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ABELiA'triflora, QiQ
Abies Enmoniana, mucla injured by frost, 362

;

killed by ditto, 386 ; Dopglasii at Dropmore,

,^ V £*^^"^» hardiness of, 3S6 ; taxifolia

S^n fo^^^^' ^^"*^' ^^' Kiempferi, ditto. 74,
170. 386 ; grandis, ditto, 363 ; araabilis, ditto,
Jbi

; Nordmanniana, ditto, 362 : Menziesu,
ditto, 362; Finedonensis, 242; jezoensis,
hardiness of, 362 ; killed by frost, 386

Acacia armata, killed by frost, 458 ; pubes-
cena, 218; or Gum Wattle, stinking, 712.
fragrant, 712 6» • »

Acalles, musical, 716
Acalypha, adulteratoA Tew, 456
Aconite, culture of, 457 ; poisoning by, 1023
Acorns, sweet, 980
Acorus Calamus, a cure for ague, 834
Acroclmium roseum, 736
Actinologia Britannica, Gosse^ rev., 291
Adulteration of Cattle Cakes, 249 ; of Grass

Cawy^h^^^i^^' 438,443 of l^a, 455; of
Coffee, 455 ; of Pepper, 532^thaUum septicum, 409

^?»!f^ , A^^P^^"^^^^
Buchanani, 1038 ; elon-

ffi .^ori r ' i^apo'-arius, 1021 ; cepa^stipes,

qlfi-
™^*^' ^3; drjanus, 832; fascicularis

lon^^-rS""^!"^' ®^2' gloiocephalus, 933;

T^lnk VkV ^ell^^'5; muscarius, 169

^Soh'f^^^'*
retirngis, 711; rhacodes, 910

^8,^6 ' ^^' cepa33tipes, 98; tube-

"^^s^n?^* American glimpses of British,

1027 ?L?^SS'''^ ^^' ^20, 939, 983, 1006,

878.' \T^ ^^'iU
^^^"^*^' l^Sl

'
South coast

TvihnJ^"^^' *^' ?20, -740: Tuscan, 126

SS.?p2w'*'' ^^S^/K 34; position of. 272

mSu''f^^'^i^^^'J^^' Benevolent Insti-

L^fkinfS^ pr\^ess?^^ ^.^^^ -^
implements; 1008; pilgrimage, 176, 247-
show. French, 58, 419 ; foreiffu lOSG-
sUtistics. 413 ; Irish 274

' -^ '
^^^'

Agrostis nigra, 536
Ague, cure for, 834
Alhagi, water Melons grown on the. 502-
Allotment competition, 898
Almanack, Midland Counties, 34 ; Thorley's,

Aloe, decaying, 434, 811

A^L^^r"^^® Of S^ss, 488

A^l- *^™ ^ railway train. 920

-W"°^„%^*' ^^«' '''^ '• fruits, 97 ; Grapes,

A^X^"** l^ipliate of, 35

^e% uri^^trV
'''

' '' ^^^ ^^'^' '''
^ °^

lSfmau'HilIn^°^«<>f^^«466
^ccumatiaation of, 1079 ; substances, uses o^

Aniseed, poisoned, 1044

m^fo?^^',L°^' 1^«. 194 : remarks on ditto,

Garieibook^X'^' 268
;
supplement to

AdtT]
S**c»ety, 363

PlaWe de
^*'*^«^'^' *' 23, 218 ; Reinette

gj^ftT^^lJ? '
bloMoms, monstrous, .'i7S ^

•''"ts, early fruiting of, 978

Apricots, effects of the winter on, 336; stocks
for, 853 ; blossoms shed by, 171

Arachis hypogsea, adulterates coffee, 455
Araucarias, grafting at Holkham, 239, 290;

diseased, 754 ; to restore diseased, 578

;

variegated, 954 ; at Dropmore, 854 ; Cun-
ninghami injured by frost, 362

Arbutus Croomi, hardiness of, 194
Archaia, by Dawson, rev., 979
Archerfield, Vines at. 815
Archetype of flowering plants, 835
Arsenic, sheep poisoning by absorption of, 203 ;

effect upon vegetation, 216
Artichokes, Perpignan, 1037 ; Jerusalem, 987

;

cooking ditto, -290. 333 ; culture of, 363
Arum Italicum, 853
Asparagus, to plant, 1044
Asaheton Smitli, reminiscences of, 171
Asters, German China, 336 ; argophyllus, cut
by frost, 386

Atropa belladonna, culture of, 456
Australia, horticulture of South, 624; best
Vines for, 625 ; temperature of tropical, 791 ;

Orange culture in, 775 ; fossil flora of, 195

;

Grasses, 154, 688; Zebra Parroquets, 50;
sheep, 203, 226, 299 ; Wheat, 963

Australasia, gatherings in, 774
Avenues, modes of planting, 194
Aye-Aye. Madagascar, 99
Ayrshire cheese, 1048
Azalea Iveryana, 410 ; double white, 894

B,

Bacox, to salt, 1116
Badge plants of Scottish clans, 673. 894, 912
Bailiff and gardener, 12
Barks of the United States, 1023
Barley growing, 538; hardy variety of, 611;
abortion in, 841

Beans, manure for, 106, 5^5 ; Scarlet Runner
for beds, 290 ; Chinese, 312

Bearer, account of the, 219, 264
Bedding plants in Mose, 693
Bee, Italian Alp, 4ll, 734 ; "honey of Korth

Italy, 340; sagacity of Humble, 853, 874.
894 ; early swarming of, 458, 481 ; strange
swarming of, 676 ; Samuelson, &c., on, 1001

;

feeding, 912 ; hives, 292 ; Keeper's Manual,
Taylor's, rev., 507

Beech, yellow and white kinds of, 602
Beech bark. Fungi on, 8
Beech trees and Hghtning, 894, 912, 934, 874
Beetle, Coquilla-nut. 600
Beets tried at Chiswick. 264
Beet cultivation, French experience on, 79:
English ditto, 79 ; distillation of, 79

Begonia grandis, culture of, 710, 713 ; mon-
strous in relation to Darwin's theory, 170

Belgium, orchard trees in, 871
Belgian Hort. Society's Garden, 895 • flower
and vegetable market, 895 ; Confederrrtion
prizes, 143

BeU on the Hand, 1107
Bentham (Mr.) Royal medal to, OG
Benthamia fragifera killed by frost, 386
Berberis. Ciunese, hardiness of, 362 ; Darwinii,
injured by frost, 362, 410; Fortuni, ditto
ditto, 362; intermedia, 143; ditto, kUled by
frost. 362 ; notkilled by ditto, 1»4 ; giumacea,
hardiness of, 104; Fortuni, dftto. 194;
Beali, ditto, 134

Berkeley's Fungology, 1019
Berkshire, farms in, 247; tigriculture of, 898,

920, 989, 983, 1006, 1027, 1047, 1067
Berry Hill, gardens at, 815
Be7:i Mai Pear, 120

Biota orientalis aurea, hardiness of, 74 ;

Sieboldi, ditto, 7* ; Meldensis, ditto, 25, 74 ;

glauca, ditto, 171
Birds, to keep off fruit, 481, 531
Bird trap. Knight's, 662
Blackbird, a Moor, 460
Black Currant Liqueur, 931
Black fly, 676
Blandford Agri. Society, 393
Blenheim, description of, 26, 47
Blights, 959 ; proposed commission respecting,

940
Blume's (Dr.) work on Orchids, rev., 7
Boar hunt, 715
Boase's Philosophy of Nature?, rev., 755
Boilers, economic^, 1062, 1042
Boletus luridus, 385; elegans, 529; hybridus,
599

Bondagers or Bothies, 631
Border, systematically an-anged plant, 190
Botanical class, Edinourgh, 751 ; names, 1062,

1081, 1105, 1129; notes in Moulmein, 2IS;
prizes at Marlborough College, 340

Botanic Gardens, 215 ; at Sydney, 216, &11

;

Antwerp. 895 ; Glasnevin. 339
Botany, agricultural, 699 ; Balfour's Manual of,

rev., 507
.

Bothy system, farm, 985
Bo-tree, sacred of Ceylon, 649
Bottom-heat, importance of, 479
Bougainvillasa spectabilis, 431, 458, 833, 977,
980 ; splendens, 333, 874 ; Braziliensis, S33 ;

wild state of, S30; m N. S. Wales, 954;
arborescent. 1000; importance of bottom-
heat for, 479 ; at Versailles, 834

Boys, way to treat garden, 363
Bran, as a packing material, 410
Braun on multiplication of embryos, 1001
British Association, 649, 713
British Colombia, hfe in, 554 ; factg relating to,

854
British Museum, Natural History collections

of, 22, 73, 484
Broome, testimonials to, 8
Broom Rape (Orobanche), 859
Bruchi, various kinds of, 600
Buckman's experiments on the transformatious
Qf Grasaes, 3 '

Budding with Peai* seeds, 360
Buddlea Lindleyana killed bv frost, 386
Bugainvillea, 977, 980
Bulbs, Cape, 505 ; bottom heat for, 479, 484

;

out door, 932 ; pit for tender, 933
Butter, vegetable, 189 ; Welsh, 921
Buttercups, 536
Buttei-flies, British, rev., 387 ; and Stothard, the
arti^, 508; chrys^s stage of, 652 ; kiUii^
justifiable, 604; inatiuct of female, 62S;
eggs, 556

?0;

^4;

c.

Cabbage, white Shanghai, 311 ; now sprout-
ing, 1107

Cabbageworts, 75
Cacti, effect of frost on, 3S6
Caermarthenshire, w:^es in, 489
Cake, cotton seed, 200
Caladiuma, Chantin's, 602, 751
Calico, brown, for shreds, 602
California. Hamite valley In, 7; Ohineac
vegetables in, 311

Cambridgeahire, Flora of, 507
Camellias, new Chinese, 169; seedling, 218;

Jtilne & Oo.'a, 2»7 ; hardiness oT 334 ;
yellow,

hardiness of, 362; out-door at Rothesay, 458

Canada, gardening in, 651 ; salmon fishing in
814 ; produce Of Upper, 1049

Canadian Hort. Soc, 695
Claunes, effects of the winter at, SS4
Cannock Farmers' Club, 986
Canterbury, agricultural meeting, 653
Cantharellus cibarius, 312
Canvas houses, 386
Cape bulbs, 505 ; bottom-heat for, 479, 484
Cardington, i-ainfall and temperature of, 194
Carex, Boott on genus of, 1063
Camjitions, clove, 736 ; Cuthill'a ciovo, 756

;

monstrous, 710
Carter &Co.*s catalogue, 100
Cat attacked by a finch, 603
Catalpas, cut back by irost, 362
Caterpillars, wonderful, 696 : changing coat,
696

Cattle, short-homed, 697. 718, 720 : pedigree
of ditto, 394, 295, 878 ; Teeswater ditto, 881

;

"Milcote, breed of, 269, 271 ; Bale of, 707 ; Mr.
Dixon's breed of, 799 ; Dudding's, 788 ; price
of, 629, 635, 819; choice of a breed r"
Angus, 633, 682, 819, 839 ; Kinnaird
633 ; Brittany, 633 ; Kerry v. Brittar
Springfield breed of, 607 ; Hereford -

610 ; changes of breedsof, 1049,- Turki'- ^

for, 539 ; homoeopathic treatment of ^ ..
. ,

breeding, dairy, 343
Cattle food, 882 ; cheapest, S9 f wtnt ,_

ditto in severe seasons, 32; poiT*""''w,

154 ; straw as, 153 ; advertieed, 940, jw,
272, 317; scarcity of, 389, 443; concencmied.
53, 54; statistics respecting, 56; eat! _iat«d

value of maniHT from different kinds of, 56 ;

cakes, adulteration of, 249 ; pulped roi ' - for,

198, 346, 127 ; Thorley's, 128, 365. 022 ; J u^-p's,

365; Dates as, 945, 365, 681, 897; co*t. oX
ditto, 682, 613; winter, 298; old fashioned
ditto, 924

Cattle sales, 830, 924
Cattle shed, moveable, 29
Cattle show, Dublin spring, 344; Smit". .

nil
Cauliflowers, Dutch, 168; antiquity of .

242
Ceanothus dentatus, hardiness of. 3o2 ; rigidos
injured by frost, 410

Cedars, transplanting large, 6; on Lebanon,
74 ; uprooted by wmd, 218

Cedar wood, 123
Celaatrus scandens, 498
Celery tried at Chiswick, 507
Cells, movements in plant, 794
Cephalotaxus, Chinese, hardiness of, 362; For-

tuni, ditto, 6, 25, 57S ; pedunculata, ditto, 578

Cereus M'Donaldiie, 578
Ceylon, Climbers in, 288
Ghamascyparissus thurifera klled by frost, 362

Charlock, 536
Cheese, poisonous metal in, 649 ; Ayrshire,

1048; making, 105; M'Adam on ditto. 1116

Cheiranthus. hybrid, 602
Chemical Wonders, Fiesse's, 1063

Cherry, Cornelian, 172

Chesnuts, Chinese, 170

Chicory for grazing, 131, 250, 322, 636 ; culture

and commerce of, 760

China, rural, 1020

Chinese, CobboJd's Pictures of, rev., 7

Chinese Tarn, 194, 242 ; large, 168, 288

;

plants, 169; Peach trees, 76; Sheep, rj6;

Vegetables in California, 211 ; Ve^tabie
seed, sale of, 387

diloroform, i;c., eflect of on planw, W
Chopwell woods, 5*8
Chorleywood Association, 434
Chrysanthemnra, culture of the Pompone.

337 ; of specimen. <09; exhibitf-'^'. 10*3;

Temple, 1003; Bird's. 102»: ad^ter^-JI**.'

select, 1083; Mgctnm(M.>on-flowBrA 73S



IV INDEX.

J^ider, nutritive vr-lue of, 153
^iuchonas, Markharo's expedition in qtiest of,

693, 712, 7i^l, 751, 776 : IIowArd'a work on,

755 ; to be tried in Trinidad, 1084

Cirencester, neighbourhood of, 681

Glana, badge plants of, 912
Clarence Peak, ascent of, 693
Clavaria rugo^a, 216 ; abietina, 871

Clematis Sieboldi killed by frost, 3S6; azvirea

grandiQora, do., 386
Clerodendrou cntentura, 456
Cliantlms, killed by frost, 362, 45S ; Dampieri,

387 977
Climate of Cumbrae, 74 ; of Graham's Town,

791 : of tropical Australia, 791 ; of Scotland,

104 ; of United States compared with that of

England, 170; of Worthing, 956; of Nice,

1082
Climbers in Ceylon, 288

Clover Dodder, 29, 762, 859 ; origin of, 103

Clover lea, to clean foul, 1011

Clover seed, adulteration of, 390; number of

weeds in, 534

Clover sickness, 273; and Fungi, 10; Prof.

Wilson on, 418
Clumber, trees blown down at, 966

Cobbold's Pictures of the Chinese, rev., 7

Coffee, adulteration of, 455; cultivation, 242;
blight in Arabia, 815

Cold, effect of on plants, 710

College, Bot. prizes at Marlbro', 340
Compotes, to make 243
Concrete walks, 4S4
Cones, bisexual, 794
Conifers, hardiness in Liucolushire, 26 ; to

prune, 146 ; in Scotland, 457 ; at Watcombe,
935 ; at LuBConjbe, 936 ; at Upcott, 977

Coniferous seeds, sale of, 8, 124

Consciousness, Philosophy of, 60
Continent, love of flowers on the, 753
Cook's Voyages, 1063
Cooking Jerusalem Artichokes, 290, 3.18, Toma-

toes, 8is
Coppice, Beech, 76
Coprinus comatus, 73
Coquilla nut Beetle, 600
Cordiceps ophioglossoides, 792
Cordon ti-aining, 1083
Cordylinc, species of, 791
Corfe Castle, Guide to, 795
Com, how to dry wet, 841 ; averages, 1028

;

imports, 821 ; rents iu Norfolk, lOG
Cornelian Cherry, 172
CoroniiUis killed by frost, 362
Cortlclura Quercinum, 481
Corytlalis n[)ecioHa, 3.16, 361
Cottage gardens, 1041
Cottagers, 78 ; show, Sudburv, 978
Cottages, lalxjurors', 511, 60ti, 838, 1114; Doi^-

setflhire, 611

Cotton, company, new, 872; Indian, 812, 896;
eaten by cattle at Bombay, 200

Cbttou sctd cuke, 200, 587 ; composition of,

urn
Couch GnviB, 366. 536, 1029
Cow, fo«d of the, 103; produce of milk per,

105; BrtJton, 611, 699, 1048; Hereford breed
of, 661 ; duration of pregnancy in, 764 ; teat
difli;wc, 781

Cnutsula coccinoii, a poison ? 073 •

CrMm, dental, 146
CrickeUt, ftnwur, 711 ; trap for, 652
Crocuses, treatment of, 1064
Ciopa, fruit near Cirencester, 814 ; Warwick-

shire root. 31 ; in the United States, 861 ;

enormous cost ol;' green, 415 ; cost of con-
verting cattle Into manure, 415 ; rotation of,

58, 203, 682 ; consumption of root, 609 ; in
Torkshiro, 612, 439; late, 737; value nf loss
t<j, BusUducd by robbiUi, 58 ; appearance of
tho. 629 ; reports on the, 658, 581, 684, 757,
758, 762, 778, 800, 797, 817, 818, 957, 960

Crotaiarla Cimninghamii, 691
Crawfi>ots, 536
(.'ruclbulum vnlgaro, 893
Cryptonieiln £.obbii, uninjured by frost, 458;
japonica, cut by frost, 410, at Rothesay,
mjurod by frost, 45S

Crystal Palace exhibitions, 337, 505, 854
CncHmbers, Pike's Defiance, 147; bitter, 104

266; Chinese, 312; Butler's Empress
Hogenic, 553, 576; laige, 673; CuthiU's
mode of raonagiug, 755; SuUon's, 836:
double, 856 ; " Model," 936

CliUivation. deep, 177,613, 940. 1083
Cumberland Agri, Society, 900
Cumbrao, climate of, 74
Cupreaem majestica, hardiness of. 35 ; Cish-

'C^^?^^<*»*y>» 25; Benthamiana, ditto,

«*i.i t?:?'***^'^"''' ^"J^^^^ ^y frost. 362
McNabblana, hardiness of, 6. 362, cut by
frost, m; Uhdeana, ditto, 336; funebris,
ditto, 886; f^mebn>, hardiness of, 74 in'mred by frost, 458. hardiness of, 25. 26 •

.nJ^^' t**^"""'
6, 25,362; McXabbiana

ItlSii «f VniS^t^^ (KuigUUX ditto, 25
KttighUi. killed by frost. 3^2 ; gracilis, ditto
3ft2; Ooveniaua, ditto. 362

w "^^ t.^'"*r*'*^ 812; varieties of, 852;W. Dutch, and Ch.impagne. 875 : Gloiro des
ajblons. 954; VersailS, red, 255; Black,
956 ; common red, 966

Currant hquour. Black, 931
Onscnta, systematic arrangement of. 1063

Y^ltuh MM«88r8.) Hyacinth show, 243

noticed
^/^*^"7 iwmphlet. 96 ; garden

CuUmg8,'to strike without soil. 434; In Mom,

Cyanophylluro magnificnm, 1061. 1081
Cypress, upvight killed bv frost, 362
Cypni>ediiim spectabile, 693

L»arwiu, noticti ol his work on OriKiu of Species,

45 J remarks arising out of ditto, 122, 170,

192, 649, 718
Dates as cattle food, 2A5, 365, 367. 613. 5S1, 897;

cost of ditto, 582 ; composition of, 367

;

analysis of, 294, 390, 416, 440
Daubeny's(Prof.) experimental researches, 630,

679 ; on sexuality of plants, 773

Davey v. Gillett, 1025
Davison's Gold Deposits, rev., 735

Daw80u'a(Dr.) Archaia, rev., 979

Deer, mortality among, 299

Dendrobium Falconeri, 266, 315 ^

Dendrometer, Sang's, 408
Deodiir, sudden death of a, 530
Deodoriser, M'Dougall's, 5t>3

Desfontaiuea spinosa killed by frost, 3S6 ; un-

injured by ditto, 886

Dew, deposit of, 123

Diagonal training, 754, 853

Diantbus Heddewigii, 736, 793

Diary of the Dairy, 34
Didmarton farm, noticed, 294

Diodon, liver of poisonous, 555
Dioscorea Batatas, 166, 194, 242

Diplomas, agricultural, 613
Dirleton Castle Gardens, 795
Disease in Aloes, 811 ; iu Apples, 870 ; of men
and nnimrils, 1010

Distillation, Beet, 79
Dock, common, 537
Dockyard timber, supply of, 671

I
Dodder, 29, 859, 954 ; origin of Clover, 102

Dog, Maltese, 28 ; Newfoundland, 52

DolichoB sinensis. 312 ;
(Tow-cock X 834

Domestic economy. Manual of, 219

Domestic Horticulture, 21, 49
Dorsetshire, winter in, 171 ; labourers* wages

in, 200, 393
Dove on substitutes for guano, 101

Drainage, 6S1 ; and rainfall, 938 ; arterial, 721,

1046, 1066 ; Denton on, 246 ; and outlets, 202,

89S, 1025, 1027, 1086, 1087 ; experience in,

1088
Drainage Act, need of, 841

Drainage, French on Farm, rev., 12

Drainingofmoreimportance than deep cultiva-

tion, 12S
Draining Plough, Fowler's, 605
Drill, Ruston on Water, 486
Drimys Winteri, hardiness of, 171 ; flowering

of, 624
Brisbane estates, 881
Drosera, irritability of, 853
Druses, by Lord Carnarvon, 1002
Dry rot in timber, 599, 604. 645, 696
Dunn's marking ink pencil, 833
Dyeing Grasses, 696

E.

Earth, warmth of the, 24
Edgings at Versailles, 834
Edging tiles, 1062 ; Hogg's, 1042, lOSl
Education of gardeners, 504, 527, 528, 552, 576,

601, 625. 648. 672, 694. 713, 734, 753, 754, 774,
793, 813. 831, 874, 934 ; of labourers, 900,
1115

Elder v. Rabbits, 793
Elms, age of ancient, 120 ; decayed, 502
Embryos, Bruun on multiplication of, 1001
Engineers' Hand Book, 219
English climate compared with that of the
United States, 170

Eothen, new edition of, 74
Epigynium leucobolrys, 977
Equatorial summed, 1062
Ergot in Rye, 877.917
Errington (Mr.) death of, 815
Espalier training, 771
Eucharidiume, new, 853
Eugenia Ugni. hardiness of. 194; injured by

frost, 386 ; apiculata, killed by frost, 336
Europe, tempei-ature of, 316
Evergreens, effect of the winter on, 362 ; in
flower gardens, 432; to transplant, 553, 556

Ewes, losses of breedinp', 11, 33 ; on Mangel,
1048, 1066

Exhibition of 1S62 and agriculture. 1065
Experiments, Dr. Daul^uy's, 630 ; with ma-
nures for Grass, 393 ; errors of agricultural.
393

Exports and imports, 741

Felling timber, season for, 676

Ferns, basket, 2ii8 ; Hooker's work on, rev.,

291 ; water, 339 ; Kennedy's Catalogue of,

411 ; Nature-priuted, 579 ; Seemann's British,

603; Mrs. Lankester's, 735; new garden,

1104; variegated, 123. 1023, 1062

Fibre, vegetable, 215, 458, 816 ;
Hollyhock, Si 4,

934
Finch, cat attacked by a, 602

Finnic, the late John, 34

Fires, lighting at top, 73, 123

Fire-leaves, (Plantago and Scabiosa, so called;

738
Firs, golden, 171 ; Coccus attacking stems or,

604
Fir Bug, silver, 626
Fishes, musical, 795
Fitz-Roya patagonica, injured by the winter,

363
Flax, perennial, 270 ; New Zealand, cut down
by frost, 386 ; methods of separating fibre

of, 722 ;
growth of in ISCO, 781 ; imports, 821

Flemish Husbandry, 296
Flora, of Tasmania, Hooker's, rev.. 195; fossil

of Australia, 195 ; of Cambridgeshire, 507

;

Capensis, 531; of Japan, 603

Floral Magazine, Moore's, 412, 555
Floral H:ill. 553
Flore des Serres, 196, 435
Florists' Guide, Slater's Amateur. 411
Flowers in our public parks, 49 ; love of on the

Continent. 753
Flower Crickets, 711
Flower gatherers, S53
Flower (gardening of 1860, 870 ; evergreens for,

432
Flower market, new, 220
Food, concentrated cattle, 53, 54; statistics

respecting ditto, 56; influence of on growth
of wool, 54 ; Gorse as, 131 ; cow, 103 ; Nettle
tops as, 315; new cattle, 272, 317; pulping
roots for cattle, 127, 198, 346; artificial,

365; Cotton-seed cake as, 200; Rape-
cake as, 512; Thorley's, 224, 128, 922;
BCiiruity of cattle, 389, 442 ; increase in con-
Bxunption of, 762; Dates as for cattle, 245,

365, 367, 581 ; cost of ditto, 582. 613 ;
pigs,

764, 882; advertised cattle, 940; winter, 298 ;

old fashioned ditto, 924; ditto in severe

seasons, 32 ; cheapest cattle, 29 ; estimated
value of manure from different kinds of, 50,

958, 963 ; unadulterated, 1009
Forests, effect of on ramfall, S32, 1063, 1105

;

receipts, (fee, of Royal, 953
Forest tree pruning, 359
Fossil flora of Australia, 195
Fowls, negro, 272 ; Baily's treatise on, 540

;

Hambro's, 540 ; Spanish, 541 ; Dorking, 541

;

flesh for, 719
Foxes, devices of, 100
France, Olives in, 46 ; agricultural show in, 58,

682 ; agriculture in, 461 ; horticulture in,

168; Peach culture in, 502; the season in,

436
Franklin Expedition, Narrative of the, 51
Frere's (Mr.) appointment, 221
Frogs, green tree and spiders, 554
Frost, effects of severe in December, 7, 25, 194,

335, 362, 384, 386 ; at Cannes, 384 ; action of

on Peach trees, 501, 504, 530, 554 ; effect of

on Vegetables, 122, 171 ; all the year round,
122

Fruits for back walls of Orchard Houses, 6

;

American, 97 ; mode of keeping at Welbeck,
339 ; packing for, 386, 410 ; to keep birds

off, 481. 531 ; linen covers for, 1042 ;
prices

of tropical, 532; antiquity of cross breeding,

1105; leaves for gai-uishiug, 578

Fruit Catalogue, Rivers', 935

Fruit gatherers, 853
Fruit Manual, by Hogg, rev., 894

Fruit room, German, 999

Fruit trees, pruning of, 263 ;
diagonal training

of, 754; espalier ditto. 771; ornamental
pyramidal, 776.

F uchsia, essay on tbe, 385 ; Riccartoni, effects

of the winter on, 336 ; monstrous, 912

Fumigating, English Tobacco unfit for, 482

Fungi and Clover sickness, 10 ; Wheat blight,

10 ; on Grass, 480 ; that destroy timber, 599 ;

poisonous, 892 ;
parasitic, 1045 ; expansive

force of. 1105 ; cellar, 1125

Fungology, Berkeley's, rev., 1019

Furze, double, injured by frost, 362, 410
Fu^arium heterosporium, 953
Fusisporium insidiosum, 4S0

T.

effects of the

D.

Dacrydipm FRATTKi-rm klU«d by frost. ?S«
«ial«ft quercina, &7«
Dahliaa, ucw, 834. 874 ; lists of, g-M
]>str; foedinff. Horafairs. S9 ; cattle brp»l ing,

343; Husbandry, H.mdbook of, 106; opera-
^kw, «» ; produce. 11, Vil
5»<»ascQs, garden of, 75
uiBc«r'8 norssry ootioad, IM

Fagus Cunningham!, 316 ;

winter on, 330 _ .

Farfugium graudo. 170 ; effects of frost on,

336 ; hardy in Vale of Swansea, 362 ; killed

by frost in Northamptonshire, 362

Farm3. Churchill and Sarsdcn, 12 ; Woolston,

near Bletchley, noticed, 58, 368 ; reports of,

130 ; Chalkpit in Berkshu-e. 175 ; Eordswick
Hall in Cheshire, 177; Haluea Hill, 247; at

Hinton, 247 ; smalU 226 ; prize offered for

essay on, 797 ; prize Cheshire and South
Lancashire, 174, 176; in Gloucestershire,

294; need of landownei-s improviug. 318;
Panton House, 738; Mr. Bowie's, 8*9: Mr!
Horafall's, M2. 923

Farm iKitbv system, 985
Farm buildings, use of iron in. 29. 102 198

S45. 541, VS j
» » , ,

Farm crop^ Prof. Wilson on, rev ,
32'> 418

664 ; capital, 665. Wi : expend!ture,""sche-'
dutes oC 441 ; profits, Mechi's, 245 24^ 271m, 295, 297 ; expenses. 416 ' '

Farm Dnuosge, by French, rev., 12
Farm implements, 1005, 1008

^^%M 392
'''"' ^" • '*^^^3, showing value of.

Farm labourers, 57. 297, 509
Farm leMss, 614
Farmers, duties of. 442; Manual, Sutton's. 298Farming, Lots Weedon, SI ; e-^ys on by

vl^' V' ^ «^«t»<*»">> «.» 940; IrUh, 985
Farnhara Castle, gardens at, 240
J-ariTvr'a Sdenoe In Theology, rev.. 51
Feeding Statistics, 55

presei

G.

GALts, Oak, 72 ; root and Oak, 242
Game, preservation of, 6 '4 : over-

of, 221^25, 24S^7S, fl7a
*—*—

Gamfe ISwB, re"iura of offences against, 174;
damages for injury done, on account of, 1086

Gapes in Turkeys, 636
Garden of Damascus, 75 ; glass covered, 836

;

my kitchen, cowa, and i acre of pasture, 579
Garden boy, how to manage a, 579, 875;

engines, wearing out of iron, 76 ; labels, 386
Gardener and bailiff, 12
Gardeners and Society of Arts examinations,
504 ; suggestions to, 1106

; premiums, 073

;

Royal Benevolent Institution, 121, 171, 19*.
575, 602 ; anniversary, 601 ; education, see
Education.

G^dening on housetops, 21, 49, 265 ; street,
774,793; cottage, 1041

Ganiishing, leaves for, 578
Ganya elHptica, effects of the winter en, 336
Gas lime, 781
Gas pipes and trees, 733
Gazaaia splendens, 836
Oeastrum limbatum, 624
Geelong Botiinical Garden, 435
Genista tinctoria (Woadwaxeu), 73S
Geneva Plaatarum, new, 189
Geoglpssum difforme, 772
Geraniums, striking variegated, 733
Gesnera cinnabarina, 315
Girls, condition of servant, 272
Qishurst Compound, 834, 874, 913. ^61
Glaciers of the Alps, 695 ; Ramsay on, 650
Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, 816; seed, 1084
Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 399

Glasshouses for the million, 50 ; how to find

length of rafter, &c. of lean-to, 1082
Glazing, strength of glass for, 713

Glenny on Culture of Flowers, Fruit, and
Vegetables, rev. 316

Gloucester Agri. Society, 880
Glowworms, lesser, 1044 *

Goat, duration of pregnancy in, 764

Gold deposits, Davison on, rev., 735
Gorilla, brain of the, 649
Gorse as food, 131 ; culture of. 564

Gosse's Sea-Anemones and Corals, rev., 291;
Natural History, 10i3

Gossip of the Garden, rev., 243

Gothic sculpture. 244
Gourd, Honolulu Nectarine, 264

Grafting, new plan of, 4 ; herbaceous, 239, 4S4

;

Araucarias at Holkham, 239, 290 ; wax for,

315,338, 362, 386
Grafts, eariy fruiting of, 978

Graham's-town, climate of, 791

Grain as cattle food, 832

Grapes, reports on varietie«of, 6, 835; early

291 ; rust in, 388, 410, 434. 458, 481 ; shank-
ing of, 709; spotted, 910; large bunch of,

854, weight of, 896; ripened in paper bags,
leS; growing, 892; at Tuhidy, 814; without
fire heat, 934 ; American, 997 ; fertilising,

602 ; Black Barbarossa, 218, 266 ; Goldca
Hamburgh, 240, 1021, 291, 202, 578, 602, 918,

934, 054, 977, 1042 ; Muscat, 034 ; Bowood
Muscat, 978, 1001, 1021, 1042, 1062, 1105;
Muscat Hamburgh, ¥36, 977

Grasses, transformations of, 4, 650; for tid*

banks, 131; Coxich, 366; bad lawn, 226.

pasture, 372, 419; for Australia, 588; arti*

ficial manures for, 389, 393 ; top di'essing for'

250, 440. 1051, 223
Grass seeds, when to sow, 274 ; adulteration ofi

293, 390, 438, 4*3 ; analyses of, 414, 461, 611,

614 ;
quality of, 679 ; number of weeds i^

533 ; trade in, 801
Grasshopper warbler, 1107
Grass parasite, 480
Grass verges, round, 1084
Gravel, salt a cure for weeds on, 171
Grazing, chicory for, 322
Greeuheart. 691
Greensand as mamire, 417
Grisebach's Flora of West Indies, 555
Grote on Plato's Doctriuo respecting rotation
955

Guano, BTibstitutes for, 101 ; as a top dressing,

223 ; soot compared with, 226 ; earthy, 557;
quality of, 513; adulterated, 630; Irish

ditto, 677 ; for Potatoes, 739 ; analysis o(,

762 ; history and properties of, 803 ; Peruvian,

857 ; imports, 821
Gunboats, rotten, 527. 551, 553, 575, 599, 623,

625, 645, 671, 691, 974
Gunnerascabra, 916
Guns, instructions for using shot, 895
Gutta percha labels, 74
Gymnastic exercises, 3SS
Gymnogramraa Wetenhalliana, 934
Gymnosporangium Juniperi, 504
Gyp-sum, operation of, 6S0

H.

Haii£TORms, 123
Haines Hill farm, 247
Hamite valley in California, 7
Hampton Court Gardens, 915, 934
Hardy (Captain), on How to repel Invasion,

rev,, 7
Harkness (Mr.), death of, 901
Harrow, Seton's, 417
Hartwig's " Sea and its Living Wonders," 1062
Harvest prospects, 737, 839, 841, 877, 757, 758,

762, 778, 9o7, 960 ; of 1860, 859 ; American,
861

Harvest time in Rutland, 802 ; in successive
years, 684

Harvey's (Dr.) Thesaurus Capensis, 28, 531,

627 ; Catalogue of Algse, 794
Haymaking, 738
Heaths, effect of the winter on, 362
Heating, lighting fires at top for, 73, 123 : Vine

borders, 869, 935 ; best boiler for, 1042, 1062:
importance of bottom, 479 ; steam fot

bottom, 1104
Hedera Regneriana, killed by frost, 356
Hedgerow timber, 537 ; weeds, 858
Hcdysarum Alliagi and Water Melons, 502
Heiminthosporiura pyroum, 1045
Helvella crispa, 360
Hemp imports, 821
Henbane, culture of, 192
Henderson's (Afessrajiiuraerv, 730

Htjrbarium, Lehmann's, 362 ; beetles, 403

;

Nuttall's, 556
Hereman's portable hothouses, 692
Heynderycx, sale of his plants, 432
Highland Clans, Badge plants of, 894
Hind, Northumberland, 83
Hinton farm noticed, 247
Ilitchin, culture of medicinal plants at, 456
Hogg's (Dr.) Fruit Manual, rev., 894;edgin?

tiles, 1042 ; (Dr.) Year Book, 1107
Holchus saccharatus, 32; fibre of. 314, 85S;

lanatus, 419, 536
Hollies, large, 338 ; as timber trees, 530
Hollyhocks, propagation of, 171 ; fibre of, 874,

9J4
Home, its duties, 441
Homoeopathy, veterinary, 720, 721, 722
Hooker's Tasmania, rev., 195 ; Species Filicum,

rev., 291, 835
Hop imports, 821
Horses, concretions in, 803 ; breed of, 843;

winter keep for, 1051 ; homoeopathic treat'

ment of, 721
Horse-hoe, Garrett*s, 464
Horticulture, state of French, 163
Hothouses for the million, 6, 772 ; Hcreman ^

portable, 692 ; how to find length of rafter,

&c, of lean-to, 1082
Hovenia dulcis, hardiness of, 336
Huddersfield Hort. Society, 794
Hunter's Mensuration, rev., 7
Husbandry, Flemish, 296
Hyacinths, Messrs. Cutbush'a show of, 243

;

list of, 244 ; culture of the. 832

>j



INDEX.
Hyde Fatk, complaints about shrubberies in

119 : Elms in, 502

Hyrtnum gelatinosum, 1080; repandum, 1-21

Hydr;uij,'eas, blue. 936

HvgTophonis psittacinus, 240

Hyoscyamiis iiiger. culture of; 102

Hvpporaeter, Sang's, 408

I.

IcE-houses, plana of, 833

Ice shower, 716 ^
Ilex dipyrena, injured by frost, 386; comuta,
hardiness of, 362, killed by frost, 386; fur-

cata, ditto, 386 ; ditto, uninjured by ditto,

362
Illustrated Bouquet {Henderson's), noticed,

267
Implements, farm. 1005, 1008 ; maimers of, and

Arrri. Soc,, 870; show of, 678; ditto at

Dublin, 390; at Smithfield.lllS; trials of,

630. 634, 1026
Importations of produce in 1859, 178
Imports and exports, 741
Index Filicum, 104*

,^ [ndii\, Tea tree in, 28
3udi:in Corn husk paper, 952
Indian Cotton. 896
Insects, mtisical, 716; destruction of, 893
insect powder, Vicat's, 734
International Exhibition, 1110
Ipomoea, Goat's Foot, 288

Ireland, labour In, 272 ; root growing and
sheep feeding in, 299 ; farming in, 199, 320,

740, 985 ; statistics respecting, 878 ; waste
lands in, 80

Iris, growth of terrestrial Orchids on, 167
iron, paint for, 436 ; use of in farm buildings,

29, 102, 198, 245, 341, 9S2
Irrigation, 681
Isle of Wight, Guide" to, 715
Italian Rye grass, irrigated, 761
Italy, Blact'sMap of Upper, 316

J.

TAMES0N-'sf\frR.)Itali;in Painters, rev., 7
Japan, Flora of, 603, 1103, 1126
Jardiu Fruitier, by Decaisne. rev., 874, 895,

913, 935, 955, 978, 1002
Jasminum nudiflorura, effecta of winter on,

336, 362
Judges, complained of, 913
Julian Homo, by Farrar, rev., 2C7
Juncus sylvatieua, 774
Juniperus sphcerica, hardiness of, 362
Junipa" fungus, 504
Jute iruports, 821

K.

report on,

Kexsts-oton Gore, Horticultural Society's new
arrangements at (see Societies)

Kestrel, habits of the, 915
Kew Gardens, Sir W. J. Hooker's
289 ; lectures at, 4^6

Kite, habits of the, 855, 875
"lotzsch (Dr.), death of, 1064
Lohl Rabi, .S3, 491 ; notes on, 12 ; culture of,
491; tops of, 1011

KDlreuteria paniculata, effects of the winter on,
336

'

'^umquat, 836
iCyanisiug, 645

L.

i'ABRLS, ^den, 386; gutta percha, 74 ; im-
proved lead, 315; zinc, 338; noncils for,

,

Dunn's, 28S, 436 ; ditto, improve'd, 833
-abour, farm, 173 ; returns showing value of
farm, 390, 392; in Ireland, 272; price of on
iweedside, 344; in Northumberland, 562

labourers, farm, 371, 509 ; treatment of, 612 •

Cheshire, 557; Scott Biu-u's lecture on the
1109, 1114; and Friendly Societies, 7t'

^ markets for, 33, 465, 510, 632, 685
^bourers' cottages, 5U, 606; Dorsetshire, 611,
838

Ubrella pti^rmic^, 1045
Ejactarius insulsus, 752
"tactometer, tube, 803
i-acto8cope, 13
l^^es, Guide to the, 914
{^bs worms in, 129 ; diarrhoea in, 178, 588
l^ancashire, crops in, 762
{-and, reclaiming, 723, 740
f^dlord, duties of, 442 ; and tenant, 81, 723
landowners, need of improving their farms,

L^JlJf:!!*^'''*'^
^^^ *>f Animals, Ac, 815

J^p:
-ena rosea, 360, 736

Uthv^«? k'
^''^ntosh on, rev.. 451Lathynis tubero.im a British plant, 774. lOC^

w'^iSl'^ effects of the winter on, 336

U^^'l^Sr^e^fe'^^"''^^ -^^ 1^^-^

Wson-s Gardener 8' Kalendar, 74

SnL7 flowers, 436 ; at Kew, 436, 456;

"tSW' ^'i.o?'*^^
Institution, 482 Dr

S AtS^"**
630; to the Royal Familv 647;

at

Lee's (Messrs.) nursery, noticed, 483
Lehmann's herbarium, 362
Leptospertnum obovatum cut down by frost,

380
Lettuces, report on varieties of, 49 ; Carter's
new Cos, 673 ; Tom Thumb, 793

Libocedrus chilensis, hardiness of, 6, 74, 362

;

cut by frost in Northamptonshire, 362

;

Doniana. uninjured by frost, 336
Lice, cure for, 1116
Lightning and Beeches, 874, 894, 912, 934
Lilacs, forced white in darkness. 1060, 1152
Lilies, disease in Japan, 456 ; Water, Moreton
Bay, 736

Lime tree, death of an aged at Moor Park, 100
Linaria, so-called varieties of, 734
Lincolnshire, season in, 793
Lindelofia spectabilis, 626
Linden's Hortus Lindenianus, 435; nursery,

554, 915
Lindley's Descriptive Botany, 956
LinnaJus, Tupper's statue of, 100
Linseed cake, 587; adulteration of, 587; com-

position of. 588
Liqueur de Cassis, 931
Liquorice growing, 717
LitcM, 876
Literature, index to current, 339
Lithospermum prostratum, 1042
Lois-Weedon experience, 31 ; Wheat growing,
463; husbandry, 437, 438, 489, 490, 612;
crops, 487 ; culture, 512, 718

Lomaria chileneis, 25, 626
London gardeniner, 21 , 49 ; parks, flowers in the,

49; Plane trees, 46, 47
Lucerne, culture of, 515, 924, 1069
Luculia gratissima, 26
Luminosity, oceanic, 775
Lurcher, hatred towards the, 3SS
Lycoperdon giganteum, 289
Lycopodium denticulatum, hardiness of, 410

M.

Macattlay, Biographies by the late Lord, 316
Machine for moving plant boxes, 502
Macintosh's (Mr.) nursery, 1083
McClintock's (Capt.) Narrative of the Frank-

lin Expedition, fil

Mackenzie on Siilmon, 483
Maiaemore farm, 1028
Maltese Dog, 28
Manchester Exhibition, 650 ; Field Naturalist

Society, 407
Manetti Rose stock, 75, 98
Mangel Wurzel, 632; culture of, 11, 12, 369:
growth and restoring of, 128,802; condition
of stored, 57 ; advantage of sowing early,

56 ; time for sowing on Fen lands, 56 ; early
sowing, 104 ; sown with water drill, 486

;

Ewes on, 1048, 1066
Mangel leaves, 985 ; to preserve, 963 ; dislcafing,

11
Mangel pulp, 843
Mannington's Pearmain Apple, 4, 23, 213
Manse garden, rev., 363
Manures, effect of different artificial on
Turnips, 55; estimated value of from different
kinds of food, 56 ; extra requil-ed for high
farming 300 acres, 57 ; farm yards, SO, 757

;

management of ditto, 535 ; soot compared
with guano as, 226; value of liquid, 173;
sewage. 296, 297, 899 ; Mechi on ditto, 129,
221, 222 ; application of ditto, 248, 249 ; ditto,
and Mechi's profits, 249 ; and sheep teed,
128 ; for Beans, 106, 565; for Grass, 389, 393 ;

cost of converting cattle crops into, 415

;

green sand as, 417 ; Baldwin on, 564 ; valua-
tion of, 763, 780 ; prices of artificial, 1051

;

Dr. Anderson's lecture on, 720 ; Dr. Ander-
son on artificial, 762 ; discussion on, 869 ;

experiments with, 102, 981 ; soot as, 614

;

Sea-weed as, 1005; adulteration of, 1050;
management of cesspool, 1063

Manure tank, 987
Manure making and stock feeding, 318
Manure manufactories. Thames-side, 486
Manuring Vineyards, 915
Marasmius Oreades, 190
Mares, duration of pregnancy in, 764
Markets, feeing, 465 ; Belgian flower and ve-
getable, 895

Markham's Cinchona expedition, 693, 712, 731,
751, 776

Marking-ink pencil, Dunn*3 improved, 833
Marlborough College, Bot. prizes at, 340
Masters' (Mr.) lecture on abnormal forms, 482
Masters and servants, 509
Mauritius, drying up of sti-eams in, 332
Meadows, water, 868
Meat, high price of, 607 ; manufacture, 882

;

London conaumption of, 984 : trade in un-
healthy, 1010

Mechanics. Twisden's, 835
Mechi's (Mr,) profits. 221, 271, 294, 295, 297,

245, 249 ; his use of the word " avail," 249
;

live stock accoimt, 243 ; and his opponents,
464

Medicago maculata, 987
Medicinal plants, culture of at Hitchin. 192,
456

Melons, Chinese, 312 ; water, Arabian mode of
growing, 502

;
quality of, 673 ; ..Ethalium on,

436
Mespiluajaponica, 532
Mice, 200 ; ill eflfecta of in gardens, 122 ; self-

acting traps for, 242
Mignonette tree, 481
Milcote Short-horns, 269, 271, 294
Mildew, Vine, 816 ; cause of, 977 ; no novelty,
980 ; cure for, 874, 912, 980

Milk, produce of per cow, 105; yield of, 538 ;

richness of, 683 ; taste of, 1116
MilUon, glass-houses for the, 50
Milne &Co.'s Camellias, 267
Minnesota Hort. Exhibition, 754
Missel-thrush, 458
Mistletn, the, 433, 458
Mitchella repens, hardiness of, 194
Mogador, Flora for, 49
Money making, agricultural, 34
Monkshood, culture of, 451
Monsters ; Apple blossoms, 578
Moon-flower (Chrysanthemum aegetnm), 738

Morton's Dairy Husbandry, 105

Moss, cuttings in, 733; bedding plants in,

693
Mopaca, structure of, S75
Moths, Stainton on, 835
Moule on National Health and Wealth, rev.,

394
Moulmein, botanical notes made in, 218
blowers, trial of, 658
Mueller's Fragmenta Phytographise Australise,

794
Musa Ensete, 1105
Museum, British, Natural History Collections

of, 22, 484 ; Oxford, 4«2
Mushroom growing in Vineries, 98 ;

poisoning,

892; Berkeley on, 1020, 1021; and charred
bones, 1042; expansive force of, 1105

Mushroom parasites, 384
Mustard cake, cor«position of, 583

Myrica califoruica, effects of the winter on,

336
Myrtles, effect of the winter on, 362 ; at
Rothesay, injured by frost, 458

Myrtus apiculuta killed by frosc, 386

N.

Natctbai. selection in reference to plants, 312,
862

Natural History Review, new, 998
Nectandra Rodia^i, 692
Nectarines, eff'ects of the winter on, 336

;

pruning, 1038
Net, umbrella. 436
Nettle tops as food, 315
Nevinsia Alabamensis, 28
Newfoundbnd dog, 52
New York Central Park, 1003
New Zealand, Dr. Thomson on, rev., 27 ; vege-

tation in, 733
New Zealand Flax cut down by frost, 386
Nice, climate of, 1082
Night temperatiire in warm countries, 791
Nitre, mode of preparing, 914
Nitrogen in .soil, 1050
Norfolk, corn rents in, 106
Normandy Pippins, 932
Northumberland Hind, 83
Nurseryman's assessments, 1000
Nut tree, productive, 1081

0.

Oak galls, 72, 242
Oak, supply of, 671 ; sap in, 673 ; evergreen,

effects of the winter on, 302
Odontoglossum graude, 894
Oilcakes, Prof. Voelcker's lecture ou, 5S6 ; im-

ports of, 821
Oil, yellow Poppy seed, 1023
Olea ilicifolia killed by frost, 336
Olives in France, 46
Orange, spot in leaves of, 291 ; at Versailles,
dying, 313, 336, 338 ; culture in Australia,
775; and orchard houses, 952

Orchard houses, 481, 834, 998, 1021, 1022; v.

walls, 264; fruits for back walls of, 6; tif-

fi\ny for, 361 ; crops in, 814 ; in Belgium,
171 ; Rivers', rev., 243, 875

Orchids, hybridising, 7; ditto, British, 528;
Dr. Blume's work on, rev., 7 ; Mr. Rucker's,
75 ; mode of growing terrestrial, 367 ;

terrestrial, 217 ; Kentish, 794
Orchid hou.ses, Mr. Warner's. 290, 338
Omithorhynchus or water mole, 774
Orobanche (Broom Rape), 859
Osbom (Capt), on Franklin expedition, rev., 51
Owen's (Prof.) Palaeontology, rev., 266
Oxford experimental ground, 079; Museums,
482

Oyster breeding, artificial, 1004
Ozothamnus thyrsiflorus killed by frost, 336

P.

pACKixo seeds for export.^tion, 230 ; fruit, 339,
386, 410

P-Aint for iron, 436
Palseontology, by Prof. Owen, rev., 266
P;Llm, Chusan, 170 ; hardy in Vale of Swansea,

362 ; injured by frost in Northamptonshire,
362

Palmettos in Dorsetshire. 171
Pampas Gra^s, 935, 954. 1001, 1081 ; as Covert,

1001 ; effect of the winter on, 362 ; killed by
frost, 410

Pauton House fann. 738
Paper, materials for, 215, 287, 311, 314, 316,

433,934 ; Holcus sacchai-atus as, 362 ; Maize
husk as, 952

Paper duty, 340, 479
Paper hangings, poisonous, 815, 1034
Paris Zoological Garden, 3-'J9

Parka, flowers in our public, 49 ; complaints
about shrubberies in, 119

Parroquets, Australian Zebra, 50
Parsnips v. Potatoes, 963
Pasture land, to break up, 200 ; to clean foul,

1069
Paulovnia, cut back by frost, 362
Paul's nursery noticed, 715

Favia coccinea, hardiness of, 104
Peach trees, Chinese, 76. 170 ; effects of the

winter on, 336, 710 ; killed by frost, 48. 501,

504, 5Z(J, 654; thinning, 578, 973, 1038;

diagonal training of, 754, 853 ; cordon train-

ing of, 1083 ; ctilture of, 912 ; Knight's mode
of treating, 264 ; cnlttire of in France, 502

;

Stirling Caatle, 734 ; and Vines in the Bame

hoiue, 124 ; buds, fniitfni. 774; leaves indi-

cative of quality, 954 ; curl in, 484

Peaks, Passes and Glaciers, Ball's, rev., 507
Pearmain, Mannington's. 4, 23
Pears, spotted. 998 ; cracked, 956 ; dried, 932 ;

for a N. wall, 196 ; on Mountain Ash, misstate-
ment, 953; Bezi Mai. 120; Madame Yerte.
217 ; Huyshe's Victoria, 834 ; Winter Bon
Chretien, 875 ; Crott^*e, 875 ; Royale d'Hiver,
875 ; Vermilion or Bellissime d'Automne,
875; Colmar d'Et^, 875; Donville, 875;
d'Arenberg, 895 ; Bonne d'Ez(5e, 895 ; L^chas-
serie, 895 ; des Veterans, 895 ; de Ranee,
895; Beymont, 695; Colmar d'Et^, 913;
Chaumontel, 913 ; Duchesse de Mars, 914

;

Gros Certeau d'Et€, 914; Nagxiette, 914;
de Parthenay, 914; D^lices d*Angers, 914;
Fusee, 914; Gresilier, 914; d'Alen?on, 914;
Epine Rose, 914 ; Duval, 914 ; Oignonet de
Provence, 914 ; Naiu Vert, 914 ; Forelle,
635 ; B^quesne, 935 ; Colmar, 935 ; de
Beurrd, 935 ; a'Amboise, 935 : St. Germain
Panache, 955 ; Diel, 955 ; Du Tilloy, 955 ;

Henriette, 955 ; Muscat Lallcmand, 955

:

De Doyenne Roux, 955 ; Figue, 978 ; Sur-
passe Menus, 979 ; Cassante d'Hardenpont,
979 ; Belle de Thouars, 979 ; Nonpareil, 979 ;

Belle Angevine, 979 ; synonyms of, 1002
Pear seedlings, American modeof treating, 814
Pear seeds, budding with, 360
Pear leaf Fungus, 956
Pear leaf miner, 754
Pear Orchard in United States, 792
Peas, Hack's, 604 ; monstrous, 894 ; late, 954
Peas pudding, 963 ; soup, 963
Peat charcoal, Irish, 565
Pelargoniums, select, 051
Pembroke Farmers' Club, 921
Pencil, Dunn's label, 288, 833
Pepper, adulteration of, 532
Perfumery, Rimmel on, 480, 503. 529, 553, 577,
626

Peruvian Barks, Howard's Illustrations of, 219
Pestalozzia Guepini, 1045
Phalsenopsis SchiUeriima, 216
Photinia serrulata, uninjured by frost, 362
Piceas, hardiness of different kinds of, 74
Pigs, 763 ; flesh for, 719
Piucenectitia, origin of name, 503
Pine Apples, effect of suckers on growth of,

266; classification of, 976, 999, 1040; at

Bridge Castle, 1042; to destroy scale on, 871,
893

Pinks, select, 651
Pinuses at Bsher, growth of, 25
Pinus lophosperma, 46 ; Ocampoi Devoniana,
124; tenuifolia, 502; corkscrewed, 2*2;
Montezurafe, effects of the winter on, 336

;

tuberculata, ditto, 336; Llaveam, ditto, 336;
Australis, ditto, 336 ; excelaa, ditto, 336

;

iiisignis, ditto, 336 ; insignis, young plants
killed by frost, 362 ; Teocotc. killed by ditto,

362; excelsa, injured by ditto, 363 ; Monte-
zumae, ditto, 362 ; muricata, ditto, 362

;

tuberculata, ditto, 362 ; monticola, hardi-
ness of, 362 ; Jeffreyii, ditto, 362 ; Beards-
leyii, ditto, 362 ; cembroidca. ditto, 362

;

Padufia, ditto. 386 ;Parolinii, ditto, 386 ; Fre-
montiana, ditto, 386; Don Pedri, injured
by frost, 386; Fenzleyii, ditto, 386; Jeffreyii,

ditto, 386 ; inflexa, ditto. 386 ; Monte-allegri,
ditto, 336 ; Ocampoi. ditto, 380 ; Endlicher-
iana, ditto, 386 ; Ehrenbergil, ditto. 386

;

Lindleyana, killed by frost, 578
Pinus seeds, treatment of old, 552
Pittosporum, killed by frost, 362
plane trees, London, 46, 47
Plantago media, (fire leaves), 738

I
Plants, transformations of, 3 ; Darwin's theory
respecting species of, 45, 122, 649 ; "Natural
Selection" in reference to, 45, 312, 362;
cross - bred, 26, 49 ; fibre - yielding, 215,

774 ; effect of arsenic on, 216 ; Masters
on abnormal formation in, 482 ; native,

894 ; efforts of wetting leaves of, 710 ;

effects of the winter on, 335, 362 ; spelling

names of, 876 ; so called species of, 1080 ;

fructification without impregnation in, 1001

;

sexuality of, 773 ; used for bedding, 795

;

bedding in moss, 693 ; used as badges, 804 ;

cultivation, science of, 344 ; experiments on
growth of, 650

Plant border, systematically arranged, 190
Plant box moving machine, 502
Plant ca8e,.Widtonian, 97
Plant cells, movements in, 794

Plant houses, Sir J. Paxton's, 171, 752

Pleopeltis incurvata. 1105
Pleroma elegans, 433, 530
Pleuro-pneumonia, 367, 012, 922 ; and hot air

baths, 764
Ploughs, 581 ; Bedford, 55 : steam, 60S ; trial

of ditto, 657. 718; Fowler's ditto. 1045;
Beard's ditto, 1046; deep. 10S7; Fowler's
Draining, 605 ; two v. four-horse, 613

Ploughing match, 659
Plums in 1860. 891 ; Mitchelson's, 892, 894 ; how

to distinguish, 600; from a Rlazed wall, 793 ;

Golden Drop on a north wall, 998, 1081
Podocarpus andina, killed by frost, 386; nubi-

gena, ditto, 386
Podophyllum Emodi, 753
Poisoning by Aconite, 1023
Poisoned Aniseed, 1044
Poissy Agricultural Show, 419
Political economy, harmonies of, 75
Polyanthuses, 361
Polypodium sanctum, 1105
Polyporus hvbridus, 599 ; squamoaua, 975

Ponds, bottoming for, 530, 533

Poor, scheme for relieving, 10S6

Poppy, monstrous, 647 ; seed cake, composi-

tion of, 538 ; seed oil, yellow, 1023

Potato, cultivation of, 168, 366; f«ano as a

top-dressing for, 223, 699, 739; effect of Dec.

frost on. 104; to st<.re, 954; crop, OfS ; ^
ease, 612 841 ; in France, IGS; imports, 821

,

sets, cut, 315 /„,«*«:« mt •

Poultry, ailments, 3l3; to ^^^^'^ fjf^^^J^li
show, fi03; Birmmgham, 1091; CryHal

Palace, 1U4 ^ , .„.

Premium paying to gardeners, 67i

ProtectioB of will fruit, 266 ; tiffany for, 361

PrundU vulgaris, 537

pnjning timber. 172, 218, 359 ; fruit trees, 263;

Peaches and Nectarines, 1033
prunus triloba, 170

PtcrU tricolor, 217
Ptinns fnr, 408
Puff balls, 289
PyruB BoUwyllerian*, 953



n INDEX.

Q.

Qtjehctjs seBsiliflora, 73

;

bambusjefoiia, 'IVO

pannonicji, 73

;

R.

Rabbits, value of loss to crops sustained by,
58 ; Elder not eaten by, 798

"Rainbows, mock, 71'J

Rainfall at Chiswick, 8, 575 ; in Monmoutli-
sbire, 25 ; in Lancasbire, 25 ; at Stevenage,
50; near Southampton, 50; at Castle Hill,

50 ; in Dumfriesshire, 74 ; near Winchester,
74; near Cornwall, 74; in Warwickshire,
98 ; Mid allied phenomena, cause of, 123 ; at
Stonybnrst, 122; at Witham, 122; at Car-
dington, 194; at Highfiold, 194 ; at Plymp-
ton St. Mary, 218 ; in Nottinghamshire, 580,
601, 602 ; at Epping, «26 ; in Essex, 673 ; at
Alresford, 649; at Holme, 685; in York-
shire, 694 ; Tweeddale prize essay on, 795

;

and drainage, 933 ; September, 1860, 954

;

in October 1860, 1001; in November, 1106;
in Carse of Gowrie, 1110 ; effect of forests on,
832, 1063, 1105

Rain making, 1050
Ram sales, 764
Ranunculuses , select, 579
Rape cake, as food, 512, 587 ; composition of,

588
Raspberry Jam Tree, 712
Rats, 490
Rat-klUer. determined, 656
Reaping machines, 201, 701, 921, 939, 1008

Celtic, 719; trial of, 97. 653, 718, 837, 841'
798, 880 ; Holland, 197 ; ext>erience of, 899 ;'

Dray's, 802 ; Rurgess & Key's, 760, 779, 820

,

802, 1068
Bcnanthera, flowering of, 1*01
Reinette Platte de Champagne Apple, 23
Rhododendrons, Fortuni, 170 ; hardiness of

ditto, 336 ; effects of the frost on, 336 ; Boothii;
killed by frost, 386 ; Hookeri ditto, 386 ;

argenteum ditto, 386 ; Falconer! ditto, 380
Sikkim, 95, 836, 458; ditto killed by frost, 362;
exhibition of. 555 ; l*rgo truss of, 580 ; hardy,

Richmond, death ofDuke of, 959
Ricks, roofing of, 177
Rifloa, 1108 ; Busk on the, 650
Kifle MatoU Report. 696
Rlmmel on Perfumery, (sec Perfumery)
Ilivor reform, llUU
Hoad reform in Scotland, 417
Roots, direction taken by, 791
Root galls. 242
Boot crops m Warwickaluro, 31 ; consumption

of; 609 ; deficiency of, 841 ; grtnving in
Irtlaiui, 299; pulped, as cattle food, 198,
407, J*u ; to store, 962; show of agricultural
iOM; ditto ttt Hftdlcigh, 1115; U States,

RoHOfl flna5fi, 51 ; Iransplftnting with dormant
buds, 196; cultivation of, §48; remarks on
names ffi von to, 24a ; effect of the wmter on
862 ; Souvenir do Malmaison, 433 Tea'
effect of late ft-ost on, 1»4 ; ditto in Ireland!M4

; I- urtmio'w. 6i& ; ditt» injured by frost,
mi; oM double yellow, 626; sport, 672-
show national, «73 ; at Floml Hall, 674 :

•howlng, 9.14 ; new, 716 ; IfabolU Gray. 7a4
green, 862 ; late blooming, 1107

'

WMO stock, Manetti, 76, 98, 910
Koutledgo'a Natural History, 339
RoweU on oauto of rain. Ac., 128
Koval Family, liotauical jecture to 647*

Eui;kcr'8(Mr.>0rchW«, 75

&

Baisjom, Mtalyua of, ^l
«jJt for roads. 98 ; for walks, 128
B^mon. ilackuizie on, 483 ; a«hing In Canada,

Bjng'B Dendromcter, 408
«Mh Un», thongB nf raw hides for. 580
•topotbis* •cwpicua, iiyured by the winter,

'8S*T l"'**^ (firft-IeavosX^TaT^
»«Ue, to destroy, 87J, 893. 1108
Bcarlet Runners for beds, 390

8<^<t^ limit of Wh«a culture in, 319 ; cU

g«ot^ ciana, badgwi of, 978
Sculpture. Gothic. 244
imfmn^ the, 10«l ; of the Tropic*. 1022; In
_Lincobahir«, 793 ; of IMO, Wt.^
ST *''«'"™«« and CoroU, Gon« on, rev., 291

y-Serpent. 1043 .1

wywid, 1088; n wamssn, 1005; ii'Atort-
'raiwd, 607, 017
•»» looking far «3rp«nrtmUmi , 220 ; cheap,
WT ; vitality of, 714 ; gomuination of old,
W8; to heiit— germInat inn nf, 1061 ; laiw
mpecUug adnHtMtod, 1035

2«J™<«»L«»t<i«'« Uw of, SISSmrk fR»rt .*f> on f\ more •ffectoat system ol
NMUoaftl |>«feoeei, 28

8ttlkirluhlr«, farmnln, »•
DtPBOiLi Ammmok, &xr
8wwitiveptonl,«ait4of«WoToft>rmon »

8<rp«atin«. bottoming for tbo. SSO
g<rr»diUMgrnUhg>t5x »e8 i

Sewage, Mr. Sidney's remarks on, 125 ; value
of, 173; and prejudice, 175; application of,

248, 249 ; and Mechi's profits, 249 ; Mr. Mechi
on, 129. 22!, 222; as manure, 296, 297, 899,
utilisation of, 1045

Sewer reform, Clarke on, 81
Sexuality of plants, 773
Shading, tiffany for, 361
Shamrock, the, 649, 673, 713
Sheep, poisoning of by absorption of arsenic,

203 ; dipping, 464 ; Chinese, 126 ; prolific, 297;
Australian, 203, 226, 299 ; Foscote,416; cross-
breeding, 345, 416 ; losses of breeding ewes.
11 ; merits of pure bred and cross bred, 820;
mortality amongst, 491 ; diseases of, 1046

;

warranty of, 443 ; foot-rot in, 131, 565, 981

;

maggots in brain of, 565 ; E3ab in, 698 ; feeding
in Ireland, 299 ; ditto, experiments on, 843,
882 ; Hamilton on ditto, 82, 17fi ; ditto and
manure, 128; influence of food on growth
of wool, 64 ; unadulterated food for, 1009 ;

duration of pregnancy in, 764; imports, 821;
Cheviot, 1092

Sheep fair, Inverness, 684
Shoe, Why it Pinches, 794
Shorthorns, 718, 720

;
pedigree of, 270, 271, 878;

Teeswater, 881 ; sale of, 175, 197. 269, 294,
797, 839 ; price of, 629, 635 ; Springfield, 607;
at Kingsfort, 697; Budding's, 738; Mr.
Dixon's, 799; at Pontefract, 819; American.
1109

Shreds, 577 ; brown calico for, 602
Sikkim Rhododendrons, 95
Silkworms, 388
Sixt, valley of, S34
Skimmia japonica, hardiness of, 362
Slater's Amateur Florist Guide, 411
Sleigh on Personal Wrongs and Legal Reme-

dies, 75
Slough, R. Nursery, 651
Slugs, 802
Smithfield Club. 557, 1111
Snow in N. of Scotland, 175
Soap, Vegetable, 266
Society of Arts, 635
Societies :

—

Agricultural of England, 104, 12S, 200, 22^,
320, 417,438, 538,563,699, 719, 1008, 10S9,
1110 ; Voelcker's chemical report, 249

;

general meeting, 463, 466 ; report to ditto,
485, 490 ; implement trials, 630, 634 ; and
implement makers, 677; meeting at Canter-
bury. 653, 677 ; money collected at meetings
ot 719 ; meeting at Warwick, 177 ;
editorship of Journal of, 177, 489, 512. 5371
562,818,843,922

'

Agricultural of Ireland, 370, 4i2, 539, 699,
841

Ballinasloe Agricultural, 9S5
Bath Agricultural, 535, 538 ; show of ditto,

559, 563
Birmingham Agricultural, 899, 986, 1085.

'

3089
'

Botanical of Edinburgh, 26, 339, 458, 794
Chemico-Agricultural of Ulster, 417, 803,

921
t

> 7

East Lothian Agricultural, 880
Entomological, 26, 195, 316, 411, 507, 650.

734. 793, 874, 978, 1082
Faringdon Agricultural, lecture to, 442
Highland apd Agricultural, 105, 297, 684

meetmg of at Dumfries, 720; Journal of,

Hitcham Labourers' Horticultural, 8o3
Homaey gardeners, ^43
Horticultural of Canada, 695
Horticultural of London, 190, S14; election

of Fellows, 50, 99, 195, 291, 303, 482, 603,
694 ; anniversary, 408 ; report to, 410

;

Floral Comniittce, 123, 243, 315, 338, 387,
482, 554, 603, 695, 074, 735, 747, S34
874, 913, 1022; Fruit Committee. 50, 123
218. 338, 434, 554, 640. 713, 755, 834, 913, 1022
1106 ; Garden at Chiswick. 291, 627, 835 ;
CoUectorship, 998; new arrangements at
Kensmgton Gore, 71, 288 ; chromolith. of
new- garden there, 432 ; ne"' Conservatory,
tenders for, 580 ; new garden, announced
openuig of. 869 ; progress of works in, 1022

;forthcoming exhibitions in, 1079 : schedule
of prizes, 1103

Lancashire Agincultural, 859
Lincolnshire, 700
Linnean, 99, 171, 218, 291, 339, 434, 531,

555, 627. lOOl, 1082, 3107
'

' ' •

Manchester Agricultural, S42 ; Journal of,

Much Wenlock Agricultural Reading, 860
Northumberland Agricultural, 303
Oxford. 1068
Paris Horticultural, 216
Paris Agricidtural, 465
Roval Botanic, 266, 315, 387, 506, 578, 626
Royal Irish Horticultural, 1082
Triog Agricultural, 1028
Tulip. South Metropolitan, 506
Yorkshire Agricultural, 717, 719

Blandford, 371
Centr:U. 33, 129, 225, 273, 320, 345. 490,

513,640, 564, 1008,1114
East Botley, 200

Lothian, £00
Halesworth, 34
lloxham, 81

Invemefls. 1049
Ipswich, 999
Ktngscoto, 200
Milbomo, 80
NewcMtlo Agricultural, 820. 881
Oxford, 33
Bworilh, 57
Suffolk, 57
Toviotdalo, 1>09

Soil, e^thauslion of the. TO 13 • r\^r-^^ =• i

fTZ ; «!vHnt.-.gc of d^ adt„^. 370' .ti';^ture and action of thT 5^ Sl^ . t
'*''

pemtnro of, 565 ; nitrogen in
&^

'
^'^'

'fcra^^?'^'H'l^;crispum
B<^« ^antfre, «4 ; compared with guano,
So^hnm, sweet, 85S
80WB, duration of nrponiT,,.,. J- ».*j

BoybcMia,
9r«wi«, notice of Darwin'
45^ mnarkB arising ou

Sptctes of species nwkow,

Spergula pilifera, 194, 048, 713, 912, 934;
saginoides, 934, 1000

Spiders in Greenhouses, 458 ; and green tree

Frogs, 554
Spirsea Boursierii. 8 ; Lindleyana, effects of

the winter on, 336 ; Nobleana, 751

Sportsmen, advice to, 716 ; Guide, rev., 895
Spring, 314
Squares of London, 532
Squash, Honolulu Nectarine, 264 .

Stable management, 34 ^
Statistics respecting feeding stock, 56; agri-

cultxiral, 413 ; Congress, international, 680;
Irish agricultural, 274, 878

Stauntonia latifolia killed by frost, 362
Steam culture, 1008 ; and Emperor of the
French, 443 ; cultivators, trial of, 197 ; in
Holland, 197 ; cultivation, 343 ; Smith on,

371, 4«4. 608 ;
power, 560, 664, 684, 684 ;

advantages of, 635; economy of, 540; plough
company, 607, 801 ; ploughs, trial of, 657,

718 ; engines, moveable, 1007 ; for bottom-
heat, 1104

Sticklebacks, parasite on, 371
Stiriing Castle Peach, 734
Stocks, classification of, 999 ; for Apricots,
853

Stock, housing, 80 ; feeding, statistics respect-
ing, 56 ; and manure making, 318

Storms, great autumn, 1859, 121
Strathm ore, vale of, 560, 610, 633, 682, 8T9, 839
Straw, use and abuse of, 201 ;

proper use of,

938, 919, 922; and manure on Whitdeld
'farm, 1048; dressings, 103

Strawberry, new kinds of, 122, 631. 678, 649

;

British Qaeen, 602 ; May Queen. 410, 434, 530,

625, 694 ; Knevett's Elmpress Eugenie, 913,
954; old Pine. 553 ; Stirling Castle Pine, 970

;

Old Scarlet, 678 ; Eclipse, 554; Wizard of the
North, 554, 602, 676, 1106; Cuthill'-s, 755,
1081 ; Princess Royal, 481 ; Black Prince,
979; Strawberry pamphlet, Cuthill's, 96;
forcing, 600, 647 ; in towns, 531 ; early, 533

;

early and late, 816; alpine, 1022 : autumnal
1042

Street gardening, 774, 793
Strelitzia Regina, 894
Streptocarpus polyanthus, 813
Sudbury Cottagers' show, 978
Sulphate of ammonia, 35
Summers, equatorial, 1062
Suns, mock, 266
Superphosphate, 762 ; analyses of, 198
Susqiiehanna root, 484
Sussex, notes on, 858
Swammerdamia killed by frost, 386
Swedes, sowing, 612 ; culture of, 104S
Sydney Bot. Garden, 911
Sydney Smith's Wit and Wisdom, 1107
Syringa oblata, 170

fruit, 771 ; ornamental pyramid^If^^

f'ltflso'"^"'
"' ' '"•"""^ ^^""^

Si
Tremella mescnterica, 953
Trifoliums, Vilmoriu's, 767; minus, saiii..
the Shamrock, 649 ; incamatum, 802 *

Triticura rcpcns, 536
Tropics, seasons of the, 1022
Trottels, what are they ? 299, 346, 636
Tulips, early, 531
Tullian experience, P32
Turkejs, gapes in, 636
TuiTiips, condition of, 80; various artiu^
manures for, 102 ; and disease, 223 ; fleji S
fly, 464 ; ditto and salt. 684 ; expeH
with, 981 ; ditto near Inverness, 55 • snW
tutes for, 198 ; sown with water drill 4S?

Tuscan Agriculture, 326
^^

TwGcdside, prices of labour pn, 344

-*»

V,

it

I

Umbrella net, 436
Unicorn, the, 3043, 1062
United States, climate coni^Sffifed with tk
England. 170 ; Chapmau'* Flora gf. Tiji

crops in, -861

Upcott, Conifers at, 077
Ure's Dictionary of Art?, 4fc., rev., 51, li

1022
'I

Urine, analysis of sheep's, ,177

Vaccinium rugosum, 384
Valuations estimated by "points," 893
Vancouver's Island, 831 ; facts relating to, 85i

Vegetables, effect of December frost on, 12;

171, 335, 362, 384, 386, 410; Chinese :r

California, 311 ; prices of tropical, 532
Vegetable butter, 189
Vegetable seed, sale of Chinese, 387
Vegetable soap, 265
Vegetable tallo^v, 1^2
Vegetation, effuct of aneenic on, 216 ; injp

Zealand, 733 ; of Japan, 1103, 3326
Veitch's (Mr.) letters from Japan, 1104
Verbenas, select, 651
Veronicas, effect of the winter on, 362 ; Aflde

sonii, uninjured by frost, 458
Versailles, box edgings at, 834
Viburnum birsutum, hardiaess of, 336
Vicat's insect powder, 734
Vicia globosa, 602
Village institutions, 30G7
Vilmorin, Louis, death of, 366
Violets, Neapolitan, 796
Vines and Peach trees in the same house,!-!'

making roots push from stems of, 11;

systems of pruning, 3108; upright rodgj

tem of training, 266 ; failure of early, 1
338, 709 ; pot culture of, 338 ; suitaUeJJ
South Australia. 695 ; list of kinds <^-W
wild American, 997 ; how strong get se»
1039 ; culture of, lOSO ; standard, 1103 >

Vine borders, 836, 856, 951, 975, 97S, 1021, lOt'

heated, S69, 935. 1041, 1081; materialflfe:

1042 ; burnt oyster shells for, 3032
Vine mildew, 816; uo novelty, 950 ; cures («

912,980
Vineries, mushroom growing in, 08; ana

812, 832,852 ; atTrentham, 1128
Vineyards under glass, 243; manuring,3U

T.

Tallow, vegetable, 122
Tank, manure. 987
Tanning, barks for, 815
Tares, mule ? 602
Tasmania, Hooker's, rev.. I-JS

Tasmania aromatica, hardiness of, 173 ; odorata,
injured by fmst, 386

Taxus cuspidata, 370
Tea, culture of in India, 28, 953 ; coimtries

suitable for, 504 ; adulteration of, 455
Teak wood, 8 ; sources of, 671 ; Afriomir'<Ol
Tecoma capensis, native country of, 4
Tegetmeier's Domestic Economy, 219
Temperature of Greenock and Cumbrac, 25

;

of Cardington, 194; of Europe, 316; of the
earth, 24, 655,710; of 1860, 781, 1060; low,
July, 603 ; of October 12, 910 ; of December,
1859, SO; of Graham's Town at night, 793,;
of tropical Australia, 791 ; of Nice, 1082

Temple Gardens, 775 ; Chrysanthemums in,

1003
Tenant and landlord, 81
Tenant right, 717. 723, 1000
Terrestrial Orchids, mode of growing, 367
Textile materials, 215, 774, 816 -^
Theology, Science in, by Farrar, rev. , 51

'

Thermometers, how to state indications of,
5 ; careful inspection of necessary, 122

Thesaurus capensis, 28
Thistles, to destroy, 104, 536, 777, 802, 820
Thompson's Gardener's Assistant, 372
Thomson (Dr.) on New Zealand, rev., 27
Thoriey-s cattle food. 128, 2>4

; Almanac, 986
Threalnng machines, 224, 659
Tlmja gigantea. hardiness of, 6. 26 74 362*

Craigiana, ditto, 362 > » " »

^^dUto.'stf^^^'slf'*
**'**"• ^' ^^' ^^^

'
^°'^b^ta^

Tidal banks, grass for, 331
Tiffany '"-Miri, aft] ITMfii^
Tij«, edgmgrrC^;' Hogg's ditto, 3081
Tillage, Pnngle on. 442
Timber, old from Hampton Court. 52 ; decom-posuion of, 527, 551, 575 ; dryrotin. 599; 60^-

"u^'p yK^^ "h^^^^^ W^telauds: 1?^^^
710rprestrva^^^^^^ Watcombe, noticed, 935

fectinrS5:754! to^'ha^g^'^t^^uid'nrt
'^^'''' ^^^^' °' ^^^ ^'^ "^* '^' '^^'''''

servatives, 793; hedgerow. 537; pruning 172'

Tine Tare, 1003
Tithe Commutation. 56 : arerages. 104Tobacco. English, imfit for fumigating 482 504Toma^to, the, 813; to cook. 856,?new up^ht.
Toothache, cure for, 774

low-cock (Dohchos sinensis), 834lown gardening, 265

M6^ R?^«f.' ^h S- ^24. 172, 220, 839, 460,W6, 815, 835, 875, 895, 915, 1003, 1044
Irade memoranda, 504

Transformations of Gnisaes 3

"^aTssf'"**
^'-''^^ ^^*"' ®' ever^ecM,

'^'hpLbf'' n? ^2^ ^* Clumber, 266
; to measure

^;r 19ft
*^^^ ^""^^ «4&; age of ancientElm, 120; «ze of, 793 ; eapaher training of

Wages, labourers, 200, 371, 1115 ; in Sussci-

272 ; Ireland, 273 ; Tweedside, 344 ; retulS

showing value of labourer's, 393 ; in G^^

marthensire, 489
"Walks, salt a cure for weeds on, 123, 171; ^''

toming for, 315 ; clay foundation for,
"^

concrete, 484
Wallflower, new hybrid, e02
Wall, Pears for a north, t9& ; inutility
den, 772; material for pointingr^Ws
Drop Plum on north, 996

Wall fruit, protection of, 266
Wall trees, remarks on pruning, 263
Walpers' Annales Botanioes ^stematicfe,'!
Waltonian case, 97
Wasps, early appearance of, 74

leaves, 710
Water Drill, Euston on, 483
Water Lilies, Moretou Bay, 736
Water Meadows, 866 ^
Water Melons, Arabian mode of growing,'^
Water mole, 774 .,

^
Water tanks, size for glasshouses, 43?
Waterproofing, plan of, 25
Waterer & Godfrey's nura<_ .^, .

Watson, testimonial to Mr., ^2
Wax, grafting, 315, 3»6, 3G2, 380

.

Weasel, the, 26, 60
-*"

Weather at Weybridge, 7 ; in 1859 and '60, *

in 1880, 783, 937, 1060
Weather and the Crops, 817
Weather prognostics, 840, 1105 ,

Weeds on roads, salt a cure for, ^^ 00.

ditto, 123, 171 ; farm, 681, 883 ; fecuu

§1« ; number of in Grass seeds, 533 ;
1

on, 536 ; hedge-row, 858
Weed Destruction Bill. 804

;
Weld's Tour in the Highlands, &c„ 675 -

Wellingtonia gigantea, original trees ou

hardiness of, 6, 25, 26, 74, 362 ; at Both''*

injured by frost, 458 ; cones on, 977



INDEX.
Weight of bunch of Tokay Grapes, 806 ; of live
and dead stock, 882

Woston Birt farm, noticed, 204
Whales killed by prussic acid, 756
Wliale fishing in the St. Lawrence, 814
Wheat, weight of, 197; rolling and hoeing,
297 ; limit of culture of in Scotland, 319 ;

Lois Weedon, 437, 438 ; ancient prices of,

SS2; new variety of, 562; Giant Red, 877;
Shirreff 's new Red, 877 ; experiments with,
377; suitable for cold seasons, 841; state of
crop of, 797 ; manageoient of wet, 840, 841

:

wet to harvest, 859 ; Australian, 963
Wheat blight and Fungi, 10

Whitfield farm, straw aud manure on, 1043
Wills on Alpine Scenery and Glaciers, 834
Winds, effect of the late high, 266; Cedars
uprooted by, 218

Winter, effects of the, 335, 362, 410, 458, 578 ;

at Cannes. 384, 386 ; in Dorsetshire, 171
Winter gardening, tiffany for, 361
Wireworms, transformations of, 530
Woadwaxen (Genista tinctoria), 733
Woods, Coppice, 76
Woodlice, cure for, 652, 816
Wool, influence of food on growth of, 54

;

weighing, 611 ; imports, 821
Woolston farm, 368

Woolwich Florlcultural Society, 09
Worcestershuo Cattle Show. 040
Wort, meaning of, S96
Worthing, climute of, 956

T.

Yam, Chinese, 16?, 194, 242, 283
Yang-Mai, 909
Yarrow, bulbiferous, 673

Vll

Yews, injured by frost at Barton on Trent""
578; Golden, 604 ' '

Yorkshire, crops in, 439
Yucca gloriosa, 353 ; treatment of after bloom-

ing, 894, 912

Z.

Zinnias, double, 851, 394 ; origin of ditto, 1033
Zoological garden, Paris, 339
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LIST OF WOODCUTS IN THE PHESENT VOLUME

A.

^THALicM Bepticum, 400
Agaricus melleus, 3; cepaestipes, 47; semi-

?:lobatu9, 97 ; muBcariua. 169 ; radicatus, 265

;

ascicularifl, 337; tuberosns, 456; gambosus,
672; retirugis, 711; longipes, 813; dryinus,
832; rhacodos, 910; gloiocephalua, 933;
campestris elnngatua, 1061 ; vaporarixis, 1021

;

Buchanani. 1039
Apple, Manningttm'a Pearmain, 24; Reinette

Platte de Champagne, 24

B.

Beetle, herbarium, 403 ; Coquilla Nut, 600
Bird trap. Knight's, 652
Boletus Widus, 385; ©iegans, 529

C.

Cantharei^lub dbarius, 312
Cattle courts, covered, 102
Clavaria rugoRa, 217 ; abietxna, 871
Coprinus comatus. 73
Coquilla Nut Beetle, 600
Coniicepa ophio^lossoiden, 792
Corticium quercinum, 481
Cottages, plans of, 606 R38
Crucibulum vulgare, 893

D.

D.£daLea quercina, 576

E.

Ergot on Bye-grass, 918

F.

FvsiBFOBiUM insidiosnm, 480

G,

Geastrum Umbatnm, 6*24

QeoglosBum difforme, 773

H.

HEtvELLA crispa, 360
Herbarium beetle, 408
Horticultural Society's New Garden, 432
Hydnum repaudum, 121 ; gelatinosum, 1081
Hygrophorus psittacinus 240

J.

Japanese Mount *' Fusi Yama," 1127

Lw

Lactarios insulsus, 752
Lois-Weedon culture, illustrations of, 439
Lycoperdon gigantfium, 289

».

MAKA3KIV3 oreades, 190

O.

I.

Ice-houses, 833
Iron. lllustratioTis of uses of in baildine*, 102,

198, 246, 342. 9S2
«S 7 " ,

\ Irrigation, 1162

Oak galls, 72
Orchard house, 1 24
Orchid house, Mr. Warner's, 290

P.

Peach pi-uning, 1038
Pear, Bezi Mai. 120 ; Madame Verte, 217
Plant-box moving machine, 603
Polyporus squamosus, 975
Poppy, monstrous, 647

B.

Roots, direction taken by, 791
Rose spsrtj 672

8.

3CHIZ0PHTLLUH conimune, U51

T.

Thistle roots, 778
Tiflfany houses, 361, 935

Town garden, 22

Tremella mesenterica, 953

r

f:

V.

Vine roots, 410
Vine standard, 1103

Vinery, ridge and furrovp-, H28

W,

Waltonian •ase, 97

"Wireworms, 530

it

¥'
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GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.

M CO.
A^I mOVr HEADY TO BUrPLY

COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS of 1859 HARVEST
FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY,

CONTAINING ALIi THE MOST APPROVED VARIETIES OF

VEGETABLE SEEDS at the following Prices :—No. 1, 20s.; No. 2, 40s.; No. 3, GOs.

The following are the quantities they recommend for Cropping a Garden of One Acre, and which they can

supplyfor £3 [CoUection ^'o. 3) :—

99

99

«>

f9

2 quarts
2

11

79

2
4
2
2
3
4
1
2
1
2
1

1
1

ff

if

9f

9f

ft

PEAS, Carter's Earliest

Early Emperor ,.

Harrison's Glory
Champion of England .

.

Beck's Prize taker
Dwarf Green Marrow .

.

Carter's Victoria .

,

Hallo's D^varf Mammoth
BEAN8» Early Mazagan

Early Long-pod
Green Nonpareil
Taylor's Windsor
I^QZich Fulmer's forcing

Ne^oland Pod,.
Light Dun

Newington Wonder 1

Scarlet Runners 1 quart

BEET, small selected Blood Red 2 oz-

BOBECOLE orKail,9cotch curled 1 pkt-

Asparagus .- -.1
Cottager'a ,. .* 1

new Cabbaging . • 1

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, imported 1

BROCCOLI, best sorts for succes-

sion Spkts-

9f rf

9*

pint

s>

79

>»

If

7f

9f

99

CABBAGE, best sorts, including
Carter's earliest 6 pkts.

SAVOY, green curled . . . , 1 oz.

,, new Ulm 1 pkt,
CAULIFLOWER, best early .. 1 ,»

„ Walcheren ..1 ,,

CARROT, early Horn , , . . 2 oz.

James Scarlet - . • • 2

Long Surrey . . . , 4
selected Altringham , . 4

CELERY, incomparable dvs.-arf,

white 1 pkt-

CELERY, Cole's crystal white -- 1 ,,

CRESS, plain 1 pint

„ Australian _• ,. 1 pkt,
CUCUMBER, fine long ridge ,• 1

Carter's Champion 1

,, Lynch's Stai* of the
West

ENDIVE, new mossy green

,, winter gi-een curled .- §
LEEKf Musselburgh . , . , 1

LETTUCE, Berkshire Brown
Cos • 1 pkt,

99

99

?

ft

99

79

99

^9

it

1 M
1 oz.

M
>J

LETTUCE, Black seeded Bath Cos 1 pkt.
Paris Cos
Drumhead Cabbafje-

,

Hardy Green do.

MUSTARD
MELON, Carter's Excelsior

,, Turner's Gera ,

.

ONION, James's Keeping
White Globe
Reading
Giant ' Madeira .

.

Deptford 2 oz,

Lisbon . - . - • - 1 oz.

PARSLEY, Myatt's curled ., 2 oz.

PARSNIP, fine selected .. -. 2 oz,

SPINACH, summer .. .. 1 quart
tt winter .. . - . . 1 pint

SALSAFr Ipkt-

97

99

J9

99

1
I
1
1 pint
Ipkt.
1 »
2oz.
2oz.
2oz.
1 oz.

SCORZONERA
TURNIP, White Putch ..

-„ PoUey'a Nonsuch.
,, Yellow Maltese

VEGETABLE MARROW
Custardtr * «

1 »
4 oz.

A^pint

Ipkt.
1

HERBS in sorts 6LETTUCE, Carter's Giant Cos . . 1 pkt.

' Collections 1 and 2 are similar to the ahove, mfh the qnantities proportionately reduced,

J. C. & CO.'S 25th annual CATALOGUE of FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, ajsd AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS, AjfD GARDENERS' VADE MECUM, will be published early in January.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
*^

LEE'S NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI.

JOHN CHARLES LEE
FEKL biglily lionourod in l)enig the means of introducing this most important yep:ota"hlc production to the

notice of the Public. The real value of this prolific Broccoli will not be ascertained till it is in thehancis of evety Cottag-er in

^th6 Kingdom ; and they only rof^rot that their present very limited stock -will not enable thorn at once to spread it more widely.

The engraving, taken from a Photograph, which accom^pauied Dr. Lindleys remarks in the Gardeners^ Chronicle of Dea 10.

and was inserted in our advertisement of December 17, shows the enormous crop of good White IJroccoU to bo expected
from it under good cultivation. The centre head is lai'ge and fine, and the subordinate heads, all of good size, number
from 30 to 50. It hafl remained true to its branching chamcter for fonr years ; it is i>erfectly hardy, and is in season through
JANUARY, FEBRUARY, and MARCH, a period at which it is so desirable to obtain good White iiroccoli-

Sealed puckuts, price 2f. 6d. post free, are now ready. To be had of all the principal Seedsmen.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, WC.

TLER McCULLOCffS
DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED CATALOGUE OF FLOWER, TREE, SHRUB,

VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
(READY IN A FEW DATS, AND FORWAIIDED FREE AND POST PAID ON APPLICATION),

The Notes and Descriptive Matter of which have been carefully revised and much valuable information added.
The new and recent introduction of species and varieties have also been added, and as heretofore the seeds
which require for their maturation a warmer climate than that of England have been saved for us in Italy
by that distinguished amateur, the late Sardinian correspondent of Messrs. James Carter & Co., who has
appointed us his representatives in this country.

Continued from last weelc's Chronicle,

ACACIA SPECTABILIS EXCELSA (rtire), graceftil and re-
markably beautiful.

ACACIA LONGIFOLIA MAGNIFICA (rare), one of the most
splendid Acadaa in cnltivatioii, with gorgeous clusters of
bright yellow flowers, several inches in length (very rare).

ACACIA LONGISSIMA GLAUCA PENDULA (rare), a mo«t
elegant variety, with leaves \ inch broad and from
5 to 4 feet in lenjrth, drooping like a Weepinff Willow.

CANTUA PYKIFOLIA. elegant plant, cream colmjred, waxy
flowers in bunches.

B9CALIX>XIA FLORIBUNDA. white ) These two are elegant

„ MACRANTHA, purpiiAb iailet. f
»brub^ with shining

AN'OXA 5IUC0SA (one of the finest fruits of the TtwI^m)
KI>lJfA Ij^VIS, pink succeeded by bunches of r«i fririt

highly oniamental
MIPLUMBAGO ALBA (seeds rare) ) Beautiful plants flower-

/-.v^i.;;*, ^. COiRULKA (seeds rare) / ing the first season,
ON(>NlS ROTUNDIFOLIA, deep rose, flowering in bunches.

beautiful.
^

PSIIii UM AROM ATICUM. fruit, flavour of the Phie Apple.P80RALEA SFICATA. white and blue, beautiful.

ii^i,
Gl^ANATUM NANUM (Pomegranate from the

Antules), 1 foot high, very beautiful waxy flowers, and
-^^JMPffb fnut.
SOCA^tM LUCINIATUM ELKGANR, beautiful shrub of

rapid growth, producinj? bhie flowers in abundance,
-M »i T????*^ °^ bunches of scarlet orauge &uit-OLANLM TAXANUM, splendid new var. ; height from I to

rfTli^u ^ * '"'"y scariet appearance, with the form
IL «», J^x*^^ *° '**® centre, and may be preserved as

?pr^J^*"' ^^ '^^'^ ^^'"*=- i '^li^e shaded Mulberry,
l>rTr!7i T^$^^^> * ^^^ novelty.

^'

With^nhl^'^^^-^.i'^l^^^^^^^^ '•'i^^ fertilisedwith all the newest double varieties.

CASUARINA (Caauarinaceas), singularly picturesque trees,
with weeping branches, jointed like a Bamboo, for the
most part, streaked between the joints, and without
leaves; veiy elegant, and remarkable in a winter conser-
vatory (seeds very rare)

CASUARIXA EQUISEtlFOLIA.
CA8UARINA INDICA.
BROWALLIA BLATA CCERULKA GRANIUPLORA (IfEw).

bright blue, flowers large and handsome.
COCKSCOMB. Pwarf (new), rose and yellow, exquisitely

beautiful.
COCKSCOMB (newX orange, beautiful extra.
RrClNPS OBERMANNI,(NKw), rwi splendid.
DOLICHOS LABLAB.—Species giganteaTexana, rich purple,

splendid climber. {beautiful.
IPOMIBA bTRIATA GRANDIFLORA—Red and white,
„ HROERAOKA RUPKUnA GHANDIFLOBA ALBA.—
Pure white, most beautiful.

IHBIBCUS THUNBBRGIA EXCELSU8, nankeen yellow,
blooming freely from July to October ; very handsome,

OXA.tlS ARBOREA ROSEA
FLORIBUNDA ALBA ) remarkably handsome

„ ROSEA J varieties of this mag-
T1*^0P^LI0DES, YELLOW \ nificent genna
LU TEA ''

PHYSOSTEOiA bPECIOSA (new) blush, rose and white,
splendid.

LOPHOcJPERM'^M MACTJLATUM (nkw). deep rx)ae purple,
striped and 8iX)tted white, most beautiful.

PASSIFLORA CO^'TESSA CLARA GIOLIUCCI, magnificent
Passion-flower, g*«1^c»** ''"W shaded lavender, very hirge

and free flowering, covered with a profusion of blooms the
, whole year.
PHA9EOLUS CARACAL ^A, superb plant, producing a pro-

fosioti of magnificent clut^te^ of lilac fitnd white flowers.

For further particulars and other choice nouelties see Cai^^^ff*^'

E S, Zcc.PINE APPLES. CRAP
PINE PLANTS, FruitinfT and Succession.
GRAPE VINES, from Eyes, for Fruiting m Pots or Planting.

JOHN" WEEKS AND CO. can now supply any quan-
tity of very fine strong healthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting

or Succession ; also remarkably fine strong Grape Vines from
Eyes, all the best sorts.

John Weeks & Co. 's Horticultural Show Eatablisbmout isnow
entirely devoted to the Growing uiid Forcing ol Fruits in great

variety, thereby showing the moat improved plans of construc-

tion, and the most superior system ol Hot-water Apparatus.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers. King's Road. Chelsei\. London, S.W.

WAKF MAIDEN FKUIT TKEEJS.-
A P P Tj E S

FEARS. I CHEimiES. *
] PEACHES.

PLUMS. I
APRICOTS. | NECTARINES.

Prices moderate.
Fine and clean grown ; and all the leading sorts can be sup-

plied in quantities by George Jackman & Son, Woking
Nursery, Surrey.

^

WARF TBAINED FRUIT x'kEES.—
APPLES.

D

PEARS.
PLUMS.

PEACHES.
NECTARINES.

CHERRIES.
APRICOTS.

Prices moderate.

Great care is taken in the formation of these fine, healthy,

free-grown trees. Particulars can be obtained of Geobob

Jackman & Sox, Wokitig Nursery. Surrey.
.

^

FOREST TREES.
JOHN WATERER has to offer upwards of a

Hundred Thousand of each of the following, from 2 to

4J feet liigh, and all good rooted :

—

CHESNUT
HAZEL
SCOTCH

LARCH
ASH

BIRCH
ALDER
WITHY, &c.LAURELS

Samples with prices sent on application. Planting done by
contract.—The American Nursery, Bagahot, Surrey.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.

JAMES VEITCH, Jitn., respoptfully rnmoiTnces that

his CATALOGUE op KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDy for 1859, with a List of Implements and other Garden
requisites, is now published, and will be forwarded post free

on application.

J. v., Jun., devoting his personal attention to this depart-

ment of his business, can warrant his SEEDS true to name,
and of the most oknutne description.

—

January 7.

k¥kr lawson and son.
The Qiteen's Seedsmen and

Wood Porebtbrs,

respectfully announce that they have now
issued their

NTTRSKRY CATALOGUE of FOREST
TREEti, CO^iFElUE, yllRUBS, Ac,

which they will be happy to forward free by
post on application.

S7, Great George Street, Westminster, 8.W.

PETER LAWSON akd SON,
The Qukkn's Seed8mi:n awd t^ooD

Foresters, 27, Great George Street, Westmin-
ster, London, S.W., respectfully announce the

issue of their GARDEN SEED CATALOGUE
for 1860, -wliich they will be happy to forward

free by post on application. Every care has
been bestowed on the selection and growth of

the various stocks, which P. L. ii Son can

safely recommend ais of best quality, and true

to name.

DALMAHOT EARLY POTATOES.
. This excellent variety of Potato now meets with a largely

increased demand in England, to which it is fairly entitled.

It is considerably earlier than the Refecnt, and of excellent

quality. Messrs. P. L. & Son are now prepared to send out care-

fully selected Seed, for which early orders arc requested ; and

which can either be executed now or in spring, as may beet

Buit purchasers,C" ONNING'S PEKEECTION
BROCCOLI.

NEW WHITE SPROUTING RROCCOLI.
CARTER'S CHAMPION CUCUMBER
CARTER'S EXCELSIOR MELON.
AUSTRALIAN OR GOLDEN CRESS.
CARTER'S GIANT LRTTUCE.
VEITCH'S PERFECTION PEAS.
EARLY HANDSWORTH POTATO.
PHEASANrS EYE POTATO.
PERPETUAL SPINACH BEET.

Vide CARTER'S SELECT LIST OF SEEDS for 1S60, which
will be sent Gratis on application to *>37 and 233, High
Holbom, W.C.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 1, 1860,

99

99

99

*9

MEETINGS FOB TUB ENSUING WEEK.
WKD!veii/AT^ Jan. ll'Microscopical 8 r,u*

Haying completed our extensive alterations, we shall coinm'Ciice executing our
vegetable Seed Orders early next week.

Th.,^,
SUKPLUS STOCK OF BULBS.

100 aSoT p'??-^ f'J -'S-.'^^i^^^]^^"*''"
^^*- ^- *-•• HTACtNTna so POLYANTHUS NARCISSUa 100 DOUBLE TULIPS,

300 CROCUS. 60 BORDER KARCISHUH, IQ DOUBLE JONQUILS, 26 large SiNOL ^ JONQUILS.

BUTLEE and McCTTLLOCH, Seedsmen, Covent Garden Market, London ^'^'

Now that Mr. Babwin has reduced the known
evidence reajaecting the transformations of plants

to a true BCieuti&o shape (seep. 1051 of our last

volume), we shall probably fitid* that evidence to

be much stronger than has been supposed. And
although the German tale of Oats chaiigin^ into

Wheat, or whatever else the story », remains as

unsupported <6 ever, experiments upon such sub-

jects will certainly multij^y and possibly surprise

us by their results. The belief of Espbit FaBBE
that he produced Wheat from JEgilops, notwith-

standing the attempts to explain away the

com he obtained, still appears to be founded upon
most important facts. It is immaterial whether in

his case Wheat was obtained from ^gilops by the

propagation through succe^ive L-euerations if an
accidental sport, or by mere muling ; the frreat

flaot r^ooains that a Qma extremely like Wlieat
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was obtained from a ^ild plant whose strict rela-

tionship to Wheat (we do not mean Triticum) had

not been suspected.

Some experiments by Prof. Buckma-n- publishen

in the report of the British Association for 1857

"bear in a striking manner upon this question. It

would be diffi-cult to name any two Grasses more

dissimilar in appearance, while naturally allied,

than Glyceria fluitans and Poa aquatica. Such,

indeed, is their dissimilarity that many botanists

have placed them in different genera, as their

names indicate. Although both live together in

ditches and ponds or sluggish-^waters, they may be

known at a glance by their habit and structure.

Glyceria flaitans is a delicate narrow-leaved Grass,

"with a slender, somewhat pinnated inflorescence,

composed of a few long cylindrical spikelets, each

containing about 11 white-edged flowers. Poa

aquatica, on the contrary, is a coarse broad-leavcfl

Grass, with a wide-spreading panicled inflores-

cence, composed of a crowd of short, fiattish

spikelets, each containing about six green flowers
;

besides which there are other differences of struc-

ture which it is needless to detail. The two
Grasses are at least as unlike each other as Rye is

unlike "Wheat, Prof. Bxtckman thus describes the

result of sowing two separate plots of ground, side

by side, with the Grasses in question.
** Poa aquatica. Poafluitans (Glyceria) : These

were sown in the autumn of 1855. During
1856 stiff and sturdy short and rigid-leaved plants

were forming ; these leaves were so harsh as to cut

the flesh on the slightest touch. During the

present year, 1857, they have flowered, and to my
utter astonishment the plants of both plots are the

same ; the culms were as much as a yard in

height, and the flowers so small and ovate as quite

to justify the retaining of the generic name of Poa
for the whole group. While these Grasses were
flowering, [ watched them from day to day with
great interest, as in all their parts they differed so

much from any known species ; the short rigid

leaves with the angular sheath, and the elegant

panicle of flowers from their size and the rigidity

of the whole plant removed these far from the P.

pratensis, and the whole details differed so much
from the forms whose seed was sown as well as

from all other recognised forms, that while it

showed me I could not have mistaken my seed, it

also was convincing that T had obtained a new and
singular variety. This indeed is not to be won-
dered at when we consider that both the forms,
the aquatica and flaitans, absolutely grow in the
water; but here I had got them to grow in an
Ujpland situation, and to manage like other upland
Grasses with onlj- water from rain. Still the
change was so curious, that I was anxious to re-
examine the seeds as sown ; and fortunately some
of the packets were saved, and I can pronounce
them true as named. Here then I cannot help
concluding ^hat even such dissimilar Grasses as

the typical forms of P. aquatica and P. fluitans

are not specifically distinct ; and though the
former in its wild state bears a large and diffuse
panicle of flowers, and the latter is almost as
spioate as a Lolium, yet we may, I think, connect
the evidence here presented to us with that ob-
tained in the growth of the Festuca loliacea, pra-
tensis, and elatior presently to be detailed."
The issue of the experiments with Fescue Grasses

here alluded to may be thus stated. Festuca
ovina, duriuscula, rubra, and tenuifolia lost in a
great measure their distinctive characters. But
no botanist would be surprised at that, the specific
distinction between them being so slight and ques-
tionable, even in the absence of experiment, as to
have led recent botanical systematists to unite
them. What was more striking was the gradual
blending of such different Grasses as Festuca
loliacea, a plant very much like Rve-grass, with
the great branched Meadow and tall Fescues, Of
this Mr. Buckman gives the following account:

—

"These plots the first year of flowering pre-
sented appearances as under : — 1st. Festuca
loliacea

: Most of the plants of the true spicate
type, but sparingly mixed with paniculate flowers

:

the herbage of Vhich was of the rich green which
characterises F. loliacea. 2d. Festuca pratensis:
All true, but with a tendency to a rigidity of
leafage, 3d. Festuca elatior: Scarcely distin-
guishable from (2), In three years great changes
had been wrought as under : —1st. F. loliacea

:

No spicate flowers. 2d. F. pratensis : More rigid
and larger, in fact none of the true meadow type.
3d. F. elatior : A little larger, but otherwise not
distinguishable from (2). In the fifth year the
F. elatior prevailed in all the beds. These plots
are destroyed, as in 1855 the same experiments
were recommenced in another nart of the garden,
the plots, however, being placed at a distance
apart ; and the present year th€y were plainly

!

observed to be taking the same course as the

others. Here then, I think it satisfactorily proved

by experiment that these three forms are all of

them referable to a single species, as the changes

indicated have taken place in individuals ; they,

however, maintain their distinctive characters

under the following circumstances."

He also succeeded in the course of 10 years in

*' ennobling" the ^vild uneatable Parsnep, just as

VrL:MOEiN succeeded with the wild Carrot. It is

not a little singular, however, that Mr. Bc"Ck:man

could make no impression whatever upon the

latter. **This," he observes, *' shows that we
cannot always command success in experiments of

this nature—some circumstance or other may be

wanting, and therefore we must not pronounce a

thing impossible that we have tried ourselves

without success ; and at the same time it shows us

that there are certain laws which operate to pro-

duce the changes we have noted, so that from a

repetition of experiments of this kind vre may
hope to become acquainted with some new facts

connected with vegetable growth."

Examples of this kind confirm in the strongest

possible manner our often -repeated declaration

that no one can say what changes in the form

of plants are possible, and offer the greatest

encouragement to gardeners to persevere in their

attempts, by cross-breeding, selecting, changing
soil, or otherwise, to acquire new races, or to give

valuable qualities to the old ones. If the agricul-

tural world will take the same road, with sufficient

skill, we can see no reason why Wheat itself

should not by degrees advance in productiveness as

far beyond its present state as Turnips, Beet, and
Cabbage have advanced beyond their wild

condition.

UDj

Although the GnArxryG Seasox is not pre-

cisely at hand, it is near enough to prevent any
new experiments on the subject being forgotten.

We therefore proceed to mention a method de-
scribed in the Revue Ilortieole by M. Lachaume,
of which we know nothing in this country.

The bottle method of grafting by approach con-
sists, as we all know, in suspending a vessel of
water from the tree to be operated on, introducing
into the water a long scion, then bringing the
sides of scion and stock into contact, the bark of
each having been previously pared away so as to

form two plane surfaces, and hnally binding them
together with bast covered with clay or grafting
wax, M. Lachaume says that if the end of a long
scion is laid into the earth at the foot of a
stock the operation succeeds just as well as when
the scion is kept in water. He says more ; he
says that while the side of the scion is uniting
to the stock, the end of the scion is also rooting
into the soil; that when the union between the
two is complete enough to allow them to be finally

adjusted by cutting off the scion helow its union
with the stock we have acquired two plants instead
of one : the first a grafted plant, and the second
a plant on its own roots.

But we must let him tell his own story, curtailed
©f unimportant particulars. Having succeeded in
thus working a six-year-old double Peach with the
Grosse Mignonne by the aid of water bottles, it

occurred to him to try the effect of merely laying
the end of his scions in earth. Accordingly in the
month of February or March he procured some
Pear cuttings from 20 to 24 inches long, and
pushed their lower ends from 6 to 8 inches deep
into common garden soil at the foot of the tree to bo
operated on. As soon as the latter had grown so
far as to show leaves and flowers, the scions and
stock were brought together and secured in the
usual way, 4 or 5 eyes only being left above the
insertion, and the whole screen^trOSthe sun bv
a sheet of paper.

M. Lachaume had observed that when the end
of the scion was in water it formed a callus, from
which a few rudimentary roots had sprouted ; but
they died for want of proper food. The same thing
having happened with the Pear cuttings just
described, it occurred to M. Lachaume that if his
soil had been of good quality, instead of being the
reverse, the cuttings would hav-d rooted. A friend
who lived in a much better situation, profiting by
the suggestion, worked, in the manner already
explained, Pears on Q,uinces, and Peaches on
Almonds

;
and found the experiment so perfectly

successful, that at an exhibition in the autumn of
1858, he was able to show both Pear trees and
I'eaeh trees worked the same year, the scions of
whioh had grown at one end 54 inches long, and
as thick ae a finger, while at the other a tine tuft
of roots was formed. Now mere cuttings of the
Pear and Pecuih cannot be struck at all, although
certain kmiU of Apple root readily enough. It is

further observed tuat the soil in wliieh Uie en-

rooted is an extremely rich alluvial earth.

We have no doubt that many of our read?

who are interested in propagation, will ^
discover in what way to apply M. LACHAtw
process to other plants besides Pear and Peach ttto'

This method, he it observed, is not very diffeiS

from what ^Dvvxjy cq1\^ fente-houture^ a ivayi

working Vine rods upon old stacks ; butitismnl
more skilful, inasmuch as if the operation fails fj

Yine stock receives no injury. Since this fen?

bouture, which might be translated cleft inaM
ing, is quite unknown among us, we translawjj.

Abbe's account of it. Take a Vine rodivitlijj

least frjm four to seven eyes ; pare the bark awn
on two opposite sides somewhere about its middii

Then split the head of the Vine stock as if yon ^n^^

about to cleft-graft it, and insert the scioriintj,!

cleft in such a way that only two eyes arelrf

above the place where the cutting is introduee{

Below this plac? take care to leave from twoft

four eyes, besides which the lower ciul mustlj

carefully laid into the ground. The junction)!

the stock and scion must be well covered ^vithti(

" unguent of St. Fiacre," a mixture of two-thirit

loam, and one-third (tow dung, with the addition

of a few wood ashes ; and the whole must bewefl

earthed up, so that the Vine rod which is coveni

by soil may easily take root. This sort of grafts

must be practised in March, April, or May, accord'

ing to the climate—we presume at the en3((

April in this country.

MANNINGTON'S PEARMAIN.
Svx. : Reinette Platte de Champagne.

The primitive names and places of origin of maat

varieties of fruit trees are f^ir from being knowTi wid

certainty. When the descriptions have not been m&i

from the seedling tree, and when they have not ap-

peared in any work of acknowledged authority, doubt

may always arise as to their origin. The subject of tk

present article aflFords a proof of this. In the autnE

of 1849 I obtained from Messrs. Low a variety of Apple

called Mannington's Pearraain. T find in Mr. H{^!
w^ork on the Apple, at pp. 131, 132, a somewhat obsntt

account of the origin of this variety. I obserye it

also under the same name in tbe Supplement to tlie

Catalogue of Fruits of the Horticultural Society, fe

1856, '57, and '58 I had fruit on the tree obtained frai

Messrs. Low, and I found both the tree and its fml

correspond with Mr. Hogg's description and that intk

Horticultural Society's Supplementary Catalogue. I

also found that this variety is identical with tii

Reinette Platte de Champagne described in DiefJ

Kern-Obstsorten, vol. iii„ p. 122, Frankfort, 1800. Dr.

Diel states that he received this variety from Captsi

Brion, an amateur of Venlun, Department of ifetee

and Champagne. Previous to 1800, and subse^Mwiy

I find no mention of this variety in any French work*

authority which 1 possess. At the present time itJ

but little known or cultivated in France. The Eeinett;

Grise de Champagne of Duhamel is distinct from tii

one. In Germany it is extensively grown under tk

name of Charapagner Reinette, which is not the Reinett

Grise de Champagne. What name should be given':

it ? I think that which has the priority by about Ii»

a century. In fact, Diel must have had it in his coO^

tion for seven or eight years before he could have w^
such a complete descript-on of the tree and its fruits

that which he has given to us at the above refereoft

It is also certain that Captain Brion, of Yerdan, ma*

have had it in his possession a like number of yearfto

have recommended it to his friend Dr. Diel, aaiito

have sent it to him nnder the name of Reinette Fl2t|f

de Champagne. This brings us back nearly to t»

period from which the origin of Manningtou's '^f
main at Uckfield, in Sussex, is dated. In concIusi(a

it is nnlikely that Turley, a blacksmith, had cominnK-

cation in 1770 with Verdun or other parts of France,
J

that he sent scions of a variety of Apple which ci^

becamegepgratbr known to some amateurs iu 18*

J. ^c^Tonghe, Brussels,

ON THE NATIVE COUNTRY OF TECOHA
CAPENSIS, ^

^
It is well known that a number of AustraD*

American, Asiatic, and European plants have hec^f

perfectly naturalised, and to all appearances wild at

'^

Cape of Good Hope. Even the first steps on the

J
of South Africa show us the hard struggle of

children of the native Flora with foreign intmt^

Gigantic Gum trees of Australia, spiny ^^^^"^^^^

Agaves of America, English Oaks and Scotch i^

accompanied by a long train of weeds bent w^

the spread of cosmopolitan principles, and a ^^'^^
list of cultivated plants, endeavour to establish tD_

selves in every direction, and deprive ^^ ^^'%a
inhabitants of their legitimate inheritance, lii

cases there would be no difficulty to prove wj

historical and geographical records the origin or

foreign elements, but in some it is extremely •^^^'^fj;^

decide what is foreign and what native. To^^
category belongs Tecoma capensis, Lindl.= 1^'b

^

capensis, Thunb., a well-known garden plait.
^

present it is found in South Africa, Mozambiqne'

East and West Indies, and Brazil, and the question
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arises which of these is to be rei^arded its native

country. Thunberg, who first introduced it into

science, mentions it in his ** Prodromus," but not in his

"Flora Capensis." Whetlier in the latter work it was
omitted by mistake or on purpose (perliaps because the
author had become convincfid thai it was no Cape
plant ?), can, in the absence of every allusion to the
fact, not now be decided. In order to find out
it-s real native country no other means arc left but
to look for its nearest allies, and these do present
themselves, not in Rhigozura trichotomum and R.
obovatum or Catophractes Alexandri, the only three
Bignoniacese inhabiting Southern Africa, but in

two species of Tecoma, indigenous to the lower portion
of South America, viz., T. fulva, G. Don (:= Bignonia
fulva, Cav., B. Meyeniana, Schauer), and T. rossofolia,

H. B. K. (= T. Azaleseflora, H. B. K., Bignonia tenui-

flora, De Cand.). Both share with Tecoma capensis
the tubular corolla, the exserted stamens and styles,

and the habit, for T. capensis is not; a climber, as is often
stated, but an erect shrub. Xow
as all species of Tecoma with
erect stem and digitate and
imparl-pinnate leaves are con-
fined to America, we are not
justified in assuming T. capensis
to be an exception, and what
would be calculated to strengthen
this argument is the fact that
the plant has been found wild
in Brazil, so that, if we had first

received it from there, we should
in all probability never have en-
tertained any doubt about its

native country.

Some time ago when examining
the herbarium ofmy learned f.-iciid Mr. Miers, I observed
a plant from Brazil, which I took for T. capensis. Lately,
when examming the genus to which it belongs more
closely. I obtained a specimen for comparison, and find
it perfectly identical with the Tecoma capensis.

'•This plant," writes Mr. Micrs, "was found by my
son m travelling across the country inland from Macah^,

oo^o^o^ cf
*^ * '" ^^^ province of Rio de Janeiro, in lat

5 1-
"^ \ * * J ^^^e also the closely allied T. rosie-'

toha, collected by Matthews in Chachapovas, on the
eastern slope of the Peruvian Andes, neaV the main
tributary of the Maranon, far in tlje interior and at a
considerable elevation, and therefore not in the least

TF^^ *^,.^^ suspected of being introduced from
Africa.

^
This confirms my belief that my plant from

iirazil IS ft truly indigenous species." Tlie occur-
rence of T. capensis in the West Indies is re-
stricted to the island of Dominica, whore Imray
^Ilected a specimen, preserved in Sir William J.
Hookers Herharium. I have seen no other West
Indian speemi^ns, and am inclined to think that
lmra.y g plant if it should be apparently wild must he
a fugitive of some garden. In the East Indies it was
roUected at Madras by G. Thomson, uuiat Morcara by
Hohcnacker (n 523), but in both pl.^it has becomi '

merely naturalised, as Tecoma stans and a few other
Bignoniaceap have ^become in various parts of tropical
Asia. In Mozambique it was gathered by Peters, pro-
bably also naturalised, and from the Cape of Good Hopewe have it from almost every collector.

r.ft f'^^ ,i^^^ }.^
'"'^'"^^

'^PP^''^^ tl'^t the question
respecting the native country could easily be settled bvassuming the species to be endemic to both Africa and
•AmerlCi^ were it not opposed to the fact that all
r.ignomaceaj, notwithstanding their winged seeds, havea limited geographical distribution, and that no species.

hJ.^^ ^ ^^
^"?,T'

*'^' ^^^" ^^^*"^e^ a^ a citizen of both
hemispheres.^ We should therefore be compelled toassume m this case an exception to that rule, and ignore
all the arguments that tend in a different direction

:

tor If we consider that the Uto nearest allies of Tecoma
capensis are genuine members of the American Flora.

A^L-^' ^?T.l' ^"f ^^^^ ^-^""^ ^'''<i ''^ portions ofAmerica inhabited by them, and that the nativecountry of no known Bignoniace^ is extended over bo^hhemispheres, we can scarcely escape the conclusion thatTecoma caperjsis is a native of South America, and isonly naturalised in South Africa andAsia. M. Seemann

the most generally diffrsed and most abundant of our
Agarics. It makes its appearance generally in large
clusters in September, till about the end of the follow-
ing month, though the individual groups are not of
very long duration. It grows on old exposed stumps,
or in those cases in which it appears to spring imme-
diately from the soil, decayed wood will always be
found to which the roots are attached. The cap or
pileus, which is ultimately from 3 to 5 inches across, is

at first more or less scaly and of a honey yellow, from
which circumstance it takes its name, though as it

expands it becomes reddish brown with dark brown
scales when they are persistent.

The stem is 4 inches or more high and very variable
in thickness; white or yellowish at first, though at
length grey or rufous, stout, and more or less woolly
and scaly, and is connected with the pileus by means
of a woven ring which is continuous with the outer
coat of the stem and the scales of the pileus. When
the ring bursts the gills make their appearance, and

^^F^

!* '.^1

V'

ii

1^

experience of its esculent qualities, while Aschi^^
assures us that Hertweg made four experiments with it
and could detect no bad effects, when administeredm doses of three ounces. On the contrary Roqnes
relying apparently for his authority on Paulet, who
was evidently well acquainted with the species, of
which he gives a characteristic figure, states positively
that when administered to animals it causes inflamma-
tion of the intestines and death. Dr. Badbam does not
give so bad an account, though one not sufficiently
encouraging to recommend it even to the most adven-
turous eaters of Fungi, and there were few which he
rejected himself entirely if not absolutely poisonous.
This species, he says, in his pleasing work on Esculent and
Poisonous Fungi, "is a nauseous, disagreeable Fungus,
however cooked, and merely finds mention, as its omis-
sion in a work on the esculent Funguses of England
mighty seem^ strange to those unacquainted with its

demerits. It is really extraordinary how some continental
writers speaking their own experience should ever have

recommended it for the table."

Dr. Badham in our hearing
always spoke ofit with unqualified
disapprobation, and pointed out
to us in Suffolk ^ ringless form,
which had, like the more ordinary
condition, the characteristic pecu-
liarity of causing an unpleasant
constriction in the throat when
eaten, a peculiarity to which also

Paulet alludes. Supposing that
it is perfectly innocent, it is quite
clear that it will never be used in

this country except in case of
absolute necessity, and in the ab-
senceofanything except occasional

beauty (for it is often a coarse-growing species) to recom-
mend it, must be regarded rather as a nuisance, from its

great abundance, and the filthy mass into which it putre-
fies. Somecurionsobservationshave lately been published
by De Bary in the Botanische Zeitnng respecting the
fructification of this species, so that it it has no other
merit its name is likely to become cla-ssical, M- J. B,
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'Jl^^^^'^'i^
muLEUs. VaM.~X few years since tl.ere

Oreat Rr,ta>u who regarded the multitudes of Fungi

toril ?,^h""V-
^^' ^"^"^ shrubberies, and conse vf-

«?r?„ ^" •li'
""'^ ^""^ «"y '«*^"ng save one of

•eveXf otr .
'"•*'"' ';!?P''^*' ^'"^'='1 '^ '^e "«•« that

bf^mL "P*,"*"" ^'t'^^'o™ Jiave taken pains to

are a'nxion, for ;nf ^.
''""" aPP''ances at command

^8 anxious for information on the subject. It is, there-fore, our intention from time to time ti erve

wfcro^ni r "f.
*° -5^'^ '^^'''^ ^° °°' «qnire the

wio^P!/?'' the-r_,dentification. For thoi indeed

fructrfwL n
''''^

"" ^^'^'^''^^ acquaintance with thei

«^r;3 ^T' * ."'^"" of "« little difficulty.

VVe h^ good working instrument is indispensable."e oegin our noticea with .4/t«>-.Vw. ^^tji „ _

ir

a

Agabicus melleus.
Natural size. (Copied bf permission from Greville's Scottibh

Cryptogamic Flora.)

are at first pale, then reddish, and are firmly attached
to the stem down which they run for a short dis-
tance. They are soon covered with white powder
arising from the fallen spores, which are so abun^'ant
that every blade of Grass or leuf beneath them be-
comes dusted, a circumstance which at once indicates
the species, however masked by the occasional absence
ot the ring and scales, or varieties in colour and other
characters. The smell at first is not disagreeable, and
the taste is somewhat like that of the common Mush-
room, but with a decided acrid twang and sometimes a
degree of acidity, which makes most persons, how-
ever devoted to the cooking of Fungi, unwilling to try
experiments with such unpromising materials.

Nothing however can be more various than the
reports as to its characters. According to Trattinick it
IB Urgely consumed in Austria under the name of ffaUi-
masch. He says that its flavour resembles that of
Iamb, and that it is cooked either as an ingredient in
BtewB or as an entree in stock with butter, cream, and
flour, seasoned with pepper, Onions, and anchovies.
Enormous quantities appear at times in the market^ at
Vienna, henz also informs ns that he has personal

REPORT 0^ SOME OF THE VARIETIES OP
GRAPES IN THE LARGE COXSERVATOKY Ax*
CHISWICK.
TnE Vines which now occupy the large conservatory

are growing partly in an outside, and partly in an inside
border. The largest of them, which are chiefly those
in the outside border, were planted in August, 1857, so
that they have had but two seasons* growth. Many of
those which were planted in the inside at the same
time were replaced by more suitable varieties dorino-
the autumn of 1858 and spring of 1859. ' "

The outside border was prepared in the end of July,
1857. It is 4 feet wide and about
2 feet deep, including drainage, the
latter, consisting of several inches
deep of brickbats and rubbish, so
that the depth of prepared soil is

about 18 or 20 inches; it consists
of Wimbledon loam, and chopped
turf, obtained from the surface of
the van-ground, a little charred
earth, and a small quantity of
manure. These outside borders have
had no water, except the rain which
fell on them. The inside ones,
being very shallow, required the
earthen pipes placed at intervals
along them to be filled two or
three times a week during the hot
weather ; and throughout that
period, and until the Grapes began

to colour, the whole of the inside area was watered
two or three times a day, the evaporation from which
contributed to cool and moisten the air of the house.

It may be proper to mention that the conservatory
at Chiswick IS elevated on a terrace about 2 feet above
the general level, and the outside borders are of course
on this elevated surface. This arrangement, which
entirely prevents the pressure and accumuktion of
superfluous moisture in the soil, is one to be highly
recommended in the formation of Vine borders. The
curvilinear span-roof and exposed position of the house,
both favourable to the free admission of light, have
also no doubt had an influence on the ripening of the
crop. The treatment, throughout, has been that of an
ordinary Vinery. During the months of July, August,
and September, the range of temperature was as follows

:

T.

.

.
^^- deg. deg. desr.

J uly
: morning, 60 to 73 in lower part, tiu to 74 in npper part

noon, 83 to 105 „ 88 to 109
Aug. : morning, 52 to 67 „ 50 to 68

., noon. 70 to 09 „ fv to 104
Sept. : mommg, 52 tn BH „ 50 to «0
„ nqoii, 70 to 85 „ 70 to 92

79

i»

1*

During the season of 1858 the Vines had an attack of
mildew. In autumn they were carefully done over with
flowers of sulphur and loam. Notwithstanding this the
mildew again made its appearance in the present season,
although 2 lbs. of sulphur were early distributed in the
air of the house. On the 17th of March 8 lbs. were
applied to the shoots and leaves with a sulpharator

•

'

I

4 Ibg. more on the 21st of May; U lbs. June 9th; and

^Tf^J"°K ^^5^7?''^'^'"- *" «^^ 331bs. between the
17th March and 12th of June. Tlse result was that the

,

jhmage done was slight. The Vines were examined by
jtlie Irmt Committee on September 20th ; and subse-
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quently hj a Sub-committee for the purpose of com-

•leting tlie report :—
:. i.

. j v i

Slack JTa?»6«rffA.—Buncliea moderate-sized, shoul-

dered; berries roundish-oval, sometimes roundish, black

with a fine bloom ; skin very thin ; flesh tender, melting,

and very ricliW flavoured, both sugary and piquantly

vinous. Leaves sharply serrated, the ribs of the under

surface covered with cobwebbed tomentum, aud having

bristly pubescence in their axils. This is the true old

Black Hamburgh, and though smaller both in the bunch

and berry than other varieties, it is decidedly the best

in quality. Warner's Hamburgh, the Hampton Court,

and the Richmond Villa Hamburgh are synonymous

kinds. -r P TT
Dutch Eamburgh from Messrs. Lee, of Hammer-

smith; the same as Wilmot's Black Hamburgh, from

Mr. Wilmot, of Isleworth.—Bundles medmrn-sized,

compact, not much shouldered ; berries large roundish-

oblate, indented as if hammered on the surface, and

often so mucli so as to appear misshapen, black, covered

with a thin bloom ; skin thick, adhering closely to the

flesh, which is coarse, firm, and hollow around the

seeds. Leaves roundish in outline, the serratures of

the lobes coarse and blunt ish ; the veins of the under

surface clothed with cobwebbed tomentuuf. and having

tufts of bristly pubescence in their axiU. This differs

from the Black Hamburgh in having larger berries,

more decidedly round, and marked like a hammered

bullet; the flesh is much firmer, but not so juicy nor

so rich and sugary ; the leaves are also less pubescent.

Frankenthal.—"Io this must be referred the Pope and

Victoria Hamburghs. and the Black Tripoli of Wolbeck.

Bunches large, strongly shouldered ; berries, roimdish,

frequently oblate, and rarely roundish-oval, somewhat

indented or hammered-like, but less so than the Dutch

Hamburgh, black covered with a thin bloom ; skin

thick, adhering to the flesh, which is firm and often

hollow around the seeds, of which there are generally

two, sometimes three. Leaves with bluntlsh serratures;

the main ribs have only a slight covering of cobwebbed

tomentum, but are covered through their whole length

with bristly puhesceuce. It is a fine-looking Grape of

vigorous growth, but less rich and highly flavoured

than the true Black Hamburgh, though superior in

these respects to the Dutch Hamburgh.
- Mill Sill Samhurgh, from Messrs. Lee.—The same

as the Dutch Hamburgh.
Pope Samburghj from Messrs. Lee.—The same as

the Frankenthal.

Victoria Samburgh, from Messrs. Lee.—The same

«g the Frankenthal.

Golden Ramhurgh, from Mr. Veitch, of Chelsea.

—

Bunches large and well-shouldered ; berries large, oval,

or sometimes roundish-oval, pale yellow, or when highly

ripened, pale amber ; skin thin ; flesh tender and melt-

ing, very juicy, rich, sugary and vinous. Leaves not

deeply lobed, their serratures sharp ; the npper surface

•mooth, the lower nearly- so. This proves to be a fine-

looking, free-bearing, richly flavoured Grape, in every

respect of first-rate quality,

Bwrchardfs Amler Cluster, received as Burchardf

s

No. 10, from M. Burchardt, of Landsberg, on the

Warta.—This Grape, which was sent to the Society

without name, resembles the Muscadines in quality, but

pedicels remarkably thick and strong; berries round,

scarcely so large as those of the Black Hamburgh, com-

A

pared with which it is later, roundish-oval, black with a

thick bloom ; flesh firm, juicy, melting, rich and vmous.

Leaves open at the base, not deeply-lobed, nearly

smooth above and below. A good hanging variety, but

requires more heat.

Fleming's Prince, from Mr, Fleming of Trentham.—

Bunch large, loose, long, slightly shouldered ;
berries

oval, larger than those of the Black Prince, to which

they bear considerable resemblance; skm very thin,

bluish-black, with a copious bloom; flesh tender, juicy,

remarkably rich, and very sugary. An excellent Grape.

but requires a little more vinous piquancy and firraiiess.

Morocco Prince, a seedling between the Black Prince

and Black Morocco, received from Mr. Buck, of EUord,

near Lichfield.—Bunches about the size and form^ of

those of the Black Prince ; berries also similar m size,

oval, but with a thinner skin, which is tough and mem-

branous, reddish-black, with a thin bloom ; flesh firm,

juicy and melting, rich, sugary, and vinous. Leaves

very deeply-lobed, open at the base, rather sharply and

deeply serrated, puhesceut beneath, slightly so above.

A useful late Grape and hangs well, but in this instance

has apparently not had sufficient heat.

Pause Jaune, from M. Van Houtte, of Ghent.-

fine large oval or somewhat ovate berry, of a rich pale

yellow colour, like a well ripened Muscat of Alexandria ;

flesh rather firm, sweet but not rich. Leaves deeply

lobed, and sharply serrated. ^ xt -n tj t

Gros PLouge de Provence, from Dr. Neill.—Bunch

long, tapering, loose ; berries small, shghtly oval, black

;

skin thin ; flesh juicy, vinous, with a Frontignan flavour.

Leaves convex, deeply lobed, slightly pubescent, Ihis

variet>' possesses little merit, having the bad property

of setting badly. r t» i

Muwat Noir de Jura, from Messrs. Baumann, of Bol-

willer —Bunch long and tapering, slightly shouldered,

larger than that of the Black Frontignan grown under

the sa lie circumstances; berries about the size of those

of the Black Prince, slightly oval, black; flavour re-

sembling that of the Violet Frontignan, being only

slightly musky; leaves convex, deeply cut and serrated,

nearly smooth. Later than the common Muscat Noir

or Black Frontignan,

Alicante Preta, from Mr. Veitch, British Consul at

Madeira.—Very like the Large Black Ferral, and not

suitable for conservatory temperature.

Slack Barbarossa, from John Eigden Neame, Esq.,

Rushett, Faversbam, Kent : sent under the name of

Gros Guillaume.—Bunch very large, strongly shoul-

dered, compact; berries large roundish oval; skin

black, thin and membranous, covered with a thick

bloom; flesh greenish white, melting, juicy and sugary.

Leaves large, open at the base, more deeply lobed than

those of the Black Hamburgh, smooth above and below,

without bristles on the ribs ; the serratures sharp. A
valuable late Grape, hanging well after ripening.

Sideritis, from J. R. Neame, Esq.—Bunciies very

large ; berries of the largest size, roundish-oval or oval,

frequently with a sutural depression, reddish-black,

unequally coloured; flesh firm, but hollow around the

seeds, and with a deficiency of juice and flavour.

Leaves large, sharply serrated, smooth above and

has oval berries like the Clusters. Berries middle- below ; shoots, red. A very strong grower.

sized, decidedly oval, amber-coloured, or yellowish-

white ; skin moderately thin; flesh very sugary and

twjb. Leaves roundish, dying ofT green and pale yellow,

like those of Reeves' Muscadine : in the latter, how-

ever, they are very pubescent or woolly ; while in Bur-

chardt*s they are but slightly downy, with tufts of

bristly pubescence in the axils of the veins. It is

earlier than the Royal Muscadine, and this property,

combined with its good quality, will render it a first-

nite early white Grape. It appears to be well deserving

of trial for early forcing purposes.

(Eillade Precoce, from M. Leroy, of Angers.—Bunch
small, longish, loose; berries about the size of those of

Royal Muscadine, roundish, or but slightly oval, rose-

coloured.

Savignon Slanc, from M. Dunal, Montpelier.

—

Bunches and berries about the size of those of the

White Frontignan ; berries oval, yellowish-white ; skin

thick ; flesh sweet, but not so rich as that of the White
Muscadine. Leaves roundish, open at the base, not

deeply lobed, pubescent or bristly above Mid beneath.

A wine Grape. -

Ward's iarlg Muscadine^ from the late G. H.Ward,
Esq., Northwood Park, Cowes, Isle of Wight—Bunch
long, rather loose; berries round, about the size of

those of the Royal Muscadine, and of the same colour

and flavour. It differs from that sort in the bunches

being longer; and the leaves also are very different,

being deeply lobed, very dbnmy on the under, and

slightly so on the upper surface.

mdwilVs Seedling, from Mr. Pince, of Exeter.—

Bunches and berries nearly as large as those of the

Black Prince; berries small, round, bluish-black with a

fine bloom; skin rather thin; flesh tender, melting,

and very juicy, but somewhat acid, and having a dis-

agreeable earthy flavour. Leaves resembling in form

those of the Black Hamburgli, but with a lengthened

terminal lobe, and differing from that variety and from

th« Black Prince in being quite smooth above and

below,

B^rchardf^s Prince, received as Burchardt's No.. 7,

from M. Burchardt, Lanlsberg, on the Warta.

—

Bimchos long, tapering, about 1 foot in length, larger

'^lan those of the Black Prince, which in their long,

tapering, slightly shouldered form they resemble

;

BlacJc Monuklca, from the late Mr. Johnson, gardener

at Hampton Court.—Bunch nearly the size of that ofthe

Black Prince ; berries rather small, of a peculiar oblong-

ovate shape, stoneless; skin black, thick; flesh firm,

breaking, sweet, but not rich. Leaves deeply lobed.

This Grape does not appear worthy of cultivation.

Blussard Noir tardif^ from Messrs. Baumann, of

Bolwiller, Upper Rhine.—Bunch small and rather loose

;

berries middle sized, slightly oval : skin black, tolerably

thin; flesh juicy and sweet. Leaves deeper lobed and
more sharply serrated than those of the Hamburgh,
the lobes open at the base and overlapping above; veins

on both sides somewhat bristly; young shoots very

brittle. A very strong grower ; and rather earlier than

the Black Hamburgh, but a bad bearer, and not so

valuable a Grape. The Blussard Noir is very similar to,

if not identical with, the Black Hamburgh.
PruTie de Serault, from J. R. Neame, Esq.—Bunch

about the size of that of the Violet Frontignan ; berries

about the same size, somewhat oval, bluish-black with a

fine bloom ; skin adhering closely to the flesh, wliich is

firm and richly flavoured. Leaves deeply lobed,

unequally serrated, their ribs covered with bristly

pubescence, and the whole under surface clothed with

thick tomentum,
Bouge de Bolle, from J. R. Neame, Esq.—A small,

black, sweet wine Grape, too small to be admitted into

Vinery culture. Horticultural Societg^s Proceedings.

Home Correspondence.
Transplanting Large Cedars.—X beg to suggest to

your correspondent " W, D." that his Cedars of 25

years' growth might be shifted without any great

expense or risk. If there was room enough on his lawn

for the two to grow without ever again having the

chance of their touching each other h6 would only

require shifting one away from the other, and this

could be done without using a machine. All large trees

that have not far to travel are best shifted on rollers

and planks with a block and tackle and one or two
horses, according to strength, to draw the tree on the;

rollers to its destination. On preparing the tree tor;

shifting on rollers as large a hall of earth must he left-

as will stink too-ftthftr. and the roots outside of It care-

fully traced and tied up to the ball or stem. A tunnel

must be formed quite through the centre of the ball,

wide and deep enough for four strong planks, 1 foot

wide and 12 or 14 feet long, according to the size of the

ball, to be placed two and two side by side. Smaller

side planks must likewise be placed all round, resting

on the centre planks, and some litter fixed firmly be-

tween them and the ball to keep all firm when lifted.

A screw-jack must then be applied below the centre

planks, and short packings of wood put below to ease

the jack, till the whole mass gets high enough for planks

and rollers to be put below the centre planks. On rolling

the tree to the hole in which it is to be planted a

trench must be made in the centre of the hole deep

enough for the centre planks to be easily withdrawn,

when the screw-jack has lowered the ball down to its

place. This trench must bo made to run in the same

direction as the planks He when the tree is rolled in.

Great care must be taken in packing the sod firmly in

when the planks are removed, so that no vacancies

remain near the roots. The Cedar, if carefully planted

after the above plan, and well watered in dry weather,

will become quite as good a specimen as the one not

lifted after a few years' growth. When at Dropmore, in

the autumn of 1858, 1 found the glorious specimen of

Araucaria imbricata there likely to be seriously injnred

in a few years by the interlacing of some other Conifers

near it. A group of four or five noble Deodaras were

likewise beginning to meet in the branches, and will

ultimately spoil each other as specimens. Had they

been transplanted away from one another some few-

years back they would all have been enabled to arrive

at their fidl size and beauty. A good specimen of any

kind of tree is a picture to look at, and gives more

satisfaction than two or three crowded together with

their interlaced branches gradually dying off". WiWam
Tillery, Welbeclc.

Old SerhaL—ln the library here there is a quaint

old herbal, which has lost a leaf or two at the beginning,

as well as several at the end, so that its title is not to

be found. I venture to trouble you with this note in

prderto ask whether yon or your correspondents happen

to recognise the book from the following short descrip-

tion :~Small quarto, well printed in black letter,

apparently far back in the 16th century, in Latin; the

plants pourtrayed in woodcuts, very rude and generally

very wide of the mark, yet often full of fine vigorous

lines ; in short, done in the spirit of mediaeval foliage,

carving the names of the plants in Latin and

(seemingly) Dutch. At the end of each article the

authority from which it is drawn seems to be indicated

by the words, or one or two of them, "Avicefia,

Platearius, Seranio, Pandecta." If any one can kindly

afford information as to the title of this book he will

greatly oblige K. I. Moule, Wentworth Woodhouse,

RotJierham.

Sardiness of Wellingtonia and other recently

introduced Conifers.—The severe frost in December

last will sufficiently try the hardiness of this magni-

ficent addition to our new Conifers. The thermometer

here was as low as 9** on the morning of the 19th. fttid

the Wellingtonia have not been browned or in the least

injured by it. Above 80 specimens from 2 to 7 feet in

height are planted out here in different situations (some

of them very exposed), and they are all unscathed.

I fully expect to find that this will be the case every-

where in the south of [England and perhaps in the mid-

land counties. We are likely to have another fine

hardy tree in the Thuja gigantea ; here it is not the

least injured in a cold situation near the bed of a lake.

The Cupressus Lawsoniana and M*Nabbiana are likewise

perfectly hardy. Thujopsis boreale is another fine hardy

shrub or tree ; its fine habit and deep green colour ana

foliage are quite enchanting in the midst of snow ana

the severest frost. Libocedrus chilensis has likewise

proved perfectly hardy here. The Cephalotaxus

Fortnnli will be found the hardiest of evergreen trees,

and never changes its deep green colour in the severest

frost. I have a fine specimen of Torreya grandis planted

out, and it has likewise proved to be perfectly hardy-

Plenty of seedling Cryptomerias raised from a large

specimen here have been planted out, but they all shoff

the unsightly yellow tint of the variety in the winter.

There seems to be two varieties of the Araucaria ii^i^^

eafca raised in nurseries, one with a very dense stiff

habit, and much hardier than the other, as it never

gets much browned in the severest frosts. Perhaps

some other correspondents will relate to us the effects ot

the late frosts on newly-introduced Conifers in different

parts of the country. William Tillerg, WelhecJc,

Fruits for Baclc Walls of Orchard Houses.--^om!

note of disapprobation on Pomegranate culture wiUsa?^

me disappointment, if I am justified in assuming it ^

apply equally to its culture on the back wall of a le^'

to orchard-house. The fruits recommended me w-

trial in that position were a Fig, a Peach, a Loquat, 3

Pomegranate, and an Orange; Amines in the front boro^

and trained up th€ rafters. Have you any doubts

«

the others? /. M., EeaUihanJc, Forfarshire. [We f^
you will not succeed with the Loquat or the Oningei^

your climate, unless the orchard-house is heated.]

Hothouses for the Million, — There are soS*

hundreds amongst the million, who might be ver/

J

anxious and willing to put up these periiaps on
^

; small scale, and who would not be able to address letter'

with orders to Mr. Hereman, the sole agent and i*^^°^

facturer of Sir Joseph Paxton's newly invented glj*-

houses, and though perhaps very portablo, their espor^^

tion to Ireland would be very eipeu^ive. I believe ^.^

person may make any matter, however strongly p^"
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tected by patent, for his own use, although very justly

prevented from manufacturing the same matter for sale

or profit. Mr. Rivers, the inventor of orchard-houses,

from which Sit Joseph Paxton's hothouses do not

materially differ, has published in his hook on Orchard
Houses full and clear directions for their erection. If

therefore similar directions were published in the

Gardeners* Chronicle respecting "the new portable

and economical hothouses," I am inclined to believe it

would be most useful to " small people," and would not
by any means be injurious to the inventor or the sole

agent. J. C. L^ Irelatid,

Syhridising Orchids.—If Mr. Dorainy, who lately

introduced a new Orchid from seed, were to give to the
public his mode of operation, it might, and I am sure
would, induce other Orchid growers to endeavour by
the same means to introduce new varieties of those
curious and beautiful flowers. J. C. Z, Ireland,

Weather at Weyhri-dge in 1859.

—

for it ? Or cau Negretti and Zambra's thermometers
be depended upon? I hardly think the shelter from
the orchard house, in the centre of a walled garden,
could influence it so much, W. C, Liitle Chesterford
FarJc Gardens. [It is to be regretted that painstaking
observers should not express themselves so as not to be
misunderstood. What are 38° of frost ? We suppose
that 6° below zero are meant, an incredible tempera-
ture. The indications of the thermometer should
always be stated in the degrees of its scale, and not
otherwise. Instead of speaking of 27** of frost, the
report should be 5° above zero of Fahrenheit's scale.]

TVind.

Prevailing
Winds.

N
N E
E

S E
8

S W
W
N W

On
Bays.

"Weather.

12
57
5

16
3.5

104
12
40

Highest Winds

January 23, 25
February IS, 26, J7
March 8, 17
August 1

September 17
October 26, 31
November 1, 5, 6
December 5

Mean heij^ht of Barometer,
inches 29.8651

Mean height of Ther-
mometer :

Highest in the Smi,
67°. 7152

Hip:hest in the Shade,
60°. 7747

Trf>west, 4r.246S ..

Mean Temperature, 51'.0314
Rain-fall in inches, &c.,
27.5467

Number of wet days, 28 .

.

Number of days on which
rain &c. fell, 183 .

.

Driest month—January.
Wettest month—September
Range of Barometer,
inches 2.17

Range of Thermometer •

87=

Jan. 9, Barometer highest,
inches 30.72

Dec. 26, Barometer lowest
inches 28.55

July 1 2, Thermometer
highest

:

In the Sun, 104'.6
In the Shade, 96".5

December 18, Tlicrmnmeter
lowest (in the night of).

9°.5

Departurefrom
average of last

four yeara.
•*• ahove.

inches .0029

l'.24S8-(-

.00O4-J-

.3565-H

. 3021 -^

inches 3.8424-^
days 4.25—

7.25-t-

inches .31 +

^ 4^25-)-

inchcs .0975+

inches .21—

equal
equal

4*. 2;

J: ?^^''^^^' Bartropps, Weylridge Heath, Jan. 3.T^e decent Frost.~li would tend to secure greater
unitormity, and consequent accuracy, in comparing the
temperature at different places were yon to mention
the proper position in which the thermometer should
be placed, and the precautions necessary to preserve ittrom disturbing influences. For instance, if I keep mv
thermometer suspended on the side of a short plank

i«^Sr4V'M^ ^".^P^H'ectly open quarter of the

^or another party registering 4* or 5^ higher if hie
instrument be liung up ou a brick wall just under a pro-
jecting eave or coping, without admitting that his

racTof'ttT
'''"' ^f^^tl^an mine. AgaiiT, the accu-

SnU Sh. V L-™'^"'' ''^ "^^'^ essential point, and Icannot help thinking a great want of uniformity exists

wVr-',^™^'^^7.''"^'*^^"° *^ do with the start.Img registers quoted in your columns. It should be

ftS ^y^^f''^^
tliat thermometers can be got testedat Kew (perhaps elsewhere, too, for aught I know), at atnflmg expense-1*. 6^. each. I think-and with one

LTmLT'"^''
'^^''^^^ ^ P^^^^ ^^' ^^or^ect others

awfv^si^
Z'-^niWs se^-regintering thermometers is

fn^T r""^^ ^y ™^ Kew-tested instrument. Thelormer indicates a lower temperature than actually
prevails, which I account for by the frame of it bewlheavy mass of cast zinc.

, These, like all other snirit

w7^l"'^T."^r ^^^^^« ^ derangement if n^chImndled by air-bubbles getting down the tube, in wWchcase their performances are highly eccentric. The ex-tremely low temperature recorded at Saffron Waldenlam muchmclmed to attribute to something of thisimd; for here, m this northern region (Forfarshire)the regis or was but 17° on the terrible 19th Decemb
^

Foreign Correspondence.
WELLIUaxONIA.—(EXTEACTS FROM A LETTER EROM

LoED Richard Geosvenoe) San Francisco, California,
N^ov.S, 1859.—"I have just been on a trip into the
interior of this state to see the 'big trees,' and they
are worth coming here to see. Imigine a tree 116 feet

ih circumference and 450 feet high ! Tliere are several
groves of them, all on the western slope of the Sierra
Nevada, and all about the altitude of 4000 feet above
the level of the sea. I have been to see two of them,
one in Calaveras county, and the other grove in ^lari-
posa, both about 200 miles from here, and the latter in
a south-westerly direction. They are beautiful trees,
but I do not think the branches are large enough in
proportion to the trunk ; they are, in fact, very small,
and hang down in a nearly perpendicular fashion,
sometimes bending down in a semicircular arch so as
to touch the trunk again, which makes them look rather
like very tall masts. The trunk is beautifxilly propor-
tioned, and tapers off to a fine point, so you do not
appreciate the height till you find you have sprained
your neck in trying to see the top. The bark is a
pretty yellowish cinnamon colour, of a very fine texture,
often 22 inches thick, but that you have seen at the
Crystal Palace. The tree from which that bark was
taken is still standing, with the scaffolding round it
which was used on the occasion."
The Hamite Valley.—" I have also been to see a

valley called the Yo Hamite, which has hardly been
heard of in England, but is certainly the most wonder-
ful piece of scenery imaginable, this valley is about
10 miles long and 1 broad, the sides perpendicular rock,
3000 to 4000 feet high, and entrance only possible at
two points, by a most difficult road to travel, of course
only passable to horses or mules, and very hard work
for them. The sides of this chasm are white granite
and the tops covered with fine trees, the whole having
evidently sunk down in * the good old times,' with the
rivers running in their ancient channels, but now
making magnificent waterfalls 2600 feet high, of which
however I could not see much, as they were most of
thpm dry : the time of year to see them in their glory
being in June, when the snows begin to melt. It is two
days' journey on horseback from any settlements, and as
there is only a trail to travel by, it is bat little known
as yet, and rarely visited; but if ever they do make a
road for carriages down to the valley, everybody from
ail parts of the world will go to see it. The Merced
river runs through it, and makes a beautiful fall 600 feet
high at the head of the valley. I left it by a different
way from the one by which I had entered, and had a
magnificent view all over the valley, and it certainly
was a most wonderful scene—this great chasm 4000 feet
below, like a great giish in the mountains, with the sides
so perfectly perpendicular ; on beyond, hills covered with
large Firs (not the Wellingtonia gigantea, but very
fine trees), and beyond again the white tops of the
Sierra !

" [For the above interesting extracts toe are
indebted to the Jcindness of the Marchioness of
Westminster. ~\

mcely-cut and ek-gauti^'-6hapcd beds, filled with britrht:
hiied flowers; raised terraces, or gravel-walks, where
visitors may go and admire the productions of the
season; perhaps a spreading tree, or shady arbour
ortermg a welcome and cool retreat during the hot davs
of summer. Anything like this he will seek for in vainm China; but in its place, among the poorer classes, atew pots of flowers in the open court ; and amongst the
gentry a small yard at the side or back of the buildine
where is displayed some dwarfed Fir. no bigger than a
doll s Christmas-tree; some gnarled Camphor, rising no
higher than a good-si/ed Catiliflower; and a few care-
fully-cultivated plants, whose flowers are forced Inta
gigantic size by a peculiar method of cultivation and
tiie copious application of manure. The nnrsery.
gardens, often visited and described by foreigners,
contain many such specimens; they have no more
beauty than the covered stalls of Covent Garden Market,
but merely conti i.i rows of pots, filled with the planti
just coming into flower, ranged for the convenience of
sale. The plants which are in the ground are merely
seedlings, which will be transplanted, not into the
parterres of country gardens, but into small pots to
occupy their place on a stand in the court-yardi or
rooms of houses. ... In the large city of Ningpo,
whose walls are five miles in circumference, and
whose population numbers nearly half a million
of inhabitants, there are only two gardens which
are ever thought worthy of a visit from foreigners.
They belong to the Ivang and the Le families
respectively. The larger and better of these coifc.
sists of a piece of ground about 90 feet long by 30
wide, most ingeniously 'fitted up' with rock-work,
and a tiny pool of water, to resemble mountain scenery
in miniature. From between the fissures of the rock,
costly plants have been made to grow; others appear
On^ the usual way) in pots, set upon a flower stand.
This is all one of the finest second-class cities in the
empire has to show of pleasure-grounds. In the island
of Chusan there is a garden about twice the size of this,
even more ingeniously arranged : arches are formed by
the rock-work, intricate passages wind round behind it,
you ascend and descend by small staircases of stone
steps, openings are mfide here and there to afford a
view of the pretty court and the quaintly.curved and
ornamented roofs which adjoin; a kind of summer-
house, with elegant lattice-work, invites yon to a shady
seat. When our troops were occupying the island of
Chusan, this spot, situated within a convenient walk
from the banacks, became so great an object of attrac-
tion to the officers and others, that the proprietor (a
wealthy Chinaman), pestered with the daUv calls of
Visitors, fled the place, and ever after kept an old and
trusty steward to do the honours of the house in his
absence. Tea is liberally supplied to aU visitors, and,
as m the case of show--houses at home, a gratuity is left
with the servants for their trouble. . . . From
wliat has thus been said, it will be readily under-
stood that the Chinese do not value thos.- flowers
which group well, forming massy patches, but only
those w;hich show well in a pot. They have foand
iault with several of our European introductions, such
as the Coreopsis and Zinnia, because of their tendency
to form large and unwieldy plants. They admired the
separate flowers much, but could turn them to little
account. Even the Dahlia they would find diflScijlt to
reduce to the proper dimensions. The Ranunculus, the
Pansy, the Geranium, the Cactus, or the Hyachatk
they exceedingly esteem and admire."

This is doubtless an accurate description of the horti-
culture of Che-Kiaug; but photographs executed by
an oflScer at Canton lead us to believe that the
wealthy Chinese in the south possess gardens of much
greater pretensions.

N0ttC£!5 of 23oo6;5. ienced

Mst It IS scarcely credible tl.at it should have been^i lower than that in Essex. /. M., HeMhanTc,C
fenorl

; 1 can authenticate Mr. Chater's weatherreport (,ee Dec 21, p. 1038), so far as regards windand snovv, but the amount ot frost registered bvhra
n 'aid on 7^1" •r^'""r -P--'-*'^ "P- Satirda™W dav 38"T/f ^ ?• "f^l }^ registered ou the

1.x daf4U« I'^^^^r^.l
''"' ''"'^- 27% ami on the

«sed wS a Np^' H-^
''"1 ^t

22'. The ther.nometeruata ^\a3 a Aegretti and Zamhra's self-remstpHno-

placed I? th! !o^r,!"'' T", " T P'^-* °<^ ^o^-l. andS t '}Lf'^:}\'^^
°.f -^^orchard-house, which

I hear

I
' J

town.

hill "2i mil
\^"'^ '^y^'^ npon"that clav-capped

^-iij:!!!!!:!!!]L!;i;l^^ VValdenfaccS
o«rTodbe„. w™ 61-.rboU,g r. W

en garden.
',:',:. T"""' " "'""'''

'^ corroborated by the

1 _ara therefore at a loss to know what could

Uhiawick:
1

Pictures of the Chinese, draivn hy themselves. By the
Rev. R. H. Cobbold. Small 8vo, Murray. Pp. 220.
This volume represents by means of engravings on

wood and literary sketches the costume and habits of
the Northern Chinese, with whom Archdeacon Cubbold
had an opportunity of becoming acquainted durino- a
residence of eight years at Ningpo. The figures °are
those ot a native draughtsman, who seems to be accom-
plished in the barbarous art of big country. Each
j)nncipal trade is mitde the subject of a plate and
description. Among these xve liave diviners, street
smgers, wiue carriers, needle makers, barbera, tailors,
scavengers, and others. llie letter-press is by the
author, who writes in a very pleasing style, as will be
seen by the account he gives of Chinese Horticulture.
"The Chinese must be a strange people, from the \ery

varying accounts which are given of them by different
observers. They are over-estimated in some thin^^
and undervalued in others, misunderstood in most.
Take the matter of flowers. We are accustomed to
coaaider them a nation of^ horticulturists on a small
scale. Is it not the prevalent idea in England, that the
houses are surrounded with a neat piece of garden-
ground, which is cultivated with great care, and shows
some rare flowers as tl^e fruit of patient, kindly toil?
Let the reatler honestly say whether such has not
hitherto been his notion of this cannv. tlirifty people
of the Eastern continent. Now, what" are the facts?
If any one were to go to China, he might search a
whole province through, and not find anything round
the dweliing-liouscs which answorpd even to a decent
European garden. In a garden, we picture to ourselves

lity of
. .._ ""-.V, ^^ vuc iKurm ruiice into eincient

field artiUer)'. "VhQ Elements of Mensuration, bv the

fX'^
John H,inter (Longmans), which now forms apart

ot Mr. Gleig s useful School Series, will be found oae of
the most acceptable as weU as cheap books for vounjr
people. It only costs M,
A new edition of Mrs. Jameson's Memoirs of JSady

Italian Painters and of the Progress of Painting »
Itahg (Mnrray) has just appeared in the form of a very
handsome 8vo volume. It includes a notice of all the
Italian school from Cimabue, born a.d. 1240, to Jacob
Bassano, wlio died in 1592. The continuallv incrcarin;p
number of works of these artists in the galleries of thi«
country render nVIrs. Jameson's history more interest-
ing than ever. It is illustrated with 62 exquisite wood
engravings of the portraits of the arti;»ts and exam-
ples of their work.

Collection lUs Orchidees let plus remarquabl^ de
VArchipel Indien et dti Japon, By C. L. I>e Illume.
Parts 7—12, folio.

The first volume of this great work of Dr. Bluing's
is now completed, with 66 excellent plates, parfcjy
coloured and 190 pages of letter press. The^ new
parts are very interesting to botanists, but relate 90
much to the little terrestrial Orchids in which Java
abourida, as to have small attraction for cultivators,
except in the caeo of Macodes Petola, ArirjTorcUis
Javanica. X

^ \el;tphillu:n pulchrum and some Pogonias.
all of which have gaily veined or coloured leaves. Among
the letter-press arc to be found some observations upon
change ot »trr ' - .^ that we recommend to the notice of
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Mr. Darwin, whose new work On species we have

noticed at some length. The learned author adopts

the opinion of Ad.Brongniart^that TTropeduim is a form

of Cypripedium caudatum, and suggests moreover that

his own genus Argyrorchis is merely a Macodes with

the irregularity of the labellum lost, thus adding new
evidence to that named on the same subject in the

Journal of the Linnean Society for August 1858, with

which the Dutch botanist seems not to be acquaiuted.

Dr. Blume is also of opinion that BeichenbacVs

Selenipedes are merely Cypripedes with connate

placentai. But surely the "merely " is what constitutes

moat of the differences between his own proposed new

genera. In this instance, says the author, these two

accidental modifications, one of a Cypripede, the other

of a plant among the Keotteous Orchids, would present

this peculiarity that they propagate themselves like

fixed (constantes) forms, without any return to their

original condition f^e^a^jpri?ni7j^.

Miscellaneous.
Sale of Coniferous Seeds.—A collection of these,

consisting of imported seeds, was sold the other day

bv Mr. Stevens, and realised the following prices :—

WelUngtonia gigantea, 5i. per packet, each containing

from ^ to ii of an oz. ; Cupressus Lawsoniana, per

packet, 3?. and 3?. 5s.; Abies Douglasii, 32. 5s.; A.

Mertensiana or Williamsoni, 3^. ; A. Menziesii, 21.

;

Pinu3 Sabiuiana, IL 14v. ; P. ponderosa, 2L IQs. ; P.

Lnmbertiana, U. lOs. and 3Z. 15*. ; P. Benthumiana,

31. IlOs. and 3/. 15*.; Libocedriis decurrens, 4Z. 105.

and 4/. 15s. ; other lots of the above from 1?. 10s. to

2L 10s. The total proceeds of the sale, which consisted

of 169 lots, were 475^.

Testimonials to Mr Broome, Temple Gardens.—

A

few days since, Mr. Salter, nurseryman, of Hammer-
smith, presented Mr. Broome with a very boautifu)

Silver Cup, as an acknowledgment of his perseverance

and intelligence in bringing the cultivation of the

Chrysanthemum to its present state of popularity and

perfection.—Also at the Annual Meeting of the Tower

Hamlets Chrysanthemum Society Mr. Broome was pre-

sented with a very handsome Silver Snuffbox:,

Calendar of Operations*
(For the ensuing week.)

house in which they are to fruit, and Apricots, Plums,

and Cherries the coolest end. If required, liaspbevries

will succeed well in pits or in the partial shade of other

plants. If circumstances permit of the whole being

kept plunged in a gentle heat it will assist the swelling

of the fruit, but with proper attention in supplying

them with manure water they will do well without that

assistance. Prepared plants of the most suitable kinds

of the above fruits may be obtained at most of the

priucipal nurseries, or maiden plants of each may now

be potted in rich turfy loam for future operations,

getting them into a bearing state by judicious stopping

rather than by the use of the knife. Pui-sue former

directions as regards the early Vinery and Peach house.

Be careful not to use too much fire heat at fifst.

Stea-s\^ekkies.—Where ripe fruit is wanted early, a

portion of the most promising plants should now be

selected and placed in a pit where they can be afforded

a gentle bottom-heat; or if this cannot be commanded,

a Peach-bouse or Vinery which has just been closed for

forcing will do. They must, however, be kept close to

the glass, for they require all the light that can possibly

be afforded them at this season, and a free admission of

air on mild days, with a low temperature until the

fruit is fairly set, and if these conditions can be com-

bined with bottom-heat, success will be more certain

than under any other circumstances, and this will be

more easily done in a small pit than in a house, the

temperature of which must be regulated to suit other

things.

FLX)WER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

Where any of the beds or borders require a dressing

of fresh soil this should be provided, in order to have it

in readiness to wheel on when favourable weather for

such work may occur. Fresh soil is in most cases pre-

ferable as a dressing for flower beds to manure, which is

apt to cause too luxuriant a growth for a first-rate dis-

play of flowers. On soils that are naturally poor how-

ever, and where neither fresh mould nor decayed leaves

can be had, a moderatedressing of well rotted farm-yard

manure will be useful, but this should be well mixed

with the mould the full depth of the bed, and not care-

lessly turned in and lett in lumps near the surface, for

in this case a gross habit of growth would be promoted

early in the setison, and as the principal part of the

roots would be ne;u* the surface in the manure, the

plants would soon feel the effects of dry weather,

whereas if the manure is well incorporated with the

soil to the depth of about 18 inches, no ordinary amount
of dry weather will injure the plants after they once

get fairly established. Shrubberiesmay be thinned where

this involves only the cutting out of overgrown plants

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CBISWTCK.
PurinK the last 'M year?, for the ensiiinK Week, endins Jan. 14, I860.
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PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSERViTOBT, &c.—As frosty weather may now at

any thne be expected, a good supply of dry litter, Fern,

or other materials should be in readiness for extra

coverings when required. If not already done, lose no
j

qj. lopping deciduous trees or the hardier kinds of ever-

time in getting under cover a supply of the various

loams, peat, &c., required for spring potting. Tbe

principal work in plant houses will consist in keeping

them and their inmates scrupulously clean. Moderate

fires and ventilation, with frequent washing of stove

plants, will be necessary. The conservatory and show-

house should now be gay with Camellias and forced

plants, which will take the place of the Chrysanthe-

mums now over. Keep up a regular succession of

plants to bloom through the spring, by bringing forward

the stock of forcing pUnts as wanted. Roses, both

ilwarf and standard. Honeysuckles, Scarlet Thorns,

Hybrid Ehododendrons, and Azaleas, with a host of

other things, will enable cultivators In addition to the

usual occupants of tlie houses to make a brillianj show

through spring. Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Lily of

the Valley, and other plants of the above class must be

duly forwarded as wanted. Hard-wooded plants will

require a dry pure atmosphere to guard against mildew

and damp.
FORCING DEPARTMENT.

The forcing of fruit trees in pots has become both

useful and interesting, and where separate houses do not

exist for each kind a valuable addition to the dessert in

spring may be secured by growmg a collection of Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Figs, Plums, Cherries, and Rasp-

berries in pots ; they are easily managed in this form,

provided there are one or two houses at work to hold

them during the later stages of their growth. All

the above kinds (with the exception of Raspberries)

should have been grown in pots two years at least, and

be well furnished with fruit-buds. Raspberries are

best obtained by taking up the strongest suckers early

in September and potting them either singly or three

together in rich soil, shading them for a few days to

make fresh roots, and then placing them against a south

wall to ripen. Where a stock of the above fruits

is prepared for forcing the advantages of a deep pit

with a bed of leaves will be apparent; the slight

bottom heat thus afforded will be found beneficial in

setting the roots in action. Cherries and Raspberries

are the most impatient of heat and should be brought

forward in a very low temperatm-e, and unless they

are required very early they will succeed better

when started next month. The remainder should

be started with a top heat ranging between 40

and 60", with a gentle syringing daily, and ai

accordbg to the state of the weather. Here they

may remain till they are nearly in bloom, when a drier

atmosphere being necessary, they may be removed to

vacant shelves or stages in any house at work where a

moderate heat is kept up. Peaches and Nectarines may
even be placed on the back shelves of th^ Pine-houses

after they have set their fruit, though a more moderate
temperature would suit them better. , In carrying out

the subsequent treatment we may add that Figs,

Peaches, &c., should occupy the warmest part of the

the work had better be deferred until March, except in

favourable localities, for althougli when the winter

proves mild such work may be successfully per-

formed at any time. It is never safe to depend upon this.

Avoid treading upon or working the ground when it is

in a sodden state ; and if the workmen cannot be pro-

fitably employed out-doors, get a good stock of Dahlia

stakes, brooms, and things of that kind prepared for use

when wanted.

HAUDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any transplanting of fruit trees has yet to be done

this season, it should be seen to while the weather is

favourable for such work ; also see to getting ground
intended to he planted with young trees prepared, and
spare no pains or expense to have this properly done.

Make sure of thorough drainage, and where the subsoil

is unkind this should be removed, replacing it with
some good fresh loam. When a large breadth has to be
planted in one season this expensive kind of preparation

cannot be always aiforded, but it is better to do such
work only in such quantities as will allow of every pre-

caution being vised with the view of securing success.

Attend to keeping up a supply of Rhubarb, Seakale, and
Asparagus by introducing quantities of the roots into

heat at intervals of about a fortnight. Where there is

room in the Mushroom house the two former will be
found to do exceedingly well there, and a supply will

be obtained with little trouble. For land that has long

been cropped with vegetables a good dressing of fresh

loam would in many cases be jreferable to manure, and
where this is wanted and can be obtained, it should be
got to hand in order that advantage may be taken of

frosty days for wheeling it upon the ground. Where
fresh soil cannot be obtained, charred vegetable refuse,

such as prunings of shrubberies, edgings of walks^ and
many things wiiich turn up in course of the season may
be cheaply made to form an excellent substitute.
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STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the Week ending Jan. 5, 1860, as abserred at the HoTticultiural Gardeni.

air
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• 1 t TKHnBATvaa. i
1

Of the Ai Of tfie^arth
1

Wind

1

*

Dec. S ^
JJ&»U7kl^O»« \

,r.
7

and Jan- g^ Mni. Min. Max. MId.
1

Mean I foot

deep.
,3 feet
deep.

a

Friday »> 6 89^95 29.495 56 44 19.5 43 42.0 ;s.w. .09

SatuT- 31 7 29.69a 29.6-:2 57 82 54 .& 45| 434 s.w. .02

Sunday 1 8 2y.6&V 29.473 56 43 49.5 47 45 s.w. .08

Moa. S 9 29,689 29.671 56 43 49.5 47 454 s.w. .04

Tuea. 3| in 2ii;»5 28.861 57 42 1 49.0 47 45 s.w. jy;

Wed. 4; 11 38.9(^ 28.872 51 29 :
40.0 47 45i s.w. m

ThuP3- 5, 12 28.811 28753 43 36 39.5 46 45 s.w. .11

ATerage 29.366 ' 29.249 53.5 41.3 47.4 46.0 44 5 .44

Dec.

Jan.

I

SO—Fine; tain; boiaterona at m^ht.
31—Rain; densely clouded; OTercaat*

n—Cloudy; hoisieroua; clear and fine at night.

2—Fine; rather boisterous; fine.

3—Ctoudy ; drizzlf ; rain at ni^ht.

4—Fine; verrfine; •lijchtly 0¥erca»t,

o—Clear ; rain ; barometer remarkably low.

Uean t^m^ratute of the week. 10 des. aiboye the kverase.

Ko tices to Correspondents.
Ftwoi: A R. The production on Beech Lark is Psiloni*

nivea, of Fries. It is not common, but grenerally occurs id

great abundance if at all. Tou can probably destroy it 5
painting the tree where aflfected with a solution of corrosi"

sublimate. But do it cautiously. M J B.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to rewi:'

tantly decline naming heaps ofdried 5r other plants, tliat ««

venture to request our con-espondents to recollect tliat *^

never have or could have undertaken an unlimit-ed duty

this kind. Toung gardeners, to whom these remarks rooft

especially apply, should bear in mind tliat, before apptymff
J

us for assistance, they should exhaust their other meari^J

gaining information. We cannot save them the troube^

examining and thinking for themselves; nor would it tj

desirable ir we covild. All we can do is to heh^ them—»!
thfttmost willingly. Itis nowreqnested that, in future, iw-

more than four plants toay be sent tis at one t'^^^-T

Stouriwidoe. 1. Eupatorium adenophorum ; 2, no ^^^y,
3. not nameable ; 4, looks like a bit of Pinus sinensis.—i^'J^-^

Veronica Andenionii ; 2, not in flower ; 3, seems to be Ai^

soa incisiflora, bu t the specimen is f^r too imperfect for ''S^
recognition.—J S. Alonsoa incisifolia, as far as can bejudgp^

from 80 bad a specimen without leaves.
Netvidsia. alabamensis : Clapton. Next week. ,

Old Seeds: Jack of all Trader. The red seed with ablacKj^
belongs to Abrus precatorins, sometimes call^ ^^'^^
Liquorice, but not what is known as Liquorice in ^"fJ'L
The other is the seed of some Bean-bearing plant,

^'jf_-j
from the West Indies. They are not likely to grow. Ii r^

desire to experiment upon them soak them for 24 ^"^"^i-

warm water, and then sow them in a good hot-bed. ^^
as we can judge from your description, the other seed? ai*

a similar nature and must be treated in the same way- ^
Onion-like seed possibly belongs to Colx LacUryma. ^

Plane Treks x AW, We do not remember whether the r^

trees in French Boulevards are oriental or occidental. *
.^

bably the former. The butter-nut of the shops is n^
seed of a Plane but of a tropical South American tree ca***

Pekea tuberculata. ^^
8pia«A BoTTBsitiRn : LM T. Under this name a P^a^tlhasJ)^

dispersed through the trade, about which we can '^^%i
that it is a dwarf hardy Califnrnian shrul), co^nP^"^?

trerfc

diminutive 8p. arisefolia, and like it having white fio^,

but in thin erect spikes. It is SEud to be difficv\lt to pr^P^^jc

Teak Wood : A T. U Teak wood is less used than formed
ship-building, it is, we presume, because it is now too -

The Teat forests have been so destroyed that good ^^|,

are now difficult to procure. As to the story about ^
timber harbouring bug ^ more thtux other kindSi '-^V^'^

iwint we beg to withhold assent.
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RTIFICIAI. MA^JTJRES, &c.— Manufacturers r

L

The

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

J\. and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary insti-uction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
Ac., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kenniuf^on, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coproiites, <fec., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and deR])atch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

ON DON iMANUEK COMPA^SX
(ESTABUSHED 1840),

Have the following MANURES ready for delivery ;—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
BLOOD MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
URATE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. •
SUPERPHOSPHATE MINERAL.

_ _ London 3Ianure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. Gibbs & Sons), SULPHATE or
AMMONIA, NITRATE of SODA, CRUSHED BONES, and
every other Manure of known value, all of which they warrant
ati-ictly genuine. Wholesale dealers supplied.
116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Epw. Purskr, SecretarJ^

ESTABLISHED 181 2.

MESSRS. PROCTOR arc nou- prepared to talve
orders for their special MANURES for 1S60, which they

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and chai-^ed at
the lowest possible price, viz, :—
TURNIP MANURE J CLOVER MANURE
WHEAT ditto POTATO ditto
GRASS ditto | BARLEY ditto
PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE

OF LIME, &c., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor & Rylakd. Birmingliam and Chaster.

MR. J. B. LAWES manufactures the following
MANUPJilS:—

TURNIP MANURE
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
BARLEY MANURE

N.B. Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO direct from Messrs
Gibba, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and
other Chemical Jlanurcs.
WHEAT MANURE.—PERUVIAN GUANO is proved to be

-the best and cheapest Artificial Manure for Wheat, at Autumn
sowing,
American decorticated Cotton-seed Gate of best quality

supplied at the market price.
Offices: 3. Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.G.

URNAHD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME ; ^amnteed to contain

Phosphono Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcber says:— "These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concenti-ated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to tJie Royal Agiicultui-al Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to BuRNAr.D. Lack.
& Co.. Sutton Road, Plymouth.

TO PIG, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS^
TUPFS KICE VOOD, POULTRY and GAME.-

otPJ?,?,^*'^ ^^^^> ^^^- P^^ ^^'t-. in 1| cwt. bags; DOG
Zr^T^J^'i^^cy^^ ^"'*'' t)IL-CAKE, jier ton only; RICE

'}! r^^J
PIGS, 6ft. and 8*, per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
dehvery.—W. & R. Jupp. r.. Qi-oss Lane, Eastcheap, E.G.
4t

For

PARMENTERS PATENT PREPARATION
r

destroying Mealy Bug, Red Spider, Tlirips, and other Insects,

Mildew on Vines, Fruit Trees, and Plants of all descriptions.

also

A M ART
meiiaea hb sure ana sale reraeaies againsr tne aDove-meniioiica pests, ana nave on inii}artiai tviai provea oituer totaliy menec-
tive, or destructive to the lives o( many valuable Plants.

Although J. C. & Co, have had incontestible evidence of the efficacy of Parmentcf's Patent Preparation, yet thej* did not on
dr own experience alone feel justified in recommending it to the public, but desired still more convincing proof- In the
tTlfirnn^f* nf this object t^ ^- ^ ^-^ ad-nf anmp nf flip Prn.naratinn fic\ ftPV(>r:il nf tV>p If^nrTinor T?nt^/>wni*:*n '\TyA Inrrvpef r\i*i\'?iff^

s in the Unii

_ duly publish.,.- _ -. .-. „ .

Nurtsery Firm of Messrs, E- G. Henderson & Son ;—
Parmenter's Preparation,—Wo find this Compound effectual for the destruction of While Bug and Scale on leaves of a

the Jr/fzVtf -flips', THK PkEPARATION AS DESCUIBKD ...^^ -^a^* ^.. ..„- ...>-^.. * , *v ...-v- »,..^^...^ ^w^w-.** ^.. ^^^^^
the Jied Spider and Tkrip, by immersing the branches once or twice in a thinner solution of the Preparation,

On plants with leaves of a less leathery and more ])orous texture and thin and pulple.'^s, the Pret»aration cannot be applied
sufficiently strong at &>ie immersion to destroy the White Bug or Scale (the most difficult of all plant insects to destroy) without
injury to the plants ; therefore it should be niade in a weaker solution and applied with a sofc brush or sponge to the infected

• 6
5
8

6
6
5

Bag and Jiroicn hcale upon tlie claaa of plants first referred to, ParineiUer's Pnparation was found more e^iClimL than the GUhurgt
Compountl. In its application tl.e following" directions may be deemed safe :

—

1st, The strength of the appHcation without injury will bo in proportion to the thick coriaceous or leatheiy texture of the
leaves, their dormant condition or rest from growth, and vice versa.

2d, The injury arising from its undue application will be in proportion to its action on the soft and delicate cellular tissue
of the plants, whether in a growing condition or not, but most injurtous in tho former.

3d, As a gouerai rule, plants of the strongest and most robust growth will re<iuirc it to he applied in the consistencv of
thin paste-Uko liquid.

4th, Plants of the soft-stemmed clas.s, whether lieavj' or smooth, will require its ajjplication by immersion in a mixture pro-
portionately diluted to suit the texture of the plants.

:
, . _^ #

Price 2s. and 33. 6d. per Bottle; Stone Jars, 10s. 6d. each.
To be had of all the principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the United Kingdom, and Wholesale and Retail from

JAMES CARTER & CO. (Sols Proprietors). 237 and 233. High Holborn, London, W.C.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
BURGKSS AND KEY, 95, Kewgate St., E.C., Lonuon,

being tlie Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-
brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from, which
their Customers may select what they may reqtiire.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZK was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prijie triven by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Burgess & Ket, 96,
Newgate Street, E.G., strongly recommend it as the most per-
fect Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

wEST OF E:N^GLAJVD ANO south WALES
LAND DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in 1S44.
Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1S48,

__„, Inclosing, IiTigatiug.Wai-piug, Road Making, and
all kind of Land Improvements, executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties, and the whole cost can be made
a Permanent Charge on the liands. or redeemable in a certain
number of years. Bidwell & Brodie. Secretaries.

Offices : Exeter ; and 30, Parliament Street. London, S-TV.

Draining,

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.—Prices,
&<--., on application to Johk Moeison, 25,

Norton Fol<,^'lte, N.B.

500

FKKir DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the
Queen, tho Duke of Northumberland for Syon House

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens Pro-
fessor Lmdley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and —Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING and EVENING FROST.

!i^?^*^^
DOMO," aCanvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all norticulturai and, floricultural purposes, for preserving
i^ruitsand Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wiu<j, from attacks of msects, and from morning frosts. Tobe had m any required lengths.
Two yards wide, 1«. 6d. per yard run.
Four, Bs. per yard ,- also.
An improved make three yards wide, 2«. Gd. per yard runBLBHA Thomas Archef.. whole and sole manufacturer.' 7,

.^^^^J'^^' .*t.^"''°^
^^•' .^^^y* ^^-' ^"^ «f all Nurserj-meAand Seedsmen throae:hout the kingdom. •• It is muchcheaper

tnaii mats as a (!ovenn<r.*
*^

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER FOR FUMlGATilNC:TT APPLERY (Foreman to Messrs. Iverv & Son
Ah .

^^,^«fy^en- D'^r^i"?, Surrey), supplies the above ii^

thl tLS^ '%'' -^'- ^^- f"' ^^- -^ ^^^^1 discount allowed tothe Trade. Tetsimonials too numerous fur insertion, but muv
t>e had on application. ' "^

SHEET IKON POTS for FUMIGATING, Zs. Gel each.
N.B. AH orders to be accompanied with a Post-office Order,payable to HeyKV Appleby. Dorking. Surrey.

G 1 b 11 U K ST COMPOUND,
PATENTED,

FOR PREVESTINO AND DESTROYtyc

T^Sr^x^A^^^ 1 MEALY BUGmulPs SCALE
AMERICAN BLIGHT

| ANTSBED BUGS, i;c7.
And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious intM-P^i^.^
Had

MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

'3 authorities
r^^I/PV« » . '

^"^'^ *^"^>'' and lias beenported on, and la used by eminent gardenin*mong whom are— * "^--"i"

Mr. Judd. of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Mr. Colhnson, uf Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson A Co., Edgeware Road
Mr, Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea

•
'

.^"'^®'"' **^ I^owood Gardens

Knirknd^sJi^ifi'^^ ^'iTf^i"^^? *^^ Seedsmen throughout The Company also execute Drainage and all other Works of i

audat* nnw ™r. ,;. ? *
Ireland use it, have taken in anj^piies. Land Improvement on Commission for the Owners of Estates

triahZ^ILluS'^
to sell smgle boxes-price 1*. for firet

[
not Ent-^iTed who mav wish to charge tho outlay on

laiveffa^fS.. in!^'J'r ,^*^'^^*^^'*y*"^^^'^^"ff»; S*. for not perty through the iiimple and iuexpemjive process

iXdf^^fl' ^t'
^"^^ fo' la^e gardens, with testimonials - ' ' ^ ' -^

*- *'

*"u utsLnpUcuji for use.

Pt.
.^'^e^ynien and Seedflmen supplied by

I aitE a FaT£MT Caxdci- Comp-miv, Limited, London.

LAND IMPROVEMENTS. .

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND liiPKOVEUENT COMPANY

are empowered by Act of Parliament to a-ssist the Owners of
Land in carrying into effect tho following ImproFemeuts, and
charging the whole outlay and expen.scs on the property
improved.

I. All Works of Drainage, Im'gittion, Wai-ping, and Embank-
ment.
'11. The erection of Farmhouses. Cottages for Agricultural
Labourers, and all kinds of Farm Buildings.
HI. The construction of Roads.
IV. The Grubbing and Clearing of Old Woodlands, Enclosing,

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed are—Tenants for Life» Trustees, Mortgagees in
Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent persons.
Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a Term ex-
ceeding 14 years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal,
Incumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, &c.
The Owners of Estates not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also avail themselves of the powers of the Company's Act to
charge their estates with an outlay in improvements.
In all cases the whole cost of the improvements, with the

attendant expenses, may be charged on tho Estate, the term
for Building Works being limited to 31 years, but for all other
improvements being capable of extension to 50 years.
No investigation of title being required, and the charge not

being affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are incurred.
Olierations under the Company's Act are divided into two

principal branches; one where the Landowner designs and
executes the improvements by bis own. Agent and meiely
requires a loan from the Company to charge the Estate,—the
other where the Company undertake the entire respon-
sibility of the Improvement and obtain repayment by
way of Rent Charge. In the first case the plans,
specifications, and estimates prepai-ed by the Landowner's
Agent are forwarded to the Company to be submitted
for approval to tho Incloaure Commissioners. As soon as the
sanction has been given the Landownerproceeds to execute the
works, and the Compimy having conducted the businessthrough
all the official forms, complete the charge on the estate when
the works have been passed by the Commissioners, and repay
the Landowner the amount agreed upon.
In no pait of the business is there any control iipon a Ijand-

owner except by the Inclosure Commissioners. The Company
never interfere, except at the special request of the Landowner
or his Agent, and only to such extent as may further the
objects he has in view.

In the other case, whera the Company are required to
execute the works, a report and estimate of the Improve-
ment are sent to the Landowner, and having been approved,
the plans are then prepared and the works—either submitted to
public competition or entrusted to their own staff-—are carried
on to completion, and the amount of the actual expenditure
only, approved by the Incloenre Commissioners with the Com-
pany's agreed commission and the Commissioners' expenst>s,
finally charged on the Estate for the term fixed by the
Landowner.

rjlHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COM PATS'Y.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.—

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W. To Landowners, the
Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, kc, in England and Wales
and in Scotland.
The Directors bog leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1850, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultv.ral Inu)r'*veraent,
the wliole outlay and expenses in all cases being Uquidated br
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Di-ainage, Inigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting^for any beneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machineiy for ITrainage or Irrigation.

2. Fai-m Roads, Triimways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may boirow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Eucloeure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napter, Managinj? Director
2, Old Palac;e Yard. Westminster. 8.W.

r^OLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
KJ Am> OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisitetoprepare youth for thopursuitsofAgi-icTilture
Engineermg, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military 8er\-ices, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the CoUcge. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principah

®;fie ^grtcuitaral iBumtt
SATVEDaY, JAKUARl'l, 1860.

the pro-
of the

Company's Act.

to bo addressed to Wiluam CuFroRO, the
he Offices of the Company, 52, Parliaixtent

Street, Loadoa.

The New Y'ear ia by this time no long-er new.
And even were it so, the pens and tono^ues oi
thousands hare exhausted every topic that the

season suggests, or ima^icatzon can supply. To the
politician erery year is a new chapter of fresh

incidents ; for history, in one sense, never repeats

itself. To the agriculturist on the other haud, as

such, the recnrrenee of each commencing year is

the reiteration of a course whose motto, like that

of all Nature, is * Uuiforraity dressed in Variety/

But, to a wise and active mind, Time is not tie

mere selfish Chronicle of personal e^tistence, but

a hn>ad and attractive history, in who?e current

events it is our privilege to take a part; and the

more real and energetic that part, the lew the

/

i

I
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labourer feels of tLose aclies and pains to which

the purely self-absorbed ate nearly as much ex-

pos^ as the idle. ,

All may experience this ; but to no one is it

more ab\indantly obvious than to him whom each

season of the year beckons to a fresh and special

task ; to the Farmer, of whom it has been em-

phatically said that his work is never done.

Indeed, the agriculturist of the present time has

stronger claims growing up around him, and

soliciting his interest, than those which the mere

routine of season brought to his forefathers, and

even to himself, in former days. His business is

asserting itself in directions which mvite a man s

mind into spheres of thought, and action, which

once seemed comparatively denied to the tiller of

the soil. It was well remarked and reiterated the

• other evening, in the discussion of Mr. Morton s

paper at the Society of Arts, that the Steam-

Engine is an Educator. It is more than this, for

it is a School which draws its pupils from every

quarter, and introduces them to eaeh other :
and

few of us are sufficiently aware how one pursuit

can throw light upon another, and how that

process is advanced by the possession of a common

basis. 'When agriculture has begun to calculate

its * forces,' like an Engineer, it has entered upon

a field at least the counterpart of that which

Chemistry laid open ,—probably one very much

larger : and there are abundant signs around us that

the time is near when to be really an accomplished

agriculturist will imply the possession of knowledge

of no common order or degree. How can it be

otherwise, in an art which deals with almost every

element around us, in earth, air, and water;

claims an interest in every new invention, though

as wide of it in original design as the * Wire-Eope,'

and lays under contribution every process of

Nature, however recondite it may be even to the

proficients in the particular science that relates

to it.

This is no new refiection : but its interest lies m
the very fact that while it is so old, itself, its most

startling illustrations are so purely modern as to

have given, till very lately, the appearance of

backwardness compared with other arts, to that

one which of aU that men pursue embraces the

widett scope in the field of practical and applied

Science.

in"- of fetters whose galling would have become

plainly and openly insupportable, and the true

shape and material of the coil have been developed

in a manner highly edifying ; to the legal world

not at all surprising, to the agricultural commu-

nity, both of owners and occupiers, very much so,

especially on discovering that the concatenation

was of their own forging, for their own wearing,

for the sole benefit of others; a rather heavy in-

cumbrance to themselves, a very profitable fleece

to those who sheared them. Sic vos non vohis.

In everv transaction in this country: between

man and man, of which Land is the subject, there

growth from this cause, thou;jh the evil is not

apparent in general, or at least is not observed till

the following year. "We have examined the root*

of sick Clover repeatedly without ever finding any

unhealthy appearance about them, or the slightest

trace of any Fungus spawn which might afiect

them. It is the part above the ground which is

the seat of disease. The leaves lose their healthy

green, and ultimately the base of the stem, or what

is often called the crown of the root, decays, and

the whole plant falls a sacrifice. Minute Fungi

may exist upon the leaves, but if so they are in no

respect the cause of evil. It is indeed possible

that in some "instances there may have been some

^r^fir^T:^ 'Xlliti:^^^^^^ Wgln-af -institutional defect which was inherent

ment and to cripple at oAce the energy and the in the seed ; but such defects usually show them-

^esouVce^ttLf its owner and occupier. This is selves atan early stageofgrowth and we arefar more

Sy tLusands who acknowledge It but cannot inclined to attribute the condition of the plant m
understand it, and by thousands who do neither the majority of instances to infection from decay-

one nor the other. - But if they would trace the

history of the soil they would see ' the reason why
the Commercial and the Feudal principle are two

things as incompatible as fire and water, as light

and darkness. And while the former principle

ing matter than from the cause just mentioned.

The notion is at any rate worth a thought,

especially as it seems quite preposterous to believe

that Clover will not succeed once iu a four-

'

years' course from mere exhaustion of the soil. It

^

applies to every other thing which we buy or sell, may be very true that Clover will not so succeed

own or occupy, enjoy or bequeath, the latter is but the point is to discover the real cause why it

retained upon the soil alone ; reminding one of that -" --* —- fV,. n«cnmntmn to be funded

dark ray which chemists and astronomers tell of as

intersecting the solar light in certain mysterious

lines.

For amidst all the acknowledged freedom spread-

ing itself with English institutions, customs, or

habits, it is worthy of remark that no colony or

dependency this country has ever had, could

endure the intolerable infliction of our land laws.

The attempt to establish them has furnished the

secret cause of more rebellion, bloodshed and

extrava^rance, than could be recounted except in a

history devoted to the especial subject : and their con-

will not, supposing the assumption to be grounded

in fact.

Whatever may %e thought of the notion just

put forward as to the origin of Clover sickness,

we would strongly reoomnaend no one to attempt

to sow Clover seed where a large portion of the crop

has failed, for the produce is almost sure to be

diseased. In the case of Oats we have proved by

consecutive experiments that seed^from diseased

plants will produce a diseased offspring, and we do

not doubt that even where the original ci^se of

disease may not exist, it may be propagated by

seed, an evil which no one can guard against till

tinued existence has produced some of the severest .measures be taken by agriculturists to ensure a

Equally valuable and interesting as the Chemical

ide of agriculture (so to speak) has shown itself,

there is every probability that, in this country at

' least, the Mechanical side of the art is destined to

the accomplishment of results even more important.

It maybe that ere many years are past Agriculture

without Steam may come to be spoken of in

much the same tone as that which military writers

adopt when referring to the era of * War before

Gunpowder.' Should this prove true, it seems

likely to produce a curious restitution of that

special nationality, of which many mourned the
|

supposed sacrifice in the opening of our ports to the

produce of the world. The economy of Steam esti-

mated against other kinds of power suggests many
questions, but none more interesting to the farmer

of Great Britain than that which arises out of the

simple reflection that our mines of Coal and Iron

exceed those of all the rest of Europe put together

;

in other words, that our soil contains within its

womb the elements and means' of its own cultiva-

tion to an extent and at a low cost which no other

part of Europe can pretend to.

But these two great branches of our agricultural

development, the Chemical and the Mechanical, are

trite, and in a fair way to take care of themselves
compared with a third great element of success to

which the public mind is by no means equally

alive, namely the conditions under which agricul-

ture itself, in its broadest sense, exi^^ts, by virtue

of what may be called the Circumstances of the soil.

It is earnestly to be hoped that public attention

will ere long be turned more energetically than at

present is the case to the consideration of this

subject. By the phrase is meant those incidents

which in this cour.try affect Land in reference

to the various relations of Owner, Occupier, and
Labourer, besides those of Purchaser and Seller.

A minute's reflection will convince any one, who

reflections that everhave been uttered against the in-

telligence of a class, iu the fact that the Landowners,

powerful as a body to obtain the completest remedy

for any evil that affected them, should remain

individually the subjects of a system of Exaction

little diff'ering from a perpetual Tribute from

the land, upon every occasion when ownership is

exercised.

It may suit the purpose of a class, or of a pro-

fession, but it cannot be for the public good of any

country that the . ownership of the soil should

become more and more impracticable to the many,

by a canker-worm of expense at every trans-

action, which eats out every lesser holding, and

aggregates land into the hands only of the

largest proprietors. The opposite extreme may
be justly deprecated; and has long been set

up as a scare-crow to all discussion of the

subject; but the danger will in this country

never lie on that side. True Commercial freedom

in the transfer and ownership of land contemplates

neither extreme. It demands that Land, like

every other form of property, should be accessible,

and tenable by capitalists of all degrees, with

equal facility, and commensurate profit; as the

sole condition under which the greatest amount of

national wealth will be invested in our own soil,

and the fullest development be given to the genius

for agricultural advancement which exists iu equal

force throughout every rank and class of the

community.

An opinion is very prevalent, founded apparently

upon long bought experience, that two crops suc-

cessively of the same plant on the same ground will

not succeed. An Apple or Plum tree, for instance,

it is said will not thrive where an Apple or Plum
tree has grown and died before ; Wheat will

not give a good return where "Wheat has been
the previous year ; Sugar-beet is sure to be
decayed under like circumstances, or Clover is

sure to be sick if grown more frequently than once
in eight years.

Now, tru6 as the facts asserted may be in
{general, there is probably some fallacy in the
notion that the reason which is at the bottom of
them all is that the soil has become tired and

The Apple and Plum tree will do

supply of seed of every kind from healthy sources,

More we are convinced depends upon this than is

generally imagined.

Let us however pass on to another case, which

was mentioned above.

It is acknowledged almost universally that in

the common system of cultivation Wheat cannot

profitably succeed Wheat. The second crop is

weak and patchy, and for the most part a failure.

The same may be assumed, from common consent,

respecting Wheat after Italian Eye-grass mixed

with Clover, In this case, though the crop in parts

may be good, after a time patches become blighted,

and die. Now here, again, we have taken painsto

ascertain the cause. We do not assert that

we have satisfactorily traced this to spawn arising

from decaying vegetable matter attacking the

roots. We know, however, so far as our own

experience goes, that if the blighted straws are

split up there will very generally be found traces

of fungous matter. We would suggest then that

it is very possible that where Wheat succeeds

Wheat the strong stubble of the Wheat crop

which is ploughed iu may generate spawn, perhaps

so delieat'e as to escape notice when the evil is done^

and that this, coming here and there in contact

with the young roots, may induce disease. And

so where Italian Rye-grass is mixed with Clover,

the hard wiry remains of the base of the stem may

in like manner have an evil influence upon the

Wheat, We do not assert that this is the case^

but we think that the suggestion is worth some

observation and experiment. That the cause is

capaljle of producing the effect is from analogy

beyond doubt. It does not follow that because

decaying Clover roots aff'ord a welcome nutriment

to young Wheat that the Rye-grass or old Wheat

stubble may do the same, though according to

theory, so far as they go, they will at least restore

to the ground a part of the waste.

.__^ , _. requires rest. ^^
may not have tuined attention to it before, that, in well enough if care be taken that no old roots

every one of these 'relations. Land is the creature remain in the ground; Wheat has been grown
of Law and Custom, to an extent that afiects and
interpenetrates the vital action of society in some
of its most important functions.

Wiien the Corn-laws were abolished, a large

portion of the pvvblie press gave vent to Pseans and
rejoicing^B rs Uiotigh a funclaraental and complete
emancipation had been effected from the whole
system of wliat they called the Peudal restrictions

that had pre8**ed upon the soil. It may be asserted,

on th ontrary, that the abolition of these lestric-

live l;iW8 was like the tearing off the maskaud cover-

We are, however, quite of Mr. Nesbit's opinion

that vital processes are not to be judged of entirely

by chemistry. If the analysis of plants alone

could tell us precisely what has been withdrawn by

a given crop from the soil, and what must be

restored to insure success, agriculture woula

become in a great measure a matter of certainty

instead of being subject to a thousand accidents as

it is. That the farmer may and does derive great

witn gooa results unaer spaae nusoanary tor many
j
savamage irom nis own chemical knowieage »•

years in succession ; Sugar-beet it is well known that of others it would be folly to deny, but he

is contaminated the second year from the putre- must not suppose that all begins and ends there*

scent remains of the old taproot ; and it is not at There are mysteries which are far beyond th?

all certain that Clover sickness is attributed to the reach pf the highest human knowledge ; but the veil

is sometimes capable of being withdrawn, yet ocl5

where people do not rest satisfied with a fore|Oflf

conclusion, but are content to keep their mio^*

open to fresli suggestions, without indolanwy

right cause.

Now as Clover is usually sown with Barley after

a crop of Turnips, portions of which are always
buried by the plough, it is not impossible that
occasionailv, though not always, the plant may be making up their bu^udle of fafrgots, and wrappii*?

impaired m constitution in an early stage of themselves up in their own prejudices, i>/. /• -^^
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LOSSES IN BREEDING EWES.
As a large grazier and breeder of sheep in Eomney

Marsh I am verymnch interested intlie correspondence

whicli has lately appeared in your Paper, relating to the

causes of extraordinary deaths, sudden and unaccount-

'^ble, among flocks. Unfortunately I am subject at this

time of year to heavy losses ; and in the hope that I may
throw additional light on this important question, or

that some of your readers may be able to suggest a

remedy, I give the following faets.

Forthe sake of the uninitiated I premise that breeding

ewes are always kept on green land or pasture land of

not very "forcing'* character, at the rate of from

two to two and a half per acre for the winter months,

with a little hay in case of snow only; this land has

been fed hard all the summer and autumn.
My losses occur only (that is, above a common aver-

age of casualty) in my breeding flock. From the time
the rams are put out in November until lambing com-
mences, I am always over anxious. Almost from the
beginning of the formation of the embryo I cau see a

perceptible increase in mortality ; on many occasions

my looker, this year and the last year, has found two or

even three dead ewes in one field at a time; they are
always much " blown," and their bellies are very black
—their wool readily pulls out. Nothing radically wrong
can be discovered by a casual inspection of their intes-

tines. I would observe, especially, that in the next
fields my fatting sheep where the land is much stronger,

also ewes, fat, barren, or too old for breeding, do not die.

I must therefore conclude that there is some deadly
quality in these poor fields at this time of year, or that

the ewes being pregnant are affected by " ergot." I

want to ascertain if possible whether in such an early

stage of pregnancy this would be fatal, and whether it

would cause the destruction I have mentioned ; also if

there be any remedy? Young wether sheep and rams
do 1 ot die beyond a general per centage in the same
cla-> of land. My loss last year for the winter months
alo: e was over 11 per cent, in my breeding flock.

Hoping that you will insert this for my own and the
pult'ic good, W. Farleigk, Maidstone^ Dec. 19.

LEAF STRIPPING OF MANGEL.
" Makgel Wurzel," to use your words, " is so valu-

able a root that hardly anything connected with its

growth can fail to be a matter of interest." Impressed
as I feel with the correctness of that statement, I feel

ihduced to submit to you the following remarks on the
€rop of Mangels raised on the Albert Model Farm
during the past season, and which you may, perhaps,
consider as possessing suflScient interest for insertion in
your excellent Journal. It will be seen that some of
the results of the course of management pursued here
have differed very widely indeed from those recorded by
you in the Agricultural Gazette of the 19th ult.
I allude principally to the effects resulting from the
removal from the plants of a portion of their leaves.
As the leaves of Mangels bad always been found on this
farm to possess valuable feeding properties when given
to the milch cows, it has been the custom for several
years past to carefully and judiciously pull off the
drooping leaves from the middle of August to the
middle of October. An experiment wa^-mstituted last
season, and carefully carried out on a pretty large
scale, with the view of determining whether the roots
gained or lost in weight by the stripping off, at
intervals, of the falling outside leaves. The leaves, it
must be borne in mind, were most carefully and rather
sparingly removed at the first and second strippings,
and not more than three or four taken from a plant at
one time. In this way 5 tons of leaves per statute acre
were taken off for feeding purposes from the 12th of
August to the loth of October. The experiment was
carried out on 4 acres of the Mangel crop—12 drills
each 200 yards in length (that being the entire lengtli
ot the tiekl), were left untouched, whilst the remaiuinn-
portion of the crop was treated as above detailed. It
18 deserving of remark that there was no apparent
difference in the two lots at any period during the
season, and the crop was considered by the numerous
visitors to the institution and farm as a remarkably even
and regular one.

The following table shows the result of the experi-
ments, and the manures employed for the general
crop, &c. :— *

( to a greater degree of light—two agents which must
exert important influences on the growth of plants

—

and it remains for vegetable physiologists and agrieitl-

tural chemists to say whether this freer exposure to the
air and light could have such an effect on the plant as

to increase the size or specific gravity of the bulbs.*

The experiment, as has been already remarked, was
most carefully carried out, and the circumstance of so

considerable an extent of crop being experimented upon,
added to the fact that the entire crop of both leaves

(removed) and roots having been accurately weighed,
give it a reliable character.

That the free admission of light and air tends to

increase the weight of the roots appears to be confirmed
by the fact that the outside drill, which we have
weighed separately for some years, produces at the rate

of several tons per acre more than the general crop. 1

should also observe that the variety of Mangel experi-

mented upon returns a greater weight of leaves (and
also of roots) per acre than any other kind we grow

;

and it may be found that the removal of a certain quan-
tity of leaves from this particular sort will have a dif-

ferent effect from that produced by taking off the same
quantity from another kind whose leaves would be 20
or 30 per cent less, all other circumstances being equal.

As the crop of Mangel of last season was an unusually
fine one on this farm, it may not be out of place to give
the following particulars as to the preparation of the
land, &c.

The field, or division, of the Albert Model Farm, in

which the principal crop of Mangels was raised in the
season of 1859 had been thorough-drained to a depth of
about 4 feet in the autumn of 1853. Potatoes were
planted in 1854, which were followed by Wheat in 1855,
and laid down with Italian Rye-grass, which was cut
for soiling and hay in the years 1856 and 1857. A
manured crop of Beans was taken in 1858, and on the
removal of that crop in the latter part ofAugust of that
sesison the land was grubbed with Cottam and Hallen's
cycloidal grubber, which has been found a very efiicient

implement on this farm, and after the remo\'al of some

4

Q ™

New
Oval

Tollow

Manures em-
ployed per
Statute Acre.

30 tons of farm-
yard, 1 cwt. of
Peruv. e:uano,
6 cwt. of com-
mon salt

tus-cwtst.

5

tna.cwt.st

45 1

Ifoiie

Oct.27

40 S 6 1 Do.
The result here given was not altogether unexpected,

as in former years the crop did not appear to suffer fromtue removal of those leaves which were believed to have
«»»ed to perform their special functions, as indicated

c^Inml^'v r*J?^'"^
appearance and somewhat altered

wM^^ .A ^^^^ ^ considerable an addition to the

tii« il ^ ^*'^P ^^^"^*^ ^^^^ a"«e" f^om tatioir off«i« leaver %»s not by any means anticipated.

fr«aVi x^"^ P'^ removal of the leaves admitted a«rwr omrent of air tAfl.o nior^fc «„.i „i. j *.i.

Scutchf (the seed of vvhich was imported with the
Italian Rye-grass seed), it was subsoiled, or partially

trenched, to a depth of 20 inches. This latter opera-
tion was performed thus :—The land being opened wv by
trenches at proper intervals a wide furrow was formed
by the ordinary two-horse plough, and from the bottom
of this furrow a consideruble quantity of the under soil

was thrown up with steel digging forks by 18 of the
pupils (this number keeping the horses regularly at
work), each having his portion of the work marked' off;

and Gray's subsoil plough drawn by a pair of bullocks
cotnpleted the operation to the depth above stated. The
work was done at the rate of 1 statute acre in eight
hours.

In the early part of the ensuing April the land
was deeply grubbed across the line of the preceding
trenching, and the soils were thus thoroughly incor-
porated or mixed together—the subsequent use of the
harrow and roller reducing all to a very fine tilth.

The drills were made 27 inches wide by the double
mouldboard plough, the seed sown at the rate of 6 lbs.
per statute acre by Imnd in openings made by the
hand-hoe at 14 inches apart, and two of our pupils sow
a statute acre in 10 hours. We have tried the steeping
of the seed, on a small scale, for some years, but have
come to the conclusion that *• it is at all times a
hazardous practice."

By sowing the seed as above described the young
plants do not get entangled by their rootlets as if put
in by the dibble, and we find it very convenient when
thinning out, as no mistakes can be made as to the
distance apart, as is very frequently the case when the
plants are in a continuous row on the drill. At the
first thinning two plants are left, but not close together,
and when these have got well established the best
plants are easily recognised. Two hand-hoeings and
two horse-hoeings completed the afterculture. On the
lifting and storing of this crop a good deal may be
written; but as the present article has extended beyond
the limits contemplated, I shall, with your permission,
return to the subject on a future occasion. Wm. ^oyle.

Home Correspondence.
Mangel JFurzel—As I grow about 4 or 5 tons of

Mangel VVurzel in the garden, like many others I was
surprised by the severe frost before the crop was taken

JS' V^^ -^^ remain till the frost was quite gone, and
then had it taken up as soon as possible, keeping all
that appeared injured by themselves to be used first.
I stored about a ton of wliat were supposed to be sound
_ * The following remarks of Prof. Baifmir, Professor of
Kotany Edinburgh, and the late distinguished chemist, Dr.
Oeorge WUflon, appear to have some bearing on this matter.
1 he functions of the leaves," says Prof. Balfour, "istoexpoac

the juices of the plants to light and air, and thus to aid intormmg the woody matter of the stem and the various secre-
tions.

_
Ijuless the leaves are freely exposed to air and light the

WTOd IS not properly formed- Hence the reason why the wood
IS deficient both a-s r(^ard3 quantity and quaUty in trees growu
in crowded plantations. The same observations apply to all
the secretions of plants." Dr. Wilson remarked :—" It appears
beyond doubt that the force generated by the sun, and con-
veyed by his rays in the poise of heat, light, and chamical
power, to the earth, is not extin^iished there, but only changes
its form. It apparently disappears when it falls upon plants,
which never grow without it; but we cannot doubt that it is
working in a new shape in their organs and tissue "

t It is deserving of particular remark that until the Italian
Ryegraaaaeed was "home-saved," it was found irapo&oibleto
keep the land free from Couch, notwithstanding that the
imported seed was procured from highly respectable seeds-

jmen both in this coimtry and in England.' who, I aaa awRfe,
f

went to great trouble and exponee to ensure, m £ftr as they ;

possibly could, the s^ed bfline pure aud unmixed.

in a building, the others in a pit; many of tho:^e in ttie
building soon began to turn black in the oeiitre where
the top was cut off. I supposed those in the pit were
the same, and had them examined; they were exactly
in the same state ; we began at one end and threw the
worst by themselves—those that were gone black, ou
one side, and another portion that appeared unnaturally
moist in the centre when scratched with the thumb
nail, on the other. All that appeared quite sound were
placed in the pit again as we proceeded.' When we had
finished the second best were also pitted by themselves,
not having room for them in a building -, the others were
all taken in and their necks cut off in slices till the
decaying portion was removed. These slices were given
to the cow in the field and are all eaten up. I estimate
that in my case, the portion very much injured is one-
fourth, and the quantity which now appears quite soimd
about one-fourth, and I fear the other half will not
keep longer than till March, As some farmers mny be
thinking their roots quite safe, if examined when
stored, I have given this short account of mine for

insertion in the Agricultural Gazette, if you thinlc it

suitable; and as 1 have been very successful in the
cultivation of Mangel Wurzel, having gro\vn it on the
same ground for ten years consecutively and always bad
excellent crops, I enclose a short account of the method
I pursue. The ground is deeply dug in November,
in March a dressing of salt is applied, and lime also

when necessary, aud worked in with a fork ; when the
ground is dry it is dug and well manured. The last week
in April or the first in May, the seed is sown in
shallow drills and covered about \ inch thick with
fine soil ; the seed is soaked 24 hours in soft
watet", and my plan is to place three or four seeds iu
the drills at intervals of a foot. The result has ahvays
been an abundance of good plants, which when large
enough are thinned, leaving the strongest plant in each
place; they are then well fiat-hoed, and three hoeings
are given at intervals before the leaves are so large ns to
be injured by the operation. Nothing more is requh-ed
till they are ready to take up. My soil is light lo:un
over gravel. As complaints are sometimes made about
Mangels scouring cattle, and giving a bad taste to
butter, I may say that to prevent the latter evil, some
years ago I commenced washing mine, and was so
satisfied with the result that I have continued it ever
since; I believe it prevents both the scouring and the
bad taste in the butter. I regularly give about half a
cwt. per day to a milking cow, and she is not scnured
in the least, and the butter is excellent. I give it at
three times, namely after each milking, and at noon in
preference to giving that quantity at twice ; her other
food is good hay only. If you deem this suitable for
insertion in the Agricultural Gazette perhaps some one
will give it a further trial and report upon it, and I
should be obliged if any correspondent would give his
experience of growing the new Cattle Parsnip. Thomas
Oxley^ Spondon, near Derby.

JSxharistion of the Soil.—Finding there are many
erroneous notions in my humble opinion getting ul.Toad
as to the exhaustion of soils, by not restoring to the
land in another form that which is taken trom^it in the
shape of grain, I take the liberty to point out to those
who have an opinion that the fertility of the lands in
England is decreasing, and that a course of cropping
similar to the present will eventually rob the boil of
some of its ingredients so as to end in total exhuu.>ci3n
of the soil, that they entirely lose sight of the dillerence
between tlie agriculture of England at the present fiuie
and the prairies of former times. When corn in En^latid
was at famine price, the Americans shipped their^coni
to this country in consequence of its being one of the
most paying commodities they could send us, and w hen o
piece oi: land was taken up it had Wheat taken every year
in succession, or some cereal crop; so tl)at it extrautcil
the whole of the saline as well as other matter from the
land, and left it witliout the power of retaining moisture
for the nourishment of the crop when cominj^ to
maturity no one do«bts. But the land of England will
never be exhausted while the demand for mutton and
beef exists, as it is well known by the best agvicrJfu-
rists that their land increases in fertility ^y^ry versr,
and that the great difficulty in supplying the wan's of
the maltster is owing to the increasing richness of the
land, which causes the crop to lodge, to the detriment
of the Barley; and as a remedy they are endeavouring
to introduce into their new leases a clause which will
enal>le them to take one more cereal ciop in the ro a-
tion, introducing a five instead of a four course. : \-

it is well known that no such thing as a four or si:c-

course rotation used to be carried out in those r-n-'-t: i
^

where the elements of fertility are exhausted, and the
land said to be barren, which I for one do not helie^-e:

and I feel certain that if those lands were put under
the hands of a Webb, a Davis, or a Hudso!!. ihcy
would under a four-couree shift grow as gwxl er-

or better than they ever did, though I well knjw tfte

four course is not t^e best system of farming. I lio^w

that in what I am saying I shall not be anderstooU to

depreciate the importance of applying sewage to «gri-

eulture, as the greatest wish that could be granted me
would be a farm supplietl with sewage in its n?\v Btstte,

and then I am positive the stubble Turnips would be f«p

large as those now obtained by a summer's fallow, atul

the Mangels made to weigh double their present w . Vr

.

Ckartea Bates,

i>airy iV(/rf«c(?.~In the case ofa farm in wh: " ' "er

\» made, but no ch* , and in which cows of tJ*^ .*

or Jerwy and Ayrshire mixed breed an- ' ' wfeat

amount of milk per week may be looked <m •»»»•*
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reld? What per-centage of cream to milk ancT of

fed during tlie

of cream, as

intter to cream\nay be counted a good Foport.on so

as to make butter-making remunerative? Perbapj.

some dairy farmer b^is kept an account of these matters,

anTwould give one the quantity of mUk and the per-

centage of cream and butter produced by hi^cows at

different periods of the year, meutioni^ng how they^vere

?.a a..rin^ the winter months. My average yie 1

far fls I can judge from milk

kept "in glass tnb^s has been in the proper-

tion of one part of cream to eight of mi k up to

the last week or two, the cows having nothing hut

Grass (mainly Clover and Rye-grass from seeds), and a

little cow hay and Barley straw. One cow has avernged

nearly double this, viz., two parts of cream to nme ot

milk. As, however, I have only just begun to measure

the milk, and therefore know nothing of the total

yield of milk or cream, I cannot tell the q^^tity of

cream required to make a pound of butter. My yield

of butter per week up to the last week, in which there

has been a falling off, has been for the last month

about 4 lbs. per cow. My yield of m.lk during the last

week has been only 9 gallons per cow, but I imagine

that I shall find a great falling off in butter at the end

of it. A Hampshire Dahy Farmer. [Cream is gene-

rally 10 per cent, of milk, and butter 1 lb. in 21 pints

of milk ; an average yearly yield of milk is 550 to 600

gallons per cow.]

ITotes on the KoJd JtaU.—The seed was sown on

-the 29th March on a piece of well-dug ground in rows

about a foot apart and kept clean by hoeing and hand-

weeding. In the meantime the land for planting was

preparell in the same manner as for a Turnip crop, well

dressed with farm-yard manure and 2 cwt. of "Proctor

& Ryland's" Turnip manure per acre, and cast up into

ridges 28 inches apart. In the last week in May and

beginning of June the plants were taken from the seed-

bed and planted like Cabbages on the ridges at intervals

of 20 inches apart, but I intended they should have been

15 or 16 inches apart"; the land was afterwarcls twice

horse-hoed. A small portion of the field was drilled

the same time as the Swedes (middle of May) and treated

similar to the Turnip crop, but the tops were larger and

the bulbs not sofine as those transplanted,probably being

iown too late. I have generally given it to milch cows,

and have found it improve both the quantity and quality

of the milk and butter, and without imparting to the

latter that disagreeable taste that Mangels and Swedes

do. Mv ewes when lambing were last year fed on

Kohl Uabi, and the only complaint was that they had

too much milk. Of its feeding properties I have had

but little experience, but have been told it is quite equal

to the Swede. I find all the domesticated animals of

the farm eat it with avidity. The Kohl Uabi is,

I believe, the hardiest root cultivated, for I have found

that the early frost in October this yCiir did not in

the slightest degree affect it, whilst the Swedes and

Turnips were entirely checked in their growth. My
Kohl Rabi have been growing up to the settiug-in of

the late sharp frost. It will grow on almost any de-

scription of soil and is not affected by drought. James
Tnneiy Thornton^ Banhii^.

Gardener and Bailiff*.—Tlie Gardeners* Chronicle

and AgrimUural Gazette has presented lately on this

subject the sincnlar appearance of a house divided

within itself. If profuse argument and assertions not

provable would avail them, the Gazette has it. For

instance, it endeavours to prove that gardeners who are

only farmers on a smaller scale, who generally manage
the land entrusted to their care in a way worthy of

imitation by farmers, are no more qnalified to manage
the home fHrra than a shoemaker ; but the fact that in

many places the offices of gardener and bailiff are com-

bined and successfully carried out, clearly proves that the

early training of the gardener enables him soon to

qualify himself for any duties he may be called on to

perform. Mr. Morton, in his paper on Agricultural

Forces, page 998, publishes the opinions of a gentlenjan

in Kent, who says the farms are all taken up by bankers,
brewers, butchers, chemists, jobbers, grocers, publicans,

doctors, drapers, bnilders, &c., sufficient proof that
persons may adapt themselves to any position by energy
and application. There is no doubt that the office of

some 10 or 15 feet above the level of our seed bed and

for want of drainage the water rose to-day m a ditch,

bSng cut to within 13 inches of the surface. As a matter

of course much of this water must pass from the soil m

the form of vapour in the spring, such is the nature of

Tnfil tliP Pxistin? frost stopped us, we were i
re-

the land. Until the existing

narincr for next yearns Mangel crop, and where we hope

F'""? the seed in by the first week in April. May I

%
s

ask your " Fen Reporter " how he manages to secure a

plant on his Might and dusty Fen lands when the

weather is dry, which it frequently is m the end

beginning but the

I have found to be

Without wishing to

of April, and not only the

greater portion of May. This

a serious objection to late sowing.

read your "Fen Reporter" a lesson on vegetable

physiology, T venture to tell him, all other circumstances

beine equal, he will have a heavier and better crop from

early than late sowing, and one which in the i^at^jej)^

things will have more endurance to resist an October

frost. P. Mitchell, Dee, 19.

I

lacbtetos*

gardener and bailiff, if filled by a properly qualified

person, is an advantage to the employer, failing of course
when the party is fit for neither. Many bailiffs are the
fast sons of farmers. The industrioua gardener is as

likely to give satisfaction as one who finds it more con-

venient to farm for some one else than himself. P.
Mangel Wurzel Growing and our " Fen Reporter,**

—I did not intend to go out of my way to criticise your
/* Feu Reporter," whosereport 1 alwaysread with interest,

neither did I approach the subject in a hostile spirit ; I

remarked on wliat I conceived to be an error in the cul-

tivation of the Mangel, and also gave my own experience,

wliich here at least has been successful. Like year
" Fen Reporter ** I may, and I hope without the charge
of egotism, claim to have some knowledge on the sub-

ject, I have grown the Mantrel in several different

degrees of latitude and variation of soil between the
banks of the Forth and the sea-wall of the Thames, and
as a rule I have found early soaring in connectiou with
complete pulverisation of the soil the best preventive of
many of the ilia to which the Mangel is subject. Your
"Fen Reporter" has statal his reasons in defence of
his practice, and in his individual case for aught I know
they may be the very best which could be given, but to
my mind they are neither clear nor conclusive. Indeetl
the principal bugbear is frort; now our land here is also
very subject to iprmg frosts. At high water the sea is

Farm Drainage, The Principles, Processes, and FJffecfs

of Draining Zand, S^c. By Henry F. French. A. O.

Moore & Co., Agricultural Book Publishers, 140,

Fulton Street, New York.

We have been favoured by Mr. Bailey Denton with a

perusal of his presentation copy of this book—"pro-

bahly the only copy in England." Our reference to

what is one of the completest essays on its subject that

exists in the English tongue will, we hope, create

demand enough for it to induce the appearance of

English editions. It might no doubt be to some extent

shortened and condensed with advantage; there is a

good deal of verbose and unnecessary illustration which

does not improve it in the eyes of the EngUsh reader

;

but, that apart, there is in this octavo volume of 381

pages a completer collection of the facts which bear on

the drainage of the land, and a better marshalling of

the arguments which justify and explain the practice,

than is to be found in any other book we know.

There are 24 chapters, introductory, historical,

theoretical, and practical, on the relations of soils to

heat and moisture; on the geological and chemical

aspects of the subject; on methods, materials, arrange-

ment, cost, implements ; on the legislation of land

drainage, with descriptions of its effects both in America

and in Great Britain. We cannot give such an enume-

ration of contents as will justify the opinion given of the

fullness of the book, but there is no difficulty m
justifying by extract our opinion of the quality which

characterises it. Take the following as a specimen of

the way in which the Hon. Mr, French illustrates the

cost to undrained land of the lower temperature which

excessive evaporation from its surface entails upon it.

'* Istly : The drained lawd comes into condition for working
a week or 10 days eiirUer in the spring than other lands.

"2ndly : The growth of the crops is quicl^ened all through

the summer by an increase of several degrees in the tempei-a-

ture of the soil,
" 3rdly : The injurious effects of frost are kGpt off several days

later in the fall.
•• Of the value of these conditions, the farmer, who has lost

hig crops lor lack of a few more warm days, may make his own
estimates. In Roxbury, Mr. J. P. Rand heats up a portion of

his land for the purpose of raising early plants for the market,

by means of hot water carried by iron pipes under the surface

of the ground. In this manner he heats an area equal to 100

feet by 12 teet, hy burning about one ton of coal a month. The
increase of temperature which, in this case, is caused by that

amount of coal, can, in the absence of direct measurement,
only be estimated ; but it, probably, will average about 30%
day and night, throughout the month. In an acre the area is

30.4 times as great as that heated by"one ton 'of coal ; the cost being

in direct proportion to the area, S6.4 tons of coal would be

required to heat an acre ; which, at 6 dols. per ton, would cost

217.40 dols. To heat an acre through 10° would cost then 72.47

dols. It may be of interest to consider hnw raucli coal would
be required to evaporate from an undiained field that amount
of water which might be carried offbyuuderdraius, but which,

without them, is evaporated from the surface. It may be takea
as an approximate estimate, that the evaporation from the
surface of an undrained retentive field is equal to 2 inches

vertiuU depth of water for each of the months of May, June,
July, and August ; which is equal to 54,3(.»5 gnllons, or

862 hogsheads per acre for eacli month. If this quantity of

water were evaporated by means of a coal fire, about 2-2^ tons

of coal would be consumed, which, at; 6 dols. a ton, would cost

136 dols. The cost of evaporating the amount of water which
would pass off in one day from an acre would be about 4,53

dols. it is probable that about half as mucb water would be
evaporated from thorough-drained land, though, by some
experiments, the proportion has been made greater—in which
G«se the loss of heat resulting from an excess of moisture
evaporated from imdrained retentive land, over that which
would be evaporated from drained land, would be equal to that
gained by Hi tons of coal, which would cost 6S dols. ; and this
for each aero, in each of the three months."

The whole chapters on the rainfall and evaporation,

on the influence of drainajsfe on temperature, on the
processes of germination and plant nutrition, and there-

fore on fertility, are extremely interesting,

Mr. French publishes the following letter from ^Tr.

Bailey Benton, one of the principal authorities on the
subject here, which will he read with interest as defend-
ing a treatment of land according not to rigid rule,

but to the circumstances of varying soil and varying
subsoil. The following is a passage from it :

—

"Jf you have not seen my published letter to Lord Bemers,
and my recent essay ' On the Advantiiges of a Daily Record of
Eiain-fall,' 1 should much like you to look over them, for my
object in both has been to check the uniformity of treatment
which too much prevails with those who are officially called
upon to direct draining, and who will treat mixed soils and
irregular surfaces pretty much in the same way aa homoge-

Drainage Acts, and the institution of the Or:iiiiiige Coujuiission 1

whose duty it is to administer those Acts, and toproteott^rf

interests of Reversioners. ^»
•'This protection is, in a great measure, performed bvthe

"

intervention of 'Inspectors of Drainage,' whose subordioaij

duty it is to see that the improvements provwionally
aanc.

tioned are carried out according to certain implied, if not tlxaL

rules. This is done by measuring depth and distance, whicj

tends to a parallel system (4 feet deep) m all soils, which ^
Smith of Deanstoa's notion, only his drains were shallower,

i.,^

from 2 to 3 feet deep.
. ^^ ,, i. .^

"Some rules were undoubtedly necessary when the Com. '

missioners first commenced dispensing the public money, and

I do not express my objection to the absurd position to whii^j

these rules are briuging us, from any disrespect to thera, ^
with an idea that any better course could have been foUowai

by the Government, in the first instance, than the adoption
o!

the ' Parkes—Smith frequent drain system.' This system «» f
,
correctly apyilied, and continues to be correctly applied, toat f

I Rorbent and retentive soil.'* requiring the aeration of freoutut

drains to counteract their retentive uature ;
but it is altogether

misapplied when adopted in the outcropping surfaces of the

free water-bearing stratts which, though equally wet, are&t.

quently dr;uued by a comparatively tew drams, at less tiun

half the cost.
. .

"Tiic only circumsiince that can excuse the inaigcnroniafe

adoption of a parallel system, ia the fact, th»t all drains do

Bonio good, and the chances of a cure being gi-cater in proper,

tion to the number of drains, it was not neces;u7 to insist

upon that judgment which ten years experience should noi:

give."

Mr. Denton adds :

—

" I should Jiave thought it u-onUl have been qoife

worth the while of the American Govermnent to hve

had a ilu-m of about 500 acres, drained by Kiigliab

hands, under an experienced engineer, as a practbi

sample of English work, for the study of Americaa

an-riculturists, with every drain laid down on a plan,

\vith the sizes of the pipes, and all details of soil, and

prices of labonr and material, set forth."

The book is copiously illustrated with wood en-

gravings.

Farm Memoranda.
CnrRCHiLL AND Sarsden Loboe Farms, near

Chipping Norton, embracing 1200 acres in extent,

about 800 of which are arable, form one portion of

about 2000 acres, occupied by Mr. Langston, Sr.P.,nol

in the lavish amateur style, which might adopt t^
steam plough as a farm luxury, apart from busin^^

motives, but farmed with a view to profit, as well astV

display of a high order of cultivation. And under the

skilful manager, Mr. Savidge. they pay rent like tlie

other farms on the estate, purchase their own_ne«

machinery, and answer the expectation of the proprietor,

The soil is all heavy ;
geologically situated on tfe

boundary between the oolite cornbrash and the Osford

clay, a few miles north of Wychwood Forest. The land

was formerly a region of woods and bogs, now reclaimed

by clearing and deep 4-fcet drainage, which piercw

down, Iiowever, to 19 feet in some cases, for cutting

off springs. The tieUIs were laid in high-lacW

ridges, found necessary to some extent when plougliii«

with horses and oxen, but are now levelled by w
steam plough, or in some cases thrown down by spaoe.

In spite of the complete under-drainage, water used to

appear in the furrows after excessive downfall, bnt

now that the steam-driven shares have severed tfe

soil to an unwonted depth not a wet placs^J»»»

be seen after the late heavy rains. Thus, the expe-

rience of many other fanners is again confirineil

that, whatever need may exist for the primeval ni^

with its water-shed and rain-receptacles under we

horse-labour system, there is no doubt as to w
safety and superiority of a flat surface when unds

steara husbandry. The fiehls are moderately spaciois

bounded by neat fences; hilly to some extent, ^
presenting slopes too formidable for a locomotive*

traction engine, though traversed without diffical^

by the semi-stationary engine, with its anchor^

light wire rope. Good roads compass every ndJ

on the farm, and indeed intersect the whole of tW

large estate—Mr, Langston constructing and repairis?

all, and the tenantry paying a small acreage ra»

Uniform facility for farm traffic is thus secured.^

addition to similarity of convenient appliances in tf

homesteads, in which no less than U fixed and porta!"'

steam-engines, with their accompanying mechanisfi

have been erected by the owner. The soil, we eai*

heavy, so that, excepting the light summer work, t^

horses or four oxen are required in turning the is^

farrow 4 to 5 inches deep; these animals all walking

single line along the bottom of the furrow, to at*

the poaching or detrimental effect of their steg

upon the moist and cohesive surface. Bare f^^^^*^

however, is rarely practised, as green and root cwP

can be obtained. ^
About three-quarters ofa year since Mr. Fowler*s macD"*^

with a lO-horse engine, began its cnreer npon the ^^lu
three weeks it worked daily without the slightest acciaeu^

breakage, and it has been kept in regular and heavy a^
fitting seasons, up to the present time, in the hnmis "^l^^^t
labourers, without fracturing the rope or incuriiug ^^'^^i
delay of anv consequence ; the area of work done amovinu**

more than 600 acres. Three distinct processes have y^^r^;^

formed—common ploughing, 8 and sometimes 10 ^^"S]^
depth, at the rate of 5 or 6 acres a day ; crossing V'^^'^^%M
with grubber-tines, taking a 6-feet breadth, ^^^^f^^^f.
12 acres a day ; and breaking up stubble ground for wiio

the ploughshares, ^ith small wings added) to a depth o^^
12 to 14 inches without inverting the torn pieces of soii,^ ^erting me w>ru pictca •-'* -~. - j»
(> to nearly 7 acres per day. And, the engine hemK,^

propelling, travelled of its own accord from '^"^.P^ft*)'
farm to another, having only one horae to guide it^^r^ ^

,
horse employed in laying out the rope iuad

^^^^'^'^J^ ^
[

and water. To show the economy of the steam °^^
animal draught-work we will allow even a larger i

^^^

- . , „ men than is really needed to niananfc th^ apparatvis. a"
^^

neous clays and even surfaces, the only difference being, that pose them to receive even higher wages than would oe ^Zm

?uuts to three ton^.

3ust be added l<«
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and tcar.or rather for maint^Lining the machinery in good order

and efficiency ? On this unctuous soil there are compriratively

few stones to pfrind the rope, and this being made of pat_ent

steel -wire, of pe(

capable of bearir

OT-eater working n-.i'-i ..i..t.i .-^^^ -- — — --

iferior steel, will last, with due cave, over a greater extent

few stones to gri.iu m.o .^j.^, «^..* ..-xo ^^.^..^ «.«-« ^. ,.„«-.>.

steel wire, of peculiar hardness and fiexibihty, and therefore

capable of bearing far more friction and siLstaining a much
m-eater working load than rope made of in•on wire or of

imtJiJur .iLcci, "ill K..CI,, ..>«.^ —.- —--, -— - o- — '

of work; and, indeed, in ploutj^hmg some hundreds of

acres Mr Langston's rope has suffered little detriment

However,' to be "'" '" — ^.+ ™.+-. «.^ .n^,xr ion;
^ A A w

jj,uwovw, i.^/ -- safe in our estimate, we allow 120^

a year, which will buy a whole new rope every year,

and leave 52L for repairing the engine and machiner}-,

the prime cost of which was 635Z. The farms provide

30 weeks' work in a year ; an-l, adding? this 4^ a week
to the field expenses, we have a total weekly outlay

of IIZ. 135., or say iOs. a day. A few more fi^iveH bring us to

the concUision tliat the ploiighing has cost 7s. to 8s. an acre
;

the scuffling or cuUirating, Ss, Od. ; and the smashmg-np or

deep scarifying, 6s. to 7s. per acre. But the comparison (great

as it is) of 50 per cent, saving between the pionghing we saw
done at 7*. and the s:irae work by horse labuur at fully 14^. per

acre does not express half the gain upon this strong land- The
work, costing but half price, is of far more value when done.

We had the corroborative testimony of observant neighbours,

that the land steam-ploughed for a seed-bed took two harrow-

ings less to prepare it for the drill—a saving of fully 25, 6rf- per
acre over half the farm. In preparing for a fallow crop the
advantage is much more surprising. The ordinary tillago

by horses, when the ground is tolerably free from Couch, con-

sists of one heavy and two lighter ploughinge^ three ecufflings,

and twice rolling and harrowing, costing altogether 053, per
acre ; by steam there is one breaking up in dry autumn
weather, two scufflings, and twice rolling and- harrowing by
horses as before, costing 27-^- per acre. Thus^ no less than 2Ss.

an acre upon, say a fifth of the farm, i*? gained from the supe-
rior efficacy of the first process (arising, of course, mainly from
the favourable time in which stenm power enables it to be per-
formed). So that the steam plough not only works more
cheaply than the horse implements, but renders less tillage

altogether necessary to be done. But, still further, the horse
work is only 5 to 6 inches in depth, while the steam work has
riven down into the clay at least 10 inches of fair measure
from the surface level ; and though we might value such an
operation, and bring the total gain up to some 2/. 105. an acre
over this large portion of tho farm, the statement would be
inadequate to represent its worth, because it is of a character
that no team could possibly accomplish, and must be reckoned
as a novel addition to all the other tillage processes of
the farm, and demonstrate its inti'insie value in a future
wealth of roots and com. The fartn has not had
time to feel the benefit of its shallow clay staple
being converted hito a deep strong loam, but illustrations of
the change are met with universally on deeply ploughed lands,
in hundreds of cottage gardens and allotments, and in the
instances described towards the close of this paper. Ample
evidence exists as to the increase of prodtice upon steam-tilled
land, and we hear of improved quality of Barley as well as of
heavier Wheat and far more bulky root crops. The depth and
perfectioxi of steam husbandry give not only a greater but
more 'equable grain crop, mora free from those failing places
which so largely substract from the total yield of a farm ; the
earlier ploughing provides a stale seed bed for spring corn

—

another sure source of increased produce ; and, considering
these and other more technical points of improvement and
management^ no one will challenge as cstravagaut our judg-
ment that the increase of cora roots and artificial Grasses will
yearly be equivalent to eight bushels of Wheat per acre upon
half the farm ; and, taking this at 40^, a-quarter, it will appear
that Mr. Langston has probably improved the surplus income
or clear profit to arise from his 800 acres arable by nearly 1500^.
a year, or about 37^, per acre. Tiraes of Wednesday latU

PLANTING.

- A. PAUL & SON
"OESPECTFULLY invite the attention of Gentle-
-'-*' men improving their Estates or forming new Gardens
to the following TREES, &c., which they are prepared

to sell at the lowest remunerating prices for a good standard

quality- It is their practice to transplant every second year^

in order that little or no loss may be incurred by removal.

Many things ai*e grown in large quantities and offered on
advantageous terms to the Trade. An inspection of the stock

is invited.

ft

*>

f*
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Calendar of Operations. •

rt E C E M B E R.
Wester Rosa

:
iJ«eni4«-.—We have already had more real

winter weather thiin we liad last year altogether, and to all
appearance there is yeta gooddeal in store for us. The frost con-

p^^^f ?";'7. ^'"^''';'''' '-^"^ to-day (19th) wo have more snow.
Fortunately the weather, before this frost set in. althoii(fh ex-ce^mgly variable, was -rfrrmrmW«-fc^_Qm.,dj^. ©Biployment,ana consequently we were well prepared for its coming. The
ploughing of the fjreen crop lot has generally been completed
a large breadth of Wheat has heen sown, and a beginniuo- has
been made in breaking np the leas for Oats. In November wehad a ramf.dl of some V^ inches, which necessitated a greater
waste ot straw for litter than was agreeable or convenient andnow unless the spring be wonderfully favourable we shall sadly
teel Its want. Straw is fetching an exorbitant price. In one
case we know of 1.?. per &tone of 24 lbs. being given for it
whilst Its usual price is f»ora Zd. to 5rf. Turnips are being also
eaten with extraordinary celerity, and many of the hoggs now
jvmtering upon them will have to return to their hill pastureiong before theu- usual time. Turnips eaten with sheep this
year, if let by the night, will not fetch more than half the pricethey ordinarily do. Many fields of Turnips are so thorou^hlvDad that 600 Cheviot hoggs can consume an acre per night" A.large proportion of our Barley has been disposed of, and as itweighs heavy and is of first-rate quality, it fetches from B7s to
40*. per quarter. Wheat and Bariey vield about an avevase
qiiantity of grain, and although the price of Wheat be soiS^-what low, the aggregate price of the different kinds of erain ispretty satisfactory. Oats however are turning out miserablv
jil, worse than we anticipated both in quantity and in qualitv^ A good many cargoes of Regent Potatoes, of excellent quality"have been purchased at about 50j. per ton. and have been ex^ported. Althongh not largely planted, never we believe wore
Potatoes a better crop than they were this year. We shall forsome^time be collecting all the manure we can for Potatoes

Abies alba, 2 to 6 feet

,, glauca, 1 to 2^ feet
Clanbrasiliana and other
dwarf Firs, Din. to 1^ ft.

canadensis, 3 to 6 feet
Doughisii, 2 to 6 feet
fineijonensis. 2 to 3 feet
Menzieaii, 1^ to 6 feet
monstrosa, 2 to 7 feet

Morinda, 2 to 10 feet
orientalis, 1 to 2 feet
rubra, 2 to 4 feet

20 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Araucaria imbricata, 1^ to 6 ft.

Arbor-vitje (see Thuja).
Alatemus silver & gold striped,

1^ to 4 feet
Arbutus, 6 sorts, 1 to 3 feet
Aucnba japonica, 1 to 3 feet

Box, 6 sorts, 1^ to 6 feet
Berberis Darwinii, T to 1^ foot
Cedrus africanu.s, 2 to 10 ifeet

,, Deodara, 1 to 12 feet
Cedar of Lebanon, 1 to 12 feet

Red, 2 to 5 feet
White, 3 to 5 feet

SS" The largest and finest
stock of Cedars in tha country.
Cistus, 12 sorts, 1 to 3 feet
CryptomerinLobbiana, 3 to 8 ft.

,, nana, 9 inches
Cupvessus Corneyana, 1 J to 3 ft.

„ Knightii, 3 to 4 feet

„ Lambertiana, 3 to 7 feet

,, Lawsoniana, 9 in. to 1 foot
„ torulosa, 1^ to 3 feet

„ 12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet

Daphne pontica, 2 to 3 feet
Furze, double, 1 to 1;^ foot
Garrya elliptica, 1^ to 3 feet
Holly, green and variegated,

30 sorts, 1 to feet

„ green standards, 5 ft. stems
Juni])erus chinensis, 2 to 5 feet

„ communis pendula, 2 to 3 ft.

„ excelaa, 1 to 2i feet

,. fragrans, 2 to 4 feet

„ glauca, 2 to 3i feet

„ oblonga, 2 to 6 feet

», „ pendula, 2 to 3 feet

„ thurifera, I^ to C feet

,, tamaviscifoiia

., virginiana aurea, 1 to 2 feet

,f ,, pendula, 1^ to 3 feet
,, viridis, Ij^ to 2J feet

,, weeping, 5 feet stems
„ 20 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet
Laurel, Common, 1 to 5 feet
„ Portugal, li to 4 feet

»» M Scandards, 8 feet
Laurustinus, 1 to 2 ft. (bloom)
Ligastrum lucidum, 3 to 4 feet

„ japonicum. li to 3 feet
., ovalifolium, 5 feet
., evergreen, 2 to 4 feet

Mahonia aquifolia, 1 to 3 feet
„ 6 other sortfl, 1 to 3 feet

Phillyreas, of sorts, I4 to 7 feet
Picea amabilis, 1 to I^ foot

nobilis, 1 to 4 feet
Nordmanniana, 1 to 4 ft.

Pinsapo, 1^ to 4 feet
Webbiana, 2 to 3 feet
6 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Finns austriaca, 2 to 4 feet
,, Benthamiana, 2 to 5 feet

„ calabrica, 3 to 4 feet

„ Cembra, 1^ to 4 feet

„ excelsa, 1^ to 12 feet

„ insignis, 3 to 6 feet

„ Llaveana, 2 to 5 feet

„ Laricio, S to 4 feet
macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

Pinus mouticolor, 2 to 3 feet

,, monspeliensis, 3 to 5 feet

„ muricata, 3 to 5 feet

jy MontezumEB, 3 years
seedUngs

„ nivea (Snow Pine), 1^ to 5 ft.

,, Pallasiana, 2 to 3 feet

,, pinaster, 3 to 6 feet

.» pyrenaica, 4 to 6 feet

,, Eiabiuiana, 4 to 5 feet

t, 40 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet
Quercus (Oak), Evergreen

3 to 5 feet

„ Fordii, 4 to 6 feet

„ latifolia, 3 to 6 feet

,, Mirbeckii, 2 feet

„ Suber (Cork Oak), 3 to 4 ft.

Ruscus hypoglossuui
Santolina chamaecyparissus,
Ifoot

Taxodium distichum, 3 to 6 ft.

Taxus(Ycw), adpre.ssa,2 to4fc.
„ canadensis, 1^ to 3 feet

cheshuntensis, \\ to 6 feet
elegantissima, 1^ to 4 feet
gold striped, 1^ to 5 feet

,1 standards, 5 feet

„ Jackson's Weeping, Ij- foot

,, japonica, 1 to 2 feet

,, nana, 2 to 4 feet

,, nigra, 3 feet

,, stricta, 5 feet

,, yellow-benied, 2 feet

„ common, round, and fair

2 to 7 feet

„ Irish, 2 to 7 feet

,, 12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet
Thuja americana, 3 to 8 feet
„ aurea, 1 to 3 feet

„ Chinese, 2 to 4 feet

„ gigantea, 2 to 3 feet

„ Wareana, 1 to 5 feet ,

,, 12 othersorts, 1 to3 feet
Thujopsis borealis, 2 to 3 feet
Salisburia adiantifolia, 3 feet
Wellingtouia gigantea, ItoSft.

1
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(^UTTON'S BERKSHIRE HERO PEA, the larg;fstO Pea in cultivation.—This Pea is quite distinct from all
others, very long in the pod, prolific, good flavoured, and a fine
green colour. Price 2«. 6rf. per quart. The following is the
description of it recently published in the

Procee'Hngs of the Horticultural Society :—
" Sutton's Berkshire Hero (Sutton & Soss), sown, March 24 ;

in flower, June 21 ; fit for use, July 11 ; height, 8 f&et. of strong
growth. Pods 12 on a stem, large, long, very slightly curved,
well filled with 7 to 8 large Peas, which are greyish-olive and
some yellowish white when dry. The dry seeds are large com-
pared with most others in the same state, and compressed as
well as slightly indented."

The BERKSHIRE HERO being of stronger haulm than
any other, should be planted singly at least one inch apart.
The stock is possessed exclusively by ourselves, and the under-
mentioned firms whom we have had the honour of supplying :

—

Messrs. Hurst & McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street^
London, E.G.
Messrs. Mimek, Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand, London, W.C:.
Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152. Fleet Street.

London, E.G.
Messrs. Charlwood & CuMiiiNS, Tavistock Row, Covent

Garden, liondon, W.C.
Messrs. Batt, Eutlet, & Silverlock, 412, Strand^

London, W.C.
Early orders will be necessary.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

FIVE THOUSAND INDIAW AZALEAS.
WILLIAM BARNES begs to invite attention to

his unrivalled Collection of the above beautiful and justly-
admired class of plants. The sizes vary from 1 to 5 feet iii
height, worked u^wn strong healthy stocks, are in the finest
possible condition, and perfectly free from thrip. The follow-
ing list comprises a portion of his extensive stock :

it

tt

ft

Acer negundo variegata, ,2 to
6 feet

Acacia, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet
Ash „ 6 to 10 feet
Aider ,; . 6 to 10 feet
Ailanthus „ 8 feet
Almonds ,, 6 to S feet
Beech, purple, best variety,

5 to 8 feet
Birch, of sorts, 6 to 10 feet
Chcsnut, Iloi-se, of sorts, li to

6 feet

,, Spanish, of sorts, 2 to S ft.

Gatalpas, 6 to 8 feet
CaDigana arborescens, 6 to S ft.

Cerasus padus aucubaefolius,
6 to 8 feet

Coruu-s mas variegata, 2 feot
Elms, 12 sorts, to S feet
Gleditschias, 1^ to 8 feet
Kolreuteria paniculata, 3 to

6 feet

Laburnums, 8 feet
Lilacs, rorsian, 6 feet stems
Liquidambars, 2 to 3 feet
Limes, of sorts, 3 to 10 feet
Maple „ 5 to 10 feet
Planes „ 7 to 10 feet
Poplar ,, 6 to 10 feet
Oak „ 6 to 10 feet
Robinia „ « to 8 feet
Sophora japonica, 16 feet
Sycamore, ti to 10 feet
Thorns, of sorts, 6 to 8 feet
Tulip Trees, 2 to 10 feet
Willows, American, and others
Quick,2-yeartransplanted, fine

Conqueror
Murrayana
Carminata
Duke of Devonshire
Triumphans
Perryana
Ivcryana
Alba striata
Aurora
Coronata
Variegata
Lateritia
Gledstanesi
Alba magniflora
Frostii

Delecta
Alba macma
Hoifordii
Ardens
Vivicans
Rosea elegans
Juliana
Bl^fans superb
Beauty of Reigate
Lawrenciana
Symmetry
Vesta
Gledstanesi excelsa
Buckinghamii
Maria
Chelsonii
Fentonii
Lucena
Constantia rosea
Lateritia grandi-

flora

Trotteriana
Gledstanesi formosa

Glory of Sunning
Hill

Extransii [ford
Countess of Stam-
Beauty of Europe
Barclayana
Stanleyana
Crispiflora

Striata formosis&i-
Adrairatioii [ma
Criterion
Delicatissima
Magnificans
Alba Melior
Mrs. Fry
Perfecta elegans
Latentia alba su-
preme

Empress Eugenie
ImptSratrice Jose-
plune

Eulalie Van Geert
Queen Victoria (con-

tinental)
Reine des Beiges
Queen of Perfection
Adolphe
Leeana
Louis Napoleon
The Bride
Gem (Ivery'a)

Madame Miellez
Princess Mary of
Cambridge

Petunisefiora
Roi Leopold
Rosy Circle
Sir Charles Napier

CATALOGUES with Prices can be had on application
Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

Standard of Perfec*
tion

Grand Monarch
Marie L»uise
Queen Victoria
(Ivery's)

Iveryana alba cincta*
Alba lutescens
ModMe
Baron do Feet
Le Geant
Belle Jeannette
Etendard de Flan-
dres

Papilionatima
Ruoens
Pelargoniflora
Gloire de Lederberg,*
Baron de Vri&re
Gloire de Belgiqne
Distinction
Queen of Wliites
Leopold!
Due de Brabant
Etoile, de Gand
Reine des Panach^eo
Pi-jnccsa Adelaide
de Nassaii

Flower of the Bay
Souvenir de I'Ex-

pnsition
Duchess Adelaide
de Nassau

Iveryana Improve*^
Due de Nassau
Miltonii
Variegata superba
Bouquet de Flora

Notices to Correspondents.

^of^h«.?^'-J''Ji^*"o"'?*^^^^^^^^^^" P^x^^re that part
£ £f J-?*'^*^^''P'^'* Britannica" which contains the essavs

tu^ro^'^nTn'^n'
^^^E^i^fe^^" ^f'-^n^. Berwickshire, onIS

ofrh.?"^?V?'^i'."°" ''^ Agricultural Chemistry, two

^^piSt.fcfJi^M^.J^'''^^
Experience: C Fox. Mr. Horsfall has

tnmu2!3.f l^P«"«"5=e la theJournal ofthe English Agricul

r^nZw, luL
'^^•7^ topics ma Handbook of Dairy Husbandrv

not know
^"^"^ (Longmans), Laing on Horse^oeing we do

*kT*
t'a.^^e. It 13 a French instrument, for irraduatincr

L^L Tr'TSfn'^**-?
^''^'""' '"^^ i'^^^^^y of miir^^''^^

TuUication '
"^"^ ^'^ "^"™ P^-^P^^ ^^^ « veterinary

^TourTmn^^n « i 7°"h'
^^P^^^^^^ ^ * tenant tallies with

'Uto'aliH^K?''"^ •wmmunications hare been received too

i,.^!."".^?'
'^^ beg the indulgence ofthose correspond-

contributions is still delayed.

WEEPLVG AND LAWS' TREES in very great variety.

FLOWERING TREES axd SHRUBS, in 300 species and
varieties, including Althsa, Cytisus, Berberis, Daphne, Deutda,
Lilac, Purple Nut. Pyrus, Ribes, Rose Acacia, Syringa, Spiraea.'
Weigela, Ac.

ROSES, an unrivalled collection. Standards, 13.^. per dozen
and upwards

; dwarfs, Gs. per dozen and upwards. See separate
Catalog\ie.

HARDY CLIMBIXG PLANTS, a large collection^

AMERICAN PLANTS, including Azaleas, Heaths, Kalmias,
Magnolias, Rhododendrons, &c.

FRUIT TREES, consisting of all the choicest sorts, war-
ranted true to name. The trained Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, ifcc., particularly fine.

GRAPE VINES, from eyes, well ripened, short jointed
canes 6 to 10 feet.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, ia 500 species and varieties.

HOLLYHOCKS, a fine stock of healthy and well established
plants. See separate Catalogue.

Particulars of Prices, Ac, furnished on application.
Carriage of all packages free to London ; if a ton weight or
upwards placed free on the Railway at any London Terminus.
An inspection of the stock invited.

A. PAUL AXD SON",

NURSERIE-S. CHESHUNT, HERTS,
13 milea N.E. of London, Eastern Counties Railway.

CONIFERS, &c.—The Subscribers havinp;- a jjood
stock of the following very desirable HARDY TREES.

&c. beg to offer them at the prices annexed. The plants are
all healthy, vigorous, and remarkably well shaped (in fact they
arc such as are seldom met with), they have been '"requentlv'
transplanted and have unusually good roots.

ABIES ORIENTALIS, very bushy and fine, 12 to 15 inches,
3s. 6d. each. aiis. per dozen.

ARAUCARIA IMBRlCATA, extra fine (never been grown in.

T>jn^"K%r }?j}.V^'^^'^^'
'^'- ^^- ^*<^^' 30*. per dozen.

i -i' '^r^^'
splendid young plants, 12 to 15 inches.

2*. M. each
; larger, 2 to 2| feet.

EIOTA MELDENSrS. 12to 18 inches, Ik 5d. eachCEDRUS AFRICANUS, (true), one year seedlings, extra fine,
in store pots, 21*. per 100 ; large fine plants, 3 to 4 feet and-
upwardR. • ,

CEDRUS DEODARA. 2i to 3^ feet. 3^. each, 30?. per dozen.
» M 4 to 5 feet, extra fine, ts. 6d. to 10a. 6'i, each-

larger fine plants, 6 to 8 and 10 feetCEDRUS ROBUSTA, strong grower, extra fiue, 2i feet, 5s. to-
7s. 6rf. each ; larger, 3 to 4 feet.

» .

^-^

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA one-year seedlings in store pots,
15* per 100, UOs. per 1000 ; large fine plants, 3 to 4 aAd ifeet and upwards.

JUNIPERUS ERICOIDES, splendid plants, 12 to 15 inches,
2s, each, I85. per dozen, 120.^. per 100; 18 to 20 inches
perfect specimens, 2s. Gd. to Ss.6d. each, 30*. to 405 per

-

^^^l5%^^^^^^^^^"^^'^ ^^«' 3^ t" ^ f«e^ 3». to 5s.each 30*. to 50*. per dozen ; 4 to 5 feet, ta. 6ce. each, 843.

^rJi^I
^^'''"'^

: 5 to 6 feet and upwards.
rnrtjS WEYMOUTH, very bushy and fine, adapted for

TAXUS OR YEW, IRISH, extra fine, 2 to 2^ feet. 9*. per

TAXUS OR YEW, ETOLISH. extra transplanted and fine, 3ito 4^ feet,
5J*.

per 100, 22/. 10*. per 1000 ; also a fine stoclc
of larger and smaller .-sizes.

THUJA OR ARBOR-VIT^ CBATGIAN-A or GLAUCA, true,

rrTTTTT
^'^

.'
"^^^ ^ ^^ *^^ 24 inches, 5s. to 7.?. 6d. each.THUJA OR ARBOR-VIT^ GIGANTEA, 18 to 24 inches,

ts. 64. to 10*. 6d. each.
THUJA OR ARBOR-VIT-E SIBEBIAX or WARREAXA.

extra fine, 2 to 2J feet, «*. to Qs, per dozen, 45*. to 63*. per
100. or by the 1000.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, on CUPRESSUS N-UTKAEVSIS,
extra fine, 12 to 15 inches, 2s. fyd. each, 24^ per duzen, 18^
to 24 inches, 5*. to 7*. 6d, each, 55*. to 84s. per dozen.

With a fine collection of all the choice CONIFERiE, both,
new and old. For description, prices, Ac., see CATALOGUE,,
which will be forwarded post free on application.

,

Also fine stock of Fancy HOLLIES, green and varieirated
Hardy EVERGREE.V3, ROSES, Ac.

-« ^

DWARF MAIDED APRICOTS, XECTARIN-ES, PEACHES,
&c., extra fine plants, true to name, 1*. each, 12* per dozen,
or U per 100. For sorts and description see CATALOGUE,
which will be forwarded gratis and post paid on application.
Itis rMpectfulIy requested that all orders from unknown

enrroBpondents m.iy be accompanied with a remittance.
RTCFTARD BRADLEY and SOX. Halam Nursery, near

South flTt-n, Notts.
^
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SUTTON'S COTXECTIONS OF UAKUKN Sb£.us.

SEE THE LAST PAGE OF THIS TAPEK.
The General Priced CATALOGUE will be reaf^y in a few days.

EXrKA fTne: mulberry TREES^
~"

•\1[7T^. DENNIS, Kind's Road, Chelsea. S.W,,has still

VV a few very fine FKUITBEARING TREES on clean

strong stems. 6 to 8 feet, and fine heads, 5 to 6 feet diameter.

Prioc 20g. to ^^0i., warranted.
.

MAKSH AND I'KUKINS beg to otit-r to tbe Trade

tlieir Surplus Stock of PEAS of the following sorts, from

picked siimples :

—

,^ i v i

BECK'S PH IZETAKER 10«. per busbel

. HARRISON'S GLORT 10«.

FERFECTTOX .. .. Ss.

Samples on application to 42, Drapery, Northampton.

LKNNY'S IMtROVKD BALSAMS tVom^uble
flowers 3 inches over, 6 classes, 37 stamps ; mixed 13.

CiuerarLa, Dahlia. Fink, Hollyhock, from the ^neat ^ow
flowers. 13 each. A list of the best 60 seeds ti-ee.

_
CzLLNNY S

NEW SPRING ANNUAL, with illustrations, m the press

GLENNY'S ANNUAL ADVERTISER is nearly ready, and

the advertisements will appear in both.—Fulfaam . S. W^

SEED CATALOGUE Sent Post Fere oii Atpucation.

aARAWAY. MAYES, and CO.'S DESCRIPTIVE
LIST of all the best and newest varieties of Garden and

Flower Seeds, the best new Peas, Lee's new White Sprouting

Broccoli, fine new Melons, Cucumbers, &c. Collections for

lame or small Gardens, 15s., 20s., 30»., 40s.. 50*. to 60«. ;
con-

taining all tbe most useful and approved kinds, the growths

of which are all proved before being sent out.
. . e

G M & Co. also beg to call attention to their large stock of

all the most approved kinds of Fruit Trees, fine trained

Peaches, Nectariues, and Apricots. Extra large dwarf trained

Peara, Plums, and Cherries, &c. A very large stock of Larch

Scotch Spruce, and other Forest Trees, Evergreens, and

Flowering Shrubs. Conifer®, American Plants, &c., separate

CATALOGUES of which they will forward post free on

application.—Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol. Jan. 7.

HORTICULTURAL. G h A iS ^
STOCK SI2ES, 16 oz.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

Boxes are Included, with bnt few exceptions. When Packages

are charged, full price is allowed when returned.
3rds. 4th3.

So

WEEKS' ONE BOILER SYSTEM.
stvled from the fact that the largest Horticultural Estahlishmeuts m Europe are nov

efFectnally heated by WEEKS* ONE BOILEB. ^
THE SKASO^T FOR TESTING THE EFFICIENCY OF A HOT-WATER

APPARATUS having arrived, J. Weeks & Co. are privileged by the under-men-

tioned well-kuowu Horticultur:il Firms to issue a special invitation to the n^t^^i^J^

'

clergy, and gentry to pay a visit to their immense B^^a'^hsl^ents in ord^^^^

eye witnesses of the extraordinary power of WEEKS' ONE BOILER SYSTEiL

J. W. & Co. beg emphatically to assert that their ONE BOILEB SYSTEM is in

every re^^peet superior to any other method of Heating. It is more econouueal and

clean, requires no night attendance, effects a great savmg m labour, and that it is

infinitely more efficient is clearly shown by the following statistics ;—
^

Length of Pipe
Heated on Weeks'
One* Boiler System.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St.

John's Wood
Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich Nursery ..

Mr. WooDROFFE, Harrow Road, Paddington
Mons. Lou is Van Hoptte, Ghent.Belgiujn

Feet
5500

10,060
4000

13,000

J. W. & Co. also manufacture smaller and less expensive Boilers upon the same

principle as the ONE BOILEB SYSTEM, ranging in size from Nos, 1 to G, at pncea

from 41. up to 601.

J. W. & Co. also invite an inspection of their own HORTICULTURAL SHOW
ESTABLISHMENT at Chelsea, which they built expressly as » P^*cb of reiemico lor

exhibiting various designs and improvements in the ConstrucUon ot LUiNsm^vA^^
ntbpr FORCING PiTf

J Weeks & Co. have constantly on hand an extensive variety of HORTICULIUKALj iiuu^misua rcauy loi uaaik u*u

yart of the country, and also Forcing Frames and Pit Lights in large quantities.

J. WEEKS Sc CO.. Horticultaral Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Mannfacturers,

King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

PLANS ESTIMATES, AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION.

11 by 9, 12 by 9,

7f

12 „
13
14
1S„
16 „

16
19

*V

10.

11,

12,

IS.

13,

13,

14,

18
14
15
19
17
20
17
20

ff

1>

J»

t9

f9

10,

11,

12,

12.

13,

13,

14,

14.

13
14
15
16
20
18
21
18
21

by 9

10.

11,

12,

12
13
13
14
14

tf

ff

ft

14 by
15
16
17

ft

ff

ff

9
10
11
12

••
j 148. 6<i. 12fi.6rf.

* «

* *

« 4

P «

# *

* 4

16s. 6d. 14s.0d.

per 100 feet.

21 oz.

£1 1*.

1 5

1 9

These prices are for Foreign Glass. English Glass, which is f r

superior, will be 18*. per 100 feet.

GLASS FOB ORCHARr) HOUSES,
As Supplied by us to Mft- EivERy.

20 In, by 12 in. \ 16 oz.

20 in, by 13 in. I Common . . .

.

. 14«, 0'/. ,

.

20 in. by 14 in.
f
Superior do 16 6 . <

SO in. by 15 in. ) BngU.sh Glass .. .. 18 ..

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions.

When Packages are charged, full price is allowed when
relumed.

JAMES PHILLIPS A^-D CO.,

180, Eishopsgate St. Without, London, £.C,

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HKTLEY AND CO. supply IG-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Maimfacture at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

(per Square foot for the usual .sizes required, many thousands of

which are k«pb ready packed for immediate delivery.

Iiifltfl of Prices and Estimates forwat^ed on application, for

PATKNT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILKH, and SLATKS, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLAaS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
-ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
Tfco James IIktlky Jk Co., 36, Soho Square, London, W.

See Oardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS—JUNE TARIFF.

THOMAS MILLINGTON'S reduced Tariff of

GLASS. &c.

6 by 4, 7 by 5, 8 by 6, » by 7 > 16 oz. to the foot, 11*. 6d

Ci by 4i. 7i by 5i. Si by 6i, Oji by 7^ | per 100 feet.

In 100 boxes,—4th3 quality, 12*. 6d. ; 3ds do., 14s. 4d.

10 by 8, 12 by 9. 12* by 30^, 14i by lOj, 13 by 11

lOi by 8i, 12i by 9i, 13 by 10, 15 by 10, ISibylli
11 by 9, 13 by 9, 13J by lOi, 12 by 11, 14 by 11

llibyPJ, 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 12ibylli

9nK^J« per 100 feet 16 oz. 21 o^.

ooT^iA Common .. 16i. .. 24s.
JU by 14

Superior . 18», . . 27«.

All Boxes included.

Orchard House sizes as supplied to Mr. Rivera.

Hartley's improved Rouirb Plate Glass from |^ to | in thickness.

Coloured Glass in Rreat variety, at 9d. and i». per foot.

30 by 15

tine. Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, Lamp Glaaees, &c.

37. Bishopfljfate Street Without, E.C., same side as Eastern
-Counties Raihv.ay.

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS FOE CUrriNG HORTI-
CULTURAL and other GLASS, to be bad of the Whole-

sale Manufacturer, Joinj EnwAniw, 30, Sharp's Alley, West
Smithfield. London, E.O. Prices from lOa. to^7». ^.

TlirARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
VV OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
These Pumps are fitted with

Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The barrel

is made of galvanised iron, not likely

to corrode, andean Idc raisied or loweroa

at pleasure on the stand, the legs of

which fold together, and may be car-

ried with ease by one man to tank or

P^^^- & g. d,

atand and Pump, with screwed
tail pipe, fitted with strong

br38« union for euetion pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of

planished copper .. .. 3 17

Stand and Pump, with plain

tail pipe, for tying on suc-

tion pipe
\2-inch patent rubber and can-

vas flexible suction pipe, on
^T«;9, either 10, 12, or 15 ft.,

per foot

Ttfay be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumbor in town or

country, at tbe above prices, or of the Patentees and Manufac-
turers. J. TVaener & Sons, S. Crescent. Jewin St.. London, E.C.

2 9

2 2

%

IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING
V

PRICES FEB Lineal Yabb, 24 inches high:

Size of

mesh.

2^ inch

2 inch

11 inch

11 inch

Mostly used for

Light.

Hares, Dogs, Poultry

Game Netting ^

Small Rabbits, Hares, SiC

Smallest Rabbits

Japan-
ned.

id,

4-hd.

6d.

Galvan
ized.

4^d,

b^d.

Medium,

Japan-
ned.

4^d.
^d.

I hkd.

Ud.

Galvan
ized.

h\d.

^\d.

^d.

Strong.

Japan-
ned.

hd.

Hd.

Galvan
ized.

u.
-7hd.

lid.

r

Extra strong.

Japan- Galvan

Quantities of TOO yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Sl.ippiD

Porte in England; and 200 yUrds or upwards delivered freo at nearly all the principal Railway Stations ac

Ports in England or Ireland. ^ ....
Any width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices.

m^ Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not appro^

be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

J, B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY3 LONDON,

IMPBOVED WROUGHT lUON" HUKDLES of

BEST STAFFORDSHIRE IRON.
No. 1 Hurdle.—Vei7 useful for general purposes, «ombining

strength with good appearance. 3 feet 6 inches high, six bars

round iron, top bar | inch diameter, fire \nidor bars 4 inch ; two
side uprights flat iron, 1± inch by i inch, and middle upright 1

J

by i inch. Weight about 48 lbs. Present price delivered in

London and at most of the principal Railway Stations, 2s. 5d.

per j-ard, or about 5s. Zd. each hurdle of 6 feet 6 inches long.

Specifications and prices of other Hurdles in Illustrated

Cittalogue of Iron and Wire Fencing, Hurdles, G;ites, Wire
Nettinsr. Garden Rollers and Engines, Ornamental Vases, Ac,
on application.

J. B. Brown & Co.. 18, Cannon Street. City, London, E.G.

TT E N R Y J. MORTON a s d CO-'
jnL 2, Basinghall Buildings, lieeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, itec, to contain 50 callous, '2os. ;.S0 gallons,

30«. each ; and 140 gallons, 36a., and htted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid !Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 305.

and 32«. 6ti. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or F;irnn' use, containing: about 20 gnllOns, entirely

formed of iron, 32^ . 6d. each.

FRUIT TREES, POULiTRy, RABBIT ^^ETS. akd
SHEEP FENCING.—Wool Nettingto protect the Bloom

of Peach, Nectarine and other Trees, Flower or Seed Beds
from Frost, Blight, and Birds. 40 inche.s wide, 8'^ per yard.

NEW TWINE NETTING, half-inch Mesh ditto, 2 yards wide 8d.

per yard. ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NKT find Scrim
caDvas, 4i<L per square yard. COCOA NUT FIBRE, or

Hemp Shecpfolding Net, of superior quality, 4 feet high, 4(/. to

6d. per yard. Rabbit Net, 4 feet wide, 2d., 6 feet wide, 3d., 8

feet wide, 4d. per yard. Each Edge Corded i,d. per yard extra,

suitable for Poultry Fencing. Sqnare Mesh Cricketing Net fix

its full width and length, made of stout cord, 3(£. to id. per

yard. This is the beat article made for fencing against fowls,

cats, &c. Galvanised Wire Netting 2 feet wide, 5d. per yard:

Batfolding Nets with Bamboo poles, 20 feet long, 20«. Fishin"

nets of all kinds in stock.— W. CfLLiNOFORD, 1, Edmun
Terrace, Ball's Pond Road, Islington, London, N. *

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738

SAYNOR ATO COOKERS warranted PHI^

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, *C'

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants

the thrR(» Binedoms. —
BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE

'

SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.
" I very gratefully acknowledge the

extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-
land, and Scotland, and which baa
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — TnostAS Bradford,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester.
London Office : m. Fleet Street, E.G.
N.B. My Machines always have,

ahd always will be pent on approval,
if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free by post.

BRITTAIN'S OARDENTxET.—Tbe serious i^j-

done to fruit crops by froSt for several past sea*^Jj^
proved to every gardener the absolute necessity of p'*^^ ^
to the trees early in the year. Many fabrics have b^en^^

for this purpose with more or leas success ; and we n"*-
,

say, without fear of contradiction, that we have succeed
^

manufacturing the ouly fabric which is altogether urobjff^g|,

able. Without unduly nursing, it effectually P^^*?^t^
young germ, and does not impede the action of "'£^0
due circulation of air. Some other fabrics do this. a»!^. '

weaken tbe vitality of the tree altogether. Nettings :

-

Hd., 2. 6d. ; 3, 8d. ; the Unear Tard. Pieces, 80 P"^^^ -

-

inches wide. TIFFANY yard wide, 3i«i. per yaro»

quality, Zd.—Peel Street, Manchester.
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NEW AND CHOICE GARDEN FOR I860
SELECTION FROM SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE-

BEET. Per packet.—s. d.
Heuderson'.s compact topfc 1

Sutton's Dark Red, per oz. 10
BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

Fresh imported, per oz. . . 10
Roseberry, per packet .,10BEANS.
Early Monarch, per quart SKALE.
Asparag^is Kale, per oz. . . 16
Cottager's Kale, per packet 1

SAVOY CABBAGE*
Early Ulm, per oz. ..06

BROCCOLI.—Perpckt, f.d.
Suow's Winter Wliite .. 1
Early Penzance White . . 1
Lee's White Sprouting . . 2
Early Purple Sproutiug . .

Frogmore Pi'otecting . . 1

Reading Giant .. ..1
Ward's Late White . . 1
Walcheron .

.

. , . , i
CABBAGE.—Per oz.

Champion o
Sutton's Imperial .

.

Blenheim
Couve Tronchuda .

.

CAULIFLOWER.
Stadtholdcr, per packet .

.

CELERY.—Per packet.
Sutton's Superb Piuk . . 1
Incomparable New White 1

CARROT.—Per oz.
FreilcK ShorTHOT!
New Intermediate . .

1

6
6

s
8
8

1

CRESS. s.d.
New Australian, per pckt. 6
Extra tine curled, per pint 1 6

CUCUMBER.
Per packet.

—

s. d,
Berkshire Champion ,. I

Webb'y Iznperial, new ..26
Kelley'B Hybrid Perfec-

tion, new 2 6
ENDIVE.-Per packet.

New Double Yellow, curled 6

LETTUCE.
Superb White Cos, per oz. 2 6

,, Green Cos ,, 2 6
Griffin's Alma, per packet 1

Ne Plus Ultra, per oz. .,16
LEEK.

Musselburgh, per oz. ..08
MELON.

utton'8Fei*rfecti«u,p.pctt. t-tH
Turner's Scarlet Gem „ 10

* *

t *

t •

ONION. s,d.
Reading . . . . per oz. -t

NewGiant,fromMadeira,do. 1

PEA S.—Per quart.
Sutton's Early Champion
Daniel O'Rourke .

.

Tom Thumb
Dickson's Favourite
Cliavnpion of Paris.

.

Sutton's Prizetaker
Champion of England
Veitch's Perfection
Sutton's Berkshire Hero.,
OjcfordTom
Cliampion of Scotland .

.

General Windham .

,

King of the 31arrows

RADISH.—Per oz.
Beck's Short-top ,

.

een.rlut Olivc-shaped
White Olive-shaped

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
o

2

2
1

2

c

3

6

6

ro

4
4
6

SPINACH. s.d.
:New Perpetual, per pckt. 6

TURNIP.
Early Strapleaf per oz. 6
Polly's Nonsuch „ 4
VEGETABLE MARROW.
New Custard, and others,
per packet . . ..06
POTATOES.—Per bush.
"Webb's Imperial ..

Soden's Ely Oxford
The Birmingham Prize-

taker
Early Aslileaf, or \'
Walnut-leaf Kidney

]
Dawes's Mattjhless
Handsworth Early
Reading GiantAsparagus,

per 100, 2*. to
Fine Lawn Grass, per lb.

Spergula pilifera. p. pckt.

10 6
10 6

10 6

8
10

5
1

6

6

Crysul Palace Prize As- a. d.
ter, per packet.. .. i o

Assortments of German
Flower Seeds,ea(;h,ls.tki.to 5
Dutch Anemones, per doz. 9
Italian Tuberoses.. j. 3 6
Ranuncuiuses,p.l00,2«.6dto5
Lilium lancifolium, each. 3 6
Gladiolus, p. doz,, 2s]^d.to 5
Appleby's Tobacco Paper,
perlb 16

Gishiirst Compound, in boxes,
!«., 35., & lOi, u. each.

Ak. , T f . ., n
^^'^^^'S GENERAL PRICED LIST op GARDEJf akz. FARM SEEDS may be l.aa post free on application -

Also a L,st of the Contents of " SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS " of SEEDS roB ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY price €3 3 £2 2, :P1 l . .n «^PERMANENT (JRASS SEEDS .ixed expressly to suit the soil. Eiae New Seed of MANGEL wSl,^ARRof^^^^^

.^r Goods delivered Carriage Free. Five per cent, allowed for cash 'paymenU
'

SUTTON & SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT READING

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS

J A M E CO
V' LLECTIOM of GARDEN

AKE NOW EEADY TO SUPPLY

of

VEGETABLE

FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY,
CONTAINING ALL THE MOST APPROVED VARIETIES OF

HARVEST

'^0'1> 2 Qs.; No. 2, 408.; No. 3, GOs.
Thefollomng are the quantities tl^ey recommend for Cropping a Garden of One Acre, and xMch they can

supplyfor £3 {Collection No. 3) :—
^

LETTUCE, Black seeded Bath Cos 1 pkt.

SCOOD SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
EEDS DIRECT FKOM THE
GROWERS the most certain means

of preventing disappointment.
SEEDS gruwii in Berkshire and the

adjomingr Counties having obtained
great celebrity, Suttox & Sons have
made such arrangements with the great
Linos of Railway as will enable them to
dehver their Goods Frek of Carriage
to most parts of the United Kingdom.
CATALOGUES giatia and post free on

application, addressed
SUTTON AND SONS,

Koyal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
i^^i\^ing^

>»

I)

»
ft

2 quarts
o

« »

2

2
2

2
\
1

.2
1

2

• f

ft

ff

fr

PEAS, Carter's Earliest
Early Etupuror .,

Harrison's Glory
CUainpion of England .

Beck's Priz.e-taker
B warf Green Marrow .

.

Carter's Victoria .

.

.. Hail's Dwarf >[ammoth
BEANS. Early Mazagan

Early Long-pod
Green Nonpareil
Taylor's Windsor .. _ „
ii'reuch Fnlmer's forcing 1 pint
„ Negroland Pod-.l
tf Light Dua .. 1

„ Ncwington Wonder 1 ,,

,-.«^m •• ,.
'^cai'let Runners 1 quart

13EET, small selected Blood Red 2 w.
POUECOLE orKail.Scoteh curled 1 pkt.

Asparagus .. .. 1 „
Cottager's .. ..' 1 „
new Cabbagincf .. i

BnUSSRLS SPROUTS, imported 1
i>ROCCOLI, best sorts for sncces-

''^^^ Spkts.

>*1

1 »
2 oz.

2
4
4

ft

'»

CABBAGE, best sorts, including

a ^."^J^^/^
earliest 6 pkts.

Savoy, green curled . . . . 1 oz.
„ new Ulm ,. .. . j rjirt

CAULIFLOWER, best early ..

»» Waicherou
CARROT, early Horn .

.

„ James Scarlet .

.

„ ^ng Surrey ..

,, Relected Altringhara .

.

CELERT, incomparable dwarf,
white

CELERY, Cole's crystal white
CRESS, plain

. «> Australian
CUpUJIliER, fine long ridge

Carter's Champion 1

.. Lyuch'sStarofthd

P^fff-„ 1 ,.L^DI\ E, new mossy green .. 1 oz.
,, winter green curled .. i „LEEK. Musselburgh .. .. 1 „

LETTUCE, Berkshire Brown
Cos 1 pkt;

LETTUCE, Carter's Giant Cos .. 1 pkt!

#>

»»

^ *

* «

Ipkt.
1 ,.

1 pint
Ipkt.

I*

)>

Paris Cos
Dnunhead Cabbage.

.

,. Hardy Green do.
MUSTARD
MELON, Carter's Excelsior

„ Turner's Gem .

.

ONION, James's Keeping
White Globe ..

„ Reading ..

>f Giant Madeira _ . . . „
„ Beptford 2 oz.
„ Lisbon j oz

PARSLEY, Myatt's curled .. 2oz
PARSNIP, fine selected . . . . 2 oz.
SPINACH, summer . . . . i quart

f, vrinter i ninr

• *

1 „
1 .,

1 „
1 i>iut

Ipkt.

2oz.
2o;i.

2oz.
1 oz.

J^xrxr ^^^ '^^W ANNUALS.
^T??i^F^^^ WAITE, Seed Merchat^t, 181.

in^SPFnw^h''"; n''"'?'*''' ^-^i.' ^?^ ^^^^ pleasure in offer-ing atHiUa 01 the following new hardy Annuals -

CLARKIA PULCHERRIMA,
SGHIZANTHUS GRANDIFLORUS 0CULATU3.HELIOPUILA C(ERULEA STRICTA

n.!?'!!T''? ^'"'^'^'v^^''.''*^
^""^^^ **^ ^^^^^ (to the Trade only)can be had on application.

^^*^jfj

Seed Establishment, 181, High Holborn, London, W.C

SCORZONERA
TURNIP, White Dutch .'.'

Polley's Nonsuch
Yellow Maltese

VEGETABLE MARROW
„ Custard

HERBS in sorts

>»

»»

^77,- - „_ '. - N.™ .- * y^i.. iiE-i^jjo lu sorts ,.
Collections 1 and 2 are similar to the above, with the quantities proportionately reduced.

., 1 „
. 4oz,
i pint

. 2oz,
. - 1 pkt.
. 1

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SATURDAY, JANUARY U, I860.

MEETIXGS FOR THE EXSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, Jan. i7^^0'^>C«l(ural(Fniit Committee)
_ ' l St. Martin s Place ... '{ wThitrsdat, — 19-Lmnean .....!!!;"" g M5'
Peibat, — 20^ Horticultural (electionofFe'lowB) ' *

, i hoc, of Arts, John St., Adelpbi >'lOOQ

ONMXG'S PERFECTION
_ BROCCOLI.

NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI
CARTER'S CHAMPION CUCUMRER
CARTER'S EXCELSIOR MELON
AUSTRALIAN' OR GOLDEN CRESS.
CARTER'S GIANT LETTUCE
VEITCU'S PERFECTION PEAS
EARLY HANDSWORTH POTATO
PHEASANT'S EYE POTATO
PERPETUAL SPINACH BEET

HoUk^i \Vc
^" application to 237 and 238. High

YORKSHIRE
SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

EP. UIXOX begs to announce
• that his new
SELECT PRICED LIST of

KITCHE.V GARDEN, FLOWER,
and AGRICULTURAL bEKDS for 1860
is now ready, and will be forwarded jiost
free on application to

vry..- ^^' Queen Street, Hull

K P^'nliov
^^^^^fP:^riABLE EARLY CABBAGE.

nrov...i in f^i"
*^" ^"I^P'J' this well-tried Cabbage, which has

^a-o;^ ItlaST^^'T,'^ '^ "^« description gilen of it S
i='^- . tiratio^n^.. i'^^^

recommended as tile best variety

^io\M%^^^''^^iY\\^^^^ London. E.a
J. Wrin^^^'c * ^';^^'^"' ^^-' ^''«et Street, London. E.G.
Be^t IT ^ "^ "'• London Bridge. E.C.

cC wl^lT' **^' «a»^^-^^'. London, E.C.

Ge^Db^n*49""\'?^"'' '^^'t^^'^^
««-' Londnn, W.C.

FUhpr H^' ^^^'?^^ rgate Street, London. E.G.
f^^ 'iy"5®*' & Co., Sheffield.
^*i^er & Godwin, Sheffield ; or of

E. P. Dixoy, 57. Queen Street, HuB.

pETER LAWSON and SON,
-- The Queen's Sfedsmei^ a.vd

Wood Foresters,
respectfully announce that they have now

ifleued their

NURSERY CATALOGUE of FOREST
TREES, CONIFERS, SHRUBS &c,

which they will be happy to forward free by
post on application.

ST, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W.
pETER LAWSON aiS~~80N,
JL The Quepin's Seedsmen and Woop
I-oRESTKHH. 27, Great Gcorge Street. Westmin-
ster, London, S.W., respectfully announce the
issue of their GARDEN SEED CATALOGUE
for 1860, which they will be happy to forward
free by post on application. Every care has
been bestowed on the selectir.n and growth of
the various stocks, which P. L. & Son can
safely recommend as of best quality, and true
to name. ^-

w

DALMAHOT EARLY POTATOES.
This excellent variety of Potato now meets with a larirelv

increased demand in England, to which it is fairly entitled
It is considerably earlier than the Regent, and of excellent
quality. Messrs. P. L. & Son are now prepared to send out care-
fully selected Seed, for which early orders are requested ; and
which can either be executed now or in spring as may best
suit purchasers.

*

East Riding of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Nursery and
Seed Establishments

MARTIN AND SONS, Cottingham, (a.b. 1788),
S:eed Establishmcnta in Hull, Junction Streetand branch

Nursery, Spring Bank, near the Cemetery, Hull
PS. PRICED CATAEOGUF^ of their extensive NURSERY

STOCK; KITCHEN GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
may bo had on application. Carriage paid on all Seed ordcw
value 21 i

The advocates of introducing largely what may
be called Domestic Horticulture into Londox
are on_ the increase. Till lately the Gardeners^
Chronicle has remained almost alone in this field
of reform. At intervals, for 20 years, the possi-
bility of cultiyating plants successfully in the
streets and squares of our huge metropolis has
been insisted on by us. Nevertheless, its open places
are as dull and dirty as ever, for a fixed belief
seems to have entered the city mind that soot and
Its accompaniments cannot be resisted, and with a
few exceptions the grim vegetation that struggles
onwards has no more resemblance io that of OTeen
lanes and smiling fields than the miserable
sparrows to the dapper inhabitants of house topsm a country village. In saying this we must of
course except particular instances. Our good
friend Broome, backed by Lord PAtiiERSTON, has
worked what some call wonders in the once

j

miserable Temple Gardens, and thus has furnished
a conspicuous example of what may be effected
by skill and industry, and many a little area
garden has begun to show that some kitchens in

London evince more good taste than its drawing-
rooms ; as we pointed out last year. Nevertheless^

upon the wfiole London remains unch&ng&d, and

to all appearance unchangeable.

Christmas has, however, bronght into the field

two dreams of improvement. Mr, Jacob Forst, in

the ^lidland Florist, is of opinion that if its old

verdure were once restored to the metropolis, we
should find the moral as well as physical atmo-

sphere wholly changed.

"Then, and not till then, will the 'Cyclopolis'

grow healthy ; then, and not till then, will cholera

dtsist from its ravages ; then, and not till then,

will black- charactered volumes of smoke cease

issuing from furnace chimneys, with early death

to vegetable life, and slow poison to onimrl,
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written on their'broad maTgins ; then,

tiU then, will poor men cease from drunken- get
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-- —-- ,— • n T" n ^fl* ;„ nUioQ omild we onlv . opinion of onr enthusiastic reformer to reroof

and not plants shonld be well off m
'^'^'^^J'"''^^^^^ x.ondon is but a small matter. For this purpose

runken- get rid of unfavourable circnmstances. And, not London^ is^

^^^^ ^^^ recommend cement because it

cracks, nor sheet lead because it is a nuisance to

walk on, to sav nothing of thieves stealing it;

planking a roof like a ship's deck has more to recom-

A'

I

withstanding the unfavourable circumstances,

ness, and London children once nio':e "ecorn.
;-^;^^;^;"^^^p^^^ts do get acclimated in London

healthy. God speed the time !" '' ^Je
«>.'^J An7eSisite ii^the sensation when, from the hot

restore her trees =^-d her powers to C^^^^^^

entice once more her bees to HoiDorn, ner o^^'^- , , ^ ^ ^\^^ g^ui's rays

butterflies to the Fleet, and welcome her robins ^grffaf-?*'i:„'iJi!.r.,.P. curtain. On the

with the winter. Not only the poetry of City lite

demands it, but its very existence ;
otherwise, ere

tiie 20th century shaU arrive, the Cyclopolis with

her then 5,000,000 of toiling souls, will become

even worse than now—a perennial pestilence, the

hotbed of endemic fever, cholera, and consump-
4-* "

^^Unfortunately we cannot altogether adopt this

Utopian view oi a London future, for we do rot

foreet how nlagnes and pestilence raged m our

ancient cityr even "when the Southernwood and

Mari2;old, the Mignonette and Scarlet Hunner,

Uie Creeping Jenny and Convolvulus adorned the

working man's window; when the song ot the

^Tiark enlivened his home, the poor bird standmg

upon his 2 inches of Clover, singmg merrily even

in his prison-house of little ease."
, . ^,

Nevertheless, there is truth enough in the pic-

ture to render it wortliy of attention. It is

probable that the climate of London would be im-

proved by the presence of green leaves everywhere.

The difficulty is to procure them. Mr. Iorst s

ideas upon this subject are at least original. He

would strike an overwhelming blow at the whole

mend it, but upon the whole slates are to be

preferred—good strong slate slabs, the joints put

together with cork. .
-,, . ,

This is the Engineer's Dream, well pictured

in our clever contemporary, from whom we borrow

the accompanying sketch. If such visions are top

unreal to claim serious attention, they have the

merit of turning men's minds to a very important

social question, and it is to be hoped that some-

thing practicable may be found in the air-built

by its half transparent green curtain. On the

north side of St. Paul's there are a few trees, one

of which stretches out almost lovingly a long and

slender branch, gracefully waving up and down

over the footpath, and fascinating the eye more

than aU the architecture, the forms of which it

enhances by contrast. It is said that scarcely a

quarter of a mile of distance exists without a tree

the'Drapers' Gardens, the Temple, and, above all,

the small Temple Garden, indicate to us what

London might be, and with great advantage to

health. Yisible coal smoke, and coal gases not so

visible, are the chief impediments to plant growLli.

Havin<^ thus stated what is admitted on all

hands to be true, Mr. Adams proceeds to show that

by certain improvements in the construction ol

chimneys and fire-places the nuisance of soot may

be wholly removed. Granted this it only remains

to explain whera space is to be found for the

f^ardens that are to arise when London shall enjoy

" a bright atmosphere—bright as that of any city

where wood fuel is used, nay, brighter, for wood

scheme of London architecture; every dwelling

house should be converted into a greenliouse :—
•*Let us mount St. Paul's, supposing the day be

imusnally clear, and look around over the waste of

ground so covered with ugliness in every shape of

ohimney-pot and cowl, tile and slate, zinc and lead.

Let us ponder over this waste, and try to realise

the * improved' properties we see—properties which

would be really improved by having their chimneys

closed, their roofs taken off, and covered with

glass-houses for plants and flowers—roofs nearly

as cheap, more useful, and much more ornamental,

supposing they grew but a few bitter Oranges, aiid

protected the common Calceolarias and Cinerarias

from soot. Then those south fronts of dingy brick,

m terrible to the eye in summer, yet so well

placed for Grape-growing, Fig-ripening, and

Cherry-blooming, not forgetting the golden-

tasaelled Laburnum, so lovely in spring, and so

likely, if protected from bleak winds, to reblow in

fhe autumn. And all that these require are glass

fronts and a daily bath. Nor would such glass

fronts be so dear as the stucco walls, everlastingly

wanting paint and perpetually sealing, at the same

time offering admirable arrangements for house-

ventilation.*'

Such is Mr. Forst's view, which we may call

the Gardener's Dream, and wliich he promises

to support by farther argument on a future occa-

•fiion. The other advocate who has entered the

iield where we now stand is Mr. W. Bridges
*Ai>am:s, who in Once a Week expresses views

not unlike those of Mr. Foest. ** if," says this

gentleman, ** the exhalations of animals be the

(food of plants, and vice ve}sdf it is quite clear that

also produces smoke very unpleasant in a peculiar

state of the atmosphere, as when a log ^ot' green

Elm hisses and sputters at you in Paris in winter

time." To mo^t men that would seem to present

a difficulty. Not so to Mr. Adams. Like

Mr. FoRST he finds above what the gods deny

below. All houses are to be unroofed, and

reroofed so as to be made flat-roofed. London

is to become the Jerusalem of the West. Cock-

lofts are to disappear. The house-top is to be

the garden, with its arbours and parterres

and shrubberies and greenhouses. ** Gardens of this

kind would be, as in the East, the resort of the

family in fine weather, and in bad weather a warm
greenhouse on the roof would be a more pleasant

thing than a dark parlour. Scarcely anything

could be conceived more beautiful than the

enormous expanse of London roofs covered with

It is understood that the manner in which the

Natural History Collections of the British

Mtjseijm are to be disposed of is still undecided.

It is however agreed on all hands that better room

must be found for them ; and the question now

remaining to be answered is how and where.

We believe we have good authority for saying

that three plans have been laid before the Trus-

tees, out of which one will certainly be selected.

The'first is to construct another story on the walla

of the present building ; a second is to purchase

one side of Bedford Square, for a new Museum
; a

third is to transfer the Natural History Collections

to South Kensington, where an excellent site for

the structure can be cheaply obtained.

With reference to these three plans it has been

observed that the Trustees will probably he influenced

in their final decision by the cost. That this is a most

important element in the question all will admit;

but it is not the most important. The first points

to consider are public convenience and the fitness

of the situation for the purpose it has to serve.

On neither ground can the two first schemes be

defended. Natural History Collections, we repeat,

demand the purest possible atmosphere and the

greatest abundance of good light that can be

secured. The gentlemen who signed the well-

known memorial on this subject to the Chancelloe

of the ExcHEftCER particularly adverted to the

serious injury done to the specimens ** by the dust

and dirt of the (present) locality, increased many-

fold bv the tread of the crowds who pass througti

the gilleries on public days." To form another

museum in Bedford Square would in this way be

fatal to the collections, for foul as the sooty atmo-

sphere of the place now is, it will certainly become

worse as the locality becomes more and more

central, which is happening year by year.

As to lifting the Natural History one story

higher, we can hardly imagine that this strange

proposal will find many supporters. The higher

the galleries are placed the more they wiu

catch the soot, and thus a great present evU

wiU be much increased. Or, if we suppose

that by a compulsory employment of Dr. Arnoxts

fire grates in every room m London, or by pro-

cesses yet unthought of the soot nuisance were

wholly removed, there remains the enormous in-

convenience of having to climb into the upper

regions in order to reach the IS'atural Historr

galleries. To arrive at the collections there wouia

hardly require fewer than 120 steps, or more than

a third the number of the Monument, and twic^

as manv as are found in the highest houses ib

London. To place the Natural History at such as

elevation would practically exclude a large pr

portion of those for whose gratification it

^
intended. If this is doubted we invite the advo

cates of the scheme themselves to walk up ^

steps bv wav of experiment. ^
No cheapness of cost would for these reas^

justify the Trustees in recommending either ot^

plans just considered ; and we believe that

cheapest would be found enormously expensi
;

But although the mere cost of a new Museum is^n^^

enormous expanse ot L.ondon roois coverea witn iiecessarily the first subject to ^^ .^^^^^^^^'v
shrubs and flowers. Audit would he a perfectly overrides all others^ as soon as it is

Jj^^J^^^^fg^t

practicable thing so to construct the greenhouses ^'
^ "'' '

^

that tliey might be opened or closed at pleasure.

Every housekeeper might possess his own bit of

Crystal Palace, his own fountains, and his own
flower baskets, watered not by hand, but by art

without labour, so that the lady of the house, by a

process as easv as ringing a bell, would effect this

object." "Think too," cries Mr. Adams, '*of the

wine-parties, supper-parties, and open-air dinners,

that might take place with the upper crust of

f

i

combined with public convenience and a p^i^

fitness ot" locality. ^ -,

Regarded from this point of view South i^e
^

sington becomes extremely important. Itpres
j

no inconveniences and has great advantages. -^
"

may be had comparatively cheap in that ^^^^
'j^

and there are no houses to buv at a hi,'h P^^^^ ^
then to demolish ; the light is good, and the at^^

sphere pure, as the collections already ^^^^^.
^gj

.,

clusively prove. As to the supposed inconveni

London restored to its proprietors ! Compare ' of the situation on account of its distance

Pump Court, Temple, with the new gardens of : some undefined part of the metropolis, that oj
^^

niiorio lnr^l-;.MT /^n f^ Sf P.;»ii1'g ati^ Rnw hplla tiou is disuosfid of hv thp hest of all ariTumenw- .

shownchiming; meanwniie mens Drains crooning wiin w suowu oy luo omciai reiurus oi tix^ ^-r- .j^j

old reliques of the merry doings of the olden time, of Science and Art that above 475,36o pe
^

around the crosses of Paul and Chepe." lathe visited it during the year juat closed. Surely
^
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is no reason to suppose that visitors to the ITatiiral

History Museum would be more impeded by this

distance than have been those who desired to

frequent the Department of Science and Art, espe-

cially" when the ajrangements for forming: a focus

of railways, in the very heart of South Kensing-

ton, shall have been carried out, as will certainly

be the case before any public building could he

ready for the reception of visitors.

We most earnestly hope then that the Trustees

of the Museum will pause befoi^fe they sanction

either of the first two plans, whatever else they

may determine upon. And we venture to urge

upon the Chancellor of the Excheqttek, whose

approval of any plan whatever must be obtained

before the subject can be brought before Parlia-

ment, not to consent to any further expenditure in

such dirty regions as those of Bloomsbury or

St. Giles.

BLENHEIif^
Soon after the commencement of tlie last century

during the early part of Queen Anne's reign, that

monarch, to mark her sense of the distitigmshed services

of John Duke of Marlborough, relinquished the crown
rights in the ro;val niiinor of Woodstock in favour of

that warrior and his heirs, and also by consent of Par-

liament ordered Sir John Vanbrugh, the Comptroller of

her Works, to erect a magnificent palace in Woodstock
Park for the Puke, to bear the name of Blenheim,

after a village on the banks of the Danube, the scene of

one of the greatest victories in which the arms of this

country have ever been engaged. Tlie old palace or

Royal Lodge, as it was sometimes called, had been
demolished during the Protectorate. Blenheim is

about eight miles from Oxford, and within half

a mile of the parliamentary borough of Woodstock, near

which there is a railway station on the Oxford and
Banburv line.

The park is a noble demesne of something like 14
miles in circumference, and comprises an area of 3000
acres in extent, tho surface of which is beautifully

undulated, the middle part assuming the character of
low hille, on the crest of one of which the unrivalled

palace is proudly situated, overlooking a scene of great

extent and beauty.

Blenheim was originally laid out by Wise, who spent
three yeai-s in its execution ; be was succeeded
in this employment by that great self-taught

artist "Capability Brown/* who was at one time kitchen
gardener at Stowe and afterwards at Hampton Court, the
great Vine at the latter place being planted by liim—-a man famous not only as the inventor of the English
style of gardenings, but one who rose to eminence as an
architect also, and who was extensively employed by the
nobility in both capacities, the inimitable scene in
Woodstock Park being the creation of his genius.
The little river Glyme, whose waters like a rivrilet

meandered through the park in its natural course, was
dammed np across a narrow part of the valley, and the
'finest artificial lake in the world was finished in a week.
Its magnificent proportions, with its irregular and
beautiful outline and shining surface, strike with won-
der and delight. At a considerable ditftaiice onward, and
at the extremity of the park, another cascade -^^s
formed, to which the stream in river character sifCeps
along, and over which its waters pOur, soon after uniting
with those of the Evenlode in its course to join the
Isis. The aggregate of these expanded waters occupies
an area of 200 acres in extent.

^
The park is finely wooded, and contains some noble

timbii^in vast masses and well-disposed gronps, atid
the foreground is well broken by many admirable
specimens of fine trees. At the north-eastern side
not very far from the keeper's lodge (the remains of an old
castellated building famous as having been the residence
of the notorious Wilmot, Earl of Rochester), there are
many remarkable examples of Oaks, some of which, at
4 feet from the ground, girth 27 feet, and there are
numbers of others that exceed 24 feet in circumference
at the same distance from the ground. Near this spot
there is also an old Elm 32 feet in circumference at
4 feet from the srround. It had been divested of all its
branches some 20 years ago; !t has since however
formed a new head of yonng vigorous shoots. Near the
Queen's drive, in anotlier portion of the park, there are
two Oaks of very considerable dimensions ; the one girths

\

31 feet 9 inches at 4 feet from the ground, and covers
with its spreading branches an area of 261 feet in
circumference; the other, although of somewhat smaller
dimensions, is also a noble tree, and girths 28 feeto inches at the same distance from the ground.
From here there is an admirable view of the city of

Oxford, the classic domes and tawers of the University
producing iu the distant landscape an exquisite effect.

The eastern side of the park is said to have been
planted m battalion fashion, representing the living
mftMes of some battle scene; repeated thinnings how-
ever have entirely destroyed this illusion, and the
trees now apparency stand at too equal distances over
the ground, lessening in a conBlderable degree the
picturesque effect. On the northern side of the park
and on the opposite hill on which the palace stands,
thCTe 13 a noble avenue of great length, wliich is
broken m its course by squares and other fii^urcs formed
or stately trees; near its oommcticement is a noble
Done column 130 feet in height surmounted by a

(colossal statue of John Buke of Marlborough. On
[ thr^e sides of the pedestal are inscribed the Acts of

ParliaVncnt passed in his favour ; oh the other is im
elegant inscription by the masterly pen of Lord Boling-

broke in honour of the hero (not only of his nation but
his age), " whose glory was equal in the conncil and in

the field," and who, in a long series of uninterrupted

triumphs, "asserted aud confirmed the liberties of

Europe.*' This avenue formerly extended for 8 or

9 miles beyond the boundary of the park, and throu3;h

it at one period was the principal approach to tho

palace, passing over the grand bridge, which connects

the two hills, and under wbich the expanded waters of

the river flow. This is a noble three-arched stone

erection of magnificent architecture, the chord of the

centre arch exceeding 100 feet.

Tlie carriage roads and drives are broad and exceed-

ingly well directed. The interior drive in the park

extends to nearly 4 miles over most interesting^ and

varied foreground, from which some exquisite views are

obtained. Thevastmassofmasonry oftlieunrivalledpalace

embosomed in trees proudly overlooks the whole scene,

its towers and minarets rising into tlie horizon ; and
when id residence the flag of his Grace the Lord-

Lieutenant of the important county of Oxford floats

proudly over its noble portals, producing an admirable

efiect. The lofty obelisk, colossal bridge, and Woodstock
Tower, the church spires of Kidlington, Bladen, and
Haiidborough, the beautiful Palladian bridge by which
we cross the lower reach of the lake, are all

scattered as it were broadcast over the scene, and at once

confer grandeur of effect, aS Well as relieve from
monotony the vast extent of gorgeous wood and
extended laWn which we pass in review in making the

circuit of the inner drive. The charms of the whole are

also considerably enhanced by the brilliant surface ofthe

mag^nificent lake beinp^ occasionally seen in looking

towards the great centre of attraction, the palace itself.

The principal approach is that from Woodstock,
from a somewhat narrow street into an open court of

masonry of about 100 feet square, the left side of which is

a grand triumphal entrance of the Corinthian order of'

architecture, the beautiful arch hcinp: surmounted by a

pediment and entablature charged with an inscription

in Latin and English, informing us " that the pillar in

the park," aS well as this spacious gateway, " were
erected to the memory of the most illnstrions John
Duke of Marlboroufcifh, by order of Sarah, his most
beloved wife, for a lasting monument of his <;lorv and
her affection to him.*' On passing within the park a

scene of great extent and (Exquisite beauty presents

itself to our view. At some considerable distance iu the

foreground are seen the beautiful lines of the parapets

and pediments of the palace peefing over the trees,

with its towers and miharets nsiug intb the liftH'^on.

Immediately in front of this is the colossal bridge con-

necting the opposite hills and spanning a narrow part of

the magnificent lake in the broad valley beneath. On
the high ground to the right the lofty obelisk with the
crowning figure of the great Duke of Marlborough
towers m^estically over the noble trees by which it is

surrounded, while near at hand the lawn is skil-

fully broken by clumps and specimens of fine trees,

On tbe left are tlie Home Lodge and Woodstock
ToWer, all combining to form a scene of most
admirable beauty. From the triumphal arch
the road leads onward to some distance, and
then joins at right angles a straight road about 30
feet in width, which runs through a doable avenue of
noble Elms, from the triumphal gate at the south end
of the ^bW\i of Woodstock to the eastern entrance of
the palace, forming a beautiful and spacious vista of
nearly half a mile in length; the other entrances are
of a more simple character. The rOads and drives
amidst this glorious park extend to something more
than 27 miles.

The entrance is through a noble archway and by huge
iron gates (erected by Bramah & Co. of London
at a cost of lOOOZ.) of the most exquisite workman-
ship and elegant design. This arch ia also faced by two
others of the same magnificent and beautiful Grecian
charaotet, forming a long architecttiral vista of 771 feet
across three courts, produbirtg a strikinj? effect. The
first court is a noble arcaded qnadtnngle, 206 feet acres'^,

the left hand side of which until lately was occupied by
a theatre. It is now however fitted up as office!^ for
the laud steward and architect, the other portions
containing other offices in connection with the palace.
Passing onwards through the second archway we enter
the court of honour, in front of the main body of the
palace, which presents a frontage of very strik-
ing magnificence, extending to the vast length
of 348 feet ft*Ora wing to wing ; in the centre of
this is the grand entrance under a majestic portico of
the Corinthian order, having the apex of the pediment
surmounted by a statue of iMinerva, and the tympanum
sculptured with the arms of the illustrious John Chur-
chill amidst a profusion of military weapons and stan-

dards. The divisions of the building are carried out
on each side by Corinthian pilasters supporting a

balustrade and entabhiture. Rising above the centre (f
the building is an attic composed of a series of piers and
windows, and terminating in a second pediment sur-

mounted by a globe or dome. At each corner of the
main portion of the building there are square towers
carried up to a considerable distance above the roof,

and their corners are surmounted by minarets, which
add materially to their effect.

T'rom each of the towers of the grand front a pro-

jecting terrace with an arcade comiects the lateral j'or-

tions of the building with the centre, and this with
the two wings, which are of the same magnificent archi-
tecture, forms the three sides of the court 348
feet square — the northern side being open and
protected by a massive semicircular iron railing.

From the steps of the grand entrance a gloriouS
scene discloses itself to view, worthy of the triumphal
character of the vast edifice which it adorris.

The magnificent lake (more than 100 feet below the
eye), its surface like a mirror, brilliant by the reflection
of the southern sun, stretches onward to the left, it*

sinuous and irregular outline melting as it were ,iutO

the foliage of the distant woods by which the hills in
that direction are so beautifully clothed. In front th«
noble lawn rises abruptly from the opposite shore, and
stretches onwards to a great extent, groups of deer and
cattle giving animation to the scene. At right angles

and in the line of the colossal bridge which the great

avenue faces on the opposite height, the lofty column
crowned by the statue of the great Duke of Marlborough
is seen in the centre of its long vista, and completes a
scene of dignity and grandeur. On the right hand
of the road, on the opposite side of the bridge, the old

palace or lodge formerly stood, which was the occasional

residence of a long line of monarchs ; its ruins are said

to have covered 6 acres of ground, and although no
stone even now remains to mark its site, the genius of tbe
immortal Scott has notwitlistanding created a halo
round the spot which will be perpetuated to all time.
Ou the low ground on the opposite side of the road i«

the equally famed Rosamond's well, a living spring
gushing from some masonry near the bottom of %
precipice ; its waters are received into a stone basin, and
thence pass into and merge with those of the Glyme.
Here too was the site of the bower and labyrinth of
the fair fugitive, of which tradition has handed down so

much. The third Grecian arch, which has such an excel-

lent efiect in the vista from the eastern arch, is the
entrance to the third or stable court.

The south front is of the same length as the grand
carriage front, and of almost the same gorgeous style of

architectural finish ; its noble Corinthian portico is

crowned by a pedestM, bearing a Latiu inscription inti-

ulating that the Liberator of Europe dedicated these
honours to the geiiins of Rritain, and surmounted by a
colossal bust of Louis XIV., taken from the gates of

Tournay. This front opens on a spreading lawn, which ik

backed by masses and groups of trees through which the
pretty village of I51a<lon, with its neat church tower,
are seen advantageously ; beyond the view is terminated
by the chain of Berkshire hills, the Chlltern range
of which rises up in silent majesty iu the distance and is

lost in the horizon.

The ea^t front presents a very beautiful fat^^de; it

has a projecting bow in the centre, carried up to th>
height of the second floor, contrasting finely* with
the square corner towers, and its lengthened front ifi

surmounted by an open balustraded pitrapel;. This
front has been recently supplemented by a very beau-
tiful panel garden of excellent design and proportions,
admirably carried out, and when I saw it in the last

days of September it was still gorgeous with beautiful
flowers, well arranged as to colour and contrast. It is,

however, still unfinished, vases, fountains, and other
works of art being required, not only to give it classic

beauty and elegance, but also to make it worthy of the
splendid architectural front of the palace to which it

forms so admirable an appendix.
The western front is of the same general character as

the eastern side, varied, however, by having the pro-
jecting bow carried up to tbe balustrade, and the spaces
between the upper windows enriched with sculptured
figures. The lower rooms of this front open to the
lawn ; they are fitted up with Chinese decorations, and
contain a most extensive and valuable collection of
antique and curious porcelain, I)elf, and Japan ware,
amongst which are many interesting articles from cele-
brated collections, and the whole is nicely arranged on
shelves.

This noble edifice, against which pretended critics

have winged their shafts, and which unquestionably has
trifliug faults of detail, is, notwithstanding, the first

residence, whether ancient or modern, in Britain, or
perhaps in Europe, iu respect to general grandeur. It
cost the enormous sum of 650,000/. in its erection, and
13 in a most complete and perfect state of repair,
4O,000Z. having been expended during the lifetittie

of the late Duke of Marlborough upon its restora-
tion. The stone of which it is built is of a warm
yellow tinge, and apparently of a very durable character,

altogether unlike some of tlie fine college buildings at

Oxford, where not ouJy the be«ufciiUl frieztjs, capitals,

and cornices but the whole face of vast masses of noble

edifices seem fast crumbling into dust; this on the

contrary will remain to distant age? a noble monument
of the triumphal style of Vanbrugh's srchifcectare

worthy alike of the nation who gate atwl tloi henk

who received so signal a reward. Z>.

(To be cOHtinued.)

on
BIAXXIN'GTOX'S PEARMAIST.

The article by M. de Joughe of Brussels

Manningtou's I'earmain, in last week's Gardenirs*

Chronicle, ought not to be allowed to pass without

notice, as it tends to found a great pomological fallacy.

It is a matter of ho importance whether M. de

Joughe considers my hook on the Apple " a work of

ackiiowledg*d authority," or not, hut it is of im-

portfture that the world should know that Maimington's

Pcarmuiu is noc Keiiicttc Platte de Chmiipagne, Mid
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that the account i have given of it is not "a some-

what obscure aecoupt of the origin of this variety."

How M. de Jonghe could have been guilty of such a

blunder it is difficult to conceive, for even if he had

never seen the fruit of the two varieties, the published

descriptions are quite sufficient to denote the distinction.

I send you figures of both varieties, from which you

will see that they are as distinct as it is possible for two

varieties to be, and I also append descriptions ; that of

Mannington's Pearmain being from my book on the

Apple, and that of Reinette Platte de Champagne,

from Diel, whose authority M. De Jonghe quotes.

Mannington*s Pearmain (from Hogg's British

Pomology).—Fruit medium sized; abrupt Peannain-

shaped. Skin of a rich golden yellow colour, covered

with thin brown russet on the shaded side ; but covered

with dull brownish red on the side next the sun. Eye
partially closed, with broad flat segments, set in a

development, and the causes of their longer or shorter
|
and August, and yet one of the finest, the Vine requires

duration have been sought in the temperature of the a low temperature at night; Vintners in France say the

shallow and plaited basin. Stalk i inch long*

.obliquely inserted in a moderately deep cavity, with
generally a fleshy protuberance on one side of it.

Flesh yellow, firm, crisp, juicy, and very sugary, with
a brisk and particularly rich flavour,

Reinette Platte de Champagne (condensed from Diel).

—Fruit very regularly shaped, and so flat that it forms
one of the most beautiful models of a flat Apple.
Its ordinary breadth is 3 inches, and its height 2 inches.

The unusually beautiful, very long, and pointed-leaved
calyx is closed and prominent, continues very long
green, and is placed in a considerable saucer-like and
ribbed depression. Stalk ^ to 1^ inch long. Skin
very fine, covered with a beautiful bloom, at first of a

air. It has been assumed that each stage needs a fixed

amount of lieat, and that consequently with a varying

temperature the time in which each is accomplished

must likewise vary. For instance, Iberis amara needs

for the production of its blossoms a warmth of from

850° to 875°, that is to say, if the mean temperatures

of all the days from the sowing of this plant till its

blossoming b^ added together, we should obtain that

number of degrees. In a warmer or colder spring, the

number of days will necessarily vary, fluctuating

between 5S and 6G. From the blossoming to the

ripening of the fruit about 1000" of heat are necessary,

which in the same manner can be distributed over from

52 to 62 and even more days.

For several years similar observations were recorded,

and their results eliminated, both in Fiance and

Austria, and more particularly in Belgium ; and the

subject soon proved so interesting to botanists and

physicists, as well as to unscientific persons, that every

year a greater number of observations was made.

But the more this was done, the more striking became
the discrepancies in the results; and since natural

philosophy was unable to reconcile them, the interest

and zeal in these observations diminished, so that most

of those were given up from which no safe results

could be obtained, though a few were still carried on

by scientific men.
Before deciding on the value of these observations,

the question must however be answereJ, whether these

discrepancies Iiave not arisen from the method pursued

in the observations. If we examine a little more closely',

we find that the investigations were all carried on m
nearly the same way, that they are founded on very

false hypotheses, and further, that they are one-sided.

They were commenced in the belief that, s'lnce water is

the mcdimn by which the aliment of plants is supplied,

therefore the reckoning of the degrees of heat must
begin with the days when the temperature of the air

should be above 0° (32° Fahr.), when water namely is

in a liquid state*

Putting aside the facts that in the same day it may
be warm at certain hours and freeze at others, that

plants will grow in the sunshine at the same time that

others are checked in the shade, and that errors have
arisen from overlooking these facts; yet each plant

requires in addition an entirely different amount of

heat to bring it to perfection. For example, our
Willows and Poplars will sprout at a low temperature,
while plants from foreign countries, as the Tulip tree,

need many degrees of uninterrupted heat before the
buds begin to unfold. ^The seed of our Shepherd's Purse
(Capsella) sprouts under the snow, as soon as the
temperature rises above the freezing point, while Wheat
requires about 6, and Flax about 8 degrees of heat,

before their seeds begin to swell. Were the assump-
tion correct, that all plants sprout as soon
as water begins to liquify, then the inevitable

result would be that all tropical plants would
stand the open air with us during those months
in which it does not freeze. That is however
not the case : each plant needs for the pre-

liminary processes within its cells, in other
wordsfor its nourishment,an amount ofwarmth
peculiar to itself.

The false foundation on which these calcu-

lations rest has been partly perceived, and they

Grapes must sweat by day and freeze by night, to be
really sweet and spirituous. Again, if IberJs amara be

sown at the end of April, it needs for its entire course

of existence 110 days with 1754 degrees of heat; if

?own at the end of May, it requires 109 days and 1821
degrees of heat ; should the sowing however be deferred

till the 24:th of June, it needs 124 days and 1858 degrees

of heat.

While Iberis amara needs but few degrees of heat at

first, Flax, on the contrary, will not sprout until the

temperature is considerably higher. When sown at the

end of April, it required for its entire development 101
days, with 1605 degrees of heat; while when sown at

the end of May and June, its existence was concluded

d 71 days, with 1272 and 1757 degreesin 75 and

bright straw yellow with a greenish hue, and as it

ripens changing to a beautiful pale lemon yellow with a
light blush of red or only red dots on the side next the
sun. The flesh is a beautiful white, fine, marrow-like,
juicy, with a rich sugary and fine vinous flavour,

partaking of the Rose.

Now, it is quite evident that M. de Jonghe has
either never seen these fruits or he does not possess the
true varieties.

With regard to my " obscure account of the origin"

of Mannington's Pearmain, all I have to say in justifica-

tion of it is, that some 12 years ago, when I was
travelling through the orchard districts obtaining

information on these subjects, I called on Mr. Manning-
ton, who is a respectable butcher at Uckfield in Sussex,

when he gave me the account published in my book.

Mr. Mannington is the grandson of Mr, Turley, who
raised the Apple, and being a man now advanced in life

periectly recollects the original tree as it grew in the
hedgerow of the garden he now occupies, and which
died in the year 1820. I really do noFsee what better
account M. de Jonghe could wish for. Rohert Sogg.

ON THE WARMTH OF THE EARTH.
Br G. A- FiNTELaiANN.

Fob some years past observations have been made
with a view of ascertaining what amount of time the
different stages of vegetation need for their complete

of heat.

Further, we may almost say that the warmth of the

ground is of far more importance than that of the air,

to the development of plants. As warm foot arc neces-

sary to health, and a chill in these extremities is often

followed by injurious consequences, so we find p'ants

similat-ly affected, but in a higher degree. In this case

it is also far more natural, for the earth supplies to the
roots of plnnts the place of a stomach, in which
nutriment is collected. The auimal body must receive

this prepared (assimilated) in a certain manner, a p-ocess

which is performed by the stomach, wlule plants c )Uect

for their sustenance such elemeutary materials as

they need.

Es'ery gardener knows how necessiiry bottom heat is

for the cultivation of such plants as come from a warmer
climate; and what a ditfercnce but one additional

degree of warmth in the soil often makes. To cultivate

tropical Aroideae, Mupip, and even Palms in the open
air, and to imitate the conditions under which they

grow in their native countries, the soil is dug out to a

certain depth, leaves and decomposed manure are laid

in the hole, and covered with good rich earth. By the

decomposition of the leaves and manure that heat is

generated which is absolutely necessary for the

thriving of tropical plants in our climate.

Beneath the beds of greenhouses, and espeelally of

propagation houses, flues and pipes are often carried;

thus the new large Palm-stove in the Botanic Garden at

Berlin is so constructed that the entire soil in which
the plants are placed can be warmed at pleasure. Our
large Palms, Pandaneie, tic., have unfortunately often

died through the want o( the necessary bottom-heat.
Becoming too tall, they were sunk lower in order to

give their tops more space; but by this they were
deprived of the heat of the soil, and became sickly.

Xot less necessary is bottom-heat for shrubs and trees

in the open ground. Rhododendrons, Conifers, and
other southern trees, thrive well in one place, while in

a similar situation they fail in a few years. The cause

of this is often not understood, since, as it seems,

similar climatic conditions exists at both places.

Further, certain trees of the same species constantly

flower 14 days earlier at one place than at another
immediately close by. Many causes may combine to

produce this effect, but the most important certainly

appears to be the different warmth of the soil at the

two places.

Finally, it is a well-known fact that trees from
warmer countries thrive better with us, and are not so

readily touched by the frost, when they possess long

penetrating tap-roots, and thus are enabled to reach a
have therefore been carried on somewhat deeper and consequently warmer stratum. I am aware
differently, though not thereby improved, that the tap-roots of ornamental shrubs are now gene-
Either the reckoning has been commenced

j

rally taken ofl', but with trees from warm climates this

from a higher daily temperature, or else from should not be done.
the time when certain spring plants, such The heat of the earth increases in a certain propor-
as the Snowdrop, began to unfold. The error tion to its depth according to the latitude, and it has
remains however the same in either case. been ascertained by experimental boring that this in-

Although besides heat the direct light of crease is in the ratio of 1° of heat to every 100 feet of

depth. But since the surface is at the same time also

warmed by the sun, a certain portion of this heat w
added to the original warmth of the earth, becoming
less the deeper we descend. The amount of this heat

however depends in its turn upon the seasons. While
in summer the sun's influence is considerable, in winter

its eflects are scarcely appreciable, the warmth of the

earth at the latter season being even greater than that

of the air ; at many other periods also the amount of

external heat varies.

The more the layers of which the soil is composed
are able to conduct heat, so much the more susceptible

will they be on the one hand to the heat coming from
the centre of the earth, and on the other to that coming
from the sun. For example, where the sub -strata are

formed of chalk and marl, the surface soil will imbibe
far less of the central heat than if volcanic and plutonic

rocks, as basalt, trachyte, and porphyry lie below it,

since the conductibility of the latter is far more con-
siderable than that of the formeh For this reason, the

mountains of oldest formations, as porphyry and the

like, are on an average much warmer than those which
are composed of chalk and marl, and even of clay-slate,

and possess also a more luxuriant vegetation. It may
also be remarked that the chasms and rents in tbe

interior of volcanic mountains likewise assist the

passage of the subterranean heat.
These reasons partly explain the comparatively

luxuriant vegetation of such a situation. Every one is

astonished at the fruitful, flower-bedecked valleys and
meadows of Switzerland and the Tyrol, The reasons
for this fertility are various; and one only is true of

our northern momitains, where the sun never rests in

the zenith, and the rays always fall more or leas

the sun also exercises an essential influence

upon vegetation, and there can be no doubt
that light and heat supplement each other,

yet in the foregoing observations the influence
of the direct rays of the sun has been almost,
entirely omittedin the calculation. Forinstance

n growii in the sunshine, Iberis amara needs before un-
loldmg its flowers 58 days with 827^ oi heat.
a^d until the ripening of its seed 52 days with 927°

^\,
^^l^^*

*^'^s making a total of 110 days and
1754° of heat ; while if grown in the shade it requires
66 days with 950° of heat before its blossoming,
and 73 days with 1265° of heat before it ripens its
seed; altogether therefore 139 days and 2215'* of heat.
In high latitudes. Barley ripens nearly a month earlier
than with us.

As too little warmth retards the growth of plants, so
too much will rouse them from a state of rest. In
tropical countries com only thrives m elevated regions
and in the winter season, when the mean temperature
resembles that of our summer and that of the nights is

lower than at other seasons. In South Germany, and
still more in France. Pears become better flavoured
than in Algeria, while many Apples again are better in
North Germany than in the former countries ; while in
tropical regions they will scarcely thrive at all. In the
South of France Beetroot cannot be successfully em-
ployed in the manufacture of sugar, as with us, because
the warmer climate is not so favourable to the develop-
ment of its saccharine qualities. The Vine again will
only yield good wine in certain climates.
But even in the different stages of their growth

plants need different degrees of heat. The ripening of
most fruits occurs in the warmest months, June, July,
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obliquely. The more this is the case the less the heat
that will be liberated; but on mountains the rays
generally enter the earth porpendicnlarly, thus giving
out a greater amount of heat; while in the cold season
of the year the sun rises so little above the horizon that
his rays fall so obliquely on the plains as to warm the
earth very little.

The same remarks apply to our conservatories.
Upright windows transmit the greatest amount of heat
in winter, but obstruct its piissage in summer; those,
on the contrary, which slope at an angle of from 40° to
45° receive nearly the whole force of the sun's rays in
summer, and thus transmit a greater amount of heat
to the interior of the building; while in winter it is

precisely the reverse ; the sun*s rays enter obliquely and
the heat is less. Attention, therefore, ought to be paid
to tliese considerations in the construction of con-
servatories.

The second reason for the greater warmth of moun-
tains arises from their composition. Although few are
still active volcanoes, through which the internal heat
can escape, yet many havS formerly been such, and
these are so fissured and contorted that the subterranean
heat can easily escape, and thus be serviceable to the
plants living on them. Thus we see many plants above
the snow level whose growth must of course be due to
the heat of the earth,

^
It is a common but false supposition that plants of

high northern latitudes resemble in their mode of
growth those of Alpine regions. Nearly the same
plants grow in both localities, but the similarity of the
temperature of the air deceives those who hold the
opinion that similar isothermals (i.e., mean tempera-
tures) limit similar plants. For if these are examined
froni the high north, and from the Alps, altliough the
species are nith very few exceptions the same, and they
are alike in their diminutive stature, yet their mode of
growth is wholly different.

In the Arctic regions the earth is always frozen to a
certain depth, and only gradually thaws in summer in
consequence of the sun's heat continuing nearly through-
out the day. The plants there grow very upright, often
springing from a tuberous rootstock or tliickened and
branching half-underground stem, which preserves the
vital portions of the plants from the underground cold.

It is very different with plants in Alpine localities.

Here the thermometer close to the ground marks 2, 3,
and even more degrees of cold, and one could scarcely
conceive it possible for a vegetation to exist. If, how-
ever, we examine more closely, we find that the surface
soil possesses a higher temperature, which comes from
the interior of the earth. The plants themselves have a
hair-like mass of roots, with spreading and repeatedly
branching stems. The branches and twigs are very
short ; and we generally find the young buds more or
less protected by the old wood from the external cold.
We thus find a reversed condition of things from that
which obtains in high northern latitudes. The heat
which rises from the earth is as much as possible pre-
vented from escaping by the dead lower portions, the
closely entangled roots and tlie divided stems, which all

act as bad conductors. Moreover, as we have already
noticed, more heat will be evolved, owing to the sun's
rays penetrating more or less perpendicularly into the
earth.

Other circumstances must also be considered with re-
gard to the Alps. The light is far more intense, and
apparently afifects the beautiful and almost perfectly
pure colour of Alpine flowers. These are further ex-
posed to a stronger current of air, which possibly pro-
duces a quicker evaporation; and from this may arise
the powerful odour exhaled by most Alpine plants.
Many things depend on the warmth of the soil, as

drawn out by the sun. Obviously this- heat tends to
equalise itself, and especially to diffuse itself into colder
regions; and here again the conductibility of rocks
greatly influences the relative degrees of warmth.
Mountains have further a warmer soil on the south side
than on the north, where the same plants often bloom a
week later. There are certain plants which only thrive
on southern slopes, while others are onlv found on
northern ones. The difference in the wannth of the
soil on the two sides generally amounts to several
degrees.

It is known that many plants will not thrive well
under cultivation; others which formerly did not
succeed, are easily cultivated now that their nature is
more thoroughly known. Many of these failures cer-
tainly depend on the heat of the soil, many proofs of
which might be adduced. Therefore plant collectors in
foreign countries can scarcely be too strongly recom-
mended to ascertain the warmth of the earth in the
countries from which they bring plants. Unfortunately
Bcience has hitherto scarcely dune anything in this
respect although a general acquaintance with the
warmth of the soil in different countries is practically
and theoretically so important. There is no plant, as
l.nidJey has justly observed in an article np<m this
subject m the first number of the Gardeners' Chronicle,
tor which we know with certainty the necessary warmth
of soil,

''

How important and necessary to plants the heat of
the earth is, is further shown by the fact that if plants
are watered in summer with cold, viz., spring water,
they easily become sickly and perish. Good gardeners
Know this well, and have in their gardens large tubs
tor the reception of water, in order that it mny become
warm; they never use spring water. Sickly plants
wnoge soil has become sour can often be recovered if
waterea with water of 40, 50, and even 60^ (Ueaumur)

of warmth, at intervals of from four to six days. This
is especially the case with the India-rubber tree (Ficus
elastica), whose leaves sometimes become yellow, and
then fall off.

It is greatly to be desired thatgatdcners, as practical

men in this department, would turn their attention to
this subject, and collect information upon it. Even for

planting in the open air it is of great use to become so

lar acquainted with the warmth of the earth as to be
able to make use of suitable trees. For instance, the
constant evaporation of water from a moist soil renders
it too cold for the successful cultivation of Pear trees

j

but if it is freed from the superfluous water by drainage,
it becomes warmer, and thus suitable for these trees.

Many other examples might he added, if our limits

would allow. We will, however, merely add that
the columns of this journal are open for the publication

of all facts that may be collected on the siibject.

Translatedfromthe Berlin Wochensch'ift/iir Gartnerei.

Home Correspondence.
Lomaria chilensis.— In your columns of last year

I called attention to the beauty of this as a probably
hardy evergreen Fern. It may be interesting to those
who care for such things to know how it has fjired in

the late frost, which here amounted to 13°, the mini-
mum being 19° Fahr. It has suffered precisely as much
and no more than our own English evergreen spenies,

Scolopendrium vulgare, the Hart's-tongue Fern, and
Blechnum borealcj the Hard Fern growing in the same
situation ; that is to say, portions of its fronds have
been injured and blackened. If it proves next spring
to be uninjured in its young leaves (and I have no
reason to suppose that it has suffered), it is by far the
finest hardy Fern in cultivation in England. My plant
was put out only last spring, but it produced several

fronds, both fertile and barren, in the course of the
summer; and the frost in October, which damaged many
things generally deemed hardy, did it no harm at all.

This last sharp frost when we had no snow has done
the amount of iniuries I record, J. R. S. O,

Hain in Monmouthshire.—The amount fallen here
during the past year, and its relation to the average of
the six preceding years will be seen from the following
table :

—

Average of
1853— 1(:58.

2.12
1.40

1.36

2.00
2.65

1.98
2.86

2.68
2.19

3.55
1.41

1.87

26.25

1859.
January .

.

1.46
February ,

.

1.65
March 2.85
April 3.21
May .. .. 1.37
June 2.26
July 1.92
Angu.st .

.

3.40
Rcpteniber 3.91
October .

.

2.86
Noveunber 4.32
December 4.32

m

f *

* 4

4

4

*

33.53

There were 14)7 days on which there was an appreciable
amount of rain in the gauge ; the preceding six years
give a corresponding average of 144 days. This house
is situated upon the banks of the Wye, midway between
Monmouth and Ross. J. M. H.

r

Main in Lancashire in ISo9.

—

Inches,
January .. ,, 12,2

February .. .. 7.7

March 10.3

April 6.1

May 0.1

June , 2.1

Inches.
Brought forward .. 38.5
July I

.. 2.9
August .. 8.9
September .. 11.2
October .. 4.0
November .. 8.4
December .. 7.1

Carried forward 3S.5 Total 81.0

The above is the largest quantity we have liad since
1852; in that year we had 93 inches. Since January 1,

1860, we have had 5 inches of rain. Itobert Aitken,
Gardener to J. G. Marsliall, Esq,, Monk Coniston
ParJc, Nortlt Lancashire.

Growth of Pinuses at Esher Place, Surrey.—
^ , ^ 1840. 1800.
Cednis Deodara 7 ft. 4 in. 21 ft. ia.
Cryptomeriujapouica .. ..2 4 24
PiuuaCoulteri 6 2 34 8

1 854. 1 S CO.
Abies Menziesi S ft. 2 in. 20 ft. 3 in.
Araucaria imbricata . . , . . . 6 7 13
Cedrua atlaiitica 1 8
PlnUB Devoniana 4 11

>, ' pyreuaica 6 8

H. W, Spicer, Jan. 10.

Temperature,—The subjoined statement comparing
the island of Cumbrae, about 18 miles from this p^ace,
with Greenock, may be of interest to your readers :

—

4 6
13 6
18 6

Mean teTni>erature> December, 1S59.

.

Mean of the highest
Mean of the lowest • .

"

Highefit in the month
Lowest

Total fall of rain .

.

Cumbrae. Greenock,

37',3
iQ
34.6
4S
24

35°. 7
39.5
32
60
19

2 inches. 7.75 inches

A Constant Subscriber.

T/ie recent Frost.—As there appears to be some
dou.hts entertained as to the accuracy of Mr. Chater's
report of the severe weather that visited Saliron
Walden between the 17th to the 20fch of December, I

beg to offer a few remarlis in confirmation of that
report. I well know that Mr. Chater had four ther-

mometers hanging out during the whole time the
severe weather lasted; all of them were Negretti k

Zambra's make, three of them spirit instruments, the
other mercury ; two of them were direct from the
maker's; one had been hanging indoora for a consider-
able length of time, where the temperature was seldom
below 40°, the other had been oxit of doors continually
for some years past. Now, it was found that in the
higher degrees they varied slightly, but as the
temperature became lower they gave more uniform
results, and when once below zero there was
scarcely any difference whatever observable. On the
19th, the coldest here, they all stood firm at 0.90*

from 12 o*clock at night until 7 o'clock next morning
without the slightest vai'iation. Now it would be an
odd fact, and indeed extraordinary, that these thermo-
meters under such various circumstances, all showing
as they did precisely the same temperature, should

have indicated falsely, and each of them equally at

fault in the same direction to an inappreciable part of a

degree. Our neighbour Mr, Little, of Chesterford

Park, appears to doubt the acccuracy of Mr. Chater's

observations or that of the instruments, and
he founds his doubts upon the fact of his indi-

vidual thermometer (and that placed under the
shelter of an orchard house) only indicating 5°

Fahr. I should give it as my opinion that had Mr.
Little placedhis thermometer quiteopen and unsheltered,

it would have gone some few degrees lower than what
he mentions, but even then I think not so low as in the
particular spot in which we are situated, for on going
from here but a very short distance in any direction, I

find shrubs that are with us killed quite down to

the ground looking perfectly healthy and green.

Surely your Forfarshire correspondent must be in error

when he gives 15** Fahr. as the lowest on the 19th, for

if we refer to a very intelligent report that appeared
in your columns from Cornwall (which is almost as far

again south from Forfarshire as we ai'e), we shall find

even there a temperature reported considerably lower
than what we get from Forfarshire. But as nothing ia

a better register of severe weather than marks left,

I will endeavour hereafter to give the effects produced
in this locality, and perhaps some other correspondents
will tell the effects produced in other neighbourhoods,
that we may gain a little information as to the amount
of frost different shrubs, &c-, are capable of with-

standing. E, S., Saffron Walden. JDuring the late

severe frost the thermometer on our premises registered

on the night of the

14th iust 15°

15th .. 13
16th

>»

>> 21

Strictly speaking the lowest temperature was at 9.15 on
the morning of the 17th. The thermometer indicated
4** at sunrise, hut fell 1|° during the following hour.
In a position about a mile distant and 40 feet lower, the
thermometer registered 1°. Tlie maximum temperature
on the I7th was 12°,

18th minimuQi 6^
19th „ 84

Wellingtonia gigantea is entirely uninjured by this low
temperature. A row of 15 to 20 plants, nearly 4 feet

high, is as green now as they were two months ago.
Our Arancarias are severely injured, especially the
short-leaved many-branched forms. Araucatias which
had been moved last autumn were comparatively speak-
ing but slightly injured. All our plants of Pinus
Insignis are more or less injured, except one which was
moved, early last autumn, and which was more com-
pletely " dormant " in consequence. We are glad to
say that hundreds of fine bushy specimens of Cupressus
funebris have stood without protection and without any
injury worth naming. This plant will prove, we have
no doubt, perfectly hardy when thoroughly established,

except when assailed by severe frost late in spring. Our.
plants (many rows 2 to 4 feet high) have now borne
four or five whiters and are very handsome. Larger.
specimens (5 to 7 feet) are less influenced by the frost
(remain greener) than equally large specimens of-

C. macrocurpa. Cupressus Lawsoniana, and C. McNab-
biana are uninjured, and so is Cephalotaxus Fortuni.
Biota nieldensis has stood well, and is highly orna-
mental from its rich plum colour (very different from
the dingy hrown of Chinese Arbor-vitais, &c.). Cupressna
elegans (ICnightii ?) stands, where Finns Edeariana^
P. insignis, and many other Conifers are severely Injured.

C. " majestica," C. " Cashmeriensis," and Juniperus Bed-
fordiana seem quite hardy in a mid-winter frost. James
BacAhotise <^ Son, York.

Waterproofing.—Thinking that the subjoined recipe

for watei'prooting cloth, without in the least degree
making it impervious to the air, may be of use, I
venture to send it to you. I may mention that I have
had botli coat and trousers done with it and never found
it let in the slightest wet under the moat unfavourable

circumstances. I should mention that it is not my
own invention, but taken from an old " Mechanics'

Magazine," If the manufacturers could be induced to.

apply the solution while the cloth is in the web, it

would be much better done, and any cloth would be.

easily waterproofed. The following is the recipe in,

question:—To waterproof any sort of cloth or made
garments all that is neccRS.iry is to make a very weak
solution of glue or size (when cold it is weak and tremu^
Ions, al)oiit the consistency of calves' foot jelly), and
while Iiot stir in a piece of alum till the taste of alum
is distinctly perceived, when the piece is to be taken
out, at the same time to add a little soap also, or rather
soap suds to it, and thou while it is hot to brush over
the Rnrface of the clothes with this solution. The pre-
ferable mode, however, is to waterproof the cloth while
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ill fche web; in this state it can be dipped into the

sohition and afterwards wrunsr o\it, or w}iat wonld be

bccter still, passed througb a pair of aqnee/ing rollers,

and the pile of cloth afterwards laid s-.uooth with the

brush and cold water ; the use of the soap is to take

Hway the hard feel that the size when applied alone

would impart to the cloth, and which wonld also render

it more difficult for the tailor to sew. The process on
the large scale is besides an exceedingly cheap on©;

tl^erc ifl little labour rec|nired to pass a web of cloth

tjjtrotigh squeezing rollers, and not only is the sizing

rtiaterial in itself cheap, but only a very small portion

of it is essential to the watcrpronfin;:^ of a large surface

of cloth, as the greater part of it is expressed by the

sf^neezing rollers, only as much being left in the cloth

V to cause it to feel damp. Exposure to the air in the

same way as sized paper is dried, completea the process

0^ waterproofing. A Constant 6'uhscriher,

LucuUa gratiasima,—The beauty and fragrance of

thi^ plant at this dull season of the year induce ine to

call attention to it for conservatory decoration either in

Iwrdefs or suiall pots. Two very yonng plants were

put out against the back wall of a conservatory here

about nine years ago. Those plants now cover nearly

300 feet of the wall, and are malting their way np seven

of the ratters, on five of which they have reached the

height of 10 feet. Tlie clu8ter» of Howcra line the

ratt*irfl and are very large, some of them 10 inches in

diameter, and in various stages of growth. The treat-

ment the phmt receives is very simple, and can bo

afforded by every possessor of a cold grccnnonse. The
oil used consisted of two-thlnls loiim^ *the remainder

Icaf-joil and very sandy peat; plenty of drstin-

Dge is the very life of the plant in winter.

In the early summer months I treat the

«(>ecimens in pots just as T do Fuchsias, giving

water rather freely whenever they require it. Towards
the end of summer I water very sparingly, so as to

Tipeii the voung wood befyrc winter. Atler this it

liquid be kept cool and dry until it shoirB signs of
Wdoming, ghing it only sufTli^ifnt -water to prerent

•affffing. while in bloom water shonld he given very

fpwin'^fy, otherwise the young shoots push leaf-hudi^

and tbe nnnppn flower-bnds fall off. Plants here

Urowing in 7-in<'h pots with as nnnv heads of blooms

oi> th«m are ejctremrly handsome, 'fhe LnniUa is often

C-n in too much bent, which induces it to bocomt

^_f and misiglitiy. Tlie temperaturo I give it is

42**, in st;vcru wcuther it is oi'tcu much lower. Indccil,

I have Rcpii the leaves frozen to the glnim uUhout
fntntainlng any Injury. Tt U '^tulte pHsihle that this

plant U subjected to mur M in Its native < mitry
tiian we at prrnont know of. seeing that It Is fxiud in

great abunnance on tlu' snmlWr hillit of 'Ni'piittl. jr..

Thu JiVoMr/.— Wb«Ji r«niiiiu|{ tliut inti-n'Mting article

lu yuur Pupcr of DttccwU'r U. by Mr. WaUiton, it ru-

uLUcd t > mv mind u clrcutuaUmcc regarding the weasel
which 1 \Mt: . -d In the "pring nf th« last year.

"nil animal, nith High sqirU •'<>iiq \ with otlaT i^uud-

mpi^s, is rirvi'Hhrh'Mn an oniuiy to nth,-r>t that an*
aucb turgor in e&a«b By the gardmr^r It ought to h«'

^eUl Ml more r^tlmatton than It gefimalty is, altbnngli

U ie saki tu U- <>ni* uf the inoftt intractable animals in

tJiM av^rhl ; it is quitt* a niuMti'i frnr rats, nii«-u, and
«o|ea. In lite Mpring of tho v*' >r a uuuiUir of rats were
Ui^in^ Sad havuc aiuuug the Carrots* which were
•Wrd in sjinJ ; even the ratcut* Iut uUU bin traps and
]>|ii)ap1igr4r paste did not d' / I • tih'ii). Out- lUy vvbfn

t^' Hhi>dd'>4jr iviiM open a w**asi'l was playing aliiMit from
eoe hole to another, whrn it ventured in iimong the
Carrot^; the rats appnrontty did not )il(p thr >inpa«y

oi the new corner, for UmiIV was a stmcgllng and a
noiao wiUiin whieh told that it was no pU>amnt pnfttime

that was goinL' "n; hut thi; w>undii wuru wton ovur, ami
in a littlu whiU tlui wjua^t;! uwdi* its nppnu-ance carryinsr

a dead rat as large it it^*'tf. whicli it couceah"! in the
sbfubWry; it sxm «y>n bn. k again, and bruugUt out
HWth.T d.Oil rut and routitwud doing so until r^ur or five

rate wt- iirrttd out. The v 1 mii *

'

h -ijMitchfd

the rats <juickly, for tht^ whott- kdhng and carrying ont
were done in a few minutes. W«> are told 1>y lone
writers on natural history that molee skin the worms
IW^ore tltey eat them ; the rnoh* in its torn is skinned
bj^ i)ie weasel, and vet^ n^atty it is dene. We ar« also

iaforuied thut thf weasei passes the greaff^ piirt «f the

day in sleepin;:. uiul rrot^es the night tW its times of

exercise and eating ; but the abovt; trrtu«ji tiuns were
dbwc in daylitrht. P. Mtteletntif, TUan, Slirfiitff.

Comiffrs, 4^., in Llncotnxhirt,—Living in the north-

4Mt corner of Lincolnshire, distant only six miles

from the Oemian OMan, I think perhaps Mr, Tillerj-

will be mnoh surprised to find that even her« I csn

speak as to the hardiness of some of the recently intro-

iia^ied C-onifer?. Some years ago it was thought thnt

vary few evergreens would Himrish in thiw part qS thr

eaointry, and certainly in my rememhmnee a gjrsat

ckange has taken place in the temperuture» owing no
dpubt to the ^ectual drainage of the land, aud the
Grass land having come under the plough. Five years
u^o I commciu:td the formation ot a garden out of a
IMouglted aeld, not the very bast of soils. I drained it

nearly 3 feet d. . p, trmche^ it 2 feet, aud pUnted th«
evergreens. Tl»e Deodars are now 10 feet high and
very beautifnl; they have never enflVrt.l from frost,

except in the frost of laat spring, which caught them
j«st as they were making their first growth ; that gave
thent a abeck, hut they very Aoon recovered. Ctipressns
Ijawber iatukis l> ftvt. the hardiest of ail trees and one of
Mfttt uuMt beautiful. Tb« toiw.v iug also are {HTfacilj unin-

jured:—Cupressug funcbrip, C. Lawsoniatm, C. excelsa.

Thujopsis borealis, Junipcrus cxcolsa, Thujn gigantea,

Abiea Pinsapo, Finns excelsa, P. Insignis, P. Webbiuna
leading shoot the top killed ; Taxus elegantissima, T.

aurea, Forsythia vjridissima, A AVellingtonia was planted

a year and a half ago j last year it made a leading shoot

of nearly 2 feet and twice the width, and is perfectly

uninjured. Tlte only thing which appears with me to

have suffered is the Pampas Grass; one with 36 s] ik js

of bloom on it is much burned, and some younger ones

look almost killed. The Araucarias are also uninjured,

and the Portugal lisurels, which are 9 and 10 feet high,

have not a leaf touched. /. Deanewaite, Manly Rectory,

near Louth,
Solanum capslcasirum,—During a visit to Berlin in

August, 1858, a small plant with red berries attracted

my attention on one of the flower stalls in the Gen-

d'armes market. Its novelty and beauty induced me
to bring it home, which, after many miphnps, was at

length accomplished. It proved to he Solanum capsi-

castmm, which you have so mnch but not too highly

extolled in a late Number. It continued in full berry

until the following April, so that at least during the

eight worst months of the year it is a highly ornamontal

plant. It has tlourlslied with me in a cool greenhouse

planted in a clayey garden soil with a mi.\ture of leaf-

mould and sand. Tnere are many seeds in each berry,

aud at the end of last April I sowed some in a pot of

sandy soil, in which they germinated freely without

hottom-hoat, and some of these seedlings are now in

berry. I find it very liable to be attacked by aphides,

and this autumn after the berries were full grown and

coloured several fell off without any apparent cause.

Can you suggest a reason ? J^liza Westwood, Henley

Mouse, near Oxford*
Doubtful Permanence of Cross-lreeds,—It is a rather

curious circumstance that the Number of the Gardeners*

Chronicle which contained the description of the new
morii^rel Brassica between the Cauliflower and

Hi usscls Sprout reared by Mr. Lee, and which has

proved true for four goncrations, should also have con-

tained a statement that our great agriculturists are

looking out for some substitute for the Swede Turnip,

which they are uiuiblo to maintain in its true condition.

In this latter case we have, as it seems tome, a striking

instance of the want ofpcraiuuence in these cross-breeds,

uotwithstanding all the care which a strong sense of

their utility has caused to be bestowed upon them. It

IS an instance likewisi' of much importance in a physio-

logicfd point of view n« negativingthe theory that it is,

in a morp o^poclal manner, those species only both of

aniinuls and plants which are useful to man, which are

HubjftTt to pornumeut moditlcation by cross-breeding

ami careful propngatiuu. This is not the place to enter

into nhngtluMK'd diHcussion of thi; t|ue9tiou whether all

thes*' mmlilicutious cither of hyUrida produced by
crowing distinct specie:*, or of mongrels by creasing

viirietii's, would not revert to the old typo of the species

if left to thoiuiiclves, and removed from those causes

either natural or artificial under which they have
(lourisbfHl. antl brought back to those under which the true

»(/«.ies still UouritthiH, I cannot however regard the
adinii^iion of revt'nrion to an original tyjie oUierwise
than as iit oncu contradictory to the theory of progres-

sive dcvolopmcnt, whcthijr for the more especiid benefit

of the individual or of the suocies. Ilcnce. I should not

bs astoniiiUeil to fiitd this new mongrel Bnissica,
nlth<Hi^h it might for a time opntinuo to flourliih in the
soil and situation where it was first produced, loae its

peculiar character under other treatment and in

dilVt-rent soih In like manner also the impossihiUty of
keeping a bif. d true, unlesd friMn time to time it is

country. Mr. WesLwood exhibited a small Lepido-

ptevous larva having eight ventral and two anal prolegs,

which he had received from a correspondent who, whilst

asleep, was roused by a smart bite inflicted on his

instep (followed by a wheal), and who, on examination

of the part affected, discovered the larva exhibited.

Mr. Westwood observed, that although some Lepido-

pte-ous larvae were known to be carnivorous, and to feed

on animal matters of various kinds, and many ofthem on
confinement would devour other larva?, yet (taking it

for granted that the larva exhibited was the real

culprit in this case) this was the first instance he had

heard of their attacking the living human body. The
larva appeared to be that of one of the Tineidse, but

there wa-s no appearance of a case in which it might

have resided. Mr. Westwood also exhibited an elytron

of a common British beetle (Broscus cephalotes) for-

warded to him by Sir Charles Lyell, who had sent it as

that of a fossil beetle, having been obtained from

Mundesley in Norfolk, from a formation containing fish

remains (determined by Agassiz to be such) of extinct

species although associated with recent shells; Mr.
Westwood, however, was of opinion that the elytron

was a recent one, and it was not difficult to account for

its being found in such a situation, as the species is

common under marine rejectamenta on the coast; and

it might readily be supposed that the working of worms
might have carried down so small an article as the

elytron of a beetle. The fact, however, possesses a

certain interest in connection with that of the flint

arrowheads in the drift, which is attracting so

much attention at the present time. Dr. Allchin

exhibited a small brass flask about 2 inches

high, constructed for introducing small quantities

of chloroform into pill boxes containing living

Lepidoptera for the purpose of stifling then), he

and other entomologists having experienced much
inconvenience in using chloroform for this purpose when
engaged in collecting, and the instrument exhibited

was calculated to remove all difficulty, as by it a single

drop could be obtained without any risk of spilling or

evaporation. A new part of the Society's Transactions

was announced as ready for delivery to the members,

and notice was given of the alterations proposed by the

Council to be made at the anniversary in the list of

council and officers for the ensuing year.

BoTANTCAt OP EDIJ^BUHG^; Dec.S.—Prof Balfour

In the chair. Several donations were announced. The
following communications wore read :

—

J. " On the AnfTufhetic l^.ffects of Chloroform, Ether,

and Amylene on Sensitive Plants" By J. S. Livingston,

Esq, After explaining the method employed in per-

forming the experiments, Mr. Livingston proceeded to

detail such of them as were of a tyjiical character.

The anuisthetio influence it was found proceeded from

leaf to leaf invariably in the descending order, audit

vej'V rarely happened that tin* leaf above the one acted

on was at all disturbed. This effect was first observed

by Professor Marcct, of Geneva, and communicated by

him In a paper to the Socicte de Physique. To what-

ever source this singular phenomenon might ultimately

be traced, whether to a susceptibility of the descend-

ing sap for transmitting narcotic effects, or to the

existence of some yet undiscovered organ which hail

that power, the fact was, at all events, beyond dispute.

To act aside any source of fiiUacy, and subject this

fact to as severe a test as possible, the rootlets of a

Mimosa (Sensitive Plant) were carefully exposed, and

doses of chloroforni, ether, and amylene given, iii order

to see whether it was not possible in this way to

induce a propagation of the influence upwards. In

*'d by individuals of another strain, seems equally every case in which any efl'ect was exhibited, it
•* .

A_ ^i . .1 .. 1 _. .^ ii T
. . ,, '

jj^y^j-jjji^iy proceeded downwards. When ether andin opiKWtion to the development theory, I at*,*, in both
thiUM cases, the eilbvls of Nature to get rid of
nKmatrusillcs, and to revert to the true type of the
sjh^rie^ as crigiuaily created. To say that wild
animHls or planis which keep true to their kind

—

as, far instance, the Kgj'ptinu Ibis (which is

still identical with the indivnUuils found in the mummy
nits)—are only enabled to do so by occasional crosses

wtth intUviduals of the same aperies which have not
sprung from th* same gmndftither or jrreat grand-
father to faHacions. WTio can do!il>t that if there were
by eome acciilent only one piir of the Ibis left in Egypt,
and this pair and thc:r progeny were to oonttnue to
bri'f'd for aiiotber 1000 years, the species wouid not
remain true lit th«' end of that time ? Tbi- theory ?ccms
also r»-futed by the hive bee. Here no crowing \n v. s-

* ^ry, even if hot a single hive were to bo kept trom
year to year, unices we were to fancy that the queen
voluntarily flew away from her 3000 brethren to titnl a

partner amongst the males of some other hive. Where
many hives are kept of course it is not impossible tliat

such croseiag might take place; but it seeuis, even
htjc, beyond the utmost ftretch of probability. I have
tbro%vn out these hiiit< in the hope of indut ing
a disci . on llic!*e and other niiestioBS raised by Mr.
C.-I>arwin in his very renarkable voltime lately pub-
liebed. J, O. Wfst^vod.

octcttcsf*

KKT0W0T.0OTClt : January 2.—J. O. Westwood, Esq^
^T A., in the chair. ||r. Sei&nel Stevens lejc^ilnted a

box of beantifnl inseets of various orders collected in

Siam by M. Moubot, among»t wliich were some inte-

resting novrities. Mr. Urv^e exhibited a specimen of

Libeliula pcHoraiii^ a species of dragon-fly new to this I chloroform.

amylene were employed, no effect, it is true, was pro-

duced ; but in the case of chloroform, instead of the

narcotic intluence attacking first the leaf nearest

the roots, as one would expect d priori, it passed by

four of the leaves, and appearing first at the fifth

proceeded downwards till the first was reached.

De Candolle, in his " Physiologic Vegetale " (II.» P*

868). mentions some experiments made by him, with

sulphuric and nitric acids, on a Sensitive Plant, by

which it was shown that these acid^; cause a folding of

the leaves and a dropping of the petioles in an ascend-

ing order. These experiments had been repeated, and

found substantially correct. A drop of sulphuric or

nitric acid when placed on the lowennost petiole caused

all the leafstalks to fall ranch below a right Rni?!^-

Of tlw three anaesthetic agents employed,
•"JjJ*'"**was found, on the wljole, to act most powerfafty on

Sensitive Hants. \Mth it the petioles always dropped

down to more than a right angle with the stem, while

with chloroform that was rarely the case. With both,

1 the petioles dropped gradually and evenly, unlike what

' they did with ether, in which" case the petioles literaUj

fell down to a degree beyond that with amylene and

chloroform. The following difference was. howevsr,

observable:—In the two Tatter the falling of the lea*

stalk was always accompanied by folding of the pinn*.

while with ether that was not the case, showing thst

with it the effect was more local. When amylene *»*

enijdoyed, the recovery from ansestheeia was TST
sp^y compared with what it was when cbloroform^J
ether was used. Moreover, the pinnm, when ton****

with amylene, folded from apex to base with anjPj'

creasing rapidity, till they sometimes became oonfl****

Tliis was very unlike the regnlar and. If we way^
call it, deliberate folding that took place *»*•

With amylene, however, the pinn»w«<«

•
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alwa^a closely appressed, wliile with chloroform they
were rarely bo. With ether the effect did not show for
«ome seconds, the number of which constantly varied.

II. " On the Primary Use of Ammonia in Vegetable
IfuirUionJ* By Major Hall. The more important
points adverted to iu this paper have already been
given in our columns.

Miecellaneous Communications.—Dr.Balfourexhibited
a stem of Astrapaea Wallichiana, yielding a large quan-
tity of mucilage. When the stem is cxd and put into
alcohol the exudation of this mucilage becomes very
evident.—It was also noticed that some stems of the
Banana in the Botanic Garden, when allowed to dry after
being cat down, showed a large quantity of white crystals
on their surface. These had been analysed by Dr. Simpson
in the University laboratory, and had been found to
consist of chloride of potassium.—Dr. Maclagan, Ber-
nict, sent roots of au Elder tree taken from a water-
pipe, accompanied with the following note:—"The
enclosed production was brought to me by the Superin-
tendent of Works here. When moist it was much
more bulky, but the radicles very brittle. It
occupied and completely obsitructed the main 6-inch
water-pipti leading from the reservoir into the
town of Berwick. The pipe is 8 feet deep, and
covered over with clay puddle, tWough all which, and
through some fissure at a joint, the small rootlet had
penetrated. I asked what were the nearest plants, and
round that the two elders were suspected of being the
culprits, and were accordingly eradicated"—Mr. Pater-
son, of Restalrig Park, exhibited a specimen of Solanum
capsicastrum, covered with Orange berries.
The Jolloiving Office-bearers were Elected :~Vxof.

AUman, president; Dr. W. H, Lowe, Dr. Seller, A.
Murray, and Prof. Balfour, vice-presidents; F.Anderson,
J. G. Booth, jun., George S. Lawson, Dr. Cleland,
A. J. Macfarlan, T. Barclay, John M. Hunter, Dr. John
Sibbald, John Anderson, and W. Ivory, members of
council

; Dr. Greville, honorary secretary ; Dr. Mac-
lagan, foreign secretary; W. Brand. W.S., auditor;* Acill Fraser, treasurer; Neil Stewart, artist; A.
Dickson, curator; and J.Sadler, assistant-secretary and
Mwstant curator. Several gentlemen were elected
orduuiry members.

Ifotktj5 of 35oofesf,

n» SUffy of New Zealand: Past and Present—
Sacage ami Civiiimd. Ity Arthur S. Thomson, M.D.
2 voU, Bmall 8yo. (AJurray.)

A ifood history of Nevy Zealand was much wanted, and
lii-. Arthur Tliom«oii has endeavoured to supply the
deflrienryin (ho two vulumes now before U8. tiavingI— d 11 yeaw in tho colony and ncquired u knowledge
ol the native InngTni-.>, he must In- admitted to be a
good anthcrity for thr -rr.oral stnttm.-nts he has made;
and hit position mm SHrgcon to the 5Ht]» Ilfgiirunt wil!
have cnabUd him t^ take a «lisi>rt>4nnrtte view of th..<r
lui.siuvcssful military proceeding;*, which took place
some few yean ajjo, and aie still thought by most
pmonf to reflect discredit upon the regimental olHcersm oomnnfiiid.

The first part is occupiL*d by an
country and its native inhabitants;
«n«ng other mattera a sketch of iti

natural history, and many details
cUniaU, together with an aocount of the habits of the
nativea. their Jaws, superstitions, customs, husbandry,
diMBea, ic ITie accond part is entirely compoved of
» hisU)ry of the islands from their diaooverv up to
their first regular coloniiatiou in 1839. wben'Captain
liotMon waa app<jintod Governor, and o

" "

political events up to June, 1859. Th.
PMt ia devoted to a consideration nf \

account of the
comprtlienduig
geography and
regarding its

are

Mtuuated

•y food mapa and H.-ver sketchefl of scencrv Acarmmg which a view by Lance^^rjeanfc Willi.ig, of I

the r«puT»e of a storming party of English troop, in an '

•ttempt to Uke a native atockadc, is far from beinjr the
maMt intewiting, *
n. Tu

writ«» with facility, describes with clew-

on a huge block of pumice-stone standing upright on
the solitary path between the boiling lake of Rotoma-
hana and Taupo; bnt Governor Grey requires no mural
monument to keep his memory alive in Xew Zealand,
for by the present generation of natives he will be
spoken ofas the capturerofRuapekapeka andRauparaha,
and the subduer of Heke and Rangihaeata; they will

also remember him for the schools and hospitals he esta-

blished and endowed, for passing an ordinance which pre-
vented them purchasing spirits and gunpowder, for
friendly feelings towards them, for the Resident Magis-
trates' Act, and for rescuing from oblivion some of their

best ancient songs and legends. By the settlers he will

be remembered as the last Governor who had despotic
power, for the peace and prosperity his rule brought to
the country, for his cheap land regulations, for retarding
self-government for five years, and for laying the
foundation of a constitution more liberal than that of
the United States. He was not, however, very popular
with the colonists; and no man armed with despotic
power ever can be so among a community of Anglo-
Saxons. Irresponsible rulers have, nevertheless, this

satisfaction; if they do good, they invariably become
popular after they have gone, for, like death, their
departure • openeth the gate to good fame and extin-
guisheth envy.*

"

One of the most curious parts of these volumes is

the account of the cannibalism, happily now extin-
guished, for which the New Zealanders once were noto-
rious. It would appear that these savages were not
habitually man-eaters ; they only devoured in triumph
or revenge their captives or the dead who were killed
in battle. The origin of their horrid practice is described
by the New Zealanders themselves in different ways.
One story "relates that a whale was stranded, contain-
ing the spirit of the deified man TutunuL The animal
was consequently sacred. A man named Kae ato a
portion of this whale, which sacrilegious act was equi-
valent to eating the body of Tutunui. In revenge, the
descendants of Tutunui killLnl and ate Kae. Kae's
friends in return ate one of Tutunui's Ueacendants, and
thus commenced cannibulism,and a cause waa givenforits
continuance. * * #

" Wliether or not cauuibulism commenced im-
mediafoly after the advent of the New Zfalanders
from Hawaiki, it is nevertheleai certain that uno of
TH«f(nan*fl sailors was oaten in 1012; that Captain Cook
hail a boat's crew eaten in 1774; that Minion dePresne
and many other navigators mot this horrible end; and
that the pioneers of civilisation and succeaaiTe mis-
fcionarici* have all borne testimony to the universnl pre-
valence of cTinnihalirtm in New Zealand up to the year
1810. It is impossible to state how many Now
ZeAlandcrs wuic annually devoured; that the number
was not BniJiU may bo inferred from two facts
authenticated by KuropLau witneases. In 1822, Hongi's
army ate 300 peraona after the .capture of Totara, on
the river Thames; and in 1836, during the Uotorua

ar, (JO human beings woro cooked and eaten in two
da^s. Tho perwotii eaten were enemiea slain in battle,
and_ men, women, and children taken prisoners. The
bodies of the last two were seldom eaten, and canni-
balism was rarely priu-tiscd during pence. When slaves
were eatuu iu pcuceful timub by chiefs, political motives
were tin -,.]ct causes of this unuhual occurrence.
There are few New ZcuVmi^vya above 40 year« ot age
who have not partaken of humHU fltsh, a .sure proof of
the former prevalence of eannibalism in the country."

Tlie natural history of the islanda is but slightly
sketched in, and differs in nothing from what is already
well known. We may, however, quote a short but
graphic description of a Now Zealand forest :—

" Indescribable is tho charm of New Zealand tbrests
f^>r the lovers of nature. There arcnerutions of nolile
trees an _u decaying, and fresh generations rising
up around the mf>ss-covercd trunks of fallen patriarclm.
The profound silence wVich reigns in these regions
produces a pleasing ghnim on the mind, and tlit eceue
displays bettor than the most cltmic architecture the
grandeur of repoee. Noaound is heard save the falHn"- of
tree^ or the parrot*' shrill screech, aa bird* winch
enliven the ouUkirs of fore»U are mute in their
interior. Around the graves of past generations of
tf. '

- ^
notklunagg with ikilh And mn«fTo\„™-'J"r"r_' H ,.^'.»« '""" »* hushed into stillneM, while the tops of

the living geuciation are agitated with gales and
breezes. At Christuia,-. the Tuhutukaua (Metrosideros)
w covered with scuilet flowers, and is then the moit
gaudy of forest trees; and the Elmu (Dacrydiuni
cupressinum) po«QMM a nulincholy beauty and an
uide8CTib»l>le grandeur. Few of the Pin. iccal to ibe

wurtworihy anthority in all matters that have come
hu per«toai obeervation. His opini-ns concern.

xLv*^ ?t
^^^^^ ^^^y »ettlers, the pr- -dlng^ of the

^^/Jealand Comi^Kiny, and the unftucoe«rf\i1 militaryT^ni , all which he discuases at length, n)ay not
•""Veftalasacnt-butwft think fhAr««.:n K„^„f..

*iV>n1onas

a«rg»Gry,

Sil^ ^^Tir^ ^Z •*5^>«^ **•«" !»• obtained"• Becretanr of State'spMlMon to return to England.
•• M i-^aiy necasMnr to state that his approaching

ore was viewed with different feeliuga at the
•ettlCTHCTil^ a)thmi?h from most of them he
•om« pleMUDf testimonial. The aborurines
hu d«i»rt«r6 with regret. From tribes

gliah MttUmentt, from trib^ at a

4^ a.jK..
=" ^.*1>*^" '^ ^^ ^»«ght for and against

,_ "WiWi uudranes were sent to Governor Grey,

i.. and «ih-. ..-J5!Ilf"l!^ "1*^ atUcbmmt: 13 feet hi^h, wh^se eggs w« so large

with w^ W«t«l ornamenU alm^ never
j
wonW not bav. ^ ru7^ -nffl r.n/^«ip«5o.« «gg p,^^^Kwrnrnfr /pveu to him ; aonpi „..ecotn. gB«n to h-v^ r. .Hy f xtmcf . ^ ^

nmu^n *i«'
hvered * • •[ " It U wJii«p«r»(! In Uw colonv," «ye Dr. TJi on.rvwno^ ttwetta Mtivee neuited out »« .» ..,,.- ^:-*.»^ j^tm »tiU hv. ,„ tbe solifttd^ ui th*»

been seen alive since 1650. From all accounts7~thi
moas were extirpated by natural causes, and the arrival ef
the Aborigines in the country, who slaughtered them
for their flesh, bones, and feathers ; the flesh and ejrgs
were eaten, the bones were converted mto fishhooks, the
skulls were used for holding tattooing-powder, and tk«
feathers were celebrated as ornaments for the hair.
The natural causes which hastened the extinction of
moas were the geological changes which ages had pro-
duced on the country; New Zealand was perhaps a
greatcontineiit when the moas were first created, as it is

difficult to conceive that such gigantic birds were ever
hatched to live and die in the small portion of the globe
now known by that name.'*
The climate of New Zealand has long enjoyed a greal

reputation. Dr. Thomson is of opmlon that it fully
deserves it.

"No season can be reckoned unhealthy in Kew
Zealand. Even the winter months, which within the
temperate zone invariably cause most deaths, pass over
the settlers almost unindicated by an increased
mortality. New Zea?and will be found an invaluable
residence for Europeans who have lost their health m
India, China, or the warm districts of Australia. This
is proved by the low mortality which occurs in New
Zealand from fevers, liver complaints, and diseases of
the stomach and bowels; maladies which drive
Europeans from India and the tropics to search for
health at the Cnpe of Good Hope, E^^ypt, Malta, and
other countries. To *old Indians,' who have sufifered
from no obvious organic disease, but whose mhids and
bodies are exiiausted by the high temperature of the
tropics. New Zealand will be found a peculiarly healthy
residence. * * * It would be foreign to speculate heve on
the causes which produce this remarkable salubrity of the
cliiuatu of New Zealand to Anglo-iSaxons; b»it it pro-
bably arises from the evenness of the temperature at
all seaaons, the constant agitation the wind produces
in tho atmosphere, and the circumstanco that, from
whatever quarter the wind blows, it pjt««e« over a wide
expanse of ooonn ; in addition to which the country
contains few phynical sources of disease."

l^nt perhaps the part of these volumes which will
have most interest with our readers is the last, in whiclk
the autlior oflers a good deal of advice to emigrants.
With a few extracts Irom this chapter we must break
off:

—

•'There is no practical use in weighing one eotony
agiunst anuthor, oa that country is tho (^est for the true
emigrant where food gruwa fast, the climate is healthy
and pleasant, and the race dues not degenerate; where
good land is rheiip, and the people govern theiuselves;
where life and proj>crty are safe, futl and water abun-
dant, and competence follows moderate industry.
It is my own conviction that all these requisites arc-
found more developed in New Zealand than in say
other English colony. There are several proofs of tbi«
now beiore me, but the following indirect evidence
appears the most forcible. In 1853, a vessel freighted
with men, woincii, and chihUen, descendants of those
Scotch Highlanders who settled iu Nova Scotia about
the beginning of the century, arrived in the harbour of
Auckland. 'I'hese emigrants spoke the language ot the
Gael, and had preserved unadulterated among theiM
customs long since neglected in their Atherland. Ih
1851, they migratoil from Nova Scotia and Canada to
Australia, but finding the snmmer-hcat in that conti-
nent liarder to boar than the seven months of winter in
North America, they left it for New Zealand, and
settled in one of tho beauliiul inlet harbours on the
eastern ahoios of the North Island, where they
now sojoiun prosperous and happy. Since that
year other ahijjs ludin with emigrants have urrived
at Auckland from North America, and * stream
of emi^;rution is pouring in from that country.—One
of the most agreeable circumstancPR connected with
the country is the attachment settlers acquire for it
after a fow years' residence, and the ease with winch
they coiijc to regard it as their luLure island home-
This attachinout may be attributed to several causef,,
nut tile h'u,>t prominent of which is the mountainou*
chnractor of the country, as few become similarly
attached to the broad and arid plains of Australia.—
Men in the middle ranks of life in Engluud, with «
little capittd, find themselves in the first rank in New
Zealand. To hold this j»osition, sobri(;ty, intelligence,
and indu-^try, the only talents which stwd the ttsi of
time, are indi«pensable; without these gcntieioen's
descend into the ranks (jf the working classes with them
mechanicV sous bevuine gentUuMu. ;Since the esta-

of respuni»ible government every po^ of
save (hit of governor, ij* In tli • people's B«i

I iM>ru tu iXvA' Uieoiustitutiuti i^b in_ _ __ . ._ I''

(t>am»nara australts) is the only Pinej become drivers of the vehicle in Now Z«aUnd
bearing a cone, and the male and female cooes are | ambitious of kesgrfng gigi^ genuel -^ttler- .uu*
found on the same tree,

"Trarelleis talk of the solitude oif the forests,
Imt there is society in trees » hich men miss ou immense
pUins; it is on the prairie alone that the solitary
traveller has m seosntion o( loneliness, feels thai be is in
the world and does not belong to it, that he is a solitary
wanderer ou a vast ooeanTets desert without land-
marks."
The great wiw^: ^ ..^jhant-footed birdji called Moas,

n feet hii?h. whose

—i^'^iw^ ttweiae Miivee peuited out to me, " tint
-""^^ 'U. a; which <»!r (leorge Grey cat iu 1S50 JdUdk idle awry, as au lAfV# mc ivt*

! strong muscles and stout hearts, haters of mammf
labour, and uuusod or unwillln;;, as tbc txprwwfre

colonial phruae foaSr to • roagh it,' were bettar at

home if tl . »n live at all; whih> married wonMA,
more d' > ply versed in ball-mom gossip than tn the arts

of boding and frying, slitmld set their Amms agftiast

emigration unless they intend to turu over a new leaf.

Unmarried girls maymi^p-ate, bat they uiosteiiikdeiMIRl

to beeame osefbl as well as ameiiihle ; mauv fMi
lMyn4*st it'ttl \mm r«in<dl)y 1, 'ng flnr .->

for wives.— Hith .W w Z ' 1 l»s J««^ *

favonnte retreat tor hr ' nihtwn y -g g»^
who ncvrr proiper. While th.-.f mtm&fU^ ^-

aboot hotels I whm it is goM tbey Smpgmr. >

ae the drunkard*sf€V«rs Oth*r*>, wbo hire
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exhausted the kindness of rich relations, return home,

where they abuse the land they have left as a fine

colony only in books ; a few wander into the interior, and

lead an idle independent life, trading with the natives.

Professional men, unsuccessful in England from the

number of competitors for public favour, occiisioually

prosper, but industry and application to business are as

requisite in New Zealand as in England. High autho-

rity declares that *the poor shall never cease from the

land;' but in New Zealand those only are poor who
from sickness cannot, or from idleness and intemperance

will not work/'

The Post Magazine Almanac and Insurance Direc-

tory (Pateman), price 6(/., consists Of 144 closely printed

pages relating entirely to Fire and Life Insurance Com-
panies, rates of premium, directors of such bodies, com-

panies winding up, together with the usual miscella-

neous information found in other almanacs.

Thesaurus Capensis, or Illustrations of the South

African Flora, by Dr. Harvey, Part III., contains ex-

cellent figures and accounts of the following rare

plants:—No. 51, Tryphostemma Sandersoni, a Passion-

dower-like plant with blossoms no bigger than

those of Chickweed ; 52, Triumetta trichocarpa

;

53 and 54, Brachycorythia ovata and pubcscens; 55,

Habenaria arenaria; 56, Stenoglottis fimbrlata, the

four last small flowered terrestrial Orchids ; 57,

Rhamphicarpa tubulosa, a handsome herbaceous plant

with large white flowers, but we fear uncultivable ; 58,

Nycterinia natalensis, a little gem with brilliant white

flowers, crimson at the back ; 59, Cycloptychis virgata,

a Cixicifer; 60, Cadaba natalensis, a curious Capparid;

61 and 62, Erythrina Sandersoni, a superb Leguminous
plant, with close oblong heads of large dull crimson

flowers ; a fine thing for gardens ; 63, Lotononis mono-
phylla^ 64, Crabbeaangustifolia, an Acanthad; 65,CJssn3

lanigera, a Vine of no beauty, but considered by the Zoo-

loos, who call it " Tambesi," a specific for the toothache;

^, Raphionacme purpurea, a tuberous Ascleplad ; 67,

Gomphocarpus truncatus; 68, Diconia Zeyheri, a hand-
some white " Everlasting ;*\69, Corymbium congestum ;

70, Rumorphia Dregeana, a little Aster-like shrub ; 71
and 72, Rafnia crassifolia and lancea, two Broom-like
shrubs; 73, Hiblscns pusillus, an extremely pretty

perennial, with great red or yellow flowers, which
certainly ought to be introduced from Grahamstown,
where it is common in fields ; 74, Combretum holoseri-

ceura ; and 75, Combretum Zeylieri.

We iire glad to see that a second edition of Captain
Haidy'fi Sow to repel Invasion has been already issued

(Hurawieke). Our own opinion of the value of this

pamphlet has been lately expressed (see p. 711 of last

year).

—

On the Keces.tif^ of a more effectual Si/stem of
National Defence^ by the late Earl of Selkirk
(Hatchards), is a pamphlet of 79 pages, written in the
year 1808, but re-issued now by Sir Jolm Wedtlerburu,
as a valuable contribution to the great subject which is

now occupying all meifs minds. The remarks it con-
tains on volunteers uro prpbably applicable to the
present state of that movement. We hope, however,
the rcsnnrccs of the country will not be again applied
to the formation of local militia regiments, advocated
by Ijord Selkirk, for we remember enough of them to
know that a more worthless undisciplined force could
not begot together.

—

Spain and the War with Morocco
(Ridgway) is a pamphlet by Mr. Dalhousie Ross, who
appeals " to that great engine of public opinion—the
press of England—to watch with a more friendly
feeling the aspirations of a people which, though of late
years they have fallen a little behind u3 in wealth and
commercial prosperity, is a great nation, an old ally of
England, and worthy in very many respects of our
admiration and esteem.*' As Mr. Ross is well acquainted
with Spain, having resided in that country for many
years, his views are entitled to attention.

Dog is free from these defects, and is, therefore, a more

agreeable companion than the King Charles or the

Blenheim Spaniels. As the name implies, it was origi-

nally brought from Malta. It is a very scarce animal,

and at one tjme was thought to be extinct ; but there

are still specimens to be obtained by those who liave no

objection to pay the price which is demanded for

these pretty little creatures. Hoxdledge's Ilhistrated

Natural History.

The Tea Tree in India.— Mr, Henry Mann, an

enterprising gentleman who left China about five years

ago, has introduced the Tea tree to Southern India,

having formed a plantation on the Neilgherries, which

is now flourishing. The Madras Government^has lately

published an interesting report upon the subject. The

plantation is situated about 2k miles above Coonoor, at

an elevation of 6000 feet, with an exposure to the

north-east, and contains about 6000 plants. The ground

occupied is about 4 acres. The plantation is on a slope.

The forest laud Is found most suitable for the plants.

It now only remains to test the leaf and to procure

skilled manufacturers. Tliis the Government were

asked to do by the Conservator of Forests, but the

application has been refused on the grounds of the in-

expediency of Government interference with private

enterprise. The importation of skilled manufacturers

on speculation will not probably be ventured upon by

any private individual for many years. The cultivation

of Tea in the hill districts of India seems to be spread-

ing fast, and as these are the localities recommended
for European colonisation, we may yet see India rivalling

China in this trade, and sturdy Anglo-Saxon pickers

depicted on the Tea chests instead of almond-eyed, long-

tailed men of China.

—

.Bengal Rurkaru,

Trade Lists ReCEn-£c.—James Lothian's List
of Garden. Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, Imple-
ments, &c.. Glasgow.—A Catalogue of Selected Vege-
table and Flower Seeds, sold by Thoma3 Kennedy k
Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dumfries.—Catalogue
of Forest, Ornamental, and Fruit Trees, Shrubs. &c..
with short descriptive notices of the principal Conife-
rous Plants; also Descriptive Catalogue of Select
Vegetable and Flower Seeds for 1860; W. Drummond
& Sons, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Stirling; and 58.
Dawson Street, Dublin.

Miscellaneous.
TX^ Maltese Bog.—X very celebrated, but ex-

tremely rare, *• toy " dog, is the Maltese Dog, the
prettiest and most loveable of all the little pet dogs
The hair of this tiny creature is very long, extremely
silky, and almost unique in its glossy sheen, so beauti-
fully fine as to resemble spun glass. In proportion to
the siie of the animal, the fur is so long that when it
if in rapid movement, the real shape is altogether
lost in the streaming mass of flossy hair. One of
these animals, whicli barely exceeds 3 lbs in weight
measures no less than 15 inches in length of hair across
the slioulder?. The tail of the Maltese Dog curls
akrongly over the back, and adds its wealth of silken ,

fur to the already superfluous torrent of glistemng

!

tresses. It 18 a lively and very good-tempered little
j

animal, emleanng itself by sundry curious little ways '

to those with whom it is brought In contact The
"toy" spaniels are subject to several mipleasant habits
such as snoring anu offensive bieath, but the Maltese

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &C.—Where the twiners for covering

the roof are grown in boxes, or have but limited root

room, as much of the surface soil should be removed
annually as can be done without seriously injuring the

roots, replacing it with some good rich, fresh material,

and this cannot be done at a better season than the

present. The conservatory or show-house should now or

very soon be full of floral beauty. Camellias, Luculias,

Epacrises, Heaths, Primulas, Mignonette, IVee Violets,

Cinerarias, Daphne indica, and many other showy
things, may easily be had in bloom about this time;
and, with proper convenience, a few Roses and other
forced plants, as Oranges, bulbs, &,c., should also be
coining in, and will greatly assist in maintaining the
gaiety so desirable in this house.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—There is often considerable difficulty expe-

rienced ill getting the requisite number of plants to show
fruit at this season, and where this is the case every
advantage should be taken of mild weather to maintain
a brisk temperature, which may be kept at from 70**

to 75° by night, and 80"* to 85° by day. The difiiculty

of getting plants to show fruit is generally the result
of their growth not having been properly matured in
time to allow the plants a period of comparative rest
before subjecting them to forcing with the view of
getting them to show fruit, and where any difficulty

of this kind is experienced timely attention should be
given to the preparation of the plants for another
season, which is the only means of having them at
command. All that can be done this season, how-
ever, with backward plants will be to take advantage
of any bright weather that may occur to maintain
a brisk temperature, letting it rise to 80° or 85°
with sunshine, and 70° to 75° should be secured at
night. Maintain a moist growing atmosphere, but
do not syringe plants overhead that are showing
fruit. Also see that the roots are in a properly
moist state, using tepid water where any is wanted.
ViNEEY.—In houses being started use means to get the
buds to break regularly, and where necessary bend the
Vines, raising the backward buds to the highest point;
maintain a moist atmosphere, and sprinkle the Vines
morning and afternoon. Wlien the buds begin to break
the night temperature may be increased a few degrees,
but it should not exceed 55** until they are all fairly
stiirteil, and 65*^ by day should not be exceeded except
with sunshine and air. Rub 03" all superfluous buds,
taking care to leave the stronger ones, but in cases where
there is any fear about the show of fruit, it will be
advisable to leave all promising buds until the bunches
can be perceived. It is only in cases, however, where
the Vines are in a bad state that there need be any fear
about destroying all superfluous buds as soon as this
can be done. Admit air on every mild day, using a suf-
ficient amount of fire -heat to maintain the proper tem-
perature. Look well to the border, and see that it is
protected from wet or sudden changes of weather ; and,
where fermenting materials are used, turn them as often
as necessary, adding a small quantity of fresh leaves
and dung, in order to maintain a steady heat.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
_

Let the most be made of favourable weather while
it lasts to pnsh forward new work and all out-door
operations. Where the turf is at all unlevel time
should be spared in course of this or next month to
repair this, as if lifted later than February it mi^ht
require some attention to get it to take quickly. Unle'vel
turf is an eyesore the season round, and it makes the

mowing more tedious and diflicult, hence it is worth au

effort to spare time to make whatever little repairs may
be necessary here. Sweep lawns occasionally to clear
them of fallen bits of branches, &c., and use the roller

here and on gravel frequently to secure a. firm smooth
surface. Let the stock of plants, except those that may
be wanted to furnish cuttings, be freely exposed to air
whenever the weather will admit, so 'as to keep them
hard and render them less liable, to damp oft' in the event
of their having to be kept covered up for some time.
Any of the stock from whici many cuttings are wanted
should be removed to a light warm situation without
loss of time, first washing the pots and clearing and
adding a little fresh soil to the surface of the ball. Some
kinds of Verbenas, &c.,are very subject to mildew when
placed in heat in the winter season, but this is easiU-

kept in check by means of sulphur, only let the sulphur
be applied the moment the pest makes its appearance,

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any planting of fruit trees still remains to be done

this should be seen to very soon, and every available
despatch used to get it completed. If it is worth while
to occupy ground with fruit trees, and incur the
expense, &c., of planting them, it certainly is worth
consideration whether the ground is in the best possible
state of preparation for being planted with fruit trees
and to incur any expense and trouble which may be
requisite in order to render the ground as suitable as can
be made for the kind of trees with which it is to be
planted. To do this is seldom a work involving much
direct outlay, for provided the ground is well drained,
there is little else required except labour, mjiterials for
concreting, and a su]>ply of good loamy soil, all of
which can generally be obtained about most places.
But it is useless to plant trees except there is a filr

prospect of their doing well, and the necessary prepara-
tions lor securing this can be more conveniently,
cheaply, and efficaciously made before planting thnn
afterwards, and the requisite preparations should be
made, even if doing this should necessitate putting
off planting until another season. Push forward the
digging or trenching as the case may be, and get all

vacant ground turned over as soon after this as circum-
stances will admit.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the Week ending Jan. 1-2, 1850, asob5er\edat the Horticultural Ganlena

January

Prirtay 6
Satur. 7
Sunday 8
Mon. 9
TucB. 10
Weil. 11

Thurs. 12
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Jan.

QQ v^ Tehperatubb.
I 1

13
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1

1
1
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29.831 29.175 4-2 2a 33.5 45.i N.
14 30.212 30.009 43 28 35.6 45 45 W.
o 30.2'.i4 30.244 46 24 , 35.0 43 44 s.w.
16 30.233 SO (183 47 27 37.0 42i 43i s.
17 30.162 30.134 42 30 36.0 42 43 N.
18 30.125 29.')82 43 32 375 42i 43 E.
1» 30.043 3<t.028

1^ .

4&
1

30 37.5 43 42i F.

30.129 2>».963 44.0 ' J8.0 36.0 43.4 43,8
'
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.08
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.02

M
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.01

6—Cloudj-and fine; clear; frosty*
— 7—Fine; clear; »arge halii rouiiti the mooa.
— 8—Lightly OTcrea>t; fine; clear; frosij\;
— 9—rrosty; fo^jcy ; partially overcast ; hazy.
— 10—i'ossy; Lazy; densely overcast at Dight,
— U—"Fosf^y throughout ; hazv; overcast.
— 12—Fosicy throughout.

Mean tr-niperatureof the week, equal to the average.
KECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.

Durin;c the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Jan- 21, 1860-
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Sumlay 15,

,

Moil. 16

Tues. 17»-
Wed, 18,,
Thura. 19..

Friilay 20. •

Satur. 2L.

41.4

41.9 1

42.7
42.9

43,0

42.3
43.5

29.1

31.2

31.3

31.6
30.3
31.0

i 32.6

35.2

36.6

37.0

37.2
36.6

36.7

38.1

U
19
12

14
14
13
14

0,54 in.

0.34
0.48

0.55

0.8S

0.65

0.43

3

4

3

9

The hi^'hest temperature during the above period occurred on the Idth,
1828-therm. 60 dex. ; and the lowest on the 19th, 183S—therm. 4i deif.

below zero.

Notices to Correspondents.
CucaMBERS

: / S. Cuthill's Black and White Spine ; or if you
waut a large kind for purposes of exhibition, then we would
recommend yoa to obtain Butler'a Empress Eugenie.}

Honey : Wrexham. It is impossible to say whether this ia

adulterated without having a sample to examine. That a

great deal is so is well known.
Income Tax : ^ £, We cannot make ourselves legal advisers.

If the Commissioners will not believe you or vour books,
you must put yourself into the hands of your solicitor.

Insects: T M. The branches sent are bored into by the cater-

pillars of the Wood Leopard or Goat moths. They may be

expelled by blowing tobacco-smoke into their burrows. Tlie

couspicuoua moths must also be sought for and destroyed
next June. W.

Names of Fruits: Enquirei-. Your Grape appears to be tbe

Bl;\ck Morocco.
II

^ ^*
Names of Plants: We have been so often obli-ed to relate
tantly decline naming heaps ofdried or other plants, that we
venture to request our correspondents to recollect that w«
never have or could have undertaken an unlimited duty "^

tuis icind. Young gardeners, to whom th&se remarks more
especially apply, should b^ar in mind ttiat, before applying to

us for assistance, they should exhaust their other means o

graining information. We cannot save them the trouble of

examimng and thinking for themselves; nor would it be

that most willingly Itia now requested that, in future, n^

T)?. p ^"
"""^l

P^^'"^^ ^^y be sent us at one time.--
TAojr. noberts. Vanda tricolor, from the East Indies, nfj

ff?H
**« Tbere are no Vandas in America.-/ S T. the pretty

little bolanumcap3icastrum.-^r£ryf«. We cannot undertake
toeaywhattheHieraciums which you have sent are c^^m the writings of the latest describers of the genus. Di?^
ences which are not distinctions blend insensibly id*J

A^ I'
J?"™*yrefertheraallto H. sabaudum. HP^^

desire to determine them yourself we would refer you ^Mr. Backhouses Monograph of the British Hieracia,
^bere

the supposed species are described with great care, ana ^much exactness as ia possible where no characters can ^
rehed upon.

Neviusia ALABAMENsis: Clapt<m. This ia a shrub relatedJ^Kemajaponica, and named by Asa Gray after the WJ":
K D. ^e^^u3. We have not seen the plant, and are do^

aware of its being in cultivation.

4
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/•-lOLLEGE OF AGRICULTUKE and CHEMISTRY,
\J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Keunington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the Colleg-e comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursTiits ofAgriculture,
Eugineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every descrii)tion are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

w

ARTIFICIAL MANURES. &c.— iManut'aoturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

mav obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
Ac., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, &c. , and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

OxVDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Have the following MANURES ready for delivery :—
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
BLOOD MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
URATE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
SUPERPHOSPHATE MINERAL.

London Manure Company also supply PERUVIANGUANO (direct from Messrs. Gibbs & Sons), SULPHATE of
AMMONIA. NITRATE of SODA, CRUSHED BONES, and
every other Manure of known value, all of which they warrant
strictly genuine. Wholesale dealers supplied.
116. Fcnehurch Street, E.G. Edw. Pur^r, Secretary.

EST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
LAND DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in 1S44.
Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1848.

Draining, Inclosing, Imgatiug,Warping, Road Making, and
all kind of Land Improvements, executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties, and the whole cost can be made
a Permanent Charge on the Lands, or redeemable in a cerbiin
number of years. Bidwell & Brodie. Secretanes.

Offices : Exeter ; and 30, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

The

ESTABLISHED 1812.
MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to take

orders for their special MANURES for 1860, which they
unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at
the lowest possible price, viz.
TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto
GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

foUowing

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto
BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
or LIME, itc, all of which are wan-anted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor & Rvland. Birmingham and Chester.

MR. J. B. LAVVES manufactures the
MANURES :—

TURNIP MANURE ..

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME
MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
BARLEY MANURE

NB. Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO direct from Messrs
Gibbs, NITRATE of SODA. SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and
other Chemical Manures.
.i.^'t^^^'^'^^^UJ^^-^^^UVIAN GUANO is proved to be
the best and cheapest Artificial Manure for Wheat, at Autumn
sowmg.
American decorticated Cottou-seed Cake of best qualitv

supplied at the market price.
Offices: 1, Adelaide Place. London Bridge. E.G.

£6
6
5
8

6
6

5

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

}
to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to
Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incun-ed.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Makiug, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.—

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W. To Landowners, the
Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c., in England and Wales
and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Impn.vement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Inigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting for any beneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming puqioses.

S. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parhament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and tlie Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, wliicli are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

Dodder
the pest

every one
cognisant

beginning

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATFD .^^.^ \5
*1^7"^t ?^ apply

SUPERPHOSPHATE HPT rVrV /y/.- '

^'^^^ Roi^ourable William Napier, Managing Director
Phn^nh^riV A^i7 1 11

^-^ LIME; guaranteed to contain i 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W
"^t-^oi,

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic ' — i-e
,
o. n

.

Pho:^phate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tothe preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

J^OYAL SOCIEXr OFAGRICULTURAL
ENGLAND.

CANTERBURY MEETING, JULY, 3S60
The PRIZE SHEETS for the above Meeting can be had onbe very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very '^'l^ Y-^^^^.^^ . o ^ ..

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises ^PP^ieation to the Secretary, 12, Hanover Square, London Wyour concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Te^^timoTiiaTs, m'v^ ^ ^^ ^^ - w ^ v --^
i co^%u?tonXUv?^.oX^^'"^^^^ ^^ ^^•^^^•^-' ^^^^' ^^^ ^flttrulttttal (Bmtttt
]VriJRSEKYMEN supplied with the best genuine

i.n ^^'^J^''^^P.lF'^^^^ ^^- P'^^ ^^'*- ^°y quantity lessthan half a cwt. lOrf. per lb. The above article is warranted
^^mune.-Address Tum Bryast, Messrs. Jackson and Sons,robacco Manufacturers, Lady Lane, Leeds."^^

1 S K U R S T COMPOUND
PATENTED,

FOR PREVENTINO AND DESTROYING

SATURDAY, JANUARF U, 1860.

G
HED SPIDER
THRIPS
AMERICAN BLIGHT

MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

MEALYBUG
SCALE
ANTSBED BUGS, &c..

And useful in winter dressing.
Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Oardenine Press hpp
Gardeners' Chronicle of 9th April and 16th July 1S59 and"Cottage Gardener," 12th JuYy, and has been fl^-oSy^e
S^'ong whom are- ^ '^'°' gardening authorities,

Mr. Judd, of Aithorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Mr. Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messi-s. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. J:is. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

F^KnJ*'i"''ir^^
Ni^serymen and Seedsmen throughout

J^ngland, Scotland, and Ireland use it. have taken in supplies.

Sals ^'3,^1?^'*^*'^ to sell smgle boxes-price Is. for^fiS

^^d^f;,U^' orte '^' ^ '"'* ^"'^ testimonials and

poT^^.^''^'^^^"^*^^ ^°^ Seedsmen supplied by
™£E1PatehtCandle Company, Limited/lLondon.

"F*0,i^«^?^T?-r~^^^^^"^^^'l ^y ^^^ Majesty, the
HlTGra^P f>f ' f?^i ^""YV^ Northumberland for Syin House

'• FRIGI DOMo" "Tp
^0^^'IN<J and EVENING FROST,

•ad WcK)I a nplrJ?; ^^"""'f
^^^"^ ""^ P^^^^*^ prepared Hair

^here^r i? ,^^ f-

^^^-^^d^ctor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
aU Scuitur^f^inn"^' a

fixed temperature. It is adapted for

i'niitaand S^p f'
^^"^"'tural purposes, for preserving

»iad7from V^v! ^?^ '^f
Bcowhing rays of the sun, from

*>eW S^n^^n "^V^*^^ *^*^ ^^°°^ morning frostJ. To
Twov?M^?5*l'"^^^ lengths.

Pon yf^ '^e. 1»- 6d. per yard
*^^ar.3v. per yard; also,

^rrul?^\^ ^^^^ y^'^'" ^<*«. 2.. 6d. per yard run.

-;— The inventor of the moveable cattle-shed,
noticed in our columns a fortnight ago, was Mr.
Thomas Ttjenor, of Abbots Bromley, Stafford.
The same post which delivered his letter inti-
mating that he had seen our request for his address,
and conveying his thanks for the favourable
description given of his contrivance, brought us
the melancholy intelligence of his death. Mr.
TtTRNOE was an active land agent in many parts
of the country, and an extensive farmer in the
county of Derby. He died on January 7th, after
a few hours' illness, at "Wallingford, in Berkshire,
whither he had gone on a business engagement.

A correspondent inquires the cheapest
food for cattle—Wheat, Barley, Oats, cake, Maize.
or Beans? At present prices the first of these is
as economical as any. Wheat at U. per lb. is as
cheap a food as can be bought—if we except some
of the cheaper but still somewhat doubtful kinds
of cattle cake. It is used by almost every cattle
or sheep feeder we know; and even the game-
keeper knows nothing cheaner than the best "Wheat
for his birds.

These uses of it must enormously increase its
consumption, and the low price which it maintains
in spite of this unusual demand is as remarkable a
thing in its way as is the high price of mutton in
the face of the enormous supply of sheep weekly
poured into the metropolitan market.

run.

DuKiNG the course of the discussion on the
*' Growth of Seeds," which took place at the
meeting of the London Central Farmers' Club, on
November 7th, it appeared that several of those

__ ^luii who were present were not well acquainted with
Trinitrr.'..""'A'!:i_^-?^^F^„^^'^i£ ^^^ «•>> nTanirfacturer,' 7, i that pest of Clover fields, the Dodder. As inquiry

ierymen f ^jjjQuj^st intellio-ent culti.ators, whom we know to
mat«Mo« -s" '-- W..V i^iugMuiu. lb « mucn cheaper

I ,
° /r j <? -^ v ?i ^^

"."ww cw
. *«M a covcnnp.

'

j have siinered trom it, shows that farmers are not

Seeds

in general aware even of the existence of thepesF,
and those who are have very loose notions as to its
exact nature, a few words on the subject will not
be out of place, notwithstanding the very full
account already given in a past number of this
journal, and notwithstanding the excellent account
of it in the Cyclopedia of Agriculture, where
it is well figured.

or Scaldweed is in some districts

of Beans and Hops, and as such
in Northamptonshire at least was
of it as a troublesome weed at the
of the present century. Improved

cultivation has nearly banished it from our Bean-
fields since that period, and in consequence the
plant is comparatively unknown. Two species
only are natives of this country—the one just
mentioned which occurs in ditches on Nettles,
Thistles &c., and a second smaller species prevalent
in the south of England on Heath, Gorse, Thyme,
and other plants in exposed situations. The Clover
Dodder is reported to have come originally from
Affghanistan with Lucern about 1843, but it was
known to that excellent botanist Mr. BoitKEK in
Sussex many years before, though he had lost
sight of it for some j^ears, till the practice became
more prevalent of importing foreign seeds, to
which the introduction of one or two other weeds
which are now common in our fields may almost
certainly be traced. Another species attacks Flax
and like the Clover Dodder has clearly been
imported.

Dodder in general is propagated by seed like
other flowering plants, but it has a peculiar appear-
ance from its pinkish or yellowish fleshy stems,
resembling wet catgut, which rub over and twine
round everything in their neighbourhood ; from the
total absence of leaves or decidedly green organs in
every stage of growth, and the little globular heads
of wax-like flowers. The seed may easily be
collected in autumn, and the intelligent farmer
will find it an interesting matter to watch their
growth if sowed in a common flower pot in spring.
The seeds soon germinate, sending up alongstraight
thread without a trace of leaves. This gradually
elongates, and if there is nothing present to which
it can become attached it soon perishes. If how-
ever some kind of "Vetch, which for the purpose
should be of tolerably quick growth, be sown with
the Dodder seed, or if the seed be sown in a pot
already containing a well grown plant of Clover,
a curious change takes place. The young threads,
unable to support themselves, fall and come in
contact with the Yetch or Clover ; a little wart
is formed on them at the point of contact, which
ia gradually firmly attached and then becomes
incorporated with the underlying tissues to such
an extent that it is able to imbibe their juices;
and as soon as this connection is established, the
threads die oft' below, all communication between
them and the soil is cut off, and the Dodder, which
twines from left to right about the Clover, lives
like a true parasite at the expense of the plant to
which it has become attached. The growth is then
extremely rapid, and the plant has such powers of
life that the smallest bit which is broken off,

hould it fall on a plant capable of giving its'

nourishment, flourishes and forms a new patch.
When it is once established in the field the best

way is to dig a trench round the patch, throwing
the earth over the infected spot, so as to completely
prevent its growth. If however the Dodder is far
advanced and has formed seed, the whole patch

'

should be carefully grubbed up and burnt, precau-
tion being taken that fragments are not thrown on
the surrounding Clover which is yet clear, or it
will be sure to re-establish itself.

A previous precaution however should be taken,
namely to examine the seed when bought, and if
extraneous matter is mixed with it to submit it to
a tine sieve, No. 17, which will allow everything
smaller than the Clover seed, as is the case with
Dodder seed, to pass through. When the farmer
is once acquainted with the plant, a little care,

except in very aggravated instances will enable
him to save the greater part of his crop. M, J, B.

The application of iron— cast and wrought

—

to

building purposes, has met with a wonderful deve-
lopment during the last 20 or 30 years. At first

and for a long time applied only to mills and
factories, its use, through the influence of the

railway system, was amazingly extended ; till

finally, from being a material almost exclusively

employed by the engineer, it passed into the hands
of the architect, who found in it a readily adapted

and economical material applicable to all the

ordinary constructions with which he is more
exclusively called upon to deal. Taking the most

rapid review of the works which we see carried

out around us in mills, railway, and house con-
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struction, enough will be learned to show its appli-

cability to a wide range of structures, and to

create some surprise that its aid has not been more
extensively demanded in a branch of civil archi-

tecture of great and every day growing importance
—need we say to our readers that we refer to
agricultural huildings.

In its ready adaptation to any plan of arrange-
ment, in the facility with which it enables large
surfaces to l»e quickly covered, and the means
which it places at our disposal to economise space
and concentrate operations—in the strength and
durability of its parts—^^in the comparative im-
munity which it affords from the ravages of fire,
•—and in some forms of construction the ease
with which component parts of the structures
formed of it can be arranged and put together,
even by comparatively inexperienced hands,
we see in iron—in its two forms of cast and
wrought—a facile material of great value to the
practical agriculturist ; one which we think is

destined to play a far more important part in agri-
cultural construction than it has yet done. Those
acquainted with its use in other forms of structure
will readily see its adaptability to those of agri-
culture. For cart and cattle shedding, for outlying
structures of all kinds, bridges, tramways, &o.,
its uses are at once obvious. For the roofing of
various parts of a steading nothing can be more
valuable and easily applied. " On a dairy farm,"
says a distinguished authority, ** a large byre,
capable of containing all the cows of the farm
within llie view of the dairymaid at one time, might
be so roofed in. * • A feeding byre could be
constructed on the game jilan. The threshing-
mill and straw barn might be contained under one
such roof; affording abundance of room in its
width to the water or steam power, to the clean-
ing of the corn in the barn, and to the straw-
cutters, and to the crushing rollers in the straw
barn. A roomy and airy granary could be formed
under such a roof. Great accommodation could be
afforded bj^ means of such a roof to numbers of
cattle all winter, and to sheep in the most stormy
period of the year on pastoral farms, and such
an apartment would answer for dipping sheep
in summer and bathing them in winter." To
these suggestions fur its use another might be
added, namely, the covering in wholly or partially
of the straw or rick yard, so that threshing could
be carried on independently of the weather. If a
partial roof covering only M-as adopted, a system
of tramw^ays and rick trucks or carriages would
be ueoessituted, by which one or more ricks could
at once be wheeled under cover. To that kind of
structure now by many very highly thought of,
namely, a farm-building with all its apartments
under one roof, iron is most happily adapted. But
we need not further take up time by dilating upon
or suggesting the uses of iron ; many will at once
occur to our practical readers. Enough has been
suggested to create in us some degree of wonder,
when we see how little has been employed in the
buildings of the farm; more especially since we
have in the sister department of agricultural
machines and implements, and we may add in the
littings of agricultural buildings, so many and
such sttikmg evidences of what can be efficientlv
and economically done by its aid. How this tar-

denoted by the name. The test which can be most
conveniently applied to iron which it is proposed
to use in the casting of beams, pillars, &c., is

to strike any angular part a smart blow with a
hammer ; if the angle is indented with the blow
the quality may fairly be assumed as good

;

if it breaks short off and shows a fracture
of a crystalline character, the quality is brittle

and deficient in strength. In all cases where many
beams are to be used, on the contract being made,
a stipulation should be inserted for the testing of
them up to a certain point. But this should be
done judiciously. "We italicise this word, on
account of the importance of the suggestion it con-
tains. We have long seen the dangers in practice
attendant upon the system generally prevalent
of over-testing iron beams and columns destined
to sustain certain weights and to receive certain
pressures ; and wherever opportunity has served
we have strongly pointed out the practical ab-
surdity of this treatment. We can conceive of a
beam, for instance, being weighted to within say
50 lbs. of its breaking point, and yet remain to
all appearance perfectly sound. But the process, in
place of establishing its capability of sustaining a
weight similar in amount has, by the disturbance
of the molecules of the iron, brought it into that

I

that which was broken. Should this caref j

testing be objected to fts expensive and unnecer
sary, the odIv other mode open to the agricultur \
architect is first to ascertain the weight of mate
rials which it is designed to place upon the beam •

then by an approved formula to calculate
th*

dimensions of a beam which will support tiie!
times the weight which the given beam has ^
carry. It will be safer to make, as before stated

the
beam carry one-fourth only of the permanent load
more especially where falling weights are likelv
to disturb the beared, as in granary floors, &c.
Much of the strength of a cast-iron bean

depends upon the mixture of iron adopted, and
also upon the way in which the casting optji.
tion is conducted. On the first of these points'
the mixture, Mr. Fairbaikn gives the foltowinj'

as one productive of castings of superior strength

(1) Low Moor Yorkshire, No. 3, 30 per cent. (2\

Blaiua or Yorkshire :N'o. 2; (3) Shropshire or
Derbyshire No. 3 ; (4) and ^ood old scrap iron
Of these three last of Nos. 2 and 3 25 per cent
are to be used, of No. 4, 20. The size of castings'
as well as the way in which castings are made*
materially influences their strength. Thusa large
casting cools unequally, more especially if it

consists of parts of irregular thicknesses. This
--- —— -^^^^^ ...« ^ »*^.«^x^w XI, xuLu i/iiau i;uuazot» vi ^x LM ui ureguiar inicKnesses, 'Jhs

condition in which a less weight than it is calcu- unequal cooling brings about a different condition
lated to bear will likelv break it. Over-tPsHnD' nf tl^P Tinrfinl^o ir, /?iflf^..»«f *..,+« „i- x. _ -.._ "rlated to bear will likely break it. Over-testing
can do no practical good, but is, on the contrary,
almost certain to weaken the part. On this point
of over-testing, the remarks of the \ery first
authority on iron as used in construction—Mr.
Wm. raireAiEJf—are so pertinent and conclusive
that we shall be doing our readers a favour by
giving them :— '* A competent knowledge of a few
leading principles which affect the strength of
materials will enable us to determine the tests
which it is requisite to employ in cast-iron in
order to detect flaws and defects (if any
exist) in the castings. * * * As an evi-
dence of injuries done to beatns by excessive
tests, let us suppose that we load a beam (sup-
ported at both ends and loaded in the middle)
to within one-twentieth of the weight of rupture,
say 950, and that 50 more would break it. From

,

this it is obvious that nearly the whole of the
resisting power of the beam on both sides of the
natural axis are brought into play, and are suffering
under some severe pressure at the very point of
rupture. Supposing again that we remove the

of the particles in different parts of the beam. A
casting as uniform in dimension as possible ia

obviously safer than one the reverse. This unequal
cooling of castings is also greatly induced by the

habit which founders practise of taking the cast-

ings out of the sand in which they have been ran
almost immediately after setting and while red-W
Taking them out in this condition is bad enough,'
but^ what can be said of that practice which ia^
addition prompts an irregular quantity of cold ^

water to be dashed on the surface of the casting.
Allowing the casting to lie in the sand till itis

quite cool gives all the advantages of a valuable
annealing, and is indeed the only way in which to

secure good castings. Where castings can be rtui'

in the direction of their length, greater strength
can be obtained; that is, if beams for instantt
are cast vertically, they will be found stronger
than if cast while lying horizontally. The latter

is certainly the more convenient of the two, and
IS that generally adopted; we point out which is

the best way. Pipes and pillars, or columns,
should be cast vertically. U the iron is fused in

an air cupola the beams cast from it will be found
— i, 1 1 ^AjI * . « _-

we shall then &n^ ^ .^ i ^ >^ ^ '

subjected stronger than if the iron is melted in the ordinarywe snau then lind that it has not only received blastfurnace,

":?ninl't^"lYL;°.i*A..!l^i'''' P''-'^-'..^^ i! Sfh at .one time was the ignorance preralentactually m danger of fracture from a repetition of
the same load. Now what is the result of a less
severe strain ? The beam when loaded to one-
third of the weight that was placed upon it was in
possession of powers that restored itself within a
traction of its original position ; whereas with the
heavy load it is seriously crippled, and a few more
charges even with reduced weights would, from
the derangeitient which the molecules or particles
had sustained in the first instance, and the repeated
alternation of removing and reloading shortly
destroy its powers of resistance and cause fracture.
It IS tor these reasons that I have always been
opposed to severe proof on cast-iron beams, ordiness lu its employment in the dVmrf^.r^t 1"^ ^F . "T""^ P""^"*^ ^^ cast-iron beams, or

ogriculturul ludin!:\::^^^^^^^^ tZ:'\j^L^^^!}^l^.'^^^ - h'esi.

now to speculate upon or conjecture. Enough for
}J8 to know that the fact exists ; and dealinl with
It only as an incentive to advocate the extension
of the use of iron to such structures, we
«fi

o^asiona/ pape. s venture to present our

nu \ ?'''L'
* ^"^ remarks, in wMct we shaU

tatioD, in dealing with those useful constructions, in
recommending a moderate test of about one-third
and that rather for the pnfpose of detecting
flaws and imperfections in the casting than for the
determining the ultimate strength of the beam,
i he resisting poWeis of beams (of whatever material
they may be composed) are Uke the muscles of the

of it.-empIoyment, and^"h;"m;M3Ty";hrhTiB i X,^w?J^' T"^ f"''''^e'^J^ey^nd their reason-
can be best and most economically^cJrkd ou i SuLThTl /*''!,*^"''v v^^^ '"^J^ ^^^ ^ time
For obviou. reasons our papers wil/noTtrlt d : I f^Zlt'}"!^',^''^^ P'-'^^^^ly ^ h^ repetitions of

iure

serves
lit^l-* I. • .' \- i'"'-'^* ""vu tts are most
iikely to be interesting to our readers. HaviuR done
so much oy way of prelude to an important sub-
ject, we now propose in what remains of this
paper to glance^ at the kinds and peculiaritieB of
iron some practical suggestions on their treatment
and testing airti tlie comparative advantages of its

mJIIu
^*2\^/^^*ij"g Purposes, a point of con-

•iderable weight and value.

wrTntl^f'' *^''n
^7**3^^^ of iron are "oast and

fought cr malleable iron." Cast iron is of two

E^n^th r^ -^^ ''^'^'^' '" ^^' Vnrpose. where

new chiefly i:, ewential, the white. Grev will

ThTStureT/ "^^^"^i-^-^-ultural dw'flingIhe fracture of grey iron presents a jrranuLrappearance, as if particles of lead were sm?eredover the surface; the colour .f the fracSs

on the subject of iron, that practical men dc6nlfid

It impossible to fuse a mixture of wrought and
cast iron together. Mr. Stikling, by the u^ of

an air cupola, soon dissipated this notion; and
further, he found that such a mixture gave an iron

of greatly increased strength. This patentei
toughened cast-iron has, the patentee says, »

tensile strength nearly double that of cast iron.

Mr. Faiebaieit says, that when '* judiciouslj
managed and duly proportioned, it gives a strength
about one-third greater than that found in ordicaiy
cast iron." Our readers are aware of the two

processes by which the cast or pig-iron of commerce
IS prepared, namely, by the *'hot" and **cold"
blast. Since the verv general introduction of the

former process a question has arisen as to the ctt*"

parative constructive values of the iron product ^
the two systems. Much difference of opinion exBto
on the point. Mr, Faiebajen says, ** Generally
speaking I should infer that it (the hot blast)

has a tendency to weaken the iron rather thai^^

otherwise." Such may be taken as a very rapi^

"

review of the peculiarities of east iron, and of

points of practical interest connected with it>

working and employment.

.
Of wrought iroa when of the best qualityit

To this nothing can be added. In test-ing beams then, as recommended by the ereat

deZ^n i"''^
"°'' ""^^''^y "<>*'"& ^^^ series of

deflections-bendings m simple language—which itundergoes under every increase of "weight, til thebeam breaks The breaking weight bein»^ thus^certamed, the remainder of the breams should bewe ghted up a point not exceeding one-third-

tatr^^ff^t?^ ^' secured if le-four7h is

Sr^ K
breaking weight. As the weight is

oult to b tT'°"! "^ ^^' deilections of the beam

Uiff test i

°- corresponding points with the

fibrous texture when di-aWn out into small rofc
Ihe soft IS weaker, and presents the filn"*
appearance m larger pieces. When a bar of go*i

wrought iron is fractured, the ends should presHt
surfaces granular in texture and metallic inlnstw;
It crystalline 6r laminated, that is, having ^
appearance of being made up of a series of tM»
plates, the iron is defective in quality. If *
tracture has a clear grey colour and lamiMf**
texture, the defective iron which these indicJ*'
IS known as " burnt iron." If the colour is wbi»
and the texture the same, and breaks while col*

under the hammer, the quality is defective «!*'

and IS termed » cold short." '' H„t sbr.rt " bre»l'*

' '^ colour dark and lustreless.

12*.tfti
'^AJiiBAiRw, p. 163. London: J. Weale.

Hot short

a fracture ^

We may now compare briefiv the two qualitie*

of iron, cast and wrought. Of the firs!
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while doubtless possessing great facilities for being

moulded into any desired form, and as being that

material with the manipulation of which our

mechanics, especially those in country districts, are

best acquainted, it is nevertheless a treacherous

material to deal with, often failing us when least

expected, and in a way which no calculation,

oould foresee or prudence in using it avoid. Thus

cast iron will suddenly break without any apparent

cause ; and exposure to rain or frost are often

found to produce fracture, "the rupture," to

quote Mr. Fairbairn, taking place "with a loud

noise like the report of a pistol." This liability

to snap arises from the unequal cooling and

shrinkage of the material. Cast iron being

<;rystalline in character is also necessarily more
brittle than wrought iron of fibrous texture.

And last but not least, it is in almost all eases

impossible to detect those defects and flaws which
may exist in the casting beneath the outer skin,

which may possess the appearance of a complete

and perfect casting. "Wrought iron on the other

hand possesses in much less bulk immensely greater

tensile strength ; from the processes of manufacture

which it undergoes it is free from all internal

defects, hollows, flaws, and impurities or scorite

—a fruitful source of weakness in cast-iron

heams. Cast-iron beams from the rapid increase

of weight are necessarily confined to short lengths,

necessitating a constant repetition of columns or

bearing walls, thus cutting up interior spaces

;

while wrought-iron beams can be made of about

one-third the weight of cast-iron beams of

equal length, and as there is scarcely any
practical limit to their span, large interior

spaces can be observed by using them, without
the intervention of supporting columns or walls.

Cast iron, notwithstanding all this, will be found
useful in a wide variety of ways in agricultural

construction. ; how and in what way we intend
hereafter to point out. We have still other points

to notice iu connection with the use of wrought
and cast iron, but having cleared the way of the
leading difficulties or points, these will but be
incidentally treated of when discussing practical

plans of construction in the occasional papers
which we liope to furnish to our readers on the use
to/" iron in the construction of agricultural
huildings.

LOIS-WEEDON EXPERIENCE.
"We are permitted by Mr. Smith, Lois-Weedon,"

yrriie^ thQ Agricultural Gazette of the 17th ult., "to
reproduce liere a large portion of the additions to his
new edition of 'A Word in Season/ They are," it is

added, " for the most part addressed to the question

—

Is the practice new ?"

CoHstruing this into ftiv4B^fefttion to iompCT-nte a ruT
TespectfQl comment on the extracted passages, I will now
offer some remarks on the points raised therein, these
being—1st. Whether the expedient of deep cultivation
pursued by Mr. Smith at Lois-Weedon entitles him
to

^
claim for his experimental farming there a

distinctive character different fi*om and better than
Jethro TulVs system of intcrcultural, successive, and
unmanured corn growing, exhibited upwards of a
century ago on his farm of Prosperous to the extent of
more than 100 acres of a season? and 2dly. Whether
Tiill's scientific conceptions respecting the phenomena
of vegetation, on the one hand, and the vegetative
powers of the soil and air, on the other, were not funda-
mentally less accurate than Mr. Smith's own ?

In proceeding to expatiate on the former of these
points I will premise the following illustrative, although
somewhat common-place, instance. Abont eight or
nine years ago an extensive land-owner in North Devon
wishing to put his home farm under improved manage-
ment engaged for that purpose the services of an
intelligent young man, possessing all the skill and
•enterprise characteristic of the locality from whence he
came—viz., the well-known agricultural county of
Aberdeen. On the farm so placed under the new
bailifTa charge, a system of shallow tillage had pre-
^nonsly prevailed, and at first he intended to institute a
course of vigorous subsoiling and trench ploughing, in
order at once to deepen the staple and bring a consider-
able portion of subaoil to the surface ; bat warned that
the yellow under-clay of the district was in its normal
state very unfavourable to vegetation when upraised iu
large quantity, he ultimately resolved to modify the pro-
«^ mto one of gradually increased deep ploughing.
ihe appositoness pf this judicious, though nowise novel
instance, will prcsfently be seen.
Adverting next to the most important event that ever

tfc^^^.u"
^"gliah agriculture, I would now relate

'*« m the early part of last century, a very great
genuM m husbandry gave to the world a volume
(^plaining both the abstract principles of cultural

r^'^°*t Vi^
*'^® manner in which he had himself with

emwkable success applied these principles to the
manageraent of his own farm. The area of his operations

of 'tT^
^ *^°'*' ^^ ^^^^* ^^ consisted over ^ths

on liL
^^^^^^ °^ ^ compact chalk subsoil, bearing

in i^ '"rface a light vegetable mould of only a few
^^tm depth, white in coloar in drv weather, ami full

of small flints and smaller chalk stones. The other

20th part was a wet spewy soil incumbent on clay ; and
here were those " rills of water," cited by Mr. Smith
(for I am now speaking of Jethro TuU and his farm of

Prosperous) "that ran upon the surface of the clay

under the staple or upper stratum of mould," the words
within inverted commas being TuU's own. Super-

saturated in this manner " the earth," he adds, " be-

comes a sort of pap or batter ; and being like a quag-
mire, in going over it, the feet of men and cattle smk
in till they come to the clay." In a work descriptive

of the actual farming of a subsoil and soil thus con-

ditioned no precedents in d^ep tillage could possibly

be found, and therefore it need be surprising to no one
that TuU's practice, "from which he never swerved,"

so writes Mr. Smith, "was to keep to the staple of land

and never to touch the subsoil

"

But inasmuch as Mr. Smith himself, operating on
4 acres of excellent Wheat land, lying on a clay so

fertile as to be safely used for top-dressing and naturally

dry, has superadded deep tillage to a mode of culture in

other respects minutely Tullian, he conceives himself

entitled to claim for the husbandry of his little croft a

higher agricultural distinction than belongs to Tull's

grand achievement of tilling more than 100 acres of
unmanured and successive Wheat of a Reason.* To most
persons, however, it will perhaps seem that this adapta-
tion of deep cultivation, were it to be deprived of the
radiance which the associated Tullian husbandry throws
around it, would resolve itself into what may justly be
termed an instance of very sound practical judgment,
but really of no higher order, whether in conception or

execution or novelty, than that of the young man
spoken of before, who engrafted the deep tillage of the
north of Scotland on the shallower cultivation Indige-

nous to North Devon. Why Tull did not plough deep
was obviously because his soil forbade it in him, and
would also forbid it in Mr. S jith were he to take it in

i hand; but that he was at heart an advocate for deep
culture I humbly think is very apparent from the fol-

lowing passage in his chapter on " The differences be-

tween the Old and New Husbandry," in which he writes
thus ;—** We not only plough a deep furrow, but also

plough to the depth of two furrows; that is, we trench
plough where the land will allow it."

—"And two
ploughed furrows (that is, one ploughed under another)
are as much more advantageous for the nourishing of a
crop, as 2 bushels of Oats are better than one for nou-
rishing a horse."—" Very little of my land will admit
the plough to go the depth of two common furrows
without reaching the chalk ; but deep land may be
easily thus trenched and plouglied with great advan-
tage ; and even where there is only the depth of a
single furrow, that may sometimes be advantageously
ploughed at twice."

The other point of discussion raised by Mr. Smith is

purely physiological, and resolves itself into the ques-
tion whether or not it was known by Tull that plants
in their growth feed on the solid mineral matters which
compose the soil, as well as on the impalpable ingre-
dients of the atmosphere ; and, detaching by way of
q uotatjon cer^jn fragmentary sentences from the con-
text of TuTFs"B0tA:i4«a^jjj;fi3enta these to his res
proving that the mineral

clearly infer that terrestrial, atmospheric, and aqueous
constituents are all common in the radical nutrition of
vegetation? Yet the author of " A Word in Season"
avers that " the mineral element of fertility to the Wheat
crop" " found no place in the theory of Jethro Tull."

It is, indeed, true that Tull held the doctrine that that

pabulum which, insumed by the roots, became by the

processes of assimilation an integral constituent of their

tissues, was, by the excretoi'y functions of the plant, iu

part sublimed into the atmosphere through the leaves

;

and construing Tull's expressions on this subject by his

own conceptions in the chemical philosophy of the

present day, Mr. Smith in effect insists that as oft as

the word ** earth" occurs in TuU's work we must read

"air,*' because the aerial food only of plants is capable

of volatilisation. If, however, he will turn to the con-

cluding pages of chapter vii. of Liebig*s " Chemistry in

its application to Agriculture and Physiology," he will

there find facts stated and opinions expressed which not

only completely invalidate this most illogical mode of

Interpretation, but largely add to that amazement,

which every one conversant with TuU's volume must
feel, at his seemingly intuitive anticipations of all the

fundamental principles that belong to the science of

cultivation.

Reversing the order of the two questions thus dis-

cussed, I sum up my argument thus :—1st, That Mr.
Smith, although living, as he says, in a happier age, can-

not be regarded as a wiser or moreskilfulagriculturistthan^

his great teacher; and 2dly, with respect to his experiment
at Lois-Weedon, although devoid of originality, it never- .

theless can hardly be over -praised as a very admirable

resuscitation of Tull's method of Wheat growing, and an
invaluable example of the power of tillage to produce
unflagging and continuous cereal fertility. Nay, more,

in conjunction with Tull's experience it carries the mind
back to that period in the history of English agriculture

when unalternate corn-cropping was the only mode of
arable husbandry, and very materially aids in explaining

and confirming the very important fact that, antecedent

to the introduction of alternate farming, the prior

non-alternate system had not only not exhausted the
fruitfulness of the soil or introduced degeneration in its

products, but, on the contrary, for a considerable

period had been gradually raising England to the

condition of a great exporter in corn. Presented

to the practical agriculturist in that position of
isolation which Mr. Smith insists on for hie expe-

riment, it is incapable of engendering in his breast

any solid convictions of its utility. Placed in con-

nection with the once prevalent and ever prosperous

method of farming procedure to which it generically

belongs, Lois-Weedon experience is eminently calcu-

lated to dispel those absurd prejudices on the subject of
successive corn growing so prevalent amongst all classes

of agriciilturiste, and to break in pieces the restrictive

fetters imposed on enterprising farming by the rotation

clauses of the modern lease. A^ Surnetf, Queens-'

ferryt Flint,

^l^^a^^jj^figenta these to bJsj^ders as
ineral element of nutrition in vege^^^j'wIuCTr-TreiT-

tation formed no part of Tull's theory, but that on the
contrary he held the belief that plants derived
their entire aUment from atmospheric ingredients.
Unhappily for "A Word in Season,*' as a reliable

exposition of Tull's creed, the following passages
stand out in strong rehef in Tull's chapters:—"That,"
he says, in Ch. III. on the Food of Plants, "which
nourishes and augments a plant is the true food of it.

Every plant is earth, and the growth and true increase
of a plant is the addition of more earth."—" When this
additional earth is assimilated to the plant it becomes
an absolute part of it"—"and earth is so surely the
food of all plants that with the proper share of the
other elements" {i.e. air, water, light, and heat)
" which each species of plants requires, I do not find
but that any common earth will nourish any plant.
The only difference of soil (ej<!ept the richness) seems
to be the heat and moisture it has; for if those be
rightly adjusted, any soU will nourish any sort of plant."
In Ch. IV,, TuU treats "of the Pasture of Plants,"
and there, after premising the doctrine that the mineral
alimentary substances are eliminated on the superficies
of each individual particle, and hence that these
superficies might figuratively be termed the pasture
ground of the radical filaments, he expresses himself
thus :

—"The food or pabulum of plants being proved to
be earth, where and whence tliey take that may pro-
perly be called their pasture ;" and again, " the mouths
or lacteals being situate and opening on the convex
superficies of roots, they take their pabulum, being
fine particles of earth, from the superficies of the poree
or cavities [of the soil] wherein the roots are in-

cluded,"—"A plant cannot separate these particles"

{i.e., the pabulum of which he was speaking) " from
the parts fof the soil] to which they adhere,

without the assistance of water, which helps to loosen

them ; and it is also probable that the nitre of the air

may be necesvsary to relax this superficies to render
the prolific particles capable of being disjoined; and
this action of the nitre seems to be what is called im-

pregnating the earth."

'Ihan these, what terms of expression could more

• We must here remind the reader that the extent of the
operation does not affect its chamcter, and that Mr. Smith
"claims" nothinff beyond what a simple description <rf the

facta of the c«*e implies. Ei>. Agri. GasitU.

BOOT CHOPS IK WARWICKSHIRE, 1859.

Mangels.—These are a full average, and a far larger

breadth planted than usual. The beat crops are those

the third week of April, after an
early and deep winte7^rurr<mr^with simply a prepara-
tory scarifying. harrowing,andrcfmng,piWtori(&ngup.
With early sowing a few more plants ruS^to seeu; but,
independently of this, the ultimate produce is heavier.
After the date named, heavy rains followed, which
prevented clay soils from working kindly for the next
fortnight. Where a spring ploughing was then needed
a good tilth was never obtained, and the braird came off

indifferently. But even in this case, with the use of
thoroughly good seed, we have seen a level average
crop, although the plants are long in coming. On^,
the heavy roll must be freely used after sowing.

As to seed, we do not like less than 5 lbs. per acre,

drilled, and put in a good fair depth—greater or less

according to the moisture of the soil. In our midland
districts, the free use of salt is highly desirable. On a
loamy soil in good condition we have a capital crop, with
an application of

4 cwt. superphosphate of lime
1 ,, guano, Peruvian
4 „ common salt.

On a clay soil, where later sown, less salt was applied

;

and though the field had been manured at the rate of
12 tons of good farmyard dung per acre in the previous

autumn, the produce was not so heavy as in the former
case. Orange Globe have done beat with usj then
Yellow GlolS; and lastly Long Red: thus

—

Orange Globe . , . . 37 tons per acre
Yeiiow Globe . . . . 34i
Loog Red sal

Many crops may appear larger from limited admeasure-

ments; but the above is the result obtained by

reckoning the loads carted off, and weighing a {*iyf for

an average. This frequently produces an acreable

return widely different from what is obtained by

weighing a few perches.

Swedes.—The old-fashioned time for aowing—"never

before the 20th of June "—has this yetti produced the

best crops. And they are also the freest from mildew.

Late sown fields, where cultivated in a husbandmanlike

manner—ploughed immediately before sowing, pretty

thickly seeded, (say 4 lbs. per acre), and drilled on the

flat, with 18 or 20 inches between the rows—are yet

haalthy and growing. Under other circumstances the

Swede crop is indifferent ; and 17 tons per acre may thi«

season be resrarded as a full return.

Common TunUp*.--T\iQ^ are alw a variable crop.

St
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Early sown fluids, on a well prepared winter fallow, sheep fed (1) on Grass, and (2) on concentrated feeding

;

and sown in Jane, have in many instnnces resulted in

failure. But where sown after seeds, iinniefliately

subsequent to tlie Warwick meeting, some good crops

are to be met with. Those sown in August, after Peas,

are not so good as usual. The Green Globe and Lin-

colnshire Ked stand the winter well with us, or are

equally suitable for feeding off before Christmas, accord-

ing to the date of sowing. Yellow-fleshed varieties are

little cared for,—experience showing them to be of less

value in the midland counties than in the moister

<^Umate beyond the Tweed.
Carrots.—An increasingly large breadth is phmted

year after year, and there are few who regret their

cultivation. When judiciously treated, you will get at

least as heavy a return per acre as of Swedes; and the
value, either for sule or consumption, is far greater.

Besides which, they have fewer enemies to contend
with ; and, if good seed is used, it is in nine cases out

of ten the fault of the grower if a full crop is not
obtained. We liave sold them here at 24Z. per acre ow
the ground—the purchaser undertaking the labour of

raising and carting them off. These were Bed Altring-

ham; but for general (ield culture we prefer the White
Belgian Imported Seed. Of these we have lepcatedly

grown over twenty-seven tons per acre, and could sell

them freely in the field at 30^. per ton. It is well to

give plenty of seed (81bs. per acre) and sow by the
middle of April, in rows 14 inches apart, with the
ground in a moist state, which is preferable to sprouting
the seed. A 12-inch early winter furrow, where the
soil will stand it, is an excellent preparation, and spring
work will thereby be materially lessoned. If well-made
farmyard dung is not applied, a good crop will generally

be ensured by an application of artificials similar to that
quoted for Mangels. The weights per acre of the crop
just lifted are :

—

White Belgian (imported seed) 26i tons per acre.
Grec-n Top Yellow Belcian „ 23^ tons [>er acre.

Parsnips^ Beet-roott Kohl Rabi.—Pigs do well with
the former root ; raw for stores, and boiled for fatting

pigs. We sow at the same time and treat in the same
way as for Carrots, and have obtained some fine roots of
the Guernsey variety, fully 13 tons weight per acre.

Tlio White Silesian Sugar Beet is a free grower, but
stock do not care much for It. Crimson Beet, on the
other hand, is large, good, and well relished. It might
with advantage be more generally grown, especially if

the price was lessened. Twenty shillings per acre for

seed — and we should not recommend less than
8lbs. — is a heavy item. Crop 31 tons per acre.

The same objection; as to cost of seeding, holds good
with Ivohl Rabi. Few farmers, in this district at
least, have sufficient command of labour to warrant
their transplanting a large breadth from a soed-bed;
and if drillod the same as Swedes—coming in the room
thereof—they reqnirc quite as much seed. At Walton
Hall, in tliis county, the intelligent manager, Mr. Cobb,
lias been in the practice of raising capital crops by the
transiplanting mode, which saves three-fourths of the
seed and obtains the heaviest plants. The weight of
^•'gt-' git'cii Kolil RHbi, sown on May IG, we find to be
26 tons per acre. -e^Mi^r

JTolcus .^aecharnlu.i~ This crtimot be regarded as a
root crop, bn^ its excellent qualities for summer forage
miiy excuse its being referred to here. The seed we
dibbled ^Tay 20 on good loamy soil, in rows 14 inches
npart^and 8 inches between the plants. The braird was
Jong-Tn coming up, and it was nearly two months before
it pet off growing freely. However, with the waJinth
of July it fl< urished luxuriantly, every twenty-four
hours showing n visible increase. Commenced cutting
in the last week of the month, Hud tlien onwiirds to the
end of September. All animals took it readily; but
pigs appoar to waste it more than either horses or cows.
For liorses we put it through the chaff-cutter, instead
of their usual summer mixture of Vetches and straw.
They did well with it; Imc a colt of we:dv dic-estion,
winch was attacketl with coUe. and required an in-
jection to give relief, had a quantity of the hard woody
stems in the stomach, which refused to move by other
nieans. They were by this time getting too strong to
be cut by the scythe, and the Bean book was the better
instrument. But notwithstanding the bard and woody
appear4M)ce of the stems, as the season advanced tlie
sweetness sensibly increased. It is probable that its
enthusiiustic admirers, such as Mr. J. W. Clarke, of
Whittlesea, have over-estimated the produce. We have
repeatedly weighed portions after being cut for one dny,
and have found it average 35^ tons per acre when fully
grown. It only threw up half-a-dozen seed-stalks to
the acre. As a whole, it may be regarded as a very
valuable addition for summer growth, especially for
late soiling purposes, after the winter Vetches and
Clovers are exhausted. Mr. T. Boivicl; in Sutton's
Amateurs Guidefor 1S60.

MR. HAMILTOX'S SIIEEP-FEEDING.
The subject of sheep manure, to which attention was

directed a few weeks ago, is part of a question of a very
comprehensive nature, and one which, like many other
agricultural problems is involved In doubt and obscurity.
lam tempteilto refer to this sxibject by the perusal

a repiirt of more recent analyses, made at the
lustauee of Mr. Hamilton by Dr. Cameron, of Dublin.

rno'Lo nl?- y*®^ recollection of the reader (see
pp.r>R^.658,8qt.S97.oflast yearns volume) that Mr.
HamUton was induced to call iu the aid of chemical
analysis to tost the relative value of the manure of

of

that the results of one of those examinations were so

startling that Mr, C. W. Spooner, Jun., was induced to

express his belief that some mistake had been com-

mitted by Mr. Hamilton, The latter has adopted a

highly commendable course; at his own personal ex-

pense the experiment and analysis have been repeated.

Mr. Spooner enters (see Agricultural Gazette, Nov. 5)

into a careful calculation to show that the total quan-

tity of nitrogen in the dung of the wether fed on
concentrated feeding exceeded the total quantity of

nitrogen contained both in the Oats and food consumed
by the animal. ** It appears," says Mr. Spooner, " that

the wether on which Mr. Hamilton experimented

received daily 1| lb of oilcake, and \ lb. of Oats, while

the ewe received nothing but Grass. Accepting, then,

the analysis quoted by him, the 1^ lb. of oilcake con-

tained 533 grains, and the \ lb. of Oats 77 grains of

ammonia."
In this comparison it is presumed that Mr. Hamil-

ton's wether in the first experiment received nothing
but 1^ lb. cake and ^ lb. Oats, whereas it was in addi-

tion grazed during the period of fattening, for wiiich

Mr. Hamilton charges in his paper at the rate of 1/.

a year. Mr. Spooner's calculations suppose that a

uniform quantity of cake and Oats was weighed daily

for the sheep, whereas Mr. Hamilton distinctly states

he gave as much oilcake as they could eat, and \ lb.

Oats per day.

The analysis of the Oat crop by Boussingault, quoted
by Mr. Hamilton, gives the per-centage of nitrogen (and
ammonia) too low. According to the copy of Boussin-
gault's analysis of the Oat crop in the workjustnow at our
disposal,* the grain (with husk) contains [potentially]

3.12 per cent, of ammonia, or per lb. 218 grains = 100
grains per \ lb. Coupling with this the fact that the
nitrogenised constituents of the Oat crop vary
from 14 to 22 per cent., we come to the conclusion
that it may be exceedingly fallacious to suppose that an
analysis made by Boussingault several years ago would
represent the composition of Mr. Hamilton's crop of
1859. The specimen of Mr. Hamilton's oilcake analysed
by Dr. Apjohn also appears something under the
average. It contained of protein compounds 26.18,
while the mean of 33 analyses of oilcake from several

different countries gives 29.97 per cent, of the same
compounds,t but upon this we do not lay much stress,

as some cakes do not contain more than 26 per cent, of
protein compounds.
With all these circumstances, however, the result of

the first experiment is as, Mr. Spooner's suggestions
show, very high. But we should rather seek for

some way of accounting for the results than
insinuate inaccuracy. Mr. Hamilton assures us that he
performed his part of the experiment with the greatest
care, and few scientific men will question Dr, Apjohu's
ability or accuracy as an analyst. Now, we submit
that the facts we have stated go some distance in re-

conciling the experiment in question with our previous
knowledge ; and the two following points should also be
carefully considered in coming to a conclusion on this
iiifprp«f.in£r qnpsfinn Tn fbo first place the oilcakc and
Oats were not daily weighed out to the sheep in the
first experiment; but an average daily consumption
was taken by dividing the entire quantity of cake and
Oats consumed by the number of days which the sheep
were fed; and on one day they may eat twice as much
as on another; 2dly, the quality of the uiine may vary
very considerably according to the health of the
animal and to the state of the kidneys, which is so very
variable. Hence any calculations made by Mr. Spooner
in order to compare the nitrogen in the average daily
consumption for a given period with the excrements on
a given day (not the average for the same period),
cannot be relied npon as conclusive, as the bases on
which he proceeded are not quite correct.

Mr, Spooner also urges that for every 10?. expended
on this food only 21. 10s. was returned in the excre-
ments of Mr. Hamilton's sheep. "In Mr. Hamilton's (1)
first experiment," says Mr. Spooner, "the wether
received (2) 11 lbs. Oats, and 42 lbs of oilcake; which
will be found to contain 17,091 grains of ammonia. If
we subtract the 5 per cent, assimilated by the animal,
namely, 354.5, it leaves 1G,235 gniins = 2 lbs. 1 oz.
Gdrs. 35 grs. which (3) may pass out Into the manure.
Ammonia being valued at 60^, a ton ^ Q\d. per lb •

the value of the solid and liquid excrements of the
wether m one month equals 1^. 1^^., while the value of
the food in the same is 4j. M. Thus for every \0l
expended in food only 2L \0s. is returned in the
manure, (t) Indeed how could we possibly expect anv
other result when we remember that it is the nitrogen
alone (with the exception of a little phosphate of lime)
which is valuable as manure."

This passage is open to four serious objections, which
we have marked, and which require to be noticed :—

(!)._ The Grass consumed by the wether in the first
experiment is altogether omitted.

(2). The experiment went on from 1st of ^May to
November, so that the average number of days in each
month exceeded 30, The wether, therefore, consumed
per month upwards of 45 lbs. oilcake (^ lb. per diem),
and 15 lbs. Oats (^Ib. per day).

^ ^ ^ ^'

(4). It is quite new to us to be informed that it is
the nitrogen alone (with the exception of a little phos-
phate of hme) which is valuable as manure

•Journal Royal AffricxiUnral Society, Vol. XIII.
tMor^ou3 Cjclopajdia of Ajjriculture, art. Oilcake.

In the scale of prices for valuing manures in
use, we have

—

Ammonia £G0 per ton
Ir'hospliate of lime., ., ,. £ 7
Biphosphate £28

. Potash .

.

£20
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alone which is valuable as a manure,
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Nitrogen .. .. .. .. 5
Phosphate of lime 3.12

Potash 1.75
Silica and other mineral matters, ) ., „.

say K"""
Organic matters ,^
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X 28J
X 20
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Q[

100 toM
= £300

-
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81.00 X
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10
3-II' stein
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Or, about \l 10s. per ton.
'*

If we deduct from this the manurial value of tW
elements assimilated by the animal we shall findtk
value of the excrements produced from a ton of oilcab
This in the case of Mr. Hamilton*s sheep Tnar C
eliminated thus:

may \^

Valiu of Manure vroduccd hy Fatting Sheep from a ton o/Oildkr

1. Original man\irial vajue of nitrogen
Stored np iu the system . . 5 p.
Lost in respiratiou'^aud per-
spirationg 7

Per 100 tons.
. . £300

cent.

Deduct • * 12

t»

fi ,36

Original value of manurial matter
Stored up iu system, 3 per cent.

* »

• » « 4

125.36

3.76

40.50

264

3. Original value of organic matter
Stored up iu system, 10 per cent. Quan-
tity lost in respiration not wcU known

;

say that one half is 20.25

121,60

30.K

£405.85
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Or in other words the value of the manure produced m*^^]
from every ton of oilcake given to fattening slieenis '

about 4L B. ^ ^ f'"f
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Home Correspondence. jj^^rt
Winter Food in Severe 5ea50?i5.—The variations in oar ^ndun

seasons, the great difference of temperature and fallsf fand t\

snow and rain in our winters and the uncertainty of losses,

what may he the farmer's occasion for cattle keep, shoiild years
always cause formers to make some preparation for tbe ' Leices
extremes of weather they are exposed to. I can recall of thi

the winter of 1814, when snow lay so deep from January repair
till late in Api il that there was no doing anything wit! and te

the land for 14 or 15 weeks, and stock Iiad to be kept cross.

all this time on housed food; and althongh nothing like to tht

this winter has since occurred, still we have often liad numbe
weather to greatly distress the less thou^^htfol farmer cross v

for his stock- I always had in mind the inconvenience ^ mai
and loss I sustained the first long severe winter th: precd
took me by surprise after T hecame a farmer, when tlie notion

Swedes rotted in Janunry, and the less hardy roots were hey cr
all destroyed by the severe frosts and heavy rains which bred w
uUcrnnted thnnnghDecemhprand Janxiary. The following »*'ere e
spring was very backward, andvcgetation made little prfr fcuve d
gressuntil late inMay, so that all through March and April Kileatl

1 had nothing to give my ewes and lambs but hay, and lent, a
was daily forced to run them over my seeds and Tares, breeds

long before they afforded sufficient bite to hold them, ttwou'

My loss was very severe, and I resolved never again to lay jrounc

myself open to such a mischance ; and to prevent this I Mr. V
sought for a description of (ood that would stand severe ^^rU
frost and be come-at-able in deep snow, and I found it in ,

^oh
the Drumhead Cabbage and Kohl Rabi, two descriptions eeliug

of winter keep I recommend to every farmer never to ^'th
i

be wholly without, for so useful have they proved to IJorto:

me that I have since always had about a fourth of ay "'^
'

winter food land appropriated to their growth. Beside?

their particular usefulness in severe seasons they have

much to recommend them in ordinary years in their

superior nutritious qualities, and the certainty there is

always of getting a crop of them. J believe there is do

amount of food to be grown to the acre equal to that

afforded by Cabbages, and of all descriptions it is the

most suited for ewes and Iambs in I'ebruary and March,

and Kohl Rabi has the merit of affording an increased *^^''r

supply of sweet rich milk from cows fed with it, and '^'K^"
the most desirable of succulent food for the dairy at the P^
season when sweet milk- forcing food is most scarce. F^^'a
Both these as field crops are best raised from pUol* V^Y
planted out in April and May- taken from seed bed^* g?P
Ihe seed should be sown the end of February and ei^^'^' Ci
in March in beds, protected by bushes from the bird*. ZZ^
Heioitt Davis, Dec. 28, 1859.
Molcus saccharatus.—Vvom a recent statement in

your Paper respecting the North China Sugar-cane.
(Holcus saccharatus) it would seem that, notwithstand-
ing the admitted yield of about 50 tons per acrfi, tii^

plant is not likely to become useful in an agricultor^U
point of view. Horses, it is said, would not toucb ^^

and milking cows partook of it but sparingly, whiU^»
two-year-old bull ate it greedily, and could scarcely be

induced to eat anything else. The writer conclmle^
that we shall have some difficulty in acclimating th

denizen of a warmer and more steady temperatur,J^n^
Ihere IS indeed little or no probability that the seed^ol^ ^^
tlie Holcus wilt be produced in this country; but,jj^^ Seng

fJJlT'*^*^
the phoBphute of lime ia not a bipbospH^l^. ?*;' <•« ifrom the available st;ite iu which it exists in the excrem.

and especiallym the urine we value it at 25^. a ton. .

% Mr. Spooner omitted to take into account the la«f

quantity of nitrogen that passed ofl' in perspiration an"

respn-atJon. ^ *

owed
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fie: hi

^rr^-'Cki^^er'and various other plants, a supply equal

^fn the demand can easily be obtained from abroad ; and

f>m some observations and inquiries respecting a crop

f the Holcus grown by some intelligent agriculturist

? „y neighbourhood, I am inclined to think the

^pmand for its seeds will be ere long very consider-

ble The crop to which I allude was sown about

Hie middle of May in drills, some of which were a foot

anart others more, the widest being 2 feet apart ; but

the closest distance was considered the most profitable.

The Holcus plants were twice cut for food ; first, when
*

nearly 3 feet high, but as the plants then grew so

rapidly an earlier commencement, it was tliought,

would have been better. Horses ate it, bullocks were

- u, very fond of it, although they bad some diificulty in

^^ *• f setting their grinders to bear upon some loiig thick
9ft[i °. J.I--1. i,„^ ft^^tnai^ Vipfnrp iha first r»ntt,iTi(y was

ogen

of.

tOM

3C0.

try more of them next season.
extent 200 or 300 yards long. Sown during May. A
very decent crop. Rather above the average crop, but
several amongst them are now rotting. No. 4. Kohl
Kabi, rather niore than i acre, nice showy crop, plenty
of top on, but bulbs only small ; aeem to be too thick on
the land; distance 15 inches between each plant, about
the same distance as the Turnips, but the bulbs
not above two-thirds the size of the Swedes. Being

3.1)1

10.50

'kixk

£

U

21.60

20.25

mi
[need

;epis

nojT

stems that had formed before the first cutting was

finished. Probably it would be advisable to cut such

stems in convenient lengths, so that horned cattle could

more readily turn the pieces between their grinders.

The plants in some rows that were left uncut were from

6 to 9 feet high; stems 2 to 3 inches in circumference,

with leaves 2 to 3 inches broad. There were abundance

of flower-spikes, but no seeds. Tho owner intends to

sow a greater breadth next season, N,
, Mortaliti/ among Breeding Ewes.—Being myself a

flock owner I can sympathise with Mr. Farleigh, whose

letter appears in the Gardeners' CJironicle, as to his

losses among the ewes. The immediate cause of those

casualties seems to be something of low fever, of tlie

nature of marsh ague; this is indicated by the wool

becoming loose, but a casual inspection of intestines

gives very little information. "Was the liver affected or

the lungs? Tiie original cause no donbt was wet and
insufficient keep, which weakened the general powers
of the frame, but as it seems to be confined to the sheep
on two or three fields, the remedy is obvious—viz., to

remove them to the healthier and better pasture, and
allow more hay for them (for surely pregnant ewes are
more valuable than dry sheep and wethers). I am not
unacquainted with the Romney marsh district, and
'Mr. ¥. must excuse my saying that the flocks there
generally seem to be worse managed and more hardly
treated than in any other part of England I know
of. The old Romney breed are very good and
hardy sheep, and probably no other breed would
bear the hard keep and utter want of shelter that they
endure. I fancy the land is mucli overstocked ; this,

larly us uau lu kui as uociiing, JNot so sanguine
was last Jimc, but shall give them a trial next season
again. Nos. 5 and 6, white and yellow Turnips, about on
a par; both lots about disappeared, rotted away;
yellows the worst. A Chalk Wold Farmer.

Farmers' Clubs.
Central : January 2.—The following subjects were

selected for discussion at the monthly meetings durino-
the ensuing year:— °

Fehruarg 6.—"The Sewerage of Towns, as it affects
British Agriculture;" proposed by Mr. Alderman Mechi,
Tiptreo Hall, Kelvedon.
March 5.—"The Over-Preservation of Game;" by

Mr. H. Corbet, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars.
^pW/2.—"The Merits of Pure-bred and Cross-bred

Sheep;" by Mr. C. Howard, Biddenham, Bedford.
Mag 7-—" Wheat Growing on the Lois-Weedon Sys-

tem ;" by Mr. J. Algernon Clarke, Long Sutton,
\yisbeach,

J^i//ie4.—"To what extent is the Farmer benefited
by the substitution of Steam Power for Horse and
Manual Labour ;" by Mr. J. Wells, Booth Ferry House,
Howden.
Wovemler 5.—"The Public and Private Trials of

Agricultural Implemonts—Can they be made more
Efticient ;" by Mr. W. Fisher Hobbs, Boxted Lodge,
Colchester.

Decemlerl(}.—"T\\Q Condition of the Labourer in
England and Scotland, and his state on the Continent;"
by Mr. R. Scott Burn, Stockport, Cheshire.
A letter was read from Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, the

Secretary of the Smithfield Club, suggesting that, as the
Smithfield Club dinner in the show week had been
brought forward to the Tuesday, that of the Central
Farmers' Club should now be 'held on the Monday;

- -_ „.j^...^« „„ & -""-v .
^P^" w'hich the following resolution was passed, the

tyoj losses. But there may be yet another reason. Of late Secretary being requested to communicate* it to Mr.

that brc

1 tie

all of fend want of care, must be expected to bring many
tj 01 losses. But there may be yet another reason. Of late

'

MiJil vears these flocks liave been much crossed with
T ik Leicester blood, the effect being a great deterioration
recall ct the wool and impaired hardiness (for Leicesters
luarj require good keep and shelter), though the symmetry
wti ar,a tendency to early fattening are improved by such

if TTi; " *''!'' '' "^^ "'^^ I "'""Id recommend a return
;

ike to the ongmal old marsh breed and reduction of
' 1 or *,' ?l'

""^^^ '"""^'^ ^« V^^^^V^ l^etter still, a

Z Tf " \*^' '"'""°- ^ ^""'^ t^'^ «-ill appear ^t'-ange,
icncc

^.
many have an erroneous opinion that the merino

notion'™/!7 *'"'''''' ''"' '' '« init« a mistaken
nohon, and I have myself tried the merino and Eom-

V S'L™''
'"'y successfully. Some sheep of mine thusrh* bred were much admired at the Paris exhibitio', Id

«,„g *ere eagerly bought there.^iPor reasonfof m o«^I
f^ t;^ « ^"'^ntumed these cross-bred sheep, but I Ln con-Apn Sdoutly recommend them to others. The wool i?exce"-

1S ™d 7t
'''^^^ *" ^'""^ "P a portion of the

I i
VI? F h,d Wf '^ r"" """P occasionaUy. Perhaps

"it a mi si? J
^'^^^'"'' »««'• Chichester, Jan. 9.

r to »!th a ?Sr °w ^'"""^ °^ ^"'""'P'' ^n^ meeting

Gibbs

:

" The Committee of this Club much regret that the Smith-
field Club should have fixed its dinner for the same day as
that on which the Central Farmers' Club has for many years
held its annual dinner; and the Committee trust that the
Smithfield Club will reconsider the subject. As the Farmers'
Club has invariably a discussion on the Monday evening of the
Cattle Show, no other day during that week is so suitable for
its annual dinner as the Tuesday ; and the Committee con-
sequently determine to hold the dinner on that day as
heretofore."

No. 3. Swede Turnips, possible, of paying their labourers in money instead oft J -.»_
_ * beer. I am sure it would be a benefit to the wives and

families if not to the majority of the labourers.
Mr. Williams, of Northcourt, said he should have

great pleasure in seconding Mr. Watson's resolutions,
provided he would consent to a trifling addition which
he thought desirable, and for which he would give
his reasons. He considered that they should look on
the labour market, not only as affecting the agricul-
turists, but the whole community, for man was so
associated with his fellow-man that any attempt to
uphold one class at the expense of another would
be found to be bad both in principle and practice.
They found that it was essential to the welfare of the
farmer that the commercial and manufacturing interests
should be upheld and prosper, and at no period of their
history had they felt that so forcibly as at the present
time, when the staple produce of the farm. Wheat, was
at so low a rate, and'yet, owing to the prosperity of
manufactures, both wool and meat were relati\ ely at a
high price. It was always well for the agricultural
when it was well with the commercial and manufac-
turing interests. Wiiat they wanted to see was
remunerating labour forthe wholccommunity,for though
they wished to secure a certain class of men, there were
oftentimes some in connexion w ith their farmswho,though
very useful to them, might still be more benficially
employed in manufactures. As an instance, he had a
boy on his farm who showed great intelligence, and
although his 'father wished him to continue him as a
ploughboy, he thought that he was fitted for better
things, and accordingly he spoke in^his behalf to the
principal manufacturers at Abingdon, Messrs. Hyde and
Co., who employed him, giving him better wages and
an increase every year. They must therefore look to
the Avhole question of labour, and to the improvement
of the wliole of the industrial classes, for in whatever
way they laboured to benefit the country tliey must take
up their position. If as farmers they looked upon the
question only as it affected themselves, then he con-
sidered that much might be done by the introduction of
machinery and the economising of labour. He con-
curred in the resolutions as far as they related to the
cultivation of a better feeling between the employer
and the employed, the repeal of the present law of
settlement, and improving the moral and physical
condition of the labourers. With respect to finding re-
niunerating employment during the winter months, that
did not go far enough for him, as he wished to see it

extended throughout the whole year, and that as far as
possible they should adopt the plan of piece-work.
Tiley were all well aware that the expectation of remu-
neration was the best encouragement for labour, and
the more they could introduce piece-work in every
department of their farms the cheaper they would get
their work done, and the better hands they would make
of the men who Avere employed. The men threw all

their energy into the work, and by the vigilance of the
master it was not only well done, but with profit andA letter was received from the Rev. Andrew_B. satisfaction to both. He was aware that it was difficult

mI o^^edaeo^\;,,,?H / '?.*^*^ P^''*^ *^f February l^t I

"iglit h?^; 1
'a ,*^ T'*^

'"^^ ^" *^^ ^^'^^^^ that I

'^r, ZTtXT^^^^'^^S i" the field. My plants
fv ^^eathe^ I Ifl ^^^^ ^"^ owing to the extreme

'^' ^a pro2ed ^^^'^^l'
''^'°"' ^'^^ ^^'^y ^'^^ ^e^y

in.- X^r^Tf^ ^^g« for the first two months, but

Stackpoole, the vicar of Writ tie, Essex, announcing
the death of Mr. Kobert Baker, of Writtle, and upon
which the following resolution was passed :

—

'* The C?>mtiM*to* of the Central Farmers' Club desire to
express the deep regret With which they have heard of the
death of their excellent friend and member, Mr. Robert Baker,
of Writtle. They feel that, by his decease, the Club has lost
one of its most valuable members, and they beg sincerely to
condole with Mrs. Eaker and her family under their severe
bereavement. The Committee feel assured that their senti-
ments will be shared, not only by the other members of the
CInb, but equally so by the whole of the agricultural com-
munity."

A ^recommendation from the last annual general
meeting, that the salary of the Secretary be increased,
was unanimously adopted.
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Oxford.—2^e Lahour Market.—On this subject at
the recent meeting of this club, Mr. James Walker,
of Begbroke Hill Farm, said—Labour forms the
most prominent feature in agriculture, and it lias
always been the prevailing opinion that machinery
and mechanical skill would eventually supersede
the work of man ; such is not so, and in order to
prove that, we will just refer to a few instances of the
labourer's opinion. On Grass farms, just look at the in-
troduction of the horse-churn, and the hay-making
machine, causing consternation amongst them, and con-
sidered fatal to their obtaining their daily bread. Look
again at the horse-threshing machine ; all must re-
member the opinion then formed. Next began to flow
the tide of railways, and steam application to agricul-
tural pursuits (the period from whence we may date the
age of modern farming), apparently destructive to
manual labour; such then were the views taken. Well,
then, what has been the result ? Quite the contrary,
and we find year by year the great mass of agricultural
labour m a niuch better position; more independent,
intelligent, and a vast improvement in their habits and
manners ; and I take the liberty of saying that since the
formation of the Poor-law, never were so few-

able-bodied admitted into the workhouses during
the last two years—in fact it seldom occurs.
One of the greatest evils acting against the labourer is

undoubtedly the village tavern, or beer-house, now so
frequent; and if we listen to the judges of assize and
magistrates, they are constantly appealing to their

existence as the cause of so much crime ; and if we look
to the majority of the most heavy and serious cases,

their origin can be traced to have been contemplated

at all times to introduce piece-work, but where it could
be they found they got their work better done and
more quickly, which at times was of more importance
than being done cheaply, and after all it was done
cheaper than by the day. The points, therefore, which
he wished to have embodied in the resolutions were,
the importance of finding remunerating labour during
the whole year, the introduction of piece-work as far as
was practicable, and the application of machinery to
supply the deficiency of manual labour on their farms.
Mr. J. Hope said that good cottages would be a good

investment, andpay a fair return forthe capital employed.
It was ofno use to persuade men to forego the attractions
of the public-house and beer-shop unless they were made
equally comfortable at home. By inducing ttie land-
lord to build cottages on the farm, the tenant would
take care to secure good labourers to occupy them, upon
whom he could rely, and who would always be near to
him when he required their services. It was a well-
known fact that when farmers advertised for hailififs or
servants to look after the horses, sheep, or cows, the
first thing the applicant inquired about was whether
there was a comfortable home to which he could bring
his wife and family. By providing comfortable homes
for their labourers they might rest assured that in
harvest or other busy times they would not leave their
service for the sake of getting increased wages.
Mr. W. Wing, of Steeple Aston, said that having

heard the present law of settlement condemned by
various speakers, he could not refrain fr^m saying a
word in its defence. The evils complained of had not
arisen from the law of settlement itself, but from the
abuses which had crept into it through modern legisla-

tion. He maintained that if the law of settlement were
repealed the labourer would have no place to fly to,

because no inducement was held out to him in places

where this system had not been introduced, as in

Australia. In England in almost every parish there

were institutions known as public charities, many of

them founded in our own time and others before the

Reformation, although they were remodelled in the

time of Edward VI., whereby the labourer had
an interest in certain rents in lieu of Furze cutting.

In addition to this there were coal and clothing funds,

and those who had acquired a aettlement became

entitled to the advantages of these different institutions,

and therefore he thought that they would inflict a heavy

blow on the labourer if the law of settlement were

abolished. He wishetl to record that as his opinion

\

in those seats of vice; and I would earnestly suggest i aoonsnetu xie maucn \>\j icuum Luai* *» u»a w|/t.i.L/ii,

that the Oxford Fanners' Club do set the example, if having had a great deal to do with the poor and with
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charities, and although he wa3 aware that many in-

fluential members of this club dltl'ered from him on this

point, still he could not come to any other conclusion

than that it would be inexpedient to repeal the law of

settlement, and that it would be far better if it were

restored to what it was before 1847.

Mr. Pritchett, of Charlbury, observed, in reference to

what had fallen from ilr. Williams, relative to_ his

obtaiuing employment for one of his ploughboys in a

manufactory, that he (Mr. Pritchett) was the largest

glove manufacturer in this country, and had been

for the last 20 years, and during that time he had

tttken from 30 to 40 men and boys from farming pur-

suits, andtaught them branchesof liis business. Since the

repeal of the Corn-laws there had been a great demand

for Oxfordshire gloves, but previously to that time the

trade was almost in abeyance. Six times as much labour

had been employed in the manufacture of gloves in

Woodstock and its neighbourhood, through that cause

and that alone. The result was that they had been

obliged to fetch men from Woodstock and Yeovil, and

as they could not get enough they had to fall back upon

the agricultural labourers and teacb them. Those cir-

cumstances, together with the demands of the army,

navy, militia, railways, and emigration would account

in a great measure for the deficiency of agricultural

labour in this district. With respect to applications to

the Union for relief he could say that the parish in

which he lived and was an occupier of land consisted of

about 1300 inhabitants and 1800 acres of land, half of

which belonged ig the Duke of Marlborough. Year by

year their rates had increased, untd their expenditure

reached 8802. for the year. When, however, he looked

round and found gentlemen, some of whom told a

very diflferent tale at the agricultural meetings last

autumn, pulling down cottages and driving the poor into

large towns, he was not surprised to fiudtheirrates on the

increase. He regrettedtosay that heknewraen occupying

200 acres who employed no labour beyond one carter and

an under-carter. He (Mr. Pritchett) should like to

know who would be willing to build cottages for a

return of 5 per cent., and his belief was that they must

make every parish a Union, and then the gentry would

come forward and help them. The Game Laws

trenched upon their local taxes more than anything

else, and if they looked to their calendars and county

prisons they would find that half of the ciises were for

poaching. There were many men who did not like to

tell these unpleasant truths to the landlords, but as he

wished to work well with landlords, tenants, and

labourers, he desired to see these abuses abolished.

The President remarked : As regarded wages they

must be content to pay the price at which it could be

had, as it was a marketable article, and like everything

else must be regulated by the supply and demand. It

may be said they could not gut it at any prlc^, and that

may be true for a time, but there must and would be a

possibility of getting it by paying fairly and justly for

it. Again, it may be said, what is to be done in the

meantime, and would they not be ruined before they

get it, and when it did come would they be able to pay

for it ? In answer to that all he had now time to say

was, chat there was a natural adjustment of such

matters, but it often happened that some of the rela-

tional changes were at times too great for those exposed

to their iurtueuce to bear up against them until a new

state of things had become a settled fact. Such matters

aiust in a great measure regulate themselves and depend

upon others. In extreme cases there were just two

ways of acting : one was to give in at once, and the

other wa« to invent some artificial substitutes in .the

way of steam ploughs, threshing, reaping, and mowing

machines. They could invent muchiuery and bring it

into operation immediately, but they could not create

labourers all at once. The agricultural labour market

had been unsettled by at least two causes, one the falling

off of the supply of labour from Ireland, and the other

a more influential one, the impetus given not only to

agriculture but to almost every other profession or

calling. A third cause might be stated, viz., the

emigration from this country and Ireland, which had

thiimed the ranks of labour to a considerable extent.

He maintained that the agricultural labourers of this

country had been degraded and steeped in ignorance,

and they were repaying them with a retribution which

however much to be deplored was not to be wondered

at. If they, the agriculturists, meant to be whole they

must remove this plague spot; if they meant to succeed

they must set to work and raise thiit fallen race the

labours of England. It hudjust flashed across his mind

what two great monarchs expressed a wish might be

thelotof everyone of theirsubjects—theFrenchmonarch

expressed a wish that every one might have a fowl for

his dinner, but it was tho wish of no less a venerable and

patHotic monarch than George the 3d, that all his

mibjects should be able to read the Bible. In his, the

President's opinion, the schoolmaster was the instru-

ment to bring the wishes of the two monarchs into

eftect by teaching men on the one hand to strive for

tbeir physical comforts, and on the other impressing

their minds with divine and human knowledge. Mr.

Watson having consented to embody in his resolutions

the suggestions made by Mr. Williams, they were then

ajpreed to unanimously. Ahndge^J^rom Jackson's Oxford

Journal,

flie ceutury. at 70 or 80, while the nieat Pro'i^f™- ^'^

thinks, has increased 100 per cent. The price of Wheat

has been, on the whole, tending downvvards having

been SU.lOd. in 1805, 97s. 6d. i"Jf 5, 7^.8<^ m
1825, 56s. 7d. in 1835. 57*. IW. in 1815, and 53. Wd.

in 1855. The rental value of laud in England, in 181&,

was 82,500.000?., and at present Mr Bond estimates it

at 41,000,000?. The landed proprietors have, tbere ore,

he argues, in the face of the diminished prices of giain

derivfd the greatest benefits from the increased produce

which has resulted from vast and progressive improve-

ments fand he believes that such will be the advance-

men from improved mechanical app iances, deeper

culture extended stock, farming, &c., that laud pur-

cSised now to pay 3i per cent. wiU 50 years^heuee

almost double its rental returns. With a gradual

diminntion of 33 per cent, in the value "/Wheat and a

rise of 28 per cent, in the rental va^ue of
f^^'

^'^hJ
considerable increase in the amount of c""'^f '^'^ l^,^'

hut with a considerably increased demand for farms

the tenant has been in no easy position ; he must have

improved his holding in accordance with the advaiice-

ment of the age, or he would have lost not only his pei
"^^

. . ° ' 1. L -l;™ —u.^1 oiiir* Faruiers, Mr.
oentage retuni, but his capital also.

Bond expressed his belief, now sufl^ered considerably as

regards the competition for farms from amateurs who

fa?m for amusement, without reference to profit
;
and

the competition experienced in commercial pursuits was

less than in agricultural, while the per centage of profit

was infinitely greater. Many a farmer now making a

good profit had to thank his landlord for a large por-

tion of it simply because his farm was let at a moderate

rental, and not thrown into the market to make the

highest price it would fetch. Stdl, Mr Bond said, he

did not fear competition ; competition for farms with

long leases and liberal covenants would give the triumph

to capital, and capital agriculture still required. Tenants

with small means would be eventually beaten out of

the market; they had gradually been falling away for

vears past, and their places would m future be hUed by

men with capital derived from other sources.^ llie

tenant's share of agricultural money makmg m the

future would not, he, thought, be greater than it has

hitherto been; competition for farms would keep down

the percentage returns, and profits exceeding a low

average would only be made where farms were not

offered for fierce competition in the market, or where

very unusual skUl was displayed by the tenants

Referring to the agricultural labourer Mr. Bond

remarked that his gain in the increased agricultural

returns of the present dav was small, and his pecuniary

position was but slightly improved ; still be stood

infinitelv better in the social scale as a free and inde-

pendant man, and if he used his improved position

aright, he believed that he would in luture be able to

command a better home, a better education, and more

of the physical and intellectual comforts of existence.

As re^^ards remedial measures calculated to improve the

condition of the agricultural interest, Mr. Bond advo-

-5 or 26 years ago, his father being thenali^^Tivho^

at the advanced age of 90 years.^ As a practical far -

Mr. Finnie had few equals. His general managem^

was superior, and was the subject of frequentr^
The farm was often visited by distinguished

Btraiu*

from all parts of the world. Mr. Finnie freqoeij

undertook the corducting bf experiments with mantm

and the different varieties of the cultivated plants.
\

the feeding of cattle he also experimented extenay^

The experiments were noted by him at the time withj

minutest attention to accuracy of detail. Mr. Finnie
,,

much employedby various landed proprietors in the^

tion of farms. In connection \vith the Highland
Sodi;,

Mr. Finnie took prominent place, both as directtjg

member. It was owing to his suggestion, andnuii

to his endeavours, that the Agricultural Chemicj^iJ

elation of Scotland was formed, which assodi^

secured the services of the late Professor Joluaij

After a useful existence of five years, this afsocii^

ultimately merged into the Highland Society. Afc

contributions from Mr. Finnie's pen have appeared;

the Transactions of the Society, and can alwijjH

referred to for the information they contain. Mr. Fia

took an active part in the improvement of n
cottages, and in the education of the rural popnJjH

He was one of the earliest and most active merQbo.

the Agricultural Labourers' Dwellings AssodA

Betwixt Mr. Finnie and those in his employmeaU'

relation was one of mutual confidence and rd^

Most of his farm servknts remained long in his sent

and those at present on the farm have been remembe

by him in his deed of settlement. The farm stm

receives as a legacy the sum of 200/., and the plmc

men and other servants in proportion to thdr pti

and period of service.

Seahle ManageinenL—^VnQ proper means to i

adopted for the purification of the stable, will Iwhm

a mode of ingress for the pure air, about 2 yards*

in the walls of the stable, near the foundation, mi

similar channel for egress at the opposite wal!,w

the horses' heads, as high as possible. The Uii\

the heads may be 9 inches square, and those ona /

with the ground at the opposite wall not mom.

4 inches. The working of such machinery canbea

discovered, by placing a feather or lighted can^

the openings near the ground, when either
^

blown inwards, provmg an inward cnrrent of*

phere or pure air; while a similar trial at the I,

near the ceiling will show an outward streamo;

lio-hter poisonous gases. The man must be erthff'

obtuse in intellect, or very reckless of his own
^

and his servants' comfort, that after consider^

these facts will neglect the remedy within reai^

poorest or most niggardly. Ignorant groo«

frequently stop the ventilators with hay, i^

ticularly in winter, either not knowing, or nor«

that ventilation is as requisite at one season asisff

and that if accustomed to a healthful curren^^

the most tender horse will never take injmj- W

In building stables, I shcmld never have theinr

- ' the giPcated a consideration of the currency laws, a free —-----„ .

Viouses on the!

?^ansfer of land, the repeal of the malt-tax, and a preferring straw and^W
^l^^\^lZ^^i

..... .......... .P the ....tionshio between landlord ^^J^^^^ta^^^^^ L:rt''LHn; in'S ^^

aufEce for cleanliness, as sloping stalls ^

the poor animals places of purgatorial iflta^'

temporarily alleviated by their absence at fforK«

where. A horse resting in the natural sttw

standing, will face down an incUne ; and nwDJ

plenitude of their wisdom expect to ^^^^
tying him in a contrary direction to that wDicn

dictates. Pipes sunk for conducting the ^^
liquid manure receptat^lfe will ^e found to n*J

enhance the dryness, cleanliness, and comfortM

and to save for the farmer a valuable aflPJ

agricultural purposes, I object in toto to tyu*

heads in stalls; the animals are thereby^

voUtion, and must place themselves, i^J^^%7
their hours of ease, not* as they wish, Di«

^

master or custom ord^ns. Dung or litter sn

be allowed to accumulate for a moment, bu^

removed to the dung heap, which shouw

within smelling distance of a stable. -^J v^t'

of seeing proper stable system carried o"^*"^

pay a visit to Mr. Murray's, Broughtou 31^^^
^,

ter, and if not improved and enlightenea i i

mistaken. The more room a horse ha^, tn ^

better adjustment of the relationship between landlord

and tenant. ^_

Heme AgticoU de VAngleterre. Par M. F, Robiou

de la Tr^honnais. Barthes and Lowel, Gi*eat Marl-

borough Street, London.

The first volume of this well conducted serial has

now appeared. It is a portly octavo of 480 pages,

capitally illustrated with portraits of Jonas Webb,

Fisher Hobbs, and J. J. Mechi, all of them most

recognisable; illustrated also with diagrams and draw-

ings of machinery and animals. The letterpress in-

cludes articles on the Smithfield Club, on Reaping

Machines, on Lois-Weedon Culture, on Steam Plough-

xncf, on Italian Rye-Grass Culture, on Cross-breeding,

on^Milk, on Special Manures, and on many other subjects

of immediate agricultural interest. The work is an

admirable illustration of Mons. Trehonnais' well-known

literary ability and agricultural knowledge.

Diary for the Dairy, Figgerg, Fonltry Yard, and

Apiary. By an Essex Amateur. Ridgway.

The edition for 1860 is as useful as its Predecessors, ^^^ ^^^ jjg^.^^.gg^^^3^^,g,a„,^. „

containing blank forms lor all manner of recoiH^s
stalls may indifierently accommodate moderate

desirable under the several divisions mentioned m its _,_.,vi .:„ i 1 ;*.^;.«flticaWfl for vaio*

title, and information for the guldiuice of its readers

in the ordinary and extraordinary circumstances of

their experience.

jTiU Midland Counties Almanack and Rural Saad-hook.

An octavo volume of about 24^ pages for Qd> More

than one-half is occupied with advertisements; but the

remainder is well packed with useful information. What
a pity that amid really valuable instruction on almost

every topic in which the countryman is interested,

there should be such a piece of sham and falsity as

the page of "Weather predictions for 1860" neces-

sarily is ! Put that out however, and there is still a

wonderful number of useful pages for the price.

should say boxes were indispensable for '".
^p

I recommend crushed Oats in preferwc^
.

^i

naiurel; but for hard work it should n^
without Beans. A thermometer shouW '

•

stable adjimct, and the temperature reg^^
ingl^^ the system of bedding down hor^

time is wrong. The mechanism of ^'^ ^ »

for delicacy of structure; surrounded J^
sheath in a hbrny case, whose ^^^^^?.%ma i^ -

upon iU flexibility, or po>Ver of assimda^j f

the delicate parts it was formed to ^"^^

" ^
reHeving P^-^ssf^^

B^scellaneons

.

The late John Finnie, Sicanston.— John Finnie,

Hales-wokth : December. AgncuUural Money farmer, Sffanston, a name familiar to most i^ricuiturists,

Maklng.—m-, R. Bond read an able paper on this died on the 24th December, ^ed 53 years. The family

subiect. He cgtimates the increase in the grain ! have occupied the farm of Swanston for about four ceu- gciiciatiu^; j^l..^^...^-,. -

'

pro'durfion of the country, since the commencement of
j
turies. Mr. Finnic became the re.*,.usible tenant about I met ;

let tho hor^ stand on

natural state, and in' constant co°*^„
damped by rain or moistened by dew, e

calculated to promote flexibility. }^ -^^
contrary is the case ; constantly ^^" .^^>li

cannot throw ofi* that which is at ^;""(('«»*

rated in them. They dry. harden, lose

^
so far from performing the part ^^^^lg»
press upon the delicate and sensitive tr .

generating ' groggiiiesa.' This evil i»
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iiurina the day-time, with his feet stuffed with cow-

<inn<^. The litter should be placed anywhere rather

than ill bis stable, for the generation of ammonia from

the urine with which the litter may be impregnated is

productive of serious mischief to the eyes. A judicious

amount of warmth is very desirable in a stable, and

which is qnite consistent with thorough ventilation;

but over clothing is avery ignorant and injurious custom.

So far from inducing health, vigour, and development

of inupcle, the practice has an opposite tendency,

rendering the animal more sensible of any transition of

temperature in this variable climate. Xtet less clothes,

and more * elbow grease/ be the rule of your stable."

Tlie Rorse and his Master,

GAZETTE. 35
BUTTON'S IjElucsliTRF \J VR P, pt? a

Price 28. 6d. permiart Thl f ii
' • ^ ,^^^ ^^^^^ colour,

recently publLhed in the '^^^^^S ^^ the description ol it

NEW SEED

Calendar of Operations.

JANUARY.
Chkshiee, Jan. 4.—The sudden changes and great variety of

weather within the last few weeks have to a considerable

extent disarranged the general order of farming operationB
;

JIangel Wurzel was left in the ground long after the usual
time of its being stored, in consequence of the October frosts.

and Wheat sowing was retarded irora the same cause, and in
some localities it is now scarcely completed.^ Swede Turnips
too have, in many instances, been left growing much bej'ond
the usual p#riod of drawing, consequently they sustained
great injury from the severity of the frost about the middle
of December, so that we fear the crop will be reduced
to one-half its quantity of keeping Turnips, Within the last
nine days an extraordinary change of temperature has taken
place, and the year 1859 closed with weather as mild as is

generally experienced in the month of April, and almost
amidst heavy thimder showers and vivid flashes of lightning,
which we had in abundance on the 30th, The floods in the
meadows have been very high, and the land is now thoroughly
saturated so that the plough is laid aside for the present,
excepting upon the very driest sandy or gravelly soils. Early
Potatoes, which have of late years become an important article
of farm produce, are, we understand, verv much injured
by being stored in farm buildi!igs without due protection from
the frost. Great losses have again befallen many dairy farmers •

the "p'euro-pnenmonia"in its most virulent character has
rev -sited farms where 10orl2year8 ago it carried off from two-
thu- !r to three-fourths of the dairy cattle. In one farm where
about CO cows were kept, upwards of SO have fallen a sacrifice
to the dwease withm eight months. In another in an adjoining
I»".-h, 25 out of 40 have been taken in rather less time, and
injj-Mther m the same parish 26 head of dairy stock, besidestwo A aluab e colts, have been carried oflf in less than twomouths ani the disease is still going on. Almost everything

^lATnt^^^^-''''^^'^f^''^
^^^" ^'^^^^'^ ^"-e^t this fearful

s^MfiJ
^ W. h" T^' ^^"^ homoeopathy to Major's infalUble

inThf« Pn,^f ^^^1. however witnessed a treatment qnite new
vPr«H hn^ ^' "''^^'" ^^'""^ ^^"^^ ^=^t"e have apparently reco-

buMf ^^,. If u""^'
^^^

'^'f-^
^« positively as we could wish ;

kn™ IV
]?'^^^^ P^-^^e favourable, it will soon be made

in flower, June 2l"- "fit fo?n?/^TT*'.'^;^u®^'^^'' -^^^^^ ^^^^
grovirth ' Pods 12 oniZT'd"^^ ^^ '

^^'^^^- ^ *««*' ^^ «t^"«
well filled wTh r t^large PeiT^^^b "S^^^^^ ^''^^^^^-^""4
some yellowish white wSndfy' ThL drv «JJ^^'''^'^^^'^

''"^

pared with numf c^thJ^.iL ^l^' ^ ^> ^^'^^ "*'® large com-
rell as siighUy Lde^tS " '^^ "^"'^ "^^**' ^d*=^|>^^<i as S, (/,

Lond

MesS '^Nomp' ^^' * ^*'''' «»' ^t^^d. London, W.O.
London EC • ^™"''''' * ^"''^' l^^- ^W' S'r,Street,

Covent

v» *

•

2

Ifi

10 6
F

L-

on

j> 1 rT^^^^T ^^^^^^ ^ill he necessary.

412, Strand,

^eed Establishment, Readin

POTATOES.-SURPLUS STOCK.
S-

Notices to Correspondents.

ll'<)5nfsL'dsmen^
'"''' ''^^ «^°"^^ ^^^'^ '^ ^^ ^' --

"foUo^r'i'fhP .1^'Y. IT^'S'^ ^" ^'^ Subscriber. The
lis Sa^^m.nr^'^i} \^h^ ^"^^^^^ Agricultural Society of
cows K-SS*' -"^^.t ^f'^I''^

*'*'"^ y^^^s Si^^^ his dairy

fm^arud toTl^e C^^^^^
"green "cake, which

cake - a^d in nrL i^^^f ^"^^l
Q&.vo^XT than anv other kind ofcaKe

.
andm order to induce them to eat it, he blended it with

, and
straw, Oat-straw: and OuT-sTieilV''«jVi^liV''*^'''y"°\°^

^^^°"

it waYj™fwarm th"ee «m«'^/'"*/l"^'''=<' ^^ *« <^"'^'tl«

J. ?;n.?P^^^^^"^ •
^^^" Growee, Abbev Farm,

SEiDFmAT?,FT,'''!^^^°'^V^ "^^ E^K^Y FORTY-FOLDahhU POTATOES to dispose of at 5s. per c^vt. ; less by the ton.

BIRMINGHA;"#RlI^T°AK'/H*llK"_°#e%
early gre.tcropper, and short top. ^ ^' ^^^^

best vfr^V^?""""^ ^T"""^ ""^""Jy^
"^^ nnquestionably the

--^u A o ?^Jf t""
^^^«™1 crop

;
fine flavour.

^

C^eto^fb!J^^''^T-^ ^^' *^ fi'^^ Stock of healthyVy sets of the above which are wai-rantod as very superior.
:

__lneJloyaljS^ureeries, Slough.

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS^
'

pOBERT PAIN respectfully calls the attention of
T" 1 /o^^^^^rJ?^^^*^^ ^^ ^^ inspection of his very suneriorstock of POBTUGAIi and COMMON LAURELS and YPWS
fr<>?^.4to Tfeethigb. and as much throt^h; fine sped^^and m the best possible condition for remofal bei^g SJo^ eipresslyfor immediate eflFect. Standard Apples for ^rch^rdsstrong and well grown tall stems, so that cattle may not reach

^Tk ^^^'^'' ^'^<=tariues, and Apricots, Rider, halLtandardand dwarf-tramed with extra large sized heads. DrooS
Zf\ f""n"' ^k1^V^.S?

^^"^^« ^° ™^^y «^ tall siems ^
"^

Scarlet, Double White, and Pmk Hawthorn, of lar^e size -

Scotch Spruce. Weymovith Larch, and other FirsVfn^m 4 t^lOfeet m height
; Chesnut, Birch, Poplars. Elm, M .unSn AskLaburnum, Walnut, fine specimens, 9 to 12 feet high

^
vpnw ;^ fr7 ^^f^y ^''^ conveyance, as the Nurserj- is con-venient to the Great Western Railway Qxbridge Station.

Uxbndge Nursery. Middlesex.

TP „ S OF 1 8 5 9.
iiXCELLENCE OF StOCK, QUALITY OP GROWTH, AND

S
Low ChABOES CoMBINEn.

TEPHEN BROWN (late Bass & Brown), Seed-
Grower, &c., Sudbury, Suffolk, is now able to supplyNew Seeds of the present year's crop,

^

i.
??^ followiug are offered, which include many new Vetre-

tables of first-rate excellence. Tl)e Collections furnished from
this estabhshment have met with the highest approval, and
will be found on trial such as will not be surpassed.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS
No. 1. ^Gollection for a large Garden for one year's £

supply, containing 20 quarts of Uie best
^rta of Peas for succeaaon of crops:—
.^roccoli, le sorts; Lettuce, eight sorts, and
ftll other Vegetable Seeds in proportionate
quantities for a full supply .

.

No. 2. A colloctiou in smaller proportions
'

No. 8. Ditto ditto
No. 4. Ditto ditto :;
No. 6. Ditto ditto

4r-'^\^ ^?X ^^^? CATALOGUE of 1860 (29th AnnuarEdi"
tion). will be ready early in January, and will be seat kee
application.

^

Good.s (not under 20*.) Carriage Free to all the LondonTermim
;
also free to Chelmsford, Colchester, Ipswich. BurySt^Edmnnds Norwich, and all intermediate Stitions An thesame lino of Railway.

rpO THE NUKSKRY TKADE.-Stron-Tran.'^nla, t d
nvTvci^S:

Alder Mountain Ash, Beech, Spanish Chesimt.Horse Chesnut Elms, Wych and English Grafted, Hornber-.n.Hazel Limes, Laburnum, Poplars of aorta. Sycamore. &c., 3 4
5, to 6 feet. Also Green Holly, 2 to 3 feet, and Laurels % 3Mjd 4 feet. Prices (extremely low) on application.-JamesDickson & Sons, the " Newton " Nurseries, Chester^

D
HENRY'S PRIZE HYBRID LEHC

"~

OWNIKANDLAIHD,NUESERTMENandSEEDSArFN
*i. i'^\

^^^^^^ Frederick Street, Edinburgh, having purcbaseu
tne wbule stock of the above from Mr. Henry, are now staidiug
It out m packets at Is. postage free. Tiiis variety h^ia gained
upwards of 30 first prizes within the last two years, and obtained
the first and second prizes at the Edmburgh Horticultural
Society s Winter Show on Dec. 6, 1859, the Leeks then shown
being described as extraordinaiy samples of cuUnary produce
measunng 7 inches in circumference and blanched fully
12 inches.

/^LEJSTNY'S IMPROVED BALSAMS from doubleV^ flowers 3 inches over, 6 classes. 37 stamps ; mixed 13.
Cineraria, Dahha, Pink, Hollyhock, from tlie finest show
flowers, 13 each. A list of the best 60 seeds free. GLENN Y'S

S?S^x??S^^'*^rx^^^^^^' ^^^^ lustrations, in the press.
GLENNY'S ANNUAL ADVERTISER is nearly rcadyf and
the advertisements will appear in both.—

F

ulham, HAY.

Genuine flower seeds at moderate prices.W THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ipswich, respect-
• fully annonnces the publication of his DP;SCR1PTIVB

PRICED CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS for the present
season, arranged on the natural system, to which he invites
the particular attention of amateurs. The collection includes-

^ „ . - sample, from his extensive Stock th^ }H ^°^^ Reserving novelties, with a fine selection of rare
following, VIZ. : Cedrus Deodara. U to 10 feet 2a fi/7 tn ^n7

and choice seeds of ail classes, which are faithfully described
each; Cedrus Libani. 3 to 9 feet, .85. 6d. to 205 each- Finns ff^"^

personal observation, W. T.'s great aim being, next to

conifer^.—TO PLANTERS.T SCOTT, Merriott and Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset,
r_^ • oegs to offer as samnle. fmm hia c^^i-c-r.^— o4.„„i- ^i.'

insignis, IJ to 4 feet, 2s. 6d. to 5s. each; Pinus excelsa lA

8 feet, 2s, 6d.
4. ^r.

.?*^- *''^*^^' Cupressus torulosa,' 2 to

U fir/ tn 10, fi^ 1.
• ^r^u^-'

^^yP^meria. 2 to 10 feet,

eU ^^/h y«"^"f
«^^^ gigante.-*f 1 to 2i feet, 5s. to 155.

ttJ^\ J^T ;
^'®**^ variety and stock of all the choicestand best kinds m cultivation. Also FRUIT and FORFST ^*^-!?."J^"«

TREES SHRUBS, &c., in great numbed above Sacfe^ being ^^P^^^^^^^"'
dedicated to their growth

uuiiig
[

CATALOGUES of J. Scott's extensive Stock on applicationRailway communication tn all parts of the kingd

the supply of a genuine article, to avoid the inflated dcscrip
tions and indi.scriminate style of eulogiura now too commouly
adopted. \V. T. respectfully solicits a comparison of his seers
with those of other firms, feeling confident that both for
germinating qualities and correctness of name they will be
found unsurpassed if not unrivalled, whilst for equal quautitits
their prices are fully one-third lower than usual, as the
Catalogue will show. It will be sent post free on prepaid

om.

^T^thtTtir^iS "^h: ^ ff "^^ii^etVnrsTbT
tobeaiunfaiIi,K.meanfo^^^^ ^¥^ substance
while iriyin^ mfivwl^-^ifP'^^.^P til? condition of cows

stock Ol

eteam^fo^andBeaJrmP.I^h "'''''^''^
^t"^

^^^^^ «P t^^'^

^th 28 to 35 lbs of CahW' ^^^ "^^""^ ®^^ supplied daily
Kohl Rabi ill Febm^^n^'^'/!;?"' ^f^berto December, of
on« i,„,„-..

"'' .i^ et^ruary, and of Mangels till Grass time ; eachcow
4

hav
of

)Ut

ink
ren<

nieai owinc't,^' uTr**" "'^^^.tuscontinued the u^

place alonf with'^^^S^ff.^7«„P".^.«' -«<? ^^ ^-- m its

lbs. of mla^iw haWo^Ti^ Ih?^^ ?^.^ ^^3^ ^^^^ feedings,
iL h„f ^„„_ ."^ ^^y ("i:12 lbs. daily). The roots were not

are

this reno;+ wru'^''^y,^^ they desir

m.al'^SSl^J^- P^-^*^" has discontinued the use of Bean:

cut hnf ^ ,
, -^ ^'" ^- ^os, dai

to'dfe -tte?^e -™a,,^.^e tw.ee a da. allowed
Since the date of

SWancT^ofClt'^.^J '^'A RapeTakeTn^ad^Jlt^i, ^
?«*!• On thTs 'foJ 1'' ^^^ 2 ^^ ^ 1^^- <^f Indian Com
nw cows have ^vpni 17 .

"\stances actually observed.
^ the rate of Sout 1 c^f'*^

^^
^^l^ ^ ^-^^ and gamed flesh

mer feeding ^£U^cL7Lr''^'''^S'^ .^ ^^^*^d« ^^^ «""^-
^ay.my c^w^ «i^ ^^^^^^ ^^- Horsfall says :—" During
'bestead; toward .,^'11''^*^ "*"!**" * "^'^^ P'''^^*^"^^ near thi
«i?ht, when thl? ?1T^^V.1J^«^ e^e again housed for the
?^ture and a li^tl^^. '^^PPH'^

with a mess of the steamed
June, when the OrL ^ each morning and evening. During
g^entotheminstead'n'fK''^ better grown, mown Grass is

JS*«<>f steamed ^fvf ^^^.i,^^^^ ^^^y a>^« also allowed two
<^ber, when th?v .;L'^-

Til's treatment is continued till

l^> I commenceJt!- ^^^''^ ''^""^ ^°^^d- In January.
«»otmuedthS,SiJ!^'^^^°§^ my milch cows; and I have

**t.- ^findthat '^?^f,a "'^^^^ almost without omis-

Zlji"' ^y^r^ZtVnf ^^^ yielding 12 to 16 quarts
i?^^-^- It is oimmon f

^' '""^ ^^'^"^' «t^e^3 gaining,

C^oh

?t:^^^yZet^^''V^^^ 12 ouSHnTdo^rt?
^I^ «-eption T^*^^^^^ ^'•^t

^^«^ ^°»«"t to gain

w i „* ^S** of couS, n^i '^r^'J?^'' of 7 to 8 lbs. per week

^'^^ InJ' ^^^ ^tsSdtt^^^ "' ^^--^ ^^' - -^

l^:^'J^^^h,r\Znnn^ P-?--es to bear a good sward

*»«iiii:*^ ^ i>««hel oSi nJr ^°" d take a thin crop of

SCL'^^^^^^^ac^uS'nS'^'ti?' ^y^^ "-^^culturists.

;Sfi« PropertierSd n^^
attention devoted to its

^T^if P^babl^ to t^ str^-.^PP^^S^.^J^"d has been
^^^ ^*^turejj ^l^y fid hj^h price. Now,
^lS2*^'> its piw r!^ ^"*^^ extended and greatly on
*IT^ »»^ th*^^,^, ^ coaaequence has be<^ fuitem^^^ f^y^^ii^^Y"^ *"^*^ «^ery fair trial of it

, , JWnttlAgricuItuM.*] ^^*" Professor Johnston's "Ex-

•^*^*- **«det^Si^^^^^^ have been r«c.i^ to.
4. 7« tnnn a'.« Oeg the i"i^^^^

inquiries can be

ofww contnbutione is still delayed.

The Subscribers having- a ^ood
. „ , , ~ ^, -^ vely~d:e3irable HARDY TREES
^^f^^%i''

''^'' ^^'^"^ ^^ *^^ P'^*^^^ annexed. The plants areall healthy, vigorous, and remarkably well shaped (in fact theyare such as are seldom met with), they have h^n frequenSytransplanted and have unusuallv good roots
-requentiy

^^'i^eTe^rtfi'''' T' *^^'^ andtne,12 to 15 inches,
6s. ba, each, 36s. per dozen.

t^<^;^?Jt ^A'P^fCATA, extra fine (never been grown in

BIOtI 01 AnrV""^^?'' f:^- ^^"^- -^'- P*^- dozen.
^

in «tni^?/.^-^i^^®'
^5"^«)' o"e year seedlings, extra fine,

' upwards^ '
^"^ ^^^

' ^'^' ^"^ P^^*«* ^ to 4 feet and

CEDRUS DEODARA. 2^ to 3^ feet. 3... each, 30.. per dozen.
ff „ 4 to 5 feet, extra fine, 7«. 6d. to 10s. 6'i. eac

PFnRT'y TJATiTToi^J"^^^
^'^^ plants, 6 to 8 and 10 feetCEDRLS ROBUSTA, strong grower, extra fine, 2^ fee 5?. to

7s. 6d. each ; larger, 3 to 4 feet.

l^'^Z^^^.fAi^^^^^'^^J''
°^«-y^^^ seedlings in store pots,

flit ^nd\;;Vatd*s
""'' ''''

'
''''' '"^ P^^^' ' ^ ^ ^'^ ^

JUXIPERUS ERICOIDES, splendid plants, 12 to 15 inches
2». each, 18*. per dozen, 120.^. per 100; 18 to 20 inches.

each ^of fn%f=^^^'/''^''^ ^''^' 3^ t° ^ ^^«^ ^ to 5».

nerdoz/.? ^f.-"?^"'.^''^/''' * *" ^ ^««t, 7.. 6c£. each, Sis.

oTx.?TJ dozen
; 5 to o feet and upwards.PI^US WEYMOUTH, very bushy and fine, adapted for

^^^^^t^^pj^.^' ^^'^y^^> e^tra transplanted and fine, 8i

^f t^Jtf'^^'- ^% ^^^'- ^^'- ^^'- P*^'* 1^00 ;
also a fine atockot larger and smaller sizes.

^iL*if ^^f^.^\V^^ CRAIGIANA OR GLAUCA, true,

TRufi n^°t'p?;no\?A";2 24 inches. 5*. to 7.. 6d. each.'
'

THUJA OR ARBOR-VIT^ GIGANTEA, 18 to 24 inches,
7-^- oa. to 105. 6d, each.

THUJA OR ARBOR-VIT^ SIBERIAN or WARREANA,
loror^S;'t'he"l9oV''''

'' *" ''- ^'^ '^^^^'^^ -^^^ *^ '''^- ^^
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, or CUPRESSUS NUTKAENSTS

exh^a fine. 12 to 15 inches, 2s. 6rf. each. 243. per dozen. 18
k) 24 inches, 5.9. to 7s. 6d. each. 55$. to 84#. per dozen.

With a fine collection of all the choice CONIFER*! bothnew and old. For description, prices, &c.. see CATALOGUE,
which will be forwarded post free on appUcation
Also fine stock of Fancy HOLLIES, green and varieeated •

Hardy EVERGREENS, ROSES, &c.
^^anegawa

,

DWARF MAIDEN APRICOTS, NECTARINES, PEACHES
<fec., extra fine plants, true to name, Is. each, 12* per dozen,'
or u. per 100. For sorts and description see CATALOG17E,
which will be forwarded gratis and f>ost paid on appUcation

It IS respectfully requested that all orders from unknowa
correapondenta may be accompanied with a remittance.
RICHARD BRADLEY- and SON, Halam Nursery near

Southwell, Notts.
"^

r> O B E RT NE A L. Nueseryman, WandsworthX t Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to bis
large and well-selected .'^tock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS,ORNAMENTALTREES. AMERICAN PLANTS.
SSFiJ ^"^ FOREST TREES, STANDAJID anh DWaRF
SxVSS?,^?*^

^^^^y description. A large stock of BOX-LEAFEVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
?^?i'^;ir*" ^ **

= ^^^^ ^^^ a»d LOAM for Ameriean Beds ;
LilLAh MOULD. TheNurseryislOmuiutes'w^kfromClaphain
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Line.

FOREST TREES, QUICKS, ETC.
HAND R. STIRZAKER have to offer a vory

• large quantity of good qualityand well-rooted. Parties
intending to plant extensively will be more htwrally dealt
^th. Prices to the Trade on appUcation.
Ash, 2 to 3 feet, V2s. Gd. ; 3 to 4 feet, 17*. 6d. ; 4 to 6 feet. 30*.
per 1000.

Beech, 2 to S feet, 22s. 6d.;3to4 feet, 35*. per 1000
Birch, li to 2 feet, 20^. ; 2 to 2^ feet, 30s. per 1000.
Chesnut, Horse, 2 to 3 feet, 25x. ; 3 to 4 feet, S3^. per 1000
Chesnut, Spanish, 2 to 3 feet, 255. per 1000.
Elm, grafted, 3 to 4 feet, 25s. per 100; Wych, 3 to 5 feet ''jv
per 1000.

Silver Fir. 12 to 15 inches, 30?. ; 15 to 18 inches, 40a per 10
Larch, li to 2 feet, 12«. 6d. ; 2 to 2^ feet, 15^. ; 2* to 3 feet

175. 6rf. ; 3 to 4 feet, 25v. per 1000.
Oak, English. IJ to 2 feet, 15«. ; 2 to 2J feet, 20*. ; 3^ to 3 feet

25*. per 1000.
Sycam ore, li to 2Tt., 14s. ; 2 to 3 ft.. IGs. ; 3 to 6 ft., 25/t. per 1000
Ihoms, 2yeai8, 10«. 6d. ; 3 years, Us. ; 4 years. 20.?. per 10)))
I mus austriaca, 9 to 12 inches, three times transplanted. Hbs
per 1000.

Berberia Aquifolium, li to 2 feet, 85s. per 1000
Laurel, Common. IJ to 2 feet, 6s. ; 2 to 2^ feet, 10s. ; 2A to 3 feet.

15«. per ino. ^ > > 2 ,

Yew, English, I^ to 2 feet, 17*. 6rf. ; "210 2J feet, 25s. ; 2.\ to
3 feet, 30jr. ; 3 to 4 feet, 45j. per 100.

'

Solauum Capicastnim, 1 year old, good plants, 9d. each.

^

The Nurseries, Lancaster.

EIGATE SILVER SAXD. — Best quality f.r
Florist*. 16s. per ton ; less quantities Is. 6d. per bushel,

dehvered to any Loudon Wharf or Railway. Sacks for SfinJ.U 6d. each; or on hire. 6^/. each (five hold a ton); KE.\"'Ti:5H
and HAfttPSHIRE PliATS, LOAM, and LEAP MOULD, i,i

large or small quantities.

—

Johs Keshakd, Purveyor to her
Majesty, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

HORTICULTURAL ACENT AND VALUER^

MR ALFRED CHANDLER, (of the late firm of
Chandleb&SoN8,)2S, Priory Road, Wand-sworth Roa^l, S-

ARDE.V LABEL.—Neat, durable, and well-
executed LABELS, painted and lettered in oil paint, and

varnished, equal to enamel. A specimen sent on the receipt of
3 Postage stamps.—Address F. H. Ltdbpry, North Shrop-ihire.

ESIGN8F0E EL(3VVEK BEDS and GARDENS.
—In consequence cf numerous applications J. Marshaix,

2, Goldamith Street, Nottingham, has been induced t<» prepiro
another aet of Designs. They comprise upwards of «0,

diversified in style, and will be forwarded to any ixidru.-^.^ on
.ecaipt of 'U po^tagu «UmpB,
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DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S Q C W.J

r
TO TTSTFORW THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, NURSERYMEN, (xAKJJJ^rsiii.tto, AaiJ x^xxicivo, ^"f^^^J;*^

ON THE BUSINESS IN A ITS BRANCHES AT THE ABOVE OLD ESTABLISHED PREMISES.
CONTINUES TO CARSl

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FORCINiGl HOUSES, VINERIES, PITS, &c,

OF EVERY^DESCRIPTION, ERECTED ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLES.
r

HEATING B Y HOT WATER.
J. G. having specially devoted Ms attention for many years to this part of the busmess, is -wMly prepared to He-t„<=;^\^f

-J^f»„y/ ^^^^^^^^

Mansions, Warehouses, &c., as well as all struetures connected with Horticulture, in the mo»t efficient manner Hi» system istnem^^^^^
attracted the notice of the public.

,

'-^^^^V^.^^t^^l^^'^^O^ Tien sS^i^l.^^^'^^^Sp^^^^^—y to fracture to which those of...

-"i^lhuS isTonIS :^^i^estSg.^tr^.;?^Sp!l !;-^Z^Sv^^=^^^t^^SS and workmanship. ,

PLANS AND FSTIMATES FURNISHED ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE.

ONE BOILER SYSTEM.
So styled from the fact that the largest Horticultural Estahlishments in Europe are now

effectually heated by WEEKS^ ONE BOILER.

THE SEASON FOR TESTING THE EPFICiENCY OF A HOT-WATER
APPARATUS having arrived, J. Weeks & Co. are privileged by tlie under-men-

tioued well-knuwn Horticultural Firms to issue a special invitation to the nobility,

clerirv. and (rentry to pay avisittotheirimmcn.se Establishments in order to become
eye-witucssea of the extraordinary power of WKEKS" ONE BOILER SYSTEM.

J. W. & Co. beg emphatically to assert tbat their ONE BOILER SYSTEM is in

every respect superior to any other method of Heating. It is more economical and

clean, requires no night attendance, effects a great saving in labour, and that it is

infinitely more efficient is clearly shown by the following statistics :—

Length of Pipe
Heat«d on Weeks'
One Boiler System

Feet
5500

10,000
4000

13.000

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St.

John's Wo<xl .. ..

Messrs. F. A A. Smith, Dulwich Nursery ..

Mr. W" poDROFFE, Harrow Road, Paddington
Mons. Loms Van Hootte, Ghent, Uelgium

J. W. k. Co. also manufacture flmallcr and less expensive Boilers upon the same
nrinciplo as the ONE BOILER SYSTEM, rauging in size from Nos. 1 to C, at prices

from il. up to GQL

J. W. ft Co. also invite an inspection of their own HORtlCULTURAL SHOW
ESTABLISHMENT at Chelsea, which they built expressly as a place of reference for

OTbibitincr varinns dosicrna and imnrovoments in the Construction of CONSERVA-

HOT-WATER PIPES at wholesale prices, wi

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every oth^r coiintctic'

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, t'

Elliptic, from 24a. each. Boilers and Iron Stands to usewi

out brickwork. Valves from Us. each. Coil Boxes. Fiira

Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, and Builders' Cafltii

of every description in stock, at Mr. Lynch White's Ii

Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Dlackfriars Bridge, X>ondon, S

J WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Buildees a

• Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

TORIES GIIKENUOUSES, PINE STOVES, VINERIES, ORCHARD-HOUSES, CUCUMBER and other FORCING PITS,

together with an extensive WINTER GARDEN, the whole in full and constant operation, and now being managed for Ijorcing

CHOICE FRUITS, displaying an unrivalled selection of HORTICULTURAL STRUCTURES suited for every required pun^ose.

J. Weeks & Co. have constnntly on hand an extensive variety of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS ready for fixing in any

part of the country, and also Forcing Frames and Pit Lights in large quantities.

Near the Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and Lights, and from 3

400 Lights for Pits of all sizes kept in stock, glazed and »
complete, ready for immediate use, packed and sent toaU

of tho KiTifdom.
References to the NoDiUtj, Qenli>', and Trade in m(fit (

counties in England.
^OKINS AND HUK

Jubilee Place, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. _ _V

J. WEEKS & C0,» Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

King's Eoad, Chelsea, S.W.

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION. - _r^.'

ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

HoRTici-T-TiTRAL BuiLDERS and HoT-WATER Am
Manufacturers. Estimates forwarded on the

^^^J^fJ.
BOILERS of all sizes on sale; also small CO>^fc;£i ,

RIES and GREENHOUSES. Heated by GAb;HOi"; $

APPARATUS, from a single burner, upon ^"^^^^^^
«!«„ f« +>,« n^,r^rr^nr^ OaS StOVe, wMch 13 SO UyuriOUS TWJ |

prices ^ppiy

RO'S CANNON BOILERS.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS. OLD ST. PANCRAS ROxVD, LONDON,

"WERE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Agpricnltural Society for their IRON HURDLES & GATES
whicb, Tijr their pocnliar construction, are more than twice as strong and dnrable as those in ordinary nse. I

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30^. to 500Z.

The Hurdles can he seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.
Professor Vamell's Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittings.

These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings ohtainod the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the

Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and fall-sized stalls and loose

boxes are erected for iuapection at St. Pancras Iron Works,

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS,
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N,W.,

OPPOSITE OLD ST. PANCRAS CHURCH.

MUCH has of late been said about ROlt^-?

HEATING BY HOT WATER, but these.
^^\^

now proved themselves to be the best at V^^'^ /gi
They are adapted for Heating every description <»

and are made of various sizes. The price of the ^
24-inch Cast Iron is "^VlO •

24-inch Wrought Iron is . , . .^f* * o lO
36-inch Wrought Iron is .. \- "* w
4S-incli Wrought Iron is .. •- •' ^ ^-^l

References, to Geutlemen and Nurserymen "^^^^gM*
are now at work. The Cannon Boilers are noj

J;

r^
and are to be had only ofJ. Jones, 6. Bankside, s-^^^^

desiriptionof Saddle and Cylinder BoUers. /^ f^
and Connections at prices lower than those <>» ""^ -
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BUSBY'S STOCKWOOD GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE,

mUV verv beautiful specimens of tins really SPLENDID GRAPE (some of the bunches weighing upwaras of
r| Miifj ^^'^j;

. ^ /V_- upen exhibited during the past season, combined with the numc^-ous unsolicited tcstiraonials as to its

X ^^^.^•)'''TrAi-.l excellence which JAMES VEITCH, JuN., has received from the most eminent piactical Gaideners,
Buperiontj^n^Sn calling attention to its great merit,
warran r,

confidence recommend it as being without doubt the hest light Grap^ of Us class in cuHiration. It will

J. v., Jujr-t ^'''" ,, ;,.;n^« oiif./>Pf.r1inor wftll under the Kiimft trnfitniRTit. Jis the Rlnnk Hamburtrh. and Cfrtainh/ no

Nice young Canes 5s. Od. each 1 Good well ripened Canes...

Fine well-ripened Canes 10s, 6d, each

7s. 6d. each

EOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W—January 21.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, WC.
"^+

BUTLER MCCULLOCH'S
DESCRIT'TIVE AND PRICED CATALOGUE OF FLOWER. TREE, SHRUB,

VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
(READY IN A FEW DAYS, AND FORWARDED FREE AND POST PAID OX APPLICATION),

Tlie Notes and Descriptive Mutter of which have been carefully revised and much vahiablc information added.

The new and recent introduction of species and varieties have also been added, and as heretofore the seeds

which require for thiiir maturation a warmer climate than that of England have been saved for ua in Italy

by that distinguished amateur, the late Sardinian correspondent of Messrs. James Carter & Co., who has

jippointed us his representatives in this country.

Continued from last tceeJc's Chronicle.

PACKETS OF CARNATION AND PICOTEI
FROM ONE OF THE CHOICEST COLLECTIONS IN EUROPE.

YELLOW' CARNATIONS.
F.

Packets containing 12 superb varieties of

Yellow Bizaure and Self Carnations, Yellow Ground
Colour, with Stripes of two Colours, viz..

Yellow rose and lavender Salmon scarlet and purple
bizarre bizaiTe

Yellow flesh and roso bizarre Yellow Ci\rmine and purple
Salmon red and lavender biz:\rre

bizarre

YELLOW PICOTEES.
L

Packets containing 12 superb varieties of

Yellow PicoTEEg, margined with thi j^ollowing colours, viz.

Orange purple and rose bizarre
Orange scarlet and maroon

bizarre
Yellow purple and state bizan-e

Buff self

Yellow self

Lemon self

Orange self

Ten seeds of eacb variety, Gs. fid. Five seeds of eacb variety,
2^. 6iL per packet.

Packets containing 12 superb varieties of
Ylllow Flake Caiwatjons, Yellow Ground with coloured

Stripfs. viz.
Yellow ^, Bcarlct flako

Yellow gr. crimson edge
Yellow gr, lavender edge
Yellow gv, bn^d mai'oon edge
Yellow gr- scarlet edge
Yellow gT- rose edge
Yellow gr. purple edge

Yellow gr. cannine edge
Yellow gr. broad scarlet edge
Yellow gr. red edge
Yellow gr. maroon edge
Yellow gr. pink edge
Orange gr, scarlet edge

Yellow gr. crimson flake
Orange gr.-niaroou flake
Buffgr. £car]ct flake
Salmon gr. purple flake
Orauge gr. scarlet flake

Yellow gr. pink fiako
Yellow gr, red flake
Yellow gr. maroon flake
Orange gr. crfrmii^e flake
Yellow gr. rose fliike

Salmon gr. rose flake
Ten seeds of each variety. 7.*. Gd. Five seeds of each variety,

4^, per packet.

Paciicts containing 12 superb varieties of
Yellow Fancv Carnations, viz.

Ten seeds of each variety, Is. Qd. Five seeds of each variety,
4#. per packet.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.
From the newest and best varieties extant

J-
Packets containing 12 varieties of choicest

Ferpetcal Self on Onf:-colourex> Carnations, yiz.

Yellow shndcd pink
TcUow spotted scarlet
Snlmon purple and carmine
Yellow shaded scarlet
Yellow pink and slate
Yellow iiliadcd crinison

Salmon spotted scarlet
Yellow mottled rose
Yellow and flame
Yellow and lavender
Yellow mottled rose and purple
Orange mottled scarlet

Scarlet
Carmine
Slaroon

Deepciimson
Purple
Rose

Cerise
Light scarlet
Piiik .

Rosy bronze
Flesh

Ten seedg of each variety, 6.«. 6d. Five secda of each variety,
Za. Gd. per packet.

Deep roso

Ten seeds of each variety, 6.9. Five seeds of each variety,
3«. 6t£. pev packet.

K.
Packets containing" 12 varieties of choicest

Perpetual Flake on Scarlet Ground Carnations, with
Stripes, viz..

Blush gr. scarlet flake
Light scarlet flake
Strawberry gr. crimson flako
Light purple fl.ike

Pink gr. Iila3 flake
Rose gr. crimson flake

Ten seeds of each variety, 6s. Five seeds of each variety,
3«. Gd. per packet.

Flesh gr. maroon flake
Pink gr. crinison flake

Rose gr. jturple flake
Pink flake
Scarlet gr. maroon flake
Rose flake

No. L-

Ko. 2..

No. 3.-

No. 4.-

vegetable seeds.
Complete Collection of 20 quarts of PEAS, and all other Seeds in proportion, for one

year'a supply (see first column)
•12 quarts of PEAS, ditto, in smaller quantities (see second column)
• 6 ditto ditto, ditto (see third column)
5 ditto ditto, ditto ..(see fourth column)

£ s. d.

•6 3
2 2110
15

Tn#.^n5«*^Ti'^*''""~^'^*^®^
^^^^^ somewhat significant title haa appeared in thia Paper, and other publications, the followiuff bv nolucans courteous paragraph :

—

.
' ^ j

tkemx/"'"^ ^^^'M''
*^" ^^^ ^'^'* '^ caution their cuttomers agains^t the published statement of a Covent Garden ITouse, in reference tom «i7« in fowjMncdon with a supposed Aymcy (ickich never exUted), as .n'.ch Ktatements an iotnlbj devoid 0/ truth "

been nntT'lu^ -If
^?^ ^^ understand that we are the House alluded to ir the paragraph just quoted, and which has evidently

win ii.?i. r T^*^" ^'*? ^^^"^ ^^ damaging our commercial integrity. The kind of reliance to be placed on the above statement
page 31 -i!i

'^^*^ ^'^ ^^" ^""^^^^"^^ ''^*^^^*^ *"^^™ Messrs. James Carter and Co. 's own Seed Catalogue of 1857, at

„^^^ ^
"CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEEDS.

&rJi/i.?n r.^f'^^'^P/f^ ?'^' \'^'^'^
*'^?i'*

'^* pleasure to tvhmH to rvbUc notice the folloicinff »ple;\did CoUectlon rfcdvtdftmn tMr
SvXrrS''^

'^'^ " (an Amateur of first-rate abiUty). Ail the Seedi produce, upon a,i average, fror^ 70 to75percLof%e

''II^.^l\^^ZTfh^'^-^^'^-'}-^^^7^^^ ^® Gardener!^' Chroni6'e, Tab. 26, 1859. page 167:—
f^rroi^ f^f^"\'^l!^^^^

'«^A a late correrpondeyit, feef it their duty to Sate that prc-
«nrf»ur»o>r^«^ -^^^'^^ of (^^ F'^rm have traceUed during the p^nt autumn vnth that obitt

SuSw f^u^ "'Y^
^^^^^^^ •' ^'* ^^^^ce* of the corre>^pondent alluded to are therrfore dispensed te ith"

-^ '

*Co.an/oMrX^''^— '^'^^ '"^ unnecessary to prove the intimate connexion which existed between Messrs. James Carter
feel cerL^i^tL. lul^^S^"^^^^^^^^^^ "^^^ ^'^^ ^^y y'^"^ supplied that firm with choice Seeds of Itali.in growth and we
Kuarantcnif ^*i ^v "^ ^'*'''^''^^"° passed upon th^t gentleman, (viz. an Amateur of first-rate ability), i.-, perhaps tha best
'ecciye from that

^^^ ^^^'" ^®^° necessary) that we can possibly oflTer to the pubUc respecting the value of the Secda we

THE PLYMOUTH SKED. AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEXIEXT, AKD MANURE COMPANY Limited are

en ding out their Collection of SEEDS, which have hitherto
given satisfaction :

—

No. 1. Complete Collection of Seeds for a large Garden
for one year's supply £3 0«. OtZ-

No. 2. CompleteCollectionforamoderate-sized Gardens
No. 3. Complete Collection for do. (Kmall quantities) 16
No. 4. Complete Collection for a small Garden . . 15

No. 1. Carriage free to most Stations and Ports in tlie

Kingdom.
No. 2. Carriage free to Broad Gauge Stations and Steam Ports.

No. 3. Carriage free to Stations between Plymouth and
Paddingtoa.

Address : Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth.

T R I T O rvi A U V A R I A.
~"

JAMES MARCHAM, of Earl's Court Road, Old
Brompton, 8.W., having saved SEEDS of this splendi.l

hardy perennial plant, offers packets containing 50 Seeds for If.,

200 for 2s. Qd., 500 for 5s., i oz. for 20?. All ordei-s ti.> be pro-
paid. Seeds sown between now and the 1st of March will
flower in the autimm of the present year.

HOUODKxN DKUN CAAll'AN ULAl UM (Teue),
Htc2fcet, large bushy plants, 61. per 100. This pecu-

liarly handsome Rhododendron may now be planted even wbere
Ganio abounds ; here, although the winter has been very
severe, not a leaf has been eaten.
CEDAU OF LEBANON, 3 to 5 feet, 51 per 100.
The best STANDARD ROSES, 3f. per mo.

Wm. Jackson & Co., Bedale. Yorkshire.

CATALOGUE.. '
.

YOUELL A^-D CO.'S GENERAL a>b DESCRIP.
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for tins season is now

ready, and will be sent free on application.

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifer?,,
Shrubs, as well as all the newest introductions in Soft-wooded
Plants.—Royal Nursery. Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

TO PLANTERS OF CONIFERS.
YOUELL AND CO. can supply 50 species of RARE

AND HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for 5/., paekago.*
included, and carriage paid to Manchester, Newcastle- on-Tyne,
Hull, London. Peterborough, or to any Railway Station within
150 miles of the Nursery. A LIST of the above can be had on-
application.—Royal Nursery. Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

LAING^S MAMMOTH RED CELEUY. — Th9
largest and best flavoured Celery known, and will not

rnn to seed until the second year. (See former advertisement)
Packets, 1^, each ; large trade do., Ss. 6d,

New Australian Cress^ QU- per packet 1 per post pre-paid,-
Cottager's Kale» true, 6d, per packet \ Postage stamps re-

ceived in payment-—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth,

^~o T jT^ t~k a D kT^
SPERGULA. PILIFERA SEED, the mPROVEI>

CUSTARD MARROW. Prices of the above, also for othex'

seeds offered to the Trade, may be had on application.

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWING—SPERCULA PIUFERA.

J A. SUMM ERS supplies the above in plants enough
• to cover the ground next summer at Is. per square j-ard,

or at Is., 2s,, and is. perdoz. plants. A speeimen post free. Is,

Hownrd Park Nursery, Ferry Hill. Sydenham, S.E.
_ p A N S I E S. .

Hendon' Park Nurseries, Hkndon, N.W.

EDWARD SHENTON ia now offering a krpe and-
varied stock of all the best Show varieties of PANSIES,

in 60- pots. Prices for single plants, as per var. ; per doz., 6a.

AKDV CALIFORNIA^ CONIFKRS, PICEA
(ARIES) AMABILI3, PtCEA (ABIES) GRANDIS.

—Healthy seedling Plants of the above named most bcantiful
liardy Trees can be supplied by the undersigned by the doz^n^'
hundred, or thousand, as also many other choice Conifers,
PRICED CATALOGUES of which will be sent ou application.

Huon Low & Co., Clapton Nursery. London, N.E.

C E D R U S D E O D A R A.

MAXJLE AND SONS still hold the largest supplies -

of the above tree in the couutry, and invite the atten-
tion of gentlemen planting, and the Trade generally. Magnifi-
cent specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 feet, at 5s., 6*., 7*., 8*., 9*.,

and 10*. each.—Stapleton Road and Stoke Nurseries, Bristol.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W,

T

JAiVIES VEITCH, Jctn., respectfully announces tliat
his CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER

SEEDS for 1S59, with a List of Implements and other Garden
requisites, is now published, and will be forwarded post free
on application.

J. v.. Jun., devoting his personal attention to this depart-
ment of his business, can warrant his SEEDS trde to N'ame;
and of the most genuike description.—January 21.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1860.

MEETINGS TOR THE ENSUIKG WEE^.
MoMiAt, ^an. 23-Entonioloincal s F.jd.

For fufther particulars and other choice Xotelties see Catalogue,
__ '— ——*—

Haying' completed our extensive alterations, we have commence I executing cur
Vegetable Seed Orders.

SURPLUS STOCK OF BULBS.
l«OS?\r'T^*'^^r.^ ^rL-^'-'

*^'" ^^« >ialf for 10*. 6d. :-3a HYACINTHS. 30 POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, TOO DOUBLE TULIPS,'voi>t,m, x^LLlPS, 300CROCUS, 50 BORDER NARCISSUS, 10 DOUBLE JONQUILS, 25 large SINGLE JONQUILS.

BUTLsa and LIcCULLOCH, Seedsmen, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

IN our preiimmary notice of Mr, Dahttin's work
we assumed that a considerable number of our
readers, including a large portion of those who
may profit most bj its perusal, are more or less
unfamiliar with the somewhat perpleiin^- terms of
its title-page; yet it is only by fiiHy com-
prehending these, and by keeping them prominentl}^
before the mind, that the reader .can hope to master
even the general argument of the work. I'hesc-

terms are **Katural Selection," and "Struggle for
Life ; " to the explanation of both of which we mAv
well devote a short space, confining the prestnV
article to the first.

It is very well known (and to none better (hart

to gardeners), that the animal and regefahle
kingdoms are more or less directly subservient to

the uses of man. that animals and nlants vary
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but snppo=er! it to be Araericau in consequGuce of
his having also supposed it to be the Western or
Virginian Plane tree of John Paekixson, who
mentioned the latter in his Theatre of Plants pnb-
lished in 1G40. Certainly this Park Plane is not

But from the mother country there issues a louder
demand, that namely for the return of a special

product of the plants or animals sent out ; and to

this a very unsatisfactory answer is returned.
Tlius, for example, we send to our colonies and to

India, living specimens of the finest kinds of

Cotton, Sugar-cane, Nicotiana, Cochineal, sheep,

&c, ; and we demand in return the finest known
produce of these in the shape of Cotton, Sugar,
Tobacco, Carmine, and wool ; but too often in

vain. If we inquire the cause, we are told that

the plants grow admirably, and propagate abund-
antly, but that the climate is not suited to produce
therefrom the kind of crop demanded and con-
sidered the finest ; and we either remain discon-

tented with the result, or send out more so-called

finest kinds, to lead to as certain failure. But
we here forget two principles that Nature teaches

;

first, that there are no known limits to variation ;

more or less, and that man takes advanta;^e of
this fact hy selecting such varieties as accident or
experience show -will be most useful to himself.
Moreover man has experimentally proved that by
attending to their conditions of life these varieties
may be retained as such for an indefinite period,
or rendered permanent, as far as his experience
enables him to judge of what is permanent or
transient ; and as a corollary from tTiesc two facts,

it follows ^that man can (so to speak), create or
cause to originate still other varieties by selecting
from those lie has established such individuals as
depart in any particular from them ; and these
latter will necessarily be wider departures from the
original stock with which he commenced his
operations.

This method of proceeding is yqxj familiar to

most persons; but not the rationale of it. In
common parlance the gardener is said to "have
made his plants vary;" and this looseness of and secondly, that there are no such things known
expression betrays the inexactness of the pre- '

-
- ~

valent ideas on the subject. The gardener does
not necessarily nor even ordinarily make the plant
vary^ j very few useful varieties have owed their
origin to design ; the appearance of the variety is,

in mo^t cases at any rate, accidental, and its

obvious utility has directed man's attention to it.

Suppose that it be desired to raise what in common
parlance is called a new kind of "Wheat, better
suited to a particular soil or climate than that in

ordinary cultivation : the surest plan is to select

from the kind that already grows best in that
locality the strongest and most prolific individuals,
and to propagate from these. Man here works
no change ; he only takes advantage of the
differences which are displayed by the plants in
the field, and which have been induced without his

5nt3rvention, and he knows not how. To follow out
the process, the field eventually becomes covered
with a crop of Wheat, which was formerly repre-
sented by a few ears only, but in eff'ecting this

rapid change manhas only powerfully aided Nature;
for it is quite clear that the quality which man has
thus so prominently brougiit out is one which
(other conditions remaining the same) must ulti-

mately have asserted its superiority in a similar
manner. Thus if it owed its superiority to hardi-
hood, a greater proportion of its seeds would have
annually ripened and a smaller proportion been
annually killed in the ensuing winter ; if to its

fecundity, the result would he the same, and so on.
TVe may even go further, and assert, that in the case
of an annual crop like "Wheat, Nature would have
played into man's hands whether he knew iter
not ; for if one variety depart from its neighbours
in the circumstance of producing seed better suited
than all these do to the climate, the seed of that
kind must, for the reasons al)ove given, have been
harvested in annually increasing proportions and
bence finally dominate over the rest, except active
means are taken to suppress it. The crop may fall

off, owi::g to bad cultivation, bad seasons, bad
harvesting, or bad housing of the grain ; but
unprolific as the field may become, there will to

the last be better and worse plants in it and the
best will be the last to die ; there will in short
remain, as material for ]N*:iture to wo.k upon by
natural selection, a slight preponderance of the
seed of that variety which at that time and place was
best suited to survive prejudicial inflaences, and to

increase mo!«t rapidly when these should be
removed, tinder the simple conditions r.ssumed
for illustration it matters not in the long run
whether Nature or man sows and garners.

Now it is this obvious power and facility which
animals and plants have to select for themselves,
so to speak, that is thefoundation'of Mr. Darwin's
term, ** natural selection," and the reader must
keep the value and full significance of its real
meaning clearly before him : it does not mean that
the unintellectual individual plant or animal goes
to work with the same intention as the grazier or
gardener, but that it does so with the same means,
in the same manner, and to the same certain end

;

that good qualities will prevail over bad to the
improvement of the condition of the race, in the
physical as well as in the" uioral world.

This principle has a wide beneficial application,

a far wider one to the agricAlturist than at first

mght appears ; though we believe that generations
may pass away before it is so acted upon as to

yield its full fruit?. From Australia, India, and
all our ioreign possessions, we have the demand for

plants an i animals suited to the climate and con-
ditions of those p^ti of the -world ; and these we
can supply, and to a certain extent successfully,
by Bending plants and animals of proved utility to
man, whioh our experience of their power to in-
crease and multiply under various conditions
assures us will live and thrive in those climates*

as finest hinds, "Why should we assume that the

varieties sent out to the colonies are those best

worth producing, or the only ones worth trying
to select from ? "Why, for instance, do we assume
that the best known Tobacco is the best that ever

will be known ? All we do know or think about
it is, that it was known under certain conditions

to yield the finest known produce, and that
this produce yields the quickest, surest, and
largest money return in the present state of the
market, of taste, of machinery, and means of

transit, Ve have spent tens of thousands of

pounds in growing the Sea-island Cotton in India,

where Cotton grows and thrives adrairablj^, "Who
knows but that a tithe of the time, money, science,

skill, and energy expended on the abortive
attempts to force a valusible kind on an ungrateful
soil, climate, or people, might have enabled an
intelligent cultivator of native Indian Cotton to

develop©, by imitating the process of natural selec-

tion^ an equal or superior long-staple to that of the
Sea-island ? We owe to the accomplished and
energetic Director of the Ceylon Botanic Garden
the suggestion that it would be better to attempt
the improvement of the already fruitful Ceylon
Cottons, than to seek to establish the American
long-staple, and herein that truly scientific officer

has shown himself to be a practical naturalist. In
the present state of science, we cannot doubt the
wisdom of his proposal whatever its results may be

;

it is an application of the principle which Mr.
DAifwnr believes Nature to have followed in pro-
ducing species of plants profitable to man and the
lower animals, and which a perusal of his work
assures tis is, in the existing infant condition of
experimental agriculture, capable of indefinite

application and undreamt-of results.

I^' another column it will be seen that Mr.
Rivers has revived the discussion about Plii^e
Tkeks, which excited so much interest in 1856.
(See Gardeners^ Chronicle of that year passim.)
The history of one of our most ornamental trees is

indeed by no means an unimportant subject, and
by way of adding something to what has as yet
been said, "we take the present opportunity of our-
selves offering a few remarks.

It is usual in this country to suppose that only
two kinds of Plane tree are cultivated. One of
these is the Oriental (P. oyientalis) familiar to

travellers in the East, and to scholars who remem-
ber how LiciN-nrs MncrAKus, when Roman Consul
in Lycia, dined in its hollow trunk along with
18 persons of his retinue. The other, generally
called the Western (P, occidentalis), is the common
Plane tree of the London Parks, About the origin
and distinctive marks of the first there is no un-
certainty. 'Its deeply iobed leaves, with in most
cases a conspicuous extension of the green blade

' along the footstalks in the form of a wedge, are of
themselves enough to separate it from the others,
although its foliage varies a good deal as well as
its manner of growth. It is of the so-called
Occidental sort, whioh, for the sake of avoiding
confusion, we will for the moment call the Park
Plane, that the history is uncertain. "Whence
comes it ? Is it American or European ? Is it

distinct from the Oriental ?

The origin of our Park Plane is enveloped in
mystery. That it is the same as what Miller
called the Occidental Plane (or Platanus virgiyn-
ensts) is we think indisputable. Every word
which he uses applies to the Park Plane and to

nothing else ; and hence doubtless the general
belief that that sort was American, The real
American or Occidental Plane Miller also culti-

vated, having raised it under its common name of

American; at least it does not occur in any collec-
tions of dried plants formed in the United States
and therefore has no title to be called Occidental.'
But what then is it P Mr. Rivers supposes it

to be Miller's Maple-leaved Plane tree, which
that writer raised at Chelsea, from seeds of the
Oriental Plane. But Miller says that his sort is

more tender than the latter, and grows faster
neither of which statements correspond with our
modern experience ; and he did not know whether
it would strike from cuttings or not, though he
thought it would.
But whether it is the Maple-leaved Plane tree of

MiLtER or not, there is no reason to doubt that it

is the kind which bears that name on the conti-
nent. It is, moreover, certainly identical with
what Tenore in his dissertation on Plane trees has
so figured [Hicerchc suIla classificazioiie de Platam
figs. 4 and 5) ; and we agree with Mr. Rivers that
it should now be called Platanus acerifoUa,

That it is of Eastern origin we can scarcely
doubt. The late Prof. Link himself pointed out
the trees in the Horticultural Garden and Hyde
Park as what he regarded as the Platanus orien-
taiis which he had so often seen in Greece. "We
also possess an imperfect dried specimen collected

in Cashmere by Rotle, which we are unaSle to

distinguish from the tree of our Parks. At least it

exhibits one of the most certain marks by which
the leaves of P. acerifolia may be known from
those of P, orientalis, viz., the great propor-
tional distance from the top of the leaf-stalk to the
base of the middle lobe of the leaf itself. It must,
however, he owned that so much difiiculty exists

in distinguishing single leaves of the two trees,

that were it not for the curious constitutional dif-

ferences between them, pointed out by Mr. Rivers,
and well known to gardeners, they would certainly

be referred to one common species.

Such now appearing to be the true history of

the Park Planes, the statements respecting their

tenderness in our climate must be withdrawn ; for

such real Occidental Planes as once existed there,

if they ever became trees, seem to have long since

perished from inability to ripen their wood suf-
ficiently to bear pur win^pyf^, ^---1 ^

The Olives in France, Wke weather of

December, 1S59, has been disastrous for the Olives
in the south of France. A correspondent of the
Iwies states that in the neighbourhood of Grasse
both Olive and Orange trees were completely
frozen. This will be the more severely felt, inas-

much fis in October the Olive crop had been much
reduced by the worm, and by a south-east wind,
which caused a considerable quantity of the fruit

to fall off the trees. In fact, the damage caused
to the Olive crop by the frost of December is so

serious that it cannot yet be estimated.

New plants.
233^INrs LOPHOSPEEMA.

P. foliis qiiinia rigidis apice triquetris pungentibns tictu
scabriuaculis, vaginisjunioribus longissimis, strobilia globoso-
ovatis obtusis apophysi ancipiti crassisslrao umbone obsoleto
Bubrecurvo, seruinibus uuciformibus aia brevi obliqufi ia
cristam magnam camosam separabilem insertfi.

This acquisition has been obtained by Messrs. Low &
Co., of Clapton, through Mr. William Lobb, who found
it in Lower California, and speaks of it as a new species

which, for beauty of foliage, is unsurpassed by any
other kind he had yet seen. The leaves are from '8 to

10 inches long. It is indeed a fine thing, and porfeotly

distinct from all the species hifcherto described. Its

young wood is very strong, and covered with the

glaucous bloom of a raisin. The leaves are stout, stiff,

and not unlike those of a Pinaster ; but its most remark-
able characters are to be found in the cones and seeds.

The cones resemble in form those of a Sf-one Pine, but
are larger, and the apophyses (ends of the scales) are

more erect and distinctly two-edged. The seeds are

large like those of P. Lambertiaua, &e., but they are

famished with a thick rounded comb or crest, of a

blackish colour, from which proceeds a very narrow
wing. Both crest and wing come away together in the

form of a horse-collar. The species is therefore inter-

mediate as it were between Endlicher's sections Pinaster
and Pinea.

MYCOLOGY.—No. IL
iVGAEiCtrs CEP^STIPES, Sotverbi/.—As the reproduc-

tive organs of Fungi are in general at the same time very

minute and very abundant, and can therefore be wafted to

and fro by every wind that blows, and moreover inasmuch

R,,ff^« T..««- r.^™ ^ A 1 M. r r. V i^^
they are capable of enduring in many cases great

Button Tree, from ^eds broii-ht from Carolina. changes of temperature, it is surprising that more exotic
jHenceweinfertuatMrLLERdid not himself know, species do not make their appearance occasionally
' where the tree he called the Occidental came from, amongst us. A great raai^v of them however do not
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on-ive at perfection tlie first year from; the spores and

the tender spawn before it can bear fruit is su^cted to

^Luions which It would not meet with in its native

l^r^na is therefore liable to destruction

Tn our stoves indeed conditions may and do e

i-e less fatal to the perfect development of ex

exist

xotic
which are lesa lava.^ ^^ — t- ; i: .

Funffi. and accordingly a few species occasionally make

fiu.ir annearance. The beautiful Marasmtus h^matoee-

SaU for instance, with its bright tawny-redpileus,

rjJld thread-like stem and broad distinct red gills,

wSich is at home in the West Indies and the warmer

mrts of either America, appeared last summer at Kew

^ a pot containing a species of Carludovica ; the curious

Aserde from New Holland has come up from imported

mould in the same establishment ; and we bave gathered

there iu great abundance a tropical Stillum. Several

other instances might be adduced from other gardens,

hut in the cases just mentioned and many others the

appearance of these plants has been merely occasional

and a new ciop has not appeared the

second year. Similar examples might be

brought forward of the appearance of

exoti'c Fungi on imported wood m situa-

tions entirely unprotected and exposed to

every change ofweather, as ScUzopliyllum

cowiffiHweand Lenzites sepiaria, the latter

of which is sometimes found in extreme

beauty and luxuriance on scaffold poles

and railway platforms. But neither the

one nor the other becomes permanently

and it is doubtful whether either can in

why I disbelieve in the existence of this kind of Plane;
j

other perhaps some of your correspondents will correct
me if I think erroneously.

Some 40 years since there were in my nursery two
rows of what nurserymen call " stools " of Planes,
planted by my grandfather about the year 1780. One
of these rows consisted of stools of the " Occidental
Plane," the other of the "Oriental Plane*'—at least
those were the names given to them. When a youth
my attention was strongly drawn to the peculiar growth
of the Occidental Plane; its leaves were enormous, but
very slightly lobed and almost circular, and the shoots
of the preceding year generally died down tliree-

fourths of their growth iu spring. I remember en-
deavouring to form into standards the young trees
raised by layers from the stools, as their foliage was so
grand, but never could succeed. If two or three hot
summers followed each other I had hopes, but imme-
diately a wet, cold season or two came on, the trees be-

established,

any case be
ret^arded as more than a mere stray species.

The Agaric however which we have chosen for our
present illustration, though certainly of exotic origin,

seems permanently established amongst us, like the

little Helix, which for nearly half a century has flourished

in Pine stoves at Bristol.

AgariciiS cepcEstipeSj which derives its name from the
. stem being Bwoilen in the middle, like that of an
Onion, has been long an inhabitant of our stoves wherever
spent tan is made use of to produce heat. It is some-
times of a uniform but delicate sulphur yellow, but
sometimes of an almost pure white, as in the variety
represented after Greville in our woodcut. The cap or
pileus is at first bell-shaped and very obtuse, so as even
to look truncate, but as it expands it becomes nearly
plane, and is either powdered with a kind of meal or
sprinkled with little scattered fibrous scales. The stem
is firm and filled at first with delicate silky threads, but
at length hollow and furnished with a distinct erect
ring ; the gills arc moderately broad, and quite free so
fls to leave a disc round the top of the stem. The spores
both in the yellow and white variety are white. It has
never been found in this country except in stoves, but
we have received it from South America, where it

occasionally occurs amongst leaves in woods. According
to Vittadini it is found in the open air in Italy ; but as
we shall see presently his plant is not certainly the
same. There is no difiiculty in recognising the species
in its truest form, whether it be white or of a more or
less decided yellow, as the characters are the same in
either case.

A white and yellow Agaric, however, frequently
occurs in stoves which has been confounded with it,
which IS either a form of A. c!i/peolarius or a distinct
species. This is figured in the Flora Danica, and
deserves a closer study than it has yet received.
The Onion-stemmed Agaric must be regarded rather

aa an object of curiosity than in any other light: It ia
too small and thin, even supposing it safe, to make
it an object of much consideration. Vittadini, how-
ever, wlio has more especially in his eye the plant of
iiulliard, which differs from ours in having a hemi-
^berical pileus when young, speaks of it as resembling
'Agarwus procerus in quality, which is one of the best of
our J)ungi, and like that maybe used for the table

•p 1r \T^^- ^* liowever, it is not certain that
^uiiiard s plant is really the same, the Onion-stemmed
Agaric If used at all should be used with caution. The
^Iian plant grows on mould arising from the decom-
position of animal and vegetable substances, and iswund m the open air, though Bulliard's plant, like the

Agahicfs cep.i^stxpes.
Natural size. (Copied ^ permission from Greyille's Scottish

Crj-ptogamic Flora.)

v"f,"T.
^*^^ figured, is in Pi-ance confined to stoves,

MUadmi, indeed, quotes the figures of Bolton and
oowerbv; but it is clear from his description that he
«as never seen precisely what they represent. M, J, S,

THE LOXDOy PLANE TREES.

intprf^V-'^'^^;*^
Loudon iu summer I always feel much

tree^ !: 1 ^H""
^"''^^^^'^ ^^^ happy state the Plane

treS tI"
^® "^ ^^ compared with other London

jrr^ ^..^^^"^^ ^"* °^ ^'^^^^ consequence where they

and rnn.t r
^\^^^ ^''^'^'' ^^" "^ ^^« coufiued backyards

hoLvp"
*' "^^.^^ ^'^y ^' "'^11 ^s «t the West End. It is

(iiatrict ;w u F^'^e^s of the squares of the latter

as f^ «Vt7 ^® ^""^^^ ^^®^« ^"«y ^e found. These are,

Plan^ lui T'^ ^^""1* °^ ^^^'^^ ^i"^ o«'y =-t^e Oriental

finTdJv
^^""^^ ,^^^P^y palmated or cut, and with a

.,. "*^^ green glossy upper surface to them, which

»not^Pr''v'^^ ^% *,"'^' ^ charming country look; and
It i^ t^ H ^V"^> ^f-" ^'"^^'^ "o°so deeply palmated.

I think tf
!' ^'°^ ""^^ ^^^"« ^ ^^«»> to call attention, for

the nnhli
e^^^rally called tbe Occidental Plane by

'

*xp€rLn' « r ''"^ "* ^^ nurserymen. As far as my
^rron^?. "^ ^.''"*'' ^ ^'^'^^^o ^^'^^ name to be entirely

or A^Jt*
^^"^™ _^*^ ^^ ^ ^^^S^e tree of the Occidental

Wdon *" ^^°*^ (^^
Pray say

came stumps from all their young shoots dying down.
About 20 or perhaps 30 years ago, I used frequently to
receive from Mi\ Charhvood seeds of Plataiuis occi-
dentalis, imported from the United States ; these always
gave plants with the characters of my grandfiither's
Occidental Plane, and Sir William Hooker, in a recent
communication, says—"We often raise young plants of
P. occideutaiis from American seed, but the annual
shoots are killed down every winter."*

I believe that this Plane never has existed in
England, so as to form largo trees, and that those men-
tioned by some authors as being large trees 50 years
ago at Kew and elsewhere, and those mentioned by
Miller in his Dictionary (fol. 1759) wore not the true
Platanus occideutaiis.

The row of I'lanea I have alluded to above, growing
near the P. occidentalis stools, and called "Oriental
Planes,'IK found to be most vigorous -growers, often
making shoots in one season from 10 to 12 feet in
length. I soon found out that this was not the true
Oriental Plane, for its leaves were larger and not so
deeply palmated. While in doubt what this kind of
Plane could be, I received from France a Plane named
"Platanus acenfolia" (or ilaplc-leaved). This sort I
found to be the same as my vigorous growing Plane, i

and the kind grown in the nurseries, parks, and squares
'

of London under the name of the Occidental Plane. )

It is entirely distinct from the Oriental and Occi-

dental Planes, and is thought by some p-ood authorities

to be a European specits or variety, probably identical

with the Platanus bi^panica of j^liller and Lou^^u.

.

Miller, nho seemj-to have been well up in Plane tiL-ts,

says:—"That which is called the Maple-leaved Plane
is certainly a seminal variety of the Eastern Plane, for
the seeds which scattered from a largo tree of this kind
in the Chelsea Garden have produced plants of that
sort several times." He then goes on to say—" The
Spanish Plane has larger leaves than either of the other
sorts, wliich are more divided than those of the Occi-
dental Plane, but not so much as the Eastern."

I have received both these varieties from Erance, one
under the name of P. acerifulia, the other as P. acerifolia
macrophylla; they agree with Jliller's description most
accurately. Loudon makes P. acerifolia and P. hispanica
alias macrophylla varieties of P. orientalis. Whatever
the origin of the P. acerifolia, whether of France or
Spain, or one of "natural selection," according -to

Darwin, or a hybrid, it forms the type of a vigorous
race, having a most remarkable characteristic, viz., a
readiness to strike

.
from cuttings which goes through

all the group, whereas the Occidental Plane and the
Oriental Plane, with its two varieties P. cuneata
and P. nepalensis, v.*ill not strike from cuttings. I
have had cuttings of these three latter kinds
prepared with care and planted at the same
time and in the same soil with those of P. acerifolia and
its varieties, yet scarcely one in a hundred would grow,

while of the others scarcely any fail.

There are many fine trees of the Oriental
Plane in London; I think I have re-
marked some in Berkeley Square Gar-
deup, and in other squares at the West
End. In Surrey at Weston House, In
the village of Albury, are some remark-
ably fine trees. Of the Maple-leaved
or falsely-called Occidental Plane there
are many large trees in London, even
in the city; I think I remember seeing

a large tree at the back of Bucklersbury,
one at the end of Paternoster Row,
and in several other places in the heart
of the city. At Audley End, near
Saffron Walden, are some very
trees of this kind, and in

other parks and places. The
may always be distinguished
the Oriental Plane by their

leaves, but slightly lobed and
in appearance when compared
it.

' There are several seedling vr.rieties

of the SLnplc-leaved Plane, mostly of
Erench origin ; tliey are all vigorous,
hardy, and likely to prove most useful

for suburban planting. The type and its varieties
are as under :

—

PLATANUS ACERIFOLIA, cormnonly called the— Occidental Plane.
1. P. aceriiblia palmata, much palmated with leaTes more

pubescent thau those of P. orientalis, growth moi;e ei-eet.
P. acerifoUa palmata superba, with much larger leaves
than No. 2, veiy deeply palmated growtli, more spread-
ing, very vigorous.

P. acerifolia jiyramidata; leaves nearly entire; habit
erect, compact, and very hardy and vigorou?, likely to
form a noble tree.

4. -P. acerifolia grandifolia; leaves eh'ghtly lobed like the
type, but of much larger growth ; erect and vigorous.

It does not seem probable that the Maple-leaved
Plane can be a liybrid between the Oriental and
Occideutul Planes, because the latter has never made
any progress in this country towards a seed-bearing
state. Loudon gives Willdenow as his authority for its
name of acerifolia, and an eminent botanist has sug-
gested that it may be a species or variety peculiar to
the south of Europe, perhaps Spain, as the name of P.
hispanica given to a variety almost identical M'ith it
would seem to justify. 1 have recently received from
France a Plane under the name of Platanus macro-
phylla. This appears to me to be the variety of P.
acerifolia called by Miller and London P. hispanica, as
its leaves are slightly larger thau P. acerifolia, and
perhaps more deeply lobed, buttoa very trifling extent;
in short, it agrees with Sliller's description of the Spanish
Plane tree. T/iOS. Sivers.

large

many
trees

from
broad
heavy
with

BLEXHEIiT.
(Concluded from p. 23).

By the special favour of the Duke of Maidborough
we had the opportunity afforded us of seeing the
interior of the palace, and we were glad to observe
that his grace is doing a very great deal for its im-
provement, more especially for the comfort of tlie

domestics. The whole of the arcades of the main
building and the inner courts are about to be inclosed
and filled in with glass, and the lower corridors are to
be wanned ivith water circulating iu piptS; gag
lighting hiis also been everywhere introdnced except In
places where its effects might prove projudicixkl to the
treasures of art.

The state rooms occupy aiiBOrt entirely the principal

floor of the mansion. Ten of thu^e are of a cabinet

size, elaborately finished and gorgeoasly fiimisbcd, and
the walls of several of the drawing-rooms are himg with
Gobelin tapestiy in the beat state of preservation-
representing some of th^chief scenes iu the battles of

Blenheim, OudenarJe, Bouchaiu, and many others, the
uninterrupted victories of 10 eventful campaigns^ and
tbe whole is resplendent with a vast promskin of
priceless efforts ot the sculptor's and painter's art?.

On one of tlie tables of the large drawin|r-room,

iu an inclosed Morocco case, is contained the fiimous

pencil dcs]t:itci), (written on horsebact, resting oa the

" ^
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by Sir James Tborn-
of Victory crowning the

of the battle of Blen-

occupies the whole of

top of a kettle-drum,) by John Duke of Marlborough
aflcr the battle of Blenheim, announcing the flight of

the euemy and his determination to follow him up.

Kesting on one of the windows of this room there is a

pattern of the flag, which according to the terms of the

Act .of Parliament is " to be presented at Windsor on the
anniversary of the battle of Bit uhelui, the second day
of August in every year for ever," as an acquittance " for

all manner of rents, suits, and services due to the

crown," The entrance hall, saloon, and lihrar}^ are

vast apartments, occupying the whole width of the
building, and are 67 feet in height. The former of

these ia arcaded on either aide, and has galleiies of the

same character above. Above the marble-c^sed door

IB ti bust of John Duke of Marlborough, with a

Latin inscription underneath. Tlie ceiling is finished

with an allegorical painting

hill, representing the goddess
hero as she points to a plan

lieim. The latter npartinent

the western front of the building, is 183 feet long and
31 feet 9 inches wide in the centre ; it contains in

beautifully latticed-fronted cases 17,000 volumes in

various languages, collected by the Earl of Sunderland,

and valued at the sum of 60,000/. This noble room
also abounds iu many valuable paintings and other

works of art ; at the upper end stands a highly-finished
white marble statue of Queen Anne iu her coronation

robes and jewels by Rysbrach ; on the pedestal is this

inscription

—

TO THE MEMORY OF QtTEBH .VS.NE !

UNDEU WHOSE AUSPICES
J0H3f DUKE OF MARLBORO'jaH

CONQUERED,
AND TO WHOSE MUNIFICESCS

HE AND HIS POSTERITY
WITH GRATITUDE

OWE THE POSSESSION OF BLENHEIM.
A.D, MDCCXXXI.

The whole of these princely apartments are furnished

with double doors of the most beautiful ^lahogany,

-Splendidly finished, and when thrown open they form a

vista of the grandest description, extending to more
than 380 feet, the whole length of the building. Leaving
the library by the door at tlie northern end, we pass

along a piazza over the arcades to the chapel, which is

situated near the centre of the western wing of the
.'palace; it has recently been restored in a very chaste
and beautiful style. In a vault beneath its white marble
floor the remains of the immortal John Duke of .Marl-

borough are deposited, having been first interred in

Westminster Abbey, and from vvhcnce not long
afterwards, they were removed to this tlieir final resting

place. Although however this vast palace 'AiU remain
to distant ages a lasting monument of Marlborough's
glory and the nation's gratitude, the ties and affection

of domestic life have, notwithstanding, sugsestud a

'memorial of a far different kiu(l, and on the northern
wall of this exquisite building a stately monument in

various marbles, by Rysbrnch, was erected ai a cost

of 40,000/. ; it comprises colossal statues of the first

duke and duchess—they are represented with their two
aons who died young—supported by Fame and History ;

the pen of the latter seems to have traced the inscrip-

tion ou a tablet which she holds in the other hand

—

TO THE MEMORY
OF JOHN DUKE OF MARt^OROUOH AND

niS TWO SONS
HIS DUCHESd HAS ERKCTED

THIS MONUMENT
IN TilE YEAR OF CHRIST MDCCXXXIII.

Ou tho base is a basso-relievo, representing the
capture of Marshal Tallard at thn battle of Blenheim.
The pleasure grounds extend on either side and

beyond the lawn on the south of the palace, and com-
prise an area of 150 acres in extent, which ia inter-

sected by 16 miles of gravel walks; the right-hand side

is bounded by tlie great lake as far as the cascade, where
a light bridge is thrown across the narrow part of the
river immediately above the waterfall to the rockery,
from whence the dressed ground extends to a consider-
able distance by the side of the lower reach of the
river-like lalco. Crossing ^o an island and then to its

opposite shore by two rustic bridges, the walk continues
onward across the open lawn to the eastern side, which is

divided from the park by a sunken fence. Let us pi-oceed
iu our route in theexaminationof these extended grounds
from the China rooms in the western end of the palace,
the lower portion of whose walls and a conservative
wall beyond are covered with the great flowering
Magnolia, Wallich's Jasmine, "Hanksian and other
Roses, Wistaria, &.c, ; at the end of the wall there is a
small hexagon greenhouse gay with flowering plants.

Tlio grounds from here rapidly descend towards the
lake, on the grassy banks of which parallel walks extend
as far as the cascade. Kear the palace amongst many
beautiful trees there are several nice specimens of
Crataegus, a weeping Oak, and some remarkable Cedars
of Lebanon, some of which cover with their noble
branches, which at this period of the season are teeming
with new-born cones, an area of 300 feet in circumference.

Near the palace some beds of simple forms gaily filled

^Ith flowering plants are scattered about promiscuously
amongst these beautiful trees, and they have a very
good effect; a little further onwards Sequoia semper-
virens presents a noble appearance, ib is 34 feet in
height, and girths 3 feet 4 inches ; Cupressus Laraber-
tiana is 25 feet ia height, and covers with its densely
clothed deep green branches an area of 33 feet in cir-

cumference. A noble line of Magnolia acuminata is

continued along the side of these shelving banks to a
considerable diataucci these trees are ^k feet in height.

and at 3 feet from the ground girth 3 feet 9 inches—pre-

senting a magnificent appearance. Interspersed amongst

these along tbe turf are fine plants of Irish Yew,

variegated Hollies, weeping Oak, red Cedar, variegated

Box, a good Araucaria imhricata, of which magnificent

bushes of Erica australis, mediterranea, stricta, and others

enhance theeflrect.Ailantusglandulosa,ofwhich there are

many fine trees 56 feet in height and 6 feet 4 inches in

girth, has an admirable look in its autumnal uniform,

the Rhus-liko scarlet-tinted foliage and key-like seed

producing a dazzling contrast with the foliage of the

hosts of fine trees with which these grounds are every-

where so prodigally adorned. A rustic summer-house

here relieves the vast monotony of foliage ; it is neatly

constructed, and is partially covered with Irish Ivy.

A good specimen of Plnus Montezumffi and a handsome

form of Picea Pinsapo are objects of interest here; the

latter is 18 feet high, and covers with its beautiful

branches and inimitable foliage an area of 33 feet iu

circumference. The Eucalyptus longifolia is an object

of interest; upright Cypress and Juniper have also a

exceedingly good effect, and contrast finely with the

large masses and clumps of Rhododendron, Azalea, and

St. Juhn's-wort, &c. Cedrus Deodara with its beautiful

pale-green weeping foliage presents a charmlhg appear-

ance ; it is 40 feet in height, and is a noble specimen.

Proceeding onwards we reach the Temple of Diana,

an elegant building with Corinthian capitals, having a

medallion and Latin inscription. From here there are

some exquisite views across the silvery surface of the

vast lake to its opposite shores, the hanging woods

and glades of turf by which its outline is broken

being admirably set off by groups of noble Poplars,

which tower up majestically over all. One of the

lower walks is covered in Its course for some distance

by arches of Ivy intermixed with Clematis and Aris-

tolochia Sipho, producing a striking effect and afford-

ing shelter from the rays of the summer's sun. A
Golden Yew is here also an object of great interest, it

covers an area of 102 feet in circumference ; a deciduous

Cypress is 55 feet in height—a noble specimen of much
beauty and attraction. The tinted foliage and fine

form of Sugar Maples produce a good effect by contrast,

and many specimens of them are scattered about. A sin-

gular form of gnarled Oak here intervenes, the hoary

character of the swellings and rifta of its deeply

furrowed rind presenting an appearance analogous to'

that of the Cork tree. Thuja plicata, Buxus balearica

Pinus pyrenaica, with yellow-leaved Hollies, are tliinly

scattered about. There are also good specimens of

Norway Spruce, American and Turkey Oaks intervening,

which have a magnificent appearance; Abies Morinda
is 2S feet In height and 2 feet 11 inches in girth, and is

a noble example. Finns excelsa is 30 feet in height and
3 feet 11 inches in girth, a very unique and beautiful

specimen. Taxodium fastigiatum and many other plants

possess an equal interest. A solitary Oak girths 24
feet, and covers with its branches a circumference of

21)7 feet.

We now approach the Rosery, which contains an
excellent well grown collection. They arc arranged in

beds between circular walks. The centre bed is raised,

while several of these beds and the outer ring are arched
with iron rods, on which some of the best climbing Roses
are twined very effectively. In the shade of some trees

near them there are noble specimens of Dicksonia
squarrosa, Cyathea dealbata, and many other fine Ferns
in excellent condition. Passing onwards a fine Maiden
Hair tree, a Gleditschla, and a Hop Hornbeam, are

objects of interest, A noble Tulip tree is 85 feet

In height, and girths 7 feet 7 inches at 4 feet from
the ground. A specimen of Oak girths 21 feet, and
covers with its spreading branches an area of 280 feet.

Virgilia lutca and Cryptomeria japonica are beautiful

objects. Many fine Catalpas are scattered about, and
they flower every season. A temple and seats here
intervene and aid in relieving the monotony of wood
and water; scattered about are nice plants of iEsculus

macrostachya, Cork trees, Mcspllus nigricans, Evergreen
Oaks, and nice specimens of Abies morinda ; these

latter of a pensile, graceful character, and very beau-
tiful. At no great distance from here there is a striking

form of Copper Recch, 72 feet high and 7 feet 8 inches
in girth ; it contrasts admirably with the other exam-
ples of beautiful trees by which it is suiTounded.
Hero often seats are placed, and the view is more ex-
panded, the ground falling more abruptly as we pro-
ceed. Nice specimens of the recurved Juniper, Fern-
leaved Beech, double-flowering Cherry, Abies Mcnzlesli,
the Stone Pine, Tliuja pendula, Pinus insignis, radiata,

audCembri), are scattered on either side; the latter is a
fine specimen, 32 feet in height and 3 feet 4 inches in
girth, Gymnocladus canadensis is 40 feet in height and
3 feet 1 in girth, and is a remarkable tree; Taxodium
distichum is 70 feet in height and girths 7 fe^ 5 inches

;

Sugar ^Taples, Judas trees. Weeping Ash, Scarlet
Chesnuts, and Elms in fine specimens clothe the scene.
A noble specimen of Horse Chcsnut Is here an object of
very great beauty ; it is 80 feet in height and 16 "feet iu
girth, covering with its spreading branches an area of
213 feet iu circumference. Platanug occidentalis (?) is

90 feet in height, and girths 13 feet. There is a fine
form of Portugal Laurel, the branches of which cover
an area of 320 feet in circumferenc'e. Fine specimens
of Deodars, standiu'd Magnolia, upright Cypress, and

,

white-flowering Ash, interspersed with vast masses of
evergreen shrubs, complete the scene in this direction.

]Many of the specimens in this grand assemblage of,
beautiful trees are growing in too close proximity to !

each other, either for full development or advantageous
display, and ought to be relieved from common kindg
wherever an opportunity ofiers, and this would in some
measure remedy the original defect of the whole having
been distributed too equally over every part of the
ground. It also struck us that the walks, especially the
grand leading walk, aresomewhat toonarrow for thegreat-

ness of the scene through which they pass. At some little

distance to the left a white marble fountain relieves the

monotony of a vast breadth ofAmerican shrubs; it is said

to be the last work on which the genius of Bernini was
engaged, and is a tolerable copy of the original executed

by him, and erected in the Piazza Navona at Rome.
Passing onwards we cross the narrow part of the lake

immediately above the cascade, by a light bridge, to the

rockery, which extends over nearly an acre cf surface,

and is intended to represent rocky seams on the face of a

steep bank ; it is composed of large blocks of lime,

stone (full of organic remains), which is abundant

in the neighbourhood; it is partially covered with

rock and alpine plants, amongst which were nice speci-

mens of Osmunda regalis, Lastriea Fllix-mas and
fcemina. This is an interesting spot. Looking onwards
to the sweeping course of the beautiful river, the fine

balustraded bridge by Sir William Chambers in the digi

tance has an excellent effect, and it is proposed to

extend the pleasure ground to this point and

onwards beyond tho river towards the kitchen

garden, to the extent of 100 acres. It was

here that Naturals great artist stemmed the course

of the current and forced the waters back into

the valley, forming a lake at once of the most graceful

outline and noble proportions, over the rusticated head

of which its accumulated waters once rushed in snowy

whiteness to the bed of the river many feet beneath;

but the voice of its waters is now hushed, and instead

of falling over the cascade as it at first used to do, it

now finds its way underground and rises up like springs

in the bed of the river below ; and the surface of the

great lake is now in consequence several feet lower than

it ought to be. Means, however, equally simple as those

by which it was first formed will ere long Ave trust

be adopted to restore this unrivalled sheet of water

and cascade to their pristine grandeur, Tho upper

portion of the lake, as well as that which assumes a

river character between the cascades, requires to he

cleaned ; but such is the magnitude of the undertaking

that a sum of more than 10,000/. would be required to

restore the upper portion alone.

From here through a vista of stately trees, the foliage

of which was bronzed by the autumnal tint, there is a

striking view of the palace on the high ground; in

the.middle distance a noble herd of cattle was grazing

—a lovely scene, on which the golden rays of the setting

Sun were jiist then shedding an inctescrlbable lustre.

At the termination of the rock garden there is ft

barrier of large blocks of stone set on edge ; one ot'

these moves on a pivot, and on the slightest pressure ol

the hand it opens like a turnstile. There is another

bridge immediately in front of the cascade, and there

are also two other fc^m^alns in the low grounds. The

ground in this direci^^is laid out in formal, clump?,

and is chiefly planted with American shrubs. Passing

onwards some little distance by the side of the river,

we found some nice specimens of weeping deciduous

Cypress, Nettle tree, and Weeping Willow. Clumps of^
Indian Azaleas seem to thrive exceedingly weU. Tbe^
river in some places was thickly covered with Villarsia.

Crossing to the opposite shore by two substantial

rustic bridges—one end of each resting on an island in

the centre of the stream—we move for some distance

amongst nice specimens of beautiful trees, amongat

which we noted a Virgilia Intea, covering wiU

its wide spreading branches an area of 144 feet

in circumference. A fine example of Sugar Maple

is 30 feet high, its red autumnal clothing

contrasting finely with the more sombre tints of tbf

other trees. Here also was a tolerable specimen of

Hemlock Spruce. The walk sweeps around across the

open space in frbnt of the palace to the eastern side,

where there are some beautiful green drives backw

by large trees and carpeted with Laurels,^ BerbenA

Hypericum, &c., amongst which upright Junipers hav'e

an exceedingly good cft'ect ; in this direction ina^J

specimens of Pinus, Araucaria, Cedrus, &c., have recently

been planted. An aviary is also an object of somt

attractiort ; it is of considerable size, of semicircolar

form, and contains gold and silver pheasants and otn^

birds of fine plumage. A large Spruce Fir is a tree

of great interest in this part of the ground--^

branches weeping to the turf have rooted into W
ground, and have formed themselves Into distinct tretf

with strong upright leaders ; near here there is a*

an Oak of great size, and also a chalj^beat?

spring, the waters of which are retained lO

basin of large proportions, and are oi'^^™^"!!:

with hardy flowering aquatic plants. A 1'"'

further onwards Is the entrance to the kitchen g^^rde^

The Grass is kept short by the aid of machinery ^v^
by horse-power wherever such can be advantageoo*v

employed; the whole of this vast scene of i»f^'^
and magnificence was in excellent condition, whether

regards keeping or management, and exceeding

creditable to the vigilant superintendence and pr^^
skill of Mr. Johnson. The beautiful panel gaK*^

too, is a favourable example of his art,
^^'^*;*^*^V,^

regard the mere design or the admirable way i" ^^

its elaborate details have been executed. .^^
The kitchen gardeu comprises an area of ui^re

»

i

!
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10 acres of excellent well drained land, admirably

.adapted alike for the cultivation of fruit and vegetables.

It is irregular in form, a lengthened parallelograin

extending from west to east ; its angles are indented,

and on each of the lengthened sides there are two
obtruding equi-distaut semicircles of 50 feet radius, and
each is at right angles with its opposite figure, the

whole being surrounded with lofty brick vvalls, which
enclose an area of a little over 7 acres. The south and
eastern sides of these walls are faced with upwards of

3 more acres, which are also inclosed by an outer wall;

but neither of these external walls are available

for any gardening operations, in consequence of being
open to the park on one hand and the pleasure
ground on the other. The surface of the ground is

uneven, falling considerably towards the middle, alike

from the eastern and western ends, and the middle por-
tion also inclines somewhat from the nortli to the
southern side. A straight walk of good width is carried
round the whole of the interior, at a suitable distance
from the walls. A noble walk some 13 or 14 feet hi

_ width divides the garden into two equal portions
during Its entire length. In the centre of this walk
there is a circle of turf 60 feet in diameter. On the
same line of walk there are two ponds, each 40 feet in
diameter, and each is situated 250 feet from the centre
of the Grass circle in the middle. These ponds arc sup-
plied from the draftings of the garden, deep cuttings
having been formed not only under every walk hut also
roundthewholeofthegarden walls. These ponds are belted
with turf to the same diameter as the central circle.
The garden is intersected by three cross walks,
these three circles forming their centres; the
walks, which are centered by the ponds, being termi-
Dated at either end by the semicircles which lut
out beyond the straight line of the garden walls.
The centre cross walk extends through the whole
length of the slip on the south side a distance of 440
•feet. There is also another pond at the southern side
which receives all the drainage from below the
other ponds. The whole of these cross walks and the
grand middle walk are belted with turf on either side
to a width of some 10 or more feet, on which beds of
simple form, and m opposite pairs, are inserted at close
uitervals during the entire length; and the same style
is applied to the margin of the ponds and centre circle.
Jhe whole IS backed on either hand by a mixedrow of Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and Roses, which
in some measure secures the vegetable crops from obser-
vation. For tlie supply of these beds 20,000 plants ofthe choicest and best kinds are annually required, andthey were skilfully arranged both iu \egard tocolour and contrast. When first seen from thepaJladiau entrance on the western side, the vista ofthe centre walk extending to more than 1100 feetand broken by the central circles in the lower partchains us by not only its vast extent, bTalso by
t. r''"^^*^ 'V.^ e"^"^^°"« character of its florS

w h L ^'^^
/'I'^^fe'^^

'^'' ^^'^-'^ '^ove is laid on

'"Ih Wrii^rd^^^^^^^^^ ^^^' ^^"^ ''^y ^- -re gay

«Jf^n
'^°'*'*'",? ^^^"/*^^e3 are on the south side of thenorthern walk, and arc faced by the eastern nond in

11.x ?A r. }^"^ ^>' ^ ^^<^t wide; two Cucumber lAtleach 4<) feet ong by 8 feet wide; two Pine pits each

12t 'Z^W '^rt'^ . ,*- ---ly Vine'rS "^h

I

THE GARDENERS' CIIRONICLE AND AGRTCTILTURAL GAZETTE.
V\ hite Cos sown at the same time, and in consequ'eiilS
vviU grow for a longer period before it commences
running to seed. Plants raised from seeds saved in thiscountry should be watched in order to see that the
leaves are rounded and concave at the top ; for whenthey become pointed and not inclined to hood or turn
inwards, they must be considered as having degenerated
from the true character of this excellent sort? This is
generally esteemed the best of all summer Cos Lettuces

iV^tr Imperial White Cos, May (Hammersmith).-'
Ihis very much resembles the White Paris Cos in
appearance and quality; but it differs from the latter
in having much longer seeds,

fi ^''^^Inh ^?f'
Josling.-This very much resembles

to seed
'^ ^^""^^^ ^^'""^ '^ ^"^^^ "^^''^^^"^

P«/7> Creett Co5, Vilmorin.-Syn.: Superb Green
U)s,_ button & Sons; Improved Paris Green Cos.Mmier & Co.; Paris Cos, Lee. This very much
resembles the White Paris Cos, except that the leaves
are of a darker green. It it also somewhat hardier,
and therefore better adapted for sowing early in spriuff
and in autumn. Some indeed prefer it to the M'hite
I'aris Cos m summer.
New Golden Cos, Flanagan & Son.—Tli-s proved to

be not so large as the Green Paris Cos, to whit-li in
other respects it is similar.

Siiotv's Compact Cos, Lee.—Syn. : Snow's Matchless
Cos, Snow's Champion Cos, E.G. Henderson. Of very
upright growth, with narrow, pointed, deep green
leaves, forming very little heart for blanching; it was
found to be, on the whole, so very inferior to the
Green Paris Cos, that it was considered not worthy of
cultivation.

Acme of Ferfection, Kernan. — Habit spreading.
Leaves large, broadly obovate, rather light green, of
flabby texture; requires tying in order to blanch the
heart leaves, which are then good, but want crispness.
It has, however, the property of not running to seed
so soon as most other sorts. Seeds white. It appears
to be very similar to the AVhite-seeded Alphange Cos,
but the differences, if any, can only be determined on
further trial, grown side by side.

White-seeded Bath Cos, Cutbush (Highgate).—Tliis
proved to be the same as the well-known White-seeded
Brown Cos, the hardiest of this class of Lettuces, and
well adapted for standing the winter. The outside
leaves are brown, but the heart blanches white, with
the exception of a slight pink tinge on the bases of the
mid- ribs. It is crisp and excellent,

Blaclc-seededBath Cos, Cutbush (Highgate); Josling.—Tlie same as the precedmg, except in the colour of
the seeds.

Griffin's Alma, E. G. Henderson.—This was stated to
be an improvement on the Bath Cos, to which it bears
much resemblance. Seeds white. It appears to be a
variety of that well-known kind, with a some^^hat
stronger habit of growth.

Class II.

—

Cabbage Lettttces.
Neapolitan Callage, Lee, Veitch, Frazcr, liichard-

son it Goad.—Dwarf habit. Leaves curled and serrated
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]on0-l»-of«^
'-""" ""^i 'liuuMiroom House, 26 feet

J«it fiu.t amongst wliicU might be particul-^KPflvery g<^d examples of scarlet-HesLed MeTo" alsoFigs and a considerable qaantitv of late Grape^ s mnngathered. These latter were nlanted ;n<.;fl! i
over the beds of the house a ilT^LZ^ drvmeswas plaeed; there were also some excellent Pi^^.n various stages of gron-th. The walls were well coveredWith n.oely trained froit trees, and Cherries! Apr cot,

anacanLer The lower s.de of the sou^iern quarterson the outsKle shp is planted with sTandard AppI^»*» m capital condition, and they nSuallv produce

^^^Tf '^"^/'"=*; ^'"^ qoarirsof the^g^fde:

on Mr.Vrnb "if
""•, ^^^

^^"i^"
.reflecting much credit

Wu fuu/Si,:: i%'"'-'''="""^^'
"""^ »"'ve long

on the edges; head large, firm, blanching white, very
crisp, and of excellent quality. Seeds white. It soon
begins to form a heart, and does not run to seed readily.
By many persons this is considered the best of the
Summer Cabbage Lettuces.

Marseilles Callage, Minier & Co.—Dwarf. Leaves
large, curled, and serrated, slightlv tinged with brawn,
forming a loose, irregular head, tolerably crisp, but not
by any means so good as the preceding. It is, how-
ever, longer in running to seed.
Ne Plus Ultra, Sutton & Sons.—Kather small, form-

mg a flattish, round compact head. Leaves roundish,
entire on the margins, slightly tinged with brown, of
soft texture. Heart white, soft and tender. Seeds
wliite. A good early Lettuce.

Victoria Cabbage, Minier & Co.; Lee.—About the

to either parent form i^^^hii^ir^t^^i^iSK^^i^
that cross-bred productions are highly varhtblo andoften display characters not observed^ in^ either parent

L.nP.r^
^''']\ ^"^

'^I'P"^^ ^^"^ <^°"^"»°" belief, but i

112! ^V^^^^,^.P"^^^e ^"y one to adduce satikictory
cases; and certainly Gartner has advanced a massifevidence on the opposite side. I am not at all surprisedatMl. Westwood demurring to the belief that occa,
sionally crossing the strain is advantageous or neces-sary with productions in a state of nature. The snbiect
IS only just alluded to in my volume on the -Origin ofSpecies I do not pretend that I can prove the truth
ot the doctrine; but I feel sure that many important
tacts and arguments can be adduced in its favour. The
III effects of close inter-breeding between the nearest
relations especially if exposed to the same conditions of
life, would bo, I^ believe, the same under Mature as
uncler domestication,-namely, some degree of sterilityand weakness of constitution. Variability arises from
quite independent causes, and is to a certain extent
counteracted in its early stages by the free crossing of
the mdividuals of the same species. Mr. Westwood
misunderstands me if he supposes that it is my opinion
that the Ibis, for instance, keeps true to its kind "by
occasional crosses with individuals of the same species
^N hich have not sprung from the same grandfather or
great-grandfather." 1 only believe that if individuals
ot the Ibisdid vary, such crosses would tend to keen
the species true; and further, if the young from a
sm^'Ie pair increased so slowly that they all continued
to inhabit the same small district, and if brothers and
sisters often united during successive generations, then
that the Ibis would rapidly deteriorate in fertility and
constitution. Mr. Westwood advances the hive-bee, as
probably a case of constant intercrossing. Andrew
Ivinght, however, who specially attended to this point,
has published his belief (whether founded on sufficient
evidence I will not pretend to say) that the queen-bee
commonly unites with a drone from another community.
Charles Danvin, Down, Bromley, Kent.
Bonsetop RorticuUure in ionrfon.—Why not? I

have seen such as you speak of elsewhere. What has
been may be again. What now exists may be added to
and improved. I remember once visiting a friend and
expressing admiration of a bouquet of flowers that
stood ou the table. The lady of the house told me that
she had picked them that morning from her garden,
and asked me to take a walk in it. I expressed myself
tired, and promised to come another day, as I knew, or
thought I knew by the situationof the house, which was
closely packed amongst neighbours, that the garden must
be at least half a mile distant; she laughed, and asked
me to follow her. We reached the staircase window,
she stopped, drew Up the blind, pushed onen the window
•and asked me to enter. It was no dream. There, on
the roof of tlie tenement, was the garden prettily
arranged, and by trellis-work made quite private. The
plants, creepers, &c., were in boxes, the lead roof
covered with sand; two sides of it were shut in by the
walls of the house. It looked pretty, even luxuriant;
there was no glass, as that article was then rather ex-
pensive. The second time I saw anything of the sort
was on the top of a house in a town in Devonshire; there
were no houses to shelter or screen the sun from it, but
It was roofed or arched over by a trellis-work of wood
painted green. I have often admired the Ivy growing
over it, and thought I should like to have such a house
myself. Vogageur.
flowers in our Bullic Par^^.—Although I do not

tlunk tliat every housetop in London can be easily con-
verted into a garden, yet I am sure that many of the •

working classes have a wish to cultivate flowers, and
would do so, were they taught in wliat manner they
should raise those kinds suitable to the climate of this
town. AVhen we bewail the depravity of the lower
chisscs. we forget liow few are the cnjoviVients within
their reach. It is not only worthy of the philan.r XI ^^ 1*' U ~ ' ^^'—-"--Jv^ui. tue

j

^-*ii:ii itaeii. ic IS not On V WOrtllV of flip nhiTftn

habit T
' «-f{ H-™"^^--';N -^ of very dwarf thropist but of the statesmL to p^en to Lm nc^*habit. Leaves hght green, soon forming a heart, which and innocent pleasures, which, while thevW them fnIS compact, white and tender. A verv carlv sorLffore-o T^^rni^Inn^ inv' .:'!,. il„V'^\v"'^.^n"V/''

tS":!.^^ ™« VARIETIES OF LKTTUCE.
"bicL ,re"n^l^^'.^.'','^"'""J°'l 1"'° '^^ classes; thos,

r,
or obovate in growth, anc

fomier7;:"Y:'Jl'J".^**^i"?' r«"»*l. or flat-headed. The
thOM obovate in growth, and

'erare knA«-« « "7."*'
t"^"***^' *''' ^at-headed. The

We Lettuces o/ h''
Lettuces, the latter as Cab-

'i- i>ociet> ri Garden m the summer nf is?;q
Class L

^i/. Cos LETTUCrS,
Syn. : Carter's

oni«on«. I
"""-'rV^ ^o-; Superb ^

r U;.;''^! ^J"?^??.^
^Vhite Pans Co., M

is compact, white and tender.
Seeds white.

Drumhead, Lee.—Leaves roundish, slightly curled
forming a large flattish head, not so compact as the
Neapolitan, but white, tender, and very good. Seeds
white. UoriicuUxtral Society's Proceedings,

• - ——-^ i ^

Home CorrespoBdeuce.
Cross-bred Blants.~l hope that some of your readers

will respond to Mr. Westwood's wish, and give any in-
formation «-hich they may possess on the permanence of
cross-bred plants and animals. Will Mr. West^vood be
so good as to give a reference to any account of the
variability of the Swedish Turnip? I did not even
know tliat it was reputed to be a cross-bred production.
I am aware that this is supposed to be the case with
some Turnips; but I have searched iu vain for any
authentic history of their origin. No one, I believe,
doubts tliat cross-bred productions tend to revert in
various degrees to either parent for many generations •

some say for a dozen, others for a score or even more
generations. But cannot breeders adduce some cases of
crossed breeds of sheep and pigs (such as the Shrop-

forego pernicious luxuries, will make them better
citizens. After a day of monotonous toil the
working man feels keenly the relief that a change
of pursuit gives. The body gains rest when
the mind is amused. The back yard, where a few
tavountes bloom, would soon prove an antidote to the
gaudy gm-palace with the unhealthy associations k?
conveys. In some of our parks a few common flowers
have been introduced among the shrubs which decorate
tlio beds planted by Sir B. Hall, and in the Regent's
Park by Lord J. Manners. The experiment succeeded,,
and proves that were more care bestowed on their culti^
vation and better skill on their arrangement, not only
would the taste for flowers be promoted, hut a source of
constant attractiou provided for those who leave t]*e

crowded alley or the sultry workshop to breatlie
a purer air In what migLt be both a public
park and a people's garden. To effect this, how-
ever, the estimates nlloived for the maintenance of
the parks must be«iiicreascd. Superintendents must
be employed at proper saluries, who have studied ncfr

only the i>eculiar cifect of the climate of London on
plants and shrubs, but have taste and knowledge in
their arrangement ; while workincr jraid ners must be

3^\r^-::'\S?!' I !!V1\ °5_.^A*''L'"<! '"'^''^^•Ji?..^'"^ ^aroor^ugh's p,gs)| substituted for some of those Crimen hero«s
bcflrdf, I do no
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things. I'^ond though 1 be of the vegetable kingiloiu

1 bad rather sec the parks ornamented alone by branch-

ing trees than witness the stunted form and puny
proportions that a few years* neglect witl cause any
plant to assume. But as it is understood the reprc-

Bentatives of the forest arc to admit into their company
others of a hutnbler ^owth, and that flowers rudely

scattered have been already introduced, the adminis-

tration may well turn its attention to this subject, No
effort ought to be neglected which by cultivating

THE GAr.DENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGEIGULTURAL GAZETTE. [Ja^-^aex ai^jseo^

1.; G. Herring, Esq.; C. G. HeningT^^'
!. Herring, W. T. Hibbert. Esq.; C. Hilhouse'

I have also been told that the young reared in confine-

ment in this co-nntry are not robust. Can this be

from the inappropriateness of the food they are fed

upon ? If soj and ns the parents refuse to eat egg, &c.,

would it not be advisable to rear them by means of^
i

—"-' --"-,,
r- r w a Wnnt- v.r. W~~**"»

Cn.ary? Then ngainl h«ye a relative who .he. _m
|

L;eut -Col H Hume, C B » „A. m>nt. Esq
; M^ g.

path, Esq
Miss C. E. xjLCixiiig, T. . -..* *-. 1 —n' J ^^ ***muu8e'

Esq.; C. Hill, Esq., F.S,A; W. Hinc, Esq.; J.E. Hob.

son, Esq.; G. Hodgkinson, E?q.; Sir H. B. Hoghton,

Bart.; Mrs. B. S. Holford, J. G. B. Huflson, Esa.-

India reared many^of the Indian parrots and parroquels

from the nest, and his opinion is that the horizontal

way in which the young place their mouths when

„ „„ ._ „^ ^ opened to receive food would be an impediment to the

healthy t^astes aims at° the moral advancement of a I Canary feeding them. He also states that some brought

people, who demand, day by day, a larger share in the up from the nest became so fondling and attached that

government of their country. M,
The Weasel.— Gardeners, as "Mr. Peter Slaclcenzie

they were most unhappy when their master was absent,

rr c«ort — v.<»^c..^.^ «o ^,w x ^.^. .,.„..^^..^.v. , ^ud most joyously lively and delighted when they bad

says"oVl'tTJencourag^^^^^ If ^\^'% Pretty Australian parroquets

moles are his ordinary prey. But he does not stop here. 1
and their progeny bred here wdl become thorough y

^ ^ -^ _ -
r

. , domesticated, it will be interesting to watch the intlu-
To the gamekeeper he is a great enemy, therefore stands

a poor chance' of long existence ; for sporting gentlouien

thmk almost as much of taking one of these little

animals as Lord Clyde would of taking ilCana Sahib.

The weasel is verv couraGroous, and resents insults with

vigour even at the risk of his head. He also exercises

a wonderful influence over his prey, which seems

apparently powerless in his presence. I once saw a

weasel run into a rabbit's burrow ; the rabbit ran out,

.and instead of making clear off it screamed most
piteously,' foreknowing as it were its doom ; it kept

running round and round till at last the weasel caught it

by the neck an easy prey. K. Cole, Grardcner to Mrs.
Silver, St. John's Wood.

Hainfall at Btevenage, ^erts.

\

1S58. 1S50.

January ,

.

Tt 1

0.76 0.67

1.4SFebruary .

.

1.40
March 0.16 1.13

April ,

.

2,61 2,05

May 2.2S 2.06

June 0.45 2.15

July 4.13 4.76

August ,

.

1.48 3.26

September 1.S9 2.33

October .

,

LOG 2. 98
November 0.66 2.13

December 2.19 2.60

18.05 27.70

It will be observed that the quantity of rain which fell

In the "replenishing" months of October, JSTovember,

and December in 1859 was double tliat which fell in the

same period in 1858. Wc may now look forward
therefore with some confidence to a fixir supply of water

in our wells next summer. J. Sallet/ Denton.

Rainfall at ^ling, near Southampton, in 1859.

—

cnce of food and breeding in confinement on varieties

which may be liereafter obtained. Eenta. Wooler.

Glass Sousesfor the Million.—The question raised

by your correspondent. " J. C. L." (Ireland), is one of

considerable interest to those who desire to see Grapes,

Peaches. &c., brought within the purchasing and

growing means of the humbler classes. Allow me to

ask—In what does the patent consist P Does it refer

to the shape of the house ? Or only to the moveable

lights ? Or to both combined ? Whatever may be the

answers to the above four questions, let me assure

" J.C.L."that moveable lights are a delusion and a snare,

if saving of expense be the object. In the first place

the cost is more than double that of fixed rafters.

Secondly, the breakage of glass in convoying moveable

lights a few miles is more than taldng the glass from

what are called fixed rafters and reglazing. Lastly, an

orchard or hothouse properly built on the fixed rafter

principle is one of the easiest things to take to pieces

and move that can well be imagined. The mode of

giving air by means of moveable lights may be good,

but to propose thus to build hothouses for the miUion is

simply a mistake. Rohert Warner, Broomjield*

oiiti\t§*

Inches.

Jimnary .. •, 2.06

iFebniary .. 2.31

;iCftrcli ., .. 1.50

April .. 2.73

May .. 1.89

June .. 1.47

Carried forward 11,96

Inches.
Broiight forward .. 11.06
July .. 2.32

August .. 1.04
September .. 3.70 •

October - .

.

.. 3.82

November . . 3.32
December .. 4.55

Total 31.70

During the previous year at Southampton, 17.18 inches*

w. a s. ^

lUiinfall at Castle Hill in 1859.—

January 3.60
February 2.0(3

March 4.27
April 4.00
May ,, 2.24
.Juiio .. ,, ., .. 2.24
July l.Of)

"August 5.24

flffptember 7.07
Octobeiv 5. 75
November 5.10
"December 2.©5

46.51

Lowest
Temperature.

£8
25
23

*22

SI
S6
43
42
S3
25
22
5

'On the 17th of December the thermometer was down
'toB^ on the 18th to 7^, on the 19th and iiOth to 9°.

Thujopsis dolabrata is not in the least injured. It is,

therefore, perfectly hardy. A. Saul,

,
Australian Zehra Parroqueta breeding in England.—

T have had a pair of these for nearly four years, and
until this season they have never bred with me. On the
?8th, 29th, and 30th Dec. last the hen laid at the
bottom of the cage, there being no nest-box or even
material to build a nest with; and after 19 days'
assiduous sitting, twooutof thetliree eggs have hatched
fine healthy young bird.s, A few days after she had
done laying she moved the eggs from one corner of the
cage to another, and then back again. Surmising the

want of a nest might be the incentive, and fearing the
eggs might be broken by being conveyed as they were
over the sand, I as quietly as possible put in a
•mail quantity of sawdust. I have hitherto fed
Qiem with Canary seed ; but perhaps some of
your correspondents would say how I should manage
my yo-ang brood and give any oUi^r information they
possess on the subject. It would be a valuable addition
to our knowledge to be informed upon what they rear
their young in the wild state, and in what month they
breed in their natural " hush" in Australia, for it seems
odd to find birds brought from the southern heiui-
Q>here, where midsummer occurs at the time of our
mid-wintor, breeding here daring storms of snow and
frost. I am informed that they will eat Oats and a
cnist of bread, but not hard hoile<l eggs, and

* Ist of the month.

HoETicrLTTTRAi : Jan. 20.—At a meeting held at the

rooms of the Society of Arts, the Eev. L. Vernon Har-

court,V.P., in the chair, the following elections took place

of Fellows desirous of supporting the New Garden at

Kensington Gore :^C. G. Addison, 'Esq.; ^y. F, Ains-

wortb, Esq., F.S.A. ; Sir W. J. Alexander, Bart. ; Major-

General J, Alv^^ J. S. Ancona, Esq. ; Viscount Anson,

R. J. Ashton, Esq. ; H. Austin, Esq. ; E. H. Baldock,

Esq. ; "Mrs. M. Banting, Miss Eliza Banting, Miss Emily
Banting, Mrs, H. Richards, Mrs. M. A. AVestbrook,

Mrs. C. E. Gilbertson, Miss E. Gilbertson, Mrs. S. L.

Marsliall, Hon. iVlrs. F. Baring, the Hon. Miss Baring,

Mrs. G. Barnet, H. L. Bartlett, Esq. ; Lord Bateman,

T. Bazley, Esq., M.f.; H. Bazley. Esq.; C. Bazley,

Esq.; T. S. Bazley, Esq,; J. F. Bazley, Esq.; J. A.

Beaumont, Esq.; J. Bebb, Esq.; W. H. Belli, Esq.;

Lady Eelper, Miss A. Strutt, R. Benson, Esq.; R. C. L.

Bevan, Esq.; Mrs. R. Bevau, E. Bilke, Esq.; J,

Bilkp, Esq.; Stephen Bird, Esq.; J. Blackstone,

Esq.; H. W. Blake, Esq.; Henry Blanshard, Esq.;
Mrs. H. Blanshard, Mrs. B. Botfield, Viscountess Boyle,

J. Bramley-Moore, Esq. ; J. W. Brett, Esq. ; T. Broad-
wood, Esq., Mrs. Broadwood, W. Brodie, Esq. ; E, A.
Bowring, Esq.; Duchess of Buccleuch, J. W. Bur-
mester, Esq. ; D. H. D. Burr, Esq.; Mrs. D. 11. Burr,

H. Burr, Esq.; Miss E, Barrage, D. Burton, Esq.; W.
S. Burton, Esq.; Hon. C. L. Butler, C. G. Campbell,
Esq. ; the Very Rev. Dean of Canterbuiy, Mrs. L. Cape,

Mrs. Challoner, Marquis of Chandos, Lady Chantrey, T.

Chapman, Esq.; C. Chat field, Esq.; C. Clamlge, Esq.;

C. Clement, Esq.; Mrs. Clement, Miss Clement. Sir G.
11. Clerk, R. G. Glutton, Esq. ; Mrs. J. Clntton, Miss
E. M. Glutton, W. H. Cole, Esq.; J. C. Collins,

Esq. ; D, E. Colombine, Esq. ; C, B. Courtney, Esq.

;

Mrs. C. B, Courtney, H. R. B. Cresswell, Esq.

;

T. Critchley, Esq.; R. Cunliffe, Esq.; F. J. Dalgety.
Esq. ; Mrs. F. J, Dalgety, F. M. HaU Dare, Esq. ; Earl
of Dartmouth, "W*. Davies, Esq.; J. H. Davies,
Esq. ; J. E. Davies, Esq. ; G. B. Davy, Esq.

;

Miss C. Davy, C. L. Davy, Esq; Miss L. J.
Daw, Miss L. B. Deacon, Mrs. Dc la Motte, J.

Dent, Esq.; Earl of Derby, K.G. ; Lady E. Stanley,
Judge Des Barres, E. Docker, Esq. ; W. Denham, Esq.

;

C. Z. Dresden, Escj. ; W. T. Dyer, Esq.; Lord Eliot,

Capt. C. R. Egeitou, K.N.; J. Elger, Esq. ; G. G. Elger,

Esq. ; Mrs. Elias, Viscount Falmouth, Viscountess
Falmouth (Baroness Le Despencer), O. W. Farrer, Esq.

;

J. Field, Esq.; W. M. Fladgate, Esq.; Mrs. W. Flad-
gate, Lady Foley, Lady A. Sfannera, Mrs. E. Forbes,

A. Forbes, Esq. ; Mrs. Forsyth, T. W. J. Forty, Esq.

;

A. Fowler, Esq. ; Mrs. D. Pullerton ; Capt. D. Galton,
R.E.; F. Galton, Esq.; J. Gaskill, Esq.; Capt. J.

German, G. A. Gibbs, Esq.; Mrs. G. A. Gibbs, C.
Goding, Esq.; Miss M. Goding, Miss S. Goding, W.
Godiug, Esq.; General Sir W. Gomm, G.C.B.; Lady
Gomm, T. G. Gosling, E;:q. ; A. W. Grant, Esq.; Mrs.
J. Gunter, G. Gutteres, Esq.; R. Hanbury, Esq., M.P.;
Rev. W. Harness, Miss Harness, Mrs. iL Hannah, G,
Hardy, Esq., M.P.; C. R. Harford, jun., Esq.; T, R.
Hannan, jun., Esq. ; Mrs, H^irrington, R. M*Leod
Hawkins, Esq.; W, Hawkins, Esq.; Rer. J. M. Heath,
W. Heathcote, Esq.; .L Heather, Esq.; G. H. Tod

B. Hunt, Col. Hyde, Saul Isaac, Esq. ; Samuel Isaac

Esq.; W. Jackson, Esq., M.P.; H. M. Jacob, Esq.!

Mrs. A. AV, Jaffray, Capt. R. Jefferson, J. Joel, Esq.]

Montevidean Vice-Consul ; A. W. Johnston, Esq,.

Mrs. I. Jones, Dr. B. Jones. F.R.S.; Miss Keeling'

Miss E. Keeling, Lady Keating, Marquis of Kildare'

Marchioness of Kildare, Lord G. Fitzgerald, Lord 0. A.

Fitzo-erald, G. W. Rcpton, Esq., M.P.; Lady J. Rep.

ton, J. Kelk, Esq.; Mi-s. Kelk ; J. W. Kelt,

Esq. ; G. E. Kelk, Esq. ; W. T. Kinncrsly, Esq.;

C. A. King, Esq.; Mrs. King. Sir J. Kirkland, lilrs.

S.Laing, Lady Lamb, H. T. Lambert. Esq.; W, H. G.

Langton, Esq., M.P. ; C. T. Leach, Esq. ; J. G. Leach,

Esq. ; Sir G. P. Lee, Rt, Hon. Sir G. C. Lewis, Bart.,

M.P.; SirC. Locock, Bart.; Mrs. Lod wick, W. Long.

man, Esq.; R. Lowther, Esq.; K. W. S. Lutvvidge,

Esq.; Lady L. Lygon, Major W. Lyon, Mrs. J. Ma-

berly. Duke of Manchester, Duchess of Manchester,

T. H. Massey, Esq. ; Major-General Matheson, G.May,

Esq.; T. Mcynell, Esq.; Lient.-Col. :Meyrick, Lieut..

Col. Minchin, Rev. M. Mitchell, Miss E. C. Moore, Mrs.

Morley. Mrs. F. B. Morley, C. Morri#^n, Esq. ; J.Mnrray,

Esq.; J.M.Nealc, Esq.; Lady C.Neeld,B.Norden,Esq.;

C. A. Novelli, Esq. ; Lady Overstone, Col. \V. K. Loyd,

Miss E. Loyd, lileut.-Col. Lindsay, Hon. Mrs. L. Lindsay,

E. H. Palmer, Esq.; Col. A. Park, R. W. Peacock, Esq.;

Lady Poto, W. A, Pope, Esq. ; T. Pope, Esq.; LordW.

Powlett, T. H. A. Poyndcr, Esq. ; Mrs. Poynder, H.

Ransford, Esq.; Major-Gencral Rawdon, J. Reeves,

Esq.; T. J. Reeves, Esq.; Miss A. S. Reeves, Miss

S. M. Reeves, Miss E. Reeves. R. Reid, Esq. ; Mrs.

Remnant. G. Bennie, Esq.; G. B. Rennie, Esq.; J.

Rigge, Esq, ; Miss S. A. Robertson, J. F. Robinson,

Esq.; J. Rogers, Esq.; W. G. Romaine, Esq., C.B.;

J. F. Eotton, Esq.; W. Salt, Esq.; Miss M. Salt,

Viscount Sandon, M.P. ; F. Sang, Esq.; T.B. Saunden,

Esq. ; J. Scott, Esq. ; W. A. Shaw, Esq. ; H. L, Sharp,

Esq.; G. Schenk, Esq.; Mrs, G.Schenk, J. Silver, Esq.;

J. Da Silva, F^q. ; W, H, Skynner, Esq. ; B. A. Slaney,

Esq., M.P,; Miss A. L. Snook, Lady J. Somerset,

E. M. Smith. Esq. ; Dr. P. Smith, Mrs. K. Smitl,

Mrs. F. S. Solly, Earl Stanhope, Viscount Sy^ej,

J. Taber, Esq.; T. Taylor, Esq.; W. Teny,

jun., Esq. ; Lord Taunton, Lady Taunton, Hoi,

Miss Labouchere, Hon. Miss M. Labouohere, Hon. Mia

E. Labouchere, Viscount Templeton, T. Thistlethwayte,

Esq.; F. Thompson, Esq.; W. Throckmorton, Esq.;

Lady L. Thynne, Dr. G. Timms, Mrs. Timms, R. J. Todd,

Esq. ; W. Tottie, Esq. (Swedish and Norwegian Consul-

General); Mrs. G. S. Trower. H. B. TurnbuU, Esq.;

T. Usbome, Esq.; Mr. H. J. Veltch, Lady H. VemoB,

J. Wade, Esq.; Mrs. Walcot, Capt. E. Walter, Capt.

H. Ward, O. C. Waterfield, Esq. ; W. B. WaterH

Esq. ; Mrs. W. B. Waterlow, H. Wellesley, Esq. ;
ff.

Wells, Esq.; Marquis of AVestminster, E. Weston, Esq.:

G. AVhiting, Esq. ; W. Whitmore, Esq. ; Mrs. a S.

Whitmore, F. Wigan, Esq.; H. R. Williams. Esq.;

F. M. Wilson, Esq. ; A. Willis, Esq. ; J. W. WinOlfiy,

Esq.; T. W. Windley, Esq.; J. Wright, Esq.; F. *

Wright, Esq. ; W. C. Wryght, Esq. ; Major-Genenl

W. Wylde, C.B. ; in all 335 : viz., 217 Life Members

and 118 Annual Subscribers.

The Chairman announced that on the 31st of Jan.,*'

2 p.m., a further large election would take place,

«

which occasion he had received the gracious commands

of her Majesty, the Patron of the Society, to«
forward the names of all the members of the Iwp

family not already Fellows of the Society.

Jan. 17. Fextit Committee. — Rev. L. V^
Harcourt in the chair. Of Ne Plus Means m-
one of the kinds for which prizes were otfewa

on this occasion, there were four or five p'^

dishes. The best came from Mr. Ingram, gr. to J;

Blandy, Esq., of High Grove, Reading. It consistetf^

clean, nice-looking fruit, of excellent flav^*

Josephine de Malines, another variety of ^?^
which prizes were offered, Mr. Parsons, of ".^'S
Hert^, sent -& capital dish of evenly-sized

^^l^^\^
irhich fully maintained the high characj

4

t «

I

flavour of which fully maintameu tiie "ig"
"",3-!*«d

which this Comparatively new Pear has .^f^\!l

Among other sorts of dessert Pears wbicU "^
exhibited, a dish of Winter Kelis from J- *^
man, Esq., proved bv far the best. Mr. Ralpo*

^^
Felix, Walton-ou-Thamcs, also furnished excei^

frait of this in most seasons excellent ^^^^.
jfr,

J
For Easter Beurre au extra prize was ^^^'^'*

\Lri,a^ *
Hall, Roehampton, on account of their fine ^"^^^
flavour. Of Apples examples of old Nonpareit

^
Golden Harvey were contributed, but t*'**^ J^JkAgt
first class; Cockle Pippin, from Mr. Webb ^j!^
proved good, as did also Micklcbam VeM^^
Messrs. Ivery of Dorking. Kitchen ^^^^
exhibited, but they were ordered to wKAiiiuiLtru, uut tney were oraereu w Vr-w a
and reproduced at next meeting. From ^'^'\^^
to R. Sneyd. Esq., came examples of ^^^^^^TrfiB?
Lady Downe's Seedling Grape, with the view ot^^
their late-keeping properties; there ^'*^®p-f^ii^
fine-looking Lemons, Oranges, and other Citrw^j

from Mr. Miller, of Eardiston. Messrs. I''*^^
angnilar looking specimen of Chmese

V^°*!„!!t9***
Heatly, Esq.; G, Henderson, Esq.; Mrs. G. Henderson, the middle of which issued a cluster of ^?'^ jltk.

W. Henderson, Esq.; C Hcneage, Esq.; J. Hera- 1 each measuring from 6 to 8 inches or more >^ "•
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mttagf of Moo^s
+

Science in Tlteology, T)y A. S. Farrar, M.A., Michel

Fellow of Queeu's College, Oxford. 8vo. Murray,

pp. 288.

This is a volume of sermons preached before the

"University of Oxford, in which the author designs to

bring some of tlie discoveries and methods of the

physical and moral sciences to bear upon theoretic

questions of theology. It is well laiowu that the

philosophers of the Continent, and especially in Germany,

have long treated theology as a science ; but their

writings have been generally regarded with distrust in

England, where men's minds appear^ to be more capable

of appreciating the practical in religion than the philo-

sophical, and the general public Imow more, by hearsay,

about the blasphemous speculations of rationalistic

"writers than they care to know of the sound and

excellent treatises of divines, who with true German
painstaking diligence have laboured to refute systema-

tically the mischievous errors of their opponents. It is

beginning to be felt in England that rationalistic views

ought not to be met by mere invective but by sound
ai-gument, and for that purpose the systematic writers

. on theology in Germany have already prepared vast

storehouses of arms for all who are called upon to

contend for the faith.

University sermons are not usually atjtractive to the
general reader, but in the present volume the style is

peculiarly easy for a sxibject of such depth, the argu-
ments are forcibly put, and the class of persons for

whose use the sermons are intended is well borne in

mind, and this usually makes a book interesting. The
first sermon affords perhaps the most favourable speci-

men that could be taken. There the classical student
will read with pleasure how the giant intellects among
the Greeks were feeling after God if haply they might
find him, but after all the immense efforts of their
reasoning powers only found that there must be a
"great first cause,'* a sort of order or law ruling in
nature, and over working for good, but they never dis-
covered that the result they had arrived at was itself
merely an effect, the modus operandi of a Supreme
Being. Theirs was an impersonal abstraction, not a
personal, self-existing, all-wise, and benevolent Being.
The author candidly tells us in a note that he has in his
sermon rather overstated the case of the heathen, but
the enthusiastic scholar will easily forgive him for
finding more of God in his favourite philosophers than
perhaps they really intended. The biblical studcLt
wdl trace with interest the clearer and brighter deve-
lopment of the Divine character, as it is successively
displnyed to Moses, David, and Isaiah, and at lengthm all the effulgence of its glory under the Christian
dispensation; though he must not forget that remark-
able revelation of the attributes of God which was
vouchsafed to the earnest prayer of the great law

has been unable by his chemical
the life from the mortal case in
encloted, and exhibit it to his class

in a stoppered bottle.

analysis to sepai-ate

which it had been
carefully tied down

„ , ,

.

. ,
science will be rejoiced to

flna his special and wondrous branch of study intro-
Uuced not as an opponent, which it never ought to be,
but as it 13 m reality, the handmaid of religion-not
impugning but corroborating the testimony of scrip-
lure, each science after its own manner. Thus astro-
nomy, aided by the telescope, reveals to man an idea of
tae mtimte in space, such as prophets of old had no con-
ception of. The microscope, on the other hand, makes
Known to ns that which otherwise we could never have
realised, God's care for the minutest creatures he has
made, and exemplifies in a vivid manner the truth that
^13 mercies are over all His works. None could ever
^ave dreamt of an infinity of time past, such as geoWy
^as declared and exhibited to the sons of men, while the

!

science of mathematics lays open to our view the '

infinite wisdom which has provided for the future
inasmuch as it demonstrates the permanency of
.those elements of the planetary system whlcli are
easential to the perpetuity of the' system, and shows
at the. same time that the irregularities which are
mtroduced into that system by the mutual disturb-
*nw8 of tlie bodies which compose it are subject
10 a periodicity which timely reverses the effectswmch were apparently verging to some catastrophe,ana Dy an exquisite system of compensation ensures the
permanency of the whole.

teli^!^*'** ^t^
^^'- ^^"^"^^ endeavours to show that«^ce may be regarded as a revelation, differing only

i^at!,.«}''-°*' ?"'. ^^ ^^''"- communicated without

True religion has nothing to fear from the d'

A Narrative of the Discovery of the Fate of Sir John
Franklin and his Companions. By Captain M'Clin-
tock, R.N. 8vo. Murray. Pp. 403.

The Career, Last Voyage, and Fate of Captain Sir
John Franklin. By Captain Sherard Osboiii, C.B.
12mo. Bradbury & Evans. Pp. 111.

When two gallant officers, writing independently,
unite in describing events like those which befel one
of the bravest and most amiable men that ever adorned
their own noble service, it is impossible that their works
should remain unappreciated by every class of readers.
In this land of seamen all hearts thrill at the records
of naval daring; that high spirit which leads men to
encounter perils far beyond any known in the land
service is the boast of our country, and well may it be
so. But for the most part attention is fixed upon the
glories ofnaval warfare, upon thedesperate courage which
carries men into the wild tumult of a battle at sea; I

and that quiet resolution which enables others calmly
to confront the silent perils of the deep and vanquish
them is far less thought upon. Yet it is doubtful
whether the latter is not the more markworthy of the
two; and certainly there is nothing in the lives of a
Blake or a Nelson that can be placed above the un-
flinching resolution which carried Franklin to his

tomb, or impelled M*Clintock and his companions to

rescue him if still alive. Think only of a yacht of
170 tons, a mere boat, facing fields &f floating ice which
even forced her back 1200 miles, then returning to the
charge, daring the perils of a hyperborean winter,
struggling through " packs " the very sight of which
on paper makes the landsman's heart tremble, and
finally accomplishing her aim, returning in safety with
hardly the loss of a man. Surely deeds like these win
men immortality.

It would be needless, even had we space at. command,
to tell the reader the history of M'Clintock's great
enterprise, or of that earlier one the mystery of which
it succeeded in dispelling. The daily papers have
already exhausted that subject ; and those who desire

more will necessainly have recourse to the volume itself,

the maps and sketches in which are indispensable to
the right understanding of the story.

It is otherwise with Captain Sherard Osborne's little

sketch, a part of which appeared in Once a Week,
We here find the career of Franklin from his boyhood
to his death, painted by the hand of one whom the
eloquent President of the Geographical Society describes
as a distinguished seaman possessing a thorough
acquaintance with the Arctic regions ; and whom the
public also knows, not only for his brilliant conduct in

the Crimean war, but as a spirited and graceful writer.

One anecdote' shows tlie stuff of which Sherard
Osborn's pen is made. Franklin had been wrecked in

a tub called the Porpoise, commanded by Capt, Flindei-s,

when a large part of Brown's New Holland collections

were lost. After being rescued, lie proceeded to China,
and obtaine'd a passage home in one of the merchantmen
belonging to the East India Company.
"On the last day of January, 1804, a magnificent

fleet of 15 East Indiamen are putting to sea, from the
Canton River. Franklin has obtained a passage in the
Eiirl Camden, commanded by stout-hearted Nathaniel
Dance, the commodore of this fleet, which is laden with
millions* worth of Chinese products. Most of the ships
are painted as if they were line-of-battle ships, and
though not fitted as men-of-war, the good traders of
Leadoiihall had proviTled guns and men sufficient to pre-
vent their argosies falling without resistance into the
hands of privateering Frenchmen. The 14th February
finds them nearing Pnlo Auor, one of the last islands
seen befure sliaping a course for the Straits of JMalacca;

Nelson, at Trafalgar. We see the Lincolnshire boy pass
through all the phases from childhood to manhood,
from the sky-larking middy to the steady trustworthy
lieutenant—tempered in a school of patient persever-
ance, and not spoilt by constant success; he saw the
failure at Flushing ; he marked how the under-
estimating of a foe brought down upon his profession
the mischance of the American war ; and in the disas-
trous attempt to capture New Orleans he was for the
first time wounded.*'

J

Aa for the narrative of Franklin's death, we shall only
say that it is one of the most touching stories we re-

member to have read.

Tire's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines,
(Part III., Longman) has reached the word Calomel.
It includes important articles on Bread, Bricks, and
Calico printing.

Trade Lists Receiti:!).—Descriptive Catalogue of
a choice collection of Annual, Biennial, and Perennial
Flower Seeds, selected from the Stocks of the first

Continental and English Growers, arranged according
to the Natural System. By Wm. Tuompson, Tavern
Street, Ipswich.—John Keynes's (Salisbury) Catalogue
of Show and Fancy Dahlias, Roses, Carnations, Picotees,
Fuchsias, and Verbenas.—A Catalogue of Select
Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, sold by
Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate.—Seeds for the
Kitchen, the Flower Garden, and tlie Farm; also
Culinary Boots and Implements, sold by Chauxes
TuRNEE, Royal Nursery, Slough.—Catalogue (No. L),
Descriptive of a Select Collection of Kitchen Garden
Seeds, Roots, and Plants, sold by Jonw Cattell,
Nurseryman, Westerham, Kent.

—

George Chivas (Jof

Chester) Catalogue of Seeds for the Vegetable and
Flower Garden.—Descriptive Catalogue of Choice
Vegetable and Flower Seeds, offered for sale by Jahbs
Dickson, Sons, & Co., 23, Market Place, Manchester.—
War. Barnes, of Camden Nursery, Southampton Street,

Camberwell, abridged (sheet) Catalogue of Vegetable,
Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.—A Priced Catalogue
of Garden and Flower Seeds and Garden Implements,
sold by William Taylor, of Cupar, Fife.—Miznb k
Co.'s (successors to JMessrs, CJiandler, Wandsworth
Road) Catalogue of Kitchen, Flower Garden, and
Agricultural Seeds.

Miscellaneous,
The Hoses of X%h^,~\lovf times are changed! One

used to say, some years ago, to a brother Rose lover,
" Have you heard if Laffay has brought out a good Rose
this year, or Desproz ? " and then perhaps the reply
would be "Oh yes ! you inust get that wouderfuily fine
Rose of Laffay^s, Dr. Marx, and Baronne Prevosfc of
Desprez ; " and so it went on from year to year—a few
very fine and distinct Roses now and then making their
appearance, their advent only known to tlie " upper ten."
The contrast is so great at the present day that it

seems scarcely credible. In the autumn of 1858, the
French Rose growers sent out for tlie first time about
70 varieties, all with new names but not rdl with new
features. In this list of " threescore-and-ten *" we have
40 kinds of Hybrid Perpetuals, 4 of Damask Perpetuals,
12 of Bourbons, 10 of Tea-scented, 2 of Noisettes,
1 China, and 2 summer Moss Roses. Tu this li^t are
doubtless many really fine Roses, although not differing
to the extent one would wish from the varieties we
already possess. Judgment must, however, be sus-
pended to a certain extent till next season, for our poor
new Rose is dreadfully tortiired before she shines in
England in her full beauty. Let us look at the "modus
operantli." She (i.e. a Rose tree of a new kind) is seat
over to England about the middle of November. If her
master to whom she is consigned is mercifid, she is

^^ r.v.. ^ , . ,,-1,0. -1 (

planted in a favourable border, and suffered to bloom
the China fleet is well in baud. Strange sails are seen,

j
there the following season, as well as her torn roo^s and

and soon ascerUined to be the then notorious Marengo, long exposure on her journey will allow her, and she
74, Admiral Linois, and his three satellite frigates.

The Gallic chief knows it to he the Ion*T.

sought prize, the China fleet, an'd hastens towards

'

it, but is siu'prised to find 15 ships in order of!
battle, some of them more warlike than others, but all

ready to fight. He heaves to. in the hope that during
the night the merchantmen of England will fiee, but day-
light on the 15th finds them all as they had passed the
night, at their quarters, guns shotted, and more pre-
pared to do battle for the tqH flag which WAWQiX
defiantly from their inizen peaks, than on the previous

will perhaps give flowers approaching in beauty to their
real character. But if her master is a new man, anxioas
about propagation, woe be to her; she is crammed into
a pot, placed in a forcing-house; all her shoots are co*t,
or rather shaved off closely, and she is forced unnatu-
rally into putting forth leaves and shoots at Christmas.
The shoots cut off are immediately cut up into single
buds, and at Once grafted ou that "bubble," the
Manetti Rose stock. The young shoots in February
from the original trees are also grafted on tlie " bubble ;"

, , ^ . . ,
- , *

I

even the tops of the young gi-afts are in the spriB^
!
iXAy, Lmois, more than ever puzzled, does not attack, transferred to the "bubble; " so that a large numbar

iscovenes

Kat^ »?t^ 4?*^^' provided only that tbcy are investi-

a^timmUh fK
9an*^our and modesty which ever

b^b^^ i
*" '^^ philosopher. Scienci in religion is^forced upon us by the progress of human thought,

^^lti.u ^^""^"^' w^»<^re errors are refuted as-jTO-matically as they are propounded. At the same time

until the Euglisli bear away under easy sail; he tlten

essays to cut ofl' the rearmost sljips. He counts with-
out his host; the gallant Dance throws out the signal,

•Tack! bear dowr., and engage the enemy I
* A shout

of joy went througli that noble fleet of merchant
sailors, and to the astonishment of the Frenchman, he
had the whole swarm about his ears. He made all sail

of young plants are produced, but the character of the
RosG is not brought out. This must be waited for; so
tliftt,_in realit}', the Roses introduced in the autumn of
1858 and propagated in 1859, wilt not ^low themselves to
perfection till 1860. I regret that I cannot usher in

the description of any new Rose with such a pleasant
grandiloquent platitude as is now under my ey«.

•there are revpalp^ 7
"'

*^ propounaea. At the same time chase, and then was seen a sight, of whic
«ttplelaith or . f f n •

* ""^^^* be received by Englishman should cherish the recollection

*^ond and n}^«.^ '
ina_smuch aa being utterly

, French squadrou of men-of-war, perfectly equii

pSr^rr;'''^''\f'''*P''^^"*^ faculties, the reasoning

•inw! '""fYf"^^
^^^ never were intended to take

rS^rf® ^^ tl»em; and it

of
nahir* * T ' ^"^ ^^ "0^*1 ^e just as un-«^e to test such questions by the ordinary rules

Va^JT^ ^r^or Bcience, as it would be t^

mary
it would be to attempt to

,
. - -' -rgans of taste—or for the

tieny tlie existence of auunal life because he

away; Dance, in the Earl Camden, directed a general ! applying to Rose catalogues, and which begins—"One
chase, and then was seen a sight, of which every

[
by one the autumn catalogues come dropping in; some

" "
' ' " — of a

I

in a summer's dress, through which the mysterioiw
quipped, led

I

type peers dimly, emblematic "—I should say ot £9.4*
by one of their naost distinguished officers, retreating

j

I must not, however, ramble in this way, but return to

before a fleet of amied merchant ships ; and well might
^
our " brood," to borrow a term of the new Roses that

Franklin be pi-oud in after years of having thus shared, ' bloomed in England for the first time iu 1859. The
as a middy, in the honours of Dance's victory. Bet()re ,

"GAint" seems to have been in France a very gowl

another year had passed over his head, he was signal i
kind t^ breed from, for nearly all the dark crimson

midshipman on board the Bellerophon, 74-, and on tlie '\ Roses recently r.dficd are of his race. It is strange that

memorable 21st October, 1805, he fought again with althougii pecks of seed from the Gtiai»t a»d General
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Jacqueiuuiot have been sown in Knglatid, not a single

Hybrid Perpetual Rose 1ms yet been raised worthy of a

name. Tliere seems a want of "vital force" iu the

geed, for those grand hips that Jules Margottin gave in

1856, '57, and '58—full of perfect seed—ought to have

produced some fine Roses. Amon^ the deep crimson

Roses are Corate de Beaufort, which has not yet shown

well, and four from M. Trouillard of Angers, viz., Or.

Brettonneau, Francis I., Fr.uKjois Arago, and Eugene

Appert. The three first are dwarf growins; kinds, with

flowers of the deepest crimson shf^ded with purple, all

very double but not largo; the latter has a more

vigorous habit, and, if judged after the figure of it

given by Mr. Andrews in the "Florist'* for August

last, is of the most wonderfully brilliant scarlet. I do

not mean to assert that it is not after nature, but it is

just one of those blooms that nature rarely gives, for

although a very pretty Rose, its scarlet y.etals are

mixed with dark crimson, or at least generally so.

There are several other dark crimson Roses, nearly all

really nice varieties, such as Kmperor of Morocco

(Empereur de Maroc)— we must, I think, now try to

make into English all that we can of the French names

given to Roses—Altesse Iraperiale, Mount Vesuvius (Le

Mont Vesuve), Lord Elgin, Ambroise VerschafFelt, and

Ardoissee de Lyon or the Slaty Rose, the ugliest of all

colours in a Rose. Tlie first of these is a truly magnifi-

cent variet)', of deep blacklsb crimson, very rich, its

flowers are also of a good size, very full, and finely

shaped; the second variety is also a Rose of great

beauty, with smaller flowers very regularly formed, and

of a rich crimson; Lord Elgin is also a very pretty

iJwarf dark crimson Rose—quite worthy of a place in

our gardens if only for its well chosen name. Anna

Alexieff and Armide are said to be rose coloured tinted

with salmon—the latter colour has not yet been very

apparent. Two nice and very bright rose coloured

Roses are Anna de Diesbach, raised by M. Lacharme

of Lyons, and Cecile do Chabrillan—Comtes?e Cccilc de

Chabrillan, according to its raiser. M. Marest, and

Cecile de Chebriana according to some catalogues. This

13 really a most beautiful bright pink Rose, not too full,

and with an elegant cup. Oritlainme de St. Louis

and Mignard are two seedlings said to have been raised

from that beautiful Rose General Jacqucmhiot ; the

former is a most robust grower, and it will doubtless

form a vigorous growing pillar Rose—It has not, how-

ever, yet bloomed in anything like perfeclion—its

without showing the least resentment; and if it is

worried or pestered by some forward puppy, looks down

with calm contempt, and passes on its way. Sometimes

the little conceited animal presumes upon the dignified

I

increase by day accompanied with a proportionn'e

admission of air. Fia House.—Damp the trees ovu-

frequently, and if wanted early increase the heat a

degree or two weekly. PiNiiUY.— Pines are often

composure of the Newfoundland dog, and. in that case,
]

deficient in flavour at this season, which is improved by

is sure to rebeive some quaint punishment for its inso- exposing the ripennig h'^]\}o all the light you caa
' commaud, and givnig but little water, A good supply

of air is likewise essential at all times for high

flavoured fruit, and more than ever necessary at thla

time. Continue an increase of heat to Pines now
wanted to start, employing it principally by day.

Attend to liuinj^s fi>r Pines grown in dung pits and

lence. The story of the big dog, that dropped the

little dog into the water, and then rescued it from

dro\^^ling, is so well known that it needs but a passing

reference. But I know of a dog, belonging to one of

my friends, which behaved in a very similar manner.

Being provoked beyond all endurance by the continued

annoyance, it took the little tormentor in its mouth,

swam well out to sea, dropped It in the water, and

swam back again. Another of these animals, belong-

ing to a workman, was attacked by a small and pug-

nacious bull-dog, which sprang upon the nnofi*ending

canine giant, and after the manner of bull-dogs,

"pinned" him by the nose, and there hung, in spite of

all endeavours to shake it off. However, the big dog

happened to be a clever one, and spying a pailful of

boiling tar, he bolted towards it, and deliberately

lowered his foe into the hot and viscous material, Tiie

bull- dog had never calculated on such a reception, and

made its escape as fast as it could run, bearing with it

a scalding memento of the occasion. Eoutledge^s

Illustrated Natural Sisfori/.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing tceek,)

keep the atmosi>here in which they grow dry. Straw-

berries in bottom heat for forcing will require air daily

to prevent drawing in those earliest started; when they

show the truss of flower they should bo removed to

shelves in the Vineries and Peach houses to bloom, but

the principal crop should as yet be advancing slowly.

' FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBEIIIES.
Except in the driest localities nothing niore can be

done iu this department than paying attention to order

and neatness. The bedding plants, liowever, must have

attention, for in all likflihood many things are suffering

from damp, and such plants as appear to suffer mo^t

should be removed to other quarters where a drier tem-

perature is kept. Keep the stoek in pits and frames

surface soil of the pots fre-

with sulphur Verbenas and

with mildew. Be particular

of pits containing plants of

will

well ventilated and the

quently stirred. Bust
similar plants attacked

in keeping the interior

colour has not been " eblouissant " as described, but of a

dullish red; the latter, of a bj-ight rose colour,

has not yet shown any remarkable quality. There

are some pale or flesh-coloured Roses, not likely

to eclipse Madame Vidot and Madame Rivei-s, but still

interestuig to the amateur who likes to possess every-

thing in Roses. Among these the best are Impora-

trice Eugenie, making no less than four Roses bearing

the name (viz., one Tea-scented, a poor Rose; one

Bourbon, and one perpetual Moss), Madame Bruny,

Madame Jenny Varin, and Mathilde de Maudcville.

There are some 10 to 15 Roses described by the French

growers as "rose vif" (bright rose), some of which

may be worthy of a trial, but they have not yet shown
any remarkable qualities. There are two Mademoi-
selles (how shall we English that name ? Miss will not

do, it is so near mess), Betsy Haiman, " ponceau vif,"

which has not yet shown its Poppy colour, and Marie

Boyei', in the same not-shown category. One of the

most distinct Roses of this season is Virginal, which

really is of a pure white, but witli rather jagged petals

and want of fulness. No white autumnal Rose hai yet

approached in beauty the Bourbon Rose, Acidalle, when
blooming in a warm autumn. Good new Roses, among
the Toa-scented, are excessively rare; there were 10
varieties introduced in the autumn of 1853. Among
these. Homer deserves the first place; it is apparently

a seedling from my favourite Acidalle, with nnich the

game habit, and with large, very double, and finely

cupped flowers of nearly pure white, very slightly tinted

with pale rose ; its perfume is very grateful. Madame
Damaizin, Madame Falcot, and Madame Halphin, are

three pretty Roses, tinted with salmon and fawn colour

;

' they are perhaps lacking in fulness and shape, but
another season may tell a different tale. The new rose-

coloured Roses of this family are not worth naming.

A Tea-scented Rose to surpass Adam and Souvenir d*un '

Ami must be something very extraordinary. Tliere

were 12 new Bourbon Roses ushered into the Rose

world last autumn, among which Dr. Berthot, crimson
;

Coratesse de Borbontane, Octavie Fontaine, and Madame
Marechal, all pale flesh-coloured Roses, may be worthy

of cnlture, but there is nothing new in any of them.

Alas! that the day is past; "once upon a time" how
we hailed a new crimson Bourbon Rose. They are still

beautiful, and often most beautiful in autunni; but

their equals in colour and superiors in perfume, the

Hybrid Perpetuals,have placed them in the rear ranks

of the Bose garden. Noisette Rosea have received no
additions from France worth naming, but from
America we have two—Jane Hardy, winch will be
found very hard in the bud, and "America," said to be

a new yellow vigorous growing Rose, quite surpassing

any yellow Rose yet seen (Cloth of Gold clearly

forgotten by our cousins), and to be most free in

blooming, most hardy, and most wonderful; all which
we shall believe " when we see what we shall see."

JPrinee Noir.—From the Florisi,

Good Nature of the Neicfoundlatid Do^.— As is the
case with most of the large dog«, the N"ewfxmdland
-permits the lesser dogs to take all kinds of Ub?rtiei

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CONSEETATOUT, &c.—Forcing-houses and pits should

now be kept in full Hctivity to furnish plants in bloom,

which at this season are more or less in demand iu most

establishments. Care should betaken before plants are

removed to sitting-rooms to gradually harden them for

a day or two, either by placing them in the conserva-

tory or intermediate house. In addition to keeping the

conservatory gay with blooming plants, let the arrange-

ment of the house be occasionally changed, by grouping

the plants somewhat differently, and adding a few

striking ones^as some ofthe hardiest Palms, &c., for effect.

Pay attention to plants intended for successive blooming.

Narcissi, Hyacinths, &c., should be protected by a

frame; as they now begin to grow remove the plunging

material down to the surface of the pots to prevent

them rooting upwards. Mignonette will require abun-

dance of light and air to keep it from damping,
_
As

with the exception of forced plants most other things

are now iu an inactive state, the temperature of plant

houses should fall to its minimum point consistent with

the safety of their various inmates; as has often been

Insisted on, nothing can well be worse for the develop-

ment of a healthy vigorous habit in plants than subject-

ing them to a high temperature at the present season

when light, so important to the healthy ac'ion of

vegetable life, cannot accompany it. AVhere Achimenes

and Gloxinias are required to bloom early a few pots

may now be started in bottom-heat,

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Eabxt Vin'ery,—As soon as the bunches can be dis-

cerned on the young shoots the extra buds should be

removed, excepting such as may be required for pro-

ducing bearing wood next season. In leaving these

latter select such as are formed nearest the main stem

to avoid the awkward appearance of long spurs at a

stagfe further in their growth. Such shoots as have

more than one bnncb should have them reduced

to that number, selecting the one likeliest to form

the handsomest bunch. Tying in the young wood
should be managed carefully, bringing the shoots

to their proper position by degrees, to avoid the

danger of their breaking. After the buds are started

a few inches the syringe may be gradually w^ithheld

;

as too much humidity at this season will sometimes

retard both the foliage and bunches, and a sufficient

degree of moisture can easily be kept by sprinkling

the floors and heating apparatus several times daily.

Regulate the admission of air so as to have a gentle

current at all times througli the house; increase,

of course, by day agreeably with the state of the

weather. Gradually advunce the night temperature
to 60" and then to 65** by the time the flowers

are ready to open, keeping the thermometer from
10° to 15° higher by day according to the amount
of light you can command. Keep up the heat in

the outside border by additions when necessary, bear-

ing in mind the injurious effects any sudden check
to the roots now in action will produce on the coming
crop, Bring succession Vineries into work as wanted.

Late Vineries in which Grapes are still hanging
will require fires dally and air sufficient to keep the

liouse and fruit dry ; remove decayed berries and dead

leaves* and well protect the roots from frost. For a late

Grape Lady Downe's Seedling possesses valuable pro-

perties. Peach Houses.—Peaches and Nectarines which

have been forced for several years oftentimes produce a

lai'ge excess of fruit-buds, and this more especially on
weakly trees ; a natural consequence of allowing these

to remain are weak flowers and inferior fruit and wood.

When, therefore, such is the case the trees will be greatly

benefited by well thinning the bloom-buds, leaving

the largest and those most favourably placed ; of course

a considerable number will be still left to allow for

c.isualties. Syringe twice or oftener daily till the

bloom is ready to expand, when it must be discontinued.

The night temperature may advance to 45°, with an

the above description as dry as circumstances

permit,

HAUDT FRUIT AND KITCnEN GARDEN.
The pruning of ore-hard trees is a matter which is too

frequently neglected, and the result is that the heads of

the trees get so crowded with wood as to render a crop

of fruit, except upon the extremities of the outer

branches, not to be expected, and the thicket of worse

than useless spray which the trees have to support is

injurious both to the size and quality of the fruit, aud

also to the general health of the tree. When this

state of things has been allowed to prevail, advantage

should be taken of the first opportunity to give the

trees a careful pruning, thinning out the inner branches

severely. In tlie case of large branches being cut oflf,

the surface of the wound should be neatly trimmed off

with a sharp chisel and covered with a coat of paint to'

prevent the wet soaking into and rotting the wood.

See to the protection of Lettuces, Cauliflowers, itc,

under glass, by guarding them from frost ; but tate

every opportunity of exposing such things to light and

air." Introduce roots • of Asparagus, Scakale, and

Rhubarb into h(;at at regular intervals, so as to make

sure of a constant supply. Rhubarb and Seakale do well

on a shelf or the floor of a Mushroom house, wliert

they are probably less troublesome than elsewhere.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT ClIISWICK, NEAR liONDOS,

For the Week enilmg Jan. J9, 1860, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeo)

January
Baeometer.

1

Friday lal 20
Satur. 14

Tempebatubb.
OftHeEarthOf the Air.

Max.

21

((

23
Sutiilay 15

Mon. 16

Tues. 17 21
Well. 181 25
Thurs. ly 26

Average

Jan.

30.129
30.0^2
29.8/4
30.164
30.170
2y.H0l

23.67^

29.97s

Min. Max.

30.071
29.3'.t9

29.7 Ifi

30.138
29973
29.61V2

2V.5C9

29.852

4-2

45
51
48
46
39
47

Min.

34
32
31
26
23
34
30

45.4 I 30.0

Mean I foot

deep

38.0 43
;w.5 43^
41.0 44

37.0 44i
34.5 44
365 43
3.S.5 42 i

feet

deep.

a77 43-5

13-FosKy; l>8'''>' ; Jen-^ely overcasts

l-l-Overcast; fine; overcast.
_

U—Densely overcast; boisterous with ram.
!6-Clcar; very fine; clear; frosty.

- 17—Fo^L^y; very tine : hazy at nijrht; frosty,

- 18—CloutW ; hHzy and cold ; rain ftt night.

^ 19— Tensely overcast ; fine; overcast; raim

Mean temperatureof the week, I de^. above tbe averase-

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHIS^VICK-
Durin;; the last 3» years, for the ensiuns Week. ^"dia;c^an^^W^^^

January

Sunday 22..

Hon- 2:*

Tue8, 24..
Ued. 25.,
Thurs. £6.,

Friday '27,

-5 S S;g«
5-1'

43.3

44.5

43-6
43.2
41.5

43-7

Satur. 2-1..
i
4J 6

32.9
32.3

33.3
32.8
31.8

31 I

3n..5

39.2
-58.7

37.9

38.-2

37-4

_3L2-

No.of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of llain.

14
14
15
17
14
16
17

0.57 in#
0.27
0.51

0.90
0.34

0.43
17

The M«hest temperature during the above P"iod occurreJ on

.34-thenn. 58 deg. ; and the lowest on the 2i>th, lt>i7. a»^ *'

tlie ..

th, l*»

1831
—therm. 15 deg.

V

Notices to Correspondents-
^

the HMi_':ot_^^
Haricot EEANa: / £. The Urger Beau is tae

"'^'f^^eed

Soissons, the smaller* is the Haricot Hiz. Botli, auu ^^

all whit« Kidney Beans, are used by the Froncti uuu

name of Haricots.

Names or Plants : "We have been so often

I

._._...... .._„ o'TV"^^^
tantly decline naming heaps of dried or other planw,

^^^^ ^
venture to request our correspontleiita to '^'^':^ .? j (juty

'''

never have or could have undertaken an ^""^""* _„i,g ojor«

this kind. Young gardeners, to whom these ^**^;' t^jug

f

especially apply, should bear in mind that, l^efore apF J^ ^

us for assistance, they should exhaust their **;"^
.-pubie*'^

gaining information. We cannot save them tne "
.^ ^

examining and thinking for themselve?; '^.^^ tbeni-*"^
desirable if we could. AU we can do is to

J"^ Lture,"*
thatmost willingly. Itia nowrequested that, lu j^^-
more than four plants may be sent us *t on

A Devonian. A bit of Grevillea anethifoUa.
naro'i^S'^

Seedsmen : Amateur will we trust excuse us from "^^grtiiW

f.rra more than another. A glance at our
^^^^

columns will satisfy hia curiosity. Moi*eover
^ giiouw'jS

houses deal in such seeds more or less. It ^^'
Qjoieu^i

^"^

an invariable rule with newspapers not to recou*

tradesman more than another. ,j u to^.
Timbeb: hop. The piece of wood 300 7**'^^.„tha least i^

Oak of the sessile- fruited species. It is not lU i"

Sweet Cliesnut. , . -vjl b8
'^

"Muse. X r.?, anda few other correspondents, bi^^

answered next week.

t
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Ai?TT (Trri \L MANURES, &c.— Manufacturera

^andotU engaged in making A^^

ffi Minerals are executed^ with accuracy and despatch

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

A^lyseR and Assaying, willflnd ample facility and accommoda-

tion at the College.

OinrOi!^ MANUKK COMPANV
(ESTABUSHED 1840),

Have the following MANURES ready for delivery :—

CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING,
t BLOOD MANURE FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
SUPERPHOSPHATE MINERAL.

Tia London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
r.UANO {direct from Messrs. Gibbs & Sons), HULPHA'CE of

AMMONIA NITRATE of SODA, CRUSHED BONES, and

every other Mnuure of known value, all of whicli they warrant

strictly genuine. Wholesale dealers supplied.

no, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Edw. Pdrser, Secretary.

E~S TABLISHED 1812.

MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to take

orJers for their special MANURES for 1860, which they

unhesitatingly state arc of a eupenor quality and charged at

tlie lowest possible price, viz. :

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto
BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME, &c,, all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or

Proctor & Ryland, Birmingham and Chester.

MR, J. B, LAWES manufactures the following
MANURES :—

TURNIP MANURE £6 6
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME . .. 6 6
MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME 5 5 -

BARLEY MANURE 8

N.B. Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO direct from Messrs.
Gibbs, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and
other Chemical Manures.
WHEAT MANURE.—PERUVIAN GUANO is proved to be

Hbo best aud cheapest Artificial Manure for Wheat, at Autumn
•sowing.
American decorticated Cotton-seed Cake of best quality

supplied at the market price.

Offices : 1, Adelaide Place . London Bi-idgo, E.G.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :— '* These results must

be very gi-atilying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
yonr concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the Lite and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
rnces, &c., may be had on application to Burnakd, Lack,
JkCo.. Button Rnad, Plymouth.

pEIGATE SILVER SAND. ~ Best quality forAt Flon.sts, 16.«. per ton ; less quantities I«. 6t/. per bushel,
-dehvered to any London Wharf or Railway. Sacks for Sand,
Is.Cd. each ; or on hire. 6d, each (five hold a ton)- KENTISH
and HAMPSHIRE PEATS, LOAM, and LEAF .MOULD in
tai-ge or small quantities.—Joira Kknnard, Purveyor to her
Jiajeaty, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London, 8. B.

_ TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERSTLTFS RICE KOOD POULTRY and GAME.-

SuiTK i/^^*^^'
^^': P'^."^*' *" 1^ cwt. bags; DOG

MEa}^ fnr' Pmv.P%'
^«^t; OIL-CAKE, per ton only/ RICE

51lL.? w T'i^K^''
accompanied by a remittance to insureaeliver^—W. & R. Jupp. e. Cross Lane. K-istcheap, E. C.

T
in^^r^

^'^'
' 3 yard3,45ri.

; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard, in any
qiuintity, may be had at Chas. \TR!Ght'3; 37n/strand, W.C.An allowance to Nurserymen,

PATENT WOOL NETTING.— Nine mesli to the
square inch, made 40 iachca wide, Sd. per yard ; 6 ft- 8 ins.

wide, Is. 5d. per yard; 10 ft, wide, 25. "Id, per yard. This
Netting IS found the most vahiaUo article fur protecting "Wall
and other Finiit Trees from Frost, Cold Winds, and Blight, and
for Covering Coa-servatorics, Frames, Hand Lights, Seed Beds,
and half hardy Plants cf every description. This Netting is
ample protection. It imparts gi'eat warmth at a time when
the Tree most requires it; it also, being fibrous, admits the
rays of the Sun, so essential to draw forth the young shoots of
t!je Tree, which matting, cloth covers, and other articles here-
tofore used do not.—See "Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary/'
page 567. It is strongly recommended by all parties who have
tried it This Netting, if taken care of, will last for 20 sea^sous,

W. CULLiN-GFORD, Edmund Terrace, Bairs Pond Road, N.

HO r-WATER PJPES at wholesale prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saadle, Conical, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 24«. each. Boilers aud Iron Stands to use with-
out brickwork. Valves from 125. each. Coil Boxos, Furaaco
Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, and Builders' Castings
of eveiy description in stock, at Mr. Lyxch "Wbitk's Iron
Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.

]VrURSEKYMEN supplied with the best genuine
1> TOBACCO PAPEU at U. per cwt.; any quantity less
than half a cwt; 10(f. per lb. The above article is warranted
genmne.— Addiess Tum Bryant, iKs^rs. Jackson and Sons,
Tobacco ManuKicturers, Lady Lane, Leeds.

G'
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PATENTED,
FOR PREVKNTINO AND DF.STnOVIXG

RED SPIDER MEALY BUG MILDKW
THRIPS SCALE GREEN and BROWN
AMERICAN BLIGHT ANTS FLYBED BUGS, &c..

And useful in winter dressing.
Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see
Gardtner^' Chronicle of 9th April and Itith July, 1S59, and
'* Cottage Gardener," 12th July, and has I>een favourably re*

ported on, and is used by emincut gardening authorities,
among whom are-

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgcworth
Mr. Edmonds, ofChiswick House Gardens
Mr, Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs, A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas- Veitch, jun,, Chelsea
Mr, Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken iu supplies,
and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs; 35. for not
large gardens; IO5. Gt£- for large gardens, with testimonials and
full descriptions for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Comfaxv, Limited, London,

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

—

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W. To Landowners, the
Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c., in England and Wales
and iu Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Impri)vement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years,

1. Di-ainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting for any beneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. Tlie erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Eoj'al Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved-
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

For further information, and for ftrms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Napter, Managing Eircctor,
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S-W.

WEST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
LAND DRAINAGE AND INCL03URE COMPANY.

Erstahlishedin 1S44.
Incorporatp:d by Act of Pakliamekt in 1S48.

Draining, Inclosing, Iirigating,Warping, Road Making, aud
all kind of Land Improvements, executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties, and the whole cost can be made
a rcrtuunent Cbarge on the Lands, or redeemable in a certain
number of years, BIDv^'ELL h Brodie, Secretaries.

Offices: Exeter
; and 30, Parliament Street. London, S.W. '

LAND iMPROVEMElMTS.

THE GENERAL LAND DTvAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

are empowered by Act of Parliament to assist the Owners of
Land in ciirrying into effect the following Improvements, and
charging the whole outlay and expenses on the property
impi'ovcd.
L All Works of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping, and Embank-

ment-
IL The erection of F.arnihouses, Cottages for Agricultural

Labourers,, and all kinds of Farm Buildings.
IIL The conatructiun of Roads.
IV. The Grubbing and Clearing of Old Woodlands, Enclosing,

Fencing, and Reclaiming Laud.
The Landowners by whom any of these Imprnvements may

be executed are—Tenants for Life, Tnistees, Mortgagees in ,

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Inconr.petent person?,
Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or fur a Term ex*
ceeding 14 years, Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal,
Incumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, &c.
The Owners of Estates not entailed, who may bo desiroiis to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may

,

also avail themselves of tbfe powers of the Company's Act to
charge their estates with an outlay in improvemonts,
In all cases the whole cost ot the improvements, with the

attendant expenses, may be charged on the Estate, the term
for Building Works being limited to 31 years, but for all other
improvements being capable of extension to 50 years.

No investigation of title being required, and the charge not
being affect^ by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are incurred.

Opci'ations under the Company's Act are divided into two
principal branches ; one where the Landowner designs and
executes the improvements by his own Agent and merely
requires a loan from the Company to charge the Estate,*—the
other where the Company undeiiake the entire respon-
sibility of the Improvement and obtain repayment by
way of Rent Charge, In the first case the plans,

specifications, and estimates prepared by the Landowner's
Agent are forwarded to tlie Company to be submitted
for approval to the Inclosure Commissioners, As soon as the
sanction has been given the Landowncrproceedsto exccutethe
works, and the Company having conducted the businessthrough
all the official forms, complete the charge on the estate when
the works have been passed by the Commissioners, and repay
the Landowner the amount agreed upon.
In no part of the business is there any control upon a Land-

owner except by the Inclosure Commissioners. The Company
never interfere, except at the special request of the Landowner
or his Agent, and only to such extent as may further the
objects he has in view-

In the other case, whore the Company are required to
execute the works, a report and estimate of the Improve-
ment are sent to the Landowner, and having been approved,
the plans are then prepared and the works—either submitted to

public competition or entrusted to their own staff—are carried

on to completion, and the amount of the actual expenditure
only, an>roved by the Inclosure Commissioners with the Com-
pany's agreed commission and the Commissioners' expenses,
finally charged on the Estate for the term fixed by the
Landowner. —
The Company also execute Drainage and all other Works of

Land Improvement on Commission tor the Owners of Estates

not Entailed who may wish to charge the outlay on the pro-
perty through the aimple and inexpensive process of the
Company's Act.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, tho

Secretary, at the OfBces of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street, London.

CCOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
J and OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Pniicipal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S-. F.C.S,, &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Jlilitary Services, and for the Universities-

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accTirately executed at the College, The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

HOWARD'S CHAMPION PLOUGH (186 0).
^fte ^flrtcttltwtal ©ajette.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2\, 1860.

JAMES FREDERICK HOWARD,
^ . BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,
tbiw inH^**^^

to tteir NEW PATENT PLOUGHS marked H, and H H. which they believe to be not only the cheapest, but

brBMtT r^^
niMt durable Ploughs for General Purposes yet produced. The Frames and Xecka are much stronger, and the

J *P H u
^^^ ^^^^ perfect in form than any of their former patterns.

•Ulluml iv.- » /'p y^ ™*^® upwards cf 2000 of their NEW PATENT PLOUGHS since the last Meeting of the Roval Agri-
»i ooc.ety or iLugland, at Warwick, in 1S59, and not a single instance of breakage has come to their knowledge.

'LOtrCH marked H £4 2 6 | P2.0I7Ca marked B B £.« 7 6
If with Skim Coulter, 5«. 6</. extra. Xew Patent Shares, fi«. Od. per dozen.

I*n£l!* M*^'^?^ *° ^*^"*^.^°^®* Biimin;?ham, Bristol, Cardiff, Colchester, Derby, Gloucester, Hnll. T^eds. LincoTn, Lirerpoob
^j?Wf Manchester, Norwich, Nottingham. Retford, Salisbury, Shrewsbury, Southampton, Swansea, Wiabeach, Worcester,

O VTi'f^/^-^^^'"' Kdtnburgh, Glasgow, and other parts, at fixed r.ites.

fVomiwir ^^^' *^'^'' prices and particulars of all J. & F. HOWARD'S IMPLEMENTS, including description of and Rcporta

Several papers of considerable interest on tL©
food of animals will be found in our columns this

week, Mr. La^nves, than whom no oae in this

country more perfectly unites the experience of

tlie field and the feeding house with that of the

laboratory, speaks of the undoubted fact that,

inherited disease ' apart, the health of cattle

can be maintained on our ordinary agricul-

tural foods given along with pure water and
pure air; and that, health being thus main-
tained, nutrition and increase of growth are in

proportion to the quantity of known ingredients in

the food consumed. And our correspondent
'* G. T. B" gives the Teterinarian's account of the

so-called concentrated foods, whose value depends

almost entirely oa thtir medicinal properties, and

whose influence, where they have been
_
found

beneficial, must therefore hinge on the accidental

correspondence of those properties with any

derangement of health of which the feeding animal

happened at the time to be the subject. If he

admits, as he appears to do, the ultimate advantage

of constant stimulants given to feeding animals, as

ngards either the wholeaomeness or the quantity

of the meat produced during their use, we mun
entirelv differ from this writer. But take even hia

somewhat favourable account of the so-
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called "condiments," and that of Mr. Lawes,
together, and compare them with ^vhat has been
lately published in the pamphlet form and dis-
tributed to every member of the Eoyal Agricul-
taxal Society—the contrast they present is that of
a judgment from the bench with the declamation
of a quack. In the former case we have the results
of experience and of law appealed to ; in the latter
if we except ** Dr. Bkown'scow," the only appeal,
hut that a frequent one, appears to be to ** Echo."
A wilder or more outrageous harangue on the

state of our plants, our animals, and our fellow-
countrymen was nevet written. Let no one think
that Mr. Bueness, Mr. Thoelet, or any other
person has the secret of prosperous feeding or per-
petual health wrapped up in a 2d, pill, or a daily
aose of condiment at Gt/. per lb. That depends
on wholesome ordinary food being administered
along with clean water and clean air in comfort-
able circumstances.
Our "rotten Mangels," and the miserable cake

we have gotten ''since the Crimean war," our
"ergotted pastures," and the myriad Turnip fly,

hlack jack, and grub which now consume our roots,
the poisoning with which our artiiicial fertilisers

now destroy our crops, our 3iseased plants, and our
unhealthy animals,—of all of which Mr. Burness
makes so much in a pamphlet upon Cattle Cookery !

—are no more likely to be rectified and cured by
Mr. TnoRLEY's condiment than they are by Mr.
Morrison's pills or Mr. Hollowat's ointment.
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the wool is carried on at the sacrifice of the less of neglect arc as equally productiveVfb^
important portions of the body ; and thus we have ns nt.t.pntfnn aiul e-nnrt Tnnnn<Yo»r,««* ^— ^^^^i

an additional drain upon the system of the low-

conditioned and ill-fed sheep. This coat of wool,

an

Tht: months of winter are distinguished not
only^ by a decreased temperature, but also by
torpidity of action throughout the vegetable king-
dom. Th's absence of the energetic action which is

observable through other portions of the year is

not confined to vegetation, for it affects animal
life, but in a less marked degree. It may in some
degree be traced to the influence of cold, which is

known to cause a languid circulation in plants,
and iu some cases to check it entirely. In the
animal system the action of cold is for various
reasons calculated to cause a decrease rather than
an increase of weight in tlie body. It may be a
matter of doubt with some whether or not this is
entirely to bo traced to the action of cold. We know
that the demands upon the system for the main-
tenance of its warmth are productive of a loss of
weight unless the food supplied is sufficient to meet
the demand. This usually occurs at a period of
the year when the consumption of food is in the
least degree productive of beneficial results. In
consequence of this additional claim upon the food
Uie adoption of a liberal system of winter feedin
iias m some degree been discountenanced.

This has often involved serious losses by the
stock getting into a low condition; but whilst we
are prepared to admit that it is a time of the year
when all stock-masters havo to work at a dis-
advantage, still we cannot in the least defree
justiiy the results too often observable from want
of a proper and sufficient supply of food of good
5[uality. To sacrifice the condition of tho stock ism the highest degree impolitic, and the cost of
regaining it is much greater than tho expense of
preventing its loss.

It involves a very wide range of subject if we trace
the influence of this upon the stock or even upon
the economy of the farm. We propose on the
present occasion glancing at the influence which
food exerts upon the growth of wpol, for although
th s IS a marketable commodity of considerable
yaJue, and one upon which much of the profits of
the sheep farmer depend, still the connection

rr

which is Nature's provision for protecting the

body during the winter, has very powerful claims

upon the animal economy, and takes precedence of

many others ; but stock which are in this low
condition have not only less power to produce wool,

but they have greater demands for it than others

in higher condition, and thus labour under a
double disadvantage.
To favour the production of wool, we must in

the first place take care that we have present in

the system of the animal the materials necessary

for its formation. We may take wool as repre-

senting in a condensed form the constituents of the

entire body. It contains phosphates, sulphates,

and chlorides—salts forming the skeleton of the

body, and thus the wool upon analysis presents a

great similarity in composition to that of bone.

We have also in the wool, partly in a state of che-
mical combination, and partly in a condition of

mechanical mixture, fatty bodies which correspond

with other animal fats. Besides this wc have in

wool, after it has been divested of the former
bodies, substances showing a composition almost
identical with flesh or muscular matter. These are

curious facts, but they have a value attached to

them far beyond this, for they show in the most
decisive manner what is necessary for the forma-
tion of wool ; so that in their absence we cannot
have it properly formed, or in other words we
cannot have good wool produced.
The growth of wool necessitates the presence of

the various kinds of matter required for the
general growth of the J^ody. It requires a rich
food to favour the production of wool, and when
we consider the analogous composition already
referred to, we shall be justified in stating that a
liberal system of feeding which is calculated to

produce a growth of the body is sure to be favour-
able to the production of wool. The nutritious
ingredients of food are taken up into the blood,
and when there the use to which they are applied
must be regulated by the requirements of the
system. Thus, at one time of the year the same
matter which is capable of being converted into
wool may be formed into the flesh, fat, and bone
of the body, and cause an increase of growth,
whilst at another time the energies of the system
being chiefly directed to the formation of wool, this
nutritive matter in the blood would be turned to
this use in preference to the general development
of the animal frame. The influence of cold upon
the general growth of animals is rather unfavour-
able than otherwise, but this agency gives a ten-
dency towards the formation of wool as a natural
protection against the severity of the winter. It
13 true the natural disposition"for the formation of
wool is very much under our control bv the kind
of management adopted and the system of breed-
ing followed out, but it does not submit to our sufficient cause for av
rule without indications of the natural periods of supply of nourishient.
growth which we cannot over-rule with safety to "
the health of the animal.

It is a very old opinion held by shepherds that
when the dead time of the year is past a new
life seems to animate the flock, and it is by no
means without good reason that this has been held,
for we are all aware of the energy which is infused
by the return of spring when vigour and animation
of body succeed to the torpor of the early winter
months. It is believed by many that the first
indication of this return of vigorous growth is

as attention and good management are sur t

'^

followed by a remunerative growth. J\ ^
feeding will at all times encourage the ero a'^
wool, but never in so great a degree ^ ^ -^^

the early months of the year. ^^^^

i

... .
««

The condition of wool may always be taV
indication of tho general condition q^v

animal, for disease and loss of flesh are asT>l
•

i

observable by an examination of the wool as of rt?
bodjF'. The softness of wool, which U al
a sign of a thriving sheep, is mainly

to^^^*
attributed to the presence of the yolk, whicli
oily matter that has a powerful influence uJn?
growth, as well as upon its softness. WooUrQ
when the yolk is deficient is always more or i

harsh and crisp in its nature, and difficalt f

growth. For this reason it becomes essentia f
encouraging the growth of wool that the volt
should be present in abundance. Even after S
has made its growth, if by -any means the sunnt
of yolk be checked, it at once loses qualitv and ?we see in some diseases when t;;e cause cannot h!
speedily removed so that the yolk shall again return
the wool falls off from that portion of the body S
yolk may be looked upon as the nourishment of tk
wool, without which it cannot grow, and soon
becomes easily separated from the skin. ThiTS
the cause of the wool being so easily pulled fi»
sheep which are either ill or in poor condition.
We therefore see that the encouragement of tie

growth of wool must be efl'ected by keeping uptiie
supply of yolk. This, as we have stated, 13 an
oily matter, and it is found to exude through tlie

^

vessels which convey the blood to the surface of

the body. If the blood is rich from the presenee
of fatty matter the healtliy action of these vessek
will keep up the supply required by the wool

; k
it is clear that its presence is primarily de-

pendent upon the quality of the blood, and tiij

can only gain its richness from the food ^

the animal consumes. The connect'on is tot
close indeed between the food of the aniai
and the wool produced. In those cases IrnvHc:
the food may be inferior to that which the animal

may have been previously accustomed to, the effect

is equally indicated, and the consequence is

«

irregularity in the size of the wool which produces

an unsoundness of staple which is highly objw-

tionable, and which detracts from its maiketvaiw,
because it ^is apt to break at these weaker pw-

tions. This shows the importance of the foodnfi

only being good in quality but regular in h
supply of nourishment. This is a veiy comiM
fault in much of our wool, and although shortnw
of keep will under the best management so^I^

times unavoidably arise, still knowing as we do tile

eflect upon the wool, this should be met by the

addition of some other food to make up ^
deflcieney. Its influence upon the body irresp*

tive of the wool we do not now notice, but the

production of a good sample of wool is of itsdf

sufficient cause for avoiding the deficiency in tht

t^^^. .^i^"^^}?"- ^^ ^?"» K»^«? to the infliieuce of we notice any marked disposition for an increasedfood and ahelter upon the production of meat, and
at has become a tangible reality which comes under
our calculation as a matter of course, but it is far
too common for the important product of wool to
be eotutly omitted from our calculations An
examination into the subject will ehoB' that the
closest relationship exists between the two and that
tHey stand m the position of cause and effect.

rapidity of general growth, the wool is pecu-
liarly disposed to make progress. It is by no
means unlikely that the energy of the body is at
nrst directed to meet the influence of cold with
which the new year commences, Tho old proverb

As tho day lengt}iens

.
Sothecoldstrengthcn3,

is certainly accompanied and in some measure con-

Kor are these the only conditions which have to

he remembered, for we find the influence of «^
and heat almost as great. When the skia

becomes cold there is a natural tendency for its

pores to close, and this produces a Iwswwi

nourishment for the wool and consequently

a smaller-sized fibre is produced of less strengtL

Then, again, in the hot weather of sumiEer the

pores are more open, and this causes a. Is^
growth,, but as sheep have a thicker coating

«

wool this effect is subdued. These consideratioss

show us the importance of preserving sheep fnfl"

the extremes of heat and cold, and hence the io;

portance of moderating their action by means

»

shelter. The quality of wool as determined tj

the evenness of the sample makes a great different

in its value. We have the influence of the^

extremes very much under our control, and tb«J

are perfectly distinct from any such moditicat-"

of the wool-producing character of slieep as maf^
established by variations of breeding.

St

COXCENTEATED FOODS.
"What's in a name?" Tho answer noff-a-^aJ*f
vious—« everything » How very alluring for czsOF

required for the wool
: and hence the grouTof

^^''^^^^ ^'' % formation of any product which
* "Wh.t does »u thi. m.^T'^Zir; —— ^;,1„f^^ ^^.I'^^'l^

^e ^ay always rely upon it
E-ho. alM. answers N?I -!ww j?^^^ formm and beast" ^'^'"^ '' *^"" '-

. „ ^
-l

beiiHr
being done then far more economically and satis-

This disposition

it. There is something in us whidi begets a faith ^^
impossible ; we are led somehow to hope that *J^everything is promised, something may atlea^t beo^^
If Morrison's pills do not raise

BxnwE^ w..^.B,,,- vault Cookery, By W- ^^^' t>Dseive to DC lar more powerful durinl? these '

*^-^^."^®
I^?^'^ ^ ^^^'^^ complaint. If

months than at any other^im,, and thAScL'
;^l^"^ ^ "^^^ '''"

o«if*

the T&riouB concca--^
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'nodfi promising fiibulous increase of bulk do not

Utten an ox in a month, they may very much assist the

nrocess
• so without thinking or caring about the com-

position or the action, we try them, and we fancy that

we find considerable advantage from their use.

Allowing much for imagination, it may still be urged

extensive experience Uinst sufficiently have tested the

matter to make it ejisy to decide whether any good

follows the employment of tliese feeding material?.

The inquiry then "follows : on what does their value

depend ? Everybody knowing anything of cattle is to

some extent cognisant of the feeding value of different

articles, as ascertained by analysis or by experiment.

'He is a'ware that certain parts of the food are appro-

priated to the formation of fat, and others to the

construction of flesh; and that dependant upon the

preponderance of the one or other constituent, the flesh

forming or the fat-forming, will be the character of the

food. Chemistry can precisely fix the relative propor-

tion of the principles contained in any given specimen,

«nd can assert its capabilities or can show its worthless-

ness. But chemistry cannot ascertain the force of the

animaFs digestive power, nor the extent of its assimilative

functions. On the contrary, it admits that an article

<joutaining a large proportion of flesh-forming materials

may be comparatively useless .in the animal economy,

and that an agent consisting exclusively of fatty

elements may be utterly powerless to induce a dispo-

fition to fatten. Straw, by way of illustration, is

chemically of high feeding value, but experiment shows
how inefficient it is to the support of the system when
given as the sole provender. VArious oils, although
rich in the requisite principles, fail to cause any
deposition of fat, and even induce an opposite condition.

Some kinds of food yield their nutrient properties to

the digestive process of one class of animal, and deny it

to another. In the case of straw as a feeding article,

it was found, during some experiments on oxen and
horses, that the former animals obtained by digestion
more than double the amount of nutriment obtained by
the latter, bat that by neither was much more than
half the really nutritive matter appropriated by the
system. These points arc familiar enough to all of us,
but somehow we lose sight of them very often when
talking about "feeding"; we are too apt to judge by
the absolute amount of nutritious matter known to be
present, forgetting how much of that actual quantity
may be completely waste.
A perfect system of feeding involves two considera-

tions—1st, the quantity of available matter in a given
food; 2d, tlie existence of it in a digestible form or
otherwise. It cannot be too constantly impressed upon
feeders that it is the quantity digested and not the
OTautlty consumed that determines the rapid increase
«t bulk. Tlie value therefore of a food is in direct pro-
portion to its digestibility, and not in proportion to the
absolute amount ofthe nutrient principle, Eeturnlns- to
the exprewion " concentrated food," we may ask : Is it
possible to concentrate, so as to convey to the system
the exact materials required for its support, and
exclude all matters that are not indispensable? Such
concentration we know to be quite possible, but
attended with sucli an expense, from the necesf^ary
complications of the process, as to render it unpractical;
Uwdes that the active principle of the nutriment is
louud to be medicinal and even powerfully so in its
yaion, »o that the term and the idea attached to it may
Oe Uirly abandoned in our further reasoning. Let us

""^T^-fV
^°'"Position of the " food " will assist us.

Without attempting to decide upon the particularkmd of" mear' that forms the basis of the various "cattle
toods, whether ground Lentils or Beans or anytliing of
Uje kind, we feel tolerably secure in asserting that they
an contain some form of spice carminative or condi-

tin''^nir^nl^'-r
?^-^fc^^ ^"tering into its compo.rTdhniiT^^^^d^^rureff^̂ are to be sought ^^Tthetion. Given, as it always is, m association with the I condiments it contains and in them alone, ©r. B

TURNIP EXPERIMENT AT BALNAFETTACK, NEAR INVERNESS.

o
o
;5

Kind of manure supplied. Manufacturers of or agents for the
manure supplied.

Seagi-ave*s Phospho-Peruv. Guano, Mr. Gordon, Inverness

• *

1

2 Odams'a Blood Jtanure
3 Odama'e Superphosphate
4 Blaydon's Chemical Manure
6 Elobertson & Co. 's Manure
6 Lan^dale's Challenge Manure
7 Iiang's Phospho-Peruvian Guano
8 Tnwnsend's Manure .

.

9 Miller & Co.'s Superphosphate
Mackay's Permanent Manure

11 Cant & Co.'s Turnip Manure
12 Hill & Co.'s Manure ..

13 Kooria Mooria Guano
14 Peruvian Guano
15 Bones—mixed drill and dust
16 Concentrated manure for roots
17 Patagonian Guano
is Mixture of manures ..

l9 Farm-vard mamiro .

.

4 4

* *

A m

• 4

« t

# «

Ditto
i>itto ,. ,; ][

Mr. Kaye, Inverness
'

Mr. Macleod, Inverness.
Mr. Mackintosh, Auchnacloich
Messrs. Lang & Co., Glasgow ..
Messrs. Kay, Earnslde, &l Leitch, Forres
Sandiland's "Works, Aberdeen ..

Messrs. G. Mackay & Co., Inverness..
Mr. J. Fraser, Inverness
Mr. L. Macbean, Inverness
Mr. Hindson, Liverpool
Mr. Gregory, Inverness
Mr. Gordon, Inverness
Mr, Kussell, Inverness

Ditto

Weight of
manure

applied to
each lot =
21.10s. p. 3L,

• *

Supplied from farm B ft

534 lbs.

400
464
336
374
295
29j
302
350
215
267
386
509
202
5 bush.

220 1 bs.

450 „
2cwt.
6 loads

tr

))

tt

it

i$

»»

it

J*

Pi-ico

per cwt.
in this
district.

8. d.

12

7
6

7 3

7 6

9 6
9 6
9 3
8

11

10 6
7 3
5 6

13 6

3 3p.b.
10 6
6 6

2 p. Id.

Number^ ...
_f-„._. Coat

of Tur-
["eight otcrop

f,j^_
per imperial " *^

acre,

Nov. 21, IS59.

of Tur
nips in
40 yds.

of a drill

166
169
171
171
164
155
167
183
164
164
164
177
163
179
176
175
161
171
203

t.cwts.qrs.lbs.
14 2
13 II
13 11
14 2
12 17
15 2
13 17
14 7
13 7
13 11
14 17
11 8
11 «
13 2
8 11

13 7
17 2
15 12
11 16

1 7
1 10
1 10

1 7
12

1 26
1 3
1 12

22
1 10
1 21

2 5
3 12

17
1 17
22

3 7
2 7
8 22

mps
per
ton.

«.

8

3
3

3

d,

s

64

The farm of Balnafettack is situated about one mile
to the west of Inverness, on a gradual slope, with a
southern exposure. The soil is a sharp free loam on
mountain clay, and is good land for a Turnip crop. The
field on whicli the above experiment was conducted was
in Oats in 1858 after a one-year old lea, was ploughed
in the beginning of winter, and cleaned and dressed in
the ordinary way in spring. The drills were opened,
closed, and sown in the same day, and the manures,
from Lot 1 to Lot 15 inclusive, weighed under the
inspection of the committee. The manures for Lots 16
and 17 were not forwarded in time, and were, with
Lots 18 and 19, put down by the Manager at Balnafet-
taclc, who laid them on thicker than the money value
intended, viz., the rate of 21. \0s. per acre. The cost of
bringing Lots 7 and 13 from Glasgow and Liverpool is

added by the committee, these not being on sale in the
district. The weather at sowing time was dry, and
continued so during the season, and the seed did not
braird quickly or very regularly. Altogether, the
season has been very unfavourable for the Turnip crop,
and this field is considerably above the average weight

3 104
3 34
3 7J
3 5|
3 8?
3 8
3 4i
4 44
4 aI
3 9|
b 10
3 11

3 U?

inches wide. The variety of Turnips sown was Green
Top Yellow, and every care was taken to secure correct-
ness.

_
The mixture used on Lot 18 was made up of

remainders of other manures after weighing the
rccjuisite quantities, and consisted of portions of Lots 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13—the largest portion being
of Lot 13. The analyses given are those furnished with
the manures, but the committee have kept samples of
the different mannres used, for the purpose of analysing
at any future pei-iod. The analyses of Peruvian Guano
and bones given do not refer pnrticularly to the
samples used. The manures were all laid down in the
order in which tliey were entered with the Secretary,
and were selected by neutral parties from large stocks,

so as to avoid any chance of [their being specially
prepared for the experiment. The committee took
frequent opportunities of inspecting the field during
the season, bnt could obscr\'c no marked difference in
the Lots at any time, except Lots 14, 15, and 19, which
grew very stiffly until late in the season, when they
came on rapidly, and if the season continues open, they
will still improve greatly, Sn^h Fraser^ Secretary,

this season in the district. The drills were made 27 Inverness Farmers Society, Balloch of CtiUoden, Dec. 9

THE BEDFORD PLOUGH.
[From a very interestinjr bio^-flphical acconnt of tho Howards

of Bedford, iii the Farmers' Magazine.']

The ploughs,termed by the Royal Agricultural Society
England "General Purpose Ploughs," are the onlykind

that are tested on both light and heavy land. Those of
course found to work best at different depths on both soils,

with due regard to lightness of draught, are considered
the most generally useful. This point is put with some

with a double flange or rib on the upper edge. This
range or rib is tapered off at its opposite ends, so that
the utmost strength is obtained with the least possible

weight. The handles and beam are made throughout
in a piece from the solid iron, excepting when
required to be packed for exportation. This plan
effectually prevents tlieir shaking loose, and by thus
raising both handles to tlie same height as the beam,
the accumulation of soil at the hinder part of the

significance, as such ploughs are awarded a prize of a , plough in dirty weather is avoided. The wheels are
Jargev amount than for those of any other description ; fixed to the beam in a most secure and durable manner,
and consequently the prize for the best plough for The slides being tightened endwise, or in the direction
general purposes is considered the chief prize of the of the length of the b^am, all chance of their becoming
year. The one here shown is an improved form of
Messrs. Howard's original and well-known prize plough.
The main feature is the perfect and elegant form of tlje

share and mould-board, which are constructed upon
geometrical principles, with a view to lightness of
draught, turning the work in the best manner, and
working clean on sticky soils. It was proved at Warwick

choose Sucli

diversity of opinion as to the degree of convexity wliich

should be adopted in mould-boards. The Messrs.
conoiment we believe to consist usually of tui-meric, ! Howards maintain that, taking all seasons of the yearauuough we see no reason to restrict ourselves to this
^eiit, lu the presence of this condiment lies, we con-
ceive, the secret of the whole matter. By iu flavour it
provoke* appetite, and is consequently found useful to
Urd-vvorked horses, tempting them to eat when from
Aeer exhaustion they would scarcely be inclined to
tto 80 without something to entice them. It thug
finppUe* the place of the "cordial ball" which the
c ^m would give with the same object in view.

]J^
co'^tact with the membrane of 'the stomach it

T^Hi •ecretion, tending to soften the mass and facili-
Ute digestion. The benefits of this nntinn n-nni.! Kn

into account, a slightly convex form is best. Another
feature in this plough is the simple and admirable
manner in which the share is attached. The neck upon
which the share fits is a plain bar of wronght-iron,
tightened by means of a nut at the end. This when
screwed up brings the lever neck into a state of tension,

and the frame to winch it is fastened into a state of
compression—thus giving increased strength to both
these 4>ortion8 of uie plough, AVhcn more or 1«bs

inclination or pitch is required for the share, the end
nut is simply loosened, and the lever moved into the
higher or lower grooves. The frame or body to which

loose through wear is removccl. Either wheel can be
altered as to depth or width independently of the other.
The coulter is fastened by a simple wronght-iron clip,

with strong loop screws, and being made to slide on the
beam, the angle of the coulter can be altered as
required. Indeed, any adjustment can be made almost
instantaneously. One great aim lias been to free every
portion of the plough from complication, and to fit

each part in stich a simple manner that an ordinary
ploughman may be able to replace anything snhject to
wear or breakage when in the field, without difficulty.

In a word, the success of the Champion Plough has
been achieved by the continual observance of these three
great principles—practical perfection of design, excel-
lence of material and workmanship, and simplicity of
construction.

The first iron wheel-plough, somewhat after this
fiishioning, was exhibited by Mr. Howard at the
Cambridge Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society
in 1810. But it was years before other makers could
be induced to take to the iron work, and the Bedford
plough had to contend against an amount of prejudice
by this time pretty well worn out, A plough is now

- _ . made at the Britannia manufactory at the rate of one

from thVp/f"nf'*' 7^^ '^y^^•.^^ )T ^*'^ **°^®^'
i

^^^ ^^^^^ "^^ " ^^"^^ '^^ formed so as to stand the
!
in every 10 minutes, and more than 50.000 have been

te !- «.S R ^^^ r^ sensibility of the membrane
j

roughest usage, and the neck is so completely boxc

of the West of Kngland Society tell to where
some of these have been addressed. The Koyal
Agricultural Improvement Society of IrelAnd has
civen others of them a. welcome : while the Joamal

imJ!^
three stomachs of the former. There ! that it is p^tected from wear by b^ing kept from

tW "rnAHT"*^ .,. ^^ *" ^*^^"^"^"« '^*' «^^^ with the ground. This portion of Uie

4iie nflT«.i r "
i-

principle. If it be urged that plough has hitherto been subject to breakage

;

tal-imffi •
"*Kefltjve power m a healthy animal ought but owing to these improvements, it appears that,_«esumcient without the interference of stimulants to although upwards of two thousand have been^te the secretive functions, the answer is at hand:

^ynatnral digestive power in a healthy subject is quite
rj^Jtoteto .apply the wants of the system ; bat it is not

SJ^t!!^^, *''i"?^ *° ^^'^ ^*^ ^ fattening a beast for a
V'ln.tiBat showm a remarkably short space of time:

mill f/\ iU^ «B-r-^n-i»^T_ .^ ^
.

-'not equal to the asKmiUtion of unnecesBary
.nor w It equal to the digestion of wdinary food^Pm the body u exhausted by exposure or exertion.

of tho Highland Society narratei how at Berwick
•old Bince the Warwick meeting, not a single in '54, and again in Kdinburgh at the re*

fracture has occnrretl. The socket of the share is made markable meeting of last coniiuer, even Scotch

perfectly flat and smooth on the under side. This not
j
clanship and prqudice had to bow hctare the

only prevents the share bursting, but causes the plough English " Cliampion." In fact there if icarcely now a

for district in England, Scotland, Ireland, or Wales butto run evenly on its sole. The best form pf iroj

plough beams has for many years been another debated into which the Beilford plough has , _

point with ploughmakers. After many forms have been And there is tcarcely a surer sign of the advance of

Tb* fimA*"™"'
** wAu«u»iuu Dy exposure or exertion, tried nearly all the English makers have come back ,

civilisation than that hit of light blue shadowed, as an
TOcuww cannot be said to be acting naturally or to beams made of ordinary flat bar iron. Such, how- artist would say, under a hedge-row, or travelling

^:.i*'T'""*'' ^."*-" circumfltances, and moat consistent ' ever, although cheap and simple, have this defect, that in merrily down the furrow at the taiU <rf two smart-
wa iawsot the orgauisation is the tue ofa aeasoned \ hard work tiey spring, and frequently get twisted. To

j
stepping easy-going horMS. Tlien the far-dwtaat

wMSn, So far frrtm /.A.t^^«f-«f .1 —*-;inient being !
remedy thU the Messrs. Howard form their beams at , c^douic* of Australia and New Zealand take up the a

fe-j
"»""*' *"" "n*4fine tue so-cauea cODcentrat«4

,
the hinder part—where of course there is the greatest of its osefulnflM^ and get more aad more clarooroas

•'^ w be equally or mwe valuable, without one Urain, both UUralh' and vertlcany—of bar h-on. made! their cslU for it. Tlie Cape fi«iim har» it ia •re
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gold

slieep fattening over a considerable period of time will

be saleable carcass. Calculations of a similar kind in

weight
may be

regard to pigs sliow, that of their increase in

whilst fi\ttcning. little less tlian 90 per cent,

reckoned as saleable carcass.

So much for the means of estimating the value of the

increase in live weight of fattening stock. I now turn

to the question of the probable average value of the

manure obtained from the consumption of different

descriptions of food.

The valuation of the manure resulting from the con-

sumption of different foods is founded upon estimates

of their composition, and upon a knowledge experi-

mentally acquired of the probable average amount of

those constituents of tlie food valuable for manure,

which will be obtained in the solid and liquid excre-

ments of the animals. In tlie estimates of the value of

the manure from different foods given in the following

Table, I have based my calculations upon what I con-

sider the average composition of several articles when
of good quality.

TABLE,
SJioicing ihe Eit'nnated Value of the Manure obtained from the

Consumption of I Ton ofdi^'ertnt articles of Food; tach tfp-

'posed to be of good qxuxlity of its kind.

Description of Food.

Estimated money
value of the

lliiiiurc from 1 tou
of each Food.

1. Decortiwted Cotton-seed CAke
2. Uape-cake
3. Liuseed-Ciiko

4. Malt-dust

» t

* * • *

* 4

£

4
4
4
3

3

3

3

3
1

1

1

*.

10
18
12

5
17
13
13

13

2
2

14
13
11

11

9
5

10
13
12
10
7

(/.

6

6

6
6

6

6
6

6
6
6

3

(?)

day comparison wi*-,h its American rivals, while the
,
internal and other offal parts, it may be reckoned that

whole continent of Europe scarcely knows any English ,
nearlyJO per cent, of the^ gross, increase of oxen and

invention better than the Bedford plough. France, ' - •
.. _,. :. .^ ._

Russia, and Austria have long had it in work. A
medal of honour from the Paris Agricultural Exhibition

hi 1855 found a home in Bedlordshire, and another

gold medal from the same famous capital in 1856. A
third gold medal was claimed at Vienna in 1857, and

the Grand Diploma awarded during the same year on

the occasion of the Groat Hungarian meeting at Pesth.

To attempt anything like an enumeration of the prizes

taken by the Howards* plough in this countiy would

involve an almost endless iteration that is fortunately

not necessary,
'

FEEDING STATISTICS.

Aghicttltuktsts have been called upon to believe

that great discoveries have recently been made in the

science and practice of the feeding of animals. To use

the words of one of the most notorious of the new lights

on this subject:—"The manufacture of an alimentary

and condimental compound for the seasoning of. the

food of live stock is one of the most important advances

in applied science which tlie pen of the agriculturist

lias to record,"

Being largely interested in the feeding of stock for

profit, and having devoted a great deal of time and

money in inquiries to obtain fixed data reLiting to the

feeding of animals, the conclusion to which I have

arrived is, that no proof has yet been given that these

new foods have any practical value whatever in an

economical point of view. Kor docs a knowledge of the

composition of these foods add anything to what was

previously known on the subject of feeding.

To enable those who are practically engaged In

feeding stock to judge for themselves what profit they

are likely to derive from the use of food costing from

40Z. to 50/. per Ion, I propose to call attention to a few

facts connected with the subject of feeding which have

been established by the results of my own experiments.

The first question to consider is, wliat is the provable

amount of saleable increase, or meat, that may be

calculated upon as the produce of a given amount of

ordinary good fattening food ? The second is, what is

the probable value of the manure ? In offering a very

few brief observations on these two points, I shall not

attempt here to give any exact estimates of the com-

parative feeding properties of different foods, but

merely stale the average quantity of ordinary mixed

foods of recognised good quality, required to produce a

given amount of gross increase or of carcass weight. I

shall, however, give estimates of the comparative vahie

of the residue remaining for manure, from a given

weight of a number of the most important of our

stock-foods.

If feeding experiments are conducted over a suf-

ficiently long period of time— if they include a

sufficiently large number of animals to neutralise the

influence of individual peculiarities, and if they are in

all other respects performed with sufficient care, results

will be obtained from which there would be but little

deviation whenever the experiment was repeated.

Results so obtained may be expressed in a few figures,

which, for all the practical purposcsofgener.il estimates,

may be sfifely taken to represent the average result of

well-managed stock feeding.

My own experiments show that oxen and sheep fed

liberiiUy upon good fattening food, composed of a

moderate proportion of cake or corn, a little hay or

straw chaff, together with roots or other succulent

food, will yield over a considerable period of time one

part of increase in live weight for from eight to ten

parts of dry substance supplied in such mixed food.

The quantity of dry substance of food required will vary

Ijetween these limits according to the exstct character of

the food and other circumstances ; but nine parts of

dry substance of food for one of incrciise in live weight

may he taken as a very fair average result for oxen

and sheep with good food and good management. The
dry substance of the fattening food of pigs contains

mncli less indigestible woody fibre, and a larger proportion

of assimilable constituents than that of oxen an4 sheep,

and in their case one part of increase in live weight
should be obtained from the consumption of four to five

parts of dry substance in their fattening food. By the

**dry substance "of food ismeant that portion which would
remain affer driving off, by a suitable heat, all the water

which in their natural state they contain. For practical

purposes it may be assumed that oil-CJikes and foreign

corn will, on the average, conttiin rather less than one-

fieventh, and home-grown corn, hay, &c., rather more
than one seventh of their weight of water; the

remainder being the so-called "dry substance'* of the

food. In the same sense the commoner sorts of Turnips

will on the average contain more than nine-tenths,

and Swedes, Mangels, &c., less than nine-tenths

of their weight' of water, the remainder being

dry substance. Potatoes consist of about one-

fonrth dry sul>stanoe and three-fourths water. From
these data the farmer will be able to judge for himself,

whether or not he gets a proper increase in weight of

live stock for the food consumed ; and from compara-
tive experiments he can decide whether or not he gets

an adequately greiter rate of incre;ise by mixing with
liis ether f >od some of the mixtures offered to him at

40^. or 50/. por ton. To aid him still further in his cal-

culations on ihU point, it may be atate^l that owing to
the fact that during the fattening process the saleable

* carcass increases very much more rapidly than the

or fed by cramped rootlets; nor can large bulbs be
the produce of small diseased leaves ; nor can vegetation
continue healthy when it ceases to have space and food*

it will not remain stationary. In a growing tempera-*

ture it must continue to increase or it will fall off

Jlewitt Davis, Jan. 17.

Tithe Commutation—Septennial Averages,—As many
of your readers may feel anxious to know the result of

the corn average for the seven years to Christmaa

1859, published by authority in the London Gazette ai

this evening, viz :—
8. d.

Wheat 7 4i
Barley 4 6i
Outs 3 li

I beg to state for their information that each lOOf

of tithe rent-charge will, for the year ISGO, amount to

110/. 17*. 8^^., which is nearly 2 per cent, above the

last year's value, which was itself the highest of the 23

preceding years. Tlie value for 1855 was onlv

89/. los, Sld.i or 21 per cent, below the value for the

current year . The following statement from my
"AnnnarTithe Commutation Tables," will show the

worth of 100/. of tithe rent-charge for each year siuce

the passing of the Tithe Commutation Act, viz :—

per Imperial Bushel,
• •

* «

91

t1 t1

5. Lentils
6. Linseed .. ..

7. Tares
8. Beans
9. Peas

10. Locust Beans
11. Oats
12. Whefit
13. Indian Corn ..1
14. Malt 1

15. Barley 1

1 6. Clover hay 2

17. Meadowhay 1

18. Oat straw
10. Wheat straw ..

20. Barley straw
21. Potatoes
22. Mangels 5

23. Swedish Turnips 4
24. Common Turnips • ..0 4
24. Carrots 4

It will be seen how enormously the value of the

manure from 1 ton of different food varies according to

the composition of the food itself. Now, from the

actual analyses that have been made of several of

the expensive "condimental" compound foods, as well

from a knowledge of the chief articles used in their

manufacture, it may be safely asserted that a ton of few,

if any of them, would yield a manure of anything like

the value of either of the first nine articles in the above

list. In the case of the majority of these new foods,

the value of the manure from a ton of the food would

certainly be much less than that from a ton of any one

of those nine articles.

To conclude : No cxpevimeutal evidence upon indu-

bitably trustw*orthy authority has yet been brought
forward to prove that the use of the foods, costing from
40/. to 50/. per ton, will so improve the rate of increase

of fattening stock upon a given weight of dry substance

of food, as to compensate for the heavy cost of these

condimental additions. Any intelligent farmer can,

however, by the aid of the information which has been
given above, satisfy himself on the point, if he will

rigidly rely upon scales and weights instead of upon
merely casual observation. And with regard to the

value of the manure, the figures in the above table and
the observations we have made upon them will show
him how much of his 40/. or 50/. he may expect to

recover in the form of manure. J, B, Lawes,
Rothamsted,

For the year 1837

IV 1SJ8

1ft IS.^9

11 ISJO

If 1841

tf 1843

11 1843

11 ISU
11 1S45

1 1846

»1 1847

11 1818

11 3849

If 1 S50

f$ 1851

*1 1S.j2

ll 1853

If 185

1

11 1855

?f 185G

%3 1SJ7

It 18)8

f r 1859
' r

*« 18C0

« B

* a * •

4 * * i

£ s. d.

98 13 fj
B7 7 n
95 7 9
98 15 9i
102 13 bk
105 8 2|
1U5 12 24
104 3 5i
103 17 lU
102 17 8J
99 18 lOi
102 1

100 3 7i
93 16 10

96 11 4i
93 16 Hi
91 13 5i
90 19 5

89 15 8}
03 18 U
99 13 U

105 16 34
108 19 fli

110 17 84

**

Home Correspondence*
The Advantage' of ^arly Sowing Mangel fFui'zel

and Swedes.—The experience of the last year will have
t&ught many the advantage of deep winter tillage and
early sowing of Mangel Wurzel and Swedes. Colonel
North^s extraordinary crop of 6i tons to the acre was
sown about the middle of April, and the best Swedes
exhibited at the Agricultural Show at Birmingham were
sown about the same time, and I recall that the finest

Swedes I ever grew were sown in April, some few of them
having attained the weight of 27 lbs. and 28 lbs. each.

But while advocating such very early sowing T must
not omit to state that in each of these instances the
land had been prepared by trench ploughing, and the
plants Imd been set out proportionately wide, for to ex-

pect to grow large healthy roots without so doing will

only disapjwint and turn out mischievous. Earlier

sowing must be accompanied with deeper tillage and
greater space, having in view the greater size each root

will want to attain, and the evil that must arise should

24) 23D7 19 9

General Average for 24 years 99 18 33

Charles M, Willich, Actuary UniversHy Life Assuram

Society, 25, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East, S,W,

Our Fen Reporter and Mr, Mitchell,—^t, Mitcliell

intimates that the reasons adduced in my reply of the

6th December, in defence of the practice pursued in the

Fens with reference to the time of sowing Mangels, are

to his mind "neither clear nor concliusive." I regret

this, as I conceived they would be both, and still tlnnlt

they were sufficient to satisfy any unprejudiced inquirer.

I informed Mr. Mitchell that 1 had sown Mangels on

our Fen soils in every week from the 1st April to the

middle of May, and that these experiments had tauglit

me that the last week in April and the first in May

were the best. I gave some reasons why this was the

case, the principal of which were, that spring frosts, flj

and wlreworm, almost invariably either partially or

wholly destroyed tUe plant where sown early. These

are fiicts, not theories, and ought consequently to carry

conviction with them. Early sowing is not a thing un-

known and untried in the Fens, but a few years ago

was practised largely and was only abandoned ffben

experience taught that later sowing uniformly securea

a heavier crop. All this is indicated in the extract

from my report of the 30th April, which Mr. Mitchd

in his former criticism quotes, viz., " Mangel sowing

has already commenced, but most of our farmers have

found it advantageous to sow this crop later than tnej

did some few years since, and many decline sowing

until May is in." The legitimate inference from thisff

that early sowing had formerly been pursued, but dm

failed, else why should Fen farmers find it advantagw^

to sow the crop later ? It clearly states that they i»J

changed their practice, and why ? Not from fancy, not

from caprice, not from any pre-conceived whiin, ^
from prejudice, but simply because they found it ad-

vantageous to do so, which being interpreted, ^'^'^
that later sowing produced the better crop. And tw

has been the case. It was only yesterday ^ti*

referring to this controversy, that one of my »"^i,
*"*

telligent neighbours who farms largely in the t^-^

reminded me that in nearly every instance wii^

parties ventured to sow early last spring, ^^^y,*^^

unsuccessful, lost their plant, and were <^°™P^^^^i.!L
in the season to re-sow. These are very awkward W^i^
for Mr, Mitchell to deal with. He may have gr^

Mangels near the Forth or near the Thames, fl^id iwJ

by early seeding have been very successful, as he
.^

doubtedly has been. His land near the Thames m -

be low, and great evaporation may produce g^^ ,. •-

and frost in the spring, but this really proves notB^J

as it regards the Fens. It is the peculiar ^^^^^-^
our Fen soil which renders it so susceptible o^'^-^^j^

from spring frosts. One night's frost on these i"

spring will destroy our plants, whereas on our s^
.^

soils, which we technically denominate high '^ j*^

will not even injure them. Here I conceive
^^^

not ^

t

they attain an occupation of the ground before the fall
j

wju not even injure Lnem. nere a *-'""^"'
wlT*

of temperature has put an end to their vegetating . the difference between our Fen lands and Mr- ^***^^0f
powers. To the want of space to spread their increas-

|

low lands. And I gather this from ^^\.^\fi
ing leaves, and to ""' ' "' '^' ~ " ' '"

" *-

of sufficient

leaves the bulbs. Large full leaves cannot be created uuneeessary. Consolidation,not pnlverisation,isoni'g'^



only whilst its seventy lasts. AbroJiam Ilarcl^ A- Son,
Maidon.
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^;SHr;—VVeTre always dusty aiicTfme cnongh but

f^tlis are too light, and find it difficult to get the

. -1 cnfficiently compressed; hence our extreme liability

r in urv fro^^^^ frost. . Mr. Mitchell in his concluding

• Lqrksavs. "Withoutwishingtoreadyour 'FenEepor-

[!r
' a lesson on vegetable physiology I venture to tell

' -m all other circumstances being equal, he will have

a leivier and better crop from early than late sowing."

r"

If I receive Mr. Mucat-u^ ui..Lu.„ . „.«.. ....w..»..j

/Ipnv and pronounce as fictions all the facts which have

been patent to my vision and to my senses for several

veais Results acquired by actual experiment must be

disregarded, crops continually failing from early seeding

and requiring to be re-sown must be estimated as

superior to those sown lat^r, and producing an abun-

dance A bad plant must be considered as more

profitable than a good one. The unvarying testimony

of friends and neighbours must be regarded as decep-

tive or fallacious. The prevuiling uniformity of practice

prompted by experience must be denounced as "a

^nd mistake." The judgment, common sense, and

general intelligence of Fen farmers must be ignored;

*^nd, in a word, all one has conceived or known to be

rio-llt must be pronounced as wrong. But I am not

quite prepared for this yet. I ara not above learning,

but this is too liard a lesson. Mr. Mitchell must there-

fore forgive uie if I still manifest a desire to follow the

teaching of experience, rather than his. " Seeing is

believing" is an old trite saying, and in this particular

instance an appropriate one, I feel tlierefore disposed

rather to believe what I see than what Mr. Mitchell

not very moderately asserts. When Mr. Mitchell writes

in a more kind and friendly spirit, I shall be very happy
to tell him how I secure a plant on our light Fen lands

by late sowing when the weather is dry. In the

meantime suffice it] to say the water drill is a very

important agent in the accomplishment of this desirable

object.; and also to state the fact tliat the object sought
•\s attained. I would conclude by observing that all

the statements I have made with reference to Mangel
culture apply solely to the Fen lands in the Isle of Ely,

I ara emphatically your Fen Reporter, and offer no
observations upon systems which may be adopted else-

where, having long ago learned that a uniform course
-of a:;tlon, regardless of local and other influential cir-

cumstances, would be a uniform act of folly. Your
Fen Sepojier, January 11.

T/te Fate of the Mangel Witrzel.—'Stov^ that the
irost is subsided, and incessant rains have followed,
soaking as usual into the clamps of Mangel Wurzcls,
whether wholly or partially earthed up, and whether
lliey hud been stored before they were frozen or not,
an alarm for their safety has been created almost
UI)preccdt.'nti^d, and our expectations and announce-
irients of the probable results and consequences are
now being fully realised; in short, their fate is

•doomed. \Ve regret that our remonstrances to erect
permanent coverings to store them under have been so
nmch disregarded, but trust, however, that at another
Reason they will command more notice. If our pro-
posed circular permanent shed is considered ridicnlo?iB
nti account of the expense of building it with sound cut
timber, &c. (let those laugh that will), we further
suggest, then, to erect square permanent root sheds and
J>»lping houses, skeleton-fashioned, to be blocked only
during intense frosts; Or, in default of either, a large
cUmp abutting the cattle yard, with the straw, to be
used for fodder and cut chaff, stacked over it, to be used
only as fast as the Mangels ; but even in this case, be it
remembered, a great mistake may be committed if the
Slid clamp is not covered and well secured by a

ht thatch, or what is better a tarpaulin, as this can
be removed occasionally on dry and airy days, as the case
^aay require, and this precaution is necessary at least a
month before they are finally entombed within the said
straw stack, unless they had been sufficiently inured
«ud their wounds calloused in temporary clamps in
the field before they were carted, or unsuccess and dis-
appointment ttaay yet follow, as experience has taught
na, and no doubt other people, in the present season.
Some of our ovvn thus treated without this due pre-
caution we fear will share the fate of many others from
thii confined evaporation ; but be it remembered by
ourselves, and by all to whom we impart this commuui-
cation, that all those we have stored carefully within
covered sheds and outhouses, without any close covering
^\hatever, notwithstanding that thev were frozen
<>ctore being carted, and also subjected to the late

M^rf/''^^*^
within doors, are in excellent condition now

mat they are strawed, fermented, and well aired during"y (lays, with their skeleton sides, doors, and windows
<>I>en. To repair the loss already sustained by the re-
rai^ness above aUuded to, we can otTer but one alter-

Mil ^^^*^'f''
On the first dry and windy days to examine»u decaying clamps, and to store those that are good in

"c way we have before described, and to eke out their

ih^v ^**^i"°™^^^^^ ^^ circumstances will admit with

t\xL\ .' ^""^ ^"*^ «traw mixed together, after

ii.\i' /. . ^" P^'P^*^ ^'^tli Bentall's patent pulping

^T \y'°^^^y recommended), which perhaps will

UtiJr »
P^^'Pose better for the health and for

eaiug the animala than an immoderate excess of
•«<^ mucilagmous and laxative food as the Mangel

in auort, what we insist upon for the prevention

to Lpl ,!^"*"g at all times and in all seasons is

ciaoft^Ff "^ wholly from rain, snow-, and confined
i«miou

i aLo from frosts as much as may be, but

slig

of

Farmers' Clubs.
PeneitH: Registryfor Farm Servants.—In obedience

to a resolution passed at a meeting of the Penrith
Farmers' Club, held on the 8th day of August, 1859,
requesting that a report should be made after the
Martinmas hirings, upon the working of the Registry
for hiring Farm Servants, the Committee beg to state
that in April, 1859, a Registry Office was opened at
Mr. Sweetcn's, in Penrith, and branch offices at Edei>
hall, Kirkoswald, Hesket, Skelton, Greystoke, ICirkby-
thore, Watermilloch, Shap, Morlaud, and Crosby
Ravensworth, At Penrith, as well as the branch offices,

books have been provided, in which masters in want of
servants, and servants in want of places, may enter
their names free of charge. Since the opening of the
Registry oflSce in April, 1859, 19 masters and 50
servants have entered their names in the books, the
great majority of jvhom have used the Registry at

Penrith. Of the servants 11 were males, and 39
females. During the same period 30 servants in want
of places, who did not enter their names, have made
inquiries at the Registry in Penrith, and the branch
offices. The Committee observe that many of the
females who have entered their names on the registers

have been anxious to obtain situations as house servants.

This anxiety the Committee think ought not to be dis-

couraged ; but as it is most desirable to make the

Registry self-supporting, they would recommend that

servants seeking situations as house servants, as well as

masters needing such servants, should pay a small fee

when they enter their names in the registers. The
Committee do not think that any other of the rules

agreed upon by the Club for working the Registry need
alteration. They would have rejoiced to have seen a

greater number of masters, as well as servants, availing

themselves of the advantages of the Registry. The}-

do not think, however, that there is any cause for dis-

couragement ; there is every reason to hope that, as the

institution becomes better known, and its usefulness

more appreciat(;d. it will be much more extensively used

both by masters and servants, and that during the

ensuing year, the entries of names in the registers will

be much more numerous. Tlie expenses incurred by

the Committee in providing books and forms for the

several Registry offices, and in advenising, amount
to 5Z. 2s, Cul

SuppoLK.—From the annual report of the Suffolk
Agricultural Societg, just prepared by the secretary,

Mr. R. Bond, it appears that in 1859, 1530^. 17*. \d.

was placed to the credit of the Association, against

\^'\Sl. \Qs.ld. in 1858. Last year the Society paid away
577/. in premiums and prizes, against 485/. in 1858.

The balance in hand at the end of 1859 was 584/., as

compared with 511/. at the end of 1858. The entries

of stock at the exhibition of 1859 exceeded the entries

of any previous year, while the attendance increased

from 3866 In 1858 to 4624 in 1859. Making a co'n--

parison between the position of the society in 1858 and

1859, and its strength in 1856 and 1857, it appears
that 4here has been an increase in the number for

members of 47 per cent., an increase of 78 per cent, in

the receipts, an increase cf 29 per cent, in the premium
and prizes awarded, an increase of 70 per cent, in the

attendance at the exhibitions, and an increase of 16 per

cent, in the stock exhibited. Sir E, C. Kerrison, M.P-,
has off>ired a premium of 10/. to be distributed among
the best tile-drainers; Lord Henniker, M.P., has given

10/. for the best essay on the improvement of the
pasture-farming of Suffolk; Maj ir Parker, M.P., has

presented 6/, to be awarded to the best drivers of agri-

cultural steam-engines; Mr. E. Greene has promised a

cup for the best gelding, not exceeding six j'ears old, cr

under 16 hands high, for van purposes ; and .the Rev.
J. D. Money 5/, for the best Suffolk cheeses. Mr. J.

Pierson, of Framlingham, has placed a field, with a crop

of Rye upon a pfirt of it, at the disposal of the com-
mitee for the trial of steam cultivators and reaping-

machines at the next annual exhibition, which will take

place at that town on Wednesday, July 4.
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maintain in highWdition a farm of 300 acres cult!va ed on a four-course shift, when Potatoes, forming one

K^'It ^^V^'^.^f*''^" "^'^P' ""^-^ ^^^ss ^'^'^^ into hav areboth sold off the farm ?
"

"Before giving a reply to the question thus put Iwould observe that the course of cropping pointed out'
namely, a four-course shift-is by no means the b.
that could be adopted for the development of high orm good farming. Ifc gives but one cleaning in four
years to the land, one mnnuring also. It likewise
brings the Grass crops into such close proximity to each
other that the Red Clover, the successful growth of
which IS, if not mdispensable, at any rate highly con.
ducive to the fruitfulness of the soil during the rotation
has but sm.ill chance of succeeding. Moreover the
two cereals. Wheat and Oats, will not, manure and
cultivate as we may. give their full produce when
revolving m such a close and narrow round. The
course of cropping pointed out would appear as if
mtended to meet the case of close proximity to a town
or city, where town manure can readily be obtained bv
purchase, and a high price got for early Potatoes and
for cutting Grass and hay; but I believe that this is
precisely the situation in which the cultivation of green
crops

^
should preponderate. They are. in such a

Situation, considerably more money producing than
grain^ crops; and though these are also necessaiy, I
conceive that in such districts corn crops should be
grown to facilitate the growth of green ones; as in
more distant districts green crops are grown prepara-
tory to grain ones. The rotation I would consider most
appropriate for such a situation is a five-course shift if
this nature:—1. Turnips, Swedes and Yellows, and
Mangel. 2. Potatoes. 3. Wheat. 4. Clover-grass,
5. Oats, Or. viewing the facilities in such a district
for the diiiposal of dairy produce and of early lambs, I
would be inclined to make it into a six-course shjft by
continuing the Grass as a pasturing crop for a second
year, in which case there would be sown, along with
Italian Rye-grass and Red and Alsike Clovers for the
first year's cutting, a mixture of seeds for second year's
pasturing. The only objection is the distance of time
between the cleaning crops, which, leaving an interval
of three unfallowed years, might tend to make the land
foul; but, as the two green crops follow in succession,

an opportunity is aftbrded of thoroughly destroying
every root-weed; and if surface or annual weeds are
(cared, they can be kept down by drilling the corn and
lioeing it either by hand or machine. I think that
even an improvement would be made on this course by
taking Barley after the Wheat preparatory to lajing
down with Grass. It would then stand a seven-course
shift; thus— 1, Turnips "and Mangel, 2. Potatoes.

3. Wheat, 4. Barley. 5, Clover-grass for cutting.

6. Pasture. 7. Oats.
" Following out. however, the instructions before me,

I take the case of a fium of 300 acres on a four-course

shift; say—75 acres Grass cut for hay; 75 acres of
Oats; 38 acres of Potatoes; 37 acres of Turnips,

Mangels, Cabbage, and Carrots; 75 acres of Wheat.
I would apply to the Grass in Slarch 2 cwt. Peruvian
guano per acre ; and iu April or early May, when

Tlte Journal of Agriculture and tJte Transactions of tlie

JligMand Society of Scotland, Rlackwoods.

The current number of this quarterly periodical con-
tains a long account of Irish Agriculture, another on
Maritime Pisciculture, a short account of the discussion

before the London Farmers* Club on Grass seeds—

a

paper on Belgian Agriculture—and a description of the
December agricultural meetings; the FarmeiV Note-
book, which generally contains a collection of interest-

ing paragraphs, refers to Page's geology, and the agri-

cultural summsuy of tlic quarter refers to. weather,
crops, prices, farmers' clubs and agricultural meetings,
law decisions. &c.

In the Highland Society's Transactions, a separately

paged section of the book, we have a valuable report

from Mr. Simpson, of Teawig, near Inverness, on Farm
Management—a report onFinger-and-Toe—a discussion

of Gu&titutes for Guano—and an address by Dr, Ander-

son on Oilcakes. Of these Mr. Simpson's contribution

will probably be read with the greatest interest.

We extract from it that portion which answers the

question .—How much extra mamire is required to

showers are falling, 1 cwt. nitrate of soda. An early

and a heavy cut of Grass for home consumption by
horses and soiling cattle, and for making into hay,

would thus be obtained. Thus treated, I would
calculate on a good aftermath, to be either sold or used
in the yards, followed by a rich sward for sheep up to

Christmas. It would then plough down for Oats, with
the prospect of a heavy crop, without any further

addition of manure,
"i would manure the Potato and Turnip breaks well,

so as to have a full produce from them, and the land
ready, without further manuring, for the autumn
Wheat crop; storing the Turnips, &c., early in Novem-
ber, I believe that if a moderate portion of oilcake or
other feeding stuffs is used along with the Turnip and
Mangel, &c. produced iu feeding cattle, the Oat-straw
may be consumed, r.nd the Wheat straw trodden into
manure; that thus sufficient "muck" (the farmer's
surest friend after all) will have been produced at home
to give 20 loads per acre to all the green crop break.

** I would give the Potatoes at planting 2 cwt. super-

phosphate and 1 cwt. I'eruvian guano per acre, and top-

dress them with 2 cwt. Peruvian guano at the first

hand-hoeing. This practice I have found by experi-

ment to give the largest produce. To the Turnips, &c.
I would give 2 cwt. superphosphate and 3 cwt. Peruvian
guano per acre at sowing, adding to the Mangel 5 cwt.

of common salt,

" Thus treated—of course presuming careful culture in

other respects— I hare no doubt that even under a

four-course shift 'the laud would be maintained in

high condition,' thoagli I question, for the reasons

already explained, whether the produce would be so

high of any crop as it would be under a more extended

rotation.
•* We would, adopting thepractiee thus suggested, have

a total use of purchased manure to the extent of

375 cWt. Peruvian guaao, at 12». .. ., £225

75 ,, nitrate of soda, at 18*. %. .. 67

150 „ Bunerphospliate, at 7*. .. ,. 62

30 ,, salt (6 acres Mangel; at Is 1

10
10
10

£346 10

Or a little more than 2.3j. per acre, This,°though it

may appear a high, would, under the circumstances

suggested, be, I believe, a wise, safe, and profitable

rate of expenditure."
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Farm Memoranda.
WooLSTOiT, NEAR Bletcrley.—Steam cultivation

is not limited to large holdings. Years ago, among
those who pondered to good pm'pose over the splendid

results of deep tillage, as manifested in the Marquis of

Tweeddale's experience, and more especially in the

long-continued succession of exuberant cropping at

Lois Weedon, excavated by the trenching tool out of

nnpromising clay without an ounce of manurial

applications, was Mr. William Smith, of Woolston,

near Bh'tchley—a lond fide British yeoman, farm-

ing his own patrimony, and now developing the inherent

merits of an obdurate soil with the same vigorous

energy that once distinguished him in the Buckingham^
sliire chase, though his new system of culture gives no

favour to the sportsman's birds, and provides a staple

too soft for the foxhunter. Woolston is a corollary

firom Weedon, and, witbout following the Tullian

method there pursued, successfully obtains on a wider

scale and with the aid of steam power the grand advan-

tages there found to accrue from opening down into a

soil with the spade. The locality is between the Bun-
stable chalk range and the Brickbill and Leighton

Buzzard sand hills, the farm (the first whole farm ever

cultivated by steam power) resting partly on a stiff

calcareous clay, a mixture of lime and mud, containing

chalk nodules and veins of sand, and partly also upon a
drift of gravelly clay. The arable portion thus consists

of two sorts of soil, about 40 acres of heavy, and about

70 acres distinguished as "light*' although* Turnips

never grew well on it for want of thorough tilth,

and four horses were used in turning a 5-inch fur-

row. A good under drainage has long been com-
pleted; but dead-fallowing every fourth year, still the

system of the neighbourhood, was obliged to be prac-

tised. Mr. Smith has succeeded, Iiowever, in pro-

ducing a grubbing implement, which rives and breaks

up the soil without under-cutting the whole breadth of

its work, thus operating much more economically of

power than the plough (which carries such a weight of

earth upon its frictional mouldboard), escaping the
damaging pressure of the plough-sole upon the subsoil;

and much more effectually providing for the extirpa-

tion of weeds—by exposing their roots upon the surface,

provoking them to germinate for their own destruc-

tion, and never burying their seeds and shoots. A
double-mouldboard plough is emplo^^ed for throwing up
the ground in drills or ridges of a yard width, exposing
% maximum of surface to the atmosphere, while the
raw clay, bared at the bottom of the inter\^ening

trenches, is broken into and crumbled with an admi-
rable Bubsoiling implement. Indeed, the deep ** smash-
ing-up" of land for cleansing, and the growth of Pulse
crops as well as roots upon the trench-ridges, form the
peculiarity of the husbandry, the implements being
actuated by steam-power with windlass and wire ropes.

A six-course rotation is adopted, the tillage being as

follows:—The Wheat stubble being little pestered with
Couch, and so requiring no previous cloansing, receives

a covering of 10 tons of farmyard manure imme-
diately after harvest, the manure having been long
before carted from the homestead and stacked near the
field. The steam trench-plough then throws the land into

yard-wide ridges, covering in the manure in the interior

of the ridges, and baring the subsoil at a depth of

9 inches from the original surface. After lying six

weeks to mellow, a double mouldboard plough, diawn
by four horses, deepens the trenches to a further depth
of 4 to 6 inches, and heightens the crests of the ridges,

and the fallow lies in this form until spring. Thus we
viewed the extraordinary spectacle of the land for next
year's root crop, lying for winter weathering, corru-

gated with ridges of sharp triangular section, which
divide the entire area of the field into parallel trenches
3 feet wide, and no less than 2 feet deep down the

' sloping sides, with a torn and crumbled bottom of 4. to

6 inches more. A superficial area, equal to at least a
third more than the dimensions of the field would allow
on the flat, is thus left in open contact with the air,

which is at the same time permitted the freest possible
access into the ridges and down into the subsoil ; and
before sowing-time in April and Jtay the frost and other
agencies will have changed several inches* thickness of
the bard unkindlj clay into a powdery mould. The
only further process required is cutting the annual
weeds from the tops of the ridges with the hand-hoe,
and then drilling the Mangel or Turnip seed, which from
the absence of all spring tillage possesses, instead of a
driep-up seed-bed, a mould replete with the moisture
requisite to force its young germs past tlie reach of
the fly, added to a depth which secures the maturity
of a weighty crop. Such is the difference between a
fine mould wronght down by slow natural weathering
and a tilth obtained by the mechanical abrasion and
disintegration of scuffling and clod-crushing, that while
the latter quickly closes again into a homogeneous
mass under a flooding rain and hardening drouglit, the
former (if spared the consolidating pressure of spring
cultivation) continues for a long season in its beautiful
pulverulent state. Having relieved his l«nd of the
heavier horse-power operations, ilr. Smith is not only
enabled to grow the finest crops of roots on his fiillow,

but also to feed off the Turnips with sheep carefully
folded (with daily ^hiain gs) upon the land; and then
by breaking up the soil with the steam trench-plough,
and afterwards working a horse-grubber across the
ridges in spring, the ground is in good order for tlrilling
Barl.^ wUlioufc further preparation. The next year's

crop is .Clover, which is ploughed by horses for the

following Wheat. The Wheat stubbles are manured
and tilled in the same manner as for roots ; and each

ridge is dibbled in spring with two rows of Beans,

which are preserved from weeds during the summer by

horse and hand-hoeing." The Bean stubbles are pre-

pared for the Wheat (forming the final crop of the

course) by one smashing up with the steam cultivator,

and one (or rarely two) cross grubbings by horses, and

after this crop again comes the fallowing for roots as

before. Now, according to Mr. Smith's carefully kept

accounts, the whole outlay for preparatory tillage from

fii*st to last throughout the six years' rotation amounts to

only 3^. per acre ; while under the ordinary system of

management only a single year's fallowing (without any

crop) costs fully as much. Of course, this enormous

saving of expenditure would not be possible if the land

were in a foul condition; but, in spite of the first two
years of innumerable weeds which annoyed and
threatened Mr. Smith at the outset of his non-inversion

husbandry, his farm is no^v as clean as a garden, and
his workmen have ample opportunity for looking over

the v/inter trenches as well as the summer crops from
time to time to destroy such intruding enemies. Until

the land becomes clean (which the experience just

related shows it will do under this culture) the expenses

are somewhat greater, owing to a few more grubbings,

splitting the ridges, hand-picking the Couch, &c.,

being rendered necessary. The economy being found

so prodigious in the long run, we need not stop to detail

the performances of Mr. Smith's eight-horse engine,

beyond saying that the labour of 1859 has been 74
acres of various operations in 14 days of working,

or on an average of about 5^ acres per day

;

and, seeing that by horse labour no effective til-

lage could have been accomplished at all, it

is of no moment to ascertain whether or not the engine

could compete with a strong team in the amount of
hauling power put forth during a day. The condition

of the farm, after seven years' commencement of " culti-

vation," instead of ploughing, and four years of

actuating the implements by steam power, is such

that a stranger would pronounce the soil to be plethoric

with high manuring; whereas mechanical tillage alone
is the secret of the present abundant productiveness.
Mr. Smith uses no artificial manure, save for purposes
of experiment; purchases little oilcake, except to keep
his sheep healthy; consumes corn for only a moderate
quantity of live stock, and the three horses and pony,
which are all the team force needed, and sells off his

Clover hay. And so far from there being any signs of
impoverishment, the most magnificent yields of Wheat,
Beans, and Barley are obtained every year, as well as

very heavy root crops of most superior quality, the
iuci'cased produce of corn being considered by Mr.
Smith to have been no less than 12 bushels an
acre—that is, say, 21. to Bl. per acre annually over half
the farm. And the practical agriculturist will readily
understand that this augmentation of yield, added to

the power of keeping live stock created by the new
growth of roots and better Clovers, must have raised the
value of the fee simple at least 15/. per acre, so that the
steam plough is clearly one of the " landlord's questions,"
no less than a tenant's boon. The Woolston farm is

certainly an example of the change in texture and
physical constitution which intercommunion with the
atmosphere can induce in strong soil; the land
once so compact and dense is now perceptibly elastic

beneath the feet, lighter and more friable, and drying
sooner after rain; and this because the husbandman
determines to promote absorption and exudation, being
as careful in his management of each field in all stages
of the weather as a hydropathic patient In the treat-
ment of his skin. Let the soil breathe, and at the
same time give it lungs, by making it porous and spongy
with air cells and passages, so that the gases of the
atmosphere may freely enter, imparting organic plant
food and preparing the mineral elements which lie

dormant; and whatever manurial restoratives maybe
demanded on light lands, our English clays will not need
the assistance of Baron Liebig and Mr. Mechi, Times,

Notices to Correspondents.
FreivCh AGRicuLTURAL Show. A". I It Will be held in Paris
from the 17th to the 23rd of June next, when animals,
implements, antf agricultural products from all France will
be admitted. The stock is divided into 27 classes, with 398
prizes of the value of 62571. ; sheep into 8 classes, with 124
prizes, amounting to 1100/. Of pigs there are 3 classes, with
33 prizes, in all 266/. Goats and rabbits into 2 classes, with
9 prizes, amounting to 17/. Lastly, there are 25 classes of
poultry, with 85 prizes, amounting to 152/. Each prize will
be accompanied, as usual, by a gold, silver, or bronze medaL
There are also prizes to the amount of 120?. for farm servants
who have tended the prize animals. Farm implements,
machines, and produce will bo rewarded by gold, silver, and
bronze medals.

Rabbits: R. It is impossible to estimate accurately the loss
sustained. Take the case of Hmith v. Ilderton, recently
reporte.l in the ^t;nr.ci- ii'arder, when Mr. Forster, for Mr.
Smith, claimed 732/. as damag-es sustained from November,
1857 to November, 1659, on ilderton Dod, in the parish of
Ilderton, a valuable stock farm on the Cheviots: and 90/.
was awarded by the arbitrators.

Rotation op Crops : Arjricofa. If only Oats, Barley, Turnips,
and V etches are needed you might grow them in a four-
course rotation as for 100 acres, thus :—1. 25 acres of Barley.
2. 5 acres of Winter Vetches sown on the manured Barley
stubble in autumn; 5 acres Spring Vetches sown in March,
5 acre* vetches sown in end of April. Of course if more
Vetches are wanted you can divide the whole 25 acres of
Barley stubble in three part.s, so as to have a succession of
green food, but if 15 acr^;s suffice the remaining 10 may be
planted with Potatoes or Mangel Wurzel for sale. 9. 25 acres
Oats, 4. 25 acres in Turnips and Swedes to be fed off previous
to the Barley croo.

SCOTLAND.
WDRUMMOND and SOXS, Seedsmen,

S^Ir
• ling, N.B., beg to intimate that their " shorf J«5j'

sensible" DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE fJ?
FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may be had post free on
application.

N.B. All parcels of Seeds, with certain limitations, are del"
vered carriage free to the principal Shipping Ports and Railwa
Stations throughout the United Kingdom.—Seed WarehoiiBA
StirUng, N.B., and 58, Dawson Street, Dublin. '^'

JOHN GRIGOR and CO., Ntjrseries,~P^
Scotland, have for sale several millions strong i-viS

Seedling LARCHES, 1 and 2-year Seedling true native Hi^
land Scotch PINE, DEODARS, &c.

^°"

J. G. & Co. have received the nnmerous premiums awarded
by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland for the
cultivation of the true native Highland Scotch Fir, and their
present stock is raised from seed collected in the celebrated

native forests of Strathspey. PRICED LISTS on appUcatioo-
and the Trade supplied at the wholesale rates. '

OOBERT NEAL, Nitrseryman, Wandswortii
AAj Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well-selected stock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER
INGSHRU BS, ORNAMENTAL TREES. AMERICAN PLANTS
FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARP
ROSES of every description, A large stock of BOX-LEAP
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN-
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds-
LEAF MOULD. The Nursery is 10 minutes* walk fromClaphaoi
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Line.

TO LANDSCAPE GARDENERS AND OTHErT~~
BOROUGH OP HALIFAX.—The Corporation of

HaUfax, being the Burial Board, are desirous of receiving

Designs and Estimates for Laying out, Draining, ani Orna-

menting the Land which they have purchased as a CEMETERY
for the Borough. The Designs must embrace ;

—

1. A Groimd Plan, showing the Carriage Roads and Walks;
the proposed general divisiou of the Cemetery into two parts,

and the sub-division of each into Grave spaces, differing in sia

and value ; the positions of the Chapels, Lodges, and other

requisite stnictures, and the land to be set apart for Orna-

mental Planting.
2. Sections showing the earthworks reqiiired for tlie re-

arrangement of the surface, and the sizes, depths, and rates oi

inclination of the Drains.
The area of the proposed Cemetery is within 20 acres.

A premium of Twenty Guineas will be given for the desigii

which, in the opinion of the Corporation, ia the highest in

merit, and a premium of Ten Guineas for the one which tiey

consider second best, and both the preraiated Designs are to

become the absolute property of the Corporation.
The Plans, Estimates, and description (if any) niut

be distinguished by a motto or device, and be accom-

panied by a sealed envelope containing the name and

address of the competitor, bearing a con*esponding motto or

device to that on the Plans, &c. Each competitor is rcjuestfld

to state the terms on which he will superintend to their com-

pletion the execution of the works, and if employed the pre-

mium is to be merged in the sum paid for superintendence.
Lithographed Plans of the Site, with the Levels shown in

contours of 5 feet altitudes may be obtained by application tc

the Town Clerk on and after January IS ; and the Cornpetitt

Designs must be delivered at my Office, in the Town Bd,
HaUfax, on or before Monday, February 13,—By Order of tbi

Burial Board. Edmd. Minson Wavell, Town Clerlr.

Town Hall, Halifax.—January 21.

M HORTICULTURAL ACENT AND VALUER.
K ALFRKD CHANDLEK. (of the late firm flf j

Chandler & Soss,) 28, Prioi-y Road, Wandsworth Road,S-

HORTICULTURAL GLASS
STOCK SIZES, 16 oz.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

Boxes are included, with but few exceptions. "When Pad _"

are charged, full price is allowed when returnM.
3rds. 4tlji.

13 by 911 by 9, 12 by 9,

jt12

13.,
14 rr

18 „
16
19
16
19

ff

9f

9»

>»

10,

11.

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

13
14
15 »
19
ir„
20 „

20 „

ff

10,

11,

12,

12,
13,

13,

U,

14
15
16
20
IS
21 „
18 »
21 „

9f

9 J

10,

11.

12,

12
1*
13
14
14

Us. ed, 12I.M.

]6s.6(f. 14».fli

per 100 feet

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

aOin. by 15in.

These prices are for Foreign Glass. English Glass, which isftf

superior, will be 18a. per 100 feet.

GLAS3 FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As SUPPUED BY US TO Mr. ElVERS.

20 in. by 12 in. ^ 16 oz. 21 (»

Common ., ^ .*. -, 14s. Oii. .. £1 ^*-

Superior do, " . , ..166 . .
1

J

— . -^ Bnglish Glass .. .. IS .. If
The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exception^

When Packages are charged, full price is allowed ^i^

returned,
JAMES PHILLIPS AifD CO.,

15^0, Hishopsgate St. Without. 'Londorut^
CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY AKD CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GU^
of British Manxifacture at prices varying from Zd. to

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousand

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on applica^.5
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK GROWTH GLASS, GW^
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGA/Ji
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PI'ATE GU^
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHAD»
to James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Sqitare, London, W.

See Gardeners' Chronicle of Januaiy 14-_

HORTICULTURAL CLASS—JUNE TARIFF. ,

THOMAS MILLINGTON'S reduced Tariff
"^

GLASS. &c. .,,0
6 by 4, 7 by 5, 8 by 6, 9 by 7 116 oz. to the foot, l^*-

«i by 4i, 74 by 5i. 8i by 6i, 9i bj TJ | per 100/f«;,
In 100 boxes,—4th8 quality, 12s. 6rf. ; Sds da, !<«• f

'

O!

CO

Hi by 9J, 12 by 10, 14 by 10,' I2J by Hi
20bvl2
20 by IS
20 by 14
20 by 15 J

per 100 feet JG oz. 21 o».

Common .. 16?. .. 24^^.

Superior . 18*. •• 27*-

All Boxes included.
Orchard House sizes as supplied to Mr. Rivers. . ..;

Hartley's improved Rough Plate Glass&om & to ? i^J^
Coloured Glass in great variety, at 9d. and U. V^JXTTiSV^ %
Paints, Genuine White Lead, Linseed Oil, BoUed Oii<^ ^

tine. Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, Lamp Gl;«»*^

87, Bishop8>;rate Street Without, E.C., same side »
Counties Railway.

I
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iMPItOVEP PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.
1

DESIGN^ FOR FLOWER BEDS and GARDKNS.
—In consequence of numerous applications J, MAEaHAii,

2, Goldsmith Street, Nottingham, has been induced to prepare
another set of Designs. They comprise upwards of 80,
diversified in style, and will be forwfu^ed to any address oa
receipt of 24 postage stampp.

Si'EPHKNtiON, late STEPHEMSON and 80NS,
• Gl, GracechurehSt., London. E.G., Manufacturer of Iron,

Hurdles, Fencing, &c., Improved Iron and Copper Conical
Boilers and Apparatus for 'Waraiinff Buildines of evervApparatus for 'Waraiing Buildings
description by Hot Water.

Prices nnd Estimates furnished upon application.

PRICES PER Lineal Yard, 24 inches man

:

Size of

mesli-

t ' i

2i inch

2 inch

Ig inch

! 1^ inch

Mostly used for

Light. Medium,

Hares, Dogs, Poultry

Game Netting •--

Small Rabbits, Haves, &c.

Smallest Rabbits...

t B «

Japan-
ned,

6d,

Galvan-
ized.

7^d.

Japan-
ned.

Hd.
4- id.

Hd.
nd^

Galvan-
ized.

f>\d,

6d.

G^d.

9d.

Strong.

Japan-
ned.

Hd.
6d,

9d.

Galvan-
ized.

Extra strong.

61 d.

7d.

7kd,
lid.

Japan-
ned.

Gd,

7Id,
8d.

lid.

Galvan-
ized,

J.

''O

Sd.

9ld.
lOd.

I3d.

J-

I

a-

Ouautitics of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping

Pnrta in Eii'-land- and*200 vards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland or Ireland,
° '

Xny width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices.

<^ Every description of Hitting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will

te exchanged, or may l>e retnmed unconditionally.

J. B. BROWN & C0.3 I83 CANNON STREET^ CITY, LONDON^ E.C.

B. BROWN co/s
IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON HURDLES

HOTHOUSES FOtt * HE WllLUOIM.
Made by Steam Power at

LEV\''TS'S HoETicTTLTiTEAi; WoBKS, Stamford
Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a much

better and stronger principle than those manufactured on Sir
J. Paxton*s plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A span-roof measuring SO ft. by 16 ft, with two glass ends
and doors complete o

Do. do. 40 fl. by 20 ft. do. do. 50
Do. do. GO ft. by 24 ft. do. do. 90

LIST OP PRICES of any size forwarded on application to
J. Lewis.

HORTlCULtURAL BUILDINGS AND HEATING BY
HOT WATER.

JOHN R. PEILL, 17, New Park St.. Southwark, S,K,
Manufacturer oferery description ofBuildings forHortieuU

tural purposes, and Inventor 01 the Improved Conical Boiler
for heating the earoe, is prepared to undertake works of any
magnitude, and. refers among 01hers to the celebrated ranara of
FORCING HOUSES at HEH MAJESTY'S GARDENS, FROG-
MOKE, and at BIR ROBERT PEEL'S, DRAYTON MANOR,
constructed under the superintendence of hia Manager, Mr.
JoHK Jones ; and also to his BOILERS fixed at the CRYS-
TAL PALACE, theROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S
PARK, and KEW, and at several hundreds of the Nobility's
seats. Public Establishments, and Manufactories in London and
the provinces. J. R. P. also manufactures every description of
Iron Roofs, Iron Houses, and Iron Fencing, plain and orna-
mental. Strong Iron Hurdles for Sheep (6 ft. long, 3 ft.high, with
5 bars), 4s. 3rf. each ; ditto for cattle, 45. Qd. each. Prices and
other particulars forvi'arded on receipt of one postage stamp.

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.

in

to

QSt

iIE-

yad

«
tei

yta-

are-
h

1

the

'^

OT?

BEST STAFFORDSHIRE IRON.
No. 1 Hurdle.—Very useful for general purposes, combining strength with good appearance. 3 feet 6 inches

high, six biirs round iron, top bar | inch diameter, five under bars ^ inch; two side uprights flat iron, li inch

t)y i inch, and middle upright 1^- by i inch. Weight about 4Slbs. Present price delivered in London and at

most of the principal Railway Stations, 2^. 5c?. per yard, or about 5^. Bd. each hurdle of 6 feet 6 inches Ion

Specifications and prices of oiliers in Illustrated tJatalogue of Iron and Wire Fencing, Hurdles, Gates, Wire
Netting, Garden Hollers and Engines, Ornamental Vases, Sfc, on application.

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET^ CITY, LONDON, E.G.

^'

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Pounders, &c.,
2, WINSLEY STREET, LONDON, W.

tW A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION,

ff

MUCH hag of late been said about BOILERS POB
HEATING BY HOT WATER, but these Boilers hava

no'.v proved themselves to be the best at jiresent invented.
They are adapted for Heating every description of Building,
and arc mado of various sizes. The price of the

24-inch Cftsfc Iron is £5 10«. each.
24-inch Wrought Iron is 6 10
36-inch Wrought Iron is 8 10
4:S-inch Wrought Iron is 12

References to Gentlemen and Nurserj-men where these Boilers
are now at work. The Cannon Boilers are now kept in stock,
and are to be had only ofJ. Jones, 6, Bankside, S.E, Also, every
description of Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-water Pipes
and Connections at prices lower than those of any other bouse
in London, Estimates for Hot-water Apparatus erected com-
plete in any part of the country, and an Illustrated Catalogue on
application to J. Joxra, 6, Bankside, Southwark. London, S.R.

PARKES* STEEL DfCGING FORKS.
BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-
brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZK was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Bcbgess & Key, 95,
Newgate Street, E.G., strongly recommend it as the most per-
fect Uhum now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

CO.,

Hf:H ^^° <>OMPr. having Iiad upwards of 40 years' experience in the arranffement and construction of

aSlS'Jf*^"^"''".
HORTICULTURAL BUILDING3 and HEATiNG by the CIRCULATION of HOT WATER, areMwmnw to giiarantee the perfect execution of any works ntru sted to them in the erection of

foruw

torieft

tory or Glass Walls
"* «• MBction of plants

Bummer Temples
Arbours, &c.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

Orchid Houses
Conservatories for Window or

B;\lcony Gardening
Vineries

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fmit Houses
Forcing Pits and Frames
Cucumber and Melon Houses

^>"^nArn TTATT-rro .?^ ^rawing and Estimates free vpon application.
^ ^^^u HUU&ES, combnung cheapness of construction with suitability of purpose
"^J^mniTioN -portable or otherwise.

PRIZE MEDAL GATES ANDSTABLE FITTINGS.
Iron Hurdles, Straiaed Wire Fencing, Game Netting, &c.

-ectfry description of Tlain, Ornainental, Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire Work.
SEE SEPARATE LISTS UP^N APPLICATION.

gA^& CO>TPy. Iron Works , 2, Winsley Stre

-^^^K?V^ .^.'^'^^^^^'^ WASHING MACHINE.
;. '^ JrlSfnU ^^R. WOVDERFUL EFFICIENCY.
^ "^TifeSS "'i acknowledge theJ^ patronage I have ro-

• *d Roif?^ °'' England, Ire-4^ Scotland, and which haa

^

at, Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon.)

xoaadad

»I
.^ 1

my most sanguine

SawJS?.*^' Bradford,
^hedralsteps. Manchester:

W7*^."*^ Street, E.C,

*J^<
be sent on approve. I

FOR SALE, a PATENT, the proprietor being so
much engaged as not to have time to work it ; being a t>er-

fect HOT-WATER APPARATUS Hc»ted byGaa, suitable for
any situation, either inside or out, and for common fuel.

—For particulars apply to E. Bench, Patent Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelseji, S.W.

HEKRYJ. MORTON AND
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED (ROM WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, &c., to contain 50 gallons, 258. ; 80 gallons,
SO*, each ; and 140 gallons, 36a., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.
Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, S0«.
and 32s. M. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from 10'.{. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 3-2.?. ^. each.

"\XrARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
T V OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
These Pumps are fitted with

Warner's Patent IJucket a^id. Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The barrel
is made of galvanised iron, not likely
to corrode, andean be raised or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and may be car-
ried with ease by one man to tank or
pond. £ ,^

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tSil pipe, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
.. S 17

2 9

FOR SALE, a new SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSE
or HOTHOUSE of tlie very best materials. 20 feet wide.

•fO feet 6 inches long, feet ''inches high at sides, made to

order. Will be sold a grrait bargain.—Can be Been now stand-
ing at E. Dench's Patent Hothoutd Worka^ Kiog'tf Boad, Chel-

8.W.
I

i

planished copper
Stand and Pump, with plain

tail pipe, for tying en suc-

tion pipe
2-inch patent rubber ana can-

vas flexible auction pipe, on
wires, either 10, 1% or 15 ft,

I>er foot

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in tt^wn or

country, at the above prices, or of the Pjitentees and Manu&ic-

tui«raL J. Waritkr ft ffosTB, %^ Crescent, Jcwin St., London, K. C.
I

. _i
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HOTHOUSE FOR THE MILLION.
I

I

M H M I

BEGB TO I^FOKM THE PUBLIC THAT HE HAS BEEK APPOINTED SOLE AGENT VOU THE MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF

THE NEW PORTABLE AND ECONOMICAL HOTHOUSES
r

i

i

INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

s J M

1

,-7£W/rr.sv

**WVwv<i

Tlicsc Buildings are of unparalleled cheapness, and being composed of simple parts

can be e.>largedr.emoved. or adapted to any Horticultural purpose by ordinary

labourers.

Thev are calculated for gardens of the hlglicst order, or gentlemen s garfe .

cenerally, for market gardens where they maybe made to cover any ext.n.ii

surface and also for suburban, villa, and cottage gardens.

_ V-

>"r*; ^t

The moderate cost of these houses not only places w.t un the reach of persons

of limited means a luxury hitherto confined to the wealthy, but offers immeuse

advantages to all who have garden walls already standmg -as from their peculiar

construction they can be formed into ranges of lean-to houses with a facilitprr

a cost hitherto unheard of.
, . , ^i „^^ n^^ nirt'culr

Whilst they are adapted for permanent structures they are also part.(^

rf*

n

>

ts of Horticultural operations. Although ^^^^^^^^^VVTwitt^
finltedfor persons having temporary or limited tenures, as they can with ease be

!
the requirement

packed up and removed at the expiration of the tenancy.
^ ^

The above engravings show some of the uses to which this invention can be

adapted, and the fonns it can be made to assume. It will be seen that no houses p^ri-a, uLi.»mcu.cv.
""""'•'^mu'nomTilpte ire as follows -

"however costly, can be turned to more useful purposes or more etfectually lultiU aU water troughs, doors and ends complete, are as toUows .

the requirements oi jiui tn;uii,».... ^i.^x-v.^..-. ^^ ^}^q^.

veutor was to reduce the cost of such structures and to pi^c^.^^^^^ ^^
reach of all classes, y.^t by varying t^e^^^angcments and dime

parts, ornamented buildings can easily be formed The pncts of
bo«**

8 Feet
Lights.

30 feet in length £33

40 feet in length

50 feet in length

60 feet in length

70 feet in length

80 feet in length

90 feet in length

00 feet in length

41 IG

51 5

60 12

€9 5

78 12

87 18

90 15

* V *

4 * *

« t t

10 Feet
Lights.

£12 5

53 17

65 10

77

87 10
99 3

V « t

P t r

* * ft

I * *

t « 4

» « «

111

121 5

12 Feet
Lights.

£53
66 15

8QtlO
94 5

106 5

120 10

139

147

»

The above lengths are given m round numbers, but from the nature of their construction the houses will practically In all cases exceed these meftsor***^

HEATING
li is intended to su^^^Jy purchasers according io the rotaiioain which tJ^ir orders are received, the sale having commenced on Monday/, January

Qigeft

HESE31A.N, 7, PaU Mall Eas^ S.W., tpiU receive imm.
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The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley.^
f

Price Fivepence,
Stamped Editiow. firf.

INDEX.
Beet, culture of ...«t>*»>4>

Book^ noticed >•>•

British Must'iiib ..«••

Cab banewort 5. ,,.4 ......*

CpJuts of Ltbanoii ....««••>*•
Conifers, hardineaa of ,

Coppice woOil ..•.;•

Coprinufl comatps
Cottagers and labourerB. - ;

Cumbrae, climate of .i»t't..i..

Damascufl, ffarden of ^.>..'

£conom/, Harnjouies of Holi'

Farms in Selkirk^hii'e .»...

l-armers' Clab, Miibome ....i.— - Hexham
Fires, to lij^ht at top
U^rden of Damascus ,,«,,.*..«
Garden enjinea, iron
Hind, Northiimberlfind
Horticultural Society
Labels, Gutta fercha

79
74
7:*

7H
74
74

76
73 u

c

b
a
a

c

a
a
e

a
€

V I * 4 *

• * «

78

it

75
82
80
SI

73
75
76
83
71
74

a
b
b

a
c

a
c
a
C
c

* < 1 ft * a •

• 4 » t 4

p*it»«tat*

* 4 4 « 4 V • * t t ft

Labourers and cottager-i
Labourer*' friend societies
Lands, Irish waste
Ltbanon, Cedars of
Manpel, culture of

-

Mnnure, farm-yard
Museum^ Britj^h .

.

Mycology
Oak aralla „...,._,
Pohtical economy ;..
(JiK^rcus seaailiflora

. , ,

.

HainfiU
Rose Manetti ..,,.;. 4.,
Kucker's (Mr.) OrcUida
Seedsmen ,

Sewer reform ..;

Solanum capsicastrum
Stock, housing .^,
Temperature of Deceniber
Tenant right

,

Tradelists
Turnips, condition of ,,,.,
Wasps, early

c

6
a
e

e
b

ft <

ft • *

78
77
80
74
79
80
7'^ a
73 a

72 «
75 a
73
74
75
75
74
81

74
80
80
81

75
80 a
74 c

T ..CARlEll AND CO. are now m a position toy • execute all Orders without any unnecessary delay
havmnf enlarged their premises and increased their staff of
assistants. -J. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holboin, W.C.
/^AKTER'S SELECT LIST OF SEEDS FOR 1860
r!^ n^^S^

be sent post free uppn application to James Castek &
Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C. .-

u K S,

b
b
c
b
a
«
b
b
a
a
b

VUTTOJ^'S. SEE
MS NOW READY,

and will be sent gi-atis and post free to any address.
Itoyal Berkshire Seed Establi.shment, Reading.

G
LIST

a WAITERS WHOLESALE CATALOGUE
is now ready and can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 181, Holboni, London, W.C.

LONDON.HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OP
8, St. Martin's Place, W.C.

Notieo is hereby given that a SPECIAL GEXERAL
MEETING of this Society will be held at the house of the
Society of Arts, John Street, Adolphi. on TUESDAY, Jan. 31,
at 2 o'clock, for the Election of Members of the Royal Family
and Ballot for Election of other Candidates who have been
proposed as Fellows. No other business will be transacted
Janii.iiy 28. W. B. Booth, Assistant Secretary.

HOKTICULrUUAL SOCIETY OF LOXDON.-l
The next Meeting of the FRUIT COMMITTEE will be

held at 8, St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square W C
"? J5*l®^^"^

February 7, at 3 p.m. On this occasion Prizes

^i iP'-J?^ "^^ *^*"*'^' *"*^ 1^*- ^^^ t*^e second best dish of each
of tha follownig kinds of fruit :

—

Class A. Any variety or Dessebt Peau.
Class B. Any variety of Dessert Apple.
Cla^s C. Ant variety of Kitchen Apple.

l3KiTlSU i'OMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—J^ The next MEETING of this Society will be held atHanover Square Rooms, Re;2cnt Street, W., on THURSDAY,
T^k ol'frVi*'

following Urizes are offered :-TWO GUINEAS and ONE GUINEA for the best and second
best collections of six varieUes of DE^iSERT PEARS in season :luree traits of each* .-

'

cafc-iKJh m"" f-i*^
."""^

fi^""
requested as are in soason, and

Sf Rnlif *? ^""'^ mteresting information or di8cu.ssion. CopiesOf Rules &c., may be obtained of Mr. W. Davidson
2. Randolph Road. Maida Hill, London. W Stary.

1^ ^i^^HTON AND SUSSEX FLORICULTURAL
fAa^^^° HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITIOiVS

r",?^'7fii,^^l''iJ ^IJH'^^^DAV. Sept. flan^fisf^n

S? ? ^ bo, published, to be obtained of the Seoretary 90

Brigrhton, Jan. 23. Edwd. Carpenter, Sec.
I

JN E W ROSES FOR 1 o « n
anbJ.FRASER of the LeaBridgeRoaa Nurseries.

11 u.l^,^'. K^S*iS. ROSES. -
Standard* J; .n"""^"^ i^^'l H«*^ *^"'i''- Standards and Halfocanoards, at 50s. per hundred,

J- DiVEiLs. Nurseryman. Aahford. Kent-

H„^._
^ NEW ROSeS FOR I860.

tlxH LOW AND CO. are now prepared to

T^,f«^ f^"'^'"'® ^^'^r^
^""^ '^® ^^^ ROSES of the present season

St n T^ by MM Verdier, Fontaine, Margottin? o|e?UuUIot. Ducher, and others. The plants will be ready for

ftfl^''^ ''J
""^ ''^?''"^ ^^^y *^*°- Price 5^. each. UsualMtowanco to the Trade.—Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.AR O S E S.

'

PAUL XVJ> SON have still to offer a very
ft.n ^!

siiperior stock of STANDARD and DWARF R03ES
"Uiatandard*, 12*. per dozen and upwarda ; Dwarfs, 6i. per"Wen and upwarda. Also aU the choicest and newest kinda.jw prices of which see DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, fw-
![^ged on application free by poat.—Nursericfl.Cbesbunt.Herta.

CINERARIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS,

J*wx,^
^^^ VERBENAS.

AMEb DICKSON AND SONS beg to offer fine strong
^plants of the above, including aU the newest and bestrjwiea, at Tcr>' moderate prices, which they will be happy to
^!Zlhh_upon application.-" Newton" Nurseries. Chester.

JVJESSHS. ROEZL and BESSEKER, ol Mexico,
in ttri?V?f^^ ^^^^" ^^'^ MEXICAN SEEDS and PLANTS
«iu^?^^ili"^*/?''u^®^^'^' tbroiurh their agents B. A.

Uaib^nfJr" •
^^'ch may be haifon appUcation. and also

wi aewiy arrived Seeds.
j» Ume Street Square, Ix)ndon, E.C.

„ P A N » I E S,

I7inu-i^°<?rf/'^''
Nurseries, Hmtoon, N.W.

ii .^ri^*^?
SHENTON ia now offenng a kr^e and

^ W-St, ^^ ?^ *" ^^^ ^?^^ S^*^^ varieties of PANSIES,
22^ Pnc-es for single plants. a« per var. ; per doz., 6^.

JTVPov ^^ALEA INDICA.
. CAFA^JnTTt^, ^^*S Nev DESCRIPTIVE

fc«it r^\tlrVlu^l^r^^^ ''^'^ contains all the newest andwm be forwarded post frpe upon appUcation,
^__^^ Dorking Nursery -Ta« oa

( y^ N u 1 s.-
vv toUw^cre?

SEED CATALOGUE.
pHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of aV> Selection of the best varieties only is now ready.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

. SEED CATALOGUE. "
-

M. CUTBUSH A^'D SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE, which contains every thin^r

necessary, can be obtained free per post on application.

^
HighgAte Nurseries, London, N.

NEW DAHLIAS FOR 1860.
JOHN KEYNES^S LIST of the new DAHLIAS for
tJ 1S60 is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

Salisbury, January 28.

PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofNEW AND SELECT GARDEN SEEDS for 1860 is Now
Ready, and will be sent post free upon application.
Milne & Co.. Successors to Chandler & Sons, Nurserymen

and Seed.^men. Wandsworth Road, S.

GARDEN SEEDS.
PJ. PERRY AND CO.'S PRICED CATALOGUE

• of the above is now ready, and may be had post free on
application.—The Nurseries, Banbury, Jan. 28.

FERN CATALOGUE.
OBERT SiarS NEW DESCRIPTIVE AND
PRICED CATALOGUE. No. 6 (62 pages) of his COLLEC-

TION ofBRITISH AND EXOTIC FERNS, can be had, post free.
for 8 stamps. Gratia to all previous purchasers of Fei-ns.

Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent, S.E.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.
OHN CATTELL'S CATALOGUE of the above may
be had free by post. It contains selections of the most

approved VEGETABLES in cultivation, and nearly the whole
of them have been saved under J. C.'a own personal superin-
tendence^—Nurs«^

T R A iTe catalogue.
rjlHOS. CRIPPS, Tunhridge Wells, Kent, respect-
J- fully informs the Trade that his WHOLESALE CATA-
LOGUE or AMERICAN PLANTS, ROSES, and GENERALNURSERY STOCK is now ready and may be had post free.

NEW LIST OF SEEDS FOR i860.
DOBSON A^D SONS' LIST forwarded free to

• any address upon application. The Seeds warranted now
and true.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth. W.. & High St.. Hounslow. W.

m**m° i"°S- CARRIAGE FREE.
T T O N . A. N i> SO
SEED GROWERS ANb MERCHANTS,

Royal Berkshirk Seed Establts'ttment. Reapinq.EORGE GIBBS and CO.,
-• SEEDSMEN,

26, DOWN STREET, PICCADILLY.
LONDON. W.

TarietiM,

-What crop will produce moat sovereigns
** t^inrS'' 3^^^"^^" ^^ FILBERTS.-Application
UmS^^ to U uaa» to Geo. Mact, at the Oardei, Calcot,

PELARGONfUMS.
JOHN DOBSON and SONS beg to invite the at-

tention of intending purchasers of the above, who will be
liberally dealt with. A choice selection sent at a moderate
price. Catalogues free on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth. W.

WHEELER'S IMPERIAL LETTUCE,
1*. per packet.

For description and testimonlaU see " Wheeler's Little Book,"
'

J. C. Wheeler & Son , Gloucester.

HEELER'S TOM THUMB LETTUCE,
Is. per packet.

For description and testimonials see ** Wheeler's Little Booh"
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

SPARAGUS AND SEAKALE ROOTS, very
strong for Forcing.—For price, &c., apply to Henry Page.

Gardener, St. John's, Fulbam. S.W.

GENUINE NEW HOME-GROWN SEEDS.—
Package and carriage free. See PRICED LIST 6f this

Paper January 28 ; or post free on application.
W . Steward & Co., Seed Growers, Plymouth, Devon

.

COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDSim
ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

No. 1 . . 20«.
I

No. 2 . . 40*. | No. 3 . 60s.
All Seeds may be depended on as being op the best

quality and free fhou adlt-teratiow.
James Carter & Co., 237 and 238. High Holbom, W.C.

ONRO'S PROLIFIC CUCUMBER.— The best
for winter cultivation, 2j. Gd. per packet. First-prize

Certificates have been awarded it, both by the HorticuUunl
Society and Crystal Palace Company, at the grand exhibitions
of last season. The usual allowance to the Trade.

G. MosRO. Colney Street, St. Albans , Herts. '

NEW FLORIST FLOWER CATALOGUE^
DOWNIE AJiD LAIRD, NcESEEYMEjr, Seedsmen,

and Florists, 17, South Frederick Street, Edinbureb, beg
tointimate that their CATALOGUE of FLORIST FLCJWERS.
New VEGEIABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and
mav be had free on apnlication.

^^^ LODGE IMURSERY AND AMERICAN GROUNDS;

WTT ^^ SOUTHAMPTON.
H. ROGERS solicits attieDtion to tlie lar^e.

Grounds. •' ^""^'^^ ®^°''^' growing on the above extensive

T^^TS*^^*^™ ^^^^^' AGRICULTURAL-L IMPLEMENT, AND MANURE COMPANY LIMITEDsupply every requisite for the Farm and the Garden.
Registered Offices : Union Road, Plymouth .

A^TZ PLANTING. ~*
I'AUL AND SON invite attention to their larse

• and superior Stock of CONIFERS and other nrWi-
mental TREES and SHRUBS, FRUIT TrIeS,^' Torfurther particulars see advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle
oflast week.—Nurseries, Cheshunt. Herts.

ITT"! FRUIT TREES.
lAUL AND SON invite attention to tlieir large.and superior stock of FRUIT TREES. The Dwarf-

tramed Peaches NecUirines, Apricots, Cherries. Plums, ic.
are particulariy fine. PRICED CATALOGUES free by pist on
application.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts. .

OOLLAND AND RAYLEY beg to ofler strong

fl ^ t''?^^.?'^^^?,,"^^
^^*"*s of the largest and finest

flavoured LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES, at 6s. per
dozen.—Bradahaw Gardens, Chadderton, near Mancliester.

GOOSEBERRIES.-For SALE, 200oT^.year oldMERRY MONARCH GOOSEBERRY BUSHES.
_:

A. Daws, Tumham Green. W.
OASPBERRIES VICTORIA. FILLBASKET
mTn/^J^^^^/'''^ AUTUMN-FRUITED, IQs. ; WHITE. S.^

£V^i^-P7^'. ^^'- ^° 1^*- > ASPARAGUS, 2s. ; STRAWBER
^JSf.'J'-J'^ ^U

^*^' P*^^' '^^^
» °^ ^^'' P«^ 100*>- LargeLAURUS-UN US, gc—George CoRNWELL. Bamet, N.

S
GREAT SCARCifY~~OF "FRmr^

TRONG ROOTS or iue LINN^US RHUBARB,
from division, can be supplied in any quantity at 12a. j>er

100, or 51. per 1000, by Walter Pennington, Nurseryman,
South Retford, Nottinghamshire. -"' '

H DWARF MAIDEN FRUIT TREES.
UGH LOW AND CO. have to offer of fine

^3^,.„'^"*J!^?^..rf^'^*^^^^' NECTARINES. APRICOTS,
PLL Ma, CHERRIES, APPLES, PEARS, on Quince Stocks.
Prices will be furnished on application.

The Wholesale CATALOGUE is ready for distribution.
„ Clapton Nursery, London, N. E.

G"'""^J^f.J?,'y-'°'^5
^^ TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.EORQE CHIVAS. Chester, offers the above, which

are admitted to be unequalled in point of quality in Great
Bntam. A sample bale, contaming l(,o each of five sizes,
tor^varded on receipt of 15*., and orders for lO.OflO delivered
free at any railway station.—Chester, Jan. 28.

ARDV HEATHS.—A Collection of 20 sorts, by
name, of the above favourite autumnal Sowers, fn grood

plants, at 30s. per 100, or 12/. 10«. per 1000.
John Waterer, The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

LARGE SHRUBS for SALE.—Several splendid
BAY, HOLLY and ARBOR-VIT^E, 10 feet high,

AUCUBAS, Ac—Apply to R. Abbott, Nurseryman. Garden
Road, St. John's Wood, N.W.

TO NURSERYMEN AND FORESTERS.WANTED 4O00 stiif, stout, well-rooted BIRCH,
4 to 6 fe«t high.—Apply stating price to Francis &

Artiu-r Djcksqn & Sons, Upton Nurseries, Cheater.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS free from any ad-
mixture ofold valueless Seeds, and therefore warranted to

grow well, are offered by Chas. Southby (late Fairbaim). Clap-
ham.S. A PRICED LIST free by poBt

POTATOES.—SURPLUS STOCK.
JH. ROBINSON. Seed Geoweb, Abbey Farm,

• Hinckley, has a few Tons of the EARLY FORTY-FOLD
SEED POTATOES to dispose of at 5*. per cwt. ; less by the ton.

SELECTED SEED POTATOES.—Early Flour Ball*,
true, and Early Goldfinder, mixed, not yet sprouted,

grown without manure, free from disease and frost, at 4s. per
bushel, sack, aud carriage free to London. Early applications,
with Post-office Order, will meet with prompt attention.

Abhaiuji Hardy A Son, Sc»d Growers, Maldon, EsaeJt.

GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT COWSLIP.
—A few pounds of these gjipantic and be»at£fid Spring

Flowers to ba disposvd of, and manj of tii«in almost equal to
the Auricula-—Apply to G. Mace, at the Garden. Calcot,

near Readimr.

DOWNIE AJTD LAIRD offer PANSY, HOLLY-
. .^^ HOCK. PETUNIA, fh>m the finest-named varieties;

I SWEET WILLIAM and QUILLED GLOBE ASTER, finest

mixed, their own saving, all of first-rite quality. Prices on
1 »pi)licatioii.—17, South Frederick Street, Edinburarh.

s
rate

EEDLINO rOTATO.- WKBB'S IJiPERlAL
KILNKV-—This(pDt«to h wlthooi exeepUon the beat for

rnMse. Its yield 1* extraordinary, azid its quality firat-

>r8eed, lOa. ed, par buaheL—Applicstiantobe m*de to

Georgi VfACX. Gardener, Calcot, near BMdiog.
—J _ - I 1^^ b—^^^ ^ I Ml 1—SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SV

^TEITCH'S PERVECTiON PB^\^ p^ot ur«« Cldijpeea

fi-om Vettcb * Son in 1853. and tt^i^^;bid ttaa, hn^io^

grown the stock two seasons, per qua^ Jgij, ^-^-^
SUTTON'S BERKSHIRE HERO PJ5Upi:cia>t,2i.eti. -^

nv WHITE SPEOUTINa
packets each S». W. jtj ST^'™^

6t jTffiN Baows, Seedgrower. J£aZ ©-ivtrfy,

^^ i^s?
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BAD SEEDS ARE DEAR AT ANY PRICE."
THE CHEAPEST, EASIEST, AND BEST WAY TO OBTAIN A TEAK'S SUPPLY OF GARDEN SEEDS IS TO ORDER ONE 01?

MESSRS WHEELER AND SON'S COLLECTIONS
Tliese Collections consist of really clioice Seeds—the best varieties—all correctly named, and arranged in proper quantities. Year by year they get more

and more in demand.

1 » •

iff

No. 1-A Complete Collection of PEAS, BEANS, and GARDEN SEEDS of every sort ...

No. 2— Ditto Ditto Ditto (smaller quantities)

No. 3-
'

Ditto Ditto Ditto (for a small garden)

Carriage free hy Mail except 2Vb. 3.

The following TESTIMONIALS will give some idea of the high chai-acter our Seeds have obtained.

# « ft

t •

• •»

£3
1 10

15 Q

Ttom Sir John Owen, Bart., M.P., Lord Lieutenant

of Pembrokeshire.
" Tayuton House, Dec. 1, 1859.

'* Having dealt with you for several years I have great plea-

sure in bearing: my testimony to the good quality. of the

Seeds with which you have supplied me, and I have recom-

meuded you tomy son, who has succeeded me in the occupation

of this farm."

From General Drummond.
j

" The Boyce Court, Dec. 11, 1859.

*' I shall shortly send you an order for Seeds as usual. I

have been hitherto extremely well satisfied with the Plants

and Seeds with which you have supplied me for the last 20

years ; I am especially pleased with the "Wheeler's Imperial

I
Lettuce, and aliiu with the Flower tSecds."

From the Rev. Alak G. Cornwall
«* Ashcroft House, Dec. 10, 1859;

"I have very sincere pleasure in informing you thatthfr

Grass. Clover, Cabbage, and Mangel Wurzel Seeds have proved

of excellent quality. I could not desire better ; and I trust

that your honest dealinga will be duly appreciated by the

public."

Ladies and Gentlemen who have hitherto found difficulty in obtaining really first-class Seeds will do well to communicate with us. and we wijl forward o\xx

" Little Book," which will give full particulars of the above coUections, and also prices of our Fai-m Seeds. Flower Seeds, &c.

"K—

r

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

S.

TO THE TRADE.—
SPERGULA PILIFERA SEED, the IMPROVED

CUSTARD MARROW. Prices of the above, also for other
£eeda offered to the Trade, may be had on application.

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk,

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWING—SPERGULA PILIFERA.

J A. SUMMERS supplies the above in plants enough
• to cover the ground next summer at Is. per square yard,

or ftt Is., 2*,, and 45. per doz. plants. A specimen post free, 1«,

Howard Park Nursery, Perry Hill. Sydenham. S.E.

HENDON PARK NURSERIES, HENDON, N.W.

NEW DAHLIA—" THE CHANCELLOR."—First

Class Certificate of National Florieultiuiil Society ; First

Class, Brighton ; Fii-st Class, Saffron Walden ; First Class,

Stoke Newington, &c. ; First Prize as best Seedling Dahlia,

Stoke Newington, 1S59.

Plants of this magnificent new variety will be sent out on
May 1 next. Early orders are requested. Delivered carriage

free in Loudon. Edw,4jrd Shenton.

SEEDS.
JH, EOBINSON, Seed Gboweb and Dealbb,

• Wholesale and Retail, begs to call the attention of all

those interested in the cultivation of Flowers and Vegetables
to his RETAIL CATALOGUE of a selection of his best
varieties of SEEDS, second to none in the kingdom. Post
free on application. Carriage paid on orders of 20*. and
upwards.—Abbey Farm, Hinckley.

''

C H R Y S ANTHEMUMS.
JH. BIRD, F.H.S.,. NtTRSEErMAN, Stoke Newington,

• begs to inform his friends and the public that he has the
finest Collection and the lai^est Stock of Chrysanthemums and
Pomponcs in the world, and can supply them by the 100, 1000,

or 10,000.
25 Pair of Best POMPONES, 10s.

£0 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 10s.

25 Pair of Beat POMPONE CUTTINGS, 5s.

20 Pair of Beat Large Varieties, Do., 5s.

CATALOGUES for one stamp. To save trouble all orders to

be pre-paid. __^_____
NEW ANNUALS,

JOHN GEORGE WATTE, Seed Merchaitt, 181,
High Holbom, London, W.C., has great pleasm-e in offer-

ing SEEDS of the following new hardy Annuals :

—

CLARKIA PULCHERRIMA,
SCHIZANTHUS GRANDIFLORUS OCULATUS,
HELIOPHILA CCERULEA STRICTA.

Coloured Drawings and prices of which (to the Trade only)

ean be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 181, High Holbom, London, W.C.
~ WELLINGTONIA GICANTEA.

~

JOHN WATERER has thousands of the above
Plants to offer, T^ryiug in height from 1 to 4 feet. The

whole are exceedingly handsome and well rooted. Price on
application.—The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

9 riCiO OOCi ^l^EDLING THORN QUICKS,
^^yjKJyJ ^yjyjxJ one-year old, in bed, from 3 inches to

12 inches high, strong plants, free from mildew.
500,000 LARCH from IS inches high to 3 feet.

Samples and prices sent to any person requiring same.
Carrif^e paid to Liverpool.

George R. DAvn>R05f, Newry Nursery.

ARDY CALIFORNIAN CONIFERS, PICEA
(ABIES) AMABILIS, PICEA (ABIES) GRANBIS

—Healthy seedling Plants of the above named most beautiful

hardy Trees can bi supplied, bf'the undersigned by the dozen,
hundred, or thousan<X as also many other choice Conifers,

PRICED CATALOGUES of -which will be sent on application.

Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

BED CORN FUUM THE CHALIC.—All the best

varieties of SEED WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, ic, may
be had as usu^ of Messrs. Rayxbird & Co., of Basingstoke
juad S9, Seed ijaikefc, MariniLano, London, E.G.

Samples and prices on application.

VEGETABLE AMD AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, Re.

MESSRS PARKER ato WILLIAMS beg to
inform their friends and patrons thatthey are now pre-

pared to execute, with NEW and GENUINE SEEDS, all orders

they mav be favoured with. Their PRICED and DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE, contaming all new VEGETABLES proved
TO BE GOOD, and all the best of the older varieties, &c., will be
forwarded post free on application.

The following are particularly recommended as vahiable

additions to the mo^^t Select Collections :—Beet, Compact topped
(Short's); Broccolia, new sprouting (Lee's); Penzance White,
Mitchenson's and Winter White, (Snow's) ; Improved Brussels

Sprouts (Perkin's) ; Colewort, Rosette Cauliflowers ; Early
Dwarf, Erfurt and New Early Mammoth Celery Nonsuch,
CIvery's) ; Lettuce Alraa (Griffin's) and Moorpark.
Paradise Nurpery, Seven Sisters and Homeey Road?; Hollo-

way, London, N.

ONNING'S PERFECTION
BROCCOLI.

NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLL
CARTER'S CHAMPION CUCUMBER.
CARTER'S EXCELSIOR MELON.
AUSTRALIAN OR GOLDEN CRESS.
CARTER'S GIANT LETTUCE.
VEITCH'S PERFECTION PEAS.
EARLY HANDSWORTH POTATO.
PHEASANT'S EYE POTATO.
PERPETUAL SPINACH BEET.

Vide CARTER'S SELECT LIST OF SEEDS for 1860, which
will be sent Gratis on application to 237 and 238, High
Holbom, W.C^

GOOD SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.

SEEDS DIRECT FROM THE
GROWERS the most certain means

of preventing disapT)ointment.
SEEDS grown in Berkshire and the

adjoining Counties having obtained

great celebrity, Sutton & Sons have
'-,- made such arrangements with the great

^11 Lines of Railway as will enable them to

deliver their Goons Fbee of Carriage
to most parts of the United Kingdom.

CATALOGUES gratis and post free on
application, addressed

SUTTON AKD SONS,
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

" Reading.

PETER LAWSON akd SON
The Queen's Seedsmen and

Wood Forester.?,

respectfully announce that they have now
issued their

NURSERY CATALOGUE of FOREST
TREES, CONIFERiE, SHRUBS, &c.,

which they will be happy to forward free by
post on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W.

THE PLYMOUTH SEED, AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENT, a^^d MANURE COMPANY Liuited are

e nding out their Collection of SEEDS, which have hitherto

given satisfaction :—

No. 1. Complete Collection of Seeds for a large Garden

for one year's supply . . . . £3 Oi (W-

No. 2. Complete CoUecdonforainoderatC'Kized Garden 2

No. 3. Complete Collection for do. (small quantities) 15
No. 4. Complete Collection for a small Garden . . 15

No, 1. Carriage free to most Stations and Ports in the

Kingdom.
No. 2. Carriage free to Bi'oad Gauge Stations and Steam Ports.

No. S. Carriage free to Stations between Plymouth and

Paddington.

Address : Plymouth Seed Company, PlymQutb.

WILLIAM BARNES'S CATALOGUE fok 1860

OF KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUl-

TURAL SEEDS of the finest qiiaUty is Now Ready, and can be

had post paid on apphcation, the selection m each particular

class having been carefully mad^ and nothing but the ven

best varieties introduced. All Seeds warranted penuiue and

true to their names.—Camden Nursery, Camberweti, S.

TRITOMA UVARIA.
JAMES MARCHAM, of Earl's Court Road, OM

Brompton, S.W., having saved SEEDS of this splendid

hardy perennial plant, offers packets containing 50 Seeds for U^

200 for 2s. 6d, 500 for 55., i oz. for 20s. All orders to be pre-

paid. Seeds sown between now and the l£t of Slurch wll

flower in the autumn of the present year. ._

MARSH AND PERKINS beg to otter to tlie Trade

their Surplus Stock of PEAS of the following sorts, irom

picked samples :

—

^ L^
BECK'S PRIZETAKER 10s. per bushel

HARRISON'S GLORY „ .. .. 105.

„ PERFECTION .. .. S^.

Samples on application to 42, Drapery, Northamptom

LE CATALOGUE.

ft

PETER LAWSON A^^> SON,
The Queen's Seedsmen and "Wood

Foresters, 27, Great George Street, Westmin-
ster, London, S. W., respectfully announce the

issue of their GARDEN SEED CATALOGUE
for 1S60, which they will be happy to forward
free by post on application. Every care has
been bestowed on the selection and growth of

the various stocks, which P. L. & Son can
safely recommend as of best quality, and true

to name.

DALMAHOY EARLY POTATOES.
This excellent variety of Potato now meets with a largely

iuereased demand in England, to which it is fairly entitled.

It is considerably earlier than the Regent, and of excellent

quality. Messrs. P. L. & Son arc now prepared to send out care-

fully selected Seed, for which early oi-ders are requested ; and

which can either be executed now or in spring, as may best

suit purchasers.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.
TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, Seedsmai^- and Fxoeist,

begs most respectfully to inform his friends and purchasers

ofSEEDS generally, that his unrivalled CoUflCCion of GENUINE
AGRICULTURAL VEGETABLE and FLOWER 8EEDS, is now
ready, of which a PRICED CATALOGUE maybe had upon
appli ation.

T. B. further guarantees that every article is grown and
SFLteED with the greatest care under his own personal atten-

tion. Orders from unknown correspondents must be accom-

panied with Postage Stamps or P. 0. O.

Seed Establishment, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge, S.E.

THE TWO BEST POTATOES.
BIRMINGHAM PRIZETAKER KIDNEY.—Very early, great

cropper, and short top.

DALMAHOY.—Round, second early, and unquestionably the

best variety for general crop ; fine flavour.

CHARLES TURNER has a fine Stock of healthy

sets of the above, which are warranted as very superior.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

NEW PEAS.
Buckley's General Wyxdham |

Thorne's Rotal Britain.

HURST A^D M'MULLEM having grown a consider-

able quantity of the above iine tall late varieties of

PEAS this season, beg to offer them to the Trade only. They

have been proved to be superior to any of their class, both lu

flavour and size for the last two years, and they can confidently

recommend them. ,„,.., j
Also "Dillistone's First Early Pea," quite seven days

, earlier than any other variety, and a great bearer. Prices on

application,—Address, 0, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

^

i

f

.£

GEORGE JACKMAN 'a>'b" SONS' PRICED and

HESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1859, & SPRING»
comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds ;

New and

Selected Roses; fine varieties of American Plants; Choice mo

Rare Conifers ; Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and SpM,
and a fine stock of transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can betsa

free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.
~

STANDARD RHODODENDRONS.—Hundreds of

handsome specimens of all the choicest varieties varymg

in colour from deepest crimson to rose and pure wbite, wi^

symmetrical heads and straight stems, from 2 to 5 teet "•

height, can be supplied by
John Waterer^ American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey^^_^

CHOICE RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, AS^

CONIFEROUS PLANTS.-A CATALOGUE of GEOKtrt

BAKER'S unrivalled Stock of the above may be had onapfi-

cation, —The American Nursery, Bagshot, Sun-ey. ^

TO THE TRADE .

Q Knf\ AAAliHODODENDRONS, 2, 3,aBj

0,&UU,UUU 4year old Seedlings, to be Soldvej

cheap. Also an over stock of 4000 or 5000 Double Got^

Whins. Price sent free on application to James Smith, vt^

Dale Nurseries, near Matlock. -^

UPEUB SPECIMEN SCARLET a>'D o?l^

p^ RHODODENDRONS, from 3 to 5 feet in i^eight, aca^

4 feet in diameter, some of which are well furnished witn^^r

buds, from 3s. 6d. to 10s. 6t?. each, large and very l>^SWc
adapted for immediate e:fiect.—Wm. Wood & Son, VVoooi^

Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, iSussex.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS..
MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY anv»te»^

tention to then- Seedling RHODODENDRON^ r^
they are selling without names, and which they ^jj^^jy^t.
commend as being very superior in point of ^^^J\'|.„2| tf^'

COLOUR, and general hardiness. They are ^^^^^^-^J^j^iSi
high, and as much through, and no plants can Pf^^r;j j^ii

finer health. They will be sold at very liber^ pricw.

purchasers can select from a stock of many thousauas

Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking,jurre

RHODODENDRONS, ^j .-nn]',

JOHN WATKRER'S CATALOGUE o? iLU^
,.

SCARLET, and other choice RH0D0DENDI^^^:>
annually exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gai«"°^ JSti**
Park, is now published and will be forwarded on m^ ,

.-^

Faithful descriptions of all the esteemed "varieties wiu

defciiled.with a li«t of the popular kinds of AZALfcA3 •J,pJiQi^

AMERICAN PLANTS, as weU as a selection of COi>i^

THEES, with height and prices. t^imfliBfi

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near u^ui^^

Station, South-Western Railway.

s

rria!«
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Jiist out,

WHEELER'S LITTLE BOOK
FOR 1860.

rOST FREE FOR THREE STAMPS. GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS.
B

r^ •-«,. o f„ll f1<><iprir.tion and the price of the best sorts of Seed in cuUiraUon, and moreover states in detail the qii^ntitie

nd sort^ of GAl^DEN SEEDS, comprised iu our CELEBRATED COLLECTIONS, which we deliver CARRIAGE FREE to

^U parts of the Kingdom.

J, C. WHEELEE & SON, SEED GROWEHS, GLOUCESTER.

SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPV7ARDS of 100 YEARS.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

NOW READY AND FORWARDED FREE AND POST PAID ON APPLICATION,

BUTLER M c C U L L H'S
ANNUAL SPRING CATALOGUE

'OF

FLOWER, TREE, SHRUB, AND VEGETABLE SEEDS,
Occupying 96 8vo pages, and ai-ranged on a new and original plan, giving the Natural Order of each Genus, together with a

short note indicating its character or adaptation. To each species and variety are given the colour, duration, height, and
native country, and to soi-tsof recent introfluction or of more than ordinary value are attached useful descriptive notes.

Amongst the numerous species and varieties will be found novelties of the highest merit not quoted in any other Seed List.

To the amateiu" and professional gai-dener, therefore, we doubt not the Catalogue will be found one of the most useful

guides of the sort ever published, furnishing as it does the kind of information we have felt from long experience to be necessary
in a work of this description. ^ -

The following quotation may be taken as an example of the plan of arrangement pursued, omitting of necessity for the sake
of brevity the columnar matter exhibiting duration, height, and native country :

—

Acacia (Leguminosse).—These graceful, elegant, and highly 37. Acacia graveolens, yellow, TVillow-leaved foliage .. 1 o
ornamental plants, after rendering the greenhouse and con- 38. „ heteroclita, yellow, style of growth very
servatory gay in spring with their charming blossoms, might handsome 9
"be usefully employed in the decoration of the OTit-door 39.
garden, where their fiue foliage and habits could not fail to
attract attention. When the time comes for placing them 40.
out of doors, let them be dotted in suitable situations
about the lawn and shrubbery borders, plunging the pots to 41.
keep the soil about the roots moiat, and in order that they 42.
mi^t not suffer from drought, they should be watered 43.
occasionally. Dealbata flowers magnificently on the wall in 44.
spring, where a well drained border is afforded it; under 45.
such circumstances it stands the winter without protection, 46.
and will live and blossom evei'y season for years.

Dried specimens from many of the following varieties may be 47.

48.

15,

16.

17.

18.

19.

-20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

^G.

'27.

28.

lie.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

3«.

»»

tf

$9

77

If

$9

»1

t»

f J

f >

ft

Sf

tf

9f

Been at our Establishment, $. d,
13. Acacia aciileaticarpn, pale red, siBgularly graceful . . 9
1*- *. acutiseima, yellow^ leaves deUcately slender and

graceful *16
albicans, white, silvery foliage, most beautiful 4
asparagoides, yellow, graceful Asparagus-like

foliage 10
Bartheriana, yellow, a magnificent species .-10
Di6pinosa» yellow^ handsome (rare) ,. ..10
calamifolia, yellow. Reed-leaved (rare) . . ..26
celastrifolia, bright yellow, foUage silvery,

striking
^ .,0 6

coccinea. , ,. ,, ,^ ^_ ^^ ..26
cordifolia, yellow . . /. \\ \\ ! ! 6
cultriformis, yellow, fol silvery, very remarkable 4
aealteta, bright canary yellow, flowers and

foUage graceful 9
deltoidea, sulphur, leaves triangular, appear-

ance uniqxie 6
aentifera, yellow, charming habit^ maguificonfc

species ..

dodon lie folia, yellow, habit slender and graceful
Douglasi, yellow, habit distinct and graceful .

.

ebumea,pale yellow,ivory-like thorns,fine foKage
excelsa, vellow, slender and graceful . . . . - ^.

,

floribnnda. yellow, flowers and foUage abundant
jand beautiful fi'

floribunda pendula, yellow, graceful beyoftd
description

glandulosa, white \\ ! !

glaucescens, yellow, foliage silvery white' [\
glomerata, yellow, very pretty and graceful . ,

graiidis (true), one of the most beautiful of the
A. pulchella section, producing deep golden
balls 10

It

*f

ij

II

f>

tf

ft

ff

99

heteroclita, yellow, style of growth very
handsome . . , , .

.

HUgeli, yellow, foliage silvery white, unusually
handsome .* .. .. .. .. *.

impressa, yellow, a distinct and splendid si>ecies

(rare) 1
ixiophylla, golden balls, graceful growing species

juniperina, free floweriug, straw-coloured flowers 1

latitoha, yellow, very fine ,

9

9f f7

49. ff

c

2

6
4

6
4

6

9
3
9
4

60.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

5S.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67,

f7

ri 7f

1

ff 9f

tf

It

ff

tf

II

ff

ft

Jl

II

tf

ff

II

II

Xf

leptophylla, yellow
leucoeephala. yellow, a charming species
linifolia, yellow, combining gracefiiluess and

elegance
longilolia. yellow, long slender leaves, handsome

maguifica, one of the most splendid Acacias
in cuUis'ation. with gorgeous clusters of
bright yellow flowers, several inches inlength
(very rare)

longissima glauca pendula, a most elegant
variety, with long and graceful leaves ^th of
an inch broad, and the branches from 3 to
4 feet in length, drooping gracefully like a
Weeping Willow

lophantha, pale straw, with handsome foliage,

.

Xewmani, yellow, handsome foUage.

.

speciosa, yellow
macrophylla, sulphur, leaves broad, a noble plant 2
meisneri, yellow (fine new varietj') . ^ . . 1
nigricans, yeUow (rare), habit and foliage ex-

quisite 2
ovata, yellow, flowers and foliage singularly

handsome . . , . . . 2
oxycedrus, yellow, fine distinct variety, with

long spikes ol flowers, remarkable habit (rare)
paradoxa, deep yellow, free flowering, habit

unique . - .*

prostrata (diffusa), pale yellow, free flowering,
dwarf variety

quadrangularis, bright yellow, dwarf, free-
flowering, and beautiful

rotundifolia, yeUow, curious and graceful
sinuata, sulphur^ distinct and remarkable (very

i^are)

Sophora, yellow, splendid .

.

spectabilis excelsa, yellow, exquisite specjes
(rare) 1

strombulifera,yellow,leaves minute and beautiful
trinervata, yellow, magnificentandfreeflowering
verticiliata, yellow, elegant , . , . , . , , 2

9

9
6
4
3
4

9
4

1 6

6
3
9
6

6

2

6

2 6

2

It will be observed that the preceding list embraces one of the most extensive and magnificent collections ever offered
to the Public.

N.B. All packets of Flower Seeds sent post paid.

9

9
6

6

6

fJublLaA^IP^'i!'"^^?^^?' ^^ somewhat significant title has appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle, and other GardeningVUDucations, the followmg by no means courteous paragraph :— •
^

Van out f3>r -il *i .
""^erstana that we are the House alluded to in the paragraph just quoted, and which has evidently

will twrh-tni K-T * -1 "^'^ ^* daraagmg our commercial integrity. The kmd of reliance to be placed ou the above statement
pWsI ^»i 4'*u^^*^^°^^^^ following extract from Messrs. James Carter and Co. 'a own Seed Catalogue of 1857, ats« Ol. (See also Wholesale Catalogue, Autumn, 1858):— -.

"CARNATIOir AND PICOTEE SEEDS.

Am/inian ^^^^^"^5^ ^^^ ^^' ^^^'^ ^ffain the pleasure to tuhmit to p\iblic notice the following spUndid Collection received ft^oioi tlielr

^^^^fiowen"^^^ ^^ ^^ Amateur of first-rate abiUty). All the Seeds produce, upon a/i average, frort^ 70 to 75jjcr ce}it, of fine

^' HarmJ^^h^^^Vl\^-' ^' * ^^' ^^^^ the following in an advertisement See Gardeners' Ckronicfe, Feb, 26. lSa9, page 167:—
«a(^ tk(U mff' ^f^irname mentianed in an adveHmme,it in connection with a late correspondent. [J. C. & Co. J feel it their duty to

<*«« lAiect anJ^^^^
^^^ '^'' ^'^^/^'^^i ihe Continentai grousers direct, one of the Fi}^ have travelled during the past atUuinn with

8ui5v fu^h^^^^A ^^"^ '** every season ; the services of the corre^pondetxt juH albided to are therefore dispensed uith*'

*Co and nii^: !i
-^^ ^^^^ ^^ unnecessary to prove the intimate connexion which existed between MeasTB* Jam^s Carter

^ed ceii^^ JLt^'^^^I^^^ supplied that firm witti choice Seeds of Italian growth, and we
ffiaruntee Jif n*>, *ir'^

eulogium passed upon that gentleman, (viz. an Amateur of first-rate ability), is perhaps the best

^'^^h'e from that
^ ^^ ^^^ °^^^ ^^^* required) that we can possibly cffer to the pubUc respecting the value of the Seeds we

DWARF-TRAINED MORELLO CHERRIES,
AKn

DWARF-TRAINED APPLES.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite especial attention to
their large stock of the above, but more particularly to

the Cherries, which they feel certain are quite unsurpassed;
mnny of the Trees have from 7 to 12 branches, most regularly
and beautifully trained, and measuring 7 feet across.

Woodlands Nursery, Waresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex,

Splendid Plants of
STANDARD AND PYRAMIDAL PORTUGAL LAURELS.
T\rM. WOOD AND SON beg leave particularly to
T T recommend the above to parties planting who may be

desirous of producing an immediate effect in their gardens and
pleasure grounds.
The Standards vary from 3 to 6 feet iu height, and the

diameter of the heads*from 2 to 4 feet.

The Pyramidal Plants are perfect specimens, ranging from
4 to 8 feet in height. Prices will be given on application,

^Yoodlan ds-^ Nursery^ IMaresfield , near Uckfield, Sussex,

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
T\rM. WOOD AND SON invite attention to their
1 Y very extensive and superior stock of the above, which

they feel certain are unsurpassed in the Trade,

Dwarfs, from 48 pots per dozen 9^, to VU.
„ in O-inch or 24-pots , . ,

.

„ 24«. to 30tf-

Specimen Plants, in S-inch i>ots, for exhibition, each, S^. 6ti. to 5j,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on appUcation.
Woodlands Nursery^ Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW ROSES FOR i860-
Woodlands Ndrserv, Mabesfield^ near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON will be prepared to famish
early in April good strong Dwarf Plants in x>ots of the

undernamed new Roses at 5«. each, retail, and 3U5. per dozen
to the trade.

HYBRID PERPETUALS.
Alexandrine do Belfroy
Admiral Nelson
Belle de Bi>urg-la^Reine
Duchesse de Magenta
Eugene Appert
Gloire de Lantenay
Louis Quatorze
Maiiame Boll

Madame Eugene Verdier
Madame Charles Crapelet
Madame Louise Carique
Madile, Eugfene Verdier
Mdlle. Bonnaire

Montebello
Princesse Clothilde
Princesae Imperial©
S^natour Vaisse
Souvenir de Montceaux
Triomphe de Lyon
Triomphe de Bagatelle
Vainqueur de Solferino
Victoire de Magenta
Victor Verdier

TEA-SCENTED,
Dxic de Magenta
Miidame de Sertot
Madame Blachetw

ff

^B addiUon to the i^bove the following has appeared in last week's Garden

"MO-ino *„!;3 f" ^';<»wti^-''< that the public wUl fu,nt/ Uiidersland the object

trs^ Chronicle :—
0/ a House that has recently gone into tU Seed Trg.de

s name:answer to thia statement the heading of our Advertisement will be sufficient.

ILD'S ORION MELON ... fer packet Xs.Od.
WILD'S PRIMULAS .... „ 2 6

WILD'S CUCUMBER „ 10
WILD'S (GILSON'S GLORY) PEA .. „ 6
Agent for Robertson's Wizard Strawbcny; Tisher, Holmes,

feCo.'a Early Potato; Griffin's Alma Lettuce; Page & Too-
good's Blight Composition.

Thos. Wild, The Frimulary, Ipswich.

AKAUCAKIA lAlliKlCATA, very fiue plants, from
1 to 2 feet.

CEDRUS DEOBARA, 2 to 3 feet.

CEDRUS DEODARA ROBUSTA, a vei-y fiue variety, IJ to 3 ft*

CUPfiESSUS FA8TIGIATA, 2 to 3 feet.

LAMBERTIANA, Z feet.

MACROCARPA, 3 feet.

THUJA AUREA, the golden Arbor-vitee, extra fiue plants,

from 1 2 to 15 inches.

W"**. Wood t, Son will be happy to furnish prices of the
above on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

CATALOGUE.
YOUELL AND CO.'S GENERAL and DESCRIP-

TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now
ready, and will be sent free on application.

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifer?,
Shrubs, as well as all the newest introductions in Soft-wooded
Plants.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

^pO THE MANAGERS OF PUBLIC SQUARESand
X PARKS.—The Subscribers have 300 to 400 large bushy
PURPLE LILACS, 6 to 7 feet in height, well adapted for im-
mediate effect, which they can offer at a low price, also a
(Quantity of bushj Evergreen PRIVETS.—J. Wood & Soss,
Old Kent Road. S.E.

SELECT NURSERY STOCK AT REDUCED PRICES.

WILLIAM JACKSON AND CO.,Bedale, Yorkshire,
beg- to offer the foliowin? at the very low prices annexed,

having a soil peculiarly suitable for the growtli of all kinds of
Trees and Shrubs. They are generally well rooted, and possess
a stamina of hardy constitution seldom equalled in Niu-^eries.

12 scarlet and white Cydoniajaponica ., .. £0 9

12 scarlet new Persian Lilacs, very fine 12
12 scarlet jiew Persian Lilacs, standards .

.

. . 18

12 great flowered Lilacs, splendid variety, do. do. . . 12
12 Berberis Darwinii, very handsome . . 9s. to 12
12 best hardy Ghent Azaleas, 2 feet, with flower buds 10
12 Kalmia latifolia, new scarlet, very handsome,

flowers freely in the north, from layers
12 splendid Rhododendrons, by name, 1 to 2 feet, neat

growers, mostly with flower buds, scarlet, deep
crimson, blush, and shaded salmon, bushy strong
plants (per 100, 5^.)

12 best Tree Paeonia. of sorts, flowering plants

12 best Pceonia albifiora, in fine varieties, rich rose
scented

12 Standard Roses, best varieties (per 100, 37.) 9i. to 12
12 Dwarf Roses,udded, best varieties (per 100, 2^.).. 9

12 Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 5 feet (per 100, 51.) . . . . 1

100 Roses, good strong planft, on own roots ., ,.1
100 do. do. Williams, double yellow ditto .. .. 2

100 evergreen and flowering Shrubs, 2 of a sort .. 2

100 Arbor-vitse, 4 to 5 feet, fine plants, grown singly . . 3

100 Tews, 4 to 5 feet, perfect trees, very strong. , . . 4
100 Tree Box, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet, strong plants . . 8

100 Rhododendron campanulatum, 1^ to 2 feet, on own
roots, very bushy, strong phints 6

TRANSPLANTED FORE-ST TREES, per 1000.

Tyroles© Larch, 2 to 2i feet, 12». 6rf. ; 2 to 3 feet, 15*.

;

3 to 4 feet, 205.

Norway Spruce Fir, 1 to 2 feet, 25s. per 1000.

True Memel Pine Fir, IJ to 2 feet, 15*. per 1000.

^ FRUIT TREES, per dozen.

Vpricots, trained, best Moorpark, strong plants

Apples, standard (per 100, 40#. to 60*.), and at P». to

Cherries Pears, and Plums, standards . . . . 12«. to

Cherries, Mayduke and Morella, truucd , strong

A.sparagu8, Giant, transplanted into lines. 3 yM» old,

strongplant8(3«. per 100), per 1000

fieakale 3 years old, 3f. ; 4 yeai-s old. per 100 .

.

A lai^e quantity of ORNAMENTAL TREES and CONI-

FERS will be sold cheap.

The Trade supplied ou reasonable terms. All goods nrc

delivered free on the Railway. Large quantities of our Nursery

Stock sent annually into the Southern Counties, and rtfLrences

to customers are kindly permitted.

2 2

1
1 10

12

5
2

a 2
12
IS
13

1 5
4
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BIRCH
ALBER
"WITHY, &c.

Planting doue by

H.

FOREST TREES.
JOHN WATERER 1ms to offer upwards of a

HuBdred Thousand of each of the following, from 2 to

4i feet high, and all good rooted :

—

CHESNUT
I

LARCH
HAZEL ASH
SCOTCH 1 LAURELS

Samples with prices sent on application.

contract.—The American Nursery, B^shot, Surrey.

FOREST TREES, ic.

AXB R. STIRZAKER have to offer a very

large quantity of the above good quality and well-rooted.

Prices to the Trade on application.

Ash, 2 to 3 feet, Ut. 6d.; 3 to 4 feet, 17«. 6tl. ; 4 to 6 feet, 30s.

. per 1000.

Birch, 11 to 2 feet, 20». ; 2 to 2J feet, 30s. per 1000.

Ohesnut, Horse, 2 to 3 feet, 25*. ; --3 to 4 feet. 35«. per 1000.

Larch, 2 to 2i feet, 155. ; 2J to 3 feet, 17«. CcZ. ; 3 to 4 feet,

25«. per 1000. ,„^„
Sycamore, li to 2 ft., 145. ; 2to 3 ft., 165. ; 3 to 4 ft., 205. per 1000.

Solanum capsicastrum , 1 year old, good plants, 9(1. each, or

85. per dozen.—The Nurseries, Lanc;ister.

' WAIOEN AND TRAINED FRUIT TREES.

JOHN ADAMS and CO., NrESERTMEN, Brentford,

beg to call the attention of the trade and the public gene-

rallv to a fine stock of MAIDEN PEACHES and NECTA-
RINES, DWARF AND STANDARD TRAINED PEACHES,
NECTARINES, and APRICOTS, STANDARD and DWARF
TRAINED MAYDUKE and MORELLO CHERRIES, and
GREENGAGE PLUMS; all of which are strong, full-trained

threes, and cannot fail to give universal satisfaction. Prices to

be had on application.—Brentford, Middlesex. Jan. 28.

OHN GKlGOli AND CO., Ntrseeies, Forres,

Scotland, have for sale several millions strong l-yoar

Seedling LARCHES, 1 and 2-year Seedling true native High-

land Scotch PINE, DEODARS, &c.

J. G. & Co. have received the numerous premiums awarded
by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland for the

cultivation of the true native Highland Scotch Fir, and their

present stock is raised from seed collected in the celehi-ated

native foreste of Strathspey. PRICED LISTS on application ;

and the Trade supplied at the wholesale rates.

SURPLUS STOCK,
JOHN CRANSTON offers the following TREES,

,whieh are well grown, and hare been repeatedly

transplanted :

—

SILVER FIRS.—3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to S, S to 10, 10 to 12,

12 to 14 feet. The larger sizes take up with balls of earth, and
are really fine specimens.
WEYMOUTH PINES, 6 to 8 and 8 to 10 feet. Very fine and

' well furnished.
• TURKEY OAK, 8 to 10, 10 to 12. 12 to 14 feet.

CHICHESTER ELMS, WYCH ELMS. SYCAMORE,
BLACK ITALIAN POPLAR, WEEPING BIRCH, from 8 to

14 feet in height.
The whole of the above are to be cleared this season, and will

therefore be offered at low prices by the 100 or doz. as required.

Prices given upon application.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

FOREST AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, Ic,

THOMAS IMRIE and SONS, Nursektmen, Ayr,
beg to inform their customers and the Trade generally,

that they have on hand the following well-grown plants, viz. :

—

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
300,000 Larch, 2-yr., 2-yY^ 24 to

SJft.
20.000 do., 2-yr., 3-yr., 4 to
5 ft.

400,000 Scotch Fir, 1-yr., 2-yr.

200,000 do. 2yr., 2yr.
400,000 Spruce Fir, 2-yr., 2-yr.,

12 to 18 inches.
500,000 Thorns, 2 and 3-yr.,

strong.

SEEDLINGS.
20,000 Oak, 1-yr., drilled

20,000 Portugal Laurel, 1 ft.

10,000 do. do., 2Jto4ft.
20,000 Common Bays, 1 to 3 ft

80,000 Alder, '2 to 4 ft.

100,000 Beech. IJ to 3i ft.

20,000 Oak, 2i to 3.^ ft.

100,000 Oak, li to2^ft.
20,000 Ash, 2 to 3i ft.

10,000 Elm, 3 to 4 ft.

50,000 Plane, 2 to 3 ft.

20,000 Privet, 2i to 3 ft.

4"00,000 Larch, 2-yr., 1-yr., 12

to 20 inches.

10,000 Ash, 2-yr.

600,000 Beech, 2 and 3-yr.,

drilled

1,000,000 Norway Spruce, 2-yT.

60,000 Rhododendrons, 6 inches to 4 feet,

and other Evergreens in great variety.

DWARF-TRAINED APPLES. PEARS, PEACHES. NEC-
TARINES. AND APRICOTS, RIDER-TRAINED PEACHES,
NECTARINES and APRICOTS.

20,000 GOOSEBERRIES. | 5000 SEAKALE.
50,000 ASPARAGUS, 1. 2, and 3-year8.

Prices on application.

SEED CATALOGUE Sent Post Free on Application.

C^
ARAWAY, MAYES, and CO.'S DESCRIPTIVE

iT LIST of all the best and newest varieties of Garden and
Flower See'is, the best new Peas, Lee's new White Sprouting
Broccoli, fine new Melons, Cucumbers, &c. Collections for
large or small Gardens, loj., 20s., 30<., 40s.. SOs. to 60*. ; con-
taining all the most useful and approved kinds, the growths
of which are all proved before being sent out.

G., M., ft Co. also beg to call attention to their lar^e stock of
all the most approved kinds of Fruit Trees, fine trained
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. Extra large dwarf trained
Pcam, Plums, and Cherries, Ac. A very large stock of Larch,
Scotch Spruce, and other Forest Trees, Evergreens, and
Flowering Shrub«, Conifene, American Plants, &c., separate
CATALOGUES of which they will forward post free on
application.—Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol. Jan. 28.

MESSRS. WATERKR and GODFREY respectfully
refer planters to the following LISff of well-known goo4
hardy Plants :

—

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, IBfoot, stout, healthy, 51. per 100;
larger, up to S feet.

CEDRUS DEODARA,
2J to 3 feet, very handsome, lOL per 100

;

larger, in any qu.antity, up to 10 and 15 feet.

riCEA N0B1LI3. Seedlings, in quantity, 1 foot, stout.
Ditto larger and in every way perfect plants, up to 4 feet.

NORDMANNIANA, from seed, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.
PINSAPO, 2i to 34 feet, and as much through.

Ditto magnificent r>lants, 8 and 10 feet high.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, fine bushy seedling plants,

2J feet high.
JUNIPERUS, CHINESE, 3 feet up to 8 and 10 feet.

IRISH, 5. 6. and 7 feet.

TEWS, IRISH, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

GOLDEN, from 2 to 7 and 8 feet. •
COMMON ENGLISH, in large quantities, 4 to 6, 7,
and S feet.

THUJA AUREA.—Several hundred magnificent specimen."!,

3, 4, and 5 feet high, and measuring 10 to 15 feet in cir-
cnmferenco.

THUJOPSIS CJEBEOLIS. ^ to 3 feet.
WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA. all from seed, U to 3 feet,

and as wide.
HOLLY, GREEN, in quantities. 5, 6, andS ft. ; VARIEGATED,

especially the best gold striped, of nil sizes, up to (J feet.
All the jplants referred to in this adverUsement were removed

I*

tr

SUTTON'S BERKSHIRE HERO PEA.—
Wholesale Seedsmen from whom this celebnited Pea can

be obtained :

—

Nutting & Sons, 60, Barbican, E.G.

Eatt, Kutley, & Co., 412, Strand, W.C.
Charlwood & Cummins, Covent Garden, W.C.
Noble,. Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street, E.C.

Minier, Nash. & Nash, 60. Strand, W.C,
Hurst & MeMuUen, G, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Sutton & Sons, the originators of this new large Pea, retain

in their own possession a stock for retailing. The price is

2s. Qd. per quart. Early orders will be necessary.

Royal Berkshire Reed Establishntcnt, Reading.

NEW PEA.
NUTTING AND SONS havinp^ purchased the Stock

of a NEW DWARF WRINKLED MARROW PEA,
raised by Dr. Maclean, offer it for distribution in pint packets

at 28. each. Nutting & Sous will grow it this season for next

year's supply.
This Pea is remarkable for its earliness as a wrinkled Mairow,

dwarf habit (2 feet), fine flavour, and great productiveness.

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E.C.

THE BEST LETTUCE IN ENGLAND.
COTTRELL'S NEW BATH COS, 1*. per packet.

If not good the money will be returned. Also may be
had True Cottrell's Champion 'Cabbage, 6d. per ounce.

Cottrell's Sebastopol and Cottrell's Wonder Peas, 9d. per

quart.
Before ordering your Seeds, getCOTTRELL'S PRICE SHEET

and LIST (for one stamp).—Wholesale and Retail Seed Ware-
house, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

ASPARAGUS.
YOUELIi AND CO. having a large Stock of the

above growing on the Sea Coast, of the finest quality,

beg to offer it at the following prices :

—

ASPARAGUS, GIANT, two years . . . . 2.5. 6d. per 100.

three years., .. Ss.'6rf.

four years, for forcing 5t. Od.

RHUBARB.—]\Iyatt's Victoria, Myatt's Linn?eus, Mitchell's

Royal Albert, strong roots, Ss. per dozen.
Hawke's Champagne Rhubarb, 9s. per dozen.

Salt's Crimson Perfection do., IS-?, per dozen,"

Scarlet Nonpareil do., 18s. per dozen.
Articliokes, Globe and Pine-apple shaped, 6s. per dozen.
Dioscorea Batatas (Chinese Potato), Gs. per dozen.
All orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Can-iage Free to

London, Manchester, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any
Railway Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

NEW AND KARE VEGETABLES, ETC.

CHARLES TURNER begs to direct attention to
the following very desii-able varieties, the majority of

which he had the honour of introducing to the public :

—

PEAS.
MACLEAN'S ADVANCER.—Early Wrinkled Marrow. The

most useful Pea yet raised. 2 feet.

MACLEAN'S ESSEX RIVAL. — Second Eariy Wi-inkled

Marrow ; 26 inches.

MACLEAN'S MIGNON.—Early Dwarf Marrow; 18 inches.

MACLEAN'S PROLIFIC— Second Early Wrinkled Marrow,
fine ; 26 inches.

VEITCH'S PERFECTION.—Late Wrinkled Marrow; 3 feet.

ECLIPSE RUNNER BEAN.—Very prolific, and fine flavour.

Highly recommended.
THE FROGMORE FORCING CAULIFLOWER, or EARLY

MAMMOTH.—Early, large, close, and fine. Much the best
Cauliflower.
MELVILLE'S INCOMPARABLE BROCCOLI.—A fine white,

will produce close heads 30 inches in circumference.
LEE'S NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI.—Highly

recommended.
THE FROGMORE PROTECTING BROCCOLI.—An excel-

lent hai*dy late kind. Dwarf, and great size.

IMPROVED PURPLE CAPE BROCCOLI. — Hardy and
firm, September to April, if sown in successions.

THE ROSEBERRY BRUSSELS SPROUTS.—A fine variety.

TURNER'S ECLIPSE CABBAGE.—Large, dwarf, and early.

GIANT OR AYTON CASTLE LEEK.—Very large, and miid.
STANSTEAD WINTER CABBAGE LETTUCE.—The best

for autumn and winter supply.
TURNER'S COTTAGERS' KALE.—WeU known; seed from

the original stock.
TURNER'S SCARLET GEM MELON. — The best of its

class, and the most easilv grown.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

The Royil Nurseries. Hlouch.

NEW CUCUMBER-" CLAPHAMDEFlANCr;
pHARLES SOUTHBY in sending out the iKJ begs to remark that it was raised by Mr Barton r L *

to Mrs. Wild, Clapham Common, and exhibited bv h'^^^
season at the Surrey Amateur Floricultural Society' ^.^'
where it obtained a Certificate of Merit and wonM ^°'"'

received First Prize, but the rules of tlie Society forbid
^^^

the exhibitor not bein^ a subscriber. Mr C Jessi
^^'^'''"

Secretary, wi-ites;—"This Cucumber shownbyMr Kat
*^*

the finest specimen out this season, admired by all at ihp^v
'*

It is an hybrid between Himalaya and Alliance but a
**"

improvement on either of the above, being much more h^*
greater cropper, and stands winter forcing well • in fla^ •^'

is unsurpassed ; lengih 24 to 30 inches ; is. 6,i[ per nl^?
'^

double packets, -2.". (jd.—Cuarles Southby, Clanham g ^J
HENRY'S PRIZE HYBRID LEEK?

*

L

NEW CUCUMBER " RIFLEMAN," a fine long
hybrid Cuctnnber, fit for exhibition purposes. This is one

of the finest varieties ever j'et offered to the public, a splendid
Black Spine, length 26 to 29 inches, a very free setter, and an
abundant bearer, canying its bloom well, and will be sure to
give every satisfaction to all purchnsers. Price 2«. 6d. per pckt.
DR. LIVINGSTONE CUCUMBER, sent out for the first

time last season, a first-rate variety. Is. Gd. per packet.
Also the following fine CUCUftlBEliS can be supplied at Is.

per packet :—Gen. Outram, Perfection, Sir C. Campbell, Gen.
Cani-obert, Phenomena, Ipswich Standard, Lord Kenyon, Essex
Hero, Victory of Bath, Gordon's White Snine, Sunderland
Wick, Hunter's Prolific, Mills's Jewess, Cheltenham Surprise,
Manchester Prize. Sion House, Cuthill's Black Spine, Con-
queror of the West, and Lvnch's Star of the West.
NEW MELON "EMPRESS," a superb new hybrid variety

crossed between the Broraham Hall and Golden Perfection. It
is a green flesh, very handsome shape, beautifully netted, thin
akin, flesh very solid, and of a most delicious flavour—weight
of fruit 2i to 34 lbs. ; the advantage it has is if planted at the
same time as its parents, it will ripen its fruit a fortnight
earlier. Seed, 2«. fxl. per packet.
QUEEN OF THE WEST MELON, sent out for the first tim

last season, la Qtl. per packet.
Also the following fine varieties of MELQNS at 1*. per

packet :~M*K wen's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet-Flesh Gen. Have-
lock. M'Ewen's Anmdel Hybrid Green-Flesh Monro's Crystal
Palace, Hero, Monro's Golden Gage, The Queen, Orion. Go'lden
Drop, Greengage, Bromham Hall, Incomparable, Golden Ball,
Bowood, Victory of Bath, Cashmere, Cunerton Court. Beech-
wood, Windsor Prize, Emperor, Fleming's Hvbrid, Persian,
B!ackairs Green Flesh, Bailey's ditto. Snow's Hybrid, Golden
Perfection, and Scarlet King.
A packet of any var. of CUCUMBER marked at 1«., sent

with a pkt. of Rifleman for 3*.

A pkt. of any var, of MELON marked at a Is., sent with a
pkt of Empress for 3».

A pkt. of Cucumber Rifleman and a pkt. of Empress
Melon for 4«.

Extra fine mixed HOLLYHOCK seed, saved from all named
vars.. 1ji. per pkt.
EARLY EMPRESS CELERY, the finest ever yet scut out.

It. per pkt.
Tiley-s SOLID WHITE CELERY, Bd. per pkt.
DELFIIfNlUM FORMOSUM, M. per pkt.
DIGITALIS, or FOXGLOVE, 20 vars.. Qd. per pkt.
A remittance must accomp.my all orders in cash or penny

postage stamps.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD,NuESEUiMEK andSrrnqvrv
17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, having sl,„7?

the whole stock of the above from Mr. Henry, are now sendi
it out in pnckets at Is. postage free. Tliis variety has c-ainM
upwards of 30 firet prizes within the last two years, and obH i

the first and second prizes at the Edinbiu-gh Hortienit'i^ .

Society's Winter Show on Dec. 6, 1S59, the Leeks theneW
being described as extraordinary samples of culinary produw
measuring 7 inches in circumference and blanched r,ji

12 inches. ^^

AING'S MAMMOTH RED CELERYT^T^g
largest and best flavoured Celery known, and will notnm to seed until the second year. (See former advertisemea-

i

Packets, Is. each ; large trade do., 3s. Qd,
""'

New Australian Cress, 6d. per packet ) per post pre-paii
Cottager's Kale, true, G(;. per packet j Postage stampg r^

eeived in payment.—Roj^al Nursery, Great Yarmcuth.^ H-rf '»^ *—i^
WM. IVERY has great pleasure in oflTerincr ijig

NONSUCH CELERY, being far superior in gavour to

any other variety in cultivation, U. per packet; price per lb

to the Trade upon application. Many testimonials have been

received, too numerous for insertion. The two following are

among the number, which W. I. thinks will be a sufficient

guarantee to those unacquainted with this superior variety :-
" Park Hill, Streatham, Feb. 8, 1858.

** Dear Sir,—If the Celery under the name of Nonsuch which

I see you are advertising is the same you gave me plant* ol

last season, I shall be greatly obliged if you would sendmei
large packet of it, as I am so pleased with it that I do not think

I shall grow any other if I can obtain that.—Yours truly,

"Thos. Page, Gr. to W. Leaf, Esq."

"Casina Cottage, Dulwich Hill, Dec. 20, 1859.

"Mr. Ivery, Sir,—Please send me a large packet ofyjur

Nonsuch Celery, as I intend growing no other variety, ha?iig

tried many different sorts, but find yours much Buperior tc

them all, inasmuch as it keeps longer and is of better flavour.

—Yours truly, George Young, Gr. to W. H. Stone, Esj,"

Also IVERY'S NONSUCH LETTUCE, Is. 6d. per pack«t,tl»

best summer variety in cultivation.

Hanover Nur-'^ery, Peckham, near Tjondon, S.E.

FOX COVERT.
MORRISON AND SON, NUKSEETlTEy, kt,

Montcoffer, Banff, N.B., can supply noblemen and gentle-

men planting coverts with fine 2-year old GORSE or FDKZE

PLANTS at 7$. 6d. per 1000.

Also fine plant* of MAHONIA AQUIFOLIUM and LET-

CESTERIA FORMOSA, the best plants for pheasant food.

NEW STRAWBERRY, WIZARD OF THE NORTH.

DANIEL ROBERTSON, Linside Nueeeet.

Paisley, continues to supply the above named suprt

variety at 635. per 100, or 9s. per dozen, the usual discount to

the trade. Having a large stock of the Wizard, Nureerjioo

and Market Gardeners ordering in quantity will be dealt wfth

on favourable terms. As much imposition is being practiw

in thenameofthe Wizard,purcha8ers are warned that they ought

to see the drawing of it in the hands of any one from whm
they buy plants, as all parties selling the genuine variety wH

be furnished with a drawing. For description, &c., see fomer

advertisements.
D. R. cannot supply any more plants of Nonsuch thisseasra.

Daniel Robertsok. Linside Nui-serj% Paisley, N.B.—Jaivff.

J.

*

A SCOTT, of Leigh Park Gardens, Havant, bfg?

• resnectfully to acquaint the nobility, clergy, and rnSry

of the neighbourhood of Chichester, and all patrons of Hmu-

culture that he has taken the undermentioned old establtsiiM

Nursery, conducted so many years by (the proprietor) »r.

Silverlock, and lately by Mr. Graham, and trusts by tidei)^^

and prompt attention to all orders to merit a ccntiniuncep.

that patronage so liberally bestowed on his predecessor. Tr
North Gate Nursery, Chichester.—Jan. '28. w

t

TO THE TRADE.
Fine healthy Hollyhocks, ready for isimediate delivwt.

BOWLER AND WARD have a large stock of}^
plants, consisting of the finest varieties in cultivate

and will be glad to supply the Trade in quantities at moo.

below the usual trade discount. (Price on apphcaflwo

They wish to acquaint their friends and the Trade S^fjz^
that their stock has never been subject to disease, anaeToj

plant is gtiaranteed perfectly healthy.
Ipswich Rosery, Foxhall Road. Ipswich,

ESSRS. J. & H. BROWN oflerth^ t>>l|^

selection of choice PLANTS, which they will I«wj

to any part :

—

Andromeda floribunda, winter flowering, per doz. ..

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of as-^-rt,

on their own roots, by name, well set for bloom,

fine f»r beds or pot culture f«r forcing
25 Azaleas, hardy American varieties, do. do. •

12 hardy Rhododendrons, including red, white, ana

rose colour • • ;

'

Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 2 f^et, for i>Q^

per dozen.

-

New Yellow Rhododendrons, each, 3«. f^d- to..

Roses, best sorts, StAudards and Half-standar- s,

per dozen, 12-9. to

# •

• t

15

15 »

doi. V»
Climbing Roses ot best sorU, rapid growers, per aoa.

^^ ^

!^•A^^if^J!^fil^%*J«^"tI^^>?*^'"'*''^*'^^^^^''"^
' Edward TiLEY. Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,With perfect safety.—Knap Hili N nrsery. near Woking, Surrey.

. Abbey Church Yard, Bath.

6 fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort n *<»

Greenhouse Azaleas, fine varieties, i>er doz., 10*. t«.-

Camellias, best double varieties, well set ^'•'^

buds, per dozen
24 Epaeris and Ericas, one of a sort, in small pots •

Hyacinths rjnd other Dutch Bulbs of all kinds, cheap.

FRUIT TREES. ^,^^Fme Standard and Dwarf-ti-ained Peaches, >«^
rines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, and F*"^
each, 25. 6d. ; or per dozen .. .. •*

liv
Dwarf plants of all the above kinds, grown csr<>J''*^

for pot culture in orchard-houses. Ac., P«r J;*r
Best sorts of Gooseberries, CuiTauts, and i^^r

berries, per dozen
Mulberries, Medlars, Quince, and Walnuts, cacn ••

Filberts, Red and Thin-shell, per dozen
Choice Grape Vines from eyes and byer^, ^*-^"5' j.
Evergreen Shrubs and ornamental Trees ofaU »^"*T*

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, LondoD, -

M*
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stock cmunices^u^
recent introduction worthy of cultiva-

SEEDSincIadmg every
Asters, which for so many yeai^ have

* ""
cfJh^eS satisfaction, wiU be found ow ng to the late

given such general ^
.

j quality. All seeds sold at
Erilliant summer very supeno ^ ^ ^^^^ -^^^ ^o
Us l^«t^b^^'^"'^"^^^ssTv for him by a Sardinian Correspon-

r?i?' I^r^ heTnTeL^iUas rule t^o purchase each sort of
dent in Italy, as ne

growers in climes most congenial to the
Bead

?»>y,/^^'"J^fection J. K. does not advise Collections of
bringing it to perfection. ^

^ ^ ^^^ recommendM by
VegcUbles BO generauy^

invariably found that more than

^T.^^v."! .?Ss s^PpUed must turnout useless, and in lieu

«^nlw ^Sm^^dsWies make their own selections, or

!^r«ntfaidr gardeners, to whom as professional men such

iS.'."iS?imenSJe gratuitous insu^ J. K. having received
- •d«rt'^.'rS^re<;?ecti^^^ the destruction of the Turnip crops by

tTe'\^te fS. tres this opportunity of offenng his services in

n^uring genuine Linseed cake from the be.t manufacturers.

Kt Befns (beneficial for sheep) Lentils Indian Corn.

iS Vetches, finest seed Chevalier Barley Grasses of every

SpUon separate or mixed, Trefoil, Lucerne. Holcus

^1.S^ (w^th Treatise
<>\^l^%Zt'rcV'^OGUi^^

Grassi &c., on most reasonable terms. CAlALOtiULS on

application. ^

CUOiCK FLOWER SEb:i>S.—Six packets of the

following select ANNUALS will be forwarded, post free,

on receipt of 3-J postage stamps, viz. :—Eucnida cartonioides,

Phlox Drumraondii (new crimson), Portulacca (4 vars.), Lobeha

speciosa, Acrycliuium roseum, and Zmma elegans.

In answer to inquiries, J. B. intends sending out his CAL-
CEOLARIA "YELLOW DEFIANCE" the first week in

March.—John BfXToy, Florist. Wandsworth Road, S.W.

ESCKIPTIVE CATALOGUKS of FKUIT
TREES, FOREST TREES and SHRUBS, GARDEN

AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, are now really and

will be sent to all applications by J. Scx)tt, Men-iott Nurseries,

Crewkeme, Somerset.
N.B. Fine specimen Irish TEWS, DEODARS and other

CEDARS, WELLINGTONIAS, ARAUCARIAS, CRYPTOME-
RIAS, and other clioice Coniferte . Prices very moder:ite.

SCOTLAND.
WDRUMMONI) AND SONS, Seebsmi:n, Stir-

• ling, N.B., beg to intimate that their "ihort and
sensible" DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may be had post free on
application.
- K.B. All parcels of Seeds, with certain limitations, are deli-

vered ciLiTiage free to the principal Shipping Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the United Kingdom.—Seed Warehouses.
Stirling, N.B,, and 58, Dawson Street. Dublin.

NEW SEED CATALOGUE.
~"

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE beg to
inform their friends and the public that their

NEW DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1860
may now be had post free on apnhcation.

Mr. John Lek continues to devote himself especially to this
Important branch of their buHincss, for which their house has
been so long celebrated in the selection of SEEDS from the
inost genuine stocks at home and abroad.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, TTammcrsmith, Tvondon, W.

ExPERiENCKD GARDENERS Rkcommkndfd.
"' GARDEN SEEDS.

'THOArAS KENNEDY and CO.. Ntjhsebymen and
* ScEDUCEN, Dumfrfes. are now prepared to execute orders
for VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, and will bo glad to
forward their NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE postage
free to any address.
Fhejc Delivcrt.—All parcels of Seeds above 30,*. value will

be deUvereil free of carriage to the chief Railway stations in
England and Scotland and principal steam ports in Ireland.

W~~
NOTICE.

ILLLVM CHATER informs liis friends that in
consequence of the late severe frost (which has killed

the gr^t«8t part of the plants), ho nrust decline sending out
the undern.amcd superb named Double HOLLYHOCKS, viz :

I^nora, Competit^.r, Satirist, Hon. Katherinc Neville, Im-
perial. Margaret, Field Marshal, and optima.

All orders W. C. lias received will be carefully booked and
rehired till he Is enabled to execute the same.VB—W. C. possesses a large stock of the older varieties
•nd other finest new varictica in his Catalogue, which he
trusts to be able to supply in the spring.

Grove yurserles, Saffron Walden, Es'^t.

GENERAL SEED E ST A B L I SH E NT,
SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

Seeds of the new crop supplied of the choicest in cultivation
aad at the lowest prices for &rst quality.
CATALOGUES sekt frek, which contain the beat new

Vegetables and Flower Seeds, with much valuable information
for culture.

COLLECTION'S of VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Tlwae of which the Collections consist are stated in the

Catalogue, comjirising many new and valuable sort*. The col-
lections will be found the cheapest offered

—

No. 1, 60#. ; No. 'J, 40». ; No. 8, 25f. ; No. 4, 15i. ; No. 5, 10*. Cd.
Lee's New White SproTiting Broccoli, 2f ed. per packet
New Champion of England Broccoli, very large and last of

the summer Broccolis, 1*. per packet.
Large Giant Madeira Onion, 8d. per ox ; New Australian

Cress, sa. per oz. ; Large Rouen Leek, largest grown. Is. pcroz.
Improved large White C'>s Lettuce, very superior in size and

•Piwity. splendid. 3«. per oz,

w^.T. ^™pion «^ Scotland, Thome's Royal Britain, and
Veiteh's Perfection Pea.s.

8PERGULA PILIFERA SEED, packets 6.?., U., 2*. f<i,™ ?*• ! »«o * 1«^ "tock of the plants supplied in any
qttnUty, with instructions.

'

OOLLECTiONS of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
(Post free with instructions.)

**«???•**'""* contain the novcUfI* of the seMon, and
I ftn?^* *• *^^^ "^ ^^^ Catalogue.

JAJL-i^^'^'^*^-"^'
containing novelties, 100 v.aricties,

't -TJnifv ^-^J ,f°
7^*'^''''^ ^- «*'

' ^ varieties, 4,.lUKDY ANNUALS, containing ^oveltic^ 100

^
**; varieties, 12#, W.; SO varieUcs, 8$. 6d.

;

GBEBNfiouSE ANNUALS, containing novelUefc 20
'i!*"". "• W- ; 1« varieties. 5$.

JWsJ^ 40^'"***^ "**" "*^^*' Half-hardy, and Greenhouse

^TJwmVaricties of Hardy, Half-hardy, and Greenhouse

"O^^r'oR SPRIN^G PLANTING -A Unre and superb»K^ ^of?/**^^^"^ J*"*^®«- See Seed Catalogue.
TRLES or ALL THE CHOICE POPULAR SORTS,» number of the best of recent introduction, alsu^J Nnn«sry Stock at very low prices.'WW iu«t atid upward.) c5abriaqe Free, as see Catalogtie.

BTiPnEN BROWN, Bmmi.it and
a-adbury, Suffolk,

ft it

t*

SUPERB DOUBLE BALSAMS.
FAND A. SMITH are now sending ont SEED of

• their superb BALSAMS, which are unrivalled for size,

form, brilliancy of colour, doublenes3 of flower, and habit of
plant.
In collections of nine separate colours 2*. 6(L

mixed „ 2

,, „ half quantity., 1
The above are genuine only in our sealed packets, and

may be had of most respectable Nurserymen and Seedsmen in
the United Kingdom.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

O B E RT N EA L,, Is urseeyman, AVaiidsworth
Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well-selected stock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS,ORNAMENTAL TREES.AMERICAN PLANTS.
FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARF
ROSES of every description. A large stock of BOX-LEAF
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to G ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds

;

LEAF MOULD. The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Clapham
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Ciystal Palace Line.

H O I C B ^ E E D S.

Asters (Bottoridgc's), fine quilled, in 12 distinct varieties,

with hints for their culture, 2i. 6d.

Celosia aurea pyramidalis, 2s. 6d.

,, crimson variety, 2s. 6d.

Cineraria, from finest named kinds, 2s. 6t/,

Diantlius sinensis Heddewigi, 28. 6d.

„ „ laciniatus, 25. 6d.

Hollyhock, mixed, from finest named sorts. Is. 6d,
Pink, from choice show flowers, It. Gd,

Primula sinensis fimbriata, mixed, 2s. 6c?.

Pelargonium, large, French and f;\ncy, 25. Gd. each.
Rhododendron Edgworthi, 5?.

,, ciliatum, 25. Gd.

Solanum capsicastrum, 2s. 6d,
Charles Turner, Royal Nursevies, Slough.

HOLLYHOCK 'SEED.

A PAUL AND SON bog to offer collections of their
• HOLLYHOCK SEED in sealed packets, free by post.

First Quality, 5s. per packet of about 500 Seeds, containing
12 good and distinct named sorts in 12 separate papeis, with
names and colours.

Second Quality good mixed Seed ; 1«. to'23. 6d. per packet.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

N.B. A list of SELECT Seeds free by post.
Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

F.

C

SURPLUS STOCK OF BULBS.—The following for
2ls. or half for 10«. 6c;. :—30 Hyacinths, 30 Polvanthus

Narcissus, 100 Double Tulips, 100 Single Tulips, 300 Crocus, 50
Border Narcissus, 10 Double JonqniTs, 25 l^rge Single Jon-
quils.

—

Butler & >TcCulloou, Cnvcnt Garden Market, W.O.

FLOWERING PLANTS.
AND A. SMITH have now in Bloom Azalea indict.

Cinerarias, Cyclamen, Cytisus, Deutzia gracilis, Dielytra
spejtabilis, Erica Willmorca, Leschennultia formosa, Primul,-!,

'iulips in variety, &.C., at reasonable prices; as the season
advances other varieties will be quoted.—Dulwicb, Surrey, S.

NOTICE.
R. R. A. ARNOTT, late of the firm of Messrs.
Milne, Arnott, & Co., of Vauxhall, begs to inform his

friends that he has been electtd to an appointment ia the
establishment of Messrs. Peter Lawson & Soy, and will feel

obliged by all communications intended for him being ad-
dressed to him atl, George IV, Bridge, Ediubiu-gh.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
ARLY MAZAGAN BEA

DICKSON'S FAVOURITE (EARLY) PEA.
Price on application.— "W. Minchin & Sou, Hook Norton,

Oxon.

GULMSTONE'S EaYt»TIAN PEA is sold only in
pac

M

E N S.

F

packets, signed, sealed with his arms on outs^de^ with
vignette of this delicious Pea of the time of the Pharoahs.

. ^
, ^ _ , Every packet contains the letters of Su' Gardiner Wilkinson,

R ALFRED CHANDLEK, (of the late firm of! F.U.S., the Egj-ptian traveller who presented thevaaeto the
CHANDLETiitSoNS,)2S, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, S.

j

British Museum. This ProIiQc Vegetable should invariably be
planted thus . ' • " . one in each hole, as directed within every
packet of l5., 2s, Gd., 5$., IQs. each.
%* Remember none are sold loose.—William Grimstonk,

Herbalist ; Oep6t, 52, Higb Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C

Seeds of this ex-

CHEAP PLANTS.
GODWIN", previous to removing to Lis new

H'urseries, offers as under in good plants :

—

Each—,?. rf.

Allamanda para^iayensis
Asplenium foeniculacea . -

Begonia graiidis . •

Madame AVagner .

.

picturata
Prince Troubetzkoy
Rex
splendlda

^, argentea
semperflorens

Ingrami •

.

Caladium bicolor .

.

„ pictum
Cattleya Forbesi 2^. GJ.,

Croton variegata . •

Cycas revoluta
Cypripedium barbatum .

.

ft iusigne
Dendrobinm nobile

f r

Drynaria morbilosa
Francipcea confertifolia

Gardenia radicans.

.

Geeneria cinnabarina
Donckelaari.-
densiflora

»i

* «

• *

* ft

3

1

1

1

2

f» Merki.. .. .. 1

• *

* *

Hoya camosa
,, ,, varlcgata

Hoxaccntris lutea.

.

,^ mysorcnsis ..

Ijocbena inaguifica
Meyenia erecta
Nephrolepis pectinata

„ ^ibiliites

OncidmmPapilio .*

Thuubergia grandi flora

Thyrfiacanthus rutilans
Abclia floribunda .,

tf uniliora
Acacia cultriformis

Ki-andia
fineata

„ Riceana ,. Gti,

Aphelexis maerautha )

purpurea .. . . j

ACHTMENES —Ambmifle

* «

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

5
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6
6
€

€

G

6

C

6

6

I)

f9

« • 1

1

6
6

11

*t

*j

Each
Aphelcsis nipestris . . g. d.

sesamoides ..10
,f nova.

.

spectabilis

BoKsijea Hcndersoni
Bouvardia longifloi"a

Brachysema acumiuata
Chorozema flava

cordata splendens
,, elegans }- 9

Lauren ciana
„ varia Chandleri

Cerapetalum grummiferum 1
Coroiiilla glanca varicgata 1

Davicsia latifolia . . . . 1
Dracophyllum gracile . . 1
Desfontainca tipiuosa .. 1

Epacris, fine strong plants 1

Eugenia Ugnl, small, 3».

per doz., or 20s. per 100.

Farfugium grande.

.

Gnidialajvigata ,,

Hydrangea japonlca varie-
Jfata 6

Hydrangea japonica aurea
superb . . . . ,.10

laolepis gracilis . . ..10
Kenncdya monophylLi
variegata 10

6

6

* *

1

1

1

Keniiedya rubicunda
Leachenaultia Baxter! .

.

Oxylobium Pultcncjc
„ Osbomi

Phaenicoma prolifera
Rhododendrou jasmini-

fionirn

Stylidiura bellidifnlium ..

Tremandra eri(roidca

,f verticillata ..

Tiistania ncrifolia.

.

Tropaiolutu tricoloninQ,
strong bnlba .. U.,

Vaccinium orythrina
Weinmannia tricboFpcrnia
Zichya microphylla

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

I

I

1

1

6

"c

9

6
6

6

tt

*«

VcrscbaffeU, Bonch<5, Carl Wol-
ferth, Dentonia, Dr. Buenzod, Dr. Hopf, Edraond Bos8ier,
Parsonsi, rosea elegans, rosea magnifica. 8ir Treheme Thomas,
violacea scmi-plcno. TVOEAS. — Dr. Picouliuo, Eckhautoi,
gigantea, Ortgiesi. NiEGELIA. — Amabilia, at Is, per pot,
10j»- per doz. ; the collection 12*.

GLOXINIAS, strong bulbs. —Charles Dickons, Corinne,
Garland, Heliodortis, Murillo, Orion, Perugino, Parnjogiana,
Premier, Prima Donna, Raphael, Rosy Circle, Salamander^
Thalia, 1*. each, 10#. per doz.

GLOXINIAS ERECTA, strong bulbs.—Auricula. Castilloni
rosea* Oornt* de Xeipperg, Duchefisc do Brabant. Eclinse,
Douna Colonna, Etoile du Bower, fulgens, Guido Renl, Ker-

formosft, iioiioruiana,
illustriii nova. Juliana, lateritia olegans, Mdlle. Victorino
Vatel, Mrs. Fry, perfecU elegans, Princesae Frederiko von
Dcf^sau, Princesa Sfary of C^iiibridgc, Rol Leopold, sngciosls-
sima, Symmetry, tcutonica, The Bride, It. each ; the
collection, 17«. 6d.

FUCH.SIAS of 1850, 6«. per doiten.
GERANIUMS. -Meaars. Turner and RoUiaons*, 185P, 24».

per dozen.
GERANIUMS.—Aulifl, Candidate, Constantino, Countcas of

Orkney, P^tua, Fairest of the Fair, Fancy, Julia, Minnie.
Fre?*ch or Spotted VAniETiES.—Alphonse T.croy^ Bouled'ffnr-
ton<ria, Cnnito de Morny, cnnspicimm, Damo de la Halle.
Diamond, Eugene Dural, Frederick Menner, G^nt des
BataiUes, Grind Dncbeaw Stephanie, Guillaumo Severcyna^
Tmp^ratrice Eugenie, L'Avenin Madame Doniage, Madaine
Rcndatler, Mazeppa, Monsieur de la Gulliaerie, MTner\a. Paul
et Virginie, Prince Jerome, Prince Napoleon. Princeaae
Matbilde, Belne Hortpnae, Siuart Low, Virginie, JItelIcz,

William Bull, 1«. «acb; 10«. perdoB.
GERANIUMS, f ne, older Tarietfea, 7*. per doz. ; 50*. p. ICO.

fancy, fine, of aorta, ftg.

vari^ated. Flower of the Day, St. per doz.
»f

PHLOXIM, fine, of sorts, 4*. per doz.

CARKATiaNS AND PICOTKr.S. f

pair; Ij^. ^*«r liWj ''^.—Bmadfield ;. „^vi

3->*. pyrlOO.

«ortnicnt, 1*. per
ies, Sheffield.

SOLANUM CAPSICASTUUM.-
tremoly ornamental plant from the free fiuiting spccinaen,

exhibited at the Horticultural Society's Rooms, and specially

uoticed by Dr. Lindley in a Leading Article (see Gardeners*

Chronicle, Dec, 17, 1859, page lOlO), can be had as follows ;—'

Packets contiuniiig 30 seeds sent, Post-pjiid, on receipt of 12

Postage stamps.—George Macintosh, High Road, Hammer-
siiiitli. W.

AMERICAN PLANTS, Xcl

MESSRS. WATERER aitd GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may

be had on application. It describes fully all Rhododcndrona
worth growing, and contains a List of Azaleas, Hardy Heaths,

and other American Plants, na well as a summary of the

fjeneral stock of the most extensive Nurseries in England.

The Catalogue may also be had at Mosers. May's & Co.,

L Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Sun-cy^

MESSRS. PARKKR and WILLIAMS beg to in-

form their friendBand patrons that their PRICED Awu
PESCUIPTIVE CATALOGUES of Exotic Ordiids, Stove,

Greenhouse, and Hardy Fema, MisceUaneoua Stove, Green-

house, and Hardy Plants, Varieguted and Ornan\ental Fohaged
Plants, Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons, Indian Aaalcas,

Gloxinias, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Herbaceous Plants, Fruit

Trees, Ac, are now published, and will be forwarded post free

onanijlication.-Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey
Roaas, HoUoway, London, N.

ERNS AND LYCOPODS.-250 sorts of Ferns
and 30 sorts of Lycopods, at 6«.,0s., tol25. per dozen sorts.

Also 60 sorts of the most oniamental-foliaged BEGONIAS,
at 6b., 9s., and I2s. per dozen sorts.

40 sorts best GLOXINIAS, upright flowering and others, Cs.

to 0*. per dozen sorts, selection being left fto
J. Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crcwkcme, Somerset.

"*

' PLA NT TH IS MONTH.
CAREY TYSO, Florist, &c., VVallin^^fbrd, Berlts,

offers from his imrivalled Collection healthy FLOWER-
ING ROOTS as under, by post:— £ ». d.

RANU>'CULUSES—100 splendid named sorts, 40s. to 4
100 fine mixed, 5.t., 8»., 15*., and 10
25 TYSO'schoiceSeedling9,25«.to 1 15

DOUBLE ANEMONES—50 6ne varieties, 10*. 6d. and 13 *>

New Treatise on RANUNCULL'S, post free, for seven labels.

Do. ANEMONES for four labels.

Imported German Seeds, choice named Aatera, Brlsams,
Stocks, Larkspurs, Walldowers, Zinnias, &c., in I*, and 2s. Cd.

assortments.
ROOT and SEEP CATALOGUES free for one label.

NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.
JOHN" STANDISH, in offering the following Plants,

can assure his customere that they are now in fine eon-
ditioft fur sending out:

—

MY080TID1UM NOBILE, or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each
ai«. Cjd.—This plant, from the Chatham Islands, is one oi the
most remarkable that has been introduced for some years,
being totally diKtinct from all others. It has large tbick
Icaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sendu
up magnificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful hlu«
and white, similiur to a Forget-me-not, but of a gLant form.
A Drawing of it is publisbed in Curt! ' " Ilotanical Maga-
zine" fur September. A description taken from the above i».

also published in the GaHtntrt' Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1S59,
wherein Dr. Liudleysays;—" This ia the handsome perennial
provisionally named Cynoglossum nobUe by Dr. Hooker in

our last year's Volume, page 240. It is quite deserving aU
the encomiums that have been passed upon it."

GLADIOLI, named varieties, from the choicest and Liii^cat

collection in England, M. to 5#. each. Also a fine lot of btUbn
raised from seeds saved from the bMt flowers, all of which
will fiowcr in the summer of IS60. 7s. 6d. per dozen, or ^#.
per 100. These are strongly recommended.

RH0D01it;N'I*R0N IJMBATl M—Pale bliwh, bordered wUh
bright crimson. This has received several medals at the
exhibitions for RhododaDdions. bcin^ very distinct and one
of the most free flowering. 21s. each.

RHOOOrJirNDRON MLVNIE— White, very large blotch of
chocoiate-ooloured ''p'>t*. » R"* flower, axuS remaiaa a very

long time in bloom. Thlsfsoneof the most curiously marked
Rhododendrons amonget all the white ; it bears a noble trui«

of bloums, which cannot Mi to be admired. 2l4. and 31s. Ctt

each. 8elcctloni eaa be made txom one of the fijMttooUec-

tions fn Europe. 3 iffpli| i0ii

rm.OX MRS. HTANDtSn.—The ptuwt white, with a large

red eye, 2f. each. Also a large coUoction of the finest Unas
which 3. S. has shown during the last summer and in every

case received the First Prize, Plants fttrtn Is. to Ss. M. eash-

K CATAIX)0UE containing a full dcacrij.Uoo ot the best

HardJ rianta in cultivation will be forward**! on afpUoati^^ «
The Koyal NurMry, Bagsbpt,
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ErSPECTrULIY A^'NOUNCE THEIR
N '

1? i860.
coinprelinnslve and Select LISTS or FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS, in sections of HarJy,.Half Hardy, and Tender Annuals and Eie •

tal. Herbaceous, Alpine, and Tree species, comprising numerous accurate and practically descriptive Notes of the most novel and beautiful vaript'^'*^f*''

IKCLUDING
with Percnn

the season, also additional papers of recent valauble evidence in favour of

SPERGULA PILIFERA
SB an efficient suLstltute for Grass (wUliout mowing) ou Lawn5=, Terraces, Sec, together with an ahle defence of Alpine Vegetation In its most essential condit'on p
surfaee-growth in garden embellisliment.

'

^ ^ ^or

Seed packets, ed., Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s. each. Established tufts or plants, 8s. and 16s. per 100.

9f

9*

ff

99

P9

Tlorist Flowers of First-class finality.
The continued advance and improvement which has taken

place in Horticulturo amongst that class of Florist Fiowci"S,
which contribute to the dccorotion of the Greenhouse and Con-
servatory, djiirhinds that tho selection of seeds for their repro-
duction should be proportionately careful with regard to their
respective forms, substance, colours and doubleiicss, without
which, seminal varieties are not worth the trouble imposed in
their growth, and involve the sacrifice of time, moncVj and
interest.

The following "kinds are saved from first cI^ps selections, in-
chiding the finest foreign and home raised" varieties, and are
offered as genuine productions obtained from the most orna-
mental and effective species and varieties in each section or
«Hbe:—
GERANIUM.—The seed here offered has been saved from

our own collection^ and as it contains oDly the best in cultiva*
tion, the anriteuv cultivator is sure to obtain flowers equal to
the novelties sent out up to tho present day. See •* Seed Cata-
logue" for lists of En^^lish, French spotted, and fancy flowers.)
_. PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.—This is one of the
most popular, and, when finely fringed, one of the most beau-
tiful of all winter and spring flowering cool greenhouse plants
in cultivation, but much depends on having the true fringed
.vuriety, and otherwise of good quality; the ordinary fringed
flowers are very inferior compared with those large flowers that
much resemble a semi-double one, and with crimson-coloured
petals of such depth and substance, that one can scarcely
reconcile one'rs ideas that this is only obtained by high culture,
and lorsxiccesRive years selecting the finest of each seasou to
breed from. White and crimson, separate or mixed, each 2^, 6d,
AURICULA is.Gd,
CALCEOLARIA, Herbaceous or large-flowered „ .,26

if Shrubby or bedding ,. _ .,2 6
CARNATIONS, Jlixed, cpniprishig all colours ,. .. *2 6

IVIlow grounds 2 6
Picotees 2 6
Tree or Perpctual-flowermg , . ..2 6

CINERARIA 2 6
CYCLAMEN, saved from our private collection . . .-26
OERANIUM—Show Flowers 2 6

French, five petals spotted 2 6
Fancy flowers , ••26

HOLLYHOCKS U and 1 6
MlMULUa VARIEGATUS .. 10
PANSY OH HEARXaEA^E, Show flowers 10

new varieties ., •.2
Fancy „ ,. ..10

„ French, blotched and striped 2
PETUNIA, now, mottled, blotched, and striped . . ..16

j^ choice mixed 10
PINKS, from nimod flowers 1 r,

POLYANTHUS "
1 fi

VERBENA 'U.aiidl 6

ITew Flowers of Special Interest for 1860.
In oflforing seeds of the foUowiug beautiful and rare plants

for the ensuing year, Messrs. E. G. IIen-derson &, Son have
aelectcd the following species and varieties as the most desi
rablo fVom continental and home sources.
The moat valuable novelties of the season, and attichod to

which tho greatest amount of interest and ornament will be
derived, arc fully described as follows :

—

LINUM CANDIDISHIMUM, enow>- white-flowered FUx

—

The entire stock of this elegant species of FI.ix was purchased
from A. Henderson & Co., of the Pine-apple Place Nursery. A
very handsome, dwarf, bushy, hardy, annual plant, from the
settlement of Canterbury, iu Now Zfaljind ; it is diatiutruished
by its compact biaucluuij habit of growth, 12 inches in height
jmh a profusion of flowers similar in outline but larger than
the fine Linuni ^'rauditlorum rubrum, and ofa pure transparent
snow white colour, a succession of which are protluced
tnronghout the sumraer. It is admirably adapted as a beau-
tiful and efibctivo white-flowering bedding plant, by its
jrcoedlngly neat and graceful outline and rich green foWe.*ot thm as m L. rubmra, but densely clothed, so much so that
plants at IS mches apart will hide the soil on which they growFor groups also, and small masses, it will be found a valuable
aadii ion to its section or colour^ 1*., lj». 6rf '>» 6d

r.r^l^}''^^^'!''^
SUPEUB CRIMSON-BELTED AND ATJRI-CULA-FLOWEUED SWEET WILLIAM. - Tl.ose beautljilKinds are a decided improvement upon Hunt's varieties, show-lug the most brilliant tints, with broader flower-lobea andSTOooih, OTMi, rose-petaUod margins, including pure white

Jround colours, with rich violet crimRon and violet purple
teper belts or coloured cirelw ; othei-s are finely marked withBn^ht cense or cherry coloured beltB on snow white pronndsThe Anncu la-flowered Varieties blended with the above«h(m bright carmine and violet crimson grounds with white
margins and picfcin-esqne white centres, varjing in otbcrs to
cense, or violet-purplc and maroon crimson, in striking con-
tr.wt with sUrry white inner belte. Mixed packets, 2* GUlUANTHUS LACrNIATfS.-The finest imp^^rtation of I860
•g Diaiithus Hetidewegi was the enest for 1859. Messrs B G*Henderson & Son have mucli pleiisuro in offering for sale
Seeds of this very remarkable and splendid pink, introduced
from Japin with tho beatitiful D Heddcwigi. It foons a taller
plant, nearly 2 feet in height, with magnificent, large, terminal
blossoms, from 3 to 4 inches in width, elegantly divided on themargin into lacmiated lobes neariy 1 inch in depth and double
rn:t>ductng colossal-sized single rose-petalled flowers as in

jiii » ^^' *"*^ *" others as dark as a flori.st Carnation
Jffee equally fringed and evenly expanded, spreading their
richly-coloured petals-tints to the light and sun in all wKithersva^ing from pure white, pink, and rose, to bnlliaut

'

crimson and maroon ; and these ground colours are in many
of the seminal varieties greatly enhanced in beauty by the
light ones being picturesquely stained with rose and violet
crimson, whilst the dark ones ftre finely effective v-^th mottled
veins and streaks of whi^e. It is well adapted for pot cultTure
for Conservatory decoration during the early summer months,
and forms a fine effect in flower gardens for groups or beds
throughout summer and autumn, thriving in ordinary good
garden soil, maintaining a free vigorous gi'owth thiougliout the
season- Seed packets, \s., 2s, firf-, and 55. each.
DIANTHUS HEDDEW1GI-—This brilliantly-flowered va-

riety is of a neat, dwarf, compact habit, from 9 to 12 inches in
height* with numerous large even-margined blossoms nearly
3 inches in diameter, of an equally rich colour as the foregoing
species, varying in violet, rose, and carmine-crimson, with
maroon shades, in self and parti-colourcd varieties, the latter
V)eing finely marked with marbled white stains. This highly
ornamental-flowered plant is also admiribly adapted for pot-
culture in greenhouse and conservatory decoration during the
early summer months, and by spring sowing in pit-frames,
&c,, for open ground planting, it makes a ^rand effect as groups
or beds in flower-garden arrangements from June until October.
Seed packets, 6(i., U., and 28. 6d, each. An assortment of 12

'dIANTHUS HEDDEWIGI gigAXTEA. — This variety,
received from Mr. Heddcwig by the above name, is expected
to be selected from the largest flowered varieties of its ex-
tremely beautiful prototype (D. Heddewigi), and will produce
all the similarly brilliant colours and shades as characterised
in the last-named reputed species, and will constitute one of
the most magnificent gi-oups of flowers yet introduced,
altogether unequalled by their colossal proportions and regal
beauty, in the section of which it forms so distinguished a
feature, and now oflered as a valuable addition to all flower-
gardens, (it/., Is., and 2s. Gd.

BOUVARDIA GHIESBRECHTIL—A white-flowered plant
with half-shrubby habit, having blossoms 3 inches in length,
vieldinga very powerful scent. It is considered to have the
longest flower-tubes of any species in the genus. Per
packet, 2s. 6d.

BOUVARDIA MULTmORA. — A neat, small, dwarf,
densely-branchedplant, having small Rosemary-like leaves, and
numeroHS white flowera, \sith violet tubes, each 2 inches in
length. Per packet, 2s. 6d.
BOUVARDIA LOXGIFLORA.—This is a distinct plant from

the foregoiug white-blossomed species ; its beautiful fragrant
flowers are now well known to gardens, seeds of which are now
oSered, with the above species and novelties. Per
packet, S'. 6d.

RUDBECKIA GRANDIPtORA. — A very distinct and
splendid species of perennial growth, with red terminal
flowers larger than any other known species of Eudbeckia.
Per packet, 2s. Gd.
CUPHEA ZIMAPANL—Described as one of the most boauti-

fttl of Cuphea species for bedding effect, uneq\ialled by its
combinationof brilliant-coloured flower tubes. P. packet 25 6d
8PRAGUEA UMBELLATA.— A highly interesting 'and

beautiful dwarf hardy biennial plant of Caleudrina-like habit
with rosulate stemless crowns of spathulatc shaped fleshy
leaves, from within the centre of which rise rich red-crimson
flower stems, 6 to 9 or 12 inches in height, terminating in um-
bcllato clusters of rounded ball-like flower heads of densely
crowded small rich violet-purple blossoms, each of which is
surrounded at the base with a reniarkablo translucent silvery-
tmted, circular, calyx-like fringe or collar, which, in conse-
quence of the great number of these florets in each head or
cluster, are pressed upon each other into a globular outline and
appear collectively like silvery-hued flower-balls, tinted 'with
violet. It forms a very novel and attractive appearance in
bloom, well adapted for edgings to flower borders or parterres
and for ornamenting rock-work around fountains or basins'
also producing a pretty effect upon tho summits of small
elevated mounds of artistic stone work, with a darkened
ground-colour.
IFOM(EALIMBATA ELEGANTISSIMA.-.\ very beautiful

iiybrid between Ipomoea hederacea and I. limbata par-
taking of the more robust and hardier constitution of
the former, and combining che prolific style of bloom
and picturesque effect of the latter, forming a free
vigorous Greenhouse or Conservatory climber for pot-
culturo. Its rich green foliage is highly ornamented with a
succession throughout the season of large Convolvulus-like
blossoms, 3 to 4 inches in diameter, of a rich mazarine blue
elegantly marked with a conspicuous well-defined pure white
belt or margm. In favourable warm summers it is expected to

wS? ?,.^^^^""^« object planted against a south or south-west
i} '" -w^ '•P^'^ *"*' ^"^ f^^ s'^^'^ medium, or Lame pot-

S»lT' 't/^T"
*'"'

^^
the most picturesque objects Te?in?roduced Its long continued succession of bloom, glowing con-

ti-ast in colours, and luxuriant style of gi-owth will place Hanionpt the most singu ariy elegant of all pLints for decSveolyects on^portable trellis-work, or iu Conservatory deS^glTs

fln^i?^^^*^^^^ ^-?^^^>^'^^^T^-^ ^^^^^^ tall summer-flowering biennal plant for the open-air flower borders, 4 to 6fe«t m height, fomnng an erect single stemmed sub-pyrkmidal
growthfresembhng a good specimen of Campanula pvramidaUs)by Its side branches gmduating from the middle of\he stem tothe extremity. The stem is round with a hispid rough surfaceand marked with reddish-brown spaces. The leaves ^e
runcinate or Dandelion-Uke, 8 or 9 inches in length, the flowers^e borne on the lateral axillary side shoots,^ and are puS
7^^1'i^T^^-

<^f ,-*
^^-

5 disUnt lanceolate snow white petals.

l^\^^^,^ diameter, and are elegantly turbinate or re-curved hke the aepala of a Turk's-cap Lily. It forms a re-markably distmct-featured plant, and is worthy of a place inever>' select collection of herbaceous plants. 2s. 6d,

PYRETHRUM HYBRIDS.-Single and double-flowered. ««Catalogue These are saved from the beautiful rose and crim^JTrayed species and varieties 'which now rank amongst thprettiest ofhardy early summer-flowering perennials, with Inr^and elegant Chrysanthemum-like blossoms, and rich verdSgreen delicate y winged leaves, a group of which is fimTS
the. forthcoming Part VIII. of the " Illustrated BSt-Mixed packets, 2s. Gd. ; separate, Crf. and Is. .

-^^iwt.

Further descriptive notes of the following may be seen a«referrmg to their respective numbers in the Catalogue
Acroclmium atroroseum .

,

i lu
Amphiconic Emodi , , .

.

' " ' % ;
Anagallis Eugenie .. .. ." : I

Napoleonlll " *'
} J

Arctotisgrandiflora 'gcfiidln
Ageratum, new dwarf, 6 inches .. .. 6d* audi ft

Candytuft, new blush-coloured . . . . * Cd. knd 1 n
Celosia aurea pyramidalis Jg

,t argentea, garden annual .. ,, *' " n c

Clarkiapulchellaintegripetala.. .. •..
6(?. and i n

„ pulchen-ima
Crf. and 1

Clematis lanuginosa
Cosraidiflhi Burridgeatropurpureum .. i a

Cuphea emincns
"

i) r
Datura carthaginiensis . . . . [

*. ][ ,'
.' "

o
„ cloranthaflorepleno ,' *oU and i oDelplunium Madame de Priunes

i gDianthus chinensis giganteus (raonstrosus) Gc?., Is., and 2 6

»' II Heddewigi .. .. 6rf., Is., and 2 6

x'.-o".! T,
" laciuiatus .. Is.. 2«. 6<i. andS

Enanthus Ravenna ., .. j *

Erica triumphans "
. . [\ JJ [] ^ ^Eutoca viscida alba j 5

n'-n J- "t,
alj>astriata [\ ][ iq

Gaillardia Boesselaeri . .'
i gGrammanthes gentianoides cinnabar'ina .' .'J .„'. I i

rr 1 'V ^ •»
, ,

lilacina ,. .. I (|

Habrothamnus Lutto del Comte de Ro.=si 1 o

»» Zephirine ,, ,. ,, „ ,. 1
Helipterum anthemoides

,

,

i o
TmantophyHum cyrtanthiflorum .. " []

'."3
6

Kennedya Wakoyana - 2

Lobelia gracilis rosea '.

;] ][ V. i
„ tngonicaulis .„ .,, i g

Lupinus niutabihs versicolor 6fZ andl
Lychnis Uaageana

i^. ^l and 2 6
Myrtus apiculata

j q
Nasturtium Tom Thumb Beauty ,. "' " '.'.10

„ Tom Thumb Yellow ., "

\\ \\
'*

1 ft

Passiflora Comtessa Clara Gigliucci . , ... 10
Pensteroon speciosum '

[ .'i 1
Platycodon grandiflorum album .' 10
Portulacca aurea striata . . ., 6J. iud 1

Rhododendron Blumei 35
Edgeworthi ,. \\ ,', \\

**.
3 6

jasminiflorum 2 6

» hybridised with R. Blumei S 6

t* M „ B. Vers-
chaffelti 3 6

javanicum 1«. and 2 6

hybridised with R. Edgeworthi 3 «

*t with other species

and hybrids .. 3 ^
tubiflomm ,. C7 ,. ..3 6

Spraguea umbellata . . . . .

,

, . ..10
Tacsonia manicata .. *', " *' "1^ iid2 6

Tropseolum elegaus (Crystal Palace Bedding) '.'. ' .. 1 «

„ Stamfordian urn, improved ditto .. ,. 1 6

Iritoma uvaria, unique, grand, and beautiful , . 1?. and 2 6

A. 1. RIDGE CUCUMBER.—This remarkable variety is

oflered and proved by personal inspection as the best and only

example of a perfect ridge or open air Cucumber yet known,
having the most essential features of such in its hardiness of

constitution, robust growth, freedom from disease, most iibnc-

dantand continuous fruit bearer, excellent fla\oilr, absenw
from all bitterness, and the requisite proof of its true ridge

character m »<« unifnvm n„«.«. i n. -r -.« j.. ic ; \.^„ IM

t>

it

It

If

1 f

»s

>*

_
-1.--HH.,.-.-,, tuiu tue requisite prooi 01 ics iruc iius-

character m its uniform average leuHh of 10 to 15 inches, IW
wonderful vigour of growth from single plants at 10 to 12 feej

apart, under the most simple treatment, extends from IStob
teettrora the root stock, requires no prnning whatever, «*"

retams its bearing character until autumn. (See the Cataloffoe
for full description.) I5. and Is. Gd.

THE CITRON GOURD.-(For Prescrves).-A truly valoaWe
and highly interesting esculent fruit (constituting a truercd-
aeeded variety of the Water Melon, which though not edible m
Its raw state, is now proved and strongly recommended for ft3

valuable adaptation in making a very delicious preserve. W
powtbis free, vigorous, and summer-hard r, requiring simiw^
treatment to the Ridge Cucumber, bearing full exposure w^f
duly established, producing ornamental fniitaveragingStoSll^
eachmweight, ofa dark apple-green ground colour, withmottlea
stripes This esculcnrtvas kindly introduced(withaspeciiflenjtf
of the fruit m its prepared state) to the notice of E. G. He>t>«-

^t. ?,^?.^\'*^^ esteemed correspondent (a clei^nian oftW
Established Church), and received a full cammendation froo

the Pomological Society. It forms a most desirable addi^
and equivalent as a sweetmeat, and a delightful change fr^
the rich aroma of the Raspberry, or the pleSsant acidity of *»
marmalade, and if boiled somewhat longer than the directwj
CTven It assumes a Guava-like flavour, which tastes exceUent
(See the Catalogue for full description and method »
preservmg.) Is.

^

THE
KNOW

E HUBBARD SQUASH (thk bkst TabiJI
n;.—l;or full description, see Catalogue.

gACAfl*

The DORCHF^TFP TIT xr^z^vr.^^
NEW FETJIT S.-FoF description see Catalogue.

WELLINGTON KUKSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W

«*
^

t:
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NEW CHOICE HARDY CALIFQRNIAN AND BRTTISa^COLUMBIAN ^^NIFE^^'

1^1 J A M E S C A R T E R & CO
te-^ JJAYE great pleasure in submitting the fallowing List of^^^^^^^^^O^^o^^<. of t.el. Customer, as the. are al, ofthe. crnameut al

No. 2212. ABIES MENZIESI (Picea Menziesi) per uaeket 2. g</

.
A mo,,t superb tree, growing from 60 to 70 feet in height, with a pyramidal, thickly branched head and fl.e sUvery appearance. Native of British Columbia

.1 Kf,,
Ifo. 2213 PINU3 SABUflAWA per packet, 2.. 6i.

A beautiful largo tree, with branches to the ground ; will grow to a height of 150 foot. Native of North CaUfoniia

No. 2214 CUPEESSUS lAWSONIAUA (Cham^cyparis Boursieri) per packet ' 2.. ea.

A fine graceful tree 100 feel in height, described by Mr Murray, the celebrated Collector and Botanist, as the handsomest tree seen by him durin^ Ms expedition fin California! • the habit

No. 2215. WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA (Sequoia gigantea) per packet, 2. Gd.

f^^ftretSowr""*
^"^ "' '''''"'""'''' '"' ""' '^"'™'^^ "" '™°™' "'"' ^P^<=""^'^ •'•"-« >«- -" «" ^-t ™ •'-•S" -J 30 feet in diameter at the baae; it L, highly ornamental

iro.2216. PINUS DOUGLASI (Abies Do.glasi) per packet, 2s.Ga.A large handsome tree with smooth bark ; grows to the height of 100 feet. Native of British Columbia

No. 2217 PINUS LAMBERTIANA per packet, 2. w.
ShperFglgantic tree, growing to a height of 100 feet. Native of N. W. America and North CaUfornia.

!•

Just piiblished.

CARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUM J
AND

25th ANNUAL CATALOGUE of FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, & AGRICULTURAL SEEDS

Contains upwards of 2400 diflferent species and varieties of Flowe. ^^^^l^ <

iving in columnar arrangement tlie height, colour, hardiness and durat
on, AXD Directions for the after Management of the PtAirrs. Also

.
iv7dch will le forioarded gratis on appUcation,

t

A CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOB EACH MONTH IN THE YEAR,
giving complete directions for the successful management of the

c»«^^.„» ^^_»_ roaciNo rutriT HOUSESroacznra hovsb orchid hoitse peack house
I

&c &o
brat^^G^wer'ot Ge7mafS^ds?

°^'«^^^^ ^^^^^^ (ir^r..y.UA from the German) on the successful cultiv.xtion of STOCKS, ASTERS, and BALSAMS, written exproJsly for us by our cole

as Jthe valufo'f?hTcSe^S^St sluGHU^'sASciA^^^^^ " ''^^ AGRICULTURAL Tart is given the result of several experiments iu dilTeront Counties
The above, forming a book of 80 pages, will, from its varied and valuable information, prove alike useful to the professional aud Amateur Ga>^ener. WiU be forwarded gratis on application to

JAMES CARTER <S CO Seedsmen, 237 and 238, g Holb V/.C,

supposed ^Wcy'Cwhich never exitL°d)?as sTch^t*ftemen^^^^^ ^'''if ^^t® ^^^^i^^"^
statements of a Covent Garden House in reference to themselves in cnnjunetinu with a

gone into the Weed Ti-ade making use of JAME^cfRTin Co.^n^ ^ of truth. J. C. & Co. have no doubt that the rublic will fuUy understand tiie object of a house that has rcmaly

w. STEWARD CO.'S
PRICED LIST OP KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

PACKAGE AND CARRIAGE FREE.

UTo.

ITO.

*"
*^^Pe"f^^^^^^'"^^"OW contains llO pacUa^es,^ Inelndlnff 12 quarts

^^ ifeas
, 7 quarts Beans ; 8 sorts Cabbages, Ac, for a good sixed Oaraen ... £3

3 ^ " " contains lOO packages, for a medium sized Garden 1

4.-C01.1.ECTI0W sT.ltohf^'V"*
®° PaclLares, for a small Garden ,.; i.w^Aoxxozr suitable for presents to Cottagers O

Sorts not desired shotdd he mentioned, when oilers will he given of the same value.

-Tour Seeds wei'^w^fp^.^*'"^^'^^ ^^ ^-i^o^^^^. Esq.. Bame, Clonmel, Ireland.our »eea.s wei e first-rate
; your Manw Pea was one of 22 Prizes I gained at the Show. T remain, yours,

CHOICE FLOWER SEED COLLECTIONS, -ff^f^ POST FREE, in good-sized Packets.
6 »ro. Z.—36 sorts ... £0 7 6 Z7o. 3.~2ft sorts ... £0 5

O
lO
O

lO

P INE APPLES, CRAPES, Xc.
PTNE PLAXT3, Fruiting and Succession.
GRAPE VINES, from Eyes, for Fruiting in Pots or Plantiug.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO. Cvin now supply any quan-
tity of very fine strong healthy Pine Plants, cither 'Fmiting

or Succession ; alio remarkably fine strong Grape Vines t>om
Eyes, all the best sorts.

John Weeks & Co. 's Horticultural Show Establishment is now
entirely devoted to the Growing and Forcing of Fiiiita in g!-eat
variety, thereby showing, the most improved plans of construc-
tion, and the most superior sj'stem of Hot-water Apparatus.
John- Weeks & Co.. Horticnlhiral Builders and Hot-water

Apriaratus aranufacturers. King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

" Gentlemen/

&c.

«0. 1—SO sorts ... £0 lO
PEAS.

quart

—

s.

»

^shop's Long-podded
™ne (Warwick)
Warner's Emperor
Blue Imperial

Prussian
Scimetai- .

,

Champion of England
««^ward*s Marrow
oorpriaa

Woodford's Marrow
^itujQueen ..."W Mammoth..
Kwaht'8. four eort,s
-Ne Plus Ultra ..

BtelyLoD^^*'^^'
Hwigdown W-MdJohn«n> WonJfemu

• t

P *

• f

» »

1

e 9
10
10
9
9

1

1
I

10

« *

• #

1

1
1

1

3

5
6
6

6

6

BROCCOLf.
T, ,

I*er oz.

—

», d.
Puiple Sprouting ..0 9
F^rly White .. .. 10
Late Waterloo . , ,, \
Jlitchinson'sPenzancepkt.l
Wiloove (true) l8. per pkt. 1
Walcheren (true) . . .. 2

BCET.
EaiTett's Crimson ..

CABBAGE.
Battcrsea . . , . , , n

* t *

Green Windaor

'•«M«rt«, Jpinteach..

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

imported (tmel ^"i °\

Drumhead, 4#. per lb.
Early Cornish .

.

East Ham
Enfield Market
Red Dutch

« 4

• *

m t

* M

• «

6
6

8

6
4
6
G
8
8

6

n »

« m

« * * 4

» 4

CARROT.
Altringham
Eaily Horn
James' Green Top

CAULIFLOWER.
Asiatic (late)
Early London
Walcheren (true) .

.

CELERY. Packet.
Coles* Crystal . . 6<«. to 1

„ superb red „ i o

CUCUMBER.
Conqueror of the Weet . . 1
Cuthill'3 Black Spine . . 1 o

1
1

1

4
4

4

6
4

6
6

Per p^t.

—

». d.
Steward's new extra long
White Spine, proved a
superior variety, C seeds I

Cress, curled . . Is. piut
Endive, curled . . . .

Vegetable Man-ow, packet
3(i. to

Tomato .. .. 3d. to

LEEK. Oz.
Large Scotch U. and 6

LETTUCE.
Bath Cos .

.

Brown Dutch
Drumhead or Maltese
Grand Admiral
Hardy Green
Paris Cos, white ..

„ green ..

Mufit'trd, 9<i. a pint
Melon Beechwood pkt.
Brombam Hall .

.

ONION.
James' Long Keeping Oz.

»>

V * * t

« #

* t

• *

1

9
10
10

1
1

10

1

1

« «

t * * t

* 4

t f

» *

f

^ wTriiKtU Globe
Wliite Spanish .

.

PARSLEY.
Mftcbell's Winter
Stcwaid's Treble .

.

PARSNIP.
Hollow Crowned..
Improved Guernsey

# *

t

4 4

I RADISH.
Per pkt.-

Ceck's Scarlet
Olive Shaped
Red Turnip, Is CiZ. pint..
White
Wood's Frame

BALSAFY
SAVOYS,

!
Green Curled
Drumhead

SCORZONERA
SPINACH.

Winter, 1«. pint
Summer ,,

SEAKALE
TURNIP.

American Red Top
Early Snowball ,

.

* lOrange Jelly

X Green Top o
«

: White Dutch . . . .

f^wn Grass, per gallon 2
Pot & Sweet Herbs, p pkt

POTATOES.-Per Stone
Ash-leaf, new variety,

fine flavour, &c, . . 2
,, true old sort .. 3

All other sorts, from .. I
A^wiagns Roots, per lOa,

4«. to 5
Rhubarb ditto, per doa. 10

s.

1

1

a
4

3
3

4

6

6

Wht <BartrenerjS' Cftromcle*
SATURDAY, JANUARY 2^, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR TIIE ENSUING WEEK.
TuESDAT. Jan. 3ll"2'^'^"l*M'""MP'PCtionofFello^8)

> Soc. of Arts, John St, Addphi 2 p.m-
Thueskay, Feb. 2—LinDean 8 p.m.

6
8
4

6
8

4
4

2
o

6

S
S
a
3
3
6

3

TiTE spring sossion of tlia HouTicuLTtriiAr,
Society has cor.imenced in earnest, as will have
been seen in our last impression. During the
autnmn a rcry large nnoiber of applications

Members of the Societv hail hpsnto become
made, fcr

Garden at

the other

producing

Society had been
the jjurpose of supporting the new
Kensington Gore, These amounted
day to 517, and every day is

a further accession. On Friday the

6

Prices of sorts not in this List may he had on appUcaiion, Harhj orders solicited.

STEWAED & CO.. Essev georl Stnrps. 18. "HraliA Rf

20th iust., the first batch of electiona, a formality
required \>j the CLarfcer, took place, when 335
Fellows v.\rj balloted for and admitted into the
Society. On Tuesday next the Members of the
Royal Furoily not already Fellowa wiXi be
added by special command of IltT AlAJESir, and
immediately afterwards above a hundred ard
twenty other elections will fake place. - A third

ballot will also take place in about a fortnight.

At the same time very great changes have been

made by the Council in the working organisation

of the Society, We have already announced that

5Ir. Geougi; nrLE:3 has b^ea appointed superinten-

dent of the garuens both at Chiswick and Kensing-
ton Gore ; and he is now actively engaged in

making prcparati jiis for the distribution of ^q<i^^

and plants during the cnsuicg season, for carrying

/
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tnward pruning and cropping operations, and for to

he removal of trees to Kensington Gore.

The Fruit and Yegetable Committee has been

provided with a permanent Secretary, by yhose

advice and assistance its future action \vill be

regulated, and by whom measures will be imme-

diately taken to extend its utility in every possible

manner. The office of Secretary has been accepted

by "Mr. Hogg, whose knowledge of fruits^ is

recognised by all who are interested inPoirological

acorns no longer appear, but in their

[JAinrARY 28, I8d0.

progress.

In like manner the Floral Committee has been

strengthened by the engagement of Mr. Thomas

MooiiE as permanent Secretary, with a view to

render it a court of judgment upon all subjects

coming within its scope.

An Implement Committee and an Arboricultural

Committee will also be formed as soon as the

Society shall possess a place of business of suf-

ficient capacity. For the conduct of the manifold

operations now contemplated the small office in

St. Martin's Place is quite unsuited. Ooe of the first

mea"snrcs taken at Kensington Gore will therefore be

to provide a large public entrance with spacious

exhibition and meeting rooms, having ample

offices attached ; and as soon as this can be effected

the meetings of the Floral and Fruit and Yege-

table Committees, which will become open to the

Fellows, maybe expected toacquirethevery greatest

interutt and importance. '

AYhile this work is proceeding the plans for the

garden itself will be matured, and the architec-

tural colonnaJes to be constructed by the Iloyal

Commissioners will be rising all around.

One of the objects of the Couucil will be to

introduce iuto the grounds first-class specimens of

-decoration suited to architectural gardening, such

,as vases, statuary, and similar objects, for which

at U»€ present moment no place is to be found in

London. That this attempt will be effectually

seconded by all lovers of art is already apparent

from the following significant occurrence. At the

close of the Great Exhibition of 1851 a consider-

able sum of money was subscribed for the

purpose of erecting a monument to comme-
morate that great event. A sub-committee

was formed to select a design for the work,

and it was eventually determined to take one of

two plans. But where to place it? The Com-
mittee naturally looked to Hyde Park, the scone

„?ead the branches are loaded with hard dry balls,

such as are represented in the accompanying cat.

These galls are caused by an insect known

to naturalists under the name of Cynips auercus-

petioli. Stlvantts, writing in 1855 from near

Worcester, so well described their then appear-

ance that we repeat his words:—They are ** very

different from the innocuous soft galls upon the

leaves, seldom very numerous, and dropping ott

with the foliage in the autumn. But these (jall-

nuts of C. Quercus-petioli are mostly persistent

upon the tree, and continue there for a long tinie

hard as bullets. They seize upon the young shoots

of the year, often the leading shoot in young trees,

and cluster at its termination, thus stopping the

expansion of the buds by taking up their nutri-

ment, and keeping the trees in a dwarf state, i

have now before me young shoots that are termi-

nated by eight or nine of these hard brown galls

clustered together; I recently noticed in the

Oak plantations on AYorle Hill, near "VYeston-

super-Mare, that many young Oaks had been

quite ruined by their leading shoots bemg thus

loaded, and some were absolutely dead. Now^ 1 have

Commissioner of Wcods and Forests raised difficul-

ties as to its admission. AVearied of making
vain attempts to find a suitable position for the

memorial, it appeared as if tho money would
have to be returned to the subscribers ; till at last

the new Garden at Kensington Gore was announced.
"\Ye now learn from the Athenccum that the sub-

committee decided upon advising an application to

be at once made to her Majesty's Commissioners
and the Horticultural Society for a space in the

new Garden on which to erect it ; aud at a special

meeting lield a few days since at the Mansion
House, Alderman Challis in the chair, the general

committee adopted this recommendation. Here,
then, is a tine group for the new gardens in case

it should be accepted, which we do not
and we anticipate many another ofi*er

same kind.

"While active measures of this kind are in

progress, it is understood that the Council are
about to^ consider the possibility of once more
despatching an intelligent naturalist to some good
collecting country whence supplies of new plants
and seeds may be copiously drawn for distribution
among^ the Fellows of the Society. Should there
bene insuperable financial difficulty in the way of
this operation, we may safely assert that it will be
one of the most useful as well as popular measures
which the Council could at present take—provided
the country to be explored is one certain to yield
hardy or half hardy plants rather than mere
tropical productioas.

douht

;

of the

reason to believe that this attack upon the Oaks,

at least in this plantation, is of recent origin. Four
of the mighty gathering, but every succossive Chief

I

years ago I first observed a few on two or three
" ' *

'• "^ * •
T^

' -• i T^«-
1 trees, and looked upon'them as a curiosity; last

year I was surprised to observe many more, and

the present autumn in walking through one porli iU

of the plantations only, and without going out of

the path I counted 91 trees that were more or less

subjected to this scourge—for thus it has become.

Some, it is true, had only about a score of galls or

so upon them, but many had hundreds clustered

upon their branches thick as Grapes, and the

smaller trees were evidently drooping and checked

in their growth by the absorbing villainous galls.

Some of the trees were actually withered and
dead, and others had their leading shoats killed,

with the evident cause burdened upon them. It

is clear to me that fresh trees are attacked every

year by the increasing insect that produces the

galis, and what can be done to stay their assaults ?

Though I only counted 91 trees in the Worle Hill

plantations, I dare say I could have doubled this

number by going deeper within the coppice ; but
say that only these 91 Oaks had 50 gall-nuts on a
tree—although many had hundreds of them—that

only would give more than 4500 of the Cynips to

commence the next season with, so that next year
instead of only 91 trees attacked I may expect to

find thousands, on every tree perhaps throughout
the plantations. The mischief is that the Oaks
are certainly rendered barren by these hard gall-
nuts, and wherever they occurred on the larger
trees there were no acorns at all produced."

The anticipations of Si'lvanus that the evil
would extend with great rapidity have unfortu-
nately been fully realised. To such a length
indeed has it spread, that it has become indispen-
sable to arrest its further progress if that be possible.
For we do not imagine that the landowners of the
West will willingly accept a crop of unsaleable
ink- galls as an equivalent for their coppice wood
or navy timber.

In considering the manner in which this danger
is to be met, we must first inquire how the galls
are produced and by what. Dr. Asa Fitch, the
distinguished American Entomologist, speaks

For some years past a silent unsuspected enemy
'has been invading the Oak forests of England. In
all the south-western counties^GALLs, like those
which we get from the Levant for the purpose of

dyeing black, have been making their appearance,
and annually increasing in quite a geometrical
ratio. On several occasions the subject has been
adverted to in our columns, especially in the year
1855, when Mr. Westwood published a figure of
th« gall, and a few months later by a correspondent
at Worcester, Since that time the mischief thus
caused has increased so alarmingly that, unless
some effectual atop can be put to the evil the land-
owners of Devon, Cornwall, Dorset, Somerset, and

thus * of what is observed in the United States.
'* On cutting into these galls the small limb on

which they grow is found to have its wood

chief bulk of the tumour, is a corky substance of a

yellowish brown or snuff colour, between which

and the wood are several small hard grains resem-

bling seeds, each having a cavity in its centre, ia

which, doubled together, lies a soft white footless

worm or maggot. This, on completing its growth

changes to a pupa in the same cell, and aubse!

quently to a fly like" its parent above described;

whereupon, to escape from its confinement,
it

gnaws out of this hard seed-like envelope and

onward through the cork}; substance and the

external bark, thus producing those small per-

forations like pin-holes, which are always seen ia

these tumours after the insects have made their

exit therefrom."

This description, although only applicable ia

strictness to a gall fly unknown here, is suf-

ficiently exact to convey an accurate idea of the

general nature of the tumours under considera-

tion. In every case, whether that of the Oak

apple, the Oak bladder, the Oak spangle, or the
' Oak gall, the swelling called a gall arises from

the irritation produced by a grub, which is hatched

among the soft young cellular matter of the part

attacked, ^'his grub comes from an egg deposited

by some four-winged fly of tho genus Cynips, or of

the little group named after it. Under the irrita-

tion thus produced tho celhilar matter increases

more or less rapidly in size, the natural structure

of the part attacked is destroyed, and protuberances
'

of the most varied aspect are the result. In the

midst of the cellular matter in which it is hatched,

the grub feeds, grows, and finally pas.es through

the changes natural to it, in the same way as tlie

grub of a hive bee changes in its cell. At

last it acquires its perfect condition of a four-winged

fly, when, by the assistance of its hard horny jaws,

it gnaws a hole through the side of the gall aad

escapes into the open air. "When liberated it ia

course of time discovers places like that from

which it came, and there deposits its eggs as its

mother did before; then the insect dies. The eggs

thus laid in the autumn hatch in the- spring when

warm weather returns ;" by degrees new galls are

the produce of their action, and our trees are again

loaded with galls. Hence it will be seen that

when the youDg galls are forming the perfect in-

sects are dead, and our enemies are safely inolosed

in prisons of their own formation.t Hence the

advice of Dr. Asa Fitch as to the way of

destroying them.

'*^here any of these insects attack a valued

tree which it is desired to preserve from theit

depredations, the remedy is obvious and simple.

Before the galls which they produce ar3 so far

matured that the inclosed insects have perforated

and escaped from them, they should be cut from

the tree and burned. Fortunately, it is only small

youno- trees that gall-flies are liable to destroyer

greatly injure by their attacks. And then: para-

sitic and other enemies restrain them from multi-

plying, so that it is seldom they will re^mre any

interference from man."-

Unfortunately our English experience does no

correspond with the last sentences of the learnea

American naturalist ; but his first advice certainly

is sound. Destroy, hy fire, the galls, beor

the dangerous insects escape. Nothing ifs

than fire will do it. But then the question

remains, " How are they to be destroyed wlien a

whole county is attacked?" To handpick tW
is impossible. The entire population would oe

insufficient for such a purpose. Our own opinwu

is, that very extensive and severe prii«i°^-"P,

be had recourse to. If labour can be found ^^ib

June to harvest time, the twi^s on ^^^^y^"

young galls are appearing might ^^/ ..? fhj

boys sent among the branches armedwitajj^^

common long-handled nippers sold by ^^^7^1,.
makers; and the prunings might be coUeet^^

girls and women into heaps, when they co

burnt or converted into soft charcoal. Or m
^ j

cases all the branches of a tree might be snorw"

back and destroyed ; or, when the lower brajic^

alone are attacked, then those lower branches^ ;

need be removed. It might indeed be a^f̂ ^^
whether, in places where the trees have been

^
extensively invaded, the branches ^uia n^.^j^

better cut off before the leaves appear ;
ana i»

true, as is supposed, that the eggs of the w^^^^
all deposited before the commencement oisp^ ^
this last plan would be much the best, t>^*V^re

Oaks would then have the whole smnmer ^

them during which to make new wood. ^5.

To take advice like this may be r^g.^^^^fnendei

practicable, and to follow it is doubtless ai^

^

I

iiope ot raising Oak timber. The trees have ceased

t Tliese statements are we believe entirely confir^^^-^^ij

I very careful observationa of Mr. ^'^s^^^^^'.
^ ^oduCtd*"*?*^Filth Report_ on Koxious Insects, to the State Agricultural been drawn to the subject by the mischief pr'

Society Oi >eff \ork, par. 309.
, per^y where he haa been professiooaUy engaged.
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-j^£-3il^;nt7^f"^E^ordinary character. But

n-k timber is too important a part of all estates to

be sacrificed without an effort to_ save it, and we

do not see what possibility there is of its resisting

the ravages of the Cynips unless some such plan

as is now suggested is adopted. Perhaps, however,

some correspfndent in the infested districts may

have discovered a better method ; in which case he

will render the public a very important service by

explaining how he has proceeded.

We undershni that at a late Meeting of the

Trustees of the Britifah Museum, it was decided by

8 votes to 7 that the Natural History Collections

be removed to Kensington Gore.

Y3

tur

MYCOLOGY.~No. III.

CoPKiNUS COMATUS, J'y—Fungi areproverbiallycrea-

tures of quick growth, anil as hasty decay. This applies

Lowever oulv to a portion of the plants included under

the general" name, for many attain considerable firm-

ness, and even resemble cork or wood in^ texture,

while their duration is as variable as thoir density. The

Mushroom tribe is however amongst those

Fungi wliich justify the proverbial appli-

cation, and amongst the plants wliich

belong to it, there is a peculiar group Con-

sisting of two genera, Coprhms and !Bol-

litiits, which is cliar.icterised by the exceed-

ing rapidity with which its species melt

away into an almost fluid mass. They are

not indeed quite so evanescent as the

Medusas, which w hen cast upon the sand

scarcely leave a film behind them as they

dissolve, insomuch that some farmers who
had on one occasion collected some leads

in the hope that they would make a

useful manure, found that their dunghill

was soon reduced, after the fashion of the
Welshman's coat, to something almost as

small as a button. Still the quantity of

cellular matter which enters into their

composition is extremely small and soon
yields to th^ action of outward agents,
the most persistent part being
the black spores which render
th6 fluid into which they dissolve
a tolerable substitute for ink.
For this purpose it must be
boiled and strained, and some
substance added which will pre-
vent its getting mouldy, such as
spices, or a small quantity of
corrosive sublimate.

Amongst these, decidedly the
most beautiful is our present
subject, which occurs on roadsides
under walls or upon the Grass,
or in rich pastures, attracting
notice by its unusual form and
elegant appearance. The pileus
is at first nearly cylindrical
but very obtuse, theu bell-shaped
but narrow, and its surface finely
silky, and in parts broken np
into distinct more or less reflected scales,
with the margin delicately streaked on
account of the thin substance which sepa-
rates it from the gills. The general colour
IS a beautiful white, with tints of pink or
rufous especially at the top. and occa-
aionaUy a dash of grey on the sides. T!ie
stem is tall and distinctly attenuated up-
wards, of an unsullied white, finely silky,
and furnished either above or at the very
base with a narrow ring, which is in the
former case moveable, in the latter
fixed ; within it is hollow, but stufl'ed

with the most delicate cottony threads,
which

^
often adhere together and form

a delicate string, occupying the centre
of the cavity. The gills are narrow,
amending, and free, very close together
and adhering to each other more or
Urn by the means of delicate transparent
processes, and according to their state of
growth \yhite, pinkish, purple, brown, or
Ijljck. These beautiful productions are
bowever but the creatures of a few hours,
^hen taken home, and placed on a platew confined in the collecting box they sink into a black
uum,and ultimately acquire a very disagreahle smell.

fh^f*^!*^"''^"^
^^'^^^ ^""Si are extremely abundant, so

n«
7^°"^*^s a question whether they can be put toany useful purposes. If gathered young, before they

|?«ve passed that sta-e in which the gills show the

consequences. The extent to which black-spored species,

even the deadly Agaricus semi-glohatus, is mixed with
more approved kinds is almost beyond conception.
Indeed many a bottle of fluid is sold for ketchup which
has scarcely a particle of true Mushroom in its compo-
sition, and in which all the flavour depeiids upon the
salt and spice with which it is preserved, or the in-

cipient decomposition of the kinds which are used. As
ketchup is sometimes consumed in great quantities, it

is strange that no cases of poisoning from its use are

ever recorded, but the probability is that accidents do
sometimes happen, but are referred to some Imaginary
influence of the brass or copper vessel in which the
viands have been boiled with which the condiment is

mixed.
Authorities with one consent, whether at home or

abroad, unite in the qualified praise of innocence as

belonging to this species. And unless both consent,

no species should ever be regarded as positively safe,

since climate makes an immense difference in point of

quality, Puccinelli speaks of this species as being in

great request about Via Reggio and Lucca, but Vitta-

dini does not even name it, nor do we find any notice of it

in the article'on Fungi, in the Dizionario Classico di

Mediclna pnblished at Venice in 1834.

This species must be distinguished carefully from

the forest, we went through' a considerable portion oflt
where the Oaks grow, in our way to Colefoid. I was
at once struck with the hills and valleys as far as the
eye could reach being covered with round-headed Oak
trees none of them very large, but all staudine at
regular distances as if they had been thinned out to
grow into timber, which lias been the case. Their
compact round heads and dark foliage at once reminded
me of the sessile-stalked Oaks in the Forest of Foutaine-
bleau, and I immediately commenced a search for
Acorns. I found most of the trees bad some few left on
them, and all that I examined were the short-stalked
variety or Q. scssiliflora. My friend, an inhabitant of
Slormouth, said that the portion of the forest
devoted to Oak culture for the navy, and which looked
rather like a plantation of Oaks than a forest, extended
over 11,000 acres. The trees seemed to me to range
from 30 to 80 or 100 years in age, and all with clear
boles and round heads, the characteristics of the Sessile
Oak. I was the more struck with their appearance
from living in the eastern counties, where a tree of this
variety is seldom or never found, and where even com-
paratively young trees of Quercus pedunculata (the
long-stalked Oak) very soon commence to throw out at
nearly right angles from the trunk their long.
crooked, picturesque branches. In the neighbourhood

of Monmouth in the hedgerows
I found the majority of the Oaks
sliort-stalked, mixed, however,
with some of the long-stalked

;

and near Raglan Castle I found
several hybrids, havingbranches
more diff'use than the true
short-stalked, yet not so much
so as the long-stalked ; the
Acorns were growing on stalks

slightly lengthened, leading me
to think they were hybrids.

It is generally known that
nearly half the Forest of Dean
ia under Oak culture for the
supply of the navy; but I

do not remember ever to have read that the Oaks
were of the same comparatively rare variety, Q. sessi-
liflora. In the large Oak woods of Kent and Sussex it is
not to be found, and I remember when rambling in the
large woods near Ryde, Isle of Wight, some few years
ago, I could never find a tree of this verv fiivourite Oak.
I presume however that it is found in the New Forest

"Durmast Oaks," and offered for sale by the nursery.
men at Lymington.
TheOak woods in Saxony are thickly peopled with

this kind, and grand trees they are. I saw a large
number in a timber merchant's yard at Leipsic in 1857,
with boles 30 to -10 feet long, 4 and 5 feet in diameter
at base, and straight as a Foplar. The colour of the
timber was like pale Mahogany, and not so close and
compact in grain as our long-stalked Oak timber.
The most interesting variety of this white Oak is the

Quercus pannonica, which makes stout annual shoots
nearly as thick ns one's finger, and has remarkably
large and deeply indeiited leaves which remain on the
young trees all the winter. It grafts readily on the
common 'Oak, and bids fair to prove one of the most
ornamental of all the deciduous Oaks. I enclose a
shoot and 'two or three leaves. T. M. [This name
Q. pannonica is not known to us. We do not find it in
any of the systematic works to which we have access.
But it appears undist'nguishable from an Oak gathered
by Mr. Bentliam in the forest of Belgrade near
Constantinople, wliich Itself appears to be the same as
an Armenian Oak formerly published by us under the
name of Quercus mannifera. The young shoot sent us
by yiv. Rivers is of very extraordinary magnitude.]

'm

s

CorniKus CoMAxrs.
Natural B*ze. (Copied by permission from Grcville's Scottish Crypt->g:imic Flora.)

Coprinus picacetts, which feeds at times on the nio§t catcs for

disgusting food and betrays its bad habits by its

abominable smell. A little care however will [revent
mistakes. There is no ring; the stem is hollow, not

stufl'ed with a delicate web; the gills are broader, and
the ovate or bell-shaped cap is marked with broiid white

outer coat

Home Correspondence^
Llgldhg Fires at the top instead of the boitom.—t

have just read your article on London Domestic Horti-
culture. Will you permit me to promote the movement
by reverting to the admirable plan for* materially
reducing smoke, by the lighting of house fires on the
top instead of at the bottom of the grate ? This prac-
tice, 1 believe, was not unknown many vears since, in
sick chambers, where a fire that would burn all night

without attention was desired j but
it was first advocated for every day
practice by the Builder newspaper.
Subsequently, the usual amount of
correspondence was admitted into
the 2'imeSt till the question was fairly

before the public; and it ia not
too much to say that the advo--

the Practice made out quite as good a case

who decried it. I recollect one of the

firstftf 1 e . \ "^^n^ "* nuicii Liie giiis snow tne

and t
• r^^

^
*^^^ '"^^ ^^ ^^*^^*^'^ ^^^'^ ^^^®^^*^"*^ P^*^'^^^ arising from the cracking of the c

thpw^H
^^ ^J^^h safety, but, as may readily be supposed,

|

from whence it takes its name of magpie, Tlic Fungus
ey ao not afford a very substantial dish ; if older but moreover has none of the delicate colouring of O.

P^^ri*°™ f/r*^f J°"^^.e"ces tliey may be used for the : eomaiu^, M, J, J3^

QUERCUS SESSILIFLORA.
I WAS not aware till recently of the vast numbers of

prfparation of ketchup, but except in colour, the condi«ent Which they yield is a very inferior article. Thc>
•J« o.ten however mixed by dealers with the true

•«,tn *^' .^P«"»"y in years when that specie^rce, and m such circumstances, if the result is

les 13

not

as those --- - _ __

former who said he had 10 out of 11 fires in his house

so trcntcd, and who advised an opponent to "try
i»gain" in spite of a stubborn grate or an unskilful

attempt. Why not, #ndeed, persevere ? Tliere is

nothing to be urged against the n^vcrsal of the present

custom but the same obstinate adherence to imme-

morial usage which allows the goodness of our firm-

yards to drain away over roads and into the nearest

ditch, or the blindness that will probably still allow the

refuse of oar dwellings to become a source of serious

disease^*, although it has been lately shown in your
1 i » t it. _ _ .1 !„!, -p *!.:_ _„r — r*l^ ,1.-.-

this variety of Oak growing In the Forest of Dean. I columns that the admixture of this refuse with dT^,

happened to be visiting a friend living in Monmouth last Uarth at once deodorises it, and makes it of unttiW

October, and in takiiur a drive to view the fccnery of value. Allow me to relate my own experience, feome
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four years ago, 1 cancel in my Uacl;?mith and altered a

grate, so as to lift \ip fresh coal from a reservoir below.

jis recommended by Dr. Arnott, Afterwards came

forth the article in the Builder, and we lighted the

fire in the morning at top, the result was (the grate

being pretty deep) that we had no occasion to lift the

contents of the reservoir. The home-made lever having

ffot out of order, it is now quite disused, and the well is

filled up with sohd bricks. I have thus a grate with

no vacant place below it, even for ashes. This fire is

wanted hy the family from 8 a.m. till 2 o'cloclf, being

occasionally, hut rarely, stirred : it then gets no atten- i

tion till about 5, when the room is quite warm, though

the fire appears extinct; a good disturbance, however,

now revives it, and in a quarter of au hour it becomes

a mass of glowing coal with small flickering flames,

filling quite half the grate ; to my mind no ordinary

fire can equal it. At 1 o'clock we take out a good

quantity of the contents, which are laid aside to cool

and to be put above the wood on the next morning.

Of course this remainder varies with the weather; but

as a rule we never have to add coal in the coui-se of the

day. In another room the fire is lighted at 1 P.ii.

;

tliis is a drawing-room grate, with no preparation

beyond a piece of stout sheet-iron covering the bottom.

There is a first-rate fire all the afternoon ; on the room

being left at 6 o'clock for a short time, the servant may

perhaps put on about a hatful of lumps of coal, and

the fire is sufficient till bed-time with occasional disturb-

ance, and frequently till midnight with the addition

of a log or two of wood. A third room—my study

—

is never cold ; ai\d whether I leave it for an hour or

fi)ur or five hours, I am sure of a speedy and busy little

fire on disturbing it, though this grate is vci-y small

;

it lias also the loose plate at bottom.. If I admit

that you do not regularly have (though you ought to

have), a hot, well-bumt-up fire to begin the day with,

when you come down first to brcalcfast, T think I hit

the right nail on the head in seeking for the cause of

the objection of the public to its adoption. Are we

then such creatures of habit that in leaving a fireless

bedroom nothing short of kitchcn-fire-power must

greet us at the breakfast room ? Were it a necessity
' to hear with half a fire till 10 o'clock, one would think

tliat a saving of 50 per cent, in coak-, and the obtaining

a continuously well-warmed room for the rest of the

day, with a bright glowing fire at pleasure, would repay

us'for patience. It is however not of necessity that

the fire should be black at breakfitst time. It is true

that as coals diifer, as grates and chimneys vary, and as

the wind or weather changes, a little alteration in the

management is called for, but not to a greater degree

than with the old systeui, under which many an early

man grumhles from time to time, as every one knows.

To be brief—the fire may be kindled a little sooner or

with a rather more liberal allowance of wood; or, it

may be lighted lower down (say in the middle),

or, laid hollow instead of being pached. Finally,

the bottom plate may he omitted without losing

in the first instance tlie benefit of the coals burn-

ing gradually downwards : it would not he difiicult

to insert the plate after the fire is well hur.it up, and
thus check the escape of heat up the chimney. To con-

clude, I advisedly declare that no modern innovation

has given me so much pleasure and comfort as this easy

alteration, and I am sure that if h he generally adopted
• in London, two-thirds of tlio smolie of the town will no
longer exist, and coals will radiate heat into tite rooms
instead of being driven up tlic chimneys. There is so

little dirt caused, so little refuse to carry away, and so

little daily use ot the coal-souttle, that my housemaid
says "she should be sorry to have to light a fire in any
other wa}', now, than the new one." S!ie only begs her
master will not forget to take out cinders, and the
loose clay fire-balls which we use' (and much recom-
mend), as otherwise the grate would be too hot to

handle the nest morauug. I'. G. H.
Hardiness of recentlij introduced Conifers.—\t may

not be uninteresting to know that Abies Kecmp.^eri,

Biota orientalis aurea, 15. Slcbohli, B. Meldensis,
Cupressus funebris, C. Lawsoniana, Libccedruschilensis,
Picea cephalonica, P. nobilis, P. Nordmanniana, P. Pin-
aapo, P, Pindrow, Ketinispora ericoides. Thuja gigantea,
VTellingtonia gigantea, and Thujopsis horealis all

withstood the late severe frost without the slightest

appearance of being afTocted by it, although very much
exposed, and only 200 or 300 yards to the north of

Windermere Lake. Sequoia sempervirens, Cryptomeria
japonica, and its variety Lobbi, appear to be almost
killed, especially a lot of fine young seedling plants.

Picea Webbiana, on account of its starting early into

growth, suGers from late spring frosts. James Richard-
son, Jlr. Griei'\ Waterliead Surserj/, Amlleside,
Seedsmen,—My viewp, as must those of ever^' im-

partial person, fully coincide with your reply to
"Amateur^' (see p. 52) upon the impropriety of news-
paper editors recommending one respectable house in

preference to another ; and I attach great importance
to the trials of ve-rctables ^hich the Horticultural

ith the practice ^therefore no danger can happen if they are gathered or
. 5 . J- — 1*« v«. «>^;m..oti " The reason of mv lutrud na «.^.. -question if it would bear comparison witu -; i'^—r; I Hl^iy children." The reason of my lutrhding upo;

^^^^tsJ^'i^ ^^^- ->^^^^ - the s^ng _is^approaehi;;g ?£:

zero in the estimation of :i Practical Garden

Climate of Ctimhrae. Allow me to

\er.

state that the ; sci

statement made to me may induce some of our present

ientific groweis to bestow a little of their fostering

upon the " stranger," and enable it to rival, if hq^

for by the influence ^
,. :. i p

now Primroses in full flower in some sheltered places ot

both the larger and lesser Cumbraes. A Constant ^"6-

scriber, Greenock.
^ . , * •' i o-ii

Tuiinfall in EsMale, Dumfriesshire, m l»oJ.—
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wonted feats of daring are styled heroes, please to

insert me in your list. I killed a wasp on January
15,

active, and in good condition. Woglogy Dorset,

% Gtitta Percha Labels.—I take the liberty to forward

for your inspection three specimens of Gutta Perclia

labels which we make and use hero for fruit trees on

walls, standard trees, Pioses, &c. The one perforated

at the ends is employed for wall trees, and is nailed oa

the wall; the other two, which ddfer but slightly, are

used for standivrds. TTw. JSaxter, Gardener, Piccarion,

Eermiston, near FAVinhurgli, [These are very good

leffiblo hibels, easily made ; but wo doubt their remain,

ino- so flat and neat as they now are wncu they are ex-

posed to hot suns and cold nights, and so light

that the loops which suspend them nill hardly wear

throu^^h as wire does. It would be an Improvenieut to

rub tfie face with white lead uud oil, as that would

render the lettering more conspicuous.]

J, Little, CarlesgilL

Painfall, Sfc, at Itclien Ahha^9, near Winchester,

Rain.
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W. JV, Spicer.

Painfall in Coryiwall in 1859.—The following is the

amount which fell in Tehldy Gardens during the past
year :

—

Inches

.

January .. .. 3.95

February .. .. 2.27

March 2.96

April 3.25

May 1.S2

Juue 1.50

Inches.
Eroiight forward .. 15.75
July .. 1.35
August .. 2.90
September .. 4.05
October .. 5.00
November . . 3.74
December . . 5.40

Nottcesf of 35ourij5.

Lawson*s Gardeners' Kalendarfor 1860 has appeared

in its usual foi-m of a broadside to hang up against a

wall. Much useful information is contained in it, and

it is illustrated with a coloured view of a " Domical

Conservatory " of consiilerable appai-cut magnitude.

Walper^ Annates Potanices Systematica, Y0I.V.,

fasc. 4. This Part commences with Styracaceae, and

terminates at the beginning of Acanthacea?.

A new and very pretty edition of Sothen has been

issued by Mr. Muiray. In this charming narrative of

travels in Eastern lands, which haa fascinated even

critics, there are few passages which interest mere lior-

ticultural readers. Kevertheless we may select two,

the first of which, the history of the oldtroes which now

stand alone on Lebanon as a monument of ancient forest

glory, is probably new to most :

—

"The pass by which I crossed the Lebanon is like, I

think, in its features to that of the Poorca in the Ber-

nese Oberland. For a great part of the way, I toiled

rather painfully through the dazzling snow, but tJie

labour of ascending added to the excitement witli

which I looked for the summit of the pass. The time

came. There was a minute, and I saw nothing but the

steep, white shoulder of the mountain; there was

another minute, and that the next, which showed me a

nether heaven of fleecy clouds—clouds floating aIoii|

far down in the air beneath me, and showed me beyond,

the breadth of all Syria west of the Lebanon. But

chiefly I clung with my eyes to the dim steadfast toe

of the sea which closed my utmost view. I had grown

well used of late to the people and the scenes of forlorn

Asia—well used to tombs and ruins, to silent cities wii

deserted plains, to tranquil men, and women sadly

veiled; and now that 1 saw the even plain of theses,!

leapt with an easy leap to its yonder shores, and saw

all the kingdoms of the West in that fair patlitliai:

could lead me from out of this silent land straight on

into shrill Marseilles, or round by the pillars ot ner-

eides, to the crash and roar of London. My place upoj

tlii^ dividing barrier waa as a man's pazzhng station b

eternity, between the bivthleS3 Pust and the iut^

that has no eml. Behind me I left an old and g^

(repid World — Eeligions dead and ^ly^^fT^^
tyrannies expiring in silence—women hushed, ^
swathed, and turned into waxen dolls-Love flown, aiw

in its stead mere Roval, and 'Paradise,' P^^f^f'
Before me there waited glad bustle and strife-Ai«

itself, an emulous game—Ueligion a Cause and a u-

troversy, well smitten and well defended—men
govera^

by reasons and suasion of speech—wheels going
^^^

buzzing—a mortal race, and a shishing pace, an

Devil taking the hindmost—taking ine, by J°^^^

that was my inner care), if I lingered too lo"g» "r*

the difficult Pass that leads from Thought to Action-

" I descended, and went towards the West.
^^

The group of Cedars, remaining on this partor
^^

Can-ied fonvard 15. 75 Total 33.10

Eenry Peddard.
Solanum capsicastntm.—On. the 20th of August last

I purchased in the Boulogne Market a beautif ul speci-

men of this plant. It had about 300 berries upon it,

and it was larger and much darker in foliage than any
of the specimens which I have seen, either in botanic
CTRrdens or elsewhere.

((

trees ffere
Lebanon, is held sacred by the Greek
account of a prevailing notion that the - ,^

standing at the time when the Temple of Jer«^

was built. They occupy 3 or 4; acres on the m""

side, and many of them are gutuled In a ^'^^.^^^

implies great age, but except these signs I saw n
^^^^-

in their appearance or conduct that tended
"^jq.

them contemporaries of the Cedars employed m ^
men's Temple. The final cause to which ^he^^^^,

I brought it to England on the ! survivors owed their preservation was
^^PT^'^^^-jstia!'

Society is publishing; really a clieck to the egotism
j

6th of September, from which time it retained its beanty
I
in the evening by a glorious old fellow (^ ? rdeii,

and deception practised by some has become necessary, until about a fortnight since. The berries are now
j
Chief), who made me welcome in the vaUey 01^^ ^^^

ountaiii^

1858 I was sUongly recommended to try Mr. So &. S
Superb Cos at 2s. Gd. per oz., which eventually
proved to be Paris Green Cos, a sort I have
grown for years, and which could be procured of any
good house at U. per oz. I might muUipIv instances
of this kind. " Cuttle food " has been considered the
most successful operation recently conceived, but I much

?li^_ i^?^'^^
'jf Lettuces forcibly reminds me that in however rapidly falling, and the leaves are becoming ! In ancient times the whole range of the ^^\^J^^^]^

o's lighter, which X attribute to its having been nearly the
{
been covered with Cedars, and as the ^^^ ^^QverO*

whole time, in a drawing-room lighted by gas. Only
j

beneath became more and more infested ^^
\^

once has it been in the greenhouse, thus supporting in
,
ment officers and tyrants of high and low ^^a

^^
some degree a statement made to me by the person of people by degrees abandoned them, and ^^^^^i^^t tli*^

nly
\

beneath became more and more infested ^^ ^ i^i

f
in

I

ment officers and tyrants of high and lovr ^^
^^

^j,e

people by degrees abandoned them, and ^?*^^ ^j^^t tli*^

rngn;ed mountains for protection, well knowi"?
^^^^^

trouble of a walk up hill would seriously o^^'^'^tiall;-

whom 1 bought it that "it is so hardy it will live and
become a boautifnl shrub in the ganlcn during the, „ „^, .,

winter, and that its berries are simply 'Tomatoes;*
j
weak rmd lazy oppressors. The Cedar forests gi*^

L

If

t

ft
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i

^r^g-^i^aiTtho'^ir^f the encroaclnng multitudes,

1 kerned at last to be on the point of disappearing

tSf irelv when an aged chief who ruled in this district,

!nd who had witnessed the great change effected even

best

tra

t be gathered from the following passage of the
nslator's notice of Bastiat's life and writinca :—
"Bastiat undertakes to demonstrate the harmony of

the economic laws, that is to say, their tendency

....^^^ ^„v,j, aic iiiauc lu Liiivurse a oriCK and
tank, 45 feet in length, and 3 feet in width,
length and breadth of the front shelf. This ti

vincingly that individual interests taken in the aggre-
gate, far from being antagonistic, aid each other

his own life-time, chose to say that some sign or
|

towards a common design, which is the progressive

morial should be left of the vast woods with which
j

improvement of the human i-ace. He proves ccn-

X mountains had formerly been clad, and commandea -- --

arcordinffly that this group of trees (a group probably

tuated at the highest point to which the forest had mutually; and that so far is it from being true that the

Cached) should remain untouched. The Chief it seems gain of one is necessarily the loss of another, each

was not moved by the notion I have mentioned as individual, each family, each country has an interest in

Tirevailing in the Greek Church, but rather by some

sentiment of veneration for a great natural feature-a

sentiment akin, perhaps, to that old and earthborn

Beligion which made men bow down to creation, before

they had yet learned to know and worship the Creator."

Let another be the author's description of the garden

of Damascus, where our Damusk Rose was born, as they

say, and where it certainly grows "to au immense

height and size."
i r i ^ n i v i . i" But its gardens are the dehght—the delight aud

the pride of Damascus; they arc not the formal

parterres which you might expect from the Oriental

taste; rather, they bring back to your mind the memory

of some dark old shrubbery in our northern isle that has

been charmingly im-'kept up,' for many and many a

day. When you see a rich wilderness of wood in decent

England, it is like enough that you see it with some soft

regrets. The puzzled old woman at the lodge con give

small account of * the family.' She thinks it is * Italy
'

that has made the whole circle of her world so gloomy

and sad. You avoid the houso in lively dread of a lone

housekeeper, but you make your way on by the stables;

you remember that gable with all its neatly nailed

trophies of fitches, and hawks, and owls, now slowly

falling to pieces—you remember that stable, and that,

but the doors are all fastened that used to be standing

ajar—the paint of things painted is blistered and
cracked—Grass grows in the yard—just there, in

October mornings, the keeper would wait with the dogs
and the guns—no keeper now ; you hurry away, and
gain the small wicket that used to open to the touch of

a lightsome hand— it is fastened with a padlock:—(the

only new looking thing)—and is stain od with thick, green
damp—you climb it, and bury yourself in the deep
shade, and strive but lazily with the tangling briars,

and stop for long minutes to judge and determine
whether you will creep beneath the long boughs, and
make them your archway, or whether perhaps you will

lift your heel, and tread them down under foot. Long
doubt, and scarcely to be ended, till you wake from the
memory of those days when the path was clear, and
chase that phantom of a muslin sleeve that once weighed
warm upon your arm,

"Wild as that, the nighest woodland of a deserted
home in England, but without its sweet sadness, is the
sumptuous garden of Damascus, Forest trees, tall and
stately enough, if you could see their lofty crests, yet
lead a tussling life of it below, with their brandies
struggling against strong numbers of bushes and wilftil
^rubs. The shade upon the earth is black as night.

the prosperity of all others. He shows that between
agriculturist and manufacturer, capitalist and labourer,
producer and consumer, native and foreigner, there is

in reality no antagonism, but, on the contrary, a com-
munity of interest; and that, in order that the natural
economic laws should act constantly so as to produce
tliis result, one thing alone Is necessary, namely,
respect for liberty and property. His design is best

explained in his own words:—'I uiulertiike in this

work,' he says, ' to demonstrate the harmony of those
laws of Providence which govern human society. What
makes the laws harmonious and not discordant is, that
all principles, all motives, all springs of action, all

interests, co-operate towards a grand final result, which
humanity will never reach by reason of its native im-
perfection, but to which it will always approximate
more and more by reason of its unlimited capability of
improvement. And that result is, the indefinite

approximation of all classes towards a level, which is

always rising; in other words, the equalisation of indi-

viduals in the general amelioration.'"

These views are developed in a series of chapters on
Natural and Artificial Organisation, Wants, Efforts,

Satisfactions, Wants of Man, Exchange, Value, Wealth,
Capital, Property, Community, Landed Property, and
Competition, Without going so far as to say that

B«stiat's reasoning is always unanswerable, there can
be very little doubt that his design is as skilfully worked
out as it was happily conceived, Mr. Stirling has

evidently taken great pains to render Bastlat's meaning
clearly and accurately, and he has succeeded iu doing
so; it ie, however, to be regretted that he did not
think the work worthy of an index.

High, high above your head, and on every side all down
to the ground, the thicket is hemmed in, and choked up
by the interlacing boughs that droop with the weight of
Roses, and load the slow ab: with their damask breath.
There are no other flowers. Here and there, there are
patches of ground made clear from the- cover, and these
are either carelessly planted with some common and
useful vegetable, or else are left free to the wayward
ways of Nature, and bear rank weeds, moist-lookinj?, and
cool to your eyes, and freshening the sense with their
earthy and bitter fragrance. There is a lane opened
through the thicket, so broad in some places, that you
can pass along side by side—in some so narrow (ihe
shrubs are for ever encroaching) that you ought, if you
can, to go on the first, and hold back the bough of the
Rose tree. And through the sweet wilderness a loud
rushing stream flows tumbling along, till it Is halted at
lastjn the lowest corner of the garden, and there tossed
np in a fountain by the side of the simple alcove. This
is alh

" Never for an instant will the people of Damascus
attempt to separate the idea of bliss from these wild
gardens and rushing waters,"

Personal Wrongs and Legal Meniedies, By W, Camp-
bell Sleigh, Barrister-at-Law. Longmans. Fcp. Svo.

Pp. 185.

The success of Lord St. Leonard's "Handy Book" has
induced a host of lawyers to imitate his lordship by
publishing popular works on different branches of

English Law. Most of the legal hand^-books that we
have seen are trash. They are not of the slightest use

to the lawyer, and they are only calculated to mislead

the public. Mr. Sleigh's ''Handy -book on Criminal
Law" and liis work now before us have at least the
merit of being readable, and sufficiently accurate for

general purposes. In the present volume he treats of
slander, libel, malicious prosecution, false imprisonment,
assaults, negligence, nuisances, breach of promise of

marriage, seduction, adultery, bigamy, &c., as to which
many people may desire information iu a popular and
intelligible form.

where they are made to traverse a brick and cement
or the

b inches m depth of water in it, which covers the pipes.
and it is closed in with slate covers, not cemented
together, but laid loosely so as to allow moisture to
ascend between them. On these covers are laid about
4 inches in depth of sand on which the plants are
placed, and through which the heat and moisture pass,
aflbrding a moist bottom-heat to the plants. Moreover
means of supplying moisture to the atmosphere is pro-
vided in the shape of small openings in the side of the
tank or front ghelf ; these are fitted with little slate
slides, which can be opened or closed as it is desired
that vapour should escape or be withheld. The
centre bed is not heated, and it may be men-
tioned that the flow pipe which heats the atmo-
sphere immediately after entering the house, branches
oil" into another pipe of the same size, which passing
along above the first pipe unites with it again where
the hitter enters the tank or front shelfi On this top
pipe little troughs are cast to hold water for supplying
moisture. Under these arrangements Orchids have been
found to grow with unusual vigour, and soon muke fine
specimens. Those that flower now. in addition to what
have been mentioned, are Dendrobium Cambridge-
anum, producing fine spikes of richly blotched Oi-ange
blossoms; the curious little Leptotes bicolor, -with
from three to seven flowers on a spike ; Eria
densiflora, with spikes of cream-coloured blossoms

;

several fine plants of Dendrobium nobile and Wallichii,
and an enormous mass of Oncidium altissimum throw-
ing up pretty blossom spikes; together with the showy
Lycaste Skiniieri, which has been in bloom for these
three months, and which still promises to produce its
pretty blossoms for some time to come. In the green-
houses, which are gay with different kinds of forced
flowers, was a pretty standard Azalea with a fine head
of variously coloured blossoms, strikingly contrasting
with one another, and rendering the plant very
attractive. This has been effected by inarching twQ
kinds together on a straight clean stem about 3 feot
in height of the old A. phoenicea, which forms an
excellent stock for the purpose. Other "unions" of
an equally interesting character have also been effected.

The small conservatory attached to the mansion is at
present exceedingly gay for this time of year with
Pelargoniums and other forced flowers, especially

Azaleas, among which were some fine plants, whose
bright coloured blossoms contrasted well with other
fiowers of paler hues. These were all placed
closely together, and formed a dense bank of flowers
of various shades and colours, producing an interesting

effect to which Hyacinths and other forced bulbs greatly
contributed. The flowering plants were also inter-

mixed here and there with Ferns and other plants re-

markable for the beauty of their foliage, which served

to vary and set the whole off to increased advantage.

Teade Lists Receited.—The 2Qth Annual JSdiiion

of Vegetable and Floiver Seeds, including also Bulhs
and Roots for Spring Planting. By Stephen Beown
(late Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk).

—

Platz &, Son's
(of Erfurt) Catalogue of Floiver, Vegetable, and Tree
Seeds. London Agent, W. Lorberg, 34, St. Mary-at-
Hill, E.C.— Catalogue of Kitchen Garden, Agricttltural,

and Flower Seeds sold hg Garaway, Mayes, & Co.,

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

Sanmnies of Political FIconomy. By Prede'ric Bastiat.
Translated from the French by Patrick James Stir-
hug, r.E.S.E. Murray. Svo. Pp. 298.
The writings of the great French free trader, Bastiab

cannot be too well known, for they form the most
original and important contributions to political eco-nomy which it has received since the days of Smith.

^v
extraordinary energy and skill with which Bastiat

exposed the fallacies of those of his countrymen who a
uvjears ago endeavoured to set class against class,
ami to carry into practice the odious principle, la pro-

l^! i
^\^ \^ "^^ '• *^*^ admirable manner in which he

th! f M .
principles of free trade, and demonstrated

wl.;I V **: ^^*^^ principles; the fearlessness with
«nicn he insisted in France on the great doctrine that

OTWhf
^^e exercise of force is unjustifiable there the state

tSV"'^^*^ interfere with its subjects; and last,

and
^

f
°.^

J
least, the ability with which he detected

inUf/
v^

.
*^® ^^^^^^ *^^ celebrated political econo-

ists, nave justly won for him a celebrity which few

of wv'l ^f''"^ *^ *^^J^y- His greatest work is that

donp y
*'^*'^® ^^ ^i^®^ ^^o^e, and Mr. Stirling has

"e good service iu translating it. Its object may

Garden Memoranda.
S.Rxtcker's, Esq., West Hiil, Waitdswobth.—The

valuable collection of Orchids for which this place has
long been Justly celebrated exhibits even now con-
siderable beauty. The bright green of their foliage

and the immense size of many of the specimens bear
ample testimony to the judicious treatment they receive.

Among kinds that bloom at this season are Galeandra
Devoniana, a pretty species, with greenish brown petals,

and a large pink streaked funnel-shaped lip ; the charm-
ing ever- flowering Phalffiuopsis grandifiora ; a large and
pretty specimen of Phaius Wallichii ; the finely formed
Dendrobium aggregatum, with short pendent spikes of
rich yellow flowers ; and Calanthe veratrifoUa and Bnr-
lingtonia venusta, both with delicate white blossoms.
The New Holland Pitcher Plant (Cephalotus follicularis)

we have also seen growing here in great perfection •

it was in a 6-inch pot in a mixture of loam and peat.

This singular little plant is generally grown under a
bell-glass ; but in this instance it had never been
covered; Nepenthes distillatoria was growing here

most robustly, and was covered with pitchers ; N. am-
puUacea was also well furnished with pitchers, as well as

several other rare and fine kinds. Close to these was a

thriving plant of Stag's-horn Fern (Platycerium grande). and Durham as it does in those on the south coast froin

This may be grown on a thin board about a foot square. ! Folkestone to Beeehy Head, and has become an article

'

of commerce ; for so well docs it suit the chmate of the

United States, that some hundreds of thousands have

I

Miscellaneous.
Tlie Manetii Pose Stock,—I always feel interested in

this stock. Whether it is that, being au old amateur,
and remembering well its introduction, or only because
it has been abused by some few growei's, and praised by
others, I cannot say. Friend Donald Beaton has now
and then given it a severe prog with his "Cottage
Gardener's" dagger; he has now, however, turned
round, and in the " Cottage Gardener " of December 20,
1859, has given a flattering opinion of its value ; but
then Donald is young, and may turn round again, Mr.
W. Paul has always been its bitter and most uurelenting
enemy. It seems that the strong tenacious clay of the
Chcshunt nursery did not suit it. It killed the Koses
budded on it by its excessive vigour. Instead, how-
ever of looking out for a plot of light soil, on which it

would have flourished, Mr. W. P. denounced it, and has
suflered his near neighbour and rival, Mr. E. P. Francis,
of Hertford, to make a fortune by its cultivation.

** Strange that such difference should be
•Twixt E. P. F. and W. P."

Now the soil at Hertford, in which Mr. F. cultivate*

his Eoses on this stock, is the most heart breaking,
stony, barbarous soil that was ever formed into a Rose
garden. Just' imagine a few acres of a stratum of
gravel laid bare, with stones in it innumerable as big as
your foot ; stir the surface, pick out the very large

stones, add some manure, and you have the soil ou
which our friend E. P. P. gi-ows his Roses on the
Manetti Rose stock, or, as Mr. W. Paul calls it, iu his
'* Rose Animal,*' page 85, line 20 (I like to be particular)

the " Manettii b ubble." "Why the two ii'd ? And why
the prejudice ? Does the latter ovre its origin to the

stock having been introduced by our "King of Roses,"

Mr. Rivers, who has written the only good and selling

book on Roses ever published in England ? No, it can-

not be ; but there certainly must be some cause for this

continued denunciation of a Rose stock most valuable,

for it seems to flourish as well in the sands of Torkshire

suspended from the roof by one of its sides, A house

close to tliat in which the Orchids are growing was

some years ago fitted up for stove plants, for which

it proved well adapted, presenting as it does an ex-

tremely clean and light appearance. Old smoke flues

were pulled down, and it was heated by hot water in

4-inch iron pipes, which entering at the end of the

house close to the back wall, pass round to the front.

been and are annually exported. I am inclined to

distrust "what is said in the *' Cottage Gardener," p. 172,

about grafts on this stock putting forth roots. In

heavy sol's they will not always do so, and some

varieties are also very chary of putting out roots, even

in very light soils, but then such soils suit the stock so
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wcU tliat tlie graft; lias no need of its own rrvots. In

ticli dt;ev P.ose clays, by wliicli I mean all clayey soils

witli a deep staple, tlie Dog Rose stock is on the whole

the best of all. It is very durable, may be removed at

-vlmost any period of its life, and generally induces the

ind of Rose budded on it to throw out floweis of the

irgest size. But for poor sandy soils or gravelly hills

'Jte those break-heart, break-neck hills round Hertford,

.10 Rose stock can excel the Manetti. I should, how-

<!ver, prefer budded Roses to those that are grafted, and

plant them so as to cover the junction of the bud with
|

the stock. I have re.\son to believe that Mr. Lane, of,

Bcrkhampitcatl, has not succeeded well with the

Mauetti stock. He. I think, tried it on his light but

requiring draining should now have attention, bearing \ for Tears

in miud that on ground cropped with finiit trees or

vegetables the drains should not be less than 4 feet

but not if the loam

i

I

or three dressing will be sufficient to prese"-*^
the buds. Raspberries may liave the old wm]
removed and the new shoots thinned; leave H
shortening of them till another time. Let the fiv!

low-lvin- black soil, and on a verj- shallow soil resting : about to be made, materud for that purpose should be

on clialk" but in neither situation did it so well, so he
;

got in readiness As regards things under gl*^,

has discontinued, so far as I know, its cultivation to any, when such plants as Aphelandras. 7u5 icias. Pom-

^reat extent. Mr. L. has not however, like his friend settias, and other winter-flowering stove plante

Mr. VV." P., denounced it because he could not grow it. ' have done blooming they slion d be ren-^ved to a drier
'

- - . - ' liouse and water gradually withheld to eflect the proper
No. he is much too 'cute for that. I fully believe

that it would have done well on those chalk hills near

Berkhainpstead, only the labourers did not like it, and

so often gave it a sly kick ; besides this, the Dog Rose

stock has generally dene so well with Mr. L, that he

did not want it. With Mr. Vrancis it has been quite

different. I fully believe that he never could have

grown any decent dwarf Roses on his stony hills

without the Manetti Rose stock. Like all things newly

introduced either into commerce, agriculture, or

horticulture, our Manetti stock has had, and still has

its opponents. Some of them should always bear in

miud part of the old song :

—

"Remember -ft-lien the judgment's weak the prejudice is

strong."

And they will plant it only in soils adapted to it, an^b

above all, take piiius in its culture. £osa sjtiHosiu From

the Florist,

A Bull-Dog ThorongJdy Served 0»^—"Neptune,
the ram's antagonist, had a warm friendship for a very

pretty retriever. Charger by name, who, in addition to

very warm affections, possessed a very hot temper. In

on damp mornings with soot ai:d lime Goosebe
bushes, &c., which are Attacked bv bird«i r^^^

deep ; the width apart must be regidated by the nature

of the soil. The preparation of ground intended to be

planted in spring, either with fruit or ornamental trees,

may now be forwarded, as mny the levelling and re- snoriemng oi lueui um Huuiucr tune, i^et tbe frujt

turfing such parts of the lawn as have become unsightly, room be looked over and everything showing ^^

As in most gardens tree leaves are in great request for
j

removed. Slight fires must occasionally be used
' '' ' ' ' ' ^ Ground should on all opportunities bave the necess^'

turnings to bring it to a friable state by the tinie^hf
spring crops will require planting. Not much in tw
way should be attempted at present, but make a
sowing of some early Pea, as the Prince Albert
or Emperor, in pota to turn out, should those sown m
the open garden fail. A crop of the ^Tazngan Bean may
be treated in the same manner. Cauliflowers, Lettuce
and all kinds of early vegetables wintering \u frames
must have abn nlance of air daily, and be kept free from
damp. The spiu-e frames will be tilled with Endive,
Sorrel, I'aisley, and other things mjuired for dally use

should severe weather occur. So likewise Broccoli now
turning in should be placed under some sort of protec-

tiun for the siime purpose. A few years back it

many purposes, steps should also be taken to procure a

sufficient stock for the season's supply ; two or three

stacks may be made in the most uulrequcnted places,

thatched, and a temporary fence placed round them to

keep them together. Where new gravel walks are

ripening of their wood. Use as little moisture in tho

stove at this season as possible, and do not aim at higli

temperature; the colour and durability of tluwcrs will

show how injurious both are in excess at thla i-orlod,

Where Orchids have had a long rest some will now be
j
difficidt to get a supply of Bi-occoli through tho winter-

commencing growth and should be set to work ; well but Snow's invaluable Broccoli enables it to be donl

soak them in tepid water, and after removing nil tbe

loose and decayed material from the roots let them be

repacked in fresh baskets or pots. Those growing on

logs of wood will require more care in preserving their

was

very
short, he was a decidedly quarrelsome dog; butlSeptune

overlooked his friend's faults, and bore iiis ill-temper

with the most dignified gravity, turning away his head,

and not seeming to hear his snarls, or even to feel his

snaps. But all dogs were not equally charitable, and

Charger had a long-standing quanel with a huge bull-

dog. I believe it was, for it was ugly and ferocious

enough to have been a bull-dog. belonging to a butcher

—the only butcher within a circle of five miles—who

lived at Carnck, and was called the Lad of Canick.

He was very nearly as
^^^Jj«^j^f^^^.ff,

^^^^^^^^^^^ willbe sufficiently hi^h. but it should not be allowed to
It so chanced that Charger and

t^f/,^;^'^^^^^^^ fall below 50\ ViNEElzs-The earlv house will now
where, and the result was, that our beautiiui reirie\er . c i ^i. i.* j 4.1 -i"' *

- - - - 'require careful attention, and as the % mes m some
places will probably be in bloom, the night temperature

must not be allowed to fall btlow 60", and 70° should

be secured during the day. Maiutaiu a hcidthy growing

roots from injury. As a general rule it is too early to

begin with the principal stock. Examine frequently

all plants wluch sutler from damp at this season. Shift

all greenhouse plants frequently (to prevent their grow-

ing one-sided) and see that no decayed leaves are allowed

to remain on them. The conservatory should not be

allowed to fall below 40*^. Keep up a succession of

blooming plants from the reserve houses.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiXERiES.^Cold changeable weather

are now experiencing will necessitate

considerable amount of fire-heat, particularly where

a high temperature is being maintained with the view

of inducing the plants to show fruit, and in the

case of swelluig fruit see that a proportionate amount

of atmospheric moisture is secured, for accommo-
dating as the Pine must be admitted to be, it is by no

means benefited by a warm parched state of the atmo-

sphere^ see that none of the stock is allowed to snff'er

for want of water at the root. For snccess^ion plants a

temperature of from 50"^ to 55* by means of fire-heat

now with eue. Take every opportunity on dry dnysto
hoe and stir the soil between growing crops. Fresli

supplies of Rhubarb, Seakale, and Aspanigus must be
forwarded as wanted. Make a sowing in 3-inch pots

of the Fulmer's or Mohawk French Bean as the dawot tnc tuuners or niunawK i-renrn liean as the days

lengthen; this, which is the best forced vegetable we
have, will thrive in the Tine stove or early Vinery near

the glass. Frc»h plantations of Horseradish

Jerusidem Artichokes may now bo made.
anil

like that we
the use of a

;STATE OF TUE WEATUtR AT CU13WICK. NBAK LONDOlf.
For the Week ending J»n. », l^SO, uobtravctt nt tlie nortlculdiTalGudens

iri-- 1

fit
BlBOXETVll.

JanuMT
Mu. 1 MIn.

XsiirESATt-KE.

I

was brought home so fearfully mangled that it was

a question whether it should not be shot at once,

everything like recovery seeming impossible. But
I really think Xeptune saved his lite. The trusty friend

applied himself so carefully to licking his wounds, hang-

ing over him with such tenderness, and gazing at his

master with such mute entreaty, that it was decided to

leave the dogs together for that night. The devotion of

the great dog knew no change; he suffered any of the

people to dress his friend's wounds, or feed him, but he

growled if they attempted to remove him. Although,

after tbe lapse of 10 or 12 days, he could limp to the

sonny spots of the lawn—always attended by Neptune-
it was quite three months before Charger was himself

again, and his recovery was entirely attributable to

Neptune, who ever after was called Doctor Neptune

^—a distinction which he received with his usual

gravity. Now here I must say that Neptune was
never quarrelsome. He was a very large liver-

coloured dog, with huge, firm jaws, and those small

cunning eyes which 1 always think detract from the

nobility of the head of the Newfoundland; his paws w ere

pillows, and his chest broad and firm. He was a dignified,

g^tlemanly dog who looked down upon the general run
of quarrels as quite beneath him. If grievously insulted,

he would lift up the aggressor in his jaws, shake him.
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atmosphere by sprinkling the floors, &c., as may be

necessary, and admit fresh air whenever this can be
safely done. Also attend carefully to the border, and if

fermenting material is used do not allow the heat to

deeline, and where this is not used see that whatever
covering is employed is efficient. Peach HorsK.

—

Discontinue syringing where the blossoms are beginning

to open, but secure a moist, healthy state of the
atmosphere by sprinkling the passages, &C., as maybe
necessary, avoiding, however, anything like dampness
while the trees are in bloom. Maintain a steady

night temperature of 50° or 55". Take every possible

opportunity of admitting fresh air, and where tbe ex-

ternal air can be made to pass over tbe heating appa-

ratus, so as to get warmed before coming in contact

with the plants, a gentle circulation should be con-

stantly kept up until the fruit is fairly set. Avoid the
admission of currents of dry cold air, however, which
would be most injurious to the trees,

FLOWER GARDE>' AND SHRUBBERIES.
"Wherever there is a large extent of mixed shrubbery

some care is necessary to prevent the stronger growing
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Notices to Correspondents-
Chinese PeACU Trees; l>€nBent. Wo are not aware that the

fle. (and

and let him go -if he could go-that was all But in
; ^^y^^^ f^^,^ ^^^^ growing the weaker ones; and it will

hiB heart of heists, he resented the treatment his fnend ^e fotmd better every few years to lift and replant the
had received. So, when Charger was folly recovered,

; f^^^^^^^ than to prune them severely. Nevertheless a
the two dogs set off together to the Hill of Carrick, a
distance of more than a mile from their home, and then
and there set upon the bull-dog. While we were at

breakfast, the butler came in with the information that

something had gone wrong, for both Weptune and
Charger had come home covered with blood and
wounds, and were licking each other in the little stable.

This was quickly followed by a visit from the bristly

Lad of Carrick, crying like a child—the great rough-

looking bear of a man—because our dogs had gone up
the hill, and killed his pup, * Blue-nose.* *The two fell

on him,' he said, ' together, and now you could hardly
tell his head from his tail.' It was a fearful retribution ;

but even his master confessed that * Blue-nose ' deserved
hia fate, and every cur in the country rejoiced that he
was dead." Moiitledge*s Illustrated Natural Sistort/j

hgfJieSev.J, (?. Wood.

fruit of any value ; but they are not necessarily sten^e nv

the stnictnre of their flowers. You will find a shorty

scriptiou of these Peach trees at P- 244 of our Tolameior

ISoO ; at No. 165 of Nrw Plants.
^^

Coppice Woods: X }' Z, We are "nacquamted wun
^^

management of Beech Coppice ; nor do we find « ^po^
^^

by writers on Forestry. As to Ash and <^;?^' ^"^.,'*
jha

which they are cut depends on tbe pfK>dne59 ofthesmu ^

the
(rained, we imairine» in 16 or 17 years. 11 your u^y;;;^- t

wards to cover the ground with timber, you should not

provision for more than 120 permanent trees per
??J^^.llpria

Daphne Lacrkola : ES W. You may transplant tmsei^

February or in September. It thrives best in ahaae,

Calendar of Operations*
{^or ttef ensuing week.)

PLA^T DEPARTMENT.
"DrElKG weather like the present a number of opera-

tions mi^ht be proceeded with which are generally

certain amount of pruning is often necessary to keep all

in their proper places. Take care, however, to have
all margius of bare earth betwixt the Grass and the
plants covered with low growing plants as Periwinkles
and things of a similar habit, and the plants over tbe
remaining space should be made to cover as much of the
border as possible. Tlie pruning of the more common
kinds of lloses might now be done ; should, however, a
part of the Provins, Moss, and others of the summer-
flowering kinds be required to bloom late, reserve a
portion till April for that purpose.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The thinning and pruning of orchard trees should be

proceeded with, and liberal dressings of manure given
to exhausted soils. Prune and remove the suckers from
Filberts, which rarely (except in Kent) get the manage-
ment thej require. Young planted orchard trees
should be securely staked, using a little hay or Moss at
the tie to preserve the bark. The making of fruit-tree
borders, particularly for the finer kinds against walls,
requires the use ofgood fresh turfy loam ; let that there-
fore be in readiness. The only addition should be road
scrapings or something similar, where the loam is heavy,
for the Peach and Apricot ; use loam itself for Cherries

bushed.
Garden A Constant Reader says, "I have an iroj

water engine for wall trees, the bottom of wmcu
^^

ont at the screw holes with rust." He will therein' ^
obliged by any o( our correspondents informing nun

^^^
materiiU better than iron for the inner bottom wait

^^
not be hkely to rust, and which consequently wouia uv

durable.
i t M to tt^^'

Names of Plants: We have been so often ^""p .„ that
*«

tantly decline naming heaps of dried ur otiierpia°^^
^^^ ^

venture to request our correspondents ''^
^^^leadutj""^

never have or could have undertaken an unumivc^^^^^

this kind. Young gardeners, to whom ^^fl^^rt^pWm^,
especiaUy apply, should bear in miud that, '^''{P */JaJans

«

us for assisUnce, they should cxhauat tbeir oiu«
j^jg

of

gaining information. "We cannot s^^e them ine ^ ^ b«

examining and thinking for themselves ; nor v j^d

desirable if we could. AU we can ^^o i3 to A( pi not

that most wiUingly. It la now requested that, i"
^^ ^^a-

more than four plants may be sent us ^i
^ is tf

Jas. Chisholm, 1 is the common Portugal *^"i 'jnquin

common broad-leaved Laurel. We cannot aiw'*

privately. , _o<, tarred iiV"'T

Gas-tar : F S. Water that has stood in a ca^K^" ^ppajj

wUldonoharm, unless the tar has l^^*^",??^ tod^JS"^
In that case pour out the water, and coutmue

.

tie

iri^

shining scum ceaaea to appear on the ^'^^'*^^'
g,,it Itf""- v

Strawberries: Saffron Walden had better cons"
^ 1

uiiTc v,^«, ««w.„i,i„* „.. *i.„ «.,u{-o-af.inn of tats F_
fit.

W«

«^*^fp.rrpil til! qnrincr Anv Tnrf nf flio r^r^^.-^A^ i ! 1 XT
" ""^" ""^ ^.^y^v^^^i. , wa^ iwt*ii. itacn lui x^urziica made. We must also beg the uiauigence i

aeterred tui spring. Any part ot the groTinds or gnrden
;
and Plums, and a small quantity of rotten cow-dung ent3 the insertion of whose contributions

hill's new pamphlet on the cultivation

shall endeavour to find room
,e cuiLivMi.!--'" --

(.jfjeyi
"

iinextweekforanot^ic^^^^^

V Aa usual, many communications have ^^,Jiiie3Ci»"5?

late, and others are detained till the necos3aty^''4.^^^^poa*

made. We must also beg the indulgence ot tnu ^g^^yei

f
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TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

follow in'S

£6 6

6
5 5
8

Anr\ FICl \L MANURES. &c.— Manufacturers

and others ougaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
.h/in everv necessary instruction for their economical

S efficiSt llrepa^tion, hy applying to J. a Nesb.t F G.S.,

i° Si^^inil 0? the Agi-icultural and Chemical College,

^'Vwoh^ London, S. Afialyaea of Soils, Guanos. Superj^hos-

Sti^lfSmorCoproiites. &{.. and Assays of Gold Silver, and

Vw Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch

SmenoLous of receiving instmction in Chemical

fSiyses and Assaying, willhnd ample facility and accommoda-

tion at the College. ^—onHTo n iM a n u k k cum p a N V
(Established 1840),

Have the following MANURES ready for delivery :^

CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
BLOOD MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING,

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
SUPERPHOSPHATE MINERAL.

The L'-ndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANoVdirect from Messrs. Gibbs & Sons). SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, NITRATE of SODA. CRUSHED BONES, and

every other'Manure of known value, all of which they warrant

strictly eennine. Wholesale dealers snpiiHed.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Enw. PgRaF.R, Secretary.^

" ESTABLISH E D 18 12.

MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to tuT-:e

orders for their special MANURES for ISCO. which tlioy

unhesitatiugly state are of a superior quality and charged at

the lowest possible price, viz, :—
CLOVER MANURE I OAT MANURE
POTATO ditto I3EAN ditto

BARLEY ditto | iVlso

PERUVIAir GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME, (fcc, all of which are waiTiinted of the best quality.

Apply to H. «fe T. PnocTon, Cathay, IlHstol ; or

Proctor & RvLAyp, Birmingham and Chester.

MR. J. B. LAWES niaimfacturcs the
M.VNURES:—

TURNIP MANtJRE
SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME
MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME
BARLEY MANURE

K.B. Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO direct from Messi-s.

Gibbs, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE op AMMONIA, and
ether Chemical Manures.
WHEAT MANURE.—PERUVIAN GUANO is proved to be

fhe best and cheupcst Artificial Manure for Wheat, at Autumn
sowing.
American deeorHcated Cottou-secd Cake of hest quality

supplied at the market price.

Offices: 1, Adelaide Place. London Bridge. E.G.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME

; guaranteed to contain
Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

ho very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Pnces, &c., may be had on application to Bursart., Lack,
A Co.. Sutton Road, Plymouth.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.
TUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.-
^T,SK? S^'i^LPINGS. 7s. U. per cwt., in U cwt. bags;

l??^T^.^P ^^^^' ^^'- r»^^ '^^*- ^° 13 cwt. bags; DOG
f}^^}^?^' 1^*- P^^ °^'-' OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE

1, 1 /^ J
Pi^G^> 65. and Ss. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at themm. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery.—W. & R. Jupp. p. Cross Lane. Eastcheap, E.C.

REIGATE SILVER SAND. — Best quality for
Florists, 16s. per ton ; less quantities 1^. 6d. per bushel,

dehvored to any Loudon Wharf or RaUway. Sacks for Sand,
U.Gd. eacn; or on hire, 6(Z. each (five hold a ton); KENTISH
and HAMPSHIRE PEATS, LOAM, and LEAF MOULD, in
large or small quantities.—John Kennard, Purvcvor to her
Majesty, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

'

NURSERYMEN supplied with the best eenuine
*u J9?^^*^*^ PAPER at 4?. 'per cwt. ; any qnantitv less
tnanhalf acwt. lOd. per lb. The above article is wai-^antad
e^enuine.—Address Tom Brvaxt, Messrs. Jackson and Sons
lobacco Manufacturers, Lady Lane, Leeds.

^J^
GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER FOR FUMIGATING.XT APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son,

-1-X* Nurserymen, Dorking, Surrey), supplies the above in
Vlb. packets at 1*. 3rf. per lb. A liberal discount allowed to
the Trade. Tetsimoniafs too numerous for insertion, but may
be had on apphcation.
. SHEET IRON POTS for FUMIGATING, 3s. 6d. each.
N.B. All orders to be accompanied with a Post office Order-

payable to Henky Appleby, Dorking, Surrey.

f^lbHURST COM P 0~irW~D,^^ PATENTED.
for PREVEN'TISO AND DESTROYING

RED SPIDER MEALYBUG MILDEW
T«5l?^ SCALE GREEN and BROWN
AMERICAN BLIGHT ANTS FLYBED BUGS, &c..

And useful in winter dressing-.
Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received- tfie sanction of the Gardening Press, see
Oorrfenm' ChroHcle of 9th April and 16th July, 1859, and
*.mJlj^^

Gardener," 12th July, and has been favourably re-

Im^ who
^'^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ eminent gardening authorities,

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chlswick House Gardens
Mr. CoUinsou, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
-Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

EnManrf"S""!?^^
Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout

iiK^' Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken in supplies,

WawS "^ Pi^P^""*^*^ *°, ^^" "^^gl^ boxe^price 1*. for iirst

l^^^®°'^^"^^^'^"^^^<^^s^royinched bugs; Si. for n-t

i^dS^H^I-' ^^f-
^^- ^°^ ^^^S« ^^^^^l ^ith testimonials andiuu aescnpticns for use.

Pt.t
,^'4jser}-men and Seedsmen supplied byrp.1^3 Patent Candle Company, Limited, London.

Eatabliahed in 1844.
Incorporated by Act or Parliamknt in 1848.

Draining, Inclosing, Irrigating,"Warping, Road Making, and
all kind of Land Improvements, executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties, and the whole cost can be made
a Permanent Charge on the Lands, or redeemable in a certain
number of years. Bidwell & Brodie. Secretanea.

OflSces : Exeter ; and 30, Parliam ent Street, Loudon, S.W.
LAND D R A I N A G e;

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any ext*mt are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of i>ro-
pcrty, whether freeholJ, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment maybe made by the Landowner aa successive
portions of the works arc completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a coiniiiission thereon, maybe charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms of years so as to adapt the rato percent, ofannual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investii^iiti.in of title being required, or notices given to

Reversic.neia or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Slaking, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to bo made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at thtf OlHces of the CotT >y>ariy. 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

THE LANDii iiXl'ROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Tnoorpor.itcd by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

—

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W. To Landowners, the
Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c., In Enghmd and Wales
and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, lS5t>, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting for any beneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machinciy for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agiicultural A*
farming purposes.

S. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. Tho erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

CCOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY.
J and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Priucipal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
Tlie system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisitetoprepare youth for thepnrsuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

o

E\it ^flrtcttUural ©alette.
SATRRDAY, JANUARF 2S, 1860.

I

'pPvEES COMING INTO BLOOM will be protected

We are informed that the objection to prizes
offered for good conduct to grown men and women
by our Labourers' Friend Societies rests on
** effete" argument and baseless prejudice. Let us
once more state the argument as it really stands,
leaying our readers to characterise it as they
please. "VYe do not suppose that by any mere
statement ofthe case, however convincing it might
be, any association of the kind would at once
remodel its prize list and cancel those offers which
have been hitherto made to men who have reared
the largest families in wedlock, to those who have
been longest in the same service, to those who have
for the greatest number of years avoided parish
relief ; but the continued discussion of the subject
must ultimately result in attenticn being more
exclusively directed to the encouragement of skill

in the operations of agriculture, it must at length
effect a gradual withdrawal of the rewards for
mere good conduct.
Lord Palmerston did indeed the other day refer

to the award of a money premium by the local

society to the labourer as being of the same nature
with that of a medal or a bit of riband by the Queen
for the good service of any of her subjects ; urging
that it is in both cases a token and a record of good .

.

_ _ , . .

conduct, and not a remuneration or reward. [permanent attachment to, a particular parish ;

There is however a very essential distinction 'and let us add, for what influence it may have, if

between the two : the one is for public services in
|
it were not for a system of rewards indicating that

which all are interested, and which therefore
i

there is, in general estimation, ament m lon^

j

ration
; and certainly a money reward or material

advantage of any kind offered as an incitement to
moral improvement is of extremelv doubtful policy
Of course the morality of any conduct depends
altogether upon its motive, and if you say that it
has been with the view of gaining this 3/., 21., or
1/. reward, that such a man has supported his
impotent father, or punctually attended his parish
church, or abstain: d from crime, or even retained
his place upon the farm, or struggled on without
parish relief—then, we must say, that compared
with another who has done none of these, he is not
necessarily the better man of the two. If yousay
this money is not offered as a prize for competition,
but as a mere acknowledgment of services ren-
dered, then wemust reply, 1st, it is in effect a
prize—for candidates appear, and a h\f only are
successful; and 2d, unless it be a prize, i. c, un-
less it acts as a stimulant to good conduct in
others, it is utterly useless ; for this is the pro-
fessed object of the Society—the promotion of
industrious and moral habits among the labourin
population, -

Will any one defend the offer of such a prize as
used annually to be published—possibly still is

—

by an agricultural association in Lord Palmer-
sign's own county—the North-east Hants Agricul-
tural Association?—and yet if it be indefensible
the whole system, as it seems to us, must fall, The
following is the advertisement :

—

"The clergymen's prize of 3/. 3j. will be given to the
agricultural kbourer, or the now disabled cottogcr, who
was an agricitltural lubourer, who, living withhi the
circle of the North-east Hants Association, shall obtain
from his parochial minister, and one churchwarden, the
highest character for honesty, industry, sobriety, atten-

(

tiou to his children's education, and his own religious

duties ; the certificate must particularly state if he and
his family are regular in their attendance on divine
worsliip, at his own parish church.

''The clergymen's prize of two guineas, in like

manner, to some single woman, widow, or spinster,

above the age of 55 years, &c."

There surely needs no argument to prove that
money offers for morality or religion are absurd
that a money reward for honesty is au absurdity
that a money reward for industry should be given
in the form of wages—and that a money reward for

attention to religious duties is apt to be a premium*
upon hypocrisy. It is evidence of a low moral
standing in the class addressed when such offers

are not seen to be glaringly uncouth and shameful,
both by those who make them and by those to

whom they are made. And yet over all the South and
East of England and as far north as Lancashire
we have prizes offered to the labourer who has
brought up ''the largest number of children born
in wedlock without parish relief; '* to him who has
** placed out the greatest number in respectable

service ;
" prizes for **long servitude in the same

family ;
" for widows who have maintained families

without parish relief; for the oldest men who can
prove that they have not been convicted of crime,

and for those who have supported impotent relations.

It is evidence however of improvement in the
style and character of the agricultural labourer,

that competition for these prizes is certainly

diminishing—that the number reported as com-
peting for them is so small—and that societies have
to publish in their reports requests to members to

bestir themselves to urge cottagers and labourers
to come forward for the purpose.

Leaving, however, the question of rewards for
moral conduct, what is to be thought of the policy
of giving rewards for long servitude ? Here are
agricultural employers complaining in one county
of the inordinate and extravagant amount of
wages, and in another of so unmanageable and
redundant a population that wages cannot be
otherwise than low. And yet they band together
to grant prizes for long servitude

!

If there be one thing plainer than another on the

review of our present agricultural labour market,
it is this—that every artiticial interference with
the natural interest of the labouring man in

such a case is mischievous. If it was not

for a law of settlement, under which labourers

grow up under the impression that their normal
condition is that of pauperism, and their

natural relationship, that of property in, and

all, and the Queei^ as their representative, have a

right to praise ; while the other relates to personal

-*- trom Fr«=tc XT -1 ,. ,7 : " • "
i
virtuc which can never claim reward, and shrinks

HEXAGON and^'&Hlfwlcl"GAR^DEN"5ET'l^\^o™ uSj f^m it indeed just in proportion to the genuine-

wiil
^^''2'"''°''®<i *>? a" t'l'' Principal Gardeners ; the Xefs'' ness of its quality.

&tteT.,TSri^,'/T™llil:°^uT.'^.ftIl^% We submit, -too, that these distinctions are
•^-imberSt^eT'NSii^.^?""'''''' """^^ ^ """ HAVTHOE.V, I

^^^^ .^.^^ ^^ j^^^'.^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ remune- the labouring population appears to be redundant.

servitude apart from good masterhood or good

servanthood—if it were not for these artificial

interferences with the natural play of a man's own
energies and interests, we should have what is

greatly to be desired—a gradual supply of scantily

populated districts from the surplus ot those where
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It is just possiLle that it may often be a good

thing to encourage labourers to remain for a

length of time in one place, but that is not to be

done by a county association ; it is to be done by
the master himself when he has got a good servant,

and by the servant himself when he has got a good

master. The thing is as merely private and mutual an

arrangement as can be conceived, and it is placing

it in a wrong position to bring it before a public

society. It is as much a thing for the benefit of the

master as it is for the benefit of the servant ; and

it is as much a thing to the credit of tho master as

it is to the credit of the servant. If. any reward

must be given, the master deserves it as much as

the labourer, and we were glad to see this acknow-

ledged by the Devon Agricultural Society, in whose
report of several years ago we read :

—

« To the Rev. W. H. Aetindell, of Cberitou-Fitz-

paine, with whom John Cockeam: has lived

during a a servitude of 43 years, a Silver Medal.

"To John Cockeam, aged 82, who has lived with

the Eev. W. H. Akundell, as above, and has

always been strictly honest, industrious, and
sober, IZ, 10*."

If, however, Mr. Artindeil and Johk CocKRiivr

were mutually satisfied with their position no

reward was necessary ; if not, then any merit be-

longing to either must have been that of patience

under dissatisfaction. That may have been a

proper subject for reward or it may not \

It seems plain to ns that it is in the encourage-

ment of self-reliance and tiue independence, of

eflEbrts after self-improvement in intelligence and
skill—that our Labourers' Friend Societies will find

scope for their most useful efibrts. Xet every such
association endeavour to encourage education
within its limits ; let it encourage the operation of

benefit societies and of savings' banks, and espe-

cially of that best of all savings' banks for the

employment of scraps of time—the allotment sys-

tem ; let it avoid everything having a pauperising
or dependence-producing tendency, keeping in

view the maxim which involves a most important
truth in material things, as well as in others,

that **to him that hath shall be given;" on this

ground let it devise means for encouraging the
payment of wages by the piece ; let it direct its

chief attention to the ofier of rewards for evidence
of skill, whether in agricultural, horticultural, or
mere domestic operations ; and abstain from all

attempts to influence, by money rewards, such
matters as attention to religious duty, benevolence,
or personal morality, where higher motives alone
ought to have an influence.

That there is abundant scope for their exertions
apart from this last section of the field in which
they have hitherto been working, their own prize

lists amply prove. For here we read of prizes

offered no doubt with the best effect to ploughmen,
drainers, diggers, shepherds, hedgers, thatchers,
hoers, barnsmen, hop-driers, dairy-maids, chaff-

cutters, shoeing smiths^ allotment tenants, and
cottagers (for bread, for domestic economy, neat-
ness, &c.); being awarded for that skill in these
operations and proceedings which it is their

purpose to improve.

guinc;i3, and through
learnt the value of

CABBAGEWOETS.
The cultivation of Caljbage as an agricultural crop

appears to have decreased very much since the growth
of Mangel came more into fashion. Upwards of 30
years ago I can recollect my father, who managed a
large estate in Derbyshire, used to grow Drumhead
Cabbage extensively for both dairy cows and fattening
bullocks; and X can recollect perfectly if perchance the
cows stole a few Turnips from the cart as it passed
through the field or yard, the cook, housekeeper, and
dairymaid used to kick up a terrible hubbub about the
cream and butter and even milk being spoiled by the
Turnipy taste. None of om- dairy cows had Tmnlpa;
and even though we dug them out of the snow,
** Drumheads " must be had for the cows which supplied
the milk, &c., for the use of the proprietor. Since I
left the midland counties, now more than 20 years ago,
I think I can say that in all my perambulations,
except in South Wales, I have not in the whole
time seen 10 acres of Drumhead or cattle
Cabbage, I recollect how well our dairy cows

ia
herd of choice short-horns) used to do on this

Jabbage and good hay, and that the best Highland
stots or bullocks used to make excellent beef with two
feeds of Cabbage daily and plenty of hay and straw
chopped together, then steamed and mixed with Bean
and Barleymeal and consumed while it was warm. Our
fatting stock in the winter was kept warm and dark in
those days; so that there is not so much novelty in
modern practices, though we may now know their why
and wherefore better than we did at that time. I can
look back to that old farm-yard with its spacious
fetting stalU, open sheds and yards for youn^ stock,
and large Dutch barns for hay. aa the site of many a
youthful froho, and can only wish that in this miserably
"fiteaded" county I could see farm homesteads half i

good as that was -40 years ago. But to my Cabbage,

for I fear a great deal of our modern self-laudation will

not bear ttie serious glance of retrospection ; indeed, in

that branch of. cultivation with which I have been more

immediately connected, I am quite sure there ai-e many
things not so well done generally now as they were in

my boyhood's days.

At page 32 Mr. Hewitt Davies has wisely directed

attention to the Cabbage crop, and recommended sowing

the end of February. Spring sowing may be all very

well for a late crop ; but if a really fine crop. Cabbages

of 25 lbs. to 50 lbs. each, is required, I should prefer

plants from autumn-raised plants. These are sown the

first week in August, bedded-out in poor soil when
large enough where they stand through the winter, and

are planted out as soon as the land can be got ready in

the spring, not later than from the middle of April to

the first week in May. Plants so managed on properly

prepared soil produce an enormous crop, and plants put

out in rows 21 to 3 feet apart, and about 18 inches

apart in the row, will produce a much heavier crop than

those planted in the ordinary way at 2 feet apart.

About 1830 I recollect walking some 15 miles to near

Ashbourn, to see a piece of Cow Cabbage grown by a

brick-maker in the refuse clay of his brick-yard " with-

out muck," the modest *' brickey " having discovered a

\

secret, and wanted 100 subscribers at one guinea each

,
before divulging it. The Cabbages were remarkably

fine, some of them nearly 60 lbs. each, and few less than

40 lbs. ; but secrets were ill to sell in those day^, and
before the subscription list filled, it oozed out that

the cesspool of the house of convenience in the corner of

the garden yielded the liquid which produced the

unmucked Cabbages; muck in those days, and I fear

too frequently at the present time, being considered the

body, " the solid stuft"," and not the essential "spirit"

which passeth away unobserved. However, some of the

gentlemen subscribers paid their

the brickmaker many a fiirmer
" necessary stuff^."

The object however of the present article is not so

much to direct attention to tho cultivation of Cow Cab-
bage, though that Is an important subject, as to induce

agriculturists to Inquire whether there are not other

Cabbageworts worthy of their cultivation. Seven years

back I recommended the Buda or Asparagus Kale as a

plant likely to produce a large amount of forage for

I

lambs, as it will bear cutting twice before the end of

April, and the third time will yield a good bite for

sheep. This plant, like all the Bnissicas, requires

deeply cultivated and- rich ground, but under proper

management it would yield m ^larch and April at the

least 50 tons per acre, something worth notice with a

large flock of sheep, Swedes getting over, Mangels
scarce, and the sheep doing more harm than good upon
the seeds, Tares, or Grass. At present the seed from
the want of demand is deai% Sd, to 1^. per ounce, but
only create a demand for it, and it would be down to the
price of Turnip seed in a very short time, as it is

equally free at seeding, ^nd would yield as great a
weight per acre. For a spring crop it should be sown
the first week in April, and put out not later than the
end of July. It may be planted out in rows 18 inches
apart, and 1 foot apart in the row; and on the April
following a plot so planted will present a solid mass of
vegetation. This Kale is perfectly liardy, no winter in

my recollection having injured it; and as a vegetable
for domestic use second to nothing in cultivation.

We frequently hear of the failure of late of stubble
Turnips, at a season when none of the ordinary farm
crops are available to make good the loss; yet the
London market gardeners think nothing of getting a
crop of 30 tons per acre between the 1st of September
and Christmas. This is done by what are technically

i

or I might say locally called Coleworts ; that is, a

I

variety of Cabbage which produced a large amount
of Greens without forming a hard Cabbage, which in
frost like that of October last would be destroyed.
Now these Coleworts are sown early in June, and at

the time of planting out are very strong plants,

and would be found excellent feed for sheep which
may either be folded upon them, or they may be drawn
and taken to the field or shed. After corn, on land
intended for roots in the following season this might be
a stolen but profitable crop. Of course the land would
require to be well manured and in good heart.

In AViltshire some of the Down farmers are gettuT^
into the habit of planting Cabbage for spring lambs,

j

and Mr. Wheeler, the nurseryman of Warminster,

I

annually disposes of hundreds of thousands of plants

I

for that purpose. The sort used is Wheeler's Imperial,
a small close compact Cabbage, which may be planted
1 foot to 15 inches apart all ways with advantage.
But most persons, gardeners as well as farmers and

;

cottagers, fall into sad blunders in planting Cabbage
for spring use, generally giving tliera much more room
than is necessary. I plant out at 1 foot apart, thinning
out every alternate row for Greens during the
winter and spring, and T have then a splendid
lot of Cabbage left. Of course this plan requires
an increased quantity of plants, but seed is cheap if pur-
chased by the pound, and the expense of planting not
very great. For spriug lanabs or even for feeding stock
or milking cows this forms an excellent crop at a time
when Mangel if not done is getting scarce, and the
Grass possibly not over good. Where game is not a
nuisance this Is a crop which may be planted even agri-
culturally with great profit, but where rabbits abound

;

it is useless to attempt it, as they will eat the heart out

of every plant. The best time to sow for the
crop is the end of July, plant out the end of September
and if possible give tw9 or three deep hoelngs between
the plants before the wet weather sets in. Should
rabbits prove troublesome an occasional dusting of soot
will check their ravages and at the same time form an
excellent manure. The best kind for this purpose i&

Wheeler's Imperial, at least, so the west country people

say, but 1 have no doubt Early Barnes, Venack, Enfield

Market, or Matchless would be found equally good.

Mr, Davies,! perceive, says Kohl Uabi is an excellent

milk-producing feed for cows in the spring. I had the

impression it was open to the same objection as Turiiips

through imparting a had taste to the milk and butter.

I have not tried it for some years past, and shall be glad

to find that I am wrong. For quality of milk in

the winter there is nothing equal to Carrots and a

handful or two of bruised Oats and oilcake, with

chopped hay twice a day. JF, F, Ayres, Orchard-,

leigh Farhi Frome,

LABOURERS AND COTTAGERS.
Faest servants and labourers have, in some senses of

the term, been a neglected and down-trodden class of

people, but their condition and how to ameliorate it is

a topic now frequently selected for discussion through

the medium of the press, and on the platform before the

most influential meetings for the promotion of social

and agricultural science. But fa^'^ practical agricnl-

tnrists, either * employers or employees, enter s&

minutely into details as to enable those who are not

practically conversant with agriculture to form an

opinion respecting who are in fault, and what are the

principal causes of the most glaring irregular practices

in rural districts.

And the statements of a great many men of high

standing, who are apparently uubiassed by prejudice ot

local influence, forcibly illustrate how difficult it is for

any man, let his position in society be what it may, to

meddle with or dictate respecting things with which he

is not intimately acquaintecl, either by practice or

ob?iervation, without exposing his stateinents to

criticism by those intimately acquainted with the pre-

vailing systems of farm management connected with a

mixed rotation of cropping on extensive arable farms.

There are a good many different systems of farm

management in England and Scotland, which, to some

extent, are caused by the difference in the climate, the

natural sterility or fertility of the soil, cultivation

clauses in farm leases respecting the rotation of

cropping, and mere blind routine ; and there are a good

many different modes of lodging and paying farm ser-

vants within very narrow limits ; but the three prevailinj

i forms of lodging married farm servants—the prevailing

' system in England, the bondage system in the north-east

of England and the border counties of Scotland, and

the bothy system in the north of Scotland—each have

faults peculiar to itself, which, I have no hesitation la

stating, nothing but the country being so thianedfey

the voluntary emigration of the working classfes that an

employer will value an able-bodied experiencecMabourei

of unimpeachable character as much as a hunter value?

a first-class saddle horse and pointer, and retriever

dog, will effect a cure or remedy for the present con*

dition of operatives in purely agricultural districts.

A great many men who are accomplished scbolai*

and acute observers take a one-sided view of matters of

importance which aff*ect both employers and employea

of every grade in town and country. The cultivation

of the soil is the Inherent propelling force in a purely

agricultural district. If a greater number of opeiR*

tives choose to fetter themselves by early improvident

marriages and improvident intemperate habits to a

locality than the inherent propelling forces in the

locality require, are the landowners responsible for tflf

evils which are the legitimate results of an overcroffdea

working population? -
,

The statements of men moving in the diff'ereut ffalKS

I

of life present a strange contrast when placed inj^^^^'

' position with each other. "Of course that is the result

'of people meddling with things they know compara-

; tively little about. As expressive of what I me»iit

I

allow me to quote part of your own editorial remarES-

' —"Of the various schemes of social progress brougit

forward during the last 20 years none has met wt

more attention than that of Sanitary Keform. »*'^^

much as has been done In furthering sanitary sci^^^^^

yet practically very little has been done to apply ^^'

principles which it promulgates. Those whose ^"^^^.

are centred in the 'progress of agriculture' eage^J

discuss the best methods of housing cattle, so «s

insure at once their health and their comfort, bnt

^

a fatality deplorable in its social results pay hti^^e at^«^'

tion to the condition of the labourers who tend tue^^

If there is one point which experience has made cleii*^^

T

^

m

\

I

than another it is this, that 'as the houses so

drained, and ill arranged, amongst their inhabit

people/ If the houses are damp, ill vent

• *
diseases are rife, and deaths frequently occur- :

We whose lines are cast in pleasant places talk serene^^

self-control; but we have had little experience to
^^

our self-control ifwe think that we could, under circn^

j
stances in which too many of our poor are P^^i^^^Ljjj

; differently, and show amidst scenes of filth
^""l ,, g^

j

of daily depravity the beautiesof the Christian hte.

'pages 221 and 222, Agricultural Gazette, 1S58-

I

"S. G. O." stated last autumn through the me^
of the Times that " Emulation in farming has i^^
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I

T r W its details open to criticism; sliamo has

'^''S^me? feoUng other., to build better
compelled s^^^^^^J^^^^^^^^^ go anvwhere but I see new

tt ^t'hnilf viitU all desirable rep:ard for the comfort

'S!::eTo^i^^ ^^^^ who iuUit then.. There

^c rmm vet for mucli more cottage building even m
!-fnnfttp districts: there are yet alas ! many districts

. "S aU the old evils are iu full force but I very

ilil. 1 meet with a landholder who docs not regard the

*onTitrtrue light/' Sec page 850, J^ricratural

^fIm;Sd a twelvemonth in each of two different

Eiic^lish counties 100 miles apart, but I have not yet

seeS any appearance of landowners regarding it as a

dtitv to build farm steadings, which will enab e

intelii-ent fanners, who are possessed of the requisite

luone/ qualifications, to keep pace with the rapid

strides of agricultural progress both m a theoretical and

practical point of view. If my memory serves me right,

1 read that the Duke of Argyle stated before the

meetino- held to inaugurate the oi>emng of the Dundee

Corn Exchange, that speculative science is much in

advance of practical skill, Now, Mr. Editor, you and

the conductors of the aorlcuUural papers arc quite at

ease in discussing the feeding properties of home-grown

find artificial foods; but what can you do for a tenant

farmer whose feeding sheds are constructed on tlie most

primitive old-fashioned style? Such slieds, which

protect the cattle from the inclemency of the weather

provided the wind is blowing only from one given point,

do very well in mild open weather; but any one who

has had experience in the feeding of cattle knows that

cattle in open yards remain in a stationary condition

during boisterous weather.

Agaiu, it is well known that a labouring man's wife

can prepare a palatable meal, which is eaten in her own
house, at a less cost than she can do by having to cook

her husband's breakfast and dinner in the evening for

the following day, both of which the majority of

English ploughmen have to eat in the open field.

Potatoes and vegetables go a long w^ay in assisting a

woman, who is practically conversant with domestic

economy, to spin out 12*. per week ; but owing to the

majority of English ploughmen having to reside in

villages, the S.iljbath day is the only day an English
labourer can bo said to enjoy domestic comfort.

If you have had occasion to commence a journey
early in the morning, you may have observed men
emerging from the cottages, which are thickly studded
round the extensive tracts of unenclosed land suscep-
tible of being reclaimed for cultivation.

The farmer's residence and the farm steading, the
walls of which consist of wooden boards nailed to up-
right posts which are fixed in a brick wall about 2 feet

high, are the only structures that a great many English
landowners have erected on highly cultivated farms.
A great many English labourers have to walk two

miles, morning and evening, to and from the farms
upon which they are employed, which is not only
fatiguing to t!ie labourer, but it unfits him for mental
recreation in the evening.
You sf&te, after quoting ''a vivid description of the

type o^country cottages,'* "'and yet if any man,'
says the same author, *is entitled to a comfortable
resting-place to recruit his strength, it is the agri-
cultural labourer, by far, according to Dr. Adam Smith,
the most productive of all labourers. And on the
question of thews and sinews only, if there be any truth
in the principles and findings of animal chemistry on
which you now Jiouse and bed, curry, and feed your
cattle, such refreshing places would pay you the'^best
of any. Damp, nasty, and unwholesome habitations
depress the spirits and enfeeble the exertions not only
of man but of brute animals. Yet such we venture to
assert are the habitations of nine-tenths of the plough-

|

men of Scotland.' ''—Agricultural Gazette, p. 222, 1858.
\

To return to my subject, I beg to state that the
,

majority of English landowners have not yet com-
j

menced to do what Scotch landowners have imperfectly
I

<Ione—the building of the requisite number of cottages
\

adjacent to each farm steading, or at least say one
I

house for every 50 acres of the majority of each
arable farm. I think that competent architects
eould give an approximate estimate of the cost of
erecting such a number of houses. The statements of
Mr, Manger, a tenant farmer at Dumpton, near liams-
grite, show what need there is in his district for
labourers' cottages, which is applicable to too many

;

into the fermentation-tubs, where it remains 2'4- hours,

and is then passed through the still in the usual manner.
There are in the Champonnois process several points

which greatly recommend its adoption, from their

simplicity and economy. For instance, the hot water
necessary to the maceration of the slices is supplied

after the first day from the residue of the still, that is,

the juice itself minus its alcohol. This juice when
removed from the still has a sufficiently high tempera-
ture to macerate the roots, and thus effect a great

economy of fuel. By this plan, whatever nutritive sub-

stance may remain suspended in the juice after the

alcohol has been removed is not wasted, but is again

absorbed by the pulp ; so that in reality the root has

lost nothing of its constituents except the alcohol

producing sugar. Another important Icature of this

system is what is called the continuous fermentation.

Formerly to produce the necessary fermentation in

each tub it was necessary to add each time a certain

quantity of beer ferment or yeast. This not only occa-

sioned a certain expenditure, but also great irregularity

in the fermentation. The system of continuous fermen-

tation consists in running, without any interruption,

fresh juice from tlie macerating into the fermenting

tubs, already filled with juice in a fermented state ; so

that the decomposition of the saccharine matter and its

consequent transformation into alcohol is continuous,

and by the time it reaches the fourth tub the fermenta-

tion is complete, and the juice is ready for the still."

As to the ordinary yield of spirit it was found on a com-

parison of 18 distillations ** that it takes 2 tons 6 cwts.

3 qrs. of roots to produce an hectolitre of absolute

alcohol (i. €. of the strength of 100 degrees), equal to

about 22 imperial gallons. The expenses attending the

management of the Champonnois process of distilling

amounts to 65. h\d. per ton of roots, divided as

follows :—

fiitteuing. M. Baudcmcnt, in his very clever report,
gives a value of 75. 3c?. to the quantity of pulp produced

g

Fuel
Labour and various expenses.
Interest and repairs . . ..

3 6^
1 8

Tutid 6 5f
" So that the cost of producing an hectolitre or 22

gallons of spirits rectified to 100 degrees amounts to

about 155. 6^., or about h\d. per gallon. But to this

cost must be added the difference between the value,

of the Beet root before and after maceration, that is

between the raw Mangel and the pulp. This is the

turning point where continental agricnlturists begin to

differ, and the question is sufficiently difficult to demand
extreme caution and prudent reserve in its handling.

To como to a right estimate we must begin by ascer-

taining the money value of a ton of roots. AVe know
what value in alcohol it will yield by distillation; we
know the cost of the process, because these items can

be easily and accurately determined; but not so with

the cost of a ton of Mangels, because the circum-

stances by which its production is attended are so varied

and so much mixed up with other accounts, that it is

next to impossible to ascertain its cost with anything

like certainty. There are two ways of making the

calculation ; one by ascertaining the cost of production,

which, as I have just stated, is next to impossible—the

other by taking as a basis the selling price of the roots.

Of the two the former would of course be the most
satisfactory, for the selling price of any goods is by no
means a criterion of their intrinsic value j but I will

take the latter as the only one available. It may be

assumed that the average market value of Beet-root in

France, taking the range of the last six years, is about

lis. per ton. The cost of manipulation being, as we
have seen, Qs. t\d., it follows that the quantity of

alcohol extracted from 1 ton of Mangels costs 205. 5(/.

But from this amount must be deducted the value of, per acre; so that in fact, he docs not estimate the cost

by a ton of roots after maceration, which bein
deducted from 205. 5(?., there remains, as the net cost
of the alcohol extracted from one ton of roots, the sum
of 135. 2d. ; and, conseqently, the cost of one gallon of
alcohol would stand at about I5. ^d. This figure, how-
ever, docs not represent the actual cost of a gallon of
spirit fit for the market. When it comes out of the
still it contains a certain quantity of essential oils, and
about 50 per cent, of its bulk of water. This mixture
is known under the name of Flegme, and must either
be rectified or sold in the market as it is. The process
of rectification up to 94°, the usual strength of alcohol
in the market, adds about 9£Z. to the cost of a gallon of
spirit distilled from Beet-root, which gives us a total of
25. 4f?. per gallon. So it may be as^med, that when-
ever the price of spirits will allow a profit upon that
cost, there is an advantage in distilling; when other-
wise, there is a loss.''

Of English experience on this subject we have parti-

culars, as an appendix to the paper ofM, Trehonnais,
from Mr. Henry Hibberd, of Braydon House, Minety.
"The main facts are, that during the winter of
1857-8, 7000 gallons of proof spirit were distilled from
rather more than 700 tons of Mangel "Wurzel, averag-
ing, therefore, nearly 10 gallons per ton, and that
during some weeks the produce exceeded 13 gal-

lons per ton; that the slices, after fermentation and
distillation, amounted to 60 per cent, of the original

roots, and were saleable at IO5. per ton for feeding

purposes; that the spirit was not worth more than I5,

per gallon, owing to the impossibility of separating from
it an acrid essential oil which made it unfit for drinking

purposes ; and that, owing to this difficulty, and the

impossibility of reaching the market price of good
neutral spirit, then worth I5. 10^. to 25, per gallon, the

experiment entailed a loss. The method adopted was
that of Leplaj', in which the fermentation is carried on
in the sliced root, and the spirit is separated by super-

heated steam passed throngli the mass in closed vessels.

The " cossets '' or residual material, removed from these

vessels after the process of distillation is completed, are

thrown together in a heap, and remain unaltered and
fit for food after the lapse of months. In this respect

Leplay*s method is believed to be superior to that of

Champonnois; the residual matter, after his process,

being extremely liable to further fermention ending in

putrefaction, and therefore needing to be immediately

consumed. Mr. Hibberd states that, during the winter

of 1857-8, he fed 29 milch cows on hay and pulp from
the distillery, and that the whole did uncommonly well.

On one or two occasions he ordered some of the cows to

be fed on hay only, and they at once showed a con-

siderable fulling oft' from their ordinary yield of milk ;

so much so that the cowmen, who were at first much
prejudiced against the use of pulp, ultimately declared

their preference of it to roots of any kind. The cows
not only milked well, hut kept their condition better

than usual; and the pulp, was cheap at the IO5. per ton

charged for it. It is the ordinary experience of cattle-

feeders, and of Mr, Hibberd among others, that

Mangel Wurzels are unsuitable as food till late in

winter, owing to the laxative effect which they produce

upon animals fed on them early in the season. This

efiect was not produced by the pulp remaining after

distillation, at whatever season it was given; the cows,

while feeding on it, continuing all the time in excellent

health. It would seem, therefore, that the root, in

losing Its sugar, had not lost its value as food for cattle

.

Mr. Hibberd's experience was derived from the distilla-

tion of large roots, the crops liaving exceeded 25 tons

the pulp ; and here is another difficulty which has

become the theme of very angry discussions In French
of growing them at more than 75. per ton. It is from
these large roots that he declares his produce to have

agricultural papers
—

"What is the proportionate value of, been 10 gallons of spii-it and 12 cwt. of food, of equal

the pulp as compared with the root ? A great many
experiments have been made by the partisans of dis-

tilleries; and if we were to accept the conclusions they

quality to the original root, per ton. His failure was
due to the unsaleable quality of the spirit, not
to any deficiency In quantity or strength, AVhen, as he

have drawn it would appear that the pulp is equal in confidently anticipates, some method shall Lave been
nutritive qualities to the roots themselves, weight for

|

discovered of separating the mischievous essential oil,

M'eight. I shall presently refer to some of the experi-
j
to which the inferior quality of the spirit is owing,

ments that have been made, in order to give an idea of
, there will lie no hindrance. In his opinion, to the pro-

the manner in which thoy were conducted. Kearly all
, fitable prosecution of Beet-root distillation in England.

parts of the United Kingdom. W.

BEET-RCOT CULTIVATION.
M. Tt:khoj(nais gives a full account of French

experience on this subject in the Jourmdof the English
Agricultural Society. Ho first desci-ibes the process of
cistillation known aa Champonnois,—" The apparatus
necessary for the distillery is neither expensive nor
mtncate. it simply consists of two or three tubs for

^^' "^ t^e aUces, four tubs for fermenting, and an
^nnry still. The roots are first cleaned and washed,
««i8hced m the usual way into longitudinal pieces.
inese are placed in the soakiug-tubs with hot water, to
macerate. The object of that process ia to dissolve the
WccUaniie matter, and separate it from the cellular
^aKie of the root. This operation lasts about an hour,
Jine hot slices are then removed, and carted away as
Flip for cattle. Tlie pulp loses by maceration from 20
*« zo per cent, of its weight; which represents the
.'mount of saccharine juice obtained. This juice is rua

the distillers visited by the XYench Committee from the

Imperial Society stated that from their experience the

pulp was equal to the roots. Thus, out of 18 distillers

examined, five were of opinion that the pulp is superior

to the root; five gave no other opinion but that pulp is

an excellent food for cattle; two thought the pulp
equal to the root ; two considered the pulp inferior to

In order, however, to the success of any new enterprise

of this kind, liberty of experiment at every st^p of the

process must be allowed. At present the Beet-root

distiller is tied down by the Excise rules, which may be

well adapted for distillation from malt, but which are

not necessarily fit for so different a process aa distilla-

tion from fermented Beet-root pulp. It may be stated.

the root by at least 25 per cent.; one other declared
j
as a reason for caution in this matter, that no instance

pulp superior to many other kinds of fodder, without ' is known in ^\hjch this raaimfacture has proved profit-

specifying which; another said he preferred pulp at ' able in the long run on English ground; but it may also

95.6(?. a ton to Beet-roots at l(i5.; others gave no reply, be stated, as an encouragement to the further

The average value of these anewers would lead \\% to
I
prosecution of the enterprise, that the reasons given by

the conclusion that a pound of pulp is equal to one of
j
Mr. Hibberd for this failure seem quite sufficient to

root in nutritive qualitv, a fact which requires confirma-
j

account for it, and yet are of such a miture as tp hold

certain that pulp is a valuable food for cattle, and that, \ and from a crop of a sufficiently bulky character, to

if it has lost some of its nutritfve elements by the justify considerable confidence in it « »
Ff^^J^J®

process of maceration, that lost cannot be considerable. , future average result. A\ hen expenmcnts shall ha.e

It is further proved that pulp is exceeditigly palatable discovered some method of purifying the prtM^^^^' «o

to cattle, who eat it with aridity. It i/also easy of ; that it shall fetch the orthnary market price of neuh^

digestion, and when mixed up with chaff, oil-c;.ke, or ' spirit, there will, apparently, be « Bufficie"Hx return

nv farinaceous fiiod, it forms au energetic element of
, from the manufacture to makeitprotitabie;

sufficiently return

andEnglish
anv
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agriculture will certainly derive a great advantage town! Farming man in a stew, had to fetch water for
Irom any plan by which the whisky and the gin at ! the horses from a neighbouring " drain " water for the
present obtained from Barley shall thus be derived from
a fallow crop."

Home Correspondence.
Wasie Lands of Ireland,~K gentleman has sug-

gested a method of improving the waste lands of
Ireland. I give his offer from the General Advertiser
of last weeli, viz.:—"County Mayo, several thousand
acres of land to be let iu moderate sized farms on leases
of 41 years; rent 2s, Qd, per statute acre, to be
increased in five years to 5*., aud in 10 years to 10*.
per statute acre." There is no information whether
improvements have or are to be made by the proprietor
on the moors aud bogs, but it seems as if the tenant were
to be charged iif five years an extra rent for his own

.industry aud work, of 50 per cent, and in 10 years of
150 per cenf. This surely is not the right way to
mduce farmers to settle on"them, nor would it be just

. to make them pay for their own improvements. In
Canada and the United States they can buy lands in the
unsettled parts, prairie or forest, at 5*. per acre, fee
simple. Is it likely, then, they would expend their
bone and sinew on the waste lands of Mayo, working
for others and not for themselves ? But let Mr.
give 99 years leases at the Poor-law or Griffith's
valuation ; then lie would find them to be eagerly taken
up and soon changed from wastes and moors to meadows
and corn fields, as the American forests have been by
the industry of oar people, when sure of their reward,
but not by charging 50 per cent, in five, and 150 in 10
years, on their own improvements. What is the value
of the waste lands? This we find from Thorn's
Almanack for two unions in Mayo, viz. :—

-, ,, „ Acres. Poor law val. ISil-
Bellnmllet .. ., 177,932 .. .. £7299
Newport ,. .. 159,482 .. .. 82S8

This latter salt is umcU more soluble tUuu whs at,

time supposed, and adds another argument in favour^
the care we ought to bestow on liquid drainings

from
dung heaps. The liquid from dung heaps is much ibot

valuable than the urine from animnls, as the latter d(te
not contain any appreciable quantity of phosphate

of
lime. I can speak from experience and observation i

to the value attached to liquid manure. I t^o^v tW
it is generally of little value, through being so mu^
diluted by water that has fallen on the buildings

and
king, and men and cattle reioiced in an ample stream, roads around the yards flowing through it. Tliis oueLt^ "" * *' ' not to be allowed; no water but that which fa]ig

I

_ ^ ^ , — _ _

house ditto; not quite so palatable as the pure crystal

spring from a bed of gravel. So they were as anxious

to make the pump go as I was ; it had been wrapped
up with a double coating of straw, spout and all; but if

another such a frost should come, they began to think
the pump would never flow again. However, by two
or three successive applications of hot water from all

their available cooking vessels we overcame the iron

I

This event will make the 4° Fabr. memorable. 1 learn

that it was 2" Fahr. at Thorney Abbey, seven miles east

of Peterborough ; and Mr- Warwicker, of Milton Abbey,
3 miles south-west of Peterborough, also records
4° Fahr, Tlie great variation of temperature observed
in various parts of the kingdom is not without a
parallel in former years, as Mr. White of Selborne
narrates a variation in temperature during a severe
frost, 178^, in a distance of about 2 miles, that might
reconcile any reasonable person to the facts observed at

Saffron Walden last December. He says, "In the
morning of the 10th, the quicksilver of DoUond^s glass

was down to half a degree below zero, and in the
evening to 1° below zero I This strange severity

of the weather made me very desirous to know what
degree of cold there might be in such an exalted and
near gituation as Newton. We had therefore on the
morninj^ of the 10th written to ]Mr. , and entreated

337,4U £15,587
or less than 1*. per acre; but deducting the
towns of Newport, Belmullet, and others, with the
lands in cultivation, the wastes cannot be over Gd. per
acre. Now, in 1851 the Poor-law valuation increased
to 23,522, or 50 per cent., no doubt by the industry of
the people working for others, not themselves, but I
should hope they have not been chaiged 150 per cent,
on their improvements. Supposing 5000 acres bought
under the Landed Estates Courts at 5000^., the interest
at 5 per cent, being 250^, at Mr. lettings
there would be a large profit out of the bone and sinew
ot the woikmeu :

—

First fire years, at 2s. 6rf. per acre, the income
would be £500
or double the interest.

>ext five years, 5^ 1 q^q
or four times the interest.

'

Iu 10 years, 10«., 2 000
or eight times the interest. "

'

This would b3 the pound of flesh! Let the waste
lands be fanly let on 99 year leases. The Attorney-
Uetjeral, ni his new Landlord and Tenant's Bill, should
enable proprietors, tied up by entails of these as well as
ot water-powers, factory sites, buiUling lauds, to grant
Ji* year leases. The late government did so with glebe
and church lands for building sites. A good example
has been set m Scotland by a noble la.ly, the heiress of
an ancient line, the Marchioness of Stafford; when it
was proposed to remove the small fiirmors to make way
for large, vvho would increase the value of the property,
she replied "They were my Other's tenants,^they
shall be mine." Wliat joy these words must havi
caused over the vast estates of the Duke of Sutherland.
numbered by millions, not thousands of acres, and whata change for the happiness of the people. " They werem father s tenants, they shall be mine," will become

rnp'lr' '^^T'*''!^.^
^'^''''- *^'^ ^"^""^^ farmers, which Irecommend to those who have thoughts of clearing tlie

sheep Lr" ^*^P^^^<^^"g them with bullocks and

him to bang out his thermometer made by Adauip, and
to pay some attention to it morning aud evening, expect-
ing wonderful phenomena in so elevated a region—at
200 feet or more above my house. But behold ! on the
10th, at 11 at night it was down only to 17% and the
next morning at 22° when mine was at 10°. We were
so disturbed at this unexpected reverse of comparative
local cold, that we sent one of my glasses up, thinking
that of "Mr. must somehow be wrongly constructed.
But when the instruments came to be confronted they
went exactly together, so that for one night at
least the cold at Neu-ton was 18*^ less than at
Selborne, and through the whole frost lO*' or 12''."

The unusual severity of the frost seized Turnips and
Mangels that were in the least exposed, so as to be a
matter of difficulty to cut them up, aud when divided,
the sheep could scarcely eat them, "they became so hard
m the troughs. No out-of-door work in cultivation
could be done; manure carting and cutting hedges
were our chief occupations; under the hedges even, no
implement could penetrate an inch; straw with the
smallest amount of moisture became an unmanageable
lump. And in houses, bread and meat and every
liquid not underground or near a fire was frozen ; and
lastly at the Board of Guardians several applications for
relief were made on account of frozen hands or feet
from imprudent exposure to the weather.
On Housing 5'^oc^.— Last autumn I tied up four

bullocks under a hovel, three in three separate boxes,
aud kept loose seven in two yards (four in one yard and
three in another), each yard having an open hovel for
them torun under if theyplea.-ed. The 14 beasts were all
nearly of an age, and they were treated alike : 8 lbs. of
Linseed-cake per day each, J bushel of cut Mangels,
and hay or Oat straw equally distributed amongst
them. Those shut up and those tied up were all really
for market first, and the others replaced them as they
were sold off; but they, when marketed in their turn,
were not ready on an average so soon by a month each
as those that were first tied and shut up. 7. W.
Peterhoroxigh,

*

Farmers' Clubs.
_
Milboe>t:: :Farm-^ard Manure,~At a, recent meet-

ing of this club, as reported in the Dorset County
Chronicle, Mr. Summers spoke on this subject. He
said :^The farm-yard is the receptacle for the manure
from the corn-fed animals that fill the houses around
them, and ought to be thrown into a form that will
not admit of the least waste of liquid that may escape
from the manure. To attain this object I would shape
It like the old-fashioned round earthen milkpans, and
let the bottom of the pan be a tank into which all the
draiuings would flow, and which would be required to
be pumped over the mass of dung during the summer
months, wnen we do not get a fall of moisture sufficient

caibonatp nf Qmr^/M,:^ * „i .i ^-^ .,

direct on the manure should be permitted to come m
contact with it. When circumstances will admit of it

we cannot do better than cart the dung to the
fielrf

and spread it in a fresb state. Professor Way hj^

proved the impossibility of the escape of any of the

soluble ingredients througli the vegetable mo-ald of

most of our cultivated fields, and Dr. Voelckcr has Wti
ns that the loss of ammonia from our manures in [l^.

field is not through its becoming volatile when tlie

manure is spread, but through being left in hcupstobe
washed by licavy rains. If it is spread evenly over iLe

surface, iunnediutely after carting, there is no fear of

loss of any of the valuable volatile substances whilst

the dung is undergoing slow decomposition, whetherfa

the field or in the manure heap. Alost soils contain a

greater or less proportion of clay, and as soi's contain-

ing clay possess in a remaikable degree the property of

absorbing and retaiuiTig the essence of anv uiairariBe

matters that may be applied to them, we ciinnot do

better than entrust it to their keeping. "Wljen fresli

dung is carted direct from the stalls and spread evenly

over the surface water becomes the vehicle hy which

the soluble parts are conveyed to the diiTerent mattew,

with which it enters into chemical union, and it is there

locked up until the hair-like fibres of the plants seek it

and appropriate it as n;itrlmeut for the plants. TBig

shows us the economy of the sbecpfold. We m.-iy also

learn a lesson from observing the powerful action of tk

dioppings of the horses which are dropped when tlie

animal is working on the soil. If the soil is a liighl^

manured one we cannot fail even then to notice the

over-luxuriant plants grow on the spots. Fresh dung

acts beneficially on most soils for some crops throDgh

its meciiauical efiect, and it is probable that the car-

bonic acid gas which is generated during decoinpcsitioii

may help to liberate matters that would otherwise

remain inert. It is a common practice to cart \h

manure to the field at a time of the year when few

other operations can be carried on. It is then putm
heaps, on which the carts are driven. These hcapF, in

my opinion, if some material is laid at the bottom that

will absorb any liquid that would be otherwise wastd,

are the best and most economical places in which fsr-

mentation can be can-ied on. The consolidation cati«d
|

by the carts being driven on the heaps prevents rapid

decomposition. This is a highly desirable result, as tie

carbonate of ammonia which is foimed is fixed by tlie

organic acids which are formed at the top of the heap.

When we cart these heaps on the land for Wheat intlie

autumn, we always find a blackened mass or lnver of

decomposed dung on the top which may be compared

to black butter. This layer contains an abundance of

humic, ulmic, and other organic acids, that seize od anj

ammonia which is formed in the interior of the heap,

and which is escaping upwards. This shows iis how

useless it is to cover the heaps with earth, as
"""

I

Dti^icT w-Jf
•

^""Z'^''"' "-^ ^"'"ij'^-'it has been the

Sv to W .l"'^'«"'"r"
'" ""^ neighbourhood not

teoT/' "''"'I
P*'=''^<' "°'^ l^'^'H'ca to put no kind

IrnwuflT" ,""'"• ^"^ '"'^' P«'-^«"' «^ ^^^^ this

kepWWm J^
^*'*?* ""' *'"^* ^^^•'*''« Turnips have

W-ntw ': T'.^'i^P '-" •?«- •->» b/someoftL™

carbonate of ammonia. A shower of liquid manure
Irom the tank would keep fermentation within proper
bounds, and wlien thus regulated a manure of greater
value would be obtained, and the most soluble |art. or
the essence of the manure, would be saved. Dune
becomes more soluble as it becomes more decayed, but

they were grown, the loss has been far greateramountmg in some cases to nearly half the crop. As

m^tl^rp^-t' r'"''"""'^
""'''« ^° '^'"^y «ft<=^ ^^e fully

be bestipd r'tf
'"" !,'"'""'= "'"* '"^^^ attention fhould

two will certamly keep sound a longer time if tolerably

raising Mangels ilocTotr wilvt iTnT"^ '",f''
"P°" f"^ °^"'^ constituents of fresh dun7a;er;-';olubi:

sary
^ peck^„p f^dtt\xo;^em4TLlti^m":^^ ' fr^-^.^l.^-J.^"^ '-' ^' "- .iqui§ flowing froml?

dav În ,"" "P' Y """ '«"="& them remain a few

^^.tr.w "P orheaps, spread a light coat of stubble

S<^wT° n"?'
"."'' *'""">' P'°^'^^ them with n

tt^SZiiuSo^''"^^'^'^^- 1859-Extrcme cold is^vitUoat .lsinc«„vemences affecting the farm, though
not

IS not preserved in some receptacle, and as these are by
tar the most valuable parts of the manure, they ou^ht
to receive our special care. Here we ou^ht to look for
a helping hand from our landlords, who" ought to pay
tor all necessary permanent improvements when we are

S^df::^ u;e-b,^:^^:^"L^i'K=on:::l^i;^^i^
generated m-ci^p;;;^ji;;r;ho::::.b;i^ce.^^

produce of the soil There L vervlittlT ^ • '""'I'
abundance. Again, ammonia hos a solvent ?«^

fn fresh clnng, ^e nit gTLusIXSes h^^^ ff'" -fs-" In order fully to appn^'

in it In an -*—^ --"^ -^
t,^«^"=» oiiusl.uiccs utmg round

i
the efrcct of ammnninoni coif^ a- ',a ».o.^.i«nrv to P*r^

*-V^"J ^W A4J tj\J \^\J1 ti UIJC 11capo 1* ilnAi V"* V*IJ ™
advised by all authors previous to the researches cf Dr. *

Voelcker. As I have said before, if the fermentation of

dung is properly regulated, and certain precautioB?

taken to prevent loss through the escape of the liqi^

that is continually percolating through it, it '"'ill ^

attended with little loss of saline matters or of nitrogeii.

Gypsum is also formed during fermentation, which i?

another agent that helps to fix the ammonia. Thef

heaps cannot be turned without a great loss of aannowa

resulting from it. It is generated in the middle of tbf

heaps, and when the heaps are turned the ammonia is

given off. We ought for this reason to avoid turning

them unless it is absolutely necessary to do so '*^

hasten the decomposition of the manure. If"
*^

were to plough farmyard manure iii an «"*^^'

mented state into soil "in preparation for Wheat, *^

should do away with that solidity so genial to the ^U^-

plant. Fermentation must therefore be hastened Dv

turning the heaps, should there not be time for tfaf

preparation of the manure by the slow but occnom'**'

process which I have recommended. Could them
he laid on the land in a fresh state, and allowea w

decompose there with advantage to the crops that pre-

cede our crops of Wheat, we may expect the latter w

be improved both in quantity and quality, provided tl«

our present system of cropping was adhered to.^ A^j

land derives much benefit during the decomposition"
matter in it, independent of the waste of that uia»ff

being less. Now it is mv belief that we have aJ/

great deal to learn about" the action of decomposOj
matter on the soil. Take the well-known actiofl

»

carbonic acid gas. If the carbonic acid of the atm^^

phere acts powerfully in liberating those subsUDff»

required for the growth of our crops, how much
J«^'•""-

.

*-

^vbich
*

'",— "^ 6iv^»«i.iiui uur crops, uu"
powerfully must that carbonic acid act

H^!S!?^sriSiEf=5i>SPhate of lime that is soluble and e^^i^Z^e<fZJ 'ZlZ Xl entrance of niineraj ^^
Phosphate of lime, phospli-itc ^
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,«n^(TnPsiH and silica, can, by the aid of carbonate of|bc has the peatest coufidence both for judgment'and
; vprv 1>P^h f1pi-r;nfm^ nP «.fM

Swa, become somewhat soluble and absorbable." l"^!P,^.*/'„.^»L
^'^^ «l«.,teU where tlus excellent tenant I

'^"^-^ ^^'^ "^^^^^'^^'^^ «f *^^^tlc

Liebi'?" I'as "^^^ directed attention to the greater
may be
bim?

Like sulphuric acid on Dones, tnese agents reqn

time to exert a powerful influence on the inactive

constituents of the soil. When the manures are adcj^d

to the soil, thoy may be termed crude, and ought to

Imve more time than we can give them to undergo that

procC'S of change which would enable the plants to

perfonn their proper functions. We never get such

healthv good yielding crops from over-worked and

hVhlv'manured soils as from those soils that have had

time for those chemical change?. This is what farmers

term rest, and wliich is given to light soils by the

iidoption of the five-field system. It is a rest from the

^•ovvth of com, and the Clover plant boing a great

collector of ammonia, gives the better preparation for

the following crop of Wlieat. If we can keep the land

clean there can be no better preparation for Wlieat than

the old-fashioned five-field S}'stem will admit of. Under
tills svste -1 we can carry on the farmyard manure in a

raw state, or we can lay on straw and fold on it. In
each case the manure would be acted on powerfully by
the atmosphere some time previous to ploughing in, and
the nitroirenons nnd saline matters would be distributed

evenly through the soil. We also get that solidity of

die soil so desirable for Wheat, "

1

Hexham: Dtdies of Landlord and Tenant.—Mr.
John Grey, of Dilston, said : — "I have been of
late more than usually occupied in public affairs, and
also somewhat occupied in domestic cares. Tiiereforc,

I would beg, in the first place, to tell you that I am not
prepared, as many gentlemen are, who come before you
vf\i\ their thoughts well matured and well arranged,
and written out in good language; but I come before
you taking my chance, just to talk in a quiet homely
way upon certain subjects which interest us all. It
would be only a trite remark if I were to remind vou
of wha^ you all know, that the area of our cultivation in
this country is very limited. We are limited, first of
all, by the sea wliich encircles our shores. We cannot
£*U back as the inhabitants of more recently discovered
oouMtries can. When the wave of population rises too
high m one district, they can go back, they can fell
forests, or they can commence peopling districts which
stdl reaiain unclaimed ; but here, we are circumscribed
Uy our insular situation, and we are also circumscribedm .he area of cultivation by a climate which does not
permit cultivation, as you know, to embrace the great
liHgiits of which our country is greatly composed.
V^h^t remains, then, is to follow the advice which has
been given to you by your worthy secretary, in saying

I
I •

, IV
"^^^^^^'•y ^y tbe application of greater skifl

fcud inte hgence. and the industry and energy which is
areatly known to be distinctive of the British nation to

at the end of this year and who may succeedMany a respectable nmn ha.s a profligate son. and
leases, you know, .ye heritable property ; and at the death
of the tenant the farms may go into the hands of thnsewho know nothing at all about their manaffement Is it
therefore, reasonable-and every one who hears me will aoree
with me in saym- that to be permanent and useful everv
a^-eement should be founded on justice and reason-is it veascn-
able m such a case that the landlord's property should eo into
the hands of a person who is not capable of managing it. and
that he should have no means of restricting such a person in
mismanaging and spoiling his property ; and these restrictions
are more essentially necessary when the term comes near to
an end. In such cases, whatever liberty may be given— 'md
I quite agree with the principle that it would be great pre-
sumption in any man to prescribe a course of management to
be strictly adhered to during the whole course of the lease •

yet I contend that it is the right of the Landlord, and that he
has a right to claim and receive such power over the manatre-
ment as shall, in some measure at least, restore to him his
land in an equally good condition as when he let it. There
ought to be also very plain and intelligible agreements be-
tween landlord and tenant in all cases. I mean—not these

J

long documents which arc so much loaded with legal verbiage
I

—those unintelligible things which plain men would rather
go 50 miles than sit down and read—but a document drawn
out upon tliose principles, and snch as every one can under-
stand—as free from unnecessary and vexatious obstructions as
possible, and so vrorded as that the landlord mav have it in his
po-.ver, in some measure, to restrict the mismanagement and
spoliation of his property,

"It is the duty of the landlord to let his farm on such
terms as will give encouragement to his tenant to make
the most he can of it ; but at the same time he is

tci^y west ucairi].'iiuii or caccic—II It is essential
profits that he should have that description o
which comes very early to maturity, and wlii

entitled to reserve to himself, in some measure, the
right of its protection. Another very important duty ^'^jjTVff^^^i,^™!^^?!:-!^^^^

impolicy as Regards the

if it is essential for big

of cattle

. ^ . , . V- ich will
return a mir amount of profit for the food it has con-
sumed, it surely must be contrary to every principle of
justice th=it any part of his produce should be destroyed
by^animnls over which be has no control.
"Don't misunderstand me, and believe that T speak as anenemy of game under all circumstances. On the contraiy I

believe that it is conducive, not onlv to the welfare of the
countrj-, and to the good understanding and feeUng which it
IS so desu-able should exist between the landloi-d and tenant,
that tliere should be the means of gentlemen sporting if they
sport 111 a legitimate way. That description of sportinir
which IS connected with a considerable amount of healthful
exercise, and where men and dogs have room to show
themselves — I speak of that in cont-a distinction to thepeat game preserves which encourage poacher?, and which
lead to a great many disgraceful scenes of crime and misery
1 have had, as you all know, considerable experience
in the character and conduct of the tenant farmers; and
^?^ t believe that I ever knew a tenant that would not most

wilhngly see a moderate head of game on hia land. I have
known^a tenant f^ay, in answer to a remark that he encouraged
hares. Oh, we have a few hares and some partridges. Our
equ're likes to come here and get a day's shooting ; and he
would not like to come here and ^o back without a day's
spoi-t; and therefore we take as good care of the partridges
as we can, and he does not trouble us with gamekeeiiers, to
come and vex us with their insolence. He leaves the matter
in om- own hand, and he never comes but what he is well
satisfied.' This is all legitimate, and as it ought to be; but
there is another system which prevails in some districts.
There are some pat ts of the country where game is preserved
to a most injurious extent. It always appeai-s to me, in such
cases, that great injustice is dtne to the cultivator of the

of tlie landlord is to meet the tenant fairly in the
application of capital which is necessary for the due
occupation of the land. I mean that the great perma-
nent- outlay of capital should belong to the landlord
only ; and I allude more especially to the buildings with
which the farm ought to be furnished. Buildings, and
roadsandfencesoughttobepreparedandputinthetenant's
way, so that he may have hia capital to occupy in what
is^ really his own business in making the most he can of
his land,

*' I need not tell you who are so well acquainted with the sub-
ject—you who have your 200 and 300 volumes of Liebig aud
Johnsou—where is the difference—in the maintenance and
keeping of stock—between well-sheltered accommodation for
them and otherwise. Tou all know iierfectly well already that

political economy which it is the intention of the Government
to maintain. If we rear produce for the purpose of feeding
animals which are to go to market for the good of man
surely that proiUice i-hould not be subjected to the unlimited
destruction which wild animals bring upon it. 1 suppose
evfciybody knows what the kind of destruction is; it is a
thing, however, which is incalculable. If you sec a general
rabbit warren adjoining cue of your fields—which is one of
the greatest evils you can suffer—and you see a few acres
trodden down and destroyed, you may in some measure reckon
on the mischief; but in other respects I would defy the best
judge possible to say what is the injury a farmer has sus-
tained ; and I have never yet, where valuation and arbitration
v.-ere resorted to, seen the farmer get one-half of what I con-*
sider he was entitled to. Look at the progress of a single hare.
You see a hare enter a Wheat iield—vou see him pick out a
stem here and there in his course over'the field ; he will nibble
an inch or two from this stem, and he does not stop till he haa
cut off" a great many. It is not that inch he has consumed has

make the area we do possess more productive for theleeding of a constantly increasing population. This

S^^Z °^^'"/"^ intelligence is onLf the objec

«et here for a tnne to instruct each other; not that I»ouia presume to come before you with a view tomst^ruct you so much as, by a few L^^^^Z..^ to drawfro n you an expression of your opinion, which by yourexperience you are well enabled to give. It is by a

wive I.TT'''' *.^^' ^' ^^-^ t^ instruct aud'to

Xi .r! VT f^?' ?^ *° '"^^^^ t^^^«« suggestions

rh^'it nfh^'^
^ draw forth the exerclsfof the

.Sf f ^ ""proved cultivation of the land. The

loid!^nd f
°"%P^^«^"t discussion is the relation of land-

to them.
' tlie reciprocal duties which belong

at Ieas7a1fd it n^f^li. i'"°"*^^'
many of the southern counties

tenure.
' Anothe^r whk l. t 1T^ ^^^""^ '" *^^«' '^ ^'^ ^^^"^i

—-- .r-' "-. luvx Liiiiu iij"se ^wiuaiee.-iposea to tnecoia Win
,

toacansiderabe extent—it mr.vamount to bushels an inconsume double the quantity of food which the others do, but ' And no one will say that is a profi aWe wa^ of keepin" fip

ulolV^n^Zr^^T'^''^^'^'^^^^^^ It nropcrty, whether that hare^oes into the i^k^etVta«
uZVLr^Z^lmT^^^'^^'T^^^^^ *^« ^c^I^^^-' or the poacher. The poacher, bythat the farm offices should be ofsuch a kind as to afford everjv the way, I consider to be an unmitigated villain • hemeans of p.x>ducmg the flesh of the animals which are to feecl

:
is a man who exercises hirc.SSr th^s^^^^m them with the least outlay of food. of night; and he has served aralprenUcesMp to Si

" This 13 one object in having very o-ood farm offices °^ *^"°^*^ ^^^ dishonesty. N\'hen a farmer wants
Another and very material obiect is this • The nu'ilitv ' ?• "'T'l'^

consumed, he takes care to put sheep on uu«

ofthp ,>-,nnnvn L^^, a1
^ujecL IS tuis llic quality portion, and fix them there until everything is consumed.otthe manure depends very much on its being kept Not so with the game. They are free to do what they hke:

his
on ono

together in a compact form, and not being exposed too
much to the elements—the wind and the wet; and as
exposure to these elements detracts much from the
power of the manure, you may rest assured that we
shall find the greatest difficulty to supply the manure.
'*We have had of late years large supplies of guauo from

distant parts of the world
;
these supplies will necessarily fall seemed to make very little of situationVof'tharklnd'^W

they take a morsel out of this, and a morsel out of that ; and
what is left, is left to the frosts and the inclement season to be
destroyed. I have known situations where there has been so
much game kept that the farmers have been obliged to take
up the whole of their crops and stow them away before thev
were matured. These are extremely provoking circumstances',
and they are, I think, what it is right the country should set
their faces against. I have often wondered that tenants

--. .^^.^ ^y, i,uo uciimjr [ici'pit; wuu, iiKu myseir, live in
the country, as to those that are congregated in the towns
that the waste which is allowed to go on in these towns

his own ; but then let him keep to his own. If a man wishes
to have an amount ofgame which would make what is called

own land—let him
let him give food

quite right he should
-load or two of these
come over him ; but
he should do this at

^.^}7 P^L'I'A'I]'^''.^]'
^"t t¥, °?A^?^=^1 consideration._

_
It is diffi- who eats the bread of carefuInesSS maS wf>n t ?.1- i.^^^

fcecauieTf Pvprih^;;^ 'l'?-"^
founditioa for such an opinion

mast productive t^ tht ?^^
^mproved mode of farming, is

tenant at ifw-crf^i- ^"^''u' V.'^"' ^^^ ^ee, in leading a
higher fL^Jl^ ^.u'"""? ^^ ^"^ ^^^*^«' ^^ ^^ l^"ow3 that theX wal ^aS"tLt m ^fl"' ^T ^'"^'f^*

^*^ '' «"« ^o farm
tha Un(SoM But I LSi"^* H ^ '° conducive to the good of
^'ther bmnches thPr^

"* ""^^ tell you that in farmiu|, as in
"»0-t COuduciv; to their nw?^^ .""^'^ ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^*' ^^^^^ ^
H"^.« from i^?nl^. i"T„S^.iI"L^^^!^r?^«« who fail.

cult to arrange—where old bm"ldings are to be sacrificed-sueh
a systematic building as would please the eye of one who
wishes to see things perfect ; but the economy of labour ought
to^go strictly into the account ; because with a well arranged
sei. of offices, a certain number of cattle will be as well kept bv

-aome-
UickUy.'^J^^^^'^f^^^^d/rom want of judgment-some, un-
t»y nature TnJTu tlZi?lZ^

capital-many because they are
««» Will not ext^ud wuA?1 rf^"?-5^ ^'^^ '*°^ P««°d fooli-'*l'»

'"> do. the S?fl'*-Il* •'^'^^'V^'^^'^yw^^^h which they ought
^^^ a good m^ °* their cultivation, which mighf mSke
farmers to do «X^ J ^^ opinions, which would lead
•J»t«n of lettin^bT innfil?^'^'

are much more atted for the

b^ has a ten-fnt^r!^",?^-
^^""""^ ^^^"^ ^^ ^^^«- If a land-

^,8ot a Tenant ^hoL^!?;^^ ^T""}^^' *"^ '^^^ ««^^ ^^^^ l^e

*>f>landbycumvatinrr^^*^^^ ^^"^ an undue advantage^^ to thJlanS b?-
" '"^'^ a manner as is not likely to

**« he let iL Md lY hffiSl?^ '" ^*1^*"^ good condition as

,*««^«pafin'ericholdr^
the man wouA be inclined to

"*beaJfitof a few vtS?^ ^'^"'"^ because he would have
.-ror ifthemaub^^SS ^rTf,'"^

^'^ very little expense

f?«
best portion of S« 1!?^*^ T?"^ * ^^'^^^ of cropping on

^*o,adVL"i^^^^^ >*.*^d, and leaving the inferior beduse
* "?» itTa^bS dfffi^uT^*'^^ *^^^P '^ "P to the mark,
?*,dm» the check P^ "" reclaxm-on this the landlord

X^ It is not so witT^'fT.*"!** §^'L^^'* t*^"*"t notice to
[f^ of 19 ^20%^^^ ^« landlord who agrees upon a^ Pomhl^ ofVSr.:«f?\'*'^^ "'''^ **»« very best Mlec.^ * teuaut; ho maj find a mab ia whom

"But there are other occupants of the farm whicli are
still more deeply interestuip: to us than the stock-
however important tliat is : I mean the labourers who
are connected with it aud who are employed on it. I
hope this reproach on our country is so far gone thatmy rev. friend (Mr. Bird), who has given us so many
lectures on the subject, will begin to find that his
occupation is nearly gone.
" Greater attention has l>een paid of late years to the im-

fi^,^ fK *. I, u - iJ u ., "^ ''^^" ^th me a great conside-
tion that there should be the means of dividing the family and
that there should be the accommodation suitable to the healthand comfort of that family. In speaking on the situation for
tarm cottages, I should strongly recommend that first of all
distance from the place must be considered in all cases • and
after that a dry, healthful, cheerful aspect Khould be given to
them. It makes a wonderful difference between offices being
built on this principle and built in certain hollows which are
not occupied or filled up ; and I should strongly recommend
that a dry, bright, airy situation should be chosen. It is
not only conducive to health, but is also conducive to the
enjoyment of their existence.

, X. X ^ .
*^^*^ ^^ ^ho, by his land-

endeavours that he may maintain his family in respectability—
that man w;ho is anxious to pay his rent, and to owenorr.an
anythmg-is It nght that the produce of that land should be
sacrificed to give the indulgence to any landlord of what ia
called a battite ? Tou will agree with me it is not. and that
there should be some laws to protect that system, and to
protect game to such an extent that he who feeds it, feeds it by
spoliation of his neighbour's property, is, in my opinion aremnant of feudal barbarism." After briefly reviewing theground he had gone over, Mr. Grey said, " I shall conclude by
reminding you that it is our duty, it is our privilege, our own
s^f-ii,tereat, and the interest of the country, to combine our
eflorts to make the land which we occupy produce as much as
possible to meet the wants of the increasing population of the
country, and that the population shall be fed from the prwiuce
of the country." ^

In the course of the proceedings, Mr. Grey referred
to a portion of his evidence before the Greenwich Hos-
pital Commissioners, the effect of which was that when
he assumed his present office the tenants of the estates
in the North were 6000^. to 7000/, in arrears with their
rent. At the last rent audit, they were only about 30/.
in arrear—a fact attributable to the improvements in
farming, and to their increased intelligence arid skilL

Bcbtetus.

The Reform qfthe Setters, By G. K. Oarke, Kaq, jr.A,,

Barrister-at-Law. Eidgway, Piccadilly.

Tills is a pamphlet taking the agricultural as com-
pared with what has hitherto been tlwnght the sanitaiy

"There is another subject connected with the occupa-
tion of land in this country which I am sorry to sav ^ „ _^
has led, and will continually lead, I fear, to very grea't ! side of this question; but contending that the cesspool
dissatisfaction and disagreement. If it is essential that and consequent preservation of so-called sewage is,

a farmer when he has good offices should select the when rightly maunged, as consistent with health a« a

\
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into one big sewer, and sent on its journey to the sea

"the neck of that sewer might he broken in the marsh
lands, before ever it can reach the Tliames. There
Loiuloii, whose sole afHvir this is, might be required to

purchase, if need be, thousands of acres, and there deal

with the contents of this London hobby-horse; but

not be allowed to create any nuisance. There let them
make their pits, their reservoirs, their drying grounds,

their filter beds, their sluices, their dams, their flood-

gates, their engines, their pumps : all the contrivances,

good or bad, that inventive genius can suggest. Let
London pay for the inventions, t!ie experiments, the

failures, and the success. What are a few thousands,

^

or hundreds of thousands, well spent, compared with

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society. The subject ,
many millions wasted? But until success is certain

the waterclosefe and sewer by which all thi-.ti; fertilising
in OUT -waste is lost.

Mr. Cl;ivke quotes all the rcc:nt aut! orlties on the
subject—Liebig, Mechi, Parkin, Way, and others

—

cites all tho recent experience at Manchester, Glasgow,
Rugby, Leicester, CheUenham, &c.—and gives a good
deal of information on the hcalthfulness [!] of the occu-
pation of the so-called nightman. He has long had his
attention dii-ected to this subject, witness a letter
written in 185S to the Royal Agricultural Society,

which we quote as containing several useful suggestions:
" Chesterton Lodge, Bicester, Oxon, Dec 21, 1858.
"Sir,—I wish to bring the following observations, on

the subject of sewage, under the consideration of the
/^ -.1 -,r i.l-_ T> » » _ _ •^--ij. 1 rt _ _•_ !.__ mi _ _ 1 • J

T

has already attracted their attention ; but, considering
that the modern plan of conducting all sewage into
brooks and rivers is causing an enormous loss of manure,
and is, at the same time, polluting the waters of all

parts of the kingdom at a rapidly increasing rate, it

appears to me that the time has come when the subject
should be made a more distinct and piomincnfc branch
of the Society's operations. The collecting and apply-
ing of sewage, suitable for manure, and the preservation
of the purity of the water in bi-ooks, rivers, wells, and ^

ponds maybe advantageously treated of in essays,
!
be allowed to turn into the river a mere filtered stream;

accompanied by experiments and followed by prizes ; that highest point to which an enthusiastic deodoriser

t following order :

—

has hitherto attained, when he talks of * the pellucid and

and well established, do not go on poisoning the Thames
more and more every day, lest we all become sick

whilst the contractors are working their way. With-
draw from the Thames without delay all the filth that

can be withdrawn, whether in London or in the country :

carry it off to the land, and promptly plough or dig it

in. By tliat means we shall at once diminish the evil

at this end of the sewer, and the mischief, labour, and
expense at the other, and give a more wholesome and
practical turn to the public mind. But no place should

'S^
and length of

and in the Toiiowmg
" lat. The amount and value of the manure which is

lost to the agriculturist through the ill-construction of
cesspools, and the difiiculty of emptying them.

" 2dly. The amount and value of the manure which is

lost to the agricultm'ist by the modern plan of conduct
ing the sewage into streams and rivers.

*'3dly. The effect of different kinds of water on the
health, growth, fattening, and length of life of cattle.

**4thly. The effect of sewage, when introduced into
water, on tho health, growth, fattcnin

lifo of cattle.

"Tlie following, amongst other prizes, might be
offered :

—

"1st. For essays treating of the above subjects
generally.

"2ndly. For the best mode of constructing cesspools,

both for privies, and as receptables for sewage from
drains, farmyards, &c., whether of separate houses or of
villages; and for intercepting tho sewage passing
through existing sewers.

"3dly. For the best contrivances for emptying cess-
pools and ponds, as regards both liquid and solid
matter, with a view to its use for agricultural purposes.

"4thly. For the best method of disposing of tiie

materials when emptied" out, wheihcr in combination
with other solid substances, or with water or otherwise.
^"5thly. For the best plan of collecting the sewage of

villages and towns, and of delivering tlie same to tho
agriculturist on equitable terms, keeping in view the
health, convenience, and advantage of all parties ; and
their mutual co-operation, and their fiiir rateable con-
tribution towards the labours and expense of the
operation. "I have, &c., "G. RocuroiiT Claeke."
The following are his notes on the possibility of

saving the manure of towns :

—

"Cessjjool V. Seicers.—It is as if a doctor, visiting a
patient, uud seeing a barrowfid of dung standing at
the door, instead of saying immediately, 'Wheel that
away, and dig it into the garden, or plough it into the
land,* should say, in a frenzy, 'Throw that barrowful
of muck into the well.' Which would bo best, to
throw such dung, or such doctors, into the Amo ? * * *
The water-closet should never have been permitted
to be more than an auxiliary ,- and those that thought
iit to indulge in the luxury should have been compelled
to find out the way to dispose of the contents without
intruding on the common sewer; as the owner of the
privy was required to do. Had such a policy been
pursued, men of understanding and independence would
have sought out the best contrivances, and their
wealth would have amply rewarded the inventors—the
produce might have found its way long before this to
their farms and gardens, and returned its rent into
their own pockets. They would have seen that it was
a great mistake to allow the waste water-pipe from
the cistern, or the rain water-pipe from the
roof of tho house or yard, to pass into or through the
ceaapool, thereby filling the cesspool with an uuman-
ngeable quantity of water, and diluting the contents to
an extent uhaoat past recovery. Thev would have
directed their attention to find ovit the 'way to keep a
closet sweet with the least amount of water. The
subject would not have been first left in the hands of
the poor and despised without capitjil, power, or intelli-
gence, to be suddenly transferred into the hands of
engineers, plumbers, water companies, and contractors

innocuous residuum of a deodorised cesspool,' No.
Let that pellucid stream itself pass not through a mere
filter-bed, that stops the solid matter, but leaves all the
soluble in suspension ; but let it pass through the
ground of the field, on which the gi*een herb is grown,
and which is more than such a filter-bed, and takes

even the soluble matter into combination with its own
parts.*'

Mr, Clarke invokes the aid of the women of England
in his agitation against the wasteful sewage system, and
his heroine becomes poetical on the subject :

—

*' I thought the poeta had not sung
Of 55uch a useful thing as dung;
But better days are now,

—

Since damsels 'midst their fruits and flowers,
To charm the dulness of the hours.
To mix the soils know how.

" My ground is sweet, though many things,
A maiden's hand, if skilful, brings.
That some might fancy nouglit

;

But when the sky has lent its shower.
Such buds will burst within my bower-
No better could be bought."

and their inspectors. Tticn the simple and useful,
which might have been done, and which in most cases
may now be done, for thonsands, would not have been
to-day superseded by the destructive, at tho cost of
millions. I see no reason why some experiment should
not be at once tried in the midst of the next building
speculation, or even in some of the present districts.
Several moderate-sized and well-constructed cesspools,
from which all useless waste of water is excluded, are
far more manageable and les8 expensive than those
gigantic sewers, in which, by the quantity of useless
water which is introduced, we first create a difficulty,
which aUerwards we can only partially overcome by
great labour and cost,"

- Even, however, though all thewasteof London be pu£

Farm Memoranda.
Farms in Selkiekshire.—Several proprietors have

shown praiseworthy examples, in improving their home

I

farms. OnthehomefarmotPhiliphaugh an extraordinary

I

change has been effected. Only some six years ago,
the farm consisted of a barren Heath-clad hill—skirted
by several highly cultivated haughs around its southern
base. The hill which rises abruptly to an altitude of
nearly 400 feet from its base, was, previous to being
reclaimed, of the poorest description, and excepting
when autumn unfolded the rich blossoms of its stinted
produce, it presented the most miserable appearance.
It is now almost all cultivated and subdivided into
large enclosures—which yield abundant produce of
grain and green crops. Prom several fields having
been sown down with Grasses alone (without a white
crop), their verdure is extremely rich and luxuriant,
which contrast widely with the barren natural pastures,
which some of them skirt. Numerous belts of planta-
tions have been laid out, and will soon shelter as well
as adorn the farm. In harmony with these improve-
ments, a most commodious although somewhat fanciful
onstead has been erected.

On the home farm of Yair similar improvements have
recently been made—nearly 400 acres having been
reclaimed. From the nature of the land on this farm,
operations were necessarily very expensive, as the large
stones it contained not only impeded drainage, but
were on some spots so plentiful that the expensive
operation of hand trenching was expedient. But I pass
over these improvements as well as those which have
lately been effected on the home farm of Ashiesteil, kc,
to state what has been done by tenant farmers, and ex-
tensive and arduous as have been the improvements
effected by some of the landlords of the county, these
have in several instances been equalled if not surpassed
by several tenants.

As some farmers may have objections to publicity, I
do not here give the names of the farms whose im-
provements I refer to, but as a guarantee of good faith,
enclose these for your private perusal,
• No. 1 is a farm which, 18 years ago, was partly in
the possession of the proprietor, and partly in the
occupation of a non-resident tenant. The part in
possession of the landlord contained 300 acres, which
had been previously cultivated, but at that time lyingm pasture, and was divided hito fields varying from 10
to 30 acres. These fields for a considerable period had
undergone a severe system of cropping; and having
been sown out in a wet and poor condition, yielded
very inferior pastures. Tliey were annually let for
summer grazings, and realised low rents, compared
with those generally obtained for Grass parks. The
portion of the farm under lease was a pastoral hill, con-

;

taining upwards of 700 acres, with no enclosures, and
lying in close contiguity with the Grass parks. On the
expiry of the lease, 17 years since, both divisions—

i

Grass parks and hill—were let to an enterprising
tenant, who, in the beginning of his occupancy, com-

mencod ploughing, .draining, and liming the's^er*!
parks, which in a few years were waving with o
description of luxuriant grain. Simultaneous w^T
these improvements, extensive operations were h

'

executed on the hill—ploughing up the rugged natu"?
lea, removing stones from the surface, draining

aiil
erecting substantial stone dykes, which formed 7
cl<Mures, from 20 to 60 acres, so that the recentr
pastoral hill was in a few years a large farm wholl^
cultivated, with the exception of about 100 acres on /
rocky summit. The results obtained from these 'm
proveinents will be apparent if we glance at the chan?"
which the stock and produce of the farm has umJe
gone. Formerly it kept a regular stock of 500 Cheviot
sheep, besides what the 300 acres of summer graziuff
maintained, the correct number of whieh we have til

means of ascertaining. Now the combined farms keeD
a regular stock of 600, and the hardy but small-boned
Cheviots have been supplanted by the larger framed
and more easily fattened Leicesters. Before the occu.
pancy of the present tenant, the whole produce of the
farm was about 20 acres of corn and 2 or 3 acres of
Turnips and Potatoes — now it annually produces
upwards of 200 acres of grain, raises Turnips which
fatten between 50 and 60 cattle, upwards of 300 sheep
and supplies eight weeks' food in spring for the rerniUp

stock the liinn maintains. Formerly only eight Indi.
viduals were engaged on and supported by the farm-
now it employs and supports upwards of seventy resi.

dent persons.

Farm No. 2 was five years ago wholly a pastoral farm
of 600 acres, and leased by a non-resident tenant. On
the expiry of the lease at that time the farm wag
offered for public competition, and let for 19 years'

lease to the present occupant. From part of it havinsj

at a remote period been cultivated, traces of serpentine

ridges were still visible, and bore testimony to the bad

fanning of bygone days. The practice towards theend

of last century, of ploughing isolated patches, and

leaving these when exhausted to Nature to cover with.

wild embryo plants, was to those who adopted it the

most ruinous imaginable, and entailed on coming gene-

rations the most adverse consequences. Barren pastures

and an impoverished soil are some of its fruits. This i
farm liad undergone the system referred to, and bears

ample witness of its attendant evils. The whole fdrm

previous to its cultivation presented a very harreu ^

aspect—stagnant morasses, in its valleys generative

noxious vapours, and covered with the luxuriant bnt ''

harsh foliage of the common Reed, Grasses, seared and

stunted pastures, a few isolated Whinbushes, and

gnarled Hawthorn trees, remains of old fences, were

some of its prominent features. The farm is already

nearly all cultivated, and divided into large enclosnreB^

which yield abundant crops. Formerly it only grazed

about 450 sheep, and their shepherd was its only in-

habitant. It now maintains a more numerous and -J

better llock, fattens 30 head of cattle, and 5 yoke of

oxen may be seen scaling its steep and undulating

surfiice. A new onstead has been erected by the pro- *

prietor, and the dense volumes of smoke that may be

seen issuing from one of its chimneys indicate the im-

portant change which has been effected on the farm.

Farm No. 3 was let to its present occupant in 1819-

At that time it was, with the exception of a few small

fields, all pastoral, and continued upwards of 1000 aeres

of mixed Heaths and Grasses. During the occupancy of

the present tenant nearly 400 acres have been reclaimed

and enclosed. The greater proportion of the land on

this farm was wet and strong, therefore a large expe>

diture was incurred in improving it. The soil is

chiefly of a moorish description, and previous to culti-

vation yielded only indifferent pastures. One p:irt of

this farm is especially worthy of notice. It was, hef^rn

being reclaimed, a plain moor, covered with coarse

Grasses, and as a run for sheep was comparatively

valueless. When turned up by the plough the soij ff««

seen to consist of a thin layer of sand, interposing a

moorish retentive subsoil, and an ebb surface of a moss?

character. These varieties of soils, when mixed and

limed, produce excellent crops of Oats and Turui^^

The largest crop of Oats I witnessed this season wasm

a field on this moor. The yield would not be less tlian

66 bush, per imperial acre. The increase of the pr"*

duce, stock, and population of this farm is eqaal, il^

greater, than that of the farms already noticed. J^
altitude of the cultivated land on the ftirm varies froiQ

600 to 950 feet. . .

No. 4 is the highest lying cultivated farm ifl^

county, the altitude of its cultivated land vsxf^

from 700 to 1100 feet. Notwithstanding this M^
elevation, it produces luxuriant Oats, while its

'^^|*J*t
and Grass crops equal, if not surpass, those in^
highly favoured situations. Nearly 300 acres M"
been recently reclaimed—ploughed, trenched, oram^

limed, and enclosed. Excellent roads have ^^^'^^
to its several fields, and although its slopes are s^^

and stony, yet the whole management of the ff®
'

excellent that it has quite the appearance of a ^"

lying farm.
, ^^

I might go on to farm No. 12 in the same s*^'.J
as the extent of land reclaimed and the resulU obU»^

are similar on oth«r 8 farms to those I have ao^^/jt
would be merely a repetition of words to do so; ^^^
suffice to say that on 12 contiguous farms 32(W

^
/

have been recently reclaimed. The average ^^l^}^^^ •

the' cultivated area of these farms is nearly i^
-^

They all rest on the Greywacke formation, aa^^ ^
-artly clay, resting on a retentive subsoi -

soils are p
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pai^ti^^igSU"^ porous, rest

" ^

greater proportion of laml

I

I

h

I

naTtiyMiTand porous, resting on a roclvy stratum. The

greater proportion of land before being reclaimed was

what farmers terra "white land"—deficient in food

plants, essential hi spring to preserve the condition of

The expense, as I have already said, of reclaiming

land in this country is very great. On several fields

200 cartloads of stones per acre have been -picked up

with the first furrow. On some farms the tenants are

assisted by their landlords in executing drains and

fences ; in others, all improvements are effected by

tenants. The benefits resulting are everywhere ap-

parent— verdant fields are to be seen on the mountains

fls well as in the valleys, and the footprints of industry

are visible on hill and dale.

—

.Correspondent of Korth
BritisTi A(/rictdturisf.

-LJ' &0CIET1 S f IRfoT PRIZE GRASS MOWING MACHINF.
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Q_LASS FOR ORCHARD HOUS
20 in. by 13 in. [Common .

20 in. by 14 in.
f
Superior do.

•iO m. by 15 in. ) English Glaps

t* s

)iU< i\ fvit^.4'^

16 oz.

Ug. 0>l.

16 6
18

21 or.

£1 Ij.

1 5..^. ^j ^>Jm. / ungiisfHilass .. 18 To

Calendar of Operations.
— —

JANUARY.
Isle or Ely: Jan. 17.—The new year has opened upon ns

without any decided improvement either in our circumstances
or immediate prospects. The bad crop of Wheat of last year,
and the cnntir.ued low prices, will be more and more felt as the
season advances. The stackyards are already getting very
much thinned, and long ere onotlier liar\'est is here, supplies
will be exhausted, and money will be scarce we fear. Tlie
prospect, as it regards the growing crop, we rejoice to say is
more cheeriug, and although there may be no relief before that
crop is secured, yet we tnast it will pmve sufficiently plentiful
and abundant, as in some measure when ingathered, to restore
«s to a position of posterity, although the hearj' losses of this
ye;\r can scarcely be expected to be recovered in any one sea-
son, however propitious. Since the intense froet of December,
when the thermometer reached zero, the weather has not been
very Kevere, but has been characterised by great variableness
Slight frosts, strong gales of wind, pelting storms of rain, and
once or twice, for the season of the vear, a high temperature
have in succession prevailed. The increased amount of rainfall
has been one of the distinguishing peculiarities of the present
winter, and it is one which more than any other inspires hope
in the breast of the Fen farmer. For two or three years we
have suflfered considerably—at least we think so—for want of
moisture, causmg our dusty soils to become so thoroughly dis-
mtepi-ated and pulverised that we have been unable to get them
eii&cieutly compressed and consohdatcd. and to this circum-
stance we conceive our failure in tho Wheat crop last harvestwas greatly attributable. Our Fen lands have now had a good

infT^VM^^l ^f
^'^'^ ^^^"^ introduced with the greatest success

of thP^ lnv?f"^ during the last season, and a large number
of them have been worked in a most satisfactory manner. A
lnJi!L' M f^'^^

awarded to it at the Royal AgricuUnral
Society s Meeting at Wai-wick. It was also exhibited before
the Emperor of the French at FouiUcuse, on which occasion it
performed its work to the admiration of everyone. Two of
the&e Machines were purchased by the Emperor on this occa-
sion, and an order for two more lias since been received for theseason of 1S60. It was also exhibited in Scotland and Ireland

Uoxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

JAMF^ PHILLIPS AND CO.,

s. d.

11 6

12 A

l^£!^!f^5Psgate_St^ London, E.G.

TXPT^'"PV^
FOR COrNJSERVATORIES, ETc!H ofPriJi^M .^?- ^"PP^y ^^-^^ SHEET GLASSi-L of Lntish Manufacture at prices varvine from 2d tn r^

nr A^cPuVc*^^. A¥?:??,_ WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING

Extras arc charged for.—Full particulars maybe obtained ofBurgess & Ki=y, fi5, Newgate Street, London. E.G. Early
ordei-5 are solicited to insure deUvery in time for hay harvest.

GREEN'S PATENT SILEIMS MESSOP.

See Gardener g' ChronicU of Januaiy 14.

TTT^f.^/cl^^^"^^^'^'-
CLAES-JUNE TARIFF.HOMAS MILLINGTON'S reduced Tmff o

GLASS, &c.

GAb^l' rT^y^l ^,}^l^ 9;>y7 )16oz.tothefoot,ll*.6i
* L 1 noV^ ^*' ®^ ^^ ^*' ^* ^'^ ^i > Pei^ 100 feet,

in K ^cf^^^^rf*^^^
^^^^^^ty, 12s. 6rf. ; 3ds do., Us. 4d,

10| by 8i 12i by 9i, 13 by 10, 15 by 10,^ 13i by lU
^W ^^'

l\ }^^^ ^' ^^i by l^i' 12 by 11. 14 by U
llil>y9^, 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 12ibylli

y ^ per 100 feet 16 oz. 21 oz.
Common .. 16«. .. 24s.
Superior . ISs. .. 27*.

20 by 13
20 by 14
20 by 15 J

s«—^ ^^ I.'
" ~^— "'"" "'^'^ "^ i^'cpoixed «^ xjuL uuL oi ttie

•giound, have now made their appearance, and present a
vigorous and promising aspect, and we do not remember tohave seen a case of failure in this immediate locality. The
.W^,'JR-'' .^^^ farm just now is not veiy interesting. The
^tttTl^'^-''^'^^

to which we referred in our last report has notS monfcb°irfLf
^'"*'^"'

P."^'
°°^y f^^ber remirk upon i

hnr.,^^1 f ^^""iZ^
^""^ '° *^bis respect continuing to do with

bvTteam^inH^wi^" "^f'^^^^^/^^^^y
and economically effected

b&i^6i?4nnf ^^^".l**'^.
'^^y ^" "^t ^^^ dist;int-and weDoueve It 18 not—when the steam engine will be lare-elv am

?&"c o^^fr'^"^ °'°"^ ^^" ««^«- We await^e rectum

ablfd^o^?f/^ri?
^^^^^"erative price., that we may be en-

*doDtion M i^^^
necessaiy outlay conveniently, Ind thejaoptton of the principle will not then be loni? defprrpd

ahw"r;;;i.*!Ll/5„".'_^A^"*=^^lly ^^}y forwai-d/and with suit-

(^KEEX'S PATENT STT.ENS MESSOR. on
y^ NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, COLLECTING andROLLING MACHINES, patent dated December 6th/ ISoO
Thomas GnnES in respectfully returning thanks to the
Aobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, for the very liberal
support he has received for some years past, informs them that

SfJJkT^^lV^ifr.fe'^^
^°^ ^^ ^^«t ^'^^^^^ years, at all the prinicpalAGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SHOWS in the

kingdom proved the superiority of his Machines over an
others, carrying offevery prize that has been given, and highly
commended by the Judges,) he has taken out this season all
entirely NEW PATENT, which he with confidence submits for
^?™Pi*^*io?. as It excels all his previous efforts, and overcomes
all difficulties.

AH Doxes included.
Orchard House sizes as supplied to Mr. Rivers
Hartley's improved Rough Phite Glass from J to'^ in thickness
Coloured Glass m great variety, at 9rf. and Ijj. per foot.
Paints Genuine White Lead, Linseed Oil, Boiled Oil, Turpen

tme, Putty, Colours, Varnishes. Brushes, L;imp Glasses, &c.
87, Biahopsgate Street Without, E.C., same side aa Eastern

L-ounties Riulwav.

y injured by ._.
For the last month

mddeii and intense fiosts of October

thi-oui-hout this entiVe diS^h^^^ k " ^^^ ^^'^^ °*^ ^^^^P f'^o^i

Mvere aiid backwa.-,n^^^^^
been enormous, and with a

indeed, and sWth^^^^^ ^°?P "^ ^^" ^ ^^^ «<^^^«e

«flrce. MangeT/ '"
'-i

^^^ ^'^^^P- "^'^^ ^ ^till more

yeara;eincrSin%°TXa?ed°^TS' jr ^^ *^T^'ess iiijurv thin onr fl-^vi \ f-^ .^ ^^^ ^''"^ *:^iem far

com trade coitionJ^^^^^^^
""^ oje time led ns to expect. The

bPPn n^it^
contmiies heavy and depressed. The weathm- ha<i

^^^^ntlo^'::^:^^''' '^' *?^^"^' andlhetondition
sell bad^ Wc am^TvyAT''""^^' ''"^V^^^'l. ^'l^ioh makes it

"insf. yet ta-e nH^« L 7^"^ ^^^ nnpi^ssion that some advance
«^'>|. in this counTrt .^^^'^^°^''^ ^'^*^^*- The deficiency of
AVhpftt Pvl^ f ^ "^y* combined with the fact that in the
^' ufthe^piobfbm^^^^^^^ '^'•"P ^^"^^ excessive. inJJicate

to higher DricM ISCJJ}.
to sell well, and even points

Er.^..
^^otices to Correspondents.

•»M7n if r^"^^ ^'.''' ^^"- 2^' 0" the Fate of the M-xncrel

^K^n°s^Jt^n^.^rhn3re^^sr^ ^' The following

V^HAT THE Hind Receives.

^Wk f ""^ P^^-^toes at -Jl per ton' *

"

^ tSs^^'ofir?^^ '' '^^- p- bushel :;

£ f.

^

d.
89 2 6
2 10

10 10}
8 4i

1 16
10 11
8 5

HAND MACHINES.
Tlie SILEXS ?JESSOR is worked with a Patent Pinion

Cham, and the motive power obtained by a direct movement
having simply a light Wheel and Pinion, obtaining the same
speed, and thereby doing away with the original Wheels
Pinions, Top-shaft, Bearers, &c. ; it reduces the frame of the
Machine 2 inches in width ; for instance, a 16-inch Cvliuder or
Cutters will work in a 14 -inch frame, thus doing away with
all the gearing before mentioned, and malung the weight and
fnctiou 25 per cent. less; it is also much stronger, easier to
woris:, and less liable to get out of repair.

m oS^J^?c^' ^^^^^ ^^^'^ DONKEY MACHINES.
The SILEN& MESSOU has an extraordinary advantage over

all others of this class ; it is worked with a patent pinionchum on each side, and although much lighter possesses gi-eatcr
strength. The noise has hitherto been the greatest obstacle in
tJie working of these machines ; for instance, when the Grass-
twx becomes full and the driver desired to stop for the purpose
of relieving it, the noise is so great that he cannot hear, conse-
quently the box overflows, the wheels and cutters become
clogged, and when the machine is agahi started the resistance
is so great that something of necessity must give way the
machine is broken, and for the thne rendered useless.

It is not an uncommon occurrence for horses and ponies to
take fright at the shaking and rattling noise, running away
and doing inconceivable damage.
The Silens Messor can be worked T\'ith any draught or

carnage horse, however spirited, doing its work sileutlv and
effectually. '

List of Prices.
HAND MACHINES.

Including Box of Requisites.

FOOD FOR WINTER STOCK.
SA]\IUELSOX*S celebrated TURNIP CUTTERS
nAP?^^^i^??\f?'^^^-^^^™^S, OIL-CAKE BREAKERS.'CORN and MALT-CRUSHING MILLS, aU with the latest
patented imiirovcments, may be obtained through anyIronmonger or Implement Dealer in the kingdom, or (carriage
paid tn the nearest station to the purchaser) dii-ect from themanufactory -Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxou ; or London
Warehouse, 76, Cannon Street West. City, E.C.

Catalogues sent free on application.

ANNED UAKDEN NETTING for preserving
Seed-beds, Fruit, Strawbenies from Frost, Bhght, Birds

<tc., and as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, lid •

2 yards, Zd. ; 3 yards, 4^d. ; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard, in any
quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 376, Strand, W.C.

An allowance to Nurserymen.

"T71RIGI DOMO."-~Patronised by her Majesty, the
X' Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crysta Palace, Royal Zoological Society, hite Mra.
Lawrence of Eahng Park, and —Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
PROTECTION FROM the MORNING and EVENING FROST.
*J?^^?^ DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed teinperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and, floricultural purposes, for preservin<^
fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wimJ, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
DO had in any required lengths.
Two yards wide, U. Gd. per yard run.
Poor, 3s. per yard ; also.
An improved make three yards wide, Sa. 6d. per yard run.
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer 7

irinity Lane, Cannon St., City. E.C, and of aU Nuraerymen
and faeedsmen throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper
thAD mats as a coveriiiff.'

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 173a.

£ a. 9.

Gro«8

]^f^l^B0NDAGER C05T3 TUT. HlV

To cut 14 ins.

16 ins.

18 iua.
9$

t «

m «

« 4

4 *

• fr

£6 10

10

To cut 20 ins £3
22 ins 8
24 ins 911

10

58 8 S3

D.

5S 85

To cut 24 ins...
26 ins.

SO ins.

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES
Including Box of Requisites and Traces!.

ft

£11
12
16

10
10
14

Leather Boots for
Donkey, per set . £0 16

Do. for Pony, do. . . 1

To cut 30 ins.

36 iu3.

42 ins.

HORSE MACHINES.
Including Box of Requisites and Traces.

* t

f^ W t

»t

£20
23
26

To cut 48 ina £20
Leather Boots for
Horse, per set . . I

+

4

•^.
^eek for board,

s wtafia for a ti

£ 8. d.,

\^Z^ ^agw to

^•houaefreear-'-

each Hind for a

15
12

12

Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds; and 2. Victoria Street.
Holbom Hill, London. W.C.

27 12
27 12

"Jid. a week through

Jj^uie^^nrs;?:^

30 11 83

"Motived b*ndager." as compared with what is'cr wa^es, put he^e too hard!y^-thrMnl?

BKADFOKD'S PATENT WASHING WACHmE
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

" I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-
ceived from all i^arts of England, Ire-
land, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, CnthedralStep«, Manch^ter.
London Office : C3, Fleet Street, E.C.
N. B. My Machines always h^ve,

and always will be sent on approval,
if desired, before payment. Descri,p

j tioa and Price free by post.

S'^Ji^'^TVn
-^^"^ COOKE'S warraTitcd PRIZK

iiiw K ^Tj^^^^^^'i^J^^^^'G KNIVES. SCISSORS, Ac.--

??„ *K^
aU respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants intnojthree Kingdoms.

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.-
X

™^pANT TO Gardeners.—The Gutta Porcha Company
have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following
letter from G. Glennt, Esq., the celebrated Floi-ist :—

,,„ ., ^, "420, Strand. London.
Gentlemen,—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Hcel3

these two years, and being ho much in a garden as 1 neces-
earily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I
would on no account be without them. As a matter ofT economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they mav
repair the worn part at all Hrjcs by wanning the mat&riaJ at
the lire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts.
AS MBily as if it were so much dough, I think it the duty of all
persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a

I
material that completely defies damp. Kany agardezier would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

" Your obedient servant, G. Ghxsvr."
Every variety of Gutta Feroha articles, such as Mill Band.?,

Tubinf?, Soles, Sheet, Pnmp Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bocksc'',

Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Ciu-tain Rings Galvanic Batteries,
TalbotyfK) Trays, ic, manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or
Country.—The Gutu Percha Company, Pat-.-.- > 18, Whxnt
Road, City Road, E.C., London.
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BY EO Y AL

SHANKS' NEW

?

LETTERS PATENT.

COLLECTING
PATENT MOWING,

,
ROLLING,

5 AND DELIVERING MACHINE.
IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS for 186Q peculiar to SHANBIS' PATENT LAWN MOWER

HORSE-POWER MACHINE.

m

Among the valuable improvemenU for this season in their now celebrated and well-established La^n Mowing Machines may be mentioned
lat. The Shafts or Handles of all the different sizes of Machiues are made of Malleable

instead of Cast Iron, and are mueh neater, not nearly so liable to break, and a great deal
lighter than the usual Cast Iron ones.

2d. The Reduction of Weight by the substitution of Malleable for Cast Iron to as great an
extent a.s possible on the whole Machine, makes it strouger and more fit for the rough usage it
may at times receive in working from the labourer or gardener not skilled in Machinery.

3d. The Draught is greatly lessened by the reduced weight and less friction on the jouraals.
The Machine is at least one-half more easily worked than formerly.

4th. The Cutter, by a simple contrivance, is prevented from breaking, although it may come
into coutaet with a stone or other hard substance in Mowing.

6th. The annoyance which is often gi^en by the bearings of the Cutter getting loose, and the
latter wearing down ou the Plate, causing much .-itifiness and friction in working, is also
completely obviated.

P U I

SHAKES' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE for MOWING,
ROLLING, COLLECTING, and DELIVERING.

Including Box of Tools for fehirpening, &c. , and directions.

c

Width of Cutter.
No. 1.—4S-inch Machine
No. 2.—42-inch Machine

« « £2S
£26

Width of Cutter.
No. 3.—36-inch Machine
No. 4.—30-inch Machine

12

£19

6tb. The TV lieels are also secured from injury in preciselv the same m.inncr as the Cutter
7th. The Patent Delivering Apparatus is attached to all the Horse, Pony or Donkct

Jlnchnies, and effects a savmg in the work executed over all other Lawn Mowers of 35 nerpentand a saving m trouble to the man iu working the Machine of 75 per cent
Thii Apparatus may also he ottached to the Hand Machines ifre^nnred

8th Everything iu the shape of novelty not improvement's carefully excluded from tieMachine, which is now as nearly perfect as is possible for any Lawn Mower to be for practioluse. The .'^.mp icity and strength of construction, the ease witli which the Machine can now t«wcrked, and its advantage oyer all other Lawn Mowers in tlie additional onemtioa ofDehvcnng the Grass without stopping the Machine, n ake it peculiarly fit for all the purmwof Mowing, whether for Verges, the Flower Garden, or the open Lawn. The style ih w^idithe work IS executed cannot be surpassed ; and it is quUe immaUrial whether the liwn htWsr
otherwise, or whether tin Grass be wd or dry. .

E S :—
'

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE, for
or Drawing, separately or together.

Including Bos of Tools for Sharpening, Arc, and directions.

PusliiDg

t

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINE
for MOWING, ROILING, COLLECTING, & DELIVERING '

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and directions.
'

No. 5.—30-inch Machine . . £15 1.5 | No. ti.—2S-inch Machine .. £14 10
No. 7.—25-inch Machine ,. .." .. £12 10

Width of Cutter.
No. 10.—10-inch Machine
No. 11.—16-inch Machine

4 «

* •

£71i 5

£617 f

Width of Cutter.
No. 8.—24-inch Machine .. £8 17 6
No. 9.—22-inch Machine .. £876,

No. 12.—13-inch Machine .. £6 2 6
The Patent Delivering Apparatus may be attached to the Hand Machines at 20^. extra.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE, for Drawing oulf!
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and directions.

No. 13.-22-inch Jfachine ..£7 5 | No. U.-19-inch Machine .. £315
No. 15.—16-inch Machine

.'^

r

T ^
, ou the Liiwns of the Crystal Palace) :- ' ""'B^'^ "O'^^. aM the Caidens, Chiswict, m favour of Shanks* Patent Lawu Mowers-(the 30-iueh Horse-power Machine txi

"I have much plea.sure in bearin- testimony to the eTclSc^of1he%0-inih'''shi°ni;-.' "[''l® °^°"'°f
^»^™. *'><1

'>
bas always performed its work in the most satisfactory maMff,

Patent I.wn Mowing Machine you sent us. We'have had it in use 'al^'osflaily" l,^1o fhe^°el?d r,"S!:„'JX//a ^^^^i^-Jf4 ^!^:P'''
^°^ ^"'''^"'^ *>"= ^^^ ^^ ^ " "'

M
SOLE AGENTS FOR LONDON

:

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C
MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.

J.
WATTS CO., HoTHorsE B01LDEES and

Hot-'Watek Apparatus MAh-uFACTCRERs,

I

MUCH has of late been said about BOILERS FOE
HEATIXG BY HOT WATER, but these Boilers hare

now proved themselves to be the best at present iavented.
They are adapted for Heating every description of Building,
and are made of various sizes. The price of the

24-inch Cast Iron is £5 105. each.
24-inch Wrought Iron is 6 10 „
36-inch Wrought Iron is . . , , .,510 „
48-inch Wrought Iron is 12 „

References to Gentlemen and Nnrscrytnen where these Boilers
are now at work The Cannon Boilers are now kept in stock,and are to be b«i only ofj. Jones, 6. Bankside, S. E. Also,everv

*^H p?iJ2L?^ ^^^ .^^ Cylinder Boilers. Hot-water Pipes

fn T .«?;^ p"f-*^ ?"'? ^''^^'' *^^ those of any other house

Si; ?n ^^; n^v^Tffif^
^^^'^ P^t-water Apparatus erected com-

plete in any part of the country, and an IllnstratPd OiiMlntniP nn
application to J. Jokes, e. ^di^ac^i^^^^^Zt^o^^

V OK INS AWD HTTR^'
Jubilee Place, King's Boad, Chelsea,. S.W.-

«««^®*^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^> 0^^ ^e"* ^^>'id. London. S E,
SOOCucumber and Melon Boxes and Lights, and from 300 to

400 Lights for Pits of all sizes kept iu stock, glazed and painted
complete, ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts
of the Kingdom.
References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

counties in England.
HOTHOUSES FOB THE MILLION.

Made by Steam Power atT LEWIS'S HoETTcrLTTHAL Works, Stamford
u X

"
^^^h

^^^'^^it^sex, N. These Hotbouses are made on a much
better and stronger principle than those manufactured on Sir
J. Paxton g pliin, and are more durable and cheaper.
A flpan-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends £

_ , and doors complete 30
Jo. do. 40 fl. by 20 ft. do. do. 50
I'o- do. 60 ft. by 24 ft. do. do. 90

LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application t^

»

HORTICCTLTrRAL ECILDEKS „

MANUFACTURERS. Estimatcs foi

and Hot-water APFijg

1-warded on the shortest »»-'

" .- * .^m ii A o o, iiom a single ouraer, ujwu iii-uw -

plan to the Commnn Gas Stove, which is so iiyurioiis

For prices ic. apply as above. I

w I L

lis, Dorset

HOT-WATE

L I A M HE
(Late Burbridge & Healy),

A

orset Street, Fleet Street, London, E-C

R APPARATUS MANUFACTPS^

HOT-WATER PJPKS at wholesale V^'^^^c)^
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every othsrco^^

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cyu'Trg*'
EUiptic, from 24s. each. Boilers and Iron Stands t^""^^
out brickwork. Valves from 12.s. each. Coil Bo^'-n ^^
Dooi-s, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, and 15"^^''i.H..i;'^

^"^

of every descrii-tion in stock, at 3[r. Ly>-ch
1?J:'*,(l9. ^

Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars Biidg^, Ltf^

|
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DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, CHELSEA, S.W.

%

UESPECTFULLY BEGS TO INFORM THE XOBTLITY. GENTRY, NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS. THAT HE
ON THE BUSINESS IN ALL ITS BRANCHES AT THE ABOVE OLD ESTABLISHED PREMISES.

CONTINUES TO CARRY

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUS FORCING HOUSES, VINERIES, PITS, &c.,
OP EVERY_DESCRIPTI01S', ERECTED ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLES.

HEATING B Y HOT WATER.
complex design are always subject. They have been extensively nsed for many vears, and hare given the greatest satisfaction.

All basiness is conducted at this establishment on the priacix>le of lowest rcmuucrative profits consistent with best materials and workmanship.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE.

WEEKS' ONE BOILER SYSTEM.
So styled from the fact that the larg^eat Horticultural Estahlishments in Europe are now

effectually heated by WEEKS' ONE BOILER.^
rriHE SEASON FOR TESTING THE EFFICIENCY OF A HOT-WATER
*i

APPARATUS having arrived, J. Weeks & Co. are privileged bv the under-men-
tioned well-known Horticultural Firms to issue a ppecial invitation ' to the nobility
clergy and gentry to pay a visit to their immense Establishments in order to become
eje-witnessesof the extraordinary power of WEEKS' ONE BOILER SYSTEM.

J. W. & Co. beg emphatically to assert that their ONE BOILER SYSTEM is in

rS ^^'^?™''^^"''^
i? *?^ '*^''^''

"'^S*'^
^f Heating. It is more economical and

f, fi^?i;X^mn7 m ^'^}^ attendance, effects a great saving in labour, and that it is
iiifiuitely more efficient is clearly shown bv the following statistics :—

**^"jSm^8
W^^*'"*^^'^^^ ^ ^"' ^«lli"frton Nurseiy, St

Messrs. F. & A. SmVth, Dulwich Nursery
Mr. WooDROFFE, Harrow Road, Paddinc4on
Mons. Louis Van Hoptte, Ghent^ Rf^lfrfum

Length of Pipe
Heated on Weeks*
One Boiler System.

Feet
5500

lO.OGO
4000

13,000

• pnni
from
\nl\Z'i fhe ON^E^BolfElrSYSTFJr v

"^ ^''^ expensive Boilers upon the same
)m II up to 60i.

"^^^^" SYSTEM, rangmg m size from Nos. 1 to C, at prices

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, Loxdon, W,
JOHN TAYLOIi and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner In
wliich they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vir.eries, Green-
houses, ttc, combining every improvement with elegance of
design and durability of materials and workmanabip.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Rnofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings. &c., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner.
J. T. £ Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

OR SALE, a new SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSE
or HOTHOUSE of the very best materials. 20 feet wide,

4 feet 6 inches long, 6 feet 6 inches high at sidee, made to
order. Will be sold a great bargain.—Can be seen now stind-
iiig at E. Demch's Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road, Chal-
sea, S.W. ..

COTTAArS PATENT INVENTIONS rOH STAULE
REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

patronised by the English and French Governments, as well as
by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-
ments in the kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Stables,
Aldershott and Balmoral.

ESTABUSH?rENT atTi.l/''
»°^P«,^tion of their own HORTICULTURAL SHOW

exhVbiting^S desi?^^^^
^^'""^ ^^^^ ^.^*^^ expressly as a place of reference for

TORIES GRFF\HOnlpl ^rvri'^'E'^'lTf.'"^"'^^
^" ^^« Construction of CONSERVA- -.w/w/////^/-

togetherwIt^h^feSve'V^N^TERl^^^^^^ CUCUMBER and other FORCING PITS.
CHOICE FRUITS dispIa',4ngTunri.tiSction o"f HORTl'curTURrx^STK^IC^^^^

'"^"''^^^^
'T

^^^""^

' 1

1

-
.

n x.x,^o « i,u.. Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

PTAvc ^c^...
"^^^'^ ^°*^' Chelsea. S.W.

^^^^^' ESTIMATES, AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

. PANGEAS lEON WOEKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

Iron hurdles, fencing, and gates
the proprietors of the st. pakcras iron works, old st. pancras road, london.
gy-

^^BE AWAEDEB THE

tlitb bftw^J^ f *^' ^'^!.^ Agricultural Society for their IRON HURDLES & GATEShich. by the.r pecuhar co.struct.on. are more than twice as strong nnd durable as those in ordinary use.
^'s^s per post on application. Gates from 30^. to 500?.

The Hurdles can he see5_jn_jrocessof Manufactu^^ at the Works.

COTTAM AN-D COMPANr.Winsley Street,W., are the oriffinal
inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER, Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,
and iorming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottav'&
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which isr
taken to the back of the manger, and works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar.
COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-

tion to the above fittings, beingsimplein construction, light, and^^^' promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its result-^.
^^,9JTASrS PATENT PERMANENl' ATTACHED DROPCOVER, for the above, is a most essential addition to their
fittiugs ; It IS never in the way ; can be placed and replaced in
an nistant

; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-mg the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating the
quantity to be taken, is quite suflBcient to insure its use.

GAME W NETTING.

^'fcL^^^^ Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittings.
JM Agricultural Sapf^^^^^^ .f"^ ^

\^ *'i^'\"^'
^'^^^^""^ *'*^ Commendation and the Silver Medal of theV ^^^rini^^^^^^^^^

'^^^ ^^y-^ Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by t ^
^»lae the he^Uth and c^m\rf nf fi^^^

^P^"^'; ^^ ^^'^^ Institution states that they should be used by all who

A Sbo T ^"^^' ^^ ^'^^ ^^ ^""^ P^^'"' galvanised, or enamelled.

'**««• are eTo^'^nr^nt?^?^ ''''^}'i^J^""
"^^^^^ description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and loose^Lcea ror mspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ST p.Ki
ADDRESS-THE MANAGERS,

• ^^ANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,
OPPOSITE OLD ?T PAXCBAS CHURCH,

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS"BRACKt
combineJ, can be used with great advantage where space is an
object, as it can be turned up oat of the way when not in use.
COTTAM'S IMPROVED WTROUGHT IRON VEXTfLATIXC^

BRACKET preserves the shape and aUows a fr^ admijbsioQ o
air to the under parts of the saddle.
COTTAM'S IMPROVED SITRFACE CtnTTER, with perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, and
can be easily cleaned out.

COTTAM'S CAST-IKON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-
proved construction, gives a full water passage, and does not
allow any smell to ascend from the drain.
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for the,

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvanised, as4
enamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, ic.
The New Illustrated Catalogue and Estimates, gniiis, upon

application to tuXXAM and COMPANY, 2, Winsley Street.
Oiford Street, W. (opposite the Panthec-n/
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PRICES REDUCED.
HJ, MOKTOX AKD CO., Galvanised Iron ^Vorks

• 2, Basingliall Buildings; Leeds.

GALVANISE.D IRON ROOFING
fbr Farm Buildinefs and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, and neatest Roofing iniise; also SpoutingatlOirf.per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, Ko. CCXIIT., is

published THIS DAY.
Contents :

—

I. AUSTRALIAN COLOMES and SUPPLY or GOLD.
TL IXVf-lNTORS of COTTON SPINNING MACHINES.
in. CHIN'A AND THE WAR.
IV. THR ROMAN WALL in NORTHUMBERLAND.
V. RELIGIOUS REVIVALS in IRELAND and ELSE-

WHERE.
VL COWPER-HTS LIFE and WORKS.

VII. REFORM SCHEMES.
John Mureay, Albemarle Street, W,

THOMAS ASSHETON SMITH.

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest, ^''^^t week, with Portrait and Illustrations. 8vo

Seapeat, and neatest fence in use. will resist the largest cattle,
i
T> EMINISCENCES OF THE LATE THOMA^

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or J_\j ASSHETON SMITH, Esq. ; or the Life and Prnsuirs o^
' ranised Strand, iron main j^,^ Englisu Country Gestlesian. Bj Sir John E. Eaedley

MR. JOHN CHALMERS MORTON'SAGRICULTURAL HANDBO
Just pubJisbed. in IGmo, pp. 132, price 1». Gd. seweH

HANDBOOK OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY

:

ing Dairy Statistic;! ; Food of the Cow
; Milk- BiTj."°'

Cheese; General Management
;
Calendar of Daily Dairvft'

tions; Appendix on Cheese-making; and Index. Bv t^
Chalmers Morton, Editor of the -rii^'cw/iuj-ai Gazette, Siq

^^

London : LoyoMAN, Green, Loxqmak, fc Roberts'

OKS.

New Edition, in 3 vols. fcp. 8vo, with Woodcuts, priceaT"

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS. By C. P. ^''l
Principal of the Eoj-al WiUUry College, Dresden T^^

lated from tiic German, with Notes, by E. West. " ^'^
E

J

'Vol. I. contains ** The Physics of Ponderable Bodies "-a ci

Vols. IL and III. " Imponderable Bodieg/' price ni^ '

over. Price, with five lines of the Galv

posts, and pronged Standards, Is. Sjrf. per yard.
, . , ^ I

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of .

iron fencing; and possesses four times the fitrength of solid
'

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

ISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 2-1 ins. wide
5-inch mesh, d^d., 7Jti.

and 9^d. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d.^ 6(£., and
7d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS AND ROSE STAKES, &c.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from Ss. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS,
or all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway

Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines. Villages, &c. Works li-om

10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Heney J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghali Buildings, Leeds.

WiLiioT, Bart.
John MrRRAv, Albemarle Street, W.

BAEXARD, BISHOP, akd BARXARD, Market
Place, Norwich, in consequence of improvements in their

^machinery for the manufacture of the above article, have been
-cuabled to make a gicat reduction in the prices.

Galvanised.
2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide .

.

Japanned
Iron.

2-inch
2-inch
2-hich

l|-inch
l|-inch
l|-inch
IS-inch

»

»»

»*

ft

strong do.
intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide . •

strong, do.
intermediate, do.

5d. per yd. id. per ]

« »i 41 „
7 tt Si ,9

&4 >t n „
6i 99 <i »
H t9 H M
n f» A

ID >• <

ELEMENTARY WORKS OF INSTRUCTION.
PUBLISHED BY MR. MURRAY.

The following are Now Ready,

Markha:\i's history of England, from the

First Invasion by the Romaus to the end of the Year

1858. llSth Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo. Cs.

MARIvHAM'S HISTORY OF FRANCE, from ihe

Conquest by the Gauls to the Death of Louis Phillippe. 5Sth

Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo. 6s.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY OF GERMANY, from the

Invasion of the Kingdom by the Romans under Marms to the

present Time. 12th Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo. 6«.

BERTHA'S JOURNAL, during a Visit to her Uncle

in Englaud, containing a variety of interesting and instructive

information. 7th Edition. 12pio. 7s. 6d.

.ESOFS FABLES. A New Version, chiefly from

original sources. Bv Rev. Thos. James, M.A. 26th Thousand,

with 100 Woodcuts, * Post Svo- 2s. Gd.

RATIONAL ARITHMETIC. For IToimcr Persons

and Private Instruction. By Mrs. Portee. 2d Edition.

12mo. 3s. ed.

JESSE'S GLEANINGS IN NATURAL HISTORY,
with Anecdotes of the Sagacity and Instinct of Animals.

9th Edition. 12too. 6s.

LITTLE ARTHUR'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
By Lady Calcott. 100th Thousand. Woodcuts. ISmo. 2*. Gd.

CROKER'S STORIES FOR CHILDREN, selected

from the History of England. 15tb Edition. Woodcuts.

16mo. 23. 6rf.

CHOKER'S PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY FOR
CHILDREN. 4th Edition. 24mo. Is. Qd.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

STANDARD SCHOOL BOOKS,
PUBLISHED BY MR. MURRAY.

The following are now ready,

DE. War. SMITH'S LATIN-ENGLISH DICTION-
ARY. Seventh Thousand. Medium Svo, 21s.

The work is a Uttle eucvr'-.
piedia of physical seieace -

' *
we heartily reeomaieiid Qlwork by which the public J''

We trace the band of a
master, who has placed before

his readers, in the most lucid

order, those branches of science

in their model nimproved state.

Lon don : Longman, Grelx. fc Co., Fatcrooster Roir. g^
New Edition, 12mo, with Plates, &c. price 65. 6c(. ; KEY 2i M
KEITH'S TREATISE on ttieUSE op the GLOBED-

or, a Philosophical View of the Earth and Heavens
"a

New Edition, enlarged and greatly improved, by Alfro)?
Tayloe, M.D., F.R.S., Lecturer on Chemistry, &c., in Gur',

Hospital;
''

R. A. Le Mescrier, B.A., Scholar of Corpus Christ! CoUw.
Oxford ; and ^

J, MiDDLETON, Esq. Professor of Astronomy.
London : Longman, Gueen, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

IMPROVED KY

Asia, Africa, North, andSoaE!'

America, and Australia, Sw
Zealand, frc. ; and a newfe
of Plates, comprising Viemii
Capital Cities, Costumes of

various countries, lUustratim

of the Seasons, &c. Adaptai

throughout with the gw^
care to the requircmeatB

c:

modem education.

^

1

2
2

2

10
4
9 9
18

extra strong, do. ,

.

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet)

At proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-fifth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, Sicf. p«r yard, 3 feet wide
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2id. per
square foot. Delivered free of expense in London, Peter-
borough, Hull, or Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved
Strained Wire Cattle and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdlea, &e.

Ilhuitrated C;itaJfyue8 and Patteraa foi-warded by post.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS Etted with J. W. & Son's
Patent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot clog in action, for
S'arms, Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

Diameter
of Barrel Height. £> ». ^^

24 in- short 1ft. Tin. / Fitted for lead, "^ 110
2| ,, long 3 „ 3 ,, gutta percba
3 ,, ditto 3 „ 6 „ -I or c»at iron

3i„ ditto 3,, 6,, I flanged pipe
4 „ ditto 3,, 6„ ( as required.

2a „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing .... 2 00

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with "soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or country, at the above
prices, or ofthePatentees and Manufacturers,

Jo^w Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, Loudon, E.C
» Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wiieels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Gai'deo
Encrinea, ike. fio.—Eneraving's sent on application.

HAT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is a
thought often occurring to literary minds, pubU_

-characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme"
diate '*BBwer to the inquiry may be obtained on application to
RrcHAiM>BARRETT,13, Mark Lane, LondoD,E.C. B. B. is enabled
to execute every description of Printing on very advantageous
terms, his ofl5ce being furnished with a large and choice assort-

ment ofTypes, Steam Frinfing Machines, Hydraulic and other
Presses, and every modem improvement in the Printing Art.
A Specimen Book of Types, and information for Authors, sent
on application, hv

RicHAKD Barrett. 13, M'ark Lane, London. E.G.

HOW TO BREW SPLENDID STRONG ALE,
at 7d. per Gallon, fine as Sherry, and an aroma eq\ial

to Barton Tenpenny, This new Practical Treatise is by a
Deibyshire man of 28 years' attendance at the spigot and tun in

the best brewery in the county. No brewmg utensils re-

quired, only those for household use. This is guaranteed to
be the beat and cheapest mode to produce fine Ale ever made
public. The above beautifully printed in large type can be
had of the pubUahers for 12 Penny Post stamps. Sent post
free to amy address. Direct to Fisher & Sow. Kingslaud.
Jxtndon, N.E. Established 1347. Punctually sent per return.

Appended to which are Farmers' and Graziers' Recipes of
great value, including the easy Deatroying of RATS and MICK

"Has the advantage of all other Latin Dictionaries."—

Athcnctura.

Dr. Wm. SMITH'S S^IALLER LATIN-ENGLISH
DICTIONARY, Sixteenth Thousand. Square 12mo, 7s. 6d.

"The best School Dictionary extant."—Press.

Dk. Wm. SMITH'S CLASSICAL DICTIONARY of
MYTHOLOGY, BIOGRAPHY, and GEOGRAPHY. Tenth
Thousand. With 750 Woodcuts. Medium Svo, ISs.

De. Wm. SMITH'S SMALLER CLASSICAL DIG-
TIONARY'- Sixteenth Thousand. With 200 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo, 7a. 6rf.

Db. War. SMITH'S SMALLER DICTIONARY of
ANTIQUITIES. Sixteenth Thousand. With 200 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo, 7s. Gd.

TiTE STUDENT'S HUME; A Htstohy ol England
from the Invasion of Julius C^sar. Based on Hume's Work,
correcting his iuaccuracies, and continued to the present time.

Tenth Thousand. Woodcuts. Post Svo, 7«. Gd.

The STUDENT'S HISTORY of GREECE. From
the Earliest Times to the Roman Conquest, with the History
of Literature and Art. By Dr. Wm. Smith. Twentieth Thou-
sand. Woodcuts. Post Svo, 7s. Gd.

A SMALLER HISTORY of GREECE for JL^^OR
CLASSES. By Wm. Smith. LL.D. Woodcuts. 12mo, Zs. Gd.

The STUDENT'S HISTORY' of ROME. From
the Earliest Time? to the Estabushment of the Empire, with
the History of Literature and Art. By Dean Liddell. Twen-
tieth Thousand. Woodcuts. Post S™, 7s. Gd.

The students HISTORY of the DECLINE
AND FALL OF ROME, abridged from Gibbon's Work. Sixth
Thousand. Woodcuts. Post Svo, ~s. Gd,

KING EDWARD VLth FIRST LATIN BOOK.
1 The Latin Accidence ; including a Short Syntax and Prosody,

I
with an Enolish Translation. Third Edition. 12mo, 2s.

KING EDWARD VI.th LATIN GRAMMAR;
Latin.*; Grammatice Rudimenta, or an Introduction to the
Latin Tongue. Twelfth Edition. 12mo. Ss. Gd.

OXENHAM'S ENGLISH NOTES fob LATIN
ELEGIACS ; desistned for Early Proficients in the Art of Latin
Versification, with Rules of Composition in Elegiac Metre.
Third Edition, 12mo, 4s.

PRINCIPIA GR.ECA; an Inthodttction to the
Study of Greek. Compreheoding Grammar, Delectus, and
Exercise Book with Vocabularies, For the Lower Forms. By
H. E. HUTTOK, M.A. 12mo, Ss.

PRINCIPIA LATINA; A Fiest Latin Couese,
comprehending Gmmmar. Delectus, and Exercise Book, with
Vocabularies, for the Lower Forms. By Wm. Smith, LL.D.
12mo, 3s. Gd.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.
fJust published, in One Volunie, cloth, price 30*.,

FARM INSECTS : being the Natural History and
Economy of the Insects injurious to the Field Crops in

GOLDSMITH'S GEOGRAPHY
E. HUGHES.

A New Edition, in fcp Svo, price 3s. 6c?. bound
; KEY h.

GOLDSMITH'S GRAMMAR of GENERAL
GEOGRAPHY. An entirely New Edition,

Carefully coiTCcted, enlarged,

nnd improved : With the Phy-
sical Geography of each of the

great Continents and of the
Globe incorporated ; a new
Set of Maps and Diagrams,
including a large coloured

Physical Map of the World,
and separate Maps of the
World in Hemispheres,Europe,

Edi^ed byE. Hughes. F.R.G.S., late Master of the RoyalNaTi

Lower School, Greenwich Hospital.

London: Longman, Green, fc Co., Paternoster Row, E.C,

THOMAS TATE'S SCHOOL GEOMETRY.
Eighth Edition, in 12mo, with Woodcuts, price 3s. U.,

PRINCIPLES OF GEOMETRY, MENSUEATIOy,
TRIGONOMETRY, LAND SURVEYING, and LT:TE1-

LING ; Containing familiar Demonstrations of the most impK

taut Propositions in Euclid's Elements; and proofs of iH tte

useful Rules and Formulse in Mensuration and Tri^nometP,

with their application to the solution of Practical Problems b

Estimation, Surveying, and Railway Engineering. By Thohi'

Tate, F.RA.S., late of Kneller Training College; Author:

various approved Arithmetical and Mathematical School B*ic,

London : Longuan, Green, Longman, & Robeeh.

NEW EDITIONS OF NESBIT'S MENSURATION AND

LAND-SURVEYING.
A New and Improved Edition, augmented by a Treatise

»

Levelling, in 12mo, price 6*. bound.

TREATISE ON PRACTICAL MENSUBATO
Ten Pai-ts ; containing

:

The most approved Method
of drawing Qeometiical
Figures.

Mensui-ation of Superficies.

Land-Surveying.

Mensuration of Solids.

The use of the Carpenter's Rule.
Timber Measure, in whicli is

shown the Method of Mea-
suring and valuing standing
Timber.

Artificers' Works, illustrated

by the Dimensions and Con-
tents of a House, . ^

By A. Kesbit. New Edition, Enlarged, and greatly impi^

To which is added, a Treatise on LevelUng. Iheivhoie ''''

trated by nearly TOO Practical Examples and neary

Woodcuts. ^,rx.

KEY to NESBirS PRACTICAL MENSURAllu^
containing Solutions to all Questions which are noUj^
in that work ; with Reference to the Problems, ^^^^^
Notes, by wliich the Solutions are obtained, ^^w r'
corrected and greatly improved. 12mo, price 5s- d^^

By the same Author, New Edition, Svo. with Fiaw^

Woodcuts, and Field Book, price 12s.

TREATISE OK PR.\CTiCAL LAND-SURVE^ij^^.

Con-ected and improved, with the addition o^P^f, ' /§?

metry, including the use of the Theodolite, and Kw j ^
veying Railway Engineering, Levelling, Planning, w?'-9

Curves, &c. By T, Baker. " „ - rC
London : LoNCiUN, Green, & Co., PaternosterRow^_^

A-,^
Mensuraiion of HaystaAi

Drains, Canals, Maript;.

Ponds, MiUdams, taW*--

ments, Quarries, Coal-h«i|»

aud Clay-heaps. _

Conic Sections and theirSoMi

The most useful ProblenMS

Gauging according to •
New Imperial Measora

Plane Trigonometiy, wro"

application to MenaunW

of Heights and Distances.

Trigonometrical Surveys.

A Dictionary of the W--

used in Architecture.

ARITHMETICAL X MATHEMATICAL SCHOOL
ofJfatal;*By the Right Rev. J. W. Colenso, D.D., Bishop

kite Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.

New Editions, corrected and stereotyped.

. With aARITHMETIC FOR SCHOOLS
Chapter on DECIMAL COINAGE. By the Big^^,

It-

Great Britain and Ireland, and also those which infest Bams
and Granaries. With Suggestions for their Destruction. By

J. W. CoLENso, D.D., Bishop of Natal, and late teuj'
^^^

John's College, Cambridge. 12mo. 4«. 6cZ.—i*-'^**'

Matnard, price 6s. . .^
Also by Bishop Colen.so, revised Editions. ^^^ ,

TEXT-BOOK of ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC, l^SJj^,*
or with Answers, 25, 3d. ; or in 5 Parts, sep***"

follows :— ,rt pr
1. Textbook, Gd. 14. Examples, PaRT ^ u
2. Examples, Part I. Simple *'"-= l^ecunais,_ „,^

Arithmetic, Ad.
3. Examples, Part IL Com-

pound Arithmetic, 4rf. ^l^ ^
EtEMENTS of ALGEBRA,' Ouc Volume, Svo, l2*-^j.y>

12mo, Part I. 4*. o^-J-iV u
12mo,PABTlI.6f::^^ii.
18mo, U. Gd. ;

Kx-Y, ^•

tions", DeciuiaiB,
-^^j^

5. Answers totbe^f-
with Solutiwrt.^
difficult

qnosUtsA

»9

99

EXAMPLES in ALGEBRA, 12mo, 2s. 6d,
ft. U ^u

i^uyguatiuaa lur tiiuir i/eati uutiuu, -l>j EUCLID and PROBLEMS, 4^. Cd. ; with K^^^ vf'utS'^'
JoH^ CUKTI3, RL.S., &c- Illustrated with many hundred : The above PROBLEMS, with KEY, 3^. 6<^ ;

^^^j^/"

Lred. i TEIGONOMETEY. Part L 3^. Od. ; KEY.^ 3^
t*'^'

figures. Plain ond Coloured
Blackis: & Son, Wai'wick Sqnare, City, London, K C; and all

Booksellers.
»

London; Losomas
Part IL 25, 6d. ; KEY,

^J- ^^31

iAs, Gree^, Longman, and iw
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^UNDER'S GEOGRAPHICAL TREASURY.

. xr L FHition conectcd; in Ouc Volume, fcp. 8vo, with 7
^ New E^^\°^.^^'^^

jg ste.i Plates, price 10.. cloth,

mnE TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY, Tlo-sical,

I wi^Mricil Descriptive, and Political, containing a suc-

*-f ?ocounrof E?ei7 Country i!i the World: Preceded by an

;T*J^iC? Outline of the History of Geography; a Familiar
Introducton'

Y^^^^^^^j^ties of Race and Language exliibitcd by

5T^.^t Nat^^^^^^^ a View of the Relations of Geography

?''^ATronomv and Physical Science. Commenced by the late

^"m^uel Sa^ndek ;
completed by William HuoHEBF.R.G.a,

kte Professor of Geogi-aphy in the College for Civil Engineers.

The Curral, Jladeira.

Falls of Niagara.
Indian Life—the Buffalo Hunt.
Ruins of Ghichen, Yucatan.
Air Volcanoes.
Icebergs in the Antarctic Seas.

List OF Maps.
The World.
Furope.
Asia.
Africa.

North America.
South Aniorica,
AustraUa.

Tho New Pansies of 1S5S and
1869.

The Auricula for Exhibition,
Roses for Pillars and Walls.
Dahlia Showiiig.
TheCultivatiouof Dwarf Apple
Trees for small Gardens.

Thirty-six good Pansies for
Exhibition.

Pruning Roses.
Dahlias for Exhibition. North
versus South.

List of Plates.
_

Animal Life in South Africa in

its Native State.

Varieties of the Human Race.

Tropical Vegetation.

Giant's Causeway. Ire and.

Glacier Table in the Alps.

The Geysers, Iceland.

Kunchin - jioga, Himalaya

Mountains. .

Convent of St. Cathanue, and

3Iount Horeb.
,

The Bolari Pass, Afghanistan.

Temple of Ebsarabool, Nuwa. ,

London: Longman, Greex, and Co., Pf^iernostcv Row. E,C.

Publiabed monthly, price Gd.,

GOSSIP OF 'rtlJE GARDEN". A Guiile for tlie

Amateur and Exhibitor, The February Nnmber will

contain 40 pages of closely printed matter, including the

following interesting papers :-

My Orchard in Miniature.

Peas.

The Amateur Greenhouse.
Hollyhocks.
Potatoes. Barly versics Late.

Plants for a Small Greenhouse.
Summary of New Roses.

The Manetti Stock for Roses.

The Polyanthus.
Dahlias of 1858 and ISoO.

Planting Roses.

My Polyanthus Losses. f .

Vol. IV., now ready, price 7s., crimson cloth.

London: Houlston & Weight ; Derby : J. A. RowBoxroii.
and all Eooksellcrs, Newsmen, and Nurserymen in the United
Kingdom.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
Now ready, post 4to, bound in cloth, price 2s., free by post, 2s. Ad.

PEATS FARMER'S DIARY and ACCOUNT
BOOK, ISCO ; being a complete and easy method of

keeping farm accounts. Dedicated by permission'to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Carlisle.

The publisher begs to call the attention of Agriculturists to
this Diary and Account Rook. It has been favourably received
during the last 6 years by a great many eminent agriculturists
in England, Ireland, and Scotland ; and high encomiums have
been passed upon it by all the leading journals (Loudon and
Provincial), advocating the cause of agriculture.
The publisher has pleasure in stating that it has received the

high patronage of tho Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, and will
by permission be dedicated to him.
This Diary contains Space for IMemoranda ; Complete

Almanack—Almanack with Breeder's Tables—Memoranda-
Cash Account—Farmer's Account Book—Inventory, Cash,
Stock, A-c., beginning of yeai'-Extent of Farm—Cropping or
ProduceTable—Outlay and Income duringthoYear—Inventory,
Lash, Stock, Ac, ending of year—Summarv of Outlay and
Income—a great many useful Tables, Stamps,' Taxes, Licenses,
&c.—Valuable recipes for Fai'mers—A complete List of Fairs in
the u mted Kingdom, &c.
The publisher would recommend that an early application

be made for_ this Diary, as a great many were disappohited in
ordering copies for ISjD, after the edition was sold otf and too
late to print a second edition.
"The great desiderata in farm account-books are simplicity

and brevity, leaving nothing for the farmer to do but to enter
under pnntcd heads tho transactions of each day, when the
labour of the day is finished. In looking over the ' Diary ' of
Mr. Peat, we think ho has met these requirements of the
ftrrner m a very satisfactory manner, so that any firmer, by
rnakmg himself familiar wiih tlie various headings, may settle
ttie days accounts of his farm in a very few minutes. We
nave no hesitation in recommending it to our readers."—J/ar-fc
lane Express.

Sold by SiMPKiN-, Marshall, & Co., London ; Whittaker &
^0., London; M-Glasiian & Gill, DubUn : John Me-tzies
Edinburgh

; David Peat, Thirsk ; all Booksellers, and at thenauway Stations.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.

VV"^^™^* ^ ^"'"'^ quantity of LABURNUM.
T T Whiteand Scarlet Thorn , Slountain Ash, Puinle Beech

ocarlet and Common Horse Chcsnut, &c. ; also a quantity of
^ac, Syringa, Launistinus, Laurel, Common and Portuf^al
Aucuba, Arbutus. Bay, sweet; Box, Taxodium, Phvllfrca!
HhododendroD, Cedrus, &c.-Apply to W. Z.. Post "Office,
Jspring Grove, Middlesex, W., statin- height, when last moved
'^'^^ P^ice per 100, delivered at any station in London, well

TO P,E LET IMMEDIATELY.—A nice SEED
BUSINESS in the West of England. Two acres of land

may bo had with it. Lease of premises for 14 years and stock
for 50/.—A. B. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

NURSERY GROUND.
TO CE LET. WHTTTINGTOJT NURSERY,

Upper Hollowav, N,, to be entered upon immediately.

—

For particulars apply to J. F. Marson, Esq., Small Pox IIos-
' pital, or to Mr. Bcnney, Nursei-yman, Stratford, Essex, B.

HUCCLECOTE GARDENS. 2i miles from Gloucester.

TO BE LET, with hninodiate posse.ssion, the above
capital walled-in GARDENS, containing about 4 acres

with House, Farm-yard.s, Buildings, Orchard, and Laud
adjoining, containing in the whole about 10 acres, with Green-
houses, Propagating houses. Vineries, Pits, &c. Extent of

glass 5770 feet,—For particulars apply to W. Knowles, Auc-
tioneer, St. Mary's Square, Gloucester.

WALHAM QREEN, FULHAM, MIDDLESEX.
To Market Garoeners, KuRSERYsiEN, and Florists,

^r^O BE LET, with immecliate posscf^sion, about 13X Acres of excellent GARDEN GROUXD, with suitable
Dwelling and Buf-inoss Premises, and Labourer's Cottage,
partly Stocked with good bearing Fruit Trees.—May be viewed
and particulars liad of Mr. W. T. Atwood, Land Agent. Mort-
lake, Surrey, S.W,

TO BE LET, the GARDENS afc Horuby Castle.
Catterick, Torkghiic, with tho Pineries, Vineries, Pits, &c,,

all of which are in first-rate working order, and most efficiently

and ccoiioniicaUy heated by hot water as arranged and recently
put np by the Messrs, Weeks, of King's Uoad, Chelsea, London,
S.W.—To view, apply to Mr* Richardson, the Gp.rdener upon
the spot, and for particulars to Mr. Wiley, at the Oihce, Hornby
Castle, Catterick.

K"!

TO POULTRY AND PIGEON FANCIERS.
PERIODICAL SALES BY AUCTION.

MR. .1. -C. STEVENS beers to announce that he
will hold SALES BY AUCTION of FANCY POULTRY

and PIGEONS, on the Fast and Third TUESDAY in every
Month, during the Season, at his Great Room, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C. ;

parties desiring to have Birds included
in the Catalogue are requested to make their entries at least a
Fortnight prior to each Bale.

- Days of Sale.
TUESDAY, February 7th. TUESDAY, Apiil Sd.

ff „ 14 th. „ 17th.

If 21st. ,, May 1st,

f ff
March 6th. tt n 15tJ.

„ 20th. ,» June oLh-

TUESDAY, June 19th.

Note.—Catalogues will be forwarded on receipt of Two Stamps,
Marked Catalogues with Post-office Orders sent on the Satur-

day after the Sale.

38, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
~~

POULTRY AND PIGEON SALE]

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, o»

TUESDAY, Fcbrury 7. at 1 2 o'Clock precisely, about 240 lots

of POULTRY and PIGEONS, conaisUng of Spanish from
Mrs, Stow of Tewkesbury ; Cochins fi-om the Rev. G. Gilbert
of Claxton ; T. Bridges, Fsq., of Croydon, and W. B. Wanvick,
Esq., of Southwell; Silver Polanda from Mr. P, Jones of
Fulham ; Dorkings from Miss Milward of Bath, Rev. J. E,
Carter of Essex, and other varieties from celebrated breetjers.

Also a good lot of Pigeons from Messr^^. Jones, E.=quilant,

Brooke, and other well-known fanciers.—May be viewed on the
Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had ; if for the countiy, by
enclosing two stamps-

T
FARM IN THE COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND.

O BE LET, the valuable FARM of HOUNDALEE,
situated about a mile and a half from the Widdrington

Station of the Newcastle niid Berwick Railways lying in the
Chapelry of Widdrington and County of Northumberland,
The Farm consists of 0S2 acres, or thereby : the land is of the
best description, and contains a fair proportion of Turnip and
Barley soil and excellent old Pasture- Draina.?e operations are
now being actively carried on^ and the whole of the drainage
"will be completed in about two years. The House and Build-
ings are large and commodious and of modern construction,
and will be jnit into complete repair. To a tenant of capital

and skill every encouragement will be given. This Farm
will be let with entry to the Ilou^^es, Fallows, and Grass, at

Whitsunday. ISGO, and to the Arable land on the removal of

the away-going crop, for such numbers of years as may be
ajrreed upon- Offers will bo received till March 1, by Geo,
Wm. Hay, Esq,, Sudbury, Derby^ who will fumiflti all further
particulars, and the boiuidavies will be shown to the intending
Offerers by Andrew Caldcr, the Forester at Widdrington.

M

^"

alc«( bn Auction.

CLEAKIXG SALE ATBROADFIELD NUItSERItIS, ^EFFIELD, PREVIOUS
TO KEMOVAT., OF TREES, SHRUBS, PLAl^TTS, ETC-

MR. ROWLAND WARD is instructed by Mr. F.

Godwin to offer for public corapetition, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, February 7 and 8, each day at 10.30 a m^,

the remainder of his extensive and choice NUUSBRY STOClv,
embracing Deciduous, Flowering, and Evergreen Shrubs ; Fruit,

Forest, and Ornamental Trees; American Plants, Roses, and
Coniferai- Also, a fine and healthy assortment of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, consisting of Azaleas, Camellias, Ericas,

Epacrises, Fuchsias, Geraniums of all Classes, &c.—CaUlogues
maybe had of the Owner, at tho above Adlrcss ; or of the
Auctioneer, Handsworth Woodhouse, near Sheffield,

NORTHUMBERLAND.—FREEHOLD ESTATE, Xo.

MR. SAMUEL DONKIN will Soil by Auction, afc

the Central Station Hotel, Newcastle-upou-Tvne, on
TUESDAY, February 21, at 2 for 3 o'Clock in tho afLernoon
precisely.

Lot 1.—The ESTATE of CHRISTON BANK and RED
HOUSES, otherwise CLAXTON'S MOOR HOUSE, in the
parish of Emblcton, in the county of Northumberland
containing :

—

A. B. P,

Arable T^and , . .

,

230 1 5
Pasture Land 2G4 37
Plantations 10 2 5
Homestead and Roads .

.

n 1 22

516 1 20

SPcCJAJ. ^XTEIA POULTRY A\0. PIG&OIM SALE
On the week of the Cryst.vl PiLA.CE Poultry Show.

B. J. C. STKVENS will Sell by Auction at liia

Great Room, 38, Kiug Street, Covent Garden, W^.C, on
TUESDAY, February Ji, at 12 o'Clock precisely, FIRST"
CLASS POULTRY and PIGEONS, consisting of tbe whole of

Mr. Botbam's stock of Spanish, which will include the Liver-

pool Cup biidf, <fec., (fee. ; about 40 Lots of First Class Poultry

from 5Ir. Boothby of Bristol ; White and Buflf Cochins, from.

P. Manning, Esq., of Suffolk ; Black, Gold, and Silver Polands
from G. S. Fox, Esq., of Somerset; about 15 Lots of Poultry

from Mrs. Pattison, and other varieties from celebrated

breeders. Tbe Pigeons are remarkably choise, and include tbe-

surplus stocks of Pouters from S. Bult,Esq.,and Carriers from

W. W. Hayne, Esq., and D. S. Oliver, Esq.—May be viewed ott

the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had ; if for the couutry,

by inclosing two stamps.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF CONIFEROUS SEEDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
WEDNESDAY, February 8, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

PINES, CONES, and SEEDS, including Wellingtonia gigantea.

Mammoth tree 300 feet high, 25 feet diameter, from the

Calaveras Grove, California. Libocedrus decurrens or Thuja
gigantea, 150 feet high, from 4 to feet in diameter, from

Sierra Nevada, California. Cupressus Lawsoniana, 100 to

150 feet high, 1 to 2 feet in diameter, a most elegant tree,

CaUfbrnia. Cupressus macrocarpa, resembles tbe Cedar of

Lebanon in its form when old. Abies Slenziesi, from the

banks of Frazer's River, 100 to 150 feet high, 2 to 3 feet in

diameter. Abies Mertensiana: a most graceful Pine, 100 to

200 feet high, from British Columbia and Vancouver's Island.

Abies Dougla.si, 200 to 250 feet hif^di, 2 to 4 feet in diameter,

British Columbia and California. Pinus Lambcrtiana, 300 feet

high, 4 to 8 feet in diameter ; this Pine surpasses in size ever.r

other species in California, and the timber is also more valued

for house niu-poscs. Pinus Jeffreyi, a noble secies of Pine
from the "Sierra Nevada, California, grows from 100 to

200 feet high, 2 to 4 feet in diameter, hardy, elevation

above the sea 4000 to COCO feet. Pinus Sabiuiana, 50 to

100 feet hi^h ; Califomix Finns Bentbamiana from California.

Pinus ponderosa, Douglas. This species deserves general cul-

tivation for its size, beauty, and timber, 100 to 200 feet high,.

4 to 6 feet in diameter ; from Sieira Nevada, California. Pinus
insignis : this Pine will grow near tbe sea and in the poorest

soil. Arctostapbylos glauca : a veiy intertsting shmb, deserves

general cultivation from its pretty rose-coloured flowers and
singular foliage ;

grows 6 to 10 feet high; California. Comus
Nuttalii: a fine shrub, 10 to 20 feet high, flowers white,

! 4 inches in diameter, hardy, grows 4000 to 6000 feet elevation

in the Sierra Nevada. Ce.anothua sp., flowers white, spikes

from 4 to 6 inches long; a most charming shnib when in

flower ; hardy, Sierra Nevada, 4000 to 6000 feet elevation above

the sea. Quercus Hindsii, a tree from 60 to SO feet high and
4 feet diameter, from the valleys in California. Quercus sp.,-

a tree from 40 to 60 feet high, from the base of the Sierra

Nevada. Also a small importation from Mexico of Piuus

ocampii Devonian a.—May'be viewed on the Morning of Sale,

The Estate was recently for fovcral years in the occupation of ^^^ Catalogues had ; if for the country, by inclosing two stamps
the proprietor, when the buildings were completely repaired

TO BE DISPOSED OF. a quantity of first-rate

iJLi??J.?^ VINES, as follows :-6 Shiraz, 3 Black Ilam-
w»8h. 1 Black Prince, 1 West's St. Peter's, 1 Grrzly Frontignan.

1 w«wl"^^^^^^^ APRICOT. 1 PE\CH APRICOT.
1 WHITE MARSEILLES FIG, and 1 BROWN TURKEY
4 fp^ V,- J""^^^

^^*^^- '^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ 3 feet.throuf^'h and'leet tiigh, recently removed from an orchard house for
"^ ot room, and are worthy of particular attention byPmna requiring the same.

^

* »» 2 small FIG TREES.
y rndJ^l l^^^i^

.""^ ^^^^ EDGING, of first-rate quality,

¥iiticl,l?«r .
^^^ planting. Samples of Box and further

^^^!J^iin^'lL'- ^'"^""^- Nurseryman,

-L^^PAn^x.!^ HEREBY GIVEX that the CO-
•totted a. IS^^^^^*^ •'^^^^-^ subjoining between nstbc under-

atWetievl£^r**^"*^'l ^"'^ Seedsmen. caiTying on i business

*• «tvf«^ l'"®'^^^'^'^*^" ^^^ county of Stafitord, under-

»18&0Lvrn > J^ "^ ^°''' GR03VEN0R, & Hill, has been
Partneri «

«.^"^**^"*^ consent, and that each of the late
l<r. T Pnv \l?'^? .?" business on his own account, viz.

:

^OR at r?.;^
^^ etiey Rocks, near Leek; Mr. Wh. Gros

»«»r lUek • »^J^ « """? ^^^*^^ ^'^"^ Nurseries, Cheddloton,
oearStono a„j */;

"^^^^^ ^^^^ ^t Spot Acre, Hilderstnne,
«*»na to the W^ Vm,7'I'^^'''*'^y

requested that all accounts
•••toT^mJi ^P?^ ^*^ remitted to either of the parties
•ae wiuT,^: ?^

^"f
- ^"y Per.^n having claims as^nst the

^ai W^:%S!l^f«i^4'^^'^ thereof wliich. if found cnrrect,
^«=^^«BBa. As witness our hands this 2iaLdjiv of

.'ind much enlarged, a large part of the Estate drained, and the
whole greatly improved. The Pastures arc well known as some
of the most* valuable Feeding Land in Northumberland. The
whole of chis Lot is Let to Mr. W. Morrison on a Lease for 15 years
from the 13th day of May, 1856. Great f:\eility of communica-
tion both to the North and South is afforded by the trunk line

of the North Eastern Rjiilway, which intersects and has a
Shition upon the property. There is Coal and abundance of
excellent Limestone upon the property, with Kilns for Burning;
the latter, for which almost unlimite I demand exist'^ in Tweed-
side and the South of Scotland. These Minerals arc Let on
Lease to subst-antial Tenants. The Tithes arc commuted for

Rectcharges amounting to lOH. 10s. 21. 185. 6d. for Castle
Guai-d and Quit Rents is payable aut of this Lot to the Earl of
Tanker ville.

Lot 2.—1. BLINK BONNY HOTEL, with a Four-stal'cd
Stable, Out-houses, and 2a. 2r. 35p. of L.and, in the Occupation
of Mr. George Cockburn. 2. A D>VE(XINO HOUSE and
8R0P, adjoining the above, in tbe Occupation of Mr. James
Thompson. 3. THREE COTTAGES, also adjoining tho above.
These premises have been lately built, and are wt-U situated
for business, from their situation immediately adjoining the
Railway Station, and to tho road which is the great thorough-
fire from the railway to tho East and West.—TIio Property
may be seen on application to the Tenants, and Particul.ars

may be had of the Auctioneer, at the Place of S ilc, and at the
Offices of Messrs. WiLLi.iii i; Benjajiin Woodman, Solicitors,

Mori>eth.—January 21.

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, ROSES, BULBS, Xc,
FROM GHENT.

MR. X C. STEVRKS will Sell by Anction. at hifl

Great Room, 38, King Sti-eet, Covent Garden, W.C, on t

FRIDAY Februarys, at half-past ISpredsely, a consignmeirt '

of PLANTS FROM GHENT, consisting of 300 Camellias,

with flowcr-budH, from 1 to 3 feet high ; 200 Indian Azaleas

with flower-buds, 200 Staad.arl Perpetuil Uo.-es, 200 strong

SEEDS FROM MEXICO FOR SALE.

MR-. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that lie will

include in bis Sale on WEDNESDAY, February 8, 1 lb. of

clean seeds of PINUS OCAMPII DEVONIANA, which Messrs.

Roezl & Co. arc sure will succeed in England. They are col-

lected from an immense tree which they had to cut down for

the purpose, in tho department of Michoroan, at an elevation

of at leist 10,000 feet above the level of the sea, where not even
Barley can grow, it is so cold, and only a very few vegetebles

of the commonest kinds. Frosts are not only frequent, but to

be relied on at all times in the year, in summer as well as in

winter, so that there is no doubt that the tree grown from
these seeds will be perfectly hardy in England. This seed will

be divided into 20 Lots.—May be viewed on the nioniing of

Sale, and Catsdogues had ; if for the country, by inclosmg two
stamps. ^__

1000 Roses, Flower and Vegetable Seeds from Holland ;

1000 Gladiolus Brenchlevessis (True); 2000 Stroxo
Fastolf Raspbebribb, 500 handsome bushy Plants of
upRroFiT CrpRsae, 36 handsome-tratned Trees op the
NEW Plum " Angelina Burdett," 500 Wizard of the
Nonrn Strawberries, 500 strong Roots of DELPiiiNiLir

FORMOSUM, 4c.

MR. J. C. STEVEXS begs to announce that he
will Sell the above by AucUon ^t ^.'.^ *^r^**^_5*"'i^'

SS King Street, Coveut Garden, W.C, on FRfDAY F^. W.
at'half-pftst li o'clock precisely.-May be viewed on the Morn-

ing of &ile, and Catalogues h:id ; if for the country, by inclosmg

two Ftamps

tty.
George Tippisq Fox,

JouN Hill.
—May he viewed on thi

if for the country, by in :ng two stamps.

FANCr POULTRY AIVlD PrCEO.'

MP T C STEVEXS "ill sell by Anotion at lii»

Pr^r Rnom 33 King Street, Covent Garden, on

TUESDAY F^'TaVV at^ 12 o'Clock precisely about

?5^0 T?t^of POULTRY and PIGEONS, consisting of Cocblas.

borkioOT. i>ani»b. Biamfths, Polaadi, Hambuighs. Bantams

a^meTc.7^ Mr... Stow. MUs Milwari M««^.Len^;,

aiad other well-known breeders; aim a good lot of

!-,«««» fmm (several weU-known fAnciers.-Miy be vjew^ mi

iXiTS^nung of Sale, and Cat ilo-ucs bad about* week before.
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HOTHOUSE OR THE MILLION.
M H III N

BEGS TO IKFORM THE PUBLIC THAT HE HAS BEEN APPOINTED SOLE AGENT FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF

THE NEW PORTABLE AND ECONOMICAL HOTHOUSES
1 -VENTED AND PAT3NTED BY i

SIR PAXTON, :M
r

i

t

«V/iT,Sv

These Buildings are of unparalleletl clieapuess, and Leing composed of simple parts '

can be enlarged, removed, or adapted to any Horticultural purpose hy ordinary

labourers.

The}' are calculated for gardens of the liighest order,

generally, for market gardens where they may be made
surface, and also for suburban, villa, and cott:^go gardens.

or gentlemeu's gardeaj .

to cover any extent af
*

The moderate coat of these houses not only places within the reach of persons
|

construction tliey can be formed mto ranges of lean-to houses with a facility anJ it

of limited means a luxury hitherto confined to the wealthy, but offers immense a cost hitherto unheard of.
_ ^

^dvautagea to all who have garden walls already standing—as from their peculiar Whilst they are adapted for permanent structures they are also particular-,'

I

smted for peraons having temporary or limited tenures, as they can with ease be
packed up and removed at the expiration of the tenancy.

I he above engravings show some of the uses to which this invention can be
auapteil, and the forma it can be made to assume. It will be seen that no houses,

the requirements of Horticultural operations. Although the ^'"^^^ ^^
..i^Jq tj.

ventor was to reduce the cost of such structures, and to P^"^®. ^^p I]!g gevffi

reach of all classes, ytit by varying the arrangements and dimensions °^
^^

r

ad-xT^t-wi a«^ v^ ft. °-^ 1
,

^ "^" **" ""'•-" ^"'^ luvciiLiuu KTAu ut,' Teacu 01 au Classes, ytiL Dv varyme cue arrangemeuis ana uu"^""*"7

howevei; ^tlv L„ ^f '' '''''? }^ "^^^^ ^^ ^^^™«- ^^ '^^'^ ^« ^^^"^ **^*t no houses, parts, ornamented buildings can elsily be formed. The prices of these
xiowever costly, c^n b« turned to more useful purposes or more effectually fulfill all water troughs, doors and ends complete, are as follows :—

t

30 feet

40 feet

50 feet

60 feet

70 feet

80 feet

90 feet

100 feet

in length

in length

in length

in length

in length

in length

in length

in length

5

8 Feet
Lights.

£33
41 16

51

60

69 5

78 12

87 18

90 15

w t

+ t *

4 « t

* t

* t 1

t t •

t A »

t t «

10 Feet
Lights.

£12 *5

53 17

65 10

77
87 10

99 3-

111

121 5

• w

• t *

• * t

4 * *

< * »

»> t

• «

12 Feet
Lights.

£53
66 15

80 10

94 5

106 5

120 10
139

147
-. ^ \ ^-SftittiN' -i.^1;^ ''^

The .We lengths are given m round numbers, but from the nature of their construction the houses wiU practically in all cases exceed these measuremea'^'

HEATING APPAKATirs I

tniended to supply purchasers according to tie rotation in tvhich their orders are received, th, sale having commencei

HERE DCAN
ioimedlate

L«*. ,u fKs«. :(V^SriS;^H7;?i:iSs .^^ ^ t.c. ;. tferji-o;. .rrtf;j;rs-cm^a"^^^^
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B LISTUTTON'S SEE
IS NOW READY,

and will ba sent gratia and post free to any address.
Koyal Berkdhirft Seed Establishment. Reading

G B S

"pETEB LAWSON and SON, The Queen's Seeds.
JL MEN AND Wood Foresters, respectfully announce thathey have now issued their NUHSEUY CATALOGUE ofFOKEST TREES, CONIFERS, SHRUBS. &c., which they wm
be nappy to forward free by post on application.

'

27. Great George Street, Westminater, S.W.

JG. WAITE'S WHOLESALE CATALOGUE
• is now ready and can be had on application
Seed E-stablishment. 181, Holbom, London, TV.C.

EOKGE GIB
SEEDSMEN,

26, mWN STREET, PICCADILLY,
LONDON. W,

AND C O.,

TJ

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LOXDON—
v^j ^^^ ^^^^ Meeting of the FRUIT COMMITTEE will bo
^"i.?L?;»?J-„^5^^'^^^'« ^'^A*^^' Trafalgar Square, W.C,
on rui!<SDAY, February 7, at 3 p.m. On this occasion Prizes
are offered of 20.'. for the best, and 105. for the second best
diah of each of the following kinds of fruit :—

Class A. An? tariety of Dessert Pear.
Class B. Aky variety of Dessert Applf^
Class C. ANr variety of Kitoheit Applb.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON —
The FLORAL COMMITTEE will meet on THURSDAY

February 9, at 8, St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square, W.C. for
the purpose of ejcaminiug suchNEW PLANTS and FLOWERS
^ 'lll-i''-?'^^^'^^^^ *° "^ judgment. All persons are invited
to exhibit. The subjecU for examination must bo at the
Society a rooms as above by 1 p.m. Copies of the Regulationsmay be had on application.

^isux^^wuna

—^ Th^as Moore, Secretary to the Committee.'

T>UIGH'rON AND SUSSEX FLOIUCULTURAL
foMRRi^'^^v ^'^^Jl*^?^^.^-^^ SOCIETY'S EXHlTBltlONS
rorisso are fixed to be held on the following days:—SummerShow. WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, June 27 and 28

^^ ""Kam^^^^^/^^f^ '^"^ THURSDAY, Sept. 12 and 13, on

lnd'^r:f's/bit?o^ii^^-
'""^' ^^^^^'^ ^^^^^"^^- ""^^

^Brighton. Feb._i. Edwd. Carpenter, Sec^

-r
•
NEW ROSES FOR I86 0.

J/n E if^'^^^^'^^'^f
I^^*^"<3ge Road Nurseries,

GSEED CATALOGUE.
HARLES TURNER^S DESCRIFIIVE LIST of a
Selection of the best varieties ouly is now ready.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough

.

~~ SEED CATALOGUE. '.

TT7M. CUTBUSH akd SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
It PRICED CATALOGUE, which contains every thing

necessary, can be obtained free per post on application,
Higbgate Nurseries, London, N .

' • i

NEW DAHLIAS FOR i860.
OIIN KEYNES'S LIST of the new DAHLIAS for
1S60 is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

Salisbury, February 4.

GOOD SEEDS. CARRIAGE FREE.

ix^Jf. ^ ^ A IT D SOSEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,HOYAL BERKSmRg SeETj ESTABLISHMENT, RKAnTT^n

N S,

J

^ ^rlL^r^^^l ^^^}' 1«60.-Plant3 iu Pots are now
tie TiS; -Hnmf I'kw^rS' ^T-f ^'- ^^^*^- ^sual discount tome irado.—HuoH Low A Co.. Clapton Nursery, N.E. •

R^I^IT^P'^".'*'"^ well-rooted plants of all the lead-

toiiim R r."?? k? V'PM ^t^ ^^n^ moderate prices byiJBNjAMw R Cant, St. Jofin's Street Nuraery, Colchwter.
- ^AT.VLQGUES forwarded on application. 7 .

J .?^^^ ^""^ ^^^^' ^IST forwarded free to

and tme
"^^""^ application. The Seeds warranted new

Vogdiands Nursery, Isleworth, W., & High St'.. Hounslow, W.

JOHN DOBSON axd SONS be^'^to^invite the at-

wLtSJI T "!{
intending purchasers of the above, who will be

nrir? ^P f^f
'^ ^'^5- ^ <=*^oi?e selection sent at a moderate-price. Catalogues free on application.

wciaLo

- Woodlands NuracTy, Isleworth , W
PELARGONIUM—THE BRIDEOHN DOBSON axd SONS will be happy to

forward a very strong plant in a 4S-3ized pot of this

ahould be without it.—Woodlands Nni-scry, laleworth.

STANDARD SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.—
Magnificent specimens, on their own roots, covered withWoonung buds.--Phce on appUcation to W. H. Rogers, RedLodge N ursery, Southampton,

MCEDRUS DEODARA
AULE AND SONS still hold the largest supplies

tf««,*
the above tree in the country, and invite the atter-non of gentlemen planting, and the Trade generally. Magnifi-cent specimens 5, 6 7, 8, 9, and 10 feet, at 5.., 6.., 7«., 8*^ 9, ,^;!^d^Q^each— gt-ipleton Road and Stoke Nur^eri^. BristilFOX COVERT.

descri

lyjAULE AND SONS can supply" Noblemen and
fin^» .?? *li»^'l«»»iing or planting their coverts with

^noasamt.—Btapleton Road and Stoke Nurseries, Bristol.
^
^^1^^*^ AND TRENTHAM Hybrid MELONS, (true)-"

? containing 18 seeds, postage free, 1*; each.
tion of VEGETABLE SEEl)S of the finest quality.

LH^0GERS^_13p. High Street, Southampton.

a , TP^"^^^ SEED TRADE.
Sacks ot CHAMPION of ENGLAND PEAS,

picked sample, at 10«, per buaheL
^>jfJAMiy R. Cant. St John's Street Nursery. Colchester.QKED CORN FKOM THE CHALK._AU the best

^hS^li^Uif^^ ^^'^^^^^' BARLEY, OATS, &c., n.ay

«n4 69^2?M w^V^"; Rayxbird ft Co., of Basingstoke«« W. Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.a
Samples and prices on annUcation.

RFERN CATALOGUE.
OBERT SIM'S NEW DESCRIPTIVE AND
PRICED CATALOGUE, No. 6 (62 pages) of his COLLEC-TION ofBRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, can be had, post free,

for 8 stiimps. Gratis to all previous purchasers of Ferns.
•

Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent, 3. E.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS, DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS,
VERBENAS, PETUNIAS. ETC.

WILLIAM HOLMES'S CATALOGUE of the
above for 1S60, free for one stamp.^ Frampton Park Nursery,

AZA LEA. I N D I C A. ~
[

IVERY AND SON'S New DESCRIPTIVE
• CATALOGUE of the above contains all the newest and

best varieties. Will be forwarded post free upon application.
• Dorking Nursery.—

F

eb. 4.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS. ^

JOHN CATTELL'S CATALOGUE of the above may
be had free by post. It contains selections of the most

approved VEGETABLES in cultivation, and nearly the whole
of them have been saved under J. C.'s own personal superin-
tendence^^—Nurseiy^

TO THE SEED TRADE.
TAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Ghowers
fj and Merchants, Lewisham, Kent, and 7, Borough
Market, London, S.E., beg to acquaint their friends and the
Trade generally that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUES are
now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

NEW FLORIST FLOWER CATALOGUE.
DO^^'NIE AND LAIRD, NrESEHYMEN, Seedsmen,

and Florists, 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, beg
to intimate that their CATALOGUE of FLORIST FLOWERS.
New VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and
may be had free on application. t

SURPLUS STOCK OF BULBS.—The following for
2U. or half for lOs. 6J. :—30 Hyacinths, 30 Polyanthus

Narcissus, 100 Double Tulips, 100 Single Tulips, 300 Crocus, 50
Border Narcissus, 10 Double Jonquila, 25 Large Single Jon-
quils.—Bdtler & McCulloch, Covent Garden Market, W.G-

~ GREAT SCARCITY OF FRUIT.
STRONG ROOTS of the LINN^US RHUBARB.

from division, can be supplied in any quaiitity at 12*. per
100, or 51. per 1000, by Walter Pennington, Nurseryman,
South Retford, Nottinghamshire.

' DWARF MAIDEN FRUIT TREES.
HUGH LOW AND CO. iiave to offer of iine

quality. PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS,
PLUMS, CHERRIES. APPLES, PEARS, on Quince Stocks.
Prices will be furnished on application.

The Wholesale CATALOGUE is ready foi distribution.
Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

EASPBERRY CANES.—Strong well-roc' t

PROLIFIC, the best bearers known, 3«. ; FASTOLF,
per 100, warranted.—Apply to Henry Warner, Cranfo: t

Bridge, near Hounslow, W.
FLOWERING PLANTS.

FAND A, SMITH have now in Bloom Azalea indica,
• Cinerarias, Cyclamen, Cytiaus, Deutzia gracilis, Dielytra

apectabilis. Erica Wilimorea, Leschenaultia formosa. Primula,
Tulips in variety, &c., at reasonable prices ; as the season
advances other varieties will be quoted.—Dnlwich, Surrey, 3.

lANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT COWSLIP.
—A few pounds of these gigantic and beautiful Spring

Flowers to be disposed of^ and many of them almost equal to
the Auricula.—Apply to G, Mace, at the Garden, Calcot,
near Reading.

-tt^tt^/t^^^^^*^^ ^"^ock at reduced pricesT"WILLIAM JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorfc-

thpT>^.f?. w^7^ ^.^ffer purchasers to their adverusement intbe Garde.'ers CArowicfgof January 28 . page 67.
RED LODGE NURSERY AND AMERICAN GROUNDS.

W ' 'SOUTHAMPTON.
H. ROGERS solicits attention to the laree

Ground's '
^^ ""^^ ^^''^' *^^*'*^^^ **^ ^^^ ^^^^ extensive

H^^^ PLYMOUTH SEED, AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENT, AND MANURE COMPANY LIMITED

supply every requisite for the Farm and the Garden
Registered Of&ces : Union Road, Plymouth.

J^rrv^
-^WELLHMGTONIA GIGANTEA.OHN WATERER has thousands of the above

Plants to offer, varying in height from 1 to 4 feet. The
whole are exceedingly handsome and well rooted. Price on
application.—The American Nursery, Bagshot, Smrey.

O THE TRAD e73.
r,TTo-p?SE^?^^'*- PILIPERA SEED, the IMPROVEDCUSTARD MARROW. Prices of the above, also for other
seeds offered to the Trade, may be had on application.

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury. Suffolk.

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWING-SPERGULA PILIFERA.

J A. SUMMERS supplies strong plants for immediate
• planting, taken from tbe original stock, at 1*., 2j., and

4*. per doz. A specimen post free, U.
Howard Park Nursery, Perry Hill, Sydenham , S.E.

SSPERCULA P1LIFERA-PLANT8 AND SEEDS.
UTTON AND SONS can supply any quantity at a

moderate cost. Tree by rail or post.
For particulars apply to Scxton & Sons, Royal Berkshire

Seed Establishment, Reading.

HOLLAND AND BAYLEY beg to offer strong
.3 and 4 years old Plants of the largest and finest

flavoured LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES, at 6s. per
dozen.—Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton. near Manchester.

TO THE TRADE.
FOR SALE, very fine SEED of the True hardy

SCOTCH LEEK.—Price on application to
Messrs. Drummond & Sons, Stirling, N.B.

WHEELER'S IMPERIAL LETTUCE,
1». per packet.

For deKHptioH and textimoniaU see ** Wheeler's little Book.**
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

WHEELER'S TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
1*. per packet.

For description and testim(miaU see ".Wheeler's little Book,**
J. C. Wheeler Sz Son, Gloucester.

IVERY'S NONSUCH CELERY, 1*. per packet,
IVERY'S NONSUCH LETTUCE, Is. 6d. per packet.

For description and testimonials, see Gardenen' Chronicle,
January 28.

—

Wm. Tvery, Hanover Nursery, Peckham, S.E.

ITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS free from any ad-
mixture ofold valueless Seeds, and therefore warranted to

grow well, are offered by Chas. Southbv (late FairbaimL Clap-
ham, 3. A PRICED LIST free by^post.

NEW HOME-GROWN" SEEDS.— Package (ia
addition to) Carriage Free. COLLECTIONS, 105.,

20*., 30a, and 40j(. each. See PRICED LIST ef this Paper
January 28| page 71 ; or free on application.
NEW CITRON GOURD, 6tL ; NEW ACORN STRIPED

GOURD, 6d. ; NEW MONSTROUS PROLIFIC CUCUMBER,
6d. ; or given on all orders above 20*.

W. Steward & Co., Seed Growei-s, Plymouth, Devon,

TX,^ANTED, JACKSON'S KIDNEY POTATOES,
T V TRUE.—Price and quantity to Fishes, Holmes, & Co.,

Handsworth. Sheffield.

EARLY POTATOES—"LEMON KIDNEYS."—
The earliest and best variety (see Article in "Royal

Agricultural Journal," Vol. XVIII.), may be had from Author's
Bailiff, Joffir Helm, Morecombe, near Lancaster, at 2s. 6d,
per stone. Also copy of Article, 3d Edition, eolai^ed. Is.

POTATOES.—SURPLUS STOCK.

JH. ROBINSON, SOBED Gboweb, Abbey Farm,
• HinckJey, has a few Tons of the EARLY FORTY-FOLD

SEED POTATOES to dispose of at 5*. percwt ; less by the ton.

SEED POTATOES from the North of Scotland,
FLUKES I DALMAHOYS | PROTESTANTS

100

• TO THE TRADE.
DOWNIE AND LAIRD offer PANSY, HOLLY-

HOCK, PETUNIA, from the finest-named varieties ;i
SWEET WILLIAM and QUILLED GLOBE ASTER, finest!

mixed, their own saving, all of first-rate quality. Pricea on
'

application.—17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

CINERARIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS,
AND VERBENAS.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to offer fine strong

'

plants of the above, including all the new-..st and bMt

'

I

varieties, at very moderate prices, which they will be happy to

I
furnish upon applicatiozx.— Newton" Nurseries, Chester, 1

14*. per flack of 2 cwL free to London or Nflwcsaatle.

Orders ana remittances to be addressed to A, Stuimnr,

Teawig, Inverness-shire.

EEDLING POTATO. - WEBB'S IMPERIAL
KIDNEY.—This IPotato is without exception the best for

every purpose. Its yield is extraordinary, and its quality first-

late ForSeed, 10». 6d, per buaheL—ApplicatipBrto^, m«c^ to

GEORr^E Mace. Gardener. Calcot. near Readiaf. ' \ t^
1 CAPSIOASTRUiiJ^-Seeds of this exf ;^
mainoEitk! plant from^ u<i^ fmitixw^eeia^ V;
10 Horticultural SocietjTs R^'jCamfli^ ^^^SIK-^

notiicsd by Or. Lindley in a Leadiua Artioifi (aw (ftfimiS^ j^
a^r^mitle. Dec, 17, ia», p. 1016), can b^tai»•«**«»>r^lsJ»^ ^*

contalninff 30 sseds sent, post paid.'-m- r cx.^ 1^^
stamps.—Oborge Macixto^tt, Hi^fh K ' tta3imiLr«aiSK

S
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BAD SEEDS ARE DEAR AT ANY PRICE." r

THE CHEAPEST, EASIEST, AND BEST WAY TO OBTAIN" A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF GARDEN SEEDS IS TO ORDER ONE OE

mSSSRS. WHEELER AND SON'S COLLECTIONS.
These Collections consist of really choice Seeds—the best varieties—all correctly named, and arranged in proper quantities. Year by year they get more

and more in demand.

Ifo. 1-A Complete Collection of PEAS, BEANS, and GARDEN SEEDS of every sort ...

3fo. 2— Ditto Ditto Ditto (smaller quantities)

Ditto Ditto (for asmaU garden)
Carriage free hy Rail except l^o. 3.

No. 3 Ditto

• f

«

• »

t

« •

«

t *

» • I

> >

«

£3
110

15

The following TESTIMONIALS will give some idea of the high character our Seeds have obtained.

From General Drtjmmond,
" Ihe Boyce Court, Dec. 11, 1S59,

'* I shall shortly send you an order for Seeds as usual.- I

have been hitherto extremely well satisfied with the Plants

and Seeds with which you have supplied rae for the last 20

years ; I am especially pleased with the Wheeler's Imperial

Lettuce, and also with the Flower Seeds."

Ladies and Gentlemen who have hitherto found difficulty in obtaining really first-class Seeds will do well to communicate with us, and we will forward oiar

" Little Book," which will give full particulars of the above collections, and also prices of our Farm Seeds, Flower Seeds, &c.

Fr6m Sir John Owex, Bart., M.P., Lord Lieutenant

of Pembrokeshire.
" Taynton House, Dec. 1, 1S59.

" Having dealt with you for several years I have great plea-

sure in bearing' my testimony to the good quality of the
Seeds with which you have supplied me, and I have recom-
meuded you to my son, who has succeeded me in the occupation
of this farm."

From the Rev. Alan G. CoBNWAit.
" Ashcroft House, Dec. 10, Igjg

"I have very sincere pleasure in informing you lhat«,
Grass, Clover, Calibage, and Mangel "Wurzel Seeds have proved
of excellent quality. I could not desire better ; and 1 trnst

that your honest dealings will be duly appreciated by \u
public.

'*

w

I

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

THE BEST LETTUCE IN ENGLAND.
COTTRELL'S NEW BATH COS, 1*. per packet.

If not good the money will be returned. Also may be
had True Cottrell's Champion Cabbage, 6d. per ounce.
Cottrell's Sebastopol and Cottesll's Wonder Peas, 9d. per
quart. *

Before ordering your Seeds, get COTTRELL'S PRICE SHEET
and LIST (for one stamp).—Wholesale and Retail Seed Ware-
houae, 15. Bull Ring. Birmingham.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.
VEITCH^S PERFECTION PEAS, procured direct

from Veitch & Sow in 1838, and may be had true, having
grown the stock two seasons, per quart, 2«.

SUTTON'S BERKSHIRE HERO PEA, per quart, 2^. Gd.
LEE'S NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI, in scaled

packets, each 2s. 6d.
Stephen Brown, Seedgrower, Ac., Sudbuiy, Suffolk,

NEW PEAS.
Bttokley's General Wtndham

| Thorse's Royal Britai^t.

HURST AND M*MIXLLEN having grown a cousider-
able quantity of the above fine tall late varieties of

PEAB this season, beg to offer them to the Trade only. They
have been proved to be superior to any of their class, both in

.
flavour and size for the last two years, and they can confidently
recommend them.

Also *' Dillistonc's First Early Pea," quite seven days
earlier than any other variety, and a great bearer. Prices on
ap^cation.—Address, fi, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C^

NEW CUCUMBER—''CLAPHAM DEFIANCE."
€UARLES SOUTHBY in sending out the above

"begs to remark that it wasraised by Mr. Barton, Gardener
to Mrs. Wild, Clapham Common, and exhibited by him last
neaaon at the Surrey Amateur FloricuIturaJ Society's Show
where it obtained a Certificate of Merit and would have
received First Prize, but the rules of the Society forbid such—
the exhibitor not being a subscriber. Mr. C. Jessup, the
Secretary, writes:—"This Cucumber shown by Mr. Barton is
the finest specimenout thia season, admu:ed by all at the Show "

It is an hybrid between Himalaya and Alliance, but a great
improvement on either of the above, being much more hardy
r*ter cropper, and stands winter forcing well ; in flavour it

unsurpassed
; lengLh 24 to 30 iuches ; la. 6d. per packet •

S^^^!^P^Gketa,j8^M.—Ckarlbb Southby, Clapham, S.

T R I TO MA U V A R I A.

Jtist out.

WHEELER'S LITTLE OOK
FOR 1860.

POST FREE FOR THREE STAMPS. GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS.
It gives a full description, and the price of the best sorts of Seed in cultivation, and moreover states in detail the qu.intitiej

and sorts of GARDEN SEEDS, comprised in our CELEBRATED COLLECTIONS, which we deliver CARRIAGE FfiEE to

all parts of the Kingdom. ,

Zro. 1, £3«
I

XTo. 2. 30s.

J. C. WHEELER & SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK

NEW SEEDS OF THE FINEST SORTS GROWN, AND AT THE LOWEST
GENUINE AND FIRST QUALITY.

COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
THE COLLECTIONS furnislied from this Esfcablislimenfc have met with the highest approval, and wiB k

found on trial not to be surpassed. The following comprises many excellent new and improved sorts ;

—

-COXi&ECTZOir for a Kargre Garden for One 7ear*s Supply... £3

s
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JAMES MARCHAM, of Earl. ,

Brompton, 8.W., having saved SEEDS of this splendid
hardy perennial plant, offers packets containing 50 Seeds for 1*
200 for 2s. 6d., 500 for 5s., i oz. for 20ff. All orders to be pre-
paid. Seeds sown between now and the 1st of March will
flower m the aufumn of the present year.~ GARDEN SEEDS.
HOMAS KENNEDY ato CO.. NuESERTMEy and

for ^^m^^^Lf^^^^^

frlTJfany'rdd^^sr
^^^^^^^^^ CATALOGUE p^e

Free Delivery.-All parcels of Seeds above 30s. value will

P^^iil!?'"^ ^ a*"^.?^
carriage to ihe chief Railway stations inEngland and Scotland and principal steam ports in Ireland.

M„
CHOICE SEEDS. ~"

ESSRS PARKER Amy AVILLIAMS heg to
«,. J K

***f«^ the following New and Genuine SEEDS all of
'^^^^„«^««^'iety recommended:- P. packet-/, d.BROCCOLI, New Sprouting (Lee's)

/i*TT}*t^r^T,F^^'*^*'®'^^**^e(Mitchinsofi'8) "
OATJLIFLOWER, NewEariy Mammoth or Froe-

r-^ouJSU'il^* ^??x,^*l"***
'*^- ^ estivation:,

CUCUMBERS, all the best varietisB
LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's) f! ;; "

Moor Park, extra fine ^
. all the best varieties ., 1TOMATO. Early Red (Powell's) .. .. ]] j

^.^ J'LOWER SEEDS.
^^LCEOLARFA. herbaceous, finest mixed
CIriERARIA, from finest named varieties

,» maritima
CEL03LA aurea pyramidalis

„ crimson-feathered variety
COCKSCOMB, dwarf, extra fine .;
DIANTHUS Heddewiggi ..

LOBELIA erinusspeciosa (true) ..
PANSY, from named varieties
PERILLA Nankiuensia „PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata .. V. '.[ 2SOLANUM capsicastrum "

[' j
»> P««wdo-capfiicum ; thisisquite equalm beauty for decorative purposes

TAbEIseTd^^ DeIcS'^?^! CATALbGUE-ofVEGE-
fa publUhSf^d^h\T\^ aU the best varieties in cultivation^

An Sa^tl^n r^i^ to'-warded post free on appIicaUon. '

Colamn iTo. 1.-

„ ITo, 2.—COIiItECTZON' In smaller proportion
„ Ko. 3.—CO^Z-ECTZON- aitto

COKa^BCTZOnr of CHolce kinds for a small Garden ,., iro. ft, iss/ 370.
w

If any sorts are not wished for, enlarged quantities of others are sent for instead.

t t «

t t «

i » t

fa*

1 * i

« *

til

« * f

2
1
O

5

10

« *

» *
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PEAS.
Sangster's No. 1
Beck's Gem .

.

Early Emperor
Burbridge's Eclipse
Fairbeani's Nonpareil

,» Champion
England .

,

Paradise, largo
Dickson's Favorite .

.

Flack's Victory
Prizetaker ,

.

Scimetar
Ne Plus Ultra
Champion of Scotland
Lord Raglan ,

.

Epps's Monarch

BEANS.
Monarch Long Pod. . ,

.

Early Dwarf Fan .

.

Green Long Pod .

.

Taylor's lai^e Windsor ,.

BEANS, KIDNEY.
Scarlet Runners
Dwarf in sorts

BEET.
Perkins's Black
Melford Hall (Atking's) ..

BROCCOLI.
Early Walcheren .

.

Early Purple Cape .

,

Mitchinson'sNew Penzance
Adams's Early White
Purple Sprouting
Giant Late White
Dilcock'a Bride
Imperial Winter White
Dwarf Purple Danish
Ward's Superb Late White

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
Imported

* *

* m

* *

C A B B A G
Shilling's Queen
St. John's Day
FumeU's Early Edward-
stone

Mitchell's Earlydwarf York
Couve Tronchuda .

.

Dutch Red Pickling
CALE or Borecole, dwarf.

.

CARROT.
Early French Horn
Long Red Surrey .

.

CAULIFLOWER.
Early
Large Asiatic

CELERY,
Cole*s Superb Red .

.

2qt. Iqt Incomparable White

Jqt. iqt. CRESS.
Iqt. Iqt. Extra triple curled
2qt. Iqt. New Australian

American or Winter
Iqt. Ipt. ipt. CUCUMBER S.
Sqt. Iqt iDt. Stockwood ..

Victory of Bath
ioz. Roman Emperor ,

.

ENDIVE.
Rouen, very large .

.

LEEK.
Summer Flag

LETTUCE.
Bath (hardiest) Cos .

.

Paris Green Cos
Improved Lai^a White Cos ioz.

Tennis Ball ^oz.

Drumhead Cabbage. . . . aoz.
White Silesian Cabbage .

.'

ioz.
Hammersmith (hardiest)

, Cabbage ^oz.
loz.'joz. jozJ Grand Admiral Cabbage ..Ioz.

1

pkt
pkt

pkt
.. pkt

Iqt.

2oz.

2oz.

2oz.

ioz.
ioz.

pfct

•<*

pkt
pkt
pkt

pkt
pkt

pkt
pkt
pkt

Ioz.

2oz. Ioz.

,. aoz. pkt
ox.

pkt
pkt

pkt
pkt

I
pkt

No.
E L O N.

^^)mham Hail . . *

.

Egyptian Green Flesh

MUSTARD.
White

ONION.
Deptford
Large White Spanish
White Globe
James's Long Keeping
Extra early Silver Skin
Pickling .. ,-, '..^

Lisbon for Autumn sowingiSoz

PARSLEY.
Extra triple curled ,

.

PARSNIP.
Hollow Crowned

RADISH.
Scarlet Short Top ..

Wood's Early Frame
Scarlet Olive shaped
Turnip Rooted

SAVOY.
Large Drumhead .

.

SALSAFY .

,

SCORZONERA
SPINA

Round Summer
Prickly Winter

T U R N I

Early Snowball
Early Mousetail
Yellow Stone
Early Dutch
VEGETABLE MARROWS.
Sweet BasH, Marjoram, \

Savorv, Thyme, Jj'
ComSallad P^*
Tomato pkt

Capsicum .

.

- - fokt

2i3

tki v^m

Ipt.W
Ioz.m
Ioz.'

Ioz.

.. 2oz. loz-io''

loz.|io2.fioJ.

Ioz. M'

E

4os.

2oa. lot Tr:

W *

# *

Ipt.

Ipt. ptipt'

Ipt. ipt. Bf

• ft

C H.

P S.

* #

ioz.

2oz.

.20Z.

2oz. 3o«.

pW

CATALOGUES with descriptions and much useful information supplied free on application.

r™p c^c^^^"^^
^""^ ^^^'^"^ PLANTIIvn=. A superb collection at reduced prices.-See SEED CATALOGUE-FLOWER SEEDS comprising a large number of the newest introduction. Continental and Emrlish.IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS. The collections of Stocks, Asters. WaUflewPrTX ... rr,^^ificent and^

^rZ^Tr^Z^Ln^^^
'''"^ ^^ ^ '"^''''"^ ^^^^^^ ''^"^ ^^^ ^^"^ San^'^slTSmtt ^i^l^^sfy^^ '^

Stock^^tTeJ^^ow pric^^^^
*'^''''' ^''^^^ '^'^V

"^'^^
"" ^^'^' ''''^^'' °^ ^^ ^^^^ °f "<=«^t introduction, also general No*^

CARRIAGE FREE, as see Cataloguefor goods, 20s. and upwards, Floioer Seeds Post Free.

STEPHEN BBOWN
Seedsman, Seed Grower,

(late BASS
&c., Sudbury,

& BEOWN),
Suffolk,
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BUSBY'S STOCKWOOD GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.

*

THE very beautiful specimens of this really SPLENDID GRAPE (some of the hunches weighing upwards of
3 ibsO which have been exhibited duniig the p^taea^ with tbe numerous unsolicited testimonials as to its

auperiority and general excellence which JAMi!.b Vl-ITCH, Jun., baa received from the most eminent piactical Gardeners,
wiurant him in again calling attention to its ^eat merit.

J. v., Jvs., can svith confidence reoommend it aa being without doubt the lest light Grape of its class in cultivation. It will
be found a most valuable acquisition, succeeding well under the same treatment as the Black Hamburgh, and ctrtaintv tw
rintr>/ should be without it. It has also proved to be a most excellent variety for fruiting in pots. That so fine a fruit may be
universally planted and enjoyed, J. V., Jujf., now offers good established plants at the following prices :—

;

ITice young Canes 5s. Od. each
I Good well ripened Canes ... 7s. 6d. each

Fine well-ripened Canes lOs. 6d. each

EOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.-Fehmary 4.

ROYAL
SOUTH HANTS SEED

ESTABLISHMENT,

Nobility, Gentry^d Agriculturists of the uStedSomP CuIe'e''vt^°°°°?^ ^^" ^•"•-'''"J their PRICES

^g^gl^E^XL'u-ga^X"^ house i. t\1

COLLECTIONS op
SEEDS.

GENUINE FLOWER SEEDS AT MODERATE PRICES.

VEGETABLE

W. THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ipswich,
EESPECTFUXLT ANNOUNCES THE PUBLICATION OE HIS

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE OF FLOWER] SEEDS
FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,

ARRANGED on the NATURAL SYSTEM, to which he INVITES the PARTICULAR ATTENTION of AMATEURS.

THE COLLECTION includes all the most deserving novelties, with a fine selection of rare and Choice Seeds
of aU classes, which are f^thfully described from personal observation. W. T.'s great aim being, next to the auDnlv of ayenmne artie^ avoid the inflated Ascriptions and indiscriminate style of eulogium^now too comminly adoptS ^^^ *
W. T. respectfully sohcits a comparison of his Keeds with those of other Firms, feeling confident that both for terminatingqiiaUtiea and correctness of name they will be found unsurpassed if not unrivailel whilst "^ ' ' - '

germinating

Pilly oue-third lower than usual, as the following quotations wiU show :—

Foe Onk Year's Supply.

^^l 208,
No. 2. 40c

h3? ^®??^ ^^y ^ de^pended on i being of th9best quahty and free from adulteration.
*'"''''

oo^ ^
JAMES CARTER & CO..

^^
S37 and 238, High Holbom. London, Vf.C.

TAMES CARTER and CO. are now
^ in a position to execute all Orders without
any unnecessary delay, having enlaiged their
Premises and increased their staff of assistants.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 238' High Holborc. London. W.C.

NEW ANNUALS AND
PERENNIALS.* s. d,

Acroclinium album .,0 4
„ atro-roseum ..04

Ageratum Mexicanum
nanum , . . . .,06

Anagallis grandiflora Eu-
genie

Arctotis flpeciosa sul-
. phurea ,,

.1 grandiflora
Callirrhofe pedata, errone-
ously offered for C.

1

6
6

3. d.
Schizanthus ocnlatua ..0 6
*Solanum capsicastrum ..04
*Spraguoa umbellata ..10
Sweet Pea, new hybrid ..06
Thosi of the above marked* are

J'ei-enniat.

diffitata

'kiaClar
6

1

6

6

6

integripetala

.. pulcherrima
Coamidmm atre-purpu-

^Datura chloranthafl.pl... 6
Dianthus Binensia Hedde-
_.wigi* 6
IHanthw! lacinlatus ..10

„ hybridus variegatus 4
Tenzha dianthoides . l o
Lmtosiphon hybridus,

fine, colour varying from
yellow to roae ,. ..0

Unum corymbiferum.
pretty novelty, buff-
yellow flower .. .. o o

Lobelia tngouicaiilis, blue 6
Lupinus mutabilis vari-

*T ^'"i"'". ^ 6
LychnL-5 Haa^eana, fine
hybnd, vermilion flowers 1
MIchauxLicampaziuloidos 6
^^=!«turtium, YeUow, Tom
Thumb ..

^emophila marmorata '. '.

Niercmbergia filicauUs
alba

Portiilacca aurea" striata*
sulphur-col., deep yel-
low stripes

^

6

CHOICE AND RARE
PERENNIALS.

Aquilegia Whittmannii
Arenaria montana
Asclepias tuberosa
Calendriuia umbellata .

.

Cowslip, new Giant ..

*Datura meteloides
Delphinium formosum .

.

Echinacea intermedia ..

Engelmannia piunatifida
Eremostachys laciniata

*Gazania rigens -.

.

Geraoium Endresii . . „ „
Glosaocomaclematidea.. 4
Gynerium ai-genteum ..06
Lychnis fulgens , . . .

Lupimisarboreus ..

Miraulua card, atro-san-
guineus o

« *

s. d.

4
4
4
S
6
4

• t

« 4

3

4
6

6
6
3

3

S

It

8
o

4 *

4
4
6
3

4
4

3

6

1

Kicinus sanguineus, fine . 3

Morina longtfolia
^Niererabergia filicaulis
*(Eiiothora taraxicifolia . .

» Missourieosis
Oxalis floribunda . . ,
*PentstemonMun-ayanum 6
* " . ,

Wrightii ..06
*Pblorai8 leonurus ..06
Phlox decussata . . ..06
Phormiura tenax ..06
PhygcHus capensis ,.06
Platycodon grandiflorum 3
Polyanthus (new Giant) 6
Pyrethrum Delhayii, fine
dark var. of roseum ..06

Salvia bicolor (Desfon- .

.

taine's) 4

Saponaria ocymoides
Scabiosa caucasica
Scutellaria macrantha
Tritoma Uvaria , . . . , _

Tfiose of foregoing marked * a^ys

Ha^f-hardy only.

CHOICE ANNUALS, So.
Acrocliuium roseum ..OS
Balaam, splendid Camellia 6

1 Chrysanthemum Bur-
ridgeanum.

.

», venustum
Cobfea scandeus .

.

Covolvulus tricolor splen-
deua

Dianthus Garnierianus .

.

Ipomopsis elegana.

.

Linum grandiflorum
Lobelia erinue speciosa .

,

„ ramosoides..
ramosa .. . , _

Lophospermum scandens . 3
Lupinus Menziesii ..OS

fiubcarnostis . , ..03
,. hybridus insignis ..OS

Mauraudya Barclayana ..OS
Microaperma Bartonoides 4
Nycterinia capensis ..03
Oxalis rosea ,

.

..03
Perilla Nankinensis ,,02
Petunia, very fine mixture 3
Pharbitis limbata , . ..0 4

,, hedcracea superba , 4
Phlox Drummondi,
splendid mixed varieties 4

Rhodanthe Manglesii ..0 3
Sabbatia carapestris, a

beautiful pot annual ..0 6
Saipiglossia sinuata, new

large-flowered, fine 3
tt atro-coccinea ..0 4

SalvLi porphyrautha ..04
Schizauthus retusus ..03

Stafcice Bonduelli, yellow 3
Thunbergias, all sorts ..OS
Whitlavia grandiflora ,, S
Zinnias, finest mixed ..03
The older hardy annuals at

2d. per packet.
GermanSeedsas imported from

the first Erfurt Growers.
Ten-week Stock 12 cols. 2 8

c

99 >t 24
large-fld.l2

axitumn 12

3
3

3
4
6
4
3

ft

It

it

tt

Emperor Stock 12
Brompton Stock 12
Aster, Quilled 12

Globe 12
Ranunculus 6
Cocardeau 4

. . Truffaut's 12
Phlox Brummondi 12
Wallflowers, doublel2
MIXED SEED of the'above

may bo had, as follows :

—

Asters, German Quilled ..08
Globe ..0 3

6

4

6
6
4

9J

t»

}»

4
2
2
2
2
1

1
1

1
2
2
3

3
3

6

6

9
9

6
6

ONNING'S PERFECTIOK
BROCCOLI.

NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCGOLL
CARTER'S CHAMPION CUCUMBER.
CARTER'S EXCELSIOR MELON.
AUSTRALIAN OR GOLDEN CRESS.
CARTER'S GIANT LETTUCE.
VEITCH'S PERFECTION PEAS.
EARLY HANDSWORTH POTATO.
PHEASANT'S EYE POTATO.
PERPETUAL SPINACH BEET.

Vid4 CARTER'S SELECT LIST OF SEEDS for 1860, which
II be sent Gratia on application to 237 and 238. Hiffh

Holbom, W.C. ®

iXCHEN-UARDENK

ff

$9

99

79

• >

• I

* *

English Prize ditto
French, Truffaut's
New Perfection

Cocardeau
Ranunculus . . , _

Chrysanthemum fli. 4
., ImbricatedPompone 6

Stocks, Ten-week .

.

large-flowered
autumn-flowering ,

.

Wallflower-leaved
Brompton .

.

Emperor
„ large-fld.

Wallflower, Rocket
t . Branching . . , „

[All the above are warranted
to be imported Seeds of first-
rate quality.]

SEEDS.

FLOWER

GRASS SEEDS.

AGRICULTURAL

9r

99

tt

99

*^

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6

The cntirn p^.n««f •
' ouiuzautnus recusus ..0 3 rate quality. 1^ enure Collection comprises nearly 1300 species and varieties, including hmited quantities of some verj Rare Seeds

mi. « fli**"^'' -^''^^^ ^^"^^-^^ '^^'^'' ^'^^^ ^^'^ ^^ ^^^«« <^^^^P ^ul^ packets are ordered.
The CATALOGUE WiU be sent post free on prepaid application.

P A N S I E S.

ETXT»r P,^*°ON P*RK NORSERIES, HeNDOK, N WDWARD SHENTON is now offernig a large and
- -. ™"e<i stock of all the best Show varietiM of PAWHTps
^»ijN>ots. Prices for single plants, a, par v^"! ^r^dt^ef

'

per packet 1^. Od.
2 6
1

6

WILDES ORION MKLON
_ ^^ WILD'S PRIMULAS ,.
WILD'S CUCUMBER ..
GILD'S (GILSON'S GLORY) PEA 6
^fS®'°*iP',^^'^'^"''' Wizard Strawberry; Fisher, Holmes
Kood 8 BUght Composition.

THoe. Wild, The Primulary. Ipawich.

YWV JJaItS ^ ~^ P R I N G, I860.

^^7:'^^^^^' ^^ SMITM, Glasgow, N.B., will

TABLE pTnwfn^"*"® in forwarding their LIST OF VEGE-
'^ll^ti^^-?^^'./^?- ^^^" ^^^^^ ^'^^^- It contains
SKEDa w?^i^ cultivation, and the prices for GENUINE
OLADmrYjy"'^"'''^^: ^'^^ ^"^ delivery.

had free '•"^^l'*™'« ^t of all the finest sorts may also be

NEW SORTS OF SEED POTATOES, CARRIAGE FREE
SOUND AND TRUE.

SLTTON AND SONS, Seed Geowtes, Reading, can
confidently recommend the undermentioned sorts ofPOTATOES as the best in cultivation.

Cheaper, in Large QuANxmEg.
P. peck or stone of 14 lbs. t. d.

Webb's Imperial Kidney 3
Birmingham Prizetaker . 3

P. peck or stone of14 lbs. s. d.
Soden's Early Oxford ..30
Dawes' Matchless . , 2 6

IJW L^''^?-
^^^^ ''=^^« ^ ^^'.Se Stock Of hardy

tbat

»«« u guManteed perfectly hea
Ipawich Roserv. ^^xh

SjSS^;«T?'' '•.?^' **" fi^Wly noblemen and genUe-
^uSrsTynf^"^^"* "-y*^ *>^^ ^O^E or /URZE

Cteraml^fill^**fHO^AA^^^^ LEY-la ruttUoeA, th« Jwrt planU for phwwftnt food.

£arly Orders icill be ntcessary.
The importance of a change of Seed applies perhaps more to

Potatoes than to any other culinary plant. The above kindsnpen eariy before the disease generally appears on the Potato

Royal Eerkshh-e Seed Establishment, Reading.

THE TWO BEST POTATOES^
BIRMINGHAM PRIZETAKER KIDNEY.—Very eariy great

cropper, and short top. j. e ^^

DALMAHOY.—Round, second eariy, and unquestionably the
best variety for general crop ; fine flavour I

CHARLES TURNER lias a f^ne Stock of healthy
sets of the above, which are warranted as very superior

The Royal N urseries, Slough.

MAJOR'S HALF-SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIA SEED

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpc, near Leeds,
Yorkshire, is now prepared to send out CALCEOLARIA

SEED, saved from unrivalled Seedlings of his own raising, in
packets at 2s. 6d. each, or three for 8«., post free. Plants irom
seed sown during the months of Fehruary and ilarch will
bloom the same year.

The following opinion from the Editor of the Cottage Gardener
will give some idea of the merits of H. Major's flowen :—

*' SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS (H. Major).—The specimen
flowers you have sent are among the most richly coloured and
most beautifully marked that we have ever seen. They axe
also well formed flowfere."

Penny posta*fo atampa may b« sent in payment

DETAIL

by post on application.

PJETER LAWSON and SON,
The Queen's Seedsmen and Wood

Foresters, 27, Great George Street, Westmin-
ster, London. S. W., respectfully announce the
issue of their GARDEN SEED CATALOGUE
for 1860, which they will be happy to forward
free by post on appUcation. Eveiy care has
been bestowed on the selection and growth of
the various stocks, which P. L. & Son eau
safely recommend as of best quality, and true
to name.

DALMAHOY EARLY POTATOES.
This excellent variety of Potato now meets with a largely

increased demand in England, to which it is fairiy entitled.
It IS considerably earlier than the Regent, and of excellent
quality. Messrs. P. L. & Son are now prepared to send out care-
fully selected Seed, for Which early orders are requested ; and
which can either be executed now or in spring, as may best
suit purchasers.

ANGEL WUKZEL li^
TURNIP SEEDS.—The Crop of

1S50 BEING saORT, and the eariy Irosta

having been very destructive, prices

will rise. Mdssra Sutton & Sons there-

fore beg to intimate that their quota-

tions for Mangel and Turnip Seeds in

their PRICED LIST, Ljsued in January

will not apply to orders received after

February 28.—Royal Berkshire Seed

Establishment, Reading.

M

W

PERIV!A^^c.I^iT GKASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

SUTTON AND SONS have one of
the largest and rofst complete

Stodcs of Natural Grasses and Clovers
in Europe, fri m which they prepare
mixtures expressly to suit the soils for
which they are required.
Seeds sent Catriage free to all parta

of the Wngdom. Export orders de-
Uvered free to the ship's aide, in any
English Port. PBICJKD LltiT gratis and
Post free on application, addreasod to
BCTTON ^ ^Qnt, Royal JBwkshica 0eed
Establishment. Reading. A
SCOTLAIVO.

DRUMMOND ajtd SONS, Sbedsmek, Stir-

linit. N.B., beg to intimate that their **'^»-"-» -"Jshort and
sensible" DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may be had post free on
application.
N.B, All parcels of Seeds, with certain limitations, are deli-

vered carriage free to the principal Shipping Porta and Railway
Stations throughout the United Kingdom.—Seed Warehou98«,
Stirling, N.B4 and 58, Dawaon Street, Dublin.
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RAPES, Xe.PINE A P PLES. G
PINE PLANTS, Frmtinff and buccesaion,

. _ pi^„.-„ff
GRAPE vines! from Eyes, for Fnntmg m Pots or Planting.

JOHN WEEKS A>D CO. can now supply any qnan-

Uty of very fine strong healthy Pine Plants, either Frujtmg

or SuccessionT also remarkably fine strong Grape \ine8 Irom

entirely devoted to the Growing and Forcing of Fnnts in great

variety, thereby showing the moat improved pl;"^^ of consb ic

- Hon, and the most superior system of Hot-water Apimratua.

John
Apparatus

nd the most superior system f Hot-water Apimruv^.

V Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

-atus Manufacturers. King's Road. Chelsea. London, S.W.

FRUIT
Foa
TREES
HOUSES.

to
ORCHARD ,, i.-

LUCOilBE, PIXCE, AND CO. invite attontion

their very superior Stock of

PEACHES AND^NECTARINES IN POTS

Of the choicest sorts, which are thoroughly csUbbshedn

their «ot3 and full of well r pcned wood, covered with blossom

budi Tthey ai admiramy adapted for Orchard House culture,

and capable of bearing abundantly this season _„w .j

Prices, which are very moderate, can be had on appUcation

to them.—

E

xeter Nursery, Exeten

TRAINED FRUIT TREES Oh lhKGE .SIZE-

THOMAS JACKSOX and SON growing liuit

Trees in great numbers, have a few extra large trained

Rtiudtrd Trees full of bearing wood, having been tramed five

fnd^lyeJ! They consist of the following kinds, and are

offered at lOi. 6d. and 15«. each :—• .„ r^i^^n Tirnn
PLUMS.-Blue Imperatrice, Drap d'Or, Coe s Golden Dro^

Early Orleans. Green Gage, Old Orleans, Denyer s Victoria,

Prince Albert Rovale. St. Catharine's, Washmgton.

^TeIrS -Beu^d-Aremberg, Beurr4 Ranee, Chaumontel,

Duchesse d'AngoulSme, Louise Bonne de Jersey.

V NECTARINES : Stanwick.—Nursery. Kingston. S.w.

" FOREST TREES. ~ "^

JOHN WATERER has to offer upwards ot a

Hundred Thousand of each of the following, from 2 to

4J feet high, and all good rooted

:

CHESNUX
HAZEL
SCOTCH

LARCH
ASH
LAURELS

Samples with prices sent on application.

contract.—The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

TO THE TRADE.
1" T. D A V I S has still to

BIRCH
ALDER
•WITHY, Ac.

Planting done by

offer

PLANTING.

A. PAUL & SON
RESPECTFULLY invite the attention of Gentle-

men improving their Estates or forming new Gardens

to the following TREES, &c., which they are prepared

to sell at the lowest remunerating prices for a good standard

quality. It is their practice to transplant every second year,

in order that little or no loss may be incurred by removal.

Many things are grown in large quantities and offered on

advantageous terms to the Trade. An inspection of the stock

is invited.

NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES

If

ft

If

tf

9f

ff

It

tf

500,000 1 -year Seedling THORN QUICKS.
200,000 2-ycar do. do. do.

200,000 2 and 3-year Seedling ASH.
100.000 3-3'ear do. BEECH.

Prices, which are very moderate, will be forwarded on appli-

cation. (Carriage froe to Belfa.*?!.)

Ogle's Grove Nursery, Hillsborough, Co. Down.
~ FOREST T R E E S, Xc,

HJlKD R. STIRZAKER have to offer a very

• lar^e quantity of the above good qualityandwell-rooted.

Prices to the Trade on application. ^ . n^
Ash, 2 to 3 feet, 12«. 6d. ; 3 to 4 feet, 17*. Gd, ; 4 to 6 feet, 30s.

per 1000.

Birch, IJ to 2 feet, 20*. ; 2 to 2J feet, 305. per 1000.

Cheanut. Horse, 2 to 3 feet, 25/i. ; 3 to 4 feet. 35». per 1000.

Larch, 2 to 24 feet, 15«. ; 2i to 3 feet, 17«. Oct. ; 3 to 4 feet,

26x. per 1000. ,^^^
Bycamore. U to 2'a., 14«. ; 2 to 3 ft., 16-?. ; 3 to 4 ft., 20». perlOOO.

Solanum capaicastrum, 1 year old, good plants, 9d. each, or

8f. per dozen.—The Nurseries, lancaster.

OOBEUT NEAL, NuiiSERTMAN, Wandsworth
X\ Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of bnvers to bis

large and well-selected stock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS,ORNAMENTAL TREES. AMERICAN PLANTS.
FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARF
ROSES of every description. A large stock of BOX-LEAF
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds

;

LEAF MOULD. The Nursery is 10 minutes* walk fromClapham
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Line.

2f\f\r\ nnn «1'^^^i>i-tng thorn quicks,
^\J\J\J ^\J\J\J one-year old, in bed, from 3 inches to

12 Inches high, strong plants, free from mildew.
6d0,000 LARCH from 18 inches high to 3 feot.

Samples and prices sent to any person requiring same.
Carriage paid to Liverpool,

George R. DAvnwoN, Newry Ntirsery.

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.
GEORGE CHIVAS, Chester, offers the above, which

are admitted to be unequalled in point of quality in Great
Britain. A sample bale, containing ICO each of five sizes,

forwarded on receipt of 15«., and orders for 10,000 delivered
free at any railway station.—-Chester, Feb. 4.

HARDY HEATHS.—A Collection of 20 sorts, by
name, of the above favourite autumnal flowers, in good

plantu, at 30*. per 100, or 12/. lOs. per 1000.
JOHK Waterer, The American Nursery, Bagsbot, Surrey.

C10B NUTS.—What crop will produce most sovereigns
J to the acre? KENTISH COB FILBERTS.—Application

for trees to be made to Geo. Mace, at the Gardens, Calcot,
Reading.

SURPLUS STOCK.
JOHN CRANSTON offers the foUowing TREES.

which are well grown, and have been repeatedly
transplanted :

—

SILVER FIRS.—3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to 8, 8 to 10, 10 to 12.
12 to 14 feet. The lai^er sizes take up with balls of earth, and
are really fine Rpecimens.
WEYMOUTH PINES, 6 to 8 and 8 to 10 feet Very fine and

well furnished.
TURKEY OAK, 8 to 10, 10 to 12. 12 to 14 feet.

CHICHESTER ELMS, WYCH ELMS, SYCA310RE,
BLACK ITALIAN POPLAR, WEEPING BIRCH, from 8 to
l4 feet in height.
The whole of the above are to be cleared this season, and will

therefore be offered at low prices by the 100 or doz. as required.
Prices given upon application.

Nursenes, King's Acre, near Hereford.
"

VEGETABLE SEEDS GROWTH OF 1859-
For Present and Sprino Sowing may be Obtainh) Genuine at
THOMAS CHARGES, Seedsatan, 195, High Street,

Exeter ("opposite Broadgate), viz :

—

Early CARROTS (sorts), 3d. peroz.
| Early RADISH, 2d. peroz.

PEAS.—Early Emperor, Sangater's No. 1, per quart)
Daniel O'Rourke, Dickson's Favourite, „ }
Early Green Marrow, each „ J
Hair's Dwarf Mammoth, Champion of England,
per quart i qV^tch s Perfection (true), per quart .'

.'
." 1 8

uentiral \\yndham, finest Peaknown for general
crop, per quart .

.

1 fl

BEANS.-Early I^ngpj^j^EarlyMa^^ *.'.

!! fl

»»

Abies alba, 2 to 4 feet

„ glauca, 1 to 2J feet

Clanbrasiliaua and other
dwarf Firs, 9 in. to li ft.

canadensis, 3 feet

Douglasii, 2 to 6 feet

finei^onensis, 2 to 3 feet

Menziesii. li to 6 feet

monstrosa, 2 to 7 feet

Morinda, 2 to 10 feet

orientalis, 1 to 2 feet

rubra, 2 to 4 feet

[', 20 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Araucaria imbricata, li to 6 ft.

Arbor-vJtae (see Thuja).

Alatemus silver& gold striped,

1^ to 4 feet

Arbutus, 6 sorts, 1 to 3 feet

Aucuba japonica, 1 to 2^ feet

Box, 6 sorts, 1 i to 6 feet

Berberis Darwiuii, 1 to IJ foot

Cedrus afrioanus, 2 to 10 feet

„ Deodara, 1 to 12 feet

Cedar of Lebanon, 1 to 12 feet

Red, 2 to 5 feet

White, 3 to 5 feet

The largest and finest

stock of Cedars in the country.
Cistus, 12 sorts, 1 to 3 feet

CryptomeriaLobbiana, 3 to S ft.

„ nana, 9 inches
Cupressus Comeyana, 1 J to 3 ft.

Knightii, 3 to 4 feet

„ Lambertiana, 3 to 7 feet

,, Lawsoniana, 9 in. to 1 foot

,, torulosa, IJ to 3 feet

„ 12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet

Daphne pontica, 2 to 3 feet

Furze, double, 1 to 1^ foot

Garrya elliptica, li to 3 feet

Holly, green and variegated,
SO sorts, 1 to 6 feet

„ green standards, 5 ft. stems
Juniperus chinensis, 2 to 5 feet

„ communis pendula, 2 to 3 ft.

,, excelsa, 1 to 2^ feet

,, fragrans, 2 to 4 feet

,, glauca, 2 to 3i feet

„ oblonga, 2 to 6 feet

„ „ pendula, 2 to 3 feet

„ thurifera, H to 6 feet

„ tamariscifolia

„ virginiana aurea, 1 to 2 feet

,, ,, pendula, IJto 3 feet

„ viridis, IJ to 2J feet
. „ weeping, 5 feet stems
„ 20 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Laurel, Common, 1 to 5 feet

„ Portugal, ]^ to 4 feet

„ „ Standards, 8 feet
Laurustinus, 1 to 2 feet
Ligustrura lucidum, 3 to 4 feet

,, japonicum. 14 to 3 feet
. ,f ovalifolium, 5 feet

„ evergreen, 2 to 4 feet
Mahonia aquifolia, 1 to 3 feet

,, 6 other sorts, 1 to 3 feet

PhiUyreas, of sorts, li to 4 feet
Picea amabilis, 1 to Ijt foot

nobilis, 1 to 4 feet

Nordmanniana, 1 to 4 ft.

Pinsapo, IJ to 4 feet
Webbiana, 2 to 3 feet

6 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Pinus .lustriaca, 2 to 4 feet

,, Benthamiana, 2 to 5 feet
calabrica, 3 to 4 feet

tt

ft

tt

tt

tt

tt
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Pinus raonticolor, 2 to 3 feet

„ monspcliensis, 3 to 5 feet

„ muricata, 3 to 5 feet

„ Montezuma;, 3 years

seedlings
nivea(SuowPine), L^tooft.

Pallasiana, 2 to 3 feet

;; pinaster, 3 to C feet

,, pyrenaica, 4 to 6 feet

„ Sabiniana, 4 to 5 feet

„ 40 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Quercus (Oak), Evergreen
3 to 5 feet

,, Fordii, 4 to 6 feet

„ latifolia. 3 to 6 feet

,, Mirbeckii, 2 feet

„ Suber (Cork Oak), 3 to 4 ft.

Ruscus bypoglossum
Santolina chamsecyparissus,

Ifoot
Taxodium distichum, S to 6 ft.

Taxus(Yew), adpressa,2 to 4 ft.

„ canadensis, IJ to 3 feet

„ cheshuntensis, IJ to 6 feet

„ elegantissima, I4 to 4 feet

gold striped, IJ to 5 feet

„ standards, 5 feet

'f\
Jackson's Weeping, li foot

„ japonica, 1 to 2 feet

,, nana, 2 to 4 feet

„ nigra, 3 feet

„ stricta, 5 feet

yellow-berried, 2 feet

common, round, and fan,

2 to 7 feet

„ Irish, 2 to 7 feet

„ 12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet

Thuja americana, 8 to 8 feet

aurea, 1 to S feet

Chinese, 2 to 4 feet

gigantea, 2 to 3 feet

Wareana, 1 to 5 feet

12 other sorts, 1 to 3 feet

Tliujopsis borealis, 2 to 3 feet

Saiisburia adiantifolia, 3 feet

Welhngtoniagigantea, 1 toS^ft.

Acer negundo variegata, 2 to

6 feet

Acacia, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet

Ash „ 6 to 10 feet

Alder „ 6 to 10 feet

Ailanthus „ 8 feet

Almonds „ 6 to S feet

Beech, purple, best variety,

5 to 8 feet

Birch, of sorts, 6 to 10 feet

Chesnut, Horse, of sorts, Ij to

6 feet

„ Spanish, of sorts, 2 to S ft.

Catalpas, 6 to 8 feet

Caragaua arborescens, 6 to 8 ft.

Cerasus padus aucubaafolius,

6 to 8 feet

Comus maa variegata, 2 feet

Elras, 12 sorts, 6 to S feet

Gleditschias, 1^ to 8 feet

Kolreuteria paniculata, 3

6 feet

Laburnums, 8 feet

Lilacs, Persian, 6 feet stems
Liquidambara, 2 to 3 feet

Limes, of sorts, 8 to 10 feet

tt

It

tt
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„ Cembra, 1^ to 4 feet

„ excelsa, li to 12 feet

,, insigniSj 3 to 6 feet

„ Llaveana, 2 to 5 feet

„ Laricio, 2 to 4 feet

„ macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

Maple 9P 5 to 10 feet

Planes PI 7 to 10 feet

Poplar . fT 6 to 10 feet

Oak tl 6 to 10 feet

Robinia »» 6 to 8 feet

tTC,

9d.

^7e^3'pSLrST'f^^"'^^-'^^ ^"^=^^^-
uenerai 1 KILE LIST free ou application.

Sophora japonica, 10 feet

Sycamore, 6 to 10 feet

Thorns, of sorts, 6 to S feet

Tulip Trees, 2 to 10 feet

Willows, American, and others
Quick, 2-year transplanted, fine

WEEPING AND LAWN TREES in very great variety.

FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS, in 300 species and

varieties, including Althsea, Cytisus, Berberis, Daphne, Deutzia,

Lilac, Purple Nut, Pyrus, Ribes, Rose Acacia, Syrin^, Spirsea,

Weigela, &c.

ROSES, an unrivalled collection. Standards, 12«. per dozen
and upwards ; dwarfs, 6«. per dozen and upwards. See separate

Catalogue.

HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, a large collection.

AMERICAN PLANTS, includmg Azaleas, Heaths, Kalmias,

Magnolias, Rhododendrons, &c.

FRUIT TREES, consisting of all the choicest sorts, war-
ranted true to name. The trained Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, &c., particularly fine.

GRAPE VINES, from eyes, well ripened, short jointed

canes 6 to 10 feet.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in 500 species and varieties.

HOLLYHOCKS, a fine stock of healthy and well established

plants. See separate Catalogue-

4^ Particulars of Prices, &c., ftimished on application.

Carriage of all packages free to London ; if a ton weight or

upwards placed free on the Railway at any London Terminus.

An inspection of the stock invited.

CHARLES TURNER begs to direct attentint, *
the following very desirable varieties, the maioTif

which he had the honour of introducing to the public •.-. ^ ^'

PEAS.
MACLEAN'S ADVANCER—Eariy Wrinkled Marrow ti

most useful Pea yet raised. 2 feet. ^- ^tt

MACLEAN'S ESSEX RIVAL. — Second Early ^nr.M
Marrow; 26 inches. ^ ''"^^m

MACLEAN'S MIGNON.—Early Dwarf MaiTOw; is i^^v

MACLEAN'S PROLIFIC.-Second Early Wrinkled Kv '

fine; 26 inches.
^•^^^'^,

VEITCH'S PERFECTION.—Late Wrinkled Marrow; Sfg..

ECLIPSE RUNNER BEAN.—Very prolific, and fine flavour
Highly recommended.

"•**

THE FROGMORE FORCING CAULIFLOWER, orEartv
MAMMOTH.—Early, large, close, and fine. Much the W
Cauliflower.

^'

MELVILLE'S INCOMPARABLE BROCCOLI.—AfinevfHtA
will produce close beads 30 inches in circumference '

LEE'S NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCOLI.-HigMv
recommended. ^

THE FROGMORE PROTECTING BROCCOLI.-An
cscel

lent hardy late kind. Dwarf, and great si^ie.

IMPROVED PURPLE CAPE BROCCOLI. -Hardy and
.firm, September to April, if sown in successions.

THE ROSEBERRY BRUSSELS SPROUTS.-A fine varieh
TURNER'S ECLIPSE CABBAGE.—Large, dwarf, andeart'
GIANT OR AYTON CASTLE LEEK.-Vcry lar^e, andS
STANSTEAD WINTER CABBAGE LETTUCE.^Thi W

for autumn and winter snpply-

TURNER'S COTTAGERS' KALE.—Well known; seed from
the original stock.

TURNER'S SCARLET GEM MELON.^ The best of itg

class, and the most easily grown.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

ESSRS. WA'J^ERER and GODFREY respedfi
refer planters to the following LIST of well-known goci

hardy Plants :

—

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, 1 foot, stout, healthy, SLperlM;
larger, uj) to 8 feet.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2^ to 3 feet, very handsome, 10I.pcrlOfl;

larger, in any quantity, up to 10 and 15 feet.

PICEA NOBILIS, Seedlings, in quantity, 1 foot, stout

Ditto larger and in every way perfect plants, up to i fed

NORDMANNIANA, from seed, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

PINSAPO, 2i to 3i feet, and as much through.

Ditto magnificent plants, 8 and 10 feet high.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, fine bushy bcedling plants,

2A feet liigh.

JUNIPERUS, CHINESE, 3 feet up to S and 10 feet.

„ IRISH, 5, C\ and 7 feet.

YEWS, IRISH, 6, 6. 7, and 8 feet.

GOLDEN, from 2 to 7 and 8 feet.

COMMON ENGLISH, in large quantities, 4 to 6,7,

and 8 feet.

THUJA AUREA.—Several Irundred magnificent specimfli!,

3, 4, and 5 feet high, and measuring 10 to 15 feet in cir-

cumference.
THUJOPSIS C^REOLIS, 2J to 3 feet.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, all from seed, IJ to 3H
and as wide.

HOLLY, GREEN, in quantities. 5, 6, and 8 ft. ; VARIEGATED,
especially the best gold striped, of all sizes, up to 6 feet.

All the plants referred to in this advertisement wererenioTed

in April last, and they are in a condition to travel any distance

with perfect safety.—Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking. Sumy.

TO THE TRADE.
THOMAS CRIPPS, NunSERTMAK, Tunbridge Wells,

»

Kent, respectfully offers the following in fine strong well-
^

rooted Plants :—
, , . ,

Standard Roses, 2 feet to 3^ and 4 feet stems, really good kinds,

60«. per 100; superiorditto, ^ ft. to 4 ft. stems, 60s. per IM

Dwarf Gallica Roses, &c., on own roots, by name, 20ii. perlM.

Dwarf-worked Perpetual Roses, by name, 40s. per 100.

Dwf Blush Pink China Roses, 15s. p. 100 ; or 500 for 63i. 1
very

Dwf.Crimson do. do. 25«.p.lOO;or500forlOO«.;8tro5g.

Rhododendron ponticum, fine healthy stuff, the greater pcrton

showing from 1 to 6 or 7 flower-heads, and from m,.lo

2 feet in height, 25^. to 50«. per 100.

Rhododcudron maximum album, fine large busty stmr.isw

30 inches high, many well set with bloom buds, 95. peraw-

or 60«. per 100.
, ,. ^

Rhododendrons, fine healthy seedling hybrid varieties, un-

named, 12.!., 18s., 24s., and 30s. per dozen.
Rhododendrons, choicest named vaiieties, per dozen

or 1000.
. . ^ Uf wr

Wellingtonia gigantea, from 7 inches to 2^ feet m height,^

dozen or 100 ; all from Seed. , . . -^i.

Cupressus Lawsonii, from 6 inches to 18 inches in ntW'

seedling plants, per dozen, 100, or 1000. , ui,.

Hardy Heaths.—A fine collection, and beautiful large fieu^J

plants, 20s. per 100. . ^..

Double Yellow Primroses, 20s. per 100 ; or 60s. for 4fl«.

Manetti Stocks.—Fine strong, 40s. per 1000 ; or 70s. ror-iw.

panish Chesnut, 4 feet to 6 feet, fine, 40s. per 1000.

,, „ 5 feet to 8 feet, ,,
50s. .,

For prices see T. C.'a TRADE CATALOGUE. ^
From unknown correspondents either a

Jf^'^^'vt ^
respectable London reference must accompany

*°f J^iy-jtii
per cent, on cash accounts. When less than haii-q^jg

^
herein quoted are ordered at once, an advance m pnce

charged. ... —
TREES,

r

I

fe

99

I

^i

IW.

S FORESTEEDLING
TO THE TRADE.

Per 1000.—s.ci.

600,000 1-vr.Thomquick 2
1,000,000 do. Aloes ,. 10
100,000 do. Birch .. 2
200,000 do. Sycamore . . 2
300,000 do. Ash.. ., 16
100,000 do. Oak .. 3

tf>

50,000 2-yr.do.extrafine 8

per IMO--

100,000 2-year seedling

bedded

li

2 6
3

5
3

100,000 l-year Beech
500,000 do. Silver Fir..
100,000 do. Balm of

Gilead Fir .

.

50,000 do. Laburnum .

.

200,000do.Pmusaustriaca4
100,000 do. Laricio . . 10
10,000 do Pinus pinea 20
50,000 do. Chinese Ar-

bor-vitae , . . . 10
50,000do.Americando. 10

100,000 do. Cupressus,
upright fchorizontalis 10

Scotch Fir

600,000 1-year ueu""-
jj

Scotch Fir .. -

1,000,000 2-year seedM
j,

Spruce Fir • .Jaj

500, OOOdo. super, bedowjj

do. *• "tinTi
10,000 1-year B""" (f

Chesnut .- ^
10,000 l-year b»«i^j|f

for cuttings .. *

200,000 2-year ^\ y.

maritima • jf

100,000 1-yr.bed^^
10,000 2-year becW^

j,(

Alder .. "V ^^ l'

IrishTews,3ft.higb.7lj

A. PAUL AND SON,
NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS,

13 miles N.E. of London, Eastern Counties Railway.

The Subscriber begs to call the attention °\^"L)i$0t*
Public in general to the above List, anj^.^n, Tb«
execute orders for the same throughout ^'-'"^,| Ji'desp**^
generally very healthy and well grown, and '^^^'' ^ojittss*
in the best possible condition. A reference or ^jj^
earnestly requested from unknown corresi^ouaeu ^ ^j^y.

delivered free at Dublin, and plants put m to ctj r^^^
carriage,—Michael Burke. Drumlargan Nm-seri^
mer Hill, County Meath, 16 miles from DubUn, a*
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GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.
TTMOTHY BUIGOEN", Seedsman and Florist,

WR most respectfully to inform his friends and purchasers

re f7r?nS generally, that his unrivalled Collection of GENUINE
^^/?fTTriIlTURAL VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, is now

mfiy. of which a PRICED CATALOGUE maybe had upon

^^,P'^u"further guarantees that eveiy article is crowjt and

wTFCTBD with the greatest care under his own personal atten-

t-nn Orders from unknown correspondents must be accom-

mnicd with Postage Stamps or PC. O. ^

Seed Establishment, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge, S.E.

MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

JAMES FAIRHEAI) and SON, Lewisham, Kent,

and 7, Borough Market, S.E., beg to inform their cus-

tomers tha*t on account of failure of plants, and bad pros])ect

for Seed crop ensuing season, their quotations for orders after

this date will be advanced. Prices on application.—Feb. 4.

NEW PEA.
A~''IITTING AND SONS havins: purchased the Stock

ll of a NEW DWARF WRINKLED MARROW PEA,
raised by Dr. Maclean, offer it for distribution in pint, packets

at 2s. each. Nuttiko & Sons will grow it this season for next

This Pea is remarkable for its earliness as a wrinkled Marrow,

dwarf habit (2 feet), fine flavour, and great productiveness.

Seed Warehouses , GO, Barbican, London. E. G.

LAING'S MAMMOTH IlED CELERY. — The
largest and beat flavoured Celery known, and will not

run to seed until the second year. (See former advertisement.)

Packets, U. each ; large trade do., 3s. 6il,

New Australian Cress, 6d. per packet ) per post pre-paid.

Cottager's Kale, true, Gd. per packet j Postage stamps re-

ceived in payment.
YouELL A; Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

AKSH AKD TERKINS beg to offer to the Trade
their Surplus Stock ofPEAS of the following sorts, from

picked samples :—
BECK'S PRIZETAKER 10.?. per bushel
HARRISON'S GLORY .. .. .. lOa. ,,

„ PERFECTION .. ..8s. „
Samples on application to 42, Drapery, Northampton.

EW CUCUMBER "RIFLEMAN," a line long
hybrid Cucumber, fit for'exhi bition purposes. This is one

of the finest varieties ever yet offered to the public, a splendid
Black Spine, length 26 to 29 inches, a very free setter, and an
abundant bearer, carrying its bloora well, and will be sure to
give every satisfaction to all purchasers, as all other varieties
that has been sent out by E. T. Price 2s. 6d, per packet.
TILEY'S PROLIFIC RIDGE CUCUMBER.—This is the

hardiest and most productive variety ever yet offered to the
public. See-is In. per packet.
DR. LIVINGSTONE CUCUMBER, sent out for the first

time last season, a first-rate variety. Is. Gd. per packet.
NEW MELON "EMPRESS," a superb new hybrid variety

crossed between the Broraham Hall and Golden Perfection. It
is a green flesh, very handsome shape, beautifully netted, thin
skin, flesh very solid, and of a most delicious flavour—weight
of fruit 2i to 3i lbs. ; the advantage it has is if planted at the
same time as its parents, it will ripen its fruit a fortnight
earlier. Seed, 2s. 6d. per packet.
QUEEN OF THE WEST MELON, sent out for the first time

last season, U. 6d. per packet.
For further list of Cucumbers and Melons see this Paper of

January 28, 1860.
A packet of any var. of CUCUMBER marked at U, sent

with a packet of Rifleman Cucumber for Bs.
A packet of any var. of MELON marked at Is., sent with

aa packet of Empress Melon for S.t.A packtrt, of Rifleman Cucumber and a packet of Empress

Griffin's ALMA LETTUCE, 6d. per packet.BATH COS LETTUCE, 6d.. per packet.
Extra fine mixed HOLLYflOCK seed, saved from all named

vaneties, I«. per packet.
Seed of the CUSTARD MARROW, true Is ner nacket

Is^^vl^e^^^^^^
^^^^^''^ '^" finest ev^ryrseni out,

SprP^f^fr^S ^S^^ CELERY, Gd. per packet.

SmrT?J?i^"T.S£*^"^^UM. ad. per packet.

5 ?3t,^^^
«" I^OXGLOVE Seed. 20 vars., 6d. per packet

postaTsto*^^
^ accompany all orders in cash or pen

Ab1,erChur^fTaVd^^^^^^
^''^'^^^^ ^^^ ^'o^^^' ^^'

I DWARF-TRAINED MORELLO CHERRIES,

WTir 'nr^J?)y'^^''-"^'^'^''^'EO APPLES.M.WOOD AND SON invite especial attention to

fT..
^,<^^ei^ 'arge Stock Of the above, but more particularly tothe Cherries, which they feel certain are quite unsurpassed

;

manv of the Trees have from 7 to 12 branches, most regularlyand beautifully trained, and measuring 7 feet across
Woodlands Nursery. Maresficld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

^^M^.^M^ SPLENDin Plants ofWSTANDARD AND PYRAMIDAL PORTUGAL LAURELS.
M. WOOD AND SON beg leave particularly to
recommend the above to parties planting who may be

desirous of producing an immediate effect in their gardens and
pleasure grounds.
The Standards vary from 3 to 6 feet in height, and the

diameter of the heads from 2 to 4 feet.
The Pyramidal Plants are perfect specimens, ranging from

4 to 8 feet in height. Prices will be given on application
^Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield. near Uckfield. Sussex.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA. very fine plautsr^n
1 to 2 feet

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet
CKDRUS DEODARA ROBUSTA, a very flue vailety, U to 3 ft.
CUPRESSUS FASTIGIATA, 2to3feet.

^, j
«o u

LAMBERTIANA, 3 feet
MACROCARPA, 3 feet.

THUJA AUREA, the golden Arbor-vitie, extra fine plants,
from 12to 15 inches.

Wm. Wood & Son will be happy to furnish prices of the
above on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near UckG eld, Sussex.

SCENTED ROSES,

STANDARD RHODODEN^MNiiZi^^^^
^flO handsome specimens of all the choicest varieties varvin^in colour from deepest crimson to rose and pure wMtIwi?hsymmetrical heads and straight stems, from 2 to 5 feet Inheight can be supplied by '

^ ^*" *"

JoHX Waterer. American Nursery, Bagshot. Sun ev
pHOlCE RHODODENDRONS, AZALKAS~I^V^ CONIFEROUS PLANTS.-A CAT VLOGUE ofOFOR??
e^ation'^'''?irr^^"-^^

"5?^^ '' '''' aWe may L\'a'd^on^ap^lf-cation.—The Amencan Nursery, Bagshot, SuiTey.
^^

3~~ TO THE TRADE ~

500 000 ^^^^^^^^J^I^^^^S. 2, 3, andjfJUy^UUU 4ycar old Seedhngs, to be Soldvetr
Cheap. Also an over stock of 4000 or 5000 Double Gorse or

ni!i"w ^"J^^ ^°"*^
^'"-f,*^

^," application to James Smith, DarleyDale Nurseries, near Matlock. '
^iwicy

tt

II

TE A -

WM. WOOD AND SON invite attention to tlioir
very extensive and superior stock of the above, which

they feel certain are unsurpassed in the Trade.
Dwarfs, from 4S iwts . . . . . . per dozen 9«. to 12*.

„ in 6-inch or 24-pots . . .

.

„ 24«. to 30s,
Specimen Plants, in 8-inch pots, for exhibition, each, 3s.6rf. to5s.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

THE BEST NEW ROSES FOR i860.
BENJAMIN R. CANT will be prepared to send out

early in April strong healthy plants, with shoots
IS inches to 2 feet long, of the following New ROSES, at ts,
each. A liberal reduction will be made when 12 or more are
taken. The Trade supplied at 36s, per dozen.

TEA,
Due de Magenta
Madame Blachet
Rubens

BOURBON.
Victor Emmanuel

HYBRID PERPETUAL,
Adolphe Bossange
Alexander Breton
Alexandrine de Belfroy
Admiral Nelson
Belle de Bourg-la-Reinc
Boccace
Buffon
Comtesse Desroya
Duchesse de Magenta

penny

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
tlugfene Appert
General Forey
Gloire de Santenay
Le Royal Epoux
Louis XIV.
Madame Boll
Madame Charles Crapelefc
Madame Celine Touvais
Mo4ame Eugene Verdier
Madame Louise Carique
Mademoiselle Bonnaire
Montebello
Princesse Imp^riale Clotilde
Triomphe de Lyon
Vainqueur de Solferino
Victoire de Magenta
Victor Verdier

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of the above may be had
on application.—St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

OH RVSANTHEMUMS. '

JH. BIRD, F.H.S., Nurseryman, Stoke Xewington,
• begs to inform his friends and the public that he has the

finest Collection and the largest Stock of Chrysanthemums and
Pompones in the world, and can supply them by the 100, 1000
or 10,000.

25 Pair of Best POMPONES, 10s.
20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 10*.

25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTINGS, 5*.
20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, Do., 6s.

CATALOGUES for one stamp. To save trouble all orders to
be pre-paid.

SUPfcKli SPECIMEN SCARLKT and othek

4 feet in diameter, some of which are well furnished with bloom

adapted for immediate effect.-WM. Wood & Son, Wo<^anda
J[urserg,^aregficld^^car_UckfieidL_Su.sscx.

M HARDY RHODODENDRONS.
ESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY invite at-
tention iQ their Seedling RHODODENDRONS, which

they are seUmg without names, and which they strongly re-commend tw being very superior in point of habit, foliaoe,
COLOUR, and general hardiness. They are fiom 1^ to 2i feet
high, and as much through, and no pbnts can possibly be in
finer health. They will be sold at very liberal prices, and
purchasers can select from a stock of many thousands

Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Surrey^

J
RHODODENDRONS.

OHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY,
SCARLET, and other choice RHODODENDRONS as

annually exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's
1 ark, IS now pubUshed and will be forwarded on application.
Faithful descriptions of all the esteemed varieties will be found
detailed.with a list of the popular kinds of AZALEAS and otherAMERICAN PLANTS, as well as a selection of CONIFEROUS
TREES, with height and prices.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale

SUtion, South- Western Railway.
*

^AMERICAN PLANTS, J^.
ESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may

be had on application. It describes fully all Rhododendrons
worth growing, and contains a List of Azaleas, Hardy Heaths,
and other American Plants, as well as a summary of the
general stock of the most extensive Nurseries in England.
The Catalogue may also be had at Messrs. May's & Co,.

1, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C,
Knap Hill Nursery, nearWoking, Sun-ey.

ESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-
form their friends and patrons that their PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of Exotic Orchids, Stove,
Greenhouse, and Hardy Ferns, Miscellaneous Stove, Green-
house, and Hardy Plants, Variegated and Ornamental Foliaged
Plants, Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons. Indian Azalea
Gloxinias, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Herbaceous Plants, Fruit
Trees, Ac, are now published, and will be forwarded post free
on application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Horusey
Roads, HoUoway, London, N.

SUPERB DOUBLE BALSAMS.
FAND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of

• their superb BALSAMS, which are unrivalled for size,
form, brilliancy of colour, doubleness of flower, and habit of
plant.
In collections of nine separate colours .. ,, .. 2«. (kf.

tt „ mixed „ 2
,_.'» 1 " " " half quantity.. 1
13" The above are genuine only in our sealed packets, and ~

may be had of most respectable Nurserymen and Seedsmen in
the United Kingdom.—DulyJch. Surrey, 8.

NEW

GTr^T^r.-^^^^^^
SEEDLING FUCHSIAS.

EORGE SMITH in ofTering the following Six

r.«.f*F^/^
SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, begs to remark that

p!,?.k t
®"^

^i * most noble flower, and by far the largest
fuchsia ever offered. Elegantisaima is, without doubt, themost elegant Fuchsn in cultivation ; while Criterion for shapeana substance, combining smoothness and brilliancy of colourwiu prove a gem. Butterfly is also a splendid white corolla'd
vanety flower, as large as any of its class, of fine form andvery remarkable, it having white tips on the ends of the sepals
eolfermo and Senator are also of fine quaUty, and must beadmired when grown.

"^^ uu

General Descriptive Character.
BUTTERFLY.-Tube short and stout ; sepals broad andweU reflexed

; colour bright crimson, tipped with white •

corolla pure white, of good size and form. This will prove to
t>e a very handsome kind.
CRITERION.—Tul^e and sepals of great substance ; colour

?T ^^^ ;
corolla violet purple, stout, and well expanded.

ELEGANTISSIMA.-Tube and sepals rich scarlet crimson •

sepa^ broad and elegant, refiexing most gracefully
; corolla

*ioiet purple, quite circular and exnanded, measurinir U inch
across, very free and fine habit. *

^ » ^
*"^"

GREAT EASTERN.-Tube and sepals bright crimson, thewwr very broad and well reflexed ; the corolla extra large,

RPiE'i^A®- ^ ^^^^ grower and bloomer.
^^

Utter w^"'^"^ ,?"'*. ^*'P'''i^ '^"^^^^ ''^'^y Crimson, th

DtoLf^ *°? '^^U
reflexed

; corolla large and well

Rov^ tI f • ^^^^h
Received a First Class CerUficato at

&m vJt^^^
Gardens, Regent's Park.

Pu^b veVi"\^~'^"^ "".'^ sepals very bright; corolla rich

UciSum?!^.- ?® ^"'^ ®^*^ ^^^- Recommended by the Hor-

HOOPER AND CO.'S New DESCRIPTIVE PRICED
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1860, with useful cultural

hints, sent free to any part of the world on application. In
addition to the established favourites, it includes all the novel-
ties of the season that are worthy of notice.
Amongst other new things H. & Co. beg to refer Amateurs and

Cultivators 1x) the PELARGONIUM SEEDS mentioned in the
above, the produce of which during the past few seasons has
been superb beyond description. Dried specimens of some of
the flowers raised last year may be seen afc their premises, which
will amply testify to their great merits.
Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Centre Avenue, Covent Garden

Market, London, W.C.

STRAWBERRY,—WIZARD OF THE NORTH (Robertsons)
DANIEL ROBERTSON continues to supply strong

Plants of the alx>ve fine variety at 63*. per 100 or 9s. per
dozen. For description, Ac, see former advertisements- It
can also be supplied genuine by the following parties in the '

^^^^ ^" London.
Trade in and around London :

—

SEED CATALOGUE.
ESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE beg to

inform their friends and the public that theirNEW DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1860
may now be had post free on application.

Mr. John Lee continues to devote himself especially to this
important branch of their business, for which their house has
been so long celebrated in the selection of SEEDS from the
most genuine stocks at home and abroad.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W^

Experienced GARDENERS RECosmENCEn.

-W,
First

e
ex-
the

sent outabout lto^J\^^%«'^ healthy kinds to grow, to be

^^diJ^^^^J^Ih ^^^\ ^^ ^'^^^ Plnnts, at loi. 6d. each. A
rejIwndentB must be accompanied with Money Orders.

'i^^^^^li^^X' -^- by Mr. ANDREWS, In

"^mL®£tiW^T,^^^^^'^UM.VIVID.-This will be found

•mtU^lST^ "^S^Pr
«"'"'°" '''*'''"^^*- ""^^^^ *^»« round pips,

WOttirao.^ ^p'''"'l''£-^°/
«"^«t^ce

;
a large truss, and v^

*fSc?^ r3t *^?b»'A^ exhibition or bedding. Obtained
farfc forlS S^^^^^^e

at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's
MEW Vi^!?L^V°/,?"^*^*^«' Plants 55. each.

^

reUow jS^n^^^^^'i LILLTO.--Large and intense bright

'•rteT;^ fi""' ^^^ ^9"'^ shnibby. This is a very hardy
™»^ St^ch exhibition or bedding purposes.

TolUngton Nurseyy, Homsey Road, IsUngton, London, N.

Brigden, Mr.Timothy, 10. Railway Arcade, LondonBrirlge.S.E
Boshell, Mr. Frederick, 86, High Street, Borough. S E
Carter, Mr. James, & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, W C
Charlwood & Cummins, Messrs., Tavistock Row, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Chartres, BIr. James, T4. King William Street, City, E C
Comwell, Mr. George, Bamet. Herts.
Cuthill, Mr. James, Camberwell, S.
Dancer, Mr. Alexander. Fulham, S.W.
Denyer, Mr. William, 82, Gracechurch Street, E C.
Dodds, Mr. G. S., Epsom Nursery, Epsom. Surrey
Francis. Mr. E. P., Hertford.

-^ ^ ' •>
•

Eraser. Messrs. J. & G., Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, N.E.
Fraser, Richardson, A Goad, S2, Bishopsgate Street, E C.
Gibbs, G., & Co., 26, Down Street. Piccadilly, W.
Gibbs, T., & Co., 47, Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, W.
Glendinning, Mr. R, Tumham Green, W.
Henderson, Messrs., Pine-apple Place, Edgewarc Road, W.
Hurst & McMuUen, Messrs., 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.*
Jackson. Messrs, T., A Son, Kingston, Siurey,
Jones, 3fr. Edward, Hart Street, Henley-on-Thames.
Kemau, Mr. J., 4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
Kinghom. Mr. F. R., Sheen Road, Richmond, S.W.
Lawson, Messrs. P., & Son, Great George St., Westminster,W.
Lea, Messrs. J. & C, Haramersmitb. W.
Low, Messrs. Hugh, & Co., Upper Clapton, N.E.
May, Mr. Joseph, & Co., 1. Wellington Street, Sti-and, W.C.
Mcintosh, Mr. George, Hammersmith, W.
Osbom & Sons, Messrs., Fulhara, S.W.
Pamplin & Son, Lea Bridge Nursery, N.E.
Paul, Messrs. A., & Sons, Cheshunt, Herts.
RoUisson, Messrs., & Sons, Tooting, 8.
Smith, Mr. J., Romford E-^sex.
Turner, Mr. Charles, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Veitch, Mr, James, Jun., Exotic Nursery, King's Road,

Chelsea, S.W.
Watt, Mr. Alexander, Ed^eware Road, W.

HENDOlM PAkK NURSERIES, HENOQiM, NNEW DAHLIA—"THE CHANCELLOR."^. ..^.^
Class Certificate of National Floricultural Society • First

Class, Brighton; First Class, Saffron Walden ; First 'chLsa
Stoke Newington, &c. ; First Prize as best Seedling Dahlia!
Stoke Newington, 1869. ^ x/<«ma,

Plants of this magnificent new variety will bo sent out onMay_ 1 next Early orders are requested. Delivered carriaxre
free in London. Edward Shkntok!^

ILLIAM BARNES'S CATALOGUE for i
OF KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER asd AGRICUL-TURAL SEEDS of the finest quality is Now Ready, and can behad post paid on application, the selection in each particular

class having been carefully made, and nothing but the very
best varieties introduced. All Seeds warranted genuine and
true to their names.—Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

SUPERB DOUBLE BALSAM SEED.-In collec.
tions of 12 vaneties, separate, per collection, 2*. Qd : the

^^^^ mixed, 2». and U. per packet ; Select HOLLYHOCK
SEED, 1«. do -Choice PANSY SEED, 2s. 6a. do.; 50 packets
of the best FLOWER SEE DS for borders, Ts. 6d.
fr CATALOGUES and Seed on application to Charles
ScHOFiELD, Nurseryman. Ac, Knowsthorpe, near Leeds.

EW "
N ANNUALS.

JOHN GEORGE WAITE, Seed AfEHciTATrT, 18h
fj Hijrh Holbom. London, W.C, has great pleotfore in offer-
ing SEEDS of the followincr new hardy Annuals

CLARKFA PULCHRRRIMA,
8CHIZANTHUS GRANDIFLORCS OCULATUS.
HELIOPHILA C<ERULEA STRICTA

Coloured Drawings aud prices of which (to the Trade onlyV
can be had on application.

Seed E.stabhshroent, 181, High Holbom, London. W.C.
MtNRY':* PRtZE HYBRiO LEEK.

DOU'NIE AND LAIRD, NuHSEiiXiiEjfandSBEDaMEJT,
17, South Frederick Street, Edinbiu-gh, having secured

the whole stock of the above from Mr. Henry, are now sending-
it out in packets at U. postnge free. Tliis variety haa gnined
upwards of30 firht prizes within the last two years, and obtained
the first and second prizes at the Edinburgh Horticultural
Society's Winter Show on Dec. fi, 1>S9, the Leeka then show
being described as extraordinary samples of culinary produC
measuring 7 inches in circumference ti-i. t^iici^d
12 inches

.
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDEKSOX A2fD SON
respectfully annouuce their SEED CATALOGUE for

18(30, including comprehensive and select lists of FLOWER
and VEGETABLE SEEDS, in sections of Half-hardy and

Tender Annuals and Biennials, with Perennial, Herbaceous,

Alpine, and Tree species, comprising numerous accurate and

practically descriptive notes of the most novel and beautiful

varieties for the season. Also additional papers of recent valu-

able evidence in favour of SPERGULA PILIFERA as an

efficient substitute for Grass (without mowing), on Lawns,

Terraces, &c., together with au able defence of Alpine Vegeta-

tion in its most essential conditions for surfaco-growth in

Garden embellishment. Seed Packets, Gd., Is., 2*. 6(7., 5*. each.

Established Tufts or Plants, 85. and 16s. per 100-

Amongst the most valuable novelties of the season, and

attached to which the greatest amount of interest and orna-

ment will be derived, are the following (for further descrii>tion

see the CATALOGUE, and Gardeners' Chronic'e, Jan. 28) :—

CAMELLIA JAPOXICA (First Qualitt).

This importation of Camellia Seed is just received from

Flercnce, and saved from fine varieties of double flowers, the

produce of one uf the best private Italian collections. They

may, therefore, be expected to produce as fine varieties, and

the amateur ivill possess an opportunity to raise superior kind^

in the various colours. Plants from Seed form healthy, free,

and vigorous growth, and remarkably luxuriant roots. Seed-

Uftg plants surpass all others for grafting new varietie? upon,

a&d as the seed suffei-s injury if kept dry through the season,

and the stock is not lai^e, early application should be made.

Seed Packets, 2«. 6^.

LINUM CANDIDISSIMUM.
Seed Packets, It., It. 6d., 2*. 6^.

DTAXTHUS LACINIATUS.
Seed Packets, 1«., Is. &£,, 2s, Qd,

DIANTHUS HEDDETVIGL
Seed Packets, 6d., Is., 25. 6d.

DLVNTHUS HEDDEWIGI GIGANTEA (MOlfSTROSA).
Seed Packets, Cc?., 1?., 2?, Qi.

MELVILLE'S SUPERB CRIMSON-BELTED A1XX> AURI-
CULA. FLOWERED SWEET WILLIAM.
8eod Packets mixed, 1^., It. 6t2., 2«. Qd.

CLARKIA PULCHELLA INTEGRIPETALA. AND
PULCHERRIMA.

Seed Packets, 6c?., Is.

MIMULU3 ROSEA PALLIDA.
Seed Packets, 1»,

rPOMCEA LIMBATA ELEGANTIS9IMA. •

Seed Packets, 1a.

ANAeALLIB EUGENIE AXD NAPOLEON III.

Seed Packets, 1«.

ACROCLINUM ATROROSEUM.
Beed Packets, Is.

HELIPTERUM ANTHEM0IDE3.
Seed Packets, \s.

iriStURTIUM TOM THUMB (YELLOW) AND "BEAUTY"
(SPOTTED).

Seed Packets, 1^.

rORTULACCA AUREA STRIATA AND BLENSONI.
Seed Packets, 6d., It.

aCHlZANTHUS GRANDIFLORUS OCULATUS.
Seed Packets. QiL

BPRAGTJEA UMBELLATA.
Seed Packets, 1*.

NEW GIAXT, OR LEVIATHAN SUNPLOTTER.
Seed Packets, It.

NEW HYBRID SWEET PEA.
Seed Packets, 6rf., Is.

TRITOMA UVARIA.
Seed Packets, 1»., 2s. M.

AGB0STI8 NEBULOSA (ELEGANT GRASS).
Seed Packets, 6d.

CELOSIA AUREA PYRAMIDALI3.
Seed Packets, la. Gtt

BOUVARDIA LONGIFLORA.
Seed Packets, 2s. M.

CT.EMATIS LANUGINOSA.
8e«d Packets, 1«. 6d., 2». 6d.

D0T7BLE YELLOW DA.TDRA. (BRUGMANSIA),
Seed Packets, 6<i., It

LYCHNIS HAAGEANA.
Seed Packets, Is. 4k£., it. Qd,

SnCHAUXTA CAMPANULATA.
Seed Packet*. 6d., It.

PENTSTEMON SPECIOSUM (TRUE).
(Sfey-Blue) Seed Packets, Is.

YLATYCODON GRANDIFLORUM ALBUM.
(Beautiful) Seed Packets, Is.

khododi;kdron jasminiflorum edoworthl
Seed Packets, 3s. Cd.

TACSONIA MANICATA AND IGNBA.
Seed Packets, 6J., !«., its. bri.

SEEDS FOR GIVING A TROPICAL AND SINGULAR APPEARANCE

GARDEN
TO THE

I N 8 TT M M E B.

THE TTNBEEMENTIONED IS AN JtKTHACI FEOM

CARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUM,
AlfD WILL BE POrND STJITABLE FOB THE ABOTE PURPOSE.

No. Per packet—X.

67 Abutilon esculentum 1

68
69
70

71
72

r7
floribundwm ..

pulcbeUum .. 1
venosum-stria-

tura .. ..

var. Beranger . . 1

Tar. Due de Mala-
koff . , . . 1

d.

0>
6

6

264 Bambusa sp. hima-
larensis .. .. 1

393
Sd4

392 Canna bicolor Ma-
Tsmta

coccinea vera .

.

compacta ele-

gantlsalma.

.

eduUs .

.

Fintelmanni .

.

flonbunda
gigantea
indica nibra

superba

1

395
306
397
30S
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
403
409
410
411
412

>f

It

»?

1*

t*

• *

1>

99

»*

9W

ft

rr

If

1

1

Kartsteinlaua..
9f

* «

• *

4

lagunensis
leptophylla
Hmbata
lutea picta
mutabilis
spcciosa
spectabilis
subrualta rubra
Tariabilis ..

Sellowi ..

Warszewiczii . .

Sow in bot-bed, grow in peat

and loam ; when established,

prune back to a few buds
every year: very handsome

' Greenhouse Shrubs, and suc-

ceed well out of doors it

planted against a south wall

OJ In summer.

\ Hill Bamboo ; sow in hot-

j bed.

This tribe is remarkable for its

large, handsome foliage, and
we are inclined to think has
hitherto scarcely met with
the amount of consideration

it deserves. To large gardens
in a warm situation the
rarious species of Canna will

be foxmd invaluable adjuncts.
Soak the seeds in water at 125°

for about 12 hours; sow in

sandy loam and peat, and
place in a brisk hotbed

;

when well up, thin, and pot
separately and keep under
glass. If plants be turned
out the second year in the
middle of June, in a rich soil

and a sheltered situation,

they will combine with other

plants in giving the garden
a luxuriant tropical appear-
ance; and the roots might
be lifted before frost, kept in

a cool stove, and planted out
again the ensuing summer.

No. Per packet

—

s. d

Holcus continued—
991 „ Imphoe de Kaffir

Boom-vwa-na
E'engha ..

E-both-la ..

E-thlo-sa ..

Nee-a-za-na .

Orm-sce-a-na
„ nana .,

i, See-cn-gla ..

992
992
993
995
996
995
998
999

9f

JJ

tt

If

II

t»

99

9r

9i

99

3
I

3
3

3

V
3

3
S

4
S

6

6

3

4

6
3

6
4
5

3
3

3
8

3

3
S

1316 Momordica Balsa-
mina** ,.

1317 „ Charantia** ..

1311 .. elaterium** ..11

611 Eicinns africanus . .

/

434

435
436
437
438
439

440
441
442

594

595
596
597
598

590
600
631

602
603
604

605

Ceanothus
canus

>•

it

amen-
..

azureus . .

„ grandiflorusO
dentatus . .

FontaineseanusO
grandiflorus
roaeus

Hartwegi
microp^llus
ovata. * A

G
6
6
6
6

6
6
6

6

Cucumis acutan-
gulus**

Anguria^* .

.

dipaacua*** ,.

flexosua*^*

glossulari-

folius**
meduliferus^*
MelO'cIiito**..

^, fructo-
rubrua** .

.

/

A

99

99

>9

99

99

tf

m t

» m

tf

It

ft

„ maximus^*
odoratispimus**0
perennis** ..

3

3
S

3

6
3
6

6
3
3

3

Sowinsandy peat in a green-
house or cold pit in April,

then prick off and pot in

saody i>eat and loam, and
when a year or two old

transfer to a wall : when
well established, prune the
flowering shoots back to a
bud or two every spring. In
the southern counties C.
azureus does well thus
treated, and is very beautiful.

A most interesting tribe of
plants, remarkable for luxu-
riance and rapidity of
growth, which if the soil be
rich is truly m£a*vellous.

Treat the same as the Cu-
cumber, and train against
a wall or trellis, or in any
way that may be desired.

C. flexuosus, commonly
known as Snake Cucumber,
is singularly interesting in
its fruit.

1612
1613
1014
1615
1616
1617

99

99

IV

9t

99

africanus albus
iividus . •

Obermanni . .

purpureus m.
aaiiguineus ..

Tiridis ..

1731

1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741

1742
1743
1744

Bolanum auricula-
turn , . • .

Balbisi »,

capsicnstnim
citruUifolium
coccineum . .

heterotriclium

If

99

99

11

99

II

99

fl

II

II

indicum
Jacquini
jasminoides ,»

macranthum
Pseudo ' capsi-

cum.,
pyracanthum
sodomeum -

texanum

• >

* *

1832 Trichoaanthes colu-
brina .. ..

\ African Sugar Cane or Sweet
I Keed ; the varieties of this

are very elegant and gracefulm their growth,
-ffit},

brightly tinted and chamre
able foliage during thedif.
ferent periods of growth'
they also emit a powerftU
ond agreeable perfume. Bow
about the end of April in
good garden soil ; or to ob-
tain strong plants early, sow
under glas-j and transplant.

Very curious trailing plants'
for cultxire see Cucurbita.
M. elaterium ia used in n^!
dicine.

These highlyornamentalPlants
have not hitherto met with
the amount of consideration
they deserve ; for back-
grounds in large gardens
and centres of beds on lawns
they are extremely useful

II. Obermanni and sangui-

ueus bear bunches of fine

scarlet fruit.

> Those plants maybe considered

as half-hardy, and are par-

ticularly ornamental in tAelt

fruit, which varies in aiie

from a Spanish Nut to i

Tomato. S. texanum has t

remarkably fine fruit, u
large as a Tomato. 8. jas.

minoidea is a veiy elegant

Climber for greenhouse de-

coration. S. capsicaatrun

is also a very intereatinj

ornamental plant for green-

house or conservatory deco-

ration, resembling a Bmall

Orange tree. Sow in sandr

loam and peat in hotbed,

and grow afterwards in gwi
garden soil whererw it

may be desirable.

}True Serpent Cucumber: for

culture see Cucumis.

4
4

4
6
6
4
4

6
6
€
6
6
6
6

V

6

6
6
3

J

606 „

6or
608
609
610

611
612
613
614

Cucurbita, grosse
pelerine**

leucantha de-
pressa** . .

„ longissima**
massne** .,

maliformia** . ,

Melo-pepo varie-
gata** ..

g I

The tribe of Gourds is well-
known as producing some

tt

n
tt

tf

tt

»»

tt

tt maxima**..
?latrede Corse'^^O

oire Ji poudre**0
Siphon** ,,

3
3

3

3)

3
3

3

h
631 Cyclanthera pedata 6

806 Erythrina caffra
807 ,, Crista-galli

808 .. laurifolia

ft m

99

1

•• 1
.. 1

090 Holcus saccliaratus . 3

of the most curiously-shapod
of all fniits, an<i being like
the Cucumis of extremely
rapid growth, are rery
desirable for covering the
trellis-work of arbours, &c.,
the varied and fantastic
forms of the fruit adding a
peculiar charm to the luxu-
riance of the foliag-e,

ft

Curious bird'Shaped Gourd,

Sow in sandy peat in hot-bed.
E. Crista-galli has rcagniS-
cent bunches of flowers, and
south of London will succeed
in borders in summer.

Chinese Sugar Grass (see p. 55),

f •

4 «

« «

« #

i

NEW CONTINENTAL VARIETIES OF

TROP-ffiOLUM IGBBIANTJE
The undermentioned varieties are unsurpassed by any

Collection of Tropseolums ever offered, and are handaome

Ornaments for Greenhouse or Conservatory decoration, nd
in favoured situations in the open air ; for edging, covering

trellis-work, or handles of rustic baskets, or traiUngr from vasH,

their elegance of form and brilliancy of colour reader tbm
peculiarly valuable.

No, Per packet-^ l
2423 Chaixiauum, carmine shaded ,,

2424 Due de Vicenza, sulphur and vermilion
2425 Due de Luynes, yellow spotted ,.
2426 Flammula grandiflora, carmine, streaked •.

2427 Florence Nightingale, scarlet and gold, mottled
2428 G^ant des Bataillea, rich carmine ^

^
2429 Glabrum variegatum^ orange scarlet -

^
J

2430 Gracile, sulphur and carmine •. -- *• ** ^ !
2431 Le General, orange and vermilion -. -• " !
2432 Garibaldi, brilliant scarlet

J J
2433 Massillense, deep carmine .. -. •- '

i a
2434 Uons- Colmet, canary and dark carmine . "

\ I
2435 Mons- Turrel^ orange and vermilion *

:

2436 Napoleon IIL, vermilion, striped .. — "
i i

2437 Perraguauum, scarlet and black •- -- *- 2 •

2438 ,, pictum, carmine, shaded
2439 Queon Victoria, striped scarlet -• •• -- , i
2440 Rai des Noirs, nearly black

^ } !

2 I

1

1

1 f

2441 Tricolor grandifloram, carmine, spotted
2442 Tricolor superbum, carmine and purple •• •• ^\
2443 Triomphe de Gand, fine scarlet ,. -- v •

2444 „ de Nice, rich scarlet and gold
2445 „ du Prado, yellow, scarlet-flamed
2446 Versicolor, striped orange
2447 Victor Emanuel, brilliant carmine and gold..

« #

»*

t

1 •

i

1

1

»

I

«

w

CHAM^ROPS HUMILIS, Dwarf Fan Palm.
aowr in teat in March in pot. and harden off for greenhouses ; in the southern counties out of doors without protectiji:

!i J:°i * ^«i*^*^
°^ ^'^^'^ anywhere if protected from frost, and will impart to the trarden a tropical appearance. ^^

per packet, M.

YELLOW

^

The following is an extract from CAKTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUM,
and will be found suitaWe for the purpose.

NEW DWARF BEDDING TROP^OLITMS.
r,^7^^7f^^' Ysu-ow.—A new variety in colour, particularly adapted for beddine- and' also for erowinff in V^^ornamental vases; the flowers are well thrown up above the foliaee verv dwnt-f ar!i^' i.

• ?^ u i. ^«,!rrS? nortJ**?
without any marking. The Fioral Committee of^the HorticurS Soliefy s^^^^T itTf^^^^^^^^^shown by the entire plants exhibited, was quite dwarf and comnant-. J^ ?S^ «! "_^.^

I'^.^'^^^-
• A^!_ ^in^-r." U^shown by the entire pints e.Mb>red7wrquiWdwaTanreompaTtl'^^

"commendad"a8 Uke^ to b« a useful flower-garden and bedding p^t UpTp^l^^'^ "^^^ °^ * «°'"^*'' ^

CITROX GOURD.
(For Preserves) Seed Packets, 1».

THE HTIBBARD 9QUAaH.
Seed Packets, U.

TROP^OLUM ELEGANa.
Beed Packets, Is

Seed Packets, u:' J
^^'*-

v» V..V -^^.uw^o V. J.UO i^uLuiga «i»iLi«iiBr lu i^utuoer, laoa, wuo flpeat of it as foUowiccnmaon ; would be a good bedding plant." Is. per packet.
^"uuws

.

MARiaoLD, MmiATUBE Double Yellow.—Seed saved from selected plants. 6d. per packet.

pardener to theEa^

son. Aplant««J5

'I Best

For further particulars see CAMTER'S GAUDENERS' VADE MECUM,
which will he sent free on application.

JAMES CARTER & CO., 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.
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SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS.COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON. W
AM) FORWAEEED AND

N
POST PAID ON APPLICATION-.

McC H 9

ANNUAL SPRING CATALOGUE
OP

FLOWER, TREE, SHRUB, AND VEGETABLE ^_^,.
CCUPyiKG 96 8vo pa^^es, and arranged on a new and original plan giving the Natural Order of each Genus tocrether TviH> n «T.ovf ...f. '^a' f

^
v

v^ character or adaptation.
,
To each species and variety are-given the colour, duration, leigM, and native country, and to Tts of ilcent iX™^^^ f

^^^^^^ating its

value are attached useful descriptive notes. . & » j, - vx lu tujts or lecent intioduction or of more than ordinary

Amongst the numerous species and varieties will be found uovelties of the highest merit not quoted in any other Seed List
To the amateur and professional gai-dener, therefore, we doubt not this Catalogue will be fouud one of the most useful guides of the sort f^vor t.,,1 l,vi,«^ e • ^.^ -.7 .u .. .

of informaUon we have felt from long expencnce to be necessary in a work of this description.
^ ^^" ^^^^ pubhshed, furmshing as it does the kiz)d

. Suck Seeds as require for their mcUiiration a warmer climate than that of England have been saved for vs m Itahj igr that dutinquishcd Jmateifv r^-hr.^. r.^ f -n- .

PELARGONIUMS.
bfi erpocted fromlhem:

•" ' '^'^^'^ ""^ ^"^ ^^^'^ ^^"^« "^^ ^^^ ^^ry highest merit may reasonably

i^ To enable our patrons to judge of the merits of the flowers they may expect to raise from the seed we offer, our Sardinian Corresnordent bi^ ^iri^ri n„,r,«,.^»= .,«««-^« r o ^v '

Pelai^omums raised by him during the past season, and wMch may be seen at oiu- establishment,
vurresponcient iias dried numerous specimens of Seedling

O.
Packets containing 12 superb varieties of English large

flowered Pelargoniums, viz.,

iltna ' (Turner) p Lord Raglan (Hoyle)
Empress Eugenie (Storey) Viola
Festua
Carlos

Governor-General

(Hoyle)

it

Belle ofthe Season
Richard Benyon
Mazeppa (Turner)]
AdmirableSanspareil

Ten seeds of each variety, 7s. 6d. per packet-

P.
Packets containing 12 superb varieties of English large-

flowered Pelargoniums, viz..

Packets containing 12 superb varieties of French large-flowered
Pelargoniums, viz.,

Oct.ivie Demay (Miellez) Salamon (Malet)
Guillaume Severegns* „ Leon Leguay (J. Odier)
Van Houttei „ Ne Plus Ultm
Le Titien .. Comtesse de Girardin

XT.

Packets containing 12 superb varieties of Fancy Pelar-
goniums, viz..

Triomphe d'Esquermes ,,

FrankUn (Malet)
Mr. Fevrier
Luther

(Leseble)
(Malet)

(Turner)Magnum
Mr. Beck
Prince of Prussia
Queen ofBeauties
Hose Celestial „
Lucifer (Fellowes)

n
Minnie
Miss Mutrie
Petruchio
Sprightliness
Pet of the Flock
Queen of Scarlets

(Foster)

Ten seeds of each variety, 7s. 6d. per p.ocket.

S.
Packets containing 12 superb varieties of French large-

flowered Pelargoniums, viz.

rr

(Hoyle)

Ten seeds of each variety, 7». 6d. per packet.

Q.
Packets, containing 12 superb varieties of English

flowered Pelargoniums, viz.,

(Doval)

ft

»•

(llalet)

large-

Rosy Gem
Imperatrice
Mr* Hoyle
Phaeton
Etty
Wonderful

(Turner)

9f

(Fofltei)

(Hoyle)

Aulis (Hoyle)
Candidate
Cynthia
Topsy
Faunas
CountesB

MP

Prince Jerome
Le Crim^en
Reine Hortense
Imperatrice Eugenie
Beaute de Rochefort (Leseble)
Pline (Malet)

Ten seeds of each variety, 7?. 6d. per packet.
T.

Packets containing 12 superb varieties of Fancy Pelargo-
niums, viz.,

Delicatnm (Ambrose)" Madame Sontag (Ambrose)
Princess Royal

Seneque
Virgilie

Pescatore supcrbum (Jliellez)
Napoleon TIL
Madame Furtado
Eu^fene Legereau

Evening Star CHenderson)
Lady Hume Campbell
Criterion
Adonis (Turner)
Beauty of Slough „
Crimson Kinsr

if

Decision (Turner)
King „
Candidum (Malet)
Evelina „
Jewess (Fuller)
Celestial (Ayres)

Ten seeds of each variety, 7^. 6tZ. per packet.

X.
Packets CwUtaining 12 superb varieties of Fancy Pelar-

goniums, viz,, . - ,:-

9f

ff

Ten seeds of each variety, 7^. dd, per packet.

(Turner)
Madame Rougier ,,

Richard Cobden (Ambrose)
Conspicuum (Ayres)
General Pelissier (Turner)

Cassandi-a * (Ayres)
Clara Novello (Turner)
Madame Ristori (Henderson)
Cloth of Silver „
Mrs. Turner (Turner)

ft

Roi des Fantaisies (Mieiks)--
Roi des Pourpres „,
Sir J, Paxton (Xjtes)
Sweet Lucy (Henderson)
Beauty (Ambrose)
Columbine ..

"

Ten seeds of each variety, 7j. M. per packet.

Crimson Pet (Turner)
Rosabella
Purity
Bridesmaid
Acme
Jenny Ney

Ten ^oods of each variety, 7^, C(?. per packet-

Pelargoniums saved from the choicest-named sorts :—

.

Per packet—*, ci-

Large-flowering varieties, mixed 2 6
Fancy ditto ditto .•SO
J. Odicr's 4 spotted ditto ditto .. .. „ ,,3 6

N -B- All packet of Flower Seeds post paid.

SELECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
in En^tart°fef»L*Ii^S?w P?.T.H?°uv'^?J°'', '"J*?

vyovoriionei to suit largo or small gardens. Either ofthe first Three Collectiona sent carriage paid to any principal Railway Station

I^S il'vf^ri «Z'i "'
'
*'™ '" ^""'"' *^°'''^> Limenek. Belfast, New.7, Londonderry, or any other town on the Imh Coast where there Is direct Steam Communication betweenLondon, Liverpool or Bristol.

So. Lzgr^iife coiirctiSn; stdi^f '12 Prts peS:itsCmuo ^"'"'
^'f'^^,!'^^ ^f

'^ ^^ "'.*'' ":!'' T!' °"!^' '"!
.'^^t od"^''^

^" ""^"^"^ '" "'^ ^''''' ^"p^^^- '"
Wo. 3
No. 4
No,5 ff

u
u
ft

6 quarts
5 quarts
7 pints

tt

ff

?9 9t

W

21
15
10

6
6

« ^t^%an^^cl *iL'/f"J^r^r * ^if"?^'^^^^
*^"^ ^^ appeared in the Gardener^ atromcle, and other Gardening publications, the following by no means courteous paragraph :-

*^aed%^,ucr^temms ^etolall^tvod^rZhT'^
"^ pvhlUhed statement of a Covenl Garden House, in reference to themselves in conjunction with a mppohd Agekc^^ (^/M never

ing
<,r,-+^* ^^^-^^H """f.

^" "liderstand that we are the House alluded to in the paragraph iu

S^r^i /HI ^^T.^f^'t^'^®,
** ^® P^^^®** °° ^'^^ ^^^® statement will perhaps be b^ judgedpage 31, (See also Wholesale Catalogue, Autumn, 1838) :— ^ t' °"^ ^ "B«^

''CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEEDS.
Prodi^^'^Pof^alZ^^^^^^^ <^orre>ii^ondent (an Amateur of first-rate ability). AlltheSeed^

Ci>nni^\HtiZ'iafectrfmZ'd^^^ .
^^ ffarc?e«^s* ChronicJe Toh. 26, 1S59. page UT-.-^Baving ohse^-red their name mentioned in an advertisemmt m

MflnT^Rlt A
'^'''^"^P""*^'' W- C- & Co.

j feeX it their duty to state that preferring to have their Seedsfrom the Continental growers direct, on4 of the Firm have travelled during the vast OA'tumYL
H,^;ft

^^^"^^ ««rfPVJi««« doing io every teaton : the servicer of the corrapondmt ju»t alluded to ore iher,fore di^per^nd vUh."
^ iraieuea aunng tnepast OMtumn

•»Tit3?i? ?Ki?«Il" "'/'®V°^
is unnecessary to prove the intimate connexion which existed between Messrs. James Carter & Co. and our Sardinian Correspondent who for manwpir.,

SSnfJA ^ ,i
'^ ''"*'^ ^^^" ""^ ^^"^ STowth, and we feel certain that the high eulogium passed upon that gentleman, (viz. an Amateur c?firetmeabiUtv)is^^guarantee (if other than our own were requireJ) that we can possibly offer to the publi? respecting the value of the Seeds we receive from that smirce

^^' ^ ^ ^

** J o Jk n» %„ ^ J 1.* 4T. * *i. xi:
In a^^ition to the above the following has appeared in last weeks Gardeners' Chronicle :—J. ^. s i^. tMve no douitt that the fmlhc will fully und^gtan^l. the object of a Ifovse that has recently aone into the Seed Trade making use of JAitm Carter &, Go's nnmi''In answer to tins sUtcment the headingof our Advertisement will be suffiraent, yiz.,e8tahliehedupKard9 of 100 years.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMAN j^-d SONS' PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1859, & SPRING 1860 :

sSE"'**^ Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds ; New and
ow«cted Roses ; fine varieties of American Plants ; Choice and
«Me &)mfers ; Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

;

™ a fine stock of transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had™ on ^plication.— Woking Nursery, Surrey.

PHOJCE FLOWER SEEDS.—Six packets of the

flnrJ!l!?"5g *®^*^^ ANNUALS will be forwarded, post free,

iSwtE, ^ pos'tage sumps, viz. :—Eucnide Bartonioides,*^Jt imimmondii(new crimson). Portulacca(4 vars.), Lobeliai^oaa, Acrocliuium rosenm. and Zinnia elegans.

rSrl??r ^ inqniries. J. B. intends sending out his CAL-
MW^ f^ "YfeLLOW DEFIANCE" the first week in^arcti.^J0Hx BrxTON, Florist, Wandsworth Road, S.W.SNEW FUCHSIAS.

i5 ^^'^ ^^ NEILSON, Liscard, Cheshire, will

PlanffoOhi^foUori^g:-' '''' '""^ ^' "'"^ "^ ^^'^ ^^
BtSPv,^ TOBIN.—Tub© and sepals light crimson, corolla

Kwier^f 6d^^***^
weU reflexed; good habit, and free

m^M^^^^^J^-'^^ •«* ""P^s fine -^^7 vhitc,

hiWf oi,T^r ?^ '^'^^'^ crimson, reflexcd, large flower : good
^R^o ^^S*

hloomer. Is. 6rf.

•CKrtS ,,
J0NB8.—Tube and sepals white, corolla rosy

11^** Urge flowtr, well reflexed; good habit, aad free

TLOCKHART, Flouist, Fulham, London, S.W.,
• begs to offer his finest collections of Scotch RANUN-

CULUS in 25, 50, or 100 sorts, at 20s. per 100. The best mixed
at 7s. 6d. per 100.
Also Lockhart's Iraprov.ed White Cos Lettuce, 1*. per packet.
Truffaut's Pyramidal Asters, 12 sorts, Ss. 6d. and 5s.

German Stocks, 12 sorts, 3j. | German Balsams, 12 sorts, Ss.
All or each free by post on receipt of a Post-office order

payable at Fulham.
SEEDS.

JH. ROEINSON, Seed Gboweb and Deader.
• Wholesale and Retail, begs to call the attention of all

those interested in the cultivation of Flowers and Vegetables
to his RETAIL CATALOGUE of a selection of his best
Tarieties of SKEDS, second to none in the kingdom. Post
free on application. Carriage paid on orders of 20«. and
upwards.—Abbey Farm, Hinckley.

PLANT THiS MONTH.
CAREY TYSO. Floeist, &c., Wallingford, BerJcs,

offers from his unrivalled Collection healthy FLOWER-
ING BOOTS as under, by post :— £ #. d.

RANUNCULUSES—100 splendid named sorts, 40*. to 4
100 fine mixed, 5»., 8s., 15.s., and 10

„ 25 TTso'schoice Seedlings, 25». to 1 15

DOUBLE ANEMONES—50 fine varieties, IQs. Gd. and 13

New Treatise on RANUNCULUS, pest free, for seven labels.

Do. ANEMONES for four labels.

Imported German Seeds, choice named Asters, Bvlsami,

Stocks, Larkspurs, Wallfloft^rs, Zinnias, Ac,, in 1*. and 'Z$. M.
ntirrt—"*°

BOOT and SEED CATALOGUES free for one label.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES IN POTS.T TJCOMBE, PINCE, a>T) CO. have now a very fine
-Li healthy stock of strong VINES of all the choicest sorts,
with well ripened canes 6 to 8 feet high, propagated from eyes-
taken from their own experimental Vinery.
LISTS of sorts and prices may be had on application to them.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY '^^ 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ETfSDTJTG WEEX.
VLoTfUAX. Feb. «—Entomoloffir-al 8 p.j»-

«____,_ ^ I Horticultural (Fmlt Committee)

WavirsvBAT, — 8—Mieraieopical f AnniTprsary) 8 r.ai.

TuLiiaoAi, - 9J »t St. Martin'* Place) 2 r-n.

)»

It is now about 12 years since the Hortioultural

world was startled by the annouiujement that^ia

Sikkim, a north-eastern province of our East

Indian empire, there existed new kinds of vegeta-

tion of unheard-of beauty and fragrance; that

Rhododendrons of the most varied forms and mag-
nilicent proportions literally swarmed, some
perched on trees and others ppringing up from (he
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soil ; that Magnolias and Orchids were mingled
with large flowered crimson Yacciniums. Loniceras,

Viburnums, Berberries, and an endless profusion

of other glorious plants both herbaceous and
ahrnbby. The appearance of the first part of Dr.

Hooker's superb woric on Himalayan Ehodo-
dendrons, in the year 1849, dispelled all doubts as

to the truth of tnese reports; and when in 1852

the same illustrious traveller communicated to the

Hoiticultural Society his two elaborate papers on the
'* Yegetation and Climate of Sikkim," an universal

eagerness was felt to procure some of these tiea-

flures for our gardens. The public wish was
gratified. Thousands of young plants which had
been reared at Kew from Dr. Hookek*s seeds were
dispersed, and now the Ehododendrons of Sikkim
are in every Nurseryman's Catalogue of importance.

It was, however, soon discovered that our hor-

ticultural skill was at fault with the noble

strangers. Some of them, indeed, produced their

flowers pretty well; but nowhere was to be found

I the vigour displayed by other Ehododendrons for

which a congenial climate had long been provided.

The treatment adapted to the older Indian species

did not suit those from Sikkim, of which none
could be said to he really hardy, not even Rhod.
ciliatura itself, "We believe, indeed, that a large

•number of those who expected to hold Rhod. Dal-
liousisD and Edgworthi as much under command as

a Chinese Azalea, have abandoned the attempt in

despair. And yet there has been no good reason

for abandoning hope ; although there was every
reason for changing the method of cultivation.

The climate of that part of Sikkim which pro-

duces the finest vegetation has been carefully and
minutely described by Dr. Hookeb in the papers
above alluded to.* The two greatest peculiarities

of it consist in its excess of dampness and monthly
temperature. In the months of May, June, July,
August, and September the air is always in a
state of moisture approaching saturation —
122 inches of rain fall in the 12 months. In
January when the thermometer falls to 16^ Fahr.
there is an inch and three-quarters of rain. In
May the rains commence and the air begins to be still

more loaded with moisture. In August, when the
thermometer rises to 133^ in the sun, the rainfall

is nearly 29^ iuches. At that time the country must
be like a vapour bath. In September the sun
heat advances higher (142'^), but still there
is nearly 16 inches of rain. And even in
JN'ovember, when the rains become European in
quantity, the country is still so soaked that
the hygrometer indicates 90^ of saturation.
The problem then to solve is how this sort of
climate can bo imitated. If we are to keep the
atmosphere of an ordinary greenhouse like Sikkim
from May to November, we must shut it up close

;

for to admit the natural air is to destroy humidity.
If we exclude air the plants become drawn and
weak, and are pretty sure to mildew and rot. There
is the difficulty, but we think we can say that it is

now removed.
In the beginning of last year a very eminent

and scientific amateur in one of our more northern
counties, finding it hopeless to expect success with
Sikkim plants in the open air resolved to build a
house expressly for their reception. Upon consult-
ing a gentleman supposed to be well acquainted
with the principles to be observed in constructing
such an edifice he received advice to the following
«fieot:—"The form of your house is immaterial,
so are all the internal arrangements. The grand
desideratum is to secure the freest admission of
external air day and night, and at the same time
to gain a power of saturating the internal air when-
ever yon please. This can easily be effected by
piercing the walls of the building with an abund-
ance of what may be called portholes, heating
those portholes whenever necessary, and at the
same time so supplying them with water that the
external air, in rushing over them to enter the
house, shall be compelled to load itself with
moisture. A contrivance called Ormson's venti-
lators, exhibited in the Garden of the Horticultural
Society in the year 1858, and described in the
Gardeners' Chronicle at the time (see p. 508 of
that year) will probably answer the purpose. Do
this and you must succeed, Neglect such a pre-
caution, and you will fare no better than your
neighbours,"

Wo are now informed that the advice was acted
npon, so far as principle went, although the method
suggested was departed from in its details, and
ttat the success of the experiment has exceeded
au expectation, the vegetation of these children
of tbe mi.t having already acquired the vigour
displayed on their native slopes
Many houses will doubtless be constructed m

* Journal of the fforlicuUural Socitty, vol. viu

the course of the coming summer, and we most

strongly counsel those who may propose to erect

them to bear in mind the foregoing remarks. It

may not be necessary to provide a Sikkim atmo-

sphere, hut this can be avoided by drawing off

water from the portholes, and there will still

remain the constant indraught of external air, the

most precious of all the supports of vegetable life.

— '

"WnEif a practical gardener describes the manner
in which he treats a crop of which he is known to

be a highly successful cultivator, his account

always deserves attention, even though he shall

tell the world nothing new. Novelty, indeed, is

too often a treacherous guide. But old practices

confirmed by new experience are always at least

safe and trustworthy. We remember a man wjio

wrote a book to show how some quite new methods

of grafting and budding should be "performed, and
the results were spoken of with all theenthusinsm of

a discoverer; but he said little or nothing of the old

and vulgar plan of whip-grafting. jTime, however,

extinguished the reputation of his ingenious novel-

ties, and proved the old plan to be upon the whole

the best of all in operations to which it is applic-

I

alle. In the case alluded to a skilful treatise on
whip- grafting would have been far more valuable.

These remarks have been suggested by a little

pamphlet on Strawberry Growing,* from the pen
of our ingenious friend Cuthili, of Camberwell
celebrity. It is well known that he makes money
by the method he practises, and that in doing so he
is rather apt to beat his neighbours. That being

so we have only to do as he does, and a like effect

should follow provided he tells his tale truly and
fairly. In these cases it is not only the whole
truth that is wanted, but nothing but the truth.

We are of opinion that Mr. Cuthill has really

acted with candour ; and that his little pamphlet
is a perfectly safe guide. We cannot in fairness to

the author give at any length the directions he has
published; but we may touch upon one or two
pcints.

lu the first place he trenches very deep. Three
or four spades deep are not too much. How many
amateurs do this ? There is indeed a noble lord,

hardly more eminent as a statesman than as a
gardener and farmer, who long ago knew this.

The British Queens, exhibited from the garden
at * * *, were years ago the admiration
of amateurs and the surprise of practical men.
Nothing so fine had then been seen ; nothing finer

has since appeared. It was suggested that enor-
mous quantities of strong manure must have been
employed ; but then, as somebody said, the plants
ought to have run to leaf. Others satisfied them-
selves that guano was at the bottom of the secret.

But we happen to know that the only special cause
was very deep trenching.

Another recommendation by Mr. CrTHlLi is to
tread down the land very firmly after it has been
trenched ; and to tread the runners again after
planting. Now it must be carefully observed that
this, however useful in certain cases, would be
fatal in others. Of this the author does not fail to
warn his readers :

—

** It must be borne in mind," he says, *' that my
ground is very light, and, therefore, the more
compact it is made the better the Strawberry
thrives; still, it is necessary to dig in, after
trenching, a fair proportion of stable manure,
for the young plants to root into ; but after they
are established, the manuring on the surface is
best for many reasons, not only for the Strawberry,
but for other crops also. This is the reason that
in any light chalky, or light sandy soils, why they
do not bear, if the soil before planting is not
trodden down very hard, also trodden round the
plants after they are planted. Let it be re-
membered, I am not speaking of a strong clayey
soil, for in that case the less treading the better.Ram and watering will make this soil firm enough."
Of course we do not commend the logical

sequence of this paragraph. It is enough that it
IS practically right.

Another statement, and the last we shall advert
to, is the following :

—

"In dressing the runners for planting out, I
have discovered that in pruning the plant attached
to the runner, the end nearest to the mother, or
old plant, ought not to be too closely pruned, I
have generally cut it oflf one inch from the plant.
Such close pruning as this causes disease, should
the weather continue wet; for the runners so
closely pruned cannot perform their wonted
functions: neither can they if too much water
be given to them. In either case, the end, if cut
* Culture of the strawberry, as practised by the author:

shoTvmg how to obtain early a^i large crops, off a small piece

oflf close, is, of course, inserted in the soih f}i

moisture gradually, hut not immediately, fi^^g J
way up the vessels of the runner, or the no
independent plant ; for it must be borne in ^^a
that the runner still forms the nucleus of a ne^
plant, and if the damp or disease still goes onward
till it arrives at the core of the plant, then death
must follow. And to prove this, let a sickly

plant
be taken up~say a month or more after plantinj—it will be observed in all cases that this part
where the runner was cut off", forms a Lollop

tube, and if the centre of the plant be cut throu^
the cause of disease will at once be apparent, \l,

avoid this the runners ought to be out 1od»

enough, so that the cut end should be out of the

soil when planted."

This we think requires some explanation.

Surely Mr. Cuthill does not mean to say that if

a runner is wholly removed, and nothimj else u
rejnovedf a young Strawberry plant will rot.

Neither the runner, nor any part of it can protect

the roots by remaining, or injure them by bein»

removed. A runner, indeed, is nothing more than

one long slender joint of the Strawherry stem

lying flat on the ground because it is not stiff

enough to stand upright. It would be as correct

to say that in pruning a Currant bush a piece of the

wood, anii-ch long, must be left above a bud ; and

that if a gardener does not do that his Currant bud

will rot. What Mr. Cuthill must mean is, that

while to leave a piece of a runner does no harm, a

gardener is apt when cutting it close off to cut

away something more—in fact, to carry his knife

into the very heart of the young plant. Of course

if this is done the young plant is very likely to

rot. This we venture to believe is the real mean-

ing of the passage we have quoted. At all events

it is the true explanation of the bad consequences

of cutting runners close back.

Upon the whole, as we have already said, Mr,

Cuthill's practical advice is sound, and no gar-

dener can well fail in Strawberry growing if he

follows his counsels.

PEESEKTATION OF A ROYAL MEDAL TO MB.

BENTHAM.
[The following is an extract from tho address of the President

at the last anniversary of the Royal Society.]

"Tlie remarkable accurar^* which distinguishes all Mr.

Bentham's scientific researches, the logical precision tbat

characterises his writings, and the sound genepalisations whicli

his systematic works exhibit may be in a great measure traced

to the influence of his uncle, the late celebrated legal theorist

Jeremy Bentham, who directed much of his early studies, and

under whose auspices he published one of his earliest worki

'Outlines of a New System of Logic.' His mind was further

imbued in youth with a love of Natural History, and

especially Bo^ny : and this taste was cultivated and dou-

rished by a study of the works of the elder De CandoUe.

Fortunately for the cause of botany in England, Mr. Bentham

hasdevoted himself almost exclusively to that science ; and to his

excellent powers of observation, close reasoning, concise

writing, and indefatigable perseverance our country owes the

distinction of rankingamongstita naturalists one so pre-eminent

for his valuable labours in systematic botany. Amongst Mr.

Bentham's numerous writings, those hold the first rank which

are devoted to the three great natiural orders, Leguminosff,

Labiatse, and Scrophulariacese. These orders demanded a vast

amount of analytic study ; for they are amongst the largest and

most widely distributed of the vegetable kingdom, and had

been thrown into great confusion by earlier writers. 1W
have been the subject of many treatises by Mr. Bentham, m
especially of two extensive works, the contents of which h3«

lately been embodied in the 'Syatema Vegetabilium'jJ
the De CandoUes. On their first appearance these won»

secured for their author a European reputation, and ffjj

always rank high as models of skilful classification, It worn

occupy too much time tospecify the verynumeroua monograpii^

and papers which Mr. Bentham has communicated to vario^

scientific societies and periodicals in this country and on tli«

Continent, and especially to the Linnean Transactions ana

Journal. That ' On the Principles of Generic Nomenclature

may be noted as an example of his power of treating aa

apparently simple, but really abstract and difficult subject m*

manner at once 'philosophical and practical. Mr. Bcnttams

most recent work, that on British Plants, is the fiwt o^J"!

indigenous Flora of our Islands in which every speciM «»

been carefuly analysed and described from specimens P^;"^
from all parts of the globe ; it is distinguished for its scie^
accuracy, advanced general Tiews, and extreme simplicitpjj

combination ofqualities'which can result only from an ef*^PSJ
series of exact observations, judiciously arrangred and lognw

expressed. The President then addressed Mr. Beii*'!^'
follows ;—The'earlyvolumes of the ' Philosophical Transact:^
contain numerous papers relating to botany and the Qt^

sciences which are usually comprehended under the g«>"T

designation of Natural History. As these sciences, »^
especially botany, became more and more extended, it^thought desirable that another InsUtution should W^S
into existence, which might share with the Royal aoc^
the pnvilege of promoting the cultivation of them, ^of communicating to the worid fiom time to time "^
progress which has been made in this department J
Knowledge

: and such was the origin of the Linncon S^^^^^Yhii
the year 1788. The Royal Society, however, does not oo w»;

account feel the less interested in this class of scientific mj^
gations It is accordingly with great satisfaction m^
Council have awarded to you one of the Royal Medals, anj iT
m the name of the Society I now place it in your band=.

^testimony of their high appreciation of your researcbea, wj^
the respect which they have for you as a fellow-labourer

lO

field of science." Proceedings of the Royal Society.

MYCOLOGY, Ko. IV.
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_Agaeictts 3EKIGLOBATTT3, Batsch.—This 13
reckoaP|

one of the most poisonous of the Mushroom tnW,
^,

»

however strong suspicion may be against it, ^^L^
no positive evidence to bring it in guilty of death. K.

truth is that several other species were confoundea w

r
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*t by Sowerby, and those which were especially indicated the new pattern to carry out my pknTf heating, and it

'

as injurious or fatal were clearly not the true plant, seems only fair that I should submit sketches of it to
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as injurious

A callosus is the only species amongst them which can your readers. To avoid repetition I refer to the

be satisfactorily pointed out as certainly deleterious, Gardeners' Chronicle, 1859, page 360, where the case

the peculiarkind to which Sowerby gave the name of is described at length, and its several measurements
Agarlcus virosus or the poisonous Mushroom, being ! given in detail. Fig. 1 is a view of the apparatus as it

doubtful from the incompleteness of his figure, and ' appears when in use. Its dimensions are as follows:—
the want of references to connect the gills which he ' From end to end inside 34 inches ; from front to back
figures with their proper species.

It is however probable that it deserves its bad
character and certainly should be avoided, together with

most of the small dark-seeded Agarics, till its characters

are ascertained

by positive ex-

periment. It

is difficult to

conceive how it

can everbe con-

founded with

the true Cham-
pignon, as the

gills in that

species are thick and
cream-coloured, and the

whole aspect of the plant

different.

It appears however
that a species called by
Paulet Mousserons d'eau,

or M'ater Musliroom, is

occasionally eatcii in

France, and it is con-
jectured by Mrs. Ilussey
that some emigrants who
died near ' Winchester
from eating some dnrk-
gilled Agaric, mistook A.
semighhafui for the
plant of Paulet. His
species is apparently A,
appendiculaius, and as.

it is sometimes very
abundant in woods and
gardens, we shall take
some future opportunity
of illustrating it. It
may he known at once
from A. semiglohatus by
the head not being sliuLv,

and by its narrow gillsl

Paulet's Fungus is in-
cluded by BulliMrd in A.
hydropKilug, which de-
rives its name either from
its being abundant after
long continued
rains, oi from
tbefacultywhich
it has, in common
however with
many other
species, of imbibin<^
water, so that when
moist it is of a darker
hue, and differently
coloured from what it is
when dry. Some nearly
allied species which are
brown at first, as their
moisture evaporates be-
come nearly white, so
aj to be almost incapable
of recognition, were it not for their dark ^....-

A.- semiglolaius is extremely common on horseduug
jn Tich pastures. The cap is about 1^ inch across, nearly
hemispherical, of a dull brownish yellow, and clothed in
moist weather with a slimy coat. The stem is straight.
«huiy hke the pileus, but generally paler, with a
Blender tubular cavity in the centre, and furnished with
a narrow dwtinct ring, above which it is white, thouah
often soiled with the black spores. The gills are very

externally „ . „„.„
the ground, and its appearance is particularly neat and
compact. As originally made there was a tin box
suspended in the front for an oil lamp. That is now
supersededby a box with a bottom ofperforated zinc, and
a sliding glass in front. In this box is placed for heat-
ing purposesacandlemade in the fashionof a Child's night
light, but with more substance for continuous burning
and supply of heat. The perforated zinc admits air to
keep the candle burning, the glass enables the culti-
vator to see if the candle is burning properly. To set
the case to work the top lights are lifted up, an inch
depth of silver sand is laid down and wetted; the
boiler is filled by pouring water into it through a tubem the centre, and the candle is lighted. Pots of
cuttings, seeds, &c., may then be crammed together on
the bed of sand to enjoy a moist bottom-heat, and the
amount of air to be given is regulated by the top
lights.

Let us now take the case to pieces. When the lights
are removed, and of course the pots also, the tray on
which sand is spread may be lifted out by means of a

toiler, B B the under side of the tray in which thepots
stand, F the stop-cock, g the glass front, and h per-
forated bottom of the candle-box, «

I must repeat what I said in the paper already
referred to. If I go into the question of the value of
this invention for propagating limited quantities of
stove and greenhouse plants, its value is increased by
the certainty and cleanliness of the source of heat, for

it required much experience to trim
the lamp, so as to burn 12 or 24 hours
(as it will do), and besides the grease
and the blacks together made it most
unfit for a lady's fingers. Now the
need of experience in lamp trimming
is at an end, and if the possessor of
the case is away from home the most
obtuse servant may be trusted to insert

a fresh candle at a given hour. One
w ord more to certain folks who have
lately made inquiries about this case.

It will start seeds and cuttings of
every kind of stove and greenhouse
plant in common cultivation, hut it is

neither a Melon pit nor a Fern stove,

nor will it, as many seem to imagine,
serve as a house in w^hich to grow
plants on after they are rooted, and,
ceteris paribus, they cannot be bloomed
or fruited in it. It is a propagating
case and nothing more, and in that

sense the best contrivance ever devise^

for those who manage their own gardens
hundred plants for surnm^:

the chief delight is to raise

ley Hihherd, StoJce Keicington,

-^GA.niCV3 BEMIGLOBATUS.
Natural size. (Copied by per-
mission from Greville'sScottish
Cryptogam ic Flora.)

gin.

broad flffflPhp^ tr. nT^TfV -Vi Zu -^ ^ 7 uie ena or tne pipe flue was but, barely colouret

Several other species grow on horsedung, but the
only one which can be easily confounded with this is
-d, stercoraHus, which is readily distinguished by thetem conUining a distinct solid pith.

.
-4. semiglohatus as peculiarly addicted to horsedung

18 one of those species which occasionally make their
appearance in the Mushroom bed. There is however

its being gathered for the common
its appeal auce is so totally different.

no chance of
Mushroom, u

Fig. 2.

couple of handles for the purpose, and its appearance is

represented in Fig. 2, in which A is the boiler which
gives heat to the tray B B on which the pots stand; c
is the tube by which the boiler is filled, Tlie tube has
a stopper which can be removed so as to fill the case
with steam, if the cultivator chooses to give the
cuttings a vapour bath. If the sand is kept regularly
wetted there is no occasion for its removal, except to
fill up the boiler, which holds about 2 quarts. The boiler
is heated by the passage of the hot air from the lamp
passing through it, and the hot air escapes (not very hot
by the bye) at d, to which, when at work, a small pipe flue
E is fixed, so as to carry the products of combustion out
of the case. It makes so little smoke (even with the
lamp) that a piece of new board which 1 placed ao-ainst
the end of the pipe flue was but, barely coloured after
having received the smoke upon its clean surface for
three months continuously. The boiler is emptied by
means of a stop-cock, p, which is an improvement for
which I believe we are indebted to the maker, Mr.
West. There is no occasion to use this stop-cock unless
from neglect in changing the candle the heat has
declined, when the cold water can be drawn off and a
fresh supply of hot water takes its place, and of course

THE WALTONIAN CASE.

ChZ.'f T^""*^^
°^ *'^^'^'" ^^^^^T^ of the Gardeners'

th«^^i ^*^^^ ^ description of the Waltonian case in

for i^r^'i;^
*"" ^^''' 2^^ °^ AP"^ l^t. The requestor mrormation on the subject arose out of a note whick

candl. •
1 .

^^<^«sful application of the heat of a

cWv . ^^!1
Propagation, the candle being merely a

J^nly substitute for the oil-lamp which had oreviouslv

Kr^' /' ^^'^ Propagating'^season

J«^
advanced perhaps the communicati

I

Fig. 3.

' AMERICAN APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS.
Theke is perhaps no quarter of the world where

the Apple is cultivated that produces such fine and
perfect fruit as a portion of "the United States, It is

strange that such a very old inhabitant of the Old
World should have been so perfectly acclimatised in the
New, and to have such a tendency to "make itself

good ;" for from our European sorts, many doubtless of
inferior quality when introduced about 200 years ago,

have sprung numbers of the finest sorts of Apples in

the known world. The great peculiarity in American
Apples is their tender, juicy, delicate, half-melting

flesh, rich, sugary, and most agreeable, without, how-
ever, any decided aroma, at least as far as I have tasted,,

like our Ribston Pippin when grc;?n in Kent or Sussex,

and some other English varieties. These have perhaps
more piquancy, but their flesh is hard and breaking,
requiring, like the Cornish GiUiflower, iron teeth and n
stomach of leather. Atnerican Apples are, on the con-
trary, " old men's fruit," and a large New Town Pippin

can be eaten with as much comfort as a
melting Pear. I can imagine no Apple more
agreeable than the Mother, the Northern Spy,
the Melon, and the Reinette du Canada. The
American kitchen Apples are remarkable for

their crisp, juity flesh, neither too sweet nor
too acid, but of the exact quality for pies and
puddings. The Rhode Island Greening and
the Baldwin are two excellent examples of

this class of Apple.
,

There is also a class of Apples quite peculiar to the
States, viz.. Sweet Apples or Pig-feeding Apples. Thes&
have scarcely any trace of acid even when grown in
England, but are of a Juscious, rather dull, sugary
flavour. Pigs thrive upon them, and they are grown
largely by the farmers for autumn feeding. The Jersey
Sweeting, Tolnian's Sheeting, Ramsdell's Sweeting, and
hundreds of seedling sweet Apples are planted to
"please the pigs." But fev^ of the American Apples
can he grown to advantage in England. Cobbefct, when
he imported his American Locust and Apple trees, used
to obtain some specimens to sell his trees by from trees
trained io a south-west wall at Kensington, and most
magnificent Apples they were, quite enough to make
his admirers American Apple-tree mad as they then
were.^ This, however, is sufl^cient to remind us that
American Apples should be cultivated in a warm
English climate like* the neighbourhood of London,
and be grown either trained to walls or in some very
warm situation. The peculiarity of the American
climate in bringing Apples to such high perfection is

very remarkable. The neighbourhood of Rochester in
the western part of the State of New York is a great

fruit-growing district. It is also a great tree manu-
facturing place, for it is said that there are 10,000
acres under nursery culture just around Rochester.
"Well, Rochester is just about in the latitude of
Toulouse in France, the most favourable fruit-
growing district in Europe, but how inferior are
the Apples of France to those of America; and
yet the summer lieat of most seasons at Toulouse
would not exceed that ofRochester, But we can
go further north in Europe, and take Belgium
and Holland—the latter, one would think, ap-

proaches to the American shores ofLake Ontario in a

ion was not soireuerfln,- ' r
' """^ ^'Juimuuicauon was noc so

SdS \^' "^ ^ '^ "^^^^^ ^«^« ^^en had it appeared

weel^'wp ^ experiments witli candles during several

the tap is useful when the case is put away when its Lmoist and warm summer temperature. How dry and
work for the season is over. The box, g, is that already [poor are nearly all their Apples. America most there-

described as the receptacle of the candle, and thus the fore take rank as a first-rate Apple country, which, by
circleof appliances is completed. I the way, is the only fruit that grows to perfection.

Those who have never seen a Waltonian case will I except the Peach when properly cultivated Pears are

perhaps be still further assisted to form a correct con- cultivated verj largely in the United States, but the

ception of its construction and use

Fig. 3. Herein

to form a correct con- : cultivated verj largely in the United States, but the

!e if we turn the tray
I
cultivation is olwjiys in a state of deadly warfare

', as before, A is the | with a host ofenemies; "frost blight," "insect blight,"
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^ frozen sap bliglit," ** fire "blight" {vide Downing),
would so alarm Euglish gardeners that they would
cease to cultivate the trees. Some good Pears are un-
doubtGdly gro\vn in America, hut they do not gene-

rally approach in size and quality to the same kinds
grown in Enrope. We have received one very high
flivonred Pear from the States, the Seckel ; its flavour,

however, in the opinion of many is too musky, and it is

too small. There are between 100 and 200 *'American"

Pears, i. e., sorts that have been raised from seed in

America now offered for sale by the American nursery-

men. Some of them may be better adapted to the

dimate than European sorts, and so he gradually

improved. A few new kinds offered last autumn at

Boston are highly eulogised ; these have been raised

irotn seed by a Mr. Dana—one is called " America," and
another " Horey ;" their price would lead one to think

they are dear if not good, as they are 5 dollars or

'21 s. each.

It is most remarkable to find how ill-suited an
English climate is to American Pears (except the Seckel).

I have eaten of the following kinds, all of which have a

good character in their own country, and have found

all inferior, and, in some instances, wliat little boys call

•*nasty:"—Buffum, Oswego Beurre, Oswego Incom-
parable, Thingsessing, Howell, Sheldon, Bloodgood,

dearborn's Seedling, Brandywine, Swan's Orange,

Oahund's Summer Lawrence and Andrews. It is

TOTfearkable that although the English climate is

not nearly so "bright as that of America and France, it

should produce the finest and richest Pears known. In
the latter country some specimens are occasionally

grown larger than the same kinds in England, yet they
are never so rich in flavour. There ar6 three kinds of

Pears peculiar to Great Britain which I fully believe are

mimatched in Europe or in America, viz., Gansel's

Btn^amot,grown against a wall iu the North ofEnglandj
the Chaumontcl grown in Jersey j and Knight's
Monarch cultivated as a wall Pear^

T!ie Americans might-excel in Peach culture if more
arttcution were given to the trees, which are too often

neglected, and orcliards planted with trees raised from
Poach stones in "pits," as they call them, which give
fruit only fit for the pigs. Some fine varieties of early

and late Peaclies have been raised in America, among
which the Early York, Early Tillotson, and the late

Peaches, such as Crawford's Late and Ward's Late, are
worthy of culture. Onr mid-season Peaches, such as
Groese Mignonne, Noblesse, Galandc, and Royal George
w« not excelled, perhaps scarcely ecjualled, by the
Aniepican sorts, yet there are upwards of 100 varieties
-of Peaches of American origin. The Peach cultivator
has some difliculties to contend with unknown in
Europe. The " borer," as with his Apple trees, perforates
the hark of the stem just below the surface of the earth,
^rdles it, and kilU the tree. The disease called the
"yellows" also destroys annually thousands of trees.
With this disease the leaves turn yellow, the young
shoots become feeble, and the tree dies in a year or
tiro. This fatal disease is brought on by budding the
caltivatod soi-ts on seedling Peach trees. It lias shown
itself in this country on Peach trees budded on seedlings,
Tiot only in trees from America but also in trees from
France. When the Peach is budded or grafted on the
I*lum stock it is never attacked with this terrible and
killing malady, for which there seems no cure. Tlie
Mvete winters of America, when the thcrmomclor goes
down to 20" below zero, often destroy the blossom
bads of Peach trees (this occurred last winter, 1858-9),
.^nd the spring frosts the blossoms as in Europe, so that
America is not a Paradise for the Peach tree, as some
people imagine.

_The Plum cannot be cultivated iu the United States
wifchany great success, owing to the " knots or black
gum," a killing disease, and the "curculio or Plum
weevil ;" tliis perforates the fruit when it is very youn

old Scarlet Strawberry, not large, with a very long

neck, and a most unfruitful hahit—in short, worthless.

The Americans are fond of Blackberries, and have two
or three kinds that are very popular. The Lawton or

New Ivochelle seem to be the favourite; this succeeds

pretty well in England, and produces fruit of the same
size, but rather more conical than our hedge Blackberry

;

it ripens a month earlier, but has no peculiarity in flavour,

which is sw^eet and dull, quite calculated to please

children, who in this country are our principal Black-

herry eaters.

It will, I think, he seen from this slight sketch of

American fruit growing, that, although we grumble
about our spring frosts and cloudy summers, we are

able to girow the finest fruit in the world with fewer

drawbacks on our fruit culture than our cousins over the

water meet with, who ai-e apt to boast of their country,

their climate, and their productions. What would our

gardeners say if they weie prevented by the defects of

the climate from cultivating with success such charming
fruits as the Nectarine, the Apricot, and the Plum ?

Still with all the hindrances to Plum culture wbidi the

American Truit growers experience, they have sent us

some really good varieties^ among which the Jefferson

takes tlie first rank.

There cannot perhaps be found in any other part of

the world so trying a climate for the gardener and
nurseryman as the United States, with the exceptioii

of the South. The severe winters,"often commencing
iu Novemher and continuing till the end of March, the

thermometer descending to 20° below zero, and freezing

Peaches hreak strongly, and the beds can afterwards C
used for growing Mushrooms. The only precaution
when the fruit besins to ri

the fermenting materials, an

ipen to cloar all'the beds of
id cover them no cloaoi„ ..^-i,up closely

w-itii

the earth so deeply as to heave up and destroy trees can he grown here with any chance of success. Let

not well established, with the scorching heat and
drought of summer, are enough to put the nurserymen
and gardeners to their wits' end, and ought to make us

"Britishers" well contented with our comparatively
slow climate, P^rus,

Home Correspondence.
^^garieits cepcestipes.—With reference to the article

in your columns of the 21st Jan., I beg to say that this

Agaric has twice appeared on a hed of leaves, under
glass, and frequently watered with warm water. As it

is not found in England in the open air, and as no
foreign mould could possibly have fallen on the leaves,

I considered the fact worthy of being recorded, and
communicated it to your Paper at the time. From its

affiuity to A. procerus, I inferred that this Fungus was
edible, and made the trial on a small scale. It proved
well tasted, and produced no bad effects. G. S,

Rainfall at Stoneleigh Abhey, WancicJcsUre, 1859.—

the shutters or boards to prevent dampness. In Aueof
or September I usually clear the bed here clean out
and the Black Damascus Grapes keep without dampin
or shrivelling till the end of November. WiUin^
TiUery, WelhecTc,

"'"

The Manetti Mose Sfoclc.—T observe an article m
your columns on this stock. The writer, who savshp
always feels hitercsted in it, tells us a good deal of what
others have done and have not done with it; but he
relates nothing of his own experience in the matter
Now I have grOAvn it from the first ; and, on my lamj

which is a good deep alluvial soil on the banks of the

Thames (not clay), I have found it perfectly worthlegg

With regard to Teas I do not think they could even he
made to live on it above a year or two. To give yon a

case. Last year I had a lot of new Boses of one of our

English nurserymen, all on the Manetti; and I also had
some from France on the Dog Pose. From the latter I

procured a goodly number of huds for working, while

from the former I got none at all. The Manetti stods
were planted under favourable circumstances, as they

were turned out of pots and had good balls to

them, while the Dog Roses had nothing but nakej

roots. This refers to those planted in the open ground
only, for from two or three plants that I potted np and

grew in a pit I did got some buds fit for working, and

I find this latter is the only mode in which Manetti

Jauunry
February-
March .

.

April
May
June ,

,

July
August
September
October
November
December

T,B.
Mushroom

me record another instance. A gentleman who has

a garden situated on the top of a hill, consisting of

good strong land resting on chalk, last season wished

to form a Rosarium, and the land having been prepared

in a manner recommended by a celebrated Eose
" dealer

"—who also supplied the plants—namely, by

trenching 3 feet deep and well mixing with stable

manure and burnt earth, it was planted partly with

standai-ds on the Dog Kose and partly with dwarfe. The

standards grew and flowered finely, the dwarfs also

grew but did not flower at all. *' There," said mj

friend the gardener, " look how well the dwarfs have

done, and although they have not flowered, they have

made so much wood that they must necessarily do so

next year," Observing that they looked much alike m
growth I examined them, and found they were worked

on the Manetti, which had in every instance pushed

forth from two to five strong shoots which had qmte

starved the "gentle scion" that had, as the poet sajs,

been married to this "wildest stock," so that I don't

think a dozen good huds could have' been procured

from the whole lot of them. In a few words, tie

results in this case were thus : a certain nmnbcr

of Roses worked on the Dog Eose proved suc-

cessful ; a like number on the Manetti ended

in disappointment. With respect to the article abovt

alluded to, the wu-ifcer's remarks may be summed up in

a few words, namely, tliat the Manetti is a good stock

for "break-heart, break-neck hills," with soil consist5p

of "a stratum of gravel laid bare, with stones inn

innumerable as hig as your foot ;** while on "ricli

Rose clays with a deep staple the Dog Rose is thehert

of all." Of the former position I can say nothing.

in the latter statement I think all will agttf,

,
As to whether Mr. W. Paul and the Manetti art

Groivwg.~~ThQ artificial cultivation of enemies I know nothino-; but I think the writer's ^

Bays.

«
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and the ^rub oats its way to the stone. Towards the
month of July, when the Plums are nearlv full grown,
they all drop from the trees and the crop is lost.
Apricots and Nectarines suffer in tlie same way from
tins pest, for which no cure has yet been found that
can be employed to any extent. European Grapes

• cannot ho cultivated in the States out of doors, as they
are hahle to the mildew, which attacks the fruit in a
Tery young state and destrovs it. Vineries are now
however, general, and fine Grapes are grown in them!
The Americans have a very large number of varieties of
their native Grape, the Fox Grape (Vitis lubrusca). In
a catalogue recently iaaued by an American nurseryman
wcU known in Europe upwards of 100 varieties are

. <fc3cribcd. with wonderful qualities nttrihutetl to some
of them, Tliese American Grapes are generally dis-
tasteful to Europeans from their peculiar foxv smell and
ward pulp inthe centre of the berry.

Strawberries are grown to an enormous extent in
the "States," and some of the American sorts ("their
name is legion") are highly praised. Tlie best and
the most popular variety is perhaps Hovey^s Seedling.

^ .Lngland, however, it is not to be compared with the
British Queen; it is witliout that fine aroma so
peculiar to that queen of Strawberries, which I have
reason to think is never eaten iu perfection out of

Mushrooms is now so well understood and practised arguments on this head a?e very illogical; inasmuch w
tlmt perhaps little more can be advanccid on the Mr. Rivers has long ago abandoned his first position

with respect to the matter in hand, by sayii^thatlt,

i.e. the Manetti, should be double worked, and that to

ensure successful cultivation it requires to be iD-

sorted in the soil above the junction of the bad

with the stock. And also because Mr. W. Pa^

is not its opponent—in a practical sense at least, as ^
very likely sella as many plants worked on it «

Mr. Francis .does; at any rate to my knowledge M
sells a good many : I should think the cause of b*

"continued denunciation" is denved from the^saae

.source as mine, viz., experience, and that our opiniois

on the matter are the same. J2. i., Taploic.
Salt for Moads,—k useful hint was dropped byjo^

correspondent " D," when describing Clumber Pars,

&C., in April last. I have to thank him for the same,

subject. In my own case I merely state a mode of
growing them in the spring and summer months, which
I have found to answer better than any way I have yet
tried. In a large Vinery here used for tbe growth of the
Black Damascus Grape, there is a long pit or bed in the
middle ofthe inside of the house. This bed is about 3 feet
in depth, by the same In width, and is filled with well
prepared horse droppings in Fehruary or beginning of
March to'heat the roots ot the Vines, and to male a moist
ammoniacal atmosphere for the huds breaking. About the
beginuingof April when the hed is no longer wanted
for this purpose, I add a little more fresh droppings to
the surface of the hed and spawn it in the usual way.
Some good fresh turfy soil of a loamy nature is then
put on the surface, and the whole beaten as hard as

WdiVluL^nf n^'" 'ff^W .Y"*^^"?
'^"^^'"' ^ ^^^ aJso^o acknow'ledge'thec"ou7tesy''of the forester.

boards are then put overthe bed, the surface of which Mr. Spary, in giving fuller narticulars by letter.
I

refer- to the use of salt for the'eradication of wee^ <?

)

13 at least G inches below the boards. The young
Mushrooms usually appear in the hcKlnntn^ of Mav

hed are not like the half-starved buttons grown in
regular JTushroom houses, but large dark brown
fellows from 3 to 4 inchea in diameter, and as full of
jiiice as field Mushrooms. At one of the horticultural
sUows at Chiswick, I remember having seen a fine
large dish of forced Mushrooms sent by IMr. Ingram
from Frogmore, whicb were of the same colour and
substance, ^'hey were stuck into Moss in a shallow
basket, which showed them off better tlian the usual
modes tried at exhibitions. I. attribute the large size
and succulence of the Mushrooms grown in this way to
thedeepncss and quantity of the fermenting materials
in the bed, and the additional moisture iu the air of a
large Vinery; for the boai-ds are frequently taken oif,
the bed when the Vines are syringed or watered at the '

roots. When there is room in the inside of Vineries or
'

would add my testimony to its efficacy. It is "T
simple in application, and thorough in effect. And^«;

pitchi

result

applic

agricT

hand. So the stronger" the weeds, the strongerj

pitched stableyard. we have also had equally beneWj"

results. Let me quote Mr. Spary's own words as to i»

application :—« I prefer applying the salt (clean. ^^
tkagricultural salt, costing here 18^. per ton), by
"J

T**-

application. I choose a hot dav,in preference ^o

?tormy weather. By going over the roads twice a .^^
say in May or September, the weeds never gej'^
strong; and after much experience I find "O pW".

equal it. By this way of cleaning roads, yoojo ^
disturb a single stone; and the harder your i^^w
fewer your weeds—and of course so mach wi

travelling." I hons fn tiqp if mnrp pxtensivelj ^
proved both here au.1 in America io be a variety of th

»g. I hope to use it more extensivv^ ^
I'cacuuouses Tor a bed fo. .sm, fermenting materials,

\ ^^L^'tuZ'^n Z't efficlnt iiem"Tin
^

no better plan can be devised for making Vines and I application. T. S.. ^S^^ ^wi
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wmiTTCTriXTiBAi. : Ja». 31.—A Special General

Mfeting of tbis Society was held this day, at the house

J? the Society of Arts. John Street, Adelph,, the Key.

rVernonHarcourt, y.P., m the chair

-Hie Chairman having announced that her Majesty the

Patron of the Society, had heen g--ously pleased to

new

10 Ue Cici-vv-" -_-- ,.

SSe Hril. the Prince Alfred, H.K R the

Sss Helena, H.R.H the Princess Louisa, H.R.H

KincfA-^lmr, H.R.H the Prince Leopold, H KH.

the Princess Beatrice; and also that their Royal High-

r^es the Duchess of Kent, the Duchess of Cambridge,

the Princess Mary had authorised the Society to eltct

them as life members—these Royal personages were

immediately elected by acclamation, the ordinary

method of ballot being dispensed with-

The Council were then instructed to convey to her

Majesty the " humble thanks of the Society for the

munificent support which the Queen has once more

deigned to grant in furtherance of the formation of a

w Horticultural Garden at Kensington Gore/'

ThefoUowingFellowsweicbaUotedfor and duly elected,

viz. :—The Marquis of Ailesbury, the Marchioness of

Ailesbury, Mrs. J. Aldridge, J. Alexander, Esq. ; H. B.

Alexander, E?q. ; Mrs. Alexander, Lieut.-Col. Andrews,

E. L. Ames, Esq. ; Dr. Anstie, T. Ashton, Esq.; Col. H.

Baillie, T. P. Ball, Esq. ; Mrs, H. Barnett, Mrs, W.
Barnet, J. Bell, Esq. ; A. Birch, Esq. ; Mrs. Brough,

B. K. Bowley, Esq. ; Rev. Dr. J. Bonus, R. W. Buckley,

Esq; E, H- Bunbury, Esq.; E. R. Butler, Esq.; the

Rev. F. C. Cass, M.A.; Lord Cochrane, Lady Cochrane,

G. E. Cochrane, Esq. ; J. CocTile, Esq., M.D. ; W, Coul-

son, Esq., Q.C. ; Mrs. Crockford, Sir W. Cubitt, Lady
Cubitt,F.W. Dolman, Esq.; Miss S.Scott DougIaa.MiuN.
Elias, the Earl of EUesmere, the Countess of EUesmere,

Lord C.Fitzroy, Admiral R. Fitzroy, R.Frankum, Esq.;

T. F. Gibson, Esq. ; G. Godwin, Esq,, F.R.S.; J. Gott,

Esq.; W. Gott, Esq. ; W. E. Gott, Esq. ; W. W. Malt-

land, Esq.; T.J. Kinncar, Esq.; R, Nairne, Esq.,M.D.;
the Earl Granville, K.G., Lord President of the Council

;

the Countess Granville, G. Granville Leveson Gower,
Esq. ; G, A. Stewart, Esq. ; Sir J. Dalberg Acton,
Barfc. ; Mrs. Grey, Miss C. Graham, Miss C.

Hammersley, Mrs. J. P. Harrison, Mrs. B. Harvey,
B. C. Harvey, Esq. ; Capt. J. K. Smith, J. Nichols, Esq.

;

Baron Hochschild, Mrs. J. Hook, J. Hornblower, Esq.

;

J. Irving, Esq.; G. W, Johnson, Esq.; R. Kell, Esq.;
Mrs. R, Kell, the Hon. A. ICiunaird, M.P. ; Miss L.
Lance, H. Windham, Esq.; Dr. R. M. Lawrence, W.
Leaf, Esq., Jun.; C. J. Leaf, Esq.; Mrs, Lewis, RJgbt
Hon. R. Lowe. M.P. ; Mrs. J. Lumsden, H. MacChlery,
Esq.; W. H. McQueen, Esq.; S. E. Magan, Esq.; the
Hon. F. Maude. G. MoltUtt, Esq.; J. T. Mould, Esq.;
Sir R. I. Murchlson, his Grace the Duke of Newcastle,
J. N. Ouvry-North, Esq.; J. E. Norton, Esq.; J. G.
putting, Esq.; ISIlss S. Phelps, Mrs. E. S. Phil-
im, W, PoUs. Esq.; E. Potts, Esq.; T. W.
Ramsey, Esq.; T. Salt, E.^q., M.P. ; Mrs. Salt,
W. H. Salt, Esq.; T, G. Sambrooke, Esq.; Mrs.
M. Sladen, E. Stuart, Esq.; Vice-Chancellor S. J.
btuart, Mrs. W. Stuart, Major W. Stuart, M.P. ; C. P.
Stuart, Esq.; C. E. Stuart, Esq.; Mrs. A. Taylor, J.
Thomson, Esq. ; Lady U. Thynne, Sir T. Troubridge,
Bart; Rev. J. Walker, H. Walker. Esq.; Lieut.-
General W. L. Walton, Miss W\^lton, Miss R. Walton,
General W. Watkins, Prof. Westmacott, R.A.; J. H.
Wilson, Esq.; J. H. Winch, Esq. ; W. R. Winch. Esq.

;

tt. Wood, Esq.; Mrs. Wood, Miss Wood, and M.
Wood.
'The Chairman announced that the next meeting for
the election of Fellows would take nlace on Tuesdav,
Feb. 28, at 1 p.ir.

* "^

shrubby Composite, Labiate, and Oruciferae, or the
Porto-Santan Salsolacece. The Arabian Peganum Har-
inala supersedes them all on the sea shore; and the
general aspect is as remote from the luxuriant
tropical richness of the neighbourhood of Funchal, and
indeed of the sea-cliffs generally in Madeira, as it is

from the rugged stern dull gray and black Euphorbia-
clad rocks and cliffs of Canarian coast scenery. The
entire absence of trees near the coast is a feature
common to Mogador and all the Canary Islands. The
low sandy hills of uniform height which at tbe distance
of a mile or two skirt the flat belt of lower laud border-
ing the sea and stretching parallel thereii^ith north and
south, far as the oye can reach, are clothed, at first

sparingly or partially, then more closely, with low
thickets of Broom (Retama monosperma) and Lentisk
(Pistacia Lentiscus), intermixed with a iew dwarfed
trees of Argania, or shrubs of Rhamnus, Vitex,

Ephedra, Clematis, Ac. In the bed of the river the

most abundant and characteristic plants are the

Oleander and Vitex ; and in the stream itself Potamo-
geton, Watercresses, Helosciadium, &c., occur. The
weeds are all of the commonest European aspect. In
the town an ordinary looking white flowered Chamo-
mile (Anacyclns clavatus) covers every neglected flat

house-top or wall ; and tbe streets, roads, and
gardens offer nothing bxit the ordinary weeds of culti-

vated ground in England, Madeira, or the Canaries. The
only striking plant to an European botanist is a bed of

Peganum Harmala, covering a flat space of 2 or 3 acres

at the back of the beach, on passing out of the south

gate of the town. Tile Retama and Lentisk thickets of

the low coast hills alone offer any resemblance to any

parts of the Canarian Flora ; and this only to certain

regions at an elevation of 12,000 feet in Grand Canary

and the island of Palma. Tlie Lanriferous or Erica-

ceous Madeiran and Canarian regions are entirely

unrepresented. The general character of the Moga-
dorian Flora was described to be decidedly Algerian.

The author concluded with a list of the plants observed,

177 in number, with some notes on particular species.

— 3. "Notes ou Tomopteris onisciformis," by Drs. Car-

penter and Clapar^de.—4. " On tbe Distribution of the

Tracbese in Insects," by Jolm Lubbock, Esq.

Koticfg of J^oo^g*

Li?rNEAX: Ja}K 19.—Prof. Bell, President, in the
<*air. C. E.Bree, Esq.. M.D.; G. McLeay. Esq. ; H.
Parfitt, Esq., M.D.; S. Neville Ward, Esq.; and
Tuffen West, Esq., were elected Fellows. The following
Bftpers were read:—1. "Catalogue of the Dipterous
Insects collected in Amboyna, by Mr. A. R. Wallace, with
descriptions of the new species," by Francis Walker,
^sq.—2. "A list of plants observed or collected at
H<^or and its environs," by the Rev, R. T. Lowe,
M.A. The notes which formed the substance of this
paper were made during ashortvisit of about a week in
April, 1859. The author first pointed out tliat besides
toe interest belonging to a place so little visited, and

Journal of Froceedwgs of the Linnean Bocltty^ Nos-
13, 14, 15.

—

Tran^acfiojis of the Linnean Society,
Vol. 22. Part IV. (Longmans.) These important woilia
show that Natural History is so far from languishing in
England that we doubt whether any foreign Society of
the kind ever published in the same space of time so
many communications, for the most part of sterliag

value, as are contained in the parts before us. In the
section of Zoology we have contributions from Professor
Huxley on the dermal ainiour and generic and specific

characters of recent crocodiles; on tbe moulting of the
lobster and shore crab, by Mr. Salter ; and on various
other subjects, among which is an elaborate systematical
account of the Dipterous insects of Celebes, by Mr.
Francis M^ilker. Of the curious and little known habits
of the Madagascar' Aye-Aye, the monkey-like animal
figured in EUia's Madagascar, there is the following
account by Dr. Sandwith, Colonial Secretary of the
Mauritius ;—
"He is a most interesting little animal; and from

close observation I have learnt his habits very correctly.

On receiving him from Madagascar, I was told that be
ate Bananas; so of course I fed him on them, but tried

him witli other fruit. I found he liked Dates—which was
a grand discovery, supposing he be sent alive to England.
Still I thought that those strong rodent teeth, as lirge
as tbose of a young Beaver, must have been intended
for some other purpose than that of trying to eat bis
way out of a cage—the only use be seemed to make of
them, besides masticating soft fruits. Moreover, be bad
other peculiarities,

—

e, g., singlarly large, naked eaxv

directed forward, as if for offensive rather than defen-

sive purposes; tben, again, the second finger of the

hands is unlike anything but a monster supernumerary
member, it being slender and long, half the tbickneBs

of the other fingers, and resembling a piece of beat
wii'e. Excepting the head and this finger, he closely

resembles a Lemur. Now as he attacked, every night,

the woodwork of his cage, which I was gradually linings

with tin, I bethought myself of tying some sticks ov«r

the woodwork, so that he might gnaw these instead. I
bad previously put in some large branches for him to

climb upon ; but tbe others were straight sticks to cover

over tbe woodwork of his cage, wbich alone be attacked.

It so happened that tbe thick sticks I now put into his

cage were bored in all directions by a large and destrua-

tive grub called here the Moutouk. Just at sunset

the Aye-Aye crept from under his blanket, yawned,
stretched, and betook bimgelf to his tree, where bis

movements are lively and graceful, though by no means
so quick as tbose of a squirrel. Presently be came to

one of tbe worm-eaten brancbea, wbicb lie began "to

examine most attentively; and bending forward bis era

and applying bis nose close to tbe bark, be rapidly

tapped the surface with the curious second digit, as-

a

woodpecker taps a tree, though with much less noise,

from time to time inserting the end of the slender

finger into the worm -holes, as a surgeon would a probe.

At length he came to a part of the branch which
evidently gave out an interesting sound, for be began
to teiir it with bis strong teeth. He rapidly stripped

off the bark, cut into the wood, and exposed the nest of

a grub, which be daintily picked out of its bed with the

slender tapping finger, and conveyed the luscious

morsel to his mouth. I watched these proceedings with

intense interest, and was much struck with the mar-
vellous adaptation of the creature to its habits, shown
by his acute bearing, which enables him aptly to

distinguish the different tones emitted from the wood
by bis gentle tapping ; his evidently acute sense of

smell, aiding him in his search; hia secure footsteps on
the slender briincTics, \o which be firmly clung by bis

quadi-umnnous members ; his strong rodent teeth,

desire for their protection and a reluctance to pluck enabling him to tear through the wood ; and lastly by
tliem. Another great benefit arising from these clubs the curious slender finger, unlike that of any other
was, that it enabled tbe workiug man to see a flower

|
animal, and wbich be used alternately as a pleximeter,

show within a very short distance ofhis home, instead of
: a probe, and a scoop. . But I was yet to learn another

losing his time, his money, his work in visiting those at a , peculiarity. I gave him water to drink in a saucer, on
longer distance. The workman could not afford to go to \ which he stretched out a band, dipped a finger into it,

the Crystal ^lace and otberwell-known suburban Shows, ' and drew it obliquely through his open mouth; and this

Woolwich FiosicuLxuBiX : /aji. 30.—A large and
well attended meeting of the Inhabitants of Woolwich
was held in the Town Hall on Monday evening

last, for the purpose of forming a Society to promote

floriculture, both amongst amateurs and gardeners.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable state of tbe weather,

the enthusiasm of its propagators gave ample evidence

of success. The cbair was occupied by Mr. Bishop,

who, in opening tbe proceedings begged to introduce

Mr. Broome, of the Temple Gardens, as one of tbe most
successful as well as benevolent aids in the formation of

societies for the benefit of tbe operative classes. Mr,

Broome said it gave him great pleasure to meet such

a company in Woolwich, knowing as he did also

that the gentlemen residing in the neighbourhood
would endeavour to forward any object tending

not only to promote but improve tbe social

welfare of all concerned. He stated that there were
already societies around London, numbering no fewer

than 20, and that they consisted nearly all of tbe work-
ing classe's who had only small gardens, which previous

to this inducement had been barren and all but desolate

places. But what a transformation ! They had now
been converted into interesting plots of ground success-

fully planned and planted out, cultivated, and produced
some of the best flowers to be seen at our summer and
autumn shows, at which not a few gained some good
prizes. Another inducement was that it occupiedthc niiud

of the labourer, severing him from dissipated associates,

and retaining home affection?, inculcat'ng a love of
flowers, and instillincf into the minds of his children a

but was contented to see tbe productions of those who
kindly ,entered tlxe "All England Class." This, Mr.
Broome argued, increased bis desire to try and do the
same, and if be failed all honour was due to him,
although a failure. One thing certain, it was a means

he repeated so rapidly, that the water seem to flow into
his mouth. After a while he lapped like a cat ; but his

first mode of drinking appeared to me to be his way of

reaching water in tbe deep clefts of trees. I am told

that the Aye-Aye is an object of veneration at Mada
of making tbe artisiin remain more at home, and ! gascar, and that if anv native touches one, he is sure to
less in the public-house — it taught his children to

love Nature, and produced industrious babita in

them as they grew up to manhood. The town of
Woolwich, he reminded the meeting, had at one
time been celebrated for its cultivation of Pinke,
Carnations, and Picotees, and there was no reason wliy
it should not command a floricultural society, as did

many other towns of far less significance. The only

rules he would wish to impress upon the meet-
ing were that they should procure as many
members as possible, secure the gentlemen of the

Mce tbe time of Broussonet so wholly unexplored
oj any naturalist, a peculiar importance attached to a
^"^. appreciation of the vegetable conditions

?J
.this part of the great African condneut.^ intermediate position between the well searched™« of Algeria in a nortberiy, and of Sierra Leone iu

^ne opposite direction, no le.^s than its proximity in a '

i^ly easterly direction to Madeira, and in a north- *

i
••wriy to the two easternmost islands cf tbe Canarian
{g°^P' "JfJ^ed it as a spot possessing special claims on

on ^ ""^^ ^^ naturalists. The first impression made ' amount as to secure all comers (namely \d. per week),
ne eye of the traveller, aiTiving fresh from the

|
which should include free admission to all shows, and a

» w i^«»ri€a or Madeira, Mr. Lowe stated to be something '. few tickets to spare, and that they should hold meetings of Western tropical Africa. East Indian Willows are
4ujxe peculiar. Tlie aspect of tbe vegetation is com- : such as the present to impart knowledge one to the described by Mr. Andcrsson. Mr. Spruce gives an

ft pfr ^^"^P^^"' «'-^ . Spanish-European. Tliere is not '

other, as regarded practice. I
account of the Palm tree that produces tbe Piassabft

^im. a Banana, or a Cactus to be seen in tbe imme- Mr. Wiggtns, of Islewortb, was also present, and ! fibre. Indian Balsams are reviewed and arranged by

gZt ^[«n»ty of the sea. The sbrubbv Canarian promised on a fhture evening to read a paper on tbe Drs. Hooker and Thompson, and there are other minor
«pnoTbiacae arr* *.ri.i«n«^ wro^fino- toUK f^'o \f«fi«;rnT> ' m,i+;^«f;ATi nf f^« P/^mnnnP riiTve-tTiMmmnm- sTsteniatical nnners. In the Transactions occur some

die within the year ; hence the difficulty of obtaining a
specimen. J overcame this scruple by a reward of 10?,"

In the "Transactions" we have careful figures illni-

trating a paper by Dr. Carpenter on the slngnlar

annelid called Tomopteris; accounts of various new
forms of Entozoa by Dr. Cobbold, of Ascidians by Mr.
Macilonald, and on the oigansof the Antennae of Inseeta

by Dr. Hicks, which tbe author seems to hare proved
to be provided for hearing.

Tbe botanical papers nre nnmerons and important.

Mons. Bourgean and Mr, Sullivan give vaJuahle papers

neighbourhood, rednce the subscription to so low an on the temperature of the soil and trees in the ncigh-
-

bourhood of the Saskatchewan Bivcr in Canada West.

There are letters from Biuter concerning tbe vegetation

cae are equally Wvinting with the Madeiran cultivation of tbe Pompone Chrysnntbcmnm
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important memoirs. Mr. Oliver has good observations tlieu emerged at tlie otlier outlet without dangov of

upon the anatomy of the stems of Caryoph^ls and Lead- discovery." Rontledge^s Illustrated Nalxival Jlisio^yf

worts. A remarkable posthumous paper on Gnetnm by
Griffith appears from the hand of the lamented Heufrey

;

it was from this that were derived theviews ofGriffith pro-

mulgated inLindley's VegetableKiiigdora, Mr.Bentham
describes in detail the superb Brazilian genus Heuri-
quezia, one of the noblest of known plants, as Mr.
Fitch's drawings show. Trom Mr. Benj. Currey comes
a continuation of his minute observations on Sphijeria.

Dr. Seemaun elaborates the genera Camellia and Thea,

which he retains apart ; he regards what Las been
called the Camellia japonica of Hong Kong as a

distinct species; Fortune's Double Yellow Camellia is

referred to C. sasanqua, as has already been stated in

our columns (1859, p. 807) ; C. reticulata is shown to

be wild in Hong Kong, where its flowers are white.

Mr. Benjamin Clai*ke has some minute observations on
the embryos of Endogens and their germination; he is

of opiuiou that what is now called the cotyledon

of Grasses is really a great radicle, as L. C. Richard
first asserted. Xhe same author gives some notes on
Batis and other genera with a view to settling some
doubtful points of relationship. As to Batis, lie says,

tJiat the affinities which have been suggested for it are

"impracticable." What an impracticable affinity may
be we do not know ; but the author's suggestion that

the genus Batis is near Veibenacea;, while Callitriche

is idilc'd to Elatiue, seems to us contrary to every prin-

ciple acted upon by systematical botanists. The part

concludes with some most interesting observations by
Dr, Hooker on new species of Nepenthes and Balano-
phorads, illustrated by admirable drawings from the

pencil of Mr. Fitch ; the author shows that the pitcher

of Nepenthes is a modification of a gland situated at the
apex of the midrib of the leaf*

James Carter 4* Co.*s Gardeners Vade Meeum (Carter

& Co., 237, Holborn). Although a trade seed catalogue
this is at the same time a very complete guide to the
cultivation of everything that the catalogue contains,

and on that account we place it among books. There
is nothing in horticultural literature exactly like it;

certainly nothing equal to it for fullness of information.
It contains moreover a translation of a German paper
on the cultivation of German Asters and similar things;
and to the whole is appended a good monthly Calendar of

Srden work. Amateurs (and gardeners too) will doubt-
8 appreciate the importance of so safe and useful an

instructor.

hy the Eev. J. G. Wood,

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing ^veek,)

CONSEUYATOBY, &C.

weather the principal

Miscellaneous.
pealh of an Aged Lime Tree,—We are sorry to say

the heavy gale ^t wind which took place in the night of
the 2l8t Jan. totftUy dcbtroyud the magnificent and un-
rivalbd Lime tree in Moor Park, the seat of Lord
Elmry, wliich will he remembered by many on account
of it** Imving been the scat of numbers of visitors, who
hftvo encamped under its spreading and pending
branches, which formed their seats, and extended them-
selveg to the diameter of 140 feet, and 95 feet in height.
J. S., Moor Parl\—Times.

Devices of the Fox in excaplng from his Tursuers.-^
"One of them, on wliose truck the hounds had been
often htid, used always lo baflle them at one particular
poijit, lliu trcdt of n rather steep hill. Up to this spot
the scent was perfectly good ; but at that particular
spot the scent vanished, and so tl»e fox was lost. One
of the disappointed hunters was so indignant at his
repeated failures that he determined to lay aside the
^haie for a day, and to devote himself to the discovery
of the means by which the creature could so invariably
escape from the Imunds and men. He, therefore, con-
cealed liimselfncar the charmed spot, and watched with
much interest the proceedings of the hunted animal.
The fo.\, after being driven from his cover, led

J
1*°^'^*^=* » long cbase through wood.s, ponds,

and thickets, and at last came at full speed towiirils
the crest of the hill. \» soon as ho had reached tl»e
•pot, ho laid himself down, and pressed himself as
closely as possible to the ground. Presently the hounds
CAme along in full cry, and with a blazing scent, darting
over the hiU in hot pursuit, and never stopping until
they reached the bottom of the hilU As soon as the
iftRt lionnd had passed, the fox resumed his legs, crept
quietly over tho brow of the bill, and returned to hU

DEPARTMENT.

-During the present changeable

object, as we stated last week,

should be to keep in check damp and mildew, whicli the

weather we are now experiencing is likely to induce.

Nothing keeps the two evils just mentioned so much in

check as a dry healthy atmosphere. To assist in pro-

moting a free circulation of air through plant houses,

some of the inferior duplicates might now be i-emovcd

to spare Vineries or other quarters; for anything ap-

proaching a crowded state among delicate plants will be

sure to cause at least a partial loss of folinge. Let all

descriptions of hard-wooded plants that have made suf-

ficient growth be kept rather dry at the root, in order to

check their growth and induce a tendency to form

bloom, but do not let the balls become so dry as to

endanger the foliage. Look sharply after insects here,

especially mealy bug, and endeavour to get the wliole

collection clear of this destructive pest, for if neglected

now it will not fall to demand attention in spring and
Bummer, when time with the plant grower will doubt-

less be fully as precious as now. Be sparing in the use

of fire-heat, except in the case of things being forced

into flower or growth, and it is in every sense good
policy to have a separate house or compartment for

these, as it saves fuel, avoids over-driving the wliole

collection for the sake of a small portion, and ensures a

more satisfactory result than can be obtained where
there is but one house for the whole collection of what
is generally termed stove plants. Let specimens in

bloom be placed in the most favourable positions for

prolonging their beauty, and be careful to keep the

flowers from damp,

FORCING DEPARTMENT
The forcing of fruit trees in pots is easily managed, pro-

vided there are one or two houses at work to hold them
during the later stages of their growth. Alost kinds, as

stated last week, should have been grown in pots two
years at least, and be well furnished with fruit buds.

Where a stock is prepared for forcing the advantages
of a deep pit with a bed of leaves will be apparent; the
slight bottom-heat thus afforded will be found beneficial

in setting the roots in action. Cherries and Kasp-
berries are the most impatient of heat and should be
brought forward in a low temperature, and unless they
are required very early they will succeed better when
started next month. The remainder should be started
with a top-heat ranging between 40" and 60", with a
gentle syringing daily, and air according to the state of
the weather. Here they may remain till they arc nearly
in bloom, when a drier atmospliere being necessary
they may be removed to vacant shelves or stages in
any house at work where a moderate heat is kept up.
Peaches and Nectarines may even be placed on the
back shelves of the Pine-houses after they have set
their fruit, though a more moderate temperature would
snit them better. In carrying out the subsequent
treatment we may add that Figs, Peaches, &c.,
should occupy the warmest part of the house in which
they are to fruit, and Apricots, Plums, and Cherries
the coldest end. If required Raspberries will succeed
well in pits or in the partial shade of other plants.
If circumstances permit of the whole being kept plunged
in a gentle heat, it will assist the swelling of the fruit,
but with proper attention in supplying them with
manure water they will do well without that assistance.
Prepared plants of the most suitable kinds of the above
fruits may be obtained at most of the principal nurseries,
or maiden plants of each may now be potted in rich
turfy loam for future operations, getting them into a
bearing state by judicious stopping rather than by the
use of the knife. Pursue former directions as regards
the early Vinery and Peach house. As r^ards Pines,
changeable weather like that we are now experiencing will
necessitate the use of a considerable amount of fire-
heat, particularly where a high temperature is being
maintained with the view of inducing tho plants to
show fruit, and in the case of swelling fruit see that
a proportionate amount of atmospheric moisture

what purchases may be necessary, and takecare^TP
this rather variable weather that the roots do not c^^
tract mouldiness. '.

°^*

ORCHARD AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
All unoccupied ground should now be rough d
•enched, or ridged, regulating these operations acnn!!'accord-

ing to the nature of the soil and the kind of crops t

be planted on it. Keep forward Lettuces from belu^
injured by frost, and look sharply after Cauliflou-ef
plants under hand-light?, rs well as Lettuces, Endive
and Badijhes in cold frames, protecting them will*
straw or Reed covers or Spruce branches. BroccoM
where any exists, should be placed under some sort of
protection. In most places, however, the frosts of
December last have not left a head fit for use. Not
only have Broccolis suffered but Parsley, Celerv
Savoys, and even the tops of Leeks are more or less

injured. The only green vegetable in some places we
learn, except Spinach and Brussels Sprouts is Cottaffer^g

Kale. If not already done, embrace the first opportunity
of mild weather to sow the first crop of Peas and Beans

r the purpose established early varieties as
Co. 1 Pea and the Mazagan Bean. As regards

orchard work, proceed with pruning, and protect newly
planted trees by mulching their roots. Let all ground
intended to be planted in spring be well prepared for

the reception of the trees which are to occupy it.

Above all, let it be properly drained.

choosing for

Sangster's N

STATE OF TOE WEATHER AT CIIISWICK. NEAIl LONDOIf.
For the Week ending Feb. 3, 18S0, asobaervetl at the IlorticuUural GariUm

JnnuRry
and i;'eb.

Fri'ay 27
Satur. 2-

Suuilay 2v

Mon. 3(

Tues. 31

WtH. 1

Thur?. ;

Averuse

A
*, U h Tfr AU.-„-

Tempkraturb,
1

1

4
'

DAItOAa^fin- Of the Air. Of the Earth

Blax. MIn. Max. MiD. Mean 1 fool

deep
I feet

deep.

29 73" 29.1S4 50 23 36.5 43i 43
9 30.W2 29.659 51 :i\ 42.5 42 42k
6 £11.596 29.493 47 2S dfi'y 42 42

i 29.-J5U 28J»6
' 45 36 40.5 42 42

29.610 •29.421 42 20 31.0 42 42

9 29.770 29.714 40 29 34.5 41 43

10 3l>.020 2il.916 39 30 34.5 42 40

2«.7-?2 29.464 1 44.

S

28.3 'Aft.n 42.1 41.9

Wind

s.w.
s.w.
S.ff.

s.w.
N.

N.W.
N.

s
Ml*

S»
.03

M
.00

m

Jan, 27— Partially overcast; cloudy; frosty,
— 28—Clear aud frosty ; fine; rain at nij^ht,— 29—Clear; OYercast; clear at niffht,— 30—Rain; bwisteroua with heavy ahowera; rain atnijchf.— 31— Rain; fine; clear at nifcht ; frosty.

Peb, 1—Sharp frost; fine; clear; overcaat*^ 2— Sli;:ht frost ; roM north fliiid; i>now at nijrht.

Mean temperature of the week, 1 des- beh>w tJie avera^e-

KECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 34 years, for theensuius Week, eudins Feb. 11,1960.

1

!- ics-

B a. No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

"Trerailing WindB.

February.
«e ^ pL. > s
0. ^ o

E&4
*

3
2
2

I

5

8

3
3
2
3
5
6

5

4

4
•*

3
3
3

00

1

I

3

1

i
2

1

«i

3
4

5!
5'

a

4

Ivi

13

8
12

13

14

9

9

' »

i

4

(

6

4

3

_2

Sunday 5. .

Mon* fi..,

Tues. 7"
Wei 8..

Thurs- 9,

.

Friday 10.,

Satur. 11,,

43.2

45.9
46.5

45.5

447
44.4

33.2

32.9
33.2

33.2
32.0

30.3
30.4

39.2
39.4
39.8

39.3

37-5

37.4

IS
13
17
13
14
14
15

0.39 in.

0.25
0.29

0.67
0.40
0.52

0.34

>

3

3

3

3

t

4

The hi;<hest temperature durinij the above period occurred ontheStbp

is,^6-therm. GO dejc- ; and the lowest on the llth, 1845—theim- 3Mg-
below zero.

covert at leisure. Another of these creatures made
uw of a very cunning device for the same purpose, i i r ,_ . - - -
In this instance he always led his pursuers to the cdne r^"^^^^^^ ,l\ ^ ^*^ ^^^^ stated in former Calendars,
ofa cliff that rose perpenaicularly fof severAl hundred
feot, and then diaiippeared, Xhe hunters had often
examined the spot, and miduoccssfully, for it seemed
that no winglesa animal could venture to take such a
fearful leap. Tho secret was. however, at last dis-
covered hy a concealed spy. The crafty fox wag seen
coiuxu^ quite at hb leisure to the edge of the cliff, and
then to look down. Some 10 feet below the edge there
wjis a kind of break in tlie strata of stone, formino- a
feind of step about a foot in width. h:f means ofIns
Claws the fox let himself down upon this step, and then
disappeared in a hollow, which was invisible from above.A man was lowered bv ropes to the spot, and found
that tiu^r» uFoo « «-:j„ & f_ 11 f . « . , .,

accommodating as the Pine must he admitted to he it
18 by no means benefited by a warm parched state of
the atmospliere; see that none of the stock is allowed
to suffer for want of water at the root. For succession
plants a temperature from 60" to 55" by means of fire-
heat wiU be sufficiently high, but it should not be
allowed to fall below 50°.

st/..»^ .t r , *" ^^^'^ ^'^'-'^> '*^ which thestony step formed an entrance.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBEniES,
Tn open weather dig borders, sweep and roll lawns

and gravel walks, prepare composts, lay turf, and see
that plants that are at all tender are well guarded from
severe frost. Protect also autumn-planted bulbs, and
prune the hardier sorts of Roses and shrubs. Pushthat there was a wide figure in the rock, to which the

;

forward all alterations as much as possibTe;so as' iTot
On searching the

;

to interfere with the ordinary routine operations. All

bvscrimWln., ^VW r* J
•%.""- "fJ'»;^-»^'^^«»'"K -a-uncuias ana roiyantlmse:oy scnimblmg over the cliff, aud With respect to Ranunculuses lose no time in makin

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : Ckricus. Rivers on Orchard Houses, Moore on the

Cucumber and Melon, and Neill s Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen

Garden.
Grapes: T. Of the varieties you name. West's St. Peter's aiid

Lady Downe's Seedling are late kinds, and should be pUntta

at the coolest end of your house ; the Muscats should occupy

the warmest end, and the Trentham Black and Hamburgha

the middle. Thus placed all may be made to succeed in oaa

large Vinery.J ,

Gtttta Percha: HG. We hearno comphiinta about this sub-

stance being unavutable for pump pipes ; for merely conaucb-

iiig water it is largely employed. For prices we must beg to

refer you to tho advertisements. Water passing t*"^"^

lead ia not injiu-ioua unless it, the water, la pure. Bara

waters exercise no appreciable action on that metal.

NAMta OF Plants : We have been so often obliged
^J^'^'

tuntly decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that^
venture to request our correspondents to recollect tjiat we

never have or could have undertaken an unlimited ^^^^^
tbis kind. Young gardeners, to whom these remarks mwfi

especially apply, should bear in mind that, before applym^^^

us for assistance, they should exhaust their other meajs oi

gaining information. We cannot save them the ^^ .J^^
examining and thinking for themselves; nor woiud « w
desirable if we could. All we can do ia to help them-i^a

that most willingly. It is nonr requested that, in f^^^'Jf^ _.
more than four plants may be sent us at one p°^^
W J L. Of the two Pines, that with strong stiflf leaves is some

variety of Pinaster. The other is either Pinua Brutia «

halepensia; no doubt the former if it ia perfectly aawy.

Without cones we are unable to give a more preciae "^^Pi^^

R. Serradilla is no new importation. It was in M^^rzi
from Portugal aa eariy aa 1818 or 1819. On light bad lan^

such aa that about Thetford, it produces heavy crops ot S^^
food, quite Uke Vetches, to which it is nearly related, i

botanical name is Omithopus sativus.—/C(fc Co. W^ig!
know next week what the Peas are.—/ S. It is ^^^1^
cable to name plants unless thev are in fair condition, i"^

impression of a leaf does not look Uke a Birch, but se^^JAt
belong to the common cut-leaved Alder. A leaf itsel w^^
have settled that i^Qiixt.—E Donuhue. The botamcal sp^
mens received from New York are the seeds of some 3>"

pias, and are not used in any manufacture.—-«<"7* *
^.

Pern does not appear to be at all different from Fteris *i

Una, of which it is probably a seedling plant, «^*S
sterile in consequence of too much confiuement. It

^J* .^
likely to be hardy ; but it may be a seedling of some txo\

^
form of the species, and we have no experience wnei^^

^^
not they are equally hardy with the native form. ^^^^
• root" eaten by the New Zealandera belongs « a i

closely allied to this.—ZorJ M. Young plants of Polystica

aculeatum, var. lobatum. ^a nf

Vea& : / W. lather you have not fully exphiined the m^^^.
dressing these or they require to be treated differe-Of

Your directions were exactly followed, but the Peas
^f^^.^

colour and were not tender. They seem to be ovxy "»

making green Pea soup.
, ^ ,^^^

Strawberries: H W. We really cannot recommend tradff^"^^

%* As usual, many communications have been reoe^ljub*
late, and others are detained till the necessary *°^^^^noii'
made. We must also beg the indulgence ofthose c^rrs^JJ^

ents the insertion of whose contributions ia still aol»y'^

r

F

r

t
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Edw. Purser, Secretary.

AT aKTTRES. &c,— Manufacturers

A ^^\'^Uer~^^^^ MANURES
J\ andothers eiigag^

instruction for their economical
^av obtain,

'^^'^L^^.^ft^^^^^^ to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

and efficient
prepaKition^oj,^_^^i^^i^^^e

^^^^ ^^,^,^^^.^1 college,

^* rnj^iP"^ °^ Q ASalysesof Soils, Guanos, Superpli03-

P^^'Mia?ib arrex^^^^^^ accuracy and despatch
other Mmerals are e

.^ instruction in Chemical

SySd !S"=-^^^ -^P^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^"^ accommoda-

tion at the College. ^ , .

I ,
(Established 1S40),

*^^TTivP the following MANURES ready for delivery ;—
^ CORN MANUIiK for AUTUMX SOWING.

BLOOD MANURE foe AUTUMN bOWiNG.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
SUPERPHOSPHATE MINLRAL.

m.^ Trndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
r-lUXO?di?cct from Messrs. Gibbs & Sons). SULPHATE OF

?StiONnA NITRATE of SODA, CRUSHED BONES, and

imT other*Miinure of kno^vn value, all of which they warrant

strictly genuine. Wholesale dealers supplied

fi" rLuburch Street, E.G. Edw. Fm
' ESTABLISHED Ts 1 2-

MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to talie

orders for their special MANURES for 1860. which they

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at

the lowest possible price, viz. :— ,,,„„
TURNIP MANURE! CLOVER MANURE
WHEAT ditto POTATO ditto

rxEASS ditto BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPnATE
OF LI3IE, Ac., all of which are warranted of the beat quality.

Apply to H. db T. Proctor, Cathiiy, Bristol ; or

Pboctok & Ryland, Bii-mingham and Chester.

MR J. H. LAWES manufactures the following
MANURES:—

TURNIP MANURE £6 6
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME . .. 6 6
lUNERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIMB 6 5
BARLEY MANURE 8

y.B. Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO direct from Messrs.

Cibbs, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and
other Chemical Manures.
WHEAT MANURE.—PERUVIAN GUANO is proved to be

the best and cheapest Artificial Manure for Wheat, at Atitumu
sowing,
American decorticated Cotton-seed Cake of best quality

auppUed at the market price.

Offices : 1, Adelaide Place. London Bridge, E.C.

URNARD, LACK, and CO/6 CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME

;
guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Ofthcse MiTjiuresDr. Voelcker says :—"Tliese results mxist

bo very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agilcultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, 4c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
&Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

w

T

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

O D A M S'S BLOOD M
mantjfactured by

A N U R £ S,

THE AT3Nr

NITRO-PHOSHATE oh BLOOD MANURE
COMPANY (-Limited), consisting of TENANT FARMERS,

occupying upwards of 30,000 acres of Land.

. , , „ . , Trustees.
Abel Smith, Jun.. Esq., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.
Cbariea Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico, S.W.
General Hall. Wostun CoIviUe, Linton, Cambridge.

S W '
^^*^'' ^^"^' "^'^^^^^^ Terrace, Belgravo Square,

„. . , J>ir€Ctors.
Chairman^-Jonaa Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
l>eputy Chairman.-John Collins, Esq., Myddleton Square,

VA . r, „ « Fentonville, E.C.
Edward DeU, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex, N.John Clftjdeu, E.^q., Littlebury, Essex.
Kichard Hunt, Esq.. Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Ihonias Knight, Esq., Edmonto^Middlesex, N.
«obort Leeds, Esq.. West LexbaTh, Norfolk.
Kobert Mor^n, Esq.. 72. Camden VjUas, Camden Town. N.W.Wirge Savill, Esq., Inythorpe. near Stamford.
iViUiam ColUua, Esq., 105. St John Street Road, E.C.
/teTiivrjt.—Messrs, Bamett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street, E.C
-^ Soliciton.
«eMra. King.sford <fe Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Aud.ior.~3. Carter Jonas. Esq., Cambridge.
Mmagtrt—yir. James Odums.

| Secretary.—Mr. C. T. Macadam.
Offices : 100, Feachurch Street, London, E.C. ; Manufactory,

Plaistow Marshes, Essex.
The Directors recommend these Manures with every confi-

dence to the attention of their brother Farmers, and the factmt they and the Shareholders fai-ra upwards of 30,000 acres
or land cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to
consumers. The high per centage of Soluble Phosphate, and^«t amount of Animal Matter yielding Ammonia they con-™. not only render them the cheapest, but also the most
rutural Manures, and the best calcujatedto produce a healthy,
*>>«ia, and heavy crop.

^

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.-This manureplains an unusually large per centage of Soluble Phosphate^me, and is therefore a highly valuable Manure for all root

U miVv^* r^.'^"*y ^^ *^® purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt.,

hekSth^l i**^"'^^^''^^«'^*^^^°o*i^Ia^"re,"and sold only by
^i!i2!52!^d Agents of the Comnauv.

^

EST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
LAND DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in 1844.
Inx'orporated by Act of Parliamekt in 1S4S.

Draining, Inclosing, Ii-rigating,Warping, Road Making, and
all kind of Land ImprovemontB. executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties, and the whole cost can be made
a Permanent Charge ou the Lands, or redeemable iu a certain
number of years. Bidwell & Brodie. Secretaiies.

Offices : Exeter ; and 30, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

LAND IMPROVEMENTS.
HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
are empowered by Act •f Parliament to assist the Owners of
Land in carrying into effect the following Improvein outs, and
charging the whole outlay and expenses on the property
improved.

I. All Works of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping, and Em^bank-
ment.

II. The erection of Farmhouses. Cottages for Agricultural
Labourers, and all kinds of Farm Buildings.

III. The construction of Roads. ,
IV. The Grubbing and Clearing of Old Woodlands, Enclosing,

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed ore—Teuanta for Life, Trustees, Jlortgagecs in
Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent persons.
Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a Term ex-
ceeding 14 years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal,
Incumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, ite.

The Owners of Estates not entailed, who may be desirous to
avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also avail themselves of the powers of the Company's Act to
charge their estates with an outlay in improvements.
In all cases the whole cost of the improvements, with the

attendant expenses, may be charged on the Estate, the term
for Building Works being limited to 31 years, but for all other
improvements being capable of extension to 50 years.
No investigation of title being required, and the charge not

being affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are incurred.
Operations under the Company's Act are divided into two

principal branches; one where the Landowner designs and
executes the improvements by his own Agent and mei ely
requires a loan from the Company to charge the Estate,—the
other where the Company undertake the entire respon-
sibility of the Improvement and obtain repayment by
way of Rent Chai-ge. In the first case the plans,
specifications, and estimates prepared by the Landowner's
Agent are forwarded to the Company to be submitted
for approval to the Inclosure Commissioners. As soon as the
sanction has been given the Landownerproceeds to execute the
works, and theCompany having conducted the businessthrough
all the official forms, complete the charge on the estate when
the works have been passed by the Commissioners, and repay
the Landowner the amount agreed upon.
In no part of the business is there any control upon a Land-

owner except by the Inclosure Commissioners. The Company
never interfere, except at the special request of the Landowner
or his Agent, and only to such extent 'as may further the
objects he has in view.
In the other case, where the Company are required to

execute the works, a report and estimate of the Improvo-
ment are sent to the Landowner, and having been approved,
the plans are then prepared and the works—either submitted to
public competition or entrusted to their own staff—are carried
on to completion, and the amount of the actual expenditure
only, approved by the Inclosure Commissioners with the Com-
pany's agreed commission and the Commissioners' expenses,
finally charged on the Estate for the term fixed by the
Landowner.
The Company also execute Drainage and all other Works of

Land Improvement ou Commission for the Owners of Estates
not Entailed who may wish to charge the outlay on the pro-
perty through the simple and inexpensive process of the
Company's Act.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Oflfices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street. London. S.W.

CCOLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE and CHEMI^TRY,
J and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, 8.

Principal-^. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., Ac.
Tlie system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisiteto prepare youth forthepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the ^^rts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities,
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

ammonia resulted
were a loss. To
tlie 30th of May,

Efit ^flttcttltttral ^KntU.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARF 4:, 1860,

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

( (Mr. Mecbi on Sewage.)
P.M.

Xncpn« IRELAND.
I U^EPH BERRY and SONS, Seed MERCirANXS,

WertST?^"*.-*'^
PERUVIAN GUANO and AgenU for the

JJ^Counties. SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, and other
^^g^j]^—8, Arrau Quay, Dublin.

P E R U

A TALUABLE paper by Mr, James Dote, of
Eccles-Newton, near Kelso, on Substitutes for
Guano which has been published in the current
Number of the Highland Society's Transactions
revives just at the proper season a subject of great
agricultural importance, and one the discussion of
which has undoubtedly had beneficial effects.
The high pricQ at which guano has been maintained
has created a new and enormous manufacture in
this country, and its prosperity has, on the other
hand, hindered the Peruvian Government from

superphosiliate (an exceedingly rich sample, 8^. ICs
per ton), and Rupe-cake (6Z. 5s. per ton).
They were applied in various quantities (so as

to be of nearly equal cost) on halt-acre plots, and
the whole produce was in every instance weighed.
The m' nure was applied (1) to Oats when sown, on
the 13_th of April, and there was a large gain
from^ nitrate of soda and from guano. They -were
applied to Barky (2) when sown, on the 25th of
April, and the guano paid its expense, while all
the others resulted in loss. To Eed-strawed Wheat
(3) they were applied on the 1st of May ; the
nitrate of soda and sulphate of
in a small gain, all the others
Beans they were applied (4) on
and the land was scuffled and hoed the same day ;

the guano and the superphos^jhate were a gain, all
the others were a loss.

The followirg are the author's remarks :

—

(I.) *' Here it will be observed that guano is the
most profitable application ; this agrees with my
previous experience. I have never found any
other manure so certain in its effect? upon Oats,
and I have rarely ever applied it without a pro-
fitable result ; but it will also be observed that
nitrate of soda, when applied as a top-dressing, is

not much behind it. Nitrate of soda is too soluble
to be applied at the time the seed is sown ; as it
acts so quickly, it is better to apply it when the
plant is growing."

'* Eape-coke and superphosphate are both com-
parative failures here. The conclusion I draw
from this experiment is, that nitrate of soda, if

judiciously applied, will prove as economical a
manure for Oats as guano, at the relative price of
the two this season."

(2.) *' Here it will again be observed that guana
leaves decidedly the best result ; but it was a mis-
take applying the nitrate and sulphate so early."

(3.) ** Here it ivill be observed that sulphate of
ammonia is very much superior to any of the other
manures used. This is in accordance with all my
previous experience ; in every trial I have made it

has been the most profitable application. It has
not the same tendency to cause the Wheat to lodge
as guano and nitrate of soda have, and the produce
is invariably more weight per bushel. In this
experiment none of the lots were laid—all stood
well up till cut; but in previous ones I have
noticed that if any of the lots were laid, the guano
and nitrate of soda ones were always first down."

(4.)
'* Throughout the season I never could observe

any difference in the appearance of the different

lots of Beans ; and when they were cut, I thought
none of the manures had had much effect, but both
the guano and superphosphate show a very good
result."

Another set of trials related to the influence of
these manures on Grass; and, applied at the rate
of about 37*. worth per acre, they are nearly all

profitable. The following are Mr. Dove's remarks
on the relative influence of nitrate of soda and
guano in these cases

:

I

** There is a loss hj applying guano at three
diflerent times : it is not sufficiently quick in its

action ior the last application to have had time to
do much good, though it got a sufficient quanity
of rain to wash it well in. This is in accord-
ance with nearly all my previous experience. This
was a peculiarly favourable season for top-dressing
Grass : fjr several weeks in the end of May and
beginning of June we had occasional wet days,
without any great fall of rain to wash away the
manures; aud in a favourable season I have gene-
rally found 3 cwt. of guano equal to 2 cwt. nitrate
of soda; but when a dry season occurs, nitrate of
soda has the decided advantage. Even if guano
is applied on a wet day, and apparently well
washed in—if it should immediately after set
in some weeks of dry weather—I have always
observed that it has not nearly the same
effect as it has when the weather continues
damp for some time after; while nitrate of
soda, if once washed in, never loses its effect.

I, J V J J if -ri

—

i-^'-v ""'J"" ^^"^ viiici ouua, n uuuti wusufcu iH, nevcr loses lis enecc
hand, hindered the Peruvian Government from Taking this into consideration, along with the
demanding higher prices than they da for guano, fact that it requires less rain to wash it in, I
How great is the quantity of artificial manures consider nitrate oi soda decidedly preferable to
provided in the market now may be iudced of bv euano as a manure for Grass, and at the relative

VIAN GUAN
ihe present Price of this valuable Manure i

O.

U/ sf rir . r^** l^.""^
^** upwards ? at the Depots iu London,

Ani^ o^prT„^
ton up to 30 tonst Liverpool, and Bristol!

AffirSe? iir f
protect themselves arainst the purchase of

P»Wiu^r^nifi ""f; ^** **^ inferior Guanos, puiporting to

to«X7iti^ f^""^ ^ Peruvian, consumers are Recommended
»»ioIt * n

to ourselves
; to our AGENTS, Messrs, Gibbs,

•••bUaiieLi: ' 1
Lu'^"^"^^ ^^"^ Bristol; or to Dealers of

Sa ftrdl^^,l*" throughout the Country, in whose honesty
C»^ sS;« f.^*^^?'P" P^^^^ implicit confidence.-ANTHosv"»•« eons. 15, Biahopsgate Street Within, London, E.G.

provided in the market now may be judged of by
the fact that in single instances the safe of it is in-
fluenced by the weather to the extent of thousands
of tons.

A wet spring, when such manures are known to

be most influential, by the thorough distribution
through the soil which they can tlma obtain, will

create a large demand, while dry weather iu April,

May, and June will check it, and the difference to

the manufacturer is something enormous.
Mr. Dove's experiments related to guano

(bought at 12/. 10«, per ton), nitrate of soda and

j
sulphate of ammonia (both at 18/". 10s. per ton),

.

decidedly pre
guano as a manure for Grass, and at the relative

prices this year more economical. Guano should
only be used when the weather is favourable for

o^etting it applied in April; when this can be done,

it answers very well to apply a moderate quantity

of it, and then apply a little nitrate of soda some
time in May. It is the general opinion that the

effects of nitrate of soda are more completely

exhausted by the first crop than those of guano ;

but I have not found this to be the case. I have
only twice followed out the results of an experi-

ment upon the crop succeeding the one to which it

was applied, and in both the lots dressed with
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nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia had the

advantage oyer those done with guano ; and when-
ever I have applied 2 cwt. nitrate of soda per acre

to Grass, the effect of it on the succeeding crop of

Oats could always he distinctly observed by the

eye."

A third set of experiments had Potatoes for their

sabject. The gain was pretty general in one case
;

sulphate of potash and superphosphate with

nitrate of soda alone being a loss ; it was very rare

in another case, being obtained only in the instance

of guano, Rape-cake, and superphosphate with

sulphate of ammonia.
Four sets of experiments on Turnips are next

described, and the following table states their

average results :

—
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Mr. Dove remarks:—"This is the first time
that I have tried superphosphate mixed with sul-
phate of ammonia on Turnips. I have often made
experiments with it mixed with guano, and have
always found that I could grow a greater A^eight
with the two combined than with either of them
singly ; but as this year the trials were under-
taken with the view of finding a substitute for
guano, I could not use it in that manner ; so I had
recourse to sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of
soda as the only other means at command for
supplying the amount of ammonia that previously
T had found necessary for raising a full crop of
Tomip on clay soils. I have always found that
though on light soils I could sometimes grow as
good a crop with bones alone or other manures
composed chiefly of phosphates, as with guano

;

on claj soils I could not. A supply of
ammonia seems absolutely necessary for the

growth of the Turnip on them ; andfree

the majority of my experiments this year were
made on clay soils. I did not know very well in
what proportions to mix them, so I tried them both
at 1 of the ammoniacal salt to 5 of the other, and
1 to 10 i the latter proportion answers best, though
it will be seen that all the mixed lots yield a
larger increase than the superphosphate alone."
The cost of the manures was kept nearly ecjual

in each set of these experiments, varying from
1/. 183. per acre in one set to about 21. 10s, in
another. And it must be borne in mind that the
Turnip crop was in that year around Kelso, ** one
of the worst that has been grown for many years
past." The conclusion, on the whole, to which
Mr. Dora is led will be satisfactory to most of our
readers. He says :

—

'*The conclusion to be drawn from the preced-
ing experiments appears to me to be this, that we
need not now consider that a supply of guano is
absolutely necessary for keeping up the fertility of
trio atvt\ ao Xi^im ^.^^il..— t._j. t i

these be improved, and the expense lessened, a

reduction in the price of guano must soon follow,

else the demand for it would quickly fall ofi". As it

is, I believe that there will be much less of it used in

proportion to other manures in the ensuing year
than there used to be formerly. For my own part,

for some years back, nearly'half of tbe artiticial

manures I bought every year consisted of guano,
but this year about four-flfths of them consisted of
other manures, and only one-flfth of guano.*'

"We have received a note from Mr. C. C. Bab-
is-GTON" respecting our late article on Dodder,
intimating that we are in error in supposing that
the Clover Dodder is of Asiatic origin. It is very
possible that he may be right in this respect,

though it is not certain that his Devonshire plant
on Bokhara Clover, which he calls Cuscuta approxi-^

mattty is the same with the Northumberland plant
on Khelat Trtfoil or Lucerne,' which Dr. Lindlet
had in view in Gardeners' Chronicle^ 1843, p. 771,
and in the Cyclopedia of Agriculture under
Cfscuta, and which he considered the same with
the European Clover Dodder, Mr. Babington",
however, has ascertained that Cifscuta Trifolii ^a.s
published by Dicxson in 1800, and that it is

common in several parts of the Continent, and this,
added to the fact that Mr. Bowee has been long
familiar "\vith the species, is quite enough to
account for its presence amongst us, thouo-h
not indigenous, without having recourse °to
any more remote origin The question as to the
identity of Dr. Lindlet's and Air. Babi:p^gton's
plants may therefore, so far as the agricultural
interest attached to the species is concerned, be
set on one side, and the farmer may expect to have
Clover seed of Dutch or French origin deteriorated
by Dodder, and should therefore take care to
examine it accurately, and sift it before it comes
into use. Mr. Babikgton says rightly enou^^h
that it IS proper that he should be apprised of tfis
necessity, as if he were led to believe that Indian
seed alone was affected, he would take no pains
about seed of European growth.* M. J, B,

In a recent article on the "use of iron in the
construction of agricultural buildings " we took a
rapid review of the leading peculiarities of its two
forms, cast and wrought iron, and presented a few
suggestions as to the best method of using and
testing them. We now proceed to give practical
examples of construction, taking occasion wherever

m m. The drinking troughs are shown at / z.- The
scale to whieti ttie drawing is made is attached. The dimensioB
of pillars where the building is only one storey in height,
as in Figs. 1, 2, 3, & 4, to be as follows : height over all 10 feet
diameter at lower part 5 inches, at upper part 4 inches. The
pillars to be hollow throughout, the internal core to be imifoni:
from top to bottom and 3 inches in diameter.
In setting the columns it is of the utmost importance to iaw

a good base on which to rest them, not only that they may
stand perfectly vertical or "plumb," but that a steady founda-
tion may also be given to them, so aa to resist all shocks or

blows, as of carts coming up against them, aa in cart-sbedi Ac,

»c

-2 3

the s^'ls there /e Lr su'b:g.;ce at com^^^^
opportunity occurs to give remarks on such points

As enabling us to exemplify the points of eon-

^'^«fto*S??«^^^'^"*'**i'^"i*T^HJ^^/*^°^ i° ^"^"3^^ Botany,
of Natural History.

18 only a question of reiative cost. On Turnips
tte cropto^hich hy far the largest quantity of

applied-auperphosphate and sulphate of ; Ion f^oiA'lf Ub^"'''^*'^'"'''"
'° "^

riG. 2.

carts backing up to Turnip sheds, dung court, &c. In Fig. if
give a drawing showiug on« method of forming thefoimo*'

tion for a cast-iron column. The part a a is of brick or st<»^

a solid block of the latter will be best ; if the
former is employed it should be carefully set

in cement. The base-iilate & 6 is bolted securely
to the foundation a a; or it may be let into a hol-
low space cut out on the upper surface of the stone.

The base-plate 6 6 is provided with a projecting
snag or cross, c, which fits into the hollow part

of the column d d. It adds

much to the stability of the

column if its base extends
considerably beyond the line

of column, as « « beyond
the lines d d. The end or

lower surface of the base

should be faced in the lathe,

and also the upper surface

of base-plate 6 b. This is

necessarjLin order to secure

perfect bearing between the

oase ofcolumn and base-pbte
on which it rests.

The importance of having
the bearing surfaces perfectly
flat may be gathered froca

a brief regumi^ of Mr. Hodg'
p... Q kinson's experiments. A
i* iG. d. . pjjj^j. ^j(.j^ j^g gj^^g Tjerfectly i

flat and fixed immovably was found to be three

5.

m-.
r

times as strong as one with its ends rounded and
moveable on ajcant, as m some forms of cranes.
Supposing three long pillars of equal diameter
and length, one to have its ends round, the
second one end flat and the other round, and
the third both ends perfectly flat : their strength ^
would be as 1, 2, and 3, that is number 2 would oe^
and number 3 three times as strong as number 1.J_jl
exemphfied in the diagram in Fig. 3, the figures "P'^Jtii
the reiative strengths. Again the importance ^^ ''"J^ftW
pUIar perfectly plumb, this depending upon the fin^*"

jjr.

base, may be gathered from another deduction "^ug^jfi

Hodgkinson's experiments ; thus, if the pressure is J*! i''

/!
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the excremeiitUious matter which is supposed to be
thrown off by plants. Lime, I believe, performs this

Fig. 5.

^^y demtion from the true plumh-line e f wiU therefore

4"''?.^n^to Sbe'rSS'^ If the ground in which

tuffo'^SonB^are Sad^e is ?oa.paratively firm, the form of

bearing in Fig- 2 will

besufacient; where,

however, it is yielding

and uuceitain in

character it will be

ttfer to turn inverted

ai-ches between the

foundations of the

pillars as d. Fig. 5,

between c c. The

stones 6 6 in this case

rest upon bases of

brickwork, ce: a a

is the ground line.

^Vliere the foundation

-of the building is

aolH rock a simpler

base may be adopted,

as in Fig. 6, where
an aperture, o, is

<:ut in the rock, b b,

the pillar, c, having

the aperture, a.

Figures 2 and 6 are drawn on a scale of 1 inch to the foot.

Fig. 6.

a projecting part, d, which fits into

A DRESSING WITH STRAAV.
CovEEiKG old lea with the straw that is useless as

fodder, and folding sheep over it, is a very old-fashioiied

but most economical way of making a good manure
for the Wheat crop. We cannot call it farmyard manure,
bat it 13 the nearest approach to it, and may be spoken
of under the same head. This covering of straw is

usually laid on during the winter or early spring, wlien
other operations cannot be carried on. It is during the
summer months that the greatest advantages are
derived from it ; not in its causing the more rapid growth
of Grass only, but through its causing the formation of
nitrates in the soil, and through its adding to the
better mechanical state of the soil. There are few farmers
that have not noticed tlie luxuriant vegetation that
T^'ows on land that has been occupied by a hay or corn
rick the preceding year, Now we naturally inquire the
cause of such vigorous growth. It cannot be rest only,
as the land that was not cultivated through its close
proximity to the rick does not grow such rank vegeta-
tion. Then it most be the covering, which so alters
both the mechanical and chemical state of the soil, and
prepares it for, and causes the benefit derived by, the
plants. This fertility become more apparent wliere the
nek has stood during the summer months. Kow the
covering of the old lea with straw has the same chemical
and mechanical effect, only in a less degree, as was
produced by the hay rick. It has also the same effect
.15 What has been termed « Gurneyism." This term was
used a few years ago to signify a covering of straw or
other matter, on Grass land, which was used by Mr.
Ourney, and w;hich was noticed by that gentleman to
have a fertilising effect. It was merely the covering
which gave the good result in question, as was proved
^y the experiments of this gentleman. Mr. Gurney
says :—" A piece of Grass land hag been covered durino-
the day, from six o'clock in the morning to six at mVht"
and eft uncovered during the night, for six weeks.
Another piece lying adjoining had been covered by
night and uncovered by day during the same period.
ihe tirst piece—namely that uncovered by night and
covered by day -soon changed colour, put on a deep
^reen and rapidly iacroased in length ; but the piece of
Orass covered by night and uncovered by day soon
changed to a yellowish colour, and looked sickly and
apparently dying The effect i^roduced by the covering
ot this straw has been described as resulting from the
formation of nitrate of lime in the soil. If so, it is our
cheapest means of increasing one of the most costly sub-

latter office. Plants (Sainfoin for instance) probably
secrete organic acids, and partially organised matter
that require to be neutralised or decomposed before tbe
same description of plant can grow healthily on the
same soil. Sainfoin does not require more lime than
many other plants, yet it cannot be depended on on soils

that do not contain an abundance of lime. T think that
this cause may be found in the action of lime on the
secretions of tho plant. This matter, which is thrown
out by the plant during its continuous growth, might
be of benefit to other plants but destructive to the
plants that throw it off. I now come to the manuring
of meadows. It is my practice to give my meadows a
covering of straw annually. This is done immediately
after the removal of the hay, or after the after-Grass hiis

been fed. I prefer the former time, as it prevents the
parching effect of the sun, and adds much to the bulk of
the crop, whilst the following crops are not diminished
by this early application. Now I have one meadow
that requires chalking. The earth does not effervesce

Mangel Wurzel leaves, then on Turnip-tops, and then
successively on Turnips, Swedes, and Mangel Wurzel,

enabling it better to retain moisture, and the effect

produced in this way is scai'cely apparent. This is the
want of lime in tbe soil. But on the other meadows
that contain an abundance of lime, the covering has
the effect of causing a rapid and vigorous growth.
The barren soils are thus made comparatively fertile.

I cut double the weight of hay I should without the
application. It is my conviction that I should cut
little more were I to lay on the richest farmyard
maimre. I do not think that this effect could be pro-
duced without the action of nitrogen on the plants. If
so, this covering must he a means of rendering the
inactive nitrogen available. But I fear that there is

one little drawback to this treatment of our meadows.
I allude to the herbage- It appeal's to me that this

treatment causes the coarser varieties of Grass to over-
power and destroy some of the finer herbage, I do
not state this as being a fact ; I merely speak from
observation without strict examination. I hope that it

is not so, but that the starved jjlauts which appeared
to be finer varieties are only become stout fellows

through being better fed and better cared for. Another
use to which waste straw can be applied with consider-
able benefitis to theTurnip land. If laid on the stubbles
and ploughed in in the autumn it causes a beautiful
tilth during the following spring and summer, and
probably the gases that ai-e generated during its

decomposition act on and liberate many substances that
would otherwise remain inactive. Mr, Summers at the
Milhourne Farmer^s Club,

THE FOOD OF THE COW.
Ix the common practice of our dairy districts it is (1)

pasturage in summer, and hay and straw with, in some
cases, a few Turnips and Mangel ^Wurzel in winter.
She will consume in depasturing probably 1^ cwt. of
Grass daily, varying of course according to age and
size, or during seven months of grazing as much as 16
tons of" green food. Pastures which would by July
have growth enough on them to make from 20 to 40
cwt- of hny, and which will when that is cut grow
probably |ths as much Grass after July 1 as they had
grown before, will, if their growth be eaten down from
week to week throughout the season, have produced
from 7 to 14 tons of green food per acre. From 1;^ acre

stances which we purchase in the manure mai-ket—nitro-
gen. There is about 75 per cent, of nitrogen in the air we
breath, and Liebig has told us that there is enouc^h in
our soils for many rotations of ci'ops. This being so, we
ought to hail with delight any jneans by which we can
«n«e_it to become available for our crops. If a thick
covering of straw, which prevents the penetrating rays
«J^e sun from acting on the soil, does contribute to the

I^-*°1,''^
""^""^^^ °*' ^'"'^ ^" *'^^ ^'^' ^t points out to

^l^m the march that practice has got on science. I«»>e laid on coverings of straw on various descriptions
oi i^d and have invariably found that land that does

n^*»^ " *'"^' ""'^ *^^'**^ '"^'^^^^^ "Ot effervesce with anac
0^

does receive little benefit from the application, but
" i^d on a soil that contains abundance of lime, yeeeta-

th?."r}"^!-"P "j^^ ^^'""^ ^^^^P S^«^" >^^^'^ ^ve see Iftei-

Kfl^f^i'fV.'*''
°^ "'^''^*^' *^ °"^ ^^*^« or corn ci-ops.

andJhk,!- iT^v""^.*"^ ^ ^"""'^^ ^^^^« "^ ^''^^ ^-^^«ts,

what if
^^^'^ therefore be taken as a shadowy proof of^»at has been advanced. Straw as a coTerin^ only

^Uncer"""^''-^
chemical action on the fertilising

ftrmati^ cause,

**«>o»po«tion of the vegetable matter"in"the"^raml

of the best Grass lands to as much as 2^ of the poorer
, „.^ ^..»*^ a....-*,.*^** ^x ^j.^^ in^xco, w«.u wmj u

class will thus be wanted for the summer maintenance acres of permanent pasture, maintained in Grass for the

along with cut straw and hay chaff.

(3.) Mr. M'Adam of Silverdale, Staffordshire, gives Ids
cows "as much pasture as they can eat in summer, and
as many roots as will maintain them in good condition
during winter." If there is ample supply of good
\Yheat straw for fodder, GO lbs. of Turnips daily apiece,
given morning and afternoon, will suffice, but if the
supply of fodder is bare, 84 lbs. arc given dnily to each
cow, (4.) The feeding of dairy cows in Wigtonshire,
from which county Mr. M'Adam comes, includes 1|
acres of pasture during summer, 4 tons of Turnips
during winter, and 2 bushels of Beans given as Bean-
meal at spring time of the year. (5.) In Fifeshire,

Mr, Haxton, a farme'r of that county, puts the annual
feeding of the dairy cow at 24 acres of Grass, 9J tons
of Turnips, and 30 cwt. of Oat straw as fodder,
together Avith 1 ton of Wheat straw as litter.

(6.) Mr.Young, who keeps alarge dairy in that county,
feeds his cows in Clover fields (2 acres per cow) during
summer, giving them in addition a little dreg (spent
liquor of the distillery), in tubs in the field. In hot
weather they are fed on cut Clover and Vetches in

yards, about one-sixth of an acre b(?ing required for this

purpose to each cow. In autumn they receive one-third
of a bushel of grains apiece daily in addition. During
winter they have four meals daily each, followed by
Oat straw ; the first at 8 A.M., consisting of a boiled
mess of 30 lbs. of Swedes, \\ lbs. of Linseed meal, and
2 lbs. of Bean-meal mixed with a quantitv of chaff and

10 A.M., GO lbs. of Yellow
one-sixth of a bushel of

5 P.M., GO lbs, of Yellow
Turnips as before. That house feeding of cows, of
which this is a very liberal example, is well adapted for

the production of milk alone, the experience of London
dairies testifies, and when it is combined with d^ly
exercise for two or three houi's in a pasture-field, it is

admirable for all purposes. But an exclusive house
feeding of dairy stock is not generally found to produce
good butter or cheese. A correspondent of the Agricul-
ttiral Gazette writing from Waterhouse, near Batb^
says :—" Dr. Playfair in his lecture {Agricultural
Societtf^s Journal, vol, iv.) states that, to the effectual

forming of caseine in milk, exercise is necessary to the
cow. ^ly experience has shown me the same results,

having had at one time, and for several years, as many
as 20 cows house-fed, or soiled, as it is termed. And it

amounts to this :—That If cows are properly managed,
ue. kept clean in an airy house, curry-combed and
brushed often, with good fresh water at their command,
plenty of food cut green and fresh as long as available,

and hay and Carrots, Parsnips, and Mangel Wurzel, &c.
at other periods, with salt strewed over it; they can he
kept all through the year quite as well as if they were
in a meadow, and that for milk only this system is

superior to any other. But for butter or cheese I
cannot recommend it; the former, although as good as

much w^hich is sold in cities, seldom had as fine a flavour

as that from a cow grazing in a meadow. It was
winter butter at all seasons. And as to cheese, it

resembled the Dutch in flavour—in fact w^as always of
an inferior kind, and sold accordingly."

(7.) When, however, the object Is to obtain the largest
supply of milk, as in the town dairies, house feeding is

the best system. Here, the great reliance is placed on
grains, of which a bushel a day per cow or even more is

given, together with 10 or 12 lbs. of hay, and li cwt.
of roots, chiefly Mangel Wurzel, or in place of the two
last, abundance of cut green food. Clover, Vetches, &c.
during summer. This with ample supply of water
forms the daily food of the large Yorkshire cows to be
found in London dairies. (8.) Where this rich houie
feeding is combined with daily exercise, though on verj-

poor pasture, successful dairies both of milk
and butter have been established. Mr. Smith, of
Chipstead in Surrey, has established a dairy of
thirty cows with remarkable success * upon a poor
dry chalk hill-farm of 210 acres, with only 5

of the cow. One acre of whole Grass and the aftermath
of another acre mown for winter hay will in the former
case be sufficient for a cow; and double that extent
will be needed In the latter case. The cow will thus
recCTve fully \ of a cwt. of hay daily during the five
winter months. In Gloucestershire this is generally
given it in the field; the cattle being foddered morning
and evening unsheltered ; and 2^ tons of hay a head are
considered an ample Avinter*s allowance.

(2.) In Cheshire the dairy cows are generally received
into yards and stalls during winter: 2^ or 3 acres of
Grass land per cow are the general allowance in order
to supply sufficient summer pasturage and winter
provender; but the dairy farms in that county generally
have a larger proportion of amble land attached to

convenience of possessing a turn out, and not for any
merit as Grass land. Here the cows for eight months
in the year are fed upon cut straw, bran. Turnips, and
Mangel Wurzel, having no other assistance than the
food they pick up in fine weather; the other four
months they are principally dependent on cut Tares
and other artificially raised green food ; and yet upon
this keep the butter produced is of the finest quality,
and readily finds purchasers all the year from neigh-
bouring occupiers and owners of farms, at prices of
14rf. and \Qd. per lb., according to the time of year ;

and so successful is the resiUt, in a pecuniary view, that

Mr. Smith is increasing the extent of his dairy as isak

aa the increasing lertiiity of the laud gives him the
means to keep more cows. (9.) This Is indeed the

system which was adopted "hy Mr. Cmm^^t in the feed-them, and it is common to give the cows Turnips, _

Mangel Wurzel, and straw, as well as hay. The
j
ing of his extraordinary cow already quoted. She

Xariwjrley Parmer's Club in that county resolved, [

consumed 8 bushels of grains, and 4 bushels of bran

regarding the winter feeding of their cows after cheese- i
weekly during winter, togetlier with f-cwt of hay, and

- -
- That straw and Turnips are the a i^w Carrots; and in summer she consumed Z\ bushels

- - of grains, and li bushel of bran weekly, together with

the green food grown on 54 perches of Clover and

Rye-Grass, 12| perches of Lucerne, and 2,\ perches of

Carrote. She had 18 perches of land on which to walk.

(10.) A more common method however is to

pasture the cows in summer, giving them cut ^reen

food towards autumn and in early summer in addition.

i

making liad ceased,

best and cheapest for the early part of the winter;
nnd as the season progresses, half the quantity of
Turnips with hay and a little com; and in a season of

scarcity, or after a bad harvest, ordinary fodder (hay

and straw), with steaming and cutting is recommended."
Mr, Palin of Tarvin, neai* Chester, states that his cows

being gradually brought into yardii towards winter, as

the yield of milk ceases, are fed ia stalls, first on

I

I * 3lr, Hewitt Davia, in t!ie Affricultural 0*<««.
/
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und feeding in stalls or yards on roots, grains, and hay,

and steamed messes during winter. And of this one or

two additional instances may be given. Mr. Pigott, of

Stoke, Norfolk, speaks in the Agricultural Gazette of

liis small dairy of cows, pastured wholly during five

months of summer, and receiving during winter 1

husliel of grains, 1^ bushel of cut Turnips, and 1 bushel

of Mangel Wurzel, together with 2 bushels of cut hay
and straw chaff, mixed and steamed, btsides wliich they

;o out to a Grass field for an hour or two during mitl-

lay. (11.) Another correspondent of the same paper,

speaking of the winter feeding of his two cow.«, says:—
" I have a boiler containing about 40 gallons, and into

it I put about 50 lbs. of Turnips, a considerable quantity

of water, and about 12 lbs, of straw cut into chaff, and
this is boiled for about two hours, when it becomes a

dark nasty looking mess; one>half of this is taken out
into two tubs, and whilst warm n Ih. of Bean or Pea-
meal is stirred into each, and then given to each cow
at about 110° of heat. Tliat which is left in the boiler

remains till morning, and if well covered up is still

warm enough for use; it is then mixed with the Pea or

Beanracal, as before, and given to the cows at; break
of day; this, with hay quantum suff., constitutes their

daily diet ; and I get about 6i lbs. of butter weekly
from each cow. The butter produced in this way has
no taste of Turnips, and the avidity with which the
cows eat this boiled mess is a good criterion of its value.

^Vhen given to the cows it should be thin and sloppy."

(12.) For small Ayrshire cows, the following has been
found a sufficient winter dietary on which to keep them
in full milk;—30 to 40 lbs. of boiled Turnips, with
6 lbs. of cut straw, and 3 lbs. of Beanmeal mashed up
in them ; straw ad lib. being supplied in addition.

(13.) Mr, Horsfall's winter feeding is remarkably
liberal, but he receives his return in the fattening
of bis cows at the time they are giving milk. The
following is the report to the English Agricultural
Society of his management:—He had for four years
given his dairy cows Rape-cake, of the kind termed
"green" cake, which imparted to the butter a finer
flavour than any other kind of cake ; and in order to
induce them to eat it, he blended it with one quarter

. the quantity of malt-dust, one quarter bran, and twice
: the quantity of a mixture in equal proportions of Bean-
•traw. Oat-straw, and Oat-shells; all well mixed up
together, moistened, and steamed for one hour. This
steamed food had a very fragrant odour, and was much

.
relished by the cattle : it was given warm three times
a day; at the rate of about 7 lbs. to each cow (or 21 lbs.
daily.) Bean-meal was also scattered dry over the

.Btearaed food, cows in full milk getting 2 lbs. per day,
.
the others but little. He had found this substance to
be an unfailing means of keeping up the condition of
cows while givmg milk. When the animals had eaten
up this flteame<l food and Bean-meal, they were each
supplied daily with 28 to 35 lbs. of Cabbages from
October to December, of Kohl-Rabl till February, or of
Mangels till Grass time; each cow having given to her,
after each of the three feedings, 4, lbs. of meadow hay
(or 12 lbs. daily). The roots were not cut, but given
whole. The animals were twice a day allowed to drink
as much water as they desired. Since the date of this
report, Mr. Horsfall has discontinued the use of Bean-
meal owmg to its comparative price, and has given in
its place, along with about 5 lbs. of Rape-cake, an
additional allowance of malt combes, and 2 or 3 lbs
of Jndiun Corn-meal per cow. On tins food, in instances
ac ually observed, his cows have given 14 quarts of
milk a day, and gained ficbh at the rate of about i cwt
per month.

As^regnrds the summer feeding of these cattle, Mr.
Hors all says :~" During May, my cows are turned out
on a rich pasture near the homestead; towards evening
they are agam housed for the night, when they are
supphed with a mess of the steamed mixture and a

ilv *J T^ morning and evening. During June,

^tj^^^^""^'!
«re better ^rown, mown Gr«s is

f'J^^^<^
them instead of hay, and they are also allowed

^ntlln H ?n nT,'^ "^^^^™- ^''"« treatment is

Loused. In January, 1854, I commenced weighing mymilch cows; and I have continued this practice once amonth almost without omission. I fiild that cows infull milk yieldmg 12 to 16 quarts each per day varybut little m weight, some losing, others gaining.MtU
It 19 common for a cow to continue from six to'eigfitmonths before she gives below 12 quarts per day, atwhich time she has usually, if not invariably, gained
weight The cows giving less than 12 qua^t., anddown to 5 quarts per day, are found when free from
ailment to gam without exception. This gain, with an
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^ii^thatg^Ihr^iirbe in active request." Ko remaiks which ought to be remedied. Thr7^S:dn^e~Tol;
«rp m^rlP of the sad loss of Potatoes arising from the paid tins year is nearly 11 per cent, above the am...are made of the sad loss of Potatoes arising

late frosts, which we now truthfully affirm is ten times

greater in Kssex and Suffolk than from disease, and as

this visitation of early fiost was universal, no doubt in

other localities the loss is equally as great. In our

own town we know of one dealer who has 70 bushels

frozen in one clamp. Another friend from Suffolk

informs us that a farmer there had 500 bushels all

destroyed by frost. If the failure from disease tells on

the high price of that article and on corn, as is antici-

pated from disease, what must be the result from the

effects of frost, that being universal, and the disease

only very partial ? Ahraham Eardy Sf Son, Maldon,

Essex,
TJtislIes.—The simplest and best method of destroy-

ing these in my opinion is after they have made their

growth, and just before they'show flower. Immediately

after heavy rain set a labourer to work with a pair of

strong harvest gloves and pull them up. Of course it

requires a little care or art to get them up, with as

much root as possible, that is to say a slow steady pull

straight up. If in a field of corn let the labourer begin

on the outside land ; as he pulls up the Thistles with

his right hand place them under his left arm until he

has got as many as he can well carry to either end of

the field; if laid in heaps they will very soon rot, or

they might be laid in the furrows in small quantities.

If this is done with care little damage need occur to the

standing corn. By deep ploughing for root crops and

careful cleaning Thistles cannot live. C, A*
Climate of Scotland,—het me call the attention of

your readers to the returns of meteorological observa-

tions in difierent parts of Scotland, as collected by the

Scottish Meteorological Association, and published at

their recent meeting. The following are the remarks

of Mr. Milne Home on the subject:—In connection

with Mr. Arbuthnot's suggestion in regard to contrast-

ing the rainfall of different parts of the country, he
might advert to the dingrams prepared and sent in by a

number of their observers in various parts of the

country', and which exhibited the results of their ob-

servations. Mr. Milne Home proceeded to explain the

diagrams (about 30 in number), which were arranged

on the wall according to the latitude of the stations to

which they referred—Elgin, the most northerly, being

at the top, with Gadgirth, in Ayrshire, and Wanloch-
head, in Dumfriesshire, at the bottom. He pointed

out the remarkable harmony of their markings and
fluctuations, indicative of the range of the baro-

meter and thermometer, the pressure of the wind,
and the fall of rain at the different stations, as

showing the care with whicli the observations
had been made, and the dependence which might
be placed upon them. It was noticeable that the mean
temperature was highest in those stations which were
near the sea. Mr. Burgess had completed the tables
begun by his predecessor, Mr. Everett, showing the
mean temperature of all their different stations for the
last three yeais; and, as the council thought that it

would be still more important to exhibit the range or
extremes of temperature at the various stations, Mr.
Burgess had during the last quarter compiled tables
showing the mean daily range of temperature at all the
stations at which observations had been made for three
years. Mr. Milne Home exhibited two tabular forms,
drawn up from those compiled by Mr. Burgess, the
first of which showed the average daily range of
temperature over all Scotland for each month in the
year, as follows

:

at which tithes were commuted, ar.d that, too +

time when Wlieat is selling at from 5s. to 55. Q^
bushel, it was 9 per cent, above last year, and'wll

I>eg.
January .. .. 9.

Febniarj ,. ., lo.S
March II.3
April 13.8
May ,. .. .. ]4.
June 16.

The extremes, it would

July
Augfust
September
October
November
December

* «

Deg.
16.7
15.4
13.7
11.8

9.4

8.6
be seen, were greatest in

summer. The next table, which was of some interest
in an agricultural and botanical point of view, showed
the parts of the country where the range of temperature
was greatest and least during the year. He had put
down five stations in each list, selected from different
parts of the country :

amount
'f>, at a

^d, per

continue at a high rate for three or four years lonp
while Wheat is at a low figure—that is, supposingV
prices to continue so long. This is not an exceptional
case. Let anybody look through the tables giving th
annual average price of Wlieat, &c,, since the commn^
tation of tithes, and they will see that the reiit-charee

has a tendency to rise when prices are low, and to
become low when prices are high, the result of the
averages being struck upon so long a period as a seir,

tennial one. Experience shows that high and low prJcM
of corn are apt to alternate in cycles of three, fcur or

five years; consequently after the high prices cease it

takes some years to bring the rent-charge down to tlie

existing prices, and when this is about to take place tlie

high prices recommence, and produce the contrary state

of things. This often causes the farmer to pay his

rent-charge grudgingly. T never spoke to a tenant.

farmer on the subject without hearing a complaint and
being told that he would much rather pay a high rate of

rent-charge when agricultural produce was selling well

and ince versa. The attainment of this desideratvm cocld

approximated to by shortening the septennial into a

triennial period, inasmuch as the period being so ranch

shortened each year's piicos would materially affect the

averages. It may be said that the rent-charge is a

charge on land, and does not concern the occupier; but

the tenant really pays this with other charges in very

many cases, and at any rate I foci quite sure land-

owner, tenant, and clergyman would be glad* of a

chiinge, which could work no injury to anybody, and

would create more content among agricidt arista.

H. C. L., Jan, 27.

Early Sowing Mangel Wurzel.— I should not have

troubled you again on the subject in question were I

not anxious to assure your "Fen Keporter" that no one

is more impressed with the importance of a conrteoas

tone in discussion than I am. Every one who has

studied the cultivation of the soil will admit that loth

mind and matter must mov'e on. What with the steam

plough and many other innovations, the agricnltoral

world is on the eve of a revolution. I grant, seeing is

believing, but the eye must be sharpened and the vision

extended; indeed, we must look with the eye of faith

if we intend to keep near to the markj the advanced

science of late has far outstripped the teaching of «•

perience. Entertaining these views, as I do, your "Fen

Reporter'* will not be surprised when I fancied that a

natural law which operated in otJier places might have

had some influence in the Isle of Ely. The only credit!

take in growing Mangel is in deep and autumn cultiva-

tion, early sowing, and thick seeding; for thisyear'i

crop we have about 30 acres ready to sow ; one portioE

intended for Mangel is a light gravelly soil, after Barley,

which received the following treatment :—Soon after

harvest the field was well scarified with <!olinan's cul'

tivator, harrowed, all refuse collected and burned ; akut

the beginning of December last 45 tons per acre of good

London dung was put on and immediately ploughed jft

with a. double furrow, the first effectually turning in'

the dung, the second throwing a deep furrow over. Thm

it will remain until seed-time, when 1 intend to sow a

quantity of salt before the harrow, which is the only

implement used before the drill, and the roller the only

one after. From this your "Fen Keporter" will percelv*

that I have consolidation in the only proper sense of the

term, as no implement can equal Nature in perfurmicg

that operation. On dusty soils I still have a stron?

impression that Mangel seeds in a dry and hot M»J

day, with their hard^ and thirsty coats, are very rs^

grateful for a wee-drop of water. On our marsh land*

here I have learned from the teaching of experience

that two and three months, with the aid of sevem

sprinklings, have neither been too long or too ^^^^r*

rouse them into action. Tour "Fen Keporter,"w
in the humour, may tell me something to my advantage;

he need not be afraid of offending : a hard lesson m"

not hurt me. F. Mitchell,

Greatest.
Stobo (Peebles) .

Dnimlanrig
MnnBroBwalls
Tbirlstaue
Tester

* »

Deg.
'16.7
16.
14.5
13.7
13.7

least. Deg.
Sandwick (Orkney) .

.

8.6
Storaoway (Lewis) ,

,

8.

5

Baillieston 8.4
Greenock , . , . ,

.

g.i
Edinburgh . . . . .

.

6.9

T^^^^^ ""^ ""''"'^ ® *^''"'*« I'^^ ^'«>'' '« «t *he rate
of 7 to 8 lbs. per week eacJi," 'ihis, of course, is only

and sold fat, Morton's Sandhool' of Dairy Husbandry

Home Correspondence.
i'ofa^tf^.—Tn an agricultural report in the "Farmer's

-Magazme" it has been noticed— "Although large
supplies of Potatoes have come to hand in fair condition,

'^tir' *
^*'*^"''^' '^^^^ continued to rtach ue fr^mvarious quarters m reference to the progress of disease •

some correspondents uffivm that fuH™
crop IS diseased. If this staten^entV co rect p^^^^^^which now range from 70ff to 140 "^ '-"'^*^Lt prices

higher, and we shall have eiiancalou^^^^^ I?
^^

f""'^
^^^* ^'^^^^ °^ '^'*^ septennial period up to"cul.iuouaons for ^\ heat, December 31, 1859, will illustrate a defect in the law

Edinburgh was the place, of all Scotland, so far as' their
observations had yet gone, where the range of tempera-
ture was smallest. Its proximity to the sea was not so
close or so peculiar as to account for this remarkable
equality of temperature, and he was disposed to reler it
to the vast mass of buildings in which fires were con-
stantly kept in a large town, by which the heat was
collected and retained. This had led some members
of_ the Society to object to their observatories
being placed in large towns (the Glasgow station
was two miles from the city), on the ground that
they did not give the true temperature of that
part of the country. He thought, however, that
It was very important to ascertain the effect of
large aggregations of houses in a sanitary point of view,
and it seemed to be established that large towns were
the best places, especially in winter, for invalids requir-
ing equality of temperature,

Tiihe Acerages.—X glance at the tithe averages for
the last seven years, and at the amount of rent-charffo
to be -"•'' ^'•- '^ • - • '

Dec

ocfctfegf*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLA5D.

A Monthly Council was held on Wedaesiiy

Feb. 1, Lord Walsingham, President, in the chair.

Finances.—Tlie Hon. Colonel Nelson Wood pieseow

the report of the Finance Committee, from which iJ"K

pearedthat the current cash balance in thebanofl

the bankers on Jan. 31, 1860, was 3634/. Is^- *

Chairman further reported that the a^ithoritlcsnti^

tcrbury had transmitted to the Society to^^^'jf^uit

expenses of the ensuing country meeting, to^^J^
, 9,

that city in the week commencing ^^^"^''^•^'
, S is

next, a subscription of 1500?., which was include«

that general balance, .^^
Canteebtjet Meeting.—Lord Leigh, Vice-Chai^

of the General Canterbury Committee, J*eP^^'f*^-S

recommendation of the plan of the Show-yard
suUm^^

to them by the Hon. Director of the Show ana
.

Society's Contracjtor of Works. His Lordship also

mitted a list of Prizes which liad been offered oj
^

Local Committee at Canterbury, and ^^'"*^*\
Jtotli^

I

cepted with thanks and ordered to be appeudeUt

: Prize Sheets of the Society.

I

>
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gJJ^S^iCoMiiiTTEES.—Tho Standing Committees

for the year were appolntc^l.

Oa the motion of Mr. Torr. seconded by Sir John

«hpl!ev the consideration of the beat manner of convey-

iW the thanks of tlie Council to Mr. Brandreth Gihbs

for his services as Honorary Secretary of the Society

during a period of seven months, was referred to a

Committee who should report to the next ]\Ionthly

°The'AnnaaI Report of the Royal Veterinary College

^as received, and directed to be rend at the next

Weekly Council.

The Council then adjourned to its Weekly Meeting

on the 8th inst.

Highland and AGEiCTrLTirHAi..~At the late general

meeting 153 new members were elected. The oflSce-

bearers for the year were nominated. Mr. Russell, late

of Kilwhiss, has been appointed Editor of the Society's

Transactions, an office hitherto held by Mr. Henry
Stephens. Mr. G. Hope, of Feuton Barns, was elected

^n the Kducation Committee, in the room of the late

John Finnic, of Swanston, to the usefulness of wliose life,

and the great loss the Society has sustained by his

death, the highest testimony was borne.

Finance.—Sir W. Gibson Craig, as hon. treasurer,

then laid on the table the accounts of the Society, of

which an abstract was circulated at the meeting. The
abstract showed balance at 30th November, 1858,
1333/. ; interest, &c,, on ciipital, 14807. ; annual
subscriptions, 890Z. ; life subscriptions, 9537. ; Aberdeen
show, 2609/. J making the charge along with other
items of revenue, 7884/. On the discharge side tlie

leading entries were—establishment expenses (including
secretary's salary, 500/.), 920/. ; chemical department,
405/.; veterinary department, 37/. 10,?. ; museum, 327/.

;

premiums, 2073/.; Aberdeen show, general expenses,
1558/.; balance on bank account, 1412/. ; making with
other items the discharge equal to the charge, 7884/.
Considerable discussion then ensued turning chiefly on
the cost of the management as compared with the
annual income derived from subscriptions of members.
The report was nevertheless carried.

The Sdlnlurgh Show and the nature of certain pro-
tests relating to awards in the live stock classes were
then referred to, and on one of them the secretary gave
the following explanation :— The secretary read a
memoraudnm which had been drawn up in reference to
the case. It stated that Mr. Tod entered a Short-horn
fiow in section four, and according to the usual practice,
without stating whether she had calved or was in calf.
Ihe animal was exhibited with a calf at her foot, but
there was no evidence that the calf was represented to
have been hers. After the termination of the show, the
secretary received a letter fj-om a member of the
Society complaining of the award in respect that the
calf was not the cow's produce, and that she had
not hud a caU. Mr. Tod, on being called upon to

Ipnt^^IfnT
°^ ^^\

""^^l
"'^^ '^ ^^^ ^^^«r ^een repre-

^Ukwl?! r'/'"i^^^ ^?^ ^*^'" P"* ^^ her to retain

The noJ .ffi
%-'''^ ^"""'^ "P^" ^»«^- He had entered

bat W- r
'
^T-l

'"^ *^" ^^^'^^ '^^t she was in calf,

Nttber^rTi''^^*? ^' ''' ^' withdrew her on

^mml^!! \ ^^'"^ "^^^^ ^^atter was referred to a

w:^^n\?ffi
'' r^^rted t« the Directors that there

t^ w.rri.^^ ^'^"i^^'^'^T^
^'^ ^^^^^^^^^ deception and

for thP^^M
"^P"^«>«"- To this the Directors adhered

tied !^^ '"'"•"^/f^'^^''^-^-
^^^^ ^"g5"«l entry con-

of thfnn o^t/^P'^?®*'*^*'^ ^^^ *^^^^to be theproduce
01 the cow 3. It was impossible to disprove Mr. Tod's

h^btr"^ ^i"^
be believed the cow qualided /ox ex!hibit on as being m calf at the time. The Directors

nao, however, resolved so to amend the regulations withrerereuce to cows as in future to prevent animals which

of l^in^'ln ^if
''" '^^ "^ exhibited under the pretext

The f<yrthcoming Shows are io be held in 1860 at
Humfnes, in 1861 at Perth, and probably in 1862 at
Kelso; and for the two first satisfactory irangementa
are m progress.

j e ub

Appointment of Steivards.—X discugsion then took
Place on the proposal to assimilate the management of

t«l.i c '^^.^
'^°^^ ^ *^^* o^ *^e English Agricul-

tural Society's meetings, Mr.Wemyss, M. P., moving,

ItLF?^^'^.?'^^''''
seconding, the appointment ofrewards, and the Duke of Buccleugh and Mr. GuUand^kmg respectively against and for the proposed alte-"»"on m the following terms

:

all the preliminary business, and the management of the show-
yard was confided to certain persons, who were selected for
the office, and who had the confidence of those who were the
chief exhibitors in the district. He need only go back to the
Edinburgh show—one of the most succesafnl shows the Society
had ever held—as proof of the efficiency of the system which
had been pursued.
Mr. lUulland said that he tboughtthcnoble Duke (Buccleuch)

waa hardly sound when he said that before a system was
altered it ought first to be prove! a failure, and he also thought
the noble Duke, after a moment's reflection, would admit it to
be so. Because if that was true, very few systems would ever
be altered, and things to a great extent would still be as they
were 50 years ago ; and, if so, the French Eniperor had taken
in hand a most hopeless task. It was certainly most unfortu-
nate that so many members seemed to fancy that the motion
was, as it were, fighting against the Directors. Nothing could
be further from the truth, as we were only anxious to put the
management of the show-yjird on a better footing, and we
might talk a month about the matter; but he thought it ira-

rossible for any one to deny that six men would better manage
the ahow-yard than 100 ; in the same way as he thought the
noble Earl (Rosslyn), on the left of the chair, would admit that
one man would better command a regiment,

Tlie following are the awards for essays and reports
in 1859:—1. The Gold Medal to James Duncan, Old
Manse, Denholm, Hawick, for report on the natural
history of the Turnip fly. 2. The Gold Medal to James
Fulton, Temple, Maryhill, Glasgow, for a report on the
cultivation of Italian Ryegrass. 3. The Gold Medal to
Jas. Porter, Monymusk, Aberdeenshire, for a report on
top-dressing pasture. 4. The Gold Medal to Robert
Scot Skirving, Camptonn, East Lothian, for a report on
the, cultivation of Mangel Wnrzel. 5. The Medium
Gold Medal to Patrick Shirreff, Haddington^ for a report
on a new varitity of Wheat.

NotitfiS of 25oo6^*

^^gll LlTr^i^f^^^^l
If this meeting were now con-

^*^e| ol thPir^wf?T,^^^*
"^^^ ^ ^ *^** best mode of

*>• c^nsfd^ed al^^ • *^-^ Pr'>P'^sal of Mr. Wemyss might
'^thasvSem^Tf^^

miggestion They were, however, deaffng

•Pectith^ f^J^^i^
that system was bound to show in what re-

now Puran^kT./il""*^^^® whole of that period the system
'ere ne?er mc^.^^ PH™"^ Tl^th succe^and their sbox^
»ere at thSTn*T^i^/*' J? ^^^'^l'!^^^

of Scotland than they
tk- - '^"^ nioment. He mio-hf. inof-in^o, s„ e .^ ^. ^

Hand-Booh of J>airif Sushandry, By John Chalmers
Morton. Longmans.

"This is the first of a series of cheap hand-books of the
several sections of farm practice in preparation by Mr.
Morton—each hand-book complete in itself, and the
aeries to form a handy library of reference for the
fanner, the baililf, aud the working man." So runs the
advertisement ; and it will be permitted us on the issue
of this, the first of the series, just to state the plan on
which it lias been executed, and to enumerate the topics
which have been discussed in its pages.
The book—128 small octavo pages— consists of eight

chapters : in the 1st the statistics of the subject are
given; the 2d discusses the food of the cow; the 3d,
the choice and treatment of the animal; the 4th, 5th,
and 6th refer to milk, butter, and cheese; the 7th
includes questions of capital, profits, and general
management; and the 8th is a calendar of dairy
operations, written by an accomplished Gloucestershire
dairy woman—the substance of which appeared in short
monthly articles three years ago in the columns of the
Agricultural Gazette.

In illustration of the close packing which has been
adopted, and the detail which has been followed under
the several headings, let us further specify the eon-
tents of one or two of them. Under Dairy Statistics
eight

^
paragraphs are given—the 1st, 2d, and 3d

referring to the ordinary and chemical composition of
milk

; the 4th detailing the experience of nine dairies
as to the yield of milk per cow; the 5th giving the
experience of 21 dairies on the yield of butter per milk
and per cow ; the 6th giving eight histories of the
yield of cheese; the 7th discussing the quantity of
dairy stock and dairy produce to the acre; and the
8th referring to such facts and estimates as indicate
the dairy stock and dairy produce of the country.
Under the second chapter again, on the food of the

cow, we have four sections. In the 1st 13 liistories
are given of varying practice in summer and winter
feedinjp—the actual daily ration being described in
detail ; in the 2d the relations of food to dairy pro-
duce are considered, i. e., the influence of various foods
on the quantity and quality of the milk, and five sepa-
rate series of experiments and researches are described;
in the 3d the crops of food fit for dairy stock are
enumerated and so far described as that the quantity
per acre of the produce and the season of their use is
given—26 items are here specified ; in the last para-
graph of this chapter the cropping of land for a dairy
larm is described, and three schemes of cultivation
are given in detail.

The third chapter, on the choice and treatment of

instancesof butter—to the proportion in nine instances
of the cream of miili—to the influence of diflerent sorts
of milk pan, and the apparatus of the dairy generally

—

to churning of whole milk, of common cream, and of
Devonshire cream—to churns, kinds and prices—to
butter making, recipes, kc, and the implements of
the dairy, .

.

In the chapter on cheese we have Professor Johnston's
tables of composition— the theory of curd formation,
the practical details of ordinary and exceptional practice
in ^Gloucestershire, Somersetshire, Cheshire, Ayrshire,
Leicestershire, &c. The utensils of the cheese dairy,
the insects afiecting cheese, and foreign cheeses, are
described.

Lastly, under the heading of general management,
we have the question of Dairying v. Grazing, of the
most profitable use of milk, of the cropping of a dairy
farm, and of farm profit and capital considered. And
the following is added as a postscript :

—

" The selection and maintenance of the herd—gentle,
regular, and punctual treatment of the animals through-
out the year; provision of suffi.cient wholesome food for
them, and abundant water, with frequent change of
pasturage when at m\W~tltese are the special maxims
of successful dairying. If on the one side of these we
have the proper cultivation and management of the
land, and on the other, cleanly, careful, and skilful

management in the dairy, then a maximum of dairy
produce may be expected. But this depends essentially

on the health, and therefore on the treatment, of the
animals which yield It."

'nien follows the diary, for the most part extracted
from the articles in the Agricvltural Gazette.

We quote here a passage from the Appendix, com-
municated by Mr. J. T. Harrison, of Frocester Court,
Stonehouse, Gloucestershire :

—

" On the Waste of Curd in Cheese-making.—^The

quantity of bacon given as fatted from tlie whey, shows
that there must be an immense quantity of valuable
food lelt in it. But even allowing the whey to be
worth 2/. per cow, this is not half of what its contents
would be worth could they be extracted and prepared
in the form of cheese and butter for human food. There
is here a broad margin for experimental inquiry and
improvement. On this point I have worked out th3
following from the records of our dairy for the last five

years:—
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These calculations of course are only approximate. For
instance, instead of taking the donble Gloucester
analysis for the cheese of 1859, it would have been more
correct to take the Cheddar analysis, as we endeavoured
to make the cheese much richer than in the former

i., - n- .
,' , ,- "- years. Tliis would reduce considerably the lar^ethe cow, refers first to the dairy breeds of cattle, Short, apparent loss of butter. The chief point is to ^e

w'l;.
^ ^ '

S!^""^^
Islands Ayrshire. Kerry, and clearly that there is an enormous quantity of caseinlong-horned. These are described, and the places and butter which we do not extract from the milk. Can

r!^ ^^!^A /^^'^. ^°^?
^.'J*^

*^® P"J=^^^ means be devised for extracting them more

•ho^2iTh^ s7«^IlTf^^'*^V?'^<i the confidence that
^a«« the Rhn^,,^^"' Z^.

*PP<^»nting local committees to

^^^omm^t^Z.''' ^^-li^ction with the Society. He thought
*»4 b^d« th^ l^f ^^^ ^.^^ stewards they conld offi. I

^^^ot^f^J^^'^'^"''^^^''^' there was a very important
'

***^M tl^veJl Si^. **"^*^^^,®I^^^^ "P'^'^ these stewarda.«* too veiy arfuous aud laborious duty of conducting !

to be had are stated; the age and individual character
of the cow, including such particulars as age, form, and
temperament—also M. Guenon's theory on the subject,
are related. The treatment of the cow is jthen de-
scribed; her food, lodging, health, milking, &e., all
come under review. Under the head of health the
subjects of gestation, parturition, abortion, &c., are con-
sidered. The last paragraph in this chapter refers to
the treatment of the calf.

The next division of the book is on milk. The indica-
tions of its composition afforded by lactometer, lac-

,

toscope, and chemical analysis are referred to. The!
composition of the milt of different animals and of
different cows—its preservation in the dairy—peculi-

arities in the taste of milk, and adulterations of milk
are considered.

The fifth chapter refers to the

thoroughly ? I Iiave no doubt the application of heat
on the Cheddar system will do much, but a maker of this
cheese was astonislied to see the quantity of curd that
resulted from boiling a small quantity of his clear
looking whey. I believe that the loss results from the
system of minutely dividing the curd after it is set, and
that it comprises some of the richest of the casein and
butter. It is well known how much a successfnl result

depends upon the gentleness with which this operation

is performed. The chief object aimed at in using the
dryingmachine was to obviate this, and theresultof many
trials is that one-half at least of the ordinary loss of
casein, and nearly all ihe butter, is saved; that is, they
are not to be found iu the whey, so far as I can
find out.

"Produce of Milkier Cow,'—The following are the

poeition in three resulta of my experience in dairying the last few yeazv.
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In 1857, having plenty of -water, we made all tlie

cheese with the machine, and it proved the most profit-

able year. I milked 55 cows; the quantity of milk

made into cheese was 31,728 gallons, or 577 gallons per

cow, besides the milk expended in weaning 43 calves :—

The actual return for cheese was
butter was
milk sold and used was
whey : 220hogsheads at, say 65,

reariug 43 calves was

f> *W
79 >»

9f U
9B 99

615

6
66
43

6 10

£912 6 10

OT about 161 105. per cow.

The following are the returns of other years, mcluding

the same particulars :

—

the money never varies, but the Wheat rises from 18^.

to 285. per coomb of 4 bushels, and the Barley from 12^.

to 165. The fixed rent supposes the price of Wheat to

be 6s. and Barley Zs. per bushel. Perhaps the working

of this corn rent would be better understood by the

foUowiug illustrations. Let the amount of rent be

fixed at 900^., it wonld vary thus :—

O R C H I D

Starting Point.

l-3d Money
l-3d Wheat,

)

ISOObsh. atSs. f
l-3d Barley, )

2000bsh. at3s. j

For
1855
1856

Machiuc-mado 1857
1858
1859

« B

j)airy rer
cows. cow.

£ 8.

•so 15

45 16

55 16 10
52 12 5
60 13 5

Cheese
per cow.

cwt.
8.23

3. 78
4.1

3.46
3.27

Butter
per cow.

lbs.

62
64
62
33
39

800

300

300

000

Lowest.

l-3d Money ..

l-3d Wheat, >

1200bsh.4.«.6ti. \

l-3d Barley,

)

2000bsh.at 3s. j

30(

270

300

870

Highest Rent.

l-3d Money .

.

l-3d Wheat,)
1200 bsh. atSs. f
l-3d Barley,

]
1200 bsh. at 4s, j

£
300

4S0

400

1180

FOR SALE, an extensive and valuable colkpf
of this favourite tribe of plants, compriamg snefimJ^ .^> *^0'^^pri3mg specimpn •'

^„,„ „ ^ est varieties eultivatert a
'^^

to B. P., Post Office, Liverpool.
^

~~^PPly

OX-EDGlNa—400 yards of Box-ed^HirT
Sale, in beautifal condition, young and health

v° 1}^**^

7 inches over, would divide, and prove most advan taaefirr
Nurserymen and Gentlemen, and sold a bargain. -.gnecin,
and price at Clifford's, Seedsman, 12, Calthorpe Place r^^?
Inn Road, London, W.C. ' ^"^Js

T1HK I'LVAIUU' «i^i^O, AGUlCULTURj;!

In 1858 and 1859 we could use the machine only about

two months for want of water. The diminished yield

in these two years I attribute in a great measure to the

excessive dryness of the seasons ; other circumstances

afFecting the cows likewise contributed to the result.

In 1858 the price of cheese was not so good and the

quality was inferior, especially that made during the

autumn.
" Produce of Cheese,—"The following are particulars

ot the produce of cheese and butter from fixed quan-

tities of milk, for certain periods in 1857, 1858, and

1859 :—
(Beginning in May. ) Machine made.

Milk, galls. Shillings

1857 (10 weeks). Shillings. per gal.

10,957 yielded 8870 lbs. cheese at Gd. 4435 ) 5402

967 lbs. butter at \s. 967) 10,957^

1858 (9 weeks).

The price of corn is taken from the average of the last

3 years. It will be observed that these rents rise a

cood deal, but fViU very little; they are fixed at the

lowest Tioint at which it is considered corn can range,

but it would simplify the matter to start from the very

lowest point and so have no drop at all, and to take the

average price of the last year instead of the last three;

of course it all depends on how the start is effected, and

it must be said that on the Holkham estate the start is

made fairly and liberally. Journal of tU Moyal Agri-

cultural Society of England.

IMPLEMENT, AND MANURE COMPANY Limiteb aw
ending out their Collection of SEEDS, which have hitW
given satisfaction :—

No. 1. Complete Collection of Seeds for a large Garden
for one year's supply £3 0« (u

No. 2. CtmpleteCollectionforamoderate-sized Garden 2"
ft

T

No. 3. Complete Collection for do. (small quantities) 1 5 g
No. 4. Complete Collection for a small Garden .. o 15 j

No. 1. Carriage free to most Stations and Porta

Kingdom.
No. 2. Carriage free to Broad Gauge Stations and Steam Ports.

No. 3. Carriage free to Stations between Plymouft ani
Paddiiigton.

Address : Plymouth Seed Company, Flymotith.

UTTON'S COLLECTIONS of GAUDKN~8EEDs
FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY. Carriage Free.

i

in the

ives .493

6093

1869 (10 wects).
0^63 (a.m.)

5302

423

5504

265

2651 1 3074
.504

423 ) 0093

2752 ) 3017
.45

265 i 6C83

riaud made.
3626 {P.M.) 3064

70

.
- . 183 at lOcZ.

(Beginning in August.)—llachinc made.

8541 yielded C070 lbs. cheese at CiZ. 343.

1582")

70 y
152 J

1754

3C26
.483

71*2 lbs. butter at 1«.

Hand made.*
1853 (10 weeks).

722-2 6782
460
153 at 10(?.

ISMaOweeka).
7601 f825

207

201 at 10(i.

71

4197
Per gal.

.491

8541

28011
460}
128)

34121
207 V
242)

3170

7222

3861

7601

.482

.603

Calendar of Operations.
—

—

JANUARY.
Tv2fEsiDE Farii NEAR Hexuam.—A favourable opportunity

1 v\'as afforded us during the late storm of getting a good

quantity of manure conveyed to the more distant fields, and of

applying composts to the Gi-ass lands, as well as coUectmg

materials of all kinds for new heaps. Houghing in preparation

for Oats however is not now sufficiently forward, and where

much attention was given to Wheat sowing after the consump-

tion or removal of the Turnip crop, has made little progress. A
coutiinmnce of the present open weather is very desirable in

order that this department maybe pushed forward, and also

to give us an opportunity of storing or consuming the roots left
|

on the ground; as another night's severe frost would render

the white Tuniips totally useless, in most cases from a half to

three fourths being already quite rotten. A large percentf.ge i

of Swedes on the lighter and more exposed soils, perhaps
!

greater where grown with artificial manures alone, has sue-
^

cumbed to the effects of the severe weather, and the attacks of
;

game and other vermin. Thus our root crops, misemble
looking at the best, have, where good management had not
previoiisly secured them from the weather, turned out a more
serious loss than could have been imagined. Where this was I

attended to however cattle and sheep bave fed well, though
]

the former bave been restricted to a smaller quantity of roots

than usual—from 70 to 90 lbs., according to the capacity of the
animal, with 3 Iba. of Rapecake or Bean and Barley-meal un-
coolced, and Oatstraw ad libitum, resulting in a high average
production of beef. Winter Beans and Tores and the earlier

sown Wheats on the wanner soils, though not forward, have
again assumed a greener and healthier hue ; the later autumn
Bowings of Wheat have not yet appeared above ground. Prices

of well-fed cattle keep high, with short supplies and a great
proportion of very inferior quality ; but as the Turnip stores

begin to assume alarmingly diminished proportions, ere long
we may look, for more liberal supplies of better quality. W. C. T.

West Sussex : January 31.—We are now in a fair way to

have the deficiency of rain for the past two years made good

;

we have had the weather very variable all this month; three
or four frosts, and as many storms of rain every week, so that
upon our heavy lands work is nearly suspended, and they will
require some time to enable us to get upon them. And we are
not likely to have so early a spring for work as we have lately
been accustomed to. But there is every prospect of the Turnip
fields being cleared off in good time, as the wet weather causes
many of the roots to bo trod in the mud ; and worse than this,

a very great proportion of thera are rotting. In some cases
half or more of the Swedes are rotten, and early sown Turnips
that have been left to this time are rarely fit for use
at all. Swedes that were early and good, as moat
of the early ones were, are going off fast, bat the later
sown and lighter crops are standing better, and what
appears to be good at one time t;ims out bad at another.
Our only satisfactory crop was that which has done us least
good and what we despaired of will be almost our sole stay.
Mangels have kept better than might have been expected, and
do not appear to have got any worse since they were stored.
We found many of the long sorts were hurt at taking up, and
to prevent the affected from injuring the sound, wo stored them
in thin linos on the ground where they grew, covering thetn
with the plough, and the plan has'answered very well, only
that we find it heavy work to get thera out at present, and
perhaps it rather injures the land carting upon it when so wet.
But when they can be stored off the field in the autumn with
safety it is best for the sake of the laud to do so. Some
have the past year or two stored them in the field in the
above manner for sheep, and speak highly of the plan ; bat
whether the very sharp frosts that we have hsul this winter
have been too much for some of them with their too slight
covering the next two months will show. As may be expected

.^irc, a great deal more skill in the ma.ipnl.tion."
| t^^^'it:^l^:^r.f'^4tir^^fLrol''Z'Z^

llio arming machine referred to here is the patent
j

them. Forward Down ewes have nearly all lambed- and the
centrifugal mncbine wbicb Mr. Harrison has used to ^"*^^ ^^ generally been good. Fatting cattle have' not done
•cramte the wbfy from the curd after it has set. wllhW and'throARm^ .tSi IliS'w''

'^ ^^^ ^^^^-^ ^^pP^*^
f*. ;- ^«i.t. *„ -1-1 -1.1 tf i iL n 11 wiin Deei, ana tne quanty still mfenor. The growmfr Wheat
It 18 ngbt to ndd, with reference to the alleged loss ' does not look very well, but has done better lately it hM

of curd ill cheese-making that the proof here given !
^^®"^y*^^'"'? against »t, late sowing, early frosts, and then

depends for it» force on the quoted analywi being appH-
^"'^'^'-^^ cKanges with||morc than the usual lull of rain. G. s.

I

Now although the flhovc"resuUs, as aflecting the ques-

tion of making tlie cheese by the drying machine, are
by no means unsatisfactory, still, knowing tliat there is

actually much more casein and butter extracted from
the whey (of course to the detrimeut of the pigs), they
•houM have been very 'decidedly favourable. How is

this accounted for? Without fin analysis of the milk
and the cheese made from it, it is impossible to give a
satisfactory explanation. The quantity of water in the
cheese analysed by Professor Johnston varied as

much as 10 per cent., whilst the relative proportion of
casein and butter diiTercd immensely. The presence of
a certain quantity of water seems to improve the
apparent quality of the cheese, assisting in giving it the
waxy texture; whereas the machine-made cheese is

better described, though not exactly, by its crumb-
ling, which is mentioned in the snme place as the
undesirable texture. I am by no means clear that the
drying macliinc may not prove a very useful auxiliary
in cheese making. It certainly saves the dairymaid very
much of the hard labour of finely dividing the curd and
pressing oat the whey; and I may say that an intelli-

gent person could make good cheese with it after a few
Te«8on3; whereas to make such in the ordintiry manner

cable, on which the composition both of the milk and
^cheese is here Ji&iumcd. The actual compoaitiou of the
milk and of the cheese may not have been ss in the
cases analysed, Hiongh it is hardly possible that the
difference could have been very great.

If the analyses are to be taken as true of Mr. Harri-
son's milk and cheese respectively, then his case is

amply proved, and there »s undoubtedly an enormous
loss of casein in the processes of the dairy as hitherto
conducted.

Miscellaneous.
- ir*^ ^*T*' *" ^o^oik.—CoTii rents are not common
in Norfolk, but under all the new leases on the Holkham

n^. flv/ '"^>.'' ?*^^," ^^"^^'^^^ one-third in moncv.
one-third mWh ent. and one-third in Barley ; of course

Notices to CorresDondents-
Manuri: FOR Beans: W C The most recent eTcporicnce on

this subject is given in Mr. Dove's paper on Substifutes for
Guano, published in the Highland Society's Transactioas
and referred to in another column. He found guano to
exceed all other fertilisers in its effect; 2 cwt. per acre
applied towards the end of May, and scuffled in the same
day, increased the produce about 7 bushels per acre—worth
8«. moi-e than the manure that was used ; 3 cwts. of super-
phosphate applied at the same time and at the same cost
mcreased the produce 6 bushels per acre—worth about 53
more than the manmc. None of the other manures aul-
phateB of soda and potash, Rape-cake, and siUphato of
ammonia, raided the crop enough to repay their cost If you
were to mix guano and superphosphate half and half, and
mpply broadcast about 4 cwt. per acre after the Beans are
up, say early in April, and horae-hoe them in, you would
probably find it an.=wer ; but it depends of course on the
condition in which your land already is.

Oilcakes: J Smith. Raad Pr. Anderson's *Paper on the subiectm the Transactions of the Highland Society. We will
shortly give* rmtmif of it.

No. 1. A Complete Collection of Kitchen Garden Seeds £. j ^
for one whole yoar'a supply (with instruc "

'

tions on cultivation) 3 j «

No. 2. A Complete Collection of Kitchen Garden Seeds,
in quantities proportionately reduced 2 2 (J

No. 3,'A Complete|Collection of Kitchen Garden Sosd^ "

in quantities proportionately reduced \\^
lHo. 4. A Complete Collection of Kitchen Garden Seeds

for a Small Garden. 10 8

Sent carriage free by rail, and 5 per cent, discount allowed

for cash payment. A remittance or reference requested from

unknown correspondents.
The sorts of Vegetables included in these Collecting are

those which have proved to be the most prolific, best flaTtmred,

and most worthy of general cultivation, and of which sorts le

have therefore grown largo crops of Seed. We exclude fwm
our collections not only inferior old sorts, but also suchne?
ones as we have been unable to test the merits of, and whkh
are selling at extravagant prices. If any articles are net

required they should be named when giving the order, and

increased quantities of other sorts will be given in lieu of tboae

omitted. By ordering one of the above collections once a jot
much trouble and expense will be saved.
That great satisfaction has been given by these CollectioMBi

former seasons is testitied by the recommendations given by

our customers to their friends ; as also by the numerous lettera

we receive, from which we present the following ;

—

From the Rev. M. W. Gregory, Road^, Northampton, Dee. 1, 18W.
" I lose no opportunity of recommending your Seeds, T^tuoh

are most excellent ; and I think you are doing us (the clei^

especially), a great kindness in making up your garden

selections.

"

From the Rev. John Kiewak, WUhycomhe Rectory, Taimtw,

"I was so much pleased with the selection of Seeds seat hj

you, that I recommended two of my friends to take parceb

from you."
From Alex. Cathcart, Esq., Knockdolian Castle, Girmi,lt.B.

"I have had much satisfaction in recommending j^ourSwds

to various friends, as I find they are much pleased with them;

and you may depend upon my continuing to do so as lonifal

find the articles you send are good and reasonable in price."

From Mr. William Moor, Gardener, the Rectory, '5'o*«-

*'I never had (previous to yours last year) a lot of 3MM

which have all turned out so satisfactory."
From Mr. Robertson, Gr. to A. Pollock, Esq., Lochfine, S.S.

" I must say that your Seeds have been liberal as to quantity,

and excellent as to quality,"
From the Rev. G. E. Walker, SharesMf, TTolverMmplos. 3

*' Mr. Walker cannot but compliment Messrs. Suttos & So^; -^

on the quality of the seeds sent last year, as they were bf "^. I
the best he ever purchased." ,

Also NATURAL GRASSES for LAWNS and MEADOWS, toe *
sorts of MANGEL WURZEL, TURNIP, and other AURl-

J
CULTURAL SEEDS.

-r h7
'

Remittances may be made by cheques on Town or tComicy

Bankers, or by Post-office Orders payable to t M
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, BeaMgN^

GENERAL SEED E S T ABLl SHKNT,
SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

Seeds of the new crop supplied of the choicest in culti^awB

and at the lowest prices for first quality.

CATALOGUES sent free, which contain the best iw»

Vegetables and Flower Seeds, with much valuable luforoujo^^

for culture.

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Those of which the CoUections consist are stated mj.

Catalogue, comprising many now and valuable sorts. ai« "

lections will be found the cheapest offered

—

, .a, a
No. 1, 60s. ; No. 2, 40«. ; No. 3, 25s. ; No, 4, 155. ; ho.o, iw '

Lee's New White Sprouting Broccoli, 28. 6d. per pacM^
.,

New Champion of England Broccoli, very large ana w--
^

the summer Broccolia, Is. per packet. SMofra^
Large Giant Madeira Onion, Sd. per oz. ;

Kew
^°^J^

Cress, Sd, per oz. ; Large Rouen Leek, largest grown, "-^^
Improved large White Cos Lettuce, very superior m s"<^

quality, splendid, 3s. per oz.
, ^ .,„h, g^

New Champion of Scotland, Thome's Royal tnt»»»

Veiteh*s Perfection Peas. , ^H,SPERGULA PXLIFERA SEED, packets Gd., ,?;' ?^t
and 5s. ; also a large stock of the plants snpphea ^
quantity, with instructions. _«

COLLECTIONS of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDi*'

(Post free with instructions.) ^^ ^
These Collections contain the novelties of the seafi*«v

each collection ig stated in the Catalogue. ,.. ,,4-1,^*,HARDr ANNUALS, containing novelties, ^O**^^**
15*. ; 50 varieties, Ss. Gd. ; 30 varieties, 5*. 6d. ; 20 van^-'j^

HALF-HARDT ANNUALS, containing ?or«f"5|i;
varieties, 20s. ; 50 varieUes, a2jr. 6d. : 30 varieties,

«
20 varieties, 6s. ,,;- J»

GREENHOUSE ANNUALS, containing
noveiuo.

vaneties, 75. 6d. ; 12 varieties, 05. , rThe 220 Varieties of Hardy, Half-hardy, and ^
Annuals. 40«.

"^
;

, r^^0
The 122 Varieties of Hardy, Half-hardy, and Gtw

Annuals, 25s, , gga^
BULBS for spring PLANTINa—A large an* «-

;
collection at very reduced prices. See Seed Catalogoe- ^

I
FRUIT TREES of all the CHOICE FOPULABT rf^

with a large number of the best of recent introau»**"

General Nursery Stock at very low prices. ritJ«(*
Goods (20s. and upwards) Carriage Free, as see ta

STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman and QsEdO^**^
Sudbmy, Suffolk,
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NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.

TCijm STANDISH, in otfcring the followiug Plants,

O can assure his customers that they are now in fine con-

MY0==0TIDIUM^NOBILE^ or Antarctic Forg:ct-Me-Not, each

01. fij --Tbis plant, from the Chatham Islands, la one of the

«;n«^ remarkable that has been introduced for some years,

to/tSally distmct from all others. It has large thick

leaves S or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, ami sends

tinlSniificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful blue

^nd white similar to a Forget-me-not, but of a giant form,

fDrawSg of it is pubUshed in Curtis's " Botanical Maga-

^np" for September. A description taken from the above la

To publSd in the Gardeners[ Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1859

wherein Dr. Lindley says :-•* This is the handsome perenmal

provisionally named Cynoglossum nobile by Dr. Hooker m
SurTist year's Volume, pnge 240. It is quite deservmg all

the encomiums that have been passed upon it.

rT.ADlOLI named varieties, from the choicest and largest

collection in England. U. to 5s. each. Also a fine lot of buibs

raised from seeds saved from the best flowers, all of which

will flower in the summer of 1860. 7s. M. per dozen, or 50s.

per 100. These are strongly recommended.

RHODODENDRON LIMBATUM.—Pule blush, bordered with

brisht crimson. This has received several medals at the

exhibitions for Rhododendrons, \>eing very disUuct and one

of the most free flowering. 21?. each.

RHODODENDRON MINNIE. —White, very large blotch of

chocolate-coloured spots, a 6ne flower, and remauis a very

long time in bloom. This is one of the most curiously marked
Bhododendrous amongst aU the white ; it bears a noble trusts

of blooms, which cannot fail to be admired. 21«. and 31s. Qd.

each. Selections can be made from one of the fine.t^t collec-

tions in Europe. _
rULOX MRS. STANDISH.—Tlio purest white, with a large

red eye, 5s. each. Also a largo collection of the finest kinds

which J. S. has shown during the last summer and in every

case received the First Prize. Plants from Is. to 28. 6tf, each.

X CATALOGDE containing a full description of the best

Hardy Plants in cultivation will be forwarded on application to

The Royal Nursery, Bag.shot.

.PEAT M O uHTd.
WANTED, a quantity of good ligbt fibrous

PEAT. Samples with price per ton, delivered free at

nny London Railway Station, to be forwarded to Messrs.

Park

k

r & Williams, Paradise Nursery, Holloway, London, N.

REIGATE SILVER SAND. — Best quality for
Florists, I65. per ton ; less quantities Is. 6(Z. per bushel,

delivered to any London Wharf or Railway. Sacks fE?r Sand,
U U. each ; or on hire, &d. each (five hold a ton); KENTISH
and HAMPSHIRE PEATS, LOAM, and LEAF MOULD, in
lar^e or small quantities.

—

John Kennard, Purveyor to her
Majesty, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

GENUINE~ROLL T O B A C C O^ C L OT H.
Warranted equal in Strength to Tobacco.

JOSEPH BAKER, 10, Gough Square, Fleet St.,E.C.,
having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can recom-

mend it as the best article for destroying the Fly. Is. 4rf. i)er lb.,

over 10 lbs., Is. Post-ofiice Orders payable Strand Ofliice.

NUUSEUYMEN supplied with the best genuine
TOBACCO PAPER at 4L per cwt. ; any quantity leas

thanhalf a cwt. lOrf. per lb. The above article is warranted
k^nuine.—Address Tom Bryant, Messrs. Jackson and Sons,
Tobacco Manufacturers, Lady Lane, Leedg.

I S H U K S T COMPOUND,
PATENTED,

TOR rREVENTlNG AND DESTROYING

GT
TIED SPIDER
THRIPS
AMERICAN BLIGHT

MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

&c..

IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING

PRICES PER Lineal Yard, 24 inches high:

Size of

mesh.

2i inch

2 inch
If inch
1^ in c h

Mostly used for

Light,

Hares, Dogs, Poultry ...

Game Netting
Small Rabbits, Hares, &c.

Smallest Rabbits

t« 4*>«4rft

Japan
uetl.

Galvan-
ized.

Ihd,

Medium.

Japan'

ned.

^\d.

Hd. ,

Hd, '

lid.

Galvan-
ized.

h\d.

6d,

Strong.

Japan-
ned.

Qd,

9d.

Galvan
ized.

Gld.
7d.

7^d.

lid.

Extra strong.

Japan
ned.

Gd.

1\d.

XXd.

Galvan-
ized.

lOd.

XZd,

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping
Ports in England ; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland or Ireland,

Any width of Netting uncter 8 feet made at proportionate prices,

«s- Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will
be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

Illustrated Catalogue of Iron and Wire and Ornamental Fencing, Hurdles, Gates, Wire Netting,
Garden Boilers and JBngtnes, Fountains, Vases, Sfc.y on application,

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON. E.G.

RANSOMES SLMS, Ipswich,
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the »ianufacture of tlie most Modern and Improved Agricultural

Jlachinerj-, including

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, gULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE. &c.
STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATE^^T OR OTHER BOILERS.
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.
HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY, DRESSIl^ MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

RANSOMES AKD SIMS have long been celebrated for combmin^ in their Agricultui-al Machinery the utmost simplicity,
durability, efficiency, and economy ofrepah-, and their constant care is given to the maintenance ol these important principles
in everything which they manufacture.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the

Orwell Works; or to their London Ag^t, S3EPPARD RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand,W.C

MEALY BUG
SCALE
ANTSBED BUGS,

And useful in winter dressing.
Confauis no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gftrdening Press, see
<3ardmeri' Chrouide of 0th April and I6th July, 1S59, and
Cottage Gardener," 12tli Juiy, and has been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent gardening autharities,
amcmg whom are-

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. EdmondP, ofChiswick House Gardens
Mr. Collinsoa, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr.Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, nf Bowood Gardens

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
inland, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken in supplies,
And are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first
tnals and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs ; 8a. for not
«n^e gtirdens; 10«. Gd. for large ^dens, with testimonials and
rail acseriptions for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen sxipplied by
_ Ppice's Patent Candle Comfasy, Limited, London.

P~~AG1'S composition fob the DESTRUCTION
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Btove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the
*Wt of eight years* public trial, and its ^eat success has led to
numerous imitations. Dr. Liudley, in his leading article of
October 25, 1856, reported 182 cases in its favour—sufficient to
'^onTincc the most sceptical.

4*. per gallon, (sufficient to make four fit for use).
10 gallons and upwards. Carriage paid to London.

London Agents :

—

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, W.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C. .

Mr Veitch, King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill. S.
Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.
Mr. Hupgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.

- Cutbusb & Sons, Highgatc Nursery, N.
and the leading nroviucial liouses in the Trade, and of the
invMitors and Manufiictnrers, Page & Toogood, Roval South
"joteSced Establishment, Southampton.

'

*'"pniGI DOM O."—Patronised by her Majesty, the
jJ- Qaecn. the Duke of Northumberland for Sy'on House,
2J^»Jce the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswiok Gardens, Pro-

"ndley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Faxton
e Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

PRnT?* ^^ ^**^"*^ ^'''"'^' ^"*^ —Collier, Esq.
,
of Dartfurd.

^iS',i?^*^o>«™« MORNING AND EVENING FROST.ylbl DOMO, " a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
T^ol a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
J»w it IS applied, a fixed temt>erature. It is adapted for

prjwticultmai and. aoricultural purposes, for preserving

tS^^ Flowers from the scoi-chmg rays of the sun, from
^j«u,_nrom attacks ol Insects, and from morninir frosts. To
Jf* ^ any required lengths.

J»» ywds wide, 1*. 6d. per yard run.
^^««. per yard; al«o,

proved make three yar* wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.
fc Thomas Archsr, whole and sole manufacturer, 7,

««SiJ2?®' Cannon St., City, E.C., and of aU Nurserymen
•to^T-* "^^ ""^'"^*^'*"t the kiugdom. " It ia muchcheaper"'^ BMW aa a covering.*

HOWARDS' HORSE R A K E S-1860.

L:^'.^

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,

HAVING made upw-ards of 6000 of their PATEXT HORSE RAKES, and availed tliemselves of'every
improvement which so extended an experience has suggested, have the utmost confidence in bringing them before the

Public, as not only the cheapest, but the best Hor.se Rakes yet produced. -
J. & F. Howard's NEW PAi'ENT HOUSE RAKES, brought out this season, arc not only stronger, simpler, and moro

durable than their former patterns, but are made so that they collect less rubbish with the com.
Small size, 7^ feet wide, marked H,
Small size, 7^ feet wide, m,arked H,
Large size, 8i feet wide, marked H H,
Large size. ^ feet wide, marked H H,
Extra size, S^ feet wide, marked H II H,

with 24 iron teeth
with 24 steel teeth
with 28 iron teeth
with 28 steel teeth

* # « #

£7 10
B
8
8 10

10 10with 24 steel teeth

Free Delivery to Basingstoke, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Culcheaker, Derby, Gloucester, Hull, Leeds, Lincoln, Liverpool
London, Manchester, Norwich, Nottingham, Retford, Salisbury, Shrewsbury, Southampton, Svranaea, Wisbeach, Worcester, and
York ; or to Dublin, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other parts, at fixed rates.

CATALOGUES, wiih prices and particulars of all J. &. F. HOWARDS' Implements, including description of and Reports
from persons working SMITH'S STEAM CatTIVATOR, sent post free on application.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738- HENRY J. MORTON
2, Basin^hall Buildings, Lee

AKP CO.,

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS

SAYNOTl AND COOKE'S warranted PKIz-E
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS. Ac-

Sold by all respectable Nurseiymen and Seed Jlerchaats in

the three Kingdoms,

for Cottace Houses, 4c, to contain 50 gallons, 55». ; 80 g^Otts,

S0» eachl and UO gallon*, 38#.. and fitted with tap, keeping

the water perfectly swest.and dew ; will not nwt or corrod*.

Cisterns of all sizes,

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS

for liiquid JUouro or Domestic Use, 5 inches diameter, 30*.

aad S2». 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOrf, per foot

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm ase, oontaining about 20 gallimSr

formed of Iron, 32*. 6rf. eacb.
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By HerSMajesty's Royal Letters .Patent,

I

r

I

ORMSON'S

PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER,

HAS NOW GAINED the highest standing reputa-

tion for Power, Efficiency, Safety, and Economy

of Fuel. There is not a single joint exposed to the

action of the fire, which renders tliese Boilers far more

safe than any other Tubular Boiler ever invented.

May be seen in successful operation at Mr. Veitch'S,

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, and in

the Gardens of many of the Nobility and Gentry in

England, Ireland, and Scotland.

Tiiey are made of various sizes. Prices on application.

HENRY ORMSON,
Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W?

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY.

LOWEST PRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.
I

DESIGNING, BUILDING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST

APPROVED AND SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
^

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES FREE ON APPLICATIOIT.

I

I

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder, and Hot-water Apparatus

Manufacturer, Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W..

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
UNDER the uhoYC Heading conspicuous Advertisements appear in our Horticultural publlcatioTis, nsing

every exertion in cndcaronrnipr to persuade tlie pnblic of the unpnralleled clieapness of their so termed improved

Ilothousoji, but which wo couaider rather a retrotirade than an improvement, inasmuch as they appear very incomplete, having

no front aaahcfl, mftors, nor "her framnifi: nr upcful fittinfjs, and by no means any ornament to the Garden. Wo beg respectfully

to state that we shall bo hupi)y to supply a superior article of improved construction and ornament at full 10 per cent, cheaper.

V

Manufacturers

King's Road, Chelsea. S,W,

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c.,
2, WINSLEY STREET, LONDON, W.

iHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICIES OF HORTICULTURE
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGLT: UPON APPLICATION.

T OFtENCLAM
Beidewell SxREirr, Bristol.

SKINNER
(late Partner with

J. Weeks & Co ), erects Green-
houses, Hot-houses, and Hot-
water Apparatus.

Upright Pipe Boilers.

Heatinsr on the One-Boiler System.

t

CSTEPHENfcON, late STEPHENSON AKD80K(f,

• 61, Gracechurch St, London, E.G., Manufactureroflron,

Hurdles, Fencing, &c., Improved Iron and Clipper Couial

Boilers and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of e«rj

description by Hot Water,
Prices and Estimates furnished upon application

A

I

L VWILLIAM HE
(Late Burbridge & Healy),

lis, Dorset Street, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

HOT-T»^ATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER
i

COTTAM AND COMPr. liavinjr liad upn-ards of 40 years* experience in tlie arransfement and construction of
every description HOUTICULTL'RAL BUILDINGS and HEATING by the CIRCULATION of HOT WATER, and

well qualified to guarantee the perfect execution of any works ntmated to them in the erection of

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
Made by Steam Power at

J LEWISES HoETicuLTUEAL WoEKS, Stanly
^

• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made co a oi^
J

better and stronger principle than those manufactured on at p
J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass enda »

and doors complete
J

Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do.
J

Do. - do. Ult.by24ft. do. °:9- ,.^Z
LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application ^

J. Lewis. _—

^

HOT-WATER APPARA T U S.

J JONES begs to offer a complete HOT-^}AljJ'

• APPARATUS FOR GREENHOUSES, at the follow?

prices, delivered free to any Railwav Station in EuglJJ"^
Size of House. "With Cylinder Boiler. With&addle^'

20 feet by 10 feet .. £8 10 " £9 y "

25 „ byl2 „ ,. 10
30 „ by 12 „ .. 11 10
30 „ by 15 „ .. 13 10
40 „ by 15 „ .. 16 10
50 .. byl5 „ .. IS 10 . _^^

The above prices include Boiler, strong Furnace
^f^^^g^

Soot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes ana wj^
tions. Air Pipes. &c., all ready for fixing, and ot i^
quality. Further particulars will be sent on *PP"5^
Parties ordering must send plans, showing ^^^^^^^S*
of boiler, &c.—J. Joses, Hot-water Apparatus JlanuiW''-

6. Bankside, Southward, London, S. E. r
'

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATE
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kexsal Greek, Harrow Road, Losdo>, '

-^JOHN TAYLOR a^t) SON beg to call the ataj^

£9
10 10

12

UlO
irio
20

9

a

Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass TTalls
for the protection of pknts
or ripening wall fruit

Bummer Temples
Arboun?, &c.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

Orchid Houses
Conservatories for TVindow or
Balcony Gardening

Vineries

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fruit Houses
Forcing Pits and Frames
Cucumber and Melon Houses

r\^rnkT>T\ '^Tr^T-cyr>c,
I>raicing and Ilstimates free upon application,

UKCHAKD HOUSES, combining cheapness of construction with suitability of purpose—portable or otherwise.
EXHIBITION PKIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS.

Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing, Game Netting-, &c.
Every description of Plain, Ornamental, Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire Wor^.

BEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.
COTTAM & COMPy, iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon.)

tl of the nobility and gentry to the very s^P,^^^" flS*.
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, ^}^r^^L0lii
houses, &c., combinincr every improvement witu war"
design and durability of materials and workraansbip- ^
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the

'^htf**
Roofs of Houses hns given the highest satisfaction. "-^^
Chapels, Schools, Entrance HaEs, PubUc Buildmg8.«JUa^
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical ana^-
manner.

J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring \°^^^0$
the nobility and gentry- by whom they are e^^fIl!!3"-T^:i

SMITH'S PATENT HOT-WATEK A^^^J!^*^
for Warming Green and Hothouses, Churclies, w^^ ,j,

One with 30 feet of 3-mch piM, 6?. ; 60 feet, 0^ ; 1^. <-»>*
200 feet, 23Z. A GREENHOUSE for Sale. cl^^F' "Jp**
11 feet wide, price 30?.—Address SsrrrH, Gr^nbouw

&c., 233, PentonvUle Road, King's Cross, London, i*.
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HOTTWATER VJPES at wiiolesiile prices, with

I i_ Elbows Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every otlisr connection,

wrmiffbt and'Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and

rmntic from 245. eacl). Boilers and lion Stands to use with-

I I brickwork:. Valves from 12.9. each. Coil Boxes. Furnace

Tifwirs Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, and Builders' Castings

if every description in stock, at Mr. Lynch White's Iron

Wharf. Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London, S.
-~

GLAZtD WARDIAN PLArJT CASES.

UGH LOW AND CO. have for sale a consideraLle

number of WARDIAN" CASES of various sizes, in good

W sound condition, well adapted for the safe transmission of

r,lint5 to distant countries. Prices on application.
P Clapton Nursery, N.E.

|

H

H

O R T I C U L T U R A L GLASS.
STOCK SIZES, 16 oz.

These pnces only apply to the sizes stated.
Boxes are included, with but few exceptions. When Packages

are charged, full price is allowed "when returned.
3rda. 4ths.Uby 9. 12 by 0,

T RKKS COMING INTO RLOOM will be protected

. from Frosts, Hail, &c., by using HAYTHORN'S
HEXAGON and CHISWICK GARDEN NETS, now used

and r-^commended by all the Principal Gai-deners; the Nets

will also Preserve the Fruit from Wasps, Flies, Birds, &c.—For
Patterns, Prices, and Testimonials, direct to Mr. Haythorn,
Clumber'street, Nottingham.

'DLOSSOM op wall fruit TRKES.—Worsted
|j Net, an effectual and .approved Protection. Will last four

years.— R. Eichardson, 99, Eustoii Road, London, N.W,
N.B. New Twine Garden Net, l^d. per yard; Tanned Nets,

6s. 3d. per 100 yards. Samples and plan of fixing Worsted
net sent.
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18
16
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16

19

ff

'I
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ft

9f
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11.

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

13
14
15
19
17
20
17
20
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10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

13
14
15
16
20
18
21
18
21

by 9
10.

11,

12,
12
13
13
14
14

ft

ft

VP

ft

tf

ft

tf

Uby 9
lo „ 10
16 „ U
17 „ 12

14«. Od. I2s,6d.

« 4

« 4

• 16s. Gd. 14.9. Od.

per 100 feet.

These prices are for Forcif^n Glass. English Glaf^s, which is far
superior, will be 18s. per 100 feet.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As Supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

J
MICROSCOPES.

AMADIO'S BOTANICAL MICROSCOPES
packed m mahogany case, with three powers, condenser'

Pn.'f it' T,"^ ^r?T'^^^"f*
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ animalcula. in wXlfncelS5.6t/.—AddressJoseph Amadio, 7, Throgmorton St F P

'* It IS marvellously cheap, and will do everything which thelover of nature can wish it to accomplish either at home or in
the open air."— 27if Field, June 6, 1S57.
Second-hand Microscope with a cabinet slides for sale

Great Eastern Microscopic Photograph of the fcreat shin sen^
post free for 32 stamps. ^

sain, by 12 in.

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in. by 15 in. J

« t

21 oz.

£1 l5.

1 5
1 9

16oz.
Common „ ,. .. Us.Od.
Superior do 16 6
English Glass . , . . 18

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions
When Packages are charged, fuU price is allowed when
returned.

JAjrES PHILLIPS AND CO.,
ISO, Bishopsgats St. Without, London, E.G.

MAPPINGS TAliLE CUTLERY.-
Ordinary

_ , quality*
Two dozen full-size Table Knives, £ s. d.
ivory handles 2 4

One-and-a-half dozen full-size
Cheese ditto.

.

One pair regular Meat Caiwerg .

One pair extra size ditto . . • .

One pair Poultry Carvers .

.

One Steel for sharpening .

.

-Seasoj^ 1860
Medium Best
quality, quality.
£
3

s.

1 4

8

7
S

6
6
6

1 14
U
12
11

4

d. £s. (f.

4 12 ft

2 11
15
16 6
15 6
&0

Complete Service £4 14 6 £6 18 6 £9 16 6

die., ana a» a cuiiuc lui x-jiw-^', i*---. v^ii. j««va »nic, x^w.
,

2 yards, 3d, ; 3 yards, 4jrf. ; and 4 yards, 6rf. per yard, in any
quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 376. Strand, W.C.

An allowance to Nurserymen,

IKP: game netting, One Halfpenny per
foot ; Sheep Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Flower-stands,

Trainers, Garden Arches, Dahlia Rods, Crystal Palace Orna-
mental Flower Baskets, Fire Guards, Breeding Cages, Wire-
work of every description, and Window Blinds, at Fox's Metro-
poUtan and BastCeutnU Wire Works, 105, Holborn Hill, E.G.,
from 44, Skinner Street.

ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.—The cheapest
material for protecting the Bloom of Fruit Trees from

Frost—Sold by all Nurserymen and Seedsmen, in pieces

—

No. 1, 20 yards long, 38 inches wide, 4s. ; No. 2, 20 yards long,
38 inches wide, 4s. Zd. ; No. 3 (extra stout), IS yards long,
89 inches wide, 75.

GARDEN AND ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS IN
TERRA GOTTA AND ARTIFICIAL STONE.

JAMES PULHAM, 20U, Marylebone Road,N.\V.. and
BroKbourae, Herts, was awai-ded the PRIZE MEDAL of

1851. Cements and Artificial Stone to Buildings executed in
any part of the country. Guaranteed for durability and

• imitation of light-colour stone, and to match with Terra Cotta.
References to numerous Works executed during 30 years.

^XTARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
VV OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
These Pumps are fitted with

Warnkr's Patent Bucket aTid Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The barrel
la made of galvanised iron, not lik«ly
to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the legs of
which ff>]d together, and may be car-
ried with ease by one man to tank or

_, , , _ ±. *. rf,

otand and Pump, with screwed
tall pipe, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planiflhed copper .. .. 3 17

Stand and Pump, with plain
tail pipe, for tying on suc-
tion pij)o

2-inch patent rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wlrw, either 10. 12, or 15 ft,

per foot 2 2

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or
country at the above pnces, or of the Patentees and Manufac-

^Hd'A ^-^^^.P * ^N«, 8. Crescent, Jewin St., London, E.G.

nfWi^Fi ^"""^'""li?
""^ Machmery for raising Water, by means

Fn^nf^ ^"i?' ^^^^ ^ ^" P"^P«' *°-
;
'^l^o Fire and Garden

engines, &c. Engravings sent on appUcatiou.
PRIZE LIQUID MANURE DISTRIBUTOR.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS-JUNE TARIFF.
THOMAS MILLINGTON'S reduced Tariflf of

GLASS. &c,

6 by 4, 7 by 5. 8 by 6, 9 by 7 > 16 oz. to the foot, 11*. 6d
6i by 4i, 7i by 5i, 8i by 6J, 9i by 7i / per 100 feet.

In 100 boxes,—4ths quality, 12s. M. ; 3ds do., 14s. 4d.
10 by 8, 12 by 9. 12i by 10^, 14^ by lOJ, 13 by 11

lOJ by 8*, 12i by 94, 13 by 10, 15 by 10, 13AbylU
11 by 9, 13 by 9, 13^ by lOi, 13 by 11, U by \\
Hi by 9^, 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 12i by Hi

9ft hv W P^^ 100 f^ct 16 oz. 21 oz.^uuyia Common .. 16». ,. 24*.
Superior . 18s. ., 27l.

All Boxes included.
Orchard House sizes as supplied to Mr. Rivera.
Hartley's improved Rough Plate Glass from J to 3 inthick-ness.
Coloured Ghiss in great variety, at Qd. and It. per foot.

Paints, Genuine White Lead, Linseed Oil, Boiled Oil, Turpen-
tine, Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, Lamp Glasses, &c.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G., same side as Eastern
Counties Railway.

20 by 14
20 by 15

2 D

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY AND CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Gla^s
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Bizes.—Inches Inches.

From 6 by 4

7„ 5

8„ 6
10 .. 8

ff

9f

Under 6

7
S

10
12

»9

*9

by

97

4
fi

6
S
9

Per foot
at

it

»»

Ud.
2d.

2ld.
2id.

2id.

is

ff

ft

tf

Per 10 feet.

£0 12 6
16 8
18 9

1 10
1 2 11

If

ft

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from Sd. to 3^^^. x>er sqxiare foot, according to size
21 oz. „ Slid, to 5d.

26 oz. „ 3^d. to 7id.

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

'

Propagating Glasses^ Beeliive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all
other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half'
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetley & Co., 36, Sobo Square, Ix)ndon, W.

HE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COMPANY
(Limpted), Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London

E.G., hold in stock the following Goods suited to the Season :—
Steam Engines, Horse Powers, Chaff Cutters, Crushing Mills,
Oilcake Brusers, Root Cutters and Pulpers, Pumps, &c.

Price Lists can be had post free upon application.

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-
BUTOR OR WATER-CART, warranted not to choke up or

Jj^fwiseget out of order. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill
Crops, or Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets ; has been
awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obtained of the
™entee, Isaac James, Tivoli Waggon Works, Cheltenham.
a.B.—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either fixed

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.-
iw^ ;^«TAKT TO GARDENER.S.—The GutU Percha CompanyTOije pl^ure to acknowledge the receipt of the following
**««5from G. Glesxy, Esq., the celebrated Florist :—
thiJfy "'""^ *^*^° ^"^^ Gutta Percha Soles and Heels
"Jjw iwo years, and being so much in a garden aa I neces-

wni;^!? ^° "* weathers, and with the ground in all states. I

1 Wm^i? ^° account be without them. As a matter of economy
J^^2vS, '*"'™™*'^'^ Gardeners to use them, for they may
JJP^me worn part at all times by warming the material at

mtm^}' *^^,pr«MinK It from the thick parU to the worn parte,""ly as If it were so much dough. I think it the duty of aU
SSSiJl. ?

must occasionallv wet their feet to adopt a«««n^ttat completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

»
. .

Your obedient servant, G. Glennt."
Tub^ 1!?^^=?^ ^""* ^^Tcha, articles, such aa Mill Bandt
CnSfin^l"' ^^^£*' r^'^^P B"cl=ets, Fire Buckets. Bosses^

fnS. siS^ ^^"^ Bo«lea, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet

t3S^^4?*^*' ^^P' Curtain Rings Galvanic Batteries,^j^rwyp© Traya, Ac, manufactured by the GutU PercS
Sn^^* i^ ^''^ ^y ^^^^ wholesale dealers in town ©r

'

E3. &VT p -P'i.^ K^^^'^J'
Company Patentees, 18, Wharf•"^ wty Road, E.C., London.

J

PARKES^ STEEL DlGCtlMG FORKS.
BL'RGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St.. E.C., London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-
brated TOOLS have always a laige Stock on hand from whi^
their Customers may select what they may require.
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by tbe Society
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. BtnoEsa & Key, 96
Newgate Street, E.G., strongly recommend it as the most'per-
fect Clmm now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILEi.

ROSIIER AND CO. beg to invite attention to their
varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN IBORDER-

EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Fcrro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages over Box or Grass-
edging in that they aSbrd no harbour for slugs, Ac, take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.
They may be had of various patterns at R. <i; Co. 'a premises.
Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars. S.E. ; and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.
N.B. Outline sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by

post on application. ^^^__^_^

Messrs. Mappin's Table Knives still maintain their unrivalled
superiority; all their blades being their own Sheffield manu-
facture, are of the very first quality, with secure ivory handles,
which do not come loose in hot water; and the difiFerence in
price is occasioned solely by the superior quality and thickness
of the ivory handles.
Mappiv, Brothers, 67 & 68, King William Street, City, E.C^:

Manufactory, Quoen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.
Table Cutlery, Razors, Pocket Cutlery, and Sci.'jsors, of their

own manufacture, in stock for exportation, at Sheffield prices.

LLEN'S PATENT PORTAIANTEAUS and
TRAVELLING BAGS with square openings.

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING BAGS, with silver
fittings.

DESPATCH BOXES, WRITING and DRESSING CASES, and
500other articles for home or continental travelling, illustrated
in his new Catalogue for 1S60. By post for two stamps.

J. W. ALLEN (late J. W. and T. Allen). Manufacturer of
Officers' Barrack Furniture and Military Outfitter (see separate
catalogue), 18 and 22, Strand. W.C.

HANDSOME BRASS and IRON BEDSTEADS.—
Heal & Soy's Show-rooms contain a large assortment of

brass bedsteads, suitable both for home use and for tropical
climates; handsome iron bedsteads with brass mountings aad
elegantly japanned

; plain iron bedsteads for servants; every
description of wood bedstead that is manufactured, in
mahogany, birch, walnut-tree wood, polished deal and japanned,
all fitted with bedding and furniture complete, as well as every
description of bedroom furniture.

HEAL AND SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
containing designs and prices of 100 bedsteads, as well as-

of 150 different articles of bedroom furniture, sent free by post.
—Heal & Son, Bedstead, IBedding, and Bedroom Furaiture
Manufacturers, I9G, Tottenham Court Road, W.

ENDERS, STOVES, EIRE-IKONS, and CHIM-
NEY PIECES—Buyers of the above are requested,

before finally deciding, to visit William S. Burton's SHOW
ROOMS. They contain such an assortment of FENDERS-
STOVES. RANGES, CHIMNEY PIECES, FIRE-IRONS, and
GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be approached
elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or
exquisiteuess of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with ormolu
ornaments and two sots of bars, SI. 15?. to S3l. 10$. ; Bronzed
Fenders, with standards, 7s. to 61. I2s. ; Steel Fenders, 21. 15*.
to 111. ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 15s. to 181.

;

Chimney Pieces, from i;. 8s. to SOI. ; Fire-Irons, from 25. 3d.
the set to 41. 4s. The BURTON and all other PATENF
STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS. AND LAMPS.—
William S. Burton has SIX LARGE SHOW ROOMS-

devoted exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of Lamps,,
Baths, and Metallic Bedsteads. The stock of each iaat once the
largest, newest, and mostvariedeversubmittod to the public, and'
marked at prices proportionate with those tluit have tended to
make his establishment the most distinguished in this country.

Bedsteads, from 12s. 6d. to £.20 Os. each.
Shower Baths, from . . . . 8 „ 6
Lamps (Moderateur), fi-om ..6 0,, 7 7

(All other kinds at the same rate.)
PurerColza Oil . . . . . . , , 4s. Od. per gallon.

CUTLERY, "V\MRRANTED. — The most variec?
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on SALE at William S. Borton's, at prices that are
remimerative only because of the largeness of the sales. 3i-inch
Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high shoulders, I2s. Od. per doz.
Desserts to match, 10a. Od. ; if to balance, 6d. per doz. extra T
Carvers, 4s. 3d. per pair ; larger sizes, from 20*. to 27s. Od. p. do.- ;r
extra fine Ivory, ZZs. ; if with silver ferrules, 405. to 50*. ; white
bone Table Knives, 6s. Od. per doz. ; Desserts, 6s. Od. ; Carvers
28. 3d. per pair; black-horn Table Knives, Ts. 4d. per doa •

Desserts, Os. ; Carvers, 2s. 6d. ; black wood-handled Table Knives
and F<jrks, Gs. per doz. ; Table Steels, from 1*. each. The Largest
stock in existence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks incases-
and otherwise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

ft

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHJ
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY,

" I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all pirts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations."— Thomas BRAcroRD,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Mancliester.

London Oiice : 63, Fleet Street, E.C,
N.B. My Machines always have,

_

and always will be sent on approval,
.^

if desired, before payment. Descrip- ''

tion and Price free by post.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FURNISH-
ING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be had

gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 400 Illustra-
tions of his illiraited Stock of Electro and Sheffield Plate
Nickel Silver and Britannia Metal goods, Dish Covers and Hot-
water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimney-pieces, Kitchen
Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Urns and Kettles, Tea Travs
Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths and Toilet Ware, Turnery Iron
and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bedroom Furniture, &c with
Lists of Prices and Plans of the 16 large Show Rooms at 39
Oxford Street, W. ; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street, W. ; and 4*

5, and fi. Perry's Place, W.. London.—EatAbUshed 1830.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARfS EXHIBITION )855.
METCALFE, BINGLEY, ^nd CO.'S New Pattern

and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating nnbleache*
Hair Brushes, Improved Flesh and Clothes Brushes, andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush. Comb, and
Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brashes search thoroughly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effec-
tually—the hafrs never corae loose. K., B., and Co. are sole
makers of the Oatmeal and Camphor and Orris Root Soaps

—

sold in Tablets (hearing chpir names and uddr&sa) at €d. each;
of Metcalfje's celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powd«r, 2#. per box;
and of the New Bouquets.—SoJe Establishment, ISOsand 331,.

Oxfoni St. 2d and 3d doora west from Holies St., London, W.

t?PPS'S HOMiKOPATHIC COCOA.—Prodneed, in

JGJ 1839. specially for the use of HomoeojMithic Patfenta, tO'

provide them with a beverage higblv nutritious and frea (rota

those effects of Coffee and Tea which t<

perQiciouB. Rendered attractive to the taste

aroma and prat^-ful smoothness. It has become aaopi«a oy tn»
public generally for brcakfofft^ luncheon, and supper. It i*

I
sold by the principal Grocers at 1*. 6rf. per lb., in I ib., i lb.,

and ilb. packets. Each packet ii labelled, "Jammb £rf^
j
Homceopauiic Chemist, Loudon.*'

many persons



iio

I^OCOA. -TAYLOll BKOTHKRS PATENT LENT-
^_^ ILIZED COCOA is pronounced by Professor Letlieby and

Dr Hassall to be superior in nutritious element to all others.

See their reports printed on the labels of cacli canister.—Sold

by all Grocers at lit. 64. per lb.
.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.—The return

of youth to their respective boarding schools induces a

solicitude for their personal comfoit and attraction, and

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for accelerating the growth

and improving and beautifying the hair, ROWLANDb
KALYDOB for irapro\ing the skiu and complexion and

Amoving clitaneousWptiSns. and ROWLANDS' ODONTO or

Pearl Dentrifice, for rendering the teeth beautifully white,

and preserving the gums, are considered indispensable ac-

companiments for the attainment of those personal advantages

80 universally sought for and admired.-Sold by A. Rowland

& Soss, 20, Hatton Garden, London, E.C, and by Chemists

^and Perfumers.
^ ^

DR. OE JONGH'S
(Knight of the Order of Leopold of Bet.gicm)

LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
administered with the greatest success in cases of

CONSU^TPTION, BRO^XHITIS. ASTHMA, COUOHS, RHEUMATISM,

Gout General DEBiUTr, Diseases of the Skin.

Pickets, Infantile WAffriNG, and all Scrofolous Affections,

is incomparably superior to every other kind The recorded

investigations of numberless eminent Bntish and Foreign

medic^practitioners have placed beyond the reach of refuta-

tion the feet that no invalid can possibly reahse the full beno-

licial effects of Cod Liver Oil, who does not take Dr. De

•Jonoh's celebrated pure Light Brown OiL

Opinion of EDWIN LANKESTER, Esq., M D., F.R.S

Late Lecturer on the Practice of Phync ot St Georges Medical

S<!kool, SapeHntendent of the Food Collection at the So^u/i

Kmsinfjton Mv^um, &C., Ac.
" I believe that the purity and genuineness of this Oil are

secured in its preparation by the pei-sonal attention of so good

a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr. De Jongh, who
has also written the best medical treatise on the Oil with which

I am acquainted. Hence I should deem the Cod Liver Oil

sold under his guarantee to be preferable to any other kind as

regards genuineness and medicinal ef&cacy."

Sold ONLY in imperial half pints, 2s. 6d. ;
pinta, 45. 9d. ;

quarts, 9s., capsuled, and labelled with Dr. de Jokoh's sbimp

and signature, without which none can possiblt be genuine,

'by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees,
ANSAR, HARFORD. & CO., 77. Strand. London, W.C.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS THE MOST EFFECTUAL
REMEDY FO R LIVER COMPLAIXTS AND DISORDERS

OF THE STOMACH.—At this season of the year when these

'Complaints are so prevalent there is no better remedy than

Hoej^wat'b Pills, whether as a preventive or cure. When
taken in moderate doses and strict attention paid to diet, the

worst cases will be reHeved. The strengthening properties of

these Pills restore the impaired tone of the stomach and cleanse

the Uver. Nothing so good has been discovered for the cure of

persons suffering from a long residence in hot climates, and
they surpass every other medicine for general family use. They
^ave the happiest effect on the stomach and secretions, promoting
^digestion, aiid gently stimulating the torpid bowels.
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On the m inst tvill le commenced a Ketv Tale

EVAN HARRINGTON:
OB,

HE WOULD BE A GENTLEMAN.
BY GEORGE MEREDITH.

' Vol. I. is now ready, price 7s. 6d.

PuWislied in Weel;ly Kumbers, price 3rf., and in Monthly Parts.

BRADCURT AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERTE STREET, FLEET STREET, E. C,

I

ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; oe, The STarc-

TURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PlAKTS
"\"f^^^

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo, clotb, puce

$6s., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural and

Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Tenns^ In

One Volume. Svo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations price 12s.

• * The Glossary may be had separately, price 55. clotb.

MEDICAL AND (ECONOMICAL EOTANY. With

numerous Illustrations. A New Edition, in One Volume,

Svo, cloth, price 7«. Gd,

SCHOOL BOTANY; .OB, The Rudimekts op

Botanical Science. In One Volume, Svo, half-bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price Os. Od.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; OB, The Aet op

De-scribing Planto correctly, in Scieutific Language, for

Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price U.

BRADBrBY & Evans. 11, Bouverie Street.

KS.

CUTHILL'S TREATISE ok the STRAWBERRY
showing how to obtain large crops off a small bit nf

ground, now ready, 1.. The Potato Pamphlet, 20 more things

t ; Market Gardening Round London, U 6d. ;
The \ine. Is,

The Mushroom, Killing WoodUce, U. ; Vegetable Meeting, gratis.

James CuTniLt, Camberwell, London, 8. ^^

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. Svo, with Six Copper Plates and nun^erous

Wood Engnwings. Price 245. cloth.

London : Longman, Brown, & Co.

WHAT AVILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is »

thought often occurring to litoraiy minds, publi

^characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An Imme
diato answer to the inquiry may bo obtained on application to

RrcHARDBAR[iETT.13,MarkLane,London.B.C. R. B. is enabled

to exocntc every description of Printing on very advantageous

terms, his office being fnmishod with a largo and choice .vsort-

fnent of Types, Steam Prin: ing Machhics, Hydraulic and other

Presses, and every modem improvement in the Printing Art.

A Speeiraen Book of Types, and information for Authors, sent

en application, bv
Richard RARRirrT. 13. Marie Lane, London. E.G.

ANTED, A COPY of LOUDON'S HORTICUL-
TURIPT—Apply to. A. B., Post Office, Heckfield,

Wiuchfield, Hants.

•REDUCTION IN PRICES OF SIR W. HOOKER'S WORKS.

IONDON BOTANICAL JOURNAL, 6 Vols. Svo,
J with Plates, 6i., instead of f)L; ICONES PLANTARUM.

New Series, 4 Vols. Svo, containing 400 Plates, 41. instead of

61. Us. ; NIGER FLOfiA. Plants of "Western Africa, Svo, with
'CO Plates, Ifi*. instead of 1/. Is. ; Berkeley (Rev. J. M.) IN-
TRODUCTION TO CRYPTOGAMIC BOTANY, Svo, Illustrated

with 127 Engravings, li. ; Boussinoattlt. RURAL ECONOMY
IN rrs RELATION WITH CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, a^d METEO-
ROLOGY. 2d Edition. Svo. I85.—London : H. Bailli^re, Pub-
lisher, 210, Rejyent Street, W., and 440, Broadway, New York.

NEW EDITION OP
SIR J. E. TEIMNENT'S WORK ON CEYLON.

Fourth Edition, with 9 Maps, 17 Plans and Charts, and 90

Eu^raviogs on Wood, in 2 vols. Svo, price 2/. 10s. cloth.

Ceylon": An Account of the Island—PhysicaL
Historical, and Topographical ; with Notices of its

Natural History, Antiquities, and Productions.^ ^7..
^"^

James Emekson Tennent, K.C.8.. LL.D., &c. This Edition,

which is thoroughly revised, contains 2 new ilaps and a new
Chapter on Buddhism and Demon Worship.

_ , . rical, antiquarian, and de-

scriptive, this book is a model,

and stands unsurpassed among-

the many remarkable works

which have been produced on

the countries of our Eastern

empire.**

—

Giuirdian.

" For comprehensiveness,

deep and conscientious and
extensive investigation, and
that still rarer quality of mind,

which takes equal interest in

and equally suits itself to the

widely varying branches of a

large subject, scientific, histo-

London : Longman, Grepn, Longman, & Roberts.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
Nowwady, post 4to, bound in cloth, price 2v,,free by post, 2^. id.

PEAT'S FARMER'S DIARY and ' ACCOUNT
BOOK, 1S60; behag a complete and easy method of

keeping farm accounts. Dedicated by permission to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Carlisle.

The publisher begs to call the attention of Agriculturists to
this Diary and Account Book. It has been favourably received
•during the last 6 years by a great many eminent agriculturists
in England, Ireland, and Scotland ; aud high encomiums have
been passed upon it by all the leading journals (London and
I'rovinciiU), advocating the cause of agriculture.
The publisher has Measure in rtating that it has received the

liigh patronage of the Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, and will

by pcrniiwion be dedicated to him.
This Diary cont;iins Space for Memoranda ; Complete

Almaiuuik—Almanack with Breeder's Tiibles—Memoranda

—

Cash Aooount—Fanner's Account Book—Inventory, Cash.
:Stock, Ac., beginning of year—Extent of Farm—Cropping or
ProduceTable—Outlay and Income duringtheYear—Inventory,
Cash, Stock, Ac, en<ling of year—Summary of Outlay and
Income—ft great many useful Tables, Stamps, Taxes, Licenses,
&c.—Valuable recipes for Farmers—A complete List of Fairs in
the United Kingdom, &c.
The publisher would recommend that an early application

be made for this Diary, as a great many were disappointed in
ordering- copies for 1869, after the edition was sold off and too
late to print a second edition.

"The great desiderata in farm account-books are simplicity
and brevity, leaving nothing for the tarmtr to do but to enter
under printed heads the transactions of each day, when the
j^kbour of the day is finished. In looking over the ' Diary ' of
Mr. Feat* we think he has met these requirements of the
fftrmei in a very uitisfactory manner, so that any farmer, by

j

KNOWLEDGE FOR THE YOUNG.
New Edition, enlarged and improved, in 18mo, price U.,

THE STEPPING-STONE to KNOWLEDGE;
containing upwards of Seven Hundred Questions and

Answers on Miscellaneous Subjects, adapted to the capacity of

lulant Minds. By a Mother.

By the same Author, New Editions, uniform with "The
Stepping-Stone to Knowledge,"

THE STEPPING-STONE to GEOGRAPHY; con-

taining several hundred Questions and Answers on Geographi-

cal Subjects ISmo, Is.

THE STEPPING-STONE TO ENGLISH HISTORY;
containing several hundred Questions and Answers on the
History of England ISmo, Is

.

THE STEPPING-STONE to BIBLE KNOWLEDGE

;

containing several hundred Questions and Answers on the

Old and New Testaments , , ISmo, Is.

CHE STEPPING-STONE TO BIOGRAPHY; con-

taining several hundred Questions and Answers on the Lives

of Eminent Men and Women , ., ISrao, Is.

SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE to ENGLISH
GRA.MMAR: conttuning several hundred Questions and
Answers on English Grammar 18mo, l.*:.

SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE to FRENCH PRO-
NUNCIATION AND CONVERSATION; containing several
hundred Questions and Answer5 on the French Language. I5.

PARKHURSrS STEPPING-STONE to MUSIC;
containing several hundred Questions on the Science ; also a
short History of Music a ....18mo, Is.

PARKHUUSrS STEPPING-STONE to ROMAN
HISTORY; containing several hundred Questions and
Answers on the History of Rome ....18mo, Is.

SHIELD'S STEPPING-STONE to ANIMAL akd
VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY; with many Woodcuts... .!».

OWICN'S STEPPING-STONE to NATURAL HIS-
TORY; Vertebrate or Back-boned Animals; with Wood,
cuts 2«. 6d

SpnaraffiW i
P*^""" I* Mammalia, price Iff.oepdratexy

^ p^^^ jj ^.^^^^ Reptiles, Fishes, price 1«.

THE STEPPING-STONE to FRENCH HISTORY;
containing several hundred Questions and Answers on the
History of France . . . .^ 18mo, Ir

MR. JOHN CHALMERS MORTON'S
AGRICULTURAL HANDBOO

Just published, in ICrao, pp. 132, price Is. 6d. sewed.

HANDBOOK or DAIRY HUSBANDRY: compm
ing Dairy Statistic/) ; Food of the Cow ; Milk; Butta-

Cheese; General Management ;
Calendar of Daily Dairy Oiwi!

tiona; Appendix on Cheese-making; and Index, ByjMnl
Chalmers Morton, Editor of tho Agricultural Gazette, &c.

London : Longman, Green, LoyoMAy, & Roberts.'

"Just published, price Qd,, by post single copy 7(/., 4copi«il~/BATTLE COOKERY*,
\ J By William Burness. *

[

Maybe had of Mr. Eurness, 2, Frospect Tcri-ace, Bristw. S,

Just published, price Oue Shilling,
'

THE REFORM OP THE SEWERS—WHERE
SHALL WE BATHE, -WHAT SHALL WE DRINI

OR, Manure Wasted and IlAND Starved, By G. Eocbfoe:

Clarke, Esq., M.A,
J. H. & J. Parker, Oxford; Ridgwat, 169, Piocadillj

London, W. ; Simms, Mauchester ; and Webb & fl^jV

Liverpool.
'

^

Just published, in One Volume, cloth, price SOs.,

FARM INSECTS : being the Natural History tod

Economy of the Insects injurious to the Field Cropiiii

Great Britain and Ireland, and also those which infest Bary

and Granaries. With Suggestions for their Destruction. B?

John Curtis, F.L.S., &c. Illustrated with many hundnJ

figures. Plain 3nd Coloured.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C,; and ill

Booksellers. i

THE FLORIST, FRUrnST, and GARDEN MIS-

CELLANY Illustrated, 1st of each Month, l».

In Feb. No. (just published with two coloured plates) is flffl'

tinued " Sis of Spades," and other articles of geneml interest
^

Office: 30. Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. r

Just published, price Sixpence,

THE FLORISTS' SHEET AMANACK m *

GARDENERS' CALENDAR for 1860, containing 1

Calendar of Operations, List of the best Fruits, Flowers, and

Vegetables by the most eminent growers, and other usrfil

information.
To be had only of Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Florists aci

Seedsmen, Isleworth and Hounslow, W.
^

>

EORGE MILLS'S TREATISE on the CUL-

TURE OF THE CUCUMBER, MELON, SEAKALE, aKJ

ASPARAGUS, will be sent free by post on the receipt c.

3s. Gd. in penny Postage stamps.

Also bv the same Author,

TREATISE ON the CULTURE op the PDfE-

APPLE, for 25. Gd,
George Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealing, Middlesex, W.

EVERY LOVER OF HIS GARDEN SHOULD SE£

THE MIDLAND FLORIST, greatly imprOTeJ

full of iuteresting matter suited to the rcquiremeott

«

the Amateur Gardener, and the cheapest Floricultural pence-

ical extant. Price 3((., Monthly. A Speciman copy onrMap.

of four Stamps.—London : Low & Co.. 47. Ludgate HilI;_M^

^LENNY'S GARDENERS' GAZETTE WB

FEBRUARY contains :—Mr. Lindley's Theo^ of Hcrt

culture. Licensed Victuallers Almanack, The Fa^^'^.j,

Botany, Geometrical Flower Gardens, Reminiscencea 01 w^

Dahlia, Chinese Ornamental Grounds, Mr. Paula
^ ^^^

Nest," The Manetti Bubble, The Metropolitan Society 3

1^
Shows, Long List of Novelties and Short List of Favo^w

Nineteenth Annual Address to the Floral World, Tfte m
cultural Revival, The Great Eastern. Published Mon^

price 3ti., post free. 4d.—Yates & Alexander, iione^

Court, Ludgate Hill. E.G. ; James Allen. 1, ffarwicUj^fi^-

Published Monthly. Price 3s. Grf. coloured,

CURTIS'S BOTANICAL MAGAZINE, liyj

W. J. Hooker, D.C.L., F.R.S., Director of tM^!
Gardens of Kew. In Monthly Numbers, each coawi«-i^

6 coloured plates by "W. Fitch. , wc,
LOYELL Reetk, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Gargen^^^^

Now ready. New Edition for 1S60, with numerous Iniprove^w-.

CAFF. DOD'S PEERAGE, li AROJ^ti^"^^,

KNIGHTAGE, &c., forlSGO (20th year), containing

new Peers, Baronets, Knights, Bishops. PnvyL.oi^.y,

Judges, &c., corrected throughout on the li'gl^^f,S^»A*
Whittaker & Co., Ave Maria Lane, E.C.,^Jid^^j^£^zr:>~

Now ready, price 2s. Gd., . A(

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Part IX. Cont&^m
conclusion of Pleurothsdlis. 1^1,9^

Parts I. to VIIL, price 2.^. 6d. eUch, may stiU "^^'uarfff

^

aa^dug himself famihar with the various hidings, may settle THE STEPPL^G-STONE TO GRECIAN HISTORY;tU8 daya aoMnnta of his farm m a very few minutes. We '

Hase noheaUaUon in recommending it to our readers."—5/artrXoM Mxprtm.

^^^x^.S!^^^^*^"^''^ * Co.
, London ; Whittaker t

Co., IiOti«lon; M'fiiABttaM ^ Gnx, Dublin; John Mknmes,

S^uTstitiSi^"
P^.-rhi^

; .a BooUelk^, «.d at the

containing several hundred Questions and Answers on ttie
History of Greece , ISmo, 1*.

THE STEPPING-STONE to ASTRONOMY; con-
taining several hundred familUtr Questions and Answers on
Earth and the Sohir System 18mo, Is,

Loudon : Longman, Green, Lonomjln, & Roberts.

xi*it,a I. Lu Till., poce z^. ua. ciiuu, "•^•.j "r—^__««t
James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington St., oo¥«»

London, W.C. ______^—-^

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, P"<*
^*-

free by post, 55. lOrf-, o T E
'

TJURAL CHEH I Si \
Xt By Edward Solly, F.B.S., F.L.S., F.0r.i5-j^ 5

Honorary Member of the t?^^^i AoTicultunu y:Zi^*
England, Professor of Chemistr
Ixindon, Lecturer on Chemistry ^
Seminary at Addiscombe, &c., &c. x/iardflti.

*

-

J. Matthews, 5. Upper Wellington_St;.CgvggBH^-—
-"

Price Is. Gd., fiee by post. Is. td. -gg,

LABELS FOR THE HERBA*^
coNsisTiya or the names of '^^^..a.oRO^

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB v
^

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE^^^
So printed in large type, that they can be cut ow •

into The HERBARnrM. ^^^
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Str«ei, Co"«^*

lioudon, W.C.
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iTF-OUARTEKLY REVIEW, No. CCXIIL, is"
piibliBhed THIS DAT.

Contents :

—

T ATT^THVLTAN COLOiNIES ano SUPPLY of GOLD.

ir rNVBNTORS OF COTTON SPINNING MACHINES.
ttt' PrriMA AND THE WAR.
TV THE ROMAN WALL in NORTHUMBERLAND
V RELIGIOUS REVIVALS in IRELAND and ELSE-

VI COWPER-HIS LIFE and WORKS.
VII.* BEFORil SCHEMES.

John Morhay, Albemarle Street, W.

OTICE.—In consequence of Messrs. Lawes and

Morton having just commenced 18C0 with opposition

aimUar to that which they previously advanced, and wishing

ti Ho those gentlemen every justice, Mr. Tiiorley is induced

to EN-L^RGE his Qorainff PAMPHLET, making it U pages

in-^tead of 32—showing beyond doubt that their obsorvr.tions

on the so-called '* Concentrated Cattle Food," and so-called

"feeding statistics," are without foundation ; that the Rothara-

atcd experiment was not made with his Food, and consequently

that th£ complete failure must either be through mismanage-

ment or from buying the Condiment at the wrong shop.

The first imprefsion of Ouo Hundred Thousand Copies will

be ready about the firet day of March, and may he had post-

free on receipt of Three Stamps, on applicatiou to Josbph
Thorlet, the Inventor and sole Proprietor of "Tborley's Food
for Cattle," 77, Newgate Street, London, E.G. ; 2J, Broadway,

New York, United States ; Mr. J. W. Thorlet, Melbourne,

Victoria; Mr. Alfred Burt, Sydney, New South Wales; and
of all his agents throughout the United Kingdom.—Feb. 4.

NURSERY GROUND.
TO BE LET. WHITTOGTON NURSERY,

Upi>er Holloway, N., -to be entered upon immediatelv.—
For particulars apply to J. F. Mabson, Esq., Small Pox Hos-
pital, or to Mr. Bunney, Nurseryman, Stratford, Essex, E.

HUCCLECOTE: gardens, 2i MILES FROM Gloucester.
rs^O BE LET, with immediate possession, the above
A. capital walled-in GARDENS, cnut-ainiug about 4 acres
with House, Farm-yards, Buildings, Orchard, and Laud
adjoining, containing in the whole about 10 acres, with Green-
houses, Propagating houses, Vineries, Pits, &c. Extent of
glass 5770 feet.—For particulars apply to W. Knowles, Auc-
tioneer, St. Mary's Square, Gloucester.

TO

TO pre, POULTRY, AND GAME FEEDERS.

JUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY xm> GAME.—
RICE SWEEPINGS, 78. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 10s. per cwt., in IJ cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14s. per cwt. ; OIL-CAKE, per ton only ; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, Gs. and fis. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
delivery.—W. & R. Jupp, 6, Cross Lane, Eas^cheap, B.C.

IFTY PURE BRED DORKING PULLETS for
SALE, of the- large Grey and Speckled varieties.—For

prices and particulars apply to John Coates, Escrick, York.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW.—SECRETARY WANTED.—The Council require

the services of a SECRETARY, to enter upon his duties in
March next. He must be competent to conduct tho whole of
the Correspondence, to keep the Accounts, and generally to
manage the business of the Society. The Salary for the first
year will be 200^., to be increased to 2501. fur the second and
subsequent years, if the duties are performed to the satisfac-
tion of the Council. Preference will be given to a Candidate
having some knowledge of Agriculture, if equally well qualified
in other respects.—Applications, with full particulars as to
present and former eugageihents, with copies of testimonials,
to be addressed to Mr. T. B. Wright, Midland Counties Herald
0#«, Birmingliam, on or before SATURDx\.Y, the 18th inst.,
endorsed *' Cattle Show."

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.—

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W. To Landowners, the
t'lergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c., in England and Wales
and m Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1850, has received the sanction of the Le^s-
laturo. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the followmg works of Agricultural Imprnveraent,
the whole outlay and expenses in aU cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years. ^

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting for any beneficial purl

2 F^ •^S%^ Jlachmeiy for Drainage or Irrigation.
2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural orlarmmg purposes. *

/

8. Jetties or landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

*'
^nfb^rR^M-''^

Farm_ Houses, Labourers^ Cottages, and
Stnt^^ f'^^'J^' ^i^'^i!;^^-

^•'^ ^^^ purposes, and the Im-provement of and additions to FarmWsea and otherbuildings for farm pm-poees.

P^am.nrS.vTnri"''^^''.*^^ provisions of any Act of

r^Hr. r ' ^^} C^^^fte^or Commission, in res:-ect of any
mivWn^T'^^ works of drainage or other improvements,

SeV^^ -fl^+T
i'^^P-^rt^onate share of the cost and chargethe same with the expenses on the lands improved.

of^^'.JJi^^M
"%*"*'"''

^\ ^'^^ ^^ required, and tho Company being
01 a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plansand execution of the Works, which are contrx)Ued only by theGovernment Enclosure Commissioners.

J ^ ^

k.^?l
*""^her information, and for forms of application, applyto the Honourable William NAPfER, Manaclna- Director

U)ld Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
^'"^^^ JJirector,

AN APPEAL TO FARMERS and FARM
LABOURERS.-The rents of the Lands you cultivate

nave already reached the highest rates possible, and leave youao tope of improving your condition. Generations succeedwch other on the same Farms, without your being able towcome the Proprietors of them. In France it is far otherwiseana every individual by toiling as you do may become the

dTmfJ V'PJ^^^- .
^!'® cheapness of Land, the beauty of the

^l^-!l-^l'^*^*^
Central Departments, and the fertility of the

momrj;' ..P^^^'^^'^ *^^ ^^'i^* of f'-nit and vegetables, at this
*«uuient attracts a vast number of husbandmen from neighbour-

S?m^w ""^^
l^."" P'*^^^^ settUng there to cultivate the land^iWves ^d improve their condition by tilling it on their

Edfl^^S,''
^^ Ubourmg in their own country on the

Mwntfon S^; .
^''^ advantages oEfered are without any

ouSn^ A. ^''n''^
""^^ J'^T^^ '^^'^^ dwelling houses and

h«SZ^t?'^-V''" ^^^^ ^"'^'^ *"d conUining from 50 to 1000

nSTS (the hectare is about 2^ acres) all in one holding

SSTdieHi^^ ^S^"^ ^h
«tcriing), comprising the country

ri«htof fiih?^'
^"thouses, homoflteada, meadow lands, woods,

2i «; ofleSS r«
«*^^^

i"g..
l^^e stock, &c.. in the pdrchase^

•elT«. m?v^^^''"^^'"-°^^^
husbandry, and.wL labour them-

' •M^dn^t^V''^ V '^i*'"'''
equivalent to the most advau-

'- St^/thP^f"'^*!'^-'*'
of which they may be convii;ced^wung tiie spot, and iniHpecting the mode of cnltn rp at

Sn^eK^^h^V^ ^-
'''''' ^ntiigence i;f?he1e conn ries

*^^j^S^J^^ ^^^'l'^'''^^^^'*^'^^^
raost excellent results,

^tStW ^U^^a'^- '¥ «S"d*n^ crops. This i-s the be7t

gojthe stylo of

B^t^Toiiifil^ti^ ''"t/w*« i,cii-ioiu ana in a very short

^'fSw Id L .l^""^!'** ^ .^^" ^ *-'^^ property iteelf.-

^-V^a? ft^^^'".P^^ particulars apply to fe. Goimard.
«. '

noc BC Roeh, p«^ X hst of the different Eetates and

TO BE LET, the GARDENS at Hornby Castle,
Catterick, Yorksliire, with the Pineries, Vineries, Pits, ifec.,

all of which are in first-rate working order, and most efficiently
and ccouomically heated by hot water as arranged and recently
put up by the Messi^. Weeks, of King's Road, Chelsea, London,
S.W.—Toview, apply to Mr. Rtchardpox, the Ggrdeuer upon
tho spot, and for particidara to Mr. Wiley, at the Office, Hornby
Castle, Catterick.

^

rpO BE LET, a first-class FRUITERER'S andX GREENGROCER'S BU>SIN£SS, with a good Trade in
KEED8 and GARDENING, Rent all let ofT.—For particulars

*>PP^y (^'th stamped address) Mr, Smith, Gardener, 16, Drum-
mond Crescent^ Enston Square, London, N.W.

FARM IN THE COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND.

TO BE LET, the valuable FARM of HOUNDALEE,
situated ahout a mile and a half from the Widdrington

Station of the Newcastle and Berwick Railway, lying in the
Chapelry of "Widdrington and County of Northumberland.
The Farm consists of fi82 acres, or thereby : the land is of the
best description, and contains a fair proportion of Tuniip and
Barley soil and excellent old Pasture. Drainage operations are
now being actively carried on, and the whole of the drainage
will be completed in about two years- The House and Build-
ings are large and commodious and of modern construction,
and will be put into complete repair. To a tenant of capital
and skill every encouragement will be given. Tiiis Farm
will be let with entry to the Houses, Fallows^ and Grass, at
Whitsunday, 1S60, and to the Arable land on the removal of
the away-going crop, for such numbers of j ears as may bo
agreed upon. Offers will be received till March 1, by Geo.
Wm. Hay, Esq., Sudbury, Derby, who will furnish all further
particulars, nnd the boundarie.s will be shown to the intendiu
Offerers by Andrew Calder, the Forester at Widdrington,

FARMS TO LET in Yorkshire, from the 25th March,
Tithe free, by the Year or on Lease^ One consists of 303a.,

3e., 25p,, two-thirds of which is strong hind ; one of 226 acres
or thereabouts, principally strong ; and one of 233 acre^^, con-
taining a good portion of Turnip and Fotato soil, with upwards
of 80 acres of rough Grass, The Land upon all the Farms is

excellent for Wheat, The Farms are now being drained at
8 yards apart. A liberal return of Rent will be made for the
improvement of the first Farm. High Farming and a capital of
8i. to lOi. per acre will be expected, as the agreements arc very
liberal. The first two Farms (which will be let together if

desired) are within two miles of a first class station within six
hours of London, Bristol, or Liverpool. The fields are perfectly
adapted to steam cultivation, which will be found in iise upon
the estate. The markets are amongst the best in England,
The houses are good.—Apply to H. V, Sekwell, Bury, Biggles-
wade, Beds.

POULTRY AND PIGEON FANCIERS
PEaiODlCAL SALES BY AUCTION.MR J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he

will hold SALES BY AUCTION of FANCY POULTRY
and PIGEONS, on the First and Third TUESDAY in every
Month, during the Season, at his Groat Eoom, 38, King Street
Covent Garden, W-C. ; parties desiring to have Birds included
in the Catalogue are requested to make their entries at least a.
Fortnight prior to each Sale,

Days of Sale.
TUESDAY, February Hh. TUESDAY, April 3d.

It

If

II

March

Uth.
21st.

etii.

20tli.

n
If

»
it

,t 17th,
May 1st.

,. 15th.
June 5th.

TUESDAY, June 19th.
Note.—Catalogues will be forwarded on receiptof Two Stamps^
Marked Catalogues with Post-office Orders sent on the Satur-

day after the Sale.

38, King Street, Covent Garden, London, "W-C.

POUTtRY AWD~ P jGEON SALE.
'-

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., oa

TUESDAY, Februry 7, at 12 o'Clock precisely, ahout 2-10 lots
of POULTRY and P1GE0X3, consisting of Spanish from
Mrs. Stow of Tewkesbury ; Cochins from the Rev. G. Gilbert
of Clajtton ; T. Bridges, Esq., of Croydon, and W. B. Warwick,.
Esq, of Southwell; Silver Polands from Mr. P. Jones of
Fulham ; Dorkiugs from 3Iiss Milward of Bath, Rev. J. E.
Carter of Essex, and other varieties from celebrated b^ders.
Also a good lot of Pigeons from Messri?, Jones, EsMilant,
Brooke, and other well-itnowTi fanciers.—May be viewed on tho^.
Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had; if for the country, by
enclosioe- two stamps.

&p£.ciMi_ txiKA Poultry and pigeon sale
On the week of the Crystal Palace Poultry Show,

rr

^alfjef 62 Auction.

TO NOBLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS AND
OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEUOE and MORRIS ' are in^
structed by Mr, Hally to Sell by Auction, at the Mart, on

TUESDAY, February 16, at 12o'Clock,about300choiceDOUBLE
CAMELLIAS, from 1 to 7 foot, consisting of all the most ap-
proved ! kinds, beautifully furnished with bloom buda ; tiue

AZALEA INDICA in flower; a choice assortment of about 300
very handsome Standard and Dwarf ROSES; a fine collection
of AMERICAN PLANTS, Lilium lancifolium sortie; a few
EUGENIA UGNI and OTAHEITE ORANGRS ; choice
DAHLIAS in dry roots ; PiEONIAS, FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS,
Arc.—On view the morning of Sale ; Catalogues had at the
Mart, and of the Auctioneers^ American Nursery, Leytonstone,
Essex, N.E,

NORTHUMBERLAND.—FREEHOLD ESTATE, So.

MR. SAMUEL DONKIX will Sell by Auction, at
the Central Station Hotel, NewcaKtle-upon-Tvne, on

TUESDAY, February 21, at 2 for 3 o'Clock: in the afternoon
precisely.

Lot 1_—The ESTATE of CHRTSTON BANK and RED
HOUSES, otherwise CLAXTON'S MOOR HOUSE, in the
parish of EmhIeton, in the county of Northumberland
containing:

—

Arable Land
Pasture Land
Plantations .

,

. . .

,

Homestead and Roads .

.

516 1 29

Tho Estate was recently for several years in the occupation of
the proprietor, when the buildings were completely repaired
and much enlarged, a large part of the Estate drained, and the
whole greatly improved. The Pastures are well known as some
of the most valuable Feeding Land in Northumberland. The
whole of ihis Lot is Let to Mr, W, Morrison on a Lease for 15 years
from the 13th day of May, 1856- Great facility of communica-
tion both to the North and South is afforded by the tnmk line

of the North Eastern Railway, which intersects and has a
Station upon the property. There is Coal and abundance of
excellent Limestone upon the property, with Kilns for Burning
tho latter, for which almost unlimite*"! demand ex in Tweed-
side and the South of Scotland. These Minerals are Let on
Lease to substantial Tenants, The Tithes arc commuted for

Rertcharges amounting to lOOi, 16«- 2/, 18^, Qd. for Ca^^tle

Guard and Quit Rents is payable out of this Lot to the Earl of

Tankerville.

Lot 2,-1. BLINK BONNY HOTEL, with > Four-stalled

Stable OTit-houses, and 2a. 2r. S5p- of Land, in the Occupation

of Mr. George Cockbuni- 2. A DWELLING HOU:iE and
8FI0P adjoining the above, in the Oecupr^tion of Mr, James
Thompson. 3, THREE COTTAGES, also adjoining the above.

A. R. P.

230 1 5
2*54 37
10 2 5
11 1 22

CLASS POULTRY and PIGEONS, consisting of the whole of
Mr, Botham's stock of Spanish, which will include the Liver-
pool Cup birds, &c., &c, ; about 40 Lots of First Class Poultry
from Mr. Boothby of Bristol ; White and Buff Cochins, from.
F. Manning. Esq., of Suffolk ; Black, Gold, and Silver Polands
from G- S- Fox, Esq., of Somerset; about 15 Lots of Poultry-
from Mrs. Pattison, and other varieties from celebraLed
breeders. The Pigeons are remarkably choice, and include the
surplus stocks of PouTEH-sfromS. Bult, Esq.,and Carriers from
W. W, Hayue, Esq,, and D, S. Oliver, Esq.—May be viewed on
tho Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had; if for the country^
by inclosing two stamps.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF CONIFEROUS SEEDS,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 33, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on

V/EDNESDAT, February 8, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

PINES, CONES, and SEEDS, including Wellingtonia gigantes.
Mammoth tree 300 feet high, 25 feet diameter, Irom the
Calaveras Grove, California, Libocedrus decurrens or Thuja,
gigantea, 150 feet high, from 4 to ti feet in diameter, from
Sierra Nevada, California. Cupressus Lawsoniana, 100 to-

150 feet -high, 1 to 2 feet in diameter, a most elegant tree,

California. Cupressus macrocarpa, resembles the Cedar of
Lebanon in its form when old, Abies Menziesi, from the
banks of Frazer's River, 100 to 150 feet high, 2 to 3 feet iu
diameter. Abies Mertensiana: a most graceful Pine, 100 to
200 feet high, from British Columbia and Vancouver's Island.
Abies Dou^^afii, 200 to 250 feet high, 2 to 4 feet in diameter,
British Columbia and California, Pinus Larabertiana, 300 feet

high, 4 to 8 feet in diameter; this Pine surpasses in size every
other species iu California, and the timber is also more valued
for house purposes, Pinus Jeffreyi, a noble species of Pice-
from the "Sierra Nevada, California, grows from 100 to-

200 feet high, 2 to 4 feet in diameter, hardy, elevation
above the sea 4000 to 6000 feet, Pinus Sabiniana, 50 to-

100 feet high ; California- Pinus Benthamiana from California.

Pinus pondcrosa, Douglas. This species deserves general cul-
tivation for its size, beauty, and timber, 100 to 200 feet high^-
4 to 6 feet in diameter ; from Sieira Nevada, California, Pinus
insignis : this Pine will grow near the sea and in the pooresfc
soil, Arctostaj^hylos glauca : a very interesting shrub, deserves^
general cultivation from its pretty rose-coloured flowers and
singular foliage

;
grows G to 10 feet high; California. Cornus-

Nuttalii; a fine shrub, 10 to 20 feet high, flowers white,
4 inches in diameter, hardy, grows 4000 to 6000 feet elevation
ia the Sierra Nevada. Ceanothus sp., flowers white, spikes,
from 4 to 6 inches long; a most cnarming shrub when in
flower ; hardy, Sierra Nevada, 4000 to 6000 feet elevation above
the sea. Quercus Hindsii, a tree from 60 to SO feet high and
4 feet diameter, from the valleys in California- Quercus sp,,

a tree from 40 to 60 feet high, from the base of the Sierra
Nevada. Also a small importation from Mexico of Pinus
ocampii Devoniaua,—May be viewed on the Morning of Sale,,

and Catalogues had; if for the country, by inclosing twostamps.

SEEDS FROM MEXICO FOR SALE.
'

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to aunounce that he will
include in his Sale on WEDNESDAY, February 8, 1 lb, of

elean seeds of PINUS OCAMPII DEVONIANA, which Messrs,
Roczl <t Co, are sure will succeed in England. They are col-
lected from an immense tree which they had to cut down for
the purpose, in the department of Michoroan, at an elevation
of at least 10,000 feet above the level of the sea, where not evea
Barley can grow, it is so cold, and only a very few vegetebles
of the commonest kinds. Frosts are not only frequent, but to
be relied on at all times in the year, in summer as well as in
winter, so that there ia no doubt that the tree grown from. ^

these seeds will be perfectly hardy in England. Tlhis seed will
be divided into 20 Lots.—May be viewed on the morning of
Sale, and Catalogues had ; if for the country, by inclosing two
stamps.

1000 Roses, Flower and Veoetable Seeds fkom Holland j

1000 Gladiolus Brekchlevensis (True); 2000 Strong
FaSTOLF RaSPDERRIES, 500 handsome bushy PL.VNTS OF
UPRIGHT CyPKESS, 39 HANDSOME-TRAINED TREKS OF THE
NEW Pr^UM " ANGELrWA BURDETT, " 500 WlZARD OT THiJ
North Strawberries, 500 strong Hoots of DELPHiiniUJtf
FORMOSUM, &C,

MR. J. C. STEVEXS begs to annonnce that he
will Sell the above by Auction at his Great Room,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, Feb. 10^

at half-past 1-' o'clock preciselv.—May bo viewed on the Morn-

ing of Sale, and Catalogues had ; iffur the country, by inclosing

two stamps
„

Thomp

te

rCAllWAV _ _ _

fare from' tbe railway to the East and West.—Tbe Property

may be «e«i on application to the Tenants, au-i railiculars

toMiLS^^"l^*^^"" particuiara. m.y be seen
*" AMRS. W. ii. toJDTH A Son, 186, Sti-and, Lom

appli-
LondoB^ W.G.

mav be bad of tho Auctioneer, at the Place of S.Uc, and at the

Offices of Messrs. Wiluaji & B^njami^t Woodman, Sohcitora,

Morpeth.—Ftbi-uary 4.

CLEART50.SALEATBB0AI>WBLD»C-BM»IKS, SHEFFIELD, PBE^^JOUS

TO REMOVAr^ OF TREES, SHRUBS, PI^NTS, ETa

^ rB ROWLAND WARD is iustructed by 3vir. F..

iVL Godwin to offer for public competition, on TUESDAY"

Znd WEDNESDAY, February 7 and 8, each Aiy at 1 0. 30 a.

m

the remainder of his extensive and choice ^ L RSEBY STOCK^

embracing Deciduous. Flowering, and Evergreen Sbrubs ; FnriW

Forest and Ornamental Tre« ; American Plants, Hosea, and

Cmufens Also, a tne a^id healthy assortment of Store and

OrpenhooBe Plants, cnnsHting of Azaleas, Camellias, EriCM,

Eoacrises. FuchaiM, Geraniums of all Clawes, Ac—Ort»Iog«e»
may be had of the Owner, at the above Address ; or of the

AucUouecr, Handaworth Woodhouse, near Sheffield.
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HOTHOUSE OR THE MILLION.

M H M N
BKGS TO INFORM THE P *L

*
THAT HE HAS BEEN APrOmED SOLE AGENT FOE THE MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF

THE nIw PORTABLE ,iND.l«>NOMICAL HOTHOUSES

SIRJOSEPHPAXTON, M. P.

i

•

I

f

i^^£VtFt:S%.

labourers.

They are calculated for gardens of the h.ghost order, or gentlemen
3 garfa

geneiaV.formarket gardens ,vhere they may be made to cover aay eiW

surface. aLd also for suburban, villa, and cottage gardens.

1'

I

>

TUo moderate coat of these houses not only places vrithin tbfe reach of pei.ons

<,f lunited mean, a luxury hitherto confined to the wealthy, but offers i—se

Advautflge* to all who have garden^waUs already standing-^is from thou- peculiar

construction they can be formed mto ranges of lean-to houses with a facility ^^

a cost hitherto unheard of.
, . l .„ +i,^«. «-<* lUn narticukv

Whilst they are adapted for permanent structures they are al.o parucuu..

w

1

^

I

t

suited for persons having temporary"or limited tenures, as they can with ease be
packed up and removed at the expiration of the tenancy. <

The above engravings show some of the uses to which this invention can be
adapted, and the forma it can be made to assume. It will be seen that no houses,

bowever costly, can be turned to more useful purposes or more effectually iulfiU all

8 Feet
Lights.

80 feet in length £33 .

40 feet in length 41 16

50 feet in length

60 feet In length

70 feet in length

80 feet in length

90 feet in length

100 feet in length

the requirements of Horticultural operations. Althongl) t^^^^^^^^^^.'^'^^tbia^.

ventor was to reduce the cost of such structures, and to place tn^^^^

reach of all classes, yet by varying the arrangements and ^"^ensions o ^
parts, ornamented buildings can easily be formed. The prices of these

water troughs, doors and ends complete, are as follows :—
h ^

«^.,

51 5

60 12

69 5

78 12

87 18

90 15

1 * ft

* » «

10 Feet
Lights.

£42 5

53 17

65 10

77

87 10

• » 4

• » i

99

111

121

3

5

* t +

t « *

4 #

• 4

« * *

t 4 *

r * «

12 Feet
Lights.

£53
66 15
•60 10
94 5

106 5

120 10

139

147

The above lengths are given in round numbers, but from the nature of their construction the houses will practically in all cases exceed these me^^^
.K^

HEATING
f

tended
g.isW'

wiU

Vriatcd br Wn-Lim ,of»r
^fciniraT, of 13, Upper Wobum Place, and Frvdbricx MutLKTT Evass, of No. SO.Queen'a Road, Wpst, both in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the Co. of Midaieiex, ^^''^^^iK^lir ^ **rrwnmt ot Wli>t«tnar», City o£ London, and publiihel bj them at the Offlce, No. S, Upper WelUnxton St, FarLsh of St. Paul's, CoTeat Ganka, ia the aud Co.— Saipsd**. ^w*"^
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SUPERB SEEDUNC FUCHSIAS.

arORGE SMITH in offering the following Six

onr^Prh SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, be^ to remark that

. f ffiem is a most noble flower, and by far the largest
Great Eastern ^s^am

^j ti^.j^,,^ ig, -without doubt, the

^"',t ele^nt Fucfir. in ciUtivation ; while Criterion for shape
^°!^ ItSe combining smoothness and brilliancy of colour,

*^.1 '''nv^rX Butterfly is also a splendid white corolKd
^-P/ flowe?^ large as any of its class, of fine form, and

'^"'^^r^^S.l? it hiving white tips on the ends of the sepals.

ToKTS SenatS? arf also of fene quality, and must be

admired when grown.

General Descriptive Character,

TiTTTT-FT^FTT —Tube short and stout ; sepals broad and

^i^JflPxed- colour bright crimson, tipped with white;

cTrolirpure'wke. of good^siza and form. This will prove to

^P^^T^MOV -Tube^and sepals of great substance ; colour

1 lis - rnroila violet purple, stout, and well expanded.

"?TF^ANTISSIMA -Tube and sepa^^ rich scarlet crimson
;

^
u hm^ and efegant, reflexing most grarefully; corolla

S^pui^t q^te clfcular and expanded, measuring ^ inch

Qpm*?s very free and fine habit.
, , . . ^ • ^t,

prpIt EASTERN.—Tube and sepals bright crimson, the

M^£ ^t^W and weU reflexed ; the corolla extra large,

?«^v T^nrnle A free grower and bloomer.

SENATOR -Tube and sepals bright waxy crimson the

1 t^ w«A r>^<\ well reflexed; corolla large and well ex-

Wed riot Alt Rece?ved a' First Class Certificate at the

Roval Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

SOLFERINO.-Tube and sepals very bright; corolla rich

purple, very large and extra fine. Recommended by the Hor-

'^T^'^Thl abovTare good healthy kinds to giw, to be sent out

about the 20th April, 1860, in good plants, at 10.-:. M. each A
^beral discount to the Trade. All Orders from unknown Cor-

Mspondenta must be accompanied with Money Orders.

*\* Coloured Illustrations of the above by Mr. Andrews, m
exchange for 13 Postage Stamps. .„ , ^ -,

NEW SCARLET GERANIUM VIVID.—This will be found

the most brilliant deep crimson scarlet, with fine round pips,

small white eye, and of fine substance ; a large truss, and very

conspicuous. Fine habit for exhibition or bedding. Obtained

a First Class Certificate at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park, for its superior qualities. Plants 5s. each.

NEW CALCEOLARIA LILLIO.—Large and intense bright

yellow, good form, and habit shnibby. This is a very hardy
variety, and fine either for exhibition or beddmg purposes.

Plants bs. each.

TolHngton Nursery, Homsey Road, Islington , London, N.

HORTICULTURAL AGENT AND VALUER.
R ALFRED CHANDLER, (of the late firm of

Chandler & Sons, ) 23, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, S.

AGE'S COMPOSITION for the DESTRUCTION
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the
test of eight years' public trial, and its great success has led to

numerous imitations. Dr. Lindley, in his leading article of

October 25, 185S, reported 182 cases in its favour—sufficient to
convince the most sceptical.

45. per gallon, (sufficient to make four fit for use).

10 gallons and upwards. Carriage paid to London.
London Agents :

—

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, W.
Hooper k. Co., Covent Garden, W.C.
Mr. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, S. W.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.
Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.
Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nursery, N.

and the leadinR provincial houses in the Trade, and of the
Inventors and Manufacturers, Page & Tooooon^ Royal South
Hants Seed Establishment. Southampton.

S H U R

G LASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES
As Supplied by as to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in. 1

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in. by 15 in.
^

• 4

21 oz.

£1 li.

1 5
1 9

16 oz.

Common 14«.0<f.

Superior do 16 6
English Glass .. .. 18

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions.
When Packages are charged, full price is allowed when
returned.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes.
6 by 4 7 by 5

9 .. 7
7i by 5J

9i » 7i

8. d.

11 6

12 6

6i by 4i
8 „ 6 8i „ 6i
10 „ 8 lOi „ 8i

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

180, Eishopsgate St. Without. London, E.G.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS—JUNE TARIFF.

THOMAS MILLINGTON'S reduced Tariff of
GLASS. &c.

6 by 4, 7 by 5, 8 by 6, 9 by 7 ) IG oz.to the foot,lls. 6d
64 by 4i, 7i by 5^, 8^ by 6i, 9^ by 7i / per 100 feet.

In 100 boxes,—4ths quality, 125. Gd. ; 3ds do.» 14s. 4i.
10 by 8, 12 by 9, 12* by 104, 14* by lOJ, 13 by 11

lOJ by 8i, 12i by 9^, 13 by 10, 15 by 10, 13i by llj
11 by 9, 13 by 9, 13^ by 10*. 12 by 11, 14 by 11

Hi by 9i, 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 12^ by Hi
20 by 12

BRITTAIN'S GARDEN NETS are admitted to Tie
the best and cheapest protection to Fruit Trees, and the

most durable Hothouse Shading for summer. 55 inches wide
No. 1, 5d. ; 2, 6d. ; 3, M. a yard. TIFFANY, 2\d. and 3(i.

Sold by all Nurserymen.

—

Brtttain & Co., Manchester.

TANNED GARDEN NETllNG tor preserving
Seed-beds, Fruit, Strawbenies from Frost, Blight, Birds,

&c., and as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, Hd.

;

2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards, 4^-^. ; and 4 yards, 6rf. per yard, in any
quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 376. Strand, W.C»

An allowance to Nurserymen.

20 by 13
20 by 14
20 by 15

M

per 100 feet 16 oz. 21 oz.

Common .. 16s. .. 24s.

Superior . 18s. .. 27j.

All Boxes included.
Orchard House sizes as supplied to Mr, Rivers.

Hartley's improved Rough Plate Glass from J to § in thickness.

Coloured Glass in great variety, at Qd. and la. per foot.

Paints, Genuine White Lead, Linseed Oil, Boiled Oil, Turpen-
tine, Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, Lamp Glasses, &c.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G., same side as Eastern
Counties Railway.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture at prices varying from 2d. to Zd.

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardener&* OironicU of February 4.

CLAZED WARDIAN PLANT CASES. "7

HUGH LOW AND CO, have for sale a considerable

number of WARDIAN CASES of various sizes, in good
and sound condition, well adapted for the safe transmission of

plants to distant countries. Prices on application.

Clapton Ntu^ery, N.E.

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES.

ROSHER AND CO. beg to invite attention to their

varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN (BORDER-
EDGING iTILES in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic" ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages o\er Box or Grass-

edging in that they afford no harbour for slugs, Ac, take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.

They may be had of various patterns at R. & Co.'s premises.

Albion Wharf, Holland Street, IJlackfriars. S.E. ; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.

N.E. Outline sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by
post on application.

BUOWN^S FLORAL SHADING.—The cheapest
material for protecting the Bloom of Fruit Trees from

Frost.—Sold by all Nurserymen and Seedsmen, in pieces

—

No. 1, 20 yards long, 38 inches wide, 4s. ; No. 2, 20 yards long,
38 inches wide, 4s. 3ci. ; No. 3 (extra stout), 18 yards long,
39 inches wide, 7».

RCHANGKL MATS, &c.—A lot of these new tar-
stained, to be sold low; also 15,000 good coloiir, and a

quantity of Dunnage or small Mats.—Prices, &c., on application,
to John Morison, 25, Norton Folgate, N.E.

HY NOT PRESERVE YOUR FRUIT?—
NETTING, BUNTING, and SCRIMS for Fruit trees

and tender Plants ; the best protection against Frost, Hail, and -

Wind. Outside Shades for Greenhouses, Rick Clotbs (new and
second-hand), with Poles, PulUes, and Lines- At Benjamin
Edginoton's Marquee, Tent, and Flag Manufactory, 2, Duke
Street, Southwark, S.E. ; West-End Establishment, 32, Charing
Cross. S.W.

T~^RKES COMING INTO BLOOM will be protected
from Frosts, Hail, &c. , by using HAYTHORN'B

HEXAGON and OHISWICK GARDEN NETS, now used
and recommended by all the Principal Gardeners; the Netjs
will also Preserve the Fruit from Wasps, Flies, Birds, &c.—For
Patterns, Prices, and Testimonials, direct to Mr. Haythorn,
Clumber Street, Nottingham.

ATENIT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
Important to Gardeners.—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

letter from G. Glenny, Esq., the celebrated Florist :— •

"420, Strand, London.
"Gentlemen,—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-

sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I

would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at

the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts,

as easily as if it were so much dough. I think it the duty of all

persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a

material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

" Your obedient servant, G. Glenhy."

Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,
Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,

Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet

Trays, Sponge Bags, Cmtain Rings Galvanic Batteries,

Talbotype Trays, &c., manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealei-s in town or

Country.—The Gutta Percha Company Patentees, 18, Wharf
Road, City Road, E.G.. London.

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COMPANY
(Limtted), Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London,

E.G., hold in stock the following Goods suited to the Season:

—

Steam Engines, Horse Powers, Chaff Cutters, Crushing Mills,

Oilcake Brusers, Root Cutters and Pulpers, Pumps, &c.

Price Lists can be tad post free upon application.

G I

RKD SPIDER
THRIPS
AMERICAN BLIGHT

ST COMPOUND
PATENTED.

rOR PREVENTINa AND DERTROYINC
MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

&c.,

MEALY BUG
SCALE
ANTS

BED BUGS,
And useful in winter dressing,

^
Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see
Gard^turs' Chronicle of dth April and 16th July, 1859, and
"Cottage Gardener," 12th July* and has been favourably re-
ported on, and is used by eminent gardening authorities,
among whom are-

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Mr. ColUnson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A, Henderson A Co., Edgeware Road
Mr, Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Itfr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

The principal Nurserjrmen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland uso it, have taken in supplies,
and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first
trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs ; S». for not
lawe gardens; 10*. 6d. for large gardens, with testimonials and
iUU descriptirns for use.

Nnrserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited, London.

FOOD FOR WINTER STOCK.
SAJIUELSON'S celebrated TLTIXIP CUTTERS,

PULPERS, CHAFF-CUTTERS. OIL-CAKE BREAKERS.
CORN and MALT-CRUSHING MILLS, all with the latest

Ktented improvements, may be obtained through any
mmongcr or Implement Dealer in the kingdom, or (carriage

paid to the nearest station to the purchaser) direct from the
manufactory.—Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon; or London
Warehouse, 76, Cannon Street West, City, E.G.

_ Cfttalognes sent free on application.

''piRIGI DUMO."—Piitronised by her Majesty, the
X' Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Sy'on House,

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, ProWor Lindley for tha Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
lAwrence of Riling Park, and —Collier, Esq., of Dartford,
PROTECTION FROM the MORNING and EVENING FROST.
"PRIGI DOMO," aCanv;is made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and, floricultural purposes, for preserving
rrmts^d Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning froats. To
oe had m any required lengths.
Two yards wide, l«. 6d. per yard run.
Pour, 3j, per yard ; also.
An improved make three yards wide, 2«. Qdi per yard run.
Elmha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7,TtimtyLaae, Cannon at, City. E.C.. and of aU Nurserymenwi HoedBmeD throtuthout the kingdom. •* It is much cheaperUaa maU as a covering,

'

RANSOMES SIMS, Ipswich,
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modem and Improved Agricultural

Machinery, including

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERT SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE &c
STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS.
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST
bORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY, DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machinery the utmost simplicity
durability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the maintenance of these important principleT
in everything which they manufacture.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the

Orwell "Works ; or to their London Agent, SHEPPARD RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W.C

ST. PANGEAS lEON WOEKS
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, W

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE ST. PAXCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON

WEEE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Agricnltnral Society for their IRON HTJRDLES & GATES,
which, by their peculiar constmction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 500^.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works

GAME WIRE NETTING.
Professor Vameirs Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittings.

These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Bfedal of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the

Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used fay ail who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or eniunclled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and loose

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDBESS
ST. FANCRAS IRON

E MANAGEBS
IT. PANCRAS R
PANCRAS CHURCH,

LONDON, N.W.,
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AGEICULTlfRAL SEEDS, 186 0. ;*

1.

V W
THE QUEEN S SEEDSMEN,

EDINBURGH, and

21, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON
TJESPECTFULLYannouucethe ptiWlctition of their PRICED LIST ov AGRICULTUEAL SEEDS, including in addition to TURNIPS, MAXGELS, and other^ FIELD ROOTS, quotations of CLOVERS, RYE-GRASS, PASTURE GRASSES, akb- HERBAGE xs-d FORAGE PLANTS.

P. L. AND SON pay especial attention to their stocks of TURNIPS, MANGELS, CARROTS, &c, which are raised under their immediate personal superintendence

in iiccordance with the most approved practice; they also continue to give their most particular attention to Natural Grasses, which the}' suppl}' assorted of the most

approved kinds for various purposes, soils, and situations, as detailed in a series of tables recently published, and which may be had on application,

PRICED LISTS FORWARDED FREE.
1^^

i6
BAD ARE DEAR AT ANY PRICE."

GARDEN

MESSES. WHEELER AND ON'S COLLECTIONS
These Collections consist of really choice Seeds—the best varieties—all correctly named, and arranged in proper quantities. Year b\

and more in demand. "
ly year they get more

No. 1-A Complete CoUection of PEAS, BEAlffS, and GARDEN SEEDS of every sort » 4 %-•»

No. 2

No. 3

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Carriage free hy Rail except No. 3,

(smaller quantities)

(for a small garden)

. £3

110
f * *

* • *

4 t t 15

Fr&m Sir John Owfn, Bart., M.P., Lord Lieutenant

0/ Pembrokeshire.
" Taynton House, Dec. 1, 1859.

** Having? dealt with you for several years 1 have great plea-

mirc in bearinfi- my teHtimony to the good, quality of the
Seeds with which you have supplied me, and 1 have recom-
mended ynu to my son, who has succeeded me iii the occupation
of this farm."

The following TESTIMONIALS will give some idea of the high character our Seeds have obtained,
From General Drummond.

" The Boyce Court, Dec. 11, 1359.
" I shall shortly send you an order for Seeds as iisual. I

have been hitherto extremely well satisfied witii the Plants
and Seeds with which you have supplied me for the last 20
years ; I am especially pleased with the Wheeler's Imperial
Lettuce, and also with the Flower Seeds."

From the Rev. Alan G. Cornwall.
" Ashcroft House, Dec. 10, 1859.

"I have very sincere pleasure in informing you that the
Grass. Clover, Cabhage, and Mangel Wurzel Seeds have proved
of excellent quality. I could not desire better ; and I trust

that yoiur honest dealings will be duly appreciated by the
public."

Ladies and Gentlemen who have hitherto found difficulty in obtaining really first-class Seeds will do.well to communicate with us, and we will forward our
Little Book » which will give full particulars of the ahove collections, and also prices of our Parm Seeds, Flower Seeds, &c,

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

STRAWBERRY,—WIZARD OF THE NORTH (Robertson's).

DANIEL ROBERTSON continues to supply strong
Planta of tne above fine variety at 63«. per 100 or 9«. per

dffsen. For description, Ac, see former advertisements. It
«m also bo supplied genuine by the following parties in the
Trade in and around ]^ndon :

—

Brigden, Mr.Timothy, lO.Railway Arcade, LondonBridge,S.E.
Boshell, Mr. Frederick, 86, High Street. Borovigh. S.E.
Carter, Mr. James, h Co., 237 and 2^S, High Holbom, "W.c.
Cliarlwood & Cummins, Messrs., Tavistock Row, Covent
Garden. W.C.

CU»rtres, Mr. James, "A, King "William Street, aty, E.G.
OomweU, Mr. George, Baraet, Herts.
OuthiU, Mt. James, Camberwell, S.
Daucar, Mr. Alexander, Fulham, S.W.
Ponycr, Mr. William. 82, Gracechurch Street, E.C.
lK>dd.s, Mr. G. 8., Epsom Niuraery, Epsom, Surrey.
Kraneia, Mr. fi. P., Hertford.
Fraser, Messrs. J. & G., Lea Bridge Road ^"urBerie, N.E.
Praser, Richardson, & Goad, 82, Bishopsgate Street, E.C.
Oibh^ G., & Co., 2(1, Down Str«et. Piccadilly, W.
Gibbs, T., & Co., 47, Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, W.
Glcndinning, Mr. R., Tumh.im Green, W.
Hcudcrson. Messrs., Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Road, W.
Hurst A Mc>rullen, IVfossrs., ti. Leadonhali Street, E.C.
Jackson, Jlessrs. T., & Spn. Kingston, Surrey.
.Toues. Mr. Edward, Hart Street, HeuIey-on-Thames. -

ICeruan, Mr. J., 4, Great Ru.ssell Stiveet, Covent Garden, W.C.
Kinghora. Mr. F. R., Sheen Road, Richmond, S.W.

• Lawson, Messrs. P.. & Son, Great George St., Westminster,W.
Lea. ^^epsrs. J. A C, Hammersmith. W.
Low, Messrs, Hugh, & Co., Upper Clapton, N.E.
May, Mr. Joseph, & Co., 1. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
Mcintosh, Mr. George, Hammersmith, W.
^tootn & Sons, Messrs., Fulham, S.W.
Pampim & Son, Lea Bridge Nursery, N.E.
Paul, Messra. A., & Sons, Cheshunt, Herts.
UoUiaaon Meeiirs., t Sms, T*>oting, S.Smith, Mr. J., Rcmfora Epscx
Turner, Mr Charles, Royal K^erv Rloii'rb

att, Mr. Alexander, EdgewwB Road, w

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.-Great numbers of
varieties can now be supplied (good plants) by the grower,

W. J. N. For a full description and remarks on the same by
Dr, Lindiey, see Gardener^ Chronicle, August 20, lSo9

WiLLTAM J. N1CH0L30W, EggleecUffe, Yarm, Yorkshire

.

NEW STRAWBERRY.
"PRINCESS FREDERICK. WILLIAM."

NXIVEN, of the Garden Faem, Drumcondra,
• Dubhn, is now prepared to execute orders for the supply

of the above first rate Seedling Strawberry, named by him
winch for two seasons past gave ripe fruit out of doors on the
29tti Miiy ; colonra bnght scarlet, of a rich Pine Apple perfumeand flavour

; berries averaging from 3 to 5 inches round : calyx
TfV' ^?^^« deeply serrate ; distinct and very hardy. Price
40.. for 100 ; 20s. for oO ; JO., for 25 ; 6.. for 12 ; or establi.hSl^thurab potB, 1^^, OT.ch,

-y^\^^^ "°^'l^
in England is W. J. Nicholsra, Egglescliffe, YarmYorkshire, who h£« (along with Mons. GloTde, a celebratol

Errowor lu France) te.sted the merits of this earliest of knownsoi-ts-HJi description in W. J. N.'s recent Catalogue. His
final tefltimony of Sth October runs thus-" It is almost impos-
sible to estimate too highly the merit.s of your splendid earlv
Strawberry. As a forcer, it stands with me at the head and
as an extra early cropper in the open ground, unsurpassed. It
will snon be grown by every one, Ac. " Mons. Gloede's testimony
15 to the following effect—" I W;i8 surprised to see how quicklythe planta throw up their flower stems, and how quick they
set their fruit and how tast the latter ripened. The colour is
admirable and the flavour exquisite. There is no doubt it willbecome a g.;ii«ral lavourite as a first eariy, both for forcing and
out-of-door culture, and great credit is due to vou for such an
invaluable introduction (Signed) Ferdinand Gloede, Aus
Sablons, near 3[oret-sur-Laing, France."
N. B—Orders by the Trade (for not less than 100). one-third

off above pnce. Postage Stamns or Post-office Orders mustaccompnny all unknown orders.

MANGEL WUKZEL i£ED.
JAMES FAIRHEAD A^r) SOX, Lewisham. Kent

and T, Borough Market, S.E., beg to inform their cus-
tomers that on account of failure of plants, and bad pro-»pect
for Seed crop ensuing season, their quotations for orders after
this date will be advanced. Prices on application.*-Feb 11

NEV/ LIST OF SEEDS FOR i860.T DOBSON AND SONS' LIST forwarded free to

tf • any address upon application. The Seeds warranted neir
and true, and carriage free.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W., & High Sh.. Hounslow, ff .

P A N S I E S.
Hendon Park Nubseries, Hendon", JT.W.

EDWARD SHEXTON is now offering a large and
varied stock of all the best Show Vc-jrietiea of PANSIE8,

in 60-pots. Prices for single plants, as per var. ; ^r doz.,j&_

CATALOGUE. ""
'.

YOUELL AJTB CO.'S GENERAL aio) DESCBIP"
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

ready, and wiH be sent free on application.
it contams detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifers,

Shrubs, aa well as aU the newest introductions in Soft-wooded
i-tants.—Royal ^uraery. Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

J.,,^

TRITOMA UVARIA.
AMES MARCHAM, of EarFs Courfc Koad, Old

h«.H
''''"P^°?%^-'^- ^^'^"^ ^^^^ SEEDS of this splendid

^^IZ ^o^^'^'^i'^J
^^^^^> <^S^i"a packets containing 60 Seeds for l^-»

n^?/ q
^^'^' ^^^ ^°^ ^^ i <>2. for 20?. All ordere to be pr«-

paicL Heeds sown between now and the Ist of March wiU
tlower m the autumn of the present year.

SEEDS.
•T w^ ^I^OBIXSON, Se^d Gkoweb and PEAtKB.

V..L JY^^^f%
^nd Betail. begs to call the attention of aU

!n ?1 p\'?aHt
"^^^^ cultivation of Flowers and Vegetables

to his BETAIL CATALOGDE of a selection of his best

varieties of SEEDS, second to noL'^mtSungdom. Post
free on application. Carriage paid on orders of 2fl». 9ai-

upwards.—Abbey_Farm._Hinckle£ ^-—

^

HARDY CALIFORNLMSi CONIFERS. PlCEf

IT ^it^^^%
AMABILI3, PICEA (ABIES) GBANPS:

—Healthy seedling Plants of the above named most bcaatital

hardy Trees can be supplied by the undersigned by the doaea-

^^?^^ %\ i^?"^^^"^' ^ ^^ raanv other choice Coni^
PBICED CATALOGUES of which will be sent on applicat«»-

Huoa Low & Co.^ Clapton NujTiery. I^ondon, N.E.
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LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

EXTRACTED FBOM

CARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUM.

Clarkia ^pulcliella, var. integripetala.

This is the first of wkat might almost be called an entirely

liL^if PKrkias the flowers are nearly double the size,
°W^o^ brilS-and the petals whole instead of being

tfrpMoCflike throM palchelU varieties ;
it is very beautiful,

nH f; - comme^^^ in the Reports of the Floral Committee of

?heHort?cStu?S Society. Price per packet, 1.. (Plate No. 8.)

Callirhoe digitata,

A rriodt elegant plant, somewhat resembling the scarlet

Li^uS-colSch^violet purple with white eye ; height from

2 to 3 feet; commences to bloom when about 6 mche^ high,

trid presents a mass of blossom during the entire summer

;

^^C^g plant. Price per packet, Gd, (Plate No. 8.)

Fenzlia dianthiflora,!

This lovely Annual is of a beautiful rosy lilac colour, having

five dark blood-coloured spots, surrounding an orange-coloured

eye in the centre of each flower ; it is of a very dwarf and com-

nact habit, producing blossoms m profusion, is of long dura-

tion in bloom, and has a fine effect in small beds, also grown in

pots or boxes for greenhouse decoration. Price per packet, Is.

(Plate No. 5.)

Spragnea umbellata.

A distinct and beautiful new hardy Annual, and well-suited

either for pot or border culture ; the habit is dwarf and spread-

ing, resembling the Calandrinia grandifiora ; the flowers, re-

sembling an Amaranthus, are beautifully shaded pink with

purple stamens. Price per packet, Is, (Plate No. 9.)

Nigella hispanica alba and atropurpurea.
Two new varieties of great merit, of erect and compact

Habit ; the one a clear rich purple, the other a pure white ; can

be recommended as being decidedly the best of their class

;

recommended by the Horticultural Society. Each, per packet.

Is. (Plate No. 8.)

(Enothera biennis, van Mrsntissima.
A new variety of the Evening Primrose, from California, very

distinct from the common biennis ; height 2 feet, colour crim-
Bon orange. Price per packet, la. (Plate No. 9.)

larkspur tricolor elegans.
The intense richness of colour and delicacy of marking of this

handsome Larkspur is scarcely conceivable ; it should be an in-

habitant of every garden. Price per packet, Qd, (Plate No. 9.)

Phormium tenax.
This is better known under the name of New Zealand Flax,

and is one of the handsomest evergreen winter ornaments in
cultivation for greenhouse or winter garden decoration ; the
habit is bold and striking, and the colour of the foliage a rich
dark green. Price per packet, U.

Nemophila discoidalis marmorata.
A handsome new variety from discoidaUs, which, in addition

to the white border of the old variety, is prettily marbled with
white on the black ground of each petal. Price per packet, 6d.

lobelia gracilis rosea.
A very graceful little plant, of a good rose colour, specially

adapted for edging. Price per packet, Is. (Plate No. 8.)

Cuphea eminens.
A beautiful species of the well-known tribe of Cuphea, with

long tubular flowers of scarlet and yellow; it has a graceful
branching habit, each branch clustering with blossoms. Price
per packet. Is.

Diauthus chinensis Heddewigi.
Of this splendid annual Dianthus, we have purchased part of

the stock of the seed from the raiser. The plants are scarcely
1 foot high, very bushy, and covered with a profusion of flowers
Which measure nearly 3 inches in diameter ; the colours are
various, consisting of different shades of rose, crimson, violet,
tc. Some are delicately marbled, others self colour. This
plant has received the bigbest awards from the Horticultural
bociety, and Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Is suitable either
for greenhouse or out-door cultivation. Per packet, Qd. and Is
(Plate No. 8.)

Anagallis grandifiora, var. Eugenie.

Anagallis grandifiora, var. Napoleon III.

These are two beautiful new varieties of the well-known
Anagallia grandiflora, but the flowers are much larger. Tliey
"Jill be found extremely ornamental as half-hardy bedding
plants

; also for greenhouse or conservatory decoration, as they
present a most graceful r,ppearance when cultivated in pots or
vases

; the colours contrast well, and they continue in bloom
tor a long period. Eugenie, light blue shading from the centre
to pure white at the border. Napoleon HI., rich maroon crim-
son. Each variety, per packet. Is.

I

Ipomoea limbata elegantissima.
This marvellously Ijeajitiful Ipomcea is the finest of all ; its

flowers are similarly shaped to those of the generality of
Ipomceas, but each blossom has a five-pointed star of an intense
violet blue, the intermediate spaces being of a pure white ; the
blossoms are most profuse. We can recommend this with the
greatest confidence. Price per packet. Is, (Plate No. 9.)

Agrostis nebulosa.
The several varieties of Agrostis are all beautiful ; but A, ne-

bulosa is tlio most elegant of all, and cannot be too highly
praised. Price per packet^ 6d.

Erianthus Raventhae.
This is a bold-looking Grass, after the character of the Pampas

Grass. Price per packet, 6ti-

Lupinus mutabilis variecolor.
This most peculiar and handsome variety of Lupine is distinct

in seed from all other sorts ; and the same seed produces plants

of various colom-s, such as pure white, dark purple, white red

and yellow var, yellow and purple, Ac, We can recommend it

with confidence. Price per packet, 6d.

Datura cMorantha fl. pi,

A splendid half-hardy Perennial, very free blooming, with
large, trumpet-shaped, golden yellow, sweet-scented, ^double

flowers ; very beautiful. Price per packet, Gd. (Plate No. 8.)

Lychnis Haag^eana.
Ahandscmo hybrid between Lychnis fulgens and Sieboldi;

colour most brilliant ; well adapted for general culture iu the

open air. Price per packet, I*. (Plate No. 9.)

Silene barLata.^
A new variety of these free-blooming plants, with fine heads

of brilliant-coloured blossoms ; should be extensively grown.
Price per packet, 6d.

Solanum capsicastrum.
A handsome plant for greenhouse or conservatory, being

covered during winter with a profusion of small scarlet fruit.

Price per packet, 6d.

Leviathan Sunflower.

This gigantic plant is a valuable addition to Shrubberies,

growing from 10 to 12 feet in height. The flowers are 12 inches

in diameter, and showy in the extreme. Price pe r packet, 6d

Thunhergia americana.
This is a fine new variety from Thunhergia alata, being of a

rich buff" colour without an eye ; contrasts well with all the
other varieties. Price per packet, Cd,

Thunhergia Harrisi.

One o£ the most superb Climbers in existence ; requires cul-

tivating in a stove ; colour a rich blue with orange centre.

Price per packet, ls.|

Thunhergia coccinea.

This is also a magnificent stove CUmber; colour scarlet and
dark brown. Price per packet, 1«.

Diauthus hyLridus corymbosus,
A magnificent hybrid from D- atropurpureus, fl, pL^ with

fine bunches of double flowers similarly arranged to those of

the Sweet "WiUiam. Price per i>acket, Qd,

Diauthus chinensis laciniatus fl, pL
This is daseribed by the raiser, Mr. Heddewig, as being im-

ported from Japan with the Dianthus chinensis Heddewigi.
The following is a description of the flowers and habit of the
plant :—Grows 2 feet highy very hardy ; flowers about 4 inches
in diameter ; each petal consisting of a long delicate fringe,

some double, others single ; blooms from the end of May until

the beginning of frost. The colours are pure white, flesh, rose,

Tarious shades of red, carmine, violet, purple, and rich maroon
—some being selfs, others striped and spotted ; is suitable either
for greenhouse or out-door cultivation. Price per packet, 1«.

and 2s. 6d. (Plate No, SJ

Chamaerops humilis, Dwarf Fan Palm.
Sow in heat in March in pot, and hArden off for greenhouse ;

in the southern counties out of doors without protection ; will

do well out of doors anywhere if protected from frost, and will

impart to the garden a tropical api>carance. Price per pkt., Qd.

Sabbatia campestrig.
Most beautiful. Sow in mild heat in April, and transplant

in May in moist place. Per packet, 1^,

Victoria Eegia, Gigantic Water Lily.
Sow in moist peat and loam, and then place in tub of heated

water. Per packet, 2f. QcU

NEW bWAEF BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
nm

'^^^ Thumb, Yellow.—A new variety
' ia eoloui-, particularly adapted for bedding, and also for growing in pote and

wnamental vases; the flowers are well thrown tip above the foliage; very dwarf and compact in habit ; colour, pure yellowwuQout any marking. The Floral Comautteo of the Horticultural Society speak of it as follows:—"The habit of this plant,

**^^ ^j 5^ entire plants exhibited, was quite dwarf and compact, and the flowers were of a golden yeUow," It was
commended 'aa Ukely to be a useful flower-garden and bedding plant U per packet.

^TomTbdhb, Beauty.—In elegant variety with Lobbanium-shaped flowers, raised by Mr. Melville, gardener to the Earl of

SrTi?*^-i' * ^^^y" ^*^^* "^'^^ Eiinbur^h ; the flower is yellow, flamed and blotched with bright crimaon. A plant was sent
TO uie Editors of ''The CotUgo Gardener" m October, 1858, who speak of it as foUowa:—''A dwarf yellow, tinged with
cnmsou

; would bo a good bedding plant." U. per packet.
j-

»
e

carW A
Thumb, Scaelet.—This was sent out by us for the first time lasrt year, and has given univeraal satisfaction ; brilUan'

wnet flowen well thrown up above the foliage ; very dwarf and compact in liabit. 6d. per packet.

Fur further particulars see CARTER'S GARI>SN^£JJIS* VADE MECUM,
which will he sent free on a^^pUcation.

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ic.
PINE PLANTS, Fruiting and Succession.
GRAPE VINES, from Eyes, for Fruiting in Pots or Planting.

JOHN WEKKS AND CO. can now supply any quan-
tity of very fine strong healthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting

or Succession ; also remarkably fine strong Grape Vines from
Eyes, all the best sorts.

John Weeks & Co.'s Horticultural Show Establishment ia now
entirely devoted to the Growing and Forcing of Fruits in great
variety, thereby showing the most improved plans of construc-
tion, and the most superior sj'stem of Hot-water Apparatus.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea. London, S.tV.

AMERICAN PLANTS, Ic.
"

MESSRS. WATERER akd GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may

be had on application. It describes fully all Rhododendrons
worth growing, and contains a List of Azaleas, Hardy Heaths,
and other American Plants, as well as a summary of the
general stock ol' the most extensive Nurseries in England.
The Catalogue may also be had at Messrs. May's & Co,,

1, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Surrey.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-
form their friends and patrons that their PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of Exotic Orchids, Stove,
Greenhouse, and Hardy Ferns, Miscellaneous Stove, Green-
house, and Hardy Plants, Vai'iegated and Ornamental FoJiaged
Plants, Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons, Indian Azaleas,
Gloxinias, F uchsias, Geraniums, Herbaceous Plants, Fruit
Trees, &:c., are now published, and will be forwarded post free
on application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey
Roads, HoUoway, London, N.

NEW SEED CATALOGUE.
ESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE beg to

inform their friends and the public that their

NEW DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE FOR ISGO
may now be had post free on application.

Mr. John ^ee continues to devote himself especially to this
important branch of their business, for which their house has
been so long celebrated in the selection of SEEDS from the
most genuine stocks at home and abroad.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, T^.

Experienced GARDENERS Recommended.

LOCKHART. Floeist, Fulham, London, S.W..
• begs to ofi'er his finest collections of Scotch KANUN

CULUS in 25, 50, or 100 sorts, at 2Qs. per 100. The best mixed
at 75. 6d. per 100.

Also LocKHART's Improved White Cos Lettuce, Is. per packet.
Truffaut's Pyramidal Asters, 12 sorts, Ss. 6d. and 5s.

German Stocks, 12 sorts, 35. [ German Balsams, 12 sorts, 3j.

All or each free by post on receiptof a Post-office order
payable at Fulham.

CRAPE VINES FROM EVES IN POTS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now a very fine

healthy stock of strong VINES of all the choicest sorts,

with well ripened canes fi to 8 feet high, propagated from, eyes
taken from their own experimental Vinery.
LISTS of sorts and prices may be had on appUcation to them.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Thujisday, Feb. 16—Linnean .., S r.ji.

JAMES CASTER d; CO., 237 aad 238, High Holborn, W.C.

FoK some time past the London press has been
occupied by complaints that some shrubberies
which had been formed in Hyde Park on the
north had been pulled up in order that the ground
might again be restored to its former ugly empti-
ness. We are so accustomed to idle allegations

respecting the London parks that we have ceased to
pay them any attention ; one gentleman sees an
old rotten Elm grubbed up, and writes forthwith to

the newspapers respecting what he terms a dese-
cration of public places of recreation ; another finds

some shrubs planted on a gentle rise of ground,
and he, too, expresses his indignation that some-
body's prospect should be impeded; a First Com-
missioner proposes to throw a very ornamental
foot bridge across the water in St. James's Park,
when up rise gentlemen in the House and out of
it protesting against such a barbarian act, because
it will ruin the beauty of the scene ; and yet they
shortly afterwards acquiesce in the construction
of an extremely ugly footway in the very same
place. Such are too often the frivolous charges
brought against Government officers with regard
to the parks, and the consequence is they seldom
obtain any notice.

The other nigbt, however, Mr. Edwin James
brought the recent complaint about Hyde Park
under the notice of the House of Commons,
when a reply was given by Lord Palmeestojt.
After observing that the arrangement made by
Lord Llaa'Otes had greatly contributed to the
beauty of the place and the recreation and health
of the persons who frequent the park, the noble
viscount assured the House that ii had never been
intended to alter that arrangement. •* It wa^
found that the ground not having been prepared
in as elaborate a manner as in the fspol betwueu
Stanhope Street Gato and Hvde Park Coroer, the

shrubs did not thrive. It had been the intention of

the late First Commissionertoremove these shrubs,

and to replace them by others, and instead of

flowers, which did not appear altogether to sacceed,

to provide an ami>le supply of other flowers, to be

placed there as soon as the season was fit i<9t the

operation. He was not surprised, when j>eople saw
the place look like a fallow field, that they became

apprehensive such was to be the perdmnent Cv-Ji-

tion of the ground; but it wae na more to U »-
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permaueut condition of the ground than a fallow

field is the permanent condition in ^vhich a farmer

keeps his land. It was thought that the ground
being cleared it would receive during the winter

those henefieial influences which the atmosphere

communicates to the soil, meanwhile preparations

were made to improve the soil by manure, and, as

soon as the season arrived, to put into it—accord-

ing t > a plan which he had seen prepared under the

direction of Mr, rixzKOT—rows of shrubs, some

evergreens, some flowering, and rows of flowers

between them and the walks. And when that

arrangement was completed, the public would be

iwnply satisfied with a more agreeable and gratily-

lag sif^ht than before existed."

Now this reply, whilst it showed the outcry that

iad been raised not to be wholly without reason,

was a perfectly satisfactory explanation of the in-

tentions of Government. But we agree with Sir

JoHif Shelley in thinking that it conveyed a

very seiioua charge egainst the Superintendent

of the Park. It appears that—1, a shrub-

bery between the Marble Arch and Kensington

Gardens had been planted by order of Government

;

2, that it did not thrive because the ground ivas

not properly prepared ; 3, that it had been pulled

up in order that the ground might be rendered fit

for planting ; and 4, that it is now about to

be replanted, after having been brought
into a proper condition. These statements,

proceeding as they did from the First Minister

of the C' own, are of course beyond denial.

And that beino^ so we trust some member of

the House of Commons will inquire further

who was intrusted with this mismanaged
operation, what it cost, and whether the

person who ruined 'the shrubbery in the

first instance is to be again allowed to

squander money and annoy the public.

Most assuredly nothing could have prevented
*a shrubbery being formed on Ihe north of
Hyde Park except want of skill in the Super-
intendent. If it failed because worthless
trees were planted, or because the ground
was ill-prepared, or because, as Sir John;
Shelley said, the trees were not attended to

during the late hot summer, then the
Superintendent ought to be called upon to

explain his conduct. Although, as we have
already observed, we have never thought
snch complaints as have before been made
about the management of the London Parks
worth notice, yet we admit that the present
case calls fur strict examination. As matters
stand we seem to have once more an example
of either glaring incompetence, or in-
defensible negligence on the part of some
inferior oflicfcr; and if such a proceeding is

allowed to sink quietly into oblivion we
may expect to see our London Parks arrive
at the same deplorable condition as once prevailed
in the miserable forest of Delamere.

TT, - __ —
I^

circumference, surrounded for some height above

tlie ground by an enormous mass of excrescences

and scars; their upper branches ris"e to a height of

more than 100 feet, and some of the lower ones,

as thick as hogsheads, extend to a distance of above

20 metres (near 22 yards) from the centre, one of

them supported by several props to prevent its

breaking with its own weight.

THE BEZI MAI PEAR.

This is one of mv seedlincis. In 1856, when it first

bore fruit, it was 11 years old. The fruit, 17 m
number in 1857, were of the Chaumontel form. In

1858 the fruit remaining on the tree after the hurri-

cane of July 25th and at the time of gathering were

only 30. I carefully tasted the fruits of 1856, 1857,

It is go seldom that any precise evidence can be
obtained concerning the age of ancient trees that
every instance which occurs deserves to be gene-
rally made known. Oaks, Limes, and Spanish
Chesnuts have received more attention than any
others; the Elm perhaps less than any; it is
generally, indeed, looked upon as short-lived. The
following striking example shows, however, that
under favourable circumstances Elms possess as
much vitality as Oaks.

In the supplementary notes on the Flora of the
Department of the Dordogne ]ust published by
M. Chakles Dt^smottlins, President of the Linnean
Society of Bordeaux,* there are some notes on the
dimensions of some remarkable trees in that depart-
ment. Amongst them two Elms (Ulmus cam-
pestris) appear to aflord authentic evidence of a
greater age than that which trees of that species
are usually supposed to attain. They are situated
on the " Place publique " (square or village green),
of Peliev^si in the commune of St. Genies, between
JMontignac and Sarlat, Jfot only does common
tradition^ assert that it was under these very trees
that Louis JX. gave audience to a deputation from
the Monastery of Sarlat, when on his way to the
Abbey of Cadouin, before undertaking his second
crusade, but it is known that these are the same
trees which in a deed of 1363 still in the possession

^ the Comte de Montm^ge, owner of the chateau of
Pellevesi, are referred to in the words "sub
ulmis veteribua," These trees were formerly four

« .iT?i J> ^^ ^"^^ survivors, which were thus

Li l^r /^?J'?' ^^' ^^^^ ^0^ stems offrom 13 to 14 metrg_(hetween 14 and 15 yards) in

finaL" Par M r-w-^^^?^
18&9, 1 vol. 8to. (pp. s^i*).

moiilins. liordeiiux,

and 1858, and determined their quality. From three
seasons' experience the ordinary time of ripening la in

May, hence the name which is added to that designating
its form, *At the time of gathering its skin is of a dull
green, marked with brown dots. The eye is small with
short stiff open segments; the stalk is brown, woody,
of the length represented in the figure. Towards the
ripening period the skin becomes of a lighter and more
uniform green with a yellowish tinge, and softening
near the stalk. The flesh is as buttery as that of the
Easter Beurr^ as close as that of the Glou Morceau,
and free from grit ; the juice is abundant, sugary, and
high flavoured; the filaments forming the axis of the
fruit are very slender and scarcely apparent ; the seed3,
4—6, are large, oval, of a cofl'ee-brown colour. The fruit
is hard and heavy. It is to be remarked that the
fruits gathered from the 23d of September to the 20th
of October aU ripened equally in Hay. Those gathered
latest were however the largest, and proved of best
quality. Another point worthy of notice is that the
fruit blown down by the wind in the end of September
and beginning of October in 1S57 and 1858 have not
suffered from their fall.

After having enmnerated the qualities of the fruit,
we shall proceed to the tree, and the treatment which
it requires in the nursery. At 3 feet from the ground
it is 4 inches in diameter ; at 7 feet, to which height the
stem is clear, the branches are allowed to proceed to
form thehead,the extremityof which is 20feethigh. The
branches are firmly attached to the stem, and extend
in a somewhat horizontal du-ection, the extremities
of the shoots being slightly curved. All along the
branches will be found long slender spurs which form
fruit buds in the second year of their growth. The
shoots which form latent eyes, which become developed
at the base where a shoot has been removed, also bear
fruit. This peculiarity is also foand to exist in trees
in the nursery, grafted for experiment on the Pear
as well as the Quince stock. In general the wood
of the variety is not thick, but it is solid
and hard. The bark of the stem and lateral
branches is of a brownish green tinged with grey.
The colour of the shoots is a shinine. brownish.

olive green, more or less dark, and sprinkled
witf

linear grey specks. The wood-buds are prominenf
thick at the base, and pointed ; the fruit-huds are hZ
ovate, pointed, of a coffee-brown colour with »f

^'

pubescence. The leaves are more or less lanceolate
of

a shining green colour on the upper side. somewL
channelled, the margin finely toothed. The flower
are large, forming a cluster of seven or eight, T},^

fruits, like those of all hardy varieties, set well. In nl
end of May, 1857, '58, '59, I observed clusters of three

four, and five fruits; and in the end of July or ij!

Ausust of a strong wind like that of the 25th Ju]..

1857, the large fruits which were not supported k
leaning against the branches did not hold on. This h{
drawback to the culture of this variety as a high

standard. It would there be necessary to cultivate

it as a dwarf, either on an espalier or against a wall

where It woiild attain a large size. Very fortunateh

however the variety forms fine dwarf pyramids even i
the first year, on either the Pear or Quince stock,

I

know few varieties which unite better with the Quince

and form on it as well as on the Pear stock such hand'

some pyramids.

It is now scarcely four years since the seedlini^ first

bore fruit. After two more years' observation I shall

be in a position to complete the description of this new
variety of Pear, which in my opinion will occupy a

first-class position.

In the above article there is yet an important

point which I have omitted to mention. I stated

that the fruit at the time of gathering was

hard and not liable to be injured by falling on

the ground. The wood of the tree is likewise

hard, and exhibits no trace of weakness either in

the bark or in the buds. This hardiness is seen

not only in the original seedling; but alsoivhen

the variety is grafted. The trees scattered

over my nursery and planted in different kiudj

of soil exhibit the signs of a good constitution,

Tiiis circumstance is so much the more im-

portant as there are several varieties still held

iu esteem on account of the qualities of the finit,

when it succeeds, which have too soft a bark, and

IS, therefore, liable to he perforated by an insect

which is called, I believe, Scolytus Pyri, a

white grub about \ inch In length, with a broivn

head. There is one which perforates the

alburnum beneath the bark, either ascending,

descending, or obliquely. There is another

which acts like the Scolytus typographus men-

tioned in Dr. Katzeburg's work, which he calls

Bostrichus typographus. Whatever he the name

given to it by entomologists, it. is certain the

varieties attacked by this insect suffer severely

from it, and those that are not liable possesSjir.

my opinion, another point of excellence inrtepect

to the head of the tree. The Poire Prince

Albert and Commlssaire Delraot likewise resist

the attacks of this insect.

In conclusion, the Bezi Mai is recommended

for the good appearance of the tree, its hardiness

productiveness, the beauty of its fruit, its late

and prolonged period of ripening, its good

quality, sound keeping, and adaptation for bear-

ing carriage. J.De Jonghej-Brussels.

ANNUALS.
We are pleased to find that the better class of

Annuals is on the eve of a much wider application to

ornamental gardening than has been allotted to them

of late. Tliis advance in public favour is doubtles

owing to two causes ; the principal one points to the

extreme want of variety, which for years past has beeii

a noticeable defect, even in the very first-class garneM-

The passion for strong masses of colour has led to the

too frequent use of Geraniums, Calceolarias, and ver-

benas, varied occasionally by Salvias or Petunias, ihij

arrangement no doubt produced masses of brilliant an^

effective colours, so far as they went, but failed w

impart to flower gardens the still greater charm ot

variety and gracefulness, without which the t«^

repetition of groups, confined to three or four variations

of colour, produced an unsatisfactory effect io ^^^^

of taste, and failed even to please minds less tutorea w

comprehend how necessary different shades and gr»^'

tions of colour are to complete the ensemble of to^

parterre or flower garden, and to sober down the g^
produced by the repetition of the blue, red, and ye"""

colours of which we complain. .

We have always been of opinion that the ^^^^^^^
this respect would undergo a change, and that ere im

plants would be selected for massing and mixing, i«J

showy perhaps than those named above, but eq«^

interestiDg t9 the lover of flowers, and adding ^

greatjdesideratum of variety, both in form and col'^uj''

our gardens. Of this class. Annuals undoubtedly ^^

the largest proportion. -oreA second reason why Annuals are becoming ^

generaUy grown is the ^ase with which the.^^

raised and the very small amount of trouble^
cultivation entails, compared with the other sec^

The yearly propagation required with Geran^
Verbenas, &c.; the potting and planting, the rei^
and ^nntering, involve expense, care, and ^PP^**^
not within every one's means. It will *^herefore c^
no surprise, now that the love for flowers »^^ t»

universal, to find that those who have not the °^^^
grow plants requiring a winter's care and gla^s e^^*^

I
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Ijjl^^3ron Annuals to make their gardens attractive

and i?ay through the summer, which they can do with

little trouhle and small cost. An ordinary garden soil,

well ^ug ^"^ loosened, and a few shillings' worth of

seeds, are a trifling matter, compared to the cultivation

of ordinary hedding plants. Nor should we omit to

notice another reason bearing on our subject, which

carries with it a strong motive for the increasing inte-

rest now felt for this class. Annuals, like other popular

Howers, have heen greatly improved by careful cultiva-

tion and judicious hybridising. The horticulturist soon

perceives when a class of plants is susceptible of im-

!jrovemcnt through this agency, and advantage is

quiclily talien of the fact ; to this result the many

splendid varieties of Annuals which year by year are

brought into notice are owing. Both in tliis country

and on the Continent great attention has of late years

been paid to the object of obtaining improved varieties

from seed, as may be seen by comparing the advance in

Asters, Phloxes, Zinnias, Stocks, Tropa;olums, Lobelias,

and many other genera of Annuals ; and looking at the

magnificent Dianthus now figured, havingbeen obtained

by the efforts of Japanese gardeners from the well-

known Chinese Pink, we may refer our readers to both

the plates of Annuals given in our present Number as

conclusive evidence of the improve-

ment which has taken place in the

families they represent.

But to grow Annuals as they should

be grown, and to develope their

habit and beauty, the ground for
* them should be both deep and rich

(as is necessary for all rapid grow-
ing plants), and the plants should

be treated as individuals req^uirlng

generous treatment. We remember
the time when a ring formed with
the finger round a 32-sized flower

pot in the loose soil of the border

was the common way of committing
the seed of Annuals to the ground.
Here they remained to grovv, and
after an ineffectual struggle for more
room, spindled upwards into bloom,
when the first fortnight's di*y weather
closed their career. What figure,

let ne ask, would Mons. Truffaut's
grand Asters cut with such treatment
35 this ? Or what the splendid Zin-
nias, Tropajolums, and Larkspurs
which form such striking objects
when grown singly in good soil, if
they had been left to starve, at the
rate of 50 plants per square foot of
ground ? No ; Annuals, to do justice
to them, must be treated individually
as we treat a specimen plant, and
then you get a freedom of growth
combined with a profusion of bloom;
and what is more, the deeper and
richer the soil, the longer they will
continue in perfection. Editorial
Notice in the Florkt for February,

MYCOLOGY.—No. V,
*JItdnum EEPANDT7M. Xiww.—The
Mushroom tribe is at once distin-
guishable amongst the vast mass of
Fungi by the gilMike plates which
cover the under side of the pileu?,
running from its border towards the
stem, and either ending abruptly before
they reach it, or becoming to a
reater or less degree attached to it. There are,
lowever, other Fungi which resemble these in

habit, but whose fruit-bearing surface is constructed
mer a totally different fashion. Amongst these are the
Hydna, which are remarkable for having thehymenium
broken up into distinct teeth, which in the more typical
species ate cylindrical at the base, from which they are
gradually attenuated upwards so as to exhibit the form
of extremely elongated acute cones.
Sf/dnum repandum, the subject of our present illus-

tration, has either teeth of this description, or occa-
sionally more or less compressed and fleiuous, and
sometimes divided at their tips, and when once ascer-
»ined is generally an object of admiration to the
"equenters of our woods, in which it occurs in autumn
^^% gc^ierally, though seldom in any great

The pileus is 3 or 4 inches broad, at first convex but
generally somewhat flattened, and ultimately depressed
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cooked, the texture and flavour reminding one strongly
of a British Trufile, and as it retains its colour, it has
a very tempting appearance, which does not prove
deceptive on trial. The best way perhaps of preparing
it IS to stew it slowly, after immersion in warm water,
in a small quantity of veal stock, adding a little salt
and cayenne, with a blade of Mace. When the Fungus
is tender a small <iuantity of finely minced Parsley and
Chervil, with a minute" portion of Garlic, should be
added, together with some good cream, and the whole
served hot with sippets of fried bread. Paulet recom-
mends for such Fungi a sauce composed of blanched
Almonds beaten in a mortar with a little water, to

hands) around a small central ' lull '—was from 40 to nearly 80
miles an hour. At places north-westward of its centre, the
wind appeared to 'back' or 'retrogade,' shiftinff from east
through north-east and north to north-west ; while at places
eastward of its central passage, the apparent change, or veering,
was from east, through south-east, south, south-west, and
west. Our Channel squadron, not fai' from the Eddystone,
experienced a rapid, indeed almost a sudden shift of the wind
from south-east to south-west, being at the time in, or near,
the central lull ; while, &o near as at Guernsey, the wind
veered round by south, regularly, without any lull. This
sudden shift ofif the Eddystone occurred at about 3 (or sooa
after), and at nearly half-past 5 it took place near Reigate,
westward of which the central lull passed. From this south-
eastern part of England, the central portion of the storm
moved nortliward and eastward. Places on the east and north

.•hich is
_
added Garlic Bkck Pepper. Olive-oil 'and rririiS^/K^ht SZe^l^n^lSnd^When^fh^L^II

Liemon-juice tUl the whole is of the consistence of Charter' was wrecked, Aberdeen and BanflFshire were not
common Mustard, so as to form a sort of Mayonnoise, disturbed by wind ; but when it blew hardest, from east to

in the composition of which the point of great im-
portnnce is the perfect purity of the oil, without
which essential the preparation must be a complete
failure.

Though the Fungus has a slightly acrid taste when
raw, it is one which may be used with perfect safety, on
which character every authority whether British or
foreign is in perfect accord. It is constantly sold in
continental uuirlvets, and if it wevc more common than it

north, on that exposed coast, the storm had abated or almost
ceased in the Channel and ou the south coast of Ireland.
Further details would be ill-timed now, but they will be given
in a paper to the Royal Society, as soon as additional observa-
tions from the Continent, and from ships at sea, have been
collected and duly combined with other records. The storm of
the 31st, and 1st of November, was similar in character; but
its central part passed just to the west of Ireland's south- we.st
coast, and thence north-oaatwju'd. Of both these gales the
barometer and thermometer, besides other things, gave ample
warning ; and telegraphic notice might have been given in
snf&cient time from the southern ports to those of the eastern

and northern coasts of our Islands. As
it is the north-west half of the cyclone
(from north-east to south-west, true) which
is influenced chiefly by the cold, dry,
heavy, and positively electrified polar
atmospheric current, aud the south-west
half that shows effects of equatorial
streams of air—warm, moist, light, and
negatively electrified ;—places over which
one part of a cyclone passes are affected

differently from others which are traversed
by another part of the very same meteor,
or atmospheric eddy, the eddy itself being
caused by the meeting of very extensive
bodies of air, moving in nearly, but not
exactly opposite directions, one of which
gj-adually overpowers, or combines with
the other, after the rotation. On the
polar half of the cyclone, continually

supplied from that side, the visible effect

is a drying up and clearing of the air,

with a rising barometer and falling ther-

mometer; while on the equatorial side,

overpowering quantities of warm moist
air—rushing from comparatively inex-

haustible tropical supplies—push towards
the north-east aa long as their impetus
lasts (however originated), and are suc-

cessively chilled, dried, and intermingled
with the always resisting, though at

first recoiling, polar current. After such
struggles these two currents unite in a
varying intermediate state and direction,

one or other prevailing gradually. Very
plain and practical conclusions are de-

ducible from these considerations :—One,
and the most important, is that in a gale

which Beema likely to be near the central

part of a storm, that should be (of course)

avoided by a ship which has sea room : a.

seaman, facini,^ the wind, knows that the
centre is on his right hand in the
northern hemisphere, on his left in the
southern ; he therefore is informed how
to steer. Another valuable result is that

telegraphic communication can give notice

of a storm's approach to places then
some hundred miles distant, and not other-

wise forewarned." Proceedings of the Royal
Society.

m thecentre with arched borders and a flexuous margin,
woiike the rest of the plant is of a rich cream colour,^^a an occasional reddish tint. The surface is very
nmmt€ly downy, the down, however, being matted and
oppressed, so as not to be consDicuous except under a
iens. pe teeth arc very brittle, and often give way

Ir^t^i . ^^'T*^
^' gathered and in this case sometimes

™i f»f
^ ^' the top of the stem, which is often

paier than the pileus, is generally glandular, with
J^rtive teeth. The whole plant when dry or cut and
OTQised assumes at times a tbiy tinge, which is com-

Sl?d ^°^^" '^ '^^ ^'""^'^ '"'*^'^ " "'""^

There ii no British species with which it can be con-
lounded. and therefore in this case at l^ast^here can beno danger of mistakes.

HyDNUM EEPANDTTiT.

Natural size. (Copied by permission from Greville's Scottish Cryptogamic Flora.)

is in England it might be safely recommended for more
general consumption. It however, seldom occurs in

sufficient quantities to make it of the importance it

might otherwise assume. As it is deficient in juice it is

unfit for ketchup, and cannot be advantageously em-
ployed for simple broiling like the common Mushroom.
The word Sydnvni is derived from the Greek name

for a sort of white Truffle, from which it has been
transferred without sufficient reason to the teeth-bear-
ing Fungi, The species have no vernacular name in

Knglish, but on the continent they are variously known as

Cbevrotvnes, Steccherino, and other names which refer

more or less clearly to the toothed Hymenium. It is

scarcely necessary to say that the tubular appearance
sometimes assumed by the teeth shows no immediate
alliance with the spore-bearing Fungi, the spores in

the one case being on the outside of the teeth, in the
other in the inner surface of the tubes. The specific

name repandum does not refer as Mrs. Hussey supposes

to the wide diffusion of the plant, but to the irregular

form which the pileus often assumes. M. J. £,

THE GREAT STORMS OF LAST AUTUMN.
By Rear-Admiral Fitzrot.

" As many of our Society must doubtless be interested in the
nature and character of that storm in which the * Royal
Charter' went to pieces on Anglesea Island, aud aa abundjuit
information has been obtained from lighthounes, observa-

toriesj^and numerous private ohservers, I would take this

earliest opportunity of stating that the combined results of

observations prove the storm of October 25th and 2fith to have

been a complete horizontal cyclone. Travelling bodily north-

ward, the area of its sweep being scarcely 800 miles in dia-

meter, its influence affected only the breadth of our own
Islands, (exclusive of the west of Ireland) and the coast of

France. "While the central portion was advancing northward,

not uniformly but at an average rate of about 20 miles an hoi^,
^gi are more delicate than this is when meH the actual velocity of the wind- circling- (m against watch-

GARDENERS'
ROYAL BENEVOLENT

INSTITUTION.
The following Is the report of the

Committee for 1859, read at the late

general meeting, which took place in

the Horticultural Society's Rooms, St.

Martin's Place, Trafalgar Sqnare.
" The Committee beg to present the report of their

proceedings during the year 1859, and it is a source of

pleasure to them to congratulate the subscribers on the

continued prospects of the Society.

"During the past year only one pensioner has died,

viz., Jas. Stedman, at the advanced age of 91 ; in the

same time eight have been added, two without an elec^

tion in conformity with Rule 9, and six by election froao,

among the subscribers.

''The anniversary dinner took place at the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham, under the presidency of Mr. Justice

Haliburton, and the Committee beg to tender him their

warmest thanks for his exertions on behalt of the

charity; also to the gentlemen who acted as stewards

for their liberality and that of their friends upon th«

occasion. The Committee In consequence have been

enabled to increase the funded stock of the Society to

4900^, It affords them much pleasure to announce that

the Eflrl of Carnarvon has kindly consented to take the

chair at the ensuing anniversary, and they feel sore

success will attend his lordship's co-operation.

"The Committee have to express their acknowledg-

ments to many friends who contributed fruit, flowery

and plants, upon occasion of the late dinner; to the

Council of the Horticultural vSociety for the use of their

rooms In St. Martin's Place for the meetings of the

Committee; and to the Council of the Society of Arts,

who with their usual liberality, granted the institution

the 'gratuitous use of their rooms upon occasion of

general meetings.
, . , , ^ , xi.

"Your Committee wish particularly to draw the-

attention of subscribers to the very kind manner in

which all the journals connected with horticulture hav#-

publishcd their proceedings and advocated the canse^

the Societv, but especially so to the Gardenertr

Chronicle, which not only inserted several times we
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wliole liat of subscribers to the instUiitiou perfectly

gratuitously, but also contributed aii aJLlit:oni\l donation

of 10?. lOs. to the funds.

"The system of advertising at tbe end of the books

continues to find favour, and it is tbe means of reducing

the expense of printing into very narrow limits. A sum

of 51/. has beeu realised from this source during the

p«fit year,
" The state of the pension list is as foUowR :

—

IT -women at *18 ^-C'^

22 men 1« M2

to their fullest .-^v^wd they stretch out their short stumps

aP wmtr* in nrder to asnst in their attemptd lo-
ans the

bein? melted, becomes a yellowisu
^^^^^

ctndWs. The plant naturally attains a
r 12 feet : it carries lierbaccons rnW.«j

additional power of flight have beou uuava

the type of the si
' mains as it waa in t'

3000 years ago. Whilst in the case of other

species of bi«l», such as the Pinomis and the

know that the actual destruction of the spCCJ^s has

:eidand

£716

Btatemetd o/ ^7u Heetiptt and Paymmt.
BenetokHt Iih^itHlion for th

Dkbtol

T«? Balance I S58
To Annual Subscriptions .

.

To BoDationa received at» and is

quence of Anniversary Dinner .

.

To DiTlJends on Stock . , :

To Adverti«ements

£ a. 9.

613 4

at Guattmala. writes that he has no doubt that this
' article might be p~" •'•*ed and exj»orted at considerable

pr ^\ It grows in immense quantities in the southem
departments and in Vera Tu/. It is 8Uic*»ptible of nicli

high purification as to resemble the fln««t sperm,
is

soliO. and quite as transparent. A sample of tk

341
136
51

To IncoDie-tax returned I 6

16
11

13
4

11

6
1

ui:;
i. d.

3 2

equally certain in a very short time. I purposely avoid

reierring to geological evidence*, believing that— l^t, if

the permanence of a species can be proved for such a

length of time as 3000 years; 2d> if it be admitted that

varieties exhibit a tendency to revert to the original

type ; and 3dly, if cases can be ^hown in which mothfi-

cations beneficial to a species have not taken place in

wild animals, even when the creature has made rfJbrts ,.,..*.. *i. * i *».

in that dir^ion, we are in each of th.^ ....e« fumi^hcdj inform me what ^lant it .. that ^r.xluces the wUtaD*

production, m the not anil in tho tallow, is now

;

the numerous c "^tloBs of tlii- I'att-nt Office,

cidtivation of H from tbe seed will be tried u. ^
Horti^ultuml n.-irden." Can you or any of your reader

1140 8 e

1561 U
Stock in 3 per Cent. Consols in the names of the
Trustees

8

CREnrrcR.

By Pensions
By Stock purchased, 300?. .

.

By Secretary's iialary

By Printiufir

By Stationery
By Advertising . . .

.

Bt Solicitor

By Expense of Annual Dinner
By Expense of Postage and Sn

Balance at Bank

•

£ «. it

e7«
287 IT 6
60
m 7

6 15 6
3 9 6
5 S
3 14 6

35 16

with an answer to Mr. Darwin's thcury. As : .'is

the second of these points, it seems inevitable tbut a

theory which suppoMS the piiuciple of development to

be inherent in the works of the ercntion cannot be

maintained if it be admitted that the antagtinistic

principle of reversion b© aUo iuUerent in iuU...iu«l«.

Mr. Darwin mainly builds his theory that spewes are

only intp"=Tfiod varieties, and that generic gr ,
re

only iutcusificd species, on the modifKutiunR which ii

has effected in domestic animals. For \\U theory, how-

ever, to work, it is nee* ry to suppose that the

the fhmt offrctf aft the year roKurf.-^-In w.. .niav oi x^
potting shed, which is in a north aspect and a posititi

aiutost as bleak a-* Mr. Chatcr'* hill, hangs a minimom
thermometer, which is one of a ' " r mc by Vf
Cox of IWbi«M^ Mtal th' ditt..!., " if not true, to'

b« returned.** It hfl«1 n very cold * -th in which to

perform its dntten. but I mm wddt nly lurpriied at i

rertain time to And that as the>vMi tengthonpd the

cold ifcrengthi ta il, and posi^^. i-ly started to And tUt it

TCfflatfTwl below i»».**..iff i^^'^^* sH the sumwer Iom. r

modified individuals wimbm such nowers of discrimina. ! looked at it with a very scrutiuwtog eye; it seen<

4 4

1163
398

S
3

7
1

tion as well as of exchisivcneas as not to allow of iheir

intermingling with their less favoured brethren,

wliereby they would keep their improvements to them-

selves. Thus, snppoising the large and small common
white Cabbage huttertliea to be mixliiit:utions < f oi.e

species, we must allow to them (as they iKvor pair

together, idthough frequenting the same gnrden nnd

feeding on the same Cubbage) a power of selection for

breeding pnrpoees which the improveil l»e«ds of

domestic animals do not possess. The terrier and

spaniel or the pouter and tumbler pigeons will nnder

to tat

ion left

1501 U S
- ^rr

Audited January 6, 1S60.
j ^^^"for^vth.

« good standard iDftrnment taMre vma§ put

During Jm .

^ *y. and Avipwt, it fVozc I

night; on the hntt* * ancraoons « focm as the

the roof of the shed, down it went to 46* tod

M Mon as dew began to condense to 35', and next

morning the pin waf at 3S* as nsnaL I didut

beliere it, yet could not f'^r'^et how ctreftlty it

had been teste<1, and hoir IkithfuUy it had behireif

it.-telf for months together. When October ctm,

down H went to zero, then below xero, and wu ooit

onwilUng to go up l^n. T ' ^mi to think an Arctic

j
climate conM not M so mnch of a trial after all, bot it

J,
" Anything erer

Home Correspondence.
Mr, Darvnn's Theory of Deielopment.—The observa-

tion relative to the Swedish Turnip to which I alluded

'ia my note on this subject occurs in page 997 of last

year's Gardeners' Chronicle, and is to the effect that

the discussion at the Central Farmers' Club, on Mon-
day, 5th December, turned upon the need of finding a
Sttbstitute for that vegetable, which was rapidly^- de-
teriorating in the bands of the farmer in spite of the
best efforts both of agriculturists and scientific men.
With reference to Mr. Darwin's note on this subject

(ante, p. 49), I apprehend, in the absence of details, that
this is not a question as to the permanence of a cross-

bred production but one of reversion, in which it is

^ound impossible to maintain tbe status of a species

which has been ennobled (to use a term which has lately ,

been adopted for these modified, high-bred specimens,
and-which we may expect to see applied With equal pro-
priety to tbe fat piirs exhibited at Christmas which can
neither see nor w-alk). These latter, like the Swedish
Turnips, have been brought by man out of their
natural condition ; they arc, in fact, monsters, and
Kature will get rid of them and revert to the old true
,type of the species. Of varieties of distinct species pro-

ceed in a state of Xature, even when carried beyond
individual variations (which have been termed sub-species
or geographical varieties), I believe also that Nature
constantly endeavours to ^et rid of them in the same
manner, although a persistence of the predisposing
causes may, even for a long time, render the variety
apparently permanent. I cited the case of the Ibis as
an instance showing that a species has remained per-
manent during the whole historic period, and I think
that we are thereby authorised in supposing that if
that bird were reduced to the condition of a single pair
(as its first creation), the progeny of that pair would in

similar circumstances breed together, altboi ^
apparently differ much morefroi.. ^.ich other thanthw^i * »- -—— •— —
two species of butterflies. It will at once be seen that snddenly came into njy head to

the idea of such a power of selection, th© nearer we *»*"»~*" " **•» »i*"«n»npfpr

ascend to the supposed origin of the modification, be-

comes more and more untenable. J. O. We^iicood.

Rainfall at Stonyhurst in 1859 :—

.

Inches.

January .. .. 4.0

February .. ..3.9
March 6.5

April 4.2

May #J5

June .3.1

Carried forward 22.0

Brought fo

July ..

Au^fiist

September
October
Xovepiber
Deceiftber

lochcs.
SLO

. 1.9

. «.3

3 n

S.0
3.7

Total 4S.I

Rainfall atDoneards Sail^ JTitham, Ussex, 1859:
Ins.

January « •

February _
^ , .

August
September

0.64

0.52
I

Brought forward
July

lll3.

8.28

3.5«

I.SO
3.49

S.23 Total 24.13Carried forward .

.

Henry Dixon.

Effect of the lafe frosts on Veyetahles,—Heports
describing the severity of the weather have constantly
appeared in your columns, hut I do not remember that
its singularly destructive effect on vegetation has been

hftppen to this thermometer, UrignellP" "

knocked it down in the spring, when I tarred

of the shed." How the rcttdin^ carefully tabulated,

wonld hare made a subject for discussion, bid tbe sequel

never hare been disclosed! Given a correct imbmient,

and the record shows frost every night thronghnttlu

year. A little of the spirit forced by the shock to the

wrong end of the tnbe, where it was quite inririble to

ordinary observation, made Spitsbergen of & place

. that is Tcry bearable evpn when the wind i$ X.E,

,
Moral—when the weather is so very strang«, ask if any-

l^Jy has kicked the thermometer ? SlirUy SiUer4,

Stole Newington.
Mice.— I should feel mnch obliged if some of jour

renders would inform me in what \^ ;iy I could destroy

some mice that infest this garden. There are tiro

varieties of them; one a sooty brown colom^ M
about the size of a half.grown house mouse ; tbe other

much krger, with a long body, short tai!» and chubby

bead, sand v brown back and lijAt bellv. Both evidently

live on herbs, as I have baited traps and Uid poison m
all sorts of flesh and meal, and they will not^ touch it

Last spring my Verbenas were in a sod pit in the

framing ground; they commenced on them, and would

soon have cleared them off had I not removed them to

another part of the garden.
j^..*^»^MHVi.j v,u»i*uiviii.^;v4 \iu. , uii,u>iu^ii n jiicrtLvr degTCC Standing in the front of a cold Vinery ; the pestsj»
oi cold has been registered in this aeighbourJiOod complained of came through the front lights, nippe<i

so much injury has never before been inflicted by the plants off level with the pot, and ran off with thm.

frost on the vep^etables peculiar to the kitchen The worst, however is, they have commenced on tbe

garden in my recollection. White Turnips on well- ! Tme roots ; the front flue of tbe Pine stove nits close

manured laud arp Tiniirlv all dpsfmrMl nnd avo** I *>»*),» »...ii *t.,. t»:__ Wjrdpr '•* **" ^"' ""t-side. snd tOmanured land are nearly all destroyed, and even
the hardier Swede lias suffered severely. Although
cultivating the various Broccolis denominated
"Hardy," "Protecting," "Siberian," the frost has
led me to doubt the verity oi their descriptive titles,

for it has killed nearly all. Also young Cabbage,
a new Green called the Scotch Cabbaging Green, and

-qnnn^.r^ i ' .. '4. ^ii -, *^— P^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^"'P o^ Celery
; Laing'sMammoth and

! awav^hile the badImtU lasted butasitworeo
^.f^'^^^^^'fyi^^':^^^,^'^^^^ the old Laueashire Hero have suffered loss than* returned and I ftu^^^^^

"

Single hive might become the founder of an extensive Amongst Greens that have borne up agaLst the w^tW
"'^'' ""^ "

^- ^^

apiury far removed from any other, the different hives may be mentioned the Brussels Sprouts, Scotch Kalebeing of course^ tenanted by the progeny of the first and Turner's Cottager's Kale, the value of whi'-h thii
stock. Extensive bee-keepers do not find it necessary

[
season has established. As the destructive action of
the weather has undoubtedly been great in many parts

to import hives from a distance to keep up their estab-
.lisliments, and thus the species would keep true, imma-
terial whether the queens paired with tlieir own subjects
or with those of adjacent hives; all having descended
froni the same single stock-hive. The Egyptian records
furnish us with another instance which we find to be in
complete opposition to ilr. Darwin's theory. We there
seethe African ostrich, one of the most extreme types of
the class of birds, faithfully represented. According
to Mr. Darwin's theory it is mainly for the
welfare both of the species and individual that
modifications take place and new forms are developedNow there can be no doubt that it would have been

M^ n -e^?
*^'* ^^}^^> ^^^ specifically and indi-

viduaUy. if Its coveted plumes could have been shortened
audits wmgs lengthened, so as the better to escape

r^±rtr.T;;.^'r.^T-A -.--y one who sa'w

i

t

of the country, instances of its effects in different
localities will be instructive ; and examples of immunity
whether due to particular management, or to especial
advantages of situation, or to the singular hardihood of
constitution of particular varieties of vegetables, cannot

i

but be interesting, and I hope some of your correspon-
dents will furnish a record of their experience of this
very singular season. I am strongly of opinion that
the frost which came upon us with excessive and unex-
pected severity in October inflicted so much injurv on
plants that tbey were unable to witlistand th© seVere
frost which followed in Deceniber. W. J., Selvoirf^astle,

Vegeiahle Tallo-hc^ln the -ZV>w Qileans Ficayune
of25th December last I find the following paragraph :—
"The Agricultural Bureau of the Patent Office ac-
knowledges the receipt of specimens of what is known

prevent the soil from getting burnt rubble stones were

laid next to the front wall, and in them and the

drainage the rvoals lav in tlu- winter .ind feed on tbe

roots. They have gnawed the bark off the stems wbo*

they are covered with litter. I have poured p^^
amongrt the drainage several times, and it drove thein— »-!..,, ... ... .. '>ntu6j

Can sfly one

nst me ? t: i. •
. . ^

Strawberries.—As the season for purchasing 'if

i

planting Strawberries is now at liand, it way 1

unprofitable to buyers generallv and the trade m^'

the

the tame ostriches in the circus flfTroc-T T "^^^
1 ^"";:*'^"6*f ^"^ {f^^'P^ ot specimens of what is known

tie Great Exhibition of isll^iutd^^^^^^^^ ^'""'"f
"^^ ^.^\** ^^^^ ^ Vegetable Tallow.^x wuirecouect, when driven It comes from a nut about the size of a Nutmeg, full of

"Wizard of the North:" Mr. Robertson seems to

hare exhibited the fruit at Paisley in 1857. «\e^f!
states he obtained a Certificate of Merit for it j

thn>^^^

has had an opportunity for three seasons of subnntu%

the produce to wider and more authoritative «^^
than local judges. Why sbonld raisers of ^^.JZ
shrink from submitting them to an ordeal out oj toe^

locality ? Tlie two excellent '* MetropoUtan ^ffr\,
now established (that in connection with the Hort"-'^

tural Society and the Pomological), hold their meetW
at continuous short intervals thereby enabling P*Y ,

to submit to their judgments fnilt however tran^'^^

and It is just as easy to send a box of S^^^
from Paisley to London as from Nottingham of^^^^be
allowance would always be made for their *iav*".^

J; jug
gathered a few hours longer. Mr. Robertson gj*"^;.
opinion and description of his "Wizard ''in

***%thof
dener^ Chronicle, October 1st, 1859. On the »*
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wl^^emberMrrR. states that any perioiw being m poi-

iessiou of hiB "Wieani" before the IGth of Anguit

loaf have obtained them surreptitiously, except Mc*jni.

Dickson & Co. of Ediuburgb, and Mr. B. toliock of

Kilmarnock. In tbe autumn of 1868 I furchaaed

from one of the fiwt nnrBerymcn in t^e tmth of

England (whose name I am prepared to give) pl^mts of

ft "Wizard of the North*' deBcribed to mo •• a

fevoiirite Scotch Strawberry- ; I fruited it, and «« far aa

I could judge from aueh plauU ooosidered it worthleai;

neverthelcps I have now a eousiderable quantity of

the same, and shall he able to tc*t it niirly ibi* teMon.

I submit that partial «;fiingucw fruit owe it to them.

selvw to separate and vrndioi^ tl.e.r rbaracU'r^ by the

fullest investiK'tttion from iuob mUeraWo impouti'ti-

as once emanated from Abrr' ^n. I have been (up

to the present time) a pnrrh.u»cr of •v«ry new kmd.

than is usual far that variety, which is seldom melting
or good. Tliiii \hiu» ascribed to the very favourable
summer which we experienced last seawon. Fron the
same exhibitor ako eame speciiuiriiB of Vauquelin Pear.
Some lutu Tears from WelUx.-k» sent wilbuut a name,
were pranouuccd to be Winter N*Ji«. Of Apples, Mr.
Gadd, Dorking, produced Court «f Wick (mUimmed
Golden Hnr^ey), which wu CMind to 1m the beat
flavouitU variety exhibited. Tlie MKt bMt was
Mit-klebam I'earmain from the same i^rower. Thb wsa
stated to be a local variety, to which Travtill«r's Pear-
tuuin and other names were* sometimes gtTen. Among
oilMr Apples were Court Pendu rkt, from Mr. Spivcy

;

Wlu " r's Bu '., from Umtn. Iv*iy, of Dorking;
^wflSBMr Nonpareil and Bibston Pippin, from Mr,

trees near the new University Museum. The ivy leaMs
} '"g very smooth were eompletely margined with a
fringe of rime on all their edges, while the middle of 1^
leat«a was quite free from it; at the aame time IIm
dead liins ^a of the Hornbeam, although intermingled
with Ivy, being crumpled and rough, were oompl^elj
coTcrc-d with tLo rime, area on snriGMis which were se
inclined thai the fi /ru particles oould not have fuUeu
on them. Tlu- beautiful and delicate spicular f . i of
snow crystals seems to favour the idea of eUdkical
taLvion in the arrangenient of the minute perticiesof
which tUey are composed." «

The sttiue opinion is held hj the author as to thv
cau*c uf haiUtorms, concerning which he has gleeiMd

curious facta, of wUcb tLc following :u:e pcrhapa

being in a measure comprlUd to ke*p fer or with the

trade- but 1 bave discardtd moat of them, not that

thcv »io not bear fruit (all StrawbtTriiHi are truitfnl if

cultivated according to their •ott.i), but when fruited

bcfnff inferior in quality. Tlio n. .' I «bull uottoe is

advertised on DcccuiUr 2, 18«^ from T>tiblln, imd in

this case the ru! . does not appear to have obtained a

certiiicate, although b-^ has frnited it for two ae«MUia.

He produces the testimony of two grower^ from

which the public can fbnn their own judgment.

Mr. Niven seems to place great value npon fruit

ready for patlicrlug by May 20. I U-.' to sey

that all Strawberries may be eeeelenited in ripen-

ln<^ at least three weeks, aceovdhig to the ^Inntioii

the most remark
**5ucb stonneere often drcadfenv di>lriir*' ; ttie

moat pre-eminent iu this respect, of all Eur
^

on reeord, being that which desolated eo latge a portion

of FruTice in .Inly, 1768; traversing nearly the whole
len^'^th of the country, and de«trr>y{ng property of Ae
«atiLu».cd value of lu^iu than a uiilUuu sterling.

Tliis tremendova storm was UbUcred in by a dreadlul
and lilniosl total darkusM^ wVicU euddouli u\u>|tread
thp whole eoontrj. Tn a slngU Wmr iXm wb ' lace of

Wliiting; Lamb Abbey PeArmnin, from Mr. Smith;
and Onion Apple, a bito keeping local varietv, from Mr.
Stewart, gr. to Sir T. Winnington, Bart., il.P., Stam-
ford Court, near Ww^wier. Ajnim? ktt^'hen Ajiplee

fehowB at last meeting, and sinc« i»^u baked, the best
proved to be Smith's Pippin, eihibitcd by Mr. UoJgc,
St. Austell; aud the eeoond U-ni, Lemon Pippin, ftum
Mr. Keid, gr. to J. Hnut, Vaq., eT 8\ <Vnbaai HiU. Other
vnriettesahownincompvtition witbtbe above wereDomo-
low's Seedling. Korfuik lUautin, and Loan's Pcmain.
From ifr. Crawahey, C>ffartUe Castle, QUmorgaukhirr,

j
Nature wm so entirelv changed, that un penon who

South Wales. ee»e buuches o( MuKat, B«rbaraan, had slept during thv tempewt . ;M have believed him-
and another BUcL Grape^ all of whieh had heen Vtpt adf iu the same part of tlw world when he awuke.
cool and otltt-rwiee eubjeiteA to tbv ^.^aae kind of lustead of tbt bmihng bloom of summer, aud the rirfa

t nt. Thf two first, tboui;b in fair eMidition, proepeeU of furwa^rd autumn, which were jnet hcf^.c
were oaHdirably shrivelled, hot the ket wes as plnnp apread over the face ofthat^rtUe and bMutlful conttlry,

or luxuriance of the plants : K- '^ sllinij, Gmv* Kod|»nd fresh V-th in bernr and stalk at if it hsd been thr it now preeented the drt , ot of universal wiiiier«

Scarlet, and other early kinds will ripen by t hat time. ' month of Angnat. Tliis was thought by Mr. Crtwshay's |n the moat etcrile and gfoomy of the arctie

gMiuener to be Bhick Prince; but the Committee were
] The soil wea diansred into a moraas. the etewi

of opinion that t!i..t vuri&ly oould not he had eo late in

the seeaon ; stops have therefore heen teken to oUuun
eyes or cuttings of it for trial in the Society's Garden.

I intended to have noticed n few others, especialiy where
old varieties have been palmed npon nnwarv pufehaaers

as new ones, and at enormous pricts,* l>ul I have

perhaps already trespasaed too far npon your space.

I will only add that in consequence of Mr. Tuiuer sub-

mitting "Oiicar" to a competent tribunal I have been a
considerable purcliaaer, aud feel confident I ^ball (when
the plants are strong enough to frnit) not he disap-

pointed. Sick, 8, Tafeg, Sale, Cheshire.

Saltfor Wall-8y Sec,—Allow me to add my testimony
to the efficiency of salt for cleaning the surface of yonng are of a beaoUful red colour, and when fully { bettered, that four rears wer^ e«tTmat^ as the shortert
gravel, whether on roads, walks, or anywhere else. At developed rich deep green, with attractive silvery

|

period in which thev would become agnin in any degree
the suggestion of my employer we began using it here 1 ™"king« aloOg the sides of tli£ midribs, which are

|
productive. Of the 66 parishes included in the district

ged into a moraas, the etending com
beetcn into a quagmire, the Vines were brefcien to

piecea, and their oraticbea bruised hi the same manner

;

the fruit trees of every kind were demolished, and t:.i^

JW. 9. noral QoMWeWse.—The Bev. J. Dix in the
|
hail lay unmelled in heaps, like rwks of solid iee. Even

chair. Among some fine plants whkih v^ ere exhibited
, the robust fureat treee wm% incepahle of withstanding

on this occasion by Mr. Linden, of Bnisseis, wee an the fury of the tempest; and a lafge wood of Chesnol
extremely handsome variegated Fern called Pteris ' treea in particular was so much damaged, that it pre-
tricolor, to which a prixo waa awarded. lU Iflavsa^

| mt^^ after the storm. Tittle more t^B here and neked
which reeonble tboee of P. aspericanlia, when

| tranka. The Vmes were se mtsembly fanned and

rather extensively, four or five years ago, and with the ' red. To the at present small class of Variegated Fema
best possible results. Hand-weeding and the still more
barbarous system of hoeing are not only tiresome and
expensive, but very injurious, aluays leaving a rouwh
and uncomfortable surface. Tlie salt we ufte is generally
waste from the bacon-curers, which contains a consider-
able amount of saltpetre. This is much more efficaciooB

this must be regarded as a ver}- valuable addition.

Along with it can. i small bit of NepbelaphyHum pul-

chrum, bearing one or two pale yellow flowery and the
charmingly Tariesated-leaved Begonia Ducbesse de Bra- qq tins

of Pontoiae, 43 were entirely desolated; while of the
remaining 23, some loet two-thirds, and others

above hdf their harvest. M. Arago has lately re-

marked, that the damage done to 1039 parisl.

bant. M -^rs> Veitch produced a pretty, apparently new,
Adiantum, to which a pri^ was awarded, and a btiDiai^

than the waste from tbe warehouses. We apply it any
j
deep crimson or scarlet Epacris named ^uunt Vesuvius.

, aixa^ ^ iwhhuim i^iu<riuwii:x«
tirbe. Whenever a few weeds appear on the walks a

j
From R. Warner, Eeq., came the pretty little Lseliajneed not enomerate more 5uch

man strews it by hand from a wheelbarrow, takine care prsestans and L. spectabilis, both with charming purple
not to let it come in contact i\-ith the edging. Ou the ! flowers, the former the Mmller of the two, and among

ion amounted to 24,962,000 francs.

best distributor; for if a machine is used all the
surface will be served alike, which in our case
would be great waste, for we only strew it where
it is wanted, as "weeds don't spring up now every-
where as they did formoriy. Salt is not onlv useM
ibr cleaning the surface, but also for consolidating
the walks; it greatly improves their appearance and
renders them far more comfortable for walking. It
Ought to lie for u few days before it dissolves. One fine
day last summer we put a load on a portion of the
carriage road ; at night we had a thunderstorm, next
day the salt was gone without doing any good what-
ever. Such a case will sometimes happen, but in a
general way it may be used with great advantage and
great economy. A. Dawson, "Rood Ashton.

Tbe storm which occurred with such violence at
Chipping Korton and its vicinity on Augnat 9, 1S43,
must be painfully rememl>ered by many. However 1

naera, but will give
Halley's description of a storm he witnesMd, as genendly
characteristic of these destructive stomn as they occur

3 this case bdng, that
ir than is usual forSDch

storms, which generally occur in tbe hottest months."
But this is nothing to hailstorms in tropical regions :

—

" April 10, 1822, at Bangalore, a hailstorm killed many
cattle, the hailstones being represented by tho natives
ae being aa large as pumpkins. The gentlcohui who
gives the account says, T%ree days q/Ur iJke storm I

o-u ^u r^i.- . . ^ . • .V . 1.

—

v-^ went to the spot, aud found the carcases trf" twenty-seven
The author of this volume is of opinion that all existing ' bullocks, lacerated bv hailstonee; also dead birds. In a
thoOTies which attempt to explain the cause of rain are tank 300 y«rds in circumference, half the surface was
insufficient; and he proposes the following as one which J rovered with floating rowses of hailstones, which had
will meet all cases :—

j been carried down tbe mvines two days before ; some of
"The theory is, that the atoms of water being so the masses were five and a half inches in thickneae; the
inute are, when completclv enveloped in their natural hailstones were angular and oval, and some meajrrred

Koticcs of iBoofts.

On ike Ctwse of Bairn and its Allied Phenomena,
By G. A. Rowell, CKford. 8vo, pp. 166. 5*.

I

minute
coatings of electricity, rendered so buoyant as to be
liable, even when in their most condensed state, to be

off by slight currents of air ; but if expanded by

three inches in diameter. This was the third dav after
tbe fall, in the scorching month of April There are
four occasions on which remarkable masses of ice, ofLighting Fires at the Top.~¥ouv ^y^aiV ^experience

j

heat, fbeir capacity for e^ectrjcitv being ^increased by
j severarbundred pound?'in weightra^ IJelieved't^ve

One near Seringapatam in the last
have been the size of an eVpbant. It

melt. We have no further par-

wMchacts on the 'principle of Mahomet gohig to the ' ^l«^trioitv till n. \h. oooV.o.f ii;."=;;m,T.^7 m"! i ^i""?^^ "T'V^.J'''*'
thereJs no reason for doubting

fountain, in preference to the latter travelling to the
Prophet. I may not mention names, your standing
orders wisely forbidding that; but perhaps I shall not
be sailing too near tbe wind if I say that my ingenious
manufacturer's name must be known to most persons
Visiting the British Museum. IK F. S,, Weylrid^e.

On the 22d of May. af^cr a violent hailstorm, 80 miles
south of Bangalore, an immense block of ice, conriaifing

of hailstones cemented together, was found in a dry
well. These masses of ice, like many of those con-

HoETicULTrBAL
: Feb, 7. Fruit Committee.—^r

^amends m the chair. Of Pears, Mx, Smith, gardener

^ &. Kicardo, Esq., sent a dish of Josephine de Mallnes,
^excellent condition from a Standard and extremelyweu flavoured. Other specimens of the same variety

fine in

to J. A.

and Poc<. T>' " ;"" ^— -J * "*'-»^> -^^at^-v. Old Colmar

tW ?^
/^'''""^ ''^''^^ ^^^™ ^' Moorman, Esq. Of

Tflof ^ lormer proved the best in point of flavour. puiiii» «»" ...^^i. pi^m.^..- r— v,* ^uj^v.^ ....- -
^.asier BeuiT^ gathered on Oct, 19, laro-e and fine fringed with rime, while tbe flat parts are quite

.....^ ,
ng

of the Beepdene, waa better tlavoured i
examples of such deposits of rime are shown in the

-* Itie

given at length, and for them we refer the reader to
Mr. Bowell's pages.

Tlie deposit of dew, while the soundness of Br,
Wells's views is admitted, is also referred to electrical
action:—"There can be no doubt that the deposit of

| gidered hwlstones of the largest size, have in all pnAa-
dew IS caused, as showu by Dr. Wells, by the condensa- bility been formed hy violent whirlwinds or eddies,
tion of vapour from the lower stratum of air. owing to

; and seem to have reached the monstrous dimensions
the coldness resulting from tbe radiation of beat from

j
in which we find them, either on their apiiroach to or

terrestrial objects; still we have tbe experiments of
, their impingement on the ground; and the same thing

Beccaria, which show that electricity is developed
j
will apply to those of much more moder&te balk, and

during its deposit. Trees often drip with water at a time which are commonly considered hailstone?, though
when there is no rain, or apparently any other precipitin ( when examined they torn out to be a number of these

tion ofvapour; and this to a degree which seems more
;

aggregated together."

in accordance with the effects of attraction than ofmere
j

To the theory of Cyclones ^Ir. Rowell objects for

condensation: while the forms in which rime is dopo- reasons which ho explains at length. But for this and

sited on the points and edges of leaves, &c„ seem to be other matters the reader will consult the volume it«elf,

inexplicable except from the agency of electricity. The which will no doubt receive from Meteorologists tbe

points and most prominent pnrts of objects arc often attention to which it may be entitled.

camp ft. Tkc
&"'^"'^*'^" "" ^^w ly, large ana nne, iringtn wim rime, wi»i<= ^--^ liui, y^^*^ ™^ ^«

T'sn e\ Ingram, gardener to J. J. Blandy. ' free from it ; this is particularly the case wi
^M of Reading. Beurre Bretonneau, from Mr tiron bars and the like, and several interest]
"Whiting,

The fourth pnrt of tbe new edition of Vre^s THcthndrf

of Arts, Manufactures^ S^c.^ contains valuable articles

on Candles, Cnoutchouc, Cement, Chimneys, Co&X^ and

Coal cas. There is also an account of Cedar wood.

alwayV filedlt'i^ ^f?'
*^-''"^^' ^^^ ^^"^ «**^^ prodigies are

sent out ?tV*^\^iiP'^? »
^"^^^ * '^^'ta^ ":gochive"wa6

a reek nfwr ^L V***'
*"^ strong plants in pota (from which^ Pecfc of fnut could be gathered) were ch^ier2«. 6dL each. form in which rime was deposited on the leaves and

,
manner
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Lebanon is said to be called botanlcally Pinus Cedrus,

au obsolete name, afterwards corrected to Cedrus

Libaniw, instead of Libanj ; 2. Juniperus virginiana,

which furuisUes common red Cedar, is spoken of in two

diflferent places, in pretty nearly the same words ; 3.

the same may be said of Juniperns Bermndiana; 4.

New South Wales Cedar is said to come from Cedrela

trona, meaning Toona, a tree that does not grow in

Australia; 5. In like manner Guazuma erlimfolia is

printed for ulmifolia, and Arzedarach for Azedarach.

In short the whole article is a jumble discreditable to

the author, and to the very important work in which it

haa been permitted to appear.

Trade Lists Receited.—E. G. Hendeeson & Sons

(Wellington Road, St. John's Wood) Catalogue of

Flower, Agricultural, and A'egetable Seeds, pp. 96_.—

Butlee & McCulloch's (Covcut Garden) Spring

Catalogue of Flower, Shrub, Tree, and Vegetable Seeds,

pp. 97.—HooPEE & Co/S (Covent Garden) Spring

Catalogue of Flower, Shrub, Tree, and Vegetable Seeds,

pp. 7L—Descriptive Catalogue of Florist Flowers, sold

by DowNiE & Laiexi, 17, South Frederick Street,

Edinburgh.—Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,

sold by Messrs. F. & A. "Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate

Street, Chester.—W. Dean's (Jedburgh) General Ca':a.

logue of Grarden, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds.—J.H.

CottreWs (15, Bull Ring, Birmingham) Catalogue of

Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds.—Descriptive

Catalogue of Kitchen Garden, Farm, and Flower Seeds,

Culinary Roots, &c., sold by AiEX. Campbell & Sons,

Churchill, Glasnevin, Dublin.-B. Reid & Co.'s (Aber-

deen) Nursery, Rose, Vegetable, and Flower Seed List.

—Witty & Son's (Cottingham, near Hull) Descriptive

Catalogue of Hollyhocks, Roses, Conifers, and Shrubs.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Garden
Implements, &c., sold by J. Edmondston & Co., 61,

Dame Street, Dublin.

Miscellaneous.
Sale of Coniferous Seeds.—A small collection of these

was sold the other day by Mr. Stevens. About 1^ oz.

of Libocedrus decurrens fetched 21.; about ^ of an
ounce ot Cupressus Lawsoniana, 21. Ss. ; similar quanti-

ties of the same from 5Z. 10^, to 9^.; Douglas Fir, 1 oz.,

2/. 4». ; Abies Menziesi, J oz., 21. ; Pinus Lambertiana,

9 07., 21. 12s, Gd, ; P. lienthamiana, 1 oz., 21. 6s. ; AVel-

lingtonia gigantea, clean seed, 1 oz., 5/. The Mexican

Finas Ocarapoi Devoniana: seeds collected from an
immense tree, cut down for the purpose, in the

departuient of Mechoacan, at an elevation of at least

10,000 feet above the level of the sea, where not even
Barley can grow, and only a few vegetables of the com-
monest kinds; whore frosts are not only frequent but to

be expected at all times in the year, in summer as well

as in winter. So, say Messrs. Roezl & Co., there is no
doubt that the tree will be perfectly hardy in Eng-
land—packet of seed, about ^ oz., 1^. 14*. Pinus
JeflVcyii, Ij oz., 21. 12s. Gd. The whole sale, which
consisted of 275 lots, realised upwards of 460?.

Calendar of Operations
(For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTifENT.
CoNSEErATORY, &c.—This should now be kept as gay

as possible. Any Camellias, therefore, done blooming
should be removed forthwith to some of the houses at

work; a moist atmosphere, a temperature averaging
65", and a slight shade in bright weather are the
requisites in order to cause them to produce wood
freely and large healthy leaves. Lose no time in

repairing the drainage of any specimens which require

such attention, and endeavour to secure a healthy
vigorous root action, which is of great importance,
especially in the case of hard-wooded plants. , Shift and
tie out Pelargoniums as may be required, and allow
them plenty of space after this time, with all the light

possible, and a free circulation of air whenever the
weather will permit; but avoid cold north-easterly

winds, which are very injurious to plants in active

growth. Do not allow Calceolarias to suflfer for want of

pot room, as any check at the present season might
throw them prematurely into flower. Cinerarias and
other plants iu pits and frames will now require frequent

shifting and placing at greater distances from each

other, in order that air may be permitted to circulate

freely among them. Fumigate occasionally to destroy

greenfly. Continue to propagate half-hardy plants for

autumn flowering in the open ground. Sow tender
annuals. Sto"VE.—Some little increase of temperature
may take place here, and that chiefly in the atternoon,

by shutting up early, at the same time using a

sufficiency of moisture. Look over the fastenings of
Orchids on blocks or in baskets, and renew the wires
where necessary. Examine and shift all plants that
require such attention, and cut back kinds which it may
be desirable to increase after flowering, in order to get
a supply of cuttings.

FORCING DEPARTMENT
PnremES.—Do not allow young stock in pots to be-

come too much pot-bound before shifting, and see that
the balU are m a moist state at the time of potting.
Aim at keeping the«e growing slowly, afford them a
ttoroughly moist atmosphere, und keep them near the
glass in order to secure compact strong pUnts. Let the

allowing it to rise some 10° with the assistance of sun- I

shine, and a gentle circulation of air. Plants swelling

their fruit must be afforded a moist temperature of 70*^

at night. Vineeies.—Very careful management will

be necessary in the present state of the weather, where

the Vines are in an advanced state or fairly started, and

care must be taken to counteract the drying efl'ects of

so much fire-heat by means of the evaporating pans, and

sprinkling the floors, &c. See that inside borders are

not allowed to become too dry, and give a good soaking

oWepid manure wiitcr in a weak state where it is found

necessary. Figs.—Stop the young shoots regularly

before the fourth or fifth leaf, and keep them regular

and snfficiently thin to admit light and air, so as to get

the wood matured, and secure a second crop. Where

the trees incline to grow too luxuriantly, keep them

rather sparingly suppUed with water at the root, giving

no more than may be absolutely necessary for the present

crop, for unless short-jointed Arm wood can be obtained,

there w^ill be little chance of obtaining an abundant

second crop. Cuectmbees.—There is no doing any good

with these without the command of a brisk, moist

temperature which should average 70° at night, and

75° to 85° by day, according to the state of the weather.

Sprinkle the foliage frequently with the syringe, and

keep the soil in a nice healthy state as to moisture,

giving clear weak tepid manure water, alsokeep the shoots

thin and regular, and trained near the glass, so as to

expose every part to all the light possible. Take every

opportunity of admitting fresh air, but do this very

cautiously, for cold draughts would ruin the foliage.

Steawbeeeies.—These are somewhat liable to the

attacks of green-fly when the weather necessitates

keeping them rather close, and they should be very

carefully looked over, and lightly fumigated once or

twice if found to be at all infested with this pest.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBEKIES.
Give lawns a good rolling afber wet, and, as was

stated last week, if it be necessary to take up any of

the turf for the purpose of levelling the ground, this

should be done as soon as possible. Proceed with

edging the walks, and keep these clean, and roll

frequently to make them firm for walking upon, and
also to prevent the growth of weeds. Where it may
be necessary to Increase the stock of any of the varieties

of Dahlias, these should be placed in heat at once in

order to secure cuttings. Look to Crocus bulbs, &c.,

planted in beds, and protect them from the depredations
of mice,

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pruning of all kinds should soon be brought to a close

except Figs, which may yet remain. When Filberts
are closely pruned a deficiency of male blossoms some-
times occurs, in which case stick some of the common
Hazel having a crop of catkins on about the bushes to
fertilise the female flowers. Before Peaches are tied
to the walls they should be dressed with a composition
consisting of soap water, tobacco water, and sulphur, to
which add quick lime to give it consistence. Whenever
any appearance of scale is found on other wall fruits,

they should be dressed during winter with the above
compositioii.'To provide againstfailures in vegetablecrops
already sown, or where the climate is too cold to trust
to seeds for the present to the open ground, we advise
sowing Peas, Beans, Spinach, &c., in addition to kinds
formerly named; good early varieties of the first should
be selected. They may either be sown in small pots for
the more easy transferring to the open ground, or when

STATE op the WEATUER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LOBDQjf
For the Week endiag Feb. 9, 1860, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeai

Tempbratuke^
"

Babometbk.

Friday 3
Satur. 4

Sunday 5

Mod. 6
Tues. 7
Wed. 8
Thura. 9

ATcra^e

I IFeb.

U
12

13

14

O
16

17

30.257
3t).236

30.017
30.012
30. ISO

20.712
2y.S44

WmeAirT

30.186
30.160

29.747
29-778
29.874
29.5:'3

2J.642

30.0:W I 29.844

IVIeai

Of tfi^^^th

I foot
deep.

2 feet
deep.

Wind.
e

3—OTcrcBSt; fine; large lunar halo ; ram-

4~Densely and uniformly overcast thruu-^hout.

&—Partially overcast ; fine; very fine; rain>

6—Fine; clear and cold; frosty.

7-^Slislit frost; densely overcast and cold; showerfl,

8—Cloudy ; overcast : rain at iii;<ht ; snow,

9—Clear and cold ;
dusky-white clouds

;
snow showers ; frostj.

Mean temperature of the week, 2 de^. below the averase.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, endmgr Feb. 18, 1860,

Average

Lowest

Temp.

Mean

Temp.

No. of
Years in

which it

1

Rained.

Grcfltcat
Quantity
of Uain.

1

"TrevaUiH^ind^

February-

3

1

3

6

3
4

6
3
3
4

4

,3

1

5

3
3
2
3
3

1

2

3
3

1

4

6

3

4
1

3
4

*

11

9

12

10

8

7
8

6

8

7
6

9

i

i
*

Sunday 12..

Mon. 13..

Tues- 14-.

Wed. 1^..

Thurs. 16..

Friday 17»-

Satur. IH.,

41.8
44.4 1

45.5

46.5
46.4

46.2
44.3

30.3

30.1

31.3

31.2

30.7
31.1

311.7

37.6
37.2
38.4

38.8

3S.6

33.7

37.5

16
13
13
11
5
12
13

0.2fi in.

0.37
0.50

0.25

0.23

0.32
0.30

2
2

2

3

3

i

The highest temperature durinjt the above period orcutredon the ICtb,

,31, and 16th, 1859—therm. bH deg. ; and the lowest on the nth, ISoi18
—therm, at zero.

Notices to Correspondents*
Books: W £. Thompson's Gardener's AssLstant will perhaps

answer your purpose best.—/M S. Lindley's Guide to the

Orchard and Kitchen Garden.
Chinese Peas : J C & Co. These are the Pois oWagineux of the

French ; and are produced by Soja hispida. They yield S07

when properly fermented. You will find some account of

them in the Gardeners' Chronicle of last year, p. 425. The

plants are too tender for this climate.

Dkying Fruits: A Victoria ScUkr will feel obliged by any of

our correspondents furnishing him with instructions as to

the drying- of Figs and Grapes of different kinds—all of which

he gi-ows successfully on his property near Melbourne.
ERE.4TA. — Under the head of American Apples, page % a

misprint has occurred which entirely alters the meaning of

the sentence. Instead of reading '* Peach stones in pits," it

should be "or pits." The Americans call the stones of all

fruits pits. The word sounds strangely to us, and comes

we believe from the Dutch. In the same page, after Gansel's

Bergamot, read " South " of England instead of " North."

Garden Labei^: NCole. The mode of cutting which you send

is perfectly well known. It was described 30 years ago in

the gardening books of the day, and has been largely used

ever since.

Grapes : T. The Golden Hamburgh will succeed under the

treatment usually given the Black Hamburgh. The Grizzly

Frontignan nnd Cannon Hall Muscat may do on the back wall

of a Muscat house, but they would certainly succeed better

trained up the roof, t
Green Peas : J JV. We regret to say we find very little im-

provement. It still appears to us that they are only fit for

Green Pea soup—for which they would do very well.

Insects : S B. The cylindrical grubs found in such numbers in

the Geranium mould are the larvae of St. Mai-k's fly i(Bibio

Marci). They feed on decomposing vegetable matter, and

we do not understand that they are injurious to living

plants, ir.

Names of Fruits : C Parsons. Dumelow's Seedling.—^ -»

French Jtnsset.—James Spicer. The Blenheim Pippin.-

W C. The Old Pomeroy. U

Omnium qathertjm . G H F. The distance at which V^'^f
K. garden walha facing the south can be advantageously bout

depends upon their height. Ascertain the length of the

shadow thrown at noon any time in December, and make

the space 6 feet wider than the shadow. You may have

Apricots, Plums, and Pears on a west wall, and Pears or

American Apples on an east wall. An east wall forms a

screen from our worst wind; it is convenient to
,^*^J J

higher than any other. The sort of house vou describe haa

better ]ye span- roofed ; but for details, which would be unin-

telligible without plans, we must refer you to^ builders

,

the quantity is considerable cut fresli pieces of turf 12
inches long and 4 or 5 inches wide ; turn the Grassy
side downwards and form a channel along the centre of

the now upper part, iu which sow the crop as you would
in the open ground. Managed in this way the Peas
will sustain but little check, and will root through the
turf into the soil and grow away freely. See to keeping
op a supply of French Beans, and give those bearing inUmpcratare range from 60° to 70° with fixe Ueat,

,

pSts a liberal supply of luanure-water

perhaps such a one as the following, proposed by ^^Jv^ jmv
son, of Stowe, but never described, would do ^ .^ItLnce »
As to mowing machines there is not verv much dine ^ ^^
their working qualities. That which you mention

favourite. mishit
ViKERY : A Subscriber. Wo should suppose that you m^

j^p,
bearing for your galvanised wire by screwing ""''^ ffood**
into your heavy rafters ; if merely driven into

J-J^^ h»I*
fear the loops would scarcely hold. Or you "^^ ,jy fbroitf*

through the rafters, and pass the wires borizonwi-ij

the holea.

•1

i

>
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I

*

»

I

A *^^ntherrLag^d in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
JX ^Jl^.^^l^^^^"^^^^^ instrSction for their economical
jnay obtain eveiy necessary

, .

^ j ^ Nesbit, F.G.S.,J efficien
tprepaiution^^^^

^^^ Chemical College,

4c., Pnucipa^ or x-uh -fo , ^g il Quanos, Superphos-

phat€sofUme,Uoprou.^ » accuracy and despatch.
Stber Mme^^^ ^e

^of receiving instruction in Chemical

f^S:^tlZ^ns"U^nd am^ple faciUty and accommoda-

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.

^ShInURE^'^ok CORN .KD ROOTS. .^
CORN 5IA™ FOB SPRING TOPDRESSING.

^'5;he^Son Manure Company also sup^y PERU^^^^^

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & feons), NIlRATi. of

SODA SULPHATE orAMMONIA, and every Mamue of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Edw. Pursf.r, Socretary.

rSTABLfSHED 1 8 12.

MESSES. PROCTOR are now prepared to take

orders for their special MANURES for 1S60, which they

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quahty and charged at

the lowest possible price, viz. :—tneio i^ A CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

^.,^^ BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME, &c., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or

Peoctob & Ryla>.'d, Birmingham and Chester.

MR. J. B. LAWES manufactures the ioUowing
MANURES :—

TURNIP MANURE £6 6
SUPERPIIOsiPHATE of LIME . .. 6 6

MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 5 S
BARLEY MANURE 8

N.B. Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO dh-ect from Messrs.

Gibbs, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE op AMMONIA, and
ether Chemical Manures.
WHEAT MANURE.—PERUVIAN GUANO is proved to be

the beat and cheapest Ai'tificial Manure for "VS'heat, at Autumn
sowing.
American decorticated Cotton-seed Cake of best quality

fluppUed at the market price.

Offices: 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.G.

UKNAKl), LACK, A^D CO.'ti CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding,
Ol these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

bo very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac, may be had on application to Burnard^ Lack,
A Co., Sutlou Road, Plymouth.

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

o.

»

I

PK li V y 1 n^ G U A N
The present Price of this valuable Manure is-

le/, per ton for 30 tons and upwards f at the Depfits in London,
13f. bs. per ton for 1 ton up to 30 tons \ Liverpool, and Bristol.
And, in order to protect themselves against the purchase of

Adulterated Mixtures, and of inferior Guanos, puiporting to
produce results equal to Peruvian, consumers are recommended
to apply either to ourselves; to our AGENTS, Messrs, Gibes,
Bright, &. Co., of Liverpool and Bristol; or to Dealers of
«tabli8hed character throughout the Coimtry, in whose honesty
and fair dealing they can place implicit confidence.—Anthony
GiBM & Sons. 15. Bishopsgate Street 'Witblp , Loudon, E.G.

O O A M S' S BLOOD M
M.4NUFACTXTRED BY

A tSI U R ^ S,

THE
I

PATENT.

I

IV^tTRO-PHOSHATE oe BLOO)) MANURE
-^>COMPANY{LimitedX consisting of TENANT FARMERS,
occupying upwards of 30,000 acres of Land.

Triist(€3.

AbelSmith, .Tun., Esq., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.
Charles Diuisdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball. Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico, S.W.
General Hall, Weston Colville, Liuton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square,

_, . Directors.
'^rman,—.Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
iJeputy Chairman.-John Collins, Esq., Myddleton Square,

p. Pentonville, E.G.
Mward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex, N.
JotuaClayden.Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
^bATH Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
iiiou|aa Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N.

R°K J*^^*^-^'
Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.

2^J«t Morgan, Esq.. 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town, N.W.
^?5J?e Sftvill, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
"liUHn Collins, Esq., 105, St John Street Road, E.G.
«iiu-cn.^5Iessrs, Bamett, Hoare, d: Co., Lombard Street, E.C
Mm»» v Solicitors.

A^' ^°S8ford & Dorman, 20, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
JJJJ^^—J- Carter Jonas, Esq., Cambridge.

Om^'nZ:^^- James Odams.
)
Secretary.—Nr. C. T. Macadam.-co*

. lOO, Fenchurch Street, London. E.C. ; Manufactory,
Tij- Ty Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

deh» ifff^*^" recommend these Manures with every confi-

that tW^^^°^™ ^^ their brother Farmers, and the fact
ftf 1—1*^ ^d the Shareholders farm unwards of 30.000 acres

ooii»«m<.r^ii ,V ^ ^"O'^'^ ^ guarantee and protectio

UrmS^ r^f ^^^^ ^^ centage of Soluble Phosphate,

u3^ n?f^ f
**^ Animal Matter yielding Ammonia they

sSir^l « °'y ^*^°der them the cheapest, but also the :

•Rniri^T''"*'^' ^^-^ *^e best calculated
* '

^^, and heavy crop.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE
StS™ »n unusually Urge per cei2^me, and w therefore a highly i

hiEUrii*-^"'y^ ^^^ purchase:OWriMd " OdamaV Patent Blood
•"••ttthorwed Air^ntji ^f*\^^ r'««.™

con-
most

OF LIME.—This manure

WJUPP'S NEW CATTLE FOOD.
AND R. JUPP AND CO. having, from long

• experience in their business, satisfied themselves of the
advantages resulting from the use of a preparation or condi-
ment to be used with Cattle Food, beg to inform their friends
and the public, that after considerable labour and experience
they have succeeded in producing an article which, though
differing from any in present use, possesses all the nutritive
and other qualities so necessary in a preparation of this descrip-
tion, ANO AT A considerably REDUCED COST. They bcg to
append the following analysis from Dr. Letheby, whose name
they presume will be a sufficient guarantee for its genuineness.
The material -nill be sent out in bags, with plain directions

for use, at the following prices for cash only, viz. , 35s. per cwt.

;

195. per i cwt. ; and IDs. i)er i cwt.
W. R. JT7PP & Co., 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C. Money

Orders to be made payable at the Tower Street Post Office, E.C.
Copy of Analysis.

*' To Messrs. W. & R. Jupp. "Laboratory, Feb. 3, 1S60.
"Gentlemen,—In accordance with your request I have

analysed the sample of your new Cattle Food, and find that it

contains 12.1 per cent, of nitrogenous or flesh-forming matter,
and 68.1 of carboniferous or fattening—2.6 of which are fat. It
also contains 4 per cent, of saline matter, chiefly phosphate.
The nutritive ralue of the food is therefore good, for it amounts
to SO. 2 per cent. I may also remark that the mixture, which
consists chiefly of Cereals and Leguminosaj, is well comminuted,
and therefore fit for digestion without loss from imperfect
mastication. I remain, gentlemen, yours truly,

•* Hy. Letheby, M.B. Ph. D., &c.
** Professor of Chemistry in the College of the London Hospital

and Medical Otficer of Health for the City of Loudon."

Tj^SSLX AtiKlCULiUKAL Ab^OClATlON.—
J!1j The Right Hon. Lord Bp.aybrookf., President.

The Annual Exhibition of this Association will be held at
Saflron Walden, on TUESDAY, June 12.

The sum of GOO/, has been voted for distribution in Prizes

for the present year, of which the following are Special, and
Open to all England ;

—

SPECIAL PRIZES.
For the best entire Horse for Agricultural purposes, the

proprietor being a Member, or paying an Entrance
Fee of One Guinea . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 25

For the best thorough-bred entire Horse, the proprietor
being a Member, or paying an Entrance Fee of One
Guinea £25
(The Horses obtaining the above Prizes must either

have travelled regularly in the County the preceding
season; or the owners must sign an undertaking that
such Horses shall do so the following season ; and
the Prize will be withheld till the completion of the
contract.)

For the best Bull of any age of a pure breed, the pro-

prietor being a Member, or paying an Entrance Fee
of One Guinea . . . . . . . . . . - . £15

For the best Ram of any age of a pure breed, the pro-
prietor being a Member, or paying an Entrance Fee
of One Guinea £10

N.B.—Tiie following Bye-law was passed Jan. 20, 1860:

—

*' No animal having obtained a First Prize in the class in which
it is exhibited shall be eligible to compete in the same class at
any future exhibition of the Society. This Bye-law shall also

apply to animals that have obtained any Special Prizes offered
by the Society.'*

All Sheep to be barely and fairly shorn, and any animal
shorn previously to March 31 to be disqualified from exhibition.
Any person requiring the Book of the Rules of the Associa-

tion and tlie List of Prizes for the ensuing Meeting, which will
soon be ready for distribution, may obtain the same on sending
six penny stamps to the Secretary.

By order of the Committee.
Robert Emson, Secretary, Slough House, Halstcd.

^fi^ ^flrtcultural (gazette.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY Ih I860.

and
and
did

the

On Monday last, before a crowded meeting of

the London Farmers' Club, Mr. Alderman Mechi
read a paper ON Town Sewage, the greater part

of which will be found in another page. And Mr.
Sidney followed him with a laboured and
sarcastic harangue in proof of the assertion that

the so-called sewage question is the great humbug
of the day. It was plain, as Mr. Mechi had said,

that great difference of opinion existed on the

subject. And it was plain, as everybody in the

room could see, that the audience sided not with
Mr. Mechi but with his opponent in his estimate

of the subject.

Mr. "Williams, of Baydon, the owner
occupier of some of the highest land in Berks
Wilts, who has to lift well water 300 feet,

indeed lament his inability to share with
tenants of Thames-side meadows the advantages
of London sewage, and illustrated his sense of

its value if only as an irrigating agent by saving
that he had overcome natural obstacles so far as to

establish in spite of them a catch meadow on his

farm, Mr. Cttthbert Joiiksox too urged the
Clipstone water meadows below Mansfield and
tbe Craigentinney meadows, near Ediuburgh,
as unquestionable illustrations of the value of town
sewage. And Mr. Mecht in his reply alleged that

the experience of Lord Essex at Watford had been
satisfactory ou a.l crops, proving that lie gets in

increased fertility more than the 50/. a year

which Watford sewage costs him. And, on the I
^*^5,^ » *"j"lu if

j"' — Wm^. «n/? thrt

objection to such enormous flood^gs of the land as g -e of the
'>VSio:tZTJ'^^:.'^rLZl

alone in sewage will convey a sufficient dressing of i>fi"=*" -laimc^

and eliicient drainage, it might be doubled for

many kinds of crop without harm or with positive
advantage. And in sucb circumstances tbe enor-
mous sewage dressings therefore, of which Mr.
Lawes, for instance, speaks, ought not to startle,

or be taken as reducing to absurdity the whole
affair.

Ou the other band, however, we Lad gentlemen
from E.ugby wbo assured us that those most inti-

mately connected with the agricultural use of
sewage there would indeed accept it for application

on such land as would receive it by natural drain-
age, . but they would pay nothing for it, nor would
they employ machinery to raise it to land which it

could not naturally reach.

Of the attempt at Leicester to extract the useful

part of sewage in the solid form, we learnt that the
agricultural verdict in that neighbourhood con-
demns the resultant substance as agriculturally
valueless or not worth its carriage. At Mansfield
it was shown that the waters charged with sewage,
wbicK -were used so beneficially on tbe Clipstone
meadows, were equally beneficial lower down after

they had deposited the filth wbich they carried
from the town. At Aldersbot where the refuse is

in a less diluted form, scarlet fever and pleuro-

pneumonia, which, have followed its application,

have more than wiped out its agricultural value.

The Chairman could speak from experience of both,

and of the latter so severely that of his herd of 56
but 18 head remained. And Mr. Thomas, of

Lidlington, expressed, what was probably the

average feeling of the meeting, that, if the filthy

water of our sewers could by natural current reach,

meadow land, farmers, who often go to great

expense in laying out their pastures for the recep-

tion and distribution of the pure water of a country

brook, would not be "such fools" as to neglect

the opportunity, if tJiey had ttj of similarly using

water which carries with it the refuse of the

London population.

Mr. Sidney's harangue was, however, the

evening's entertainment. Sufficiently spiced with
personality to be amusing, and sulficiently ad-
dressed to tbe known prejudices of his audience

—

their known pre-judgment of the question—to be
ajrreeable, it could not fail of obtaining a hearing.

We do not think the larger audience which the

press will give it, unexcited by the cheers and
laughter of last Monday's meeting, will be quite so

acquiescent or so gratified.

Baron Liebig has made public what everybody
feels to be an extravagant estimate of the effects of

waiting sewage ; but Baron Liebig had once

(1845) condemned the practice of land drainage as

wasteful of the manures applied to the soil ; every-
body knows that his judgment then was wrong,
and for all time coming, therefore, he is an
untrustworthy agricultural authority. — Mr,
Mechi is a kind-hearted, genial, hospitable

man, but however he may be estimated else-

where, *'here he is not considered an agricul-

tural authority."—Mr, Chadwick is evidently

an untrustworthy authority, and the reports and
calculations of his subordinates are erroneous

and untrue.—Mr. Mokton in preparing his account
of Mr. Telfer's farm was " deceived and taken
in." These Ayrshire farms are no longer used as
liquid manure farms, and Canning Park and
Myre Mill have changed their tenants.—Mr.
Johnson, our longest-trusted and best known
authority on fertilisers, is complimented on his

faith in disparagement of his judgment ; and Mr,
Caikd is held responsible for all the alleged out-
cry against the obtuseness and stupidity of the
English farmer consequent on Mr, Telper's
account of his produce at one of Mr. Mechi's
meetings.

These are the chief points of the address,

Mr. Sidney alone has never erred ; he was
indeed '* in doubt " some years ago, but,

strange in so confident a nature as his, this

had not resulted in any utterance or assertion

which could now be quoted against him. It could
hardly be said that he alone had been always right,

for Mr. GiSBORNE of the Quarterly Review

was cited on English as superior to Bjman agricul-

Mons. Babrax too waa quoted upon the

fertilising matter, he very pertinently said—you

cannot avoid 2000, 3000, or even 4000 tons of

water annually per acre for washing in your

manures in the natural way whatever they may be,

according as your annual fall of rain is 20, 30, or
. _ -

ir*.u * i
•

i, «toc
40 inches. Unquestionably on undrained day reader wiU easily wmnow for himself that which was

soils such an abundant natural manuring in the obviously urged by personal ill-vvill, because

liquid wayis often more than one wants ; but on ; it is pot at all likely that ^^^ SipNfir w ftere

light permeable soils, suppHed with ample outfal^ anything more than the imparUal historian, now

with perhaps suspicious warmth.

It was unfortunate for Mr. Sidney's case that

these 80-called sewage farms are not sewage

farms at all. We may especially refer to them, in

the midst of all this personality, from which the
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ever liable lie may be like other bistorians to

m i stakes.

Whether or not, however, these farms could, in

order, be referred to in a discussion on town
sewage, it is plain that their history as given by
Mr. Sidney himself is fatal to the argument
which he founded on their alleged failure.

The " tenant" ofMyre Mill was, itappears, while
there, merely the agent of another, and he has it

is alleged succeeded since no better in ordinary
farm management. It is obvious then that
his experience is no test of the system which
Mr. Sidney thinks that it condemns. Mr. Telpee
too, a merchant as well as a farmer, has lost his

dressings

by hun-
accepted,

ideas of

iroperty on his farm. According to Mr.
iIDNEY bank failures and trade losses were at

hand to explain disaster, but these are both ignored,
and the only explanation possible is the wasteful
expenditure on sewage operations

!

There is no reason whatever to doubt the state-

ments, whether of Italian Kye-grass produce or of
dairy produce, which were published of this farm,
Mr. Teleek's statement of enormous
of guano and gas-waste, washed in
dreds of tons of water, is willingly
and used to ridicule Mr, Mechi's
the value of poor London sewage^ but state-
ments on the very same authority of the pro-
duce consequent on these dressings are laughed
to scorn. Mr. Mokton had the live stock on the
farm, the stores of food piled and harvested on the
premises, and the statements of neighbours in con-
firmation of the statements which he made, and
whoever may be now the tenant of Canning Park,
we entirely believe its produce when in the hands
of Mr. Telfek, as related in the paper to which
Mr. Sidney allnded, rightly to claim a place upon
the list of trustworthy agricultural maxima.
To return, however, from the consideration of ,.- , ^ ^.

personalities to the subject matter of last Mon- fi^-
understanding should advocate the continuance of

day's discussion, it will we think be jrenerallv ad-
*^\s^ system and exclaim against the substitution of

mitted that Baron LTrT.Tr'« f.nvcT.oi'n k... ^-^^.n^
^^ritten contracts and fixed rents. T think it im-

innumerable canals of irrigation. Tlie Kaviglio Grande
of Milan, which spreads the clear waters of the Ticino

over the finest part of Lombardy, was begun in 1179,
resumed in 1257, and terminated a few years afterwards.

Men who meditated and who applied to the arts the
fruits of their study practised already that scientific

agriculture of Lombardy and Tuscany which became a

model to other nations ; and at this day, after five cen-

turies, the districts formerly free, and always cultivated

with intelligence, are easily distinguished from those
half-wild districts which had remained subject to the
feudal lords."

While other countries were suffering from feudal

oppressions, and the caprices of semi-barbarous land-
owners and a besotted, poor, and grossly ignorant pea-

santry, the cultivators of the plains in the north of Italy

were a civilised and prosperous people. How far the
long established system termed mezzadria^ by which
the tenant shares the produce with the proprietor has
tended to the welfare of tlie former is a very disputable
point. In favour of this long established system it has
been urged that the principle is most equitable to both
parties concerned. If the proprietor gains largely in
very productive harvests " he likewise shares in the
risk of bad seasons and bad crops, as well as the farmer

;

he divides the loss and the gain, the landlord and tenant
are thus equally interested in improving the farm."
Von Raumer is a great advocate of this system, which
at first view appears plausible, but like its fellow
Metairie system in France is proved to be,in practice
vexatious and tormenting— as it obviously must be
when it descends to the dividing of even pigs and
poultry.

^
Von Raumer admits, indeed, that though the

division in kind invariably secures against extreme
poverty, it prevents improvement and keeps persons in
the same state of mediocrity; and he concludes some
hypothetical difficulties thus :—" Whoever is acquainted
with the Irish principle' ofletting for money must admit
that the abolition of the mezzadHa and the adoption of
the money letting system would be a retrograde step

iFEBKITAltYll^j

labour, or manure, for good cultivation
i,, i.^-

the good condition of the labouring
cultivator^'^ '''^d

It is pleasing to learn that the Pi
nobility and gentry act as honourabW ?^^
their country tenants as some of th

*^
English landowners, who seldom grant I

^
yet never dispossess faithful tenants <«B***'^>aI

landlords," says Mr. Whiteside, " around Vh
^^ ^

grant leases, yet so binding is the force of Drl!!^^
so mutual the interest of landlord and ten- f^
close the intertexture of their property,

tliat
^^

are very rare, and many now occupy the farm^"^
their forefathers tilled during the Florentine R ^^

It is unquestionably beneficial to thegeneran
t *

of agriculture that tenants should have lea
short ones— in every agricultural couutrv ^^~~^-

to have Mr. Whiteside booked for such senti
*^

these. Landlords ought to be encouraged i^^^
inducement to grant permanent leases; ^aav^^^
for a longer period than 21 years, too short as to'^l
lands, induce extensive reclamations. Tenantaf r fand entail might be granted a leas-inc? poj^'^jj

I

statute

of 99
over all

The
waste
like

lands

mik^ht
for a

P«rii

lunatics, and all otliers over whom it has controT^
lease to be made under this statute could be deck^'
good against the world. The Government ongbu
particular districts to show how the rednmatloa (J
be effected, iu the hope of bringing into contactlZ
labour and waste land, from which improvement Jm
and prosperity may, result. If the tenant, nnliljeS
farmer in any country in Europe, will neither »,
reasonable rent, nor till the ground accorfct,
improved system, he must be compelled to yieldts
possession to those who will. Until some change 1^

which I mean improvement, and on a large sd^'t
effected in the letting, reclaiming, and cnlfcivatingoi

land, Ireland must continue, in respect of tlie agrSi
ture of a large portion of her soil and the eonJitioD ifor Tuscany, and the adoption of the joint crop system

|
the bulk of her people, behind almost every mZ\a great advance for Ireland." Strange that a man of Europe-a dishonour to the Governn.ent andU

mitted that Baron Liebig's fears have been justly
ridiculed, and that the English farmer has been
unjustly condemned in connection with town
sewage, which he has hardly ever yet had the
chance of using. That the waste of a large
population, however, is valueless as manure
is incredible. And with our water meadows as
compared with ordinary pasturage on the one
hand, and with the proved advantages of our
water drills as compared with ordinary drills for
applying manure on arable land on the other
before our eyes, we shall not readily believe the
assertion that the fertilising matter of our town-
waste loses its fertilising nature by dilution with a
ramfall however great, and with a water supply
however bberal.

^^"^

A
TUSCAN AGRICULTURE.

*v- A^'^^?-
*'^^''*^'' ^"*^ interesting work, of which the

11^ ^«r,'°?
'?,"°''' announced, was published in 184-8

by Mr. Whiteside, the late Attomey-General for Ire-
land in Lord Derby's Ministry. The learned gentle-
man, bemg m delicate health, sojourned in Italydurins
two years, the former of which was the coucludin^
term of Pope Gregory's life, and the latter the com-
mencement of the Pontificate of Pius IX. During this
important period of Italian history Mr. Whiteside occu-
pied much hia time in the investigation of matters

relative conditions of landlord and tenant, besides avane y of subjects affecting the political, social, andmoral aspects of the Italians!
With these latter points, and the classical literature

introduced, I am not about to meddle. I am iust

Su;L:.h''^"
Bcholar^whether my smitteHn'g of

^t^l'^i^L^"!^^,^" ^^<i«^-«^^ ^t the Marischal Collet of

portant to notice the following opinions ofMr. Whiteside,
(vho is very likely to bear, m his professional and legisla-
torial characters, a part in settling legal points affecting
the tenure of land in Ireland. « It "might be a useful
inquiry whether something like the Tuscan system
of letting land could not to some extent be introduced
mto Ireland with advantage. Upon what ground iu
reason or justice, for example, should a landlord receive,
where he has not granted a lease, one farthing of rent
when the whole crop is destroyed by unforeseen calamities?
What m Ireland would be miscalled charity in Tuscany
IS the law, and but naked justice. The Tuscan system
may have its evils, but it unites the farmer and
the proprietor in a common interest, and saves the
laborious producer from ruin. Rent should be con-
sidered as the setting apart a reasonable part for the
owner of the land; it follows that when there is
no crop, not owing to any default in the farmer,
there ought to be no rent. The owner is en-
titled to the^ whole produce of the land, minus the
hire of the time, labour, and skill which give that pro-
ri"^« In this view, if nothing could he or had been

lature of England, and a disgrace to the civilisation

the age. M. D,

as my
White-

Aberdeen or elsewheVm^tTerrnot^iradopt
watchword « Nihil agricuUyra melius" as M?\^^,,e
side has taken this classical aphorism 'for thi mXofthe chapter which lies before me.

^
Our author begins with these questions. "To whit

IS owing the great agricultural prosperity of this
beautiful district (Tuscany) of Italy P-a'^que^tlon moreinteresting than any connected with the fine arts Is

l^Jh^ '"f^y ""^ ^^^ ^^'^'^» or the liabits of skilful

produced without default in the tenant, the owner
would be and should be the sufferer. If owins- to the
character of the people the division of crop could not in
our country be adopted, the long term and fixed
moderate rent which seems now generally preferred
abroad, might." When this was written the land-

estigation of matters Snl f t?"?
""^^^ generally too poor to supply

capital to theu- numerous small tenants on the
mezzadna system, even if its .principle had been
approved of, and the evils under which Ireland groaned
owing to defects in the mode of tenure and manned
of cultivation, have been to a great extent removed or

Estafes'^Court
^^^ ^vorking of the Encumbered

Long terms, written contracts, and fixed rents were

Tul»^2 ^!r ^^? ^d^^^^^^ted by many economists in

IT^^' "^ "^ ^""^ P'^'^^*^ ^'^'^^ ^^»^«ts with paidleases were prosperous, while the kreest ckas nf
cultivators--that under the mezzadHa sjSJtidinimnumerable patches of laud were miserably poor^These Tuscan occupiers are described by Mr. Whitesideahnos ,n u^e words in which the miserable pea^anir^

CHINESE SHEEP.
[The following is extracted from a paper read aUhe 3«ie7

of Arts last Wednesday.
J

Sheep have indeed been aptly designated %
sheet anchor of British agriculture," so indispeaililf

are they to the scientific tanner of the present liij.

But in improving the carcass of these valuable aim,
great care has also been bestowed upon their m.-

producing capabilities, in order to preserve and iDcra.

as much as possible the quantity and quality of k:

important article. The wools of this country te,

therefore, abundant in quantity, and of good, ^,
and very useful quahties ; although not of thatfii?

description as the Saxony, Spanish, and other mflfift

Other countries of Europe likewise produce very kf^

quantities of wool, which are, however, chiefty uae^fp

by themselves, for their own coisumption and trada 1

will, therefore, only refer to them m so far as \k
export to this country, and this will be best seeniflti^

following statistical Report of the Board of Trades

the quantities of wool imported into the Uaiti

Kingdom from each country in the year 1858 .— i

Wool—Sheep akd Lambs'.
LB6.

Bussia ... 6,64",4i'd

Denmark and Iceland .'. . .. 2,795,3:9

Prussia .... * 413,8S!

Hanover . . 311,530

Bremen ,

.

M"'^
Hambur^li .. .. " " . 10,014,896

I

Holland
Belgium
France ,

.

Portugal
Spain
Turkey Proper
Egypt .

.

Morocco

3,131,21^

2,«()0,5il

379,»

1,113,211

110,510

268, lOS

mm

who till with unrivanei-iudusTr; rSac"' "'T'

feSed th.^'
country by Sismondi, who ha^S T,t..i

'=°"'l'tiou of agriculture in Lombardy

^tnJl wolu ,
'"'^' Ti ''''' i° '^^ middle ages!

their «p?S .W Se T»' 1 '°"'"? "^'° ^^'"'<^^
land tax. Thev mdert^k T'^'' "'"^ "'""' ^^'^ *^^
h«« given so much fetiiZto^f,™™<=1?« ^''to^r "hich
mating djkes to prcser^e'tb^ "a", 'f"" "^^ ^^''^ °f
tio^ of tbe rive., a.d of 'l^^ tZ 4'™^

may he especially those in the rich vale of theArno, yielding two harvests in the year, besides theproduce of Vines and Olive trees iSpei^ed Th^land IS under gwden culture, aud exhibits the perfection
of nea ness and skill. Of this beauteous tract Mr"Laing has written the foUowing description :-" Scotland
or England can produce no one tract of land to be com-pared to this strath of the Arno, not to say for pro-duchveness because that depends upon soil and climate

United States . . _ * . ". . . . 8^1.JUruguay
457,«J

Buenos Ayres .. .. .'." "! .. ^A'^'Jl
ChiU m*
Peru .. .' ; ;. 1,959,7?^

British Possessions in'South Africa .

.

l^.^*^-*
St. Helena .. 175.55 »•
British East Indies .. lT,383,52 ? f

Australia 51,lW.2
Other parts .. ','. *' ',\

'„ 1,15S,J»

Total Lbs. ..
.' .. ..

124,05fl,*

Of this quantity, about 86,000,000 Ihs. (or moreW^

tw-o-thuds of the whole) came trom our own coMJ^I

Bearing this fact in mind, I shall more especiany^ I

attention to our own possessions, although I shaif*v

make a few observations respecting the capebiW* I

certain other countries in Africa and the Amertt^
Beitish Wool Peoditciwg CoLOifii:s att
In 1857, Australia and Tasmania prodi

lollows :~Victoria, 17,176,920 lbs.; New
17.044,201 lbs.; South Australia, 1
Western Australia, 478,486 Ihs.jXand
5,251.886 lbs.-or'a total of 5ao5W92 11*

fjjj,
variety of causes, Australia baS not within the lij^

J ears increased its exports of wool so largely »« "^
have been anticipated. «-***

T«SB**
1

gard
fo. clean stated c.ops;S; abl^n^^^ifS '^IZl] \

"^^^r^:^^ r^!.;^^^

'
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f

-r-jrj-^^^rS^^ ^7^\?rs have estiiTiated

teUte of increase In tlic Australian flocks as being

Tiie flocks of Au
, .1 i i.- n

n-rP'ifrr raBidity than they do were they not continually

fhntedhfdisease, drought, wild dogs, and *—black
fellows!" In New Zealand there are "one of these

4i

reat drawbacks; that is, drought, dingoes, and

black fellows" (in tlie Australian sense) are not

. known; and disease, although sometimes brought over

hv the Australian sheep imported, speedily disappears

-md can now be said scarcely to exist in those healthful

tlands. Hence we find that, in less than five years,

]SW Zealand has doubled her exports of wool notwith-

standing the tens of thousands of sheep which have

been aimually slaughtered to feed her rapidly in-

<;reasinff population. The increase of breeding amongst

the sheep of this fine colony is variously estimated as

beiD<^ from 95 up to 110 per cent., whidi is the highest

rate "of any of our wool-producing possessions.

The Cape colony now furnishes upwards of

18,000,000 lbs. of wool per annum, notwithstanding

that its sheep farmers have to contend with wild

animals, drought, and depredations by Kaffirs and bush-

uieu. Disease, as prevalent in the Australian colonies,

is entirely unknown Few persons are in tlie

habit of regarding India as a great wool-producing

country, and people, even of good general information,

will be thoroughly surprised to learn that in 185S the

three Presidencies of India exported 18,635,396 lbs. of

wool, of which upwards of 17,000,000 lbs. was brought

into Great Britain Let me now call your atten-

tion to the position occupied by the United States as a

wool-prodncing country. From the official reports we
find that there were in the Union in 1840, 19,311,374

sheep; 21,723,220 in 1850; 23.000,000 in 1853; and
about 30,000,000 in 1859: these 30,000,000 being
roughly valued at 12,500,000Z. Taking the average of
the whole, I think we cannot err very greatly in esti-

mating tlie wool at 2| lbs. from each sheep, or a
total of 75,000,000 lbs. in 1859. . . . The *French
colony of Algeria deserves, 1 think, a few words as to

its capability of producing wool. There can be no
doubt that the climate and herbage of Algeria are
remarkably favourable for the growth and perfect
development of the sheep, indeed many learned men
are strongly of opinion that it was from this part of
Northern Africa that the renowned race of merino
«heep originally came. Avoiding, however, this dis-
puted point, we still know as a fact that it still

possesses on its numerous elevated table-lands breeds of
sheep Uttle inferior to the merino when they receive
the care and attention of intelligent Europeans

Means op Largely Increastxg oue Flocks of
Sheep and Wool.

I start on tijfi_i)lain ground that the rate at which
our flocks of Bheep increase and multiply in our
colonial possessions at present is quite inadequate to
keep pace with our manufacturing demands. Have we
a remedy for this? I answer we have—a sure and
certain remedy, as I will show. Whilst in the United
States in 1857, 1 fell in with the following letter in the
Transactions of the American Institute :—

n r, c- Yi. -
**New York, June 2, 1S56.

uearbir.—It IS now about nineteen months since I came
into possession of three Nankin sheep (all ewes). I took them
n-om aboard the clipper ship Jacob Bell, just then arrived

?™ \*nto°' aiid sent them to my farm, Norwalk Islatid,
Connecticut. These were all the sheep I had of any kind, and
no buck with these, though they were all with lamb, and I
relied upon raising: a buck, as the sequel will show. They
t>rought forth shortly afterwards each with three lambs, the

ft ^ r^3 P°*^^' ^^^ *^^°y ^^^^ fattened and the lambs grew
ti \ The next time, for they have lambs twice in the year,
{?*y ™ three, four, and five lambs at a birth, and raised

« ?^i. -

^*' these sheep has had 12 lambs in 15 months;
ana tue increase of the three original sheep, up to 18 months.
Jas been 74 I should add that they are large and
oonasome, and the mutton of superior delicacy. Wool coarse.

"Yours, &c., Theodore Smith,
4,- „ **Capt. U. States Light Horse Service, &e.
To Henry Meigs. Esq.,

3ec. American Institute, New York."

On reading this remarltahle letter I hastened to
make inquiries as to its truth, and I found tliat Capt.
»nnth bad stated nothing but a plain matter of fact,
^r.^ Pell, the President of the American Institute,
na\nng purchased these sheep, and witnessed their
Wtonishmg fecundity, for they had increased largely in

2J^^"as. This gentleman told me that he had
r^ed as much as 9 lbs. of wool each from some of
°we anmials, and so great was the public appreciation« ^Uem that he was selling them at 500 dollars each
^ various friends. Mr. Pell gave me this small sample '

^ their wool. When I returned to England, I found
uat the same description of sheep had been receivedn juigiand in 1855, from China, under the following
"rcumstances. °

Shfn';!.^-''^^^''.^^'^
^^^°*=^' *^^en ^^- Vice-Consul at

Jangba^ Laving noticed the breed of sheep in China,

wishinr.^?® .^ extreme importance to England, and

riiin3- lo^J?*'^
*^^™ ^" ^^e ^est possible hands,

the 7Jr • ?
^*'°' '"^ ^P"*' 1855, presented them toW^ Zoological Society of London. Here they were

St^lh^f
al'undantly ridiculed by numbers of our

HoMpI^ u
^"^'Klitened gentlemen-farmers and

'«>biemen. who could not for the Ufe of them see

warm and ventilated, the use ot the dandy-brush freely

with perfect cleanliness, is a certain satis ftiction.

N.B. The proportion of straw chaff is 1 to 2 bshls.

of pulp when stalled three times a day, and at night

well bedded with clean sweet straw ; for store 2 bshls.

of straw chaff to one of pulp twice a day, with the

gathering of the waste or blown over food m the stall

fed ; always plenty to spare. Two men to pulp, cut

chaff with horse, and feed and attend upon pigs J J^ages

10*. a man a week, thus charging Is. per head each

beast for attendance. .
'

I find that of the Mangel that was in the field during

the severe frost in October, those suftered most that

had been partially stripped of their leaves, while those

that had not been through this ordeal were greatly

saved. Many of my neighbours clumped then" roots m
the field, covering them only with mould; on opening

the clumps they find the Mangel completely decom-

posed; if a little straw, or Fern, or Furze, had been

used as a covering previous to the mould being

added they might have been partially saved. Merk-

sTiire Amicvs.

To this we append some of the very instructive

reports from their customers, which ^Tessrs. Bentall, of

Maiden, and Mr, Woods, of Stowmarket, have received

and published.

Trom Mr. F. J?. Serhert, Fgijpt Farm, Trinity,

Jersey.—In this island where the average rental of

land is something like 71. per acre (English), it is

manifestly a matter of the last importance that the

farmer's produce should be economised as mueh as

possible, and I believe I state a generally acknowledged

fact in sayiiig that the introduction of pulping machines

for roots has done more to aid this grand desideratum

any merit in these poor "Celestials." Such coarse-

wooiled monsters (with ears) that were always bring-
ing forth lambs at the rate of four or five at a time.

Why, no really respectable English farmer would have
them at any price. Such men as the lamented Earl
Ducie thought otherwise, and, accordingly, some of this

foreign importation found comfortable quarters .at

that nobleman's estate. Lord Ducie dieil, and his

Chinese sheep died also. In the meantime, the others

at the Zoological Gardens were becoming a prodigious

nuisance ; first one ewe had five bouncing lambs, then
another had four equally lively, nice young Chinese in

one day; two days after a third had four, making 13

lambs from three ewes. Such increasing multitudes

would soon have filled the Zoological Gardens and
Regent's Park also ; but as this could not be allowed,

the (then) secretary hit upon an effectual means of

stopping such an inconvenient fecundity, viz., by using

the unhappy little strangers as fresh meat for the lions,

tigers, and wolves. Now, it can well be imagined, that

not even the ever-producing Celestial sheep could stand

such treatment long, and no one will be surprised to

learn that at this moment, to the best of my belief,

not a single individual of this truly valuable breed of

sheep remains alive in England. I am sure many would
ask, " Was there not one clear-sighted and intelligent

man to raise his voice in favour of the preservation of

this invaluable present of Mr. Alcock ?" Yes, most

certainly there was, and any one who will take the

trouble to examine the Zoological Society's Journal, will

find that a paper was read on the 26th May, 1857, by

Mr. A. D. Bartlett, the superintendent of the Society's

Gardens, from which T will give one short extract :—
"My attention was first called to these sheep from the

fact of their great reproductive power
;
I find that they

than^an^thiuff else. You ask me, asli purchaser of one
breed tw ce in the year, and produce four and sometmies ^"^^

^Ju-iV- V i . nT,. thJ Kvp a vprv first rata
five at a birth, the three ewes now in the Society's P^y^' ^^^^'?.f ^^f 1 f^^din.t tf^tate iL onSLn
Gardens having this spring produced 13 lambs. These -[^"^
lambs are very easdy reared by baud and are perfectly "' ^"^ P^ipm^ "^ i""^»»

'
;.viTYiPTiqp ntilifv

hardy, . ^avlnJs.a.u,ittelspech„ens of the wool of
-/P^'^^/^J.^^.Te™^^^^^ oTZtX^l

^'::^t^'^"^,S'i^''^:^JrrZ ^L^rrntor C.U,L ya=,el„o. the, Turnip.

Chamber of Commerce at Bradford, for the purpose of

having it examined by the mo3t competent judges, the

following report from these gentlemen was received.

They say, 'that the sample of sheep's wool from China

inclosed in Dr. Price's letter is a class of wool which

would be extensively used by the manufacturers of this

district for goods of low quality ; that it appears to be a

wool for combing purposes, and would now command
about 1^. per lb.' " Mr. Bartlett then strongly advises

this breed of sheep to be employed for crossing with

other races, but he pleaded in vain ; and the objects of

his solicitude are now no more. If I bad not known
cases very nearly akin to this of the Chinese sheep, I

should not perhaps have said so much about this unfor-

tunate business ; as it is, let our blunder in this instance

warn us against similar blunders in future. We have
lost the breed and must recover it. I do not look at

the Shanghai sheep for the quality of its wool (although

that might be improved, and in any case must not be

despised), but for its great fecundity, and the ready

means that it affords of getting up a flock of sheep. Let
any one ^\'iio understands arithmetic just calculate what
a progeny ten such ewes and one buck might have in

five years, then extend the calculation to ten years, and
he will begin to have some idea of the value of such a

breed on our boundless plains and hills in Africa,

Australia, New Zealand, and British India. Employ
this prolific sheep in establishing your flock (always

remembering that its wool is worth Is. per lb at Brad-
ford), and when you have some thousands in number,,

then cross them with Merinos, or any other description

of sheep you may deem best suited to the locality you
occupy. In this manner the quantity of sheep produced,

and of wool furnished by them, would be limited only by
the capabilities of the soil to afford them food. For
England a most valuable cross might be made between
the Chinese and the Polder Holstein breed, which also

frequently produce five at a birth, and which is a long-

wooUed sheep, yielding from 10 to 20 lbs. of wool each.

This cross again crossed with the Merino, or Southdown,
would produce a breed of exceeding excellence in every
point. In proceeding to the other branch of my subject,

I again say that if we have indeed lost the Shanghai
breed in England, we must send either to the United
States or to China for it once more, for on the aid of

this despised and rejected race, the full extension of our

woollen manufactures will very greatly depend.

PULPING ROOTS FOB FEEDING CATTLE.
Hating had some experience in the use of the

pulper in feeding animals these last three years, I am
enabled to state that by the aid of this very clever con-

trivance I average eight beasts fed upon this system

over the previous average fed by use of the old-fashioned

Turnip-sUcer, besides the great economy of using straw

chaff instead of hay, which was my practice for years

In the first place three years' use of the pulper has

taught me that I can provision my winter stock on

about one-half the quantity of roots in combination

with chaff I formerly could when given whole or cut up

by any of the old methods; and secondly, I believe the

health and condition of the animals themselves are very

much better than when they were suffered to gorge

themselves to repletion with whole roots ad libitum.

The highly feeding property of the Parsnip, the grand

staple of the Jersey farmer, is only thoroughly known

to those who have had extensive experience of its use.

The Jersey people can boast of the finest flavoured pork

in the world, and this is produced almost entirely by

the use of the raw Parsnip. It has been my habit to

rear and feed a large number of pigs, and following in

the wake of my neighbours I adopted their system of

feeding, which was to throv/ a quantity of whole roots

either into the trough or stye to the loss of nearly half

by the animal treading them under foot in his endea-

vours to redace them, and so rendering them distasteful

to his palate, lilow pass-4hom through the pulper,

with the double advantage of a Vast saving 4ii_ the

quantity consumed or to render them in a fit state io:

mixing with either meal or milk. My horses I keep

on pulped roots mixed with chaff from early in Sep-

tember till Grass time in spring, succeeding the

Parsnip or Carrot with the Swede and Mangel, to the

almost total extinction of corn, save in the form of « the

farmers' cattle food," of which I give a daily ration to

each working animal at a cost of 2s. Ad. per head per

week. The horses so fed keep themselves in high

health and first-rate condition, though generally very

hardly worked; but for the pulper this system of

feeding would not be pursued with anything like the

same success,and I find in it the greatest economy, for at a

liberal calculation I do not consider a horse of full size

will cost more than 1*. a day. My milking cows and

young stock are all fed in a way similar to the

horses, with the difference that for the cattle I mixed

the pulped roots the day before that on which they are

used, while the horses I find will not eat the mixture

nearly so well if not cut and mixed fresh and fresh,

I say then with little fear of contradiction that all

roots are better adapted to all animals in a pulped state,

and I recommend as the result of
^
my individual

experience that to horses pulped roots with an admixture

of chaff should be given fresh and before fermentation

has commenced. To neat cattle give in the first

stage of fermentation, and to pigs in the sour stage.

To conclude my remarks I may add that although I

have nlways been an advocate for the Tise of chaff, I

certainly never proved its great advantages till I

practised the use of the root pulper ; I now think no

farmer great or small should be without both a chaff-

cutter and root-pulper. Dec. 1859.

Mr. Wm. JellieA, Cranfield, Newport Ta^nell.~~i

have tried the pulping system, and am 'reU satwfied

with the result. I prefer usm^r the food m a fresh

irectly it comes from
previous to the general introdnotion of this new instm- state. I mix 1 bushel of pnTp d.r«tly .t co^

Lnt. By allowin. a fern,entation of 12 hours for the the n.ach,ne w. h three of ha^ or travr c^^^^^^

chaff,

each

S'tfr^^lTt^ I'^r^l^tr-arn Seflo^: I
''Mr. T. PaM.K Luton.-U, experience In the u^
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loss. And ft3 regards the varieties of the Mangels, all

have not suflered equally wliere stored under the like

circumstances. Heavy crops of Long Red are, we believe,

most destroyed; then Yellow Globe; while Orange
Globe—especially where not grown too large and coarse

—has stood the winter best. Swedes have, in some
cases, gone off very badly. Where timeously stored in

good condition, before the December frosts, they yet

and a' sufficient quantity prepared every afternoon ior turn out well. But from the wet weather, tiocks which

the next da>''s consumption. I sive it to cattle of all have been folded upon them, have made less than

of pulped roots does not extend beyond the present

winter, but as far as I have tried the system, I am well

satisfied with the result. I prefer using them in a

fresh state, as my cattle clear up their cribs better than
they do after they have fermented. I mix 1 bushel of

pulp, directly it comes from the machine, with 2 bushels

of straw chaff, turning it over twice that it may beinti-

matelv mixed ; it is then thrown into a heap on the floor.

ages, beginning with weaning calves, as soon as they

will eat it; also to colts in the yard, and to working

horses. My man who looks after the working horses

Bpeaks favourably of the mixture. He says, they relish

a feed of it, and will immediately afterwards resume
eating thoir corn, wherea?, whon ho gives them cut

Turnips, they refuse dry food, and are looking about for

more Turnips. I give oil-cake, corn, or hay as a sepa-

upou
their usual progress. i2,

Thorley's Food,—The following letter has appeared in

the columns of your contemporary JBelVs Messenger, and

as corroborating the opinion you have frequently

expressed ought to appear in your columns. M.S. "I was

glad to see the letter of Mr. Lawes, which was inserted

in yourjournal of last week , on feeding animals with the

newly invented condimental compounds, as the result of

rate food, using only cut straw and barn cavings to mix i his experience fully confirms my own in that respect

with the pulped roots, as I conceive the chiet value of I think his experiments, as recorded in the Journal of the

the plan consists in inducing the cattle to eat a fair

proportion of straw with the roots. I have for some
years given Swede Turnips to milking cows during the

winter, and have always been obliged to use saltpetre

to take the flavour of the Turnips otf the butter, but
this winter I have discovered no flavour of Turnips, nor

have I had any comphiint from the shop where the sur-

plus butter is sold. March 27, 1857.

Mr. Jolin Coleing, Sitgworth Farm, Ahingdon.—Your
pulper and the pulping system do certainly rank among
the greatest and most beneficial improvements in the

management of live stock. I have adopted the system
for two years, and should as soon think of throwing the

plough in the hedge as the pul^ er in the pond, finding,

as I do, that a much larger number of animals can
thereby be kept, both winter and summer, having
entirely abolished the use ofhay with all my young and
store cattle, I have consequently a considerable number
of acres more for feeding purposes during the summer,
and I am quite sure they are wintered much better
with straw chaff and pulped roots than ever they were
in fornit-r years with hay. My mathinery consists of
Corne's largest chaff-cutter, to which is attached by a
strap Beutall's largest pulper, both working together
by horse-power, I mix the food and use it fresh every
day. I have for upwards of 20 years without intermis-

sion lost a number of young animals by murrain ; but
hitving adopted the pulping system X have not had the
complaint among my cattle since. Sept. 15, 1859.
Mr. A. S. Ruston, Wenny Jioad, Chatteris.—I am

daily using six pulping machines, and the system I
pursue- is as follows:—My cattle are principally young
steers, from calves to two and a half years old. I feed
but few, in consequence of the natural food produced
upon my farms possessing so little fattening property.
Take the two and a half year old steers. 1 cut them
chaff about five sixths straw and one-sixth hay, and
sometimes nothing but straw ; with tins, I give them
about 2 pecks of pulped Mangels (my land not growing
Turnips) each per day during the early part of the
winter; and, as spring approaches, increase the quantity,
until they get up to 4 pecks per day. I mix the pulped
roots wltli the ch .iff upon the floor of the chaff-house,
nnd use the food thug mixed before it ferments. The
oil-cake and other artificial food I give separately. I
never mix it with the chaff and roots. I am now
giving 1 pint of wiiole Beans at noon and 3 lbs. of cake
at night to each bullock per day. The advantages I
find accruing from the use of this mixed food are :—
1. The bullock, with his food thus inseparably mixed,
will consume a much larger quantity of inferior food
than he would do were this given to him without the
mixture of the Mangels; and 2. The straw and Mangel
being thus mixed and taken into the stomach in this
state very considerably diminishes the tendency to scour,
and the bullock is generally much more healthy and
tlirives considerably better upon the same quantity and
quality of food when mixed than he would do were it
given to him in a separate form. I am fully of opinion
that where the roots arc of a feeding quality hay may
be altogether dispensed with. Feh. 23, 1857.

{To he contiiiMd.)
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Correspondence.
Mangel Ji urzei.—The following is from Mr. BrowicVs

AVarwickshire Agricultural Report:—As to the general
loss from frost, it ranges, in favourable cases, from 3
to 4 tons per acre. But it varies considerably according
to the mode which had been adopted in storing.
Where straw, or stubble, only, were used, to however
great a thickness, or however carefully laid on, the loss
IS still considerable. Where inefficiently performed the
injury Las been proportionably greater, amounting in

|
days

some cases to almost total loss. On the other hand. "
"'

where a h'ght coating of straw or stubble was used, and
then covered with 6 inches of fine soil, little damage
has, comparaUvely speaking, been received. In future,
we would not be disposed to trust to thatching only.
The more porous the covering material, the greater has
been the loss. Thus, an occasional heap covered with
^^\ uay has suffered less than where covered with
BKrley straw; while this, again, is better than the

tnS*"r^'''i^'^*^'- ^^^ ^^^^^ ^"j"^y J^^s been sus-

nXt^^, " /^^ ^^''^ "^"^'"? f^°'^ ^^^ frozen soil

rf7?'?-'l ^"^.^. P^^tty s5.rewd friend of ours, acting on

layer or stable manure ronna tl^^ ^o^« ^c ^i _ ^i. . *

Royal Agricultural Society and elsewhere, have been

conducted and carried out in a more fair and intelligible

manner than any others that I have met with. Having
seen the great display which Mr. Thorley has made
respecting the superior quality of his food for stock, I

was induced to try it, not that I had the least idea that

it would be profitable to nse in a general way, hut
thought it might be useful as a condiment to season the

other kinds of food which I was using, to a few sheep

intended for public exhibition ; therefore I ordered a

quantity of the article direct from Mr. Thorley's manu-
factory, so that he cannot accuse me, as he has done Mr.
Lawes and Mr, Morton, of going to the wroug shop.

During the last winter I selected 24 ram hoggs, and
divided them into lots of eight hoggs each ; to one was
given Beans, another Cotton-cake, and the other
'i'horley's food. Tliey were all fed alike with roots, and
consumed about 21 lb. each sheep per day, or 5 cwt.
per month, which at 4d, per cwt. (the price I think
roots ought to be charged at, when consumed upon the
land) comes to 20^?. for each hogg per month. Those
fed on Beans (in addition to the roots) had | lb,

each given them daily, and cost, at 6$. per bushel.
Is. 4d. each per month. Those on Cotton-cake had also

i lb. each sheep allowed them daily, and cost, at 71. per
ton, lOd, each per month. The lamb hoggs to which
Thorley's food was given were served according to the
directions received, viz., four feeds per day for eight
sheep, which also cost, per month. Is. 6d. I have made
a great number of experiments with sheep, and always
weighed them every month, and I found on the average
weighings of the sheep comprising the experiment I am
relating, that each lot gained in weight per four weeks
as follows :

—

Cost of
mutton
per lb.

3irf.

4id.

was conducted as fairly as

the mutton produced from
Thorley's food cost lid. per lb. more money than that
from Cotton-cake, and fully corroborates Mr. Lawes's
experiments as to the utter uselessness of condimental
compounds as food for sheep. There is, however,
another fact, which I cannot help stating. When my
ram hoggs were shown, on seven out of the eight fed on
Thorley's food several large ulcers were found, and not
one ulcer was to be seen on either of those lamb hoggs
fed on Beans and Cotton-cake, nor on anv other sheep
on my farm. T. F. Pawlett, Beeston, Sandij, Seds,
Feh. 1. P.S. I do not mean to say that mutton can be
produced in a general way at the cheap rates I have
stated; there are casualties and many expenses besides
the feed attending it, that would materially advance
those prices, which are nominal, and given merely to
show the comparative value of the different kinds of
food. T. F. P.

S/ieep Feed and Manure.~ln reference to "B.'s"
last letter on this subject it will be unnecessary for me
to repeat my reasons for concluding that some mistake
has been committed in Mr. Hamilton's first experiment,
and will therefore briefly reply to the letter. In the
first place, it is stated that Mr. Hainilton has taken the
trouble to have the experiment repeated, but we are not
informed of the result of the second trial. Secondly,
it 13 distinctly stated in Mr. Hamilton's paper that the
wether on which he experimented was fed upon Grass
previous to the experiment, but was then confined on
bare boards, and fed on concentrated food. It is like-
wise stated that it received l^ lb. of oilcake and i lb.
of Oats per day, and it does not sav that this is merely
the average amount of food extended over a number of

^
But supposing the wether did receive Gra^s in

addition to the concentrated food, as your correspondent
assorts, and that it might have eaten rather more on
this particular day than on another, and supposing also
that the analysis nf the Oats and the oilcake is some-
what under the average, these little facts would go but
a very small way to account for the great value assigned
to the urme. For if these facts hold good in the first
experiment of Mr. Hamilton, we presume we may
infer that they likewise hold good in the second experi-
ment; why then should the urine of the wether of the
first experiment contain three times the amount of
ammonia as the urine of the second experiment ?

the experiment at once falls to the ground7~and
be the groundwork on which Mr. Hamilton basM v*'
after calculations. I also beg leave to say that T
for one moment entertained the idea that ammon*"^^^^
phosphate of lime are the only constituents valunKi^"*^
manure, but merely spoke comparatively, and in i!i^
to shorten the subject allowed the manure'the ben^tU*'^
the ammonia lost in perspiration, &c. (which voi

^^^
respondent says I omitted to mention), to cornnj"

^°'^'

for the mineral constituents. Your correspondenfT^^
much overvalued the phosphate of lime, which w'll

'^'

ejected principally in the solid excrements, aadw-u
therefore be in an insoluble form, and ought not tJi
valued higher than about 10?. per ton, "V". ^j,^

^

jun.y Fling, ' ^ ^"-^t

Is Draining the Land not of more importance
fJ>

Deep Cultivation?—We believe, though it be

more universally established and practised in

*^^^

trary to general opinion, that if deep cultivatiou w

many cases thorough draining would prove u'nservf^
able if not detrimental. Under present circmnstan

**'

shallow cultivation, with the repeated treadinc'^f
horses on the subsoil in wet weather, in order to obta
necessary though imperfect cultivation of the J)
above, is in our belief the sole cause of the necessity of
so much draining. Even the incessant mini? as^
have had them during this winter, flooding the surf

^

of our fields to a degree almost unprecedented, nj^
theless do not justify that drainage is absolutely neces'
sary except on lands which are under the present
winterly mode of shallow culture and kneadiuo- of the
subsoil. In truth, if the contrary deep culture as
similar to that in garden management were persevered
in, but very few drains would be absolutely required or
called for any more than in noblemen's and cottaeers"
gardens, which require no artificial drainage [?]. Letbnt
the superior deep culture of such garden be reversed
and submitted to the treatment of the surrounding
fields, viz., every trench formed and trodden by two or
three horses in wet weather, by the repetition of one
or two operations, and we venture to affirm that in a
winter like the present, or in the event of storms in

summer three-fourths of such gardens, now highlj

productive from the due share of moisture allotted to

them by ICature, would often stand many inchescovered

i

with water, and in some walled compartments, with

deep foundations, would be literally filletl, being

deprived of their former self-drainage, and would,

consequently, be less productive than the adjoining

fields where this apparent superfluity of water is obliged

to be carried off by furrows and artificial drainage. We
can refer to many patches of land thoroughly cultivated

by the spade by deep trenching 40 years ago, where all

supplies of manure or vegetable food, both natural and

artificial, are retained and preserved, and there is never

too much wet, nor has there been any necessity for

draining ever since, though the adjoining strips side ty
side always have been in a dropsical state, and tbdcIi

more unproductive than the trenched parts. In sliort,

we believe, that were all land deeply cultivated without

horses, very few soils would require artificial dmimp
except in cases of natural springs. Abraham Sar^
and Son, Maldon, [We entirely dissent.]

^ . Your
x^jcr ui sLuuie manure round the basp nf f; .'k

' " " correspondent hkewise says that the qu^.lity of the urine
the setting in of the frosr He tW e2nnrl >?' ""1

^'"^V]'^'
much on the state of the kidneys. This we"e thus escaped without

,
readily admit, but if the animal was in a diseased state

^

ocfetCfg*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
A Weekly Council was held on the 8th insi, Lord

Walsingham, President, in the chair. Present :-Sir

J. V. Shelley, Bart., M.P. ; Sir J. V. B. Johnstone,

Bart., M.P.; Mr. Dyke Acland, Mr. C. Barnett, Mr.

George von Bunsen, Mr. Henry Corbet, Mr. B. T.BrM-
dreth Gibbs, the Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt, Mr. Thos.

Scott, Professor Simonds, Mr. Thompson, M.P., ilr.B.

Western.
The names of candidates for election were read.

Annual Vetebinaey Report.—The annual Report

from the Governors of the Royal Veterinary College

was then read, of which the following are the principal

points :

—

The Governors, after stating the gratification felt at tte

harmony which has so long existed l^tween tbe two Inititu-

tions, express a wish to learn of the Council whether by
jmodification of its rules, relating to the professional visits m

the veterinary inspector, an arrangement could not be effecw

whereby more numerous applications for his services wouW
come from the members of the Society. The Goveraofi cO"**

ceive that inquiries on the spot should be made into sudden or

extensive outbreaks of disease of an unusual character wi»^
animals

; but that an equally searching investigation Bhoow

take place into the causes of the more common forms of disaa*

with which cattle, sheep, and pigs are affected ; as Uiese, u

unchecked or wrongly dealt with, will not unfrequently P^
duce untoward results of almost equal iraportaoce. W
would wish to urge on the members of the Society not onlyj"
necessity of a continuance of the practice of reUrm
numerous specimens of disease, accompanied by a iu^OT

of the cases in wliich they occuired, to the College,
»»

even its still greater extension. The Lectures have been r^
larly attended by the entire class of pupUs, which exceedj"
number the average of former years, and it is graiifying W*
Governors to be enabled to state thkt the examioatioi/^^.
the proficiency of pupils in the subjects of the ext^rfded ^^riculum, which was originally required by theJ^^ncif ' -

epizootic maladies known familiarly as the ;i^ng./^
andthe "mouth and foot affection," have>^ as nfednm
the first as m almost any preceing yetxr, and cods^ucdhj
have produced great losses amoneT^gricultural stock- *PJ
nature of the changes which take place in the lungs, py*^
former of these maladies, is such that under all vanetKs

treatment and management it must ever remain a mostdewj
tive disease ; and in consequence also of its contagious n»»_
It IS difficult to see how. without special ^egislativeewj^

ments, its effects or extension can be controlled. Besioww*

diseases, several others have been nrevalent during tne J^'

f

I

I

»

I

sbo*
f

i
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- nnir sheep some of whicli were found to depend

'^'P'?' i;i«tence of entozoa within the true digestive stomach
on the existent-c

^^ presence of similar worms
'>f ^^'X ^^ndpipe and air tubes'^ of the lungs. Numerous

*i* « «peUn;r £^vice under these circumstances have been
letters seek ns

^i,,ections for the treatment and general
received, ana ]-''*=

animals given in reply have almost

"'Cou^t™!i" fi^ceptiou been acknowledged to have produced

'^S'"'» "iqmred of Professor SImoDds as

to tt entozoa existing in the sfconiaohs of lambs.

Professor Simonds stated m reply to several questions

from i«eml)ers that the entozoa met with ^n the true

^- ^Hvc organs of lambs were the cause of the death

oKnnv of these animals. These worms often existed

•n toe quantities, thickly Resetting the mucous coat

Tnd having their heads firmly embedded in it. Their

Ixpul^ion or detachment was prevented by a barbedS of the skin near the head of the worm, but which

ihecreature could depress when moving from spot to

nnt The laro-e quantitv of nutriment partaken of by

?1te J—nlt\nately ana:miated the animal. They

'vere met with early in life, and whde the lambs had

every appearance of health, consequently they could not

be viewed as an effect of a discard state of the organism

but as its cause. Professor Simonds^ also stated that

raanv entozoa underwent transformation, and gave aa

an illustration the hydatid in the brain of sheep, the

cause of the disease as being one stage of the deve-

lopment of the tapeworm of the dog m particular.

He also stated that the measly condition of the flesh of

pigs depended on the presence of hydatids, which in

the digestive organs of other animals would develope

into tapeworms ; but that either the salting or cooking

of pork would destroy the hydatids. Such food could

be eaten with impunity, although it wanted nutritive

properties. Oil of turpentine with Linseed oil was

among the most useful vermifuges. Sulphate of iron

mixed in the food of lambs had been found very

beneiicial in the expulsion of the barbed worms from

their stomachs.

Communications were received from

1. 5Ir. TT. Melton, ot Bathurst St Mcuy's. Kiver Gambia,
transmitting a specimen of haulm of the Arrachide or
Ground-nut,

£. Mr. Cadogan Williams, of Bridgend, Glamorganshire, on
the means of securing com in wet har^-ests.

3. Messrs. Hardy & Son, Seed Growers, Maldon, Essex,
inclosing diagram of a clamp or shed for preserving
roots in winter.

A, Mr. Bernard Boyle, 7, Tokenhouse Yard, submitting a
pl/in for disposal of metropolitau sewage.

«^. Mr. T. Hampton Corbett, of Whittington, Towcester, on
the Potato disease.

6. Mn G. H, Bolton, of "Warrington, on a method of deter-
mining the sex of future animals,

7. Mr. Thomas Tumor, Pool Park, Ruthin, North Wales,
with a plan of a moveable cattle-shed.

8. Mr, James S, Randell, Eudloe Lodge, Chii:)penham, on
the utilisation of sewage ; and

?. Moris, le Pontois, 11, Rue dea Colonies, L'Orient, France,
foi'warding specifications and designs of two new eeed-
leps of his invention.
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j
three millions. Under our old cesspool system increased : diffuse it ^without pipes over his sloping grounds, like

1 ..-_. 1 i.i- _„ • -1 _ — I -f «„.! common irricrf^tion.

I

\

Farmers' Clubs.
LoxBON: Feb, G.—On iTie Sewei-age of Toii-ns as it

nffects British Agriculture.—Mv. Alderman Mechi read
a Paper on this subject, from wliich we make the follow-
ing extracts :—The question "How to Manure our
Lands abundantly and cheaply" is weU deserving con-
rtderationin a country like ours, where 9-lOths of a
rapidly mcreasing population are non-producers in
agriculture, and where the great competition for land,
«n:l its consequently increasing rental, necessitate a
much higher rate of production. The publication of
Jiuron Liebig's important warning to the British
people, on the ruinous waste of the raanurial elements
which should produce their food, has attracted much
attention, and caused a considerable discussion of the
sewage question. In the editorial remarks, and various
criticisms that have followed upon the Baron's letter,
it has been very generally, but eiToneously assumed,
tliat the waste of oar excreta, by discharging them
through sewers, is an old practice ; that our soil has not
m coriseqaence become exhausted; that, therefore, the
warnings of Baron Liehig betray exaggerated fears ; and
that we may go on in our present course without
injury to British agriculture. My object in reading
this Paper is to refute these mistaken assumptions by
showing that excretal sewers are of very recent forma-

f^ and that, until lately, nearly all the refuse of our
™^s and cities found its way back, most properly, to

i»tL^^^'
tlius maintaining its fertility, and preventing

^^tion. In former times, the oldest of U8 may
ell remember the night-carts emptying cesspools after

viH
«^*^* '^^^ contents of these, mixed with ashes

Ire; ^^}^^ refuse, found their way, by canal or coaster,

car^
""iles into the country. Even now, many

ooSi^rvf
^°"^*'^ manure are brought down to the

alZ; i ^^ ^^^ '"'^^^^' ^^^ P^^^^ for ^y tlie farmers at

,
vj"^ '*-Per ton. A large farmer friend of mine, 10

four* fl

heading in Berkshire, used to send his carts

Now '

^™^^ ^ ^'^®^ *^ ^^^*^ ^°^° fo^ ^^g^*^ soil,

he nr^^^^^A^.
*^® "^^^ ^^^^"^ ^^^ sanitary arrangement,

of four fi^fH
^^ *^^^** "^^^^ ^ week, and is thus deprived

owe bv^ ?.
^^^ manurial resources. Multiply his

loBea'ln 7. *'°''^*^"^3> ^^^ yo^^ "lay then estimate the

W^i 1 agriculture by the new system. In 1700

aute K ^ "" ^^'^'^^ "^ ™^'^' containing 4240 inhabit-

l*ad 19 Ai^
Its population is near 300,000. Manchester

tbat dS^k^PP^''',*^^"'' °^^^^ ^'^^'^^^ of industry. At
»t« old r^

the population of London was mainly withinOW tity waUs, probably 150.000. now it annmanliaa

population brought an increased amount of manure and
of food, now it has an opposite effect.

The Meal Difficidty of the Question does not consist

in the conveyance of the sewage to the farmer's fields,

but in conveying to his mind, and to that of his land-

lord, the conviction that it will be necessary and profit-

able to him to avail of it. Fanners, as a body, have no

faith in liquid manure, and are not, probably, aware,

that 12 parts out of 13 of their own manure, and that

of all their animals, are deposited as urine. The sheep-

folding, deprived of its liquid, would bo almost worth-

less. It appears to me that the only way to remove, or

overcome, this difficulty, will be for any company that

may undertake the scheme to show the effects of the

town sewage on small plots of ground, in various parts

of the country through which their p'pes may pass, or

otherwise offer such inducements for trials as may
tend, by their results, gradually to remove this unprofit-

able prejudice. On sloping grounds below the reser-

voirs it might flow over the surface as in ordi-

nary irrigated meadows, thus saving the farmer

the expense of subterranean ir«n pipes. No one

can reasonably doubt that the great want of British

agriculture is more manure. Assuming that the

15,000,000 of population who inhabit our towns and

cities, produce excrement, and other elements of manure,

equal to those of 20,000,000 of sheep; what would

farmers or their landlords say, if farmers, having fed

20,000,000 of sheep and lambs day by day, their manure

was to be daily tlirown into the river, instead of being

deposited on the fields ? What would be the loss to

agriculture of the folding of 20,000,000 of sheep daily ?

VVould it not bring poverty and ruin to British

agriculture ? Every farmer of the plainest capacity can

understand this ; but can he not understand that the

loss from 20,000,000 of human beings is nearly equal

to that from 20,000,000 of sheep ? Can he not imagine

what would be the result to British agriculture of this

additional daily folding of 20,000,000 more sheep, or

human beings, on the fields of England ? Is human
excrement less valuable than that of animals ? In looking

over the balance-sheet of the London General Omnibus

Company, I saw that they had received between

2000^. and 3000/. for the manure from their stables for

one year. Is this no indication of the agricultural loss ?

Baron Liebig writes to Mn Ellerman of London.

"Tlie contents of the reservoirs of the fortress of

Rastadt, in the Grand Buchy of Baden, which received

the deposits of a garrison of 8000 men, were sold in

1858 for 8155 florins. The commune of Oligheim, near

Kastadt, consumed the greater proportion of this

sewerage, and in the course of a few years they con-

verted the most sandy unproductive soil into flourishing

corn-fields." I foresee that the time will come when the

towns will derive a large revenue from their sewage;

but that can only be when agriculturists have tested

its value. In order to induce them to do this, every

temptation and encouragement must be offered to

them, and to those companies who propose to supply

them.
Influence of Sewage Manure on my Farm profits.—

I am much indebted to the sewage system on my farm

in this respect—for the last six years my gain as land-

The Fxtraction in a Dry Condition of the ValuahJe

Flemenisfrom the Setcage has not yet been satisfactorily

accomplished, farmers declining to purchase the resi-

duum at a remunerative price. Keccut experiments

with pcr-chloride of iron have been reported upon by
Dr. Hoffmann to the Metropolitan Board of Works, as

being more successful than former experiments with

other substances; but if Dr. Letheby*s table of deodo-

dorising cost is correct, we must give up all hope of

getting London excreta in a solid form. My own
opinion is decidedly in favour of its application as sew-

age, as a matter of economy and profit.

Mow much Dry Solid Matter is there in ilie Daily
Fxcrela of 2,500,000 Feople ? {the population of
London).—As very exaggerated and erroneous 'notions

prevail, even amongst engineers on this subject, I must
refer to Professor Way's statistics, Roj'al Agricultura

Society's Journal, Vol. 15, p. 135. By those you wil

see that
i

The faecal discharge of a quarter of a pound per day
for each individual is 277 tons.

Deduct moisture, 75 per cent. .. , 208 ,,

lord and tenant on my little farm of 170 acres has been

ncarlv 700/. per annum. Even this last year, with

Wheat at 425. per quarter, I have gained 600/. after

paying every expense. Of course much of this benefit

has arisen from steana-powcr, drainage, deep cultiva-

tion, and other improvements, but the liquified manure
system has greatly contributed to this result.

Soio this Sewage is to he got upon the Land.—Tlie

engineering difficulties are, I have reason to know, not

considerable. There is nothing better known than the

cost of delivering water or sewage at certain heights

and distances. Our great Cornish pumping engines

have their performances most accurately registered. A
score of them would make child's play of our London
sewage. Some of these engines raise a column of water
1200° feet high. Besides, we know accurately the

amount of steam-power used to supply these 80,000,000

gallons of water daily to the metropolis. How
erroneous is the supposition that our town sewage

cannot be availed of in its present form. It is already

in operation at Watford, Rugby, and other places.

^Vherever disappointment has arisen, it has been forj

want of carrying out the machinery and piping in

accordance with hydraulic science. The Serpentine, in

Hyde Park, would just hold one day's London sewage

without rain -fall. Two tons of coals in a Cornish

engine would suflace to empty this Serpentine. One
inch depth of water will be 101 tons 5 cwt. 2 qrs. 21 lbs.

per imperial acre. Sewage weighs heavier than water,

according to its saturation. The sewage of London
taken at 60,000,000 gallons per day would fill a canal

10 feet wide, 4 feet deep, and 45 miles 500 yards in

length every 2i hours. I would commend to your

notice a very able pamphlet, by Mr. Shepherd, C.E.,

published by Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange, on

this question of applying sewage. He is trying

to establish a company for this purpose. Mr. Shep-

herd's plan is to have reservoirs on the highest districts

always charged, like our water companies, and main

supply pipes under the common roads. Tl»e farmer

would then only have to connect his hose and turn on

the tap, and he might at any time, apply the fertilising

stream to his fields ; he would require no tank or f^team-

engine for this purpose, the pressure being always

Dry solid matter from the solid manure of 2,600,000
people . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 tons.

The urine of 2,500,000 people, at 3 pints or 3 lbs. per

day each, will be 3348 tons of fluid daily ; but as this

urine contains 3 per cent, of dry solid matter, you will

no doubt be surprised when I tell you that this liquid

excreta contains 104 tons of dry solid matter, or

50 per cent, more than is contained in the so-called

solid fsecal excreta. These excretal matters are mixed
in the closets and sewers with about 214,000 tons of

water, the remains (after evaporation, &c.) of the

daily supply of 80,0Q0,000 gallons to the population.

The rainfall would be a large addition to this. The
quantity deposited by the 60,000 horses and other

animals in London cannot be so accurately ascertained,

but enough has been stated to show how suitable is the

fluid condition to its transmission to any distant point,

and to its subsequent entrance into the soil and subsoil

as food for plants. Mr, Lawes, in a very able and
voluminous paper on sewage, read before the Society

of Arts, March 7, 1855, suggests that not less than

20,000 acres of Grass land should receive the whole

sewage of London, and that 10,000 tons per acre might

be applied with advantage. This would be equal to a

rain-fall of 4 years, or 100 inches. He also anticipates

a rental for such land of 20/. or 30/. per acre. His

paper is well worth reading. At Edinburgh, as much
as 6000 tons per Scotch acre arc applied; and I belleyo

it is less diluted than the London sewage. In such

extensive dressings there must be much waste and

nuisance; besides, it is highly desirable that over an

extensive area, irrigated land should be occasionally

broken up, and thus afford ample and frequent cereal

crops. I consider, however, that Mr. Lawes has much
undervalued town sewage, and that the area of distri-

bution should be far greater than he recommends. He
appears to have placed no value on the water alone, as

a fertilising element.

Would it pay a Company to Deliver the Seirage at

Id. per Ton?—In order to arrive at sound approximate

data on this point, I have minutely investigated the

blue books containing the detailed workings of our nine

metropolitan water companies, and find that in 1849
their consumption of coal for pumping was, for the

year, about 10,000/., and the quantity of water

delivered, nearly 18,000 millions of gallons. This year

the probable supply of water will be double that quan-

tity, say 36,500 millions of gallons, or 100 millions of

gallons per day ; and the cost of coal for the year about

18,000/. Now if the Sewage Company are to delive

this water supply (minus one-fifth for evaporation, &c.),

and, in addition, a considerable portion of rain-fall, equar

in'total quantity to 500,000 tons a day, their coals for

pumping would cost them 100/. per day (36,500/. per

annum), or l-20tli part of Id, per ton, leaving 19-20th8

of Id. per ton for other expenses, and profit on invest-

ment, I have allowed for a liberal supply of coals,

seeing that the company would have to employ greater

force to convey the sewage to the distant districts.

Assuming that they supplied 50f>,000 tons of sewage
daily at Id. per ton, it would amount annually to £760,416

Deduct coala for pumping . . . . 36,500

Leaving .. .. £723,916

o pay working expenses, and interest on investment.

From my knowledge of piping and pumping, I can
safely say that it would leave an ample profit on the
necessary investment, if judiciously and economically

managed.
will the Setoage he a Kuisance after it has passed

through the Soil.—An unfounded fear exists that we
shall poison our brooks, springs, and rivers by the

application of town sewage to the land. "Sovr that

depends mainly upon the extent of area to which you

apply it. What becomes now of the manure from the

farmers' 30,000,000 of sheep, and proportionate number

of bullocks and horses, equal in manurial results to

double our population ? Is there no smell in farm-yard

manure ? And are we to forbid its application to the

soil ? There are 50,000,000 of acres under cultivation

—

of these one-fourth are manured annually with 15 tons

of farm-yard manure per acre, mating a total of

187,000,000 of tons ! What was the state of our riwrs

and brooks when all the night-soil of our towns was
applied to the soil ? Where are the washings of the

sufficieut to give*" him an ample jet; or he might 200,000 tons of concentrated birds*-dung (gnaao) which
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enter our warehouses, and are then spread broadcast over

the land ? Where the tens of thousands of tons of blood,

bones, artificial manures, and other abominations, so

extensively used by farmers, and so necessary for the

production of our food ? In certain districts, within 10

to 20 miles from the coast, the fields, at certain seasons,

arc manured with sprats, star-fish, mussels, and other

garbage, in a state of decomposition, which yon may

smell for miles, and in August last, when visitinj?the

north of Ireland, the fields were covered with Flax.

spread out or grasBed after steepinj^, giving off the

most disagreeable effluvia. We may be more nice than

wise, and, in consequence, go without our dinners.

Why teas Here ahvays corn in "Egypt ?— Because

there i irrigation from the overflowing of the Nile.

am told it never rains in the interior of Egypt. It is

a singular contrast that whilst we as a food-desiring

people, place no value on the water, much less the

excrements of our great cities, the Egyptians are im-

porting British coal at 40.?. per ton, and costly steam

and pumping machinery of British manufiicture, for the

purpose of raising water to irrigate those lands over

which the NiJe does not flow, and thus produce plenty

of corn for the British market. Although we have

not the amount of sunshine to force two cereal crops

annually, we can always vie with Eastern countries in

mcat-malcing Grasses and succulent roots. This water

of the Nile contains no sewage, but it brings down

from the snow-clad tops of the distant mountains the

inorganic debris of the soil, crumbled and disintegrated

by atmospheric vicissitudes. What a clear and simple

proof is this of the great Liehig's mineral theory ! for

where those frosts and snows prevail, neither animals

nor vegetation can exist.

To tohat Crops can Seioage he most profitally

Applied.—Cereal crops can rarely be forced beyond a

well-known full average, say Wheat 6 quarters. Barley

8 to 9 quarters. Beans 8 quarters, Oats 11 to 13

quarters per acre, and even to obtain these crops on

very richly manured land, a very small quantity of seed

must be sown, or the crop would fall early and perish,

as much as done this luxuriant year ; but Italian Rye-

grass, Tares, ordinary pasture. Cabbage, Mangel

Wurzel, Turnips, &c., will bear an immense supply of

food, (particularly Italian Rye-grass,) and it is espe-

cially to these crops that abundant supplies of sewage

should be given. We know that the sewage of Edin-

burgh flows, or is pumped, in even wasteful quantities,

over the meadows—l have heard of 6000 tons per acre,

or equal to an additional rain-fall of GO inches. We
know that the results are enormous. The annual

^

average letting rental per acre of these (once

barren) Grass fields is about 20?. per acre,_ some of

the older ones letting much above that price. The
growth is so rapid during summer that the

Grass is cut and carried off" each fortnight or three

weeks. Of course sandy lands would bear very much
more fluid than the stiff clays, although tlie latter are

more able to extract and retain the most valuable

elements of the sewage. With respect to the London

sewage I should recommend my brother farmers to have

ft portion of their fiirms laid out or piped for irrigation.

By very large applications of sewage to this small por-

tion, an enormous quantity of green food would be pro-

duced, to be carefully cut and carted to the homestead,

and fed out with proper admixtures. We should then

no loiiQev hear complaints of the farmer's "sore place."

I mean that, on an average offarms, 5 acres arc required

to keep each farm horse. One acre as highly fertilised as

the Edinburgh meadows would suffice for each horse or

bullock, or a proportionate number of sheep. We
should then save four seedings, ploughings, labour, rates,

taxes, and rents—merely adding the interest for tlie

outlay of piping and payment for the sewage supply.

The produce of this portion, when consumed, would fur-

nish manure for other portions of the farm. Irrigation

gives us very early and late feed. I have found sewage

valuable directly or indirectly for all crops, and this is

not surprising, seeing that it contains the elements of

every crop. Of course it would be most available for

Grass land, but everybody knows that after land has

produced fine abundant Gra.sses for a few years, it may
he cropped year after year with other and various

exhausting crops, without manure. There is, probably,

no point of more importance in agriculture than that of

increasing in quantity and improving in quality, the

produce of our poor Grass and other meat-making soils.

In this we are safe from foreign competition, and our

rapidly increasing population outstrips our meat-making

powers. The constantly increasing: price of meat proves

this. In what way then can we arrive at tliis result ?

Experience has profitably taught me that sewage irriga-

tion is by far the most available and effectual improver

of our pastures.

French Use of Sewaye.^The sewage question has

not escaped the vierilance of our able friends on the

other side of the Channel. So anxious is the Govern-

ment that it should succeed that it has granted an
annual subsidy of 160^. to the Vanjours undertaking. By
favour of Monsieur Trehonnais I have received a long
and able report of the system of sewage manuring
practised oa the farm of Vaujours, about 12 miles from
Paris, once formmg part of the Forest of Bondy. The
exteut of the fkrm is about 220 acres, managed by a
Joint Stock Compiiiiy for the espreaa purpose of manur-

P;iris, The urine or Di^rht-

menised), and jet, at the following cost per cubic metre

(about 178 gallons) :—
Purchase from the authorities of Paris, of a cubic yai-d

of sewage, solid or liquid

Carriage by canal boat . . .. .. - •
Takinp it from the barge, aiid distributing it on tne

laud by portable ateam-engine of 6-horse power .

.

s, d.

lOj

U
6

" Book of Farm Implements and Machines.'* gi

wood & Son.,
act-

1 7

400 pages full of passage
tracted from every kind of agricultural publ^jT.-

r, which indicated whatever nf
'^^

The contract with the city of Paris was for 11,000 cubic

vards of sewage per annum ; but experience has shown

that this is an over-dose, and that the land cannot bear

above half the quantity, or 25 cubic yards^ per acre.

They appear to want our steam-plough, which would

give deeper cultivation, and mix the manure with the

poor subsoil. The report justly states that steam-

power and subterranean pipe distribution were in-

finitely cheaper than the old plan, which they first used,

of manual pumping and water-cart distribution. ^This

I can confirm by my own practice, as I could distribute

the above quantity of 178 gallons on any part of my
farm for Id. They appear to get their sewage, un-

diluted, from tanks or cesspools in Paris, and find that

its application in dry weather in that state is injurious

—that it requires diluting with water, which the Canal

Company will not permit them to abstract from the

canal. Applied in wet weather it answers admirably.

If a cubic yard of urine and excreta is worth lO^d. in

Paris—what should our London sewage produce ? I

value it at 1,000,000^. annually. It must not be for-

gotten that in Flanders and Switzerland human excreta

is applied, diluted, to the soil by the clumsy and costly

process of manual labour. Surely, if, even on these

conditions, it answers the purpose where produce is

cheap, it cannot fail to pay us here, where mighty

steam would reduce the cost of its application to one-

fifth or less. Messrs. Mille & Moll had visited our

sewage works and irrigated farms in various parts of

this kingdom, their remftrks on which are embodied in

the report. Their report of the Vanjours farm may be

summed up as follows :—That the tenants' capital in-

vested is about 65CX)Z., of which ISOQl. is for the sewage

operation, the remainder for drainage, live stock, im-

plements, buildings, &c. Its returns show a loss of

370?., besides interest on capital. That this loss arose

from a number of unforeseen circumstances, and from

the difficulty of organising a new system for which

there was no exact precedent. One principal cause of

loss was the over luxuriance of some portions, of this

once poor soil—tlie manure having been too abundantly

applied. Another was the want of sufficient water for

dilution. Another the want of experience as to the

best rotation of crops, and the most suitable mode of

consuming them, or otherwise turning them to account.

There were also many engineering difiiculties and ex-

periments. The absence of good roads, and the use, in

the first instance, of the water-cart and manual labour

instead of steam. The rabbits from the adjoining

forest did much damage; the labourers were dear and

ineffective. In comparison with my own fiirm, the dis-

tributing apparatus has been far more costly. In my
own case, engine, tanks, conduits, or iron-pipes, tubing,

jet, pumps, &c., complete for working, only cost on

170 acres about 700Z., or U. 6s. per acre. On the

Vanjours farm the cost is set down at 1800Z. on

220 acres, or more than Si. per acre. The purchase of

a manure barge and the construction of wharfing haS

added considerably to the cost of the operation. Not
having the map of the farm of Vanjours, I cannot

know its particular form, but the length of tube, per

acre, appears to be the same as mine. On my farm I

have 15 yards of iron subterranean pipe for each acre,

the total quantity used on 170 acres being 55 tons,

at a cost per ton of 4Z. 18*., including cartage and
freight. My iron-piping is 3 inches in diameter, and

I am told is much stronger than that at Vaujoiirs,

which is only of sheet iron dipped in bitumen, and will,

I fear, soon be destroyed by pressure, or the action of

the manure. The French subterranean tubing cost

3^. 5s. per acre, mine only cost 11. IZs. per acre.

Conclusion.—Por many years I have laboured to

impress upon the public mind the importance of this

great question. Three years ago I had the honour to

read to you a paper on this subject, I have now again

endeavoured to awaken agriculture from its lethargy

and disbelief. I want to convince you that there are

cheaper and more available sources of manure than those

you now resort to. You are keen enough at a bargain

—and rigid economists—but this important subject you
have evidently not investigated. You don't know,

because you have not sought for, the engineering and

chemical statistics that would enable you to come to a

right conclusion on this subject. Others have done' so

for you. Avail, therefore, of the opportunity which

they have presented to you—discuss the question—sift

it thoroughly—but do not let it rest until you have

come to a satisfactory conclusion. British invention,

enterprise, and capital have done great things for this

happy country. Science has opened to us the flood-gates

of progress, wealth, and population—welcome her in

agriculture—seek her aid.—tempt her to your assistance

—believe'in her powers—and so raise and dignify your

calling, that it shall fructify in intelligence and profit;,

for your own welfare, and for the good and honour of

this great nation.

during the past year, wmcii muicateu wnatever of n
gress, enhghtenment, profit, and instruction the ^^
year has witnessed in the agricultural world, if
" facts " are marshalled in 11 divisions, viz., the* p; u
Live-stock, the Dairy, Poultry, Implements,

Buil^f^^
Contrivances, Customs and Leases and Legal Deciam^
Statistics and Prices, Patents, Publications. ^
The editor thus describes the task he had proposed i*

himself. Speaking of our agricultural periodicals
and

I

preseu

ing of

Farmei

publications, he says :—"So numerous indeed are tW
publications, that it would be utterly out of the poil!

of the majority of parties connected with agricuUiire^

even of the most enthusiastic of its followers—to pernto

them all. To secure for the most useful of the 'Fact,'

scattered through the pages of these publications a per

manent and easily accessible record is the object of tj^'

present work. It embraces, moreover, the moat strik

F the * Facts ' promulgated at the meetings
of

.^rs' Clubs, Agricultural Societies, &c.; and vi]aA

when made public through the agricultural journal^
apt tobe lost sight of, or cannotbeconveiiiently audreadilr

referred to, among the mass of other matter which t^
journals comprise. Still further, ib includes a series of

facts which have been originally prepared for its paga."

He adds :—"In preparing the work for press, the 'm-

portauce has not been overlooked of having a plan (^

arrangement calculated to facilitate as much as possible

a ready reference to all its contents. AVith thearranw.

ment adopted, aided by a complete table of conteatf^

it is hoped that no difficulty will be met with io

finding the place of a fact in any of the departmenU"

With the exception of the means thus provided fo

the student in search of any fact, the work is«dl

edited and full of useful and instructive matter, h
addition to a table of contents, an index arranged

alphabetically should have been appended ; and will, we

hope, in future issues be provided.
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Journal of the Manchester and Liverpool Agrlculkrd

Society. J. Mawdsley & Son, Castle StreK,

Liverpool.

"We are always glad to recommend local reports for

general perusal when we can. They are nearer to

actual experience than more general statements ain be

referring to local practice and individual progress and
J*'^*

success. The pamphlet now before us contains, in the ./pg"

first place, the detail of prizes offered for the eusuicg befor

year, including stock, crops, and implements, farms and *^«

farm servants—the last series including such particulan ^^^
as long servitude, large families, general skill, and sliilHn wordi

rickmaking and hedging, Thegreaternumberofitspages 'T.A

are, however, filled with reports under all theheadjof
^

the past year's doings ; the awards for stock, ifflpl^

raents, servants, &c., and the reports, of farms by the

Society's inspectors. *^^
The most interesting portion of the" report re?ate« to

the farm reports, and we extract the follow?

specimen :

—

"To Mr. Robert Birch, of Stand Farm, Netberton, ncarAk-i ^
tree, as tenant and occupier principally dependant ap

j,^
t cultivated farm of not less m ^^^

ero|

6or

biA

f \

farming, for. tbe best
150 acres, 12^. „ ^.

** Inspectors' Report.—Gl&imATiVs Certificate—Farm cmwii

340 acres :—In pasture, 12 a. ; in Clover and seeds mown, «i.

meadow irrigated, 40 a. ; Wheat after Potatoes, SwedeMjJ ^ ,

Mangel, 44 a. ; Oats, 19 a. ; Barley, 16 a. ; Beans, 7 a. ;
wr

j

"iJoiaiion.—1st, root crops; 2d, Wheat ; 3d. Barley0iw»'|i ^
4th, Clover and seeds, to lie three or four years. (^
" live Stock consists of 10 horses, 4 colts, S dairy o^-A,"^ aS

14 stirks or heifers, 10 pigs, and 13 rearing calves. Tow, » j^^^
Cows kept in summer on pasture, or green Clover and vcrc^ ^
In whiter on hay. Turnips, and Mangel, with some cii»»

^^
The horses on green food, with corn in summer, a^'^!"':"^

t Rn,

on hay and steamed roots, to which crushed corn is a'l^^^ i c^
"Makes annually from 350 to 400 tons of manure «J |c

farm, which is applied to root crops. Purchase annuauywj ^

«J
SOO tons of cow and horse dung, mostly used ^f^{^Z.
Also 50O tons of night soil for top-dressing seeds 3°^ L,,

Have been tenant on the farm IS years, ^^^^^V rtUfcn*
have drained the whole farm, eradicated all tue juj^
and planted new ones. Made a new road through "",^
of the farm. Filled up several pita and aU the fitcheMJ"^

gaining many acres of cultivable land. Made a la^

tank, riie landlord finding materials. Paved 600 P™'
own expense. (Signed) Robeet b

"July 11, 1859. _. .. . ,..„. ;„ .H
climate, at no great elevation above tbe sea, and »*

^^^
distance from it. The surface has a gentle i^i^^iJ „^^
N. andS. The homestead is in the highest pa",^^
central. There are capital occupation roads

^l^^ ^^t^i

Xoticcgi of iSookS*

** Inspectors' Rmarks.—'iSir. Birch's farm hes ^^^
.tio

AC

field can be approached. A canal runs tbrougU we>^---^

railroad very near it, and the homestead is awut; ^
fi-om Liverpool. The soil is mostly of a hgUt^^^^ <« i

loam, on a subsoil of sand and gravel. A smau v^ ^
clay subsoil. The whole is evidently ^e^?*?

,^tiiy,i£l

watercourses and outfalls all right. Fences thic^
^r^^

clean, and from 5 to 6 feet high. Strong stone ^^r^^j^
very good substttntial gates to every field. 1^®

Tt>^91
exceedingly vigorous without a blank or « f^ea. ^^
««^«,.;«™ 4.v.„ «w^«^j .„v.»« i^^-r^^^i-aA The nea«u>>T.,. a«al

Oklk

oat

- L.

<«rt.

tbei

crops of Wheat, Barley, a»cf Oats wereoii -" ^inp
mostly standing, healthy, with promise of gr^^ -. ^^ ggtf

The Oats some of the strongest and tal est

J^j
^^thj ^

^l IS brought m a Wrge and distributod by portable Tear-Bool' of Agricultural Facts for 1859. Edited
^fcftsjn engine, Bubterraaetiu pipes (made of iron bita-

j
by Koljert Scott Burn, one of thz autht

The vp«ng seeds plentiful and ^
ans drilled at 14 inches, strong.J^"^ a verT -Ti

CloTer of first year had beeii ^^^
ip corainsr forward well.

^J]^'-.^ at^
this season.
Barley. Beans
Com all drilled.

crop ; second crop coming lorwara """"'^-tmiity
Clover. Cue of the inspectors had an oppt
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middle of June, b7 a mowing

Cfe.

ex.

ion

iro.

^S^^^^^^^^n*- in the middle oi June, uy a Luuwuig

th« ^'^ ?.?oud and third years' seeds full average crops of

v^bioe. Sacoua anu j
^^ account of the dry

'P herba^'ver Sd VetchZ in cutting a second time for

iitber. >,"*
„.i"ni- Orchard, giirden, and homesteads iill

iT^acdforiiKiikot orcn. ,K
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^iwe— ^ „v.-.ner order. Live stock useful and mostly

'*'"' Ali aT'd assortment of implements. -iTi^c.^ec/.
it

fong
1S59."

Me

the

ik-

of

%
J Of

Qflf

i in

Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
„ „ T AvcAsHiRE.-The latter part of the last year

^'T^^iilSed by an unusually early and severe frost,

^ chftracterif=ea uy
^nd reached itsgrcatest intensity

'^^\r;fnecemb7r Th^s^as followed by a sudden thaw
ibouttheSdDecemOtr^ ^. Christmas Day arrived^ ultimately heavy .^

n
^^^J^^^ ^^^^ to see, seemed to

•»-^^'awaf- for bat happy n.orn dawned in a mizzH.g
have ptsMc awrt.v

,
'"

xi,^„,,~i,oii1-. the day, and brought it to a

---'^ 'V 5;.rlv hm%^ver we have had one or two wmdy days
-«r. ^^^?y;/^T.f7h have improved the atmosphere ; and as

'•rosty nights, whch^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^

''^\'"rT:5rl'^?^^^^^^ '^' *^^ early frost and
, with a fa r stari^

,„y + ' «fnnned to a considerable extent
„t weather j)^"'^^^ „.uch ^o that I apprehend there are

'^"hL^^^fdTsP^c ally^e^ soUs consideSble areas intended
' iiponheavy and especiauy ^

^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^
'

Tlu^rgci^^fnat^d Sr^ iti..fectarily. though it

^aSed^aTng time uuderfeTO""'i- .
This is nonewexpenence

^rds heafy and wet soils, and ^he wonder is thatthere

sffl yet remain in this good w^try of OUM so much

( ^^n^, and so far. luwneliorated^ and unimproved laud.
'

Seuntiraely and severe frost h^<s this season taught farmer
i. j-«,-r->hi*.TiASH of ffottintr root crope mtonded for stall lood
the desirableness of getting root crops -^-„- -_-_

,iat of the ground and stored away as soon as possible. Thew has this year damaged tuch crops to a great eixtQut, as is

5o» beginning to be much felt. From frost-bite or other cause

^Tedes and Mangels ai-e now decayiiig fast, and the ipsirket is

itted though the price, be it said; keeps up to 18«. or 20«.

j^r ton! This failure will of course be the more felt by-and-bye

JJ

-«

Ik

*

Potatoes—a most iroportal] L ttuu vaiunuie tjiv^ m ima 4Utti,i.ci

l&re beeping somewhat better than was anticipated in autumn
;a«U Those grown on peaty or sandy soils—of which there are

;.ir^e tracts within 20 miles north of Liverpool and Manchester
—are, as usual, keeping well^ and especially "pink-eye
Kemp's," "flukes," and " seedlings." The selling price of these

ii j'jst now from 3s. 6d. to 4«. per bushel of 90 lbs. Hay
iDa straw are selling very well; .Wheat is tolerable, and of

the prices of produce generally farmers seem not to complain
Boch at the present time. Their only fears are the everlasting
ipprehensions of a non-continuance of remunerative prices.
' r our own part, we think it probable that produce will
maintain its present price for some time to come, at least. On

gfc^
I

thiB point it may be worth while observing, with reference to
the past year, that prices of com (Wheat, Barley, and Oats)

f w Mavm to have been well maintained, if we may judge by the
nk fMums just published in accordance with the provisions of the

mi
reel

anil

itbe

ulflg

land

Tithe Commutation Act. By these it is somewhat surprising
:.<find that the rent-charge for 1860 will again be more by
; per cent, thnu last year ; and, as those were higher than any
t«fore, and the calculation being baaed upon a seven years'
4rflr«(fe coat of equal proportions of Wheat, Barley, and Oats,

iilan
tl^.iiifei*eiicel« that of late years prices of grain have been

f in other
operation.

lUiV iU

iiffhei

0^ \7.B. Ryder, Liverpool.

\id

iiple-

fik »
Notices to Correspondents.

ifWRALUV Orafpes: 7 K Anlvr. Will any of our readers

Salford, both make Gorae

r-clp a corrcKpondeut with the statement of any experience
uf Kuglifih Grasses in the Austnilifm colony? Read Law-

«K lonfl 'Agrostograpliia" for all that is known by English
J

aroicrs on the subject.

^*^ '^'uJfnr.^.P'^^"'''-'
^^'''*^-, ^^*=P*^^ *^^ ««^1 ^y thorough

¥"
I nil IL 7 '"jl^^^er, applying a good coat of rotten dung.

"•l ^^'^„f^„''f'^,P«''J9'« "^MarchinrowsO inches apart.
I
aMethem out when 5 inches high to 6 inches apart. The

'**
\ ?J?ft?iL^*'''V"!'-* '''f ""^/IPJ,

"^^«^ l^ood management for
«'= \ll^SrL

^""^ *^^^^ °^ .^^'^ ^^°"*^ ^°d then cut it down

f^^t^cMhr./'^'* ^^?^ ^"^^" ^^^ ^"'^ excrescent growth

^ kSwv whiS ^ f ^% ^2"^^ ^*^«tic. as muriate of anti-
*^' *^Vti-f*^ ^^ "^PP^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^*^^r

'
«r if a stimulant

^ M^. T^ LT^""' "^t^*^
^ "^^^^ of tar and 4 oz. of lard

' *^
) .!^ ^V .? * ^^- ®**^*^ ^f *^>1 of turpentin e and sulphuric

^flL
(.^^''J. andapply the mixture after paring the foot.

"'^r il^-^C^'j^^*^^^^'y ^* ^s a useful food; and last vear's

I rSiT^ ^ -^^ amashsd on a block and cut up with itraw

r Sidi^^^*'^^
11 .greatly as fodder. Barrett & Eiall "

?S fbirw .r°v^^*^''^ ^ ^ '•''y^ '-' <^^ ^ ^a^&e fa"^ on the

fS ' ^ini r ^«lway, 4 miles above Rochester, we have been

S? -SS^w "^^^^tion of the river wall (which protects the

S ' uSi frn i'^^ *^^ addition has been made is mud-either^ -Jeri^u If
^"^^^^^ beyond the wall or actually out of

'i^ i n»irftJ«™ .: ^ ^^^^ t^^*^ "* the summer when the water^ «w3fSh Sn^ ^"^*"^ "*^^ ^^ t^® ^^1^' the mud will dry and
A tbe %aJ^^L^™^'^^'*eatly either crumble away of itself, or

P^ttottTlf?*. ^^ ^"to the deep cracks wilf undermine
any GrL !^°^^ ^"^ *^^® ^^^ra away. Can you tell us

1» wilL^^i V Z ^^ P^^^ which we can sow on the face of

to*
' thes^n 1^ T

rooting into it, may both check the action

MJl I i^oaUy hlT^A^^.^ forming a tangled mass of roots may
"3 f^riMeJ ^Lr^ ^'^J^^''^

of the soil together ? Ordinary
^i «»th work^ m^^ ^^^ ^^^- ^^^ contractor for the

f «*fc fthoiih ^^ F"''^^^ ^'^ ^o^c^ G^^^ ^"t I doubt if

*»W) will 2.*y too ready to flourish where it is not
^'•^ire is not^^ v?^^ "^ ""^^^ '^^'^'^ ^^ oiily "ver mud.

u- ^»8ll Th«.„- T^*^*^
^"t merely a mechanical bond for

M,0i^-^tig th« fi!It
^^ ***°"^ three-quarters of a mile of it. But

«<1 while tlTa ?!?**° "^^ *^"'*i keep the wall repaired by
"^

'-•«. Sat-m\**^P "^
^'^f"^

"^^^ "P^" it." [P.mrama
'*» ''^<a»Si r^' -^'-V"^"* ar«jiarii«. Sea-lyme Grass

;

^Weful ^llLh*^P"*e:*^og-tooth Grass, are among the
bwkB.l^Zf" ^^^ binding together the surface of

uv-f*»ottdifferBnt -L,?^^*^ '^ ^ considerable demand for

t*«Mt«8,tp^V^^Tt^''L°^ f^^ practice which ought
7**wtafaed\^^"«.-7«^**.^^e'^^h of liquid manured to

JOSEPH BKk'ry ^^d'" sons. Seed Mebchants.
e/ Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and A£?ent<* for theWestoni Counties, SUPItrphoSPHATE OF LIME and othe?Manures.-8. Arran Quay. Bubhn. '

^^^^ ""^^^^

pOLLEGE OF AGUlCUL'i L;k>. and CKKMl^'JUY,y AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kenuington, London, S.

Principal-J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth forthepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering Minmg, Manufactures, and the Arts; for theNaval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description arc promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

W' EST OP ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALESLAND DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY.
Established in 1844.

iNCORroRATED BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT IN 1848.
Draining, Inclosing, IiTigatiug.TVarping, Road Making, and

ail kind ot Land Improvements, executed on Entailed
iMortgaged, oY other Properties, and the whole cost can be madea I ermanent Charge on the Lands, or redeemable in a certainnumber of years. Bidwell ,t Bjiodie. Secretaries.
OtSces : Exeter ; and 30, Parliament Street, Loudon, S.W.

W^^"^„
LAND D R A I N A cT '~^

OKKS or DRAINAGE of any extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DR.UNAGEAND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptionTof pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesijifi-
tical. corporate, or collegiate.
Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works arc completed ; or the actual expenditure
with a gommifision thereon, may be chaiged on the property
improved, by way ofrenteharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so ^s to adapt the rato percent, ofannual charge
tothe circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required,, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtuin Loans for the purpose,
afApplications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary
at tha Offices of the Company, 52. Parliament Street. S . W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMP^VNY.-—
«

^Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1353 —
2,^. Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W. To Landowners, the
Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, Ac, in England and Wales
and m Scotland.

- The Directors heg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1850, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Umbanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting for any heneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2, Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

5. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Hoiises, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in resvcct of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being
of a -strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitted with J. W. & Son's
Patent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot clog in action for
Farms, Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

'

Diameter

' Fitted for lead, \ i l o
gutta pcrcba 1 10
or cast iron 1 2 4
flanged pipe 2
as required, j 2

2i „ sliort, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2^ in. long ditto ditto ditto2 14

of Barrel. Height.
24 in. short 1ft. Tin.

^ ,. long 3 „ 3 „
3 .. ditto 3 „ 6 ..

ditto 3 „
»»

'5 >f

ft

6
ditto 3 .. 6

99

tr

9

13

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply ofcoppers and sinks in
wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,
imder the stage.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger oi^

Plumber in Town or country, at the above
prices, orofthePatentees and Manufacturers,

John Warxer & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London, E.G.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water hy means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumt:»3, &c.. ; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &e.—Enaravings sent on application.

pOTTAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS fob STABLE
KJ REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,
Eatronised by the English and French Governments, as well as
y the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting EstabUsh-

ments in the kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Stables,
Ald^rsbott and Balmoral.

COTTAM AND COMPANY,Winsley Street,W., are the original
inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER* Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,
and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which id

taken to the back of the manger, and works with ea3e and
freedom up or down the guide wir.

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-
tion to the above fittings, beingsimplein construction, light and
diunble, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its remits.
COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP

COVER, for the above, is a most essential addition to their
fittings ; it is never in the way ; can be placed ^and replaced in
an iurttant ; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-
ing the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating tha
quantity to be taken, is quite sufficient to insure its UFe.

For further information, and for forms of application, apply
to the Honourable William Napier, Mana^nng Director '<

2, Old Palace Yard, Wcstmuister, S.W.

'^
' 'tF^^^P

b^
TO PIG, POULTRY, AMD CAME FEEDERS.

JUPP'S RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—
RICE SWEEPINGS, 75. 6d. per cwt., in U cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 10^. per cwt., in 13 cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 148. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICEMEAL for PIGS, 6s. and «a. per cwt,, iu I cwt. bags, at the
mill. OrdM« must be accompanied by a remiutiince to insure
delivery.^W. & R. Jupp, 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E. C.

SHSEP.-^POOT-ROT OINTMENT, an orl^ina
preparation, by Jofu* Oldham, of Mansfield, a cert.iin

and safe remedy, having invariably cured when other remedies
have failed. It is equally efficacious in Foul in Cows, Greaee,
Cracked Heels, and Thrush in Horses. Numerous parties at a
distance being inconvenienced in procuring it, the proprietor
has appointed Messrs. Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard,
E.C., his London Agents, and it can now be procured through
any respectable Chemist or Patent Medicine Dealer.

(

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKJir
combined, can be used with great advantage where space is an
object, as it oin be turned up out of the way when not in use.
COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATING

BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admission of

air to the under parts of the saddle.

COTTAM'S niPROVKD SURFACE CUTTER, with perfo-
•rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, and
can be easii}' cleaned out.

C0ITA31'S CAH^r-IKON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-
proved construction, gfivos a full water passage, and does not
allow any snioll to ascend from the drain.
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for the

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvanised, and
ouaraoUwi. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, Ac.
The New Illustrated Catalogue and Kstitnatcs, gratis, upon

application to COITAM and COMPANY, 2, Winsley Street,
Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon).

BURGESS AND KEY'S ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S FIRST PR^^E QRA53 M0WJNJ3 MACHINE.

^

r.

"4
c

T
.--T^Hunedbvan anair-T- * **' "* "--luiu manure is lo

SJf^*^'s " Sfw^M^J'*'^/'^^ ammonia which it contains.
5o«,,^ oajFrngsand Do.^gs- have been published by

sM

T . ^^P^J"^^« *u pnisonm^ rati^t him ferret, trap, :.nd shoot••nwjt T^ k '"\ ^^ *^i™
if he

This Machine has been introduced with the greatest succosa
into this cotmtry during the last season, and a large mimber
of them have been worked in a most eatis&ctoiy manner, A
Silver Hedal was awarded to it at the Royal A^cultural

'

8ociety*s Meeting" at Warwick. It was also exhibited before
the Emperor of the French at Fouilleuse, on whi<A occasion it

performed its work to the adminition of every one. Two of
these Machines were purchased by the Emperor on this occa-
sion, and an order for two more has since been received for the
season of 1860- It vras also exhibited in Scotland and Ireland

|

with the same succesg. It also received the First Prize of the
]

Norfolk Society at Swaf^ham^ in competition with Wood's and i

others, beaid^ many other Prizes. Price £30 at the Works.
Extras are charged for.-^Full particulars may be obtained of
Burgess £ Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E,G. Early

j

orders are solicitod to insure defitvery in time for hay har^eaL y

BARNARD, BISHOP, AIO) BARXARD, Market
Place, Norwich, in con.iequence of improvements in their

machinery for the manufacture of the above article, have been
enabled to make a great reduction in the prices. Japanned

Oaivaniaed. Iron.

2-Inch mesh, 24 inches wide .. ,. Sd. peiyd. 4d. peryd.
2-inch „ strong do « „ 4} „
2-inch „ intermediate, do. . . 7 „ H p*

2-inch „ extra strong, do. .. P* ti 7i „
Ig-inch „ 24 inches wid« .. .. S| „ *i m
15-inch „ strong, do GA ,w ** »•

l|-inoh ff
intermediate, do. .. 7i „ • m

l|-inch
(,

extra stBong, do. . . 10 „ 8 »
All the above tinds can be made of aw width (undw 8 feet)

at proportionate prices. If the upper hau is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce tha prices about one-fifth.

Strong Galvafiised Poultry Netting, syL per yanU 3 feet wide
GalvJMdMd Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantriefl, 2Jd. por

squ/*re foot Delivered free oX expense in LMiduQ, Peter-

bavough, Hull, or Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved,

d'^rainod Wire Cattle and Deer Fencing, Iron Quirllea, Sic.

lUuatrated Catalogues and Fatt«ms fonsaxdod by poBt.
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HOTHOUSE FOR THE MILLION.

AM H E MAN
BEGS TO INFOKM THE PUBLIC THAT HE HAS BEEN APPOINTED SOLE AGENT FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF

THE NEW PORTABLE AND ECONOMICAL HOTHOUSES
I

INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

S I R J S E P H PAXTO N, iV!. P.

These Buildings are of unparalleled cheapness, and helng composed of simple parts

can be enlarged, removed, or adapted to any Horticultural purpose by ordinary

labourers.

They"are calculated for gardens of the highest order, for gentlemen's gard»

generally, for market gardens where thoy maybe made to cover any extent rf

surface, and also for suburban, villa, and cottage gardens.
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advantages to all who have gaxdcn^walls already standing—as from their peculiar

construction they can be formed into ranges of lean-to houses with a faciUty and at

a cost hitherto unheard of.

Whilst they are adapted for permanent structures they are also V^^^^

suited for persons having temporary cr limited tenures, as they can tvi^

^

packed up and removed at the expiration of the tenancy.

The prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with Water-troughs, Doors, and

ends complete, are as follows :

—

10 Feet8 Feet
Lights.

20 feet In length £24

30 feet in length 33

40 feet in length

50 feet in length

60 feet in length

70 feet in length

80 feet in length

90 feet in length

100 feet in length

41

51

16

5

60 12

69 5

78 12

87 18

90 15

* > *

* «

* «

• •

» «

**

1 1 t

Lights.

£32

42 5

53 17

65 10

V V «

77

87 10

99 3

m
121 5

• » •

« » «

« * 4

« •

t » *

* t •

12 Feet
Lights.

£42

53

66 15

SO 10

94 5

106 15

120 10

139 5

147

The prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows :—

12 Feet

The above lengths are given in round numbers, but from the. nature of their

8 Feet
Lights.

20 feet in length £12

30 feet in length 16 10

40 feet in length

50 feet in length

60 feet in length

70 feet in length

80 feet in length

90 feet in length

20 18

25 12

30 6

34 12

39 6

43 19

45 7

6

6

6

• t «

« t

10 Feet
Lights.

£16

21 2 6

26 18 6

32 15

38 10

43 15

49 11 6

55 10

60 12 6

• 44

T * *

« t*

« *

100 feet in length

construction the houses will practically in all easfi« exceed these me

Lights.

£21

26 10

S3 7 6

40 5

... 47 2 6

... 53 7/

... 60X^
">73 10
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letters prepaid addressed to S, KEREMAN, 7, Pall MaU East, S.W., will
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A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News.-The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley.

No. 7.-1860.] ;SAT-[JEDAy, FEBRUARY 18.
{Price Jivepence. ^

Stamped Kdition, €d.~

Belgian Hort. Confederation
^^^ ^

B^ris intmiledia •••— ••
JJi* ^

Books not'ced. ,..•.-"/ ^-{^ ^
Bot.Soc. of Edinburgh J^ ^
Cattle food, poisonous |?^

«

Cider, nutritive value of |^ '^

Conifers, to prune \*^ ^
Creflm,dental \y.^
Cucumber, Pike's Pefiance,,.. 44 a

Darwin on Ori-in of ^J)i^cIe3 . .
14o

^
Daubeny (DrJ on sewage •.,- IfO o

Drainafre and dei-p tillage -.--
^^i f

Farm aer^-anta' wages H9 o

Fir, Golden Spruce 143 r

Food, straw a« *••- 1^^ <"

— poisonous ^^- I

Foiea, de^'ices of -p., t--.. 145 b

Golden Spruce Fir )4-1 c

Urap^, Barbarossa 146 a

INDEX.
IIoJlj tree, singular 146 a
Uuii^erford A^ri, Soc 153 6

Lnbowrera' w«j<ea 149 t— 154 a

Manchester Hort. Show 144 a
Mangel 133 a

Manure, Dr. Daubeny oq
sewage 150 ft

Manure^, losa of weight in 154 a
Mice, to kill 146 c

Myt'^lo^y wt » 145 a

Orchids 14S a
Peach, new late 144 «
Pear, Bcurre de Fevriet 144 a
Potato, Blanchard 144 a— Dalmahoy 14fi 6
Poultry show 153 €
Saponaria calabrira 143 c
Scedrf, how to jaise ..., 144 6
Sewage, Or. Uauheny on loO 6
Species, Darwin nn 146 6
Steam cultivation 163 b
Straw as food 163*
Wasea, labourers* 149 6

NEW ROSES FOR 18 6

tra33cs, Australian 154 a ' Weather at llclston 146 b

HokticulturaTj societv of londox.
8, St. Martin's Place, W.C.

Notice is hereby given that a SPECIAL GEXEHAL
JIEETIN'G of Dm Society will be held at the liouso of the
Society of Arts, John Street, Adc-lphi, on TUESDAY,
February 28, at 1 o'clock, for the Election of v:\rioiisCimdidates
who have been proposed as Fellows. No other business will be
transacted. W>i. B. Bootet,
.FtibriiarylS. Assistant Secre tary.

H"
ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
A Meeting of the FRUIT aiid VEGETABLE COM-

illTTEE will be held at 8, St. Martin's Place, Tra^lgar Square.
W.C, ou TUESDAY, March 6, at 3 o'clock, p.m. Communi-
catioDS to be addressed to Kobert Hogo,

Secretary to the Committee.

ORTICIJLTUKAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
The FLORAL COMMITTEE, at a meeting held on

Feb. 9, made the following awards :

—

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE.
Pteris tricolor, from M. Linden, of Brussels.
Adiantum patens, from Messrs. Vcitch & Son. of Chelsea.

The next meeting will take place on March 8.

OYAL BOT.VNIC SOCIETY. Kegent's PakZ—
x.otmPu*'.

exhibitions of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and
y KUIT this Reason will bike placeonWEDNESDAYS—May 30,
Juue 20, and July 4. Tickets of admission are now being
iMued, and can be obtaiued at the Gardens only by orders from
fellows or Members of the Society. Price on or before
*it.irday. May 19 u. • after that day, 6». ; or on the days of
Exhibition. 7«. 6d. each.

-»
»

j

.n^wP^n\?JJnTl?/'\?^
SPRING FLOWERS will take place

-jp WEDNESDAYS-March 21, April 4 and April 25. The
Fellows and Members of the Society and their friends only are

T? k tl^

Eihibitious. Ho admission by purchased

JANDJ.riiASER,of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
• N.E., have a good stock of strong plants of the above

A DE8CUIPT1VE LIST of 20 of the best sorts may be had on
apj)lication

E\V KOSES lOll 1860.— I'lants are now ready
at 5?. each. Trade price 36«. per dozen. A DESCRIPTIVE

LIST may be had on application to Benjamis R. Cant, St. John
Street Nursery, Colchester.

NEW LIST Of SEtDS FOR i860.

GS. DODS is now prepared to execute orders for
• the Kitchen and Flower Garden SEEDS of the finest

quality. CATALOG UE free by post ou application.
Epsom Nursery, Et^som, Surrey.

G. WAITK'S WHOLESALK CATALOGUE
ia now ready and can be had on application.

Seed Establishment. LSI, Ilolboni, London, W.C.

PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.-See
QUrrON'S PRICED LIST, which wiU be sent free'^ to any address.

Sutton & Soks. Seed Growers. Reading?.

BROCCOLI ALL THE YEAR

J.
SEED CATALOGUE.

pUARLKS TUIINKU'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of a
V-^ Selection of the best varieties only is now ready.

^
The Royal Nurseries . Slouf^h.

SEED CATALOGUE.
WM. CUTBUSII AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE

PRICED CATALOGUE, which contains every thing
necessary, can be obtaiued free per post on application.

Highgato Nur-scries, London, N.

NEW QHRYSANTHEMUIVIS, DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS,
VERBENAS, PETUNIAS. ETC.

WILLIAM HOLMES^S CATALOGUE of the
above for ISJO, free for one stamp.

Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney. N.E.

NEW DAHLIAS FOR i860.
JOHN KEYNES'S LIST of the new DAHLIAS for
fj 1S60 is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

Salisbury.—February 18.

TO THE TRADE.
'

MESSRS. C. PLATZ and SON'S TRADE LIST
of GENUINE FLOWER SEEDS may still be had on

apTtUeatinn.—William Lorbero, 34, St. Mary-at-HiU, E.C.

FERN C ATA L O C U E.

ROBERT SIM'S NEW DESCRIPTIVE AND
PRICED CATALOGUE, No. 6 (62 pajjes) of his COLLEC-

TION ofBRITISH AND EXOTIC FEKNS, can be had, post free,
for 8 stamps. Gratis to all previous purchasers of Fei-na.

ISurscry, Foot's Cray, Kent. S.E.

NEW FLORIST FLOWER CATALOGUE.
DOWNIE AND LAIRD, Nubseeyhen, Seedsmen,

and Florists, 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, beg
to intimate th,it their CATALOGUE of FLORIST FLOWERS.
New VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and
may bo had free on application.

TO THE TRADE.

S
ROUND.—See

LTTON'S SEED LIST, which will be sent post
free on application.

^
SuTTOK & Soys, Seed Growers, Reading

G- ^' ° ^' G
S

G I
EDS

B
M
B S

E E D S M E N,
26, DOWN STREET, PICCADILLY.

LONDON. W.

AND CO.,

SELECT NURSERY STOCK AT REDUCED PRICES.

RED LODGE NURSERY AND AMERICAN GROUNDS,
SOUTHAMPTON.

WH. ROGERS solicits atteption to the largf,
• nue, and varied Stock, gi-owiug on the above extensive

Grounds.

rpHE PLYMOUTH SEED, AGRICULTURALX IMPLEMENT, AND MANURE COMPANY LIMITED
supply every requisite for the Farm and the Garden.

Registered Offices : Union Road, Plymouth.
S~P

BRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY -The next iH^^^^^^^ ^™ LAIRD offer PANSY^ HOLLY-
meeting will be hold on THURSDAV \j-^r,.\. i ^t I

-*-^ HOCK, PETUNIA, from the finest-named varieties;
Hanover Square Rooms, Regent Street w' whpn k-nU !

^^^^^^ WILLIAM and QUILLED GLOBE ASTER, finest

f."*Su''' Th"'f1, '' ''^^^ ^''^"P^^^ ^^ ^'' interesting kiLds

^j^"- following premiums are offered for special

"^'cSl^tPnn'n^'^n**!^"? 9.'"°^ ''°'" *^^ best ani second best^S ^r.^L"'''^'^^!
'^'"''^/^ ^*^^^

:
three fruits of each

in^&hTf'""^ ^y ?^'"*'^"^ descriptions of the manner
n^ ^ t-hey have been kept.

.wV "^ "^"'^ Half-a-Guinea, fur the like of Dessert

^'^^^•''^^i '?•* P^lf.a-G^inea. for the like of Culinary-MK .as SIX fruits of each variety.
^

bircoII^h;?^ /?^.^^® ^"^"®^ ^'^^ ^'^^ J^est and second»« collection of Late Grapes ; one b.mch of each kind ; the

Ute L; ^® P"]^^^ '^ *o ascertain what Grapes are I>e8t for

All r^^ f'
*"^ ^^ ** "o*^ therefore necessarv that they bo*a grown by the exhibitor.

'

rorms. Copies of Rules, &c., obtained on application to

f n^^A 1 1- T. , . „ WiLUAM Davidsos, Secrctaiy.
Lggjolph Road, Maida Hill, W.

*

JTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—
Y ELEMENTARY COURSE OF BOTANY.
•1 Sr^-^^^'^^^^ ^^^ commence a Course of LECTURES

tMchinfTtr*'** * Junior Class, for the express purpose of-^*ng Botany in an elementary manner, especiiiUy in its

to'dftSr;''
^*^^?***» things, on TUESDAY, March 13, at

ofti^ki /^^^ Lectures are confined to such an account
MwSiT It ^tl^cture as enables the student to understand it

««Sf ^^A
^ora of Europe, and will be deUvered (with the

a^Jg^ of 12 days fur the Easter vacation) daily, except"«"faa,, from 4 to 5 o'clock p.m.. until April 30.

The Con«o * f^ ^^J
^^^ ^^^^' 2i. ; College Fee, 5^

wurse to the Senior Class will commence on

J.

^- WauAsci
commence on the liit May.

'ril w t?*-''^^'
F-R-9., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.

CW o T: ^^^^'^^'' ^^^^ of tiiG Faculty of Arts and Laws.
—^tlt^TKisso^, Secretary to the Council.

JOHN DOBSON
R C O N I U M S.

" tention .r .
7 " 7 ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ *^ "»vite the at-

''•^r.uij- ^u *"^f?^i»g purchaaei-s of the above, who will be
CafcSJj . 5" ^ <'^oi<^^ selection sent at a moderate^-aKUQyies free on application.

___Woodland3 Nursery, laleworth. W.

'' ?^r^rd
^^^'^ ^^'^ ^*^NS will be happy to

!i» «mS whifl"^
strong plant in a 4S-sized pot of th

mixed, their own saving, all of first-rite quality. Prices on
application.—17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

AZALEA I N D I C A.
IVERY AND SON'S New DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of the above contains all the newest and

best varieties. Will bo forwarded post free upon application.
' Dorking Xurser>^—Feb. 13.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
TAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed GnowERg
tj and Merchants, Lewisham, Kent, and 7, Borough
Market, London, S.E., beg to acquaint their friends and the
Trade generally- that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUES are
now rcadr. and will he forwarded post free ''n application.

WILIVS ORION MELON for beauty, weight, and
flavoiu", stands unrivalled, and must be in the hands of

every grower, whether lor Market, Table, or Exhibition, 1«.

pe. packet.—Thomas Wild, The PrinuUary, Ipswich.

GREAT SCARCITY OF FRUn\
STRONG ROOTS or THE LINN-EUS RHUBARB,

from division, can be supplied in any quantity at 12s. jier

100, or 51. per 1000, by Walter PjiSi-iNGios, Nurseryman,
South Retford, Nottinghamshire.—~~ DWARF~MATd EN FRUtT TREES.

'

UGH LOW A>'D CO. have to offer of fine
quality, PEACHES, NECTARINES, CHERRIES,

APPLES, PEARS, on Quince Stocks. Prices wiU be fui-nished
on application.

The Wholesale CATALOGUE is ready foi distribution.
Clapton Nursery, London, N.E.

HOLLAND A>'D BAYLEV beg to offer strong
3 and 4 years old Plants of the largest and finest

Savoured LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES, at 6*. per
dozen.—Bradshaw Gardens, Chaddcrton, near Manchester.

WELLINGTONIA CICANTEA.

JOHN WATEUER has thousands of the above
Plants to ofifer, varying in height from 1 to 4 ieet. The

whole are exceedingly handsome and well rooted. Price on
application.—The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

R

RING PLANTING.
EED CEDARS, 1 to 1^ foot, stout, healthy, furnished

to the ground, and well rooted, 50s. per 1000 ; if 10,000
are taken, 40a. per 1000. A sample can be had by applying to

George Jackmax &. Soy, Woking Nursery. Surrey.

SPRING P L A W T I N C. ' "
ARCH FIR, 2 to 3 feet, twice Transplanted, fine,
healthy, stout stuff, can be supplied in quantities at a

cheap pi-ice, by applying to
George Jackm^x & Soy, Woking Nurser;-. Surrey.

C E D R U S D E O D A R A.
TV/TAULE AND SONS stiU hold the largest supplies
-^'J- of the above tree in the country, and invito the atten-
tion of gentlemen planting, and the Trade generally. Magnifi-
cent specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 feet, at 5a., 6s., 73., Sa., Qs.,
and 10.». cach.-Staplcton Road and Stoke Nur.-ierics LristoLFOX COVERT.
MAULE AND SONS can supply Noblemen and

Gentlemen thickening or planting their coverts with
fine two-year-old GORSE or FURZE PLANTS, at 10«. per
Thousand .—Stapleton Road and Stoke Ntirsorios. PriBtnl.

FOX COVERT. ~

MORRISON Aft-D SON, NunsEETMEy. &c„
Montcoffer, Banff, N.B., can .sujjply noblemen and gentle-

men planting coverts with fine 2-year old GORSE or FURZE
PLANTS at 7». 6(1. per 1000.

Also fine plants of MAHONIA AQUIFOLIUM and LEY-
CESTERIA FORMOSA, the best plants for pheasant iood.

PARADISE STOCKS WANTED.—Any one having
PARADISE STOCKS to offer will oblige by addressing a

h'ne to J. &C. Lee, stating quantity. Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

HEELER'S IMPERIAL LETTUCE,
Is. per packet.

For description and teftlmoniils see " Wiiehler's little Bool:"
J. C. Wheeler <fe Sox, Gloucester.

J.

100

H

T
-•^^^iL!2thont it.-WoodIand8 Nursery. Islewortn.

^ for wtiI!V^^^7*F^\^
^^""^^^y P''^"t«' showing well

**'»»ag^tw*^^^^ best and newest kinds, very%heap.I^a gooa time to purchase them. ^ <^"cap.

WKKJN t Sons, Woodlands Nursery, kleworth W

WHEELER'S TOM THUMB LETTUCE-
Is. per packet.

For description and teHimonialt see **Wheeli:h's Little Book,'*

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Gloucester.

IVERY'S NONSUCH CELERY, I*, per packet,
IVERT'S NONSUCH LETTUCE, 1*. Cd. per packet.

For descHption and testiraoniala. see Gardaieri' ChronicUy
January 28.

—

Wm Iverv, Hanover Nursery. Peckhara. S.E.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
Sacks of CHAMPION of EXGL.VND PEAS.

picked sample, at 10*. per bushel.
Bekjamix R. Cant. !^t. John's Street Nursery. CMchcstcr.

POTATOES.—SURPLUS STOCK.

JH. ROBINSCN, Seed Geower, Abbev Farm,
• Hinckley, has a 1 w Tons of the EARLY FORTY-FOLD

SEED POTATOES to d ipose of at 5s. per cwt ; less by the ton.

The best POTATO fc; general Crop is tht. DALMAHOY,
ROUND, EARLT, GREAT CROPPER, AND FINE FLAVOUR.

CHARLES TURNER has a fine Stock of the
above. Price very moderate.
The Royal Nurseries, Slouch.

EEDLTNG POTATO.- WEBB'S IMPERIAL
KIDNEY.—This Potato id without exception the best for

every purpose. Its yield is extraordinaiy, and its quality first-

rate. For Seed, lOs'Od. per bushel.—Application to be made to

GEORGE Mace, Gardener, Calcot, near Reading.

SEED POTATOES from the North of Scotland.

FLUKES
I

DALMAUOVa | PROTE-^TANTS.
Price 14ff, per«ack of '2 c-vft. free to London or KToww^Ie.

Orders and remittance* to be addreased to

Teawig, Invemesa-Bhire.

s

O THE TRADE.—
8PERGULA PILIFERA SEED, the IMPROVED

CUSTARD MARROW. Prices of the above, also for other
seeds offered to the Trade, may be had on application.

Stephen BnowN, Seed Grower, Sudbury. Sufl'olk.

LAWNS WItTToUT MOWINC-SPERGULA PILIFERA.
j "T^ARLY POTATOES

J A. SUMMERS supplies strong plants for immediate Jjj The csirUest aii.^.hffi5.-,^-^^*x^^^®®

• planting, taken from the original stock, at Is., 2*., and
4g. perdoz. A specimen post free, 1».

Howard Park Nursery, Feny Hill, Sydenham. S.E.

SEED POTATOES.—For Sale, a

SHAWS. MANLEY'S. WHITE KIDS
suitible for planting.—Apply to Mr-

Market, S.E., where sampler from the

-"LEMOlfi

•TiJ

Agricultural Journal," Vol. XVIIL). ma;

Bailiff* John Helm, Morecombe, ner»r T!|
^ .

perstone. iOao copy -)f Article, 3d Edition, ^Ur^e., l?.-*t«^ (
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OOPER A«D CO.'S New DBSCRlPTiyE PRICED

ties of the season that are worthy of notice.
, n^ateurs and

-'L^oTjfr.5i?rBVe'd:i™rOentrAvenue. Covent Ga.^e„

Market, LoT>don, W.C. — —
GENUINE C A il D E IM S £ E OS.

TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, Seedsman and Florist,

be^s most respectfully to inform Mb friends and P"-1^^^^7|

^d/^Twhich^a PBI^^^ CATALOGUE maybe bad upon

application
^^ces tbat every article is okown and

gELKC^ED'wiu'tbr^^atest care under l^i^^n^rX^be aecoml
tion. Orders from unknown corre=^pondents must be accom

ii2 sot «nd ^ol fac?."=Lo^rKICED LIST «f this Paper

January 28, page 71 ; "r free on applicatwn.
sTRIPED

co"#H^ '/.T^w^^?o"^^^^^^

TMNG^sT^MAMilOTH RED CELERY. - The

I J lartrest and best flavoured Celery ^^^'""'/"^..'"^V^t

.

;!^tos?ed until the second year. (See former advertisement.)

Packets, Is. each ; large trade do.. 35. ba.
/?„rtZ«wrs'

aThis has proved one of the hardiest kinds.—Yide &«) a«wrs

"ftranicic. February 11, 1860, page 122.
t>re-naid

New Austi-Hlian Cress, 6rf. per packet P^J^.^'^ P'^^^^^t
Cottager's Kale, true. Cd. per packet j Postage stamps re

''"^'^'ro^.ir.tco.. Rggal Nurset7._Gr_cat_Yarmouth,_
"^ ~A S P A R A G U S.

YOUELL AND CO. having a large Stock of the

above growing on the Sea Coast, of the finest quality,

beg to offer it at the following prices :—

ASPARAGUS, GIANT, two years . . . - 2^. 6^. per 100.

three years . . . . »*. o»-

, four years, for forcing 5s. Orf.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

NEW WHITE SPINE CUCUMREli.—Nokman's
"STFTCHWORTH PARK HERO," <i hybrid between

Norman's Old FavouviTe and Cuthill's Black Spine Four

bra^ of this Cucumber cut from one pit were exhibited, and

tSk prizes at Cambridge in the spring of 1859, measuring m
Wth" pwards of 200 inches ; its qualities are unsurpassed for

symmetry, hardihood, prolificnesa. and flavour.

Messrs biLLiSTONE it Co., of the Xursenes, Sturmcr and

Sible'Sdingham, having P-chased the stock of the above.

offer it in packets containing 6 seeds for Is. brf. ,
l^ seeas,

9« M in stamps. Can be had at either nurseries.

WriiiSsTos^ Nurseries, Sible Hedingharn,_Halsiead^EsseT.

=VfEW"CUCUMBER, "KIRKLTJS HALL DE-

IN FIANCE."—A handsome glazed whitc-spme variety,

from 21 to 24 inches long, smooth, very _ thin skm and of ex-

Quisito flavour. An extremely frce-beanng kind, with a very

Tort heel. This variety is well known in the
^^'f^>""|J^d

of Leeds. Bi-adfoi-d, and Huddersfield, where it was exhibited

Lt summer, and numerous first prizes were awarded to it.

It is invahmble cither for frame culture or for a winter simply.

Mr. Ramsden commenced cutting 'this vanety >n November

^d has had a large .supply during the
J^^^J^J^J'f'f^

house. In sealed packets of 5 .seeds, 2* 6d. No discount, as

the stock is very small. It can be obtaine,! from ^«^ Ramsden.

The Gardens. Kirklus Hall, Mirfield ; or from "Wiluam Deax,

Bradford Nursery. Shipley, Yorkshire.

MESSRS. PARKER ai.d WILLIAMS beg

offer the following New and Geuume^ SEEDS.
P. packet 8.

2
1

all

d.

6

6

to
of

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY,
\7ElTCirS PERFECTION PEAS, p

SUFFOU^

« «

«

1
1
1
1
1
1
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2
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1
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6
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99
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which are strongly recommended

:

nnnrrOLI New Sprouting (Lees)BROCCOLI, ^^«w^^I^^
White (Mitchinson»s) .

.

CAULIFLO-WER. New Early Mammoth or I- rog-

more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation.

.

CUCUilBERS, all the best varieties

LETTUCE, Alma (GnfBn's)

M oor Park, extra fine

MELONS, all the best varieties

TOMATO, Early Red (Powell s) . . • . •

FLOWER SliEDS.

CALCEOLARLS., herbaceous, finest mixed ..

CINERAKIA. from finest named varieties -

raaritima

CELOSIA aurea pyramidalis _
.-

crimson-feathered vanety

COCKSCOMB, <lwarf, extra fine

DIANTUUS Heddewiggi ..

LOBELLl erinus speciosa (true; .

.

P VNSY, from named varieties

PERILLA Nankineusis

PRIAIULA sinensis fimbnata

SOLANUM ^^^^S— t,i3 is quite e.ukl

in beauty for decorative purposes

A PRICED andVEScSmvl CATALOGUE'of VEGE-

TAIUFSFEDS containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London. N.

CHOICE SEEDS.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON heg to
^^-^Y^fr oru r?

to the following, selected from then- nfwCATALOGUIs

which contSins fulldesWion of the best seeds. Per pkt.-.. d.

FRENCH BEANS, Giant (half pint)

BROCCOLI. Lee's New Sprouting ^ .. .,'•...''^"^^^
' Snow's Winter (true). This is quite distinct

from the sort usually sold under this name, and is tlie

best variety for winter .. V •
^'" "npr 07

BROCCOLI, Walcheren, true, very choice . .per oz

BRUSSELS SPROUTS (Judd's) .. .

LETTUCE, Bath Cos White, seed excellent

MELON, Oak Hill, a first-rate late variety-see British

Pomological Society's Report. Oct. 27 ... per pkt.

STOCK INTER:\IED1ATE, Scarlet, very choice »
INTERMEDIATE, White, true and very beau-

.r„, ^, ., perpkt., J5. ana J

PRIMULA SINENSIS phlBRIATA, fi^^^t/^^rain p.
p^^^^^

2

C0CKSC05IB, Lambert's, extra large, per pkt. 15. ana z

Highgate Nursenes, London, a.

6<?.

Stephen Browij, Soedgrowor. ^c. gudb\iry, Suffo]^—
- - - E A

~

LEE'S NEW WHITE SPROUTING BROCCULI,
packets, each 2s. Qd.

NEW
_N Of a NEW DWARF WRINKLED MARROW "p^*^

raised by Dr. Maclean, offer it for distribution in pint naJt '

at 2«. each. Nutting & Soss will grow it this season fw n
year's supply. ^^^

This Pea is remarkable for its earliness as a wrinkled Man-
dwarf habit (2 feet), fine flavour, and great productivenesa *

Seed Warehouses , 60, Barbican, Londoti^^gr;
" STRATHMORE HERO PEA.

Wp. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nueseetmen
aur!

• Seedsmen, Dundee, have pleasure in sending nntT
above first-class New Wrinkled Pea. ^ ''^^tbe

It was raised in the Vale of Strathmore, Scotland, andm*,
from 4 to 5 feet in heigiht. yields a most abundant crop wbS
maV be judged ofby its having produced at themeof52WhS
per acre this last season. Pods large and well-filled. FkS

To be had also of the following Seedsmen

:

Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son,
Edinbm-gh

„ James Dickson & Sons,

Edinburgh
„ Downie&Laird,Edinburgh

„ W. Driimmond & Sons,

StirUng
, ,

„ Benj.Reid& Co., Aberdeen

„ Fisher, Holmes, & Co.,

Sheffield

1
2 6

if

2
2

1
1

2
1

6

6

6

6

6
6

NEW CUCUMBER-" CLAPHAM DEFIANCE."

CHARLES SOUTHBY in sending out the above

begs to remark that it was raised by Mr. Barton, Gardener

toMrs.Vild, Clapham Common and f.^^^^^ted by him

season at the Surrey Amateur Floncultiiral Society s Show,

where it obtained a Certificate of Ment and woidd have

received First Prize, but the rules of the Society forbid such—

the exhibitor not being a subscriber. Mr. C. Jessup the

Secretary, writes:-" This Cucumber shown by Mr Barton is

the finest specimen out this season, admired by all at the Show.

Itiaan hybrid between Himalaya and Alliance but a great

improvement on either of the above, being much more hardy

KT^ter cropper, and stands winter forcing well ; m flavour it

is unsurpassed; lenglh 24 to 30 inches; Is.Q't. per packet;

double packets, 2s. 6rf.—Charles 8ouTHBY^_Clapham^

NEW CUCUMBER " RIFLEMAN," a fine long

hybrid Cucumber, fit for exhibition purposes. This is one

of the finest varieties ever yet offered to the public, a splendid

Black Spine, length 26 to 29 inches, a very free setter, and an

abundant bearer, carrying its bloom well, and will be sure to

give every satisfaction to all purchasers, as aU other varieties -0 - ^x/ao.n c/^nxrH lffk
that has been sent out by E. T. Price 2.. 6d. per packet.^ HENRY'S "YBRID SCOTCH LEEK.

TILBY'8 PROLIFIC RIDGE CUCUMBER-This is the CHARLES ALEXANDER, 30, West Register Street,

hardiest and most productive variety ever yet offered to the ^ Edinburgh, offers Seeds of the above Prize LEEK saved

public. See'ls 1.1. per packet. * .u t^^v bv Mr Henrv. and direct from himself, at 6«. per oz., 2s. 6<t.

DR, LIVINGSTONE CUCUMBER, sent out for the first oy ^r. neury, n
, , ^ *.„„..*„„„.

NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES, ETC.

CHARLES TURNER hegs to direct attention to

the following very desirable varieties the majority of

which he had the honoi: of introducing to thepubhc :-

PEAS.
MACLEVN'S ADVANCER.-Barly Wrinkled MaiTOW. The

"^M^l^LtlN^^Ek^^VVl^^^^^ Early TOnklcd

^^^(^tVaN'8 MmNON -Early Dwarf Marrow ;
IS inches.

MicLitN'l PRBLIFIC.-Second Early Wrinkled Marrow,

yyj^C^^s'pERFECTTON.-Lato Wrinkled Mai-row ; 3 feet.

ECLIPSE RUNNER BEAN.-Veiy proUfic, and fine flavour.

^'t^^^E^ V^TmORE 'FORCING CAUUFLOWER ok EAR^^^^^

MAMMOTH.-Early, largo, close, and fine. Much the best

^MElTiLLE'SINCOMPARABLE BROCCOLL-A fine white,

will produce close heads 30 inches in circumference.

THE FROGMORE PROTECTING BROCCOLI.-An excel-

IPTif Ivirdv late kind. Dwarf, and great size.

IMPROVED PURPLE CAPE BROCCOLL - Haxdy and

firm Sfintember to April, if sown in successions.
^

™HE STeRRY^BRUSSELS SPR0UT3.-A fine vane y.

TURNER'S ECLIPSE CABBAGE.-Large, dwarf, and early.

GIANT OR AYTON CASTLE LEEK.-Very large, and mud

STANSTEAD WINTER CABBAGE LETTUCE.-The best

''TURNER'"cJ¥?AGE}8^'KALE.-Well^ .eed from

*^?™R'S ""scarlet gem MELON. - The best of its

class, and the most easily grown.
,..„+,v«

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

, The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

AYTON CASTLE ClANT LEEK.

/-<HARLES ALEXANDER, 30. Jest Register

v.; street. Edinburgh, can supply a limited quantity of this

unrivalled Scotch LEEK at bs. per oz. and Is. per packet m

'"*?Sfree^k'slTe%rn?hed upwards of 12 inches, and one

of them measured 7 inches in circumference. The four together

weighed 7^ Xhs:*—Gardeners' Chronicle, December 17, 1859.

R

time last season, a first-rate variety. 1»- 6ti. per pajcket.
^

NEW MELON "EMPRESS," a superb new hybrid vanety

crossed between the Bromliam Hall and Golden Perfection It

is a green flesh, very handsome shape, beautifully netted, thin

skin; flesh very soUd, and of a most deUcioua flfl,vour-weight

of fruit 2i to 3i Iba. ; the advantage it baa is if planted at the

same time as its parents, it will npen its frint a fortnight

..earlier. Seed, 2.?. Gd. per packet.
, , x, ^ t i-

^QUEEN OF THE WEbT MELON, sent out for the first time

last season. Is. 6il. per packet.
, „ , .u- -d - „f

For further list of Cucumbers and Melons see this Paper of

"^^A^aHc^t'of any ^ar. of CUCUMBER marked at Is., sent

with a packet of Rifieman Cucumber for 3s.
^ .,,

A packet of any var. of MELON marked at Is,, sent witb

aa racket of Empress Melon for 3s.
, i. r t^

A packet of Rifleman Cucumber and a packet of Empress

Melon for 4s.
, ^

Griffin's ALMA LETTUCE, 6d. per packet.

BATH COS LETTUL.-E, Gd, i,ei-packet

Extra fine mixed HOLLYHOCK seed, saved from aU named
varieties. Is. per packet.

, .

Seed of the CUSTARD MARROW, true. Is. per packet.

EARLY EMPRESS CELERY, the finest ever yet sent out,

Is. per packet.
, ,

Tii.KT'a SOLID WHITE CELERY, ed. per packet.

DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM. 6d. per packet.
DIGITALIS or FOXGLOVE Seed, 20 vars.. 6d. per packet.

A remittance must accompany ail orders in cash or penny
postage stamps.
Edward Tilet, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

Abbey Chnrch Yard, Bath.

and Is. per packet, in exchange for postage stamps.
_

" I have obtained a variety of good quahty, capable of being

erown to the weight of 4 lbs. 15 oz. tHe single Leek repeatedly,

Blanched to the length of 20 inches and m one instance

measuring in circumference 12i inches.' —Wm. Henry, m
Scottish Gardener, Feb., 1860. ^^

HENRY'S PRIZE HYBRID LEEK.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD,NlTESEETME>' andSEITDSirEN,

17 South Frederick Street, Edinburgh, having secured

the whole stock of the above from Mr. Henry, ^re now sending

it out in packets at Is. postage free. This vanety has gained

upwards of 30 first prizes within the last two years, and obtained

the first and second prizes at the Edinburgh Horiiicultural

Society's Winter Show on Dec. 6, 1859, the Leeks then shown

being described as extraordinary samples of culinary produce,

measuring 7 inches in circumference and blanched fully

12 inches.
,

.— PINK-EYED FLUKE POTATO,
AT 8s. PER Bushel of 80 lb-s.. Large Size.

WM. GROSVENOR, Prospect and Heath House

Nm-series, Cheddleton, near Leek, begs to offer to the

Public the above POTATO for Seed, having grown it three

successive years on strong soil where the common F uke and

several other sorts have proved two parts out of three dis-

eased ; the Pink-eyed Fluke has always b^.en free, and a good

Sma^d equal if not superior to any of the late Potatoes for

the table from October to July. Delivered free at Cheddleton,

Lee? or Stoke Railway Stations, North Stafford Remittance

or reference from unknown correspondents. Post-office Orders

payable at Leek.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons Read
ing, Berks

'

„ Hurst&M'Mullen,6,Lead.
enhallSt., London E.c

„ Nutting &. Sons, 60,'
Bar-

bican, Loiidi<n. E C
,1 Hugh Low & Co., Claittt

Nursery, London, sj;
„ J. Carter & Co., 238, Hirt

^iiv»"«.v* Holborn, London, ifc.

N B. Latrd & Sinclair send out collections of Vegetal)!*

Seeds of best quality, at 5s. and upwards. A List of whatii

supplied for any given sum sent on appUcation.
' RANUNCULUS ROOTS. ~~

J "WOODS AND SON are entrusted by a celelrated

• amateur (who has no longer an opportunity of growiw

them) with his stock of RANUNCULUS ROOTS fordiajKa^

-which they offer in a splendid mixture, comprising upnardjof

50 of the finest varieties, at tJs. per 100—less than one-ttirf

their r ^al value. Will be forwarded post free on receipt of Pot-

ofiice Order or postage stamps for the amount.

J W (fe Sox also beg to offer seed of their unriTallea colla-

tion of PRIMULAS, including every shade of colour, fm

wht" to crimson, and of finest fimbriated form, in packets, k,

Is. i d., and 2s 6d. each.—Nurseries, Woodbridgo, Suffulk.
^

Int etbV i-tTTUCc HM ENCLAND. '

COTTRELL'S KEW RATH COS, Is. per* pack

If not good the money will be returned. Also msylx

hid True Cotteell's Champion Cabbage,
,
6d. per ottDct

CoTTRELL's Sebastopol and Cottrell's Wonder Peas, H. pr

^^Befire ordering your Seeds, get COTTRELL'S PRICE SHEET

and LIST (for one stamp).—Wholesale and Retail SeedWw

house, 15. Bull Ring, Birmingham.

If you wakt to Stock your Garden with good ^tm,

Plants, &c., go to

GREEN, 154, Kinf?sland Road, 55 doors from

^^m Shoreditch Church, -where you can get Seed of tie bat

quality at following prices, viz.. Peas and Beans. U. perquat;

French Beans, Scariet Runners, Mustard, Cress, and Spinach,

9d. per quart ; Radish of sorts, 2s. per quart ;
Omons of m.

3d per oz., orW peri lb. ; Cabbage. Broccoli, ai'd Lettncc

.

sorts, Gd. per oz. ; White Stone Turnip, If- f^l^ : »3
Wiirzel, 6d. per lb.

;
the true JDarJ^-g^^^^, *^o"f^i.^f'SS

not to be equalled in the trade, 2s. 6rf. per lb. ;
Ashkaf Ridn^

Potatoes, 2s. per peck, 7s. Per bushel ; Sweet Fes
|^

^r

quart; Mignonette, Virginian Stock, and Candytuft, ji (A

per lb., or 3d. per oz. ; and every other sort of seed at m^
prices. Considerably cheaperm larger quantities. —

.

lOSCOREAS, 3 feet long.—The. speciniPTis exhibiud

by ^lessrs. Sutton on their Stand at the Cattle 8ho*j

December last, very nearly 3 feet long, were g^o^vnmthBUW

manner as recommended by them, from small set 'B^

summer. Strong roots, about 9 mohes m If
ngth^^chj

be subdivided for planting, are now selling at ^s. Oci. par^j

or 25s. per 100. With Instructions on Cultivation. 1^^^
to be a delicious and productive vegetable.

Royal Berkshire Seed Estabhshment^^gadiiig.^,^

GENERAL SEED ESTABLISHEM,
BUD BURY, SUFFOLK.

, ^
Seeds of the new crop supplied of the choicest m cuIUtw«

and at the lowest prices for first qu^'^y-
^, . ^v^ best W

CATALOGUES sent free, which '^^nUm tne

Vegetables and Flower Seeds, -with much valuable imor

for culture.
*

^„ c--r<T?nq

COLLECTIONS or VEGETABLE SEEIW.
^^

Tliose of which the Collections consist are state

Catalogue, comprising many new and valuable sorts.

lections will be found the cheapest offered— j^g
No. 1, 60s. ; No. 2, 40s. ; No. 3. 25s. ;

No. ^>]^'-/;%^^
^

Lee's New White Sprouting Broccoh, 2s. 6d. P«/'^d ^i
New Champion of England Broccoh, very large

the summer BroccoHs, Is. per packet.
^ AuslflS'

Large Giant Madeira Onion, 8d. per oz., »^ ^^i

Cress, 8d. per oz. ; Large Rouen Leek,^f«*S n sS^
Improved large White Cos Lettuce, very supenoi

quality, splendid, 3s. per oz. , ^ritaio

New Champion of Scotland, Thoi-nes Royal w
Veitch's Perfection Peas. _ , ».« rj U. St**-

SPERGULA PILIFERA SEED, P^^kets Wm
j^ gj

and 5s. ; also a large stock of the plants supP

quantity, with instructions. nrrng.

COLLECTIONS of CHOICE FLOWER SE^^^'"

I

I

t

td i

(Post free with instructions.; ^^^^»
These Collections contain the novelties oi t"''

each collection is stated in the Catalogue. ..q
^'-

HARDY ANNUALS, conUining ^f^P^^iV .

'20 varietJ*

*

15s. ; 50 varieties, 8«. 6d. ; 30 varieties, 5s. M.,
-tie^

'

HALF-HARDY ANNUALS, c^°*^°lf^^Xties, 8* *"

varieties, 20s.; 50 varieties, I2s. 6d.; ^'J ^*"
„

20 varieties, 6s.
, ,'^„ noTcltlA

GREENHOUSE ANNUALS, containuJg

varieties, 7s. 64. ; 12 varieties, 6s. , ^a Gn?***^
The 220 Varieties of Hardy, Half-hardy, •*"

Annuals, 40s. „ , ,„ „nd 0^^
The 122 Varieties of Hardy, Half-hardy, ^i

Annuals. 25s. „„,/^ * larffe
aTi'i ^

BULBS FOR SPRING PLANTING.-A iaf|

collection at very reduced prices. See Seed tara-Sj^ gp,,.^-

FRUIT TREES of all the CHOIlB ^^.".troductioA
'

with a large number of the best of recent i"

General Nursery Stock at very low prices.
^^^ Ci^A-**

Goods (20s. and upwai-ds) Carriage ** ^^%llpoF.off8»»
STEPHEN BROWN, Seedsman and we^

Sudbury, Suffolk.

i

t
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HENDERSON
EESPECTFtlLLY AKNOrNCE TUEIB

SON

I860.
H

L

1 onsive and Select LISTS or FLOWER akd VEGETABLE SEEDS, in sections of Hardy, Half Hardy, and Tender Annuals and Biennials,

jNCLUDlNG^^coi^re^^^^^
.^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ comprising numerous accurate and practically descriptive Notes of the most novel and beautiful

NEW FLOWERS* OF SPECIAL INTEREST FOR 1860.

Further Kotes of the following may bo seen in the Catalogue and iu the Gardeners' Chronicle, of the 28th of January.

LINUM CANDIDISSIMUM.
A very haiidsorae pure -white bedding plant.

Seed packets. Is., Is. 6d., and 25. 6d.

Auricula-flowered and Crimson-belted

SWEET WILLIAM.
«pautiful and trillLanfc coloured flowers; an improvement far

in advance of any previously introduced.

Seed packets, mixed, Is. and 2s, 6d.

CTJPHEA ZIMAPANI.
jiost bcfiutiful, quite new.

Seed packets, 2s. Cd,

BOUVAEDIA GHIESBRECHTII.
White flovrers, 3 inches long, new species.

Seed packets, 28. Gd,

BOUVARDIA MULTIFLOEA.
Wlute flowers, violet tubes, new species.

Seed packets, 2?. 6rf,

BOUVARDIA LONGIFLORA.
Pure white, fine-

Sued packets^ 2^. G/,

ETJDBECKIA GRANDIFLORA.
Very large red flowers, new species.

Seed packets, 25. Od.

DIANTHUS LACINIATUS.
Most beantifu^ never yet flowered in England.

Seed packets. Is., 2s. Gd., and 5s.

DIANTHTJS HEDDEWIGI.
Rich splendid large flowers.

Seed packets, 6d., Is., and 2^, 6d,

DIANTHTJS HEDDEWIGI GIGANTEA.
Seed packets, Gd., Is., and 2s. 6d.

IPOM(EA LIMBATA ELEGANTISSIMA.
The most beautiful of all.

Seed packets, Is.

CAMELLIA JAPONICA. (First Guality.)
This importaticn of Camellia Seed is just received from

Florence, and saved from fine varieties of double flowers,

the produce of one of the best private Italian collections.

They may, theiefore, be expected to produce as fine varieties,

and the amateur will possess an opportunity to raise superior

kinds in the various colours. Plants from Seed form healthy,

free, and vigorous growth, and remarkably luxuriant roots.

Seedling plants surpass all others for grafting new varieties'

upon, and as the seed suffers injury if kept dry through the

season, and the stock is not large, oarly application should
be made. Seed packets, 2s. Gd.

HENDERSON'S A 1 RIDGE CUCUMBER.
This rcmar"kable variety is offered and proved hy personal in-

spection as the best and only example of a perfect ridge

or oi)en air Cucumber yet known, having the most essen-

tial features of such in its hardiness of constitution,

robust growth, freedom from disease, most abundant and
continuous fruit bearer, excellent flavour, aU^eiice from
all bitterness, and the requisite proof of its true ridge

chaiYicter in its uniform average length of 20 to 15 inches, and
its wonderful vigour of growth from single plants at 10 to

12 feet apart under the rnost simple treatment. See Catalogue
for the notes on the Cultivation of the Ridge Cucumber,

CLTANTHUS DAMPIERL
New Seed just arrived overland from Australia, One of the
most gorgeous and attractive cool greenhouse plants yet
introduced, with neatly-winged silvery-gray villose leaves,

and numerous drooping racemes, of vivid orange scarlet bios-
j

soms with black blotch. Introdfuced from Australia- The
most suitable culture and treatment is given in the sixth part
of the "Illustrated Bouquet ;" also the special soil and pre*

cautionary modes of watenng, at particular periods; all of
which points are considered appropriate to the physiological
structure and character of the plant, and upon a due atten-

tion to which the maturity of growth and bloom of this mag-
nificent flowering plant, less or more, essentially depend.
2s, Gd, and 55.

CITRON GOTJRI).
For Preserves, very delicious. Sec Catalogue for preparing, &e.

Seed packets, Is,

HUBBARD TABLE SaUASH.
The best, see notes in Catalogue.

Seed packets, l5.

APPLE PIE MELON and ICE CREAM
GOURDS.

Seed packets, la. each.
A descriptive notice of 80 beautiful varieties of Ornamental

Gourds. See pages 87, 88, and 89 of Seed Catalogue.

NEW FRUITS.
LAWTON BLACKBERRY, each plant, 2s. 6d.

,, „ seed, 6d. and 1«.

DORCHESTER BLACKBERRY, each plant, 3s. 6d.
BRINKLER'S ORA^"GE RASPBERRY, each plant, 1^. Gd.

SPERGULA PIIIFERA.
Seed packets, 6(7., Is., 28. Gd., and 5s. Tufts or plants, Ss. and

16s. the 100.

Further descriptive notes of the following may be seen on
referring to their respective numbers in the Catalogue.

Mlchausia campanulata,
Gd. &

Solanuracapsicastrum,Crf&
Acrocliiiiura atroroseum.

.

Amphicome Emodi
Anagallis Eugenie.

.

„ Napoleon III. .

.

Arctotis grandiflora, Gd. &
Ageratnm, new dwarf,

6 inches . . Gd. &
Celosia aurea pyramidnlis
,, argentea. gardenannual
Clarkia pulchella integri-

petala . . 6rf. <fe I

„ pulcherrima Gd. Ss 1

Clematis lanuginosa Is. C(f.«t 2 6
Cosmidinm Bun-idge atro-

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

Imantophyllum cjTtauthi- s.d.
' fiorum 3 6
Kennedya Makoyana , , 2
Lobelia gracilis rosea . .

.» trigonicaulis . , 1
Lupinus mutabili;rf versi-

color . . . . Gd, & 1

Lyclmis Haageana, Is. 6(i.& 2 6
Nasturtium Tom Thumb

Beauty ..10
„ "Tom Thumb Yellow 1

Passiflora ComtCiSsa Clara

6

6

'

AUTUMNAL

Seed packets.

purpureura
Cuphea eminens .

.

Datura clorantha ^ore
pleno, double yeh, 6cf. &

Delphinium Madame dc
Priunes

Erianthus Ravenna
Eutoca viscida alba

,p ,, alba striata
Grammanthesgentianoides

cinnabarina 1

Do. do. Ulacina 1

1

1

6

1

Gigliucci , , .

,

Peiitstemon speciosuni ,

.

Platycodon grandiflonim
album

Portulacca aurea striata,

Gd.Sz
Rhododendron Blumei .

.

Edgewnrthi

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

MARROW and MAMMOTH Heliptemm anthemm^^^^

T>TTTWn>TrTTa"
Habrothamnus Lutto del

ff

Comte de Rossi
Zephuine

* 4

i •

1

1

6

9

II

1

8 C
3 6

^asminiflorum , 3 6
javanieum Is. & 2 6
tubiflorum ..36

Spraguoa umbellata ,.10
Tacsbnia manicata and

ignea» each .. Is. & 2 $
Tropceolum elcgans (Crys-

tal Palace Bedding) 1

,, Stamfor<lianum, im-
proved ditto ,.16

Tritoraa uvaria, inuque,
grand, and beautiful,

1«. & 2 6

WELLINGTON NURSERY. ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
•T ?' ^^^^' F.IL.S., NuESEEYMAN, Stokc NewinMon,
^.•f T^^f

*o inform hie friends and the public that ho has the
finest CollecUon and the largest Stock of Chrysanthemums and

orTo 000 '
^^^ ^^""^ ^"^'^^^' ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^' ^^^^'

26 Fair of Best POMPON ES, 10.?,

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 10*.
25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTINGS 5s

r AT * r
^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^* ^^^«^ Varieties, Do., 5».

1.P ru^f 1

**^^' °^^ stamp. To save trouble aU orders to

"pETKK LAVVSON and SON. Tuj: Queer's Seeds-
hT™ *if

'"^ *'^° ^^^^ Foresters, respectfully announce that

T'nRF?;T''TT?™'^'"^'^
^^'''''' NURSERY CATALOGUE of

b??.r?^ T^?^^' CONIFERS, SHRUBS. &c., which they willDC nappy to forward free by post on application.—-

—

- "^' ^^'^^^ George Street, Westniinster, S.W.

GTO
THE TRADE—CONTINENTAL FLOWER SEEDS.
EOKGE MACKINTOSH, A^ent for Mr.
F. W. Wbndel's CONTINENTAL FLOWER SEEDSoep to announce that he still receives orders, which vrill be

f^P^Pj^^^e^ecuted and delivered carriage paid to London.
<>ATALOGUES free by post on application.

Nursery, High Road, Hammersmith, W.

I

SUPERB DOUBLE BALSAMS.
^ A.y-D A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of

frt"
•
i^^n^

superb BALSAMS, which are unrivalled for M7.e,

Si °*^y ^^ colour, doublcness of flower, and habit of

»n collections of nine separate colours 2s. Gd.
mixed „ 2

.. *t ,, half quantity.. 1

ifls^v^^j*^*^'*'® ^^^ genuine only in onr sealed packets, and
th7TT«-f^^^.^"^?^^^*^se?c^'^leNiirserymen and Seedsmen intne^mted Kmgdom.—Dulwich, Surrey, 3.

Ql'PERB DOUBLE BALSAM SEED.-In coUec-

sa^n^-^ j^l"*"*^^^'^^' separate, per collection. 2*. Gt?. ; the

^^Emi^ 5 * ^5;.*"*^ ^*- vev packet; Select HOLLYHOCK
oftWh iSvUS^^'^'^^P^NSYSEKD, 25. Gd. do. ; 50 packets

CAT A
.^7^^^^^ ^^^^^ f«^ t)ord;rs, 73. Gd.

^

ScHontiT. w ^^ ""^"^ ^^""^ «" application to Charles
^550Wtt^i_Nurser5'man, &c., Knowsthorpe, near Leeds.

GPnr>.^r.^T^?,'5^'^'^E° GOOD "seeds.EORbE DAVISON'S TUICED SEED LIST is

,

tion It J«* -^^ ^"? ^^ ^* fonvarded post free upon applica-

*ndAOTicn^J^!^?rfi*=^^'""^ "^'^^l t^e most approved Vegetable
^ « K^^JA^^^'m cultivation. No. 1, Complete CoUcction

IW^f T>
".^"^'°^ '^ P^^^ *o ^^^«s Seed Mixture?;.

tf'^Cl L ^^""f^^'J^ ^^ "^'^^^ to suit every descrip-

^S. M Sr IK ""i.^'
' ^' *'' ^^- P«" ^^r«- Renovating Mix-

fi^mples'au'^nli^ ^u^ ¥^jj^^ Clover. 52,. per cwt.Tcash.
I les aupphed,-Herefoi-d Seed Establishment.

ROYAL
SOUTH HANTS

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

ti

it

Under the patronage of H. R. H. the Peince Coksort, the
Horticultural and Agricultur il Society of India, the principal
Nobility, Gentry, and Agriculturists of the United Kingdom.

PAGE A^D TOOGOOD will forward their PRICES
CURRENT upon application. It should be referred to by

purchasers of Garden and Farm Seeds.
Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, 55a., Sos., 20,., 10,.

The Quantities in the above selections will be found more
libenxl, and the prices 10 per cent, less than any house in the
Kingdom.—Seed Establish;nent. Southampton.

SIX SUPEKsHmEW FUCHSIAS.
''

GEORGE SMITH be^s to announce tliatlUu.strations
of the above, beautifully coloured by Ulr. Andrews, will

be sent in exchange for 12 postage stamps. For description
see Gardeners' Chronicle, February 4 and 11.

G. Smith's CATALOGUE is now ready, descriptive of the
above ; also a first-clas^ collection of GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS,
VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, izc, in exchange for onosUmp.

Tollington Nui'sery, Honisoy Road, Islington, London, N.

FLOWERING PLANTS.
FAND A. SMIT'H have now m "Rloom Azalea mdica,

• Cinerarias, Cyclamen, Cytisua, Deutzia gracilis, Dielytra
Bpectabilis, Erica Willmorea, Leschonaultia formosa, Primula,
Tulips in variety, &c., at reasonable prices; as the season
advances other varieties will be quoted.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

NEW ANNUALS.
JOHN GEORGE WAITE, Seed Mehcttant, ISl,
f7 High Holbom, London, W.C., has great pleasure in offer-

ing SEEDS of the following now hardy Annuals ;

—

CLARKIA PULCHERRIMA,
SCHIZANTHUS GRAXDiFLORCS OCULATUS,
HELIOPHiLA C(ERULEA STRICTA.

Coloured Drawings and prices of which "(to the Trade only)
can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, ISl, High Holbom. London, W.C.

PLA NT THIS MONTH.
'

CIAREY TYSO, FloKtst, &c., Wallin-ford, Rerica,
' offers from his unrivalled Collection healthy FLOWER-

ING ROOTS as under, by post :—, £ *. d.

RANUNCULUSES—100 splendid named sorts, AGs. to 4
100 fine mixed, 5-f., S«., 15«., and 10
25 TYSo'3choice8eedlings,25,.tol 15

DOUBLE ANEMONES—50 fine v.irietie.s, 10*. Gd. and 13

New Treatise on RANUNCULUS, post fi-ee, for seven labels.

Do. ANEJTONES for four labels.

Imported German Secdg, choice named Asters, Balsams,

Stocks, Larkspurs, VTallflowers, Zinnia.?, &c., in 1,. and 2,. Gd,

assortments.
ROOT and SEED CATALOGUES free for one label.

DWARF-TRAINED MORELLO CHERRIES,
AND

DWARF^RAINEO APPLES.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite especial attention to

their large stock of the above, but more particuLu ly to

the CheiTies, which they feel certain arc quite unsurpassed;
many of the Trees have from 7 to 12 branches, most rcguhirly

and beautifully- trained, and measuring 7 feet across.

'Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near Uckficid, Sussex

SPLENDp PlAXTS of
STANDARD AND PYRAMIDAL PORTUGAL LAURELS.

WM. WOOD AND SON beg leave particularly to
recommend the above to paitice planting who may bo

desirous of producing an immediate effect in their gardens and
pleasure grounds.
The Standards vary, from 3 to 6 feet in height, and the

diameter of the head.s from 2 to 4 feet.

The Pyramidal Plants are perfect specimens, ranging from
4 to 8 feet in height. Prices will be given on api>lication.

WoodUud.i Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Su-ssex.

RAUCARIA IMBRICATA, very fine plants, from
1 to 2 feet.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet.

CKDUUS DEODARA ROBUSTA, a verj* fine varitty, IJ to 3 ft.

CUPRESSUS FASTIGIATA, 2 to 3 feet.

LAMBERIIANA, 3 feet.

IIACROCAUPA, 3 feet.

THUJA AUREA, the golden Arbor-vit«, cxivo. fme plants,
from 12 to 15 inches.

Wm. Wood & Sos will be happy to furniBh prices of the
above on application.

Woodlands Ntirsery, Maresfield, neiir Uckficid, Sussex.
" TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
WM. WOOD AND SON" invite attention to their

very extensive and superior stock of the above, ^lich.
they feel certain are uusun>assed in the Trade.
Dwarfs, from 4S pots per dozen Q8.tol2s.

„ in 0-iuch or 24-pots . . .

.

„ 24*. to 30s.

Specimen Plants, in 8-incb pots, for exhibition, each, S8.6d. to5s'.

DESCRIPTIVE CATAL00UE3 on application.

Woodland.s N'ur-^crv, Karesfield, near I^'i^kfieM. T

f$

II

»»

It

CiOli NUTS,—What crop will prodn^'o roost sovereigns

; to the acre? KENTISTI COB FILI^ERTS —AppUcatlon

for trees to be made to GiM. Mac*, at the Ganhjuii, Cakot,

Reading. .

ROBERT NKAL, NaiiiitrMAN, Wandsworth
Commnn, S.W., begs to call th« attont'"" of buyor.^ to his

large and well-selected 8' :of EVER'JRtL.N.-i and FLOWER-
INGSHUUBS,0RNAMENTALTBfiB8. AMr.lUCAN PLANTS,
FRUIT AND FORF^T TREES. STANDARD ANn DWARF
ROSES of every dewription. A Large stocVi of BOX-LEAF
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6fectfor hedges; GREEN
nOLLY, lto6ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM _.: American V.eds;

LEAF MOULD. Tlie Nui-aery is 10 nllnuteV walk from Clapham
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crj-stal Palace ^ "-
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mUE I'LYMOUTH SEED, AGRICULTURAL

1 lUPLEMEST, .SD MASUKE COMPANY LIMITED

are seeding out their COLLECTIOK or SEEDS, which have

hitherto given satisfaction :—

No 1. Complete Collection of Seeda for a large Garden £ s^

for one year's supply ••

No 2. Complete Collection for a moderale-Eized Garden

No. 3. Complete Collection for do. (small quantities) ..

No. 4. Complete Collection for a S^all Garden .

.

No 1 Carriage Free to most Stations and Ports in the kingdom.

No! 2Se Free to Broad Gauge Stations and Steam Forts

No. 3 Carriage Free to Stations between Plymouth and

Paddington.

Address: Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth.

2

1 5

15

SEEDS FOR THE FARM-SPRING, I860.

The whole of the Company's stock of F^^^^^Vr- ^ <.^^ in
been received from the growers in the finest condition, and m
prie" tl'ey will be fouifd as reasonable as other respectable

houses iu the trade.

The Company request particular attention to

THE PLYMOUTH IMPROVED AXD GRANrS PINE-
APPLE SWEDES,

two varieties of high character, in confirmation of which they

Sd In extract from the Irish Farmers' Gazette (leading article).

'^*?wfoWv^^'seTeral experimental plots of Swedes &c

amoncTst which we noticed a new purple-topped variety caUed

?S,^P yrSouth Swede,' and also a very beautiful g^^en-topP^d

Tumfp^Grant's Pine-Apple Swede) the
"Xoflun^lnd ?hJ^

not leam. These were sown on the J.'^th^f June and their

shines were the finest we have seen for a long time, inc

varieties we?e new to us, but certainly the specimens grown at

STckvfew left a very favourable impression ^on our mmd, re-

garding both their beauty and probable value.

^They also again introduce to the notice of agriculturists

THE CORNISH HOLDFAST AND GREY STONE TURNIP.

both of which sorts are held in high esteem, and justly so m
Devon, Cornwall, and the surrounding counties.

The Company would also call attention to

FISHER HOBBS ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL,

a sort which cannot be too highly
P"*^«Vv^iinwVl^te^

evidently a very great improvement on the old Yellow Globe

ThTse^ed sent out from their establishment during the last

seion hS given the most perfect .^tisfaction ; and in aU

instance* where it has been sown, the crops have been ex-

Semely^X the bulbs produced most shapely and handsome

inTppeanmce, and far outstripping in every quality all other

varilues ested in comparison with it. References are per-

Sted to many leading agriculturists "who have sown this

^S: and who^fl agree & awarding to it the highest possible

*

^^vl' Rtock of Seed has been grown by and received direct

from W FrsHEK HOBBS^^^ ^ho has a/pointed the company

his agents for the sale of his Mangel seed.

The Company hold an excellent supply of

MORTON'S YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL,

the stock of -which most valuable variety was originally

pr^urcd from J. C. Morton, Esq., the Editor of the Agri-

KraldepartmentofthisG'a«(ic,andthe seed has continued

to be carefW saved from Bulbs selected with the greatest

care. ..,..
They also offer a new introduction—

HAMLING'S dean PRIOR LONG RED MANGEL,

a variety of fine quality, exqui^e shape, and a decided im-

provement upon the common Ream

The stocks of GRASSES. CLOVERS, &c., have ^een ware-

boused in the finest possible condition, and the growth has

been subjected to the usual test. The

MIXED GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE

are selected according to the best tables, as also are the ether

mixtures supplied by this Company.

For prices and further information, as also for every par-

ticular in connection with the business, the reader is reterred

to the GENERAL PRICE CURRENT, which will be forwarded

free by i>ost on application to the Secretary at

The Compan'i's Offices, Union Road, Plymouth.

NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.

JOHN STANDISH, in offering the following Plants,

can assure his customers that they are now in fine con-

dition for sending out:—

MYOSOTIDIUM NOBILE, or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each

31s 6(f.—This plant, from the Chatham Islands, is one of the

most remarkable that has been introduced for some years,

being totally distinct from all others. It has large thick

leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sends

up magnificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful blue

and white, similar to a Forget-me-not, but of a giant form.

A Drawing of it is published in Curtia's " Botanical Maga-

zine " for September. A description taken from the above is

also published in the GardenCT-j* Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1839

wherein Dr. Lindley says :—*'This isthe handsome perennial

provisionally named Cynoglossum nobUe by Dr. Hooker in

our last year's Volume, page 240. It is quite^deservmg all

the encomiums that have been passed upon it-

GLADIOLL named varieties, from the choicest and ^axgeat

collection in England, ed. to 58. each. Also a fine lot of bulbs

raised from seeds saved from the best flowers, all of which

wiU flower in the summer of 1860. 7*. 6d. per dozen, or 505.

per 100. These are strongly recommended.

RHODODENDRON LIMBATUM.—Pale blush, bordered mth
bright crimson. This has received several medals at the

exhibitions for Rhododendi'ons, being very distmct and one

of the most free flowering. 21*. each.

RHODODENDRON MINNIE. —White,, very large blotch of

chocolate-coloured spots, a fine flower, and remains a vary

long time in bloom. This is one of the most curiously marked
Rhododendrons amongst all the white ; it bears a noble truss

of blooms, which cannot fiiil to be admired. 21«. and SU.Gd.

each. Selections can be made from one of the finest collec-

tions in Europe.

PHLOX MRS. STANDISH.—The purest white, with a large

red eye, b». each. Also a lai^e collection of the finest kinds

which J. S. haa shown during the last summer and in every
' ' ' First Prize. Plants from la. to 2s. 6d. 6ach.

CRASS SEEDS FOR AUSTRALIA,

SUTTON AN-D SONS having exported large quanti-

ties of Grass Seeds to Australia, New Zealand, and other

rnlon es and having received very gratifying communications

Seiunrtbc ^uScess of the kinds supplied for Permanent

Pasture aSd other purposes, are competent to advise as to sorts

^SnT?;^t'soKs have a very complete stock of all the most

nsrf\dkinds of Grass Seeds, of which they are now diiily execut-

h'fhome and ex^rt ordei^. PRICED LISTS free by post.
i,.g nome

^^^^1 ^g^i,s Seed Establishment. Reading .

-
SpergulI pilifera, for Garden Lawns ai^ Verges ;

SEEDS AND PLANTS.

SUTTON xyj) SONS havirif? obtained a large Stock

of Piei-ula piUfera Seed and Plants from the ongmal

lawn at Sydenham, through Messrs. Henderson, are enabled

^^^p^r^u'L^TiUFErI'sEfSTpost ^;bek with r^^rnvc-

TioNS^^La'^eVcVctf^^^^^^ 10.. kch. Small packets. Cc^. and

^VpERGULA FILIFERA PLANTS.-Strong plants for divi-

sion if nerdoz. 30s. per 100. Smaller, 1.. Oti per doz., 12..

Pinrf-RovalBerK shire Seed Establishment, Reading.

/ ^ YKEinUM AKGENTKUM ok PAMPAS G^^ASS

<jr -A packet of Seed with Instructions on Cultivation free

bTpost on receipt of 12 penny stamps. Plants U. 6d, to

^'pu?ToT& Son., Royal Berks SeedEgtablishment, Reading.

GOOD CLOVER SEED.

GENUINE NK\Y CLOVER SEED may be

obtained of the undersigned. Pi-ices (according to marKet

and quantity rcqiured) will be forwarded on applicat on.

SuTTOs&Soss,^Seed_Growcrs ,
Jleadm g, J_erks, _—

twFaIsiKE hybrid clover.—perennial RED
CLOvlR-TRUE'pERENNiAL WHITE CLOVER.

rpHE ABOVE KINDS OP CLOVERS will talce

I well on land which has proved Clover-sick wben sown

^h The common kinds of Clover. They are nil -eluded-

Messrs. Sutton's Mixture of Grass Seeds for Permanent

T-ietnvp nnd thev mav be purchased separately.

s^^Tny'^ Son. KovaTBerlfshire Seed Establishment, Reading

sTANDARD RHODODENDRONS.—Htni^;^
handsome specimens of all the choicest varieti*i<! «. ^^lO handsome specimens of all the choicest varieties vi

in colour from deepest crimson to rose and pure wL'itt^^*
symmetrical heads and straight stems, from 2 to 5ft.T^*^
height, can be supphed by ^^^^ m

John Waterer, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surr'ey.

s

CHOICE RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS~~Tr
CONIFEROUS PLANTS.—A CATALOGUE of GEnp?S

BAKER'S unrivalled Stock of the above may be had on -ni-
cation.—The American Nursery, Bagshot, Suirey.

"Pl'^"

TO THE TR A d"e

O Kr\r\ AAA RHODODENDRONS 2 -^ „ ,S.DOO^OUO 4-year old Seedlings, to Wd.'e'^
cheap. Also an over stock of 4000 or 5000 Double Gorse
Whins. Price sent free on application to James Smith, DaJif
Dale Nurgerie^, near Matlock. ^

^^

UPERB SPECIMEN SCARLET a^ OTnr.
KJ RHODODENDRONS, from 3 to 5 feet in height, and St

4 feet in diameter, some of which are well furnished with bWm
buds, from Ss. 6d. to lOs. Qd. each^ large and very bushy, wpS
adapted for immediate effect -"^ m Wood & Son, Wo(^2
Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield. bussex.

HARDY R H O DODENDRONS.
ESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY hivite at

^,^ tention to their Seedling RHODODENDRONS, ^£^
they are selling without names, and which they strongly

re.

commend as being very superior m point of habit, fouace
COLOUR, and general hardiness. They are from 1^ to 21 feet

high, and as much through, and no plants can possibly be w.

finer health. They will be sold at very liberal prices and
purchasers can select from a stock of many thousands.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Wok ing, Snrre-

O D O D E N D R O N S.

M

MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Lewisham, Kent,

ri and 7 Borough Market, S.E., beg to inform their cus-

tomed that on account of failure of plants, and bad prospect

for S?ed crop ensuing season their quotations for orders after

this date will be advanced. Prices on application.—Feb. 1 8.

TRAINED FRUIT TREES OF LARGE SIZE.

THOMAS JACKSON and SON growing Frmt

Trees in great numbers, have a few extra large trained

Standard Treei full of bearing wood, having been trained five

anS^s^x years They consist of the following kmds, and are

offered at 10s. Qd. and 15s. each :— mLl^n Drnn
PLUMS.-Blue Imperatrice, Drap d'Or, Goes Golden Drop,

Early Orleans. Green Gage, Old Orleans, Denyer s Victoria,

Prince Albert, Royale, St. Catharine's, Washington

PEARS!-Beurf^ d'Aremberg, tBeurr^ Ranee. Chaumontel,

Duchesse d'Angoulgrae, Louise Bonne de Jersey.

NECTARINES : Stanwick.—Nursery, Kingston. b.W.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.

HLANE XKD SON have to offer the following

• PRUIT TREES in Pots, well set with bloom buds for

bearing this season, viz. :—
Apricots, 5«., 7». 6tf., to 21j*.

]
Nectarines, "' '^' ^ t/i 91.9. V Extra large specimens.

* 4

4 *

* 4

P •

« • * «

* *

* «

4 •

• S#. 6d. to
2s. Qd. to
St. &d. to
3s. 6d. to

». d.

5
3

5
6

6

Peaches, 5s., 7s. 6d, to 21a. )

Pears
Apples
Plums
Cherries .. .- ., „. - -„

i.

Also Vines m Pots.
.

Also Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines Apples, Cherries, *c.

Standard and Dwarf Roses in large quantities s.^ d.

Indian Azaleas, per dozen . . . . • • • .125. to lo

„ good blooming plants, perdoz., ISs., 24*., to 30

Camellias, per dozen .. -- ^ • y '•lU'l^il
„ well set with bloom buds, per dozen . .

24s. to d6

Mandevilla suaveolens, each .. ^ ... • ••}*'i° ,

Achimenes and Tydeas in great variety, each . .
Ls. to i

Also a fine collection of Ferns and Mosses.

6
6

and
CATj

Sh:

The Nurseries. Great Berkhampstead. Herts.

case received the First Prize. Plants from la. to 2a. i>d. eacn.

A CATALOGUE containing a fnll description of the^ best
HardyPlants in cultivatipn wiU be forwarded on application to

The Royal Nursery, Bagsliot,

SURPLUS STOCK.
JOHN CRANSTON offers the following TREES.

which are well grown, and have been repeatedly

^TlLVER^FIRS.-S to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6. 6 to S. 8 to 10, 10 to 12

12 to 14 feet. The larger sizes take up with balls of earth, and

are reallv fine sneciraens. ,,,„,.. ^ e „j
WEYMOUTH PINES, 6 to S and S to 10 feet. Very fine and

well furnished. -^
, ,^,«. ,,r i.

TURKEY OAK, S to 10, 10 to 12. 12 to U feet.
, ,,^„t,

CHICHESTER ELMS, WYCH ELMS. SI CA..IORE,

BLACK ITALIAN POPLAR WEEPING BIRCH, from S to

14 feet in height. , , ,, . ja *^^

The whole of the above are to be cleared this season, and will

therefore be offered at low prices by the 100 or doz. as required.

Prices given upon application.

Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

MESSRS. WATERER aitd GODFREY respectfully

refer planters to the following LIST of weU-known good

hardy Plants :

—

ARAUGARIA IMBRICATA. 1 foot, stout, healthy, 51. perlOO

larger, up to 8 feet.

CEDRU3 D'EODARA, 2| to 3 feet, very handsome, 102. per 100

;

larger, in any quantity, up to 10 and 15 feet.

PICEA NOBILIS, Seedlings, in quantity, 1 foot, stout

Ditto larger and in every way perfect plants, up to 4 feet.

NORDMANNIANA, from seed. 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

PINSAPO, 2i to 34 feet, and as much through.

Ditto magnificent plants, 8 and 10 feet high.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA. fine bushy seedling plants,

2* feet high, ^ ,

JUNIPERUS, CHINESE, 3 feet up to 8 and 10 feet.

„ IRISH, 5, 6. and 7 feet.

TEWS, IRISH, 5, 6, 7. and S feet.

GOLDEN, from 2 to 7 and 8 feet,

COMMON ENGLISH, in large quantities, 4 to 6, .,

and 8 feet. .„ ^

THUJA AUREA.—Several hundred magnificent specimens,

3, 4, and 5 feet high, and measuring 10 to 15 feet m cir-

cumference.
THUJOPSIS C^REOLTS, 2jto3f€et.
WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, all from seed, li to 3 feet,

HOLLY.^GREEN, in quantities, 5, 6, andS ft. ; VARIEGATED,
especially the best gold striped, of all sizes, up to 6 feet.

All the plants referred to in this advertisement were removed

IB April last, and they are in a condition to travel any distance

with perfect safety.—Knap Hill Nursery, near "Woking, Surrey.

R H

JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE op HARDt
SCARLET, and other choice RHODODENDRONS,

a5

annually exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's

P-^rk is now published and will be forwarded on application

Faithful descriptions of all the esteemed varieties will be found

detailed with a list of the popular kinds of AiiALEAS and other

AMERICAN PLANTS, as well as a selection of CO^•IFER0CS

TREES, with height and prices.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunimigdale

Station, South-Western Railway.

HENDON PARK NURSERIES, HENDOlM, N.wT

NEW DAHLTA—" THE CHANCELLOR."-FiRt
Cl;is8 Certificate of National Floricultural Society; First

Class Brighton ; First Class, Saffron Walden ; First Claa,

Stoke Newington, Ac. ; First Prize as best SeedUng Dahlia,

Stoke Newington, 1859.
- t -i, i

Plants of this magnificent new variety will be sent outoc

May 1 next. Early orders are requested. Delivered caniagt

free in London.—Edward SHENToy. ^
XRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Great numbers of

varieties can now be supplied (good plants) by the grower,

W J N For a full description and remarks on the same by

Dr Lindley, see Gardeners' Chronicle, August 20, 1S59.
' William J. Nichoi;50v, Egglescliffe. Yarm, Yorkshire.

NEW STRAWBERRY.
~

<' PRINCESS FREDERICK WILLIAM."

NNIVEN, of the Gaeden Fabm, Drnmcondn,

• Dublin, is now prepared to execute orders for'the eupplj

of the above first rate Seedling Strawberry, named by iiim,

which for two seasons past gave ripe fruit out of doors on the

2»th Mav ; colour a bright scarlet, of a rich Pine Apple {wrfime

and flavour ; berries averaging from 8 to 5 inches round
; mJi

leafy; foliage deeply serrate ; distinct and very hardy ftw

40«. for 100 ; 20j. for 50 ; lOs. for 25 ; 6s. for 12 ; or established in

*^n"n ?ag4nt"inEngland is W.J.Nicholson, Egglescliffe, Twm.

Yorkshire, who has (along with Mons Gloede, a ce«
grower in France) tested the merits of this earliest of known

sorts- KWe description in W. J. N 's recent Catalogae. Ha

final testimony of 8th October runs thus-" It is alniort imp*

sible to estimate too highly the merits of your spjenidtt^

Strawberry. As a forcer, it stands with me at the h«^ a»^

as an extra early cropper in the open ^.^""^AS^^Smon
will soon be grown by every one, &c." Mons. Gloede 8 twUm^^^^

is to the following efi-ect-" I was surprised to see how qiiick

the plants threw up their Ao^^
ll^""'-^^ J° tKC^

set theii- fruit and how fast the latter ripened. The coloius

admirable and the flavour exquisite There is no douU.^

become a general favourite as a first early, both for formg >M

out-of-doo? culture, and great credit is due to you for rich

^

invaluable introduction. (Signed) Ferdinand Gloede, AUJ

Sablons, near Moret-sur-Loing, France ^^
X. B.-Orders by the Trade (for not '^^^J^^^KS

oflf above price. Postage Stamps or Post-office Ordew in«

accompany all unknown orders.

STRAWBERRY,-WIZARD OF THE NORTH (Robib«on .^

DANIEL ROBERTSON continnes to supply^
Plants of the above fine variety at 63.t. V^lf^^ %

dozen. For description, &c., see former •'^^Tf
rt^^m n^

can also be supplied genuine by the foUowing parties m

Trade in and around London :

t

f

(

ft

raae m ana arounu uuuuuu .

—

« -^ flt;L

Brigden, Mr.Timothy, lO.Railway Arcade LondonBndgeA

Soshell, Mr. Frederick. SC, High Street. Borougli.S^Y

Carter, Mr. James, & Co.. 237 and 238, High Ho^ni,^

Charlwood & Cuimins, Messrs., Tavistock Bow,

Ch*iS^es? J^r.'james, 74. King William Street. Dty. E-C

Comwell, Mr. George, Baniet, Herts.

Cuthill, Mr. James, Camberwell, S.

Danoer, Mr. Alexander, Fulham. b.W.

Denyer, Mr. WilHam, 82, Gracechurch Strce^jb^^-

Dodds, Mr. G. S., Epsom Nursery, Epsom, Surrey.

Francis, Mr. R P., Heri:ford,
vurseries. K.E.

yViser, Messrs J. & G.. Lea Bridge Road ^u^ene
,

_

Eraser. Richardson, & Goad. 32, Bishopsgate S^ee.,

riibbs, G.. A Co.. 26, Down Street. Piccadilly, "
Gibbs, T.; & Co.; 47, Half Moon Street, Piccadilly,

Glendinning, Mr. R., Tumham Green,^-^^ ^ad.W.
Hender8on.^Mes8r8.,'pine-apple Place, E<^f«T?jl E.C.

Hurst & McMullen, Messrs., 6. LeadenhaUb
J'^''

Jackson, Mesrrs. T., & Son, Kingston, Surrey^

Jones, Mr. Edward. Hari: Street, Hen ey-oa^l^* ^go,f.C

Keman, Mr. J.. 4, Great Russell Stceet, Covenc
^.

Kinghom, Mr. F. R., Sheen Road, R^c^^'^if'^efitmiDBt*'''*
Lawson, Messrs. P., & Son, GreatGeorge St., w^^

Lea, Messrs. J. <t C. , Hammersmith " • ^^ « - /r

Low. Messrs. Hugh, & Co., Upper Clapton, W.
^^^^ ^C

. May, Mr. Joseph, & Co.. 1. Wellington Street,

Mcintosh, Mr. George, Hammersmith, w.

Osbom & Sons, Messrs., Fulham, S.W.

Pamplin & Son, Lea Bridge Nursery
,

J* K-

Paul, Messrs. A., & Sons, Cheshunt, Herts.

Rollisson, Messrs. , & Sons, Tooting, S.

Smith, Mr. J.. Romford Essex. . ^
Turner, Mr. Charles, Royal Nursery, 91<>"«°; jicg's

*^
Veitch. Mr. James, Jun., Exotic nursery,

Chelsea, S.W. , «-

Watt, Mr. Alexander, Edgeware Road, >v.

J

f
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P INE APPLES, GRAPES, »c.

PI\E PLANTS, Fruiting and Succession.

GR VPE VINES, from Eyes, for Fruiting in Pots or Planting.

JOHN" WEEKS AND CO. can now supply any qnan-

Vit^ of verv fine strong healtliy Fine Plants, either Fruiting

r Succession
,' also remarkably fine strong Grape Vines from

^^7rtMN Weeks & Co. 's Horticultural Show Establishment is now

„„H-rplr devoted to the Growing and Forcing ot Fruits in great

itv thereby showing the most improved plans of construe-

H^« -ind the most superior system of Hot-water Apparatus.

TniTv Weeks & Co ,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

-^""AM"i~R I C A N PLANTS, Xc^

MESSKS. WATERER and GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may

i,A hid on application. It describes fully all Rhododendrons

™mrfh e-rowintr and contains a List of Azaleas. Hardy Heaths,

Tnd otter American Plants, as well as a sunimary of the

^npnl stock of the most extensive Nurseries in England.
*f^SK« r.vSo^ne may also be had at Messrs. May's & Co.,

E

PLANTING.

A. PAUL & SON
T^ESPECTFULLY mvlte the attention of Gentle-
^ men improving their Estates or fonning new Gardens

to the following TREES, &c., which they are prepared
to sell at the lowest remunerating prices for a good standard
quaUty. It is their practice to transplant every second year
in order that little or no loss may be inciirrcd by removal!
Many things are grown in large quantities and offered on
advantageous terms to the Trade. An inspection of the stoclr
is invited.

S E~E ~D S.-S P R
JJOSt,

I N G, 1860.

" The Catalogue may also be n,

1 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
• Knap Hill Nursery, neanear Woking, Surrey.

MKSSKS. FAKKKK and WILLIAMS beg to in-

form their friends and patrons that their PRICED and
TIFSPRIPTIVB CATALOGUES of Exotic Orchids, Stove,

Greenhouse, and Hardy Ferns, Miscellaneous Stove Green-

house, and Hardy Plants, Variegated and^Ornamental Fohaged

Plants, Conifer:i,_ Roses,

If

ti

ft

»

,1

nTew seed catalogue.
MESSRS. JOHN" AND CHARLES LEE beg to

inform their friends and the public that their

NEW DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE FOR ISGO
may now be had post free on application.

Mr. John Lee continues to devote himself especially to this

impoi'tant branch of their business, for which their house has
been so long celebrated in the selection of SEEDS from the
most genuine stocks at home and abroad.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, Loudon, W.
Experienced GARDENERS Recommended.

ILLIAM BARNES'S CATALOGUE FOK 1860
OF KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of the finest quality is Now Ready, and can be
had post paid on application, tbe selection in each particular
class having been carefully made, and nothing but the very
best varieties introduced. All Seeds warranted genuine and
true to their names.—Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMANT and SONS' PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1859, & SPRING 1800 ;

comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds; New and
Selected Roses ; fine varieties of American Plants ; Choice and
R;ire Conifers ; Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

;

and a fine stock of transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had
free on application.— Woking Nursery, SuiTcy.

lANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT COWSLIP.
—A few pounds of these gigantic and beautiful Spring

Flowers to be disposed of, and many of them almost equal to
the Auricula.—Apply to G. Mace, at the Garden, Galoot,
near Reading.

CPKCIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—The entire
KJ lot of Specimen Greenhouse Plants which have last year
gmned several Prizes at the local shows, including Azaleas,
i-.ricjis, Aphelexis, Pimeleas, Boronias. &c.—For further par-
tlculars apply to Mr. John H. Hedge, North Lodge, Ipawich.
THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS,

r^l EORGE CHIVAS, Chester, offers the above, whichV^ are admitted to be unequalled in point of quality in Great
lintain A sample bale, containing ICO each of five sizes.

Zm^^J'^-r''''''^^. f-
1^''" f"*i O'^'iers for 10.000 delivered

free at any railway station.—Qiester, Feb. IS.

AROE LIMES, ELMS, HORSE CHESNUTS,
AND BEECH.

i''"r^Ji? ^ ft. high, 30s.p.l00
J

Horse Chesnuts, 6 to 8 ft hii^hEnglish Elms. 9 to 10 ft. fiigh, 20«. per 100
^ '

^1 no? JSa'
^ *"* ^ ^^^^ ^'^^' " 6 to 7 feet high, 12..

^U«. per 100 per jqq
Benjamin R. Cant, St. John's Street Nursery, Colcliester.

T
LARGE PLANTS OF ORCHIDS.

^. f\ ^^^^^ IMMEDIATELY, for want of room,

R ftT,J/^^^'i??!!^^' ^ ^^°'^''"^^"™^' SErassias, 2 Gongoras.

?.W rT'' *^,f
"eya Forbesu, Goodyera discolor, a splendidpUnt of Reuanthera coccinea, brides odorata, and two or three

oiners, all blooming and some very fine plants ; also 10 choice
rerns, mc-Iuding iilechnum corcovadense, Lygodium volubileana socundens, very fine plants ; and a few other stove plants.

2o ^Sr^ ^.°^t perfect health, and will be sold for 10?.—A. B.
«> St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E.G.TTO THE TRADE.

HOMAS CRIPPS, NuHSERYjiAN, Tunbridge Wells.
Kent, respectfully offers the following in fine strx>nff well-

rooted Plants :—
Standard Roses, 2 feet to 3^ and 4 feet stems, really good kinds

fiOi per 100 ; superior ditto, 2i ft. to 4 ft. stems, 60s. per 100.'
warfGalhca Roses, &c,, on own roots, by name, 20«. per 100.

nS^t^^*'''^ Perpetual Roses, by name, 40s. per 100.
uwf. Blush Pink China Roses, 15s. p. 100; or 500 for 63«. \ very
nS:i^™-^**" ^^' ^O. 25*.p.l00;or500forl00«. rstrong.
nnododendron ponticum, fine healthy stiiff, the greater portion

Showing from 1 to 6 or 7 flower-heads, and from 9 in. to
», J leet m height, 25». to 50s. per 100.

mT*°u"**^
maximum album, fine large bushy stuff, 18 tow raches high, many well set with bloom buds. 9s. per doz.

or 60». per 100.
^

nft!w^^^"*^f°"^'-*^'^®
healthy seedling hybrid varieties, un-

Sfi l^" ^^*- 2**.» and 30s. per dozen.

or lOM ^^ ^' choicest named varieties, per dozen, 100,

^oS! or^oT-^^
^^antea, from 7 inches to 2i feet in height, per

•e^iFiITT f^^sonii, from 6 inches to 18 inches in height.^ingplants, per dozen, lOO. or 1000. ^ '

nW« on
~^ ^"^^ collection, and beautiful large healthy

ManetH H* ,

^"^^o^es, 20?. per 100 ; or 60s. for 400.

PMish Oh?^^^^'i'^^J''°"^• *^*- P«^ ^^^ : O' 70*. for 2000.l«ish Cheanut, 4 feet to 6 feet, fine, 40s. per 1000.

Pnr nv: " ^ ^^^^ *'' 8 fe- 1, „ 50*.y^r pnees see T. C.'s TRADE CATALOGUE.

»«P^teb?i'T^«J''
correspondents either a remittance or

JKrTent n„ T reference must accompany the order. Five

'•^m quoted ^n T^'T^- ^^^"^ ^^«« '^^ half-quantities

«h»ged ^ *^ ordered at once, an advance in price wUl be

If

Abies alba, 2 to 4 feet

„ glauca, 1 to 2| feet
Claubrasiliana and other
dwarf Firs, 9 in. to 1^ ft.

canadensis, 3 feet
Douglasii, 2 to 6 feet
fine .oncnsis, 2 to 3 feet
Menziesii, 1^ to 6 feet
monstrosa, 2 to 7 feet
Morinda, 2 to 10 feet
orientalis, 1 to 2 feet
rubra, 2 to 4 feet
20 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Araucaria imbricata, 1^ to ft.

Arbor-vita; (see Thuja).
Alatemus silver & gold striped.
1^ to 4 feet

Arbutus, 6 sorts, 1 to 3 feet
Aucubajaponica, 1 to 2^ feet
Box, sorts, U to 6 feet
Bcrbcris Darwinii, 1 to IJ foot
Cedrus africanus, 2 to 10 feet

„ Deodara, 1 to 12 feet
Cedar of Lebanon, 1 to 12 feet

Red, 2 to 5 feet
White, 3 to 5 feet

SC^ The largest and finest
stock of Cedars in the country.
Cistus, 12 sorts, 1 to 3 feet
CryptomeriaLobbiana, 3 to 8 ft.

•„ nana, 9 inches
Cupressus Corneyana, 1^ to 3 ft.

„ Knightii, 3 to 4 feet

„ Lambertiana, 3 to 7 feet

„ Lawsoniana, 9 in. to 1 foot
„ toi-ulosa, 1^ to 3 feet
„ 12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet
Daphne pontica, 2 to 3 feet
Furze, double, 1 to 1^ foot
Garrya elliptica, 1^ to 3 feet
Holly, green and variegated,

30 sorts, 1 to 6 feet
., green standards, 5 ft. stems

Juniperus chinensis, 2 to 5 feet
„ communis pendula, 2 to 3 ft.

„ excelsa, 1 to 2^ feet

„ fragrans, 2 to 4 feet

„ glauca, 2 to 3i feet
oblonga, 2 to 6 feet

„ pendula, 2 to 3 feet

„ thurifcra, 1^ to 6 feet
tamariscifolia
virginiana aurea, 1 to 2 feet

,, pendula, ij to 3 feet
„ viridis, IJ to 24 feet

„ weeping, 5 feet stems
„ 20 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet

Laurel, Common, 1 to 5 feet
„ Portugal, lJto4 feet

M .* Standards, 8 feet
Laurustinus, 1 to 2 feet
Ligustrum lucidum, 3 to 4 feet

japonicum. 1^ to 3 feet
ovalifolium, 5 feet

_ . evergreen, 2 to 4 feet
Mahonia aquifoUa, 1 to 3 feet

,, 6 other sorts, 1 to 3 feet
Phillyreas, of sorts, 1^ to 4 feet
Picea amabilis, 1 to li foot

nobilis, 1 to 4 feet
Nordmanniana, 1 to 4 ft.

Pinsapo, 1^ to 4 feet
"Webbiana, 2 to 3 ftfct

6 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet
Pinus .lustriaca, 2 to 4 feet

,, Benthamiana, 2 to 5 feet
„ calubrica, 3 to 4 feet

„ Cembra, li to 4 feet ^

„ excelsa, 1^ to 12 feet

,, insignis, 3 to 6 feet

„ Llaveana, 2 to 5 feet

,, Laricio, 2 to 4 feet

,, macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

J*

It

tt

»i

I*

»»

Pinus monticolor, 2 to 3 feet
„ monspeliensis, 3 to 5 feet
„ muricata, 3 to 5 feet

„ Montezumse, 3 years
seedlings

„ ni%-ea (Snow Pine), l^toSft.
„ Pallasiana, 2 to 3 feet

„ pinaster, 3 to 6 feet

,, pyrenaica, 4 to 6 feet
„ Habiniana, 4 to 5 feet
„ 40 other sorts, 1 to 6 feet
Quercus (Oak), Evergreen

3 to 5 feet
Fordii, 4 to 6 feet
latifolia, 3 to 6 feet
Mirbeckii, 2 feet

.. Siiber (Cork Oak), 3 to 4 ft.

Ruscus hypoglossum
Santolina chamajcyparissus.

1 foot
Taxodiura distichum, 3 to 6 ft.

Taxus(Yew), adpressa,2to4ffc.
„ canadensis, 1^ to 3 feet

„ cheshuntensis, li to 6 feet

„ elegantissima, 1^ to 4 feet

„ gald striped, 1^ to 5 feet

» M standards, 5 feet

„ Jackson's Weeping, 1^ foot
,. japonica, 1 to 2 feet

, , nana, 2 to 4 feet

,, nigra, 3 feet

,, Btricta, 6 feet

„ yellow-berried, 2 feet

„ common, round, and fan,
2 to 7 feet

„ Irish, 2 to 7 feet

„ 12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet
Thiya araericana, S to 8 feet
„ aurea, 1 to 3 feet

„ Chinese, 2 to 4 feet

„ gigantea, 2 to 3 feet

„ Wareana, 1 to 5 feet

„ 12 other sorts, 1 to 3 feet
Thujopsis borealis, 2 to 3 feet
Sahsburia adiantifolia, 3 feet
Wellingtoniagigantea, 1 to2^ft.

QYME. SIMONS, AND SMITH, GlaP.XR ^;„

all vaneties in c„ltfva«onf^„'^ th?"pHeeffor l*ENUINE
^ADIOLI.-Separate hst of all the finest sorts may also be

T
-

P THE SEED T tR A D F
"

EARLY MAXAGAX BEANS Os o/p/vl^THAXGDOWX LONG POD BEANS 7 n
^"^^"^^•

DICKSON'S FAVOURITE (Early Pea) 10
W. aiiN'CHiN & Sox, Hook Norton. Oxen.

S
^^tt^^^^.s~£«-^-^

Samples and prices o> application.

CEfMmWE FLOWER SEEDS AT MODERATE PRICESW THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ips.Ll respect:

rmPFn r i^'iT^n^'?!''^'
the publication of his DESCRIPTIVEPRICED CATALOGUE of PLOUER SEEDS for the nresentseason, arranged on the natural STstem, to which he mXsthe particular attention of aniateui's. The coSection indudlsan the most deserving novelties, with a fine seSbnof mrnand choice seeds of all classes, ."which are k.itSy descriSfrom personal observation, W. 't.'s great aimS next tothesupply of a genuine article, to avoid tbe inflated dlscrir-tions and imliBcriminate style of eulogium now too commonhadopted. W.T. respectfully solicits a comparison of hTs seedswith those of other firms, feeling confidVnf ti,?* w^ S

germinating qualities and con-ectLss o?t L they^ wUl befound unsurpassed if not unrivalled, whilst fc^r equal mta^^^^^^^their prices are fully one-third lower than usuar^S the

apllL."^^^
^"^-- '' -^'' ^^ --t PO^^t free on p^ep!.^.!

GEIMUIWE ROLL TOBACCO CLOTHT

J
Warranted equal in STREr^oxH to Tobacco

^hf^^^^t^^^^^'
lO.Gough Square, Fleet St., E.C..having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above can recom-mend It as the best article f ,r destroying the Fly 1^' td neXover 10 lbs., U Post-office Orders pa3°ab]elt,^-nd Office^ '

FUMIGATING AND SYR/NCINC.
";'^^?''^'^' Horticulturists, Florists, and Others.

ft

11

>>

i»

tt

tr

Acer negundo Tariegata, 2 to
6 feet

Acacia, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet
Ash „ 6 to 10 feet
Alder „ 6 to 10 feet
Ailanthus „ 8 feet
Almonds ,, 6 to 8 feet
Beech, purple, best variety,

5 to 8 feet
Birch, of sorts, 6 to 10 feet
Chesnut, Horse, of sorts, U to

6 feet

,, Spanish, of sorts, 2 to 8 ft.

Catalpas, 6 to 8 feet
Caragana arborescens, 6 to 8 ft.

Cerasus padus aucub^efolius,
6 to 8 feet

Cornus mas rariegata, 2 feet
Elms, 12 sorts, to 8 feet
Gleditschias, li to 8 feet
Kolreuteria paniculata, 3 to
6 feet

Laburnums, 8 feet
Lilacs, Persian, 6 feet stems
Liquidambars, 2 to 3 feet
Limes, of sorts, 8 to 10 feet
Maple „ 5 to 10 feet
Planes „ 7 to 10 feet
Poplar „ 6 to 10 feet
Oak „ 6 to 10 feet
Robinia ,, 6 to 8 feet
Sophora japonica, 10 feet
Sycamore, to 10 feet
Thorns, of sorts, 6 to 8 feet
Tulip Trees, 2 to 10 feet
Willows, American, and others

greenhouse. G. & A^wai^a^t 'heir'VXT o 'S^^
fS^rne/dnf ^^,»="^^"^ Properties for six moS. S
LceiT^l\?f P.«f!fffi.^ n;u''''VT*"o^"^

^**'^^*^ ^f *^^ kingdom onreceipt of Post-office Order. N.B.—Tear the Tobacco Paper into
pieces about the size of a florin, and ignite it wUh a piece ofred-hot iron large enough for the purpose.
Very strong Tobacco Water for Syringing. U. Od. per gallon.

P
Meons.,Vine8, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, ho^strd thetest of eight years' pubh^trial, and its great success has led to

October 25 1856, reported 182 cases in its favoui'-Bufficient to
convince the most sceptical.

"^-^ui. w
43. per gallon, (sufficient to make four fit for use).
10 gaUons and upwards. Carriage paid to London.

LovDOM Agents :

—

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, W
Hooper <t Co., Covent Garden, W.C.
Mr. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, S.^V.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill S.
Mr. Barnes, Camden Nurserv, Camberwell. S,
Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbuflh <fe Sons, Highgatc Nursery, N".

and the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the
inventors and Manufacturers, Page & Toogood, Royal SouthHants Seed Establishment, Southampton. j

wv wi

Q I S H U R

Quick,2-year transplanted, fine

WEEPING AND LAWN TREES in very great variety.

FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS, in 300 species and
varieties, including Althsea, Cytisu3,Berbcris, Daphne, Dcutzia,
Lilac, Purple Nut, Pyrus, Ribes, Rose Acacia, Syringa, Spiriea,

Weigela, Ac.

ROSES, an unrivalled collection. Standards, 12«. per dozen
and upwards ; dwarfs, 6«. per dozen and upwards. See separate
Catalogue.

HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, a large collection.

AMERICAN PLANTS, including Azaleas, Heaths, Kalmias,
Magnolias, Rhododendrons, &c.

FRUIT TREES, consisting of all the choicest sorts, war-
ranted true to name. The trained Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, &c., particularly fine.

GRAPE VINES, from eyes, well ripened, short jointed

canes 6 to 10 feet.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, In 509 species and varieties.

HOLLYHOCKS, a fine stock of healthy and well established

plants. See separate Catalogue.

Particulars of Prices, Ac., furnished on application.

Carriage of all packages free to London ; if a ton weight or

upwards placed free on the Railway at any London Terminus.

An inspection of the stock invited.

ST COMPOUND
PATENTED,

„„„ „ FOR PREVENTHfO AND DESTROYING
RED SPIDER

( 31EALY BUG | MILDEW
THRIPS SCALE GREEN and BROWNAMERICAN BLIGHT | ANTS FLY

^^"^"^^

BED BUGS, Ac,
And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious ingi-edient.
Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press see

Gardmerr Ckrordcle of 9th AprU and 16th July, 185o' and
"Cottage Gardener," 12th JuV, and has been favourably re-
ported on, and is used by eminent gardening authorities,
among whom are

—

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, ofChiswick House Gardens
Mr. Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson A Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken In Bupnliea
and are now prepared to sell single boxes-price Is. for first
trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs ; 3<. for not
large gardens

; 10». 6d. for large gardens, with testimonials and
full descnptirns for tiso.

NurserjTiien and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Comfanv, Limited, London,

II

A. PAUL A>-D SOX,
NURSERIES. CHESHUNT, HERTS,

13 miles N.E. of London, Eastern Connties Railway.

FRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Maiesty. the
Queen, the Duke of Nori:humberiand for Syon House.

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, iate Ur%
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and —Collier, Esq., of Dartford,
PROTECTION FROM the UOR^slHQ and EVENING FROST
"FRIGI DOMO, " aCanvaa made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
aU horticultural and, floricuJtural purpows, for proserving
Fruits and Flowers from the acorchmg rays of the eim, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be Ijad in any required lengths.
Two yards wide, \$. 6fi. per yarA run.
Four, Zs. per yard ; alw.
An improved make three yards wide, li, 6<I. per yard run.
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufactxirer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all N'arscrymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper

[ than mats as a cohering.'
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SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS

COVENT GASDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

NOW EEADY, AND rOKWARDED FREE AND POST PAID ON APPLICATION,

su L £

ANNUA!J

McO

SPRING CATALOGUE

H'S

OF

FL WER 3 TREE 5
SHRUB, AND VEGETA

J

nishl. a^ it d^J; SokW we have felt from loiig experience to be necessary in a work of this deseripUon-

Sii^'h £€e'U OS require for their maluration a warmer chmate than ihat^of

Picotees. Ii>onioeas, Trop?eolums, Tacsonias. Acacias, and other -

C<}rveBi>oRdcni of Messrs. James Cartel^ & Co., who has appointed us

The favour uith which this splendid class of

liave induced our Sardinian Correspondent to tuni

varieties which have been saved by him with thu greatest

the^ lj;f-;,--j^X^^ the flowers they may expect to raise f^m the seed we offer, our Sardinian Correspondent has dried numerous specimens of SeedK.g

rcL^ntoTralse^by^h^^^^ the past season, and which may be seen at oxn- establishment.

THE FOLLOWING WE EXTRACT FROM OUR CATALOGUE-

1 IPOM(EA HEDERACEA SUPERBA
GRANDIFLORA ATRO-VlOL^iCEA.

rilKistratftd in the " Florist " of February inider the name I.

limbata elegantissiraa), rich deep velvety purple, broadly

marriucd with clear white, (s^e our Spring- Catalog-ue for ISoO

jmd 'CO) For useful remarks on the adaptation of this splcncUa

class, see the '* Florist" of February. 91. per packet.

IP0M(EA SPLEHDIDISSIM4.
Eich blue edged with the purest white, exquisitely beautiful.

TACSONIA IGITEA.

(For description, ace our Catalngue, page 68.) Is. per packet.

TACSONIA MANICATA.
Another charming var. of this beautiful class of flowers; in

colour it somewhat resembles T. ignea, but is a few shades

deeper, giving quite another and distinct effect. They are both

very hardy and of quick growth, producing a succession oi

blossoms throughout the entire year. Is. 6d. per packet.
+

VWo find the following description in the Gardeners'

Clironicle June 25th, 1859 :—'-Tacson'a manicata.—This plant

was distributed a few years aco by the HorticiUtural Society.

it is by far tlio most splendid in colour of the superb genus

I^awiflora, and moreover a hardy greenhouse climber : neither

Paaaifiora princeps (racemosa), the Brazilian stove species, nor

P Le Michauxii, nor P. kermesina (all stove plants though

they be), equal in colour Tacsonia manicata. Its colour is

intense orange scarlet—so idonticiU with the average Scarlet

GeraBium. that petal being laid upon petal, yon can hardly

distinguish a shade between them, wliilst the rays, which are

; nearly black, enhance this colour, and give the effect of a

scax-let Anemone ; and it is so hardy that its wood survives even

when run through the iron bars of the lights, within an inch

of the glass, in a cool greenhouse."

CAMELLIA JAPONICA.
From the finest double selfs, per packet Is. striped Is. These

have been saved by our Sardinian Con-espondent, who has one

of the finest Continental collections. A fine opportunity is

thus afforded of raising something new.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RUSRA.
Flowers very large, violet rose striped, and shaded carmine

eye yellow. A new variety, surpassmg in beauty all others of

its class. 2s. Gd. per packet.

SOLANTTM TEXANQM (New).
Splendid variety; height from 1 to 2 feet ; fruit waxy scarlet,

rich and bsautifuL having the form of a Slaltese cross in the

centre; may bo preserved as an ornament for some time;

foliage mulberry shaded, very handsome, great novelty. 6d.

per packet.

AUBERGINE TOMATE (New).
Remarkable for its brilliant carmine fruit, form and size o'

a large egg ; a very handsome and ornamental plant. 4tZ. per

packet.

CUPHEA EMINENS.
Long tubed flowers, bright red and yellow, free flowering*

and exceedingly handsome, forming a bush from 3 to 4 feet

in height, and with branches rising one above the other in a

horizontal manner, like those of the Norfolk Island Pine.

Is. 6d. per packet.

ARCTOTIS GRANDIFLORA (New).
Beautiful pale sulphur yellow, centre d;n-k crimson, ex-

tremely large and exquisitely beautiful. Is. per paeket.

THUNBERGIA COCCINEA.
Scarlet, flowering in clusters ; very elegant, new, and hand-

some. Is. 9d. per packet.

AUBERGINE TOMATS (New).
Remarkrible far its brillifint carmine fruit, foiTD and size of i

largo egg; a very handsome and ornamental plant, id, per

packet.

AGROSTIS NEBULOSA.
An exceedingly ornamental species, and certainly one of tLn

most graceful of Grasses. A dried specimen may be seen fit

our establishment. 6d. per packet.

ERIANTHUS RAVENNiE.
Extremely elegant and more graceful than the Pampas

Grass, which it resembles in ajjpearance and habit of grofftt:

its noble plumes of silvery Inflorescence are pure white, and

most delicately beautiful ; a dried specimen can be seen at our

establishment. Is. per packet.

CANTUA PYRIEOLIA.
A handsome shrub, with bunches of waxy, ci'cam -coloured,

trumpet-shaped flowers (rare). 2s. Od. per packet.

Flowers the

SALVIA BICOLOS.
Sky blue and white, a raaguificcnt variety,

first year. Qd. per packet.

AMARANTHUS PENDULUS KOYITS

ALBUS.
Clear white, early flowering and one of the most graceful of

the useful class to which it belongs. Gd. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM STRIATUM

MAGNIEICUM (New).
Brilliant carmine striped with white. One of the nio^'

elegant and novel varieties ever raised. 3s. Gd. per pacfeet

f

I

I

I

SELECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Containing only the most Approved and Choice sort^ ;

proportioned to smtWe or small gardens. Either »f ^^-^ firtThree Co'^^\^«Xrf^^^
inEngland, ScotUnd or Wales; also to DubUn,. Cork, Limerick:, Belfast, Newry, Londonderry, or any other town on the Iiish Coast where there 15 direct Btean. uom^

d Eai-ly. Medium and llate Peas of the finest sorts only, and all other seeds in proportion for one year's siipp 7-
London, Liverpool or Bristol.

No. !.

No. 2.

No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

•Complete Collection, includiug -20 quarts of First Early, Secon' ,

,

-
aq nw

-Complete Collection, incUiding 12 quarts Peas, and ditto, ditto '

oii*''ft
equarts „ ,, „ ^\

"

5 quarts „ „ „ .. t^ ^
»»

f^

>r 9f

39

I

" Caution.'*—Under this somewhat significant title has appeared in the Gardeners' ChronicU, and other Gardening publications, the foUowmg by no means courteous ^^^^^^ ".^^^
" Jamtt Carter iSs Co. wish to caution their cuttomers agai7ist the piibliihed statement of a Covent Garden House, in r^ei-ence to tlmasclves in conjunction with a supposed Agency [.

eziited), as such staienients are totv.lbj devoid of truth."
mercial i"'^

' 'It is impossible not to understand that we arc the House alluded to in the paragi-aph just quoted, and which has evidently been put forth with the view of ^^'^^^'^^^S^^J^'^. of 135".

«

<n-itv The kind of reliance to be placed on the above statement will perhaps be best judged from the following extract from Messrs. James Carter and Co.'s own Seed tacaRS
tj'

page 31. (3ee also ^Vholesalc Catalogue, Autumn, 185S)

:

'^CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEEDS.
^^^^

''James Carter d: Co. have again the pleasure to ».'hmi( to public notice the following splendid CoUection receivedfrom their Sardinian Correspondent (an Amateur of first-rate ahiUty).

protfuce, v.pon a>i average, from 70 to 75 per een/. offine doublefiowers." '.

Aierix^^"^
"*

Again Messrs. J. C. d: Co. have the following in an advertisement See Gardeners* Chronicle, Feb. 26, 1859, page 167 :-" i^OTi«^ observed their name
"f'^'^'T.^fj'JX^fA^P"''

'*"'**
-*^ ' - - - -- -^ - - . ?..,,....-„...._..

-It preferritia to have tMr Seedsfroni the Contincn(a!f;yo'>c€rs direct, om of the Fi-i-m have traveUed d»iring ir-

eonn ection icith a late correspondent, [J. C. & Co. J feel it tJuir duty to state that preferritt^f
'^

icUh thai object, and purposes doing so every season ; the services of the correspondent jvsf alluded to are thertfore dispensed leitk.
manryi

- Burely further evidence is unnecessary to prove the intimate connexion which existed between Messrs. James Carter & Co. and our Sai-dmian Correspondent wh^j^W*
supplied that Firm with choice Seeds of Italian ^owth, and we feel certain that the high eulogium passed upon that gentleman, (viz ^l^^^^]-±^ °^ ^^^t-rute abihty), is P^

guanaitee (if other than oUr own were required) that we can possibly ofier to the pubUc respecting the value of the Seeds we recen e from that source.

In addition to the aboT», the following has appeared in the Gardenem' Chronicle :—
" J, C. & Co. have no doubt that thi public willfally v.wfers'ani the object of a Houie that has recently gone into the Seed Trade, inaJciv.g u^e of James Cartes & Co.'s navie^

In answer to this statement the heading of our'Advertisement will be su95cionf, vi^., established wpwar Is of 100 years.

!

I

1
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BUSBY'S STOCKWOOD GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.

Buperiority and general exceuence wmca diiiUiiO \jni

wairant him in again calling attention to its great merit.

J. v., Ju.N., can with confidence recommend it as being without doubt the best liglit Gram of its class in onUivifinn Tf win
befoundamosfcvahxable acquisition, succeed ng well under the same treatment^as the^sLk H^urgh S^d e^^ia"
rtmr!/ skmdd be without it. It has also proved to be a most excellent variety for fruiting in pots. ThS; Se a fnS rn^v b^
universally planted and enjoyed, J. V., Jrx., now offers good established plants at the following prices

:

^
5s. Od. eachNice youDgf Canes

Fine well-ripened Canes
i Good well ripened Canes ...

10s. 6d. each
7s. 6d. each

ROYAL EXOTIC NUESERY, CHELSEA, S.W.-February 18.

Just outt

WHEELER'S LITTLE BOOK
FOR I860,

POST FEEE FOR SIX STAMPS. GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS.
It gives a full description, and the price of the best sorts of Seed in cultivation, and moreover states in dnfil! +-hf^ n„'.>.fHf^a

^fpartfoflh^'eS^m^
'^'' ''"^"^'^ '" ^"^ CELEBRATED COLLECTIONS, wScTwe dlve^Si^^^^^^^^

WO. 1, eS-
I

M"©. 2. 30S.

VEGETABLE SEEDS

True to Najie, Uxabulterated, and

AT Moderate Prices.—See

r^ARTER'S GARDENERS
VABE MECUM,

which will be forwarded free on

application to

Jamr? Carter & Co.,

237 and 23S, High Holborn, W.C-

J. C. ^WHEELER iS: SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

FRESH SEED OF CHOICE HARDY CONIFERS

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

True to Name, U.vadoltcrated, and

AT Moderate Prices.—See

QARTER'S GARBENERSV
VADE MECUM,

which will be forwarded free on applica-

tion to

James Carter & Co.,
^

23r and 238, High Holborn, W-C.

WELLINGTONIA GTGANTEA
PINL'S LAMBERTIANA
ABIES DOUGLASII
CUPRESSU3 LAWSONIANA

PINUS JEFFERYI
8ABINIANA
PONDEROSA
BENTHAMIANA

9f

Tf

I*

PINUS WILLIAMSONI
ABIES MENZIESII
THUJA CRAIGANA

Each of the above, 2s.M. perpkt.

SPERGULA P I L I F E R A,
A Substitute for Grass on Lawns, requiwng no Mowing.

«f.J^l ^^^ ^T""^^
^^""^^ Perennial is from half an inch to an inch in height, with close compact Grass-like

iur^d e ther'Sv Innf/''r ""i"^"'
^"^^^ conthmal roiling will form an fmbroken sheetT^erdu^runin-

^. Cnths and wni lulls'-
^^^ severe frost. It maintains its beauty throughout the W:inter

/ thrfec^'of^.^o.^^^
^"^ f'V- ^^T^ ''!i'^*;^'"?

established it is almost impossible to"eradicate it, from

is however tW^^ ""i^^^^
""^ ? ^^^^ '"^ favourable situations. Its chief quali^cation

Sasons it^s alsow^^.^^^^^
its growth, there being no inequality of surface discoverable in several

during J^e or Juq^^^^^^^ ^-ks, edgings, .e. ; and when in bloom,

thin S^^ible to\7m1t'o? thT^eed^^
the first week in April forwards, ^n beds of east or north aspect. So^ uniformly,

extreme^cSnSs in thTw^ath^^^^ ho^T«& '""''^^
k -^l""'^.

out-the ground kept nearly uniform in Moisture. In case of

»me sLde bl dav from chilW w^^L Id^ over which protect by night with garden mats or othor materLal ; and with the

^cdie.^nli^lZ-'^^^l^^^^^^ ^y tWing out as soon as prac-

NEW CHINESE SUGAR GRASS

(SORGHUM SACCHARATUM).
The result of several trials of the above

as a gi'een crop is given in

/BARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE
MECUJr,

which will bo forwarded free on

application to

James Carter & Co.,

237 and 2SS, High Holborn, W.C.

CARTER'S FLORAL
the Sp^^fof^S^T^^^eries^?^^^^^^ the above designation they commenced issuing in

CatalSguel It is their intention that each Plate sLll^^^^ lt^^i\ ^- <^^^t'""ed with each annual publication of their

remiu-kable improvement in tbevarietfS^^reSr in ^^^^^^^ Onf.f f^ ^'?H^
novelties of the season, together with any

tions Is. that they may serve as a guide to ATateu?s an^^^^^^ ^L^^^^^^l^^ '^f
''°' /''" the publication of these Illustra-

hybrid blue-edged ^"eer^^^^
--aarkia pulcihiUa var inte^pftaLa ^ rosea-CalUrboe digitata, Nigella hispanica alba-Nigella hispanica atropurpurea

SATURDAY^ FEBRUARY U, 1860.

elegi Sprague; i)oni€ea

all the n^lUelofkFZ^^^^^ % the above see CARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUM, which containsau tne noieUies of the day, and will heforwardedfree on amplication to

^A^^S CARTER & CO., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

AGRICULTUKAL SEEDS, 1860
PETER LAWSON SON

THE QUEEN^S SEEDSMEN.
EDINBURGH,

AND

27, GREAT GEORGE ST, WESTMINSTER, LONDON. S.W.,
TDESPECTFULLY announce the Publication of their PRICED LIST
~7v, T.^

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, including-in addition to Turnips, Mangels, and
other *ield Roots—QuatatioDS of Clovers, Rve-grass, Pasture Grasses, and Herbage
and Forage Plants. » . o

>
» -«6

n^J^h^i^^ ^^\ pay esi:>ecial fattention'-to their Stocks of TURNIPS, MANGELS,
LAKUOib, &c

, which are raised under their immediate personal superintendence, in
accordance with the most approved practice ; they also continue to give their most
'piirticular attention to NATURAL GRASSES, which they supply assorted, of the most

ablea recently nublished and whichm tP^iT**!^^ ^^'^^v' ^?T
"various purposes, soils and situations, as detailed iu a series of^ wv^^^Liy puDusneu, .ma whicnmay i,e had on application. PRICED LISTS FORWARDED FREE.

PETER LAWSON and SON,
The Queen's Seedsiien and "Wood

Foresters, 27, Great George Street, Westmin-
ster, London, S.W., respectfully announce the
i«RUo of their GARDEN SEED CATALOGUE
Tor 1860> which they will be happy to forward
n-eehy post on application. Every care has
been bestowed on the selection and growth of
the various stocks, which P. L. & Son can
BJifely recommend as of best qnaUty, and true
to name.

The late French Horticultural Journals furnish
some scraps of information, the more interesting;

of which we proceiti to extract.

Saponaria calalricUj a very pretty her-
haccous plant, is becoming a great favourite with
the Parisians. It forms a spreading patch a foot

or more in tliamet.^r, covered from May to

September with charming rose-coloured flowers*

Anione its peculiar merits is that of not showing
its seca-vcsse!a, but hiding them incessantly beneath
new flowers and eversproutiug stems, in conse-

quence of which tlie plant is never shabby.
Moreover it bears any amount of dryness, the
closely packed trailing stems preventing evapora-
tion. It forms good durable edging, which is

easiiy kept in order ; but it looks best in masses
or round the eteras of Standard Roses, or other
plants which give Jittle shade, xv'othing can be
easier than its cultivation. If sown in April or

May where it is to stand it begins to blossom in
July; but Dr. Bailly finds it better to sow it in
September if there is any means of protecting the
seedlings, which should be pricked out under hand-
glasses or in frames during winter, transplanted

into a warm aspect iu March, and finally turned
out in April. The advantage of this, he says, »
that it blossonia a month earlier, and forms larger
patches with finer and more brilliant Howers.
Rev, Ilort,

— M. Morel, of Barguy (Oise), has raised a
Golden Spruc(3 Fir with the ^ame peculiarity of
foliage as the Golden Yew i\j:bor Yitto, and
similar evergreens.

^
BALMAHOY EARLY POTATOES.-This excellent variety

I .n'^
now meets with a Largely increased demand in

WiMr ih *u^'^J* ^^ ^^ ^'"''y entitled. U is considerably
P iTLsil^ ^® Refe-ent, and of excellent quality. Messrs.
for whi^ *7 ^^"^^ i^repared to send out carefully aeleeted beed,

Wtoeut.riV*'^^^ .
^'^ *^® requested

; and which can either be

M
ANCEL WURZEL

AND

TURNIP SEEDS.
ESSRS. SUTTOX Am> SONS
beg to intimate that thoir quota-

tions for Mangel and Turnip Seeds in

their PRICED LIST issued in January

Kill not opphj to orders received after

Fib)-uary 28.

Royal Berkshire Seed E.stablishment,

Reading.

A supposed new pinnated Berberry is

figured in the Revue Ilorticoh^ under the name
of 3Iakonia intermedia. It looks very like JBer^
bcris fasciculariSf but would appear from the
account given of it by M. Dcpuis to be more
hardy.

The Belgian HorticuRural Confederation
offers prizes of fiom 100 to 500 francs for the best

treatises on the following subjects: 1, A scientific

and practical account of the pha^nomeua of h^ brid-

ising and of natural or artificitiil crossing among
plants ; how to manage such operations, and the

principal result that has been obtained fiom them,

espeL.»-Iy .in a horticultural p -int of vi<j

a trt-aliae on Oui '
:i Entomology, that is to

w; 2,

say, a

HOKTI

work t-howin^^ the relation to cultivated plants of

comuiuu i*,..i-...d, whether useful or injuiluus, bo^

^ ^» ^7'.My^T.^'^MV*xT?w'lM> ')''l-°.u'"^i'-^"r «f tar as i....3 have been ascertained, irrespective of
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gardtner is to know \\\Q insect

plants or fruits from siu-h as deserv

tected for the salce of the gond they '^-

suhiects are proposed, hut these two are tiie most
, ^V^j^f f^i,;^ pHzes %vlien the spccuuens are not worthy.

interesting to us. Papers for competition may be
^^ ^^^^.-.^^^. ^^.^^ ^ ,1^ ,ea to remove his plant, or

Trk&.. Vbouu™. co,,M™.i.n ..
I

«.t.^j;
-;,;:;7,iv.''4»i«r,{™ScSS

to ntTmit them to the Gardens at -i o'clock each day.

11 G-^rdcners of memhers will be admitted at 4 o'clock,

on'presenting an order from their employers. 12. Ihe

exhibition will close at 7 o'clock each day after which

no one will be allowed to rcmahun the exhibition house,

except by permission of the Council. 13 Ex nb; ors

'^U be admitted on the second day of the exhibition

from 9 to 11 A.M., to do anything that may be required

to their plants."

All inquiries are to he addressed

Whit^voktit, Esq., Secretary, 13,

Street,

Namur. The miters must mark their commuui

cations with a motto, which must a so he written

upon a sealed envelope, within which the writer s

name is enclosed.
, . -.i r xv

M. LoTJis ViLMORiN speaks highly ot t^e

Blanchard Potato, a yellow round sort, with the

eyes lightly tinted with rose, in comparison with

the Marjolin, the favourite early Potato of lans.

Although planted late it proved far better and

more productive, as the following statement shows.

Both beiug planted April 13, six of each were lifted

on the 14th June.

The iJi-oducc of G Blanchards weighed 3.730 kilos.

Gilaijolius „ 1.210 kilos.

In order to judere of their comparative ripeness and

quality, three Potatoes of each kind were sliced tliin

and dried in a stove. When taken out

The dry matter of the Blancliard weighed 1S.47 ^.
„ Marjolin „ 17.11 gv.

and consequentlv the whole 6 Lunches of Blan-

chards produced 688.40 gr., against 207.10 gr. of

the Marjolin, thus demonstratin<r the great super-

iority of the Blanchard. M. Yiuioein says that

the Marjolin was in the state in wlich it is usually

sold in the Paris maiket ; but the Blanchard would

Iiave been quite as ripe as it if lifted a fortnight

earlier. This seems to be well worth the atten-

tion of gardeners. See Bon. Jard. 1860.

Under the name of the Petit - Pavie

d'OujiouSy a Peach is thus described in the Pevue

JHorticoIe:—It forms a little shrub, the principal

merit being its lateness. The fruit (apparently

about the size of the Eosanna) is nearly spherical,

and marked ou one side, or sometimes on both,

with a broad shallonr furro^v; at its end is a small

rather inconspicuous nipple. The fruit- stalk is

short and deeply sunk. The skin, which is

yellowish white, "is very finely dotted with rose

purple, so closely indeed round the hollow for the

stalk, and sometimes on the sunny side, as to pro-

duce the colour of Bishop^s Purple. The flesh is

firm, and occasionally a little stringy, clings firmly

to the stone, white, streaked and washed with

rose near the stone. The juice is copious, sapid,

and subacid. In the valley of the Ariege it is in

perfection in the month of October, and is then

much esteemed. Although it is not likely that a

late Peach from hot valleys in the Eastern Pyre-

nees will ripen out of doors in this country, it may
be worth trying this little variety in the orchard

houses of the curious.

Pikers Defiance Cucxunhei^ a variety of the

Smyrna breed, seems to have become a great

favourite in Paris, if we are to judge from the

account given of it by Mons. Baillt in the Pevue
JTorli'coky where it occupies two wood engravings.

The French seem to prefer it to both the Gladiator

and the Man of Kent for its earliness, quick

growth, and productiveness.

A Pear called the Beiirre de Fevriery a

February Beurre of Houen origin, is highly spoken
of by Mons. Dupcis. The fruit is about the size

of a large Swan's Egg, green changing to yellowish

when ripe. The flesh is described as greenish

white, very delicate, melting, and buttery ; the

juice abundant, sugary, subacid, slightly perfumed,
and very agreeable. It is as good as a Beurre
d'Aremberg, ripens in February, but requires

gentle handling in consequence of the tenderness
of the flesh. The tree is a great bearer, and
particularly well sifited to Pyramid training.

to Henry
Corporation

w

Kye-gra33 seed (LoUum pcrcnne) is sownhTsoiT^p ,

retains moisture with average tenacity, and is Li
•''

1 iuoh below the surface, seven-eighths of it eroJ^^^
12 days ; if 2 inches seven-eighths also grow but

'^

The MANCHESTEit Botanical and Horticul-
TTJEAL Society have given notice that they will

hold exhibitions on "Wednesday and Tliursday, the

27th and 28th June next. The following regula- sample in a pot.

tions are to be observed :

—

1. Productions may be exhibited from any part of tlie

kingdom, and by any person, either for sale or com-
petition, 2. Every exhibitor must give the Secretary
three clear days* notice o( the classes in wliich lie'

intends to compete, in ordor that space may be reserved
for the staging of the same. 3. All plants must be at
the gardens hy 9 o'clock. The Council reserve to them-
selves the right of receiving plants after that time.
The staging w ill be under the direction of the Council,
4, Ever^- article must be legibly labelled with its correct

i
happens that a sample is pronounced bad, when in

name, and the number of the class for which it is com- reality it is excellent.

This is the case with the generality of woody plants,

m

HOW TO KAIi?E SEEDS.

[We translate from the Journal de la SociStd ImptSriale

d'Horticulture the following notice of a memoir on this sub-

ject, published in German by M. Charles Appelius, an exten-

sive and very experienced soedsnaan at Erfurt.J

TuE German author tells ns that the first and most

essential condition required to ensure the success of^all

seeailngs is to use seeds capable of germinating. Now
the goodness of a sample can only be proved by the

number of seeds \\hich. out of a given quantity, grow

and become plants. Yet too often its value is deter-

mined by the specific weight or the density of the sectls.

Tills method is no doubt good, but not infallible; besides

the weight of the same kind of seed may vary from

year to year, according to the manner in which it is

grown ; it may even vary upon the same pluut j it docs

so particularly in an ear of Maize, the grains situated

in the centre of the ear of that plant having a greater

specific gravity than those above or below. Now the

latest experiments of Dr. Hellriegel g(j to prove, first

that, in accordance with the general opinion of cultiva-

tors the best formed seeds have the greatest specific

gravity; and, in the second place, that the heaviest

seeds produce the strongest plants.

Every one knows that in order to ascertain the

specific gravity of seeds quickly and easily, it is the

custom to throw them into water, and to collect as the

best those which from their greater weight fall to the

bottom, whilst those which float are rejected as had.

However too much confidence must not be placed in

this method of proving seed by water. It may fre-

quently mislead, particularly in the case of seeds, in

which the specifi^c gravity differs little from that of the

fluid. For example, those of Cucurbitaceous plants which

are produced during cold seasons float upon water, and
nevertheless germinate very well. It is known too, says

M. Appelius, that the seeds of these plants which have

been kept a few years produce plants bearing more
female flowers than younger plants ; that is to say, the

plants are more prolific than those raised from seeds

gathered in a cold season and planted shortly after they

have ripened. Good seeds of the Melon and Gourd
lose weight as they grow old ; at first they will sink in

water, and by the 6th year half of them will float,

without having become bad. We conclude therefore, in

this case as in many others, that trial by water is not a

sure test, . ' . ; .

In general the heaviest seeds are those which contain

the most starch, such as those ofCereals and Leguminous
plants, &c. The specific gravity of oily seed is often

nearly the same as that of water, although in some
cases they are heavier; as for example, those of Cab-
bages. The lightest seeds are those of Umbelliferous

plants, such as Carrots, Parsnips, Chervil, Anise-seed,

&c., and of Composites, such as Lettuces, Scorzoneras,

&c. In the first of these families the lightness of the

seeds arises from the presence of an oil in the case

which encloses the seed, and of air in the last. Witli

a few exceptions all shining seeds are heavier than
water,

!Many cultivators, before buying seeds, test them by
making them germinate upon damp blotting paper, at
a temperature of 59" to72 . This process is convenient
and tolerably sure for the kinds which are quickly

[

raited, such as Clover, Peas, and Cereals, but does not
answer for those which require a long time to germi-
nate. For these the best practical plan is to grow a

in a pot. But even this _test will not always
give a strictly coirect indication of the germinating
power of seeds, since the result depends, all other cir-

cumstances being equal, upon the care taken In sowing,
the temperature of the an*, the depth at which seed is

sown, and the time of year, &c. Thus the pips of
Apples and Pears almost always germinate badl}' and
in very small quantities when trials are made of them
in pots soon after they are ripe, whilst they answer per-
fectly if they arc sown at the end of October or in

March in beds in the open air. For this reason it often

exception, in five days.

M. Appelius*s pamphlet contains, in the form of
table, the length of time necessary to germinate

th*^

seeds of many plants at a temperature of 52' to 5i
the sun, and of 54=° to 64* in the open air.

We copy this useful information, though not m
tabular form :— ^

Germinates in 2 days : Garden Cress.

Germinate in 3 days : Spinacli, Orache.

Germinate in 4 days: Cabbages, Field Turnip,
R^ij^.

seed, Lettuce, Buckwheat.
*^*

Germinate in 5 days :
Camcllne, Peas, Endive, Millet

Flax, Poppy, Melons and Gourds, Turnip, Rape, V,sl

grass. Mustard.

Germinate in C days: Lupine, Lentil, Spurrey, Horse.
radish, Badish, Onions (often also in 15 days), Le^i^g"

Germinate in 7 da^s : Bye, Barley, Oats, Maize, Sorgho'

Cat*s-tail Grass, Phalaris nrundinacea,
Broccoli'

Anethum graveolens, Carthamus, Beans, Beet,Milfoi]'

Bocket.

Germinate in 8 days : Wheat, Festuca prateusis, Festaca

rubra. Cummin, Marjoram, Thyme, Briucess Kiduey

nninate in 10 days : Cynosurus cristatus, A^rostis

'erradilla. Vetch, Sabre arid some other Kidnev

slowly icome up

£renera!lv

In tills

Beans, Cattle Cabbage, Chicory.

Germiuate in 9 days; Marrow-fat Peas.

Ger
Serradiiiii, » i;t(.ii, ^-in^n; .nm owmu «jLuer iviuiieu

Beans, Sugar Beet, Giant Hemp, Tobacco, Chervil

Germinate in 12 days : Tall Oat Grass (Avena elatior),

IMeadow Brome Grass, Carrots (frequently in 20

days), lomatoes, Seakale, Scorzonera, Common Celery

and Turnip-rooted Celery (the latter frequently in 20

days), Savory (Satureia hortensis), Baiiil, Stocks.

Germinate in 13 days: Anise, Funnel, Meadow-grass

(Poa.)

Germinate in 14 days : Burnet, Sun*flower (Heliantliia

aunuus), Artichoke.

Germinate in 15 di>ys : Clover (red and white). Balm

(Melissa officinalis).

Germinate in 16 days : Foxtail Grass, Holous lanatn^,

Lavender, Purslane, Sorrel.

Germinates in 17 days : Aira ca^spltosa (?)

Germinate in 18 days : Festuca duriuscula. Teazel.

Germinates in 19 days : Aira flexnosa.

Germinate in 20 days : Avena flavescens, Molluu

coerulea, Bromus mollis, Madeira Onions, Malberry,

Common Sage, Capsicum.
Germinate in 21 days: Sweet Vernal Grass, Parsnip,

Cow-Parsnip, Parsley, Woad, Asparagus.

Germinate in 27 days : Potatoes.

This table shows plainly, says the German autlior,

that those seeds which are lighter than water require

a longer time to germinate than those which are

heavier.

A tolerably large immber of seeds

and even with difficulty ; they are

those which have a thick, tough skin,

case it is a good plan to soak the sample in hot

w-ater from 167*' to 185° for four-and-twenty houiy,

and not to sow it until after it has been prepared in this

manner. Tlieir germination may be assisted by notching

or removing the skin round the hilum, hut that a a

more delicate operation than the first, because care

must be taken not to injure the embryo. Unless oneor

tlie other of these methods is adopted, it will generally

be one or two years before such seeds come up. Tiie

seeds of Palm trees usually grow very well, placed on

damp sawdust, the germinating end downwards, ana

kept in a damp warm atmosphere. ,

The spores of Ferns and the seeds of Orchitis, whicii

are very minute, come up readily, if they are scuttereti

on pieces of Peat placed in a pan*with water.

For hardy plants M. Appelius recommends as hy wr

the best plan to sow them in lines. In his opinion, if

reason of the frequent failure of seeds in gardej^^

that they are sown in earth too dry, and buried too

deep. Besides, if care is not taken to press the eaitn

lightly together before sowing the seed, heavy raiQ

falling directly after will force some of the seedmw
in, and so occasion greater inequality in gfrmmatioa.

For perfectly hardy annuals, the best plan is w
^.

theua late in the autumn, or at least very early in^

spring; if the seeds are not in the ground before AP

you run the risk of seeing them flower very late

very badly. ^.
SeedUngs which are obliged to be raised f ^^J^^

or under frames cause much disappointment, ana

sequently complaint of the quality of the safflp^-

M. AppeHus does not hesitate to say, in that c^
want of success arises more often from bad manage ^^

than from the badness of the seeds. In his opuu

I

(

bottom-heat, such as Stock

peting. It must also have been in the possession of the
exhibitor two calendar months, or he will forfeit all
claim to a prize. 5. Ko person will be allowed to
win two prizes in the same class. 6. Any exhibitor
remaming m the house alter the jutlgcs hive com-

1

the seeds of which come up the fust year, Conifers
excepted.

The soil which is used to cover the trial seedlings
:i!50 considerably affects the result. If, for example

a mistake to sow many kinds of flowa^ "Ll
p. . .- - .ksU-sters, Phlox, H^r^;^
Petunias, &c., which do far better in a very gen^

^^
bed, and produce stronger plants less likely ^^ r^.^^

On the other hand it must not be forgotten Jbat^^,

dung with which a hot-bed is made, after it na^g
^

offits first heat, absorbs the moisture ironi tu«
j^.,

with which it is covered; that the surface "^
earth under the frame generally slopes w

,

!

\

*

\

I

I

»

I
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til, and the greater part of the shower from the Lemon juice and riclTst^k or coH^o/«;>ie is to be added

145

xvatering rnns down this meUne, the end of wlncli is and the whole reduced to the consistence of a pirrce

that the earth in which the seeds are embedded is often whose heat is to be kept up in a water bath. Th^ may
too dry, or at least it is so witli that next the bacli of be served with white meat, game, fish egn-s vef^etable-s

the hotbed. In tlils case, snys M. Appelius, if you sow &c and if properly prepared makes andegant sauce!
seeds wliioh germinate slowly and rcqrire

the

constant damp such as Plilox and Heartsease, at the

bottom or in the front of the bed, and those which

m-ow more readily at the top or back, the result will

be good ; bub it will be quite the contrary, if the

reverse is done. Finally, the success of seedlings raised

under frames depends principally upon the regulation

of moisture. Another precaution and one of the utmost

importance in this case, is not to sow thick; a plant

raised among a lot of crowded seedlings is very apt to

die before it has made its fourth leaf. Tliis seldom

happens, if on the contrary seeds are sown thin, and a

little powdered charcoal mixed with the earth.

MYCOLOGY.—No. VL«
AGAKicrs NEBULAUis, Batseh.—The Horatian pre-

cept respecting Fnngi,* that those are little to be

trusted which do not grow in meadows, is strongly con-

tradicted by a variety of excellent woodhmd species,

amongst which one of the best, if not the most con-

spicuous, is the subject of our jiresent notice.

No sooner is the attention called to the various Fungi ---a— — b- -

which adorn our woods, than the eye is caught by one i
would have been fo:

wln'ch often grows in considerable abundance
amonp:st dead leaves, to which it is attached
by white down, either in little patches, or
in large rings, and is conspicuous from its palo
broad mouse-grey or ash-coloured pileus, and
'stout stem. The surface of the pileus which
is 4 inches or more across, at first depresso-
convex, then expanded, with frequently a broad
boss or umbo in the centre and the extreme
edge rolled in, appears as if it was smoked or
s;r"nk]ed with a coarse irregular bloom. The

^ stem is 3 inches or more high, of the same
colour as the pileus and slightly streaked, stout
and often swollen tftlow, attenuated above, and
feeling spongy when compressed between the
fingers, while the gills, which are crowded, ot
a watery dirty white, moderately broad but
slightly attenuated behind, run down the stem
for a little distance, but not so far as in many
other species. The flesh of the pileus is thick
and white, resembling somewhat n(;W cheese.
The odour is strong but not disagreeable.

This is one of tlie best of our Agarics, ex-
tremely delicate and easy of digestion, and
not hkely to be confounded with any wood-
land species if its characters are properly veri-
fied. The only caution necessary is to take
care that it is not confounded with such species
as have rose-coloured spores. This, on the con-
trary has snow white spores, and often so
abundant that any stray blades of Grass whichmay chance to be beneath the pileus are pow-
dered with them In the rose-spored species,
moreover, the colour of the spores is so con-
spicuous that a mere inspection of the ffills

tLTs^S^'"'" '"
""'^ ''' ^^«"-^ "'-

There are one or two species which ffrow in
pastures, as for example A. fframmopodlu,/whch may easily be confoumled, but this is a
matter of httle consequence, as they are per-
fectly safe. The true A, Hei^/ar/Zprobably
very rarely occurs in pastures, except in such
as may be called woodland.

Greville. whose figure we have borrowed,
did m)t identify his species with A. nelularis,
and Fries at first was inclined to take the
same view; it is, however, quite certain that
O's plant and that of Batseh are the same.
in a few instances the gills are scarcely
decurrent, and then a moment's hesitation is
excusable in referring the species to its proper place
in the system.

r r x-

It is eiilier rare on the continent or little known, but
tliose authorities which speak of it are uniform in its
praise. It may be prepared in the same way as the
common Mushroom, but as its flavour is delicate it
requires a httle more judgment in its preparation. Dr.
oauiiam, who is confessedly high authority on such
points, says—"A. nebularis requires but little cooking:
a tew minutes broiling {h la Malntenon is the best) with
outter pepper, and salt is sufficient. It may also be
uencately fried with bread crumbs or stewed in white

DEVICES OF THE FOX FOR ESCAFTXG FKOAI
HIS PURSUERS.-(See Feb. 4, 1S60.)

I HAD determined to venture a remark or two on the
ast of these devices, when the arrival of three large
birds in the flesli from Canada gave me other occupa-
tion. On dissecting them I found their interior parts
as nncorrupt as though the birds had been killed on
their reaching Liverpool,
But to the fox escaping from his pursuers. The

account informs us that some 10 feet below the Q(\a-Q of
the cliff there was a kind of break in the strata of stone
a foot in width. Now, by means of his claws, the fox
let himself down upon this break.
No tinimal as large as a fox, saving men andmonkeva,

could let itself down by means of its claws. Certainly
men and monkeys can occasionally lower tlieir bodies
down a cliff. But nc

" ^ ^

feat. His claws wou
nothing. In the pi

been obliged to go over

u^Vh^,
' ^vo'^^l agree witli you, for itT^wT^^swithin his principle, which denies to natural selectronany power to act, unless the variation acted on be'favourable to tlie variety " in battling with its nei^h!bours m "the struggle for life." Xow thouMi themany heads may be very advantageous to the cookor the market gardener, it is doubtful whether ina prowded society they would help a plant Ihathad them in

_
pushing itself forward toward the

light. For. in a struggle, the lateral headswould become etiolated and abortive by the clos«
contact of neighbouring plants, and the terminal headwould alone have a chance of pushing forward andforming seed. Meantime, the new variety would bespending its strength (like a Protectionist) in favourincr
a non-paying "manufactory.- Clearly, therefore, thi
old one-headed Cauliflowers, unburdened with unpro-
titable speculations and concentrating all their enereies
on one result, would stand the better chance of turning
their crown into a pound." But, be this as it may, Iwish now to call the attention of your readers to
another monster,; which, by a curious coincidence, an-
peared at Kew about the same time that Mr. Darwin's
book appeared in Albemarle Street, and which, if I Jn-

"Agartcfs NEBULAr.rg.
Natural size. (Copied bypcrmissTon from GreviUe's Scottish Crypto^mic Flora.)

landing on a break 10 feet below him, and only "a foot
in width." Had this most impossible device of a
modern fox taken place in ancient days it might have
succeeded by means of a metamorphosis ; that is, by
transforming the fox into a monkey.
Ovid distinctly states that Actajon, the famous

hunter, was changed into a stag and got worried by his
own hounds, "I>ilacerant falsi, dominum sub imagine
cervi." And Hecuba, once Queen of Troy, became a
female of the dog tribe towards the end of her days.
and sadly annoyed the neighbourhood with her inces-
sant hnwdino-q « T afrafn X^r.•^.\^ o.,«.« *> TT 1 it- V*'"* '"* ""^^ au'ictiy corrcct, out u we mcmde all thof

fox htriSto th'^tl^fTnl^r^" jf^^AA"--. it,--tby»y theory be strictly true.

scribcTl by Sir William Hooker :—« Our artist,
Mr. Fitch, while making the drawing, detected
a curious morphological structure in the fact
of one of the flowers having an inferior perianth
of four very unequal sepals (such as are in-
dicative ^of a male flower); and above their
point of insertion are four stamens (apparently
perfect), alternating with four superior, free,
ovate ovaries, each with a short style, and two
downy linear stigma?. It is to be regretted
that no section was made of these ovaries,
which from situation and in form so little re-
semble the three-celled, inferior fruit of
Bcjronia."' To this account I may add that
Dr. Hooker assures me that the ovules appeared
to be normal, such as might have been fer-
tilised. Let us suppose that they were per-
fect, and had been allowed to seed ; every
gardener would anticipate, I presume, that
some of the progeny at; least, if not all, would
have borne similar flowers. Now, had this
occurred in a state of nature, and had a

- botanist collected a plant with such flowers he
would not only have placed it in a distinct
genus from Begonia, but would probably have
considered it as the type of a new natural order.
Can it he possible, then, that genera and even
natural orders, spring up like Mushrooms in
this sudden manner ? According to Mr. Dar-
win's hypothesis, the thing is impossible ; for
it would have required hundreds, perhaps
thousands of successive generations to have
enabled " natural selection " to convert an in-
ferior ovary and unisexual flowers into a
superior ovary and bisexual flowers. If there
be one thing mere frequently iterated than
another in Mr. Darwin's book, it is this; that
" it is fatal to my theory " if changes be
not slowly progressive ; by the accumulation of
small increments from generation to gene-
ration ; increments which, at first, may be
only obvious to a breeder, hut wliich, "bred
up to" continuously, are sufficient, through
"natural selection" alone (as we are told,

p. 186) to ciiange the eye-speck of a medusa
into the human eye (if not to transform a
slave-making ant into a southern states-man).
If time be only long enough, and generations
and divarications of form many enough, accord-
ing to the theory, not only such things may be
done, but they have been done I But a sudden

change, like thathintedatby our Begonia,was not contem-
plated by Mr. Darwin's hypothesis ; and if such should
ever be established, if seeds should e ver be raised from
such a flower, and should breed true* then the theory
would receive a serious damage, andafewsuchcaseswould
overthrow it altogether. For, says Mr. Darwin, at page
206 :—« On the theory of natural selection we can clearly
understand the full meaning of that old canon in
natural history, * Natura non facit saltum.' This
canon, if we look only to the present inhabitants of the
^vorld, is not strictly correct, but if we include all those

^JP^^'^^^^^^^^^oornls,erU^\{^^^^^ forharg^^into the b^^^^^^ [fnthtr* ^^^"1 '^ "f
^'^°7 be strictly true."

Kl?n V''" ;'7 ^^^"r"
'^^« ^''^^''^ ^^^« ™"«t ^^"^«» T ^«"«ot b<^lieve in the 'device.- but m^st con I thn" hpH.pnrv ^f^ nTi \ ^-'^^"^ other passages

those «n^ «t^?f
.«°"^<1 specimens, for it is one of sider it the production of some inventi;. u^..T.tm.fd ' wuose species which m age are apt to become ofl"ensive.

vvfaen young, it is well adapted for mwhlM. Vi""*V »" ".""'* '^u^iJ^eu lur making apuree, for

WcelLf t
'^?"'^^'"g ^ec^Pe is taken from Rcque's

to hi ^"^^^ T^^ ^""g'' ^'h^cl^ >"«st be young are

a^ethprf^'v*'""'''"^^
in cold water, and dried. They

a cln r r}^^
»""ced as fine as possible and pressed in

oC « Ui "i^'^?!',^ P^PP^^ ^" ^ stew.pan, and shaken
.!!;^^_brisk fire till the butter is melted, when some

but a "gradus,"and proceeds by a shding-scale. Bat
let us confine ourselves to the saltus. Is it not a saltns

pratensibua optima fungisWatura est, aliis male creditur.

?n oth^rT""^*^
Mushrooms pasture land auppHes,m other kinds a dangerous poison lies.

branch's Trantlat'ion.

sider it the production of some inventive wag unskiTled
in zoological anatomy. Adieu, Renard of modern times.
Thou hast added another fable to the many which thy ' for a plant, at one bound,' to' change an inferior ovary
cunning family has invented for nurseries during the ' and Hnisexual flowers to a superior ovary and M.^exual ?
long and dreary nights of winter. Charles Waterton, Would not such a fact, if fairly established in the
Walton Mallt teo. 12. vegetable world, be almost as wonderful as if a

Rhinoceros were born of an elephant ? And are
we quite sure that such a fact has not occurred
in N^ature ? I merely throw out as a hint—not
as asserting a truth or even a probability, but
merely as a hint, hypothetically put—that there are
two natural orders of plants winch have so many
indications of common affinity that tliey were placed
near together by Mr. Brown; but which differ from
each other nearly by the very same characters as these

Home Correspondence.
Daridn on the Origin of Species.—U\ a recent num-

ber of the Gardeners' Chronicle yon figure a monstrous,
many-headed Cauliflower, and, in making some editorial

remarks upon it, you suggest that it possibly throws
some light upon the way in which species, according to

Mr. Darwin's theory, originate in Nature. I am not

quite sure that, as respects this particular Cauliflower,
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ht.,^^t'L£^^:^:^^^^^ SrU;ve.. .„a. t.e oU.r P..nts .CUM .uu.,.

the at Dalmalioy. Properly speaking tiiis Potato isll^f
Scotch origin, as its name would imply. It wag raised
;- ri.,.«l^nT.l<iiifl QTid er-Tif. frmn tliut pnnnfv ctw-n^ an

auiiifur'ior ovary of 3-0 carpels; Isepcnthaccje, like

our monster, a superior ovary of 4 carpels. On theoretic

pvhiciplcs, it is prohahle that Nepenthace^ is the

newest type ; for it is not (as yet) gcnencally diversified,

its flowers are 4-merou3, its embryo more iull>

organised, and its geographical range more I'^^^t^d;

and, as we are supposing, we may further guess that it

Nepenthes were horn "per saltum " from an Aristo-

lochioid.it was some such genus as Iriehopodium oi

Abiphonia tliat performed the part of euckoo-parent. 1

use the term " cuckoo-parent " advisedly, for 1 sliould

consider such an origin to be ns true and as miraculous

a creation (not "manufacture") of anew type as it it

had pleased the Divine Creator to call up, without seed,

from the dust of the ground, a new .organism, by the

power of his omnipotent word. W. IT. Sarvej/, Trinity

College, Dubiiny Feh. 10.

Singtdar Molly Tree.-'Wx^x^t is a Holly here O^fP^-
worth \Voodhouse, Rotherham), the condition of which

is curious; so much so that I am induced to send you a

short description of it, more especially as Mr. Henderson,

thehead gardener, thinks the stuteofthetreearemarkable

one. At IS inches or more from the ground the stem has

thrown out two branches, the'ends of which have tahen

root and have shot up into good-sized trees, one of them

larger than its parent. Now, what ssems remnrkalle

is the circumstance that the part of the stem below the

said branches is dead and decayed, so that the whole

nourishment of the parent tree must be supplied by

those two rooted branches. The sap in them ^luust

therefore run in a direction contrary to that which it

originally followed. In a Willow or any similar tree

such a state of things would not be surprising, perhaps

;

but in an evergreen it is uncoiunion, is it not ? Ihe

original tree, though not flourishing, is perfectly alive,

and has grown a good deal since the death of the base

bfits stem, for the dead }»art is considerably thinner

than the upper portion. This latter is about 4 inches

in diameter just above the insertion of the two rooted

branches. II. J. Moule. [This seems analogous to the

case of Spruce Firs on the Swiss Alps, stumps of which

remain alive for a very great number of years, ni eon-

sequence of having accidentally grafted their roots to

those of neighbouring Spruces, and thus maintaining

existence by sap laterally transmitted.] ^^
Barharossa Grape.—In your volume for 185/ I

expressed an opinion that this Grape, required more

heat than is usually given to Hamburghs and other

late sorts. Since that time I have given it a "fair trial,

and I am quite convinced of the truth of what I then

advanced. I bought a Vine when it was first sent out,

and planted it in a Itde house with Hamburghs and

West's St. Peter'-s where it still remains. In the

following year I pliuitod two of the same Grape in a

Muscat bouse, and one in an early Vhiery. Although

the fruit in the latter house was very fine and sugury,

it was not equal to that of other sorts then in use, and

it was considered necessary to substitute another variety

for the one in question. Tu April last I grafted the

Golden Hamburgh on it, and it grew to the top of the

house by June, and was a remnrkahly strong cane, the

stock being a very strong one; at pruning tiuie more

than two-thirds the length of the rod were left, and is

now in a very promising condition. So well pleased am
I with this stock for grafting the weaker growing

Vines on, that this spring 1 intend putting Lady
- Downers Seedling on the old Vine in the Hambiirgh

house, as it makes roots freely and in great quantities

in almost any soil. Wliat I wish to impress on those

who have failed to produce this vci-y fine Grape to their

own satisfaction is, to give it the treatment usually

given to Muscats. I started my Muscat hou<e about

fhe middle of March, consequently the Grapes were ripe

early in September, and up to this time the I?arbarossa

bunches are hanging in beautiful condition. I agree
- with Mr. Butcher that tliis Grape might be kept until

April or May. I am not in a position to keep them
later than March in the present year, which only leaves

me the months of Aprd and May without Grapes, but

having added a fourth Vinery in 1853, T shall be able

to fully test the keeping qutilities of this Grape next

season. The Grapes grown with the Muscats are very

occupy their place. Another system of culture I used

to adopt with success is this, viz. : during the month of

September to sow thinly in pots or pans some ot the

following varieties -Candytufts, Clarkia v-}^^^
Kanliussia amelloidcs, Kemoplula insigms, Collinsia

bicolor, Schizauthus pinnatus, Viscaria oculata, ^c.

These were kept in a frame from which frost v\as

excluded, or in a cold part of the greenhouse, and as

early in the spring as weather permitted, they weie

planted singly in rows in the flower beds, preserving

more
near Edinburgh, as the "Cumberland Early

not the Cumberland Early of the present d,.'.

(it 13

and

the necessary width for planting \erbenas, &c.,

twixt them. By adopting this treatment one almo t

fails to recognise the same plants, so great is tlieir

beauty compired with the thickly sown patches we

are in the habit of witnessing. John- F. M^Mroij, Gr.

to W. J. Lancaster, Esq., Stamford Hill,

Weather at Sehton, in Lat 50° X\^-'^fi]
5° 18' JF.,for ihe ^ea;- 1859, froin ^Registers Icept by

M. JP. Moifle, l^sq. :—
Table I.

1859.
MONTHLY

MEAXS or THE THERMOMETER.

1 Dry AND "Wet
Bulb Ther-
mometers.

Mouth.
3 p.m

RtGISTEIlING THEJIOMETERS.

Dry.

January
Pftiru;iri

March
Api'il

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

m 4

* *

* *

m *

* t

f B

Wet.

4 *

Months + *

deg.
48.9
50.6

51.7

54.3

60.7

67.1
73.9

69.4

63.4
58.9

52.9

45.7

58.1

dcg.

46.4
47.6

4S.5

50.3
55.6

60 2
66.3
64.5

58.5

55.7
50.1

43.7

53.9

O M

deg.
51.3

53.5

54.7

57.4

63.5
71.5

SO.G

74.4
66.5

62.0

5\9
49.2

61. i

Table II.

1S59. ^YEATHER.

Month.

Jan.

Fob.

March.

12

14

15

19

14

31

23

IG

Inches.
3.51

2,56

April 4 t

31

May

Jmic

* *

13

3.22

Indies.
0.S79

.864

REilAKKS.

having been so much praised by visitors ut Dalma-

hoy, it \vi\s throiigli his lordship liberally distributed

among bis friends, who, as a compliment perhaps, named

it
" Dahnahoy Early," which is perhaps as g^ood a namt;

as its oiiginal; at any rate it is to Lord Morton that

we are indebted for its preservation and distribution

tbroun-hout the country. I have no Interest in puffin,

this very excellent Potato, but having grown it fora

dozen yeai-s at least I can most highly recommend
it

to farmers, gardeners, amateurs, and, above all, to

cottagers, who will find it a very profitable variety to

grow • and I shall be happy to learn, through you^

columns, how it succeeds with our friends in the soutli.

j^ice —Your correspondent might destroy the mice

of which he complains by mixing a little arsenic, sugar,

and lard together, and putting a little of it on the top

of a stick or label, sticking the latter into the g:rouiid;

they will eat it freely. If he cannot use poison, bait

fiffure-of-four traps with Crocuses, or what is better

Filberts, with the shell taken off—mice are ravenous

after Nuts afc this season. Wm. Culverwell, TJtor^

Fruning Conifers.—I have some Austrian Pines

which have outgrown their fences. . I intend to remove

all the lateral branches to the height of 4 or 5 feet off

the trunks, and then to cover these trunks with an iron

wire to preserve them from the injury of cattle. It

would bo the most convenient time to me to remove

these branches now. These Pines have been planted

20 years and are of considerable size and vigour. %
I do this ? A. S. [Certainly. There is no better time.]

BoTAifiCAL OV EDixutrnaH : *Jan. 12.—Profesaor

Allman, President, in the chair. The following eommu-

nications were read :—I. " Sketches of Caithne^

'viid its Botany, with a list of the Phanerogamous

Plants and Ferns," by 11. Brown, Esq. Tbia paper

was the narrative of a botanical tour made in tlie

autumn of 1859 to a county whose Flora i; ^by

no means well known. The author, after gmng

an outline of the physical geography of the connty Mid

sketches of its scenery, proceeded to notice its vegeta-

tiou The indigenous trees were stated to be the

Aspen, Birch, Hazel, and Mountain Ash. The county

however, appears at one time to have been covered

with luxuriant forests, judging by the trunks of trees

found in the bogs. Trees, when planted in the coun y.

require to be protected from the sea breeze. The

common field crops are Clover, Grass 1 umips, (m^-

duced within the last 40 years), Badey, Bere or B:

.893

ir

20

20

11

30

31

3.67 .872

1.48

10 30 .92

July 23 8

.706

.784

31

19 12 31

1.06 .767

3.C9

considerably smaller and caiituiuing very

Wm. CuIvenveU, Thorp Perroiv.

Annttah.—Tho excellent article from the "Florist"

inserted at p. 120 bids fair to predict that these will

once more become generally cultivated for decorative

purposes, both as in and out-door plants. Nothing in

the way of plants <^an surpass their gay and interesting

appearance, when their various shades of colour. and
heiofhts are properly Arranged. Perhaps one drawback
which belongs to them may be attributed to the vacant

spots and untidy aspect they give the grounds when
their flowering season is past, and to this, happening at

a time when the garden is most frequented, may be

assigned the cause for the almost universal encourage-
ment afTovded to the bedding of Yerbenas, Scarlet
Geraniums, ie. I think the culture of annuals may bq,
so managed as to go hand in hand with that of
Verbenas, A:e., so as to have continuous successions of
bloom early and late. Where there are good borders
they may be sown very early ar.d at such a distnr

12 18 30 4.37 I

Nov. 16

oo

I

14

31

30

4.70

3. SO

.821

.828

.830

.778

.859

Fog, 1 : hail, 19, 20,

and 30 ; Ugiitg., 30.

Honeysuckle in leaf,

8 ; J.ilau, 15; Peach
in bloom, 12 ; Hazel
do., 12.

Fog, 4 ; hail and snow,
30 ; thunder and
lightning, 30 ; Elm
in IcEif, 1 ; Lomb.
roplar ; Hawthorn,
15; Horse Chesnufc,

23 ; rooks build, 22

;

lunar holo, 16.

Apple in bloom, 5 ;

Lilac, 10; nuckoo,

11; had, 15, 10;
first swallows, IS ;

aurora borealis, 2

1

Lightning,20 ; f()?,2S ;

thunder, 21 ; Labur-
nuio in bloom, 14

Honeysuckleinbloom,
3 ; fog, 7 ; lightning.

8 ; Wheat in ear, ;

inbloom,13; tlumd.
storm. 25; Barley

and Oat:i in ear, 25.

Oats cut, 22 ; Darley
do., 23 ; AVheat do.,

24
Thunder, 3 ; Peaches.

7 ; JaTgonelie Fear,S
Lunar halo, 1-4 : fog,

24 ; meteors, 25, 28

Fog, 1, 9; teal, 8;
woodcock, 11 ; last

swallow, 19 ; aurora
borealis, 1 2 ; hail,

21, 23 ; thhnder, 21,

25, 31 ; lightning,

23,24,31 ; Hawthorn
leafless, 22 ; shock
eJWthquake, 25

Thmider storm, 1

;

fog, 22 ; first field-

fare 24
Hail, i, 28; snow, 14,

15,10, 17, 19;thnn.,

27 j lightning, 27, 2S

(Hordeum hexastiehon), and Potatoes (mtrodiiced aW

100 vears ago). Before the introduction of the Poto

it appears that Cabbages were extensively cultwat^

Common culinary vegetables grow ^ve\\, but iruit b*B

require the protection of WgY^^V^f «d
exposure. Ou Duunct Links the drifting of b »a

is preveuted l:y the Bent (Ammophda iiruiidiiu^^

which- grows ahundantly. The native floweru^pteb

and Feins enumerated amounted toabout 420 fo »«J

of whicli the author was indebted to a ^^aluus Caitliw

botanist, Mr. Robert Dick, as well as to W . 1«
j

known for his natural history researches, heveni

the plants, it was stated, were not m">t'?"f^ '"-„*

Watson's Cvbele Britannica as occurring '^fj
Highland Province, while others had never bwp

viously recorded as natives of Uio county. Amou„

more
Draba mcaua, jrvrus miii, ^'.i.v..i..s,- -----

Vf;,,,.»ciiiiii

tjlites, Eibcs alpinum, V^^leriana dioici,, H.u.
^,

boreale, H. prenauthoides, Arctostaphylo^ alF";^;^

Ben Sluirraii, Anchusa serapcrvirens, ^f^^^'^'-S^

Pinguicula lusltanica, Ajuga pyramiUal^,

Scotiea, Rumex sanguineus, Habenaria bi*"'- ^^
cordata, Juncus balticus, Carex Innosa, u^^
horealis, Sesleria ciernlca, I'fl"'^^^"

,i„o ad''

Osmunda regalis, Isoetes laoustns, Lycopou

tinum.-n. •« Notice of a P^vsiolog.wl^P«^'?g,,

speeivnen of Tropaiolum m "

^ously recorded as natives of the county. Amo'=
_

.ore interesting plants recorded were the follo«i|^^

iraba incana, Pyrus Aria, Saxifraga st» S |n|C

communicated by A. Dickson, Esq.---ii>j ^^
Culifoniian Trees." Part II. By A. Mu^^j^'

was occupied chiefly with a <^'^'^^J_^pitti''-

r.R.S.E. The first part

I

I

3

(

Notes* I

Dahnahoy Flarli} Votato.

is the best second early at pre:

the synonymy of various Californian trees.
^^^
^ ,

signis^w^ Finns radiata he showed ^^ "V^ „
==1:

species by exhibiting a branch bearing tie -^
ing cones of both clustered together, rinvs ^^^
he considered perfectly distinct troni ^^""

^gcovffea

Of Finus Jeffregi ho said :—" This l'\«^;^';..,9 geiito^

and named after Mr. Jeffrey, who m l^^*^
||^^

to collect seeds in North-West America, »J
^.^^^^

tion of gentlemen which originated m^
^^^^^^

i:

was Drincinallv comnosed of Scotchiu^ » ' ^0^,
I

that Geraniums, &c., might be planted betwixt them
nnre arenowbeingappreclatediuEngland. The following is its ' ful, and that it may yet make ^."^^^^^^

liem historv as related to me by the late Mr. Smeal, gardener
j
Japan as it did through Jctire} lu
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ing on
fornia. Some subscribers to the association, remember-

j

inducing a correspondent of tlie Gardeners* Chronicle

nly that the third and last year of Jeffrey's
,

to suggest that a petition of the scientific men might be
ement terminated iinsucce^spfnl]y,_and that they sent to the American Government, praying for the

Pi'o^ection of this eighth wonder of the world. Fortu-
nately,^ the authorities were fully alive to their duty, by

engngement lIlrtLiriA iiijoui.«^i,o.-i Liiij, iiiivi iJimu
!-»'»:.

J

to be dissatisfied with his conduct
had iust reason to be aissatisnea witn ms conduct

during that year, sometimes speak of his expedition as

failure. But it is unjust so to term it ; and if they

roof; the corrugated layers surround" TheTree~Wi
tuclnially, and the interstices between these harder por'
;^ons are packed with the elastic spongy substance.
Ihe quantity of seed obtained, however, was by no
means correspondent to the sacrifice made to obtain it

?:_"?'_'^^^^.= .*_^^ ^-^"^^7'^^ ^f ^'^y._tree under any circ^m^ The cones on'the trees woxild appe;; t7h;v;Yer'com:
ity of paratively few; and, as I believe in tite case with other

would only remember the quantities of novelties which
j

stances whatever, and thus, bv''throwinTthe"6ancti

:Z cllseivered and ntrpduced through his me.ns,
;

the law around the hallowed ^rove. preLv"k-th ^;;^^::!, 'the^ Zou'nV 7'^^^! rXV^
,
America an obiect ante pnnnl ni o-vnii^onrf/. fi.n fo.v,.,i Li™^i-„„ W. . , ;

ui j^nc seea \asuy prcpou-
they would rather treat it as a great success, which

,

America an object quite equal in jrvandeur to the famed i deratps Thp wl^ola r„,o,.f f" i i 'S ^:-*"'r
nljassumes the aspect of a partial failure from the

,
Fall, of Niagak the MaiLoth Cave of Kentac^ror ' aZutodTo b"t ecn Hi 8 ITuTi \f'

'^^^

knowledge that, great as it was, it ought to have been, ' the ISTfltm-Ml Rrirlo-^ ^f v;v„:>,:„ »» rru i.. „i? ^^Al __ i

."^.""^^'^
, P^"^ ^*^" ^. ^"^^ ^ ^"s.

;
but. as there are

and miglit have been, greater still. No one could have

worked more conscientiously and more perseveringly

than Jefi^iey tUd during the first two years of his em-

ployment, and, bearing inmjnd the fact that Menzies ^ .....«..,. ^.uuy xx.»u ge.u.e.ran
ftiid Douglas went to a virgm country, his collections

!
admirably fitted for such work, to undertake the task

do him no discredit, even as compared with theirs." of procuring some seeds for him. A first-rate shot a

the Natural Bridge of Virginia." The result of this i?,
that the only way of procuring seeds is to shoot dowu.
the cones with ritle bullets, or, so to speak, to saw off
small branches with them; and my brother succeededm getting Mr. Patrick Black, a young Irish gentleman

50,000 seeds in a pound, the expedition has probably
done more good than harm after all. The portion of
wood sent home by my brother gives me the oppor-
tunity of testing the calculations which have been made
as to the age and rate of growth of the tree, and I find
It corresponds with the data on which Dr. Torrey came
to his conclusion, which wa?, that the tree was aboutBut the chief part of Mr. Murray's paper was occupied keen sportsman, full of energy, whom nothinc;ieS 1^00%?^., ni ^^

""
i Vo'Ann''^

*^' ^''VT ^^°"*^

with an aocou'nt of the Mammoth Tree (Wem.,tonin more tVan the exhilarating fi^^ of a hunter ctmS
I Lt'irr.1'' /"!!!' ZL^'3'':'' !' ^^^^ ^'':

qigantea)y and of an expedition sent to procure seeds of

it by his brother, Mr. William Murray of San
Francisco. The first place wliere it was found w%as at a

spot called the Calaveroa Grove (more recently the

:\rainraoth Tree Grove), near the head-waters of the

Stanislaus and San Antonio rivers, in long. 120° 10' W.,
at. 38° N., and about 4590 feet above the sea level.

Tiiere the number of trees still standing amounts to

93. Two otiier localities are now known, one in

Mai-iposa and the other in Fresno county. The
jrariposa grove contains about 400 trees, and the
Fresno grove about 600. The tree is undoubtetlly the
largest and most magnificent known on the face of tlie

earth. Its ally, the Seqvoia sempervirens, is not far
short of it in size, but still stands a little in the back-
ground. The average dimensions of both trees when
full grown are about 300 feet in height and 90 in
circumference. We have great difficulty in realising
this immense height, and to assist us we must have,
recourse to other objects of comparison. To an Edin-
burgh man we have a very good one. The Gas
Company's great chimney, although built in a hollow
deep below Nelson's Monument, yet has its top
7 feet higher. Now it is only 329 feet high in
all, including its pedestal, which is 65 feet in
height; while one of these Mammoth trees was
actually 450 feet high, or nearly a third higher than
that chimney. And Lord Ricliard Grosvenor, in a
letter quoted in a recent number of the Gardeners'
Chronicle, speaks of having seen one ll6 feet in circum-
ference and 450 in height It is taller than St. Peter's
and httle short of the height of the Pyramids. Another
way of bringing home to our sensations an idea of the
ouonnous size of these trees is that used by Slessrs
Sang, Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy, in a neat and eon>
preliensive little account they have given of the tree
They calculate the quantity of wood in a tree, and its
va ufi at \d. a foot. The result is 6250^. for a big one.
\\\n\t a nice little provision an acre of Wellino-tonia
would make for a younger son or daughter of the pro-
pno or of an entailed estate ! The trees seem all torsohkesohd Pillars Without a branch for nearlytwo-
tlnrds of !;eir height, often with furrowed bafk, so
as to look like fluted columns. Mr. Murray exhibited
several photographs of the trees from Mariposa Grove-
one of which was 94 feet in circumference. He then
went on to say ^--« The smallest tree that could beM was 24 feet in circumference, and the next about
24 feet, and I sha 1 tell you how I know. My brother lastautumn desired to obtain some seed of the
\\ elhngtonia to send home Now, this is not an easy

f^lif !^ l-''^^ P^']?^' *^^ *^*^^« ^^^ g^-e^tly too high

^pf T fl

-^'^^'"^ '? ^^^""^ ^'y ^"y contrivance. I sug-
ges ed flymg a kite over them, and by that meansgeamg a rope up the one side and down the otherm any one fancy such an experiment being made overtne Oas Company's chimney (the trees are as bare as it
ot branches nearly to its top), and let him also fancv

^ri^^l''''-^^1^'''''^'''^^'"f.^'^?>?^?^"^ assumed, from reckoninc^ only the outwardfor weeks m the open air, Mr. Black was quite the right rhi^s and t-ikin^ i"
" *^^""-'""=' ^'J" ^^'^ outward

man in the right place.

Jdity of my plan, unless, indeed, on the principle of
firing and sending out Steeple Jack (and he, poor man
1 believe, ih dead, and has left no successor ^o his
"nsmess). To cut down a tree was not impossible. It

tion, he took his departure for the Mariposa Grove,
which -is a long way in the outer world—not that it is

without its own inhabitants, its own hotel (kept by an
old hunter), nay, even its own authorities, as Mr. Black
had like to find to his cost. He took up his quarters
with the old hunter, who may rather be said to have
kept open house than a hotel, as the sky was the only

^

roof he had—a roof apparently not yet being considered

I

essential to the comforts of a hotel in these parts,
,
although one might have thought it would, seeing that
the forest is 6000 feet above the level of the sea, and
there w^as frost every niglit while Mr. Black was there.
He visited the grove daily, shooting down a cone
or two to see that they were ripe before beginning to
make his collection. When he began to make it, how-
ever, he soon found that it would take a battery of
ammunition and an army of sharpshooters to make even
a moderate collection of seeds. The seed is exceedingly
small and thin—a -mere scale—and the cone is also
small (not larger than the cone of an ordinary Scotch
Fir, and containing still fewer seeds), so that the'^product
of a whole week's shooting might be held in one's
waistcoat pocket. Mr. Black soon tired of this, and,
seeing one or two trees of less size than the others, and
being apparently a man of a logical turn of mind, came
to the conclusion, first, tliat it would be easier to fill

his wallet by cutting down a tree than shooting
down the cones; second, that it could be done; and
lastly, that as it conid be done, it should be done ; and
being apparently also a man of a practical as well as of
a logical turn of mind, lie boldly putting behind him
the lear of the anathemas of the New York Courier
and of the Gardeners' CJironlcIe, as well as the nearer
terror of the local authorities, at once, with the assistance
of his host and two Frenchmen (that the three most
civilised nations in the world mii^ht all be represented

j

in the perpetration of the sacrilegious deed) proceeded
to put his intent into execution. They first selected
the smallest tree whlcli they could find in the grove; it

was 24 feet in circumference, and took Black and the
hunter three days' hard work to level with the ground,
one cutting on each side of the tree. Increase of
appetite growing by what it fed on, another and another
shared the same fate, until they had actually cut down
four of these magnificent trees, the last and largest
being 42 feet in circumference, which took a week to
cut, and fell before the two Frenchmen ; not, however,
before the echoes of their axes reached the ears of
Judge Lvnch, who soon stopped the fun, and in simple
but unmistakeable language gave him to understand
that it w^ould bo " dangerous" to try it again. In plain
English, the authorities interfered; and. although they
did not lynch Pat (\vhi?h would not have set up the
trees again), they told him that tliey would, if he cut
any more. The wood is extremely soft, very light, and
easily worked, and not unlike the Cedar wood used for
pencils; when freshly cut it is wliite, but speedily
acquires the Cedar hue. It is so brittle, tbat one* of thu
trees in falling snapped in three places before it reached
the ground, carrying away whole forests of Silver Firs
and Pine^ before it ; and we see from the figures of the
trees which we already possess, as well as from the
photograph of the group now shown, that a great pro-

w^ii o„.^»r^l '
'i-u

""
i

~ n'?r '•"-.5 't for granted that all the rings wereWell supplied with animnni-
|
of the same breadth. The tree is perfectly hardy in
Britain, gro^vs veiy rapidly, and, although only
introduced fn 1853, has already reached the height oC
03 feet, and 19 inches in circumference at base, at Castle
Martyr, near Cork, and not much sliort of this both in
England and Scotland, and hns borne ripe fruit at Thet-
ford in England. We may therefore reasonably hope
that we shall ere long be indcpendant of the sacred

j

giants of the West for a sufficient supply of good seed.
In the meantime we have the satisfaction of knowing
that w'e can make plants by cuttings with the greatest
facility; and, what is most important, in the great majo-
rity of cases they grow erect and readily from leaders.

harlKo^., ,^^,.^ T i V ""="v.o i.i.iJuaMuiu. ic pnotograpu ot the group now shown, that a great pro-

?o le^ a .t Lfr^ 1^1 fr^'^^i^''
more than once portion of them have been broken off near the top. so

18M rLrtt nff .f V-^^^^^
^ remember that in that.if they had continued growing in the same propor-

Wherwn,h^^ f r fl'T^'l ^^.^^'' ^'^'^' ^>' tion. they must have been nearly a third higher. But if

ttu 3ol?Mn / ^PP\^^|^^ t^f?t a slice of it (not less the wood is brittle, the bark is not. Our friends found

Ccfan^^^^^^^
the Crystal ^it a great deal worse to cut through than the

ttl for tV. n'
^^-

'"i^^5^- ^f\Pl«^^'^ ^t his wood. It is tough and stringy, like coir or the husk

olu" r„ 1 " «: ?-. '^^ *'**^ money—more par-

Kottcess of Mookff.

l^outledge's Illustrated Katural mstory. Part XI.,
is more iull than ever of interesting matter. The
Tasmanian Devil and Wolf, the Wombat, and Bandi-
coot, the whole race of Opossums, Seals, and Whales are
•here represented with singular felicitv. We select an
account of the first of these, called by Zoologists Dia-
bolus ursinus; the ekulland bones of which are so strong
as to render it extremely difficult to kill by mere
beating.

"Few animals have deserved their popular titles
better than the creature to whom the first colonists of
Van Diemon's Land unanimously gave the namu of
Native Devil. The innate and apparently ineradicable
ferocity of the creature can hardly he conceived except
by those who have had personal experience of its

demeanour. F.ven in captivity its sullen and purpose-
less anger is continually excited, and the animal appears
to be more obtuse to kindness than any other creature
of whoin we have practical knowledge. Generally, a
caged animal soon learns to recognise its keeper, and to
welcome the hand that supplies it with food ; hut the
Tasmanian Devil seems to be diabolically devoid of
gratitude, and attacks indiscriminately every bring that
approaches it. I have frequently had opportunities of
testing the character of this curious animal, and have
always found it to be equally savage and intractable.

Without the least cause it would ily at the bars of its

cage, and endeavour by dint of teeth and chuvs to
wreak its vengeance on rae, while it gave vent to its

passionate feelings in short, hoarse screams of rage.
Tliere w-as no reason for these outbursts of anger, for
the animal behaved in precisely the same manner when-
ever any visitor happened to pause in front of its

domicile. It is a very conspicuous animal, and not
niistaken for any other species. Tlie
Ta.snianiaii Devil is very appropri-

, dashed here and there with spots,
patches, or stripes of a pure white, which afford a
bold and singular contrast to each other. In different
individuals there is considerable variety in the distribu-
tion of these two colours, hut the character of the
markings is similar in all. The general hue of the fur
is a deep dead black, the fur being devoid of that rich
silUy glossiness which gives to the coats of many black
animals so pleasing an effect. AorosB the brt-usfc th^rfl

easily to be
coat of the
ately black.

in some individuals takes the form of a semilunar band,
and in others is contracted to a mere spot. Generally,
another white mark is found to extend saddlewise
across the end of the spine, just before the insertion of
the tail. This mark is also sujiceptible of great varia-
tion, being of considerable dimensions in some speci-
mens, and extremely small in others. Now and then a
white streak or patch is seen upon theshouTders, but in

"Wnendons" <;f;il if i T """''' "'^*« "^^'^ ^^ere coacea wim oarK or oniy a common tUickness and immetliatUy above thcni. Aa uiight be presumed frooi

'•^tir and" Prnon.
" „*''^'^

/;V*^^*'
*o ^e at the requisite

! ordinary consistence, it could never live to be a tree; the heavy make of its body, and the fhlckj^ct shortneM
cone«. seeds rnni,i '! fi..,f"„vl"? /i°^'" ^ *'^^^, bearing it would be snapped across by the first wind that blew,

|
of its limbs, the animal is not at all brisk or lively in

its movements, and seldom displays much energy except

when under tho influence of the easily-excited irasci-

bihty for which it is so widely renowned. The head is

short and thickly made, tlie muzzle very blunt, and the
mouth wide. Tbi' gait of the animal is plantigrade, and

con«^r , ''^\T^ ^ ^"tting down a tree bearing

SbfS.^V''''^'^^^^^'"^ obtained; but an obstacle t?

nwr m?»f5 P'Tr^:^ *^^"^ ^^'«*^ i-^ t^« «»^e that is

their lh2
properly taken to protect the trees and prevent

diffictil^"^r?r'™*"^*^^- ^"^ ^'^"1^^ th^"^ that the

>«ffl2enf ^f^^?.^
^^^'" *'^"^*^ ^" J^s^lf Ii^ve been a

fc««no?nr^"'^'''^'*'"i.^^'^ *^ *'^« "«t thought so, and
" te^"*/"- ^^- Seeman says-" It was at one

l«t vrh^
t»fit ninny years would not elapse before the

it would be snapped across by the first wind that blew,
so soon as it reached a sufficient height to give the wind
a hold upon its branches; but, with a coating of bark so

thick, so tough, so stringy, so spongy, and so elastic, it is

kept in its place, and protected Irom its own fragility.

It is the same principle which is a'lopted by ourselves in

packing and supporting anytliing that is fragile; and,

as has been pointed out to me by my intelligent friend

Mr. Bryson, this support is given in the way which

\

its movements are in general dull and sluggish. The
length of this animal is about 21 inches, exclusive of

the tail, wliich measures about 7 inches in length, and
is moderately well covered with fur. Despite of its

comparatively small size, this creature is hardly less

^Wea w^'^i""'i .^" ^^prope the danger in which the The bark is constructed on a different plan from that of, destructive than tlie Tasmanian wolf, and in the earlier

days of the coloniits wrought sad havoc among the

estiee nf *\% TW
— -""*** i»wv eirt|*at: uKiuif LiiK iwr. i>rysou, ims support is giveu in me way wnicn

" was the A' "^-i^^J""^^*'^'
Trees would be destroyed, i modern science has ascertained to funiish the greatest

their nrM„„.f-**^ ,
'* ^^^"^f^ which first pleaded for

j
amount of strength with the least waste of substance.
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sbcep nnd potvltry, especiaUy among the latter. In

those tliiYS it swiirmed iu great inimbers, but it is now
nearly extirpated out of some districts, and is so ptiise-

cuted by the righteous vengeance of the farmers, that

a solitary specimen can scarcely now be seen in tlie

locality where its nightly visits used to be of continual

occurrence. Many of these depredators wore shot,

caught in traps, or otherwise destroyed, and suffered a

poetical justice iu furnishing a meal for those at whose

expense they had often feasted. The flesh of this rather

ungainly animal is said to be far from unpleasant, and

to have some resemblance to veal. The traps in which

these nocturnal robbeis are caught are baited with

tlesh of some kind, generally with butcher's offal, for the

animal is a very voracious one, and is always sensitive

tosucli attractions. Like the Tasnianian wolf—to which
animal it is closely allied—it is in the habit of prowling

along the sea-shore in search of the ordinary coast-

loving molluscs and crustaceans, or in hopes of making
a more generons feast on the dead carcases which the

tides will sometimes leave upon tlje beach. In captivity

it will eat almost any kind of food, and is found to

thrive well upon bread and milk, with an occasional

addition of meat. "Wlien it is indulged in the latter

delicacy it speedily tears in pieces the meat with which
it is furnished, and is in nowise baftled by the presence

of moderately sized bones, which it cati crack with
wonderful ease by means of its strong teeth and power-
ful jaws. The great power of its jaws, backed by its

um-easoning ferocity, which seems to be literally in-

capable of comprehending the feeling of fear, renders it

extremely formidable when attacked. Indeed, there

are hardly any dogs, however strong and well-trained

they may be, which can boast of a victory gained over

a Tasmanian Devil iu single fight. It is rather a pro-

ductive animal, the number of its family being from four

to five at a birth. The habitations of this species is

ascertained to be made in the depths of the forest, con-

cealed as far as possible from the light of day, which
grievously affects the eyes of this, as of all other strictly

noctm'nal animals. The pain which is caused to the

creature by the unwelcome brilliancy of ordinary day-

light is constantly indicated by the ceaseless movements
of the nictitating membrane over the eyeball, even

when the animal is slirouded in the comparative dim-

ness of a straw-filled den, and shades itself from the

glare by crouching iu the darkest corner of its cage.

Aided by the strong fossorial claws of the fore-feet, the

Tasmanian Devil digs for Itself a deep burrow in the

ground, or, taking advantage of some natural hollow or

crevice, shapes the interior to suit its own purposes.

The hinder feet are made in a manner similar to those

of the bear, and, like that animal, the Tasmanian Devil
is able to sit erect upon its hinder qnai'ters, and to con-

vey food to its mouth bj means of its foie-paws, which
it uses iu a very adroit manner."

Wovdd it not be well if the Editor were to look at

Mr. Wuterton's clever comments on Natural History
Anecdotes, with which our columns are occcasiouaUy

cniiched?

»-"-"-^ r" " ^^»^ '-^ —

^
air of Peruvian courts; they were the love messengers

of noble Mexican youths; they lay a mournrul tribute

of affection on the grave of a departed fi-iejid ; and
hung their fantastic garlands along the gold-glowing

walls of Slexican temples." Yet till within the present

century they scarcely found a place among the col-

lections of Europe. But no sooner were the lovers of

flowers in England made acquainted, chiefly through

the labours of Dr. Lindley, with their transcendant

claims, than they were sought with energy and deter-

mination. Collectors were sent to all the rich and

HAUDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Proceed with pruning and nailing when not too r- n

for these operations. If any planting still remain !

be done, let it be performed as soon as the ground
a fit state for that purpose. Do not, as is somet'^

^'

done, over-manure; it is a great mistake to in.L.J^L^

isia

The 12th and last number of Vol. I. of the I*escatorea

lias appeared with title-page and index. It contains

figures of Arpophyllum Cardinalis, Odoutoglossum
triumphans and coronarium, and Cypripedium villosum,

the last a well-known species, the three others both
rare and beautiful. Amateurs will he glad to hear that
Mr. Linden announces his intention of continuing this

attractive work notwithstanding the death of M. Pesca-
tore; and lie expects that his collectors in tropical Asia
and America will supply its pages with novelties in

abundance.

Mr. Lovell Eeeve has announced as preparing for

publication, in monthly parts, imperial octavo, each part

to contain four coloured plates, Mith descriptive letter-

press, price 2s. Qd., a new penodical entitled TheFloral
Magazine : comprising figures and descriptions of
popular garden flowers, by Mr. Thomas Moore, F.L.S.;
the drawings by Mr. Pitch, F.L.S. We are informed
that the chief aim of the work will be to furnish faithful

representations of choice flowers, so as to become a port-
folio of the most imporfant floral novelties submitted
for the approval of the public in each successive season.
The letter-press is to consist of one leaf to each plate,

containing popular descriptions and historical notices,

with the mode of culture of the plants figured, and
notes of such additional novelties as the space may
accommodate.

induce the

prolific tropical regions : one ship, at least, came to

England freighted entirely with Orchids; and it is

supposed that in England alone, at the present time,

not fewer than 2000 species are under cultivation.

Once a Weelc.

Calendar of Operations
{For the ensuing tveelc^

\

Miscellaneous.
Dental Cream.— Under this title, M. Gautier,

Medecin ~ Dentisfe of Paris, describes a composition
which he says is of very great utility in facilitating

cutting the teeth. Ifc consists of gum, sugar, and
honey, equal parts of eacli, with q, s. of lime-water.
This is to be rubbed for several minutes three or four

PLANT DEPARTMEXT.
^

CoNSEETATOHY, &c,—Orange trees in tubs or pots

should be carefully examined in orJer to ascertain

whether or not their roots are iu a healthy state, and
those requiring more room should be shifted at once. In
many instances however it may not be possible to afford

large specimens a shift. In that case remove as much
of the surface soil as can be done without injuring the

roots, and replace ifc with a mixture of good loamy turf,

broken bones, decayed cow dung, and sand, and sec that

the balls of the plants are in a moist healthy condition.

Manure water is of great service to Orange trees, and
may be applied freely at -all seasons, particularly when
they are starting into growth. It is quite impossible to

use the syringe to aiivantage in many conservatories,

and under such circumstances when the weather is favour-

able the flowering plants should be removed to ouq end

of the liouse, and the twiners, &o., g}ven a liberal wash-

ing with the engine, which will also greatly assist in

keeping the glass, &c., clean. This should be done

before the twiners stai*t into growth, as there will be no
danger of injuring the tender foliage while the plants

are in a dormant state. Be satisfied with a rather low
temperature for the present, and give air freely on fine

days, endeavouring to avoid cold drying currents as

much as possible. Attend to keeping up a supply of

Koses, Azaleas, Daphnes, and other things requiring to

be brought forward in a gentle heat, and persevere in

the destruction of insects.

FOnCING DEPARTMENT.
PiXEBY.—Succession plants should not be allowed to

get too dry at the root, as this would probably throw

them prematurely into fruit. In re-potting these, if a

plant is found too dry ifc should be set aside and well

watered, so as to get the soil in a moist healthy state

before shifting. Where the phuits are growing in

the open bed the soil should be carefully examined to a

sufficient depth, and if it is found to he over dry, water
as often as necessary with tepid water to thoroughly

moisten the mass, allowing two or three days between
each application. Maintain a moist atmosphere, and
shut up early in the afternoon, allowing the glass to

rise to 80^; biit do not excQe<X 60° at night. ViifERiES.

—

Proceed with thinning the berries Avlienever the crop

is sufficiently advanced to allow of this being done. Stop

laterals, tie iu young shoots, &c., and keep everything

neat and orderly. Maintain a steady night tempera-

ture as near 65° as possible ; give air freely on fine

days, taking care to open all the ventilators a little,

and endeavour to avoid cold currents. See that the
buds in the late house are not excited; on the contrary,

keep the house cool. Watch narrowly for red spider in

the early Vinery and in the forcing houses generally,

and should it be detected anywhere lose no time in

washing the infested leaves and those around them,
using a soft sponge and clean water with a little soap-

This may appear a tedious process, but if the enemy is

taken iu time it will be more easily eradicated by these

means than any other. Figs.—Keep the shoots thiu so

as to expose the foliage to light and aii-, and persevere

in the use of the syringe to prevent red spider. Give
air freely on bright days, shutting early iu the afternoon
after syrlnginging the liouse. Peaches.—Proceed
gradually with the disbudding of the early house, and
where the fruit is very thiclc a portion should be re-

moved as soon as fairly set ; but the Peach is liable to
drop until after stoning, and this must be borne iu

mind, and plenty left to allow for a few falling. Main-
tain a steady heat to Cucumbers of G5° or TO'' at night,

and allow ifc to rise 10° or 15° with sun lieat. Give air

ox\ every favourable opportunity.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
_ Bourbon, Tea, and other tender Roses must not be
disturbed for the present, but iis soon as the weather
has become more fiivourable let them be pruned and the
beds manured and lightly forked. Roses do not, how-

production of gross long-jointed wood in any stae? p
the existence of a fruit tree; wood of this descrint
never gets thoroughly ripened, -and in the ca^e of sto'^^
fruits, .gum, canker, and premature death are sometim"^
the result, and in the case of Pears anything deservi

^^

the name of a crop is never obtained till the gross habf
induced by |)lanting iu over-rich soils is overcomp
Ground intended for fruit trees should first be drained
wliich should be done efficiently, and then trenched

t

the depth of 2 feet; and if the natural soil is found t**

be too poor for the health and growth of the trees a suf*

fieient quantity of fresh turfy loam should be added'
but rich stimu'ating manures should not be used for

they are soon exhausted, and the trees are left to

depend upon the natural soil for their support, and
wlien treated in this way never give satisfaction. ^Tsb
advantage of the first fine day with the ground i»

woiking order to get in the main crop of Onions.
Xlie

old practice of sowing broadcast must bo given up as

being too expensive to clean and thiu the crop. Select

a piece of deep land in good condition, and if i\^

surface is not naturally firm render it so before sowinr*

by treading or rolling. °

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
As soon as the weather has become favourable tlie

main crop of Potatoes should be got in. By plantinir

early and only early kinds, and this on hght and not

over-rich soil, there will he a good chance of escapiuo-

disease. See that a bed is prepared for Onions, wliich

should be sown as meutioned above, and also that even-

spare bit of ground is manured and turned over.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CIIISWICK, NEAH LONDOH.
For the Week endiug fcb. 16, ISCO, as observed at the Horticultural GardeiK

February.

Friday 10 13
S»rur. II }y

Sunday 1^ 20
Mon. V6{ <<

Tiiea. 14, 22
« ed. 15 23
Thura. 16 24

Average

Feb. 10—Clear aod frosty ; slmrp frost at night.
- II—Uniformly overcast ; snowins: densely overcast; frosty.

- 12—Frosty ; very clear and eold ; fi-o5ty,

- 13— Clear and frosty : snow shower; clear; froaty.
- 14—Frosty; cold ana dry; clear and frosty ; snow.
- io— Frosty; overcast; ciear; overcast; snow.
- 16—Cold and drizzly ; brijibt sun ; cloudy and cold ; overcist.,

Mean temperature ol" the week, f>\ dcK- below the average,

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
Eurins the last :U years, for the ensuiug Week, enJius Feb. 25, 1360.

Tr'evaUirig' ffinJiT

Februaiy.

bt BO Q-

1- g «

0=^ No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Sunday I'J.. 41.5 31.1 378 12

Mon. 20 . 45.3 30.5 37-8 18

Tues. 21.. 46.4 32.0 39-2 16

Wed. 22.. 45.9 32.3 39-1 15

Tliurs. 23.. 47.0 31.5 39.2 12

Friday 24.. 47.1 33.2 40.1 16

Satur^ 25.., 47.7 32.6 [ 40.2 17
.

The highest temperature duriue the above period occurred on the ^Itji.

IS46, and25tb, 1830-themi. 59 deff. ; and the lowest OQ the 20 it. i-^

—therm. 3 dejf.
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times a day, into the portion of the gum about to be
penetrated. The gum becomes softened and thinned,

\
ever, dislike a rather firm soil, and care should he taken

and the tooth is much more easily cut. J?harmaceutical noi to injure then' roots by forking or digging too
Journal.

Afeiv Words alout OrcYids.

much. Tiie best manure for them is well rotted cow
,- , ^ .

Although the greatest
|

dung, which should be applied after carefully loosening
cun.ositics in the whole range of the vegetable kingdom,

j

the soil, and an lach or two of fresh mould sprinkled
and described in terms of glowing rapture by some of , over it will obviate any unpleasant appearance it might
the ^}^y writers on the floral productions of fudia and ,' otherwise present if kept neiir the surface. Get walks

Notices to CorresDondentS'
Ants : /C. Strew giiano in their runs and nests.

Bog Eakth : A Subscriber. Good ho^i euth is to be procurw

only in dry heathy places. It should have a great <i'^^f\

fine silver sand naturally mixed with it. "Bog eaw,

strictly so called, is always inferior, and someUmes wone.

"Wimbledon Common continues to yield peat eartu, DuiitB

getting scarce. , . . r^ts
Books: JK Shejield. You must ascertain the pnc^J".":'^

through booksellers. The Gardeners' Magazine ot ^^^'IJ

discontinued. The Illustrated Bouquet is c^J^^^^.vnp
scbaffelt's work is in French. The Ho^st is the only cii«j

monthly work with coloured plates likely to be ol u=e

you.-i Practical Botanist .vfill find uothm^ ^KZS
wants except the Piiytoloj-iat.-Gtfr»ia;t. Dupuya Uwne'^

arbres fmitiei-3. ^.^ . .„_,alfirisl;

ConaosivE Sublimate: TTC^.—The quantity is ^^^^pjt
water will not take up more than a certain quanuty. ^
the sublimate into a vessel of water; stir i\"P

^.Tjuon,

leave it for an hour or so. Then pour off the c'?^ !^
, the

and add more water to the sublimate remainrng
^^^

bottom of the vessel, and so go on until aU tue suy

dissolved. . ^,ntiev trai*

Green Peas : J TT. We never take any part m m™ J

actions connected witli the sale of seeds ^^ P'^^'^V? econofl)/

Insects : A7ion. The Pea-beetle is Bruchus Pisj- *» "^

•
. will be alluded to in a forthcoming article, "j: ^ ^ xd^
Names or Plants: We have been so often ^'^"e'^

tdgtirt

tantly decline naming heaps of dried or other
PJ*." ^that^

venture to request our correspondents '^
^,^L.jteddutr«'

never have or could have undertaken an u*^"^'
^j-ks n3««

this kmd. Youug gardeners, to whom i^'S" inplying?

especially apply, should bear iu mind that ^^l^'^^gtifi»

us for assistance, they should exhaust
Yi^^i^"\ trouble

«

gaming information. We cannot save t^^sm »-"
j^ jt ^

examining aud thinking for themselves, nor ^^^^
desirable if we could. All we can do is to /li^

^^^^^^
do*

that most willingly. It is now requested tnai.
^^^ ^^^^

more than four pl^^^^s may be sent u.
j^^^. ^^^M A. Some evergreen variety of the lurKcy .^^^

what is called " the Fulham." The L}^c"Xworth g«'*2

variety.-i'. 5. Seneeio mikani^formis. not «
^^

^ttf

out of doors even at Midsummer, but a c^^^^^cif^ijj.

fragi-ant flower.-/ S. It is some state f>^i*%'lard of "0*J
E.iCH Trees: An Amateur. We have never hearu^ ^^^
disease as you mention. Your state

publication ; but if you will descrit>e

r

r\. A. n f\'\t ^_^ T* t? T* 1

TkmPERATCBE.
J>AHUM J> i £V£^fl 1 Of the Air. Of the Earth

Wind.

"IT

Max. Miu. Max. ' Miu. Mean I foot

deep
2 feet

deep.
a;

30.045 29.'iSl) 37 15 2fi.O 41 41i M
29.9lfi TJ.7-:s 38 \4 2-i.O 40 41 s.

30.3:r3 30.173 3S 29 30.0 39 41 N.E.
30.5(18 3i>.4d5 31 20 27.0 3'J 4I> N.E.

3(1 .526 :i0.457 37 22 2^.5 38 39i N.E. .00

30.477 SiK-2-2b 41 33 370 38 39 N.

S0.1S4 30.0:: 42 32 37.0 :m 39 N.E, ^1
i

30.284 30.174 33.1 22.3 m.2 39.0 40.1 li 1

^

i

if

r

J

\

« ." ". ^r'"'^"^'t ""^ "^'J*^ *>i royal Indian maideHs; soon on a gentle hotbed; it haa better, however, be
nourisbeu m the palaces and perfumed the luxm-ious , delayed for the present till the weather gets milder. j

iragi'ant nowei.—./ o- xi- ^ ovv^y^ ^

Peach Trees: An Ainatmr. We bave never -

disease as you mention. Your statement la^^^^
faBf.

puhlication ; but if you wUI describe the «> i-

clearly, and correctly, we will nnat yoj^^^te^^ ^6b^
LANES AKD Sycvmores I W G. No ^^^h d^e^^^^g tl^«

**a valuable dye" from these trees, bas^ ^jon cf »

kno^ of. There is probably «>me_ misconcep^^tc**

eifect of Boucherie'3 method, which is to t«

to such wood, not to extract dyes from tiieiu.
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AvrUiClAL ]HANURES, &c.— Main:fa<rturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient t-reparation, by applying to J. C Nesbit F G.S.,

ju- Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kpniiiuoton, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Supei-phos-

nhates of Lime, Coprolites, &c., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

nSier Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

PMitlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-

tion at the College^ '

TTThe lo^'don manurk company
I (Established 1840),

<17 now prepared to send out the following MAK UFACTUEED

' exiPERrHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

biSSOLVED EONES.
CO^XE^'TRATED URATE.
MANGEL 3IANURE. .

BLOOD MANURE for CORN akd ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bonea as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root

Ci-op 'and in vhich they guai-antee every portion, both of

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (dhect from Messrs. A. Gibbs <k Sons), KITRaTE of

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fenchurch Street, E.C. Enw. Pcrskr, Secretary.

ESTABLISHED 1812-
MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to talie

orders for their special MANURES for 1860, which they
unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and chaigtd at
the lowest possible price, viz.

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

ft

^ »

IAWES'S MANUKES.—The Manures mauufactured
J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, ISfiO, are now ready

fer delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6

SUPERPHOSPHATE o^LLME 6
MINERAL 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE S
MANGEL MANURE 8
GRASS MAN URE 8 „

These Manm-es can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at piices
varyiug according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of
7000 tons Turuip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their

TURNIP MANURE
( CLOVER MANURE

WHEAT ditto POTATO ditto
GRASS ditto ] BARLEY ditto
PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE

OF LIME, &c., all of which are warranted of the best quality.
Apply to H. &. T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol; or

Proctor & Rylakd, Birmingham and Chester.'

HE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COMPANY
(Limited), Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London,

E.G., hold in stock the following Goods suited to the Season :—
Steam Engines, Horse Powers, Chaff Cutters, Crushing ilills.
Oilcake Brusers, Root Cutters and Pulpers, Pumps, &c.

Price Lists can be had post free upon application.

EST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
LAND DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in 1844.
Incorporated by Act of Parliament ik 1848.

Draining, Inclosing, Irrigating,'Warping, Road Making, and
all kind of Land Improvements, executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties, and the whole cost can be made
a Permanent Charge on the Lands, or redeemable in a certain
number of years. Bjdwell it Brodie. Secretaries.

Offices : Exeter ; and 30, Parliament Street, London, S. W.

w

c

6

5

T

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Slanures.
American Cakes supplied at market prices.
Address J. B. La-wes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C.

and Liffey Buildings, PMen Quay, Dublin.

IRELAND.
JOSEPH BERRY and SONS, Seed Mekchakts,

Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the
Western Counties. SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, and other
ilanures.—S, Arran Quay, Dubhn.

BURNARD, LACK, and C0.\S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Ofthese Manures Dr. Voclclcer says :— "Tliese results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agi-icultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
DetaCed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to tlie Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
rrice», Ac., may be had on application to Burxa-rd, Lack,
A Co., Button Road, Ph mouth.

o.PERUVIAN GUAN
Tiie present Price of this valuable Manure is—

12J.
per ton for 30 tons and upwards fat the DepSts in London.

\il. 5s. per ton fori ton up to:JO tons! Liverpool, and Bristol!
And. in order to protect themselves against the purchase of

Adulterated Mixtures, and of inferior Guanos, purporting to
pi-oduce resiUts equal to Peruvian, consumers are rcccmimendcd
to apply citlier to ourselves

; to our AGENTS, Messrs, Gibes,

I^l^\ ^ ?**•' f Liverpool and Bristol; or to Dealers of
«rtabh5hed character throughout the Countrj-, in whose honesty

?;1^ «'''''^'"?.*^«^?^'' P^^'^*' implicit confidence.-ANTHONi
(iiBsa & Sons. 15. Bishopsgnte Street Within. Loudon, E.G.

O D A M S'S BLOOD M
manufactured by

A N U R L S,

THE PATENT.

NITRO-PHOSHATE oe BLOOD MANURE
COMPANY (Limited), consisting of TENAN T FARM ERS,

occupjing upwards of 30,UOO acres of Land.

Trusfees.
AbeiSmith, Jun., Esq., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.
^ barles Dimsdale, Esq., Esseudon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball. Esq , M.P., 8, Belgrave Road. Pimlico, S.W.
»>eneral Hail, Weston CoIviUc, Linton. Cambridge.
^<*J^Biudy, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square,

Directors.
Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
l^eputy Chaurman.—John Collins, Esq., Myddleton' Square.
^^ Pentonville, E.C.
WwardBeli, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex, N.
JohnClayden, Esq, Littlebury, Essex.
Kicnard Hunt, Esq., Ktanstead Abbot, Herta.
Jhomas Knight, Esq, Edmonton, Middlesex, N.
Kobert Leeds, Esq., West Lexhara. Norfolk.
»ooert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Tovni, N.W.
«eorge SavUl. Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
"Uliam Collins, Esq., 105, St John Street Road, E.C.
«Wer5.-Messi-s, Baa-uett, Huare, <t Co., Lombard Street, E.C

y Solicitors.
•«»s. Kingsford &. Dorman. 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.^Uor.^J, Carter Jonas, Esq., Cambridge.
«Wffer«.-^Mr. James Odams.

| Secretary.—Mr. C. T. Macadam.
"inces

: log, Fenchurch Street. London, E.C. ; Manufactory,
_, ^

Plaistow Marshes, Essex.
The Directors recommend these Manures with every confi-we to the attention of their brother Farmers, and the fact

afknS^^ Shareholders farm upwards of 30,000 acre*

wiXS *^^^*^™ ^?^^ ^ ^^^^^ a guarantee and protection to

ite^ J^r l'*^^
rter centage of Soluble Phosphate, and^e amount of Ammal Matter yielding Ammonia they con

-

^.Sl v ^ '"^"^^^ **^^"^ ^^° cheapest, but also the most
Bund/anl^^^s.

*° calculated to produce a healthy,

^^AMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.-This
•<UmT o?J^" ,

^^ ^^^^ percentage of Soluble Phosphate ;

^j^^«^ ana 13 therefore a highly valuable Manure for all root !

*« i^kii ?w?j"*y J^
*^'^ pui cha-ser evei-y bag contains 2 cwt.,

|

the »»«!?-: Y^°'a s Patent Blood Manure," and sold only by '

LAND IMPROVEMENTS.
HE GENERAL " LAND DRAINAGE

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
are empowered by Act tt Parliament to assist the Owners of
Land in cariyiug into effect the following Improvements, and
charging the whole outlay and expenses on the property
improved.

I. AH Works of Drainage, Irrigation, Waqung, and Embank-
ment.

II. The erection of Farmhouses. Cottages fer Agricultural
Labourers, and all kinds of Farm Buildings.

III. The construction of Roads.
IV. The Grubbing and Clearing of Old Woodlands, Enclosing,'

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners bj- whom any of these Improvements may

he executed are—Tenants for Life, Tiiistees, Mortgagees in
Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent persons.
Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives rtr for a Term ex-
ceeding 14 years. Corporations, Eccles^instical or Municipal,
Incumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, &c.
The Owners of Estates not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also avail themselves of the powers of the Company's Act to
charge their estates with an outlay in improvements.
In all cases the whole cost of the improvements, with the

attendant expenses, may be charged on tlie Estate, the term
for Building Works being limited to 31 j-ears, but for all other
im]-/rovements being capable of extension to 50 years.
No investigation of title being required, and the charge not

qeing affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are incurred.
Operations under the Company's Act are divided into two

principal branches; one where the Landowner designs aud
executes the improvements by his own Agent and meiely
requires a loan from the Company to charge the Estate,—the
other where the Company undertake the entire respon-
sibility of the Improvement and obtain repayment by
way of Rent Charge. In the first ease the plans,
specifications, and estimates prepared by the Landowner's
Agent are forwarded to the Company to be submitted
for approval to the TnMosure Commissioners. As soon as the
sanctiuu has been given the Landownerprocecds to execute the
works, and the Company having conducted the bnsinessthrough
all the official forma, complete the charge on the estate when
the works have been passed by the Commissioners, and repay
the Landowner the amount agreed U])on.
In no part of the business is tliere any control upon a Land-

owner except bj' the Inclosure Commissioners. The Comp.'*ny
never interfere, except at the special request of the Landowner
or his Agent, and only to such extent as may further the
objects he has in view.
In the other case, where the Company are required to

execute the works, a rei>ort aud estimate of the Improve-
ment are sent to the Landowner, and having been apjuovcd,
the plans are then proi>ared and the works—either submitted £0
public competition or entrusted to their own staff—are carried
on to completion, and the amoinu of the actual exi)enditure
only, approved by the Inclosure Commissioners with the Com-
pany's agreed commission and the Commissioners' expense^
finally charged on the Estate for the term fixed by the
Landowner.
The Company also execute Drainage and all other Works of

Land Improvement on Commission for the Owners of Estates
not Entailed wlio may wish to charge tho outlay on the pro-
perty through tho simple aud inexpensive process of the
Company's Act.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Piuliament
Street, London. S.W.

nue Biiii oDserving tne letter ot the agree-
palm inferior goods upon his servant and
profit to himself which tte other thought

which this contrast or comparison is true
enough—where the countryman is better paid and
better circumstanced. But there are also counlry
di.stricts, of which the assertion certainly cannot be
defended

; where the agreement, whether for money
only and therefore definite and unavoidable, or
partly in kind as well as money, and therefore
capable of various interpretation according to the
honesty and good will of the employer—where this
agreement does not grant for services a reward
anything like that which they can in other lines of
life command. Dorsetshire has generally had the
character of being agriculturally an ill-paid
county

; parts of Wiltshire, according to our in-
formation, are much worse. In neither case can
there on this score be any blame laid at the door
of the employer. The wages arise out of circum-
stances of which he has not the control, and for
which he is not responsible. Nevertheless he has
it in his power to adopt a mode of pay-
ment hy which his men can be benefited,
while he himself is not injured. And, having
established such a system of payment in " kind,"
at wholesale prices for the food and other perqui-
sites agreed ujion as wages, he has it also in his
power, while still observing the letter of the agree-
ment, to — ^-" --''-- ^
take the

to gain. And instances of both kinds in abundance
may be quoted.

Taking into consideration that the hopes of
thickly populated and of thinly populated agri-
cultural districts both depend in great measure on
the self-respect and intelligence and vigorous
manhood of the labouring class, by which alone
the more even distribution of their numbers will
be efiected

; and considering too that the retention
of the young and energetic men by the employer
is for the benefit of the latter, we are on the whole
disposed toprefer a simple money payment for wages,
allowing them as much as possible to be earned by
the piece, to any other plan. And without desiring
in any way to excite an angry controversy, which,
indeed has no business to arise out of the facta we
are about to publish, we proceed to describe the
system of payment by perquisite as well as wage,
as it exists in a certain Dorsetshire parish, and
as it is actually carried out by a benevolent Dor-
setshire emplover.
Ihe latter case we give as received directly

from that employer and quoted hy Mr, MoEioif
in his Paper on the forces used in agriculture,
read before the Society of Arts.

" In answer to your inqnirv respecting- tho wages of the
labourers of this part, I will yive you an account of what I pay
my agricultural labourers of different cnllinfjs. ThnvaUUve
ou the farm near their work, where it is convenient for most of
them to go into dinner every day. 1 have 18 cotta;es for
which I never receive any rent, as my men all live rent free,
and most of them have good gjirdens besides other Potato lands
free. It is a very great accommodation to labourers to reside
near their work, quite equal to I9. per week to a man not to
have to travel a mile to his work morning and evening, and all
have their regular pay wet or dry weather, no loss of time
except they are working by piece work, which most of them
get in their turn during the year, when they generally earn
from 10«. to 153. per week, according to circumstances, besides
their yearly i)rivilegos, which I will state below, and which
many of my labourers have said to me at different times,
* is nearly half our living,' referring to a cottage and garden.
Potato laud, and the privilege of having grist over that of buy-

of a baker, as I regulate the gi-ist by allowing a peck

(COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Keunington, London, S.

^ Prmcipal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisiteto prepare youth forthepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and' the Arts; for the
Naval and Military fcei-\-ices, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on ai>plication to the Principal.

ORKSHIRE AGHICULTUHAL SOCIETY. —
The next ANNUAL MEETING will be held at PONTE-

FRACT, Auf^iaf 1 and 2. John IIaxnam, Secretarv
Kirk Deighton, Wetherby, Feb. IS.

^'

ing bread
, .^ ^ ^ ^„^

a head to the family of workers in a house. llthink our system
is nearly equal to other counties, where tliey give nearly double
the wages, aud no house nor other privileges, nor pay for wet
days. In this county we agree for a family at a certain sum
from the Cth of April to the 6th of April in the following year

;

some of my men have continued on my farm with me for moi'e
tlian 30 years without change, where they are good labourers.
This I believe is about the general run of our county as an
average. I will now state how, and in what way I pay my horse
men, as you term them :

—

I.—THE CAETER.

4

d

25
1

16

€i\t ^flttcultttval iBuntu
SATURDAY, FEBEUAEV l^, I860.

House, good garden, worth to let, M. per year
AVeekly wages S«,, and 30 perch of Potato land
ploughed in with their Potatoes, often growing 15
sacks, now worth 10b. per sack, and allow the seed
out, would be 5/.

200 Furze faggots, carried home free to the cottage
28 cwt. of best coals, carried home at Is. per cwt and

cost to fetch from ship ., 1 U
Extra for harvesting, cash 1/., and 1 gallon of a'lo
perday ..

J!,very joumey with team, l5,, average one per week
3 quarts of ale per day at haymaking, for eight
weeks, at 9t/. per gallon

1 bushel of Wheat per week, if a family of ."mall
childreu, none to go to work, at 5«., not much ad-
vantage now, say ^d. per week, but when dear, a».

2
2 12

17

manure

It is alleged by the employers of farm labour
that on the average their servants in the country
are better off than labourers in towns—cottages
and gardens, and perquisites, much more than
compensating for the smaller monev payments
given on the one hand ; and house-rent, inconve-

nience, dirt, doctoring, and niarketing for every-

thing, more than swallowing up the greater wa<::;es

given on the other. There are districts undoubt-
edly in the country, and instances in towns, of

15
£30 J4

The whole of horse-man's wa^s is thus about I5i. per week

ir.—THE SirEPIlEKD.
My shepherd has the same a» tlie horse-man, except
be earns about Zl. extra for abeep which he shears
when no j.ay is taken up from him, and he has \g.

per score for all Iambs bred, which at about 600 is

1/. 10.T. ; and also Gd. for every ram let or sold,

geoerally 2/. 10«. in all

Take from this the difference of cartel's journey
money, which is 2 12

Leaving in favour of shepherd .. ., ,, ,, 4 8
Wages and perquisites as carter's account , . . . 39 14

7

Shepherd's wages we kly, 17s., all but 2*. iu tUe year
£44 2
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in.—THE LABOTTEER.
Labourer, 7«. per week, lioiise as above, gardeu. Potato laud

in many cases, 200 of Furze, 15 cwt. of coals
;
grist, as I have

before stated, at 1 peck per svcek for every one who works,
great and small, some at 5*. per bushel, and some at 6s. per
bushel, and most of my labourers have piece-work at different

times of tbe year v?hen convenient. I consider, on an average,
a good labourer's place with me is full V2s. per week."

** This," says Mr. Morton", *' is a very elaborate

scheme of payment and a very liberal one ; but I

do not value the items so highly as is done above
by about 6/. a year, making the yearly wage of the

ploughman about 33/. 14*., or as nearly as possible

13s. a week."
We now contrast with the above the same system

as carried out in another parish; and as estimated
by one who is not an employer of agricultural

labourers but merely one of their neighbours and
interested in their condition.
The following are the actual wages received

in four instances, the cases being selected as illus-

trative of the condition of the shepherd, carter,

ordinary labourer with sheep-shenring as his job
work, ordinary labourer with mowing as his job
work, and ordinary labourer without job work re-

spectively :

—

1.—WAGES OP THE SnEPUEED.
Man and wife, throe children; oldest, 13 years;

youngest, 8 years. Man (shepherd), 7^. per week.
Harvest money, 11. (lOs. in cash, 10s. in coals as by
agreement). Had 15 perch of Potato ground, which
grew about 4^ sacks as dug; worth IZ. 11^. 6d. Garden
grew 3 sacks ; garden very small. Received 21. 5.?. on
account of rams let out ; also Id?, for lamba shorn, at

6d. per score. Has tailing grist as much as required at

5s. per bushel, and very bad it is, but it is as agreed
for. Shears sheep, over his working hours and at meal
times, at 9j. per 100; and earned last year about 21.

House and garden free. Fuel, 12 bushel coals and
200 Furze, besides the above 10*. woi'th of coals. No
ale at harvest and hay-making.
The following then is his account :

—

Per annum.
£ g. d.

Shepherd, r*. per week 18 40
Harvest money, cash 10

4J sacks Potaioes, as dug- on Potato ground at 7s.
per sack, allowing out 1^ sack for seed .

.

1 10
Rams let out 2 50
6d. per score for lambs bred 16
Sheep shearing- .. .. 2 10
House and garden 4 00
15 cwt. ot coals besides the 10s. worth, mating

25cwt 15
200 Furze 1 oo

Brontrht forwai-d

43 bushels of malt with Hops for haymaking and
harvest • - • • •

House and garden . . . . ..

15 cwt. coal and '^OO Furze

THE GiKDENERS' OHEONICLE AND AGRIGULT [JRAL GAZETTE. LFeerttauy is, iseo.

as theoretical science ; but when the matter under dis.
cussion is one on the true determination of whicl*
millions of sterling are involved, nay, as is contended
on which the very future of the British people'
as a thriving and prosperous community, depends it

would indeed indicate on our pnrts eiUior au ovec-
weening self-conceit on the one hand, or a phlegmatic
indifference to the public interests on the other, if wg
were to refuse to consider it.

Nor indeed can we shelter ourselves under the excus©

tliat these suggestions are based upon theory merelv
backed as they are by the sanction and authority if

Fonie of our ablest practical agriculturists, one of whom
in particular, Mr. Sheriff Mochi, has on more thiin one

occasion directed attention to the danger with which

British ao:vicultiire, and through it the nation in

Deduct two boys wages

£ s. d.

83 3 9

2 5 9

4
1 15

41 4 6
11 14

of
of

9 per acre.

6

ft

£31 11

N.B. There is not charged to the labourer's credit the back,
carriaf^e of coals : also 1^ for 200 Furzo is a high figure. Grist
at 58. per bushel is a loss..

2.— WAGES or THE CABTEE.
Man and wife, four childi'en—oldest, five years;

youngest, five months. Man (carter), 8*, per week.
Harvest money, 1?, (10s. in cash, 10^. in coals, as per
agreement). Had 20 perch of Potato ground, pro-
ducing 7 sacks, as dtig. Garden about 17 perch, and
grew alout 3 sacks. Three quarts ale per day at harvest;
two at haymaking. From April 6, 1859, to Jan. 1st,

1860, eaixjcd 12*. 6d, by journeys (1*. is given wlien
carter goes to a town, 6d. when to the station) ; agreed
for tailing grist, at 5?. per bush., very dark and gritty.
Cottage and garden free. Fuel, 12 bush, coals and 200
Furze ; besides the above 10^. worth of coals. The fol-

lowing represents his case :

—

Man, carter, at 8s. per week £20 16
Harvest money. 11^. (10*. cash, lOs. coals) .. .. 10
7 sacks of Potatoes on about 20 perch of Potato
ground, at 7s. per sack, as dug, allowing two out
forseed 1 15

Three quarts ale per day at harvest, at Od. per gal. 13 G
Two quarts do. at haymaking 18
Cottage and garden 400
By journeys (Is. to town and 6d. to station) . . 16 1

J

15 cwt coals, with above lOs. worth 15
200 Furze "..100

£31 13 7i
Has tailing grist at 5s. per tushel—a loss.

3.—WAGES OP LABOUEEK (MOWEB).
Man and wife, six children—eldest, 14; i^oungest,

2 years. Man (ordinary labourer), 7*. per week ; boy
(14 years old), 3.?. per week ; boy (7 years old), 1^. Gd. per
week. Man (a mower) earned last year about Zl. Ss. («. e.,

21 J. over 7s. per week) in six weeks. Had about 5 perch
Potato ground, producing about 1^ pack Potatoes, as dug.
Has 2^ bushels of malt with Hops for hay mowing, and
2 buslie'ls of malt with Hops for harvest. Agreed for
best grist at 6s. per bushel, and has a fair grist, but
not the best (this at present price is a loss); has
4 bushels per month, besides seven 4-Ib. loaves. No
harvest money. House and garden, 41. 15 cwt. of coals
and 200 Furze, 11. 15s.
The following is his statement :

—

Man (ordinary labourer), mower, at 7*. per week .

.

18 4
Soy „ 3s. per week 7 16

fpy , .. 1». 6d. per week . . .

.

3 18
14 sacks of Potatoes on about 5 perch of Potato^undatV*. per sack as dug, allowing i sack out

lOr seed. , * . T

^^il^^„?''°''^"S',,"^^^^"a little Turnip 'hoeing;
51 13«. my weeks 4i days, not reckoning the time

W^'^t Q]'I'i"''Pj^r"^-^^^'^^-t f«^ the abovetime, at 9s. per week, leaves . . . . , _ 2 18 • 9

Carried forward . , ^ . . . ^€33 3 9

Leaves for the ordinary labourer with mowiug as his

job work ,
• • 29 10

Has best grist at 6s. per bushel—a loss.

I give the mowing scale :—Now a daya, from the use

machine in the fair standing com and the employment
strangers to reap, the farm labourer, who ought to make some-

thing by it, docs very poorly by mowing :

—

s. d.

Dry meads and Clover . . , . 1

Water meadows 2

Wheat 8

Barley . . .. ... •• ..1

4. WAGES or ,XAEOUEKB (snEEP-SHEAHER).

aran and wife, three children—oldest 10; youngest 3.

Man (ordinary), labourer, 7^. per week; boy

for about six months per annum, 1*. Gd. per week.

Man earned sheep shearing 2/. 16.?. 4t?. in five weeks;

deducting for do. at 7s. per week, leaves 1^. 1*. 4rf.

Wife earned at Wheat harvest, 8.?. Garden grew about

seven sacks of Potatoes as dug, and worth 7^. per saclc.

No harvest money because he earns extra at sheep

shearing. No Potato ground. Agreed for tailing grist

at 5s. per bushel, which is a dead loss of Is. or more
per bushel, being very bad. They use 2 bushels of grist

per month, besides 1 bushel best Wheat, and six 4-lb.

loaves. Cottage and garden free, with 12 bushels of

coals, and 200 Furze. Three quarts of ale per day

at harvest; 2 do., haymaking. The following gives

fi'ia case :

—

+

Slan Cordinarj-laboiirer), sheep shearer, at 7s. per week £13 4

Boy for about six mouths per annum at Is. 6d.

per week
By job work at sheep shearing, at 9s. per 100, in five

weeks, 31. 2s.; deduct 11. los. at 7s, per week,
leaves

Wife earned at harvest
Cottage and garden , .. 4
15 cwt. coals 15
200 Furzo . . .

.

: 10
3 quarts ale per day at harvest, at Qd. per gallon . . 13
2 quarts per day at haymaking .. . . 18

general, is threatened, from the gradual but snre

exhaustion of the soilby our new sanatory arrangements

1 19

1 r
8

«l

6

Deduct wife and boy's wages m * * *

£20
2

4

7
6

Per annum,
£,. s. d.

31 11

Leaves for ordinary labourer .. £26 17' 6

Has tailing grist at 5s. per bushel—a loss.

5.—WAGES OF OEDINARY LABOrKER.
Lastly we have the case of the ordinary labourer

without job work :

—

£, 8. d.

Ordinary labourer at 7s, per week . . • . . .

.

IS 4
Harvest money 10
House and garden . . 4 00
15 cwt. coals , 16
200 Furze 100
Three quarts ale per day at harvest at hd. per gallon 13 6
Two quarts ale per day at haymaking . . .

,

18

£26 6
Has tailing grist at 5s. per bushel—a loss.

Of these live cases the average weekly wage
is as follows :

—

Per week.

Shepherd 12
Carter.. ; 12 o
Labourer (mower) . . . . 11 4
Labourer (shearer). . ..103
Labourer 10.

These are cases of well-to-do cottagers, and it

will probably be generally considered that on the
whole they are fairly paid. Let it be remembered
that there are no perquisites iu addition to what is

here put down—those are all valued in the
figures here given. And some of the perquisites
here stated in history of the actual cases described
are not general. Thus of 13 families in the parish
of our correspondent, seven have no Potato ground,
three have about 20 perch, two about five perch,
and one about 15 perch, "W"e give these instances
as exactly descriptive of the labourers of a Dor-
setshire parish, "and shall be glad to give eqral
publicity to the circumstances of labourers in ether
districts if our correspondents will enable us to do
so.

ni 13
29 10
20 11
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A LECTUEE ON" SEWERAGE,
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO BaRON LiEBIG'S EEMATIKS

RELATIVE TO THE SYSTEM OF DISPOSISG OF IT ADOPTED
IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THIS COUNTRY.

Delivered on February 3, 1860,
in Oxford, by Charles Daubeny, SI.D.. F.R.S., Professor of

Rural Economy in that University.

"WnEN" a man of Baron Liebig's extended European
reputation lifts up his warning voice to the British
nation on a subject on which he has a light to" speak
with authority, and stakes, as it were, his character as
a man of science by foretelling tlie ruinous consequences
of a sjstem in which the inhabitants of our large cities

are eu-.barked, it seems to be the duty of all who tliink

they can either directly or indirectly influence public
opinion, to secure, if possible, a calm and impartial
hearing to the arguments ndvanced.
To pass tliem over unnoticed would, even if the

question at issue were of trivial moment, imply a want
of due respect for the opinions of an individual who has
done so much for the advancement of practical as well

which permit/' he says, " the excrements of 15 mil

lions of people, who inhabit our towns and villages, to

flow wastefully into our rivers."

Notwithstanding therfefore the full attention whicli I

bestowed upon the subject of sewerage with refereoce

both to its sanatory and its economical aspects in lectures

here delivered so late as January, 1858, 1 shall not

scruple to bring the same question again before you on

the present occasion, in order more fully to make known

the opinions entertained on it by many persons well

entitled to our respect, and especially by the great

German chemist already alluded to, both in his Letters.

on Modern Agriculture, and in a more popular form, in

his late Correspondence with Mr. Mechi, communicated

to the Times newspaper, a short time ago.

But before entering upon the substance of Baron

Liebig's letter, it may be well for me to bring beforeyon

the conclusions relative to the same subject, which were

submitted in my former lecture as the result of such in-

quiries as I had at that time been enabled to institute.

In these lectures, aftei entering into some calcula*

tions, from which it appeared to result, that the annual

value of the sewerage of London alone probably

exceeded considerably a million sterling, I proceeded to

point out three several methods, by which it had been

attempted to render the sewerage of large cities avail-

able for the purposes of agriculture.

The first of these methods was, to detain the excre-

mentitious matter in its passage towards its outfall, for a

sufficient time to allow the solid matter suspended ia it

to deposit itself, and then to collect this portion as a

manure,
Tlie second method aimed at the same object by a

different expedient, namely, by bringing about a

separation of the solid matter from the water, wliichis

its vehicle, through the instrumentality of certain

chemical re-agents introduced into the compound.

The third was to convey the whole in a liquid state

to the very spot where it could be usefully applied, ly

the aid of pipes and other mechanical contrivances,

calculated to supersede the necessity for employing

cartage, and vessels capacious enough to contain so bulky

a material.

The first of these is the system adopted at CheltenhanJ,

and as the sewage is there" conveyed at a comparatively

small expense to a spot distant about half a mile from

the town, where it undergoes a process of deodorisation

by admixture with milk of lime, the result of tbfl

process is regarded by the inhabitants as satisfactoi?.

But although iu a sanatory point of view this may be

the case, the system cannot be commended in an

economical one, since the liquid portion of the manure,

which contains by fiw the largest amount of phospboric

acid and of nmm.onia, finds its way into the river, and

only the solid constituents, which possess so much leK

value, are rendered available. The same objection

applies to those more elaborate contrivances nUicn

belong to the second head, namely, where it is proposen

to separate the fertilising material from the water m

which it is suspended, ^by means of some re-ageni.

capable at once of deodorising and of preclpitatnig it.

Such is the principle adopted at Leicester, ^beretflt

sewerage, when I visited the spot iu 1S57, wassepaia

into its solid and liquid portions by a very "'g?;"';

apparatus invented by Mr. Wicksteed, the latter Dfiw^

carried Into the river, whilst the former m conjunc

with the lime by which it had been *leodorisea i

moulded into the form of bricks, dried, and m

condition sold as manure. i^
Here the sanatory object appears to ^'1^^® j^

completely attained, the river water, even at the F^^^

where it receives the liquid sewerage, remainiTig
,

and wholesome, and the solid matter precipitated -

destitute of all smell and tendency to putrescence.
^^^

But here also the most valuable
P^^^J^'f . ^£^03

material is lost to the community, as may "^
^

lon

tu ujuL oi tne iime Avun wnicn it is iuia^^ -~
j.jjj(i

them, have proved nearly unsaleable, and O"*-'^,
^jjidi

of compensation for the expense of the process y

they are obtained. . ^^h\rog
The third method alluded to, viz., that of ^^^'^^

sewage matter directly for agricultural P"^P°^n!g |jod»

to be carried on successfully at Eugby, ^^'^^^*'®,

H bvtbe
in the neighbourhood of the town are i»""f

^^*^"
^rff,

application to it of the liquid portion of the
^^^^^.^^j

collected in a tank, and pumped by aid or n.'

over the adjacent fields.
he tb«

"^

i Whatever may turn out uHlmately to
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^^^r^^r^hc ulan .Tloiisidered merely as a question of

^'"l!^ ,H .X ense t certainly appears, that wlUlst the

Kll^fe7\r^^^^^'^rcd by the' perfect deodorisatiou

'r J^/ .pwera-e the economical is also in a degree

lained" fertility imparted to the fields, which

rri^^ted with this material. Wlierever, indeed.

and so

soweracre•theS'i^ adapted for permaTiont pastnro.

Ltd as to be capable of receivmg the i

^Uhout the expense of calling in the aid of mechanical

power no doubt need be entertamed of tlie advantage

''^SepSce pnrsnedin the Jlilanese terrtory, ^vhere

!:.„„ ^F i?^0.000 nersons has been rendered avml-
conducting the entire

ouTud^aaiacent to the fortifications of the city, all

concur in recommending this mode of treatment as

applicable to Grass land.

It is said that the quality of the herbage suffers,

although its quautity may be increased, and that the

Grass obtained is rank and coarse, and therefore ill

adapted for the fattening of cattle ; but be tliat as it may,

the Jn'o-h rent cheerfully paid for land so circumstanced

ia the best evidence that can be afforded of the advan-

tage derivable from liquid manure when freely applied.

Grass land, however, is necessarily limited in quan-

tity, and it is by no means so certain that corn crops

derive an equal benefit, at least according to the present

method ofapplying liquid manure ; a difference probably

admitting of explanation, if we recollect that whilst the

supply of the material in question is constant and unin-

tcrmitting, its application to land of the latter descrip-

tion can only take place at cci'tain seasons of the year.

It may also be reasonably doubted whether the
sanatory object in view would be always attained, if the
sewerage of a large city were allowed to spread itself

without limitation over the adjacent neighbourhood.
It would appear, then, from the foregoing stiitements,

Jlmt, except in a few small places like lUigby, which
scarcely hold out an example which great cities could
safely imitate, no successful method has as yet been
devised for combining the sanatory with the economical
object sought, and accordingly in London the public
uppc'ai* to have acquiesced in a plan, which at a vast
expense is intended to carry off the filth of the city to
a distarice, and disregards altogether the agricultural
valueof the material itself.

It is against this procedure that Baron Licbig enters
his proteafc, and with an earnestness inspired by a deep
feehng of the ruinous consequences flowing from a
perseverance in it, points out its entire inconsistency
^nth the great principles upon which the cultivation of
the soil bus been shown to depend.
He begins by reminding us, that although diligent

tdlflge, favourable seasons, and the expenditure of
capital, are conditions favourable to good harvests, yet
that all these combined will be of no avail, unless the
mineral ingredients which enter into the constitution of
the crop are present in the soil in a condition in which
they can be absorbed by the growing plant. If any one
Ql these be dehcient, the amount of produce is neces-
flanly reduced in the same proportion, whatever may be
the abundance of the other constituents present.
Supposing, for instance, an acre of ground to contain
ouly as much phosphoric acid as is required by one
bushel of Wlicat, it follows, that no more thar/ that
quantity can be raised in the space, however great the
quantity may be of alkali, soluble silica, lime, or nitro-
jf«ni8ed ingredients present.

If, therefore, for a series of years those mineral ingre-
dients of a soil which exist in it in limited quantities
are carried off by a course of cropping, without being
j^Iaced by manure, tbe ground must necessarily
wcome unproductive, just as a wt-ll, however deep it
May be, wliich receives no supply of water, must in the
end become empty, if its water be continuallv pumned
out. ^ i I

These principles appear _so self-evident that they
Merely require to be tested by an appeal to experience.

In newly settled countries indeed the loss for some
time may continue uufelt, because of the large accumu-
lation of soluble mineral principles stored up in the
«>ur8e of preceding ages, owing to the decay of organic
matters in the soil.

^
Kven there, however, the supply is shown not to be

inexhaustible by the expm-ience of the United States,
Where not only the Tobacco fields of Virginia, Carolina,Md Maryland have from repeated culture, become
•twolutely unproductive, but where a less exhausting
fuidof crop, such as Wheat or Potatoes is had recomse
w» a gradual falling off of produce has been observed

1^ within 60 short an interval as 10 years.^ms, iu 1840, the number of bushels of Wheat
Fjown ui six northern States of America is stated on
««cia authority at 2,014,111; whereas in 1850 it had

iSirt ^' i;S?^'^^-
^"^^^^«' "»^ «^' i'otatoes. whilst in^ Jo,207,o00 bushels had been grown, in 1850 not

ttore than 19,418,100 were obtainedfrom the same tract.

mor^\/?f^
^'^''.'"^ ^*' *^'^*^^»»-e 8«pply us with a still

haZ fi m"*^
instance of the same principle nearer

2^«t!^. . V*^
IS notorious, that permanent pasture

tbT^Tt i m"^ ^*^« ^-'^^^b- set apart for cows fed for

ia 11^! "'^ .''''^ ^"^^ ^""^-'"^ they produced, had.
^^^ *^^""<^ «f time, become exhausted, until mamired

by a dressing of bones; by which their pristine fertility
was at once restored.

Here the cause of the exhaustion and its remedy
scom both equally palpable, the one being the phos-
phoric ac^id carried off in the cheese, &c., annually
exported from the farms; the other the restoration of
this same principle by the bones subsequently spread
over the land. In purely agricultural communities,
indeed, witliout commerce and without manufactures,
the evil is remedied by the mere application of the dung
of cattle mamtained upon the property, or by the aid of
what is called stable manure; for if the whole of what
13 extracted from the soil be not thus replaced, the
small deficiency is made good by the soil itself, whichm the course of husbandry unlocks, as it were, more
and more of its latent treasures.

Where, indeed, the whole produce is consumed upon
the estate, the only loss ultimately sustained in mineral
ingredients will be that appropriated by the human
population in respect to their bones, a very small and
scarcely appreciable per centage of the entire amount.
I3ut the case is altogether reversed, when the population
of a country begins to congregate in towns, and as is

often the case in our times, where tlie inhabitants ofthe
latter begin to outstrip in numbers the purely agricul-
turulportionof the community, to whose comforts and
luxuries they contribute, without adding to the amount
of food which tbe latter are employed in producing.

In this case, it is obvious that a constant drain upon
the land must be taking place in direct proportion to
the quantity of food consumed, unless due care be taken
to restore the whole of the foecal matters which arc
carried off through sewers and cesspools.

And liere, too, as Baron liiebig shows, experience
amply confirms what reason and calculation would have
led us to anticipate.

In anaiont times the enormous population of Rome
was fed from tbe produce of Sicily, Sardinia, and
Northern Africa.

These gradually became Exhausted, and even at the
present day, owing, as Liebig thinlcg, to this over-
cropping, yield an amount of corn by no means com-
mensurate to their former fertility.

In modern times the same process has been going on
in England, where many millions of people, subsisting
upon ^trades and manufactures, or ministering to the
luxuries of the rest of the community, are as much
dependent upon the industry of the agricultural portion
for their support, as the Roman people, in the time of
Augustus, were upon the labour of the provinces.

Until lately no one thought of restoring to the land
any part of what had been removed from it, and even
now, after all the discussion on the subject which has
been going on for years past, the only measure determined
on has in view simply tbe transference of the sewerage
to a spot, whore, as it is hoped, it will not entail disease,
but IS entirely lost to the public. The evil conse-
quences of this system of robbery would have been felt

I

earlier, had it not been for the employment, first of the
bones of cattle slaughtered for that ve^;y purpose, and
subsequently of guano, by either of which methods the
yield is wonderfully increased, chiefly by restoring to
the ground the elements which bad been gradually
withdrawn during many centuries of cultivation.
With respect to the latter indeed experiments insti-

tuted with especial reference to this question iu six

different parts of the kingdom of Saxony showed, as
Liebig informs us, that each cwt. of guano put upon a
field produced 150 lbs. of Wheat, 400 lbs. of Potatoes,
and 200 lbs. of Clover more than the same sized piece
of ground without guano; so that when we learn that
110 less than 100,000 tons, or 2000 times the above quan-
tity, are annually imported into Europe, the increase of
the corn and flesh production from this cause alone may
be readily estimated,

Uut how long is this importation likely to continue .?

The practical farmer, who regards the supply as

inexhaustible, ought to be reminded in the first place,

that the deposits of guaiio from which we derive our
supply have been accmnuluteil by sea-fowl, during a
long succession of past ages, in islands where the extreme
rarity of rain prevents their cxuviie from being !

cities be persevered m, then the imported m^^sguano, and bones w- ill jnake their way into the sewmof the^ cities, which, like a bottomless pit, have for
centuries swallowed up the guano-elements of the

wllffin^l > ?f '

'"^
-^Y .^^^f " '^''^' ^f y'^'' tl^e land

will find itself precisely m the condition it was in, before
the importation of bones and of guano commenced "
"Rutin that case what is to become of the population

which has been called into existence by the increased
production of corn and meat brought about by the im-
portation of these fertilising principles from abroad, and
which will still require the same amount of food as before
for its subsistence?'*

"If," continues the professor, "men do not deem it
desirable that the balance between population and
the supply of food be restored by means of extermina-
toiy wars and revolutions (in which the want of food
has always played a certain part), or else by means of
wasting plagues, pestilences, and famine, they should
reflect that the time is come for getting a clear view
respecting the causes of existence and the increase of
the population."

** A very little reflection will convince us, that the re-
lations of population are governed by a great and com-
prehensive natural law, according to which the return,
duration, increiise, or diminution of a natural pheno-
menon depends upon tbe return, duration, increase, or
diminution of its conditions." .

" This law governs the return of the harvests upon
our fields, the maintenance and increase of our popula-
tion, and it is easy to see, that a violation of this natural
law must exert upon all these relations pernicious in-
fluences, which can be set aside in no other way than
by the removal of its causes."

" If then it is known that certain existing circum-
stances work deleteriously upon the fields ; if it can be
foreseen that their continuance must bring about the
ruin of agriculture ; if there be hut one single one of
all the means which have hitherto resisted this dele-
terious influence and made it less sensibly felt, which
can be safely relied upon to secure a constant fertility
to oui- lands, and this one obtainable by a simple change
and improvement of our present ruinous system—then

^

it becomes us to think, whether in such a case a nation

I

ought not to summon up all her intellectual and
material resources In order to preserve the fundamental
conditions of her welfare."
• " 1 know," concludes the professor, "that the prophets
of future evil have at all times been derided by their
own generation, but if history and natural laws can
furnish any groundwork for a just conclusion, then there
is none which stands on a firmer basis than this, viz.,
that if the British people do not take pains to secure
the^ natural conditions for the permanent fertility of
their land— if they allow tliese conditions, as hitherto,
to be squandered, their fields and meadows will at no
distant time cease to yield their return of corn and
meat,"

"Whether, after this state of things shall have
arisen, the might, strength, and independence of the
nation will be preserved, is a question which it belongs
not to the i^roviuce of natural science to discuss."

Having now laid before yon the grounds upon which
Baron Liebig conceives, that the nation is pur-
suing a ruinous career in the late arrangements entered
upon for the disposal of the sewerage of the metropolis,
let me next ])lacG myself in the position of one of the
promoters of the scheme in question, and consider in
what way he might attempt to defend the system
which has been lately adopted.

In the first place he might, as a practical man,
content lilmself with alleging, that the valuable con-
stituents of the manure were equally sacrificed under
the old regime, as they will be when the new arrange-
ments are brought into complete operation; that
although cesspools might exist, their contents were
rarely made available lor the purposes of agriculture ; *
and that no more use was made of the manure when
poured into the Thames in the immediate proximity to
the City, than will be the case in future when it is to beranty or rain prevents tUeir cxuvue from hcing ! j, "•"".. *.x «^ .^v v,«^^ ^i^x^^w.v ..1*^,^1 lu lo lu uc

washed into the sea, and consequently that the area of | *^?V''''>'*^'^*°^
'^'^tjrnce of many miles. Thus, the sanatory

their extent is necessarily limited exclusively to certain j
^^J^^t'* "^ i^-ast, is provided for, whilst the economically limited exclusively

latitudes.

Secondly, that the quantity deposited in a year, or
even within any moderate interval of time, is so insig-
nificant, as to constitute no sort of compensation for the
quantity which is carried off, now that its utility has
become appreciated.

Thirdly, that it wouM appear from the best data
collected upon the subject, that at the present rate of
consumption there will not remain in South America in

20 or 25 years sufficient guano to freight a ship.

And with regard to bones, the other artificial method
of restoring fertility to our exhausted land, neighbour-
ing nations are becoming too sensible of their import-
ance to allow of their exportation, as was the case
formerly, to supply the wants of Great Britain.

Germany, for instance, in former days sent over to

this country many hundred thousand tons of bones; at

present her farmers, more enlightened as to their true

interests, feel the necessity, not only of preserving all

they possess, but also of importing iu addition a large

amount of guano.
j

"Now what," says Professor Liebig, "will be tbe)

conditiori of England when the supply of guano and of

bones is exhausted?"

question stands upon the same footing as before.

And with respect to the latter, he might appeal to
the authority of chemists of great eminence con-
sulted on the subject, who reported, as the result
of their investigations, that in their opinion no
profitable application of the sewerage of London to
useful purposes, that could be adopted on the large
scale, has, up to the present time, been suggested.
Nor has experience shown, he might add, that to a
commercial nation like our own there has ever been any
lack of substitutes for the excrementitious matters
now w.isted, first recourse being Imd to the bones of
animals, then to guano, and lastly to beds of mineral

phosphate, of whicli the county of Suffolk in our own
country, and Spain, Norway, atid tbe United States, in

other parts of the world, afford us examples,

[
Tiiese and similar reasons, however, although they

may serve by way of apology for embarking in the

! present system in lieu of a better, and for adopting a

temporary expedient to remove a prc-sing evil, leave

for the most part untouched the main arguments

advanced by Baron Liebig, and cannot justify us in a

• This however is only partially true. Ia former days the
lita .^ c.».ij«w^i.vv»i . contents of cesspools, though not systematically, were to a
'* If the present sewage svstem pursued in our great certain extent applied to the purposes of manure.
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"blind acquiescence in the s^-stem pursued as one in-

trinsically good. ' Indeed even on siiuntory grounds the

method can hardly he justified, except with reference to

certain exceptional cases, setting, ns it docs, a bad

example to other places, ^vhich Avill be sure to follow in

the -^vake of the metropolis, and tending to fix in the

mind of the puhlic the erroneous impression, that the

rivers of a country are the proper repositories for its

sewerage.

Against this, as ohjeetionahlc on grounds of health

by contaminating the great water-courses, and as

wasting the valuable materials contained in the excre-

ments of man and other animals, my colleague,

Dr. Acland, strongly protested, in a pamphlet published

in 1857, nnd I have on the tal)le otber publications of a

more recent date, in which tlie injury done to the

salubrity of the valley of the Tliamcs, in which our own
city is situated, by this practice, may be seen clearly.

pointed out.

In Oxford indeed we have contrived to appropriate all

the objectionable parts of the system without any of its

advantages, wasting as completely as in London the

contents of our sewerage, and emptying them into a

river, which during the hottest part of the year is

almost destitute of water, at a point not merely con-

tiguous to dwelling houses, hut directly underneath

the most public thoroughfare of the city.

Let us now see whether the theoretical chemist

could advance anything capable of overtlirowing the

validity of the conclusions arrived at by liaron Liebig.

It is true, I might imagine him to say, that a -vast

amount of fertilising material is carried off unprofitably

by our great cities ; hut what after all are these mate-

ri;Us, and wlience are they derived ?

Essentially they consist of phosphoric acid in one or

other of its combinations, of alkaline salts, especially of

potass, of sohible silicates, and of other more abun-

dantly diffused ingredients; and as to their origin,

whether derived from guano, from bones, or from stable

manure, tbey may in all cases be traced back to the

rocks composing the crust of the globe.

It must be evident indeed, not only that every rock

upon which a blade of Grass can grow contains these

ingredients, as without them vegetation would he im-

possible, but also that every formation which is charged
with organic remains is impregnated with one at least

of these ingredients, namely with phosphoric acid, since

the latter a])pears .'to be present in all forms of

vegetable or of animal life.

Now as wliatever exists in the soil must have been
derived from the decomposition of the upper surface

of tlie rock upon which it rests, it follows, that the

presence of the ingredient in question in the soil

implies its existence throughout the entire extent of

the deposit, so that if the latter be 300 feet thick, and
the quantity of phosphate in the soil be supposed to

represent the proportion yielded by the three upper-

most feet of the rock, then 100 times that quantity
will bo diffused through the whole body of the
formation.

Hence even of phosphoric acid, whiih is of all the
ordinary constituents of our crops the one which Nature
seems to have dealt out with the most sparing hand, an
inexhaustible supply must exist in the interior of the
earth.

No fears therefore need be entertained as to exhaust-
ing the fertility of a soil, since we have it always in our
power, by a diligent use of tlie means at our disposal,

to restore the balance, by evolving and rendering avail-

able any conceivable amount of the mineral ingredients
which our crops may require.

And indeed this anticipation seems borne out by such
experiments as tliose carried on for many years past at
Lois-Weedon in Northamptonshire, where, without the
application of any manure at all, a succession of most
abundant Wheat crops have been obtained from the
same piece of land every alternate year, by diligently
turning np the soil, and freely exposing Its constituents
to the action of wind and weather.

they ought to be with the importance of this subject, if

they could realise the enormous pecuniary loss they are

at present sustaining by the system pursued, they

would not quietly acquiesce in the report of those

cbemistswhohaveexpresseddoubtsastothepracticability

ofemploying their sewerage for agricultural purposcs,but

would persevere in putting both science and capital

into requisition until the difliculties had been at

length surmounted.

Nor would it be consistent wilh ordinary prudence to

depend upon a foreign, precarious, and probably

exhaustible source, for the supply of that material

which nature has placed within the reach of every

individual in the excreta which ho himself furnishes.

On the other hand, the other class of reasoners who rel^'

upon the subsoil for restoring at any time and to any

extent the loss occasioned by the transfer of the consti-

tuents of our crops to our great cities, lean more upon

theory than it would be safe to do in matters of such

momentous hnportance.

It may he demonstrable indeed, that the crust of the

globe, take it all in all, contains an inexhaustible supply

of the jihosphates, and it may be also true, that certain

land has been made, by diligent tillage alone, to yield

up to the crop a sufficiency of this ingredient, for a period

of time, which, although nothing compared to the dura-

tion of the community in which the trial was made,

seems to our limited views as something considerable.

But experiments are yet wanting to show, what
amount of labour, w hat description of treatment, what
period of time, wliat concurrence of atmospheric condi-

tions, would be required under ordinary circumstances

to effect the desired end; and indeed the investigations

made elsewhere might lead us to infer, that the means
employed at Lois-Wecdon, even if they could be

adopted on a sufficiently large scale elsewhere, would in

the majority of cases be insufficient to enable us to dis-

pense with manure. Although the supply, theoretically

speaking, may be inexhaustible, it is certain that the

labour and difficulty of obtaining it must increase in a

very rapid ratio with its distance from the surface, ^o

that whatever lies below tlie reach of the subsoil plough
may be regarded for practical purposes unavailable.

No doubt the mineral constituents which render a

virgin soil so productive were derived from the decom-
position of the subsoil underneath, but we know not
how many centuries maj' have been required to bring

about this result, and might therefore as well calculate

upon making good the consumption of our coal fields.

soil into a fertile condition, we must ki'ow v *.—-^
what amount of phosphoric acid and of jilk-d'*

^^^y

tains, but also what means will avail fnr'convp V*^
^°"'

dormant constituents into active ones.
*^^tiTig

jtj

On this point I conceive experiments ar^
wanted; but as they require, like many others r

]^^^
to agriculture, a considerable lapse of time to en i'"^
as w^ell as a large expenditure of labour, they fie h '

the reach of a person arrived at my time of rp
-^°**^

unprovided with a suitable staff of assistants for^*'^^
ing on the necessary investigations. ^^"^T-

They may serve, however, to afford an cxanml
the class of researches which I trust my sncc- ?^

the chair of Kural Economy may be enabled to UTid^erTi''
seein^j that they will be provided in futma *,.;.^ r^

where they could conveniently be carried on.
It "was with this view that I prevailed

?Pon the

the accumulation of countless ages of vigorous vegeta-
tion, by the decay of the timber or herbage now grow-
ing upon the snrfacre, as to reckon upon bringing back
an exhausted soil to the fertile condition in which it

had been handed over to us by nature, through the
medium of any transient application to it ot mere
human industry.

The experiments hitherto made upon subsoiling
scarcely warrant our anticipating any sudden restitu-

tion of its pristine fertility to the soil, by bringing up
portions of the subjacent rock to the surface, fur where
that has bec!i done incautiously, or on too large a scale,

the very opposite result is said to have ensued.
Aiul this is explained by the condition in which the

phosphates, as well as the alkaline ingredients, exist in
!

the rock, before they have been made accessible to the
influences of atmospheric agents.

In a memoir on the Kotation of Crops, read before
the Royal Society, which was honoured by being made
the subject of their Bakerian Lecture for 1845, I com-
municated the results of 10 years successive experiments
upon various crops planted under my own direction
within the precincts of the Botanic Garden, -which led
me to at least one important conclusion, namely that
a soil may continue to retain a large amount of all the
necessary constituents of a plant, and yet be unable to '

impart them to it in sufficient quantities, owing to the
condition in which they were retained in combination.
Thus af1:er 10 years' cropping, at which time the soil

for many sorts of plants appeared to have approached
exhaustion, T found by analysis that 6 lbs. of phosphate of
lime, equal to about 3 of phosphoric acid, existed in
every 100 square feet of soil taken to the depth of
3 feet from the surface, a quantity which w^ould have
sufficed for at least 13 more crops of Barley, as abun-
dant on the average as those which had been already
obtained from the same plot.
And in like manner I found, that there was magnesia

enongh for 34- crops, and of potass for 15.
But the greater part of these ingredients, although

they were separable from the rest of the soil by digestion

Now if I have fairly expressed the views of those
persons of either class, who would uphold our present
system of sewerage, it will, I think, appear, that repre-
senting, as they do, opposite modes of thinking, they
both deviate from the true line, the one party in their
undue distrust for science, the other in their too great
reliance upon its speculations.

The language of the practical man, for whom I have
first taken upon myself to become tlie spokesman, may
serve as an exemplification of that distaste for theory, in muriatic acid, was not acted upon by water contain-
which so often leads our countrymen to put up with ing carbonic acid, the latter only extracting Aths of amuch which IS manifestly faulty in the established grain of earthy phosphate from 5 lbs. ot the soil
rontme, rather than attempt to build upon a new ' . . . . -

»

foundation.

When an evil is pressing and immediate, we put
our shoulders to the wheel manfully to overcome it, but
often neglect to consider, whether the remedy is one
which strikes at the root of the offending cause, or only
removes from us those effects which most sensibly remind
us of its presence.
The transport of the sewage matter to a distance from

the metropolis has indeed become, with the present
arrangements, a matter of paramount necessity; but
the accomplishment of that end ought by no means to
stiHe the inquiry, as to whether some means miffht not
be devised for rendering the same material available for
useful purposes.

If the citizens of London were as fully impressed as
,

an amount equal to T^hvp th part; so that whilst the
real quantity as determined by muriatic acid was

j

?Ttio*** V^^^ of the soil, that separated by water and
carbonic acid amounted only to ^ the part of the latter
quantity. "

These and similar investigations led me to what I
consider the most valuable conclusion suggested in the
memoir, namely, that the constituents of the soil may
be divided into those latent or dormant, and those
active or available, it being reasonable to conclude,
that a substance which cannot be extracted by water con-
taining carbonic acid, the method which Nature adopts,
but only by muriatic acid, ought not to be regarded as
immediately applicable to the uses of the plant.

Before therefore we can predict with any certainty,
what amount of time it will take to brinsr an exhausted

Society of Magdalen College to sell to me 2 acr
ground in the parish of ItUey, which I have ^Q\v^f
over to the University, to be held in trust for the P
fessor of Itural Economy for the time being, with A°'
view of enabling him to carry on experiments connecfM
with scientific agriculture. ^

Being, however, precluded, by the icaFons
staff.?

from engaging in so elaborate a tniin of rescarchp
myself, all I can do is to recommend it to thosepenli
men, who, like Mr. Lawcs, devote a large povtion *f
their time and attention to agricultural expennien*
and who possess the ability and the inclination to cam
out the necessary inquiries, on the scale, and with^
precision, with which they deserve to be entered unon^
AVhatcverindeedmightbe the conclusions to which ther

were conducted by such experiments, they could not {iil

to be of the highest practical importance to the public
Should it, for instance, turn out, that in the cage of
ordinary rocks the time and labour requisite for

bringing into an available form the constituents of our
ordinary crops is so great, that, although tlieoreticEilly

possible, it would in a practical sense be hopeless, in the

event of the supply of guano and mineral phosphates
falling off, to attempt restoring fertility to a tliorouelily

exhausted field by such mothods as we could put iuti

operation, then, indeed, the future of British agrj.

culture presents a gloomy prospect, unless an entire

change in the system of disposing of our town scwera«
be speedily resolved upon.
Nothing less than a return to the old method of ceis-

pools, still in use in most continental cities, will [in that

case] suffice, to prevent those parts of the country which

feed onr vast metropolis from sinking gradually into

a condition of irremediable sterility,

A country like Great Britain, teeming with popola*

tion, and already occupying every nook and corner of ttie

land, which Nature has not consigned to barrennessh

unfiivourable conditions of temperature, elevation, or

physical structure, cannot revert to the same expedient

which was adopted by onr brethren in the New World,

who, when they had exhausted the resources of oneplot

of ground, moved on immediately to the next.

But to take a more hopeful view of the av.

Supposing it to be proved, that in most instancai

calculable amount of labour and capital expended open

an exhausted soil will in the course of time elicit tlie

latent treasuresof the subjacent subsoil, and bring it into

that condition in which it has been, and may be, main-

tained, so long as guano and superphosphates coutiune

to be supplied.

Still we must recollect, that the difficulty ofrestorijif

to the land its pristine fertility will go on iri an in-

creasing ratio on each succeeding occasion ; Ist, hecaasp

wc shall have every time to bring the materials from a

greater depth than heretofore, and therefore vithi

greater amount of labour ; and 2dly, because the con-

stituents brought into an available or active conditioB

will, on each repetition of the process, be diflusedoier

a larger amount of inert matter.
^

It must be borne in mind, that the fertility of»«"

depends, not upon the absolute quantity of phosp^ate^

soluble silicates, and the like, present in eachacreof

ground, but upon the proportion in quantity they "•f

to the material through which they are diffused.

Supposing therefore, a soil 3 feet deep to he tflj

roughly exhausted of its fertilising materials, wec^
expect to restore it to its pristine state by converOJ \

another 3 feet of the subsoil into the same coDditWj ^

into which it had been brought in the first instauM

natural agencies, because the phosphates, &c., prflw*

in the latter will have to be diffused over tvncewf
^

quantity of earth as before. ^ >^«Ut
And after all should we not, even at the d*'^^' '"T |

ing like the proprietor, who, because he li«^/^^^^
hopes that his estate contained within itself *

!^ji?^t
precious metal which required only capital

^f^^ ^
"

to bring to the surface, were to throw into
J"l^^

superfluous his bags of gold, already c'>i"^*^.l'i^^iike

and made available for all the purposes of hte; ^ ~

the possessor of a colliery of unknown
^^^?°7gi^

squandered awav in the metropolis the ^*^*^ ^^^
derived from his mine, without laying up any proj^

for the day at which the source of all nis

might be worked out.
A^rfiiA^

It is enongh for us to know^ that, from the ai^

,

the sewerage of London alone we are ^rim ^
national loss of more than a million sterhng; "^

^
principal source from which the lauds of ^^^^ ^^^0 ^

are maintained in their present state of P^^"" g^rf

is likely in a few years to be dried up; tlmt w

t
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u uliicli thi3 loss could l>e . ,, - ,

iLtit is of vital importance for the nation at large, to

^ every effort in its power to find some useful appU-

tion for its excremoutitious matters, as well as to

Zterm'ine what otlicr moans could be resorted to, for

nrovidiiK^ a-jaiiK^ the day, -when agriculture may liave

to fall back upon its own unassisted resources through

the failure of all supplies from vvithoiit.

At any rate it must be aumiitcu, tliat whatever im-

orovements have been eflected, or are in contemplation,

JJ'ith regard to the disposal of our sewerage, Lear

reference rather to the sanatory than to the economical

phase of tlie question; for it will be seen from the

statements given in the preceding part of my lecture,

that except in a few isolated cases, such as Rngby, the

ouly portion of the excrementitious matters, which it is

attempted to preserve, is the solid, which stands far the

lowest in the scale of agricultural value. No doubt it

is essential to the health of our cities, that the latter

should either be deodorised or removed to a distance

from the population; and it may be important that

neither the one nor the other of these proceedings

should be neglected. Still, we can never expect to

recover any considerable portion of the value of our

sewerage, so lo:^g as the liquid portion is suffered to run to

waste.

Nor is it as yet clearly made out, how, consist-

tlic d;irTi as to the means , cliaiiging tlieir minds.
T> ru'- IV, ,

Koot pnlpiiijr, ju(3giiig from
I!;,.ntalls puUis.ed reports, has taught' my aforesaid
fi lends that ,vhen put into the right condition hymaeemt.on and fermentation straw is really largely
acceptable to the a.miua and prolitahle to the farmer.
I hope that they will malce the amende honorable; and
I have a strong impression that they are on the way to
heheviug sundry other of my so-called vagaries, such as
the valueof town sewage, which I shall some day prove
to them IS less diluted than the manure which they

oc(etics(.

),o -f V- • .

" ""'" '^"n them? I have no

If \
•'" '^"''""" *'"''' "'^ "^Me steam engine"and machinery are introduced into the atridur'l

^^lfl\ ^\^'^^r '^ "'^^ ^'^ f"-- "'« l-bouri°„g el esand if this should meet their eye through the 'new.papers, I hope tliey will take a warning word from mea«d prepare then.selves hy greater application to tC;
worl

"
fi IT.

""^', '',''"° ,*''"^- -^""J '^ecompuiy their«orK to fill those higher places which undoubtedly, atno distant day, they will he called upon to undertake

t^iPv i'-n?^'""'"
'''°'^ "'"> '^"l ^'^ ••'^^'"^ed to give

"
i*

,1' iii??.™P'=':'°'' P«y.' '"'d "ke the artisans, they

eiitly with the present arrangements, so universal in

our large cities, we can procure the latter in a form
riuflScientlyconcentratedforgeiicralagriculturalpurposes.
All we can hope to do at present is to apply it as a
means of irrigation, thus obtaining from the luxuriant
meadows which its application to the herbage would
create, the fittest material for the maintenance of those
herds of sheep and cattle, which are consumed by the
population of our great cities, and therefore the best
compensation for the loss sustained by the provinces
which supply them with food.

If. therefore, there be any truth in the views, which
Baron Liebig has propounded, and of which I have
undertaken in this lecture to become the humble
esposltor, the time is drawing on, when the people of
thii country, if no improvements in our modes of
concentrating our sewerage be discovered, will have to
revert to the practice of communities, whom, in the
pride of thoir self-conceit, they consider less advanced
in cmhsation 'than themselves, and even to admit, that
atter all our boasted progress in the arts, the oldest and
least improvable nation on the face ofthe globe presents
tlie nearest approach to a correct system In the dis-
posal of its excrementitious matters; or else they must
Rnrt withm a certain area of the metropolis, a sufficient
tract of meadow land to receive the diluted contents of
the sewers, and to absorb all the valuable materials
which they carry with them.
1 am fully aware of the difficulties which attend

either scheme but I cannot but think, that if the
nation were alive to the importance of the subiect,and were conscious, that in a few years the necossitv

ierWe t. n^ "? ^' "^"^^'^^^ ^" ***^ "^'^^ time to(lonve Its infoimation on a matter of such imnort'incefrom individuals only, and those often fore Lifer^ butr vii^Xl
the question at issue as o"e!":ot I'e

s

Xr subW ? ?" ""^ government, than any of those

„,^F^^^^^^2^^ =
^''^«'» Oulihalion,--L^3i week Mr.

Wilhams, of Baydon, read an address on "Steam
Cultivation." Mr. Williams divided the subject
into three parts-the past, the present, and the
tuture. As regards the present, he said:—"We havem our own neighbourhood four sets of Mr. Fowler's
tackle, and one of Mr. Smith's, whilst the number of
farmers in Great Britain using steam cultivators cannot
be far short ol 100; and allowing each to cultivate 400
acres, it will amount to 40,000 acres per annum already
cultivated by steam. Still this is slow work aq u-n

will become more frequent customers of the butcherbut I hope, in contradistinction to them, their extra
earnings may go to the savings' bank instead of the
beer-house to form a nest eg- for a rainy day. Thus
will the skilled agricultural labourer rank higher in the
scale of society; the community at large will have cause
to rejoice at an increased supply of the necessaries of
iile; the farmer will Imve considerably more to sell of
that which turns to profit; I,c will have a good market
from tlic increased means of tJie agricultural classes;
and al wi 1 have to be thankful that the steara-eno-Ine

this if It were not for the hesitation of some of our
best men who have made up their minds to go into it
but are waiting to see what may still come uppermost'
It would be occupying too much time to quote the
opinions of the many farmers that are now using
steam-power; sufiice it to say, thoy one and all approve
of the several plans they have adopted, and it is satisfac-
tory to know that where one or two sets of tackle
are planted in a neighbourhood, it is not loiu^ before
some of the neighbours are so satisfied that they order
some for themselves. Let me now ask, wliy sliould
there be any further hesitation on the subject » If you
look to Mr. Smitli's tackle, you will find very little
alteration in the mode since he began; the maclilnery
is well made by Messrs. Howard of IJedford, and Mr
Smith's grubber makes good work. If you look to Mr'
Fowler, he has so simplified his plan that there is
nothing that can be dispensed with, the whole apparatus
attached to the engine weighing considerably less than
a ton, and every engine made to take herself and tackle
from field to field, and from one locality to another
Those who might prefer the windlass of Chandler and
Oliver attached to the bind axle of the engine
and working on the round-about system, may
rest assured that with good cultivating implements
they may work with the same advantage as Mr. Smith
docs. What, then, can there be to wait for? The
longer the farmers of Great Britain wait the longer will
they deprive themselves of the benefit which will accrue
to them and the public at large from its good efl'ects
Some of these it may be as well to mention here, viz
autumn cultivation, the admirable manner in which
the soil is prepared for root crops, and the advantage
those who have steam-power will Iiave over their
brother fiirmers whenever we have a wet summer. I
shall be very much deceived if, with one wet summer

Crtstai. Palace Pottltrt Show, Feb. 11-16—The
gathering of specimens of all classes of Farm-vard
Birds IS as large here as in the best of the Birinine-ham sbows-1200 cages, containing probably nearly
three times as many birds, compete for the larffe
number of prizes offered. It is the best collection
winch has yet been extiibited at Svdenham. Amon-
the pnzetakers are some comparatively new names'
showing the continually widening range of the
interest taken In this useful branch of farm live stock.
Captain Hornby is, as heretofore, first in Dorkings-
Messrs. Gariick and Dawson are first in the Spanisli
classes -Messrs. St.-etche and Tomlinson & Copple
carry off the first prizes for Cochin Chinas. Tiie prizes
(or the best of the very fine classes of game birds went
to the Rev. G. S. Cruxv^-s and the Hon. W. W. Vernon
—Messrs. Dyson, AVilkinson, & Lane, and Teebay take
t e first prizes for Hamburgh fowl. These are tlie
dnef classes shown. There is a good show of geese and
tuikoys, some of thorn of great weight, and a large col-
lection of pigeons.

lUbittug^
Jovrnal of the Bath and West of England Societyfor
the enconraijement ofAc/ricidture, <^'o, J. Uidgway,
Part I. of the volume for 18G0 appears with the open-

ing year. It contains the reports of the Barnstaple
show, and original essays on the connection between
the West of England and South Wales; on the Ar^ri-
culture of North Devon; on the Feeding and Mana'^e-
ment of Pigs; on Autumn Cultivation; on the Culture
of the Potato, and on the Cider System. There is also
a^repubhcation from the English Agricultural Journal

da
!sh

of Mr. Ruegg's paper on Dorsetshire Farming; antl
"JNote-book" containing the address to the Bnti

orders by tlie liundred do not come in for steam ploughs'
^/^ociation at Aberdeen by H.R.H. the Prince Consort,

'Ihe experience of the past and the present should point .^'^ *"'"^^" ^^^ ^^^ks by Mr. Blencowe, a paper on
out the most practical and economical method for future ii^^*'^

CnUivation, by R. Thompson, extracted from the

Home Correspondence.

notnM ^"^^^* *« drain all land

orcultSv Ml
'''*^' ^^^ *''°^^ ''^^ ^^''^'^' trench,

S nP L ^r^"'"'^'
^"'^ *''^'^- ^^«i"^ discharge,

tb i^o^^^^
continued rains ; so I found

m-^ti ]
^ ^^^^^om evaporative and capillary

Sei^« li T no comparison in this respect with

Lrm^r T t
^"^ 5. nch cultivation of our ordinary

'

U^w: 1 ^""''^JY"
^o^tt the Rev. Mr. Smith, ofKm u-^'^fi'^V^-^t filtration to the drain on

Mhlf ^ ciUivated soil is of a very occasional nature.
^berever the and is deeply disturbed over a landdra

™M have ceased to run

;

ween the drains look dark
tion

and damp.
portions be-
The evapora-

^Ptrl mllT^ris'
'^'''^ '^"Itivation. J. J. Mecil.

t&Tif ^'"''^—j have had a sale and inv Mangels

»"ngeu\n,,r°:'"*°f"'^'^ being sound," all oti.er

««k werl tu "Pgh^'o^'-Lood being spoiled. Mj Man-

^« of Mangels, which he was obliged to stael^ in

''^
« '^tonjT'u i'f'^

"'"" '^'^^ «P «ith straw
eoirW -f^^*

''^^^
'''";V

'''"=" I ^'^P my chaff and

rf«12%ffLt andUnftTeW?'"'''T.'^^^ period-bat it is possible that by that time the
S^tkcm but it ^Teated onf

«>''''""] *° ''''''^ S°' '"'"^ °^ the soil of our country will be cultivated by

•^^ '^"e kept "jTs. H.
tM^" "" -foorf.-Stiaw i

(

observation and guidance, and I think the position
wlilch Mr. Fowler has attained, having won every prize
that be has contended for, and working on the principle
of the endless rope, togetlier with the small amount
required iu proportion to the work, and the
whole of the power rightly applied by keeping opposite
to it, places him very far ahead of his competitors.
One word as to the economy of the round-about system.'
To those who approve of this method, I think I have
shown them that the triangular system given up by Mr.
Fowler in 1856 is f^ir preferable to the square mode of
Mr. Smith. If not, I will take a field of 6^ acres
square, the furrow will be 8^ chains in length, and the
rope required by Mr. Smith will be 907 yards, and like-
wise running four pulleys or sheaves. The triangular
system, with horizontal drums, will require 771 yards
136 yards less than Mr. Smith's, and running only
two pulleys, whilst Mr. Fowler's long-range will do
thc^ same work with only 370 yards; 530 less than Mr.
Smith's, and running only one sheaf, and that his lar^^e
anchor. This is of great importance when we consider '

the large amount of power lost by running these
pulleys, to say nothing of the wear of the rope.
In conclusion, I will make a few observations on tho
benefit the country will, in all probability, derive from
steam culture. The Royal Agricultunil Society has
now been iu existence for 20 years, and' it is really
wonderful to look back over this short space and see
what has been done for agi-iculture in the implement
department of the trade of this nation. But what eve
shall be prophetic enough to look 20 years into the
future and say wliat shall be doing m agriculture at
that period—but it is possible that by that time the

Earl of Ducie's annual allotment report; and Messrs.
Ransome's account of tho Management of Portable
Steam-engines,
Of these tho most generally interesting paper pro-

bably is that on what is termed the Cider System, bv
Messrs. Spender and Isaac, wliich gives a great deal of
useful information on the influence of the payment of
wages in liquor on the wellbeingof the labourer and his
family. In illustration of the nutritive force of the cider
consumed, an analysis is given by Dr. Voelcker, and it
IS said :

—
"Tlie nufcriLive value of articles of food depends

chiefly, 1st, on the amount of flesh-forming matters
they contain; 2d, on the amount of heat-producint^
constituents. The former is usually measured by the
proportion of nitrogen contained in the food; the

of carbon. Prom the above

Nitrogen
graina.

. 3
91

angels are snoM ami J^f "' ""^'^ '"/, ''^^^^'-
i

"*^^"^ P^^^^'"' ^"^ '^^^"^^^ *^^'^ ^« *'^** ^^^^^ the liorsos
P L^^ ^ 1 ^^ ,?"** ^"»e are sound because

. emnloved in a-riculture. which nnmhpr In n^A,,,,f n^,,.employed in agriculture, which number in amount con-
siderably above 1.500,000, will be reduced to an
enormous extent, far above a third, and the food that

• T"- rariners' Club (T m^r, *i
--"-— -- ^"v they would have consumed turned to a profitable

2?8*>t<-r when I asked Lm fn 1 r^^ "'Jl''
'^°"*^'^ '''^^' *'^^^«^"' ^'^ ^^^'^'^"^ bullocks and sheep, to the benefit

^^ned n,iiph f... *...--_ " ,"^ ^^ ^^^\\G\Q that straw con-
; of both the occupier and the consumer, and likewise to•' « . .

- - But
JiiucU fitfp,,;„^ „!„_

"^i^evK uiai straw con-
,
ot both the occupier and the consumer, and like"ening element) seem to be rapidly ' meet the wants of our increasing population.

latter by the quantity
analysis it appears that—

Carbon
graina.

One imperial gallon of elder contains . . 240
One pound of good wheatea bread contains 2030
"Hence, according to the analysis and conclusions of

Professor Voelcker

—

"'A person would require to drink very nearly
8i gallons of cider in order to take into his system the
same amount of carbon which is contained in lib of
bread; and in order to obtain the same amount' of
nitrogen, he ii-ould have to swallow no less than
33 gallons of cider ot the quality analysed. M'hildt
cider is thus far too expensive to save the labourer with
respiratory food, it is, practically speaking, totally unfit
to restore the waste of muscle *to which the reaper is

peculiarly subject.

"'Quite apart from the injurious effects of the
alcohol in the cider, it is a liquor which the poor man
cannot afford to buy; and it appears quite plain that no
labourer would take any part of his wages in cider if he
knew how to protect his own interests.' *'

And again—"For all purposes of nutrition elder falls

below bread, and far below meat. Its use, therefore,
must be deemed as that of a luxury. The labourer
hould be fully informed of this fact. He should under-
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Btand that, from half to one-eighth of his cannings is

spent in that which can do him no good, but whicli, at

hest, is only a costly indulgence."

On the influence of the liquov npon the health, Mv.

HansarJ, surgeon, of Montacute, snys :—

"The failure of the Apple crop has had tlie same

favourahle effects on the general health of the labourer

as the good drainage of a parish has on the health ot

the inhabitants generallj'."

The essay is full of testunony from employers, and

it is proposed:— , .

"1st. That the employers shonM universally abstain

from paying auy portion of their labourers* wages m

"2*dly. That if the labourer were dissatified with this

arrangement, even then the increased wages received

by him wonld enable him to purciiase meat, or lie

might be allowed to purchase voluntarily of his master,

rather tlian be compelled to accept the cider in part

payment and in lieu of money."
The only other paper in the Journal to which we

iropose now to advert is that entitled Notes on Old

Jocks, by Mr. Blencowe, in which he calls attention to

the writings of Andrew Yarranton of 1663. which are

remarkable for containing the earliest suggestion of

measures which are only now acquiring the importance

which he then foresavf :

—

" Many of his suggestions are valuable and curious

;

and amongst them is that very important question

which has now forced itself upon the attention of the

Legislature, and which ought to he taken up far more

decidedly hv the people at large than has yet as been

the case—that of a General Registration of Titles—

the advantages of which he discussed so fully and

ahly as completely to exhaust the subject,

"'All Scotland,' he says, Asunder a register, and

worth 24 years* purchase, and on the other side in the

North of Ireland, although but three hours' sail, it is

worth hut eight years' purchase ; and in England, on

this side Tweed, it is worth but 16 years' purchase.

The register is the cause. The manour of Taunton

Dean, in Somersetshire, is under a register, and there

the land is worth 23 years' purchase, although

but a copyhold manour ; and at any time he that hath*

1007. a year in the manour of Taunton, may go to the

castle, and take up 2000Z. upon Iiis lands, and buy his

stuffs, and go to London and sell tliem, and return down
his money, pa^-ing but five in the hundred, and dis-

charge his lands. This is the cause of the great trade

IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.

' PRICES PETi Lineal Yard, 24 inches uigk:

Size of

mesh.

2i inch

2 inch

If inch

If inch

Light. Medium.

Galvan- Japan- Galvan- JapaU'

ned.

Hares, Dogs, Poultry

Game Netting
Small Rabbits, Hares, &c,

Smallest Rabbits (yd.

Galvan-
ized.

Id,

7ld.
lid.

^xtra strong.

Ouantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Rad ay Stations and ShippW.

Ports rSand-Tnd 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland or Ireland.
^

Forts m Ji^ngiana
,
aim^^

^^^^^ ^^ Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices.

6^ Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved wiU

be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

niustrated Cataloaue of Iron and Wire and Ornamenfal Fencing. KnrdJes Gates, Wire mting.
Illustrated

-^^^^^-^^^^^^^ „„^ _^,,_^^„,,, Fountains, Vases, Sfc, on apphcation.

B BROWN & C0.5 18, CANNON 3TRET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

and riches in and about 'ftiunton Dean.

Taunton Dean ! '
"

Oh ! happy

Notices to Correspondents.
Australian GitAfcSEs: // S T. says, for the informfitif>n of

Mr. J. K. Archer, that, during six years' experience in

Aui5traUii he always found Rye-grase seed mivcd with White
Dutch Clover the very best for pasture. This is almosb
universally UHcd throughout the whole of the colonies. The
yield is about 20 buahula (20 lbs. per bushel) per acre, for

a fair crop, but of coiirse much depends upon securing it safely,

as the hot scorching sun often renders it difticult to secure.

The price usually ranges from 8*. to 12«. Last April our

informant received 15.*. for some very good Colonial growth,
English imported seed is often bad.

Loes OF Wkioiit in Manures by Lapsk of Time : /. L. The
question is answered by a recent paragraph in our contempo-
rary, the yorth British AyrkuUuruts, vfhere v7q are inforined

that a question was lately tried before the Lord Justice

Clerk in reference to a sale of a cargo of bones, on which the

deficiency of weight, asserted to be by inleakage, was nbout
20 per cent. A considembla amount of evidence was led on
both sides. By the decision of the judge—the case being
tried without a jury—something like half the amount of

damages claimed for non-delivory was awarded. It may be
inferred from the decision that the presiding judge considers

that during the voyage 10 per cent, was the limit of iiiJeakage

by evaporation and other causes. This is beyond the amount
usually met with in cargoes an-iving in London. We learn

from one extensively engaged in the manure trade that in an
extreme case a cai*go may be 5 per cent, short ; but, he
remarks, an allowance of *2 or 3 per cent, for sweating is

sufficient, ^he amoiuit of water in bones has not been very
correctly ascertained. Professor Johnstone estimates that
from 10 to 20 per cent, of moisture and fat is the average in

bones delivered to farmers. This estimate is high. Perhaps
10 to 15 per cent, of moisture and fat may be regarded as an
average. Pui'chasers of bones—dealers and farmers—may
safely af^stime that when full weight is given on delivery,

there will be little or no deficiency of weight, although tho
bones are not re-weighcd for several months. Farmers
therefore cau with all safety purchase bones or bone manure
at any season for forward application without any anxiety
as to ios.s of weight by keeping—it being understood that the
bones are kept under cover, or in such a manner as to pro-
tect them fiom water or dampnesa.

Poisosous Cattlb Food : R. Dr. Voelcker reported lately on
a case in which sheep and cattle had died after eating of the
sweepings of a warehouse, that very little is known respect-

ing the properties of and chemical tests for most organic

poisonous aubstances. Unless, therefore, distinct symptoms,
that characterise certain organic poisons, such as strychnia

or opium, point tu a definite direction, the labours of che-

mists to identify vegetable poisons are unavailing. The
meal in question he says probably contained some strong,

poisonous"oily Bean. The Cureus Bean is used by oil-cruehers,

und the cake sold as manure. It is an exceedingly poisonous
seed. Possibly the sweepings contain this or a similar oily

seed, AmongHt other oily seeds, he found in the sweepings
Linseed, Rape seed, black and yellow Mustard in consi-

derable quantity (Mustard is decidedly injiu'ious toaniirals).

Hemp seed, Niger seed (the seed of Guizotia), Earth-nut (the
seed of Arachin hypogcea), '"ind Cotton seed. And besides
these seeds the following matters : Indian Com, Irish Moss,
Locust Beans (Silique'iulcis), common Beans, Peas, Vetches,
Dari grains, Rice, Wheat, Barley, Oats, starch. Clover seed,

Italian Rye-gr ..-:^, and a great variety of Grass seeds, and
the excrement of rats. He adds ; " I'am surprised that any
dealer shntilii,veDture to sell such a material for feeding
purpose^ for it is a well-known fact that poisonous oily seeds
are prewed out by oil-crushers for tho sake of the oil which
they eont.iin. The great variety of oily seeds in the ware-
house-sweepings shows that the party who sold the sweep-
mgs deitlt not merely iu feeding stuffs, but Ukewise in oily

COTTAM & COMPy g Founders, &c

[^r A

2, WINSLEY STREE T, LONDO N, W.

SHOW ROOM DEVOTEiTeNTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM Ain> COMPr. having had upwards of 40 years' experience in the arrangement a^^ construction ^

every description HORTICULTURAL BaiLDINGS a^v HEATING by the CIRCULATION of HOT WATER, wfl

well qualified to guarantee the perfect execution of any wor ksntrusted to them in the erection ot

Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass Walls

for the protection of plants

or ripening wall fruit

Summer Temples
Arbours, &c.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

Orchid Houses
Conservatories for Window or
Balcony Gardening

Vineries

Apricot and Peach Houses

Tropical Fruit Houses

Forcing Pits and Frames

Cucumber and JUeloa Houses

1^^ Drawing and Fstimates free upon application,

ORCHARD HOUSES, comhiaing cheapness of construction with suitahility of purpose—portable or otberffi*.

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS.

Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing, Game Netting, &c.

Fl'cerg description of Flain, Ornamental, Cast and Wrought Iron^ and Wire Worfc

SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy, Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon)

W I li ALTL I A M HE
(Late Burbridge & Healy),

118, Dorset Street. Fleet Street, Loudon, E.G.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER.

,v

V

WEST OF ENGLAND,
Brideweli* Steext, Bristol.

SKINNER
(late Partner with

J. Weeks & Co,)» erects Green-
houses, HoT-HOUSEB, and Hot-
water Apparatus.

Upright Pipe Boilers. {tHoodo
Heating- on the Oxe-Boiler System,

p I n E

OKINS AiTD HU
Jubilee Place. King's Road. Chelsea, S."VV'.

K I>,

n STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON AJHjSO^'

KJ • 61, Gracechuroh St., London. E.G.. Ma°"^^^^^'Siieti
Hurdles, Fencing, &c., Improved Iron ^d.^Pfftf e^W
Boilers and Apparatus for Warming Buildu'gs w

description by Hot Water.
,

ices and Estimates furnished upon application'

Onn CUCUMHEH ANB MELON ^^^^^^%^^
4\J\J LIGHTS, A^'D 5D0 LIGHTS of all Sues^^P^

Stock, Glazed and Painted complete, ready for i^^^t-***
James Watts & Co., Hothouse Bmlders aua

tRMii,

;, near the Green Man, Old litui

Apparatus Manufacturers
Loudon, S.E.

J
HOT-WATER APPAR

^Jy^yf^fl^
JONES begs to offer a complete HUi ^^^
APPARATUS FOR GBEENHOUSES, at aia

^

20 feet by 10 feet ,

.

£8 10 • • j^ jo

25 „ by 12 „ .. 10

ao „ by 12 „ .. 1110
30 „ by 15 „ .. 13 10

40 , by 15 .. 16 10

50 ;: by 15 ;; .. isio

Q
« «

13 9

14 10

17 10

20

t

t

Be*.

HORTICTTLTURAL BuiLDRRS and HOT-WATEB APPARATTT9
Manufacturers. Estimates forwarded on the shortest ni-tice.

Hothouses, Greenhouses, &c,, as cheap as any house in the

trade Some Spau-roofed Pits, and 2 and 3-Light Boxes ready

for delivery.

I
ThTaWpri^ces'include Boiler, stronff ^'^^^^fGc^

Soot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pip^^
^f ^he «*

tions. Air Pipes, Arc., all ready for ^^^^I ^n apP^*^
quality. Further particulars ^^^l^be sent on^^^^ pojO*"

Parties ordering must send plans, showing «"" u^ufitC"^'

of boiler, &c.—J. Jones, Hot-water ApparacuJ

6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S. E.

i
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GREEN'S PA^TENT SILENS MESSOR
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING

PATENT DATED DEC. 6t]i, 1839.

9

MACHINE.

G R
A^i!^^]!^™,,?^'-^'"^^^-^'*

^'^^' ^^^^ ^'^'-^ ^^^®^^^ support he lias received for some years pastAGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULXaRAL SHOWS in the kingdom, pro.ed the superiority of his

^d^Julties
Jiidges.) he has takea out, this season, an entirely NEW PATENT, which he with

light Wlieel and Piniou, obtaining the same speed
r instance, a 16-inch Cylinder or Cutters will work

much stronger, easier to work, and less liable to get

HORSE, PQHY, AND DOMKEY PWACHINES.
Tlie SILENS MESSOR ha3 an extraordmary advantaf^e over all others of this class : it is worked with a Pitent Pini<vi f!) liri nr, ^-.rvi, oM^ o«^ „ui.„ u i t i,i.

.,e.gth,, I^<^-c^f^}}^^y^?^^ol.?^^ei2^^tol..t.c^o^ the working of these M,u=l,inos f^Jr inVuSe? ^t<^^ihfG:^;S^oT,Z^^^^^
relieving' it, the
tii.it somethin:?

noise is so great that he cannot hear, consequently the box overflow.^ the wheels and cutter^ 1 t^^n n^ rWr; T •...'^ whl^ fT i^ - " - . '"'P^ ^^J^""^'
*'*'' ^^'^ purpose of

of necessit/mnst give way, the Machine is broken, and for the tim^ rendered ?fseless"^^^^^
^''^^'' '^''^^"'^' ^"^ ""^^"^ ^^^ ^^''^'^^ '^ ^^^^^^ ^'^^'^t^'*' *^« resistance is so great

It is not an uncommon occurrence for horses and ponies to take fright at the slwikinff and i-attliiif- nni'si^ TniiTiin<r iw-ntr-m^ ^^i,-,^ ;r.«^r,««- «n a
The SILENS MESSOR can be worked with any draught or earriage^horse, however Srdc^nlitJ work stoi^^^^^^^^^

'''""'^"•

SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, Leeds, and 2, Victoria Street, Holborn Bill, London, E.C
Price Lists fonvarded on application to either i:staUis7imeiit,

ARCHANGEL MATS, &C.—A lot of these new tar-
stained, to be sold low; also 15,000 good colour, and a

quantity of Dunnage or small Mats.—Prices, &c., ou appUcation
to John Morison, 25, Norton Folgate, N.E.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738-

RANSOMES SIMS Ipswich
/^ONTINUE to give tlicir best attention to the inannfacture of the most Modorn and Improved Agricultural^^ Machinery, including

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSEHARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTSHORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
imri.i!.aii.LMa.

CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS. BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN OILCAKF &lcSTEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED. WITH pTtENT OR mSTEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED AND SINGLli OR D^^^ BLASTHORSE POWEIi THRESHING MACHINERY, DRESSING MACHlkV CORN lULLS HO^^^^

dnrA^ff?r^im^-5*'''° ^^^f
^"^^^ long been celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Macliinery the utmost simr>T!city.

fn eferyt^hinJX^^^^ maSture?^'^
^' ^ '^"'" ''"''"^' '"'" " ^""^ '" ''^ muintenance ot tlise important principles

ILLUSTEATED CATALOGUES, Post ii-ee. on application to the

S^r»^'™_ i'?„..S9?Jl^^'^„„57i"-!i^t??_ .r^^^-^^ '

O^w^eU Works
;
or to their London Agent, S flEPPARD RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W.C.

ft M r'^^,^^^'^'^''^"^,I^UDDING"KNIVE8,*SCISS0RS,^&c':--
Bout by all respectable Nui-scrymcu and Seed Merchants inthe tnreo Kincdnms.

I

2 9

2

TYAKNEB'S IMPKOVED LIQUID MANURE
» » OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP
These Pumps are fitted with

"AflXERS Patent Bucket and Valve
and cannot clog in action. The barrel
is made of galvanised iron, not likely
to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the legs of
whifh fold together, and may be ear-
ned with ease by one man to tank or

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail pipo, fitted with strong
brans union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper .. .. 3 17

Qlaod and Pump, with plain
twl pipe, for tying on^ suc-

..^^'^"Pipe
«-mch patent rubber and can-
w* flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either 10, 12, or 15 ft.

per root

*Iay be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or
w"f^T. at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Manufac-
wrere, J. Warnrr&Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin St., London,E C
^f^'T/description of Machinery for raising Water, by meansw Wheels. Rams. Deep WeU Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden
tngmes, &c. Engravings sent on application.

pATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.-
W /^™«^-^T TO Gardexeiw.—The Gutta Percha Company
Qxre the pleasure to acknowledge the receii)t of the following
««ei- h-om a Glenny, Esq., the celebrated Florist :—

„ " 420, Strand, London,
^uentlemen.—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heelsr^ two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-«"y am m all weathers, and with the ground in all states. I

! «rmii^
no account be without them. As a matter of economywTOia recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may

thifiL ^tr^™ part at all times by warming the material at

»i«w^*,. . -J^^""^* ^''"^ ^^^ thick parts to the worn parts.

PenS. wi,
'^ ^'^^ ^^ "^'^^^ *^™e^^- I think it the dutv of all

E.M S? ^""^^ occMionally wet their feet to adopt a

^TonUa .*^T^^^*''^^^.^*'^^^ *^™P- Ma^y agardener would
'Pe coIOfl and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

^^ lour obedient servant, G. Glenn v,"

^ai^lToinS' ^llt: l''^i^
Biickets, Fire Buckets. Bosses

- u omnte, Flasks, Bottles. Bowla. OhnniT^nr v«=aoT=, rr^n^l
Bags

WARDS T W 1860.

I.

I

• - *
I

h * 1

JAMES FRIi HOWARD
BRITANNIA I RON W

9

BEDFORD,

i2& Sponge

Ob^-T^^o i*!

by their wholesale dealers in town or
fi^STc^'tv P^^'i?^ ^^•"*1^ Company Patentees, IS, Wharf

From their long experience in the mamifacture of HARROWS, having made about 20,000 sets, have the utmost
coundence in bringmg them before the Public as not only the cheapest, but the best and ntosf durahXe Harrows
yet produced. I he teeth are now fitted into the frames in so secure a manner that it is impossible for them to
work loose.

*

A Set of three 4-bcam Harrows with Whippletree, recommended as general Seed Harrows, 94 f«et wide,
marked No. 12 .. .. .. -.; ./

^
, ., .laZlO

A Set of Three 4-beam HarrOTva^thWliippleUee, adapted for throe horses, 10 feet wide, marked No. 11 ..400
\

If with Patent Joints, as abovOf 6». i>er set extra.

^
Free Delivery to Basingstoke, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Colchester, Derby, Gloucester, Hull. Leeds

Lincoln, Liverpool, London, Manchester, Norwich, Nottinarliam, Ketfjrd, Salisbury, Shrewsbury, Southampton
Swansea, Wisbeach, Worcester, and York ; or to Dublin, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other parts, at fixed rates.

CATALOGUES, with prices and particulars of all J. & F. Hotvabds* Implements, including description of an
Reports from persons working SMITH'S STEAM CULTITATOR, sent p<^ free on application.
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Md HOTHOUSE OR THE MILLION.
I

M H M N
BEGS TO INFORM THE PUBLIC THAT HE HAS BEEN APPOINTED SOLE AGENT FOU THE MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF

THE NEW PORTABLE AND ECONOMICAL HOTHOUSES.
INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

SIR JOSEPH PAXTO N, M.P.

\

I

t

t

^i^v^^ ataxic ^^ p-ii^»^ -" -

111^'^i—^^^^'i^B^

'^^^^^^^^C^^^E

--'"BHttMfcJ^W.^s^^^— Tmh^ i^/^ -^^i^^^W
^^fe^^s^ig^^^-^^ -,«^^^^^^^SS£^zr : -.'^e^^s^
H ^BH ^B rf^T^^^^TTT^^^^^ ^T^^^^^^

^^^^^^L__^^^k ^^^^^^^^^ ~ "^j-^^^^^^^^**^^*

J^j-'hrrrr.'Sv'*

P" ThGSO Buildings are of unparalleled cheapness, and being composed of simple parts

can be enlarged, removed, or adapted to any Horticultural purpose by ordinary

Jabotircrs.

They 'arc calculated for gardens of tho h'.gbost order, for gentlemen's gardens

generally, for market gardens where tlicy maybe luado to cover any extent of

surface, and also for suburban, villa, and cottage gardens.

I

Tlic moderate cost of these honses not only places within the reach of persons
| of limited means a luxury hitherto confined to the wealthy, but oflfers immenK

P
h

ron^^!f.f^
'
tif"

who have garden walla already standmg-as from their peculiar

suited for persons having temporary or limited tenures, as they can
packed up and removed at the expiration of the tenancy.

withe««»*

The prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with Water-troughs, Doors, and
ends complete, are as follows :

—

8 Feet
Lights.

20 feet in length £24
30 feet in length

40 feet in length

60 feet in length

60 feet in length

70 feet in length

80 feet in length

90 feet in length

The

33

41 16

51 5

60 12

69 5

78 12

87 18

90 15

V • »

* # •

* « 4

** •

•

« » •

t * •

4 • »

10 Feet
Lights.

£32

42 6

53 17

65 10

77
- 87 10

99 3

111

121 5

t

>

«

• •

• •

t • *

»

•

« *

12 Feet
Lights.

£42

53

6G 15

80 10

94 5

106 15

120 10

139 5

147

The prices of Lean-to Houses complete are as follows

:

100 feet in length

above lengths ai-e given in round numbers, but from the nature of their

8 Feet
Lights,

20 feet in length £12
30 feet in length 16 10

40 feet in length

50 feet in length

60 feet in length

70 feet in length

80 feet in length

90 feet in length

100 feet in length 45 7

20 18

25 12

30 6

31 12

39 6

43 19

6

6

6

10 Feet
Lights.

£16

21 2

26 18

32 15

38 10

43 15

49 11

55 10

60 12

6

6

6

6

tit

4 > *

t « «

* *

* •«

4 « *

t •

«• •

12 Feet

Lights.

£21

26 10

33 7 6

40 5

47 2 6

53 7 <5

60 5

69 12 6

73 10

construction the houses will practically in all cases exceed these mensor^'"

letters prepaid, addressed to S. HEREMAN, 7, PaU MaU East, S.W., will receive immediate attention
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ELEVATION OF CONSERVATORY
NOW BEING CONSTRUCTED FOR A NOBLEMAN,

157

\

BY

JOHN WEEKS COMPANY,
HOETICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATEE APPAEAHIS MANDFACIUREES, ENGINEEES, AND

+

IRON FOUNDERS,

I

I

I

I

I

I

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

By Her Majesty's Royal letters' Patent.

j_(

r.v;
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
OEMSONS

PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER,
XTAS NOW GAINED the highest standing reputa-
•^-*- tion for Power, Efficiency, Safefcy, and Economy
« Fnel. There is not a single joint exposed to the
*ction of the fire, which renders these Boilers far more
He thftn any other Tubular Boiler ever invented.
^lay be seen in successful operation at Mr. Veitch's,
«^ Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, and in
»• Gardens of many of the NobUity and Gentry in
«*l«iid. Ireland, and Scotland.
They arc made of various sizes. Prices on application.

HENRY ORMSON,
otenley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY

LOWEST PRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.

DESIGNING. BUILDING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST

APPROVED AND SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.

IS. SPECIFICATIONS. AND ESTIMATES FREE ON APPLICAT

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder, and Hot-water Apparatus

TwroT%iifaP+nv^r Sf.QTiTfiv Rrlrlcffi. Kind's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.
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HOTHOUSES FOK THE MILLION.

-Madk by STEiM Power AT

J LEWIS'S HOHTICULTUUAL A\ OP.KS, fctamtord

Will Mi,l(Uesex N These Hothmises are made on a much

bett'er^aiVs ri^^^^^^^^^ than tl.o.e manufactured on feir

T plxto^s i.lan and are more durable and cheaper.

i s^p^^wS^easurin. .0 ft. by 10 ft, .^^^^^^^ f,

Do. do. 40 a. by 20 ft. do. do. «>

Ll^TOF PmCES of any '^Ue^^rWarded on application to

HORTICULTURAL >A/ORKS AND HOT-WAitR
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Ken'Sal Green, Harbow Road, London, w.

TOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
I

KjLii.^ -i /v * »j^
t»^T,« TTfl^^ aiir^prinr manner m

H OKTICULTURAL GLASS-
STOCK SIZES, 16 oz.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

Boxes are IncluJed, with but few exceptions. When Packages
^''^''

a' e charged.' fuU price is allowed when returned.
^^^^^^

11 by 9»

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

U,
u.

12

13

14
1S„
16
19
le

19

It

ft

12 by 9,

13 „ 10,

U „ 11.

15 „ 12,

19 „ 12.

IT „ 13,

20 „ 13,

17 „ 14,

20 .. 14,

13
14
15
16
20
18
21
18
21

by 9

10,

11,

12.

12
13
13
14
14

99

ff

tt

I f

ft

ff

Us. 6c/. l25.Cc;.

16s. 6(2. 14s. Oa.

per 100 feet.

HANDSOME BRASS asd IRON 131
Heal & Son's Show-rooms contain a large aas^^"^*"^

brass bcd.steads, suitable both for home use and for
?^"^ '^f

climates; handsome iron bedsteads with brass niounH ^^''^

elegantly j;ipaiined
;
plain iron bcdstouds for BervaiiB* '''"i

description of wood bedstead . that is manufactn' T^^
mahogany, birch, walnut-tree wood, polished d.ial aud ia

^ ^
all fitted with bedding and furniture complete, as weU a*^^
description of bedroom furniture. " ^ every

HEAL AND SON'S ILLUSTRATED CxVTALOrrt.
containing designs and prices of 100 bedsteads ak» n

of 150 different articles of bedroom furniture, sciitfr^fth "
—Heal & Son, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bedroom Vul^-
Mauufacturcrs, 196, Tottenham Court Road. W. ^^™iture

i

houses, &c., combhung every iraprovemun. «x.^ ^..|i^^

d^ign/and d,.ab^^^^^^^

Chapels, Schools. Entrance Halls, Public ^^"^^'^1"°?
• ^^-^Xnt

with Hot-Water App.uuLus in a most economical and efficient

"^"T'a Sov have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobihtrand gentryjywhc^ are extensively engaged.

GLAZED WARDIAN "PLANT CASES.

HUGH LOW AND CO. have for sale a considerable

number of WARDIAN- CASES of various sizes, in good

^nd sound^condition. well adapted for the safe transmission of

plants to distant countries. Prices on ajajlictation.
^ Clapton Nursery, N.E.

rriANNED r.AliDKN NETTING ^^ P^f"^X Sced-bedR, Fruit, Strawbenies from Frost, Bhght, Buds

&c and as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, U.d.

;

tvLrds Sci 3 yards, 4i.r ; and 4 yards, M. per yard, many

.qnant^tV! rnky b^e had at Chas. ^TRiGnT's, 376- Strand, W.C.
^ J*

-^ An allowancG to Nurserymen.

iUTTAlVS~'GARI)EN~NEXS are admitted to be

the best and cheapest protection to Fruit Trees and the

„.ost durable Hothon^ S^hading for summer. 5^5
;-hes w,de,

No 1 5d 2, 6d. ; 3, %d. a yard. TIFFAN\, ^^d. ana ^a.

Sold by Ai ^rn;..^vmen-BRITTAI^- & Co.. Manchester.

HY NOT PRESERVE YOUK FKUIT?-
NETT[NG, BUNTING, and SCRIMS for Frmt trees

and tender Plants ; the best protection aganst Frost. Hail, and

W^d Oiits^e Shades for Greenhouses, Rick Cloths (new and

second-hand), with Pole., PuH^ys and Lines At BE^JAMIN

TrnorvoTON's Marquee, Tent, and Flag Manufactoiy, 2. Uuke

StreeTSutlwik, S.E. ; West-End Establishment. 32, Charing

Cross, S.W.
_..

—

—

LOSSOM OF WALL ERUIT TKKli^b^Worst ed

Net^ an effectual and approved Protection. Will last four

vears New Twine Garden Net, Ud. per yard; Tanned Nets

^. S" ner 100 yards. Samples and plan of fixing Worsted Net

gf-n?-g Rt^nSoy. 99. fcuston Road. London. N.W.

rfutEESCOMING INTO BLOOM will be protected

I from Frosts. Hail, ifcc., by using HAiTHOEN &

^XAGON and CUISWICK GARDEN' NETS, now used

?nd reconfmended by all the Principal Gardene^^s; the N^fs

^U S^Pr^serve the Fruit from Wasps, Flies, Birds &c.-For

mt^4s Prices, and Testimonials, direct to Mr. Haytkors,

Ciumber'street, Nottingham.
^

H E N U Y J. MORTON and
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
f..r faftftl^e Houses. &c., to contain 50 gallons. 25*. ; 80 gallons,

fos etch^andUo' gallons, 86«., and fitted with tap, keeping

the witer' perfectly fweet ind clean ; will not rust or coiTodu.

Cisterns of all sizes.^^^j^^j^
IRON PUMPS

for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter. 30s

and 3*'T\u each ; Tail Pipe for same at from IQd. per foot.

CALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gaUons, entirely
loi utwut.

formed of iron, 323. 6c?. each.

" PARKES' STEEL DIGUING FORKS.
~

Th^Le prices are for Foreign Glass. English Glass, which is far

superior, will be ISs. per 100 feet.

GL VS3 FOR ORCHARD HOUSES,
As Supplied by us to SIr. Rivees.

20 in. by 12 in. \
_\6m. Jl oz.

20 in. by 18 in. I Common ]f
0„'. • ^\ f-

20 in. by 14 in.
f
Superior do 1| ^

•
•

20 in. by 15 in. ) English Glass . . . .
IS • .

1

J

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few ^J^Pt'-^^^

WhcnPackages^are charged, full price is allowed whon

returned. ^„
JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

^
IQQ, Pishopsgate S t. Without. LondoTi, E.w.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY^ AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLAbb
of British Manufacture at prices varying from ^d. to id.

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

?i\;Vf' a^n'd^^S^A^t'e^wTt^ER-P1 PES,
"^ ^^^H'ol^tM

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADli-b,

bo James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, \\
. .

See ffordenerf' Chronicfe of February 4.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS-JUNE TARIFr.

THOMAS MILLINGTON'S reduced ianff of

GLASS, &c. „,

6 by 4, 7 by 5, 8 by 6, 9 by 7 ) 16 oz. to the foot, lU. 6^.

64 by 4 , 7i by 5*, Si by 6^, H hy 7^ ( per 100 leet.

In 100 boses.^ths quality, 12s. Gd ; 3ds do., 14s. 4rf.

10 by S, 12 by 9. lU by lOi, 14i by 10^. 13 by U
10U>y8*, 12^by9i, ISbylO. 15 by 10, ISibylU

, li by 9. 13 by 9, 13^ by 10^, 12 by 11, U by 11 •

llibyOi, 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 12^ by 11^

^21^^' J!) per 100 feet 16 oz. 21 oz.

SSu^JH Common .. 16«. .. 24..
20byUr Superior . 18*. .. 27s.
20 by 15 J ^

.

AH Boxes included.

Orchard House sizes as suppUed to Mr. Ri^cp
^

Hartley's improved Rough Plate Glass from k to ^ in thieimess.

Coloured Glass in great variety, at 9d and U. per foot

Paints. Genuine White Lead, Linseed Oil, Boiled Oil. Turpen-

tine Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, Lanip Glasses &c.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G., same side as Eastern

Counties Railway. _^ ^—

HAUFOUD'S PATENT WASHING MAClilNE
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

"
I very gratefully acknowledge the

exti-aordinarv patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which h^is

very far exceeded my most sanguine

expectations." — Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, CathedralSteps, Manchester.

London Office : 03. Fleet Street, E.C.

N.B. My Machines always have, ^^

-

and always will be sent on approval, ^
if desired, before payment. Descrip-

tion and Price free by post.

BTCALFE, miNUiji*.!. AND DU.'S New p.tt*,
and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unblel?

Hair Bmshes, Improved FleshandClothes Brushes, audsST-
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb T?!

Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroSJS^
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them mostT^
tuallv-the hairs never come loose. M. B., and Co. are

S

makers of the Oatmeal and Camphor and Orris Root «---^

I

Oxford St. 2d and 3d d

r^OCOA.—TAYLO

}ts.—ooie JLscauusiiment, 130b and i\i
oors west from Holies St., London W

, ,v.ww^.--^^"Jlii^J'^^'i'HEKS PATENTUKf-
KJ ILIZKD COCOA is pronounced by Professor LetliebvanH

Dr. Hassall to be superior ni nutritious element to aUutC
See their rei^orts printed on the labels of each canister -SoM
by all Grocers at Is. Gd. per lb.

"^"'^

tpPRS^S HOM(EOPATHIC COCOA.-S^S^
J2J 1S39, spcci:Uly for the use of Homoiopathic Patients' u
provide them with a beverage highly nutritious and free from

those effects of Coffee and Tea which to many peraom are

pernicious. Rendered attractive to the taste by its delict-

aroma and gratf^fnl smoothness, it has become adopted by
.CIWIS

the

public generally for breakfast, luncheon, and supper. It u

sold by the principal Grocers at Is. Qd. per Ih, inllb.,4ib

and ilb. packets. Each packet is labelled, "James Em'
Homoeopathic ChemistJLondon/' ^-—__ '

av>iti,«, inflammatory or otherwise, a cenain remedy maybe

found' in one or other, or both, of Holloway's preparatioit

In the nursery and on the toilet they are equally iu pUce; tlie

nse of them involves no danger, the employment of them will

not cause the most timid any apprehension of doin^mischid

They always relieve, and by their corrective, purifying, ai^

healing powers, invariably prove beneficial in every disorier

incident to the human frame. In wounds, spraius, gL-mdoUr

swellings, enlarged veins, and diseases of the skin, Houo-

way's Ointment maybe used with safety and certainty, witboot

weakening the system or transferring the disease to other pwti

*

f

M
T>UKGESS
I* bcinir the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

Wcd TOOLS have always a largo Stock on hand from which

H.ftir Customers may select what they may require ^^^^^
iNTHONrS^PATENT AMf-lBICAN CHURN.-The FIRST

PRI^K was again awarded to this Churn m Competition with

fevenil oThers at the Chester Mcctingof the Royal Agr.cultm^l

Sodety- it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at ever; Meeting since 1850. Mes.srs. Burgk^s & Key. 95,

Newgate Street, E.G., strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on apphcation.

"garden BORDER EDGING TILES.
^

ROSHER A.ND CO, besr to invite attention to then-

varied St^ck of ORNAMENTAL GARDEX BORDER-
FDGING TILES in Tein-a Cotta, Terro-Metalhc ware and

Earthenware They present advantages over Box orGrass-

S^n' S Uiat thej afford no harbour for slugs &c.,. take up

Uss room and are less expense and trouble to keep m order.

They may be had of various patterns at B. & Co.'s premises.

Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriar^ S.E.
;
and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.

N B. Outline sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by

post on appUcation. _^ - —
" ' MICROSCOPES.
JAMADIO'S BOTANICAL illCROSCOPES,

. packed in mahogany case, with three powers condenser,

pincera. and two slides, will show, the animalcul;« ni wr^er,

SSeel^&i -AddressJoseph AMAnio. 7, Throgmorton St E.C.

"m t is marvelfously cheap, and will do every thing which the

lover of nature can ^sh it to accomplish either at home or m

*"Lrudtnd-?lfcfJf'o^"^ slides for sale

Great Eastern MicroscopirPhotograph of the great ship sent

post free for 32 stamps. : _
SIXTY YEARS OF 5UC C t S S

HAVE PKOVED BEYOND QTtJESTlON THAT

EOWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL possesses extra-

ordinary properi;ie3 for promoting the growth and

improving^d beautifying the human hair. It prevents hair

from fSi?g off or tumingVey, strengthens weak hair, cleanses

it from scurf and d^mdriff, and makes it beautifully soft

nliabir and glossy. In the growth of the beard, wluskers, and

Soustacffitis'^unfailingin its stimulative operation For

children it is especially recommended as fo^^^^^^^^

APPIN'S TABLE CUTLERY.

-

Ordinary
quality.

Two do.-^cn full-size Table Knives, £ s. d.

ivory handles 2 4

One-find -a-half dozen full-size

Season 1860.
Medium Beat
quality, quality.

3

s.

6

1 4

7 6
8 6

r 6
3

1 14
11
12
11
4

d. £s. d.

4 12

2 11
15
16 6
15 6

6

£4 14 6 £5 IS 6 £9 16 6

Cheese ditto

One pair regular Meat Carvel's

One pair extra size ditto .

.

One pair Poultry Carvers .

.

One Steel for sharpening .

.

Complete Service .

.

. ,, ^
Mes.srs Mappin's Table Knives still maintain their unrivalled

superiority ; all their blades being then- own Sheffield manu-

facture, are of the very first quaUty, with secure ivoij hand.es,

which do not come loose in hot water ; and the difference in

price is occasioned solely by the superior quaUty and thickness

of the ivory handles.

Mappin, Brothers, 67 & 63, King William Street, City, hi.L.

;

Manufactory, Queen's Cutlery Works, Shetfield. \
Table Cutlery, Razors, Pocket Cutlery, and Scissors, of their

own manufacture, in stock for exportation, at Sheffield prices.

FENDERS, STOVES, FIRE-IRONS, and CHIM-
NEY PIECES.-Buyers of the above are requested,

before finally deciding, to visit William S. Burton's SHOW
ROOMS They contain such an assortment of FENDI1.KS,

STOVES. RANGES, CHIMNEY PIECES, FIRE-IRONS, and

GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be approached

elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or

exquTsiteness of workmanship. Briglit Stoves, with ormolu
ornaments and two set.s of bars, 3!. los. to 33i. IDs. ; Bronzed
Fenders, with standards, 7s. to 51. 12«. ; Steel Fenders, 2L 15s.

to 11^ ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, 2i. 155. to 18^.

;

Chimney Pieces, from 11. 8s. to 801. ; Fire-Irons, from 25. 3^.

the set to 4^ 4s. The BURTON aud aU other PATENT
STOVES, with radiating heai-th-plates.

PAPIER-MACHE anb IRON TEA-TRAYS,—An
assortment of Tea-Trays and Waiters wholly impre-

'cedented, whether as to extent, variety, or novelty, is on show

at WiLLIAK S. Btirton's. „. „, ^ ,«
New oval Papier-MSch^ Trays, per set of 3, from 20s. Orf. to 10 gs

Ditto, iron ditto » 8«. 6d. to 4 gs.

Convex shape, ditto „ '^^•^^-
,, ,

RoundandGothicWaiters,Cakeand Bread Baskets, equally low.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FURNISH-
ING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be had

gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 400 Rl^fra-

GEORGE MILLS'S TREATISE ox the CCL

TURE OF the CUCUMBER, MELON, SEAK.\LE, am

ASPARAGUS, will be sent free by post on the receipt i

3i. Gd. in penny Postage stamps.

Also by the same Author,

TREATISE ON the CULTURE of the PINT

APPLE, for 2s. Gd.
^ ,. - ,,. ^ ^,

George Mills. Uxbridge Road. Eahng, Middlesex, W.

Now ready, pp. 680, price 12s.,

HANDBOOK OF THE BRITISH FLORA. Fcrtfci

Use of Beginners. By George Bentham, F.L.S.

LovELL Rkeve , 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Now ready, price IDs.,

R. HOOKER'S ESSAY ON the FLORA (f

AUSTRALIA : its Origin, Affinities, aud Distribmion.

Love

l

l Reeyi^, 5. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Preparing for publication, price lis. Qd. mouthly,

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. By Thomas Mmhi

F.L.S., Secretary to the Floral Committee of the Horti-

cultural Society. The Drawings by W. Fitch, F.L S of Rec

Lovell Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street. Covent Garden, \\ ^
Six Plates, Monthlv, price 3s. Gd. coloured.

CURTIS'S BOPANICAL MAGAZINE. By »

»

W. J. Hooker. Director of the Royal Gardens of Kew. J

LovFXL Rkeve, 5, Henrietta Street. Covent Garden. W^

D
i

Containing ti^

f"'^^fi'^Sfo''/hir''wrru/°roru HonTt The N^^^^^^^ ^^orofh^rmrii^edSt^^iTriiecUo^nd Sheffield Plate,

beautiful head ol hair, wmie us ^"t-''-'^"^.''^^*^
.. -^ -, „. . , qji„^,. ^^a rirU'^m^h^ Mehal o-onds. D sh Covers and Hot-

of Royalty, and the numerous testimonials constantly received

of ita'efficacy, afiEord the best and surest proofs of its ments^--

Prlce 3». 6d. Mid 7*. Family bottles (equal to four small),

10*. 6.f. ; and double that size, 21s. — Catjtios. On the

wrapper of each boUle are the words, *'Eowlasd3 Macassar
Oil," &c.» in white letters, and their signature, ** A. Rowland
& SoKS," in red ink.^Sold at 20, Hattoa Garden, London, E.G.,

aud by Chemists and Perfumers. j

Nickel Silver and Britannia Metal goods. Dish Covers and Hot-

water Dishes, Stoves. Fenders. Marble Chimney-pieces, Kitchen

Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Urns and Kettles, Tea Trays,

Clocks. Table Cutlery, Baths and Toilet Ware, Turaeiy, Iron

and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bedroom Furniture, &c.. with

Lists of Prices and Plans of the 16 large Show Roonis at 39,

Oxford Street, W.; 1. lA, 2, and 3, Newman Street, W.; and 4,

5, and a, Perry's Place, W.. Loudon.—Estabhshod 1S20.

Handsome 4to, 100 Plates, price ij(. lU,

1CILICES EXOTICiE. A very choice Selectim«

"^

Hothouse Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker, D.C.L.. t_tt!^

Lovell Reeve, 5. Henrietta Street. Cavent_GardeiiJu^

Twenty Plates, price 21*. colomed,

milE ESCULENT FUNGUSES of ENGLA>1^

± A History of the EaUible Fungi. By Br. BadhaJ^

Lovell Reeve. 5; Henrietta Street._Coven^G^rdenJ*:!:, t

Now readv, price -23. Gd.,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part IX.

conclusion of PleurothalUs. . , ^
Parts I. to VIII., price 2s. 6rf.jaGh, may ^t/H

J^^ ,,

James ftiATTHEWS, 5, Upper Wellington St., toveni

London, W.C. —^—

Third Edition, con^^iderabiyil^k^iiidrprice 5*. ^.

free by post, 5s. mi.,
c T R ^-RURAL C H E MJ S ^i

By EDW.VRD SOLLY, F.B.S., F-^;S-^f-Vkdetv -

Honorary Member of the Royal
^\fJ|^^^^Sal "

Engird, Professor of Chcmistryto the Horticulti^,

LoSdon/Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. 1. w.

Seminai-y at Addiscombe, &ic., &c.
irirdeB,

_J^Ma^hews^5^^
Price is. Gd., free by V<^^\\'-Ji. T>i^\VJ-

T ABELS FOR THE HEKBAli

±J CONSISTING OF THE ^'^^\*^£n sUB-Of^t'^''-

I

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SU"

j

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'3 ''VEGET^^^LE ^^^j-ii-.

80 printed in hirge type, that they can be cut &

into The HKRBAR11.M. ,^-

J. Matthetvs, 5, Upper WelUngton Street, Oov

London, WU ^-^^ztpffv^m

n LENNY'S GARDENERS' OA/LA^^^
\jr FEBRUARY contains :-Mr. Lmdloys 1 ^^^
culture. Licensed Victuallers Almanac^, g^^,-

Botany, Geometrical Flower Garden^ ^'^ p.^yi's
*^

Dahlia, Chinese Ornamental Grounds, J»- ^ -
.-

Nest," The Manetti Bubble, The MetropoUta^
of i»^.

Shows, Long List of Novelties and Sb^tL ^bj^.

Nineteenth Annual A-ddress to the Floral "j^^ |^
cultural Revival, The Great B-^^f^;,^/.sDKB. ^ft'

;
price Sd., post free. 4cZ:-Yate3 & f^ warffic''£i*^'

Court, Ludgate Hill, E.C. ; JAiiES Allen, 1.
"

M=

1
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K S.
MR. JOHN CHALMERS MORTOX'3

^PI CULTURAL HANDBOO
Tn^t nub]ished.-in 16mo, pp. 132, price Is.

6(J.
sewed,

AISTDBOOKOF DAlIiY HUSBANDRY: compns-
• mirv Stitisticfj; Food of the Cow; Milk; Butter;

'"fvneS Management ; Calendar of Daily Dairy Opera-

'^^''^^^AnSu on Ohec.e-ma^^ and Index. By John

J^frirtsKoN! Editor of the A,ricnnural Gazette, &c.
^°'

n^^dou • Longman, Grees, Lonomax, & Roberts.

H
OF THOMAS MOOfU'S MEMOIRS.

?n?ourf^e1>f puWiSuo "square ci;own Svo. to be completed
m course OIF

^.^^ p^^t^ p^ce One ShiHing each,

mHOuIs MOOKE'S MEMOIRS, JOUUxNAL, an3>

T rnRRESrOVDENCE. Edited and abridged from the

raits and 2 Vignettes engr

Bteel. Forming;*

.^t^E^ln by the Right Hon: LoM Johx R.ssku,, MP. ;

^"?-ii.«trAtedwith S Portraits and 2 Vignettes engraved on

r^f^CmTn?^ Volume uniform with the People's Edjtion

-J^oore" Poetical Works just completed price \2s. Gd. cloth,

T?Iula(TC^ or 'Jl5. haudsomely bound m morocco.

'^'^^^]ondon*'Lo>::=MATT, Gkee^. Longman, & Roberts.

FTT^T^^nxnxuarsKEFLY to the shake?.
DC irnr " TNOUIRY," with a Review of the Controversy

respeftSig the corrected Folio, see the ATHEN^UM of

February 18.

tnst DiibUshed, fcp- Svo, cloth, 3s. Gd.,

r\\ CHRONIC ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION^
( )^nr Alcoholic Stinnilants in connection with the Nervous

Mpm Bv W ilARCErr, M.D., F.R.S.. Fellow of the Royal

College of Physicians, and Assistant Physician to the Westmin-

ster Hospj^h^
cnrRCHiLL, New Burlington Street, W.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.

VowreadT post 4to, bound in cloth, price 2s.,free by post, 2s. id,

PEAT'S FARMER'S DIARY ais'D ACCOUNT
BOOK ISCO; being a complete and easy method of

feeeping farm' accounts. Dedicated by permission to the Right

Hon. the Earl of Carlisle.

The publisher begs to call the attention of Agriculturists to

this Diary and Account Book. It has been favourably received

during the last 6 years by a great many eminent agiiculturists

in England, Ireland, and Scotland ; and high encomiums have

been passed upon it by all the leading journals (London and
roviucial), advocating the cause of agriculture.

The publisher has pleasure in stating that it has received the

. high patronage of the Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, and will

by permission be dedicated to him.
This Diary contsiins Space for Memoranda ; Complete

Almanack—Almanack with Breeder's Tables—Memoranda

—

Cash Account—Farmer's Account Book—Inventory, Cash,
Stock, ire., beginning of year—Extent of Farm—Cropping or
ProduceTable— Outlay and Income duringtheYear—Inventory,
Cash, Stock, &c,, ending of yeur—Summary of Outlay and
Income—a great many useful Tables, Stamps, Taxes, Licenses,
Ac—Valuable recipes for Farmers—A complete List of Fairs in
the United Kingdom, &c.
The publisher wouhl recommend that an early application

be made for this Diary, as a great many were disappointed in
ordering copies for 1859, after the edition was sold off and too
late to print a second edition.

"The great desiderata in farm account-books arc simplicity
and brevity, leaving nothing for the farmer to do but to enter
under printed heads the transactions of each day, when the
•abour of the day is iinishtd. In looking over the ' Diary ' of
Mr. Peat, we think he has met these requirements of the
fiirmer in a very satisfactory manner, so that any farmer, by
making himstlf famiUar with the various headings, may settle
the day's accounts of his farm in a very few minutes. We
have no hesitation in recommending it to our readers."—War/;
lane Sxprtu.
Sold by SiMPKiN, Marsuall, & Co., London ; Wiiittakkr &

Co., London; M'Glashan & Gill, Dublin; John We;:zii:s,
Edinburgh; David pKAT.Thirak all Booksellers, and at the

Just published, price Gd., by post single copy 7d., 4 copies 2«7pATTLE COOKERY.
^-^ By William Burness.
3lay be had of Mr. Burness, 2, Prospect Ten-ace, Brixton, 8.

NOTICE.—In consequence of Messrs. Lawes and
JfonTON having just commenced 3SG0 with oppasition

umilar to that which they previously advanced, and wishing

* ^x-?*^^^,"!''*^'"'^"
every justice. Mr. Thqbley is induced

to ENLARGL his coming PAMPHLET, making it CA pages
Instead of 32-showing beyond doubt that their observati.^ns
nnthe so-called "Concentrated Cattle Food," and so called
feedmg statistics, are without foundation ; that the Rotham-

•tod exiwrmicnt was not made with his Food, and consequently
tliat this complete failure must either be through mismanage-
ment or from buying the Condiment at the wrong shop.
The first impression of One Hundred Thousand Copies will

be ready about the first day of March, and may be had post-
Ifree on receipt of Three Stamps, on apphcution to Joseph
IHORLEY, the Inventor and sole Proprietor of "Thorley's Foed
^r Cattle," 77, Newgate Street, London, E.G. ; 21, Broadway.
>cw \ ork. United bUtes ; Mr. J. W. Thorley, Melbourne,
Victoria; Mr. Alfred Burt, Sydney, Now South Wales; and
Of all bis agents throughout the United Kingdom.—Feb. 1 8.

SliEEP.—EOOT-UOT OINIMENT, an original
preparation, by Jo!(X Oldham, of Mansfield, a certain

j^safe remedy, having invariably cured when other remedies
«je failed. It is equally efficacious in Foul in Cows, Grease,
^«Ked Heels, and Thrush in Horses. Numerous parties at a
Jwance being inconvenienced in procuring it, the proprietorw appointed Messrs. Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard,
*-C., hia London Agents, and it can now be procured through
»ay respectable Chemist or Patent Medicine Dealer.

REIGATE SILVER SAND. — E est quality for
Florists, 16s. per ton ; less quawtitios 1.'?. Gd. per brshe',

delivered to any London Wharf or Railway. Sacks tor bana,
Is. 6d. each; or on hire, 6t;. each (five hold a ton); KENTISH
and IIAMPSrilRE PEATS, LOAM, and LEAfc' MOULD, in
arge or small quantities.—Joitx Kennard, Purveyor to her
Majesty. S^wan Place, Old Kent Road, London, 3.E.

FIFTY LURE IJHED DORKING PULLKTJi por
SALE, of the large Gioy and Speckled varieties.—For

prices and particulars apply to John Coates. Escrick, York.

WANTED, A SMALL NURSKRY, with or without
Jobbing, withsome Glass, or 'a small Farm.—Direct,

A. B., Mr. Reade, Leigh Hill, near Roehford, Essex.

TO LANDED PROPRIETORS AND ESTATE AGENTS.
WANTED TO PURCHASE OR HIRE, a FARM

of 300 to 500 acres, near a good Market Town and
Railway Station.—Address, stating price and particulars.
J. J. Tourle, Esq., 13, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.

FARM IN THE COUNTY OF NORTHUMBlRLAND
TO BE LET, the valuable FARM of HOUNDALKE,

situated about a mile and a half from the Widdrington
Station of the Newcastle and Berwick Railway, lying in the
Chapelry of Widdrington and County of Northumberland.
The Farm consists of 632 acres, or thereby : the land is of the
best description, and contains a ftiir proportion of Turnip and
Barley soil and excellent old Pasture. Drainage operations are
now being actively carried on, and the whole of the drainage
will be completed in about two years. The House and Build-
ings are large and commodious and of modem construction,
and will be put into complete repair. To a tenant of capital
and skill every encouragement will be given. This Farm
will be let with entry to the Houses, Fallows, and Grass, at
Whitsunday, 1860, and to the Arable land on the removal of
the away-going crop, for such numbers of j ears as may be
agreed upon. Offers will be received till March 1, by Geo.
\fm. Hay, Esq., Sudbury, Derby, who will furnish all further
particulai-8, and the boundaries will be shown to the intending
Offerers by Andrew Calder, the Forester at Widdrington.

NURSERY GROUND.
TO BE LET, WHITTINGTON NWRSERY,

Upper HoUoway, N., to be entered upon immediately.

—

For particulars apply to J. F. Marson, Esq., Small Pox Hos-
pital, or to Mr. Bunney, Nurseryman, Stratford, Essex, E.

HUCCLECOTE GARDENS, 2^ miles from Gloucester.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, the above
capital walled-in GARDENS, containing about 4 acres

with House, Farm-yards, Buildings, Orchard, and Laud
adjoining, containing in the whole about 16 acres, with Green-
houses, Propagating houses. Vineries, Fits, &c. Extent of
glass 5770 feet.—For particulars ftpply to W. Knowles, Auc-
tioneer, St. Mary's Square, Gloucester.

r^^0 BE LET, the GARDENS at Hornby Castle,
JL Catterick, Yorkshire, with the Pineries, Vineries, Pits. &:c

,

all of which are in first-rate working order, and most eflBciently

and economically heated by hot water as arranged and recently
put up by the Messrs. Weeks, of King's Road, Chelsea, London,
S.W.—To view, apply to Mr, Richardsox, the Gardener upon
the spot, and for particulars to Mr, Wiley, at the Office, Hornby
Cas tle, Catterick.

"to nurserymen, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, A NURSERY, well
situated, within a few miles of London, about 6 acres in

extent, well stocked, with numerous Houses and Pits, DwcUiug
House, and Seed Shop—a most advantageous opportunity to
any one wishing to enter the business.—For particulars apply
to Mr. A. Chandler, Horticultural Agent and Valuer, '26,

Prinry Road, Wandsworth Road, S.

FANCY POULTRY AND PIGEONS.

of POULTRY and PIGEONS, consisting of Cochins, Dork-
ings, Spanish, Bramahs, Polands, Hamburghs, Bantams,
Game, &c., from Mrs. Stow, Miss Milward, Messrs. Leno,
Stainton, and other well-known breeders; also a good lot of
Pigeons from several well-knowu fanciers.—May be viewed on
the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had; if for the country,
by inclosing two stamps.

16,000 CONIFEROUS PLANTo FOR SALE.-

MB. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
Great Room, .38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on

TUESDAY, Febmaiy '^S, at Half-past 12 o'clock precisely, the
surplus stock of SEEDLINGS, the property of a gentleman,
includin_'

—

lOCO Pinus Lsricio
600

6
5

29
'62

6
3j80

70
6

12

7t

»1

tt

ft

ft

9f

ft

tt

ft

Tauriea
Russ elliana
nitida
Lowi
robusta
*Llaveana
excelsa
Don Pedri
angulata
Passaleni

36 Pinus religiosa

6 ,, subang-eana
48 „ Nesselrodiana
24 „ Ocote
24 ,, Thibaudiana

2200 Cupressxis Lawsoniana
24 Abiea hirtclla

1000 „ Pindrow
5500 ,, Jfenziesi
600 ,^ Douglasi
100 Picea Pinsapo, &c.

And 30 strong Plants of Wellingtonia gigantea, 2 feet high.
May be viewed on the Jforning of Sale, and Catal ogues had r

if for the country, by inclosing two stamps,

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF COPJIFEROUS SEEDS,
BULBS, FLOWER SEEDS, ETC., FROM MEXICO.
CALIFORNIA, ETC.

MR. J. C. STEVKNS ^111 Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, Vf.G.^

on "WEDNESDAY, Feb- 29, at half-past 12 nrecisely, a very
choice and valuable Consignment of MEXICAN SEEDS,
including

Pinus Ceiopbylla

„ Dolleriana
„ Ricbardiana

Pinus Don Pedri
„ EndUcheriana
„ Planchonl

Pinus Wilsonii
Veitchii
Lowiitf

Bonapartia gracilis

Agave Bessereriana
Littfea histrix

Xafapaensis9f

Tucca filesfera

Agave coccinea

aUa tiB auction*

CLEARING SALE AT BROADFIELD NURSERIES,
SHEFFIELD,

Previous to Removal of Treks, Shrubs, Plants, &c. •

MR. ROWLAND WARD is instructed by Mr. F.
Godwin to ofifer for public competition, on MONDAY

and TUESDAY, February iiO and 21, at 10.30 am., each day
(postponed from tbcTtli and 8th, owing to unlavourabte weather),
the remainder of his extensive a:id choice NURHERY STOCK,
embracing Deciduous, Flowering, and 'Kvergieen Shrubs ; Fruit,

Forest, and Ornamental Trees; American Plants, Itoses, and
Conifer£e. Also, a fine and healtliy assortment of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, consisting of Aiialeas, Camellias, Ericas,

Epacrises, Fuchsias, Geraniums of all Classes, &g—Catalogues

may be had of the Owner, at the above Address; or of,the
Auctioneer, Handsworth Woodhouse, near Sheffield.

NORTHUMBERLAND.—FREEHOLD ESTATE, ZtO.

MR. SAMUKL DONKIN will Sell by Auction, at

the Central Station Hotel, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on
TUESDAY, February 21, at 2 for 3 o'clock in the afternoon

precisely.
Lot 1.—The ESTATE of CHRISTON- BANK and RED

HOUSES, otherwise CLAXTON'S MOOR HOUSE, in the

parish of Embleton, in the county of Northumberland
containing:

—

Arable Land
Pasture I^nd
Plantations
Homestead and Roads .

.

* *

JUPP'S NEW CATTLE FOOD.
W. & B. JUPP & CO. haviner, from long

experience in their business, satisfied themselves of the
™itages resulting from the use of a preparation or condi-™t to be used with Cattle Food," beg to inform their friends*W the public, that after considerable labour and expense
way have succeeded in producing an article which, though

^^"v? ^"**" *"^ "^ present use, possesses all the nutritive
JM other qualities so necessary in a preparation of this deacrip-

L^ i^P ^^ * CONSIDERABLY REDUCED COST. A COpy of Dr.
Jjweoys Analysis appeared in this Paper of the 11th inst.,^wui be sent post free on application.

4 nc material will be sent out in bags, with plain directions

rteiwSu ^**® *'3ll'^wing prices for cash only, which must bewmK^d with orders to ensure delivery, viz., 35s. per cwt. :

%^ \ ''^^-
'
''"^ ^'**- P^-f i t:wt.

OrtiJI* u"''^V"' ^' ^^^^^ ^-'^"6, Eastcheap, E.G. Money
..^^Igajo be made payable at the Tower Street Post Office, E.G

A. R. p.

230 1 5
204 37
10 2 5
11 1 22

J
r?D>o'^-./°^^'^'^Y' ^^° GAME FEEDERS.

^ RiX^i^'^'*^
*'^^^^' POULTRY AND GAME.-

^rl^-^m^^^J^^?^^ ''• *^^- P^'.^^t., in li cwt. bags;

Bisri-TT^ ,.^^^^' 1^*- P«<" c^t., in IJ cwt. bags; DOG
^^\I if'if^-P^^ ^'^'^•' OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE

OrH
^^' ^'- ^^ *** per cwt., in 1 cwt. ba^s, at the

"*^Tei4 "tl" Y^^^^ ^^ accompanied by a remittance to inJiurewy.—W. &«. Jt-pp^ ti^ (;j.^gg X-ane, Eastcheap, E.C.

516 1 29

The Estate was recently for pcveral years in the occupation of

the proprietor, when the buildings were completely repaired

and much enlarged, a large part of the Estate drained, and the
whole greatly improved. The Pastures are well known as some
of the most valuable Feeding Land in Northumberland. The
whole of this L( tt is Let to Mr. W. Morrison on a Lease for 15 years

from the 13th day of May, 1856. Great facility of communica-
tion both to the North and South is afforded by the tnnik line

of the North Eafctern Railway, which intcrseots and has a

Station upon the property. There is Coal and abimdance of

excellent Limestone upon the property, with Kilns for Burning
the latter, for which almost xxniimited demand exists in Tweed-
side and the South of Scotland. These Sdaeral.s are Let on

Lease to subsfantial Tenants. The Tithes are commuted for

Rertcharges amounting to 10^?. 16«. 21. 18». Qd. for Castle

Guard and Quit Rents is payable out of this Lot to the Earl of

Tankerville/

Lot 2.—1. BLINK BONNY HOTEL, with a Four-stalled

Stable Out-houses, and 2a. 2r. 35p. of Kind, in the Occupation

of Mr'. George Cockbum. 2. A DWEi.UNG HOUSE and

StlOP ftdjoimng the above, in the Occnp^ition of Mr. James

Thomopon. 3. THREE COTTAGEvS, aUo adjoining the above.

These premises have been lately built, and arc wi U situated

for business, from their situation immediately adjoining the

Railway Ptsition. and to the road which is the greit thni-ongh-

fare from the railwav to the East a-id West. -'The Property

m»y be seen on application to the Tenants; and Particulars

mav be had of the Auctioneer, at the V of S ile, anri at the

Offices of Messrs. William & Benjamin Woodman, Solicitors,

Morpeth.—February 18. *

Tucca Pannentieri, Crataegus mexicana. Dahlia ziniapance,.
&c. ; also about 20 lots of Californian Seeds and Cones, and a
small importation of Picea Pinsapo.—On view the Morning of
Sale, and Catalogues had ; if for the country, by inclosing
two stamps.

SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from the executors of the lato
!Mi> Robert McPherson, Nurseryman, of Plaistow, Essex,
deceased, to offer to public competition, early in March next,
the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, which includes some well
Trained Fruit Trees, Greenhouse Plants, Greeuhouses, Hot-
water Apparatus, Pits, Frames, and all the etceteras of a
Nurseryman's Business. Further particulars will be given in.

future advertisements.—American Isursery, Lcytonstone, N.E.
'

hYiPORTAfSlT SAL£ OF STANDARD ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, LILIUMS, ETC.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE jiHD MORRIS will Sell
by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, E.C., on

WEDNESDAY, Februai-y 22, at 12 o'Clock, about 1000 very
fine Standard, Half-Standnrd, and Dwarf Roses, including
the finest Hybrids, rcrpctuals. Noisettes, Bourbons, Ac.

;

also, handsome Standard and Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Apricots, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, ifcc., selected

ornamental Trees ; American Plants, comprising Ghent and
other Azaleas, Hybrid Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Magnolias^
Andromeda floribnnda, *c. ; Lilium laiicifolium rubrum,
punctrituni. exceli^ura, album, a portion of the late Mr,
GUOOM'S celebrated Stock from Clapham Rise Nursery ; to-

gether with choice Fiichsias, Verbenas, Epacrises, Ericas,
Pieonias, Dahlias in dry roots, A:c. — On view the morning of
Sale; Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers,

American Nursery, Lcytonstone, Bssex, N.E.

ANNUAL SALE OF CAMELLIAS, ROSES, ETC.
To Gentlkmen, Florists, and others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE aud MORRIS will Sell

bv Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, E.G., on
FRIDAY, Feb. 24, at 12 o'clock, about 200 Choice Double
CiracUiiis, from IS inches to 6 feet, eon.'iisting of all the most
approved kinds, beautifully furnished with bloom biida; AnAletk

indica in bloom ; a choice assoitment of about 500 very hand-

some Standard and Dwarf Roses ; a fine collection of American

Plants, Lilium lancifolium rubrum, Epacris, Ericas, choice

Dahhas in dry roots, Pwonias. Fuchsiiis, Verbenas, <tc.—On
view the morning of Sale ; Catalogues may be had at the

Mait, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Lcyton-
stone, Essex, N.E^ _^__

IMPORTANT SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions of Mr. Epps, Bower Nurseries, Maid-

stone, to Sell by Auction on MONDAY and TUESDAY, the

27th and 28th February, commencing at 11 o'Clock on each day.

all the valuable NURHERY' STOCK remaining on the land

recently sold for building, situated on the Tonbridge Road,
adjoining the Bower Nurseries, consisting of some noble speci-

mens of Cedrus Deodara africana, Pinus excelsa, macrocarpa,

Araucarias, oi-nameiital Shrubs and Trees of great variety for

immediate effect ; 2000 Standard Roses, and large quantity of

Laurels, Portugal do., Mahonia Aquifolium, Rhododendrons,
Laurustinus, Yews, Privet, deciduous and flowering Shnibs,
Poplars, Limes, Scotch and Spruce Fir, ^ Larch and Chesnut

;

Currant Trees, Standard Apples, Pears, and Plums, handsome
trained Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, &c.; hardy Climbers and
Ivy in pots. The whole of tho above Plants and Trees have
been recently removed.—Catalogues to be had of the Auc-
tioneers, Leytonstone, Esyex, N.E, and the princijial Seeds-

"

men in London.

WAINiDSWORFH.
To Ge.ktlkmkm, Botlders Co.vtractor.s, and Others.

MR, J. WILLMER beg to announce that he will

submit to Public Auction on the premisaa, the

Nursery, Wandsworth Common, 8. W., on MONUAY. Feb. 27.

and four folIowiDg days, at 12 o'Clock each day, bynrderof

Mr R. NeaL in consequdnca of a portkjn of the ground beini:

required for b?iil(?ing puniosee, the extensive and well

selected NURSERY STOCK, which comprises Laurels, Portugal

Uiurels. Hnilies, Amticaria imbricaU, Cadrus I>eodara Cedar

of Ub^non, Berberries. Daphne*. Rhododendron. K-Jmia

latifolia Standard Rhododendrons, Standard and dwarfRo^
Knnstlmi^.V ^c,ar.aden»to,YnccafiIimontn«a, Yews ofsorts,

Jl^EvergV;en Privet, SUvor Fir, Sprvice Fir 10 tn 14 feet

;

Brcwi^s Honev^ucklR, Hweetbriar,- Evergreen Oak, Standard

Dwarf and Truued Plums, PeftW, Apples, Peaches, Apricots.

Nectarines, Goo-' -rries. Currants. Ac. &c -May b» viewed

the Friday and Saturday previous to the Sale, and Catalogues

had on the PreiT>-"- = : or by enclosing a v>OBtage stamp to Mr. J.

WiLLVKR. Auctioneer, Surveyor, and Valuer, Springfield Nur-

sery, Sunfeury; Middlesex, S.W.

I
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BY EO Y A L LETTERS PATEKT.

SHANKS' NEW
COLLECTING

PATENT MOWING, ROLLING
>
AND DELIVERING MACHINE.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS for 1860 peculiar to SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MDWER.

HORSE-POWER SIACHINE.

f

i

4

Amon«- the valuable improvements foe this season in tlicse no;v cclebrateLl and well-establislied Lawn blowing Macliincs may bo mentioned

1st. The Shafts or Handles of all the different sizes of Machines are made of

Malleable instead of Cast Iron, and are much neater, not nearly so liable to break,

and a great deal lighter than the usual Cast Iron ones.

2d. The Reduction of Weight by the substitution of Malleable for Cast Iron to

as great an extent as possible on the whole Machine, makes it stronger and more
fit for the rough usage it may at times receive in working from the labourer or

gardener not skilled in machinery.

3d. The Draught is greatly lessened by the reduced weight and less friction on
the journals. Tiie Machine is at least one-half more easily worked than formerly.

4th. The Cutter, by a simple contrivance, is'prevented from breaking, although it

may come into contact with a stone or other hard substance in Mowing,

5th. Tlie annoyance which is often given by the bearings of the Cutter getting

loose, and the latter wearing down on the Plate, causing much stifthess and friction

in working, is also completely obviated.

6th. The Wheels are also secured from Injury in precisely the same manner as

the Cutter.

7th. The Patent Delivering Apparatus is attached to all the Horse, Pony, or

Donkey Machines, and effects a saving in the work executed over all other Lann

Mort-ers of 35 per cent., and a saving in troub'e to the man in working the Sfadmie

of 75 per cent.

This Apparatus may also he attaclied to the Sand Machines if required.

8th. Everything in the shape of novelty, not improvementj is carefully excludeil

from the Macliine, which is now as nearly perfect as is possible for any Lawn

Mower to be for practical use. The simplicity and strength of construction, tlie

ease with which the Machine can now be worked, and its advantage over all other

Lawn Mowers in the additional operation of Delivering the Grass without stopping

the Machine, make it peculiarly fit for all the purposes of Mowing, whether for

Verges, the Plower Garden, or the open Lawn. The style in which the work is

executed cannot be surpassed; and it is qnlte immaterial ivhether the Lait'Ji heJersI

or ot/ienvise, or whether the Grass he wet or dry.

p R I

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE for MOWING,
BOILING, COLLECTING, and DELIVERING.

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and directions.

WMfch of Cutter.
No. 1.—48-iuch Macliine
No. 2.—12-incli Machine

£28
£26

Width of Cutter.
No. 3.—atj-inch Machine
No. 4.—30-iuch Machine

£22
£19

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINE,
for MOWING, ROLLING, COLLECTING, & DELIVEEING.

lacluding Box of Tools for Sbarpeningr, &c,, and diiections.

No. 5.—SO-iuchMachino .. £15 15 | Ko. C—28 inch Machine .. £U 10
No. 7.—25-iTich Machine £12 10

C E S

:

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE, for Pustin?

or Drawing, separately or together.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and directions.

Width of Cutter, I Width of Cutter.
No. 8.—24-inch Machine .. £S 17 6 No. 10.—19-inch Machine
No. 9.—22-inch Machine . . £8 7 6 | No. 11.—16-inch Machine

No. 12.— IS-inch Machine .. £6 2 6

The Patent Delivering Apparatus may be attached to the Hand Machines at 2Qs. extra.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE, for Drawing only,

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and directions.

No. 13.—22-iuch Machine .. £7 5 | No. 14.—19-inch Machine .. £3 15

No. 15.—16-inch Machine .. £6 5

£713 <

£617 e

The MacJiines are delivered Free of Carriage to most of the principal Hallway Statiom and Shipping Torts in the Kingdom, and are tcai^ranted io giveamfii

satisfaction^ and if not approved of they may he at once returned,

TESTIMONIAL S.
From Mr. GEORaE Exle3, late Chief Superintendent of the Grounds and entire JTorticultural Department of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, and noio appointed to m

Superintendence of the Sorticultural Society's iVeiy Gardens, Kensington Gore, and the Gardens, Chisioich, infavour of SnXNKS Talent lawn Mower3~{i»f

dO-inch Morse-power Machine used on the Latcns of the Crystal Talace)

:

—
"Crystal Palace, DeceiiiTjer 20, 1859.

^

^
« I have mueli pleasure in 'bearing testimony- to tlie excellence of the 30-mcli Sliants' Patent Lawn Mowing Machine you sent us. "We have had it in use almoe-

daily up to the end of tlie mowing season, and It has always performed its work in the most satisfactory manner, and has never been once out of repair. The contrivance

-for emptying the Grass Box is a great acquisition, and effects a considerable saving of time,'*

From Mr. HAEiiEY, Gardener to Thomas Chameeexyne, Esq., Cranlerry TarTc, near Winchester,

Tlie Gardens, Cranherry Park, July % 18?%

after cutting, and the Grass being removed, the lawn n^ever before looV(;d half so well as it did then. I am quite sure that fshairbeTble to pay the expense of^Machine this year, in the labour saved from the use of the scythe, and not only that, but it leaves the turf in snch fine condition. My opinion is that no one slioul" k

without Shanks' Machine, as I believe it to be, without exception, the best I ever saw worked. The self-acting apparatus for delivering the Grass'U the mostcoW^
thing brought out in any Mowing Machine inventions"

From Mr. AiEx. Shearee, Gardener to The ^Mabqtjis of Tweeddale.
** Tester Gardens, May 13* 1®*'

'Tour improved Grass-cutting Machine which we got the other day (especially the delivering part) is a mechanical triumph. It acts fur beyond my expect^tiJaf

rand performs all you say in your prospectus. The men ar^ quite in love with it—a good proof of its utility."

From Mr. James Maceie, Gardener to His Grace the Dtjke of Atholl.

„ T K t' . - . ,
" T^^ Gardens, Dunkeld, May 18, 18?^'

^^
1 nave much pleasure m saying that I now consider your Machines complete. We can now do as much work in six hours as we used to do in tea hours ^"u

old plan of stopping to empty the Grass Box, and with far greater ease both to man and horse."

SOLEAGENTSFOR LONDON.
J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITV, LONDON,

0S:%
a^PWin^?'?Vi'°^3 ^P.P*' Woburn Place, an <J Fbbdebick Kulliitt Evass, of No.CO.Queea's Road, West, both in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the Co. of Mt(M]e?ei, PrioK?", at tV<r
-.^ rreciQct of WKtefrian, Citr ot London, anJ pubU3hed bj tlieia « the Oflttw, No &. Dppcr W^iifagtoa St, ParlsU of St. Pauls, (;o¥ent Garden, io the said (;o.-5\Tff»»iT. Februarr I*> *^
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 186 0.

PETER LAWSON SON,
THE QUEEN^S SEEDSMEN.

EDINBUEGH,

37, QEEAT GEORGE ST, WESTMINSTER. LONDON. S.W.,

ESPECTFULLY announce the Publication of their PRICED LIST
OF AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, including—in addition to Turnips, Mangels, and

other Field Roots—Quotations of Clovers, Kye-grass, Pasture Grasses, and Herbage
and Forage Plants.

P. L. AND SON pay especial 'attention to their Stocks of TURNIPS, 3IANGELS,
CARROTS, &c., which are raised under their immediate personal superintendence, in

accordance with the most approved practice; they also continue to give their most
particular attention to NATURAL GRASSES, which they supply assorted, of the most
approved kinds, for various Durposes, soils and situations, as detailed iu a series of

"Tl i^T^ublished, and which may be had on application. 1 PRICED LISTS FORWARDED FREE.

R

AGRICULTURAL SSEBS.

JAM A CO.,
237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C,

13EG leave respectfully to inform their Customers that in consequence of the late severe

frosts their quotations for ?,IAXGEL WURZEL and TUKNIP SEEDS will be advanced

on and after the 1st of March next.

LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
EXTBACTED TliOM

CARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MEC UM.
which will he forwarded free on application.

Per packet—s. d.

CLARKIA PULCIIELLA INTEGRI-
PETALA • 1

C.\.LLIRHOE DIGITATA .. ..0
FENZLIA DIANTHIFLORA .. 1

SPRAGUEA UMBELLATA .. ..1
NIGELLA niSPANICA ALBA .. 1

NIGELLA ATROPURPUREA 1
(EXOTHERA BIENNIS lilRSUTISSIMA ., ..1
LARKSPUR TRICOLOR ELEGANS -0
PHORMTUM TENAX 1
NEMOPHILA DISCOIDALIS MARMOBATA ..

LOBELIA ORACtLTS ROSEA 1
BIANTIIUS LACINIATDS, fl. pi 1
ANAGALLI8 NAPOLEON III.

CHRYSOli.VCTRYON HOOKERI
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, fine hybrids
DATURA CARTHAGIXENSI3
GY'NERIUM ARGENTEUM
PELARGONIUM, Bnest Eui^lish.,

1

2
1

1

1

6

6

6

0.

6

3

s.

1

1

Per packet-
IPOMCEA LIMBATA ELEGANTISTIMA (true) ..

AGROSTIS NEBULOSA
ERIANTHUS RAVENN7E
LUPINUS MUTABILIS VARIECOLOR
DATURA CHLORANTHA, fl.pl

LYCHNIS HAAGEANA 1

SILENE BAUBATA
SOLANUM CAPSTCASTRU:^[
LEVIATHAN SUNFLOWER
THUNBERGIA AMERICANA ..

DIANTHUS HEDDEWIGI
ANAGALLIS EUGENIE '.1
ABUTILON DUC DE MALAKOFF 1

CAMELLIA JAPONICA 1

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS, fine hybrids .. .. 1

GL0HI03A PLANTI 1

PLBEOMA ELEGANS 2

PELARGONIUM, finest French 1

d.

6

6

6

6

6

U

6

GOOD CLOVER SEED.
GENITIKE NEW CLOVER SEED may he

obtained of the undersigned. Prices (according to marcet
and quantity re'niired) will be forwarded on application.

Sutton '&; Sons, Seed Growers, Readme, Berks.

SORGHUm OR HOLGUS SACCHARATUS &EEb.
SUTTOX AND SONS, iMroKXEKS, can supply

genuine new Seed at \s. Qd. per lb., or 6(?. per packet;
with Instructions on Cultivation.

Royal Berkshire Seed E.stablishmcnt, Reading. ,

/ :j_YNEinUM AIU^EXTEUM oii PAMPAS GKAS8,
\^ —A packet of Seed with Instructions on Cultivation free
by post on receipt of 12 penny stamps. Plants 1«. Qd. to
3^. ^d. each.
Sutton K' Sons, Royal Perks Seed__E3_tablishment, Reanjng.

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWING—SPERCULA PILrFERA.

J A. SUMMEPS supplies strong plants for Immecliute
• planting, taken from tbe original stock, at Is., 2s., and

4«. per doz. A specimen post free, \s.

Howard Park Nursery, Perry Hill. Sydenham, S.E.

MANGEL WURZEL SEED,

JAMES FAIKHEAD asd SOX, Lewisham, Kent,
and 7. Borough Market, S.E., beg to inform their cus-

tomers that on account of failure of pJauts, and bad prospect
for Seed crop ensuing season, their quotations for orders after
thisdafe will be advanced. Prices on application.—Feb. 25.

SEEO COKX \i\iOM THE CHALK.—All the best
varieties of SEED WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, &c., may

be had as usual of Messrs. Eaynbied <fe Co., of Basingstoke
and S9, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Satnples vuid piicos on application.

lANT POLYAXTHUS a>'I> GIANT COWiSLiP.
—A few ],)ound3 of these gigantic and beautiful Spring

Flowers to be disposed of, and many of them almost equal to.

the Auricula.—Apply to G. Mace, at the Grarden, Caicot,

i
near Rcadin;;-

ClUli N UTS.—What crop will produce most sovereigns-

J to the acre? KENTISH COB FILBERTS.—Application,

for trees to be made to Geo. Mace, at the Gardens, Caicot,

Reading.

WELLI^GTOrMIA CtCANTEA.

JOHN" WATEUER has thousands of the above-

Plants to offer, varjdng in height from 1 to 4 feet. l*e
whole are exceedingly handsome and wtU rooted. Price on-

ai>plJeation.—TIic American Nursery, Bagsbot. Suirey.

CEDRUS DEODAR A.

AULE A>-D SONS sfcill hold the largest supplies

of the above tree iu the country, and invite the atten-

tion of gcntleiuon planting, and the Trade generally Magnifi-

cent specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 feet, at 5«., 6a-., 7s.. &s., 9«.,

and IQ .v. each . — Staplctou Road and Stoke Nurseries. Bristol.

~
F O X~ COVERT.

MAULE AND SONS can supply Noblemen anU
Gentlemen thickening or planting their coverts T\ith

fine two-yettr-old GORSE or FURZE PLANTS, at 10*. per
Thousiii^d.— St;tpleton Road and Stoke Niu-scries, Bri.''ti>l.

HAHLES NOBLE has a fine selected stock of

Hardy Evergi-ccns, Conifene, &c., carefully removed last

spring. A CATALOGUE forwarded on application. All losses

from removal uiadc good in conditions named in Catalogue.

Iho Nursery, Bagshot.

M

C
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MliETINGS FOlt THE ENSUING WEEK.
•p.»<f..v i.-»h oqJ Horticultural (elcctionafFellowi)
Ti/E.SDAY. leb. -S^ yoc.of Arts, John St, Adelphi 1 p.m.

TuDuaoAV, Maicli 1—Liuuean S r.M.

'

The Revue Ilorticole makes the following state-

ment with reference to the diflS.ciilty of growing
our wild TEUKESXiiiAL Okcjuds. After adverting

NEW DWARF BEDDING TROP^OLUMS.
TOM THUMP (Yellow).—A new variety iu colour, particularly adapted for bedding, and also for growing in jiots .and

ornamental vases; the flowers are well thrown up above the foliage ; very dwarf and compact in habit; coloui:, jpure yellow
without any marking. The Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society speak: of it as follows :—" The habit of this plant.
sfunenbytke entire plants exhibited, was quite dwarf and compact, and the flowei-s were of a golden yellow." It was "commended "

fts likely to be a useful Flnwer-gardcn and Bedding plant. 1«. per packet.
t ,

,

, n ^i . .» ^^ j j.r •-

TOM THUMB, BEAUTY.—An elegant variety with Lobbianum-shaped flowers, raised by Mr. Melville, Gardener to the Earl
, to the waut ot SUCCess taat generally attends tlilS

of Roseberry, Dalmeny Park, near Edinburgli ; the flower is yellow, flamed and blotched -with bright crimson. A plant was sent ' onpi-ntion we are informed that M. KlYI^UE the
to the Editors of the C'o«((£/e(?art/«ier in October, 185S, who speak of it as foUows:—"A dwarf yellow, tinged with criiubon; would

I {;. ^ \ ,. ,i „ t ^„v..,. I, ^ !.«„,
be a good bedding plant." u per packet.

' ' ^
-^

j

chicf gardeucr at the Luxembourg, had acei-
TOM THUMB (Scarlet).—This was aent out by us for the first time last year, and has given universal satisfaction; brilliant dentally discovered the secret of their management-

1 He had been trying to grow them m the same wayscarlet flowers well thrown up above the foliage : very dwarf and compact in habit, 6d, per packet.

FRESH SEED OF
^YELUXGTONIA GTGANTEA
PIN US LAMBEBTIANA
ABIES DOUGLAStI
CUPKESSUS LAWSOXIAXA

CHOICE
PlNCS JEFFREY!

SABINIANA
PONDEROSA

HARDY
*t

99 BENTHAMIA^^A
Each, of the above^ 2«. 6tZ. per packet.

CONIFERS.
PINUS WILLIAMSONI
ABIES MENZIESII

THUJA CKAFGIANA

SFERGULA PILIFERA,
A Substitnte for Grass on Lawns, requiring no Mowing.

This small dwarf hardy Perennial is from half an inch to an inch in height, 'with close compact Grass-like stems of a br5s:ht
cleai- green colour, and by continual rolling will form an unbroken sheet of verdure, uninjured either by louK-continued drought
'>r Revere frost. It maintains its beauty throuirhout the winter months, and will sucneed in any soil; when once iully
established it is almost impossible to eradicate it, fi-om the fact of its long tap-roots penetrating to a de))th of 2 feet iu favourable
wtuations. Its chief qualification is, however, the extreme beauty of its ^owfch. there being no inequality of surface discoverable
in several seasons; it is also very effective for covering slopes, terraces, hanks, edgings, &c. ; and when in bloom, during
June or July, its pretty while flowers are extremely attractive and pleasing.

In mild we;abi;r the seed may be sown from the first week in April forward.s, on beds of east ornorth aspect. Sow uniformly,
Wn as possible, to admit of the seedlings being easily thinned out—the giound kept nearly uniform in moisture. In case of
extreme changes in the weather, hoop, the beds over, which protect by night with garden mats or oth8r material ; and with the
^me, shade by day from chilling winds, and during the germination of the seed. Transplant by thimiing out aa soon as prac-
ticable upon store beds, with a firm ground sui-faoe. Price Od., !«., and 2s. e<L per packet.

t

CARTER'S FLORAL ILLUSTRATIONS.
.
JAMES CAKTEU and CO. beg leave respectfully to annoimce that under the above designation they commenced issiuDg in

' ''i Hpring of 1857 a Series of Coloured Drawings (by Andrews), which will be continued with each annual publication nf their

-^Ulogucs. It is their intention th.it each Plate shall contain the most desirable novelties of the season, together with any
""Mtkable improvement in the varieties already in cultivation. One of the chief reasons for the publication of these Illustra-

**oa«te, that they may serve as a guide to Amateurs and others in the selection of good new Flowers from among the great
- -cr sent out annually, many of which are often inferior to the older varieties.

, PLATE No. 8, price Is. Cd., containg : Dianthus chinensis Heddewigi—LianthuH chinonsto lacinlfttus—Ncw hybrid blue-

» Sweet Pea—I.<obelia gracilis rosea—Gallirrhoe digitata, Nigella hispauica alba—NigcUa luspanica atropurpurca-Ciarkia
.-IchoUa var. iutegripetala.

PLATE No. 9, price 1*. 6d., contains: Aster La Superbe-GEnothera biennis var. hirsutiwimar-Datura chlorantha fl. pL—New
*-"nei Scabious—Larkspur tricolor elegans—Lychnis Haageana—SprrLguea umbellata—Ipomoea limbata elegantissiroa.

CS- ForfttHher particulars of the above see CAKTER'S GAUDENEUS' VADE ^lECUJf. ivlilch con
'

*>*! the novelties of the day, and toill befo-ncardedfree on application to

JAMES CASTEE ic CO., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.G.

as they grow naturally, that is to say, mixed with
Grass aud other herbage ; and, like other people

who had made a dmilar attempt, he found that his

Orchids, were quickly de:>troyed hy the excessive

growth of their neighbours' roots. Thus far ho
moved in the same groove as his predecessors.

He.happened, however, to espy one day a little

Orchid germinatiiif? upon a lump of IrisJlorentimt

which had been thrown away ; having separated

this part of the lump and carefully potted it, he
saw to his i^reat surprise a strong plant of Ladies^

Traces [Spirantlies autumnalis) push up. By some
lucky accident a few seeds of the plant had been
scattered an-,ong the Iris. I^ow this Spiranth was
just one of those which had the mo.st obstinately

refus'^d to be managed ; but here it had overcame
its caprice and found an acceptable companion.
At a latfr period he substituted Iris nana for

I.Jlorentijia^ the smaller size of the former render-

ing it more suitable for Orchids ; and irom this

time forward the Spiranth grew stronger and
stronger till it became finer than in its 'Vv-.J

haunts.

This occurred eight years a^o, and not only dees

the Spiranth continue to tiourish, but M. lUvi^RU

states that he has since added to the Iri^ nana

several other ** rebellious species," and with

complete success.

>Ve own ourselves at a loss to understand the

reason why this conjuncture of Orchids and liis

] roved so favourable. It is hard to believe that

the one had any direct influence over the other.

The only Mi-;^t&uoii Uirt occurs to us is that any
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other plant "witli the same manner of growth

\ronld have done as well. Have these fleshy-

plants the power of keeping the earth that lies

between their crawlirg stems in precisely the state

of dampness which Orchids require ; or do the

joints of such stems preserve the Orchid roots from

injury, at the same time allowing thera to ripen

thorouglilv ? Or is there any other solution of the

prohlem?" "We should like to hear the opinion of

such men as Domint or William Barjjes upon

the subject. We should like still better to find

that the French statement is tested by experiment

;

for it certainly is not to the credit of gardeners

that while they infuse into Exotic plants a vigour

unknown to them in a wild state, they are unable

even to keep alive those which grow at their

<iwn doors.

The excellence of the Chinese Ya^i, in the

nands of a cook who will follow her iustructions,

is at length aduiitted, as well as the facility with

which ample crops may be had. It is therefore

worth while, now that the planting season is at

hand, to call attention to the results that have

lately been obtained in this country and in France.

It appears, from the Proceedings of the Paris

Horticultural Society, that our English gardeners

have already carrie'd off the palm. Mention is

made in Paris of roots weighing 3^ lbs. or there-

about?, and 38 inches long, the produce of a single

season, hut of nothing heavier; while Messrs.

IvERT exhibited lately to the Horticultural Society

of London roots weighing 6 lbs. 6 oz., although

only 36 inches long. It is true that M. Bour-
geois produced in Paris a root weighing nearly

151 lbs. ; but in the first place it was two years

old, and secondly it was excessively forked, having

divided into 2 main arms and about 30 fingers. It

had been grown on a bed of leaves, and apart from

everything else ; and was evidently an exceptional

case. Another French grower laid before the

Society roots three years old, obtained by filling

holes made in clay with vegetable mould. !J^othing

more is said of these three-year-old roots, except

that one of them was more than a yard long, and

that they were extremely troublesome to raise.

We learn, however, that this Yam has already

begun to change its form. Small specimens have

been raised in Paris by M, Pissot, of a nearly

globular form, with a narrow, thread-like neck,

about 4 inches long ; the stock of these had been

sent from China by M. de Moniig^y. Another
gentleman stated that he had raised a crop of

seedlings from seeds ripened in Algeria, and that

among them were some whose roots were nearly

round ; time alone, however, could decide whether

this new form would be permanent. Should it be

so the change would be important, because,

although men of intelligence find no difficulty in

raising the long roots, it must be admitted that

others, less fortunately constituted by nature, are

still unable to do so without brealdng them.

Let us add that the following plan, adopted

by Mr. Ingram in the Eoyal Gardens at Frog-
more in 1859, has proved very satisfactory.

In making and preparing the bed a piece of light

ground was marked out about 100 feet long and
7 wide, and trenched 3^ feet deep, well mixing a

little good rotten manure as the work proceeded.

When all was trenched the soil on each side, to

the width of 18 inches and a foot deep, was thrown
on the top to raise the bed and allow a sufficient

depth for the roots to grow down. After levelling

ana raking a board was used for the workman U>

stand on and cut out a trench with a spade 6 inches

deep. The sets were then planted about a foot

apart, from centre to centre, which admitted six

sets across the bed, the board turned over, and a
nmilar trench made 1 foot from the other, and so

on until the bed w^s finished. The sets \yere cut

from 5 to 6 inches long, and no difforence was found

in the produce from sets cut from the top, the

middle, or the bottom of the roots. A considerable

quantity were propagated from cuttings the pre-

vious year, the small tubers of which were pre-

served in sand during the winter and planted on a

portion of the bed ; the produce of these were
much smaller than the others, not weighing on an
average more than 12 oz. each, the others 2 lbs.,

some 3^ lbs. This form of the bed admits of the

most ready way of taking up the tubers ; a trench

4 feet wide and 4 deep is dug at one end, and a

careful man can take them all out without the

least damage. The bed was made early in April.

TOE GAEDENEES^ CMONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [^f^bruary 25 6̂q

allowed to push before planting.—M.Lisif^^j. l,
planted 5 acres, and half his crop was destro^^?
by disease; but the latter was so capriciouslv V
tributed that he found sound and rotten I] i
standing side by side. He was of opinion tW^
Potatoes should be planted after the first fortnL?^
in April.—Another speaker repeated the ^-

p

known fact that in low ground where fogg

A^FEW scraps from foreign journals still

remain

:

The climate of Prance seems to have been
~4 A _

I

was ** torrid.

iptional as our own. The summer
At Lille in the North the thermo-

'

meter nearly reached 94° ; at Blois, 97^*
; at

Tours, 99" ; at Nismes it varied nearly for a

month between 92"* and 104°; at Moutpellier it

rose to 108^. This heat was accompanied by

extraordinary dryness. In the south most of the

little water-courses were dried up, and great rivers,

the Loire and the AUier among them, were almost

reduced to mere rivulets. This combination of

heat and dryness produced serious conscqiiences

;

hay and field crops of vegetables were in some

places reduced to nothing; at Montpellier and

elsewhere the Grapes shrivelled on the Yines, and

other fruits became ripe prematurely. On the

other hand Figs, Oranges, and Pomegranates

rii)ened where they had not ripened before; and

near Cherbourg Camellias,Mandevilla, Edwardsias,

New Holland Acacias, Araujia albens, and even

Myrsine africana ripened their fruits in the open

air. ** In surveying the gardens of Europe," adds

M< LErELLETiEK, from whom we borrow the above

statement, " it is impossible not to see that

En;;land is the country where Horticulture has

reached its climax, and that a taste for

fine plants falls off as we become more distant

from its shores. Observe Holland, Belgium,

Flanders, Normandy, you find there a distinct

refi.ction of England; the climate is nearly the

same, there is the same horticultural riches and the

same taste for gardens, parks, trees, evergreen

shrubs, and flowers. But advance to the south,

whether by the east or by the west or by the centre,

all these ornaments of a country gradually disappear,

and you arrive at regions where gardening, con-

fined to objects of first necessity, such as esculent

vegetables, and fruit trees, is in a miserable state

even as regards those things. Doubtless it is a

little better in the neighbourhood of the rich cities

of the south, where climate does almost everything;

but there, as in Central France, the population has

no gardening fondness, and horticulture is only

preserved by a few lionourable exceptions. This

is a sad state of afiairs, it must be confessed ; but

it is better to describe it as it is than to

paint it in false colours for the sake of

satisfying our national self-love. Our country-

men should be made to understand clearly

that they do not hold the palm in gardening ; that

they still have much to do before they can rise to

the level of several neighbouring countries ; but
that at the same time, if they will but set seriously

to work, French horticulture, assisted by a climate

infinitely better than theirs, will become in a few

years the finest, the most flourishing, and the most
productive in Europe,"

We extract from a German newspaper, the

Landicirthschaftliches Centralblatt, says the Revue
Horticole, the following description of the method
used by the Dutch to obtain their Cauliflowers, so

famous for their size and delicacy. In the autumn
they dig deep some ground that has not been
manured ; at the beginning of May they sow the

large English Cauliflower upon a bed of manure,
and cover it "with straw mats at night. When
the young plants are 3 or 4 inches high, they
harrow the ground that had been prepared
the autumn before, and with a wooden
dibble, 18 inches long, they make holes about
10 inches ^qq^^^ at proper distances apart, and
enlarge them by working the dibble round till

the hole at the top is about 3 inches in diameter.
They immediately fill these holes with water,
and repeat this three times the same day. In
the evening they fill them with sheep's dung,
leaving only room enough for the young plant,

which they very carefully remove from the bed of

manure and place in the hole with a little earth.
Directly afterwards they give them a good watering
and as soon as the sun begins to dry them, water
them again. Furthermore, as the plants grow, they
dig round them and earth them up in rows.
When the head is forming, they pinch off some of
the lower leaves of the plant, and use them to
cover the young head.

—— The Potato disease was lately the subject
of discussion at a meeting of the Imperial Horti-
cultural Society of Paris. M. Lacheskaye re-
ported that on the 16th of April he had planted
some sets (? rondelles). On the 1st of August the
plants were in good condition, but were afterwards
neglected, and when he returned from a tour he
found the haulm all withered. Kound Potatoes
and Dutch had been planted for comparison.
Upon taking them up he found that the first was
destroyed by disease, but the others, side by side,

were perfectly sound. It was, however, added;
that the sets of the first had begun to grow when
set, while the second were still dormant.

—

Another gentleman said that he had found nothing
the matter with his round Potatoes, but that he
considered it important that the sets should not be

Potatoes are much more diseased than
ground.

on high

At the same meeting M. Pigeatjx n
duced a bunch of Chasselas Grapes, which?"
said, had ripened perfectly without havinc^

eV
been exposed to the solar rays, the bunch

SaviB^
been constantly kept in a paper bag opeiionlv»
the bottom. Ee stated that Grapes ripenel'

thisraanner keep perfectly well all througl^ a"^

winter, which is by no means the case wjtli such
as have been exposed to the sun, after hayiag

heel
either coveied with dew or moistened ia an
other way. He regarded the disease from wHch
they then suffer cs a sort of erysipelas.

CULTIVATION OF THE POTATO.
Messhs. Hakdy & Son (see p. 104) have offeredafew

remarks rospecting the Potato disease, frost, &c. IbeW
that their statement is but too true. In many localitlea

crops have suffered very much from disease, and I fear

we shall hear of sad liavoc having been occasioned h
frost. Many acres of Potatoes were not dug until after

the severe frosts in October; and of these some were
more or less irjured, but the worst Is not yet told nor
shall we know the result until such time as the damps
are opened. For several years I have been as successful

in the growth of tlie Potato as most people, and pro-

bably I have taken more pains in the selection of varie.

ties than any one person at the present day, and 1 have

certainly paid for my hobby, for wherever I could hear

of a new kind of Potato, lot the distance be wktit
might, the expense of carriage was no obstacle in the

way of procuring it. During my Potato mania I pro-

cured 123 varieties—what did I say, varieties? Alas!

varieties of names—some of the sorts having no fewer

than six different ones. For several years past 1 have

urged your readers to. adopt the principles laid down

by me for Potato cultivation, but in many instances I

am afraid that my persuasions have been in vain.

Allow me therefore to recapitulate briefly the most

essential points on which success almost entirely depends.

Choice of Ground.—The best soils for the Potato are

light, dry, and friable loams. In general new or

recently broken up land will produce better Potatoe

than worked ground. Uplands and the lighter kindsof

soils are better than rich strong ground. Sandy lani

produces scab, which will prevent the Potato from

realising a high market price ; besides, in dry seasons,

the tubers are frequently very small, while strong term-

cious soils, if constantly in a state of moisture, produce

immature tubers which are sodden, waxy, and of bad

quality ; but in ground which to all appearance Is loose

and sandy, if there is humidity enough, Potatoes dl

thrive and be of excellent quality,

Preparation of tlie Qrotind,—All soils intended to be

planted with Potatoes should be got up in as rough a

state as possible by the end of November, in order that

it may receive the benefit of frosty weather. The ridges

should not be nearer than from 2 feet 6 Inches to 3 feet

apart. This should entirely depend on the nature of

the ground and the varieties intended to be planted;

some sorts produce double as much hauhn as others.

Potatoes should always be planted at such distances as

that they may receive the full benefit of sun and air.

Manure should always be applied in autumn in i

thoroughly decomposed state, fresh green manure is

certainly detrimental to the plant and ^encourages

disease.

Selection of Tuhers for -S'cetf.—Unless yoar Iftnd

varies in quality it is always much better to exchange

or purchase the seed for planting. If you would esjJdpe

disease never plant the same variety on the sauie/aJi

two years in succession. I prefer a change of sorts fl"

seed every season, I would here remark this is one o

the points necessary in order to avoid disease; ^'*'*^^

sets are decidedly the best and although they may 5^
a trifle more per acre, yet a greater crop is obtaine|J

from them, and they have far more power ^^ }f^
mischievous influences and to escape disease, ^"^ ^

'

sized sets should in all cases be preferred. Gj"^"

tubers as they are termed are those which ^^^ /^ \g
vegetative sap; such as have never ripened to*^''?""

are decidedly the best, and are found to inherit vjgo

and healtb ; the best way to procure them is ^ dig F

part of a crop before it is sufficiently ripe and exp -

the produce to sun and air. There is a^^^'^^^.^ Lt
tage in procuring seed from land of a

^J"*^
quality from that you intend to plant, beside tlie

alluded to above : I have always found my crops at le

one-third heavier when planted with fresh sorts

seed than when planted with my own selected

from the same quality of land. I have remarked m

than once, even when the tubers have been P*^^^*^"t
j,g

small, that of those not of home growth the
PJ'^T^^.g

was much larger than that of full-sized sets tbat n^^

been selected from the same kind of ground.^ i^i

^^^^
the largest crop of Potatoes I ever saw was irom

^^^
(many of them not lar^rcr than a Cob-nut; oi

i
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L^ne Kidney ;^
tbese were brought to Worcester by

jny late ci '"''""

Sc-arborongn -^ tbcVecd and kinds more frequently
requisite to x^tmn e

^^_^^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

TTnoKidneV; I lese were uiuug..^ ^w .. w..-^-.--^- -^

fr .mn^over Sir Offlev Wakeman, Bart., from
late employ a,

^ | ^^ ^^^^ that it was
h. This convinced me_

>#

iSn I had hitherto done, a p

highly ^'x^^^"^- ,. piantlng.-^h^ best time for

r^>«. and '"^/^ .
^{.^.i^^ as the weather and state

planting '^
^^ ^^^/^J^^ftV"-! p,,Fer the last week in

Feb.aary,ior r
germinate spontaneously m

r'T^n/wi wMi clcariy indicates that it is time

?!''
wpre in the\Tomid. I always think it detrimental

fLrcro; if itfs kept out of "the ground later than

tl.e second week in March. A

great point since the^ appear-

fnce of the disease is found

to be havin- the Potato crop

sufficiently forward to escape

the risk of vicissitudes ot

weather at the stage of form-

incr its tubers,and thedamagii'g

eflbcts of wet and cold av.

ripening time. This cannot

be attained hy any expedient

short of the earliest planting:

yet situation, chmate, soil, and

the variety are powerfully

controlling circumstances, and

may render later planting

necessary. I have found from 11 years experi-

ence that it is the best mode to plant Potatoes m
old tan with a portion of lime, which not only improves

thequalityof the Potato but also appears to assist it

in resistino- disease. My method is as follows:—Previous

to planting the sets I have the sides of the ridges

chopped slightly down and about 3 inches of old tan

placed between them. I then plant 16 inches apart on

the tan, then dust the sots and cover with lime, about

4 inches more of tan is then put over them, the ndges

are again slightly chopped down so as to cover ^the sets

with about 8 inches of soil and tan ; the remainder of

the ridge is allowed to remain until the Potatoes require

moulding up, which should be done as soon as the plants

are sufficiently high for that purpose, for if allowed to

remain too long, unless great care is taken to keep the

hoe a good distance from the plants, considerable

mischief is done; far more, indeed, than is generally

suspected. With respect to the use of old tan, I am
fully convinced that Potato crops are heavier, larger, of

better quality, and escape the disease more by this than

by any other plan adopted; and I think that my
Potatoes during the time I was residing in Worcester-

shire spoke for themselves,
Prwttin^.—There are two important points connected

with Potato culture which do
not receive enough of notice,

and to these I would beg now
to direct attention, viz., thin-
ning, out tlie weak haulm and
cutting away the blossom. It
is mj practice as soon as ever
my Potatoes are earthed up to
pull and thin out the weak
haulm ; in fact, I never allow
more than six stems to one set,

let them be ever so strong.
By this method I get but very
few small Potatoes indeed; I
am positive that the weight per
acre is very considerably above
that of those grown with such
an abundance of haulm. What
iise is the weak haulm but to
induce the production of small
Potatoes ? Pull this alt up and
you will find your Potatoes la'ge, and they will ripen
ttnch earlier ; the sun and air will have a much better
chance of passing through the rows.
Lifting and f<torlng the Crop.—Xfi soon as ever the

sMn of the Potato is set so that it will not easily rub off
with the thumb and finger, lift at once ; do not stop
until the liaulm dies down, or perhaps by that time
disease will have made its appearance, and if so, even
if the crop appears to the eye sound it is as likely
«> go bad in the cUunps as in the ground,
but if got np before any disease makes its

appearance, the tubers are not so liable to bo affected.
ft IS an excellent plan when got up early to place them
in small heaps of about a cartload each, then to cover
JJith a coating of mould, inserting an open tile to let out
ine steam. 1 should here mention that it is requisite to
oust the tubers with quicklime before covering them up;
^nis absorbs the moisture, sets the skins more firmly,
«|ia makos the Potatoes cook more mealy. Potatoes
»^ionld always be dug m fine weather ; when dug hi wet
jeather the tubers must be dried and the rough clods
woken off before being stored. Perhaps the best way
^storing is in the old earth pits, putting a good
gating of straw next the Potatoes, and 6 or 8 inches of
ouia firmly and uniformly over the straw, finishing
'^/•^ "thatch" all over. This is decidedly the best

vl 1
P^'^^erving the quality, and they do not get

cKea and tossed about as they are liable to when
ream an outhouse or cellar. When the Potatoes are

shnnlH r^^^^
^"^ brought to the principal clamp, which

in dm 11 I

^**^^^ remaining a month or five weeks

thp 7i
P^' *''^^^ ^^^0^1^ ^e placed in the centre of

Clamp a large basket of hard lumns

clamp is large two or three may be necessary), as this will

absorb moisture and iu a great measure tend to keep

the Potatoes dry.

One word on cookSng : not one person in 20 manages

to cook a Potato as it should be done. They are

generally too careless ; it is true they put them into the

pot, and then they are thought of no more until they are

broken to pieces or spoiled ; then, of course, the cook

cannot be wrong, the fault is in the Potato- There is

one thing quite certain, the more waxy the Potato the

more salt is required in the water to bull them in, but

if cooks will throw a large handful of salt in the water

to boil a good York Regent Potato, they must not

wonder at the tuber breaking to pieces in the water. I

^/;
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Natural size.

Agaiitcits MrscAnirs.
(Copied by permission from Grevillc's Scottish

Cryptogamic Flora.)

may give a list of a few good varieties on another
occasion, Edward Bennett, Gr.to 0. S. Fo^jamhe, JSsq.,

Osherton Hall, Worksop, Notts,

lumps of lime (or if the

MYCOLOGY.—XO. VII.

Agatiictjs muscaritts, L.—Few objects in nature nrc

more b^utiful than a large fresh group of this magni-
ficent Fungus, as seen under a canopy of Birch twigs

with a bright ray of light shining full upon it. The
contrast between the bright gaudy pihnis with its

warty surface and the pure white stem is very striding,

and at once attracts the attention of all who have any

taste for natural beauty.

A. mttscarius is one of those species which has been

most frequently illustrated, partly from its intrinsic

beauty and partly from some curious matters which are

connected with its history. The pileus, which is some

inches across, is for the most part regularly convex

though widely expanded. The colour is generally some

brijrht tinge of 5carlet or vermiUion, though oc:rasionally

subdued by i\\. admixture ot brown, intcnupLtxi by

large thick white oi yellowish warts, except in a few
rare instances wheie the remains of the.volva are

wholly obliterated. The flesh is white except imme-
diately beneath the cuticle, where it is yellow. The
stem is several inches high, attenuated upwai-ds and
bulbous below, with a deflexed broad ring, and
scattered warty relics of the volva at the base, but

never we believe forming a regular rim as is intimated

by some of the figures. The gills arc broad, of a pure

white, moderately distant, and slightly attached

behind. There is no species with which it can

readily be confounded except possibly A. ccEf.areus,

an Agaric, which at present has not rewarded the

researches of the uiycologist

in Great Britain or Ireland,

In that species however, which
is lauded by all continental

writers as the prince of edible

Fungi, and was in consequence

used in ancient Home and even

in more modern times as the

most enticing veliicle for the
concealment of poison, th»-^

^Ij^ gills ^i^G of a decided yellow,
_

and the volva instead of crumb- .

Hug away, or forming warts ,

on the pileus, is woven into a

regular sac, which in its rup^- „

ture liberates the pileus.

A. mitscarlus is one of the most poisonous of Fungi,

and is especially remarkable for its strong narcotic

qualities, in consequence of which it is employed in

some parts of Asiatic Russia, either in a fresh or dry

state, to produce intoxication. A very small quantity

is sufiicient for this purpose, and two or three of the ^

dried Fungi, mixed with a solution of Cianberries or

some other potable fluid, is sufficient for a large party.

Sometimes, however, the Fungi are swallowed in the

dry state witliout any admixture- The most extra-

ordinary point about them is that the narcotic

properties are communicated to the urine of the .

person who partakes of them, and, incredible as it may
seem, this fluid when more Fungi are not ready at hand, is

without scruple taken by the inhabitants of the North
East of Asia to continue their horrid orgies. The
intoxication produced by it is in some particulars said

to be peculiar, especially in that the judgment of the
affected persons as to size and distance is so perverted,

that the same effect will be taken to surmount a straw
as would suffice to clear a five-barred gate. *

A solution of the Fungus or slices of It powdered
with sugar are much more profitably employed
for the destruction" of flies and bugs, which it affects

very much like a solution of Quassia or Strychnine.
This however should be employed with caution as It is

very dangerous, and an instance has fallen within our
notice in which a small portion of the fresh Fungus,
which had been sent as a fly poison, was accidentally

eaten under the supposition that it was forwarded aa a.

delicacy and produced the same sort of intoxication a»
tliat arising from strong Tobacco on those who are not
habituated to its use. We have not heard that it has
been employed medicinally, but it is very p obable that
in careful hands it would form a useful drug, for though;'
many good narcotics are known, there are cases in
which from peculiar constitution or other causes th«y
are not available, and it may be well therefore iq bave
an additional string to the medical bow. M. J. jf.

NOTES ON SOME CHINESE PLANTS RECENTLY
INTKODUCED TO ENGLAND.

A LA71GE sale of Chinese plants took place at Sfr.
Stevens's rooms in the months of November and
December of last year and was noticed in the Gardttfr^
Chronicle at the time. The plants were introduced to
Enghind during my travels in China from 1854 to 1856,'
and had been carefully cultivated and propagated by
Mr. Glendinning, of Chiswick Nursery, Turnham Green.
As they are now distributed over the country, and as
many of them are in the hands of amateurs as well as
nurserymen and gardeners, a few notes on the hablta
of some of the most important, together with hints as
to their management in Europe and America, may be
useful. With this object in view I shall take them in
the following order,

1. Camellias. "Princess Frederick William »* and
" Cup of Beauty."—These beautiful varieties were found
cultivated in the gardens of Ningpo and Shanghae,
where they are highly esteemed by all lovers of flowers.

They are striped kinds; their flowers are very double,

most perfect in fonn, and when the plants are a few
years old both striped and self-coloured blossoms are

produced upon the same specimen, giving it a striking

and handsome appearance. This freak of nature is not

unusual in the genus, but I am not aware tliat it exists

in any known vjtriety Iiaving flowers so perfect in form
as either "Princess Frederick William" or "Cup of

Beauty." Amongst many hundred kinds, both wild

and cultivated, winch came under mv observation

during my travels in China, these two, with the fine

double variety of C. retiadafa now in Mr. StandishN
ntirsery at Bagshot, were the only ones which I con-

sidered worthy of introducing to English gardens. The
" Yellow Camellia" ivitroduced by me some years ago is

not attractive enough in its present state for our Eng-

* For a more full account' of its narcotic pri>prieiie see
Lindley*a Vegetable Kingdom, as translated from Langsdorf.
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lish ttiste what it may become in the liantls of our

cultivators remains to be seen. The subjects of this

notice ryquire the same treatment as other varieties of

the genus. The first-named is a very free bloomer, and

on this account will be jiarticularly valuable.

2f. DotTBLE-rLO^^ERiifG Peaches, the "Camellia-

iiowered'* and "Carnation -flowered."—These are very

remartable trees, and as they have proved perfectly

hardy in England, they will one day produce a striking

effect in our parks and pleasure grounds. They are

common in the gnrden:? of Northern Chinn, where they

attain to the size of our English Almond. Nothing can

be more heantifnl tVian these when in full bloom. In

the spring they are literally loaded with flowers as

large as our Scotch Roses. TJie " Carnation-fiowered
"

has striped blooms resembling the Carnation, hence its

name, and like the Camellias already noticed, sports

in a remarkable way, producing striped and self-

coloured flowers upon the same tree. Fancy a tree as

lai'ge as the Almond covered with flowers like the

Carnation on some branches, while on others the

flowers are self-coloured (pink), and an idea may be formed

of its striking beauty. These double Peaches seem to

he particularly well 'adapted for forcing, as they form

their flower-buds fully in autumn, aiid are ready to

burst into bloom with the fir^t warm days of spring.

As spring flowers they are highly prized by the Chinese.

Itinerant gardeners carry them about the streets for

sale in the northern Chinese towns. The flower-buds

are then just beginning to expand ; the huyer puts his

purchase in a pot, gives it a little water, and then

places it in his window or sitting room. In a day or

TWO the buds burst and the little tree is one mass of

Wtiom. They are propagated by budding and grafting,

and will grow well in any common garden soiL I ought

to add that small plants produce blossoms freely as well

as large full-grown trees.

3. l^iTNU-s TEiiOBA.—Tliis is a very fine bush or

dfrarf tree, said to come irom the province of Shantung,

in the north-east of China. It produces a profusion of

*«mi-double rose-coloured flowers early in spring, and is

quite a gem in its cla^s, No doubt it is perfectly hardy

'in our climate. It will m-o\v in anv common garden

rBoil, and is readily increased by budding or grafting.

Like the double Peaches it can be easily forced into

I)loom for decorative purposes in spring.

4. Farfug-ium GRANDE.—In these days, when plants

•rwith variegated foliage are so much in request, this is

peculiarly valuable. It was found by me in the city of

Ningpo, and said to have been brought from Pekin. As
it has been exhibited at most of our horticultuml shows
during the last three years, it is now well known in this

^country. I may reuiaik, however, that the Chinese

understand its treatment much better than we do, and
consequently they have its leaves and variegation in

gi'eater perfection. They do not gorge it with rich

food or grow it so rapidly. With them the footstallcs

of the leaves are shorter, the leaves smaller, but more
firm and glossy, and the yellow spots more distinct and
beautiful. It is hardy in England, but for decorative

purposes Ls best whrn treated as a greenhouse or pit

plant in winter and spring. During my travels in

China last year I met with the plain-leaved variety

(the original species) growing in damp woods under the

shade of trees, and this accounts for the Chinese practice

of growing Furfugium grande in shady situations during
the hot months of the year. In China moderately rich

loamy soil is considered the most suitable for its

cultivation.

5. CnrsAN Paoi.—Tliis plant is common in the
central and northern provinces of the ChiTiese Empire,
where it js cultivated on account of tlie large quantity

of strong and useful fibre formed on its stem
at the base of tlie leafstalks. Its tropical looking

appearance has a curious effect in a landscape, not
nmike our own, in so far as the ve^'otation is concerned.
It has been iu England since ISiO, and is perfectly
hardy in our climate, but grows slowly about London
and to the northwards, which is partly owing to the
want of that amount of summer heat experienced in its

native countiy. Those who wish an effect to be pro-

duced in their gardens by its tropical-looking form
ought to grow it for a 'few years iu a greenhouse, and
when of sufficient size it may then be planted out in

the open air. Some of the first importations are in the

:ardens at Kew, and there is a fine plant, perhaps the
Inest in Europe^ in the Royal Gardens at Osborne,

which was sent from China by me in IS-IO to his Royal
Highness the Prince Consort. Mr. Toward informs me
that "it is about 10 feet high, the stem 2 feet 11 inches

iu circumference, perfect and uniform in its general

outline, and allowed by all who have seen it to be the

finest specimen in Europe.'*

{>. Serikga OBLATA.—This is the Lilac of northern
China. It grows to abont the same height as our
common English species, but is more tree-like in its

form. As in England, so in China, 4;here is a white
variety of this species. Both are handsome ornamental
trees—as handsome as our English Lilac and equally

hardy.

7. QrERCus Bambttsj.folia.—The fine evergreen
Oak sold under this name was found wild on the moun-
tains of the Chekiang province. FuU-sized trees are
from 30 to 50 feet in height, and are very oruiimental.
It may interest entomologists to know that the beauti-
ful and rare Dicranoc*phalus Wullichii was -enerallv
found on this species. This Oak is supposed to be
hardy iu England, and if so it will be a valuable intro-

vourable than May, with an
avera'^e temperature at sun-

rise of less than 50°. The 50th,

the only i-eally warm day, ther-

mometer QS"'. Abuudauce of

rain all the month.
Juhj wasexceedingly variable,

with great alteraations of heat

and cold and without rain. The
Sth was warm, 90% and to the

17th the only warm weather
of the summer, 90° tu 94°.

Avgust to the 11th warm and
without rain, temperature 90%
then a change ; on the 17tb the

thermometer fell to 44°. On
the 55th heavy rain, the first

to thoroughly wet the ground
since June 20th ; remainder of

month wet with showers.
September continued wet On

the 7th the temperature fell to

39" ; on the 16th to 32% with

a white frost which injured all

tender vegetation.
October.—After so much wet

weather a warm and pleasant
month was anticipated. Tlie

4th was, however, the only
warm day. On the 11th there

was a hc^vy frost, and the re-

maind'^r of month was wet,
frosty and unseaaouablo.
^ovemberwas the onlymontli

of the year of more than aver-

age warmth. A light snow on
the 21st, and mild andpleasaut
to the end.

December.—Cold weather set

month was fine, wann ^^agreeable, with occakm^,
showers. A perfect SSsummer month. Day tem!?^
rature, G6° to 7g\ ^ ^P^'

Jvly.—A wami and ^month
;
day temperature «?.

to 93 68-

August. ~T\\Q first fortnigiij
constantly showerv-^ftfii *

and dry. 'which Sntfe^
the cud. DaytemperatStif
the month, 68^ to 89o. ^^

9th at S", on the 16th at 8% so
tliat winter seems fturly set in,

the groundbeing well prstectod
with auow.

T. M., Herts.

Septtmher.~TmQ, warm ir,^
dry throughout. Day S'rrS
rature from 00^ to 7i'>.

^^

Oc(o&er commenced with hot
weather. Ou the 4tli the tier
mometer was atSC*. Th^finowarm weather lasted till n.!
20th. On the 22d frost unirer
sal ; oil the 24th the themio-
meter was at 22",

^overnher was on the whole
oold. with frequent but not
sharp frosts ; weatlier mwtly
dry and agreeable.

Becemhar. —The beginniag

mild. On the 14th frost com-
menced ; on the 19th thermo-
meter at 6'^

; ou the 2l3t thaw,

and mild to the end.

auction. It is probably distinct from tbe Hong Kong

species, which has been published under this name.

8. Chesnuts.—Two species of Chesnut were in-

cluded in the sale at Stevens's, both tbrniin£r trees of

consideraMc si7.e. One produces small fruit about the

size and form of the Hazel Nut ; the fruit of the other

is larger, and by Europeans in the Kast considered of a

finer quality than the Spanish Chesnut. Both kinds

are cultivated extensively on the hillsides in tlie

central and eastern provinces of China, and are quite

suitable for the climate of this country.

9. lluoDODENDKON FoRTFNi.—Very little is known

about this plant, further than it was Ibund amongst the

mountains of the Chekiang province. It is probable,

however, that it is a fine species and quite distinct from

any known in onr gardens.

10. Taxtjs cuspidata.—This species was brought

from Japan to Shanghae and presented to me by the

late Mr. Beale. I believe it is distinct from anythiiig

formerly introduced, and is, no doubt, perfectly hardy m
our cliniate.

11. Abies K^MPPEEr.—This fine tree, discovered

amongst the mountains of Chekiang, has proved hardy

in England, and is a very important introduction. A
full description of it has already been given in the Gar-

deners' Chronicle. Its long, green, silky leaves when

first unfolded in spring are singularly beautiful, and so

they are again in the autumn, when they change with

the ripening cones into a golden yellow colour; lience the

name of "Golden Pine"Nvhich it is known by amongst

the Chinese. It will be very rare iu Europe for many in on the 4th with a snow

years to come, owing to the difficulty of getting seeds storm, On the Jth the thor-

V . i i-j. ii 1 Z^ "l^«rt„•;l^rr flirt mometer was at (>0 , ou the
to germinate after the long voyage. lvno\Mng ine

importance of a tree of this kind, and that it was

almost impossible to prop^igate it in this country,^!

used every means in my power to introduce its seeds in

large quantities and in good condition. They were

sent by the overland mall—some in letters tlirough

the Post Office, and others in small packages-- Home Correspondence.
for several years in succession, and were often sown in m, ,•• _, » -a •«,- 7« „/ ir«.,. „•« «.7«r
England in less than two mouths from the time they ^

The Monstrous Bwma f^ngida

we?e gathered from the trees in China. Out of all to Mr, Darmn's iffor^ of ^^^^^^^j/^^^^^^

sent home only one despatch vegetated freely, all the "^f^^'?",^*=«^^^^P^"ti ^ ^ r^%?V^S \^
others were complete failures. All the plants of any noticed this remarkable plant in your l.s Vimber, and

size now in England were dug up in the woods of i

<3oscribed he smgnlar modificatums of the fiora^^^^^^

China and «ent home in Ward's cases. In cultivation !
« presenting a most decided saltus. He Foceed to

tliis species, like many of its race, prefers a loamy soil,
j

^peoiilate on the importance of this case as «ffe i g

and a hilly or nndulating situation. I would advi.e Mr. DarWs theory, and
^Y ^^'^^'^^^^^Pl^^^;^^^^^^

the possessors of very sin all plants to keep them in reasoning per .atom, he arrives at the cou'.l^^^^^^^^^^^

shady places during the hot summer months. In nature "a few such cases would overthrow Mr. Dar^ms

the young plants are all reared under the shade of

trees. Nothing can be worse for small plants of this

kind, in small pots, to be alternately leaked in the sun

and deluged with water.

12. ToREETA GBANDis.—This fine evergreen tree was
discovered accidentally when on an expedition for seeds

and plants of Abies Kaimpferi. Full-grown specimens

met with were from 60 to 80 feet in height. It is

perfectly hardy iu England, and will grow in any

common garden soil. In a young state it is not nnlike

the two species of Cephnlotaxus formerly introduced

from the same country and now greatly admired in

English gardens, but it is much more handsome than

they are and attains a greater size. Its timber is

valuable, and is used in the construction of gun-

carriages ; its seeds are used in medicine. It strikes

readily from cuttings, but seedlings make the finest

trees. Torreya graiulls and Abies Ka^^mpferi are perhaps

the most important of these Introduc'tions. i2. Fortune.

THE SEASOX OP 1859 IX THE L'XITED
STATES AND IN EXGLANO.

The following extracts from " Hovey's I\ragazine of

Horticulture," published at Boston, U.S., and from my
journal, kept in Hertfordshire, may be of interest to

your English as well as American readers. Hovey calls
tiouTf^stamenrandc^^^^^^^ ^fP^l!

the season of 1859 ^"rather nntavourable.
^

^|/"cha
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ f^^^. ^^^^^^ m^Q^^l, as compared witU

the normal ones. Now it is very startling to be askea

"is it not a saltus for a plant at one bound to chaise

hypothesis altogether !
" Now I venture, on the con-

trary, to think that the saltus of this Begonia frigida

has not the importance which Dr. Harvey imagines

;

and that supposing (as he conceives possible) the seeds

of the most aberrant flower to produce plants '«';»

similar flowers, the ease would not even then militaU

against Mr. Darwin's theory, but the contrary. In tbe

first place, let us attentively study this Begonia itself;

its flowers are like those of rts congeners, normally uni-

sexual, and produced in great abundance both raales

and females iu the same fascicles all over the plant.

The female flowers are perfectly constant in all tbeii-

characters, except th^t they vary in having 3—4 cells

and stigmas to the ovary and as many wings (which is

not without precedent in the genus). The males have

usually 6—15 stamens in the very centre of the flower

with no trace of stigmas or ovary ; and not 10 per cent,

present any deviation from this condition. Of thQse

that do deviate, most have 3—5 deformed stamens

or rudimentary ovaries in the axis of the flower, and

proportionally fewer perfect stamens; and between

the normal male flower and the very rare instances ot a

resrular flower with four superior carpels (more or less

united in the axis) and as many hypogynous gtumens

opposite the sepals, we find flowers with every con-

ceivable modification in number, regularity, andpertec-

miserable season had been witnessed in England by him
he would I think have called it verij unFavourable.

United States, 1S59.

January, rather cold ; snow
ou the 4tii, 10 inches in depth.
On the 10th thermometer 4°

below zero at noon, and 6-'

1
lielow at midnight. On the
lltl\ 14** below zero. On the

j 1-itU mild with rain.

i

Fehrunrtj.—This month wag
I
mildur than the last', with but

[

little snow, Ou the 11th the
! mercury fell to 7°. then mild
I

again. 'Xhe remainder of tbe
luonth wet.
March opened wet, warm

rain on the 4th; continued
mild weather to the end with
warm rains.

ENGLAND, 1850.

January mild throughout.
On the 12th quite spring like;

ditches and brooks all dry

;

birds singing, and the budd
of trees swelling rapidly.

February.—Mild, dry, and
bright weather throughout.
On the 22d Crocuses in full

bloom.

an inferior ovary and unisexual flowers into a suf*

rior ovary and bisexual flowers ? " but
^J^^^®

another way of putting the question, which is more

accurate, however flat it mav fidl on the ear: •>

" is it a saltus, that a Begonia should produce ma

flowers, in a very' few of which the central staaiei

are deformed, and in others ai'C converted into "^°^^
.^

less rudimentary or even perfect free or <^onn

pistils?" So much for the plant. _^ry
^l"'^^^ P/3

^'^ApTil,—This month was wet.

j
The first week the mercury

;
was below freezingeverymorn-

; iiig- Cold rains and snow on
j
the 15th, and frost up to the

( 20th- Remainder of month
variable^ with frost on the 29th-

J(/i77/ commenced favourably.

On the 2d the temperature
was 7/")*^, and on the Sth 90''

;

on the 10th cool with chilly

rains ; and on the 16th a white
frost so thick as to appear like

snow.
Jivne was scarcely more fa-

March.—]\[ild and sunny; on;

the 4th the thermometer at
64^ This mild and sunny
weather more like the end of
April than March; continued
till the end.

-4i>?'ii 1st severe frost, ther-

mometer at SC ; on the 6th the
weather became Wiirm ; on the
7th the thermometer at 76^
continued warm weather till

the 16th. On the 18th severe
frost, thermometer 1T^ cold t

and frosty to the end. All the
fruit destroyed.
May, till the 21th, cold with

north-east winds ; then till the
end warm and agreeable.

to say that ''according to Darwin's hypothesis it wo

have required hundreds, perhaps thousands of succe
^^^^

generations to have enabled natural selection to <^^"
.^^

an inferior ovary and unisexual flowers into a suw
^

ovary and bisexual flowers/* Mr- I^^^^'^"., "^^.U
think, demur to this; and still moie to the

jj^^^

assumption that, supposing any seeds of the '

maphrodite flowers of the Boc^onia shoalci i

duce plants bearing
the latter would
amongst botanists,

none but hermaphrodite floj^^^

constitute even a ue\v SF

who ,vo«ld infoUibly
deW

the sport in this ^s^t/fy^
jhe

. In the first place we ao not K

ations have elapsed since t^o^^^.

the true nature of

iu similar cases), as soon as the normal state

plant were known.
how many generations aiav« --i'-— -

vf^ flo^'prs;
frigida eommenced to hear any hermaphrotiue i

^^^^^
nor how many generations may elfipse before al

of unisexual flowers will he obliterated in the pr^^
^^

.of a plant now bearing only about five per ^
j*jj,3t

June.—ThQ whole of this ' bisexual flowers ; and it is to be borne in m

I

»

f

t
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. ====-^;i^reIncomparaUy Hie least

„-^3^,at «f« /'r'tb.t from being hermapl.rod.te.

prolific, bu '°;^1'«^' ;7,elf-fcrtil,sed, and, accord-

fliev ai-e likely ?". "^^u-established observations,

;:i^ lumce give
^'fJ°J,,'-^^,e forgotten that this

Vicrorous progeny. /<
f bve-gone phase ot

Z be tbe l"'S^'-,'rLd^^uperior ovaries ; for that it

Be"oniace«
«hen all

^^^^^l „, conceivable as that

ZZ be the last of an o^ "ce ^s
^^^^ „f the

» ^the first of a
»«,^°^;%,fof Darwin's book will, I

Begonia and a c««'^^Pf.^dlrs that this variation is a

am sure, ^^l „C's own heart. The fact of a

Lt after that a»Uior s o^;^^^^^^_
^^ ^ t,„,„,

metamorphosis so simpie
^ ^ g^.^t-rate botanist a new

into carpels, sugses^ob
^^ ^^ ^,,^^1^ jf occurs, is a

view of the affinity o*

J"^^^^,^, the imperfection of our

very frequent one ;
au'^

magnitude or import-

knowledge and systems, n^t
^ J^^^^,^^ ^,ff,,t them,

ance in the abstract ot tue p
^^^^^^.j; ^o Dr.

Instead of this b«">g ^
«;^«^<i ^y Mr. Darwin's hypo-

Harvey)."wasnotcontempU^j^.^,^j^,^ had specially in

thesis," It IS one of. f^n^ugtration of the truth and

view ; it is a ^f"t" on classification ; in which he

wisdom of his "^baptei ou
j^^j^ ^ „j,ich we

estimate the v.; "«
»' J^ ; „,i,;eh we weigh them;

eonceh-ed Ideas IS te balance .

^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ .^

^""filf fundamcii al. because it shakes our systems to

m 't/elf wif*'''"/" •

differences between the extreme

f'ironheBego^ a flower.s are in no way comparable

t^tTose between "an elephant and a rhinoceros
;

" nor

dotey lefd - to imaging that the latter eo"ld ever be

the pro-env of the former. According to Dar^vn s

hypouKSis the change from species to Bpec.es must be

sl7w, and is effected by the «.<=ou™"

f
^o" "^

'^^^
.HfFerences • tliis Begonia, assuming it to be the herald

a I w type of Befoniacea., is a good instance of how

slow and ^partial such a change is at the com-

mencement;' for it is confined to one set o

organs in a very few flowers of one sex only

i. conducted with the least possible disturbance

of the functions of the plant, and there are prodigious

odds against its ultimate success. We cannot indeed

conceive the ne.v form replacing the old till after the

lapse of many generations, and a long com-se of that

operation of natural selection which my fnend thmks

his forthcoming new type of Begoniacea; has already

dispensed with. Lastly, Dr. Harvey makes a most

ingenious use of the abnormal flowers of the Begonia

in seeking the affinity of the curious order to which it

belongs ; and assumes that it tends to place Be|oniacea!

in the same alliance with Aristolochieaj and others,

because it too includes fjenera with a superior and an

inferior fruit ; but amongst the many orders that share

tins pecubaritv of the Begonia there is orie much

earer to the position assigned to it (by Lmdley first

and by common consent since), and that is the alliance

of Saxifrages; in these, and otten in the same genus we

have superior and inferior ovaries,* free and connate

carpels, with several modifications of placentation,

Epigynous, perigynous, and hypogynous stamens; the

peculiar ovules of Begonia, its remarkable seeds, and

its reticulated testa. Finally, to the same group

;Uso belongs Sempervivum, which offers another most

curious instance of the conversion of stamens into

carpels. Jos. D. Mooter.
Shedding of Blossoms in Apricot trees.—I would be

Rlad to know wliether there is any mode of culture

which will assist fruit trees in setting their fruit ? I

have an Apricot tree which produces year after year

a most abundant bloom, which is almost wholly barren,

so that I have the disappointment of finding all my
pains and trouble in vain, as the blossom falls off, and

there are scarcely ever half a dozen Apricots on the tree.

I may add that I am very successful in growing

excellent fruit on the same wall in the garden, both

Peaches and Apricots. It is a sheltered spot on the

slope of a hill lacing the south. The soil is light on a

stone brash. G. G., Somerset, Feh. 22.

Golden Spruce Firs.—In your Number of last week it

is announced that M. Morel, of Barguy, has raised a

Golden Spruce Fir with the same peculiarity of foliage

as the Golden Yew and Arbor-vitie. It is not, I believe,

generally known that there are already two varieties of

Golden Spruce Fir under cultivation in English gardens.

They are both seedling varieties of the common Spruce

(A. excelsa). The one known as A. excelsa variegata is

common enough and of little merit as an ornamental
tree. The other, A. excelsa Finedonensls, is one of the

most beautiful trees with which I am acquainted, and
at present but little known. I first met with the latter

ome few years ago in the beautiful garden of jMr.

Macworth i)olben, at Finedou Hall, Nortliamptonshire

;

ancl if I remember rightly it was said to have originated

there. It is not one of those bronzy, murky-looking

trees which in the present desire for eifect we some-
times see worked up in ornamental phmting, leaving
the imagination to supply the vacuum between the ex-

pressed and the actual; it is a rich looking, lively,

handsome, and effective tree. William Paul, Cheslmnt
2fnr$eries, Waltham Cross, iv.

Solltfliocks.—Every one is aware that for these last
6ix or Beven years disease has swept off immense numbers
of phints of this favourite flower season after season.

* 1 need hardly remind the botanical reader that the con-
,7^^™ of staminiferous intopistilliferous flowers in unisexual ^

*"" la not uncommon ; and that free superior carpels occur '

GCies whose OV;iri^a iirp nr.vintnT- Jnfdi-irtT-

I have grown and propagated the Hollyhock exten-

sively for the last eight years, and have never been

troubled with disease; my escape from it I attribute

entirely to never having used other means than the

natural one of propagating plants in open borders, in

summer and early autumn, without the aid of artificial

heat in a confined atmosphere. Such treatment

naturally destroys the constitution of so hardy a plant

as the Hollyhock, thereby predisposing it to disease

;

and when once induced infection is carried so quickly

that in many instances the stock of some of our

largest growers has been nearly annihilated. As a

strong proof of the great hardhiess even of very small

plants when taken from a healthy stock, I will just

mention that in the latter end of September last I put

in a batch of cuttings, single eyes from laterals, m an

open bed without even the protection of a fence. They

rooted quickly, and have stood all this variable and

severe weather without the slightest protection untd

last week. I took up and potted more than 100 plants,

which are perfectly healthy, and I feel confident from

their strong constitution will never he liable to disease.

This I look upon as a remarkable fact in favour of

treating Hollyhocks in every stage of their existence as

hardy plants, and as an evidence that nursing them up

in strong heat and a confined atmosphere will certainly

kill them. Henry Bowler, FojrhtU Load, IpsitncJi.

Fffects of the late Frost upon Vegetables.—I quite

agret with " W. J." (see p. 122) that a greater amount

of cold has been registered than occurred last December,

without such a destructive eft'ect upon vegetables.

Here we have suffered dreadfully, a circumstance which

I attribute more to the amount and continuance of rain-

fall and sudden and repeated transitions from rain to

frost than the actual amount of cold experienced, llie

glass with us never indicated more than 23" of frost,

which,hadthe ground not been so over-charged with ram,

would not have acted so injuriously. With the Broc-

colis, both late and early, old established and newly

introduced have suffered alike; out ot more than

2000 plants not more than 40 miserable looking things

are left Young Cabbages have also suffered much ;

in fact, all that class of vegetables. Celery, Parsley, and

Globe Artichokes, though protected, are even all but

destroyed. I understand moreover that the market

gardeners round Dublin are sufferers to a great extent

Happily we have had no rain these last four days, and

the glass hiis been stationary at "set fair." D. James,

Gardener to his Grace the Duke of Lemster, Carton,

Maynooth, ,. . ii

Salt for Walks.—l can add my testimony to ^the

perfect destruction of Weeds and Moss on carriage

drives nnd walks by means of application of salt. It

should be applied early in March so that it may be

thoroughly washed in before the sun has too much

power,'otherwise a kind of white crystallisation will be

left on the gravel, giving the latter a dull and unplea-

sant appearance. 1 have tried boiling water and salt

mixed together and poured on the gravel under a buni-

ino- Huu; but found that it did not prove nearly so

efficacious as dry salt when used at the time stated

above. J, F. Mould, Sarfshourne Manor, Bushey,

kainfall at the Knoiole, Kingshridge,for 1859, mea-

sured hg Soioard*s Rain-gauge ;—

very happy to give my experience of somewhat similar

nventions, if the subject be considered worth discussing

in your columns. T would beg it to be distinctly un-

derstood that I desire to see the subject of cheap

]>lanthouses discussed in a friendly niimuer, and should

any acerbity be shown I should decline proceeding any

further on the subject ; if however the subject could be

considered broadly and practically I think a great deal

of good might arise to many country subscribers, as

well as to Belerium.

Winter in Dorsetshire.—-l have not seen so much
frost here for several years as we have had this season, and

I fear some damage has been done. I see Biota glauca

is more tender than I anticipated, and one or two

Eucalypti, small trees, have suffered; not one of the

Palmettes I had some years ago, from Bahama,

I think, nor the Aloes. A tree which promises to be an

ornament, Drlmys Wlnteri, seems very hardy, as also

Tasmania aromatlca. Bating the frosts in October,

December, and the last three days, the winter Inis been

mild. We have had plenty of white Hyacinths, always

the earliest, and Xarcissus of various sorts, ever since

the middle of January, and other spring flowers, amoag
which nothing is prettier than Saxifraga ciJiata,

Lonicera fragrant!saima, and Chlmonanthus luteus,

together with Litbospermum, Convolv. Cneorum and

Aubrietia, rind even Aponogeton. 1 think Pinus tenui-

folia is preparing to form flower this spring, though I

hardly expect cones to follow the first year. Pinus del

Doctor has formed catkins or little cones these two

years, but they drop off young. /. Dorset, Feb. 15.

- Inches.

January
Febi-uary
March
Ajiril .

.

May ..

Juue ..

July ..

August
September
October
November
December

* «

Total

2.99

3.20
2.76

3.64
1.26
0.63
1.46
3,93
4.64

5.59
4.59
5.43

Days.

19
19
20
20
10
3
7

10
21
16
19
22

40.12 186

Account kept hy Lcetitia A. P. Harris.

Gardeners* Jtoyal Benevolent Institution.—in your

Number of the 11th of February (see pp. 121 and 122),

is a statement of receipts and payments of this Institu-

tion for 1859, and if you will look at the debtor

account I think you will find a mistake of lOOOZ. m the

balance of 1858, which, according to the creditor

account, has apparently been overlooked. If I am right

therefore, it might perhaps be well to direct the

attention of the Secretary to the matter. A Youn^

Practical. [We printed the report as we received it.

It is evidently however a clerical error of no importance.]

Plant Houses.—ks a country subscriber, and "one

of the million," will some metropolitan amateur do me

the favour of explaining what there is in Hereman's

new patented hothouses to recommend them? In what

the improvement consists? I have carefully examined

the published drawings, and I do not see anything so

novel as to need a patent. Of my own experience 1 can

LiNNEAN : February 3.—Professor Bell, President,

in the chair. Joseph AV. Dunning, Esq., and G. C.

Wallicb, Esq., M.D., were elected Fellows. A paper

was read, "On the mode of Branching of Amazon

Trees," by E. Spruce, Esq.

Feh-uary 16.—G. Bentham, Esq., Vice-President, in

the ehair. J. H. BeUrage, Esq., W. Coulson, Esq., and

Herr Gatke were elected Fellows. The following

papers were read:—1. "On the Verrucaiae of New
Zealand," by C. Knight, Esq.—2. "On anew species

of Hawk found in Nca- Zealand," by W. L. Buller, Esq.

—3. "On the Homologies of the so-called Univalve Shell

and its Operculum," by J. D. M'Donald, Esq., R.N.

4, «* Notice of the occurrence on Sticklebacks in the

Hampstead Ponds of Gyrodactylus elegans, Nordmanu,"*

by C. L. Bradley, Esq. Some sticklebacks obtained

during the present month (February) from the ponds

at Hampstead, were found infested with numerous

minute parasitic worms; these were stated to have

been most numerous on the tins, but also scattered

over the general surface of the skin ; they were

attached hy one end to the fish, while the other end

floated freely. This panisite lias the external

characters of a suctorial annelid. When fully

stretched out it measures about ^= of an inch

in length, and about ^^^ in breadth^ tapering from

the middle towards both ends. In the germ sac the

young ones closely resembling the parent, oftentimes

two together, may be seen, and these have been

observed to free themselves by tearing through the

parental envelope, and to contain within themselves

th9 progeny uf a third generation. It has heen ah-eady

described by Nordmann and by Siebold, the latter beu^

the first to notice that it represents a "nursing form 6f

animal," and is only a tnausitional asexual form of a

Trematode, such as-Polystomum or Octobothrium. It

was originally found by Nordmann on the gills of the

carp, but Siebold has mentioned its occurrence on the

fins of two species of sticklebacks.—5. " Further obser-

vations on the metamorphosis of Gasteropoda, &c.,"

by J. D. M'Donald, Esq., R.N.

«avp1 aq to need a patent. Of myown experience i can huluui kjl ^^.^ ....v,.^,^..^^ '"'...

::;1Zt^L^^ to combineJ^^ooa in.ny_..neimi tru,^ -^ of Mr. A.^n_ .™.th.^

methods, which I regret to say that I have piud the

nsual penalty of inventing and of afterwards abandon-

ing To show tall bushy plants gro\ving under Vines

trained very close to the rafter or the g^^M and

Pine Apples rooted in a border which is obliged

to curtail one side of the growth for
^
want of

upright space, is to s\^o^v that these are pictures ot

imalinary hothouses. I really ask for mformatiori

because although I have very carefully looked into the

Xoticcgf of JiJoofte*

Kemlniscences of the late Thomas Assheton Smith,

Esq., or the Purstdts of an Fnglish Cottniiy Gentle-

wan. By Sir John Ei Eardley-Wilmot, Bart, 8yo,

Murray, pp. 301.

It was a strange freak of a great political newspaper

to fall foul of the memory of a great country gentle-

man, because he did not spend his time in London, or

pester the House of Commons with dreary harangues.

The writer of the attack to which we allude appeared

to think that no man conmianding 20,000^ a year was

justified in passing his life in the humble occupation of

promoting the happiness of his country neighbours.

The armv. the navy, the bar, the church, the senate,

were the" fields in which alone his power should have

been exercised. The Times had no sympathy >vith a

wealthy fox-huuter, even although he was, as the

author of the interesting volume now before us most

truly pays of Mr. As.sheton Smith, "a most uselul

country gentleman, a good classical scholar, an excel-

lent man of business, warmly devoted to .science, and a

rrcneroHS distributor of his .wealth, turning to a good

and useful account those mental, physical, mid worldly

advantages whertiwith Providence had liberally en-

dowed him."
Verylfew.'per^ons can have adopted this crotchet ot our

great cunteniporary ; but most would have set it down

as one of those hallucinations to which the most gifted

m species whose ovaries are normally inferior.
;

becanse liltboagb I have '^ry careru ly ---— "^ , ,„^,^ ,^^^. sometimes snbject. Certain it is that aU

F^tSaifrfheirtrUr ikt J r"'^^^^^ be
;
.ho really know anything of the people of this country
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must agree with Sir Eardley-Wilinot in the view he
takes of one of the most national of British sports :—

** The manly amusement of fox-hunting is entirely*

and in its perfection exclusively, British. Its pursuit
gives hardihood, and nerve, and intrepidity to our
youth, while it confirms and prolongs the strength and
vigour of our manhood; it is the hest corrective to
those habits of luxury and those concomitants of wealth
which would otherwise render our aristocracy effeminate
and degenerate ; it feerves to retain the moral influence

of the higher over the lower classes of society, and is

one of the strongest preservatives of that national

spirit by which we are led to cherish, above all things,

a life of active energy, indepeiulcnce, and freedom. It

might be added that, in a political point of view, its

beneficial effects are not small as regards the employ-
ment of labour, the market of home-grown produce, and
the maintenance of our superior breed of horses,

most valuable for the purposes either of war or peace."

It is to vindicate the reputation of a deceased friend

that the present volume has been written, and it is

only just to its author to say that he has executed his

task in a manner befitting the subject—joyously, grace-
fully, earnestly, thoroughly. We are presented with a

most gi-aphic account of Mr. Smith's education and
manner of life by one who possesses the same feelings

as himself; and the result is a volume that will stand
foremost on the shelves of every sportsman's library.

We can find no room for many extracts, nor are they
needed, to show the justice of these remarks. The few
words that relate to the famous winter garden, of
which so much was said at the time of its construction,
may, however, be quoted—

:

^"In 1815 the state of Mrs. Smith's health causing
him great anxiety, he was apprehensive of being obliged
to take her to a foreign climate for the winter. Both
were, however, unwilling to leave a spot where each
had so many objects of interest and enjoyment—he his

favourite sport, and she her schools, her poor, and the
naanagement of the house and grounds, the details of

which at Tedworth Mr. Smith entrusted entirely to her.
The squire, therefore, determined to bring iladoira to

England, rather than be obliged to repair to the former
in quest of health; with this view he erected a magni-
ficent conservatory, 315 feet in length, and 40 feet in

width, where, with a temperature always raised to a
certain lieat, Mrs. Smith might take walking exercise
dunng the winter months. A Wiltshire farmer, on first

seeing this building, observed, he supposed the squire
had it made in order to hunt there when a frost stopped
him in the field. Along the whole length of this
Crystal Palace in miniature is a broad walk laid with
the finest gravel, and ranged on each side are thousands
of the most beautiiul plants, even at Christmas time of
the richest hues and fragrance. The conservatory is

approached from an ante-room of the house by a corridor
glazed on one side and 965 feet in length, forming with
the conservatory nearly a quarter of a mile of glass, and
warmed throughout with double pipes containing hot
water. It was a melancholy spectacle to see the squire
the winter before his death, when he could no longer
join his hounds, mount one of his favourites—Euxine,
Paul Potter, or Blemish—with the assistance of a chair,
and take his exercise for an hour at a foot's pace up and
down his conservatory, often with some friend at his
side to cheer blra up, and while away the time until he
re-entered the house, for he was not allowed at that
period to go out of doors. Even in this feeble condition,
* quantum mutatns ah illo Rectore/ once on horseback
he appeared to revive; and the dexterity and ease with
which he managed, like a plaything, the spirited animal
under him, which had scarcely left its stable for months,
was most surprising."

Miscellaneous.
TJie Cornelian Cherry : Cornus JttOJ.^The Cornus

mascula grows plentifully in the gardens of Greece,

where it is also indigenous. Its fruit, called Krania,
is greatly prized by the Turks on account of its very
agreeable acid flavour. They use the juices of it in

different ices and sweetmeats, also to prepare their

sherbets or hosas, which are very refreshing and very
wholesome acidulated but sweet drinks. The fruit is

also considered very styptic; and hence during the

prevalence of cholera it is the only fruit allowed to be

sold in the streets and bazaars. The syrup of Krania
is employed in Greece as that of the Raspberry or

Barberry is in Central Europe. Before the fruit ripens

it is put into vinegar to preserve it all the year round,

and in this state it is eaten like Olives, mad-Apples,
and Toniatos. This plant was well known to the

ancients. Homer tells how the famous poisoner Circe

gave its fruits to the companions of Ulysses to put them
to sleep- Pliny relates that the fruit of this tree is

useful against diarrhoea. In the East they make use

of the flowers also in cases of diarrhoea and haemorr-
hages, and the poor collect the kernels to make orna-

ments. Dublin UospiUd Gazette.

done after this time

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUbBEhi^H
Get all alterations or planting fiiiitihed pi ..

will require much atten ^
to watermg, and that at the very busiest season p
the year, especially if large plants are moved and ^f
is too common a practice to put off buch wci-l t n
last. Look over bods planted with bulbs, and wi
necessary stir the surface, so as to keep the soil

^^^

and friable, and also to give it a fiesh appearance
^^'^

to the propagation of Dahlias and Honyhocks*- i\
latter when planted skilfully produce an exeelleut eff ^
and therefore especial attention should be pai/?'
having a good supply of them. Cuttings slipped offa

I

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing laeek.)

T/ie Gardener's Assistant: Tractical and Scientific.
By Robert Thompson. Royal 8vo, pp. 774. (Blackie
& Son.)

The conclusion of this work at last enables us to form a
decided opinion upon its merits, and we are glad to be
now justified in saying that it is a thoroughly good
gardener's assistant. It embraces all the subjects
with which fruit and vegetable growers have to deal;
it gives them trustworthy advice as to their practice,
with plain reasons for what they do ; and it abounds in
valuable instiuction cpncerning the merits of the many
sorts found in trade catalogues. In subjects requiring
a^ sound knowledge of our climate it is probably uiT-

rivalled in horticultural literature, and as a record as
fer as it goes of the 40 years' personal experience of an
intelligent observer it must be regarded as of great
practical importance. On the whole, notwitlistanding
a iaw rather iitrange omissions, it forms a worthy
companion to Morton's Cyclopa.>dia of ^\griculture.

Teade Lists Receivep.—Wheelee &. Sons (Glou-
cester) Little Book or Select SeedListforlSeO.—Descrip-
tive Catalogue of English and Foreign Novelties, compris-
ing Dahlias, Pseonies, Phloxes, Fuchsias, Chrysanthe-
mums, Iris, Daisies, Heliotropes, Antirrhinums, &c.,
cultivated for sale by J. Saxtee, Versailles Nursery,
Hammersmith.—Descriptive Catalogue of Select Ve-
getable and Flower Seeds, sold by J, C. Shiells, 32,
St. Enoch Square, Glasgow.-ADOLPHE PeiJ fils
(Horticulteur 151, Rue de Lourcine, pr&s de rObsei-
vatoire. Pans). Pluntea vivaces, urbustes, Tiouvcautes,
nlautes de Serre, '

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—At this season watering should

be conducted with considerable care, more especially in

the case of recently potted plants, which must not be
overdosed. Keep them close, and when the weather is

favourable syringe frequently, so as to maintain a rather
moist atmosphere ; but until the growth of the plants

shall have Indicated that they have taken to the fresh

soil apply water very sparingly at the root, Luculias
in pots should be encouraged to make free growth,
in order to get the wood well ripened and the plants

in flower before those planted in the conservatory
border, for it is desirable to prolong the blooming
season. Stove.— See that material for the purpose of
shading is ready for use, but do without it as
long as possible, and with a little care in removing
plants likely to be injured to shady positions, it

will not be necessary for a week or two yet. An
increase of night temperature may now be allowed,
more especially if the weather should prove favourable.

Maintain a moist atmosphere, and give no quarter to
insects of any kind' Auriculas in pits or frames will

soon be showing their buds; give them air during the
day. Pot Tuberoses and expose fi-eely when fine,

ilignonette and Stocks, Neapolitan Violets in frames
may be forwarded by being closed early in the afternoon
and in pots by keeping them in a temperature of 55°.
Examine buds of forced Hoses for caterpillars, and fumi-
gate occasionally for green-fly.

FOUCING DEPARTMENT.
Pixeeies,—Young plants growing in open beds that

have been some time planted will be benefited by having
the soil loosened up as deeply as can he done without
injuring the roots, giving it a liberal soaking of tepid
water if it be found to be too dry. The water should be
applied by means of a rosed pot, and not so fast as to
flood the surface, for if this is done the soil will be ren-
dered almost as close as before forking up; indeed, care-
less watering is the great cause of the surface of the
soil becoming close and hard, and should be carefully
avoided. Endeavour to afford these a nice regular
bottom-heat, with a thoroughly moist atmosphere, and
keep them gi-owing as freely as may be consistent with
keeping them dwarf and stoeky. Have a constant eye
to maintaining a succession of fruit, or securing a supplv
at the season when it may be most wanted, and let the
treatment of the plants be regulated in time by your
circumstances; for this is a matter which demands
considerable forethought, and which can he successfully
managed only by careful observation and attention.
ViNEEiES.—Take advantage of favourable opportunities
to admit fresh air as freely as can he done with safety,
and be satisfied with as low a temperature from fire-heat
as may be considered safe under the state of the Vines,
but shut up early, allowing the glass to rise con-
siderably. This will to some extent economise fuel,
and will he much more congenial to the Vines than
much fire-heat. Except where the Vines are in flower
keep the atmosphere moist, but the foliage should
always be allowed to becomeperfectly dry in the course of
the day. Peaches.—Where the trees are in bloom admit
air freely whenever the weather is mild, and keep the
atmosphere rather dry, maintaining a steady night
temperature of about 50'. Trees on which the fruit is

fairly set should be afforded a moist temperature, syrin-
ging them liberally in the afternoon to prevent red
spider, and keeping the border in a healthy state as to
moisture, «tc., to secure a vigorous root action. Cucrm:-
BEES.—These may now be kept at from 55° to 60° by
night, and 70° to 75° by day, with a steady bottom-heat
of about S0% which, combined with a thoroughly moist
atmosphere, will induce free growth. Keep the shoots
thin near the glass, and attend to stopping, &c., as may
be necessary. Attend carefully to the early Melon
plants, and regulate the temperature according to the
state of the plants, taking care not to get the Vines weak
and long-jointed through a high close temperature, for
a fair crop of fruit need hardly be expected unless the
Vines are kept strong and sbort-joiuted. Do not omit

! putting in seeds of the favourite summer kinds.
j

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAE LONDO.f.
For the Week enJing Feb. 23, 1860, as observed at the IlortkuUural Gardens

February. be

Friday 1/

Sanir. 18

Sunday 1^
Mon. '>^

Tues. 21

Wed. 22
Thura. 23

Average

?:.,Feb.

"

Barometer.

IMax.

3(t.:U2

29.80/
29.498
2'J.778

30.tJ.il

:t0.163

Min.

Tempebaturk. I

Of thTEMthOf the Air.

3n.:ivi:

30.122

2y..i31

29.-144

-29.657

29.918
30.117

29.997 t 2y.S559

Mas.

44
45
47
42
42
44
45

Min.

34
32
25
30
30
20
20

Mean

39.0

38.5

36.0
36.0

36.0

320
32.5

1 foot
deep.

39
40

40.i

40
40
40
40

44.3 I 27.1 35-7 39.9

2 feet

deep.

39

40

40
40
40

40

Wind -S

n

:i9.9

TJ.E.

N.
N.

N.W.
N.
N.

E.

JIIO

.04

J«

.«

Jti

17—OTercast; fine; drizzly; overcast.
IS—Cloudy; very densely clouded; overcast.— 19— Fine, but cold ; heavy snow shower,6 p.m.; clear, frostj.

— 20—Clear and cold; uniformly overcast; boisterous; clear.— 21— I'artially overcast; fine; cear.
— 22-Frosty ; fine ; overcast at nisht.— 33—Frosty ; fine ; clear and froaty at nieht.

Mean temperature of the week, 3| dex. below the averatre.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CinSWICK.
Durinf; the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending March 3, 1860.

~r reTaiiinffTVin di.

February
and Marcli-

Sunday26..
Mon. 27
Tues. 28..

«ed. 29..

Thurs. 1 .

.

Friday 2.

.

Satur. 3

.5S n

47.2

47.7
48.9

46.3
47.4

48.3
49.2

33.3
33.8
33.6

33.5

34.2
;)6.1

33.1

si

40.3
4(1.8

41.3

39.9

40.8

42.5
41.2

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

19
16

13
3
13
12
14

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.48 in.

0.40

0.84

0.23
0.62

0.45
0.28

3
3
1

1

2
3

5
5

7
2
tor

i

7

Jl

5
4
5
1

2

4

5

1

2

1

1

en

4

6

1

5

3

3

OQ

!
3

%

3

3

10 S|l

8.6 I

S 8

8

1

9

3

i

The hishest temperature during the above period occurredpn Jb^^'''
IMO—tbemi. 64 dcg. ; and the lowest on the 1st, 2d, and 3d, Iish-

—therm. IS deg.

It is

Notices to Correspondents'
Books : € P. There is no translation of Miehatix's Arbres fores-

tiers. In a country where all educated persons read Frenct

such translations will not pay. Mr. Blurray's papers are

published in the Edinburgh New Tkilosophicd Joum»I.

Magnolia macrophylla is hardy near London.
Fungi : / D. Your Fungus is Uhlzomorpha sulcorlicalis.

not a true species, but a state of some perfect f^^S^:
RhizomorphcE have been traced to Spltceria Hypoxyton, ^^
some common Poi^/pori. The peculiar characters depend o

the pressure to which the plants are subjected, ana tiie tocai

absence of light. M J B. ,

Namks of Plants: We have been so often obliged 'O r&"J^

tuntly decline naming heaps of dried or other plants,mi v.c

venture to request our corresoonden ts to recollect tnai

never have or could have undertaken an miliii*ited luty

tbis J;ind. Young gardeners, to whom these remarks mote

especially apply, should bear in mind that, before iW?'^ r

us for assistance, they should exhaust their other means
^^

gaining information. We cannot save them the trouu«^

examining and thinking for themselves; corwouia iv

desirable if we could. AH we can do is to A(?ptliem ^
that most willingly. It is now requested that, in '^^^^

"

more than four plants may be sent us atone","*

S S. Arctotis adpressa.—7 Pickson d- Sims. It is impossiuw

name young seedlings of Coniferous plants. „onpraI
Shoddv : C Pitchfork. This substance is under trial as a gene^^

manure. The value will be reported in the *'^"*^,.^it3
summer. It would hardly be used in Hop gardens um^
importance, at least for such crops, had been ^^^^^^^adefl

Stercus : An Old Sub will feel obliged by any of ouriTThLi
Informing him whether the article advertised unaei

^^^^
name has been tried by them as bottom-heat, and wu

^^^
success ; also if it be true that this kind of manure ^^^^^
to spontaneotaa combustion when laid in bulk, ^.^-^jable
are used to lower the temperature so as to make it

for Cucumbers, Melons, &c. i g- are
Timber Prcnikg : A Subscriber. When healthy t)'^^^!!

tha
cut from a tree, it is best not to cut them at first

J^^^T jjie*
stem so as to allow the bark to close over the P'^^; imetcr,
the branches are not more than 3 or 4 inches m tU'"^^
when they may be cut away at ouce. In the case

branch it is best to cut it close at once. rm^laiiT*
Mi3c: Full price wUlbe girea fora clean copy of the (jan

ChrordcU, Oct. 22, lSu9. Apply at the Office.

IP ,1

old plants with a heel, planted in very sandy son i

atrorded a very gentle bottom-heat, keeping the lea-*
as cool as possible, will be found to root perhaps mo^
freely at this than at any other season.

^^

HARDY FUUIT AND KITCHEN GARdex
Push forward all operations requiring attention he k r

with the least possible delay. See to lieeping- up 3 gJ^ I

'

cession of Peas and Beans, lihewisc of Radishes and
other small salads. Manure and dress Asparagus bed?
Get Cauliflower plants raised under glass hardened off
and pay every attention to those under haiid-glasseg

in

order to forward them as much as possible. Spinach
Early Horn Carrots, and Stone Turnips should be sown
soon on a warm rich border; also Leeks, BrusseJj

Sprouts, Savoys, German Greens, Snow's and Early

Sprouting Proocoli, and the main crop of Potatoes

should now or soon be planted,

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Bush fruit, such as Gooscherries and Currants, should

now be pruned; also get the ground amongst them
manured and lightly dug, but in doing that take care

not to injure the roots. See that early Peas, such as

Sangster's No. 1, are not injured by mice or birds.

Where they are above ground draw the soil to tlieir

stems, raising it on the windy side sufficiently tomafce

a kind of shelter for the phnits. Plant Fulrbeard's

Champion of England for succession, and if a few of

Fairbeard's Surprise are planted at the same time

they will come in about a week earUer than the

Champion.

!

'\

i

I

t
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AUTITlCJAh MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
ESTABLISHED 1812-

MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to talte
orders foiMlT^if er^r*«;^i »* . x'ttt^t:*^^ -i-.- fr.^/s —v^^l ^t.

I

1

I

I

^K LONDON iMANUKE COMPANY
, (ESTABLISHKD 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
3IAXURES :—

' SUPERPHOSrHATE or LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.

CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSIN'G.

Tbev would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bones as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root

Crop 'and in which they guarantee every portion, both of

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

The Lcndou Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct irom Jlessrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every ilanure ot value.

116. Fenchurch Street, E.G. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

LAWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured
by Mr, Law£S for the present season, ISCO, are now ready

for deliver}' at his Factories at the following prices :

—

LAWES'S patent TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6 C
SUPERPHOSPHATE or- LIME 6 6
MINERAL 6 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE 8
GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or bis ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at j>rices
varj'iDg according to cost of caiTiage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of
7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawks's Factories, and their
report with analyses are given in full in circular, to be obtained
on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American Cakes supplied at market prices.
Address J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C.,

and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

orders for their special MANURES for 1860. which they
imhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and chained at
the lowest possible price, viz. :_"""""'"

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto
BARLEY ditto ^^^»

^?^FJ\^'^ GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
or ijiJttJi, «i;c., all of wliich are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay. Bristol ; or
Froctor & RvLAKD, Birmingham and Chester.

aby
lumself

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto
GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

!

I*

tt

»>

vr

I

r

IRELAND.
JOSEPH BERRY a>d SONS, Seed Meechants,
O Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the
Western Counties, SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, and other
Manures.—8. Arran Qu^iy, Dublin.

URNAKD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphonc Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the prcceUmg.
Ot these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

ye very gi-atifymg to you, and are the best proof ol the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate." *

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late arid present
v^emists to the Royal Agriuultural Societv, with Testimonials
Prices, &c., may be had ou application to Bubnahd, Lack,
ACo.. Sutton Road, Plvmouth. ' '

P O.ERUVIAN GUAN
m-L The present Price of this valuable Manure is-
'-nsj. per ton forSO tous and upwards fat the Dep6ts in London,

13/. 5s. per ton for 1 ton up to 30 tons \ Liverpool, and Bristol
And, in order to protect themselves against the purchase ofAdulterated Mixtures, and of inferior Guanos, purporting toproduce results equal to Peruvian, consumersare recomme fded

BR?o^i^^ ^ Cn
'° "r^i'^^J *o our AGENTS, Messrs. G ees.

Jl?\ ? r**• *^/ L^'^'Pool and Bristol; or to Dealers of«tabh8hed character thronghout the Count»^, in whoseWstyand fair dealmg they can place implicit confidence -Anthon?
G.BES^Sons.l5.BiBhops>rateStr^ Within London EC

O D A M S' S BLOOD M
MA^'UFACTCREI^ BY

A N U R £ S,

r TEE

WKST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
LAND DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in 1844.
INCOHPOEATED BV ACT OF PARLIAMENT IN 1843.

Draining, Inclosing, Tirigating,Warping, Road Making, and
ail kind of Laud Improvements, executed on Entailed,
Mortgaged, or other Properties, and the whole cost can be made
a Permanent Charge on the Lands, or redeemable in a cerUin
number of years. Bidwell & Brodie. Secretaries.

Offices : Exeter : and 30, Parliament Street, Loudon, S.W.

LAND D RA I N ACE.WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesiiis-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.
Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions ot the works are completed
; or the actual expenditure

With a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentobarge ou the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company. 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

i^^OLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ^nd CHEM1^TRY
V^ AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Keunington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branchrequisitetoprepare youth for thepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engmeering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly an-^

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be bad on application to the Principal.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

OF SCOTLAND.
The BOARD of EXAMINERS, nominated in terms of the

Society's Charter, will meet in the Museum Hall, George IT.
Bridge, Edinburgh, on March 28 and 29, between the Hours
of Eleven and Four, to EXAMINE CANDIDATES for the
Society's AGRICULTURAL DIPLOMA.

The Subjects of Examination will be :—
Science and Practice of Agriculture.
Mechanics and Architecture of the Farm.
Botany.
C'HEMiyTRY. (.

Natural ITistoet. '•"

Vetkrinarv SuEGfifcy.
Field Engineering and Surveying.
BoOK-KEEi'ING AND ACCOUNTS.

Candidates must intimate their names to the Secretary not
later than IMareh 'JO.

I'dinburgh. February 25. Jno. Hall Maxwell. Sec.

IGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
DUMFRIES SHOW.

£1500 will be offered in Money Premiums and Medals for
STOCK, IMPLEMENTS, DAIRY. PRODUCE, and POULTRY.
The YARD will be open for IMPLEMENTS on July 27 and

28 ; for STOCK on July 31 ; and to the PUBLIC on August
1, 2, and 3. .

^

No Entry will be received after June 13.
Certificates of Entry, Premium Lists, and Regulations to be

had on application to the Secretary, 6, Albyn Place, Edinburgh.

PATENT.

I

f

luare,

i

NJTRO-PHOSHATE oe BLOOD MANURE
j^ tOMPANY (Limited), consisting ofTENANT FARMERS,
MwpJ-mg upwards of 30,000 acres of Land.

ikao • t Trvsteei.
AWSmith, Jun., Esq., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.
^tarlea Bimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
•WwardBid!, E.^^q., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico, S.W.
"^ener^Hall, Weston ColvUle, Linton. Cambridge.

sV .
y^ Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square,

n. Dlyectors.

I^v^^aT'^^^^ '^®^^' ^s^-' Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
*^i'«y than-man.—John Collins, Esq., Myddleton Squi
TA,^ A r, „ Pentonville, E.G.

Joh^ri f'
Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex. N.

SrW'^ Esq., Littlebuiy, Essex.^2^d Hunt^ Esq.. Stanstead Abbot, HerU.
iohSfr^''',^*'*' ^«^- Edmonton, Middlesex, N.|™«t Leeds. Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.

6«mS R.''''^?'^
^^- '^2, Camden Villas, Camden Town, N.W.

lE. P n-'
^"3- Ingthorpe. near Stamford.

^^CoUins, Esq., lu5, St John Street Road, E.G.
--^T3.^Messrs, Bamett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street, E.C
Kegj- E-. , Solicitors.

-*S T^o**';*^
& Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.

*"iW^\?''''V'''
•^''"^'' ^^^ Cambridge.

Oftca 1A^ i'
'^^^esOdams.

I &crc(ary.—Mr. C. T. Macadam.
• m, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. ; Manufactory.

The n-
Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

*«»ce Slhll?, ^^^^'''^^^^d these Manures with every confi-

*St theyl^d ff^^'^? °^i ^??^ H""^^'^''
Farmers, and \he fact

•^ l^i^d L^n/^r^t^^^^i^ *^"» upwards of 30,000 acres

f*Wniera ?L . • .,
''^°''^ ^ guarantee and protection to

^Snt nf l'*^-
P*^L^^,?t^Ke of Soluble Phosphate, and

!r.C onlv ™^H ??i ^'*^*r ^1''^^^''^ Ammonia they con-

^*^»^MamLT«nH t;^ *V^^
cheapest, but also the"^most

•^ a^d'S^ cX ' ^'^ 'calculated to produce a healthy,

>^ai?u^Sv f'^^^^^'^^ ^^ UME.-This manure
'*^e,Sd^2'T,^iy,^^S\P«^ rentage of Soluble Phosphate

f "ilrk^S i^^^^iy ^^^e Purcha^r evei^ bag contains 2 cwt.,

^»Uthori.edATen?s^ai^'S^^^^^ -1^ -^J by

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The next ANNUAL MEETING will be held at PONTE-

FRACT, August 1 and 2. John Hannam, Secretary.
Kirk Deighton, Wetherby, Feb. 25.

i^fie ^urtcttltural <5a>ette
MATVRDAY, FEBRUARY 2o, 1860.

We must not let the wave of public opinion
under which the agricultural value of sewerage
and of liquid manures in general seems now to be
submerged, hide from us that enormous waste
which is every day permitted of the very essence
of fertility, not only in the management ot what
may be called the manure heap of the town, but in
the carelessness exhibited in dealing with the
dung-heap of the farm. Liquid manures, both the
urine of our cattle and the washings of our yards,
have a considerable value. Those who think that
all practical men agree in faith in dung and dis-
belief in tank water will do well to examine the
lists of the prize farms given elsewliere of the
Cheshire and South Lancashire district, where
they will find that of 76 farms no fewer than
31 are provided with tanks and other means of

saving and of using the liquid waste of yards and
feeding houses.

It is asserted that the failures upon certain

farrasin Ayrshire provethatthe method of manuring
thereadopted is unprofitable ; and because a merchant
and a bailiff have lost money this particular item

of their proceedings bears all the blame. Though
certain names have been gazetted which were

formerly connected with the "Ayrshire Liquid

Manure Systtm/' we are nevertheless assured

tenant farmer in that county, who
adopts that system, that nothing

has yet occurred in that county to justify
any one in a wholesale condemnation of what
is termed the '* Avrshiie Liquid Manure System,"
Hear Mr. Ralston^, of Lagg by Ayr, upon

this subject: *'The fertilising effects of liquid
manure cannot now be a matter of controversy,
and its profitable application rather than waste is

undoubtedly a subject well worth the consideration
of every practical farmer. Like everything else,

it has a relative or commercial value, and where
that is not exceeded in creating a supply, or in
facilitating its application, it must be protitable.

*' Wherever its application involves expensive
works and the erection of machinery, it should
be gone about with caution, as, to maintain this
in a state of efficiency and return as high a rate of
interest as ought to be charged on all works of
such a perishable nature, trenches deeply on the
profits. 'M.y own experience in the application of
liquid manure, which I shall briefly describe, has
been quite salisfactory. For 18 years previous
to 1852, I irrigated several acres of meadow land
(sown with Timothy Grass) by open drains, on
what is called the ' catch-meadow system.* From
this I had large returns ; but in consequence of
not having a perfect control over the quantity and
application of the fluid, the Grass, at times,
became so coarse and rant as injuriously to affect

the health and condition of the cattle. This led
me to entertain a favourable opinion of the system
of iirigation just then propounded in this county as
a means of obviating this evil, and I accordingly
built tanks to contain about 40,000 gallons of
liquid, and to lay pipes for the irrigation of 50
acres of land. For the last eight years this
portion of my farm has been cultivated in a
four-shift course, one-fourth in rotation being in
Italian Rye-grass, two-fourths in white crop,
and one in drilled green crop. !N'early a mile in
length of cast-iron pipes conveys the liquid from
the tanks to the land under irrigation, where, by a
head pressure of about 60 feet, and by means of*

Gutta Percha hose, it is distributed at pleasure

—

and I have thus a complete control over the quantitv
and time of application

.

*' The whole of the liquid produced on the farm is

applied to the Italian Rye-grass, which, when
ready, is used in a green state for feeding cattle

—

and in this way I find it to yield a direct profit after
paying all expenses, besides indirectly enriching
the remainder of the farm by greatly increasing
the quantity of farm-yard manure. As the cutting
and carting of the Italian Rye-grass is carried ou
day by day for the use of the cattle, I have never
been able exactly to ascertain tiie acreable produce
by weight or measurement, but on an average of

*

years I may safely say it has maintained at the
rate of from three to four cattle per acre for a
period of five and a half months, and as far as I am
abk to judge, its fattening qualities are at least
equal to common Turnips.
" In situatioLs where liquid manure can be applied

by gravitation the cost is not so great as many would
imagine. This will, however, be in some degree
regulated by the natural advantages arising from
the supply of pure water, and the position of the
land to the farm steading. Here, where the ad-
vantages are rather favourable, the acreable
expense has been about as follows :

—

Tankage " ..£150
Metal pipes, including laying, 4c 3
Cutting drains to receive the pipes . . ..020
Hydrants ..070
Gutta Percha hose and fittings .. .. ,. 13

£5 7

As before stated, the extent under irrigation is

50 acres, which, at the above-mentioned sum of
5Z. 7s, per acre, amounts to 267/. 10s., but as there
is only one-fourth, or about 12 acres of this extent
annually under irrigation, that portion alone must
be charged with the whole expense of the works,
viz., 267/. IO5,, and assuming that 10 percent,
would be a fair return for this outlay it would
entail a rentcharge of 10s. ^d, per acre per annum.
My return I calculate on being at least eight
times that amount, but, as before noticed, the
land has natural advantages that considtrably

lessened the cost of the irrigation worts; and
,

having to look forward to a retiirn oi capital and -

interest during the currency of a not yerj long

lease, I used every economy in the construction and
execution of the works consistent with efficiency

and durability."

The economy of Farm Labour hinges on the

right solution, not merely of such large questions

as affect the social condition of the labourer

but of others of a more immediate, local, and
particular nature affecting the cheap and effici«At
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performance of this, that, and the other indiyidual ' the -whole cost 40s. for 40 sacks, or 3c?. per bushel.

operation of the farm. "Within the last few ^-efers

the threshing floor and flail have alnio^rt disap-

peared, and in their place a locomotive steam-

engine and a threshing machine goes from farm

to farm, and with the aid of the regular hands,

and others hired for the occasion, threshes out

This is no doubt dearer than is now done by many
locomotive engines of greater power, but this

depends not only on the employment of powerful

machinery but on adopting an economical arrange-

inent of labourers.

It IS plain that in considering the question put

the grain. "The farmer pays thus perhaps 2fZ. by our correspondent we have to assume a certain

a bushel for his grain placed in sacks almost ready

for the market ; or \s, Gd, a quarter, if in addition

to the grain being threshed and nearly winnowed,

the straw is also lifted by Hayeses elevator so as

to be easily manageable. Tor this price he gets

the use of steam-engine and machine, and probably

three men who travel with them, viz., a feeder,

a stoker, and a general foreman who oils the

bearings and attends to the removal of the grain.

It thus becomes an important question to the

farmer how many additional hands he will have

to pay for in order to the uniform su^^ply of

the machine and the removal o£ the straw, as

upon this will depend whether the cost of threshing

by flail and by macliine does after all difterso very

much, and whether the only difi'erence is one of

speed and promptitude.

This question has indeed been put to us by a

correspondent who uses a fixed engine, but to

whom economical management on threshing days
is of course as important as it is to the man who
hires a moveable threshing machine and engine

when he wants either straw for his yards or grain

for sale.

power in his machinery. If able to thresh

4 quarters an hour of ordinarily productive Wheat,

there will probably have to be passed through the

machine 30 to 35 cwt. of straw per hcur. And
the following hands will probably be needed:

one man and two lads to cart the grain and the

straw from the rick, two women to carry and one

to untie the sheaves ou the threshing floor, one

man to feed the machine, two women to shift the

loose straw to the pitcher, who stows it away and

who will need another man and yet another to

help him as it grows in height. Besides these the

engine man will attend to the reception of the

grain, and the stowing it away as the sacks are

filled. According to our estimate two single horse

carts, one man and a lad at the rick and cart (the

lad on whichever is lowest), one lad to unload at

the barn, five women with the sheaves and the

straw, one man to feed, and at the least one man
to stow away the straw will be needed by our

correspondent. We should be glad to know how
far this corresponds to his actual experience, and

what quantity of work is done by the men and

hands employed. And we shall be glad if our

The following are the terms in which he has correspondents will discuss in other instances and
put his case, and he asks for the experience of

our readers on the subject, as it is one on which
he and they can perhaps benefit each other by
comparing notes. He writes as follows :

—

"I am in frequent coniiict with my bailiff as to the

number of hands necessary to thresh out and dispose of

the straw of a rick of Wheat. He asserts that there

is no farm within 20 miles at which this operation is

performed with so few hands and at so small a cost as on
mine. I have my own opinion on that, point, and that

it is an interesting question for farmers of an easy
nature, and who look upon tlic use of steam power as a
mysterious afi'air, to prevent their being liumbugged.

" The following is my case :—The rick -yard adjoins the
barn; the sheaves are cast from the rick to a harvest
cart, whereon they are placed; the cart is led to an
opening in the wall of tlie ham on a levul with the
threfihing-machine. The sheaves are handed from the
cart into this opening and passed across the floer, to be
untied and handed to the tray from which the man
Mrves the machine. The straw falls below, where it is

in the circumstances of locomotive machinery

what the labour employed should be.

There has been recently published in a return to

the House of Commons, moved for in the last

session of Parliament by Mr. Caikd, a statement

of the number of persons committed for offences

against the Game Laws to each person in the United
Kingdom during the year ending 1859. The total

numbers are 2341 in England, or one of about every

8000 of the English people; 235 in Scotland, or

one of atout every 12,000 of the Scottish people
;

and only 32 in Ireland, or one of every 200,000 of

the Irish people. The diflerences thus brought to

light seem too great to be attributed to mere
variations in the administration of the law, and
yet there are extraordinary contrasts in the returns

from separate counties^of England only, which point

that way, and indicate the propriety of placing

collected into a htap sufficient to b7caiTroa%irapitch- otf'^iices against the Game Laws under the juris-

fork three or four yards to the end of the barn, where
it is deposited and placed by another hand. The grain
having been taken up by the elevators falls through a
separator into the sacks, and I consider the man in

charge of the engine can easily and snnultaneously look
to the sacks and replace Ihcm as they are filled,

the tying and^ weighing being a subsequent
operatior:. Question : With a stu/T of men and women
accustomed to the work, and first appointing the
women to such of the work as their powers admit of,

which is assumed to be the passing and untying and
delivering the sheaves from the man who pitches them
on to the barn floor to the man serving the machines,
and collecting the straw as it falls from the machme
into a heap for the pitcher to the placer of the straw—
what number of men and women are required, in
addition to a boy to lead the carts? The women while
at this work are allowed Is. a day."

Before answering this, let us first state our own
experience of a somewhat similar case.
Our steam-engine worked elevators, threshing

drum, shaker, and two winnowing machines. The
torn was delivered in the sheaf on the ground fioor,
carried up by the elevators, and placedon the feeding
board ; the corn was delivered into sacks, and the
straw from the sheaves was lied in bundles and
built in the yard. One man and a woman ** un-
built" the rick and brought the sheaves in on a
truck upon a railroad. One woman fed the
elevator, one woman untied the sheaves, one man
fed the machine, two women and a boy tied the
straw roughly in bundles, and one lad built it in the
yard into wh'ich it was thrown from a iloor 15 feet
high. One man managed the engine and removed
the sacks. The engine and boiler cost 250/., and
the machinery probably 150/. more: 7 cwt. of
coals were burned in one day, and we threshed
about 40 days in the year. And in that time we
threshed out probably 800 quarters of grain or
40 Jacks a day. This is a very small quantity
compared with what is now done. The engine was
of 5 horse-power. The hands employed, as we
have stated, were three men, si:; women, and two
boys, costing about 13s. a day. The coals and oil,
&c., would be abovit Is. more : so that for 1/. we
^^^^.J^'^^"^ ^-} Wt 10/. per cent.,

diction either of the County Courts or of a paid

magistracy which should administer the law with
greater uniformity.

The following figures indicate some of the most
remarkable of the contrasts and anomalies thus
brought to light :

—

« •

England .

.

Scotland-

.

Ireland .

.

Bucks , -

Berks ,. *.

Cornwall
Cumberland -

.

Derby • •

Devon ,,

Dorset .

,

Essex
Hereford
Hertford..
Kent
Lanc;xsliire

Leicester
Monmouth.
Norfolk ..

Northumberland
Nottingham
Oxford ..

I Rutland ,-

Somerset
SuflFolk ..

Sussex . , ,,

Westmoreland
York

^ «

Number ofPersons
committed to prison
for Offences agrainst

the Game Laws in
1858-9.

2341
235
32
69
34
5

7
79
19
42
111
17
138
TO
77
55
14

10(5

4fi

72
49
17
32
126
48
3

211

Proportion to
whole Popula-

tion, one in
about

8,000
12,000

200,000
2,300

5,000
71,000
28,000
3.700
28,000
4,500
3,400
7,000
1,200
9,000
28,000

4,200
12,000
4,*200

0,600
3,800
3,600
1,300

13, 700
2,700
7,000

20,000
9,000

made upon these farms is betV
of manure
22,000 and 23,000 tons, and the quantTr'^'^

in ru\n „„^- V ofmanure purchased for the 10,000 acres exc J
8000/. The liquid manure is preserved in t i

and used on 31 of the 76 farms. ^^^^

There is a great deal of matter for study Wi.
in the details of several of the farms here specifi ?
and also in the totals vphich they present, n
district is evidently highly farmed, especiallvf

the growth of Potatoes for the Liverpool and ia
Chester markets ; 8 per cent, of the land is und
Potatoes, and for this large quantities of dung JI
j^uano are purchased. A manure bill of 8000/
10,000 acres of land is equal to the

mostenter'^
prising instances of Scotch and English

agriculturp"

On the other hand the per-Centage of green crop

not 7 per cent, of the whole extent, nor U Z
cent, of the arable portion—is exceedingly

gfljjji

and helps to explain the large expenditure
in

bought manures.
A^ain, as to the quantity of horse labour i^Oce

of the farms referred to twice upon this list is

attached to a veterinary establishment
; deducting

80 horses on this account, we have the enor-

I

I

I

mous number of 400 horses f6t the laanage.

ment of 4500 acres of arable land (nearly three-

quarters of this being undet grain crop), and 6000

acres of Grass, No doubt a large number of

draught animals are needed for the carriage of

manures and of produce to and from town; but

this enormous number appears to us to be a defect

in the management of these the iirst-class latnisoE

South Lancashire and Cheshire, Mr. Aldemau

Mechi when next in search of illustrations of the

economy of steam power may well take his stand

between Manchester and Liverpool, and pointinc

to the triumphs and economy of steam on either

side of him, contrast them with the hole inagri-

cultural produce made by so ill organised and

wasteful an arrangement as employs one horse

costing 20/. a year in food alone to manage eveiy

11 acres of arable land and 15 of Grass.

The quantity of stock is small. "VVe have before

us the statistics of 14 Gloucestershire farms, in-

cluding 4658 acres, 2372 being pasture and

2286 being arable. These are therefore pretty

much in the same proportion of arable and pasture

as the 76 Cheshire farms here detailed. Jfo^

these Gloucestershire farms carry
^
4600 sheey,

only 131 horses, 31-5 store and fatting cows m
oxen, 218 2-year-old cattle, and 19S yearlgs.

The pigs kept are not enumerated, but we calcu-

late the above as equal in their consuming powtr

to about 11,000 sheep, or about 250 sheep perP

acres. The Cheshire stock does not amount to

220 sheep for the same extent; and as most of

these Gloucestershire farms are on the higher lud

of the county, where the soil is inferior to thatoi

the prize farms of Cheshire and Lancashire, the

difference is the greater.

The system adopted on the latter then it seems

to us m^ight well be improved by a diimmsliea

force of horses and an increased stock of man^e-

producing animals. The immense expenditureon

manures does not necessarily imply increasing

fertility where the stock are for the most part

milch cows, and the cropping—grain and Potatoes

f

t

On Thursday next Mr. Strafford willall

by auction the Short-horn herd of Mr. J-. S. CKAWlilr

of Stockwood Park, near Luton, Beds, containii,

about 60 head of well bred stock, indebted to

their quality to bulls hired from "WariabT, m
to descent from the Kirkleavington herd. Thereai

also lots purchased at first-class Short-horn sai^--

yau, oouguL a ^«- - v

for 110 guineas. Farley farm, where tne
^J

takes place, is one mile from the Lntonstauot,

among the heifers Ayah, bought a calf at CoDn^

taKes piace, is one mue irom uic aj^--- *

10 miles from Hitchin, and 10 miles trom ^
^

The :N^orth of Scotland has heenwrappedj

1 foot deep in snow. The Inverness tour^^^

speaking of last week, says:— *' Snow -
12 inches deep has fallen, and so universal'^ .

Alban's.

It must be remembered, of course, while thinking 2C„rj!"^-^t
^cc]. uaa xauen, ^.j^u. m- "-

, ^^
of these figures, ,Mt ther'e are othW punishmenU ^^.^rl'tf^it^^^^^SoorfeedLf^^^^^^^
under the Game Laws besides imprisonment.

The figures in another page give the particulars
of 76 prize farms of the Manchester and Liverpool
Agricultural Association during the past ten years.
The main points are as follows:

—

(1») That of
about 10,700 acres, 2600 acres are in pasture, 3400
acres are in meadow and Clover, 3100 acres are in

to have escaped. . ., . ^
sheep is almost unattainable, and is l^^^^^^j

.

fabulous prices. Turnip fields that
|^ j^i^

seasons would not be looked at are reutea •

at 8/. to 10/. an acre. Sheep farmers f^f^^^i
severely. For some months the hilb ly^^^l ^jj^j

have been partially covered with sno »

limiting the pasture for sheep. Then caroe^^J^

^that made further restrictions, and the

grain crop, 720 acres are in green crop, 880 acres been step by step yielded up to the sno^, "
^^

.

are in Potatoes. (2.) That the stock upon this the sheep lower and lower, until at ^^''
'"tJ

land includes 483 horses, 144 colts, 62 bulls,
I owners are obliged to swarm to the low

*^^^^^jii. I

1366 cows, 561 heifers, 413 calves, 2850 sheep and look out for feediu"- wherever it is to d
.^^

land includes 483' horses, 144 colts, 62 bulls,
1 owners are oblieedTo^swarm to the low county

1366 cows, 561 heifers, 4"^
'

'
' ' -

^

mafbinPTV nmntiTiK- +
--v^x^a,, auu xepuirs oi lambs, and 1290 pigS, 801luachinery, amount, to another IL a day, Lking to probably 25,000 sheej. (3.) Thatthe quantity '

as the uplands.'

which should be added fr ; + -"^ ucx ctiiu, louu ^;uws, ooi ueuers, tio caives, zoou sneepana Joolv out lor ieeding wherever u w "-

machinerv. amounts t^ .^I.^ .f^ ^'^'^ '^P'^^^^ ^^ ^^°^^^' ^"^^ 1290 pigs, equal m ability to consume But this last storm has left us nearly '^^

\
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I

SOUTH LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE FARMING.
^n/^TTMT OF ^ HE EXTENT, MANURING, CROPPING, AND STOCKING OF THOSE FARMS V\^HICn

UEIKG AN Ag^^HS\) THE PRIi^KS OF THE MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY DUHilvG

f^fpilr TEN YEARS.

N.B.

tthere the
^

that tuG lill--
. „,, f.. inline' XUB LUViti C-VI^CliU Vimvio J 1 vijj u.-- -*"--- - _ ~ -.7 — -1 --.vj ^iA xuuu.:t »uu uvui^^^Lvltu.

eii>ally
dependent ou

^'H^'J^^fi^^^jg^i i„ ^.i-een crops. * intimates that the liquid manure of the farm is preserved and uf^ed ; x iuti-

Sates'^hSa/^'l other provender is purchased.

LIVE STOCK.

"Ko. Soil.

Light
Ditto

»

Loam
Ligbt
Ciay
Loam

p

*

IDa ^ CO

a to
CS S

No. i No. No.
63

1
31

176

1352

1%

'lib

23c

1853

266

lib

2S6

^9&

IS54

•m
31d

.326

336

:i4c

3Ji»

18;J5

S9c

lOc

4U'
426
436

Loam
Clay

Various
Ditto
Ligli t

Liglit

Heavy
Various
Ditto

Light

Light
Various
Ditto

Light
Ditto
Loam
Various

Light
Clay
Light
Heavy
Loam

Light
Heavy
Loam
Light
Heavy
Light

1857

536

bib

556
•.66

576

Light
Loam
Light
Clay
Ditto
Ditto
Loam
Strong

Clay
Loaiu

Various
Clay

Strong
Loam
Clay
Ditto

mh

m
Mc
«5c

m
1839

«a6

706

716
72c

7sa

Loam
Clay

Strong;

Light
^'"a^ious

Ditto

Light
Clay

Light

Ditto

Ditto

Cluy

Various

Light

Various

Light

Loam
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Clay
Loam
Cliy

It is

AMD PREJUDICE.,
I troubled you with one of my

I have not been inattentive
on in the airrienltural worlcl.

SEWERAGE
some time since _

;'?"cultaral effusiona; but

^ ^Imt has been goiti
nink we are nialnng a little, though very slo\v, pro-^wsm arming improvemcjits. Mv esteemed Hercu-

Mr
'.,J''^'"^tea, persevering, and neVer-aagging friend,

^Aldermim Mecbi, I perceive has been at the City of^doa larmers; Club, and. as the leader, putting forth^niic strength to drag a very obstinate and unwilling

»thp if r{? VK""
^^"^ '^'^^^' ""^ t^e g^^at metropolis,

^Z^ T ?%1°»' ^« Cobbett used to call it. Now
Cbn H°

^^' '^ ?;^*^ ^" ^^""^^ ^^'^^1^* c^^ fo^ a moment

4ip «1^
P^-»nc>plG for which thewortby and.indefa-

V>ie alderman was contending is a sound and valuable

Wrls^^nf,7"! }'''''y^ *^ ^ ^^'^Sgon loaded up to theHuh that heaviest of all known substances called

-"

—

w

15nt is not sewjige rcciuircd ? and whicfe is the legi-

timate place for it, the land or the sea ? But if it be
wanted for the land, why do the farmers of England
send to the Antipodes for guano when Alderman Mechi
shows them that they may obtain in London and in

inexhaustible abundance equally as good an article for

tlie mere trouble of fetching it away ? But, ifsewerage

is not wanted, wliy is there so much poor land in England
which requires nothing but this sewerage and cultiva-

tion to make it rich ? But guano is so convenient, it

can be carried in the waistcoat pocket or in a snuff-box,

and a dash or two of it—as the cookery books speak of

condiincnts^is all that is wanted to convert cold and
sour land into warm and sweet laud, and to produce

luxuriant crops. But again, the reports state that the

members of the City of London Farmers' Club do not

like irrigation ; but have not civilised man in all

civilised countries and ages irrigated their lands, ahd
with the most astonishing benefi:;ial effects? We need

not go back to the time of Noali, or travel round the

world for beneficial examples of the practice of it, for

th(;y are patent to and are acknowledged by men of all

ages and countries of the ivorld. At a union woi-k-

hor.se I know the master tried the effects of irrigation

on a bed of common culinary Cabbage?, and the effect

was such that 1 myself saw some of those Cabbages cut

and weighed, and tbcir weights near 40 lbs. each,

whereaa without the irrigation they would not pro-

bably liave reached 3 lb. each. I myself also have

Rfltonished all who saw them with the size of my
Broccoli by using the same means; so large did they

become, and do they become, that we cut them
(it three or four times, cutting off a piece as

they grow on one day and a piece on another,

until tlie whole is cut; and if any one doidjts this

I advise liim when he plants the next crop to

have the ground dug 2 or 3 feet deep, but 2 at the

least, and then let him apply plenty of liquid manure,

and he will find his Broccolis many times larger than
l^e has bet-'n accusLonied to grow them.

I have so much to say about the late meeting of the

City of London Farmers' Club that not to trouble you
further on the present occasion I will draw this letter

to a conclusion by briefly showing you and your readers

what I myself have done by the plan I have practised

now for nearly or full forty yeai'S, and in 1817 and
1818 I published a series of letters in a provincial paper
explaining and recommending the same plan. First

came draining, but I here confess that I had not the
knowledge on this that I have since obtained, but in

everything else, as I vrrote at the above dates, I write

now, namely, I strenuously advocated deep and thorough
cultivation, thin seeding, horse-hoeing, and the keeping
the land in generous working heart. Since then 1 have
like a good teacher myself practised what I taught, and
now to the results, and with these I close this letter.

Having deeply and thoroughly drained, and as deeply
and thoroughly cultivated as I could, I drill in my seed
with a drill 1 made myself, which drops the seeds in
rows 12 inches apart, and the seeds drop seed' after
seed smgly Into tht; furrows made by the drill-coulters.

The drill is drawn by one or two horses, as the land
^

may be very heavy or light, but on light land a pony
'

can draw it easily. Six rows at 12 inclies apart are
drilled at one sweep. But in this way I put in of
Wheat 2 pecks an acre, and of Barley and Oats a little

more, but never exceed 3 pecks an acre of either. And
now to the result, and I give it for one year. My
yield of Wheat that vear was 1 bushel under 14 coombs
an acre, and the Barley crop was 1 bushel below 16
coombs au acre. The \\'heat was threshed and
measured in the field where it grew, before as many
people as I could collect together. The Barley was
threshed after Christmas by hand, and a sceptical

neiglibouriug fanner who had a wager upon the
quantity was satisfied with the measure. Let me
also state that the Wheat sold at the highest price in

tlie market, and that the maltster who bought the
Barley for malting found it to be so good that he kept
it for seed. I observe also and I wish this particularly

to be read with care, that for four years afterwards,

year after year, the same field was with Wheat, and
the result was 44 bushels on an average per acre, and
the land kept improving all the time; after that the
field had on it a fine crop of Barley, and then the
largest crop of Clover I ever saw, and then I was
obliged to remove from the premises I then occupied
to tlioso I now inhabit, and so I know nothing of the
extent of the crops now at them. I give you this

account as a small example of what may be done with
land by proper draining, good cultivation, rational

prejudice, and his cattle, though sleek and well fed and ' seeding^ and horse-hoeing, where the rows are not
in fine condition, were all more or less "jibs," and so (much less than 12 inches ajmrt; but where they are

there the superponderable load remained imbedded to
|
much less a more destructive implement than a modern

the axletrees in mud, and there it is likely to remain,
I
horse-hoe could not be invented or used. George

until some machinery more powerful than anything now
| Wilkins.

knovrn shall be able to set it going. We read of the

weight of the metals, gold and platinum for example,

but half a score of Barclay & Perkin's drayhorses

would fly along with a waggon loaded of these and

make nothing of it; but substitute the gold and

AN AGRICULTURAL PILGRIMAGE.
L Chalkpit Farm, Englefield, Berkshiee.—The

home farm of Richard Benyon, Esq., of Englefield

platinum for the article known by the term prejudice, i House, may be referred to as an example of energetic

and all the horses and machinery in the universe would
j
and successful agriculture, uninjured as to its influence

not be able to set it moving. Vain and hopeless there- on the cultivation and management of neighbouring

fore were the labours of the worthy alderman at the farms by the excessive cost or refinement of its

City of London Fanners' Club; even Stephenson and
j
machinery or processes. Neither the steam plough nor

Brunei tof^ether would have been but as a pair of : the reaping machine has yet been used upon it, though

gossamers at^ainst such a load

!

Ion stiffer land elsewhere in Mi. Benyon's occupation
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SmitU's cuitiViiLur wuikeU by tljeorduiniy farm locomo-

tive engine has been used with advantage.

Here the land is comparatively light and gravelly, . _
^ ^ ,^^r/^»

either on chalk or on flinty gravel over chalk. Where stantly employed, other labour, equal to 1170/. a year

On the whole this is equal to 8 lbs. of Outs, 4 lbs. of

Beans, 8 lbs. of hay, and 14 lbs. of hay chaff a diiy.

Besides 5 ploughmen and 10 women pretty con-

deepest and most adhesive it forms an extremely valu-

able arable' soil ; where thinnest and lightest it easily

burns in dry weather, and is incapable of producing any

thing like a bulky crop of grain. The arable land is

laid out in five parcels of 60 acres each, or thereabouts,

which are respectively in Clover, Wheat, roots, Beans,

and Barley. There are besides this some 250 acres of

Grass land lying on the flat beside the Bradfield river,

a str4iiiiu which overflows its banks in floods, and lies

through such level land on either side that advantitc^e

lias been taken of its water for irrigating some of the

meadows.
The rotation adopted on the plough land is indicated

roughly by what has been already said. Of the 60 acres

of Wheat stubble nearly 30 are ploufrhed up, and most

of them are sown with winter Vetches whl<:h are

succeeded by Turnips ; a portion is sown witli Trifo-

lium, and another with Hye, and the remaining 30 acres

are ploughed deeply before winter for Mangel Wurzel
and Swedes. They are cross-ploughed and harrowed

in spring, ribbed up to lecevvc the manure 15 yards

per acre, and 2J cwt. of superphosphate and 4 cwt. of

aalt per afre, in rows at 2G inches or thereabouts apart.

Tlie manure is covered by splitting these ribs. The
IMangels are dibbled 7 inches apart, and every other

l>unch is singled out when thinning the plants. The
iiwedes are sown in June and thinned in the ordinary

•way. The Mangels have averaged upwards of 30 tons

per acre and the Swedes nearly 20 tons per acre. On
& portion of the land every alternate row in the Mangel
field is sown with the white Belgian Carrots. That the

•cultivation is successful is plain from the large stores

in the field (nearly 200 yards long), which still remain
l>oth of Mangels and of Carrots, and which, opened
anywhere for inspection, exhibited roots dry, sound,

and wonderfully large, running from 10 to 15 lbs.

apiece for Mangel Wurzel and 3 to 6 lbs. for Carrots.

The cliaracter of this success is further shown by Mr.
Horsburgh, the steward of the estate, having carried off

11 first prizes for roots at the Crystal Palace Show last

December; three first and two second prizes at Read-
ing, two first and one second at Birmingham ; besides

the prizes offered by the Heading Farmers' Club for the
best 4 acres of Mangels and of Swedes on farms of two
classes of size within its district. In all 54/. was re-

ceived for root prizes at these meetings last year.

The roots, Swedes, and Mangel Wurzel are pitted early

before winter, and as an illustration at once of tl»e

vi;ronr of the management and of the advantage of
having the labnnrers of the estate as well as those
m€t*^ly of the farm at command, it may be mentioned
that early taking th« alai'in last October at the pros-

pect of severe weather, Mr. Iloraburgh set^45 men and
10 iinglo horse carta to work, and in a single day
stripped, pulled, carted, and covered up 10 acres of
A heavy crop of M tmgcl AVurzol. The Turnips
after Vetclies are put in on a single furrow, well
harrowed down and drilled on the flat, ashes and
superphosphate being sown broadcast over all, and
harrowed in. This portion of the Turnip crop is fed ofl"

•with sheep. The Beans after the 60 acres of roots arc
sown by hand in drills opened by the pTongli in spring,
and afterwards covered by splitting the intervening ribs

—the now ribs being partially levelled by the liarrow
just before the Beans come through. The intervals

(2 feet) between the rows are liorse-hoed, and just
before the htst hoeing, 3 lbs. of Raj)e and 1 lb. of
Turnip seed per acre arc sown broadcast, and thus
covered m.
A considerable plant of young Turnips thinned by

the harrow after the Beans are harvested is thus
provided, afibrding a capital spring feed on which
«heep are now being folded. The Bean stubbles
thus fed off in spring are ploughed up for
Barley, which is sown down with Clover seed—the
young Clover is being now heavily manured with 25
loads (probably 18 tons) of box manure tnlion fresh from
the cattle bouses, which is now being spread by a lot
of men at 2*. aij acre. The Clover is ploughed up for
Wheat, and this completes the circuit of five years.
All the manure of the farm and the purchased manure
38 thus applied either to the Clover which is cut twice
for hay and forage, or to the mita; neither Beans, nor
Barley, nor Wheat getting any directly, though the
first has the advantage of land left in ricli condition
by the roofs, the second Las tljc advantage of a less
straw.producjng condition of the ?oil, notwithstanding
that Turnip f)od is consTimcd bv sheep on the land
before it-and the Wheat benefits by a capital Clover
root.

The crops are reported as satisfactory. "Wheat 4 J to
5 quarters; Barley, 6 quarters; Oats (a portion sownm the Barley break), 10 quarters per acre.
The cultivation of the land is effected by about 5^

pairs of horses; 20 horses are kept on the fiirm. bnt a
large number have been needed during the buildinn-

of Oats, formerly nncmshed
•b^i7C\ Z^ I' ""J^^^'ed and weighing 40 lbs. per

thS ':^.^^:::^.^.^^^y ^^--tL as foiid.

in all, or nearly 21. per acre per annum, notwithstanding

that nearly one-half the land is pasture, are employed.

The live stock of the farm consists first of about 600

Hampshire and cross-bred tegs, purchased in autumnat

prices varying from 30^. upwards, and fed on Turnips

and chaff with Beans, | a pint apiece in the fields, some

200 being kept on till the following autumn ; next of

a dozen milch cows, by which about three dozen calves

are reared, and kept first on the pastures, tlien,

during the first winter, in yards on roots and chaff

and straw, and 2 lbs. of Cotton-seed cake daily each to-

wards spring; during the next summer on the^ pastures

again ; the steers being put up on good food in boxes,

and parted with at two years old ready for the butcher,

and the heifers being put to the bull and sold with

their calves in the following spring. Lastly, there are

10 or 12 breeding sows of good Berkshire breed, from

which litters are reared and sold, some of them at long

prices, both sows and boars for breeding j'l^T*^^*-'^* ^^^^

othm-s fat, as pork.

The buildings are centrally placed. They consist

first of a block, some 50 feet by 100 feet, covered in by
a double span roof, under which are 42 boxes— six

single rows of seven each—the rows being separated

alternately by narrow gangways (3) for feeding:, and
wider gangways (2) fo^ carts entering to remove the

dung. Each box has a manger for roots and hay and
a trough for water. They are separated by rough
paling, and the cattle are hindered from dirtying

these troughs by a loose pole which they have to lift

before they can get at their manger. The food the

two-year-old steers and someheifijrs are receiving now is

2 bushels of mixed cut Swedes and Mangels (the cattle

at any time of the winter will pick out the Mangels
and leave the Swedes, if any), 4 lbs. of mixed Linseed
and Cotton-seed cake crushed and giveti along with
21 Ihs. of chaff. Pulping is not adopted. The cattle

averaged last year, when turned out ready for the
butcher, at about 2 years old, 25/. 10^. apiece.

These boxes have just been cleaned out and had been
cleaned out in the November previously. They arc
thus cleaned out about three times in the year, being
empty during summer and autumn. The price paid to
the men (three) eniraged in filling the carts was 1^. the
box, or Id. per piled cartload. The boxes are 3 feet

G inches deep.

Another block of buildings of the same length
includes threshing machines, granary, root-house, chaff-

house, steam-house, and steam power (a fixed 10-horse
engine consuming S cwt. a day of coals, and worked now
about three days in the week). Between the two
the space is roofed over and occupied as a straw house.
The steam power is conveyed by strap to a longi-

tudinal shaft upstairs, from which straps on pulleys
carry it to threshing-machine. Turnip-cutter, two pairs
of mill stones, two chaff-cutters, cake-crusher, and corn-
hniiser. And a? an illustration of the labour used in
threshing, about which a correspondent inquires in this
wcek*8 Agricultural Gazette, 1 may mention that this
10-horse power engine will thresh 80 to 84 quarters of
Wheat in a day of 10 hours, needing 1 engineer, 1
man to attend to shifting the sacks when filled, 1 man
to lift them and place them in the granary, 2 men on
the rick to unbuild, 2 men each with their cart and
reins to carry the sheaves to the threshing floor, 2 men
to take it from them and cut the bands of the sheaves,
and 1 man to feeil, 3 men to pitch out and carry away
the straw from the shaker, and one to build it in the
straw house--14 men in all; costing at least 30*. a
day, which, with coals at 8.?., and interest on machinery
at 10 per cent., probably 16*., comes to 54*. a day, or
Id. per bushel of tlie Wheat threshed.
The steam power is used to cut the roots for two

days' supply by means of Samuelson*s largest Banbury
cutter, and to cut hay chaff at the rate of 5 tons in a
day, two men feeding the chaff-cutter, and to crush
Oats and crack Beans by Turner's capital machine for
the purpose—all at one and the same time.
On the south side of this block of cattle boxes is a

shed for implements. On the west side is a range of
stables, lofty and airy, with no particular nicety, but
great convenience of internal arrangement, and on the
other side as a lean-to is shedding andyards for the calves
of which 50 or 60—a capital lot of good useful Short'
liorns—are kept in three divisions, provided with racks
for straw and mangers for the roots, and chaff, and
cake. North of the threshing machinery and barns are
six long: row^s of open roofing for storing away the
corn. The implement shed, barns, straw house, granaries,
and corn sheds thus succeed one another as you go'
northwards. East of this range is a cow byre, nag stalls,
slangbter-houses, poultry-house, &c., on two sides of a
square, thus sheltering a yard for cows and calves from
the north and east and lying alongside of the cattle
boxes, and another square of pigsties and yards lyino-
alongside of the granaries and threshing machinery^
The corresponding space eastward of the rows of corn
sheds remains to be occupied by sheds and yards for
cows, if it should be resolved to establish a herd of
Short-horns. The threshing machinery was erected by
Clayton- & Shuttloworth, of Lincoln. The buildino-g

to calve in April and May (fetching the'^MrTr^
apiece) out on the low-lying pastures by'ttp^^^"
river

winter
. There they are liberally foddered f^ ^'^'''^H
.r. The soil is a black, light, halftaw'^^^and is easily poached and had suffered hifi^P^'t^

lis

fodder^jes benefit, not injury, in spite of poaclnn
^

^*

bt soil as this, and I was not surprised to 1

under this management this poor coarse r"^ **^t

being rapidly improved. Being
busl.-harrou'l^

"«
rolled it puts up a strong growth of g ^ ^N
during summer. ^'^^^

Gra«

*

The cows, 11 in number, large-framed, eood . a-,,A..f_v,«,..,o «.««« :„ *i.^ ,i„:"^ _ .» &"f>u Grain

t

Shetland ^steers"
whicfi*^^^'

^''^'*

Short-horns, were in the drier pastures of f^"'^
In the park, besides a large herd of -i-^

'^ *^?^'

were 50 little

apiece delivered here in the autumn
them being 5 years old. Severe as it

cost
5j_

many ^
probably never had had a better winter M

^ ^^^

last, and having access to the troughs from i^",
^^'^

deer are fed, as well as abundance of rouMi p^^ V^^he
park, they will no doubt become fat aftt? thJ^'^f

'?.*^*

yieldmg probably 3^- cwt. apiece of the best beer

'

the world.

A word has yet to be said on the pig stocV- mBenyon is an exhibitor of pigs at Birnun'll f^elsewhere A pen of his-3 pigs of one litterM
months old- was shown at Birmingham in h!! v^
185S, and disqualified by the vete.Tnary referee ^^ground that they werenot allof one litter-one of n
being umch older than the others. Thi. J T^

I

amounted to a charge of dishonesty against the eSbitor or his subord nntpq. Thaf c.,.i. „ ^i._^.
."\"tii-subordinates. That such a charge isaW

....^ ^..._„ knownig the persons implicated knows
tecLly. It IS undoubtedly a hard duty to perform tl.;>call to d snnnliPvr in A\^.^^.,.a ,.^.i j- r ,." Ft^rrorm, tlu;

per

i

I

f*

call to disqualify in disregard and disbelief of theaffirmatmn ot respectable mcn-and a few more Sinstances as the one before us will hinder any resZ
able man from undertaking it, as it will show thaKiargcst past experience in the department is no guara^
tee of the justice of the verdict wliicli it can -u-e

I saw the head of the delinquent boar; hisVec'ocloa,
dentition as compared with that of his fellows in the permay have arisen from his having been kept a boar niitihve months old. Be that as it may, there Wiis enoimh thai
was unusual in it to have deceived the vetertuariai;
referee, and enough one would think to Wtifj
greater caution hereafter. The followint' is tlit

Veterinarian's report :

—

°

'* Upper /aw.—Central incisors, permanent and wdl#4»
veloped. Middle incisors, permanent, recently cut, Tk
temporary tooth on the left side is still retained and plact

between the central and middle permanent incisor. Coma
incisor, permanent. Tushes, large, slightlv flattened on tM
anterior surface by attrition ap-ainst the lower tuwks. M^
six, all perm.ancnt. The four anterior molars hadbwc
preceded by temporary teetfi, one of which is still attached

«

the gum on the left side. Usually but three temporary mda
exist; the last molar, ordinarily the sixth in situation, is un

cut, but is on the eve of coming tlirougU the gum.
"Xoweryaio.—Central iucisors, permanent and sli^

worn. Middle inuisors, permanent, well developed, belli

nearly on a level with the central pair. Comer incisors, per

manent and well up. Tushes long and curved. The pointia

tJiese teeth have been broken ofiF, probably by accident; tbt

right tush is the most broken. Premolars well up. iolaR

four only ; these all permanent. The anterior pair of molir

wanting; a state of things very unusual. The last molars
situation con-esponding to the sixth in ordinary ewes, if

embedded in the jaw, but like the corresponding tooth in thi

upper jaw is in a condition fitted for early cutting; the bont

being absorbed above it more particularly ou the riffhtaie,"

There is enough that is unusual in the denti&i

liere described entirely to exonerate the exhibitor froir

the charge which the disqualification of the aniaia

implied by taking it out of the ordinary rule ffbich

obtains in the dentition of the pig, and also enou?;h,on«

would think, to make decisions by a veterioariu

1 eferee held in less confident belief than hitherto.

Among other noteworthy points which may benaffiW

in praise of this farm is the character of the cottagtf

built at intervals along the approaches to it.

They are erected in couples and provided withW
gardens. Each cottage has a large living room, atws

kitchen, closet, and pantry ; and u[>stairs tliiee wd*

rooms, one of which has a fire-place. BehintI each p^
there is a loiig building, including an oveu common w

both, a wash-house and privies; and there are pigstj*

at the farther end of the garden. The rent asked ifl

»

a year, less than 2^ per cent, on the cost, buti^^

mately no doubt to return a profit in the "^^^^'1?^

ence which they will exert on the character of *°

labourhig population. /. C. M.

I

Home Correspondence.
Mr. Samilton's JExperiments on Sheep -^^^^**'^.

see that Mr. Spooner has again returned to my ^^
ments on sheep feeding, and without making ^fl^^
tion to add information upon this important suoj«^
still harps upon bis vague imaginings that '^^/.^^
have been some mistake in the mode of recoraing

experiment. I have no doubt as to the mode m w^
the quantity was collected, and am stire that "^ *"!

Jjq',
be rash enough to disnuto tliH accuracy of Dr. Apj^^

i

mbef

that I

analysis, but I hope that your readers will reiue

prefaced my statement with these «'*''''*?
'x,L(«di

now going to tread upon more delicate ground, r^^
fully feel how dangerous it is to draw' concit^

alf a

O

were Planned by Mr. Benyon and his steward, and . from isolated experiments : but as the value of art^

. ^ 1 ! «!rf^^^,
^^ ^^^ workmen of the estate at a cost of about food is a matter of such vital importance to the^^

hl'Til T^M n . , , ,
I tlnnk it may be useful to throw out the fo lo*«

tiusheh i Besides the stock named there are abont 30 heifers observations in order to lead others who have ^

1
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I

I

^-r-;;?^ to multiply and reason upon theui more

Wf^
'

v^» Anne. liL vol. 2, n. 1. There l.ave been

,,anv references to these isuhited experiments in your

f r^Jtlmt I shall not refer to the subject further

i n fls Mr Spooner seems to think that the second

Zk^\% ou^ht to liave been published, I send it to you, at

Same thne explaining that the reason I did not pub-

•

1. it before was that I was not quite satisfied as to the

rirt leLitive quantities having been given, and also

Sauise a change of food had been made coutmry to

..^llrpotion 1 therefore tlirew this experiment aside

?na hope to repeat it. What I think most to be

"tied is that SO much discussion should liave

177
ask these questions to obtain the opinions of those of
more experience in sucli matters. Those farmers to
whom I have mentioned the plnn casually in conver-
sation seem to think it feasible. Turo:

.vcited others better qualiliea to pursue u e invesLiga-

tion farther, and I do hope that others will, instead of

carping upon guess-^Tork, try the experiment upon a

lar-erlcale. To avoid the danger ofthe temporary state o

the%nimals' health affecting the result, it ^yould be we 1

to have lots of six sheep each fed on different food.

andtlieir excretion then analysed. It is an experiment

I

I

\

\

%

»

tC/rt, ^Xt* J/*wwwIV, -.-' p--

the analysis referred to] :

Merits of the analyses oj two specimens of the urine of the theep

received .from Charles IV. Hamilton, Esqr., Hmuxoood,
Co. Meath.

I.—Specimen labelled " No, 1," (high fed). Quantity supplied,

43 fluid ounces.

Specific gravity 1045
100 p;ir''S ccutain :

—

Water 87.16
Urea and undetermined orfjanic matters . , . . .

.

9.38
Yielding by coinbustion witli soda-lime, ammonia .

.

(3.20)
Inor^uic matters, chiefly alkaline salts 3.46

100.00
Valuing: amrannia at 60?. per ton, and the inorganic matters

found in the urine of the herbivora at 1(. lO*. per ton, the
value of one ton of sheep'.s urine having the composition above
stated would be '11. Is. &d.

II.-S|iecimen labelled/' No. 2,"(lowfud). Quantity supplied,
<A fluid uuneea.
Specific gi-avity 1014

100 pirts contain :—
Jfi^ter . 9588
Urea and undntermiiied organic matters 2.95
Yielding by combustion with soda-lime, ammonia .. (0.85)

k Inorganic matters, chiefly alkaline salts 1.17

„ . , 10.000
\-alue of one ton of urine having the above stated composi-

tion, 10«. Ckarks A. Cameron.

Deep Cu/^/W^/on.—One of our successful experiments
of det;p cultivation (1859) on common ploughed laud
was on 3 acres of one description of Wheat stubble, fdl
alike prepared and formed into ridges by the plough
HboiitJ, feet apart, and planted with Yellow Globe
MaugQl Wuri&els at the ond of April. The plants were
set out singly and regularly about 18 inches apart, and
kept clean from weeds by two deep hoeiugs. The
iiiterstices were followed by three complete shallow
plon^Wiings during summer in lieu of mnnure. Tlie
result ua.snot an extraordinary crop, weight about 30
tons per ncro; but they were remarkable for their
equality in size and soundness, and not one running to
seed also for their timely maturing at the end of
Uctober. The sixth rows however on each side of the
plot were experimented upon, by merely subsoiling or
doubly ploughing the bottom of the rid^e, only with

J.0

furrows or one bout before plantingrat an addi-
lonal expense of about 3.-. per acre. The result of eachUormvs were an equal number of bulbs, but exceed-
"^g -0 lbs. in weight every lineal rod, or 1200 lbs. each.more ban the re.t of the rows, viz!, 10 tons U cwt!

inL-l 1 T ^^''*' '"^ ^'"'''^'^ of t'^e entire crop not
-absoiled under the plants. This augurs well for the
«>I ty and necessity of subsoiling the land at least forr^t crops. \ye liail the speedy introduction of the

t^
plongh to effect the desired object of preparing.

nS Iff ''J^ f^''
'°°*'' ^" ^ '^'^^ ^^^^P^^' ">«^e efficient,

*^ eftectual manner, even than the common plough
POKiblycan be made to do it. with the aid of"hors°e-
V^^t.Airaham Hardy and Son, MaJdon, Ksscf,

on«f M ,
°^ ^^^^S'—^t has occurred to me more than

whTtk -^
'° inquu-e through your valuable iournal

•cr.
'

? s^l>8titute both efficient and eventually
^^nom.eal might not be found for the valuable Reed or^^ow 80 largely used in thatching ricks, &c. Whatn^™ to me to sngg^est itself is the corrugated galva-^iron plates. The firm of Morewood and Co. I

The Journal of the Sot/al AgricuUural Society of
:England, Vol. XX., Part 2.

This Part, which belongs to the past year's volume, has
just appeared, and we are able this week only to enu-
merate its contents. There is a report by Mr. Denton
of theHinxworth Drainage— an interesting historical
and suggestive paper by Mr. Spooner on Cross-breeding
—a meagre report by Mr. Barnett on the Exhibition
and Trial of Implements at the VV'arwick Meeting-
one of Mr, Smith's most instructive and capital
reports of Live Stock, this time in reference
expressly to the Warwick meeting—a detailed
and one would think conclusive statement by Mr. Hus-
ton of his experience with the Water-drill-statements
by Dr. Voelcker of the composition of Sorghum sacclia-
ratum and of experiments with Top-dressings on
Wheat, Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert continue^ their
account of experiments with different Manures on
Meadow Laud. Mr. J. Chalmers Morton enumerates
cases of Agricultural Maxima. Mr. Lawrence, of Ciren-
cester, and others, state experience almost unanimous in
favour of Pulping Roots for Cattle. Mr. Rennet gives
his experience ot Kohl Rabi—Mr. Herbert continues
his statistics of Metropolitan Meat Consumption—Mr.
Russell continues his report on the Influence of Climate;
and Messrs. Lawson & Son give a full history and
account of Kohl Rabi.

In the instiinces of Kohl Rabi and Sorghum, and
Water-diill,,and Top-dressings of Wheat and Grasslands,
we have information given at a time when it may im-
mediately be turned to account. As regards Hinxworth
Drainage, Cross-breeding, Warwick Reports, Influence
of Climate, &c., we have information which mny be
more leisurely utilised. There is less of abstract
science in the number than usual ; but as to current
and immediate utility, as well as interest, it

appears to us to be quite up to the usual standard.
And Mr, H. S. Thompson, who retires from a most
laborious office, the duties of which undertaken on
public grounds alone he has for several years most
efficiently discharged, may be congratulated on this his
latest gift to English agriculturists.

*perac

I ricb?

Might not this be
coverinij

of the .I„ vi.?"*" ""r^^^
^"'^ ^"^^ gained, to say nothing

»«its. StTi J.^'-PP^"'"^'' '"^ *^° °ff«^' ^^eat induce-great

would be

Farm Memoranda.
Eaebs-wick Hall, kear iAIiNsiiULL Verxon,

Cheshire.—To this farm, occupied by Mr. S. Davies,
the Manchester and Liverpool Society's nrize of 10/.
was last year awarded. The following is a* copy of the
tenant's certificate :—" The farm contains 207 acres.
There are 100 acres in pasture, 23 a(;res meadow not
covered with dung water, 21 acres covered with dnno^
water, 11 acres of Wheat after Beans. 17 acres Wheat
afterroots. Total: 28 acresof Wheat, 16acres of Oats,
1 of Vetches for stall feeding, 5 Potatoes, 7 Swedes,
4 Mangel, 1 orchard and garden, and 1 homestead and
occupation road.

" General Jiotation— Wheat, roots. Barley or Oats,
Clover. Sometimes deviate a little from this.

" The Live Stoc'h consists of 3 fiirm horses, 1 harness
horse, 1 pony, 1 colt, 55 dairy cows, 10 heifers, 2 Imlls.

7 rearing calves, and 57 pigs. Total 137. Stock kept
in Avinter. for 5 months, on hay and straw, chopped by
steam power, with Swedes or Mangel, and with Oat or
Barley-meal, and oilcake. In summer on pasture.
Make annually about 400 tons of manure on the farm,
which is applied to root crops and meadows. Purchased

'

annually in the last years, of bones and other artificial
I

manure, to the amount of 43?. But the average of the
last 10 years spent on purchased manures exceeds 100?.
a year. Tlie whole of the farm has been drained within
the last six years principally by the Chesliire Draining
Company, from 3 to 4 feet deep, and from 8 to 10 yards
apart. Laid with pipes varying from IJ- to 9 inches in
diameter as required. Have filled up 15 pits. Have
eradicated 5320 yards of old fences, at an average cost
of 2*. per rood, of 8 yards. There has been 3600 yards
of new fences planted. I have marled 74 acres. Sub-
soiled 43 acres. Carted tiles for the drains, and bones

'

for the pastures. Also carted bricks, timber, lime, Ac,
for the erection of new farmhouse and outbuildin<»s.
Within the last 10 years 2000?. has been spent on
draining and boning, between the landlord and tenant,
the tenan*; paying interest on what the landlord spent.
I have planted, at my own expense, a new orchard.
The farm formerly was in 32 fields, and :s now in 10

about half the f\irm a very stiff soil. Subsoil clay, and
in some portions very stiff and tenacious. The drainincr
appears to be well executed, the depth and distance
regulated by circumstances. The land has been in high
crowned ridges, not very straight or very reguh;r in
breadth, but from 6 to 8 yards wide. On the arable
part of the farm these ridges are levelled down, but, on
the^ old Grass fields, remain the same. On this the
drains are made in the furroivs, and appear to answer
very well, the herbage being equally good in the
furrows as on the ridge; neither Ruslies, Pink Grass
nor any other coarse plants. All the outfalls of
drams are well secured and kept clear and open,
as well as the open watercourses. The fences
are good, both the old and new ones, except those
very lately planted, which are well protected and
kept clean. Those grown up are annually brushed up-
but, according to our fancy, too broad at lop. There is
one old crooked fence yet which spoils the shape of two
fields. A considerable portion of waste land has liUely
been taken in from the high load which runs through
the farm. This is now in cultivation. A field of
18 acres is in green crops. The Mangel very fine, but
a small portion short of plants. Swedes late sown, bub
very healthy and thriving, promising for a heavy crop
of sound bnlbs. Potatoes vigorous and without lllaidvs
Vetches sown on a fidlow on .Tune 28, a beautiful thick
crop 15 inches high. The whole of the crops on this
field, as well as the head-ridges around it very
clean and under correct management. The Wheat
after root crops, a thick, strong, clean crop, of good
colour, and ready for cutting. That after Beans not so
heavy, and had a few annual weeds in it. This was cut.
The Oats were off leas, and one of tlie best and cleanest

j

crops within the district of this society. Those were
cut but not carted. Mr. Davies had the broad-shares
at work between the stroks, In preparation for root
crops next year. All the corn crops had been sown
with the drill. The old meadow land appeared very
productive of good herbage, except one meadow of
about 12 acres, a steep sloping bank to the river of
rather inferior land. A 19-acre pasture field on a very
stiff clay, and lately laid down to Grass, did. not appear
to have the best herbage on some portions of it. Other
five fields of old Grass, and containing 78 acres alto-
gether, produced excellent Grass, both in quality and
quantity. Full of Grass when inspected. All been
boned. ' Each field on the farm hns a good gate, and
posts painted white. Mr. Davies says his landlord pays
for the paint and painting and he keeps them in repair,
and pays his landlord 10*. for any new gates. The
farm-house, out-buildings, and homestead are all new,
roomy,^ and very substantially built. The house very
convenient both in the living and dairying department,
fitted up with proper and useful appliances for carrving
on the dairy system in the best manner. The cellars
are arched. There is a back kitchen with rain-water
tank under it and pump. A large covered kitchen yard
open on two sides, with a pump in it for spring water.
The out-buildings occupy three sides of the farm-yard,
which is open to the east. In these there is plenty of
room, and are very substantially built, but they might
have been better arranged. There are two shippons,
each holding 30 cows, with gnngwny or feeding passage
between of 9 feet wide, so tliat a cart can go tlirough
it. The calf houses are at one end of the shippons.
There are lofts for hay, straw, or corn over the shippons,
stables, and implement shed. There is a steam-engme
for threshing and other work, a provender-house and
cooking room fitted up with all necessary appnratus for
cutting bay, straw, roots, and steaming. In the farm-
yard there are three large pig cotes with a large outer
yard, under w-hlch there is a rain tank to hold
7000 gallons, with all necessary drains, grids, and cess-
pools, in conveying the rain and wash into the tank.
The liquid manure can be drawn off at a little distance'
into a water cart, which can be filled in a few minutes,
Mr. Davies has a well selected stock of farm implements,
all in working order. The live stock are all of the
right sort for use and profit. The farm is a complete
dairy farm, and both in-door and out-door management
of first c\^ss."~Iiispected Aug, 13, 1859.

MiscelluneoTis.
The Hoyhl Agricultural Sociefg's Hfeeltng at Tfar-

tmch.—A final meeting of the Committee who conducted
the great meeting at Warwick last year was held on
the 14th inst. under the presidency of the Earl of
Warwick. There were present, among others, the
Hon. C. L. Butler, Sir T. G. Skipwith, Bart., J. T.
Whittington, Esq., Muyor of Warwick, and Owen Pell,

W. B. Shaw, E. B. King, C. M. Caldecott, R. Greaves,

T. Cotton, H. J. Wise, and .T. T. Arkwright, Esqrs.

„i» . -: ui r • 111' r^.'lThe Report detailed the operations of the Committee
or Sizes more suitable tor grazmg and plouofhincr. The i- +i,r „,^.«.,,^«« ™„ *- «« i i i i i, * *• *i *.

r '111 1 ^ 1^
t o »• ^"c fj-om the commencement, and concluded by statmc^that

farm is held on
January 1st, 1851.

lease for 11 years. commencing
j
tiiere was a balance in hand, after paying expenses, of
1125?. 12j. lit?. The Omnnittee recommended that

"August 4th, 18o9. (Signed) Samuel Davies."
the sum of 50?. ench should be presented to Messrs. J.

And the following is the report of the Society's Moore and J. Mar::-"=.

ispectors :
—"This farm lies on the banks of the acknowledgment of their

the Hon. Secretaries, in

t

•iDitel, f„ I— ^"""'» "r HOOKS at the ridge

hsLtt'V^T '" ^^"^ P''^^'' ''"'J "^ "'ey over-

••"•iU^aarl ,'"''''"' ^y "'"• ™'8^''* n°t tl'e roofing

*'«'<l oHh^Ti l°''S'-^'-/anted be used as stoppers at

,"*«'0d of stL
^'"''''"'0°"^'' P«^*"t rather cl«msy

^^^ »t present n""* 'I^T^'^-
""<» « ^^<^'^C&c., is

*°^ W »traw is
\-

"^f^i f
"® "" "iremunerative crop, tion of a few fields, its surface is but slightly undulated.

,

tnral Society.— j lie reoomiiienaation as to tlie gratuities

"""gthnssu'^o-estpd'h tl

'^ nse, might not tlie Tliat portion lying to the river has a steep inclination
,

was confirmed without opposition, tut as regards the

2*?*"'berty~to d'«
'1*"^°'^'^"^'"^''''**'''"'^*^'' <Jown to it, and which has a southern aspect. A canal

|

proposed presentation of the halance to the County
ff^e Lis land mn

"^P*"^?^ ",'"'. unprofitable crops, and runs through the farm, also a good road, and a railway
j
Society considerahle difference of opinion prevailed.

•uore to what will repay him ? I merely ! within two miles. The soil is a strong clay loam ;[ —Mr. T. B. Wright proposed, as an amendment, that
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the names of the three trustees, as the foundation for

a futin-e local fund, it being the opinion of the meeting

that the Covmcil of the lloyal Agrieultural Society

n-onld. in II few years determine again to hohl their

country meeting in Warwickshire. He thought the

money' shouhT he devoted to no other purpose than that

for which it was originally subscribed. A general

impression was entertained that the Council of the

Royal Society would re-consider all their plans with

regard to country meetings, and that the result would

in all probability be the selection of six or seven looali-

ties, of which Warwickshire woukl no doubt be one.

The Royal Society would not fail to "recognise tlie

necessity of affording the greatest possible accommoda-

tion to the Inrcest number of airriculturists, so that the

THE GArcDEXERS' CHRONK^LE AND AGEIGULTPRAL GAZETTE. LFebkuakt 25, is,,

" HE AGRICULTURAL EXGINEEHS^T^^^^T^
(Limited). Swan Lane, Upper Thames Strooi- i^ "^^V

the balance should he invested iu puhV.c seeurUIes,> ^^^^^^^Z'^l^Zt^^^^'^^V^^^^^^^ T
for sprinr^ seeding. Our high land farmers are beginning to .

manifest symptoms of anxiety ; their horses are idle or nearly

so and the time has arrived when Peas and Beans on these soils

should be sown. To-day there has been 3 slight thaw, bat

during tho last week the thermometer has been very low, the

minimum ranging from 20' to 2u°, and the maximum very

little above freezing point. We have also had a slight cover of

pnow which has to some extent protected the young and tender

Wheats. Up to this period the work upon the farm may be

pronounced forward. Nearly ail the lands designed for spring

corn crops are ploughed, and those intended for green crops are

many ofthem far advanced in their preparation, especially on

tho high lands. We have ourselves ridged up one of 7 acres for

Mangels on these soils ; we did this as long ago as the 2'2d and

few following days of November; it has therefore had all the

advantages of the frosts and thaws to pulverise and prepare it

for the seed. A few davs of fine drying weather would enable

our farmers to commence field work again, which would

furnish ample employment for both men and horses- But

E.G., hold iu stock the following Goods suited to tv o^'^'^^lon

Steam Engines, Horse Powers, Chaff Cutters OrMli^^^^^i :-

I

exDCriment of movina about tiie country mitrht realise should this winteny and unfavourable weather continue a few

J f.,nest suc'cess ofih.ch it --aV..hle^ «« l-^- ^^^ rt^^t'i^tlZ^ir:^^^'::^?^;
obiection to the Warwicksluic bociety, but ne tnoug-uc ' - .. _ . . . ,__. ^ j:„._.„i„

it 'better, if possible, to apply the fund for tlie general

improvement of agricalture. Were the plan proposed by

the Committee to be adopted, some gentlemen might

be disposed to put in a claim for the J^irminghum;po

work *' in heaps." Great complaints are made in most districts

i about the shortness of Turnips and other keeping, arising very

I

much from the severity of the winter occasioning all exposed
' roots to decay considerably. Our Coleseeds, as we have

I
previouslv reported, were entirely destroj-ed, and sheep keeping

I
now is very scarce indeed. We have nothing but our Mangels

Society. He for one did not wish to raise a question of
; to fall liackupon, and fortunately these keep much better than

was expected. Fat sheep are getting dearer, and are nearly

all Eone to market. The corn trade improves slightly, but

more perceptibly in good qualities. Inferior sorts remain about
stationary. I'our Fen Reporter.

that kind, but he did tluuk that, if the arrange-

ment he suggested were adopted, this county would in

a few years again enjoy the advantage arising froin a

visit of the lloyal Society.—Mr. John Lowe seconded

the amendment, but after considerable discussion it was

negatived, and the original proposition ^vas agreed to.—

Thanks were then voted to Lord Leigh, the ISIayors of

Birmingham, Coventry, and Stratford, and the Cliairmeu

of the Local Boards of Health at Leamington and

Rugby, the Hon. Secretaries, r.nd the Committees.—

A

staiement of the general financial results of tlie Kxhibi-

tion of 1859, which, we believe, will be satisfactory to

the Council, may be expected m the forthcoming

number of the Society's Journal. It is liighly credit-

able to the public spirit of the inhabitants of this county 6r.AS3ES : To Correspondents We have frequently advised our
',

, , » ^
I. . , „ ,.l.,^o,1 .f +!,« yK^r-.oc..l n> correspondents to consvdt Agrostographia, or the Agricid-

that SO large an amount was placed at the di>poPalot
^„^,;,;./iU(j„,t^i^ bv Messrs. Lawson, of Edinburgh, for instruc-

the local Committee; in fact, as was explained to the . -. . . „
,

Notices to Correspondents.
DiAEEU'TiA. IN Lambs : CambridfjesJure Farm. Diarrhoea or scour-

ing in young Iambs often arises from coagulation of the milk

in the stomach, and is then called the white skit ; the treat-

ment for which consists in giving an alkali, such as magnesia,

twice a day in gruel, followed by 2 to 4 drachms of Epsom
Baits and ginger. If it is from simple relaxation of the

bowels produced by fresh Grass, a dose of the following

cordial will be useful :—Prepared chalk, I oz. ; powdered
ginger, 2 drachms ;

powdered opium, ^ drachm ;
peppermint

water, i pint. Dose—one or two table-spoonfuls twice a day.

Soft American Linseed- cake may be given as food.

meeting on Tnusdiiy, additional subscriptions could have

been obtained had they been required. BirmingMm
Gazette.

The Condition of Sermnt Girh.—'Mr. Sanmel War-
ren, Kecorder of Hull, in u recent charge to tlie grand

jury said, " I must in sober sadness ask you, as men of

the world, of sooiiil atandhig and cxpeiience— its heads

of families—whether you can possibly regfird as satis-

factory the condition of female domestic servants of the

present day ? I know what is said on the subject by

masters and mistresses, in London and elsewhere, of all

ranks of society, that it is almost impossible, speaking

ill a general way, to get or to retain a rt-s;>ectuble,

modest, and trustworthy female servant. Why ? Some,

nay very many, will tell you bitterly, and with two'

much trntb, that young women in that chiss of life are

monstrously over educated for their stations and

callings; that is to say, that passing away from or

neglecting homely and useful acquirements, their

minds are distempered and inflated by a s;u»tteiliig of

knowledge and accouiplishments totally unfit for them,

disturbing all their notions of dntifnl, respectful, and

happy subordination, and giving them a disgust for the

plain paths of duty. I ask yon whether any observant

person can walk the streets of our cities or towns on
Sundays, when shoals of servant girls are abroad, with-

out feelings of pity and disgust ? Slipping out of

front doors, and sneaking out of areas may be seen

kitchen and scullery niaiils, aping tho absurdities of

their superiors in station, with lace or mako-helicve

lace 'petticoat^^, crinolines, kid gloves, parasols, and
preposterous headdresses. AViiat must he passing

through their minds as they strut along tims dismally

bedizened, inviting imputations on tbeir character ?

Whcucc come the funds to supply tliis paltry tinery ?

They easily fall a prey to the proIhgatL', and disable

themselves from resisting the opportunity of rubbing

their nil'strosses and masters. But yon will say, what
:8 the remedy for it? Why, I will tell you. First of

all, let their betters cease to set them an example of a
preposterous and paltry love of tinery, which they
themselves are often as Vittle able to aiVord as their

inferiors, ab all events without shamefully and crncUy

Wiisting the nseans of husbands and father?!. Let
TT.istres-rs steadily and resolutely set their fuccs against

finely dressed servants. A general combination, with
;

this View, in even a month or two, would be of incal-

,

culable importance. Do not let quiekly-cast-off fishion-
I

able clothing be given to servants, bnt be otlierwise
|

and charitably disposed of. Let lords and ladies—let

,

;:cntle and simple—in their respective spheres of

influence, inaugurate a more rational and wholesome

state of things, with refm-encc to education, aiid then

we may Tiavo a chanco of again seeing that charming
'feature of an Englisli domestic establishm^cmt—a worthy,

trustworthy female servant. It is from the class of

silly, light-headed, misled, mis-educated yonng women of

whom I have been speaking, that the ranks of vice are

incessantly and largely recruited, of which, from my
judicial experience, I could give you heartrending
anstanccs and illustratioKS;: but I forbear to do so.'"

tions as to the laying dov/ii of pastures and the proper
seeding of various Vinds of soil with Grass seeds, and as we
know no better book upon the subject we shall continue to

do so. If particularly careful of our own interest or reputa-

tiouia the matter we should probably have discovered infor-

mation, both ticieutific and practical, of ecpial value, and
equally worthy of study by our readers, in some of Dr. Lind-
ley's writings, or in "Morton's Cyclopaidia of Agriculture."

the article on Grasses in which, by Mr. Gorrie. is full of

detailed instructions. It appears however that this relercnce

made in all simnlicity to Messrs. Lawson as an authority on
the subject is held by some of our cni-iospondents to bo
hardly fair towards othar equally good names in the seed
trade, wlio are weekly intim;itiiig their readiness to give
sound advice and supply good seeds. Let it therefore be
once for all understood that if on any future occasion we shall

consider it our duty to recommend Lawson's Agrostographia to
onr readers, they must not take this recommcndatioii to

nieau that good seed cannot be bnught of ilessrs. Carter,

Chivas, Dickson, Drumraond. Rendle, Sutton, Wheeler, and
many others whose names will bo found in our advertising

columns as well as of Messrs. Lawson.
Grass Land : Con'-tant Reader. You iiad better top-dress your
land first, and after by rain it has been washed in and the
land has taken hold of it, bmsh-haiTow it twice, sowing the
seeds between the hai-rowin^s.

I>n'ORTATiON or Produce, 1839 : K. The returns for the year
have just been published. Thoy include the following
items :

—

Cattle
Calves
Sheep and lambs
Swine

No.

>
tons
qrs.

II

71

J7

crrt-

77

Bones
Wheat .

.

Barley
Oiits

Teas
Beans
Maize , , -•

FloTir

Indian Cornmoal
X Ici^ »« ^« ># 71

Guano tons.

Hemp * cwtsi.

Oilcake tons.

Potatoes ,. ,• .. cwts.

Brtcnn
Beef (salt)

Pork (salt)

]iutter
Cheese

Riiltpetre .

.

Cubic nitre
Clover seed
Flax seed ..

Kftpe seed *.

Wool (sheep)
Wool (alpaca)
Teast

* fe

%

7f

No,
cwts,

J>

qrs.

lbs.

1S58.

cwts.

6-2,018

2fi,0S3

184,482
11.505
S5, 293

4,241,719

1,661.392
1,856,981

157,975
412,031

1, 7-')0,825

3,856.127

4,637
1,283.905
363,541
882.110
80,620

1,721,953
196,685
168,496
S9, 74

1

387,566
364,087

134,^85,0110

334,218
484,9SS
150,377

1,017,844
216,927

124,ti.'iO,590

2, 6SS, 1 33
82,426

1859.

63. 294
22, 383

250,580
11,084

84,8i3
4,000,922

1,727,835
1,677,585

13»;,0-J0

344,476
1,314,303

3,328,324
2,446

1,432,037
84,122

1,0SS,?49
95,208

588,910
107, 251
219,540
163,322
425,663
406,517

14S,fi31.000

445,237
51 9, 722
138,100

1,270,911
41'J,i74

130,873,000
2,501,634

78.6QQ0

Oilcake Brusei

Price L

Crush:

B

rs, Eoot Cutters and Pulpera; Pumps ^^"^^ ^Us,
ists can bo had post free upon appUcatiou

KEY'S KOYAL AGuTcui^;
ST PR12E GRASS SHOWING Macb*^

I

URGKSS AXT>
SOCIETY'S FIRST

^Ny^.'

This "Machuie has been introduced with the greatest
into this country during the last season, and a lan^e niS?
of them have been worked in a most f^atisfactory manne
Silver Medal was awarded to it at tho Royal Avi-ionu "!

Society's Meeting at Warwick. It was also exhibitedh f

the Emperor of the French at Fouillcuse, on which occa«n
performed its work to the admiration of every one ^5
these Machines were purch3..sed by the Emperor on this n*
sion, and an order for two more has since \)ocn vocciTed for^
season of 1860. It was also exhibited in Scotland and IrtZ
with the same success. It also received the First ^"ze o^
Norfolk Society at Swaftham. in competition witii Wood's ind
others, besides many other Prizes. Price £30 at tht WfttV«

Extras aro charged for.—Full particulars may lie obladae^",,'-

Burgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C. Q^r
ordei-s are solicited to insure delivery in time for bay larval

GREEW'S PATENT SILEIMS MESSOR.

I

4

Calendar of Operations.
4^

ri^r.^ FivT : m. 15 -Oar Teporc this Tofrr.in mnst nece^
^anW Iv. .hoffe. There la very OSttle i;pou l!m iarni just now

ManoeL Sekd; W. For seed, plant now selected Mangels and
Carrots in rows 30 inches apart, nnd 30 inches and IS inches
res^^ectively from each other in those rows. The land should
be hi pfooH order; but not too rich,

R<JOFiNr, FOR Ricks: Tyro. Your letter was unfortnr.ately over-
looked and its publication has thus been delayed.

Pmall FAR^ti : Both. We must beg you to excuse a week's delay.
Threshmno Machines: M^s'^rs iVatkej/s, We aro unable to

advise you of districts needing iocoaiotive threshing machines
—this is properly the subject of advertisement ; and some of
onr readere may perhaps be induced to apply to j'ou,

Wheat : L S. At Reading, last Satui*day, Wheat was sold at 7^-

a bushel warranted to weigh 13 score Ibi^, per sack, or

66J lbs, per bushel. That is a trreafc weight. On the other
hand att>*e Kelso Agricultural Meeting the other day, Wheat
afc(j5^ Barley at 5S, and Oats at40 lbs, per bushel wereshowu.

! Errata : In the jiaragrraph in this section of the Paper on
Poisonous Citttle Food last week, for the Curoas Bean read
CiiTcas Bean : for Farth "Nnt, the seed of Arachls hj-pogrea,

read Arachitiliypogcca, and for Silique read Hiliqua.
*»* As usua!, miiny ooTumunic itiony have been received too

late, and othors;are dotainefi til! the necessai*y inquiriescan be
matie- We must alsA beer tho indnkfence ofthose coi'rcsoond-
ents the insartdoacf whose contributions is ,^till delayed.

I
I

1

4 r

»

GREEN'S PATEXT SILENS MESSOK, oi

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, COLLECTIXG, M
ROLLING MACHINES, patent dated June 6th, im (

Thomas Green in respectfully returning thinks to :-

Nobility, Gentry, and the Public genenilly, for the veiy libera-

support he has received for some years past, iuform? themtr.-'
^

(althouffh he has for the last three years, at all tho iirfncii'sf

AGRICULTURAL akd HORTICULTURAL SHOWS i-i :^:

kingdom, proved the superiority of his Machines own-

others, carrying offevery prize that has been given, and m^*
,

commended by the Judges,) he has taken out tliis«Ea«^»

entirely NEW PATENT, which he with confidence ^uhar-

competition, as it excels all his previous efforts, and owercoffl--

all difficulties.

4

sir wv

s
XlI y-Wli

HAND MACHINES.
The SILENS MESSOR is worked with a P-itent Pto

_=

Chain, and the motive power obtained by a direct moTctwE-

having simply a light Wheel and Pi:non, obtaining tliesj«

speed, and thereby doing away with the orignia.

Pinions, Top-shaft, Bearers, <tc. ; it reduces the fi^me

Machine 2 inches in width ; for instance, a 16-incb Cyiia'-'

.

Cutters will work in a 14-inch frame, thus doing app-
all the gearing before mentioned, and niakiug tne wej^

friction 25 per cent, less ; it is also much stronger, ew^

work, and less liable to get out of repair.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEV MACHIXES^
.

The SILENS MESSOR has an extraordinary a^J^-^^^^^

all others of this class ; it is worked with a P*^'^" ^.

chain on each side, and although uiUcUhghterposse--^^^^^-^^,,

stren,£rth. The noise has hitherto been a^ great •'"^^";^
.jbqb.

working of these Machines ; Horses and Pomes 'were^^j^ ^^.

takinj? fright at the shaking and rattling noise, rmimi*

and doing inconceivable damage. j_ .j^
,

:

The Silens Messor can be worked with any
9,^fj8«-

carriage horse, however spirited, doing its w^r;- sue—/

effectually. ^^ p:

GREEN'S New Patent Double Self-Actmg^'^,^-
LIVERING BOX can be attached to any of these i«j-^^,.

itiB the only perfect Self-Acting Delivering Box
'^tiw

is not spread over the ground, but deposited in Du*i-

List of Prices.

HAND MACHIISTES.
Including Bos of Requisites. ^

»

»

I

i

To cut 14 ins.

16 ins.

18 ins.
tt

ti

To cut 20 ins,

22 ins.

24 ins.
»»

To cut 24 ins. .

,

26 ins.

30 ins.

.. £6 10
7

7 10

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.

Including Box of Requisites and Tracj-

£U 10 ' ' ""

y

» *

P* * «

>9

12 10
16 14

Leatlier Boots

Donkey, per «»

Do. for Pony, do.
1 »

t

ft

HORSE MACHINES.
Including Bos of Requisites and Tr«e»^ f

(

i

To cut 30 ins £20
36 ins 23
42 ins 26

Smithficld Iron Works, Leeds; and ^
y,^*^'

'^'"'"^

Holboru Hill, London, w.o.

To cut 48 ms
Leather Boots fot

Horse, per set

SU«^
t
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON

if

f9

J9

»?
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99

99

99

99

99

Callicarpa purj^ui ea
CallirhOe digitata

CampyMbotris areyroneura
Centradcnia grandifolia

Chamfebatia toliolosa

Clirysaiithemura carinatuin

pic turn
ClArkiapulchclla intcgripotala

Clematia verticclli venosa
Cocliliostetna odoratissimura
Datui'a chlorantha

„ nieteloidcs
Daviesia unibullata
Diauthus sinensis Keddewi^ri

J, laciiiiatus

Verschaffelti
Diptcracantbus affinis

Dyssochroma albidum flavum
Exocliorda grandiflora
Gastrolobium spcctubile

Gnzania splendcns
GreviUea Drummondi

eleg^ans

persiacifolia

Hoya Cumingiana
Imantophylium cyrtantbi-

florum.

Lindenia rivalis

Lomatia Bidwilli

^, elegautissima
Lychnis Haa^eana
Marauta fajsciata

^, porteana

,, pulcbella
Meyenia erecta alba

Clirj'santbemnms various
Cinerarias various
^Geranium Uloth of Gold

*

SON,
WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN^S WOOD, N.W.,

RpcPTrrTVULLY call attention to the following rare, new, and beautiful plants, descriptive notices of which
hbri^'^A

^^^ given in the

GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK and ALMANACK for 1860.

fi flip pvcention of those marked with an asterisk, can be obtained immediately; the remainder as new

lts7the entire stock being in E. G. HENDERSOX and SON'S bands), will be publicly noticed when offered

for Bale in spring.

Acer polymorphum prtlm^-

turn atropurpureum

Allamanda vioUcea

Imygdalus persicu ros^flora

Aralia leptophylia

Arachnothrix rosea

* \ucuba himalaica
AXrhinummajasr.T\^onde^^

Begonia amabilis
argentea
Cbarles^agner
Leopoldii
MarshalU
pictura^a

Regiii(*^

Victoria

XanthiJin Lazuli

Dicti folia

Berberis Hookeri

^,
Jamesonii

Beloperone violacea

Bohmeria argentea

Bossifea paucifolia

Caladium argyrites

argyrospilum
Brougin.irtii

Chantini
Houlletti
Neunianni
Verschaffelti

99

Monezia edulis
Myostidium nobile
Olea ilicifolia

Potbos argyrea
Prunus triloba
Ehododendroii Fortunei

,, J, Kendrickii
Rhopala glancophylla

,, australis

Spathodoa campanulata
Spraguea umbellata
Stepbanopbysiira Baikiei
Statice Hrassicsefolia
Syringa oblata
Tradescantia'odonLtissiraa
Tritoma uvaria glaucescens

,, ,j Rcrotina

,f ,, grandiflora
Tropicnlum majus nanura

luteum
Acbimenes longiflora Acre

l>lcno
gigantea ignea
Lady Digby
ignescens
elegantissinia

Azalea Flower of Day
Bouquet do Flore
Milton i

'^Calceolaria Unique
^Camellia tricolor imbricata

plena
Valtevaredo

NEW PLANT CATALOGUE.

99

99

9*

Carmine Nosegay
The Fairy
Golden Vase
Oriana
picturaturn

MESSRS. WILLIAM EOLLISSOX asd SOXS
respectfully announce to tbe Nobility* Gentry, and the

Trade, that their GENERAL CATALOGUE of PLANTS is now
ready for distribution, and can be had on application by
enclosing one stamp. Tbe CATALOGUE contains names,
description, and prices of upwards of

ONE HUNDRED NEW PLANTS
in species and varieties, besides descriptive Lists of the
General Nursery Stock.—The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S-

ROYAL
SOUTH HANTS ESTABLISHMENT

99

f >

I

*
*

If

99

99

99

99

»>

I 9

»»

*^

»>

>*

99

»
>»

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, Sc.

PINE PLANTS, Fi-uiting and Succession.

GRAPE VINES, from Eyes, for Fruiting in Pots or Planting.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO. can now supply any quan-
tity of very fine strong healthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting

or Succession ; also remarkably fine strong Grape Vines from
Eyes, all the best sorts.

John Weeks & Co.'s Horticultural Show Establishment is tiow
entirely devoted to the Growing and Forcing of Fruits in great
variety, thereby showring the most improved plans of consti-uc-
tion, and the most superior system of Hot-water Apparatus.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA^
JOHN WATEUER has thousands of - the above

Plantfl to offer, varying in height from 1 to 4 feet. The
wliole are exceedingly handsome and well rooted. Price on
application.—

T

he American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

TO P L A N T E R S.

JSCHOLEY begs to ofler the following, viz. :—
o LARCH, lito 3 feet ; SPRUCE FIRS, 1 to2 feet ; SCOTCH

FIRS. 1 to 3 feet ; BEECH, Xl to i feet ; Comaion HOLLIES,
I to 2 feet, with all other kinds of Nursery Stock. Samples
and price on application.—Pontefract Nurseries.

SURPLUS STOCK OF FOREST TREES.
WOOD AND IXGUAM have to ofier the following

very fine plants .-—SPANISH CHESNUTS, 3 to 4 feet,
40». ; 4 to 5 feet, 60«. ; SCOTCH FIR, 2 to 3 feet, 30if. ; LARCH,
2 to 3 feet, 25«. ; ASH, 3 to feet, 30«. ; and OAKS, 4 to 5 feet,
60#. per 1 000.

Also a very fine stock of Bwarf-traiucd PEACHES, Standard
and Dwarf-trained CHERRIES. Jrc-—Huntingdon Nurseries. _
DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES ETC.—TO THE TRADE.
WOOD AND INGRAM have a large quantity of

_
Dwarf-trained and one year cut dov,-n Peaches and

Cherries, which they will offer in quantity on advantageous
fcerms ; or they would be happy to exchange for Evergreens.
To save time any per.sons wishing to exchange may as well
state price, size, and kinds of Evergreens they may have to
offer—Huntingdon Nuraerles

. __^
PELARGONIUIVIS.

pHARLES TURNER'S Plants of all three classes of
\J the above. Large, French, and Fancy varieties, are strong,
healthy,^ and in great variety, ISs. to 42«. per dozen. Tbe
present is a most excellent time to procure plants.

_^__ The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

HEfMDON PARK NURSERIES, HENDON, N.W.
'M'EW DAHLIA—"THE CHANCELLOR/'—First
-»- 1 Class Certificate of National Florieultnral Society ; Firs
Class, Brighton; First Chiss, Saffron Walden ; First Class,
Stoke Newington, (fee. ; First Prize as best Seedling Dahlia,
Stoke Newington, 1850.
Plants of this magnificent new variety will be sent out on

May 1 next. Early orders are requested. Delivered carriage
free in London.

—

Edward Shenton.

FLOWERING PLANTS.
FAND A, SMITH have now in Bloom Azalea indica,

• Cinerarias, Cyclamen, Cytisus, DeutzLi gracilis, Dielytra
9**ctabilia, Erica "Willmorea, Loschenaultia formosa. Primula,
wUips in variety, &c., at reasonable prices ; as the season
Mvances other varieties will be quoted.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

SUPERB DOUBLE BALSAMS.
T^ AND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of
J- • their superb BALSAMS, which are unrivalled for size,
ronn, brilliancy of colour, doubleness of flower, and habit of
pUat.

'

hj oollections of nine separate colours Us. U.
mixed „ 2

t» ,» half quantity.. 1

rT,-»v^^J^^'^*'*'^® genuine only in our scaled packets, and'

fhli^-TT-'^^ ™?*'*^ respectable Nurserymen and Seedsmen inthe^Lmted Kmgdom.—Dulwich. Surrey, 8.

CUPERB DOUBLE BALSAM SEED.-In coHec-
>
™-^

^l,
12 varieties separate, per collection. 2s. U. ; th

Brao^tLD N?>S1
^^'^ i«ed on appUcation to Ch^rlksocHomu), Nurseryman. Ac., Knowsthorpe, near Leeds.

99

99

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JH. BIRD, P.H.S., NuRSEKTMAN, Stolce Newington,

• begs to inform his friends and the public that he has the
finest Collection and the largest Stock of Chrysanthemums and
Pompones in the world, and can supply them by the 100, 1000,
or 1 0,000.

25 Pair of Best POMPON ES, 1 0*.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 10^.

25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTINGS, 5«.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, Do., 5«.

CATALOGUES for one stamp. To save trouble all orders to
be pre-paid.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS, DAHLIAS, AND HARDY
VARIEGATED PLANTS.

JOHN" SALTER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS for 1S60 is now

published, and will be sent free upon receipt of one stamp.
Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith

Turnpike, S.W.

"VTEW HOME-GROWN SEEDS.— Package (inXy addition to) Carriage »Free. COLLECTIONS, 10.?.,

2e«., 30*., and 405. each. See PKICED LIST of this Paper
January 28, page 71 ; or free on application.

NEW CITRON GOURD, ^d. ; NEW ACORN STRIPED
GOURD, 6d. ; NEW MONSTROUS PROLIFIC CUCUMBER,
6d. ; or given on all orders above 20.?.

W. Steward & Co., Seed Growers, Plymou fh, Devon.

SEED S.—S P R I N G, i860.

SYME, SCIONS, AND SMITH. Glasgow, N.B., will
have much pleasure in forwarding their LIST of VEGE-

TABLE, FLOWER, AND FARM SEEDS free. It contains
all varieties in cultivation, and the prices for GENUINE
SEEDS are very moderate, with free delivery.
GLADIOLI.—Separate list of all the finest sorts may also be

had free.

WARRANTED GOOD SEEDS.
GEORGE DAVISON'S PRICED SEED LIST is

now ready, and will be forwarded post free upon applica-
tion. It contains selections of all the most approved Vegetable
and Agricultural Seeds in cultivation. No. 1, Complete Collection
for a large garden. Bl. ; No. 2, 21. ; No. S. IL ; and No. 4, 10«. 6U.

Especial attention is paid to Grass Seed Mixtures.
Permanent Pasture Gras.s Seed mixed to suit every descrip-

tion of land, at from 27s. 6d. to S2s. per acre. Renovating Mix-
ture, &d. per lb. Fine New Red Clover, 52*. per cwt., cash.
Samples supplied.—Hereford Seed Establishment.

AMERICAN PLANTS, ic.

MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may

be had on application. It describes fully all Rhododendrons
worth growing, and contains a List of Azaleas, Hardy Heaths,
and other American Plants, as well as a summary of the
general stock of the most extensive Nurseries in England.
The Catalogue may also be had at Messrs. May's & Co .

1, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Surrey.

' NEW SOFT-WOODED PLANT CATALOGUE.
CHARLES TURNER'S ANNUAL SPRING LIST

is now ready, containing Selections from the well-known
Collections grown at Slough, namely;

—

Achimenes, Azaleas, Auriculas, Cinerarias, Calceolaria'', Cbrr-
santhemums, Chrysanthemum Pompones, Carnations, Dablias
fancy and bedding ; Fuchsias, Gloxinias, Geraniums, variegated.
Geraniums, Scarlet, Hybrid, and Sweet Scented; Herbaceous
Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, Miscellaneous Bedding Plant?,
Pelargoniums, Fancy and French; Pentfitem< ins. Petunias,
Phlox, Pinks, Picntoes, Verbenas.—Royal Nurseri es, Slough.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.
TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, Seedsman and FLonrsx,

begs most respectfully to inform his friends and ptirchasera

ofSEEDS generally, that his unrivalled Collection of GENUINE
AGRICUIjTURAL VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, is now
ready, of which a PRICED CATALOGUE may be had upon
application.

T. B. further guarantees that every article is grows and
SELECTED with the greatest care under Ms own personal atten-

tion. Orders from unknown corresjwndents must be accom-

panied with Postage Stamps or P. O. O.

Seed Establishment, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge, S.E, I

Under the patronage of H. R. H. the Prince Consort, the
Horticultural and Agricultiir il Society of India, the principal
Nobility, Gentry, and Agriculturists of the United Kingdom.

TheQueon'sFavorite !
T)AGE A.VT> TOOGOOD will forward their TRICESX CURRENT upon application. It should be refen-ed to by
purchasers of Garden and Farm Seeds.

Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS. 55*., 35*., 20s., JOs.
The Quantities in the above selections will be found more
liberal, and the prices 10 per cent, less than any house in the
Kingdom.—Seed Establishment. Southampton.

SIX SUPERB NEW FUCHSIAS.
/Til EORGE SMITH begs to announce that lUastra-
V>* tions of the above, beautifully coloured by Mr Andrews,
will be sent in exchange for 12 posUge stamps. For descrip-
tion sec Garde/iers' Chronicle, February 4 and 11.

G. SMrrn's CATALOGUE is now ready, descriptive of the
above ; also a first-class collection of GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS,
VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &c., in exchange for one stamp.

Tollington Nursei-y, Homsey Road, Islington, London. N.

FOR PRIVATE AND IMfV)ED>ATE SALE.
'

THE Late Sir JOHJNJ HAY WILLIAMS'S Collec-
tionof ORCHIDS, including afine specimen of Dendrobium

nobile, Brugmansia grandiflora. Brown ca grandiceps, and
other valuable plants for which large prices have been refused.

—

For particulars write to Mr. Thomas, Bodelwyddau. St. Asaph

ESSRS. ROEZL and liESSERER, of Mexico,
will execute orders for MEXICAN SEEDS and PLANTS

in their Catalogue for 1858-9, through their agents B. A.
Grautoff & Co., which may be had on application, and also
LISTS of newly arrived Seed3._4, Lime Street Square, E.G.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMAX and SONS' PKICED nnd

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1850, & SPRING ISfiO :

comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds; New and
Selected Roses ; fine varieties of American Plants ; Choice and
Rare Conifers ; Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shnibs

;

and a fine stock of transplanted Forest Trees, Ac, can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

Nosegay stclla

VariegatedNosegay
*Gloxinia WRrulea striata
* „ striata maculata
Belgian Pansies various

•Verbena Ange]ique(Edmonds)
Gustavus and Belvi-

derc (Edmonds)
Fanny Tracey (Ives)
Earl of Sbaftesburv

(Banks)
*Verbena Due de Gramont

(Hree>:e)

AuroraandConcordia
(Breeze)

Diana and Fascina-
tion (Breeze)

Garibaldi & Ida (do.)

Invincible and ^forn-
ing Star (Breeze)

Ocean Pearl and
Saladin (Breeze)

Undine and Merrie
Monarch (Breeze)

SATURDAY, MARCH Z, 1860.

MEETINGS TOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MosiiAT. March 5—EntomoloKical 8 r

i

Tlesdav, - 6 \ ^°^'J?ll".".l ' J'ruit Committee)
( St. Martins Place 3 ,.,

e/ Horticultural (Floral Committee) t° I at St. Martin's Place 2 p.i
Tut'BSDAT, —

"We are able to announce the early appearance
of a new Genera PLANTARu^r, the joint produc-
tion of Dr. Hooker and Mr. Bentjiam, than whom
no more able botanistg exist at the present day.
It will be written in Latin, so as to be readable in
all countries, and will contain the essential
characters of every known -genus of plants,
together with their synonyms. The arrangement
will be that of the natural system, lender each
natural order there will be, firstly, an analysis of
the genera it contains, and afterwards succinct de-
scriptions of them. No work in natural history is
more needed. "We may add, indeed, that it has
become a matter of first necessity, for what with
spurious genera formed upon insufficient informa-
tion, or from erroneous observation, or from mere
ignorance, or from an eagerness to seize upon
differences which are not distinctions, systematic
botany is becoming a chaos. Ruit mole sua.
The last IN'umber of the Proceedings of the

Linnean Society affords two striking examples of
the way in wnich botany is encumbered with.
technical ruhbish. Mr. Benjamin, a German
botanist, publishes under the new name of
Akentra^ a plant which he distinguishes from
TJtricularia by the supposed absence of a spur to
the corolla. But Mr. Oliver has shown that the
species has a remarkably large spur! and so
Akentra goes to the dogs. Prof. BEETOLOirr
receives from S, E. Africa specimens of a tree pro-
ducing vegetable butter, and not knowing what it

was, but fancying it must be the Butter Tree,
which MxrsGO Pare called Shea, he names it

Sheadendeon, and gravely intimates that it must
be the type of a new natural order of plants, which
the worthy Professor designated Shea? ! ! Caeuel,
however, a young Florentine botanist, has shown,
IjthatSheadendron is only a Combretum, and con-
sequently a member of one of the best known
natural orders ; and 2, that it has no more relation

to MuNGo Park's Shea than an ape to a
rhinoceros. Such is the stuff which Hooker and
BENTHAii have undertaken to clear away.

Useful as was the volume of Endltcheb on the

same subject, it was a mere compilation from
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general deaiga by
the result of personal I Gore, we can now add that a

' * " ' Mr. KESFiELDhas been accepted, and only remains

to haye the details filled in. Plans of a main

entrance on the south-east, and oflaces for the

transaction of business have been approved of,

and the work will be contracted for in a few days.

The arrangements of the great conservatory are

under consideration, its cost it is hoped not ex-

Mr. Etles has been examiningceeding 15,000/, ^ . ci?
some fine young Lime trees in the West of iling-

land with a view to their removal to Kensington.

It will be seen, in another column, that a third

meeting for the election of Fellows took place on

Tuesday last, when fifty-three gentlemen and

ladies ioined the Society. This makes five hundred

and eighteen new elections in the months of

January and February.

The following correspondence has taken place

between the Society and the proprietors of the

Gardeners' Chronicle ;
—

Extract from Minutes of Finance Committee of tha

Horticultural Suciety. Jan. 27, 1S60 :—
"The account from the Proprietors of the Qardmer^ CJiromde

for extra advertising. &c., amounting to 123^. IQs., was laid

books, instead of being ^

observation; and, from the complexity of its

descriptions, could hardly be used except by ex-

perienced naturalists. The work now commenced

will be exactly the reverse ; that is to say, it will

be entirely the result of the personal examination

of enormous authentic materials, and from the

simplicity of its plan will be intelligiKle to every-

body who is master of botLinical rudiments. We
Trtlture to predict that if no unforeseen accident

shall prevent completion its appearance will be the

commencement of a new a^ra in systematical

bptany.

At the Hogarth Club, in Waterloo Place, there

is now on private view an extremely interesting

STATUE OF LiNNJEU3, cast from the original

executed for the University of Oxford, by

Mr. J. L. TuppER, of South Lambeth. It repre-

sents LiNN^]US when as a young man upon his

Lapland Tour, he had escaped from some accident,

and had dressed in the costume of the country

:

that is to sav, in a close-htting tunic of wool, called

Lappmudd, which he himself states in the Lachesis

Lapponiea, that he borrowed of his guide. He is

making his way against a head wind, with^ a

specimen of Calla paliistris in his haud. The

countenance is marked by a sweet intelligence, as

is the figure by the grace and activity which the

great naturalist is said to have possessed in a

striking degree.

We understand that the authorities which have

guided Mr. Tupper in his conception of youug

LlNN.i:us are these. From the Lachesis Lapponiea

it appears that so many accidents befel

LiNNiEUS whilst on his tour in Lapland,

that there is much probability of his

having had to leave his own dress at

some Lapland hut, to get dry after a

drenching in the hill torrents ; and of

his having been far too fertile in expe-

dients to rest idle in the meanwhile. It

may also be supposed that, in such diffi-

culties, when LilTN-s:t7S occasionally lost

some of hisown properbotanical apparatus, he would
iiave availed himself of some of that quaint garni-

tme which habitually hangs at the Laplander's

belt, and of which the make-shift vasculura in the

statue is one, and the Lapland knife another. In
** Flora Lapponiea" he speaks of having lost a
specimen, Arundo calamagrostis, and other natural

productions, by being cast away as he was descend-

ing ond of the great rivers of Lapland.

It is with reference to such incidents that tlie

sculptor has sought to indicate the indomitable

•energy and physical activity which characterised

the youug LiNN^i:us, almost as much as the

yivid mental perceptivity that enabled him
to detect in the teeth of a jawbone he hap-
pened to stumble over by the wayside, the
important constituent of a future classification ; and
this explains why ajaw bone is represented on Ihe
pedestal, Che principal authority for the dress,

however, is derived, we understand, from the fact

of there being a portrait, by Hoifmax, represent-

ing LiNNvKUS in the dress of a Laplander, of which
Mr. T. was fortunate enough to obtain an engraving
-^wretched performance, indeed, and correct in

nothing (says one of the biographers) with the
exception of the wart upon the right cheek. As to

the authorities that were consulted for the face,

tfee beautiful painting and the bust at the Linnean
Society, the Wedgewood medallion, a bust in the
possession of the Rev. T. W. Hope, and two prints
of LiNX-'Eus when young, were the principal. The
busts, however, have been consulted rather than

l*!!l!ln! K.'J''^^.^^"''"
" '''' written evidence of their committee, who directed that a proper record of the generous^Ving t)een contemporaneous. Moreover, it wasUctof the proprietors of the Oarde^urs' chronicle towards the

•discovered by Mr. Tuppf.r that one of the pi°'^'^^^^^"'^*l^?*^^^^y^^'^^*^ ^«^*^^e^*>ii their minutes, and
n,odnllion, had been copied from an engraving, *JlS^Syn[eS^f1SSr^inS,™'"ilK^,f^^^^^^^^^
whioh, having been inverted m the printing, ex- "

iiibited tlie woll-kuowa wart upon the left instead

of upon tiie right cheek—an error which the
mi'dallion perpetuates to its discomfiture,

lu the execution of his task the artist has shown
a boldness and originality such as is seldom seen
in modern statuary. Instead of slavishly adhering
to absurd precedents, and of representing his hero
like a Greek or a lioman he has shown him as

he was, in the picturesque dress of his day ; and
ia doing so he has proved that graceful outlines
and harmonious proportions are not inconsistent
with adherence to even modern costume.
We think it will be admitted that ISh. Tcppek's

Btatue is one

Marasmius oeeades.
Natural size. (Copied by permission frem Greville*S Scottish

Crj-ptogamic Flora.)

before the Committee, with a letter from Mr. Matthews, the
publisher, stating that the Proprietors did not require payment
of the above, but desired to make a present of it to the Society.

*' Resolved—That the special thanks of the Committee be
conTcycd to the Proprietors of the Gardeners' Chronicle for their
very handsome and liberal present."

"Sir,—X have to apologise to yon for the delay that has
occurred in acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the
25th.Janaary last, and of the statement of account against the
Horticultural Society for extra advertising, &c., amounting to
1231. 16«., but of this sum you say the proprietors of the
Gardmers' Chronicle do not intend to make any charge.
"I now beg to acquaint you that your letter' and the state-

ment which accompanied it have been submitted to the Finance

unlike the gciicrMity of Agarics, were easily~^JJ^^^j

for the herbarium iu consequence of their leas juicy
nature. Such considerations therefore induced Fries

the great reformer of the arrangement of Fungi, after

Persoon, amongst other consequences of a 20 years*

study, to propose the name of Maraamiua* for thia

especial group, which now contains at least a hmidred
species, either indigenous or exotic.

Amongst these one of the most important, from Itg

peculiar habits and superior qualities, is the subject cf

our present illustration, Marasmius Oreades, Xhe
name Oreades f is derived from its habit of growing iu

regular rings which in popular beljef were formerly

supposed to be caused by the midnight dances of the

fairies. Long after this notion was rejected their

origin remained obscure, though many an insufficient

theory was adduced. It is now however ascer-

tained with certainty that they are due to the'

peculiar habit of this in common with many other

Fungi, whose spawn fructifies only in a centrifugal

direction, in consequence of which after a time distinct

fertile circles are formed, while the eudosea area is

barren. If any cause prevents the growth of the spawa
at an early stage in a part of the circle, an arc only is

formed, which increases in size year after year exactly

as if the whole ring had been completed. Mrs. Hussey

records a particular instance in which the increase of

the ring was very visible. A crop had been produced

upon a lawn early in thq year, but u drought of some

months had succeeded, so that not a single additional

individual appeared till September. The spuwu

had meanwhile spread beneath the surface, and in

consequence the crop of September, when the ground

was once more saturated with moisture, came up some

inches beyond that of tlie spring, so as to show the

visible increase of the diameter of the ring in a single

season.

Marasmius Oreades, or as it is commonly called in

England, the Champignon, a name applied collectively

i^ungi in France, or, i'f specifically,^ indicating

more especially the common Mushroom, is an early

species, seldom produced in any quantity late in

the season. The whole plant is of a rich cream colour,

except in wet weather, when the pileus is of

a reddish buff, or when youug. The pileus,

which is from 1 to 3 inches across, is cohves

and nearly smooth, with a tolerably thick

flesh growing paler as it loses its mois-

ture ; the stem is stringy within, and more

or less clothed externally with little matted

fibres or scaly down, but in this respect

very variable, though always downy at the

base ; the gills are few in number, broad, and

free. The spores ai-e white,andoftenvery ahun-

dant,formingathinwash upon the leaVrsofGrassorAr

herhs amongst which the plant grows. The smell jsstrou;,^

hut agreeable, and the taste delicately aromatic. When of

a good size and quickly grown it is perhaps the bestoC

all Fungi for the table whether carefully fried or stewed,

with an admixture of finely minced herbs and a miuute

portion ofGarlic. It is atthe same time tenderand eafeyof

digestion, and when once its use is known and its

characters ascertained no species may be used with less

fear. It is so common in some districts that bushels

may be gathered iu a day, and the only species with

which it can he confounded, with common attention,

Marasmius urens, which sometimes grows iu its

company, may at once be known by its narrow

brownish gills, without having recourse to closer

examination, when it is found to have a hot acrid taste.

Dangerous or doubtful species with black or snuff-

coloured gills can be substituted for it only from gross

ignorance or want of observation.

The Champignon is however not only useful^ lite

common Mushrooms for immediate use, but it w

readily dried by stringing the pilei together on a

thread and hanging them up in a dry kitchen.
_

When

thoroughly dry they should be kept in a close tin, and

are far preferable as a condiment to Morells. They

may also be preserved in the form of powder, in which

shape they are excellent and put to shame the

chalky composition, which is sometimes sold ander the

name of Mushroom powder, indicative rather oi the

apothecary's drawer than the housekeeper's rooia.

Champignons, though dry, vield by themselves an ex-
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much
obhgod if you will lay the enclosed hefore this proprietors when
they next meet.—I am. eh, your very Obedient serTaut,
"Mr. J. Mattuews." " Wm r RoWm. B. Booth."

MYCOLOGY.—NO. Vill.
MAgASirius Obeades, -Fa—Since the enormous

genus Agaricus, as formerly defined, comprised at least
1500 species, it became almost a matter of necessity to
separate into distinct groups such as had any well-
defined characters. Amongst them it was observed
that there were numerous species, approaching more or
less nearly to each other in general habit, which agreed
in being of a for tougher consistence than others, inso-

_ much that instead of meltmg away iu decay into a

ofthemnstsuccVssfiat"ffoVtVa^Itr3oneM°^"^^^^^^ mass, they were inclined to dry

>rifiinal ftnnftPnt?nn«» nf r^«^-nf =nMl..f ,..^ I
"P/ ^^ ^,v^>'

^"^^^ attamod a softer condition it was
only after they had been corroded by worms and re-
peatedly washed by heavy or frei^uent rains. The por-
tion of the Fungus which bears the gills was moreover
found to be distinct from the stem, and not of
the same nature with it. Tliese Fungi besides,

of the most original conceptions of recent sculpture.

• ^0 the announcements we have already made
p to the progress of the^orks in the .vew GAEDEJf
oy xu£ GuKTicuLinKAi. Society at Kensiiij^ton

which should be boiled and strained for use. la^"/

case, however, as the aroma is fugitive long boiung

should be avoided. , .

A reference to our figure, with the recollection that

the Champignon, except when young or saturated vn

moisture, when it has often a rutous tint, is of a rita

cream colour, and that its gills are hroad, distant, cream-

coloured, and free, will he sure to prevent the poss

bUity of mistakes, and we can answer for it tbat every

one who becomes acquainted with its merits will despise

Toadstools far less than he has been in the habit

doing, from deeply rooted prejudice. M, J. -S.

ON A SYSTEMATICALLY ABKAyGEO BOKPE^

FOR PLANTS.
The success which attended the efforts of nay

respected friend Mr. Ward, to extend the Jn^'^f '1

and pleasure derived from the study and love^ofj!^

From /j^gu»ot, I dry up or become flacciji.

liar tribe of nvmnhsiiithc Greeiau i«J'**^"^'-
*'
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tested to me the advantage of having in gardens t.f

h]ic- resort flower borders so arranged as to illustrate

fZw and agreeably the succession of orders and

families in the natural system _
Botanic gardens are confined to a few of the principal

towns in the kingdom. The expenses attending their

formation end maintenance are so considerable that

weSthy communities alone are able to possess them

;

3 it seems probable that their number m England

;vni never be greatly increased.

On the other hand few populous towns are without

mirdens of public resort attached to bath-rooms, pump-

Snnms or charitable institutions; and at the present

toe numbers even of small towns are being provided

under the Cemetery Act, with spaces of ground in which

#be pubUc has an interest, and to which free access is

^^Erom* these considerations it became my object to

show that with very moderate space, with little outlay

and requiring the care only of a single cultivator, ;t

was nokble to exhibit to the public, and maintain in

efficient order, an intelligible and an attractive grammar

of botany.

For this purpose I selected in my own garden a plot

of ground lOS feet in length, by 12 feet in breadth,

divided by walks 18 inches wide into 20 beds, each 3i

feet in width. The beds, walks, and forty lines of stone

edging about 2 inches in thickness, occupied the whole

length of the border. A single bed, being 12 feet long

by 31 feet wide, allowed a space 14 inclies square to be

given to each of 30 plants disposed in cross rows of

three, ten such rows reaching from back to front.

It was determined to confine the series to flowering

plants, to exclude trees, shrubs, plants exceeding five

feet in height, and water plants, and to admit species

requiring protection in winter, annuals, and plants of

Httle interest or beauty, only very sparingly.

The next step was to fix upon a system of arrange-

ment. Dr. Lindley's "Alliances" of flowering plants,

50 in number, 40 of which are capable of being suitably

illustrated in an open border, offered a tempting corres-

pondence with the 20 beds to be occupied; but the

plan of the " Vegetable Kingdom '* appeared to be
scarcely adapted for a popular grammar of botany.

Mr. Eentham*s "Handbook of the British Flora'*

presented many advantages ; but to have confined the
series to British plants would have interfered very
iiiateriiilly with the attractive aspect of the border

;

this however was not requisite, even while following
Mr. Bentham's plan, so with the assistance of De
CandoUe's Prodromus for exotic genera and species, and
for the few suitable exotic orders, it was decided to

arrange the border as neai-ly as possible in correspon-

dence with the Handbook of the British Flora.

Gesekai. Arbangemest of the Border.
Bed Ko. 1. Ranunculacese. Berberidete.

2. Papaveracese. Cruciferie, &c.
8. Caryophyllaceae, Linacene.

4. Malvacese. Geraniaceie, &c.
6". Legiiminosse.
6. RosacesB.

7. OnagracesB. Saxifragacese, &c.
8. Umbelliferpe, &c. | Rubiacese, Ac.
0. Compositse.

10. Composit re,

11. Campanulacece.
12. Ericaceae. Gentianacepe, &c.
13. Boragineaj. Solanacese.
14. Scrophulariacese.
15. Labiataj.

16. PlumbagineEe, &c. | Polygonaceae, &c.
IT. Iridic. Aniaryllideae. Hypoxidse.
18. Hemerocallideas. Asphodelese. ConvaUanVae;
19. Liliaceie.

20. Graminese. Cyperaceae.

For the sate of keeping the arrangement distinct
and obvious, entire beds were given to each of five of
the principal orders, and two to the Compositse. With
none of these was there any difficulty; 30 plants, care-
fully selected from half or two-thirds as many genera,
were found to illustrate fairly the hardy herbaceous
perennials even in a large order. It was however
necessary to make the internal arrangement of the bed
correspond with the subdivisions of the order. Thus
in the Labiatai to Salvia and ilonarda was assigned a
place at the head of the bed, below thera came Mentha
Mid Nepeta and other genera down to Teucrium and
AJaga at the foot of the bed.

In some instances several natural orders had to he
represented in a single bed. The transverse rows of
^ree answered very well for this purpose, two or three
such rows were given to orders of moderate extent as
yiolacejc and Hypericineae ; one to Linacese, Cornacese,
&c., whilst single spaces sufficed for Franlveniacese and
Wme others. The eighth and sixteenth beds were
aJvided in the middle by a transverse walk, the upper
portion of the eighth containing the concluding orders
of the Calyciflores, the lower portion, the orders of
wiouopetalous plants preceding the CompositiE. The
^PPer portion of the sixteenth bed terminating the
njouopetalous plants, the lower portion constituting the
whole of the room that could be spared for the
Mooochlamydese.

These two transverse walks, though occupving
valuable space, were found useful in inviting attentionw the important groups at the termination of which
uiey wero made. For the same purpose it would be

Kftu r* .f ^ broader walk between the fourth and
Wth beds dividing the Thalamiflores from the Calicy-
notes, and between the sixteenth and seventeenth, a

walk of some material of a different colour, to denote
the change from Dicotyledonous to Monocotyledonous
plants.

Experience seems to point out in all arrangements of
natural objects for public exhibition the expediency of
having a classification not only accurate but obvious
ani even conspicuous. In a lengthened series, to
distinguish the commencement of a family or a genws
by a label may be sufficient for the guidance of a
gtudent,but for the public it is better to mark the
change in such a way as to invite attention and even
to provoke inquiry.

It is hardly necessary to refer to the importance of
selecting^ for the border such plants as are striking in

their appearance, or remarkable for beauty. Yet an
enthusiastic botanist might probably conclude that the
order and accuracy of his series would ensure attention.

No chance however should be thrown away : a beautiful

flower illustrates a genus as well as one less ornamental,
and with far better chance of being observed. Persoon
was won to the study of Mycology by the beauty of
Peziza coccinea. If then the border be made attrac-
tive in appearance as well as scientific in its arrange-
ment, the former quality may often lead to the
appreciation of the latter.

Too great a proportion of very familiar plants should
be avoided. A set of British Grasses, though equally

beautiful, would not be noticed once in an hundred
times in comparison with a scries of foreign kinds such

as may readily be procured and constitute, even to an
ordinary observer, one of the most attractive and
interesting beds in the whole border.

In order to look well the taller plants must be placed

in the middle row of the bed, and as far as may be
compatible with the arrangement, the plants should
decrease in height from the back to the front.

Each plant should be set exactly in the centre of the
space allotted to it; for this purpose it was found useful

to employ a frame of wood 14 inches square, inside

measurement, and 4 inches.deep: with the aid of a rod
marked so as to divide it into 10 14-mch lengths, it was
easy to set the frame upon the exact spot to be occupied,

and the soil for the whole of the space within the

frame was then prepared to the required depth for the
reception of the plant.

For plants with rapidly spreading roots it was found
convenient to use slates, not quite 14 inches long by
6 broad J these were pressed into the ground until their

upper edges were nearly on a level with the soil,

forming a quadrilateral, surrounding and very eflTectually

confining the plant. The bed for Grasses was divided
in this way throughout.

Williams, of Ormakirk,* also kindly contributed man v
valuable plants. ^

In conclusion T may refer to some of the advantages
likely to be derived from systematically arranged borders
of plants in gardens of public resort.

The study of Hotavy may he promoted.—In many
schools receiving assistance from the Committee of
Council on Education, and in nearly all the higher
class of schools, more or less of botany is taught. Bat
from books alone even the theory of botany is

seldom learned to any purpose, much less can the love
of plnnts be encouraged. It is not indeed contended
that the border can he a substitute for the fields and
lanes and woods and hills : but in how few schools can
time be spared for rambling beyond the barren pave-
ment or the dusty road. Moreover even a ramble
amongst the wild flowers leaves something to be done
in a ^mt to the border. It is better a child should
love a Primrose than know the names of all the natural
orders ; but why may not sometliing of both be
attained i Now 100 natural orders in the pages of a
book with tlieir hard names and harder descriptions are
aformidi'ble difficulty ; but let the natural arrangement
be seen displayed from beginning to end in a border of
living plants, and the difficulty vanishes. The vexations
distinctions of stamens hypogynous, epigvnous, pei;i-

gynous or isomerous are found after all to mean only
what may he seen in this bed, or in that, or in the
other, and thus a great step is gained in the removal of
difficulties attending the commencement of the study.

Indeed, for purposes of instruction, the border may
have some advantage over even the botanic garden ; for

in a large collection of plants it is rare to find the
whole scries so arranged as to make the succession of

the natural orders distinctly visible throughout.
Linear succession does not it is true obtain in Nature,
but it is inevitable in lessons and in books; and so

wondrous an assistance is the eye to the memory, that
after a few visits to the border, the position of a plant

in the vegetable system is almost as readily remem-
bered as the place of a letter in the alphabet : jt is in

fact hard to forget the position of a family with its

alliances when it is once observed in living illustration

on a s^'stematically arranged border.

I'riDate gardens may he improved.—It is quite-

possible tlie number and variety of beautiful plants seen
in the border mny suggest to many who have gardens
of their own a far better and more delightful use of
them than is commonly made at present. Everywhere
the same flowers are now cultivated without even the-
slightest regard to the size or situation of the garden.
The noble contrasts of colour presented to the eye in the-

The names of the natural orders were exhibited on ga^'^^ens of the Crystal Palace are supposed to be suitable

pieces of plate glass 1 foot long by 3 inches broad.
These were obtained from the waste edges cut off in
squaring large plates of glass, and may be purchased at
about 6t/. per square foot. The glass is ground on both
sides, and is a highly ornamental and beautiful material.

for imitation in a plot of ground a. few feet square. I
confess when I have seen a gardener doing a bit of
Chevreuil in Petunias and Esehscholtzias where he had
barely room to turn his wheelbarrow^, I have longed
to see in his place, the lady of the cottage cherishing a

The slips of glass were made more opaque by being I

^*^*^*^^'^* ^^^^^^^^ ^^o^^ o^ caressing some modest Alpine

painted white at the back ; the letters were put on in ™ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^'^ rockwork.

front with black paint mixed with varnish or turpentine
instead of oil : a year's exposure has not injured their

The present aim, it seems to me, is too much' at
effect, a term which implies that flowers are desired to

appearance. These labels when used were supported decorate a garden, instead of a garden being delightful
horizontally in a leaning position by two slight props as the home of sweet flowers; hence the favourites are
of wood, iron being found to stain the glass. now of fQw species but of very rich and showy colours,

yet who ever really loved a Petunia or an Eschscholtzia PA very useful implement, which mav be termed a
,

sun-board, is formed by two pieces of wood each a foot ^* f admitted that many more species of flowers were

square, placed and joined like'two sides of a box. Set \

*^ ^^ ^^"""^ ^" private gardens 20 or 30 years ago; but

upon its edge with the rectangle turned towardsthesouth!!^/® plants were then valued, just as prize Pansies or

itformsashelteredcornerinwhichslipsorcuttingsmaybe' ^'*^*'*^^*^^ "^® ^O""' ^" proportion to the exclusiveness

protected from the sun and wind, whilst left open to

the air and rain; and they are thns neither drpwn np
nor weakened as when under a hand-glass. Set with
the rectangle uppermost, the sun-board forms a kind of

penthouse under which the stocks of plants may be
sheltered from the rough weather in winter.

with which they were possessed by their cultivators.
But it is our own fault if we have no higher kind of
value for floral treasures now ; in fact, at no former
period has it been possible to enjoy a garden with any-
thing like that intelligent acquaintance with the natural
history of plants which is now easily attainable. The

«,..,, ^, literature of botany has made us familiar with particulars
An obvious consequence of so limited a space as 14 . historical, poetical, geographical, economical, meteorolo-

inches square being given to each plant, is the neces-

sity of affording to most of the taller flowers the means
of support. Garden sticks tapering upward appear
much lighter, and are stiffer in the ground than the
ordinary kind. Iron rods as thick as a Cedar pencil

with one end fixed in a short stout wooden pin are also

useful.

In commencing the formation of a systematically

arranged border, the first question will naturally relate

to the space it is desirable to occupy. If the series is

to be confined to the hardy perennials, it seems probable

that accommodation for 600 plants will be sufficient

:

these however in double rows, with walks between

them, will require a larger space than lOS feet by 12.

If triple rows are adopted, and more than 14 inches

square be given to each plant, the central row in each

bed will be found inconvenient to manage without

disturbing the side rows.

A sufficient number of plants may readily be obtained.

I rarely had to purchase, yet within the first year my
border was furnished with 590 species, illnstrating most

of the principal and many of the smaller genera of hardy

perennials. For the greater part of them I am indebted

to the kindness and liberality of the Curators of the

Liverpool, Edinburgh, Dublin, and York Botanic gar-

dens. The late Mr. Nuttall, of Eainhill, Mr. Leeds, of

Manchester, Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool, Mr. Stnbbs, of

Frodsham, Mr. Holcroft, of Unholland, and Mr.

gical, physiological, some of which distinguish every
flower, and add to its beauty an interest, a little cor-
responding with the charm investing a yet higher
order of loveliness jvhen combined with an intellectual
education. It must increase the pleasure to be derived
from the cultivation of an Androsaceto know something
of the scenery and varying altitude of the snow line.

Camassia loses nothing of its great beauty seen in the
character of the staff of life to thousands; and the pale
pure glories of (Enothera taraxacifolia beam in the
twilight best appreciated by the beholder whose imagi*
nation has wandered in the valleys of Peru, and dwelt
upon scenes depicted by the historian of the.Incas. To
exchiinge such plants as these for Mr. A.'s Defiance, Mr.
B.'s Delight, and Lady C.'s Incomparable is a veiy
questionable advantage.

Too little is known in this country of the capabilities

of an open garden. Flower shows have made almost

every one familiar with magnificent Heaths and A/aleas

and Pelargirtiiinns, &c. &c., plants which cannot be

grown in perfection except by the professional cultivator

or by the wealthy ; whilst there are hundreds of gpecies

ofperennials, beautiful and perfectly hardy, needing only

to be seen to be desired ; and, there can be no doubt, if

* Lista of plants at very moderate prices are publi.«hf>d by
>rr. Skirvin,<j, of Liverpool, Mr. Holcroft, of Unhollancl,

Wigaij, E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, St. John's
"Wood, London, &c,
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a demand should arise for them, they would soon be

generally cultivated for a sni^ply.

A systematically arranged horder may afTord' much

encouragement to botanical amafei'rs.—The border in

fact may in comparison with the botanic garden be what

a popular manual is to a scientific treatise ; and let not

this be thought an unworthy object, for after all it may

be quite as effectually to promote the highest and most

worthy aims of science, to afford to greater numbers the

means of an intelligent acquaintance witii the elements

of botany, as to decide some knotty long-disputed point

in botanical physiology. It seems certain that in any

science popular knowl^'dge will advance pari passu with

the progress of the science itself; always of course at a

respectful distance from the van, but never left entirely

behind. This is as it ought to be. The exploratiors

of the foremost men are not to be emulated by the

multitude ; but a more humble class of labourers soon

follow and prepare at least a portion of the new terri-

tory for all who choose to settle in it. No doubt tlie

discoverers have the best title to do the honours of their

acquisitions, but few discovers will thus far condescend;

few very learned men will write popular works ; yet,

happily, a commimicative spirit is greatly on the

increase ;
philosophers are no longer a sect; men who

devote themselves to the investigation of scientific

truth, gWing their labours and their lives to profound

researches, can no longer be said to be absorbed in their

pursuit; together with a more jnst appreciation of

nature has arisen a far more practieid recognition of a

truth, which may be expressed in words not wholly

unlike those of the great Instructor himself, and as I

think, in full accordance with his mind, that science

was made for man, and not man for science.

The foUov/ing table is copied from a page in the

quarto catalogue of the border in my own garden : it

would, however, be far more convenient to have tl)e

catalocrue made in oblong: folio :

—

Bed No. J.' Rosace.^.

1.

S.

4.

fi.

6.

N", Americfi-
Spirasa lobata.

Mur.
rritnin,

Dryas octopetala.

L. sp,

N> America.
Gillenin trifoliata.

N. America-
Dalibarda frnga-

rioides. Mi.
Britain,
Potentilla

arge-ntea. L.
Calabria,

Spinx^a Kamtscba-
tica. Pal,

Aluine Europe,
Sicversia moiitana.

Spr.

Louisiana.
Sicversia triflora,

R. Br.
N. America.

Potentilla flon-

bunda, Poi.
liritaiiu

Potentilla rupes-
tris. L,
Piedmont.

7-

Potentilla calabra. [Potentilla pcdata.
Ten.

Var. Maxima-
Britain.

Sibbaldia prncnm-
bens, L.

8.

0.

10.

Hyl)rul.

Potentilla Toiigu.

Api'iinonia.

Species.
Britain.

Kosa pimpincUi-
foiia. L.

Puir.

S. Europe.
Potcutilla recta. L.

Niinuh
Potentilbiinsiguis.

Ptoyle.

New Zeuiand.
Acpna tsang-nis-

orba3. Vahl.
Britain.

Alchcmilla aiplua.

L.

Britain.

Spirrea fiiipen-rUila.

Ij sp.

Bithynia.
Gcum coccineiim.

Smith.
H ungary.

'Waldesteiiia

gcoidcs. Wil.

Nipaul.
Fragaria indica.

H. K.
Euro]ic.

Potentilla alba. L.

Hyhrid.
Potentilla
Kusselliana.

Canada.
Potentiliti trideu-

tata. Sol.

From Edin. Botanic
Garden.

Potentillu dubia.

Europe.
Potentilla opaca. L.

Cancasus.
Alclicmilla serlcea.

wii.

—I'rom a paper read before the Historic Society of

Lancashire and Cheshire, by the Rev, Henry 11. ITig-

gins, of Rainhilly I*rescott, Lancashire,

CULTIVATION OF MEDICINAL PLANTS AT
HITCHIN, HERTS.

It 18 now -vvoll known that there are In coiiimon

cultivation two varieties of Henbane (Hyoscyamiis niger,

liinn.), one of which is biennial (Hyoscyamus niger,

var. a. biennis), and the other annual (Hyoscyamufl

niger, var. jS. annua, or Hyoscyamus ngrestis of some

authors). The biennial variety only is cultivated by
Mr. Ransom at Hitchin, and for it, on an average of

some years, he reserves from 3 to 4 acres of land.

Tliis variety is commonly distinguished under the name
of biennial Black Henbane. The two varieties have been

already fully described in this Journal by Dr. Pereira,

Messrs. Houltnn, Squire, and others, and need not,

thereiore, be further alluded to here.

The biennial niuck Henbane is that which is commonly

regarded (and, as we believe, correctly so) as the more

active variety, and it is there directed to bo employed

in the Loiulon Pharmacopreia. T!ie wild plant is also

usually stated to he more powerful in its action thao

that whicb is cultivated, but we liave no very satisfac-

tory evidence which is demonstrative of its superiority ;

indeed. Dr. Christison states, tliat "from experiments

made some years ago at the Royal Infirmary in Edin-

burgh, the inferiority of cultivated plants, if it exists

at all, seems not appreciable in practice." There is

probably, therefore, bat very little difference in the

medicinal activity of the cultivated and wild Henbane.

It 13 satisHictory to find that snch is the fact, as

Henbane is now employed far too extensively for our

supplies to be derived solely from wild plants ; indigenous

Henbane being now by no means abundant, and becom-
ing les? so every jear, such a source of supply would soon
be eshansted. Hence, nearly all the Henbane used in
this ctmntry is derived from plants cultivated in dif-

ferent districts ; more especially at Mitcham, Hitchin,
and in certain parts oi Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire.
In some districts, the aimual variety is much cultivated.

and one of the reasons for this is said to be its gi*eener

and more pleasing colour.

At Hitchin the biennial Black Henbane is raised from

seed. This is, we believe, the only way in which it can

be successfully reared. Before sowing, the ground is well

trenched and manured. About the middle or end of

March, or early la April, according as the season is

favourable or otherwise, the seeds are sown In rows,

which arc placed at about 18 inches or 2 feet apart.

The youn<^ plants generally begin to show above ground

about the end of May or in the first or second week of

June, although if the spring be very cold or otherwise

unfavourable to the process of germination, they do not

make their appearance till even a laterperiod. Indeed,

we are informed that it not unfrequently happens, that

after all the labour and oarc which has been bestowed by

the herb grower in liis selection of his seed, and in pre-

paring the ground for its reception, &c., the plants

fail to spring up altogether. We believe that of all

medicinal plants cultivated by the lierb grower.

Henbane is the most uncertain one he has to deal with,

for besides the frequent failure, as just noticed, in the

germination of the seeds, the plants, slionld they make
their appearance above ground, are very liable to be

destroyed at an early age by insects, &c., and even

should they escape their ravages, and vegetation actively

commence, if the weather should then become very dry,

the yet young and tender shoots become soon

checked in their growth, and the plants sometimes

entirely dried up, and the crop consequently lost, and

more particularly so as from the very slow progress which

the plants under such adverse circumstances make, they

are more subject to injury from the ravages of insects

and snails, thelatter of which especially devourthe young
leaves with great eagerness and with perfect impunity.

If the season be favourable to the growth of the

plants, as soon as they get well establislied they pro-

gress rapidly, and about the beginning of August
especially, the leaves, which are then becoming large,

make snch progress that they sometimes measure

ultimately 2 feet or more in length. The leaves thus

produced in the first year's growth are all stalked, and

proceed from the stem underground ; hence, they are

termed radical. No aerial stem is produced during the

first year. About the middle of August the leaves are

cut, and immediately placed in the drying-room, and

dried gradually by the aid of steam-heat. According

to Mr. Ransom, these first leaves form the staple of

what is commonly sold as" folia hyoscyami." After the

removal of the leaves, nothins- further is done to the

Henbane crop during the first year except that the

ground in which it is raised is frequently hoed, in order

to prevent the growth of weeds, &;c. about the plants,

and to loosen the earth about their roots, &c. The
plants continue to grow vigorously throughout August
and in the early part of September, by which new
loaves are soon produced to replace those cut away.

After the beginning of September, vegetation begins to

decline, but tliey remain growing slowly until October,

and then the iirst frost which comes causes them to

wither away, and, in November, all trace of them above

ground is lost. The root, however, beiilg biennial,

survives during the winter, but remains comparatively

dormnnt till about the following May, when it begins

to develop an aerial stem with leaves on its surface.

Should the newly developing parts be then exposed to

favourable feather, and succeed in escaping the ravages

ofsnails, &c., they grow very rapidly, so that towards

the end of May, or beginning of June, the plants some-

times reach the height of 4 or 5 feet, but their more
usunl height is about 3 feet. The flowering takes place,

generally, early in Juno, and continues throughout the

month, as also in July. As soon as the fruit is matured,

and the seeds ripened, the plants die.

When the Henbane plants are fully in flower the

gatiiering of the crop commences, and continues

throughout June and the early part of July. It is

usual to reserve some of the plants for the leaves, &c.,

the remainder being employed in the preparation of

extract. Thus, the former have their mature leaves

stripped from the plant while growing in the field

;

these are brought home to the laboratory as speedily as

possible, and dried by steam-heat in a room adapted for

the purpose ; these form the true biennial " folia

hyoscyami." Mr. Ransom thinks that they idone should
be used in medicine, as they possess much more medi-
cinal activity than those obtained from the same
plants in the first year of their growth. He also states

that the leaves yhcn gathered at this stage of the
life of the plant have a very powerful odour, which
differs from and is less unpleasant than that givenpff by
them at any other period of their existence. Some of
the flowers are also generally plucked and dried with
the leaves. We believe this to be a mistake,, for we
have no donbt but that they are much inferior in activity

to them ; indeed, this would appear to be the opinion
of Mr, Ransom also, as he states that he does not
consider it desirable to mix many flowers with the
leaves. Prom the same plants several gatherings of
leaves take place during the season, and when their

collection has terminated, the plants from which they
have been obtained are left standing in the field, and
from them the seed is derived which is reserved for sale

and for sowing the next year. The remaining plants

are employed for the preparation of the extract of

Henbane, and for this purpose it is considered very

desirable to use the herb aS soon as possible after it has

been cut, for if it be allowed to remain in heap? for

even a short time, it heats, and then the afteT^^dupi.
is always more or less injured. We regard this pUn of
operation as very important, and especial attentio
should be always paid to it, and more particularly sn
from the circumstance of Henbaiie being thus emplovpa
in the preparation of extract, &c., at commonly a verv
hot season of the year. Mr. Ransom informs us that
the whole time occupied from the growing of the plants
in the field to their conversion into extract is only, as a
rule, from 12 to IG hours. The produce of Henbane
per acre varies much according to the season, for while
the quantity in some years is not more than a ton in

others it is as much as 5 tons, or even in rare cj^es

still greater. Tlie produce of extract per cwt. also ig

very variable; according to Mr. Ransom's experience

at Hitchin, it is from 4 lbs. to 7^- lbs. JPharmaceuticaL

JovrnaL

ARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
["We borrow from the Thiies the following brilliant notice ot

the -work which is now attracting so much attention.]

There is a growing immensity in the speculations of science
to which no human thing or thought at this day is comparable
ipart fx-om the results which science brings ua home and
jecnrely harvests, there is an expansive force and latitude in
its tentative efforts, which lifts us out of ourselves and traag.

figures our nsortality. AVe may have a preference for moral
themes, like the Homeric sage, who had seen and known
much :

—

"Cities of men
And manners, climates, councils, governments ;

"

yet we must end by confessing that
"The windy ways of men

Are but dust which rises up
And is lightly laid again,"

in comparison with the work of nature, to which ecience

testifies, but which has no bomidarics in time or space to which
science can approximate.

,

There is something altogether out of the reach of science,

and yet the compass of science is practically illimitable.

Hence it is that from time to time we are startled and per-

plexed by theories which have no parallel in the contracted

moral world; for the genei-alisations of science sweep on in

ever widening circles, and more aspiring flights, thi-ough a

limitless creation. While astronomy, with its telescope, ranges

beyond the known stars, and physiology, with its microscope,

is subdividing infinite minutire, we may expect that our

historic centuries will be treated as inadequate counters in the

history of the planet on which we are placed. "We must expect

new conceptions of the nature and relations of its denizens, aa

science acquires the materials for fresh generalisations ; nor

have wc occasion for alarm if a highly advanced knowledge,

like that of the eminent Naturalist before us, confronts us with

an hypothesis as vast as it is novel. This hypothesis may or

may not bo sustainable hereafter; it may give way to some-

thing else, and higher science may reverse what science has

here built up with so much skill and patience, but its suffi-

ciency must be tried by the tests of science alone, if we are to

maintain our position 'as the heirs of Bacon and the acquitters

of Galileo. We must weigh this hypothesis strictly in the con-

trovorsy which is coming, by the only tests which are appro-

priate, and by no others whatsoever.
Tlic hypothesis to which we point, and of which the present

work of Mr. Darwin is hue the preliminary outline, may ta

stated in his own language as follows :
—"Species originated

by means of natural selection, or through the preservation of

the favoured races in the struggle for life." To render this

thesis intelligible, it is necessary to interpret its terms. In the

first place, what is a species? The question in a simple one,

but the right answer to it is hard to find, even if we appeal to

those who should know most about it. It is all those animM

or plants which have descended from a .smgle pair of parents;

it is the smallest distinctly definable gi-oup of living organ-

isms ; it is an cteraal and immutable entity; it is a niere

abstraction of the human intellect having no existence m

nature. Such are a tew of the significations attached to thli

simple word which may bo culled from authoritative sources:

and if, leaving terms and theoretical subtleties aside, we tiOT

to facts and endeavonr to gather a meaning for °^"^^^'^^
studying the things to which, in practice, the name of apeo*

is applied, it profits us little. For practice varies as ^^^^.*^

theory. Let the botanist or the zoologist examine and d^nw
the productions of a country, and one will pretty certainly oia*

agree with the other as to the number, limits, and definitiojU

of the species into which he groups the very same things, in

these islands we are in the habit of regarding mankind as^

one species, but a fortnight's steam will land us in a coiuinT

where divines and savans, for once in agreement, vie mtnoo*

another in loudness of assertion, if not in cogency of proo^

that men are of different species ; and, more particularly, tm
the species negro is so distinct from our own that ^® j-

Commandments have actually no reference to him. -^^^j^jj

the calm region of entomology, where, if anywhere m }

sinful worid, passion and prejudice should faU to stir thenn^

one learned coleopterist will fill ten attractive ^'^'^"j^j^
descriptions of species of beetles, ninc-teuths of ^"^'^J", ^
immediately declared by his brother beetle-mongers to k »-

species at all, , -—«.
The truth is that the number of distinguishable hnj^ '^^

tures almost suq>a.sses imagination. At least
^?:'-^nti&ed

kinds of insects alone have been described and may he ws ^
in collections, and the number of separable 1^"^ .^ *«vjBt
things is under-estimated at half a million. Seeiiig *°jyj^
of these obvious kinds have their accidental varieties, an

^^^
they often shade into others by imperceptible degrees, -

well be im.igined that the task of distinguishing l^^^^^^^^J^t

«

is permanent and what fleeting^ what is a species anav

mere variety, is sufficiently formidable. .
' ^neaUt

But is it not possible to' apply a teat whereby a truy^^
may be known from a mere variety? Is there ^^, *^ ^Lt "thf
species? Great authorities affirm that there j^-J^^Hk
imions of members of the same species are ^l^^^"?-

offspring-
those of distinct species are either sterile, or

^^^f ?vigUia
called hybrids, are so. It is affirmed not only that ^^^'j^.

experimental fact, but that it is a provision for t&e y ^^ ^
tion of the purity of species. Such a criterion a^

.^^If^rju- ho*
invaluable ; but. unfortunately, not only is it 'i^t oDvi

^^ ^
to apply it in the great majority of cases "^^^'^^rrhe H«»
needed, but its general validity is stoutly denied.^ ^ . ^jjy

and Rev. Mr. Herbert, a most trustworthy ^"*^^'i"^«ritnent»
asserts as the result of his own observations *"'*f^V gped*
that many Jiybrids are quite as fertile as the P^rem ^^
but he goes so fiir as to assert that the P^'^*^*^"^^ - Hnct speci*
capense is much more fertile when crossed by a (nac ^^i
then when fertilised by its proper pollen t On

*°^J pija* t.^

the famous Gaertner, though he took the greatest i^^^^ ^
cross the Primrose and the CowsUp, succeeded ot'iJ

^ (jj^

twice in several years ; and yet it is a ^^^^-^^^°.^^ibe»•
the Primrose and the Cowslip are only v**"'^,^'^."! ^m *«^'

kind of plant. Again, such cases as the f'^^^"'^?
*he »*

established. The female of species A if cnwscdwtcn ^^
of specie? B is fertile, but if the femals of B w crofiMu

b

t

I

f
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i« ^f A she remains barren. Facts of tliis kind destroy the

;:ongh pmctical d-tmc^

^^"^L'^'nnndRioufwmS surround them, their mutual har-

^ ^^\W dSordancies of structure, the bond of union of

T"'^.S^ and their past history, he finds himself, according

f^^J.P^^W^ noK. m a mighty maze, and with, at most.

.u firmest adurabr-ition of a plan. It He starts witii any
the '^'"^"^^^^^j.Hmi it is that every part of a Uving creature is

^°'
'-niw Xntrto^^^^^ H=^-^ not his

S'Zftll him that that seemingly useless organ, the spleen,

^''J ^,^fnllv^diStedas so much packin- between the other
as

^"S^^^^i f/S at tlie outset of his studies, be finds that no
organs? Aua ye^.^ii-/' ^_ ,^^ „;„„,^ f^,„ ^,.^ Unif riF +>,otciven for one half of the

iscovurs rudi-Xdantive reason whatsoever can oe given lor on

'^'^i-J^Hprof vetretable structure ; he also di;

^""l^tLth which are never used, in the gu... u. .u«
mentary teetn, T;°'h ^f the foetal whale; insects which

CTbitehave ridimental jaws and others which never fly

£|ye n dimental wings; naturally blmd creatr.res have rudi-
nave V^"^'"^Y „r,^ tbft halt have mdiraentary hmbs. So,

"^in no animal or plant puts ou its perfect form

* ™V*. hut all have to start from the same point, however

*\?nn?the (Silrse which each lias to pursue. Not only men

I^d horses, and cats and dogs, lobsters and beetles, periwinkles

Sd musses, but even the very sponges and annnaUmles com-

menr«Their*existence under forma which ai;e essentially un-

Sstinguishable ; and this is true of all the mfinUe variety of

Sants Nay, more, all living beings moreh side by side along

the hiffh road of development, and separate the later the more

like tbev are ' hke people leaving church, who all go down the

aisle but having readied the doorsome turn into the parsonage,

others go down the village, and others part only in the next

parish. A man in his development runs for a little while

parallel with, though never passing through, the form of the

meanest worm, tJien travels for a space beside the fish,

then journeys along with the bird and the rcjstile for his

fellow travellers ; and only at last, after a brief com-
panionship with the highest of the four-footed and
four-handed world, rises into the dignity of pure manhood.
No competent thinker of the present day dreams of explain-

ing these indubitable facts by the notion of the existence of

unknown and undiscoverable adaptations to purpose. And we
would remind those who, ignorant of the facts, must be moved
by authority, that no one has asserted the incompetence of the
doctrine of final causes, in its application, to physiology and
anatomy, more strongly than our own eminent anatomist,
Professor Owen, who, speaking of such cases, says ("On the
Nature of Limbs," pp. 39, 40)—"I think it will be obvious
that the principle of final adaptations fails to satisfy all the
conditions of the problem."
But, if the doctrine of final causes will not help us to com-

prehend the anomalies of living structure, the principle of
adaptation must surely lead us to understand why certain
living beings are found in certain regions of the world and
not in others. The Palm, as we know, will not grow in
our climate, nor the Oak in Greeulaud. The white
bear cannot live where the tiger thrives, nor vice
versd, and the more the natural habits of animal and
vegetable species are examined, the more do they seem, on
the whole, limited to particular provinces. But when we look
into the facts established by the study of the geographical
distribution of animals and plants it seems utterly hopeless to
attempt to understand the strange and apparently capricious
relations which they exhibit. One would be inclined to sup-
pose d priori that every country must be naturally peopled by
those animals that arc fittest to live and thrive in it. And yet
how, on this hypothesis, are we to account for the absence of
cattle in the.Pampas of South America when those parts of
be N©w World were discovered? It is not tliat they were
unfit for cattle, for milUons of cattle now run wild there ; and
the like holds good of Australia and New Zealand. It is a
curious circumstance, in fact, that the animals and plants of
the Northern Hemisphere are not only as well adapted to live
in the Southern Hemisiiherc as its own autochthones, but are
in many cases absolutely better adapted, and so overrun and
extirpate the aborigines. Clearly, therefore, the species which
naturally inhabit a country are not necessarily the best
adapted to its climate and other conditions. The inhabitants
of islands are often distinct from any other known species of
animal or plants (witness our recent examples from the
work of Sir Emerson Tenncnt, on Ceylon), and yet they
nave almost always a sort of general family resemblance to the
animals and plants of the nearest mainland. On the other
hiuid. there is hardly a species of fish, shell, or crab common
to the opposite sides of the narrow isthmus of Panama.
Wherever we look, then, living nature offers us riddles of diflS-
cult solution, if we suppose that what we see is all that can be
known of it.

^^^ our knowledge of life is not confined to the existing
^

* *V
Whatever their minor differences, geologists are agi-eed

as to the vast thickness of the accumulated strata which com-
poee the visible part of our earth, and the inconceivable
jmmensity of the time of whose lapse they are the imperfect
out the only acces.sifcle witnesses. Now, throughout the
greater part of this long series of stratified rocks are scattered,
•ometimes very abundantly, multitudes of organic remains,

H-fi
^^^^^^"^ exuvia) of animals and plants which lived and

«ica while the mud of which the rocks are fcrmtd was
y«t soft ooze, and could receive and bury tbeni. It would
** a Hreat error to suppose that these organic remains
*ere fragmentary relics. Our museums exhibit fossil
JoeiU of immeasurable antiquity, as perfect as the day
jf^'were formed, whole skeletons without a limb dis-
^^>*d—nay, the changed flesh, the developing embryos,*M even the very footsteps of primepval organisms. Thus the

^J^"^t finds in the bowels of the earth species as well
enued, and in some grou]>3 of animals more numerous

*'*^ those which breathe the upper air. But, singularly
•DfHigh, the majority of these entombed species are wlioUy
^unct from those that now live. Nor is this unlikencss
Jjjnout Its rule and order. As a broad fact, the further we go
y^ ^^ *i"ie the less the buried species are like existing

JT""'*'
*nd the further apart the sets of extinct creatures are^ less they are like one another. In other words, there has

PcntatKUch was empowered and commissioned to teach us
scientific as well as other truth, that the account we find there
of the creation of living things is simply and literally correct,
and that anything which seems to contradict it is, by the
nature of the case, false. All the i>henomena which have been
detailed are, on this view, the immediate product of a creative
fiat, and consequently are out of the domain of science
altogether.
Whether this view prove tdtimately to be true or false, it is,

at any rate, not at present supported by what is commonly
regarded as logical proof, even if it be capable of discus.sion by
reason ; and hence we consider ourselves at liberty to pass it

by, and to turn to those views which profess to rest on a
scientific basis only, and therefore admit of being argued to
their consequences. And we do this with the less hesitation
as it so happens that those pei-sons who are practically con-
versant with the facts of the case (plainly a considerable ad-
vantage) have always thought fit to range themselves under the
latter category.
The majority of these competent persons have up to the

present time maintained two positions—the first, that every
species is, within certain denned limits, fixed and incapable uf
modification ; the second, that every species was originally
produced by a distinct creative act. The second position is

obviously incapable of proof or disproof, the direct opei-ations
of the Creator not being subjects of science; and it nuist
therefore be regarded as a corollary from the first, the truth or
falsehood of which is a matter of evidence. Most persons
imagine that the arguments in fiivour of it are overwhelming

;

but to some few minds, ai:^ these, it must be confessed,
intellects of no small power and grasp of knowledge, they have
not brought conviction. Among these minds, that of the
famous naturalist Lamarck, who possessed a greater acquaint-
ance with the lower forms of life than any man of his day,
Cuvicr not excepted, and was a good botanist to boot, occupies
a prominent place.

Two facts appear to have strongly affected the course of

thought of this remarkable man—the one, that finer or stronger
links of afBiiity connect all living beings with one another,
and that thus the highest creature grades by multitudinous
steps into the lowest; the other, that an organ may be
developed in particular directions by exerting itself in par-
ticular ways, and that modifications once induced may be
transmitted and become hereditary. Putting these facts

together, Lamarck endeavoured to account for the first by the
operation of the second. Place an animal in new circum-

pigs, no more like a wild boar or sow than a city alderman is
like an ourang-outang. The cattle show has been, and perhapsmay again be, succeeded by a poultry show, of whose crowing
ana clucking prodigies it can only be certainly predicated that
they will be very unlike the aboriginal Phasianus Gallus. If
the seeker after .animal anomalies is not satisfied, a turn or
two in Seven Dials will convince him that the breeds of pigeons
are quite as extraordinary and unlike one another and their
parent stock, while the Horticultural Society will provide him
with any number of corresponding vegetable abeirations from
nature's types. He will learn with no little surprise, too, in
the course of his travels, that the proprietors and producers of
these animal and vegetable anomalies regard them as distinct
species, with a firm belief, the strength of which is exactly
proportioned to their ignorance of scientific biology, and which
is the more remarkable as they are all proud of their skill in
originating such " species."
On careixd inquiry it is found that all these, and ihe many

other artificial bre;.dsor races of animals and plants, have been
produced by one method. The breeder—and a skilful one
must be a person of much sagacity and natural or acquired
perceptive faculty—notes some slight difference, arising he
knows not how, in some individuals of his stock. If he wish
to perpetuate this difference, to form a breed with the pecuha-
nty in question strong]^' marked, he selects such male and
female individuals as exhibit the desired character, and breeds
from them. Their off/^pring arc then carefully examined, and
those which exhibit the peculiarity the most distinctly are
selected for breeding, and this operation is repeated until the
desired amount of divergence from the primitive stock is
reached. It is then found that by continuing the process of
selection—always breeding, that is, from well marked forms,
and allowing no impure crosses to interfere-a race may be
formed, the tendency of which to reproduce itself is exceed-
ingly strong ; nor is the limit to the amount of divergence
which may bo thus produced known, but one thing is certain,
that, if certain breeds of tiogs, or of pigeons, or of horses, were
known only in a fossil state, no naturalist would hesitite in
regarding tlieui as distinct species.
But in all these cases we have human interference. Without

the breeder there would be no selection, and without the
selection no race. Before admitting the possibility of natural
species having originated in any similar way, it must be proved
that there is in nature some power which takes the place of
man, and performs a selection si'.d sponte. It is the claim of
Mr. Darwin that he professes to have discovered the existence

stances, says he, and its needs will be altered ; the new needs ^nd the modus operandi of this natural selection, as he terms
will create new desires, and the attempt to gratify such desires it: and if he be riirht

^eu a regular aucccssion of living beings, each youn^^cr setr^ ma very broad and general sense somewhat more Ukewo« which now live.

<rf TJ?*
'*"*^® supposed that this snccession had been the result

a ^^^^^<^^^^^''^ catastrophes, deatnictions, and re-creations

fcoWi /
catastrophes are now almost eliminated from

SSniSfr' ^^i^u ^^^^ pal^ontoiogical speculaUon; and it is
ll^ttea on all hands tliat the seeming breaks in the chain of

ira«Sl-SL^i absolute, but only rcUtive to our imperfect

h]sJ^ P: thai species have replaced species, not in assem-

«U the'nW**''* ^^ r"l' ^"^ ^^^*' '^ it were possible Uj have

•Pocha a^^^ *'^^ P^*^ presented to us, the convenient^j^jaaM formab^^^^^ ofthe Kcologist, though having a certain

'SSS^^\^^ *>^^ another with limits as un-

*fc«»Up^ct?^ distinct and yet separable colcmrs of

•^lUw ^^1 «^?^^^ of the main tniths which have been
^^^0^"^^^ '?^^^ '^',^ ^^^^^ t^^*-I^« ^^'timate and

««*^to''te ^;^^^ practically a-ssume the former« w oe correct- They believe ;hat the writer of the

will result in an appropriate modification of the on?ans exerted.
Make a man a blacksmith^ and his bnchial muscles will dc-ve-

lope in accordance with the demands made upon them, and in
like manner^ says Lamarck, " the efforts of some short-necked
bird to catch fish without wetting himself have, with time and
perseverance, given rise to all our herons and long-necked
waders/'
The Lamarckian hypothesis has long since been justly con-

demned, and it is the established practice for every t3rro to
raise liis heel against the carcass of the dead lion. But it is

rarely either wise or instructive to treat even the errors of a
really great man with mere ridicule, and in the present case
the logical form of the doctrine stands on a very different foot-

ing from its substance-
If species have really arisen by the operation of natural con-,

ditions, we ought to be able to find those conditions now at
work ; we ought to be able to discover in nature some power
adequate to modify any given kind of animal or plant in such
a manner as to give rise to another kind, which would be ad-
mitted by naturalists as a distinct species, Lamarck imagined
that he had discovered this vera cansa in the admitted facts
that some organs may be modified by exercise ; and that
modifications, once produced, are capable of hereditary trans-
mission. It does not seem to have occurred to him to inquire
whether there is any reason to believe that there are any
limits to the amount of modification x?roducibIe, or to ask how
long an animal is likely to endeavour to gratify an impossible
desire- The bird, in our example, would surely have renounced
fish dinners long before it had produced the least effect on leg
or neck.

+

Since Lamarck's time almost all competent naturalists have
left speculatic»ns on the origin of species to such dreamers as
the author of the *' Vestiges/' by whose well-inteutioned efforts
the Lamarckian theory received its final condemnation in the
minds of all sound thinkers. Notwithstanding this silence,
however, the transmutation theory, as it has been called, has
bei n a *' skeleton in the closet" to many an honest zoologist
and botanist who had a soul above the mere naming of dried
plants and skins. Surely, has such an one thought, nature is

a mighty and consistent whole, and the providential order
established in the world of life must, if we could only see it

rightly, he consistent with that dominant over the multiform
shapes of brute matter- But what is the history of astronomy,
of all the branches of physics, of chemistry, otracdicine, tut a
nan-ation of the steps by which the humfln mind has been
compelled, often sorely against its will, to recognise the opera-
tion of secondary causes in events whore ignorance beheld an
immediate intervention of a higher power? And when we
know that livin^^ things arc formed of the same dements as the
inorganic world, that they act and react upon it, bound by a
thousand ties of natural piety, is it probable, nay is it pos-
sible, that they, and they alone, should have no order in
their seeminp disorder, no unity in their seeming multi-
plicity, should suffer no explanation by the discovery of
some central and sublime law of mutual connection?

Questions of this kind have assuredly often arisen, but it

miglit have heeii long- before they received Kucb expression as
would have commanded tiic respect and attention of the scien-
tific world, had it not been tor the publication of the work
which prorai>ted this article. Its author, Mr. Barwin,
inheritor of a ouce celebrated name, won his spurs in science
when most of those now distinguished were young men, and
has for the last 20 years held a place in the front ranks of
British philosophers. After a circumuavigatory voyage,
undertaken solely for the love of his science, Mr, Darwin jmb-
lishcd a series of researches which at once arrested the atten-
tion of naturalists and geologists ; his generalisations have
since received ample confirmation, and now command
universal assent, nor is it questionable that tbcy have had
the ' most important influence on the progress of
science. More recently Mr. Darwin, with a versiitihty

which is among the rai-est of gifta, turned his at-

tention to a most difficult question of zoology and minute
anatomy; and no living naturalist and anatomist has pub-
lished a better monograph than that which resulted from his

labours. Such a man, at all events, has not entered the
sanctuary with unwashed hands, and when he lays before us
the results of 20 years' investigation and reflection we must
listen even though we be disposed to strike. But, in reading
his work, it must be confessed that the attention which might
at first be dutifully, soon becomes willingly, given, so clear is

the author's thought, so outspoken his conviction, so honest
and fair the candid expression of his doubts. Those who
would judge the book must read it; we shall endeavom' only
to make its line of argument and its philosophical position

intelligible to the general reader in our own way.

The Baker Street Bazaar has just been exhibiting its famihar

the process is perfectly simple and
comprehensible, and irresistibly dcducible from very familiar
but well nigh forgotten facts,

Who, for instance, has duly reflected upon all the coTise-

quences of the marvellous struggle for existence which is daily
and hourly going oUf^iraong living beings? Xot only does
every animal live at the expense of some other animal or plants
but the very plants are at war. The ground is full of seeds
that cannot rise into seedlings ; the seedlings rob one another
of air, light, and water, the strongest robber winning the day,
and extinguishing his competitors. Year after year the wild
animals with which man never interferes are, on the avei'age,
neither more nor less numerous than they were ; and yet we
know that the annual produce of every pair is from one to
perhaps a million young ; so that it is mathematically certain
that, on the average, as many are killed by natural causes as
are bom every year, and those only escape which happen to be
a little better fitted to resist destruction than those which die
The individuals of a species are like the crew of a foundered
ship, and none but good swimmers have a chance of reaching
the hind.

Such being unquestionably the necessary conditions under
which living creatures exist, Mr. Darwin discovers in them the
instrument of natural selection. Suppose that in the midst of
this incessant competition some individuals of a specie* (A)
present accidental variations which happen to fit them a little
better than their fellows for the struggle in which they are
engaged, then the chances are in favour, not only of these
individuals being better nourished than the others, but of their
predominating over their fellows in other ways, and of having
a better chance of leaving offspring, which will of course tend
to reproduce the peculiarities of their ])arents. Their offspring
will, by a parity of reasoning, tend to predominate over
their contemporaries, and there being (sapj)ose) no room^
for more than one species such as A, the weaker variety
will eventually be destroyed by the new destructive in--
fluence which is thrown into tho scale, and the stronger
will take its place: Surrounding conditions remaining
unchanged, the new variet^^ (wliich wc may call B>—supposed,
fur argument's sake, to be the best adapted for these conditions-
which can be got out of the original stock—will remaija'
unchanged, all accidental deviations from the type becoming*
at once cxtingnished, as less fit for their post than B itself.

The tendency of B t4> persist will gi-ow with its persistence
through successive pcnerations, and it will acquire all the cha-
racters ofa new species^

But, on tho other hand, if the conditions of life change in
any degree, however slight, B may no longer Le that fonn
which is best adapted to vrithstand their destructive, and
profit by their sustaining, influence ; in which case if it should
give rise to a more competent variety (C), this will take its
place and become a new species ; and thus, by natural
selection, the species B and V will be successively derived
from A-

That this most ingenious hypothesis enables us to give a
reason for many apparent anomalies in the distribution of
living being« in time and space, and that it is not contradicted
by the main phenomena of life and organisation appear to us
to be unquestionable, and so far it must be admitted to have an
immense advantage over any of its predecessors. But it is
quite another matter to affirm absolutely either the truth or
falsehood of Mr. Darwin's views at the i>resent stage of the
inquiry. Goethe has an excellent aphorism defining that state
of mind which be calls '* Thatige Skepsis "—active doubt It
is doubt which so loves truth that it neither dares rest in
doubting, nor extinguish itself by unjustified behof; and we
commend this state of mind to students of species, with
respect to Mr. Darwin's or any other hypothesis, as to their
origin. The cnmbinod investigations of another :iO years may,
periiaps, enable naturalists to say whether the modifying
causes and the selective power, wliich Mr, Darwit has satisfac-
torily shown to exist in nature, arc competent to produce all

the effects he ascribes to them, or whether, on the other hand,
he has been led to overestimate the vuhie of tho principle of
natural selection, as greatly as Lamarck over-cstiraated hiav^ra
caum of modification by exercise.

But there fs, at all events, one advantage poweswd by the
more recent writer over his predecessor, 3fr, Darwin abhors
mere spectilation as nature abhors a vacutim, lie is as greedy
of ca^es and i>recedents as any cnn.stitulional lawyer, and all

the principles he lays down are capable of being brought to the
test of observation and experiment. Th*c path he bids us fol-

low professes to be not a mere airy track, fabricated of ideal

cobwebs, but a solid and broad bridge of facts. If it be so, it

will carry us safely over many a chasm in our knowledge, and
lead us to a region free fmm the snares of those fascraatt:

but barren Virgins, the Final Causes, against whom a hi^
authority has so justly warned us. ** My sons, dig in the Vine-annual spectacle. Straight-backed, small-beaded, big-barrelled

oxen, as dissimilar from any wild species as can well be yard," were the last works of the old num in the fable ; and,

imagined, contended for attention and praise with sheep of :
though the sons found no treasure, they made thar fortunes

half-a-do^cn different breeds and styes of bloated preposterous by the Grapes.
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itome Correspondence.
Anmals.—Osving to the severity of the winter which

I hope is on the eve of lenvint^ us, the usual stock of

half-hardy plants for bedding will be much diminished.

Last season cold frames were amply sufficient to xire-

serve them from injury; but I fear there will be great

mortality amongst such plants this season, especially

where means of apnlying artificial heat are not available.

Tiie result will be that annuals will be greatly m
demand, especially with amateurs who have no propa-

gating pits, cold frames, and other appliances for

securing a good quantity of bedding-" stutf." It may

be well therefore to know that with a single-light box

and a few barrow-loads of dung and leaves just suffi-

cient to raise a gentle heat, any one may succeed m
raising the principal portion of our best half-hardy

annuals, some of which are equal in beauty to beddmg-

plants. Hardy annuals in every stage require less

attention to bring them to perfection ; but even these

are frequently sadly misinaniiged. Thick sowing is a

great evil, if judicious thinning at the proper time js

hot resorted to. The result of thick sowing is, drawn,

Weakly plants, which bloom prematurely and are very

short-lived; whereas by proper management in tlieir

earlier stages you may secure a strong, robust

^owth, enabling the plant to withstand both

wind and rain witli impunity, and rendering it as

luxuriant and hardy as a Phlox. A certain class of

annuals may be sown tn autumn and wintered in a cold

house or frame near the glass ; fi-ost if possible must be

excluded. Ten-week Stocks make a beautiful early bed

when thus treated, and are generally nearly over in

time for replanting the bed with half-hardy plants,

Sapomiria makes a fine early spring bed, and is easily

wintered in a slieltered corner out of doors. Except

annuals are required for very early spring flowenng, I

prefer the usual time of sowing, March and April; they

generallv bloom more profusely and last longer, I

have an 'impression that if the cultivatiou of annuals

was more generally understood th% would soon occupy

a rhore pfominent position in our flower gardens, and be

more appreciated than they are at present. J.^dlington,

Winch Homey Seacomhe, Cheshire.

March, and December; and the year ending Decem-

ber 31, 1859, is 0.390 above the average :—

r

iug an "avenue," three-quarters of a mile long, oa

level ground, with a slight sweep or curve in it :-,

1st mode: front rows, C, Deodara; back row8

A Doutrlasii and P. nobilis. alternately. 2a mode-

front rows, C. Deodara; back rows, A. Douglasii and

Wellingtonia alternately. Tn both cases the trees to be

from 14 to 15 yards apart every way, and backed by

mixed plantations of hardwood and Fus, &c. Scotns.

fVYe doubt the propriety of plantmg Deodars m the

front rovtr, because they will eventually assume the

heavy appearance of Cedars of Lebanon and mask the

others We should prefer front row A. Douglasii and

Wellingtonia, with Deodai'a in the rear
;
or rather three

rows, alternating, 1, A. Douglasn; 2, Welhngtoaia;

3, Deodar.1 „, , • ,„,
MainfaU at JllglfieU near Skreioslury tn 1859:

Ins.
I

80 i

Brought forward
January
February .. .

•• ^-^^

March 2.00

April 2.83

May 0-S^

June 2.14

Carried forward 9.61

July
August
September _ ^ ^^
October ., .. .. 3^45
Kovember .. .. 2.8O
December .. .. igg

• *

* t

Ina.

9.61

5.27

2.81

2.26
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Effects of the late Frost.—Two plants of Kugenia

ttgiu have weathered the storm at the foot of a green-

Kdnse wall exposed to a draught from the north two

inters without hurt. Tlie frost of October last which

caught them in their third winter well estahliihed eut

them off to the ground, and they are as dead as Pea

a;ticks. Arbutus Croomi was in splendid bloom -when

tliat froat came, and it was liilled baol; to six inches

from the top of every shoot. Tea Roses that have not

rpquir<?d protection, or at least did not suffer during
' the severe weather in the spring of 1850, are now gone

ahnost to the briar, and it appears to be a cliance if any

of the flower buds will break. Au)(>iig those which

have fiuffercd most are nioire de Pijoti, Le Paetole,

Levcson Ooner, Madame Lafittc, Madame WiUermorz,

and Niphetos. Contrary to my expectations, Tea
Koses do well here if kindly treated; but in such an

exposure they ought to be taken npand laldiu for shelter.

Previous to tlie late fall of snow I liad a look over

the borders and can report Ihut then "Weigela rosea

was in prluie condition, swelling its buds. The follow-

ing;, which may still be considered as of questionable

hardiness, most of which are in exposed positions, were
also apparently unhurt :—Pavia coccinea. Magnolia

purpurea, Garrya elliptica, Berberis glumacea, Fortuni,

intermedia, and Beali; Polygala cliamaibuxus, Gaul-

theria Shailon, Empetrum, ^lenziesia polifolia and
polifolia alba, Mitchella repens. Of course we must
wait to know the extent to which trees and shrubs

htfVe been injured, though a moment's glance is enough
to determine its work in the kitchen garden. My circle

of Spergula pilifera has looked very miserable ever

since November last, the colour having changed to a

dirty yellow green, by no means equal to the colour of

the Grass turf adjoining it. Of its hardiness there can

be no doubt, for last autumn's seedlings are still hearty,

ind the whole of the plant shows a readiness to make
new growth at the tirst hluaU of spring weather. Shirley

Sifjherd, Stoke Newington,

Sitter Ci(cumhers,—CviXi any of your correspondents

rfivc a reason for Cucumbers being bitter at this season

OT the year? 1 have a half span-roofed house here

planted with five different varieties, and strange to say,

*>me fruit are perlectly well flavoured, while others

tiiken from tlie self-same plant are quite bitter. This I

Aid to be tlie case with all the varieties, which are

SIou House, Harrow's Alliance, Black Spine, and two
o'fchers of my own. The bouse is Iieated by means of

hot water in pipes, which do their Avork admirably. I

may just state that the Cucumbei's were planted about

the middle of October, in a composition of fibry

maiden loam, leaf mould, and a little cow-dung, all

being placed on the turves that cover the brick-bats,

or drainage. I should like to know if it is common for

Cucumbers to be bitter at this season. G. SosK^ins,

Qardenety Daglesford Housej Chijyplng Norton, Oxon.

, Sainfall at Cardington.—The following Table shows
tte amonrtt of rain fallen at Cardington in every month
f&^ tbe Inst 14 years. The greatest quantity was in
1848,.30,S60 inches, and the smallest quantity in 1854,
16,245 inches, bemg 5846 inches below the average of i

the 14 years. The greatest monthly average fall is i
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The following Table shows the highest and the lowest

readings of the thermometer in the shade in the same

month" also the highest readings in the sun and the

lowest readings on Grass in the same mouth during the

last 14 years:
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August

—J, _S. McLaren^ Ohse^rvafor^^ Cardingt&n^ Det. 31,

Avenues.—I would be obliged by some advice as to

in February, the more effective of the two iollowing modes of plant-

Excess in 1859

Maximum temperature, 1359, July 10, STi".

December 19, lO'^. J. H.

Gardeners' Hoyal Benevolent Institution.—Iti yonr

remarks upon tbe letter of a«You:ig Practical" in

your Paper of last week, respecting the mistake of

iOOOZ. in the Balance Sheet of this Charity, you state

that you printed the report as you received it. T beg

to say that the mistake occurred through yoUr printer

takino- the tick of the auditor for a figure. I inclose

the report for your inspection. JEdtoard i2. Cutler,

[We suppose the printer did mistake a tick for the

numeral 1.] . . .^ i, 'r

The Chinese Tam.—Onr experience in the culture of

this Yam is as follows:—About the middle of February,

1859, in our home nursery, which is deep light soil, iVe

had a piece of ground 42 feet long by 5 feefc wide,

trenched to the depth of 3 feet, and a good coat ot

hotbed manure worked into it at that time; the last

week in March we had tbe ground ridged up in two

rows, 21 feet apart, the ridges being about 9 inches

a'bove the ground level, and on these were planted

72 sets U to 2 inches in length, and 12 whole roots,

weighing from 1 to 1^ lbs. each, in aU 84 or 1 foot

apart in the rows. When they had grown about

6 inches we had them staked with the largest Pea

sticks we could get ; the strongest plants soon reached

tbe top of these, after which the points ot the shoots

beo-an to droop over, and they soon commenced to

blSom ; this stopped the rapid growth which the plarf

were previously making, and lasts from pix to eight

weeks; the bloom though small, of a French wliit«

colour, is very fragrant, and the foliage is ornamental.

We had the tubers taken out of the ground the begm-

ning of ISTovember (this requires care, as a cut from the

spade at this season of the year often causes them to

rot) ; the best plan is to open a trench 3 feet

deep, at the beginning of the rows, aud to keep

following them to tbe end ; tbe produce froij

the 12 large roots was 74 lbs. and the largest

tuber weighed 7 lbs. 4 oz, (the remaining portioa

of the row in which these grew has been left lor

another season's experiment). Now we come to ttie

other row, wherein tbe small sets were planted, ana

'these 42 sets yielded upon the average 3 lbs. each (tte

largest weighing 4 lbs.); so taking the remaming JU

sets at the last average it will be a very heavy crop;

indeed a much heavier crop than we could grow ot l^ot^

toes, even if they were all sound. We also grew alar^

piece of Yams in our poor light sandy ground; this «"

only trenched 2 feet deep, with a moderate coat oi

fiirm-yard manure. Many of these were very small seia

indeed, and not planted until the last week in Apm,

1 foot apart between the rows, and about 9 inci^^^^

the row; these were left to take their natural coW

without any sticks to climb upon. When taken up c"

largest weighed nearly X lb., and the average yiew"

about 3 bushels per rod. We are pleased ^^
numbers of our customers just beginning to appret

this useful esculent. James Ivery, Dorking.

Spergula pilifera.—It is now time for some of th^

who were last season induced to give this plant a

as a substitute for Grass to report progress, and to s ;

whether it promises to become so valuable a '?^^,^
was represented to he ; or whether, on the other

»

it is destined only to occupy small ^^*'?*^
,A- the

where some one may be pleased to patronise it or ^
sake of novelty. ISiot having many oPP^F^^^^^pnot
witnessing it on any other than a small scale, 1 C'

^^^
say much either one way or the other; ^^^^^^^}^ l^
a few plants last summer, which I divided about

^
end of September and planted in a cold pit, anu^

^^^
time they grew and promised to look wefl, on

^^
weather setting in, they soon became ".^^''T. ^jjes

withered looking, and at the present time it ''\^
very close inspection to find out that a^X.^^^ .^^^
there; it is possible, certainly, that some ot tiieP^.^^

may be yet alive, but I confess my aoq^aintftuc
^^^

it so far is anything but satismctory, the buuv ^
plants being completely killed, although tn^^

^^
Lobelias, Verbenas, and Calceolarias aUve,

^'^^^^^ ^
latter doing well in the same pit. I am, ho

^^^^^

from condemning this new lawn plant irom

*
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^^'^^TTh^had of it; but let others speaTi out in

Sr thaHt; merits and failing, a.ay be fa.r^y d..-

cTissed and its proper position assigned to it. X. M. i^.

no small honour to our colonies that they help to defray

the cost of publications like these.

ocitm&

HoRTiCTTLTimAr : Feb. 28.- A Special General

Meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday February

^^ at the house of the Society of Arts, John Street,

Arlf-lnhi for the purpose of electing various Candidates

who"been proposed for the Fellowship. The

itl Ducie vk occupied the chair and the foUow-

L Lfldiea and Gentlemen were ba oted for and

dufy "elected, viz. :- Mrs. T P Ball, T Baring,

vJ "M P • Miss E. Barnard, Sir C. Barry, R.A. ; Sir

T B.Tley Bart.; Lady Bayley, A. Bird, Esq.; J.

Rnntii Esa • Mrs. B. Brett, Mrs. S. Cave, K. Cocks,

1^ Ri^it Hon. W. F. Cowper, M.P. ; Mrs. D. M.

fesonrRight Hon. B. Disraeli. MP.; Lady East-

kke, M. Edwards. Esq.; J. Fergus, Esq.; J Fisher,

Eso T Forster, Esq.; Mrs. Gabrielli, S. Garrard,

Esq- A Gibbs, Esq.; Mrs. \V. Gibbs, W. Greig, Esq.;

J 1 F. Ha"'Mns, Esq.; J. Hesketb, Esq.; Lieut.-Col,

Higgins, Mrs. Housely, the Hon. C. E. Irby, H.

Johnson, Esq.; T. E. Johnston, Esq.; W. Jollands.

Esq. ; G. M. Jull, Esq. ; Lord Kingsdown, H. Lewis,

Esq.; J. B. Lloyd, Esq.; Sir C. Lyell, F. Mackenzie,

Esq.; C. Manby, Esq. ; the Hon. Lady Middleton, Mrs.

Murray, Mrs. E. Nairne, J. C. Powell, Esq.; W. G.

Prescott, Esq.; W. R. Sandbach, Esq.; A. W. Saun-

ders, Esq.; M. W. Savage, Esq.; W. Shepherd, Esq.

;

Major-General A. Upton ; M. Uzielli, Esq. ; J. Vaughan,

Escj. ; J. Wilson, Esq., and G. "Withers, Esq,

Tiie Chairman announced that the next Meeting for

the election of Fellows would be held on Tuesday,

March 27.

Entomological : Jan, 33.—H. T. Stainton, Esq.

V.P,, in the chair. At this, the anniversary meet-
ing, the council and oflicers for the ensuing year
were appointed, J. W. Douglas, Esq., having been
elected President in the place of Dr. Tracj^ whose period

of tenure of the office has expired, it being part of the
constitution of this Society that no person shall retain

the Presidentship for more than two years successively.

The chairman delivered an address on the progress of

Entomology and the state of the Society, dwelling at

considerable length on the great losses which it has
experienced in the deaths of Mr, Spence (the coadjutor
of Mr. Kirby) and Dr. Horsfield. Mr. Spence was
born in 1783, and in the early part of his life resided
at Hull. When about 30 years old he imbibed a taste

for botany, and subsequently in 1805 for entomology;
and we have the authority of Mr. Kirby that within a
very short time after he had commenced the investiga-
tion of the British Cpleopteru to which he was especially
attached, " so far from falling into the errors usual
with beginners, he determined his species with the
judgment and precision of the most experienced
naturalist." After an acquaintance of three or four
years these two kindred spirits resolved on the publicf*-
tioH of an Introcjiictio^i to Entomology to be written in
a popular style, which was subsequently carried out with
such excellent results as have rarely been obtained by
scientific publications ; the amount of labour in
collecting and arranging its materials mav be judged
from the fact that it was not till 1815, seven years
after the plan of the book had been settled, that its
first volume appeared. Three other volumes were
subsequently published. In 1847 Mr. Spence was
elected President of the Entomological Society, He
died at the age of 77. Dr. Horsfield, the distinguished
zoologist and late keeper of the collections of the
East India Company, was from 1809 to 1816 actively
engaged in investigating the natural history, and
especially the entomology of the island of Java, where
he succeeded in tracing the transformation of many
species of butterflies and moths, portion of which \yere
published in the years 1828 and 1829, but which was
TOcceeded in the year 1857 by the first volume of the
"Catalogue of the Papiliones and Sphinges of the East
India Company's Museum," a second volume being now
ready for publication. Dr. Horsfield died at the age
of 82. The account given by Mr. Stainton of the pro-
gress of the science and the state of the Society was
very satisfactory, showing a considerable balance in the
hands of the treasurer.

t

Xottces of i$oofe!5.

^e Flora of Tasmania. By J. Dalton Hooker, M.D
F.R.S. Parts 10 and 11, 4to. Reeve,

ihe completion of works of such undying value as this
lorms an epoch in Colonial history, and shows that an
appreciation of science is spreading fast as wealth
"icreaaes, and is closing upon the heels of civilisation.
«o better proof is needed than the untiring labours

^_
i^r. Hooker in illustrating the antipodean Flora.

iJ} A^
had the Flora of the Antai-ctic Islands, in two

voK, 4to, with 200 plates ; to this succeeded two
other vols, 4to with 130 plates, on the vegetation
OT JNew Zealand ; and now we have in a thifd set of«o volum^. with 200 more plates, a complete account

w«tT^T'^'Z ^^^ '"^^ ^^ ^°^^°^«« ^"*i 530 plates,«»t.Dg about 40Z.. in the brief space of 16 years. It is

The parts before us contain plates exclusively of

Cryptogamic plants, that is to say of Fungi, Sea

Weeds, and Lichens, ending at plate 200, which termi-

nates the figures.

The letter-press concludes the systematical portion

of the work, with a few pages of additions and correc-

tions, index, tables of genera, &c. In addition to which

there is what may perhaps be described, without

exaggeration, as the most important contribution to

Botanical Geography which science has yet produced.

Under the modest title of" Introductory Essay " we have

128 quarto pages devotedtoaconsideration oftheGeneral

phsenomena of variation in the Vegetable Kingdom, of

distribution in area, and of distribution in time. From

this the author proceeds to general remarks on the

Flora of Australia, on its classes and orders, their

numbers, distribution, and affinity; on its genera, on the

Flora of its tropical and extra tropical regions, of the

countries round Spencer's Gulf, and of Tasmania. He
then directs attention to the New Zealand and Poly-

nesian features of Australian vegetation, Its antarctic

plants, its South African and European features, its

fossil Flora and geology in relation to the existing Flora,

its naturalised plants, its esculent plants, and finally

concludes with a masterly narrative of the progress of

botanical discovery in this fifth continent.

The mere announcement of the appearance of such a

treatise on such a subject by so emuient a naturalist is

sufficient to induce scientific readers to examine its

pages for themselves,* and renders any particular ac-

count of it in this place unnecessary. We shall there-

fore confine our extracts principally to the author's

views respecting the Fossil Flora of Australia, and the

geological age and origin of its present vegetable

inhabitants :

—

" The fossiliferous rocks of Australia do not thrp^

much light upon the antiquity of its existing Flora,

because of the hiatus which geologists seem to consider

exists between the palaeozoic and tertiary strata of that

country. Mr, Jukes has called attention to the curious

fact that this deficient series in Australia is largely

developed in Europe, and there presents such Austra-

lian forms of life as marsupiate quadrupeds, Trigonia

and other fossil shells, together with Cycadeous plant^.

To the latter no importance can be attached, as this

order is far more characteristic of tropical America,^ of

India, and even of south-east Africa, than of Australia;

but on the other hand the Araucaria of the English

oolite, and other fossils alluded to at p. xxi., would seem

to tend to confirm Mr. Jukes's observation.
*• Many of the tertiary fossil plants of Australia

would seem to be very closely allied to existing ones

;

tliese include the Casuarina copes of Flinders Island,

the Banksia and Araucaria wood of Tasmania, the

Banksia cones of Victoria (which seem identical with

those of B. ericifolia, though buried under many feet of

trap). The leaves of the calcareous tuffs on the banks

(sf the Derwent, etc., appear however to belong to a

different and warmer period.

"From the above it would appear that the extinct

Flora of Australia was not entirely different from that

now existing, and, following Mr. Jukes's line of argu-

ment, that Australia continued as dry land during the

European Oolitic and Cretaceous periods. At this

epoch Mr. Jukes assumes that the peculiar Flora of

Australia was introduced, and that the continent was

again submerged during the Tertiary epoch, wlien it

presented the appearance of two long islands, or chains

of islands, one, the larger, representing the elevated

land of eastern Australia and Tasmania, the other that

of south-eastern Australia, together with subsidiary

groups in the western and northern parts of the

continent.
" In our complete ignorance as to the condition of all

the continents during the Palaeozoic epoch, it is im-

possible to speculate on the earlier condition of the

Australian Flora. That previous to some tertiary sub-

mersioTi of a great part of the continent, it was not

altogether specifically different from what it now is,

would appear from a 'fact insisted on by Mr. Jukes, that

it was during such a submersion that those volcanos

were active, the lavas of which now cover large tracts

of southern Australia, and which we know to have

buried a plant apparently identical with Banksia

ericifolia, which is still one of the commonest trees in

that part of the country ; but the question of wliere

the Banksias and their allies were created, and, if in

other lands tban Australia, how they migrated thither,

we have no means of answering. If the identifications

of Banksia and other Proteaceous leaves in the Creta-

ceous and Miocene formations of Europe are worthy of

any confidence, it is possible that the Australian from

the northern to the southern hemisphere, as, according

to Darwin's types may have migrated speculations, the

existing European plants in Australia have.

" When I take a comprehensive view of the vegeta-

tion of the Old World, I am struck with the appearance

it presents" of there being a continuous current of vege-

tation (if I may so fancifully express myself) from

Scandinavia to Tasmania; along, in short, the whole

extent of that arc of the terrestrial sphere which

presents the greatest continuity of l^d. In the first

place, Scandinavian genera, and even species, reappear

everywhere from Lapland and Iceland to the tops of

* We are glad to see it advertised to be sold separately.

the Tasmanian alps, in rapidly diminishing numbers it

is true, but in vigorons development throughout. They
abound on the Alps and Pyrenees, pass on to the

Caucasus and Himalaya, thence they extend along the

Kbasia mountains and those of the peninsulas of India

to those of Ceylon and the Malayan archipelago (Java

and Borneo), and after a hiatus of 30°, they appear pn

the alps of New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania,

and beyond these again on those of New Zealand apd

the Antarctic Islands, many of the species remaining

unchanged throughout! It matters not what tlie

vegetation of the bases and flanks of these mountains

maybe; the northern species maybe associated with

alpine forms of Germanic, Siberian, Oriental, Chinese,

American, Malayan, and family Australian and Antarctic

types ; but whereas these are all, more or less, local

assemblages, the Scandinavian asserts his prerogative

of ubiquity from Britain to beyond its antipodes.

" These considerations quite preclude my entertain-

ing the idea that the southern and northern Floras,

have had common origin with comparatively modem.
geological epochs ; on the contrary, the European ^d.
Australian Floras seem to me to be essentially distinct,,

and not united by those of intervening countries,,

though fragments of the former are associated witht)ie

latter in the southern hemispliore. For instance, 1

regard the Indian plants in Australia to be a* foreign

to it, botanically, as the Scandinavian, and more so than

the Antarctic; and that to whatever lengths the theory

of variation may be carried, we cannot by it speculate-

on the southern Flora being duectly a derivative c^e

from the existing northern. On the contrary, tjlie

many bonds of affinity between tlie three southep.

Floras, the Antarctic, Australian, and South Afriq^n,

indicate that these may all have been members of one

great vegetation, which may once have covered as lars^e

a southern area as the European now does a northei;n.

It is true th it at some anterior time these two Floras

may have had a common origin, but the period of th^ir

divergence antedates the creation of the principal

existing generic forms of each. To what portion of

the globe the maximum development of this southern

Flora is to be assigned, it is vain at present to specu-

late; but the geographical changes that have resulted

in its dismemberment into isolated groups scattered;

over the Southern Ocean, must have been great indeed.

Circumscribed as these Floras are, and encroached upon,

everywhere by northern forms, their ultimate destiny

must depend on that power of appropriation in t^he-

strife for place which we see in the force with which an-

intrusive foreign weed establishes itself in our already

fully peopled fields and meadows, and of the real nature

of which power no conception has been formed by
naturalists, and which has not even a name in the Ic^n-

guage of biology. Everywhere, however, we see tjie

more widely distributed, and therefore least peculiar

forms of plants, spreading, and the most peculiar

dying out in small areas, and the progress of civili-

sation has introduced in man a new enemy to tie
scarce old forms, and a strong ally of those already

common : nor can it be doubted but that many of the

small local genera of Australia, New Zealand, and South
Africa, will ultimately disappear, owing to the usurping

tendencies of the emigrant plants of the northern

hemisphere, energetically supported as they are by
the ai'tificial aids that the northern races of ufx^ii

afl^ord them."
The gradual inroads of stranger plants among tbe

Australian Flora are known to be assuming a seriprw

aspect. Barbarea prfecox, Trifolium repens, and Qna-
phalium luteo-album have become troublesome weeds.

Thistles fCnicus lanceolatus and arvensisy Car^^us
mariannsj are becoming verj' serious nuisances, gnd
a Gorteria, or what is said to be one, from the Cape of

Good Hope, is destroying the other vegetation near
Melbourne. Upon this important subject Dr. Hooker
makes the following remarks, with which we must bring
our extracts to a close :

—

"There are many interesting subjects of inquiry

connected with this replacement of one vegetable by
another, such as determining the relations between the
facility with which the new plants of certain countries

or genera are introduced and establish themselves, and
the countries such plants come from, or Floras of which
they form a part. Much of course depends on the new
comer finding a suitable climate and soil for its future

increase, but there may be more in the physique or

constitution of the new comer that enables it to dis-

place other plants which are apparently equally well

(if not better) adapted to the circumstances it finds

itself environed with. The nature of the past inter-

course between Europe and Australia should lead us to

anticipate that a far greater number o^ English plants

are naturalised in Australia than of Australian in

England; but the fact of importation does not explain

naturalisation, nor how it is that no Australian plant

has become naturalised in England. This total want of

reciprocity in migration is no doubt mainly attributable

to climate, but then we have the apparent double

anomaly, that Australia is better suited to some English

plants than England is, and that some English plants

are better suited to Australia than those Australian

plants were which have given way before English

intruders. For my ow^j pjirt, I am disposed to con-

sider that the three elements of (1) abundant exporta-

tion of seed from Europe into Australia for agricultn^l

and horticultural purposes, and scanty export of

Australian seed produce to England; (2) better adapta-

I
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tion of Australia than England to support numerous
forms of vegetable life ; and (3) abundance of un-
occupied ground in Australia as compared wltli England

;

are, combined, all but sufficient to account for the

predominance of so many European naturalised plants

in Australia, and for the converse state of things in

England, But I think it may still remain to be seen

whether the altered circumstances which seem to he
temporarily favourable will prove to he so permanently :

perhaps they over-stimulate, and will, by gnidually

effecting a change in the constitution of the naturalised

plants, either render them eventually distinct forms,

or bring on degeneracy and consequent extinction.

"In all these discussions it must be borne in mind
that no wild species is stationary in number of indivi-

duals. None will survive all time; each must reach a

period of maximum development, and decline from it

to extinction ; and as we do not know that man can

add to or take from the sum of vegetable matter on the

globe, it may very well be the case, that in every
instance where his operations t<.'ud to an inordinate
development of a species in individuals, he is shortening
the period of time otherwise allotted for the duration

of that species. Man, as I have observed before (p. viii.

in note), may hasten or retard the operations of Nature,
hut cannot reverse them."

intermedia, and others, are grown in quantity, as are

also the diiferent kinds of Sikkim and IJootan Rhodo-

dendrons, and out of doors is a fine collection of the

finer and more brilliantly coloured hybrids of the

last-named showy race of plants.

Koses in the shape of standards are grown here as

follows, and with uniform success. The stocks after

being budded are removed in the autumn or winter of

the same year in which that operation takes place,

and are replanted elsewhere. The advantages of this

plan are that only the plants on which the huds

have taken are retained, while those on which they

have died are rejected ; a considerable saving of

ground is thus efTected, and the moving, it is said, has

the tendency of inducing the plants to throw out an

increased amount of fibres or rootlets. Where ground

is cheap this system of transplanting with dormant

buds may not he deemed of much importance; but

where, as is the case near London, as much as 10^. an

acre are paid for rent, the value of the plan -will be at

once perceived.

Of Mr, Van Houtte's Flore des Serves we have lately

received the part for April, 1858 (published in February
of the present year). It contains original figures of

Begonia rex Leopardinus, a mule between B. rex and
B. Reichenhelm li, and remarkable for the singular

beauty of its blotched leaves; a semi-double variegated
Peach, hearing white, red, and striped flowers, appa-
rently very handsome; Cosmidium Bm-ridgeanum
atropurpureum, with deep morone-colourcd flowers; a

Camellia called Contessa Lavinia Maggi, a large-flowered
striped variety, apparently of Italian origin ; and a

large, pale, brick-coloured semi-double Azalea indica

called Comte de Hainaut, with three others copied from
English works.

Garden Memoranda.
Me. Dancee's, ruLHiM.—Some account of a visit to

this nursery, even at the present dull season of the
year, mny perhaps not be wiUiout interest. In a little

Camellia-house some of the plants were coming beauti-
fully info bloom. Among them were La Reine, a fine

large-flowered kind, with well-formed petals, pale blush
in colour, occasionally blotched with rosy pink;
Mathotiana, a charming variety with deep crimson
flowers, beautifully imbricated, and sometimes measuring
as much as 5 inches in diameter ; Landrethi, rose,

with rcflcxed petals, which look as if they were fringed,

surrounding u full and finely formed centre; and
Countess of Orkney, a handsome variety with variously

shaded red flowers nicely imbricated, and often
measuring 4 inches in diameter.

In another house were quantities of Ficus elastica, a
plant much in demand for the decoration of London
sitting rooms. Its largo handsome leathery leaves
withstand the atmosphere of such places better than
those of most other plants. For the ornamentation of
indoor Aquaria feu- plants are more graceful or pretty
than Isolepis gracilis; this is also grown here largely
and is frequently inquired for for that purpose. Acacia
lophantba is likewise a favourite for indoor decoration;
it 13 prized for the beauty of its finely divided Alimosa-
like foliage.

An ample span-roofed house has lately been erected
here for the growth of Conifers in pots, and is at
present well stocked with all the newer kinds of that
fine class of plants. Among others we observed
quantities of Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, which here as else-

where has been proved to be perfectly hardy ; C. Corney-
ana, another pretty and hardy kind with long droop-
ing slender branchlets ; and many other equally fine
kinds. Among Junipers, J. religiosa, a hardy glaucous
sort, and a compact growing variety of recurva called
densa, were remarkable for their beauty and clean
healthy appearance. Tlie same remark also applies to
Libocedrus chilensis, and a variety of it called viridis,

the handsome Fern-like but unfortunately somewhat
tender L. Doniana, and Welhngtonia gigantea. The
latter consisting of fine plants from 1 to 3 feet in

height, has been found to stand the late severe frosts

here with impunity. Of Thujas we remarked fine

plants of aure'a, whose equal in point of beauty and
compactness it would be difficult to obtain; and along
with it was a Httle bush called T. dnmosa, which seldom
or never exceeds 1 foot or so in height. Of T. Menziesi
and gigantea we observed some fine plants, varying
from 1 to 3 feet in height. These have both beefi

found to be perfectly hardy, as have also T, pendula
and the handsome Cephalotaxus Fortuni and drupacea.
Although this nursery was at one time a market

garden and highly manured, it seems to suit the growth
of Conifers perfectly; for in the open ground were
some thriving plantations of such kinds as Abies
amabiUs, grandis, nobilis, Xordmanniana, Pinsapo,
and also of Pinus Jefireyi, Benthamiana, Bungeana,
Fremontiana, and other distinct and beautiful kinds.
TIiujopsis borealls and dolabrata promise to be suf-
ficiently hardy to stand the London climate, as does
also Podocarpus " Undine."
Under glass Daphnes, Berberis, such as the lar^-e

AaUdeaved kinds Bealu, japonica, trifurca, nepalensTs,

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.'}

trees

cases

early

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CONSEETATORY, kc.—Young plants of Allamandas,

Clerodendrons, Torenias, &c., and many other things,

if encouraged with a brisk bottom heat and other

favourable circumstances, will form nice sized speci-

metis in a few months, and large masses of Statices,

than which few plants are more useful, will, under kind

treatment, he obtained in a short time. The showy
Impatiens Jerdonia should also be encouraged by every

possible means to make wood and let it be propagated

as quickly and freely as possible, for it is just the plant

that is wanted for autumn decoration. The pretty

dwarf Heliotropium Voltaireanum, although too deli-

cate for the flower garden, will be found useful for

blooming under glass where sweet-scented flowers ai-e

in request. In fact, where the stock in hand is deficient

not a day should be lost in making every possible eftbrt

to provide considerably more than is likely to he

wanted, so as to be prepared against any accident 'or

extra demand, should such occur. Push on Camellias

that have fairly started their buds with a warm moist

atmosphere and plenty of weak manure water. Also

get a portion of the Epacrises into a gentle heat as soon

as they have sufficiently recruited their energies after

flowering. By starting them into growth about this

time, and getting their wood ripened early, they will

be in full blossom in November, at which season their

flowers retain their beauty much longer than after the

sun becomes powerful in spring. Proceed as diligently

as possible with the repotting of such of the hard-

wooded greenhouse plants as require it, so as to aflbrd

them every chance to make a vigorous growth. Be
careful, however, before pottiiig to have the ball in a

nice moist state, and avoid giving large shifts to weakly

growers.

FORCING T)t:partment.
Pineries.—Attend carefully to the bottom-heat, par-

ticularly where this is produced by fermenting materials,

as tan, "&c., and see that it is not allowed to rise too

high, which it is exceedingly apt to do after fresh

materials have been added, either during bright

v^^eather, or where there are pipes under the bed.

Where much fire-heat is used it requires some practice

and attention to be able to keep the soil in a proper

state as regards moisture, but this must be effected at

finy expense of attention if success is to be insured.

Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere, but do not

push young stock too fast until we may be favoured

with more sunshine, when if all is right at the roots

there will be no danger of drawing the plants, as might

be the case in the present state of the weather. Avoid

allowing water to lodge in the hearts of plants showing

fruit, and do not wet the flowers of those in bloom with

the syringe. Pot off or plant out suckers as they can

be obtained sufficiently strong, and attend to keeping

up a regular succession of plants, which is the surest

way of providing for a succession of fruit, Vineeies.—
See that the houses in which the Vines have not yet
started are properly cleaned, the Vines painted with the
usual composition of soft soap, sulphur, &c., and every-

thing put into proper working order ; also get the rods

bent in time to induce the buds to push regularly.

Attend to disbudding and stopping, &c., as may be

necessary in the succession houses, and see that the

inside borders are kept properly moist, giving tepid

manure-water as may be nece^ary to effect this, and

do not be afraid of giving too much of this to Vines

in pots.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Look over all recently transplanted shrubs and trees

for the purpose of ascertaining whether they are

securely staked, for if allowed to roll about with the

wind the tender roots are often broken off". Also get

walks edged and otherwise put into proper repair.

Attend carefully to the stock of bedding plants, and get

rooted cuttings potted off* as soon as they are fit, and

encourage them with a gentle bottom-heat and careful

management to make quick growth, for after this

season there is no time to be lost with young stock.

Calceolarias, if well established, may soon be planted out

in a turf pit on poor sandy soil where they can be pro-

tected from frost or cold winds, but they must be pre-
j

pared for this by previously inuring them to full
^

posure to sun and air, &c., whenever the weather %
permit. Their place under glass can be profitall
occupied with recently potted-oft' stuff; and with o d"
nary care they will do better planted out than stuntM
in small pots. ^*^

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Protect Peach, Apricot, and other choice fruit

from spring frosts; orchard houses and glass
should have air daily during sunshine, but close

if there is any appearance of irost. Finish prunin
and nailing as soon as possible. Cauliflowers ^
Lettuces that have been wintered under glass ma-

,

soon be planted out, selecting a sheltered deep ricb
piece of ground. It is a very good practice in planting
out things that are at all tender at this uncertain
season to throw up the ground in good strong

ridc^cs

running east and west, planting on the south side of tie
ridge. The plants are thus sheltered from the norlli

winds, and fully exposed to the sun. Peas, &c., that have
been raised under glass if properly inured to the
weather should soon he planted out, giving them the
most favourable situation at command, and it is a very
good practice to shelter them for some time atter phmt.
ing out, by placing some branches of Spruce Fir or aay
otber suitable evergreen along the rows, so as to break

the wind, &c. Take advantage of dry days to stirtfie

surface of the ground among growing crops, and to

prevent weeds from making their appearance.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Sow a little Celery on a warm slope ; throw small

sifted ashes over the surface to prevent the depreda-

tions of slugs, and cover up with litter. Carrots and

Onions may also be sown. Potato planting should he

proceeded with, both early and late kinds. A few

hardy annuals may now be sown, and Carnation lajeri,

if any, planted out. Keep everything about the Cottage

and Garden neat and trim.

STATE 01' TnE WEATUER AT CHISVVICK. NEAR LONDON.
For the Week.ciiLling March 1, 18(50, as obser^'ed at the Horticultural Gardeni-

Fehniary
and

March.

Friday 2J

Satur. 25

Sunday 26

Mou. 27
Tues. 28
VI ed. 29
Thurs. 1

IQ

Average^

Feb.

2
3
4
o
6

S

Barojieter.

;Max.

30.150
30.104
29.55S
29.e 1

1

29.679
30.016
30.040

29.870

Min.

30.0S3
29.801
20.150
29.106

29.258
29.928
29.968

29.613

24—Frosty; fine; clear and frosty.
— 25~Fo2ey; fine; hazy at night.— 26—Uniformly ovirca>t; showery; boisterous; rain.
— 27— Kflin; boisterous; clear at night.
— 2S—Ilain; e.\traDrdiuary heavy {jalc; boisterous; clear; lUjII

frost,— 29—Clear; very fine; clear; frosty.
JJarch 1— Sharp frost; veryfine; overcast at nipcbt ; large lunar Ulo.

Mean temperature of the week, 13 <les. below the average.

IIKCORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
Dnrin;; the last 34 years, for the ensuiug Week, endinR March 10, 18SB.

JIarcb.

Sunday 4.

.

Mon, 5
Tues. 6..

Wed. 7--

Thurs. 8.

.

Friday 9.

.

Satur. 10

Hi

49.2

43,3

4S.2
49.3

49.4

50.0
olio

cs ^ c
>H, ^ P
flj ^ OJ

31.1

31.6
32.0

32.2

31.9

31-7
31.3

40.5

40.0
40.1

40.8

40-7

40.9

40.6

No. of
Years in
whirh it

Kained.

10
9

11

12
12
9
12

Greatest
Quantity
of Kain.

0.43 in.

0.40

0.26
O.ll

0.17
0.47
0.69

3
2
2
3
1

3
4

10
8
9
2
4

4

5

a

1

3
3
4

2
3

2

1^

QQ

3

2
1

2

2

3

CO

3

4

i

4

4

1

m J '

«

8

7

fi

11

13

13.6

1

1

i

I

3

3

1

The biKheat temperature daring the above period occurred on the lOtti,

1841—therm. 63 dcg. ; and the lowest on the 10th, 1847—therm. <
oeg.

Kotices to Correspondents.
Agaricus Muscarius : M D. You can only obtain it by sea™*"

ing for it at the proper season in the places indicated by

MJ n. The species is so distinct that no collector ffOiUH

bo likely to i\jistJike it.
,

Blanchaed Potatoes: Enquirer. Any seedsman in coi*resp™"

dence with Rivis can obtain tliem, we imagine, of Messrs.

Vilmorin & Co. . . .j^

EoOKs: Amateur. Thompson's Gardeners' Assistantis protao^

most likely to save yovi from disappointment, but we canmj

advise vou to place Flora and Pomona in charge of a raff uh

of ir.-> A J). We fear that books wiU be of little use m yom

case. Try , Thompson's Gardeners' -'Assistant. —-c^'
Pescatorea may be obtained throagli any foreign booKKuw-

It is piiblisbed at Brussels.

t

,-isii

Corrosive Sublimate : W G £. ^e are at a loss what you

to know. If you steep Coniferous Cones in any solution "

you will kill tbe seeds. You did not mention Conea in )"

previous inquiry. ,
f
- g

Fruit Trees : E S. Late Pears are not tbe best adapten w

nearly north wall; but tbe following may be tnea

-

Morceau, Knight's Monarch. Winter NeHs, Ne plus Jtteuij.

and as a stewing Pear tbe Verulam will succeed very «^^^
Lentils: E S. These are to be -managed exactly hke vw-^
They will succeed just as well, but it is not con-wc

desirable to make them a very frequent article °}^^\a^
Monstrous Yew : Handbarrovj. "Whenever tbe ends orn"

^^
of the burls of the Yew are injured the Uttle twig ^'^^j^^
usual power of lengthening and its leaves ^" „«•

together in the shape of a cone. Such instances an. '^

times very common. ^opiraen"'
Pampas Grass: C M F. You may transplant yo"'',^P!Vwffi*

this Grass from a midland to a southern county no«

Peach Trees : Tiffany. You may keep this on *}jy jf"Jfj^ol*
but it must not hang close upon the trees- .** (,2jiy»t»
against tbe wall like the sashes on a lean-to vinery* g^^ipoit

very high angle, and the ends should be *^P®"* M-dclo*
your wall is 12 feet high, then let the Tiffany be nau*»

at top, and be a yard from the bottom of the **^'
^enc**

Pine Apples: M S will feel obliged by some
e^JJ^ j,^

Pine grower Informing him whether *^™^ *jLj, tbe ti^i"

suckers being allowed to remain on a plant "^"^p aevel*P*

of the fruit sweUing are any hindrance to thepropflf

mcnt of the fruit or not- ^ FcrouB ori*^*

"Wellingtonia : F B, This tree is one of the Couiiei"

and nearly related to Cupressiis. ^ ... _ QfO-^tr'

ISC : Full nrice wUl be eiven for No. 4, 1853, of tne v^.

Teh
Of theAi

FERATUSE.

Wind.

.

if. Onhc Earth 5 \

Max. ' Min.
i

Mean 1 foot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

T T * m^ «4 I

1

44 IS 31.0 40 40 S.E. .00 *

45 30 37-5 39| 40 S. J)l

53 :ti 44.0 34 40 S.ff. .40

58 31,1 44.lt iU 40 w. Jf]

51 27 39.0 A\i 40
,
w. .01

52 21 nr»,a 41 40i w. \ m _
49 30 39.5 41

40.5

« s.w. m 1

50.3 S?.."! ;iS.8 40.2 1 « 1

t

f

Misc
Chronicle.
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\

ManufacturersA^TiFiriAL MANURES, &c.-
^

^ nthlifengar^ed in making ABTIFICIAL MANURES
l^i i^ «v^rrneeessary instruction for their economical

»*/ ^^T.nt nrJmSrS applying to J. C Nesbit. F.G.S.,
•^'^ i^''^flro? ^he A^^ *^^ Chemical College,

^" ^'^ipTnndon S Analysesof Soils. Guanos, Superphos-
KeumngtonjLondon, a -^ J

^^^ '^ ^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^

Pl^*''S^?9ar^ executed 'with accuracy and despatch
^her Mwenils are

.^j^g instruction in Chemical

2Sf^?s^dSyLg,w^^
Hon at tbe College. - ^^

Trv-i:oNUOinirA N U K E COMFAjSY
CESTABLISHEP 1840),

Ar. now prepared to s^cnd o.jt^Mj^i., MAKUFACTUKED

SITPEEPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BO^-Ea.
CO>-CE>-TIJATEi> URATE.

Sd^m'nSok corn .^d roots.

roRNVANURE FOR SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bones M being one of the most certam Manures^ for the Root

S%md in Ihich tbey guarantee every portion both ol

the BoVuble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtamed entirely

WEST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
LAND DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY.

Established in 1S44.
Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1S48.

Draining, Inclosing, Irngathig,"VS'arping, Road JIaUing, and

vation of tlie old lands are coutlaually mailing in-

roads on tlie limited stock of power of both bands
and horses, and the assistance of steam-power

seems as necessary there as here for efficient

kind of Land Improvements, executed on Entailed,
j
agriculture.

T T

lie. Fenchurch Street, E.C.

TURXIP 3JANURK
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

I)

1,

tt

',

6
5

ap-

ES TABLfSHED 1812.

MESSES. ITiOCTOR arc now prepared to take

orders for their special MANURES for 1S60, which they

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at

the lowest possible price, viz. :—
CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

BARLEY ditto

"PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME, &c., all ot which are warranted of the best qTiality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor &, Ryland, Birmingham and Chester.

aWES'S SlANUREy.—The Manures iDajiuhictured
by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 1800, are now ready

for dehvery at his P'actories at the following prices :-—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. ,. £6
SUf^ERPHOSPHATEojfLIME 6
MINERAL 5

LAWES'S BARLEY 11 ANUKE.. .. .. .. 8
MANGEL MANURE 8
GRASS MANURE 8

These Slauiu-es can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varj-iog according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have samjJed from a bulk of
7000 tons Turuip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their
report with analyses are given in full in circular, to be obtained
ou apphcation at the Of&ces, or of any of Mr. Lawes'8 Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

-of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American Cakes supplied at market prices.
Address J. B. Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, Loudon Bridge, E.G..

-and liffey Buildings, Eden Quay. Dublin.

1 K E L A N D.

JOSEPH BEKUY and SONS, Seeb Meechakts,
Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for t])c

WwtemCouutlet^. SUPERPIIOSrilATE OF LIME, and other
3taaurefl.—8. Arran Quoy, Dublin.

UUNAUD. LACK. ATsn CO.'jj CONCKKTKATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNII* MANURE, equal in value to

the i)rccediug.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker ssya:— "These results must
*)C very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
iiigh agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Societv, with Testimonials
Pnces, &c., may be had on application to Burnard. Lack
c Co.. Sutton Road, Plymouth.

O A M S'S BLOOD M
MANUFACTURED BY

A N U R E S,

THE PATEN T.

all

Mortgaged, or other Prope'rtics, and the whole cost can be made
a Permanent Charge on the Lands, or redeemable in a certain
number of years. Bidwell &, Brodie. Secretaries.

Office.q : Kxptnr : and 30. Parliamen t Street . London, S.W.

• LAr\jD IMPROVEWENTS.
HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
are empowered by Act •? Parliament to assist the Owners of

Land in carrj-ing into eifect tbe following Improvements, and
charging the whole outlay and expenses on the property
improved.

I. All Works of Drainage, IiTigatinn, Warping, and Embank-
ment.

II. The erection of Farmhouse?, Cottages for Agricultural
Labourers, and all kinds of Farm Buildings.

III. The conetruction of Roads.
IV. The Grubbing and Clearing of Old Woodlands, Enclosing,

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent persons.
Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a Term ex-
ceeding 14 years, Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municijial,
Incumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, &c.
The Owners of Estates not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also avail themselves of the powers of the Company's Act to

charge their estates with an outlay in improvements.
In all cases the whole cost ot 'the improvements, with the

attendant expenses, may be charged on the Estate, the term
for Building Works being limited to 31 years, but for all other
improvements being capable of extension to 50 years.

No investigation of title being required, and the charge not
qeing affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are incurred.

Operations under the Company's Act are divided into two
principal branches; one where the Landowner designs and
executes the improvements by his own Agent and meicly
requires a loan from the Company to charge the Estate,—the
other where the Company undertake the entire respon-
sibility of the Improvement and obtain repayment by
way of Rent Charge. In the first case the plans,

specifications, and estimates prepared by the Liaudowuer's
Agent are foi-warded to the Company to be submitted
for approval to the Inclosure Commissionei^. As soon as the
sanction has been given tbe Landownerproceeds to execute the
works, and the Company having conducted the businessthrough
all the ofBcial forms, complete the chaise on the estate when
the works have been passed by the Commissioners, and repay
the Landowner the amount agreed upon.
In no part of the business is there any control upon a Land-

owner except by the Inclosure Commissioners. Tbe Company
never interfere, except at the special request of the Landowner
or his Agent, and only to such extent as may further the
objects he has in view.
In the other case, where the Company are required to

execute the works, a report and estimate of the Improve-
ment are sent to the Landowner, and having been approved,
the plans are then prepared and the works—either submitted to
public competition or entmated to their own stafF—are carried
on to completion, and the amount of the actual oxpenditiirc
only, approved by the Inclosure Commissioners with the Com-
pany's agreed commission and tbe Commissioners' expenses,
finally charged on the Eatate for the term fixed by the
Landowner.
The Company also execute Drainage and all other Works of

Land Improvement on Commission for the Owners of Estates
not Entailed who may wish to charge the outlay on the pro-
perty through the simple and inexpensive process of the
Company's Act.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the OflBces of the Company, 62, Pai-liament
Street. London. S.W.

^^OLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEIVIISTRY
V^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branchrequisitetoprepare youth forthepursuits ofAgiiculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and 5jilitary S^ervices, and for the Universities,

Analj'ses and Assays of every description are promptly an-^
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulara may be had on application to the Principal.

Under these circumstances our agricul-

tural machine makers have, we think, every

encouragement to enter the lists at Wilhelmina-

dorp, near Goes, where the competition is to be held

during the 6th to 11th of August. This will bo

the week after the Dumfries meeting of the High-
land Society, which is this year the latest of our

national shows. Though the full details of the

proposed arrangements are not yet settled, we may
at once give the letter of our correspondent

:

"As to reaping machines the same reasons

which have caused increased demand in England
exist here, ior hero also there are not hands
enough at harvest time. "We should not have been

able to gather the last crop in due time, if we had
not been favoured by extraordinarily good weather.

Land taken in regular cultivation here, by em-
bankments of new Polders (as they are called), is

much increasing, so that continually more hands
are needed. Por these new Polders bteam culture

would be quite in its place, and the conviction of

this can only be obtained by seeing tbe implements

at work.
**As to the expenses of conveyance I paid some

years ago for a portable eight-horse engine and

threshing machine from Hornsby :

—

Expenses from Grantham to Hull . . . . £11
Freight from Hull to Rotterdam . . . . 10 8

Custom on entry (for a value of 3S3Z. ll«.) . . 5 8

Expenses to liere.

.

9 16

3

"VflTRO-PHOSPHATE on BLOOD MANURE
-i.1 COMPANY (Limited), consistingof TENANT FARMERS,
occupying upwards of 30,000 acres of Land.

,
Trustees.

Abel Smith, Jun., Esq., M.P.^ Walton Hou.se, Ware, Herts.
I harlea Dirasdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball. Esq., M.P.. 8, Belgi-ave Road, Pimlico, S.W.
Oeneral Hall, Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY.^
Tbe Council of the Royal Agricultural Benevolent College

are prepared to receive applications for the office of Secretary
in connection therewith. The Council are desirous if possible
of securing the services of a gentleman who is well versed in
the routine of the Secretarial duties of a Jartre Charitable In-
stitution and is well acquainted with Agriculturi.sts and the
Landed and Farming interests generally. The Council are not
prepared to pay a high rate of remuneration until the College
is in fair working condition. Age must not exceed 45 years

;

John Brady, Esq., M.F.^ Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square, I
^^^""ty "^il* be required. The person appointed must devote

8.V. his whole time to the purjwses of the College and reside in or
near London.—Written applications addressed to Mr. C. Bazin,
112, Regent Street, W., London, furnishing full particulars,
accompanied by testimonials dating to the present time will be
received up to Friday, March 9.

ORKSHIRE AGRICULTUKAL SOCIKTY. —
The next ANNUAL MEETING will be held atPONTE-

FRACT, August 1 and 2. John Hannam, Secretarj'.
Kirk Deighton, Wetherby, March 3.

^y, . directors.
J^airman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire,
«paty Chairman.—John Collins, Esq., Myddleton Square,
p. Pentonville, E.C.
f^wardBell, E5q.,Tottenham, Middlesex. N.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
"ichardHunt, Esq.. Stjmstead Abbot, Herts.

R^S*,^"^^'^^' ^^"i' Edmonton, Middlesex, N.
J^wt Leeds, Esq., West Lexham. Norfolk.2^ Morgan, Esq.. 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town. N.W.
JPW SaviU, a»q., Ingthorpe. ne:ir Stamford.

A»j *^*?^"5. Esq.. 105, St John Street Road, E.C.
^"*-~«es6re, Bamett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

VteM. TT- ^ Solicitors.

Jy^ lungsford & Dorraan. 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Mai ^^^^^ '^''""^' ^•*1-' Cambridge.
"wjo-i.-Mr. James Odams.

| Secretary.-^TAr. C. T. Macadam.
^"***'"*» Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.; Manufactory,

TK n:
Plaistow Marshes. Essex.

-JtmoJ ^llTll ^^^-^^^^/^J
these Manures with every confi-

^rtW^'H^!?"*'Si; ^^^^^f^^ ^r^^^^^
Farmei-s, and the fact

"?iaad ca^nnfr i 1 *"^ff'*^^*'"
^^"" upwards of 30.000 acres

<»<uSS6« ?l V- ^ ''^''^^ * guarantee and protection to

WS,!I!;«* r ^^-^ percentage of Soluble Phosphate, and
^S^>Sw'*^^"™?l^='*.*r y^^'^'"^ Ammonia they con-

3SiIS^M^,f/^**'TA^Ti^^'^^^P^«^• ^"^ «1»« the most
*S<ind Wy* X^^^

*^""* calenlated to produce a healthy,

««2Sk^L^„nI?^^^^?^^^^^'^^ ^^ nME._This manure
«fw^d u r"^;**'^^?^^"^^*^^^ °f Soluble Phosphate^ JU « ",rUv^^?r/ ^'^^^^ valuable Manure for all root
*«SricKl "^ ^. ^^^^ purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt

TOe ^grtcttltural (BRSttte.
SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1860.

UEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEKK.
MoMiAT, March fr—Central Farmera' Club 6 r.:i.

The Royal Agricultural Society of Holland
propose to liave an exhibition and trial of steam
cultivators and reaping machines in August next,

offering first and second prizes of about 30/. and
15/. in each class. These sums of course are not

likely to tempt competition ; but the probability of

custom is. The level lands of Holland are particu-

larly well adapted for both these machines. The
same difficulty of obtaining hands is felt there

which is experienced here* New tracts (Polders)

enclosed from the sea, and a more vigorous cuiti-
[

£36 12 3

"Por this kst item of 9/. IG5. I could however
have had more iniplementsbroughtfrom Rotterdam.

'
' Thecost of the transmission of reaping machines

of course would be much less. I paid for a two-
row drilling machine from Hornsby 3/. 14s. Id^

from Grantham (of which \l. 12s. \d. were to Hull),

besides I85. ^d. for custom on entry; the value of

the machine and extras being 36/, 12^.

** These may be somewhat a measure as to the

expense of conveyance. T would recommend
intending competitors to consign their machines
to Messrs. Ringrose & Co., at Hull. As soon as

the date of competition is fixed these gentlemen
will be informed about it ; and it is not improbable
that they may cheapen the freight.

" There cannot be a better opportunity for setting

the implements to work than here. "We have
six farms, each divided into 21 fields of 20 to

25 acres ; the greatest part of regular form,
parallellograms, and 1250 acres of the whole are
drained. There are no stones : it is quite flat, and
a deep soil. There won't be any need of horses or

men, or hearty support to biiug the machines to

work. I should only wish the makers to send a
trusty man with their implements—one who is

thorouglilj acquainted with the use of the
machine."

Wheat weighing 13 score 6 lbs. per quarter
was, we understand, lately sold at Headings
market. The kind is known as Red K"ursery

Wheat, It fetched 7s. a bushel. This is 66^ lbs.

per bushel ; and it is probably as great a weight
as has been quoted. We see at the Union Agri-
cultural Society's meeting at Kelso a fortnight ago
the highest weight exhibited was 65 lbs. 11 oz.

—

the sort being " Ducie Wheat," probably the red-
strawed white Wheat originated by Mr. Morton
at the Whitfield Farm. Seed (Chevalier) Barley
was shown weighing 58 lbs. 10 oz. Seed (Polish)

Oats Weighing 48 lbs. per bushel was exhibited.

Perennial E,ye-gras.s seed -was also shown of the
extraordinary weight of 35 lbs. 13 02, per bushel.

Q'S Thursday last Mr. Straitoed disposed by
auction of 60 head of cattle—the Short-horn
herd of J. S. Crawley, Esq., of Stockwood Park,
near Luton.

The weather and the company were all that the
auctioneer could wish. All the leading breeders of
Sbort-homs were present, and many of them became
purehaserB. SirNv. Milks, Bart., was among the

largest buyers on Mr. STEArFonn's list.

The stock was in good condition, and yet proba-

bly hardJy came up to the expectation oi the

majority of those who had to come to see it.

The sum realised by the sale of 59 head of cattle

was 2555 guineas,'or upwards of 45/. each. Of this

267 guineas were realised by 10 heifer-calrea at

28/, each; 295 guineas by 10 bull-calves at 31/.

each ; and 1993 guineas by 39 cows and heifers

over 1 year old, being 53/. 13». each.

Among the leading prices were 70 guineas for

Stella, a 5-year-old cow, bought by Mr. Sheldox;
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fey guiUKua lur lujugtne, a -i-year-oia roau cow,
bought by Mr. Hales ; 72 guineas for Lady Car-
lotta, bouglit by Sir, Suktees; 80 guineas for
Orange Biussom, a 3-y ear-old cow, bought by Mr.
Oliteb ; 100 guineas for Barmaid, a 3-year-old
heifer, bought by Mr. Caer; 81 guineas for Jewess,
a 3-year-old heifer, bought by Mr. Beaslet ; 92
guineas for Honeymoon, 2^ years old, bought by
Mr. Snewing; Srguineas for Ayah, a 20-months'-
old heifer, sold last year at Cobbam for llOguineas,
and now bought by Mr. Long (she had received an
injury to her sight) ; 74 guineas for Mistletoe, a
yearling heifer, bought by Mr. Mitchell, and, as

was stated, for Mr. John Booth, The highest
prices given for hull-calves were 72 and 62 guineas
for Ortolan and Hotspur, bought by Mr. Cotton
and Mr, PAUKTysON respectively.

• An angry quarrel between landowner and
outgoing tenant, yiz., Mrs. Kosiee, of Marlow,
and Mr, Oveeman her tenant, of Flamsteadbury
Farm, as to the liability of the latter for alleged
dilapidation of premises, gates and fences, has, after

tedious and costly litig^ation, at lenatb been decided
by the arbitration of Mr, H. Teethewt, of Silsoe,

who has found no cause of quarrel to have existed

—

that the defendant has, in fact, done his whole
duty as a tenant—that the costs of the litigation are
to be borne equally by defendant and plaintiff, and
that the costs of the award are to be borne by
the plaintiff !

De, MacAi>am publishes in the North
British Agriculturist his experience in the analysis
of recent superphosphates. They vary enormously
in composition and consequent value. Here for

instance are two, Nos. 24 and 28 upon his list :

—

The former contains 29 percent, of ** bone phos-
phate rendered soluble," and the latter only one-
half that quantity—the former contains no less than
4.3 per cent, of ammonia, the latter only 0.72 per
cent. Of their actual contents of " soluble bi-

phosphate of lime," equal in quantity to two-
thirds or thereabouts of ** bone phosphate rendered
soluble," the manures analysed contained from
9 per cent, up to 25 per cent.—the "insoluble
phosphates" in these, the extreme cases, being
respectively 4 and 46 per cent, ! Instances of this

kind prove the need of purchasing manures upon
analysis as a security not merely against fraud on
the part of the salesman but against unskilfulness
on the part of the manufacturers.

The condition of the Turnip plant is one of

auperpliosphate for your green crops, it will be a

hard necessity alone which will justify the

abandonment of the Turnip.

TIVe continue from page 102 ourremarlis on iron

in farm structures, and give further illustrations

of its employment in columns and beams used for

carrying floors and roofs.

We have now to describe the upper parte 5f columns ; this

varies according to circumstances. "Where there is no floor

supported by the columns, but a beam is carried from one to

the other in order to carry the
roof, the top of column may be
made as in Fig, 7; the upper
plate a being bounded at its

outer edges by snags or pro-

jecting parts, h h ; between
these the lower flange of beam
is passed as in the part c in

the plan of top plate a a. The
upper part is sometimes pro-
vided with a collar a a Fig, 8,

which is embraced by the ends
of the beams. Where an upper
series of columns are used for

a second storey oue method of
a connecting the base of the

upper with the cap of the
lower column is shown in
Fig. 9 ; where the upper part
of lower column is continued
upwards, as at a ct, forming a
hollow tube, b b, into which
collar c of the upper column
d is passed. Another form is

shown in Fig, 10, when the cap

of column, a, is continued upwards as at b; the upper part of

which is extended, as ate c; affoi-ding a seat and collar for rf of

lower part of upper column^ €. The part, a ft in Fig. 9, and 6 6

Fig, 7.

a

]

a

*j
]

e

the most pressing questions of English agriculture.

The loss of the crop this winter is no doubt due in
great measure to the severity of the season.
Having Trithin the last week been over a consider-
able extent of the Cotteswold district and seen the
destruction of the standing crop and the safety
of the harvested and pitted crop over successive
fields, it was plain that the loss this year has not
been owing to degenerate constitution or a dry
season, to bad seed or insect attacks, but simply to
careless management. AVhere the roots were
properly pitted before the frost they are still safe

;

and if this precaution was not taken the loss of the
crop is plainly due simply to want of foresight and
to misjudgment on the part of the farmer.

The experience, however, not of this year alone
but of many successive years proves that there is

increasing difficulty of success in Turnip cultiva-
tion. And it is a pity that none of the many
essays on the subject written for the Agricultural
Society should have been published. One would
like to have known the experience and opinions of
practical men on the influence of recent dry
Beasons; on the practice of taking stolen crops,
Yetches, Kye, &e., before the Turnips; on the
influence of autumn cultivation, of arti&oial
manures, of marling and liming land ; on the
mischief done by bad seed, by selecting inferior
roots for the growth of seed, by thick seeding, by
caterpillars, fly, and mildew; on the influence of

various soils, of imperfect tillage, of land drain-
age ; and on the effects of too frequent a recur-
rence of the crop.

These all of them, more or less, must be named
during a full discussion of the subject, and there
can be little doubt that from the essays, all of them
rejected, which competed for the Society's prize,

there might have been gathered the material of a
most useful paper.

The solution of the difficulty appears now most
generally sought for in the substitution of Mangel
Wurzel^nd t.oh\ Eabi for the Turnip. And there
can he little doubt that either of these in liberally
managed land wUl yield a larger crop of better
food. But under the ordinary cultivation of the
land, when you are dependant on ashes and

Fig. S.

Fig. 9.

iQ Fig. 10, are embraced by tiie beams -which rest upon the
flange, e e, in Fig. 9, and// in Fig. 10.
The following matter^as to dimensions of cast-iron columns

to carry different weights—is deduced from tables given in
Weale's Engineers' Pocket
Book, OS. This work should
form an essential part of every
practical man's library, as it

contains a vast mass of calcu-
lations ready to band on almost
every point of construction—cal-
culations which could only be
elaborated at the expense of
much time and labour. The
diameter of columns is equal
throughout, the height being
taken at 10 feet; the weigiit
supported beinsr given, as also
the extent of flooring in super-
ficial feet which the pillars
will support, giving to each foot
a load of 2^ cwt. e. g. — Dia-
meter of column, 5 inches

;

thickness of . metal, ^ inch

;

weight supported, 6 tons 10
cwt. ; extent of flooring, 65 feet.
With the metal | inch in thick-
ness, the weight supported is

9 tons 15 cwts. ; extent of floor-
ing, 97 feet. With the thickness
of metal 1 inch, the weight sup-
ported vrill be 13 tons, and
extent of flooring, 130 feet.
Where the diameter of pillar
is 6 inches, thickness of metal
J, I, and 1 inch, the weight
supported and extent of flooring
will be respectively, 8J tons,
85 feet; 13 tons, 130 feet; 17^
tons, 175 feet. Where the
diameter is 7 inches, and
thickness ^, |, and 1 inch, the weight supported and extent of
floor obtained will be respectively, lOJ tons, 102 feet; 16 tons
100 feet; 21^ tons, 215 feet. Diameter of column 8 inches;
thickness of metal ^. 3, and 1 inch, weight supported, ISJ tons,
23 tons 15 cwt. 27J tons ; extent of floor, 185, 237, and 275 feet.
Diameter of column, 9 inches ; thickness, i, ^, and 1 inch

;
weights, 22^ tons, 26^ tons, and 35 tons ; extent of flooring,
225, 265, 359 feet. In same table will be found the
diameter of column from 3 inches up to 18, and extent of floor-
ing calculated for 1^, 2^, and 3 cwt. to the superficial foot.
The weight of a 10 feet pillar 5 inches in diameter and

^ inch thick may be set down at 220 lbs., not including the
base and cap, whi-h may be reckoned equal to 40 to 60 Ibg.
extra, according to degree of ornamentation. The same pillar
^ inch thick will weigh about 310 lbs., cap and base from i

2 to 4 times the weight of a lineal foot, namely 31 lbs. The
weight of a pillar 5 inches diameter and 1 inch thick may be
8et_ down at 390 lbs., the cap and base from 2 to 4 times tlie '

weight of a lineal foot, say 89 lbs. The weight per lineal foot
'

of a colimin 6 inches diameter, having thicknesses of J, |, and
'

Fig. 10.

(36, 53. and 68), and for 9 inches diameter of tht' t^' ^^fiSM
uesses 41 lbs.. GO lbs., and 78 lbs. The scale f«1?^'^'^W
6, 7, 8, and 9 is 1 inch to the foot. The subject ofT*"^

^^'
a futiire occasion occupy our attention. wai,Lg

-ft-jy
/•

PULPING ROOTS POR FEEDING CATTTp
(Conduded from p, 128.)

*•

Mr. JRohert Heath, Mefferston Grange, l^orfl
I used a pulper of your manufacture all last

^^'''^'"*

by horse power, and am perfectly
satisfied*^'^'

its work. I used the pulp fresh, makin? *^

every morning to last 24 hours. As it fell f
^''^

machine it was taken to two large mixino- tro*^*^^
boxes standing in the middle passage of the co

"
lL*

In one it was mixed with cut hay, and in the oth
*^''

cut straw. Cows giving milk had the former- ^^^^^

the latter. The orders to the cowman are to feS^*^"^
animal according to its appetite, that is, to ^n

^?'^

much as it will cat up clean, five times iu theldl *

when they are housed night and day; also ton
^^

I
tinii tltp nnlr* and thp nit stuff* (hav anA .i_- v

"
P'^^- 1

scouring

*

.:l* ..j^^^xiVJ ^-^ "..4,v »,..VJ fe'*^- V" WCllig LlUJieU Ulit IP

eir pastures at the latter date depends entirely upe
eir condition, and I have no hesitation in saving thit

or the opposite. Slilking aud fatf
beasts had two dry feeds out of the fir^

^
sisting of cut hay and meal only, i (]eem''v
much preferable to give beasts a little and oft

rather than very large feeds at a time, except wh*
left for the night, when they get as mucliaatC
troughs will hold. I have no racks for uncut fodder

for the cows. On this system all the stock wagw
in fine health and CQpdition, suitable to stores, milken.

or feeders, with, as near as I can judge, an eMnomyM*
hay and roots, but particularly of the former, of abom

one-third as compared vvith the old system of sliced

roots and long hay, besides avoiding all rislt of chokk
My young stock are fed the same as the cows in luii, ^

there being no danger of making them too freah u 1

might be the case with cows about to calve. luthi

county, dairy stocks are kept housed night and dav

from about 1st November to 1st of Way. The quantiu

and finality of milk they give on being turned out 1p

tn

their ruiiuiLiuu, anti i iiiivt* nu nesuation in saying

no stock could possibly have been in better order tlm

mine was last May, very far exceeding that of ttf

majority of my neiglibours as evidenced by the qnantitr

of curd to each cow, viz., 4 lbs. per 24 hours, on a yield

of 18 quarts of milk per cow. Septemher 19, 1859. _
Mr, Joseph Noden, JBridgmere, Naniicich.~-l hm I

used one of your pulpers for the last 12 monthajaadf

am glad to inform you, that for my milking cows, jto^

stock, colts, and pigs, it far exceeds my expectafwDs; *

nay, if it had not been for the use of the pulper, I should
*

have been obliged to have given up growing Slangel ,

altogether, for I could not get my cows to eat i

sufficient quantity of straw to keep them from scoai%-

No\y I use the roots pulped, I give therall^lCit

pulped Mangel with 2 ofcut straw, and find it toanawff

well. I have 42 dairy cows besides yomigetoclrand

colts, which I fed last spring on pulped Turnipi and

Mangels, with chaff or chopped straw, with & fc'

kibbled Oats, and I never had so good a lot offatfalftt.

nor any cows in better trim for cheese-making before. I

give them very little hay, which I consider the m^

expensive crop we grow, having before last spring con-

sumed 40 to 50 tons annually, but now I consider tint

10 tons will serve me for all purposes. My store pip*

before last winter, I have kept on Mangels and a little

corn, but I find that one-half of Mangels mixed with s

little meal, when pulped, will do far better. For my

cows, young stock, and colts, I pulp and mix, and us^j-

the next day. but for pigs I like it three diiys old.

Septemher 19, 1859.

Mr. William Smith, Cop Mouse Farm, near Cketter-

—I beg to inform you that for the last three yean"

has been my practice to pulp all root food given to my

stock, and I have found a great saving in food torep--
j

therefrom. When I commenced the system of i"if^='

I used to allow the chaff and pulped roots to remain Wf

two and sometimes three days before it was given to

cattle; but I found that on the third day the ^^'?)*;

did not eat it go readily as when it was given to t^
fresh; I therefore altered my course, and now ^ .

them the chaff and roots as soon as P"lP^'*K
which, from the experience gained bv nimierons beifl

stock, I believe to be the best. Of the ^A^f^ '

resulting from the general use of pulped ro^J^V

I

I cannot speak too iiiirhlv. for in addition to them

o<

systems. The stock on my farm comprises ge?**

* that

dividual benefit derived by the beast, I ^el\*''*'"fcp

with proper management one-third more stock ca^^^

kept on the same quantity of food than by

120 fattening beasts, 10 pubs of plough-horses, "T^^

colts, young stock, pigs, &c., to all of ^vhicMJ^^

pulped food. Your pulper has been used on all oc-^^

when required during the past 18 "^*^"*^|j^'/-p«io

operations have so satisfied me that I shall be Mpi/

order another of them. September 15, 1859. -^^^
Mr. :E. Boivley, Siddington, near Cirencester.-- ^^

one farm of 50 acres ou which I never nir'^/ptef «^

but have always kept my beasts there m tiie

*J (fe,

straw and roots. In former days they used to a
^^

latter almost ad lihitum, and the straw was S'^f ^
tx) pick over, and it aided, I believe, in their ^-'""^

little. Some of the old cows, mv man tells »*-,

%

\
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rr=^^^^^riTi;Xi^f roots in :i day. My cuttle are

^t 4
^'^^^i'^i'^^'f^' d I fat very few, therefore I (.mnot

pure Sl>«r^"rormatioa on that p'oint. Nor do I milk

kire you 1^"^™ ^^ri keep there are in-calf cows

Sutbe farmj
^f

,

'„^' ^ukinff^^ young stock; the

former f
^ havm^ ^^ ^^^ ^^,te as well

3 boshels of ^t^^^
;'^;^ . ,o'ots and little straw. To

tf when they had so i"|^
;)

^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^

2-year-old g^'«^^"^,;^f{'^rlin'^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^'"^*^' ^^^^ "'

l^^^^^^ri^;eowram I givelpeckoi
addition

To one cow l am liin-iw,;, - ^..^^^-^^-ot
auui^*"." *y. ,, T^gj^fc in a store state, i con-

„eal in '^^ <^'"°'^,*° "
"m I can keep more than double

.M..r by
}^»'Y^^'^ronthe same quantity of roots as

lJ-!r^S'i:very.U>dtoglve^yon more

irrcoul^d^^so, hnt I ^ha^ve nSt had the
information ;t' I couiaj^.^^

^ ^^^^^ ^^

by is the ^^^^^^^1
j^^fX^ in agriculture of late times.

^^IS'^^^^^ - *^- tioor immediately

ff^er tLy a^^^ pulped. Pray ask me more questions .1

^^J^\i. Sparhf Trith Banh Boston.— Tho

f
^"'

l/ tPsthronv Viven to the value of the system

Sp£-eS 4-- witl. my observations^that

I can with confidence recommend it. The pnlper is all

that can be desired for its purpose ; the gain m the

^creased production of bee^ &c., by giynig less costly

Ld, is more than the difference ui labour, besides

bavins YOur cattle much better attended. The

-idi-anta^es of pulping for stall-fed beasts consist m a

^vinff of oil-cake—of being enabled to commence givmg

roots when you house your cattle at the latter end of

the year instead of towards the spring—a more liberal

supply of roots without causing blowing or choking.

Last year my beasts, with 5 lbs. of oil-cake per head per

diem, f^ave equally satisfactory results as to thrift as

\ras ^iven previously to using the pulpers with 10 lbs.

of cake per head ; the same allowance of meal. Mangel,

hay, and chaff in each case. Stall-fed cattle seldom pay

for consuming large quantities of cake, say 10 to 14 lbs.

of cake per diem ; hence the necessity for converting

beneficially any cheapens substitute to (in part) supply

it^ place, which I think is done by pulping. The cake

thus saved may, in my opinion, be given more profitably

elsewhere. Store-stock, under the old plan, when fed

with roots alone, would frequently starve and scour;

buch is not the case with minced roots. The pulp being

mixed with chaff, &c., is eaten with avidity, and the

beastB thrive well. Sepfemher 22, 1S59.

Mr. Mmtmd Wright, HoUton Rally Osivestry.—l

luive given pulped Mangel to 20 cows—16 of those being

Hereford cows, kept exclusively for breeding, the other

ibur being dairy cows. I also use the pulper for some

8 to 10 months old calves, fed in an open yard ; these

have Swedish Turnips pulped. I give about equal

portions in bulk of the roots and cut straw. We find

it answers admirably, both for the cows and calves. We
mix the roots and cut straw immediately after the

roots are pulped, and give the mixture to the cattle

before f«nnentation takes place. This is our practice

now, but in the tirst instnnce we aHiTft'ed the mixture

to ferment, when some of the cows refused it, though
raost of them took to it with evident relish in this state.

I think, however, that since we have given the mixture
before fermentation takes place, all the cattle like it

better, and those which refused the fermented mixture
greedily eat it when fresh. When we allowed the mix-
ture to ferment, we used cisterns for the purpose: we
now mix upon the floor only. We consider the
pulping machine economises both the roots and straw, for

every particle of the straw is eaten when blended with
the pulped roots, instead of being trampled under the

feet as before. But perhaps the greatest saving con-

sists in the using up all the chaff after a day's use of

tlie threshing machine ; this, in my case, amounts to a

fortnight or three weeks' supply of chaff all ready for

mixing with the pulped roots, tlie whole of which was
thrown upon the manure heap before we used the

pulping machine. The straw being mixed with the

pulped roots is certainly a great means of preventing

scouring ; for choking, of course the mixture is an abso-

Ittte preventative, and we have had no animals blown
since we used it. We give Mangels to our cows, and as

these never affect the taste of the butter as Turnips do,

I can scarcely say what advantage we gain in the

quality of our butter by using pulped food instead of

*iiced, I may say generally, however, that our milking
<^H-8 are getting pulped roots this winter, and that
our butter is singularly good, without any disagreeable
flavour whatever. Upon the whole, I think the pulping
Machine a very valuable implement ; by it you certainly
"lake the Turnip more easy of digestion, and with
young animals especially whose mouths are tender and
digestive organs comparatively weak this is an immense

-Jfr. ar. Wyvill, Fingall.—Vse tied up about 200
«e»d of cattle last winter. The feeding cattle we did
?^t pive pulped Turnips. We are giving yearlings :

—

*8 lbs. of pulped Turnips, fresh pulped; l4 lbs, of
cbopped straw, 1 lb. ot Linseed cake, and 1 feed of hay
p€r day. Two-year-olds we are giving:—21 lbs. of
TQrnips,aibs. ofcake. 20 Ib^. of chopped straw. To
^W8:—14 \ijj.^ (jf Turnips, with chopped straw ; 3 lbs.
f^f cake, and 2 feeds of hay per day. I consider the
P^per a most valuable iniplemtnt where economy of

AGRICULTURE.
Some weeks ago a communication appeared in the

^

columns of this Journal giving a sad account of the

position and hopes of Irish agriculture. After a general

indictment against all the agencies that have been in

operation in Ireland for improving the statics of the

agricultural classes, the writer invents otie that must

have appeared to his mind as the most tangible and

efficacious means of raising the Irish farmer from the

slough of supposed misery.

The panacea proposed by our friend is "to establish

through the length and breadth of the land such simply

conducted example farms as shall speak at once to the

minds of the masses, through the most sensitive of their

organs and the most sensitive of their concerns, their

pockets." We have no objection to example farms ; on

the contrary, we regard them with extreme favour,

after having had ample experience of their beneficial

working. But if the Irish farmers of the present

day " pique themselves upon their cunning, wit, and

sarcasm, have little respect for the opinions of writers

and for works on farming," we fear the new

light from the example farmers would not dissi-

pate all that is bad in the Irish system of farm

management. It is proposed to have " one at least

of these farms in each parish, the size to be regu.

lated by that of the average extent of farms in the

neighbourhood, to he placed under the management ot

the most enlightened of the local farmers." \\ e appre-

hend "G." has hastily offered this piece ot advice, \yhich

may seem feasible on first reflection, but m reaUty it

sounds with an air of impracticability on the ears of

those who have thoroughly examined the real causes

that have impeded the growth and development of Irish

agriculture. If there live in every parish (of which

there are 2532) in Ireland farmers enlightened enough

to conduct example farms, there must exist some deep-

seated cause of her backwardness.

Those supposed thousands of enlightened agri-

culturists will silently and slowly influence the state

of agriculture in their respective parishes. And their

advice will be sure to command more respect and be

more implicitly followed when regarded as simple

members of the agricultural community than by being

associated with the landocracy of the country, as

suggested by "G." when he says, "the great reliable

machinery tor carrying out the plan «nust be provided

by the lauded proprietors under the
^
supervision

and assistance of their agents and stewards."

In nearly all the schemes proposed for the amelioration

of the condition of the Irish f^irmer, the landlords

have had too large a share in their administration.

We do not mention the fact in any disparaging or fault-

finding spirit, but as a simple matter of fact. There is

the Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland

without a solitary tenant farmer honoured with a

place in its Council of fifty. We believe that

the members of that Council are exceedingly esti-

mable; many of them are agriculturists of the advanced

school, and all are certainly men of the highest social

standing. Nevertheless it is not a symptom of healthy

action to find that none of the intelligent and affluent

tenant farmers of the country have a voice in its

direction and management. The Councils of tlie

Ao-ricultural Societies" of England and Scotland have

the popular element fairly, though perhaps not ade-

quately represented. The lond fide farmers of Ireland

are placed in a false position, which induces many of

them to view with apathy and often with distrust the

Central Agricultural Society and its various offshoots.

And we augur that the example farms of which our

friend writes so enthusiastically would prove equally

obnoxious and abortive. In justice to the agricultural

societies of Ireland, as well as of the high motives which

actuate their founders and promoters, we feel called

upon to say that the farmers of Ireland have in too

many instances formed erroneous ideas of their objects

and advantages. Nor do we agree with " G." m the

assertion that the establishment of these societies has

been attended with " Uttle if any good." Such a state-

ment could in our opinion emanate only from aman imper-

fectly acquainted with the history of Irish agriculture

for the last 10 yeais, as well as with the highly credit-

able cattle shows recently held in that country. Ireland
|

of to-day possesses numerous herds of Short-horns, and

numerous flocks of Leicester, Southdown, and other

improved breeds of sheep, quite on a par with those of

England and Scotland. It is true that they are gene-

rally in the hands of the landlords of the country; but

it is equally true that first-class sires are hired out to

the tenants at a moderate charge, and that the character

of the live stock of Ireland has undergone a wonderful

improvement since the establishment of the Royal

Ao-ricultural Improvement Society, ^ or are prize

Short-horns unknown among the tenant farmers ot

Ireland who are excluded from all administrative power
- " - » -f-.-it—1 Societv. Mr.

fostering encouragement of these societies. Taking the

two chief items we find :

—

1S41
1859

* •

« f

Cattle.
1,863,116
3,810,136

w •

w *

Slieep.

2,106,169
3,688,356

stock

Agri-

Increase 1,947,020 .. 1,482,167

Now it is not too much to suppose that the

of Ireland has since the establishment of the

cultural Society improved by the infusion of better

blood on an average of 5 per cent., which would add to

the national wealth of the country about a million

sterling annually. Let no man, therefore, while advo-

cating a project that may work well when confined to

his own imagination, but would vanish as a morning

fog does before a bright sun, condemn institutions

which have been productive of so much good to Ireland.

i" The field of glory is a field for all,"

and men like "G." would do well to weigh well their

words and arguments. We pass now over his allusion

to the practical instructors who brought agricultiu-al

intelligence to the door of many an Irish farmer. We
cannot notice his allusion to the model farms of Ireland

which serve precisely the same purpose as the example

farms which he has proposed, as no mind but his

could reason itself into the conclusion that the

agricultural education of the 2088 boarders who under-

went an apprenticeship on those farms, iiot to spealc at

all of the 50,000 young lads who have been intructed in

those schools in the elementary principles of agriculture,

has been attended with " but little if any effect." Our

ohiect in this communication has been to ,show that the

meagre references he makes to the agency of agncul-

tui-al societies in Ireland is no exponent of the real

facts of the case.
. .

We take this opportunity, too, of urging upon the

Legislature that to crown with success these societies

the Irish land question must be settled. And in making

this remark we disclaim all connection with those who

have made political capital out of this question. The
" relation oflandlord and tenant in Ireland ' is, to use the

words of her late Attorney-General, "perfectly indefi-

nable." There is little foundation for the mistrust with

which the Irish farmer regards the agricultural societies;

yet, until that question under which the country groans is

settled bv a moderate and well-considered measure, the

Irish farmer will never place confidence m an institution

supported and directed by the lord of the soil. But

given such a measure—and we speak of a measure

which would promote alike the interests of landlord

and tenant—and many a farm now slothfully managed

would become an example farm far more worthy of the

name than those proposed by *' G." in the Agncultv.ral

Gazette of the 8th October.

In a subsequent communication the same writer uses

the agriculture statistics of the country to support his

gloomy view of the progress of Irish agriculture. " We
find," he says, " a progressive decrease in the breadth

of land under Turnips and Mangel Wurzel from 1853

to 1859. This is surely no indication that tillage is

improving, nor is it so in the return of the breadth of

land under cereals, which has diminished in 10 years

from 3,174,424 acres in 1849 to 2,652,296 in 1859; and

these returns also show a marked falling off in Wlieat

a crop which notoriously requires finer tillage than Oats

which in both vears is nearly the same."

Now it is seems strange that the writer should not

maintain uniformity of dates in his comparison. Why
did he not select the same date for cereals and Turnips ?

Had he done so he would have found that the area

under Wheat has increased from 326,896 acres m ISoS

to 465.497 acres in 1859. If the aphorism enunciated

by Mr. Morton in his paper on the « Forces used in

Agriculture " be correct, viz., that "self-interest in the

long run is intelligent," then we deduce from the

Irish agricultural statistics very different results from

those of " G. ;" at all events, as regards the Wheat crop,

If the state of the corn trade indicated an upward ten-

dency, if a gigantic war like the Crimean should produce

a rise in the price of Wheat, the Irish farmer would not

be true to self-interest Ifbe did not extend the area under

crop. That under the circumstances he has evinced that

self-interest is evidenced by the following table:—

Area under "Wheat
in, Ireland.

I Averafce price per barrel

of 280 lbs. for Years

ended 1st of November.

1S63
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1S69

# -

Acres.
326,896
411,284
415,775
529,050
559,646
551,386
4(}5.49

s. d.

29 9
4« 4
41 8^
40 4
33 3
25 10

, necessary

As regards the diminution in the breadth of I*"^

under Turnips and Mangel Wmzel, it has no doubt

decreased from 1853 to 1859. But that does not

appear to us to indicate a retrogression In the stad> ot

that self-interest which constitutes intchgence Ihe

breadth under Turnips and Mange s-ddonlye^^ off

gricultural Society. Mr. P'7ft.tZt that failing off is readily accounted for

Barnes, of Moynalty. has a herd of the true B^th ^
\t';u'hL''riL i^^ tL price of Wheat. In^5

stamp Hr. Christy, of Fort Union, Adare; Mr.
^ ^^ ^^^^^ turnips and Mangel was again

Ellison of Lough Glynn, and others having a staiiding
; ^^« ^^ ^^^ ^^^,, ^-ears we have the toUowing

ri^_„i. v.™^«^a w\x\o\\ is alike creditable to them- ''r .• T^^ir^a MmimIs.

*wmpi is required. We do not use it where a full feed
0- Tmnipg is given to feeding cattle. August 30, 1859.

selves\ud the country. . '^^^_ ^^^rH^^-^H^^^^fl Zl ,„.

Turnips. Mangels.

fche Royal Dublin Society are justly entitled to our

commendation for having stimulated the production of

iZr^ved stock in Ireland. It is impo^ible to measure

ihe increased wealth of the country through the

„=, .. 399.377 33.283

\fi . 329.170 21.351

1855 V. .. .. -. 366.953 22,339

In 1859 the area under Mangel has been 27,10S

;

but

t
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the extent of Turnips has diminislied very coiisiderrtbly.

It is worthy of being borne in mind tliat, as in England
and Scotland, while a Icnowledge of the proper culti-

vation of the Turnip is extending tlie root itself has
degenerated. The avernge acreable yield in 1853
was 36.4 tons; in 1856, it was 12.9 tons; in 1857,
12.5 tons. It is also a significant fact that with a
diminishing area of green crops the numbers of cattle

and sheep have increased very considerably in Ireland.

Cattle. Sheep.

In 1S4E) -we liad .. .. 2,771,139 1,777,111

„ 1859 we have .. .. 3,S10,136 8,583,S56

Without wishing in any way to undervalue green crop
culture, we must be permitted to say that so long as

Ireland continues to 'increase her cattle and sheep at

this rate, we require more cogent and conclusive proof
than the hastily considered ideas of " G." to convince us
that the Irish farmer is not steadily advancing in his

tnov.'ledge of self-interest and partaking of the
advancing progress of the age. S,

AGRICULTURE IN WURTEMBEKG, 1859.

"While unbroken drought throughout m.any districts

of the United Kingdom, during the last summer, occa-

sioned many deficiencies in some of our crops, alterna-

tions of much moieture and aridity during the same
period occasioned many corresponding results in the
south of Germuny,
The o.uantity of rain which fell in Wurtemberg from

April to September was as follows

:

April
May
June .. 6.47
July .. 2,31

August .. 2.65

Sept. ,. 4.46

The liighest degree

3.S7 cubic inches per squai'C foot.

6.31

it

it

11

tt

of temperature was on the
4th July— 90° in the shade, and what are called summer
days, viz., those on which the thermometer is at or
above 78** in theslmde, were

5 in June
24 in July

March the air had been
the temperature rose

spring corn was quickly sown,
cool, with
and much

In
April

IS in August
4 in September

generally mild, and in

so much that the
May was unusually

frequent and violent thunderstorms
rain. Jmio much the same, July

commenced with tropical lieat; much aridity fol-

lowed, which continued through August. Frequent
light showers during the night, followed by excessive
heat, gave the year 1859 mucli of the character of 1811,
and excited the hopes of the Vine dressers. The aridity
continued during September, the quantity of raiu,
though great, being insufficient to saturate the soil.

The temperature fell, so that there was hoar frost in
the valleyp. Now for the produce. Although expe-
rience IiMS proved tliat only one year in ten is a good
wine-making year, 1859 was nearly as favourable as the
two preceding ones, which were very good, and the
people in their gratitude put up portraits of their patron
Saint Urban, nnder protecting glasses with gilt frames.
Oiving to early frost however the produce was not equal
t5 expectation, buttheqnality being good the high prices
cimpensated for tlie deiiciency in quantity. There has
been a failure in the fruit generally. Frost in April
had destroyed the Cherries, so that their value fell from
what lias been frequently 1000/. to less than 50/.
Pears, liowevor, for making perry were rather
productive and sohl for from 10*. to 15y. per suck.
In Wurtemberg the highways are bordered by rows of
Apple, Pear, and wild Plum trees; generally they are
laden with fruit but last year they were barren. As to
ordinary iigricuHural produce, the winter corn was
deficient in quantity and quality; the grain had
ripened too quickly ; the straw however was long and
abundant. Spring corn was also doHcicut. The heavy
rains of May and Jnne, succeeded by great drought
in July, caused the Barley and Oats to be short and

was small and light; the
-Wheat, from 24*. to 25.?.

Gd, to 20*. ditto; Barley,

weak. Generally all grain
prices may be quoted tbus :

per bushel ; Rye, fnun 17*.
from 17*. to 19*. ditto; Outs, from 9*. to"i6*."ditto!
All corn is sold by measure, not by weight; and the
bushel weighs from 240 to 250 lbs. Beans, Vetches
and leas have also yielded iuditferently. Maize suc-
ceeded well. Potatoes in wet soil were in many in-
Stances destroyed ; they had been injudiciously moulded
while the eartli was cloggy and therefore unmanageable.
On light soils they did well, and yielded from 30 to 40
sacks per acrp, worth from 3*. id. to 4s. 2d. per sack.
Caijbages, whicli were poor and unpromising, began to
thrive in autumn, and have turned out well; price
6*. 8d. to IOj. per 100 heads. Tlie cooler weather in
October favourably affected Turnips and Beet-root,
both of winch are excellent. The White Beet is
extensively cultivated tlirongliout Germany for sugar
manufacture; the duty being high suga^ costs G^. per
It), m Wurtemberg, but in Bremeri and Hamburgh,
where colonial sngar is admitted under moderate duty,
the best sugar is sold at 4rf. per lb. It is now hoped
Uiat the recent changes in the commercial treaties of
trance and England will cause corresponding changes

present thf ^/ .^^^"^^"y ^n^ other countries. At

roiu;": 1^^^^^^^^ -g- entering the

but half ita ,w,yi .\P,^^*^"^' ^apeseed has g ven

indi«-.e.t. Hop, ^....'-::t ll rvclHcnS

irom i)L to oc. lus, per cwt., anti it nas aavan
for finer samples—nay, for peculiar qualities

15?. per cwt. is given at Chiswick. Every o

Cottonseed Cake.crop; at the beginning of the season the price was

from 5/. to 51. 10s, per cwt., and it has advanced to 71.

of Hops

J.
__ ^ ___ ._ ^ one knows

that the Bavarian beer is the best in Europe, and if it

were not, the beer drinkers, of whom some can swallow

20 bottles daily, would be objects of compassion. The i quantity of fibre, which
Tobacco crop is good; and though the Germans are

notoriously great smokers and snuff-takers, the supply

is greater than the demand is likely to be.

Assurance companies against damage by hail have
had a beneficial year, as hailstorms have been less

destructive than in former years. On an average

agricultural produce is annually destroyed by hail in

Wurtemberg alone to the amount of 65,000/.; but
strange to add, such a sum is never paid, the companies
being unable to pay more than 5 or 10 per cent, of any
sum insured. And there is no law to compel them to

LMAficn 3, I860.

i^oiionseea t.a>ve.—JLast yearaS^iTpJ^^^^^^=^:=55?
appeared in the Gazette an analvsia l! ^'i?*^^
Voelcker of some Cotton-seed cake which i a""^^
hurtful or fatal, (I quote from memorv^ fn . "^^^M
The husk he considered to be the piSnl^

""^^
^^%.

mischief. But, adds the Professor «+i^ ^^"^^oftli.
^u.. ^c a^ i.:_v t ., ». ''"^'"^ Was gljT

hurtful

the H

I rather think
1." In the January number of the Sr!-'^
ighland Society, Professor AndeVon •r^''^'^

and elaborate paper on the composition J
of

kinds of oilcake—treating of Cotton cake—r ^ ^^^

that made from seed of the Sea Island planr^'^.^^'^
other varieties," he proceeds, " a quantity ofr^i^

"^^
"I!

to the seed, and when that is made into oak
^^-^

being decorticated, the Cotton soon produces ^ T^
tory symptoms in the animal which h-iq f.,i" "*»•tory sympt
and death is the result."

acquaintance with the veter

Now, though I p„;j;;j.tenuary art, 1 de„„
". ''*

pay more thau their current income will allow; they I opinions (for you will observe it is

only pay as far as they may have received from the
party assuring from the commencement of the engage-
ments, deducting, too, the necessary expenses. The
companies, therefore, in Wurtemberg are in such dis-

credit, that persons now insuring frequently etfect their

insurance in the north of Germany, where the com-
panies are bound by law to pay the full amount of loss

on the property insured. Unlike our present circum-
stances in England and Ireland, hay and all sorts of
fodder are abundant this year in Wurtemberg, and the
cattle are accordingly in high condition and advanced in

price. Beef, veal, and pork liave risen from 2ld. and
3d. to td. and Gd. The mutton is very bad in the entire

demur
(o %

certain), of Ibese learned gentlemen,and "
I irillf if

°^

the reason why." For some dozen jears it ^-a«
."^

to reside in Bombay; and almost every dav^f Ij^
time, business or pleasure took me past tL »

Punder, where much of the Cotton from both Iff^
and southern um-l-.s is hnidoH tl>o Vni^„ .

"Ortiiem

south of Germany. Foreigners cii,n hardly eat it. The
other meats, though greatly inferior to what is seen in

the London markets, are yet tolerably good. Poultry
is much inferior to that in England. Fat oxen are
often sent to France, and store cattle to Switzerland.
To do the present King of Wurtemberg justice, be has
done much for the improvement of live stock generally.
English horses, sheep, and swine— these latter parti-

cularly fi-om Berkshire—have been imported to cross
the native breeds, and with good results. Martin
Doyle.

Home Correspondence.
Wages of the Dorsetshire Lahourer..—I give the

fullowing rate of wages as being the regular payment
for labour done on this farm :

—

Three carters each, weekly wages, 10«. per week .. £26
House and garden free 4
200 of wood fagpots carriage free 5
Cutting and cartiugof Furze free; as much as they
Uke to bum

30 rods of Potato land; land worked and Potatoes
ploughed in

Extra for harvesthig \l. and one gallon of ale per day
Journey with teams la. and Is. Oti., according to

distance ., .. ., ., .. .. ,, 1 10
Ale at haymakh)g, about 10

constantly proidL
number of cows picking up loose bits of Cotto
eagerly as in this country they would a CabbageW^
a Turnip, seizing the opportunity of the aW^

'

inattention of the coolies slvly to attack theW
where they soon make a hole if they do not findon
and it is quite wonderful how soon they can eat tb^'
selves up to the eyes in a fat Guzerat Cotton Ji

I oultry J he coolies in charge find quite as much ado in heX"

5

2
2

10

£43 10

My carters' wages are thus more than 175. per week,
and the wages of my shepherds are still higher. My
common labourers receive 9y. per week, which is—

£"3 S
20 rods of Potatoes, at U. per rod ~1

As much Furze as they require, cutting and cartage
to be paid for

Extra wages on Turnip hoeing, 55. per week for five
weeks . , . . . . . . . . ^/ ^ _ 15

Extra during harvest IZ., and \l. for ale' '.'. \\ 2

off the cattle, as the pilfering boys which infest tlj
busy haunts of commerce in all countries. Hadtk
dire effects feared by the Professors followed tbeeali*
of a handful of Cotton fibre, the owners of the caS
frequenting the esplanade of Bombay would doufctlea
have looked better after them. To such an extent

1j

Cotton eaten by the draught cattle and pack bQlloii
that it is specially stated by a Mr. Berkeley, jqj
lecture at Bombay upon the advantages afforlled \y

railway over the present modes of conveying Cotton
from the interior : "The brinjarrics * and cartmen stei!

the Cotton, and the cattle eat it; while a good deaU
made away with by the boatmen, who convey it ama
the harbour." Somhay 2Vme5, March 1859. Is it not

much more likely that all the mischief was cansed i^

the hard, indigestible, woody husk acting mechanicallj

upon the intestines of the cattle, than that any part of

it should be attributed to the soft fibre, whicli is

applied externally with so much benefit to bums
wounds, bruises, and putrifying sores? J. L.

1 10

£29 3

Or nearly lis. 6d. per week. It being my usual prac-
tice to let them task work wlien possible, I have no
doubt but that their wages amount to more tban 12*.
per week. I offer this to the public as a simple state-
ment of wages by a Dorsetshire farmer, and to show
that my friend Mr. Saunders is not the only employer
who gives the labourer good wages. I doubt if there is

a farmer in Dorsetshire who gives his carters less than
15*. per week. George Summers, Hottghton FariUy
JBlandford.

Mice.—Your correspondent will I fear have some
difficulty in getting rid of the mice, which eat his Vine
roots; he may trap them, but 1 doubt if they will
eat anything he can mix with poison. His black
friend I do not know ; the sandy coloured one must be
the short tailed field mouse. My boys have had one for
SIX months, it was taken from the nest when half ^-rown
and was easily tamed. It is a great pet. and will take
as much tawing as a kitten, running over clothes, into
your pockets, or up your sleeve; sit on vour hand, trim
his whiskers (which a Kifle Ensign would envy), catch
a flea, or eat a grain of Oats, with the greatest uncon-
cern. Whilst frisking about the tea table, helping himself
to a crumb of oat cake, a (ew arrains of sugar, or a drop
of cream or standing suddenly still, he looks you steadily
in the face, you would doubt if he is the

"Wee, sleekit, cow'rin, tirn'raua beastie,"
immortalised by Burns. Sometimes he jumps bodily into
the sugar basin, to the horrification of mamma, and the
delight of the boys, who raise a shout whenever this
feat IS performed. He sit up Uke the squirrel, and uses
his dehcate fore feet in eating. He carefully eschews
butter, cheese, honey, ham. and all animal food, so

OCtCtlfiS*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLANC.
At a Weekly Council, held Wednesdaj', FebrtraryS'.

Sir E. Kerrison, Bart., M.P., in the chair, thenaciesof

candidates for election were read.
A letter from Mr. K. Wainwright, advocating the i»

of gas lime and salt as a manure for light land, wtf

read, as also the answer of Professor Voelcker, to whOB

it had been referred, in which he recommended the we

of gas lime and salt only on light soils deficient in

lime—and where lime and salt are found beneficial

A communication was received from the Centrsl

Society of Agriculture in Belgium, requesting infonM'

tion on Pleuro-pneumonia and the means adopted to

combat the disease, having particular regard to the

eSfccts of inoculation. A reply was ordered to be fflsie

that inoculation was not found in this country tor«E

on any scientific basis, and as such it has not receivw

the sanction or support of this Society. la ^^

country no statistics of the number of cases of f\^
pneumonia have been kept, and consequently Jitt'* '^

known of the number of those of inoculation.

The Council then adjourned to its Monthly ^«*'"-

on the 7th March.

Farmers' Clubs.
Kingscote: Feb. 7 ~ On BreaJcing-np Tasf^

Zand.~Mv. David Holborow related what had cope

under his observation on an adjoining farm, statingft^

fully the results had answered his neighbour'* espec""

tions; no farmer maintaining his flock in better cona-

tion, whilst at the same time he believed he kept*"^

creased number of cattle, and grew a muchW
quantity of corn. He then gave his opinion as to wwj

description of pasture land ought to be broken up.

what ought not. Some would argue that ^^JS
friable loam would produce the best crops, and re^

the greatest profits ; he granted this, but did not

sider any man justified in breaking up good ^»r,'

believed it produced meat at a cheaper rate

be the case by any artificial system, oe

, at 11 next morning, in
namely, 13 hours, he had consumed the whole I J, L,

crops

* Brinjames are ownera of pack bullocks, who ""J^j^jjae. r

and grain to the coast, and carry back salt and roerca

k

»

I
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' M„ l,<.~7trouMv recommentled them to be
con^equenHy

"^^^

;"™= ^ „g ]>«,! witnessed the best

"'""^f -n a'c s oS Icind of a friend of his who
results m a ^se

^_^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^3 pf ^,i„^,i,

-""^ on a 1"™
^; description. and he was fortunate

"-- rt convince hsTandlord
that it would be of the

enough to convi"^^
^^.^^ ^^ ^^ ^^,^^^.^^ ^^ T,,.^^^

greatest
npo't";';;^

also assisted him i« draining it

'
'I^l-i Lm 7 to 9 \nn\s apart. There was another

„ltU tiles fr^m
Y°;j.e ^different to the last named, and
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entered

happc

ages.^,t of
e'\";*„'^be^ttended with so great advant=

one not l.Keij
hnngry, sandy nature, with a

Llow roek subsJ Stiirh'e would again say. try the
hollow '°™

f
u i,t;n„i,p, as comparatively spealung it

?'P'"STrnothin* in Grass, whilst under the plough.

:ir Ae P tu& and a liberal application of

^ '
L «Xt isTflreaking-np pastui-e la^d. he

bcO there was no better method than the od one

of paring the surface to a moderate thickness with the

breas -pfough, the latter end of February, and burni

fhf tnrf as earlv as the V'ather w-ould permit
; th

the turf
en

(or

across
.proad the ashes evenly over the land, lightly rafter

I«uIk-pIough) one way, repenting the operation an:

a iittle deeper, and lastly dean plough rather deeper

still in that direction judgment and reason dictated.

His object was to get a fine tilth, at the same time to

well mix the ashes with the soil. The first crops

should ho roots, which under this treatment seldom

foiled to be a good one, the feeding off of which with

sheep (if the soil was suited for it) would in a great

measure be a preventive to the ravages of wlreworms,

aad which were so apt to be tronhlesomein newly broken

up land. Mr. Holborow said there was another system

adopted by some, that of giving the pasture one clean

plough, and phmting it to corn. This was a plan, how-

ever, he could not agree to, and he cited a case in point

that had come under his notice, of a piece of land

treated in this way, the first three and four crops proving

almost failures. He knew different opinions prevailed

on this question, and he gave his decidedly and candidly.

Mr. Burnett thought the policy of breaking Grass-

land:? depended entirely on circumstances ; it would be
had policy to break up good pasture on the hills, where
much the largest portion of the farms was arable, but
in the vtde, where pasture predominated, it would be of

great bcneiit to have a portion of it broken up, where
the farmer could grow roots for his cattle, sheep, and
pigs for the winter, and straw to litter them with,
which would enable him to keep all in a much more
<^iafortable condition than is possible for him at present
to df).—Jlr, Harrison (Frocestcr Court) stated that
aci jrJing to Mr. Morton, in ISS-l-, the return from 30
Gloucestershire Dairy Farms, consisting almost entirely

of Orftss land, does not amount to 4Z. per acre, and this

he believed to be substantially correct. The question
then was—^Are! these farms capable of making a greater
return by breaking up a large portion of the Grass
hmd ? He believed they were. It is now requisite to
mow half of the Grass land Jto provide for the kee.p of
the stock doring the winter, and this is no more than suf-
ficient. Mr. Morton has further shown that by breaking
up four-fifths of this pasture land, and farming it w^ell, the
•ftine amount of stock may be kept and the land be
made to return nearly double per acre. Without going
that length he expressed his belief that by breaking up
a large portion of the Grass lantl in the dairy districts,
the farmer might keep the same stock, doing them
better during the winter, tliat he might employ a much
larger amount of labour and machinery profitably, and
mcreasiag the return per acre would be enabled to
improve Ids condition at the same time that he would
yraatly benefit the country. It would be necessary,
however, for his landlord to drain his land and erect
convenient buildings, for which ho could afford to pay
• sufficient per centage on the capital expended.
Rc»ked:—"That in t'le arable districts j^ood pastures

jnould not be broken up, but that the middle and inferior

S™'fl*"'^
would be better brought under the plonsrli ; that on

*«8 other hand, in the pui-ely pasture- or dairv districts, it ia^Ir desirable that a considerable portion" of the pasture
«mild be broken up, and that the breakin;? up a large portion
JJevery dairy farm would be a great benefit to the tenant and
J« country. That in breaking up pasture land tbe best

«m la to pare and burn tho surface, rafter (or baulk-plough),
iny cross-plough, and take a root crop.*'

f

S
1^^' Lothian : JFeh. Z.~~Iteapwg Machines,—Mr*

J^feerff, of Ruchlaw, said—His first machine wag onew Hussey'g. He had at present one of Burgess &
HV f>; and he must say that if its weight and draught
we not taken into account it was one of the best

^Inaes that had yet come out. It was next to ira-
?««Oie to choke it ; and he had never yet seen this
PPen to it, or that it was stopped in cutting the^gwt crop

; and even when its front was completely

at on
^'^

.,5^*^^ ^^1^ undergrowth, it would start away

'^iioVi
^ ^

T
^^® ^"^^5^s and commence cutting without

wheril?'
1^^^ ^"*^ ^'^^^^^ ^^ mention, however, that

^J^er the Und wjis very steep he found the
;;j™^^ineonvemently heavy. He almost always

««mb7r \y^'^^ }^I^^
^''"^'' ^"^ ^^'^^'^ ^i"» that

>«r. »L ci!^^ .
^'^^^ P^'^tty hard work with it.

t»Otte^I.;
"^1"^' Campton, gave the experience of

•^ Mr Tt! f
'"^^^'^^ any other two. The first

*^ a^hlo^*
°^ .Tbur.ton, who had on*/ of the•^ arable farms m the county cut entirely with

Bell's reaper. The statement he (Mr. S.) had been
favoured with was, that in 1858 Mr. Hunter cut

203 acres, and in 1859 326 acres with Bell's reaper, the

expense, as ascertained by careful calculation, amounting
to 55. per acre, no charge being made for the use of the

horses. The horses worked eight hours each day, with-

out change, and they were found quite able for the

work. The breakages on his machines cost no more
than 4Gs., while it was also found that the machine
could work in weather so windy that hand-reapers were
not able to cut with advantage. Besides all this, some
of the fields were on hills so steep that it was with
difRcul'cy one could walk np ; and nothing astonished

him (Mr. Skirving) so much as that Beirs reaper

should have worked with effect on such a hill. Of all

who had employed reapins? machines, Mr. Hunter
appeared to have been most fortunate with Beirs

machine. The other gentleman to whom he had alluded

as having had extensive experience in reaping machines
was Mr. Hope, Fenton Barns. He wrote:—"In re-

gard to reaping machines, I may mention that I have
cut three-fourths of my crop with them in 1857, and
hope to be able to cut the whole crop of 1860. I found
at the end of the season that Gardner & Lindsay's

machine ciilb about the same extent as Bell's, though
some days Bell's cut a considerably larger quantity;

but Bell's met with breakages, and I was frequently

disappointed at the quantity of grain cut with it. On
the other hand, I knc\\ in the morning exactly how
much Gardner Sc Lindsay's would cut." This was all

that Mr. Hope said in his note; but in conversation

with him at the beginning of harvest, he (Mr. Skirving)

found him strongly in favour of Bell's reaper, us the

best machine that haU come out. It would appear,

however, that since getting Gardner^ & Lindsay's

machine, Mr. Hope had modified his opinion, and, as

tlie result of further experience, now considered this

machine as on the whole the best. Taking all things

into consideration, he thought that for a low country

farm of say 500 acres, three reaping machines

might be used witli advantage; and he would suggest

that they should take two of Gardner &. Lindsay's,

and perhaps one of them Burgess & Key's.—Mr.
Durie, Standingstane, said he had used a Bell's

reaper for the last four years, and he had never seen

work made like it. He cut 100 acres of Wheat and

corn with it one year, and scarcely as much stubble

was left as would have covered the table at which
they were sitting. Every year he iiad cut less or more
with it. Last season he changed this reaper for another

of Bell's, which he worked in a field alongside of

Gardner & Lindsay's, Bell's machine cutting bpth
ways, and the other cutting one way. The same pair

of horses went regularly eight hours a day, and never
seemed distressed. He would admit, however, that
though it never refused to cut with the lie of the grain,

it occasionally made high stubble. On this account he
preferred cutting one way. "What was said about the
weight of the machine was a mere bugbear. Any
ordinary pair of farm liorses could work it with perfect

ease when the land was dry. No machine could work
like it, and he had seen all machines. They might
rely on it that for strong grain nothing could come up
to Bell's, though on light grain he believed that Gardner
& Lindsay's might make good work. Possibly it

might be advantageous to have them both

—

one for strong, and the other for light grain.

—Mr. S. Skirving had forsjotten to make one remark.
He had never yet had the pleasure of visiting Mr.
Dune's farm ; but this he could say, that he liad been
offered by one farmer a Bell's reaper wliicli hud been in

use, for lialf-price, and more than that, he had been

offered Mr. Douglas's machine, which was as

good as new, at the same money. — Mr. Gray,

Brownrigg, said he could get at 5/. each as

many Bell's machines as he chose. One cause why
there was so much diffei'ence in the results obtained

from the same reaper was just this, that some farmers

handled their machines better than others. Bcferrin^

to Gardner & Lindsay's machine he proceeded to remark
that it possessed one important qnalification, in so far as

it was a Grass cutter as well as a reaping machine, and
coiild cut hay crops better than the scythe. By this

means the farmer could cut his hay whenever lie pleased.

The machine had merely to be taken into the field, and
it would cut its 5 acres a day in such a superior style

that at the end of 24 hours it might be put up in 25
stone cocks. In illustrating the saving which It effected

in the cutting of grain crops, Mr. Gray mentioned that

he had cut down with it 80 Scotch acres in 13 days, one

hour and a half, with no breakages, though the cutting

was against the lie of the grain. The average day's

work was 6 Scotch acres. It required to work it about

two people to the acre, and the machlneman besides.

Now, in cutting it in the ordinary way he had no fewer

than five or six men and women to the Scotch acre,

while the work was never half so well done. About

5*. an acre covered the cost of everything, not including

meat. It was resolved " that the great advantage of

reaping machines is now an established fact, and that

the cFub strongly recommend increased attention to

this implement,"

use of straw let us consider of what it consists, and before we
speak of it practically Rscertaiu, by analysis, its cheTOical con-
tents ; and having been fnrnii^bed with an analysis of three
different kinds of straw hy the kindness of our secretary, I becj
to ofifer it to your notice in the tabulated form iu which it

has been presented to me.
Composition of Straw.

Flesh-forming matter
Respiratory and fatty matter
Woody fibre

Mineral matters (ash)

^\'heat Barley Oat
Straw. Straw, Straw.
14.23 14.30 12.0G
1,79 1.68 1.63

31.06 39. 9S 37.80
45.45 39. SO 43.60
7.47 4.24 4.S5

100.00 100.00 lOO-OO

On consulting: this analysis it is somewhat interesting: to
obsene the coiui>arative value \\ith hay, the analysis of which
we had given us in our last lecture delivered by Mr- Spooner,
jun. It shows that the average of field and meadow hay gives
63 parts feeding value, whilst straw gives on the average of the
three kinds, Wheat, Barley, and Oats, 40 parts feeding value ;

and I contend that this gives a more favourable view of the
value of straw than the ordinary use of it would lead us to sup-
pose» viz- ;

—

Cost of feeding an Ox per week, with straw, &c,

4 lbs- of oilcake per day, or 2S Ib^* ])er week, at 10/.

per ton
64 lbs. of roots ditto, or 4 cwt- ditto, at 13.t, Ad. ditto -.

20 Ihs- of straw feedings or li cwt- ditto, at \iOs^ ditto,

,

20 lbs- of sti-aw litter, or li cwt, ditto, at 15^. ditto , -

Attendance, &ic. , per week

*- d.

Deduct value of manure per v/eek •

2 6
s

1 10^
11
1

8 04
1 34

9

BOTLET.—At tlie December meeting of this Club, -

Mr. Blundell gave a lecture on "tlie Use and Abuse of
^

Straw/' He said ;—
^ ^ .^

^

I propose to divido ray subject into two parts ;
first the mo

of straw, and, secondly, its abuse. Before we proceed to the

9. d.

Increased value of ox per v/cck , , , , 10
Deduct cost ot feeding 9

3

The reason why straw has been considered hitherto of so litt^^Q

value is because it has not been u.sed and treated in the manner
best calculated to obtain its full value, heneo the low price

which it generally sells at in the market, being very often
delivered many miles at le^s than 40^. per ton; and with
regard to the price of Barley and Oat straw, as usually charged
for feeding value between outgoing and incoming tenants, it

stands very often not more than l:i,^. per acre, sometimes less.

It has been matter of complaint by me for many years that
straw should be sold at so low a price, and I do hope and trust

that the subject will be so treated by the members of this Club
that it will for the future establish a higher relative value, as
compared with hay, than it has maintained heretofore.

Firstly straw must be [more valuable as a feeding material
than when used for the purpose of manure making and littering

the pens of animals, but to make it so it must be consumed
wi'li roots, oilcake, meal, and other feeding materials. I find

dairy cows in the winter months, if fed on large quantities of
root?, particularly Mangels and Carrots, will refuse to eat straw
almost entirely, and become very lean, but they will always eat
a full portion of sweet well-harvested straw when they get a
small and moderate allowance ofroots, say, for an ordinary -sized
cow,151bs. of Mangel three times per day, the roots being given
whole just in the state they come fi'om the store heap. Again,
calves and yearlings being fed with roots in the same w^ay will

cat a large quantity of straw, and when they have been
kept tmder cover I have had them in finit-rate condition for
many yeai-s past. Also in fatting beasts when they get a fair
allowance of roots, sar G5 to 70 lbs, per day, with from 3 to 4 lb«,

of cake or meal in admixture, they will eat straw with great
avidity, and do well upon it, and make a profit- It is however
often the case that bullocks receive 100 lbs; or upwards of roots
pur day, with a large quantity of cake or meal, often 10 or 13 lbs,

each per day, they will not then look at straw, and are obliged
to be fed with hay ; the cost price of these quantities and kinds
of food stands so high that the animals do not yield a profit,
for although they may make meat a little faster yet tiie pro-
portionate increase is nothing compared to the increased cost
of the feeding materials used, I shall probably be met with
the argument that the sti*aw should be cut into chaflT and
mixed with roots, cake, <fcc., in tbe pulped state; ray experi-
ence however shows me that the animals will eat stmw in the
ordinary state, and as I have just shown a profit, why, I ask^
should the expense of cutting into chaff, pulping, and mixing
with rw^ts be incurred without a corresponding advantage, it

being well known that all ruminating animals do not require
their food given in a finely divided state ? It is however usual
in this district to fee-I the farm horses with Barley orOat straw
during the winter months, a?}d I consider horses an exception
to the foregoing ohpcrvation.^, inasmuch that I find horses will
do much better with straw chaff, and com mixed with pulped
roots, either Mangel or Carrots, and that some farmers whom I
know make it a rule to feed in this manner, either by displacing
all the Oats or a part of them ; and I have seen horses kept in
this way in the best condition. The advantages in this method
of horse feeding are, that they are made to eat straw which
they would refuse imless mixed with roots, and these roots
consumed by displacing a portion of the com usually given is a
profitable tran^^action. The feeding value of an acre of roots is

equivalent to 3 acres of corn pi-oducCj.viz,, 3 cwt. of Carrots or
Mangel being equal to 1 bushel of Oats, taking a crop of Oats
at 6 qrs. per acre, and a crop of Carrots or Mangel at 21 tons
per acre. There is no doubt some little difference in the feeding
value of straw when grown upon different soils, but I reckon
that it would be difficult to estimate it. There is, however, a
difTercncc in favour of a moderate crop over a very bulky one,
and that 25 cwt. of straw per acre is usually worth more per
cwt, than a crop of 35 cwt, per acrc-

Tlie next brancb of our subject refers to tbe use of
! straw as litter for cattle and maliing manure.

Straw is most useful iu affording cleanliness and health to
our animals, and also in forming the basis of manure for the
farm. Straw can be best economised in the stable when the
floor of the stable is absorbent ; hence the earth bottom to the
stalls requires far less straw to keep the animals clean and
he^Jthy than the ordinary brick or stone floor; but the best

of all methods, both aa regards economy of straw, the

health and comfort of the horse, and the value of the

manure, is the loose box where tUe manure i^i allowed to

accumulate under the animal, by which plan the greatest

advantages are to be obtaintd. The preservation of straw,

whether for litter or fodder, ia most important, and may be

muchfacihtatcd bymakhig the ricks of cora at harvest time a^

near as possible to the farmstead where it will be required for

use and at the time of threshing should be ricked and thatched

with care, in order that it mav bo quite dry and sweet wheu
required for use, and should be cut and taken from the rick

like hay when require<l for consumption. There is, X'Crhaps,

not much diflference in the advantages of threshing by steam or

by the flail as regards the straw ; both methods have their

advocates and circumstances must decide which is b^t. Straw

is most economically converted into manure in those home-

steads where box-feeding is the rule, and where all the animals

have the manure accumulating under them, the Utter wiU be

all quite saturated with manure and no stiuw or haulm need
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be wasted, us the partially rotten straw, <fec., is all iised m the

pens, being placed next to the earth, which should form the

bottom. Upon many large outlying ferine on the chalk hills of

this and the adjoining counties it is most difficult to properly

convert all the straw into good manure, but much may be done

by working some ox teams instead of all horses and by rearing

some ynung cattle instead of keeping all sheep, the oxen being

fed in boxes with the green produce of the farm when not at

work in the fields, and the young cattle being kept in the

bams under cover, and fed also in succession iipon Trifoluun,

Clover, Tares, Turnips, Mangels, <fcc: Upon well-tiled farms

largo flocks of sheep may still be maintained. Large quantities

of straw also would be left for use after the above plan

had been carried out, and which may be advantageously

applied to the soil under the old system of "muckle
fold ;'* that is, the straw being spread evenly over

the land and the sheep made to lay upon it regularly

It is also very much the practice upon some farms to fatten

large numbers of pigs upon Barley-meal only, and parties are

satisfied if they do not lose money by it. I am quite convinced

that the practice does not yield a profit ; indeed the advocates

admit that it is entirely in consideration of the manure the

system is adopted. It shonld be, however, a matter of calcu-

lation how far Ihis method of fattening pigs can be improved,

and I would here observe that I have futted pigs profitably for

years, and have known others do the same, by the use of

Mangel Wurzel either pulped and mixed with meal, or cut with

Gardner's cutter and given separately between the times of

feeding with meal ; in either way I reckon that pork is made
20 per cent, cheaper than by giving meal only. I would
further observe and recommend to you my own practice in the

matter of straw intended for manure. I never allow any
straw to go to the yard or manure heap, whether it is dry and

fresh or whether it is damp and partly decayed, without first

having been under the cattle, either for the purpose of afford-

ing cleanliness to the animals or else for the absorption of

manure in the boxes. 1 also contend that straw to be profit-

ably consumed, whether in the ordinary state or in chafi"

mixed with roots as previously alluded to, should be considered

as the substitute for bay, for'^whether we view hay as a crop

in our farming rotation either for sale or consumption, it is

the least advantageous crop which we can grow, being pecu-

liarly liable to damage in making, and on account of its bulk in

increasing the cost of transmission, although 1 do not by tliese

remarks object entirely to the Grass crop, I argue that it

should to a greater extent be used in the green state, without

the risk of converting it into hay, or that the crop should be
partially displaced by the growth of Beans, Peas, &c., or other

sale crops, according to the nature of the soil ; and this leads

me on to consider the value of Bean and Pea straw or haulm,

and I cannot dismiss the subject without alluding to them.
Pea haulm, although I have no analysis to show you, has

always been considered, when well got up, neai-ly equal to hay
for the feeding of horses. With regard to Bean haulm, I am
decidedly of opinion, in the absence of analysis, it is com-
paratively worthless ; for although I have noticed some farmers
who advocate it as of feeding value, I recommend it to be cut

into chaflf and mixed with other materials, I do not think they
are repaid for the attendant expenses. '

The third part of our subject refers to tlic aWse of

straw, and in treating it I hope to show in contrast

with the first part of our subject the enormous loss which
often occurs by raismanngement.

I call it abuse when straw-ricks are allowed to remain rotting
in the fields, from having been carelcsaly put together, and
often standing a long distance fromi the farm buildings, and
the only reason that I can sec why ricks should be made
in the harvest field is in some cases upon outlying farms,
and then only is it advisa,ble when the straw is required
for folding ]>urposes in adjoining fields. I call it abuse
when straw is carried into an extensive farm-yard, as T

have often noticed in large quantities, and strewed over
without reference to the number of animals required to con-
vert it into manure. It is a comuiuu thing to see 20 or 30 tons
of straw thus treated, with perhaps only two or three cows
and 10 or .liI pig.s in the yard to tread it down, and it is quite
needless for me to observe that what is called manure made in
this way cannot be worth carriage to the field. Straw is abused
when sold at a unremuncrativo price ; how often do we see
huge loads of straw drawn a distance of six or eight miles and
sold, iucUidiug oil attendant expenses, at 35«. or 36*. per ton ? I

contend that it does not pay to sell straw at such a price, and
that it would be far better to keep extra cattle and convert it

at home into good manure upon the plans before alluded to.

Using straw for the purpose of thatchuig farm buildings is a
practice which cannot bo too much deprecated, and I would
here call the attention of landed proprietors and agents to
this matter, and I am prepared to say that it is a great
depreciation of the value of land, where large quan-
tities of the tenant's straw produce is required to
thatch the buildings, besides the actual cost of the repairs.

I have seen many fai-ms where there must have been little

short of an acre of thatched roofing ; just for a moment con-
aider the immense quantity of straw annually required to main-
tain these buildings in tenantable repair, and all abstracted from
the productive powers of the soil. The substitutes for roofing
buildings are several, and it would, of course, depend much
upon the locality, whether the roofs shcnild be composed of
slate, stone, or tiles, and the advantages are so self-evident
that it scarcely requires to be mentioned by reason of its

durability and trifling cost in repairs. I estimate the cost of
thatched roofing at rather over half that of slate, including the
first cost of all the materials. It is also an abuse of straw when
civen to animals without some auxiliary, for you jwill observe
In the analvaia which I have furnished that there is only
enough of nutriment in the straw to keep cattle alive, and that
tlie manure arising from straw feeding alone must be worthless
in proportion ; therefore I contend that to prevent this abuse
roots of some sort should always bo given, otherwise Rape-cake
or artificial food of some kind' to make feeding profitable, and
to prevent actual waste. Allow me to say th.at. before my
ideas upon these matters can be entirely entortJiined, you must
think with me, that the farm-yard should be kept only for the
purpose ofa manure store ; that the bam should be maintained
a£ a place to accommodate cattle and make manure in ; that
rick-yards should be spacious and used as a store place for

com ricks to be threshed by steam power, instead of the com
being placed in the bams to be damj^ed b^ vermin.
Mr. Spooner, jun., said :—Straw contained nearly as much

heat and fat producing constituents as hay, although it was
inferior in nitrogenous constituents. The value of straw in
heat-producing properties depended much upon when it was
cut—it should not be cut when too ripe, since it was found that
not only the starch, gum, and sugar, but the albumen also
decreased steadily with the degree of maturity in the seed. In
one analysis made by Voelcker of Oat straw he found no less
than 4. 3 percent, of albumen, whilst it contained also40per
«eiQt. of water, showing that it was cut in a green state : it

became, therefore, a question whether it would not be more
advantageous to cut the Oat crop before it is thoroughly ripe.
If we valued the mitritive properties of straw at the same rateM they existm the more concentrated food we should find that
itwoul I be worth about Zl. 10,«. per ton, but it must be remem-
^f^ wL ^^ ®" surroxmded with woody fibre, it required a

Tn^^.l ?nfiJ'f-T''*'f
muscular exertioi on the part of the

tSTies^ei^
and therefore iU value was lo a certain ex-

Mr W "Warner desired to corroborate Mr. Blundell m
respect to feeding bullocks with Mangel Wurzel and giving

them straw instead of hay. He had tried the experiment, and

it had succeeded very well. He now had 15 bullocks shut up

in two farms, and he gave them daily 75 lbs. of Mangel 3 lbs.

meal and straw ; and he believed that this C'^H^/e would pro-

duce more meat than if the bullocks were fed with hay—that a

certiuu value of straw and cake would produce more beet ttiau

the same value in hay alone.
, . i- i.t,^^o

Mr "W C Spooner observed that the only objection there

was against straw was that it was harder of digestion than hay.

This was, however, a subject which was well worthy of being

fully debated. One of the worst uses of straw that could be

adopted was to use it as food in the straw-yard, unaided by

roots or other articles. While straw was within 5 per cent, in

starch, gum, and sugar, compared with hay. it was lamentably

deficient in albuminous matter-it contained, only one-seventh

as compared with hay; and to use it in the straw-yard in this

way would therefore deprive it of its nitrogen, which was

applicable as a manure ; and by treading the straw without

feeding the animals with it the farmer lost the 35 per cent, ot

feeding properties which it contained, viz., the starch, giim.

and sugar, which were useless as manure. He had tound by-

calculation that 100 lbs. of straw and 25 lbs. of-Rape-cake would

supply within a fraction of the same amount of albuminous

matter, and rather more gum, sugar, and starch than the

very best meadow hay ; and the proportion was as is. la.

against 4s. ^d. in the advantage gained by using straw and

Rape-cake instead of hay. By adopting Mr Blundell s plan

they improved the meat-producing capabilities oi tne

country ; although corn might be low in price it was reason-

able to expect that meat would remain high ; and it manutac-

tures and commerce flourished they would devclope the power

and the means to consume meat among the people. Straw as a

manure was more valuable on the light chalky soils than it was

upon the loams and cliy. He believed there was more straw

wasted on the upland than on the low lying farms. He had

received a communication from Dorsetshire in which a fnendof

his said straw should be cut a little before it is quite ripe,

because the chance of having a few green Oats was counter-

balanced by the advantage of a better quality of straw when cut

early rather than when too ripe. Mr. Spooner then entered

into a series of calculations and in continuation said, if it

could be proved that the agriculturists could consume a large

la-oportion of straw which, if it were merely trodden under

the aninal, was worth as manure only 53. or 6s. a ton, by
using it as cattle food they could make it worth 25s. or 30s.

a ton, the subject was worthy of their deepest reflectioii.

The subjoined propositions, moved by Mr. Blundell and

seconded by Mr. W. C. Spooner, were carried ;

—

"1. That it is the opinion of this meeting that straw may
be employed in the fatting of animals to a far greater extent

than has hitherto been the case.
'

2. That the frequent practice of keeping straw in large

heaps, strewing it wastefully over open yards, or keeping store

cattle in it alone, are all strongly to be condemned.
"3. That Rape-cake, with or without a moderate quantity

of roots, will supply most economically the elements in which
straw is nio.st deficient ; a»d that Linseed-cake or meal, at a

somewhat greater cost, will with roots and straw supply every-

thing reauired for the food of fatting animals."

cut, the general drainnge of thft country wasWfiS^
the low water was depressed 7 feet at its nn

^ ^^'

and the ravigation was improved up to inl
^-^ *'"*''

harbour of Lynn. The cills of the Denver' slu"

'"^ "'^

thus enabled to be lowered 6 feet, which madp"^
*^

fest change in the whole of this level. Th!
* "'^"'"

these works amounted to 60O,000Z., which wa
*^^ ^^

upon the lands drained by the rivers havW a*^
outlet into the Onse. The number of acres so
was 250,000, including a portion of the Middle U^^^" For a great number of years the Xorth Level
suffered to drain by the croolted course of the old V**
river. The first attempt at improving the outfjili

**

Toposed by Kinderley, in 1721 ; but it was nr>f 15

I ^

pro
"otmrtjj

1770 that a cut was made, and then only to the eiT
of one-half of what had been suggested. Sanab?k
continued to increase in the Wisbccb river

navigation was totally destroyed for large' shinn
At last the Corporation of the Bedford Levd

instriJcf^

Mr. Rennie 'to report his opinion on t^e Wish

2

Outfall, and the drainage of the extensive Wash

i

lying between the twojiranches of the Nene: as-i

1814, recommended that Ahe river Kene shoiiH h!

the North Level,' &c. This report, which was maffe

\

3^£btttos.

On Arterial Drainage and Outlets. By
Grantham, M. Inst. C.E.

This is an unpublished paper, read last

before the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Mr. R. B.

November
of whicli a

resume was given in the weekly report to the members
of the institution. Tlie subject relates rather to the principal artery of this area was the old river Km

deepened and widened, and that a now channel sionid

be made from Kinderley's Cut to the level of low wate

in the bay at Crabhole, so as to improve the oatfall

Owing, however, to the distressed condition of tite

agricultural interest at that time and in tlie folloivintr

years, nothing was done. Subsequently, it \tu g^g.

gested that a bridge should be built, and an emlianWe^t

be made at Sutton Wash, so as to establish a direct cotd.

munication between the counties of Lincoln and

Norfolk. All these works were afterwards carried oat,

under an Act obtained in 1827, through the persever.

ance of the North Level Commissioners. The water

waa turned through the new passage in June, 1830, an^

the result was most successful. The cost of the ciit,or

new channel of the Nene, from Kinderley'sCut toCrii-

hole, was 200,716Z. As soon as this u'ork ik

accomplished, the internal drains were adapteil totW

new state of things. A f^luice was constructed to discliarp

the waters of the level into the Nene, the cill beinglfni

5 feet lower than would formerly have been powili^i^

The main drain up to Clough's Cross was formed 8 f«

deeper than the old shire drain, and six times b

ca] aclty; and from Clough's Cross two new driiia »

diverged, called the New South Kau and the Ner

Wryde. These works were opened in 1834, when i!

'

efficacy was fully proved. The total sum cxper'^

'

upon them was 100,000/. ; this had fallen upon tif

land, the area drained being 200,000 acres. Thatfc|

money had been well spent was proved by the fact, tk

land which iu 182S was only worth 5^. per m
20 years later brought from 601. to 70?. per acre.

" The Middle Level presented the most compficsted

system of drainage in the whole of the Fen?. Ue

I

market value of estates than to their annual rental and

cultivation. It is not the soil and subsoil of a fleld which

is the subject of drainage here described, but the sur-

face of a whole country side. It is a defect in a single

main outfall that often hinders what may be called^ the

agricultural drainage of 30 or 40 estates. And it is

to a history of great works aifecting such large tracts

of country that the author of this paper devotes him-

self. He says that " owing to the extensive system of

subterranean, or pipe drainage, and to the field drains

and ditches being better cleared out than formerly,

there had been a large increase in the water flowing

down rivers, brooks, and minor streams. The effect of

this was, that the water was discharged in a shorter

time, causing more frequent floods, as the brooks and

streams were of inadequate size."

This may have been the effect of cleared ditches and

water-courses, but it is not the effect of ordinary land

drainage. The systematic drainage of land provides

rather an immense sponge as reservoir in which rain

collects, and from wliich it gradually weeps out. Its

tendency is upon the whole to check floods rather than

to create them.
We give the following extract from the paper as

descriptive of the largest works of arterial drainage
which exist in this country, and possibly in the world.

" Tlie largest drainage worJc in the tvorld, in reclaim-
ing an extensive area of country' from the eS"ects of
stagnant water and floods by arterial drainage, was that
in the Fen districts, commonly called the Bedford Le\'el,

to wbicb attention was next directed. This enormous
tract of land was originally a fresh-water estuary of the
Wash—for many years the sole characteristic of the

Fei^s—into which the rivers Witham, Welland, Glen,

Nene, and Ouse were discharged. Having given the

general character of the Fens, and of the rivers dis-

charging into them, the author then described what had
been their state, and the means which had been adopted

to reclaim and raise them to their present valuable and
flourishing condition.

"The Bedford Level was divided into three parts.

This had been allowed to become useless as a navi^fi'wi

and was little better as an arterial drain. The reiWi''*

applied in 1795 were merely temporary exr'A'ieBtt

In 1800, when matters were at their worst, HfiCBeiww

was consulted. He reported again in 1808, jn^

advised that the Eau Brink Cut shonld be iiia^?,«

a preliminary necessity, and that then the ^^
fen should be surrounded with catch-water drain*,

carried along the foot of the high grounds, so as to in-

tercept all the waters, that would otherwise sprew

themselves over the Fens. The two Bedford nven»«*

to be converted into one—a new cut was propow
i

from Whittlesea Merc, and a drain waa to be wrriMt^

Grunty Fen. The estimated cost, one million ^terlmi:.

so alarmed the landowners, that, though dfinna^et^tM:

amount had been done in the spring of 1807, o^nn?

the want of some such works, this design was hj
_

carried out. In 1836, Sir John Rennie wascpnsa^^

and was instructed to report on the ^^^^^^^^^
drainage and navigation, and to advise as to ^"*

*|^

method for removing them. Several other_enzii»«|J

also surveyed and reported upon plans for inipro^lf

the drainage of the Middle Level, but still '^'^^'^r\

done. It seemed that there were two ^^^^^'f^jT
for providing an outfall for the southern pai't «

Middle Level. Sir John Rennie advocated tWi^

Suttou Bridge, whilst others were for draining lO™^

Ouse. The" proprietors next consulted Mr.
^ ^^ ,

Walker, who reported in 18-i3. He propo^.*^ ?"jj,^
drainage should be separated from the "^^'^

"^riffl
that the present rivers and drains should oe ^

^

over the main drains, which he suggested 8lio« ^ -

made straight through the Middle Level ^^^^
determined, in 1847, to make a main drain, noff

w„n.„_,.^... ._ . ^ at the upper end ot

arsh-land sluice totai«^

Farm, on the west side of Whittlesea Mere, a ^
the bottom was made 50 feet wide at the ^^*^(^ i

40 feet at its junction with Well Creek, f.^ fT/^ |
above Well Creek ; the level of the bottom bem ^^

>

below low water in the Ouse at the ^^^^V' ^^^id

Walker's Cut, to commence at the upper

Eau Brink Cut, above the marsh-land sluice ^^
—^^ g^

in damming up the waters of the Bedford river, was
referred to. This sluice was rebuilt by Labelye, in

1750. The Eau Brink Cut was executed under an Act
passed in 1795 ; but it was not until after the lapse of

21 years that the works were comraeneed, and it was
only in 1821 that they were opened* By means of this

These works were completed in 1852; ^^l^%d
enabled tlie water in the rivers and dram^ to ^ ^

6 feet. The cost amounted to 410,000^. ^^^ j^f^-

was determined to deepen Walker's y^\'^^tif,if

Each ftep that had been taken in the impr" ^^ i^ :

the drainage, since 1842, had been attendea ,
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^^^^^-T^TTf^'fes^lts^ The b^ proof of this was,

rf^i:!t:^^-^ raised by\axation, was col-

tfed without dimcuUy^
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Miscellaneous.

Polsonm of Sheep lyihe Ahsorpiion of Arsenic.-lu

Ser of the 30th nit, in an article headed

r^UnrMsouous l)ip./^ yon therein "As to

vtml iniurv-that is, any poisonous ingredient con-

'
• T n Uie hHth and taken into the system, it is a

''"in which is yet in obscurity. It would appear

£ the shin does not convey into the system ai-senic.

We refer to tlie pubhshed expenmeiits of Pi-ofessor

^ni.eeTl)r. Macadam, and Fiiday Dun.- With the

«ne?im nts of such niou one could consider Inmse f

«fe with arsenical dips, but ray own experiments with

^ob dips may perhaps be of some value to your m-

?dr^nff correspondent of the above date or others of

our'rtt. Vin. a flock of sheep that was a little

Effected with scab, 1 dctennuied, instead of dipping, to

run the whole sheep, and as this required a lengthened

time fa lot of about 600, and only two men being em-

ployed), the men after some days had to stop work m
consoqtience of then- hands and arms getting mto such

J state ofinflammation, and I have not the smallest doubt

ill luy ou-n minil, if tliey had continued, the consequences

M-ouId liave been serious, as they had to poultice before

the inflaraation was reduccil. "Witli regard to the sheep

—haviug appUed the bath pretty hot, the first that were

done, two of them were dead in about four hours, we
then reduced the strengtii and did not apply it so hot

In about three weeks tliereafter, I dressed 30 of them

over again, when to my astonishment before the last

were tinished, tlie first that had been done turned ill

and 20 of them were dead before two hours ; the re-

luainiug 10 seemed very ill all day, wandering about

Bot knowing what they were about; they, however,

recovered, wliich I attributed to the dtp being cohler

by the time it was used; they did not thrive well for

a long time after. The strength of dip I used was
about \\ lbs, of arsenic, 3 lbs. of soap, and 2 lbs. of
sulplmr to 24 gallons of water. The second dressing
would be 11 lb, of arsenic to the same quantity of
water; my own opinion is, that the arsenic can he
al)sorbed by t!ie skin, if put on at all warm, more espe-
cially when rubbed into the skin as was done in the
above case, or soon after dipping, if the sheep are put
thick together to cause heat. I could give other
wises, but as I have encroached so much on you space
let the ubove suffice in the meantime. J,, in North
Bnthh Agriculturist.

Calendar of Operations.
FEBRUARY.

WESTER Ross : Feb. 20.—A wiuter so severe and so protracted
bas not been seen in, the north for well nigh a quarter of a
ijeutury. It is not so much one contiuuous covering of snow,
with intense iVost, wo have had to speak, as a series of storms
ruj>idly succeeding each other. No sooner does one snowfall dis-"

tppearthananotiier takes its place. Last week a heavy fall of
«»ow gradually diaapi)'jarod, and on Saturday on well exposed
farmsthc ploughs were ouco afi:ain at work. U'o went to bed that
Light jjla^rtened with the thom>:kLtliili,iha_8*»aBon'a storxis
were all behind us, but on arisinp: we found that there had
becu no such morning all the winter, the snow was falling
Ut, and was driven with a terrific wind, and to-day the
ploughs that were at work on Saturday are buried amongst the
Miow. The likelihood however is, the season being now far
Mviuiced, and the ground beneath quite soft, that the storm
tn.-iybcof short duration. So intense was the frost that the
ihcraIOmeter stood for some time at 22" below the freezing
IKiint. If frost and snow be good preparatives for a crop, surely
^r coming crop will be no oi-dinary one. In the meaminie,
however, to many classes the effects are disastrous. The
wiirer has suffered severely. Three months of idleness have

^'ifflced to exhaust many a little stock carefully laid past, and
.11 many cases a debt has been incurred to clear off which will
Ukc a long period of hard labour. And not a few betook them-
«l»e« to poaching, and some of these have consequently found
.Jiiir way to prison, a place in which they never expected to

^1^ J
^" dwellers. The sheep farmer has also greatly

Jjnered, and his losses are not yet all told. Besides a large
waitional outlay for hay and Turnips, the loss by death has

, n
*^"oue. and the spring has yet to be got over. The

"able favraer was ill-prei.ared for such a winter at the outset.
nw crops of Tunups and straw were miserably stinted. To
•K^??"^*

idea of the general scarcity, we may say that straw
*mch med te sell at 4c/. per stone of 24 lbs., now sells at Is. ;

J»y
which used to fetcli from M. to 9d. per stone, now fetches

i!n ;• ^"^ the few Turnios that have been lately sold fetched
™^y t^Mce their wonted value. With a fine early spring, and
wir.<iant ernT.loymeut, we would all bye and bye forget our

t calamities.

. Notices to Correspondents.
oS^*!5 SuEEP

: A R will thank any of our colonial or
g^TKiders to give him their opinion as to what would be
"•wet breed of rams to import for improving the present

muTf? f
«^^ '^^ Australia, so as to combine quality and

tW ^v ^®*^' ^"^^ quality and size of carcase, and where
J«J<jn be obtained. [No English breed is likely to benefit a
^«aependant for the annual return so entirely on their

If»BvH
^v'^o^^d also feel obliged if they would inform him

irWVi^^^v ^ ^^" ituported to any of those cnlouies, and
theL. ^y '^o^\^ recommend as the best able to stand
li^*wage. and the food most suitable for them while on

,1^*^ and what would be the best a^ to Select?ws American HoR-SF-PowERs: JK may no doubt see

SW p,
.^"^achmes at the Horse Repository, Guildford

^^^ nuisell Rquare. W.C.

*a^t^l2^^'- ^Tl'^'^-
I^ only Oats, Barley, TurnipF,

co^meiS^f?
*'^ needed you might grow them in a four-

1 SftoS 'fV^P*" Vl^
acres, thus :-l. 25 acres of Barley.

*ttbblein-^ .
^^"^ Vetches sown on the manured Barley

*»«»» VeJJi""'° ' 5.acres Spring Vetches sown in March.

*^«tabbI?in^^^"*'V'''" divide the whole 25 acres of Bar
*»*. bot if 1 ^

'°'^. pai-ts, so as to have a succession of green
*W>Potofai-«^^r^"*^^^ ^'^^ remaining 10 may be planted
*• 25 ara^TT ^^^^^ Wurzel for sate 3. 25 acr«s Oats"^^ Sop?"''^'

anHkSwedcs to be fed off p^^^ to

^^,

•Iu

r
I IHE PLYMOUTH SKKD, AGKICULTUKAL

-*- IMPLEMENT, and MANURE COMPANY LIMITED
are sending out their COLLECTION of SEEDS, which have

hitherto given satisfaction :

—

No. 1. Complete Collection of Seeds for a large Garden
lor one yeai-'s supply

No. 2. Complete Collection for a moderalo-sizcd Garden

No. 3. Complete Collection for do. (small Quantities)

No. 4. Comijlete Collection for a gniall Garden ,

.

No. T Carriage Free to most Stations and Ports in the kingdom.

No. 2 Carriage Free to Broad Gauge Stations and Steam Ports.

No. 3 Carriage Free to Stations betwcc'n Plymouth and
Paddington.

Address: Plymouth Seed Company, Plymouth.

2

1 5
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PLANTING.

SEEDS FARM.

A. PAUL & SON
"pESPECTFULLY' invite the attention of Gentle-
-*-^ men improving their Estates or forming new Gardens

to the following TREES, &c., which they are prepared

to sell at the lowest remunerating prices for a good standard

quality. It is their pi-actice to transplant every second year,

in order that little or no loss may be incurred by removaL

Many things are grown in large quantities and oflfered on

advantageous terms to the Trade. An inspection of the stock

is invited.

FOR THE
SPRING. 1S60.

THE PLY'MOUTH SEED, AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENT and MANURE COMPANY—LIMITED,

announce that their FARM SEED CATALOGUE being an
APPENDIX to the GENERAL PRICE CURRENT, pubhshed
by them in December last, is now ready and may be had per

return of Post by application to the Secretary of the Company.
The whole of the Company's stock of FARM SEEDS Iims

been received from the growers in the finest condition, and in

price they will be found as reasonable as other respectable

bouses in the trade.

The Company request particular attention to

THE PLYMOUTH IMPROVED AND GRANT'S PINE-
APPLE SWEDES,

two varieties of high character, in confirmation of which they

add an extract from the Irl^fi Fanners' Go.sette (leading article),

of October 16, 1838 :—
,

'
. . , o ^ ." We observed several experimental plots of Swedes, *c..

amongst which we noticed a new purple-topped variety, called

the ' Plyn^outh Swede,' and also a very beautiful green-to[iped

Turnip (Grant's Pine-Apple Swede) the name of wliich we did

not icam. These were sown on the 16th of June, and their

shapes were the finest we have seen for a long time. The

varieties were new to us, but certainly the specimens grown at

Eockview lett a very favourable impression ou our mind, re-

garding both their beauty and probable value."

They also again introduce to the notice of agriculturists

THE CORNISH HOLDFAST AND GREY STONE TURNIP.

9f

9f

79

ft

99

ft

i9

>9

9*

9t

9f

Abies alba, 2 to 4 feet

„ glauea, 1 to 2J feet

Clanbrasiliaiia and other
dwarf Firs, 9 in. to \^ ft.

canadensis, 3 feet

Douglasii, 2 to 6 feet
lineuonensis, 2 to 3 feet

Menziesii, li to 6 feet

roonstrosa, 2 to 7 feet

Morinda, 2 to 10 feet
orientalis, 1 to 2 feet
rubra, 2 to 4 feet
20 other sorts» 1 to 6 feet

Araucaria imbricata. 1^ to 6 ft.

Arbor-vitai (see Thuja).
Alatenius silver & gold striped^

li to 4 feet

Arbutus, 6 sorts, 1 to 3 feet

Auciiba japonica, 1 to 2i feet

Box, 6 sorts, 1^ to G feet
Berberis Darwinii, 1 to 1^ foot

Cedrus africaiius, 2 to 10 leet

„ Deodam, 1 to 12 feet

Cedar of Lebanon, 1 to 12 feet

Red. 2 to 5 feet

White, 3 to 5 feet

S^ The largest and finest

stock of Cedary in the country.
Cistus, 12 sorts, 1 to 3 feet

Cryi)tomeriaLobbiana, 3 to S.ft,

bothof which sorts are held in hi-h esteem and justly so in '

Cnnrcssus Corae^^^^^
Devon, Cornwall, and the surrounding counties. CuprcssusComejana, 1^ tod It.

The Company would also call attention to

FISHER HOBBS ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL,
a sort which cannot be too highly prized, and one that is

evidently a very great improven-'ent on the old Yellow Globe,

The Seed sent out from their establishment during the last

reason has given the most perfect satisfaction ; and in all

instances where it has been sown, the crops have been ex-

tremely fine, the bulbs produced m<^t shapely and handsome

in appearance, and far outsti-ipping in every quality ail other

varieties tested in comparison with it. References are per-

mitted to many leading aftTicultnrists who have sowti thi?^

sort, and who all agree in awarding to it the highest pos^sible

praise, ^-h'
The stock of Seed has been growTi by and received direct

from W. FisHEtt Hobbs, Esq., who has appointed the com^iAnSr

his agents for the sale of his Mangel seed.

The Company hold an excellent supply of

MORTON'S YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL,
the stock of which most valuable vat^Fety was originally

procured from J. C, Morton, Esq,, the Editor of the Agri-

cultural department of this Gazette, and the seed has continued
to be carefully saved from Bulbs selected with the greatest care.

They also offer a new introduction

—

HAMLING'S DEAN PRIOR LONG RED MANGEL,
a variety of fine quality, exquisite shape, and a decided Im-
provement upon the common Reds,

The stocks of GRASSES, CLOVERS, &c., have been ware-
housed in the finest possible condition, and the growth boa
been subjected to the usual test. The

MIXED GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE
are selected accorriing to the best tables, as also are the ether

mixtures supplied by this Company,
For prices and further information, as also for every par-

ticular in connection with the buMTiesS, the read'er is referred

to the GENERAL PRICE CURRI:N'T, which will be Ibrwurded
free by post oh application to thn Secretary at

Thk CoMFANy's Officf-s, Unios Road, Plymouth,

sUr^p l u s r^ "u r s e r y s to t k.

F GODWIN b'em£^ about to give up part of his

• present Nursery Groimds this season, offers, as under,

to effect a durance :—
Per 1000—^. d.

Acacias, 1 year ., .-3
Aiiaalus glanduh>sa, 1 yr.,

per 100 1 6

Chesnut, Horse, 1 year ,.4
Moms nigra, 1 yr, per 100 2

Oaks, 1 year . - ..20
Finns Laricio, 2 yr. p. lOO 2 6

,, maritima, 1 year ..2 6

Spruce, 2 year .* .. 1 tf

,, 3 year .. -,2
Fii*s, Scotch, 1 3n'. bedded 2 6

ft

99

„ Knightii, 3 to 4 feet

„ Laniberticiiia, 3 to 7 feet

,> Lawsoniana, 9 in, to 1 foot

,, torulosa, 1\ to 3 feet

„ 12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet

Daphne pontica, 2 to 3 feet

Furze, double, 1 to li foot
Garrya elhptica, 1^ to 3 feet

Holly, green and variegated,
SO sorts, 1 to 6 feet

„ green standards, oft. stems
Juniperus chinensis, 2 to 5 feet

„ communis pendula, 2 to 3 ft.

,, excelsa, 1 to 2^ feet

,, fragrans, 2 to 4 feet

,, glauca, 2 to3i feet

„ oblonga, 2 to 6 feet

;, ,, pendula, 2 to 3 feet

„ thurifera, 1^ to 6 feet

,, tamariscifolia

,, virginiana anrea, 1 to 2 feet

,, penduia, 1^ to 3 feet
viridis, 1^ to 2^ feet

i, weeping, 5 feet stems
„ 20 other sorts, 1 to feet

Laurel, Common, 1 to 5 feet
Portugal, U to 4 feet

,v Standards, S feet
Laurustinus, 1 to 2 feet
Ligustrum lucidum, 3 to 4 feet

,, japonicutn» li to 3 feet

,, o\'alifolium, 5 feet

M evergreen, 2 to 4 feet
Mahonia Aquifoliuni, I to 3 ft.

!
Pinus monticola, 2 to 3 feet

,, monspeliensis, 3 to 5 feet

„ muricata, 3 to 5 feet

„ Montezuma), 3 yeara
seedlings

nivea (Snow Pine), 14to5ft,
Pallasiana, 2 to 3 feet

,, pinaster, 3 to 6 feet

,, pj'renaica, 4 to 6 feet

,, Sabiniana, 4 to 5 feet

,, 40 other sorts* 1 to 6 feet

Quercus (Oak), Evergreen
3 to 5 feet

„ Fordu, 4 to G feet

,, latifolia, 3 to 6 feet

,, Mlrbcokii, 2 feet

„ Suber (Cork Oak), 3 to 4 ft-

Ruscus hypoglossum
Santolina chamaicyparissus,
Ifoot

Taxodinm distichum, 3 to 6 ft

Taxus(Yew), adpressa,2to4 ft

Pf canadensis, 1^ to 3 feet

chcshuntensis, IJ to 6 feet

elegantiHsima, 1^ to 4 feet

gold striped, 1 J to 5 feet

,, sta!idards, 5 feet

,, Jackson's Weeping, 1| foot

,, japbnica, 1 to 2 feet

,, nana, 2 to 4 feet

„ nigra, 3 feet

„ stricta, 5 feet

,, yellow-b6rricd, 2 feet

„ common, round, and fan,

2 to 7 feet

Irish, 2 to 7 feet

12 other sorts, 1 to 4 feet

Thuja americana, 3 to 8 feet
aurea, 1 to 3 feet
Chinese, 2 to 4 feet

gigantea, 2 to 3 feet

Wareana, 1 to 5 feet

12 other sorts, 1 to 3 feet

Thujopsis bnrealis, 2 to 3 feet

Salisburia adiantifolia, 3 feet

Wellingtoniagigantea,! to2|^ft.

Acer negiirido variegata, 2 to

6 feet

Acacia, of sorts, 4 to 10 feet

if

9f

99

tf

It

99

Jf

6 to 10 feet

6 to 10 feet

8 feet

6 to 8 feet
best variety.

Ash
Alder
Ailanthus „
Almonds „
Beech, purple,

5 to 8 feet
Birch, of sorts, 6 to 10 feet
Chesnut, Horse, of sorts, 1j to

. 6 feet

„ Spanish, of sorts, 2 to S ft*

Catalpas, 6 to 8 feet

Caragana arborescens, 6 to 8 ft,

Cerasus padus aucubaefolius,
6 to 8 feet

Comus mas variegata, 2 feet
Elms, 13 sorts, 6 to 8 feet
Gleditschias, li to S feet

6 other sorts, 1 to 3 feet Kolreuteria paniculata, 3 to

PerlOOO—J. rf.

Firs, Silver, 1 yr. bedded,
per lot) 2

,, Spruce, 1 yr. bedded 4
„ Balm of Gilead, 1 yr,

bedded ,. p. 100 1

Finns austriaca, 1 year,
bedded - . * • 8

„ calabrica, 1 year,
bedded., per 100 4

„ pinaster, 1 yedr
bedded . . ..60

Apricots, 2 and 3 years trained pfer doz. SOa. Orf,

Asparagus plants, 3 years per 1000 10

Currants, Red Dutch Victoria, Long-bunched Red,

Black Grape, Black Naples per 100 6

Mulberries, a few very fine bushy trees, 8 feet, each , . 10

Peaches and Nectaiines, 2 and 3 years' trained, per doz, 30

Seakule, 2 years . . •. per 100 6

Per 100—^-
Androraedapolifolia -. 16

Araucaria imbricata, 9 to

12 inches ,. p, doz. 20

Arborvitie, American, S to

15 inches

„ Chinese, 8 to 15 inches

Azalea, Belgian, fine raixt,

finest sorts

19

Phillyreas, of sorts, 14 to 4 feet
Picea araabilis, 1 to 1^ foot
„ nobilis, 1 to 4 feet

,, Nordmanniana, 1 to 4 ft.

,t Piusapo, 1^ to 4 feet
"Webbiana, 2 to 3 feet

6 other sorts, 1 to U feet

Pinus austriaca, 2 to 4 feet

,, Benthamiana, 2 to 5 feet

„ calabrica, 3 to 4 feet

Cembra, I^ to 4 feet

„ excelsa, 1^ to 12 feet

„ insignia, 3 to feet

„ Llaveana, 2 to 5 feet

,, Laricio, 2 to 4 feet

„ raacrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

79

6 ieet

Laburnums, 8 feet
Lilacs, Persian, 6 feet stems
Liquidambars, 2 to 3 feet
Limes, of sorts, 8 to 10 feet
Maple „ 5 to 10 feet
Planes „ 7 to 10 feet
Poplar „ 6 to 10 feet

Oak „ 6 to 10 feet
Robinia ,, 6 to 8 feet
Sophora japonica, 10 feet

Sycamore, to 10 feet
Tliorns, of sorts, 6 to 8 feet
Tulip Trees, 2 to 10 feet
Willows, American, and others
Quick, 2-yeartransplanted, fine

6

5
8

40

60per name .

.

Berberis dulcis, 2 to 3 feet,

bushy 1^

Dentzias, Spineas, Synnpfas,

Viburnums, &c., of sons 16

Erica carnea .. ..16
„ 12 sorts, fine .. 25

Honeysuckles, Red Dutch S

Junipers, 2 to 3 feet . . 16

Laurels, common, li to 2i ft 10

,, Portugal, 9 to 12 ins. 7

Pinus primula, 9 to 12 ins. 8

„ montana, 9 to 12 ins. S

Eibes sanguinea - • . . 16

*>

»»

Per 100^:*.
Roses, ^fadame Hardy . . 20

Gallica, fine of sorts 20
Hybrid Bourbon and

China, fine of sorts .. 20
Roses, Harrisoni perdoz. 4
Yews, extra transplanted,

li to 2 feet IS

„ „ 2 to 3i feet 24

„ „ 2J to 3 feet 30

„ „ 3 to 3i feet 40
„ Irish, 1 to 2 feet . . 30

Ash, Weeeping- per doz. 12
,, flowering. Standards

per doz. 6
Crabs, ornamental, of sorts

per doz. 8
Limes,cut-leaved,Standards

per doz. 9

,^ Weeping do. 15
Poplars, Black Italian, 7 to |

8 feet 7

Poplai-s, Lombardy . , 7
Ontario .. ., 7i»

Broadfield Nurseries, Sheffield.

WEEPING AND LAWN TREES in very great variety.

FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS, in 300 species and
varieties, including Althaea, Cytisus, Berberis, Daphne, Deutzia,

Lilac, Purple Nut, Pyrus, Ribes, Rose Acacia, Syringa, Spiraea,

Weigela, tc.

ROSES, an unrivalled collection. Standards, 12«. per dozen

and upwards ; dwarfs, 6«. per dozen and upwards. See separate

Catalogue.

HARDY CLIlfBIXG PLANTS, a large coUectibn.

AMERICAN PLANTS, including Azaleas, Heaths, Kalmia?,

Magnolias, Rhododendrons, «fec.

FRUIT TREES, consisting of all the choicest sorts, war-

ranted true to name. The trained Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, &c., particularly fine.

GRAPE VINES, from eyes, well ripened, abort jointed

canes (i to 10 feet.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in 506 species and varetJel

HOLLYHOCKS, a Sne stock of healthy and well established

plants. See separate Catalogue.

^r Particulars of Prices, &c., furnished on applicatioii.

Caniage o? all packages free to London ; if a ton weight or

upwards placed fr»e on the Railway at any Loudon Terminus.

An inspectioh of the stock invited.

A. PAUL AXD SOX,
NURSERIES. CH.ESHVNT, HERTS.

13 miles N.E. of LoJidoti, Eastern Couataeft Railway.
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DAHLIAS.
JOHX KEYNES, NuBs-EUY^iA^, Seedsmajt, and

Florist, Castle Street, S;ili.sbury. has great pleasure in

offering the under-mentioned DAHLIAS for the season of

1860, and in doinf;? so states that in no previous year has there

been such a marked difference and improvement.
The new DAHLIAS shown by J. Keynes have met with the

most unqualified approbation from all parties. He has suc-

ceeded in having awarded for them Seventy Certificates at the

principal Exhibitions in the kingdom, and they have nearly all

stood the severe test of the Floricnltural Committee of the

Horticultural Society of London. Full particulars given in

CATALOGUES, with all the leading Flowers in cultivation on

application.
The following will comprise the List. (Tn addition to the

Certificates, two Silver Cups, value Five Guineas each, have

been awarded. Tho.'?e marked with an asterisk were shown
each time.)
*'^NEVILLE (Kevner).—Yellow ground, tipped pur}ile. The

finest flower by far in its class. Kino First Class Certificates.

One of six twice for the Silver Cups. 10s. 6.7.

*MKS. P. RAILHACIIE.—The finest poach. Five First

Class Certificates. One of si:^ for the Cup nt Re;iding. 10.s. 6d.

**MRS. WELLESLEY PIGOTT.—The finc^^t white in the

world. Nine First Class Certificates. One of six twice for the

Silver Cup. IO.t. 6'?.

**WILLIA?.I DOr>r>S.—The finest yellour in cuUivation.

Kine First Chiss Certificates; One of six twice for the Silver

Cups. 10^. 6d.

*-LADY DOUGLAS PEXXANT.—The finest primrose.

Eight First Class Certificates. One of six twice for Cups. 10s. 6d.

**JENXV AUSTIN'.—Light edged purple. Keynes. Three
Certificates. One of six t^ce for the'Cups. IGs. 6r/.

The produce of 30,000 seedlings, and tbe six finest flowers

ever vet offered by any man.
SIR GEORGE DOUGLAS (Dodds).—The mo.=?t reraarlvable

flower of the year. Yellow gi'ound, deeply edged red. Seven
First Class Certificates. 10a. Gd.

DUKE OF ROXBURGH (Dodds).—Two First Class Cer-

tificates. 10«. 6d.

LORD CLYDE (Dodds' Crimson).—Certificate. 10«. 6d.

ROYAL LILAC (Dodds).—Certificate. 10s. 6d.
These four flowers of Mr. Dodds are perfect gems, and will

give every satisfaction.

MISS SARAH BOYCE (Rawlin'gs).—Light, deeply-edged
crimson. The finest flower in its class by far. Many Certifi-

cates. 10*. 6rf.

MR. BOSHELL (Rawlikgs).—A great improvement on
King. Two First Class Certificates. 10«. 6d.

BLACK KNIGHT (Rawlisgs).—The darkest flower out;
fine form. 108. 6d.

COMPACTA (Rawlinos).—Light edged or tipped lilac ; very
fine flower. 10a. 6d.

The set complete will be charged to the Trade il. 4x.

In addition to the above, J. Keynes will send out Six First

Clasp Fancy Flowers.
BEV. JOSHUA DIX fKhvxEs).—The finest form yet offered.

Five First Class Certificates.

LEOPARD—(Keynes).

PUETTV POLLY-TKetnes). ' ^"*' ^*"'^*^^'

CONFIDENCE—(Rawlings).
The Six finest and most constant in cuUivation.

BEDDING DAHLIA LILIACIA VARIEGATA (Dodds, the
nUaer of alba floribunda).—This is the [greatest novelty yet
introduced, growing 2i feet high, every leaf beautifully vane-

«T>Tr< \xr -nr irtrT
gated with green and gold. It has been the admiration of all 1

AMERICAN BLIGHr
beholders. Price 21. 2a. per dozen. I

Fine collections of Roses, Carnaticns. Picotees, Pinks, and
[

©very description of Nursery Stock.—Salisbury, March 3.

CENUIIME ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH.
Warbanted eqdal in Stbekgth to Tobacco.

JOSEPH BAKER, lO.GougU Square, Fleet St.,E.C.,

having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can recom-

mend it as the best arUcle for destroying the Fly. 1«- 4^- per ib..

10 lbs., Is. Post-office Orders payable Strand Othce

URSEKYMKN supplied with the best genuine

^ ^ TORACCO PAPER at 4?. 'per cwt. ; 2i. per hair cj^-t. ,

any quantity less than half a cwt., lOd. per lb. The above

article is warranted genuine.-Address Tom Bryant, Messrs.

Jackson and Sons. Tobacco Manufacturers, Lady Lane. i.eeas._

CE^!UI1M£ TOBACCO PAPER FOR rUMlGATlNG.

H APPLEBY (Foreman to :jressrs. Ivery & Son,

• Surrey), takes this opportunity of informmg Jus

patrons and the public that he is now offering the ^bove at a

verv considerably reduced price. It is now sold^m packets ot

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COUpa^
(Limited), Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street i

^'

E.G., hold in stock the following Goods suited to the'^^A ^^i
Steam Engines, Horse Powers, Chaff Cutters, Cnishi^S'"*
Oilcake Brusers, Root Cutters and Pulpers. Pumps to ^

Price Lists can be had post free upon application

1 CO.

f

at \s:Sd. per lb. A liberal discount allowed to the

:>r testimonials that will guarantee its quality, eec

very consr
4 lbs. ea^h
Trade. For
Gardeners' Chronicle, Fcbmary 55, page IGd.

SHEET IRON POTS for FUMIGATING, 3s. 6d. each.

N.B. All orders to be accompanied with a Post-office Order,

payable to HENkv Appleby. Dorking . Surrcy^

FUMiCATING AND SYRINGING.
To Garden'ers, Horticulturists, Florists, and Others.

GRIFFITHS AND AVISS, Tobacconists, &c.. High
street, Coventry, beg to call attention to their TOBACCO

PAPER FOR FUMIGATING. There is nothing in its prepara-

tion injurious to vegetation, altbougb it deals death and de-

struction to all insects ("except the red spid»r ") that uitcst the

greenhouse. G. & A. warrant their Tobacco Paper to keep

good and retain its kilUng properties for six months. Price

12s fi'i. per dozen lbs., sent to any part of the kingdom on

receipt of Post-utlice Order. N. B.—Tear the Tobacco Paper into

pieces about the size of a florin, and ignite it with a piece ot

red-hot iron large enough for the purpose.

Very strong Tobacco Water for Syringing, Is. 6d. per gallon.

AGE'S COMPOSITION fok the DESTRUCTION
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the

test of eight years' public trial, and its great success has led to

numerous imitations. Dr. Lindley, in his leading article ot

October 25, 1856, reported 182 cases in its favour—auf&cieut to

convince the most sceptical.

4s. per gallon, (sufficient to make four fit for use).

10 gallons and upwards, CaiTiage paid to London.

London Agents :

—

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, W.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C.
Mr. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
5fr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton HiH. S.

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Cauibcrwell, S.

Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nursery, N.

and the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the

Inventors and Manufacturers, Page & TooQOOD, Royal South

Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

I S H U R S T COMPOUND'
PATENTED,

FOR PREVENTING AND DESTROYING

ENRY J. MORTON anj>
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, &c., to contain 50 gallons. 25» •

sormii

30s. each ; and 140 gallons, 36s., and fitted with tan W^
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or S!l*
Cisterns of all sizes. "^^^t

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diamet«. u
and Z2,^. CkI each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per fonf

*•

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARrL,

form

e

d of iron. S^-t. 6d. each

.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS?

BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St.. K.C.Iondn,
being tlie Wholesale and Ret;ul Agents for these^

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand frc,ni,S
the^r Customers may select what they may require.

^*

ANTHONY-S PATENT AMERICAN CHURX.-r,e ^^T
PRIZ!-: was again awarded to this Churn m CompeUtion^tt
.several others at the Chester Jteeting of the Royal AeiiaiiS
Society; it has obtained the First Prize given by the «0(S2^

at every Meeting since 1S50. Messrs. Burgess A Kef q-

:ly recommend it aa th-3 mr,^'^'

P

G
RED SPIDER
THRIPS

EEIGATE SILVER SAND. — Heat quality for

Flori-sts, ICs. per ton ; less quantities U. Ctd. per bushel,
delivered to any London Wharf or Railway. Sacks for Sand,
1$. 6d, eacli ; or on hire, Cd. each (five hold a ton); KEXTISH
and HAMPtiUIilE PKATS, LOAM, and LEAF MOULD, in
largo or small quantities.—John Kennabd, Purveyor to her
Majesty, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

HORTICULTURAL AGENT AND VALUER,

MR ALFKP:D chandler, (of the late firm of
Chandler .t Sons,)28, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, S.

ESiaNS roB FLOWEK BEDS and GARDENS-
—Tn consequence of numerous applications J. Marshall,

2, Goldsmith Street, Nottingham, has been induced to prepare
another set of Designs. They compnso upwards of 80,

diversified in style, and will be for^varded to any address on
receipt of 24 postage stamps. ^
"TjlRlGI DOMO."—Patronised by Iici iMujesty, the
JD Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

His Gr-ice the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and —Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM the MORNING and EVENING FROST.
"FRIQI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
-wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and, floricnltural purposes, for i)reser\-ing

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.
Two yards wide, 1*. 6rf. per yard run.
Four, 3s. per y^trd ; also,

An improved make three yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.
Elisha TnoMA.a ARCur-R, whole and sole manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of aJl Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. **It is much cheaper
than mats as a coverinc'

ATENT GUn A PERCHA SOLES.—
Important to Gardeners —The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge tlie receipt of the following

letter from G. Glejtny, Esq., the celebrated Florist :

—

"420, Strand, London.
"Gentlemen,—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-

sarily am in all weatlicrs, and with the ground in all states, I

would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recomnicnd Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at

the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts.

as easily as if it were so much dough. I think it the duty of all

persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a
material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

" Your obedient servant, G. GLEi'Nr."

Every variety of GutKi Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,
Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,
Calbotypo Trays, 4ic., manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, ajid sold by their wholesale dealei-s in town or

MEALYBUG MILDEW
SCALE GREEN and BROWN
ANTS FLY

BED BUGS, &c..

And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see

Gardeners' Chronicle of 9th April and 16th July, 1859, and
"Cottage Gardener," 12th July, and has been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent gardening authorities,

among whom arc-
Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswiek House Gardens
Mr. Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken In supplies,

and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price l5. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs ; Ss. for not

large gardens; 105. 6d. for large gardens, with tedtimouials and
full descriptions for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited, London.

EATING'S PERSIAN INSECT-DESTROYING
POWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants are freed from

Fleas and all other Vermin by the above Powder, whicb is

quite harmless to animal life. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,

Moths in Furs, and every Insect are also instantly destroyed.

—In packets, post Iftee, for 14, or treble size for 3G stamps, by
T. Keating. Chemist, 79, St. Paul's, London. B.C.

TO PIG, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.

JUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—
RICE SWEEPINGS, 7s. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 10s. per cwt., in 13 cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14«. per cwt. ; OIL-CAKE, per ton only ; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, 6«. and 8«. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
delivery.—W. & R. Jupp. 6, Cross Lane, Kastcheap, E.G.

JUPP'S NEW CATTLE FOOD.
"yy^ & E. JUPP & CO. having, from long

Newgate Street, E.C., stron^.j .— .^..,».„
"^ti'^mostun

feet (.;hum now in use. Full particulars sent on appH(v^^-J;;^''

sTateworks. isleworth, middlesexTvT"

EDWARD BECK Mantjfactuees in Suii a
variety of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which

may bo seen in use at Worton Cottage, on applicainn to tbe
Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LISTS o; PUOT
TUBS and BOXES forwarded on application.

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES.
^

ROSHEK AND CO. beprto invite attention to thee

: varied Stock of ORNANIENTAL GARDEN BORDER.

EDGING TILES in Terra Gotta, Terro-MetalHc ware, and

Earthenware. They present advantages o\er Box orGns.

edging in that they afford no harbour for sings, Ac, uVeup

less room and are less expense and trouble to keepinwjj.

They may be had of various patterns at R. & Co.'s prerai«(.

*

Albion "Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars. S.E.; aj

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.

N.B. Outline sketches of the patterns will he forwaniedbr

post on application.

DAA CUCUMHER and MELON BOX 1-8, Ayr,

4\j\J LIGHTS. A>-D 500 LIGHTS of all Sizes kept

o

Stock, Glazed and Painted oomplote, ready for immediate uit

James "Watts & Co., rinthouse Builders aud Hot-wate

Apparatus Jlanufacturcrs, near the Green Man, Old KentKe<

London, S.E.

ARDEN WATEHINO ENGINES, PAIL MA.

CHINES. CONSERVATORY PUMPS, and GREEX

HOUSE SYRINGES, with all the latest improvements.

Manufactured only by the Patentee,

RICHARD READ, 35. Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London,!.

Descriptions awA Drawings post free.

" U

!

I

H
GREENHOUSES.

ENRY FREEMAJ^, Hothouse Buildeb mi

Hot - Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Wuglir

Hackney. Established '20 years. Good substantiaUf Wit

GREENHOUSES, fixed in any part of the kingdom, fa Mfe*

42 feet long by 13 feet, 00^ ; 21 feet by 13 feet, ml ; 12i!eeltff

10 feet, 30i. A first-rate Conservatory, 30 feet by 18 fee; 13Jt

A large assortment kept. Estimates for heating, cr aj

branch in wood or iron.
^

TW I L i iL I A M HE
(Late Burbridge & Healy),

lis, Dorset Street, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACnTO

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON a>dSO^?

• 61, Gracechurch St., London. E.G., Manufacturergw.

Hurdles, Fencing, &c., Improved Iron aM Copper (WW*

Boilers and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of eW7

description by Hot Water.

Prices and Estimates furnished upon applicatim

K
HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.

Made et Steam Power at 1

J LEWIS'S HoBTicuiTURAL WoRKS, StanrfW ^

• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a biw

better and stronger principle than those manufactTiream»

J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with t^*^?^^^^ »
^ and doors compW"

j
Do. do. 40 a. by 20 ft. ''" ^^^

Do. do. 60 ft. by 24 ft.
tP

ff.

b

I

do.

do. do.
^

LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on applicatao

J. Lewis.
^

. ---r

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-W>^Tt

APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.
Kessal Green, Harrow Road, Loxr>o>

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the at^
of the nobility and gentry to the very su^n^r ^ ^^

wbicb they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, VJl^'^JS-iii
•'

houses, &c., combining every improvement wiw

design and durabihty of materials and ^'O^'-^^^f
'^f" ts ii^'

experience in their business, satisfied themselves of the Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the i"

^^^^^^
advantages resulting from the use of a preparation or condi- Roofs of Houses hns given the highest sati^tactioiu ^^j^^^
ment to be used with Cattle Food, beg to inform their friends Chapels, Schools, Entrance Kails, Public ^"^^'^3

'and effifi«* I

and the public, that after considerable labom- and expense with Hot-Water Apjiaratus in a most economical i

auner.
. i^flomUrt'^

J. T. & Son have great pleasure in refernngjo ^^^^^
they have succeeded in producing an article which, though
differing from any in present use, possesses all the nutritive
and other qualities so necessary in a preparation of this descrip-

tion, and at a considerably reduced cost, a copy of Dr.
Letheby's Analysis appeared in this Paper of the 11th inst.,

and will be sent post free on applicatiotx.

The material will be sent out in bags, with 'plain directions

for use, at the following prices for cash only, which must be
remitted with orders to ensure delivery, viz., 35s. per cwt.

;

19*. per i cwt. ; and 10s. per i cwt.

W. R. Jnpp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap. E.C. Money
Orders to be made payable at the Tower Street Post Office, E.C

SHEEP.—EOOT-ROT OINTMENT, an original

preparation, by John Oldham, of Mansfield, a certain

and safe remedy, having invariably cured when other remedies
have failed. It is equally efl&cacious in Foul in Cows, Grease,

Cracked Heels, and Tbrusk in Horses. Numerous parties at a
distance being inconvenienced in procuring it, the proprietor

. _.
,
has appointed Messrs. Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard,

countiy.— ihe Outta Percha Company Patentees, 18, Wharf i E.C, his London Agents, and it can now be procured through
Boad, *..ity Koad, E.C., London. t any respectable Chemist or Patent Medicine Dealer.

cxteii9i«]?lthe nobility and gentry by whom they are

HOT-WATER APPARAT
WATSRnwi-wrtitn. "•'* TrnT-WAl«"T JONES bej^s to offer a complete nuJ- ^^

fj . APPARATUS FOR GEEENHOUSES,at tt: ^.^

prices, deUvered free to any Railway station ni EC ^^

Size of House. WithCylinderBoiler. "^tQ-^
^ ^

.. £8 1020 feet by 10 feet

25
SO
30
40
50

by 12
by 12
by 15
by 15
by 15

99

9^

10
11 10

13 10

16 10

18 10

* »

• t

4 «

* *

10 »
13 «

1*10

20 »

{
I

\

The above prices include Boiler, strong Purn^ ^^ c*5
Soot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water PifJ , ^^ theJJ

tions, Air Pipes. &c., aU ready ^or ^^'"^1
on aPP^

quality. Further particulars will o®
. ^"I^nray*- ^!lSfc

Parties ordering must send plans, showmg aj
sjanu&O^

of boiler, &c.—J. Jones, Hot-water Apparatus

6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S. G.
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GENUINE R SEEDS.

J A M A & CO

CAMELLIA EXHIBITION.

ARE NO"\V KEADY TO SUPPLY

Oollection of GARDEN SEEDS of 1859 Harvest

FOR ONE YEAE'S SUPPLY,

Contauiin- all the most approved varieties ofVEGETABLE SEEDS at the following prices :-

ME51SRS. MILXE AND CO. beg to invite all

admirers of this beautiful plant to their unrivalled

collection of 6000 plants now iu full bloom. Open daily to

visitors.—Late Chandler's Nnrsory, Wandswort^i Road, S.

No. 1, 20s.; No. 2, 40s.: No. 3, 60s.

ilte
fjiefoUoidng are

FeAS Carter's
Earliest

Quantities fJiei/ recommendfor Cropping a Garden of One Acre, and tohlch iliey

supplyfor £3 {Collection No. 3) :

—

« ff

* t

2 quaita

»

Early EiDperor

Hartisou^s Glory ••

2
2
4

97

)f

Jt

tf

tf

ff

ff

f>

*,f

If

Beck'8
Pnz.e-taker

rirter*s Victona •
^

^^Vr?D^-a»-fWa"^nioth4

BEANS, KarJy Mazagau •

^^^
Early Long-pod • -

^
Green Nonpareil ..

J
T-ivlor'b Windsor ^ . • ^

Si^ Fulmer's forcing 1 pmt
Negroland rod., i i>

Li^ht Dun . . 1 .»

Newine;tou Wonder 1 ,,

Sairlet Runners 1 quart

RPFT small selected Blond Red 2 oz

ScOLEorKail.Scotchcurledl pkt.

Asparagus ..
j

Cottaper'a . -

J
new Ciibbaging - . 1

BRUSSKLSSPUOUTS, imported!

BROCCOLI, best sorts for suc-

cession ^

it

»>

n

i*

»»

2 oz.

2 „
i»

>>

it

rt

it

1

CABBAGE, best sorts, including

Carter's earliest 6 pkts.

SAVOY, gi-ccn curled .

.

, . 1 cwi.

,, new Ulm 1 pkt.

CAULIFLOWER, best early . . 1

,, Walclieren .. 1

CARROT, early Horn
James Scarlet .

.

liong SutTey . . 4

selected Altringham 4

CELERY, incomparable dwarf,

white Ipli^t-

CELERY, Colc'scrystal white . . 1 ..

CRESS, plain

,, Australian
CUCUMBER, fine long ridge .

.

,,
Carter's Champion.

.

„ Lynch's Star of the

West
ENDIVE, new mossy green

,,
winter greon curled .

.

LEEK, Musselburgh
LETTUCE, Berkshire Brown Cos

LETTUCE, Carter's Giant Cos .

.

can

pkt.

ROYAL
SOUTH HANTS

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

ff

ff

ft

ff

»r

1

1

1

1

1

1

a
1

1

pint
pkt.

LETTUCE, Black-seeded Batb Cos I

Paris Cos . - . . 1

Drumhead Cabbage .. 1

Hardy Green do. . . 1

MUSTARD 1 pint

MELON, Carter's Excelsior .. 1 pkt.

„ Turner's Gem .. .. 1 ,,

ONION, James's Keeping.. ., 2 oz.

White Globu .. .. 3 ,.

Heading . . .. . . 2 ,,

Giant Madeira . . . . 1 ,,

Deptford 2

Lisbon 1

t*

It

PAGE A>'D TOOGOOD will forward their PRICES
CURRENT upon application. It should be referred to by

purchasers of Garden and Farm Seeds.

Collcotiona of VEGETABLE SEEDS, 55.«., 35^., 20.».; 1-0*.

The Quantities in the above selections will be found njore

liberal, and the prices 10 per cent, less than any house fix the

Kingdom.—Seed Establishment, Southampton. ^

NE W PL AN T CATArOGUE.

If

Tf

ff

ff

C2.

ff

It

pkt.
pkt.

PARSLEY, JIy;itL's curled
PARWXIP, fine Belected ,.

SPINACH, summer
^^

winter ..

SALSAFY •

SCORZONRRA
TURNIP, White Dutch . •

Polleya Nonsuch
Telluw Maltese ..

VEGETABLE MARROW -.

.
' Custard

ff

•

• •

•

9f

•

2
2 .,

1 quart
1 pint
1 pkt.

1 M
4 oz.

i pint
2 oz.

1 pkt.

1

HERBS in sorts
fl

ff

MESSRS. WILLIAM EOLLTSSON a-nd SONS
resi^ectfullv a-nnnuTico to the NohiUty. Gentry, and the

Trade, that their GENERAL CATALOGUE or PLANTS is>nmv

ready for distiibution, mid can be had on application by
enclo5>inK one stamp. The CATALOGUE contains names,

description, and prices of upwards of

ONE HUNDRED NEW PLANTS
in specins and varietiep. besides descriptive Lists of the

General Kurseir S^ock—The Kurseries, Tooting. London. H.

NEW FARM SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1859.'

AND agri-

Royal

^Berkshirk

Seed

E8TABLISHMEHT.

237 & 238, HiaH HOLBORF, LONDON, W.C.

U T T N ' S FARM SEED LIST
IS NOW READY,

^nd will be sent post free to any address.

SrTTON & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

TEE NEW DWARF BEDDING TROP-SOLUMS.

TOM THUMB, YELLOW.
A new variety m colour, particularly adapted for bedding, and also for growing iu pote and orna-

-, mental vases- the flowers are well thrown up above the foliage; very dwarf and compact in habit,

(^7 J^i:<\Z\o^ pure ;enow without any marking. The Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society speak of it

f ,: -^t^
*

IS olio's -''^^^ habit of this plant, Aown by the entire plants exhibited, was quite dwarf and compact, and

.J,^'.^^;-ViJ.:_?]lC;<{l^Jfl^we^swere^ golden yellow." It was " commended " as likely to be a useful Flower-garden and
'^"

(i^ -x-- Bedding plant. 1«. per packet.

TOM THUMB, BEAUTY.
*An elegant variety with Lobbiannm-shaped flowers, raised by Mr. Melville, Gardener to the Earl o

Roseberry Dalmeny Park, near Edinburgh. The flower is yellow, flamed and blotched with bright crimson.

A pbnt was sent to the Editors of the Co^ft^p Gart/ffier in October, 1858, who apeak of it as follows:—"* •

yellow, tinged with crimson ; would be a good bedding plant." 1^. per packet.

SATURDAY, 31ARCH 10, 1860. ^ -

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WETisrsi.Ar.MarcU 14—TMirroPcopical 8 p.if,

TuuESDAT, - — 15—Liiinean.., 8 r.M.

.,*

'A 6 warf

TOM THUMB, SCARLET.
This was sent out by ua for the first time last year, and has given universal satisfaction when had direct from our eatablish-

:jt flowers well thrown up above the foliage : very dwarf and compact iu habit. 6rf. per packet.meat; brilliant scarlet

tfB- Forfurther particulars see CARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUil, the best Guide ever published

for General Gardening Operations, postfreeforfour stamps.

JAMES CARTER & CO. 237 and 238, High Holborn, "W.C.

MESSRS. G. HENDERSON &

rlet and oi
liie moat iiite

SON,
WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN^S WOOD, N,W.,

RESPECTFULLY announce the following NEW FUCHSIAS and TYD.EAS (AcnisiENES Section-), to be

sent out early in MAY, due notice of whicb will be given.

NEW SUMMER, AUTUMN, AND WIHTER-^LOWERING TYD^AS.
The following varieties are most desirable additions to one of the most superb sections of medium and late-flowering plants

(allied to the Achimenos tribe, with half shrubby stems) for Hothouse and warm Conservatory decoration. Their bnlli;mt

-ange flower tubes expanding to beautiful rosy-violet and crimson ground-tmts, overlaid with bands and spoU of

ense velvet-Kke hue, render them invaluable for portable Flower Vases and Bouquets :—

T. IGNESCBNS.—A very beautiful variety, of free growth, ventricose crimson scarlet flower tubes, and intense violet

with a profusion of brilliaut scarlet funnel shaped flower tubes
expanding to a bright vermilion-tinted orange-scarlet border
or hmb, from 1^ to -i inches in diameter, which is elegantly
niarked with darii velvet-like crimson bands and spots. A fine
object for decoration.

T. ELEGANTiySIMA.—A dwarfer variety, with light scarlet-
flower tube-"?, and rich salmon- tinted rose-coloured border,
which is picturesquely tiaued with rosy-carmine lines, and
wowing a bright, rosy carmine-tinted margin.
T. C0aNTE-5S OF [LCHESTER.—A superb flowered plant,

^ued iu its habit of growth to the still beautiful T. Lady
Diifby, T. Pearl des Tydi-ci, and T. gigantea, less rubust than
the latter, but superior to all in the e.tceedingly rich cramoise-
**">»son coloured blossoms neurly 2 iuchos in diameter, iipon

border, which is very finely traced and scored with dark crim-

son lines and spots.

T. VOLUNTEER, Elliot.—A neat and attractive dwarf
branching variety, with dark red stems and ovately-cordat*

leaves, prominently marked by crimson veins. Flower tubes
crimson scarlet, throat or inner tube creamy white with car-

mine red lines, the upper border bright reddish crimson, pictu-

resquely banded and spotted with dark velvet-like colour,

lower border lobes of a bright flame tint.

T. LURLLVE. ELPHiNSTON-e.—A distinct and effective variety

with orange-scarlet flower tubes, and h^wer front border of an

ochraceous white ground, tint richly banded and spotted with

brilliant cerise crimson, whilst the upper border showa a bright

carmine ground scored with intensely dark lines.

FUCHSIAS
COUNT CAVOUR.—Large open lUac lavender or mauve-

coioiired corolla, with well reflexed sepals, close jointed growth,na hne habit, forming.a distinct exhibition plant.
»R. LIVrKGaTO>rE.—Tube clear delicate blush-white, with

^eti recurved white inner-surfaced petals. Corolla blush,
wiading into a bright violet-rose margin ; habit of Silver Swan,

periorl'^^"
Pi»iching from the young growth at stated

»»?n^^l?*^^^*-~'^ beautiful coloured flower, with light scarlet^arvBd Bepal«, and dark violct-tintod black corolla; free•™wth, and constant ift character.
LONGFELLOW.—Rich deep scarlet sepals, well recurved, in

«w»wt with an intense violet corolla
; good habit, and distinct-

for^^T.^^'^^^^^S''''--'^ '^^iT effective and beautiful variety^^mpetition, having Urge broad sepals of great length and•»««»t c-urvc; corolla deep violet. A fittin-We.

FOR I860.
PRINCESS ALICE.—Style of Maid of Kent ; free branchinjj

habit and rich green foliage ; sepals pure white, and well

reflexcd ; corolla rosy purple, tinted with maroon. A profuse

and nontinual blooming variety f.* the season.
, ., ^

PRINCE ALFRKD.—Tube and outer face of sepals blush,

with rose stripes, the inner recurved sepal fronts pure white ;

corolla deep plum or mulberry, with % pure white picturesque

base extending one-third of the depth ; sepals wide and finely

recurved ;
growth free, robust, and short-jomted, with dense

flower clusters.

curved ; coroUa violet, rem;

habit c<^mpact and close j'^i

PRinfCE OF ORANGE -A first-class exhibition variety,

ha'hig wide^^rlet'sVpils well.curved, and of firm leathery-

iSke substance ; habit*^ oC growth free, graceful, droopmg.
|

^
Unequalled in its ecction.

Nothing can "be more interesting to those "wLo

seek to introduce now plants than to see how
steadily our Colonial Botanic Gardens are advancing

in real utility. They are no lon^^er comfortahle

beds of down on TV'hioh broken-down gardeners

may doze away the remainder of their lives, nor

kitcbeu gardens maintained at public expense for

supplying the households of Governors "who would
otherwise be* the tiibt to recommend their suppres-

sion. On the contrary they are becoming centres

of expoit and import for the mutual improvement

on the uno hand of the colonies to which they

belong, and on the other of the mother country

;

and it is throut;;h their ageucy that merchants \\i"i

best become acquainted with the objects produced

by the vegetable kmgdqna which promise to have
commercial value. AYe now seem to be on the eve of a

total change in every department of the paper manu-
facture, should theChancellor ofthe Exchequeh's
far-seeing resoluto.js le carried; and in a fe^r

years we may expect Great Britain to become the

emporium of the paper trade, for which the skill

of her artificers, the patience of her workmen, the^

capital of lier manufacturers, and her prodigious

colonial resources give her facilities beyond all

other nations. Nothing, indeed, astonishes us so

much as to hear men who claim to possess more
intelligence than their neighbours asserting that the

supply of rrtfiterials foj paper-making must soon be

esliausted in titc presence of an increased demand.
To say that because paper is made of rags, and the

supply of rags is limited, therefore the manufac-
ture of paper must be limited also, is an argument
which no one would use who possesses the least

acquaintance with plants and! their constituent

parts.

The materials limited to rags t Why, fhey sur-

rotmd us on every side even in England, in the

shape of vegetable refuse, Wood shavings, the

fragments of the basket-maker, the worth-

less thinnings of Coppice woods, weeds, t}it

valueless pulp of Beet sugar works, old mats,

damaged hay, worn-out gunny bags, furze and

Broom, all sorts of coarse Grasses, and a thousand

other articles, to say nothing of straw, are lying

at our doors, and only await the fiat of skill

to appear on our tables as paper, T7e are aware

that some manufacturers doubt the possibility of

converting such substances into pnper; t?le grp-

priet)rs of the Taverham Mills, ntar Xorwioh,

have indeed asserted, in a letter to the Times, that

after having expended a considerable sum, and

fter two ycari of co^^tiy experiment', tbcy ha^-e
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ariived at the conclusion that, although paper can
be made of other materials than rags, the cost is

either too great or the material Unfit for first-class
printing paper. Not knowing what the *• costly
experipaents" were, or what the materials operated
on, it is impossible to offer any direct reply to this
statement. Bat we may be permitted to say of the
..Taverham manufacturers who cannot work up
malirials to which they are unaccustomed what
was olserved the other day of Lord Melville, the
Commander-in-Chief in Scotland. AVhen the
gallant general declared that he should not know
what to do with a force of volunteer riflemen, some
one remarked that if his lordship had not skill

enough other officers had. For ourselves we
believe that Gorse alone could be found to supply
a large part of the fibre required for first-class

printing paper. Nor is it to be forgotten that
when inferior materials for inferior purposes take
the place of rags, the latter will be set at liberty

for first-class papers.

But it is most especially to our colonies and to

hotter countries than our own, where a rank vegeta-
tion is characteristic of the climate, that the manu-
facturer will have to look ; and whom can he
consult so well as the intelligent men now at the

head of Colonial Botanic Gardens ? They know
perfLctly well what fibrous plants are abundant
enough to be had cheap, and to them importers
will havts to address tliemselves. It may be that

a colony does not yield the article souglit for : in

such a case the cost of a fruitless search is avoided.

Or it may be that materials abound, and then the
merchant learns from the Botanic Garden whither
to direct his inquiries.

Suppose a question concerns the "West Indies,

the Botanic Garden in Jamaica or Trinidad should
afford a prompt reply. Is I^orthern India the field

of examination? There is the Botanic Garden at

Calcutta with Dr. Tnoiisox, one of the most
eminent botanists of the day, at its head. Or
should Southern India be investigated we liave

Mr. TnwAiTES, another most able man, in Ceylon,
and Mr. M*IvoR, a first-rate cultivator perhctly
wcU acquainted with plants, at Ootacamund in the
Nilgherries. Nor is Australia deficient in resources
of a similar kind ; Mr. Chas. Moore has charge
of a great Botanic Garden at Sydney, Dr. MrELLEu
of one at Melbourne, and Mr. f11A>'CIS of a third at

Adelaide ; each of whom is full of practical as well
08 ficientific knowledge of his respective localities.*

The Catalogues of sume of these gardens rival

thoBc of Europe, and speak nnmistakeably of the
energy with which they are conducted. That of

Sydney in 1S57 consists of about 30 closely
' printed pages in double columng, and enumerates
about oGOO species. In the garden at Adelaide
Mr. Fi;a>-cis cultivated last year above 3000
species, "Whether similar lists for other gardens
exist wchave no means of ascertaining, but there
is no dcubt that they all are at least as rich as the
dcuiandd of commercial men can require.

So.UE time ago (see Gardeners^ Chronicle.

1659, p. 739) we drew attention to a very ex-
traordinary statement made by Prof. Davy, of

Dublin, concerning the effect of aksenic upon
YKGETATioy. The learned chemist reported— 1, that

even saturated solutions of arsenic would not kill

plants ; 2, that the arsenic when absorbed
remained in the tissues of plants ; 3, that when
such plants were eaten traces of arsenic were dis-

coverable in the bodies of animals fed upon them.
All this had been ascertained experimentally as we
were assured* Nay, more. Prof. Davy further
reported that arsenic exists in certain kinds of

* The fallowing lilstory of the Garden at Sydney is given
by Dr. Hookbr in hU Flora of TiLsm:iui;i : — *' The first

Colonial Botanisc of whom I have any iufonuatiuu waa
Mr. CuAKLi» Frazek, who, <i.s I am iufornied, wa-s a soldier

in tho 73d Iluj^nient, then commanded by Lieut -Col.

McQuARiE. He was an indefatiiapihle colloctor and explorer^
and euricfaed the gardens of England by uumberlesa plants.

His colluotion of dried plants are» I believe, in the British
Muoeum, and many arc in the Hookerian herbarium. He
visited ti«) Swan River in 1836-" and Moreton Bay in 1S2S,

aud wrote excellent accounts of the vegetation of those dis-

tricts (SCO Hook. Bot. Miac, vol. 1., pp. 221 and 237). Mr. Frazer
aUa vidittid Tiiamauia, and established the Botanic Garden in
Sydney, He died at the close of 13S1 or beginning of 1832.

On Feazer's death, Mr. John McLeax became Acting Superin-
tendent, and held that post till the arrival of U, Cunningham.
"Mr. RicuAitD CiTNNiNGHAM wos appointed in IS 13, and waa

murdered in 1835 by the blacks, when accompanying Major
Mitouell'b second jouruey (see p. cxx.), when Mr. McLeas
again became Acting Superintendent, and continued so till the
arrival of Allan Cunningham in 1336, as mentioned in the
notice of his life (p. cxvL). A. Cunninoeiau soon after re-
fltgnaed, when he was succeeded by Mr. John Axderson, the
botauical collector of Captain Ring's voyage to South America
and survey of th« Straifca of Ma^elhaeas, etc. It was on King's
homeward voyajre that AndeilsOn- wa^ left at Sydney, where he
made considerable collectiona, and held the appointment of
Supermtendent of the Garden till his death, when he waa suc-
ceeded, in 1847, by Mr. Charles Moore, the present activeSuponntendent, who has made extenaivo iureetigations, espe-

£> th Wal
^''''°'"' ''^''^ *** ^ vegetable prolucta of New

commercial superphosphate of lime, and is thence
couvftyed into the system of animals fed with
Turnips manured with such superphosphate.

This was a startling announcement ; which, had
it heen confirmed by other observers, would have
rendered it impossible to convict a prisoner of

murder committed with arsenic ; because the pro-

secution could have no hope of showing that the

traces of such a poison, when found in the body,

were not derived from Potatoes, Turnips, Cabbages,

or some other common vegetable food. Dr. Davy*s
conclusions were, however, so entirely opposed to

all other experiments with arsenic upon plants

that we could not do otherwise than point out the

necessity of further inquiry. The last Number
of the Pharmaceutical Journal contains a complete

contradiction of the assumed facts, Mr. E. H.
Ogst02^, an agricultural and analytical chemist,

once a pupil of Prof. GiiAnAir, undertook to rein-

vestigate the matter, and the result is contaiDed in

the following extracts from a letter addressed to

Mr. ScaoLEFiELD :

—

...
" The two facts which strucli me most forcibly

as the result of Dr. Davy's experiments were,
first, that a saturattd solution of arsemous acid

could be applied to the roots of plants without
injury to their growth; and secondly, that when
manured with ordinary superphosphate of lime

the quantity of the poison assimilated was suf-

ficiently large to allow of its detection in a portion

of a Turnip that could be conveniently operated
upon iu the laboratory.

** In order to satisfy myself with regard to the
first question, 1 watered the ground about the
roots of some strong Cabbage plants, of some
months' growth, with a saturated solution of

arsenious acid, and in several trials, after two
doses, ot intervals of three days, the plants drooped
and died within the week. The same experiment
repeated with Scotch Kale—the only other plant
I could conveniently get at—was attended with the
same result. These plants, after the lapse of a few
days, were removed from the ground, and various
portions of their stem and leaves examined by
Marsh's test for arsenic. It was found only in
the portion of the stem close to the roots, and
which were darkened in colour in the interior ; in
no case was the poison found in the leaves, or in
the stem at more than o inches from the ground.
Iu some other cases the solution of arsenious acid
was variously diluted before application to similar
plants, growing under precisely the same circum-
stances of soil and aspect ; and when the dilution
was sufficiently great as to produce no bad eft'ect

on the appearance of the plants, no arsenic could
he detected iu ani/ portion above the ground.
The roots themselves were not examined, as being
likely to retain mechanically some portion of the
mineral upon their surfaces.

**Ido not give you these experiments in any
detail, as a more favourable time of year and the
opportunity of submitting a greater variety of
plants to the ordeal would be desirable ; but so far
as they go thev incline me to believe that arsenic,
when abBorbeJ in sufficient quantity to be detected
by otir very delicate tests, is also in sufficient
quantity to destroy the vitality of the plants,

** With reference to the second question, viz..

How much arsenic an agricultural crop (say
Turnips) can obtain from an ordinary dressing of

arsenical feuperphosphate ? a little calculation will

show how extremely difficult any estimation of its

weight would be.

** Take a very bad sample of pyrites to contain
.30 per cent, of arsenic, and consider—aa is the
oase—that in the manufacture of oil of vitriol one-
half of this is stopped hy condensation in the flues

;

.15 per cent, will remain in relation to the pyrites,
or about .10 in relation to the manufactured oil of
vitriol. Now, suppose the superphosphate made
from this acid to contain 20 per cent, of it as a
constituent, and that 3 cwt. are used as a dressing
per acre, then will be added to "this acre .07 of a
pound of arsenic, and this is to be distributed over
Irom^ 20 to 25 tons of roots, giving a per centage
infinitely small, and, in my opinion, relieving us
from the necessity of the smallest anxiety on the
subject. If, however, even this quantity is objec-
tionable, the use of the Belgian pyrites, in which I

have never found a trace of arsenic, would obviate
all difficulty."

Hence it appears that the public has been need-
lessly alarmed ; and that vegetable physiologists

did not dream when they declared that arsenic

poisons plants. Mr, Ogston shows that plants

die when poisoned; that when dead, even if a
saturated solution is used, they contain no trace

of the poisonous mineral except near the ground

;

that when weak solutions are employed no trace

[^T^KCH 10, i86Q^

whatever can be discovered in a plant^~^ n
quently that medical men need not be embarrl^^^^
should some cross-examining counsel endea^
to browbeat them hy referring to the all J
discoveries of the learned Dublin professor

The Impehtal Pahis Hoeticultxjral Societ
has announced its intention of holdiu** a ffen i

ExniBixiON of every description of earden n
duce, from the 12th to the 28th May next, opeu t
all the world. The subjects of exhibition 'muaf u
in the Palace of Industry in the Cliamps-EiY.-
at the latest by 8 o'clock in the morninn- of tT
12th, as the judges will proceed to their examina^
tion at 10, As to Conifers, trees, and large shrulw
not in flower, they must be delivered between th?
1st and 6th May. Objects of art and industry
will not be received later than the 9th May.

Short notices of_exhibition must be sontbeW

9

tables, which must be delivered to the Exhibitiou
Committee by 10 a.m. on the 11th May, failia

which they will be excluded from the catalogue.

Prizes of various value are oflfered for noydties
seedlings, fine specimens, hot-house plants, green-'

house plants, hardy plants, kitchen-garden stuff

forced fruits, specimens of fine cultivation'

bouquets, artificial flowers {coiffures de hal on gar

iiitures de table), and preserved fruits. We do net

see any mention of garden implements.

New Plants.
231. Phal-enopsis Scuilleriana. UcU. fil

P. Schilleriona : foliia argenteo-variee*atis subtus discoloribus,

sepalo dorsali obovato obtuso latoiiilibus ovatis acnUoribiu]
pet.alis_subn»tnndis oblatis Tuajoiibus, labelU lobis Interalibuj

oblong'isjvsijei-.dtiiitibus incermedio ovali apico dilatatobilobo:
lobig recurvia brevibiis falcatis, cristft didyraS. bicorni

The same post brought us an account of this beautiful

species from Prof. Reichenbach, and a flower from Mr.

Consul Schiller, in whose grand collection at Hauibur^li

it blossomed the other day. The Consul iiiforics us

that it was obtained by liimself from Manilla two yean*

ago, and that out of 30 plants he only succeetled in

saving one. The leaves, he states, are of the form of

P. amabilis (not long as in P. grandiflora), and variegaUd

with silver irregular spots. Prof. Keiclienbach com-

pares them to those of a Sonerila (such we presume as

unrgaritacejt), and describes them as being nearly i

foot long, blackish green, with broken silver bands

above, and purple beneath. The flower stem ii

bruuched and the flowers flesh colour.

MYCOLOGY.—NO. IX.

^Clavaria eugosa, Suit.—In the most perfect fonM

wliich as far as we know Fungi are capable of attaining,

the h,Ymeiumu or fructifying surface is turned awiy

from the light. Even iu the liighcst genera however, m
Agaricus and Polyporus, species occur which coutradlrt

this rule, hnt if so, they are uniformly those whlthire

the least perfectly organised. It sometimos happem

from accidental circmnstances, as for example \i\ the

common Mushroom, that the upper surface of the ctp

produces an hymenium as well as the lower; but in

this case tlie distinctive characters are altogether

deranged, and instead of I'Cgular gilla we have a nirti

of intricate folds, which at first sight indicate a totally

distinct genus.

Iu the Siuue great family which contains the mor«

typical Fungi, three distinct orders exist in which on«

of the distinctive characters consists in the complw

exposure of the hymenium ; hut even amongst these,

in proportion as the species are more noble, the bynif-

nium becomes inferior ; and in some cases as iu C/wan*

pistillaris, one of the highest of the group, the by«»*

nium ceases to be inferior rather from the total oblite-

ration of the pileus than from essential structore,

«

appears ou comparison with Craterelhs P**^":^'^

which is scarcely distinguishable except by its retiU^

traces of a distinct pileus. ,.._

These reinarks are intended to show the <^^"^^
of the subject of our present notice with thw ^P'^
and other Fungi which we have previously illostratej-

The pileus it will be observed is entirely obl;t«*^

and the whoU surface of the Fungus whether simpj*

branched, whether exhibiting a truly club-like or trj

like form, with the exception of the very base is co"^
with the fruit-bearing cells which constituU »"

hymenium.
, ^

The genus Clmvaria, which abounds in ^V^*^^
rarely assumes its noblest forms in this country. ^.
a few exceptions they grow amongst Grass m ^PJJ.
lawns or pastures, or amongst diflereut ^^*^£^ g,
stances in woods. A few species moreover **''^g
decaying trunks of trees or dead wood. They**"^
vast variety of colours, which are

***"*®?J'"?Ltfiii.
beautiful, and are either so small as to be ^"''^^^Bt
ficant in an economical point of view, or of * ""^^gji
size to make it worth while to ascertain their \ ^^
articles of food. Some of them are «<»««'»*"y "J,^
but some, like Clavaria rugoaa, may be ^^^^^^JT^m^
branched, while others, except in their very c*ra»i

>

4i
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rn^T^^i^ilii^i^simple. The 8p"ecies are often very

Jfficult to distinguish from the inconstancy of he

ST^Aerron which systematists depend, and unless the

^innr of tl?e spores is attended to. which is qnite as im-

P^ll ?„nstantlY he made. Far the greater part are

:«ll ent anTcIes of food, and even some of the

»iw snocics ns for instance C. vermicularis, which is

Common on lawns, resembling groups of little white

Indies, when sufficiently abundant are by no means

rbe despised. A few spco.es are tough or hitter, and

!;^ nf the vellow kinds must be regarded with sus-

^cTon! Xl^ more delicate species should be cooked

V

:#

4*1

-* V

^CtAVAEIA RTTGOSA.

Natui-al size. (Copied by permission froAi GreviUe's
Scottish, Cryptogaiuic Flora.)

with wliite Mmee, while the larger may tic treateil

»fler the fiwhion of the Champignon. Dr. Badham,
P«r»oon, and others give especial directions for

droning Clavnrioi, which arc, however, applicable

to many other Fungi. The larj^er species require

stewing for at least an hour, and are the better
ftjr un admixture of fine herbs and ham, to which the
addition of Chives or u small portion of Garlic is indis-

pcn«al)!e. We Imre seen C. vermicularis formed into
an rlccant disli ; but ns the little Fungi must be tied
up in bundles like Asparagus, care must be taUcn to
remove the threads, or the most delicate of Fungi may
be condemned as tough and impracticable, as once hap-
pened ill our presence to the great mortification of Dr.
Btdham, who was looking out for unqualified praise of
bis new esculent.

Clavaria i-\tgosa is a common inhabitant of our woods,
though seldom occurring in quantities sufficient to make
U wort'i gathering. In its most normal form it is of a deli-

c»te ivory white, thickening gradually upwards from the
boe, so as to forui a regular club, the tip of which is

often more or less lobed. Its surface is longitudinally
^Tinkled, from whence it takes its name, and if laid on
» sheet of black paper, the white spores which it

deposits soon become distinctly visible. It is, however,
&r from retaining always its regular simple form. It
frequently is branched to a greater or less extent, in
which case the branches are often cylindrical, though
they retain their wrinkled appearance. A little atten-
tion will enable any one readily to diAinguish this from
other white branched species. Our figure represents
the more normal condition, !n wluch, thoogh there is a
tendency to division, decided branches are not de-
Tdoped.

Sometimet this Clavaria loiC« entirely its pure
jniU, Mtuming a dingy cinereous hne. and in
«Bi condition it is very subject to be attacked by
P^rtfttet which add raaterijilly to it« unpleasant
••P^ct. We have chosen this species to illus-
trate the genus as one most likely to fall every
J'^Ji^^erthenoticeof our readers, but there are others
'•Jijch occur in England of some importance as cscu-»t^ which we shnll hope to have some future oppor-
*«»»ty of noticing. Mrs. Hussey however considers

J?V" ^^e bent British example, though Clavaria

fJl^'T'*" » f«r more abundant in the soutliem
•"•tttws. ML J. n.

I

published at Louvain in 1823, p. 26, No. 206, supple-
ment to the first series, but is not to be found in Diel,

in the Fruit Catalogue of the Horticultural Society of
London, nor in Downing*8 work of 1857. Dettrichs
Handbuch der Obstkunde, Jena 1837, Vol. T., p, 544,
contains the name, but the brief description given
leaves it doubtful whether it has reference to the
variety of which we are writing or not.

Some amateurs who were contemporaries of Van
Mons assure me that the variety was raised by one
Gevers, formerly a nurseryman at St. Josse-ten-Nooden,
near Brussels, and was called after his sister, Madame
Verte.

It is now 18 years since I first saw a variety of Pear,

called Madame Verte, growing in the garden of an
amateur 'residing at Brussels, and he informed me that

he received it from Van Mons, who considered it a good
sort,'

The fine growth of the tree, which was from 15 to

20 years old, together with the form and colour of the

fruit attracted my attention. A shoot from this tree

was grafted on a strong wilding, and grew freely. Tlie

tree was trained as a half-standarJ pyramid, and bore

for the first time in 1850. In the first, second, and
third year of bearing, the fruit did not appear large

enough for the variety to merit propagation, but in

1854 it became finer, and went on improving from year

to year ; arid as the fruit became larger as Avell as

more handsome, so also did the period of ripening

become later. In 1852, according to my' notes, the

fruit was fit for use in the end of October and in

November; but in 1855 it kept a month later; the

crop of 1858 ripened in the end of December and in

January; and that of 1859 commenced to ripen in the

end of January. The strong tree belonging to the

amateur from whom I obtained my graft, is planted in

Stalk brown .ind woody.

to be grown on the Pear stock during a period of 15 or
20 years, and not to be judged in the first few years of
their bearing,

In tlie opinion of several who possess strong trees of
the variety called Madame Verte, or Vert^, about the
same age as mine, there are few sorts to be preferred
to it for pyramids in the open ground in respect to the
beauty and productiveness of the tree and the quality of
the fruit. This opinion I think too absolute, for we
must wait much longer for perfect fruits, of this variety
at least, from trees on the Pear stock; and at pre-
sent the general wish is to obtain fniit as quickly as
possible, which is only reasonable. I would therefore
recommend all who intend growing this variety to give
the preference to trees on the Quince stocks. J. De
JongJie^ Brussels, Feh. 12. "

, .

[Fruit of this were tasted this day, February 27, and
found in excellent condition, s.veet and rich; bat not
so buttery as Glou ^lorceau. It is evidently an excel-

lent late variety ; though by no means equal to

Josephine de JIalines, now ripe, March 10.

—

I^ote hif

Editor.]

NEW GARDEN FERNS.
39. Pteeis Trjcoxos, Linden.

Fronds pcdately pinuate-piunalifid, i. « pinnate with, the
lower piunaj posteriorly branched, and tbe pinnae pinnatifid
(as in P. as'prricauli'i) ; base of the segments ^eyish-white,
forming a broad silvery stripe oil each side of the purplliK-
red rachia, the rest green.

It is not too much to say that this is one of the mos*
interesting ofknown Ferns, for being of moderate size, o^

elegant form, and of graceful habit, it has the additional

recommendation of being beautifully variegated with

three colours. The upper and larger portion of its

blunt linear purple-ribbed segments is of a dark green,

while their basal portion is of a silvery grey, ns in

Pteris argyrffia (Gard. Ckron. 1859, p. 671), and the

rachis or rib to which they are joined, is of a bright

purplish red. Thus each of the elongated pinnee is

marked with a broad silvery stripe down the centre,

and in the centre of this again is a conspicuous

red line. The young partially developed fronds,

are entirely of a purplish red. There is no doubt
whatever that this charming plant, which has been
introduced from Malacca by M. Linden and will

soon he offered for sale, is a coloured variety of
Pterls flspericaulis, for which the nameof tricolor, given
to it by Mr. Linden, may be well employed in gardens.

It has exactly the same habit of growth as P. asperi-

caulis, and produces the greyish marbled primordinl

fronds peculiar to that plant. Whether or not P, aspe-

ricauUs itself is hotanically a mere form of P, quadri-

aurita, which is the view Sir W, J, Hooker adopts in
his *' Species FiUcnm," is a question that may he left

till there is some test discovered for the limitation of
species. For the cultivator they are abundantly dif-

ferent, and this new Pteris tricolor will rank in gardens
as ft three-coloured variety of P. aspericaulJs, Young
plants of the tricolor Pteris were exhibited by M. Lin-
den, at a recent meeting of the Floral Committee of the
Hoi tiouUural Society, and wei*e awarded a First-class

Certificate. 1\ M.

MADAME VERTE PEAR.
— (origin xikckbtain.)

THiname of this Pear, of which the accompanying is

» Wrthne, appenrs to he that of a lady ttilledVerte.'Mvamei^up ik thfc catalogue of Van Mons,

Average roRU or the Crop of 1869.

richer soil than mine, .tnd bears every season an abund-
ance of fruit about an inch longer. These fruits are

generally of the same shape and colour as that reprc-

Knted in the accompanying figure. The fruit at the
time of gathering is nearly of the same colour as when
ripe, only the hue is daiker and the skin is rougher.

With regard to the tree, it is generally of moderately
vigorous growth J the stem is strong and the shoots
spreading, but rather ascending than inclined in a hori-

zontal direction. Tlte bark of the young wootl is nut
brown, speckled with olive grey ; these «pecks disap-

pear from the two-year-old wood, which is of a diuker
brown colour. The young shoots are stout, long, and
flattened at the base; the buds are small and round,

with yellow scales, and this is a striking characteristic

of the voriety. The leaves arc rather small, inclining

more to be narrow and lanceolate than licurt-.sliaped,

serrated, of a soft green, shining on the upprr side.

The stipules are short and filiform. The tree has not a

wild appearance; yet it is hardy and a good hearer, the

fruit being distinct from that of any otlier variety with

which I am acquainted. The variety enccccds well on

the Quince, and the fruit acquires a gr»3;iter degree of

perfection on that stock than ow^he Pear.

From the preceding article it appears that there ore

some varieties (to some of which w« shall refer on a

future occasion) which, though in existence for «l»out

half a century, are still almost unknown, and Iwvc not

been aufficientlv tested ; and that to ascertain llifi merit

and obtain a complete description of these they ought I

TERRESTRIAL ORCHIDS.
YouB extract from the Revue Horticole induce?

me to believe that our neighbours in France realise even
less success in the culture of terrestrial Orchids than has
attended simihir attempts on this side of the Channel,
At this T am not surprised, if (as appears to be the case)
they have endeavoured to imitate the conditions in
whicli Orchids arc found naturally, amongst Grass and
other herbage, as by doing so the reverse of what might
be expected would be the result; the Gniss and other
weeds would be benefitted more by the assistance they
would receive in the way of cultivation than the Orchids,
and the latter would suffer in consequence of the over-
luxuriance of the former. This is not what occurs in
their wild state, for though our native Orchids are
usually found in close association with Iierbage of some
kind or other, it will be observed that with the excep-
tion of a few kinds their period of flowering docs not
commence till the hot dry weather of summer has in a
great measure modified the rankness of the plants
around them, especially in upland distncts where the
greater number of our Orchids are fonnd. The Orchids
themselves do not sutTer readily, as they have always a
store of nourishment in their tuberous roots, which
enables them to e^ape comparatlvel/ scathkiis, even
during our hottest sammers.
We arc however told that the right pl;m of mrinago-

mcnt has b-en found at last, from tfie fartofM. Riviere
having found Spiranthea autumnalis growing amongst
some rejected roots of Iris florenfrina, though in wh^t
iray the one could he benefited by tlio other beyond Uip
protection afforded I am at a loss to gness. Tha Kune
plint might have been found thriving tinder a iioad or

Uramhie bush, yet it does not follow that the prwmre
of these Js nt ry to the succcssfnl ra!tlf«fTon of

Orchids. However, if onr friends on the -"- rsUleof

the Channpl have found the genus Iria nntabte i\ry

nnnMf for terrestrial Orchid^ we shaQ not qMrrel

b them for nslog it for tluit purpose* tbooffa

awurc them that no such aids are necesn

voting many (perl ^ s T might say all) of this

triU of plants.

pprh;iDff vour readers mav roMmber that tEune

w
m cnlti-
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cussloiis toolc place on tliis snltject \\\ ycint oolnmiis snme
eierht or .nine years ngo, wlien it was boldly apserted by
some tliat onr native Orchids were imcnltivablc—"It
couldn't be done.'* I and otbera however gave the

results of our experience, and from that time to the

present I have had no reason to alter in any way the

opinion I then expressed. At that time I was living in

the south of England, in a locality abounding with

terrestrial Orchids, numbering; altogether some 14
sf)ecie8, and I had thcreFore ample opportimitics of

observing their habits. Being then, as now, much
interested in wild plants generally, but more particu-

larly Orchids, I took the following as being tlie most
showy and promising under my especial care in a flower

"border, viz., Orchis mascula, maculata, morio, pyra-

tnidalis, and latifoUa; Gymnadenia conopsea, Habenaria
bifolia, Listera ovata, Ophrys apifcraand mnsrifora, and

Epipactis Irttifolia. I found that these couhl nnt only

"be kept alive, but that most of them became much im-

proved by cultivation. Whether any difficulty would
have attended a trial of Spiranthes autumnalis I cannot

say, as I did not consider it showy enough for flower-

border purposes.

The system I adopted with regard to them was very

simple—those which I could easily distinguish by their

leaves I lifted in the spririg before they be^an to throw
up their flower spikes ; the others were taken up when in

flower, and all of them without anv of the soil in which

they were growing adhering to their roots. They were
planted in groups of about 12 together ; holes about a

ibot deep were dug in the border and filled up
with a light loam well decomposed, unmixed with

X^eat, rotten leaves, saiid, or manure of any kind, and in

this they flourished, with no more care than is usually

.given to border Xarcissi. I must admit, however, that

those with tuberous roots succeeded better than tliose

with fibrous roots, possibly from their not having had
the necessary amount of shade which they enjoy in their

native copses. I would now mention one more in

addition to those named above, viz., Listera nidus-

avis, which in all probability will prove an awkward
aubject, from the peculiarity of its habits, growing as it

does amongst rotten sticks, leaves, and tree roots ; its

!Pungiis-like roots differ much from those of all others

with which I am acquainted. With me it was a com-

flefe failure, living no longer than one season, and
dia not think it worthy of a second trial.

The neighbourhood in which I now reside is not

famous for Orchids ; I have as yet met with only five

species—three of which I have had in cultivation three

years, and they are coming up again as vigorousl}' as

ever, and seem quite as much at home here ui the mid-
land co\mtiei as if they had been ou the Southdowns,
where both soil and climate are very diCTirput. This
induces me to bflieve that terrestrial Orchids may be
cultivated sncce?sniUy in any pnrt of England,

T am not aware whether or not it has ever been tried

to raise har ly Orchids from seed ; bnfc a circumstance

once came under ni}- notice, which makes me think it

would not be difficult to do so. I hud at ouo time
occasion to plant the corner of a field with u mixture
of. forest trees. This field had been under cultivation

for ages, and had been ploughed and manured in the
ordinary way for farm crops. The trees prospered, and
in a few years bcsran to crowd each other. lu walking
through this plantation one day I was much surprised

to find a number of fine patches of Ei ipactis latifolia

just coming irto flower, and hundreds of smaller plants

•cAttered aboub in difTercnt parts of the plantation
wherever they could fiiul headroom, as the S[UM!ce Firs

were beginning to occnpy rather morn than n fair share
of the gromid. Now. these could only have sprung up
from seed when the ground was left undistnrbed by the
plough and harrow; the seeds in all probability having
been waited by the wind from an old plantation ad-
joining, where a few solitary specimens of the Epipactis
were growing. This looks at least as if ground that had
4>een cultivated a few years before does not di-^agree
with Orchids, as these plants were much more luxuriant
than those in the old plantation.

I have now, I trust, said enough to hold out some
hope of success to tho^e who have opportunities nud are
desirous of trying their hand with this very deserving
portion of our native Flora. And in the meantime
T would ask my professional brethren who have tried
the cnltlvation of native Orchids to state what amount
of puccess has atlerTded their experience, in order thut
we as a class mav not any longer lie under the reproach
of not being able to manage such a very intcrestine:

section of our native plants, A. D., Sxidhury HaU,
Derby.

the late gales on some of the large wooded estates in

different counties, I would be happy to contribute to

this undertaking. JEdicard JBennett^ Osherton Hall,

WorJcsopy NoUs^ The wind on the 27th and 28th
ult. uprooted many trees, and among others some large

Elms and Firs in the village. The road was in conse-

quence quite stopped up for some time ; a fine Cedar of

Lebanon on our luwn was uprooted, carrying with it

several tons of earth. It was upwards of fiO feet high,

with a splendid stem, very straight, and containing

from 100 to 200 feet of timber, exclusive of branches.

Another fine old tree close by, but not on this estate, is

also very much disfigured ; these trees are upwards of

100 years old- Some of the Conifers at this place I ex-

pect are much shaken and loosened, George Plumlli/,

Gardener io C. /. Dlmsdale, Esq., Essenden TJace,

Hatfield, Herts.

Blach Barharossa Grape.— "^fy experience with
regard to the cultivation of this Grape fidly coincides

with tliat of Mr. Cnlvorwell (see p. 146). I have long
entertained an opinion that to do justice to the Bar-
barossa it should be treated like a Muscat in every stage
of its growth. If this system were practised I am con-
fident that there would be fewer complaints respecting
its non-bearing properties. 1 have frequently seen late-

started Tines of this variety, very strong and healthy,

show only indifferently. Early forcing would obviate
this, and check that gross wood-piodncing tendency to

which this Vine is more or less siibject. Except some
more .successful mode of treatment 'is found out with
respect to this Grape, I fear that like the Cannon IT all

it will soon g.o out of general cultivation. As a stock

for more tender Grapes it answers admirably, but I

hope that we shall not see such a valuable variety de-

voted exclusively to that purpose. J. Edlington.
Acacias.—Will you be so good as to tell me the

name of the Acacia of which I send a specimen ? It

was given to me as Acacia pubescens, but I have never
met with that nameinanyofthe nurserymen's catalogues.

It is a most beautiful thing, and grows up to the top of
the greenhouse supported by wires from rafter to rafter,

and js planted in the soil ; it never bears any seed, and
I have never been able to striJce any cuttings, I shall

therefore be thankful for instructions on this point as

well as its right name. A, C. [It is Acacia pubescens,
by no means an uncommon plant. Ton must persuade
it to seed.]

The Mannington Pearmain.—Is this the true Man-
nington Pearmain ?—if so a better Apple never grew
in British soil. We have a large orchard, and more
than 100 dwarf and espalier trained trees, yet this was
the only tree that gave us anything like a crop this

season. It did not come into flower till the end of
May; we have it in general use from January till the
end of June, some of the best are larger than this and
truly handsome ; this season they are more russetted

than usual, and they do not keep quite so plump and
crisp as List year; I believe I have kept them a little

too dry. The tree is about 30 years old, and annually
produces from 12 to 20 bushels, but this season only

9 of good fruit. Some seasons they hang on the tree

till the end of October, and perhaps we did not gather
them quite soon enough, which might be the reason
they appear unusually russety. W. P* [Would you
favour us with a score of good strong grafts? The root
galls next week.]

Camellias.—Some yeais ago T was accustomed to

raise Camellias from seeds, and I perceive some of the
varieties introduced by me 30 years since yet linger in

the foreign Horticultural Catalogues. It is said that
our life is a circle, wo return to the point we started

from ; and certainly in rearing Camellias from seed,

there appeai-s some truth in the adage. The world is

said to be progressing, arts and sciences and everything
partaking of its onward speed. Xow it seems to me
that the Camellias form no exception; for they seem to

produce flowers now in half the time they fonuerly did.

I have now in blossom a plant only 3 years old, 10
inches high, with only leaves, tliafc has now two
blossoms upon it 4^ inches in diameter. The shape of
the flower is what we used to call Hollyhock-formed,
where there are 2 to 3 rows of broad petals, and a small
cluster in the centre, evidently formed from the trans-
mutation of stamens. A few^ perfect stamens are pro-
truded above this central cluster, and add much to its

beauty. This plant 1 believe to be one of those from
theimporte*! seeds from Florence, which were presented
to the Fellows of the Horticultural Society. I am
curious to know if other cultivators have simihu*
instances of precocity; and whether the climate in

unless the branches are not more thanTor -ilTir^
diameter, when they may be cut away at once 't *i^
case of a dead branch it is best to cut it clnc,p\/ ^"^

The great point in pruning trees is to preserv??/'
tnnber as much as possible from flaws, species and til
unsoundness. Your advice therefore with r^r^ard i^v!^
removal of healthy branches, by which you e?i'denU •

tend large limbs, is correct ; but why shonld not the
^^'

treatment be extended to branches of 3 or 4 incl^^^^
diameter, and to dead branches which you recomr^ ^1

should be cut close at once? By cutting these off T
you in the first instance leave a surfiice of 3 or 4 in ^h^*
in diameter, to be exposed to the influence of t/^
weather and to acquire a certain state of disoolount
and decay till it is closed over by the bark- anV*"^
the second Instance to the covering over of the rem

'^^

of an already decayed branch. In both cases tb'^
become a mass of unsoundness, to the depreciation of th^
value of the timber. The practice that is folJoivpT

in the royal forests under the present surveyor is f
allow the trees to a certain extent to prune tliemselvpa
Nature doing its own work; but iu cases where it

'*

necessary to aid Nature in this operation all branchw
however small, arc never cut close to the stem- wlien*
ever it is desirable to remove a branch it is cutofflonrr'
leaving a stump of 6 or 8 inches in length.

This
stump gradually decays; the bark of the trunk presses
closely round its base, forming, as it were, a constric
tion, and in process of time the stumps become so

wasted, and the bark of the trunk presses so fn-mh
that the rotten stump is literally voided out, its plare
healed over, and no discoloured or decayed surface is

enclosed by the bark. Excellent examples of this mode
of natural pruning may be seen in any of the youne
plantations of the royal forests, and those in the
neighbourhood of London who are curious in these
matters may have an opportunity of seeing the process
in the plantation of handsome and vigorous jonnrr Oaltg

in Richmond Park which has been planted within the
last 16 years. There the trees are allowed to prune
"themselves. The lower branches, deprived of the M\
ii^fluence of light, gradually languish and decay, the
bark of the trunk presses closely round their base, aiid

as they are pushed out the bark closes up the place they
formerly fllled. To those who are interested in the
production of timber this is a subject that demands
their greatest attention, as there can be no doubt it is

the best course to be pursued to secure sound and
valuable timber; and I know no place where tlie

subject can he so well and profitably studied ashy an
inspection of the young plantations in the royal forests,

Arhorlst,

otlttit^.

HOBTICFLTTJEAL :

Donations of various

the Society for trial

announced. Among

March 6. —Fruit ComjniUee.—
seeds and fruit trees, presentecUo

in the Garden at Chiswick, were

- - - „ fruits produced at this meetino;

were Gloria Mundi Apples, large and fine, from C. W,

Strickland, Esq., of Hildenley, through whom was

also sent Lincoln Pippin, an Apple little hnown
about London, but said to be a good kind, and

very handsome iu appearance on the tree.

The same gentleman likewise furnished Duiut-loiv'g

seedling Apple still in good condition, though at one

time frozen quite hard on the shelves of the store room

iu which they were kept. Blenheim Orange, Golden

Pearmain, and Lewes's Incomparable Apples were

furnished from Woodstock Parli, Kilkenny by Mr.

M'Donald. Loquats ripened in a greenhouse were also

exhibited by K. Gunter, Esq. and from Mr. Nweton,

of Enfield Chase, came a kind of Rhubarb raised by

Mr. Baldry, of Enfield, which was spoken of by the

exhibitor as being very fine and unusually free from

striuginess or fibre. Of the three kitchen Apples, Nor-

folk Beaufin, Bedfordshire Fonndling, and Dutch Mig-

nonne, sent to the last meeting, and now reproduced in

a baked state, the best were found to be the two first,

wliich were awarded first and second prizes in the

order in which the names stand.

Home Correspondence.
The late Stormy IVeatker.—Amongst the many

valuable trees tJint were uprooted by the gale on the
27th and 28th of last month at Osberton may be men-
tioned a very fine Jioii Cedar; ifc measured 60 feet in
height, and the circumference of tlie tree at £0 feet
from the ground exceeded 54 feet; iu shape it was a
regular pyramid. This Cedar formed a good associate
to the magnificent Cembra Pine, noticed by me a short
time since. It has been raised and placed in its former
position, and wiUi some hopes or success. The wind
a^ao committed great havoc among an avenue of Silver
Firs, which for height and size are nnequalled perhapsm England. It would be interesting to have some
record of the damage and quantity of trees uprooted by

which the seeds were ripened has modified its develop-
ment. -TFilliam Masters, FM.S., JExoilc Kursery,
Canterhm'y.

'Rainfall at SaJtram Gardens, Plyr.rplon Si, Mary
1S59, as measured hy Hoicard's Main Gauge :—

Inches.
|

j
Brought forward
July

January .. .. 4.06

February .. .. 3.10

March 3.26

April

^fay

June
* «

3.75

1.37

0.96

16,50

August
September
October
November
December

t *

* *

t •

Inches.
16.59
1.12

3. SO
7.76
6.23

2.70
4.40

Total 42.60Carried forward

John Snow.

Timber Pntning.—In your Number for February 25
it IS stated that "when heaUhy branches are cut from
a tree, it is best not to cut them at first close to the

. LiNNEAN : March 1.—Professor Bell, President, m
the chair. H. G. Bohn, Esq., was elected a Fellov.

The following papers were read :— 1. " Botanical Xotes

inade during a month's tour to the Three Pagodas in

Mouhnein, and in the Shan States in February, 1S59,

by the Rev. C, Parish. In ascending the Attaran the

plant that appears most abundant is Paritiuin tiliaceuni,

which grows alonj^ the water line for several luiles

forming a perfect tangle with its twisted stems. About

the villages the following wild fruit trees are coramonly

found :—Mangifera oppositifolia, of wliich there are t"0

varieties, one with sweet, the other with acid frmw

Heriticra attenuata, and El^agnus confertus. Sail-

doricum indicum is a frequent tree, the fruit beiug

eaten; so is Eriodeudrou pentandrnm, cultivated for»w

silky cotton, use<l to stuff beds and pillows. The site

of the Burmese villages is almost invariably marked bv

Cocoa-nut and Palmyra trees ; the latter pl^ntea

wherever there is ,1' pagoda or monastery. ^"^

Phoongces also show their taste by cultivating d^

their monasteries Amhcrstia nobilis, 3Iesua ferrea, a^
Calophyllnm inophj'Ilum. The Fern of the river MO^
is Drynaria ^uercifolia, which clothes the trnnks ot w

the old trees Irom top to bottom. In such place* art

i

I

i

r

1

r

/

t

i

4

stem so as to allow the bark to close over the place, ! found three beautiful creepers, Echites macro,pbyll»»
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I

T'-rliVTichospernia, and E. paniculata; the first of these

mL a considerable quantity of caoutchouc. Twenty

thirty miles up the river, where the banks are not

tnuddv as below, Paritium tiUaceum ceases, and a

Iries ofSalix takes its place, and continues until at

?.nV the point where the flood-tide fails; it is m turn
ibouc I

;Villow-like Euphorbiaccous plant m

or

so

8

about

frnnrthe s/lix^'assuiuing the proportions of a tree and

^.r^rhantrinff it. Bamboo is here abundant ; long rafts of

•f are fi<»ited down to Moulmein for building and other

nU Calamus Draco, C. verus, and C. Rotang are

?rpmient the two last ascending to the tops of the

Wl.est trees, and forming an impenetrable tangle

Llow- nothing can be more elegant than the shining

^W 'foliage of these slender Canes as they wave to

fflo in the wind. The boats were left at Thaliya,

80 miles or so from Moulmein, by the tortuous river

course and the journey to Thoonzoo, or the Tliree

Paeodas which are nothing more than three heaps of

stones raised to mark our boundary, was thence con-

tlinied by land. During the whole journey from the

Altaran till the Iloudran was struck (13 days), the

same geological formation prevailed, viz., mountain

limestone. In the low ground it was rare to see more

than a hundred yards in advance ; indeed so dense was

the iungle that only an occasional sight was obtained

of tlie tops of magnificent perpendicular rocks close at

hiindj and among the mountains tlie case was much

the same, an occasional glimpse of some distant feature

in the landscape being all that could be obtiiined. From

Thaliya to Thornzoo there is a gradual rise through

undulating country till at the latter place a height of

about 700 feet has been gained ; and here the rocks

were denuded of soil and nearly bare. In swamps

and dark hollows, alon'^: this course, the vegetation

was peculiarly tropical, various Palms occur, and Ferns

flourish; on the ground Goniopterislineata, Angioptoris

crassipcs, Dictyopterismacrodonta, Sagenia bippocrepis,

Pteris loiigipinnula, and others ; while Lomaria scandens

and Leptochihis axillaris, the former especially, climb

to the tops of the trees and add much to the dense-

ness and ghrominess of such spots. Of Orchids

collected on the journey, there were : Vanda
gigantea, only once met with, but there was more
.in the one bunch of it than could be conveni-

ently packed on an elephant ; it was indeed a most
wonderful aerial growth; various Dendrobia, Sacco-

lahium guttatum, Aorides cornutura and a few species

allied to A, affine; Limatodes, a very handsome
species; two species of Cypripedium. one with very

large flowers ; besides many small kinds. The most
frequent creepers or climbers were Butea superba,

Congea velutina, and Thunbergla Harrisii, which may
be said to be ubiquitous.^ It is extremely remarkable
thtit the last-named should have remained so long

undescribed, as several botanists have visited these

.lungles, and it is almost impossible to walk two or three

miles in any part of the province without meeting with
it, besides which it is in flower nearly all the year round.

The Ferns noticed were :—Drvnaria quercifolia, which
was never seen in the hilly districts of the Siamese
fcihan States, its place being there supplied by D.
coronuns, whicli in like manner was entirely absent from
the plains; Alaophila gigantea, said to grow 50 feet

high, and to occur in the Tenasserim mountains, but
not one was seen with a true caudex, or that could be
railed a true Fern, though hundreds of the plant were
met With, generally with fronds 5 to 6 feet high.
Mr, I'arish was much struck with the wonder-
ful luxuriance of the hilly district of Kiouk-
Kouug in the Siamese territory. The jungle
WW impenetrable from the abundance of various
species of Bambusa, Calamus, Zalacca, Licuah), Coryplia,
Caryota, &c. The trunks of the large trees were
clothed to the top with Aroidese and Ferns; and the
ground was in many parts knee-deep in beautiful
SelagineUas. A very graceful ^•Eschynanthus seen here
appeared to be new ; it had small ovate-lanceolate
leaves and pretty pinkish flowers, which bung down
from the stems to the length of 3 or 4 feet. Another
beantiful tree about 40 feet high in fnll flower re-

sembled a Horse Chesnut, and proved On examination
to be an ^sculus ; the flowers are white, beautifully
tinged with red and yellow. Near the village of Loon-
the-Koung, was a small extent of country clear of
jung!e, and here Pteris aquilina was seen. At this

place with an elevation of about 2000 feet above the
•ea-lcvel, were seen an iEsculus, a Salix, and Pteris
aquiUna, growing in company with Borassug, Oillenia,

Bipterocarpus, Pandanus, and other tropical forms.
The Pteris was seen growing 1000 feet below this. At
about the same level Adiautum CapiUus-Veneris was
gathered on roclis in the Megatha river. The Karens
who inhabit the wild district are few, and their villages
many mile* from each otlier; they live entirely on
vegetables, and have no domestic animal but the dog.
Though these jungles abound with wildfowl, they keep
»o poultry, so that the purchase of eggs or milk, or of
anything indeeU but Rice, is boi)ele«. Their culti-
vation is of the rudest kind, a fresh clearing being
made every year f >r the R.ce crop, which is their
«hief food. Besides rice, they grow, however, To-
bam), Sesamnm, Cotton, Sugar-cane, and Chillies.—
3. *'0n the Value of Hairs as a Character in deter-
fflmmg the Limits of subordinate Groups of Species,
^ndered in connection with the genera Eurybia
iCa«.) and Clearia (MOnch) of Composite," By William
Archer, Esti. « My attention," Mr. Archer observed,

*' was first directed to the qnestion of the valne of hairs
in determining the differences between closely allied

species, by a passage in one of Dr. Lindle^'s admirable
botanical works, and I have constantly made use of this

character, often finding it of practical application.

For example, the distinction between Cassinia aculeata

and Ozotharanns rosmarinifolius cannot otherwise be
ascertained without an examination of the receptacles

of the specimens, but they may be quickly separated

by means of the hairs, those on the stein of the former
being tomentose, while those on the stem of the latter

are arachnoid." Mr, Archer, after briefly noticing the

application of these tests to the discrimination of the

plants referred to the above-named genera, concluded

with a conspectus of the species in which the
primary groups were founded on characters de-

rived from the nature of the hairs, which were
described as T-^ormed, or divaricate-furcate,

stellate, lanate, viscose-glandular, or septate.

—

3. "Mosses of the Amazon and Andes," by R. Spruce,

Esq. In this memoir Mr. Spruce commenced a descrip-

tion of the more remarkable genera and species of

Mosses he had collected on the Amazon and its tribu-

taries, and in the Andes of Maqnes and Quita. The
description related to a new species of Andrsea, one of

Acrochisma, and three of Tayloria.—4. ** On Sphasro-

coma, a new genus of Carjophyllaceai, from Aden, in

Arabia Felix," by T. Anderson, Esq., M.D. This new
genus was stated to occur in the Hookcrian Herbarium,

among specimens collected by Prs. Hooker and Thom-
son in 1847 and 1851. It belongs to the tribe Alsmeae;

its nearest ally being Forskahl's Gymnospermum, which

it very much resembles in habit, but is distinguibhed

from that by its two ovules and bifid stigma.

an experienced engineer. How to detemihio the
strength and weight of materials, the form and work-
ing power of boilers, the economy of expansion, the
speed of engines, the pressure of steam are among the
great questions treated of. The whole concludes with
extensive tables for facilitating the engineer's calcu-
lations.

The fifth part of the new edition of Ure's Dictionary

of Artst ManKjactures, and Mines, comjiletiii;^ the first

volume, is rich in important articles—Coal-gas, Coffee,

Colza, and Cotton manufactures are fully discussed.

We are, however, again obliged to criticise the bota»

nical parts of the articles supplied to the editor. It is

too bad to say that Cork is the bark of Quercus liber,

meaning Suber, to spell Diospyios D^osp^ros, and
Coflfea Cofl<sa.

Koticeg of Uook^*

A Manual of Domestic (Economt/, with Bints on

Domestic Medicine and Svrgery. By W. B. Teget-

meier. 24mo. pp. 176. (Groombridge.)

This little volume, "prepared at the request of the

Committee of the Home and Colonial Society," has

already passed though four editions into a fifth. Its

object" is to give the female students of training

establishments some instruction in domestic oeconomy,

by far the most important secular subject to which

they can be directed. We give its Contents,^ as the

best possible evidence of the class of subjects which the

intelligent author has written upon :

—

•• The House; situation, dryness and drainage, venti-

lation, water, rent. Furniture. Cleaning; sweeping,

dusting, scrubbing, to clean floor-clotb, white and lime

washing. Grates and Fuel; the open fire, heating

stoves, cooking ranges, cooking stoves, ovens, gas stoves,

fuel. Food; purposes accowilished by food, warmth-
giving food, flesh-forming food, fatty substances, bone-

producing materials. Animal Food; flesh, processes of ^
cooking, bones, fish, eggs, milk and its products. Geiierally7th7v'arrabVur6 o7*'7 inJhes m^^^
Vegetable Food ; corn plants. Wheat and its preparations they have been known to measure no less than 18 inches—bread, &c.; Oats. Barley, Rice, Indian Corn, starch and j^ diameter. An almost incredible numbtr of these
its varieties. Leguminous seeds—Peas, Beans. &c. ; fresh jogg ^^^ required for the completion of one dam, as may

Routledge's Illustrated Natural Histort/, Part XII,,

concludes the Cetaceous animals, and commences Ro-
dents, or gnawers, among whicb rats, mice, beavers,

porcupines, &c., are now disposed of. We give at ,

length the account of the beaver :

—

"The best account of this animal is to be found in

Audubon and Bachuiau's valuable work on the qua-

drupeds of Nortli America, to which work 1 am in-

debted for the following particulars.

" The beaver lives in societies, varying considerably

in number, and united together in the formation of
works which may fairly be considered as belonging to

the profession of the engineer. They prefer to make
their habitat^'^ng by small clear livers and creeks, or

close to large springs, although they sometimes take up
their abode on the banks of Jakes.

*• Lest they should not have a sufficient depth of

water in all weathers and at all seasons, the beavers are

in the habit of building veritable dams, for the purpose

of raising the water to the required level. These dams
are composed of tree-branches, mud, and stones, and in

order effectually to resist the action of the water, are

about 10 or 12 feet in thickness at the bottom, although

they are only 2 feet or so wide at the summit. When
the difftn-ent parts of the stream run with varying

velocity, the formation of the dam is really a triumph

of engineering skill, f )r wherever the stream is gentle,

the dam is built straight across it; but wherever the

current runs smartly, the dam is curved so as to j resent

a convex surface to its force. It often happens that

when a dam has been made for some years, its dimen-

sions become very large, in consequence of the trees and
branches that are intercepted by it, and in process of

time it spi-outs thickly with vegetation, and even nur-

tures trees of some dimensions.
" In forming the dam, the beaver does not t nrust the

ends of the stakes into the bed of the river, as is often

supposed, but la^s them down horizontally, and keeps
them in their place by heaping stones and mud upon
them. The logs of which the dam is composed are

about 3 feet in length, and vary extremely in thickness.

vegetables—Potatoes, Cabbage, &.c. Condiments and
Economical Cookery ; condiments—salt, vinegar, spices,

&c. ; economical cookery—principles of; economical

cookery—recipes for. Beverages ; water, tea, coffee,

cocoa and chocolate, ginger beer, beer. Clothing and
Washing; clothing, washing. Management of Domestic

Animals ; cow-keeping, pig-keeping, poultry-keeping,

bee-keeping. Domestic Expenditure. General Manage-
ment of the Sick Room. Fever, Eruptive Fevers;

measles, scarlet fever, small pox, disinfecting. Con-
tagions Skin Diseases ; itch, ring-worms, scald head.

Croup—Cold, or Catarrh— Hooping-Cough—Diarrhcea;

croup, cold or catarrh, hooping cough, diarrhoea and
cholera. Domestic Surgery ; scalds and burns, chil-

blains, chapped hands, whitlows, sprains, wounds.

bruises, drowning and suspended animation.

Remedies ; blisters, poultices and water
liniments, lotions, application of leeches.

Remedies; aperients, emetics, narcotics,

vegetable poisons, animal poisons, mineral poisons."

A Lady perfectly conversant with all such subjecU

—

and who but Ladies arc?—reports to ua that the in-

structions are clear, judicious, sufficient ; therefore

valuable to those wlio know something, aUd invaluable

to those who know nothing. Her only objection is

that ifc is too scientific—but then, as she says, " you may
skip the science."

Domestic
dressing,

Internal

Poisons

;

A third part of Hr. Howard's elaborate Illustrations

of Peruvian Barks (Reeve) has lately been i&sued ; and

a fourth is announced. The subjects of that which lias

just appeared are C, succirubra, which yields "Red-

bark," the most valuable of all the kinds; C. ovata.

supposed erroneously to yield " Ash " bark, but

apparently unknown in commerce; and C, crispa {the

C. Condaminea of Humlx>ldt and Bonpland), the source

of the " fine Loxa " bark of modern commerce.

The Engineer's Bandhook. By C. S. Lowndes (Long-

mans), forma a duodecimo voluiae of 120 pages, illus-

trated with diagrams. The writer's object is stated to

be *• to lay before the young engineer the principles which

shonld guide him in the construction of machinery, and

to put together in a concise and i»telhgib!e form the

necessary rules and tables for his assistance." This task

has been well performed by the author, who is himself

be supposed from the fact that a single dam will some-
times be 300 yards in length, 10 or 12 feet thick at the
bottom, and ot a height varying according to the depth
of water.

"Before employing the logs in this structare, the

beavers take care to separate ihe bark, which they carry

away, and lay up for a winter store of iood.

"Near the dams are built the beaver-houses, ot
'lodges,' as they are termed; edifices as rt-'mai'kable in

their wny as that which has just bem mentioned. They
are chiefly composed of branches, Moss, and mud, and
will accommodate five or six beavers together. The
form of an ordinarily sized beaver^s lodge is circular,

and its cavity is about 7 feet in diameter by 3 feet in
height. The walls of this structure are extremely
thick, so that the external measurement of the same
lodges will be 15 or 20 feet in diameter, and 7 or 8 feet

in height. The roofs are all finished off with a thicfe

layer of mud, laid on with marvellous smoothness, ancl(

carefully renewed every year. As this compost of mud.
Moss, and branches is congealed into a solid mass by the
severe frosts of a North American winter, it forms a

very sufUcient defence agjainst the attacks of the
beaver's great enemy the wolverene, and cannot readily

be broken through, even with tlie help of iron tools.

The precise manner in which the beavers perform their

various tasks is not easy to discern, as the animals

work only in the dark.

"Around the lodges the beavers excavate a rather

htrge ditch, too deep to be entirely frozen, and into this

ditch the various lodges open, so that the inhabitants

can pass in or out without hindrance. This precaution

is the more necessary, as they are poor pedestrians, and
never travtsl by land as long as they can swim by water.

Each lodge is inhabited by a small number of btavera,

whose beds are arranged against the wall, eacli bed
being separate, and the centre of the chamber being'

left unoccupied.
" In order to secure a store of winter food, the

beavers t«ke a vast number of ftmall logs, and carefully

fdsten them under water in the close vicinity of their

lodges. \^hcn a beaver feuls hungry, Le divee to the

store h(ap, drags oat a suitable log, carries it to a shel-

tered lUid dry ppot, nibbles the bark away, and then
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does

either permits the stripped log to float down the
stream, or applies it to the dam.

" Their teeth are wonclorfully powerful and sharp,
and their jaws are possessed of singular strength.

" So sharp are their teeth, and with such address
does the animal use them, that a tame heaver has re-

peatedly been seen to take a Potato or an Apple in his
tore-paws, to sit up on his hind feet, and by merely
pressing the Apple against his lower incisors, and mani-
pnlating it dexterously, to peel it as really as if .the
operotiou had been performed by human hands with
the aid of a knife.

•• Not all the beavers employ themselves in these
united labours, for there are some which, like drones,
refuse to take any part in the proceedings, and are
technically called * Les paresseux," or the idlers, by the
beaver-hunters. These animals make no dam and build

no house, but content themselves with excavating long
tunnels and taking up their abode therein. Several of

these idlers inhabit tlie same burrow, and as they are

always males, it is supposed tliat they must have been
conquered in the contests which take place between
most male animals while they are seeking their mates,

and that they must have retired into comparative soli-

tude until they have gained sufficient strength and
courage to renew the fight. These idlers are gladly

welcomed by the hunters, for they are easily cau
and a skllfal trapper thinks himself iU-used if he
not capture every idler that he may meet.

" In spite of their store of provisions, the beavers

become very thin during the winter mouths, so that

they are in bad case when spring comes in. However,
the succulent diet which they then find has a rapid and
beneficial effect upon them, and by the beginning of

autumn they are quite fat. By study of the beaver's

habits, the trappers are enabled to prognostigate the
kind of weather which is likely to happen. For exam-
ple, as it is well known that the beavers always cut
their winter's store of wood in good season, the fact of

their early commencement of this labour shows that

winter will he earlier than usual.
" The colour of the long shining hairs which cover

the hack of the beaver is a light cbesnut, and the fine

w«ol that lies next to the skin is a soft greyish-brown.
The total length of the animal is about 3^ feet; the
Hat, paddle-shaped, scale-covered tail being about 1 foot

iu length. The flesh of the beaver is eaten by the
tnt])pers, who compare it to flabby pork. Tlie tail is

something like beef marrow, when properly cooked, but
it 18 too rich and oily to suit the taste of most persons.
The female beaver produces about three or four young
at a litter, and the little creatures are born with open
eyes."

Trade Lists Received. — Louis Van Houxte
(Glient), Prix couriint des plantes do serros ct dc plein
air, suivi d'un taVde alphab6tique gen^rale de tons lea

genres y mentlonntJs.

—

Paukeb & Williams (Hollo-
way), a select Catalogue of Flower, Vegetable, and
Agacultural Seeds offered for sale in the spring of 1860.

parts of the building hot-water pipes pass for keeping up
the temperature during winter, and gas is laid on to

every part, so that in case of nightyiVe^, as with the
Volunteer Ball, which was held last Wednesday night,
the whole structnre can be illuminated iu the most
brilliant manner. In this new flower market it is

hoped to bring together under one roof tlio immense
trade in plants and flowers, which is now so much
divided. The flowers are to be arranged in raised banks
in the centre nave, with smaller ones in the aisles.

Seeds, cuttings, tools, and ornamental garden furniture
of all kinds will be sold only in the aisles. Neither
fruit nor vegetables will be sold there. We understand
that stalls are now being let to such nurserymen and
florists as may apply for them, but that as yet a very
small number only have been taken.

[MAitcu 10, 18G0

Miscellaneous.
The New Flowkr ^NTatiket, Coven't Oaudkn".—

A great central metropolitan market for flowers has
been erected in the shape of a pretty glass and
iron building just completed on the south side of
the new Opera-house. Its ground-plan and shape
may be best described as resembling the letter L,
the hirgcst and principal entrance being by the side
of the Italian Opera, at thd" end of the longer
arm of the letter, while the other entrance opens upon
Covcnt Giirden Market. In a direct line from these
two entrances, run the main arcades, and over the point
foimed by their junction at right angles rises a lofty
dome. The extreme length from the Bow Street entrance
to the west wall is 228 feet, and the short arm from
Covent Garden Market to the theatre wall 100 feet.
The width of each of the main arcades is 75 feet, of
which the light semicircular arched roof occupies
50 feet, with two side aisles between the main columns
and the walls, each nearly 13 foet wide. The springing
of the arches for the roof is 29 feet from the ground,
and on to the top of the arched roof is 57 feet ; the

Calendar of Operations*
[Fo7' the ensuing tveek,)

PLANT DEPARXJilENT.
CoxSEETATOitr, &c.—Push ou CamHlHas that have

fairly started their buds with a warm moist atmosphere,
and plenty of weak manure-water. Also get a portion
of t^he Epacrises into a gentle heat as sonn as they have
sufficiently recruited their energies after flowering.
These are exceedingly useful plants for winter, and by
starting them into growth about this time, and getting
their wood ripened cariy, they will be in full blossom
m November, Proceed as diligently as possible with
the repotting of such of the hard-wooded greenhouse
plants as require it, so as to afford them every chance
to make a vigorous growth. Be careful, however,
before potting to have the ball in a nice, moist state,
and avoid giving large shifts to wealily growers.
Endeavour to keep newly-potted specimens together as
ranch as possible, keeping the house rather closer, and
the atmosphere moister than usual. See that soft-
wooded plants, as Pehirgoniums, Cinerarias, Sec, are
allowed plenty of space, and that they are properlv sup-
plied with clear, weak, manure-water, and kept perfectly
clear of insects. Give air freely to these on every
favourable opportunity, but do not allow cold winds to
blow over them, and disfigure their foliage.

rOUCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEEiKS.—Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere,

but do not push young plants too rapidly until the days
get warmer and longer, when there willbe no dan^rer of
nulucing weakly growth. Avoid allowing water to
lodge m the hearts of plants showing fruit ; also snare
the flowers of those in bloom witli the syringe
Vineries.—See that the houses in which the Vines are
not yet started are properly cleaned- the Vines pamted
with the usual composition of soft soap, sulphur, &c.,
and everything put into good working order; also get
the rods bent in time, so as to cause them to push their
buds regularly. Attend to disbudding and stopping,
&c., as may be necessary in the succession houses, and
see that the inside borders are in a properly moist
state, giving tepid manure water when necessary,
and do not be afraid of giving too much of this to
Vmes frmtmg in pots. Be careful of coal, and
s mt up early in the afternoon ; for, depend upon it,
there is no heat so congenial to vegetation as that
derived from the sun's rays. Where plants are grown
under Vines keep a sharp eye upon them for black
thrips, and use every mcims to keep them clear of this
pest, which if once allowed to get upon the Vines, will
spread with amazing rapidity, and will soon ruin the
foliage. This is not only the most destructive, but the
most difficult of insects to extirpate, and should there-
tore he kept under by every possible means. Azaleas
are exceedingly subject to it, and young plants of these
can hardly he obtained from the nurseries clear of it,
and should never be grown in Vineries. FrGg.—Attend
to preserving a proper degiee of moisture in the borders
or pots and guard against red spider by maintaining a
moist healthy atmosphere and a liberal use of the
syringe. It U not very usual to thin the crop of this
ruit but, m cases where the crop is very heavy,
timely thinning may prevent this being done by natural
means at a later period, and to too great an extent, and

it open and friable, and also to gi vtTTT n~Ti
^^^

fresh appearance. If the stock of beddiL .!.?L!''^^
is still deficient, get in cuttings in the most'fiv i^^
position without loss of time. Sec to tlip m-L^^^*^. ^

of Dahlias and Hollyhocks; the latte' r^e^'f'^'^"
greatly improved by the eflFurts of seedling raiser, fi

^?

they are almost superior to the Dahlia iu their pffl
and ought to be extensively planted in everv o-^./ '

Cuttings slipped ort' the old plants with a heel nfJ t i
in very sandy soil, and afl^orded a gentle bottom
heat, keeping the leaves as cool as possible will K
found to root. Carnations and Picotees have sufi*? imuch this winter; those that escaped should bp t^mI ,

forthwith. Wo know of nothing better to grow th
in than two parts sound virgin loam, one part of rott^"^
horse manure, and one part sharp river sand • in tli**^
with occasional doses of weak liquid manure during t^'
growing season, we have seen them grown in first-rat
style. Seedling Pansies in beds should he goneove^
carefully, the surface soil stirred, and a dressinp. nfmanure put on. Place sticks to Pinks, and if no7
previously top-dressed do so now. Ranunculuses hav?
not yet made their appearance; they must be vvatclied
as they are apt to displace the soil about the crown nf
the plant, which is prejudicial,

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Plant out Cauliflowers as soon as the weather shall

have become favourable. Where the ground will admit
it will be found a vtry good practice in transplantiiie
these at this uncertain season to" throw out shallow
trenches, placing the soil removed on the north side
and putting the plants in the trenches, which will be
thus sheltered from the north winds. Stir the soilamong growing crops, as Lettuce, Spinach, &c. and
prevent weeds from making their appearance anywhere
Forward Celery plants for a very early supply bv
pricking out on a slight hotbed, and sow on the same
for succession crops. Where it is intended to head
down old trees for grafting, this should be done at once
and young stock should be grafted as speedily aj
circumstances will admit. Attend to providing tor a
regular and plentiful succession of Peas, Beans, &c by
sowing quantities proportionate to the demand at short
intervals. See that those in the ground are not injured

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending March 8. 18G0. as ohsen-edat the Horticultural Gardens.
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March 2- Overcast; rain; cloutly; clear and fine.— 3— Clouily ; showery; overcast.— 4—Kain ; very clear at night,— 5—Clearand fro5ty; low clouds; fine; frosty,— 6—>rostv; cloudy- showerj"; oTercast.~
I^P.i^^^^

and colli; sli^'lit showers of hail, snow an J rain.— S—t.oudv, with cold north Mind; occasioual ahowers of snow
and haiL

Mean temperature of the week, 2i de^, below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICKrorms the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending March 1/, 18G0,
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the interior. The cast-iron colnmns siipportin*; tlie roof,
instead of being, as is usually the case, more iron
cylinders, rou^h and unadorned, are all cast of a hand-
some pattern, with ornamental bases and rich capitals,
the latter ]>crforated to ventilate the basement story be-
neath the mai-ket, with which theholloiv columns commu-
nicate. The aisles are, as has been stated, neailj 13 feet
wide and 30 high, the theatre wall forniingthe wall of the
north ai:ile. and the wall of the Arcade the south. The
latter is pierced with recessed windows to correspond
in appearance with that of the theatre. The arches
which carry the roof of the nave are trellised, and of very
light construction. The basement Hoor under the
market has the same area as the building above it, and

flJ .f^fi. f ' f l^-^"'^^
*^^^-''-^" «oJ"™°« carry the

floor of the Arcade above on wrought-iron girders, thespaces between which are filled in with tiled^arrhes, so

roof is thus almost a perfect scmicMe, The dome is ^vlU also he oTiuch sTrVtce to^t^^^^^also nearly a complete hemisphere, 50 feet m diameter ' trees and fnw3« .! -
general health of the

at the base and 25 feet high! making the total^l i C™.S^^^^^^^^
to the circular lantern it supports a. little over 90 feet nature durintT^vprl f. w *^^^^/^"^ ^^ imitating

inall. The principle oflighta^n^elegant design forwS pSe u M? tUf^^^i'T^^ 'Xf if
"'''^^"

the entire structure is remarkable is fully carried out in pushed on by a wLm moist atmof^hprP ^/ ^^i
^'

the interior. The cast-iron column. «nnnnrfiT.^M,o.^r where insprt/wmi a».Tf i
1^ /

i'

Here, as else-wneie insects wiU liave to be contended with, and must
be eradicated immediately they are perceived. Steaw-
BERRiES.—Bring on succession plants very gradually.
and alJord those in bloom a rather dry atmosphere
with a Iree circulation of air, as they set their fruit
badly in a moist close atmosphere. Plants swelling
t le.r frmt must be liberally supplied with clear, rather
strong, manure- water, and if fine large frnit is expected
Uunnnig must be resorted to immediately the fruit is
fau'ly set.

"^

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBEniES.
t>weep and thoroughly clean lawns, and give them a

double rolling with a heavy roller, to render the turf
smooth and solid. If any alterations or planting still
remain unfinished every available hand should be con-
centrated on this work, so as to get it completed as

The bijjhest temperature (luring the ahove period occurred on the 15tb,
1818, and 12th, 1841-themi. 67 deS-; and the lowest on the 13th, lS4o-
therm. 13 deg.

Spaces

as to make, the whole placV Lpi^f' Th^^^^^^^
'^,

soon as possible. Look over beds planted with bulbspiace ureproof. Through all
!
and where necessary stir the surface soil, so as to keep

Notices to Correspondents.
Anagallis indica : J. This name is here spelt correctly.
Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to relnc-
tantly decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we
venture to request our correspondents to recollect that we
never have or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of
this kind. Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more
especially apply, should bear iu mind that, before applying to

us for assistance, they should exhaust their other means of

gaining information. We cannot save them the trouble of

examining and thinking for themselves; nor would it be
desirable if we could. All we can do is to help them—and
that most willingly. It is now requested that, in future, not
more than four plants may be sent us at one time.—
tr T M. 1. Acacia salicina; 2, A. armata. The Orchid is a

^i^=
species of Hexadesmia.— Funt^t. Vaiida insignis.-^ R C Inga Harrisii.

Seecs fob Exportation : J B. If you wish to send in safety

4 bushels of Radish seed to Australia, so as to presen-e it

lurongh the long and damp voyage, vou must transmit m
canvas bags, about half full, and placed in some well ven-
tU;ited part of the vessel. On the top of the other cargo
just below the deck of a clipper will do very well. ,HHODDV

; Knockmaroon. says :
" I have collected a quantity of

'Iu ^V ^' ."* ^^^^^ ^*>rds the wa.ste from a wooUen niiU.

with the view of making it part of a compost for a Vine

^
^raer which I am about to prepare. It is full of Logwood
and I dare say copperas too, but before doing so I beg leave
to ask your opinion." In our opinion the presence of I^"
wood and copperas, both or either. wUl be extremely uyU'
nous, if not fatal to the Vines

The Horticultueal f^ociETY :' Old Sub P V. Apply to the

Secretary, 8, St. Martin'ij Place, London. W.C.
TIThite^ Celosia : WA. Celosia argentea Is probably what you
inquire about. Tou will find it in some of the London seed-

men s Catalogues under the name of *• Celosia nova species. :

# As usual, many communications have been recuivod t'j*

late and "thera are detained till the necessary inquiries can ws

made. We must also beg the indulo^nce ©f tho.se cwrrespou""
eats tha insertion of whose contributions is still deUjed.
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A miriK^x^^^ ilANURES, &c.— Manufacturers

X in nthei^en^aced in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES^ ?loi„ev?ry necessary iDstruction for their economical

^7 *2^f ,;rpnarat:on. by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
•°^

'^'.Ifpaf oHhe Agdcultural and Cliemical College;

?' wnn London, S- Analysea of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

^u'°." ^Sme CoproUtes, Ac , and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

Srhir Hiaei-als are executed, with accuracy and despatch

^ tvmen desirous of receiving instruction m Chemical

Sysea and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-

tion at the College.

TPi^f^ToXDON MANURE COMPANY
I (ESTABUSHED 1840),

A'rtr.ow prepared to
^^^^^^^^J^^^^^^^^s"^!!*^""^

^^^^ UFACTURED

RUFERFHOSFHATE of LI31E, of best quality.

DISSOLVED RONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
than'gel manure.
moOD manure for corn and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE fob SIRING TOFDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Ki.sRolvcd

Roues as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root

Sop 'and in which tliey guarantee every portion, both of

tiie soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

from Rones.

The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (diitct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Son.-^), NITRATE of

SODA, SULPHATE OF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

11 6. Vencburch Street, E.C. Edw. Pursfb, Secretary.

ESTABLISHED 1812.
"]\/rESSRS. PPiOC'TOR are now prepared to take

Jj. order.sfor their special MANURES for ]S60, -nbich they
unbesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at

the lowest possible price, viz. :—

TURNIP MANURE | CLOVER MANURE
WHEAT ditto POTATO ditto

CRASS ditto ( BARLEY ditto
PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPnOSPHATE

<>p LIME, &c., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H". & T. Proctor, Catbay, Bristol ; or
Proctor & Ryland, Birmingham and Chester.

P E O,RUVIAN GUAN
The pre.<=ent Price of this valuable Manure is—

121. per ton for 30 tons and upwards fat the Depftts in London,
13/. 5.9 per ton for 1 ton up to 30 tons! Liverpool, and Bristol.

|

And, In order to protect themselves apiinst the purchase of
Adulterated Mixtures, and of inferior Guanos, purporting to
produce results equal to Peruvian, consumers are recommended
to apply either to ourselves; to our AGENTS, Messrs, Gibbs,
Bright, & Co., of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to Dealers of

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

If

M

n
ft

(

f

T aWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured
.IJ by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 1860, are now ready
for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :

—

LAWES-S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6
SUPERPHOSPHATE Or- LIME 6 6
MINERAL 5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE .. .

"
8

GRASS MANURE */. s
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-

peinted Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
YaryiDg according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor "Way have sampled from a bulk of
70OO tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawe.s's Factories, and their
report with .inalyses are given in full in circular, t® be obtained
oil iiiiphcation at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Snli)hatc of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American Cakes supplied at market prices.
Address J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bndge. E.C.

^nd Liffey Building s, Eden Quay, Dublin.

URNAKD. LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTiiATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME

;
guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribaslc
roosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
^

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:- "These results must
bftverygiatiryingtoyou, and are the best proof of the verv
high agruultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with oDinions of the late and presentCbemists to the Royal Agricultural SocTety, with TestiXS

^cS!'But";nXU'pt'.o^'b!^^^^^^'^^" '' ^''^'^' ^-^'

established character tlironghnut the Country, in whose honesty
and fair dealing they can place implicit confidence.—Anthost
GiBBq & Sons. 15. Bishopsgate Street "Within, Londf>n, E.C.

IRELAND. '

JOSEPH BERRY and SONS, Seed Meechants,
Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the

"Western Counties, SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, and other
Manures.— 8. Arran Quay . Dublin.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.
TUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—O RICE SWEEPINGS, 7«. Qd. per cwt., in U cwt. bacs:
SCREENED RICE, 10^. per cwt., in U cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, Us. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, ]jcr ton onh- ; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, 6e. and R«. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
mill. Ciders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
delivery —W. &. R. Jm-v. 6, Cross Lane, Eas^cbeap, E.C.

JUPP'S NEW HORSE AND CATTLE FOOD.
"^^ & B. JUPP & CO. having-, from long

experience in their business, satisfied thempelves of the
advantages resulting fiom the xi.se of a preparation or condi-
ment to be used with Cattle Food, beg to inform their friends
and the public, that after considerable labour and expense
they have succeeded in producing an article which, tliougli

differing from any in present use, possesses all the nutritive
and other qualities so iieccsbary in a i)reparation of tliis deficrip-

tion, ANi^ AT A CONSIDERABLY REDUCED COST- A COpy Of Dr.
Lethebj''s Anal^'sis appeared in this Papier of the 11th lust.,

and will be sent post free on application.

The material will be sent out in bags, with plain directions
for use, at the following prices for cash only, which must be
remitted with orders to ensure delivery^ viz., 35i\ per cwt.

;

19^, per i cwt- ; andlOj. per i cwt,

W. R. Jupp & Co., 6, Cross Lane^ Eastcheap» E.C. Money
Orders to be made payable at the Tower Street Post Office, E-C,

TALLION FOR SALK.-^Tlmt splendid pure-bred
Suffolk CART STALLION "DUKE/' the property of

T. Beale Browne, Esq, ; is rising five years old, is a beautiful
bright chesnut, stands over 17 hands high, is possessed of
remarkably fine temper and excellent constitution, is a capital
steady worker, and has very grand action. He w^as foaled in
Suffolk, and was got by ''Champion,'' a well-known horse of
his day. Price SO guineas,—May be seen on application to
TWt* ^ -n/^ici:* ^^-krry^n-n \ r^r\rW4^v<2^rivA . OloUCPfitersbirO.

i

D A M S'S BLOOD M
MANl-TACTUEED BY

A N U R E S,

THE PATENT.

AUKIUULTUKAL EiSGlNEEUS' COMPANY
(Limited), Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London,

E.G., hold in stock the followiug Goods suited to the Season :

—

Steam Engines, Horse Powers, Chaff Cutters, Crushing Mills,

Oilcake Bruisers, Root Cutters and Pulpers, Pumps, &c.
T>^"'' T 4otc oar» fif^ hnd n-^pt. free, upou application.

LmND orainace.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extmit are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAKD DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged^ trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.
Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofaunual chai^ge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, AVood Gi-ubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

thelroTTO Ag^iite, and charg'e the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the OflSces of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S. W.

/COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURK ani> CHEMIMKY
V-^ AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

It IS for obvious personal reasons, less within the
power of the Agricultural Gazette than of almost
any other agricultural paper, to comment upon the
propriety of this appointment, and we can, there-
fore, make hut one remark on it.—The committee,
on wliom the responsibility of it rests, seem to
have assumed that it is the business of an agricul-
tural editor to teach the farmers "who may read his
journal; and an acquaintance with the agricultural

literature of other countries and of otlier ages has
thus been held indispensable. Mr. Fkere, however,
we venture to say, will succeed in the discharge
of his duties in proportion, not as he brings the
maxims of French, of German, of Italian, or of

Romaa agriculture to bear upon his readers,—not
as he uses any influence from without to modify
the practice of the English farmer, but just as he
sliall succeed in inducing and enabling English
agriculturists to teach each other. Whether a man
hitlierto so entirely unknown to the body over
whom an infliier.ee of this kind ought to be exerted
in the Journal, be the best fitted successfully to

wield it, may be doubted.

Me. Cor.BET's capital Paper on the OveT-Preser-
vation of Game will be read with particular interest.

It deals with a difficult subject in just the spirit

which will commend it to both the classes to whom
it is addressed ; and no wonder that in an assembly
which more than any other in the country repre-

sents both- these classes it was most flatteringly

received. The Central Farmers' Club is an asso-

ciation of farmers, land owners, and agents, and
is therefore just fitted to make an iDfluential pro-

clamation on the subject which was last Monday
so ably brought before it. It has, however, long
given up the practice of passing resolutions on the

topics which it discusses, and the tone of the

meeting has therefore to be gathered from the
speeches. We hope next week to give the discus-

sion followiuir Mr. Corbet's address. The Paper
itself will be found somewhat abridged in another
page.

Nrm?i];?.^^^^^^^'^'I^ OE BLOOD MANURE
«^?,..-

^ (Limited), coasisting of TENANT FARMERS,«cupymg upwards of 30,000 acres of Land.

.1,0 -o , Trustees.

riniw n^* '^:?",'' ^f*!-'
^^•^' ^"alton House, Ware, Herts.

RH«^?,'Tl^^^' E^<1-' Essendon Place, Herts.S^S l^-' *'-P- ®' I^elgi-ave Road. Pi
VjMTalHall. Wceton ColviUe, Linton. CambriCambridge.

inilico, S.W.

Mr. Mechi returns to the rescue of the sewage
question, which seemed overwhelmed by evidence
of agriculturists, engineers, and chemists, as to

the small value of the manure, the difficulty of con-
veying it, and the impossibility of extracting for use
what may be usefnl from it. His very interesting
paper on the subject read last Wednesday before
the Society of Arts will be found in another page.
The extreme dilution of sewage manure, it is'

said, is one of the difficulties of applying it, and
Mr. Mechi answers this objection by pointing out
that the manure of a couple of sheep per acre,
which is all tl e land on an average receives, is

diluted by 30C0 tons of rain-water annually on the
soil, whereas a similar quantity of manure obtain-
able in towns is diluted by a very much smaller
(quantity of rain and waste water as it reappears
in sewage. There is, however, this mistake m

^ . , , T. . . . o ' ^^^- Mechi's comparison of the two, that the
38, Lower Kenmrgton Lane, Kennmgton, London, 8. Qnwoo-rt wliT/iTi If iV ,,rr.«„o^,l +« r,^^!^ +^ +1 i J •

Principaf-j. c. nL^bit. F.G.S.. F.C.S., Ac.
scvvage which it is proposed to apply fo the land is

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every Iiot m the predicament of the diluted but of the
tlie sewage

for the latter
is subject after application to all that flood of rain-
water in addition to its own dilution, which Mr.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly an-^
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

4

I

tw ^'' ^^' *^-^-' ^'a^^ick terrace, Belgrave Square,

JMmnM --Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
«Paty Chairman.-John Colling, Esq., Wyddleton Square,

Uw^-^ D n ^ Pentonville, E.C.

Mnnn ?' %., Tottenham, Middlesex, N.
I^^Chjden.Eaq.. Littlebury. Essex.

TWv.''-''i'*^IS- Stanstead Abbot, Herts.

RoSTt i^^'fe^^'l' Edmonton, Middlesex, N.
ffii^^^.£^q-. WestLexham, Norfolk.'^ ^ITvf^^^-i '3 Camden Villas, Camden Town. N.W.
^'ifc pin- i3''

^"^^oipe. near Stamford.
a^OolJius, Esq., 105, St John Street Road, E.C.-«"• Messrs, Bamett, Hoare. & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

^enri TTin™-*- , .
Solicitors.

•<^^j^!Z^ & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
^ft««w,l;Alfi'^^«"^'E«l-' Cambridge.

'

OScai • iJl J^mesOdams.
|
Secretary.-Mr. C. T. Macadam.

•
^W, Penchurch Street, London, E.C. ; Manufactorv.

Plaistow Mar&hes, Essex.

ia^ fean.^r ''°''"/^? ^H^^ MauTires with every confi-

5^ "'ey aJd h^S? ''^.,*?."" ^".^"'"- Farmers, and the fact

1^ ««Srot faiW^TS"'t"
^^'"^ "P^'^'-^^ '^f 30.000 acres

2*»»Wnr^ThP hL *^*'''*^ * guarantee and protection to
. r!«»»niouiit of a!?

Pe^.ceiitage of Soluble Phosphate, and
;*'^ »»ot ^Wendil"?i "^\^r ^^^^'"^ Ammonia*^ they con-
^«'*lKanS2 «rfTA T ^ f^*^*P^«*' but «1«" the most

.

^'^ ^^IZ^ c?op
''^ '^^Iculated to produce a healthy,

ii&unSvS?"'^^^''^**^^ LIME.-Thi8 manure
2i^tod uS?ljr ^V^^,''*'''*^^® **^ Soh.ble Phosphate

•ir*^ ^^SJ^i^^ purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt

YORKSHIKE AGiUCULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The next ANNUAL MEETING will be held at PONTE-

FRACT, August 1 and 2. John Hannam, Secretary.
Kirk Deighton, Wetherby, March 10.

STfie ^firtntltural (Bmtttt.
SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
WErwBarAT, JWarcli 14—Agri. Society of EnglanJ .... Koon.

On Wednesday' last Mr. Frere, -who has we
believe been Bursar of Downing College, Cam-
bridge, was appointed to the Editorship of the Jour-
nal of the Koyal Agricultural Society of England.
And thus a man hitherto unknown to English

Mechi points out as washing the solid manures
which_are in ordinary practice applied to the land.

It is however the personal explanations
offered in tliis jjaper which will be most eagerly
read. People will anxiously look for information
how to obtain TOOZ. a year ** landlord and tenant's
profit " off 170 acres of land. It appears that
The rent of Tiptree Farm per acre is £2
Its taxes amount to o,
Tlie labourer's bill is 2
Steam power costs .. .. ,. o
Seed costs ," [; o
Artificial manures were o
Food for stock is no less than .'

.'

S
Wear and tear of stock of all kinds and sundry petty
expenses amount to ,. ,.0 18

7s. 0(f.

2 8

5

8
10

6

6

Total expense per acre , £y 11 S
But besides this each of his six horses consumes

2i acres of farm produce, so that while this cost
of 91. lU, 8d. per acre applies over the whole of

agriculturists leaps at once into the leadership of
j
the 170 acres, the produce which Mr. ifEcni esfci-

English agricultural literature. He was, we be- j mates at 11/. los. per acre can be counted off only
155 acres. The comparison of the two is easilvlieve, almost the only one of the 25 competing for

the appointment who had had the advantage of an

English university education. This, added to a

certain acquaintance with the practice of farming,

derived from the superintendance of college pro-

perty and the management of a family estate,

has, in thejudgment of the committee to whom
the selection was remitted, outweighed the un-

doubted merits, of a different order perhaps, pos-

sessed by others his competitors.

made:
155 acres, at 11/. 15^. .

.

170 acres, at 9/. lU. 8d.

Tenant's profit

£1821 5
1629 3 3

£192 1 9

We are bound to say that on this showing Mr.
Mechi's profits are not equal to ** 15 or 18 per cent.

of the farming capital" he employs. This is stated

by him to be 14/. per acre. The tenant's profit added
on to the rental here assumed amounts to rather

}
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leas than 600/., instead of the 700?. which Mr.
Mecui had named. It seems plain that he has

taken credit for the sale of the produce of 15 acres
j

which had been consumed by his horses, and which,

at 11/. 155. per acre, amounting to 175/., would

have raised the whole balance in his favour above

the sum at which he had declared it.

Of the actual sales declared in Mr. Mechi's
** catechism" we can only say that it is difficult

to avoid the conclusion that they are to some

extent estimates because of the perpetual reference

in them to the whole 170 acres of the farm ; 15 of

which are, nevertheless, stated to be used up by

the horses. Thus the "meat" actually made
upon the farm is declared to be 200 lbs. per acre,

and this is multiplied by 170, in order to ascertain

the whole farm produce. Whereas the proper

guide in such a case undoubtedly must be the

actual sales recorded in the farm books. The
amounts stated as sold are sufficient at recent

prices to produce the sum at which the produce is

deeJared per acre ; but so much doubt is cast

upoa the accuracy of the calculation through

which llr. Mechi arrives at his result, first by his

omission of horse keep from the expenses on Ihe

ground that it is farm produce, and then by his

taking credit for the produce of the whole 170

acres, notwithstanding this emission, that we are

bonnd to join in the belief that a blunder has been

committed.

^ The only thing in the paper read last Wednesday
which throws anything like a fresh light on the

sewage question is the idea that a thorough
soaking with the sewage water once in a rotation

may be all that laud will need of fertilising

matter, and that therefore the distributing appa-

ratus may very well be portable and taken irom
farm to farm along with a hired steam pump.
This, however, is a mere assumption and needs ex-

perience to ascertain its value ; before which it is

in fact valueless as the foundation for any pro-

ceedings towards turning London sewage to actual

use.

TOWN SEWAGE.
By Me. Aij)eeman Mechi.

{?he following paper on the Application of Town Sewage to a
lar^e Agricultural Area, comparing its Strength and Dilution
with the ordinary Farm Manurial Resources ; with Con-
siderations of its Efl'ecta on Farm Profit, was read at tbo
Society of Art8» biht Wednesday, by Mr. Alderman Mechi.
Wo are obliged to give it in a somewhat abridged form.]

It is objected that sewage is too much diluted to be
beneficial to agriculture, except in enormous quantities.

Let U3 test this objection by comparative facta.

The farmer's principal source of manure is from his

live stock. The total area of land farmed in the
United Kingdom (pasture and arable) may be taken at

50,000,000 acres, hiilf in pasture. I omit poor moun-
tains, &c. Tlieae 50 millions of acres may be taken as

equal in natural quality to my own. The following
statistics—

Latest Agricultural Statistiob.

England.
Estimated by
Poor Law
Cominis-
sioncrs.

Horses .

.

Cattle
Pigs
Sheep

+ *

* •

1854.

1,309,010
3,422,165
2,3G3,r-24

18,691,688

SCOTI,AND.
Collected by
Highland
Society.

1857.

185,409
974,437
146,lfJS

5,fiS3,168

Ihelan'o.
Collected by
Conatabu-

lary.

Total.

1?59.

625,916
3,810,136
1,262,873
3,588,356

2.223,335

8,200,738
3,772,957

27,062,612

show that, reducing all the animals to sheep, the farmer
has, on an averngc, something less than the manure of
two Bheep or lambs per acre as a source of animal
manure. Two sheep (young and old) per acre would be
eijual, in weight and manurial results, to two inha-
bitants of a towti— weight for weight; indeed, less than
this, if you take into account the ammal ordnrQ and
various other manurial elements that accompany the
excretion ot" two individuals into the sewers. Kow let

US see whether this manure of two sheep per acre gets
more or less dilution thau the excrements of two human
beings residing in towns. The manure of the twq
sheep—wliich is nearly all fluid (the dry matter behig
only l-13th)— is sprend over 1 acre of land. Taking
the average of the kingdoms the rainfall on this acre
will be about 26 inches per annum, or 2626 tons. Thus
the manure of each sheep is diluted with 1363 tons of
water; but the excrement of each resident in towns
only receives as follows :

—

Annually, as water supply SO tons
Annually, as rainfall (taking the area of the
meUopolia, its rainiall and population) ,.50 ,,

Thus proving, unmistakeably, that the much abused
town sewage is; in reality, 16 times less diluted, and
cousfiquent^' 16 times stronger than that on which the

!^^r" SL *v^l''''.'^ '^^P^"*^ ^^^ the production of their

SS of t^w«^-
"'' ^"'^' "^ ^^^^^^^^ application of 160tOBSof to«n ww«ge per acre would e^ual the ammal

manuring which the farms of England now receive.

[See leading article.]

I have no doubt that this statement will create some

astonishment, but I have taken particulnr pains to

obtain from various sources correct approximate statis-

tics, and T have reason to believe that I have allowed

more than the farmer really has on an average, I mean

animals equal to two sheep to the acre. "Xia true he

adds guano and artificial manures, but the quantity,

when spread over 50 millions of acres, is insignificant,

and affects hut slightly the comparative dilution. He
also adds, as a vegetable manure^ the unconsumed straw,

THE APPLICATION OP SEWAGE.

Well, then, having disposed of the question of dilu-

tion, we may come to a safe conclusion as to the eflTects

of a given quantity of town sewage to a certain agricul-

tural area.

I am a good deal amused when I compare vaiious

opinions on this point. Our excellent^chairman, Mr.

Lawes, told us, when the question was last discussed

here, that we must apply 10,000 tons per acre of town

sewage, or, in other words, that we must apply to the

soil, annually, from 401. to 50/. worth of manure. Mr.
Halkett values London sewage at 2d. per ton, which I

think a fair estimate; if so, 10,000 tons would be 83?.

per acre. Now, if I recommend fnrmers to feed mor6
stock per acre, or put on an extra 20s. worth of maTiure,

to pay 6*. an acre to their landlords for efficient drainage,

and another 7*. an acre for superior covered yards, and
another 7s. for irriy;ation, and, in fact, when I tell them
generally that it would be much more profitable ior

them to pay a double rental, provided the increase

represented a fair interest for necessary improvements,

I am asked where tlie money is to come from, am called

! a visionary enthusiast, and am told that I want to open

the landlords' eyes. What will they say then to Mr.
Lawes and the 4.01. per acre manure alone ?

The London sewage, 240,000,000 of tons, would be

worth, at 2d, per ton, 2,000,000/.

Farmers and the public generally have no Idea of the

power which clay soils have to lay up in rtseive a stock

of manure for the present and future use of plants.

At all events we may safely come to one conclusion*

that as the land only abstracts 50 per cent, of the

treasures contained in the sewage or manure, that

which escapes through the soil or drains should be used

over and over again on other less fertile lands, in order

to extract from it as much as possible of its valuable

elements. What would be said of millers who did not

avail themselves, over and over again, of the power
which water afrt)rds by means of the sloping inclination

and differing levels ?

We should thus have the satisfaction of sending
the water to our rivers pure and deprived of those

elements which are only noxious when out of their

proper place.

I now proceed to consider how we may best fertilise

our soil with town sewage. It may be done as on my
farm, with common iron water p'.pe; but it appears to

me that as a single heavy dressing with sewage will

fertilise a field sufficiently to carry it through a four or

six course rotation of crops, it might be desirable, in

many cases, not to have subterranean pipes hut moveable
conduits, that could be carried from field to field, or

from farm to farm. We should tlien, probably have
travelling irrigators, who would do all that was needful

at a moderate but remunerative charge, much as is now
done by those who purchase and let out steam threshing
machines.

It might probably answer best to have a few acres

for Italian Rye-grass laid down with subterranean paper
pipes, so much of the rest as required it being irrigated

by the moveable pipes.

On my own farm the fixed iron pipes are only used in

alternate years, as the rotation varies, which locks up
capital uselessly.

Assuming that we shall some day see lines of main
pipes charged with sewage intersecting our country,
how easy would it be, where levels were suitable, to

avail of the services of these itinerant migratory irri-

gators, who, carrying with them these paper pipes,

would fertilise field atter field, by connecting them with
the main sewer pipes always charged.

Probably agriculturists, in particular districts, will
combine their means, and thus effect the object iu the
most economical and eflective manner, much as the
great fen drainages have been carried out,

A Cornfsh engine, or Mr. Appold's pump, would raise
43;000 tons, or more tlian 15 years' rain fall, 1 foot
high, with 1 cwt, of coals, or a cost of 1*. worth of coal,

to which must be added interest for wear and tear and
other expenses.

I have to thank Mr. Laurance for the following com-
munication with reference to this pump at Whittlesea
Mere :

—

" Elton, Oundle, April 10. 1859.

"Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
the 15th.
" The Appold pump, at 'Whittleaea Mere, drains upwards of

6000 acres of low laud, exclusive of the watershed from the
high lands, which will include 400 or 500 aci-es.

"The engine, pump, and buildings, including extensive
piling for fnundationa, cost 2500;. (The draius and ditches are
not included in this sum.)

•'The cost of the first three years' working and repairs—
1851 to 1864—averaged 1*. per acre. In 1862, the newly-
formed banks broke, and 1000 acres of land were inundated.

ThishadtobepumpM out. and the averar?.raised bv this circumstaiif** ""^t^gt of the
COfit

1S55
1856
1857
1858

This includes coals, reiiau-s of enguie
oil, &c. ^ '

6d. per
8
10
8

^
acre.

engineman^
^^

ars

• The quantity of water raised 6 feet hich i» i«
per mmute. The lowest lift is 4 feet 6 infhftf /k''^**<* 8alW
feet. The engine works now about three dav« . ^*'«tlo

'

runs four or hve hours per diem, not con3ecu?,v%''^k, «Sniterval^ the supply of water not being suffioW?^' ^^U
the discharge by the centrifugal pump. ^^^^^^ij'

t»pid
f*J

"There is no publication containing thesp f.

'

welcome to them.—I am, Sir, your obedient serva'ij
"^^

Probably there is no surer source of profit] f
ing than poor Grass land on undrained h '^^"f
There are many millions of acres of such land^*^^

'^''^^*''

The following letter will give a tolerable id?, r.. (
position of the holders of such rough Grass fa

^
'* Dear Sir,—From a lecture on sewage recpntT

by you the following extract is most extensiveW •^^®'^^*'*
' Fur the last six years my gain, as landlord and tpn ^ ^-^
little farm of 170 acres has been nearly Too/ rw^i- - ^w <Mjm
this year, with Wheat i2s., I have gained SotS'^- ^'^
every expense. Of course, much ofthis benefit has

'^^
steam-power, drainage, and deep cultivaUon an^*?^"^
provements, but the liquified manure svatem hat ^'ferini.

trlbutcd to this result.'
** ^ greatly

con-

•• This declaration has been variously received h
generally amongst the strong land farmers of t? S^'
Ridincr of Yorkshire, as rather apocryphal Ther?
position to call in question your Teraclty, thinkinrtH^^^?'*"!
that a grave eiTor in some of the items of rm.fr^LT'*
occurred. Should this not really be llie case ceS ,???'»'*'

must follow :-That a great extent of land isZ ^l^f^!*
cultivated, and the difficult and embana.ssed cirfSi^.many occupants ought not and need not contiuus SS^^Iby your spirited attention to farming, set a niostir^JSrS
example to landed proprietors ; and taking the resulNtntT^
you have given, tenant capitalists—being niactical meL^fmd a good investment fjr their money.

wt-mj-

" Numerous advantages would follow if the interna]^ fyour success were generally known. The result afliSttlone concentrated amount, is very pleasing. Would vmbS

i

V

t.

ft

e:

fl]

A

IU

tl

on

pa

3/.

i.ttim iiuL improperly bo> as mtrencnmg on your kindnaki
valuable time. My only apology is, from an eainest derote

'

luUmv your practices and adopt your plans, as far as & toif

'

farmer cau do so. I hope, therefore, that if you decline amto my request, you will pardon the liberty I have now tai
«(

I farm 165 acres of principally strong clay land mde
Two-tldrds of the farm is in pasture GriLH^
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sward overrun with ruugh Grasses. The land is iua ringfijiw
It is mostly drained, but not deep, but the homestead is tint
fourihs of a mile from the land, and no laud joins Uieu
homestead. I proposed to build a homestead iu the miSia
this 165, with some little allowance, and 'M) ^eara lease, ite
was refused. The total receipts on this &Tdi, duiing the Ttr

highest period of the last nine years, are 834M9s., aadthepn
meat 885^ 13s. ll^rf. I have not charged the fermwiL-..
restof capitalinvested in it, neither with my owntineii
skill employed, and yet i am minus above 50l.,&otbitjoarr..
readily grant that something is directly necessary as a rttntjdi

for such a state of things. 1 have lost o;^^ per aiiunmiurtr
laat nine years. Such have been the profits in gmiiig on Iti;

present system. •' I am, die. I

"Feb. 16, 1860.

" Any hiforraatiou as to the cost of a new homestead, «Wt.

brick can be made on the spot,—and deep dvAhmge rcrghtal

ijcre,—and how much you keep in Grass,—and l,owjoQfe»
your land, and apply your liquified nwnure, will be tlwittill;

received."

Now, if this tenant were permitted to deeply cdK

vate and carbonise this soil, not exlumstinj; it b;

consecutive corn corps, hut applying to it the ba

system of alternate husbandry, he would bemsiwir'

hopeful condition, hut there is also another way of ia

proving poor Grass lands without breaking then:. Il-

ls most successfully practised by a mouey-ffiatiuf

fanning friend of mine, who takes poor parks ardcttf

poor Grass lands, and very quickly iuiprorea tki

Sheep are folded upon them during tite autumn w
winter, having an unlimited supply of cut iiav, wit^^c

Turnips, and | lb. oilcate or Kape-cafce P^^'''*J\*

in lieu of that, ^ pint of I3eans or Teas per dienn**

Thus, the sheep are pluctd upon the Grass, I'j;

" purpose of feeding on it, hut to manure and

»

eit, by restoring those elements of fertility *^
exhaustive farming had previously abstractec-

results are obvious and unmistakable. ^'^^"^ ^g.
thus becomes a fold yard. The next bay crop gi^

raistakable evidence of the prosperity of tbi? sysw**

No one would recommend spring or ^^^°'"^'"'j ^SJ
with sheep; but there is a much cheai>er «Ddq^
way than either of those I have mentioned of w -^

poor Grass lands pay—I mean hy the appi'^^^,

town sewage, or simple water. If the contents

town sewers were poured over those "^""^''?
-^f

and profitless pastures which occupy more tiiw «uaB

half the area of this kingdom, they wonI\a»J ,

'
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spontaneously clothe themselves with rich i^"

.^d clf>)«making herbage. Of course, the uudraiiiea c^^.^

be previously drained, or the sewage or «a

not filtrate through them. On tbe wI>ok,

decidedly of opinion that the occasional ^^^T* L
poor Grass lands is a decided gain »"^^J..j^itf*
nationally. I know an instance (sec Mr. ^^^
statement in the Royal Agricultural ^"^'^*

i i^f
Vol. IX., page 54), wliere Grass land ^f^^^^t^
acre was drained and deeply dug and le^e'i*- -^
of 15/. per acre. The very first Wheat c^^
15^. 15*.. and it produced successively »^^ ^^
crops. The late Air. Woodward, «'l^\*^*'*.,"

^a^ ^ ^wl

oflkr

\\\

»cr?i.
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<21.0
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1

a large fortune by fai-ming, nnd, ^^^^.''•^ fj0'^ p*
pleasure of his acquaintance, I know i^^"

ib
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'fult! J can confirm his practice by my own.
.

HOW I MAKE MY FAUM PAT.

T HAVE received many letters froii. practical

;Hp«irin^ to know how I can pny myself a high

^^rSe' besides, a satisfact(.-y tenant's profit,

i mny of those farmers are placed ni an «n avourab.e

fj profitless condition, as compared with myself.

tr «aafc of those imprcvements and advantages

111 possess, and for winch my increased rental

• ll>.rcred In order that farmers may compare

lUXposition with mine, I have propounded the

ol vin.^ questions, wlncli 1 have answered and which

S ftruier can reply to, and thus compare his practice
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and position with mine.

Alderman MecUs Agricultural Catechism, especially

addressed to Heavy Land Farmers.

How much do you suppose the landlord's mvest-

meutisper acre in the purchase and improvement of

the land which you occupy ?—^. About GOZ. per acre.

Q. What rent do you piiy per acre?—^. 425.

Q. How niucli is your worlang capital per acre ?—
A. 14/. , ^ ,

Q, How much is your gross produce per acre ? I

mean the total amount received for produce sold with-

. out any deduction of expenses.—-4. 11/. 15s.

Q. (Viiat are your total expenses per acre, including

purchased food and manures, but irrespectivo of horse-

keep, which I assume is furnished by the farm ?

—

A.

Gnoss ExPEXi?r:s per Acre on the whole Farm.
£ «.

Bent .. .. 3C3. K o
Im^ition 6*. J

"^

lltbes (^rreftt and small) 5
Church-rate

Road-rate

Poor-rate, including police and county rate . , ,.62
Manual labour, including engine-driver ajid bailifif . . 2
Eurse labour (fed from the farm), 20s.

Swd 8
Depreciation, or wear and tear of implements. . ..02
.Steam-powor 5
Blacksraitb, wheelwright, cooper, founder, sadd~ler,

basket-maker, biicklayer, carpenter, and vete-
rinary

Thatcher q
Depreciation of horses .. .. ,, .. !.
Artificial manures (guano)
fear, tear, and loss of sacks
Bean tiers

I^sofstncl: and casualties • ..
'.'.

\. '.0
Uwaofland byroads, buildings, fences, and waste .,
Roftd mending, ditch cleaning, fence trimming, ire. . .

Jliscollaueous petty expenses . .

Malt and Hops used in brewing beer for men . , [ !

Purchased fvod for stock . .. 3

tural atiiListics, to test the correctness of my opinions
by an infallible chech. I mean the annual average
consumption of agricultural produce bv each individual
of the population, which, tahing all classes, sexes, ai;d
ages, amounts to about 2s. ScJ. per head per week, or
6/. 7s. per annum, as explained iu the foUowing.tables.

I have not taken any account of the keep of farm
horses, as they aie kept on the farm's produce. The
gross acreable produce of 3A 7*. per acre, is of course,
without any deduction for rent, labour, and other farm
expenses. My return of 111. 15*. per acre is estimated
in the snme way.
There are 50 millions of acres in the United Kingdom

paying probably from 45 to 50 millions of rental
annually, and on an average of eqnal quality with
mine.

If my return of rent and
gross return only represents
equal to 5^ rents.

Small as o\ir produce is, M. Lavergne estimates the
gross acreable return of French agriculture at only one-
half the amount of ours, although their soil and climate
are quite equal to ours. Still, this is poor consolation
for our own deficiencies and shortcomings.
Our population. 2T,00'1,000, consume annually

of agricultural produce—bread, meat, vegeta-
bles, eggs, poultry, and beer. U. bx. 8(Z., or
2s. 5c?. per head per week (taking all classes,
ages, and ecxcs) £109,000,000

Deduct : Foreign food imports, and carriage,
profit, &c., between the producerand consumer
of English produce

produce be correct, the

'^i rents ; my return is

d.

2
3

3

6

Add : Wool, tallow, hides, flax. &c., and horses
not used in farming, and hay, com, Ac, for
these horses .

89,000,000

.£130,000,000

86,000,000

Or, 31. 7s., per acre, on 50,000,000 of acres, which
I tliink I have valued too high by 25. per acre
—the farmer's capital emploj'ed per acre I
estimate at 41. My rate of produce per acre
(11/-. 155.), on 50,000,000 would produce

£166,000,000

Home Correspondence.
Guano as a Top-dressingfor Grass.—TliQ soil of the

field on which the experiment was made, the result of
wluch I now report, is a bhiok mould, inclining to peat,
on a weeping subsoil— being embanked land lying
below high water mark. The field was under a Turnip
crop in 1857, manured with a heavy dose of home-
di^isolved bones—the Turnips eaten oiF by sheep, and
Wheat sown on the 31st December, 1857. The crop of
Wheat, 1858, was very full, but not lodged; with it

was sown in April, 1858, the following mixture of Graw
seeds per acre :

—

i bushel annual Rye-graw.
J ,, Italian do.
2 lbs. Alsike Clover.
2 „ Yellow „
8 „ Red

The stool of Grass in spring, 1859, was
healthy one. The field was top-dressed
being reserved undressed) on Jlaroh 12
2 cwt. Peruvian guano per acre—heavy rains during
the latter part of the month waslied the guano well
into tiie soil. Jn April it was stocked with a flock of
ewes and lambs, which were kept upon it till the 25th
May. It gave them very fine feeding, except the ridge
undressed, on it Grass grew slowly

; partly owing to
that cause, but I believe principally owing to the
greater sweetness of the top-dressed ridges, we never
could discover a sheep or lamb grazing upon it, while
the ridges on each side were crowded. Thus, at the
date of clearing of stock, it was the roughest of the
field. In the first four weeks of June not a drop of
rain fell, so the growth of the hay crop was slow; and
it was not ready for the scythe until the 30th July.

When cut and gathered there was evidently less weight
of hay on the bare ridge, and on weighing it when
fully cured in September, the following was the result

obtained

—

a close and
(one ridge

to 14, with

£587,000,000

5
I

2
10

1
o

1

1

2

6

3
3

6

Or, an increase produce equal to £421,000,000

The results of improved farming are cheering, and
convince me that we can safely compete with the whole

On jjjuanoed ridge, per imperial acre
On bare ridgo „ ,,

Difference

Tons. cwt. lbs.

1 16 85
1 9 80

£9 11 S
[We add the answers to the further questions:—

]

I have 4 per cent, of my land as permanent Grass. My laud-

a great crop of Beans in 1858, and now. in 1859, the
crop of Wheat is nearly seven quarters per acre. This
field was manured for Beans in 1858, but had no manure
of any kind for the Wheat crop of 1859.
Those who have not experienced the advantage of

drainage, very deep cultitation, and abundant manuring.

difierence of at least 10s. per acre, making in all

11. 16s. XOd. return beyond expenditure from the Grass
crop alone. ^I did not observe any marked difference
in the aftermath, which was pastured by cattle and
sheep. I shall try the comparative returns from the

i6»
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i_j„„i;^^ -,, -' "-*** ^'-*'~f^^Lxij,i.i\^\j\ia iiuu pines iorimpition wi^h wttter atid with farm sewage. There is a fixed
engiDe. It works a tbre-^hing 4ud dr«^ iaciriue c^faff

;:S^S^d"V"i'^/"'
^^ root-j.;ip^:^-ih;;'i;;;^; ^^'-^

^"^ ^••T.^f
liquid manure is allowed to run away. Th

SLni^'of *^*'T^V'
horse-hoe is used for our corn anu

t «V .1 ' ,^' 6 to 8 pecks; Beans, 10 to 12 reckV
troght to be deeper. I use a leaiintr maehinP M,, nnm

es, but

12 acres after Italian Rye-grass j 6 after Clover.
My crops were seen, as usual, during their growth by

many agrtcuttnristS ft'Oin vhHutis parts of .Britaiivauii

^

from foreign countries.

If tliis statement does not overwhelm British agricul-
ture with shame at its shortcomings, I shall indeed be
much surprised. My consolation is that there is a grand

Pttehased manure, ptv annum
WfiTth

]
'^rtrmirctra^ijf^Vr'

'''"'"™ over the whole farm and 31.

-mSJ^^}.!^^^!^
^'''^^ per acre over the whole farm. I makemake

of

<rf m oti,."'"'"^^^^^ ^^ °ther seeds; and 30/ worth
»« Ihave^r.^. ''''^. ^J fences are closely trimmed,
wcrk Vl^^^^*'^^ ^'^"'^^ of my labour is done as piece

Iiltt.'l/hSi "^"^ 15 to IS per cent profit ou farming capital.

Slfhi? PF! ^^" ^*^ ^- r>^^ quarter. My stock
.™rW"^ during the winter. Mv orein .inH

'^

-"V ^vciiis, 1 snouia expect a very UitJerent
?t. I also derive much benefit from apnlying
mued with large quantities of water. In

vtiJJ^l^ ^"""g the winter. Jfy green and root crops

«»otS»i;W' ^^'^ chaff-cutters for animals. My animals
'Wm mv^l^^f ^? '^^'^' ^'^ ^own, and dung upon their food.
' •»« carta M ' except a portion held on a lil years lease.

*fch ofmy n-^r^*^
stacks are on iron rick frames. I feed

3^.Wrf ''^f°^'^
^^ ^^''^-^ ^^'^*' ^ consider the items of

Hmo \T P^r<^'i'-^t'<l ^«od. and 10*. per acre for

^^'itbo'nt ti

'^ '^•'^^* iraportnnt influence on my profit.

i^alfiBoe-sheTT ^^^-^'^"^ .^^°"^*-^ expect a very different

^f manure

ji '" » ere^LT f ^^'? atiestfons'l liave propounded 'have,

n ^Cb^n/i -f
'^'^'^^' ^" iufluence on the profits

"^"MflVrr ''''''^^ ^"^ ^^^ to come to a conclu-

^bit mw r
'^^? q^^stions would be answered.

'Sriculture?
^;"..^"^' ""Pi'ovement is there in British

^ *»^find

"S^^ »^e T~^ ^T ^^T'
''"^ agriculturafproduce

have yet a great lesson to learn. 1 have good reason to
"^^es under a cereal crop in 18C0. S., Inverness-shire,

believe that my 56 acres of Wheat will produce more j

^«^_"o «* « Top-dressing Jbr Pofafoes.~ln atrial
made in 1858, the result of which appeared in these
columns, J found that top-dressing Potatoes with guano
when the plants were ju.st appearing in the drills was a
more profitable mode of using guano than sowing it

with the Potato sets in the drill, though that also was
profitable. The returns then chronicled were, from
appJlcft*4onJ^i^hedrill, 24^ cwt. of Potatoes ; fr*Mn top-
dressing 2^~^cwFn:'5t2rtoco—UOe the result of an
application of artificial manures to the value of 24j.
per acre. In making my iirrangements for 1859, I
purposed top-dressing my Potato crop; but when the
proper season for this arrived, the drought was so
extreme—not a drop of moisture having fallen from
April 20 to June 28—that I hesitated about committing
guano as a top-dressing to soil hot and moistureless as
ashes, A trial however was made. Peruvian guano at
the rate of 2\ cwt. per imperial acre was applied on
July 2 to a limited portion of the field, and the result

makes me regret that it was not used over the whole

—

Top-dressed portion gave 9 tons 15 cwt. per imperial acre.
Bare ^rtion .. ..8 10 ditto.

Thus 25 cwt. Potatoes, worth at 80-?. per ton 5/., were
obtained from the expenditure of 32^. Gd. in guano.
The fifld had been subsoiled (which I strongly recom-
mend being done to all land intended for Potatoes) in

autumn 1858, and received in the drills 12 tons per

acre of well-made farm manure. Soil a good mould
lying on gravel. The Potatoes were of the Dalmahoy
variety, and were raised free from disease. S.j

Inverness-shire.

The Turnip and its Diseases.—I was pleased to

y
improved soil cheap and ample food in return for tlieir

own handiwork. My heart warms with delight at

such a prospect.

The perspective of an intelligent availment of science

by a future race of landlords and tenants cheers my
spirits, and encourage me to go on in the rugged paths
of agricultural stimulat.on. If stagnation and retro-

gression weaken and humiliate a nation, it is but a
logical conclusion that advancement and improvement
shall bless it with peace, plenty, and dignity. That my
efforts may tend to this happy result I most sincerely

pray.

A review nf agricultural amelioration judiciously con-
ducted is full of the most plenaing deductions and
considerations. My case has proved that it may double
rental, triple the farmers' capital, multiply employ-
ment, greatly increase and cheapen food, and enlarge observe in your Paper of the 3d inst. some remarks by
the demand for it, with increased profit. Improve- ' . • - - r^

. .
.>

ment, by creating a new demand for labour and
material, enhances their value, encourages population.

I

i.

you on the subject of the Turnip phuit, the diseases

and other casuuUios to which it is liable. I must con-

fess that for some time I have looked for some remarks
and thus establishes an additional and improved market on the subject, and have often wondered that the York-

for that very food which it has more abundantly
; shire Agricultural Society did not offer a prize for an

produced, whilst it enables us to compete successfully
|
Essay on the subject. I send you by thfs post some

with the most favoured corn and meat producing local papers, in which you will perceive that the sub-

countries, ject is one of some interest in this ncighlwHrhood. I

I conclude in the eloquent words of Mr. James do not send them because I suppose tliat they embrace

Caird, at page 52S of his admirable book on Epglish

A-^riculture : "I rise from ray task conscious of its

the subject in that comprehensive manner in which it

must be considered, but becau.se every mite if In the

*".?? ^Icukt^r^"'-*
^^'^ r^-"e"*P^-«<iuce,accoKling

' ^H tatm. " . T millions.
great pains, in the absence of togrlcul-

co-operation, energy, and capacity, suflicient to meet,

and by degrees to adapt themselves to a change which,

in its extraordinary effect on the welfare of all other

the same have to be sent in ; this is a great

Turnip growing district, and a gooil one for collecting

information. An Attentive Meader. [The Society

elasse. of the con>mu„it,, .ill sooner or later bear good I oJTered « pnzejast year, but^^^^^^^^ >^h
fruits also to tliem. 1 were sent in were directed to the point on which mftrT'
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mation was asTccd. viz., the hnpossibility of keeping the

crop after jou have got it—its tendency to rot ou the

ground.] -it*
Thorley's Food.—'Mr. Paulett refers again to his

experience with this food iu the following teims in

Cell's Weekly Messenger : — " Mr. Thorley has

demandea. through the medium of your journal, a

more faithful report of my experiment (with his Food

against old T^eans and Cotton-seed cake) than 1 have yet

given,' and states that I have not ' told your readers

how I gave it.* He has also accused me of niakuig

contradictory statements, the truth of which tliey will

ludge after I have made the following ohs-rvations.

I do not, however, intend to reply to his invectives, as

they are too contemptible to notice. I stated in my

last letter that I had not any of Mr. Thorley 's papers

to refer to (not thinking them worth preserving). I

have since seen one of *Thorley's Mugs,' ou which is

burned the following directions:—'For horses, spnnkle

one peck of chopped hay, straw, or chafF, with water,

and mix it well together with a nieasurefulof the l-ood;

it may be given two or three times a day. For sheep,

one measureful to every four, as mentioned for liorses,

cows, &c.* As this is to be given twice a day, it follows

that two sheep were to have a mugful daily ; or, as I

stated in my report, * four feeds per day were given to

eight sheep/ 1 repeat that all the sheep comprising

the experiment were fed the same with roots (viz..

Kohl Rabi night and morning, and Mangels at noon)

having as much as they would eat. They had also

allowed them half the quantity of Clover chaff as pre-

scribed on * Thorley's Mug.'* I did not mention in my
report the use of the chaff, as it was needless to do so,

all the sheep having it alike, my object alone being to

test the relative value of each kind of artificial food for

a few animals intended for public exhibition. In

addition to the roots and chaff one lot of eight lamb-

lioggs were supplied with \ lb. each of old Beans

daily, another lot of eight had ^ lb. of Cotton-

seed" cake each, and the third lot of eight was served

according to the directions on 'Thorley's Mug,* viz.,

one feed per day for two sheep. All these were mixed

up with the chaff, but not sprinkled with water

as directed, it being not convenient to do so.

I trust I have now given in detail, both for Mr.

Thorley's satisfaction and the information of your

readers, that explanation he requires, and will now
state again the result of the trial, which it seems, from

his replies, he so much wishes to be made public. Each
lot gained ou the average per four weeks as follows :

—

the straw for the pitcher to carry away. I doubted the

necessity of two women to pass to the woman who

unties; but my women insist on it one could not

do it. L,

w Live weight. Mutton.

lbs.

14}
1&^
13*.

lbs.

10
u

1 9

Tills experiiitciit shows tliat the Cotton-cake produced
2 Iba. more mutton or \ lb. eacli sheep per week more
tlian Thorley's Food, whilst it cost 2d. per head less

money per week, as may be seen more fully by reference

to my former letter, a fact sufficiently indicative of the
loss sustained by the use of Thorley's Food. Whether
my stateuieiits are contradictory, I must now leave

your readers to decidp, nnd hupe that 1 have given
tliat ' fiiir play ' Afr. Thorley so uiuch desires. Still, how-
ever, should he not be satisfied, I will try the mi^rits of his

stuffagain with sheep against any artificial food that he
may require, although they might have as many ulcers

or boiU upon them after its use as was tlic case with
those fed on his Food last season. In making that
experiment, like others, the first object has been for my
own benefit and satisfaction, and then to offer them to
the notice of the public through the cobimns of your
paper. I should not, however, h:ive added my humble
testimony to that of others on the uselessness of
Thorley's Food, had it been offered to the public with
less lofty pretensions. My statements are the results
of personal experience and attentive observation, and
shoultl they warrant conclusions adverse to scientific
principles or popular opinions, I can only say I have
recorded facts for which alone I am answerable, not for
the conclusions to which they lead.—I am, sir, yours,
&c.. T. E, VawUit, Beesioti, Sandy, Beds, March2.

The Labour of Threshing Machines.—As you de?ire
to learn how fur your estimate of the h;inds nquiied
for threshing out Wheat under the circmnstaucea
detailed in your Paper of the 25th nit. agrees with the
•cfiial experience of your correspondent, I will repeat
your estimnfe, viz. :—One man and a boy to load the
sheaves from the ri<k to the cart; one boy to load the
carts; one lad to deliver from (he cart to tlie threshino-
floor; two women to pass the sheaves to a third womaiS^
who unties and bands to the man who serves the
machine; two women on the ground floor to collect the
Btrnw as it passes from the machine into a heap for one
man who carries it away, to another man who stacks
It m the barn. I conceive my actual cost of hands
would exactly correspond with your estimate; but in
practice I find a man necessary instead of a lad to
deliver from the c;irt to the threshing floor sufficiently
fast to keep the machine well suppliud. On the other
^l^^^g^mie^ft-aman below ia quite sufficient to gather np

menlVbr^S^WW I^'IL^ ^^^ ^1^""'^ of chaff as recora-

led^e of the e^no^ «V ?^ ''''V ^""V"
^"' ^» imperfect know-

•Wd be givS^^^^"}^,/^?^;^ ,^hen htf says .s much food
well kno^ to i,«iS«i*l^J'iL' ^ ^ ^?." O'^ ^ tiorse, it bei,w

10 shec-p. anl^Sj S\^, '^^^, -^tu.Uuck wiU eat as mucE
I

UCfCtUff

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

A Monthly Council was held on Wednesday,

March 7. Lord Walsinghara, President, in the chair-

Present: Lord Feversham, Lord Leigh, the Hon-

W. G. Cavendish, M.P. ; the Hon. Col. Hood, the Hon.

Auo-ustus Vernon, Sir W. Williams Wynn, Bart., M.P.,

SirVoolce Bridges, Bart.M.P.; Sir E. Kerrison. Bart;

M.P; Mr.Amos,Mr.HodgsonBarrow,M.P.; Mr.Barnet.

Mr. T. Eaymond Parker, Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Caldwell,

Col. Challoner, Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hamond,

Mr. Fisher Hobbs, C. Wren Hosltyns, Mr. Hudson, Mr.

Humberton, M.P.; Mr. Lawes, Mr. Lawrence, Mr.

Pope, Mr. Thompson, M.P.; Mr. Torr. Mr. Turner,

Professor Voeloker. Mr. Wilson, Mr. T. B. Western.

The following new Members were elected:—

Newport, Viscount, M.P- -,-,,. c-i *

Cftvendiali. liOrd Geo. Hcnrj-. M.P., 3, Uj^pcrKccleston Street

l^ildnay, Hun.phrey, M.P., Shoreham, Serenoaka

Balaton, Thomas. Cluirt Sutton, Staplebnrst

BancVg, James. Prebendal House, Thame
Buggins, W., Booth's Farm, New Opcott, Bn-mirgham
Cobbett, John M.. Skeynes, Eden Bndge
Corner, Edward, Whitby
Drewitt, Henry, Jlilvill Farm, Titchfield

Dumbrell, James, Ditchling
Fisher, C. J., Huntley's. Tunbridffc "^clls

Gandy. Lieut. -Colonel Heaves, Milnthorpe.

Gray, "William, Kiugeton, Drem, East Lothian

Grylls, Capt. Glynn, Waterhonse, Exbridge, Tiverton

Hall, George, G.irford, York Hill. Ledbury
Henly, T. N., Calne, Wilts
Hobbs, Charles, Mai.^ey Hampton, Gloucestershire

Hollier, Amos, Lindley Grange, Hinckley
Humphries, Twyning, Tewkesbury
Mayall, John E., 224, Regent Street

Pike, James, Reading
Banken. W.B., Abbot's Lanplcy, Herts
Reynolds, J. B., Lubberthorpe, Leicester

Roughed, James, Auldhame, Xorth Berwick
Sanders, Wm. W., F.R.S., Reigate
Shaw, Wm., Cold Morton, Stowe, Staffordshire

Smith, Robert Thursfield, Whitchurch, t-alop

Snewing, Charles, 5R, Russell I'quare

Spencer, Captain, Distington, Whitehaven
Spencer, John, Whoolton Hall, Newcastle-on Tyne
Taylor, John, Aston Clinton, Tring
Welstead, Frederick, The Cottage, Stonely, Kimbolton
Wightwick, Thomas Norman, Canterbury
Wilkes, Rev. Robert, Loft's Hall, Elmdon, Royston
WilHams, David, Kimmel Farm, St. Asaph's.

The usual Monthly Report of the Fuiance Committee
was received, by which it appeared that the current

cash balance in the hands ot 4he bankers on Feb. 29
was 3998/. 10*. 8^. The Secretary's receipts during

the i)ast month had been duly examine??! by Messrs.

Quilter, Ball, & Co., the professional accountants, and
also by the Finance Committee. Sundry accounts

were ordered to be paid.

The Committee recommcntled a payment of 25Z. to

Mr. Huxley for the extra duties he bashad to perform
dnrinfj the piist year. ^g^ ^

The late Finance Committee handed In n stntcment
of accounts from July 1 to Aug. 31, 1859, when the
present committee came into office.

The repoit of the Committee appointed to select an
Editor ot the Society's Journals was presented by Mr.
Thompson, M.P.; 25 applicants Imd complied with the
conditions announced by advertisement. The whole of

these candidates supported their claims by testimonials

in proof of their ability and fitness for the office, and
more than one iiavc shown to the satisfaction of the
Committee that they possessed the highest qualifica-

tions required in an Editor of an Agricultural Journal.
Tlie Committee had no hesitation in recommending Mr.
Philip Howard Frorc as a gentleman in every respect
fitted to perform the duties of Editor to the Society.

Mr. Frere was therefore duly appointed to the office.

Canterbury CoinriTXEE.—The committee recom-
mended that inquiries be made respecting a reduction
in the cost of Catalogues for the country meeting. That
the Secretary be authorised to communicate with the
Railway authorities respecting the transport of live
stock and implemeuts to Canterbury, That the fol-
lowing reply irom the general matmger of the South
Eastern llailway respecting the heights of bridges on
thut line be published for general "information, " In
reply to your letter of the 8th inst. the inside dimen-
sions of our trucks are as follows :— Goods trucks: 15
feet long by 7 feet wide, 14 feet long by 6 feet
2 inches wide ; coal truclis, 14 feet long by G feet 3 inches
wide; cattle trucks, 13 feet 10 inches by 7 feet 1
inch wide; carriage trucks, 15 feet long by 7 feet wide.
The majority of the goods trucks are of the largest size,
and all may be laden 7 feet 6 inches above the top of
their floors,"

Implement Committee.—The Committee recom-
mended that in answer to inquiries made by different
implement makers, a reply should be sent to the effect
that it be left to the O])tion of makers of threshing
machines whether they put iu a shaker or screen, or
both, provided they keep within the limit of six-liorse
power; and also that combined finishing machines do
not come within this year's prize sheet.

CfiEMicAL Committee.— It was arranged that Pro-
fessor Voelcker should investigate the following subjects
during the present year:—

1 . Continuation of field experiments on BarlT"
o'

" " '» Wheat."

4. The action of simple saline substances on ff
^'

6. The fetding value and composition of ftHiitl'i
^^!*

6. The chemistry of Cheese and Butter mauufSf
"^ P'

A vote of 200Z. was granted to Professor Vv!'i
for his investigations during the past year. ^^
On the motion of Mr. Thompson, seeonded

1

Torr, the following committee was appointed torn -i

and report to the Council whether any and "^'J*''

changes should be made in the present mode of fp
^

inff the business transacted at the weekly and r^X*
Council Meetings, both for the use of tlie SocS J
for communication to the public journals, viz— t«

Committee, Col. Challoner, Mr. Fisher Hobbs ..j"Jl'*

Brandreth Gibbs.
' '^'^^I^

A deputation from the Local Committee at Cant

bury, consisting of the Mayor. Mr. Punnett nnd V
Collard, Hon. See., waited upon the Council to confer n*

the subject of local prizes. The following
u'ere accepted

with thanks :

—

^
™

LIST OF LOCAL PRIZES.

f

Ploughs.
First

prize.
Second

prize.

For the Plough on the Tuix.rise

principle or otherwiBe best

adapted to turn the furrow-slice,

according to the Kentish system

of ploughing, the depth of the

furrow not to be less than S inches

rqrthe_pjoughman
£30

6
£20

4

Third

prize.

£10

2

For the Implement best adapted for the general cultivation

of Hop lauds j£|A

For the Machine heat adapted for mowing Grafs andGoTer

for agricultural purposes

For the Macliinebeet adapted for reaping agricultural crops

For the Machine best adopted for pressing Hops (in clotb)

for the home market ..,..,
For the design of the mu.st economical building thebeit

adapted for drying Hops, to be illustrated either bj pUu
or models, accompanied with an estimate and specifia-

tion in detail of the cost

For the apparatus the best adapted for drj-ing Hopg

I

10

10

I

s'

For the best sample of GoldingHops
For the beat sample of any other

kind of Hop .

.

For the best managed sample of

GoldingHops
For the best managed sample of any
other kind of Hop

First

pr ze.

£10

10

Second Thini

prize, priw.

£5

»

*l

« *

n

t

f

Wool.
For the six most valuable Keut fleeces comLiuing qmn-

tity and qnality of one year's growth Hj

For the six mobt valuable Loiig.wool fleeces, Kent or othtr-

wise ., - • -• • . i*

For the six most valuable SlK>rt-"W'ool fleeces. . .; .. l^t

[The wool to be the property and growth of the Eiifbironj

Sheep.
"

First. I Seconal TOti

Kentish or Romney Marsh Breeds.

The beat pen of 6 two-j-^enr old Ewes
,, ,, 5three-yearoldEwe3

The best Sbearlins Ram
Kam of any other age

„ pen of Shearling" Ewes
The Sheep to be from the same

flock and bred by the exhibitor,
and the Ewes to have brought ui>

a Lamb to the 1st of June.

»r

Class

>

It

jt

M'

99

Cattlr^Sussex Steele,

I. Bull calved on or before
July 1, 1858, and not
exceediufy 6 years old

n. Bull calved since July 1,

1S58, nnd more than
1 year old

III. Bull calf, above 6 and
under 12 nioi.ths old .

.

IV, Cow in milk or iu calf,

above three years old.

-

V, Heifer iu milk or in calf,

not exceeding 3 year?
old

VI. Yoarlinjrhdfer ..

YIL Heifer calf, above 6 and
under 12 months old- •

£10
10
5

5

£5
5

5

5

5

30

25

10

20

Ponies of ant Bbekd.
The owner of the best Ptallicn Pony
not exceediujf 14 hands high

The owner of the best Mare -

,

15
15

10

15

15

£5

it

5

10

10

10

so
15

10

5

5

»fr

I

S

l>

• *

The undermentioned Local Societies contrilititfl^

their funds towards the aLove-nanied ^^Luf^
viz.:—The Kent Cattle and Imp^einent Assop*

andtheFaversham,DealandDover,Ashford,>orni g

and Wingham. Sittingboiirne, Chartham, ^^^^^^^

Gravesend, and Rocliester Agricultural
^^^'^f

" --^h
It was resolved that the judges for local pn^

appointed hy the Society in the usual way.
^^^^^}^

being paid to the recommendation o' \. to;

Committee. Mr. Humberston's motion rew-i.j.^^

scientific investigation into the manufactureo^ .;

was referred to the Chemical Committ^^'
^

motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, seconded jy ^\^

the Council entered into the considerat i<jn

districts for the future country Meetings ottn jrgp

and it was resolved that Yorkshire be to ^m

invito

desirous of inviting the Society. -["^ rotuKa*
received will be considered at the M^ontWJ ^ .^
the 4th of April, wheti a Committee wiU w .fr

^
to inspect the accommodation offered. geoi*^
On the motion of Mr. T. Raymond Barker,

I

by Colonel Challoner, it was resolved—
_ .,t>iei>»*'1

' " That the Coimcil cc-nciir in the re-transfer un

«l



JO.

Jsider
i

'Port,

my

Mr.

titer.

I Mr.

eron

Tted

MAlien 10

, .nVhTrpeTCeut. R^dii^^dTStock, iatlie Books at

)|r.
Uaxicy, "? ^Hi of the sum of BOOL, tmnsferred by him

%^ B:mlt of En^'land, oi
^^^ Fortman and Thomas

i't^ ^''VSSr inSeptmber last .s security on his part for

Baymond l^^rKe ,
m f

j^. jj^nds. on account of theS sums OSjuigM come luw
.^ ^^^ Financial

pepirtment. ;}"''';
,j^ president be requested to convey to

XSsocie y,
jnd^hat t^ejr

^^^^^^^.^^^^ ^ ^^^ Council of ha

•^nSS liSd dLn^erested proposal when otFering such

^ommunicatJon from ^Tr. Smith, of Woolston re-

, Affn the iud-es' report on the steam cultivators

^edatVurwicl., wns referred to the Implement

Jommittee, who would confer with the Judges and
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C

e-

fiird

rize.

10

1

.£15

r

»
a 10

i)

10

t

^\
M i

1

1

« 4

£3

f

r-

iti
»

I

£5 *

$

t*

f

5

II

I ^

***

ff''

ToS^" set'f the Hereford Herd Book was pr

.^..,1 bv Mr. Duckhaui. and thanVs ordered.

The Council then adjourned to its AVeekly Meeting

on the 14th iust.

sew

Farmers' Clubs.

Ce-VTRAI- -*^«''^^ h.—The Over-Freservaiion of

Game -A pnper on this subject was read by Mr.

Henry Corbet, from ^vliich we make the following

extracts :— When the Committee placed this sub-

ject on their card, I do not imagine that they had any

desire to countenance an attack on the national sports

of the country. At any rate I have no intention to

make one. On tlie contrary, I believe that any attempt

to do away with our rural sports and pastimes would

Iw a grievous error, and that none would oppose such a

moveuieiit more than tlie farmers themselves. It is

the pmctice of these pursuits that goes to cement the

union between the landlord and his tenant, that teaches

the one to regard the other vvith a feeling something

bevoud the mere consideration of pounds, shillings, and
pence, and that nourishes between them a stronger

sympathy, and a healthy tone of good fellowship.

You must all have witnessed the welcome with which the
master of hounds greets the yeoman as he comes up to the cover
aide—a rtcognition that many a much finer gentleman looks in
TOin for. Ton well know, too. when the more humble
hanieri meet in the Grass-grounds, what a lunch the missis, of
her own doing, is sure to have ready at that happy nick of time,
when the squire having killed his first hare, curiously enough
begins drawing close round the home buildings for a second.
Aud you can picture faithfully enough how, when the n:iajor

and his brother from Cambridge are seen beating the stubbles,
the young oue rides up on his pony to know whether they will
come on to the house, or have it sent out to them ? Need I say
how much that significant "it" means? What genuine
"hospitality is not involved in " it ? " Or, that master Tommy
gallops back with a brace of birds slung each side of him, and a
leveret in his hand, to tell mamma "they arc coming to see
her." I should be sorry to record such scenes as these as but
the mementtKjg of a by-gone ago. Or, that I had to draw only
on my iaiagination for that we all hope so often still
to realiae. You will remember, again, one of the yet
ni<\it popukr toa.'ita at your iigiicaltural dimiers, how, when
you have cheered "the chairman"—and "the Society,"
ud *' The County Members," and " The Town Members," and
••The TlaiUvays," and "The Turnpike Trusts," and "The
Town Council," and "The Dean and the Clergy," and "The
Can.-il Ci>n.paniei'," and the hundred and one similar ceremonies
which seeiu iuseiiarable from such an occasion, you cheer and
recheer more tbau ever for "foxhunting." How the clad
tilly-hocs and the triumphant wuo-whoops como from your
very hearts; and how when the master, who has been sitting
very qmet so far, gets up and says in a few straightforward

**[H®"?^t. l'^ "^^^^t^
'** ^''^ ^P'^^*^' ^"*^ that he cannot do so

without the farn.ers back him, as they have done, and as he
boiws they stxir-how here the orator is interrupted with
«no7ert(.wing simultaneous outburst of applause that quite
•po Is the pomt of his speech, but that, I fancy, satisfies him
r^«T"1 'i?^".?*''^^^^'''*- ^ ^^'y startling antithesis here

E!lJ ih ;
^"PV^se.that, at some of these gatherings,amongst the toasts beanng upon the pleasures of a countiy

ure some one should give "Th<. ,-,mJ^ «„j i..,.i„ T>-:i.:-t

what be likes with his own;" and what is it to you, or
to me, or to Mr. Hamond, of Westacre, if luy lord
chooses to add to his income by breeding rabbits and
hares for sale, just as the farmer does pigs aud sheep ?

Unfortunately it has a great deal to do with it. If my lord
would only follow this out, and mark his hares aud rabbits on
the side as the shepherd does his flock, so that when
found strayiug we might pound them at once, the Ciise would
be something more of a parallel. As it is, such a plan would
not be altogether so outrageous as some might imagine. A
Sussex gentleman I met the other day, not a heavy game pre-
server, but who has a little quiet shooting of hia own, gave me
the following anecdote:—During the past season he killed a
few fine fat pheaaants, to which hia cook called his attention,
as all remarkable for having no back claw. He could not ex-
plain this at the time, but meeting the Iiead keeper of a
neighbouring establishn«}nt a day or two after, he began to
tell him the story, as rather a curious fact in natural history.
He had got no further, however, than "they were in famous
condition, and had no back claws,'* when the other savocrely
interrupted him, with " Why, dang it .' that was our toe mark!
You've been eating my pheasants !

" as no doubt he had. But
such kind of compensation is not too common, aud this
glorious privilege of doing what you like with your own gets a
little lop-sideU, when it comes to do what yon like with other
people's own, too. Just at present the matter is in something
of this state: My lord—or my landlord, as y^.u please—has all
the pleasure of bhooting the game, and all the profit of selling
it, while the farmer has the siraple salisfactiou of kcopiug it!

He pays dearly enough for the keep of it on his farm. He
pays for the keep of the poacher in prison, and he pays for the
keep of the man's family in the workhouse. Increased rates
and taxes of all kinds speak to this ; aud it is not so much a
qviestion of how much the landlord gets by every head of game
he sells, as how much the tenant loses?

whispers characters away in the ear of his employer- haswears them away more openly in court. He is incessantlymakmg lU-blood between man and man, and he ia the one
great bl- -t ou our fair Knglish landscape. I have the experience
of an old keeper himself to say that such men are rarely to be
believed or trusted ; and they are the greatest enemies to true
sport that I know of. The rabbits are the keeper's perquisites *

that is to say, the vermin which do the farmer the greatest
injury are the animals above all others that the keeper hsia a
direct interest in maintaining a stock of. The vermin which
the law declares the tenant has a right to destroy as vermin
the Imdlord transfers as a right to bis servant. There is Iam happy to say, a growing feeling against the fjuihion of per-
quisites, or of paying a servant by any other means than by
that of his fair wages. If a gentleman pays his servant fair
wages the man has no claim to perquisites ; and if the employer
does not give bim his due hire, he can ccrt^iinly with but httle
ju.stice look to the farmer to make it up to him. But we hear
still of head keepers clearing their two or three hundreds a
year by the rabbita ; so much gain to them being, as a
rule, 80 much loss to the tenants. I have termed
the keeper an enemy to true sport— to the finest
field sport this or any othrr country can boast of.
Tliere is no greater self-deception, no finer piece of humbug)
than a game-preserver allowing his keeper to sell the rabbits,
and telling him, at the same time, not to destroy the foxes!
But, as Mr, Hamond tells us, "there are too many men who
are the slaves of their Keepers," and, as he adds, " the sooner
they are emancipated the better." Of course there may be a
few exceptions, but tuking them generally, keepers are "a
bud lot.

"

The noble and truly British

•mh\^\. u V, ,
-^' :v°- ^ —"" ^^ would dwell on the way in

T^S:J^ brought the English ge.tieman to the halls of

t^Lnf Jl^.
' ir '^.*'"^^-''^®*^ ^"^ *° ^'^ neighbours and hiswoaj^ry, and how it caused hmi to be beloved and respectedoy all around him. And then, as the noble Marquisf withwa^sename the toast was assodated, rose to respond, withwut a roar, too, would he be received ! Aud he would sto on,UKe our other friend the foxhunter, to say that he had alwaysWM to show a good head ofgame ; that, thanks to the farmers

h.7n ]^ "''i'v^'*
^^P^ *^ ^**^ ^i°^' ^^ ^o"^^ ^i'l ^i-^ hundreds onS *^

^^ ^^'^' *"*^ pheasants in a day, and that he onlyS ^^l '^'*^"1'^ "^"^^ continue to keep up-but here, too,

cWi 1 ^. mterrupted with such a roar as I care not to3w ^^ ^^^^^ «^^^' ** ^^^ picture we have raised is toogunivu to pursue." I start, then, with the admission, that
••^ers as a class are generally partial to field sports.

It is the abuse, and not the use of ffame that we
^^Kplain of.

bttl^'^'^^^P^*^^^^*"^ ascertain the character of the battue

witof iflS>2L ,
^\^^^ ^^y ^^ Englishmen. What do 999 men

of *h*}^*°^"K^'**^" they read the Morning Post paragraph
otiwrl^i^

^'1 of Wholesale and Retail, and three o? four

•(tniSSnt^'^' 5l*^ ^^? ^^y ^^""^ yesterday at hi^ lordahip'a

TSe mw^'^^'P^ yiaughter-house-wheu "i« the cou^e
^9L s»ft^??-. ®5^ ^^^^^ ^*^°^« 200 head of pheasants, 1.50

•Otoded a i X.
' -^ woodcocks and a water-hen, seriouslv

'^inedatTniif i^^"^P\f^ ^®" ^ ^^ under-keeper, and half
••t^rd^eh ^'°?ff • ^'^^ "^^^^ ^^°^ «^ f^^^W is it that

•«>S)i»S t«"^ble sportsmen who thus blazon forth their

i^^S^he nmU"''"^^ ^' '^"^'^^ respect ?-mth a certain
r<>r. S?r 4?,h

'"^ manhood of our English gentlemen ?

***attionl^ ^^"^, «"™«thmg like disgust, and
*^ yo^ t^« ^^''''f^^ ^^^ ^hol*-^ proceeding 5 L

an
Let me
a good

public

IZ^-qu^S wei^L??^^ °^ ^^ y.^^' Mr Hamond said:

2? '«ry Sffere^/^n^ f°^K-l'^fv^''^P^"^t^^e'-s. Things
^*«*iitw ^ ^^^ ^° ^^^^ ^W were 50 years ao-o

25^- t^'^thf^^,;
-.^»«« by whfch geutleme'L'affoXd

yj^ »« a vei^ .?! ^^ ^'^^ ''^^'^ ^^^y filled their houses :

Haees and Rabbits.—Experiments have been en-

tei'cd on to show th:it one, two, or three Imres^ or even
hirge rabbits, will consume as much as a sheep. This,

thougli, hiis coniparutively little to do with the aetual

extent of the evil. I shall prefer taking this on the
authority of a gentleman whose name is well known to

all—the late Mr. Philip Puspy, at one time of his life a
game-preserver, a President of the Royal Agricultural
Society, and the Editor of the Society^s Journal.

He said, " Even if you ascertain thut three or four hares do
not eat more than one sheep, you could not estimate the
amount of injury to a farmer by the food eaten by an equiva-
lent number of sheep, because the hares are allowed to help
themselves and to go everywhere where they ought not to go ;

and independently of that, the positive loss, the annoyance to
a farmer who ha^^cultivated his land upon improved pnnci-
pies, is very great. It may be a question upon certain kinds of
soil, whether it is an injury or not to Wheat to be fed down ;

but still, as a farmer myself, I should like to have to de-ide
upon it myself whether! would have my Wheat fed down. , .

It is an interference with a farmer's crops; and where a man
has been taking pains with his land» and spending a good deal
upon artificial manure, and endeavouring? to grow good green
crops, it must try his temper very much-" I hftve myself
galloi>ed through Wheat on the very verge of harvest,
on laud in the occupation of a near relative of my
own, where I was assured I could do no harm ; in
fact, the crop was not worth cutting, owing entirely to' the
game-preserving instincts of an adjoining landlord- I have
seen these men frequently driving the hares and rabbits back
into their own coverts from the fields they had been feeding
on. Rabbits do not range so far ; but where they are .suffered
to abound, it is simply ruin for the farmer to submit to tbem.
They poison the land, as well as rob it of its present produce,'
while the way in which they increase is really incredible. In
fact, the evils of rabbits are so apparent, that no man going
into business with his eyes open should barter away his power
over such peats gf the farm. Indeed this is seldom insisted on.
The feeling is commonly the other way. It is only a very sharp
agent who stipulates for a right to " the coneys ;" and the
Legislature very properly regards thera as vermin. At least it

did so until the appearance of Mr. Gladstone's Budget, and the
new sliding-scale certificate. On first hearing of this I wns
inclined to look at the diminution of price as a matter of but
small consideration to the farmer, either one way or the
other. It reads chiefly as a boon to the occasional sportsman,
and as an efi^ort to catch a few stray pounds by such a means.
But to our astonishment, we find this disciple of progress, and
champion of the great principle tiiat men should go about their
business as unfettered as possible, actually retrogra<iing!
Rabbits are to rank as game again. Xo tenant shall under anv
circumstances destroy them without a certificate; and this in
the face of a comparatively recent i>roviso that he should have
a similar privilege for both hares and rabbits. The career of
the present Chancellor of the Exchequer does not go to show
that he had ever any very gi'eat resr>ect for the interests of
agriculture ; but the coolness with which he now pushes the
farmer aside, solely for a possibly paltry iucrciise of revenue,
is both a wrong and an insult. And what a commentary, too,
on the agitation originated some years since by what is termed
"the Manchester School'' over the Game Laws, when we find
their pet statesmen doing more to perpetunte, or rather to
revive the worst evils of the system, than anything that has
been attempted in the memory of man. I do not at this writing
beheve that such a proposition can be acceded to ; but if it is.

we may well look around us, and ask where 'Uhe farmer's
friends" are?

The Keepbk.—However, game or vermin as they may
be classified, the rabbits naturally bring me on to their
sworn friend and protector, the gamekeeper.
One loathes the very name of such an ofBce. Ton must all

know the authority he exercises—a power so much above his
proper position in life; and that, as a rule, he proportionately
abuses. To him the commonest act of husbandry is one of
suspicion and distrust- He unites the invincible curiosity of
our English Paul Pry with the malicious intent of a spy for

the Inquisition, The farmer and hia men are continually
under hia supervision. There is nothing they can do but it is

his '* duty "to overlook them. He stands by the mowers to

I

see they do no harm to his nests. He struts into the reaping
' field to make sure they don't hurt his birds. The boy with
his scare-crow, the shepherd with his dog, and the little la.5S

i

with her kitten, are all alike the objects of his hatred and his
'

tyrauny. He has been known to wrench a gun ftom the hand
of a farmer^a son for shooting at a rat ! He has told the farmer
himself he should prefer his not firing at the birds on the corn,

as it was " such a trouble to be always coming to see what he

was after!" He has informed against a tenant, whom of

course he was watching, when his victim got oif and picked up
a hare which bis horse killed in her form ; and a bench of

JT r^^^t.
"'^'^ » -^oa many say

i ^^ over again; and rejoices, like another Jonathan Wild,

'^"lU, "thisisafreeommfrv" «a ^ ' o^ s<^"^a other such a scoundrel, only in the downfiaU of
« « nee cournry, "^ man may do Ma fellow mea. He is the very essence of ©Tildoing. He

The raniificiitiuns of my subject, the abuses and
injustice tniccabk- to the ovor-ineservation of game,
are alirost endless. Let me ondoavouv to epitomise
some of them.
In the first place, the higher or the bettor farminp, the more

green crops, and so on, the j^reater the damape. The hare is

an exquii>itc. who jutst tibtes and tries, and then passes on,
leaviog the work o I destruction cither to the other oflfendera,
or to pi-adual deciiy. Then, the greater the head of game,
the stricter it 13 preserved, the more also will there be of
other kind of vermin. Keei.H;rs may profess to kill rats
and hedfi*ehogs, and perhai>8 they do when they can
find thera : but thoy destroy fai* more systematically
the great enemies of such a class of depredators. They
shoot the terriers th;it kill the rats, they trap the cat*
that kill the mice, and they wage war against the hawks and
owls. The balance of nature is, as it were, upset ; aud only
that the faraier should suffer more aud more from such a
revolution. But even beyond this, over what the tenant-farmer
loses cither by game or vermin, the system of over-preservation
actually interferes with the proper pursuit of liia business.
There was a favourite clause in some of the Norfolk lettings,
that an occupier should not drill his TTuiiips and mow his
Wheat Drilling caused the birds to run, and mowing left
thera no shelter. I was in hopes we had been growing out of
this. Butit is only a year or two since that the tenantry of a
nobleman in the Midlands were ordered not to employ a reaping
machine ! I do not know what Mer^srs. Burgess aud Key would
say to this ; but the farmers of England are, I am happy
to add, not sunk quite so low, and they euccessfuUy re-
sisted so monstrous and so unwan-antable an interference.
Still the direct effect of the system is to humiliate and to
lower then- spirits and energies. How can a man pi-operly
respect himself when he knows he is more or less at the mercy
of an ignorant self-sufficient underling? Game-preserving
lessens the production of the soil, stays the full employment of
capital, and mars the fiiir aim of industry and ability.

The 1ve:medy.—And now comes the grave ques-
tion—how shall we remedy suoh a state of things?
Does not the tenant take his farm with his eyes open?
Is not the game in the first instance his own property.
without he chooses to sign it a way ? Has he not a right
to destroy the hares aud rabbits until he consents to a
clause to the contrary? What, in the face of all this,
can be done? Abolish game and the Game Laws
altogether,

I for oue aliould be very loath to see any such a measure
attempted. Enact, then, that a man should never take a farm
without having the game with it ? I fear this is equally im-
practicable. In fact, I do not troubKthe Legislature at ail-
that is, of course assuming this monstrous proposition to rank
rabbits as gamebe given up. But I seek audience at once with
the landlords, and I ask their agents and advisers to accom-
pany me. I say the farmergof England arenot enemies to sport;
on the contrary, they like to see the gentlemen enjoy it.
I say that they do not object to a fair head of game ; but thar,
as a body, they would readily maintain it On the other hand,
I say that battue shooting is not sport, and that systematically
rearing a large quantity of gnme, and then as systematically
selling it, is slowly but surely lowering the chai'acter of the
English gentleman. Let the owner and the occupier ler^m to
rely more upon each other. Let them free themselves from
the thraldoaa of that ojficioxis, ear-wigging, scandal carrying,
mischief-making keeper. Let the landlord address his tenantry
as a noble duke, whose family name stands high in the annals
of agriculture, did some years back when he gave up game
preserving:—"Now, gentlemen, I mean to make you my
keepers, and I hope when I come you will be able to show me
some sport." Need I add, that hope has never been broken,
and that no one has better sport, and that no man stands
better with his tenantry or with the country than his Gnice?
A word or so now to the agents and managers of

estates.^ There are some sharp agents even now, who
make it a point to reserve the right to
coneys," as they are called. But beyond this
are too apt to stand aloof in the matter of game.
It is a delicate question they do not care to inter-
fere with, and so they leave it to the squire, and
the tenant, and the keeper, to settle amongst them-
selves. Great people, Jiowever, it i.s said, often find it a
difficult thing to Iiear the truth, an^ in this case they
should hear it. Is an agent doing his duty when he
witnesses in silence a tenantry half ruined by hares and
rabbits, and who knows his employer is ridiculed and
abused, if not cursed outright, at every farmers' ordi-

nary in the country ? Within the last 10 years or so I

have been over tlie greater part of the United King-

dom. In doing so I have mixed continually with the

agricultural classes, and I say advisedly that these

heavy game preservers are marked men. A 101. prize

for the best boll, or a fine speech at a full meeting, can
never outweigh the abuses they sanction, and the injus-

tice they commit. The agents often know this better

than their employers ; and if any great landowner and
great game preserver should do me the honour to read

this paper, I only trust that he will at ouce summon his

"the
they
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right-haiui man before Imn, aiul ask "if there is atiy

truth in all this ?
"

It is iK)w nearly two ye^irs since I first put this sub-

ject on onr list, and many members will bear me out

when I snv my anxiety was not so much to assoeiate

myself with the question as to sec it fully discussed by

the Club. However, I hiwe now encountered it, cer-

tainly without fear, and 1 trust without i^rejudice. My
earliest and warmest sympathies were with a sports-

man's life; my later career has been directly associated

with the intt-rosts of aKficnlture, and I have here

essayed

between
Hudson, of Citstleacre; Mr. Fisher Hohhs, Mr. James

Thomas, Mr. ricksley, Mr. Parkinson, and Mr. Con-

greve supported the views of Mr. Corbet as to the great

evils arisiut; from the over-preservation of game. Mr.

Kamsay dwelt on the necessity of upholding the law of

tresspass, nnd Mr. Mecbi gave high iiirming as a remedy

for the evil.

B^^URGKSS^i^^^^Ey'S ROYAL AnRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S FIRST PRIZE GRASS MOWING MACHINE

to show how you may steady the balance

them. In the discussion that followeii, Mr.

PAXION WORKS, SHEFFIELD

*•.'/.-
K/*J4«

in

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH. ,

West Sussex : Narch 5.—Since our last report we have had
very disagreeable and changeable weather, and work has got

farther behind than usual. For the past two or three seasons

we have had O^ts and Tiarlev sown in Febmary. but this year

hardly any Imve been got in, and Peas, that ought to have been

pown before, are only now being put in. But the land, though

wo have had so much rahi upon it, works very freely, as soon

as it gets a little dry upon the top ; and with a fine March we
shall get all square again We can give no more favourable

report of the Turnip crops ; they are still all going rapialy,

and the sbeep must depend upon hay very iiiuch ti!l other

spring feed such as Vetches, winter IJarley, ftc, come to

hand. And this will be a great drawback to

getting the old cwcs fatted off so as to make
room for a new flock. All care must be taken to get tnc

iambs fiitte<i, and off as soon as possible. It seems that we
mnst now, willing or unwilling, sow more Mangel, anrl perhaps
Turnips late sown instead of Swedes. We find that late sown
Turnips stored in the field in October and covered witti earth

have kept tar better than when they were left standing all the

winter. But ader all wo think the great htss has been caused
by the nnuBiiaily rapid changes of tempeiiiture. As a conse-

quence of otir declining feed all istock, if at all flesViy, is being
brought to market, and so wo have rjither a stagnation iu the
beef trade, thimgh i>rices are not much lower ; mutton though
iilcutiful Ptiil maintains its price, andtho>e who can kcepit till

fay will likely get a high price
;
pigs arc rising in value. 0. S.

This Machine has been introduce(>^ith the greatest success

ii.to this country during the last season, and a large numDer

of them have been worked in a most satisfactory maimer A
Silver Medal was awarded to it at the Royal Agncultm-al

Society's Meeting at Warwick. It was also exhibited before

the Emperor of the French at Fouilleuse, on which occasion it

performed its work to the admiration of everyone. 1 wo ol

these Machines wei-e purchs^ed by the Emperor on this occa-

sion, and an order for two more has since been received tor tue

season of ISGO. It was also exhibited in Scotland and Ireland

with the same snccess. It also received the Fn-st Frizc ot the

Norfolk buoictv at Swaflhara, in competition with wood s a,nd

others, besides many otlier Pnzes, Price £30 at the Works.

Extras are charged for.—Full particulars maybe obtained of

BuROESS & Ket, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.G. Early

ordei-s are solicited to insure delivery in time for hay harvest.

w VIBRATING STANDARDARNER'S PATENT
PUMP3.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitted witU J. W- & Son's

Patent Buckets aud Suckers, whicli ctinnofc clog in action, for

Farms, Cottages, aud Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

DiaTueter
of Barrel- Height, £-

2Un.Rhortlft.7in. / Fitted for lead, \ 1

21 ,, long 3 ,, 3 „
1

gutU pereha 1

3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ 4 or cast iron \ 2

3i„ dittos,, 6,, 1 flanged pipe
j
2

R , 1 as required, t 2

Notices to Cnrrespondents-
AusTKAUAX Skkkp; To A li. Mr. C- Dorricn, of Funtin^ton,
nohr Chichester, informs ns that he haa long bcca in the
hal^it ofbreudinp Merino.s forthevery purp(>se which *'A, R."
refers to, nnd that ho ^^iU be happy to show "A. R/'his flock,

and afford him ajiy information in his power. His opinion

ifl that the Meiiiioa are decidedly the moat suitable fur the
colony, a "^^

p weighing 7 stone ought to yield 7 lbs of

wo-»l, anrl L ju in proportion. That is the aveni^e of his

flock, but snmo have mucli heavier wool. His nearest station

from LouiImu is Ji^^wIandV Castle on the South Western and
Portsmouth direct hue. But "A. R" had better address him
by post.

Lawn Mixtuhk : A SubscriOtr. It is one of the worst samples
of S(.^ed that it would be \y- •h\c to produce from the sweep-
ingd of a Ciraijs seed loft, iu particular tliore is a large pro-

portion of flced that bhould not be in lawn mixtures at all, viz.,

nnctyliM gli-meratis fCoet'sfonf,), Phlcum pictuni (Timothy),
Holciw lanatna (Yorkshire Fog), Arrhcnathemm avenaceum
(Oit Graftfl\ Tritieum ropiTi.s (Couch Grrass), Atrro^tis alba

(Fiorin Grnss), Festuca pi-atensis (Meadow Fescue), Trifolium
piatenso (Hed Clover), Lolinm italicnm (Italiau Ryn-grass),

Tbe Clover seeds are not genuiucr but adulterated and old- It

ia, indeed, very donbtful if iuiythinff would grow, and the
seller no dotibt speculated ou nothing " rising up'' ngainst
him—dirt fnlly 20 percent- So gi'oss, indcen, is the imposi-
tion in paluiiiig this stuff off for Lawn Mixture, that it raises

a question of doubt as to its having beeu sent out at alL

There is aim another feature in it confirming this opinion,
viz., the mixture of Clover with Gniss seed. No seedsman
who knows his business would seud out seeds so mixed, for the
heavy would naturally find their way to the koitom of the
sack. It ifl the practice to send but mixtures in two parcels,

\'i2., heavy seed an^i light seed—tho former comprising the
Clover an^i Timothy, &c, ; the latter the natural Grasses.

TtJMP, &c. : A Sf'b, Wcdonot know Sicbor's pump. Apply to
Weale, Publi^ihers, Holboru, for the work you require.

Skim 5!irK : S X. Its value when used for the feeding of calves
and pigs cannot bo put at more than hi per quart.

SMAtL Farms: Soth. The Paiiy ITand-book (Longman) will

help you. Prom half the araolc land (you give no other
iadication of it:^ quality except its rent) you ought to grow
roots euovuth to enable you to keep more than ha f the Grass
land_ for summer pasturage. Grow Mangel Wurzel, Kohl
Itabi, Cahbat(e> anything to enable you to tide over tho
winter with the help of a pulping machine and a chaff-cutter
and Rtraw with a little hay, go as to keep your cows in p^ood
condition ; and leave as Uttle ot the Grass to h. y as possible.
The more f»f your Grass land you can keep for paatm^e
during the milking s ni tho better. It is better pay to
give tiic Griss for milk which you stjU next day, than to
save h ^Uii keep it till winter and then pocoive your pay
fur it next year iu the couditioji of your cows. If iiecoesary
buy good straw and consume it with roots rather than make
too much li'iy, Tour huid if able to grow heavy crops of
roots by vigr>rou3 cultivation, is able to keep ft herd of 20
cows, Whtivas if you cannot f^ow winter food on your
arable land the probability is that your herd will not be half
that nurnbc n r

Soot; J L. If it ho compared with guano on the pcore of
amnmni I only—the guano is worth only al)ont 12 to 1*5 times
its weight of bOOt. If guano costs 13^. a cwt., then soot may
be worth Lc. a cwt. It generally sells for more- Sometimes
however iu place of containing ouly 1^ per cent, of ammonia.
It contains as much as 4 ]>er cent- ; and its greater price than
guano in average samples would give it is then perfectly
justifiable. Dr. Voelcker says, that an avenige sample of soot
contains abrut 1000 lbs. of organic matter, 20 lbs, of sal-
ammoniac, SO lbs. of sulphate of ammonia, 347 U>s. of
gTP^^m, L. siit-.^ other mineral matter, and 237 lbs. of
moisture m every ton. Soot weighs as much as 40 lbs.
a bushel. °

^^™fl^l^ "^ ^^ ^^''^^' ^^^^^ are nrobably as follows:—!,
'^??n^''/'"' ^^i^Httth); 2, Seeds of s^me Cmnp^sUephn.t

^'^ti t ^LTOomtt* group. It the iirst be rightly
V wet but siiiciows soil where it grew r

-^^ununginohscr, . ^ tlit characters of

s. rf.

ditto 3 .. 6

2A

1
10
4
9
IS

14

, short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

The short harrel Tump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers aud sinks in

Wasli-houses with soft water from utnier-

ground tanks, or in Hot. Forcing, and Plant

ilousca ; they may be lixod, v.-heu desired,

under the stage.

Slay be obtained of any Ironmnngcr or

Phimber in Town or country, at the above
prices, orofthePatentees and Manufacturers,

JonN Warner & Sons, S, Crescent, Jewin Street, Loudon, E-G-

Kvery description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &o. ; also Fire aud Garden

Engines, ^c. fcc.—Emrraviugs sent on ay>plieation-

OO'l'TAM'S PATKNT INVENTIONS tgb STABLE
KJ requisites, awnrded a Piixc at the Paris Kxhibitinn,

I

patmniscd by the English and French Governments, as well as

! by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-
' ments in tho kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Stables,

Aldorshott and Bahnond.

COTTAM AND COMPANY,WinsleyStreet.W., are the original

inventors of the PATE^fT ENAMELLED MANGER, Water
Trough, and Wrouglit Iron R^-ck, united to an iron top-plate,

and ionning one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's

patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, v^hicli is

taken to the back of the manger, and works with ease and
Ireedom up or down the guide bar.

COTTAJI'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-

tion to the above fittings, beingsimplein construction, light,and

dui-able, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results.

COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP
COVER, for the above, is a most essential addition to their

fittings ; it is never in the way ; can be placed and replaced iu

.m instant ; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-

ing tho contents of the troughs cleiiu, and regulating the

quantity to be taken, is quite sufBcient to insure its use.

LiShtD

COOKE'S

t>>p t^'^***^ Kincdom«
Merc

Qaaia a
PRICES R

IHJ. MORTON AND CO., Galvanised Iron W ,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds
^^^«

GALVANISED IRON ROOFfWr
for Farm Bnildhio-s and other Roofs

; the che:ipest miL j '

able, andneatei=t Roofing in use; alsoSpoutinfrntift'j^^°^' i

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCmG. ^^

(formed of Twistotl Wn-es hke a rope or cable), the strm^
cheapest, and neai est fence in use, will resist the largestS
and will not bend or get out of form by trosp,TssLuS
over. Price, with five lines of tlie G;dvanised Strand uni
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2^d. per yard. '

This fence is far cheaper than po^ts aud rails, or anytindnf k

iron fencing; and possesses four times the »tren^h of «olw

bars. Will not rvist nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 jj^^ t

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY NEHiNC
Galvanised. 24 im. 4
2-inch incsb, 5U, ni

1and9^(i. peryapi!
'

^ G^lvani.^ed, 24iia.iii
3-inch mesh, 4r(., 51, a^:
7d. per yard. TheN/ ,*

made any widl^aiwiJ
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS 4CH
POULTRY FOUNTAIN'S <fc FEEDERS, PKONGED DAULl-

Rons AND ROSE STAKES, &c.
,

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from :s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED CAS WORKS,
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, JIaiisions, P.

"

Stations, iWills, Collieries, Mines. Vilhiges, &c. Works L'~

10 to 500 lights estimated for- The works can be cntruBtad* g
an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

"

Henry J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Lee%

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNAUD,
Place. Norwich, in consequence of improvemciii

machinery for the manufacture of the above article, hm""
enabled to make a great reduction in the prices.

_
Jap»»-great

2-inc'h mesh,, 24 inches wide ..

2-inch
2-incb.

2-inch

1 1-inch.

l|-inch
15 -inch.

*

9f

99

99

99

pr
Galvanised,

5d. per yd.

6
7

7='

99

ft

9t

fi

99

99

4<i. per ]i

n
4i

5i

fi

i

II

It

Strong do,
intermediate

J
do.

extra strongj do,
24 iuclies wide .•

strong, do*
intermediate, do,

l§-inch V» extra strong, do. ,-10 »» , °j aL*
AU the above kinds can be mada of any '^flth (uuder *^^

at proportionate prioos. If the upper half is of ^
^^J*"

than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-titti^ ^
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, Bid. peryart.^ie^

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantrie, - .

squiire foot. Delivered free of expense in Lo^J^^
. .

boroug-h, Hull, or Newcastle, Manufacturers oj^

Strained "Wire Cattle and Deer Fencinjr, Iron Huni^^^
IIIu3tr<it6fl Crtt^l^\ieP and Patleni^^ for^arj^eg^j^

BKADFOKiyS PATENT WASHING M^JI^^

SIMFUCITY AND WONDERFUL EFFlCiE>u^

*' I very gratefully acknowledge the

extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which bus

very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, TathedralPteps, Manchester.
London Office : m. Fleet Street, E.C,
N.B. 5Iy Machines always havc^

and always will be sent on approval^
if desired, before payment. Descrip-^
tion nud Price free bv post-

PERCHA

moftt lik

niimed it \

but we ar
TDiniif w U. J B.

^A , ^

^ COTTASrS PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
combinet), cau be used with great advantage where space is an
object, aa it can be turned up out of the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATING
BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admission oi

air to the under p;irts of the saddle.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, with pcrfo- as easily

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, aud
'^'^^'=^"°

can be easily cleaned out-

COTTAM'S ,CAST-IRON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-
proved construction, gives a full water passage, and doea not
allow any smell to ascend from the drain.

PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for the
harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galv;uiised, and
enamelitid- Iron gates, fyucing, hm-dles, &c.

The New Illustrated Catalogue an-i Estimates, gratis, xipon
application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, Winsley Street,

[
Oxford Street, TIT. (opposite the Pantheon).

PATEN T G UTTA . .- ^- ^ _ . , ,or.,-

Important to Gakbekei^ —The Gutta
;^V^^y,eiolf'*'-*^

have the pleasure to acknowledge tbe rec^%, L» —
letter from G. Glennt, Esq., the eelebi-ated tionw-

"4-20, Stnno.^-
Soles anfl

^,
,^d in •" ***

"Gentlemen.—I have worn Gutta ?ercha Sol^^

these two years, and being so much "> "^ ^ j jn Jl
sarily am ui all weathers, and with the grouna^^^fg^,;

would on no account be without them, ^s a lu^ ^y.''

I wnuld recommend Gardeners to ii^e ^^f^'^^wiH^!
-

repair the worn part at all times by wanni^fc ^^^t, pj^

f'-'

the fire, and pressing it from the thick P-'^J^ ^it the (i"*Tl
as if it were so much dough. 1 tnmK^^^ ^^ ^^^
who must occasionally wet 1

that completely defies damp- J

escape colds and rheumatism by the use -* -
q

persons who must occasionally wet 5^^ raeai^**'
material that completely defies damp, "any » p^^bi ,

rheumatism by the use of Outt*^ ^^^^t

*' Your obedient serv.*nt»
h -^A^^^

Every variety of Gutta Percba i^^'=^*5itS*Bucic***i

wCalbotype Trays, ^fcc, manufactured "-^ ^I^grs ^,7^'
Company, and sold by their v.-hole5aie "

^^^^^^ is,
»

country.—The Gutta Pereha Company *-

Road, City Road, E.G., Loudon.
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pT N E APPLES, GRAPES, Xc.

T>TWF PLANTS, Fruiting: and Succession.

rRAPE VINES, from Eyes, for Fmiting in Pots or Planting.

JOHN W£KKS AND CO. can now supply any quan-

Vitv of very fine strong healthy Piue Plants, either Fruiting

or Succession ; also remarkably fine strong Grape Vines from

^^TnHN WfiEKS^ Co 's Horticultural Show Establishment is now

.TifirSv devoted to the Growing aiid Forcing of Fruits in great

^ri'ptv thereby showing the most improved plans of constnic-

lim^d the most superior system of Hot-water Apparatus

Stre WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

^p^ratus Manufacturers. King's Knad. Chelsea. London, S.W.

tSySMIDAL PKARS on quince, 15j. per doz.;

I-' 80a. per 100. s.

riVEST STANDARD ROSES, per doz. 15s.; ,. per 100 60

DWARF ROSES, per doz., 9?.; , 50

HOLLYHOCKS, named, . . per doz. 63. to 30

NEW VERBENAS OF 1859 .. .. „ 4

rTnwER OF THE DAY GERANIUM, 6*. p. doz.
; per 100 40

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, named, Is. each ; „ 25

ROCK OR ALPINE „ „ 15. each; „ 25
" CATALOGUES of the above on application.

Henry May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bbdale, Yorkshire.

W'
iLLlAil HOLMES begs to otter the following in

strouR Plants of all the best Tarieties :— i>er doz.—s.
CHRTSANTHEilUilS 5

POMPONE Ditto ... .. •• •• •; '• i ^

DAHLIAS ' •• 4«. to 65. and
FUCHSIAS . . r. . . 4«. to

VERBENAS 3s. to

CATALOGUES in exchange for one stamp.
Framptnn P.-n-k Nursery. Hackney, N.E.

ft

It

If

5
9
6
4

w TO LONDON MARKET GARDENERS.
ANTED, .^iiwjLv.^ T^v.^x^^>.*u^^...^ ..vv...,

jf T Direct f-rom the Grower.—A weekly supply through-

out the season will be required, and as the prices will be

libeml, flrst-ciabs goods are indispensable. Growers may
apply to GEORGE TAYLOR,

Vegetable and Fruit Salesman,
The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

HENDOIM PARK NURSERIES, HENDON, N.W.

NEW DAHLIA—"THE CHANCELLOR."—First

Class Certificate of National Floricultural Society ; First

Class, Brighton ; First Class, Saffron Walden ; Fast Class,

Stoke Newington, &c. ; First Piize as best Seedling Dahlia,

Stoke Newington, 1859.

Plants of this magnificent new variety will be sent out on
May 1 next. Early ordeis are requested. Delivered carriage
free in London.

—

Edward Shenton.

CHINESE PUiAIKOSE.—Very superior timbriated
varieties saved by a first-rate private grower, per

packet, 1». : fimbriata alba, do., Is. per packet ; fimbriata
striatji, choice, from the continent, Is. per packet. The Trade
supplied.

CALCEOLARIA.—This is annually received from a private
ip-ower, for yeai-s renowned for his first-rate Calceolarias, and
nig given the fullest satisfaction, per packet. Is. ; extra, from
finest new, 2«. 6rf. per packet : also fine new coutiuontal dwarf
growing varieties, see Catalogue.

Stephen Brown. Seed Eatiiblislimcnt, Sudbiu-y, Suffolk.

CHOICE FLOWER S EEDS.—SPLENDID
HYBRIDISED CALCEOLARIA, saved from Messrs.

B0B.SON k Sons' superb collection, with directions for sowing,
1». M., 2«. fl-f., 3s. 61Y., and 5s. per packet,
CINERARIA from the newest kinda, with directions for

sowing, "li. and 2«. ed. per packet.
PRlMUliA SINENSIS, the mo^t beautiful frhiged, of various

hhades of colour, wiih directions for sowing, very fine, \a, and
2i. per ^>acket.

BALSAM, fine Camellia-flowered, Is. per packet-
HOLLYHOCKS, superb mixed, 100 seeds, 1*.

VICTORIA SCARLET TEN-WEEK STOCK, fine, Qd. per
packet.
DKLPHINIDM FORMOSUM, 6d. per packet.
The above are yent out in sealed packets, and warranted to

be of a very superior kind. All po.st free.
John Dobsox ii. Sons, Seedsmen, &c.. Woodlands Nurseri',

iBleworth.

CHOICE PLANTS.
HENRY WALTON, Edge End, Marsden, near

Burnley, Lancashire, begs to offer good strong Plants of
the following at the prices annexed :

—

GERANIUMS, show, fancy, and spotted varieties, at frofn G*.,

9s., 12a., and 18« per dozen,
FUCHSIAS of 1850. 9^., 125., aiid 15*. per dozen.
CINERARIAS, 6 ., 9s., 12.^., and 15.^. per dozen.
VERBENAS of 1S69, 6«. perdoz.; or2 doz., lOs. ; or 5 doz. for U.
CARNATIONS and PICOTEBS, Qs. to ISs. per dozen, or :i5

pairs for II.

PINKS, 4i. 6d. to 6s. and 9s, per dozen pairs.
PHLOXES, 6*., 9«., and 12^. per doxen.
GLOXINIAS, erect and drooping flowered, »«., 12s., and 18?,
per dozen.

BtGONIAS, including Miu-shalli, 3». 6'/. ; Queen of England,
2«. 6rf. ; B!ada»' ' Wagner, Is. 6rf. ; Maflarae Ahvardt, 2«. Gd.

;

Mid several ^thjrs from 1«. 6d, to 2s. Qd. each.
BOSES of 1859, nice plants in April, 24s. per dozen.
DAHLIAS of last season and other bedding in ilay in great

quantity.

Descriptive Lists on application enclosing one stainn. Post-
<^ffice^Order» to be made payable at Nelson, near Burnley.

ESSRS. WATEHKKand OODFKKY respectfully
refer planters to the following LIST of well-kuuwn good
hardy PUnts :

—

ARACCARIA IMLRICATA, 1 foot, stout, healthy, 51. per 100;
larger, up tn 8 feet.

CEDUUS DEODARA, 2i to 3 feet, very handsome, lOi. per 100

;

_^*rg«r, in any quantity, up to 10 and 15 feet.
PICE\ NOBILIS, Seedlings, in quantity, 1 foot, stout.

Dittn larger and in every way perfect plants, up to 4 feet.

JORDMANNIANA, from seed, 2, 3, 4, and & feet.
rlNs.vPO, 2i to 34 feet, and as much through.
-.-IJitto magnificent pluTits, 8 and 10 feet high.
CUPKESSCS LAWSONlANA, fine bushy seedUug plants,
„ n feet high.

'

JUNiPERUS, CHINESE, 3 feet up to 3 and 10 feet,

TFwS ,„,^ IRISH, 5, 6. and 7 feet.
*EW3, IRISH. 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

GOLU KS, from 2 to 7 and 8 feet.
COMMON ENGLISH, in large quantiUes, 4 to 6, 7,

mjip. ""d 8 ieet.
IHUJA AUREA.—Several hundred magnificent specimens,

a»4, and 5te<:thigh, imd measoi-ing 10 to 15 feet in cir-
ciimferenee

THCI0PSI8 JIOREALIS. 9i to 3 feet.
WHLLINQTONIA GIGANTEA, all from seed, 1^ to 3 feet,

and as witle, ' ^

ii;!:SJ^^^' " Mtiantities, 5, 6. and 8 ft. ; VARIEGATED,
AnlhS^^^ bMtgoM striped, of all sizes, up to fi feet.

*» Alii I
P*f°^ re*«rred to in thwadvertiaement were rerabved

irtS%«JS!l" r
^-^^y ""^ "^ ^ condition to travel any distance^w perfect SAfetv.—K!..in win Vmv««^,t «^-.=. w„v;/„ «*,,.-^,.

SIX SUPERB NEW FUCHSIAS.
GEORGE SMITH begs to announce that Illustra-

tions of the above, beautifully coloured by Mr. Andrews,
will be sent in exchange for 12 postage stamps. For descrip-
tion sec Gardeners' Chronicle, February 4 and 11.

G. Smith's CATALOGUE is now ready, descriptive of the
above ; also a first-class collection of GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS,
VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &c.. in exchange for one stamp.
ToUington Nur-sery, Homsey Road, Islington, London, N.

SUPERB DOUBLE BALSAMS.
FAND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of

• their superb BALSAMS, which are unrivalled for size,

form, brilliancy of colour, doubleness of flt^wcr, and habit of
plant.

dn collections of nine separate colours 2*. 6c?.

mixed „ 2

„ ,, half quantity.. 1

The above are genuine only in our sealed packets, and
may be had of most respectable Nurserymen and Seedsmen in
the United Kingdom.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

WARRANTED GOOD SEEDS.
GEORGE DAVISON'S PRICED SEED LIST is

now ready, and will be forwarded post free upon applica-
tion. It contains selections of all the most approved Vegetable
andAgricultural Seeds in cultivation. No. l,CumpleteColIection
for a large garden, M. ; No. 2, 21. ; No. 8, IL ; and No. 4, lOt. dd.

Especial attention is paid to Grass Seed Mixtures,
Permanent Pasture Grass Seed mixed to suit every descrip-

tion of land, at from 27s. 6d. to 82«. per acre. Renovating Mix-
ture, 9d. per lb. Fine New Red Clover, 52s. per cwt., cash.

Samples supplied,—Hereford Seed Estiiblishm ent.
,

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.
TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, Seedsm:an and Flokist,

begs most respectfully to inform his friends and piirchascrs

ofSEEDS generally, that his unrivalled Collection of GENUINE
AGRICULTURAL VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, is now
ready, of which a PRICED CATALOGUE may be had hpon
application.

T. B. further guarantees that every article is grown and
SKLKCTKD with the greatest care under his own personal atten-

tion. Orders from unknown correspondents must be accom-
panied with Postage Stamps or P. 0. O.

Seed Establishment, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge,, S-E .

AYtON CASTLE GIANT LEEK.

CHARLES ALEXANDER, 30, West Register
Street, Edinburgh, can stipply a limited quantity of this

unrivalled Scotch LEEK at 5s. per oz. and Is. per packet in

exchange for postage stamps.
** These Leeks were blanched upwards of 12 inches, and one

of them measured 7 inches in circumference. The four together
weighed 7,i lbs."

—

Gorihners" Chronicle, DtcemherTl, 1S59,

HENRY'S HYBRID SCOTCH LEEK.
~

CHARLES ALEXANDER, 30, West Register Street,

Edinburgh, offers Seeds of the above Prize LEEK saved
by Mr. Hcnvy, and direct from himself, at 6s. per oz., 2«. 6d,

and Is. per packet, in exchange for postage stamps,
C. A. has not "secured the entire stock" of tliis Leek, but

the following document speaks fur itself :

—

[Cop V.J
*' Broom House, by Dunse, Feb. S, 1860.

"I have this .season supjilied Mr. Chas. Alexander of Edin-
burgh with part of the Seed of my Hybrid Scotch Leek.

(Signed) "Will. Henrt."
" I have obtAined a variety of good quality, capable of beiner

grown to the weight of 4 lbs, 15 oz. the single Leek repeatedly,
blanched to the length of 20 inches, and in one instance
measuring in circumference 12^ inches."— Wai. Henry, in
Scottish Gardener, Feb., 1860.

BIES INVERTA (new Weeping Spince Fir), a
variety of the common Spruce, in growth like a Kilmar-

nock Weeping Willow ; its leader straightens itself in the old

wood, like a Deodar Cedar. It is the best weeping variety ever
introduced. A few photogi-aph copies have been taken, one of
which will be forwarded on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

Price 153. each, with usual allowance to the Trade, and one
extra added for every three ordered. A few extra fine spooi-

mens at increased [irices.

RiCHARn Smith, Nurseryman. Worcester.

HARLES DALY and SON will Sell 2-Vefirs trans-

planted LAUREL, at Lis. per 1000; PORTUGAL ditto,

1 to 14 foot, 3s. per 100 ; IRISH YEWS, li to 2 feet. 12s. Gd.

per IflO : TREK BOX, 1 to li foi.t, 20s, per lOJO ; IRISH IVY,
4s. per 100; HKDERA ROMERIANA, 4s, per 100; VARIE-
GATED HOLLY, Is. each. For cash only ; or to be paid to

Messrs. Hurst te McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London,
E.G. Free in Liverpool.—Coleraine.

LARGE EIMKS. ELMS. UOliSE CHESNUTS,
LAURELS, AND BEECH.
Per 100.—8.

English Elms, 9 to 10 ft.high 25

English Elni.s, G to 7 ft. high 20

Horse Chesnuts, 6 to 8 feet 20

Per 100.—
Beech, 4 to 5 feet high
Beech, (i to 7 feet high .

.

Laurels, fine, 3 feet high .

.

Laurels, 2 feet high

Benjamin' R. Cant, St. .Tohn's Street Nursery, Colchester.

8.

10
12
16
12

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.

HLANE AND SON liave to offer a large quantity
• of fine well-grown FRUIT TREE in pots, well fur-

nished with bloom bud.^. and suitable for bearing a crop this

season, consisting of Apricot:^, Peaches, iNectarines, Chcrrius,

Plum.s, Apples, and Pears, also Vines in pote from eyes.

This is a suitable time for sending them to any disiance.

CATALOGUES of the above, together with those of Rodcs and
Trees and Shrub.s, may be had on application.

The Nurseries. Great Berkhampstcad, Herts.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.

HLANE ky.-o SON have to ofTer the following

• FRUIT TRBES in Pots, well set with bloom buds for

bearing this season, viz. :

—

Apricots, bs. to 7s. Qd. ; extra large specimens, 21«.

Ncct'iriiics, 5s. to 7*. 6d. : extra large specimens, 21s.

Peaches,- 5». to 7s. 6d. ; extra large specimens, 21*.

Peai-s

A pples
Plums .. ••

Cherries .. .. ^Y^ viu^s in Pot«.

Also Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Chernes, Ac.

Standard and Dwarf Roses in large quantities. ». d.

Iiidian Azalejs, per dozen .. .. •• '-^rflZll
„ go()d blooming plants, perdoz., 18s.,

24|^,
to 30

Camellias, P^^^^^.^^-^^^.^l^^; per dozen ::24.,: to h
MandeviUa siiavcolena, each _.. • "J'-t^ ,

Achimenea and Tydeas in great vmety. each . .
1*. to 1

Also a tine coHecdon of Ferns and MoaMB.

CATALOGUES of which, together with the one of Trees

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED

CATALOGUE, No. 6 (62 pages) of his COLLECTION ol
BRITISH AND EXOTIC FERNS, can be had, post free, for *8

stamps. Gratis to all previous purchasers of Feins.
Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent, S.E.

NEW PLANT CATALOGUE.

WM. RUMLEYand SONS^ NEW DESCRIPTIVE
SPRING CATALOGUE of New and Choice Fuchaiiis,

Verbenas, Geiuniunis, Cinerarias, Petunias, Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Chrysanthemums, Phloxes, Calceolarias, HeliotropiuiMi,-
Stove, Greenhouse, Bedding, and Hardy Plants, at reduced
prices, is Now Ready, and may be had on application.

Gilliug, near Richmond, Yorkshire. ^____^___
NEW PLANT CATALOGUE.

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS
respectfully announce to the Nobilitv, Gentry, and the

Trade, that their GENERAL CATALOGUE of PLANTS is now
roiidy for distribution, and can be had on application bj
enclosing one stamp. The CATALOGUE contains uameft
description, and prices of upwards of

ONE HUNDRED NEW PLANTS
in species and varieties, besides descriptive Lists of the
General NnrHery Stock.—The Nurseries, TcK)ting, London, 8.

,

NEW FARM StEDS, GROWTH OF 1859.

ROTAL

BERICSU IRE

UTTO

Seed

^ EsTABLIrJHMEWT.

S FARM SEED LIST
IS NOW READY,

and will be sent post free to any address. ,

Sutton A Sons. Seed Gn^wera. Reaiiing.
j.

.T t

ROYAL
SOUTH HANTS

SEED
ESTABLISHMEWT.

Under the patronage of H. R. H. the Prince Consort, .tli£

Horticultural and Agriculturd Society of India, the principal

Nobility, Gentry, and Agriculturists of the United Kingdom.

PAGE AND TOOGOOD will forwai-d their PRICES
CURRENT upon application. It should be referred to bjr

purchasers of Garden and Farm Seeds.

Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, 55s., 35s., 20s., 10^.

The Quantities in the above selections will be found mof©
liberal, and the prices 10 per cent, less than any house in the
Kingd"ni.—Seed Es^tabl isbment, Southam pton^ ^ _;_;

CEDARS OF LEBANON.
LUCOMBE, n^'C^:, and go., Exeter Nursen-,

Exeter, have a very large stock of remarkably handsorne
specimens of these noble trees, from 6 to 12 feet high, furnished

with abundance of healthy fibrous roots (having iUways beftn

regularly transplanted), so that they can be moved with perfect

safety to any distance, '^

Prices, which owing to the extensive stock possessed by
L. P. & Co., are very moderate, may be had on application.

N.B. Th^ present is the hestt time for r-^aniing Cedars of Letanqr^

GRAND LXHiBITlON OF CAMELLIAS, Z.C. ^
In thk Exeter Nursery.

LUCOilBE, PXNCE, AND CO. respectfully announce
that the splendid f?pecimens in their celebrated lai^e

Camellia House are now finuly in flower.

Their SHOW HOUSE is also in ^raat perrection, being filltd

with a choice and expensive collection of various ornamental
plants.—Exeter Nursery, Exeter, March 17.

satuhday, jiahcii n, iseo.

STEETIXGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
W>i>»£.8DAT, March 21—Royal Botanic [SprioK Meeting) 2 r.-a.

* *

tf *
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audShi-ubs, may hi had upon application lo

The Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, Herts.

When Baron de Tchttdy favoured the Ttorld

with his idoas about herijaceous grafting, he

probably did not anticipate such an application oi'

the method as we are now about to describe. And
yet, as it is the most easy of dll modes when cir-

cumstances are favourable, and that most likely to

be practised by one untutored in the art, so it-is

possible that the following curious case may not be

quite without a parallel.

Early in the year 1S53 a country ruffian, wlio

had a grudjie against the Earl of Leicester, poti-

ceived the idea of exhibiting his malice by destroy-

ing some fiue Araucarias, which, alternately with

Deodars, form an avenue called the ** Falccuham
flolkham, and were then from .4 to

By means of a saw the man cut

leaders in an oblique direction

the head fell down tJius n, sus-

pended by the bark, with a very small povtk/ti'oi

the wood attached. When Mr. Baker, Loi-d

Leicestek's resident agent, an old gentlemen- of

grtat inteiligtnce and long* experience, saw the

mischief that had been doce,'in3tcad of indulging in

idle lamentation, he without a moment's delay-

placed the matter in the hands of Mr. GiiiVAif,

the ffardener at Ilolkham, who immediately set to

work to n-pair the injury; and with complete

success as will be presently seen.

The heads of the plants were first got into their

proper positions, then well secured with splints,

With a small quantity of Moss behind to prevent

I the sap escipiu;;. which was rather difficult to do,

,
then more Moss was put over the wound and well

secured so as to exclude air. Finally, the plants

^

Approach" to

6 feet high,

through their

thus until
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Owere so staked and tied as to prevent their movin

or rocking.

In. tbis state they remained for two years,

daring wLicli time tlie bandages Tvere removed

and renewed by Mr. Gievan several times** in

order," as Mr. Bakek expresses himself, ** to

admit air and allow the sap to flow more freely."

At the end of the two years the wounds were

quite healed, and health restored, as will be seen

from the following statement of the rate of growth

each year :—
Measurement of Plants and when Measured.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Previous
to being cut.

ft.

8
5
6
4

in.

5

3i
6
6

1853.
July 27.

ft.

7

5
6
4

in.

n
10
63

1854.

July 5.

ft.

8
6

7
5

in.

n
2

1855. 18^6.

July 26.
1

July 21.
1

ft. in. ft. in.

9 n :
10 6

T 4 « 2

8 lOj 9 7
5 Si fi 5A-

poor miserable bunch, Mr. Hogg thinks the weak-

looking plants would have been the best."

This seems to us, as it has to others, a plain

straightforward statement; and we have always

been satisfied with its truth. Tor Mr. Bxtsby is

believed by those who know him to be an honeat

man, against whom no imputation rests. Never-

theless we find that in one of the Horticultural

Journals its truth has been peremptorily denied,

the writer asserting that the Golden Hamburgh is

not a seedling, but an imported Italian variety.

Now this is a serious

imputation, and
ought not to be

lightly made. It

conveys a direct

charge of false-

hood ; and requires

to be substantiated,

[March 17, i860.

1857.
July 31.

185S.

July 26.

I 1859.
July 30.

Thus it appears that the Araucarias began to

grow more or less freely directly after Mr.

GinvAir had operated on them. The mutilation

too^ place early in 1853. By the 2Tlh July, that

ia to say in three or four months, one Araueana

Kad pushed 7 inches, a second 3| inches, a third

5 inches, and a fourth 1^ inch, so that the wounds

must have healed immediately. In six years more

the growth had become as rapid as it the leaders

had never been broken. Such is the effect of

knowledge, skill, and promptitude,

'For these very interesting facts we are indebted

fo'Mr. Baker himself, who communicated them to

W. A. Nesfieli), Esq., our great landscape gar-

not by renewed assertion but by irrefragable proof.

Let it be shown that Mr. BrsBY did not raise any

Vine whatever at Stockwood, but that he did

receive there an Italian variety, which variety is

well known and identical "with the Golden

Hamburgh, and then indeed a case of suspicion is

made out. If that is done his accuser will haye

no difficulty in showing from -whom he received it,

and furnishing the name that the Grape bears in

Italy, Growers will then have the opportunity of

comparing the evidence and judging for them-

selves, Por ourselves we can only say that we
have been unable to find among the Grapes men-
tioned by Continental Vriters any description

dener' to whose skilfuV designs Modern Holkbam
} which applies to that before us ; and that till we

owes so much of its beautiful scenery. are better informed we shall not believe Mr.

Busby's statement to he untrue. It will be time

enough to sanction the allegation which has been

made when what has now the appearance of

calumny shall have been shown to be the

contrary, •

"We announced the other day the early appear-

ance of a Floral Magazine, to be published by

Mr. LovELL Reeve. We have now before us, from

the same enterprising publisher, the prospectus^ of

a FfiUiT Magazin^e. comprising figures and descrip-

Uons of fruits and' fruit trees ; to appear monthly

with four coloured plates, from the pen of Mr,

Robeet Hogg, the drawings being executed by

-^ MYCOLOGY.—No. X.

Htgkophorus Psittacintts, i^r.—Natural as is the
j.».v/ij^ji J. xj.-»wv, t-iiv. %4*«..."^" wv.

—

^ 7T~V' f
,^ •' group to which the subject of our present notice belongs,

Fitch. The prospectus states the object ot tuis
, ^^ ^^g^ ^g j^^ .g ^^ recogmse when once known, it is^ XJ.V/U.. j.AA>> yt.yj^^-^.'^M**^ .j»,«.v^« -..- "-J

—

ana easy as It is to recugiuoe wiieii unue jknuyvu, lu lo

publication to be the publication of coloured repre-
| ^^^ ^g , ^^^^ ^o ^^^, ^p ^ distinctive character which

sentations and descriptions of the varieties of fruits

tkat are cultivated in the gardens and orchards of

Great Britain, The Editor -will bring into notice

those new or partially known varieties that have

been introduced during the last few years ;
hut he

will at the same time give sufficient pro-

mtaonce to those older varieties of acknow-

ledged merit, that have become established

as favourites among fruit growers. Each
plate will be accompanied by a leaf of letter-

press containing a description and history

of the variety, with an enumeration of

synonyms.

The gardening world is aware that a Grape of

singular excellence is now extensively grown under
the name of the Goldex HAiiBUBGH, or Busby's
Golden Hambcugh, the latter name having been
applied in consequence of its having been brought
into notice by Mr. M. Busby, who raised it from

seed, and who gives the following account of its

history. Having for many years entertained a

belief that Grapes might be improved by crossing,

he tried the following experiment in tiie year

1849, then being gardener at Stookwood Park. In
' a note now before us he says— ** The operation was
performed by fertilising a shoulder of a bunch of

Black Hamburgh with the White or Dutch Sweets-

water. Only one berry received the cross, and it

produced five seeds, which were sown in the follow-

ing spring. They all vegetated and grew, one of
tJhem having becouie the Golden Hamburgh. The
young man who lived foreman with me at the time
will authenticate this statement, should it be
required. I recollect when I exhibited the first

or maiden bunch in Eegent Street, you expressed
your surprise at the unusual occurrence of a berry
producing ^'vq seeds. Nevertheless, it, is a real

fttot, as all the seeds grew, and I only saved one
berry. If I had had the slightest idea that the

crop would have proved so good I should have
taken great care of the whole ; but two or three
showing signs of delicacy and weakness were
thrown away. The two remaining were grown in

pots, having no place to plant them out ; in the
meantime I one day broke one of the two remain-
ing close ofi* to the pot, and that shared the fate of
the others—this brought me to one plant, which
was planted on a narrow 2 feet wiiie border at the
back of a la»e Yinery, and fruited the second year,
preducmg a poor bunch of white Grapes, which 1
had the honour to exhibit before the Horticultural

Although a

shall be at once intelligible. The waxy nature of the

sharp-edged gills, the confluence of the stem with the

plleus, and the identity of the central substance of the

gills or trama, as it is technically called, with that of

the pileus are the most distinctive characters, but of

Society in, 1 think, October, 1853.

HYGEOPHORrS PSITTACINrS.
Natural size.*"(Copied by permission from Greville'a

Scottish Cryptogamic Flora.)

these the first only separates it decidedly from
Agaricus, and is by no means readily understood
in the absence of a familiarity with one or two
examples. There are other Mushroom-like Fungi
which liave a waxy hymeninm, but the two prin-

cipal gunera which jcould alone be confounded with
Uygrophorns have in the first place a trama formed of
large decided vesicles, and then of these two one hag

milky gills, so that there is no difficulty in^disUnffP^
ing them even apart from their very peculiar habft"
HygrophoTus psiffacinus does not recommexid i'tRoir

to our notice by any useful quaUtiea, neither as far
we know is it dangerous. No one however would k!
likely to gather it, as its appearance, however beautif i

as regards colouring, is not inviting in a culinary pojn!
of view. Our only object in choosing it as one of on
early illustrations is because it affords a good example of
a very distinct group of gill-bearing Fungi, and becansA
from its lovely colouring and very constant occurrence
in pastures after harvest it is likely to attract

general
attention.

The Parroquet Mushroom affects exposed
localltieg

where it can have the benefit of the light while it is

protected from too rapid evaporation by the close Grass
amidst which it grows. The ground colour varies from
yellow, pink, and lilac to white, passing through almost
every imaginable shade, but at first this is coated with a
thick layer of green slime which covers the stem as veil
as the pileus, and whose coloiu* at times appears the
more vivid fi*om the frequently yellow subBtratutn

When dried between papers a bright green tint is often
communicated to thenf. As in the Verdigris Agaric
the slime gradually disappcnrs, being washed off by
the heavy dews or rain, and as the pileus itself loses its

moisture, or according to the weathering to which it

has been subject, it varies in tint. The green colour ig

more persistent at the top of the stem than elsewhere

in consequence of its being less exposed. The pileaa

is when young bell-shaped, but is soon more or less ex-

panded, and sometimes becomes quite flat with little

streahs on the margin, showing the position of the gilhi.

The stem is nearly equal, tough, and hollow, and its

surface often varied with transverse undulations, thout'h

otherwise even. The gills are distant, thick, swelling

iu the centre, and attached to the stem, and bright

yellow shaded with a greenish tinge.

In dry weather the surface of the pileus often craoh,

otherwise it is not subject to much variation. This

Fangus frequently grows in little scattered patches, hut

it often forms imperfect rings. It is a beautiful species

everywhere, but nowhere have we seen it in su:h beauty

as in Denbighshire, where it assumes such a variety

of lovely colours that it is constantly suggesting some

briHiant di. covery of a new and interesting species.

It cannot be confounded with any other species of its

own group, and it could scarcely be referred to Agaricus

ceriiginosust which agrees with it only in the presence

of a green evanescent gluten. Its distinct ring,

thin membranous gills, evanescent scales, and their

brownish purple gills and spores at once distinguish

that species which is closely allied to the common

Mushroom. Greville'a plate, it should be observed, is

confined to the yellow variety. Mrs, Hussey's repre-

sents other tints, but beautiful and true as both are,

they by no means give an idea of all the beauty with

which the species is sometimes invested. 3f. J, S,

FARNHAM CASTLE.
This ancient fortress is proudly situated in the weftfrn

corner of the county of Surrey on an abrupt eminence

on the northern side of the important market town of

Farnham, It was originally built by Henry de Blois,

brother of King Stephen and Bishop of Windiefter,

in 1129, on part of the manor given to the see of

Winchester by Etbelbald, King of the West Saxons, and

it has ever since remained the property of the Bishops,

It endured several sieges during the Civil Wars, and had

been frequently restored, but was finally blown up hy

Waller, the Parliamentary general, in 1642. On* its

ruins the present palace has been erected at different

periods and by successive Bifchops of Winchester, whose

principal residence it is. The approach from the

railway station in crossiig the town passes the birth-

place of William Cobbett on the right, and proceeds

through Downing Street and the Market Place np

the steep ascent of the Castle hill, at the summit of

which the road branches at right angles to the east;

at the entrance is a noble gateway, in the style

which 'became prevalent during the reign of Kdwani

ly. It is surmounted by a handsome clock totrer,

and is deeply embosomed* in trees, while masses ot

Ivy cluster over its irregular parapets. It open?

up to view the grand terrace, which is 300 ^^7 ?"

length and of an irregular yet corresponding wiatn.

The road passes in a direct Une to the entrance,

which is in the middle of the castle, and is termi-

nated by a noble group of Cedars of Lebanon ot

some 70 years' growth ; they are nearly 70 W in

height and some of them cover with their beaat^rni

spreading branches, which reach the turf, an area w

270 feet in circumference. At the period of wy vw

early in the autumn, the southern side of the ^"^^^
adorned with many fine forms of succulents, *^*"*^
which a noble plant of American Aloe of more than w
years' growth liad just then thrown up a robust ttovre

spike of some 20 feet in height; other examples «

Aloe were also very effective in forming a ^^^

demarcation*

The general mass of building is q"adran-

front
gular, and' the central portion of the southern tiv^

hears the same architectural impress as the a

gateway; it is composed of vtry substantial brick^'
'the walla of the greater portion of ^® "^^^

work have been stuccoed, and the ^^'^^•.«i
the roofs are tiled. The remains of the anci*:

\

f

I
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1

keep
princi

wjtli

on the north side, and the walls of the

ipal apartments of the eiisteru front are covered

wnu v:irious kinds of Ivy, from amongst which Roses

and o-ay flowering creepers peep out at intervals

—

the varirgated Ivy, it may be remarked, producing

an excellent contrast to the sombre colour of the more

robust and broad-leaved variety. On the walls of the

palace at the entrance point are some well-trained

healthy ^foor Park Apricots, which were growing freely

and producing excellent crops of fine fruit, and on a

western projection on the same side some noble

specimens of Genoa and Turkey Fig trees cover a large

portion of the wall; these are annually laden with

hca\7 crops of fruit, which arrives at a very high degree

of perfection. On the western side of the entrance

there is a small conservatory heated with hot water; it

contains some valuable specimens of Orange trees and
Camellias in robust health—the former gay with golden

fruit, and the latter well set with flower buds;

amongst other gay plants with which this house was
decorated, noble examples of the Giant and Japan
Lilies were very conspicuous. Qn the external trellis-

wort between the upright sashes in front, Fortune's
yellow Rose was flowering very freely.

The terrace is faced by a wall of great height, on tlie

lower part of which fruit trees are trained. The irregular
parapet, which rises some 3 or 4 feet above the terrace,

is covered with Ivy intermixed with Roses, Fuchsias,
and a multitude of otlier flowering plants v/bioh pro-
duce a_ charming effect; Red Valerian too has taken
possession of its summit, and its flowers being of a verv
decided colour, contrast admirably with the foliage
and blossoms of the other plants with which the whole
of the parapet is handsomely covered. A noble walk
runs clese to the wall during its entire length,
from which exquisite views are obtained ; far beneath
the eye, extending to a considerable distance in all
directions, a vast congregation of red roofs present
themselves, relieved in the middle T)y the market
house m the centre of a broad and open street in
which Is seen a busy throng; somewhat to the right
"^ne grey tower of the parish church, and near
at hand on the left are some stately Cedars, through
the spreading branches of which a symmetrical flower
garden in the Dropniore style is seen to advantage—
the latter the appendage of a neighbouring villa. The
whole, backed as they are by the well-clothed Surrey
hills and their fertile valleys, form a scene of great
grandeur and interest.
From the eastern end of the terrace the ancient walls

and fosse commence, and are continued round to tlie
ofeces at the western side, at a distance of something
more than HO^ feet from tlie palace ; the whole of
tne space thus uiclc^d is admirably laid out in orna-
mental pleasure ground. Tt rises somewhat rapidly
for a considerable distance from the terrace along the
eastern side of the building, until it reaches nearly to
tHe central point; from thence it has been lowered to awcramg level entirely round the base of the ancient
Keep, which 13 of a polygonal form, originally Hanked
with towers, long since demolished, and from the
material thus obtained a double embankment has been

keep on the southern side of these sweeping walls

S;^ ^^^^""^ "* ^''^"^^^J they are supported by a

ornL r'%u'''^'^'^^
"^^°"'*^^ ^^^th vases and other

ornaments The walk commences at the eastern end ofcnegraud terrace, and is continued over these embank-

tT. w '? '""^'''^ ^^'^ '^^'"^ ^^'^^ ''^"«^« "»^»1 it reachesthe wes ern end, thus forming a delightful promenade,rrom which new views are obtained into the distant
country at almost every step. Some portion of thesewaisis covered with flowering plants, amongst which
noble examples of Magnolia and the old Tecoma grandi-
nora were very conspicuous; the latter was gorgeously
covered with singularly-shaped orange-eoloured blos-^ms; the greater portion however is covered with fine
Old spjicimens of Peach, Apricot, and Plum trees in ex-
ceilent condition, and in no season have they failed to
produce a ftiU crop of the very best description of fruit,
•na this, too, without the aid of any spring covering or
protection of any kind. The elevated situation and
immense thickness of the biick walla (from 6 to 8 feet)

^^ ? .Jf'y
assigned as the cause of this impunitynom the lU effects of early frosts, which are generally so

afm^K^^
to blossoms. The roots, too, are in an

-uuuraoie medium; in traversing these terraced (m-
J^ments they imbibe no stagnant moisture, nor are"»ey «ubjected to periodical applications of farm-yard

in the middle of the open space is a noble fountain,
around which 36 beds of various sizes are systematically
arranged; the whole is planted with Geranium^',
arranged with correct taste and producing an exquisite
effect. Crossing to the other side and ascending by
tortuous and somewhat rugged stairs over the debris of
former ruins, which are partially and appropriately
planted on either hand with the beautiful amall-
leaved Cotoneaster, occasionally relieved by the stiff

form of some Yucca or other contrasting plant, we reach
the depressed summit of the ancient keep, which is 40
feet above the turf and is 450 feet in circumference.
Here a scene of unexpected beauty and wonder pre-
sents itself; in the centre is a beautiful panel garden
consisting of 72 symmetrical beds of excellent form and
admirably filled with a choice collection of bedding-
plants, surrounding a large vase of Gothic design gay
with flowers. The terrace by which it is encircled is

3 feet in height and 6 feet in width ; an irregular parapet
of broken ruin surrounds it, over which the broad-
leaved Ivy has fully established its claim to ramble at
will. On the side of the panel there are stan-
dard Roses associated with vases of flowers; on the
gravel are several scats, invitingly attractive after so
steep an ascent to view the besiuties of this delight-
ful place. On the southern side the ruin stands
unbroken to a still greater height of some 20 feet;

here and there are several openings from which views
are obtained into the distant country. There is also a
large fireplace, blackened, as it were, by the smoke
of but yesterday.

The view from the western side of the terrace into

Hampshire is altogether unrivalled of its kind. Near
at hand, and at some distance below, in the open court,

stands the great hall—a noble apartment 50 feet in

length, 30 feet iu width, and 31 feet in height; on
the southern slopes to the right the ground is covered
with a forest of Hop-poles, to which strong bines had
just entwined themselves, and which since then have
produced an ample and most excellent crop. This
noble plantation is broken in the middle by the new
erections of the Conservative Building Society. In the
middle distance the Alton valley stretches forth
its fertile meadows, enlivened and enriched by the
serpentine waters of the Wey. On the high ground
to the left is the Royal Forest of Alice Holt, in which
the railway whistle is heard, and the steam horse is

seen glinting through the trees at furious speed.
Returning to the eastern side of the terrace an
exquisite view of the magnificent park presents
itself; it is some 350 acres in extent and of uneven
surface, delightfully clothed with well disposed groups
arid masses of noble timber, broken in the foreground
with some fine examples of Lebanon Cedars and
undergrowths of grotesque Thorns; it is bisected by
a stately avenue of Elms nearly a mile in length, the
end of which directly faces the keep of the palace.
In the middle distance a noble herd of deer was

and through the

end of the
is a glaas

Vines,ith

grazing, and the whole of these glorious scenes of
loveliness was just then flooded with the light of
golden noontide. Another park of 3000 acres formerly
belonged to the castle, but this was disafforested by
Act of Parliament during the reign of Charles II,

Descending by the steps over the ruins the Geranium
garden forms an object of much attraction, its well-
aiTanged parti-colours and lacings producing an
excellent effect on the closely shaven upland lawn— a description of turf which we can scarcely
hope to have superseded by any plant whatever.
Crossing over and regaining the walk over the embank-

terminating with a beautiful raceme of searletfl^^;^
had a glorious effect, and contrasted admirably with the
fine foliage of the magnificent plants underneath.
The western house is devoted almost exclusively to

the cultivation of Orchids, and it contains a superb
collection of admirably grown specimens. The house
is fitted up with a slate stage. The shelves are
constructed so as to retain water; on these white
pebbles are placed on which the pots rest, in order to
prevent the continual absorption of water. Tliere are
also many basket plants suspended from the roof, and the
surface of the whole of the pots and the interstices ofthe
baskets were covered with a.kind of white Sphagnum,
chopped fine, which has a very clean and exceedingly
neat appearance. We noted some noble Bpecimenn of
Miltonia Clowesii, Oncidiura sessile and Lanceanum,
Cattleya labiata, Angrtecum caudatum and virens,
the_ former remarkable for its singular tails; Cypri-
pedintn villosum, and many others, all finely culti-
vated.* The front plate anil some portions of the roof
were covered with the magnificent Cissus discolor,
whose inimitable foliage produced under circumstances
so favourable was even more gorgeous and beautiful
than usual.

Proceeding onwards to the forcing garden at
the western enil, we have a singuUrly beautiful
view over the low grounds immediately in Iront,

trees inlo the distant knd-
scapo, tlie grand entrance forming the centre
of the middle distance at the extreme
walk ; on the top of the old wall there
structure vyhicli has recently been planted _.__ . . ^
the roots depending entirely for sustenance on the
mould which is contained in a small bed in the centre
of the house. On the lower embankment, which is

much wider at this part, is situated the forcing garden

;

it contains a Pine stove, heated with hot water, 45 feet
long and 14 feet wide, in which the Cayenne, Black
Jamaica, and Queen varieties are most successfully
grown, and I may add that at the period of my
visit a pair of noble specimens of the former variety
w;ere fast approaching maturity- There is a perpen-
dicular moveable light immediately under the back
plate, which very materially assists in bringing
forward the crops of Beans and Strawberries which
are grown on shelves behind the Pine bed during the
winter months. The next house is devoted to the
cultivation of Cucumbers, and is 30 feet by 12 feet ^ it
is heated by hot water and presents the same
general aspect as the Pine stove. The Frogmore
forcing variety is usually grown in the winter.
The forcing garden at Farnham Castle has long beeio
famous for the production of this particular fnVit; a
former gardener used to reckon the amount of hit toe-
cess in this matter not at the usual mode of computa-
tion by the brace, but in the more definite form (rf
inches, feet, yards, and so on; and as the season
advanced his figures assumed a very formidable array,
nor has their cultivation in any way deteriorated in
other hands. The next house is a span-roofed structure
in two divisions ; it is 68 feet in length and 16 feet in
width, and is admirably heated with hot water. The
eastern division has a walk up its centre, and the space
on either side is varied and enlivened with handsoiae
pieces of sandstone rock, amongst which a very excel-
lent collection of Ferns and Mosses is displayed to much
advantage—the golden and silvery powdered specirs of
Gymnogramma and Cheilauthes contrasting admirably
with some of the more robust forms of other species, and
also with the humble Mosses which seemed to insinuate„ .

" .-.
J.

• 1 " ,• 1 •
".i/.. i-i.c iiuiijuit; iTiusatrs WHICH seemeu to insinuatement on the eastern side, we noticed in our course some themselves into every crevice. Tliere is a jet of watervery beautiful nlants with which it is adornPf • n,. ti.^ r:.,i»+ i.„.„i „:\i„ „^.t ..ii._„_.i.- . ^^^i >

"'i*-":

tttnure

da^nn .?' '^® production of well-matured sac-

o^tlf^^M' ^^'f *^^ *>^ «" ^"O'^ f""t. a"d this

IW^- ® *^"" ^^ ^^^'y cultivator.

walk^f!l*°f
from the eastern cornerof the terrace by the

band sidi T ""^ *'^'^»^'=>e"t walls, we find on the lefl

M»lte!i ! f''"^
*"^^" somewhat in the form cf a

»erc vprJ'S'fi
'* '?' ^-^ '"^^ ^«^^^^« '-^"^ the colours

^^Calceolaria endured the cold of last winter un-

^th a row n? ^? T'i ''^^ ""^ ^^*^ ^«1^ ^^'^^ bordered

^'^ds, w^k^h^^J°^^'i
'^•'^"/^^^^ ^««3 of the most select

i" a nlr^l J r ^°,^«"^^ exceedingly well. There• narrow border rlnsp f., fu^ — n ^.r. • ., .

very beautiful plants with which it is adorned;
amongst these were upright Cypress 35 feet in height,
Pavia macrostachya, Irish Yews, variegated Acers,
Pinus excelsa, and many others all objects of interest. A
noble example of Pampas Grass was just tlien throwing
up many spikes of flowers, and contrasted admirably
with the other plants. Fine specimens of common
Geraniums were imbedded at intervals in the turf near
the walks, and their gay flowers seemed to enliven the
dark green of the other plants, more especially the
sombre tints of the Ivy, with which tlie walls of
the keep are densely covered in the background.
The plant houses are in three divisions. The first

is devoted to the display of plants iu flower; it

contained many excellent specimens of well-grown
plants; ctmspicuous amongst which were many noble
masses of Achimenes, which contrasted well with
Geraniums, Gloxinias, Gesneras, and a multitude of
other gay plants, the whole being intermixed witli

Ferns and other fine-foliaged plants, producing a
charming effect. A single stem of the best kinds of

Fuchsia was trained up each rafter, and their

pendent branches loaded with beautiful flowers had a

gorgeous appearance.

The middle house is a stove, and contained many in-

«»^«lbrp^ts^^'ThrT '""T^
|?t^.--«ting herbaceous

'^^^HdS To^ \^^\ 7^'''^ '^ '^ the centre of

"'•Arcaao of iron A a
^J^goalcony ; from this a spiral ; ine raicers ana cross oe.'ims oi tue ruoi were covcrcu

u aescenos to the turf, and opposite this
| with Passiftora princeps ; whose pendent spur shoots, each

teresting and well-grown specimens; we noted as

particularly interesting a very fine example of

Hajmatodictyou marginatum ; some excellent specimens

of the interesting and ornamental genus Begonia were
also very attractive, amongst which Rex, rictuifoha,

miranda, Reichenheimii, macnlata, and splendida were
probably the best. Cyathea medullaris, Aphelandra

Leopoldi, Caladiums, Echites, a few Palme, and

Arrowroot, Sago, and similar plants formed the

principal attractions of this interesting assemblage.

The rafters and cross bc-iius of the roof were covered

on the right hand side, and altogether this is a most
interesting house ; every plant seemed to be In
the highe.sfc health. The other division is devoted
almost exclusively to the cultivation of Orchida-
ceous phtnts; a wide slate shelf is carried round
the interior walls on which small white pebbles are
placed as in the other Orchid house, which can be
flooded with water when required, and a wide sand bed
occupies the centre of this stove. It contained some
noble examples of Bendrobes, Cattleyas, Coelogyne,
Oncids, and many other beautiful plants; the rare
Gvammatophjllum multiilorum was also an object of
attraction. A fruiting plant of the Cavendish Musa
occupied the western end. Four ranges of frames' and
two of brick pits complete the amount of forcing con-
veniences in these grounds, and they are employed for the
production of Melons, Pines, and Strawberries, and the
forcing of vegetables and flowers. There are also some
turf and boarded pits for the protection of bedding
plants in the spring and late autumn months.
The eastern side has a parti.il screen of Rhodo-

dendrons and other evergreens, to hreak alike
the violence of the storm or hide any unsight-
lincss from the walks of the beautiful pleasure
ground. Tlie division wall which separates this garden
from the stahle-yard, and which extends to the keep, is

faced on the garden side with rusticated sand-stone, on
which some beautiful Ferns have completely cstablisbetl

themselves, forming an object of considerable attraction.

The whole of these delightful grounds has been
remodelled by the present Lord Bishop of Winchester, •

whose fine taste in such matters, as well as fondness

for rare and beautifal plants, arc well known. The

iim

I

• We understand that at the present momewt
denHiQcrum is sliowing about 50 apilcf^ of bloom ; another bas
23 ; and D. Parmeri 22 siiikes, v ith bulbs IS incbw bifib and
3 inches in drcumfereuce.
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keep, wifcli its glorious garden suspended as it were in

mid-air, was previously used for tlic production of

esculents, and the charming grounds by wliicli it is sur-

ronnded was a cultivated Apple orchard, which has now

given w:\y to a beautiful lawn, on which ornamental

j^brubs, flower?, and works of art are tastefully arranged.

Broad, firm walks of the far-famed Farnham gravel were

led along the ramparts of the original fortification, and

aUwasrendered ornamental. Even the rubbish of the rulna

has been re-arranged and appropriately decorated with

beautiful shrubs. The whole of this enchanting place

W4fi in the highest style of keeping and manage-

ment, and reflected much credit on Jlr. Lawrence, his

lordship's gardener. The splendid condition in which

we fovmd the lar^e and valuable coUections of rare and

beautiful plants in the glass structures are evidences

alike of his untiring industry and cultural skill.

The Bishop of Winchester, with a liberality that does

him credit, opens up these grounds very freely to the

^public. On reference to the usual channels of informa-

tion, we find that on Saturday the 17th July, 1852, the

children from Price's Candle Factory spent the day

very happily at Ptu-nhara Castle, enjoying the hospi-

tality of the Bishop of AVinchester, and the great

delight of rambling over his bcautirul grounds. In the

Hammer of 1857 the Surrey Archteological Society held

their meeting under the Cedars on the lawn. And in

the summer of last year a grand Bazaar was held m
the grounds in aid of the new local schools, the proceeds

from which amounted to a sum sufficient for the

benevolent purpose for which it was held.
^

The annual exhibition of the produce of the cottagers

gardens and the Farnham Horticultural Society's Shows

9M also held in the same appropriate place j and on

inch occasions all have the privilege of promenading

9(t will, enjoving alike the beauties of the delightful

garden, and' the views of the superb scenery by

wJjich it is surrounded.

The kitchen garden is situated on a still

/learljT a mile north from the castle, and

l^y^rds it through the park we pass the keeper's lodge

Qi) a well marked position. A former bishop erected a

gj-eenbousc in front of it and surrounded it with a few

acres of shrubbery. The kitchen garden is an inclosed

lirea of nearly 4 acres of excellent laud, which produces

vegetables of very fine quality j here the gardener's

hQUse is situated, a neat and convenient structure. D.

selves, but to prepare them for the less amount of

attention you will be able to bestow on them when

planted out. In the nursery do a little pruning-cut

off extraneous branches, so that the secondaries shall

run up the stem like a corkscrew. As you will get

finer plants don't observe the distances apart followed

in Ceylon, but a foot further apart every way. iop

your plants at the age followed in Ceylmi, don t be

Spreading in all directions from each columnlikelh
branches of a tree; the keystones of which are alsn
beautifully carved. On one I saw a perfect resemblancp
of a dependant Cabbage stock; on another a Cauliflower

as if growing from the roof, &c." The abbey was foundJ
by King David I. in 1136. TF. Craio, Westhury. '

ilfzce.—Any one wishing to be free from mice cannot

,

do better than procure one of Colin PuUinger's
self

acting, self-setting, and self-baited traps, registered
in

May, 1855, No. 3717. which really does all it professes

to do. His address is Selsey, near Chichester.
Con.

stant deader.
CorJcscretved Fines.- A splendid Pine was overturned

alarmed if your shrubs are higher than those

others; if they are, so much the better, as that will

secure to you the two gourmand branches—the most

productive of the lot, but the most exhausting, so it

your topping P^/^r;;^,^^^^^^ doVrbear'a her7 dux^ng'the great gale of last month ; it' i.-^^^

Shvook strew he^^^^^^^^
^^ f^^t in^height. and was only^about 25 years old

•iirt^t^^^^^^^^^ ..e exhausting In'.. ..,,.. .f.l.. d.aster was nlam enou.h . ....._

to the soil, but liquid manure will replenish it. Al that

I have now recommended need cost little more than a

few extra gardeners for the nursery. Exclusive of the

price of the land, if you in five years (including interest

everything) spend on your plantation at the rate ot Z^L

per acre, I think the sum to the last degree ample, and

I think in the sixth year your receipts at the least

should be cent, per cent, on the above. By this expen-

diture of course I suppose from the views you have

expressed that you will not terrace. R D. Bae, Ootaca-

mvnd, in the Colwnho Ohserver.

Home Correspondence.
T^oot GaZZ^.—Having from time to time noticed the

progress of the little insect you have again brought

before the public (see p, 72), and its ravages on the

Oaks of Devon, 4^c., I may mention that not only is it

there, but in this county it is almost impossible to find

The cause of the disaster was plain enough; the tree*

in its young state, bad been grown in a pot. A ver^

tine Stone Pine about the sam.e age met a similar fate a

few years ago. At the present time when so many
thousands of trees of this description are being planted

annually, such cases as this may not he uninstructive

They ought to teach us never to plant a tree fioma'

pot unless its roots can be easily uncoiled and spread out

in their proper position. J. W., Benttvorih Rail, Mton^

Sants. [It seems to have been Pinus Austriaca, one

of the finest forms of the Pinaster.]

Abies Finedonemis.—Allow me to thank Mr. Panl

for bringing under notice in your impression for Feb.

25 that beautiful tree, Abies Finedonensis variegata; it

is a perfect tree 14 feet high and 9 feet througb.and

is perfectly hardy ; it readily takes, grafted on the

common Spruce Fir, and no collection can be complete

without it. The more it is exposed to sun and air the

more beautiful are its colours. It came up accidentally

in a bed of the Common Spruce. George Archer, Gar-

loftier site,

proceeding

m this

COFFEE CULTIVATION.

KeOAKBIItg the high culture of Cofice, it is evident

Uiat I cannot, within the limits of a letter, give you

.detftiU that could ,alone be held in a volume. To

practice high culture you must resort as far as possible

to a strict garden culture. Commence your high

culture with the planting of the seed, and look upon

your nursery as the most important part of your

plantation. What does the word "nursery" imply?

Convert your nursery into a strict school-room for

ed^cation.
" 4.S the twig is bent the tree is inclined." Educate

your seedlings to require constant high stimulants,

i^n't listen to the forebodings of friends. One will say

that you will get too much wood, another leaf, and so

on. '. Get " Johnson on the use of Lime " (published by

Blackwood)—study this little boqk till you have it by

heart—it goes thoroughly to the bottom of all manuring.

Have two sets of nursery beds—dig deep and pulvcr ise

eviBO' f^^od whatever, and incoi'porate 5 per cent, of wood

ajjies if the soil is a sound black loam, otherwise manure.

First sow your seeds (fresh ones) broadcast, then, when
the second pair ofleaves show themselves.transplant such

seedlings to what I may call the permanent beds of the

nursery (prepared as above) at 6 and 9 inches apart; here

September last and you will readily perceive that two

of the three galls are in a perfect state, consequently

the insect has not yet escaped; so T have no doubt that

you will find the living maggot inside. If so, it will

go very far to establish the fact that nothing but fire

will be eff^ectual destruction ; be this as it may, ope

thing is certain, viz., that unless something is done to

destroy this pest, in a very few years there will be no

Oak to build "the wooden walls of Old England?'

with. I don't know that I should have troubled you

with this, but the extraordinary winds which we have

had brought down one of the most venerable Oaks in

Hackwood Parle, and on examining the state of its

roots 1 found them in a state of complete decay
;
yet

there are numbers of fibres which are now in full acti-

vity. I enclose two or three spongioles which appear

as healthy and vigorous as one could wish ; but there

are also a great number attacked with what to me
seems a very singular disease and closely resembling

the galls you speak of. I was induced to examine

them, and to my surprise each excrescence or root gall

either a young or old tree that is not more or less
. dener, Fmedon Sail, Nort/tam^tonAre. [This is really

attacked. Last summer both my son and myself n striking variety.]
, , ^ ^ ^, , ,

noticed innumerable quantities of galls on young Oaks jgidnese lam.—From what I have gathered from •

• "* park. I enclose you a specimen gathered in your columns and other quarters I appear to be one of

" -'- "---
the most successful growers of this Yam; none how.

ever that I have heard of except Messrs. Ivery have

anything like succeeded with it. My experience there-

fore may not be without interest. My opinion is that

any ordinary soil will answer provided it is not gravelly

or stony, and it should be from 2^ to 3 feet in depth. I

do not' recommend trenching, which in my opinion

encourages the roots to grow much longer in propor-

tion to their thickness than they do in untrenched

ground. Then as to manuring, mistakes are often

committed. Give a good dressing ; the more in reason

the better; but keep it as near the surface aa possible,

i.e., not more than 10 or 12 inches deep, and let it be

well mixed with the soil ; but all put beyond that deptJ

is comparatively wasted. Any careful ohserver fill

find that nearly all the really feeding fibres grow new

the surface and spread horizontally,; those dwp

down are all on the new root and very short

compared with those near the top. Ridging

the ground might, I think, be practised with

advantage ; but I am of opinion that the ridges, what-

No. 1 is nearly tne largest 1 nave; ^o. z, seconu size; naccenea tu Luau ^muih. sh^ k,^^^ ^^.^.... ... --n

No. 3, the smallest or youngest. You will perceive if up the ridges in this way will be more than saveaat

vou examine the seat of the disease that it is fixed on ' getting up time. As to the distance between tbendg^

the side of a youns root, and that the extremities of that must of course be regulated mainly by taeir

this same root have lost their spongioles, and that the

fibres are prematurely decaj'ed; this evidently shows

that the living insect is within the galls or subsisting

on the elaborated sap. I am not aware if this evil has

ever been noticed before, but I believe it ,to be some-

thing new and different from the galls on the branches

of Oaks ; there is seldom more th.an one maggot in the

galls just named, while each ofthe root excrescences con-

height; they should at least be 2^ feet or moreapw.;

sticks if easily got may be used as supports, but they

need not be so very high as some recommend them to

be; about 8 feet above the ground will be snton*-

The plants w^ould of course grow much higher; buttfie

tops will hang down and not be injured, except in very

exposed windy situations. The sticks ought to beF
in early, or they will be very likely to injure the bjre?.

fprce the plants till they touch each other, i.e., the leaves tains numbers varying from 15 to 20. You will at a glance I find sticking two rows together, if .Pl^"^*^^?^
^^,

ftfone plant touch those of another. By the way, in the discover the empty cells, the insects having escaped to be best, that is, putting the sticks insiac so i^^^

trnnsnlaTitnKTnlvivpmPnf^nnP.l ninnff nil PxcPssof tan'lon^ Since. W. P., Bachvood JParh Basingsfoke. mauchamannerastomeet at ttietop; tu« r
_^

therefore, both be on the outside of the sticks
; }f^^^

be firmer in this form, and they take to the stict^ !V-.

readilv. The distance apart in the row shoaW be r^^

lated by the size of the sets used ; from 8 to 1& i"^

apart will answer, but for a crop of large roots no * J

small sets should be employed, that is, they s"*^"'"
f

avei-age less than 1 to 1^ oz. each; 6 or ^oz^
^^^

course better, and entii:e roots are to he preier
^

pieces, except the spiall ends of large

, These may be got. that is the sets, by

is large apd ing small pieces one season for sets t
^^

whereas the [ These small pieces may be put in thickly m ro

a fiiot apart, to allow a hoe to be used ^^^'^^^V^ \

and abont 3 inches asunder in the rows.
^^^

planted last season were dibbled in at tiie

beds. In liquid manuring take off the rose of^ the

wat^icg-pot, and place the spout in pouring out close

to the ground, so tUat none of the liquid manure shall

fall on the leaves, which would much injure them.
Lilquid manure is made by

with the globular English ink-galls referred to in page

72. They are a distinct kind of gall found only on

roots, an4 i^-e qvvite new to us. We hox^e a number of

,_ J .^^«..
,
them have been preserved, as those which we have

i-wv^uiu. uuit.uit; is uiLuiu u^ liiiiu^ a tub a Uurd rr ' examined contained only the small white maggots or

quarter full of good sound manure (cowdung is the ' tivvffi of parasitic flies which have destroyed the real

best), and fill with water—stir occasionally for a week,
|
inhabitant of the gall, which it is very desirable should

filling

— "-/' — '-— --—— -- - — ^ —

»

then take off the scum and pour off the supernatant

Auid and use that. Tmmediaiely after liquid manuring
water the plants lightly, with a fine-holed rose to the

watering-pot—the whole object of this is to remove
any liquid manure on the leaves. Liquid manure once

a week, and give a common watering once a week. The
mirsery should be covered over by a p^inrlal (shei" ? 6 feet

1 ig';,but don't that -lithe sides except the ;outh,oryonwill

keep out the necessary circutaCiun ut air. After three

months or so in the permaitent nursery beds, gradually

Xeinove all the thatch of the pandals. In permanently
planting out again, cut the tap root to half the lengtli

of the longest.

In liquid manuring in the nursery you must occa-
Silonally break up the soil and let in the air among the
roots without injuring them, otherwise liquid manuring
will cake the top soil. Of course in dry and wet
weather you must supply or withhold moisture, accord-
ing to your discretion and the hetdthy appearance of

- ^

nuts, closely

cell in the

larva. The

uue piaiiva. And during the last six montlis you must
try to make the plants do without any liquid manuring
or watering, not that you mean them to shift for them-

be determined. There are sevei*al kinds of these un-

derground galls; one on the Oak roots

solid, with a very great number of cells

;

ones now sent are about the size of Hazel

pressed together, each having a single

middle, occupied doubtless by a single

insects whicli make these galls belong to tlie family

"Cynipidae, and form a separate genus, characterised

many years ago under the name of Biojhiza. J. O. W.']

AiUiquzii/ ofthe Ca^HJloiGer.—'Vhe subjoined extract

from the " Prelude to the Parisians," by William Craw,

suffices to show that the people of Britain had know-

ledge of the Caulitlower long anterior to its introduction

into their gardens in the 16lh century :—" In ancient

times the priests and people performed their religious

coremouies in groves and under Oak trees; but as these

were insufficient to keep them from the inclemency of

the weather, they therefore built their temples, to imitate

those original places of yvorsliip, to which the Abbey of

iVIeh-osc bears a beautiful and near resemblance. There

has been a double row of Gothic columns on the south

aide; many of them and their arches are still standing.

ropts.

plfOt'

nest.

I

distances on a flat surface; in this way I 1>«^,
^^^

2000 sets raised in a very small piece ^f
f
f?"V[^

although so thick I should think quite
^*'t^^.,^°^.gnain.

wi^re from l-6th to ^ lb. each, and most ^Y^LQ it

ing half about 2 oz. As to the time Pt F^"g[ifl

should not be later than the first week in
^f^'^^

March is better if the weather is
'^^P/

. ^iiat^
lifting the crop I have notliing to add to ^^^
already been said. In this matter there W^^^

^p

like practice; what I mean is two ^^"^ .ju^t ti«y

nearly double the quantity the second d^y
tched

- - ~ - --far fewer cut o^^scr*
would the first, and with aUtb^
tubers. As to productiveness I fully concur lO ^

IS said on this point ; but Vff^^^ it«

have had ot to"

acceptability as 'a vegetable to the number

Mr. Ivery lias

has had the opportunity

f

f

^4

p-P*
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T have supplied with it. After atrial or two it becomes

B general favourite. An Anglo-Chinese Judy lodging

liere was very much amused On being invited by some

friends to dine with them to see s6me on the table;

Bhe said it reminded her of home. I may add that

why I advocate early planting is that I find it induces

fibres early, and of course a longer period of growth,

and the crop will be more matured and of much better

nnah'ty. I know some differ from me on this as on

other points, but I have stated exactly my experience,

J perhaps ought to say careful experience. &, Zee,

Clevedon, near Sri^toL

mttit^

HoBTiCTJLTUEix : MuTckS : Floral Committee.—On
this occasion prizes were awarded to the following Cine-

rarias, viz. : Miss Eyles and Handel, from Mr. Turner;
and Amazon from Messrs. Smith, all promising kind?,

especially the first, which had a First Class Certificate.

A similar award was also made to a beautiful double-

fhvfered Chinese Primula from Mr. Turner. This was
named afro-rosea plena. A cut specimen of the
golden -yt'Tlow-hlossomed Rhododendron Brookeanum
was furnished by Messrs, Veitch, who also sent

a very fine specimen of Cymbidium giganteum from
Pankabaree, with large green flowers, except the
lip, throat, and contiguous parts, which were of a pale
straw colour, spotted and streaked with rich dark
brown. To these two plants were awarded First Class
Certificates. M. Margottin, of Paris, sent a white
Azalea; Messrs. Veitch a white Epacris named Queen
Victoria; and Messrs. Lee and E. G. Henderson
Camellias. From the last-named firm likewise came a
beautiful collection of Cyclamens and otlier plants.

HoR^'SEY Gaedenehs : The gardeners of Hornsev
mustered in considerable force on Monday, the 12th,
to Lear a Lecture on the Cultivation of the Kose, in the
School Room, Grove Road. Hornsey Rise. The chair
was taken by J. R. Scott, Esq., supported by the Rev.
the Rector, W. Halse, Esq., and otliers of the resident
gentry. Tlie front seats were mostly occupied by
ladies. The lecturer, Mr. Shirley Hibberd, said the
history of the Rose as a florist's flower dated from 1815.
After briefly sketching the progress it had made in
France under the fostering care of numerous eminent
cultivators, among whom wef-e MM. Vibert, Laflay,
Hardy, Lacharme, Margottin, and others, he described
the several leading species and varieties, and explained
to his unprofessional hearers the manner in which varie-
tiet onainuted. Thft sp*'(llini/s nf OPimt dfa Rutaillfia

them have vanished, and, like the Taverham paper- ^ with the crust in thenTsh^d^fhP^ wT.T^—f^"^makers, have only shown their want of knowledgft- of oven on a b?oad shee o"f\he ,a^^^their business. Orchard houses are now to be seen in half baked. Stew the fruit wiUi ^lai t hLlfT^ v ^an directions, which surely proves that experience^ *-^^"- '^^ "- - -' -
^

13 entirely in their favour; unless, indeed, we suppose
that Mr. Rivers has infected the gardening world with
madness, which, in this unenthnsiastic island of ours, is
not very likely to happen.
As usual, many little bits of novelty have been intro-

duced into Mr. Rivers^s pages. We confine ourselves to
two extracts :

—

"A Vineyard under Glassy—Some years ago I was
much struck with the Vines in the gardens of the
South of France, trained to upright stakes about 6 feet
high, which, as my visits were made towards the end of
autumn, I saw season after season loaded witli fruit.
They were pruned on the spur system, somewhat after
the manner of pruning now practist^d in our Vineries,
but not so close, I then planted some in a border at

ttien fill the half-baked crusts in the tin hoops with it'
Sprinkle pounded loaf sugar over it and finish baking."
You will then have a tart without upper crust, full of
juice and fruit, with which our English tarts will bear
no comparison, for the fine aroma of Strawberries, RaSi)-
berries. Cherries, and Mirabelle Plums is fully preserv^.
They should be taken out of the hoops as soon as cool, and
eaten while fresh, as the juice soon soddens the crust.
This receipt was given to me by a French dief de
cuisine, and has answered admirably."

Gossip of the Ga/rden, a Handbook for the FlorUt
and Sulurban Horticulturist. Vol. IV. London:
Houlston k Wright.
This little serial, which is issued in monthly numbers,

,,,!», ^ , - . - ,
maintains its character as a well-conducted and W611-

h.^V t 11 f
"" 1^^%*?,^^"^^ ^*th a Beech hedge for its got-up magazine oflow pHce, aboutidTng in trustworthyback wall, to try if it were possible to grow Grapes after

|
information on the subjects in which amateur gardenetSthe same fashion under glass. They grew and bore

well, but the hedge-house X found was too cold to ripen
tlieir fruit in all seasons ; so they were taken ^^and in
the hurry of business the idea passed from my mind,
and the experiment was not carried out fully. I have
now, however, with the improvement that has taken
place in building orchard-houses, no hesitation inrecom-

1 be jneutioncd an account of the new plants of the

and

take especial interest. Thus a large proportTon of the
space is devoted to florists' flowers, and we are glad to
notice that the various discusaionsto be found in the pages
of the volume before us, on subjects connected with
this department, are carried on with a tone of courtesjiiot
always to he found in writings of this class. Amoftgst
tlie more important contributions to this volume may

one ot my small span-rooted houses 14 feet wide and 18
inches of glass in each side, as described in p. 1^, A house
of this width and 30 feet long will hold 12 Vines trained
under the roof in the usual way, up one side and down
the other. If however, the Vines are planted in the
borders, and trained to upright iron rods 6 and 7 feet
in height and at 30 inches apart, which will be found
the proper distance, it will hold 48 Vines planted in two
rows: one row to be within 2 feet of the side, and
trained to 6-feet rods; the other 4 feet ^orii it, next to
the central path, atid trained to 7-feetrods. Each border
will thus serve for 24 Vines. They should be pinched
in in summer and pruned in autumn, in the same
manner as directed for bush Vines in pots (p. 82); or, if

the minutia) of this mode of pruning be irksome to the
amateur, he has merely to cut each shoot down to two
eyes, not leaving more than two stumps (the pruned
shoots) to each joint. The Vine will have these all up
the stem, at intervals of about 6 inches. I may men-
tion that but little pruning science is required. I have
a row of Vines in the open air growing in a sandy soil,
which, with the rough pruning thev receive from one
of my labourers (as I merely give directions to prune the
stout well-ripened shoots to two eyes, and cut off close
to the stem all that are weak or not ripe), never fail to
bear every year most abundantly. It may be qni>stioned

i

<r
o

Were ennm<?rated as including the itiost popular Roses.

n,^h^«^/v ^^^ib'"* ^t^"''
'^' ^^'"''' Louis Chaix. ._ ....^ ^... ,„,,, auuuuanuy. ic may oe qnmionec.

Ann rT xf Y ^ ^"p "'" "'^^
''"i^

prom sing Eugene if the Vines will bear fruit iroin 'top to toe.'^ Perhaps

rSilL.
Yellow Roses were dea t with as a sepa- the lower part of the stem mav fail; still if each Vinerate chi«8 poiijcsbing features of peculiar interest; Isa- - - -

-.--..'
hella Grey proved a good pot Rose on its own roots, but
when yonng the blooms were almost white, and, in
common with otiier yellow Roses, such as SoUaterre. it
required a hot position and age to develop its true cha-
racter. Roses on their own roots were to be preferred
before all others where the soil suited them, and beds of
wrts, such as the General, which is the best of beddin
Koses, would bj found far more remunerative than mop-
headed standards stuck about on lawns, where they were
the ugliest of all objects during at leftst six mouths of
the year. Pegged down in good time so that thoir blooin-

kTi /« "^"^ ^e held up above the surface of tlie soil,
bedded Roses were among the best of garden decora-
tiong, and ought to be grown to the discouragement of
worked plants of all kiud:i. One advantage of working
was th^t it enabled many varieties to pnjsper under
cu^:amstances adverse to them on their own bottoms—
the Briar would give vigour to a IVa or Noisette in a
lieavy, damp soil, and theManetti would serve a similar
iise on a chalky or gravelly soil. In fact, the questionM to the value of the Manetti was one of soil and
management. It is a vigorous grower, and where the
Mi suits is the best of all stocks for dwai-fs; but weWW yet to loarn whether it would be used for standards,
the general opinion being th*t Koses budded on it
above ground would be short-lived. The lecturer suid
^e had fuund, after having gro\vn the Manetti five

y«^ that it had thepecuHarity of holding the inserted
""••ormaut for almost any length of time, unless the
neatls of the worked stocks were cut close over, when
tue inserted bud pushed vigorously, and if moulded over
=^iue base would in time emit roots of its own. The

were described by means of diagrams on a black board,
^ouie^propagation of Roses from eyes in the fishion of

gives fruit on only two-thirds of its height the produce
will, I doubt not, be much heavier than from Vines
trained under the roof in the same space. Twelve roof
Vines may give 20 bunches each, or 240 in all, a most
abundant crop. Foi'ty-eight Vines trained to rods may
give at 12 bunches each (a low estimate) 576 bunches,
or an increase on roof cultivation of nearly 100 percent.
There is besides this the pk'asure of walking among
one's Vine?, of being able to prune and train them
without having the eyes strained by constantly looking
upwards to the roof, if any bunches reqnire thinninw- or
shoots pruning. The borders for these upright Vines
should he well forked over to a depth of 20 inches,
and be enriched with a dressing of manure, half-inch
bones, and lime rubbish, well mixed with the soil in
stirring it. It may be advisable to annually root-prune
Hnd dress the Vines, after the manner of the Zante
Vineyards, as mentioned in p. 138 ; but this must be a
matter of experiment, to be carried ont by the zealous
amateur. 1 can imagine but few things more agreeable
than walking in a Vineyard under glass while th«
Vines are in bloom and in fruit. Stroi'g-growing and

j

good-beating sorts should be chosen for this kind of
culture, such as Black Hamburg, Trentharh Black,
Black Prince, Chaptal, Chasselas Vibert, Royal Musca-
dine, Muscat de Sarbelle, Muscat St. Laurent, &c.

practice of wall-fruit culture, papers on familiar botany,
and a set of gossiping articles on popular garden flowers
under the heading of the Ladits' Page. The seri^ of
papers on wall-fi-uit culture are capital teachings of pSaJn
practical horticulture, based on scientific principles. Wc
have, too, in the following a useful hint, by a corre-
spondent, dropped among some** RandomRemarks about
Roses:—"The Roses 'originated' (to use a favourite
term of the Gallic raisers) so aboudantly in France
find their best market in this country; and such of
thetn as can establish their claim soon became natntaf-
ised. and are prevented from being ' household words*
solely because these names are expressed in a langnag5<
which is only understood by the better educated classes;
"Why should this be ? Is our mother tongue so poor
that we can find no Anglo-Saxon equivalent for (Eillet
Parfait, Bouquet de Flore. Coupe d'Heb^, Berceau
Imperial, Prince Noir, Tonjours Fleuri, and a ho8t of
others ? Surely our large growers—our Rivers's, our
Paul's, our Cranston's, our Francis's, &c,—would do ^ell
to hisert these sorts in their catalogues, translated
purely and simply into the vernacular ! Would nx)t
something more tangible and more definite be impressed
on the minds of at least four out of every five readers of
these catalogues, by substituting, in lieu of the names
above mentioned, these English synonyms, viz.. Perfect
Carnation, Florals NOsegay, Hebe's Cup. the Imperial
Cradle, the Black Prince, Ever-blooming, &c. ? I admit
that so far as proper names are concerned we cannot do
mucli, but even with these something might be efle<ited.
Why should we disguise Joan of ^li-c, JMary of Medld,
Louis of Austria, and GuTdo's Aurora, under the foreign
masks of Jeanne d'Arc, Marie de Medicis, Louis
d^Vutriche, and Aurore du Guide ? I want to se^
Englisii catalogues printed, as far as possible, in the
English language. If it be thought desirable to retain
the foreign name there can be no objection provided

j

the English version is given also, i. e., m all cases wfeere
translation is possible. For example :—La Ville de
Bruxelles (The City of Brussels), Evdque de Nimes
(liishop of Ximes), Geant des Batailles {The Giant),
Reine des Fleurs (Queen of Flowers), &c. If this
were done for a year or two, the original designations
might then be dropped altogether, as the public would
soon recognise theit old favourites, and as I believe love
them all the better for being able to call them by their
names without incurring the peril of l^jing laughed at
for their ridiculous mispronunciation of a word in an
unknown tongue."
The volume contains besides notices of the various

contemporaneous occurrences, reports of shows and
meetings, both metropolitan and provincial, and a brief
compendious calendar Of operations. Altogether the

Ihe ll-iect wide span-roofed orchard-house seems to me book is one which, if continued in the same style as tlie

•everalW ri -v. A
—;"'"6 "'^^ ^*^"' vvitueacn eye, wei-e recently aavertisea. JUfTging irora the itgurns eiven,

cultivflti^
"*^^5=^^f\,at length. The lecturer said the these are like the * ten pound Vinei'ies' invented by Mr.

^ h^\"'''5 P?*^ ^""^^^ ''"^ ^l^e »^ost remunerative of
"J^ticuUura! pursuits in which amateurs could

^^^ Ihe proceeds of the lecture will be devoted to

the most eligible and agreeable of all for a Vineyard
under glass. It should stand endwise north-east and
soath-wcst, so that the siin may ^hine all the morning
on the go\ith-east side, down the middle about 1 o'clock,

and on tlie north-west side all the itfremoon. Thia
descriptioti of hobse appears much more agreeable
than the span-roofed houses withonb sides recently

patented by' Sir J. Puxton, and can bo built at a smaller

cost than one of those * hothouses for the million,'

recently advertised. Juitging from the figurns eiven.

portion before u», may be recommended to the class of
readers fur whom it is designed.

NotifCiS of 33oofeg.

vers on (he Orchard House

!

Afioeher eilition of

»• P>rd«ier8 who conld not or wonld not manage

R. Warner, of Broomfield; and, as Vmeries for the

roof culture of Gi*apes, they will be undoubtedly

useful."
" Com;jo^e5.~Tliese delicious French open tarfs are

tnade as follows:—Take half a pound of floftfr, 6 oz. of

butter, and a little pounded loaf sugar; rub' and mix

thoroughly with an Gg% well beaten. Roll the paatfe

into a thin crnst, and then take hoops of tin abtnit

3 inches in diameter and 1 inch deep ;
place your cruat

iti these as when making a common tart (from which it

Garden ZVIemoranda*
Messrs. Cutbi'sh atcd Son's Nttksert, HrcifGATK.

—A magnificent exhibition of Hyacinths \\m been held
Ijero during the past week, and we observe by an
advertisement in another column that it is stilT to

remain oj^cn for another week. This nursery hma of
late years become celebrated not only for the qtmntity

of its Hyacintiis, but also for the excellence oi their

culture; and thus season, it may be remarked, they are

in even both respects an imprm'ement on their prede-

cessors. Indeed such a display of these charming spring

flowers as is at present to be found here is worth

going miles to see. Nearly 40(rvanetie8 of all shades

of colour—refls, blues, whites, and yellows (the latter

scarce) are effectively arranged in rows on the front

shelf of a lean-to show house, the raised stage of which

is literally one mass of flowering plants. Tlic roof is

8 of

the
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pliints grow are conce^iVnl among Moss, find the whole

fe tastefully edged with a row of striped lilac a»d

ycUow Crocuses. Among the Hyacinths are some of

the showiest and hest sorts at present iu cultivatiin,

together with the more striking new kinds, some of

which appear to be improvements botli in size and colour

on those with which we are already acquainted. In

the following list will he found the names of such sorts

as appeared most worthy of notice :
—

Doulle iZe(?.-Buke of Wellington, fine pale rose,

bclU lar^c and beautifully arranged, large spike; ex-

cellent T Koh-i-Noor, very tine deep crimson, spikes

very large, with moderate-sized bells, new and very

distinct; Priucess Koyal, fine red, very large bells and

spikes; Susannah Marin, beautiful salmon rose, fine

bells and good spike.

Double ^7a7e.—Prince of Waterloo, pure white,

bells very large, spike excellent; Tour d'Auvergne, pure

white, moderate bells, and large spike.

I Double Slue, — Laurens Koster, still one of the

showiest, and of first-rate form, with an immense spike;

Sir Coliu Campbell, dark blue sliaded, very tiue bells

aud spike ; new and excellent.
,, , . . i-u

DouUe B^ocfc.—In this limited class the hest la stiU

perhaps Othello, a very dark kind.

Single i?e(Z.—Amy, fine bright red, beautifully

formed, Urge bells and spike ; Bi'llc Quirine, pale flesh,

beautifully stiiped with carmine, very large bells, spike

moderate ; Circe, carmine, shaded with salmon, beauti-

fully marbled with pink, large bells, and handsome spike

;

Florence Nightnigale (Fabiola), deep pink, shaded with

orange, large bells, and good spike ; new and excellent

;

Lady Sale, very deep red, Urge bells, and immense

spike; an excellent kind ; Li na, the brightest red of all.

moderate bells and spike ; new and excellent ; Madame
Hodgson, very fine pale pink, good bells, and finely

formed spike; Milton, dark crimson, beautiluUy shapt-d

bells, and large spike; new and excellent; Monsieur

Peasch, pale pink, striped crimson, changing to deep

red, large bells, and fine spike ; excellent; Mrs.lJeecher

S'owe, pink striped red, large bells, and handsome

apike; Norma, waxy pink, very large bells and spike;

one of the most beautiful Hyacinths iu cultivation;

Queen Victoria, pale pink, with bright red stripes, large

bells, and very handsome spike ; Robert Steiger (Maria

Cathcrina), tine deep crimson, large bells, and fine

spike; Solfaterre, brilliant orange scarlet, large bells,

and beautiful spike; Von Schiller, very fine dark red,

g^ood bells and spike.

Single it/ac.—L'Unique. purplish lilac, small bell?,

moderate spike; Honneur d'Overeeu, fine bronzy lilac,

l.rgebells, and moderate spike, excellent; Lord Clyde,

bronzy lilac, lartre bi^lls, with distinct white eye, fine

spike, new and excellent; Prince Alfred, dark purplish

lilac edgeA with black, large bells and spike, new and

eiccellent.

Single ^AiVc—Elfrida beautiful pale creamy Hash,

very large, well shaped bells. and good spike; gigantea,

fine pale blush, large bells with peculiar narrow petals;

very fine spike; new and excellent; Grandeur il

Merveille, handsome pale blush, go>d hells, and large

spike; La Balaine. very deep blush, good bells aud

spike; excellent; Madame van der Hoop, pure white,

large bells, and immense spike; excellent; Miss

Burdett Coutts, most beautiful creamy blush, with very

Urge bells of great substance; si>ikc large; an improve-

ment on Voltaire; Orondates, pure white, with very

Urge bells and an immense spike; new; Snowball,

beautiful pure white, Urge well shaped bells, and very

large spike ; new.
Single Blue.~kT^\% fine indigo blue, with very dis-

tinct white centre, large bells, with metallic-like tubes,

aud arranged on the spike somewhat thinly ; neverthe-

lees a useful variety; Baron Van Tuyll, fine dark blue.

Urge bells, extra fine spike ; excellent ; Charles Dickens,

pale blue, large bells, very fine spike; Couronue de

CeUe,Jpale blue. Urge bells and handsome spike ; Grand
Lilaa, beautiful delicate azure blue, large bells, spike

large and beautiful; Orondates, fine porcelain blue,

Urf^e hella. and excellent spike.

Single iZaoJfc.— Black Prince, very deep purple,

almost black, good bells, and fine spike; and much
darker than Prince Albert ; General Hnvelock, dark

purple changing to black, very large bells and spike ; a

remarkably vigorous grower; Prince Albert, deep

purple, large bells, and good spike.

Single Tellow.—ln this cLtss the best are Anna
Carolina, clear yellow, good bells and spike; and Heroine,

pale yelloiv.

Messrs. Cutbush deserve credit for throwing such a

beautiful exhibition open gratuitously to the public, and
we recommend all lovers of Hyacinths to visit it speedily.

It will well repay inspection,

We may also add that together with a fine stock of

ornamental shrubs this nursery contains a remarkably
fine specimen cf Welling tonia gigantea. It is nearly

7 feet in height, and beautiful in shape. It has with-
stood the sevcritv of the winter unnrotected without i

itijarr

three-fourths of thefiowers which are petted and potted

in your greenhouses. As you go to the old crumbling

ruins of your forefathers' church, you may pass an

orchard and gardens with green hedgerows, torget

debit and credit for awhile and look narrowly at the

clusters of leaves on the Apple and Cherry trees, on the

Uose trees, on the Hawthorn branches, but above all on

the Oak tree if there be one. Look at the leaves every-

where And when you come to the ruin look at the

Ivy leaves, the real green ones. Not unhkely you will

find some done in stone, if you look for them, and as

like Nature's Ivy as need be ; especially if the green

Moss-mould be on them. Foliage is a lovely thing, and

you would soon learn to love it if you saw more ot it,

and less of paving-stones. It was made to be loved, 1

rather think. Look round now upon the sculptured

chapiters, the bosses, the corbels, the Vine leaves, cut

on the angles of the bases, the cunning leaf work

rnnnino- up the shafts and round the arches, beautifying

the doorways and the windows. There are flowers too,

such as damask the Grassy bauksido and Sedgy

shallow. Examine it all closely, and see with what

chaste delicacy the hand of the workman has wrought

them out, with what loving tenderness he has traced

the lineaments of the clustered foliage you saw awhile

ago. Putin your fingers between the tendrils and feel

how the stone is cut away carefully under the leaves

they carry as if by faery-craft. How gracefully the

stone stalks curve and bend as if stirred by a gentle

wind. No formal stiffness here, no measuring of

modules with foot rules ; though that can be done too

in its place. And see what a pleasant life is breathed

into all this by those grotesque little heads of squirrels

or some such tribe—peeping out here and there as if

from the shadow of their own branches in the wood.

The memories of the old forest again. Moirh- Pagan or

Christian.

le

Calendar of Operations
(For the ensuing tceeJr,)

MiacellaneoTis.
Gothic Sculpture. — rnhappilv. not oaring, you !

know very little about N.^aro. You » admire » flow ers
'

no doubt, but 1. hat special admiration have you for'
leaves ? The love of Nature in your favourite Greeks

'

even was manifested in a very indifferent way. There '

arc some leaves which arc more exqiusitely be-autiful than '

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

CONSEETATOEY, 5:C.—The occasional bright sunshine

and cold drying winds which we are now experiencing

will soon, unless means are used to counteract their

effects, destroy the beauty of some of the finest speci-

mens of plants in this house, particularly if their bloom-

ing has been forwarded in a close moist atmosphere,

and, although it is yet too early to bring shading into

general use, it will be difficult without its assistance to 1

preserve blossoms in perfection during such weather as

we have at present, Blinds must therefore be resorted

to; but they should be arranged so as to be easily

drawn up or let down. In admitting air avoid as far as

possible allowing cold currents to blow over the plants.

Many conservatories are very unfit places for Heaths,

being generally too lofty and kept too warm for them

;

some of the winter flowering varieties are however very

ornamental, and should be largely employed in their

decoration during the spring months. As soon as they

have done flowering let them be pruned back and give

them a liberal shift; when they start into growth, using

good fibry peat for the purpose, aud if they are well

attended to during the growing season they will over-

come any injury they may sustain through occupying

an unsuitable position while in bloom. Azaleas, Camel-

lias, Roses, early-flowering I^ew Holland plants, and

forced bulbs will keep show liouses gay for some

time yet.

FOnCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEEiES.—Look over young growing stock, occa-

sionally examining and repotting such as is found to be

iu want of more pot room. Ttie temperature may be

slightly advanced, as the amount of ligiit increases, but

this is a matter in which the state of the plants will be

the best guide. Aim at securing strong dwarf plants,

with a free habit of growth ; and if this is obtained,

it is immaterial whether the night temperature is

60° or 70", and very much will depend upon circum-

stances as to which will be proper. Plants that may ,

be unhealthy and in an unkind state, if kept near
the glass, will be benefited by a considerably higher
temperature than would be suitable for others in a
free state of growth. These are circumstances, how-
ever, which can be properly judged of only by those iu

care of the plants, but they are easily understood by a

little careful observation. Use every means to induce

a vigorous root action, and if this is obtained free strong

! growth will result with otherwise ordinary care only.
' ViNEEiES.—See that Vines starting into growth are

tied up in their places before the shoots get so long as

to be liable to be broken off in the operation. Syringe

frequently until the leaves begin to unfold; hut use

the syringe sparingly after that is the case, and only on

the afternoons of bright days. Where the buds do not

promise tiT break regularly bend the Tines so as to

place those that are backward in the most likely

position to catch the sap, and this should be done

directly any indications of their not breaking regu'a-Iy

are observed. If any of the bunches in houses where

the berries are stoned look as if they would be improved

by a few more berries being cut out, let this be done

at once. FiGS.—Keep the shoots thin so as to expose

the foliage to light and air, and persevere in the use of

the syringe to prevent red spider. Give air freely on

bright days, shutting early in the afternoon after

syringing* the house. Peaches.—Proceed gradually

with the disbudding of the early house, and where th^-

fruit is very thiclc a portion should be removed as goou

as fairly set; hut the Peach is liable to drop until after

stoning, and this must be borne in mind, and plenty

left to allow for a few failing. Maintain a steady heat

to Cucumbers of 65° or 70° at night, and allow' it to

rise 10" or IS'' with sun heat. Give air on every

favourable opportunity,

FLOW EH GARDEN AND SHRUBBEEIES.
If not done previously, the herbaceous ground shonU

now be well cleaned and neaMy raked over. Fill up

vacanci( s either from the reserve garden or by ^m'mg
annuals in the intermediate spaces. Many plants, .is

for instance Phloxes, Asters, &c., throw up too many
flowering shoots; where such is the case thin them out

at onco, so as to obtain not only flue heads of bloom

but increased strength in the remaining shoots, to

enable them to need less assistance from stakes. Holly-

hocks for late blooming may still be planted, as \t is

best where they are grown extensively to plant at two

or tliree times to ensure a succession of bloom. These

showy plants are v(;ry suitable for long lines, parallel

with "straight walks, walls, &c., where they produce a

grand effect.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
See that recently transplanted trees are not suffering

for want of water, a circumstance, which, however, will

hardly happen except on dry porous soils, and in aucli

cases the ground should be mulched with decayed

leaves to preserve it In a uniformly moist state. Attend

carefully to the preaorvation of blossoms of fruit trees.

Where nothing better or mrre convenient can te

obtained, Tew or Spruce branches will be of service,

provided they are so fixed as not to he liable to be

blo\vn a2:a:iist the blossoms. Pemove the covering as fre-

quently as may be convenient on fine days, so as to

fully expose the trees to sun and air. Sow Broccoli in beds

of rich light soil in an open situation for the main crop,

and Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c., in succession. Attend

also to sowing small breadths of Turnips about once a

fortnight, so as to secure having a regular supply in a

fit state for use. Put in a small breadth of some early

French Bean on a warm dry sheltered border, and plant

a quantity in small pots to be raised inacoldfiame

and planted out as soon as all danger of fi-ost is over.

Seldom have vegetables of every description been

scarcer than they are this season ; therefore endeavour

to get spring crops in early. Use the hoe freely to keep

the surface soil loose and friable.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAB LONDOIf.

For the Week ending M.arcli 15, I860, aa observed at the HorticttUura\Gardfaf

TKMPKRATirhB,
Bahometeb.

Friday 9
Sfitur. 1

1

Sun^laf 1

1

Mon. 12

Tues. 13

Wed. 14

Thurs. 15

Averftse.

.

16

17
IS

19

20
i

Ma\.

30.1S2
20.950
29.R31

2'J.4y»

29.5;8
29.510
29.323

29.7an

Mia.

a0.O43
:9.71k)

29.45:1

29.39;t

29.39S

29.756

29.6;il

Of the Air?

Max.

40
41
45
45
47
47
49

MiD.

13

27
29
3*1

31
25
35

44.8 I 27.8

)Iean

29.0
at.fl

370
37.5
39.0

360
42.0

36.3

March 9 -Clear and frosty ; clomly and cold
-.
snow shower; t'Jew.

_ lO-Uniformly overcast; fine but cold; densely OTcrcaat; snoff.

— 11—Hazy: line; densely overcast at nisht.

— 12—Vniformlv overcast ; cloudy ; rain at night.

— 13—Clear ; cloudy ; overcast.
— 14 -Cloudy; overcaBt; frosty.

_ . . .^— 15—Clear and frosty ; fine ; overcast ; rnin at nisht.

Mean temperature of the weeV. 6 dea. below the average.

BECORD OF THE WE.ATHER AT CHISWCK.
I Z During the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, endms March .4,1BW^

-pSfailfisViSaa.

March.

ir • a. ii « a.^ ^ - a a» -

<5^

SumUylS,- 50.4

Mon. 19 5L2
Tuea. 20., 520
U'ed- 21., b\A
ThuTTi. 22.. 50 5

Friday 23.. 50.4

Satur- 24.- 50.0

The hishej>t temperatur
and 20th, lB3fi. and 24tln ;

20tb, 1S;5—therm. 16 dep.

^ ^ ^

33.7

33.9
31.1

3:1.5

34.8
34.1

31.8

No. of
Tears in

which it

Rained.

42.1

42.6
43
42.5

427
42.2

40.9

9
10
13
14
16
14
10

Greateit
Quantity
of Rain.

0.24 in.

o.a3
0.36
0.21

0.44
0.60

0.11

eurred

Notices to Correspondents- ^
Books : Z M. Make yourself master of Dr. I'^p^*^^yA^

Botany ; and when you have done that consult
^^p^Iirtioii

British Birds : A Constant Sub. would be obhged fo'.i°™",.urecl

respecting the beat atitbor on British birds, with cot

plates of the birds and their eggs.
^ ,^ „ „— p's r&vec

Cauforsian Trees: C P. You will find M^r. Murray»^^
on this subject reprinted from the Edinburgh >ew x

phical Journal at p. 928 of our last year's ^o^"^^;*^vnlt«i'«*
Coffee Geowing : Muid. See Porter's Tropical Agni-u.

and an article in our columns to-day. t,_g gent

Diseased Pine Apple : J C. The miserable fruifc J^ " m«ch
haa probably rotted in consequence of haTing ^*" ' T>erifornJ

water, too Uttle heat, combined with roots unao'« ^^ V^^ ^

their proper funcUnns. It is what is techmcaUV c^

starter. ,. into a trt«

Manure : Stainef. There is no occasion to pnt swt
*"j,j^g the

in order to kill it : nor ia it an easy thing w a^
eno\^-

roots plenty of salt water, and that wiU kill ***° mdW
As to phosphorus let it alone, unless you have»

bum your fingers to the bone. , ,. _j to re\^^'

Names of Puxts : We have been so often <»^",Sri- that"**

us' for assistance, they should exhaust t^^"" **.*

^^ trou^l*
*'^

gaining information. We cannot s^^^e them loe ^^ .^ ^
examining and thinking for themselves; nor «^^^_^
desirable if we could. All we can do is to netp

^^^^^^ not

that most willingly. It is now requested t"*^,%ne time-^
more than four plants may be sent as

J^ig-grs fr**®
*

Smo. We do not see ho»T your seedling ^"/ " -g fronJ^;:

Pinaster. You do not say where the »^.^„ fine
«»

/ WB. Struthiola virgata and the true curv-,

good.—ff / C. Poljstachya luteoLx.

r

t
f

I

I
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MAiSUKKS, M anutacturers

, i'^n^^vi^^ ^^f^'^Zv-ii- artificial manures
A and others ^"fJ,^^,^?y"\;Vtruction for their economical

,c obtain every ^^ce^sarj
, . ^^ j. c. Nesbit F.G.S.,

Sf/ efficient preP^^^«\^ic&l and Chemical College

r Principal of the
^f^fgeeof Soils, Guanos Siu)en>lio8-

fp'n/nffton,
London, S- analyse

of Gold Silver and
JSte:'ofUme.Coprolites

f^^^ accuracy anci despatch

5tr 3liaerala are executea
instruction in Chemical

Semen f.^^^^"L/^ill find .mple facility and accommoda-

J- .r.d to Andoutthc
followingMANUFACTLRED

Are now
prepared tosena^^^^j^^g _

SUTERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of hest qriahty.

?^kSATED UEATE.

JIANGEL MA>UKb. ROOTS.
BLOOD MANURE FoR^^^f^Q TOPDRESSING.
CORN ^L-^^V^^J^,flar attention to the article Dissolved

They ^cuM ^^^'^^fi^^^e
^^"^^^ Manures for the Root

Doues, £13 bemg one ot tue
^^^^^

^-1^'
f±^".7dwS plo^l^hate, to be obtai

on, both of

obtained entirely

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
13EAN ditto

Also

tne^^luble and insoluble pho

from Bones.

The

foDlsULPBATE
116 Fenchurch Street, ii.'^-'— rsTXBTTs H E D 1812.

Mr<;sRS PROCTOR are now prepared to take

Sfoi^heir special MANURES for 1860^hich they

.mhesiCJtlnglv state ari of a superior quality and charged at

<be lowejtpo^ible price,j^z.:-
^^^^^^^

POTATO ditto

"ptruyiA°N'GUANO^1f0NE''Du'sTsUPERPHOSPHATE
Of LI3IE &c., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or

Fr(>ctor & RvLAND. Birmingham and Chester.

OURNARD, LACK, a>d CO/S CONCENTRATED
O SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Pbipboric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tnbasic

Phosphate of Lime. ^„ , . i .

«

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

'^oftheseMlnuresDr.VoelcT^er says:-" These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate." , ^ , i

Detailed analvses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the"Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnael-, Lack,

ii Co., Sut'-on Road, Plymouth.
^

IAWES'S manures.—The Manures manufactured

J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, ISfiO, are now ready

Vor deliverv at his Factories at the followiug prices :—

LAWES'd PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. ,. £0
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME G

MINERAL 5

LAWESS BARLEY MANURE 8

MANGEL MANURE 8

GRASrt MANURE ,. .. ^ •• >
TTiew Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his

pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

vnryioK according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tone Turnip Manure at Mr. Laweh'h Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circular, t© be obtained

on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Americau Cakes at market prices.

Address. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaicla Place, London Bridge, E.C.,

*n<i Mffey BuiMiiiRg, Eden Quay, Dublin.

ti
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LAND IMPROVEMENTS.

TH E GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND I3IPR0VEMENT COMPANY

;^re empowered by Act •f Parliament to assist the Owners of

Land in cinying into effect the following Improvements, and
charging the whole outlay and expenses on the property
improved.

1. All Works of Drainage, Irrigation, "Warping, and Embank-
ment.

IX. The erection of Farmhouses, Cottages for Agricultura.
Labourer.% and all kinds of Farm Buildings.

III. The construction of Roads.
IV. The Grubbing: and Clearing of Old Woodlands, Enclosing,

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed are—Tenants for Life, Txiistees, ilortgagees in

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent persons,

Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a Term ex-

ceeding 14 years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal,

Incumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, &.c.

The Owners of Estates not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also avail themselves of the powers of the Company's Act to

charge tbeir estates with an oiitlay in improvements.
In all cases the whole cost of 'the improvements, with the

attendant expenses, may be cliarged on tlic Estate, the term
for Building Works being limited to 31 years, but for all other
improvements being capable of extension to 50 years.

No investigation of title being required, and the charge not

being affected bj' Incumbrances, no legal expenses are incurred.

Operations under the Company's Act are divided into two
principal branches; one where the Landowner designs and

executes the im]>rovements by his own Agent and merely

requires a loan from the Company to charge the Estate,—the

other \here the Company undertake the entire respon-

eibiUty of the Improvement and obtain repayment by

way of Rent Charge. In the first case the plans,

specifications, and estimates prepared by the Landowners

Agent are forwarded to the Company to be submitted

for approval to the Inclosure Commissioners. As soon as the

sanction has been given the Landownerproceeds to execute the

works, and theCompany having conducted the busmessthrough

all the official forms, complete the charge on the estate when
the works have been passed by the Commissioners, and repay

the Landowner the amount agreed upon.

In no part of the business is there ntiy control npon a Land-

owner except by the Inclosure Commissioners. The Company
never interfere, except at the speciatrequest of the Landowner

or his Agent, and only to such extent as may further the

objects he has in view.
,

In the other case, where the Company are required to

execute the works, a report and estimate of the Improve-

ment are sent to the Landowner, and having been approved,

the plans are then prepared and the works—either 8ubmitted_ to
public competition or entrusted to their own staff—are carried

on to completion, and the amount of the actual expenditure

only, ajjproved by the Inclosure Commissioners with the Com-
pany's agreed commission and the Commissioners' expcnsbs,

finally charged on the Estate for the term fixed by the

Landowner. , „ i, -nr t <

The Company also execute Drainage and all other Works ot

Land Improvement on Commission for the Owners of Estates

not Entailed who may wish to charge the outlay on the pro-

perty through the simple and inexpensive process of the

Company's Act.
Applications to be addressed to William CLirroRo, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Pai'liament

Street , London. 8.W.

C
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMIbTKY
J AND or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38 Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, Londoti, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pur-sucd in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agiiculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analvses and Assays of every description are promptly an'^

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars mav be had on application to the Principal.

IRELAND.
JOSEPH BERRY a^d SONS, Seed Mxechants,

Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the

Wettem CounUes. SUPERPHOSrUATE OF LIME, and other
M.ir.ure?.— S, Arr;m Quay, Dublin.

O D A M 5 ' S BLOOD M
MANUFACTURED BY

A N U R E S
1

THE PATENT.

€i\t ^firtcultttral ^nnttt
SATURDAY, MAItCJl 17, I860.

MEETINGS FOR TUE FOLLOWING WEEK.
WKDSBsnAY, March 21—Asri. Society of Enulantl .... N'oon.-

AJITRO-PHOSPHATE ok BLOOD MANURE
il COMPANY (Limited), consisUng of TENANT FARMERS,
*^*<™pying upwards of 30,000 acres of Land.

AbeiSmHh, Jun., Esq., M.P., W.-dton House, Ware, Herts.

ChsrlM Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.

Wward Ball. Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico, S.W.
General Hall, Weston Colville, Linton. Cambridge.
John Bradv, Esq.. M.P.. Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square,

8.W. • ^'

Directors.
Chairman.—Jonaa Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
Dqraty Chairman.—John Collins, Esq., Myddleton Square,

Fentonville, E.C.
Edwwd Bell, E.?q.,Tottenham, Middlesex, N.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Kichait! Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts,
llamas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N.
Robert Leeds. E^q., West Lexhara. Norfolk.

J5*^ Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town, N.W.
zf^^ Siivill, Esq., lugthorpe, ne-ir Stamford.
"»u*m Collins, Esq.. 105, St John Street Road, E.C.
•"*««.—Messrs, Bamett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street, E.C.

j-^^ Solicitors.Mm. Kingsford k Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
AudiUiT.^J. Carter Jonas, Esq., Cambridge.
*^^frj~Mr. James Odiims. | SccnMry.—Mr. C. T. Macadam.
^'•«»

: IW, Fcnchurch Street, London, E.C. ; Manufactory,
Plaistow Marshes, Essex,

."*• Directors Tecoromend these Mannres with every confi-

ti^\*
to the attention of their brother Farmers, and the fact

™^ th«y and the Shareholders farm upwards of 30,000 acres
^•ad c-umot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to
f"*iincr8. The high per centage of Soluble Phosphate, and
2^ Rinount of Animal Matter yielding Ammonia they con-

^^ not only render them the cheapest, but also the most
^^*J»1 Manures, and the best calculated to produce a healthy,
"tt}d. «id heavy crop.
ADAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.-Tbis manure

T?"™»»nuuu.sually large percentage of Soluble Phosphate
if"**' »ad ia therefore a highly valuable Manure for all root
2**, *• ••curity to the purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt.,
•rked " Odama's Patent Blood Manure," and sold only by
* mihoriwid Agents of ths Company.

3Jr. Alderman Mechi has published, as

a balance-sheet in the I'tmeSy a statement nn the

one hand of hii sales of corn, s eds, rots and hay,

as well as of meat, wool, and dairy produce, &c.

(leducting leai stock purchased), amountinfr

m all to 3884/., or 11/. Is. Id, per acre; and

oa the other hand together wiih a statement

of his expenses nnder different heads, not as

actually incurred, i. «. in so many successive pay-

ments, but as reduced to their several amounts per

acre, to be afterwards multiplied by 170, the

number of his acres. The expenditure is as follows

:

Several expenses as specified at Tl. 9«. 8 ^ per acre £1272 3a. id.

Rentat42i .. ..£357 O^.Od.

Tenant's profit, bemg lOl. 14«. \d,

per cent, on a capital of5380?. .. 254 16 8
611 16 8

week tu give a report ot the rery vigorous discus-

sion which followed Mr. Corbet s capital paper oa
the Over-Preservation of Game, read at the London
Farmers' Club last week. The paper itself will,

we are glad to learn, soon be published as a pam-
phlet by Mr. Kidgway, Piccadilly.

Mr. Straefobb is to dispose on "Wednesday,

March 28th, of the herd of Short-horns belonging to

J. C. Atetnp, Eec[., of Milcote, near Stratford-on-

Avon. 'We hope next Saturday to give a short

report of the farm and of the herd.

The duty is taken off Date?. Every one know^
what a luscious and fattening food they are fo^

man. The probability is that they may now
become available for 'sheep and cattle. Treacle

and sugar have been used successfully before now
in the meat manufacture : malt is generally

believed to be better food than Barley, more
digf^stible and more nourishing : the Carob pod is

now largely used and thought well -worth its

price, notwithstanding other cattle foods are, if

anything, cheaper than they were. All theae

things point out sweet food, and especially food

containing the so-called Grape sugar which exists

in most ripe fruits, as practically useful in the

cattle fctall and feeding yard.

Dates are of course altogether new to English

farmers, and we can only judge by the success of

the Carob Beau and other similar foods of their

probable utility ; for as yet we have no analysis of

the flesh of the Date to help us in our judgment.

On representing this, however, to Dr. YoELcpiB,

of Cirencester, the chemist of the Koyal Agricul-

tural Society of Englar.d, he has at once engaged

to analyse the new food ; and we shall shortly be

able to give our readers his report. "We have no

doubt, too, that ere long we shall be able to give

an agricultural as well as a chemical report—to

the extent at least of a few weeks' experience of a

small parcel.

But it is not likely that Dates will be avail-

able as cattle food unless they can compete with

such artielts as Carob Beans in price. "What then

is the prospect of our obtaining them at 6/. or

IL a ton ? On this we can at present only say

that the Date is a fruit which even more, it seems,

than other vegetable produce varies exceedingly in

its yield from year to year. And while, if we go to

the Euphrates for instance, the prices at Busrah

for the inferior kind.s of Dates (their vaiie-

ties being almost innumerable) may com-

monly be about 4/. a ton at the wharf, yet in

abundant years they can be had much cheiper.-

Freightage' thenco would cost probably 4/. a ton,

so that with importer's profit it is not likely that

they can generally be imported thence and s tld

here for Tniroh less than 9/. or 10/. a ton. Still/

if only for occasional irnpoftatlux /iffegt—tt ft-uitftil

season they would be useful we believe to EngMsh

furmers.

It ia, however, from the north coast of Africa

that we are likely to obtain the cheapest supply;

and we are told that Dates are to be had m
any quantitv at a distance which cannot involve

more than 2bs. or 30«. per ton at moat for ^ip-

ment to a British port. And if the African Date

is to be bought from the grower as cheaply as that

in the Persian Gulf, there can be little doubt of

its being introduced in abundance to our markets

at prices which will tempt the cattle feeder.

Total income of tbo farm £1834

Mr. Mechi has also a paragraph on the same

subiect in another column. The curious precise-

ness of some of the items in the list of his " gross

expenses per acre on the whole farm, does we

miS repeat, give an air of estimae rather than

of actual experience to a good deal that is here

set down as fact. ... . ^^

Manual expenditure, for instance, costs exactly

21 ner acre on Tiptree farm, horse labour exactly

2^ purchased cattle food exactly 3- per acre

steam-power just 5.. It is only fair to add that

M Mechi pledges himself -to the correctness of

the items in the balance-sheet, which shows a

o^oss reTi rn of 11/. per acre, and a profit of nearly

lITer cent, on the tenant's capital of 14/, per acre

and a house to live in, rent free, after pay^ing the

landlord's improved rental of 42s. per acre.

We re-ret that we are unable untd next

In a former article, while treating of the

APPLICATION OF IRON TO AGEICrLTrRAL STBrC-

ttjbes, we gave a few notes on the construction

and fitting up of cast-iron columns; we now take

^

up in like manner the department of beanis, as

used either for the support of a floor as that ot a

granary, or of the *' principals" of a roof which

Ire plioed over the spaces of columns, as in the

case of shedding.

The form of the beam is a matter of the utmost

importance : one form will give a stronger beam

with less material than another which may be

avmrenthf stronger from the circumstance of ite

hE so much more metal or other material in ita

constmetion. On the subject of l^ams a grea^

amount of ignorance prevaisamoB^^^

olfl«<iPa of countrv mechanics, and tnose enga^*^^ "*

Thi3 iznoranoe is displayed not only m the uM

Krofg forms of beams, but in tWo««.an ^hich

t riren to beams, the form of which mav be nght.

if we devote this paper to a few notes iHustrat v^

of the mo8t important of the truths connected with

the subject, it may be of some uUlity.

Beams, of whatever material, are much ^eaVer ™h.a em
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ployed in tlie flat position, as a Fig. U, than when laid on
edge, as b. The increase of strength obtained by this h^st posi-

I «

vour in this way to makebeam a in Fig. 6 with iU depth uniform throughout. The i your in lUlS way 10 maUe Our r^»T i
~^^^^:^*

influence of the position of the load on beams thus suppoi-ted /. 1 a.
inoltiHifio. +!.« i

^^^
(iouhli.

at one end only is as marked as in the case of beams ^seiuJ, at once^ mciuaiDg the mechailie wt,«Tv
supported at both ends (see Figs. 12 and 13). Thus, 8upi)ose
the beam asupportedatoneend(Fig. lS)ha8 the pressure applied

Fig. II.

tion is much greater than one not familiar with the laws
regulating the strength of materials would suppose. The
strength of beams increases directly as their breadth increases,
that is if a beam as a supported 20 cwt., if its breadth was
doubled, as shown by the dotted part c, the strength would

Fig. 12.

only be doubled. But as the strength of feeams increases as the
gfjuart of their depth, a much stronger beam would be obtained
by placing the beam a as at &. For suppose the beam « to be
8 inches deep, its strength would be represented by S^ or 64
while by placing it on ite edge the depth would be increa'sed to

to it entirely at one end as through the medium ofthe pillar or
standard 6, it will support one-half only of the pressure which
a like beam a, Fig. 19, will support where the load is distri-

buted over the surface as by the flag-stone b c. The beam in

the circumstances displayed in Fig. 8 sustains only one-fourth
of the pressure which the beam in circumstances as shown in
Fig. 1*2 sustains.

The strength of a beam is also greatly dependent upon its

length ; or the distance between the points of support. It is

j
evident that a short beam w-ill sustain a greater pressure than
A long one ofthe same scantling. Stated correctly, the ability
of beams of similar sizes to resist any given pressure is inversely

as the square of their

lengths. Thus, a beam
6 feet between the
supports would resist

four times the pres-

sure which a beam
12 feet long of same
scanthug,- 6 x 6=36;
12 X 12 = 144 ; 36 X 4

=il44. Abeam is in

the strongest position
when placed verti-

cally, in the \^eake.-it

when horizontally.

But we have still to

refer to othdf aiid

mostiraportant points

connected with the
form of beams. By
altering the section of

a beam a greater or as

design and the farmer who may wish the
^ ^^*y

such design to be carried out in the wav b??'^^^
to be of economical service on his farm. Y "^

formation is we deem of as much imn,^'74-,J*'^^^*''*- »

one as to the other.
inuchiiBportaaoeb'i'J^

a

Fig.

OQ
of (

18.
"1.

Fig. 13.

^6 inches ; the strength in this case being represented by le^.
Or 256, or four times the .strength. A very familiar illustration
Of th6 trath that a thin and deep beam is stronger to resist
cross strains than a broad ono may be obtained by placing a
weight or weights on the flat side of a saw while su[>ported at

I

d

n
A

n n
-LL4

Fig. 14.

^^i^en'is, and the same weight on the thin edgo. A small
weight on the flat will make the saw bend and belly down-
wards, while a much greater weight on the thin edge will in
due© no perceptible dtjflection.
But the strength of a beam to resist pressure depends not

only on its form or position, but also upon the mode in which

great a strength is secured with considerably less material.
Thus m Fig. HO We show different sections of beams supposed
tobeciit out of rectangular masses indicated by the dotted
lines. The beam with equal flanges n 6 c d, and united by a
central nb tf £>. is that form introduced by Tredgold; that
with the ceuttal rib //and bottom flange
ff

ft by FArRBAiRX; and that with a
broad bottom flange il; and na. row upper
oneiunitedby a tapering rib m by Hodg-
KiNriON, The strength of the three is shown
S^ ,r ®T,^^®"'^ °^ experiments instituted
by Mr. HoDGKiN-
SON. The strength
per square inch
of section of
Tr'edgold's be-
ing 236S ; of
F A I R B A r R K*S
2886; and of Hqdgkixson'b 3S25. Mr
Hodgkinson's form i k I m. Fig. 20, is now
accepted as the strongest possible form of a
cast-iron beam. In this the area of the bot-
tom flange i k is six times that of the upper
flange /. The thickness of the rib m, at top
and bottom, where it meets the flanges
should be equal to the thickness ofthe flanges ^lo. 19.

Zl^.^7.l ^^''l'^^'
'"^ ^'h A^'

"^"strated the truth that as thepressure on a beam^ is not the same throughout the whole of its
engtli,its dimensions may be lessened towards the ends; the

of'L^rf'h^
tbatof a parabola. Now in the strongest section

flln^? 5 ™' ,' ti
^ '""' .'^'^- ^^' ^*^« ''^^^"^ 's less on theflanges towards the points of support ; the width maybe reduced towards these as shown at >, in Ficr 21 The

i?.""? f."^^^^^^^' ^^t^*
i« tl'« P«i"ts in which ^ihe beams

Arterial Drainage by Mr. Giianxham: C E
was read some weehs ago before the Institut
Civil Engmeers ; and we expressed the ori
that a thorough under drainage, aecompac??
such deep and perfect cultivation aa it enabl
permits, does not tend to the increase ot^^
water. It rather provides in the deep/r culf f!j
soil and subsoil a capacious sponge canavl
retaining and gradually giving off large QuautL!!
of that rain-water which, in the case of uudr ^^
lands, runs into the ditches off the surfaceaS
as soon as it falls.

"^^

Mr. BaileyDekton, inacontributioiltotliefl'
cussionof Mr. Grantham's paper, refenedtil"
to tlvis subject :

—

^
*' Oar President, Mr. Biddee, has cursorily refennl

to two points connected with under-dramiiw oftT
highest scientific importance. I refer to liis'doaliV

(1) whether tlie extension of under-draining has fn
eff'ect of increasing the floods ; and (2) Mietlier tl»
result of under-draining is to diraiuisk evsporatiof;

On these points I shall he happy at soMe fatiiredav if

agreeable to the Institution, to stafe in a sLort piler
the results of some experiments I have made to S^
at some conclusions with respect to them, and tkn*
the deductions are somewhat at variance with forott

teachings, I ;tm led to believe that an exposition of tie

facts will elicit some useful information from ottm
who have attended to such inciuirics. In the raefmtiait

I may observe, with respect Co the subject immediaidj
before ns, that one result of the experiments on mj on
mind is, that while some anomalies present tliemsdvtt,

with respect to clai/ soils, which support Mr. Bidbh'i
* doubts/ there can be no doubt thafc tlie extension of

under-draining throughout the wet lands of thekii^

dom of all descriptions, must very materially incrS f

the discharge of water to the main outfalls duringtie

winter months"
The conclusions here indicated, supported fytie

experiments referred to, which are descriW, rt

believe, in the records of the Hinxworth drm^py

publislied in Mie current number of tbeEngM
Agricultural Society's Journal, will be generally

admitted. But while we believe that during the

winter and spring months when evaporation ia low
nnrl -^JV. ^_*:t 1^ jy.^i r I , ._ii.

*

V

I

Fio. 15.

the weight is appHcd. Thus, when a beam ia weiehted in +>,pcentre, aa the bea.-n over 6 and c in the centre a, F^lYit will s,-n^rt or resist only Aa//the weight which the san ? helm w uTI"torn when the weight is distributed o^er the who^le^gth as
by tiie bar « b in
Fig 13. From this
it will be evident
that che pvesaure on
a beam by any given
weight placed upon
it is decreased by
bringing the weight
neai-erto the points
of support, b c. Fig.
12. Thus the pres- i

sure exercised by
tho weights ab ed\
on the beam « /, !

Fig. 14 varies con-
sirlcrably in amount

.

according to their
dishmce from thj
points */ of support.

Fig. 16. Aa the pressure then I

weight is placed further from ih^' centre T?*th! i
^

f?*

^ri?glt^ent"tS.^ -^ '' ^^^^^^^>^^^^^
centre (a. Fig. 15) it
may gradnally taper off
to half the depth at the
ends b c, and yet be as
rtrong as \vh en of imi-
Ibnn depth throughout
aa shown by the dotted
Imee d e. The hne of
»uider aide gf beam
shoiUd be part of a^raboU. The saving ofmaterial m h^^iOM inthia way is ,»b«rvabb^ m caa« wher« the

one ma only an 5^^

»lg. 16. wbich mTy S
f^l^»lo««?.a« supporting
the landing of aa outer

The beam

rest on the supporting walls ™ vi, or columns uT should
^^^^^ ^^^ spring months when evaporaLiofl 19 lof

be a square, the side of whicii is equal to the width of bottom and when the rain fall is greateet, evaporation is ti»

greatest and the drain water therefore is by somucii

diminished from undrained soils, it is probable

that in summer on the other hand there is more

evaporation from the drained soils than from tk

undrained. Certainly the cultivation whB
drainage permits enables the retention of moistort;

no land becomes parched like an undrain«i

clay; and this not because the moisture dris

from it but because the rain water runs from

it as it falls. The tillage of such land u

necessarily imperfect. In the neighbouring: fi«M

of similar soil which has been drained, andwhicl

Fjg. :o.

hM-|^trit^Th:-ou^.^r'a°/i%^%t{tr^^ ot sinnlar soil which has been drained, and w.»

i'ni^^H n-
'^ VB.rs,hoiic curve. In place however of this therefore has been perfectly cultivated, the land

»

cui-vedouthne being adopted, the flange may be of eaual ' - — f^-i- ^-"'xi. .. ,f ^ ^^ S ,, tm\:*.-«4«k

tri^th^i^h'^^^r^ f *' ^ ^- '^^'^ ^^^^ '« sometimes adoj^tedwhere the beam has to support bricks. In tlie side elevation of

8hoJi?^'?hrtti:^^''i^-*^'^- 2^' ^^^ diminution of heigh? ?s

onfw'i« .^
^^^ ^^'^^

i'
^ ^^^ "°* ^ d^^P as the centre k L Theoutline m this case is also parabolic. )^.-^., -, psi"

i t '^^ ^P,v'90
"/ ^^''"'' ''^ the improved setJtion shown ati.kim, Fig. 20 exercise aa in othe« forms an imnortart inflnence upon their capabiUty to resHt strains. Swtee the

f

«» fiff. 17, with its lower gia©

tJ^IT.
'^^

""f
'""' P°'''*' "°^ discussed, thereader previously unacquainted with the subject

valL f. V *"
'-'Jl^

so?'
e mformation of practical

Ihich \r.^T'
'','^"'- '"^ ^^''S^i^'^ structures in

wo £ .t\ ""'f
"«•,'" ''scfertaining whether such

ZutLt' ?"ied.O"t by others art in accord

is covered by the crop whose roots are a netffO^

throughout its substance. Such a soil ahsoth i»

moisture of every shower, losing it graduallyb/

evaporation from the leaves of the plants ttW^
|

has fed, and through which it has circulated, *»*

the undrained land alongside loses mucli ol ffi»*-

falls on it directly by running oil" the sMJtm

The great advantage of land draicaT;

apart from that circulation of tbe feeding H^
through the soil which it promotes, depenfl*

no doubt on the immediate penetration oH^
spring and summer showers, and thfff

*"

veyance of the atmospheric temperutof^ ^
the soil and subsoil, which without ^^V'T^
agency would retain the winter season w^

roots of plants, while their leaves ^^ r^^
were rejoicing in the summer sun and

• |

This iuliaence is hardly ioJ°^^^ X rdif 1

merely surface cooling which evaporaUOD i

produce, and the probability that tlraiBe<i*J^

experiences during summer eten more p ^
Surface coolicg than fand that is undraffl^-

thus no difficulty in the way of our xmderstt"*^

the immense influence of land draica^

fertilitv.
r^rwiof*

The "other point referred to in Mr. D^^^,]

contribution to the discussion ^
^J"' ^^^

tham's paper is the propriety of a ^^Y.^^^jgt
or commission for the removal of local airo

^_
in the way of drainage improvomen-s. J- ^

>

eiif .„ "i

'• '. works as carried nnf KTrnii.. "^ • * -«v... ^ tue way oi arainaee improvenicu-- -

of



t

r

t

the
r^^f^f^^^^ousT^amounU in one instance
kind IS enormo

,^^^^ effected, while the cost
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-^r^er.acre of the SJ^^^^a^^^--
tf nr™^^^^^ Exceed one-twentieth thi.

^'w^^ive this portion of Mr. Denton^s letter in

J ^0 the beUg of the Hinxworth records on

he influence of drainage on arterial outfalls we
the innueu ^ ^^^ ^^ cannot refrain from
miLu'efer hereafter ; but we cannor reTraui .x^um

ft once expressing, though, m opposition to the

inion of a generally weU-informed co cmporary,

our high sense of their yalue and importance.

Mr Deston writes as follows .—

"In Mr. Fowxee'3 observations he appeared to co^-

stiangely does this contrast with the facts that the

average actual cost of uhder-drainage is only 5/. per

acre, including all expenses, and the average cost of the

administration of the Under- Drainage Commission does

not exceed 2*. per acre !
'*

a

AN AGRICULTURAL PILGRIMAGE.
No. II.

—

Haines Hill, Bkekshiee.—Having had
recent opportunity of inspecting certain tJarins and

farmeries on the estate of J. C, Garth, Esq., in the

parishes of Hurst and Kuscombe, I proceed to give such

an account of them as my notes enable me.
1. The Home Farm at Haines Hill is furnished with

as complete a set of farm buildings as I liave anywhere

. ^„ seen. They are erected from the plans of Messrs.

u-.aJ^ that i had advocated the establishing of a contra!
-Qq^^^x & Chancellor, of Gresham Street, E.G., and their

leading feature—extensive yards under lotty rooting—is^rmission to carry out co.npu sonly the vast works of

^vTreform and mill compensation.
^
Now this was far

from my intention. My experience m drainage

works has so frequently made me acquainted

with the want of outfall by the accidental inter-

position of a neighbour's land which must be crossed

to secure a discharge of injurious waters, with the

defective character of tiie shallow and tortuous water-

course* which now exist (without any reference to mills),

aud with the inability of a majority of improving land-

owners to bind even a single objector to any good work,

let it be ever so desirable, that personally I would much

rather confine our efforts to obtaining a remedial

measure, dealing with these minor evils by themselves,

than complicate the question by connecting them with

the gigantic matter of main rivers with mill compensa-

tions ;°fchough it cannot be long before this very impor-

tant subject forces itself upon public attention.

"No one connected with drainage works would think

«f delegating to a central board, sitting in the

metropolis, the exeetiUon of works of arterial drainage,

though no one acquainted with the working of the

'Tithe Commission,* the *Inclosure Commission/ the

^Copyhold Enfranchisement Commission,' and the

'Under-Drainage Commission,' can doubt that a central

commission to administer a ^neral Act for the improve-

ment of outfalls, with power to appoint civil engineers

duly qualified to act as assistant commissioners, would
fully meet the requirements of the case. We do not

want to take the Board of Health as an example (for

the defects in the constitution of which the institution

may possibly have itself partly to blame, in not having
taken a timely and an earnest interest in the measure
upon which that Board was founded). We have an
excellent precedent in the Inclosure Commission. The
actual work of inclosing and allotting is performed by
persons appointed by the landowners interested, the
tintles of the commission being simply to sec that the

Act of ParVvament is complied with. So it would be
with a commission for the improvement of outfalls : the
landowners would appoint their own engineer and the
comniissiouerg would facilitate his operations by the
le^t administration of the Act,
"In bringing the whole subject before the Institution

Mr, Grantham has given the members an opportunity
of suggesting the best mode in which the Legislature
shall deal with it; and I beg most respectfully to
fubmit to the council that we arc hardly doing our duty
to the country, who are so largely interested in tliis

important matter, and to numerous members of the
engineering profession, who might be most profitably
«ngage<l in agricultural drainage, by -withholdinff an
opinion on the legislative part of the question ; for so
monstrous are the evils daily brouglit to light as under-
draining extends, that it can only be a question of time
when the remedy shall be supplied,
" It may be the opinion of many that each evil

•liould command its own remedy, and that a special act
should be obtained for each district drainage and each
separate outfali ; but those who have acted on com-
raitsiona of this sort know well that the immense waste
of money in Parliamentary proceedings, and the prac- „^^,.^^„ „ ^
tjcal evils resulting from the incompetent character of yards 7or "fatting cattle. In some of the yards there
the tribunals before whom these measures are brought ^ere the red Suffolk polled dairy cow; in another Here-
wbid any very general adoption of such a system, ford steers; in a third some capital 2-year-old white
A-et U3 look to the Parliamentary expenses incurred in 1 short-horu steers, purchased I understand from Mr,

more or less carried out at all the other homesteads
which those gentlemen have erected on the estate.

The main block of buildings occupies a ground plan of

about 140 feet by 100. There is a lofty range on the
long side, which runs north and south, and from the

middle of this projects a shorter piece of the same
height towards the east, while the main block is an ex-

tension for about 100 feet westwards of the same roof

of its full length, generally, liowever, of a somewhat
lower elevation. The lofty range includes in its centre

a very complete threshing machinery, worked by a

steam-engine of 8-horse power— all erected by Messrs.

Ransome, of Ipswich. On the one side of

this centre-piece lie the granaries above and cattle

food stores with chafl* house below; and on the other

side lies hay and chafHiig apparatus above and roots

below. The hay is put in, from the cart or waggon
outside, on the level of the upper floor, the roots are

thrown in from the ground floor below. The corn to

be tlireshed is thrown in on the upper floor at the end

of the arm of the buildings which projects eastward ; the

ground floor of that piece being occupied by carpenters'

shops. The corn fed into the machine on the upper

floor passes downwards, the chaff is blovyn out below;

the straw reappears, being lifted by the clever elevating

shaker employed by Messrs, Kansome in their fixed barn

machinery ; and the corn being winnowed on its

descent is brought upwards in elevators and passed

through another winnower before it reaches the

separators, from which it is delivered in sacks on the

granary level. These are at once wheeled off to the

stores, while the straw is carried away and stored on a

floor on the same level, which extends under the higher

part of the roof right over the covered yard below,

from which it is thrown down for the supply of the
yards.

From this floor you look down upon the yard below
and you see that the space is divided by three parallel

gangways, extending westward from the north and
south line of stores of chaff and roots, parallel with the

neatly and even elegantly equipped dairy, a bake-house,
slaughter-house, poultry-house and poultry yard.

The western and open side of the building presents a
very tasteful elevation towards the mansion, which, at

the distance of half a mile or more, presents its old
Elizabethan gables amidst the wooded park.

The whole estate is very finely wooded. Game is

preserved, but not excessively ; and more mischief

appears at present to be done by the rooks than
from any other cause. And certainly the young and
backward Wheats as well as the new sown Beans had
suffered immensely from their attacks.

2. At Hinton Farm, one of the principal on the estate,

in the occupation of Mr. W. Hicks, well known in

Berkshire and the adjoining counties as a land and
commission agent, and a public- spirited man, another
set of first-class buildings have been recently erected.

There is a considerable extent of outlying land with
other farmeries attached to them in the same occupa-

tion ; but the Hinton homestead has been erected for

about 220 acres of land, of which about 170 acres are

arable. The land is for the most part of an easily-

worked soil; a great deal of draining has been done
upon it, and more seems to be needed.
Of the horse stock required for the land in Mr.

Hicks*s occupation, probably eight or nine are needed
for the Hinton farm. The arahle land is cultivated for

the most part on the four-course system. All or nearly

all the more recent appliances of good agriculture are

in use. Artificial manures are used—common salt being

applied along with them to Mangels, Swedes, &c. The
water drill is used for getting in both Swedes and

Mangel Wurzel. A small dairy is kept, and large numbers

of calves are reared and sold generally as yearlings.

Cattle are fed during winter; steers purchased at the

October Hereford fairs are sold off ready ^^for the

butcher in January and February, when the yards are

given up to calves and young stock. Some 300 to 400
sheep are fed every winter on Turnips in the fields with

cake and hay chafi; and 100 or so are kept

with the young stock and cows during summer.
Mr. Hicks uses the Turnip-pulper and mixes chaff and
Turnips and Mangels pulped together as feed for his

yearlings and calves. There is a capital stock of true

Berkshire swine on the farm—combining quality with

constitutional vigour in excellent proportion, as evidenced

by botli the fatting hogs and the breeding sows.

The fiarm is admirably equipped as regards accommo-
dation for the tenant himself as well as for the tenant's

stock. A better farm house—an old, apparently Eliza-

bethan mansion, with wainscoted rooms, gothic win-

dows, Oak carving, &c.—I have never seen. And
the buildings, while evidently on a similar plan with
that of the home premises at Haines Hill, though on a
smaller scale, have some features in which I think they
are superior. They, like those, include yards open to

the south sheltered by a lofty roof supported on slender

ron columns aud surrounded by a wall on the north
sides of the yard. Tlie two side gangways are about ' side, and by a range of bams on the west, and of

4 or 5 yards from the side walls, the middle gangway granaries, root-stores, chaff-house, and stables on the east.

extends down the centre of the intervening space. As
you walk down one of these side gangways, you have on
eitlier hand the boxes in which the farm horses are

kept solitarily, most complete in all their equipment
with manger^water-trutlg^, AC, Only'^f^luded uj^

high as to make it a case of complete solitary confine-

ment except in so far as each hiis a look out on the

gangway. As you walk down the other side gangway
you have on one hand first boxes for cows, then little

yards for sows with litters. On the other hand you
have three yards each for six or eight cattle, either

dairy stock, fatting beasts, or young and growing
heifers and steers. The central gangway under the

straw floor from which you see all this, has upon

The stables are thus open to the outer air, though
well under the shelter of the roof, and the horses are

arranged in pair stalls with swinging divisions. The
central yard is surrounded by a gangway and includes

for cows, for fatting cattle, for calves and
yearlingsr^^Tnr-prrT»-4ii^:_gwine. The floor is asphalte.

The litter accumulates in

thick, and is cut out ready for immediate application

to tlie land, and being derived from the excrements of
cake-fed cattle, and undiluted by exposure to rain, is

of first-rate quality. The bams include storage for a
large quantity of com, and the rick yard is full of
neatly made and well tliatched 60 and 70 quarter ricks.

The prize of the Beading Farmers' Club for good
one hand a long range of sparred flooring divided thatching came this year to Mr. Hicks'sthatcher. Both
into yards for 10 or a dozen sheep each, and containing ''^'

• -'* ^'^i -^ '-^ 1- — ^-^ -^^ ^

in all about threescore useful Hampshire Down tegs,

evidently in thriving condition. On the other hand and
between you and the horse boxes lie another series of

wme of the measures to which reference has been made
'n Mr. Geantham's paper, and in the discussion upon it.

"The cost of the Act of the Middle Level drainage
(1848) was 10,990/. The cost of the Norfolk Estuary
Acts has been 40,112^ lO.y * The eight Acts of the Eau-
onnk Cut cannot have cost less than 100,000/., and
*hat is a striking fact with regard to the Eau-Brink
Jtl^t theae eight Acts have now become obsolete, and
^Commissioners are seeking to repeal the whole and
••bhgh a system of conservancy more in accordance
»«n the existing state of things. But let me instance
*W cost of perhaps the most recent and most unsatisfac-W specimen of outfall legislation, the 'Nene Valley

aof«^P'' ^" ^^'^ ^® '^'® ^^^^ expended

S*^ZL?!L ^*^*^' ^" Barliamentary proceedings and
jJ*.P^?P'«V made in the works is such that it is
floobUui whether any benefit whatever has resulted,
«^tt»e landowners are now disposed to let the matter

"«<^'n as it IS rather than involve themselves further

S- obhgatior of parliamentary measures. The out-

Z•i!^R^ ^^"^ **" ^ benefited by the Kene drain-

«XDeni4^ •

^^^^' ^ *'**"*^ "^^^^~^' ^^- Ver acre has been
_j;^e<l in parltamentajy proeeedinfff alone! How

*M?!f*S?^^ ^ *'®*^ ^"** *-' Betts's contract to do the-WB« the works was U2,0O0L
v ^ ^.^

Bowley, of Siddington, near Cirencester.

Mr. Spencer, who manages the farm for Mr. Garth,

evidently has the stock in capital and thriving con-

dition. The feeding beasts are getting cake and
meal along with cut Mangels and hay chaff, Tlie

sheep also get "artificial'* food to the extent of

about 1 lb. a day. I am told that over the sparred

flooring gypsuna is occasionally spread, and tlie whole is

brushed over every now and then ; but the sheep keep

in capital condition; and when a lot have been brought

in lame from the pastures they have soon recovered

themselves on the sparred flooring. 'i"he horses receive

about 2 trusses of hay a vveck and 2 bushels of cruslied

Oats, equal
]

daily a-piec«

about one-half being permanent Grass, besides doing a

great deal of estate work. The yards are sheltered

on the north and east by the highest portion of the

erection, and being also walled up on the sides to the roof,

they are left for the most part open on the western side.

The ridge lines of the roof are glass, and there is ample

window room for light, so that light and ventilation

are provided along with perfect shelter. „ ,,

Apart from this main block of buildings Ues Mr.

Spencer's house aTidout-houseg,includingan exceedingly

within aud without there was ample evidence of good
intelligent and prosperous management,
Mr. Hicks was good enough to accompany me round

some of the neighbouring farms, and on two in par-

ticular there is evidence of the same enterprise and
intelligence on the part of the landlord and his advisers.

3. The farm and buildings of Mr. Cotterell in the

parish of Ruscombe are, in particular, praiseworthy,^

Most excellent land, fit for any kind of cultivation, and
provided with capital buildings, an excellent farm

house, and good cottages. Here, too, the system of

covered yards is adopted, these being surrounded on

three sides, by stabling on one side, food stores at the

end, and bams and granaries on the other.

The system of covered yards as compared witli

covered boxes appears to me costly. There is certainly

three-fold tlie room allowed for the cattle that is given

them in a good stalled byre, and nearly twice as much
room even as would be allowed them in boxes. Probably,

however, it is more healthy for breeding: cattle than

them.
. r 11- _j

llie difliculty in the management of these yards con-

sists in the due littering of the cattle, so that the straw

shall be sufficiently soaked with the excrement, and yet

the cattle-be kept dry and clean,
^

The cottages at Kuscombe arc very conveniently

arranged, provided with three bed-rooms, two of them

having fireplaces, a rather small living room, jwssage

and b;ick kitchen and pantry, with shedding and out*

houses and good garden. The whole artate appears
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to be under good managemeut, and rapidly improving
in the hands of a wealthy and well-advised Imidowner,
and an intelligent and prosperous tenantry. /. C. M,

[Makch 17

ON TOWN SEWAGE.
Allow me to submit a few observations on some of

the points raised by Mr. AlJerman Meehi, in liis paper
read at the Society of Arts on the 7tli inst.— " On tbe
Application of Town Sewage."
With regard to his illustnition of the applicability of

dilute town sewage for agricultural purpose;!, founded on
the fact that the average annual manuring per acre of
the cultivated landof the United Kingdom is acted upon
by a much larger proportion of water (in the form of
raiufull) than is the human excretal matter in town sew-
fige, surely little need be said. I may, howuvor, mention
in passing, that adopting Mr. Alderman Mcclii's own
figures, hotli as to the area of land under cultivation,

and as to tbe number of animals of various descriptions

yielding manure to it, I tbink lie underrates tlie aver-

age manurial matter per acre uhen be reckons it, from
the data in question, .as equal to t!iat of two sheep
only. There would besides be the wlVolc of the unccn-

\

tbe constituents being distributed over the land in a

large bulk of water would alliect their value.

But so far as the experience of liquid manure farms
can be called to our aid, the conclusion would be, that
the sewage would yield the most produce if applied
either exclusively to Grass-land, or, in the case of
rotation, almost exclusively to the Grass-crop of tbe
course. Now, 500,000 acres is certainly much more
than would be necessary to receive the sewage of
London, if the whole were under Grass. Let us then,

for the sake of argument, suppose that it were under a
foLU'-course rotation, and that, in accordance with the
experience of the most successful Ayrshire liquid-

manure farms, the whole, or nearly tbe whole of the
liquid, were put upon one-fourth of the land (the Grass
crop) each year. We should then have costly arrange-
ments for the distribution over 500,000 acres, at the
rate of 480 tons of liquid per acre, per annum,
wliilst only 125,000 acres would receive tbe liquid each
year, but at the rate of 1920 tons of liquid per acre.

It may be asked—would the advantage derived by the
three other crops of tbe course, either from the occa-

sional direct application of sewage to them, or from
their following on the broken-up sewage-manured Grass
laud, compensate for a somewhere about four-fold

1S60

may pass before it finally reaches the sea ^^ir^^
however, conceive of any exigency that w^uld • ^""^^
return to the old cessnool system Bnt Y '. •*^^^^^

a
maintained that chemistry and mecbin'^^^^'^^*ibe
cannot suggest apian for collecting tlie pf *?''J°'«t!v

town populations at once in a ix>rtahlp
'^^

^^ ^^ ^i
innocuous form, it must at the same timp \

^'^ aa
tliat they have at present been no mor^ ., ^^^M
carrying them off by water without siinnw'''^^"' '•»

them from one sphere of mischief to tliat nf
^^^^'''^

discharging them unused into the sea—nr 1
^?^''»-

Gillert, Sarjpenden, St Allans, March 12
'^'^

i

sumed Utter, and the purchased manure of all kinds, to _ ^ ^
take into account in any such calculation. Even then, expenditure for distribution ?
in the sense supposed by Mr. Mechi, "the ordinary Supposing this question were answered in the npo^-
farm manurial resources " are not diluted in anything tive, the obvious conclusion would be to confine The
like the degree he assumes, beyond the point of dilution

, distribution to Grass land. Nor do I tbink there need
of the excretal matters, &c., in town sewiigo. But,

: he much doubt, that if tbe application were so confined,
grantmg that they were so, just for the sake of argu-

, the area might he considerably below 125,000 acies to
meut, X am sure I need not tell Mr. Alderman Mechi secure the maximum crops over a given area. The

A GREAT HExVD OF GAME
I SHALL allude to hares in the first iustanw

ing them to be the most objectionable • tbp ^^^^^^f*

habit of congregating together, and may \
^^^ *"^

many as one, two, and three Imndred or'm,
-^^^^ '^

of from 20 to 40 acres, feeding on the^T '"^ ^"^

land, and I need scarcely say they prefer tl p^i!
°^ *^

sweetest herbage. Game abounds chitiUv on Lu ^ ^
and dry seasons greatly favour their deshuct^^t^ ^
The cereals bemg of knider growth, and „

"^^'^

that such a fact would have no direct bearing on the
question of tbe utility of town sewage for agricultural
purposes, and none whatever on that of its economical
application.

Let us suppose, however, with Mr. Mecbi that the

area here supposed would imply that about 2000 tons
of sewage, containing the excretal matters, &c., of
about 24 individuals (equal in present estimated money
value of constituents to about 12 cwts. of Peruvian
guano), are to be applied to each acre of Grass

excretal matters of two individuals of a mixed popula-
1 land. But tbe questiop arises, whether it would

?M . ,
® ^^., ^^ *"^^^ ^^ ^'^^ ^''''^ ^^^*^^^' ^^^^ **'**^

i

not be more economical to limit the area of distribution

_
. —

.
...... „,..^ o-v^Y^w.^o w.

, ue su, iur. juawes iias suggesteu tnat, m tnis pouiC ot
water. Now, the excretal matters of tbe two mdiv.duals. I view, it might possibly he found desirable to apply, as fi

This, taking a popu*

value at tbe present rates to 1 cwt.^of that imported ' am7uall7, wouVdreq^^^^^ expendftme for'disuTbuUon
manure. But the question we have to consider in

, to onlv 20,000 acres : and. at the rate of throp milUnn^

non-putrescence as the best Peruvian gnano, would dilute sewage per acre annually,
correspond very nearly both in weight and in money

; lation of 2^ miUions, and 80 t

regard
we could Kct the excl-eta of the two individualVon to
the acre of land at the cost of, say 13*. Ad., if in the
portable form of guano (the lawyer's fee of 6s. Sd. for
the excrements of each individual), they would then
bear to be acted upon in the soil by 160 tons of water
only ? for would they not in addition, equally with the
manure of the two sheep, receive tlje 2600 tons of
rainfall ? But the question surely is whether, if the
13j. 4d. worth of constituents were mixed with 160 tons
of water in London (or some otber large town), the
farmer coidd then get them delivered on to his land at
a cost equivalent to their assumed vulue ?
But to leave this point ; taking together Mr. Mechi's

paper read before tbe Central Farmers' Club a few weeks
ago, and that read at the Society of Arts on
Wednesday last, I think I represenf hie v'lcns correctly

of population, 24,000 acres. He at the same time stated
that the exact point at which, in a certain sense, waste
of manurial constituents would be compensated by
limitation of area, could only be settled by actual expe-
rience. In regard to this point it should be borne in
mind however that when the area is limited beyond the
point at which a' given amount of manurial constituents
is tbe most productive, they cannot then be estimated
at the same rate of value as when they are used in the
proportion of their maximum productiveness.

It cannot for a moment be doubted that an enormous
increase of produce would result from the application
to the land of the excretal matters of our town popula-
tions ; and certainly, least of all could those doubt it,

who, like Mr. Lawes and myself, have devoted so much
time and labour In inveeticating the chemical and agri-
cultural bearings of the subject. Nor can it be doubled

ISSS^^^^
t}.at t„Hn^ the populution of London at

:
that rh^srex^clet;!' m^^^^^^^^^^^

^„^f^ kA /^ f""^"'*^
""^

'T^^' P"" ''^^^ P^^ through the enormous bulk of water as ntov^sew^^^^^^^^annum at SO tons, he supposes the whole should be' " - **'*'^ "*» *" town sewage,

distributed over 500,000 acres. For tlie sake of
simplicity and brevity, I shall confine myself on the
present occasion to indicating from one particular point ^u^^ wm^, !,..« luure-ise

JlnrT'-^?'^
of the conditions arul requirements

|

tained remmieratively ? Certainlv not AU theWved m the accomphshment of such an end; and I
' evidence that can be ^adduced sho^inrthe enormln^

dilute

would, if judiciously applied, enormously increase the
produce, particularly of certain crops. But, is there in
thtse admissiuns alone any basis upon which to con-
elude that the increase of produce would be ob-

lon,

le spwoo-p nf T -inrL.T. ^„ « . 1
1 "" ^^ »uuuu tunc sucn an increase can be obta nod at

ISl the fi"n If 1 '

^''
^i^t .1 . J ^ P^-«^^- ^^^' i^ ^t even of any avail to show that

i«^tfpr« A? I ' -^v -1 *f^^*3"°^e*!' the excretal a profit has been obtained under any special ciroum-

nf Wh' '

"i

individuals of the mixed population, stances, unless it can also be shown tha^t witTaS item-

eacWe^fTand Th/fnn%-r"'
be appropriated to plated change of circumstances, a profit will'' b^

therefore. Swetve on y?Lupnose^^^t^^^^ tkr;;:'""^'"^""
•"'

'm"'!'
-''ether 'they .uceeod in

tribntiou of tU sewage over'^SOO.OOO acres tot "S. ? . T!' "„" "..'"•'"i"?/.^.«"^ "^Y"
''-t-'*^^' '"« """on willtnbutiou of the sewage over 500,000 acres to be at the

rate of Id. per ton, and the manure of each acre would
on such a supposition, cost for distribution alone 480
pence, or 40s.; that is to say, exactly the estimated
value of the constituents if taken to tbe land in the
portable condition of gnano. There would then, on this
supposition of cost of distribution, and taking the
estimated value of the constituents as manure as above
assumed, be no, margin ;vhatever left for payment to
the citizens for their manure. It is for those who pro-
pose the investment of capital for tbe distribution of theLondon sewage over such an area, to show at what cost
tljcy could accomplish their end

owe them a deep debt of gratitude.
Should it happen that the excretal matters of our

town populations cannot at all, or only in small propor-
tion, he rendered profitable for agricuUural purposes
when once diluted with the enormous quantity of water
which our modern sauatary arrangements require, we
shall have to decide between tlie loss of this large
source^ of manurial constituents, and some plan tor
collecting them more nearly in their natural state of
hydration than they occur iu London sewage—in which
there are about 4000 parts of water to 1 part of tbe dry
substance of human excretal matter! True it is. that
each individual dwelling is tbe most perfectly cleansedand' charges into' ronBitTpruHnlf

^^ ''"S «^1 /^'ffi'iulties ^-a.;u umiviuuai uweiimg is me most perfectly cleansed

fiider on thp m^o ?? i 1 r^
They must also con- of its own excreta by the use of kr-e volumos offiider, on the one liand, how far manurial constituents v. a er. But this is not all gain. eveX a sanitary

point of view, so long as the excretal matters are thus
carried into the nearest river, polluting the water
perhaps of the immediate populati n, and also of all it

will maintain their present estimated money value, when
such a l^ge additional quantity is brought into the
market-and, on the other hand, how far the fact of

year round, docs it not become evident tlieymn f isume and destroy what would and should \iavpi'"'
additional food for man and beast? But bares
destructive to crops in the months of Mav and T*
always on the move, they cut their way thiongh'S;
corn and Clovers, and to such serious extent £ tU
clear oflf roods, and in some instances acres toeeth
that literally I have smelt the perfume arising Sntk
withering influence of hot weather in those monlk
Independently of thelois just mentioned, whichairoari
as it were sheer mischief, the corn thus prematarelm
off will attempt to grow again, and if some of itahoQld
be fortunate enough to get partiaUy into ear, will

>

always be so far behind tbe other portion of the fidi
at harvest, as to greatly injure tbe sample of produce
already diminished in jield. It may be considered

i

pretty and novel sight to see two or three ImiidRd

liares in an enclosure as we travel through the countrj

j

just as we view a herd of deer ; but does it strike tie r
beholder they are eating the fanner's produce? hi:
just, I ask, that land capable of providing food for ^
country should be allowed, I may say, to be wk-
polised^ by game ? Is it not sickening to the farmer,

after his best endeavours, to see this sad destnictioiiof

his hopes and management, by consumption m excavof

game ? But let me be understood. There cawwt likt

myself be a man. I am sure, but what dffights to

see the sudden start of a hare from his kri, or

has less objection to meet such on his table after

legitimate sport. No; I am sure as "sons of the soa"

we would never wish to see the exteimiaatioQ of

game : it is the abuse I have endeavoured to expose, ht

fear I cannot fully express the very great amount rf

loss that is occasioned throughout the country from tW

great 'over-preservation of game.' Of course, gaw
more or less must look to the land for its snbsisteiWi

and, like many of its productions, forms, at seasomMf

times, a welcome satisfaction to our epicurean appelitfl.

J?"orfolk, Suffolk, Nottinghamshire, Lincohishirtj, YoA*

shire, Cambridgeshire, and Cheshire maybe consideniM

special over-preserving game counties, and I believe it

is a fact that in spite of great vigilance the poacba* k

are known to carry off a large percentage of hares ui< *

pheasants, and partridges, far more than is ever r?-

ceived by the proprietor, which at once demonstnto
|

the^ folly of such extravagant hordes of game. Tft 1

believe there is a growing disposition to reduce tiij

great evil to agriculture among landowners j late jes"

have given us proof of much modification in this re-

spect, and I finnly believe it would be carried out Qjon

more extensively, were it not for neighbouriog pre

servers vieing with each other to prove who can keep ij

and kill the most game. And to take another poi^

view; we know how difficult it is to eradicate a w"?

established prejudice. We are great sticklers J*>r cf

own ideas and to succumb or give way to chang* *

always a tardy and unwilling act, nor can we «>»

without a certain amount of chaff which inra-W

follows as a matter of course. But for these o^'^^j!
i

believe we should find many of the great e***^
game preservers reducing it to such a point aswfl^

^

create for themselves more real sport, and reiB"^^ *?r

is severely felt to be a great impediment to fr'T^
and good farming. I am thoroughly convinced Ui«

j

great amount of dropping as well as urine from ^

animals is of the most poisonous and obnoxious n '

and exceedingly detrimental to tlie developuoeDt
_^

Wheat particularly. We Iiave all noticed where
-

made—hillocks being a fVwourite spot for ^^P^^^^*"^ ,«.

the herbage is bleached, or as it were scorched a» k

patently lifeless: from this we may; fairly ^^"""'i^^
offensive such must be to vegetation. It ^^^ ^^
we must be aware of tbe character of "^^^^^"^^Jy
before accepting. We conceive we do; ^^',

x-,rtio«

by experieuoe that we gain any idea of the '^fri^^
that an over supply of game will create, i^'^^ * -^.

the hedge is one thing, and walking throagU y« •

fested fields is another. _,_j fcf ^

[The above is a letter from a tenant farcoer r^
Mr. H. Corbet, at last week's meeting of tue a-"^"

Farmers' Club.]

*i

K

t«
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Home Correspondence.

,- ir.s Profits and Sewage Irrigation -You are mis-

^'f'- ifSXudln" article of last week, m supposing

*^'",'Vrnot dS'acted horse-leep. The return was
,tet I Y "the whole farm after deducting horse-

^""Ttrrca t ^0 mistake in this matter, for I test

^^'
fiffhv the amount of money I withdraw

"»' rLm annually, without diminishing its work-
<*"'•"

''tfrVire interne on tenant's capital this year
inJ

capital.
be 11 per cent, and a house

SK t^fiee Iwch is les^y4 to 6 per cent

" L Vnf Tiasfc years. I repeat that the question of

*^Vhtes m iy^ irrigation, and heyond all, in
praet hmges mmiy ^ ^^^^ ^^,.^^ purchased

;S:,n:u c^nnTU gre^t and frequent crop, of

TnfoT sale without large supplies of manure and that

Inure can be in no other way so cheaply made as byS '
animals with purchased as we 1 as home-grown

fo^ ilr. Lawes's recent statement of the residual

vTue of certain foods must satisfy every one that feed-

Inz out 1 ton of Rape-cake is a cheap and profitable

w.fy of getting a toft or 5 quarters of Wheat. It

U the want of dohig this that causes so much

low in a<'ricuUurc. Tell me how much meat

vou make, and I will tell you how much corn you

Inav seU off your farm. You pre also wrong in assert-

iiiir"that the fertilising of land with one soaking of town

icwafre or liquid manure is an idea or assumption.

Professor Voelcker proved this in his laboratory by

mistng the clay and liquid manure. What is a heavy

ihec'pfolding, diluted by rainfall, but a dressing of

scffage—and does not that slieepfolding carry on a

rotatioB ? The power of soils to absorb, instantaneously,

\&r*s quantities of fluidised manures are enormous. On
making up my balance-sheet for 1859 (of which you

ahall have a copy) the result is

—

Reat . , . . £357
Farmer'a profit. . 255, and a house to Hve in rent free.

£612

/. /. 3£ecJii, Tiptree, March 12.

regretOn Mr. Mechi's use of iTie word ** Aoall."—

I

to see in such favour with Mr. Mechi (whose English

18 usually so accurate and well selected) a use of the

verb " aviiil," which is, as fur as I ain aware, quite

peculiar ;mi.l quite unauthorised. In last week's .^^W-
tultural Gazette he is reported as saying at a meeting
of the Society of Arts "avail of the services;*' and
Mvcral times before I hare observed^n his lively com-
munications a similar use of the word. Now I believe
all correct writers use the verb either simply as a
iifuier (thus, " what would avail ? ") or as a reflective

vt^ri)—thus •' what avails it ? " or " we avail ourselves
of;'* " let h-m nvail himself of.** There is no use
allowing hnlf the farmers of England to begin on Mr.
MccUi** authority to talk of ** availing of high prices,"

"aviiiling of a diy season," and omitting " themselves "

froui any connection with the verb without at least a
«mgle word of protest. Wliile on the subject of the use
of words, will you allo\^ me to ask whether it was
an error of the press, or whether you imagine it to have
befn«»ic*^ in Prof. Danbeny's own MS., when in the
full, comprehensive, and philosophical paper with which
joo fdvaured your readers last week, he speaks of
"sinatory" instead of " sanitary." "Sanatory" from
tW word "sanare," I suppose, means "curative," hence
"Mnatorium;" whereas "sanitary," from the word
"iinitas," soundness, means of or pertaining to health,
my permit an invalid before concluding to vent his
jpemlousness on the misuse of the significant word
"avocation," which he observes to be creeping into the
fpwch even of good scholars and cultivated men. It
» DOW constantly confounded in meaning with
iti opposite, "vocation.". "Vocation" means the
J[>wl "calling" or "occupation" of a man;
ft-vocation," that occasional, or, as it were,

••^-occupation, in which a man indulges in addition
wKi» common occupation, and which in fact calls him
«way froTn it. \ fear that I even saw Lord John
'wu»ell reported as speaking of " men giving up their
^insLant daily avocations," meaning exactly the con-
^Vy to their "avocations," meaning, in fact, their
TOcationa." An Exile,

^^kH on Town Setoage,—In his lecture at the

^
jciety of Arts on the 7th, Mr. Mechi compared the
**y ^ towns with ordinary manurial riiatters in a

J^,**^**
I think was a violation of logic. He said

fT^^^^^^.OOO of acres get less than the manure of
Jjo*^ per acre, and thU is diluted by 26 inches of
^^1. equal to 2626 tona per acre. "The excrement
^
•wiirtoidei^t in towns only receives as water supply

"
fcw"*' *u*^

*• rainfall 50 tons—80 tons," therefore

llamS *^"^^^ l^^^" manure is 16 times stronger

4c Tp1°° ^^"^^ *^® farmers of England depend."

lei
"

.
*** reasoning be sound, it follows that when

*g« a pumped on to the land it is not subject to

Xn^»^..^*^''^^^'*
"""^ therefore to enjoy such an

«• «in« tf^
"^^'"'^ y®''^^'^ s^PP^y nnnst be pumped

(ioil^°%«ff^rt, and must be wholly absorbed by the

^^t^r fi
^^'^^^ ^^^ "®^*^ shower comes. Mr.^ etidently had m his mind the slow periodical

Jjjw^nurebythetwo sheep, contrasted with a

PwfcoD fK?* ^PP^ of town sewage, and in such a com-
^Tu^ "*J?y® °^ *^e ^"^^ sbeep would be at a dis-

- uut practically towr. sewage must also

sufiVr dilution on the land, and the statement
case decisively in figures evidently requires

sideration. Shirley Hibberd, Stoke Newington,

of the

recon-

Qctettesf^

ROYAL AOniCULTURAL OP ENGLAXD.
Ax a Weekly Council held on the 14th inst, Lord

Walsingham, President, in the ^chair, the report of the

Consulting Chemist for the year,1859 was presented

and read as follows :

—

Kepoht by Dr. Voelcker, anb Chemical Investigations
AND Analytical Work carried out in 1359.

At the request of the Chemical Committee of the Royal
Agricultural Society, I have undertaken the following
investigatioDB ;^

1. Experiments on the changes which liquid manure under-
goes in contact with soils of known composition,

2- Experiments and top-dressings for Wheat.
3. „ ,, Barley.
4. Field E:xperiments and Swedish Turnips.

The investigations relating to the experiments on the changes
which liquid manure undergoes in contact with soil aud the
experiments on top-dre«sing:s upon Wheat are published in tho
Journal for 1859. The experiments upon Turnips have beon
successful^ and present interesting points which render a
continuation of similar expei-iments very desirable. The Barley
experiments unfortunately were completely spoiled by the
ravages of the wire-worm. I would suggest a repetitien

of the Barley experiments. Besides these investigations I have

propose for the consideration of the Chemical Committs
following subiects for Inveatij^tion for 1360 :—

1, The Continuation of Field Experiments on Barley.
2. M » Wheat
3' M M Turnips.
4. The Action of Simple Saline Compounds on lue Soil.
5. The Feeding Value and Composition of Mangel Pulp,
6- The Chemistry of Cheese and Butter.

Augustus VoeickriT, March 7, ISbO,

Communications were also received from Mr-
brook, Mr. Fanner, and Messrs. Hardy.

e th«

Ful-

Mr.

Society or Abts : March 9.—Town Seivage.-
Laweg, who presided at this meeting when
Alderman Mechi read a pager on this subject, demurred
to what Mr. Alderman Mechi had said. It was true
that he had recommended that 10,000 tons of sewage
should be used per acre, but at the time he did that, it

w^as contemplated that the sewage would be distributed
over enormous tracts of land—some 2,000,000 of
acres—in tlie proportion of only 30 or 40 tons per acre.

Having to combat that idea, he advocated the applica-
tion of the large quantity per acre which had been
stated, and to be used profitably, he considered it must
be used in large quantities over a limited area. They
had been frightened into the idea that tl^e land of this
country was becoming rapidly exhausted, and even
Baron Liebig had lately written letters to that effect in
the Times. If he (the chairman) thought auch a result

was happening, he should say that this must not remain
a question of pounds, shillings, and pence, but that if

publiahed 111 the Journal for 1S59 a paper on Anbury and the ' the land had deteriorated in the way Suggested, it must
Composition of Diseased Turnips, another paiKsr on the

. be immediately restored at anv cost- But he did not
Composition of a MangolWurzul kept for Two Years, and a third ., - , ., •;

cyrminds for Rivinc^ fhnt fhp Und
paper on the Chemical Composition of the Chinese Sugar-cane ^"'"'^ ^^^f^ V f ^ grounds lor saymg ttiat the lana

(Sorffhnm saccharatum). Various visits to different agricul- was deteriorated,

turtu districts gave mean opportunity of gaining information
on practical matters, with which it is desirable a scientific man
should be conversant, in order to take up with any hope of

success inquiries relating to a^cultural impiovements, I

would notice especially the pleasure and information which I

derived from visits to Scotland, Warwickshire, and Norfolk.

The analytical work done in my laboratory in 1859 for Members
of tho Society has been quite as brisk as in 1858, Letters of

inquiry relating to chemical agricultural matters have been
very numerous, and have taken up much of my time. As far

as it is in my power I shall endeavour to answer all letters

addressed to me by Members of the Society with as little delay

and as fully as possible- It affords me much pleasure to

report that the Members of the Society have largely availed

themselves of the privilege of obtaining an opinion of th% qua-
lity of oilcakes, bone-du,st, and Peruvian guano, at the moderate
charge of 5«. each per sample. It is satisfactory to report that
comparatively few cases of adulterated guanos have been
brought under my notice, and that the average quality of
superphosphate of lime and Turnip manures in general has been
greatly improved in 1859. Fraudulently prepared artificials and
very inferior superphosphates are not nearly so common as they
were a tew years ago. In every market-place excellent artifi-

cial manures may now be bought at reasonable prices, and
superphosphates maybe obtained in almost every locality at
lower prices than they can be prepared by the farmer himself,
even if no allowance is made for expense of labour and trouble.
The improvement in the trade of artificial manures is very
marked indeed, and due no doubt in a great measure to the
growing habit of ngriculturists to have their manures tested in
the laboratory. Whilst inferior manures are now the excep-
tions I regret to say the adulteration of oilcakes and the em-
ployment of bad and foul seed by oilcnishers is a growing evil,

which requires to be checked. The number of inferior and
downright injurious oilcakes submitted to me for analysis and
examination has far exceeded that of really good cakes- Good
American Linseed-cake is frequently recrushed in this country
and mixed by unprincipled dealers with bran, Bapeseed,
warehouse sweepings, and various other cheap materials,

Linsced-cakes besides being made of inferior foreign Linseed,
contaiuiug the Bccds of numerous weeds, are occasionally
obtained from a mixture of o?ly seeds such as Linseed, Rape,
Gold of Pleasure, Hemp seed, &c. All these cakes are greatly

inferior ^to good English or American cake- Several cases of
poisoning with adiuterated or inferior oilcakes have been
brought under my notice by members of the Society. In two
or three instances the mischief done by bad oilcalw was due
most probtfibiy to the presence of numerous seeds of weeds, the
botanical character of which could not be distinguished. In
one instance, I was enabled to detect in an oilcake which had
killed an animal tho husks of the Castor-oil BQSkVL. Rape-cake,
with the exception of green German Rape-cake, very frequently
contains Mustard, and should be used with great care and
rejected as unfit for food if found to contain too much Mustard,
I would recommend to the members of the Society particular

caution in buying a variety of Rape-cake, which is now largely

sold under the name of Indian Rape-cake or simply as Rape-
cake, This cuke appears to be made from a species of wild
Turnip and not from Rape-seed at all, and to contain a variable

and often very large proportion of wild Mustard. Several cases

of poisoning with Indian Rane-cake have been brought under
my notice in the course of 1859, and in one instance an
action for damages for the loss of four cows, occasioned by
eating Indian Rape-cake, was sustained successfully at the
JVelLi Assizes. The cake which killed the animals was sub-
mitted to me for analysis and found to contain an unusually
large proportion of Muatai'd, which seed no doubt had done the
mischief. Since the trial at Wells I have examined a good I

many other samples of so-called Indian Rape-cake, Some of
the samples I found perfectly wholesome and almost free trom
Mustard seed others contained so much of this pungent and
irritating seed that I could not but advise to reject the cakes
for feeding purposes. Cotton-seed cakes have been more fre-

quently used last season than in the preceding one, and a
considerable number of Cotton-seed cakes were submitted to

me for analysis. The quality of these cakes was found to

vary much, and the increased demand for Cotton-cake hA«

lately rendered the beat American decorticated Cotton-cake

somewhat scarce. On a case of death earned by the use of

Cotton-cake made of the whole seeds I have reported t>efore this.

At this time of the year I would recommend Hkewiae caution

in buying nitrate of soda rmd fine bone-dxist, for in some samples

of nitrate of soda analysed by me in 1859 I detected as much as

20 to 33 percent, of common salt. Fine bone dust has lately

been adulterated with Vegetable Ivory, a substance which m a

It showed weakness in the argument
when they were sent to Virginia, and other places, for

examples of exhausted soil, inasmuch as the cultivation

of laud had been carried on this country from the

earliest ages, and yet no one could point out any portion

of the soil in Great Britain which had become exhausted-

Twenty years ago he had himself entertained the idea

that the soil could he exhausted; but at that time he
began to do that which was considered by farmers to be
most exhausting, viz., to grow a succession of Wheat
crops without manuring. For 20 years he had done
this, and the land now yielded as good crops as it did
when he commenced that plan, and this went to show
t!ie great latent capabilities of the soil. He therefore

hoped that this paper would be discussed as a com-
mercial question rather than as one of exhaustion of the
soil, as to which he felt sure there were no grounds for

apprehension.

Mr. George Shepherd combatted the assertions of Mr. Bidder
and Mr. Ilawkesley on the strength of the London sewage. It
appears that the various water-works supplied London daily
with 80,000,000 gallons of water. It was consumed as follows :

—

About 25 per cent., or 20 million gallons in various household
uses, drunk by animals, evaporated, used for watering roads and
for manufacturLng purp<:»sc3 ; this amount disappeared entirely^
About 60 per cent., or 4S million gallons, went into the sewera^
after it had been used for the various household and other
purposes. In addition to this, there was the wash from the
slaughter-houses, cas works, manufactories, and various other
places. These 48 million gallons of water, consequently^
contained refuse of every character of the highest fertilisins
character. About 15 per cent,, or 12 million gallons of wate^
went through the water-closets, carrying with it about
9,750,000 Ibg., or 4:J52 tons, of excreta daily, in the best state
for assimilation with the soil. For the last few years, during
the hot months in summer, the intolerable stench from the
Thame^S caused by the sewage of London, was found to extend
over a distance of upwards of 40 miles—a mass of water equal
to 6,33'l,000,000 cubic feet. Now during the hot months in
summer, the quantity of sewage discharged into the Thames
did not exceed from 7,000,000 to 8,000,000 cubic feet per day. He
would ask how it was that this small quantity of sewage, if it

contained no mnnnrial or fertilising matter, possessed the
power of putting this enormous mass of water into such a state
of fermentation.

Mr. Shepherd then referred to the effects of irriga

tion with sewage water at Ashburton, Malvern, Mans
field, Watford. On this last case the Earl of Essex had
written as follows with regard to liis land :

—

"During the winter, from October to January, or longer, I
apply the sewage to meadows for hay, two dressings per acre,
each about 50,000 gallons

—

u «,, 225 tons. I have done this
now two winters, and the increase of hay, both in quantity
and quality, is most extraordinary. It seems especially to
thicken the bottom wonderfully, bringing up abundance of
Clover, I think my prodace of cut Grass this year, when the
cutting are over and accounts made up, will not be less than
45 tons per acre. The year before last I kept 34 bullocks all

the summer^ with as much as they could eat, from seven acres.
Tliey had some G\ke also, and were well fattened,"

With regard to the value of sewage for Wheat crops*

the Earl of Essex had stated :

—

'* Last year, having heard it stated that sewage wu n<^
good for Wheat, I marked out twoftdjoining acres in the centre
of a field. No. 1 received 60, 001^ gallons—270 tons. No. 2
received nothing.
No, 1 produced 53 bushels, worth at 6*. ,. £\5 18
And straw, 3 loads, at 30*. 7 10

No. 2, 44 at 6*. 13 4

Straw, 43 loads 7 2

23 8

30 9 6

1 6

Grasi
Profi t per aa'O 3

The Earl had opplied the sewage also to Ilye

crops, with the following results:—
*' I am now entering on my fifth cutting, ^ No other manure

Itaa >w>^n flnnJi^irl fiicMnt \l cwt. of flrxiano wa?<hed in after

- M^- S' Sidney said Mr. Mechi had carefully avoided

faboralory'' Thus many soili subsoils, marls, h'mestones, buUd- quoting any facts, except his own extraordinary profits,

ing stones, refuse materials of ^^7/^^*^*^^; 'Svsif The
I

m support of his sewage theory.
craters, *? . ^^nnlSon o?"SfmwZ o/^wnT oJ^cul! That statement of profit, of TOO?. r,«ar from a ITCacre farm
question of '^e apphc^^^ j^ ^mnch. ' certainly had createa a seuBation. ko doubt Mr. Mechi be-

a^vE^^rk^n^^ of ^lioved it, but he (Mr, Sidney) felt bound to ten the Societ,;
analytical

^f^ ^^^°^^^^^^ l^T^clusion 1 beg to thiit, at a very numerous meeting of the Central Farmcrt'
gdatlemen
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Club on the previous Mondiiy, including the first and oiost

advanced farmers in the kingdoni, the statement was received

with perfect increduUty, and an ofier to investigate the

accounts, by three eminent farmers, one being Mr. Little, the

land agent, of Chippenham, had been refused by Mr. 5lecbl

Ho valued London sewage at 2d. per ton. There was about

1 ton of solid sewage iu 600 tons of London liquid sewage. A
ton of solid nightsoil could be delivered in Kent for lOa. In

600 tons of water, according to Mr. Ilalkett, it would cost, at

2d. per ton, just 5/., and he was at a loss to understand how

Mr. Halkett and Mr. Mechi made 10s. worth 51. by adding water.

Mr. Sidney then referred to the alleged failure of the fcystein

in Ayrshire and elsewhere.

Mr. U. Rawlinson and Mr. P. H. Holland questioned

Mr. Sidney's allegations of failure.

Mr. Hudson (of Castleacre) could not say that he had him-

self carried out the practice of irrigation with sewage water,

but a neighbour of his had applied to him to introduce him to

Mr. Mechi, with a view to gain a knowledge of his system. His

friend viaited Mr. Mechi, and was chiirmed with all he saw and

heard, and weht home and adopted the system. Mr. Sidney

had mentioned the name of his friend, Mr. Chamberlam, who
made a handsome fortune iu business, and then turned farmer,

and tried this liquid mamirc ; but it became such a nuisance

that an action was brought against him on account of the

stench from his tank, and he was compelled to break up the

works. Mr. Mechi had told them the astounding fact,

which very much astonished farmers—that out of his httle

farm of 170 acres he had made the enormous profit of 700?.

a year. He was sure Mr. Mechi had done much for the

b^efit of this country by showing them what could be

done — what ought to be done — and what ought not to be

done. He had pointed out quicksands upon which the farmer

might be wrecked, but he (Mr, Hudson) questioned whether

irrigation oueht to be included amongst the number. He (M r.

Hudson) did' not call it irrigation; they did not put enough
upon the land to come up to his idea of migation. He had

50 acres of laud which he irrigated from an adjacent stream,

and the result had been very productive crops. He did not
' see how the " squirt" system could be made to answer. AU
that he could say was that at the present price of Wheat—42«.

per quarter—if tenant-farmers paid their rent and taxes they

had nothing left for profit ; but Mr. Mechi had the advantage

of being his own landlord. It was said that hvc stock produced

a good deal of money, but they cost a grent deal to feed. He
had recently sent 250 sheep to the market when meat was
quoted at a high price, but he had only been able to get 6d.

a pound net for his mutton. He should be only too glad if

Mr. Mechi'B plan of dealing with the sewage of London could

be brought to bear, and made profitable, for it would be

followed generally throughout the country.

Mr. Parkinson said, Mr. Mcehi had spoken of 3/. 7«. per acre

per annum as the average produce of the laud in England,

whilst in his own case he had placed it as high as III. per acre.

He confeesed he was at a losd to know how tliose results were
arrived at. His experience of farming was this, that it was
stock farming that paid; and when Mr. Mechi put down
3/, 7«. per acre as the average of the kingdom, he underrated

it, whilst in his own case the 111. 15«. was, in his (Mr. Parkin-

son's) opinion, too largo.

Mr James Thomas observed that it was most remarkable
that in discussing the value of this manure, they had not
beard of a single instance (Mr. Mechi's alone excepted) in

which it had been beneficially applied to the cultivation of the

soil, whilst other artificial fertilisers, in smaller compass, had
been extensively used with good rcsnlts. He contended that

there had been no proof that this system had ever answered,

or resulted in profit to those who bad tried it ; and he believed.

do what they would, it would never do so. They iiad heai-d

from Mr. Mechi that hi.s farm of 170 acres yielded him an annual
profit o{ 700f. He gave Mr. Mechi the Cnllest credit for com-
pletely believing all that he stated, but he thought there was
scarcely another individual to bo found who would do so.

Mr. R. A. Slaney, M.P., thought whatever might be
the opinions with regard to its success in an agricul-

tural point of view, there could not bo a doubt that

Mr. Mechi had, at a great cost, with great perseverance and
with great ability, endeavoured to work out a problem of great

value and importance, not merely to the farmers, but also to

those who louked to the sanitary condition of our great towns.

Mr. Mechi would express his thanks to the meeting for the
patient manner in which his long story had been listened to.

With regard to his balance-sheet of profit and loss, he had been
asked so many questions that he had thought it right to put
those interrogations to himself which would be found in the
paper. Those questions turned the farm inside out. He had
answered those questions lioncstiy and fairly, and by those

questions they might judge of every penny of expenditure and
every penny of return upon the farm.

RANSOMES SIMS; Ipswich,
pONTINUE to give their best attention to tl^^^ in^amif«chi^re^o^^ most Modern and Improved

Agricnltunrt^ PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS. SUITABLeJf|?|v^^^

HARlioWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.

^S^ll ^^TTS^i^^(^TV^ATyni' bruising and crushing Mills for corn, oilcake, ac
^

in everythiBg which they mauufaoture.
i- „ 4.„ tv„* "

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on apphcation to the

OrweU Works; or to their London Agent, SHEPfARD BANSOME. 31, Essex St. Strand, \?p.

f

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders,

2, WINSLEY STREET, LOIJDON, W.

A SEOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO AUTICLES OF HORTICULTUaj i

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Cousorviitory or Glass "Walls

for the protection of plants

or ripening wall fruit

Conservatories for Window or

Balcony Gardening
Vineries

Tropical Frait Houses
Forcing Pita and Frames

Cucumber and Melonaoum

ClOTTAAr AND COMPr, having liad npvvards of 40 years' experience in the arrangement and constrnctioii of

J eveiy' description HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATiN-G by the CIRCULATrON of HOT WATER.i.!

well qu;ilificd to giutrautee the perfect execution of any works intrusted to them in the erection ot
_ , , , „ , „

r^i.l.o+^ri.« ^ r Summer Temples Orchid Houses
_ __ , ]

Apucot and Peach Hooaes

Arbours, &c.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

^-^^ Dratmng and JEsiimates free upon appUcationi

ORCHARD HOUSES, combining cheapness of construction with suitability of purpose—portable or otherffilfc

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FlTTKVa^

Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing, Game Hetting, &e.

i:very description of Plain, Ornamental, Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire Work
SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy, Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W. (opposite theP^.

y.

WEST OF ENCLAN
Bridewill Street, Bristol.

SKINNER
(late Partner with

r. Weeks & Co ), erects Greeit-

Housia, HoT-HousEs, and Hot-
water Apparatus.

Upright Pipe Boilers.

Heating on the One-Boilek System.

V OKINS AND HU
Jubilee Place. King's Road, Chelsea S.W.

U 1>,

I^AXTOIM WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 173fr

Calendar of Operations^

MARCH.
CHEaHiRE-—The weather of late has been so unfavourable for

field operatiOTiB that the umial work of the farm at this season

of the year i:* very backward ; there washowever about the end
of February soroe nice open weather, and the land being in good
mellow condition from the eflFects of frosts many took advan-
tage of it to put in the remaining portion of their Wheat crop,

and in one instance we observed a lai^ field of ** leas*' sown
with Oats, the land beinqr in the best possible condition, but
we are sorry to find that on some farms where Wheat was sown
in NoTember Istsi the grain perished in cousequence of the
seveTe froBt coming on at a very critical time just before it'

began to bud, and one farmer had to sow 15 acres over again
la«t week- Turnips have kept badly on account of the frost»

and on most farms are all nearly consnmwl- Mangel Wnrzel
has kept even better than was expected, therefore we are in^

clined to believe that the plant is becoming acclimatised, as it

appears to stand our frosts better than when it vras first intro-

duced into this country, an<l*it is improved in other ways by
greater attention to iU cultivation. This is the busy season for

preparing' the land for early Potatoes, but inconsequence of the
cola frosty weather little yet has been done, Wc have however
heard of some being put into the ground a week or two ago,

we should suppose to the great discomfiture of the planter, as
we have had some very sharp fro>ty nights since then. We are
Boxry to observe that the "pieuro "has not yet disappeared.

w
Horticulturai- Builders and Hot-water Apparatus

Manufacturers. Estimates forwarded on the shortest notice.

Hothouses. Greenhouses, &c., as cheap as any honse in the

trade. Some Spau-roofed Pits, and 2 and 3-Light Bokcs ready

for delivery.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

Notices to Correspondents.
Chicory for Grazing : Jgric. Prepare the soil by thorough
cleaning early in spring, applying- a good coat of rotten dung.
Drill 4 lbs. of seud per acre in March iu rows 9 inches apart.
Siagie them out when 5 inches high to 6 inches apart. The
crop will continue luxuriant under good management for six
or eight years. Let it get of full f.;rovvth and then cut it down
before aowering and carry it to stock in the house. It may
be ftlBD depastured with sheep» but the other is the more pro-
dnctiTe use oi it.

SoaoHUM: i At »" There xre several kinds of Sorghum. He
8hr.uld procure the true Cliineae Sorghum aacc^ar^Vara.

^lT^^J^^7^^''%T'''"^ " * c:irtload of foam and spreadand washed mwiU be a good dre^^ing per acre
'

TG. MESSEXGEU, ttoRTicuLXUEAii BtriLDEU,
• Patent Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, fee.,

Loughborough, begs respectfully to call the attention of the

Nobility, Genti-y, Nurserymen, <fec., to his Patented Division-

less Horticultural Erections and Mode for Ventilating same.

A Model Erection, showing these as well as many other
improvements, sent carriage free to any gentleman requiring

the same. Also an Illustrated Price List of his Garden Engine,
which is cheaper than any other. T. G. Messenger's Boiler

is now at work at many geutlemen'a seats iu the country,
giving the utmost satisfaction.

T. G. M.'s perfect and simple Hot-water Valve, 4 in., 225, ;

3 in., 18jf. 6d. Plans, Estimates, &,c., sent upon application.

KAOFORU'S PATENT WASHING MACHINK
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCT.

" I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — Tsomas Bradford,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, iranchester.

London Office : 6.% Fleet Street, E.G.

N. B. My Machines always have,

and always will be sent on approval,

if dtisireH, before paymenf. Descri^v

tiuu aad Priqg tree by post.'

SAYKOR ANJ> COOKFS warranted PI^

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISfeOB^ W

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed MercD»fl»

th^ tVirpf. Kin?(iomn.

ARNER'S IMPROVED lIqUID^J^J^'*^
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMr

These Pumps are fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The baiTel

is made of galvanised iron, not likely

to corrode, and can be raised or lowered

at pleasure ou the stand, the legs of

which fold together, and may be car-

ried with ease by one man to tank or

Poii<i- £ s. d.

Stand and Pump, with sci'ewed
tail pipe, fitted with strong
brass union for'suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper

Stand and Pump, with plain
tail pipe, for tying on suc-
tion pipe

2-inch patent rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either 10, 12, or 15 ft,

per foot

May be obtained of any Ironmouger or Plv^^^j
,

country, at the above prices, or of iae fAKu^*^
^^

turers, J. Warner A Pons, 8, Crescent, Jfwin y r^^^^
j,^

Every description of Machinery for raisnj^ ^j
of Wheels, Ram3, Deep Well Pumps, &c.

;
ftis^

Engines, &.C. Engravings sent on apphcauon.

5

3 17

2 9

2 2

J.

MICROSCOPES.
A^MADIO'S BOTANICAli 3«^K^

packed in mahogany case, *^*^***"'"^,{!:,alouli« '^^fii
pmcers, and two slides, wiU sho^ the ^f^^or^J^^i
Price 1S5. 6d.—AddressJosEFH Amadio, .

, ^ "^"ttiiuK ^rfrfl
"It is marvellously cheap, and ^i'\?^^!i7herst l"*^

lover of nature can wish it to accoraphsh
en

the open air."—JAe Field, June 6, 1857. ^^.^^ f.*

Second-hand Microscope with a f^f^- great st*

Great Eastern Microscopic Photograph o^ cu

post free for 32 stamps.

4^
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SON,MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON
ST. JOHN^S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.,
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RESPECTFULLY offer fresh Imported Seeds of the

following rare and new CO^TIFER^, Is. 6d. and 25. 6d,

each packet :—

PINUS LAMBERTIANA
SABININ'TANA
P0NDER03A
BENTHAMIANA
JEFFREYI
DOUGLASI

n
t*

WELLINGTONIA GIGAN-
TEA

ABIES WILLTAMSONI (new)
„ MENZtESI

THUJA CRAIGIANA
CEDRUS DEODARA

BARE AND CHOICE MEXICAN PINES.
Pinus Devoniana (most beau-

Dolleriana [tiful

Nesselrodiana

Pinus Don Pedri
Endlicheriana
planchonii

The "Wellington Nursery.

TTENDERSOX'S A 1 RIDGE CUCUMBER.-
-LJ^ This remarkable variety is offered and proved by per-
sonal inspection as the best and only example of a perfectndge or open-air Cucumber yet known, having the most essen-
tial leatures of such in its hardineas of constitution, robust
growth, freedom from disease, most abundant and continuous
Jnut bearer, excellent flavour, absence from all bitterness, and
the requisite proof of its true ridge character in its uniform
average length of 10 to 15 inches, and its wonderful vifrour ofgrowth from single plants at 10 to 12 feet apart under the most
simple treatment. See Catalogue for the Notes on the Cultiva-
tion of the Ridge Cucumber.
E. G. HKNDEit-soN &Soy,WellingtonRoad. St. John'sWood N W

E
i) r.

T HE ILLUSTRATED BOUQUET,
Coloured Plates from the abovo. Is. 6d. each, post free.

E. G. Henderson & Sox's Catalogue, p. 96.

G AZANIA SPLENDENS,
Best proved new Bedding Plant,

Is. 6d.j 2s. Ctf., and 35. Qd. each.

B. G. Henderson & Son's Catalogue.

BEATON'S GOOD GRACIOUS POLYANTHUS.
E. G. Henderson's Catalogue, p. Q4.

NEW PLANTS NOW R E A
ACniMENES LONGIFLORA FLORE PLENO

ACHIMENES GIGANTEA IGNEA.
DIPTERACANTHUS AFFINIS.
SALVIA TRICOLOR.
GERANIUM QUERN VICTORIA.
CINERARIA MINNIE, ANNIE, and FLORENZO
E. G. Henderson & Son's SEED CATALOGUE, p. 92.

Discount to the Trade.

ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON'
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.'

respectfully announce their SEED CATALOGUE for I860'
including com[irchensive and select Lists of FLOWER and
VEGETABLE SEEDS, in sections of Hardy, Half Hard v, and
Tender Annuals and Biennials, with Perennial, Herbiiceous,
Alpine, and Tree species, comprising numerous accurate and
practically descriptive notes of the most novel and beautiful.

AT.*TTr HOLLYHOCK SEED.
\i^^^lV^^^ ^^^ ^'^S ^« ^^^'' collections of their

. HOLLYHOCK SEFD in sealed packets, free by post

1 9^^'J ^""^'a-'I--
"! ^"''' *':}'=^'^*^ °^ ^^""'^^ ^^^ Seeds. conSii^g

12 good and distmct named sorts in 12 sepai-ate papeis wUhnames and coloura.
^ iJ^pc^a, wiin

A ^^^TTJ^'^'^^'Y ^""Z^
^'^^^ ^^^^

: ^«- to 2s. ed. per packet.A hberal discount to the Trade.
F*"^eu

• N.B. A list of .SELECT Seeds free by post.
Nurseries, Chesbunt, Herts.JAZA L E A J IM D I C A.

'

I\ERY AND SON'S New DESCRIPTIVE
, • CA-TALOGUE of the above contains all the newest andbest varieties. Will be forwarded post free upon application.

• Dorking Nursery.—March 24.

QUPEUB NEW VERBENAS of Last Season,K^ 60 varieties. Good stock plants now i-cady for delivetV
at 7*. per dozen or all the varieties for 30*. ; package included.
'z:^,}^^ihI}^rAh}^^^yfii3il^^^m, Hurst Green, Sussex.
LAWNS WITHOUT WOWINC-SPERCULA PILIFERA.T A. SUM?d ERS Piipplies stroDg- plants for immediate
y • plantmg, taken from tlie original stock, at U, 2s., and
4s. perdoz. A specimen post free, ]g

* .' '

___3-^-S^^^-^\yrscrY , Ferry Hill, Sydenham. S.E.
"DEAL CHOICE SEEDS.—

A

Ga-rcenp.u having beeh
^.Vo^l'«TiY«U"}^^''^"^ ^ ^"^'^^^ quantity of rfcally superbliALSAM faRB,D from a very mngiiifii;eut cnllection offers itm packets, post free, i.t Is. Also ANTIRRHINUM, fi-om 100
of the most varied colours, mottled, striked, spotted, selfs. &c
at M. per packet.

Address, Henry Knight. U, High Street, Hastiiiffa.

ROYAL
SOUTH HANTS

V For descriptions of BANKS'S NEW FUCHSIAS and Winter-flowering ACHIMENES (TYD.EAS, &c.).

also of NEW BEDDING GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS, PETUNIA, &c., see the Gardeners' Chronicle of

March 10 and 17.

WELLINGTON NURSERY.

SEED
^ ESTABLISHMENT.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Under the patmnnge of H. R. II. the Prince CoNSORt, the
Horticultural and Apriculturd Society of India, the principal
Nobility, Gentry, and Agricultuiists of the United Kingdom.

PAGE A^^D TOOGOOD will forward their PRICES
CURRENT upon appHcation. It should be referred to by

purchasers of Garden and Farm Seeds.
Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, 55^., 35^., 20«., lOi.

T!iG Quantities in the above selections will be found more
liberal, and the prices 10 per cent. less tlian any liouse in the
Kingdom.—Seed Establishment, Southampton.

NEW FARM SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1859.

REGENT^S PARK. W

PiOVAL

BkRKSHIRK

Seed

^ Establishment

THE FIRST SPRING MEETING op the SOCIETY took place on March 21. The following wero the
principal subjects of Exliibtion, and the Awards made on this occasion :—

star, bright rose-purple, with an indistinct white ring at ths
base of the florets; Cmcraria Titania, nearly tho same colour
as Miss Eyles; Cineraria Vincent Wallace, a rose-purple self

;

Cineraria Godfrey, another rose-purpio self; Cineraria Rev.

s UTTON'S FARM SEED LIST
IS NOW READY,

ind will be sent post free to any address.
Sutton & SoNrf, Seed Growers, Reading.

NEW PLANTS, &c.—Small Silver Medal to Mc.^^rs. Low <t
Co., Clapton, for Erica aristata Barnesii, a remarkably fine
roay-salmon coloured variety of the aristata class ; the flowers
hav« an inflated vamiabed tube, darker at the mouth, and a
rt-flaxed limb of broad white obtuse segments. Small Silver
Medial to Mr. Lawrence, gardener to the Rt. Rev. the Lord
IhsJiop of Winchester, Farnham Ca-^tlc, for Acineta so. ;
this had a drooping spike of larRfc fragrant flowers, of which
tho sei>:ils wore blunt, concave, greenish yellow, the petals
oblong, dotted with maroon, and the lip yellow with a deepmaroon blotch near the centre, and spotted towards the sides.

nn'J^ilf ih i""' ^ ^'' ^,ta"di8h. Earshot, for Myosotidium

«f t^l r t. ^'^*'/i™^"°^''*^
^''^ southern hemisphere, a naUve

nn.i ^ 2l i^S"*
lsl'"»ds, having broad cordate ribbed le&ves,and pretty blue flowers edged with white. Bronze Medal to

SSr u ^"i (^""..^"f
"* *"^^^^* ^i^«nS' another fine new

m^> J^f^
varnished, deep reddish flowers deepening to

>T^wf-/^^ "''*"'^1'
^'i?

^^''"^ * ^^"^^ of blunt spreading

V^^T^^i'.^*"*
«?«"l°t«- Certificate to Messrs. Low k Co. fo?

tWn^Jil^ r'V ^''*'**'^'". "^''' H^^*^^' quite distinct from
!^^H P ^l°^*i"'''

varnished red, with an inflated tube.

'^ndf^«^/°?^ rr^'^.^'THV *^® segments of the hmb small

Johr?! W-;™i f ^'^i'
-^^

t"*
?^^^^^- ^- ^- Henderson & Son, St.

ii^ot ^^'/*"'.?'"T*"^^
Fortunii. a plant having the generalMpect of P denticulata, but with flowers nearly an inch inammeter; the leaves are sharply dentate, and the flowers

112 °H.™«ro"S, at the top of a seape 8 to 12 inches

r?^ft . ^ dehcate lilac, with a straw-coloured eye.
Urtificate to Jlr. C. Turner, Slough, and also to Mes.sr;9. E. G.Henderson & Son, fer Primula sinensis atro-rosea plena, a
W*ntiful new double form of tho fringed Chinese Primrose,
tertiticatc of Ment to Mr. Todraan, gardens to R. Hudson,tsq, Clapham for Aralea Prince of Orange, a remarkably
WQOoth even well formed orange red flower:of good substance,
wTgtit coloured, but without conspicuous spotting nn the upper
J^ent. Certificate of Merit to Messrs. E.G. Henderson &
«2 J.'^*"-u,*^*?^^V^*

Gordoni, a well formed deep rose-pink

vl Y'
^'o*^<^^ed with white. Certificate of Merit to Messrs

LL u
.^?»,^th,_Dulwich, for Cineraria G^ant des Batailles. a««» bright crimson-purple, with a well proportioned disk:

viHi?5 n3l'^ ^^'";'? Prince, an evenly formed rose purple

II "fS?-,
Certificate of Merit to Mr. C. turner, for Cineraria

--i^yles, a flower of good properties, having the florets white

tiurw^ f^f'i,^''™''^ * ^"*^ ^^""'^'^ ^^'^ Rreyish disk, and heavily

flo-S^J r^sf PPn>le; also for Cineraria Lnrline, a bold

Krflv ;^!ll'** "^i*^';.t« fi»i«« KyJes. but larger, and more

^iy^k^nT^-/.^^^'''
*^''"

^r^^^^'^^
^I^^^«i> a very bright-looking

Se7oSf« Ar ? "" ^?H\ ^^^-^P'-^ct very dark disk, the base of

iSth ,?nvl1 ,

remarkably pure white, rather stronglv tipped

2»?ffil L^l^^i'''^^J""^•^^^"'^^^
C^^^^*«- on account nf^iU

'S^ fomSi fln™,*^
""^ deep violet, with a dark disk, and broad

Prtw^S^P H i;

^^*^^tificatfl of Merit to Mr. Wiggins,
T^r^J'^^''^' gsq-.Isleworth. for Cineraria marginata
•^ W^v"lT' ?v.'

^^'-'1''% "^'"'^ ^^^^^- ^i^^ ^ sligh"and

,ir..'^,°;
^^t to Mr. W. Lee Hammersmith, for Primula

^HneseSTRV'rt™'o'^''lf^'^'^?-'^^^ ^^^"^ «f the fringed
tton. ^i/fSr- ^T.ir^ble only on account of its variega-

8. R. Hole, a large bright crimson purple, having many good
roperties, but with a diapropertioilfctely broad disk ; Cineraria
unlight, similar in colour to the last, but inferior to it ; Cine-

raria Constellation, a loose deep purple, with white ring
around the base ; Cineraria Mademoiselle Parepa, white base,
with deep purple crimson tips, showy ; Cineraria Fairv Rino-,'
purple, with a rosy base to the florets ; Cineraria i^tar of
Brunswick, deep purjtle crimson. Most of the foregoing were
varieties of good average quality. From Messrs. F. <fe A.
Smith: Cineraria Vohmtecr, a very promising finwer, hardly
enough expanded ; the florets are of a bright ro.^-pui-|iIe, with
a small white base, and appear to open remarkably flat and
even ; also Cineraria Crimson King, similar in colour and
scarcely inferior in quality to Gdant des Batailles: Cinei-aria
Sultiin. dark purple ; Cineraria Singularity, deep blue-purple
with pink base ; Cineraria Rosalind, small rose-coloured. Tht:se
were mostly varieties of showy character, and of average
quality. From Messrs. Dobson & Son.^, Islewortb : Cineraria
Amy, white with small purple tip ; also Cineraria Lurline,
slight rosy-purple tip ; Cineraria Rifleman, bright rose-purple

;
Cineraria Pauh'ne, white at the base with heavy ro.se-purple
tip

;
Cineraria Hyperion, dull puiple crimson. From Mr.

James, gardener to W. P. Watson, Esq., Islewortb: Cineraria
Etna, heavy deep rose-purple tips. From Mr. Wiggins : Cine-
raria Bridesmaid, alight rosy-purple tips. From Mr. W. L-ee :

white ring around the gi-ey di.sk, and tipped with purplish-
lilac. From Mr. Gooch, gardener to Mr. Cubitt, Clapham

:

Cineraria elegftns, grey disk and heavy rose-purple tips ; also
Cineraria Bijou, giey disk and light rosy tips; Cineraria
foi-mosa, dark disk and Hght rosy-puri>le tips ; Cineraria con-
spicua, a showy variety for ornamental purposes, with dark
disk and heavy rose-purple tipa From Mr. Standish : Hyb.
Perpetual Ro.se Madame Standish, deep rose pink; also Hyb.
Perpetual Rose Comte de Falloux, deep bright rose crimson,
ffhese were promising new varieties, but in too young a state
to determine their qualities at this early season.
6 CINERARIAS.—Small Silver Medal to Messrs. Dobson t

Sons, Isleworth. Bronze Medal to Mr. Todman. Clapham.
'

1-2 HYACINTHS.-Small Silver Medal to Messrs. Cutbush
& Son, Ilighgate. Bronze Modal to Mr. Cross, gardener to
Lady Goldsmid, Regent's Park. Certificate to Messrs. Jack-
son & Son. Kingston, and to Mr. G. Mcintosh, Nui-seryman,
Hammersmith. Mr. Todman, of Clapham, was also an
exhibitor. These collections coutauied many remarkably fine
and well grown varieties.

6 CHINESE PRIMROSES —Bronze Medal to Mr. Turner.
The plants, which were in small pots and exceedingly wcii
flowered, were all of tbe white fimbriated variety.
MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.—Small Silver Medal to Mr.

Lawrence, ior a beantifiil specimen of Deodrobium Farmeri.
Small Silver Medal to Measrs. Cutbush & Son, for a coiloctiori

of 50 finely grown Hyacinths, containing many of the newer
and superior kinds of that popular flower. Bronze Medal to

SATUllDAY, MARCH 2i, ISGO.

MEETINGS toil TUE EA'SULVG WEEK.
TuiSDAY, March sji J^^rticultiiral (electionofFc'lows)

I feor. of .irts, John St, AJelplii J P.M.

^t<*."certVfil^afr'r>r"ti"*^^'^t'*'®,r°"'y
on account of its variega- Meesrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for a collection of varieties of^ T«a Rose Pr^.H f

^°
Vi ™' ^*^^ * ^^^' Cheshunt, Cyclamen persicum, containing many interestiogand dissimilar

- a buff tint
* niU-cupped flower of a deep blush kinds ; also for a miscellaneous collection of plants in flower,

•^T^^an ^^.;^^^^^^^^
5^ofg^"^,^'P^^f"^/„^ Clapham Beauty, a deHcate
ilfce. wKiVt -^^ *". o*^ medium size; also Azalea PHnpf*«<j

i2t?»«ru^5^- ^iC^'^ii-^^^-
'J^^^^on & Son, Kinlrston

aeuin
•»P«ttylieht Sp'^^I.*''^^"

persicum roseum cocci-

^ » STthi cie . alS (^if^n^J*n ^'^y' ^^^^^ ^'^'^V crimson
; «*»(» imbricatLd' «»T.l ^\^^-''*'V^°* alha, apparently

among which were the vermilion Imantophyllum miniatum.
Camellia Targioni. an excellent varietj', with smonth, even,

\

cupped petals, white striped with rose ; and many other
j

interesting plants. Bronze Medal to Mr. Lawrence for a 1

well-grown plant of Cypripedium villosum. Bronze Medal to <

Messrs. Cutbuah & Son for 12 new H'yacinths,''among which
i

one named Snowball was particularly remarkable for the broad
segments and wide expansion of its pure white bells. Certifi-

'

cate to Messrs. Cutbush & Son for 12 early Tulips. Certificate
,

to Mr. Turner, for a well-grown plant of Cineraria Flower of
j

Spring.
'

Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. , Pine-apple Nursery, contributed i

a con.siderable colleetipn of well-cultivated specimen Grc-'n- i

house and Stove Plants. .

Among Vaq otlier advantages attendant upon
growing fruit on the orchard-house system is that
of simplifying; and facilitating: the business of
rnuNiNG and training wall tre.s. These operations
are rocks ou which many a goodly horticultural
craTt has made shipwreck, and many another will
be added to the list; witness the shattered hulks
calkd trees that may so often be seen laid up in
ordinary against the walls of country gardens.
We believe the greatest bo^n that could be con-
ferred on gard-ners would be to relieve them of
this troublesome and difficult work, which con-
sumes no end of labour, half-kills men in winter
by cold, and in immmtr by baking them against
hot walls, and ia continually attended by dis-
appointment instead of being rewarded by success.
Doubtless the prejudices of many excellent gar-
deners will be shocked by an attack upon methods
of cultivation which have'in their case been attended
by triumphant success, and they will point to
their own trees cia incontestable proofs of the value
of practices which experience ^^s sanctioned
and affection endeared to them. Our old friend
Glasse used to say that he loved his wall trees as
well as his children ; which we hope was a
figure of speech, although he would have sworn
to its literal truth. Just as the old Coachraastert
maintained that there was nothing like the road
and fuur spanking posters. In time, however, they
were undeceived by the iron horso ; and we ven-
ture fo predict ih^t a similar fate awaits oup wall

"

tree pruners.

AVhy are wall trees pruned and trained? It is

as well t^ consider the answer to thn simple bot
rather useful question. "We say, then, why do men
prune and train tht.'ir wall trc-s ? seeing that they
let alone, or nearly so, trees of anjther kind. Is it

to encourage the brick-maker ? or to make walls
look pretty, like a sch ol-girVs sampler? or to

show now elever men can torture unresisting trees

into producing great fruit, as the men of Stras-

burgn torture geese into the growth of great livers.

The answer to such inquiries will be an iniignant

No ! no ! althou-h we are afraid a true reply wculd
sometimes be the other way. Doubtless the reason

really is to give trees a letter climate by shelter,
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an equipoise of growth. Now, if these two results

can 1>7obtamef by simpler means than tliose in

present use it would surely be a great gain and

we foresee that orchard houses^ will secure them

So far. indeed, as climate is concerned, he

matter'is settled. No wall, under any eonceivable

circumstances, can secure so good a /^l^^^*^^V
well-managed jrlass-house ; for msuch a s lUCvUie

we not only gain heat and repel cold, but expose

our plants Incessantly to, those rapid currents o

fresh air which are denied to a wall, although

thev are the greatest cause of colour and flavour.

ThJinorease then of fruitfulness is all that our

customary pruning and training upon wal s can

really effect beyond what arises m the absence of

those wearisome and difficult processes We say

customary, because we are far from advoeatiug

the ne-leot of aU artificial management of branches,

auite the contrary. AH that we pomt to is the

possibility of substituting for what we do some-

thing which is not done.

. For a sharp knife we presume to recommend the

finger and thumb ; for pruning we propose pmch-

in?; as for shreds and nails we suggest that the

firtt should go to the manure heap and the latter

-to the tool box. That is all.

"What says Mr. RiTEns upon this subject ?—
<* Prunincr of bush trees by summer pinching only

has been practised here the past season (1859) to a

large extent. As this is the most simple of all tne

methods of pninir.g known, and may be practised

by any lover of gardening who does not mmd em-

ployiaa- his finger and" thumb when walking in his

orchard house, it is worthy of a few lines of descrip-

tion A Peach or Nectarine tree of the usual bush-

like form, two, three, or four years old, may be

potted in the autumn. In March its shoots should

be shortened to about half their length, forming the

tree into a round bush. In May it will put iorth

young shoots. As soon as they haye made four

leaves, the fourth leaf, with the end of the shoot,

muat ba pinched off: every shoot must bo thus

operated on. In eight or ten days a fresh crop of

young shouts will be ready for pinehing. These

must all be pinched down to three leaves, and so

on all through the summer with every fresh crop

of young shoot?, till the trees cease to grow, which

is generally about the middle of September. My
troes, under this incessant pinching, are sturdy

bushes, full of blossom-buds, and quite pictures

of robust htalth. By this system the size and

beauty of the fruit are increased, owing to its full

exposure to the sun. In March it will he good

practice to thin out some of the numerous bloora-

•ing spurs with a sharp penknife, otherwise the

trees will be too much crowded with blossoms.

From closely observing my trees year after year,

I feel tliat but little anxiety about pruning need

bo ftilt by the beginner, for when a Peach tree has

been in a pot in an orchard-house for two years it

will bear, prune it how you will. All that seems

to be required is to make the tree symmetrical

and prevent its bearing too bountifully, for it

must be borne in mind that fruit from a tree

overloaded, whether under ^ass or in the open air,

13 never of a fine flavour.- Peaches, Pears, Plums,

Apples, and indeed all descriptions of fruit, suffer

in tlavour to an extent scarcely thought of, if the

true be suffered to bear too many. It is better to

have one dozen of Peaches large and of fine flavour

than two dozen small and inferior ; besides this, a

tree suffered to bear too large a crop will be sure

to fail the following season.

"What do the trees at Sawbridgeworth say to this?

The reader should go and see. He will see such
crowds of spurs and blossom buds, all open on the

Apricot, just bursting on the Peach, and making
ready on the Pear, as will probably surprise him
not a little.

For the satisfaction of those who cannot shake
off their allegiance to writers on pruninir and

and 18 subsequently "subjected to the same treat-

ment, with the same result."
^

In a former volume (185-5, p. 659) a writer relates

how he also managed his Fig trees, by carrying

the pinching system much further thau Knight ;

and with what great success. A success, let us

add, which lasted until the roots of the Fig found

their way into damp clay, when no amount of

pinching would make the branches bear.

But the Fig waS not the only tree thus dealt

with by Knight. The Peach tree was subjected to

similar treatment.
, ij

** It is, I conceive, quite unnecessary to adduce

ar-^uments to prove that the buds, which are first

formed in the spring, are most likely to undergo

properly the necessary internal changes of structure

above-mentioned, and consequently to afford more

perfectly organised blossoms, thau such as are not

formed before the middleof the summer, or till near

the approach of autumn ; and if this be admitted,

it will not be difficult to show that the mode of

nurseryunduated shelves of my old grandmotherV

library. But, I have just read in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, that they have ridcu from tUolr slumbers "

and are again oiTered to the inspection of tlie Avorld at

large.

I see that an essay on bcaver-Hrchitectnre lias 1)0611

Audubon's and iiachuian's
valu;ible

work on the Quadrupeds of North America." I \^^^

selected from

but little of the latter gentleman, but the former, inanr

years ago, made au indeUblo impression on my mind

by his revival of the old story concerning the country'

man's boot and the broken rattlesnake's tooth.

I really cannot peruse this account of beavcr-arclil.

tectm-G with any kind of composure. It actually makes

me sick at stomach. It is like some portions of Glad-

stone's recent Budget—tough and ditlicult to swiiUow.

I feel quite certain that neither of the t\vo American

worthies were ever at a beaver settlement during the

periods that tlie sagacious operatives were working at

their dam. or after they had finished it.

The essay sometimes raises the iiTational little

animals to a par with the intellect of rational man him-

self, and anon lowers them to the want of it in the

nruniaf' and training the Peach-tree, which has
j
huuible unpretending jackass.

been uniformly recommended, and almost as

uniformly practised, is well adapted to favourable

situations only. It has teen derived from the

practice of the Frecch gardeners, and is probably

perfectly well suited to the climate of Paris, but by

no means so well calculated (I have, I think, very

good reason to believe) for the colder parts of

England, as that 1 proceed to describe and

recommend.
"Every tree prepares in the summer and autumn

many minute leavjs, which expand and form the

eaily foliage of the following spring, and the buds

in the axilitc of these leaves are necessarily (con-

ai tmt with the preceding statements) those best

caVulated, in cold and unfavourable situations and

seasons, to generate well organised and vigorous

blossoms ; and in such situations, I have often

witnessed the advantage of preserving as many as

practicable of these, by deviating from the

ordinary mode of pruning the Peach-tree. Instead

of taking off so large a portion of the young

shoots, and tiaining in a few only, to a consider-

able length, as is usually done, and as I should

myself do to a great extent, in the vicinity of

London, and in every favourable situation, I pre-

serve a large number of the young shoots, which

are eniitted in a proper direction in early spring by

the yearling wood, shortening each where neces-

sary, by pinching off the minute succulent points,

generally to the length of 1 or 2 inches. Spurs

which lie close to the wall are thus made, upon

which numerous blossom buds form very early in

the ensuing summer; and upon such, after the

last most unfavourable season, and in a situation

so high and cold that the Peach-tree, in the most

favourable seasons, had usually produced only a

few feeble blossoms, I observed as strorg and

vigorous blossoms in the present spring as I have
usually seen in the best season and situations ; and

I am quite confident that if the Peach-trees, in the

gardens round the metropolis, had been pruned in

the manner above described, in the last season, an
abundant and vigorous blossom would have ap-

peared in the present spring."

Had our great horticulturist had glass at com-
mand as we have, he would doubtless have found

how to reform our whole system of pruning and
training : as it was, he only laid the foundation of a

change.

But this is a very large subject, concerning the

details of which, and the exceptions to which, a

volume might be written. For the moment we can

do no more than draw attention to some of thb

questions connected with it.

The Secretary of the *' Rural Empire Club," an

association formed by Mr, J, "W". BraGGs at a place

called West Macedon, in the State of New York,
has lately sent over seeds of a Gourd which he
calls the Honolulu Nectarine Squash, and de-

scribes as a variety possessing " a degree of sweet-

On taking the " length, breadth, height, ana depth"

of this fanciful essay on bcaver-architecturc aiul cxamin.

ing them minutely on my own dissecting table, I can-

not help remarking with Sterne, in his paper on criti-

cism, "'tis out, my Lord, in every one of its dimen

sions." Charles Waterton, Walton Hall, March 12.

training, we may now add tkat after all there is
' ne^s before unknown in the Squash family,

nothing new in this proposal. The novelty consists
j

Along with the seeds came a small piece of the
in discovering the art of building cheap glass- «» stewed flesh dried upon earthenware," which was
houses. How did the great Andrew Knight somethiner of the consistence of Ensrlish marma-houses. How did the great

manage his Fig trees ? These are his words :

** Whenever a branch appears to be extending
with too much luxuriance, its pjint, at the tenth

something of the consistence of English marma-
lade, though not so sweet. The seeds are large,

pure white, and unknown to us. Mi*. Bbiggs
___ , ,,„ ^^^ , „„

\
circulates extracts from letters highly encomiastic

or twelfth leaf, is pressed between the finger and of his new Squash, and while he offers seeds

EEPOKT ON THE VARIETIES OF GAKDEN
BEET,

GBOWN AT CniSWICK IN 1859.

The collection of this esculent was examined at the

end of the growing season, by the section of the Fruit

and Vegetahle Committee appointed for tlmt and

similar purposes. At that period the leaves were amn-

jured by frost, so that advantage was taken ol the com-

parative distinctions which these parts affortled.

Another examination was made of the baked roots.

The difference in quality was found to be so great as to

justify the recommendation of frequently submitting

the varieties of this vegetable to slnnlar comparative

trials, in order that only the best of them may be cor.-

tinued in cultivation, and more especially as even the

best kinds are apt to degenerate.

mathifs Selected Dwarf Red (Xutting).—Leaves

9 to 12 inches high, dark blood red. Roots cliiefl/

nnderground, 9^ inches in circumference; flesh dari'

red, sweet, without the disagreeable earthy flavour ot

which many kinds of Beet partake. Baked, the

M

is deep crimson, of smooth close texture, remartably

sweet and well flavoured, and uithout the earthy flavour

above alluded to. An excellent variety; it was de-

cidedly the best of the varieties brought together on this

occasion, both in appearance and quality, and was more-

over remarkably true.

SfioH's Pine Apple (Turner).—5^_«. : Pine Apple

Dwarf Red (Veitch). Leaves 6 or 7 inches high, dark

purple ; stalks tinged with dull orange. Roots 8 inches

in circumference, the surface obtusely furrowed; flesH

deep crimson. Baked, the ilesh is of a dull deep crimson,

tender, raUd, sweet, and well flavoured, thoagh with a

slight earthy taste. Tliis excellent variety is remarK-

able for its dwarf compact habit, and for its unifonmtr

and apparent fixity of character. It was raised by Mr.

Charles Short, gardener to Sir William Beauclmmp

Procter, Bart., Langley Park, Norwich, and was mtro-

ducedto the noti(?B of the public by Mr. Turner, oi

Slough, who in 1854 distributed seeds of it for iriai,

under the name of Short's Beet. It was s^ibsequeui j

sent out by Messrs. Henderson k Co. as the Pi»^'7;L

Beet, and ha^S also been known as the FiJ^"^,|:^:

Compact Topped, and Short's Compact Topped, i

no doubt one of the best kinds at present in cultivai"^ .

Sana's Crimson (Minier).-5^n. ; Veitch's Bwarf1^^

(Veitch, Exeter); Carter's Small Selected Blooa J^

(Carter & Co.) Leaves 15 to 18 inches high, green

purple. Roots a foot long, 10^ inches in c^rcumiereii •

When baked the flesh is of good colour and quau^J.

not equal to the preceding sorts,

Paurs Superb Crimson (Paul & Son).—5.y»

Apple Short-top (Carter & Co.) ; Cutbush s tni
^^

(Cutbush). Leaves about a foot long, blood rea,
^^^

wrinkled. Root 8 inches in circumference, broau

crown, surface warty ; flesh In the raw state.
^

b^^

crimson; when baked, a fine deep crimson, sv* »^^

well flavoured, being mild and free from eartny '^^
It has the drawback of being liable to become

^^^ ^

and on account of its broad crown it does n

handsome root. m 12 ^^

Melford Sail (B.vss & Brown).—T^'aves tro ^^
15 inches high; stalk slender, P^^'T^^f^V'^.'^V^ht n«T^**
9i inches; crown tapering; flesh bright

{^^j^^^^bukedt

crimson, alternating with white zoues

CriiDS^"

\Vhen ^^^'

3 Criatfo"-

•With the bark, till the soft succulent substance is
felt to yield to the pressure. Such branch in
consequence ceases subsequently to elono-ate

; ^nd
the sap 13 repulsed to be expended where it is
more wanted. A fruit ripens at the base of each
leaf, and during the period in which the fruit is

gratuitously to the members of his club announces
his willingness to sell seeds " at a reasonable price

to outsiders." AYe suppose they can be had through
the American houses in London or Liverpool.

THE BEAVER.

oiu

it was found to be similar in quality to bang - ^Qg'i

CalteU's Dwarf Slood Bed (Le^)'7'^-^,Vh narfO*.

Scariet (Josling). Leaves erect, 15 inches Utg»
. j^j

and elongated, purplish with a tinge ot
f.ll{^cT^^

Vd\ inches in cu-cumference. Flesh ^^'«""°^
^ «^

ness in its raw state; when baked, coarse

inferior.
. ^^,^,0*

•

Low's True Dwarf Bed (Veitch).—Leave ^
.f luM. -Rnnf d\ inches in

circumferenct:,

J
-

r
f

I

\

foot liigh. Boot 8^- inches m
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s"tiuiclmg as much as 3 inches above ground. When

baked it proved very deficient in fifivour.

Josling's Improved Scarlet (Josling).~The quality

of the variety grown under this name proved to be very

inferior. EorticnUnral Society's Proceedings.

MYCOLOGY,~No. Xr.

Agaetcus badtcattts, Relh.—'Few Agarics are more

"cenerally distributed than tl.e subject of our present

notice, though it seUlom appears in the same profusion

as many other species. Still as soon as the first heavy

rains of summer arrive it is always to be found in the

shrubbery or shndcd parts of the garden, without

tiouMing one's self to walk as

far as the nearest wood. Some-

times it seems as if it grew

from the ground itself, but

when careful search is made, it

will be always found in connec-

tion with some rotten stump

or root below, though as much
perhaps as a foot from the

surface, and hence the stem

18 extended into a long

spindle-shaped root, which

is one of the striking

cliaracteristics of the species.

Tlic pileus is 4 or 5 inches broad, flesliy,

tongh, and clastic so as to be capable

frequently of being folded between the

fingers without breaking, coated with a
brownish oj* olivaceous separable^gelatinous

pellicle, in consequence of which' it is more
or less wrinkled in a radiating direction,

the pellicle not growing so fast as the
flesh beneath ; the stem is long, at-

tenuated upwards, twisted, paler than the
pileus, with its surface covered with branny
particles, paler above and streaked with
raised lines; it is generally solid but as
the inner substance is soft, it occasionally
becomes hollow; the gills are white,
thick, and distant, ventricose, attached to
the stem with or without a tooth, and
sometimes almost decurrent. Occasionally
the whole plant is perfectly white, and
in that case we have seen it about an inch
only across, and so different in appearance
as at first sight to suggest a very different
affinity.

The species Is not easily confounded
With any other, but there is one, A.longipes,
which has often been considered a variety,
though its distinctive characters are as
striking as those of any species of Agaric
whatever. Both the pUeus and stem are,
beautifuUy velvety, and the gills are
rounded behind with the stem sometimes
though not always sunk into the pileus.
It is, moreover, not so truly a rootin<^
species. When well grown it

°

IS one of the most beautiful -

of our Agarics, and far more ^^
easily preserved for the her-
barium than many more juicy
species, and amongst them A.
radicatus.

The plant before us has
probably no bad qualities, but
It 18 so tougli that no one
seems to have thought it
worth a notice in a culinary point of view,n 18 not even mentioned by l{oques and
vittadini, and other authors who intro-
auce the species say notJuug of its quali-
w«. Sometimes it is ungainly enough,
t>ut occasionally it assumes the most
elegant forms, and is attractive at the

''iTl-*'^'"®
irom the beauty of itt eill<=.

M. J, S.
^ fc

265
cleaning silks and shawls.
the Mediterranean district's of^Tnefand^ai^tll^^ 'i^ffi^^^
French called it herhe aux foulo^is ahe fullers' nlantV nnd .nn^^ "i:l,.„ „.f .r'.P^^^?" °^ ''^^.'"^^"g goldFrench called it herhe aux foulom (the fullers' plant).
The Saponatre or Savoniere of the French is the root of
a kind of Lychnis.

Tiie vegetable soap principle, saponine, was found by
Henry and Bourtron Charland, in the bark of the
Quallaia Sa] o atia, Le Quillay is a tree of the family
of Ilosaceous plants, a native of Huanuco, in Peru.
Ferdinand Lebeuf made special mention of this baik
in 1850 (Comptes Rendus de rAcademic des Sciences a
Paris, xxxi., p. 652) for its richness in saponine, and
rcc):nmended it for pharmaceutical use iu preparing
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Natural

VEGETABLE SOAP.
LoxG before the invention of our alka-

hne soaps, and even up to the present day,
several roots and fruits were known by
their capability of being employed as soap,
and botanists have distinguished them bv
the names of Saponaria iu their system's
Of classification. Pliny gave a descrip-
j;ou of the Struthion-our Shrubby
W^psophila (Gypsophila Struthion, L.). "It is as-
wmsuing, he says, "how woollens are bleached, and^de supple by it—Hadlcula lavandis lanis succum
'^^etmirum quantvm conferens candon moUitieique."

*nt^ n' f*
?^^* ^^oscorides mentions that the suap-

shnnaV^
''' °"'" ^»PO"aria) is everywhere sold In the

faS^W f°",1>"S i;»<i cleaning dresses. Several of the

Lvohr; n ^^*\n=^^y«P5»^ll^ceou3 plants (Dianthus,

P^S V
*?>P^^P^^^^' Silene) are remarkable for this

E^I^ '" ^
l^^^^^l

^'^ ^^ "degree. By recent

ro^Sa i""'?' f^'''
^^' ^^^" ^^tfacted from these

a^Tt^ F^^
subs ance, called Saponine or Struthiine,

«,ed In
,^.°^™^^y^^^»^^'"g «'e very small quantity

"CakiiV '/^^''^^^.'"'^^"^ P^^^r is attributed

•••W '^ T,
''^''"'* "?^.^^ ^«'"g ^«^d for soap 5r

^thU^k^v
So«p-wort of the Levant (Gypsophila) is,^^^ day. employed m the E^ist for w^hing and

f"'. *.

:im

m !i.'i

rrir'?l

i
Fc,

;;';.!,

and copper as before, and the reaction on the mineral
chameleon proceeds very slowly. In short, to explain
the change it is sufficient to say, that by abs, rpticn ofoxygen from the air, the substance, extracted by water
has been oxidised. To conclude, it appears that the
boap-bark retains two substances, saponine and pectine,

both soluble in cold water, and'
equally endowed with the
faculty of making emulsions
with oils and fatty substances.
The liirge quantity of isolated
pectine in the Soap-bark is

explained by the separation
from the lime during vege-
tation. The spontaneous ox-
idation has transformed tlie

pectine into the gelatinous
acids, the pectosic acid and
pectinic acid. Several years
ago, iu 1832, M. Braconnot,
in his iiiqinVies as to the
transformations of several ve-
getable substances into a new
principle by the intluence of

concentrated nitric acid, remarked that
he fonnd the saponine in the bark of the
Chicot de Canada, or Gymnocladua Cana-
densis, Lam. He says that it is possible
to substitute this bark (and also its leaves)
for the Soap-wort of the Levant. This
tree is 30 or 40 feet high, able to stand our
winters, and easily cultivated. I have also

another sample of n bark containing
saponine and pectine, which, when com-
bined, are excellent for washing purposes.

Besides this a kind of Soap-bark is men-
tioned in the proceedings of the Boston
Society of Natural History for 1855 (eee
also the "Edinburgh New Philosophical
Journal," vol. ii., p. 201), obtained from
a tree called Chelaria saponaria. As there
is no plant known by the name of Chelaria
saponaria, I suppose that it is wrongly
printed for the Quillaia, treated of in this
paper. The soap plants used for ivashing
in California, and preferred by those who
know their merits to the best kinds of
soap, are the bulbs of Phalangium poma-
ridianum. In the above communication
it is stated:—"'All these contain con-
sidex-able quantities of oleaginous and alka-
line principles in their composition, on
which their value depends." This opinion
is altogether erroneous. None of the
vegetables k-nown as vegetable soaps con-
tain oils and alkali; their property is

entirely derived from neutral substances
as above described. In Guiana, the bark
and fruits of the Soap-wood Tree (Sa-
pindus saponaria), called by the natives
Hurawassa, is employed in the place of
soap, and it is said that the fruit will
clean 16 times more goods than the same
weight of common soap. A kind of Sa-
pindus, called Rarak, is used in the same
manner at the Moluccas and at Java. T1j&
study of vegetable substances for their
application as neutral soaps merits the>
attention of modern dyers and printers,
and certamly they can be recommende<l
for delicate colours which are liable to be
injured by the alkaline soaps. Pharma-
ceutical Journal.
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emulsions of oils, resins, balsams, and several other
insoluble medicaments. He mentions likewise the btrk
of the Yallhoy (Monnina polystachia). From one bark,
boiled with alcohol of 40° B. (or 0.828 sp. gr.), according
to the method followed by Ltbeuf, Rochleder, and
Schwarz, the saponine was extracted. This substance

is characterised by. its lasting irritating smell, and by
producing sneezing : in some cases a special aromatic

ilavour is perceived. It is remarkable how small a

particle, a mere homoeopathic dose, is sufficient to change

a large quantity of oil into an emulsion. The saponine

has likewise the power of reducing gold from its chloride.

The extract of the Soap-bark, prepared as mentioned

above, undergoes a spontaneous change, when exposed

to the influence of the atmosphere for several weeks.

The clear solution is then transformed into a colourless,

thick, but transparent jelly, with a slight acid reaction

Home Correspondence.
Town Gardening. — Attention having-

lately been directed to the practicability

of town gardening as a source of amuse-
ment as well as of useful occnpatlon, I

would venture to offer a few remarks
founded upon my experience, being a
resident in a city. \Ve all know that;

the greatest enemy to town gardener*

is smoke, and consequently few plar.t^

can be induced to thrive within the
municipal boundary ; however, there are

some which defy thi» necessary evil,

and in due season enliveu our narrow
limits by their gay colours. Our valuable friend
Mr. Broome has taught ns that when " autumn leaves
are falling " we can still retain a memento of summer
flowers iu the cheerful and vjiried tints brouglit to such
perfection under his superintendence at the " Temple
Gardens;" and many admin-ra of Ifis art try to imitate

his skill by growing the Chrysanthemum in town gar-

dens. Tliere are otiier plants wliicli, with Attention to

tlieir wants in the way of cleansing and washing, will

also snpply us with prettv flowers and reward us for our

trouble. I now speak only of out-door plants; bet to

those who can afford themselves the use of a small

greenhouse I would say that much can be done to ailorn

our gardens, even during the spring season. I unfortu-

nately have to contend with a northern aspect, the sun

even in Midsummer seldom having power for more than

two or three hours iu the early morning, being also
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surrounded on all sides with liousc3 five stories high

;

notwithstanding I have at last succeeded :\|id found a
means by which 1 can afford our drawing-room and
landings a supply of plants in blossom. I mnst not
,omit to mention that I liave many kind friends who
lend me their assistance and advice whenever my stock
appears on the wane, or proves unwilling to shine forth
at the time appointed by me. Of course I cannot expect
my little^ greenhouse to supply me with cut flowers, and
here again I must ackno^vledgc the generosity of horti-
cultm-al friends (a class of beings often set down as the
most selfish and illiberal of mortals). My conf^ervatory
IS only 9 feet in length and about 5 feet wide, and is

constructed upon the most inexpensive principle. It is

heated by an old-fashioned stove and brick flue (I found
without artificial heat I could do nothing), and as I am
seldom in town in summer, my ambition is to have a

.
supply of plants in flower during the dull winter months.
Immediately after cutting down my Chrysanthemums
in the^ early part of January, I set to work to force, I
had given my old plants a good pruning in July, and
those I placed in their winter quarters. I had in
November put out in pots, in an empty corner rf my
garden, some dozen and a half of Van Tliol and other
fancy dwarf Tulips, together with some Hyacinths.
After a month or six weeks I took them up and placed
them in a small frame; from thence I occasionally
removed three and four to the greeidiouse, and in this
way kept up a succession. I have at present what I
consider a very respectable display of plants in blossom,
COnsiatiHg of the abov.e-named bulbous roots, and some
very Healthy plants of the Acacia Aramata, one of which
is nearl^^ 4 feet high, and forms a very pleasing object

' on the second landing outside o.ur drawing-room ; two
mor^ are nearly in blossom, besides a large and healthy
Cytisus. I have also many fine bushy plants of tlie sweet-
scented Geranium, Myrtle, some Ferns and ITellotrojies,

'

which, with two hanging baskets containing pretty
plants of the Ivy-leaf Geranium, give the greeri-
house quite a gay appearance. Althongli I attribute
much of my success to the above, I must also mention
tnat I have found it absolutely necessary to pay the
most marked attention to the i-pgnlation of the atmo-
sphere in the house, and I know that when we deter-
mine not to neglect the wants and daily requirements
of oar plants, they will not reward us as we desire.
Even under glass that inveterate enemy smoke does
much to mar the healthful aspect of our plants; any
one who bus given a little time to the study of horti-
culture must be aware that it is required by Nature
that the air-cells or lungs of plants should be "kept free
from dust or other matter injurious to their respiratory
organs. To secure this desideratum I have made it a
practice to use the syringe freely twice a day, atid I
find by doing so that my plants maintain their health-
ful aspect. 1 must, however, warn those who have not
fire-heat that at this season the syringe may do mischief
when used inadvertently, though I would reconnnend
all to try its infUience at leo^t once a week, selecting a
bright sunny day for the abUition of their favourite
plants. Upon those who have the advantage of a
southern aspect, I would strongly urge the usefwlness of
the syringe. X really believe it to be indispensable to
the health of plants grown in the midst of dust, smoke,
and all the ot.her disadvantages against wljich they

.
have to struggle in town gardens. E. A. M., Dublin,

. :Effects of the Hijjh Winds of the nth and 2%th
February.—! beg to forward an account of the destruc-
tive effects of the high winds we have experienced in
this land of trees— the far-famed Dukeries, and once a
part o/ the celebrated forest of Sherwood, North Not-
tinghamshire. On the estates of the Duke of Nexvcastle,
Clumber, and Worksop ^Manoi-, no fewer than 10,000

.
trees were blown down by the awful storm which
occurred on the dales mentioned-' By many it may be
presumed that the greater part of these trees were mere
poles; but the fact is quite the contrary, as four out of
every five may be fairly counted as trees, hundreds of
them containing from 90 to 100 cubic feet of timber.
Among, them are Elms containing 400 feet of timber
—Cedars 180, Beech 180. Larch, and Spruce, and Sdver
Fir 120, Lime 150, and Oaks with 90 cubic feet of
contents. In their fall they tore up the ground, which,
with the roots, amounted to the weight of many tons.
The kinds of trees that suffered most are Spruce, Silver,
Sjiptcfa and Larch Fir; tliough there are also among
them many Oaks, Elms, Beech, Spanish Chesnut, and 1
much regret to say, many Cedars. Allow me to men-
tion that these calculations are not loosely made, but
matters of fact; the contents having been taken and
valued and the greater part of them allotted and now
offered for sale by public competition. Probaldy this
number, 10.000, may represent about half the trees
blown down in this neighbourhood, as the extensive
estates of the Duke of Portland (Welbeck) andthoseof
Earl Manners (Thoresby Park), botli extensively
wooded, jointjicse estates; and on another adjoining
estate of lesser dimensions (Osberton), I hear there
no fewer than 1700 trees laid low by the terrible
wind alluded to. Geo. Sj^ary, Chunher Farlc

iu the same park, which measures round the base
26 feet; 3 feet from it, 13 feet, m, C.

_
Protection of Wall Fi'uit.-~1}\c following are par-

ticulars of a method of growing Peaches and other wall
fruit, which I have adopted with complete success for
four successive seasons. The plan is simply this. On
the trees being pruned and nailed iu, which I generally
do in the first week of JIarch, I apply a teinporary glass

pentdmuse to the wall immediately over the trees. The
glass sashes, which are 3 feet 6 inches long and 4 feet

wide at the back against the wall, supported by a slip

of wood which is nailed to it under a fixed coping of

slate, while in front they are fastened to a wooden rail

which runs along parallel with the wall, and rests on
iron brackets at intervals of 6 feet. I place this glass

covering over my Peach trees, as I have stated, early in

March, and remove it usually the first week in June,
and by this simple means I have, during four peculiarly

trying seasons, saved each year a very large crop of

fruit, the only difficulty being that of limiting the

bearing on tlic trpes ! I firmly believe that every blos-

som comes to perfection. Nor is this the only recom-
mendation of the plan, for by this means the wood is so

thoronghly ripened that the trees, escaping as they
do the pernicious canker - generating influences

of the frost, are preserved iu a uniformly
healthy state. I have just had the glass put for the
fifth time over my trees, which T am vain enough to

think, covered as they are witli blossom, would arrest

the attention of anj' gardener, while their healthy state,

notwithstanding the severity of the past season, is such
as to justify my most sanguine expectations of an abun-
dant crop- I may add that wlierever the plan has been
adopted, a? it has by some of ray neighbours, it has in-

variably succeeded, the result being not, as hitherto, the
disappointment of a solitary Peach here and there, but
a profuse bearing. IMarket gardeners would, I am con-
vinced, find it well worth their attention, ashy the small
outlay required (for which they would be amply repaid
in two or three years), the absolute certainty of a
large supply of this delicious fruit would be insured. I
repeat I can confidently recommend the plan, and its

Sjimplicity and economy will also, I hope, secure the
adoption of it generally. A Cornulian JlorticuUurist,

Training Vines to vpright ^ods.—I have read with
much interest what Mr, Eivers says about growing
Vines trained to upright rods, I see various advan-
tages in the plan, and periiaps the greatest is the
leaving the roof of the house clear, so as to allow of
other things being grown with the Vines, which
cannot be done well with the Vines trained overhead.
But what T want Mr. Bivers to tell me is, whether as
fine Grapes can be grown on upright rods as ou the old
system ; of course taking it for granted that the border,
the management, and the age of the Vines are the same
in both cases. W. C, Garstang.

Barlarossa Grape.—1 have seen this Grape fail even
in the hands of good gardeners, and in every instance
the Vines at fault Jnivo been upon their own" roots. I
would advise all wlio find a difficulty in fruiting it

satisfiictorily to work it on another variety. Mine arc
npou the Black Hamburgh. I find the Barbarossa to
be a useful late black Grape for the table in January
and February ; the flavour is not first-rate, and the skin
is thick, but the bunch is very large and the berries are
larger than those of cither the Black Prince or West's
St. Peter's, thereby malu'ng, as far as display is con-
cerned, a much more creditable dish than either of the
two kinds just named. W.C.E.

Vine Suckers.—One of your correspondents asks
whether allowing three or four large suckers to remain
on a Pme plant during the time of the fruit swelling is

any hindrance to the proper development of the fruit.

My own experience is, that they are not; I believe
them to be an advantage. About the first week of
March last year I had two dozen Queens showing frnit;

they were strong plants, from 17 to 18 months old;

resembling it before, and should like to hear som
planation of it from those who "read the heav^n^'^M*
Bgrhhyrst. ^vLns.

Dendrolium Falconeri.-Coji any of your eorrespon
dents favour mo with any information respecting tT"
culture of this Dcndrobe ? I have grown a good s !i

plant of it for two or three years, but I cannot crpf u!
bloom. What kind of a place in the Orchid ho
should it occupy?—exposed or shaded?—in not^^
basket ?—wet or dry ? Any information on these 00111^
will be gladly received. What, may I also ask, is thecaus!
of spot appearing on some of the leaves of my OrclilOs ?
I never had it before, and they receive precisely ih
same kind of treatment as they have always harf
Amateur, Manchester,

Bitter Cucumbers.—At one time I had occasion
*

the early part of January to plant in athree-li'^ht fram
two plants of a different variety under each light. Thp^
were grown in the same kind of soil and subiected to
the same sort of treatment. They pushed rapidly and
in the following March I commenced cutting fruit
Under the centre light was planted a variety known as
Snow's Horticultural Prize, which was prohfic. This
Cucumber exhibits all the outward qnalitios that con-
stitute a first-class variety, but strange to say, concern-
ing every fruit of it that was consumed at my employer's
table, the complaint was that they had a bitter taste
I mentioned the fact to a nurseryman of whom I pro.'

cured the seeds, and he said that it had been noticed
that where two fruit are permitted to grow at a joint

the flavour of one will invariably be bitter. My obser-

vations will not however permit me to vouch for the
accuracy of this statement. J. F. M'Elro}/, Stamford.
llilL

octct(eg.

Royal Botanic : March 21.—Anexhibition of springi

flowering plants took place here on Wednesday last

;

and notwithstanding the backwardness of the season

and continued coldness of the weather it was tolerably

well supported. Messrs. Gntbnsh showed large quanti-

titios of Hyacinths, to which was justly awarded a

first prize. Tlie best of the kinds produced in this

collection will be found fully noticed in our last weeVa
Number. Other exhibitions of Hyacinths came from

Mr. Cross, Begent's Park, Mr, Macintosh, nurseryman,
Hammersmith, and Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston.

Among these we noticed well-bloomed plants of Black

Prince, Grand Lilac, a fine kind, Laurens Koster,

Orondates, white, Alida Jacoba, yellow, Madame Hod-

son, pink, striped with white, and Anna Panlowna,

white. Of Cinerarias, Messrs. Dobson & Son sent a

collection of handsomely grown well-bloomed plants.

They consisted of Brilliant, a good purplish crirasoo

self, B. Rothschild, Etty, Master P. Watson, ifrs.

Hoylc, and Capt. Schreiber; the last a good b\iw.

Various seedling Cinerarias were exhibited, among

which the best were Flower of Spring (Turner), a

large showy purple and white kind, with a dark

centre; Royal Charlie (ditto); Lurline, Mabel, and

Miss Eyles (ditto); marginata (Wiggins); and

Tyrian Prince and Geaut des Batailles (Smith). These

were all handsome kinds, apparently improvements on

sorts at present iu cultivation. Along with a fine

collection of Camellias, C^'clamcns, and other plants

Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent specimens of the pretty

yellow-eyed pale lavendtr-colonred Primula Fortiini, a

kind in the way of denticulata ; likewise a double Chinese

Primida, which was also furnished by Mr. Turner.

From Mr. Low came some five handsome Seedling

Heaths, crosses from aristata, tQ three of which pnze*

were awarded : and Dcndrobium nobile and some finely

grown greenhouse plants (not for competition) came

from Messrs, Henderson, of Pine-apple Place. Mr.

Lawrence, gr. to the Bishop of Winchester at Farnham

Castle, sent Acineta densa, a species with greenish

one dozen of the plants to one or at most two; on the
other dozen I left all the suckers till the fruit was ripe.

These produced handsome well-ripened fruit, each from
5 to 6i lbs. iu weight, many of the suckers being from
13 to 14 inches in height, and very strong. The plants
on which the suckers were reduced to one or two also
ripened some nice fruit, but they were not so fine as the
others, none of them weighing more than 4i lbs. I am of ^^^„,,j^ ^The last-named nurseryman alsosent thebe«a

Daring the hurricane of Tuesday, February 2S, a large
Ash tree was blown down at Acton Park, near Wrex-
fl^'i^*^**^'g^^^*"'e. the seat of Sir Robert Alfred Cun-

The
41 feet

tre«; the branches^covered a Targe expmse' o?ground.U not this an unusual size ? There is another L\x tree

opinion that it matters not how many suckers are left on
a fruiting Pine plant, provided the leaves have sufficient

room to develop themselves, as 1 think every healthy
leaf "caters" for the fruit, consequently the more
leaves the better. H. Fllis, Ards Gardens.
Mock Suns.— I was walking in the neighbourhood of

Winchester on Friday, the 16th, between the hours of

7 and 8 in the morning, when my attention was called

by ray son to what he called a *' mock sun/' a bright
light at a short distance from the sun—another patch
of light appearing almost immediately at an equal dis-

tance on the other side of the sun. whilst above the sun
there appeared a portion of a circle, all indeed appa-
rently forming segments of one larp^e circle, and exhibit-

ing prismatic colours. Again above them appeared a
piece of a circle in equally bright prismatic colours, but
inverted to that which would surround the sun, Tbe^

promising seedling AziUeas came from Mr. Todmanot

Clapham ; one called Prince of Orange possessed fine

form and considerable brilliancy of colour. From ^^^"^
Paul of Cheshnnt came a handsome new Tea Kose callea

President, and Mr. Standish sent a promising new

Hybrid Perpetual called Mrs. Standish, which ^ve hope

to see again when the season has become farther a '

tiful new Forget-me-not-like p^aat called Myosotidium

nobile, a native of the Chatham Islands, and tuuy

described by us in a former volume. From Messrs. t

bash came a collection of early Tulips, consistiu|^

Tournesol, Scarlet Due Van Thol, Rex Kubroium, ver-

milion Brilliant, yellow and white Pottebakker, I^F;

rator and Prince de Ligne, the last a good 3'^^'^^' %„
other matters not mentioned in this report, see

advertisement iu another, column.

Xotices of ikioft0*

Patfeoiitologg, or a Systematic Summarg of Frh
^

Animals and tJieir Geological Selaiions. J^^^
Owen, P.R,§, A. & C. Black. Large Svo. ^P'^Jj^

all continued in their beautiful rainbow-like adorning
|

la this most important work the learne ^^
for about 20 minutes, and then fade4 away. Is t)iU ^n i

reviews iu cbtail the fossil remams of the
^'^^^^^^ping

uncommon phenomenon? I have nfiYer seen apything ' creation, both geologically and systematicqiiy, a
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with Sponges and other lowest forttrc, and ending with

Mammals of the highest grade. In a very brief intro-

duction we are made acquainted with the bearing o\

Balaeontblogy upon our knowledge of the history of our

Sanet in a passage not more remarkable for its

icientific authority than its eloquent language.

"Finally, palaeontology has yielded the most impor-

tant facts to the highest range of knowledge to which

the human intellect aspires. It teaches that the globe

allotted to man has revolved in its orbit through a period

of time so vast, that the mind, in the endeavour to

realise it, is strained by an effort like that by which it

strives to conceive the space dividing the solar system

from the most distant nebulae.

" Paleontology has shown that, from the inconceivably

remote period of the deposition of the Cambrian rocks,

the eai-th has been vivified by the sun's light and heat,

has been fertilised by refreshing showers, and washed

by tidal waves ; that the ocean not only moved in orderly

oscillations regulated, as now, by sun and moon, but

was rippled and agitated by winds and storms; that the

atmosphere, besides these movements, w^ns healthily

influenced by clouds and vapours, rising, condensing^ and

falling in ceaseless circulation. With those conditions

created in those distant ages When mammoths or hairy

elephants {Elephas pHmigenius) roamed in the forests

of Holyhead, and had the rhinoceros for a companion;
when deer (Irish Elks) had antlers with an expansion

of 10 feet in a straight line from tip to tip, and the

land abounded in gigantic bears (Ursus spelceus).

Upon Mr. Darwin's views Prof. Owen speaks with a

good deal of reserve, not wholly objectbig to the opinions

entertained by that careful observer and acute reasoner,

but pausing for further evidence. We presume how-
ever that the following sentence is intended to show
that while he admires Mr. Darwin's speculation he is

very far from being convinced by it. " ^w^," says the

learned geologist, " observation of the effects of any of the

above hypothetical transmuting influences in changing
any known species into another has not yet been recorded.

And past experience of the chance aims of human fancy,

unchecked and unguided by observed facts, shows bow
widely they have ever glanced away from the gold

centre of truth."

With the author's own views, as expressed in the

following sentences, our notice of a most interesting and

valuable work of reference must conclude.

"In the survey wbicli has been taken of the various

of life, palaeontology demonstrates that life has been forms of life thiit have passed away—of the cbaracter,

enjoyed during the same countless thousands of years ; succession, geological position, and geographical distri-

and that with life, from the beginning, there has been bution— if 1 have succeeded in demonstrating the adap-
death. The earliest testimony of the living thing, tation of any structure to the exigencies, habits, and
whether coral, crust, or shell, in the oldest fossiliforoud well-being of the species, I have fulfilled one object

rock, is at the same time proof that it died. At no
period does it appear that the gift of life has been
monopolised by contem])orary individuals through a

stagnant sameness of untold time, but it has been
handed down from generation to generation, and suc-
cessively enjoyed by the countless thousands that eon-
^Jitute the species. Pula3ontology further teaches, that
not only the individual, but the species perishes; that
fts death is balanced by generation, so extinction has
been concomitant with the creative power which has
continued to provide a succession of species ; and
furthermore, that, as regards the various forms of life

which this planet has supported, there has been 'an
advance and progress in the main.' Thus we learn
that the creative force has not deserted the earth during
any of the epochs of geological time that have succeeded
to the first manifestation of such force; and that, in

as taking place in the freshman's year—that jear
fraught with good or evil for after life. Some, Uk^
Bruce, have come up over-rated, conceited, and spoilea
with adulation, to turn out idle, extravagant and dissi-

pated; some, like Hazlet, fresh from the maternal home
where he has been shielded from every temptation, are
led by seducers, for inere wanton amusement, into
every kind of excess, and once introduced to vice, pur-
sue it helplessly to their destruction.

&orae again, like Kennedy, coming up with the
fairest buds of promise, are overtaken by sudden temp-
tation, and commit an unworthy or dishonom-able act,

and this, like a worm at the root of a splendid plant,

ruins his peace of mind, and mars all his biiUiant pros-

pects. How well has ^Ir. Farrar brought out, in

Kennedy's case, that truth which should ever be borne
in mind by the young, that in the physical world there

is no forgiveness, i.e., that though a fault, and much
more evil courses, may be repented of and forsaken, yet
is there no escape from the consequences; the sin may
be pardoned, but the sinner does nut regain his lost

position; the natural results must follow, and cannot be
avoided— as a man sows, so will he also reap.

Konned^'^s history is that in which the most valua-

ble though fearful lessons are taught ; and one grieves
to see hia brillaut talents and excellent qualities made
woi'se than usoluss, weighed down, as he seeme to be, by
a terriblq^ necessity which ever urgu^i hii^i fuilhor from
the i)atli of right. Of Hazlet something might be said

if his character were not a monstrous caricature of the
religious man, but a few deep and sensible thoughts
expressed in more than unexceptionable language at the

last sufficiently vindicate his character. One of the

very important lessons brought out in Julian's history

is this, that genius is b\it another name for well-

directed diligence, a truth which should be impressed

upon all youn^' men. What inten!=fe interest attaches

which I had in view, viz. to set forth the beneficence

and intelligence of the creative power. If, in all the

striking changes of form and propoition which have

passed under review, we could discern only the results

of minor modifications of a few essential elements, we
must be the more strikingly impressed with the unity of

that cause, and with the wisdom and power which

could produce so much variety, and at the same time to the first examination none but those who have
such perfect adaptations and endowments, out of, tried can tell. What recollections cluster round the
means so simple. For, in what have those contras-

: fi-^shman's year ! What an influence do the three years
ted limbs, hoofs, paws, fins, and wings, s^ variously

, of college life exert upon one's prospects in after da^s !

formed to obey the behests of volition in denizens of
|
What an ordeal does the yonng student pass through;

diflerent elements, difl'ered from the mechanical instru-
; and y.et, if habits of self-reliance aud self-denial are to

ments which we ourselves plan witti foresight and
j
be fijrmed, young men must have a certain amount of
liberty, and be made to feel the moral responsibility of

being their own masters. How many pass thus
unscathed we cannot tell, but it is hoped tlie great

calculation for analogous uses, save in their greater

complexity, in their ijerfection, and in the unity and
simplicity of the elements which are modified to con-

Cut

the axiom of the continuous operation of the ordained
becoming of living things."

The bulk of the work consists, as may be supposed, of
scientific descriptions of all known fossil remains, and
statements of the geological strata in which they occur.
This part is lichly illustrated with extremely good
engravings on wood, a large number of which are from
drawings by Mr. S. P. Woodward, F.G.S. Upon all
sncli subjects the reader must necessarily consult the
work itself. AVe can only mention some of the author's
general conclusions. On the problem of the extinction
of apecies Prof. Owen observes, inter alia :—
"That species, or forms so recognised by their dis-

tmctivc characters aud the power of propagating them,
have ceased to exist, and have successively passed away,
IS a fact no longer ciuestloued. That they have been
eitcrmmated by exceptional cataclysinal changes of tiie
earth s surface has not been proved. That their limi-
tation in time, in some instances or in some measure,
mayl)e due to constitutional changes accumulating by
slow degrees in the long course of generations, is
possible. But all hitherto observed causes of extirpa-
tion point either to continuous slowly operatuig geolo-
gical changes, or to no greater sudden cause than the,
so to speak, spectral appearance of mankind on a limited
tract of land not before inhabited. It is most probable,
therefore, that the extinction of species, prior to man's
presence or existence, has been due to ordinary causes
—ordinary in the sense of agreement with the laws of
Wganisation and of the never-ending mutation of the
geographical and climatal conditions on the earth's
surface. The species, and individuals of species, least
adapted to bear such influences, and incapable of
Kiodifying their organisation in agreement therewith,
pave perished. Extinction, therefore, on this hypothesis,
unplies the want of self-aJjusting power in the indi-
viduals of the species subject thereto.

" But admitting extinction as a natural law, which

^ operated from the beginning of life under specific
lorms of plants and animals, it might bo expected that
some evidence of it should occur in our own time, or
J^^thm the historical period. Reference has been madew several instances of the extirpation of species,
certainly, probably, or possibly, due to the direct agency

the

more
orld

sameness

attributed to them in the cycles of the epicurean

philosophy; for we are able to demonstrate that the
different epochs of the eartli were attended with corres-

ponding changes of organic structure; and that, in all

these instances of change, the organs, still illustrating

the unchanging fundamental types, were, as far as we
could compreliend tlieir use, exactly those best suited
to the functions of the being. Hence we not only show
iutelUgence evoking means adapted to the end ; but,

at successive times and periods, producing a change of
mechanism adapted to a change in external conditions.

Thus the highest generalisations in the science of
organic bodies, like the Newtonian laws of universal

matter, lead to the unequivocal conviction of a great
First Cause, which is certainly not mechanical.if

Julian Home, a Tale of College Life. By F. W. Farrar^

M.A. Pp. 447. Black, Edinburgh.

This is a well written description of college life,

and will not fail to be acceptable to all who have
been, or are likely to become members of the Univer-
sities. To the former, it will recall many fondly cbcrished
and checkered memories of the past; to the latter, it

will serve to point out some of the shoals and quick-

sands, upon which noble vessels have foundered; while
it holds out a beacon light to those who wish for

counsel by which to steer their course in the narrow
channel that leads to fame, happiness, aud usefulness

of life.

Julian Home, the hero of the tale, was a fine English
lad at Harrow, when the death of a beloved father,
and the loss of an aunt's favour, quickens his sense of
responsibility, and urges him to diligence, with the
ennobling feeling that be is working for those who
are near and dear to him.

i

Julian enters upon college life as a sizar, the name
given to poor students towards whose maintenn^lce the
college makes some provision, and this is rather a mor-
tification to his sensitive mind. It may with truth
be said that at Trinity, of all places in the world, no
right-minded person would ever willingly let any
gentleman, who happened to be a sizar, feel that there

was the least degree of inferiority in his position, and
yet in practice a painful distinction is forced upon

j
majority are '* kept in the right way, and returned at

the close of their time to their homes, without a stain

or blemish upon their characters."

Some have thought that the tutors of St. Werner's
t:ike too little interc:>t in their pupils, or at least seem
toshowtoo little sympathy with them. Some on theother
handusedtotliink that under the "Protection system""at
St. Margaret's the young plants grew np less vigorous,

looking too much to the sunshine of the tutor, and
feeling too little the solemn sense of standing alone in

the sight of God. XJiIugs may have altered since those
days.

Much as Mr. Farrar deserves thanks for a volume
alike interesting and instructive, nobody will admire
his head-and-tail system of nomenclature, whereby
such words as Harton, Marlby, Camford, &c., are con-
cocted, though possibly the sagacious author may have
some object m view, not dreamt of in the philosophy of
the distunt reader.

Let Mr. Farrar visit the cottages of the sick and
suffering poor, ** rich in faith and lieirs of the kingdom."
Let him study their hearts and his own in the pure
light of God's unerring truth, and in the view of a
coming eternity, and he will no longer need that one
should be found to ^yiito and teach liim a religio

clerici. There is a promise given, '* if any man will do
His will he shall know of the doctrine.*'

The last number of Messre. Henderson's Ilhistraied
Bouquet (vol. 2, part viii.) contains excellent figures of
several plants of striking beauty. First comes JBignonia
Chamhcrlaj^nii, an old inhabitant of our hothouses, but
like so many others of its magiiiticent race, not much
grown. Then we liayc a superb double ro-->e-coloured
Moidan called Elizabeth Casoretti. A third plate is

occupied by a mule Pink called Bianthus Verschaffelti,

between a Sweet Williiim aud the old Tree Pink,
extremely handsome and strikhig. Some of the grtat
Japan Pinks with doublu flowers and slashed and jagged
petals are represented ou the fourth plate. And finally

we have figures of varieties of P^rethrum roseum,
associated with the great scarlet Lychnia called

Haageana. Good practical instructions for cultivation

accompany every plant; and we must warn gurdeners
that if they expect to grow spo(jiuiens like those
represented in the plates, such instructions must not be
forgotten.

itl. ^^c}^^
explanations of the majority of extinct-»0M as of the races of Mquatic Invertebrata and Verte-Jrau which have successively passed away."

wifhnnf^^^^ *;^ ^"^^^^ ^^« learned author accepts

im!jp^/r'«^ '^^ '''^"*^ ^y\A^r^^^ afforded by wrought
la^^'^ts- mnt hatchets called Celts-as to the
j^r^^eofman at a period far earlier than had been

opposed. He admits that man had already been I

comp;
friendships are often begun. Undefgraduates too are

gregarious, and the want of synchronism in thoir time

of feeding serves so greatly to isolate a sizar from the

rest of the community, that unless he happen to be

a person distinguished for abilities, many will not

even know of his existence. Mr. Farrai- very properly

desires to see this state cf things altered.

Very interesting are the scenes which are described

Thompson's Svp-plement to the Qardening S'ook of
Annuals (Simpkin) is a shilling pamphlet containing

good instructions \6t growing all the newest anntia's.

No book has been ^ore conscientiously written.

G^den Memoranda.
Messrs. MIl^e a>-d Co.'b Nuksery, W^anub-

WOKTU Road.—The fine cullecLion of Camtllias for

which this nursery hits long been celebrated is no^v in

full bloom aud well worth Inspecting. ContUint^

imbricata, Wootlsii, Altheaflors, Old Double White,

elegaiia, Chandleri, and Doncuelaari have attained quite

the stature and proportion of little trees, and at preserj
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are loaded with blossoms, which on nccount of their
nmiaual size and beauty are particularly stviking. Tlie
flowers of the three last-named varieties are this season
blotched with white to a much greater extent th:in they
usually are, which adds considerably to their beauty,
and the mottled appearance of which we speak is not
confined to large specimens only, for even the smallest

plants of the kinds named are variegated this year in a

eiinilar manner. Among kinds comparatively little cul-

tivated but well worth adding to any collection, how-
ever small, may be mentioned Archduchess Augusta,
deep rosy purple, shaded and striped with white ; Due
de Chartres, red blotched with white; Due de Bretagne,
finely formed rose; Dunlop^s imbricata, fine rose marked
with white; Fra Anioldu da Brescia, iinely sliapod red

marbled with white; Fordi, small delicate rose; Laily

Mary Laboiichcre, rosy purple; Storcyi, rosy pink.striped

with white ; Valtevaredo, bright rose, sometimes
blotched with white, and a large deep crimson seedling

which is now blooming for the first time and has not

yet received a name. This last promises to be an
acquisition. Of Carnation kinds none are better than

Albertus. To this chiss must, however, be added a

seedling called Chandler's gloriosa, which ia white,

beautifully striped, and mottled all over with rose.

The bloom we saw was on a very small plant, and there-

fore not a fair criterion of what the vai'iety may be
expected to become ; but It was finely forme^l and the

m.irkings very complete. Among other sorts Teutouiana,

a pink kind, on wliich however the flmvers sometimes
come white, was conspicuous. Of the Old Double White,
which is still unsurpassed in its class, we observed a fine

assortment of young plants, on each of which were one

or more blooms. All were in most excellent health.

To the raising of young stock of Camellias great

attention is paid here. Quantities of them occupy
pits, and in the propagating house wcic some thriving

grafted plants. Concerning the latter it may be
worth notice that those worked in February last

are quite as forward as plants grafted last autumn.
Camellias on the open walls have withstood the

severity of the winter unhurt as far as wood and leaves

are concerned; the flower-buds, liowever, have all

perished, and are lying quite thickly under the trees.

Young plants of Alaternus, one of the best of ever-

greens (or town gardens, in a border in front of the

Camellias, have had their tops browned.
Of Rhododendrons in pots this nursery contains a

fine collection, well set with flower-buds ; and of Mag-
nolias of the Exmoutli kind we also remarked a thriving

stock.

In the show-house flowering plants have been mixed
with Ferns with excellent effect ; and in a house
adjoining were some fine specimens of Dracaenas,

variegated-leaved Begonias, and other plants remark-
able for the beauty of their foliage. Here were also

quantities of Mouochaitum ensiferum, a rosy purple-

flowered plant, which promises to be exceedingly useful

for spring decoration.

The flo.ver-garden portion of the grounds along the

new frontage has been completed, and when filled

with bedding plants cannot fail to be highly attractive.

The walls are well furnished with trained fruit trees,

and we understand that this nursery also contains a
good collection of Vines, to the growth of which a

house is about to be devoted.

VlNEEIXS.-
weather will

and leavinsr a

Calendar of Operations
{^For the ensuing xceeJc.')

PLANT DEPAUTMEN'T.
CoNSXETATOET, &c.—Climbcrs beginning to push

should after this time be frequently examined to

prevent a confused growth. Keniiedyas if cro-.vdccl,

should have their shoots thinned. Ipomccas and
Thunbergias being subject to red spider should be well

syringetl to prevent that pest gaining ground. Where
a large quantity of hardy shrubs is annually forced,

either to decorate the drawing-room or the conservatory,
it is not desirable to pot a fresh stock each season, as
a number of deciduous things, such as Roses, Lilacs,

Tliorns, Honeysuckles, &c., may, by proper treatment,
be made to bloom for several successive seasons. Select ; .. ,, ..i •*. j \. „i -i.,^ i;„^ t^jfu
therefore the most suitable pUnts when removed from I

the weather will permit, and he regularly supplied with

the houses, and give them some kind of temnorarv
''"'^^^- ^*P°' Tomatoes and Capsicums.

give inem some Kina ot temporary
shelter to gradually harden their foliage ; those
cramped for pot room shift into a size larger pot
in rich turfy loam, and towards the middle of next
month plunge them in an open situation in order
that the wood may get ripf» early. Tliese plants from
having been previously forced will bloom earlier than
the new stock, of which a portion should each year be
potted to replace such plants as become useless for

further work. Cut down and place in a cool frame the
most choice kinds of Cinerarias for suckers after they
have done flowering, and put in a stock of Chrysanthe-
mum cuttings for autumn display. As winter and

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDECf.
Seedling plants of CauliP.owers, Cabbages, (fcc, raised

this present spring should be pricked off when large

enough to get stocky for final transplanting. As the

future growth of the Cabbage tribe depends much on
not being drawn when young, some attention should
be paid to this point when they ai'e in a seedling state,

for the best after culture barely compensates for the

first neglect. As the time for sowing the principal

crops of winter and spring Broccoli and Greens is now
at hand, select if possible an open piece of ground rather

poor than rich ; let the seed be sown thinly, and when
spring-flowering plants for the sto've and for cutting !

I'l^ge enough to handle prick out on a similar soil. A
none are more useful than Begonias. Now will be a
good time to commence with a stock for next season's
display ; as they go out of bloom allow them a short
rest in a rather dry house, when they may be partially
disrooted and repotted, pruning in any straggling
shoots. Keep them close, and syringe frequently, when
they will soon commence growing. Abundance of light
and a tolerable share of pot room are necessary to

crop of the Globe Artichokes should now be planted for

producing a late supply of heads. In former Calendars

have been given directions for preparing ground for

these and other permanent plants; the young aide

shoots taken from the old stools may be planted in

lines 4 feet apart and 18 inches between the plants, or

trenches may be dug 18 inches wide, and the same in

depth, in which some well-rotted manure should be dug

distance apart that 'the finely variegated foliage of some
of the newer species may have full room to expand. As
tlie plants advance liquid manure may now and then be

eriven. Their period of blooming is from January to

May.
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBEUIES.

Loot well to recently transplanted trees and shrubs,

especially such as may have got shaken or partially

uprooted by the recent high winds. Do not allow any-

thing to suffer for want of water at the root. The soil

about newly moved things should be kept moist but not

saturated or run together by over watering, as is some-

times done. In the case of large plants which require

securing against wind use three strong tarred cords for

each specimen; fix them to the plant by means of a

collar made of strong metallic wire and thickly wrapped

round with canvas to prevent its injuring the bark, and

then tie them to strong pieces of Oak driven into the

ground at proper distances from the stem of the tree.

For spociinens in prominent situations metallic wires

teliould be employed instead of cords, being neater in

appearance ; although somewhat expensive in the first

instance they will last a lifetime. Take advantage of

the present state of the ground to stir and rake the sur-

face soil ofshrubbery and herbaceous borders to prevent

the growth of weeds and give a fresh neat appearance.

Also plant out Walldowers, Double Rockets, and young

stock of herbaceous plants generally. Delphinium for-

mosum is one of the finest plants we possess in this way,

and should have a place in every garden.

FOUCING DEPARTMENT.
Give air as freely as the state of the

permit, using a little extra fire-heat,

little air on at night so as to prevent

the bloom" being injured by damp settling on the

berries, as is apt to be the case where the house is

shut up. Figs.—Where the early crop is approaching

maturity the borders should he well watered, so as to

avoid the necessity of having to water the soil after the

fruit begins to ripen, which is injurious to the flavour,

and is also apt to cause the fruit to burst prematurely,

particularly if the trees have been rather dry at

the root previously. So far as the present crop is con-

cerned the trees can, perhaps, hardly be too dry at the

root while the fruit is ripening, but where a secontl

crop is expected care must be exorcised to keep the trees

in health, and to prevent the foliage becoming a prey to

red spider, otherwise the second crop can hardly be

expected to be good for much. Use the syringe

vigorously and maintain a moist atmosphere as long as

this can be done without risk of injuring the fruit. * Also

keep the young wood thin and regularly tied in, stoj-ping

before the fourth or fifth leaf, according to the strength

of the shoots, &c. Melons.—Encourage those newly

planted out with a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get

them into full growth as quickly as possible ; but plants

that are fairly established should be kept cooler, admit-

ting air on every favourable opportunity, in order to

secure short-jointed fruitful wood. Keep the shoots thin

and regular, pinching out any not wanted, but avoid

stopping the main shoots until they reach the sides of

the pit, when by pinching out the points the laterals

will start into growth and show fruit abundantly ; and

by this time the plants will have gained sufficient

strength to set and carry a fair crop. Do not exceed

65° at night, and admit air when the glass rises to 75°,

but do this very c:ire(ully on cold days. Endeavour to

maintain a steady bottom heat of about SO" or 85°, and

keep the soil In a healthy state as to moisture. See to

providing plenty of youiig plants for succession crops.

Cheery-house.— Syringe the trees daily with water at

the same temperature as that of the house. Loosen tlie

surface soil in the pots or borders with a hand fork, and

supply the plants liberally with water until the fruit

begins to change colour, after which gradually decrease

the quantity and cease syringing; give abundance of

air on all favourable opportunities. Sxeawberkies.—
Plants ripening their fruit should be placed by them-

selves and kept moderately dry. Those in later stages

! of growth should however be well supplied with mois-

ture both over head and at the root, Fbames.—All
crops in these, such as Carrots, Potatoes, Radishes, and

Cauliflowers, should have as much air as the state of

ensure fine plants. Above aU keep them a good
\
and the plants put out aa above.

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
Potato planting, if not already done, should be

finished as soon as possible. Potatoes and Onior
should on no account be Intermixed or shaded by othp
crops ; there are however many things such as Carrots'
Parsnips, Turnips, and all the Cabbage family whid'
will not only bear being slightly shaded, but in ^arm
summers like the past will enjoy it. Mixed cropping
therefore is a point to which the cottager should p;i"
especial attention. The mixture must however be
arranged so as not to interfere with earthing up qj,

gathering. In sowing annuals, which may novv orsoon
be done, do not omit Nemophilainsignis and the bcautU
ful Phlox Drummondi.

STATE or THE WEATIIETl AT CIIISWICK, NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending' March 22,

1

8G0, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeu

March. o it

23Friiiay I6i

Ratur. 17 24
Sunday 1? 25
Mon. 19 26
Tues. 2(Pi 27
Wed. 21 i 28
Tiiiir?. 22

BAROMCTEIt.

Average.

,

Max.

30.044
29.'.)72

30.121
29.9f.7

29.554
29^23

Mln.

"Of the Air.

I

Max.

2!!.9112
20.!>:i.)

2y.9(i2

30.10^
29.726
29.367
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£9.9-23 I 29.a29

55
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53.1
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33
45
3:t

39
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26
31

Ml-an

4(i,5

60.5

44.0
46.0

46.5
3.S.5

40.5

Of CEart

36.1 44.6

t foot
deep

44
to

45^
46
46
45

44.3

: feet

•leep.

1^
42

43

43^
44
44

430

Wind iC

S.W. Oft*

Is
March 16— Clear; fine ; rain at nijc^^t,— 17— Uniformlr overcast; cloiuiy; boisterous,
— 18—OverCRst ;' c)ou*lv ; very clear at night.
— 19--Clear ftud fine thrnuprliout

— 20—Fine; heavy clouds; densely overcast ; very boisterous.— 21—Deuselv clouded; boisterous; clear at ni;?ht; Blight froBt— 22—Clear ;'aliKht showers with some hail; mcrcast; clear.

Mean temperature of the weelc, 2 de;r- above the average,

RFXOHD OF THE WEATHEIt AT CIIISWICK,
During the lasuiU years, for the ensuing Week, ending: March 31, IMo.

revailing \Tin3ir

March.
a;

a
a

'^:;;^3 -<

9i ^ . r

eJ a.

Sunday2.T
Mon. 26

.i.t.33

51.7*)

".-1

Tues. 27..l;i-i.«7

Wed. 23.

.

Thiirs. 29.

.

Friday 30..

Sntur. 31

2.94

53.61
53.44

54 76

32.29
32.41

3;i.94

33.76
33.29

34 20
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41.33
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43.80
43.35
43.45

43.S3
44.55
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12

12
10
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10
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(iuaiitity
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0.17
0.37
0.63

0,33
0.50
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2
4
1

3
3

6
6

6

4
5

7
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4

4

3

6
8
S

2

2
2
2
3
1

3
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2

5

3

2

2

5

4

5

i

4

7

8

6
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6

4

i
w

z

4

6

I

:t

3

3

3

The hiKheat temperature during the above perioJ occurred on the 27tb,

183D—therm. 75 de^. ; and the lowest on the 25tli, 1319—therm. 14 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.

THE METROPOLITAN BOAUD OF WORKS
hflve directed that in future the street in which our

office is situated shall be called Wellington Street, and

that the number of our office shall be 41. Correspon-

deiits are therefore requested to address all letters,

whether to Editor or Publisher, 41, Wellington Street,

Coveut Garden, London, W.C.

Annuals : Si'.b. AcrocUuium roseum, Bracbycome iberidi-

folia, CallirrliOe pedafcv Phlox Dnimraondi, Datura Meteloides,

Biantbus sinensis Heddewigii, Liiiuin graiidiQorum,audMi„'-

noiiette form good bouquet flowers, Mos8ing the tops of pots

is objectiouablc, except in drawingrooms and similar plscff,

where it is desirable the soil should not be waslied over their

sides during tlie 0(ieration of watering. J

Books : A Z. Study and learn bow to apply the rules in

Professor Liudley's Dtscriptive Boiauy. It is the drill book of

that science and must be mastered if you are to pass well.

The results of last year's exaniinationa in London establbU

the ftict incontestably. The work costs only a shilling and

is expressly prepared foraelf-instruction. It ia the negFectof

such practice, that has produced the loose slovenly style aud

deplorable inexactness of some modern writers.

Botanists : C/nmrfjus. A very great soldier used to say tnat

men must not be supposed to be heroes because they wore

a red cnat. It m-^y be said, with the same kind of truth, that

men are not to be taken for botanists because they wear a

professor's gown.
CiMiciFUGA : Liverpool. This can onlv be bad by inquiry among

the trade. It is hardly to be found except in Botanic

OfLvdciis

Insects: R D. Tou -will find all the more important of our

Garden Cocci described in our former volumes under tne

names of Coccus or Aspidiotus. The mealy bug is Coccus

adonidum.—iJosaZie. The small caterpillar which had formal

a cell in the pith of a Rose-snag is the larva of a aa^'"/;

(Emphytus cinctus ?) which if not disturbed would shnrtir

have assumed the pupa state, and the fly would nave

appeared in May or beginning of Juue. W. .

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to »i"^'

tantly decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that wb

venture to request our corresnondents to recollect thai wb

never have or could have undertaken an unlimited duty o^

this kind. Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more

especially apply, should bear in mind that, before ftPPlJi^f
^

us for assistance, they should exhaust their other means oi

gaining information. "We cannot save them the trouoieu-

examining and thinking for themselves; ^or^""'^_^d
desirable if we could. All we can do is \ss help them -'^

that most willingly. It is now requested that, m '"^^ "

more than four plants may be sent us at one
"J"^.5

E jr. Your Fern is Cystopteris regia. If you mean ov

" growing iu your neighbourhood," that it occurs i» *
*J^

state ymi should address a note containing the partK

to Mr. Moore, Botanic Gardens, Chelsea, for publicaiu;"

the ** Nature-Printed British Ferns" now in P^^Sl^'u^ict
Goniophlebium subauriculatum. Another capital

^^^g^
Fern is G. veiTucosum, which would match '^^^

.^"^V^gtove,

you have. Woodwardia radicans docs "^t require a
^^^^

but might serve your purpose, if you cannot get in
^j^^

Most of the pendent kinds are of smaller s'^^jT?] . ^ o»
three leaves belong to some species of Citrus :

po^^i J z^jt^TU

of the varieties called Bigaradiei-s. The sorts oi^^^^^

cannot be ascertained with any certainty i°
""i;' tt*: 5;

flowers and fruit.—/no Smith. 1, K^'une^y* ^^^1 cannot

Hardenbergia monophylla ; 3, Gnidia pimfohsv
J^j^^^gif^.

answer inquiries privately.

—

A Z. Eria nava.

Lycaste Deppei and Zygopetalum Mackau. «w'ommcii*^

Piceapichta: EC. It is a rule with us never to reco ^
dealers. If seedling plants can be obtamed ic

through some of the large nurserymen. X . . ,-_ paris at

Salads: Giiildford. Cabbage Lettuces ^^re wortn in ^^
the end of February from 6 to 1-t fr. per 100

,

^^^

from 2iJ. to lOrf. the punnet.
, ,..^^^ «pemtobe

Vines : F H, Your treatment is right. The \ uies see

dead. , _^ .^Aaireil t"*

I

* * As usual, many communications have been "rr ^^be
late, and others are detained till the i^ece^aai-f '""^ ifrrtsponi-

made. We must also beg the indul|rence of *^^?,r','7u-iL

ent3 tba insertion of whose contiibutiona ib stiu ae J

\

k
n

I

t
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES,
MANTJFACTrRED BY THE

COMPAKY
PATENT KITKO-PHOSPHATE

or BLOOD MANURE

'<^ -TJNG OF TENANT FAKMERS, OCCUPYING UPWARDS OF 30,000 ACRES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.
MP W-iltou House. Ware, Herts. EDWARD BALL, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Eoad, Pimhco.

BEL SMITH. J^O/vf'^if^nEs^e; don Place, Herts. GENERAL HALL. Weston ColviUe, Lintc.n, Cambridge.

J^RLES DIMSDALE, ^^Jl^'jf^^'^i^glo^ Esq., SLP.. Warvvick Terrace, Belgrave Square, S.W.

DIRECTORS.
rhairman " JO^AB WEBB, Esq., BubraLam, Cambridgesliire.
^'''''

.JOHN COLLINS, Esq.. Myddelton Square. PentonviUe, E.C.
ROBERT LEEDS. Esq., West Lexliani, Noi folk

ROBERT MORGAN, Esq., 72, Camden VUIms, Cnmdeu Town
GEORGE SAVILL, Esq., Ingtliorpc, near Stamford
WILLIAM COLLINS, E^q., 105, St. John's Street Road, E.C.

7}fniily Clcainnayi

^T> r,rTT Fsn Tottenham, Middlesex, N.
EDWARD BELL E.q.,

^'^J^i.i.^; Essex

^^^*^. nn H?NT E?q ,
Stanstead Abbot, Herts

?i0M\s KNIGHT, Esq.; Edmonton, Middlesex, N.

>f „^ T.AOVE1T, HOARE, &Co.,LombardSt.,E.C.
jffi,Xm.-:iIessrs^B'^»§5sF[;RD & DORMAN, 23, Essex

Auditor.—J. CARTER JONAS. Esq., Cambridge.
Manager.—Mr. JAMES ODAMS.

Secretary/.—Mr. C T. MACADAM.
*

Cfices- 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.. Manufactory: Plaistow Marshes, Essex, E.

T.. * « ^^rnmmend these Manures with every confidence to the attention of their brother farmers ; and the fact that
Tne Directors recon

^^^^^^ds of 80.000 acres of land, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to consumers.
ttcv .nd the SWhoMers ^

PHOSPHATE and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammoma they

<ontSn nofonlvmrdfr them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a
only

arlLTHY, BorxD, and heavy crop. ANALYSES.

JToistm-e.. .. •• •• .
•

OiKanic Matter, SaltsofAmmonia,&c

gand, &c. - * ' * • •
'

Bii-bMphate of Lime
Eqcal to Neutral Soluble )

Phosphate.. .. _ .. /

Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated Sulpbate of Lime .

.

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates .

.

Mr.J.T. Way,
London.

13.19
2.2S

3.82

16.77

26.18

4.69
58.53
0.72

Dr. Anderson,; Dr. Hodgos,
Glasgow. Belfast.

100.00

10.S6
7.82

3.18
15.63

24.39

9.01

52.25
1.25

ion. 00

21.60
3.3S
3.44

11.38

22.50

5.77
40.80
1.73

Dr. Voclcker,
Cirencester.

Dr. Macadam,
Edinburgli.

Dr. Cameron,
Dublin.

100.00

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

9.49
39.40
2.45

14.56

7.63

3.87
16-91

26.48

n.S4
40.83
4.36

loo.on 100.00

16.20
4.17
5.2S

16.48

26.20

C.14

50.33
1.40

100.00

Mr. Way reports :—" It contains fully as much soluble phos-

jbateastbetir^t-class articles of the same description in the

market, and much more than the average."

Dr. VoEi.CKER says:—"I have much pleasure in enclosing a

copy of your Fuper-phosphate, "fthich, though apparently rc-

ceutly made, is nevertheless Hch in soluble phosphate, and un-

\i(ii\ouabbj o laluable riianure."

Dr. Andebsox reports :—" This is an excellent super-phos-

phate. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be worth about

Dr. Macadam &ays :
—'*The above is a first-class super-phos-

phate, and at present rates is worth to the farmer 8^ Is. per

ton, when purchased in quantities under 30 tons, and 7^ 10.«.

in quantities of 30 tons and upwai-ds."

Dr. Hodges states that

—

"It may be regarded as a good
specimen of super-phosphate of lime." His calculation of its

value is 11. 13s. per ton.

Dr. Cameron reports :—" The above figures prove this sujicr-

phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but
that its application will be attended with the most satisfactory

results. It would be good value at 71. per ton."
W. 5i. per ton."

Every Bog contains 2 cict, is marJced ** ODAMS'S SUPEMFHOSFHATB OF ZIMU/'
(fuaranteed to yield 20 to 2h per cent, of Soluble Phosphate of Lime.

and IS

ODAMS^S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
TLis Marm-e conta'ns an unusually large \qv centage of Soluble Phosphate of Lime, and is, therefore,

a liiglily valuable Manure for all Koot Crops.

A» security to the FvrcTiaser eve^-y hay contair.s 2 act., is marked ** ODAMS'S PATENT
BICOD IkTA^IIRF," end sold ODly ly the authorised Agents of the Company.

rrilE LONDON MANUI^E COMPANY
JL (Established IS-IO),

Arc now nrtparcd to stud <.ut the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES :—

"

BUrERPIIOSPIIATE of LIME, of best quality.
DlbSOLVEO RONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
WANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN avj> ROOTS.
CORN MANURE FOR SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
Bone*, as being one of the most certain Wanurca for the Root
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of
Ihe soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also fcupi)ly PERUVIAN

GUAKOfoirt-ct Ircm Me>6rM. A. Gibbs Ai fcons). NITRATE of
wDA.SULPHATEoFASlWONIA.and every Manure of vahie.
_llf'. FtncLurch Street, E.C. Enw. Pm^f r, Secretary.

iE R U V I A N G U A N O.—
The pre.*-cnt Price of this valuable Manure is

—

jy. per ton for 30 tons and upwards f at the DepMs in London,
«/. 5». per ton for 1 ton up to iJO tuns ( Liverpool, and BristoL
And, in order to protect themselves ag-ainst the purchase of

Adulterated Mixturea, and of inferior Guanos, i!UiiK>i1ing to
produce results equal to Peruvian, consumers are rccoromendod
Jo ipply either to ourselves; to our AGENTS, Messis, Gibbs,
BeiOBT, & Co., of Liverpool and Bristol; or to Dealers of
•ttabliaiitdcbanicter through' ut the Country, in whose honesty
*Mfcir dealing they can place implicit confidence.—Asthoky
^Ifggjjjops. 15. Biahopsgate Street 'Witlin. London. E.C.

J^„
I R E L A M D.

OSEPH BEKRY am) SONS, Seed Mehchants,
importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the

jettern Counties. SUPiRPHOSPHATE OFLIME, and other
"ggw.— 8. Arran Quay. Dublin.

,

T AjVKis's ilANUEEb.—The Manures nianudictured
T—. ^y ^*"- Lawes for the present season, ISf 0, are now ready
»r aelnery at liis Factories at the iollowing jrices :—
UVES-S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6 6

BUPERPHOSPHATEoyLIME 6 6

T .»^_.. MINERAL 5 5^*^»* BARLEY MANURE 8
M MANGEL MANURE .... 8^M GRASS MANURE '

8

m£^ Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
;T«« Agenta. in all jjarts cf the United Kingdom, at prices^toR according to cost of carriage.

THi»r\!**T
*^ f"^ Prolesfior Way haTe sampled from a bulk of^icni Tuniip Manure at Mr. Lawer's Factories, and their

«• iSill*'"**^",* "* eivcn in full in circular, t« be obtained^wmion at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Ag» nts.

o'BodTlli K ^^° Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

*S?,""^°^>^ of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
JJgTO <^e8 at market prices.

•SiSm RnnH^^^i'i- Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C.*«V Builduigs, Eden Quay, Dublin.

ESTABLISHED 1812.
MESSKS. I'liCC'lOR jire now prepHred to talie

orders for their special MANURES for I860, which they
unhesitatingly state are <'f a superior quality and charged at
the lowt'st posrfWe pi !''p, viz.

TURNIP MANURE
MHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

AL-o

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto
BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
of LIME, A'c, all of which are wanr.ntcd of the best quality.

Apply to H. &. T. PRocTOE, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor ic Ryia>"D, Biinijnj;h;ini and Chester.

BUENAED. LACK, asd CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Fhosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voekker says:— ''These rcsnlts must

be very gratiiying to you, and are the best f>roof ol the very
high agricultujal and conimercial value which characterises
yc'ur concentrated supcrj-hosphate."
Detailed analyses, witii opinions ©f the late and present

Chtmists to tlie Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac, may be bad on application to Bubkabd, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

MANURE MANUKACTUUEK wants to appoint
a few respectable District Agents. Liberal terms given,

and the Manure (-old carriage-free.—Address, with occupation
and references, M. L., Mr. Riley's, 21, Mincing Lane, E.C.

TO PIC. PtrtJLTRV, AND CAWE FEE E K S7

JUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—
RICE SWEEPINGS, 7s. M. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, lOjt. per cwt., in If cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14«. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEaL tor PIGS, C«. and S«, per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
mill. Orders mtist be accompanied by a remittance to insure
i ul

i

very —W. & R. Jupp. 6. Cross Lane. Fastchcap, EC.

JUPP'S NEW HORSE AND CATTLE FOOD.W & B. JUPP & CO. havinp-, from long
* experience in their business, satisfied themselves of the

advantages resulting from the use of a prejMiration or condi-

ment to be used with Cattle Food, beg to inform their friends

and the public, that after considerable labour and cxpcnao

thev have succeeded in producing an article which, though

diflering from any in present use, poweeaes all the nutritive

FOOD FOR WINTER STOCK.
SAMUELSON'S celebrated TURNIP CUTTERS.

PULPERS, CHAFF-CUTTERS, OIL-CAKE BREAKERS.
CORN and MALT-CRUSHING MILLS, all with the latest
patented improvcmeuts, may be obtained through any
Ironmonger or Implement Dealer in the kingdom, or (carriage
paid to the nearest station to the purchaser) direct from the
manufacttTy.—Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon; or London
VTarehouse, 76, Cannon Street West, City, E.C.

Catalogues sent free ou application.

"TTIRIGI DOxMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the
X) Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

His Gra,ce the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for th.e Crj-stal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and —Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING and EVENING FROST.
"FRIGl DOMO, " aCanvas made of patent prepared Hau-

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

aU horticultural and, floricultural purjioses, for preserving
Fi-uits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
win-.l, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.
Two yards wide, 1». 6d. per yard run.
Four, 3.V. per yard ; also, i

An improved make three yards wide, 2b. Cd. per yard run.
Iiii.i.'-iiA Thomas ArciiER. whole and sole manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper
than mats aa a covering.

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all dcBcriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Rei)aynient may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be chaiged on tlie property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners cr Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the OflSces of the Company. 52, Parliament Street. S.W\

AKTIKICJAL MANURES, &c.— Manulacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C Nesbit, F.G.S.,

tc, Pi-incipal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kenniugton, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Cnprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

-
^

i^^lOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY
\^ AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kenniugton Lone, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S.. &c.
The systtm of studies pursued in fh e College comprises every

branch requisite to prepaie youth forthe pursiiitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Univereitiea.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly an-i

accurately executed at the College, The teims and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Frincii)al.

SATURDAY, 3IAIiCH 24, 1860.

mi:ktings fob the fotj.owtxg wdek.
WtDHKiinAz, March 2S—A(cri. Society of EnglanJ .... Koon.

and will be sent post free on application.
, . ,. ..

The material will be sent out in bags, with phvm directions

for use, at the following prices for cash only, which murt be

remitted with orders to ensure deUvery, via., 35i. per cwt.

;

19«. per 4 cwt. ; and 10*. per i cwt. ^ ^. _^ „,„„
w:R. JrpP&Co.. 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C Mwpey

Orders to be made payable at the Tower Street Post Office, E.C.

Mr. Strafford is on TVednesdav nest to dis-

pose of the lierd of Short-Lorn cattle bred by Mr.
AdivTNS, of Milcote, near Stratfoid-on-Avon.
Tho&e who are interested, either specially in this

sale, or merely in good and intelligent agriculture,

however illustrated, will be glad to read the
account of Mr. Adkins^s farm management, given
by a correspondent in another column, Miicote
may well attract many of the latter class, as
it donbtless will a number of the former ; and both
will see the results of a perseverance and enter-

prise which Mr, Adkins combines with an un-
usual freshness of interest in all that is

agriculturally new. Mr. Abkins has been a
breeder of Sliort-homs for a quarter of a century,

and has farmed largely his own land and much
beside for as long a time. And, while on the one
hand consistent in the plan acted on for many
vears in the management of i is herd so that we see

Lis name in a list of English breeders drawn up
m iny years ago, he is on the other hand one of those

foremost in the adoption of any proved improve-
ment, who though hardly ever heiird of by agricul-

tural readers are the real pioneers of agricu;tural

progress.

In the advertisement of his stock we see that

Mr. Strafford declares it to cfftr as much of the

pure blood of Favourite (252) as can be found in
' any herd. We have tested this assertion by a

laborious examination of the pedigrees, and several

points of general interest connected with it appear

worthy of discussion.

I. It is undoubtedly true that the market value

of a well-bred animal depends not only on in-

trinsic merit but on the prevailing fashion in the

breeding of the day. Clever and resolute mea
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•who have acquired a reputation as breeders obtain

a demand for their stock which necessarily raises

its price beyond its actual value. That ought to

be determined by unbiassed judgment; but the

judgment of 20 men who are unanimous

unavoidably exceeds in its intensity that

which each would have pronounced alone,

and it is the latter which onght to guide our

estimate. Every one is urged beyond himself by

the opinions of his neighbours, and thus the

fashionable judgment always adds to or detracts

from intrinsic merit.

In illustration of this, though the assertion

cannot yet be proved, there can be little doubt

that it will be shown by ultimate experience that

the stock both of Mr. Bates and of Mr. Booth, at

present of enormous real value in the market,

however they may merit pre-eminence, do not

deserve that paramount and exclusive demand

wliich is made for them. In the forthcoming

sale we shall probably arrive at the market value

of a Short-horn, unaffected by any disturbing

influence of this kind. Neitliev Mr. Bates nor

Mr. Booth have had much to do with the

Milcote breed. Tor their descent we go back to

the stock of Charles and Eobetit Collin gs,

passing both Kirkleayington and ^arlaby on

one side. .,'',. v -
i c

^. What proportion of the intrinsic value of a bull ot the pedigree ot any given animal ot

or cow is due to individual character, and what t
)

'

horn breed.

othe'r 7 bulls and 7 cows which stand on the same ?o"^«s of s^;PP\y y^elde^^

? 1 P iloinf with the ffr irr ff.damof *'Charmer." insufficient tor the wants of the mannf^!f ^'^
^<*Qiklevelof descentwiththegr.gr.g.aa ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ hpl

"
'^^"^^r.

It
•

And in fact it will be found,on examination that

in so far as

it is in some

she is not

nine-sixteenths of pure ** Favourite

This arises from ** Favourite" having been used

repeatedly on cows descended from himselt,

la the pedigree of "Charmer" we repeatedly

meet with *' Comet"-'* Comet" was by "Favou-

rite," and his dam "Young Phcemx" was also

by " Favourite ;
" with " George "— *' George

was
was i.iov' "J — • . ,, 11' 1

"Chilton" was by "Favourite" and his dam

was also by "Favourite;" with '/ Minor —
" Minor" was bv " Favourite," and his dam was

also by " Favourite ;
" with " Peeress "—shB_ was

by "Favourite," andher dam also by "Favourite;

with "Bright Eyes "—she was by "Favourite,

and her dam also by " Favourite ;
'' with " Straw-

berry "—she was by " Favourite," and her dam

by " Favourite ;
" " Dandy," " Moss Kose,"

among the cows, and "North Star" among the

bulls, are also of similar descent. There is no

difficulty therefore in understanding

name appears repeatedly in any given

for 'Us requh-ements, inc|uirie3 have beonTpt ^^^S^
now and cheap sources of vegetable fih

^^ ^^^
the purpose, and refuse plants, such as N f?!^**"'^**
bines Grasses, ami straw, hove been advocS^^
indeed, used with greater or less succe^, t\ H
admitted all but universally that
is made from rags or the secondarv"fnrm*^\ P"!*^

fibre, but it may perhaps be takenVJl "^ ^•

tlie
best

bv " Favourite." and his dam " Lady Grace " tibre but it may perhaps be taken for gr^L^-

grown its fibre is So valuable tor the liiTen ml
'^^

that it is found altogether too expensive to
^^'^

in the manufacture of paper. It is an IT^ r^*J
which must be grown in a kind of rotation >h

^^^

agricultural crops, which requires great cat
'
^^*

preparation of the soil, and is found to be of an^ ? *^^

in^ a nature that no land will bear ih f
***

repetition. frequent

Now uiidcr these circumstances I would uskDart*
attention to another form of Flax, same y •

botanical

how this'f^^y

experiments and conclusions connected witli whicU
fully communicated to the British Assnn;...^;.„ ,.

*
tish Associatiou

for

the infl-uence of pedigree ? Of course the individual

character of the animal is itself the retiult of

pedigree, and the question is thus indefinite. But

it may be often noticed that two animals, and still

more two herds shall differ in appearance, though

similar in pedigree—and even that the better

looking beast shall have the inferior descent.

The calves of old cows by old sires may not he so

valuable for breeding purposes as those of more
vigorous parentage ; and generous treatment, as

compared with half starvation from calfhood up-

wards, will produce very different animals. The
old saying, that "beef is made of veal," and that
" breed goes in at the mouth," are the proverbial

expressions of the same truth.

It is, however, unquestionable that the ability

of cow or bull to transmit the merit either may
possess does in a great degree depend upon its

having been inherited by them through a long
line of ancestry. Nothing is more remarkable
than the vray in which the earlier improvers of the
Short-horn breed carried out their beliL-f in this.

Tliey were indeed driven by the comparative fuw-
ness of woll-brcd animals to a repeat<^d use of the
same sire onsuccessive generations of his own beget-
ting, while breeders now-a-dayg have the advan-
tage of 50 difi^ent strains and families from which
to choose the materials of their herd ; but whether
it were necessity or choice, it is certain that the
pedigree of no pure-bred Short-horn can be traced
without very^ soon reaching many an illustration
of the wa^ in which "breeding in-and-in" has
influenced its character, deepened it, and made it

In the case of " Charmer" we find of her gr. gr.

dams one was the produce of "Favourite."

l^one of her progenitors in the immediately^

preceding generation were the produce of

that bull, but of those in the next and

successive generation preceding, there were so far

as known 2, 8, 25, 58, 101, 99, respectively got by

ffeneration
Advancement of Science in 1857 that it wilfn^rf *

the Short' ?\^^*^^^ to repi-oduceiuy remarks here beforeeE;
- a more particuUu- recommendation of this pint fw
use of the paper manufacturer. i

into a pinrp nrit'Mcnhir rfipnnnnoiifliit-tn*, „f ii.- . ^
the use

*'In 1S54I sowed ono of my plots with seed of the L ajui«.
tifolium gaiherod ut llelo iu CornwaU. It came up vmZ
and in 1855 might have been seen its plants la ronJS
branches a few incUea long trailing alonff the grouniiiZ
with light, others with dark-blue coloured flowers somel^
small when compared with L. xisitatissimum or L. pato-
In this sUte it presented little to recommend it as sow'
vatcd pliint. In the past year it had advanced co a stroarai
vigorous upright plant somewhat more than 2 feet iahqte

(

I IvJfvi nff>AnUnfTiP<!finrPTintalUpnarfitp individuals i

^^"^'^ handsome dark blue flowers, indeed rivailing lS-llim. Ut coarse tnese arenot au separate luaiviauius.
tiggimy^j in gjze and beauty. As regards its fibre iSawaSi iWhen COUsius marrv their offspring counts as great had no opportuuity to make cxuei-imeuts; butifkr

grandmother and father the same individuals twice

;

and in such intricate combinations as an in-and-in-

bred Short-horn exhibits the same individails occur

repeatedly. This does not, . however, affect the

result—which is, that the blood of '* Favourite"

exists in even greater q^uantity in individual

animals 10 and 12 generations from him than jt

did in many a calf which he got himself,

course this tells on the permanence of the cha-

racter possessed by such animals as ** Charmer"
tlius descended, whose produce is to be sold next

Wednesday.
3. The individual character of ** Charmer,"

apart from that which she has thus inherited,

appears deserving of notice. Her grand-dam
*' Sylph" was bought by Earl Spexcer at Sir C.

4" _
respect it should equal the annual Flax, I cannot belptiiinkw

that we shall have ia the Linum pereuno a plant of gnu
economic value.

"As regards the specific distinction of the L. angastittiai

and L. perenne, I must after these experimenta eipressgrsK

doubts ; nay, I am almost inclined to think that L. lutolW-

mum is but an annual form of L. perenne, so that thisycBl

shall collect the seeds of my perennial patcli with amwa
commencing an annual cultivation. At all e7ente, shouUI

,
fail in proving this point, we may fairly expect other chaagu

Of
\
of great interest, seeing' that so much has alreaiy beendonih

bringing- a little straggling Linseed from its wild habitat, ud
cultivating in a different soil and climate, not by imilatiBg iti

wild conditions, but by making for it a new soil, and pkuisi

in rows so that ono row has the efTect of induciug tbeuprighl

growth of its neighbour—a fact readily seen in eurmuiagtbe

growth of my plant, as its shoots first start in a tnilii^ mttiod

j
—a circumstance which shows that in order to test the capfr

bilities of some plants for a crop, we can only do so nolby

growing single specimen examples, but by plaul\agi quiDtitj

I

side by side.

I

"A3 subjects for experiment, it fortuaattily happens th*

the Linseeds are readily atfected by cultivati^e proceise& »
KNiOHiLKY's earliest sale iu 1842, and she wasj JS^.^trp^-^-l^-S' tutSrc^
sold at the
" Browne,"
"Charmer"
daughter of

"Wisetou sale 17 years old, her calf

by her side, fetching 70 guineas.

was bred from " Graceful," the
"Sylph," by the Hon. C. Arbuth-

NOT, and for her milking qualities -was taken
to town with him at two years old to supply
his dairy. She was bought many years ago by

permanent, bo that it is handed down unimpaired ^^^* Adkixs from Mr. Arbuthnot, and when he
and even strengthened in the hands of the judicious
hreeder.

"What an extraordinary influence has thus been
exerted by a single bull on the fortunes of the Short-
horn breed ! There is probably hardly a single
pure-bred Short-horn that is not descended from
" Favourite" (252), and not only descended in a
single line—bat descended in 50 dilferent lines.
Take any single animal, and this bull shall occur
in a dozen of its preceding generations, and
repeatedly up to a hundred times! in the animals of
some of the more distant generations. His influence

information as the result of carefully conducted experitti*

which leads me to remark that, as there are *>me tnaSK

plants which we cannot so easily act upon, peiLnauettcy "i

«

appointed spocieb must not be concluded from the MOT"

cm- limited experiments, though, on the other hand, bJWjJ

must give way in those, cases where, as the result of prj'J

conducted experiment',' the seed of one plant '^:^'^
,
™^.

produce what has been considered as a distinctly ^b-

form."

It may here be noted in reference to this ^^^^""^^

I have made a new plot of this plant from seed eoUecP

character, ifanything in an improved ^^'"'^'^^''"'^jTjLa

may at present be said to possess in it a form oih» f

sold his herd some years ago she and her produce
were wisely retained by him as the foundation for a
future herd—for which good dairy quality com-
bined with pure descent was desired.

Thus much is interesting as to the individual
character of the animal from which so large a
proportion of the cattle to he sold next Wednesday
are descended. But it is to the general consti-
tution of the Short-horn breed, to the effect of ^ ^

in-aud-in breeding in perpetuating its character,
|

seeded for that time.

am
speefc to

and tj the extraordinary influence which one ^"i^^'^ confess that I

animal *' Favourite" (252) has thus exerted on its evidence with respec

from tlie old one, and the whole plant inamtajiBE»

limy at present ue saui lu puasess m lu » '—— -
. i i

which grows to as much as 30 inches in lieignt, «»

should say capable of producing a fAV greater <imo-) i

from the readiness iu which its stems brancli, ana m^
very poor soil, not for a single year, but for Jf^^iij

plot sown iu 1854 is stiU iu good growth, and jiei

good crop in 1859 (its fifth year), althoa|li aia

However as regards it^tiw^

still in

extraordinary
ments on the stage in the beginning of the present
century. And yet this is not so ; he is himself an
illustration of the ** breeding in-and-in " system—
his sire and dam having been half brother and
sister both got by Foljambe. And this breeding
in-and-]n has handed down his influence to the
present time in an extraordiuaiy degree.

Take, for instance, the cow"" Charmer," from
^hich, as will be seen elsewhere, no fewer than
32 descendants are to be sold next Wednesday.
bhe had of course two immediate parents, four
progenitors m the second generation, eight in the
third, 16 in the fourth, the number necessarily
•doubhng each step farther back. Of the eight I^Is named in the fourth ^^eneration from which

^t^enth'«"p'^ "^'^
^t' [' Favourite." She is one-

Bume cow to'^^V ^^^ ^^ that account.

^ aTounte, and so are each of the

herd being of pure descent from ''Favouiifee" is
true there cannot be a doubt, so far as * Charmer "

is concerned. And *' Mameluke," the bull which

sLiii Hi want of

its value and fitaessf^j-^

have tat :>

one fort^

before^
of the Linum' usUati'ssimum, as iu all F^^^V^
latter is au annual form of the L. perenne, ^
is strengthened by the following /em^^^._^

Bi'iitham's Haudboolt upon L. «sitati3fiffli^\^
has beeu chiefly employed on her descendants, is ^ ;.t=i^ "^^^ "^^ .bol^l'igiu '.g^
also full of "iavonnte" blood. But to his pedi- but it reldilv sows itself as a weed of culhva«»

gr^e wc have not room to direct attention now.

ON THE LINUk PERENXE, OR PERENNIAL
FLAX.

By Professor James Bookman, &c.

Id, afl^ fEurope, Asia, and other parts of the
«''^f

^'^-^
may be occasionally met with in soine P'*'^^.^™

**

j^g
As regards the question of the spe^'7,

...(tetb^J

L. perenne and L. angustifolium, 1 shall nO'- n*^^^^^
in*iuire, though I am still of opinion ^f ^gjia i

rnv ..n«hiTi[vrr T"f TT''' '''
r . .

larger species of English Flax otfcr gooi
fj"^

r.Il\
capabdities of plants for the manufacture of the changes iu form as induced by e^^^^"^^

paper is a matter of such great importance, that any stances, to which indeed so many of oar reput^i*^
evidence npon the subject can scaxcely be considered may be referred ^ rt«U-
other than valuable, and I therefore may he excused for NoW, if the Flax to which I have cftU^d *^<J*
calling more particular attention to the natural history

[ should be found as valuable in an economic P^^
of the p^nb named at the head of this article.

;

view as our cTlUvateS there need be iKjend^
1.pI ^^"'""J

«.^^a ^.«r««m, the Flax or Linseed, has quantity which may be produced. Kvery bit
^

been more^extensively employed m paper-making than
|

ground and road-side patches, corners <>y^to'*

.aces and rubbish-heaps, ^Vf\^ if *»
perhaps aU other plants put together; but of late years ' neglected pWt:s una rthe demand for paper has so greatly increased that the .. limestone district, will readily grow it,
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^iiJ^nTbTP^J^^SSy recognised

I r3 for it I do not see wli

"^^^'^
tould not have Ins contribution to the gencnd^.rl-fit establ

and

y every

cottager^'""'"' __f f jj garden produce, or as a

'""'^t fn\vit e lln<^s for NeW. Thistles Pandelion,

»°^^fr« of* other plants, which not only uselessly

^^ ^w the c^ound, hut are allowed to grow as pest

^^Is fronf^^^^^^ even good fanning is supplied
Qursenes

^^^^^^^^^ hindrances and sources of expense

ffith
iumun

also could soon he educatedffiLu "'
rhildren also coum soon ue euueateu

^dd thC bee n.e a source of leisure-tune industry to

ffoula inus
^poTile • and a desideratum n\ the

'"""^^'^flSge in « cheap source of ^pply of

CilbrrnSal would, as I thinlc, be easily

fS Cirencester. MarcA 12

AN AGEICULTURAL PILGRIMAGE.

Wo III. MlXCOTH, NSAE STEATFOED-ON-ATOIT.-Mr.

Strafford is onWednesday next as is stated m our adver-

ti
nrcolumns, to dispose of the herd of Mr. J. C.

.ji P of Milmte Visitors and intending purchasers

^ir";;:e'le:tt only a capital herd of pure-bred

Short-horns, but a spec.Aen of first-rate agricultural

maiiagei«ent generally, under the direction of one of the

lipartie«t most energetic, and most hospitable of men.

It will be the herd no doubt that will attract them;

but like many another illustration of enterprise and

intelligence, of which agricultural readers never hear

—tliough they and not the more public and vaunted

instances of good farming are the real proofs of our

agricultural progress—the farm and its energetic

tenant deserve a record.

Milcote is on the edge of the lias clay and new red

?and formation. Four himdred acres, including about

GO of meadow land, by the river Stour, all the property

of Lady Amherst, are occupied by Mr. Adltins, who also

fcrms 300 acres of his own property. Some of the

ricliest clay loam arable land in the kingdom is to be

found in the neighbourhood of Milcote. The farm is a

cUt loam over the lias, and a lighter soil on the gravel

and sand of the newred sandstone. It is cultivated on the

six years' course of cropping, viz., 1st Wheat, 2d Beans,

3J Wheat, 4th roots, 5th Barley, 6th seeds. There is

t'. sane difficulty here as everywhere else in obtaining,

or rather in keeping, a crop of Swedes. Of 30 acres

grown last year hardly any survived. It was not the

frost that killed them; they rotted, not downwards
from the air-exposed surface, but upwards from the

«oil-touched surface. Mr. Adkins fiiuU a remedy
in simply giving up Turnip growing altogether, so that

the wliole 70 acres of his roots are this year to be in

Mangel Wurzel.
And this is his resolution, not only because he finds

the Swedes fail, but also because he finds ilangel

\\\u:zd auftwfcr pevtectly as food at all seasons. Taking
care when starting his she«p on them in early autuum,
to f^ive them plenty of dry food with the Mangel at

tirst, he finds that tliere is no better root for sheep food,

even as soon as liarvested, when it has been believed

they are less food than physic. And using them
pulped along with chaff of Uarluy-straw, he finds that
there is no better food all through the season, and far

on into the following summer, than the Mangels are

for cattle.

The root cultivation consists in one thorough plough-

ing done before winter deeply, when the manure is

ploughed in, followed by grubbing, harrowing, and drilling

on the flat in spring. Autumn cultivation is the main
feature of Milcote farming, as it ought to be, especially

on all clay soils. It comes however so heavily on the

labour at that time that several teams have to be

purchased for the work, being sold again as soon

as it is finished, so as to avoid the cost of horse-

keep, except in payment for horse work. This extra

force and expense will for the future however be in

great measure saved by the use of the steam plough.

In addition to Clovers and pasture for summer food,

a portion of Vetches is sown on the Wheat stubble

preceding roots, and the Vetch land is broken up

for Cabbages transplanted in June and July. The
Wlieat plant looked of a capital colour, and more pro-

mising than it generally does. Much of it, dibbled

with Newberry's dibble at the rate of 9 gallons of seed

per acre, looked exceedingly well. The -fallows are in

capital order—the stores of Mangel Wurzel proved

fertile soil and good management—the young seeds

look very promising indeed—and the roads and fences

are in good trim, as they always will be in the hands of

an energetic farmer. This included all that was to be

seen in the field.

It is to the yards and sheds of the farm buildings,

however, where the herd are housed and sheltered that

the visitor will look. A reference is made to the

herd in another column and a very general account

of it is all that can be given here. Three daughters

of " Charmer," with their descendants, including

upwards of 30 head of cattle, are to be ofi'ercd for sale.

Of these " Sweetheart," a fine old white cow, with all

the make (both in general form and udder) of a first-

rate dairy animal, and with all the pedigree of a pure

bred Short-horn— is the mother of the greater number.

She has bred regularly year by year, and is now 12

years old. Some of her daughters—white and roan

cows, retaining the dairy quality, good breeders, too—
were in the same yard with her. And among a re-

markably finelot of yearling heifers were some from her

daughters " Sweetheart 3d " and " Sweetheart 4th."

•'Charmer 3d,"by "Earl Dublin," is another of "Char-

mer's" produce. She is a red roan cow, also inheriting good

dairy qualities, and that most valuable one of prolific

breeding. Among her produce are several young bulls,

and a five-year-old cow, " Charmer 5th," by " Garrick,"

which has already had threecalvesby "Mameluke," two

of them bulls. " Charmer 2d," the third of " Charmer's "

immediate descendants, a roan cow by " Earl of

Dublin," has also contributed largely to the herd.

One of her daughters, " Charmer 6th," by " Cardinal," is

a cow of uncommon substance and remaikable excellence,

and she has a very fine yearling bull, " Coxcomb," and
a heifer calf, both by "Mameluke."
The following Table exhibits the ages, number in the

catalogue, sex, and name of all " Charmer's" descendants.

The bulls are printed in italics. In addition to them

we have the descendants of " Young Frill," a roan cow

by "Broughton Hero;" her dam descended from

"ileaius" 2524.

DESCE>-DANTS OF CHABOTE.
Dak. Gr. Dam.

( 5. Sweetheart 2d, 1851, by Furl q/
Ihiblin

Gr. Gr. Dam. Gr. Gr. Gr. D^m.

{

Ma

t Sweetheart, 1847, by
Acc&rdioyi i

4. Somnamhulist, 185S, by
vielul-e

14. Sunflower, 1856, by Mameluhe
21. Sunset, 1857. hy Mutncluke

7. Sunbeam, 1858, by Mamehilce

37. Sunrise, 1859, by Mameluke

fj 36. Starlight, 1859, by
( Chiva Iry

^nner 4th, by Earl of
Ihiblin)

>. Charmer 2d, 1850, by
SaH of lyublin

i Cbarmer 3d, by Earl of
i>kbHn i

6. Sweetheart 3d, 1853, by
Daybreak

20. Strawberry, 1857, by london-
derry "

32. Serenitude, 1859, hy Mam€lv):e
39. Sweetbriar, 1360, by Mameluke >

39. Sincerity, 1858, by MamelvJ:e

9. 8weetheart4th,lS51,.by£'ardmai-|

19. Charity. 1857. by Lo.a^.lerry ^ 18. Sylph. 16o7, by Londonderry

2.1. Columbine, 1857, by Londom-
dfrry .

28. Cordelia, 1857, by Mamdvke 8. Ccxeomh, 1859, by Mameluke
10. Charmer 6th, 1854, by Cardinal

\
I 38. Charming, 1860, by Mamehd-e

n. Coral, 1855, by Cardinal — 30. Cornelian, by Mamehikc
5. Ombatont, 1858, by Mameluke ( 6. Coioedian, 185S, by MameluJce

7. Charmer 6th. 1855, by Garrkit < 11. Comical, 1859, by A/amefw/re

{
12. Sylvan, 1859, by

Amiens

10. Challenger, bj- Mameluke 24. Coquette, 1858, by Marneluke

YOTJNG FEILL AKD HEB DESCENDANTS.

27. Pestoon, 1858, by KirUeaving-

*• Totog Prill, by SroupA-

f 14, Fringe, 1855, by LondomleiTy

27. Flounce, 1857, by Londondemj
13. Freedom, 1S59, by Mameluke

ton-

Home Correspondence.
On Mr. MechVs Profits.—Mr. Mechi, in what he

calls his Agricultural Catechism, begins by informing
the public that having spent 601. on the purchase and
improvement of the farm he occupies, he derives from
the latter a rent of 21. 2s. per acre ; which, otherwise

expressed, is interest on the purchase money and his

subsequent outlay at the rate of 3^ per cent. This
rate of interest wholly invested in land may suffice, but
not so wher'e a portion of such capital has been invested

in improvements. Investments in the shape of im-

provements which are of a more perishable and un-

certain value than the land itself call for proportionately

larger returns, and comparatively few landlords would
be disposed, the greater number unable, to follow Mr.
Mcchi's example, attended as it has been with such

moderate results. He goes on to announce that the

tenant-profits on his working capital (14^. per acre) are

upwards of 15 per cent. This is little more than a good
tenant ought to make, and what many have probably

succeeded long since in making. liut look at the

character of the six years during wliich Mr. Meclii

states he has been realising these profits—such excep-

tional years that in four of them every kind of agricul-

tural produce, and in tho other two every kind but that
of Wheat were selling at far more than remunerating
rates. During the greater part of the period I apprehend
few farmers have been making less thavi 30 per cent, on
their capital. If such has not been the case, I do not

know how they have been able to recover the lost

ground of earlier and more unfavourable years, when
prices were low. It is upon the profitable years they

depend to make up for the profitless ones, which have

been, and which will come again in their turn. With
respect to tlie gross produce, the large sum of 11?. IS*.,

which Mr. IMechi takes credit for, a considerable portion

of it must be duo to extraneous food ; but more light

worrld be thrown on this and other statements of that

gentleman, if he would allow an abstract of his debtor

and creditor account to come before tlie public. From
the information Mr. Mechi has given in your Paper, I as

an owner and occupier of land, though only a successful

one in those golden years I have referred to, cannot

satisfy myself that either his landlord investments have

been profitable, or his tenant profits considerable; but

how much loss considerable would they appear if, as

you suggest, he has forgotten to debit himself with

175/. in respect of farm produce consumed by his

horses? To Mr. Mechi however, and others like him,

the agricultural world owe much. It is not every one,

even if he has the ability, who is willhig or can afford

to act as a pioneer and experimentalist in the path of

agricultural improvement. Thanks to liberal and en-

lightened men, and the associations they have formed,

there is a groat increase of practical knowledge and
valuable appliances for the furtherance of agriculture.

Line upon line, precept upon precept, meet the eye in

every direction, and are illustrated by numerous
examples in the form of model farms; so that the

agriculturists of the present day can no longer sleep

with the lights around them. Landlords and tenants

will march forward, thoujrh not with Mr. Mechi*s

strides, in the path of progress. They may proceed

cautiously, for daily experience warns them of the

truth of that dictum of Adam Smith, that in no
dej>iM.'tiU£jjtof industry are the profits, compared with
the cnpitaTt^r be iutfisted in producing them, so small

as in that of agriculture. They cannot, as a body,

indulge in tlieir philanthropic propensities, but must
obey that law of trade which requires them to strive to

obtain the greatest profits at the least possible cost

consistently with what is right, and as prudent men
they will first satisfy themselves before sinking their

capital on the land, be their tenure of it longer or

shorter, that they are likely to get a sufficient return

for their outlny. i?. C. i., Hastings, March 14.

Tiptree Profit.—The following letter is addressed in

BelVs Messenger to Mr. Alderman Mechi :

—

"Dear Sir,— I have seen your Catechism in the paper read by
you before the Society of Arts ; and to-day I find a letter tn the

Times, sijjned by you, and on comparing these two statements,

find a ^eat difference, which, if not explained by you, would
induce people to believe (as they do not hesitate to say) that

these are evidently not bond fide atatements, or correct copiea

from any regular and well kept accounts ; or why should any
difference appear? Well and honestly kept accounts are

valuable beyond meaKurc ; badly kept or made-up accounts are

valueless as" the paper they occupy.
Statemevd in Mr. Mechi's letter,

vide r(i)LM, March 14.

14. Friendship, 1860, by Mameluke

by London-\
^^ pj^e€holder,\ZZQ, hy Amiens

]

w ill be made by the four or five remarkably fine year-

17. Frontlet^ 1857,

derry

rf«w 1
^^ ^^ve there are four or five descendants

^Welcome " and « Queen Anne " in the catalogue—
?2 by Baron Wurlaby (7813) and otherwise well-
"W—torming part of the herd.

^0^ bulls of Sir C. Knightley's breeding, « London-

tnTtk/^^
"Mamfluke," have been used on the cows,

""J'
»e yearlings and two-year-olds are for the most

J^ Jy a^e latter.

2*J»tff on and
?y-faorn is often _. ,

JJJ* he has transmitted to his descen'dantsT No degree, first-rate descent > yi m-^^ «w of the features of next Wednesday's sale remarkable merit as to breeding freely, J. 0. JH-

Statement in Mr. Mechi'a Cate-

c/ti'ii!, read, be/on i^ociety of
Arts. March 7.

Annual Produce—Tiptree Hall
260 qrs. Wheat, at rjs.

porqr £525
100 qrs. BeaoH, at 34/. 170
150 qrs. Harley and
Oats. Take this aff

other side : ib Barley,

f OaU.
100 qrs. Oats, at 16*.

AnnuaiProducc—TiptrceHall.
310 qn. Wheat, at 42t.

per qr £^^1 <>

110 qr«. Beans, at SO. 187

lln^ ind two-vear-old Short-horn bulls by "Mameluke," ,
50 qrs. B^ley, at 39#.

viz^ 'somnXl^^^^^^^
'

^'^^^^^ - '*

henn " " Coxcomb." They are perfect in colour, good in

the points just alluded to, of first-rate descent,

and, to speak of the point which will make

80 f 80 on- Oats, at 154-

their descendants good useful stock for the feeder, they

Other produce
Clover and Grass hay

97 10
70
M
100

40 qrs.
Clove

1

Sundry roots

Clover hay
Meadow bay

ey, at 59#.

* •

# W £30/

64
78
05
M •

75

£L0T2 10 A1160

Would you oblige me by sUting which V»,^e/^r«^' ^Sl^^Tx
yourfa^ account bookjsT Is it

»^°^"^*'%^J,no?*JJm^jI
Or in making out the two accounts, how came yo^ °o^\*?

"L*S
th^ both tafly, which you could not fail to have done If copied

fro^rS aSonnt books't How is it you do not chjjrge for^
com and food consumed by your horsey '^^^^^^^^^
done? I find theoi a heavy item lu my expepaea- Is ot. pw
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acre, or 421. 10*. per annum, a sufficient sum t© charge for coal,
oil, repairs of engine, and annual depreciation of macliinery ?

I also find you have not insured ycur stock against loss by fire ;

1 always do ; but probably, being a director in tho Unity
ranee Company, you don't insure ; or why, if theseMutual InsurL ^. ,„^, ^ ^, j, „ ...^.„

accounts are honestly copied from your account booke, does it

not appear? My dear old friend, we have broken many a
lanee together, and yet mutual good feeling exists, and 1 trust
ever wilL But do give U3 honest, lej^itimate accounts, or none.
Look at your live stock account. I always, on the 11th of
October each year, take stock, and Ireep the live stock account
thus :

—

respecting wages, I send you an account of Avhat they
are in Sussex^ at least in this neighbourhood, where
perliaps they are as high as in any part of the county
Carter, lis. a week
House rent at 2*. ..

Extra for har\'c^t, as they have 51, for the month
For beer at hay-making, 6rf. per day
Ditto harvest • • > B f »

£28 12a-. Od.

5
2 16

4 6

5

4 B V

Oct. 11, 1S58 .

No. Stock.— Sheep .

.

— Cows „— Pigs
1859.
Jan. Bought Sheep
May „ Bullocks
June Ditto
Food consumed

Beans for Sheep .

.

Cake for Bullocks
Meal
Brau aiid Pollard

£0
d.

0—Oct. 11, 1S59
Stock.

Sheep
Cows
Pigs
Bullocks ..

Sold.
Bullocks ..

Sheep

Calves
Sheep skins
Wool

£0
£ J. J.

• 4

Profit
£1400

100

£1500

£1500 — —
,

Or loss, if any, on tlie other side ; niid that does happen ; for
one year I lost 1258^ by fattening bullocks, and only gained by
fattetiiug Ihem one year.

•' But how is your hve stock account kept? Why, in your
Catechism you state you make 200 lbs. of meat per acre, over
weight of animals bt>ught. Thus :

—

On 170 acres 31,000 lbs, of meat, 6'?. per lb., is £850
Per letter in Tirrus—

Sale of meat and dairy produce- . £1*279
Less cost of live stock . . . . 545

734

£116
or leas per letter in 7^in«$ than your Catechism states.
" Pray explain these mysteries to us uuenlightened ones ; for,

I assure you, in every direction 1 am asked :
' Have you seen

Jlechia statement of profit T Do you know him? Is he crazy?
or. What does he mean by such false statements ?' My an?wer
fa :

' I do know Iiim to be a real, good, kind-he.irted fellow ; but
unfortunately he is of an extremely sanguine temperament,
and not having in early life ever kept farming aceour.ts, you
must take no heed of his present statements.' SamuelJonas,
Chriskall Grange, n€ar Sa^ffron U'al 'en, March 15."

Fosition of Agriculture.—"Mr. Meclii's balance-.slieet
is before tlie country, and is accepted as a great fact, or
a great mistake. However there are some profitable
deductions to be made from it—only think of ordinary
farming admitting the sum of nearly 11,000^. to be con-
densed into the compass of 170 acres ! Yet that is only
a portion of the great fact ; a tenant may tlirow in
nearly 3000^. more, making a grand total of 14,000^. ;

and yet two parties shall divide a Iiierh per-centage of
profit off this limited area of 170 acres. It clearly
demonstrates that we bave not yet done with the land

;

we have only begun. In meditatinfr, further, on tins
l)alance-shcet, other points have deeply impressed my
raind, and ought to be treasured up for 'future applica-
tion by tlie public; they may have escaped the notice of
some, so alIo;v- nJe brieHy to comment on them. On
his little farm of only 170 acres Mr. M. umplovs profit-

,

ably 13i men, at IOj. per week wages, w]iich"is at the
rate of 1 labourer to every 13 acres. At present there
is not 1 million labourers employed on 50,000,000 acres
of land, or 1 man to 50 acres. According to
Mr. M/a experience there ought to bo 4 million
labourers! I think myself that agriculture does
not do its duty to the labour marla-t. which may
be one reason why the towns are so overstocked.
Ifc i» within my own knowledge that out of every
five persons, country-horii. four go away, and
only one remains at home to do the rural. Again,
Mr. M. cnploys only six living horses on liis farm of
170 acres; this rate ougiit to inflict upon the country
1, /GO,470; wliorcas it is now afilictedbv some 2,223,335
horses, eating their own heads off and "the farmers too.
To make the lesson offt-rfd us by Mr. M. more im-
pressive, it may be tlms stated :—A farmer of 700 acres
ought to emph)y 54 labourers at 10-?. per week, keeping
only 23 horses. Why is this not the case? I do not
ask the question merely for my own information, but
for that of divers citizens of London who do not under-
stand farmmg. I shall be much obliged if any of your
correspondents will inform us whether they employ and
pay twice ns much for manual as they do for horse-
labour? Or, perhaps some other good farmer will
favour us wuh a short balance-§lieet, gWmg us a com-
parulivc table of expenditure for the manuairhorse, and
raechamcal on his farm. Circular Agriculture, London.

^reser^aUon of Ganie.-l was very much pleased
with Mr Corbet's paper on the Over-Presen-ation ofUame; it is exactly what my sentiments have been
for some years. I tliink the system of letting game
from the tenants is very base. ^Who is so mucli Entitled
to the game where it cannot be any object to the land-
iord as the tenant ? When landlords wish to reserve thegame for their o^vn amusement or tliat of their friends,
they have of course a just right to do so, and 19
tenants out of 20 would be deliglTted to show them good
sport

;
but I do not approve of it^ being let to strangers.A case m point occurred in this neighbburliood last year.A gentleman took a mansion with some of the land and

the game upon the surronnding estate; he forbad the

k^^r^^ /?u"^ ^ ''"^^« *'"^^' *^«*^ « g^^"t number of

h7o^' Tt *
^^"*^ ^""'^ ^^ ™^*^^* increased that itpS of t r'f **" ^^'' *^"^"'«- ^^'^ «f them com-

norstfild^^^ ,*^^ reply was, « If you are

''nSu.sex.^M a little inquiry l g^ing on

S6 17 G

or a little over 1-^^. a week. Tlicre are no perquisites

of any kind, and though 11^. looks so much higher than
8.y. or 9.^., yet one on adding all items together can find

what at one time seemed to me a mystery—why the
Sussex carter did not seem any better off than the
Dorset one.

Orduiaiy labourers, 9s. a week £23 S*. Od-

House rent .. ,. ., .. ,, ..500
Extra earned by piece-work .. .. '.. .. 512
Instead of beer for liay and harvest day work . . 10 6

34 10

or a little over 13.?. a week, Oidinnry shepherds are the
same as carters, with a little for the extra trouble of
lambing, perhaps from 10s. to 40*. But in Sussex we
know wliat the wages arc, as nearly all are paid in cash

;

some give beer during hay and harvest, but not so much
as they do in Dorset, and this will not make much
difference in the rate, as 6d. a day is deemed a fair

substitute. But 1 must take the liberty of saying that
I think the Dorset wages arc drawn out rather farther
than the labourers would bo disposed to admit tliey

reall^'Jare. Having had several years* experience of them,
I will state as nearly as I can from memory what they
were 7 or S years ago :

—

Carter, 8s. a week £20 IC*. Od.
* House and garden . . 5

+ » * *For fuel
Potato ground, commuted for money
Journey monej', about
Extra for harvest

t Beer, Lay and harvest, say

• # 1
3
1

1

2

3
5

head
31 4

or about IS*, a week, but this applies to the
carters only ; the under ones have not the same journey
money nor the same for harvest—perhaps 1*. a week
less. Shepherds have about the same as carters, with
perhaps 1/. extra for lambing, or 1*. a score. I cannot
speak of ordinary labourers from memory, as they
earned extra at piece-work ; their regular wages were
9s. without house or garden, and if there was one on the
farm they had it at 1*. a week, and I do not think I am
far out in stating their average wages at 10*. 6d. to
11*. a week. G. iS.

New Cattle Food.—MessTS. having favoured
me with a circular of their new cattle food, and the
analysis of Dr. Letheby, I find that the mixture con-
sists chiefly of cereals and Lt'guminosae, and contains
80.2 per cent, of nutritive matter, viz. :

—

Nitrogenous matter 12.I per cent,
Carl>oniferous ditto . , . . . . (js 1

80.2

From this data it is not difficult to ascertain its actual
value. Mr. Spooner states the value of nitrogenous
matter at 201. per ton, and of carboniferous matter at
12;. per ton. A ton of the mixture contains of—

Nitrogenous matter, 271 lbs., at 201. per ton £2 S -1^

Carboniferous matter, 1525 lbs., at 12L per
to" 8 3 4i

£10 11 9
A ton of Linseed-cake, according to Johnson, con-
tains of

—

Nitrogenous matter, 7^4 lbs., at 20;. per ton.. £6 15 11
Carboniferous matter, S7o lbs., at 12/. per ton 4 13 6

»!, .., ^11 9 5
About the present Talue of the article in the market.

A mixture of equal parts of Bitrloy, Beans, and Lin-
seed-cake, according to Di-. Voelcker, contains of—

Nitrogenous matter, 500 lbs., at 201. per ton £4 10 lOi
Carboniferous matter, 11621bs., at 1*2;. jierton 6 4 6

30 15 4i
It is therefore evident that Linsced-cake at its present
value, IIZ. per ton, or a mixture of Barley, Beans, and
Linseed-cake in equal parts, costing at the present
prices 9/. 8*. 2d. per ton, either contains more nutritive
matter than a ton of cattle food costing 36/.
per ton. Ifyouaddto your own mixture the cost of
grinding, &c., still you may be satisfied that your own
combination of substances (containing a far larger
portion of nitrogenous matter) stands you at barely
one-third the cost of the new cattle iood. Practical
men of business consider these things, and are not
caught and made to pay the forfeit of the inexperienced.
Old Bird.
The Condition of Servant Girh.—The statement

that appeared in your Paper a short time ago offered
many good suggestions as to the best way to check a
very unsatisfactory state of things, yet I think some-
thmg,more may be said on the point. There can be
but one opinion entertained bv those who are in a
position to judge of what is taught at the schools-that
the work that is begun there is a step in the right
direction. Tn tlie first place I should suggest that all
who visit the schools should lose no opportunity of
exorcising tholr influence over the minds of the

>860.

children as a check against the wronc^^^T--^^^^
are constantly exposed to, but the fnj^^^^' Sthese girls leave school to enter into aeivl^

"*
''^i

very diflerent mind from that of those %vhlT'^^'^ ^'^\i

service from the same class a few years
^^^^^

'"ito

they meet with a corresponding differoiLT' ^"^
*Io

employers ? Have we all of us learnt the im
"^

^'*^ir

appreciating those who serve us? Do ^'^^^""'^cof

daily duty to exchange a few kind or encour^^^^*^ '^ »

with those about us? Youus servants =1. °i1^'^<^r^

left under the influence of those who m??
^^ "«' ^

them for the best, but rather let them finlr^
^'^'''^

advisers in those with whom they serve Tl
'?^'*^

remembered that it is a subject that'concl^^
^''*^

to have good servants, good mothers and^"!?'*"'
grateful members of society. S. Jtameu r, ^'^ ^'^

Osted, Surrey, March 9.
'*'' ^^^"^^oi^ij,

The Negro Fowl.—On reading lately
Dixon's " Ornamental and Domestic Pouli >^P ^^

at the end a notice of a breed of fowls call^A v
^"^

fowls. I possess at this time a blackfAc^fi j^
with black legs, ski_n,ai:d comb- sheis fg^dl^'"

- 1 r%

f

"I

rears her chickens carefully ,- her ollWin^ u ^ 7
some with dark combs like her own. someverv h??'^
red; these last have white bones, as other iQ^vkv^^m the former tlie bones are covered witli a n' 1

membrane, which also separates the musclea. h!^T
flesh is very delicately ^;'lute, and of a £^0^
superior to the white-boned. That the pnrple aZ?
ance is not in the bone itself I discovered from thew
of the membrane becoming separated from the bone after

*

long stewing. Ilnunster.

oc(ct(esf.
I

I

Royal DcbliN; Zahour in Ireland.—The foUa^.

Ing is part of a paper read by Mr. Bitldwin, of

Glasnevin:—I have been invited to assist in climiaat'mc

some conclusions from the voluminous answers fivrato

the large number of questions issued last year bytlils

section of the Royal Dublin Society. The range of

subjects and interests embraced by these queries ud
answers is so comprehensive that on the present owt-

sion I sliiill only attempt very imperfectly to follow ap

Mr. Hamilton's able introductory paper, and confine

myself to one or two salient topics, leaving for future

discussion the great principle of agricultural statistics

which the queries involve. The most important subject I

on which information was solicited in the queries 's lie F

labour question ; and whether we regard that qnestia
|

as it afl'ects national wealth, social harmony and or^-

nisation, or the profits of arable farming in IrfkK/,ii

is deserving of the most profound consideratioc. It is

universally admitted that up to a recent peilo*! the

Irisli farm labourer was badly paid. He coutrivei lo

eke out a miserable subsistence. His fare was often of

the poorest kind, his dwelling a wretched hovel, wVifli

his employer rarely stooped to enter. No one saved*

clergyman ever brought a ray of cheerfulnew to tW

hearth of the hard-wrought son of toil. I well renimbtf

the circumstance of a couple of parishes, on'ned bjr

three proprietors, where the average wages of tlie ail**

bodied agricultural labourer varied from an avenge

rate of 6d. per day in one, to Sd. per day in smr^'^r,

and 7d. in winter, in another. In the former case, tl*

men had to travel a mile to their work in theirioruia

which compelled them to rise before 5 o'clocV, a.m,™

the same distance to their dreary homes in the evemtj^.

The man's wife, or, if she was fortunate enough job*

on the labour roll, a daughter or a son, who sbowj

leave school, had to walk these same two miles tia

the man's dinner. The hours of labour were fr*

6 A.M. to 6 P.sr., an hour being allowed for meals. !«

labour of these men was apparently obtained *^^/^

low rate; but had the employer the head or the n»ri

-
> could procure tli

same amount of actual force or motive power

r —

to conceive and feel his position, he could piw"^ r^

same amount of actual force or motive power ^^T P'ji*?

the men wages competent to maintain their
^"J^fr^

an efficient state. At that time the supply of '"^
was excessive : and, by an unwise policy, its q 1

deteriorated in the inverse ratio of the s^^lf'^ jj'

famine, and the tide of emigration which it sct^^^

motion, and which still continues to flow at a p ^

^

steady velocity, has completely altered
^^^/*J

j j^i

*

agricultural labour market in Ireland. '^^^^^^^

and, judging from pass"— -.T-^-ctfltipps. « isg^**^

to be feared that the su

.ing circumstances, >t«^;^i'
ipply of able-bodied

latoert^

ULL vP^rs elapse, he W»J
tliis country will, ere many years

*-'^''P^:.'^''i,^0ii(fc

weakened as to increase to an undue extent tne
^^

of land under permanent pasture. We have
^ggj

a fresh accession of labour in those who ^^^^^^^j
*-",

from tbe stage of human existence, antj ^"^

the cooB^

produces. These statements are io^^'^^J^.f"n^tf*'

very igricultural

the official returns of the Registrar-Gen
The number of deaths was

,, who emigrated (Irish)

m •

frames

* Cottage rent is higher in Sussex than Dorset from 6rf. to
l«., but I have put them at the same.

1 H:iy malving 13 .1 much longer business m Dorset than
Sussex, as there are large tracts of water meadows m the
former.

The number of births
1

Decrease in population .

.

It appears to me that the time hs^
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I'liose

^
. 7 .^,i ";„ fi.p t-irnsnor'tv of should have the option of having a pleasant day with him.

deeply interested m ^^^ prospeuij oi
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ being a very large quantity of labbits, he used

:o,.mu«ilv reflect on tlie etleots tnat iiia,>
vjefore the harvest to leave it to comneteut persons—men who

i"e!aml f^7^,^S^^^^ from tho present

^ expected "l^!'";i\^^^^^ not stopped in due time

»„nne but aecrep'i^ t r :i„ «„„„«* t^ « r»Qsf.nrnl

• . h,!. nmiTiu Lut. ^«v« er to a particular

*'*' ," ™t a firmly as a parasite plant clings to the

'."?,'.
to° »By tt. " man is, of all sorts of laggish, the

""i VffiS Ob; transplanted." But emigration has

TS Labour is the primary source of wealth

;

J'^te wealth of Ireland is princ pally derived from

""•u,,t labour it follows that the emigration of a
Tricnltural lanour, ,,„,.,, „„j „„„*, ^ffipipnf

before the harvest to leave it to competeut persons—men who
enjoyed the confidence of tlieir neighbours—to say

what damage had been done, and the result was that

bo never paid more than 161. lO-i. in one year.

He quite agi-eed with Mr. Corbet as regarded the evils of

excess in game po-eserving ; but on the other hand, allowance

must bo made for peoi>le's hobbies, and the l.obby of game
preserving might be ridden without the injury either to the

interests or the feelings of farniers, which had been so power-

fully described that evening. He also concurred with Mr.

Corbet that it was a great mibtiike for landowners to allow

liave Imd this, I have grown from 36 to 40 bushels an
acre of Wheat, and from 40 to 50 buslitls an acre of
Barley, by the cover-side; so the game bus not done
much damage to my crops. My game is killed early ;

and on the 5th and 6th of lust Novembermy farmer-
friends and myself killed 560 pheasants, 70 to 80 brace

of which I gave to my neighbours and friends, I do
not know wlietber our friend, Alderman Mechi, keeps a

large head of game at Tiptree ; I know him to be a keen
sportsman. At any rate, his game has not done much

pWservation"^^ carried "on w this discussion by saying, preservation to the game^
' others, it became a fearful evil. pheasants and partridges; but destruction to the vermin

Mr. J. A. Nockolds (Stanstead, Essexjs^d, as a^land agont
_i.atg^ rabbits, and hares.

?:,::n:r;°™ate -ges, and afford him decenl accom-

^odation. The country at large must adopt the wise

"nd sa utary example of Mr. Napcr, ot Loughcrew. who
°"

es his men higher wages than most of lus neigh-

bour; and who assured me some time ago that an

iucrea-e of two or ftree pence a day to the labourer s

ui tiitj year. j:n; vumu n"v u^ip x^.iiit*A*^A*-e, ^--v*^ - "«*- - — -"

had seen farmers placed in the position of owners of the soil

as regarded game, he had found them most strenuous pre-

sei-vers. When a person was observed nding with the hounds

over young seeds or Wheat, the reply to the question **Who is

he?" it is almost sure to be, "It is Mr. So-and-so riding over

his own farm- He thought that, wherever shooting was let,

the first offer should be made to the occupiers. That was a

principle which he had always advocated.

pass^ and other irrelevant topics ; but they had not refuted
what 3Ir. Corbet said in dealing with the real question before
them. They had been told by Mr, Ramsay that they ought to
obey the law. He replud that there was a time when anyone
who killed a bar© or rabbit lost his ears, but it did not follow
that the law was one that ought to be maintained. All laws
were not immaculate ; otherwise, perhaps, there would not
have been so much agitation to obtain the rept^l of many of

iVcrense of two or ftree pence a day to the labourer's -rnoipTewh^h he had always advoc.Ud. TeTne%T.t^K'T^CXT'^Jr"r^rlu^^^^^^
Dflvn'as soon perceived in the increased labour execucea.

^^^ ^^ ^ Kanisay (Newcastle-on-Tyne) said, winle
^^^^ should be put in the same category; and as regarded

\ir Xaoer is a gentleman imbued with the highest and
„^^jttina that their friend Mr. Corbet had treated the legitimate game, all he desired was that a fair aiTangement

^^'"11 .:....^f ^^.•.Ur.^^.rf^r^^r timl as he can afTord to I

„''*.''"".? „ „ff.„.^^m mnnnpr. hfi must declare should be entered into between landlord and tenant
^
He

norcst motives of philanthropy, and as he can afford to

Mperimenialise it may be said that the tenant farmer

caanot follow him in a matter of this kind. No^v^ it is

[ISIVBIUAUIJ rtUU. tin; »...ii^ii.*w .. --— ,

But in considering a great public question like that

which engages our attention this evening, we must

give due weight to all well attested facts no matter

whence tliev proceed. The average weekly wages of

able-bodied "men, women, and boys in the several

districts from which answers have been received to the

querieg, are as follows :—
County.

Antrim

Distiict.

Cavan
Down

* *

• *

* *

..iHallycarey

. . Eallymonoy .

.

nalicborough ..

Moira
Newry

Mfinaghau.. Bath
/Tymne , . Loughash
Kilkenny ..jKilkcnny
C««-k ..iFarnahy

,t .. .. Glandon
I-iiTioticV . .'Croom ,

.

M'.iJ (> .
.

', Rctwccn Headford and
Bftlinrobe

Weekly Wages.

Jien. Women.

A veracea

99.

8i.

Ss. to 9s.

7s.

6s. 6d.

6s.

68. 2d.

Is.

6$.

79.

6$. to Os.

5t.

6x. lU/f.

49.

*

5s.

3s. to 4«.

38.

* W

3#. to 4<?-

2*. GJ.

Boys.

2s. to 7*.

*

4s.

Zs.

?as one ot fair bargain anu arrangeraeuL ukmyucu me
wo. All those figurative arguments on the subject

i-ent, in fact, for nothing. The grand point was for

3*. 7irf.

2s. to 4*.

2s. ed.

could now come upon their land, trespass on their corn,

their Turnips, or anything else, without being amendable
j

to the law ; and he would ask farmers whether they

wished that law to be abolished. The fanner took his

farm knowing that there was a certain quantity of game

upon it. If the landlord increased the quantity, the

tenant would have a right to complain, and the landlord

would be liable to pay damage; otherwise, the matter

was one of fair bargain and arrangement between the

fai'merslo take care that they made a fair and j-eason-

able bargain with the owners of the estate. It was

useless to abuse the poor gamekeepers, who were set to

perform a certain duty; you might just as well abuse

the policeman.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs (Boxted Lodge, Essex), expressed Tiis

best thanks to Mr. Corbet for the manner in which he had

,
introduced the question to the notice of the Club,^ He
felt, when the subject was proposed to the Committue,

that it was one that required delicate handling, and he

really thought he might compliment Mr. Corbet on his

mode of treating it, and his not painting the evils of

!

game preserving in terms that were too high.

! He (Mr. H(.Tjbs) had himself been the occupant of a game
^^.^..^^.4 «..^. ».}^wwi iM «fiiitjii "c

, f^j.^ f^ j^ ygj^j-s^ j^„(i lie had had some little experience of the
day's work? The Irish Agrieal- • damage inflicted by game; for surrounding a considerable

* portion of the arable was a large extent of woodland, and he

must say that his crops were gieatly injured by the game.

This farm had been in the hands of the owner ; had been

farmed high, and upon which the game had been preserved.

A promise waa made that the game should belong to

the tenant; but like many other verbal arrangements m
^^ g that day-and he feared it was almost too much the

riiuliiig of his paper, as reported last week, the discus-
j
case in the present day—the promise was not fulfilled TLc

.louthci opened. Mr. E. B. Acton (the Temple) eon-
Jff,--;,^»:,'r.rt^f^rcoSrrr^^^^^^^^

lenaca—
in his own neighbourhood, a short time ago, pheasants wc3;e

being purchased by the labourers and others at 1«. a bead,

partridges at 1*- a brace, and rabbiU at GiL a- piece- Of course.

and tenant. He
be for the landlord
understanding that
good shooting. AU

, a better etate of feeling would spring

and they would get rid of a class of

ce of whom enabled him to testify

J
I
mat i>xr. i^ui ucl uii^* iiuu colotired his picture too highly. The

No man ' hardest case of all, iierhaps, was that of the shooting being let

Coiuparod with the ratio of wages paid up to the
]HMiod 0^ the famine, these averages are exceedingly
Ubernt. Put are they adequate to sustain the working
TCiHw in that state of strength and vigonr in which he
c:»u execute a ffood

Farmers' Clubs.
LoXDOJT: March 5.

—

Discussion on the Over-Preser-
ration of Game,—Mr. Corbet havinff concluded the

Legally, however^ farmers had a right to compens;ition for
dimage done to the crops bv game, and it was their own fault
if they did not enforce it by stipulative claims. Wiis he to bo
told that under a lease the tenant-farmer could not obtain com-

all these had come through the hands of poachers. He
believed that farmers would be rather pleased than otherwise

to a cockney-sportsman, a grievance which paralysed all energy

and extinguished all hope.

Mr. S. Sidhey (Kensington)* said three views were taken of

this question. The first ivaa that of landlords, Hke the late

Duke of JIarlborough, who thought that all such persons bad a

right to do as they liked with their own ; the second_ was that

of persons who concurred in the opinion of Mr. Bnght. that

all game was to bo regarded as vermin, and as such ought to bo

destroyed ; the third view was that txpressed by Mr. Shhdey,

in the remarks quoted by Mr. Corbet, and supported by tne

evidence of Mr. Aldennan Mechi, Mr, Hudson, and even Mr.

Ramsay. Mr. Corbet had set forth the results of carrying out

the only rational view clearly and effectively, not less effective

because his paper was sarcastic, comic, and amusing. On
such a subject ridicule was the effective reformer, for which all

fiersons connected with agriculture were deeply in-lebted to

lim. It was, no doiibt, essential to the welfare of the nation

that gentlemen bhuuld be living on their estates, and the

preservation of game was one inducement to them to do so

;

but. on the other hand, tenant-farmers were not to be sacrificed

to the gross abuses of the battnt system.
Mr. Congrevc (Leamington, Hastings) said that as no one had

snoken from the midland counties he must express his

approval of all Mr. Corbet had said, and he wxs of opinion that

il landlords in his part of the couutiy would give their tenants

what Mr. Hudson very properly characterised as vermin

—

namely, hares and rabbits—the tenants would be most happy
to do all in their y)ower to preserve legitimate game.
Mr. Corbet said—However wide some gentlemen might seem

to start from him, they all came to agree that the over-pre-

servation of game was a great evil, and that the maintenance
of fair field sport was highly desirable. What, for instance,

could he wish for more than the testimony of the gentleman
who sat by his side, the first farmer in England—Mr. Hiidson,

of Castleacre ? Mr. Hudson upheld the shooting of winged
game, and still more fox-hunting ; but he denounced rats,

rabbits, and hares iu one sweeping condemnation as "vermin."
He (Mr, Corl>et) would only further express a wish that the

meeting should iJiiss no formal resoluliou, but leave the club

and the country to draw it« own conclusions from what had
been said,

A vote of thanks wa-s given to 3Ir. Corbet for his able paper.

P8lkHlti<^.i n»i exL'Ksaivu gauiu-presfi viinj, v»ii.ii ».iio -iiiuiigo
; i^j vra mc iulhho -j* .*...."-—" o — o t'-V"

~
-i

" » ' ' j
which it inflicted? Ho was of a different opinion. He had 1 they were allowed to do so upon ft hberal system

;
ana an

lie;.Td of a case in the Korth of England in which a farmer arrangement of the sort would no doubt tend to promote a dit-

Tecived 5001. as compensasion. j
ferent feeling fi-om that which now existed between landlord

Mr. Wilaher (Welwyn) said tl'C last speaker seemed to think
:
and tenant upon the subject.

tlhit the farmer might remedy the evil by the terms of his
j -^^^^ Hudson (Castleacre) said: I regret I could not

**n*acy. He denied that that was the case. If a person who ,
',. ,, «v/.o11oMf nin^r inst rpad hv onr frend*« in treaty for a farm demanded the game, it would almost Jjearall the excellent paper J"^^y*^?ft^ y.^^^^J^'I^f"^

ittmiably hi refused. In his own county, or at least for many ' Mr. Corbet ; and although 1 agrcp, vith hnn m many
nul« round his own locality, no farm could be taken with the

; points, there are some with which 1 may beg to differ.
JWRt V _ I* 4. 1 i:l,« H.A n^m,\r rtf t
v!" 1 ^ . ^ ,^ 1 ,. ^ -.1 V . J ™, I am an old sportsman, and like the crack of the gun as

, ilr. J. CrcBsingham (Carshalton) said, havmg preserved game ^ "'" *"' "* X ,
' , . , , „v^, , i v. „ °

., ^^f^ tha last 30 years, he had so managed as to reconcile the well as the crack of the whip ;
and 1 should be sorry to

"TTacM concerned to his manner of preserving, and he had
; deprive the country gentlemen of then- sport. We, the

5f2^h»d any compUints made against him of injury done by
: tenant-farmers of England, do not wish to drive them

in the autumn to smoky Loudon or gay and sunny Paris

;

*^«»rae. if the game injured the farmer ho had a remedy
*t*w, BO matter whether the injury arose from rabbits or
"*«n hares. He could hare a surveyor, a propeily-authorised
"*•», employed to estimate the damage, and the landlord
*''UW be liable to the extent of the award.
r. Wtlsber : How long after would the tenant oontinuo

Wortliny the form if he had not a lease?
Mr. Alderman Mechi thought Mr. Corbet went too

«r in toying that hares and rabbits were acting by day
« well M by night.
j^otnpUinti were made, and very justlv, of hares and rabbits

^SI* "° Swedes, and of the injury which euriuod during tV.c

•Jluent froste. As a precaution against that evil he would
Jr^™«»;5 gentlemen present to imitite his friend Mr. Viall.

jjjj iJj '^ ^^ -''ovember he found that genUeman carting his
.V ."""^f Swedes, and the crop was covered with earth, so
jjjjrottther hares, rabbits, nor frost could injure it. Many
^2"*™ of ponnda had no doubt been lost during the last
^JJ^ntbrough the neglect of that practice. If he had to pro-
^J^ Ml opinion on Mr. Corbet's paper 38 a whole, he should

tnaS^ f
** ^^ hiffhly coloiu-ed. He beUeved it was quite

2JT*«e for a man to keep*a good head of game, and yet be on
Mlf Wi Vu™* '^^^ ^^ neighbours. Some years ago he him-
IJo^ t

shooting of a farm of nearly 1000 acres, about

gwne which he killed ; he' took c*r« that they

we wish to retain them at home, where theycan do so

much good by spending a large portion of their income,

and receive tlieir friends at their country-houses. But

then they must have some amusement. They cannot

TJie Qiiai'ferly Journal of Agriculture and the Transac-

tions of the SighlanO- and Agricultural Societg of
Scotland. W. lilackwood and ijons.

In the current number of the Journal which has just

appeared tlie leading article by the editor is a paper

on Clover Sickness, iu wliich the sugg^ions of the Rev.

M. J. Berkeley in our columns are discusseil.

"In the case of sickness in Clover, Mr. Berkeley is

* inclined to attribute the condition of this plant in the

mnjority of instances to infection from decaying matter/

and the subsequent appearance of Fungi. We had

formerly stated that the most cursory view of the sub-

ject pointed to the vegetable matter in the soil as being

the ageiit in the production of this discnsc. It has

been shown that the mixing of bread with soil rendered

the latter unfit for growing spelt, owing to the decaying

matter injuring the roots and encouraging the growth

of Fungi. In some cases, too, it was stittcd that the

smaller roots of Swedes were so much affected hy tlio

uluce the landlord-^ to live amongst us; letuscuucu-

. to preserve the winged game; but let us condemn the

.T^reservation of vermin-i. e., rabbits and hares. I

ana tuusc niii»,ii *>**, .^^^w, ..-.- --p----

soil the outlines of a gomewhat simple rule are not

difficult to trace. Wheat, Oats, Barley, Rye, and

deed all annual plants, can usually be grown year

pursue

over.preservation o. vermin-., c:.,.-..^
^^ annual jlants, can usually be grown year

am myself a small landowner, as «.fli as a tenant ii i
^

.^ ^^.^^^ manured and

f.^mer ; and as one of my estates is suitable for reani^
^

after ye^r on
^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^

;ood stock upon It. There arc 700 Kep
^^^^^ ^.^^^.^^ ^^^^ perennial

acres; .- -^- are let to a very respec ab^^

L^dr'if^Ur'sldl
^"rSeSt LT- tha?i 1 'with the annUJ This does not a^e, however, fVom

game
acres.

I keep a

5(X) acres
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any peculiarities In their character, further than that
the perennials do not exhaust in maturing their seeds
the juices of their roots, and thus they leave a much
larger quantity of putrescible matter in the soil.

"In the case ofClover, for instance, there is an immense
quantity of vegetable matter left in the soil when a
Clover stubble is ploughed under. The fresh succulent
roots are ramified over a great extent of the superficies
of the soil. If Clover is sown on the same land too
frequently, the young roots, coming in contact with
the decaying remains of the former crop, may be
attacked with mildew; or, more probably, the rootlets
do not exercise their functions in a healthy n^anner, and,
failing to take up a proper quantity of earthy matter,
render the plant weak and sickly. When in this state.
mildew or insects may attack the plant, and complete
its destruction.

" It is very different with the Cereals. A Wheat plant
exhausts the juices of its roots as thoroughly in perfec-
ting its seeds as it does those of its straw. It leaves
nothing in the soil but its sapless root, which are not
likely to have a corrupting influence, such as we could
well suppose might arise from tlie acrid and juicy roots
of the Turnip crop on a succeeding Turnip crop ; for this
reason. Wheat, Barley, and Oats can he grown y*jar
after year on the same land So long as it contains au
abundant supply of earthy matters and substances
yielding ammonia."

The other articles in this volume are on Belgian and
American Agriculture, together with No. 67 of the
Farmers' Note-book, which in the course of its publica-
tion has contained a large number of very useful and
interesting paragraphs. In the present instance they
refer to steam culture, town sewage, the milk sickness,
Australian sheep washing, the culture of the Lupine
natural guanos, and the French commercial treaty. '

The Transactions of the Highland Society include
papers by Mr. Skirving on the Culture of the
Mangel Wurzel in Scotland; by Mr. Eird of Rentoo
Barns on the I^Ianageraent of Sheep ; and a report on the
Planting of Waste Land; and Dr. Anderson gives an
mteresting report of his analvses of the Turnip plant
in various stages of its growth, to which In connection
vvith Dr. Voelcker's researches into the composition of
Holcus eaccharatus we shall hereafter refer.
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IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE
i860.

N £̂i TTllfo
1

PRICES PEE Lineal Yard, 24 inches high: :

I

r
Y

I

Size of
mesh. Mostly used for

Light. Medium,

1

2i inch

2 inch

1| inch

1^ iucli

Hares, Dogs, Poultry
Game Netting ;

Small llabhits. Hares, &c
Smallest Rabbits

Japan
ned.

6d.

Galvan-
ized.

6d.

Ud.
7ld,

Strong.
^tra strong.

Galvan.

t

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly^dUhT^niid^d^ '4

Ports m England; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of ScotTand ^^^^^

Any^ width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices
""^

'

^ Every description of Netting: warranted to give satisfaction, and if not annm. .
be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionaUy. ^ ^^

Illustrated Oatalogm of Iron and Wire and Ornamental Fencing, Hurdles, Gates TFiV^ AT/r
Garden Pollers and Engines, Fomitain^, Vases, ^c, on application.

^ ^^^'

J. B. BROWN & CO- 18. HANNnM qtdc-t nt-r\jr . ^k.^^.. _

RANSOMES SIMS Ipswich

Miscellaneous.
AgrlcuUural Statistics of Ireland for 1859.—The

Kcgistrar-Gcuoral has issued the following abstract of
tue returns for the past year :

* w

* *

Wheat
Oats .

,

Barley
Bere and Rye
Beans and Peas

« t

1858
Acros.
646,064

1,281,241

100, 768
16,472
12.935

1859
Acres.
465,497

1,081.197
177,519
13,241

14,841

Inciense Decrease
Acres. Acres.

• t S1,4C7
B 4 44
.. 13,249
* « 3,230
1,906

(JONTINUE to g!ve their be.t attention to the n.anufact„re of the most Modern and In^proved AgricalW

Milii^lsll|Siis=i
fiANSOMES AND SIMS haveW been celebratedV^rnn^?^^^

MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS fc
durability, efficiency, and economy ofrepair, and ttti? coultant care^^is'S;''''";

A?'-^'^'^""™! Machinery the utmost etaf
'

in everything which they manufacture.
constant care is given to the maintenance of those impertaat prudpi,

nv^ollW 1 X
,,^^^^^^™-^™°'^-^TALOGUES, Post free, on application to theOrweU Works; or to their London Agent, SHEPPARD RANSOME. 31. Essex St. Strani. f.C.

M G

Total.. ..|2,74S,3S0 2,652.296 1.006
1 97990

Uecroaso in cereal crops in lSo9 . . 96,084 acres.
'

Abstract of Green Crops.

4 *

* «

Potatoes .

.

Turnips .

.

Maagol Wurzel and
f

Beetroot..
Cabbage .

.

Carrots, Parsnips,*
other green crops

Vetches and Rape

.

Total

1853
Acres.

1,150,707
338,202

29.731
33,132

23,399
33,360

1859
Acres.

1.200,144
322,206

27,108
31,580

22,056
33,207

Increase
Acres.

40,437

« *

Decrease
Acres.

15,936

2,623

1,552

1,343
153

1.617,531 1,636,361
j 40,437 821,607

Increase on green crops in 1859 , . 18,830 acres.

.
General SuinflRr. AcreDecrease in cereal crops .. .. in 1859 .. . 96 804Increase m gjeen crops .. 13,830)

tfo.su*
f

., on Flax .: ..' 14] 683

}

on meadowand Clover 12,185 j

in 1S59 « * 75,098

JAMES

72.62? r\n^ ?« o''?A'°''''
^^^^ ^-Horses, 628,916; incr^,

ii,t,i\). tattle, 3,810,136; increase, 225,736. Sheen 3 "iis ^-.b •

FREDERICK HOWARD

Notices to Corre£t3ondents.
Cattle Fooi»s

:
Mr. Th.rley has sent us a reply to Mr Paulettwho described tbo result ofgiving Thorley's Food to^S ina letter which we extracted from the columns of a cot^m-prary. He asserts that the las trparagraph of Mr Paukt?^^last epistle cont-uns -a round dSzen of blunderJ''" "nd heenumerates five m^takes in the administration of ihecoudi!ment shown by this letter to have hecn m J^ t* j- f

^^^^^

sible n,en to judge whether theylre 1 Lly to havl'^'Sytette;

(Longma.. )

Handbook of Dairy Husbandry.

^ work o?X fcin^^^-^f• f\ ^e^^°^^^ '^ ^^ ^<^^^ ^"^Sed on a
11? M^?,

the bind. Apply to him at Cirencester CtUIe^e

kS:Gr.^ F^'^'^i^^^ ^^^' W'e will inquire
^

^*i''"i^,K.v?Sn^^-^seeS"'Zt tif'lf^
''

'l
undoubtedly

tlie C0P8O woods of*H^'oaW^^r™5'^\^° abundance in
mission agenu ia the^fe^* v \° doubt there are com-
that county. "-^^ ^^^^ ^ho have correspondents in

To LAY Down Craw b tk- i

seedft. Saw 40 to SbW of mwi^li^^ ^«>« *« sow Grass
corn crop. Any of tka ei^^J^^ '^^ ^cre wii^hout a
:^pted for tbeU a^ c^^^^g^"- ^^^^^1^^^-

j

BRITANNIA IRON WORKS BEDFORD
fh^btfaS mo^°duSe''pi™iLti?G^e,forS''p^ "^^H^ ^'Z"^i^ ^- ''"^'^ ^^^ ^'-^ '<> '^^ -' "ul, the cheap* £
breasts or .ould-boards are ^Pol'^^.l^irffrl^f^^f^yf,^^^^^ -^ Necks are n.nch strongs, >^ *

cnnirflLXtr^^^ird'y^TJS.i^ ?f
^000 Of their^NEW p/St^^L'SS^HS .ince the last Meetin, of the B.y^^

^

,

' '" '
"''^wict, in 18j9, and not a single instance of breakage has come to their knowledge.

S-LOTTGH markea H fcl 2 « | PLOUGH marked H H ** '

«

P_,,. , „ _

If^^a Skim Coulter, 5.. 6d. extra. New Patent Shares, 8s. 6d. per dozen.

t n^c&^T^l^^^^S^i^XT-i:^^^ l7l^- <^o't'^«'^\°"'=-^' ^'^-^t^^' H°ll. I^eeds, Lincoln, U«2-—
efxALoS^^^'l^^^''^^'^'-^^^^^' ^^"otVp^^yt (Sl'i^^r-

Southampton. Swansea, Wisbe.ch, Wa«-^

• * *

liond

t/ • Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers, V OKINS AND "-
Jubilee Place. King's Road, Chelsea S.W.

Is ear the Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, S E.
200 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS "

..^ AKD FROM ' '

300 TO 400 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept in STOCK,

iL^^nTfo^Xp'afts"^^^^^^^
^"^^^^^ ^^' ^-"^^^

coSnSeT^l^^glfnd.''''^'^'
''''''''* ""^ ^''^' ^ ^''' "^ ^^^

^-^'jtMnjvL.ivKA.u XJUILDEB3 ana jJot-waTEb^ ^Mtaotf*^
Manufacturers. Estimates forwarded on the r

^
Hothouses. Greenhouses, Ac., as cheap asa^JJ^^^ji^

trade. Some Span-roofed Pita, aud2and3-Lig

hffo»

for delivory*

A JErat^

,

CERTAIN CUKE fob SORE and ^J;^^T%t<f
LEGS. &£:.-Dr. WARNER'S LOTIO^wUl ^ff^^

when all other remedies have failed. It affortft ^ ^^ii
tn cases of severe inflammation, and for burns ^i

ff^'Sf^l'
invaluable. Sold in bottles, 2.t. 9d. and ^^J^^/ iS;ir*R»* 5
Oxford Street, W. ; Sanoer. Oxford Street. W.

,
J^ wC,^

Paul's Church-yard, EX.; Hooper, London Bridge-

ail Chemists,

I

i
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REDUCTION OF TEN POUNDS PER TON IN THB^^PRICE

HORLEY'S 00
OF

OR
ON AND AFTER THE FIRST OF APRIL, 1860.

CATTLE
3

Cases
vat

>•
* 1 «

« t «

« 4 I

V * *

V t 4

t # t

B fr •

V 4 •

* « «

• t t « * «

* * 1

Barrels containing 448 Feeds, weighing nett 112 lbs., with measure
448 Feeds. „ 112 lbs., in Packets ...

CARRIAGE PAmjO^ANY ^RAILWAY STATION IN THE KINGDOM.
CONDXAXESTTAK VAX.UB i^e

TOTAXi

« t

4 » *

•• 40s. eaeb.
•" 45s. each.

* # t * 4 •

Bh.lns a Trofit of £100 ,er ton. tKrou^l. iU use ^l^U.^ame 'bo.n^nr^, a^a^teifor tU^l^lZTofli Un,s of Fooi for A.i>nal,.

wnocommeiiueuuiuojag <*oi.jgtc,.;wi,. au a Lime, oniy lor maividual uniinii s not thrivinrr now sei^flino- t^a r-vri^^a^f^S i „«r «I ^" i""""^<^ ^-^^ sr^atest eneci^sonie of them, for inetancfl

quality of the food required will be found to approxiraate more cloeely to a commou sLSrtha^ mafat^f^^^^^^^ imaXed Ld in^^^^V? ft'"'''^
^^^^^^- ?°^ ^" *^^ *^^«^ ^^«^« the

our present farm produce without an artificial supply of certain elements of food usually teamed c^imeiitsW^^^^^^^
•''^'^^ can such a f od be obtained from

certain amount of debility, together with a waste of food-more food bein- cousumed to iracurra ^vln It.n^ ^nndi^^.f +?.i ™? J^^^^^T^^ '^ fr^*"
the result is bad health, and a

Add condimcut as the food and animal require it. and each of the above ca^es receives i?rnw^ f..?Ti1^.^i^f ^
condiment the rest passing through the body to the dunghill as waste,

impaired functions of old age. to recruit her health and strength. THoRLE^sToorFOEljATTLP^^^^ ??.tlnti^ whi.'hT^.'.';, '?^f"'-?
^'^"^ ^^^''^'^^^ bad health, or the -

following examples, which I have taken from my trade list I cannot refer to them indiviV^f^^l/^/i^fi t^^^^^^

elements, which accounts for its wonder-working efficacy in the
a careful perusal by all interested in horses. The economy of focS^ex pressed in monev w^^

number, but they are mcluaed m the above classes, and therefore they merit

cow three times the quantity, the milk beiuff richer and the cow heaUhiJr V^ Af^ v^i^^ff^i^ ?^' B^' ^^9^^ « cow (see testimonial below) yields twice the quantity of milk : Sir John's

•^^S'^^^^ i^X^tteTX^Zu^^^^^^^^^ t.an cent, per cent., whHe the calves grow more evenly,

.

mJ?^^^J^'S^ZSZ^^r-"' " ^'''''''''''' ^ *^^^ ""'^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^' ^-^ --P^-*' -<^ --tl rooiZT,^^?^lTS:.y do not get it. The example of Mr. Eaylis is a favoui^ble

Uc^^^^ the market value of the carcass. The Earl of Ayles-

conduc?lieri^^fLtaut\rti^^'^^'
^^'^"^'^ ^"^^^' "^^" f^^'o^h^. mention of my Condiment for pigs. For hounds I refer to the testimony of R. Lloyd Edward., Esq., whose keeper^s

Eepnrt on " Thorley's Food for Cattle." by Alfred Brown, Esq
,Wandsworth, Surrey, Blember of the Royal ColL^ge of

Surgeons, England; Licentiate of the Apothecaries' Com-
pany, London ; Fellow of the Medical Society of London

;Late Demonstrator of Anatomy at the St. George's School
oiUeuicine.

^ould lot you know the results. My cow, before I used the»^ Tf* If\ ^P** ***y' Wurael, and water ad libitum, and
?Kf ^u w **' ^^'^ y^^}'^^^ 1 gaHon of milk per day, making
L^«/ bytt«r per week. She was five months gone with herMcond calf; when she had the Pood I discontinued giving her

*hn v^' -/l
^•'''^ her a measure-full (about half a pint) of

b«.sidlrihrl*' .** ^^^ f ^^"^^ *^^*ff "^^ht and moniing;

^H d1^-'t In !.««' ,*' ""''^^ «^ hay =« Bhe would eat. Upon
^d butLi. Th*-*^"^ ^^fh «he doubled the quantity of n ilkW r^ilff dJ^^^L'*'^^'' S**J ^'^^^ ^>« «"^^ that tbi.s excel-

^d r^iTr^fd ?^ J?^!-"**^" ^\''- Thorley-s Food. I discontinued it,

tTe £^^1 ow ^1^" '^°!?"^'" ^'^^- *"^ «he speedily went back to

l^ain n?H.,l?'^ ^I'^^^l ,

^^^'' ^aiting'^about a fortnight. I

Kii^ ti^i ^.n^^ T^T^^T « *'^'^^ *^^ '^ * ^^^ days she

ie^^^«.^. I^""*"^
"^.""^^^ ^^"^ d^y- This exiKjriment I

tK^ nnn^'in
"'^^' .^°d,^ith the same results. 1 have tried

m^t^iT? other ammals-horses, sheep, &c. and with theS tW I n T- ''*''''**f • ^ ^^""^ ^^ analysed the Food, and
Astern or LTf-fr "°";'"^ ^}'^^ ^^'^'^ ''^ ^"y ^ay inj^>^ the

tov Sie vmr.;i''^'''"r'l.*^*'^^^- "^^^ ^ at liberty to make
v^«« * '^^ ^^^^^ **^ ^^"^ communication; and I am, Sir.

""Toiir.'j.Thorley."
"Al.kei> Baowx.

^

From Mr. Henry Sharp, Steward to the Eight
Hon. the Earl of Aylesford.

"T>^.r qj. T 1,
I^^H'/arm. Packmgton. March 15, 1860.

,mJ^- uJ~^ ^^® ^^^ y^"*" ^***^ foi" Cattle for three yearspi^ally for oxen, and 1 find it very beneficial, giving them
flnTl*P^^'^^^.°f.''^'R^°? *.^«? '^ a very healthy sUte. Itod they do not hke their food so well without it. and I

^I^^Pfro^e ° stimulant. I am, dear sir, yoin. very

"Mr. Thorley." « Henrv SHAitp.

From Sir John Pringle, Bart.

««'^°A""°"°*^' Bonchiirch, Isle of Wight, Feb. S. 18G0
' V^'T i*7o 1"*^ ^®*^" ^ he highly satisfied with your
iiSS;,* v^J^^u- / ^^^^^ *'*''' ^ ""^"y *«^ condition, not

»DMtW* v'^'"^^\ •"'^"^^ ^"'^ penney in her coat, no^it«^ From the first day. a litt/e of the Food appear^ to

mflk anH J,T1 Jf^' *"d. ^^« three times the quantity of

SamoTth, An*K- """^ ?*' continued to thrive for more"-"J I- months. AUatt«mpU to underrate the Food are absurd

"Mr. Thoriey, 77, Newgate Street. LondTn!'?^'''"'^
^'^

From Captain Buchanan.
,

'Hill Fields, Bewdley. near Kadderminster, Feb 6 1860

^ B^L^'*'^ ?
jjrinciple which is, n itself, an excellent

health
;
he sums decorticated Cotton seed cake up with common

Turnips, and leaves it to those who are able to deduce anything
from such a jumble to decide by sUtistica what the results are
he really wishes us to arrive at. To those who cannot work
out his method it is purely Greek. Before I go any further, Imust say that practical men, who have not used your Food,may fairly argue that they jjay much, when buying your Food
towards your tremendous advertUemwits ; and, as I think Ihave told you before your great enemy is the fact that no onecan apeak as to the gain or use of your Condiment in the

p^T^®' *w^.?T ""advised argument from the use of your

^.^ 1, 'uu^A i?I*u
*^® ^^*'*'* of keeping the animal in suchrude health that It has greater aptitude to fatten, and keeping

It from any drawbacks to itn growth, it continues from the first
in one onward course, without anyone single dereliction

1, . .A^^f,"® ^^ ^^^ '** * *^^ ^^ Turnips,' so say old farmers ;Dut It, by the appbcation of an ounce per diem of a condiment
you get the ton of Turnips to bring you two stone of beef
surely a great object is gained ; and even should that condi-ment be at the rate of .'.01 per ton. that is nothing to the
question, provided the beef is as good, and a stone of beef
gained. I am, of course, arguing as to minute details ofFbook •

my meaning you will comprehend. One word about your
Food in opposition to others : a most excellent and worthyman sent me, only the other day. a barrel from an oppositionmaker to jwsef. He prefaced the sending by asking me to

K"! ?* *J^"^ *^"i^-
^I. have done so, and must in justice say

that If this food is half a.s cheap, yours is three times as good
I should not use this Food again if there were no other makers
I would rather be without any. I will put the question ofmanure a.side altogether, and will say that a two years' exna
rieuce in the use of your Cattle Food makes me confident
that itfl application gives me health, appetite, and an evenness
in laymg on fat which before I never attained.—Yours faith-
fully,

" Mr. Thorley. Newgate Street, Ixsndon."
" ^'

a bag of bones, till she ralved the l>eginning of January, when
I put her on to some of your Food (two measures a duy) in two
pecks of bran, hay. and a very little Wurzel. She is perceptibly
making flesh, Inoks cheerful, and is daily giving over 15 quarts
of rich milk. This is a very small cow, half-bred Jersey, and^
I shall be very happy to show her to any of your friends-or
enemies if they may call ; and, as I do not know you
personally or have to my knowledge ever seen you. and
having paid full price for what Food I have had no one can
accu.se me of writing this letter with any other feeling than to
assist in K^iiimg the encoui-ngement which is due to the
inventor of this very valuable Food.—I am, yours faithfully

"Mr. Thorley."
-Fk^.Lowe.

From Eugene Valentine, Esq.

„ T 1, I. ,
" Westchester. N. Y.. Jan. 23, 1S60.

I have much pleasure m testifving that I have usedThorley's Food for Cattle upon a fouSye^-old mSIh ^w
Before using thi^ Food she nroduced only two quarts of milkper day, nnd after a few days' u.e of it she produced eight quartoof milk per day, and so continues to produce that qusmtiS^much to the surprise of my^^elf and neighbours.

l"'*""ty,

.

" Eugene Valentixe."

From Mark Eaylis, Esq

nst.

1

From Wm. Hemming:, Esq.
'• Coldicofc, near Moreton-in-Maish, Aug. 18, 1858.

1 ^^^, ''S^^r^
„^"*^^"^® you a cheque for 21. lOt. for the

cask of Food, and shall feel obliged by your sending me another
at once I have used it for ahecp only, but can speak in the
highest terms ©f its exceHencc for those animals —I am Sir
yours respectfuUy, » wm. Hemming."

'

From Fred. Lowe. Esq.
«< Qi. V 1

" Morden, near Mitcham. Feb. 10, 1860.

T- A 'Z-^^\^^^^^^^. ^''^ y^^ rayopmion on your CattleFood, which I will do wit^ much pleasure. I have now used
It for some time, and feel I am in a position to speak of its
influence, and as what I am about to speak has occurred undermyowTi immediate observation, I can vouch for the truth
thereof

; and if you think it may prove of any use your publishmg my remarks, pray do so. feariy in 1858 I had a thorou^jh
bred gelding of a very hot and fretful nature, and, like moat of
those sort of horses, a very bad feeder, blowing into and wast-
ing his manger-food, keeping sadly out of condition, and look-
ing a perfect wretch, thou«h he had the chance of eating tlio
beat hay and com. I tried him with your Food. At firSt be
refused, but soon took to it ; and in a few weeks the change In
his appearance was wonderful. He became really a handaomo
horse, with a beautiful coat, and still remains so. This is only
one instance. I could tell you of several more, where I have
had undeniable proofs of the great good your Food has done to
horses. 1 bought a cow in August, 1859. The rings on her
horns .«ay&he is 14 years old, at lenst. I gave something like
4i. lOs. for her. She was supposed to be quite worn out and
useless ; but having good reason to think her in calf, I turned
her into a good pasture with some young stock, and they were
all taken into a comfortable yard at night, and had as much good
hay and Wurzel as they could eat Still this old cow remained

' Chatfnrd, near Chipping Xorion, Oxfordshu-e, Feb. 13 IfiOft
Sir,--I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, ak^i

of your Almanack, for which I am oblig^ '

" Tn reference to your Cattle Food, I have used it for mvfeeding sheep about one year, and cannot speak too highly ofIt as medicine for their health, independent of its feediSir pro-
perties whidi give me great satisfaction. Before I used your
?: fo^T^ ****'

*?." *" a^rage, one sheep a week out ofabout 200, for more than 20 years, during the five or tix monthsthey were feeding on Turnips, hay, com. and r>ilcake. Thecomplamt was a stoppage m their water, for which I could getbutlittle or no help Dunng the time I have used your Cattle
Food, I have not lost one by that complaint : and they all nowseem to do well and feed fast, though we have had a bad winter
to feed sheep I give one measure a day to eight sheep; a«they n re about two-thirda tegs that seems to do very well—

I

am. Rir, yours truly, "MarkBavii«" Mr. Thoriey."
^^^ liAYua.

From Thomas W. Overman, Jun., Esq.
ua- T^ , " ^^auldeu, Ampthill, April 9. 1859

j:> a'^'T^^ ^J^''''^
^' ^ '""^^^'i °^e two more t-alks of vourFood. I have 30 young calves at it. and they a?e d^n^^markably wel^ SJid appear very fond of it. I kwp a'l r^calves tied up by the head with a halter, and I find it entirSvprevent^ them beinff blown up or hovcn, as thev cannotSoneanother-s ears. &c.. which they will' do when loS^ Xrhaving their milk. Be so good m to forward the f^^mme-

f^^^al^o^fo^r^Y^^'^^uSli:?^^^ ^ ^-^'"^^ «'^^^-' " ^

"Mr. Thorley."
"^^"^ ^- ^^^«^' ^^^

From R. Lloyd Edwards. E.*q.
" NATbom. Pwllheli, North Wale% 1Ur5i 6 IgriU

' Dear Sir,—I ftel obliged by your attention fn sending me
the papera. All nersou who bare tried your FotkI in thin
district speak in the very highest terms of it, and I am sure Iam only doing you common justice when I lay that it is a roost
fiiTaluable Invention. My keeper is perfectly tatibtied with
the trials he has made ofit His mode of using the condimcot
is—he puts about m teaspoonful in each do«'s food evcrv daw_

LlX>Y

.. u.^ urst prmcipiem fattening, whichig ' hay and Wurzel as they coiUd eat StiU this old cow rem^^ I

* " '""" '""^'
» r ]AGENTS KEQUIRED IN EVERV TOWN WHERE NONF AQW ALREADY APPOINTED.

THORLEY, the

\
A Pamjihlel sent free l^ post on ajiplicatlon.

Newgate Street, London
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SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS.

COVENT GAKDEN M LONDON, W
XO\V READY, AND FORWAKDED FREE AND POST PAID ON APPLICATION.

R MeC H'S

SEEDS
5

ANNUAL SPRING -CATALOGUE
OF

FLOWER, TREE, SHRUB, AND VEGETABLE

nishin^asit does the
^-^^-^^^/-^--^ff^Y-'^^^^^^^

Italy ly that dlHin^uUIud Amateur (whose Carnations
Such Seeds as require for their maturation ^ "^""r^J^^^'^.l^^^^^^ ^ave for many years ffiven such universal Matiefaction), the lwew2

our SPRING CATALOGUE. All Flower Seeds sent ^ost pmd.
from

ACACIAS.
iTheso elegant and highly oraaniental plants, after i-endering

ijtiie greenhouse and conservatory gay in aprinff with their

i-chArming blossoms, can be useTuUy employed in the decoration

«ot ,fcho out-door garden, -wheie their fine foliage and* graceful

JotaWta cannot fail to excite admiration. When the time comes
lor, placing them out of doors, let them be dotted in suitable

-ijituations about the lawn and shrvibbery borders, phm;:^ing the
>{)pta.to keep the soil about the roots moist, and in order that

they might not suffer from drought they should be watered
ipcoaaioiially. Dealbata flowers magnificently on a wall in

spring, where a well-drained border is afforded it ; under such
oircumstaiiccs it stands the winter without protection, and will

• live and blosaom oveiy season for years.

Dried specimens from many of the varieties may be seen at
- rfajor .establishmen t.

9Q magnificent species, 10s. Gd. ; 20 do., 7s. 6d. ; 12 do., 4s. 6d,

For enumerated list of nearly 60 species, see Gardeners'

€h$mkU for Jan. 28, or our SPBING CATALOGUE.

C A N N A S
Sown now produce fine plants this season. These rank

amongst the most picturesque of ornamental foliaged

plants. If grouped in borders and centres of large

beds, or grown in vases and dotted about the lawn or on

terraces, the effect which their fine foliage of divers shades

and colours produces is of the most imposing description. Thus

managed, a new and important feature would, and in fact has
' already, in many instances, been added to our ornamental

i grounds, which gives them quite an oriental aspect. For

winter decoration they are invaluable, especially when inter-

mingled with flowering plants, and-we may add few plants are

more easily raised from seed or more easily cultivated.

30 magnificent spQcies, 10?. 67.; 20 do., 7s. 6(?. ; 12do.,4s. 6(f.;

12 species mixed. Is.

For enumerated list of nearly 40 species, see our Advertise-

ment in Gardaurs' Chronicle of February 25, or our SPRING
CATALOGUE.

B I C I N U S.

Plants remarkable for their stately growth and large hand-

some ornamental foliage, exceedingly effective plaated in

prominent parts of .ehrubby borders, on lawns, margins of

plantations, or in mixed flower borders. Per packet.—«, d.

AFRIC.V^US, green, very handsome o g

ALBIDUS (new), white fruited, stems and leaves silvery,

very handsome 9

OBERMANNI (new), red, splendid i o

PURPUREUS, purple Ot

„ JifAJOR, purple, magnificent (new) ..18

SANGUINEUS (new), splendid red fi-uit, in large bunches,

producing a grand effect 6

TUNIGEN3IS, very handsome and ornamental (new) .. (

ORNAMENTAL CUCUMBERS AND GOURDS.
TIioso who have not hitherto cultivated the finer varieties of this singular and highly interesting class of plants will find them invaluable for covering rustic work, alcoves, arlwurs,

verandahs, rough fences, old stumps of trees, or sloping banks. As striking objects in conspicuous places, such as prominent points of shrubbery borders, or on lawns, trained oi«

wire-work, nr other temporary supports, they will produce an effect at once interesting and pleasing; their large leaves variously coloured and singularly marked fruit, combined witli

curious anil endless shapes and sj^es, render them general favourites. See Gardeners' Chronicle of last week for a Descriptive List of 50 varieties. Thirty tjarieties for 7s. (jrf. ; 20 do.,5A W;
12do., 4s. Gd. ; mixed packets, 1^. (^Cultural Directions accoinpany each facht)

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES.
Plants at once extremely interesting and highly effective ; the taller growing kinds having an elegant appearance in shrubberies, islands, the sides of ravines, rivulets, or lakes;

ductile the smaller sortA add beauty and variety to mixed flower-borders, and many of them, when cut and dried, are invaluable for winter decoration. Oar Collection comprisea miny

^.valuable varieties, which should occupy a place in every garden:—^ee descriptive List of 60 varieties in our Advertisement in last week's Chronicle. 30 vara, for 7s. Qd. ; 20 do., 5«. ; 12do., 2^.64

,J^ »0\T .RKABY AXD FORWA.TIDED FRKE AND TOST PAID. A PRICED LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS SUIXABLE FOR SECLUDED
WOODLAND WALKS, WILDERNESS DECORATION, &c.

P ,E L A R G N J U M S

.

The favmir with which this splendid class of plants is now being regarded by all lovers of flowers, and the great desire manifested by amateurs for raising new and improved varietiw, hifi

inducocd our Sardinian Correspondent to give this department of floriculture his special ottention.
•W To enable our patrons to j udge of the merits of the flowers they may expect to raise from the seed we offer, he has dried numwous specimens of seedlings raised by him during the

-past seasop,jipd which may be seen at our establishment.

Eight Collections of
For English, French, and Fancy varieties, see our^SPRING CATALOGUE or Advertisement in (7fflr(im<r«* C/tronicZ? of February 4.

the newest Pelargoiumns saved from the choiceat^n^paod. sorts,, per packet—Large-flowering varieties, 2«. 6d. ; Fancy ditto, 2s. 6rf. ; J. Odier's 4 spotted ditto, 2*. M-

CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEEDS, Jrom one of the choicest Collections in Europe
and only from the moat perfect flowers of the ne^'estand handsomest English stage varieties, or seedlings from them.

For the Collections of Carnations and Picotees,.«9e-.oupflPRING CATALOGUE or Advertisements in ffar(f€;wrs' CftrowicZfi of Januaiy U & 21.
Carnations saved from the choicest flowers mixed 2«.i6(i. pen packet Picotees- saved from the choiceat flowers jnixed 2*. 6(£. per packet.

Perpetual or Tre6

D A T TS E A.
Humilis flore pleno (chlorantha flore pleno, Bot. Mag., July

1950) deep gr^den yellow. A magnificent plant, producing
a profusion of very large, double, sweet-scented flowers, which
continue in bloom till the frost sets in, one of the greatest
"novelties of the season (rare). 9rf. per packet.

2 6 Perpetual or Tree .. - 2

ilSIASTHUS JLAVENN^.
6 y»

Exfcremoly elegant and more graceful than the Pampas
OrftSSf whioh it resenobles in appefu^noe and habit of gT'o^li

;

its noble^,plumes of silvery infloreecense are pare white, and
most delicately-beautifal ; a dried specimen can be seen at our
establishment. Is, per packet*

PASSIFLORA,

CUPHEA EMINENS.
Long 'tubed flowers, bright red and yellow, free ^"'^T^

and exceedingly handsome, forming a bush from 3 tt> *.»"

in -height and with branches rising above, the
*^'^*^J?.

horizontal manner, Uko those of the Norfolk Island rmc

Is. M. per packet.

COXTESSA Clara GigHucci. lavender shaded with rose; flowers large, and produced in the greatest abundance tjie whole year rou;id. A masnificant varuty,

very hardy new (seeds rare). 2^. M. and 55. per packet. . ^
.

.

AKuTUTIS uRaNDIFLORA (Hew).—Beautiful pale sulphur yellow, centre dark crimswi, extremely large and exquisitely beautiful. Is. per packet.

1HUNBE^GIA COCCINEA.—Scarlet, flowering in clusters j^very elegant, new, and hand some. Is. 9i. per packet.
A fplendid Collection of 100 sorts of ANNUALS, including the New Sorts introduced this year, forA aplondid Collection of 50 sorts of ANNUALS, including some of the-New-Sorts introduced thia

SORGHUM, OR HOLCUS SACCH^RATUS SEED.
SUTTON AITD SONS, litPOBTEBS, can supply genuine

new .Seed at 1#. 6<f. per lb., or Gd. per packet. With in-
spi^qtiona on Cultivation.

OTNERIUM ARGENTKUM, or PAM-PAS GU^BS.—A
paci^ctof Seed, withlnstnictioason Cultivation free by post^a receipt of 12.penny stamps. Plants U. tiJ. to 8*. 6rf. each.
.*loTTO?f A Sons, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading,

KOHL RABi, OR TURNIP CABBAGE.
SUTTOX AND aO^S, Sbkd Growers, Rending,

have a good stock at present of fine new seed of KOHL
itABI, the same kind as the specimens exhibited on their
stand at the Smithfield Club Cattle Show and at the Crystal
Palace Root Show. Tiiis is a valuable plant for Sheep feed and
will thrive where Swedes and Turnips fail, not being liable to
suffer from miMew nor caterpillars. Present price, .*>«. per lb
The cultivation is very simple, as see Sutton's Farm Seed List.

Royal Berkshire Seed Eatabh'shmpnf Pf-a^in-T

u tr

ABIES INVERTA (new Weephicr Spruce Fir), a
.wietyof the common Spruce, in growth like a Kilmar-Jw^Weepu^WUlow; its leader stmightens itself in the old

^^i.'n. 1 ' ^^ff^ Cedar. It is the best weeping variety ever

-wh^ 4iU'bc foi^^S^'^^P^^^l"^^ ^^^^ blen taken, one of^fl^ wUl be forwaWed on receipt of 12 postage stamp^.

T«a^S at incrw^^^Sa^ ordered. A few extra^fine s^>eci-

R^'^HAHDSMrm.Kurseryman, Worcester.

MARCH AND APRIL THE BEST TIME FOR PLANTING
ASPARAGUS.

\rOUElaL AND CO. having .a .large Stock of theX above growing, on the Sea Coast, of the fijiest quality,
beg to offer it si, the following prices :—
ASPARAGUS, aiANT, two years . . . . 2';. Qd. per 100.

„ three years .. ., Bs. 6d.

,, four years . . . . ,5s, Od.

Bojal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

N E W P E A.

NUTTING AKT) SONS having purchased the Stock
of ft NEW DWARF WRINKLED MARROW PEA,

raised by Dr. Maclean, offer it for distribution in pint packets
at 2s. eaoii. Nutting & Sons will grow it this season for next
year's supply.

Xiiis Pea is remarkable for its earliness as a wrinkled Marrow,
dwarf habit (2 foet), fine flavour, and great productiveness.

Seed Warehouse. 60, Barbican, London, E.G.

THE J^EW ROCHELLE BLACKBERRY,
Oftlculatod to produce 150 bushels to an acre of fine well

ilavoured fruit suitable for preserving, wifte, or for the dessert,
coming in after the R ispberry i grows to the height of 8 to 10

feet.
_
The fruit is produced in large terminal racemes, the

individual aggregate berries ai'e large like small conglomerated
bunches of miniature black Grapes, the individual berries
weighing, in many instances, 80 grains. It bears on the prer
vious year's wood, similar to the Raspberry. A fine stock of
plants ia now ready, 9d. each, or 6s. per dozen. The Trade
KbenOly supplied. ~A printed circular of its history, culture,
&c., will be forwarded to every purchaser.
^ENav May, th^Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

TO LONDON MARKET CARP£N£f^
frht,WANTED, CHOICE VEGETABLES ATfD tnt> .

Direct fbom the Grower.—A weekly supply '^"^
out the season will be required, and as the Pi*^*^ « mjj-
liberal, first-class goods are indispensable. t»rowe

apply to GEORGE TAYLOR, _

Vegetable and Fruit-S-albs>IA>. ^j^
The G^aud Stand, St. John's Market, Uvert-

A GEM FOR 1860 IS '''^^^^^^ r\M.
INJ-EW MAUVE COLOUR V^^^Sl'
-Ll LADY MIDDLETOX,—Pips and truss i»rg«T^ ^,^
quite new in colour, particularly fragrant, an-J j^ior.
point first-rate for pots, for bedding, or exhibition- P»

^vsi-*'
of Shrubland Park Gardens, having seen it growing, ^^^ ^

of similar habit to "Geant des BataiUes," ifd Z^ngod^
charming bed, and a valuable additiou for the .^"^ITLber 25.

the soft lilac varieties. See "Cottage Gardener, .r^^^g; "I

1859. page 54, where Mr. Beaton, writing "P***^
i,

jl25W*
hasten to eongratulato Mr. Jeffries, of Ipswich, on_^;f

^^, .^jdy
m raising a Verbena at last worthy of th® "f^L ' Oottt<«
Middleton.' It has passed through the *o&ce ot ^ .^ |t5

GMidener' to our censorship, and i had a gl-n^P^^ ^i
fragrance filled the room ; the colour is ob«muog-
warranted to stand all weathers as well as ^Geani

or * Mrs. Holford.' Five out of seven of the tou^^rind *

.Jeffrias would be in the fiishion next year by sen ^^^ ^

' Lady Middleton ' Verbena as a aiauve colour. ^^^
week in April 5s. eaqh, or six for 21.'., free ^y^^^t<^1'*•
quired to partiesforwwding PostroSce orderpa^T^
.l-R^PfDIIiiJ A-1, 1 -kT^r -. r«B«-i«h. S«dO*»*
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"pjNE APPLES, GRAPES, Xc.

PIXE PLVN'TS, Fraiting-atid Bnccession,

GRAPE VINES, from Eyes, for Fruiting in Pots or Planting. !

JOHN" WKKKS AND CO. can now supply any quau-
j

titv of very fine strong healthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting

Succession ; also remarkably fine strong Grape Vines from

Eyes, all the best sorts.

John Wreks & Co. '3 Horticultural ShowEstablishnaentis now
entirely devoted to the Growing and Forcing of Fruits in great

variety, thereby showing the most improved plans of construc-

tion, and the most superior system of Hot-water Apparatus.

John Wreks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

AppaKitu s Manufoeturers. King'a Road, ChoUea. London, S.W .— ^ NEW FUCHSIAS.
STEWAKT AND NEILSON", Liscard, Cheshire, will

be ready to send out on the fii*st week iu April good
Plants of the following :—

REV. J. TOBIN".—Tube and sepals light crimson, corolla

puce, fuunel sliaped, well rcflexed
;
good habit, and free

bloomer. 7*. 6d.

MBS. JOrN'SON'.—Tube and sepals fine waxy white,

corolla lilac edged with crimson, refiexed, large flower
; good

hiiit. and free bloomer. 7s. 6d.

MISS C. JONES.—Tube and sepals white, corolla rosy
scarlet, large flower, well reflexcd

; good habit, and free

bloomer. 5«. ^
SUPERB DOUBLE BALSAMS.

HALF SPECIMEN TEA-SCENTED ROSES,
Grown in 6-rNCH Pots for Exhibition.

^Zu ^?^EP?D PLANTS perdoz. 24..
femaUer Plants m 48 or 4-inch pots ,, 12

^
Selection left to W. W. & S.

Y^/ M. WOOD AXD SON are now prepared to supply

o-rrJnc- ?, fiT*^"^
Plants of the above from their extensive

blOCK. CATALOGUES may be obtained on appUcation, and
extra ])laut3 added to each order to compensate for carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Mareafield , near Uckfield, Sussex.

Z ^,
NEW ROSES FOR i860.WWOODLANDS ^1:JR<:ERT, MaEESFIELD. NEAR UCKFIELD, SuSSEX.

ILLIAM WOOD AND SON have now ready
for delivery the following superb new ROSES, in fine

strong healthy plants. 5s. each retail ; Ss. each, Trade price.
HYBRID PERPETUAL3. f Mademoiselle Bonnairo

Admn-al Nelson (Ducher) (Fernet)
Alexandrine do Bclfroy Montebello (Fontaine)
(Fontaine) . Princesse Clotbilde (Fontaine)

i>

ft It

FSJSD A. SillTH are now sending out SEED of
• their sui)erb BALSAMS, which are unrivalled for .size,

form, brilliancy of colour, doublcness of flawer, and habit of

plant

in collections of nine separate colours , 2«. 6d.
mixed „ . . . . ..20
„ ,, half quantity., 1

_ The above are genuine only in our sealed packets, and
may bo had of most respectable Nursei-ynien and Seedsmeil in
the United Kingdom.—Dnlwicb, Surrey, S.

CHRVSANTHEMUMS.
JH. BIRD, P.H.S., N"trEsERTMAN, Stoke Newington

• begs to inform his friends and the public that he has the
finest Collection and the largest Stock of Chrysanthemums and
Pompones in the world, and can supply them by the 100, lOOO,
or 10,000.

»5 Pair of Best POMPONES, lOs.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 10s.

25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTINGS, 5s.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, Do., 6s.

CATALOGU£S for one stamp. To save trouble all orders to
be pre-paid.

ILLIAM HOLMES begs to offer the following in
strong Plants of all the best varieties :— per doz.—s.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS .. .. 5
* POMPON E Ditto , . . .5

DAHLIAS 4s. to 6s. and 9
FUCHSIAS 4*. to 6
VERBENAS 3s. to 4
CATALOGUES in exchange for one stamp.

Frampton Park Nxirscry, Hackney, N.E.

WARRANTED GOOD SEEDS^I

GEOPvGE DAVISON'S PKICED SEED LIST is

now ready, and will be forwarded post free upon applica-
tion. It contains selections of all the most approved Vegetable
and Agi'icultiu-al Seeds in cultivation. No. 1, Complete Collection
for a large garden, M. ; No. 2, 21. ; No. 3, 11. ; and No. 4, IDs. Qd.

Tri\ittaaii attention is paid to Grass Seed Mixtures.
Permanent P&sture Grass Seed mixed to suit every descrip-

tion of land, at from 27s. 6d. to 32s. pier acre. Renovatuig Mix-
ture, 9d. per lb. Fine New Red Clover, 52». per cwt., cash
HamplwauppHed.—Hereford Seed Establishment.

SrX SUPERB NEW FUCHSIAS.
r:j_EOKGE SMITH begs to announce that Illustra-

\v li"^"^ °J}^^^
''*^°™' beautifully coloured by Mr. Andrews,win be sent in exchange for 13 postage stamps. For descrip-

tion seo Gardeners' ChrmucU, February 4 and 11.
G. Smiths CATALOGUE is now ready, descriptive of the

VFRRVv'r4* p''pTnv?f2*^i'^"*'?
^^ GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS.V£RBE>Ab PETUiNIAS. &c., in exchange for one stamp.

iQllmgtoo Nursery, Homsey Road, Islington, London, N.

S^fo^^^I?
NEWDOUBLE COKOLLA'D FUCHSIAS.

.V °'i*,^^^9^^~'^'"^®*"'*«*^pal8 dark scarlet, beautifully
retlexea (a quahty hitherto wanting in double corolla'd Fuch-

rovSSt'r i^^^'I!^'^*^^
^'^'"'^^^^ expanded, very free bloomer.

LuwsihLLATlON.—A flower of immense size and sub-
stance, tube and sepals light red, ccH-uUa a light violfet-tinted
uiM, very distinct.
Blooms of the above were submitted to Mr. Glenny's judg-ment who describes them as being "fine examples of double

STw #^**^ may bj considered noble flowers." Plants readywe l8t of May. A remittance or reference from unknown cor-
re^udents. Usual discount to the Trade,
_JMLtiAM WiKDEBANK. BevoJs Valley Nursery. Southampton
paiNESE nUM ROSE.—Very superior Umbriated
V-^ varieties saved by a first-rate private grower, per
iWKet, Is. : fimbriata alba, do., 1». per jjacket ; Gmbriata™ta, choice, from the continent, U. per packet. The Trade
WppUed.
^^^CEOLARIA.—This is annually received from a private
r^^^i for years renowned for his first-rate Calceolarias, and
"optenthe fullest satisfaction, per packet. Is. ; extra, from«w« new, 2». 6 /. per packet : also fine new contihcntal dwarf
Srowuig varieties, tee Catalot^Oie,

.JjgyHEM Baowy. Seed EnUblishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

•XTT-^^,*^^'^ ^^^"^ NURSERIES, HENDOW, N.W^jVW DAHLIA-" THE CHANCELLOR."—First
/* ^^^^^^^^^Qot NaUonal Floricultural Society; First

9k^v' ^^^^^^ > F'rst Clasa. Saffron Waldcn ; First Class.

S^to NewSft mi ^'"'^ ^"'" ^' ^^ ^*^^"^ ^^^^^^

IlantB of this majnJifieeDt new variety will be sent out on
fK {« f** .

^'*"y orders are requested. Delivered carriage

Belle de Bourg-la-Reine (Mar
gottin)

Duche-sse de Magenta (Guillot)
Gloire de Santenay (Ducher)
Louis Quatorze (Guillot)
Madame Boll (Boyau^
Madame Charles Crapelot

(Fontaine)
Madame Eugene Vcrdior

(Guillot) (Fontaine)
Madame Louise Carique

Sdnateur Vais-se (Guillot)
Souvenir de Monceaux
Triomphe de Lyon (Pemet)
Vainqueur de Solferino (Da-

rn aisin)

Victor Verdier (Lacharme)

TEA-SCENTED.
Due de Magenta (Margottin)
MadeuioistUe de Sertot
(Pernet)

C"nv! ^.^U LOWER S EEDS.-SPEENDID
»S>J?i^R^*2'^*^° /^^^^^^^^^^-^' ^^^^ from Messrs.

UM S «^ o^Pf^ wUoctian, with directions for sowing,

^'i.^ttRARlA from tbo n«wM( kinds, with directions for

PRnim ^- yf^ P»cltot.

«fc nV!::^ ^^^'i^;;!:.
the most beautiful fringed, of various

'-•- Wr »<*it."''
***«*^t^«»« f<^ Bowing, veiy fine, Is. and

. ,* rrmi ?^i^^- «"P"b mixed. 100 seeds. Is.^RLV 9CAKLET TEN-WEEK STOCK, fine. 6d. per

BS^S^i2^i]!i" FORMOSUM. <W. perpadtet.
WwT* , *** •'"t «"*• ia sealed pAcketa, and
«l'iry wiperioT kind. All posrfree.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above may be had on
application.

NEW R O S^.

A PAUL AVD SON" invite attention to their NEW
• TEA-SCENTED ROSE " PRESIDENT," which obtained

a Certificate of merit from the Royal Botanic Society on the
2l8fc March. 1S60, and which is now first offered for sale. It is

figured in the Rose Annual for 1859-60. The plant is of hardy
constitution ; the flowers are large, full, of fine form, varying
in colour from blush to salmon, and very sweet. It is confi-
dently anticipated that ib will prove one of the finest of Tea-
Scented Roses. Price 5s. per plant ; a few extra strong plants,
10s. 6d. each. The usual discount to the Trade when three or
more plants are ordered at once.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE,
GEORGE JACKMAX and SONS' PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1S59, ik SPRING 1800
comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds; New and
Selected Roses ; fine varieties of American Plants ; Clioice and
Rare Conifers ; Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

;

and a fine stock of transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had
free on a]){>]ieation.— "Woking Nui-sery, Surrey.

GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.
TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, Seedsman and Fiohist,

bogs most respectfully to inform his friends and purchasers
ofSEEDS generallv. that his unrivalled Collection of GENUINE
AGRICULTURAL VEGETABLE and FI.OWERSEEDS, is now
ready, of which a PRICED CATALOGUE maybe had upon
application.

T. B. further guarantees that every arlicle is grown and
SKLKCTED with the greatest care under his own personal atten-
tion. Orders from unknown corrcFpondcnts must be accom-
panied with Postage Stamps or P. O. O.
Seed Establishment, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge, E.G.

AMERICAN PLANTS, »c.
MESSRS. WATERER awd GODFREY'S CATA-

LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may
be had on application. It de.scribes fully all Rhododendrons
worth growjng, and contains a List of Azaleas, Hardy Heaths,
and other American Plants, as well as a summary of the
general stock of the moat extensive Nuraeri&s in England.
The Catalogue may also be had at Messrs. May's & Co .

1, "ft'ellington Street, Strand, \T.C.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking', Surrey.

GRAND EXHIBITION OF CAWELLIAS, Xo.
In tub Exktcr Nurseky.

r UCOilBE, PINCE. AND CO. respectfully announceX^ that the sjjlendid specimens in their celebrated larffe
Camellia House are now finely in flower
Their SHOW HOUSK is also in great perfection, being filled

with a choice and extensive collection of various ornamental
plants.

CAMELLIA BLOOMS, CHOICE BOUQUETS, and CUT
FLOVy'ERS supplied to order on the shortcbt notice, and care-
fully packed to travel any distance with perfect safety. Prices
can be had on applicitit.n".—Exeter Nursery, Ex. ter.

E X H ! B I T I O N 0~F CAMELLIAS.
JOHN IIALLY respeetfuliy invites attention to the

splendid coUcction of CAJIELLIAS now in bloom in the
Conservatory at his new Nursery, Granville Park, Blackheath ;
three minutes' walk from the T,ewisham, and a quarter of an
hour's walk from the Blackheath Station of the North Kent
Railway.
N.B. Intending purchasers had better come on to the Black-

heath Station and call at the Seed shop oppos^ite, whore con-
veyances are always in attendance.

Blackheath, opposite the Rail^-ay Station.

THE NE\7 "HbirnCULfTJRAL GARDEK". —
Persons wishing to Lave specimens of their Wr.rks placed

for Exhibition in the New Garden at KcnsiHf;t.»n Gore should
now forward particulars of the claFS of articles tlioy wish to
exhibit, and the space required, tliat the Council of the Horti-
cultural Society iTiay decide whether the articles propwed to
be exhibited will be approi.riate to the Garden, and whether
space can be found. '

No space will be allotted to articles wliicli it is proposed to
remove at the end of a few months.
No charge will bo made for space.
The name of the Exhibitor will be affixed to each article.
Space will pn.bably be found for objects IN CEMENTS/

such as Edgingp, Balustrades, Vapes, Statues—IN TERRA
COTTA, Pilch as omamcnts forPpandrils. Edgin;.'?, Balustrades,
Vasea—IN BRONZE AND II ON, such as Vases, Statues,
Seats, Trelli.s-work—IN STONE AND MARBLE, such aa
Statue-s, Vases, Edgings, for fountains; coloured varieties for
pavemcnfs—IN CHINA, such as Vases, Jardinieres—EN-
CAUSTIC TILES.
SLATES of large size and peculiar qualify for Greenhouse

walks.
Proprietors who may wish to exhitiit specimens of their

quarries will be ubietoexbibit -such in theshape oi pedestalsj, A:c.

Letters to be addressed to the Assistant-Secretary, Hoi ticul-
tural Society. S. St. Martin's Place, London, WC.

COLLluCTOR OF SEEDS aId PLANTS
REQUIRED.—The Horticulturil Society i^ about to

j

resume the importation of seeds and plants' by means of
Collectors in foreign countries. The Council are therefore
desirous of finding a well inform^id active Gardener fandliar
with garden plants who is ready to engage iu this undertaking.
A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese would he desirable.
Salary in proportion to attainments.—Apply iiifmediatcly by
letter only, inclosing testimonial.^, to the Secretary of the
Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's Place, London, W.C.

-A«

SATURDAY, JIAItCII Zl, ISGO.

MEETINGS FOR TIJE EXSUIA'G IVEEK-
MoNUAT, .April 2—Kntonio'oKifHl 3 p.m.
" fD>ESn.iv, — 4— l!oyal Botanic (SjiriBp MeeUcjfj 2p,k.
Thubsdat, — a—hinucaa 8 *.k.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-
form their friends and patrons that their PRICED ANn

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of Exotic Orchids, StOve,
Greenhouse, and Hardy Ferns, Miscellaneous Stove, Green-
house, and Hai-dy Plants, Variegated and Ornamental Foliaged
Plants, Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons, Indian Azalea,
Gloxinias, Fuchaiaa, Geraniums, Herbaceous Plants, Fruit
Trees, &c., are now published, and will be forwarded post free
on application.—Paradise Nursery, Seren Sisters and Hornsey
Roads, Hollowav, London. N.

J LINDEN'S Establishment at Bettssels for the
• iNTRODircTrON of New Plants respectfully announces that

the following select novelties will be ready for Sale on and
after the 1st of May next. Delivery free out of the Cu.stom
House in London.
PTERTS TRICOLOR (Linden).—Wonderful and most extra-

ordinary variegated Fern, described in Gardentrt' Ch^rniidt,
p. 217. Fine plants, 42«.

'CAMBYLOBOTRY'S REGALlS (Linhen).—Charming plant
with magnificent omated loUage (the leaves being 8 inches
in length by 5 inches broad), sxiperior in beauty to any
Auiectochilus. Nice plants at 2l5.

*. d.
Maranta argyi£ica,Linden 21
Monochsetvim nitidum.

Linden .. .. 8
,, tenellura, Naudin .. SO
PoggendorfBa rosea^
Knrsten (a new genus
of Passifloraccae) . . 12 6

Salvia cacalisefolia, Benth. 8
Trinien™ AMV^oides.
Naudin SO

Cibotium princepsCsplen-
did Fcm> . . . . 21

s.d.

J*

t*

it

It

Begonia hypargyr«fi,
species from Assam,
margaritacea, species
from Assam.
nivosa, species from
Aflsacm.

DuchessG dc Brabant
Funckii

dampylobotryg smara^
dina. Linden .

.

Cohimnea erythrophltea,
Decaisne

Cyanopliyllum (?) aasami-

cum -• .. ••

Gesnera ignea. Linden .

Isotypusrotiflorus,Triana 21

Lasiandra Fontaneaian a,

D. C.
Locheria (Achiraenes)
cenochroa, Decaisne .

.

Locheria (Achimenea)
pardina, Decaisne

S

8

8
S
5

12 6

8

21 1

8

8

8

8

FOLIAGED PLANTS.
CupaniaPindaiba . . 42
Gusrea brachystachya . . 25
loica nucifera . . . . 43
Oreopanax (Araha) dao-

tyiifolium .. .. 42
Oreopanax platanifoUum 42
Rbopala crcnata . . . . 42

- iiigida .. .. 42

mS,^^'' * 8o«». S*«d8ra«

J Linden's NEW CATALOGUE for 1860, jtt«t published,

contains the deacriptiona of the above-mentioned pJantfl, and

wiU be sent free on application. DiflFerenfc specie^ (among
"

*or) are figured in the second mnntier of

s," which will appear in the beginning of

Awil at Mr. Lovell Reeve's. Henrietta St., Covent Oarden, W.O.

Agent in London : U. R. Silberkad, 5, Harp Lane. Great

TovJer Street, EC. Brnwela: Boyal Zook^cal and Hortic^d-

tural Garder.—March 31.

Hortus

Tke^ paper makei;s, or some of them, appear
to be in the eonditiou of Goethe's uh fortunate-
apprentice to magic. After trjicg their charm in.

vain on Sir Robert Pkel and liia Euccesaois they
at last have found a Chancellor of the Exchequer
^ho anticipates every wish. The apprentice cried
for water to the broomstick, and the broomstick
gave him enough to drown him ; the paper makers
cried for relief to the Chancellor, and the Chan-
cellor has flooded them with it.

They now say that they will he ruined, and
what is worse, that the public will bo badly
served. In like manner when corn-laws were
repealed, our good old English farmers towed
that not only they, but the whole English nation
was condemned to destruction. Yet the farmers
were mistaken. And so with the glass makers i
the excise of glass was a millstone round tha neck
of the manufacturer, but the removal of the
excise was by some thought a greater evil. Both
conjured up the demon of competition. Yet glass-
making liaa thriven more than ever. The pap6r
manufacturers are in the same predicament. It ig
certain that substitutes for lags, from which paper
has been chiefly made, are around u3 in boundless
profusion, but to use them instead of rags involves
the necessity of altering maeliuery. You cannot
convert intu paper n«ir materials witii the same
mechanical eoutrivauces as are siiflicieBt far rags,
neither will it answer to empJoy for tuoh a li^o-

foreign fibres -which are fit fO* textile purpdse?,
because thty are worth more nniiiey thna. paper
makers can pay. The TTstUrivtl of pa .«r must
either be refuse or short-stapltd fcubfetanccs not

convertible into rope or woveiLfabricfj Kags are

the favourite source of paper, because of the low-

ness of their price^ and not because thi^y are half-

formed paffcr, as somebody says—whick they are

not. Machinery has been made to suit them. It

is therefore quite natural that paper mi^nafacturers

should vievv with dislike whatever puts tlvem to ihe

necessity of expending more capital' thaa Las
hitherto been required, in order to use unaccua-
tomed subdtauces. But to say that if they cannot

get lags they cannot make paper is surely ul-
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worlhy men of their iutelligence. As lo the lear

that the English trade will be driven out of the

market by foreign paper made from the rags of

which foreign Governments prohibit the exporta-

tion, we shall only say that such low priced foreign

paper as has been hitherto made is unfit for the

purposes to which paper is principally applied in

this country.

It is not worth while further to notice the state-

ments that have been published respecting this

matter ; and we will only ask those who are con-

cerned to think over the following^ suggestions,

and consider whether it is not their interest to

shake off the thraldom of rags, to do which is the

only way to lender themselves independent of

foreign governments. There is an abundance

of available short fibre in the common Furze,

not fit for linen or cordage, easily extracted and

easily bleached. There is an excellent material

<jf a similar kind, with a longer staple, in the

common Broom, Cannot the enormous quantity

of land laid waste by railways be profitably

cropped with Furze and Broom, which, would

to call for a special description. It measures

exactly 40 inches in length, and weighs 41 lbs.

In form it may be compared to a huge Cucumber
with a slender neck. The surface is even and

unbroken; there is no tendency to fork; but,

owing to the stiffness of the ground in which it

has been grown, the outside is not so perfectly

level as it would have been in sand or vegetable

soil. Its greatest girth is 8 inches at 5 inches

distance from the point. And all this is the

produce of one season.

The specimen in question, which was grown at

Hatfield and for which we are indebted to the

kindness of the Marquess of Sa.liscurt, seems to

confirm Mr. Ivery's opinion that this new esculent

will become in time a crop of the same nature as

the Potato, over which it has some advantages.

..... ^^ucio wruten on with n.any respects excellent, but t^'andy if they could h.t\^h

gone all is gone. Lead stamped Mrith^t^irnr
are excellent, but rather expensive and t v
some to make well

;
besides which their weiaKf

^'

causes the wire by which thevare ftiKiT^nr,^ j ^^
through them. Zinc labels written- - ^ ^^

pared ink are in m
would be more handy if they could beT T"^
with a solid pencil instead of a liquid m^
lead paint rubbed on a smooth lath with the ^
and then written on with a pencil, offers a

^^^^

dirty and not very permanent method ^^'^

Our readers will, therefore be gkd to knowtW
a ** solid marking ink pencir* has been nr^ 1

by Mr. DUxXN, of Durham Place, Dalstou g/
London, which promises to supersede the oldc^^^'
trivances. In appearance it resembles those biaT
lead Cedar pencils, whose points are made to n
trude by a spiral turn in the case. The mater^^f

It does not suffer from frost ; it does not mildew ; .. ^
no one has seen it diseased; audit requires less

!
itself is in texture,like lithographic chalk^'tW*^

fuel to cook it; 10 minutes' boiling is all that it| to say, softer than the softest lead, but hard enonil*
demands. On the other hand it must have ' *

'
"

'
'"'

deep trenching, an excellent thing in gardens,

which are scarcely ever trenched deep enough.

embelliah those dreary lines ? The crop could be If we assume that a square yard will be sufficient

for a single plant, and that two such roots as that

now described, or an equal weight—say 9 lbs.

—

will be produced by each plant—we shall have
above 19 tons an acre. But it will be prudent not

to calculate u[K)n more than 10 tons, which we
should think would be a paying crop even for a

market gardener if he has good deep rich land.

As to purchasers being unwilling to buy the roots,

it is not a very hazardous prediction to say that

as soon as they know the value of Yams they will

take them in preference to Carrots or Parsnips.

"What chemists may say as to their nutritive value
has to le ascertained ; but it is incredible that a

root which is the universal food of all tropical

countries should be of less value than other fari-

naceous products of the earth. The starchy matter,

or fcecula, of the Chinese Yam is among the purest

that is known, and would enter into competition
with Arrow-root itself.

In another

sown by any clever gardener, regularly cut at

very little expense, be carried on by railway

to retting ponds and mills for making ** half

stuff," that is to say, half-made paper ; and thence

transferred by those same railways to the paper

manufacturer himself. The railway companies

would thus receive some rental for their land, and

ft prodigious quantity of good material provided at

a cost not greater than that of converting filthy

cotton waste into paper would be available for the

paper market. Another refuse material which

promises well is the bine or stem of the Hop,
after the Hops are picked. Surely it would pay to

construct mills in the neighbourhood of the Hop
gardens of Kent and Worcestershire. To these

substances it is said that the fibre of Peat may be

added ; but of this we have no certain intelligence.

Ifc is true that the real worth of such articles can
only be ascertained by manufacturing them ; but
the worst holds out a better prospect of fitness

than the straw that was converted into the paper

we are now writing on, which would have been
regarded at one time as the most intractable of

substances,

Ab to materials of exotic origin, there are the

husks of Maize Cobs, that is to say, the thin

leaves which protect the ear of Indian Corn, and
the refuse fibre of Sugar-cane mills; they may be

procured from an easy distance, and might come
Lome as dunnage. Their quantity is inexhaustible.

Then there is the bad short Cotton of India, now
worthless in the market, and other common vege-
table substances of the same country, such as
Moonj, Bhabhur, Dhanche, and Yora, the cost of

which should be little more than freight. We
may also mention the wool of the Silk Cotton
trees of tropical America, within a few days'
sail of Liverpool, a substance only employed
in stuffing pillows and mattresses, or blown away
like the Tree Cotton of Canadian Poplars. This
is a short-stapled article, fer^e natiircB as they
say, demanding no cultivation, and whose market
Tame is 0. Its price is the cost of collection and
freight. It is ready made matter, bleached easily,

when bleaching is necessary. Cannot this, or the
fleecy down of countless tropical Asclepiads, be
compelled to obey the commands of the paper
maker, armed as he is with size and whitening.
We do not pronounce a positive opinion as to the
value of any one plant in particular ; but we are
persuaded that commerce will easily bring all

such substances under trial ; and '
until they 1

cultural importance, as will be seen by a report in
have been made the subject of fair experiment,

,

another column. Large numbers of fruit trees
assent to the doctrine 1

have been planted for trial, considerable collec-

At a meeting of the Horticultural on Tuesday
hst 51 more Fellows were elected, makins: 572
since the commencement of the year,

month there will be a further ballot.

The works at Kensington Gore are in active

progress. The great levels have been almost
finished ; so has the arterial drainage, both of

which oj)erations are at the expense of the Royal
Commissioners. The foundations of the main
entrance aud future offices of the Society are com-
pleted ; the arcades to be built by the Royal Com-
missioners will soon begin to rise ; and the future
features of the garden will daily become more
apparent, A general plan of the ground by Mr.
Nesfield has been finally accepted by H R.H.
the President, and the Council of the Society ; and
as soon as the levels are complete Mr. Etles will

begin to execute the principal groundworks. In
the meanwhile Mr, Neseield is occupied in
working out the minute details of his plan.

In another column will be found an invitation

to manufacturers of all kinds of horticultural
objects, statuary, vases, tiles, border edgings, to

make application for space in which to exhibit
them ; and it is now settled that the group of
bronze castings and granite work designed by
Mr. Durham in memorial of the Great Exhibition
of 1851, and to be executed at a cost of between
6000/. and 7000/., shall occupy a prominent
situation in the Garden.

Chiswick, too, is once more rising into horti-

to write with. When used upon wood linen
ivory, it produces an indelible mark, which is r^
or black according to the firmness of the preaaure
and the dampness of the surface written on. Br
exposure to light these marks become deeper
coloured. Our experiments on ivory-handfe^
knives and common deal tallies are perfectly

satisfactory. But we see that if wood is prenousW
soaked in a weak solution of common soda the

marks become blacker.

When used upon zinc which has been previously

moistened it also seems to do very well. But the

marks are rather too faint, and it would seem

that a longer exposure to light is required in order

to ^x the colour on that metal. In effect it ij

inferior to the nitromuriate of platinum ; but it is

more easy to write with, and after all is probably

dark enough.
We think these pencils well worth a trial. Tbs

case itself, or holder, only costs eighteenpence, and

pencils for refilling it are supplied at a shilliDj

apiece, so that they are within the means of everj-

body who requires such a contrivance.

we must withhold
that nothing will make good paper except
old rags. It is incredible that our machine
makers are unable to provide mechanical con-
trivances capable of reducing the most obstinate
fibre into pulp. It is equally incredible that
merchants should be unable to procure worthless
substances at as low a price as rags ; and it is

not less inconceivable that chemists cannot make
bleaching materials at a far lower price than they
now bear in the market. -

All these improrements must however be a work
of time. Machines cannot be altered, or experi-
itients tried, or new materials obtained in a day.
It would be 15 months before a crop of Furze or
Broom could he cut even if railway wastes were
sown immediately. In the meanwhile the price of
paper cannot be expected to faU in any consider-
able degree. ''

tions of kitchen garden articles have been sown
for comparison, and activity is infused into
every department. So that although as an orna-
mental place of resort it has perished, yet as an
experimental garden it must soon acquire a value
it has scarcely possessed before. All that it now
requires is supplies of seeds of new and handsome
plants for distribution among the Fellows of the
Society; and these cannot be had till a good, active,
and conscientious collector shall have been set to
work. The Society is, however, doing the best it

can to meet the wants of the public.

GOOB MATEKIALS FOB ITARKIIfa the labels of
plants are of such general utility that it seems
dciiirable to bring into notice every invention
which promises to be better than those which have
gone before. We cannot say that any at present

A -RAAT rtf fK^ n^-r^^ X- I

^^ "^® ^^^ precisely what are most desirable.

r.r.thTZ^ihTr..^^^^^^^''^'^'^^^^^^ "po^ Seton's, or auy other plan,much hner than any we have previously seen, as ! can only be used with a list, and when the list is

SOME CLIMBERS IN CEYLON*.—THE GOATS

FOOT IPQSKEA.
From the Colombo Observer of Wth January, 1S60.

Some months ago when the Galle Face was 1»iif

cleared of weeds, some person advised that the litg

straggling Creeper close to the sea-side road sliouMbe

pulled up also ; but the advice was overruled h ^
sideration of the flowers this plant produces, and "te

are sure bhat the floral display now daily to be seen on

each side of the road can seldom be equilled by any ow

plant growing in Ceylon. The thousands of large dirk

rose-coloured, hell-shaped flowers, witli still dirlMr

coloured throats, intermixed with the dark green and

curiously cloven leaves of this plant, cannot but be

observed and admired. The creeper in question »

known to botanists as the Ipomoea pes caprse, so namw

from the resemblance its two-lobed leaves bear tot

goat's foot. It is peculiarly a sea-side plant, and U wie

of those referred to by Sir Ktnerson Tennent in his 1»

of Uttoral plants. It is so tenacious of life in snffi

places, that we have seen yards of its stems tossed tro

by each succeeding wave, and yet take root at once oa

being allowed to rest. It claims close alliance wiw

two other seaside plants, both equally interesting, t*

one for its peculiar qualities, and the other as a nug-

nificent Sweet-Pea-like plant. The former is aW»
rejoicing under the name of Spinifex squarrow*

and is also referred to by Sir J. E. ^f^'
When its seeds are ripe large balls of_ it ««^

prickles (seed envelopes), about 2 to 3 '^^""^j^

length, break off and run along the ground, somng tw

seeds as they do so. Its Singhalese^ name is Ra™
Raewula, meaning Raman or Kamali's ^^*^^ ^^^.Jr
burnt it makes a crackling noise, which strongs

reminded us on one occasion of our boyish days,

we used to create a warlike sensation by *'l^'*°^!J^-Atf

in the fire ! The other plant is no doubt the -Hf^

Avari, which Moon mistook for the West l""'"?^

Bean, Phaseolus Caracalla, which we have "^"^.y^-^

in Ceylon. Our Colpetty one is the CanavaVia obti^'

which we shall notice shortly amongst Mr. In*^"

indigenous Leguminosae. l---^
Several years ago we saw the hedges in a p^ ^^^

the Peninsula of Jaffna covered with a ^^^ ^
flowered Ipomoea (?) which a good deal reseniOie"

^^
of the forms now cultivated about Colombo, »"" *

j^r
quarter we have various species, assuming ^^'^2*^
of the rainbow. Everywhere about ^^o^'^^

. , •?*iortlr

Vistnu-krandi(cure forVishnu'8Dy9entery),wittiit* ^
blue Forget-me-not-like flowers, adorns thepas*"™'^

the sea shores—it is the Evolvulus alsinoid*^
Ipomoea stipnlata, and the only species of Brew ^^^
Aniseia with those gaudy night-blowing ^i*^j,g^| f^
and the tiger-footed Ipomoea pes tigridis, so ^*

»|^j
the resemblance its beautiful lobed leaves bear to ^t^
foot, have all flowers of snowy whiteness, ft"

^-fto*
the last, are most conspicuous in the j""^l^ p^nt*
the coast to Puselava, The very curious ^^"^^.Vii*
Cuscuta, with their rootless aud leatte-^^

^°

i

t

!

I

1

I
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^r^gj^^'se^f^ping o7er tall Grass, or in

'"f- „:th their small nearly inconspicnous flowers,

r'*^t/i the same order, and one with spotted stems

***'f fln^rs the latter very h.rge for the genus, which
*^

If.W found at Neuera EUia, and in flower on our
*'' Me summit of One Tree Hill, we hope will
^ayuptoi.

^^.^^ ^^^ heibrewell known. The
^"'"

""c forms of Ipomcea tridentata and I. fiUcaulis

r^Tusider them only one species), with their light

ri^cotonred flowers, with dark purple centres, are

^^^^ ^ common cninamon garden plants,

^^r. ipomoea obscura,. with its white flowers and

f!.rt shaped leaves, is aUo common everywhere

v The Tpomoea chryseides with its tassels of

•^7'vellow flowers about i inch in size is common in

S nlaces while one of our showiest jungle plants,

S ated%; Mrs. Hor^fall by being called 1. Hors-

Sllae abounds in our jungles and is decidedly indi-

nmls It ^^ rose-coloured flowers and deeply

rilfflected leaves, with enormous Yam-like roots, and

•s Vnowu to the Singhalese as the Kiri-bada-ala.

A goecies of Plmrbifcis which Mr. Lear raised at Pera-

den^and supposed to have sprung up amongst some

South American seeds, turned out such a beauty that

the ffreat nnraeryman, Mr. Knight, sent him 20Z. for it,

and we suppose it is the P. Learii of the books.

Tiie Clove-scented and much dissected leaved Qnamo-

clit one of the most in request for covering trellis work.
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amusement by the issue of the spores in a smoky cloud

when squeezed, or as a popular remedy for cuts and
nose, bleeding. The largest of these is Lycoperdon
giganteumy which attains occasionally enormous dimen-

sions, and occurs in great quantities, though in many
districts it is local or only an occasional visitant.

Not only is the fructifying surface in the Pnffballs

and their allies inclosed in one or more coats called

peridia, but the double membrane, like the gills of

Agarics over which the hyir.enium is spread, is sinuated

and waved in every direction so as to form an inextri-

ble labyrinth, resembling when the plant is young the

crumb of bread on the first glance, though not, like that,

consisting of a mere mass of bubbles compacted into a

solid mass without a general communication with each

other. If these sinuous cavities are examined with a

good lens, while they are yet entire, a few delicate

tlireads will be seen to travei-se some of them, and if a

higher magnifying power be used the structure will be

found to be precisely similar to that of an Agaric, the

spores being produced perfectly free at the tips of little

spicules seated at the top of the cells of which the

hymenium is composed.

At first the contents of the PuflTball are white as snow.

A change however soon comes over the purity of the

crumblike mass, A slight yellow tinge awoinp.uiied

by an unpleasant odour first appears ; the wnUs uf tlie

cavities become fiaccid aud moist, and soon thtlr

when, on cutting across, the interior is ot an uuilorm
pure white. If yellow stains appear they are too old.

Slice them half an inch thick, have ready chopped herbs,

pepper, salt, &c., as for an ordinary omelette of eggs,

dip the slices iuto^olk of egg and sprinkle the herbs
and condiments upon them, fry in fresh sweet butter,

and let them be eaten immediately. They are much
lighter and more digestible than egg omelettes and
resemble br.iln fritters,"

The whole of the Puffballs however young are

certainly not good when dressed in this wise. We have
found Lycoperdon ccelatttnit however young and care-

fully prepared, though it had when dressed a very

delicate appearance, to bo quite uneatable, and Sovista

plurnhea belongs, in our estimation at least, to the same
category. Some species of Puff'ball is sold for food in

the Bazaars at Secunderabad, but what we know not,

as at present wc have not been able to procure a

specimen of it.

It has been long known that burnt Puflfballs have

anaesthetic properties, and they have in consequence

been successfully employed for taking honey without

destroying the bees. Of bite a further use ha« been

made of the dry mass as a substitute for chloroform, and

some important operations have been performed under

its influence with perfect success. The substance was once

also employed as tinder, and tliere is little dould fh^t

if well beaten to divest it of its spores it might b*

and the cordate-leaved one, both with scarlet flowers,

are foreigners, and so are the Morning Glories now so

TOmmon in Ceylon, and whose colours remind us of the

liuts:

—

••What filcilfiil limner e*er would choose

To paint the rainbow's Tarious huea.

Unless to morUil it were given

To dip his brush in dyes of heaven."

The blue-flowered Jaquemontia was very lately intro-

dnced to Cejlon, but is now one of the most_ favoured

ptrennial creepers we have got— it is always in flower.

The Ipomoea dissectn aud L pulchcUa arc equally famous

for covering houses in a short space of time. The arrow-

shaped leaves of the indigenous Ipomoea reptans, the

Konkoon of the Portuguese, are a favourite vegetable,

and are carefully cultivated for that purpose in gar-

densC while every person kno^^B, or ought to know.tliat

the famous Sweet Potato is the produce of the Batatas

eduiis, on§ of this order, and though now one of the

most commonly cultivated plants in Ceylon, is a native

of South America. For our own part we arc very fond
ofttood Sweet Potatoes, even with their frosty taste,

and infinitely prefer them to bad, dear, common Pota-
toes, quaUties now become frequent.

ilVCOLOGY.—No. XII.
_Lycopbbix»- gigaktecm, /v.— In all the Fungi
*hich Hie liave hitherto described, the fnictifjing
ftniface tboDgh turned away Irom the light, end con-
cealed in infancy, is in free communication with the
Otttvard sir. There is bovever a considerable tribe of
FuLgi in which the hymenium is never expos«;d till all
tk« foucUona o4 iructification ari* finU>ipH ur^A tKo

i-al size of a very small speeimen. (Copied by permisrion from <

structure is altogether lost, and for a time the whole

forms a soft mass like an olivaceous green poultice.

Gradually the moisture is absorbed, the outer bark

gives way if it did not crack at an earlier period,

showing beneath it a thin tough peridium stHiued with

the olivaceous mass within ; and this in turn bursts and

the whole cavity is filled with a dusty mass of threads

and spores, the latter of which are dispersed in myriads

with every rough motion of the wind.

I.t/ropf*rdon qiganteum has sometimes been referred

to the genus JSovUta, which is distinguihhed from the

more common Putt balls by the piesence of two distinct

peridia, and from most of ihem by the spores retaining

the spicules at the tips of which they were first

developed. The affinities however of the Oi;int Puffball

are evidently wMh Zgcope/don, and therefore Fries has

kept it in that genus notwithstanding its distinct outer

bark.
lycoperdon giganteum is one of the very best of our

esculent Fungi, when gathticd in quite an early stage

of growth aud properly drestted. Both Dr. Hadham

and Mrs. Hussey speak highly of it. It is much used

in Italy, where it is speciully called Vescia maggiore

buona da fnggere (the lar^e Putlbail good^ for frymg),

or fruit are ready for dispeision. Amongst these
»• the PqflbaUa^ with which almost every one is

personal experience, and there is very little anout ic in

Paulet This Fmigus will not keep many houra alter it

is (gathered, and VitUdiui* therefore advises cutting

slices irom the Fungus as it grows, and in this way a
,

supply may be obtained for a week.
tv n^ n

^rs. Hiisey's directions for cooking the Giant Puffball

are as follows:—

T

hey are in a proper state fur cooking

• This is Uken from Br. Badbam's book Wc «nnot find

rrt^^T^W thlTac^mmt in Viuadiui.bat « Dr. B«ihainw«a

SJISTuiiin scholar we hate lio d*>ubtthathe was corrwilu

liis report.

reville's Scottish Cryptogamlc Flora.)

substituted for Amadou. The spores mixed with mil&

are a iwpular remedy in Italy against scouring in oxen^

M. J. Ji.

SrU VV. J. IIODKKR'S KKPOllT ON KEW
GAKUKNS, 4lc.

Koyal Gardens, Kew, 27 th January, I860,

yir,—In obedience toyour instructions 1 slmll render

this my annual Keport on the Poyul Gardens as brief

as may be, for the jjast year 1859. The number of

visitors has been 384,698 ; 20,000, indeed, short of the

pievious year, when it suddenly rose fax above the

average annual increase, so much so that we still show

an incrrasc of 23,000 over 1857. The diminution is Uy

be in a great measure accounted for by the wet spring

and autumn of the past year and the very sultry heats

of summer.
1, TU JJvianiv Garden.-^Xn this department the

most manifest iniprovcraent is hi tlie increase of the

general colleetiou of plantu, by an active correspondence

an<l a system of exchHiige with almost all parts of the

world, espiicially of soeh kinds as are useful and oroa-

meiiUl, ejecting such as have neither of these reconi-

ujeodation ; bnt, of the Utter, specimens arc urseerred

in the Herbarium for the u*e of th« scientific botanist.

In pursuance of the instructions of tlw Hosrd, the

Hower-borders hav« b<en considataWy increa«»d, aud »

arcat number of the more gloomy evergreens have be^s

movc<l and replaced by flowering trees and shruba. »0
additions to oar hothousei and greeahousts have been

required, but all our pUaU in the eaustmg onea have

irreallj improved in beauty and fineness ot ^)ecimei».

Tlie arrangement of the inmates of the Palm stove u at

thU time undergoing a change that has already prpyed

hiahlv advauUgeona, both fur the better ^o^***. f "j^
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of that vast bnilding ; for aU the hrgost plants (a few
-of them 60 feet high) are being rcmovod from their
huge and unsightly tubs and planted in the ground
under the great dome, so that the visitor now walks
among them on a level with their lofty but yet graceful
trunks, and obtains such an idea of their nnignificence
ftS has no parallel in Europe.

2. The Pleasure Ground or Arhoretum.—Besides
the annual improvement here consequent upon con-
tinued planting from our nursery, the growth of exist-

ing trees and shrubs, the formation of new walks, and
the better keep of tlie vei-y extensive lawns, there are
two features in anticipation which will add to the
beauty and attractions of this ground more than any-
thhig that it has yet been my privilege to record. One
is the new lake, of 5 acres in extent, with wooded
islands (now in progress and nearly completed) ; the

- other is the forthcoming erection of what lias long been
the great desideratum of the Gardens, a Conservatory

- or temperate Greenhouse, on a scale commensurate
with tlie extent and importance of this great national
•stablisliment, and destined for the reception of all

trees and shrubs from extra-tropical countries, especially

our own colonies. A giant has been sanctiomd by
Parliament for this structure during the past session,

and a very beautiful and efficient plan prepared by
Deeimus Burton, Esq. (tlie designer of our Palm house);
and tenders for the erection are now under considera-
tion. As the contents of this structure will be of the
same character as those hardy plants which constitute
the ** Arboretum," it is the intention to erect it within
the so-called Arboretum (or pleasure ground), raised on
a terrace, which will be parallel with and near to the
fine Deodar vista leading to the P.igoda. As this
noble piece of ground is annually becoming more
popular and more frequented, it has been determined

in Ceylon ; and a fifth has accompanied Mr. Markham
to the Andes of Ecuador and Peru, for the purpose of

procuring plants and seeds of Cinchonas (Medicinal

Barks), for transport to India on a very large scale.

Mr. Bourgeau has recently returned from Captain

Palliser's British North American Exploring Expedition

(to which he was sent by Her Majesty's Secretary of

State for the Colonies) ; while another able botanist,

accompanying the Scientific Boundary Expedition, Dr.

Lyall, is still investigating the vegetation of British

Columbia, under the sanction of the Admiralty.

Besides the several periodical works vrhich are carried

on exclusively from the materials, and by authors

engaged at Kew (mentioned in my detailed Report),

the past year has witnessed the completion of the
" Flora of Tasmania," by Dr. Hooker, the last of a

series of botanical works, the result of Captain Sir

Jas. Ross's Antarctic Voyage, hy order of the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty; the appearance of

the first part of Dr. GrisebacVs "Flora of the British

West Indian Islands," by order of the First Secretary
of State tor the Colonies, and Mr. Thwaites's work on
Ceylon plants. And, lastly, I cannot close this Report
without making allusion to a feeling expressed by the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, already responded
to by tlie Governors in Council of some of the most
important of our Colonics, that a cheap and uniform
series of Colonial Floras should be issued in the English
language, and under the direction of the scientific

officers at Kew. Already, indeed, such a system mny
be said to have commenced in the following works now
in progress, viz., "A Flora of Victoria" (S. Australia),

by Dr. Mueller, Colonial Botanist at Melbourne ; of the
extended "Cjipe Colony," by Drs. Harvey and Sonder,
and of Ceylon, and of the West Indian Islands, just

alluded to; and we have crood reason for believinj:^ that

%
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pipes warms it before reachin^~lmy~~of the \
'~^

5th. The ventilation at each end as shown enabff. r
cultivator to regulate the heat to a nicety as all^ ivwarmed air from the centre must pass amonJ I^
plants before escaping. 6th. The gutter in roof Kp*
supported by hollow pillars of iron, the rain is bro Tdown one of them into a tank in the house placed

ported by iron standards, or the tables themselves m^

portion of the pipes, so that the water mav be ^\^
lukewarm for watering. 7tb. The slate tables a'

^^^^

be of trelUsed iron work. 8th. The shadiag lia ^Jj
effected by stretching the material from point to m"
oC roof; thus all danger from hail is prevented
M. Warner, Broomfiel.d.

Scarlet ^Rv.nner Beans in Beds.—lt may not L
known to some of your readers that these make
superb bed throughout the whole summer, merelvh^
pinching off all the running shoots as they appear aJ
keeping them dwarf. The mode I adopt is tjijs ?«

the last week of March, or beginning of April, { s^
the seed singly in 5-i_ncli pots, which are placed m a

leaf or two they are removed to a cold frame^wbere

moderate hotbed, and when the plants havepugbed

they are well protected with mats or otber coverin?

over the glass whenever the weather proves frosty

They are allowed to remain there until all dano-er Jf
frost is supposed to be gone, say to the end of iFayor

beginning of Jnne, taking care, during that time to

pinch, or clip oil' with a pair of scissors, tbe ton of

every tendril when a few inches long. Tbe plants, fall

of bloom buds, are then transferred from the pots

without disturbing the roots, into a bed prepared for

them. Tliey arc placed a foot or so apart every way.

In the course of a very short time, if the stopping hag

been properly managed, the bed becomes covered orer

with one dense mass of brilliant scarlet blossoms, wlilcii

No. 1.

at once to extend the period of admission fco the public,
which was little more than four of the summer months,
to six months in the year, namely, from the 1st of May
to the end of October. Within these grounds is the
private garden belonging to her Majesty. This has
been greatly improved by the addition' of new walks
and extensive shrubberies, now completed. Attached
to this ground also is the nursery formed for the supply
of the Metropolitan Parks, which is well stocked with the
necessary trees, &c., for immediate or future use.

3. The Educational, Instructive, and Scientific
Department, including the two Museums stored with
objects of the most varied and valuable description,
systematically arranged; the continually increasing
-•nd certainly unrivalled Herbarium, and the Library.—These are more than ever frequented by persons who
desire to obtain information on everything connected
with Botany and Vegetable Economy, and the useful
and commercial products of plants; not only by our
own countrymen, but to a remarkable extent by
foreigners j and there is scarcely a botanical work of
any repute, whether published on the continent of
Ecirope, in America, or in England, that is not largely
indebted to Kew for much of its value. Full p-u-ticulars
were given on this head in my " Report on the Progress
Mid Condition of the Royal Gardens of Kfew from 1853
to 1859,'' addressed to the first Commissioner of
Her Majesty's Works. Since that report appeared,
six months ago, several short courses of excellent
practical lectures have been voluntarily given by Mr.
Oliver to our foremen and gardeners, who have eagerly
-availed themselves of this great boon, and which
^ftve already been productive of beneficial efl'ects.

We stand largely indebted to the several Government
<»ffices for the encouragement they extend to Botany as
well as other departments of useful practical science.
^he Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has sent one
«f our well-educated Kew gardeners as botanist to join
the present Niger expedition under i)r. i>uikie, as
occessor to the late Mr. Barter ; and upon an equally
important scientific mission, under the sanction of the
^iret -Secretary of State for the Colonics, a competent
and esperieneed botanist \% about to visit tbe Fejee
Maods, to explore the vegetation, and to report on
their prcdncfes ami, &c.. and their suitableness for thegrowth of Cotton A fourth ax^ointmenfc during the
T«stjear « tliat of a welWdueated gardener from' this
eCTftlriishment as forewnn t^ 4-v,«t>™^i T^,i.__ - ^ ,

very soon a Flora of " Hong-Kong," and another most
important one, that of all our "Australian Colonies,"

will be in press. Should this measure be fully carried
into elTect, it will be productive, at comparatively little

cost, of immense benefit to the Colonies and to the
mother country, and raise this establishment to a
position pre-eminent for practical utility in all that
concerns Scientific and Economic Botany, as well as

Horticulture.— I have, &c., W. J. Hookee, Director.

To the Right Honourable the First Commissioner of
Works, kc.

Home Correspondence.
OrcJiid Souses.—Judging from the very excellent

growth of my Cattleyas 1 am convinced that the forms of
houses represented above are better than those gene-
rally used. Tall Vandas, Aerides, &c., are placed on
the side stages, and low growing varieties in the centre.

Every plant in proportion to its height is by this

arrangement nearer the light than usual. The effect

on entering is improved, especially if a few Ferns
and variegated plants are interspersed among the
Orchids. Ko. 2 represents my show house for
Orchids when in bloom. The ornamental foliaged plants
arc placed at the furthest end. The woodcut repre-
sents the end of this house, which is furnished with
side stages, and baskets hanging from the roof. In the

No. 2.

are tery showy and attractive. Should it be desirable

to prolong this display, of course the keeping the plants

dwarf must be continued in the same way as fomerlj,

and tbe pods gathered as soon as they are fit for cook-

ing. Thus, by adopting this plan of culture, Dotonly

i\re Beans obtained for the table in great abundance at

an earlier period than when sown at once in the open

ground; but the plants also form a splendid fea-

ture in the flower garden. Should they occupy too

large a. portion of a gardener's time, the operation of

stopping, as occasion may reriuire, can easily be per-

formed bv a boy for a mere trifle, or it may affo" a

pleasurable occupation to the junior ™*^'"^^^'^
^f rS

family. A single row or patches in the border, treats

in the manner just named, likewise produce a fineetiect,

especially if contrasted with white, blue, or ott^

colours. Suhscriler, Wliitlaiid. [We cannot ad^ocw

this method if Scarlet Eunners are grown for tlie sas

of their pods.] . u.

Grafting Araucarias.—r\\e perasal of yoiir
^ ,

resting statement of Mr. Girvan's clever gi^^"^.

wounded Araucarias at Holkham recalled
t^ ^^^[^J^

lection two occurrences of the description
^'^''^^'JV^LgQt

here, one about 25 or 30 years ago, and the ^^^^\
^

June 1858. I was watching one of my ^-o/^.j^

pruning a "Walnnt tree about 15 feet higii. ^»™

knife slipped and went almost through tne u

I thought it worth while to try its restoratiOD,^^^

house is placed in a line with and at the extremity of make out any 'trace o? the cut. The other o*^

the growing houses from which the show house is rence bears a still greater resemblance w_^
entered. A walk, 4 feet wide, is left on two sides of the minutiae of the attendant on the occurrence at S'^jf.^jQj^

lank, and a space C feet wide jnst at entrance for sitting Two of my workmen, drunk, it is true, bnt ^ Ij^jt

and reclining benches. For many months last year
) destroyed a number of Pines* by the ^oad-sid^, a

^^
this house required no fire-heat, and was never
otherwise than enjoyable. No. 1 represents tbe

form of house 1 prefer for growing these beau-

tiful exotics. The advantages of this arrange-

ment of roof are— 1st, tliat every plant, as I have
stated, is brought nearer the glass than by the old

form—a consideration of much importance. 2d. The
plants are more immediately under control and more
easily cleaned. 3d. Less heat is required from the

pipes, as it is more equally diffused over ihe whole
space. 4th. The admission of cold air by drains under
the floor, and its being introduced between the centre

so badly an Arancaria, about 7" feet 6 inches
-^^^^^

of an alternate row of Araucarias and I*^^'^'*' j ^d
my nursery, that it hung only by the ^^^'^.^

j^g bead

have dropned off had it not been sapported
^J ,^^,

resting on the trunk. On Ending tl^e ^^^^ ]^a^'
Wilson spliced, or grafted, the vvounded tie

^^.^.^

ately and carefuUy; and the tree, ao far
f

^^
--,irin

has shown its gratitude to its preserver py » g^
vigorously ever since, and is now 13 feet 8 in ^/^i

Jerusalem Artichokes.—T have la*^y.*^^„a t^"
the tubers of this vegetable, first l>o'""^ *

oioel^

roasting^ them in an oven until they ^

i

r

\

t

t
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T^v this T>lan more of their watery juices are
l,rowr.ed.

^^^^"^^^ ^'^^^y other method with which I am
got ria

j^^^^ ^^^^ planted the tubers closely in a
acquainteo.^^^^^

them gently until the stalks were about

Thiches long, but in my case they were not quite so

tender as I expected they would have been. I have also

W the tops when a foot out of the ground m
'^^hicr - in this instance they boiled tender, and retained

r flavour of the tubers. James Cuthill, Camherwell.

Tlie Golden Hamhnrgh Grape,~My attention having

Kp^n drawn to an article in your Paper in which it is

ilted that doubts have been entertained of the Golden

wtmbursh Imving been raised here, I write to say that

T know no more of its origin than that I was informed

p dav by my pardeuer that he had succeeded in

^r^cinfr a Grape of which he had great expectations,

Ind asked what should be done with it. My reply

was th'it as the merit was due to him he might sell the

stock I have neither directly nor indirectly received one

fai-thino- from the sale, and kniow nothing of the origin

of the Grape beyond what I was told at the time, which

corresponds with the statement in your Paper. My
late father was constantly m the habit of sending

plants and Vines from the Continent, which may have

eiveu rise to the report of the Vine being of foreign

extraction. It is tor others to decide ou the merits of

the case ; but I would not allow the matter to pass

witlionfc explaining to you tliat I know nothing more

than what I have stated. Johi S. Craivlei/, SfocJcicood.

Earln Grapes.—VA2st\ Hamburgh find some very

fine bunches of Chasselas ^Musqn^ of this year's growth

have been exhibited in Mr. Lewis Solumou's shop-

window in Covent Garden Market during the early

part of this week. These 1 am informed have been

produced by Mr. Meiklelmm of North Berwick, an

amateur whose garden lies within a gunshot of the sea.

Vor some seasons past this place lias become renowned

for the production of very early Grapes. These Mr,

Meikleham obtains with uniform success year after

year, and from permanent Vines, the roots of which

have no doubt entered the warm hlatk sand of w^ich

the soil of his garden consists. The Hamburghs though

not large are well coloured and in every way finely

ripened. This, considered in connection with the cage

of good Grape-growing by Mr. Biirrenger, a baker of

St. Neots, recorded in your Paper some time agn, shows

what amateurs can do when they set about their work

in earnest, and with a determination to do it well.

Mr. Meikleham, wc understand, waters his border in

autumn before forcing commences with liquid manure,

mulciies with littery dung, and covers with tarpiiuling.

The border is mostly outside the house. M*
Spot in Orange ^Leaves.—I enclose a few leaves of

an Orange trey which scenis to have got some disease.

Can yon detect anything on the under side of the loaf?

The spot first makes ita appearance on the oldest leaves,

and after a timo they drop off, which leaves the tree

very bare and naked. Can you form any idea of the

cause, or suggest a remedy ? I may here state that the
i. _.^ •_ _ 1 _ _ .. J L 1 1

Northern India six species belonging to as many
genera of Hamamelideaj were known. He had tried

to ascertain whether the new form now described,

which occurred in the late Mr. Griffith's collection,

might not by a modification of the generic diagnoses be
assigned to some one of these ; but he had satisfied him-
self that this could not be accomplished with a proper

regard either to " the community of appreciable affini-

ties which constitute and characterise natural genera,"

or to the practice of those botanists who have been

engaged in the study of this group. Sycopsis was stated

to be most nearly allied to Distyiium of Sieb. and Zucc.

The number of species of Hamamelideis at present

known it was observed may be computed at from 26 to

30, distributed under 13 genera. The order was
described as being widely dispersed; there were at

least outlying individuals or small groups far removed
from what must be regarded as being at the present

period the focus oftheplantsreferred to thisorder. From
the preponderating number of genera occurring in the

belt extending from Japan through China to the

Himalaya, the author thought that this might be

regarded as tlie centre of the order. Mr. Griffith, he
observed, first called attention to the peculiar histologi-

cal character of the wood of these plants, as seen in

Eucklandia populifoVia, Mr. Oliver himself had fdiind

a close unifofmity in this respect throughout the genera

BuckTandia, Rhodoleia, Trichocladus,- Hflmamelia,

Sycopsis, Eustlgma, Distyiium, Corylopsis, and Liquid-

ambar. The more or less circular and faintly defined

discs of the often much elongated, and tolerably tliick-

walled prosenchyma of the wood, are, he stated, as in

the Coniferte due to the presence of minute lenticular

cavities between the adjoining wood-cells. The canals

traversing the secondary layers of these cells are

opposed on each side to these intercellular spaces, and

are almost invariably elongated laterally in a direction

transverse or oblique to the axis of the cell, although

sometimes nearly circular and very minute, and then hi

all respects quite similar to those of the so-called

markings '* of coniferousx wood, A
(S. Griffithiana) by
— 2. "On Apocynum
Lichfield, M.D., of

Canada We^t; The
this native Canadian

cause, or suggest a remedy? I may here state that the nin. Water is the best mensiruum.— d.

tree gfows in a box in a mixed conservatory, and has new species of Musci from tropn^il Africa, i

been for many years growing freely and in the best of lium of Sir W. J. Hooker," by W. Mitten,

glandular
drawing of the Sycopsis

Fitch accomj^anied the paper

andro8a>mi folium," by J. P.

Queen's College, Kingston,

author described the root of

plant,, which is large and contains a milky juice when

fresh, and has a bitter unpleasant taste, a8 b^ing em-

ployed officinally. He had used the powder ol th^

recently dried root as an emetic, in doses of half a

drachm ; and in smaller doses where it did not pi oduce

nausea he had found it to be a v«ry useful tonic and

deobstruent. Apocynum canuabinum was also described

as ofiicinal. Dr. Ijichfield stated that the dry root,

which is easily puU'oi'ised, affords a powder iTicc ipecncu-

anlia iu appearance, containing a bitter principle,

thnnin; gallic acid, resin, ivax, caoutchouc, fecula,

lignin, and an active medicinal principle called apocy-

nin. Water is the best menstruum.— 3. "On some
in the herba-

many years growing freely ____

health. A. F. [The leaves have all the appearance of

having suffered from cold in a damp atmosphere. If

60 the trees will r*:cover as soon as tliey are placed iu

heat and begin to grow. Dry cold, if moderate, does

no harm. Damp cold Is very prejudicial. If the cause

suggested is not the real one then there must be some-
thiug the matter with the roots.]

»y \v. iMitten, E.^q. This

technical paper waa accompanied by sketches.— 4.

Note on the species of Nissolia," by Dr. Asa Gray.(I

—
Horticultural : March 27.—A- special general

j

meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday last at the
;

house of the Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, for
,

the purpose of electing various candidates who had been
proposed for Fellowships. The Earl of Ducie, V.P.,

occupied the chair, and the following ladies and gentle-

men were balloted for and duly elected, viz. :
—

Mr, S. Ainsworth, J- Angell, Eaq. ; T. K, Auldjo, Esq.j
Mr. J. E, Denary, T. Drassey, Esq.; J. F.Campbell, E^q.;
C. M. Campbell, Esq. ; \V. Cooper, Esq. ; E. Coulthurst,

Esq. ; Miss A. G. Burdett Coutts, J. h. E. Curt, Esq.

;

Mrs. C. Z. Dresden, The Countess of Dncie, Lord

Matters ol ^ct)f<0»
—~t—

'

Actlnologia Siiianmca : A History of the Uritish Sea

Anemones and Corals*, rciih coloured fgv.rea of the

species and principal t^arieti^s. By P. H, Gosse-,

F.U.S. 8vo., pp. 362. V.an Voorst.
" l\\ writing tbe following pages," says the author,

"I have laboured to produce sucii a * History of the

British Sea-Anemcnes and Corals' as a student can

: work with. Having often paihfully felt, in studying

works similar to the present, the evil of the vaguenew
! and confusion that too frequently mark the descriptive

j

portions, I have endeavoured to diaw up the characters
'

of the animals which I describe with dhtinctive pre-

cision and with order. It is said of Montagu that, in

describing animals, he consfantly w^'ote as if ho had

expected th .t the next day would bring to light some

new species closely resembling the one l>etbre him ;

and therefore his diagnosis can rarely be amended.

Some writers mistake for precision an excessive minute-

but the portrait of an individuid. Others describe so

loosely that half the characters would serve as well for

half-a-dozen other species. I have sought to avoid both

Moreton, Lady C. Moreton, H. East, Esq. ; II. W,
|

w^...^ »i.^^*o i..*ov««^ x^ t..^v.«.w.. .... v. ....^ -.^

Eaton, Esq,; J. E. Errington, Esq.; T. Fairbairn.Esq.; i ness, whicli only distracts the student, and is, after all,

Mrs. Femvick, C. J. Freake, Esq.; Mt» C. J. Freake, ' ^
**

^ '" " '

i" '^
'

r^.i
..

T. G. Freake, Major Gammell, W. H. P. Goore, Esq.-
Capt. W. Gray, M.P.; J. W. Hullewcll, Esq. ; Lieut.- uMu-ii-uu^eu uluui a^cuito. ± iia»L:«jugi.i^ i^j «^^/i« ^^^v.*

Col Hogg, S. G. Holland, Esq.; A. J. B. Brresford ' errors : to make the diagnoses as brief as possible, and

comes an enumeration of names given to it or itr
varieties "by different authors ; of these names there is

a goodly array, iip fewer than 14 being mentioned j 14«

difi'erent names for the same thing ! After this comes
a general description of the Actinia, a brief account of
the places where it is found, and a list of it« varieties

classed under the following heads:— 1, liver-brown;

2, approaching the red ; 3, approaching the green j

4, colours interrupted. Finally there is a long account
of its habits, &c., from which we select the following:

—

*'As no species is more abundant nor more easily

procured than this, since it affects the most exposed
rocks, and does not seek the protection of hollows, so
none is more easily reconciled to captivity, and few are
more beautiful. It requires no special treatment; a
surface for the support of its base and water sufficient tof

cover it are enough; nor is it essential to its existeno^

that the latter should be very pure, for it will contin-ae

to drag on when its fellows have died out. Yet ftrer

species more immediately resent negligence of this

kind, or more gratefully express their appreciation of a-
pure and limpid element. Widely as the species is dis-

tributed in a state of freedom, we scarceJy ever jsea ifr

except where the water is habitually clear. It is a-

curious fact, for which 1 nm mdebt<;d to Mr. E. I*
Williams, jun., that 'the Mersey estnary is the on^y
place on our coasts in which he has wot found this '

species;' which he attiibutes to the foulness of th#
water. This absence would be less rumarkable were' it-

not that Tealia crassicornls is abundant there; h\*t»

Actinia is clean and Tealia is dirty in habits. In ^ the

neighbouring estuary of tiie Dee the former is coraoion>

as usual.
" With ordinary attention the pretty Beadlet will-

attain a good old age in captivity, A veteran, whow-
portrait is given by Sir John Dalyell, had lived in- hiB»

possession 20 years (iu 18^8), and was judged to he mrt

less than seven years old when he obtained it. At Sir

John's death the specimen passed into the hands- of

Professor Fleming, and it was not many months ago

that I heard of it as still surviving. If it is alive now
it mnst be approaching 40 years old. This indiTiduftl

was the prolific parent of 3^4 children. A secoiul-

specimen had lived about 14 years under the worthy

baronet's care."

After saying thus much it isalmost superfluous toadd
that Mr. 'Gusse's new volume is a most interesting

companion at the sea-side.

Species Filiciim ; heinfj descriptions of all Jcnotvn Ferns,

illustrated with Tlates, By Sir W. J. Hooker, K,H.
Vol. 111., Part 2. (Pamplin.)

This new part of the most important work that lias-

yet appeared on Ferns, contains an account of the

genera AVoodwardia, Doodia, and Asplenium ; the lasf;

a huge conglomtration of species, is not completed.

To this Ajs].Icnium the learned and experienced author

reduces the following si;pposed genera distinguished by
modern writers ; viz., Thamnopteris, Neottopteris,

Coanopteris, Darea, Athyrium, Hemidictyum, Dipla-

zium, and many more, for the very inttlUgible reason

tliat the characters on which they are founded are-

fallacious. Wc observe with much satisfaction that two
more parts (3 & 4) of this invaluable guide are neai-ly

ready for publication.

Ssq
W.J.

Nutting, Mies A. Purter, Ml«« E. B. Pringle, Mise
E. H. M. Pnngie, Miss E. G. V. Printrle, Uer, T.
Randolph, Mrs. liobarts. Miss S. Kowiand, A. W.
Uowland, Esq.; S. Scrivens, Eeq. ; Col. F. H. Turner,
T. S. Wells, MJ).; Jlrs. Weat-m, .Mh« M. Weston,Mw H. E. Weston, Mrs. Wlrite, Mrs. A. Zauzi. Tlie
ch^rman announced that the next meeting for the
election of Fellows wouU be held ou Tuesday the
i7th of ApriL

Lxs^EAjT : March 15.—Prof. Bell in the chair.

iwd:-
by D,

g papers were
L ' On Sycopew. a new penusof Hamamclidea,'*
Oli vi^, E»(i, Mr. Oliver observed that in

hnraetora

are truly distinctive and diserintinatice. Further to aid

the student, I liave given the characters in a regulnr

and definite order, so that he may at a glance compare

spedes with species, or genu* with genus, in their

several parts and organs."

Mr. Crosse's work justifi

every student will diseover. lie describes 70 species, of

which 54 have been examined by himself; and of those

34. have also been added to the WMhh Fauna by his own

ohser\ation. Let us add' that the coloured figures are

extremely good, which is more than can be said of some

of the coftwe lithographs that beloug to English works

of a similar nature. The manner in wliich the common

\ctinia Mesembryanthemum is treated is a good example

of the remainder of the work, Iu the first place the

reader i« informetl what coustUntes an Actinia
;
and

what the species called Mesembryanthemum. Then

(

Gardeu Memoranda.
HOETICULTUBAL fc'CClEXl'S GaUDEX, TuBUUAJ*

Gheen.—Various useful alterations and improvements

have been effected in this establishment since it has

been placed under the superintendence of Sir. Eyle«.

Cucumbers, of which no fewer than 117 so-called soFfs

have been sent to the Society lor trial, have to be

proved this season ; to do this long ranges of pits have

to be employed, and these are aheady being put ia^
efficient working order ibr the purpcse. In one rang^^

in which the bottom-heat has been supplied by means

of hot wattr flowing in open tanks under moveable

slate slabs, it has been found that the tanks h g^

become so much incrustcd and split that they were use-

less. These have, therefore, been removed, and hot-

water pipes are being, put up in their place. Pipes are

also being substituted for tanks in a curvilinear Vinery

contiguous to the pits iu question, and the whole is

to be heated by one of Ormson's large JOTOtfeea

tubular boilers, whicli that n}anufacturcr has kiifd^f

presented to the Society for the puTjiose. 1 n

making room for this it was found that thtt boiler ftJr-

merly in use and now di»])Iaced— one of Uurbidge A
Healy's corrugated ones— was fast becoming unfit for

thii purpose for which it liad been applied. The corru-

gations, wlieie they had been pre»ente<I to the fire, were

either lurred np with incrustation or burnt off, and the

whole boiler proved to he inih aUte vi ineffirienry. A
range of deep pits which were origiuHlIy buiit f&» ttie

growth of Pines, i-iit which for mnny years have been de-

voted to that of plants in pot*, kw^been cleared out to-

the bottom, and is about U> be converted ii^;.. an caily

Vinery, in which the ViawwiU be grown and fruited m
pots. Iu this way large quantitie* of Grapes may W
obtaiued, and many new kinds proved without tow of

time. Other piu have also been rendere<l better t|i«»

thpy have been for the pmposes to which they ^a^

a iplifd, and everywhere evidences preaeiit thexnielv« of-

skilful and judicious management.

In a small house devoted to Peach; md Xectarm«»

planted out, both these kii.ds of fruit have set well; on
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souie ot the trees tlie I'ruit is nearly us hu-ge as Cob
Nuts, and there is every prospect of a fine crop. The
principal orchi\rd house has still a winterly aspect

;

the trees have not yet hegrnn to move, but they have
been pruned, dressed with the usual composition of

sulphur, soft soap, and clay, and are otlierwise made
ready for a start. To its contcntsnumerous additionshave
been made in the shape of yomig Peaches, Nectarines,

and Plums; on aonie of these the French system of

close spur management is to he followed ; little or no
knife pruning will he needed ; all that will he necessary

will he summer pinching with the finprcr and thumb,
and thus treated the trees will present the appenrance
of little upright pyramids tlncltly furnished with fruit-

ful spurs from top to bottom. To the interest which
always attaches to the proving of new varieties will

therefore be added that of new modes of pruning and
training.

To the out-door collection of fruit trees, large

additions miTst also |be recorded, in the form of

gratuitous contributions liberally made by the trade

generally as well as from private sources. By these

means the Society has been enabled to construct a new
Pear garden, where the exhibition of implenieuta wits

wont tt) take place. Here large pyramidal trees have
heen planted, from which frmt may be expected this

year. Of these the larger numhov has been presented

by Mr. Hogg, the Secretary in the fruit department.

Cherry and Plum gardens are also, we understand, to he
made on either side of the broad walk which leads from
the great conservatory to the American garden, hut as

yet these are only in embryo. The orchard lias also been
improved by the addition of many new trees ; from the
fruit department, therefore, in the course of a year or

two, much may be expected. It is evidently the deter-

mination of all concerned that it shall be as complete as

it is possible to make it.

Nor is the vegetable department to be neglected;
quite the contrary. Large quantities of seeds have
been received for trial, and this is a matter which will

receive especial attention. We learn that this season
the principal objects will be Cucumbers, Pciis, and
Broccoli ; but other vegetables will come under review
in close succession. Much good must ns a matter of
course result from such trials, and we doubt not that
they will be pursued with energy and with that amount
ofaccuracy which the importance of the subject demands.

In the large conservatory the Vines are in re-
markably fine condition. At present they are just
beginning to break. Interesting as the collection here
was admitted to be last season, it is to be rendered even
more so by the introduction of a number of new
trietles. These will be chiefly furnished in the shape
of grafts put on the strong arms of the already exist-
ing kinds; we understand that the shoots for tlie

purpose have been selected and will be operated upon
immediately. This house is also to contain hardy fruit
trees in pots, and on fclie side shelves Strawberries in
pots, of wliich tlio garden possesses many thousands
ready for forcing this season.
Out-ofdoor vegetation is at least a mouth behind

what it usually is in ordinary seasons. The commou
Hawthorn has not yet begun to break into leaf, and in

as soon as they can be obtained, of Geisomerias, Plum-
biigos, Krautliomuins, Justicins, Clerodeiidrons, Vinciis,

Euphorbias, Brugmansias, Begonias, and Thunhergias,
&c., in order to keep up a succession of clean young
stock. See that growing Orchids have abundance of
atmospheric moisture with a liberal circulation of
air early in the morning, shutting up close betimes,

and take care to observe moderation in the use
of fire heat in order that a pure atmosphere for the
night may be ensured. Growing Dendrobiums will now
require liberal supplies of water ; and let plants on
blocks be frequently syringed. Most stove plants will

succeed in the mixed greenhouse, where a medium
between the cold greenhouse and the stove is observed.

See to securing cuttings of Heaths as soon as the wood
is fit for the purpose. Fumigate the moment green
fly appears ; this is best done in a moderate way two
evenings in succession. Some of the hard-wooded things
of no particular importance might bo removed at this

period to furnish more room for growing young stock
and fine specimens in flower.

FORCING DEPAIITMRNT.
PlNEKiES.— Plants swelling their fruit should be

carefully attended to with water at the root ; for, if

allowed to get too dry, there is great danger of checking
the fruit and preventing its attaining the size which it

would do under proper treatment. It is, however, easy
to err in the opposite extreme, and considerable care and
practice are necessary to enable one to properly water
plants having their pots plunged ; therefore this should
not he intrusted to inexperienced hands, who would
probably water every plant if the surface soil indicated
dryness. Use weak milk-warm manure water for plants
that are well rooted, whether fruiters or growing stock,
and keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist, giving
air very sparingly on cold, drying, gleamy days,
except where proper means of ventilation have been
provided, such, for instance, as is shown in Mr.
Warner's Orchid bouse, No. 1, in another column.
Black Jamaicas and Montserrats expected to supply
ripe fruit at Christmas should soon he ready for shifting
into their fruiting pots, and care should be exercised
to avoid checking their growth by any means, as this
might lead to their fruiting prematurely. See to
having the balls in a rather moist state at the time of
repotting, and keep the bottom-heat regular and the
atmosphere moist and ratlier close until the plants
appear to have taken to the fresh soil. The same
attention will be necessary in regard to watering and
bottom-lieat, &c., in the case of those growing in the
open bed, for plants that are any size are apt to show
fruit at this season if at all checked in their growth.
VlNEEiE3.—Directly the fruit in succession houses is

sufficiently advanced for thinning get this done, the
laterals stopped, and the shoots regulated without loss
of time, for allowing the berries to get so thick that the
scissors can hardly be got amongst them renders thinnino-
tedious, and also robs the Vines. Give inside borders a
liberal supply of manure water, using that from the
stable-yard tank where it can be obtained, and mixing
with it a sufficient quantity of warm water to render
it about milk warm. In all cases, give every possible
attention to the state of the roots, securing a little

[MAitca 31, I860

;

care
;

tlie sets should be plnccT iiT Tinsl-TTc
layer thick on damp litter, and carefully h'anLd

.""?!«

should by no means be planted durino- eitb«> ' I"*^
or wind. Those ^ith sprouts 2 or 3 inoh'""^''™'
if managed thus and covered at night until n,J "?'

week in May, will closely succeed those "n fral,"^T*
a sowing of all the winter and spring Brnrn^i- ,f'
made forthwith. Cape Broccoli and ctuhflowe

'

f'

without delay. Continue successions of Horn C i^^
indeed sow a bed everymonth from January to SentpK*
As soon as young Asparagus "is from 3 to4incheslii!I51

i Jnew plantations be made. Put in succcssional cr
^

Peas, and earth up and stake those above ^rn^ f
Protect seeds appearing above ground from bifdr" i

slugs. Prick out Celery for succession crops and c^h^^I
well to the early plants with water; and 'if the
under glass see that sufficient air is given to keen tfi^^
stocky. Seed should also he sown for the late
Attend to keeping up a supply of all kinds of sSsalads by sowmg frequently. Stir the' surface of t>,ground among all growing crops with the view of nrventmg the growth of weeds and keeping the soil

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
March sown Cnbbages may now be pricked off 'nsome warm corner of the garden. They will succJJ

the autumn plants as well as give the latter timeaft/r
the head is cut to make bold sprouts. Sow beds of
Carrots and Parsnips, also a few Savoys and Kale for
winter use.

STATE 0? THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR I.GXDOtFor thcWeekendins MaTch29. 1S60, «5 obsen-edat the Ilorticiiltu«lGaitl«„

TBMPERATnSS^

March.

Fri.lay 23
Satur. 24
Sunaay 25
Mon. 2B
Tues. 27
Wed. 28
Thiirs. 2S)

a:

s

Average,

.

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

Babomktbr,

Max.

29.675
29.0211

29.487

29.653
29.B74
2y.6'J6

29.549

29.537

Min.

29.026
28,949
29.147
29,586
29 597
29.617
29.497

'Of the Air.

Max.

49
49
50
49
55
53
60

MiD.

30
35
34
24
42
46
41

Mean

39.5
42.0

42.0

36.5

48.5
52.0

50.5

Of thTESrth

I foot[2 feet
deep. deep.

Wind

44J
44

44
44
44

45

47

4;

4;

43i
43^

43i

44i
44$

29.203 52.S I 360 [ 44.4 44.6 ' 43.8

S.W.
S.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N W,
s.w.
w.

0,15

0.03

dm
0.00

0.01

0.01m

jUarch 23—Umfonnlj overcast; densely clouded; boisterous.— 24—Fine; boisterous; low duaky clouda ; clear at Diirht.— 25—Cloudy: overcast; clear.— 26—Fine: cloudy; occasionally fine; clear; frosty.— 27—Cloudy ; slijcht showers; overcast at ni^bt.— 28—Fine; cloudy and line; rain.— 29—Rain; tine; sUstlit ahower; fine.
Mean temperature of the week. 2 desf. above the average

,
RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.

Pnnng the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending April ', 1860,

Prevailing Windi.

April.

01" .
i
»*» .

b -^

Sunday l..lAi.79
Mon.

'
%

Tues. 3.

,

Wed. 4.,

Thurs. 5..
Friday 6 .

.

Satur. 7

H.58
56.44

57.17
o7.26

57.64 137.32

14 .92

36.38
36.26
Sfi.29

4*M
*GM
40 1«
46.41

41.71
16.77
47.48

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

13
17
It
13
14

12
16

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.76 [n.

1.19

0.30
0.48
65

0.30
0.50

--.,-- —B".. -" «^*v...x ...I.V/ ivrt<, rtiivA .11
I

"--• "" "•"- "^'••/t; vt LUC iuui(S, securing' a iicue
raeway 01 flowers there is little except Crocuses and !

artificial warmth where circumstances allow of doino- so.
Primroses. Such a late season hag not been on record ^oi* tl»e ground is cold and very unfavourable foi"the
for years, and the weather still keeps cold and ungenial.
Nevertheless tliere is everywhere prospect of °abun-
dant crops of fruit. The trees on the I'euch wall are
nearly in blossom, and are protected at night with
tiffany and other kinds of netting some 8 feet in width.
They are, however, fully exposed in the daytime on all
favourable occasions.

In the difterent plant houses everything looked pro-
mising. In a cool greenhouse Trymaliumodoratissimum
Wig m full flower and very fragrant, and in a stove
nothing could be more striking than were some plants
of Thyrsacanthus Schomburgki, which were beautifnUy
ornamented with cnmson scarlet blossoms. This is
oertamly one of the most showy of spring-flowering
plants. Conoclinium opacum is another good decorative
plant for thia season of the vear. Many good things
M-e, we understand, ready for distribution ; a ballot tbr
them may therefore soon be expected to be announced.

MiscellaneoTis.
^

Tettimonial to Mr, U'ahon.—We lenm that the
journeymen gardeners at Ripley Castle, Yorkshire, pre-
sented the head gardener, Mr. Watson, with a silver
pencil case, on the occasion of his leaving that
e«tabli5hment.

Calendar of Operations.
(Por the ejuuinp treeX:,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoHOTurATOET, &c.-See that nothing suffers from

dronght. Planted onfc things will require occasional
waterings. The larger specimens in tubs or pots, if
any. must also have a liberal »npply. provided theA^ii^e IS complete. This is the period for free use of

^Tt ?**"^«! ^^t take care that it is perfectly clear

t -moT«'ral^^,Vr'-rt^ "^
'
^'^^"^

Itanl^A- fU.^.M :"; «"dJet the lower shoots take

ff.

s^rtrntl:

stopping or p,anUi„^-;;ir'S'^-^

roots of Vines. Where fermenting materials have been
used on the border of the early house, the heat should
not be allowed to decline until the fruit is fairly ripe,
for it is easier to secure a heavy crop of well-swelled
fruit than to perfectly colour and ripen even a moderate
crop, and a healthy root action is perhaps more im-
portant while the fruit is colouring tiian at any other
period. Therefore let the fermenting materials be
turned occasionally, adding fresh as may be requisite to
keep the temperature of the border at about 70° In
cases where red spider threatens to be troublesome, in
succession-houses, rendering syringing necessary, rain-
water should be provided for syringing with, as if water
contaming lime is used, the berries are apt to be
dishgured by an incrustation of it.

Chehrt-house.—When the fruit begins to colour
synnging overhead must be discontinued, and a less
degree ot moisture maintained in the house, decreasing
this and the quantity of water given to the plants
gradually.

^
Give abundance of air on all favourable

opportunities. Strawberries ripening fruit it would be
well to remove here or to a similar situation.

Pits and Frames.—Geraniums and other plants in
these attacked with greenfly must be fumigated.
hyringe frequently overhead as soon as the weather has
become milder,

FLOWEB GARDEN AND SHBUBBERFES.
The re-arrangement of herbaceous plants will now

demand attention; if this has not been done no time
should be lost in effecting it. Some of the grosser kinds
get into too large masses, and thereby destroy all pro-
portion m the mixed beds. Sow annuals wherever
required. Early struck Verbenas. Calceolarias, &c., may
soon if the weather becomes milder be planted out 2 or
3 inches apart in beds; with proper protection they
will make nice plants by the middle of May. and may
be removed either to masses or borders where they will
bloom at once, and soon produce a striking effect.

HARDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
This IS an excellent time to plant a full crop of Pota-

toes ; Kidneys with well protected sprouts or any other
early kinds planted now will be little later than those
planted in Februaiy. This, however, requires a little

The hisrhest temperature during the above period occurred on the 7tli.

lSb9—therm. 79 deg.; and the lowest on the l»l, 1&18—therm. 16 deg.

Notices to Correspondents-
Bees '. a S C. Old-faflhioned bee-keepers prefer straw hives

with their ekes and supers ; and they are certainly exceUeit
contriTancep. Others advocate wooden boxes, and they un-

doubtedly otfer greater facilities for seeing bees at work. Wb
believe the best are Tegetmeier's, which may be had, we pre-,

sume, of any dealer in beehives.
Books : A MR. Try " the Culture of Flowers and Plants," br
Glenny, just issued.—^ Svbsa^iber. Thompson's Gardenera
Assistant.

Cucumbers: TB M. The colour of p.aint has nothing to do

with the production of red spider.
Emigration : Enquirer. Under your circumstances you had
better go somewhere out of England. In our colonieBthe
real want is of practical men who can grow what is good to

eat ; Grapes and other fruits ; and all sorts of kitchen garden

stuff. Probably Vancouver in British Columbia is just now
the most promising place for a strong active resolute man
who can face hardships, and set up a market garden. We do

not think however that he-.would be likely to get any engage-

ment in that colony as a gentleman's gardener, thougn

there is job work enoiigh. Besides it is a veiy dear V^^J;^
present; but then wages are high in proportion. Ottne
other colonies each offers prettv much the same advantages

and disadvantages.
I^EGAL Rights : A T. Tou had better consult your solicitor

All depends upon the agreement you have made, or tnc

nature of your lease.
Names op Pi^nts : We have been so often obliged to reluc-

tantly decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that wc

Tenture to request our correspondents to recollect that we

never have or could have undertaken an unlimited duty
^this kind. Young gardener*, to whom these remarks mora

especially apply, should bear in mind that, before applyHtg*^.
us for assistance, they should exhaust their other me^is ot

fining information. We cannot save them the trouble oi

examining and thinking for themselves ; nor would^desu^ble If we could. All we can do is to help them-wj

^nlT^'* willingly. It is now requested that, in future, no^

^W^w'^'^l P'^*« ™^7 ^ «e»t us at one tim<^

WWD. Rhipsalia salicomioides.-^mtc«*. Weknownothmg
°
fi? \^^ y^*^ mention. Cariensis signifies we nipg^^
from the country called Caria."—7 A., Gloucester. A wt

"

l*ouicera fragrantissima.—ff (9. Polypodium vulgare.-t>
*-

A good form of Scolopeudrium vulgare, var. lobatum. .

The GOLD^ Hamburgh Grape: I GanUner. We shjj no*

enter further into thia matter for the preaent. Assertion »
not proof If It can be proved that Mr Busby has be^^^repre^nting the history of his Grape by aU mems let^^proved. But m the absence of proof it is not only Ube^'J
but quite unjustifiable to charge him with fraud. TB»__
certain that the puWic has obtained an exceUent Gra^^^
£ A. Ifyon can prove your words do so ; but do not co»t^
to make assertions without having any means of suppo^"^
them. That ia discreditable. ^.^1 too

»* As usual, many communications have been ^ecerr^^
late, and others are detained till the necessary iD<l^""flmoi«i-
made. We must also beg the indulgence of those w'"^.
eats the inaertmn nf nrhnoa A/^«*"..iv..i«-{.^na {« <«dll delAj^^
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ODAMS^S BLOOD MANURES
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manufacttjued bt the

(L
MANUEE COMPANY

,000

TRUSTEES,
\BFL SMITH, Jim., Ksq.,M.P, Walton House, Ware, Herts. [EDWARD BALL, Fpq.. MP s PpWav^ t?^.^ t>- v
CHARLES DUISDALE, Esq., Es^endon Place, Herts. GENERAL HALL Weston Colvillpfi^T! o^

^^mhco
^ JOHN BRADY, Esq.. M.P.. WarWick Terrace, Belgrave Square slw' '

Cambridge.

TOHIs
™*. %^^li';*''»'^uuiraoi ruwijii,K'a PATENT ftTTTAiu ^t rxTTn-rr

II11 EN
CO.,

DIRECTORS.
Chairman.-JO^A^ WEBB, Esq., Babraham, Cnmbrideesbire

Dfpu/i/ Chairwan.-JOBN COLLINS, Esq.. Myddelton Square KntonVillP VO
EDWARD BKLL, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex, N. Rni^T^^- . ^^W..:'''^' ^ ^^JS^^^PG. E.C

JOHN CLAY DEN. Esq., Littlebury, Essex
PICHARD HUNT, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts
THOMAS KNIGET, Esq., Edmonton, Hiddlesex, N.

Sanltrt.—Nee&rs. BAPNETT, HOARB, & Co., Lombard St., E.C.
ttUci*9ri.—Messrs. KINGSFURD & DORMAN, 23, Essex

Street, Strand, W.C.

rSbIrt iim^-^AX?^?' n«^^-^h«-; Norfolk

GEORoi srvil T VS^'i
^2. Can.den ViIIa«. C.mden To^n

Wll T TaVAvt TrvJ-'i' ^"fi*'^on>e. near StamfordWILLIAM COLLINS, E.q., 105, bt. John's Street Read, E.C.
Auditor.-J. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridge.Monager.—Mr. JAMES ODAMS

JifcreMry.-Mr. C. T. MACADAM."

K \ J. MO R T O i\ AND
2, Basinghall BiiiTdiugs, Leeds.

f«r r.ff ^^^'^'^'^^^ 'f^O'^ WATER CISTERNS

f
^ALyANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROW15for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 ganons,\nUrly

formed of iron, 32s. 6d. each.
'
^'''"'^^'5'

AGENCY FOR GREEN'S PATENT '' SILENS MES^R "

m..ngerjr -Warehouses. 6, North Street, Bristol where thnMachmes ran he .^^een and their worU^nc J^^ ^u?^^'^
''^*''^^ ^^^

AUKiCULTl/HAL1_ ____:.• -.. ^. ^. ^^u^^^.„.
I i ^^Vv^VfJJ;^'^'^^***^ ENGINEERS' COM-

Offices: 109. Eenchnrch Streeniondon,E^^_Man^^
Marshes, Essex, E. t^:J":JlSS^^SrHfT^i-|^

Pi'^h.T'^'r.'
^^"*'' ^Vaggon.. Pumps, &c. PRICE LISTS ^5be nad post free on application.

^jioais can

ARM

""" ^""' , ,
^.v.. ^dxmiaviviy; jTiaisTQW iUarslies, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures with every confidence to the sttentirin nf +>i«i>. k^^*.i,« t-

J and the Shareholders farm upwards of 30.000 aciTs of la^d cannot fall to aCd 1 ,^^^^^^ i-"'^^
^^'^ f«<^t that

The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and ikr^ramZt of ANIMArSATTFt^"^^^^^^
ley and the atiare&oiaers larm upwaras ot 30.000 acres of land, cannot fail to afford a Piiarn^VWr" ;, /^ 1- """ ^"^ ^^^^ ^^^^
'the high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and lariramZt of ANIMArSATlER^^^^^^

contain not only render them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the beS cakufaTed t^HFALTHV, sorND, and HEAVY CROP. * ^ "^"'- c^icuiatea to produce a

BLOOD

PEICES.-Blood Manure for Corn, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Roots, £6 10s.
Delivered to any Hailway or Wharf in London,

As security to tlie TureTiaser every lag contahs % cwt., is marlced " ODAMS'S PATENTMANURE," and sold oply by the authorised Agents of the Company.

UA^b may be obtained under the General LandDrainage and Improvement Companv's Act for the full

Tm"5T^*^> *^" Owners of settlid Estate?IncumbentBTrustees. Bodies Corporate, &c. for the erection ofFarm Houses'Farm Buildmgs. and Labourers* Cottages designed by theiro-^
sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners. ^

SUfERPHOSPHATE OF LIME
This Manure contams an rnus^ally large per cent.nge of Soluble Phospliate of Lime, and is thereforea highly valuable Manure for all Hoot Crops.

ANALYSES.

Moisture

Orjranic Matter, SaltsofAmmonia,&c
Sand, *c,

Biphosphateof Lime ,. .'.' "'

KyUAL TO Neutral SoltjbleV
Phosphate t

Iiisohible Phosphate of Lime
liydrated Hulpliate of Lime .

.

Alkaliue Sulphates and Muriates .

Mr. J. T. "Way,
London.

13.19

2.2S
3.82

16.77

26.18

4.69
68.53
0.72

%faSiT"''''i ^B.?f«'^P'' I n^-
V^^^'^k^'-' |l>r. Macadam, Dr. Cameron,Uiaegow.

I

Belfast.
| Cirencester. Edinburgh. Dublin.

10.86
7.82
8.18

15.63

24.39

f>.01

52.25
1.25

100.00 inn. 00

21.60
S.38

3.44
14.38

22.50

5.77
40.80
1.73

100,00

21.02
7.02
3.31

16,71

26.07

0.4»
39.40
2.45

100.00

14..'J6

7.63

3.87
16.91

26.48

11.84
40.83
4.36

16.20
4.17
5.28

16.48

26.20

6.14

60.33
1.40

100.00 100.00Mr. Way n ports :— ** It contains fully as much sohible pbos-
Jl„v ?*"'f

""^claPS articles of the same description in the
Tnnritet, Mnd much more than the average.'*

Dr. VoKKKKReajs:— "Ihave much pleasure inenclopirga
«>I'7 0I your purcr-vhosphate, which, though apparently re-

^iZJ"^'* " "'^V""^^*^^***
"^^* «« ***'«*''« phosphuie, and un-'jutHiamabty a valuable manurt."

vUte^Cn^tr^:^^'-''''!^'''^'' '^'^ ^client supor-pbos-

r,..«, 7?* ^ . « ii-*-'6uics. It would be good value at 7i. per ton."

guaranteed to yield 20 to 2^ per cent, of Soluhle Pho.phaJeofuL ' ^ ''

r.viL ^ ^*' ^ays:-" The above is a first-class soper-phos-phate and at present rates is worth to the farmer 87 21 perton, when purchased in quantities under 30 tons and 7*' lo7m quantities of 30 tons and upwards "

Dr. HoDOEs states that—-It may be regarded m % rr^nrt

:STJ.?Vi"Wor^*'^ ^^ ^--" Hif calSi^hftloL^fT^

gjp^rE/or^c^^^ -^^^^

Agents and „ .... ,»..u.u.c commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for anvterm the Landowner may fix. not exceeding 31 yearsNo investigation of title being required or notices given toR&Tersioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred
Ihe Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
IncIoBure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, beinffcharged m all cases. ®

Applications to be addressed to Wn.r.rAw Cliffotid, the
Secretiry, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
otreot, Lonao!), S, W.

i^^OLLKGE OF AGlilCVh'iViiK and CKEMJMIiYV^ AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
88, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington. London, S

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., Ac.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises everr

braiich requisiteto prepare youth forthepursnitsofAgriculture

K"S.';''*"i"&M?t''"'"«?'
*?^""l'«c("res» and the Arts; for theAa\al and ilihtary bervices, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly .ird
accurately executed at the College. The terms iid otlier par-
ticulars may be had on ajjplication to the Principal.

PRICES.

SATUBDAY, MAHCIl 31, 1860.

MT:ETrX0S FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK
MosDAT. April 2-CentTfil Furmers' Club 6 pmH«DSK«nAT. - 4-Aifri. Society of Enxland ..:::; Voo^.

Superphosphate of lime, £5 10s. Delivered to any Eailwav or Wharf in TrTifloT, L-
^^}^^ ^^"^ "T^""

'**' a-ricultnral events seed
1 "'^.y "^ wiiariini.cnacil. time has rpturned to us, and the important duty

of selecting the seed of our farm and garden crops
for the present year presents itsplf. Those who
are thoughtful upon the matter will probably buy
of the most respectable merchants, and be prepared
to pay accordingly ; but by far the greater number

THK LONDON MANUEE COllPANY
!««-. >

(Ebtablisbfd 1840),Are now prepared to.^er-d<^utthe toUowing MANUFACTURED

Thev wnn?i^.f^^ w?"*^
SPRING TOPDEE88ING.

bX«T.1 P«^icular attention to the article Dissolved^i^^^lt^Vi^^^ ^''^'^ *=^"«*° Manures for the Root
tfce MlS*.^.!?^"'^.^I'f^^

pnarantee every portion, both of

Kn B?n«.
'"^•^"I'le phosphate, to be obtained entirely

CUANO^fdl?.*^'''""'?, ^"""P^^y, ^«*> ^"PPly PERUVIAN
SODi s/t'i^^V^'J" ^^^'^^^' A. Gibbs A Sonsj. NITRATE of

-Jj^enchurch Street. EC. Enw. Ptb^fb. Secretary.

Mrcc^r.^^
STABLISHED 1812.

ESSRS I'RCCTOR are now prepared to tnl-e^orders for their special MANURES for 1860. ^bich they
J^JJ^^y state are of a superior quality and charged at
TDpviD ^**"^'^ P"<^e, viz. :—

' «

»HEAT H^"P*^ I £i^^^^ MANURE OAT MANURE
^'W 5^!!**

|0TATO ditto BEAN ditto*"« ditto \ BARLEY ditto Alro
i^RPHOSPHATE

*^^t ... -^
'"" "«*irt»iLcu ui the beat quality.

PiuSSi, *^p* ^ Proctor. Cathay, Bristol ; or

TT-'j-^!̂
^ & Rtla»d. Birmingham and Chester.

-* by vf ?.^^-^; ^*\iES.—The Manures nianutactured

'•!<*'e^"at hT.^!T
*^* f"^"* '^"*^'"' ^8fi0. are now ready

•^'ES-S BARLEY MANURE I
ANGEL MANURE !' "_ '* |

BUENAKD, LACK, axd CO.'S CONCEN'i'RATFnSUPLRPHOSPHATE OF LIME; ^larantecd to contah^

th^pSn^"!^"^^
^^^^'^^ "^^'^«^' ''^-^ *- -^- to

Of these Manures Dr. VoelcVer prvs :— "Tlicse results nin«t
beverypratifyingtoyou. and are the best pr^f ot the^^bigh agricultural and con.mercial value which characteri^Syour concentrated superi.hosphate."

^"^ruLicnses

r^^f^l^^,
analyses with cninions of the late and presentChrnusts to the Royal Agrnultural Society, with Testimonial

Prices, *c., may be had on application to BrsKAKD Lack4 Co.. Button Road, Plvmontb.
^l«^ABD, i.ack.

''«A8B A^l:
ryiAiu ditto

PERi:VT*i'*^°r, '
BARLEY ditto

^*UME /^ GUANO. BONE DUST, 8UPE
«s «c., all of which are warranted of th.

(*

6
5

ap-

n^'w^^RAHS MANURE .. ®

^ •" U ni«ket7ri^. ^ ^-^^^ic^i Manure..

th^'p^^ AdeUidePIaoe. London Bridge E C""«% Eden Quay, Dublin.
"'^»°^. i^X.,

ot buyers will go to the cheapest market, in which
cafe It will indeed be to their advantoge if only a
tithe of the dirt which they get should ever germi-
nate. But whatever confidence one may feel in
any particular seedsmen, we must bear in mind
that all trades have their conventionalities, which
were formerly no doubt comprehended in appren-

rpOTTKNHAM PKW^AGE :MANURE-For ton- 1

^'^^^'^^'^
,V^*^*'°^"'"^^

^^^*"' ^^^ *'^^® «f ** art and
o;S ^""^^""R W'^eat and Grass, as al«> for manuring Manffeis I

"^^stery, and in DO part of the seedsman's eallinff

S'Sl'^nerTon ^^.^tw.*"*.^^^^
concentrated^ Manure, do these show more prominently than in all

b'ained^o7'.Vr^1*^*'^K!ll!"'^^?"^ matters connected with Grass seeds: in the^e we
have formulDc for permanent pastures ; for restoring
decaj-ed meadow

; for laying down lawn, and for
repairing lawn. These as they would appear to be
compoundf d upon no fixed principle, probably com-
prehend the art and mystery of the matter, just as
the quack who knows nothing of the chemical
constituents, or the reaction of these upon each
other in the medicine he prescribes, has far more
mystery and pretends to more art than the
educated physician.
The absence of sound education as regards the

nature and value of different kinds of Orasaes is

paiufullyevident to those who have tiiken the trouble
to analyse even the best of the seed admixtures
8' nt out, unless indeed we prefer to believe that
these compounds are put together without regard
to what they may contain. But to whatever we
may attribute the results one thing is certain, that
e\ en in the best samples the per centage which
germinates is so small that those kinds only which

Mveraiotnersaiineunestermecimgoiineuoyai AffTiCTUcurai .are natur&l to any^ particular district ultimately
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize eriven by the Society

! prevail| and detection of the evil tO the erower U
NUS^8';^°l.c!?t?™ar:j!^Se„"dTrtht.'iT'pe'?l very difficult. It may be, however, thatL either

feet cuum now in ose. Fuiiparticolanwatoa appiic»tioa. Tiews rough and innutntious QrAsses and weeds^

-^ g^"*^-^ required. A very liberal commission allowed.

JOSEPH BEBRY and'" SONS. Seed Merchants,M Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and ApeuU for theWestern Counties. ferPtRPHObPHAlE OF LIME, and otherManures.— 8, Arran Quay, Dublin.
»"uoiuer

ARTIFJCJAL MANUBtb, Ac.- ManufeoturerHX3w and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
aaav obtain every necessary t^*^— ~*j— *— ^^^ • . -

and efficient preparation, by
Ac., Principal of the Agriuuituraj ana i nomtcal UoMmfbl
Kenninfitfn, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
pbatef= of Lime, Cnprolites, *c. , and Assays of Gold, Sifver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous ot receiving instruction in ChumicaJ
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

PARKES' STEEL DICaiNC FORKS.
BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C, London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated TCX)L8 have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHUBN.—The FIRST
PRIZi'.i was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
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-w'hich is generally of a light weight, this was

estimated, without Cloyer seeds, at 14 lbs. to the

bushel. .

We may well understand a seedsman being

praised for his good mixture the first year of the

irrowth when Itulian Rye-grass has been largely

used, T)Tif the after complaint of *'My meadow

IV t^AutiUL xiu^x i-uu^o «... ..... ..^ has sadly gone off this year," is sure to follow, and

princi'ples of integrity and honour ? What, b.zt a3 eertain to
^f

met with the^r^^ yes.

if he can distinguish them, as having come up

spontaneously, or if not he may perhaps welcome

them on the understanding that all plants in a

Grass field are useful—pasture with some being

indeed nothing else but wild plants (weeds).

Now if these thiu<rs be so with men who would

do rightly, if they only knew how, what are we

to expect from those who have no part in the

[March 31, ig^Q^

Ldjunct to these A^Sflg'^q^-?^

Z^Tl' ^.^^""l ^^y ^^ iB not7J
good adjunct to these. AVhat the
sugar present in the Date may be ,^ uoi
This would be interesting to know as detpZ

stay

that their mixtures should be made up of old

seeds without reference to their kinds, the sweep-

ings of lofts, weeds, mouse dung, and all thtse

prohably in the first place purchased from men

who have seeded a crop because it was too dirty to

do anything else with. How fortunate^ will it

then be if the dirty mixture does not germinate !—
so much so that farmers might almost offer a

premium or a prize for *' seeds " warranted not to

grow I

We have been painfully impressed with these

facts during the past week, for as our* lawn had

hecome bare of Grass beneath the trees and in

^aces where ornamental plants had been placed,

during" the previous summer, it became an object

of solicitude to have the mischief repaired. To this

end our gardener was despatched to the seedsman

for some lawn Grass seeds. He however, as it

appeared, had not got any lawn Grasses in stock,

hut sent' a mixture of" ** Mixed Permanent

l*asture Grasses " instead, with an intimation that

they would do as well ; but how far the

mixture was suitable either for lawn or pasture we
would leave our reader^ to gu(?ss from the follow-

ing :—
1, Anali/cis 0/ Mixed Pirmanent Pasture Grasses:

8. Poft praterisis.

9. Alopecni-u3 pratensis.

10. Arrhonatherum avena-
ccuui,

11. Phleum pretense.

32. Cynnsurus cristatus.

13. Holcus lauatu.s.

it will do £0 sometimes !
" and then comes a pre-

scription for curing the bald placet, and thus two

sets of seed are sold, both probably bad, where one

good would do. Our last example will be that of

a lawn mixture in which, as will b^ seen, were

detected Plantago media seeds with others, accord-

ing to the ioUowing :

4. Analiftif of La%m Grass Mixture.

a: Weeds:
In sample.

Juncns biifoniiis .

.

. • • • • • 1

Plantago media ..
j. iqq

Runiex .

.

.. . - • • •
j

Ranunculus rcpons J

UmbeUiferse and others
b. Grassee.

I 111 the order
of their
prevalcuce-

1. Loliflftl p;ercAii^.

2- „ itfllicum.

3- Bromus Tnollis,

4. Festuca ]n*atcusis.

5. „ duriuscula,

6. ,, bronioides-

7. Bactylis glomerata-

5

In addition there were of weeds, independent of Grasses, no
lower than 25,600 seeds per bashel.

Estimated weight about 14 lbs. per bushel.

Now let us look at Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, & 13, for

pasture. The first two being annual Grasses, how
** permanent " may they he ! We would hope No. 3

very slightly so ; but as respects No. 2 it is

evidently ** old Italian," of no good hut "for
mixing.^' The others it is true are Grasses, but
properly can only be considered as weeds in so far

as value is concerned.

. But again what will be the effects of them
in the lawn ? Why^ equally mischievous ; for

4, 7, 9, 10, & 11, though tolerably good in

pasture, would he rough enough to spoil any lawn
in which they were found.

We would now notice a sample of Grass seed

from a *' Correspondent," of which we give the
following :

—

% Analysis of Jfixed Grass Seeds from a Co't-rcs-pondent.

a. Weeds and Weed Grasses.

In sample.
Bromus mollis .. ,, .. ,.12

„ stcnlis 6
Arrhenatberum avenaccuai . . .

.

20
Holcus lanatus , 10
Triticum repens , , . . . , .

.

2
Stellaria media ? 2
TJudetermined 2

6. Good Grasses and other h^rbs,

Festuca dariuscula
Poo pratenals , .

.

Dact^lis glomerata ., .. .,
Phleum pratensc
LoUum pcrenue

,, it-xHcum
Tiifolium prateuse

„ repens.

Whether these were sold for pasture or lawn we
cannot tell, but they were unfit for either, and
would only fail of being as mischievous as they
might be from the injuries they have snfftrred from '

age and general decay, as may be gathered from the
'

fact that although Clover seeds were mixed with
the sample, which is in itself an unusual matter,
yet the estimated weight per bushel could hardly
exceed 14 lbs.

The following is a sample of *' Mixed Meadow
Grasses" from a country seedsman, which will
serve to show how different are samples from
different places. In this the Grasses are placed in

the order of their abundance.
3. Aaalyds ofMixed Meadow Grass.

a. Weeds.
In sampb.

Ranunculus repens 16
Plantago lanceolata 16
Small weeds 80

b. Grasses.

Seeds old and
weevil eaten,
and niucb
mixed with
mouse dung.

Lolium perenue
Festuca nvina . . . . *

.

Cynosurus criatatus . . . I

Holcus lanatus
Anthoxaatbum odoratum .

.

Agrostis setacea

Bromus mollis

In examining the nature of the weeds, and unit-

ing them with the Grasses, we are led to believe that

the initiative of this mixture was derived from the

ripened Grass mown from a Heathy common, pro-

bably from the south-west of England. Turf of

this l?ind is often taken up for making lawns ; and

the Grasses, if the useless ones be avoided, in such

situations are not bad for the purpose, far better

indeed than the plan of trusting to people to make
mixtures, who too frequently put Grasses together

according fo their cheapness, or what they may
have in stock that it is most convenient to get rid

of whether of new or old samples.

Now, having so far exposed what we consider

a vicious system, our readers will naturally ask

for the remedy. It is obvious: always buy from well-

informed and honest seedsmen ; and as these are so

difficult to find, and the morality of trade too

much allows the preparrng" the market for the

cheap purchaser as for others, the bulk should

always be examined before soWiag it.

Eut, say the farmers, we don't know one Grass

seed from another, or Grasses from weeds. Then do
not consider that your sons have been properly

taught, especially if destined for a rural

life, until they can tell these things ; insist

upon botany and other branches of natural

history as a part of their education. Our friend

Professor Hexslow is teaching these things to

village school children with advantage to them in

every respect, and until the future generation of

farmers are trained herein, let seeds be properly

examined by some competent man before being
sown. We may take the credit to ourselves of

having been the first to expose these matters ; we
have shown the loss and disappointment which
result from the present system, and we now beg
to state that we are still ready to examine and
report upon this subject, and at this time we are

especially anxious to obtain samples, not from
seedsmen but from their customers, of what are
called seeds, such as Clovers, Grasses (whether
separate or mixed), which will in time be duly
commented upon.

whether it may not te as cheap a source of
as malt is for the brewer* or distiller and '^^

Its actual agiieultural value as coni pared ^-fu
other feeding stuffs must he determined bv a
longed experiment, which will probably be nvT*^"
Hothamsted. "^"'^at

The sale at Milcote on Wednescfay U
proved unmistakeably the value of a mrl^
Short-horn, irrespectively of anythiuo ilVp if
infiuence of mere fajshion. Fitty-one head f

cattle realised 31567. 7s., or nearly 62/, each
Take the descendunts of " Charmer/' to JfIia-

pedigree we refercd^ last week, and ^ve have th^
three old cows of which she was the dam averanij
04 guineas each ; the 14 of which she was gr^
dam averaging upwards of 68 guinec'fffejtch; tb€l2
of v/hiohshe

' . . ' -

averaging 68 ^^.^^..^ , w.^-^^o >viui;u ^^re were a

couple of calves at 35^ giiineas each. Her 31

descendants fetched 2139^. 18«.,and averaged 69/

The other principal tribe —descendants of

"Frill"—eight in number, fetched 4481. fs. or

56/. each. Tlie highest priced animal on the'list

was *• Charmer Gth," to which we especially re-

ferred last week, purchased by Mr. T. K Pii^uix

of Beeston, for 160 guineas. Among the
for-'

chasers Wet-e the Duke of BrTnuniASD, Dukeof

DEA'oxsniitE, Earl of Dahtmotjth, Lord ?il.

LorGUBY I5E Broke, Mr. Laxgsion, SI.P., Mr.

BiiAMSTON, M.P.. Messrs. Atees, ...Howarii,

Oliteu, Hales, Koakes, Tiiacey, "Wells, aad

others.

The followTnjf are the results of the sale:—

\

uj^ up>iaiua yi uo guxueOff eactl'; tb€l2
wasgr. gr. dam, many of themeaW
i guineas ; besides which there w?™ 1

20 cows and 3-year-old heifers

7 2-year-old heifers

6 yearling heifers .

.

4 heifer calves

Realised. AveragEd.

« *

>

37 females

2 old bull* .

.

1 2-year-old bull
5 yearling' bulls
6 bull calves .

.

*

14 males

Total 51 animals

102 18

30

395 &

15* T

£7117

to:

4311

dl i

79 1

0»

£6S21J' ^<'J J"

£31^6 7 i
iil U

De. Gilbeht, of Harpenden, St. Alban's,
has been good enough to send us the following
analysis of *' iuft;rior Dates," from which it will he
seen that they form a food of inferior quality :

—

CoutpositioTi of irfjcrior Dafis.
Stones (air dried) .. .. .. .. .. ., ., 13 9
Fleshy portion (dry) consisting^ of :

—

Jsitrogcnons compounds .. *l.3&
Non-nitrogenous compounds (sufrar, &c.) .. 66.31
JliucriU mutter . . , . .". .

.

. . 1.40

Water
Total * « 09.-'

ir.T

= 71.680
per bushel.

Lolium it&licum.
,. perenno.

Holcus lanat\i5.
Dac^lia glomeiata.
AUtboxanthum odoratum.
In thia case the Italian

Alopecunis pAtensis.

Bromus mollis.

Poa pratensis.

Avena flavesceuB.

put to laoke a sati.fact-.ry show at Lrtin/.
immense quantity of it,

100.0

Dr. Gilbert also quotes the results of another
analysis made in another laboratory some time
since, showing 75 per cent, of dry substance con-
taining 2 per cent, ash, about 2 of nitrogenous
compounds, and 71 per cent, of non-nitrogenous
matter, including sugar, &c. The percentage
oi* nitrogenous compounds in the flesh of Dates is

thus exceedingly low. In one sample the amount
is little more than 1-lOth as much as in the average
of the cereal grains : and in the other sample not
materially more. Such material would, of course,

only be suitable for f(M)d when mixed with some
highly nitrogenous matter—such as cake, or the
Leguminous seeds. But, if cheap, it might be a

Me. Lawes calls attention to the lallsey

of supposing, as Mr. Mechi seems to do, tkia

system which may be profitabie in ^^jstaan*^

thereby proved profitable as a general rule. V»

profit made in the example quoted may be doeti)

its being an almost solitary case ; and ^'^^"jT

if any attempt at its general extension were fflW-

Mr. Mechi says :—" If all the hind of this kii«**

50,000,000 acres, which is eqnaXin quality with myoj f

produced as much as mine does per acre, our ajnw*

tural produce would be increased by the enMW»

amount of 421,000,0007. annually; the present pte^

according to my calculation, being only
^^"''J^^

or 169 millions. According to my annus! prow
^

111. 15s. per acre it would be 587 millions.

On this Mr. Lawes remarks:-" One ot tM^ >

features in the svstem Mr. MeCHT adopts; «fl«^

cates to this end, 'is the purchase of IargM"'^^^rj :.
.

imported food and mamtre. He says -, ^^e
right to state that I consider the items ot

^-J^^
for purdiased food, and 105. per acre for gaaao,

most important influence on my pront. ^
afJjtdfe

« Now, if guano and-import^d food were^ ^^ jj^

rate upon the whole of the 50^000,000 acr^

United Kingdom, we shoidd require, »* P'"^ ^i
an annual importation of nearly 2,0tW,uw

^j^

guano, and of about 15,000,000 tons ot f»«^rf
corn mstead of oilcake, about 80,000,WAl 4 ^^^
Beans, or about 85,000,000 quarters of i3*"''^>

136,000,000 quarters of Oats ! *«« of
1^'

"Ihavemvself no doubt that the
^'y^Y"^,^.

farming will "be gradually extended over
^^^^

But it seems to me that such a systemF^^
implies dependence on foreign prodttctJW

^ ^—
successful competition with it. It is

e^'^^'^^jciu 9^
the success of the plan adopted by i^l^-

^, ^^j^fl»^

greatly depend upon its not bein^ ^^"^'^1^^'
A very slight increase beyond the ordm^^O , -
cattle foods rapidly increases their cosfj* „

theb employment unprofitable to- the ixtrow*

AX AGRICULTURAL PI^^^^J^^^^^t^
No. IV. DmarAiiTo:^, a>'I) W^sroy 1>^;^^,^

^
TEESHiKE.—These arc two separate t.in- ^^
apart, indeed-the one cloi'e to

^''^^X Z^ii^
the Duke of Beauforfr; the otlicr tii«^^. ^
R. S. Holford, Esq., M.R for E. f^^lx^ \^,
however, he on the same geueral ^°J^„^^^^^
are for the most part underJbe^gW

* Nitrogen 0.22 X 6.3 = ^-^

pen

»*.
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I

Management. The one is m the occupatiou of an

hiU^llLnt nnd enterprising tenant farmer ; the other

I LbeoccnF^itionorawealthylandovvuer : nowonaer that

the latter excels the former iii all that relates to the fix-

tures and permanent equipment of the estate, or that

the especial merit of the former lies in its stock and

annual farm management.

1 Let us talic Didmarton first : The village lies

sUeltcred hy shrubbery and trees at the northern end of

Badminton Park, on \he. high table land of East Glou-

cestershire, which is for the most part from 500

to 700 feet above the level of the sea on

the Bathstone of the oolite formation. This farm, in

the occupation of Mr. Stiles Rich, is about 680 acres in

extent, 400 acres arable, and 280 acres pasture. The

labourVorco of the farm includes 23 men, 7 boys, and

10 T\'omen ; and 12 horses besides two ox teams. Extra

hands are 'also sometimes employed, as during hay and

com harvest, and at Turnip-hneiiig time.
^
The cropping

includes 170 acres in corn, 170 acres in Clover and

Grass seeds and Sainfoin, and about 60 acres in Tur-

The rotation is 1, Wheat; 2, Oats or Barley j 3,

purest Short-horn pedigree. And the result is shown
in a very fine lot of heifers and calves, and several very
fine young bulls. Among the latter is "Archduke,"
a son of "Cupid," and "Libra" from "Libel," by
"Valentine" (13932).

The character and history of the herd appear to me
to deserve being thus placed on record as an illustra-

tion of the enterprise and perseverance of a Gloucester-

shire tenant farmer.

2. "Weston Biet is the seat of R. S. Holford, Esq.,

M.P. Very great improvements hnve lately been
effected in the park and grounds by the diversion of the
public road, theerectionof lodges, and the transplanting

of large trees. Elms and Oaks 30 and 40 years old

have been successfully transplanted, and are now firmly

land in as good heart, and knock down all their
useless pollard trees, and grub up all their useless

hedge-rows; and further, tliey must have as good
machinery and as good premises as Mr. Mechi has,

before they can fairly compare their farming and profits

with -his, or hit with theirs.

Can you account for the hostility agriculturists

as a body exhibit against every man who tries an
agricultural experiment, ui«s a newly invented machine,
and does not follow in the beaten track of their fore-

fathers, as one horse in a team follows another ? In the
darker ages in the times of Tusser and Tnll, for

examples when books were scarce, and few could

nips.

Turnips ; 4, Barley, or spring Wheat ; 5, Clover, kept

down a second year; and cue-seventh of the laud is

generally in Sainfoin. A good deal of paring and

burning is carried on upon the farm, and in the jieigh-

bourliood generally tlie old Sainfoin is thus broken up

for green crop of some kind. The practice of stifle

burning, by which a larger quantity of soil in proportion

to the fuel is exposed to heat than by any other way, is

also carried out to a great extent.

It is, however, the herd of pure bred Short-horns

upon his farm that distinguishes Mr. Bich in a district

which is generally well cultivated. The farm has

always been to some extent a dairy farm, and the well

selected ordinary Short-horn cows employed as dairy

stock have for a quarter of a century and more been
ci'ossed by pure bred bulls. The same rule has, indeed,

been acted on by Mr, Kich as Mr. Willoughby Wood
fecommeuds to stock fanners generally for the im-

provoment of their cattle. Mr. Rich has, however, not
Lt'LH satisfied with the general improvement of his

cows obtained in this gradual way ; biit for many years
he lias been attendant at the sales of pure bred Short-
horn Btock. And by descendants from cows purchased
at these sales, crossed by pure bred bulls, he has
gradually displaced his more ordinary dairy stock until

there are very few in his herd which cannot boast of

pnre descent from the great originals of the Short-horn
breed. And he now accordingl}'" obtains for his young
bull calves as great prices as arc generally demanded
for animals such as can claim like themselves the purest
Sliort-horn descent.

Thus at the sale of Mr. Glass, of Worton, near
Devizes, in 1847, three pure bred Short-horn cows were
obtidnetl which have several descendants now in the
Didmnrton herd. About 1S52 a good cow of Lord
i>ui.:"ie'B. '* Ursula," by " Usurer," was obtained irom
Tortwortb, and SiUehas seven female descendants at Did-
maitou. Auother "Usurer" cow ("Flourish") was bougl)t
nt tho Tort'.vartIi^iile, and she has three descendants.
Old " Splendour," a c5^r~1jred hy tlwi. Hon. J^oal
Hill, and bought at Mr. Dickenson's sale six years ago,
has two female descendants. Several of her descendants
were sold the other day at Mr. Crawley's sale, in Bed-

read, prejudices of this kind miglit be excused ; but now
as education is become almost general among all classes,

rooted in their new positions, without having suffered
|

we look for more enlightenment, and are surprised that

any apparent check of growth. The estate is now being such prejudices are still so prevalent among us.

rapidly improved by the erection of new farm buildings, —Mr. Sidney and gentlemen, you do not believe

and home buildings have lately been erected for a home
j

Mr. Mechi made the profits he told you he did ; but the

farm of about 600 acres, 420 acres of which are pasture.! late Mr. Piper yearly advertised that he made greater.

This farmery was designed by Mr. E. Rich, the agent ! or to the extent, if I remember correctly, of 61. an acre

for the estate, in order to suit the requirements of a ; of clear profit, and he showed the world how he did it;

bought at

oendants
*' Phoebe,"
has two
which IS
u

large establishment, as well as to meet the wants of a

large farm. They are built out of sight of the house

and gardens behind plantations and in a hollow so as to

be perfectly screened. The main block is in ground
plan a sort of trident, the middle prong being repre-

sented by a double row of roomy cattle boxes with a

central gangway—one of the side prongs being a row of

;
cart-stables, &c., and the other being a row of cattle-

stalls and shedding. The spaces between these lines

are yards used for cattle. These tliree joarallel rows

of building thus separated are united by a cross head of

cattle-sheds, opening into the yards on one side and

sheds opening on the other side to the north and west

for implements and carts. And over these latter are

granaries. The handle of the trident, to maintain the

comparison, is a range of building extending north,

comprising most complete barn and steam-thresh-

ing and grinding machinery. And at the farther end

lies a yard and saw-house for which the same steam-

power is available, where carpenters' work for the

estate is done.

The main road through the buildings lies across

the points of the three teeth of this trident, to

whicli the ground plan of the buildings has been coijx-

parcd. On one side, and in the spaces between these

points, at the ends therefore of the two yard?, are

pig pits and piggeries ; and on the other side lies the

bailiff's house with admirable dairy, cottages, and

yards and sheds for dairy cows. Provision is made for

for poultry in a separate set of houses on one side of

the main block of buildings. The whole arrangement
is very convenient and economical of labour, and the

construction of the several parts is praiseworthy. In

particular the adoption of such a plan as was adaptable

to any method of feeding, either in yards, sheds, or

boxes, is wortliy of being copied. The farm maintains

a breeding flock of 200 Down ewes, rearing ail their

produce ; also 25 dairy cows, rearing all their produce,

and buying and fatting steers besides, bringing out the

steel's fat at 3 years old ; there are also some 60 pigs

fattened aununlly. The stables contain a dozen re-

markablv fine Suffolk cart horses i'or the farm and
estate work generally. ^

At Weston Birt we have a specimen offirst class farm

buildings, which, with other farmeries on the estate,

Mr. Dickenson's sale, has five femtde de- i well deserves examination by improving landowners and

their agents. And at Didmarton, equipped as poorly

as may be with rickety old sheds and houses, without

arranoement, with no connection among them what-

ever, we have a specimen on the other hand of what
energy and perseverance in the tenant will do, in spite

fordshire, when two of them were purchased by Sir
W. Milep, of Leigh Court. "Sweetbread," another cow

at Didmarton. Captaki Gunter's cow
descended from Sir C. Tempest's blood,
female descendants at Didmarton, one of
by "6tl» Duke of Oxfwd." From

Florentine," bought of Mr. Sainsbury, of Corsham,
there are three female descendants. " Oakleaf," bought
at Mr. Harvey Combe's sale, has two female descendants;
nnd there are two heifers from another cow "Kathleen,"
<iircctly descended from the Tortworth herd. In
1859 there were bought at Sir. Tracey's sale in
t tounty of Kent, "Snowberry," her daughter
"Clnsterberry," and « CaioUua 2d." And of Lady
i*"gntt, « Relvoir Lady " and " Belvoir Ducheas,'"
a calf by the "6th Duke of Oxford," were purchased.
Attdcow "Libel," bred by Mr. Bolden, of Lancaster,
and almost entirely of Warlaby blood, has also been
Wed to the stock, by purchase from Mr. Strafford.™ herd now comprises above 90 females and three
••olt males, the whole of which are in healthy breeding
^Hitjon. The bull calves are usuftlly disposed of early
*nd8old at prices varying from 10 to 20 guineas.
lh« bulls employedon this herdhave been as foUo\\ S:

—

Old Stricklaiid" (11870). bred bv Miss Strickland so

-•"R ago as 1837 or 1838; "Ned Poins" (6241). bred

^ the kto Mr. Cotterell of Congresbv in 1842;
.
Iferkeley-' (7830), bought a calf at Lord'Ducie's sale

»1846; "AMiite Helicon" (13999), bred by Lord
AJawe, and bought in 1843 ; " Saturn " (12051), bred by
"f. Woodward in 1846 ; " Douglass " (12715), a gr^d-« of Biitea's *'Duke of Northumberland;" " Valen-
iJM (13a32), bred by Lord l>ucie, calved in 1852 ;

-iiu?v_^^
V: -r" (12774), bred from "Ursula," by

.-*» '^^ <^f York," calved in 1853 j
' " ' -

••

y!S^}'
fcred by Lord Ducie. also by

,.««," calred in 1851, wft« used four y«»r8 ;
" Cupid "

). brad by Mr. Sftinsburv in IREU; T.v <'Afi,

and I think also that the Kev. Mr. Smith, of Lois
^Veedon, writes that liis profits are more than Mr.
Mechi says his are. Now, I knew Mr. Piper well, and
I believe no one ever doubted his veracity ; and though
I do not know the Rev. Mr. Smith, yet his statements
carry the conviction of truth with them ; and therefore,

gentlemen, in calling in question the veracity of Mr.
Mechi, you condemn all others who are breaking
through the trammels of long-established and idolised

custom as he has done.

We live in go-ahead times, when science has pene-

trated and revolutionised every other trade and pro-

fession, and for the benefit of mankind in general we
are anxious to force it into agriculture, into^ fai-myards

and fields. But is it not so already ? It is not, as it

ought to be ; the ancient Egyptians, Persians, North
Africans, Greeks, Bomans, and, above all, the

ancient and modern Chinese, tbough they were and are

all far behind us in some other useful arts and sciences,

and lind not the implements and machinery that we
have, yet in many respects they equalled, and in some
surpassed us in both agricultural knowledge and practice;

indeed, at this very time scientific men, such as Liebig

and Daubeny, &c.f are demonstrating that if England
should persevere in her present system of land cultiva-

tion for a few more years, the whole country will be
exhausted of vegetable pahula, and dearth and famine

consequently ensue; but were the changes generally

introduced into our farmyards and fields, which Mr.
Mechi has adopted in his, and which he so forcibly

reconmiends to you, instead of the dire,calamiti.es pre-

dicted by the sages, and which otherwise must be ftd-

filled, England instead of importing would become a
grain exporting country, and her ships would be
freiijhted to all parts of the world with corn, as they
are now with every kind of manufactured goods

;

farmers, also, would become rich and influential, and
regain their power in the state and among the families

of men.
But, gentlemen, let us make a mental visit to this

now world-renowned farm, called Tiptree Hall, and let

*ne be your cicerone, and for which I fiatter myself I

am tolerably well qualified, for 1 have known it from
before Mr. Mechi was the cultivator of it, when not

one of the buildings which are now the admiration of

all visitors was erected at it, and when, indeed, all

was a dreary waste, the old buildings having been
pulled down, the hedges and hedge-rows grubbed up,

and the trees felled, and the roads to it and about the

fields were impassible from deep ruts and mire. Since

then I have seen the present mansion rise in that then

who are interested In the progress of good agriculture.

\

it

" Koh-i^noor "

"4th Duke of

(

IkA^^r^'Vr/ ""' '"^^insbury in 1856. by *'4th

J2!?L^C*^' J""*^
""^ " Darlington 6th," the latter?^ bon^t by Mr. Thome, America, at

AiMve hm thus been

of difficulty, equally deserving the examiii^tion of all I dreary wilderness, and all the fine buildings connected
• ' *

** ' *' ' — ^ -'' '^ with it; the gardens and shrubberies laid out and
planted; tbe farm everywhere drained, and the stag-

nant waters in it let loose, and brought for use and
ornament to the homestead, and thence in part, .when

mixed with the fertilising mimures made at tlie house

and farmyard, forced through pipes laid underground
by powerlul steam machinery to every part of the farm.

I have seen also, almost or quite, every implement and
macliine used on the farm, and almost every crop grown;

and I was at every one of Mr. Mechi's princely and
instructive agricultural gatherings, at which men of all

ranks and degrees, from princes and noblemen who
counted their acres by hundreds of thousands, and
ambassadors and scientific men from all parts of the

world down to the liarnilcss possessor of his rood of land

only, met together and were received by the hoejritftble

lioat and his amiable consort with a hearty welcome,

entertained, instructed, ami, I will vt'utiirc to predict,

ftasted nicutally aiid bodily in a manner they never

will be again.

But gentlemen, you do not, you say, like man who
_^en the eyes of landlords! Do, my friends, I

^J""^*
you, drop these narrow-minded notions; the landlord*

'

^ are too closely united to be aevered

^_ tliree or four score MecUiain

every county in England. But. they would raiae rents J

So much the better for the tenanta, if they were flhown,

as they would be, how to double, treble, or quadruple

the produce of their farms, and at a leas expense than

they are now at to muddle out of their lands the small

and miserable crops that too many valuaDle farms are

And do not laugh at me, gentlemen,

were lands tlioroughly drained and

MR. ALDERMAN MECHI AND THE LONDON
FARMEUS' CLUB.

Will you allow me to liave a little imaginary con-

versation with those members of this Club who were

present at Mr. Alderman Mcchi's lecture on the

Sewage of 'i'owns ? It appears from the newspaper
reports of what occurred at the lecture that Mr. Meclii

stated, among other things, that he for the six years

I

previous to the last had made a clear annual profit of

700/., after allowing for rent, tithes, rates, taxes,

labour, and expenses of machinery, &c. ; and that last

year, after having made the same allowance, he had
made a profit of 600/- from his 170 acres of land ; thus

Mr. Mechi stated that in seven years he had made an

actual profit by farming 170 acres of land of 4800/,

It appears iurther from the newspaper reports that the
j

members of the Club who were present at the lecture
j

expressed strong doubts as to tbe correctness of the

worthy lecturer's accounts; and it further appears, ! open the eyes of landlords

!

from other subsequent newspaper report*, that this

sceoticism has now extended nearly throughgut the i
and tenants int* ^'^a

whole of the agricultural world.
i

or injured werc^there

I know notbing of the gentlemeo, except from

report, who at their Club threw the doubts upon

:\rr. Alderman Mechi's statements as to his profits

;

but I have little doubt they are honourable and

excellent men, but certainly not candid ones, or they

would not have condemned the succeffiful resulta of a

system of farming which they have "e^r practised; f now produdnglj^^^

tLy must drain, their land* as well as Mr. feeeh. has
::^- / teIjou t^^^^^^

300 guineas.

t u«d at^!rjo"t^cot'lt "of th: \
hK"rdr;iy. ':^'^ Sf; a"nd klep -tbci;

\
scientmcally cultivated, and the sewage of tow..
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.„ , . , , ,„,^^ .i,p,^ „„ If ou^hTTi^ Tbe latter body, at one time, offeved a preminm narrow stetches, al>out 2 metTST^aT^Al^^

even and satisfactory as if they had been p^^^'^^a*

steady-going machinery. These ditches, 8oin75^*^ ^
metres in breadth, are taken hi the followin

^*''*'*

form part of the stetch, while a breadth is^TiiJ^
^

from the neighbouring stetch to form a new^^v^
fnrrow. By this arrangement the ditches are

"^

manent, but form in tlie regular course part if r^'^'"''

tivated soil ; and thus the whole of the land l V"^"
under ditches and stetches alternately. As the'!Sr+

or furrows are very deep, from three to fonr tirJ

depth of the average seed bedobtained inEiifflisl, )

^''^

ing, it will be seen liowby this method of workinT"

to be, the senseless cry about "The seasons! the seasons of lOOOZ

ftre against us !" w
farming, would seldom

"But, gentlemen, 1 ^ x
i iv *.

"* * f

Farm when it was a mere dreary -looiilng wilderness,
j

that is
«%P''^^f"^ , ,. uurnose

i

other crops in like proportion, from its then 130*

of land; and I would inform you what it is producing

now, but as I have, I fear, already span out my letter to

a rather tedious length, 1 must put off the interesting

facts 1 have yet behind about the present crops till

another week ; and so for the present, gentlemen of the

City of London Farmen*' Club. I bid you adieu.

Geo, Wilkiiis, [The worthy alderman has had to bear

of late so many blows from angry disputants, that we

must not refuse utterance to the only voice that has

yet been raised for him.j

the mineral food of plants, we should be amply rewarded

for the outlay. Many of our agricultural societies

annually spend large sums of money on experiments

with manures which possess little practical and no

scientific value.
,

The principles by which these experiments could be
, , .v •

d made subservient to the establishment of
I

tilth of unusual depth is soon obtained;
I

SEWAGE MANURE.
The solution of this great question can scarcely be

said to be advanced by the two long papers recently

xead by Mi. Mechi, or the discussions which arose upon

them. On tbe contrary, the imucity of fresh informa-

tion elicited, and the mass of topics so irrelevantly in-

troduced by Mr. Sidney and others, betray a weakness

in the present state of agricultural inquiry in connec-

tion with this social and agricultural subject, which is

lay no means cheering.

Every candid man must admit that Mr. Mechi has

thrown his active and vigorous mind into the conside-

ration of the subject ; but it may be questioned if he is

the man to grapple with one so intricate and difficult.

Mr. Mechi can no doubt detail his own experience and

conclusions in a clear and lucid manner. He may, like

any other citizen, afford invaluable aid and excellent

suggestions. Mr. Mechi has rendered excellent service

to the cause of high farming by the zeal and public

spirit with which he has experimented, and by laying

bare some of the dangers and drawbacks of excessive

investments. But Mr. Mechi must alter his course as

an agricultural monitor or his success and usefulness

have reached their culminating point.

British farmers as a body are not very eager to follow

advice when it is either far-fetched, or when accom-
panied with any other drawback incidental to visionary

theorists. And even the views of men of more sober

judgment, like Mr. Mechi, whose success as a com-
mercial man should alone entitle him to respect, are

occasionally received with a bad grace. Mr. Mechi
ought to know this as well as we can tell him ; and
ought studiously to guard against increasing the preju-

dice with which he and those who sail in the same boal
with him have to contend against.

It js perplexing and vexatious, no doubfc, to an agri-

cultural experimentalist to find those who should cheer
rather disposed to sneer at his efforts, no matter how
patriotic. And this, it must be confessed, is the attitude

'- of many of those who oppose all attempts at utilising

the sewHge of towns. Mr. Mechi is perhaps slightly to
blame in tlie matter. His repeated and unnecessary
references to the manner at which he is " amused " at
the stateof the "agricultural mind'* can effect no good,
while it is peculiarly calculated to provoke the hostility of
those whomustregard themselves as included in the worthy

bases. It is quite possible that such an inquiry would

soon make us acquainted with the nature and properties

of the substance or substances which arrest and fix m
the soil the constituents of manure. And it is equally

probable that when once made known such sub-

stance or substances could be manufactured at a cheap

Tate, and applied for absorbing the fertilising matters

of sewage. S.

FLEMISH HUSBANDKY.
A VEEY noticeable feature in Flemish husbandry is

the absence of the fallow in the routine of culture. For

upwards of 200 years the Flemish have abolished

fallows; finding in the introduction of crops which

are capable of being repeatedly worked at various

stages, and of a carefully carried out system of rotation,

together with the use of manures of a special cha-

racter, the means of retaining, nay increasing, the

fertility of the soil. But more than this, the same land

which gives alternate crops of Cereal and green crops

gives often two crops in the same year. No sooner

is one crop taken off the land than it is worked for

another crop, which is sowed and harvested before the

year has expired. There is thus literally no rest

either for the land or the labourer, both are fully

employed, and each is saved from exhaustion by a

change in the degree and kind of work to be performed.

The whole gist of the matter is so well put by a native

writer on the agriculture of Flanders, and in a medium
but little known if not now altogether out of circula-

tion, that we here freely translate his remarks:
"Our system of farming," he remarks with just, and
—we think with others who have surveyed the
country—well founded pride, "is what in other
countries is the perfection of farming. Indeed,
the first maxim of all farming is to draw from
the land the greatest possible amount in Cereals with the
least exhaustion of the soil. To obtain this desideratum
the school of agriculture gives as its maxim, * put half
of the land in Cereal and the other half in pasture and
in roots;* you will have thus to be sure less soil under
Cereal, but it will produce more on account of the
change of crop and the increase of manure. On the
other hand the Flemings say; put three-fifths of your
land under Cereals in place only of the half; secure the
change of cropping necessary not in the exclusive culti-

vation of fodder plants but in the variety of produce,
alderman s source of amusement. Now, the real fact of such as Flax, Hemp, Colza, Chicory, Poppies, Cnmeline,
the case is that the solution of such a comphcated and farina of various kinds. But besides the crops
problem as that of sewage cannot be solved by Alderman already named, we can produce roots and pasture plants
Mechi or the Farmers' Club. We are strongly of upon the same soil and in the same year. We have
opinion that farmers regard Mr. Mechi*s figures, and
" round numbers," and " averages " per acre, with more
or less scepticism. And, on the other hand, while they
read with no dissatisfaction a speech spiced with per-
sonality like that of Mr. Sidney, they have ere this
learned to look upon the sewage question as one preg-
nant with momentous interest to the nation at large.
The question should be considered from two distinct

points of view :— first, as a great chemical problem
directed to the discovery of some method of economi-
cally precipitating the chief maiiurial constitueuts of
sewage; and secondly, the judicious application of

thus as much nourishment for our cattle as in the new
system of agriculture—the alternate cropping—without
reducing the extent of land under Cereals; and without
renouncing our textile and oleaginous plants. Such is

the essence of Flemish agriculture."
Although much used throughout Flanders it is an

erroneous impression which is somewhat prevalent, that
the spade is the only implement of cultivation employed.
The plough is nearly always used, although the spade is

often used immediately after the plough, still further to
create a fine tilth. The furrows are all trimmed up hy

in tne impossibility of precipitating the constituents of
sewage with any prospects of commercial success. It
requires no great amount of chemical knowledge to
know that tliere are great difficulties in tJie way. This
^art or the subject, however, has never been investigatedm the manner its importance deserves, M'e are all
uware, too, that chemistry has achieved most marvellous
results in a comparatively short space of time. Every
day witnesses the development of some new idea; and
surely it is not too much to expect that a well-directed
investigation, specially undertaken with a view of
utdising the ammonia, phosphates, and potash ofsewage
would be crowned with success.

I would suggest that Mr. Mechi should originate

fJ^wl^^'^'V"^^^^*^ Government would make a grant-or that the R^al Agricultural Societv should vote a
'^^Z^!j^l^^2!l2rlOQ^^ sp,ei^ inquiry of this

you itwiw. ^ ^ ^^'^ ^* ^o'' l"u acres, us he tt,ld

sewaeeti^ tl.P UrM\ o= ,..-,«*-"o i v iit'^At r- -
,

the spade and the superfluous earth thrown up on theoS 1 sWl'^gfveV w„ fpeH^.^ " f li: laUcr tf\"^ f
'"^'"- «"*. »""-^>? ^^f

V^ou,^. i^ clnefly

in a future artiplp in.1 vv;il\,,7i „ff
tne latter used, it is by do means the only implement employed ;

the former
suggestion on as said above, the spade is used along with it. The ho^

. fr-'
-:-"* -^\--ts have expressed their holief ^'aTd^^: iuX^^Tf^v^t^areTenW ^Hhef̂ ^hm the .mpossibihtv of prcdoitatin. the .nnstitnent, .f ^e spade or the latter implement reducTnfthe c"^^^

and eradicating the weeds. It is in tbe district of the
Pays de Waes, in East Flanders, that spade husbandry,
strictly so called, is carried out. When we passed
through this district at a time where all were busy
preparing the land for seed, we travelled miles without
seeing a plough at work ; but numerous labourers were
busy with the spade. In some districts the land is dug
every three years ; in others they dig all soil intended
to be laid under Cereals; so that the whole farm is dug
every two years. The plough is sometimes used in

conjunction with the spade, men placed at intervals
taking up the earth and placing the spadefuls on
the ploughed part; the land thus prepared is

left all winter to atmospheric influences, and har-
rowed carefully in the spring. Deep ploughing
is indeed one of the most striking features of
Flemish farming; a depth of 50 centimetres is a

nearly resembles that of a well-cultivated £^^7,, T^
that which we are accustomed to look lipon a" S
farmland. The almost total iibsenceof weodgi/?!
Flemish farms keeps up this garden-like

appearance!!
the lands more markedly. It is impossible to praise trl
highly the continued eflbrts of the farmers of Fluid
to keep down all weeds, and one not the least valoabr
of the results obtained is that the very toil of the ta t
is mitigated by the never-ceasing attention paid io it

Where weeds are allowed to cumber the Itind year after

year the task of their eradication if once it la Wun ig

all the more difficult to be performed ; wWreas by
always endeavouring to get rid of them the perpetui

disturbance prevents their perpetuation, and makatliftr

removal more easy. It is pleasing to the eye of the

educated farmer as he strolls along the Flemiabrtads

to witness the number of people employed in theown-

tion of weeding. The weeds taken up are not fooliiliir

thrown aside, but are carefully collected and bronelit

off* the field to add to the manure or the compost beap. ^
In the preparation of some qualities of land not too P

tenacious, a custom is sometimes adopted of a nun

following the plough with a spade; as ei\cb forroir

»

opened up, he deepens the soil with the spade, andin

the part already ploughed throws up the soil obtained.

Exposed thus to the action of the atmospheric infloeuo^

the clods are disintegrated, and a considerable addi-

tion to the fertility of the soil obtained— equaliatlif

opinion of many farmers to a good manuring.

Another 'point of interest connected with Flemiili

agriculture is the "rotations/' In a future part of tto

Paper we shall dwell more particularly on this dep»rt-

ment. Meanwhile we shall take a brief glance at tie

features of the leading soils and the mode of cultipatiflu

adopted on them.
Throughout a great part of Flanders the»iIisof«i

exceedingly light sandy nature, varjin?^^ ^

sand pure and apparently as sterile as that wbicb sVirti

the sea-shore, to a richer loamy soil The sandy w«;

comprising part of the provinces of East andn«t|

Flanders, and of Brabant and Limburg, ia tb Ĵ ^

which the peculiarities of Flemish hushanary can m
be studied. .

A pait of this sandy zone is much inteiwctedg

canals and roads, by means of which a constant supp^

of manure can be obtained from the toffm. *•

Kervyn details a mode of cultivation adapted for n^

circumstances. The farm is PU]»posed tobeSSaipo^

in extent (an arpent is 1.1086 acre); the soil » r

adapted for Rye, but nevertheless capable ^[^^7
Wheat and winter Barley, The ^^^^^^''j^^

^^f^^^^
distribution of the crops "^ ---^i-

Wheat, 3 of Oats, 3 of Buck
Potatoes, 2 of Barley, 3 of xi^a, ^ v.. - ^
Lucerne (2) and in stolen crops, 12 Turnips alter if »

and Barley, 1 Carrots after Flnx. . ^^^

Upon the 33 arpents they have crops ^\^^^^^
4 arpents of roots as a pnncipal crop, and

^J
r^^

crops. These are what may be called ci^*^

crops, dealing and preparing the soil for ^
crops to follow in due rotation. For the f^etiu*

^ j

cattle there is thus obtained during *"*^,7Tttia?

arpents of the preceding year's Clover, aiw »
^f

of the same year's upon 3 ^^^^^^ l -n^j^^a^
Lucerne ; ordinarily a certain quantity or -Kea ^^
meet the requirements of the early sp""^-^rf'
winter the wants of the cattle are met by ^ylZg^
Turnips, 2 of Carrots, li of Potatoes, hay

*!V:,itfp

of Grass. This system of cultivation req"^*.^^^

quantity of manure. Of this the 16 heaa ^^^

:—10 arpents of Bye, 4

«

ickwheat, 3 of Clover, ^
.f Flax, 1 of Carrots, 1 * '

J manure f'^^i^'^hg i**'!

ion with «hich tbe ^ ^^1

annually XAO lO XOV Cart-lUHUa v. ---
, j

The remainder of the manure m";^
tained from a distance
and roads of communication «iw. . .^
intersected. In addition the farmer is careiu

^^
composts, ashes, and liquid manure fornieu ^^ j

of oilcake and urine; of this ^^"f-^^ hectoiio^
32 arpents as much as from 2250 to 25^^^»(*f
Turning our attention to a farm PjT^Sfl«f i

similar to the last, but in a tJ«^"*^*^.
, the fo**^

supplies of manure are not obtainable, ^ ^
modification, as shown by M. Kervyn,

The cultivation of root and forage plf"^^,rop*. K*
a marked leature of the distribution or.^"*' ^^joti'

of land under grain, more of ^^^'7
f..^ *nDt*r»i

usual thing, although this is often exceeded. When summer, a greater quantity of '"****

". ,]
'« iujr

!•
*

the land is prepared for white crops it is laid out info 1 the pomts for consideration. The touo
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j
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I
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»

J

t

.
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r^

in

in

dUtnbiTtion of the principal crops: — 10 arpents

m Kve 3 in ^^'i'^^' ^ ^" B:^rley, 3 m Buckwheat^

\ in Clover, 3 in Tlax, 3 iu Potatoes, 1 in Peas, 1

Beetroots, 1 in artificial Grass, 1 in Carrots, 1

Lucernt;. Of stolen crops, 10 arpents in Turnips or

Carrots after Rye, 3 in Turnips after Barley, 3 in

Carrots or Clover sown with the Flax.
_

Comparing this with the distribution before given,

we find that the 4 arpents which are there given of

mieat are replaced by 3 of Barley and 1 of Peas, 1 of

Iketroots and of artificial Grasses.

The zone of strong lands in the province of East

Flanders comprehends all that part towards Brabant

and Hainant, the arrondissements of Alost and of

O'ldenarde. In West Flanders it comprises part

of the arrondissements of Roulers, Tpres, and of

Courtray. In the neighbourhood of the latter place, so

celebrated for its cultivation of Flax, the soil is of that

quality known with us as loam, with the Flemish Teem

Home Correspondence,
Alderman MecWs Faryn Balance Sheet,—Admitting,

(is farmers will generally do, that 254/. IGs. Sd., besides,

bailifTs wages and house rent and coals free, is a very

fair profit to have realised off 170 acres in the un-

favourable year 1859, still there is an item in the account

which does not meet one's expectation, viz., "the return

the live stock has given j
" and this may be shown with

advantage when so much profit is attributed to stock

retiuTis on arable land.

It appears from the sales in the year that the capital
en^ged in stock must have beenabqut ]280i., and
the year's gross returns, after deducting the coat
of lean stock purchased, has been only . . . . £734

And against thig there has to be charged the pur-
chased food, laid by Mr. M. at 3/. an acre, on
i:0 acres , 510

Leaving 22AI. only to cover the proportion of the
(fro8» expenses of the farm incurred on account
of the stock ,. .. ., ,,

And more particularly of interest of capital in stock
and iraplemeiits and machiuerv bought fo
use..

£224

iuery bought for their

Rt'nt. mtos, Ac, ofl:indapproj>riated to them, about
70 acres, with tlie buildings erected wholly for
their use .. .. ., .. ., ,,

The labr ur with the stock
Coet of cultivation of 70 acres in roots and otlier
expensive cattle food

Amounting altogether to at least a third of the gross
expenses of the farm. Surely this speaks strongly in
fiivour of developing fertility by cultivation and im-
provements, and of the importance of making the most
of manure, so as to do with as little stock as possible,
'i'iiere can be no question that the resources of great
towns are not mwde use of near to the extent that a right
understanding of what manure made on a farm truly
cmU would lead to. Hewitt Davis, Fredenck's Place,
Old Jetnry^ March 21.
IZxtrawdinary FecxmdUy in a S'^^eo.—A small ewe,

Uie property of Kandle Wilbraham. K?w|., Role Heath,

broad-mouthed ehovel, a second cuts the straw,
and other two take away the cut straw and
pulped Turnips and mix them in layers, and us
tliey are not fully employed they assist the womnn
at the pulper in throwing in some roots. Besides
these A man is required to adjust the belts and put on
and off the water, besides taking a general supervision

of that and any other operation thut may be going on
at the time, such as cleaning grain in the barn, &c.
I have charged his time at Irf, per ton, which will

include the sharpening now and then of the knives of

the straw-cutter. My usual rate of pulping is 3 tons
per hour, and the expense is as follows, the women
being paid at the rate of Is. per day of 10 hours. I may
mention that by a slight alteration of the position of

the machines I could dispense with the services of one
of the two who mix the pulped Turnips and cut straw.

After the Turnips are pulped, three women turn over

the heap and dust the meal amongst it at tlie rate of

18 stone of meal to 2| tons of Turnips. This operation

occupies them an hour for the 3 tons of roots, after

which the heap is allowed to remain 12 or 18 hours
before being removed by the shepherd or cattle-man.
4 woraen for one hour pulping 3 tons of Turnips,

cutting straw, and mixing the Turnips J\nd at raw f.

together .. .. .. .. .. .. ..0
1 man superintending, &c., at Id. per ton .

.

3 women turning over heap and mixing meal
« *

* «

3

^5

3) 11

Cost of manual labotir preparing food p. ton of roots
Interest on 22i. at 10 v*-"*" tent., supposing the
machinery used 100 hours during the season
= 13^ per ton ..

Interest on *lbl. at 10 per cent, for reservoirs and
water-wlieel, &c., supposing them used 600 hours
in the year for threshing, |>ulping, bruising Oats,

Ac, that is 3tZ. per hour or \d. per ton ,

.

3*

IJ

1

Cheshire, lias lately produced three fine lambs for the
mnth time, each year in succession, thus making the
unprecedented number of 27 in nine years, all of which
«he has reared and brought to maturity. The ewe we
understand is cross bred between the Welsh mountain
and Llynn sheep ; the Llynn countrv as every Welshman
knows, 18 a large tract of land bordering on the coast
of Caernarvoubhire which has long been celebrated for
Its excellent breed of sheep. W, P., March 21.
MoJHng and Boeing Wheat—The continual cold rains

and frosts without snow have drenched and lifted the
late Wheat plants too much for their good on light and
shullow soils, in some cases almost out of the ground,
«»«3ing in them a sickly and unpromising appearance,
i^ticb however as wore early sown on deeper and well
cultured subsoils (which unfortunately are but few this
season) have obtained a firmer hold, and are progressing
more favourably in Essex, since the frosts and cold rains
»nve subsided. As there are but few winter weeds
this spring, we think it advisable to hoe it but little, if
at all, especially as labour is scarce and dear, believing
H would only tend to loosen it more ; indeed it is ques-
tionable if even harrowing will not cause it to be much
more root fallen, the l:md being so unusually puffy. To
fwaedy the evil we intend immediately to repeatedly roll
"Uour own down tight—surface solidity, with deep suh-
Jj«l tiUage, being nowourmotto. At all events,'whereit is
^nought best to hoe or harrow it, rolling it down firmly
^rectly afterwards is an important point, and never
•Bgfat to be neglected ; bat it is certainly the best policy
wroll \Vheat just as it is renovating, and not later.
ffor^.V and Son, March 19.

ne^(?Tr ^a''^'-;^^^'';.
McLagan, of Pumpherston.

»««r Mid Calder, North Britain, who gives an account
«tn> experience on this subject in the new number of
7r,^,!7^^itural Journal, has favoured us with thefolU.- : "/ . ' ""'* ^ivourea us with the

WforJ *? """^T'^ °*^ ^^^ operation] :-A8 I mentioned^ore, the place where the operation is performed is
JM*n off my straw barn, and ig conveniently placed for

mUD^^V^, *"'",
"f.

^^' ^'^^'^ ^^'^ *^^^"g a^'^y of the
».'"P«a food, and the nsintr nf f.ha ^i^off „«^ „..*...: i.

straw.
**"• together

Total cost of pulping a ton of Turnips, cuttingly g,
straw, mixing, &c. . . .

.

. . . . . . j

This differs somewhat from the statement I sent you
before, viz., 4d. per ton. The discrepancy is explained

in this way

—

4d. is what I reckon the average cost of

preparing the food on my farm, as I stated in my
former letter that all my Oat and Wheat chaff was
used for mixing with the pulped Turnips, so that there

is a considerable saving in the cutting of the straw,

which is included in the above statement, and no
account taken for the Oat and Wheat chaff. Again, I

have not been in the habit of allowing anything for the

reservoirs and water-wheel, because the pulping was
only done when the wheel was not otherwise required,

and I was of opinion that it suffered less injury by being

used than by being left alone and allowed to become dry.

Your last letter, however, drew my attention more particu-
larly to the relative cost of applying steam and water
power, and I thought it necessary to take it Into account
in the foregoing. The reason for stating 752. as the
value of the reservoirs and the wheel is, I was charged,
as I mentioned before, 145/. for them—the threshing

mill, the winnowing machines, the Oat-bruiser, and a

small water-wheel, and belt and pnlloys for driving a

separate winnowing machine. The threshing mill, &c,,

were valned at 70/., leaving 75/, as the value of the

wheel and the reservoirs. I calculate that I was fully

paid for my labour in enlarging tlie reservoirs and
strengthening the dams by the vegetable matter col-

lected at the bottom of the ponds, and the use which I

make of the dams as roads. P. McLagan.
Tottn Setvage.—We have received the following com-

munication on this subject in the form of a letter to

Professor Daubeny, with a request for its publication :

—

*' Honoured Sir—Afterperusingyour lecture in the j<grtcit/(u)-ai

Oazftte of February, I was so much struck with it as to the
exhaustion of the land in this country, and I might add ia the
whole of Europe, that, lying on ray couch, I began to cast

about how such a distress might be averted, for such a result
has occurred to my own mind of late years. Indeed I have
likened the land to the human frame, for by age it becomes
exhausted ; as by myself, being in my 84th year, I find my
muscles and energy have much failed, though my health in

reality, thank God, is very good. Now I will explain a small cat^e

ofournwn. We keep a small farm in our own hands; well, there
was an ancient road down the side of our field a little elevnted
above the land in the field, and one of my sons had it hacked
down and ploughed and sown, and the two oi* three crops since

taken have been fully double the quantity of other parts of the
field, showing those parts had never been fairly replenished since

it was first turned out. This little case sufficiently proved to me
how we neglect the injunction laid upon us— "Increase and
multiply and replenish the earth." I recollect when iu India
many years ago an old story told of the Chinese that they
gathered the human soil as gold, and when a friend or two came
on a visit they would press them to stay a day or two longer
on that account. Tliis may be exaggerated, but they really

weave their liamboos together and lay them upon any stagnant
water or pond, and cover them with soil for vegetation in

droughts ; they beat us hollow in endurance and patience. My
simple suggestion regarding the distribution of tbesewei-age of

London and other cities and towns is for Umdon to select two
large sites or areas, one on the north and another on the south,

as reservoirs, and lay pipes all along nr round such areas to

communicate or branch off to a\\ the railways, whicli pipes

may be canied all over the country and have outlets every-

where required ; but in the Act I would bind the railways to

only charge a small compensation as can-iage and wages f<.r

the parties attending the stopcocks or delivery and facility

thereof. Thus I think the multiplicity of pipes aftjer

a time laid down would take off the daily accuraulaUon of the

sewer-ige, or at least during all the summer months, to prevent

iny bad effluvia. This mode or some other better digested plan

of your own, assisted by eminent engineers connecteH with you

the roads would do well for farmers to irrigate their lands a
the different stations or (uitlets. Dr, JohuK^i of UirmaigMam
considered the human frame perfectly eban(?ed in about every
10 years, and Dr- Darwin thought a person t*f a (food sound
constitution might live to be 200 years old ; but these, I think,
are only ideas, lor old aj^e naturally brings on r'ecAy every day,
Ilopinff you will have the goodness to pardon tin;* freedom and
any little inaccuracies in an old man, 1 b^ to remain^ with
great rerspect and CKteem, Joseph Wooler^ Whitjidd Houk^
It'olsiTigham, Ihirkom^ March 22-

otittltS^

Highland Aim AGEicri,TrEA.i. : Feeing Markets—
Siring Markets—" Mops."—These are ditteront nimies

for tlie same thing. The practice of hiring servants in

the public market with hardly any reference to

character was made the subject of discussion at the
last monthly meeting of this Society, and we give the

following abridged report of the speeches then made.
A committee had last year been appointed to report

respecting the system of engaging farm servants at

hiring markets which prevails in most partsof Scotland.

The Committee lost no time in sending to proprietors

and tenants in different districts a schedule of queries.

Of those about 300 were issned, and above 200 reports
1 had been received. Opinions were pretty equally

I
divided, as while nearly 90 reporters were in favour of

abolishing hiring markets and substituting regiateis,

above 100 considered abolition to be unadvisable or

impracticable. Tlie convener of the committee reported

the opinions in detail of the correspondents, and there-

Tipon a discussion ensued :

Mr. Wilson, Kdington Mains, said he was one of

those to whom these schedules were sent, and he had

returned an answer. He must say he did think that

the wliole movement was a mistake. He was quite

satisfied that the gentlemen who had originated^ the

inquiry were actuated by the very best of motives.

The fact of Mr. Heriot being at the head of the

committee was of itself a sufficient guarantee that the

object was one of benevolence, and affording a reason-

able prospect of leading to useful results. But on

receiving these schedules, and beginning to consider

the question, they just at once suggested this conside-

ration to him.
For instance, here was a query in these schedules—" Are

you of opinion that hiring markets are susceptible of improve-
ment, or that they ought to be abolished?" Now, pray, who
was to abolish theni ? It appeared to him that this was a

matter wherein the labourer had as distinct a standing as the
farmer or proprietor. It was a matter where the interests of

two parties were concerned, and it appeared to him to be a
tiling foreign to the whole genius of thtdr constitution that one
side, and that in no respect tlie stronger side, should propose
to lay restrictions and limitations upon the mode in which the
labourer was to dispose of his only commodity, his labour. He
believed, so far as he had intercoiuse with the labouring
community, that they have a very distinct impression on their

part that the hiring market is a good thing for them—that it

liirnishes them with a good opportnnity of meeting with
employers, and of disposing of their only coramoditj" in a
satisfactory and ready way ; and he was pretty sure that they
would lo<ik with extreme jealousy on any projjosal—especially

a proposal coming from the employers of their labour—to
inttjrfere with the market of their only commodify. He
thought that any effort on the part of employers to interfere
with the labour market was to be deprecated and should be
avoided. It was not a safe example to set to labourers of any
kind, either farm servants or others. They saw how much
miscliief had grown out of such attempts in other departments
of industry. He believed nothing of the kind had yet occurred
in the case of agricultural labourers, and he thought tliat the
parties disponed to enter into this matter should lie very
cautitms in taking any steps that might at all tend (o such
misunderstandings as would have a tendency to lead to com-
binations either on the part of the employers of labour or of the
lalwurers themselves. That appeared to him therefore as a
preliminary objection to that movement. He did not like the
appearance of a cool proposal on the part of the employers of
labour to consider thtj question of abfjHshing these marketti.
which had been of very long standing. And how were they to
be set aside? That came to be the next inquiry. Supposing
that that meeting, or those whom it represented, should come
to be of opinion that it would be desirable to get rid of these
markets, bow were they to do it? Were they to proceed by
Act of Parliament ? Or were they to hold a conference with the
servants to induce tli*m to agree to the abolition ? It must be
in one of these two ways ; and he presumed that it would only
be in the latter way, with the coucurrenco of the other party
directly interested, that they would proceed. Well, if they
canvassed the servants, or putit to them, he was pretty eure that
they would get a very decided negative to the ptoposal. He
must say, in common with other^i whose opinions ha<l been
quoted, that if the social system bo right—if families were
engaged as families, instead of separating one clrxssandsex of

people from the other, very much of the evil complained of as

growing out of the.se markets would be no more heard of. He
thought, when it was stated for instance, that these markets
were looked upon inniany quarters as the cause of the drunkeu-
ness and immorality that they complained of, that this w;is a
mistaken view, and that these markets were nither the occasion
than the cause of these evils. The evil that existe-J Wiw seeii

probably iu » more offensive way at these markets than at
nther times ; but he very much doubted of these markets
being the cause of the evil. And that whole matter, in fact. r,f

deJiling with hiring markets, with the view of remedjnng the

evils that were known to exist amongat that class of the

community, appeared to him to be very much akin to what
medical men called "treating th« symptoms "—it wa-s not

going to the root of the evil They might get quit of thM»
hiring market*, but unless something far more important t>e

done than that, the evils would exwt and would 6 nd vent in

other forms. He did not think that th»M markets ^^ethe
cau.-* of the evils complained of—they cerUmly afforded

facilities for mucli evil, but they could not, on th it ground, get

quit of s!ich things. He saw that Mr. Stephens mentioned

Oiat under the bothy system , as regularly as the half year came

round, there was a clean sweep of the servant*. But in the

counties on the border where nnly families were employed and
wouM^roveiTthrcnda saviour of onr ^^^^^1"^] i"/i;"f®^ , ma"rri^ men, the changes were the exception. It was a very

?al^ S^!ni?t\1e^mt^^^^^^^^^ Irem^a^St^M I
^^^^^^ «..d a farT of cha^cter^the market needing

railways ; that_wouJd«ye a little
^^^^^^

o/^t^e

sewerage. I would also have every |??^l*^j:^ °V , , , _ ^f
pipes^ be laid down to get to any district adjisa^e ^

*^f
« „lf

J^"J{::^^^^';^ ^ir ? ^^'- -;™e ' i^^l^terser .^s&^^x^
,^lurows tUe rooU jnto the pulper with a without waste. Such carts as they use in summer for wateruiff ,
><w, it

rare thmg _ ^ ,,,.__
a complete set of servant*. A farmer might have change*

over which he bad no control, but the main bulk of the servants

continued from year to year on the same farm, the chsogee

being not a very considerable proiwrtiou of the whole nutuber.

it were conceded—and he did nrt think it could bo
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challenged—that markets for engaging servants were lawful,

and that they were necessary, they could not set them aside

merely because certain inconveniences grew out of them, or at

least found more unmistakeablo manifestation on snch occasions.

For instance his friend Professor Balfour was aware that at

the Uuiveraity this winter there had been some inconveniences

experienced fi-om certain bickerings, and there wore probiibly

other evils of a more serious kind which arose every session

from the crowding together of such a considerable number of

young persons ; but would any person for a moment seriously

propose to set aside such an institution merely because they
could not Taring such a body of people together without certain

inconveniences? He thought, therefore, th:\t they must go a

great deal deeper before they seriously proposed summarily,

and on the ground of certain evils, to interfcre with an arrange-

ment which manifestly suited the convenience of the parties

concerned.

Mr. Scot Skirviugj Cauipton, said he had listened

with great regret to the opinions just expressed, seeing

that Mr. Wilson's opinion must carry with it consider-

able weight.

Mr. Wilson said there were two parties to tliis har;^in, and
that they must get both parties to consent, before they could

abohsh these markets. Now he (Mr. Skirving) admitted that

there were two parties to every bargain, but he deuied that in

order to prevent a bargain, the consent of the two parties was
required. All that they had to do, ia order to do away with

hiring markets, was for the employer not to go. He limited

himself to his own, county, East Lothian, and he maintained

that in that county hiring markets were a great nuisance, and
could be swept away by the mere will of one of the parties to

the bargain ; but he'had no doubt that they could get the con-

sent of both parlies if it were properly gone about, and that

the party who would most cheerfully consejit would be the

labourer, on certain conditions. These conditions were that

each of these three parties, owner, occupier, and labom-cr

should do as he would be done by. And the first thing that

the owner in East Lothian should do was to provide fit and
adequate houses for his labourers to live in. Their as to the

farmers—were they not most grievously to blamo for adhe-
rence to one of the most mischievous and degrading systems,
the bondager system ? For the information of those who
might not be acquainted with that system, he might state that
it was this ;—That a labourer got a very small house, very often

but with one single room. He might have a large family, and
might have the greatest difficulty to preserve the decencies of
life ; and what did the farmer of East Lothian in many
instances do? He compelled that unfortimate man to receive

into his family a young person at most inadequate wages. That
foreign inmate rendered his home so comfortless that he was
glad to fly from his cottage to try and get another. Tlien he
thought his fellow farmers in East Lothian ought always,
where they could, to allow their labourers to keep a cow, as
that would remove another cause of improvidence. If a proper
house were given to the agricultural labourer, and no foreign
labourer forced iipou him, there would be an end to the hiring
markets. He did not speak theoretically merely, but from
practice, as he had practised the same system followed by his

blisU a register, and held a great many meetings in

Errol on the subject.

His lordship tried everything he could to induce ploughmen
to register; lie established a register, got two or three lectures

delivered, and did everything in his power to promote the

success of the experiment, but not a single ploughman could

be got to register. He believed Lord Kinnaird was blamed for

not taking the farmers along with him ; but his Lordship took

the movement upon himself, he believed, from the best of

motives, that the ploughmen might not be able to say one

word as to the farmers having any sinister design in the

matter. It struck him (Mr. Bell) that much good sense had
been spoken at that meeting on the subject, and that the

ploughmen would resist anything in the shape of a combina-

tion against their just rights; and it was his opinion that they

shoxild rather try to improve the markets in the best way they

could than try to put them down.

Sir Thomas Gladstone, of Fasque, must say that he

could not admit the cogency of some of the arguments

that had been used in support of the present system.

It had been stated that they must not attempt to estab!i<5h a

system of obtaining characters because the good nature that

was inlierent generally in men induced people to give what he

did not call false characters, but what really were in trutlx

false chru-:icters. Why, that was a very sad account of the

moral condition of this country—and he must say that the

sooner it was put an end to the better. From the county of

Kiuc;rrdine the secretary had received nine answers to the

queries that were circulated, and ho found that they were """ "

unanimous in condemning the feeing market system. Ho ment
might be allowed as an individual to state what his own
practice had been for some time, and which he had found to

work well. He had adopted the plan suggested by one
gentleman of abstaining from attending the feeing market, and
engaging the servants priyately, and ho found no difficulty

whatever. It was by such means as privately engaging the
servants only, and not by an arbitrary or apparently tyrannical

suppression of the old system, that they were to get any
remedy. He should be most averse to offer himself in the most
remote degree in the light of opposing the labotxrer, or of

endeavouiing to do away with what he considered to be
necessary for his interest, and for his obtaining a fair price for

liis labour, to which he bad a most undoubted right. It was
by straightforward and legitimate means that they were to

chaijge all systems, if it was desirable to change them, whether
social or political ; and in the social system especially that
they must proceed by gentle and moderate measures. It had
been well said that there were two parties to the

,
bargains

made at these hiring markets, and it was by the absence of one
of these parties that the system was to be brought to an end.
It had been found that the registration system worked
adminibly, to a great extent, in regard to domestic servants ;

and he thought that, in the course of time, and by means of
the encouragements which it was proposed to give it, there

wish to offer, and it was this, that ho beliT^
servants went to the hiiingmarkeU not for vL^^^^^^^ thb.
re-engaged, but for the sake of seeing their fri?^'^^« ^^ ^lhad so httle opportunity of seeing in the onm- ^'^^^i iSi

mtendod to continue in their service, and merp^^^^'^iv
markets because they expected that dav fl /"^^ttou*

'6
(

ise

vants ; and their groat aim should be to rem,uft V^SagiJ
to prevent misconduct, and not to depriveth"**
the few opportunities they had of seeing theT/ ^^^^^^ of

havincr a day's enioyment. ^rieadg avi

They had very few holidays, and he sho^dd ha
^ ^^^y

sorry to see hiring markets discontmued bi^n. ^/^^^'linglv

upon them more as a holiday than as a' mJi't^^ r ***ed
servants : and their e-reat aim shnnlfi k^ i.— '. ^' em

tta

X^CbttlDS*

Practical Essays for the Improvement ofFarmi, i>

Hewitt Davis, Land Agent. &c., 3, Pred.iid'l'Pi ^

Old Jewry. Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.
^*^^^'

Mr D.vis conld sny in 18-i« that for tlie previous 20years he had generally farmed between 2000 and ma
acres of land. lie can now, we presume, say that fortT
last 20 years he has iiad large experience in themanafrp

t of estates, in the drainage and permanent improT
ment of Unded property, and in dealings witt i
tenantry and owners. The opinion of snch a rm
surely worth knowing, and his advice worth' fiav'ni*

He has been in the habit of giving hotli, occaslouallv
^'

agiicuUnral pamphlet essays as well as contirmallv in

the colninns of agricultural newspapers, anJ lie has now
collected all U^ese literary fragments and puViisheil them
in a five shilling volume. Readers will find in it in.

struction and discussion on a great many agricDltunl

topics conveyed always in very lucid simple Englisli aid

dictated by experience and intelligence. Tbefullowiir

passage relates to crops which will undoubtedh be

more largely grown during the comhigseasoii than they

have ever been before ; and for reasons which are suffi-

ciently given in Mr. Davis's words, and have been sal.

ciently realised by many of his readers during thepiii

winter.
" Winter Food in Severe Seasons.—The variation ia

our seasons, the great differences in tlie tempemtore
was no solid reason why it should not be equally applicable to : „ ,i • n „ t•^\ „p „.„ „ ,,i „^- „j> „ • l , „ j a

the eU^ss of agiicultuml labourers. Sh Thoma-s*^ concluded by '^"^^ ^^ ^y^ ^'^\^^
f^^^^

^"*^ ram of our wmters, aqdtlft

reading the answer given to the seventh query of the com- i
uncertainty of what may he the farmers occasion for

father, and he had on two occasions been at the funerals of '

"l!"ft,^I J'^
Kincardine Farmers' Club, which was to the cattle keep, should make farmers alwa^'S prepare for tl.

men who had all their lives worked on the same farm,
i

effect that the hiruig markets were productive of dissipation; extremes of weather they are exposed to. Icanreeia
xT„v-.j__ *-ii,*j 1.^ u;^ — L u^i-i ti 1 J y i ttiat thev nroraotea the present chanireableiiess of service so,, •. ^^^-.^ i '^ % ^ i ^ tNobody talked to hirti as to whether they would leave or not,
and there was no such thiuf,'^ as a change ; but when death or
some reason caused a vacancy, and he did require a new
shepherd, he put an advertisement in the local paper, and he
had fourteen shepherds applying within a fortnight, when he
wrote to their employers and fmnid their char:icter9. His
modeof getting servants was to let it be known that lie wanted
one- That wiis the way to get a servant- and when they had
got them, if they just SMid to tlicin, "I do not approve of these
njarkcW; you shall Iiave two Jiolldays^ but I make a hari^-ain

that you must not stand staring in the streets ail day, till you
get so cold that you must get half-drunk at night-" And if

they madethafc bargain he thought the whole matter would be
at an end. AVhat he would propose instead of hiring markets
was simply "Hire in private."

Mr/Harvey, Whittlngham Jfauis, begged to give lils

adhesion to 3Ir. Wilson's opinion.

jjAs to the hiring markets, they could not make a change
without the servants thinking that there -svas to be some
oppression ; and to send them to have strikes and meetings
over the country. was the worst thing that the Highland
Society could do.

3Ir. Hope, Fentonbams, said : Any one who went to Had-
dington and saw the servants there collected, and experienced
the difficulties in getting good men, would say that the market
was not a place to get them. He did not mean to say that
labour, as a commodity, ought not to be sold to the best ad-
vantage; but the people who bought must also see that they
bought it properly. He thought the proper way to do was to
engage the men before the hiring market a considerable time ;

and they would get plenty people any time it was known.
They should just resolve never to go near the markets.

Mr, AitehisoD, of Alderston, differed entirely from
Mr. Wileoa and Mr. Harvey, and agreed with Mr.
Skirving and Mr. Hope.

Last year, five of his servants went away, and he desired his
overseer not to hire the men in the market, but privately, and
he did so. ThLs year only two of his men went away, and he
again told Ma overseer to engage privately, which he did. He
would not enter into any agreement that would put the
servants; in a worse position ; on the contrary, be wished to
put them in a better position, because, when men came one
year and went another, their masters could not take much
interest in them, and they could not take much interest in

much wiplain^d o7;'and^tS"^^ strJogalhold !

^1^^ winter of 1816, when snow lay so flecp from Jantay

on the habits of the people that it was in vain to propose their ! to late in April that there was no doing anytliingf wilfc

the land for 14 or 15 weeks, and stock bjid tobekepS

all this thne on housed food; and althoueli notiiiiig

like this winter has since occurred, still weoftpnAire

weather to greatly distress the less thoiigbiftl farmer

for his stock. I always had in mind the inco^venVtia

and loss I sustained the first long severe ffintetftit

took me by surprise after I became a farmer, wlientk

Swedes rotted in January, and the less hardy row

were destroyed by the severe frosts audlicavyrai

which alternated through December. The M^
spring was very backward, and vegetation made liHif

progress until late in May, so that all tbrougUfo*

and April I had nothing to give my ewes and Jiw»

bat hay, and was daily forced to run them owrnir

seeds and Tares, long before they afforded snificiw-

bite to hold them. My loss was very serfff.

and I resolved never again to lay mys^'f '^Py.

had been
employers
was of no
their only

complete or summary abolition—the only feasible plan for

improving- the present system being the adoption of a system
of registi'ation.

Mr. Wilson—Allow me one word of explanation.

My remarks have been held as too strong; but I beg
to cftU SiV Thomas Gladstone's attention to the fact

that I was warranted in assuming, from the terms used
in these queries, that there was a serious proposal to
abolish the markets. The word "abolish" was used
once and again; now, that word "abolish," according to
the known use, implies something stronger than
gradual supersedurc by social arrangements.
The Chairman thought the subject they

discussing that day was of importance to the

of labour; and, as Mr. Wilson had said, it

less importance to those who Lad labour as

commodity.

Ho thought they must all feel very much indisposed to
interfere with the last class of persons to whom he had
referred ; at the same time he most fully sympathised with
those who thought that there were great evils—and he did not
thiij^ any one who had taken part in the discussion had
detned the existence of great evils—connected with these
hiring markets. There were evils arishig from misconduct and j-i-uh* -ii-rtuj, unu ucawni'Lit/Aia >-" "- *

f (br*'
immorality, and there were evils from combination. He

i mend every farmer never to be wholly ^'i*'*'"^'
^^^

thought Mr. Wilson defended markets on the ground that ' .
_

. .- --*

they prevented combination against the labourers ; but it

appeared t« him (Mr. Milne Home) that an opportmiity was
afiorded for combination by masters meeting together and
coming to an understanding that they were not to give more
tlian a certain sum for labourers that might present themselves.
They saw that these hii-ing markets were not absolutely
necessary from the facts brought before them that day. It
appeared that nonsuch markets existed in Roxburghshire, and
that in Haddingt'on women servants wei^ employed without
hiring markets. A farmer m Haddington district told them

to such a mischance

;

for a descrintion of

and to prevent it

food that wonld

Aitcbis-.n, told them that he did not reaort to hiring mnrkets.

gtasi

severe frost and be come-at-able in *J^fP ^
1

and I found ib in the Drum-h"ead CabbsgCB-

Kohl Rabi, two descriptions of winter lifP ^JT^
be wholly withont-rar*

useful have they proved to me that I have s'l^e^

had about a fourth of my winter food l""*^ «PP"Tr;

to their growth. Besides their particular ^arn^.^^

severe seasons, they have much to ^^^^^''"^^^„gij9aP

ordinary years in their superior nutritiou? (^ ,

and the certainty there is always of getting^
^^^^

them. I believe there is no amount ofiow^^

grown to the acre equal to that afforded byJ^,^
n^.d .f «11 .lPs*^riutions it istbf ^\

that he did not resort to bmng markets, and his friend, Mr. kind of Cabbages, and of all descriptions ^^ ^ ^ y.^i

, suited for ewes and lambs in February and ^^^^
an in

they woiild also take a greater interest in their work.

3Ir. Douglas, Athelstaneford, said he took some part
in the attempt to alter the day of hiring in the Had-
dington district.

Tlie fai-mera as a body wished to change the market to the
month of March, but the farm servants looked upon it as a
combination on the part of the farmers against them. Their
cai)ital was their labour, as Mr. Wilson had so well stated to
the meeting, and they looked upon the proposed change as «
combiriation on the pai-t of the farmers to take away from
them their just rights and liberties ; that it would seriously
injure thar wages ; and that the farmers could make a wage
for themselves to their prejudice. The masters had nothing
to gain by theab«jiiti"n of' the markets, whereas the servants
thought it injubtice to them ; and to attempt to abolish them
wtmW: b6 setting up a feeling of hostility between master and

forthepurposeof engaging servants. There was no difficulty
, Kq},] yt^ux i,„. 4-u„ «p-:4- nf affording? "" '.V^k

experienced in regard to engaging domestic servants ; Mid they
1

_° _;„ _^ _„. ^ . , _..n5 r-^w. «l,v« fed with % «**

):

[

planted out 30 iiiches'square "^ ^P^l ".^IJlfthe «»* '^

. ^ ... ,

„.ftr

the masters would take a greater interest in tfceir welfare, and inquiry into character before engaging servants bad foimd no ! the most desirabU of succulent food for tne
'^']V''g-jie,

dimculty: and he thought, whether hiring markets were put season when sweet milk-forcing food is fT^^jlil

doing their work^properly ; but if they stopped many years, had iioard that those who adopted the principle of making
]
^^PPb' of SWeet rich milk from COWS

(i,,irya'.4.U . ,j .^, .__.._. . . ,.._=_._ ...... .__.,... . ., .

(.(.^lent food for ueQ'.

..„.„ ...... .„.k-forcirg food is ">«* ^
Both these as field crops are best I'^i^*^'; {j"""^^down ornot, that it onght to be the rule for masters to seek a

cliaiiacter, as he hoped it would also become the practice of the
servants themselves to inquire about the cottages. Mr.
Skirving had scarcely done justice to the bondaging system as
it existed in Berwickshire. The general character of the
cott.'iges in Berwickshire was such that there were meahs of
separation of sleeping j)]aces not only to the members of the
family, but to the bond;iger; but he was afraid that so long as
that system of bondaging existed—and it ought to be put an
end to independently of any syptem M hiring—bnt so long, he
would say, as that system of bondaging continued, it would be
a difficult thing to get rid of hiring markets where bondagerg
were engaged ; because they could not expect ploughmen who
were tn take young men or y« amg women with their families to

assist them, to seek for these young persons in any other way
than in the market. And he only trusted that, by the advance
of religioix and intclligencef and moral feeling on the part of all

clashes ofthe community, a regard to character would be looked

from seed beds. The seed should ^^^ .^^^^A^ed lij

February and early in March, in beds pru

bttshes from the birds.—Dec, 28, 1859-'

isfi^

%

6er\-niit, aftd servhig no good purpose. His opinion was that

irr^m^SeS TV
^*^^^'' Pf^^^o abolish the markets in the way to in frdiirc by both masters and servants; and by-and-bye,

*he matter -"SvlfT ^*? ^"** power and an equal right in when the system cf inquiring mto character was more observed,

^narkeus WOTld iJ*^ w ^^^T ^o«^d keep away from the thev would be oble to dispense with these hiring mnrkets.

ba fd!towwS bv a ^mhiTSt "" ^'^"^.*'^ ^^^^"^ I'*^^*^' '^^'^i*^^ won\<l
|
In the meantime the only thing they could do was to endeavour

ti... ^A wtfre dimtagioos
**^ ^^^ °*" ^^^ ^^^' ^^'^ ^^^^ ^^ regulate and control these markets by such means as bad

-I I -R »t T 1 . \
been alluded to in the course of that discussion. He knew^

15^11, incijuuchael, said that Lord Kinnaird took ^^^^ "^ Bunse the use of public-bouses at these markets had
a great deal ot trouble a good many yeai-;

' ... ___..._
.

,_..
. .

~" 7
1 been to a great extent superseded by the establishment of jy^V*"',' "" ^"i^^^*=°>

"^'"
ago to esta-

j jcoffee-housgs. But there was another view which he would AgricuUnral Soctefi/; and

SuUon's Farmer's' Manml and Seed ^*^'^^!^^

Besides a trade advertisement, it
*^"^^!o»^

•-•

tion on the cultivation of many o^^"^ *^^,^, t*fc*

instance, on that of Carrots, by Mr. ^*rvjp^ from I**

from the Coventry/ Standard; of ^"^^
„ luitiri^

Gardeners' Chronicle and other <i^^^^^L,.al
Permanent Pasture, from the 4^^ i^v •-

on the Natural Distribution, of ^^^^^j^^j on JBuckman, also recognisaWe by our r
^n^edi°'JZ

Cultivation of Mangel Wurzel, by c^rre^, ^ K#
AgHcuUural GazeWe and BelVs ^^**^^ r^^
Rabi and Cabbage Worts, from the coi ^^^
journal; on Lupines, ftom the

•^^"'"f
* J Farm*

AnrinuUnrnl S!nriph/' and a Calendar o

I
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===^^j^^^f^«^itar2z^^ follow.

..nn is to drill tlie land with Beans rather than

I w nr Oils as the latter, however thinly sown (and

?;;v So^^ui bushel per acre tried), is apt to lodge

\;/^!.trov Ihc young Lucerne. The quantity of seed

^
• .1 U 20 lb. per acre, and to be drilled aUernately

'
-^r he BeaS'h/^^^^^^ of which are about 10 inches

LS after hiving been well hoed. The land m«s

f!.^,Uivqtpd precisely as for a white straw crop, as itS : ent^to h^ve the land as free from Couch and

^Tweeds as po.^ible. By this mode of cultivation i

^11 also escape the ravages of the '%..' ^ne ot its

Latest enemies, and you will ensure a healthy and

vigorous plant in the autumn/

Miscellaneous.'

l^oot Growing and Slieejp Teeding in Ireland.—At

the beo-inning of the year I cannot resist sending greet-

incrs to my brother agriculturists across the water. The

unusually severe weather coming so early has destroyed

the "reater portion of our Mangels and a large per-

centJ^^e of our Swedes, that we, as large fiock-masters,

«)iall liave some difficulty to feed our stock till next

May without their being injuretl. I have purchased

some of the best ewes in our locality to employ the

rams I kept back last year, and I have 550 to yean.

The more I think of Ireland the more convinced I am
that I was right when, at the great agricultural dinner,

I stated that Ireland could profitably double or quad-

.ruple her stock, especially sheep; the temptation is

great, viewing the price of mutton and wooh I am
quite sure I have many sheep that in May will cut 25*.

worth of wool each if wool keeps up, and there is no

chance of a decline; hut nothing is so ruinous in farm-

ing ns keeping stock and not having plenty of good food

for them. In the summer (unless such an unusual

summer as last year) there is a superabundance of food

in Ireland, but the growth of roots is not extending

as it ought to be, and consequently winter food is

scarce. I plant in England 150 acres of Swedes and
Turnips, and I am a very successful grower ; but
when I farmed rather largely in Tipperary I

found, even in a mountain fixrra, I could grow
better roots than in Englaud, If the rough pastures

(not the splendid ones, as, unfortunately, has been the'

case in the vale of Tipperary) were to be drained and
broken up for roots, what an untold supply of winter
food could be obtained! Then, another point I want to

press strongly is the vast injury tlie pastures sustain

by allowing the Grasses to go to seed before they are
cot, and the loss of aftermath. I know mowing has
heen very expensive, and mowers could hardly be
nbtuinotl; but the splendid mowing machines of Messrs.

BurRGM & Kiy wiU ohviate every difficulty; they cut
sevvi.d acres a day, and lower than any scythe; the
lower Grass ia allowetl to be the beat, and though
raowiijy is not very expensive with me, yet I could not
prevent the men cutting bo lilgh, that I have ordered
two of their mowing machines niv.-flil I do hope to see
them in every district in Ireland next year. Then
again with corn : it is very cheap now, but that is no
excuse for waste. I travelled a good deal in England
and Irchind last year, and I was grieved to see the great
waste of the corn ; the same cry everywhere, " Wecaimot
gethantls!" and I am sure in many instances nearly
half the crop was shed in cutting, so dead ripe was the
corn. Machinery must be had, and I merely hope
Messrs. Burgess & Key and otlier makers will introduce
their reapers -as extensively as their mowers. They
have been used by several leading agriculturists, and
have \^en found to answer admirably in Ireland. I
have TOtten a longer letter than I had intended, bnt
will, on a future day, compare the price of English and
Irish work.—Yours, &c., T. Beale £roione, SalpeHon
^<tr]c, Andoversford, in ike Irish Farmers' Gazette.
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as the frost lift^ and raises it ; and as this dries, it becomes
dusty, frequently from 2 to 3 inches deep, which prevents the
Wheat striking a strong root from near the surface of the
ground, -which it is wont to do at this season of the yenr.

The roll overcomes this difficulty, but requires to be
used before the surface becomes dry or dusty, and
indeed shoiUd be done as soon as it will work
clean. These 2 or 3 inches of raised soil, which would soon be
mere dust, by this process are consolidated, and form firm and
solid ground, in which the plant can strike its siu"face roots

successfully, the result of which is a strong and vigorous plant.

We commend the practice of rolling fen. Wheats with au uneven
surface roller to all fen farmers. A smooth roller leaves the

surface too level and fine, and which, with a strong wind, is

very liable to blow. Fen farmers will understand this. Beans
and Peas are nearly all sown. The land has worked badly in

many instances, and the work has been with difficulty

accomplislied. Oat seeding has commenced, and until the

last few days has not done very well. The land has
usually been too wet or too hard. Now however it is working
admirably, and, with a continuance of the present weather,

promises to finish much more satisfactorily than it began.

Early sowing is still approved by the majority of our fen

farmers, althouy:h the backwardness of the season has this

year prevented many sowing as early as usual. The water-

drill is a valuable implement in securing a good and rapid

early growth of this crop on fen lands. Potatoes are now
being planted, perhaps not as extensively as we have known on,

some former years. This root is scarce and will be thoroughly

used up this seasou, all other vegetables commonly in season at

this time of the year being destroyed by the severe winter.

Land is being prepared for Mangels, and we expect au unusually
largo breadth of this crop will this year be sown. The root

has become so invaluable, and eo essential to our successful

farming, that we anticipate a greatly extended cultivation of

it. Keeping is becoming scarce, and our farmers are anxiously

looking for Grass-growing weather to keep them out of their

difficulties. Store sheep are not a brisk sale at present,

although we cannot avoid the opinion that sooner or later they

will be very high. Wool and mutton point to this ; sufficiency

of Grass food is the only thing required to occasion it. When
this is realised we believe extravagantly high prices will

prevail. The corn trade steadily improves. Wheat sells more

freely at raUu r higher prices. Stocks of old Wheat are workmg
off and the deficiency of the last harvest is becoming more

felt, and will.be increasingly so, as thp summer advances. It

would not take much to occasion some considerable advance m
prices. Your Fen Reporter, March 19. ^

GLASS FOU ORCHARD HOUSES
As Supplied by ds to Me. Rivers.

20in. by 12in. liioz.

Common lis. Qd.
Superior do. .. .. 16 6
English Glass ., .. 18

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions.
W"hen Packages are charged, full price is allowed when
returned.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes.

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in. by 15 in. J * *

21 oz.

£1 Is.

1 5
1 9

6 by 4
8
10

6
8

7 by 5 Ti by 6^

n n „ n 1

8, d.

11 6

12 6

tii by 4i
84 „ 64

10* „ 84
Boxes 2.S. each, returnable at full price.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

ItO, Bishopsgate St. Without, London, E.C,

Notices to Correspondents.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS
have directed tliat iu future the street in wliich

our office is situated shall be called Wellington Street,

and that the number of our office shall be 41. Corre-

.spondents are therefore requested to address all letters,

whether to Editor or Publisher, 41, Wellington Street,

Covcnt Garden, London, W.C

Vlwm

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
1«LE OF Fly: JV/drcft 19.—The winter has lingered lon^^ v^nd
P«red reluctant to take leave of ua It commenced with
wtmted severity in October ; for I find on the night of the

"Ut the thermometer fe!l as low aa 2d% and on the 24th as low
* 24', and (>n the night ,of the 14th of the present month it
^c*itbe(i .: , .nd 'luring- the interTcning five mouths cold and
iTOthave j.revailtid. The winter has also been characterUcd

J w» unusual amount of downfaU. Fi-om the Ist of February
?"*®^iddle of this month wc have not had two eueccsaive
^5?frce from either froflt or 4ownfall, either snow or rain.
™jPpUy the htst three days have been more spring like ; the
*™p«rature has been higher and the breezes balm vjind genial,
^•grtatton *« i^'iokward. The Wheat, plant hag suffered rather

kt have been anticipates], Rlthough in some
t V *lta wo»k >pd «cWy. The plant on the fen soils"«« stronger and more vigorous than it does on many of tho

2J*« tenacious clays. The frequent rains have suited the one,w^ve been too copious for tho other. Undrained hixh landsj^yjome of these are even yet to be found—look miserably
';;»;««•uwt.^ki a wretehodiy poor crop. On some oF owr
^^ -T»TeUy ftn lands, we see the Wheat plant Utag », commenc-

^ring growth, and with a continuance of suitable

»»r - "J '"*" "'* ^"" ur^t my on wmcn
!2^-j*ap«riormibii. at ian>ortiuit work. Wo find the same
«B«*i-; "«yw was commenced on the iTth Febmarv. and^'^Vm :

.
tiie 3d March

. We toll about aOQ acr«« ourseUes,
whe^l rt^U inventofl bv the late Mr. Tupliohne, of ^^^ deUclooH Tcgotable as

Adutiess: WR. Dr. Voelcker, the constiltinpr chemist to the

Royal Agricultural Society, may be consulted at the College,

Cirencester, Glouncstcrshiro.

Burnt Bones : A Yowiff Beginner. Thoy arc undoubtedly of

great valuo as a manure.
Farm Bailiffs avd Gardkner? : P, W, J?quHy, d:c. Onr cor-

respondent **-W," a labouring man who has found leisure tc»

give the results of hia very extensive experience in frequent

communications to the AgricxUtural Gazette, and who has in

this w;iy shown in our opinion considerable intelligence and
ability, 'feel* iijrei-ieved by tbu aypcunince of a para^a^ph by
" P " in a past Number, in which after the discussion of thia

subject had been formally cloBcd, it is again referred to with

the assertion that the correspondents of tho Agricultural

Gazette had distiugruisbcd themselves by " profuse artfument

and assertions not'proveablc." Wo have refused to insert a

long paper by "W " re-oponing the whole subject, and it ia

rq^t tharefcrc th»t we Rbould here say that tho paragraph

by ' P " was not inserted with any intention of renewing the

discussion ; and that it ia absuid to suppose that any chai'ge

oi witmthjulnas vras intended hj him ui the plxrase "asser-

tions not provcablo."

Permanfjjt Grass : Cultivator. Tour light sandy soil after

Turnips, if any portion of them have Jwjon fed on tlie la.nd,

does not want any manure before sowing Grass seeds. If

the soil is at all too rich or the Barley Iikel3' to beiaid, then

the Grass seeds had better bo sown by themselves without a

light Barley crop.

SriEEP IN Tasmania : E3 2* says :
" Your correspondent * A. R.'

will find the Leicester rams the most profitable for Aastralia.

They (imported rams) are often sold at very extravagant

prices if good. Southdown rams many persons think very

highly of, but for a profitable investment I should nrefer th

former. The object is to improro tho carcase, not the fleece ;

it would be difficult to import sheep that would improve the

wool of tho Marinos, which are the sort most general, in fact

almost the only sort in Australasia. There are deer in

northern Tasmania, both in park (kept by — Cox.. Esq., of

Clarendon) and in the biush, ninning and breeding wild."

Sundries : OUeretr. 2 cwts. of salt and 2 cwts. of guano are a

good dressing for Wheat and Oats ; 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda

and 2 cwta. of superphosphate per flcto would make a good
dressing for Clover. Homeby, of Grantham, Garrett, of

Saxraundham, are good makers of drills.

The Deer Park : A Constant Render asks if any of mir readers

can infomi him the reason that in a deer park in one of the

western counties, the fawns of last year are all dying away.

When opened they arc full of water. The Grasa of course

with such cold weather as there has been all through the

winter does not afford much food for them, but they ore

auppUod jvith a large quantity of very good hay and Oats
daily, and tho thinnings of the evergreens are thrown out
into the park for them. [Could the branches of a Cedar of

Lebanon tliat was blown down and given to them have

caiised this mortality ?]

Trottels: wc K. It is described in tho following passage

from Arthur Young's Farmers' Ca' lar. Does any one

know what is jwferred to ? " This piaat i« said by James
Sibbald, Esq., of PaiaWy. to he of the P<*ftt^> kind, and cuta

ofitare planted in the same tu^u. , :t in autumn so late

as Aueuflt acd 3ept«nber. It grows so rapidly that it#

Serbaffo may be gathere-l tlie following l>eceraber and

JinuVrv and served to all sorts of cattle raw, and to man

after b^g boi3cd. It is "ot injrrWl b.r t^ ^
^—-^t fro.t,

W it bears even in the middle of the wmter thick le ..

curled and crisp, which arc as tender as Asparagus, and

?atb«- hke Seakale. In \^^e spring Dwnths. when oth^

veSt^bles are rare, this arrives at mat.-^*T. *V^ the rw>^

™«JTK*.n be du*r un : there , usual y aro io to 12 Trottels of

^^oTfSou^e^acTaV^^Try p,lant^' When h^l^ tbev are of

aydlow colour, and althougn tbey
"^.,^'*^»Si^,7'''^,?S^'

thin Can-ots^_they have^a^somewhM sjm^l^^^ H
-J

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS

of British Manufacture at prices varjdng from 2d. to Zd.
per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of
which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

liists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATKNT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATKR-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardeners' Chronicle ofMarch 3.

HORTICULTURAL -CLASS—JUW£ TARIFF.
'

TnOMAS MILLINGTON'S reduced Tariff of
GLASS, &c.

6 by 4, 7 by 5, 8 by 6, 9 by 7 \ 16 oz.to the foot.lls. 6(?,

6i by 4i, 74 by 5^, 8^ by 6i. 9i by 7i J per 100 feet.

In 100 boxes,—4ths quality, 12s. M. ; 3ds do., 14s. 4d.
10 by 8, 12 by 9, 12^ by 10*, 14i by 10^ 13 by 11

lOiby 8i, 12iby 9i, 13 by 10, 15 by 10, ISibyll^
11 by 9, 13 by 9, 13J by lOi, 12 by 11, U by 11

lli^>y9i. 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 12ibyll4
20 by 12
20 by 13
20 bv 14

20 by 15

1

)

per 100 feet 16 oz. 21 oz.

Common .. 16». .. 24s.

Superior . 18.s. .. 27s.
F

All Boxes included.
Orchard House sizes as supphed to Mr. Rivers.

Hartley's improved Rou^h Plate Gla-ssfrom i to ^ in thickness.

Coloured Glass in great variety, at 9//. and Is. per foot.

Paints, Genuine White Lead, Linseod Oil, Boilc-d Oil, Turpen-
tine, Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, Lamp Glasses, &c

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G., same side as Eastern
Counties Railway.

C\r\r\ CU"CU"Mi5KU and melon boxes, and
/wUU LIGHTS. AND 500 LIGHTS of all Sizes kept in

Stock, Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

James Watts <fe Co., Hothouse Builders and Hot-watar
Apparatus 31annfacturerj3, near the Green Man, Old Kent Road,
London, S.P^.

AJ.AUGE ASSOKTMENTOF \ASES,EOt;NTAIN"S,
BALUSTRADES, and other Garden Decorations ; as also

of CHIMNEY PIECES, TIVUSSES, ai>d other Dressings for

BuildiuKS, manufactured in Raksqme's IMPERISHABLE
STONE, are now offered to the public at a considerable reduc-

tion in price, immediate cleaianco being requisite in order to

make room for the newly uiauufavt^ned goods.
Application to be made to Mr. Fredfbick Ransojce, White-

hall Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster, S.W. j .or Patent Stone
Works, Ipswich, specimens also on view at the "Exhibition
of Materials, &c.,'^ 9, Conduit Street, Regent Street, Lon-
don, W-, during the Architectural Exhibition.

CAROtN POT$, VASES, E7C. ---i-

MALXE AND .SONlS m.'Uiufuctiue and supply all

sizes of the above mentioned Garden requisites in

great varieties, at their Horticultural Potteries, Stai'leton Road,
Bristol,

.^r ILLUSTRATIONS AND PRICED LISTS sent on
amplication.

C~

"^ ARDEN POTS JJ!fD TANS, iu quantities of not
JT less than 20 casts, delivered to the London Railway

Stations at the following prices :

—

No.'i.Thbs. 60. l60.54.4S.40.32.2S.24. 16. 12. 8. ,6. ,4. 3. 2. I.

Inches.

DiamptPr2|Si4HI 5i 6 6* 7 8 » 104 IU 133 15 I6i 17^19
iVr!ja'5t2.?. 25.2«. 2*. 2s.2?. 2«. 2s, 2«. 2s. 3.«. 3.^.6(/. &3. ^s. 5*. 5s. 5s.

On lesser quantities, Qd. per mile, for deli:rery to the station,

.would be charged. The usual discount to the Trade. Square
Propagating Pans, Kale and Plunging Pots, Strawberry and
Border Tiles, &c., made to order.

Country orders to be accompanied by a remittance.

J. & W. Ada sis, Kilns, Belle Isle, York Road. King's Cross, X .

GARDEN BORDEK EDGING TILES.

ROSHER AND C0> be)? to invite attention to their
varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDKN BORDER-

KDGING TILES in Terra Ootta, Terro-Mefcallic ware, and
Kartfaenwa^e. They present advantages over Box or Grass-
edging in that tbey afford no harbour for slugs, Jw., take up
less room and are I«m ex p|p»e and trouble t<i keep in order.

They may be had of various i*tternsat.R. fc Co.'s premises.

Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars. S.E.; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, nciir the Canal Bridge, N.E.
N.B. Outline sketches of the jiattema will be forwarded by

post on application.

OKNAMKNTAL I'AVING TILKS foe COKbEK-
VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDOUS, BALCONIES, ire,

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours,

and capable of forming a variety of doeigns. Also WHITE
TILfclti, b^bly glazed, for Lining Wails of Baths, D;iirieB,

Kitchen-ranges, I-ardei-s, tc. To be obtained of Rosher & Co.,

at theii;4^m^iiifi|yfra^>ib'><'e. _^

ATE>\T GUTXA I'EKCHA SOL^IS.—P

^v whinh-^^'f
"^^^^ ^'""'^h' and give to the eoil ft

l^l^J''*?' '* <'f'mmensetervice to th^ vigorous and success-

*»^ fous with thne horses each. The land becomes light

wen U wTb o^hTf^pm UWador;W ^ now c,^u.^
by thenu^crymen n«iar G >iock. and its root. l^^T^^V^

i?nt to Bristol for the
,

purpose of cultivation. «oiU%

Magazine, y .

-5% V- W"*,"

iMrpRTANT TO Gardekejw—The GutLa Percba Company
have the pleasure to acknowled^fe tbe receipt of the : .

- g
fetter from G. Glenxt, Esq., the eeU ' --r • FTorist :—
"Gentkmen,

—

I have wnm Gutta Furcha S.'-s and He s

these two 3F«rSr •"*<* ^tfSaag *^ rr^n^ i imnitia a« 1 zwces-

e;inly am in sXl irwthara, ind witi* Ui^ ii^.^aun in aij afcUes, I

would on no account be wn'thout them. As a matter of economy
T „., •' ' rccnuaj^od r^-^j^^^ to »:•'• tlsem. 'Vir thev irmv

renair the wnm nartftt aiiTTOes by *yfttuiuii< Ui.- ijt iw r' i

inotire and preswnxit from the thick part* to the wfm p.:

w:m\^c^>
-Your obedient sen , G. GLENMif.-

Everv vjirietv of Gutta Persia article, audi a^i M^., ^iwwis.

Tubing «ww, -..ect. P^«i»p Cut s Mr« Buckets Bomm,

liays Sp'itK'' L , CnrUOn Rinifs OftJ»A»ic Aitteiaes,

Crfboiri* TrAve, ftc . maattfiKstured by the Uutta Jereha

Company, and wld by their whol«ale «l*ilera in tow^ or

aoiwl, City itoftd, U>"<lov* ^^
iij, Wharf
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By Her Kajesty's Royal Letters Patent.

I

OEMSON'S

PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER,

HAS NOW GAINED the highest standing reputa-

tion for Power, Efficiency, Safety, and Economy

of Fuel. There is not a single joint exposed to the

action of the fire, which renders these Boilers far more

safe than any other Tubular Boiler ever invented.

May be seen in successful operation at Mr. Veitch's,

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, and in

the Gardens of many of the Nobility and Gentry in

England, Ireland, and Scotland.

They are made of various sizes. Prices on application.

HENRY ORMSON,
Stanley Bridge, Sing's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

WES

,Y

T OF ENGLAND,
BniDEWELL Street, Bristol.

SKINNER
(lata Partner with

T. Weeks & Co.), erects Gbeen-
H00SE3, Hot-houses, and Hot-
water Apparatus.

Upright Pipe Boilers.
Heating: on the One-Boiler System.

F 1 a E(-v-5,

GARDEN ENGINES AND SYRINGES.
JTYLOR AND SONS. Warwick Lane, Newgate

• Street, London, E.G., bejf to call attention to their very
superior manufacture ofGARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGES.

Fig. 598. J. Tylor & Sons' BARROW GARDEN ENGINE in
best well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Tvlor &. Sons' Im-
proved Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader,
which answers the puipose of ^le separate rose, fan, and jet.

Contents of Tub :

—

10 gallons 15 gallons 28 gallons
*4 10 £.0 10 £6 IS

Fig. 599. Ditto TINNED IRON TUB.
Contents of Tub :

—

8 gallons 12 gallons 16 gallons 24 gallons 30 gallons
£3 15 £3 5 £4 £5 £5 18

FifT- 618- ^o.J. REGISTERED SYRINGE,
suction tube, one rose and jet ..

No. 2. Ditto
Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto .

.

with India-rubber
- - £1 5 each.

ditto 1 1

.. IQ
tr

I'

Fig. 619. GARDEN SYRINGE, with one rose audjet,125.6c/.eacli.
t>20. Ditto ditto 11 6
621. Ditto ditto 10 6

n »f

*f 622, LADIES' GARDEN' SYRINGE, with do. 8 J3

v^ra^^t^

^^'& ^V"^'^ SYRINGE, with two roses and onejet, 18«. 6d.
" «24.READ'SSYRINGE, with one rose and jet ..16 6

d«p wltrKn^n^Kf "^P«" ^"^ ^^^i Engines (for shallow or

H"hPrliureC^?^;';?4CW? ^^^'^^^"^
"I^^'^"^

descripUon,

Good., e.c. ^^U.ate^s^v^;.^-^^«^-^^|^^^^^^^^

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY,

LOWEST PRICES AND BEST MATEEIAIS.

DESIGNING, BUILDING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST

APPROVED AND SCIENTIFIC PKINCIPLES.

PLANS. SPECIFICATIONS. AND ESTIMATES FREE OX APPTJOAl

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builer, an Hot-water Apparatus

Manufacturer, Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c,
2, WINSLEY STREET, LONDON, W.

^^ A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ? ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICMTraE
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

49

COTTAM AND COMPt. having had npwards of 40 year^^ experience in the arrangement and constra^

every description HORTICULTURAL BLTILDINGS and HEATiNa by the CIRCULATION of HOT Wii^**

well qualified to guarantee the perfect execution of auy works intrusted to them in the erection of „ . -a^oMi
Conservatories f Summer Temples Orchid Houses Apricot and P^'^,°T^
Conservatory or Glass Walls *-'^ °- " ..--,., «,^__.:.„i Ti^r.nf.Hoiia"

for the protection of plants 1

or ripening wall fruit 1

Arbours, &c.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

Conservatories for Window or Tropical Fruit tto'

Balcony Gardening Forcing ftta_and f
ijg^

Vineries

Drawing/ and JEJiitimates free upon application.
or :henr»Wni?ntTAT>ri tt/~.t'ot^c i*®*^

-^/ u,«..«^ wrtu- ^mimuces jree upon appucauon.UKU±iAKU HUUtsiiib, combiuing cheapness of construction with suitabiiitv of purpose—portable
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE

Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing:, Game Netting:. &c-
£:ven/ description of Plain, Ornamental, Cast a^id Wrouakt Iron and Wire Worlf

SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.
COTTAM & GOKVj, Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W. (opposite

k

S

tbe7i^

KANSOMES SIMS Ipswich
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Improved

Machinery, including
PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS. SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSEHARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTSHORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKKRS.

xri.r.Mi!.«i».
^

«.?A^J SSJTSgg' 5?^*^ CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN. OTI^AKE. a«^

STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILB^S. ,^,
FIXED, AND SINGLE OB^OOUBLt^j^ 4C.

iiwivoij M.\^i^izivx J. Lj.njiioxiii'njr i>iinjinisj:jn.i, i^ivc-OBiau- JWlACHINES CORN MRANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in tiieir Agricultm-ftl

STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND

^ ^ ^ ^ _^^^ __ . . SS5
durability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care'^is'^yen'to'ther^intenanc^ these imp<«^^'
in everything which they manufacture.

ILLUSTRATED

SHEPPAED St. Strafl^'
*f
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A
NEW ROSE.

PAUL AND SON invite attention to their NEW
, , TEA-SCENTED ROSE " PRESIDENT," which obtained

ft Certificate of merit from the Royal Botanic Society on the

"ist March, 1860, and which is now first offered for sale. It is

fiffured in the Rose Annual for 1859-60. The plant is of hardy
constitution; the flowers are large, full, of fine form, varyin g
in colour from bluBh to salmon, and very sweet. It is conti-

dently anticipated that it will prove one of the finest of Tea-

Scented Roses. Price 5s. per plant ; a few extra strong plants,

10s 6d each. The usual discount to the Trade when three or

more plants are ordered at once.—Nurseries. Cheshnnt, Herts .

^ ^ L F SPECIMEN TEA-SCENTED ROSES,
Grown in 6-ikch Pots fop. Exhibition.

riNB SELECTED PLANTS . . per doz. 24s.

Smaller Plants in 48 or 4-incb pots . •^ • . . „ 12°
Selection left to W. W. & S.

WM. WOOD a:np SON are now prepared to supply

fine strong Plants of the above from their extensive

STOCK. CATALOGUES may be obtained on application, and
extra plants added to each order to compensate f«r carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.
- R o s e"s in pots, "

^OODtANDS NCRSEHY, MaBES^FIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD, SCESEX.

WM. WOOD AND SON" are now executing orders

for ROSES in pots, and will .supply fine healthy dwarf
plants as under :— . «

TEA-SCENTED ROSES , . . . 125. to 18*. per doz.

CHINA DO 9s.tol2s.
BOURBON and NOISETTE DO.. . 9s. to 155.

HYBRID PERPETUAL DO. .. 9s. to 125.

The months of April and May are considered very eligible

for planting out Roses from pots. The plants now offered are
strong and well grown.

Plants presented to compensate for carriage.
" NEW ROSES FOR i860.
Woodlands Ncrsbry, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Stjssex.

WILLIAM WOOD AND SON have now ready
for delivery the following superb new ROSES, in fine

strong healthy plants. 5s. each, retail ; 3s. each. Trade price.

HYBRID PERPETUALS. [Mademoiselle Bonnaire
Admiral Nelson (Ducher) (Pemet)
Alexandrine . de Belfroy Montebello (Fontaine)
(Fontaine)

^ Princefese Clothilde (Fontaine)

made continuous
; and they practically act like a

monopoly. How far this is the case may be judged
Jfom the present exorbitant price of rags.

, .
1 i^"^

interest of the paper-maker is to render
himself independent of the rag merchant and of
those foreign powers which do their best to keep
rags out of our market. That can only be done by
calling in the aid of raw material, which once
seemed will place the chrfonni'er at the feet of the
manufacturer. All that is required to obtain raw
material is to secure a steady demand for it, when
come it will through the usual channels of trade,
just as Cotton, Flax, Jute, and Hemp come now.
It should never be forgotten that the rag market is

in the nature of things limited, while the field of raw
materials is absolutely unlimited. It seems absurd
to say that an empire on which the sun never sets
can produce nothing fit to compete with old rags.

greatest touj;hiie?s
; afterwards it is very likely to

become brittle. Such trials would be easily con-
ducted by intelligent gardeners whose employers
have a little land to spare. Of course they should
keep an exact account of their expenses, and of the
weight of fibre obtained, the market value of
which will he easily ascertained when the fibre is
prepared. That by some of the means we have
indicated plenty of yood paper material maybe
procured we cannot doubt; for we do not believe
that, as a correspondent remarks, it will be for
ever a condition precedent that mankind must first
wear out shirts before they can have bibles.

ON SOME CHINESE VEGETABLES NOW CUL-
TIVATED IN CALIFORNIA.

^

There is no doubt of the fact (whatever may be the
R.,f -r^^ „^„ 4.«ij a, A '

1 1
,'-'.

I

cansc), that while many valuable additions have of latpW *r/J^ t'llfirr^f^^T ^^'l >;-->- -='^''
l"

th4,a„t. cultivated U^'ZS
9f

Belle de Bourg^Ia-Reine (Mar-
gottin)

Ducheaae de Ma^en+a (Guillot)
Gloire de Santenay (Duclier)
Louis Quatorze (Guillot)
Madame Boll (Boyau)
Madame Charles Crapelet
fFoutaine)

Madame Eug^e Verdier
(Guillot) (Fontaine)

Madame Louise Carique

S^nateur Vaisse (Guillot)
Souvenir de Monceaux
Triompbc de Lyon (Pemet)
Vainqueur de Solferino (Da-
maisin)

Victor Verdier (Lacharme)

TEA-SCENTED.
Duii de Mapenta (Margottin)
Maden^oiselle de Sertot
(Pemet)

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above may be bad on
application.

SATURDAY, APltlL 7. 1860.

JffEETTNGS FOn THE ENStTNG WEEK.
Horticultorat (Firit Committee)
ntSt. Martin's Place 3 p.;WkbHiium,-— *n5_MloK>*CDp!c«l ^ tM.

TytKBOAT — in^Hwticultui*! (Floral Committee)
* at gt-MartirfB Place 2 p.m.

tried many costly eiperirnenfca without having-
found what they seek. "We have no doubt of it.

The Taverham ir.anufacturers tell us they tried
many experiments and spent much money, all in
vain. Nothing is more likely, "When we hear
upon a similar authority that attempts have been
made to form paper from some "Spanish Grass,'*

whatever that may be, but that it did not succeed
because the article was too good for the purpose,
we can only express surprise that men of business
should ever have tried such an experiment. When
we are also informed that "we could dissolve a
Mahogany dining table and make it into

paper," we cannot' but look with suspicion upon
assertions made by those who can use so pre-
posterous an arf^ument. It might as well be said

that if iron could be rendered ductile it would make
broadcloth. Common sense seems to say that the
material to be found must be something which is

strong enough for paper and not tough enough for

textile goods. "When we know what the materials
were on which costly experiments have been tried,

we shall know better how to estimate tl-.cir value.
That articles promising well may turn out ill

;

that the most skilful experiments may fail, it is

"Webe it not that rAPEa-MAxiKG holds out a
prospect of profitably introducing new branches of
cultivation, or of utilisisg refuse fibres, either here
or in our colonies, we should probably have dropped
the subject. But we think that the question has
been exammed from an erroneous point of view by
the paper manufacturers, and we therefore venture
to press the matter onde more on public attention,
not for the purpose of advocating the repeal of the
paper duties, with which we have nothing to
do, but as a mere question of applied science.
The paper-makers believe that good printing paper
can only be made profitably from rags. They say,
touse the words of the Thms, which has treated
the question very fairly, that " Any raw material
possessing the quality of fibre requisite for the
manufacture of good paper would be available also
fof the manufacture of those articles out of which
good paper is now made, and the latter, as a matter
of course, would be the more profitable application

|

of the two. The other day, for instaaee, a plant
Was found nearly as fit for these purposes as Hemp

*
ll^w*"'

U would make good paper, "but it will dso
, ^ t>

- -— v,—.^ ...^ i»uur=a«<. J __ J
:. _

,
, .

. ^^^^^
I

(.Q ^g paying ? .What of the Grass clotlis of the

needless to say. Success is mostly, perhaps always,
the child of failure. Even the powerful monarch
who now rules a neighbouring kin;:dom did not
achieve his successful greatness without tastin«-
the bitterness of disappointment. It is unreasonable
of paper manufacturers to expect exemption from
the common lot. Let them read the life of
GEorvGE STEPiTEXSoir ; and follow hfs example.
It is not in the nature of things possible that they
should not triumph in the long run.

A correspondent of one of the daily papers is

alarmed at the cost of conveying new materials
from distant countries. He says that if 100 lbs.

of rags will produce 70 lbs. of paper the same*
weight of "fibre" will not produce more than
40 lbs. Let us suppose him to say that for qs^tj
100 lbs, of rags 200 lbs. of raw material is required,
Eut rags are made of cotton, and it will hardly be
asserted that 200 lbs. of fresh cotton are required
to do the work of 100 lbs. of cotton rags. "We
cannot but thiuk the paper-makers' case much

It would seem as if all new raw
expected to be sent on board in an
state ; and not reduced in bulk or

weight before it is embarked. "We believe an
unlimited supply of clean tou-jh ill-made paper
may be had irom India and China. Suppose this
were sent into our home paper market, could not
the manufacturers work it over again, as they do
European paper, without p. loss of 60 per cent. ;

overstated,

material is

unprepared

and will not come to the papermill till it has served
another purpose first." But here seems to us to
lurk a fallacy. It is not necessary that fibres for
paper should have the strength required for cord-
age or linen. Great toughuess is not required for
paper

; at least if it is, where shall we find the
paper which possesses great tougl ness ? Nowhere,
unless m Bank of England notes, which are of so
eiceptional a character as not to afifect the ques-
Uon. Faper ig not required to possess great tough-
ness

; It only requires to be strong enough
to bear handling without breaking ort^nng yety easily. Nor is this the only

SoPfM'^l-^^ ^'^ argument. It is also
maintained tha if a jnaterial unfit for cordage, but

to ^JT^'- \r^^ ^% "^^^^^'^red, it would have

Sdl^ijf
to mere refuse, produced insensibly

SLh^'*!*'?^ nJP^f whatever.'^ It is heie^^n that although rags may be produced

'^^^Cf
:
human labour, which cannot be even

shrubberies, and flower gardens, scarcely one has been'
made to the kitchen garden. 'Kqw varieties of old
favourites are coinmon enough, such as Peas, Straw-
hori-ies, and Cabhages. hut with the exception of the
Dioscorea "Ratatsis, we cannot recall a single new kind of
edible added to our kitclien gardens.
What is the renson of this? Are there no new

culinary vegetables to add ? Do all the nations of the
world feed upon the same plants ? Do our explorers,
and botanists not look after these things in their foreign
wanderings ? Certainly these are not the causes. It
may be and probably is the case that we are not to lo€dc
lor edible vegetables in different orders, or possibly not
even in different genera from those which already
furnish them, but if we may not expect to discover a
new kind of food altogetlier, we might at least
have new species with new ^-^riations npon the old tastes.
Are tliere no new Potatoes, new Cabbages, or new
Peas, with distinct and novel fluvonr, and if so why do
we not possess them ? If they are worth having there
are plenty of people willing to pay for them, even
although reared in the hothouse. It is not very easy
to answer this question. There are certainly some
plants said to be d^.-licjinns in their own country, which
have never been introduced into this, or if tried hate
fiiilcd ; and we cannot help tliinking that if the resources
of different countries were reviewed and the causes of
past failures examined, we might yet secure a number
of additions known to be valuable if they could be
made.

Let us look at shine foreign country and see what
might be got from it ; let Us take Cbina, as an instance.
There the Pak-clmy or Pak-tsae of Pekin is well known
to be a great favourite, and travel ers speak of it as a
great delicacy. Of it Fortune says: ** Several varieties
of the Cabbiige tribe ^\hicb seem indigenous to China-
are grown extensively in the fields at Ibis sejtson both
in the south and north. These never produce a solid
heart like our Cabbages, and are of no value when im-
ported to England. But the celebrated Pak-tsae or
white Cabbage of Shanghai and Pekin is a very different
plant. It is never grown in the south of China, but is
produced in the summer mouths in the north. Lar^e
quantities of this delicious vegetable are brought south
every autumn in the junks which sail at the commence-
ment of the north-east monsoon in October." Fortune
sent home seeds, and they grew, but the plant did not
realise expectation. There may have been two causes
for this, for we must remember that there go more
elements to the success of a culinary vegetable than
other kinds of plants. We mui^ not only know how to
grow it, hut also how to cook it.

We now know a little more about it. The Chinch,
who like ourselves carry in their train much of their
own peculiar civilisation, have in emigrating to Cali-
fornia brought the Pak-choy along with them, and have
proved that there is nothing peculiar to the soil or
climate of China necessary for its succesw. It is already
cultivated to a considerable extent by them in San Fran-
cisco, and is becoming known to the residents under the
name of the Cbine'.e Cabbage. It is there cultivated
with great care. The beds are laid out somewhat after
the fashion of our Celery bods, but not so closely
planted. They are cartlied up about the roots, and
wjnstantly watered with liquid manure. The liquid

South Sea islanders ? Has any one thought of
bringing them, cr the raw material from which
they are formed into the market ? We strongly - , „.„ ^^.^^ .„ _.,....c. ..
advise those interested in this matter to pay a j

^'^tle tanks. Into these they put the cleanings of their

visit to the Museum of (Economic Botany at Kew.
How far it may pay to grow crops in this

country expr. ssly for the paper mill no one can
tell without a trial. Perhaps not on good land ;

but on poor land it may be and on waste land must
be otherwise. There are Mallows, Jfettles, and
Jerusalem Artichokes ; Hops, Flags, and Sedges,

Furze and Broom ; all worth a trial. In another

,

column moreover will be found an official report
\

made 5 years ago to the Board of Inland Revenue
'

by Mr. Phtllips on the value of Holcus saccharatus.

,

We would strongly advise our country friends to

see what can be made of some of these plants.
|

A quarter of an acre would be sufficient for

a trial. They should take care that the crop is

cut befv-re the stems begin to die—not much sooner,

'

not at all later—because, at the time when growth

. ^ . . „ ,- ^ — posed
I of the exuviaj of slirimps alonj^ with water, and the
jm'ce Is their !iqind niriimre. They use slK-Iujps in vaat
qiiiintities. TJiey skin, salt, and dry them, and. in all

the Chinese p: .iston tihopa bushels of drit'd &hriiapa
are expwed for f-:de. They say that the exuvkc are
very good for manure, and n pile of them, looking at a
little distance like a heap of ^nwduiit, is usuully to be
seen in their gardena. We notice this kind of manure
as pffMnibly embo<lyini; a hiiiC as to the manure suitable

for Pak-choy. The gist of the matter would seem to
be the additi(/n of a little calt and lime to the ordinary
ingredients. When cooked it slionld be well boiled and
strained, and served on toast with butter. The stem is

the best part of it, and has considerable resembUuice in
taste and Havour to Aipiuragus. Here we see liow igno-

nmce of the proper mode of cooking, nay even of the
proper p.irt tj eat, may dective one as to the value of a
vegetable. Let a dldi of Pak-ohoy bo set down alonjf

is ceasing fibre is most abundant, and at its with one of Urr , and the copsumcr be helped to the
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^

stemof tlieGreensandtheleavesof tliePiikclioy—be may
condemn tliem both; whereas had the process been

reversed he would have been high in their praise.

Another reason which may have operated against the

introduction of new vegetables for cooking is perhaps

the fear that some of them may not be hardy, and that

it would be useless, therefore, to send seeds of them
home. Now, however, that the forcing of vegetables

under glass forms an extensive department of industry

this objection does not apply. There is a Dolichos (D.

sinensis) called Tow-cock (the Tow pronounced as in

cow) cultivated by the Chinese in San Francisco, which
j

would form a valuable addition to the resources of the
;

forcing house. It is a Kidney Bean, used by the Chinese
j

in the same way that we use our Kidney Beans, that
|

is, boiled in the green state, pod and all. The pod is
,

fcbout a yard in length and about the thickucss

of a Kidney Bean, and contains about 20 Beans.

We have alluded to it specially as a plant for forcing,

beciiuse the genus Polichos is confined to the tropics;

but we should remember that our own Kidney Bean
Was itself originally from the tropics, and it is quite

possible that this plant may thrive as well as it in the

open air. In San Francisco it is quite hardy. It is a

runner and should be staked.

1 There are one or two other Beans allied to the Tow

many vegetables or fiuits for consumption and sale.

Amons them there is the Dioscorea Batatas in

abundance, Chinese Cliesnuts (Hoongradt), Dates,

Yams, kct and a curious looking thing about the size

of a child's head, apparently the rhizome of some kind

of Fern. (Can it be the Tartarian lamb ?)

When a cursory glance at the culinary vegetables of

one country shows so mncli worthy of being tried and

inquired into, we think we are borne out in the statement

with which we commenced, that were a similar review

made of the best known vegetables peculiar to other

countries, such as Himalayah, India, New Holland,

and Peru, we might yet add considerably to the resources

of the gardener and the cook. A. M. [We observe from

our advertising columns that seeds of several of the

plants here alluded to are now to be purchased in this

country.]

good

pro-

MYCOLOGY—No.

Canthaheixus ciBAKirs, Fr.—The genus Cantlia-

Tcllus is distinguished principally by the folds over

which the hymenium or fructifying stratum is spread

being rather thick with a blunt edge instead of thin and

acute, and by their resembling prominent veins rather

^ „ _ _ _ _ than gills. The hymenium is moreover of a rather

coi"which"mlghVp'rovVuseful.™T^^^^^^^ consistence, and the folds are branched. It is

are Bee y tow, Hoonglow, and
Paktow. '.

Besides these, there is a curious

little Pea which is worthy of being

tried. It is called Look tow—Look
in Chinese signifying dark green.

There is nothing deserving of special

notice in the mode of culture ; but

the mode of cooking is peculiar.

The Peas are first steeped in water

for aboiit four days until they sprout,

and have a radicle about an inch

long. The hulls are taken off, and
then the Peas are boiled in soup.

It is to be seen constantly exposed

for sale in the Chinese provision

shops, all ready for use with the

hulls off, and our informant tells us

that "John Chinaman says it is

very good, and in a measure medi-

cinal—* suppose you belly hot inside

it make you well.'" He does not

tell us whether the word here used

is the Chinese corruption of very
(which it often is), or if it simply

indicates the abdominal region as

the seat of the internal caloric, nor
is the information essential.

Henchoy or Hemtoy (different

Chinamen have different pronun-
ciations) is a kind of Spinach which
is raised in the same way as our
own Spinach. The flavour is plea-

«Rnt. There is also a Turnip whose
Pagan name we have forgotten,

which may be worthy of attention.

The Chinese seem to have a con-

ttderable liking for salad plants.

They have one, Sam-choy, which
can scarcely be distinguished from
our Cos Lettuce. They; have two
kinds of Mustard plant, the leaves

of which are broad and Cabbage-like,

and are eaten like Lettuce ; the one
is called Caichoy or Ki-choy; the
other is merely a miniature of

Caichoy, and is called Kilan. Tliey

are very fond of a small Coriander
which they eat like a salad. It is

called Yoon-si. We are afraid,

however, that this would find no
favour in this country, although it

might perhaps please our neighbours across the
^Channel, as it is certainly no worse than Aniseed, or
Wormwood, or Absinthe.
They have a considerable number of Melons—How-

qua, Toong-qua, Hoon-qua, and Sui-qua ; but we should
question greatly if they are at all likely to approach our
own Melons in flavour. Hoon-qua is a Cucumber, not so

good as our own, but used in the same way. Sui-qua

is what is known to botanists as the Luffa. It

is used In soup, and is said to be very good. We
should have no faith in it growing in the open air. It

would do very well on the back wall of a Vinery, par-

ticularly as the Chinese say that it ought not to be

often as beautiful as its relative C. cilanu~~\
—

slender stem, which is often black at the b
^

j^triiight, regular, very narrow, crowded hriaLf^^^'
^^^

folds readily distinguish it. And ifc is the ^ '*''?^'

portant that the distinction should be ascert
^^^^""'

C. ciharivsh with many a favourite esculent v^^
C. avraniiacns is suspected of being poisonous ^^

The common Chantarelle is an excellent article offwhen properly prepared, notwithstanding
its n^

taste, and is occasionally served up at public r^^'^''
at the principal hotels in London on state o

-^
where every effort is made to secure the rarest anT"^^'
costly dainties. As it is rather tough in text

'^^

requires considerably culinary skill to bring out ii^'

'^^

qualities in perfection. Battarra tells us that. *f

perly prepared, it would arrest the pangs of death
Trattinick puts forth a similar sentence thoiiD-li

• *!

hands of British "plain cooks'' it would beaW
indigestible as leather. It requires in fact hjx ^
slow stewing, and is much the better for bein^prev^

)

stooped some hours in milk. On no account musUh
temj^erafure ever be raised too high, as not onkwlS
the Fungus be tough should this he allowed, iiith
volatile aroma will be liable to vanish.

'

Eoqncs who like Vittadini speaks in ruptures of these
Fungi, and who states that a gourmet of his acquain
tance never thought that he had made a good^nner

without a dish of aniitarellea

when in season, gives directions for

dressing them which perbps are

worth transferring to our pajes.

The Chantarolles after bein*

washed and peeled are to be dipped

in boiling water, and then toaed

up with fresh butter, a little Olive

oil, chopped Tarragon, some pcppff

and salt, and a shght squeew of

lemon. When tender they are to

be simmered for 15 or 20 rairmte

and sprinkled from time to time

with stock or cream, or bound

together with yelks of eggs. Tlitj

may be also mixed with miueed

fowl, tendons of veal, &c. In the

south of France they are often

served with the legs of geese, and if

properly prepared are attractive

from their beautiful colour.

Where however there are not tlie

means of preparing a dehcate wfrw

of these excellent Fungi, they nay

be treated as common Mushrooms,

and with the addition of slices of

toasted bread make a djes;? i^d

agreeable food, and one irAicfi "

perfectly wholesome andmleKVtfi*

pared iu too great a hun^ ^^
digestible. They are besides easily

dried and preserved for wint«i use.

M. Koques kindly advises pro-

prietors in France to call the attfli-

tion of the peasants to these pltt»

where they abound, since they are

often neglected from ignorance

»

fear. In England they are seldon

sufficiently common to mate m
an injunction of any importantt

though in some parts of Kent a*

Sussex they may occasionally WP^

I

t

cured in almostany quantity.

^

CA^*THASELLT7S CIBAEIU3.

Natural size. (Copied by permiasion from GreviUe's Scottish Cryptogamic Flora.)

very true that a few Agarics have occasionally forked
or branched gills, but with no constancy, and indeed in

j

one ^"^QCvQSfAgaricusumhelliferus, this character is com-
i

bined with a greater thickness of the gills than is usual
in the genus, but the gills are still manifestly ^Us and
not mere folds ; indeed they are extremely broad, and '

their edge is not obtuse as in true CanthareUi, No one, !

however, is likely to mistake a Cantharellus for an Agaric
if a single glance is cast upon the gills, though the

i

contrary mistake may possibly be made on a superficial
,

view.

NATURE'S LAW OF SELEC ^
TION.

TfiUSTnfG to your desire
.

every man should have his omj *

hope you will give place to "^

following commnnication. ^

In your Number ofMarclj^

Cantharellus ciharius is one of the greatest ornaments
of our woods when occurring in profusion, which

allowed to trail on the ground, as it likes to be trained however it seldom does, and in a state of perfection,
on a frame of sticks. After the husk is emptied, the , The pileus is irregular, variously lobed and waved, with
inside is used as a scrubbing brush, the fibres being

j
the border vaulted, of a firm consistence, thin but

strong and coarse. Toong-qua is a green Melon, and is fleshy, smooth and shining, of a deep yelk of e^% yellow,
eaten either raw, cooked, or iu soup.

In California they also use a sort of bulbous root or

corm, but whether this be a wild Californian root or

though paler when dry, with white or yellowish flesh;

the stem is rather thick, attenuated downwards, but
blunt, of a tough consistence, smooth, diffused gradually

a Chinese introduction, we do not know. In China
j

into the pileus, and yellow; the folds are numerous,:
they are very fond of the root of the Nelumbium or

'

Water Lily.

Fortune tells us that there they also extensively use
the Shepherd's Purse and a kind of Trefoil or Clover,
"And really," says he, "these things when properly
cooked, more particularly the latter, are not bad."

Besides the foregoing and several others which we
have not mentioned, the Chinese export to California

much sinuated, but evidently branched, thick, fleshy,

and decurrent, of the same colour with the pileus. The
smell is very pleasant, like that of ripe Apricots, and
the taste agreeable but pungent. The only species

with which it is all likely to be confounded is Can-
tharellus mtrantiacus, which is extremely common in

Firwoods and upon heafchy ground, but is scarcely to be
found in^voods devoid of Conifers. C: aurantiacus is

J

the natural law of selection,*' that is, ^^\fL
in nature which takes the place of ^^ !r |i
forms a selection, sua sponte,*' in organic ^"^'^
discoveiy recently published as "the resultsoi^,
investigation and reflection " by Hr. I>arw^;J"Ljf

to be what I pubhshed very fully and brought wjirj

practically to forestry in my work "Navalm^
^

Arboriculture," published as far back as '^".rW I

1831, by Adam & Charles Black, Edinburgh, ana
j

man k Co., London, and reviewed in ^^^f'Lnolitfa »
dicals, so as to have full publicity in the ^^^XJ^

.

Magazine," the "Quarterly Review," the ^ ^^
Magazine," by Loudon, who spoke ^^ ^Z^j^z" ^
and repeatedly in the «' United Service ^^f. -olafl*

1831, &c. The following is an extract from t^ ^.^^
which clearly proves a prior claim. The sa ^
contains the first proposal of the jt*jaiu

^.j, tf<

claimed since by several others, ^"2^^"' ggjeqw^-ri

Americans,) and a navy of steam &*i^"!?ffp
*ije org*^

in future maritime war, and which, h^e^

selection kw, are only as yet making way = ^^ (i

"There is a law universal in >«*"^'/JV^
render every reproductive bemg the ^^
suited to its condition that its kind, or ^^^^^t^ »

matter, is susceptible of, which "PP?*^;-. po***!
model the phvsical and mental or i"f^^°*=". .j^-

'^

their highest perfection, and to continue t"
so.
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law sustains the lion in his strength, the hare in her

swiftness, and the fox In his wiles. As Nature, in all

her modifications of life, has a power of increase far

beyond what is needed to supply the place of what falls

by Time's decay, those individuals who possess not the

requisite strength, swiftness, hardihood, or cunning, fiiU

prematurely without repro<lucing:—either a prey to their

natural devourers, or sinliing under disease, generally

induced by want of nourishment, their place being

occupied by the more perfect of their own kind, who are

pressing on the means of subsistence."

" Throughout this volume, we have felt considerable

inconvenience, from the adopted dogmatical classifica-

tion of plants, and have all along been floundering

between species and variety, which certainly under cul-

ture soften into each other, A particular conformity,

each after its own kind, when in a state of nature, termed

species, no doubt exists to a considerable degree. This

conformity has existed during the last 40 centuries.

Geologists discover a like particular conformity—fossil

species—through the deep deposition of each great

epoch, hut they also discover an almost complete differ-

ence to exist between the species or stamp of life of one
epoch from that of every other. We are therefore led

to admit, either of a repeated miraculous creation: or

ofa power of change, under a change ofcircumstances, to

belong to living organised matter, or rather to the con-

geries of inferior life, which appears to form superior.

The derangements and changes in organised existence,

induced hy a clmiige of circumstance from the inter-

ference of man, affording ns proof of the p^istic

quality of superior life, and the likelihood that circum-
stances have been very different in the different epochs,
though steady in each, tend strongly to heighten the
probability of the latter theory.

"When we view the immense calcareous and bitu-
minous formations, principally from the waters and
atmosphere, and consider the oxidations and depositions
which have taken place, either gradually, or during
some of the great convulsions, it appears at least pro-
bable, that the liquid elements containing life have
varied considerably at difi'erent times in composition and
weight; that our atmosphere has contained a much
greater proportion of carbonic acid or oxygen ; and our
waters aided by excess of carbonic acid, and greater lieut
resalting from greater density of atmosphere, have
contained a greater quantity of lime and other mineral
solutions. Is the inference then unphilosophic, that
living things which are proved to have a circumstance-
suiting power—a very slight change of circumstance by
culture inducing a corresponding change of character

—

may have gradually accbramodated themselves to the
variations of the elements containing them, and. with-
out new creation, have presented the diverging change-
able phenomena of past and present organised existence ?

** Tb« destructive liquid currents, before which the
barflcst mountnina have been swept and comminuted
into gravel, sand, and mud, which intervened between
aiid divided these epochs, probably extending over the
whole surface of the globe, and destroying nearly all
living thmgg, must have reduced existence so much,
that an unoccupied field would be formed for new

generations, even become distinct" species, incapable of
co-reproduction.

"The self-regulating adaptive disposltioH of organised
hfe may, in part, be traced to the extreme fecundity of
Nature, wlio, as before stated, has, in all the varieties of
her offspring, a prolific power much beyond (in many
cases a thousandfold) what is necessary to fill up the
vacancies caused by senile decay. As the field of exist-
ence is limited and pre-occupied, it is only the hardier,
more robust, better suited to circumstance individuals,
who are able to struggle forward to maturity, these
inhabiting only the situations to which they have
superior adaptation and greater power of occupancy
than any other kind ; the weaker, less circumstance-
suited, being prematurely destroyed. This principle is

in constant action, it regulates the colour, the figure,
the capacities, and instincts; those individuals of each
species, whose colour and covering are best suited to
concealment or protection from enemies, or defence from
vicissitude and inclemencies of climate, whose figure is

best accommodated to health, strength, defence, and
support ; whose capacities and instincts can best regulate
the physical energies to self-advantage according to cir-

cumstances— in such immense waste of primary and
youthful life, those only come forward to maturity from
the strict ordeal by which Nature teats their adapta-
tion to her standard of perfection and fitness to continue
their kind by reproduction.

probable that the whole surface of the earth mav soon
be overrun by this engrossing anomaly, to the annihila-
tion of every wonderful and beautiful variety of ani-
mated existence, which does not administer to his
wants principally as laboratories of preparation to
befit cruder elemental matter for asssimilatiou by his
organs." ''

^
"Much of the luxuriance and size of timber depend-

ing upon the particular variety of the species, upon the
treatment of the seed before sowing, and upon the
treatment of the young plant, and as this fundamental
subject IS neither much attended to nor generally under-
stood, we shall take it up ah initio,
"The consequences are now being developed of our

deplorable ignorance of. or inattention to, one of the
most evident traits of natural history, that vegetables
as well as animals are generally liable to an almost
unlimited diversification, regulated by climate, soil,
nourishment, and new commixture of already formed
varieties. In those with which man is most intimate^
and where his agency in throwing them from their
natural locality and dispositions has brought out this
power of diversification in stronger shades, it has been
forced upon Lis notice, as in man himself, in the dbg,
horse cow. sheep, poultry-in the Apple, Pear, PInra,
Gooseberry, Potato. Pea. which sport in infinite varie-
ties, diftermg considerably in size, colour, taste, firmness

ttr? m" ' -^^^ *• i- ii.. 1 L- I
*^J/^^™***^' P^^^o^ of growth, almost in evorv recoeuis-Froiu the unremiUing operation of this law acting

j

able quality. In all these kinds man is influential m
preventing deterioration, by careful selection of the

in concert with the tendency which the progeny have
to take the more particular qualities of the parents,
together with the connected sexual system in reaetables,

and instinctive limitation to its own kind in animals, a

considerable uniformity of figure, colour, and character,

is induced, constituting species; the breed gradually
acquiring the very best possible adaptation of these to
its condition which it is susceptible of, and wlien alte-

ration of circumstance occurs, thus changing in character
to suit these as far as its nature is susceptible of
change.

"This circumstance-adaptive law, operating upon
the slight but continued natural disposition to sport in

the progeny (seedling variety), ('oes not preclude the
supposed influence which volition or sensation may have
over the configuration of the body. To examine into
the disposition to sport in the progeny, even when there
is only one parent, as in many vegetables, and to inves-

tigate how much variation is modified by the mind or
nervous sensation of the parents, or of the living thing
itself during its progress to maturity; how far it

depends upon external circumstance, and how far on
the will, irritability, and muscular exertion, is open to
examination and experiment. In the first place, we
ought to investigate its dependency upon the preceding
links of the particular chain of life, variety being often
merely types or approximations of former parentage;
thence the variation of the family, as well as of the in-
dividual, must be embraced by our experiments.
"This continuation of family type, not broken by

casual particular aberration, is mental as well as
corporeal, and is exemplified in many of the dispositions
or instincts of particular races of men.. These innate or

diverging ramifications of life, which from theconnected ?*>"*'"r"\^^,^?f °^ ^^^^^^ ^^««! Proportionally greater

sexual system of vegetables, and Uienatu^^^ y ^^^
'""T^

^''^''' those especially of shorter revolu-

animals to herd and comkne with tS ow^^^^^^^
*"°^' and forming an abiding memory, may resolve

would fall into specific groups, these remnants, in the
course of time, moulding and accommodating their
being anew to the cliange of circumstances, and to
every possible means of subsistence, and the millions of

Wee'n tlXlt^. ptbaMv'X^thi:
.'''' ''^1'^^

(

of pe° ceptions"and"Tmp;e;'s^^^^^^^^ Ts" h'igh;^

was <imnleL?nff^^^^ »* ^^ e^^n difficult in some to ascertain the
.^L^'^r^''^' ''^'''^'''S ioss^X deposit of regul'^^ .tops ^,,,„ ,,,^ individuality roinmencet

much of the enigma of instinct, and the foreknowledo-e
which these tribes have of what is necessary to com-
pleting their round of life, reducing this to knowledge,
or impressions and habits, acquired by a long experience.
This greater continuity of existence, or rather continuity-^ i> v« AAA i7

largest or most valuable as breeders; but in timber
trees the opposite course has been pursued. The large
growing varieties being so long of coming to produce
seed, that many plantations are cut down before they
reach this maturity, the small growing and weakly
varieties, known by early and extreme seeding, have
been continually selected as reproductive stock, from the
ease and conveniency with which their seed could be
procured ; and the husks of several kinds of these in-
variably kiln-dried, in order that the seeds might be the
more easily extracted. May we, then, wonder that our
plantations are occupied by a sickly short-lived puny
race, incapable of supporting existence in situations
where their own kind had formerly flourished—par^
ticularly evinced in the genus Pinus, more particularly
in the species Scots Fir; so mach inferior to those ef
Nature's own_ rearing, where only the stronger, more-,
hardy, soil-suited varieties can struggle forward to.
maturitj' and reproduction ?

"We say that the rural economist should pay as
much regard to the breed or particular variety of his
forest trees, as he does to that of his live stock of
horses, cows, and sheep. That nurserymen should
attest the variety of their timber plants, sowing no
seeds but those gathered from the largest, most healthy,
and luxuriant growing trees, abstaining from the seed
of the prematurely productiye, and also from tHat of
the very aged and over-mature; as they, from animal*
analogy, may be expected to give an infirm progeny,

.

subject to premature decay.'*—See ** Naval Timber and
Arboriculture," pages 364 and 365, 381 to 388; also-
106 to 103. Patrick Matthew. Gourdee HilL JErrol
N,B., March 7.

character.

" There are only two probable ways of change the
above, and the still wider deviation from present
occurrence—of indestructible or molecular life (which
eeems to resolve itself into powers of attraction and
r^ulsion under mathematical figure and regulation,

, ,uuu.vi«ions m aie i>y cuiun^ (even in animal life

^^^^Jo^^XT^^^^^L}^^^.^:!:^ -X rate n,ust sta,,Jtl.e adv^cL of i^ldivStj!

under the diflferent phases of e^^, larva, pupa, cr if
much consciousness of individuality exists. The con-
tinuation of reproduction for several generations by the
females alone in some of these tribes, tends to the proba-
bility of the greater continuity of existence, and the
subdivisions of life by cuttings (even in animal life) at

aggregations of matter), gradually uniting and develop-
ing itselfinto new circumstance-suitedliving aggregates,
without the presence of any mould or germ of former
aggregates, but this scarcely diff"ers from new creation,
only it forms a portion of a continued scheme or
system.

;* In endeavouring to trace, in the former way, the
principle of these changes of fashion which have taken
place m the domiciles of life, the following questions
occur :—Do they arise from admixture of species neariy
alhedproducingintermediatespeciesPAretheythediverg-

i?nl'^r'- ^^^'"f
**^ 1^^ ^^^"'g principle under njodifica-

rnmK^l^"''""'*^"''^ ^ ^^ ^^^^*^ ^^«y resulted from the

Snlf?"*^n"'^
°^ ^".^^

' ^' ^^'^^ °"^y «"^ Jiving

mXrfil L-^*"*-''
°'^^"''"*^ existence, and perhaps all

Hfe canlw^'^nf"'"* T^^ ^^ «"« P^^te"« Principle of

Uons «nd^t ^^-'^^^^ circumstance-suited"^ mJific
or moHnn^^

'^^''*"'' .^^^^^"^ bound under the solvent

morTwf'"^H P"'-rP''' ^^^^ ^r l^gl^t ? There is

aitv tnfhl ^' to circumstance, and greater confor-

^l th«iT f'l^^'T °-*^ °^^^^« ^'^^ a^e manifestWHS. than in total destruction and new creation If is

"^ixtt^^'
""-^'^^

"r ^-rs^fiTatrlrowinJ

under c^itH-«^''' ' V^'
^'^^^ny of the same parents,wilder greHt dirterence of circumstance, might, in several

" Among the millions of specific varieties of living-
things which occupy the humid portion of the surface
of our planet, as far back as can be traced, there does
not appear, with the exception of man, to have been
any particular engrossing race, but a pretty fair balance
of powers of occupancy—or rather, most wonderful
variation of circumstance parallel to the nature of every
species, as if circumstance and species had grown up
together. There are indeed several races which have
threatened ascendancy in some particular regions, but
it is man alone from whom any general imminent
danger to the existence of his brethren is to be
dread ed.

"As far back as history rea<he?, man had already had
considerable influence, and had made encroachments
upon his fellow denizens, probably occasioning the de-

struction of many species, and the production and con-

THE DYING ORANGE TREES AT VERSAILLES

'

(A DiALOODE.)

[Freely translated from a paper by Carrifere in the "Flore
des Serres.").

" Good morning, my good friend ; where in the name
of fortune do you come from, that you look so miser-
able ?

"—
" The cause of my misery is easily explained

;

I return . . . from Versailles.'*—"Ah! you have come
back from Versailles. That is natural enough, since you
went there; but what has that to do with making you
so sad—what did you see there ? Is the palace on
fire?"—"No, by good luck, for there is no water to
put it out." (This was written in July. 1858.)—
" Wliat

! the immense reservoirs built by Louis XIV.,
are they burst?"—"No; but the continual dronght
has caused such a scarcity, that if it were not for the-
Swiss piece of water they would have been all hard up,
and the garrison, like everybody else, would have beea
forced to beat a retreat, and abandon the post."—
"Well, but what is the matter then ?"—" Much •

better or rather much worse than that."—" The deuCe, •

how you run on? Worse than that! t«ll ine at"
once: your silence and manner alarm me."—" Wel^
the fact is, t^liat the Orange trees
and you can well understand how it must grieve-
an amateur like myself "»—" The Grand-Louis, tb©'
contemporary of tJie Grand-Bourhon. the oldest of all
the Orange trees in France.f can lie be dead ? "—"It
is all up with him, as old folks say, and in spite of titles

IS

of

• It fs a fact that many of the OraDye trees are ill, very ill ;
'

aiid It IS not unlikely that many wTII die. Moreover the
,, .. - " v' r ' *-

'
- 1. . i

n>*«chf«'' does not atop there. Independently of Ifae lo« of the
tiuuation of a number of varieties or even species, which trees, the collection nf VersailJes, once so mimeroua and varied, -

he found more suited to supply his wantF, but which, from i

" now pretty well destroyed, for besides the lyapfl either"

the infirmity of their coudition-not having undergone
.. ^^:Z.^^'Z^X Stolen Vt^Xv^e^^Sl ^'hl'

selection by the law of nature, of which we have spoken,
;
original names to be loat. ThU is a Rreat pity, for whHe the

cannot maintain their ground without its culture and
j

collection was so rich in varieties, it was also a sort of historical

„„„f„-f;rt« record, and formed one of the grcatefit ornaments of the^protection,
, . ., ^ xu *. i

' celebrated palace.
« It IS, however, only m the present age that man has

i ^ According to anthentic documents, this Orange tree wm '

begun to reap the fruits of his tedious education, and raised from seed at PampeIuna(Nav:irre), in 1421, and sent tO'

has proven how much * knowledge is power.' He has
, f/*^« ^i'^^ff ^H^

*""* "^IH same century first toChantiUy,.
^ -J J • • « ,^- !,« ™.,r«..;«i ,.r^..M ««^ ' then to Foutainebleau, and finally to Versailles, where it baa-'

now acquired a dominion over the material world, and ^i^^j ^^^^ ^jj^^g jg^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ Grand-hourbon. Grcnd/
a consequent power of increase, so as to render it ConnHahU, Fmn^U /.

I
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and illustrious origin, death has paid him no respect i
" which I am quite ready to do, what does it prove ? Do

)wn!^'—•' Wliat! the
{

you not think that particular circumstances, thebut has ruthlessly struck hiui do
Grand-Loais dead?'*—" Yesi, indeed j and instead of

receiving such honours as were paid to Marlborough,
they have grubbed him up, and what is more, have
mutilated his dead body; his carcase has been cut

to pieces, and numbered, that they may make it into his-

torical suufT-boxes, which one of these days will ornament
our Museum of Cluny, where dciith reigns supreme,

and exults in the midst of victims of every rank and
age. However, let us return to o '.r Orange trees.'*

—

*•' But the Grand-Bourbon," I replied, " is he still alive ?''

—"Yes," he said; "but he seems inclined to follow his

junior."—" Why, how's that ?"—" Nothing more than

that he too is also dying, and if the Bjurbous wish to

see their illustrious ancestor again, they have no time

to lose."—"Has it really come to this, joking apart?

And yet you would liar^Uy joke about such a serious

matter."—" I wish I could siiy that the mischief

has stopped there. It seems, howevei*, that not only

the old ones are dead but their descendants

are going the same way; in fact, nearly all the trees

are more or less in a bad state."—"You sistouish me;
for you know although I have not tlie same love or

passion for plants that yon have, I am far from being

indifferent to their loss, which in this case might be

considered quite a crime of lese-horticul-

ture— horticultural treason. I am the more as-

tonished at what you tell me, since it is scarcely

four yt^rs since 1 saw them, at which time they

weie magnificent ; and everything about them seemed

to bespeak perfect health-"—"Tossibly," ho replied,

**they may have seemed well, but in reality they were

not, and any one acquainted with such matters could not

have been deceived, for tl)e symptoms were alarming !

Besides you know that in the animal kingdom as with

man, there are certain diseases so insidious, that you
never drCiim of danger, until too late to sLop it ; it is

precisely the same thing in the vegetable kingdom;
feberefore a doctor if he is wise will often visit his

patients ill order to know exactly in what state of

health they are."

»
»j

"But, since there are doctors for plants as well as for

men, how did it happen that one was not called in ?
"—

" Oh, rest assured," he replied, " it was not for the want
of a doctor, but in this case again, as it often happens
with man, the Orange tree died . , . from having had
too many doctors . . . only it is possible they were not

altogether competent."—"After all, ho^vcver, great as

the evil may be, it cannot be witliout remedy?—"For a certain number, yes; for many others, no.—"You sliock me; however, let me ask you candidly
what you think can be done ?"^-" What can be done ?

I really cannot say, the question is so serious that I

hardly dare venture to answer it ; still, as you ask me, I

will tell you ray opinion. Great evils demand great
remedies, they say, and this is just the case to apply th|e

proverb, but I mujt first tell you something about the
Grand-Bourbon, in which yon seemed just now to take
MO much interest. You must know, then, that the
Grand-Bourbon is not one individual but several ; there
can be no less than four seedlings which were probably
raised in the same pot and allowed to grow there, the pait

being changed as they grew bigger, so that at last the
Stems grew together, and this instead of lessening
their value, appears on the contrary to confirm the
saying, • union makes strength/
"I no\y come to the great and important question,

that of the disease. But I must first repeat that the
disease is of very old standing. Every doctor
(gardener) who lias had anything to do with these trees

for the last 15 or 20 years has had bis share in it.

The respoasibility therelbre does not fall upon the last

doctor; each ought to beiu* Itis o\vn sjiare; the one
upon whoip it falls the heaviest just now is he who
conies in at the deitli. But in fiiqt he is the least

culpable and in reality ought to go for no'Jiing.

"To bii clear and to understand this bu5ine^^s, I must
first explain the causes, which arc rather complicated.
The first is the great age of the trees. I hold very
cheap all those theories and popular notions, such as an
Orange tree is never old, or that it never dies, unless
killed, &c. ; people may say so, but there is no truth in
it. Without admitting tliat the Orange trees have
died of old age, I am not quite sure it may not hiive had
9 >mething to do with it.

" Every living thing, whatever it may be, has during
its lifetime two ditlerent phases of existence—the one
i^ ^hich it is const^intly auginenting, the other when
i^ is perpetually dimbii;?||jng. However invisible these
phenomena may seem, stiJl they exjst, so^that very
great age always causes in all beings a more or less

rapid waste of strength; and from this simple fact,

disease becomes more or less dangerous, and though of
the same intensity, produces vqvv different effects in
different imiividuals according to the period of life in

which they are attacked, either that of growing or
having ceased to grow. Now it must be owned a good
many of t'le Orange trees at Versailles have entered
upon this last period, conseqnently additional Ciire should
have been taken of them. For with old people as with
children, disease no sooner shows itself than it increases

,

rapidly ; still tl»ere is always this difference, the latter
quickly recover, whilst the former take a nmch longer
time, though all other curcumstances may be the same."^
" But permit me a moment to make one remark ; Orano-e
trees live many centuries, yet those of Versailles were
nob so old as that."-" In admitting that," he repUed,

constitution pf the individual, the regimen to which it

is subjected, may make a considerable difference,

and hasten decay, before its natural time. And allow

me in my turn to make this comparison; because some
men live to be SO or even older, do you suppose that

all ought to live to that advanced age? Do you not

know on the contrary that some are old at 30 or even
at 20, whilst others are still young at 40 or even 50 ?

Besides most of these Orange trees have already lived

more than one century and some of them more than

two. They could not therefore be said to be in their

first youth. Bat to return : The Orange trees of

Versailles were already old, and for the most part had
arrived at almost their full vigour, whilst many of them
were ailmg; they shoiud therefore have been tenderly

nursed or coddled, as you would an old man ; their food

should have been lighter, less solid, in order not to tax

the already fatigued digestive organs, for digestion

(excuse the expression) becoming less easy, the food

ought to be prepared accordingly; in short, the invalids

should have been dieted. Instead of that, what
has been done ? Just the reverse ! They have been
treated as though they were full of strength. Supposing
that because they were old and large, they required

stronger ibod, it was given them in such a way that

instead of arresting the disease, it only increased it.

Of course it would be so. If while stronger food was
given them, the quantity had been diminished by
increasing the layer of lime rubbish at the bottom of

the tubs, so as to improve the drainage, good! But
no! it seems to have been quite the coutrary: while
increasing the nourishment the layer of lime rubbish
was diminished. Again later, and no doubt with the
idea of giving them more strength, very strong manure
was added to the soil, and this onlv increased the
mischief; just as some doctors increase the doses of
physic as the patient grows feebler. It was the finish-

ing stroke, for in the state in which they were, even
less v»'0uld have killed them. I must add moreover
that nearly all were buried too deep in the earth.

"If, to all these destructive causes, you add copious or

too frequent waterings, it is plain enough why these

Orange trees are ill; the only astonishment is, that

they have been able to resist such irrational treatment
so long. What must happen to them ? Common sense
tells us that the small roots at the bottom of the tubs
could not fail to decay ; the mischief would spread, and
at length at lack the large roots, eventually spreading
to the neck of the trees. Such is in fact what has
happened, and nearly all are now more or less rotten
at the base. I doubt whether in this case the doctors
(gardeners) can excuse their bad management, by
making out, as many endeavour to do, that it is either
some Fungus, or some atmospheric cause, and so forth,

for facts to the contrary are too clear and palpable."
•'Do you really think," I said, " that there is no other

cause for the disease ?
"—"These are," he replied, "in all

probability the principal ones, and such as can be most
easily assigned without getting into a scrape.**

(To be concluded m our next.)

Iso- Craiain (1

And gentle deeds.
Like Powers, have seeds ^

From beauty, beauty grows

:

From eye to eye
Smiles multiply.

And joy's bright blc^som blows.

Blow, breeze of spring!
Blow soft and ring

The suowdrop bells that they mau U>^
From then- beds the floweretsS ^^
Ringing soft—prepare ! prepare

!

"lis time to rise.

With smiling eyes.
The bridegroom sun Is in the akies '

Blow, breeze of spring!
Blow soft and ring

The snowdrop bells, that they mavbrin^y
Flowers on her bride-path to flio/ ^
Flowers to her who is ray spring

To bid her rise, "

With smiling eyes.

Her bridal sun is in the skies t

Frazer's Martazine."

cr

1

SPRING.
, Spring is abroad !

There is life in the ah'.

There is life in the clod;
On the earth everywhere
There is life and to spare.

Spring is abroad,

Xo trumpet is blown, no earthquake is heaving,
Yet each seed its rent cerements and dark grave is leaving

An infinite power.
Between orchard alleys.

Beside water-courses.
On hills and through valleys,

Musters the forces

Of Grass, leaf, and flower.^

From the bare black earth the snowdrop peers,
And the sod i§ pierced by a million spears

—

Tiny spears, in sheaf and rank,
Rising over field and bank

—

These to form the lily's guard

;

These irom rifling winds to w^ard
The purple and gold of the crocios crown

;

Those to lift to her r^al seat
Over their heada the shining Wheat,

The brave old tree with his branches brown,
Tlu"Oiigh which the moon and the stars look down

;

Ah, not the brightest beam of noon
Could reach hia heart iu his leafy Ifctne !

Never a wail hath the nide wind wrung
From him, the sharpest bullets of hail

Made no dint in his close-ribbed mail.
And at each biiffut he whistled and sung.

Can he feel ai his teet

The Violets creep

;

Or the Primrose sweet.
Stir iu its sleep

;

That up from his roots
To his topipost shoots

A tingling sense ofjoy awukes^
Swelling his heart till out he shakes
His leafy banners of green and gold

;

And the wind comes smoothing each silken fold

With sighs, like a changeling's nican dismay.
When the beggar^ scon;ed as poor and old.

Turns king, and wears his rich array-
I

In the time of spring.

If the sun but flmg

A smile to the wint*ry sod.

Her heart will swell.

And in bud and b^.
She will bloom her joy abroad.

liEPOUT UPON THE FITNESS OP UOTPn^
SACCHARATUS FOR PAPER MAKING

[The following letter is wo believe unpublished. Atanvrf *
published it deserves republication at the present mom i

" Treasury Chamljers, Feb. 26, 1855
"Sir,—The Lords Commissioners of her ilaiestV

Troastiry having referred the fibre of the '

HoJca
saccharatus,' enclosed in your letter of the 23d ult

their lordships to transmit to you a copy of the report

of Mr. George Phillips, the principal aiialj-siiig officer

to that department, together with five specimens of

paper manufactm-ed by him from the Holcus fibre in

question. " I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

" James Wiisoit.

Mr. John Henderson, King'sknowle, South Devon."

" Honourable Sirs,—The fibre of the Holcus saccb-

ratus referred to in the annexed paper, and forwarded

by Mr, Henderson to the Treasury, and thence hew,

for an examination as to its suitability for paper

making, having been experimented on with a view to

the purpose named, the results are now carefolly

submitted.
" A microscopical inquiry as to the structure of this

fibre shows it to be composed of longitudinal fibroiu

tubes, membranous spirals^ and perforated tissue, aboot

nine-tenths of the whole being longitudinal tubes. The

perforated tissue, which is not plentiful, is formed in

bundles, bound together by tubular hoops or rings

placed equidistant from each other, as represented in

the annexed sketch, and which, so far as 1 am awsn,

is an arrangement that has not been before iioticedin

the structure of plants. ^^'
*' As a large proportion of this is woody tissue o? ^ft

kind proper for making paper, it. promised far is

regarcU strength; but as this required to be known

with somp degree of accuracy, as a test of the value of

the fibre m one «f its most important attribute^ two

sets of experiments were made upon Hemp, Flax, and

the Holcus for that purpose. In the first coui'se the

fibres were doubled, and suspended by the two ends,

and in the loop formed by the doubhng a scale pan

was hung and loaded until the fibres broke. The

results were that the

Hemp broke with 5633 grains

Flax ,, „ .. . .. .. 5025

Holcus „ „ 4558 ,.

The length of each fibre was 10 inches, and from t6e

loop where doubled to the points of suspension 3t

inches. Each fibre was of the same width and thicK-

ness, and weighed as follows :

—

Hemp 0.032 grams..

Flax 0.033

Holcus 0.030

" In the second course of experiments the Sl'resffer

suspended singly, and at a distance of 3^ ,/ jT
the points of suspension the scale-pan w:^s attaciieu,

thev broke as follows:

—

Hemp with 81S9 grains.

Flas: 2919 .,

ijolpus 2913 „

" Tl»e H^mp fibre having proved the s^'^^^Tjjje

may represent 100 as the maximum strengtH o^
matey^als tried; and if so, the results of the trsl <»^

of experiments will be-^
Hemp .

,

Flax
Holcus .

.

and of the second course
Hemp ..

Flax
Holcus . . . . , - - , Lgpu

" The comparative strength of the f^^^^,
*i*^!uf ordi-

determined, portions of it were submitted to i»
^^

nary cleasing and bleaching proc*-sses ;
aii^

^^j^os

results were favourable, a pulp was formed ^"'^
.j^^ of

samples of paper made to test the felti»g P^^p^ ^^
the fibre. The paper thus formed was ^eia^'^ytj^g

strength, and proved the fibre to possess go**

properties. , -Qolfffi

"Aniiexed are five specime^is of
""^f Qibc«*o

paper varying in thickness, £ro;n which it \^^ »

that this paper is deficient in softness, but F^ ^^.

firmness and elasticity not observable la or^

sized paper. vunnftl't**
" Firmness and elasticity, although valuaDW n

If
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^^fki^ of paper, may'yet be objectionable in

-JT in such cases the fibre of the Holcus may pro-

?"wv be 80 n>odified by treatment and toned down by

Sture with cotton as to produce yanous kmds of

"^
.1 Inviiig more or less of these qualities at pleiisnre.

'''TThe Holcus fibre, cleansed and bleached, assumes a

t ,t\\V like appearance, and as it bears a close rela-

f- Tfo Ful in trength, the idea suggests itself that it

'
V Irobablv be found nseful in the formation of textile

fv^-f How far this supposition, founded on the mere

f fnc^ih and appearance of the fibre, may prove correct

fwf.w mea" 'of testing, but to those who have the
1 have no I

^ j^ interesting and useful.

r:r—BJ's, your obedient -rvan, «. P.^.p

SG-S^r., Lahorafo-'y, Inland Revenue, Feh. 12, 18o5.

ANT) AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

Home Correspondence.

:Earlu Fi7i.n>*.-The ill , effects of the ^y^t cold

winter and earlv part of spring on the efir y Vineries

rthe n«"ghbourlla of Brighton, a locality hitherto

famous for the production of fine early Grapes, are un-

mralleled. Almost evevy^vhere failures have occurred.

Vinerv after Vinorv may be found in which the crop

is entivelT lost, oV the production of bunches very

limited- and. considering that the past summer was

fevourable for ripeiiing- the wood, these failures seem

evidently attributable to the unfavourable weather we

have recently been experiencing. In the first place the

Vines did not break well, the most prominent buds only

started at the expected time ; indeed, in some cases

ripe Grapes, bunches in bloom, and buds just breahing,

are to he found in the same house, on the same Vine,

and under the same management. In other houses the

Vines have brolien well and showed fully developed

bunches; but before blooming they suddenly stopped

growing, turned yellow, and dropped off, leaving the

Vines to produce foliage only, and that of a sickly kind,

and in some instances covered with rugged warts,

similar to what appear on Vines groAving in a warm

moist atmosphere. In the prtsent instance the evil

however seems to arise from the plant liavir^g absorbed

more moisture uito its system than was necessary, and

that owing to the long cold dull weather, without much
sunlight, it has been unable to re-adjust itself in some

Vineries where in past years the Vines have showed

abundantly, for bunches have bten t-ubstituted leaving

only a few ill-formed " shows " and highly developed

watery flaccid foliage. The early Vineries are only

ripening very small crops, and shanking seems super-

added to the disasters just lel.it.td. Let me hope that

other lucalities have fared better than this or reports of

failures will he numerous. I send a specimen for in-

spection. Our borders f>re from 2 feet to 5 feet deep,

aad are for the most part on good natural drainage. J.M,

Demlrohium Fulconeri.—'lhh most beautiful of all

Dendrobes is a ratber slow-growing Bpecies. It has

also a peeuliiiv hiihit, each succeeding year's growth

'IwinK ft continuation of the same stem, branches being

Ircely produced at the same time as in Vanda teres.

Like most other Dt^ndrobiums it likes the hottest end
of the house durinjr its y-rowinn: season, and the coolest*

when at rest; it is very impatient of much moisture at

the root. The only plants I have ever seen to succeed
well have been suspended from the roof on blocks of

wood, or what is preferable, a common drain-pipe,

without Muss or any other substance being used to

retain moisture, and watered once a day during the
gTDwhig season if found dry ; when dormant all that is

required is to keep it in the coolest part of the house
suspended as near the glass as possible, giving it just

sufficient water to keep it from shrivelling. Once a

week will suffice in winter. I have never yet seen

it flower from the parent stem ; the blossoms are borne
oti the two-jear old portion of the branches, and are

always produced freely under the above treatment. It

would not grow at all in Mr. VTamcr's No, 1 Orchid-

house, as represented in your Number of last week,

there being no convenience for hanging such plaiits in

the centre; and No. 2 would be ill adapted as a house

in which to grow Orchids, having two dark sides and a

very costly roof. Spot on the leaves of Orchids is

attributable to many ca1i<^es; it is often brou;:ht on by
irregular treatment, such as a sudden change of

tempei-ature, watering with water under the mean
temperature of the house, &c. Gleanings.

Bottomingfor IVidks.—I am making a walk through
^

a shrubbery, and as material is scarce, would clay

iMaten down to a surface (and dry as at this time of

tmr) do instead of rtihbish below the coating of gravel ?

If »o, I shall be obliged by your telling me what is the
leist depth of gravel that would he required. If clay
would not answer the pur^iose, what is the objection ?

There is % sunk fence about 6 feet from the walk,
dch would efTucLuully drain off any body of water.

- -im mtmre that burnt clay would be preferable; but
this is attended with con&iderablc eitt-a expense.
M. J. T^ Warwick, ' [On no account use clay unless it

has been burnt to rednea*. No walk with a clay
foundation can he kept dry or free from Moss in wet

onu.]

LaheU,~-l have found from experience that the
flttttUMed fortBs one of the best of Ubels where pei-ma-
njnry is required. I observe you mention that one
<»bjeeti<m to lead UbeU is that their weight soon
•MK« the wire by which they are fastened to cut
•woi^h 4hem. In the specimen I semi you
PtfCelvc that I have attcmntpd a rarr^^A^ fr*.*

1 am

Fhilip Scolding. [This invention consists in intro-

ducing a metallic eyelet Into the hole through which

is passed the wire that suspends the lead label. A
part of this commuiucation was an advertisement.]

Grafting TTax.—Some years ago I made a small

quantity of this, according to the well-known recipe of

seahng-wax, fat, wax, and honey, but found great difli-

eulty in getting the sealing-wax to incorporate. The

result however was far more satisfactory than clay, as it

was lighter, took up less room on wall trees, was not so

liable to crack, and the grafts under it seemed more

certainly successful. As I believe the composition

cannot be purchased, I attempted to make a large quan-

tity of it this spring, but found the sealing-wax

obstinately remain in a melted state at the bottom,

showing no affinity with the boiling fat above. I hoped

by removing it from the fire, and stirring briskly till it

cooled, to effect a mixture, hut the sealing-wax cooled by

itself in hard lumps. Can any of your readers throw

any light upon the proper mode of manufacture,

besides that given in Loudon and other works ? Sealing-

wax is made of lac and rosin. It seems that the lac is

the intractable part, for on making some more, and

adding rosin instead of sealing-wax, a perfect mixture

was easily obtained. The objection to this latter is that

it sticks'to the fingers, hut as this is only a mechanical

difficultv, it is probable that the addition of some dry

powder would obviate it. I think that if grafting wax

could be easily obtained, few amateurs would use

clay. G. S,

N'etae Tops a Substitute for Greens.—Yrom the

general destruction throughout the country of the

many varieties of Greens, I am induced to bring under

the notice of your readers the merits of the above as a

valuable substitute, and as I am now «smg them myself,

I can do so with the more confidence. M. Soyer, in

his "Shilling Cookery Book," says: "This extraordi-

nary spring production, of which few know tlie value,

is at once pleasing to the sight, easy of digestion, and at

a time of y^ar when Greens are not to be obtained, in-

valuable as a purifier of the blood; the only fault is.

they are to be had for nothing. It is a pity that chil-

dren are not emploved to pick them and sell them m
market towns.'^ AI. Soyer directs them to be cooked

as follows :—" Wash them well, drain, put them into

plenty of boiling water with a little salt, boil them for

20 minutes or a little lon-er, drain them, put them on

a board and chop them up ; and either serve plain or

put them in the pan with a little salt, pepper, and a bit

of butter, or a little fat and gravy from a roast ; or add

to a pound two teaspoonfuls of flour, a gill of skim milk,

a tea^poonful of sugar, and serve with or without

poached eggs." In "Chambers's Journal" for 1854, it

is stated that this dish may be had during five months

in the year ; for even when the plant grows rank the

tops are still tender. The young leaves of Mangel

Wurzel dressed like Nettles are extremely good. No
people make so little use of natural treasures as the

English. The French find a meal in every Iiedge. The

Tlurmese soldier is never at a loss, since he can always

gather leaves from the trees to boil into soup. Nothing

but prejudice can prevent Nettle tops from becoming

an article of general use. /. W. L.

Cutting PotaioesforPIanting,—Onr predictions about

two months ago that Potatoes would be very dear this

spring are truly verified. Permit us therefore to

record our experience as to the most successful and

economical mode of cutting them to obtain the best

crops. Small whole tubers may be safely planted to

secure the best results if when the plants are up about

3 or 4 inches high, say at the end of May, the weakest

shoots are pulled up and the number reduced to only

one. two, or at most three; this may be performed by

pressing the entire plant with the left hand r.nd jerking

off from the mother set the snporfluons offshoots with

the right han^. We have thus grown from seedlings

one yelir old, not larger than Peas, very fine tubei-s the

second season afler the seed had been sown. Larger

ones are preferable for planting, but not cheapest;

the crown sets of such bhould firSt be cut off with

a good thickness, to be planted by tliemRelves, and

treated wlien up as directed for the ^Tnall wkole ones,

08 this part of the Potato without this expedient

always produces too superabundant a number of shoots,

and "consequently a weak and small progeny. The

remaining part of the large-sized sets is best cut in

halves from the upper part, and through the tail end

or otherwise into single eyes ; those, however, will not

require so much thinning, if any. when growing. By
adhering strictly to the above rules, nearly all the

produce will prove large, and more in measnre than

where the process of thinning is not resorted to.

A, Sardy and Sons, Maldon,

Gesnera cinnahnrtna.—'Vhis is a plant which should

be encouraged by all wlio have the comm.uid of a Stove ;
it

i^ jrreatly superior to the old zcbrina. I find it most

effective for table decoration; the play of light on the

rich hairy foliage is beautiful in the extreme, and >t is

an ornainent to any collection of plants. It ha^ the

merit also of remaining in bloom during several of the

duU mouths of the yiiar. It should be started now and

^rown on in a mixture of sand, leaf-mould. ron<>n dAin^

and alittle loam. It requires plenty of hght to keep it

impact and bushy, and extra he.it wiien showmg

?ower! in fact, at that stage mine are transferred ram

ahot-^atcr pit'to an Orehid-honse I consider it one of

the most valuable importations of late years. J. J^
,
L.

IIoaTlCTJiTTTEAL. — The following notice has been

issutid on the part of the Ploral Committee :—The ordi-

nary Meetings of this Committee during the ensuing

season, for the examination of Seedlings and other

New Plants and Flowers, will be held at the Society's

Rooms, at 2 P.M., on the foUowhig days :—April 12th,

April 26th, May 10th, May 21th, Jufte 14th, June 28th,

July 12th, July 26th, August 9th, August 23d, Sep-

tember 13th, September 27th, October 11th, November

8th, December 13th. All persons, whether Fellows ot

the Society or not, are invited to send their New Plants

and Flowers for the opinion of the Committee. Hono-

rary First Class Certificates and Coifimendation Cards

are at these meetings awarded, according to the discre-

tion of the majority of the Members present, to such

of the subjects exhibited as may be thought deserving

thereof. 'The following are some of the principal regu-

laticns which have been adopted for the guidance of

exhibitors:—The subjects for the consideration of the

Committee are to be delivered free at the place of

meeting, not later than 1 P.M. on the respective meet-

ing days; and all necessary particnlars respecting titem

are to be forthwith communicated, in writing, to the

Secretary. Note.—The name and post address of the

exhibitor ; the name of the flower if a seedling \ and

that of the native country if au impoitation, will be

considered essential particulars. Exhibitors are inVite<l

to communicate such furthet details of the oiigm,

or introduction, or peculiarities of their plants or

flowers, as they may think interesting for publication.

The merits of the subjects exhibited shall not be dis-

cussed or decided on in the presence of the o^^'neTS, or

interested exhibitors thereof. Sufficient examples of

every subject exhibited, to enable the Committee to

form a fair opinion of its qualities, are to be produced.

In all practicable cases, the growing plant will be

required. All seedltiig flowers must be named, as a

means of future recognition. If not named, they will

he passed over. Newly imported or other new species

of plants, not florists* varieties, will Imve to be sub-

mitted to the botanical advisers of the Committee, that

they may be correctly named. Exhibitors ot this class

of plants will yreally racilftate the operations of the

Committee by forwarding ntaterials for this purpose,

whenever practicable, previous to the days of meeting,

addressed to "The liotanical Advisers of the Floral

Committee." If not so done, provision must be made

for this object at the time of meetir.g. All packages

of plants or flowers must be forwui ded at the risk ot the

sender. The subjects, whether plants or cut flowers,

will be delivered up at the close of the Meeting to the

owners, or to such persons as may be duly authorised to

receive them. If left, it will he at the entire risk ot

the senders. The Committee will hold the power ot

examining with all necessary minuteness the subjects

submitted for its opinion. Exhibitors of seedling

florists' flowers, and othLTS, will facilitate the working

of the Committee by the production of specimens or col-

lections of known varieties to serve as references, and

for comparison with new flowers. Copies of the regu-

lations may be had on application to "The Secretary to

the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society, 8,

St. Martin's Phice, Trafalgar Square, Loudon, W.C."

Royal Botanic : Jpril 4.—At a second spring

meeting which took place on this occasion several in-

teresting Fubjects were produced. From the Royal Nur-

sery, Slongh,Mr. Turner sent various CJnerarias,eonspicu-

ous among which wore n-nling and Pcynolds Hole, the

last a crimson purple kind, remarkable for the brilliancy

of its colour. The same cxtiibitor also sent a large-

flowered variety of Rhododendron cUiatum. which pro-

mises to suiKjrsede the species as far as decorative

purposes arc concerned. From the same collection

likewise came a variegated Pelargonium named

Flower of Spring, which a^-peureil to be an im-

provement on some of the kln(!» now in cultiva-

tion. Cineraria Prldcsmald and other varieties were

again produced by Mr. Wiggins, gr. to K. Beck,_E8q.,

of Isloworth, and Jklessrs. Uobson sent a collection lu

which one named Mr. Marnock, a well-forined variety,

white, tipped with purple, and having a disc of the

last-named colour, appeared to be a good and attractive

kind. air. Hoyle. of Reading', furnished a Pelargo-

nium named Keadliig Volunteer, a high-coloured early-

kind of considerable promise. Various Cinerarias were

shown by Mr. Holland and Mfssrs. Smith, of Dulwich.

From Medsr?. Ivery, of Dorkintr. came Azalea

Leviathan, a largo semi-double variety commimded

for the purity aud wliiten.-^ of ita blowoms.

Miscellaneous plmts were contributed by »w^-
Frayer, Cro(«i», «nd others. AmM»g them w«r« AiCtlJ-

nclln nmgnillni. Azaleas, Acftci«< I^-Ji-wnJ-' "' ''•'•'^-

stemons. Messrs. Fntser^lso fnrnislR-tl a fine specnneli

of Cyanophylhmi mngnlfirum, which must <wrtftinly

be r/gurdod^H one of the .««.* rtnkmg of recent^

n,tTolv.^\ plant* ifemarkable lor the beauty of tl.eir

folh.-e. Same of the more aliowy varieties of >«*

Pelargonium and other kinds came from Me*sm. 1 orner

and Cuthush ; and of Ily aelnths Oiere was «!sn a ^^>d
1^^

niav from the .ame exhihitori. Of Aunculaa Mr. 1 unittr

Lnt Dicksor/s Ihike of Wellington, StretcU'a Alexanden

Barlow's Morning Star, Traill's Clmmpiuu, and H.adley i

Royal r.irple. From Mcfisrs. E. G. llaiderson came a

collection of CamelliaN among which were Beab
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superba, a fine large crimson-cupped sort; Princess

FredeTick"WiUiani,one ofthe finest of recently introduced
striped kinds ; Jenny Lind, a very pretty faintly striped

variety, and Storeyi, a good rose. The same firm also

sent the Indian Rhododendron Falconeri, with greenish

white flowers, having a dark-coloured base ; and from
Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, came R. fnlgens, a bright

scarlet kind of considerable beauty. Messrs. Henderson,

of Pine-apple Place, exhibited (but not for competition)

a collection of Hyacinths, among which were some fine

kinds, the names of which have been given by us on
former occasions. For a list of prizes and other matters

not mentioned in this report, see advertisement in

another column.

ENTOMOLOGICAL : March 5.—The President in the
chair. Mr. Stevens exhibited a poitiouof Mr. Wallace's

recent collections ofColeopterafromBatchian, an island

near J^ew Guinea, containing many fine insects, one-

third at least of the species being nndescribed. Mr.
lansou exhibited various rare beetles taken by Mr.
Turner at Rannock in Perthskire, including Pytho
depressus, Septusa fumida, Bradj'cellus placidus, &c.

Mr. Dunning exhibited Mamestra anceps from the Isle

of Portland, taken in the autumn. He also read a

letter from the possessor of the Sphinx Pinastri

exhibited at the last meeting, aflSrming it io have been

taken by himself at Rumsey, Hants, among Fir trees

in June last. Dr. Wallace mentioned that he had
observed Acosmetia caliginosa in the Ryde Museum,
taken in a wood near that town. A letter was read

from Mr, G. Wailes, on the hybernation (if such a term
might be allowed) of female specimens of Vespa vulgaris

under pieces of slate ou the summit of Skiddaw, from
the end ofJune to the end of August. It was suggested
that these were females which had either completed
their work in the nest of the present year, and had gone
away to die, or that having in the previous autumn
taken up their winter quarters under these stones they
had not been revived by the sun of the following

summer. The first of a series of memoirs on the Ento-
mological productions of the valley of the river Amazon,
by Mr. Bates, was read, being the result of 11 years*
residence In that part of the world. The geographical
and geological peculiarities of the valley were described,

and it was stated that it was divisible into three
separate districts, namely, the Upper Amazon, the Lower
Amazon, and Para. Some new and beautiful species

of butterflies from the Upper Amazon were also

described by Mr. Bates.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSEETATORT, &c.—Where hardy shrubs are annu-

ally forced, select the most suitable when removed
from the houses, and give them some kind of
temporary shelter to gradually harden their foli-

age; those cramped for pot room shift into a size
larger pot in rich turfy loam; towards the middle
of the month plunge them in an open situation in
order that the wood may get ripe early. From having
been previously forced these will bloom earlier than
new stock, of which a portion should each year be
potted to replace such as become useless for further
work. Cut down and place in a cold frame the most
choice kinds of Cinerarias for suckers after they have
done flowering, and put in a stock of Chrysanthemum
cuttings for autumn display. As spring-flowering plants
for the stove and for cutting we know of none more
useful than Begonias. Now will be a good time to
commence with a stock for next season's display ; as
they go out of bloom allow them a short rest in a rather
dry house, when they ma}' be partially disrooted and

j Jg ;,n.l
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decrease the quantity and ceaselJ^nS^
ance of air on all favourable opportunities'

^'^^ ^^^'^^

Steawbeebies.—Plants ripenine their f •*

be placed by themselves and kpnf ^ j
^^^*'

^^ould

ThoJe in laL stages of growtRo7d'h?^^^ '^'
well supplied with moisture both over hr7'''^ be

the root.
"^^^ ^*^ad and

at

Feames.-AH crops in these, such aa r
Potatoes, Radishes, and Cauliflowera, should I

"^^^^

exposure in fine weather, and be reo-ularl
*'^*^

with water. Repot Tomatoes and Caplicum[
^"^^^^^

repotted, pruning in any straggling shoots. Keep them
close, and syringe frequently, when they will soon com-
mence growing. Abundance of light "and a tolerable
share of pot room are necessary to ensure fine plants.
As the plants advance liquid manure may now and then
be given. Keep specimens planted in beds and borders
properly supplied with water at the root, and see that
everything is clear of greenfly or other insects.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Look well to recently transplanted trees and shrubs.

Do not allow anything to suffer for want of water at
the root, but one good soaking after planting to settle
the soil will be sufficient in most cases until we have more
sunshine to warm and dry the ground. The soil should
be kept moist but not saturated or run together by
over-watering, as is sometimes done. A sprinkling

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDT-v
Seedling plants of Cauhflowers, Cabbaee &n' .

this sprino; should be pricked off" when larse '^
get stocky for final transplanting. As the^t*"^^^
sowing the principal crops of winter and ^^
Broccoli and Greens has arrived, select if ^o -ff'^^S

open piece of ground rather poor than rich ^U ^^

seed be sown thinly, and when lar^e enoup-l, f' I
^^^

prick them out on a similar soil. A crop ofn^
Artichokes should now be planted for produc'
supply of heads. The young side shoots taken /

^

old stools may be planted in lines 4 feet an^"^
^^^

18 inches between the plants ; or trenches luav h T^

"g and the pktits pot

18 Inches wide and the same in depth, in wWl
\\ ell-rotted manure should be du^ and thp r.}.t?^^
out us above.

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
Let all Potato planting be finished as soon as pogjiu

Carrots. Parsnips, and Turnips may be sown audmT*
Cabbages planted out. Mixed cropping isapomtta
which the cottager should pay especial attention TV
mixture must however be arranged so as not to inter
fere with soiling or gathering.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR TO\nn^For the Week ending April 5. 13S0, aaobsenedat the ilortlcultunrS.
TempebatpbkT

March-
and April.

u Barometbb.

Koti«i5 of iJoof^g*

The Culture of Fruit and Vegetahles and The Culture

r>f J'loicers and Plants (Hoxdston & Wright) are two
neat 8vo volumes, in which Mr. Glenny records his

experience as to the management of the more commonly
cultivated races in the Orchard, the Kitchen Garden,
and the Flower Garden. We believe that the wliole or
the greater part of the treatises which are here collected

have appeared before, and been favourably received.
To bring them all into one form cannot be otherwise
than usefuh Among other subjects of description is

the Truffle, for managing which detailed instructions
are given, founded we presume upon the experience of
"several eminent horticulturists who have succeeded
in obtaining good crops.'* Considering the interest
which the attempts at cultivating what is generally
thought to be uncultivable have excited, it is to be
T^retted that Mr. Glenny has not mentioned the names
of tliose whose experiments have been attended by such
success.

Some Biographies contributed by the late Lord
Macaulay to the Encyclopa>dia Brltannica liave been
publii^hed separately by Messrs. Black of Edinburgh.
To the vohime are prefixed between 50 and 60 pages of
notes by Mr. Adam Black, explaining the connection of
the great historian with Edinburgh. This correspon-
dence begins in May 1839, and closes in September
1857. The biographies are those of Atterbury, Banyan,
Goldsmith, Johnson, and Pitt ; literary critics may call
them slight, but less critical readers will pronounce
them extremely interesting. And what of Macaulay's
was otherwise ?

Messrs. Black, of Edinburgh, have iust brought out
a good useful Military Map of Upper Italy from
Rome to the Alps, in which the new boundaries of
Prance and Northern Italy are correctly laid down, at
the low price ot eighteenpence,

D

Miscellaneousr
Temperature of Surope,—The following was the

temperature (Fahrenheit) at the hour of 8 A.M. on the
ISfch alt. in the principal towns of Europe:—Dunkirk,
46^* 4'; Mezi&res, 4l» V; Strasburg, 40° 9'; Paris,
46° 4'; Havre, 45" 6'; Brest, 50^4'; Limoges, 45° 1';
Montauban, 47°8'; Bayonne, 51° 8'; Avignon, 45° 6';
Lyons, 45° 2'; Besan<?on, 40° 8'; Brussels, 4tT 5';

over head with the engine on the evening of drying
days will, when the weather shall have become a little

warmer, be of more service to large evergreens than
over-watering them at the root. See that all recently
planted things, whether large or small, are well secured
against wind. A good way of effecting this in the ease
of large plants has been described in former Calendars.
Take advantage of the present state of the ground to
stir and rake the surface soil of shrubbery and herbaceous
borders to prevent the growth of weeds and give a fresh
neat appearance. Also plant out Wallflowers, double
Rockets, and young stock of herbaceous plants generally.
Sow hardy annuals, not forgetting a liberal supply of
Mignonette; also biennials and perennials where these
are in demand. Prune Tea and other Roses not
already done, and also attend to the pruning of shr-^bs
that require that attention. See that gravel walks are
put in perfect order for the season, and give turf a good
rolling j)reparatory to mowing.

FOnCING DEPARTMENT.
ViNEEiES.—Give air as freely as the state of the

weather will permit, using a little extra fire heat,
and leaving a little air on at night so as to prevent
the bloom being injured by damp settling on the
berries, as is apt to be the case where the house is

shut up.

Figs.—Where the early crop is approaching maturitv
the borders should be well watered, so as to avoid the
necessity of having to water the soil after the fruit
begins to ripen, which is injurious to the flavour, and is

also apt to cause the fruit to burst prematurely, par-
ticularly if the trees have been rather dry at the root
previously. So far as the present crop is concerned the
trees can, perhaps, hardly be too dry at the root while
the fruit is ripening, but where a second crop is expected
care must be exercised to keep the trees in health, and
to prevent the foliage becoming a prey to red spider,
otherwise the second crop can hardly be expected to
he good for much. Use the syringe vigorously,
and maintain a moist atmosphere as long as this can
be done without risk of injuring the fruit. Also keep
the young wood thin and regularly tied in, stopping
before thb fourth or fifth leaf, according to the strength
of the shoots, &c.
Melons.—Encourage those newly planted out with a

moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them into full
growth as quickly as possible; but plants that are
fairly established should be kept cooler, admitting air
on every favourable opportunity, in order to secure
short-jointed fruitful wood. Keep the shoots thin and
regular, pinching out any not wanted, but avoid stop-
ping the main shoots until they reach the sides of the
pit, when by pinching out the points the laterals will
start into growth and show fruit abundantly ; and by

Max.

Friday SO
Satur. 31
Sunday 1

Mon. 2
Tuea. 3
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Thurs. 5 Q
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9
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jUarch 30—Slii:ht haze; overcast; sli;;ht rain.—
^

31—OTtrrcist ; boisterous, with rain-
April 1—Cloudy; boisterous; clear at nifcht.— 2-Fine; siiowery ; thundei' in afternoon; clear.— 3—PartiHlly overcast ; fine; very clear; sli^hr frost.— 4— l-offsy; fine; rloady ; partially overcasi; fine.— 5— Fine; colilwind; ^vith easterly haze; overcast.

Mean temperature of the week. ^ de.;. bJow tbs average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CUISWICK.
Durin* the last 3i years, for the ensuing Week, enJing April U

^revaiTuig \i\aii.

April.

Sunday 8..
Mon. 9 -

Tues. 10..
Wed. 11..

Thurs. 12..

Friday 13..

Satur. 14..

a. -^ .

S2.aH

56^
5L9
55.4
55.5

55.6

55-7

fS ?J p
a> ^ 4J

35-8
35-6

33.B
35.8

37.4
34.5

5<.6 r 37-1

45.9
45.3
446
45.7
46.0

45.1

iM.

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

IS
17
13
18
23
14
13

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.46 in.
o.:«

0.27
0.51

0.56

0.45

0.36

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on thel4tk,

1S52—therm. 73 dej?. ; and the lowest on the i3ih, 1853 -therm. 2-(ieg.

this time the plants will have gained suflacient strengtl
to set and carry a fair crop. Do not exceed 65° at

„. „ . , ^ ' ' , -. - night, and admit air when the glass rises to 75**, but

^I'o^r-^^^^' f^^''
C^openJiagen, 35^2'; Lisbon, do this very carefully on cold days. Endeavour to

5o 9 ; Kome, 44*> 6'; Stockholm, 33**; Madrid, 39^ 9'. maintain a steady botto
From this it appears that the temperature of Kome
was inferior to that of the towns in France, except
four, viz., Strasburg, Mezieres, Lyons, and Besan^on.

?Jl ^of ^ji^^»^« bad at Turin 4A° 6'; Haparanda,

}}o ^- J^ *^^ ^^^^> S. Fernando, 46'" 6'; Florence,
41 9 5 M<f!ow irr; Kief.l4°36'; Warsaw, 23^ 0'

:

Belsingfort, 15' 8'. :Bmlder. •

> ^ ^ >

steady bottom heat of about 80° or 85', and
keep the soil in a healthy state as to moisture. See to
providing plent}' of young plants for succession crops.

CnEBEY-HOFSK.—Syringe the trees daily with water
at the same temperature as that of the house. Loosen
the surface soil in the pots or borders with a hand fork,

and supply the plants liberally with water until th
fruit begins to change colour, after which graduall

Notices to Correspondents-

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF ^VOKK:S

have directed that in future the street iawHcIi

our office is situated shall he called Wellington Street,

and that the number of our office shall be 41. Corre-

spondents are therefore requested to address all letters,

whether to Editor or Publisher, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Books : A F B. vSowerbj''s Brltisli Grasses and Gardner's Fint

Lessons in British Mosses. *
,.

Fagus Cunninghami : G. This is a Tasmfinian evergreen suia"

tree. It is tolerably hardy near London, and perfectly ao ">

the South and West. „.

Fl-ngi : / B, Your Fungus is a slight variety of tlieconimoa

Mushroom, Agaricus campestHs, and we have no ^'^^^^^^

free from poisonous qualities, but itappeara tohe rather toug

Labels: Inquirer. The adi^ressyou ask for was gi'^°^ „-

article to which you refer. You will find it repeated m ^^

advertisement in auother column of to-day's Paper.J
. t

Mahonia istermedia: R S W. What is the new v^eij^

which vou speak? Wq are miacquainted with it.

Statice Holfordi is, we believe, a variety of either S. arw
^^

or naacrophylla. Send a specimen and we will determiu

which.
. J f reluC"

Names OF Plants: We have been so often obliged tore
^^

tautly docUne naming heaps of dried or other plants- ta*j ^
venture to request our correspondents to ^"^^..^ fi„tyof
never have or could have undertaken an unhmiteo. a j

this kind. Young gardeners, to whom these re™*""
i-jg^to

especially apply, should bear in mind that, before aPP'^LPj^
us for assistance, they should exhaust their other mrajj-^f

gammg information. We cannot save them the trouw
^

examining and chiuking for themselves; n<'^^?y!I,._tfJd
desirable if we could. All we ca^i do is to f^^jPy"^^

not
that most wilUngly. It is now requested that, m ^'^g,^
more than four plants may be sent us at one "jT^^
J P. Probably Olea fnigrans.-IK (7 .ff. Tiie Auhergme

bK^^
IS an eatable variety of Solanum Melongena. "

"jj^^ 1
mentioned it ou many occasions. It must be grown

^^^
tender annual. To cook it is the difficulty—-oi^;\r^Tic»
like a bit of Cupressus Goveniana.- *^'-^fn- Ltovers-
quercifoha. We never undertake to name Flonsts av

^

New Plants : if ir C. We are unacquainted with_ "^^1^^^
as a deciduous Culce. Upon the whole Loudon ^ *^^ itaji-

is the best work of its kind ; but Gordon's Pin"."jSL
nicum is required to complete the account o^ S^'^'f^rcanDO^

Pa per Materials : C M. We fear that Seakale l^a^^ The
be had in any quantity; their fibre too is very coar^

fibre of Nettles is fine, white and well known. j^gd •*
»#*As usual, many communications have been ^-ggc^n^

late, and others are detained till the necessary loqu^^-flpd-
made. We must also beg the indulgence of ^^?^\^^
euts the insertion of whose contributions is sun tw«'

\

t
*
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES,
MAlfirrACTTJEED BT THE

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY*"* (L I M r T E D).

CONSISTING OF TENANT FAEMEKS. OCCrPYING UPWAEDS OF 30,C00 ACEES OF LAND.

JUPFS NEW HOESE and CATTLE FOOD.—
Dr. Letlieby in his analysis of this new Food says, '* Tlie

nutritive value o/ the food i« therefore pood, for it amounts to 80.2

per cent."

Sent out in bags with directions for use, for cash only, at 35s.

per cwt. ; 19s. per J cwt. ; and 10s. per I cwt.

W. & R. Jupp & Co. 6, Cross Lane, Eastcbcap, E.G.

TRUSTEES.
riTC Road, Pimlico.

Linton, Cambridge.

DIRECTORS.
C/ittinJian.— JOXAS "WEBB, Esq., Babrahani, Cnrobridgosh ire.

2)eputi/ CJtalnnan.—JO'BJ^ COLLINS, Esq.. Myddelton Square, Pentonville, E.G.

EDWVRD BELL, Esq., Tottenham. Middlesex, N.

TOHN CLAYDEN, Esq., Littlebury, Et>gex

KICHARD EUNT. Esq., Stanstead Abbot Herts

THOMAS K>'IGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, ^

BanXm -Messrs. BABNETT, HOARE, & Co., Lombard St., E.C

fwS^'..-Messr5. KINGSFORD & DOBMAN, 23, Essex
Street, Strand, Vi.C.

ROBERT LEEDS. Esq., -W^estLexbam, Norfolk
ROBERT JIORGAN, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town
GEORGE SAVILL, Esq., Ingtborpe, near Stamford
"WILLIAM COLLINS, E&q., 105, St. John's Street Road, E.C.

Auditor.—3. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridge.
Manager.—lAr. JAMES ODAMS.

Secretary. —'iiiT. C. T. MACADAM.

Offices: 109, Fencliurcii Street, london, E.C. Mannfactory : Plaistow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures with every confidence to the attention of their brother farmers ; and the fact that

thev and the Shareholders farm upwards of 30,000 acres of land, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to coDSumers.
"The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they

contain not only render them the cheapest, but also the mcst Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a
HEALTHY, &orysD, and heavy crop.

PRICES.—Blood Manure for Corn, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Roots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any Railway or Wharf in London,

^^ As secvrUy to ilie Turchaser every hag contains 2 ctvt., is marlced ** ODAMS'S PATEKT
BLOOD MANTIEE," and sold ocly by the authorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an nnusually large per centage of Soluble Phosphate of Lime, and is, tlierefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Koot Crops.

ANALYSES.

3(oJ9tui*e

Or«flmc Matter, SaltsofAmmonia,&c
Sand, Ac.

Biphosijhate of Lime
E<iUAL TO Neutral Soluble )

PHOBpirATt; j"

Inwluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated Sn]pb:iteof Lime ..

Alkaliue SulpLates and Muriates .

.

Mr. J T. "Way,
London.

i:i.l9

2.28

3.S2

16.77

26.18

4.69
58.53
0.72

Dr. Anderson, Dr. Hodges,
G lasgow. Bel fast.

100.00

10.S6
7.82
S.IS

15.63

24.39

9.01
62.25
1.25

100.00

21.50
S.SS
3.44

14.38

22.50

5.77
49.S0
1.73

I

Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Macadam, -Dr. Cameron,
Cirencester.

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

9.49
39.40
2.45

Ediiiburgli. Dublin.

100.00 100.00

14.56
7.63

3.87
16.91

26.48

11.84
40.83
4.36

100.00

16.20
4.17
5.28

16.48

26.20

C.14
50.33

1.40

100.00

Mr. Way reports :
— '* It contains fully as much soluble ])ho8-

phate as the nrs't class articles of the pnme description in the
iiiurket. and much more than the average."

Dr. Voelcker says:—"I have much pleaturc in enclosing a
copy of your super-pbosphate, which, though apparently re-
* y made, ia nevertheless Hch in soluble phosphate, and un-
'jvettumably a valuable vianure,"

Dr. Anderso^' reports:—"This is an excellent super-phos-
phate. Cakulnt«d at the usual rates, 1 fmd it to be worth about
fU. b. per ton."

Dr. Macauam eays:—"TheaboTe is a first-class super-phos-
phate, and at present rates is worth to the fanner Hi. 28. per
ton, when purchased in quantities under 30 tons, and 71. lOs.

in quantities of SO tons ,ind upwards."
Dr. IIoi>oES states that

—

"It niay be regorled as a good
specimen of super-phosphate of lime." His calculation of its
vabiG is 7L 33,?. per ton.

Dr. Cameron reports :
—

** The above figures prove this super-
phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but
that its application will be attended with the most satisfactory
results. It would be good value at 71. per ton,"

i:very Bag contains 2 «c/.. is vnarTced ''ODAMS'S SVPEHrBOSTHATE OF LIME," and is
guaranteed to yield 20 to 25 ^er cent, of Soluble Phos^Jiate qf Lime.'

PEICES.—Superphosphate of Lime, £5 10s. Delivered to any Eailway or "Wharf in London-

THE LONDON MANUEE COMTANY
(Established 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following MAKUFACTUEED
MANURES:—

PUPERPROSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOIDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
^es, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root

h ^' 1*"*^ "^ which they guarantee every portion, both of
the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The Lcndon ITannre Company also supply PERUVIAN

GlAKO (direct Jrom Me.^srs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
fiODA.SULPHATEoF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
_ 116. Fenchurch Street, EC. Enw, PvBgFJi. Secretary.

M
ESTABLISHED 1812-

ESSRS. PKOCTOR are now prepared to take
orders for their special MANURES for 1860, which they

Jttihedtatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at
*?J?Jowe8t possible price, viz. :—

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Alco

TOTTKKHAM SEWAGE ]SIANURE.—For top-
dressing Whe.^t and Grass, also for manuring M.ingelH and

Turnips, use the above highly concentrated Manure. Price
W.15«. per ton.—Particulars and testimonials of Mr. J. L. Evans,
C.E., Sewage Manure Works, Tottenham, N.

Agents required. A very liberal commission allowed.

P E 0.

TCRN-IP MANURE
^HEAT ditto
^-lUSS ditto

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

BARLEY ditto
PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE

** LIME, tc, all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor fc Ryland , Birmingham and Chester.

T AWES'S MANURES.—Tlie Manures manufactured
Jj-^ by Mr. Lawxh for the present season, 1860, are now readyw deUverj- at his Fiictories at the following prices :—
UWKS-B PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6

SUPERPHOSPHATE Oi' LIME 6
MINERAL ,. . 6

LAWES*8 BARLEY MANURE.. 8
„ MANGEL MANURE

"
' " g

„ GRASS MANURE '
", g

!!«•• Manures can b« obtained of Mr. Lawes, oV his ap-P^wd Agent«, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
'^JTjng according to cost of carriage,

TMaVi?**^*^ "*^ Profeaaor Way have aamplcd from a bulk ofrjwjmj Tiiru p Manure ftt Mr. Lawks's Factories, and their
"JPWt with analyMB are given in fuU in circular, U be obtained^/PPUcation at the Office^ or of any of Mr. Lawts's Agents.

VB^ff^i ?^'**° Guano direct from Measrs. Gibbs; Nitrate
?^"«^ anlphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Mauurea.
T™wican Cakes at market prices.

*f

»»

6
6

5

RUVIAN GUAN
The present Price of tliis valuable Manure is

—

121. per ton for 30 tons and upwards/ at the DepAts in London,
13/. 55. per ton for 1 ton up to 30 tonal Liverpool, and Bristol.

And, in order to protect themselves against the purchase of
Adidterated Mixtures, and of inferior Guanos, jwritorting to
produce results equal to Peruvian, consumers are recommended
to apply either to ourselves; to our AGENTS, Messrs, Gibrs,
Bright, & Co., of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to Dealers of
established character thronghout the CoTintry, in whose honesty
and fair dealing they can place implicit confidence.

—

Anthosv
GiBBS & Sons. 16, Bishopsgate Street Within, London, E.C.

IRELAND.
JOSEPH BERRY and SONS. Seed Meechants.

Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the
Western Coxmties, SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, and other
Manures.—8, Arraii Quay, Dublin.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUl'EBPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribaaic
Phosphate of Lime.

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to
the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and coromercJal value which characterises

y<'ur concentrated superphosphate."

Dct.iiled analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chtmists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Tt-Htimoniala,

Prices, Ac, may be had on application to BtRNAun, I^ck,

A Co..'Sutton Road, Plymouth.

* * Agents wanted in large Towns.

\ RTIEICIAI. MANURES,

TO PIG, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.

JUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—
RICE SWEEPINGS. 7s. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 10s. per cwt., in 1| cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14a. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
AIEAL for PIGS, 65. and 8s. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery.—W. & R. Jurr, 6, Cross Lane, Eastcbeap, E.C.

&c.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

Ac, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
liou at the College.

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAN*D DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corpoi-ate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be chaiged on the property

improved, by way ofrontcbarge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigatioB of Ukle ¥«ine required, or notices given te

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbmg. Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to W^illiam Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

COLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J- C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

Thesvstem of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth forthepursnitsof Agriculture,

Engineering, ^lining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every dtiscription are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars mav be had ou apjjlication to the Principal.

Wixt ^cricultural ©ajette.
SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 1860.

MEETINGS TOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK
TuESD&T, &c. April lU, ic—Koyal Dublin Soc. Spring SLow

•adSRn M^-^*^.^' ^^^^^HT^* Lottdon Bridge, E.C.*«T Bulduigfl, Kden Quay, Dublin. * '

m'ongery' Warehouses, 6, North Street. Bristol, where the

uo^^mp* nan be seen and their working explained.Macb in es can be seen and their woTBiug e^\

•I HE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COM-
1 PANY (LIMITED). Swan Lane, '^VV^J,^^^ ^l^^^^*
London, E.G., hold in stock the following GOODS -uited to he

season :-Steam Engines, Horse
^^lf''^^^ili^^^^ ~--n-^

Clodcrushera, Carts, l^'aggon^. Pumps, Ac. PRICE LISTS can
jj-^J

»

be nad post free on applicatiou. \

'Wi: have received a letter from a London
firm, makers of a new cattle food, who believe that

they are referred to by ** An Old Bird " in a para-

graph published at page 272. ^
They allege that

our correspondent is mistaken in imagining from

Dr. Letheby's analysis that he has ascertained

the cost of the article which they manufacture.

On the contrary, they could tell him something

about a large percentage of waste, about a costly

commission agency, about expenses of London pre-

mises, labour, carriage, printing, and advertising,

of which he seems to know nothing.
^

** Besides,

as a physician claims his guinea for writing a pre-

scription, so we fancy our invention, which has

cost us some labour and expense, is entitled to a

profit."

Now, if ** An Old Bird " is to be misled by such

reasoning as this, he has no claim whatever to the

signature which he has adopted. What is it to

him or to any one who may wish to try this cattle

food whether the process of its manufacture be

costly or not ; the only point for his consideration

is, whether or not the article offered be worth the

price asked for it. To that end let him try it if he

chooses. But as this involves considerable expense

it is perhaps rfasonable in the first place to ask the

chemist what the food contains. Dr. Letheby is

accordingly consulted, and he says, so our corre-

spondent alleges, that 12.1 per cent, of the food ia

** nitrogenous matter," and 68.1 per cent, of it is

"carbonaceous matter." Now, Mr. Spooner says

that the nitrogenous matter of any nutriment may-

be had in moat foods for 20/. a ton, and that the

carbonaceous matter of any nutriment may be

similarly had for 12/. a ton.

If these data be correct what can be easier than

to ascertain the value as a nutriment of the new

cattle food in question ? This accordingly has been

done, and our correspondent, finding that the

article comes out of this arithmetical examination

worth 10/. 11*. 9i/. a ton, whereas the manufac-

turers ask 35«. a cwt. for it, declares he is not to be

caught, and Tery properly signs himself ** An Old

The manufacturers mav be losers or they
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may be gainers, that is nothing to him. If they

can offer in their food these two classes of nutri-

ment at a smaller price than he pays for them in

Beans or Linseed-cake, he Nvill gladly be a

customer, but seeing that they offer them at more
than three times the price for which he can

procure them elsewhere, he is wise enougli to

deeliae the offer, and good enough to point out the

snare to others.

Let any manufacturer of a new cattle food buy
Beans and Linseed, Lentils, cake, &c., and mix a

little salt and grind them up so as to be im-

mediately available for use in the feeding house,

and farmers will pay him handsomely for his

labour. The division of labour principle is eco-

nomical, and therefore profitable for all ; and there

can be no reason why the grinding of food for cattle

this. We must meet cold with heat. All food con-

It is fuel then

proportion to the

it necessary. In

the weather, the

should not be a business as much as the grinding do without it.

tributes heat to * the body.

we must consume—luel in

degree of cold that renders

plain language, the colder

better and more plentiful the food should be. That

which is more than sufficient in the summer when
the earth teems with vegetation, and insect food

may be found under low-boughed trees, among

dead leaves and in every shade, will not keep life

iu the frame when the surface of the earth is

frozen, and no insect or animal can live upon it.

Whtn cramp begins iu a fowl it must be met at

once with stimulants, and we know none so

good as strong beer. It is good economy to soak

med or stale bread in strong beer and give it to

the fowls in severe weather—chickens can hardly

process of fermentation. If active fern^^^TT^
duced by heavily chargmg it with animal !!^^^P^-
then lightly lieaping it for the circulation ofi^^^Q**
wasteful heat will take place by the union

?^^ *'"'

«

with the carbon present, and a compound nP
^^^^

be thrown off in the form of carbonic acid
^'^*'"

and whatever volatile matters mayliappen tn\^'^"^^'''*»
in combination with the non-fermentat ^W '

of food for man. But if any one, as we believe

that many do, justifying themfceives by the ex-

penses of London management and bj the cost of

some mysterious condiment which they use in

their manufacture, shall offer his manufactured

food at three or four times the cost of the only
|

longer need it. B,

ishing ingredients it contains, certainly we
shall not help him to a customer.

If we are right in our conjecture that the cramp

is caused by the flooring of houses, remove or cover

it. If by want of proper feeding, give them

bread and ale, as soon as you have read this, unless

the improved condition of the birds proves they no

generalij

"We should always follow Nature in our treat-

taent of poultry ailments, and must therefore,

when we have diseases or diiorders» endeavcur to

ABDKESS TO A LANDOWNER ON THE NEED
OF IMPROVING HIS FARMS.

I MUST at once confess to you that, with all the aids

iniproved farming affords, I can see little prospect of

our being able to continue to farm to a profit those

inferior soils of Britain that higli prices have fostered
'

ducOYer by ^hat deviation from Nature, or by i

J"«er.or
^^°"f.°^

«mam i.m. n.gn pnce« nave io».erm

..hat violation of first principle, ^-e have brought '
'"*" eultivat.o,,, whUe the.r produce shall realise only

trouble on ourselves, and suffering on our stock.

"When wild all animals follow by instinct that

course which is best for them,

sooner domesticated than they
but they are no

seem to lose the

faculty of caring for thefnselves. It is not difficult

to understand this. In all birds save those that

nest in trees, walls, ruins, or other places raised

from the ground, in fact, in all that arc hatched on

the level, the young have to search for food almost

from the first. Take the young partridge for in-

stance : at four days old it is a forager. This

sharpens the intellect, and is not without its

influence on the character of the bird. It becomes
self-dependent, it cares for its comforts in every

way. It learns where food and water are to be

had in time of scarcity. It chooses proper roost-

ing places, and deserts such as are damp, cold or

insecure. But ourbird , artificially reared, is provided

with food from the day it is hatched, its home, its

roost, everything is provided, and in many in-

the low. prices it is now fetcbing, unless the owners

shall first put them into the best order and condition,

to admit of their being made the most of. Before these

I

can be worked to advantage, they must be trenched,

drained, freed of surrounding trees and unnecessary

hedges, and provided with proper accommodation for

stock; that is to say, "the soil mast be deepened" to

afford a continuance of growth and nourishinent to the

matured rrum-like straw, or with the activelv f
'^^

tative refuse of the green food the animM ^"^^'^*

straw manure be required in a perfectly d*
''^^^'

^^

form for a winter or an early spring dressing \v^''*^
be managed, to be done economically bv "f'L-

"''^

by the forelock," by getting the stiaw 3^'?
trodden down and chai*ged early enough in the -

to admit of the required result without miiiecesT
^'"'^

by dissipation. Some loss of gaaeswill no dS^
place by fermenting straw at a moderate ^c

^
heat, but the gain by transformation and decomS-"^^
till it can be readily fed on by the plaatsftT^^
applied to, fixr surpasses that loss.

"* ^ *

If the green crops, that straw manure
applied to, collect for returning to the 3oil tlie atntS*.
elements that have been taken xip by, and carried or
corn ci-ops, why, it is evidently requisite that thl
green crops should have tlie greatest possible benefit ^
be imparted to thorn by the use of sti-aw as a fertil'

An observation, ma,1o I believe by Jip. Hmi!!^^*

to the effect that he " found his farm-yard mann!'*
greatly improved by exposing it to the sim and air of
summer for a fortnight," is sugj^estive ou this point
although Iiis theory, that "something was ab!>orl)edbY

it from the air during the exposure," \% ctitUiiik

erroneous. It would lose a certain proportion of itJ

I

carbonaceous compounds by being charged with water by
' (lews and rain, if any fell, and evaporation bytliesan*?

,

heat. This loss would vary according as tlic elements

I
of tlie straw had been liberated by fernientatioB in the

heap. Therefore, although the above observation would

,
undoubtedly be cori*ect as regards the fact, the tiwDry i

,
of it would be untenable. Its "impi'oyeiiient"«mld '

simply arise from a much greater proportitm ohhe

straw being reduced to a state of solubility, or to awn

I

stances ii it would use a little liberty by choosing
^

closures, shaded by trees and high hedges, or without

a more ain^ and hence a more wholesome roost- :

^^'^ ncce>:s!iry conveniences for keeping stock and

ing place, it is caught when asleep on the perch
and re'-tored to what its owner honestly believes to

be a better place. We have been led thus far by
the complaint of a correspondent— '* Numbersofmy
birds lose the power of their legs." A wooden, stone,

or brick floor to the poultry house will cause this.

It is cramp, impeded circulation, numbness, weak-
ness, death. Some friends have told us, **It is

very well to tell us we must not have brick or
stone floors ; but we cannot do without them*"
.Well, then, keep them; -but take care to have
them spread over with dry gravel at least 4 inches
deep, and let the surface be frequently renewed,
as the sweeping and cleansing will lower it. This
will after a time form a hard bottom, keeping
away the damp rising from stones or brick,

is so injurious to poultry, and
in all probability, causes the para-

of which you complain. We have

growing crops through^summer ; "it must be drained "
| ^jtion for the first crop of plants to take it up : kAu
green crops are the agents used to restore soiU.paniii^

decomposed straw manure would be " improved," or

made more profitable, if so treated. Exposure to iki^

or " dew-rotting," is a rapid natural process of deoB*

posing vegetable textures, particularly when theybm

been subjected to slight fermentation. These cob-

sideratious prove two tilings : the necessity of gnniffly I

insoluble textures, as straw, being decomposedbyarfw
|

process of fermentation ; and the great importance itii I

to have this perfectly done for rapid-growliiy restoi

'

crops.
_

'

The only Considerations that require obeemnee in

regard to pits and covered sheds is to hare enoaghdrj

strav/ at hand to prevent any of the dippings from

running away through the walls and fio(s&^ '>-'i*™»

and from dripping on the roads to the fieUbvlioa w|^

are being emptied. If this be done in the \vinter,l!ie

generally economical method of a light and ii^^my

dressing should be especially practised in tliis ease,»r
^

a large proportion of the fertilising elements aie m'

soluble form, and as few soils are of a conditioato

suddenly unite with and fix a large amount ottwi

elements, subsequent heavy rains may wash im\^

to early attain the highest temperature in the spring,

and gather from the descent of rains all the nutriment

they leave when they percolate into the earth ; the

fields must be laid open to admit of their being most
economically worked and made most productive, and
to allow the sun and air free access into them ; the
land must be laid out so as to admit of being tilled at

least charge to the tenant, and buildings and yards
must be provided to give a'l.ple accommodation for the

stock that the land maj' be made to support, with least

waste of its manure.
I look at the position of fariners of inferior land

wanting draining, which is divided into Small en-

forming manure, as most unfortunate. Tlich* labour,

;

during these low^ prices, is being thrown away, their
;

I

capital is dwindling, and notwithstanding^ heavy pri-
'

'. vations, constant anxiety and toil, I am convinced there

j

is no other hope for theui than from the occasion which,

'

, sooner or later, will be pressed on landownei-s, toivfford

them the assistance T point out as indispensable to

amend their farms. As regards yovu* farm at , I
have now done all T can to amend it; my further
progress is arrested by trees and hodges, and the
restrictions you have put upon the use of it, which I

drains or deep into the subsoil beyond the rea

domestic plants. I have seen water highly cmm
j

running ofi" clay lands after a heavy wintet (!««"»'

will not'at all disguise from you are fatal to views of
. ^^^ this too when it has been ploughed in.^

which
which

,

lysis

profit from farming it. With respect to your observa-
tions as to the loss from attempting to highly cultivate
small enclosures and headlands near to trees, I beg to
represent to you that I understand th^ term "culti-
vation" as only applicable to an expenditure that
produces a profitable return, and I cultivate more
highly to give a proportionate largf^r return for my
expenditure, and I am quite sure that improved tillage

is ever desirable, and becomes more essential the poorer
imagined that it does ; but you will perhaps tell , the soil, and at this time it is made the more necessarj
us you have no poultry-house, your fowls roost

|

hy the progress that others are making, and the larger
where they will. We have had trying weather, :

returns tliat better soils naturally yield; indeed, the

Much inconvenience and loss often arise froin

^
little care being taken to keep straw dry, ^ '

necessary to thresh out as much as can be ^^
down in two or three months, it should ^^^^^
evenly—it is no more trouble—and roughly ^^^^
I often see as much as one-half, at the ^^'*^''

jq

value of the ejecta from a row of bullod's rnnii "S^

waste out of the sink-hole from the place '^"^^

^u^
up in. There are brick reservoirs, it is true, ai ^
carts with troughs and all complete, ^"* ^."^^ jp«i

cannot always be there to sweep *"^ Pf
,„.t

tiit

and then empty them into the water-tigl^j ^«
j' ^^

they mdy not soak into the sandy soil tJenj'f^^J^'^^

be said,
*"

asphalte tire floor and cistern tuai : .

poultry undt-r-fed. If adult fowls, that can
where they please and that have the ordinal
necessary shelter always at hand, lose the use

be overcome by better feeding.

As a rule the more severe tlie weather, the more
|
best farmer who raises produce " ut the least cost ; "

generous the diet should be. We were much struck ' "

and we hope instructed by a passage in McCli^J"-
tock's narrative of the discovery of the remains of
Sir JoJiJ:^ Feakzli^'s party, in which after provin
that all the gallant men fell down one by one,
and died of sfarvation, he gives the detail of
thei articles of food found in the boat tenanted
by the two last skeletons. Starvation seems
an impossibility, but an after remark explains it;
the stores found, ail excellent in their way, w^ere
not good enough to support life in such latitudes.

li Vi.^
natives form a *' cache" they fill it with

blubber. We are not sure we may not learn
something m the management of our poultry from

, as apphcable to the merits of anv T'^X^" J^t.'^'^'T ^^ ^^^lu'^^%i^*^vards'i^^
.t of figures. I hold that he is thi '

??^.„^^™* ^.^ '''}'^ ^P' i^_7„f„:;^tbo ^.
their legs, it is sheer weakness, and can only

,
test of fanning, as apphcable"to "the m^eHts^'^f' any 1

'^^^''^^^

system, than that of figures. I hold that he is the '

^f^ toTthe st^awt'o^eaTh yarded animal

but 1 must add, that this is nearly equivalent to the
commoner one, "of largest amount," for I believe that
corn can generally be raised cheapest only by develop-
ing the returns of the farm to the greatest extent. In
writing thus much to you, I have rather iu view the
interesting you and benefitting the numerous tenants
with whom you have relations, than a mere reply to

your letter, as it applies to .

—

H. Davis's Practical
Essaf/s.

MANURE MAKING AND STOCK FEEDING.
It may be safely and positively given as a rule that

ordinary farm-yard manure ought to be charged with
no more fermentative or organic matter, as the drop-

pings from animals, than will decompose it by a slow

quantity that an ordinary' rain washes nnic^.l^^^j^,

from the yards, then the system ^^}^^'.
ghefr

''

many bullocks are kept in pi^0P"^"'^",;v.bett<^*'|

winter feeding is practised where it
;^*^"|'i ,prinir ^\

expend money in . cake and com, m ^'j^]^Tr
summer on Tares, Rye, Clover, Kape, anari*'.

lands. nfafr***
Where it is possible to arrange the ^^a/ ^ .||rfH

that that which grew on one tle^"'''"^^a^r,te ^^
applied to another determined sod—Jor Q^ ^^ ^\

heavy to light, and vice versd, or from ^^^^
deficient in that earth—by all means ier ^^^^it*

This is not always practicable where ^^^''^J^t ofZ
a table land of uniform soil; but ^^'^

, ^f goo^J*
country is so variable that a vast flnioun_

^^^
^„j^

be produced by forecasting and incurrujg

M
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fl.«rtUi8 clmnge would require. ^\ lieu a

,.vpen5e that i^ b
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^3

"'lould St ^e forgotten.mi If it be good

view shoultl ^OL ^ °
a„a so on, accord-

'' ^PP^^'-t^s ar es it must fee good to vary the

in? to
^.'[^"^^"tn a similar way. The atmospher c

,eat fertihser s .

^^ Se much alike ; but the inorganic
Constituents of

^PJ'^^.^^^^t where grown on different

determined ^'>'\^f^Vr:\. ...^at 100 or 1000 parts of

,ith
^^"^7^„^V/v fraw have yielded, and they have

^^r' fT f Sis o!Wheat or Barley straw requires

'^'^ "/ ' "^ut thi i more suggestive than conclusive.

^ '"
H be Mv to accept the theory that because one

^'

^'ifof veietat'on or animal substance possessed
sample of

ypSfJ^^^^^^^
eertam constituents ^" ^^^^ P ^ ^^^^ proportions of

r' r Tnima s Zm brlve equally %vell on a
elements ^"^^^^p^^^^^^^ j^^^ture admits of this. So it

v,u4ety of ^"^^^
^/fj^spocialW the stra^v of them. As

is with corn crops,
^"^^^Pf.^^^^^^^ tl,, .h^pe of straw

S a^^^ - :'sof^on^^^ ea/tb but fine

clav i wiU grow on a soil principally made up of sdi-

t^es A dr^essing of one earth on another^ earth does

'
f;-ood than by merely altermg its physical charac

er This is proved by the facts that nn appUcation

Jdmlk will be entirely taken up in the course of

time bv the crops that follow: also by the exhaustion

of clay when applied to moor or fen soils and so on

Therefore as the chemical character of soils is changed

bv their physical opposites, and as straw contains some

of the inorganic elements of the soils it grew on, what

can be more worthy of attention than the point in ques-

tion how these elements are so easily made soluble,

and' when sundered are available for again entering

into reproduction ? This point chanced to be the last

in this part of our subject, but it is not the least. ^. 6^.

throw much light on the subject. At present I

purpose to offer a few remarks on the bearing of some

of these observations on the limits of Wheat culture in

Scotland.

In the cultivation of the cereal crops it is of little or

no consequence what the temperature or severity of the

weather maybe during six months of the year, whether

the ground during that period be bound up with hard

frosts and covered with ice and snow, or whether it be

saturated with rain and enjoy a moderate temperature

rarely below the freezing point. Hence it happens that

though many parts of the United States and all

Canada have their soils bound up with bard frosts, ice,

and snow for five or six months every year, as good or

better Wheat is raised there as in Britain, where the

winter is usually so open that the plough is rarely in-

terrupted above a week or two continuously. I* or a

country like Scotland, situated just on the very verge or

limit of the Wheat region, it is of very great impo»tance

to ascertain what that degree of temperature is which

will render it profitable to cultivate Wheat, as it is a

known fiict that thorough drainage and improved

shelter have so improved the climate of many districts

that AYheat can now be regularly and profitably raised

where a few years ago it would not ripen, or only do so

in favourable seasons.

In Scotland the months of June, July, and August are

the Wheat region, even though the temperature of the

air rather indicates him to be beyond it.

All are aware that thorough drainage and shelter

improve the climate, as it is termed; and numerous

spots could be pointed out where \Mieftt now forms one

of the staple crops, where formerly its growth was

quite precarious, and it only ripened in favourable

seasons. What has been done in one place may be

done in nearly all the districts of Scotland where the

around is arable ; for there are few level or gently un-

dulatui^- spots of good soil in Scotland under 600 or 700

feet of*' elevation above the sea in the southern and

midland counties, gradually sinking to 200 feet in the

northern counties, where Wheat may not be grown as

a re^^ular crop, provided the ground be thorough

draiifed and sufficiently sheltered. Few seem to bo

aware, of the effect of drainage in improving the tempe-

rature. So long &£ land is in an undrained and damp

state much evaporation of water goes on from it, and

the first and immediate effect of this evaporation is

the production of cold, cold to the amount of from

1" to 3** Fahr. according to the dampness of the

land. Any one may convince himself of this simple

fact by looking at Mason's Hygrometer. This instru-

ment consists simply of two ordinary thermometer,

one of which has its bulh covered with muslin, which is

kept constantly wet, while the other is in its natural

THE LIMIT OP WHEAT CULTURE IN
SCOTLAND.

By James Staek, M.D., F.R.S.E., &c.

The object of all scientific investigations is to reduce

tlunn to some practical end; and as we know the

influence which temperature exerts on the flowering of

plants and in the ripening, of their seeds, the extensive

meteorological observations made in different parts of

the country, if turned to their proper use, ought to

to take the temperature of any other months into con-

sideration when endeavouring from the meteorological

observations of the last three years to ascertain the

mean temperature necessary to bring that crop to per-

fection. The following Instructive table, the resu t of

observations made at different stations in Scotland

during the years 1857, 1858, and 1859, shows the mean

temperature of the air 4 feet above the ground

during the months of June, July, and August, as well

as the height of each station above the mean level ot the

sea. At a few of the stations the temperature of the

soil also, 1 foot below the surface, is given. As it is

often desirable to estimate the probable temperature of

a locality where observations cannot be conveniently

taken, it maybe mentioned that this may easily be done

by setting hold of observations made in the neighbour-

hood and allowing a fall of one degree of tcmperatm-e

for every 300 feet of elevation above that station,

which is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.

Mean Temperature of June, July, asd AtiousT, during the Years 1S57, 1S58, ani> 1859,
^'"^3"f "j^^^'i!!

^"^'^^ ''''''

'
Levei, at Places in Scotland Wituin. on thi.; Borders or, and Beyond the Wheat Keoion.

1

Within the Wheat Region.

ft YK.IR.
Sraeaton,

in Haddington.

1(J0 feet.

Mean

Air
&tt.7

59,0

S7.7

58.8

BoU
69.1
60.7
60.1

Easfc Linton,
in Haddington.

90 feet.

Air
59.2
BO.l

67.

6

Soil
5SI.4

59.0

59.0

5D.0 58.*; 9.4

Nookton,
in Fife.

llillfield,

in Stirling.

80 I'eet. 169 feet.

Air
59.4

57.9

56.7

Soil

58.2
58.9

58.8

Air
56.8
58.0
56.5

Soil

60.7
60.0
5S.2

5S.0 58.6 57.1 5!*. 6

Thirlcstane,
in Berwick.

558 feet.

Air
58.0
57.9
?

57.9

Soil
56.9
59.2
57.4

57-8

Bari-y,

Forfar.

36 feet

Air
59.G
58.7
58.0

Tester,
Iladdingt.

420 feet.

Air
61.3
58.3
69.8

Culled en,
Iiiverncsj-

1U4 feet

58.8 59.8

Air
58.S
58.2
58.4

58,4

VWHIX

Year.

1857..

3868..

185».

.

I'

213 feet

Memi

Air.

57.

9

67.8
56.5

57.4

On THE Borders OF Wheat Region

II

243 feet 241 feet

Air.

59.1

59.2
57.6

58.6

Air.

67.4

65.2

36.5

66.4

DQ

115 feet' 40 feet

Air.

67. ti

56.6

66.2

56.7

Air.

57.8
56.0
55.8

56.5

Beyond Wheat Region.

606 feet

Air.

57.6
56.7
55.7

56.7

99 feet

Air.
?

56.4
65.2

65.8

w5
oo

868 feet^lllOfeet 70 feet

Air.
66.7
55.7

64.6

66.7

Air.

56.2
54.8
63.6

54.9

Air.
55.7
54.5
55.0

65.1

Sandwick
in Orkney

100 feet

Air
66.2
54.8
54.0

55.0

Soil

56.2

55.3
64.8

65.1

Tlie above table, which might have been greatly

ntendetl, shows some valuable facts relative to Wheat
cBltnre. It will be observed, from the observations

made on the temperature of the soil, that in the best

Wheat districts of Scotland the temperature of the soil

itoelf 1 foot below the surface was, generally speaking,

Warly one degree higberthan the temperature of the air4

fcrt above the surface. This is a fact most important to

w>te, iuasmuch as it shows that if the soil be in a

^rough drained and porous state, as in the best Wheat
•lutricts, the heat absorbed from the sun's rays raises Us
••sn temperature above that of the air over it, and
*l>o keeps the temperature of the soil much more
jfcnu ti-om year to year than that of the air, which
*«rt is of course more under the influence of all atmos-
pli'-ric agencies, as winds, rains, &.c. These facts are
«»pcilally notable during the year 1859. Thus though
w» mean temperature of the air during these three
i»Onth« was about li degree lower than during the
pw-pniis year, the mean temperature of the soil itself was
«i^about half a degree lower, and was in every instance
»^ li to nearly 3 degrees of temperature higher than
jo^niean temperature of the air over it. Tiiis greater
^*t of tlie BoU must have compensated to a great i.. g^
2*' for the lower temperature of the air during these dui ic
••ths in 1859, and must have contributed powerfully it, so
*0 onoa the croD of that vear to enrW TiPrfonf;r,n t^^mn

Wheat region (tluit is, districts where "Wlieat may be,

and, often is, raised successfully, but cannot he trusted

to as a regular crop, and is almost always of inferior

quality,) the mean temperature of the air during these

months ranges from 56" to 57"; while in all the

districts wliere the mean temperature of the air during

these months falls so low as 55'' Fahr. Wheat cannot be

raised as a crop. Speaking in a general way therefore the

table seems to show that the limits of the Wlieat region

in Scotland may be defined to consist of a line drawn

through all districts where the mean temperature of the

air during the months of June, July, and August amounts

to 56° Fahr ; all those districts where the mean tempera-

ture of these months is greater being within the Wheat
region, and tl^ose where the temperature is lower

beyond it.

Now some useful practical conclusions may be drawn

from the fflcts just noticed. It is seen from the above

table that nearly all the low-lying lands ou tbe main-

land of Scotland are within the Wheat region, those

in the northern counties however being rather on the

borders of that region than within it. It is next

apparent that where the land is thorough drained and

in good cultivation, the mean temperature of the soil

-in,incr the Wheat months exceeds that of the air over

^ Fincipaf fact, however, which "the table elicits"jw m all the good Wheat districts of Scotland the
j**o Wmperuture of the air during the months of June,
J «iy» and A.ugti8t amounted to, and exceeded 57° Fahr.

;

tii4t ift the districta which are on the borders of the

that the Wheat crop is brought to perfection even

temperature from 3° to 4° colder than the dry bulb

thermometer; and this is just the difference of tempe-

rature between wet and dry land. Thorough drain and

thus dry the wet land, and at once the land from

having a low temperature similar to the wet bulb

thermometer, assumes a warmer tempeiature similar to

that of the dry bulb thermometer ; and the natural

ronsequoncc is, that as it only required togain 1 or 2

.f additional temperatnre to bring it within the Wheat

region, its additional dryness being attended with

:»n increased temperature enables it to bring a crop of

Wheat to perfection, which formerly it was unable to

do. This then -s the boon held out to proprietors and

Tenants to thorough drain their lands, and a tew

striking examples might be cited where good crops of

Wheat have been raised on lands naturally beyond the

Wheat region, but which, from thorough draining and

he nature of the soil, has the soil temperature so raised

IS to enable it to ripen Wheat perfectly. From the

:ible above given it will be seen that Banchory is

naturally beyond the Wheat region, and it is a fact

that on the heavy damp clayey soils there Wheat cannot

l)e raised as a regular crop. When mentionuig the

ibove facts, however, some time ago to Alexander

Thomson. Esq.. of Banchory, he mentioned that having

rhorough drained a field of black peaty soil and broken

it up, he found that it produced an excellent cropot

Wheat ; and theory shows that such was likely to be the

ease inasmuch as the dark and porous and now dry peaty

ioH would absorb and retain a much larger amount ot

heat than the damp clays around, and thus furnish the

legree of heat requisite to bring the crop to perfection.

Several exactly similar instances in different parts ot

the country are known to me, one indeed in Lanarkshire,

•vhere on a similar drained and dark moorland almost

peaty soil a crop of Wheat ripened at a height of 900

feet above the level of the sea, though in the district

Wheat cannot be grown profitably even 400 feet lower.

From all this it is apparent that Wheat culture may

he much and profitably extended in Scotland, but

that the first step to take towards this consummation

Ts-to thorough drain the land. So long, however, aa

great tracts of undrained land exist, it is next to hope-

less to expect even the best drained farmin the

immediate vicinity will raise as fine crops of Wlieat as

it otherwise would. The evaporation from the great

extent of undrained land will lower the temperature of

the air all around, and counteract to a considerable

extent the higher temperature on the drained farm.

In proportion however as the land around is drained,

the general climate will so improve that Wheat crops

will be enabled to be raised regularly; and the

difference between the value of land capable of raising

\\Tieat, and that onlv capable of raising Oats or Barley,

is so groat that it is worth every one's while to thorough

drain his land, and thus bring it within the limits of

the Wheat region. That Wheat was formerly raised

in many localities in Scotland, where it will not now

ripen is well known, as the charters of several of the

old families record the quantities of "Wheat which

certain lands were to pay over annually to monasteries

and religious houses; whereas at tlie present day not a

grain of Wheat is raised on the same properties.
^

It is no degeneration of climate which has led to Uiis

result, for tlie met«orol(^ical observations of the last

century have proved beyond a doubt that the gen«-ai

climate of Britain is improving. But the result has
.

been produced by the woods winch gavt* shelter to tlw

country having been cut down or otherwise destroyed,

and to the laud having been allowed to get into a

marshy undrained condition; and ^ aU tbe Und«^
^otlaid a few hundred feet above the level of the 8^
arc jn.t on the borders of the Wheat region, the fall of

^J-^ f.,,.nr.r.itnrP to the cxtent of either 1 or _2it,sotliattne>>neatcrupi»u..uii^«.^r——--"^^ - ^
temperature to the cxtent of either i or *

though the air temperature be from 1 to 3 below the mean
^^3^^^"^^^^^^ . „ ^^tural result of the

pr!ve 'his land as to cause it to absorb and retain a

greater amount of heat, be may bring his land within

Even the lands of Orkney, though naturaUy

,P Wheat region, lie so closely upoa it that
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lying and more sheltered localities inif:jht, by proper
arainage and cultivation, yield a considerable amount
of Wheat. It is known that within the last 10 years

'

Wheat culture has extended there, and this is evidently
due to the improvement in the temperature of the soil

produced by drainage alone, as trees cannot be reared
for shelter. Here however the extreme limit of the
possible Wheat region is so close on the sea level, that
an elevation of 100 to 150 feet above the sea level raises

it beyond the Wheat region, and destroys all prospect
of a Wheat crop, 21, Jutland Street, Edliibiirc^h,

Home Correspondence.
Irish Agriculture.—The remarks which I made on

j

this subject in a recent Number of this Journal have
;

elicited some criticism. The editor of the Irish
Warmers* Gazette^ a journal which has been very use-
ful in Ireland, has curiously misconceived myargumeut.
He says :

—"la a recent impression of the Gardeners'
Chronicle^ a writer who treats of tlie sigi-iciiltniMl state
of this country (Ireland) asserts thiit the restriction of
cultivation and the extension of pasture must be a I

sound system, because the Registrar-Generars returns
show that there were more rattle iu Ireland ia 1859
than in 18i9." In my former paper on Irish agricul-

'

ture I did not say a single word on the merits of'
"restricting" the land under cultivation, and
" extending " pasture. My object was to combat what
I regarded as erroneous views propomided by another
writer on the position and progress of Irish farming.
That writer directed his well-practised pen against the
agricultural societies, school farms, &c., of Ireland. It is

true that I differed with the writer in some of the
conclusions he deduced from the Registrar-General's
returns of the arable under crops in Ireland. Our
friend .the Dublin editor has given a great deal of his
attention to these statistics, which appear to have
afforded lain evidence that Irish farmers are a race
incapable of studying their own self-interest. I in-
terpret these returns somewhat difrerently. I found
one plea for the practice of the Irish farmers in the
history of prices. E.g., speaking of Wheat I said, "if
the state of the corn trade uidicated an upward tendency,
the Irish farmer would not be true to self-interest,
if he did not extend the area under that crop." But
I did not express an opinion that the restriction of
cultivation was a sound system; on the contrary, I
did not wish in any way to undervalue green crop
culture. I adduced as a significant fact that the
number of cattle and sheep has rapidly increased in
Ireland.

- ,,_ Cattle. Sbeup.
Ial84£) .. ., 2,771,139 ., 1.777,111
In 1859 .. .. 3,810,136 .. 3,588,^56

This comparison appears to have afforded the critic
satisfactory evidence that I " know ^ittle of the actual
state of Ireland in 1849 and subsequent years; because
at that period, and from 1847 to 1850. and even 1852,
vast tracts of land in many parts of the country lay
not only without inhabitant but untrodden by a sino-Ie
hoof. These deserted tracts were in 1819 to all intents
and purposes desolate wastes, which are now occupied."My view o( the case does not rpsfc on a comparison of
the statistics of 1849 and 1859; and I instanced
those years because they were selected by "G" I
now supply more complete statistics of the live stock
in Ireland, whldi may have the effect of setting- aside

imjnTIETrat

CaJle, Clement, Ballingham Hall, Ross.
Carnegie, David, Eiidtbury, Watford, Herts.
Chinnery, John, WooUon, Miltou, Lymingtou.
Claytou, John, Hook;, Kingston, Surrey.
H:\y, Charles Anderson, York Terrace, Regent's Park.
James, James William, Mappowder, Blandford.
Johnstone, John Cartledge Hirst, Hardwicke Hall, Castle Eden,
Durham.

Kearaey, Charles, Glewstone, Ross.
Keep. Richard, Aldermaston, Reading.
Lay, John Watson, 3, Savage Gardens, Tower Hill.

Martin, Edward Hall, Jun., Barr Hill, Madeley, Staffs.

Miller, Seymour, Bradpole, Bridport.
Murton, Frederick, Siueoth, Ashford.
Neate, John Reeks, Northington Farm, Overton, Hants,
Prodgers, Herbert, Ayott Rectory, Welwyn.
Rigg, Joseph, Fillougley, Coventry.
Sladen, Joseph. Hartsbourue Manor, Bushey,
Smith. Felix, Upton Bishop, Ross.
Snowden, William, Longford, Gloucester.
Taylor, Robert Parker. Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
Tindall, Frederick, Preston, Faversham.
Tomlin, J. Currer, Manchester.
Towell, Samnel, Rutland House, Xewmarkefc.
Wigmore, John, Weston-under-Penyard, Ross.
Woolf, Thomas, Standou Hall, Eccleshall, Stafls.

FrNANCES.^lIr. Barnett, Chairman of the Finance
Committee, presented their report, by which it ap-

peared that the current cash balancein the hands of the
bankers was 4926/. ISLs. 2d. The Secretary's receipts

during the past month had been duly examined by the
committee and by ^lessrs. Qailter, Ball, & Co., the
professional accountants.

iMPLEiiENT Committee.—Colonel Challoner, chair-

man, reported that they had had an interview with
certain implement makers who requested information
as to the conditions stated in the Prize Sheet under
Art, 3, and who were informed tliat tlie combined
finishini^ machine does not come within this year's
Prize Sheet, as settled by the Council in 185S.
Canterbuey Com-MITTEE.—Mr. T. Raymond Barker

presented the report, which recommended an alteration

in the mode of printing the Catalogues, and that the
Implement Catalogue be charged at \s. 6d. each.

The Secretary was directed to write to tlie Local
Secretary, pressing him to carry forward the construc-
tion of the approaches to the Show Yard.
On the motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, seconded by

Mr. T. Raymond Barker, the subject of the visits of the
Veterinary Inspector were referred to the Veterinary
Committee, with a request that they will report
whether any alterations can advantageously be effected

' whereby more numerous applications for his services
would come from Members of the Society, as sug-
gested in the report from the Crovernors of the Royal
Veterinary College,

On the motion of Mr. Hudson, seconded by Mr. Ha-
mond, Dr. Augustus Voelcker, Consulting Chemist to
the Society, was unanimously elected an Honorary
Member of the Society.

Memorials accompanied by pressing and cordial letters
from the. authorities were received from Doncaster,
Harrogate, Hull, Leeds, Wakefield, and York, on the
subject of the country meeting to be held next year in
Yorkshire. An Inspection Committee consisting of the
Hon. W. G. Cavendish, M.P., Sir W, Wms. VVynn,
Bart., M.P., Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,
and Mr. Milward, were appointed, with a request that
tliey would visit the proposed sites and report on their
suitableness or otherwise for the purposes of the Society
by the next Monthly Council,
A copy of tlie Magnetical and Meteorological Obser-

vations made at the observatory in Bombay during the

Cattle.

1S41
1847
1S43
1S40
1850
1651
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
ld57
1858
1859

1,863,116
2.591,415
2,401,754
2,771.139
2,917,949
2,9u7,4til

3,095,067
3,383,309

3,497,901
3,5(;4,400

3,587,858
3.6i0,954

3.001.594

* m

Sheep.

2,100,189
2,18(3,177

l.S4:i,436

1,777,111
1,876, 09d
2,122.123
2,013,943

3,142,056
3,722,219
3.602,342
3,694,204
3,452.252

3,487,785
3,538,356

items which

.... 3,810,136
These figures prove that one of tlie .w^...^ vy»iuu
constitute the wealth of Ireland is increasing at a steady
rate. And coupled with the exports of Irish live stock
they also prove that Ireland h^is more than « a limited
export of linen" to procure her essential imports. B

year l_So7 was received from the Secretary of State for
India in Council and ordered to be placed in the library.
The current numbers of the Society's Journal were

du-ectedtobe sent to the Agricultural Society of the
State of Wisconsin, in exchange for the Transactions of
that body.

Leave of absence was granted to the Secretary for a
week, "^

The Council then adjourned over Easter week till
their Weekly Meeting on Wednesday, the ISfeh inst.

A ^JT ^.^PJ-,
AGRICULTURAL OF E.VGLAXD.

T ^,^J^,''^^}^y p<^'^nci\ was held on Wednesday, April 4Lore A\aismgham, President, in the chair. Present :-
Lord Tredegar, Sir W W, VVynn, Bart., M. P., SirJohn Vilhers Shelley, Bart., M.P, the Hon. W. E.
Cayend.sh, M.R. Mr. Amos, Mr. T. Raymond Barker,
Mr.C.Barne t, Mr Bartliropp. Mr. Bramston, M.P..
Colonel Challoner. Mr. Exall. Mr. Brandreth GibbsMr. Hamond, Mr. Howard. Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr.

Won M^'^'u'^r
^^^'^"' ^^ Castle-acre, Mr. H.vn-

wtrth P /•' ^^^-
^- ^^^^^ence, Mr. Pain. Mr. Siiuttle-

The fn 1.
•'"*' Voel^'je'-. and Mr. Jonas Webb.

A.V n
^1^^^^^ ^«^ Members were elected :-

AmSd: ^v^Sfeh^^^f^ Eastbourne.

Farmers' Clubs.
Central: AprU2.—TIie Merits of Pure-hred and

Cross-bred Sheep.~Mr. Charles Howard said—

>,J*J'*®?r'^^f''.^^"""
:'\3'^'iS3lou thU eveniug was not proposedby myself

;
bat receiviner an uaaiumous request from the com-mtttee with some dimdeace I consented to iatroduce ^.It 13 not my mtentiou to extol one particular breed at thPexpense of another, for doubtless each has itsadvLu^es accord

Ts^much^r^ ''^^i^'^; ^?i ' ^^el^
endeavour to1i>nfine mvJelfas tnuch M possible to the subject of my paper viz '"TheMerits of Pure-bred and Cross brid Sheep.' ^ From a very earl?period in the history of the world the sheen hS bJen^necessary to the existence of man. and has eoniequenriy receivedcorresponding attention at his hands. We re^id Abel w^ akeeper of sheep, and that it formed a very considerable portionof the wealth of Che patriarchs; that it was well c;ired for^conclusive from the history of Jacob, who seemed to betolerably well up m his experience as a shepherd. The sheennow as then. £ may truly say engages the chief attention ofthe farmer and no doubt will continue so to do. for notwith-

standing the glowing picture of farminj^r sometimes drawn byMr Alderman Mechi, I feel certain that with our pre-
sent knowledge and appliances Wheat cannot be grown at a
probt, at the prices we have lately rcaUsed ; and as in all
probabihty we shall continue, so far as bread stuffs are con-
cerned, to feed the people at cost price, we must look well to
our flocks and herds and encourage those breeds that we find
the most profitable, for it is from this branch of our businesswe must expect remuneration.

"The cultivation of the sheep is of great national
importance, for ic stipidies us with the most nutritions
food, which I may fairly state is now the chief diet of
Englishmen.

'• Oar roast beaf ha'? always been our national boost, but not
less ao uo^v is our mutton, for in no country is it equalled, and

the demand for it is enormously on ihc i««*
~~~~~

as is the carcase, not less so is the fieecl fl!^.'i ^"^ i

I860.

ttapLand ther/bF afforTs^ e^ploTmeT^^^^^^
thou.?ands of our fellow countrvmen Th ^"^^^''ance to i?^'
to agriculture is weU known

; the sanHt^/^'^'^^^nce ofS^J
hills of Hampshire and Wiltshire? and the^

w
'-i

"^^ ^^'SfS
shire. Lincolnshire, and Yorkshi^ have J^^« of ^^'^
by its means; and although folding since th?''.'"^'^ete
portable manures has not been carried irtosoV,"''^'^cti^^
yet there are whole tracts of countrv ina^!^^-'?^ ^ exi?
cart that are still made productive W tU.ffr^,'^'^ to Iff
The sheep of this country are divided inf^ I "^^"^^^leaii^
wooUed and long-wooUed

; the elublisW h'^'i^^former are South or Sussex Dowri i^n, '!^' ^rS
Country Down

;
under the latter are Lei3'*)J'' '' »-

** The. South or Sussex Downs are mn f

descended from small grey and Uark-facedVu ^''^
were found upon the hilly aud muZnlV^ -

throughout England.
""cainoas

diatncu

•'The late Mr. John EUman found a varv c *
ill- formed description of sheep upon tlio a ' ""erior at

but being possessed like >iakewelf of an int'^'''''^ f ^*^
of the physiology of breeding, by a judicS^Wf^^^^^
animals (but what selection it wis the world i«^i?^'"'*

^^ '^

with), he produced an animal with as many eoodmW ''^^'^

totyue had bad
;
but their greatest improveSdeTow'^P"*-

gentleman, a worthy member of this Club I Hllud7?i v T°^Webb, who regardless of expense has moulded K'^
his own views, and made it as regards its shAne aJn mf J'

^

The peculiar merits of this breed consist in iUsiS/'^.'^^
of mutton and wool, and I gather from a £^1';'^'^
Webb's in reply to a statement of Mr. Druce'sinV.i riv ,

the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Z^mt^l}?
at from 13 to 15 months old is about 9 stom^Sw^'
of wool of the entire flock about 6 lbs. DoubKL i«

S

an average of the breed, but as Mr. Webb is a ram ffiaud a high keeper, this can be easily accounted for TbtK f
IS above an average I am supported by myfrieodMrlff
Baker, who for some years had the management of tin^rtFarm at Woburn, where a large flock of SouthdownsJSt IHe states 'that not more than 5 lbs. each was their naSi I
weight of wool, and as they do not devel.-p themselTaT
quickly as the Leicesters or crosses, he found it IIk dqu
pi-oStable to keep them until they were IS oi 20 nuuu
old before disposing of them, when from theii super-

'

quality and nice weights, they command a very hv^pna
per lb. in all markets.' The ewes are capital brA, \
generally producing one-third twins, and are excellent motkn.
This breed is doubtless best adapted for elevated situatiouirji

bare pasturage, where activity is necessary for getting the

stomach filled, and where folding is pursued, their Kdir;
being in their favour, they are a highly desirable diinf
sheep; from their gay and beautiful appearance theritl
strong supporters amongst our nobility andamateurto»
and are considered by them the ^cite of our breeds.*

ti The Hampshire or West County Down la a rery

important branch of the Down family.
" The Sussex Down is the favourite in the eastern countMS,"*

thi^ breed in the western and south-western countiei. Again,*

the Sussex Downs are de8ce.ndant8 of the sheep which fomnrtf

occupied those hills, the latter are descendants of tboae wbitt-

faced horned sheep that had ranged from a verv erf/ /»n«/ .'if

hills and downs of Wiltshire and Hampshire. TheirimiJraremtal I

dates from the commencement oi the present wuWrv, wtitu
|

recourse was had to the Southdown ; from successive wimaiHwI
very valuable class of sheep was established, and I thinyUwillH

generally admitted that a flock of Hampshire Downs nonj*

sents as great a uniformity in wool, colour, and genenUppy
ance as their smaller but handsomer cousins the 8outhfl0«lfc

They hare lately rapidly risen in public ebtimatioD,_ andW

considerable fjwour in the London markets, but it iswf
some (with what truth I know not) that like the Londcjll'

who are fond of them, they have rather large ap(**

A gentleman who stands high as a successful exhibitor flinjj

class of sheep at our national shows, in reply to ^S'3^
states that ' they are the best description of sheep for nilti-;-

Berkshire, and Hampshire ; in fact, the large sheep fwrt;^

as Overton, Alresford, Wilton, Ilsley, and Weyhi)l,arcniPP»

with very little stock of any other sort ; tli«y*"J2l
hardy and of good constitutions, good wool bearei-sltMJPJf

age weight of a well kept flock is from 6 to 7 Iba «ich0^
of early maturity, and have plenty of lean as well -^""jj'

they will graze to almost any weight you may t'^^^'^^J!'^

make them.' The same gentleman also states 'that tnjy^

been very much improved the list few years by a siig"
^

with the Southdown." Another gentleman, not a ora^^

Hampshires but who has had considerable ^^Pfi^rL ti«

feeding of them, states that ' they are a good "seml snoj*^

better bred ones will bear comparison with other orw^
there are some not to be desired, those that are toow^
very slow in feeding, and when fat are of second JJ^^j^'
in his opinion * it is very easy to get a H-*^P^'^nflJ««"»
The ewes are good breeders and sucklers, and comw^^
the excellent management they receive in these *'°'r

jy j^:
most extraordinary lambs are raised, which at t» ^,
months old command enormous prices at tne

^^
fairs. Their draft ewes also find a ready »^
are distributed throughout many parts <>\C:°^tZZ^,,
with the view to cross with the Cotswold

^''^^f^'^,
J fl '

rams; but the former is more co'"™^"'^S rf'^
have seen some very wonderful lambs the "
cross. So much for the short-wooUed sheep.

tueBKI"^

"There is no reliable information as to "
pursued in establishing the Leicester sheep. ^^

•'Bakewelldied. and his secret was buncd witn ^ ^.^

there is very little doubt they are the result o£ » Ljiu.»i^j
various long-woolled breeds in his own immediftwi ^j*»
which he succeeded in turning to a good

^?f^„not b«***"
duction of this valuable breed of sheep ;

f^int (»nn
p

that to this animal all other long-woolled sheep, ^^some others, are indebted for their i^P'^^V.va b«*
greater disposition to fatten. These sc^^P,,Sfl, txt
long before the pubUc. and their ^"^^""Iff
well known, that I shall not occ'ipy ^with any lengthened remarks upon ,}^^^'^^r0i
characteristics are aptitude to fatten. "^^^iJ.Zfeaism^U consumption of food, and early maturity t^ /^
fleece of wool, upon an averaee of 7 lbs. each*

Ŝoioe
— --— - T,uvj^ upon an aven*ge ui * *"" —

,

or 15 months old from 9 to 10 stones each ^^
roine in our own county, who have 1>^°

"j,'cl»9«.
exhibitors at the Smithfield Club Show m tn-V

that they cannot be considered good breedersor

•e thing to have more lambs than there are o ^(g^
; they also inform me, that they _andJo^

r^jit
ram

ought not to omit a strong point often unfWJ ' ^
viz., that a larger number can be kept upon w"
than of the larger breeds.
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V-r^TTi^ot them when fet, as the pubUc taste

B^^^'^'T'^,.Z'i7efe%n^ for a bliick leg and a dark face.

oldest of
0«^J^^^«j'; ^, ^^,^ in the early history of

i< Mention is
™'*'Si« Strickland says in her * Lives of

tMs wuntry, and M^.S^^l^'^^^^" /449. nhat there is

tUe Q''««"%eL^Sion to support the assertion that to

li,tle "^^^^
/ptaie ' QueTn of Henry IL. 'England owes the

Kleanora of Ca^stile ^Eue^
^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Cotswold

introduction of tJieDreea
animals were introduced by

b^ been 80 famous^A tew
^^^ they had increased to

the care ^f the Qnwn iro ^
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^ became

that decree "^^^^bout h^f^a ceni
y^ ^^ ^^^^ doubtless

the stai»le "ches of fng^^^ introduction to this

^?^ ^?.7iU« ?^orded [hat some 300 years after Edward IV.
country, for it is

J^f^^^^^ ^^,,t back toSpain. They were
.r„e Pe,^"^^^^;^"/^'^^'"^^^^^ with a thick heavy fleece and

^"r^^fMLthrbleak. unenclosed Cotswold hills, but sincd

^v.^" ^1?c,!l of theS and its better cultivation, a great
the enclosure of the ana

^^^^^ ^^^^^ .^

l^r^Tbt thSw^ eff^ctS by the use of the Leicester, which

^i'oardin^S^g?heir sizelmproved their quality, and gave
vitnouT; °^™^""''"^^^-

to fatten Among the men to whom this

I'i^n^'^f?X'bS for i^^^^^ X"- _''-Ld."-« ^IfH-

the dam ; moreover having to purchase ewes every year the
j

demand is increased and the supply iaditniniahed. This cannot

be desirable, for with a fast increasing and flourishing popu-

lation, bringing with it a growing demand for meat, the breed-

ing of sheep cannot be too extensively carried on. Although

I may be travelling somewhat out of the record I would observe

in passing that I am aware an objection is raised by some
r, - , , ,^ • ,-

farmers to the keeping of a breeding flock, but taking a run which are somewhat larger, the prize was awarded at Warwick

There is another family of these sheep lately advertised as

the * Midland Downs ' common to Staffordshire, produced by
crossing the ' Whittington Heath ' sheep with the Shropshire,
but since special prizes liave been offered by Local Committees
of the Royal Agricultural Shows, for * Shropshire Downs,' the
breeders have dropped their previous title, and have made
common cause with their neighbours, and to this class of sheep

of years on most farms. I must think it to be great'y in favour Mr John Conou being the winner, the sheep was sold to go to

of such a system. A custom has become prevalent in many Ireland for lOOi. The Shropshires have of late deservedly

quarters of keeping only what is called a dry flock, with an found considerable favour; it was at the Gloucester Meeting in

idea that such a course is more profitable; it certainly may 1853 where they first commanded notice some most

be attended with less trouble, but I very much doubt its beautiful animals being exhibited. At Warwick last

policy. I can look round me and find that most of those year they showed m considerable numbers, and formed

men who have made farming a successful occupation have ^ '^"'^ "("th*^ «rpnfA«t, fitf.rnni-mn:. nf ths ahnw.vjird.one of the greatest altractiond of the show-yard.

"The 'OxfordsVire Downs' are what are cotnmonly

styled cross-bred sheep, but their patrons in 1857
determined upon giving them a definite name.
"They were originally produced by crossing the Hamp-

knowledgedgoodqualities'of the Down with the larger framed
! shire and in some instances South-down ewe with a Cots-

generiLlly been extensive breeders and rearers of stock.

The objections I have stated to the mode of crossing I have

described have been felt by many, and successful efforts have
been made by the men of Shropshire, Oxfordshire, and other

districts to produce sheep that unite the well-known and ac-

cSs ilrge: WiUiam Garne. W- Hewer, and C. Barton^

J;^"^- D^S Game, the well-known breedor. T am indebted

of mv information. Among other observations he

ev are capable of enduring great hardships, succeed

well in ex^sed situations, and on nearly every kind of soil

and heavier fleeced long wools. What has been done can be

done again. If it was possible for Mr. Bakewell by a judicious

selection from the various long wools to produce the new
Leicester ; for the Hampshire men by the use of the Sussex

Down to change the characteristics of their native homed
breed ; who shall say it is not possible at the present day with
our enlarged knowledge and increased facilities to produce

wold ram—most commonly the former, for it gave increased

size, and the putting the crosses together, by constant atten-

tion and weeding, a most successful result has been accom-
plished, producing a kind of sheep that possess with uni-

formity of character and hardiness of constitution, large frames,

good fleeces, aptitude to fatten, and mutton of superior

quality. It is about 27 years since they were first established
To Mr. "^^^Vt

;"f^ y^jj Among other observations he
[
results equal to those who have gone before us? The Oxfordshire I in Oxfordshire, and Mr. Druce, in a letter to the Journal of the

for mucn 01 my »" " . ^^ enduring great hardships, succeed
I
and Shropshire men in their attempt to establish these newer Royal Agricultural Society in 1853. thus speaks of them :—

• It

breeds are backed up in their principles of breeding by a very

Market the second week in March last, a pen of shorn tegs ol

Mr. Gillett's of Astrop weighing quite 16 stones. Mr. Garne farmers' reading no previous journal has equalled it. Mr.

Morton, I know, did his best to make itso. I trust nowthat it

is now 20 years since I began crossing between the Southdown
and Cotswold sheep, and with the ordinary skill of sheep
farming, I find no difficulty to keep the form and size of

the animal as it should be, the wool of a valuable quality and
not deficient in quantity, and 1 maint;\in that the'.good qualities

can be better secured by employing the cross-bred animals on
both sides thanby using the first cross.' Mr. Drucebas confirmed
his statement by producing many extraordinary sheep at the

manner Mr Spooner says in one of his conclusions bearing last year at Warwick, by taking the first prize in the old ram

upon this point, • Although the benefits are most evident in ! class, beating both West Country ^^'^^^SJj^P*'^^^®^^^*^"^

the first cross, after which from pairing the cross-bred animals

the defects of one breed or the other or the incongruities of

both are perpetually breaking out, yet imless the character-

istics and conformation of the two breeds are altogether averse

to each other. Nature opposes no barrier to their successful

admixture, so that in the course of time by the aid of selection

His son Mr. Joseph Druce. after a lengthened experience,

now writes of them: 'This particular locality is situated

on the edge of the Cotswolds, and embraces a large area

of heavy mixed soils, abounding in springs near the surface

requiring much draining, and upon which it was found that

the Cotswolds and Southdowns did not thrive at particular

and careful breeding it is practicable to establish a new breed periods of the winter season, which suggested the admixture of

altogether. This in face has been the history of our prin-

cipal breeds.' Mr. Spooner goes on to show that the Leicester

was produced from crossing in the first instance, the Cotswold

and Lincoln have been improved by the Leicester, and the

Hampshire and Wiltshire have also been crossed and improved

by the Southdown; and as regards the latter there is

a doubt in some minds whether their improved chines and

backs were not brought about by some such means. From all

this it would appear the word *pure ' is out ofplace when speak-

ing of anv breed, and therefore I prefer to use the term

happily chosen by Mr. Robert Smith in his reports of the Royal

Agricultural Shows at Chester and Warwick, viz., the

'established ' breeds.
" Having thus introduced the subject of crossing,

I shall now proceed to speak of those sheep that have

not yet arrived at the honourable position of being

placed amongst the establi.shed breeds.
*' Our friends the Shropshire men will deem it no

doubt very impertinent of me to associate them still with
Oxfordshire men ; but I cannot allow them to part com-
pany until alter the Canterbury Show, where, after repeated

^^S ^'i^^'l.r!" .!^^U?^S^Sl^ ISe? ^'ISl^n-^ -^^iiSr ^d; U-n^:bo c™d,.oted in Ul.e
;

Smithfield" Oub/wl.^, W^Un ^l«^j,l^«.sfa^ also

weighing 43 stones or 86 lbs. per quarter, for which he obtained

s;. lOi. The average weight of an ordinary flock when fit for

tlie butcher at 14 or 15 months old is froni 12 to 13 stones, and

the weight of wool of the whole flock would approach to 8 lbs.

each. The Cotswolds cut a grand figure and generally form

A very attractive portion of the Royal Agricultural Shows

;

there are between .SOOO and 4000 rams annually disposed of,

and a good export trade is now carried on with Australia as

well as to the Continent. The great demand for them is for

crossing, and perhaps it may be considered one of our best

heep for this purpose ; I think it most likely onr friends on
the Cotswolds wiU retain their monopoly, for perhaps in on
'ither part of England can they be so successfully bred.

"The heavy wooUed and large framed Lincoln sheep,

like the Cotswold, have been improved by an admixture

of Leicester blood,
" Mr. J. Clarke, who is well known to many of you

, and who reads a paper here next month, thus speaks
of them:—'The present Improved Lincoln sheep parUke
iurtft-'ly of the peculiarities of both Cotswold ailA

Loicoster, having the expansion of frame and nobility of
ap^warance of the one, with the quality of flesh, compjictness
of form, beauty of countenance, aad propensity to fatten of
the other ; but they far exceed either in the weight of their

fleece. Under good management their wool is of a quality
wliich rarely fails of obtaining a price equal to that of the
U({hter long wools, and there is therefore no breed perhaps that
iun equal this in rapidity of growth .and propensity to fatten
under a skin so weighty au-i so valuiible.' There are instances
of * inoit remarkable weight to which those sheep have at-

t uiied. In 1821$, Mr. Dawaon, of "Withcall, killed a throe-shear
1>, wti^hing 9O4 IIm. per quarter ; a two-abear, weighing

•Jl lb-*, per quarter; and a shearling. 71 lbs. per quarter.
Mr. U'/bert Smith, in hi.4 report of Lincrilu sheep at the War-
wick Show, states that ' he has known 14 months' old lamb-
iioggsilaughteredat Lincoln Ai>ril fiir, 30 together averaging
3j lbs. per quarter, and 100 together clipping 14 lbs. of washed
wool each.' IMa not the common practice for breeders of Lin-
« Uns to havetTiem lit for th« butcher at 14 or 15 mouths old*
but they are generally kept until they are 22 to 28 months old,
when their weiifht will tie from 30 to 40 lbs. per quarter,
and cat a second fleece, weighing from 10 to 14 lbs. The
weight of wool of an entire flock, under fair average manage-
iiiODt, iH about Si lbs. each ; in some cases, especially on good
liver, this weight no doubt is exceeded, Mr. John Clarke's
Lincoln prize ram cUpped 513 lbs. of wool in three years, an
average of 17i lbs. each year, while a neighbour of his in 1859
dipped 327 hogget fleeces, which weighed altogether 130 tods,
an avenige of over 11 lbs. per fleece. The Lincoln breeders con-
:iidor the mutton of admirable quality, having less fat, and a
iffwater portion of fine grained lean flesh, than the Leicester.
The ewes are good breeders, but like the Cotswolds and
ieicesters are not good sucklers. Mr. Clarke concludes his
letter by stating that 'it is certain that neither Cotswold
nor Leicester sheep, in cases where tliey have been
tiled (I suppose in that district), have equalled the Lincolus
ia the value of wool and mutton together produced
per acre, and no other breed can furnish such big and
hoavy skiuned lamb hoggs as those which are the glazier's

fraction at Lincoln, Caistor, and Boston spring fairs.

,
^ rauch for the long-wooUed breeds. Having touched
upon the history and merits of the leading breeds of
slieep, I now approach that part of my paper upon
Hfkich, doubtless the discussion will turn.

Gibbs. I am
Fi'izes were

17 years ago.

"The progress crosses have made in this coun-
try is proved by their competition at the Smith-
field C lib.

"Through the Wndness of Mr. Brandreth
«ubl(jd to give the return of the entries,
nrat established for cross-breds in 1843, now . ^ _^ .

»>iiring the first nine years the average number of pens was
•>alv 8i, but duriug the last eight years they have averaged
wllnin a firaction o( 17, while the Leicesters during the first
nine y«ars averaged 19 pens, they have during the last eight
'nly reacbed to 17. t do not Intend to go into the question of
TkkI. for it must be admitted that the lon^-wooUed breeds will
a.>ubUeM put on the greatest amount of fat in proportion to
the food consumed than any other, but this is not all the
bruior requires; when he has produced his mutton he
WMits a market for it, crosses find a more readv sale

. . •*i,™'^'^*'
better price, which more than "makeUp tor the increMed consumption of food. There is a very

«rwt difference of opinion upon the subject of crossing, many,
b!2^«T??^*«fS"

contendmg that it is not desirable to gooayond the firet cross; and the most successful and commSu

puaMhtre Down or other dark-faced gwm T^i<. «^„«.« 16^ , . . .. .^ *^^®d ewes. This course has
found to answer better than a short-wooUed ram upon

-uxe rf S!S^.^ir^' H^fJ"-^^
produce generaUy partakes of the

B^rlif^S^,** ''''? ^^'^' .*^'"»« ^ eye to the butcher, is a
«JWt desideratum in crossing. The great objection urged by

^^Jhi^E^^^ *!,^"ri?° i'^'i
^^** °*^^«t «^ery year for^which are mostly the draas of other peoole's flocks

"".^T^^.^vli?!^
Of introducing all man'S^nf duSS;

numbers and excellence that will entitle them for the future

to take rank amongst the other established breeds of this

country. 'There is no doubt that Shropshire, for very

many years past, has possessed a breed of sheep pecu-

liar to that county ; the originals had a speckled face,

and were larger and coarser than the present Shrop-

shire breed. This breed has been established by a prudent
selection of the breeding animals, and I learn from
a gentleman who kindly favoured me with information upon
the point that the late Mr. Meire was the first to imprnve uiKjn

the original type. This he did in the first place by the use of

the Leicester ; as their faces became white he would then have

recourse to a Southdown or other dark-faced sheep. It was.

however, left to the son to carry out and bring to a successful

issue what the father had commenced, and Mr. Samuel Meire

no doubt may be looked upon as the founder of the improved

Shropshire sheep. We gather from his address to the Wen-
lock Farmers' Club that ho accomplished this, not by reverting

to any of the established breeds, but by using the best animals

from his own large flock. I have received a somewhat
different account of the origin of the Shrop-shire sheep. It is

fh>m a gentleman who is native of the county, but

has since left it to manage an estate in another.

I will read some extracts from his letter. He states

:

1st. 'Having been bom in the county and accustomed

to the sheep as long as I have known any, there cannot be a

question raised in favour of purity of blood. I have always

regarded the Salop shcop to have had its origin from a breed of

sheep known as the ' Clun Forest,' but since its enclosure they
have entirely disappeared ; they were short-legged, square-

framed, symmetrical sheep, with dark brown lace and legs,

and occasionally small horns curling close into the head.

2dly. The Kyeland sheep which in early days was occupier of

the common lands in the neighbourhood of Bridgnorth and
the southern districts of ShropHhire ; this was a larger animal,

have always understood the Shropshire sheep owed its origin by
but not so compact as the * Clan. ' From these two parent stocks I

crossing chiefly with the Sussex or Hampshire Down, and then

by any other animal that the breeder thought best suited either

to increase size or remedy any other defect.' The particular

merit of Shropshires consists in their superiority over any other

breed in their own county ; they possess hardiness of consti-

tution, excellent quahty of mutton, and are prolific breeders.

Mv friend also observes—The yearling wethers will cut from

5i to 7 lbs of wool, and if they have been well kept will weigh

from 16 to IS lbs per quarter, but they are not calcuhited to

come out as yearlings, and are more frequently run on until

the following ChrUtma.-? or second year's clip, when they can

be made S or 30 Iba. per quarter. ^Latelv a very great

chaSas come over the breeders of Shropshire ; they liave

^Td themselves of larger «hecp of h^vier fleece and

Srmaturity. so that the only affinity they bear to the

Sririnal Shropshire are dark faces and legs ; they nowpnde them-

sSfes in exhibiting some well fatted shearUngs weighing

f,ilftimes 22to 24 lbs, per quartgivbnt this is not general..

* ThT'-Clun" cross Shropshires are to be found in the

* S^ «nH ftouth-westem division of the county or "Corve

Sale ''dUufcf^^^^^^^^^^^ BO Urge as the Ryeland cross they

are of better quality a'nd -ynimetry; a nd I «^ *"."^^^-
decidedly the best specimens of their class, r^e

.ItJ^^iVl-
croSS^hires are peculiar to the south-eastern division of the

county ;Xy are larger, higher sundiag ammaU, with mora

the two breeds. The flocks generally drop their lambs in the

month of February, and at 13 or 14 months old they are ready

for market, weighing upon an average 10 stones each, with a

fltjece varying from 7 to ID lbs. The ewes are good mothers,

and produce a great proportion of twins." He also odds, 'It

is seldom this breed is attacked with giddiness or water upon
the brain, so prevalent with some kinds.' Another breeder, Mr.

Hitchman, who has been one of the most successful exhibitors

at Baker Street in the cross-bred class, having taken five 1st

prizes in succession, besides nine medals and several 2d prizes,

states that it is 25 yeurs since he began breeding this description

of sheep, by crossing Hampshire Down ewes with a Cotswold

ram, and considers them for his neighbourhood the most rent-

paying sort, and believes there is no breed of sheep that will

produce better quality of mutton and more of it than the
Oxfordshire Downs ; his tegs when shorn will average 11 stone,

and his entire clip of wool about 7 lbs. per fleece. I will only

add one other testimony, that of a large breeder, Mr. Joseph
Roberts, who says, ' 1 have kept cross-breds, now Oxfordshire

Downs, for 27 years, 19 at Waterperry on very wet land, where
long-wooUed sheep could not be kept at a profit ; we could

make a fair return from cross-breds; I have been here (Cas-
land some personsapplications to that very useful but irresponsible and slow- well) eight years with the same sort on lar

moving institution, the Royal Agricultural Council, they are consider calculated for Cotswolds, but I think otherwise, j
at last to have a class to themselves ; they vriU doubtless avail wool weighed last year under 4 fleeces to the tod ; I consider

themselves of their improved position, and show in such four to be a satisfactory average. I generally sell my tegs in

April, averaging from 10 to 14 stones, a few even heavier, and
my ewes this season weighed from 12 to 17 stones. I

have no doubt Cotswold sheep can in their locality be brought
to greater weight per sheep of both mutton and wool, than any
other breed save Lincolns ; but I question whether they can be
made to produce more money value as a whole flock than
Oxfordshire Downs, allowing for the prolificacy of the latter,

and I am of opinion that the produce from the same number of

ewes will exceed in weight of flesh any other breed.' The first

Oxfordshire Down ram exhibited at our Royal Shows was at

Windsor in 1851, by the late Mr. John Gillett, of Brize Norton,
who was a very successful breeder of them ; but as uo separate

class is assigned them they have but seldom competed until

last year at Warwick, when there were 37 entries, thus
bidding fair for a very strong competition when the
Council of the Royal Agricultural Society determine to place
them upon the same footing as their rivals the Shropshires.

Until this is the c;ise they will have to compete with an
old established breed, the Hampshires, a state of things alike

unsatisfactory to both exhibitors and ju-lges. They have
the last few years spread most rapidly in Oxfordshire and
distant counties, and a very large number of rams is annually
disposed of not only by private contract but by auction at
the Oxford Cattle Market, not a few finding their way into

Hampshire and Shropshire. In a letter I received Irom Mr.
Jonas Paxton, the well known auctioneer of Bicester, who
sells by far the gi-eatcst number, he says. ' although I

find an annual increase in the number produced for sale,

I find more than a corresponding increase in the demand.'
I shall close my remarks upon this breed by quoting
again from Mr. Robert 8mi*h's report of the Warwick Show,
a very high authority upon such matters. He writes, 'The
Oxford Downs date fr an the year 18:i3, when a neat well made
Cotswold ram was used with Hampshire ewes ; at that period
several breeders tried the same experiment, which by
suljsequent attention has resulted in the establishment of this

rent paying class of sheep,* and he adds, * Some excellent sheep
of this breed have been shown at the various meetings, but
their career has been the most noticed in the yard of the
Smithfield Club Cattle Show. Aa fot wethers they have again
and again astonished the public, while the prize ram exhibited
by Jlr. Druce at Warwick went far to recommend them as m.ile

animals.' I have gone more fully Into the hiatory and merits of
the two last breedjj, and have obtained more evidence from those
who are well acquainted with them, for thi.i re.-Mnn, they have
not been so long before the public, couHequently not so well

known.
** It does appear from the success wbioh Las attended

the efforts of these bleeders the theory is correct, 'that

from a judicioua pairing of cross-bred animals it is

practicable to establish a new breed altogether,'

"The breeders of these shoep, more particuUriy those

of the Oxfordshire, contend that they can produce animals

with more uniformity of character, a heavier fleece of

wool, and greater ajititude to flitten than are to be

obtained by crossing the established breeds, such is the

Hampshire or Southdown ewe, with a Cotswold or other long-

woolled rara. If it be true that the advantages I have indicated

are realised, tiiese breeds must be highly desirable, and per-

haps not their least valuable quality is that the breeder who is

anxious to obtain the same results as by cros-sing is not driven

<* lo'hi«~«^i^."KU:"iri"li:"'"—T""""* *"' "*«"ner oi diseases , county ; ia«y ^»^ ^—b^'j .^^- ----
- */. nor of so hardv yearly into the market for his ewes. Probably some may be

*^1^'^X^u,''Xr V« :r ^<,Ti£=™"fai" T^J^^lion'^T^'^^i^^^ V'^:^^?^ '^vS I
W^intod with n>, Ue.ta.ent of thU .ubjcot, but UU. due

I
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deliberation, I resolved to adopt the course I have done, vi^., to
place the various leading breeds, with as much iuiormation as I
could gain upon them, fairly before the Club, and to leave the
members to discuss their relative merits. I would observe that
should a good discussion ensue upon this paper, I shall be
amply compensated for any little trouble I may have taken. I
hope I have not taken up so much of the evening as to prevent
a full discussion of the subject, for I hold that quite as much
mformation is conveyed to the Club, and through it to the
public, by the remarks of subsequent speakers as by the intro-
ductory papers. In conclusion, I have to express my acknow-
ledgments to those gentlemen in different parts of the countrv
who have kindly favoured me with much information upon the
respective breeds to which they have more immediately
directed theu- attention."

[^ 7, 1 860

MANGEL SEED FROM LARGE BULBS.

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL

Kotfcesi of 23oolt0»

Our Tarm Crops. Parts I. to VIL By John Wilson,
F.R.S.E., Professor of Agriculture in the Universitj' of
Edinhurgli, &c. Blackie & Son,

The series no^v includes all our corn and Pulse crops,
besides the Turnip, iCohl Kabi, Kape, Cabbage, :\rustard.
Mangel Wurzel, Carrot, Parsnip, and Potato crops.
Their publication has been most seasonably conducted,
and agriculturists cannot do better than purchase a
work which will not only keep them abreast of the
knowledge of the day ou the various topics of phint-
cnltivation, but which has called their attention just at
the proper time to those particular plants on which the
hopes of farmers rest now that their confidence m the
Turnip is being shaken.

IS SAVED EXCLUSIVELY EEOM FULLY DEVELOPED ROOTS,
THE ADVANTAGES OF WHICH HAVE BEEX PROVED FOR SEVERAL YEARS tvST

(SEE THE FOLLOWING LETTERS.)
These are not mere testimonials in the ordinarv acceptation of that term, but show distiuctly that thp ^e^A
'TON" have had srrown FROM LARGE SELECTED BULBS, are altogether superior in fferminatinfr ^^..^..^'^'^11 Mm—

isual manner. ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^

From tU Right Hon. Lord Eer-w-ick O'.. it-,
"Let me have the same Globe Manid k..

l
^^'^

has given me the best crop I ever grew, |ood a ;S
^^*^' ^^\

crop, and also in the Unenesft of roota and freedom f
°^ '" ^«J

irregi'Jar gro^ctk
;
when pulled, the roots were ^ili^ -^^^3^ IM

free fror.i fibre as a Globe Tv.rnip, and I hniZ^, ^^^^m^ii,
and more:'

^°-''' ^^ ^^-<is per a^

From Mr. Gray, BaiUffto G. Raiclins, Eiv, p n-
Hants.

"°''^
' ^'*^''«tr(on ai,a|.

"I believe we had one of the finest lots nf \f
Swedes in the county. We had not quite enoul }}^^'^ ^
»f Man^jcl, and sent eheivkere for sonie to UnSh if

^•°'°^ ^^
ihongii sown, the sar.ie day, and with exactly khiUar,

*^ "^
had Tiot fto much -aeight bij one-third as on th/1 H'^'^"'^ ^
yoMT seed." ^^ ^owft m

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
South LAycAsiuRE, March 26.—Wheat is not looking well

auywhere. and especially upon heavy, cold, or undrained soils.
It has a brown, stunted appearance, and instead of being suffi-
ciently high to 'hide a hare,' as is sometimes said of it at the
end of March, it would just now scarcely liide a mouse. The
root has entirely peiished in some places, but, upon tbe whole,
continues its hold upon the ground tolersibly tvell, and there is
perhaps fully an average breadth sown, so that with a favour-
able change the crop may eventually prove abundant. Farmers
generally are but just beginning to sow their spring com (Oats
and Barley) and to plant their earliest Potatoes ; and they arem no hurry about this either, so long as the cold and unsettled
weather continues; but as regards cultivation the Iflnd is now-
pretty well prepared. Hay has risen to ]5rf. a sttuie, straw to
9rf., Mangels and Swedes to 27«. or 28s. per ton. Other produce,
too, has risen consirlorably except Wheat, which has only
recently made a decided advance of two or three shillings a
quarter, and we think it undoubtedly must still further share
the general rise. But these prices are beginniug to be sorely
felt by even some of the farmers themselves, as du-o necessity
13 now compelling them to purchase food for their stocks. We
apprehend, indeed, that before the end of May aiTives many
will deeply regret having been tempted by high prices to part
with too much of their produce. Some Cumberland, and, it is
Raid, even Scottish farmfers have alresidy been buying Oat strawm Liverpool and the neighbourhood for fodder. The other daywe heard o/a farmer, located somewhere in the neighbourhood
of Ke.-9wic-k. who hud a stock of WOO sheep, for wliich he had
but three or four days' feed on the spot-a sad prospect for the
poor things in lambing season. Now's the time for oilcake and
other artiticial food to assist us; and it is the time also fbr
a plentiful use of guano and other stimulating, natural and
artificial manures, to Italian Rye-grass and other forceable
crops. And apropos of tins, we have to notice the timely
adv^fc of a new invention, if not an entirely new machine, for
the distribution of guano and artificial manures, but esnecially
for sowing gujmo. This was a desideratum the want of which

quality and trueness of their produce, to tbe Seed raised in the

From George Beaumokt, Esq. , Bridgy'ord Hill, near Sottinghamf
Jan. 6, 1S60.

** We have had 4 acres of Mangel (Yellow Globe), 3 of which
were sown with your seed, and 1 acre with seed grown in this

neighbourhood. / am quite ^ure your seed producedfrom S to 10

tons per acre more than the other. I had nearly an acre weighed
(from your seed), and found we had iyo^ tons per acre."

Mr. William Cotterell, Elsworth, St. Tve^, Jan. 4, 1S60.
"My ^Mangels from your seed were remarkably fine—and

such beautiful quality. Of course I shall be a customer again
this season." ^

Fro., I Mr. TnoMAS Rush, Sitiward, Harold Groce, Nov. 3, 1359-
*'A silver cup, value five guineas, has been awardefl to my

employer, S. Morgan. Esq., for the best 2 acres of Mangel,
grown from your seed—the quality is excellent. An average
pole, weighed by the judges (92 roots) 810 lbs., which is near
5S tons per acre ; 12 roots, standing only 15 inches apart,
averaged tiOlbs. each."

From Mr. J. IIicken, JBourton, Nov. U, 1S59-
*' I have succeeded in winning the prize offered by the Rugby

and Donchm-ch Association for Mangel Wurzel, from the seeds
Supplied by you. The exact weight of my crop is 43 tons,
1 ewt., 2 qrs. per acre, which is very good, considering my
district suffered so much from drought in the summer season."

From J. Tyacke, Esq., Merthen, near Fuhnoidh, Noc. 26, 1859.
** You will be glad to hear that I have grown a remarkably

good crop of l\rangel Wurzel from seed supplied by you. They
weigh, on an average, about 50 tons per acre."

From J. C. Adkins, Esq., Milcoie, Stratford-on-Av<m.
" It is again my pleasure to be able to inform you how good

a ci-op of Orange Globe and Red Globe Mangels I had from the
peed you sent me last spring. My plant icas so unifor.ro that on
the wholefield I could not have zcitiiedfor another bulb. They were
very handsome, and remarJcahly Shiall in the top."

From H. X. Middleton Esq., IsUnqion Bou^ tu ^
' My crop of Elvotham >tangel is astonis£n^y fi^j1«^-

Froui ^h: T. Pollington, Bradwell Grov Rw .
"The Mangel Seed you sent was excellent iSi

of the roots at Fairford Sho\v» which were far «nr,.-

others that were there." ^^^"'^^

«

m
From the Westfotd Independent

•' In the show of mots, Mr. Kinealy (Mr. Walker« 9.^^,
was a host in himself. The Elvetham M"nn!el l\S^^
afler a crop of Vetches, wem monstrous, andSSS^
in the way of Mangels ever ijroxcn. The seed was vroaTSMessrs. Sutton'r Royal Berkshire Seed Estabhshme^." ^

^ ''^n^ ^^- Andrew Nance, PoHsniom,
I have had the largest crop of Mangel I ever saw fWim ,.

Elvetham; I therefore order SO lbs. of that kindT^Sr
FromG. Ltnes Esq., Pre>^ton Deanery, Norihanajim.

"Thavejuststoredracresof the finest itfangallemM-
it was grown from your Large Yellow Ginbe Seed. IW
weighed a single clean root without any top, itis391bs.-iii
I thmk one-third of the roots reach 20 lbs "

f

The FIRST PRIZES at Birmingham and other Shows throughout the Kingdom have been taken bv Me^^n, ^m«'«omers both for Mangel and for their " Champion" Swede. The price of SutIon's I^ge YellL g'SS'S.
Is. 3d per lb.

Priced Xlsts of other kibds of WCansel, SwedeS; Turnips, Grasses, &c.,

will he sent gratis and post free.

CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL PARTS EXCEPT SMALL PARCELS.

Address STTTTON & SONS, Soyal Berkshire Seed Establisiiment, Eeadin^.

nhvi.f.« Tu^-^^ n^"^ ?"S ^^'^ ~"e-ht" one-horse" raachh;;
obviates all difficulties, and only requires to be carefully tended

th^il'r^fii'^ '°
^i^''''

'^ ^i^^ '^^ ^^Je^*^- No matter what
the state of the weather may be at the time, any quantity per
acre, small or great, can be applied with the utm'ost regularity.

In 7^t ^'^''--^^i-
"" P^^^^'^ '"^^ *^^ this machine on tfieRoyal Oak Farm, TVhiston, near Prescot, and all present kt the

^t.TcT'?^-^'^.?^"'' '"^ f^P^essing their decided approvaland satisfaction The machine consists of a long cylindricaltube or trough, capable of holding from 1 to 2 cwt

T^J^. *w i '^ J^^S !^'*y '^^ ^y a horse or pony
t?ft^i.^n ^f^ 1?

^""^^^ or pronged roller revolves amongst

or horizontal motion of a serrated-edged plate running along

^Ln?!'- ""'ff
'
Y^^^^e^^tends from end" to 4nd, and whence thimanure is finely and unceasingly deUvered. When in use the

^fStCf'"
f'"'?

^ ^*^\"^' " °^t ^^i^« ^ roller at work!and at the very east as much ground may be -one over in L

SS>wTn?
*^^^ >."^pl-^5"t. or 4y about 12 statute a^s! ^e

off?^b^f»r.f
^^e^ted expressly to compete for a prizeoHered by the local committee at the ManchestPr and Ti™^

pool Agricultural Society's . xhil4Uon\t Uver^lu^t^^^^^^^Mr. William Roscoe, of Kirkby, near Croxteth, and his sindeW amended and patented by him. Mr. Mell ng7of RainSuIS Uie manufacturer, and at present the price of it is hkelv tobe fixed at about 12^ which seem.s rather high /but it mustbe borne in ramd that one machine may se?ve half a dozenparties Ht least, and would no doubt pay well to be let out on(ure.—r. £. Hifihr, liverjxiol, March 28.

^, Notices to Correspondents.
BdTOEB MARKftr; i7(»,,A^ Thanks for your memorandma ;which 5h;Ul next week be attended to

'

fS^'^^'f' ^??-['^:- <^^ .S^^cribrr. We imagine there is no
^5fi.fin/"^>'*"^;K^^

and that if your soil is very
deficient m It and there is no s,>urce of it within reach, it willbo impossible to raise It to first-class fertility. Thesh^llgand

^^^T-^V**"^ ^^""T ^-^ ^^^" ^^""^ «f ff^eat value as anapplication to such soils as yov.rs.
^ >« dji

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
GEOKGR GIBBS and CO., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, W., beg to announce they are now sendiuff
out tbetr Mixtures of GRASS SEEDS, as follows :—
For PER\fAXENT MEADOW and PASTURE. 30^. to Ms. p acre
For improving OLD GRASS LAND, Is. per lb.
For forming new or improving OLD LAWNS, Is. 3d. per lb.
Directions for sowing and treatment accompany the seeds
PRICED LISTS OF AGRICULTURAL SEEDS forwarded

free on appUcation.

GEORGE GIBBS and CO., SEEDSMEy,
26. Down Street. Piccadilly, W.

DWARF PUKPLE-TOP BEET.—
above handsome and very excellent Beet may

be had free by post of John Catteij., Wesfcerham, Kent at
lA per oz. In reply to the many communications J. C. has
received respecting the report on the trial of his Beet in the
Gardens at Chiswick. he begs to say some other kind has been
grown there for his, and reported on accordingly.

J. G.'s Beet has been grown by bim for nearly 40 years, andno paihs has been spared to keen it select and true. The
ioUowiug IS Its character .-—Leaves about 9 inches long, broad
reflexed, fine dark purple ; roots 9 inches in circumference :

flesh dark blood red, without the white centre possessed bymany other sorts
; remarkably sweet, tender, and well flavoured.

A GRICULTURAL SEEDS —The Editor of tlie
JTX. Ganleneri^' Chronicle and Ag-riaxltural Gazette^ in a leading
article, March 31, having so forcibly pointed out to agricul-
tiinsts the necessity of applying to respectable houses for theirBarm Seeds, more particularly for the Grasses required for lavingdown land to permanent pasture, has induced me to take thil

?R''^ * xTl^vr^ °^
informing the public that my PRICEDCATALOGUE of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready, andmay be had on application. It contains the most valuableGrasses, and each kin-i may be had separately, clean, true andnew so that the purchaser may mix them Mmselfin uTe p?oportions required, and thus avoid the rubbishy, weedv mix-tures Ppoken of by Professor Lindley.

^veeuy mix-

T.^™^^^^^ ^^ sorts, of finest quality; TURNIPS WTTR7PT

C^^JS^nfanlLond^n"'"" ^"' '' *'^ ^^^°^^^^^« ^'^'^-^

JoHx Cattell, Seed Estabh-sbment, Westerham, Kent.

"TpRIGI DOM0."-Patronised by her Mafesty, the

TTifr. ^""T' ^^% ^",^e of Northtimborland for Sv'on House,His Grsce he Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro

^^%. n^^^'l ^?^i\''
Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph P.axton

for the Cry.<^a Palace Royal Zoological Society, 'late Mrs.Lawrence of Eahng Park, and -Collie?, Esq., of DaVtford.

^^?JIfn}^i^rJf^'-\,'^^l
MORNING AND EVENING FROST.

a ^ w Y ^^7*-*' a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

JOHN FOWLER, Jri^., 28, Cornhill, Mon.E.C-
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEi^V ^l-O^*^^

can be obtained by applying at the above addim CATi-

L0GUE8 containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.__

A TENT PREPARED GARDEN m oTii
NETTING, to be had in any quantityattheSpitalTongW

Factory, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

ANNED NETTING at
yards \0s. ; 500 yards, 2U. ^^..^ ^.

Greenhouse Shades, and Tulip Covers. Address in I'-l

Pkederick Edgincton, Mai-quee, Flag, and Banner Ti»
facturer, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London. S.E^

^

ANNED GARDEN NETTING for pi^S^
Seed-beds, Fruit, Strawberries from Frost, Blight, SA

&c. , and as a FCiice for Fowls, Ac. One yard wid^ "f-

'

2 yards, M. ; 3 yards, 4^^. ; and 4 yards, Qd. per yard, i^ "I

quantity, may be had at Chas. WRrGHT's, srfi. Strand, W.C.

An allowance to Nurserymen. ^

>R1TTA1N'8 GARDEN NETS are admitted w be |

' the best and cheapest protection to Fruit Trees,mm i

most durable Hothouse Shading for summer, hi iDcbes*" f
No. 1, bd. ; 2, Gd. ; S, 8d. a yard. TIFFANY, 2^lmdti.

Sold by all Nursery-men.—BriiTaix & Co.,^?^nglf^

New, with Poles, PuUevs, fl*

H

T)ICK

M A B Q U

CLOT
Lines complete. . ,,_j

CLOTHS, a Targe quantity of Second.]*^

in good condition.

E E S AlfD
of all dimensions.

S, S E C O N
from the Crimea.

S AND B A
OF ALL NATIONS.

NETTING (BEITTAIN'S), Ne^v ,

for preserving Fruit from Birds. Fro^t, *:c.

fl^ |^
-OS, 2, Duke Street,

Sootfi'-^
|

rv E N T1
D

T E N ^

H A 5 r-

LAG N N E B

and SecOn<l-I»^-

Address—Benjamin Edgisgtos
London Bridge, B.E. cW

West End Establishment. CliaringCro^s,.
&." t

SKAW'S TIFFANY for pn
P^Tiit Trees from spring frosts a

shading. Sold by all respectable >'ur.-iei.yi"^'- —),„.» j

Orcidars, with samples, sent free by P">st.-John
°*Je,.

Manufacturers and Dealers, Princess Street^ancue^^^^

^foreveryde^V
serymen and s*eu

^^,

inches apart Theen.n w It ^^t^kX, 1 i''^"^^ "^^^ to'*> ^^i^s and Flowers from the scorching
mauagemant for Iv^L '^J?"^*""''

luxuriant imder good ! wind, from attacks of insects, and from
obtained cSt rt^LS .^^^^^.^^^^

- ' - _^ ^^ irom

'i*© prod

dent acquaiut'ed wi?h theKtJ w?'/'""^^^^.^^^^ correspon-
able to say if his plaaa^r it?- m^J^™^^ '?E Ruthin, may bo
or erected form.

*" » ^'^ ^^- purp. se exist in any nubli/hpri

morning frosts. To
be bad in any required lengths
Two yards wide, l.s. 6rf. per yard nm.
Fonr, 3s. per yard ; also.
An improved make three yards wide, 28. 6d. per yard rnn.
EusKA Thomas Archkr, whole and sole manufacturer, 7

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City. E.C, and of all Nur<>erymen
3.nd Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. •* It is much cheaper
than mats as a covering.'' ^

GARDEN BORDER EDGING V^^/.l^ ^^ {Y"

ER ^ND CO. beprto invite

T,x.^, ^ ^t-^cl^ of ORNAMENTAL G
EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Tcrro-iletaiii.— - qj^
Ji-arthenware. They
edging in that they afford no haroour lui ^'"e-- jporw
less room and are less expense and trouble t^^^^^^^j^j^

They may be had of various patterns at K. & V^.
^ i

^ g. ; «
Albion Wharf, Holland Street, BlacfcfnaT?.

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal ^""^f^Xrviil^
N.B. Outline sketches of the patterns wm

post on application.

OSHER ^^:D CO. be^ to invite ^tt^JS^r&l.,
varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDE^ ^ ^
ING TTTKS in Terra Cotta, Tcrro-Wetallic ^^^^

They present advantages o^/rfX , t«k«,°?

they afford no harbour for sluf-*^
'ji,

orftf-

O).
f\RNAMENTAL PAVING '^ i^^^ I?^o^li^- ^j:yj VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDOKS, BAUt^ ^0^

,

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, '«*' r^iiso *?'!:
and capable of forming a variety of design/"

R„tli<t D«^:'

TILES, highly glazed," for Linin- Wal « f/^'^'"*,r A ^
'

Kitchen-ranges, Lrder^, *c. To be obtani'id of

at their premises as abo?e.
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BEDDING PANSIES FOR THE SPRING MONTHS
9

FOR DECORATIVE EFFECT.

In strong Plants for immediate display in April and May of the richest self white, yellow and parti-coloured

ground tints, or separate if required, in choice named sorts at 6s. to 9s, per dozen; and new varieties 12s, to 185-

dozen ; or in hundreds or thousands for large masses.

. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
ALSO OTTEE THE FOIXOWING

NEW AND ORNAMENTAL BEDDING PLANTS, &c.

GAZANIA SPLENDENS.
Brilliant orange yellow with dark centre.

BEATON'S GOOD GRACIGTJS
POLYANTHUS.

Effective rich golden yellow bedding plant, profuse bloom.
Is. 6d. each.

CAICEOLAHIAS.
Shrubby and bedding Tarieties, in distinct colours for

masses, 6s., 9s., and 12s. per dozen ; and in superior varieties

for pot culture, 93,, 12*., and 185. per dozen.

TEITOMA TIVAEIA GEAITDIFLORA.
The finest flower truss of all the tribe, Zs. 6d. each.

TEITOMA TTVARIA GLAITCESCENS.
The true Kew variety. Is. 6d. and 25, 6d each.

No one should buy T. Uvaria alone, in consequence of many
inferior seedling varieties, to ensure the above fine coloured
kinds,

GREEN-CENTRED HELIANTHTJS or

SUNFLOWER,
2*. 6rf. per packet.

For testimonials of this fine New American Annual, said to
equal the Dahlia for effect, see the Gardeners' Chronicle, April 7>

page 308,

TTJCCA PAEMENTIERI.
This fine species offered in one-year English grown plants,

2ff. 6d, each.

PERILLA NANKINENSIS.
One of the most beautiful and effective of Flower Garden

plants, its richly unique dense chocolate black foliage form-
ing a wonderfully vivid and most original contrast to every
other green or light-tinted flower. Nothing else like it in coloxcr
form, or effect. Seed packets Qd. and 1«. each.

SPERGULA PILIFERA.
Substitute for Grass on Lawns, verges, or flat terraces, &c.

Seed packets, 6'i., 1«., 2s. 6d., and 5s. each. Clumps for imme-
diate planting, 8s. and 16*. per 100.

THE DORCHESTER BLACKBERRY,
3^. 6d. each, and

THE LAWTON BLACKBERRY,
2j», 6<Z. each, are proved to be the two best American varieties.

HENDERSON'S A 1 RIDGE CUCDMBER.
Packets of Seed, Is. and 2^. 6d. each.

This first class variety is distin^isbed by its hardiness of
constitution, robust growth, freedom from usual disease, most
abundant and long continued bearing, excellent flavour, and
lastly the requisite and uniform length which marks it as a
true ridging kind, from 10 to 15 inches,

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI.
A very beautiful apecimen of this gorgeous flowered green-

house shrub is now in bloom at the Wellington Nursery,
having 100 blossoms upon it, and 500 or more to expand in
succession. Those who have not yet seen it in luxuriant
growth will be highly gratified by its brilliant display of flower.

pUSTAT^D MARROW, tlie Sudbury Improved asV^ figured last year, packets, Qd. and Is. each. Price to thetrade on application.
**

3IAMM0TH GOURD, the largest sort. Ig per packet"FURRELL'S PROLIFIC CUCUMBER,*- rfinrfS^g hardy
sort for frame or open ground. l5. per packet ; also 20 othw
choice frame varieties. See CATALOGUE.

Stephen Erq-vvx, Seed Establishment, Sudbury. Suffolk.

^^^^^ AYTOW CASTLE GIANT LEEK.
^~^~

HARLES ALEXANDER, 30, West Register
Street Edinburgh, can supply Umited quanUty of this

unrivalled Scotch LEEK at 5^. per oz. and Is. per packet inexchange for postage stamps. ' ^ .

"These Leeks were blanched upwards of 12 inches, and one
of them measured 7 inches in circumference. The four toffethw
weighed 7^ \h^"—Gardeners' Chronicle, December 17, 185P.

Z HEMRY'S HYBRID "SCOTCH LEEK.
HARLES ALEXANDER, 30, West Register Street,
Edinburgh, offers Seeds of the above Prize LEEK savedby Mr. Henry, and direct from himself, at 6s. per oz„ 2s. 6d,and Is. per packet, in exchange for postage stamps.

.J^'A; ^^?^^i "secured the entire stock" of this Leek, but
the following document speaks for itself:—

[Copy.J

,, ^ , ... " Broom House, by Bunse, Feb. 8, 1860.
,1 nave this season supplied Mr. Chas. Alexanpeb of Edin-

burgh with part of the Seed ofmy Hybrid Scotch Leek.
*

^
(Signed) " Will. Henry. "

I have obtained a variety of good quality, capable of being
frown to the weight of 4 lbs. 15 oz. the single Leek repeatedly
lanched to the length of 20 inches, and in one instanSmoasunng m circumference 12i inches."—Wm. Henry, in

bcottixh.J3ard€ner, Feb,, 1860.

ROYAL
SOUTH HANTS ESTABLISHMENT

"Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

MANGER SEED FROM LARGE BULBS.

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL

Under the patronage of H. R. H. the Prince Consort, the
Horticultural and Agricultural Society of India, the principal
Nobility, Gentry, and Agriculturists of the United Kingdom.
PAGE AND TOOGOOD will forward their PRIC:5S

CURRENT upon application. It should be referred to l»y
purchapcrs of Garden and Farm Seeds.

Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, 55*., S5s., »0«., 10*.
The Quantities in the above selections will be found more
liberal, and the prices 10 per cent, less than any house in the
Kingdom.—Seed Establishment.^outhampt;on.^^^_^^j_

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETT
BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATIOX OP SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Cotmcil
aro desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
would be desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.
Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's
Place, London, W.C.

SATUHBAY, APRIL 14, 1860. .

\ ^

FULLY
THE ADVANTAGES OF WHICH HAVE BEEN PROVED FOE SEVERAL YEARS PAST.

(SEE THE FOLLOWING LETTERS.)
QTrr^K'S®^^^ "^^ I^^^® testimonials in the ordinary acceptation of that term, but show distinctly that the Seeds which Mesf?rs

J^V* have had grown FROM LARGE SELECTED BULBS, are altogether superior in germinating properties, and in thequauty and tnieness of their produce, to the Seed raised in the usual manner.
From George Beaumont, Esq., BHdge/ord Hill, near Nottingham,

,,-!„ ,
Jan. 6, 1860.

We have had 4 acres of Mangel (Yellow Globe). 3 of which
were sown with your seed, and 1 acre with seed grown in this
neigh oourhood. lam quite sure y(mr seed produced from 8 to 10
tons per acre more than the other. I had nearly an acre weighed
(from your seed), and found wc had 55J tons per acre."

^
Mr. William Cotterklt., Elaworth, Sf. Jves, Jan. 4, ISCO.
'My Mangels from your seed were remarkably fine—and

such beautiful quality. Of course I shall be a customer again
this season."

FroBi Mr. Thomas Rush. Steward, ffar^eld Grove^ Nov. 3, 1859.
"A silver cup, value five guineas, has been awarded to my

employer, S. Morgan, Esq., for the best 2 acres of Mangel,
grown from your seed—the quality is excellent. Ah average
pole, weighed by the judges (92 roots) 810 lbs., which is near
58 tons per acre ; 12 roots, standing only 15 inches apart,
averaged 20 lbs. each."

^
From Mr. J. Hickett, Bourton, Nov. U, 1859.

I have succeeded in winning the prize offered by the Rugby
and Donchurch Association for Mangel Wurzel, from the seeds
supplied by you. The exact weight of my crop is 43 tons,

i-*^r^\ *£* ^^ ^^^^' '^^^^^ is ^^n^ good, considering my
aistnct suffered so much from drought in the summer season.''

From J. Tyackk, Esq. , Merihm, near Falmouth, Nov. 20, 1859.

r,^/**" , Vf ^^^^ *" **®**" ^^^^ I li^^e grown a remarkably
w^„>f''''P °^ **'"'^*^ Wurzel from seed supplied by you. Theyweigh, on an average, about 50 tons per acik"

UiT^^rilS- ^''V''' ^'^q-. ^Hcote, Sirat/ord-on-Avon.

a cronof^L ^^i^^"^® ^° ^^ ^^^« to i"^^'^™ yo" tow good

a!lh2^!S^rl ,? ?x"°^- ^^ Vlant was so uniform that on

rerjr Kandwmt, and rtmarhably small in the ton."

it

From the Right Hon. Lord Berwick, OrtynkhiU.
'* Let me have the same Globe Mangel as last year, which

has given me the best crop I ever grew, good both as to bulk of
crop, and also in thefinaun of roots andfreedom from fangs and
irregular gro^'Cih ; when pulled, the roots were nearly as clean and
free from fibre as a Globe Turnip, and I had 50 loa/is per acre
and more."

From Mr. Gray, Bailiff to G. BaicUns, Esq. , BvXUngton Hovm,
Hants.

"I believe we had one of the finest lots of Mangels and
Swedes in the county. We had not quite enough of your seed
ef Mangel, and serit ehewhere for some to jtnish the fi^ld, and
though soum the same day, and with exactly similar treatment, we
had not so much weight by one-third as on th« part soum with
your seed."

From H. N". Middleton, Esq., Islington House, Dorchester.
" My crop of Elvetham Mangel ia astonishingly fine."

From. Mr. T. Polltngtox, BradweH Grove, Burford.
"The Mangel Seed you sent was excellent. I exhibited some

of the roots at Fairford Show, which were far superior to any
others that were there."

From the Wexford Independent.
" In the show of roots, Mr. Kinealy (Mr. Walker's Steward)

was a host in himself. The Elvetham Mangel, transplinted
after a crop of Vetches, were monstrous, and exceeded anything
in the way of Mangels ever grown. The seed was procured from
Messrs. Sutton's Jioyal Berkshire Seed Establishment.'*

From Mr. Andrew Nance, Portsmouth.
" I have had the largest crop of Mangel I ever saw from yoiir

Elvetham ; I therefore order 80 lbs. of that kind this season."

Frmn. Q. Ltnes, E.^q., Praton Deanery, Nort.hampton.
" I have just stored 7 acres of the finest Mangel I ever saw

;

it was grown from your Large Yellow Globe Seed. I have
weighed a single clean root without any top, it is Sylbs. ; and
I think one-third of the roots reach 20 lbs."

Onat^ers iSf? fL^^a^ .^* Birmingham and other Shows throughout the Kingdom have been taken by MesaT^.SuTTOK's
customers both for Mangel and for their " Champion " Swede. The price of Sutton's Large Yellow Globe Mangel Wnrzcl is
*»• .aa. per Id.

Priced Xlsts of other kinds of MCan^eT, Swedes, TarnSps, Grasses, ^tc.,

^11 he sent grails and post free.

CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL PARTS EXCEPT SMALL PARCELS.

ddress SITTTON & SONS, Roval Berkshire Seed EstabUshment, Eeadiu

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TuESBAT. Aoril ir/ H^orliciiltiiral (election ofFcJIows)
J^

'
Apm ''^ Soc of Arra, John St. Adelphil P.M.

TeuESDAY, — 19—Linnean ^^ s ,.„_
«

TiTE time has noxr arrived when certainty may
he obtained as regards the effects upon garden
plants of the disastrous frosts of last autumn.
It will he remembered that after a summer of
unusual heat and drought, the ground temperature
in September having risen to 63°, and in much of
October still remaining at 62°, rain began to fall
heavily by the beginning of September. In about
40 days, prior to the 21st of October when the
frost occurred, not less than 5\ inches of rain had
fallen; the effect of all which was precisely that
of a smart bottom-heat at the end of winter.
Numerous plants were forced into unnatural
growth. Some, more excitable than others, had
termed shoots several inches long ; others of a more
torpid nature had filled themselves with sap^ and
were rendy to grow. Spring flowering shrubs
thought that spring had come. At this conjunc-
ture, without any material gradual decrease of
temperature, the thermometer suddenly, on the
21st of October, fell to 23°, on the 22d to 21«>, and
on the 23d to 17^ The ground actually lost 10*"

of its heat in five days! The watery juices
of plants were concealed, and all siicculent
vegetation had the air of being boiled. In the
gardens near London Broccoli, Coleworts, Brus-
sels Sprouts, Cottager's Kail, and even Celery
so utterly perished, that as soon as temperature
once more rose nothing ivas seen except brown
flabby dead 1 aves hanging lazily from rotting
stems. The Joss of market gardeners'and of far-
mers with thfir root crops was enormous; and it

was evident that the destruction of exotit plants
must be also very great. To say to what extent
this destruction has been carried the time, as we
have already said, has come, and we solicit

information upon the subject from our correspon-
dents, for their mutual benefit. It is evident that
all such exotics as have borne the shock of last

October are to be regarded as absolutely har^y, .

For ourselves we only propose to mention a
small number of instances of death or escape
from death which have come beneath our own
notice, in cases where plants have been wholly
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unprotected, and -tt-hich appear, to be most espe-
cially deserving of remark.
Amon^ the plants that hare been utterlt

BESTEOYED are great numbers of Standard Hhodo-
dendrons, the bark of whose stems has been split
and thrown off; this is most especially the
Case witb standards worked on H. ponticiim ; those
on Catawhiense have suffered less. Hardy Heaths
are gone in many places, with the exception of
Erica carnea. So is Dacrydium Franklinii^ the
Hnon Pine, from which so much was expected.
Zaiirus reyaliSj the Caiifoinian Bay tree, is not in
much better plight. Eugenia ajncidata, which
had lived many years under a north wall, and
•Oka ilicifoUa^ about whose hardiness scarcely any
doubt was entertained, are both ^one. And, what

conditions to which they Lave been able to adapt
themselves, yet there still remains behind what
animal physiologists term idiosyncrasy, which
seems to be beyond the reach of explanation.
This moreover is demonstrated, that although
introduced plants may for a long series of years
appear to be capable of bearing a new climate, yet
there will arrive, at some time or another, a set of

conditions which they cannot support, and which
drive them out of their adopted home. And thus
it is that the great features of vegetation remain
the same essentially in every country, from age to

age, notwithstanding the interference of mankind.
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was most especially unexpected, Farfityixim grande
has to be added to the roll of deaths in some places.
Among American and Indian Conifers Cupresstis
Macnabiana has died in warm places though un-

Cupressits JJhdeana has
directions, and has even

Ix another column will be found the end of a
long yarn which M. Cariii£re has been spinning
about Okange tkees. This gentleman being one
of the most celebrated gardeners in Prance, his

opinions are important inasmuch as they may be
taken to express the views of a very experienced
and intelligent man upon a subject that puzzles

, — many a gardener on this side the Channel. The
must in future be regarded Orange trees of Yersailles have had a European

- , and the state of Pinus reputation, and the Frencb have the credit of
Llaveana and amtralis is such as to hold out little being excellent managers of such plants. Never-
hope of their recovery. . jtbeless, it now turns out that the trees are dying

in conseouence of thoroughly bad gardening. So
that incompetency is to be seen in other high
places than those of England. Let that console us.

-*TT^1 J '111 p 1 r* % -»

begm to run transplant- to where thevaiP f. u
Previous to planting the soil should be wein,;?i

^
and made tolerably rich with well rotted mam " ^'^

the plants should bo moved wltli as much ball
^* ^^^

sible. Plant in rows a foot apart and 10 inpliP« r.*'^
^'

in the row. ^^ ^^^xUqx

had

harmed in cold ones
suffered much in all

perished outright, and
•HA incurably tender

;

. Among the species which are vert much
IKJTTRED, but not killed at present, one of the
most striking cases is that of Finns excelsUj the
beautiful Himalayan "Weymouth Pine, the ends of
whose shoots are wholly^ destroyed. Another is

that of Feaches, Nectarines^ and Apricots in the
nursery quarters ; and of a standard Brussels Apri-
cot, 20 feet high, and probably 30 years old,
which will never recover

; yet a Breda Apricot
tree in the same garden seems to have taken no
harm; both these stand on Grass. The hardy
Miccarton Fuchsia, under a north wall, whose
branches have generally survived, is dead to the
^ound. SpircBa Lindleyana has died back two-
thirds; and so has an old tree of Kolreuteria
paniculata,

iNJTJfiT, WITHOUT PROBABILITY OE DeATH, bas
been sustained by the rare Thvjopsis dolahrata,
which was making some young sprouts when the
frost came ; Myrica californica, the upper branches
having gone, while the lower, protected by the
upper branches, survive ; Fagus Cxinninghaynii,
the evergreen Tasmanian Beech tree ; Garrya
ellipiica, which has lost the ends of most of its
shoots ; Viburnum Tinus, ths common T.aurus-
tinus, which is in the same state except in shel-
tered places ; Jasminum nudijlorum ; Cupressiis
fwiebris^ m far as the primordial prickly shoots
are concerned; Cupressus Knightii, and Finns
insignis. Perhaps, too, Finns Montezxtyna; and
^crculata must stand in the same rank, although
Oieir leaves alone are brown at present.

On the other hand the following have been
found PROOF AGAIXST SUOSX I— Cupressus Lam-
hertiana, Goveniana, toruhsa, Lawsoniana, and
Macnabiana (the latter in cold places) ; Thvjopsis
l>oreahs

; Libocedrus chilensis and Boniana ; Thuja

What will be found of most value in M.
Careiere's article (which we have been obliged
to curtail very much) is the account he gives
of the manner in which he proposes that

,

the moribund
^
frees at "Versailles should be

treated ; and this may be taken as a guide to the
restoration of similar trees elsewhere, for which
the season has now arrived, "VYe are however
inclined to think that the progress of cure would
be much more rapid if the air of the damp Oran-
gery in which the trees are to be placed after
retubbing was kept for some time at a higher
temperature than 50°. There is nothing like a
smart bottom-heat in dealing with sickly Orange
trees ; and we suspect that the greater advantage
of plunging the boxes in fermenting litter until
young roots are formed would very soon be seen.

•tftgantea ; Abies bracteata tind Finsapo ,- jfon-ei/e/ 1
specimens,* speaks of it thus:—"I

grandis and Myrisiica ; Juniperus oblo7iga and specimens of the pretty Corydalis s

tnexicana T.arir nri^n,i^ . S!^^,.^:^ .• noticed in tlip f^n-.^tlcn^^^^'* ni.^^^t..!^mexicana; Lanx Griffithii; Sequoia sempervirens,
although a little burnt in some places ; all the
species of Cephalotaxas, which are evidently as
hardy as a common Tew. As for Finns Gerardtana,
-Ltndleyana, Benthainiana, inonticola, inuricata
Fremontiana, and cembroides, they are not even
browned. Finus radiata must be mentioned
separately because cf the singular beauty of its
emerald green foliage, which no cold seems to
liarm.

^
The new Rhododendron Fortuni has

iiaved Its beautiful foliage and is now pushincr
vigoroudy

; T ihumum hirmtum, the haify Lau°
Tastmus, maintains its ancient reputation for har-
diness

; the great Japanese Bamboo ^nH the Paw»«s
i3ras6 are safe (but the little black Bamboo does
not look well); as for Skimmia japonica, the
Japanese pinnated Berberries, Cotoneaster mar-
gi?iata^ mtcrophylla, and their allies, Berberis Bar-
wimi, and the Chinese Box, they ail have the
constitution of a Whitethorn. CamcHlas under
Dorth walls have proved more hardy than Laurels

;

but their flower buds are dead. Finally, the
Hovema dulcis, a tree 40 years old in the Chis-
Trick Garden, has sustained no damage' althou^-h a
species of southern China, and trained to a so°uth
Tv^all,

It would be a vain attempt to endeavour to
reconcile ^cts like these with any theory of

lk.» t
•' T*f^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^"^ t^e^ ^« that plants,

i^l\^:l:^^^^ ^r-o- what is'

although t^LlZ^^^^'^V''^^^^ ^'^^ithat

impLmidirBiZ^'^V!!>^^^^ P^<>b-% been

Wew Plants.
235._C0STDALIS SPECIOSA, Maxi'MOVlCZ,

This uncommonly handsome herbaceous plant, which
is mentioned in another column, is very near the Altai
Corydalis sincia of Stephan. Our copy of llaximovicz's
Flora amurefisis being in tlie hands of the binder, we
are unable to say in what peculiarities the Kussian
Botanist discovers its specific distinction ; it is however
certain that it is very different from any plant in our
gardens. The stems curve gracefully upwards to the
height of a foot or so. and are of a dull but agreeable
red. Sessile bipinnatifid delicate leaves clothe them,
emerald green on the upper side, while a clear bloom is
spread over the under side. The flowers, which grow
lu dense spikes at the end of the stems, are large ^olden
yellow, stained with bright brown towards the "point.
Mr. Moore, of Glasnevin, to whom we are indebted for

herewith send yon
. .- ., speciosa, which you

noticed m the Gardeners' Chronicle of Dec. 1858. It
makes a fine addition to our spring plants, and probably
will be easily managed. At any rate it is perfectly
hardy in this climate. The flowers I send you were cut
from a plant which stood in the open border all the
winter without protection, and the thermometer fell so
low as 6'' above zero. Wanting its usual covering of
snow it may prove impatient of our changeable winters,

V \ xf
,a^^eady found it. Out of four plants two have

died which were kept in a cool frame, and one is sickly,
which grew near that which has flowered so finely in
the open border. The bright yellow flowers contrasted
with the purple stems and glaucous foliage combine tomake it a conspicuous plant. Is it more than biennial?"

Concerning kinds, those I have hitherto <^r,HVT. tv >

ad from M. Vilmorin, of Paris ; but thil year T T''^
had some from Messrs. Carter, of Holborn of -r^'^
1 entertain great expectations. Of these the foU^^

-'^^

descriptions have appeared in their " Gardeners' °v!J^Mecum":

—

^^^^

Trnffaut Pyra}mdaJJ.sfer.—Th\s indicates the erp
care and perseverance the jrvower has taken in ro

'

it; there are now five vaneti4»8 of it, viz., Flenr^p''^
fection : tlie blossoms of tliis kind are unusuallvl'

*^*

petals long and but slightly reflexed; heLlff
7^^'

2 to 2^ feet. Fleur Boinbee
:
the flowers of this varT-

arevery large and full, and form almost halfs\?i/
hMght from^2 to 2^ foet. Pleur Chiysantheme Jb!
blooms ot this arc not so large as the precedintr- fh
petals are entirely reflexed ; height about 2 feet
duces more side flowers than the previously desJinhei
varieties. PJeur Pivoine

: the Pa?ony-flo\verecl Aste
turn their petals towards the centre, and a flower not*
quite in full bloom resembles a ball; heio-ht a.^

l.V to 2 feet; produces but few side flowers. Plen^
Imbriquec and Pompone Imbriquce

: the petals'of these
over-lie each other exactly like slates, one on tho. to'>

of the other to the centre of the flower; the Vomnone
produces smaller blooms, but of such beauty that they
resemble a perfect half ball, and being dwarf; look well
planted In front of taller kinds.

Quilled Aster.~Thc individual petals of the ordinary
blossom consist wlioUy of tubes or quills, and tLe
exterior crosses only are blossom petals, which are
slightly reflexed; it is from 11 to 2 feet in height,

branches freely, and throws out many large blossomsj
its fittest use is for flower groups in parks or general
ornamentation in the flower garden.

Turkish Aster.— This very much resembles the

quilled, but it grows only to a height of 1 to 1| feet, hag

miiny branches, and the flowers are smaller "than the

preceding.

DwarfAster,~T\\Q individual portions of the blossom."

tube are partly tube-like and partly leaf-hke; it reaches

a height of from* to 1 foot, and is richly covered with

moderate -sized flowers; they are principally used for

edging.

Qlohe Aster.—The principal flowers of this Aster are

very large, and so arched that they may be compared to

a half hall ; most are quilled ; height from 2 to 2-^ feet.

Fyraviidal Aster.—T\\t beautiful large flowers ^^
pear on this nearly all of one height; it produces vei/

few side flowers ; most probably it received its nme
because it resembles an inverted pyramid; some

blossoms are quilled and others not; height froia^-\to

3 feet.

Bouquet Aster.—This deserves its name, for each

individual plant is so richly covered with bloom that

the green of the foliage is scarcely visible; almost every

plant forms itself into a perfect bouquet; height from

i to 1\ foot ; highly ornamental in pots; blooms for a

long^ time.

Giant Smperor Aster.— This variety has sprung

from the Pyramidal, and for size and form is unsur-

passed ; the flower consists in the middle of httle tube?,

outwardly they are little leaves, and are so regularly

formed as to leave nothing to be desired ; it bears only

a few flowers on a robust, strong stem, from which the

side-sprouts grow in the form of a candelabrum ;
in

favourable cases it produces five flowers, of which the

chief blossom is 4 inches in diameter; in spite of its

size, all its flowers are of an equal height.
If these prove more beautiful than the striped kinds

and brilliantly coloured selfs I have been in the habit

of growing, they must be fine mdeed.
I may add that if the weather is dry after planting

out I water until the young plants have fairly taken

root. About the first week in August I top- dress with

rotten dung from an old hotbed, and a^ain give a good

soaking of water if the soil is dry. When the plaD"

come into bloom, if some of the latter are wanted in

unusually good condition or for exhibition, they m^
be shaded and secured from wind waving. Some thm

out the blooms and tie the plants to small stakes; out

this attention I pay as a rule only to the outside row;

the interior of the bed I leave to take care of itself. >«.

MYCOLOGY —No. XIV.

GERMAN CHINA ASTERS.
In no class of flowers with which I am acquainted

has greater improvement been efl'ected than in that
of Asters, and as they have always been favourites with
me perhaps a few words on their culture may not be
unacceptable.

I do not sow too early; on the contrary, some say I
sow too late; but I have never exi)erienced any dis-
appomtment on that account. As a rule my seed is --— «. .. —„-
generally sown the last week in April; but it has some- ^^^^ ^^^^ P'^nt described by Hudson has been universiUi,^

times been put in later than that. The younc^ plants ^*^ceived as identical with the species known under uis

are pricked out about the middle of June, and are "^""^ ^^^ *^*** nnnHnor.f «. :* „:_4.„:..i« (a idth a spea^

finally planted where they are to bloom about the end
ot that month. I sow in a cold frame under glass in
drills. The plants come up in a few days, after which
I give them as muchair as the weather will permit, and
as soon as they are about an inch high remove the
lights for two or three days and then prick out on a
shfjlit liotbed 3 or 4 inches apart. Before the plants

S

..^GAETCTTs PASCicuLAEis, Huds.—Ihe subject of our

present illustration is one of the most widely dm^ea

I

species of the genus AaaHcus. In conseqnence i^

attracted the notice of our earlier English botauis-^

and the plant described by Hudson has been unu;er3iUi^

received as identical with the species known under i"^

name on the continent, as it certainly is witb a ^Pf^
i which IS often found in extra-Europenu

coHectiou^

from various parts of the alobe. Like many otu^'

: common species, however, it is not without its ou

__ ... ^ ,

difficulties, and it is very probable after a^^,
.1,

as soon as they are about an inch high remove the ^- f<^<^^cularis, Huds., is not always the same ^^^l
=

with what passes under that name amongst wre%

mycologists.

The difficulty is this. The genus Agarious is 'e^J

cleverly divided by Fries into five tribes,
distm^iusn

^^

by the colour of the reproductive bodies or spores.

I

S

i

(

,-,™^' ^^? ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ received some twi-a in fi,.vver oithe
exposure to certain '

Swu^'thSi it

^''''^''^°'' ericoides, which deserves to be better
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at Jiist siglit may seem a very trivial distinction, but it

is found to combine with singular precision species

wliicli are evidently most closely related to each other.

The divisions comprise—1. Tliose with white spores.

2. Pink or sahnon-coloured. 3. Ferruginous, including

pure brown, or brown tinted with red or yellow. 4.

Dark purple. 5. Black. The exceptions to these divi-

sions are far fewer and of less importance than might
he supposed, and if in any individual species the white is

slightly tinted with yellow or pink, the tint is so slight

that it could scarcely he classified with Numhers2 and 3,

and the affinities are so certain that the case is imme-
diately seen to belong to one of those in which the
exception proves the rule.

Now A'fascieularis is comprehended by Fries in a
section with dark purple spores, and if the common
Agaric before us be gathered in perfection, the pileus is

found dusted with a thick layer of snuff-coloured spores
as mentioned by Greville, which by
no latitude of interpretation could be
referred to the series withdark purple

spores. It liowever happens that au
Agaric so similar in appearance
that it cannot very readily be dis-

tingnisJied does occur in our woods
in which the spores are of the proper
dark purple tint, and though oppor-
tunities Iinve not yet occurred of
examining the matter fully our sus-
picions are excited that the A, fas-
cicularis of Hudson is not the |;lant
of Fries, but in all probability his A.
conissans. This must however he
left to future investigation, and if our
view is correct it is the business of
continental botanists to show that
they have rightly interpreted Hud-
son's species.

In moist weather, nothing can be
more common than the plant before
us about old stumps, gate posts,
or squared wood in damp places, as
on the walls of wells, or even scat-
tered over the ground without any
very evident connection with sub-
jacenfc.wood.

It grows in dense masses, nnd
vanes somewhat in colour, though
always exhibiting a strong admix-
ture of yellow shaded more or less
with brick red. The pileus has often
Bligiit traces of the spider-web veil
attached to the surface, and unless
It remains tolerably perfect upon the
«em the edge is fringed with little
fragments. T\ie flosh. which is verythm towards the margin though
tolerably thick in the umbonate
centre, .s shghtly tinged with vellow.
and Jias a disagreeable extreme]^

sliglitly fibnilose, and tl/e gills are
adnate, crowded, and at lengfh mo':
or less tinged with green, though
at first yellow, and inclined to be-come deliquescent.
The flavour is so bad that no oneHould ever think of dressing this

oh f.f
•"™°? '5'*^^*^^' ^^'i «"? only

t^\t
'" '"^^P^^^^^^ it to notici

8 the enabling persons interestedm such matters to give a specific

J^\J \^T^ pretty and familiar
gardens and plantations. M, J. B,
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the plant m its earliest stage, putting them, tor brevity
and clearness sake, in the form of a monthly register.

XJecemJer. — Select the strongest cuttings from
healthy plants, wdiose variety is true; extract all leaves
and eyes to the height of about 3 inches. Put each
cutting in a 3-inch pot, in compost, which should con-
sist of rich loam and silver sand. Then plunge the pot
in a cold frame filled with ashes, taking care to exclude
Irost and chdling winds. Water sparingly.

January.~~T\iQ plants will just he starting. Keep
them in the same state, gradually hardening them by
admitting more air.

JV5n/«ry.—Kepot into 48's. Add to the compost
old cowdung and broken oyster-shells. Place the plants
in the same frame; give them at every suitable oppor-
tunity abundance of air, keeping them moderately
damp,
^arcA.—Continue the same course. Toward the end

CULTURE OF THE~POMPOJ^E CHRYSAX.
THEMUM. —

nprnfil?
•''

l"'^"'^.^'*
*^ P^" *^e following from the

pemsalofvanoustreatsesbydifferenfnrapflnai,,/^
the c„n„re of that beautifj autrnl™;' ThfPo^p:":

W?i? ' 1
' ''. *° ^°PP^i' *''««e omissions tlmt I havejotted down a few plain directions for the benefit ofyour readers. The course of treatm nt herein recom-

no poin^t whaf^lm" '*/ Pr'"«. Ihave omittedno point whatsoever havp L * .^.
have disc-losed the whofe tm.fF "^^^"'i

^^*^^*' ^"*
truth. Great as is thlw,^ and nothing but th
kM been brought by sldmff'""?

*° "^'^ the Pompon
for.v«„i„ 5 ''°y«'"JM nurture, vet wb m,^ C^

Agaricus pasciculaeis.
Natural size. (Copied by permission from Greville'a SoottiBli Cryptogamic Flora )

inhabitant of our I of the month the ealier plants wHI he far enough
advanced for their first stop.

^

"^^."^^'T^}^ P>"ts «^-e now growing rapidly, and
require shifting into 32-sized pots. Give them plenty
of drainage, and use as rich a compost as you can.
I employ one composed of rich fibrous loam, cow andpigeon dung, silver sand, and a little soot Water
continually with weak liquid manure, and keep them
exposed as much as possible. Success much depends

tWnn^M ''•'' ^''}7 ^" ^^"^ ^"^ ^^"^«r t^^^ plantsthoroughly mured to any change. Your plants haveiiow made good growth. Remove the bottom leavesand eyes to the height of 3 inches; take out the crown
eye, and allow the plant to make from 7 to 10 breaks

-fl/a^^.—Repot with the same compost into 24's. Theshoots are now at least 4 inches long. Carefully reethem out With thm painted wire. Should the plant!
have made more than 10 breaks remove tlie weaker
Plunge the pots half way in open ground, having a
southern aspect. Give the plants their second stop.

good dusting with /lowers of sulphur ; and, bit^e
replacing it, stop the bottom of the hole in the ground
trom which the pot has been removed, with slate or tile
to prevent the plants rooting through. The best wav
to hinder the lateral shoots from rooting is to support
them with pieces of tUes or wood, placed round the rim
of the pot.

^ep^emfien—Since this is the month offastest growth
attend in the early part most sedulously to peeginffand
training the shoots into the final form. Keep the shoots
down as close as possible. Give plenty of liquid
manure, and syringe three times a day-morning, noon
and mght; occasionally washing them with a little
tobacco water, which will at this season keep away the
green-fly and mildew.

^

Ocfoher.-^When the buds have made their appear-
ance, the plants should he taken up. their pots cleaned,
all the dirt and grit syi-inged oflT the leaves, and sticks,

radiating from the centre, fixed
horizontally, and connected togethef
by one or two circles of twine or
fine wire. Tie the outside shoots to
these, as the plants cannot possibly
support their own branches; and
remove them into a thoroughly clean
house, in which they are to bloom.
Give plenty of air, and syringe not
only the Pompones, but the stage
also, in order to diffuse moisture.
Shut up early, with a little sun if

possible,

^ovemher.^The work is done;
and, if these rules have been pro-
perly attended to, instead of 100
poor plants, scraggy and scarcelj
worth looking at, we have seen a
dozen which will fill a large stage,
with thousands of fine flowers, and
whose foliage is truly heautifol.
They will last nearly to Christmaa,.
when scarcely any other flower is to-

be seen. We like to form our own
plants when intended for exhibition,
we like to arrange our flowers in the
best possible manner; and therefore
think it beneficial to introduce a few
sticks and ties, as the plants may
require, adding anything to them
which will conduce in any way
whatsoever to neatness and clean-
liness.

I cannot better conclude this short
paper than by mentioning a few of
Mr. Salterns new varieties of Chry-"
santhemums, which, I feel assured,
when grown in connection with the
old well-established favourites, will
form an extremely beautiful collec-
tion, I paid his nursery a visit,,

and was rewarded by a sight which
would delight every lover of these:
beautiful flowers.

The following are the best kinds
with which I am acquainted .-—Pom-
pones: Miss Talfourd, pure white

-

Adonis, rich pink; Mrs. Dix, light
pink ; Bob, dark brown ; Ceres,
purplish pink ; General Canrobert,
bright yellow; Helene, rosy violet*;
Cedo Nulli, pure white (Anemone^
centred); La Vogue, yellow, tipped]
brown; Andromeda, cream yellow,

tipped brown; Modele, good white; St. Thais, ches-1
nut; Salaman, carmine; Madame Eossalon, rosy lilac •

rufiet, rosy carmine ; Dr. Bois Duval, dark red ; Maid
Saragossa, rosy lilac; Baron d'Adsward, lilac and

AdhU
autum-.

Colum-
JustSii.

Dur
of

white; Bernard de Eennes, yellow and bufl*.

More common varieties, worth growing
Presset, Alexander Peel, Argentine, Aureole,
num. Beryl, Brilliant, Bijou de rHorticnlture,
bine. Croesus, Drin-drin, Fcnolla, Flenrette, uusim
Tissier, Madame Alibert, Madame Fould, Madame
Miellcz, Riquiqui, Aurore Boreale (Anemone-centred
Pompone, in which there is great beauty), Golden Cedo
Nulli, Astrea, Mr. Shirley Herbert, Mr. Astie, M.
AchiUe Dutour, La Sapagon, Atropos, Eugene Lan-
ganlet. Golden Drop, Mr. Gush, Eeine des Anemones,
Large varieties, the best, both for colour, wze, and

abundance of bloom, with good habits, for pot cnUnre;
Annie Salter, yellow; Cloth of Gold, golden yei/ow;
Christine, rosy pink ; VaMrie, brown and orange; Vesta,

for even large? result from ZT' ^'^ ^« "^^^ ^P«
Jnnch in the size of he nZf^ ^^" ^^P^^ence, not so
flower. A« regarl tbe^ ?or

'' '" '^' ^"^^^^^ °f ^^'

^^otMngbetter^thanwhatSLrbf^^^^ "? ^^'«^^^

^ehave gro_wn plants in 8 iX^.'^!^!'' i^"^.*^?'

end ot the month, when they will be sufl^ciently Mo
CIO08,

11 snpftr-

crimsoa

t

plants in 8-inch nnf7"""^'
°^«"'^«-^ac

«-oranr*'' '?^ °^ ^ «^"^*«

e direct our attention too

1000

'°« •«« but also the colour «Wk^ ^ '"'^«° ""t 0"ly
t^f euraordina,; We„"Ji">^^„^f ^fteem far more

1 A«U comm.^L _?^"**' T '^e plant.

advanced to be stopped again, and shifted into 16^s. . bum, .»,,._., ^^„ _^„.j. „.„., ,,.^„., .._«„„
The same compost as before, with an additional quantity carmine; Madame Domage, pure white; Bossoet, car-
of oyster shells.

^
Bury the pots three parts up in the mine; Princess Marie, rosy pink ; Julie I^gravie, dark

same ground, giving the full heat of the sun. Strictly ' '"^''"»"" • *•—"*« "" —'' :—"-i "-^i- ™«i,i . ti„
attend to pegging down.

July.—Be most careful to keep them pegged, but not
too near the ground, lest they should root. Train the
shoots, so as to preserve a perfect circle, and fill up all

vacancies. In this month, the plants are very liable to
break ; care must be taken in tliis respect,

August,—Take a favourable opportunity for removing
all the pegs, carefully lifting the plant, cleaning oflall
dead loaves, and searching thorouglily for mildew.
Should this have made its appearance, give the plant a

crimson; Auguste Mie, red, tipped with gold; Her-
mione, light rosy pink; Golden Lotus, bright yellow;
Prince Albert, orange crimson. Mi«s Augusta (Holland)
is a great advance on all preceding •varieties in its way.

All the above I have myself thorouglily inspected
and selected, and can recommend to any person dcsiroisji

of growing this popular flower. Let them only treat
them after the manner just descriled, and 1 hesitate
not to say that they will be highly gratified with tha
rcfeult. J, M iqgins^ gardener to Mr, Beck^ in Tvnupx-
k S^ieavtrs FloristJor February,
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THE DYING ORANGE TREES AT VERSAILLES.
^ (A Dialogue.)

[Freely translated from a paper by Carri^re in tlie "Flore
dea Serres." Concliidedfrom p. SU.]

When I met my friend a few clays afterwartls, I
reminded him of his promise, and he at once began.

" I have come to the conclusion that the causes which
have led to the death of so many of the Orange trees
may be reduced to six heads :

—

« 1. The soil was too stiff.

"2, The boxes were not renewed soon enough.
_"^. The plants were watered too often, and at times

too much, or too little.

'"4. The drainage was insufficient.

" 5, The trees were huried too deep in the soiL
" 6. They were pruned too severely and without skill.

— " But, my good friend," I replied, " all this, though
very instructive, is not satisfactory. You have been
talking about nothing except the mischief, but you pro-

miaed to tell me how to remedy it- What I want to know
is how to meet the evil which you have so well described."—** In addition to the causes already pointed out, all

of which are important, there are more, which though
tUfferent are not less serious, and this obliges me to say

a few words about vegetable physlolDgy, of which, I dare

say, you know very little. However, don't be alarmed;
I shall be as concise as possible, and only tell you as

much as is strictly necessary.

"You know that iu general the two parts of a plant

(the part above ground and the part beneath) ought to

be in the most perfect relation to each other, and
one cannot suffer without the other being affected. The
part above ground, being that which evaporates, ought
to be sufficiently strong to excite the part beneath,

which is the absorbing portion. Absorption and evapo-

ration are the principal actions, the basis, if we may
oeM it so, upon which organic life rests. Now, it is

obvious that with most of these Orange trees that

relation does not exist. Do you imagine it to be in

accordance with the laws of nature that plants in con-

finement (cultivated in boxes), and that for more than

a century, can submit to such mutilation as men called

pruning and pinching? to say nothing of the manner
in which the roots are cramped. I do not think so

!

Moreover, these Orange trees are constantly under the

hands of the doctor. One operation is scarcely over

before another is begun. Eor this there are two
reasons—firstly, to make the trees assume the stiff,

formal shape which it is the custom to give them ; the

2d, in order that the pieces cut off may be added to

certain heads of receipt (J^udgets) without consideruig

whether the one is not increased at the cost of the

other.

"As to the form generally given to Orange trees, just
consider the consequences. The absurdity of the form
IB admitted; one might imagine, indeed, that the
Orange trees were cropped in imitation of the little trees

met with iu a toy-shop. Gaideiiors sometimes go so

far as to snip off the end of a leaf, so as to give the
plant what they called a regular head- Xot a twig may
project beyond its neighbour; in short the Orange
trees look as if they had been cast in a mould. ....
Poor Nature, how ill-treated you are ! There is not an
old Orange tree in the Palace whose branches forming
the head, though large at starting, do not suddenly run
into a crowd of twigs, the ends of which alone bear a
very few leaves, upon which therefure falls the whole
work of life by exciting vitality throughout the tissues.

How do you imagine that the sap which circulates in
living skeletons like these can possibly keep alive the
action of fhe roots ? The thin covering of leaves which
conceals the miserable framework of the Orange trees

puts me in laind of a dying man dressed up in fine

clothes to conceal his condition."—"So then," I
observed, "you would not assist Nature, hut leave the
trees to themselves. Do you think they would be as
graceful as they novv are ? and, besides, how could so
many be stowed away as are now received in the lodgings
prepared for tiiem?"—" Stop! stop! I do not agree with
an^ one of your opinions. In the first place, is Nature
assisted by continually mutilating her ? Certainly not

;

to destroy is not to assist, and the system now practised
is nothing short of destruction. As to graceful form,
where is that to be found in the absurd heads with
which our trees are provided ? Certainly the places in

which Orange trees are kept during winter will not
hold so many unless the trees are cropped ; and so much
the better. Who would not rather have 10 beautiful trees

than 15 or 20 ugly ones ? Were I sovereign I would
take pity on both the trees and tlie credit of the

rests are affected, for the Orange leaves are sold every
year, so that the more there are the more money is

obtained. Moreover, the flowers being sold as well,

everything is sacrificed to securing as many as possible.

This is done by keeping the trees without water, that

is to say, they give them only enough to prevent their

casting their leaves. In this way the soil becomes dry,

the roots lose their strength, and the spongioles, the

all-important absorbing points, mostly die. At a later

period they give water abundantly ; a reaction takes

place ; roots are again excited ; other spongioles form ;

and in consequence of this extra growth new flowers

and new leaves soon make their appearance. Tricks

like these, if often repeated, soon destroy a tree.

"Another and a very serious evil lies in indiscriminate

watering; the gardener or his foreman orders each tree

to receive a certain quantity of water—1, 2, 3, or 4 pails

full, according to the size of the boxes. The order is

strictly attended to, the sick and the healthy are all

treated alike. Then they are all kept in a box of the

same size. Such trees resemble patients iu thq wards
of an hospital. The doctor one day bleeds all on one
side of the ward, and purges all on the opposite side.

In this way some are cured and some are killed—so

much the worse for the last.

" There is still another cause of the Versailles Orange
trees having died; but of quite another kind: it

comes entirely of ill-judged economy. To avoid the

expense of new boxes they were never renewed in

proper time. The plants lost their roots, and when
they were shifted it was necessary to cut them hard in,

which only increased the mischief. Novv to save time
and trouble I should begin by throwing away not only

all the Orange trees that are dead, but such as are

irrecoverably ill ; I should then untub the remainder,

beginning with the worst, carefully removing all

the worn-out earth and cutting to the quick

every root that is decayed or very far gone. If

I found that what I had done was too severe, I

should then take off as many leaves as will restore

the balance between the top part and the roots.

The soil for retubbing should consist of a third part

of rather sandy peat, the remainder should be leaf-

mould and well rotted manure mixed with 'the top
spit of some light pasture land. This mixture should

not be too damp, so as to form a close mass like dough,
and yet moist enough for the particles to adhere.

This done I should use for drainage a good layer of

lime rubbish, which for large boxes should be at least

14 inches deep ; this should be covered with earth
pressed down firmly so as to run no risk of its settling.

On that should stand the ball of the Orange tree pre-

pared as already mentioned, taking care to keep it if

anything too high in the soil than to let it be buried
too deep. The boxes should be filled in immediately,
lightly pressing down the earth, but firmly enough
to keep the tree upright. In the next plaee
the ball should -be watered just enough to make the
earth slightly damp, so that it may stick to the roots.

Great care should also be taken to syringe the leaves

frequently so as to keep up their action, and hinder, or
at least diminish their evaporation, Kven when the
trees have cast their leaves, syringing should be con-
tinued so as to prevent the bark from shrivelling and
assist its action, which in young shoots is almost equal
to that of the leaves. Pinally the trees should be im-
mediately placed in a conservatory, of which the tem-
perature should be kept at 50*^, and the air rather damp
than dry. It would also be as well to give them a good
watering now and then, with water that has just had
the chill taken off, an indispensable precaution for

Orange trees,''

— With this our conversation ended. I promised not
to mention what he had told me, intending however all

the time to do as I liked, and so I have, for which the
reader will not judge me too harshly when he considers

how necessary it was to throw a little light upon this

Orange-tree question.

bulk in future years, I should select pla'ntTTvh- i.

exhibit iu the nursery lines spinous-waved leaves
whether the entire-leaved variety will prosper l!

*^^

Are the largest Holly trees (I do not ask about Holf

'

bushes) that are at present standing, entire-leavpH
otherwise ? Diss, ^ °'

Earit/ Vineries and Early Pot ^2ney,—The read'
in your Paper of April 7 the remarks of '*

J. aj » ^ !?^

failure of early Vineries (which I have no doubt is v
general this season, some having come under mv ovra
notice in this county), has induced me to urge \xL^]
who have convenience the importance of providiiiff

batch of fruiting Vines in pots. By this mode o^f

growing the Vine the roots are at all times under
control. The plants look interesting, and under eood
management are very productive, and iu my opiS
are better adapted for very early forcing than established
Vines, except in cases where the roots are under
perfect command. I have grown Vines k potg for
several years with perfect success. My young ones \
keep in the front of the Vineries, wherever couvenieat
potting them as they require it until August, when
they receive their final shift into 14-inch pots. Every
encouragement should be given to get the can^
thoroughly ripened. I have now 12 Vines with on an
average 9 bunches each in a very forward stage of

growth, thus affording a very nice crop of early Grapes

for a private family.. The sorts I find most suitable

for pot culture are Black Hamburgh, Sweet Water, and

Koyal Muscadine. W. U.y Notts, 1 fear that the

Vines alluded to by " J. M." have suttered from frost,

and if so notliing can be done except cutting them

down close to the earth. If there is a chance of their

breaking they will, throw up shoots at once. Examine

the canes from the ground upwards, and I fear dead wood

will be found, and dry too, in many places; if so, start

with a determination to repair damages In good earnest.

I should be glad to learn the age of the Vines, and if

planted inside or otherwise the heating, &c. This has

been a bad winter. John Jennings^ Xnoxmley.

Jerusalem Artichokes,—In my notice respecting t&e

cooking of this vegetable, your printer made mesaj
" boiling " instead of " peeling." They are merely

peeled, and then put into the oven. However, I took

advantage of the error, and find it an improvement to

peel first and then boil and roast them, or brown them

afterwards, only it gives more trouble to the cook.

James Cuthill^ CamberwelL
Orchid Souses,—Your correspondent "Gleanmgs*

has misunderstood the woodcut representations of my

Orchid houses. The sides are glass and tberefore not

dark as he imagines, and in practice the houses wiB k
found to afford every facility for hanging planta on

blocks near the glass. As regards labels f maym
that the most durable and cheapest I have used are

made of zinc, painted white, with the uame mm
with a lead pencil before tlie paint is quite dry. As lo

the expense of roof in my Orchid bouses, I may lemart

that it is poor economy to spare a few pounds in housM

intended for the growth of valuable plants. •i?oim

Warner^ Sroomfield, Essex,

managers, and send each to the rijichfc about ij t( The
deuce! Such a cure might be infallible, but do not
you think it rather radical ?"—"Perhaps so; it is an
extreme measure, I allow; but the only way of curing
an evil is by going to the opposite extreme,"

—

" But,"
I replied, " without going quite so far, is there no middle
course?"—"Certainly," he said, "and 1 shall come to it,

at least as concerns pruning the trees. Pruning should
never be practised except to maintain the equilibrium I
have already mentioned, and to regulate the form of a
tree; that IS to say, those ends only of the branches
ahou.d be removed which interfere with each other,

fw 'J^n
'^"^^ ^T^ ^"^ ^**^ ^^^ to circulate freely, so

wi^r^r'"''.^ "5"y ^" ^''''^^^' ^^'«^1 covered with

!^Tr 7J^r^ """i^J"

g'^^'^tly contribute to the supportof the trees, but add much to their beauty. To this
'

objection wOl doubtlesB be taken by those whose lute
'

Home Correspondence.
Gracing IVax,—No means that " G. S." can employ

will make sealing wax amalgamate With fat. I think
that stearine would bt; a good substitute for sealing-wax.
This article is not easily procurable in the country, but
if " G. S.** is disposed to try the experiment, and will

let me know his address, I will send him enough for

such a purpose. Thos, Hancock, Stoke Newington.
"G. S." would find his difficulty removed by dissolving

the sealing-wax iii just sufficient spirits of wine to keep
it from hardening when cool. Anon.

Clay Foundation for Walks.—l^ " H. J. T., War-
wick," will apply a good coating of coal-tar to his clay

before he nuts on the grravel he will find it answer his

purpose. iVTy paths were so treated, and are now doing

well tliough done many years ago. Thos, Hancock,
Stoke Newinqton.

Mollies.—Your pages have more than once attempted

to divest your readers of the idea so finely poetical and
so entirely unsupported by fact, that the lower branches

of the Holly put forth leaves edged with strong sharp

spines, wTiile the leaves of the uppe'r branches are

entire and simply mucronate. Bub I want to plant a

few Hollies to grow into large timber trees, that is to

say, ^s large as Hollies will grow without check or

lopping, and I shall be much beholden to the observa-

tion of any of your correspondents who will advise me
whether, for rapid growth, and for the attaiumeicit of

ocietfe^

HoETiCTrLTUKAL : April lO.—Fniit CommiUee.-

Two beautiful dishes of Strawberries were shown a

this meeting by Mr, Smith, of Twickenham. One™
Sir Charles Napier, a bright red kind, whose oily^'"'

is that it is somewhat too acid, and the other hem

Seedling. Both were exceUent examples of skiu

Strawberry growing. The large Chinese Yam mention^^

in our columns last week was also laid on the ta

inspection. . _.„.;on

ApHl 12 : Floral Committee,— On this occas^^

several interesting plants were produced. -^
^

Thibaudia with bunches of drooping, pale, "/*^'P ^
flowers set in a brownish red calyx, and pre

^^^

marked with short brown horizontal Im^s
^

way of T. macrantha, was shown by
^^.^f

^* .^„jroii

From the same firm also came
^."^j'^^^ttiK

Prince CamiUe de Uohan, a white kmd pi^ ^
marked with rich salmon - coloured ^Py'^fji
several very beautiful imported varieties ot

. -^^
Skinneri. These were remarkable for the

^"j^^^^j^
and striking contrast of colours which they P^

-^i^gj

points in which they wholly differed fi-om tht
^

hitherto in cultivation. To one of the If^^^'^^^
them a First-class Certificate was awarded, ^^^r^^^^

with these was also a cut spike of the handsome

gigantea, beautifully ornamented ^Nith ^^^^ ^j ^
flowers spotted with bro«m. To this aP^''^^ii^by
awarded. Flower of Spring Geranium was ^"3;°

^-gcat^.

Mr. Turner, and was awarded a First-cto^^^r
^^^^^

Its foliage isfinelv variegated like that o^}f'^L.^ ^
Day. and its blo'ssoms vivid orange scarle^J^^^ ^^
showy. A white Azalea of little merit ^^j^^io*
M". Banmann, of Ghent. Of Cinerarias, '^^^j*.
came from Messrs. Smith and Turner , ^^^

=^.
a showy purple self from the latter, ^y^^k*
mended by the judges, and in the same

^^ ^^^
was also an e<WiaIly fine rich velvety en

- -^
called Duke of Cambridge. Mr. Standisa ^^
Solanum kciniatum, an old plant Sg'flVnCi?' 1<^ *"

years ago in the Botanical Magazine; t>ni^ ^i/t

gardens, or so Seldom seen as to be forg^-
.j^^^ gt *

purplish-mac flowers, about as large »

i

I
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Veinmii which are said to he succeeded by yellowish

rrreen harries, and is altogether a plant of. sufficient

tauty to render it not only useful for pot-cultnre but an

acouisition to our flower borders in summer. It is

ot hardy enough to stand out-of-doors in winter.

The same'exhibitor also sent a very pretty red striped

Vzalea called Constancy, which was stated to be a good

kind for forcing, and the rare New Zealand Fern Todea

nellucida. A new Clerodendron, bearing a large head

of orange red flower?, was exhibited by Mr. Veitch.

LiNlfEAN: April 5.—The President in the chair.

A B Squire, Esq., and L. Barrett, Esq., were elected

Fellows. The following papers were read:—1. "On

the discoyery of Alpheus Edwardsii on the coast of Corn-

wall-" by Jonathan Couch, Esq.—2. "Notes on Ants;'*

communicated by Mr. Paterson, of Belfast, through the

President.—3. "Notes on Ternstrcemiaceae ;" by G.

Bentham, Esq. This paper consisted of critical notes

on the natural order Ternstroemiacese, and embodied

the considerations which suggested themselves to the

author while making a complete revision of the order

for the new Genera Plantarum he is preparing in con-

junction with Dr. Hooker. Respecting Camellia, Mr.

Bentham observed:—"The genus Camellia has been

lately monographised by Seemann. He admits that

the separation of Thea, as limited by the older authors,

is untenable, Griffith and others having already prop

posed its re-union with Camellia ; but by transferring

to it three or four species hitherto reckoned as Camellias,

Seemann has obtained more precise limits for Thea,

which he maintains as a genus. To me it appears that

the whole group forms a much more natural and
better characterised genus, having the flowers

of G.ordonia, with, a well marked capsule

and seed, and that Seemann's genua Thea is

better classed as a distinct, though somewliat artificial

section of it." Mr. Bentham proposed to unite the

Afarcgravinceaj of Jussieu with the Ternstroemiacese;

they seem, he observed, to be so closely connected with
the tribe of Ternstroemieae proper, as to be necessarily

included in the same family. In noticing at the close

of the paper some species of Dilleniacea*, collected by
Mr. Spruce, the author observed that he did not intend
to adopt the genus recently proposed by Triana, under
the nameof Ricourtea, for certain species of Doliocarpus,

in which the fruits are less succulent than is usual in

that genus, and open in two valves when quite ripe,

* Important as is in most cases the tjistinction between
a berry and a capsule because usually accompanied by
other characters, we cannot consider it sq essential a onp
per se as to be always absolutely genuine."
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BOTA^^CATi of Edtnbttboh: Feb. 9.— Prof. Balfour,

V.P., in the chair. The following comumnications
were iread:—I. "Biographical notice of tlie late Dr.
Gilbert M*Nuh, of Jamaica," by Prof. Balfour.—I'L " On
the Phytotype 6t Archetype of the Flowering Division of
the Vegetable Kingdom," by J. Birkbeck Nivens, M.D.,
Lond. lu this paper the author endeavoured to show
that in these plants there is noticed, in their early stage
of gro^vth, a central spiral vessel, surrounded by cellular
tissue, and ho considered this ijs the true archetype.
The paper was illustrated by numerous large drawmgs.
—III. « Notice of Ferns from Old Calabar, sent by the
Rev. W. C. Thomson to William Oliphant, Esq.*' The
following is an extract from Mr. Thomson's letter :—

"Ikoneto, Old Calabar, October 29, 1859.
_

I wnte chiefly on account of the enclosures, a bottle con-
taining living specimens of the Water Fern, and one or two
other kinds. The Fern seems to be vivii>arous. I found it
while uj) the Odot Creek. There was to be seen here and there
a plant or two, floating amid sheets of the little Moss near the
hanks, in parts where the current ran less rapidly, its aeri^
fronds with their narrow revolute se^^ents rising aslant above
the surface, while the natant leaves spread out their broad
segments a little beneath, being submersed rather than
natant. Whit is novel in it to me is its mode of multiplica-
tion, the species being propagated not by the usual
spores, but by axillary and occasionally marginal buds
becoming perfect plants on the parent frond. A minute
roundish leal is the first produced, others following with
gradually increasing dimensions, but of the same form,
tiU a genuine frond is unrolled, the little plant having in the
meanwhile shot out several roots vertically into the water, and
laterally along the surface of the parent segments. The aerial
fronds of this plant are much divided into narrow tegmenta,
which have their margins rolled back upon themselves, so as
to make them look narrower still. The segments of the sub-
niersed leaves are broad. The embryo plants thrive equally
wdl with their leaves above or below water, and separation
takes place only by the decay of the mother frond." i

The aquatic Fern referred to by Mr. Tliomson was
Ceratopterls thal'ictroides. Its viviparous character is well
known.—IV. "On the Palms of the Feejee Islands," by
ilr. William Milne. The author stated that after the
d^ture of the Herald for Sydney on tlie 28th
i;'ctober, 1856, he examined the Palms of the Feejee
islands and the foUowingare those which he ol served :—
COO08 mtegnfolia, a dwarf Coco-nnt Palm, which
seldom exceeds 12 feet in height; and two species of
Areca. He also noticed several forking varieties of
ralms as occurring on the islands.

daily, weekly, and monthly periodicals, as well as a
catalogue of the books of the year.
"The Quarterly Reviews referred to are, the Edin-

burgh, Quarterly, British, I^ondon. North British,

North American, Westminster, and Bentley's. The
Montliliesr-Blackwood's, Gentleman's, Fraser's, Col-

burn's, United Service, Bentley's Miscellany, the New
Monthly, Dublin University, and Macmillan's.

Weeklies—Athenceum, Literary Gazette, Critic, Satur-

day Review, Spectator, Builder, Economist, Gardeners'

Chronicle, and Examiner. Daily—The Times, Occa-

sional Publications include—The Transactions of the

learned Societies, Reports, and Parliamentary Papers,

where it appeared desirable. Magazines, Reviews, and Glasnevin, are beginning to get into good frond after

Papers, not indexed, bnt the speciality of which requires the winter. It will, however, take another month to

the best of the e:enn8 ; the flowers are golden yellow,
largo, and produced in great profusion ; there must
have been some thousands expanded on the plant at the
time we saw it. The Mango tree was in flower, and
iruit seemed likely to set on it. In the Orchid house
there are some good things not often seen in bloom.
Ansellia africana, which has not yet appeared among
the Orchids sent to any of our flower shows, seems Ui
be well adapted for cultivating as an exhibition plant.

The flowers are large and prettily barred with dark
brown. The showy Phalainopsis grandiflora is beginning
to expand its first blossoms.

The Ferns, of which there is so fine a collection at

a special reference, are entered in the alphabet under

their subjects, to give the information of such publica-

tions on the class or subject of which they treat."

A subscription of the small sum of 4s. -id. annually

ensures the punctual delivery of the work quarterly.

Routledge's Illustrated Natural Histortf, Part SIII.,

for April, contini^es the history of Rodent animals,

among which our Httle friend the Guinea Pig is con-

spicuous, along with Hares, Rabbits, the Gerboa,

Dormice, and the whole race of Squirrels. It com-
mences the subject of Oxen. The excellent woodcuts

have lost none of their high character aa works of art.

With Part VI. the new edition of Tire's Dictionary

of A.rfsj MamifactureSy and Mines commences Vol. 2.

The principal articles of general interest are Diamond,

Disinfectant, Distillation, Diving Bell, Dyeing, The

Applications of Electrical Action, Engraving, and Cotton

Factory.

The third Book of " The Gradtiated Series of Head-

ing Lesson Books " (Longmans) is out. It forms a little

volume of 304 pages, containing reading lessons in

Travels, History, Natural History, Poetry, and Miscel-

laneous matters. The subjects appear to be well selected,

and we do not remark any instances of the vicious style

characteristic of some writers having been introduced.

Trade Lists Receited,—John Weeeis & Co.

(Chelsea), a pamphlet on Conservatories, Greenhouses,

Pits, Hot-water Apparatus, and Ventilation^ with a few

remarks on their im proved arrangements. With
numerous woodcuts and much explanatory matter.

Garden Memoranda.
Glasnevin Botanic Gakden.—Last ^¥e_e]v we P^id

a visit to this Qxtensiye establishment, where we found

active operations going on for spring and summer
work, and also saw many fine plants in flower. The
high octagon house, formerly built for the Norfolk
Island Pine, but now occupied chiefly with New Holland
Conifers and the hardier sorts of Palms, has. lately

undergone extensive repairs, during which the plants
suffered considerably, but are now recovering. One of
the finest white Tree Rhodod^drons, R. arboreum
album, we have seen, was in full flower in this house.

The plant, with tub, stood 14 feet high, and was
covered with bloom.

The ixjieij were busy in the Victoria House removing
the old soil in wliicli the great Water Lily flowered so

well last year, and making other preparations for the

reception of a young plant. During the winter this

house affords shelter for a gopd many half-hardy Rhodo-
dendrons and Azaleas, some of which are beginning to

bloom. The New Holland house is very gay with showy
Acacias, EpacrJses, Hoveas, and other spring-flowering

plants ; but the most remarkable among them is

Doryanthes excelsa, wliich is now in flower. Tlie

flower stem of this noble Amaryllis-looking plant is

nearly 15 feet high, and the flowers are produced in a

large bunch at its top. Many of tlie spring-flowering

Heaths are in bloom in the Heatli house, which looks

pray. The large Palm stove, altliough 40 feet high, is

filled with its splendid inmates. Some of the Palms
have already reached to the top. It is evident that

more room must speedily be sui)plied for these noble-

looking plants, and wc were glad to be informed that

an estimate is now before the Lords of the Treasury for

a sum to build a honse of much larG-er dimensions. A
good many Palms have already flowered, and we
observed a fine specimen of Champcrops Martiana, 30
feet high, in bloom. Among the singular forms in the
T^actus house, there was one old friend in a new dress,

which, although not akin to that curious tribe, appeared
at home among them, namely, Solandru grandiflora. Ir^

our younger days the first flower we saw of this plant
astonished our then untutored eyes, with ite great size

and beautiful fonn. Since then we have occasionally

seen plants with one or two flowers on them, stifBy grown
in small pots, supported by a few ugl^ stakes, uliich is

evidently far from the method on which it oiiglit to he

cultivate;!. At Glasnevin it is treated as a climber, and

planted ont against one of the supporting pillars o( the^

house, the top of which it has long ago reache<1, and is
;

now trained across the roof. Wiien we saw this plant

'

bring the stove species into their best condition. The
half hardy Tree Ferns which are growing in the large

central conservatory are beginning to have a grand
eflfect. Alsophila australis has already fronds on it frpm
10 to 12 feet high. Dicksonia antarctica, Dicksonia

squarrosa, Cyathea medullaris, and Cyathea deal-

bata are making fine plants. The Camellias were
a little on the wane when we saw them, bnt
they must have been fine. Among the best red sorts

were C. Francofurtensis and C. Perfection. Among
the whites, the old double and fimbriata are stiU
favourites. A large donble-roofed low house, 100 f^et

long, has lately been built, for cultivating soft-wooded
bedding-ont plants in. This is considered the greatest

desideratum which has been provided in the way of

house accommodation for some time. The back wall

has been taken advantage of, and a fine range of frames,

with sashes lifting up on hinges, has been erected

against it, for propagating in, and for holding Alpine

and other plants dnring winter. The effects of the

late severe weather are visible auaong the out-door

plants, some of which are only now showing the injury

they have received. Until very lately they appeared

sound enough, but limb after limb is becoming bi;o^n,

and withering on some of them as actiye growth ad-

vances, indicating that we do not yet know to what
extent they have been hurt; consequently, we consider

it better to delay any observations on this point

at present. Whilst looking through the early

spring flowering herbaceous plants, we observed

among them some recent introductions which are gr^at

acquisitions to the welcome harbingers of summer, par-

ticularly the newly introduced species of Helleborus, or

what our readers may know by the oli-fashioned name
of Christmas Roses, Helleborus atrorubens, purpn-
rasccns, olympicus, oricntalis, and odorus, fine hardy
border plants, are all in flower at Glasnevin. The old

genus Epimedium furnishes some good recently intfp-

duced species, such as Epimedium pinnatum elegans, E.
versicolor, and E. pumilum. But the greatest novelty
in this department is a beautiful yellow Corydalis, C.
sjjeciosa,* which was recently found by a Russian
traveller growing on the banks of the Amoor river.

The flowers are golden yellow, and grow in bunches at

the end of the stem and branches. This is considered
by Mr. Moore to be the first instance of the plant
flowering in any British collection; but whether such
be the case or no, it is an excellent addition to £he
hardy flower-border plants which bloom at this early
period of the vear. Zrisk Farmers^ Gazette,

Miscellaneous

.

Keeping Fruit,—In the following letter accompany-
ing some fruit of the Winter Nelis Pear, Mr. Tillery, of
Welbeck, recommended bran for the purpose of keeping
and of packing fruit- He writes:—"I find bran the
best of all substances for packuig late Apples and Pears
in shallow boxes. They want no care afterwards, as all

sweating and decay are dried up. When sand is used in
jars and boxes, it is usually too wet or too dry, and
particles are left on the fruit about the eyes and stalks,

I have no hesitation in saying, that by keeping the
following varieties of late Pears and Apples packed in
bran, I shall be able to supply dishes of those fruits for

the dessert all the year round. Late Pears.—Easter
Benrre, Doyenn^ d'Hiver Nouveau, .Tosepliine ^e
Malines, Bergamotte d'Fsperen, Winter Nelis, Ne Pins
Meuris, Zephirin Gregoire, Beurre dc Ranee, Prince
Albert, Ltk)n le Clerc de Laval. Late Apples.—Bess
Pool, Court-pendu Plat, Keddleston Pippin, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Ribstou Pippin, Reinctte du Canada,
Fearu's Pippin, Sturraer Pippin, Holbert's Victoria-

Bran is likewise an excellent clean elastic substance in

which to pack Pearhe?, Apricots, and Grapes to go long
distances. I have used it to send fruit to Caithnew
this last summer and autumn, and they travelled qnite
safe all that great distance both by t and land."

SortieiiJhtral Societffit Proceeding*.
Paris Zoological Garden.— Tlie greatest activity

Kottcw Ql JJool^s*

last week tliere were from 100 to 200 expanded flowers

on it, and it was then past its best. In tlie large stove

for tropical fruits, &c., we found another magnificent

plant in flower, viz., the Brownea grandiceps, which is

, ^^ ^.^, ^ ^ a native of Jamaica, and considered one of the most

^o-«^^n **^ -^**^ '^ Current Literature for] splendid flowering plants of that island so rich with

fear 18o9 (Sampson Low & Co.) has appeared a luxuriant vegetation. The flowers are borne in large

bunches at the ends of short branches, and are of a rich,

deep, pink colour. In this same house grew a fine p.ant
^

of Bi^nonia Tweediana, which we now consider one of 1

S^T.'fT" ^^""'P,'"", ^^w & (;o.) has appeared amo^ useful pamplet of 85 pages, printed closely in
Jonhle oolurnns. It furnishes a very convenient alpha-
•WWftlclaeto the multifarious subjects treated of in

and laid out ; the principal buildings indispen«able to an

establishment of this nature have been erected; and the

interior arrangements of the dwelling>» for the nnmerons

species of animals belonging to the society are to "be

commenced forthwith. Every day their collection

receives augmentation. A gohl medal of the value of

400f. has bticn offered by the above society in its annual

meeting of the 10th ult., to be presented on the wme
day in iS62 to the American or African traveller who

• Ottbls a short account will be fonml in another column.
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willliave rendered the greatest service to the institution
by his discoveries, especially as regards human food.
This prize has been given to the society by Madame
Guerineau in the name of her late brot!ier, Pierre
DelalanJe. travelling naturalist of the Museum of
Natural History in Paris, one of the piiiicipal explorers
of Brazil, and also of South Africa, whose death took place
on his return from the Cape, which he left in a com-
plete state of prostration from fatigue and iiluess.

Guilder,
Rides to he observed by Candidates for the Botanical Prizes

vff'ered at Mar borough College in 1861.—N.B. These lifive been
adopted chiefly at tlie recommendation of Professor Henslow.
I. Each candidate mxist be prepared to certify that every speci-
men in his own collection was procured and dried by himself.
One half of the species may have been obtaiued from any part
of Great Britain or Ireland; the rest within 10 miles of the
College. II. The number of species must not be less than 250,
obtained within 14 months, viz., from March. 1S6D, to2l3t May,
1861. III. Each specimen must be placed on a separate
piece of paper, but not fastened down in any way. The papers
to be imiformly 16 inches by 10. Any paper mav be used. Old
newspapers answer lor this purpose. IV. Tlie species to be
arranged, and labels ueatly writteu with the Latin and English
names, according to G. Bentham's Manual of British Plants.
The localities and dates to be added, and the labels sig-ued by
the name of the collector. As an example :—

1cu 1. OR. 1. QF.X. G. sp. 10.

I

Ranunculus Bulbosus. Bulbous Ranunculus.

Marlborough, May Tts, 1800.

Johannes Botaxophilos.

The prizes to be determined by the No. of Marks obtained
according to the following scale;—One mart for every label
correctly spelt, provided the name is also accurately given.
One to three marks according to the completeness of the spe-
cimen and the beauty of its preservation. Where an illu.stra-
tion may require the species to be displayed on more than one
paper, it must be prepared accordingly. Ex. gr : The large leaf
of an Angelica may be on one and the UEubel on another.
TVhere plants are small two or more specimens should be pre-
pared: Ex gr: Three or four of Anemone uemorosa (Wood
AuemoneJ, in diflferent stages of development, could easily be
laid down on the same paper. A memorandum should be
retained where each was procured. Such complete illustrations,
as contain both flowers and fruit well diied, should command
three marks. Although the Candidates are at liberty to obtain
the names cf their specimens in whatever way they can,
those who secure a sufficient number of marks to have any
vhance of a prize, will then have their own powers of classify-
ing and naming plants tested as follows. The additional marks
thus obtained will be added to the former. Twenty specimens
selected from each collection to be classed and named at si^ht
by their respective collectors, thus ;

—

°

Class. Order. Genus. Species.
Ao. 1. J)icot)/U doiies Vidaceie Viola Odoraia
^0. liO. Monocotyledones Aracece Arvm Staculitum
Four marks as a maximum for each species. N.B. A quarter of
an hour ought to bo more than sufficient for this. Twelve fresh
specimens (Exotic or British) belonging to British Ordera, to
be classed as far as Bentham's Manual (allowed to be consulted)
will admit of this, and eight marks as a maximum allowed ior
«ach, thus :—

,r «, «. ^^-^^ Ordkr. Genus. Species.
JVo. Zl. Dicotyledon's Oruci/erce £xotic »
No. 31. Monocoti/ledones Orckidaca Orchis ExoHc
No. 32. Dicotjfledo'iex Zeguminostx Ononis Arveasig
N.B. Three-quarters ofan hour should be sufficient for reply.

ing to these questions; and consequently an hour may be
allowed for the completion of the whole 33. As the maximum
which these tests allow is 20x4 + 1-2x8= 176, it is easy to
determme which of the Candidates should be selected for the
test examination. No one can have a chance of a prize whose
niarks added to 176 do not bring him above the next above
iumself for marks obtained for the dried specimens [We think
this scheme may furnish useful hints to aU who take an interest
in \ lilage Schools.]

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing loeek,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
ConservatorY, &c.—Heat and moisture may now

"be more liberally supplied to tropical plants. As the
season advances these should be gradually increased,
but in all cases avoid a high night temperature, Tliat
must be principally obtained by closing early, and so
retaining heat derived from the sun ; when fires are
required they must not be so strong as to render it

necessary to admit currents of cold air to keep the
thermometer down. This, however, will be unnecessary
where properly constructed ventilators have been
provided. Attend to Achimenes, Gloxinias, and other
summer and autumn flowering plants. The last suc-
cession of Achimenes, to flower late in the season,
should now be placed in lieat. Some of those formerly
started may be potted for hanging vases, for which
A. longiftora andcupreata are particularly well adapted.
Employ pans or broad shallow pots for their general
cultivation, and as they require an abundant
sn]^p\y of moisture when they are in flower, let the
drainage be as efficient as possible, in order that they
may be freely watered without stagnating the soil. Let
Fuchsias for summer and autumn display have due
attention, repotting them as may be required in rich
compost, and occasionally watering them with liquid
manure. Much liovvever of tlieir beauty depends on
the shape of the plant. ;:N'early all the varieties have a
natural tendency to form pyramidal bushes, and by a
little attention they may be guided into that very
appropriate form ; only one shoot should be allowed to
take the lead

; this should be trained perfectly upriffht,^ud the side branches regulated by stopping any over-

wS^ ''''*^ "^ "^^^ ^^ outstripping their neigh.

la the late house ^ long as possible, and the gW^^

not be removed nor the Vines exposed to the op^n air,

they should be let down as far from the glass as can be
done, shading the roof, and giving all the air possible.

Some however maintain that there is no decided advan-
tage in retarding Vines by artificial means after
this season. They prefer allowing the buds to
start at the bidding of the weather after this time,
merely giving all the air possible, and take
chance as to the fruit keeping until next March.
Weakly or overcropped Vines ought to be very carefully
examined for red spider, which may be expected to
make its appearance on these, particularly if the
weather becomes bright, and means should be used to
thoroughly eradicate it the moment it is perceived.
Probably the best method is to well wash every affected

leaf with a sponge, for it is useless trying to overcome
it in such cases by syringing, which only serves to keep
it in check, and when tiie fruit begins to colour, and
syringing must be laid aside, it will increase with
fearful rapidity. Keep the atmosphere moist, sprink-
ling the floors, &c., frequently on bright days, and take
care that inside borders are well supplied with water.
Peach Hotrsi:.—The fruit in the earliest house will

now be swelling fest; use water liberally until it

begins to colour. In thinning later crops be guided by
the vigour of the trees as to the quantity they may be
allowed to bear. Syringe regularly and give air
liberally on all favourable opportunities.
Cherry House.—Where the leaves are thickly clus-

tered together and shading the fruit a few may be
removed to let in sunlight. Fumigate if necessary before
the fruit gets so near ripe as to be afiectedby the neces-
sary washing afterwards.
Fig House.—Maintain steady treatment, as any check

is apt to make the trees cast their fruit. Aim at pre-
serving uniform growth.
Mushroom House.—Trap woodlice by means of

flower-pots laid on their sides, placing in the bottoms of
tliem a Mushroom, a cut Potato, or a little dry Moss.
Watering occasionally round the sides of the bed with
boiling water will also effectually thin their numbers.
Strawbereies.—Water regularly and give abun-

dance of air. Those which have ripened their fruit
may be planted on a rich border to make runners ; they
may possibly also produce some late fruit if the autumn
proves favourable.

FLOWEK GARDEN AND SHBUBBBllIBS.
Lose no time in potting ofl* bedding plants or pricking

them out into frames or boxes. As the potted plants
become established they should be hardened off" by
gradually inuring thom to the open air whenever the
weather is favourable. The hardier kinds may soon be
set upon a bed of coal ashes or plunged in old tan,
ashes, or some other light material. Much of the labour
of watering will thus be saved, many deaths avoided,
and the plants will altogether be in a better state when
planting out season arrives. Patches of showy hardy
annuals should now be sown in vacant places which
usually exist in herbaceous beds and in the edges of
clumps and borders in the shrubbery, Doul>le Poppies,
of various colours; Lupins, Sunflowers, African and
French Marigolds, Erysimum, Clarkias, Gilias, Collin-
sias, Silene, and Nemophila are excellent for
that purpose. A sufficient quantity of cuttings

seedlings of half hardy climbers should
be potted for planting out in May. With
plants as Coba?as, Maurandyas, Lophospermums,

Calampelis, Loasa, Tropseolum canariense, &c., many
bare places on the walls and trellises may be covered
and made ornamental which would otherwise be unsightly
blemishes.

and
now
such

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The disbudding of Peaches and Nectarines will soon

require attention. First remove a portion of the super-
fluous shoots, and in a week or 10 days go over them
and regulate them finally. The superfluous shoots of
Apricots must also so6n be removed and the remaining
ones carefully examined in search of a green caterpillar
which not only injures them but also eats holes in the
young fruit, thereby causing it to gum, grow deformed,
or fall off before it is stoned. As regards vegetables,
continue to make periodical sowings of Spinach once a
fortnight, and Peas, Beans, and Turnips once in
three weeks. Successional sowings of all salads
should be made with strict regularity, and proper
attention should be paid to preserving them from the
ravages of birds and insects. If the crops of
Onions, Leeks, Parsnips, Beets, Salsify, Scorzonera,
and Skirret are not yet sown no time should be lost, and
the latest period for sowing the main crop of Carrots is

near at hand. A sowing of tall Kidney Beans may now
be made in early locaUties; the early sowing of this
useful vegetable not unfrequently gets cut off' by late
spring frosts, but when this happens the ground should
be left undisturbed, as shoots will be produced from
beneath the surface.

COTTAGERS* GARDENS.
As was stated last week mixed cropping should re-

ceive attention. Let Broad Beans be planted between
lines of Cabbages; a little late Spring Broccoli may
also be sown, and take care to have plenty of Winter
Greens to succeed the summer crops. Perhaps these
may be obtained from the nearest gentleman's gardener,
if he happens to have more than he wants, which is

almost always the case. Scarlet Euimers should now
be sown without delay.

For

STATE OF THE WEATITEU AT CUIZWItK^^TTTr^^^
the Week ending April 12, 1860. as obaervedat the Uortir u

'''^°-'»-

April. u Barohkieb.

Max.

FriJay 6

Satur. 7
Sunday 8

Moa. 9

Tuea. 10
Wed. 11

Thurs. 12

Averaire..

14

15

II)

17
18

19

2D

29.323
29.864
29.SI17

29.fiii;j

29.971

30.089

29.886

Min.

TeM„ff,„-|2!^-=»ieoi

Of thTAir:
OOh^iFfh

29.738
29.824
29.436
29.557
29,6fi5

."io.ogt;

30.049

29,776

Apiil B—OTercaat; clear; sUsbt froat.

7—Fine tbroii;:hi)ul ; very clear at n'glit.— 8—*^loudy; fine; drizzly; ratiic hoisiyrouR— 9—Clear and cold; patcheiS of low wbit'e dnui
overcast. "*"';

boisteroiis— 10—Clear; finebutcold; Blisht snowandhai!- h1,„ ,— U-Frosty; clomly; overcast; cold and dry oVer^T^ "*'
— 12—i'nif)rm1y overcast; cloudy; overcast; clear' f, *^'^Jer.

Mean temperature of ibe week, 4^ des. below the avera*

RECORD OF THE WE.\TIIER AT CHlSWiCK
During the last 34 years, for tbe cnsuinR Week, endinn- 1 ',

:^»^pnl 21, isgo^

April.

Sunday 15..

Mod. 16

Tues. 17..

Wed. 18..

Thurs. 19..

Friday 20..

Sntur. 21 .

i«i CO.
£.SSi SjS ; £S
0^ ^Oi E^

d8.00 38.32 4H.1(-.

6635 36.52 46.68

67.17 35 h2 46.49

58.17 :i5.9) 47.04
58.61 34.85 46 58
60.05 i 35.52 17 iS
.SS.H-2 H7.<»7 4^.m

No. of
Years in
wbii'b it

Kniued.

19
IS
14
14

7
14
1»

Grciitest

Quantity
of UaiD.

'The liiKbest temperature during tbe above period occurred ^TthTi^
1851—therm. 77 dex.; and tbe loweat on tbe ltiib,1847—tiiefm.io3er

« *
*

Notices to Correspondents*

The 3IetropoUtan Board of Worh have

directed that in future the Street in which

our Office is situated shall be called Wellim-
ton Street

J
and that the Number of ow

Office shall he 41, Correspondents m
therefore requested to address all lettUn

whether to Editor or Publisher^ 41 WtU
liiigton Street, Covent Garden^ London^ W,i\

Chinese PRiiiKOSE : R S. Your striped single wliite 13 prettj-,

and, if constant, will be an acquisition.!
Insects: CM. The wMte -.vebs sent are the nests of a species

of spider frequent under loose bark. The natural history of

the Ouisci is given in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1844, p. 356; and
in Mr. Curtis s work on Farm Insects.— .,< Con$tant Jitader.

Successful attempts wei'e made during last year to inti-odua'

queens and workers of the honey bee of North Italy into

England. It is a species distinct from our Apis mellitica,

and was named A. lignstica by Spiuola. It is rather larger

and brighter coloured than the common species, and is said

to be more robust and a better lioney collector. The speci-

mens were sent in small boxes with apertures to allow the

introduction of fresh air. "We are not aware that any canto

at present obtained in Devonshire, although an aphirisn m
that county has issued notice of his intention tointrodnce

more this season for purpose of sale.

—

A Y. The sniall black

beetles sent are Attagenus pellio, the larvie of wluc^SwA

upon skins, feathers, and other animal matter in houses. U'.

Names OF Fruits : AC. Not known. The Pear has tender but

remarkably granular sweetish flesh. The Apple is an acid

fruit only fit for kitchen use.H
Names OF Plants : Alpha. 1, Davallia decora, often misnamed

B. dissecta. which is larj^er ; 2, Asplenium polyodon, a form

of A. f«l«itaim ; 8, Cheilanthes hirta ; 4, too imperiect for

recognition.—^ Y. 1, Pteris hastata, v. macrophylla; %
Cyrtomium falcatum.—S C. \, looks like a bit of Acta*

spicata; 2. Passiflora fcetida; 3, Chenopodium Botryi-

E. 1, Double Red Hepatica ; 2, Garrya elliptica ; 3, Single

Blue Hepatica ; 4, Hyoscyamus physaloides.—iVedico. 1,

Anemone nemorosa ; 2, Mercurialis perennis ; toth m«t

miserable specimens. A "Medico" shonld know how to

preserve his plants.—^ &vJjxn-iber. Seuecio mikanioides.-

C D. The name Q. Dalechami i: (so c lUed afcer DaU chimp, aa

ancient herbalist) has been applied to some Oak by t&e

Neapolitan Botanist Tenore. What you send is very uite

Q. australig. It is now evident that the IsabeUa Gray Ko«i

requires artificial heat. About Lapageria rosea you shaU nave

some information next week. ,, ... ,,

Paper : C W. The following extracts are, we should thm^,

sufficient to show that the paper-makers were once anxious

to be rid of the excise :—The modem discoveries in cbemicai

science have not only materially facilitated the manufacturd

but have greatly enlarged the supply of materials from wm^

paper maybe made. Macculloch's Commercial Dictionary;^

repeated by Mr. Dickinson in I4(A Report of Bxcm 1-0"^-

missioners 1834. Paper has been reduced in price oy tu^

discovery and reduction to nractical purposes 0^
„__

materials such as cotton, tow waste, mill sweepings, «c^_^

Mr. John Smith, of Morton Mills, near Bingley. /^j«-

The excise regulations shackle the manufacturer in i"

exercise of his skill, and prevent his entering into t^cu

petition with foreign manufacturers.—Memorial of M^
^

Dickinson, Phipps, Gaussen, and Magnay. Jbid. i^Lf^
no other manufacture, in comparison with paper, or «

so little ofits value consists in the material and so mu^^

it in the labour which converts a material worthless tor ^iuj

other purpose into an article of prime necessity.—-^if."
Sullivan. Ibid. As to the question of duties onimF^
and exports, and the action of foreign governments,

hovvev

important it may be for the moment, it can have nop«
manent interest if the natural supplies of ^^^rous tasu

withm our reach are made available.-C C. V>e are a^a

that some materials are said to be unfit for P^^P^J'^S
either because they will not become white or do uot rem^
so. But this is in reality a gain-not a disadvantage. ^paper is much too white, and dazzles the eye. -a "^.^

nankin or straw colour is far more agreeable for use, »""

is mere idle fashion that says the contrary.
'

^.v^nsea
Protection of Wall Fruit: G P. The glass P0°"^*t^f
spoken of at p. 266 are not intended to be ho"Z""J? *

If
should be slopmg, as in a lean-to greenhouse or Vin^i-^j^g

you will look at the article again you will nnd ^^^ ^j
len^h of the sash is given and its distance from tnc «-"

the bottom. J rvoS'
Shading : R G. Shaw's Tiffany will answer your P*^^

perfectly. It may remain atationaiy during tne

months, t the OP®
Misc. : A Subscriber. Some European trees tbnve at iJj^

j^^
of Good Hope, such as Oaks and Stone Pi"t^-„,**^lai« n»»y
no detailed informaUon about them. Witch Elm 9e«^ ^
be had at the season : but not now. The Blue wum ^^^
Eucalyptus globulus.—5 A M. Rogiera ^/''"^y., yeg*"
chonada ; Cbeiroatemon to Sterculiads ; see Lanaiej

table Kingdom.
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANUllES,
MA2frFACTrEED BY THE

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY(LIMITED).
CONSISTING OF TENANT FABMEES, OCCUPYING XJPWAEDS OF 30,000 ACRES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.

DIRECTORS.
CAa in?!an.—JONAS "WEliB, Esq., Babraliani, Cambridgeshire.

2)fputy CJtairman.—JO'HN COLLINS, Esq.. Myddelton Square, Pentonville, E.G.
EOI^ERT LEEDS, Esq., "West LexLam, Noifolk
ROBERT MORGAN. Esq., 72, Camden Villafi, CnmdenTowii
GEORGE SAVILL, Etq., lujithoipe, near Stamford
WILLIAM COLLINS, Esq., 1C5, St. John's Street Read, E.C.

Auditor.—J. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridge,
Jl/pftOf^er.—Mr. JAMES OLAMS.

Secretarp.—Mr. C. T. MACADAM.

EDWARD BELL, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

JOHN CLAYDEN, Esq., Littlebury, Essex

RICHARD HUNT. Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts

THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N.

nanl-erg —Messrs. BARNETT, HOAEE, & Co., Lombard St., E.C.

i6iiciior«.-Mesars. KINGSFORD & DORMAN, 23, Essex
Street, Strand, W.C.

Offices: 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Mamifactory : Pla istow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Directors recomm end these Manures with every confidence to the attention of their brotiier farmers ; and the fact that
they and the Shareholders farm upwards of 80.000 acies of land, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to consumers.

The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amonnt of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they
contain not only render them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a
HEALTHY, SOUND, and HEAVY CROP.

PRICES -Blood Manure for Corn, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Hoots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any "Railivay or Wharf in London,

4^^ As seeuriiy to the Purchaser every hag contains 2 cwt., is marVed " ODAMS'S PATENT
SLOOD MANUEE," and sold only ly the authorised Agents of the Company,

JUPFS KEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD.—
Dr. Letheby in his analysis of this new Food says " 7he

nutritive value of the food i$ therefore oood, for it amounts to 80 2
per cent."

Sent out in bags with directions for use, for cash only, at 35s.
per cwt. ; 19a. per ^ cwt. ; and 10s. per i cwt.

TV. & R. Ji:p)' & Co. 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C.
** Agents wanted in large Towns.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.
JUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—

RICE SWEEPINGS, 7». 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. ba^;
SCREENED RICE, 10«. per cwt., in IJ cwt. bags: DOG
BISCUITS, 148. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICEMEAL for PIGS, 63. and Hs. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
delivery.—W. & R. Jupp, 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C.

REDUCTION OF TEN POUNDS PER TON
IN THE PRICE or

HORLEY'S FOOD FOR CATTLE
On and after the 1st of April, 1S60.

Important to everyman who keeps

T

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an Tinusually large per centage of Soluble PhospLate of Lime, and is, therefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Root Crops.

ANALYSES.

Barrels ctg. 418 Feeds, wg. nctt 112 lbs., with measure, 40s. each.
Cases „ 448 Feeds, ,, 112 lbs., in Packets, 45«. eacb.

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom.
Nutritive Value .. ,, 15i.

Condimental Value . . .. 125^.

Moistui-e ..

<^r«anic Matter, SaltaofAmmonia,&c
Sand, 4c.

>iiphosphale of Lime
EiiUAL TO Neutral Soluble )

Phosphate.. .. ., j"

Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated Sulphate of Lime .

.

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates .

.

Mr. J T. "Way,
liOndon.

13.19
2.28

3.S2
16.77

26.18

4.60

58.53
0.72

Dr. Anderson,
G lasgow.

10.S6
7.82
3.18

15.63

24.39

9.01

62.25
1.25

Dr. Hodges,
Relfast

Dr. Voelcker,
Cirencester.

100.00 300.00

21.50
3.38
3.44

14.88

22.50

5.77
49.80
1.73

Dr. Wacadiim,
Edinburgh.

Dr. Cameron,
Dublin.

Total 140/. per Ton.
Sliowing a profit of 100?. per Ton, through the use of this in-

valuable compound, adapted for the seasoning of all kindd of
food for animals.
Agents required in everytown where none are already a;>pomted.

Joseph Thorley, the Inventor and Sole Proprietor.
OflBces : 77, Newgate Street, London, E.C.
A pamphlet sent iree by post on application.

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

9.49
39.40
2.45

100.00

14.56

7.68
3.87

16.91

26.48

11.84
40.S3
4.36

16.20
4.17
5.28

16.48

26.20

6.14

60.33
1.40

100.00 100.00 100.00
Jlr. Way reports;—"It contains fully as much soluble phos-

phate as tie tirfet-cla* articles of the same description in the
iuarktt, and much more than the average."

Br. YoELOKSRsays:—"Ibave much pleasure in enclosing a
copy of yoiir Buper-phosphate, which, though apparently re-
cently made, ih nevertheless ridt in soluble vho.<hhote, and un-
qytttunmlbj a xaluaUle maiiurt"

Dr. Anderson reports :—•' This is an excellent super-phos-
phate. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be worth about
6/. 5$. per ton."

Dr. Macadam says:—"The above is a first-class sujier-phos-
pliate, iiiid at i.rescnt rates is worth to the farmer 8^ 2s. per
ton, when purchased in quantities under 30 tons, and 11 10s
in quantities of 30 tons and upwards."

Dr. IIonoES states that—"It may be regsrJed as a good
specimen of su]x-r-phosphate of lime." His calculation of its
value is 7i. 13s. per ton.

Dr. Cameron reports :— " The above figures prove this super-
phosj)hate to be of excellent quality, nn<l I liave no doubt but
that its Hjtplication will be attended with the most satisfactoiy
results. It would be good value at 7i. per ton."

FARM BUILDINGS.
LOAXS may be obtained under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c. for the erection ofFarm Houses,
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown
Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

tei-m the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.
Noinvc.stigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
The Company funiish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken hy tbe Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, witb a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.
Applications to be addi-essed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street, London, S.W.

Bvery Jiag contaim 2 met., is marlced *' ODAMS'S SUriLllTIIOSFHATi: OF LIMH;' and is
guaranteed to yield 20 to 2^ per cent, of Soliille Fhosphaie of Lime.

PRICES.-Superphosphate of Lime, £5 10s. Delivered to any Railway or Wharf in Icndon.

T^HK LONDON MANUEE COMPANY
r*- (ESTARLISHED 1840),
Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURLD

„,„^ MANURES :—
m?S?T^,^'^^^'^'rE OF LIME, of beat quality.
DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL 31ANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

itiey would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
«>ne8, aa being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
J-J^P' *Dd in which they guarantee every portion, both ofwe Boluble and insoluble phosi^hate, to be c-btiiiued entirely
•rom Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

r^ANO ^iirect from Me.-srs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of

^*Jf
A. SLLPHATE OF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

_££O^Fenchurch Street, E.C. Enw. Fi:RbF.K, Secretary.

^^^ ESTABLISHED 1812-
^TESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepjtral to take
r"Vs.orders for their special MANURES for ISCO. which they
"ttnesiUtiiigly sUte are of a superior quality and chaiged at

?i?n^?'*** possible price, viz. :- ^ '

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

TURNIP sTanure
?HEAT ditto
^RA8S ditto

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

PPDnxT,.;;-^- BARLEY ditto ^iou

•wi i\ri l*^ GUANO. BONE DUST. SUPERPHOSPHATE- i-iaiiu, tc, all of -which are warranted of the best quality.
Apply to U^& T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; orProctor L Rylahd. Birmingham and Chester.

T /b^yvf?
*^ANURES.-Tbe Manures manufactured

SUPERPHOSPHATE o;LIME 6

UWES'S BARLEY MANURE. ?
* MANGEL MANURE I

-^> GRASS MANURE .. %
"Jl^ Manures can be obuined of Mr. Lawes oV bi,

^'Soda^VJ^."*? P"^''*'
^'''*^*^*' ^"^^ *<«««"• Cibbs- Nitrate

i»]^ "iTaS^ -i."^"^"
"">-'- «»--

6
5

ap-

TOTTFNHAM SEWAGE MANURE.—For top-
dresfing Wheat and Grass, also for manuring Mangels and

Turnips, use the above highly concentrated Manure. Price
^l.lbs. perton.—Particulars and testimonials of 3Ir. J. L. Eva>'3,
C.E., Sewage Manure Works, Tottenham, N.

Agents required. A very liberal cnnimissJon allowed.

I R E L A N D.

JOSEPH BERRY a>-d SONS. Seed Merchants,
Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the

Western Counties, SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, and other
Maniire.o-^R. Arran Qu»y. Dublin,

URNAKD, LACK, and C0.\S CONCKNTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent. ofTribasic
Phosphiite of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. VoclcTter says :—•* These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chtmists to the Rm-al Agricultural Society, witb Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard. Lack.
* Co., Button Road, Plymouth.

OHN fOWLER, Jr>., 28, a)rnl.ill, London. E.C—
Full particulara of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the abf>ve address. CATA-
LOGUEScontainingPri^^ free.

FRIGI UOMO."—Patroniaed by her Majesty, the
Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

His Gr.ice the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro
fessor Lindley for the Horticultuml Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for tbe Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and —Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING and EVENING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO, '* a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultnral purposes, for preserving

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from

wind, fi-om attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To

be bad in any required lengths.

Two yards wide, 1». 6d. per yard run.

Four, Si. per yard ; also,
, „ «^ .

An improved make three yards wide. 2«. 6a. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7

Trinitv Lane. Cannon St., Citv. E.G., and of all Nurserymen

and Seedsmen throughout the kiugdom. *' It is much cheaper

than mats as a covering."

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and eflBcient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
(fcc. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington. London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime. Coprolites, Ac., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find amplefacilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

,

|^~10LLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
yj AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, London. S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit. F.G.S., P'.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineeiing. Mining. Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military- Services, and for the Univeniities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are prtiniptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

CANTERBURY MEETING, 186 0,

ENTRIES for IMPLEMENTS, FIELD GATES, HOPS, and
WOOL must be made on or before MAY 1.

ENTRIES fur LIVE STOCK must be made on or before
JUNEL

*#* All Entries received in each case after those respective
dates will, without any exception, be disquahfied, and returned
to the senders.

Prize Sheets and Forms of Entry may be bad on application
at tbe Offices of tbe Society, 12, Hanover Square, London, ff.

H. Hall Dare. Secretary.

^fit ^jrrtcttUural iBmettt.
SATUIiDAY, AFMIL 14, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THK FOI.^0WI^0 WKEK
\i s.oy,%%oi.i, April 1»—Ajcri. Societ/ of EQ»l«nd Ifooo.

Having in a lately published artideon the Appli-

cation OF Jh02? to AGEICrLTrRAL STRrCTUKES

drawn attention to a few of the most important of

the puinta connected with the forms and position

of Deams, we propose now to describe the

metbods of fitting them up, in cases where they

are used to support the principals of roofs ; or for

the floors of buildings.

Where the beams are used to auppt-rt the floor of *

granary, they may be joined on the caps of the column* in

either of the ways ahown in Fi^a, 22, 23, and 24. In Fig. i«
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the ends of the beams rest npon the cap of the column.
Hud are finished with flanges a \ in which holt holes are
naade through which to pass the bolts c d, by which the two
are secured together. A side elevation is given iu which the
beams « / arc shown connected tf^ether by the bolts and nuts,
and to the cap of the column by othera g h. In place of uniting
the two beams by the bolts and nuts as in Fig. 22, projecting

anags or horns may be given as a &, in side elevation, c dm
plan, and f f in end elevation Fig. 23. When these come
together they are kept in contact by passings iron hoops
or rings over them and drawing them tightly up. One
of the ring?* is shown in plan g, and elevation at h.

The end flange of the beam is shown at i i, kh; in place of
having it rectangular in this way, the sides may be bevilled or

sloped off, as shown by the dotted line I m. The dotted lines,

Imno, give the section of beam at the central part.

HVhere the column is finished with a continued circular part,

as a a. Fig. 24, the ends of the beams should be made circular,

so as to embrace this part, and provided with flanges, as 6 c.

One beam is shown in its position, as d e. The two are kept

together by horns, / g, over which the iron hoops are driven.

In Fig. 24 the plan of beam as looking down upon it when
in position is given—A h being the upper flange, i i the lower

one. An elevation of end of beam is also given, in which k k is

the circular part which embraces the part a a of column, and

I m the flange.

In some cases the junction of four columns must be pro-

vided for, as where one part of a granary is at right angles to

the other part. Thus let a
building; d €' is the beam spanning the snL. S"*^^^
ni Lira T^laofd at d and *" • « ^ +v,« l^x"^ ^P^^e betw««. ..**pillars placed at d and e'; aV thrSr^rUil^^%^.'^'^eeirtl2
Wlding at right angles to d e\ e' 6 is the fiS^ '^ ^^« Part^
ports the floor of part of building at ri-h?;^^^ f^ch J!
€' c is the beam spanning the part of the° buiinS *° " '', «5
right angles to a c.

^ Duudmg
whicli'ig^

In such a case as we have hero aupposed \v.
effected by having the ends of each beam finJ^K^J'^'^ ii

Fig. 25; the part « embracing the circular can nf ,^ *' </?
flanges/fir being provided, through which IxJt Li '^'^ aj5

The four columns are shown in coninnnf.v ^""Beat
Where the beam of the side of a strueW i^

.''^'^ * ^7*
of the e^d, in tlie othfir part of Fig. 25, ^tj''^^^ -

eadt
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Fig. 22,

a e

Fig. 25,

' I ' ' ' r X

Fig. 26.

i T _J

a

b

Fig. 23.

\

\

beam may be fonned as represented. The two beams are shown

SeTn^^rV.nii" \?.' i
^*? ^^^^™™^ ^^« ^°*^«d ^^^^ i^dicaS

In XTnf .?^?^'' ^t ^^K*^'"
P ;^ i^ the lower flanges of beams.

ihoW^ r,^^. ;""^T.^^ ^^^^^ together by bolte^and nuts as

SF^ ^™S ?4 ?Jf ^i^r^ ^^y> employed, as shown
Simaken^t 5. Hn. I

^^ ^''H^?^ ^. ^'^' ^5 show sectional

ti^^^S«SL 4f«^^
immediately below the upper flanges of

la
adopted.

b^s of section and form as akeady
open

join.

Fig. 26 may

^^'-^^'^"^^^^^Ti^^y^^^^^

Fig. 27.

with their strength
; thus a cast-iron beam calculated to sup-

port the same weight as a wrought-iron one will weigh 2^
times as much as the wrought-iron beam, or in the proportion
of 40 to 16. Much wider spans can also be obtained by the use
of wrought-iron beams, spans of 50 and 60 feet being quite
within their compass.
Wrought-iron beams are now rolled in one piece as in the

example given in Fig. 27, being the form manufactured by
Messrs. JIather, Ledward, & Co., Liverpool. The length of
this is 28 feet, the depth a ft 12 inches, the width of flanges at
top and bottom as c rf 5 inches ; thickness of middle rib at t

g of an inch. The sketch is one-fourth the full size. Where
beams of this section are used, the cap of column may be
made as shown at ft ft in the succeeding figure (28), the slot
being of the form as indicated by the dotted lines ^(7^. The
ends of the beams are inserted in the slot, and they may be

Fig. 23.

secured from lateral movementby bolts P^'°Lth«*r
and the sides b c Fig. 28 of the shoe winch i^w^ £^
Where timber is plentiful, the beams wtuta^^^ (,

to pillar to support the roof of the shed mM ^l

form as shown at a in Fig. 28. In this ca^ toe^^^

^
is made as shown in the drawing so ^

.^ (.hrot3^*r
It may be kept m position by a bolt V^'^^^^ «• '

and the sides 6 c of the "shoe" in ^^^'^"ijict
cap is shown at d e, // being: the part «

beam a. - .j*^
A THintfPiNG profit from a ^^T^JjL «

capital in farming is *'an old oU
f^^

have always been examples of
f
^

. j-vujj • r
tage found in marling a sand, "^

.^

I
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^len such a case is clearly proved it is by no

jueans certain to be generally imitated. For in

Vt^XT^^d^roSsely draining a clay, in build- to be yielded up only to the living roots which pas-
•^

''dcriirable residences" for live stock, with a ture upon them. There are even chemical effects

^^Mlful d machinery for cooking and manipulating created by the sunbeams, and electric and magnetic

h'r home-TOwn and far-fetched foods. But influences teaching us to open and subdivide
^^^"

- ° -- -'•—' —
' '* '- '^-^ — and invert and expose the inmost practicable

recesses of our fields at certain propitious seasons.

And there is experiment enough, in every district,

as well as in the deeply-dug Wheat stripes of Lois-

"Weedon, to prove that tenacious clay may be tem-
pered by tillage alone into a rich and porous
mould. Wonders were reported of the ameliorating

effects of deep drainage; but the difficulty bas
always been to let tbe surface-water down to the

hollow conduits beneath; for unless the "pan"
formed a few inches below the surface by con-

tinual ploughing and trampling is freq^uently

broken through with the trench-plougb or sub-

soiler, the stiff and sticky clay agglutinates and
indurates, closing the subterranean storehouses

alike against the feeding rain-water and the

famishing roots of crops.

Drainage has done grand things ; but perhaps
the best that can be said of it is that it prepares

the way for deep tillage and the steam plough.

This engine will enable us to break down througb

the time-hardened pan stratum as frequently as we
please, giving free play not only to air, water, and
descending roots, but also to our friend the worm
—for we have other fish to catch witbhim yet

—

and it is he that will be a fast agent in interming-

ling our superficial applications of manure with the

true interior of our farms, where the quick-scented

rootlets of plants will find it.

Artificial enrichers applied by hand at any time

upon the growing crop have proved most convenient

and efficacious in augmenting the produce of heavy
lands, it is true ; but they leave the cleansing

tillage as troublesome and expensive as before;

and too often, indeed, afflict the farmer with the

other horn of the dilemma of ** too much crop,"

which in a rank and growing season gets weakly in

the fetraw, and blights his pleasing anticipations

with a prostrate Wheat harvest, yielding a mean
and scanty sample. But the steam plough iis

teaching us that better tillag'e, not guano, is the

one thing needful on the clays. /. A, C,

Zt condition of fettered fee-simple, of life-interest

and mortgage, of will-tenancy and strict cove-

nants of game-preserving and little tenants -

riffht
' the permanent improvement of land moves

Lowly- and until the landowner has done his

share towards the amelioration of a property, the

tenantry cannot commence those better systems of

management which are to secure them such hand-

some "results. Markets, however, inexorably fix

their terms for the farmer to meet if may be ; and

the wealthy aspirant for a country house and a

little amateur agriculture bids against the business

husbandman, till rents look more and more per-

plexing. So that the farmer seeks anxiously in

every quarter for prompt and ready means of

hattling against the difficulties of his position.

Now of all men, we consider that the occupier of

heavy, land has most cause for cheerfulness in the

prospect opened before him ; for he it is that will

reap most by the great agricultural feat of our age,

tie achievement of tillage by the steam-
KKGINE.

Permanent improvements of estates may linger

or creep slowly onwards ; but long before our
babbling brooks are made drainage water-ways of

correct engineering level and section, long before

our town sewage is injected through pipage under
environs of meadow and market garden, the sturdy
farmer of the clays will have pioneered his way into

great yields and profits by the power of steam cul-

tivation. The moist and sticky districts of our
country will be completely remodelled ; for the
deep, founderous lanes and farm roadways
must be made high, hard, and sound to

bear fhe tread of the eftgine ; the tortuous
watercourse, with its straggling brambly hedge-
row, will be straightened and tidied that the
pounds may be squared, and the drain-water led
mto field tanks whereat the new motive-power
may drink; game-harbouring plantations and
copses of wasteful brushwood will be quickly up-
rooted when the soil is fully found out to be
precious; and those undulating curving **land9,"
half agricultural, half aquatic, which have for
ceaturiea lifted part of the surface into dry ridges
by dropping the other part into soaked and sodden
furrows, will all be thrown down and levelled, for
the heariest rainfall will filter freely downward

BREEDING CATTLE FOR DAIRY PURPOSES.
Mb. Robeht Smith, in his report ott the live stock

exhibited at Warwick, remarks that " dairy produce is

now at its top figure ; and as a commercial eye is now
being turned in that direction, the question need no
longer be asked, does a dairy pay ? but, rather, what is

As apparently anticipating the latter___ ^ — a dairy cow? ^^^ ..^.^.,... j ^.^ ^ —^ ...^^^.
wlien we cease to seal up the way to our drain pipes ' question, Mr. Smith had previously observed that "the

T7 « <..„. ™ J _ 1 _ _? /. . , , . . ^^gj. gj^Qgg between the Alderney and Short-horn bull isby the squeezing and glazing of animals and iraple-
menta ot tillage. And the revolution in outdoor
management will surely also effect some little stir
m the land-steward's office, and among the tin
boxes and tape-tied bundles of the solicitor, who
has framed for ages the antiquated leases and
restricting covenants which bind the farmer not to
be too spirited or improving.
A few words on the theory of the matter will

further show how an improved mechanical tillage
wUl be not only the salvation of the clay land
farmer, but will bring forth results surpassing any
that the science of nitrogenous and phosphatio
manuring has achieved upon lighter lands. We
know better now than to drain our land merely to
dry it and facilitate its tillage ; we bury our pipes
a yard or two below the upper air, so that the per-
colating streams of rain and following currents of
air which they suck down after them may fructify
the deepest available stratum ; for a year's down-
fall, with its 3000 hogsheads of water per acre,
brings as much of the costly ammonia to each acre
^ IS contained in a dressing of guano, or in the
coating of farmyard dung wbich we apply every
rourth year. And the dews and snows may add a
•till larger proportion of the manurial substancesw a gaseou. sUte which they wash out of the
ttmosphere. For clay or any soil containing
•luminous earth is not that inert passive material
that It seemj he plessly subjected to the natural
culture of the element, coalescing into an im-
pervious mass under prolonged wetness and pres-

^;J fK "''°f
""^^^^^^^^ ^^°«^ when frost

congeals the moisture in its interstices. The soil

JJ«
Wn recently discovered to be an iocessantly

J^ve agent, busy as the rootlets of plants. It

meetings, or, from what we may occasionally see there,

commit a still greater mistake by joining iu tbe unphi-

losophical recommendation to rely upon cross-bred stock

for that which a pure breed will supply with much
greater certainty. The Short-horns are now the chief

aairy si^ock: c/ the TJnited Kingdom ; with proper care

in breeding they are by far .the best milkers we have,

and that without losing their other valuable proper-

ties, as hardihood of constitution, size, quality, and
aptitude to fatten. The cross which Mr. Smith recom-

mends may sometimes produce a very useful animal,

but, we repeat, satisfactory results can be less safely

relied upon in this case than with the pure breed ; the

same Alderney cow may bring one calf that shall be a

good milker, and three or four that shall be nearly

worthless in this respect. Suppose a farmer to possess

a herd bred in this way, which bad taken considerable

time and a large expenditure to establish, what is to be

his next step ? He cannot go on with his cross-bred

animals, as he could with a pure breed.

At the same time, it must be admitted that there is

in some quarters a prejudice against the use of pure-

bred cows for milking, and that cross-breeding is still

too frequently resorted to. We may, therefore, use-

fully employ a portiou of our space in bringing

together a few facts and tbe opinions of practical men,
in order to show that this prejudice is not only un-

founded, but that it is most injurious to the interests of

those who are under its influence. [Quotations are

then made from the writings of Mr. Strafford, Mr. W,
Wood, and others to this effect.]

These extracts are, we think, perfectly conclusive on

the points to which they refer, and there would be no

difficulty in supplying much additional evidence to the

same effect. It cannot, therefore, be right to urge upon

breeders of stock the adoption of a course which nearly

every man of intelligence who has given^ attention to

the subject must know to be objectionable in practice,

—as calculated to deteriorate rather _than to improve.

From what we are now witnessing, it appears^ to be

pretty certain that cross-breeding of cattle will in a

few years be well-nigh abandoned, for the advocates of

this system find it difficult to maintain their ground;

wliile, as regards our sheep stock especially, pure breed*

are rapidly displacing the mongrels which were so fre-

quently seen a few years ago. Many sheep farmers

have, indeed, suffered severely from not being content

with good and improving flocks, well adapted to the

locality, and have found it an expensive process to repair

the mischief caused by the introduction of an inju-

dicious cross.

With regard to the exhibition of Short-horns at

Warwick, we believe the general opinion will be that

Mr. Smitli has rather underrated the character of that

class of stock, and especially of the classes for cattle

best adapted for dairy purposes. The latter classes

were considered by competent judges to be amongst
the most interesting features of the show, and they un-

doubtedly brought together many very useful animals.

In this case it was not quite " a distinctkm -ivfthcnitr^

.ifference;" but that tbeol^jectr^srth'eXocal Committee
found to be especially good for dairy purposes, and is I in offering the pnzes was not more intelligible to

worthy of trial. The Aldt rney and Ayrshire also mix
well for these purposes." The classes under review in

the portion of the report in which these sentences occur

are those for which prizes were offered by the Local Com-
mittee (cattle best adapted for dairy purposes), but
all that relates to the Short-horns, whether in these

special classes or in those competing for the ordinary

prizes of the Society, may be fairly taken together and
treated as leading to the same conclusions. Mr. Smith's

report on the Shorthorns brought together at Warwick
may, then, be pronounced an unfavourableonejand that

it conveys his own impartial opinion, founded upon such

an inspection as he had the opportunity to make, there can

beno question. It is not only unf;\vourableasregardssome

of the animals exhibited on this occasions, but it bas a

further and more important bearing, and at once leads

the reader to make the inquiry, " How is it that our

great national society has not been able to assist in

giving that practical direction to the breeding of stock

as to lead to the production of what is required by a

large number of tenant farmers ? " Prizes on a very
liberal scale have been offered for 20 years for pure-

bred animals, and it would certainly be a strange

result if the farmer should still be compelled to resort

to cross-bred stock in order to obtain what is essential

to his success in an important branch of his operations.

That a great error has been committed by the owners
of some of the most fashionable herds of Short-Iiorns,

in neglecting milking qualities, there can, we think, be

no doubt whatever; and in condemning this error Mr.

Smith will meet with almost universal support. If,

however what he advances is to be received as well

founded, to a considerable extent at least, so far as

these exhibitions are concerned, there is still no real

ground for the opinion that his strictures have a general

application, that the examples seen in the show yard

must be taken as a rule, and not a.s, which is really the

visitors was alone the fault of the Council, who declined

to adopt publicly the regulation pressed upou their

attention, and which was to the effect that in these

classes the Judges would be instructed to take into

consideration, as of primary importance, the milking

properties of the animals exhibited, in addition to their

general form, size, quality, purity of breed, and aptitude

to fatten. The two classes for pairs of cows and heifers

in milk or in calf unquestionably contained a number
of remarkably fine animals, to all appearance well

adapted for the dairy ; and, notwithstanding the absence

of any special instruction, there is a well-founded im-

pression that the Judges of Short-horns at Warwick
looked more to useful qualities than had been the case

at previous meetings.

We publish these observations not for the purpose of

cavilling at Mr. Smith's report, but mainly in order

again to draw attention to a subject of great interest,

to which frequent reference has been made in our

columns. We are aware also that those portions of the

report in question to which we have alluded have

excited some surprise amongst the breeders of Short-

horns, and it was therefore desirable to show that

diiferent opinions are entertained by competent judges,

not only as regards the Warwick Show, but on the

breeding of dairy stock generally. Midland Counties

Herald.

o^y seizes with avidity the stores of nutriment
^J^etdtmn carneddown into it ia the rains and
-J*»g8now8 filtnting through iu cavities,. and

Knt^t -^tP^l'^yP^'"'' but when brought

^^^^ Z\^l^\ ^ .n^y^terious chymical

•Ittiil* ^^Ki'J ^^^^^ nitrogenous and other

^??JS?uS^^?i^ '^' atmosphere,
! ^[ffoTdeT b^uT iutTe"aid in this respect, so much the

1 w^riuuy appropriated by the particles of soil,
[ worse ; but we must not confine our views to its country

TII'TKKE HALL LIVE STOCK ACCXiinirr,

A DESIBE having been expressed by several very in-

telligent agriculturists to see tbe partirnlars of my live

stock account, and knowing that tbeir motive m not ft

captions one, but a desire for comparative fact* on thia

important part of farming, I cheerfully accede to their

request This balance-sheet will prove what I have so

long and so often iftid, that live rtock are necessary

FrlcT^e^^^ptroVmrcases. The careful and judicious breed- evifs-that they entail an immediate loss for a prospec-

inff'of cattle for dairy purposes has inde-'^ ^— ^-

carried on largely for a number of years, and

ing improvement is not only shown in many

but the subject is exciting general

wherever this description of stock is needed

You cannot do without themj on the

_ ^ r 1 . J •^ _-?!•,>- ^AnaT^I offoTirifin

This

oF cattle""for"dairy purposes ha^ indeed been tive benefit.

T a strik-

'snbiect is exciting general attention appears'par^doxical. but it is, nevertheless, qnit^^
subject w .

exci^ng
^ b ^

^^ ^^ ^^^^ 'phe tJ'^antity of manure you make bears an exact rela-

principal agricultural society in the kingdom tion to the quantity of meat yon produce ; and we

know that if you are to sell otf your farm abundant and

frequent crops of cereals and other exhausting crops.
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you must apply plenty of manure. Tiiking the country to rear good stock—where the farms are suitable. But
on an average, there is not half enough meat made per we must remember that the manure from breeding and
acre; and this accounts, in part, for the miserable crops suckling and young animals 5s of very little va'iue

^'^ "^^ compared with those of full-grown fattening animals

;

I860.

we see.

My Scotch friends were particularly angry with me
for culling live stock necessary evils, hut 1 would illus-

trate my argument by stating that no man who had
not a farm could feed a lot of animals with profit if be
had to buy, and pay market price for their food. I
know by long and large experience that pigs pay better
for purchased food than any other stock—and even they
will by no means " clear their teeth ; " and ifyou charge
attendance, shelter, and casualties, they will show a loss

of 10 per cent, or more, with the best management, I

have seen a great many balance-sheets of pig feedino-

from village tradesmen, labourers, and others, who were
knowing hands at this business, and in almost every
instance there was a loss.

In making out my live stock balance slieefc I always
carefully take stock at beginning and end of the year,
and the balance represents the quantity of meat pro-
duced. The market value of lean stock at the end of
1858 and 1859 being pretty equal, makes this balance
sheet extremely accurate, as an average one. Twenty-
nine acres of fine root and green crops are consumed,
besides the aftermath of 18 acres. A good deal of straw
IS also consumed, for which I make no charge, as I take
no credit for it. T?ut if T charge the green and root
crops and the horse and manual labour, casualties, mill
power, &c, there will be a loss of 172/. This state-

ment in no way afFe<;ts my general balance sheet.

I consider this a fair average year of my general stock
management. It is certainly infinitely more favourable
than could be obtained under ordinary management, by
those who allow their cattle to wander about the fields

late in the season, without shelter, and who do not soil

their green crops. In my case the animals arc all com-
fortably housed, the food cut up. steamed. &c, on the
most approved plan, the corn, ic, ground for pigs or
crushed for horses at my own mill, the green Clover and
Tares passed tlirough the chaff-cutter, cut straw cliaff

given to the sheep, as detailed in my book on Farming.
Had I used Linseed-cnke instead of Rape-cake my account
would have been less satisfactory. Strange to say,
formers tell me their animals will not eat Rape-cake.
I have used 100 tons, and never saw a bullock or sheep
that would not eat it, and thrive upon it. I adhere
strictly to Mr. Horsfairs practice, as detailed in the
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal—vol. xvii. p. 260,
vol. xviii. p. 150—in the mode of feeding my cows and
cattle. I am often astonished at the miscalculation
which permits large farmers to send to the mill their
corn for stock, when they might grind it at home so
much cheaper. In fact no farm of 200 acres ought to
be without mill stones, and all the other necessary
attachments to steam power.

^
We must, as agriculturists, prepare for great changes

jn our economical arrangements, with a view to the
more profitable results. Thie has been done in thresh-
ingr. Let the principle be carried out. In my general
bulunce sheet I mnkp no charge for horse keep, nor do

u \^nl ^*^^ ^^'^^^ ^^^^'y consume. Tlie six consume
about fifty quarters of Oats annually, being allowed two
bushels (70 lbs.) each, weekly during eight months.
Ihey get no hay, except for three weeks in October.
Their Oats are crushed and mixed with fine cut straw
and green food passed through the chaff-cutter. From'
October to May they get Mangel Wurzel, which are
carefully cleaned, and placed whole in the manger.
They seldom or ever are turned out. The stables are
properly ventilated. Their condition is excellent. They
clear or consume about 10 acres of ^reen and root crops
and 5 acres of Oat crops, annually, or something less
tiian ^i acres per horse annually. The ordinary
clearance m this neighbourhood is quite 5 acres
per horse annually. I still continue of opinion
that sparred floors are an advantage, as they econo-
mise straw for food, and the animals thrive upon
them. Probably we shall find It best to substitute irongratmg or trellis work upon iron girders, as being, in
the lo!ig run, cheaper than wooden spars.

1 have an impression that they might be advanta-& ^''^.t^ ?"
*'^"^- ^^ *"^^t ^^- Young, the great

livery stable keeper at Leeds, has always ul^d them-
l^^Lf'r% ™ '^ ^"^^^^ ^" ^^^ purchase of straw;

itil ^ ^ TT^ ™l"^7^
^*='^"g '^^^"«' 0"« C'*'^ easily

underst^md that much less straw is required on the
boarOs. It has long been the custom in Essex to fat
calves on boarded floors, with openings to let the urine
pass between them. It is said they die of a better
colour and the same remark applies to pigs. AVith
respect to horses, it is my intention carefully to trythem with Rape-cake instead of corn. It is much
Cheaper, and its elements, both as food and as manure
are more vaUiable than those of corn. Everybody now
taiows the value of decorticated Cotton-sced cake forreeding purposes, and ultimately for manure.
In conclusion I am satisfied that the same principles

t&lu ^'"''"''m
"*' K <>"^««»^es- Warmth: dryness,and shelter in cold weather, and plenty of air and ihade

^rovilTl'I:V^?_^"^^^^^^^ If yon will

therefore we must make up for this by very high

feeding and artificials, or we shall grow small crops of

corn. When our farmers know more of the chemistry

of agriculture—and some are studying it— they will

feci the force and truth of Baron Liebig's remark, page
173 of his work on Modern Agriculture, where he says:

—

*'A practical agriculturist, Albrecht Block, is reported to
have said:—'A larmer can afford to sell and permanently
alienate only that portion of the produce of his farm which has
been siipplied by the atmosphere—a tield from which nothing
is abstracted can only increase, not decrease in productive
power.' If we express the same idea in another form, viz

,

'A farmer may sell and permanently alienate all the portion
of the produce of his farm which has been sTipplied by the
atmosphere—a field from which something is permanently
taken away cannot possibly increase, or even continue equal
in productive power,' the axi»m thus enunciated is simply a
natural law. In this opinion of this truly experienced man, to
whom future agriculture will surely raise a nRHiument, is at
once expressed the whole foundation and groundwork of
rational fiirmingr, and all the knowledge that the science of
nature can teach the practical farmer. Every act of the farmer
which violates the laws of nature must justly be branded as an
act of spoliation.'*

A great deal of my live stock has been purchased full

grown pigs, frtttoned to hogs, by Barley ground into
menl, Nothing pays so well as I?apc-cake given to
sheep and bullocks. The late Mr. Tusey knew this;
and I should recommend young farmers to cover their
land with sheep eating Rape-CJike or decorticated
Cotton-seed cake. The result in the succeeding corn
crops must be profitable. My sheep eat more cake as
they increase in fatness : they begin with i lb. dailv,
and finish with 1^ lb. daily. It is desirable to give
them hay instead of cake for a few days before they are
killed. I would recommend every farmer who can
atlbrd it, to make at least 41. to 5/. worth of meat per
acre. To do tliis he will have to purchase food equal to
3^. per acre. Supposing you lose 71 per cent, by this
purchase, or 4^. 6d. per acre, your gain, in the succeeding
corn and other crops, will be at least IL per acre. I
say nothing about the breeding question. A man,
having first-rate powers of observation in regard to
stock, is sure to do well in such matters. J, J. MecJii,
Tipiree, Jdarch 30.

LIVE STOCK.

Lean stock purchased
Furcb-ised food—Barley and Rape-cake, 3/. per

acre on 170 acres
Horse and manual labour, carting and cutting lip

roots and green crops, preparing food, &c.
Steam engine grinding com, breaking cake, chaff-

cutting. &c
, ,. 22

Casualties, 1«. per acre W g jq
Sxindry other expenses . , .. ., "' 10
10 acres Mangel Wurzel (cost lOZ. per acre) ' i J 100
6i acres Swedes (cost ft/, per acre) 5S 10About 12 acres of green crops ., ,, ,',' 60
2:i acres aftermath. Clover and Grass

.'

' ." 33 o

mean the South of England ? Of couSellv
idea which strikes me at the moment as a^^-if '^^^aij

01 my meaning. The Lupine I see is now L 1 ^"^^'^n

the agricultural papers, but I see Liebie illn^
^^ °^ '1

his extracts from some of the Romans in -i
^ '* ia

Modern Agriculture. Of course climate"^
^^^"^

on

th all this. This few f.
"^^ '''

seldom think of, and a hfe ^"

attract?

much to do with all this.

anything of or

be the best person to point it out m ai
book. Surrey.

Price of Labour on ^weef^-sztfe.^Havin?
to describe the system of farm manaeeJj . ^P^
highly cultivated district which lies betweef a''

^^^
"

viots and the Lammermoors, allow ma * ^^^e-
... , . , .

^e ^0 correct *
error I committed in reducing to cash tliP

^"^"^^
*^

payment in kind paid to a hind in a tweV
^'^^'^^ "^

his own and his bondager's work. You w"n
^?°^^^^ '""^

referring to page 81 of the ^ffncullurTG^Z''}^

I

1859 that " 54/. 16*. 4ld, is all-
IS «11 the hind rec

'

his own wages, for paying the bondage's watrp!'!?
.^"^

I
her board, lodgings, and materials for wlv ^'?« J
clothes." In looking over the various ite^TiK^

^
8/. 18^. IJ^. for Oats, which should hi f* i
10/. 17*. Gd. And I charge 5.v. per wei-k for"t ^
in harvest for the bondager's board, which on^Xff*
have been deducted from the 52 weeks. % f j

made out a correct statement, 57/. 6s 9i C^! ^

*ofnl nfiWI fn f.liA l>nwl nnri 91/ A^ nj . ? ''"^ g^'^''
l

•equires 2U0.. for 1

iges

being allowed to keep a pig, and the bomla^ertoW
wrought full time to make up such a waee-bnt
very few farmers prohibit householders from 'feediilp

AS

I

545
d.

510

104

Cr.

£1451

Meat, wool, dairy produce, and poultry sold
Apparent approximate loss . . .

To which, in fact, should be added the interest
on the buildings affording them shelter, and
wear and tearof troughs, implements, &c., usedm feeding; also the value of much straw used
as food.

1279
172

d-

£1451

Home Correspondence.
T7ie Science of Plant Ctdtivation.—l have often

thought that a popular book on agj-iculture, like Dr.
Lmdley's " Theory and Practice of Horticulture," is
much wanted for the farmers to lead their minds into a
tram for reflection on what would improve the varieties
of the plants they produce, either by hybridising or
acdimatismg what might perhaps be got from warmer
climates. Something may be learned of my meanino-
at page 489 bf Dr. Lindley's book already referred to"-
and now, when plants are wanted to make paper, a
botanist like Professor Buckman might suggest much.
Ihe farmers have lost much by being so blind to the
advantages of Mangel Wurzel, KohlRabi, andCabbaee,
which suit the climate, and sticking so closely to
Turnips winch do not; of course I refer to the South
of England. The article about Chinese Cabbage in
the Gardeners' Chronicle illustrates in some m^surewhat I mean regarding a book for agriculturists like
Dr.Lindley's "Theory and Practice of Horticulture."
Ihe kitchen gardener may have been at fault in not

^

trying to find out more useful plants, but I think the
farmers have been much more so. Such a book as T
tancy is wanted is not such as could be written by
practical farmers, or chemists, or mechanics, but by
botamsts like Dr. Lindley, Professor Buckman, or Dr.
Balfour. Professor Wilson's books, which your Paper
referred to on Saturday, are scarcely what I mean for
o. practical information about working the land ifc

seems enough can be obtained, though not about
improving plants. A little has already been done in

pigs, and as very few farmers allow anything for tha
hind not keeping a pig, the 21 10s. ought to J
excluded. So, taking the aggregate average

prices of
grain for 1859, and allowing 12/. for tlie bondager's

wages, I make the above form of payment, exckiTeof
a garden and the liberty to feed a pig, equal to

25/. 2s, Gd, Not being employed in the bondage dig.

trict at present, I beg to state that I have taken

the quantity of payment in kind which was paid

in 1856, and the present rate of bondager's tim
as my guide. In the hiring of single semnlg tlie

average price for the winter half year for femala

was 3/. 10*., and for the male servants 7/. to 8i,

with whom a great many engagements were made.

Few have had better opportunities of being convsr-

sant with the bondager system of management tlin

I had by residing nearly 28 years amongst it, ccnpled

with my father being employed during a period of

34 yeai*s as a farm steward on five farms—two of 600

acres each, two of 1300 acres each, and one of 1800 arm
in extent. And I trust Mr. Grey, of Dilston, h-jIJ Bithet

cease speaking about his hinds being aUe to "iudulgo

in beef and mutton," or prove that his hinds' wages art'

equal to 15*. per week. A Labourer. [Ue H\m\vi^

is the corrected statement of the wages paid in Rox-

burghshire to farm labourers, according to the average

prices of grain during the 52 weeks ending on tk

24th September, 1859 :—
60 bushels of Oats, at 2s. lUd. per busliel. . £3 17

24 do. of Barley, at 4f. 2JJ. to 45. 2id. do... 5

6 do. of Peas, at 4*. 9iil. do 18
1500 yards Potato drills .. .. ...SO
Money 4
A month's food during harvest .. ..10
A cow's keep
The cartage of 7 cartloads of coals .

.

House rent

Hind's wages for his own work .. £35 18 6 3518 i
j

Money paid to the hind for his bondager's'work :—

12 days during harvest, at 2g. 4d. per day.. 1 f*

223 days, at 1*. per day ., ... ..11
78 days, at lOd. per day . . .....
Bon(&ger's board for 2 weeks in harvest .

.

\
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16 6 1^ '
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Supposed gross total paid to the hind for his

own and bondager's work
What the bondager costs the hind :

Wages
Board for 50 weeks, at 5i. per week
Lodgings for 52 weeks, at I*, per week ...

;ir

«
53 t S

12
12 10

2 12
sr

provide a hrn^h, in"thTlhZ7a/ Tnn^ T.""'

i^"'' ^^j"
j

Jj^e way from the improved plantsdrawn, I suppose,from
animaU will gro^m then,3. if ;?*t,™"J"^ ^^"^ *^^ ^>*^ ^.^^^^^^^ «"<^»^ ^« KaP^» Kohl Rabi, &c. Then

b^lS^^^frr^.^1^ be .acceptable to

ro;s:s'tWe". ?Ct\r"* ^^^--^^ onr^carrlage

am asked which
is very desirable

no doubt hybrids, also Turnips, and I have heard" of a
certain 40 or 50 Day Maize grown by Page at South-
ampton some years ago. advertised in your newspaper.
Could not this perhaps be crossed with some of the sorts
n the South of France and made useful in England—

I

ocitt\t&*

EoTAL Bttbxdt : SPEura Cattle Show.-^'^ .^

Royal Dublin Society, the oldest incorporatwlflg^^^

tural association in the empire, was establislied "jy

"

well-meaning Irishmen, they could have had
'>^^JJJj

that it would grow into a great national ^^^^t^
Society. Theimprovementoflrishhusbandrywasooey
fundamental objects which these patriots conteinp^

But it was to be a collateral and not the i«-^^

object of solicitude. And so the Koyal Vnm
^.^

couraged husbandry in a variety of '^*^''
_;-;,« of

increased or diminished zeal according to tne^

its governing body. Like every other mstitu" .

similar kind in the sister isle the capacity ot int^ ^
Dublin was tested by the calamitous «^e"" .^ 10

period from 1846 to 1850. It w^,. ^7^ the

speculate in this place on the 0P*'r*7 L^ tb**

Society in that period. It is enough to
^^ j^

for some time past at all events the Koyal ^
.^^jtaT*!

been in every sense of the word the leading *'^,
j^jtio''

Society in Ireland. It has two annual "j^^g,^
oflive stock and farm produce which \^^^ ^v^ts^
of agriculture in the country. One of these.

is
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I ^=^--7CrnI~Show, opened on Tuesday, the 10th.

^y? f nrnreedinsr to review the several points of attrac-

ftVo about the prize list. It is necessary to remark

It the Koyal Dublin Society is very peculiarly circum-
that lut^ J ^^ annual subscription of 21,

f::^fbesfdes a^ entrance of 31 3. a charge which,

fo
t^nculturists, is preposterous. There :s a large

fnnuTerant from Parliament. From both sources the

tiet/s income is very conslderaW^ - u , .

Kow. notwithstanding that its agncultnral is at

.;,^ moment the most useful section of the Society,

dt™ too, from which it is most actively and

Wily supported, the scale of prizes for cattle is

S e in thVextreme. Indeed to descend from the

Seration of the standing of the Society and its

ucome to the premiums for pure-bred stock is like

Sng from the sublime to the ridiculous. From a

Uy tabulation of the prize list we make out the

following summary :—

t

f

J

Mr. Crosbie, of Ardfert Abbev, Tralee, county Kerry,
lor "Lord Darnley," [we correct a mistake in the
Catalogue, which says he was got by a bull of that
name] an animal which in many respects we prefer to
"Soubador/* He has better turned shoulder-blades,
fuller and in every way better formed ribs, and is

well-filled in most parts. In this Section Mr. Majori-
banks. Bushy Grove, Herts, was highly commended
for " Young Mogul," a roan out of the " Great Mogul."
The "Young Mogul" handles admirablv; and when
grown he acquires a little more dcoth of"^ rib will prove
a smart and valuable animal.
We now proceed to reviewthe several animals exhibited

in Section II., Short-hom Bulls, calved in 1858.—To Lord
Talbot de Malahide was awarded Ist prize in this class for
"Clydesdale," whi(;h was bred by Mr. Tynte, of
Dunlavin, county Wicklow, "Clydesdale" was ranked

system of putting the cross-bred ewe to the long-wooUed
ram for the sake of getting a large animal and a greater
amount of wool i but he could not learn that they were
likely to continue that yn-actice very long. The Club
were much indebted to Mr. Howard for the information
contained in his paper ; but he could have wished that
gentleman bad told them a little more about what he
himself had done as a producer of cross-bred sheep ; and
he lioped that before the discussion terminated he
would state his reasons for using cross-bred sheep over
and over again. Were Mr. Howard to go to Norfolk,
he would find himself with comparatively few followers;
but in Bedfordshire the state of things was totally
different, and he (Mr. Coleman) was obliged to own,
though he did it reluctantly, that he was a convert to
his way of thinking.

113 Money Prizea-tbeir total value

Average value of each
£228

2

113 Pn«a, viz. -.-Bronze Medals 8

Silver Medals l*'"

Gold Medals

,.,.,. , - . ., ^. , „-,, ^^' Thomas (Lidlington) wished to point out the
hrst^ in^his^ chiss at tlte Dundalk Meeting of the Koyal ' fallacious idea which was entertained by some gentlemen,

c! i... „^ T„,i. J
_.

J ..
especially young farmers, that because certain breeds of
sheep were of greater weight than others, they must
therefore be necessarily more profitable. It had

5

113

The paltry money prizes of the Royal Dublin Society

fan exercise little influence on stock breeders; and

until the Society deals with that class in the same

liberal spirit as the other agricultural societies,

ffe should consider it would be wise to substitute

"certificates" or silver medals for the 21. and 3/., and to

employ the money so economised on some of the other

oiijectti which appear more in favour with the governing

body of this institution. The Society is far more
stringent in its conditions for successful competition

than liberal in its prizes. Thus it is exacted that

"bulls entitled to the prizes as best and second best of

all tlie prize bulls—the extra premiums for which super-

ncellence are gold and silver medals—must each serve

20 cows (approved by the owners of the bulls) belonging

to tenant farmers in Ireland, at 10*. each cow." A silver

medal is a poor compensation for arestriction of this kind,

with which, morever, it may be impossible to comply.
We would also venture to offer a suggestion to the

frauiers of the prize list. The beat Short-horn heifer

or cov\' gets a prize of 3^; and the same premium is

warded to the best sow. We should consider that
common sense, iiTespective altogether of the relative

value of the animals as well as of precedents, would
ere this have pointed out a different course. We
fhould also consider that the second best Short-horn
heifer would he entitled to a more valuable prize than
a duck or a pigeon. But some of the agricultural (?)
iritJiorities of the lloyiil Dublin Society seem to think

otiierwise; and we shall not quarrel With them further
tUuu.lUug briefly to direct attention to the interesting
fiict.

^
The strongest part of an Irish agricultural show,

n!iu more especially of the Royal Dublin Society's, is the
Sliort-horn classes. Confining ourselves to the mere
<luestion of numbers, we find tlmt in

1S59. 1860.

Tlicrp were yearling Short-horn bulls . . S4
Ditto heiftra .. .. ,, , . ,, 32
Other Shoi-t-horns . , , . , . , , n-j

Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland ; and it

is enough to say that he has not fallen off in any of his
points since that meeting. Mr. Lyndsay,of Killyleagh,
county Down, won 2d prize In tliis class with " Mystery,"
whicli also stood 2d to " Clydesdale " at Dundalk, and
of which we remarked at the time (and the remark is

still applicable) that his " points *' are of avsrage
quality. This bull is deficient in the loin, his neck is

rather coarse, and his head can scarcely be said to
deserve more favourable mention. The shoulder is also

a little coarse.

In Section III., Short-horn Bulls calved in 1857, the
Ist prize was awarded to "Dr. McHale," the property
of Mr. Barnes, Moynalty, county Meath, by whom the
" Doctor " was bred, and for whom the animal has
already, as the reader is aware, gained some distinction.

The "Doctor" wants that extreme mellowness of touch
without which a Short-horn is not perfect; but, taking
him all in all, he is far and away the best animal exhi-

bited on this occasion—the best bull in Ireland; one of
the best in the United Kingdom. Stands admirably;
is square and even ; has well formed and well set
shoulders ; a good masculine head and neck ; and in
short has developed those points which give excel-
lence to a bull. He carries with him to Westland
on this occasion not only the 1st prize in his class,

but the Gold Medal as the best of all the prize bulls,

the Irish Farmers' Gazette Challenge Cup, and the
Irish Railway Cup. Thus he distances ''Sir John," the
property of Mr. Jaffray Barcroft (bred by Mr. Tyrite),
by wliich he was beaten on two former occasions.
Verily the chances of success in Short-horn competition
are very fickle. This time last year, under the same
roof and under the auspices of the same Society, "Dr.
McIIale'* was judged and found defective. The second
place was also awarded him at Duudalk last July ; but
within the space of nine months the balance order of
merit of the animal is reversed. We rejoice that it is

as a

120
31
HJ7

Totals .

.

22S 2jS

So far it may be considered that the exhibition is a
>n(-ce«s; but, then it must be borne in mind that the
acroly numerical is a very poor standard whereby to
J'wgeof the progress of a show of Short-horns. Tlie
increase consists of yearling bulls; and we are re-
wctaatly compelled to say that a very large percentage
•^'these were ill-shaped and unprofitable creatures, that
reflect little credit ou the taste or skill of their owners
—a remark which, by the way, applies with equal truth
'flu still greater force to several animals shuwn in the
<>lljer sections.

ildkiiig the necessary deductions on the score of
timbers the show of Short-horns has been on the whole
^itable to the Society, and to the skill and enterprise
^ Irish Short-horn breeders. The competition this
jear has excited unusual interest, owing to the large
'"imber of Cups and piece of Plate announced as exti-a
•'.;muli.

*

j^" ^t»on I., for instance. Short-horn bulls calved inM We find ** Suubador," bred by his present succesful
"jmer. ^^ Richardson, of Glenmore, Lisburn. Co.

\u";
***'*^'"*^^ t-^'e Ist prize of 5/., a large Silver

^ittUI, and the Challenge Cup presented by the spirited
««ioncer. Mr. James Ganly, value 50/. Soubador is
-ntaimai of apparently great substance, but his appear-

? greatly due to a fine coat of hair. He is pos-
*of a fine constitutiun, and is well descended.

ITie Ganly Cap is accompanied with the following
"^--rictive clause:

—

°

T^B owner must cn^^age that the

so. For notwithstanding that "Sir Colin
yearling and as a two-year old came out with
some excellent points, he cannot stand comparison
with " Dr. McHale." An anatomical examination
of " Sir Colin " brings several defects to our mind. His
fore legs are radically bad ; and from his nose to his
tail a critical eye would find some point at wliich to
rail. He is notwithstanding a substantial animal.
The reversal of the decision in the case of tliese two

animals betrays a glaringly weak point in our mode of
adjudication. It is quite evident, even to those who are
outside the "ring," that there is no standard scale of
points. We adverted to this on a former occasion. We
recur to it again in the hope of inducing those most
intetested in the subject to give it that attention which
its importance deserves. The interests involved are
momentous interests. Need we apprize any Short-horn
breeder howjudges are nominated ? At a meeting, say
of the Agricultural Committee of the Royal Dublin
Society, one gentleman proposes Mr. Torr (and
we select him because he is highly competent),
whose name may have been suggested to the
gentleman who nominates him by a third gentleman
who may perhaps feel un interest in the success of
Booth blood, which every intelligent agriculturist
knows to be Mr. Torr's favourite breeding. Mr. Torr
becomes a judge, and another having the same leaning
is appointed with him. The result suggests itself. The
case we put has occurred over and over again; and
wl:at is more, those who adopt a particular class of
Short-horn are urged by self-interest to combine, we
will say legitimately, to raise that class—that blood or
line of Short-horns—as high as possible in public eati-

mation. It occurs to us that the interests of Short-
horn breeding absolutely require that combinatisns of
this kind should not be carried so far as to influence

public awards.

htLutA r-.. „„ u . — **"^1 **hall remiiin

rLZl^J^Y r'^t^S^^"^ *^ the Show, and serve

,,^^Jy«jaw .^i » ura i»i;i;i Liuuate iiom tne owners of the cows-^ U.SJ
^^mitteeof Agriculture, within 12 monthsrto

ch-iI^naS*^ »^ *•*!« c»^^3 proved m calf. This Cup to be

''rih(»S^Jl,^'t^*^^^f to «f»^'e security that it shad be
'»*y» Ufc^ti''^

deUv*:red up to the As^isUnt Secretary ton
^. iSS^i?^r;*^ : tobe won Jhree

Luk nr«7rT!*^ by the same Exliibitor before if K«^— „„

Farmers' Clubs.
Lo5D0>': Cross-hred Sheep.—The following is an

abridged report of the discussion which followed Mr.

occurred to his mind, whilst listening to the present
discussion, that a long series of experiments have been
carried on by the late General VYemyss upon tlie Prince
Consort's Flemiah farm. Year after year General
Wemyss had tried comparative amounts of food con-
sumed by the pure-bred Southdown and the pnre-bred
Hampshire Down ; and he arrived at the conclusion
that five Hampshires ate as much as eight Downs,
The extra weight, therefore, which so many Hampshire
breeders prided themselves upon, as compared with the
Southdown, might, after all, be obtained too dearly.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs said the point for the farmer's
consideration was, what breed of sheep would pay him
best to keep per acre—and whether the cross-bred

short-wools or long-wools were the best for this country
they could not decide that night. His own opinion
was that there were climes and soils for every description
of breed and cross judiciously managed. The first

point which had struck him in Mr, Howard's remarks
was the statement that the cross-breeds of this country
having much increased witliin.the last few years, folding
had become proportionably less generah If that were
so, and the only merit of the cross-bred sheep was that
of capability of fattening and early maturity, the
question was whether the producer was not losing as
much one way as the consumer was gaining the other.
Mr. Howard had asserted that the practice of folding
sheep had decreased since the introduction of the use of
artificial manures. Now, if tliose manures were of the
value which they were considered to be, and they were
being introduced to such an extent that some persons
laid out as much as Xl. an acre for them, the increased
production arising from their use ought also to give an
augmented supply of sheep to improve the land. He
was not inclined to think, therefore, that the folding of
sheep had deci-eased in this country. Certain breeds
were better adapted to one climate than to another,
and at certain periods of the year were more useful-
He had been a cross-breeder himself to some extent;
at the same time he kept one or two pure-bred flocks
on his farm, and this practice he had adhered to for 20
years. The more cross-breeding there was, the more
^would pure breeds be encouraged, and the more valuable
would they become; but he contended that they must
select tlieir animals to suit the particular soil and
climate.

Mr. R. Bond, Long Melford, might state that he
started some years since upon a heavy land farm, and of
course sought out tlie most profitable system. In fact,
he looked upon it, not as a matter of breeding or blood,
symmetry or size, but simply as one of profit. What
he wanted was an animal that would return the largest
quantity of meat and wool for a given quantity of food.
Living amongst Southdown breeders he had adopted
their opinions, and was perhaps rather prejuiliced in
favour of the Southdown breed. After giving the pure
breed a trial, he picked out the best Southdown ewes in
the flock, and hired the very best tups he could meet
with J the result was, that he obtained a lamb which
did not sell freely and readily in the market. He then
made a change, still using the Soutlidown ewe and
hiring a Leicester tup, and the change was decidely
advantageous. Afterwards he substituted a Cotswold
tup, and the conclusion at which he had arrived from
the experiment was that upon heavy lands the Cotswold
was greatly superior to the Leicester. But he did not
stop there. He next used a Hampshire ewe and a
Cotswold tup; and although he was not prepared to
assert that it w;i3 the best cross that could be adopted,
yet it had answered his purpose remarkably well.

Subsequently others had taken the experiments up
where he had leflt off, and gone still further, especially

his friend ^fr. Fyson, who had resorted to the system of

breeding from cross-bred animals on both sidra, and had
told them that he was better satisfied with breeding

from the two creases than from one. That gentleman's

flock consisted of crossed half-breds from Leicester tups

and Down ewes, and in a letter which In; had written

second require so much food as the pure breeds, in the winter,

on the light lands. A few persons were trying the

scarcely bore out the rcmnrks which had fallen from

Mr, Thomas as to the quantity of food consumed by
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different breeds, inasmuch as he showed that tlie

Hampshire and Cotswolds produced a larger quantity

of meat and wool from a given quantity of food than the

Southdown,
Mr. Cother (TVoodstock), said he was a breeder of

Cotswold sheep; and, in the capacity of an auctioneer,

had had a great deal to do with the sale of Cotswold
rams. Mr. Howard's estimate of the number of

Cotswold rams sold in the course of the season was, he
believed, far under the mark. In the last season his

Bales for a professed breeder and himself amounted to

nearly 800, and he thought that the sales by various

other auctioneers would go far towards making up 4000.

There were, moreover, a great number of rams sold

privately for removal to various counties of England

—

the majority going eastward. Cotswold rams were
not Tinfrequently sold for exportation at 40, 50, and
fven 60 guineas apiece. To whatever extent crossing

might be carried, he did not think the Cotswolds would,

as a race, ever be severed from their native district, the

Cotswold Hills. They were not, as some people

supposed, a large and unkindly breed of sheep, but had

an extraordinary propensity to fatten. This year a

nephew of his connected with Smithfield market sold a

number of ewes at 3 guineas apiece, and a number of

tegs at 60s., and those were not bad prices. And he

should be rather surprised to find other sheep yielding

more per head.

The Over-preservation of Game ; a Paper read hefore

the Members of the Central Farmers' Club, By
Henry Corbet, the Secretary. J. JRidgway, 169,

Piccadilly,

We called attention to this clever paper on a most
important subject at the time the author read it. He
has now published it in pamphlet form ; and we hope it

will obtain the large circulation which it deserves.

'genuine roll tobacco cloth.
Warranted kqdal in Strei,oth to Tobacco.

JOSEPH BAKEK, lO^Gouf^h Square, Fleet St., E.G.,

having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can recom-

mend itasthebestarticlefordestroyingthe Fly. \s. 4d.perlb.;

over 10 lbs.. l.t. Fosfr-office Orders payable Fleet Street

NUKSEKYMEN supplied with the best genuine

TOBACCO TArER at 4i. per cwt. ; 2Z. per half cwt. ;

any quantity less than half a cwt., lOd. per lb. The above

articleiswarrantedgenxiinc. Termscash.—AddrePsTosiBBTANT,

Messrs. Jackson & Sons. Tobacco Manufacturers, Leeds-

1 IS H U K S T C O M r O U N A).

PATENTED,
FOR PREVENTING AND DESTROYING

G

GABBEN -WATERING EKGINkT^St?
CHINES, CONSERVATORY PUlIpS' V^ Mi

HOUSE SYRINGES, with aU the latest iw^Sv.^'"'' '^RE&
Manufactured only by the PaterS^'''*"-

Richard Rkad, 35, Regent Circus, PiecadilW t
Descriptions and Drawings post tret

^ ^°' ^-

RED SPIDER
THRIPS
AMERICAN BLIGHT

MEALY BUG
SCALE
ANTS

Notices to Correspondents.

Agbiccltural Diploma : R. The examiners of the Highland
Agricultural Society have, it is said, had but one candidate

this year for their diploma.
Books ; Agrirola. We -would advice yoii to procure the
" Eneyclopajdia Britanuica," more especially the parts

contaiuinpr Mr. "Wilson's essays on Agriculture ana Dr.
Anderson's on Agricultural Chemistry, two of the most com-
plete studies which exist upon their respective subjects in our
language,

British Economical Mancre : J M. If it be the same as wa
oftered under this name several years ago, -we advise you to
have nothing to do with it. That which we then examined,
though attested by many certificates of merit, was worthless.

Grkbh Makurino : A Subscriber. There is nothing of more
rapid growth for the purpose than Mustard. It will be ready
for thtki purpose—i.e., just before it breaks into bloom—about
seven weekM after sowing in good weather.

Lupines ; A Sub.'^cribet'. Apply to any of the great seedsmen.

—

About Trottels see below. The paragraph was written a great
many years ago.

PurjTNO Roots for Cattle Food : H. Mr. Sadler, of East
Lothian, who contributed a paper on this subject to the last

Number of the Agricultural Society's Journal, has given to
the North BriiUh Agricultunst the following further state-

ment of an experiment showing a saving of Turnips by about
50 per cent., and hy working the pulpcrs by steam, wliich
he now does, the expense is very considerably reduced. Mi^
8. is so satisfied of the advantage of the system that not only
all the ciittlc on his farna, but the sheep as well, are kept on
a mixture of i>ulped Swedes and Mangels mixed with cut hay
and straw :

—

Four Cattle fed for 72 days on S4 ?ft«. ^vJpfd Swedes and
cut iti aw and 4 lbs. oilcake per dkm.

MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

B E D B U G g, &c..

And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see

Gardeners' Chronicle of Pth April and 16th July, 1859, and

"Cottage Gardener," 12th July, and has been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent gardcnmg authorities,

among whom are

—

Mr. Jndd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens

Mr. CoUinson. of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. J.1S. Veitch, jim., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

Tho principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout

England, Scotland, and Ireland use it. have taken in supplies,

and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs; S«. for not

large gardens; 10s. 6d. for large gardens, with testimonials and

full descriptions for use.

Nurserynicn and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Casd le CoMPAyv, Limited. London.

AGE'S COMPOSITION roR the DESTKUCTION
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the

test of eight years' public trial, and its gi-eat success has led to

numerous imitations. Dr. Lindley, in his leading article of

October 25, 1856, reported 182 cases in its favoiir—suflBcient to

convince the most sceptical.

4s. per gallon, (suflBcicnt to make four fit for use).

10 gallons and upwards, Carriage paid to London.

LosDON Agents :

—

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, W.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C,
Mr. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Mr. Clark, Streatbam Place, Brixton Hill, S.

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S. •

Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbush &L Sons, Highgate Nursery, N.

and the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the

Inventors and Manufacturers, Page & Toogood, Royal South
Hants Seedi Establishment, Southampton.

FUMIGATING AND SYRINGING.
To Garbknebs, HoRTicrLTURisTR, Florists, and Others.

GKIFFITHS AND AVISS, Tobacconists, &c., High
street, Coventry, beg to call attention to their TOBACCO

PAPER FOR FUMIGATING. There is nothing in its prepara-

tion injurious to vegetation, although it deals death and de-
j fTIANNED GARDEN NETTING for

strucUon to all insects (" except the red spider ") that infest the
! | g^g^.^Jg^g pj^^ Strawbeiries from Frost, BSght,

T

PARKE.S' STEEL D ICCiNcToRl^
BTJIlGESSANDKEY,95.NewgateSt eV t

^
being the Wholesale and Retail Aeents f. ',"*^

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hnX**^^'^^
their Customers may select wlmt thev mav r<.n' ™^»ii^
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURn"^^ (

PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Com ^^
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Rnva^ »

^'"^
*ith

Society ; it has obtained the First Prize civpj vi^'^taral
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Bv^gvS}i^^
Newgate Street, E.C.» strongly recoirmend it Mf>, ^' ^ -

feet Chum now in use. Full parHrv r̂s sent on annl^.2?*-

1

GARDEN POTS, VASESTTfc^^^^^

f

MAULE AKD SONS maiiuf.ctnre oBd sunnl .
^

sizes of the above mentioned GardetT r.?^^^^
^

great varieties, at their Horticultural PotteriefstSS "

Bristol- P tonfloid,

tir ILLUSTRATIONS AND PRICED rLISiN .^,
application. -___ ^

^i

GARDEN POTS and PANsnir^^^;;scr:r^i
less than 20 casts, delivered to th« T^,i":%?.'*l

Stations at the following prices :

Nos.Thbs. 60. lCO. 54.48.40.32.28 24. 16. 12. 8. 6 4 d a J

Diamptpr2|3J4} 43 .'>} G 6J 7 8
'

9 10^ 111 I33i.'iflii^i,

Per cast 2s. %i. 2*. 2s. 28. 2?. 2j(. 2s. 2s. 2s. 3s. isM. ^, i 5, i'''

On lesser quantities, 6d. per mile, for '^elivetytothe^H
would be charged. The usual discount to theTrade R01
Propagating Pans, Kale and Plunging Pota, Stra^W
Border Tiles, &c., made to order. '

Country orders to be accompanied by a remittance

J. fc W. Adams. Kilns. Belle Isle, York Read, King's Cre«, wi

LAKGE ASSORTMENTop VASES,FOUmm
BALURTRADKR, and other Garden DecoratioHg *« »v

of CHIMNEY PIECES, TRUSSES, and other Biessicn for

Buildings, manufactured in Ransome's BlPEEISEABLf
STONE, are now offered to the public at a conjiderablfi rwluc

tion in price, immediate clearance being requisite in order toi

make room for the newly manufactured goods.
|

Application to be made t» Mr. Frederick Rassome, Whit^

hall "Wharf, Cannon Row, TVestminster, S.W.; orhientBtore

Works, Ipswich. Specimens also on view at the "ExMUtii.:

of Materials, &c.," 9, Conduit Street, Regent Street, Lcti

don, "W., durine tho Architectiu-al Exhibition. I

A'IKNT PKKPaRED GAllDEN and othie

NETTING, tobc had in any quantity at the SpitalTcngw

Factory, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

RITTA1N*S GARDEN NETS are admitted to be

the best and cheapest protection to Fruit Trees, mdtbi

most dui-able Hothouse Shading for Buramer. SSinclwiiii

No. 1, 5d. ; 2, 6rf. ; 3, &d. a yard TIFFANY, 2Jd.andi4

Sold by all Nurserymen.—Brittaix & Co., ^Aocbatit

B

TANNED NETTING at reduced prices, 200 sqi

yards 10«. ; 500 yards, 24s. Scrim Canvas for^Vall F

Greenhouse Shades, and Tulip Covers. Address in

Frederick Edgington, Marquee, Flag, and Banner

facturer. Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London. 3. E-

greenhouse. G. & A. warrant their Tobacco Paper to keep
Ac. One yard wide, \i^

No.
Live Weight of
Each Beast at
2d Jan., 1860.

Live Weight of
each Beast at
14th March.

Increase.

1

3
3
4

cwts.
8 l-8th
8
r

7i

so 5-8ths

cwts.m
8
9 3-8ths

cwts.
2 1-Sth

u
1
1 r-8ths

37 l-8th 6J

Swedes
consumed
pulped.

tons cwts.
10 16

Fovr cattle fed for 72 dai/.s. ad libitum, on sliced Swedish
Turnips

, fresh straw uncut, and 4 lbs. oilcaJce per diem.

No.

1
2

3
4

Live weight of
each Beast at 2d
Juuiiary, 1860.

cw ts

.

8

n
8:

r
Live weight of
each Beast at
14th March.

cwts.

H
9
lOi
H

31i 38

Swedes
consumed
sliced.

tons cwts.
15 16i

1

Sefds: a Covxtant Reader. The seedaof the Grasees you have
sent certainly do not belong to any British species, if indeed
to our native genera. We have sown the qj, and shall hope
to be able to make them out with accuracy.—Other samples
of "seeds" are under examinatinn.

Tbottel Plant; WC K, page 299. "W. B. B." says that
the Trottel plant or Trottel root is an old story, and nothing
more than a silly hoax that was played off in 1823 on the
editor of the Monthly Magazine of that day.—^/ S, Camp-
kill, Bedale, says:—" Twenty-five years since I planted roots

pieces about the size of a florin, and ignite it with a piece of
red-hot iron large enough for the purpose.
Very strong Tobacco Water for Syringing, Is. 6d. per gallon.

KEEP YOUR PREMISES FRPE FROM MICE AND
SPARROWS.

BAKBER'S POISONED WHEAT kills tliem (only)
on the spot. In Id., 2d., Ad., and 8rf. paclcets.—W.

Sutton & Co. , 10, Bow Churchyard , Lond on, E . C- Agents. Sold by
all Druggists, &c., throughout the Kingdom. Works : Ipswich.

EATING'S PERSIAN INSECT-DESTROYING
POWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants are freed from

Fleas and all other Vermin by the above Powder, which is

quite harmless to animal life. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,
Moths in Furs, and every Insect are also instantly destroyed.
—In packets, post free, for 14, or treble .size for 36 stamps, by
T. Keating. Chemist, 79, St. Paul's, London, E.C^

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILE5,

ROSHER AKD CO. beg: to invite attention to their
varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-

EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta. Terro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages over Box or Grass-
edging in that they afford no harbour for slugs, &c., take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.
They may be had ofyarious patterns at R. & Co.'s premises.
Albion Wharf, 'Tlolland Street, Blackfriars. S.E. ; and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.
N.B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on

appl ication

.

KAAMENTAL PAVING TILES for CONSER-
VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES, &c.,

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours,
and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also WHITE
TILES, highly glazed, for Lining Walls of Baths. Dairies,
Kitchen-ranges, Larders, &c. To be obtained of Roshee & Co.,
at their premises as above.

ATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
liipoBTANTTo Garbeners —The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following
letter from G. Glennt, Esq., the celebrated Florist :

—

"420. Strand, London.
" Gentlemen,—I have worn Gutta Pereha Soles and Heels

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-
sarily am in all weatliers, and with the ground in all states, I
would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to \\9c them, for they mav
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at
the fire, and pressing it from the thick pnrts to the worn parts.

X I JETTING for Fruit Trees, Seed Beds, Kipe

IM berries. &c. TANNED NETTING f^^F^^^f^
above from Frost, Blight, Birds, Ac., 2 yai^s/^^^*

yard, or 100 yards, 20«. ; 4 yards vride, U. ?«>
J^™* ^^T

20«. New Tanned Netting, suited ^r any ? tno
"J^

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 5rf. W
J

4 yards wide, 10c?. per yard ; 6 yards wide, l». ^r,L
^-inch mesh. 4 yards wide, \s. 4d. pery^rd-tan »"*

quantity of Eaton & Detxer. 6 and 7, Crooked uao.

Bridge, E.G. __—

-

A

CLOTHS, New, with Poles,.

Lines complete. .^^
CLOTHS, a lar^e quantity of feecona «-

in good condition.

RQUEES AND
of all dimensions.

S, S E C K
from the Crimea.

S AND B A
OF ALL NATIONS

NETTING (BRITTAIN'S), New
for nreserving Fruit from B^rds,Fro^s^^

M
T
F

E N T

LAG
D

NEB

and

P

.^ for preserving Fruit Irom ^^^''' V^rtrtt
Address-B^JJAMiN Edgington, 2, Duke StrtW,

London Bridge, S.E. ^ . „rvn«S.^-
West End Establishment, gbgl^l^gr:^^^^

BKOWJN'fe FLORAL SHADlNO.-j.f^l»
material for protecting the Bloom oir

j, ^
frost.—Sold by all Nurserymen and oc^u^

, 0> ^

20 yards long, 3S inches wide No.
\^^-^^^^, ^

piece.—Charles Brown. Greenhey^^^|f££^^L-

HAW'b TIFFANY, a light, cheijpQHAW'b TIFFANY, a hgiu,
^"":7;thrfi«S2

k3 material for Shading Consci-^'atones atiu
^^^^

^m
efFectually securing Plants from tbe worcDJ"fe ^^ojlj
without obscuring the ligbt ; also ^^^^RiLm of *»^^
and Seeds from Birds and Wasps, and the uii>

^ j
from Spring Frosts. ?Uf'^'

Sold in Pieces.
,.

20 yards long, by 38 inches wide ••^^- Wds loni' b^ 38 inches -de %i,e^
rial, manufactured with a/^^'^"'' ,. _^,
tion to prevent it from r^,"'"? q' jpcb* VT^
„..,UT„ „r,.„^„+T.-\i« TTfirds long,

'^^(^' ij^h««
*

iceriai, i>w. » '"""..Vof theai^^^^^*;
regard to price or the use and oeauty^uj^^ ^ strt^

No. 1.

No. 1. 20

them on mv f- rm in Ynrk.> ir. «T>'.1 % l^
*'"''' -'"'' ^^^^7 variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

de^d aU St^empS o be eradi?ate^ It iT uf7?™nbvn.^ ^

'^"^*"^' Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets. Bosses
t«>^r^,^ „ ^?1^J° r eradicated. It is the Symphytum xj..;™ Taints. Flasks, Bottles. Bowls. Cliamber Vessels. Tnilpftuberomim, aComfrey." " '"" ^™P ^"^

*w *S?^!k"^''"^
communications have been received too

^e W^'^ are detained till the necessary.inquiriescan be

eSs IhelnBSH^^r.'^r''^^ ^^^ indulgence of those correspond-ents the msertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

drawn over the glass roof of a ConservaiOTj^^^^;j^^j,j,

manently on the inside, the effect is,
»j ^^ ^y^^

remarks, "that of a white cloud reflec^^^^^jj^g*

does no mme than diffuse light, withoui ^Qof^.
In protecting the bloom of Wall Jree^ '

^^^j,
*iy

Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Cliamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, ( urtnin Kings Galvanic Batteries,
Calbotype Trays, &c., manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholepale dealers in town or
country.—The Gutta Percha Company Patentees, IS, Whart

|
Manchester " - ^

Road, City Road, London, E.G.
[ Addi-ess, John Shaw & Co., 40, Frina

protection is required. No. 1 wni "^ ""rT^pUoO *^

Manufacturers and Dealers in every aej«-r \,^^e»

ting, Canvas, and all such like ma*^"74inirl(^

"

A liberal allowance to the Trade ?n^;cS "Si

CADTMN.-See that every piece is ma^

3C**-

SHAK-i
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r^DMANENT CRASS SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
acre.

Gr-APfiE CHIVAS is this year supplyincr liis best

Sure OF GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PAS-
laiAiu"^ ^ Q y ^f tjie numerous Testi-

Ire selected, siiowiug

the kingdom

:

"^^^
-^i t/,iav down a field of 16 acres, for which I

?rfvK!end^e Grasses of a similar description.-
tbani. yu

m„o^AS Stevens, BradfieU Rectory, Reading.
From the^V^™*f^ed by you for Permanent Pasture in
" '^^^

fn'S havelive^^eat satisfaction this year ; they have
"^y Tr^^t^er than S>me others tried against them."
answered better u^

5b«f/ia:oWA Hall, Lancasfiire.

rv^"*J^;«,^ftvou of my entire confidence in your Mix-

Sd yea^'pr^ucJis superior to an old turf."

/ -u^ T W ScRiVES, Throstle's Nest, Yorhshire.

.- ySrMSu^ ^'G^ seeds is the host I have ever used.'

JF«.m Mr Besjamw Bowler, Spakhng, lincolmhire.

•*Thryieldof your Gmas Seeds was immense the first and

second ye^. ^^^^ ^^^^^ ft-oyaon, Sumy.

«T>,ai.Athe hichest opinion of the Permanent Gra^s Land

1 M Hofn from v?ur Mi/tiire in the spring of last year. TheS w^e rwrupon the young T^Theat. and after harvest^ ve^rtrong andhealthy. They were rolled before Chnst-

^^3 again this spring, with a heavy iron roller, and

^hout amy exception it was the finest piece of seeds ever seen

in our county.** ],„»„ - t »

•

From Mr Thosus Beading, Fulford Hall, Warwickshire.

" The Grasses I had from you for permanent seeding have, I

am glad to say, exceeded my expectations,"

From Mr. W. Ltcett, ShaJJow^ld, Staffordshire.
_

" The Grass Seeds with which you supplied me have given

me general satisfaction. I can, with the utmost confidence,

recommend them to every farmer laying down land to Per-

manent Pasture."

From Thomas Dorington, Esq., Newport^ Salop.

"I have great pleasure in recommending your Grass Seedi

to those who wish to lay down land to Permanent Pasture

those which you sent me are equal to an old sward."

From Henry Mcir, Esq., Tuiistah Staffordshire, Feb. 8, 1859.

" I sowed the Grass Seeds you sent me without a crop on

light sandy soil, reclaimed from common land, and am happy

to say they quite answered my expectations, and look at the

present time aa well a^I could wish them. I shall send you

an order for more when I know the quantity of land I have to

seed down this spring."

Frm. C. Garfit. Esq.. Agent to the Rt. Hon. Lord De Tabley.
" Your Seeds are excellent, and as a proof of the high opinion

I have formed of them I have purchased large quantities from

you each year. I will thank you to send me this spring the

usual supply for 20 statute acres."

North-West of England Seed Wurehouse. Chester,

REIGATE SILVER SAND. — Best quality for

Florists, 16«. per ton ; less quantities 1«. Qd. per bushel.

delivered to any London Wharf or Railway. Sacks for Sand,

1$. 6d. each : or on hire. Bd. each (five hold a ton); KENTISH
and HAMPSHIRE PEATS, LOAM, and LEAF MOULD, in

large or small quantities—John Kknnard, Purveyor to her
Mafeiity, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, Tendon. S.E.

TO LANDSCAPE GARDENERS AND OTHERS.

BOROUGH OP BIRMINGHAM.—The Burial Board
ComTnittee of the Council of the Borough of Birmingham

are deiirous of RECEIVING DESIGNS and ESTIMATES for

LAYINO-OUT and PLANTING the LAND purchased at

Witton, distant about 2J miles from Birmingham, for the pur-
poflee of a CEMETERY. The Designs must embrace the
follawing particulars :

—

First,—A Ground Plan of the Site, showing the proposed
Roads and Walks, the Oniamental Planting, the portions to be
used far the purpose of Interment, and all other requirements
for the proper working of the Cemetery.
Second,—Sections showing the Earthwork required for the

arrangement of the surface.
Third,—Such other details and suggestions as the Com-

petitors may think necessary for the information and guidance
of the Committee in their selection.
The site includes an area of about 105 acrerf, but it is only

intended to appropriate about 60 acres in the first instance.
A premium of ZOl. will be given for the Design considered

first in point of merit, and one of 20^., and another of 10^. for

the second and third. The Designs obtaining Premiums to
fcecome the property of the Committee, who are not to be
bound necessarily to employ any of the Competitors to carry
out the works.
Competitors to state the terms ujwn which they will carry

out the Works.
Lithographed plans of the site, drawn to a scale of one chain

to an inch, with contour lines marked thereon at every 10 feet
of altitude, the sites of Chapels, Superintendent's Residence,
Lodge, Entrances, and further particulars as to the competition,
may be obtiined on application to the Borough Surveyor,
Public Office, Moor Street.

The Plans, Estimates, and Particulars, with the name and
address of the competitor marked thereon, to be enclosed in a
Waled cover, endorsed, " Plan for Laying out the Borough
Cemetery," addressed to the undersigned, at his OflSccs, in
Temple Street* Birmingham ; and they must be there delivered,
frw of expense, on or ^fore the Ist day of June, 1860.

Thomas Standbridqe, Town Clerk.
Birmingham, April, 21, 1860.

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
Impoiwant to Gardener.*?.—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleaiure to acknowledge the receipt of the follow-
v'

letter from G. Glenst, Esq., the eelebrated Florist :— ^

,
"420. Strand, London.

Oenllemen.—T have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels
tdew two years, and being so much in a garden aa I neces-
saniv am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I
would on no account be without them. As a matter of economyIwould recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
Tgair the worn part at all times by warming the material at
the fire, and presmng it from the thick parts tS the worn paries,
Measlly a.-? if it were bo much dough, t think it the duty of all^wmjs who murt oocartonally wet their feet to adopt aa«enal that comnletcly defies damp. Many agardener would
•ipe colds and rheumat^m by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

Your obedient servant, G. Glenny "

Tuhl^ SI?*^^,Sf ^."*^S
^"^^ articles, such as Mill Bands,

D^'r ^l*** ^^^* J^'^^P Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses

T^ r''*^ ^^^' ^yj^l ^''S ** Chamber VesSls, Toilet

Sd&Jt^ ^T* *™^''^^^ Galvanic Batteries,

Sd2^ l^** w''i.'"*t'II''^^f^ ,^y ^^^ Gutta Percha^paoy, imd boW by their wholesale dealers in town or

t^T^r^^ Pf^ Pereha Company Patentee^ IsVwh^^"••. City fioad, London, E.C.
'

G
RED SPIDER
THRIPS
AMERICAN BLIGHT

H^^I^ol?i^J^^^^*^°
PAPER FOR FUMIGATING.

AVILEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son,
• Surrey), takes this opportunity of informing his

patrons and the public that he is now offering the above at a
very considerably I'educed price. It is now sold in packets of
4 lbs. eash at U. Sd. per lb. A liberal discount allowed to the
Trade. For testimonials that will guarantee its quality, see
GardeTiers' Chronicle, February 25, page 165.
SHEET IRON POTS for FUMIGATING, 3i. 6d. each.
N.B. All orders to be accompanied with a Post-office Order,

payable to Henrv Appleby, Dorking, Surrey.

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH.
Warranted equal in Strei,gth to Tobacco.

JOSEPH BAKER, 10,Gough Square, Fleet St., E.G.,
having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can recom-

mend it as the best article for destroying the Fly. Is. 4rf. perlb.;
over 10 lbs., Is. Post-office Orders payable Fleet Street.

NURSERYMEN supplied with the best genuine
TOBACCO PAPER at 41. per cwt. ; 21. per half cwt. ;

any quantity less than half a cwt., lOd. per lb. The above
articleis warranted genuine. Termscash.—AddressTom Bryant,
Messrs. Jackson & Sons. Tobacco Manufacturers, Leeds.

:ilSHUKST C O M P O U N J>,

PATENTED.
FOR PBBVENl^NO AND DEaTROTINO

MEALY BUG I MILDEW
SCALE GREEN and BROWN
ANTS

I ffhXBED BUGS, &c., '

And useful in winter dressing.
Contains no deleterious ingredient-

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see
Gardeners' Chronicle of 9th April and 16th July, 1859, and
"Cottage Gardener," 12th July, and has been favourably re-

ported on^ and is used by eminent gardening authorities,

among whom are

—

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr, Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Mr. CoUinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs- A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas- Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

The prmcipal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland xise it, have taken in supplies,

and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bedbugs; $s. for not
large gardens; 10«- 6d- for large gardens, with testimonials and
full descriptions for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited, London.

AGE'S COMPOSITION for the DESTRUCTION
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the
test of eight years' public trial, and its great success has led to

numerous imitations. Dr- Lindley, in his leading article ol

October 25, 1856, reported 182 cases in its favoui^sufficient to

convince the most sceptical,

4t8* per gallon* (suflScient to make four fit for use).

10 gallons and upwards. Carriage paid to London-
London Agents :

—

nendersnn A Co., Pine-apple Place, W-
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C,
Mr, Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, S,W.
Mr, Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S,
Mr- Hopgood, Shepherd's iJuKh, W.
Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nursery, N.

and the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the
Inventors and Manufacturers, Page & Toooood, Royal South
Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton,

FUMIGATING AND SYRINGING.
To Gardeners^ Horticulturists, Florists, and Others,

GRIFFITHS AND AVISS, Tobacconists, &c.. High
Street, Coventry, beg to call attention to their TOBACCO

PAPER FOR FUMIGATING. There is nothing in its prepara-
tion injurious to vegetation, although it deals death and de*
struction to all insects ('* except the red spider") that infest the
greenhouse- G. & A. warrant their Tobacco Paper to keep
good and retain its killing properties for six months. Price
12*- 6rf. per dozen lbs,, sent to any part of the kingdom on
receipt of Post-office Order, N.B,—Tear the Tobacco Paper into
pieces about the size of a florin, and ignite it with a piece of
red'hot iron large enough for the purpose.
Very strong Tobacco Water for Syringing, Is. Gd. per gallon,

ATS, MICE, AND BIRDS.—How to paralyse and
render them immoveable on the spot, though there be

hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a shovel ftfid

finally drowned. This is the plan adopted in Russia, communi-
cated by a Russian prisoner Sent to any address, post paid,

for eight penny stamps, by Fisher & Son, Publishers, Kiugs-
land, London, N,E, Punctually sent the following day.

NoU.—If swarming the whole may be cleared in one night-

Warranted at 1*. cosU

EATING'S PERSIAN INSECT-DESTROYING
POWDER,—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants are freed from

Fleas and all other Vermin by the above Powder, which is

quite harmless to animal life. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles,

Moths in Furs, and every Insect are also instantly destroyed.

—In packets, post fiee, for 14, or treble size for 36 stamps, by
T- Kkatino, Chemist, T9. St- Paxil's, London, E-C.

HORTICULTURAL AGENT AND VALUER.
R ALFRED CHANDLER, (of the late firm of
Chandler & Sons. )2S, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road,S.M

GARDEN WATERING ENGINES. .^.^ ,.,^
CHINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS and GPFPNHOUSE SYRINGES, with all the latest improvemeats

ManufactTued only by the Patentee
Richard Read, 35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, Loudon W

Descriptions and Drawings post free.
'

,^^^^
GARDEN POTS, VASES, ETC:

'

AULE AND SONS manufacture and supply all
sjzes of the above mentioned Garden requisites iugreat varieties, at their Horticultural Potteries, Stapleton Roid

Bristol fl^ ILLUSTRATIONS AND PRICED LIST SseuXapplication,
"

f^ARDEN POTS and PANS, in quantities of notVJ_ less than 20 casts, delivered to the London Railw.^y
Stations at the following prices-—

^i^mw.iy

No8.Thbs.60.L60.54.48.40.32.28.24.16.12.
8. 6. 4. 3. 2. I.

_^. , ^ Inches.
Diameter2|3j4H3 5M 6i 7 8 9 lOA 11? 1^9Tiifi'T7na

On lesser quantities^6(Z. per mile, for deUvery to the stationwould be charged. The usual discount to the Trade. Squ^
l^^^^T^ilT'rnftt:^^^^^^^^ ^^^' Strawberry\.d

T S*^
w*7 orders to be accompanied by a remittance.

J. & W. Adams. Kilns. Belle Isle, York Road. King's Cross, N .

H ^Vr^ xV^^ J;^^
^^^^ *^^AA' 'I'KKES KFFECJJ TUAhL\ PROTECTED BY WORSTED NET ] a^ 10

years, require no removal New Twine Ganien Net/lArf. 'per

Sr 1 no ^^hI V'lf,'*
''5''^ i^^^ »

'^^^^^ ^*«i«^ Nets, 6*.^.
^ R R,r'''^^* ^^TT'i? ^^ ^^'^^P Nets, Fishing Nete, &c. Ac.—R. Richardson, Net Maker, 99. Eu^ton Road, I^ndon. N.V.
Xj ETTING for trait Trees, Seed Beds. Ripe Straw-
-L-^ hemes &c. TANNED NETTING for Protecting the
above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, 3d. per
yard, or 100 yards, 20». ; 4 yards wide, 6<L per yarx5, or 50 varSs.
20«. New Tanned Netting, suited for any of the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 5d. per yard;
4 yards wide, lOd. per yard ; 6 yards wide, 1*. 3d. per yard ;
|-inch mesh. 4 yards wide, 1«. 4d. peryard.—Can bebad in any
quantity of Eaton & Deller, 6 and 7, Crooked Lane. London
Bridge, E.C.

ATENT PREPAKED GARDEN and other
NETTING, to be had in any quantity at the Spital Tongues

Factory, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

RiriAIN'S GAKDEN NETS are admitted to be
the best and cheapest protection to Fruit Trees, and the

most durable Hothouse Shading for summer. 55 inches wide.
No. 1, 5d. ; 2, 6rf. ; S, 8rf. a yard. TIFFANY, 2^. and M.

Sold by all Nurserym en.

—

Brittain & Co., Manchester.

ANNED NEITING at reduced prices, 200 square
yards 10». ; 500 yards, 24«. Scrim Canvas for Wall Fruit,

Greenhouse Shades, and Tulip Covers. Address in full,
Frederick Edoinotox, Marquee, Flag, and Banner Manu-
facturer, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London. S.E. *

ANNED GARDEN NETTING for preserving
Seed-beds, Fruit, Strawbenies from Frost, Blight, Birds,

&c., and as a Fence for Fowls, ic. One yard wide, Ijd. ;

2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards, 4Jrf. ; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard, in any
quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 376, Strand, W.C.
^____^ An allowance to Nurserymen.

A TENTS
D H A X D,

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
Made by Steam Power at

J LEWIS'S HoRTiCTTLTUHAL WoEKS, Stamford
• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a much

better and stronger principle than those manufactured on Sir

J. Paxton's clan, ana are more durable and cheaper.

A span-rooi measurmg SO ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends £
and doors complete .30

Do do, 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. 60

Do. do. 60 ft. by 24 ft. dO. do. »0

LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application to

J. Lewis^

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kessal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Wineries, Green-

houses, &c., combinmg every, improvement with elegance of

rJpKifrn and durability of materials and workmanship.S vSlaTING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

n^ffnf ^o^i^cs has triven the highest satisfaction. Churches.

cCeU S^7s.'EXnce Hall? Public Buildings, &c. heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

"^TT'tL Sox have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the*nobUity and gentry by whom thoy are extensively engaged.
^

CLOTHS. New, with Poles, Pulleys, antl
Lines complete.

CLOTHS, a large quantity of Second-hand,,
in good condition.MARQUEES AND
of all dimensions,TENTS, Secon
from the Crimea,FLAGS AND BANNERS

OF ALL NATION'S.
NETTING (BPJTTAIN^S), New and Second-hand,

, for preserving Fruit from Birds, Frost, Ac,
Address—Benjamin Edojsgton, 2, Duke Street, Southwark,

London Bridge* S.E- West End Establishment, Charing Crocs.

ROWN'b FLORAL SHADING,—The cheapest
material for protecting the Bloom of Fniit Trees from

frost-—Sold by all Nurserymen and Seedsmen in pieces
20 yards long, 38 inches wide. No, 1, 4v. ; No, 2, 4*. 3d. per
piece,—Charles Brown-, Greenheys, Manchester-

SHAW'S TIFFANY, a light, cheap, and durable
material for Shading Conservatories and other Hothouses,

effectually sccm'ing Plants from the scorching rays of the sun,
without obscuring the light; also the best protector of Fruit
and Seeds from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of Wall Trees
from Spring Frosts,

Sold in Pieces, Per piece,—^ d.
No. 1.—20 yards long, by 28 inches wide 5

No- L—20 yards long, by 38 inches wide, the same mate-
rial, manufactured with a Patent Mineral Solu-
tion to prevent it from rotting 6 0"

No. 3,—CDoublc strength) IS yards long, by 39 inches wide T 6
No. 4.—(Treble strength) 18 yards long, by 39 inches wide . 9 (T

As a Shading material. No. 1 Tiffany is unequalled either in
regard to price or the use and beauty of the article, for when
drawn over the glass roof of a Conservatory, or stretched per-
manently on the inside, the effect is, as Professor Lindley
remarks, "that of a white cloud reflected on the glass, and
docs no more than diffuse light, without obstructing it.'*

In protecting the bloom of Wall Trees, if the situation be ex-
posea, Nos. 3 and 4 arc recommended, but where only a slight
protection is required* No. 1 will be sufficient.

Manufacturers and Dealers in every description of Mats, Net-*

ting, Canvas, and all such like materials for Garden purposes,
A liberal allowance to the Trade on taking 10 or more Pieces.
Caution,—See that every piece is marked "Shaw's Tiffany,

Manchester.'*

'^'^f^'"^
^^^'^ ^TTAw A- Co.. 40. Princcm Street, Manchester^

" lJ^ltiUi UUMO/'—Patronised by her Majesty, the
JJ Queen, the Duke of Northumberland forSyon Honse,

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Garden*^, Pro-

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the CrvPtal Palace, Rnynl Zoological Society, late Mr^.

Lawrence of Ealing P;irk, and —Collier, Eftq,, of Dartford,

PROTECTION FROK THE MORNING akd EVENING FflOST,
"FRIG I DOMO/' a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature- It Is adapted for

aU horticultural and floricultural purpoew, for preserving

Fruits and FlowerB from the scorching rays of the auu, from

wind, from attacks of insects, and from mommg frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide, U. 6d. per yard run.

Four, 3s- per yard ; also,
, , « . ,

An improved make three yarns wide, 2m, 6d, per yard run,

EosHA Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7,.

Trinity Lane, Cannon 8t,, City, EX., and of all Nnraerymeii

and Seedsmen thro'whout the kingdcjm, *' It is muchches^r
than mats as a corerinjf.'*
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NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.

JOHX STAXDISH, in offering tlio following Plants
can assure Ms customers that they are now in fine con-

dition lor sending out :
—

KYOSOTIDIUM NOBILE, or Antarctic Forgot-Me-Not, each
31s. 6d.—This plant, from the Chatham Islands, ia one nf the

most remarkable that has been introduced for some years,

being totally distinct from all others. It has largo thick

leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sentls

up raagnificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful blue

and white, similar to a Forget-me-not, but of a gi:int form.

A Drawing of it is published in Curtis's "Botanical Maga-
zine" for September. A description taken from the above is

also published in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1S59,

wherein Dr. Liudley says :
—''This is the handsome perenni^

provisionally named Cynoglossum nobile by Dr. Hooker in

our last year's Vohi me, page 240. It is quite deserving all

the encomiums that have been passed upon it."

RHODODEN'DRON NUTTALII.—The largest flower of all yet

known, having 11 floviers in a truss, each flower being

6i inches across. Seedling plants, 3 inches high, 7s. 6d

each ; G0«. per dozen ; or 20^ per 100.

PHLOX MRS. STANDISH.—The purest white, with a large

red eye, 5*. each. Also a large collection of the finest binds

which J. 8. has shown diiring the last summer and in every

case received the Firet Prize. Plants from Is. to 2s. 6d. each.

A 'CATALOGUE containing a full description of the best

•lants in cultivation will be forwarded on appHcation to

The R«yal N'ursery, Rtgsfaot.

C'lAMELLIAS full of Bloom Buds, showing colour,

J 18a., 2l8., and 24s. per dozen :4without Buds. 15s. per

ddien. ORANGE and LEMON TREES, with Fruit and
Bloom, 2s. 6(i., 88. 6d., 5s., 6s., and 10s. tid. each. A great

variety of choice FERNS, BEGONIAS, &c. GREENHOUSE
aad STOVE PLANTS of every descriptiou.—R. Green", 154,

Kkigsland Road, 55 doors from Shoreditch Church, N.E.
'

'

MANGEL WURZEL, CABBAGE, AND COLLARD SEED.

E GREEN having: purcliased a large Stock of the
• above previous to the late rise in the market, is enabled

to offer them at the fallowing extremely low prices:—
MANGEL WURZEL YELLOW GLOBE, 9(/. per lb., or4i. per

cwt ; LONG RED, 60^. per cwt., 9d. per lb. ; LONDON
COLLARD, 3s. per lb.; CABBAGE ENFIELD MARKET,
EARLY YORK, BATTERSEA, EMPEROR, EAST HAM,
Ac., 3s. per lb.

1S4, Kingsland Road, 5.5 doors from Shoreditch Church. N.E.

EW CHINESE VEOETAITLTO.—See the elaborate

and truly important article thereon in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of the 7th inst.

A Collection comprising 12 varieties of the above interesting

;pmductions> with descriptions nndsuggestions for their v;irious

uses, A'c, may be obtained free by post for ONE GUINEA,
from Charles Turnkr, The Rr>yal Nurseries, Slough, whose
PRICED LIST of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is just published,
and may be had free on appMcition.

EVV HARDY WHITE SWEDE TURNIP.—
Notwitbatanding the severity of the winter this hardy

and productive flwede has kept perfectly sound in all parts of
England until now (April hi), all other kinds having been
•much Injured by the severe weather.

Seeds supplied by Raysbird & Co., of Basingstoke, and
8ft, feeed Mavket. Mark Lane, Lqqdon. E.G. .__

SOUTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISH-
MENT,

N

R

Under the patronage of H. R. H. the Prixce Consort, the
Horticultural and Agrii-nltuial Society of India, the princiixil
Nobility, Gentry, and Agricnlturista of the United Kingdom.

BOTLEY PRIZE for the BEST TEN-ACRE SWEDES,
November, lS5f).

PAGE'S IMPROVED (^own by John Crosskey, Esq.).
Heaviest weight of Mangel, per acre, 61 tons 2 cwt.—PAGE'S
IMPUOVED ORANGE GLOBE (grown by Stauart Alac-
!Kighten, E.sq.).

Mingel, sown July 7, wciifht and shape—PAGE'S IMPROVED
RED GLOBE (grown by W. Warner, Esq.).

M;mgel, 50 tons per acre—PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE
GLOBE (grown by W. Dickinson, Esq.).

OSfPots, 35 tons per a?re-P.\GK'S IMPORTED WHITE BEL-
ftlAN (grown by R. Trench, Esq.).

Six Prize Swedes, for heaviest weight—PAGE'S IMPROVED
(^own by W. C. Humphries, Esq.).

VALES OF AVON AND STOUR FARMERS' CLUB, 1859.
Vales of Avon, Prize for best 5 acres Mangel—PAGE'S IM-
PERIAL ORANGE GLOBE (grown by Mr. Salway).

Second best—PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE (grown
by Mr. H. Bone).

Tmrd ditto—PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE (grown
ftyMr. Baker).

^'^

Best 2 acres ditto—PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE
(grown by Mr. James Salway).

Second ditto—PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE (grown
by Mr. John Withers)

^^

Third ditto—PAGE'S IMPERIAL ORANGE GLOBE (grown
hY Mr. Bone).

PAGE AND TOOGOOD have tho pleasure to state that their
IMPROVED MANGELS. SWEDES, &c., are saved from fully
developed roots, and have bean awarded the principal Prizes
for Acreage and Specimens.
Mangel WUR^EL.—page's imperial Orange Globe has

acquired tfate weight of44lbfe., as shown at the Botley Club
the SmiLhfieM dub, Ac.

^

^. .
Per lb.— ,9. d.

I
Per lb.—s. d.

Pages Imp. Orange Globe 1 3 j Long Red . . .

.

o 10
Yellow Globe ,. ..1 I Elvetham Long R3d ,.1
Red Globe 1 | Long Yellow .. ..10
SWEDISH TURNIPS.—P. * T.'s superior quality of Turnip

Seeds ai-e aJl of home growth, and saved from Transplanted
Stock.

Per lb.—s. d.
Page's Sussex Swede .. 10
Ashcroft 9
Green Top 10
Tankard 10

Is. 6d. per lb.

Per lb.—i. d.

Page's Improved Hardy 10
Skirving's 8

.. White ..1
Sutton's Champion 1

Holciis aaccbaratu3

ff

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON
'respectfully A^'NOrVCE THEIR

NEW spring CATALOGUE OF BEDDING
T B E ISSUED EARLY IK MAY,

PLANTS,

in_wliich the undermentioned "new and desirable novelties for Flower Garden Becoratiou are fully d
with numerous other beantifal varieties for Amateur cultivation. '^'^scnl)e(^

Dianthus Verschaffelti.

Of hai-dy robust habit, very novel and picturesque.

Hybrid Bedding Geranium "Britannia.*'
The most brilliant coloured variety in the section of the

perpetual flowering class, a fine phmtj for bedding, vases, and
pot culture.

Calceolaria

Beaton's '* Carmine Nosegay.
)>

Beaton's Stella' Nosegay.

These are distinct and elegant shades of colour in this unique
bedding section of the Geranium.

TTniqne.**
The finest pure Orange, true hedding habit

l^ew ISanve Coloured Verbena **Fascinat'

New Sulphur Yellow Verbena **

Welcome^''
New Brilliant Coloured Verbena "t7«

Stfacy

"

^ ^^y
G6ant des Batailles Type

mw Blue Do,
J

(
Wtei. Blue Bonaet)

With other great improvements iu this popular floret

PANSIES FOR THE SPRING MONl-HS,
OF THE CHOICEST NAMED VARIETIES.

In strong Plants for immediate display ; self, white, yellow, and parti-coloured ground tints, or separate if

required, at 6s. to 9*. per dozen ; and new varieties 12*. to l&f. per dozen.

GAZANIA SPLENDENS.
Brilliaut orange yellow with dark centre.

BEATON'S GOOD GRACIOUS
POLYANTHUS.

Effective rich golden yellow bedding plant, profuse bloom,
1^. 6rf. each.

CAICEOLARIAS.
Shrubby and bedding varieties, in distinct colours for masses,

for pot culture, &c-

TRITOMA UVARIA GLAUCESCENS.
The true Kew variety, Js. M, and 25- 6d each. No one should

buy T, Uvairia alone, to ensure the above fine coloured kinds.

GREEN-CENTEED HELIANTfiUS or

SUNFLOWER,
28- &-L per packet.

For testimonials of this fine New American Annual, said to

equal the Dc^tUia for effect, see the Gardeners" Ckrordcle, April 7,

page 308.

TRITOMA trVARiA GRANLIFLOaA.
The finest flower tiniss of all the tribe, Ss. 6d. each.

PERILLA NANKINENSIS.
One of the most beautiful and effective Of Flower Guden

plants. Nothing else like it in col<yur, form, or <ffee( fiS
packets 6rf. and Is. each. ' ^

SPERGULA PILIFERA.
Substitute for Grass on Lawns, verges, or flat terraces 4c

Seed packets, 6-/., Is., 2s. 6(i., and 5s. etch. Clumps forimme-
diate planting, 85. and 16s. per 100.

THE DORCHESTER BLACKBERRY,
35. 6d. each, and

TEE LAWTON BLACKBERRY,
2s. 6d. each, are proved to be the two bSst "Ainerican varidliu.

4

HENDERSON'S A 1 RIDGE CUGUMBEE.
Packets of Seed, I5. and 2a. 6(J. each.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI.
A very beautiful _specimen of this ^6f^e6i(s'fi<y^f6d green-

house shrub is now in bloom at the Wellington Nursay.

Collections of Choice JLTBtWFAlaS for present sowing, 12, 3s. ; 2%, Ss.; 50» 10ft«ii>nt Oee.
^—:

>

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.
J L .... , i: ,. . .J . .^. t^

Turnips, in aorta. Cattle a^rrot, Bape, Clovers. Bnck Wheat
Tares, Mustar.i, Linaeed. Imported Italian Rye-grass, Kre'

pIgE 'l^Ti^^aa^^™^ ''"^ Superphosphate.

SPECIAL OFFER OF SELECT PLANTS.
HEKKY WALTON, Edge End, Marsden, near

BuHi%, beigB to offer the following dt the prices
annexed :—
GEUAwrUBlS.—Tlie roHowiiig show varieties, 15s. per dozen,

viz., Aurelia, Competitor, Cynthia, Etna, Etty, Tmp^ratrice,
Julia, Lu6Ifer, Minnie, Rosalie, Richard Benyon, Spri^htlinesg,
Signora* Siron, and "Vestal. The following and several other
varieties, 6a. ahd 9a. per dozen, or 50*. per 100, viz. : Agnes,
Amethyst, Ardens, Admiration, Attraction, Admirable, British
Queen, Conqueror, Corsair, delicatnm. Empress, Edith,
Florence, Fidelia, Fair Ellen, Gaiety, General Williams, Jessica,
King of Sjcarlets. Marvellous, Miss Foster, Prince of Prussia,
Purple Prince, Rosa Mundi. mbens, Sultan, Selim, Symmetry,
Seraskier, Topsy, Una, Videnda, Yerda, &c. French and
English spotted varieties, 6s., 9s.. and 125. per dozen, viz.:
Aur^lie Duval, Alexander, Alphonse Leroy, Aspasia, Brilliant,

,

conspicuum, Eugene Duval, Excelsior, Glowworm, Guillaume
Soverej'ns, Henderson!, Hortense, James Odier, La Belle
Alliance, Ln Ristori, Le Taase, Le Titien, Lord Raglan, Madame
Martine, Madame Lemichez, Mazeppa, Mr. Beck, Mr. Hoyle,
Perugino, Prince Napoleon, Queen of Beautie:s, Roi de Pour-
nres. Spotted Gem, Van Houttei, ftc. Choice Fancy varieties,
0*. to 12«. per dozen.

H. W.'s Selection of SHOW. SPOTTED, and FANCY
GERANIUMS.—Good plants, 45s. per 100.

FUCHSIAS.—All the new varieties of last season, 95. and
12.9. per dozen.

CINERARIAS.—6«., Qa., and 125. per dozen.
VERBENAS.—New varieties of last Season, 65. per flOfefen •

two dozen, 10a-.

PINKS, As. 6d. to Gs. and 9,?. per dozen pairs.
PHLOXES, 0*., 98., and 12s.
ROSES of last seaRon in pots ; nice plants, 245. per dozen.
DAHLIAS of last and previous years and other beddine

plants in May,
,

*

DESCRIPfl\"E lists' of the above on application, inclosina
one stamp.

GLOXINIAS.—New varieties, ?05. per dozen, or six for l''^
Erect Flowering: atroviolacea, Lady Victoria Noel, LadyC*
Villiers, Sierra da Estrella, Madame Auguste Mieliez, Madame
Jules Margottin, Madame Picouliue, Miuas Geraes, Perfection,
Princess Alice. Drooping Flowered varieties : Attraction,
Cartoni rohusta, Foxglove, Fascination, Hercyi, La RosiSre,
Mathilde de Landevoisin, Madame Symon Bnmelle, Meteor,
Murillo, SirH. Havelock de Luckuow, Spagnoletti.Scholastice,
Symmetry, Sebastiano, and Thomas Lobb. H. W.'s selection,
12*. t>er dozen.

TYDEA3.—New varieties, the set for ISs., or 25, each;
Aurora, Adonis, Cornet, delicata, Denton Beauty, erecta
multiflora, Mars, gigantea ignea. Lady Digby, and La4y
CiiroUue Kerrison.

BEGONIAS.—Marshall!, 3s. Gd. ; Queen of England, 2s. 6d. ;

Madjime Alwardt, 25. 6d. ; Madame Wagner, I5. 6d. ; splendida
argentea, 2». 6d. ; Miranda, 2«. 6d. ; Prince Troubetskoi, I5. 6d.

;

Isis, 2s. 6d. ; Urania, 2s. 6d. ; picta, 2s. 6d. ; Thwaitesi, 2g. 6d.

;

Zanthina argentea, I5. 6d. ; Zaiithina Reichcnheimi, 1«. 6d.

CYANOPHYLLUM MAGNIFICUM.—Nice young plants,
55. 6d. and 7s. 6d. each, free by post.

Post-office Orders payable at Nelson, near Burnley.

/

NEW Pea.
NUTTING AND SONS having purchased tbe'Stoct

of a NEW DWARF WRINKLED HARROW PKA,

raised by Dr. Maclean, offer it for distribution hi pint packet*

at 25 each. Nuttikg &; Sons will grow it this season for next

year's supply.

This Pea is remarkable for its earliness as A wrinkled ManroWi

dwarf habit (2 feet), fine flavour, and great productiveness.

Seed Warehouse, 60, Barbiofin, London, E.G.

YOUELL'S " NOKFOLK HKRO" CUCUMBEH-
-M_ Without exception the very best Cucumber for open

ground cultivation that has yet been offered . It is

^ f^
prolific bearer, as handsome as any frame variety, and is »
delicate in point of texture, the fiiiit measuring f^t^mlt) to

20 inches iu length. Packets containing 6 fieeds, Is.; 18 seeds,

»

YOFELL & Co., Royal Nursery, Great tarmou^

BEDbiNG PLANTS-BEDDING PLANTS.

JH- BIRD, F.H.S.. Nurseryman, StoTte Newuig-

• ton, can supply the foUowing Plants, first-class atuo, at

128. per 100, or 51. per 1000, in large or email quantities to »wt

all purchasers :—Tom Thumb and other Geraniums, tucns^

Verbenas, Lobelias. Calceolarias, Heliotropes, Petunias, B^jwjj

Age^tums, Cupheas, Pompones, &c. To save trouDie ^
orders to he pre paid. ^

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS. ETC

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to

inform their friends and patrons that their PR ^S
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS i°J^Pj
is enumerated every novelty of proved merit, also^^^^
of the older km.(s, is how published, and will be forwardeap^

free on application. The sealed Collections of fi^^J^ .«
German Asters, Balsams, Carnations, Stocks, ^mnias, «c.,

from the best foreign sources, and have hitherto B:lveD u^

qualified satisfiction. Every article has been selected witn'-

greatest care, and is warranted true to name tmd ofjneiiu

quality.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and HomSey
«"-'

Holloway, Loudon, N.

KINGHORN'S CHRISTINA GERANiq^n^^P^'
fection as a rosy-pink bedder, for colour, habit,

-v^uuiing, and a perpetual ornament for the
&^'^'^°'^°'^","'ffi.rtiii

Francis R. Kinghoen can supply the above in three dine"*-

izes, at 7s. 6d., lO.s. 6d., and 12s. 6d. per dozen. ,^-
Also a fine Stock of the most popular BEDDING Fl^ "»

;c., at moderate prices. The usual allowance to the iniw,

Sheen Nursery, Richmond. S.W.—April 21

<e»a
SCARLET GERANIUM—"SHEEN RIVAL.'

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now prepareU t ^
out the above, the finest of all existing varieti^ . ^

' " was awarded a I^z«J,^

of

Crystal Palace, iu 1858. and also commended by tni ^
Committee of the Horticultural Society, ^,,^J^lltraa0»
1S59. Is much superior to " General Peli^ier. Tbecn^^r;;^

bloom are very lirge, and flowere of the fin^^J^XiMt***
orange scarlet, horse-shoe fohage, and vanegatea ^e^^^^^

Stout Plants in large 60-pot», ^s. each. The usual sHJ**^
the Trade.—Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W.—Apnl ^*- -
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^^TTwT cITrTsa nthemums.
^ TDTPn F H S Ntjrsebyman, Stoke Newington

T ^- ^l^infom Ms'fifends and the piiNic that he has the

^''^^IstifS'e will aid ^u supply them by the 100, 1000,

'25 Pair of Best POMPONES, 10.

iii TtTw Af Re<it Laree Varieties, lO^.

S o ?est PoflPONE CUTTINGS, 5,.

20 Mr of Best Large VancUes, Do 58.

CATALOGUES for one sUmp. To save trouble all orders to

be pre-paid,

E W

N E w'"™"^^^*'^.

or 10,000.

NTHEMUMS.

J
HTTV SALTEK is now sending out several splendid

^5 PHRYSANTHEMUMS, both large flowers and
New CH^^f,^'^

of his unrivalled general Collection,

Pompones; ^^«^*^^«!f„s/ve in Europe. His DESCRIPTIVE

^""^i'^rtlZTm Dahlias, Hardy Variegated
CATALOGUE of ^ti^^"^ ^ ^l be sent free upon receipt

Ke stoV -vTrsafe^^^ William Street, near Ham-

mersmithTornpn^O^: 7^ L i
• ...^—--^^gg-p^l];fn^K:-V^^ superior fimbriated

^FS^'ckoLARIA -Tills is annnaJly received from a_ private
CALCEOLAmA^^ 1

for his first-rate Calceohmas, and

P'^ -^n thrSuesTsrSction, per packet, U. ; extra, from

hsTnew!'^. S" par picket : also'fine new continental dwarf

g-»Z!^fjr^Sr.Sfa" s^ Sudbury, Suffolk.

Ti/TESSRS. PAKKKR and WlbLlAMS beg to in-

Mfomi their friends and Patrons that their PRICED and

BWRIPTIVB CATALOGUES of Exotic Ore nds, Stovo,

Khouse. and Hardy Ferns, Miscellaneous Stove Green-

SanfHardy Plants, Variegated and Ornamental Fnhaged

pSiti Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons, Indian Azaleas,

Gloxinias, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Herbaceous Plants, truit

Trees &c., are now published, and will be forwarded post free

onapplication.-Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey
RniiiTs. HoUowav. London, N.

A PAUL AND SON inviff^^Kteriion to their NEW
• TEA-SCENTED ROSE " PRESIDENT," which obtained

a Certificate of merit from the Royal Botanic Society on the

21st March. ISGO, and which is now first offered for sale. It is

figured in the Rose Annual for 1859-60. The plant is of hardy
constitution ; the flowers are large, full, of fine form, varying

in colour from blush to salmon, and very sweet. It is confi-

dently anticipated that it will prove one of the finest of Tea-

Scented Roses. Price 5g. per plant; a few extra strong plants,

103. 6d. each. The usual discount to the Trade when three or

more plants are ordered at once.—Nurseries. Cheshunt, Herta.

HALF SPECIMEN TEA-SCENTED ROSES,
Grown in 6-inch Pots foe. Exhibition.

FINE SELECTED PLANTS per doz. 2is.

Smaller Plants in 48 or 4-inch pots »»
'"

Selection left to W. W. & S.

WM. WOOD AND SON arc now prepared to supply

fine strong Plants of the above from their extensive

STOCK. CATALOGUES may be obtained on application, and

extra plants added to each order to compensate for carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfieid, near Uckfield, Sussex.

ROSES Tn pots.
Woodlands Ncrsery. Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WiVr. WOOD AND SON are now executing orders

for ROSES in pots, and will supply fine healthy dwarf

plants as under:

—

TEA-SCENTED ROSES .. .. 12s. to Ifis. per doz.

CHINA DO 9s. to 12s.

BOURBON and NOISETTE DO... 9s. to 12a.

HYBRID PELIPETUAL DO. .. 9s. to 12s.

The months of April and May are considered ve^ eUgibLe

for planting out Roses from pots. The plants now offered are

strong and well grown.
Plants presented to compensate for carnage.

SUPERB PENTSTEMONS AND ANTIRRHINUMS.
Woodlands Nurseuy, Marfj^fteld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

I
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XTrM- W(KJU AND

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMAN and SONS' PIUCED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1S59, & SPRING 1860

comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds; New and

Belected Roses ; fine varieties of American Plants ; Choice and

Bare Conifers ; Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

;

and a fine stock of transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had

free on application.- Woking Nursery, Surrey.
^

AMERICAN PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY'S CATA-
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may

be had OB application. It describes fully all Rhododendrons

worth growing, and contains a List of A^ialcas, Hardy Heaths,

and other American Plants, as well as a summary of the

general stock of the most extensive Nurseries in England.

The Catalogue may also be had at Messrs. May's & Co.,

1, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
Knap HiU Nursery, near Woking, SuiTcy.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS.
MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY invite at-

tention to their Scedhng RHODODENDRONS, which
they are selling without names, and which they strongly re-

commend as being very superior in point of habit, foliage,

COLOUR, and qekeral hardiness. They are from li to 2h feet

high, and as muoh t\irou;?h, and no plants can possibly be in

ftoar bwlth. They will' be sold at very liberal prices, and
purchasors can select fmm a stock of many thoussinds.

Bjiap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Surrey.

RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE OF HARDY,

SCARLET, and other choice RHODODENDRONS, as
annually exhibittMl at the Royal Bofcmic Gardens, Regent's
Park, is now published and will be forwarded on applicsition.

Faithful descriptions of all the esteemed varieties will be found
deUiled.with a list of the popular kinds of AZALEAS and other
AMERICAN PLANTS, as well as a selection of CONIFEROUS
TREES, with height and prices.
The Americp.n Nursery, Bagshot^ Surrey, near Sunningdalo

Station, South- Western Railway,

T SUHSCKIBEKS offer to the Trade and otheri parties a Surplus Stock of 2 and S-vear Seedling SCOTCH
FIR ; 2 and 3-vear Seedling Norway S'PRUCE ; 2 and 3-year
Seedling ASH ; 2-year transplanted ALDER, 2 to Z feet ; ASH,
3 to 4 feet; BEECH. IJ to 2 feet; SCOTCH FIR, Native. 9 to

15 inches, 2-year transplanted. Prices on api)lication.

FoWLFR &, Son. Glasgow.—April 21.

WHEELER'S NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS.—
MARQUIS OF BATH. — A superb dnuble-flowered

variety. Th« tube and sepals crimson scarlet, well reflexed
;

corolla deep violet purple, finely formed, of good substance,
large and regular ; robust, and of good habit. This was one of
a bed of Bec'dUnga in the open border, and first bloomed In

September last, when a small branch was exhibited to the
London Floral Society, who very highly commended it '* as
the finest double flowered variety which had come under the
notice ofthe Coramitteo " Price lOf. M. each.

LORD OF THE ISLES.—Vine double-flowered. Tube and
sepals scarlet, well reflexed ; corolla dark purple, large, smooth,
*nd of good substance ; free bloomer and good habit, distinct.

Price 5b.

HERO OF WILTS —Fine double-flowered. Tube and out-
aide of »ep;Us scarlet, undei-side of sepals rose; corolla light
violet, similar to Souvenir de Chiswick in colour; a good
bloomer. Price 5».

The ftwBmentiouetl hnve been figured byAndrews, and plates
may be obtained of G. W. iu exchange for 12 postage or receipt
etampfl.
HAONUM BOXUM.—Single-flowered. Tube large, soarlot.»^ l«ig

; •epftla light fcarlet, the iuyide rosy scai-let, well
refiexM aod broad ; corolla rich crimson, Lirgc, finely shaped,
rad smooth; considered the most shc.wy and striking single
^"h'^ia ever offered. Blooms 7 Inches long were gathered from

T T directing especial attention to their exceedingly neb

and beautiful collections of the above, which have been selected

from the best sorts in cultivation.

The Plants are strong and healthy and are ready for im-

mediate delivery.
, ^^ ,

The best and newest proved kinds, 12«. to 18*. per dozen.

Older but approved sorts, 43., 6s. to 9s. per dozen.

Plants presented with each order to compensate for carriage.

SPLENDID VERBENAS NEW OF 1859.

TTT^LLIAM KNIGHT invites especial attention to

VV his very extensive stock of the above, which he is now
prepared to supply at 5s. per dozen ; 2 dozen, 9a. ; or 5 dozen,

in 60 varieties, for 20«.. package included.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of the above on application.

—Post-oface Orders made payable at Hailsham Flond Nursery,

Hurst Green, Sussex. —
NEW VERBENAS. ETC.

CHARLES TURNER can now execute orders for

the beautiful and distinct varieties raised by Edmonds

and Dr. Sankey. Also VARIEGATED GERANIUM FLOWER
OF SPRING, received two First Cla.is Certificates this season.

Frost's two new AZALEAS, PERFECTION and SIR H.

IIAVELOCK ; and ACHIMENES DAZZLE.
For description and price see SPRING CATALOGUE, to be

had on application —The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

H'
OLLAND AND HAYLEi' beg to otier from their

unrivalled Collections, in strong healthy plants,

25 pairs CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, fine show
flowers, for 1^.

Extra fine show PAN8IE8, 6s. per doKen.

Extra fine show PHLOXES, Ss. per dozen.

Extra fine BELGIAN DAISIES, 4«. per dozen.

Hamper and package included.

PRICED CATATjOGUE of DAHLIAS, BEDDING, and
MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS, &c., may be had on apphcatiou.

Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, Manchester.

AZALEA INDICA.—Splendid varieties, plants fine,

strong, and bushy, with a profusion of flower buds.

Selections at the following low prices (prices per 10© to the

Trade on application) :— • £> *_ <^-

i;0 superb varieties -. .. -. ., 1 15

12 ditto ditto 12
Can-iage free to all railway stations in London, or on the Col-

chester line to Norwich.

its- A CATALOGUE of SUPERB GLOXINIAS, ACHIME-
NEAS, GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, BEDDING PLANTS, and

ROSES iu Pots, is now ready. Copies oii<application.—Stephen-

Brown, Seed and Nursery Eetablishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

FLOWERING PLANTS,
AND A. SillTH have now in bloom Geraniums,

J Leschenaultia, Azaleas. Heliotropes, Fairy Roses, Cra-

moisie Superior do. ; Colonel Fabvier do. ; Boronia Dmm-
mondi. Acacia, Erica Cavendishi, E. coccinea minor, E. hy:
brida, E. Willmorea, E, perspicua nana, E. Westphalmgia, E.

intermedia; Boroiiica Drummondii, Fuchsias, Cinerarias, and
Verbenas, fee—Dnlwieh. Surrey, S.

BEDDING P-L ANTS, ETC.
FAND A. SMITH beg to ofter in May quantities

• of fine Plants of Trcntham or Crystal Palace Geranium,
Gazania splendens, Dianthus Heddewigi monstrosus and gigan-

teus, Tropreolum Stnmfordianum, Tropfeolum Lobbianum
elegans or Crystal Palace Nasturtium, and Attraction ; Ver-

benas, the old favourites, and the best of last year's new
varieties ; Rose Devoniensis, Vellow Noii>etto, Mrs. Bosanquet,

Cramoisie sup^rieure, and Colonel Fabvier, A-c, with tbe

usual assortment of Redding Plants, a List of which may bif

had on application.—Dulwich, Surrey, S.
'

HE~1<EW HORTICULTURAL GARDEN. —
Persons wishing to have specimens of their Works placed

for Exhibition in the New Garden at Kensington Gore should

now forward particulars of the class of articles they wish t*

exhibit, and the si)ace required, that the Council of tbe Horti-

cultural Society may decide whether the articles jToposed to

be exhibited will be appropriate to the Garden, and whether
.space can be found.

No space will be allotted to articles which it is proposed to

remove at the end of a few months.
No charge will be maae for space.
The name of the Exhibitor will be affixed to each article.

Space will probably be found for objects IN CEMENTS,.
such as Edgings, Balustrades, Vases, Statiies—XN TERHi^
COTTA, such as ornaments for Spandrils, Edgings, BalustradeB^

Vases—IN BRONZE AND IRON, such as Vasea, Statues,

Seats Trellis-work—IN STONE AND MARBLE, such a«

Statues, Vaaee. Edgings, for founUins ; coloured varieties for

pavements—IN CHINA, such as Vases, Jaroini^res-^^r
CAUSTIC TILES. - . ^ ,

*

SLATES of large size and peculiar quality for Grefiiibi3U«^

Proprietors who may wish to exhibit specimens of their

quarries will be able to exhibit such in the shape of pedestals, &c.

Letters to be addressed to the Assistant-Secretary, Horticul-

tural Society, S, St. Martin's Place, London, W.C.

SATURDAY, APRIL 21. 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WED:<E5i>Ay,-Aprn2.5—Uoyal Botanic (Sprinjr Meeting)

cy^ f Horticultural (Fiorfll Committee)
» ar St. Martin's Place 2 r.je-

ruch'^ia ever offered. Blooms T Inches long^ Seedling n>»wt in November last. Price -^
PlanU of flii the above wiU bo ready to send out on and after
4 rM S^V ^HE

^4f &

NBW SEEDLING VERBENAS.
ROSALIE.-Hoiiy mlmon green eve, sur-

DUCHKSS OF r-OMKR-T.-M^uTe Jwed! I^Sl trn.s,
Hfe pipe, mid » "-^^^i "«*""»• «"!" -»—

- - ^
» cnltiwtion.
The abore she

••Ke pioe. and a good grower, quite distinct from imy variety

TO LONDON MARKET GARDENERS.

WANTED, CHOICE VKGETABLES and FRUIT.
Direct from the Grower.—A weekly supply through-

out the season will be required, and as the prices will be

liberal first-cLiss goods are indispensable. Growers may
apply to GEORGE TAYLOR,

VEOFTABLf: AND FrUIT SALESMAN,

The Grand Stand. St. John's Market, Liverpool.

CUSrAKD MARROW, the Sudbury Improved, as

figured last year, packets, 6(Z. and 1«. each. Price to the

trade on application.

MAMMOTH GOURD, the largest sort, 1«. per packet.

FURRELL'S PROLIFIC CUCUMBLR, a fine long hardy

sort for frame or open ground, 1<. per packet ; also 20 other

choice frame varieties. See CATALOGUE.
Stephen Bbowk, Seed Establishment, Sudbury. Suffolk.

AYTON CASTLE GIANT LE£K.

CHARLES ALEXANDKR, 30, West Regi-sfer

Street, Edinburgh, can supply liuiited quantify of this

unrivalled Scotch LKEK at 5«. per o». and U. per packet m
exchange for postage 8ta«ip«.

,
' " These Leeks were blanched upward* of 12 inches, and one

of them measured 7 inches in circumferencp. The^four together

weighed njbs."—gaiv^gr*^ CkronicU, Pectmberl,, 1S5P.

HENRY'S HYBRID SCOTCH. LEttv-

i^HVRI'ES ALEXANDER, 30, West Repster Street,

the following document speaks for itself .—

rcopv I

*' Broom House, by Donae, Feb. 8, 1S60.

"
I have this season supplied Mr- Chas AL^A^n^K of Edm-

burgh with part of the Seed o^^/^f
^^"^ Sc<^h Leck^.^^^_„

piO'^COREA BATATAS

** It were desirable to have the dispute as to the

Pruning of Forest Trees settled by an appeal to

facts, which raii^ht be ascertained by thoae who are

much conversant iu the sawing and planing of old

timber. There are two methods of pruning, each

of which has its peculiar fault. One method is to

cut off a branch close by the stem, and allow the

bark to grow over the wound ; and the fault of this

method is, that the process of healing may require

some years, during which time a certain decay on

the surface of the wound ensues, and the decayed

matter, not being absorbed, as improper substances

are in the animal frame, must continue as it is,

and mav probably constitute the source of a
spreading decay at a future period, after the new
and healthy wood has grown deep around it.

Hence, itmny be contended, the origin of cavities

so frequent in the heart of old timber. The other

method is not to amputate near the stem, but to

mutilate the branch that ought to give waj', so as

to check its growth, but leave the life in it ; and the

fault of this method is, that the successive layers of

new wood, deposited year after year, are every one

marred by this slump, which continues its cros9-

grain thronyh them all, makinfj a had knot in

every plankj and must either prolong this mischief

for 50 years, or be cut off sometime, and cause the

evil complained of in the former method, or it

must decay, and allow the successive layers to

grow around a decayed substance, proving a worse

danger, by leaving outwardly a hole, and inwardly

a tube for conveying wet. The evil of the cross

stump is well seen in Firs whose branches fall of

their own accord, not without leaving a host of

ragged lenaains, which, though dead, last a long

time, and show in the subsequent sawing of the

timber, as it were, the transverse perforations

which they have made in every deal that is cut;

the perforations are indeed fitted with a knob or

plug, but the plu;r, though neatly fitted, is so in-

differently fixed that it may oftt-n be pushed out

with the thumb. Such axe the two methods of

pruning, toxetJicr with the fault of each. The

fast is br much the worse, unless the first oanae

rotting." Let some proprietor ofold trees cut down

one of which lie knows the very spot whence a large

oranch was amputated some 1*0 or 20 years befori^,

and after takin;? off a slab opposite the ancient

wound let tlie plane be applied, proceeding, under

his own eve, by hairbreadths, till the vertical grain

be separated from those that meet the plane at

ri'^ht angles, this being the exact seat of the snp-

! posed dis a e. Thelast shaving will be worth gold,

*-,! ...." OR CHINESE YAM —Strong«o«» *»e»»(jing a feet in length, 6*. per doaen : 42#. "per 100, ifwire be n at a time. Sets" 6^. per lOO.
O, WH££Lte. Warminster Xursery.—April 2L

.. I have obtained a variety of B»of
^^^f'^y^S re^aX; | ks it will finish the controvcTsy , determine the rules

gr"? "^ t° T^l'^er^i of 20 tacbes,^ i" one'istanco „( ^ ddightful scieneo, and giye, as the author ex-

1 tjcoUifh Gardener, Feb., 1«60. .
'
*
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are enemies to the lirat mode described, and which
obtaina in the north. The experiment ought to be
'made -with respect to wounds that have been
anointed, and to such as have not. It would be
interesting to see the paint in the middle of the

'shaving. But apart from all experiment, two
things are clear : first, that by pruning in due
time, no branch thicker than the wrist would ever

need to be amputated at all ; and second, with

xegard to Firs, that if the broken, barkless stumps,

when past bleeding, were cut clean off with axe or

saw, a great many deals of the future growth

would be free from the annoyance both of knots

and plugs."

Thus writes the author of the Manse Garden

iipon a subject which some recent correspondents

wish to see reviTed, hut which we had imagined

to be threadbare. It is clear however, since Dr.

Patersox himself is not quite conversant with the

.question, that there is room enough for further

^scussion, and that the correspondents alluded to

are in the right. It seems to us that in the

passage above quoted the author confounds different

methods under the same name, and that his

description is not so exaet as was to be desired.

There are four modes of timber pruning and no

more. The first is pruning^ properly so called,

consisting in the removal of twigs or young shoots

"by the PRiryiNG knipe only. The second is

foreshortening
J
in which a considerable portion of

the branch is left with its twigs and leaves, so

»iuch only of the upper part being removed as

will arrest the future enlargement of the branch.

The third is snagging^ in which branches are

chopped short with a bill hook or hatchet, and left

to die. The fourth is amputating^ that is to say,

cutting off limbs close to the trunk from which

they spring. To one or othqr of these methods all

others are reducible ; and they require to be care-

fully distinguished. Pruning may be useful,

though it often is much the contrary, Tore-

shortening is usually necessary, can produce no

ill consequences, and is certainly not open to the

, charge put in italics, as we shall show on another

/Occasion. Snagging is barbarous, and mast be

mischievous. Amputating becomes necessary when
trees have been much neglected, or in consequence

of unavoidable accidents, such as are born of

"storms, but is always injurious to the qu lity of

timber ; it is a necessary evil endured in

the hope of preventing greater evil.

Now, it seems to us that Br. PATEnsoJJ"

does not distinguish between foreshorten-

ing and snagging. At least if he does,

we cannot assent to the doctrine that the
former process causes every successive layer

to be marred by the stump which the

timber pruner has left with a little life in

it. Our experienpe. tells us exactly the

contrary. Neither
; can we admit that

English foresters are opposed to pruning,
properly so called, although they cer-

tainly are to amputating, unless in case of un-
avoidable accidents, dnd above all to the barbarous
practice of snagging or chopping off a limb down
to some small distance from the trunk, and leaving

A little life in it. We trust that some of our
foresting friends will take up this question in good
earnest, and give us.^their experience, so that we
may at least know whether England deserves the
imputation that the worthy doctor has made
against her. That done, we ourselves promise to

return to the question.

—-—-— • - - . f

year. Neverthelessoi tq pie has this ralue—that

it opens the questioJ^of whether a seed will

grow and form an ad^sion to a stock provided it

is treated like a hud. Theoretically a hud and a

seed are alike the representatives of a new indi-

vidual, and budding is merely sowing a bud on

the surface of alburnum, or beneath the hark of a

tree, as a seed is sowed upon the ground. But
although the analogy is true it by no means

follows that the first operation is practicable. It

has always been held that although the new wood
produced by a bud, and by the agency of which

the latter adheres to alburnum, is analogous to the

root by which a seed establishes itself in the

ground, yet they are organically so different that

the comparison can be carried no further. But

M. Lescure positively asserts the contrary. It

would be little trouble to try the experiment now,

and we recommend it to the attention of gardeners.

If the seed of a Pear tree will really behave in the

manner described then some interesting conse-

quences are Very likely to flow from it.

d
S. lac

while

MYCOLOGY.—No. XV.

Helvella caisPA, Jr.—Fungi are divided into two

great sections, viz., those which produce their fruit

upon the tip of certain privileged cells, and those whose

fruit is contained, often in definite numbers, in distinct

sacs or cells known by the name of asci or vesicles.

Like many other distinctive characters in the vegetable

world, these differences are not absolute, for instances

occur, whether of primary or secondary importance, in

which the spores of Fungi of the first division are

surrounded by a common sac, and in the second

division there is often naked fruit "and fruit contained

in sacs in the same species. Still notwithstanding

these difficulties the distinctions are founded in nature,

and the student will be seldom led astray by such excep-

tional cases.

The subject of our present illustration, next to the

Morel, is one of the most useful members of the second

division, and where it occurs in any quantity it may be

used with great advantage instead of that widely re-

cognised Fungus. ItTs however far later in its period

of growth.
^ .

Almost every one is acquainted with the large, juicy,

cup-like Fungi, which so frequently grow upon the dung

which surrounds hotbeds. In that case there is a very

short and often indistinct stem, though enough to show

that a stem is not an impossibility iu some allied species.

m\

.

^Apm 21, I860

fact that there is one species ot^e/^;7~r^^P===r^
very difficult to distinguish from a :Peziza "^ ""^
The stem of Selvella crispa is eenerallr «vl

like the whole plant it varies from 1 hit f'
^"*-

coloured and yellowish. The grooves are^d
^^^

complicated, and the surface nearly smooth in
^ ^^^

surface of the deflexed head, which at lenfftl il"°'^^'
free from its attachment to the stem :^ ^^ma
slightly mealy. The head itself is often mucT"' *
from whence it takes its specific name. Th

"^^^^

straight, and contain eight ova? sporidia,' each^of^'i.^
has two nuclei.

*

*''>'ci

The characters are indeed so clear that th
ifficulty in distinguishing the species. ThrVi!"

nmosa is by no means ^so inviting in ^ppear^^S. esculenta, which is a rare native and K
been found hitherto by Mr. Currcy alone at We J M
is so different in general appearance that therp

^
danger of confusion in that quarter. ^^ ™*

Tlie JlelvellcB are sometime confounded by
herbalists with Morels, a mistake which wonlT S
innocent enough as mauy think them quite aswhoW
while the flavour is more delicate ; hut a mistake wV^l
we have witnessed of substituting large Pezizte I't
Jf. venosa for the true Morel may not always be
innocent. The Peziza appears about the sametimeofth^
year and sometimes attains a large size, and is extrem I

abundant, added to which the hymenium is sometime
as full of pits and depressions as that of the MorelWt
its nitrous odour oufjht at once to cause it to be ejected

on the score of culinary demerit, if not of positive

unwholesomenesfl.
The Helvellaj may be prepared nearly in tbe ma

maimer as the Morels, though from their different Jbrm

they cannot so readily he introduced as Farcies.

Like Morels they should be always gathered Id dry

weather, for a little damp soon causes them to mould,

and putrescence rapidly follows. They should not Ik

steeped too long or too frequently in water as it destrojs

their delicate flavour, though it is always pruilent to

divide them and dip them for an instant in hot water

to get rid 6f snails or other inmates. Too mucb care,

moreover, cannot be taken to remove any dirt whick

may fall upon them, as the most scientific preparation

will be quite lost, if they should prove gritty. Tha

best way of preparing them perhaps is to dress tbem

after the fashion of Oyster Olives, with a little minced

veal or chicken wrapped up in thin slices of bacon,

after they have been first stewed till quite tender tad

properly seasoned. 3f. J. S. .

LAPAGERIA ROSEA.

At a late meeting of the Horticultural Society
-ei the Haute Garonne, a surgeon at Angouleme,
one Monsieur Lesctjhe, laid before the Society the
following statement :—" When the sap was rising,

about the beginning of May, he sowedj or if you
please worked, on a strong stock, in the same
manner as if it had been a bud with a pushing eye,

u;a seed of the Duchesse d'AngouIeme Pear, taking
- no other precaution than that of inserting the seed

-
' with its point downwards. From this seed sprang

a shoot which in the second season (d la seconds
' pousse) bore fruit, which proved to be the same as

that of the Duchesse." From this M. Lesciibe

inferred that the seed of the Pear will always
reproduce the rariety whenever it is treated like

a bud.
It would seem that this statement was not very

favourably received, the members who heard it

having been so incredulous as to laugh at the
author. And this is not to be wondered at since
hoaiiag has been introduced into horticulture by
-Pea Lentils, wooden Melon seed, and the like.
Nor is it possible to conceive that even if the
-seed of the Pear did grow like a bud it could have
formed a branch strong enough to bear in the second

ALTHOUGn this charming Chilian climbing piant ia#

now been in the, country some years^ iQvr hY$ is jft

been very successful in their attiwnpts to flower it

properly. Some account, therefore, of ihedilfettiAmow*

of manning it by which abundance of blossCtnis brc

been secured may not be unacceptable; for wlien well

bloomed it is a plant* of unusual attractiveness and

beauty; the flowers are bell shaped and pendent, of tw

richest carmine mottled with white, and measonng

from 2 to 3 inches across—a glowing description cer-

tainly, but a correct one. Its roots are thick aIl*lfi™|^

andi't is doubtless a plant tenacious of life and not

easily destroyed under ordinary management; but Iw

many other fine plants it requires peculiar cultnniW

its perfect development, ,

A. says : " I have grown my Lapageria in a stove,

where for the last three or four years it ^^JfT^
failed to bloom beautifully. One planted out, m

the border of a Camellia house has not grown

Another planted in the border of the stove mow
says. " in

any

Helvella ceispa.

Natural size. (Copied by permissiou from Greviile's Scottish

Cryptogamic Flora).

Let us suppose then the stem to be more decided, and

the grooves at the base more distinct, and we shall have

a wide, well-formed cup at the top of a crrooved stem.

Now let the margin of this cup be more or less deflected

and attached to the stem and we have by a very simple

transition an Selvella formed out of a Feziza. The

,

truth of this view, iu theory at least, is proved by the .

I

season made a shoot 20 feet long, and is now trainea

J

the rafler. It is found to grow best m pure m
mould mixed with pieces of decayed wood, taking cin:

to liave the roots near the surface.
, .^

B. writes: "I have a fine specimen of t^^'^ cbarmi^

plant, which is unquestionably one of the t°^V^j

hardy climbers in cultivation. My plant bl<>o°»s^^
and the blossoms last long in perfection.^ 1

fmoaM,
ray greenhouse. The soil I use for it. is ^^^irr.^

turfy loam, and peat in equal portions, to wo
^^

.^

added a few potsherds and a little sand, "^^^^
in an ll-inch pot standing on a pl'^^form, anai^
along a wire across the house abont 9 inches irv

gl^^**" '

;i of tl«^
*v Here, therefore, are two very difl'erent modes ^^
iug this plant, and yet both are reported to ^\^^^
attended with equal success, ily own ^^^^Z^
however, teaches me that the greenhouse ^^r^S^t^
place for it, and in this I am supported by *"* "^
Veitch, in whose nursery at Exeter it has p^ .^

more flowers, perhaps, in a given ^P^^^^'j^ 0t^
any other establishment in England, i y^
to flower it in perfection it is found that it ro

^^
a well drained highly porous soil of pe»^ ^^
which will admit of the plant whUe g^*{^| i^iter

deluged with water; in short, too '"^P^'^ns to pa*
can scarcely be given from the time it ofs^ ^^^
till it has done blooming, after which

«*'^f
."Tq^^ it

be gradually withdrawn with the "«'^.
°\ich »» ****

to ripen its wood. Under this treatment, wn ^
practised by the Messrs. Veitcb, it

^^^"'^'tjo^art ^^

fusely, each shoot forming a wreath or gaj

several feet in length. ^trfv ,rbol*

Your correspondent, therefore (see P* ^'gndoi*
had a phmt three years in a warm greennou- *

i
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~ TTTtn Ibwer may gather a Hint from the above.

r -n^ the erowmg sea-son abundance of water, which

^."""ip^Tilce roots eagerly suck up. I would

*^ -^ vSomplainant to lift his plant carefully and
advise your comp

^red a station for it as

'^S^^ bV tt Me^^^^^^ Afterthat. with due

«n L watering, it might perhaps be u.d«ced to

rew^d him with a fine display of blossoms, if.

SKAW'S TIFFANY,

FOB PROTECTION, FOR SHADING,

FOB WINTEB GAEPENING, AND FOB OBCHAKD-HOUSES.

TTativg felt the want of a place for shading and for

h.rdSoff plants taken from the propagating house

t^^:^t.:SZ%t\he tl!ng to cover a place

which 1 call a Tiffany house.
, . ^ ;, - ,

It is made with niihavked Larch poles 7,or 8 feet

apart, andTfeetoutoftheground,
the tops cut off square

and early spring, and ii, summer from the fierce rays of

the sun, thus making them more delicate and of better

quality than when grown 'u the open ground. I believe

T shall be able to ripen nearly all kinds of fruits under

Tiffany; andasanexperiment,Ihave erected anorchard-

house, where I intend to grow Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, Vines, and a variety ofother fruits. The following

is a skeleton house before the Tiffany is put on, and the

expense is so trifling that it may well be called

an orchard-house for the million. My house is 16 feet

wide, and 27 feet long, made of Larch poles ;
the

butt ends serve for posts and the tops sawn through

the middle placed with the round sides downwards

serve as rafters and side pieces to nail the Tiffany on-
all are placed at 19 inches apart, so that two rafters are

wide enough for one width of Tiffany, but as the house

will require air in mild and hot weather I have small

frames or flaps 20 inches wide by 6 feet 4 inches

long fixed with hinges on the ridge-board to open with

a piece of strong string fixed to the middle of the flap

and drawn through a small pulley, which is screwed

into a piece of wood about a foot long fixed on the top

of the ridgeboard. In appearance it looks quite as well

if not better than a glass structure, and at one-

saw cuts in each post sloping from the edge dow-nwatds

and inwards towards the middle to receive the lower

part of the frame—the top part to be fastened with two

iron hooks, about Ifoot long, soas to keeptheframe about

1 foot from the wall, fastened to two strong eyes driven

into the wall ; the opening to be covered with a flap like

those in the Tiffany house, and when shut should fall

down on the frame. Each flap should have a couple of

straps of iron, the ends of which should have hooks to

them, and lutched into a couple of eyes to serve as

hinges. This is for giving air during all mild weather, the

whole of which could remain all the summer or be

taken away in a i'ew ininutA, as found best for the

trees. Another and uiost dehghtful purpose the Tiffany

can be used, is for making a winter garden for pro-

tecting in the winter and for shading in the summer

such plants as will not flourish well in the full sun, as

Camellias, Daphnes, i^klmmias, Chinese Berberis, &c.

A walk might be made with gravel in the centre and

borders on the sides—the whole covered with Tiffany at

such trifling cost :is to give persons with small means an

opportunity of growing plants such as th^y never grew

before. 1 am confident that Camellias might be growu

under it without tlio slightest assistance of fire heat,

and gouged out to receive the imposts, which are formed

of rather small poles sawn through the middle and

nailed to the uprights round sides downwards. Cross-

pieces of deal, l\ inch by I inch thick, are then intro-

duced to form a stout frame over which the Tiffany is

stretched and nailed on with list; the crnss-pieceB

bouW be 19 inrhes apart, the Tiffany being 38 inches

wide, thus taking two cross-bars for each width of

Tiflany, or the wind will get hold of it and fray

tenth the cost, viz.. the whole cost of the above
\

house when finished with Tiffany was under 5^..

reckoning everything; but in a garden where there

are plenty of handy men who could do a good deal

of the labour it need not cost more than one-

half. It may not be generally known that the

finest Pears, both as to flavour and size, are grown in

the most temperate parts of France and the Channel

Islands, where it is never very hot nor ever very cold; in

as well as a great many half hardy plants winch

cannot be grown in the open air.
j , . 1. *^

For the information of your readers I may add that

Mr. Shaw has recently made a great improvement m
tbe Tiffany by making it somewhat stronger, and has

mineralised it, so that it will last much longer tl»aii

formerly. From the experience 1 have had ot it, it

well tHcked down with list, which is indispensable, 1

have no doubt it will last two years. So that the ex-

it to piccM. During the winter and early

part of the season the sides are coveted except a
portion to give air j the lower part or one-half is covered

with the same material nailed down on pieces of wood,
the flame a« on the top; but the upper half is covered
With & stronger material and let down with small
woodew rofler*. My Tiffany bouse is 60 feet wide by
90 fact long, mnd laid out in beds underr^eath where I

b»Te placed a great number of plants during last
nmmcr, which without a single exception have grown
better than I ever saw the same plants grow under
r ^«, Ud as a tert for light 1 placed a few plants of
Koses there, which grew and flowered admirably; in
net I never saw them finer, and the Teas have
remained all the winter without the slightest injury,
whereaa all the Tea Roses ont of doors, even the
«Wre de Dijoo, tave been killed. I consider
Tiftny the cheapeitand best material for many garden-
™R purpose* tbat has been known for years, quite awnto gardeners; and from my experience of it I
•wete H can be converted into winter gardens, orchard
*•**. shelter for fruit trees, and for growing aalads
Jnng spring and summer, since Lettuces, Radishes,
••jmight be grown under it at all times of the year,
•• '•^ would be protected from the frost during winter

fact, a long temperate season. By the use of Tiffany

1 intend to produce such a climate in England as I find

in my Tiffany house after 12 or 14* degrees of frost

that the soil 7 feet from top is not even frozen. In

very hot weather the scorching rays of the sun are

broken, in winter the frost is kept Cwt, which makes
the air more temperate than under glass, consequently

more adapted for growing such fruits as Pears. I

should recommend erecting a Tiffany house where all

the finest French Pears might be grown, as the blooms

in spring will be protected from frost, and tlie

teason lengthened in the autumn so that they will

get thoroughly ripened. For protecting pyramid

trees already grown in the open ground, I propose

driving in split Larch poles, 8 (half) pole, for a

singletree with a frame to connect the poles at top witha

woSden pulley let into one ^^tbepoles which should sUnd

up above the others, and a cap or frame to fit tbe^p. to

draw up in mild weather, and m summer to be Upt «p

entirely This protection I anticipate will benefit the

fruit all the summer and autumn as well as the r^.

Abive is a sketch showing how it i« done; aUo a

fketch for protecting wall trL, wMcb consisU of a series
(

off^m^ with two stumps for each frame <iriven into

Uie ground, about 4 feet from the wall, with a couple of

l)cn8C of Tiffany will be about one-half of what it woultf'

cost to have a glass structure painted. John Sfandish,^

BagihoU

Correspondence*
Po7i/anfhv8€9,—l bad some Polyanthus seed of Mr-

Jmne» Wood, of Harwich, who baa for these 40 years

pridud himself on possessing^ a good stock of thefw

peculiiirlv hardy and beautiful flowers. Mine are all'

coming into bloom. They are prettily marked, and

are evidently bred from Star of the West. Mr. Wood's-

sorta of Polyflnthus onght to be better known. A\V

jranleners onglit to have a large batch of these planta

in their reseiVe gardens to cut from eyery mommg ft)r

ladieu' tables to mix with other things. JafMt ChHiII,

^Corvdalh sp^rfom.-Thin beautiful sprmg-ftowenng

Jlant hloomed with us for the first t»™«i?l^^' *\*5»

raised from Siberian seeds sent by Dr. E. Re^
Horticultural Director of the BoUnic Gardens, Su

Petersburg, in 1858. It is not so hardy as the article

in vour Piper of last «eek would lead us to Buppoae, as

many plants have perishwl although covered with snow

for many weeks during the severest part of the Ute long
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winter. Plants on a south border have stood best; and
those where the hulbs were planted from 5 to 6 inches
'Are the strongest and best. It is deeidudly one of our
mopt showy spring plants. With the above came seeds
of 11 varieties of Aquilegia; some of the varieties of A.

' 2:landnlosa are splendid : also several species of Allium,
Iris, Lilium, and Stjitice. Among the seeds from the
Amoor River, Fraxinus Mandschurica, Syringa amu-
rensis, and Vitis amurensis appear the most distinct.

T, 5., Hahi/ Castle, Durham.
Effects of the Late Severe Winter.—As you have

invited information on this subject, I have been induced
to niake a few observaxions on what has occurred in

this locality. In a new kitchen garden lately formed
here none of the Broccoli, Bnlspels Sprouts, Coleworts,
or Kales have been in the least injured by the frosts of

October and December. The situation of this garden is

on the outside of the park on a piece of table land com-
paratively l.igli for the neighbourhood, and quite un-
sheltered by trees of any kind. The soil before being
liiade was of a very stiff and adhesive character, and
the subsoil a strong red clay. The drains put in were

• nearly 4 feet deep, the clay from them was all burnt,
and what was not required for filling up was mixed
with the soil, No extra precautions were taken for

preserving any of the winter vegetables, except Broc-
coli, which was all laid down close to the ground with
the head to the north, and some charred refuse placed
round the stems. I have been cuttin^r Snow's and Dil-

cock's Bride, both excellent in quality, for the last

three weeks, and other later sorts yet to come in will

keep up the succession till the middle of June. In all

the kitchen gardens in this neighbourhood, especially in

low sheltered situations, I hear of nothing but desola-

tion amongst the vegetables. No Broccoli Sprouts or
Coleworts of any kind are to be seen. The extraordi-
nary nature of the season in autumn, and the severe
touch of frost so early in October, seem to have been
best withstood in gardens openly situated and well
drained, like the newoneatWelbeck. In the nurseries
and pleasure-grounds here hju'dy Rhododendrons, both
standards and dwarfs, have suffered much, the bark
being split off the stems ; and h;\'brids of the campanu-
latum breed, being earlier in dowering than others,
have had the young shoots and Hower-buds killed.

Farfugiuui grande will not stand above 8° or 10° of
frost safely; at least, that is my experience of it.

Amongst Coniferous plants which have been totally

killed here may be reckoned Cupressns Knightii or
elegans, Chamaicyparis thurifern, and a species from
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from a wall. When the thernwJmeter in December fell

so low I began to doubt its/ accuracy, and placed a
mercury theruiometer by tl\fe side of it; they agreed in

the main, though varying y^metimes 2° or 3°. Negretti
and Zambra's, though sufficiently accurate for garden
purposes ns it essays /to be. Cannot, I presume, be

and
ing freely very much cut; FitzKoya patatronica
Saxegothseaconspicua either killed or very muchui*
Pinus insignis and radiata, young growing nlantf^^'
much injured. Jno. StandisJi, Bagskot, April 17 rp,

-

following is my experience of last winter here on f^
. , - ^ -, borders of Northamptonshire : — Killed : Cas

depended upon for aosolute nicety from the degrees gracilis (after standing in vigour for five ye^ t^n
being cast in the nietal, which, of course, must be done ' Goveniana (not healthy before), Berberis intprmlj:.
before the spirit tube is adjusted. Can the depth at

which springs lie from the surface have anything to do
with the efiect of severe frost upon vegetation ? Here
the springs are high ; a well of 9 feet deep affords

a never-iailing supply of good ^yater ; the soil

is gravel with a superstratum of loam, from
1 to 4 feet thick. iS'. C, ^sses-. We have
passed quite 11 years in this climate, and no

Stauntonia latifolia, all the Sikknn Rhododend
Farfugium grande. Much cut : Berberis DarJ'
and Fortuni, Gynerium argenteum (? killed) D
dium Franklini, Abies Brunoniann, CliauiEeropg n^7'
(Chusiin Palm). Cut : Cnpressus Knightii and XIlidM
Araucaria CunnJnghamii, Rosa Fortuni, Arb^L^
Laurustinus, Pinus insignis, Libocedrus

cliilen^*
Kntirely uninjured : Berberis japoniea and Bed^

winter has been so destructive to plants as this one ; Cupressus iunebris, Juniperus excelsa, FitzRova pata
although we have before experienced a greater degree gonica, Wellingtoniagigantea, Thujopsi8boreafis,Tliuia

the Horticultural Society; also all the young plants of
Pinus insignis and the Mexican species Teocote. Among
Conifers very nmch browned but not killed may be
named Pinus excelsa, Montezuma.', muricata, tubercu-
lata, large plants of insignis, and Sequoia senipervirens.
Among Coniferous and other plants which have proved
quite hardy must be mentioned Pinus monticola,
Jeffreyii, iieaidsleyii, Lambertiuna, Benthamianu,
Sabiniana, and cembroi'des ; Abies grandis, amabilis,
Nordmanniimn, Pinsapo, and Menziesii ; Cupressus
Macnabiana, Lawsoniann, Goveniana, Lambertiana, and
Thujopsis borealis. Thuja gigantea is as liarth- as the
common Arbor-vitae, and much handsomer in colour and
foliage. Libocedrus chilensis, Torreya grandis, Thujopsis
dolabrata, and Wellingtonia gigantea have everywhere
proved quite hardy ; only in exposed whidy situations
the htter gets a dingy brown colour like the common

of frost. We never had the glass below 10° this season,

and then only for a night, but the changes from wet to

frost have been very frequent. We have suffered most
in evergreens. The common Laurustinus have lost all

tlieir leaves and have died back a good deal ; Sweet Bays
have not lost leaves, and are alive below, but very much
cut ; Portugal and common Laurels and Arbutus have
suffered, but not severely; Evergreen Oaks are much
browned; a large plant of Garrya is dead, Escallonia

macrantha has been killed to the ground; l>eodnra and
Cryptomeria are not hurt. All shrubby Heaths have
been killed, and double Furze ; Myrtles are also cut down
to the ground. Veronicas (Andersoni, Lindleyana, and
speciosa) are quite dead. Coronillas, Clianthus, Pitto-

sporum have all been killed, even fine plants of
six and seven years* growth ; Ceanothus den-
tatus is not hurt ; Jasminnm nudiflornm is not
touched on an east wall. No Roses are hurt except a
few that were moved too late ; narrow-leaved Laurel
is uninjured, and herbaceous plants are all safe

;

Cerirthe aspera (self-sown) has lived and flowered all

winter. A Banksia Rose is not in the lecst cut. Fruit
trees are covered with bloom, and never looked better;
Forsythia viridissima is very finely in bloom; a three-
year old Pampas Grass ^hows no signs of life—three out
of six (two-year old) only show green. Our Myrtles are
10 years old and quite trees. They are not dead at the
root. Nothing is protected in these parts. It was the
October 21st night that did us the most harm. Rhodo-
dendrons are pinched, but none are killed ; Andromeda
floribunda flowered as well as usual, and is not in the
least hurt; nor is Fai'fugium grnnde or Chusan

japoniea. The nights arc still

M. Marr^af, Maes-y'dderiveiiy

230 feet above sea-level

Palm, or Skimmia
very cold. J, and
Vale of Swansea,

Arborvitaj, hut soon ciianges as it begins to grow in the
spring. Wall fruit and hardy fruit of all kinds promise

t-^

,prom.-
to produce the best crops known for many years, judgin^
from the quantity of bloom, the ripeness of the wood'',
and the backward state of the spring. They are at
least three weeks later than usual in blooming,
and there is an excellent chance of their setting well in
consequence. William TiUery, Welleck, April 16.
The cold commenced here (Burking Side) as in other
parts of the kingdom on October 21. The weather had
been previously mild, and on the above diiy changed
suddenly to a sharp frost accompanied by a piercTng
north wind; the same night the thermometer fell to
22**, and on the 23d to 18**. Much damage was un-
doubtedly done though not apparent for some time, all
kinds of vegetation being full of sap and growth. In
the middle of December we ha*d a return of severe
*-wea:her, commencing the night of the 13th, when the
thermometer fell to 22°; on the 14th to 18"; on the
15th to 10*"; on the 10th toT^ on the ITth to 12°;
on the 18th to 3°

; on the 19th to T ; on the 21st a
^thaw set in. In nny garden the result is rather singular.
"'Broccoli is almost entirely destroved, while Savoys,
Brussels Sprouts, Turner's Cottagei's Kale, and Winter
Spinach are perfectly uninjured. 'i'Jie kitchen garden
•is walled on three sides, the house and offices constitu-
'ting the fourth; it is open towards the nortli-west. In
'tliis snine Kitchen gartlen there is a small Rosery.
Cloth of Gold and Solfaterre were killed outright;
these were standards. Other Noisettes, standard and
dwarf, were materially injured; JanneDesprez against a
wtell, but facing north-west, scarcely injured at all ; on
the other side of the house, facing south-cast, the injury
** th^ Noisettes is tut slight; all other kinds have

^
ped. Strange enough, evergreens, such as Laurns-

te^s, Aucnbas, and com.iion and Portugal Laurels liave
softePGd in the least, though quite open to the

^

not
B^U-east The temperature I have quoted was taken

^If^^^'l^*^ 4 feet high in the kitchen gardrfjont 20 T^rds from tKa i./*„T:. -„j xt.. _ ?.
^
bra's,

en

The following is a list of a few plants, principally of
recent introduction, which have been injured or have
weathered the storm. You will find that accounts from
difl?erent parts of the country will vary considerably, as
very much depends on the soil and situation the plants
are growing in, as well as the state the plants wore in
at the time the frost occurred. I find that manv plants
which had been transplanted only a little time before
the frost set in and were in a dormant state have not
suffered, while precisely the same plants in a luxuriant
state of growth have been killed to the ground. For
instance common Hollies where in a thriving state have
been killed nearly to the ground, but the Chinese kinds
growing by the side of them, viz.. Ilex cornuta and
turcata, have not been injured, yet I consider the
common Holly hardiest. In former jears I have seen
Laurus regalis cut down to the ground, but here it is

uninjured, so after all I do not consider that this winter
will afford a fair test of what will stand and what will
not. Very few people ever remember such hot damp
weather, loUowed by such a frost as we had last
October, and we may not have such another season for
100 icars to come. Monsieur Keteler, of the firm of
Thibaut and Keteler, of Paris, was iit Bagshot last
week, and he says that they had no sudden frost at Paris
last October, but they have had a more severe winter
there than they have had for years, the thermometer
sometimes sinking 21** Centigrade below the freezing
point. Sad havoc has therefore been committed
amongst evergreens, all the Araucarias, Deodars, Mount
xVtlas Cedars, &c., have been either kUled or injured,
so much so that tliey will never be fit to look at again,
while the same plants here have not been injured in
the least. The Yellow Camellia, quite out in the open
nursery, has not been hurt ; on the contrary, it is mnch
hardier ^than Laurels or Hollies; all the Chinese
Cephalotaxus aiid Berberis are amongst the hardiest of
the liardy. I never remember seeing so many Roses
destroyed by frost as this season. I have a great many
Hybrid Perpetuals and Bourbons killed, and I have
thousands of Teas and Noisettes totally destroyed.
All my yellow Hoses out of doors are killed except
one sort, called Noisette Celine Forestier, which has
not been injured, but is as hale as it is beautiful. I liad

a few Teas and yellow Noisettes planted out under the
protection of Tiffany', not one of which has been injured.

Among plants that have not suffered from the late frost

may be mentioned Abies jezoensis, Berberis japoniea
and Bealii, Cephalotaxus (all the varieties). Fortune's
Yellow Camellia, Juniperus sphierica. Ilex comuta
and furcata, Libocedrus chilensis, Pinus Bentham-
iaiia, Thuja Craigiana, and WelUngtonia gigantea.

Cryptomeiia japoniea, where in a luxmiant state of

growth, is very much injured ; Cupressus macrocarpa

gigantea, Photinia serrulata. To this account I may
add that two-thirds of my standard Roses have been
killed, the summer shoots of both Deodais and C
Lambertiana cut off", and (as far as I can judge) both
Paulovnia imperialis and Catalpas cut far back into
hist year's wood. JP, With nie Cupresaua Lambert.
ianuis much injured, and I doubt if it will recover-
common upright Cypress quite killed; Taxodium sem-
pervirens and Laurustinus are much injured, but not
killed; Cryptomeriajaponiea has escaped witlioatmuch

harm, a few^ inches of some of its shoots only beiiiw cut

Araucaria imbricato, Cedrus Deodara, Juniperus cbi-

nensis and recurva, and Pinus excelsa are proof agmnst
frost. A fine plant of the Pampas Grass is cut down to

the ground, but it seems inclined to spring again.

Broccoli is killed. Qeorge Frost, Nurseryman, Brtigh-

ford, near Zfuherlon, Somerset.

Faper Materials.—In your remarks upon different

substitutes for rags for making pnper, I have not ob-

served any mention made of Holcus saccbaratus. I

grew some last year which I cut green for my cattle,aiid

the second growth was cut down by the frost. 1

inclose a portion of the stalks which have stood out

through the winter, and on looking at them the other

day it occurred to me that the quantity of fibre tlie

plant evidently contains might be made useful. Be

good enou^i to notice whether it may be so. H. If.

Smith Bigg, The Hyde, Crawley^ Sussex. [If you will

refer to p. 314 yon will find that very full mention ks

been made of Holcus saccbaratus.]

Grafting Jfrto:.—Allow me to thank your kind cor-

respondent, Mr. Hancock, for his offer of stearine ; but

I now find that by reducing the sealing wax tea fine

powder, and beating it up with the other ingredients

after they have been melted and cooled, a sufficiently

good mixture is obtained. Of course the mixture is

merely a mechanical one, and therefore some chea^et

insoluble powder might answer equally well. It iswr-

tainly a singular fact that the only recipe ^vm m
several works of authority should be one ab8o\wU\j

impracticable. Are we to infer that no one has ever

thought it worth while to make the experiment? (?. S-

[We never before heard of sealing-wax being used m

preparing grafting wax. It is far too costly an ingre-

dient, even if it possessed any peculiar merit.]

Lehmann's Berbarittm.—Dr. John George Chrifitiaa

Lehmann, of Ha-r.bnrgh, who died on February U,

aged 68, was Professor of Natural History at tbe

Gymnasium of Hamburgh from 1818, and Director of

the Botanic Garden from 1821. The widow of the latfi

Professor Lehmnnn intends to sell the herbarium which

he has left, and she has asked me to give you notice ot

the contents and condition of the collection. It consistB

of :— 1. The general herbarium, containing about /0,0W

specimens of plants (about 30,000 species) arranged on

the Linnsean system. Each species is fixed to a single

sheet of paper, either with gum or with small shces_ ot

gummed paper, or with pins. With the name belonging

to each species is given the name of the collector, toe

country or nlace where it came from, and the name

the donor. This collection is particular rich »n*>ng'fl"

specimens, which will not he often met with m otne

collections of dried plants; for instance ^
plants of Wallich, the collection of Thonning

from Guinea, of Olaf Swartz, Bunge, l-ischer, vau-*

I'orskael, Raddi, Jussieu, Labillardiere, 1^^^^' "L

orchids of Ledebour, &c. The CyperaceEb are vwj

rich, they coutauiiug all the American species w^
Gray. The estimated price for this general col eciw

is 800^. 2. A collection of tbe original plauts coUecin*

according to the Plants Preissi^.

nie mllppfinTi nf the Potentllla?, origu«J

original

by Dr. Preiss,

price 2C0/. 8. The collection of the ron:iii^i»-» -^ ^
plants, very rich, price 150/. 4. Two co^^^^f^^ie
Hepatiea? ; the first containing the original pl'^^^.^j.

Synopsis Hepaticarum, by Xees v. Esenbeck and i-i"^

berg, folio, price 150^. ; the second in 4to, co^^*
snborigiual plants, price 100/. 6. The W™^;^"^
Lehmann,price50Z. 6.The Asperifoliaces, l>r^^4°:.--

price 40Z. 7. A portfolio with Alga; and Licnj^

price 15/. The
or those for the umtrs wm ue reuui;^" «-" -r-^ .m^ ^
offer that may happen to present itseU * ^^
accepted. :Edivard Otto, Curator of i^^ ^^
Garden, Mamburgh.

. ^ted*)'
Natural Seleciion.—l have been much ^{f'vumber

Mr. Patrick Matthew's communication in the ^ ^^^
of your Paper, dated April 7th. I freely ^<^l°J^e
that Mr. aitttthew has jmticipated by many y^ ^

estimated price for Uie general coi«\ye

others will be reduced and 'anyjeasu ^

xoe uouse, and the same distance and Sequoia gigantea, the same; Common HoUy grow- species, under the name of natural selectiott-

\

f

I
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:=- "««T"i^nrfeel surprised that neitLer I, nor

'^'"
"ntlvany other natLallst, Lad heard of Mr.

ttew'l vi/ws. considering how br,.fly they are

• Id that they appeared m the appendix to a

^"k on Naval Timber ai'd Arhoriculture. I can do no
""

tLn offer my apolo-ies to xMr. Matthew for my
"""^ iZrai^e oniis publication. If another edition
entire ignorance oi^^^^^ P,^^^

^ ^.^ .^^^^^ ^ ^^^..^^ ^^

the forejping effeci. Charles Dancin. DoK-n, BromJey,

Sent.

HoETlonLTUBAi.-A Special General Meeting of t,his

aJ^p^ was held on the 17th inst., at the House of the

io"^ g rArttjohn Street. Adelphi, Rev. L. V. Har-

I^VP in the chair, when the following caiitU-

rX] elected ^ viz., Mrs. J. Alexander. H.

ctTteTEstrMrs. Chester, Mrs. W. H Cole C. Gny-

fnrfEsn . G Gos9, Esq. ; E. B. Green, Esq.
;
H. Ham-SK Mrs. IIa.Lcrsley. Rev. F. R Hepburn, E.

T M Herapath, Esq. ; A. Jardme, Esq, ; Sir R. Jarvis

sir i Sn/BarVM.P.; H Langl^ Esq.; T Y.

Learmonth, Esq.; C.J. A. MacLean Lsq.; Hon. Mrs.

Maude, Mrs. J. Maudslaj, Miss I. A. Maudslay Miss

C. R. Maudslay, W. R. MitcbeU, Esq. ; Capt W. Pixley,

Mrs. Pixley; R. E. Pixley, Esq.; Lieut-General Sn:

G PoUock, G.C.B.; Ladj Pollock, Dr.O. Preston, Miss

K Ricardo, A. G. Robarts, Esq.; W. Scott, Esq.;

Mr. J. Salter, H. W. Segelcke, Esq. ; Col. Sidley,

Maior-Gen. Sir S. W. Steel, K.C.B.; E. 1). Verner,

tA.; Mrs. H. B. Ward, The Lady H. Wardlaw, E.

Warwick, Esq. ; Mrs. E. Warwick, S. H. Waterloo,

Esq.; Mrs. L. Wight, and airs. B. Wynne.

The Chairman announced that the Anniversary

Meeting would be held on Tuesday, the 1st of May, and

we observe by an advertisment in another column that

it is to take place in the Museum of Science and Art

at South Kensington, by permission of the Lord Presi-

dent of the Council.

*

Apiabian: ApHl 17.—Dr. Hall-, of Tottenh.am, in

the chair. Mr. Tegctmeier reported the death of one

of the Ligurian queens, lately introduced into the

Society's apiary. Mr. Shirley Hibberd read a paper on

:Bce-keeping in London, in which he related liis own

experiences in the three-mile circle during the past

three years. A Stewarton super, weighing 32 lbs., was

exhibited as a sample of what could be accomplished in

the London suburbs. It was unaramously pronounced

excellent both in colour and flavour, and tlie style in

whigh the box was worked a credit to apiarian science.

Hoticcs of 25ccitg*

'The Manse Garden- or, Pleasant Culture of Fruit

Trees, Flowers, Vegefahles, and Sweet JSerlsfor tJie

Seavfy or Profit of the Villa or Farm. By N. Pater-

aon, D.]). Small 8vo, pp. 234. James Blackwood.
If there is one kind of book with w^liich readers are

more apt to be ditsatlsified than another, it is one upon
gardening. So many different kinds of plants are in

cultivation, and so many different tastes and objects

prevail among cultivators, that to attempt to satisfy all

inquirers is as hopeless as the task ©f Sisyphus. One
reader wants a hook of directions ample and detailed as

Mrs. Actgn's " Cookery ;" such a one is reconuucndcd,

and when bought the purchaser calls it nonght because

it does not explain how to hoe, and rake, and dig. A
second wants what he calls "general practical in-

struction," and is indignant when he finds it

telU him nothing but what he thought he knew
tefore. This jealous gentleman asks for a work on

growing flowers: and whea he cannot find in it all

the newest names he prOBOunces it worthless. Perhaps

a* book on first principles is sought for; this is too

learned, tliat too trifling ; the first demands an effort of

thought, the second gives nothing to think about.

A very good - naturetl gentleman bought Loudon's

Epcycloptedia, but put it aside because it contained so

much about every tiling; and on buying anot.ier work
with a similar name, but which we name not, returned I

it to his bookseller because it contained nothing about
j

anything. In short this book is too clever, that too
j

trifling ; one is too full, another too empty ; some are
j

too old-fashioned, some not new-fashioned enough,
j

Perhaps the best form of book would be that of JEsop's

Fables ; the way of growing every plant standing instead
of the old author's Atory ; the reason of it replacing his

moral. If a book like this were published it need not
fill mor« than 50 volumes 8vo, nor cost more than 50^.

;

but then who it to buy it ?

The picture thus sketched of tlie misfortunes of sax-
deming attthors is no cari^Q^ture, as puJtV&hers find to
their cost. The truth is tiobody knows- exactly what
he w«nta in the gardening line when he buys a book ;

aad the only thiii^ an author can do is to write a book
'k'hitb tells a man all he ought to want. The work at
tU haad of the present notice fulfils that condition, and
admirably. It is exactly what its name indicates. Its
objeet is to show what work has to be done in the
pu-den of a Slanse or Scotch Vicarage, and how to do
»*. It does not explain, indeed, that w© perceive, what a
gardener is to do when he sets about hoeing ; it does not
»J that the body must be bent, the hoe handle grasped

firmly near the middle by the left hand while the right

seizes it higher up, and so on. Br. Paterson is not a

drill Serjeant, and passes by the manual exercise.^ But

he gives more than an equivalent ; his little book is full

of moral drill, of priceless value, as will be admitted by

every one who has had to do with men well drilled per-

haps in the manual but not at all in the moral exercise.

In the way of practical instruction we do not believe

that a single thing is required in a Ma.nse garden

properly -so called, we might even add in, a small

English parsonage, that is not here fully treated of,

from the implement called " the Minister's Boy," up to

Pears, Peaches, and border flowers. Grapes are

omitted because they wi^ only ripen in greenhousesin

Scotland, and a greenhouse forms no part of the dignity

of a Scotch clergyman. The book too has a charm

beyond even that of clearness and fulness, in which two

important qualities there is nothing left to be desired.

Its style is delightful ; a little quaint, racy with dry

Scotch humour, nervous and vigorous like that of Roger

Ascham. No such example of the pure old English

style has appeared in modern garden literature. If it

were permitted to compare mean things with graceful,

we should almost say that the Manse Garden Jwight

have been written by Cobbett, had he only been a

gentleman and a clergyman, and had understood what

he was writing about.

Let us first take an example* ov two ot practical

instruction. Dr. Paterson is no advocate of directions

for cropping being conveyed in the form of Gardening

Calendars.. " Season," he remarks, " is the chief thing

to be observed, as no art of man can make up for the

loss of time, and the difficulty of redeeming it may be

seen 'in a late sown and worthless crop. But it is not

easy to the inexperienced gardener to recollect what

should be done in the several months as they proceed.

To meet this difficulty, some have arranged their direc-

tions for the garden by making the months of the year

the heads of their chapters, and setting down m each

the work appropriate to the time. But this, which

seems a simple and perfect method, happens m reality

to be the most confused and inconvenient that has yet

been devised. The preparation of the ground for any

crop is to be found in one month, the sowmg m another,

and the future operations necessary to its culture must

be sought at a venture, under some of the 12 heads,

and most probably will not be soun-ht at all. How
much easier is the process, if you are interested about

the production of an Artichoke, to go to that article,

and find all you want in one page. Let the doing once

follow the reading, and then there is no more to learn,

and no forgetting of what has once been, sp acquired."

The italics are ours; and we recommend them to the

serious consideration of all garden dawdlers. Never-

theless, our author does not altogether object to a few

concise hints being given in the shape of a Calendar,

and he gives a short but crood one himself.

He discourses thus of Artichokes:—" The Ariicholie

is a delicious and wholesome vegetable, provided it be

itself eaten rather thnu used as a spoon. It is propa-

gated by offsets from the roots ; and as part of these

require to be cleared away from old plants in order to

leave no more stems for next crop than have room to

grow, there is no difliculty in finding materials for a

young plantation. Choose the deepest of your soil,

keeping off the borders with this as with all high-

growing crops, in order not to shade the wnll-fruit;

and in April, for each row of plants make a ditch 2 feet

deep and 3 feet wide, on the bottom of which spread a

laver of manure 4 inches thick. Then fill in halt the

earth, putting that lowest which was formeily on the

top; and with the other half let more dung be mixed

in the course of filling up the trench. Set the plants,

three in a clump, 18 inches separate; and let tlte

nearest part of each clump be at least a yard distant

from the nearest part of the next. The roots will grow-

like stakes, penetrating the under stratum of manure,

and send up strong stems, with li;rge heads, for seven

years, without requiring any more trouble thnn a rough

digging of the ground before winter, and slight cover-

ing of litter in severe frosts." And thus of Dande-

lion :—« Dandelion is used as salad, chiefly by the.

French. It is said, when well blanched, to lose its

extreme bitterness; and it has got, by the ceaseless

greed of new things, into the garden books and culti-

vation of this country. ThosQ who desire to feed on it

may find plenty by the wayside. It is the most trouble-

sotiie of all garden woeds. It is perennial, flowers

\ early, and has winged seeds. The light dowm skims

' along the ground till it is interrupted by the 3qx
I edgings or the stems of fruit trees. In such places,

finding shelter, it takes root; and there is no getting it

dislodsod. The best implement for the management of

this plant is a blunt cliisel with a long handle. By

working this carefully down, the root may be extracted

without uprooting the Box or inflicting canker on the

fruit trees. The next resource .a industry to prevent a

lale plant from ripening its .eed; and to match its
Binole plant from ripening ---',., -,,

perenn-^ virt.ie, let no pi.ce of ground be dug m .out

firit «^rutiui8ing everv inch for thm deUcate salad herb

f,: order that itf rootB may be care full, gathered and

Btored-in the bottom ol the dunghill.

of garden tools; and something, indeed, as to the bej^t

means of accomplishing the end their authors have in

view may very naturally be expected. But as the dealers

in tools as well as others in trade are usually quick-

sighted enough to discover what sorts have the readiest

sale, and as that sale soon comes to progress in tbe

ratio of merit, the writer of the previous treatise is

quite satisfied with the market as it is, together with

the law which, without checking the multipUcity of

inventions, circulates only the best. Instead, there-

fore, of describing the shape, size, or otherwise iiiprove4

construction of spades, rakes, mattocks, and mouse,

traps, he proceeds to consider only one implement of

the manse garden, and which truly needs no little

attention to Jts proper use and amendment, namely,

the minister's boy. In former years the minister's

man was a functionary of some note in the parish ; buii

whether of late servants have risen iu r^nk or mini^i,ers

fallen, certain it is that the minister's iflau 1ms now;

very generally dwindled to a boy. It may be, howevp,'

that a bctter^cconomy, witliout supposing either a ri«e

or full in the rank ofeither, may account for the change^

Descending from feudal times, when servants di^

nothing but kiU and steal as they were hid, we fift^

their wicked and in the long run ungainful employ,

ments substituted by a system of field labour. whicK

for along period had indued its busy seasons, those ot

sowing and reaping, of oollcctiTig hay and, fuel, with

comparative idleness all the rest of the year. But now.

the dead of winter hns less of leisure than the stirn.^6

summer had then; aiid the farm, more like a fiictor^^

finds work for all hands at all times. The fields, it is

true, differ from the factory as to the matter of a roof

for shelter; but the genius of the farmer compensates

the deficiency by suiting the work to the weather ;
and

the gleeful toil goes on as steady as in a hoyse lull oi

spindles and cards. Such an ai-rangement, if it do npJi

cheapen provision, must raise the rent of land as weU a&

the hibourer's hire ; and hence, as an idle day is now

rare upon the farm, so au idle man, whether about the

iarm or the ujanse, becomes a nuisance to be no longer,

tolerated * * * But the minister is not fit for the

parish \\itliout a pony, and the pony canupt be kept

without a bov, who will be half, and consequently,

wholly idle, if'he have not other work to do. Such js

the o-'irden implement now under consideration. What-,

ever'^may he the outcry as to the useleasness of this,

official, let it be remembered, in the first instance, that

he is indispensable to the pony, as the pony is to the.

minister; and further, that he is, if an idle boy. a sub-

stitute for an idle man; a spectacle less, easy to Je
looked at. And as an encouragement to choose ^
least of two evils, the author avers, that the boy under

proper direction is fully equal to all the wprli of the,

garden, with the exception of throe or four days in the

year, when better luiuds. whether as to strength ox

skill, may be required to Iny up a winter furrow of deep,

digging, or to train a fruit tree round the stalk ot a

chimney ; a height too great, it may be, for the minia-

ter's nerve, and perhaps for the decencies of his calling."

This sufficiency of the boy, however, presupposes on

the part of his master the pospe?sion of * My Book,*

together with such work of his hand as, giving healtk.

to his frame, shall be found also a pleasure to his heart.

Rut it is further to be understood, that the following

directions with regard to the improvements and use of

the boy, are made some matter both of care and_ of

conscience. In general hoys are plagues. Something

above what is usually denominated an urchin, and be-

neath a varlet, they arc of the most impracticable age;

an age when wit is the weakest and will is the strongest;

when independence, as an end, is desired the mo§t, and

character, as means, regarded the least, lliey have

escaped from school at a time when, conscious ofstrength,

they begin to despise the master of a lowly seminary;

and the parental authority to which they are required

to submit is rarelv good. The father being lumself a

servant, his children, by an instinct that needs to be

amended, fail of respect; and he, most of his waking,

hours abroad, can do but little with the authority he

haa; whilst the mother, not careful of training at an*

early day, and used to the issue of uncertain commands,-

has recourse to persunsions and condescends to entreaty.,

Boys so reared come home, as their instalment to ofl^ce,

is termed ; and though at first shy and dumb as a shee|^,,,

yet no sooner bus a small couimand by a superior ser-

vant been imposed than it provokes a loud defiance, sp,

naturally, in their new yoke, do they slide into the.

wonted rut of their ill made ronds* Trained to nf

liabits of industry, they like no sort of work. Jhm
pleasure lies in idle companions; and thtiir Dau^t

,

is not yet the tavern, but the smithy, where they-

may spend the long hours in barttrmg a kmtCp,

in arninging ft gallop, or marvelling at 9, gon-

lock, with longing eye to the possession hut with

no liking to the labour th;.t n.rght poniiias« tfee-

manly toy. So constituted, a boy cuunut tall mto worae

.

hands than thn.. of the mmister. or enter uP^^^vorfc.

he is more reluctant to than his. On the iarm the

crack of the whip is music to his ear; the assemblage

of labourers, the jibe and the jest, have the hvehnoss of

a camp ; wliilst the yoking and nnyokmg ot horses, the

plunging of one unbroken to the yoke, and the upset-
r'^'o "o *•„„* \\'..t...-l,u^ in Ilia «(,nl : flnd,bo,cest .'.f Dr. Fa ersoirB p ungu.g—- - p^^^t ^v.terloo ta his s„ul ; «nd

,^^ t,.t-.hieh reh.. ^ ^^^^^S l^i^^ l^^r^^^^^^^^• I- •« fl.of xvh\oh ndates to the MlMSTEB s no*,

Bot'%tste* om which will give an -^^f \"^V^';^;;^;-;i^Z^^^,. or soothe the toils

eZpFe oTthe mor.l diil to which allus.onh.s ukcadj «^-^ 1'',^,]^''J^^L scene Ib ailh.reut at the ^.n^;

•^^^.VitnToo.. . co^^ouly tern^n^te in a deBC.Iption * the hoy ^or.. alone. If he .or. at all
.

he « d.pre-e.
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Hjy holitude, and the eye of hia master is seldom upon
liim ; he hates his task, and spends his time in thinking
which of a thousand lies will serve the hest for an
excuse. It ought to be a serious consideration with
ndnistera, that boys, bringing to the manse the seeds oi

<»rruption, should find there the best soil on which to

sow them, and the best leisure for tending their

growth. And this they will do if not narrowly watched,
aud submitted to a treatment answerable to their

nature
i and freely it may be asserted, that neither

catechising, nor reading the Bible, nor family prayer,
will ever produce the least salutary effect, if idleness he
allowed and lies go unpunished. Let the reflection be
added, that as six months are the probable period of an
ill-doer's service, it may happen that the minister, in

the course of his life, has sent out to the world half a

hundred youths, who at the manse have been endured
merely as useless, tut have gone somewhere to he
endured as blackguards; whilst it may not be so certain
that, of all that number, one convert has been made in

lion will be necessary to maintain a moist healthy

atmosphere in this house, and no effort necessary to

secure this should be spared, for it is needless to expect

flowers to last in a dry warm atmosphere, A thin

shade should be used to break the force of the sun, and
in giving air every care should be taken to avoid drying
currents, opening the top ventilators only as long as

these will suffice to prevent too high a temperature, and
every available surface of bed or border should be kept

constantly moist, in order to secure plenty of evapora-

tion to counteract the drying effects of the external

atmosphere. Give frequent attention to climbers in

free growth, regulating the young wood before it gets

entangled, and see that Hardenbergiaa, &c., are properly

supplied with water at the root. At this busy season

there is great danger of neglecting the winter-

blooming favourites, such as Epacrises, Daphnes, &c.,

but if these are to be had in anything like perfection

next season they must be properly cared for now. Show
houses are generally kept too close and warm for

Epacrises and Heaths, and in that case they should beall that time. The author claims the privilege of one ^t,»^»*cv^ ««« iic«i>iii-, cmv* ^i. i.i.«i. i.^^^ wj^j c^i^/lhv^ ^/^

old in experience ; and begs leave to offer to his younger removed to the greenhouse as soon as out of bloom,
brethren some hints as to the methods of making the

j
affording them a rather damp and shady situation for a

boy good, and of turning his service to good account, few weeks. Attend to repotting such as have started
* * * Make great use of the law of kindness : a boy after being cut back, and keep them moist and rather
should not feel, on his first outset, that on leaving home close until the roots get hold of the fresh soil. Shift and
he is without a friend. Fail not to instruct him in the attend to tree Mignonette, for flowering the ensuing
fear of God. Appear thus in the character of a guar- season, and see that tree Violets are not infested with
dian, not of a taskmaster : he has no way of avoiding
the impression that your admonitions are solely for his
good, and when spoken kindly and earnestly, they fail

not to reach hia heart; whereas his ill-taught selfish

spirit always suspects a selfish end in the issue of every
precept that concerns only the quality or the amount
of his working. Angry threats provoke hatred and
tempt to lying; but gentleness, urging the necessity of
truth, will lead to the owning of a fault. It is a capital
rule never to charge your boy with any crime without
making sure of conviction. If you have begun the
charge, spare no pains to make the conviction complete

;

for if you fail in this, and the accused be really guilty,
you have, designing good, done incalculable harm; you
have strengthened, all the time of examination, his
hardihood of denial ; you have allowed his lies to pass
off triumphant; and have increased at once his sulki-
ness, self-esteem, and hatred of your person. But the
moment that proof comes home and conviction is

Wrought, shame and perhaps tears show the good that
tew been gained, and give hope of future amendment.
Make your boy to undei-stand that you want diligence,
not hard work ; and indeed compassion ought always
to be had for a frame that is but little matured. It is
of great use to know what is reasonable to expect of
•uchanage. A boy at U is not equal to more than
onc-fonrth of a man's work at anything heavy ; but in
lighter tasks, such as pickmg up stones and weeds, he
maybeeqful to a half. Give him all the benefit of
common rules: a full hour of rest twice within the
w^inary period of labour; and if you have a message
to any considerable distance, let the requisite time be
taken from the working hours. This adds greatly to
the wilhngness, which, if it be gained, will make all
right; for the physical powers are quite adequate to
all that you want; the difficulty is to enlist the
moral powers; and with regard to these there is
as oRen a mistake on the part of the master as there is
• failure on the nart of the servant. Yonr boy wants to
go home to see his parents; and his idea is that vou
cannot grudge him the Sabbath for that purpose. Butgve bun rather any other day. He will be surprised
that you do not value his work so much as you do his
morals: he wUl carry, by his visit, a lesson to his
brothers and sisters; it may be to his parents also;
and whilst you prevent as much Sabbath profiination as
jnight spod a whole week's instructions, you are effec-
tually makmg more useful hands by providing first for
a better heart. The want of something to do in leisure
hours IS a perpetual cause of running to idle com pa-
Uions. The poor boy has learned to read; but it is
»nly in the best schools, and of late years, that children
have discovered any connection between the words of abook and the ideas which they are meant to convey,and the prohabihty is that your boy has never read a

Tfl^I^ ^ V uf
*"*? f^truction or amusement. To what

rving him a little book, and requiring him to tell whathe had read of He has learned to write and do
accounts by rote, but has no notion of the use of either.
XTie gift o| a few sheets of paper and a slate, with asmuch wtelhgence as might be communicated in half an
hour might, by exercising his mentM faculties, attachAim to his abode, save him from bad company, and
prevent the annoyance of not knowing where to findyour boy when a friend arrives on horseback/*
This IS onljpart of the worthy Doctor's moral drill;

but It IS all for which we can find room. The remainder

the 9000 a>piea already sold will be merely the advanced
shadows of crowds to come if this admirable work is
appreciated as it ought to be.

red spider.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEEiES.—In cases where a regular supply of fruit

is required at all seasons of the year, it will be neces-
sary to examine the stock of plants frequently, marking
those considered the most likely for fruiting, so as to he
able to keep them rather dry at the root for a month or
so, which will in most instances have the desired effect
of checking growth and throwing the plants into fruit.

The only effectual method, however, of securing a supply
of fruit at any particular time is foresight in the manage-
ment of the stock, taking care to get the growth well
matured in sufficient time to allow of affording the plants
a short period of comparative rest, which is the only
certain means of inducing them to fruit at any desired
season. With plenty of convenience this is easily enough
managed, but where the accommodation is limited, it is

by far the most difficult part of the culture of the Pine.
And in cases where a regular supply of fruit has to be
furnished from limited accommodation, it is safer to
grow the plants in pots, so as to secure perfect command
over the roots, and also be able to move th» plants to
a cooler pit or otherwise, as may be necessary. Black
Jamaicas and Cayennes are the best vnrieties for winter
fruiting, and the stock of these should receive every
attention at this season so as to induce them to make
free growth, and a portion of them should be shifted
into their fruiting pots^as soon as possible. Use eveiy
means to afford growing stock a moist atmosphere,
which in the present state of the weather is a work that
requires much attention, but must be done if the plants
are to be kept in first-rate condition. Give air freely
but avoid draughts of cold drying air, and use shading to
assist in keeping down the temperature without being
tinder the necessity of admitting cold drying air too
freelv,

ViNERiEa.—In cases where Muscats are grown in the
same house with Hamburghs and other free setting
varieties the temperature must be kept sufficiently high
during bloom, and until the berries are fairly set, to
suit the Muscats; for a crop of these cannot be
depended upon from the most healthy Vines, unless
they can be afforded a brisk temperature while in
bloom and setting their fruit. It will be better, how-
ever, to risk having the Muscat bunches somewhat thin
than to injure other varieties by maintaining a night
temperature of 75^ which is sometimes the practice;
68 or 70" will be found quite sufficient. Get the
borders prepared for planting out young Vines, and if
these are started into growth before planting do not
keep them too warm, or it will be difficult to prevent
their sustaining a check after planting out.

.
Melons.—Encourage those newly planted out with a

moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them into full
growth as quickly as possible; but plants that are
tairly established should be kept cooler, admitting air
on every favourable opportunity, in order to secure
short-jointed fruitful wood.

-J

FLOWER GARDEN

and Stocks, the fragrance of wliiciTwiiTaiwa^^^^^
them favourites. Look over plants at nres^nt ;„ a^^^''
and mark the most admired for propaffatinV .

""?'

proper season. ^ ^ " ^^ the

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN
Recently transplanted trees must soon be tir f I1

attended to with water, giving the ground wher -^

may be found necessary a liberal soaking, so as to ti,
roughly moisten it,lightening up the surface with aJ
fork when it has become firm. Be prepared wl?^
supply of Tobacco water with which to attack AnhM

^

the moment they are perceived upon the Peach t

Clean and loosen the surface about Strawberries • o-o

^^^

plantations made late last autumn, and replanr
1°^^"^

(numerous we fear this season) where the nlantc 1
^

failed. Take advantage of the dry state of the gron H
to get manure wheeled upon quarters where U
soon be wanted, and see that there is a f>ood an ^J
being prepared for the Celerjr crop, for witloufc nknll
of old rich manure large crisp Celery can hardlv K
obtained. As soon as the weather shall have beo
more favourable, get spring-raised CauUflowera and
Lettuces planted out, if not yet done, selecting for th
a sheltered situation and light rich soil. A few branch"^
of evergreens stuck amongst such things after plan tfn^
so as to screen them from the sun ia a great protection
and prevents their being dried up until the nwts eet
hold of the ground. Get Scarlet Runners planted also
French Beans, if not yet done, and give the former an
open situation and good deep rich soil, of which thev
are well deserving. Attend to ridge Cucumbers
Vegetable Marrows, Tomatoes, &c., and endeavour to
get strong stocky plants, keeping them where thev can
be placed near the glass, and freely exposed to air on
fine days; avoid getting them leggy and tender by too
close treatment.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAE LONDON
For the Week eodipg April 1^,1860, «a obaervedat the Horticultural Gardrai

ApriL
u

Friday
Safur.
Sunday
Mod.
Tue».
«ed.
Thura.

13

14

16

17
IS

Bakoust

Max.

22
23
24
25
26

19 27

ATeraKC.

.

30.039
30.150
30j;i7
30.279
30J229
3(1.082

30.064

HiD.

TxMrsSATCEI.
"Of'thVAir:

I

30.151

SO. 1:2
30.153
30.179
30.093
;io.o;i7

29.993

30.071

Max.

49
49
55
60
66
60
44

Min. Mean

OfTHe^arthL. ,

1 footiTSer
"^'

deep. deep.

53.3

tt

I April 13—Hazy and drizzly; fine; clear; frosty at night,— 14—Hazy; drizzly; overcast,
-• la— Slight haie ; fine; overcast at nijcht.— 16— OTercasl; fine with briifht aim; clear and cold; briUiiit

aurora borealiA.— 17~I*utky white clouds and cold wind; fine; clearatnijiht.— It^—Clea*. cold, and windy ; very dry air; overcaat; boiaterou,— 19—Cloudy and ccld; a lew inow-flakes; hail shower; rciy dew
at ni^hr.

Ifean temperature of the week, 4 deic* below th&avera|Te.

KECOBD OF -f^E WEATHER AT CHISWICL
Curing the last 34 yean, for the irasuinK Weet^ endlns AprU%,\KlL).

^r^ailiniF Aiadi.

'

April

Sunday^2_
Mon. 23,,
Tuea. 24.,
Wed- 25,.
Thura. 26,,
Friday 27-.
Satur, ffl.

flj W t 1* i flJ

<X

58.6
5S.5

&8.3
5R.5

59.2

58.5
60 1

<^

37.8

37.4
35.»
:i7-7

36.3

36.1
36.6

5'^

a;2

49.2
48.0

47-0
48.1

J7.7

47^
4H.3

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

17
17
12
16
14
15

14

Greatest
Quantity
ofUain.

0.32 in,

0.52

0.60
1.40

0.53
0.14
0.64 '

4
1

5
5

3
11

&

»SI

s
s
4

6

S
1

5
5

6

i

1
m
i

3

1

3

5

1

2
4

Vi

1

4

1

6

1

5

4

4

S

3
&

5

z

3

•A

2

J

3

6

J

3

t

1

The hiKhest temperature dtmntf the above period occurred on
1840-therm.81 deR.; and the Ion eat on the 23th, 1867. "d 22

therm. 23 deg.

the SStb,

d, 185*-

#
*

r

Calendar of Operationi.
(^or Me ensuing weelc.)

VLKTXX DEPARTMEKT.

ND aHRUBBERIES.
The coH weather which we have for some time past

been and are now experiencing:, renders the manage-
ment of bedding plants somewhat difficult ; it is
dangerous without great caution to risk even the
hardier kinds from under the protection of glass. All
that can snfely be done until the weather becomes
warmer, in the way of hardening stock preparatory to
its being planted out, is to give as much air as circum-
stances will admit without injuring the plants, and to
place Calceolarias and the strongest Verbenas in turf
pits, where they can be securely protected at night
and sheltered from drying winds. Such things, when
removed to cold pits, should be planted out in light
soil, which will save trouble in watering and be much
better for the plants than keeping them confined in
small pots. Tender annuals that have been raised in
heat should be pricked out in light soil under glass in
order to get them strong before planting-oat time. If

i^Jr^n'Ti^fSalie^^^^ ' f^?^ ^^^t^^
<i''^~'^'«'"' hard^a^u;;;^^ shouw%r;own^aft:;

j^ au cousiderable atten-
'
the first shower, and do not forget plenty of Mignonette

J

Notices to CorrespondenU*
The Metropolitan Board of Works hate

directed that in future the Street in vshich

our Office is situated shall be called Welling

ton Street, and that the Number of our

Office shall 6« 41, Correspondents are

therefore requested to address all letterSf

whether to Editor or Publishery 41, ^^'^

lington Street, Covent Garden, London^ W*C,

Azalea : J G. Tour seedling is a showy rich salmon coloured

kind, in the way of Perryana. You should send a plant oi

it for inspection to the Floral Committee of the Horticulturai

Society, t

Cineraria : Q 7>. Very handsome, but not more so than vane-

tiea iio-sj-easing the same colours already in cultivation.!

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged tojel'^^g

tautly decline naminjf heaps of dried or other plants, that we

venture to request our correspondents to recollect that we

never have or could have undertaken an unlimited dutym
this kiiid. Young gardenera, to whom these remarks more

especially apply, sliould bear in mind that, before applying
^^us for assistance, they should exhaust their other means w

Kammg infbnnation. We cannot save them the troublejX

examimng arid thiuking for themselves; nor would it t*

desirable if we could. AU we can do is to hdp them-wj
that most willingly. It is now requested that, in future, not

more than four plants may be sent us at one time-

^. Your seed belongs to some species of Leucadendron.
F H. Auemone pavouia, A. hortensis, and A. apenmnj---^-
1, IS a Fern not ui fructification: 2. Brica versicolor.—^ V.'V
In our opinion Berberis japonica. B. BeaUi, and B. int«f|;?Sa
%re merely well mHrked' fSrms of one species.-^J-^^campestns.-i) R. 5, Platycerfum aldcome ; ^'^}^^^^Zhugua

; 7, Lomaria. apparently attenuat* ; 8, ^^^n^'^^-
conaceum. var. capense. -Jio^a. 13, Blechnum o«><^!?S^'
14, L^trea acuminata, aiia,« atrovirens ; 15. I^trea»n5»^
a?tai Polyatichum aristatum ; 16, Pteris hasUta, ^^-^Z
P^->-l^-V ,*'- *^"» of the Marchantias or LircrwoiJ
which so freely make their appearance on the sod ol »<=»

lected pot plants, especially when kept in cold framefl-

Oak Galls : A B d: & j. Your ealla are the same » "T"
figurM and described at p. 72 of our current year's^^^

Miac
:
B IF. ApricoU cast their fruit when nearly nPl^^nC

the rooU are too dry. Put guano -or if you like ^^^^.^i
intothertinsofanu.—P ITS. The postal reguUtioni P''
us from acting on your sugseatioo.

I
I
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES,
MANirrACTTTEED BY THE

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
XiXJ.A-1* (LIMITED).
CONSISTING OF TENANT FABMEES, OCCUPYING UPWABDS OF 80,000 ACEES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.
.nfT *iTifTTH Jun Esq-.M-P., Walton House, Ware, Herts. EDWARD BALL, Efq., M.P., 8, BelgraTC Road, Pimlico.

;?S?iTFS D1M8DALE, Esq.. E.-feudoii Place, Herts. GENERAL HALL, Weston CoWille, Lmtcn, Cambridge.CHARLLb Vim^u^ f
j'^jjj^, BEADY, Esq.. M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square, 8.W.

DIRECTORS.
C7ja{n»cn.—JONAS WEBB. Eeq., Babrobam. Cambridpceln're.

EDWARD BELL,

p^?HARD^HUNT' Esq-. Stanstead Abbot. Herts

THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N.

Tinrl^-i -Messrs BABNETT, HOARE. A: Co., Lombard St., E.G.

S:..-rerr.^KUXG8FUBD &/OEMAN. 23, Essex
Street, Strana, Yi.Kj.

'ninden Town
GEORGE SAViLL, Esq.," Ingthoipe, near Stamford
WILLIAM COLLINS, Etq., 105, St. John's Street Road, E.C.

Auditor.—J. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridge.
MoTiOf/tr.^'Mr. JAMES 0DA31S.

S(cretary.—Mr. C. T. WACADA3I.

Offices: 109, renclmrcli Street, London, E.C, Manufactory; Plaistow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures -with every confidence to the attehtion of their brother farmers ; and the fact that

tiiAv anrf the Shareholders farm upwards of 80,000 acres of L-md, cnmiot fail to aflbrd a j^uaraiitee and protection to consumers.

The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they

contain not only render them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a

HEALTHY, SOUND, and HEAVY CEOP^ '

PRICES—Blood Manure for Com, £7 10s.; Ditto for Roots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any Railway or Wharf in London.

As security io the FurcJiaser every hay contains 2 c^ci,t is marJced " ODAMS'S PATENT
MANURE," and sold ODly by the authorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an unusually large per centage of Soluble Phosplmte of Lime, and is, therefore,

a liighly valuable Manure for all Root Crops,

ANALYSES.

BLOOD

1 Mr. J. T. "Way,
London.

Dr. Anderson,!
Glasgow.

Dr. Hodges,
Belfast.

Dr. Yoclcker,
Cirencester.

Dr. Macadam,
Edinburgh.

Dr. Cameron,
Dublin.

Offjunic Matter, Saltsof Ammonia,&c

Equal to Neutral Soluble)

lusoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hvdrated Sulphate of Tiime .

,

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates .

.

13.19
2.28

3.82
16.77

26.18

4.69
58.53
0.72

10.86
7.82
3.18

15.63

24.39

9.01

62.25
1.25

21.50
S.3S
8.44

14.38

22.50

5.77

40.80
1.73

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

9.49
39.40
2.45

14.56
7.63

3.87
16.91

26.48

11.84
40.83
4.36

16.20
4.17 .

5.28
16.48

26.20

6.14
60.33

1.40

100.00 i 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 .
* ion. 00

Mr. Vay rtports :
—" It contains fully as much soluble phos-

j

That* as the first-clafts articles of the same description in the
Tnarlttt, and much more than the average."

Dr. VoMCKEReays:— "I have much pleasuris In enclosing a
coity of your fup«-pbopphate, whicj), though ajtparently re-
cently m»cle, i» ncverthcleea riiih in tobibU ^liofphixte, ttmd tin-

Dr. Macadam eays:—"The above is a first-class super phos-
phate, and at present rates is worth to the farmer Hi. 2a. per
ton, TAhtn purchased in quantities under 30 tons, and 7Z. 10s.
in quantities of 30 tons and upwards."

Dr. HoDGF-s states that

—

**lt may be regf.rled as a good
specimen of super-phosphate of lime." His calculation of its
vahie is 7?. 18*. per ton.

Dr. Camebon reports :
— •* The above figures prove this super-

phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but

INVESTMENT OF SAVINGS AND CAPITAL.

THK CONSERVATIVE LA:ND SOCIETY.—
Trustees : Viscount Ranelagb and J. C. Cobbold. Esq.,

M.P. Interest on Shares 5 per cent, per annum ; on Deposits,

4 per cent, per annum, payable half-yearly on the Ist mf May
and ]st of November. Prospectuses explanatory of the Share,
Depo.sit, Borrowing, and Land Departments free. Plans of
Estates, ed. Charles Lewis Gruneisek, Secretary.

Offices : 33. Norfolk Street. Strand. W.C.

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of i)ro-

pcrty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner aa succeBsive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be chaiged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

tenns ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge
tothe circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Eeversioneis or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and P'arm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlaj' and expenses on the
Estate, maj obtain Loans forthe purpose.
Applications to be made to Wiluam Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. S.W.

imylciAL MANURES. &c.— Manutacturers
and others engaged in making ABTTFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation,' by applying to J. C. Nebbit, F.G.S.,

Ac, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphoa-

pbatea of Lime, Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College. _^
i^^OLLEGE OF AGRICLLTV'l^E and CHEMISTRY,
\U AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, London, 8.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.8.. 4c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisitetoprepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticu 1ars may be bad on application to the Principal.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

CANTERBURY MEETING, 1860.
ENTRIES for IMPLEMENTS, FIELD GATES, HOPS, and

WOOL roust be made on or before MAY 1.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK must be made on or before

JUNEl.
%* All Entries received in each case after those respective

dates will, without any exception, be disqualified, and returned

to the senders. »

Prize Sheets and Forms of Entry may be bad on application

at the Offices of the Society, 12, Hanover Square, London, W.
H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

K

that its Application will be attended with the most satisfactory
results. It would be good value at 71. per ton."

Dr. Anderson reports:—"This is an excellent euper-phoa-
phate. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be worth about
tl. 5s. per ton."

i:very Bay contains 2 act., is marlced "ODAMS'S SVTHRrBOSPBATS OF LIlUE,
yuaranteed to yield 20 to 2B per cent, of Solttble Phosphate of lAme,

'
— »

'

PRICES.—Superphosphate of Lime, £5 10s. Delivered to any Eailway or "Wharf in London-

W^it ^irttntltttral ^zytitt.
SATUMDAT, APBIL 21, 1860.

and is
MEETINGS TOR THE FOLLOWING IITEEK

VTssKKSDAT, April 2&—Agri. Society of EnglaDd Noon.

'

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABUSHED 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES :—

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quality.
DISSiOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
liLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They ^rould call particular attention to the article Dissolved
Bones, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
Y^Pi &nd in which they guarantee every portion, both of
^e soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
worn Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUAKO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of
SODA, SirLPHATE or AMMONIA, nnd every Manure of value.
116. Fenchurch Street, E.C. Epw. P^JRSFH, Secretary.

M
ESTABLISHED 1812.

ESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to talte
orders for their special MANURES for 1860, which they

imhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at
tjie lowest possible price, viz. :—

OAT MANURE
BEAN ditto

Also

P E O.

JPJNIP MANURE
JHEAT ditto
CRASS ditto

RUVIAN GUAN
The present Price of this valuable Manure is-«

\2l. per ton for 30 tons and upwards/ at the Dep6t8 in I ondon,
13/. 5s. per ton for 1 ton up toSO tons! Liverpool, and Bristol.

And, in order to protect themyelves against the purchase of
Adulterated ilixtures, and of inferior Guanos, puii)ortiiig to
produce results equal to Peruvian, consumers are recommended
to apply either to ourselves; to ourAGEKTS, Messrs, Gibbs,
Bright, A: Co., of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to Dealers of
e.«^tabljshed character throughout the Coimtry, in whose honesty
and fair dealing they can place implicit confidence.

—

Anthony
Gibbs &, Sons. 15, Bishopsjjate Street Within, London, E.C.

OTTKNHAM SEWAGE MANURE.—For top-
dressing Wheat and Grass, also for manuring Mangels and

Turnips, use the above highly concentrated Manure. Price
3/.li>«. per ton.—Particulars and testimonifllsof Mr. J.L. Evaks,
C.E., Sewage Manure Works, Tottenham, N.

Agents required. A very liberal commission allowed.

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

BARLEY ditto
Jl^RUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SU
o» LIME, 4c., rU of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. t T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor & Rylasp. Birmingham and Chester.

T A^^f^***
MANURES.—Tlie Manures manufacturedJ J by Mr. Lawem for the present season, 1860, are now ready

fcr di^^hver>- at hii» l-»ctorie« at the followintr t)rices -—
LAWES-S PATENT TURNIP MANURpf... £6

« SUPERPHOSPHATE o^ LIME 6 6
.. b 6

.. ,,8
., GRASS MANURE ~,.

V. *' " I
JJ«»e Manures can be obtained of Mr Lawf^ or his qt^

Th- V ***°''i"iK ^^ cost of carriage. ^

7000
'liS' Tn!'

,!^'i P^ofe^^^y W;ty have sampled from a bulk of

"P^rwtth^nri''
**""^.^tM^-LAW^^'8 Factories, and their

OB Rnrvil .."**^^"*" ^'^ »^'^° "* ^"** *" circular, t« be obtained
(iL^'*^^'' ^ ^^* Office^ or of any of Mr. Lawk's fa^St

o'aXfllx^^ ?""** direct frdin Me«rs. GiS>sfSirmc

A valuable report by Dr. Yoelcxer on
the Agricultural Talue of Dates as food will be
found in another page. There is every reason t6

believe from the results of his investigations that

they may be imported and profitably used by tfi^

sheep and cattle-feeder, even though they should
cost in the English market somewhat more than is

givin for the Carob Beans,
Messrs. JuFP have offered a new horse and

cattle food for 35/. a ton ; and Mr. Thoklet—a
singular coincidence—is enabled by the fortunate

discovery, at the same time, of a market for his

waste, to make a reduction of 10/, a ton in the

price of his food for cattle.

We have great faith in the value and importance

of what is generally wasted, but still greater faith

in the usefulness of competition, and Messrs. Jupp
therefore deserve our thanks. It is plain that the

argument which they have wielded has been more
powerful than any that " Messrs. Lawes aifid

Morton" have yet conceived or uttered. AVe
believe, however, it is one which will be by and

'superWosphate"of lu/e^ ^ranteed'^^ successfully urged against themselves ; and
Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasicitliat cattle foods at 25/. and 20/. and l^L a ton
Phosiihate of Lime.

I R E L A D.

JOSEPH RERRY A^'D SONS, Seed Meecha>ts,
Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Agents for the

Western Counties, superphosphate OF LIME, and other
Manures.— 8, Arran Quay. Dublin.

T3URNARD, LACK, anb CO.'S CONCENTRATED

MINERAL
LAWES-S BARLEY MANURE..

„ MANGEL MANURE

fcONCENTRATED TUBNIP MANURE, equal in value to
the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :— "These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which chamcterisea

yoiir concentrated superphosphate,"

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices *c., may be had on application to Bcrnarp, Lack,

ft Co./Sutton Road, Plymouth.
^

TTTEST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALESW AGENCY FOR GREEN'S PATENT "SILFNSMESSOR"
AND OTHER MOWING MACHINES.-Bromhead & Son's Iron-

mongery Warehouses, 6, North Street, Bristol where the

Machines can be seen and their workmg exp'amed.

'I HE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COM-
1 P\NY (LIMITED). Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

London, E.C.. hold in stock the following GOODS suited to the

season :-Steam Ergiiics, Horse Powers. Ploughs. DrUU^

Clodcrushers, Carts, WaggoDP, Pumps, &c. PRICE LISTS can ^^. ^^ 7/. With 37/.
be bad post free on application. * '

are on the card equally suggestive of profitable

markets for waste and other excuses for a dimi-

nished charge by the older manufacturers. And
vhile the oldest of them all confesses in his adver-

tisement that the nutritive value of his food does

not exceed 15/, a ton, why should anyone give

more than this for food ?

Mr. Thorley's market
finds so profitable, should

Mr. Lawzs on the value

waste occurring during the feeding procesa. If

the value in the mar.ure derived from any concen-

trated food given to iuUy grown beasts be 3/. or

thereabouts per ton, then the comparison as to

cost of our first class foods with tl e manufacture

of Mr. Thorley is not that of 10/. with 40/. per

The price demanded,

for waste, which he
recall the remarks of

to the farmer of the
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diminished though it be, is not merely four times,

but really more than five times that of the best

natural foods that can be purchased.

It is long since agriculture has sustained such

a real loss as that recently inflicted on it by the

death of M. Loris Yilmokin", the head and heart

of the well-known firm of YiLMOHiK-ANDRiErx
^ Co., Merchant Seedsmen, of Paris. For

nearly two centuries had his ancestors occupied a

first place among the commercial houses of the

capital, but it was reserved for their late represen-

tative to elevate the firm to a higher position than,

with perhaps one or two exceptions, that enjoyed

by any similar house of business in Europe,

Incapacitated to a great extent by a bodily defect.

he was physically unfitted for the active routine of

business occupations, and was led to devote the

energies of a vigorous and richly stored mind
to the higher branchfs of his profess'oa—the im-
provement of the ordinary, and the generation of

new varieties of our cultivated plants. His great

object was to work out the best means of fixing

in plants the possession, of hereditary properties,

by which, their special values as crops might be

Tendered more certain, and under judicious treat-

ment greatly increased,

many years

success attended

"basis of his principle of improvement was in the

judicious selection of the parent stock ; and long

cost of each as

Bkcquekel, Brogniart, Chevkeul, Combes, !
pecuniary economy of the tillage, both in tST^^

Decaisne, Dumas, Frj^my, Passt, Peligot, operations required and the less cost of d..k
'

Valenciennes, Members of the Academy ; Ama- compared with^horse-power.

D E-DUEAND. DaILLT, DaEBLAT, HtJZAED,

Mauny de Moknay, Moll, Pommier, Eouinet,

representatives of the Society of Agriculture;

Bixio, Drotjyn de Lhxtys, Th nard, Herve
Mangon, Mille, and many others well known for

the position they occupy in the landed and agri-

cultural interests of the country.

The orations over the grave were made by

MM. Decaisxe, Chevreul, and Robinet, who

by the graceful and feeling manner in which they

severally expressed themselves, testified to the

high esteem in which Louis Yilmorin was held

by ail who had the happiness to be ranked among

his friends, and to the great loss his early death has

inflicted upon the whole commuiuty, JF.

What a pity it ia that the experiment of paper-

making from Couch came to an untimely end : the

product being too brittle, we believe, whether as

paper or cardbqard ; so that the mill in Northamp-

tonshire is now working away upon other raw

material, with great ricks of the collected Couch

slowly rotting down around it. To be sure a new

This was the work of^invention is now promising to work up our straw

of his life, and the most marked
^
into quires and envelopes ; hut we shall still have

ded his honourable labours. The the expensive root-weed to extirpate as a nuisance,

without value received, and with no chance of

Well mieht Mr. Pttsey

experience, combined with his great natuiajl

powers of observation, enabled him at once to

recognise in the seed the very qualities which he

wished to develop and to aiigmfent in the ofisprin^

plants. These were most carefully watched and
attended to during their growth and subaiitted

again to his scrutiny, and only those returned for

the reproduction of their kiud, which, according t>

his judgment, ^sisted frequently by direct experi-

ments, were Cunhidered to possessinthehighcbt degree

those qualities which conferred the value upon the

individual plant or crop. Thus, wellnigh all the

principal plants of Frenck agriculture occupied
from time to time his attentions, and none passed
through his experimental farm at Verrieres with-
out testifying by tlieir increased vigour and pr9-

duction to the value which the study and treat-

luent of a scientific farmer had conferred upon
Ihcm, The results of his improvements, and the
Tneana he took to secure them, were always made
known to the puPlie, every opportunity was

nacious and ineradicable enemy. With creeping

and matting roots for ever being subdivided by ,

common hoe. I have this day (March 31) fiuubed

11 .' I- .-11 1 r • ' . . .• •' ,o..v.f;.,«. c: orti^oa ^rr ^>a,•,^^ rt,-,o«t-;f»T "NTa linrsfi labour

even a bad market,

enforce his recommendation of autumn fallowing

bya woodcut portrait of a long runner of ** Twitch"

—somewhat in shape like a centipede, and as

hateful to the eye of the cleanly farmer. La-
bourers regard the plant (or rather the class of

plants not very botanically but for practical pur-

poses grouped together as " Couch") as a provider

and promoter of work ; and the managers of light

moist soils in which it can burrow deep and
revel in mischief ever rife and thriving, are able

to make out a fearfully heavy hill against it for

extrd cost of cultivation and loss of cropping by
direct damage or indirect delay. Over a large

portion of our country the agriculture is conducted

as muoh with a view tg the requirements, of this

imperious and exacting weed as to the wants of

the fold, the stall, or the corn market ; and
untold numbers of acres in good heart are obliged

to be sacrificed to its infesting presence, and
fallowed for cleaning when they should be bearing
a good harvest of profit. On most of our friable

readily afforded 'them of visiting" tlie farm, of loams and on still lighter lands, a continual battle
seeing the experiments in progress, of obtaining is being waged by Uie farmer against this perti-
detaiU of cultivation, and, indeed, of taking every '

'

advantage of the lessons there to be learnt.

The principal crops with whose improvement
the name ofLona Vilmohin ia most associated are
the Cereals, Beetroot, Potatoes, Madder, Colza, &c,
the benefits of which have been spread over the
whole cultivated surface of his country, and hxve
also been participated i^ by the agriculture of our
own.^ We are indebted to him for the botanical
division of the genus Triticum, our cultivated
Wheats—and were we to apply the same principles
of improvement to our Turiiips and Mangel in
reference to their feeding properties that he. so
successfully carried out in reference to the
Baccharine properties of the Beet, the food
produce of our root crops would be enor-
mously increased in the conrj^e of ^. few
years, and every member of the community, con-
sumers as well as producers, would be propor-
tionately benefited. M. Tilmoeix died compa-
ratively a young man—too young for the interests
of agriculture and of his countrv, but not too
young t ) have acquired by his high scientific and
practical acquirements, his devotion to the profes-
sion always uppermost in his t\ioughts and in his
heart, by the amiability and excellence of his
private character in every relation of life—as son,
husband, and father— the love and confidence of a
large circle of private friends and the esteem and
respect of every one, whether Frenchman or
foreigner, to whom either personally or by corre-
spondence he was known.
He was born in Paris April 16, 1816, and

died at Yerrieres, March 21, 1860, thus nearly
completing In's 44th year. The funeral cortege
clearly marked the stamp of the man whose
remains were being taken to their last home. In
its ranks were seen mingled together representa-
tives of the science and representatives of the prac-
tice he had so successfullv united in his own
peraoo, and ^f <3ach the highest were there to do

At the public competition, when the f
plough and steam grubber a^e teari^g awav-!^-|?
the mystonous force-giving vapour at an einlo

•

pitch of compression within the plate-a^d
body of the boiler—we reckon the cost of the on^^^^
tion, as compared with the expense of so T^X
draughtdone by live horses, ai^d awardourprizesanS
commendations accordingly. But the steam-enffi
might haul at a dearer rate per cwt. cf drauo'nt a J
yet be better worthhaying than horses. Note
can scuffle so deeply without treadinj^ down th^"'^

work again ; so that for every cwt. of draught til
steam power performs most e^iect upon the ground
And apart from comparative effectiveness of the
process, there is this piece of logic ia the case-
autumn-grubbing stubbles for fallow saves sav
only one ploughing and two scufflings in' the
ensuing spring; you cannot get this autumn
grubbing done without the steam- cultivator but
you can with it

;
therefore the stei^iQ-ouUiFator in

this grubbing does work worth the price of one
grubbing, one ploughing, and two scufflin^s. You
pay say 85. an acre for the work, and you'keep in
your pocket 12^. per acre that must have been
expended in spring tillage if you had laid out the

aforesaid 8s. in winter ploughing instead of autumn
grubbing. So that you would not he paying too

dearly for the steam -grubbing in autumn even at

20«. per aure ; and it would be well worth doin'^

because of the advantage of such early cultivation*

Let not the practical farmer overlook this point in

expecting cheap work from the steani-fcndne.

J. A. a
POTATO CULTIVATION.

I HAVE been very successful for several years in my

crops of this root both as to quantity and freedom from

disease, and a notice of my system of fiirming for this

purpose I think may be useful*

I double fork the land to the depth of 16 to 18 iiieheB,

commonly a AVheat stubble, throwing the lower spit

uppermost, I begin as soon after harvest as Iconveiilently

can, finishing the work if possible before Christrau.

The soil is thug lel't in a rough cloddy state exposed

during the winter to the frost, snow, and atmosplierical

influences. In the following spring so soon as the land

is sufficiently dry and will work into a iine mould, I

harrow once, then sow 3 bushels of salt to the acre

broadcast, and proceed to open the drills or furrowi 5

inches deep, and 1 yard apart with a triangular hoe, made

for the purpose. I deposit the tubers in Uiesa furrows

15 inches from set to set. I then sprLnlile over tt\eTQ

II cwt. of guano mixed with 10 or 15 bushels of burnt

earth or ashes to the acre, and cover over with a

the operations of tillnge, and each joint starting a
fresh plant on its own account, the Couch is to the
fields what the new TTater-weed proved in our
choking canals ; and the husbandman, endeavours
only to reduce and check it by the battues and
razzias of the Couch-fire seasons, without hoping
to exterminate this vegetable vermin.
But in that fatal time for weeds, the scorching

autumnal months, when the stubbles are first

bared to the baking sun, the teams are too busy
with harvest-carting, preparing land for Wheat

planting 5 acres, my usual quantity. No horse labour

has been employed except for one harrowing. I
f^^^

whole tubers and endeavour to select them of a ^"''^^

size, neither large nor small; the quantity required for

an acre is about 28 bushels of 56 lbs. In taking np

some Flukes three years ago my men found several

roots which were round tubers, larger and better

than the Flukes. From these I raised the stock I no*

plant ; they have been free from disease i»nd lu^e an

excellent variety, and much in demand in this neigH*

bom-hood. The subsoil of my land is partly tender

brick earth, some of it stony loam, and occasjonaUy

sowing, and other labours, to break up the next chalky marl or graveh Whatever it m^ ^e, 1

I

t

year's fallow ; except, indeed, partially where an
early harvest or a small breadth of Bean and Pea
crops cultivated may give a better opportunity.
So we have recourse to wet winter ploughing,
that cannot half sever and shatter the soil; cross-
ploughing in spring, followed by a tedious suc-
eessiun of sculkings to lift out with tines and
nron<;s—^ud ploughings, to turn up by inversion
fresh coats of Couch for harrowings, rollings,
Takings, and hand-pickings to shake out, gather,
and remove. Steam ctjltivatioit, however, com-
pletely altera the case. The steam-driven scaritier
anticipates and prevents most of the costly and
tielaym^ business by "smashing-up" the' hard
stubble in autumn, exposing the Couch naked on
the surface, and

thrown upon the surface and in it the Piatatoes are

planted, and the crop is the better when the soUis

stony. The cost per acre up to this time is as follow

=

2 16
Double forking- Gd. per rod
28 bushels of sets at 2*.

A'

causing annual weeds to
i

„. -^ ™ .' j n ^ , . — , ^ ^f
'

?ro^ and be destroyed ; without simultaneously
; Tw "f?d°^ v "i*""^

'•" w? "?V^f'Veti- - ''
^ ,* A,,'' iieia 01 o acres, which was in Wheat hist ^ea"-

bury.ng again a large proportion of the following spring itwrpianted'^Hh Potato*. »^

li cwt. guano and 3 bushels of salt . • • ^ q i
Harrowing .

,

.

.

.

.

. . . . * *

Mixing the manure and planting l^t?. per rod ..

When the plants show 3 or 4 inches above the 9»^

and taking advantage of dry weather,^ they w
^^

moulded up on Loth sides, leaving a ridge 18 "

inches wide. This work, and keeping the land c^
from weeds, will coat about 10^. ; taking up ttie w^
with the fork and storing at Id. per bushel Wv^
bushels or 9 tons) will be 1^. lO^., making tke en

1854m »

In the

i

expense per acre 10/. 16s. \0d.

honour and pay fewaageto the memory of one who
liad conterwd benetita upon all. Amon- thosewho fbrmei. part of i)^ mournful procession we&id the lUjMtuoua nawfi* of Bocssino AULT

root-weeds, as the turn-over plough does. And
practical experience has shown that several

ploughings and grubbings (varying much accord-
ing to the nature and locality of the ground), are

thus wholly saved—enabling a much greater
amount of moisture to be conserved in the soil in

spring and early summer, killing the Couch and
fertilising the land by the longer exposure to

atmospheric agencit-s, and amazingly forwarding
the sowing of the root-crops (so important a point

for growing bulk and weight, and tor completing
the hoeing before hay and harvest interfere with the

,
labour). And all this h in addition to tha

/

1

viously described—the sorts York Regents, ^^"
Dons, and Flukes. I will detail the cropping »*

field till the present time.
1855.—Potatoes, il6 bushels per acre. TnmiP
1856.-Turnip seed with guano. After tli£

Tu^i^^

seed was threshed, 10 loads of furni-yard ™^""'^^«-,iai
acre was ploughed in, and Cole s^ed aovn t^^^

^j^j,
sheep in November, ploughed once; then so^m

rougli chaffed White Whea't. , . j, ptf

1857.-Wheat of excellent quality, 48 ^^^^^^^
acre. With the Wheat was sown *'^^Y hirtin**
was Tuannred with 10 loads of nnick in the aut

the autumn. ,^ v^,
1858.—A large and full crop ofClover mown !w

r

I
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TTvvWwhicli is just tlireslied ; tlie yield

1859--:^':'i;\ere The land ploughed softt, after

4* •'""''" fn.ain in February, and sown with Barley

>*"'''/ '"Lf on the 18th of this month,
without nmnm ^ "" «^j. ^ j^^^^^,, crop.

i^^'-MTolnvetefsatisfied with the Wheat crop

I ought t"
''^^^ "^ this field for roots (Mangel) ;

but
,„d to bf7;,'^P^X*that purpose. After the Barley

', '^
\ if for the latter I shall put on a heavy dressing

jtangel ; if for tne
^ ^^^^^ ^p^„

of manure, b«t '*'«""''
j^ j produced a balance sheet

"l'*!?' fipld Tvvhi h is a ticklish subject just now) I

i^Tl shpuli be^ »y friend and neighbour Mr. Alder-

man Mecbi.
„Meci of this mode of cultviation

I shall pursue the*"" , f^^ts which I deem
^"rnntirshring tha o,rsu^h soils as mine deep

T^ ™ i£ the land is a successful method of

March 31.

OX THE COilPOSlTION AND FEEDING VALUE
^"^

OF DATES.

BY DK. AUGP3TFS TOELCKEK,

Eoyal A^ciiltural College, Cirencester.

Jy an article wl.ich appeared a few wool's ago in the

Anncultural Gazette the probabiUty is held out that

in Years of abundance Dates may becrome available as

cattle food. It appeixrs that the Date is a fruit which

luore than almost any other vegetable produce varies

esceediu'-ly in its vield from year to year. Whilst m
ordinary seasons Dates probably cannot be imported

and sold with a fair profit for much less than 9{. a ton,

it may be reasonably expected now the duty is taken

off them that in years of great abundance they may

gua-essfuUy compete with Carob Beans, a food which,

like Dates, is extremely rich in sugar, and wliich now

can be procured at about 7/., a price at which Carob

Beans are certainly not too dear in comparison with the

prices of other descriptions of feeding material

As far as I am aware, the puhlislied analyse8*of Dates

are not sufficiently complete to allow any trustworthy

inf«reiice to be made from them as to their feeding

and fattening properties, or their adaptation^ for

distillery purposes. In order to supply this deficiency

I had a careful analysis made in my laboratory by my
first assistant, Mr. Sibsou, who under my direction

obtained the following results.

I purpo.sely selected for analysis an inferior descrip-

lion of Egyptian Dates, and I may mention that

^2 Dates weighed 1 lb.

1'he proportion of stones in the fruit in its natural

state amounted to 12.55 per cent. As nearly as possible

one-eight of the weight of Dates consists ot indigestible

and useless matter in addition to the indigestible

ti\)rc, which it will be seen by the subjoined results is

extremely small in Dates.

In the natural state the Dates contained 21.6 per

cent, of water, and yielded 1.51 per cent, of ash. By
far the greater part of the Date is soluble in water, as

will be seen by the following:

—

General composition.

in Barley-meal. The protein compounds or flesh-foruung

matters in Dates,being nearly wholly soluble in water, we

may reasonably expect that they are readily assimilated

in the system, and with as little waste as possible. As a

flesh-producing food the Dates analysed in my laboratory

are certainly not inferior to Barley-meal and most otner

kinds of starchy food.

In the Agricultural Gazette for March 31 two

partial analyses of Dates are given. In one the amount

of nitrogen is stated to be 0.22, and that of protein

compounds 1.39 ; in the second analysis the proportion

of flesh-forming matter is quoted to be 2 per cent.

According to these determinations Dates are extremely

poor in nitrogenised constituents; indeed poorer than

any kind of feeding material with which I am acquainted.

It is, however, mentioned that both analyses were made

with inferiorDatcs,andcertainly the Datesmust have been

inferior if they have really yielded as little nitrogenised

matters as stated by the writer. Having^ found in

round numbers eight times as much nitrogenised

matters in Dates, which I with others considered of an

inferior description, I cannot help thinking that there

occurs probably some error in the analyses which were

published in the AgrivuUural Gazette for March 31.

At all events it is satisfactory to know that common

Effvptian Dates are not much, if at all, inferior as

a flesh-producing food to most cereal grains. Tins agrees

well with all accounts of travellers in tlie East, from

which we learn that Dates are a most nutritious and

invierorating food. ,«,.!. i

4. That the amount of woody flbre is extremely

small. This of course is a great recommendation in

an article of food.
, . . , « ^ f^

On the whole the preceding analysis induces me to

consider Dates to be a good feeding and fattening food

which certainly would be cheap if it can be supplied at

7?. per ton, or even at 8^ per ton.
^

Dates have a striking similarity in composition with

Carob Beans, as will be seen by comparing the pre-

ceding results with the subjoined analysis of Carob

tomgonlimi of Carob Beans.

Water - "^^
Sugar 5**''

Mucilage, pectin, and digestible fibre . . 17.41

Woody fibre ^-"J
on ^^
^^^

.. .. 7.72
62 •

Protein compounds
Insoluble mineral matters

Soluble mineral matters -
1.12

100.00

* f

Soluble oro-anic matters ,

.

Soluble mineral matters .

.

65.84
soluble

in water.

Insoluble oifranic matters
Insoluble mineral matters

„„5) 8.56
**-^l Vinsoluhle

) in water.

It appefired to me of interest to determine separately

the amount of soluble - - - - -

Carob Beans, it appears, contain about 7 per cent.

more solid matters, but notwithstanding the somewhat

larger proportion of water in Dates, those analysed in

my laboratory contain 2\ per cent, more sugar than

Carob Beans.

Dates likewise are richer in flesh-forming matters

than Carob Beans, and on the whole (at least those

analysed by me) are superior to the latter as au article

of food.
, /. 1 1 1 J

The Carob Bean encloses a number of dark brown and

extremely hard seeds, which are rejected by the animals.

A direct determination has shown that they constitute

about 13i per cent, of the whole weight of the Bean as

imported into this country. — ——
Date-stones, though larger than the hard seeds of the

Carob Beans, it will be noticed scarcely form so large a

portion of the fruit as the seeds of the whole Bean pod.

For disti lery purposes I conceive Dates are more

valuable than Carob Beans, inasmuch as they are likely

to produce a more fragrant and altogether better spirit

the amount of soluble and of insoluble flesh-forming than Carob Beans, which in their natural state contain

^abrtance, and to direct special attention to the accurate appreciable quantities of butyric acid, which confers a

determination of sugar. The proportion of the latter
]

disagreeable smell on the spirit obtained from them.

was accordingly ascertained in a separate quantity of

fruit by the well-known fermentation process.

rejultfi obtained lead to the following:

—

Dtt&dUd Composition of Egyptian Dates.
Water
OU
Sugarluj^ar .

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . 'JV'

^<'iuMo protein compounds* 10.

Soluble inoi^anic salts

Insoluble protein componndB**. ,,

Indigestible woody fibi'e (cellulose)

Pectin, gum, and digestible fibre
Insoluble mineral matters

21.60
.19

56.40
68

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.

Mr. Palin. of Tarvin, Cheshire, lately read the following paper

^r. tiii« =nhipf^t bcfGre a local Acrricultui-al Society. I

P «

# •

« m

% p

1.30
.25

2.33
6.99

.21

100.00
1.71

.04

The "Plenro-pneumonia" made its appearance in

this county in its formidable character about the year

1842. and at that time it carried off the greatest

portion of many valuable stocks of dairy cows. Tn

Yln-lieve if there is an exception, it «/^^ t^«, ^/^V

districts of Wales, Scotland, Derbyshire, &c.) and this

too whore farmers have been most cautions m introduc-

ing fresh cattle into their stock.*

The symptoms, too, vary considerably ;
an altered

gait in walking, as if from stiffness of the hmbs, is fre-

quently one Sf the first indications of the disease;

Sometimes a peculiar and unmistakable p runt, at others

a failing of the milk, soreness of the udder, and tender-

ness of the spine, quickness of breathing, short cough,

horns alternately hot and cold,
^^^^''''^flTh?^

tion, costiveness, partial loss of appetite which

gradually diminishes unti^ it is entnrely gone (and yet I

have known instances where the appetite baB

continued until the end, when the ammal has dropped

down dead whilst eating). It is a much more serious

business when the disease enters a dairy stock than a

feeding one. especially if, as is generally supposed the

flesh of the animal is not unwholesome, but ht tor

human food, for although a milking cow may be of great

value to her owner for dairy purposes, she might be

rtorth little or nothing for the slaughtcrhousea, and

there is also the danger, if not the certainty, of abortioa

during six or eight months of the year, i.e., m every

decided case of "Pleuro "-either from the eff-ecta of

medioine or the disease itself; but as regards feedmg

animal., assuming that the flesh is
J^*>^ ^^^J^^y^^^^^^^'

the lo.s would be trifling as compared with dai^y ^owfl.

provided the animals were slaughtered immediately on

^''rbelieve the "Pleuro" made its appearance in

England previous to the year 1842; for to the best

of my recollection, it broke out in Yorkshire and some

few distant counties, before it found its way into

Cheshire, and from a memorandum in my own poss^

sion,I find, that previously to ormm^ a cattle c^^^^^^^

the parish of Tarvin, for protection against that disease.

twoTcks of dairy cowr in the neighbourhood havmg

then been attacked, a preliminary meeting was bd^^^^

tl^e
" Bull's Head Inn," Tarvin, on the 24th December,

1842. for the purpose of taking into
^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^

propriety of establishing such a club; and «n the 10th

of January. 1843, the club was ^ "«"y
.^''^^^f' ^.^..'^^

continued to work remarkably well until a few of the

principal members became dissatisfied because it did

not protect them against all losses, but confined iteelf

solely to the " Pleuro," and, in consequence, the club

broke up, and many of its members then joined the

"Mutual," or the "Agriculturist," two London offices,

the latter a proprietary one, which, from want of expe-

rience and good management, soon broke up also;

several other clubs and insurance companies were soon

formed, and from increased experience and a better

system of management, are undoubtedly workmg better

than formerly. ,. . , i i. *.

As regards veterinary or medicinal treatmem;

during a period of 18 years, we cannot expect mXlCh

succesl until one uniform system of treatment is

I adopted, based upon scientific principles and a thorough
' knowledge of the disease from its commencement,- but

here we are at a loss. No one appears to know lor a

certainty whether the attack and one or nmre of the

symptoms are simultaneous, or whether the disease

generally lurks in the system for some time previously

to the symptoms manifesting themselves; nor is it

generally agreed where the disease commences,

some contending that it commences in the pleuro

and then spreads to the lungs; others, that it

has its origin in the lungs themselves. There are also

others of considerable professional experience who are

of opinion that the disease originates in the blood, and

that the first step should be to endeavour to tbm and

purifv the blood in the very eariiest stages of the com-

plaint. These are points which I do not pretend to

determine, but having examined a great number of

cattle after death, I think myself justified m stating

that I have generally found the pleuro much inflamed,

and one division of the lung in a highly gangrenous

state and the other comparatively healthy, but in every

case the appearance was such as to lead me to beheve

that the affected lung could not possibly be restored to

a healthy state by any medicinal treatment. At the

portion of many valuable stocks ot da.ry cows. n a neaiu^
^7, ^^^:-' ^;"^.

"^teg for severe bleeding, as.

^nsequence of 'such a serion. ^j^itationcaUle clubs P-Tl.^^^.
o^^^^^

•Containing nitrogen
"Containing nitrogen . . . . . . . • -v*

An higpection of these analytical results will show :

—

1. That the proportion of ready made fat in Dates,
M mijjht have been expected, is quite trifling.

2. That the amount of sugar is very considerable.
More than half the weight of Dates consists of sugar,

'" ^ ^" "
- .

---
cent, of sugar.•or

thi:*

in exact numbers they contain 56^ per (

This large amount of sugar I need hardly say renders
a:* fruit very valuable, alike as a fattening food and a

*»ttiiul from which a large yield of spirit is to be
expected.

Albhough we do not possess a sufficiently extensive
?»>•» of experimenta which are calculated to bring to
J|gut the relative value of starch and of sugar, which
*• know we both used in the animal economy for
Keeping up animal heat, and for the production of fat,^ inclined to think that sugar has an advantage
y»« •UiTch. inasmuch as it is more eagerly consumed
oytno^t animals, and if I am not mistaken is more readilv
•^miUted and changed into fat.

^

3, TUt the proportion of protein compounds in Dates
* oy no aeans ino*nsiderable. It is indfipd as u—^ «=

were formed in different parts of the county, for the

protection of farmers from that disease alone ; and two

other societies were established in London for the same

object. So alarming did it become in a very few years,

that the Royal Agricultural Society of England, in

1847, ofl^ered a prize of 50Z. for the best essay on

« Pleuro-pneumonia." Several essays were sent in,

and the prize was awarded, in 1848, to the author of

an apparently clever, well-written essay; but it is

much to be regretted it threw very little light

upon the subjectTand I greatly fear that the country,

after an experience of eighteen years, is q«>fc*;, ^
^~r^t of the cause or the cure as it was at that

toe If the disease usually made its appearance
cirae. J.I *- - . under any visible

and under
^^^^^^f-^^^ cattle are in high condi-

seasonsand situations, « »ere _„, -.ion where thev

the "sheet anchor." and from a combination of powerful

medicines down to homoeopathy, in which bleeding is

strictly forbidden; and, according to my own observa-

tions, about an equal number have recovered under

each kind of treatment, and where they have^ not

been treated at all, probably one in every ^.^ven or eight.

Othei-s are of opinion that the disease arises from the

use of bone and our several new
«^«^»/^;«».^f^^^^

opinions also will appear fallacioi^.when I^^^f^ ^^^^^
that on many fa»-ms where the disea»6 first apptareo.

neither bonc^or any new manure had been osed; and

on onTf.ru which was visited by it in its most mahg-

nant form in 1847. at least two-thirds (50 acres of^ita

dairy r^stxxvi^ had been bone manured ^nJ8?8 ^b^^^^

nine years previouslv) without a single case of Pleuro

Eg ---'tested ^iself .between th^^^^^^^^^^^

dryest

* i
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animals are kept in close contiiet with diseased ones,

one-third or more escape. It generally makes its appear-

ance as an epidemic or epizootic, attacking several stocks

in the neighbourhood about the same time» and this I

think may be attributed to some atmospheric agency.

Can anything be done to arrest its progress ? There

will not I think be a question in your own nuuds as to its

effect upon the price of animal food, and dairy produce,

especially when you are informed that on an area of

less than three square miles within a short distance of

Chester, upwards of 120 dairy cows have fallen a sacri-

fice to the disease in the short spnce of about eight

months, and if it progresses in this ratio for a few years,

or even a few months, it must tell a fearful tale upon

the stock of this conntry,

I think that a searching investigation should be com

tainlj- appears strange that such a mode of treatment

should have been resorted to, i. e., to introduce so

malignant a disease into the system of a healthy

animal, which might possibly escape the disease

altogether; for I think it will bear no analogy to

the system of vaccination in the human subject, for

a mild kind of disease was in the first instance intro-

duced into the system from the cow with admirable

effect for the purpose of arresting that dreadful disease

the small-pox. Formerly, the small-pox itself (until

the discovery of vaccination by Dr. Jenner) was intro-

duced into the system of human subjects by inocula-

tion, and frequently lamentable consequences ensued,

which I fear would be the case if inoculation was
resorted to in " Pleuro," And now the question again

presents itself—Can anything be done to arrest the

surface. It will thus appear tb^TbSh^^H^r^ ^
soil, the former to a greater extent than the l!tf

^^^^
undergone important chemical clianffPs ;., ^^W
of wliich mineral food for plants S Wn"'''^"'"^^
available, and the land has acquired, in a bi ,]

^^^^^^^^

than in its natural state, the power of k^^?^

ston

ammonia from the atmosphere. I mnv n ..^^'"^ing

found the subsoils on Mr. Smith's farm one
^ '^^ *

from any stagnant water." " " ^^^ free

The examination of the soil and subsoils fmm mm Farm fairly represent the chemicaU-onstrt- ^
a great many heavy and light soils in EneC\''^
their natural state many clay soils are most S
and unproductive; but nevertheless thev mnf

^
exhaustible stores of mineral riches reonirl? ?^ '^

growth of all cultivated plants. They moreover
^^''

menced at once, but this important stt'p cannot betaken progress of "Pleuro-pneumonia," carrying away, as it
|

when properly pulverised, in an eminent deff^Sf?*

e

lit

hy any private individuals, or even public body less

than the Government itself, or under its direction and
support. It would require the greatest amount of

talent and experience that could be brought to bear

upon it, and there must be a very considerable pecu-

niary inducement offered to bring out men of talent,

eminence, and integrity to devote so much of their

valuable time as would be required in such an

;andertaking ; atocks of cattle would have to be

visited in different parts of the kingdom, subjects

would have to be purchased from infected stocks,

diseased ones in their different stages of the complaint,

apparently healthy ones from the same stocks, son»e

for the purpose of being slaughtered for examination

—

others for experimenting upon. Perfect illustrations

of the whole of the internal organs, connected in the

lightest degree with the disease, showing the interior

of the different vessels, as well as the exterior, would
have to be given, the condition of the blood both in

diseased and apparently healthy subjects in diseased

stocks, and also of undoubtedly healthy cattle from
districts where the disease had never appeared, would
have to be reported upon, and the services of some of

our most eminent professional men would have to be
secured to assist in adjudicating upon the momentous
question—can anything be done by human agency to

arrest in its progress the much-to-be-dreaded scourge,
" Pleuro-pneunionia " in cattle ? How is this to be

accomplished ? Not by private individuals, not by
public companies, nor by the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, but by the government of the country,

who might call in the aid of the Royal Society to assist

if necessary in arranging and carrying out the
scheme. As I have before said, considerable pecuniary
aid would he required to cairy out the scheme satis-

factorily, therefore the plan I suggest is, that Govern-
ment, being the bearer of the public purse, should offer

three prizes for the best esgays on the " Pleuro-
pneumonia" in cattle, viz., one of two thousand pounds,
ope o/imo thuufiaud, and one of five hundred—of course
under certain conditions and reguUtioues—and I fully

believe that the Royal Agricultural Society would
Tender alt the assistance in its power to further the
objects of the inquiry. To show the view Government
took of a disease amongst cattle, called the " Malignant
Epidemic Murrain," about tiie year 1745, I quote the
following passages from a valuable work upon cattle,
and their diseases. After speaking of its devastation in
the neighbourhood of London, and some of the midland
counties, it says :

—

•* For more than 12 years it continued to lay waste the coimtry.
The number nf beasts that were actually destroyed by it was
not, and perhaos could not, be ascertained ; but in the third
year of the rl'»Pr'i». when the Government had so seriously
taken op tho matter, aa to order that every beast that exhibited
the »]ighteet marks of infection should be destroyed, a
remuneration beinp made to the owner, no fewer than 80,000
cattle wereelaughtered, besides those which died of the disease.
and which formed, accordinff to the narration of one of the
comraiBBiouera, nejiriy double that number. In the fourth
year of the pintle, they were destroyed at the rate of 7000 per
month, until from the numeroua impositions that weie pmctieed,
this portion of the preventive regulationa was suspended. In
the year 1747 more thiui 40,000 catUe died in Nottinghamshire
and Irficeaterehire, and in Cheshire 30,000 died in about half a

Surely, after such an example by Government up-
wards of a century ago, our present Government cannot
well refuse its aid, by the advancement of a few thou-
«and pounds, m endeavouring to ascertain the cause and
cure of a disease, not so dreadful perhaps in its characterM the murrain, but fatal in its effects to a fearful
Mtent, almost ruinous to individuals, and seriously
affecting the whole community. It appears that Kng-
knd is not the only place where the disease exists at
the present time, and I quote the following passages
from a I/Ondon paper of the lOth inefc. :—" A comnmni-
cation was received by the Royal Agricultural Society
at its last meeting, from the Central Society of
Agriculture m Belginm, requesting information
on 'Pleuropneumonia/ and the means adopted
to combat the disease, having particular regard
to inoculation. A reply was ordered to be made that

|

inocnlationl wjis not found in this conntry to rest on
any scientific basis, and as such it has not received the
sanction or support of the Society." In this countiy no
statistics of the number of cases of " PIeuro-pneumonia"
have been kept, and consequently little is known of the
number of those of inoculation. Some time ago
experimeTits were made upon cattle by inoculation, but

tbrnt!?*!;^ ''*'. *"y ^'"y *^vourable results; and I

the nuhho^w^'^r'''*"^'
^""^ ^^^ tolerably successfultne public would not >!•« v-.«„ i,„„. t_ • ..

does, every year some thousands of valuable dairy and
other cows ? It appears to me to be worth the experi-

ment I have presumed to suggest, and if successful, the

public would be well repaid for any pecuniary assist-

ance Government may think proper to advance in the

undertaking; and if^ on the contrary, it should prove
unsuccessful, the country will, I think, he satisfied that

everything that can be done has been done, and that
we must in future look to an All-Wise Creator for that
comfort and snpfort under the infliction which He
alone is able to give.

power of absorbing moisture and fertilisino-

the atmosphere.
_
Thus mineral and atmofnhr^ T"^

are furnished in aTniost unlimited extent to tl^^*^

WOOLSTON FARM.
[The following is Dr. Voelcker's report on the clay soil of this
farm, extracted from the lately published pamphlet by Mr.
W. Smith, of Woolston, on Steam Culture.]

Composition of Surface akd Subsoil from Field No. 3,
Heavy Land.

"(a.) Alechanical Analysis.
Surface Soil. Subsoil.

Moisture 4.39 .

.

3.68
Oi-ganic matter and water of
combination S 19 .. 4.68

Lime 20.40 .. 6.U
Clay 60.20 .. 76.86
Sand 6,82 .. 8.64

-eg

Subsoil.
3.68

100.00 100.00

It will be seen that there is very little sand in
either surface or subsoil, and that the preponderating
constituent of each is clay. Tn the surface soil there is

6(J per cent, of clay, in the stiifer subsoil no less than
76 per cent, of clay.

" (6). Chemical Analysis.

Surface Soil.

^Moisture 4,39 ,

*Orpanic matter and water of com-
bination 8.19 .

Oxides of iron and alumina .. 11.40 .

Phoapboric acid .. ,, .. ' .33 .

Carbonate of lime . . . . .. 20.40 .

Sulphate of lime . . > , . , . .22 .

Magnesia 08 .

Potash . , . . . , . . .85
Soda 03

.'

.2 -rf f Silica 49.82 .

o i 2 1 Alumina 3.H .

5-0 -jJ Lime 49 .

-^ i?C I

Magnesia 35g^^ PoUah 99

»S -S ISoda , ,.

22
12

4.68
12.38

.19

6.U
.20

.24

.14

62.71

7.25

.65

.30

.59

.16

100.00 100.00
*Containmg nitrogen .. .39 ,14

# equal to ammonia,, .47 .17

^
The preceding analyses exhibit several points of

interest to which I would briefly allude. 1, In the
first place I notice that the proportions of organic
matter and of phosphoric acid are much greater in the
surface tban in the subsoil. This difference arises from
the organic remains of the preceding crop, and from
the manure, which was applied to the land. 2. The
larger proportion of nitrogen in the organic matter of
the surface soil deserves particular notice. This pro-
portion is capable of yielding i per cent, of ammonia;
whereas the subsoil will yield ultimately only ^th of a
per cent, of this important fertilising material. The
greater part of the nitrogen no doubt exists in the soil
in the state of organic remains, but some unquestionably
18 due^ to the action of the atmosphere on the well
pulverised surface land. In other words, steam cultiva-
tion has rendered the soil capable of absorbing ammonia
from the atmosphere ; an improvement has thus been
effected which cannot be too highly estimated. This
power of absorbing ammonia is mainly due to the
presence of clay in the surface soil ; and as we have in
the subsoil an inexhaustible supply of clay, deep
cultivation, which admits air into the subsoil,
must have a powerful influence in raising the
productiveness of the land. 3. It will be observed
that the total quantity of potash present in the
surface soil is nearly the siime as that contained in the
subsoil ; but there is this remarkable difl*erence, that
whilst the snrface contains by far the greater part of
potash in a state of combination, in which it is readilv
soluble in dilute acid, the subsoil contains much less
soluble potash and a much larger proportion of in-
soluble silicates than the surface soil We may learn
from this, that contact with air, induced by efficient
cultivation of the soil, has had the eifect of decompos-
ing a large proportion of the insoluble silicates, and
rendering the important alkali potash soluble. At the
same time it will be observed that even the subsoil con-
tains a good deal of soluble potash, which appears to me
to indicate that the subsoil has been subjected to some

Ignorance on such "l^klL^^".
tept in comparative

;

extent to this ameliorating influence of the atmosphere,
important matter; and it cer-

.
although it has not been turned up and brought to the quantity of water 'to be conveyed along

we grow. To talk of ultimate exhaustion of suoi,??
appears to me as unreasonable as the fear ente t

"^

S
by some speculative persons with respect to th*. JiT^'t
exhaustion of our English coal fields. HoJ^^l

,"'^'

is one great obstacle which prevents the cultiva'tor ofthe soil growing year after year splendid crops of^^
m the difficulty of efficiently and econouiicallv T,remrmg the land by manual or horse labour. In soils liU
those analysed by me there is abundance of food for
plants, but in their natural state but little of that
food is available to plants. By deep cultivation, exposure
to frost in ridges, avoiding the treading of horses
by exposmg the subsoil as much as possible to
the ameliorating influence of the atmosphere without
bringing it to the snrface, and by accumulating the fine
soil as near as possible in the top layers of the lani not
only much of the unavailable mineral food in the soil is

rendered fit to be taken up by the growing plant,W
land thus treated also acquires the marvellous property

of holding better moisture and of absorbing more
readily organic food from the atmosphere. Land resting

on an impervious subsoil, whilst full of water in ;vet

weather, dries up into hard masses in continued drj

weather. On the other band, land with an open sub-

soil freely allows the excess of water to percolate

into a stratum not reached by the roots of plants

admitting at the same time plenty of air into the lund.

In dry weather the well pulverised surface does not bake

into hard masses, thereby preventing all capillary attrac-

tion in the soil, but on the contrary, it remains porous

and full of minute capillary tubes, which sack np mois-

ture from the lower strata. Thus it happens that a

well pulverised clay soil is comparatively moist, when a

badly-managed clay sojl is too dry to allow vegetatioH

to make any progress, Now these great and beneficiul

changes in clay-land are brought to pass by steam cul-

tivation, which I feel confident will, ere many ycar«

have passed, produce a complete revolution in the pre-

sent prevailing system of managing clay farms. Per-

sonal inspection of Mr. Smith's farm has convinced m(

that his plan of smashing up the top-soil, subsqnent

ploughing into ridgea and subsoiling betweeu tb»

ridges, sufficiently covers and mixes the manure witii

the soil. In my opinion Mr. Smith's plan of treating

his land is decidedly preferable to spade husbandry

when it has to be carried on on a large scale ; and I un

convinced that steam cultivation, when properly carried

out, will tend to increase both the produce of com and

roots in a surprising degree. It is foreign to my che-

mical pursuits to inquire into the economic advantage*

likely to result from steam cultivation in general, aiw

from the system pursued by Mr. Smith in particular;

but I cannot help observing, that his plan ot prepann?

the land is in many respects in singular accordant

with my own scientific views on the subject. Il>^^*

long maintained that steam cultivation is indispensab^

in the management of clay land ; that it is un'^^^'^j^

to bring np much of the subsoil at one time; "»»

putting up the land into ridges before the frost sets ij,

and subsoiling between the ridges, completely »»"•

the character of clay land; and that many W
soils wiU yield abundant crops with ^^^^^^^^^

manure, when diie care is bestowed upon the mecni*

nical preparation of the land, .

'

WATER MKADOWS.
[From "Bickford's System of Irrigation, described by

»J
Barker." republiBhed from the Bath and West of-Wgi-"

Agricultural Journal Ridgway.]

In commencing the construction of a water m^d^
a carriage gutter is cut along the line of t^^^.

-^
ground. This main gutter is for the purpose ot w*"^^

the water from the brook, or other source from '^"'5..

may be derived, in order to feed the smaller f irr^

ing gutters-iri fact it acts the part of a ""»'"
^V^/i"

This main gutter need not be laid out by ^»^.. ^A rapid inclination should be given to it, »^^
^.Jj^

the nature of the ground, and the q""^*5^
t,aJ 1

which can be made available. Whei* it can w n,^
fall of 2 inches in a chain is convenient, but it » ^
a less rapid fall will answer tb« purpose. The »

^^
the m^n carriage gutter should be about 1» .^
and the depth from 6 inches to 1 foot. The dimen^^
must, however, in some measure be regulateo j

Quantitv of wnfpr'tn ha ronveved alone it; 'he g**-

I
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T^Sg^^el The office of these tapering

SBiall '»P^""S «. f t sjg they secure the even

?>"T
" o'TVThWer t-er different sections of

3pport>onment of the wa
_^ ^^^ ^_^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^_

"'f-n/^lve' Sometimes the end of a carrier itself per-

eting V. I^e- »
and is tapered accordingly.

forms this o*"*' """
f_A series Qf smaller gutters

^The Small Irngai^s. A
^.^^^^^^ ^^^.^ .^

„e cut below the ^^^^\ ^^ ^^ ,,,tch the water

'••^tTv^C tmThTea^riage gutter through the
"^

n * », emitters The distance between these

is l^eat^ Snds on the shape of the ground

,

gutters greavi" ^^^^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^ required.

t":l^^ gTttet oulht to he laid out quite level. I

IT^ttJ 4^-'>Jef,f:r^°itCstt°the^nd

r'th^L IXJutte" thJwater would get into little

« eatsld flow S-n along the hollows, instead of he

? ", u.,„„ ftU eaually covered, especially where the

ffias ntvTr bLlSou^hed or levelled I mentioned

tint t^e small gutters ought to be level, this howeverm
JrfctiL Tust not be carried out with mathematical

Correctness; in crossing any hollows the gutter

should be kept rather higher, say an inch on 33 teet

run or the water will gather in the hollow and over-

flow- too fast at these points. On passing along

projectin'^ ground on the other hand the same difference

should be made in the contrary direction, viz.. Sn

inch lower than the strict level, in order that that

portion of the ground may receive its due share of the

Outlets, Driers, or Drawing-off Gutters.—It U o€

quite as much importance to get the water off quickly

as it is to get it on evenly. To effect this gutters are

cut in the direction of the inclination of the ground, i.e.,

in the exact same line along which the water would

tlow if left to itself to run ; if the gutters take any

other direction, swerving too much to the right or the

left, they will cut off the water from some of the land

on one side or the other.

The Drying Gutters also act as Feeders.—The down-

ward gutters ulrio serve the purpose of feeders. Were
it not for these transverse feeding gutters the land

nearest the carriage gutter would always have the first

Wrtter, and thus receive the greatest benetit, and tlie

lowest portion of the field would come the worst off.

In order to obviate this the feeders or transverse gutters

•are cut, from the carriage gutter at the top, across all

t!it' level gutters to the lowest. l?y placing stops in the

t*''Jr'i^r pU(^e3 the water can be conveyed directly from
'

t\io cArrW'to any of the catch gutters, without passing

.m Ihti interveniug laud, so that the lowest part of the

field can be watered first if thought desirable. The
level gutters being marked out by means of the A level,

are easily and rapidly cut with a plough made for the

rirpose, which can be obtained on application to Mr.
tickford, Creditoii, Devon (the inventor of the system

above described),
^
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Cleaning out of Gutters.—Gutters cut on the old

system require to be cleaned out every year just before

tlie watering season, and this for two reasons. First,

because they become choked up with rank Grass and
li'mder the free flow of the water in a horizontal direc-

tion, which flow is essential to the success of the level

or nearly level carriage and level feeding gutters.

Secondly, because the sides of the gutters are trampled
down by the live stock all through the summer;
thereby spoiling the even edge of the gutter, and ren-

dering the distribution of water irregular. In order to

pat the old gutters into a good state a man is employed

to clean them out and trim them up, at an expense of

about 2j. Gd. per aere. The man so employed leaves

a heap of refuse at about every 20 paces, and
these heaps have to be removed before the meadow
is laid up for hay. The gutters consequently

become wider every year, till at last the width is

so inconvenient that they have to be filled up at

?rreat expense and relaid. If the system explained in

this pai>er be adopted, it is recommended that fresh

K'^tters should be cut every year : there is no difficulty

in doing this, it is only necessary to follow the line

indicated by the original ones, cutting one year above
anj another below the original gutter. The expense of

<*utting the gutters out afresh is very trifling, about Is.

or at most 2s, per acre ; the sods which come out of the
new furrow are placed in the old one by its side and
trodden in, and thus all the ground is made good. The

itting of new gutters every year has the advantage of
iMitirely preventing the growth of coarse Grasses and
w«cds along the gutters. In very porous or peaty soils

the water is apt to sink away rapidly in the main
««rriuge«; on such land it is advisable to cut the carriers
flier und not so deep. If clay or road scrapings can be
procured within an easy distance, I should recommend
» thm cofttipg being put along the main carriers. 1
wve known instances of its being done with o-reat
••»dvantaKe. ..,

°

TAe qualitt/ of Wafer.—Before laying out meadows
tnr the purpose of being irrigated there are several im-
portant questions which ought to be taken into con-
_
^ration. A proper supply of \vater is of course the

nr»t and most essential point, and even if this can he

had it must not be taken for granted that all waters

will have a beneficial effect when used for the purpose

of irrigation. It is found that water flowing from the

surface of " wet peaty " or " black moory " soils is posi-

tively injurious; water also which contains large quan-

tities of iron is hurtful,* But streams in which Water-

cress flourishes, and those containing Mossy stones, are

for the most part good for irrigation. Water which

flows from springs, such as are never found to freeze,

are almost invariably well suited for irrigation ; in fact

water from those which are termed " warm springs " in

most cases produces the earliest Grass. I presume this

is owing in a great measure to the temperature of the

water being higher than ordinary water, and thus

keeping the ground warmer. Drainage and ditch water

should he conveyed into the meadows if possible.

Water, especially after heavy rains, in passing down to

the drains, not unfrequently takes along with it some

of the manuring substances contained in the soil : if

then this water is allowed to escape, these manuring

matters are wasted, but when it is used for irrigating

any meadows below, these valuable ingredients are

again deposited, so that what is lost in one field is gained

in the other. In mountainous districts much of the

water which forms hogs at the foot of hills and the

head of valleys may be turned to account. If a deep

drain can be run up into the subsoil, the bog may be

tapped, and some excellent water may generally be

drawn oft before it has become contaminated by the

peat. In fact, the cases in which underground draining

fails to yield useful water for irrigation may be regarded

as exceptional.

Timefor Watering.—It is a good plan to commence

watering the meadows early in the season—not later

than the beginning of November,f From this period up

till February the water should, as a general mle, be

kept on about six days and off three days. This of

course will partly depend on circumstances, such as the

supply of water, weather, &c. In frosty weather the

water should not he removed from that portion ot the

meadow on which it was at the time the frost set in, it

should if possible be kept gently moving, and as long

as it does so the shallower it is the better. If the

"•round becomes covered with a sheet of ice the water

may then be turned off. After February the meadows

require rather more attention, and the water should

be more frequently removed as the weather gets

warmer- Care should be taken not to allow the

Grass to get a white scum upon it, for if this is not

prevented serious mischief is done, the Grass, Instead

of improving, will grow less. In hot weather the

water ought to be changed every day. The land

selected for a meadow should either be naturally dry,

or made so by draining. If the latter plan has to he

resorted to, the drains should he cut deep, otherwise

the water will soak into them too quickly ; and the

water must not be laid on the same year .as that in

which the draining is done. Where practicable, as is

the case on farms where the meadows are situated

below the farm premises, it is a good plan to bring the

water along bv the farm steading, in order to catch

any washings from the yards, and thereby to enrich the

quality of the water used ior irrigation. These wash-

ings, or liquid manure, are often, even at this improved

period of agriculture^ allowed to run to waste, whereas

they might be made to put money in the farmers'

pockets, by producing early and plentiful crops of

Grass. The water in brooks after heavy rains is gene-

rally thick and muddy ; this is chiefly owing to

the washings of the land above,

generally a considerable value

divided particles of mineral matter

pension, the opportunity should not

the meadows the benefit of it. J The first crop of Grass

in water meadows is generally fed off, the meadow

should then be carefully looked over and the water

turned on again. As the weather becomes warmer, the

water, as I have before stated, should be kept on for

shorter periods. The second crop is mown in most

cases, as it is found dangerous, at least for sheep, to

water and feed again, especially if the weather is warm,

owing to that fatal disease called rot being apt to be

produced amongst them. The two great advantages of

water meadows are that they produce a large quantity

of early food in the spring, which is so valuable for

ewes and lambs, and that they yield heavy crops of hay

after the first crop of Grass has been eaten off, and this,

mark, without any manure being applied. The cost, a

most important question, according to the iwesent

system of laying out water meadows, is very moderate.

B_^ ^ .
H^ b-H H_^ ^^^^^^^^B^H^^

^

and tenants ought to look well around them, and let no
opportunity escape where such a system can be carried

into effect.

and as there is

in the finely

thus held in sus-

be lodt for giving

MANGEL WUEZEL.
[The following is the greater portion of tlie capital paper read

last week by Mr. 'Williams, of North Court, Abingdon, before

the Oxford Farmer's Club, as published,in,the Oxford Joui-nal.]

Though Mangel has been cultivated to a small

extent on most farms, and, latterly, to a large extent on
others, it has not taken the prominent position in our

general cultivation that circumstances seem to indicate

it should. Let us see what evidence can be brought to

bear on our subject. I shall first revert to that oft

quoted experiment of the late Earl Spencer, who put

up two oxen of equal merit on the 24th of December,
feeding one on Swedes and the other on Mangels; on
the 24th of Januarv, bv admeasurement of the beasts,

it was evident that the one fed on Mangels had made
more weight than the one fed on Swedes. He then

reversed them for another month, and still with the

same result. The third month he put them as at first,

and in each case the Mangels exceeded the Swedes in

proof oh the beasts. The Earl says, in relation to this

experiment, " The result appeared so satisfiietory, that

1 have not tried the experiment with the same accuracy

since ; but I did try the following year the feeding a

cow alternately on Swedes and Mangels, and though 1

have not the details before me, I remember the result

confirmed the experiment of the former year."—Mr.

Charles Billiard says, on this subject, " I have grown

Mangels for 30 years, and stall fed largely, and come to

the conclusion that Swedes, if kept from being frozen,

are as good as Mangels for stall feeding till February

;

after that time Mangels will feed fastest."—The late

Philip Pusey says, " There is no doubt that in Berk-

shire it is as easy to grow 30 tons of Mangels as it is

20 tons of Swedes per acre." Then referring to Colonel

Macdowal's result of testing their relative value in suc-

cessive trials, " he adduces the money value of Mangels

to be 13/. 2*. 6d. per acre, and that of the Swede 61. 5j."

—Mr. Hyatt, in his article on "Comparative Value

of Different Crops," going" deeply into the question in

several experiments, sums up by saying, " While one

acre of Swedes would only have given 640 lbs. of beef,

one acre of Mangel would have given 1275 lbs., so that

a crop of the latter is worth nearly double that of

the former.'*

Lord Lovelace in 12 successive experiments, from

1831 to 1842, grew, on the average, 10 tons per acre

more Mangels than Swedes. Mr. Charles Paget, in his

article on Cultivation of Mangels, says, " I can reckon

upon 30 tons of Beet per acre quite as securely as upon

20 tons of Swedes ; notwithstanding the large produce

derived from this crop, the succeeding Wheat or Barley

will generally be very good, for many years having

.grown six quarter* of Wheat per acre after 3fangel3."

Bfost of you arcTcionversant with the discussion on "Cul-
tivation of Mangels " by the London Farmers' Club
about two years since. The late Mr. Baker introduced

the subject strongly in favour of increased ctfltivatiou

of that root. He was followed by several speakers—for

instance, Mr. Stngg said, " He kept a lai^e number of

store pigs, and sows in furrow, which brought up good

litters, kept chiefly on Mangels. He had kept 600 ewes
and sheep, on the average, for 15 years, with scarcely

any other root than Mangels, from November to March,
and he would show them against any stock in

Bedfordshire.**

Mr. Thomas said, " For more than 25 years he had
invariably fed ott" Mangels with ewes, and during the

last month, previous to yeaning, had always found it to

be most beneficial. After trying the system for many
years he made a memorandum of tlie result of his

pratice to this effect. There was no kind of food so

suitable for ewes during the last five or six weeks
before parturition as Mangels. He could assure every

gentleman who grew Mangels Jand possessed a flock of

ewes being in lambs, that he never found the least

injurious result from the practice, but, on the contrary,

very great advantage in the production of fat and milk

at the same time." The next evidence I shall lay

before you is the result of the inquiries of the Doncaster

Association in 1828, appointed to elicit " the comparative

value, in all respects, of Mangels and Swedes."^ The
Committee wrote to the most leading agi-iculturists in

the kingdom to report to them on the subject. They
say, " Havioff gone through all the points mentioned in

the queries, they consider, on the whole, the answers

are most satisfactorv in favoar of an increased cultiva-

. ,. . ^ tion of the Manire'l Wurzel, and recommend it to be
Pusey. whose name is tamiiiar to every

i ^^^^ ^^^^ one-fourth to one-half of the fallow crop,**

summing up, as their reasons—"It is more secure toao-riculturist, and who was always amongst the first to

improve his estate and confer a benefit upon his tenants,

had a large quantity of Grass land converted into water

meadows; the cost, including every expense, with

hatches across the brook, did not exceed 2/. per acre §.

In many places the cost would be little more than half as

much. I think, therefore, looking at the small outlay

rd he great advantages to be derived, that landlords

plant, being little liable to fly or grub ; it will produce

more weight ; it is off the land earlier; it is useful as a

change of fallow crop when the hmd is tired of Turnips ;

it will grow on land where Turnips cannot be raised; it

is a better spring food." It is recorded of a market

gardener, nciir Ix)ndon, that be grew 88 tons ot

Mangels per annum; and also that when the Regents

Park was formed, part was planted with Mangel, and

the produce sold by auction for 80^ per acre.

,
—

. , . * ^„™,«r,t I Tnav reici .-^ - "--• — To comc to our owu immediate neighbourhood and
• ll^ZZ' ft wrm^^in «0°u»n th" rugged .nountain

;

7° ZtLresuU of the Faringdon Root Competition

rperTh^r^t'JoWhless overnju .ith .t
,

t^-
^^^ weight grown was. -^ tons 10

has since receiv-ed the wju.hmgs ?/ "'^i^^P4^[„Tarrier8; it ! cwt. of Marvels, and 21 tons 7 e« t. of Swedes. This.

51'"°"'Jortr5o/;i"-et me^d wVand.' ^8. , .^ _
i ^^a all the tests applied, showed that about double the
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may be that more dressing was applied to the former,
assuming they were to be all drawn off; but one extra
crop grown presents an opportunity of applying more
dressing in future. The more root one year grown will
make more muck for the next year's crop.

The most interesting feature in this question is—Can
sheep be kept to advantage on Mangels during the
autumn ? I have quoted writers on this point, and have
consulted many large farmers, who have done so to a
large extent with great success. Mr. John King, of
Beeden Farm, writes to me—"1 fed the greater part
of my Mangels in the autumn, and never had my sheep
do better; the only difficulty was in getting them to
eat Turnips and Swedes after; even then, 1 could not
keep them in condition without corn. I shall plant
double the quantity I have done."—Mr. Hannaro, of
Burcott, writes—" I have been a grower of Mangels
upwards of thirty years, to the extent of not less than
one-third of my fallow crop; latterly, two-fifths. It is

quite equal to Swede when in its prime, and superior
in the spring—not only for cattle, but sheep and ewes
and Iambs. I have latterly found it an ex£*ellent thing
pulped for liorses, with two-thirds of cut chaff."
Mr, PuUen, of Sutton, tells me he has consumed

Mangel largely with sheep in the autumn, and has
always found them quite as good as Swedes, both as
regards their feeding properties and promoting the
health of the animal, care being taken in using them
by degrees at first. The season before last he planted
nearly a sack of Swede seed, without producing one
acre of good roots. He now plants his main crop with
Mangel, The point Mr. Pullen refers to, viz.. "Care
should be taken in using them by degrees at first" is

niat to be lost sight of, as it has a very great influence
on the health of the animal when put to Mangels. I
have heard of considerable ill effects ensue from the
reverse practice ; reason at once dictates it sliould be
so, for the animal frame will not bear great changes in
diet without suffering from it. " Use is second nature,"
it IS true, but how the European constitution would
revolt at the idea of partaking of a pint of whale oil,

while the Esquimaux, in his native land, would rejoice
at the opportunity. I admit the climate in the Arctic
Zone to differ widely from that of the temperate ; the
amount of carbon driven off by the intense cold must
be replenished, and the whale oil well answers tlie

purpose. Just so, when we take sheep or cattle from
Grass and put them to Mangel, we should begin by
giving them a little at first, and, by degrees, bring
them to it. We do not always bear in mind that the
animal, to a certain extent, seeks food suited to its con-
stitution ; thus, when feeding at large, it docs not
partake of one description of Grass exclusively, but
amid the thousands of blades whit^h so tliicUly stud our
fields, and those blndea made up of such vayl variety of
kinds, each possessing its several individual propei-ty,
then unitedly tend well to build up tl:e aninud frnme •

but when you take an animal from this sort of food,'
and slmt him up in hurdles to one description of diet
alone, and tliat possessing its own native properties, the
suggestion thrown out is good.

Mr. Williams then read the following letter from Mr.
Hayward, of AVittenham :—
'Dear Sir,—I am truly pleased you are about taking up the

siibject of Mangel CiUtivation ' at the Club. In my expe-ilwoe ManfrelB have fully enabled me to double the stock onmy Iftrm From amall beffinnings, I this year lav out 85 acres
to Manjfcl. T have used them at all seasons with all catUe—
Sheep, cowfl, pigs, horses. &c., and always ad vantageousK-

«.^/*^'°Vw t^^i°?: ?ever finding any ill resSt from
!?^

'i : J I*'*"*^ ^^ » width of 30 inches in drill, and set outUie plants IS to 20 inches. In later planting, after a greeu
ST'FA L?,:l""" ^>T ^2^ inches, and the width of nlantin?lS

keeping very young pigs almost entirely on Mangels;
it lias often, in such cases, produced fever and death.
Cattle, also, when kept entirely on it, will get per-
manently weakened in their constitution, and I have
known an entire herd of heifers slip their calves when
having as many as they could eat. I have attributed
injury to my own ewes by eating rotten Mangels till

lambing this year, but rotten Swedes often have the
same effect. Botten Mangels have not injured the
dry sheep in any instance, though mine have eaten a
large quantity during the winter. AVe must not con-
demn the root, if it is unfairly used. It is the judicious
admixture of varied substances that tends best to build
up the animal frame.
The great objection to the use of Mangel has been its

purgative quality ; to remedy this, cattle of all kinds
should not have too much at first—come to it gradually,
and have dry food with it. So much has been said on
pulping, and all are so very conversant with its merits,
that it is hardly necessary to touch on it ; but when
store or young cattle are kept there is no system that
will bear comparison in affording opportunity profitably
to increase your Iiead of stock. The straw being mixed
with the pulped Mangel, gradually ferments, and is

eaten with avidity by the beasts. The one counter-
acting the purgative properties of the other, proves a
nutritive and valuable description of food. Last year
I worked 12 oxen j at first I fed them on cut Swedes,
mixed hay and straw chaff, and 1 bushel of Barley meal
per head per week. Afterwards I began pulping
ilangel for them, and to ascertain the exact quantity
consumed, found they ate 6 cwt. 14 lbs. of pulped
:\Iiingels, mixed with 1 qr. 3| lbs. of straw chaff, and
3 qr. of cut Swedes per week. With the latter diet the
oxen_ performed their work, and maintained their
condition better than when they had meal, hay, and
Swedes.

^
To enable us to consume Mangels to profit, one

great point to be attained is to harvest them securely,
and in good condition. We have had such a lesson this
year that we shall never forget. Heaps of damaged
Mangels in abundance; hut how few those quite free
from rot : and this only because time was lost in not
harvesting them soon enough. If we are to grow
Mangels in large quantities, it must be dealt with as
part of tlie work on the farm, which must he done, and
at the light time. Tliere is no part of a farmer's
superintendence that reqm'res a more judicious plan in
arranging his work, at a time when autumn cultivation,
and the general work of the farm, is so pressing.
Hands must be secured according to the work to be
done, and employed by the piece to execute it in the
best way. The roots once in the cart, to be stacked as
near as possible the place of consumption. Those
needed for consumption during the first two months
after storing to be cleaned fit for use when pulled. The
one operation involving less cost. A vigilant eye to
saving of expense in every way must be kept observant,
both in the cultivation, harvest, and consumption of the
plant, to enable you to secure the profit. One caution-
let not the idea of saving be carried too far in the
production of the crop. The same rent, taxes, seed, and
often more labour is expended in growing a bad crop of
Mangels as to produce a good one. And what a loss
does it entail in ability to keep stock, which should
afford a direct return, and especially of copious manure
made, to produce corn for the future. A man losing
his crop of roots does not recover himself under four
years, and then not without additional outlay : here the
Mangel stands pre-eminent in our root cultivation; you
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the necessity of the
long since

;
but, not only is deep cultivatedin ^^'"'^i

by steam-power or manual labour, conducive
' ''^*^^^^

its evaporating power^'.'**^
,

and retaining, and alsn -'I"^
''^

ram and dew, but crops growing on such 1*1^^""*^*'^

certain degree favourably influenced. An py!. v^o^^»
s- noticed T.n.f,.,,i..., T^^H>lificatioB

productiveness from
capability of receiving

field
of

a vi

V
I't of lu;;^

of this truth was' noticed particularly in
mine, quite by chance, about 30 years aj^o th

'

severe frost occurred in Suffolk on theni^rU n
such a one as I never hefore or after witiic=° i

"'' ^
cutting off and blackening all the Kettles bv

!'"**'>

and many of the Potatoes and French Beans ^*'>

after they were moulded up, and nearly all in^fi^'^'^
which were growing under shrdlow cultivatin

^^
crops that year were very forward, and I Ua ^

,^
acre of Dwarf French Beans in full splendou K

^^

whole were completely blackened and destro ^'i
*^

memorable night; with the exception of nl ''V.^^*
spot fully exposed, of only a few yards square Ih?"my own and my reighbours' surprise w^s mf ^ ^

me to ascer

injured by the frost. This curious civcumUncXf *?

.ertaiu i\m cause. To my surp^tTnVd^-'^
at about two spades deep was deposited a li'?
treasure of several thousands of new t\U ,.-i

• ,

evidently been hidden there to escape tS\p'!i,t^
excis*.- offIcel^ as the property had form'orlv bl .brickyard land ^^lany others concluded the caulo
be perfect drainage which prevented the fiost snJ
spared the crop ; but experience since in simiWmC
has proved the contrary, and that it was not so mikh
percolation, or drainage, but the receptive pon-^
of all atmospheric moisture, and quick evmoration
afterwards, as this very spot from its loose sTil'soil wm
subjected to the absorption of all the rain and sno^-
falling upon it, and was without drain to carry off
excessive moisture. Many similar circumstanceaWe
attracted my notice since, fully corroborating deep
cultivation to be of much greater consequence to obtait
superior and enhanced productions of the soil than all

the draining which ever was or ever will be pertomrf
on ordinary soils, except on those which have been

hitherto drained, where those old drains aro often

bursting and overflowing, and which must necessarily

be redrained, or the worst of consequences may follow;

and on such soils as are natnrally springy, and, on

a whole, are by far the least in area, in most loei.

lities. Ahraham Hardy, Seedgrmcer,
<f-c., Maidn,

Essex. [No good purpose is served by attempting to

contrast two useful operations, both of which most be*

effected in order to good cultivation.]

Royal DuBLnr.-
ciety (see p. 345),
read, the following

octtttc<>.

-At the annual meeting o? IVibSo-

when the awards of prizes were

remarks were made by his Ex-

^a1
v^.Liwiu.m niore expensive than Swedes; in fact con-

B^ldel ou\f''' ^ ^"7 ^^^ '^ P^^^t *^'^^ or thrice forawedes, on an average less expensive. Beyond farmvard

ThSTJi^^z^: ^""'^fi'"'^ '^'T ^*""^ ' '^' of sira
met m tue dnil, and, I think, advantageously."

For young cattle and feeding beasts Mangel is
excellent food. For milch cattle and sucking ewes it
far siu-passcs the Swede. For store or fatting sheep,
I have proved it to be very forcing; and, as far «s I
could judge. It excels the Swede. During the sprint '

and summer months, store pigs will do well with it^
'

navinir. as nrldiMn-n n fn«. !>..« 11 1. *

cellency the Lord-Lieutenant :—
"It would be impossible for any ruler or any natire of Im-

land to be indifferent to her agricultural success ; for Irelani

however fondly her pnetfl and orators mav recur tn the me»o-

ries and legends of the past, is in fact becoraing in every rk-

cessive year more and more of a nation—for in what does the

life of a nation mainly consist but in the industry, tlie enter-

prise, the enerey, and the welfare of the people thatinbabit it'

And if she still become more and more of a DAtion, it aw

follows from the circumstances of climate, of positinn. of two-

perament, that she will be above all things an agritmltmii

i^^'.^'X'^ a'pV^I a'"
" ^" -"' '^^^^"'«^ivnLi<jiii yuu nation; and if we descend further into particulars, "c

ma^ be deteated ingrowing your Swedes, but it is your species of agriculture by which she will be certainly

own fault if you do not grow a good crop of Mangels. ""^ ^^«i.,..v-^i™ u... _..„ .-„„.,.!„ ^i-n

You say it impoverishes the land more than Swedes

;

long experience has convinced me it does not; plough
the leaves in soon after they are taken off, and you may
grow plenty of corn. The land is sadly robbed by
allowing the leaves to dry ud by' exposure to the
atmosphere ; the character of the plant, with its rootlets
shooting deep into the subsoil and its mno-nificent
leaves, show it does not. You say, look at the labour it
entails

; but do we hesitate to grow a good crop of any-
thing else, because of the expense of getting it home ?

Apply plan and piecework to meet the difficulty. It is
the glory of the British character that he surmounts
(Uthculty. It we can grow one-third more or double the

not exclusively but still verv prominently distingriiMia-

must be the encouragement of'land held in pasture MOt"

growth of live stock. Now, to any nation so circuniataiwM

central and metropolitan exhibition like this must « » ":

very highest importance ; and, in common with those ^^^°^.

preceded me, I feel that I can cordially co"^*^,
JS,hSu

present company, and the members of the R'^J'**^"v,

Society, on the welfare of Irish agriculture generally, «P^*J;
results which we have witnessed in the show of to-day. "^
my excellent friend, your honorary secretary, ^^"/J
these proceedings, I confess that I had felt some sppreDO

that the dismal and ungenial weather with whicb n

been our disagreeable lot to be mi^^led of late, our

tracted winter, the blasts of our March, and the ^
our April, would have told with untoward effect upji^ ^
varied and animated assemblage in the courts beio-^
otherwise, however, has been the ease, and tnie it

^^^
though the leaves hardly peep out vet from the tTce?.

btf

norfcio nf til"' 1^' ^^''J ,T? 1^ it^^ .¥1^''' ' "^^^/^L?}^^!^^^ ^L^^^. than ever-out come^^^^^^

In the North, cart horses are partly kept on them to
advantage. I have tested that it is highly relished by
them, and, with dry food, lielps them eat up more cliaff.
so that tliey are kept at less expense, and in better
condition by its use. Tliere is an old axiom that has
been veriQed in my experience this sprino-, viz "The
blessings brighten as they take their flight''; " thnu^h Ih^ grown 49 acres of Mangel, some time since I fo^nnd
rh^m getting short. I felt the sheep must have a good
snpply, therefore took off the pulp fi-om about 100 pi^s -

but they ate almost double the quantity of meal after-
wards, and did not appear to fatten much faster than I

"•lien having half pulp. The miU-h cows lost their
share of Mangel, but we could not keep up their milk '

even with a good supply of miller's offal to take its ' «!,^„„ ;„ f i « 1

1

i .^ T- V— : — r"'^^ "^ =^^=^i-'- ttiat unaer me p..-.— ^.aoseiw-
place We foel the value of a root most when we are

' 7 "
t^*^

^^^*^» ''^''® ^'^'"^ "i^i^''^^ ^" ^^'^""S ^^'^^i i" '^"''^ther and climate, aa well as of the. t«^^l^ ^^I'dCn**
deprived of it.

^ 'i ^i e are
^^^q^ condition. ,

must tell upon yearly supnlv and demand, it
«T","itirttioo

ip IB the misuse of the root that has often created

Std^eT\t on'
^"' '' T"'^ f'- to lo^kTtheonier .i^rte ot the question, and see when it is misused.

......u^. piuviuing yuur own Stoct tO eat it. Com- , total of lOS sheep. Now I think, considering thecircu^^^
mence eating luth sheep as soon as nffordin^^ t^ood 1 J^.r^''^^ ^^^'^^^^''^'^ed, andthat the quantity i^kejw^j^y^

keep on the land; when ripe, draw half home, and St'^^T^L^^'^.t"!^ T!^*^J^' *^^L''iier^"^ii:irf
saely secure them from^ /rost for consumption 'with J^fn of Se^^to^^'lL ^ru^tnn^ o^tSe^^cattle, pigs, and sheep in yards, &e., for successive ^^ ^^^^ been a deficiency of produce m the.,

^^^ ^
months, and with judgment and care let the horses take IIJZ^! ^/"^I'^^ry ^.^^^'^ ^" ^^^1;''"\ f f vpJ^>'»*' "^
their sh.re also The remaining Indf consume with ^ rnrm\^;t ^^^^t^^u^^^^^^^^^^

Mostofusbave.;oticedp^;;;rS:;?od;
ucea in

Home Correspondence.
Ueep Ctdtivation oj^ the ^oil.~:So marvel that my

idea of ridiculing draining the land and advocating deep
cultivation in its stead, should meet with dissent, as

w"'*^ ** ism
useless to hy stress uiwn "the aGt«al a™f'"P\"; butth****?
rate of production in any singto or scattered year«. ^j^bf^^
general question of natiou>i progress or ci^^cay mn^

^

from a much more extermed source. Now, I^'l'
J gjoc« *»',

condition of Ireland. -fn this point of view, l
"^^ i^#f'

census of 1841, nrt 20 vears ago, there- ,> _. -grts.
**'

of waste land ntUess than a miinon and a-UAU u.

I

I
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still more than ev^-
-"^{^e ^est Leicesters or Cotswolds.

best P^\^^^'"'\?f'rtl.c people themselves, of those by Tvhoso

- ^^^^^^f^'fnTfkm t s ^S'^^n^^^^t of ai^imal growth and
gtKDgth and sKUi^

^^^^ ^,^^.^^ vegetable produce,

I
devebprnen t,^ weu

p^-oduced and tended and im-
! which sustamsnjan ana o

, ^^^^^ ^^ing ratio of increase.

r^?**-' ^I^bon^r is infi -'itely better led. better clothed, and

Sf^Tofa rectt AcrofTarliament. I n.ay say soon. 'with
UoDS of

^"^^^^IJZ better housed than he ever has been
the same conhdence, oetLe

influence to be

^'""'Xf toi upon bfm and npon all o^f us than the bread
brought to ^ar upon mm i^^^

^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^.
,._

we eat or the ram ent we p ,

position when its pro-

^*'"'':.nn'r^llvhlveSnert7the^digSity of a science. L.d

Sii dStJ?^-r\ conespon^ with the best directed efiorts

of patriotism and of chanty. „ . ^t;=*-.
The following is the Shorthoro Prize List .-

Chauxnge Cup.

The Fannys' Gazette ChaHenge Cup award^^^ to Thoinas

cS^ awiidert^T Ri"c'b"ardsoD, Lisburn.

Short-HOBNED Breed.

BvUs —Best Bull, 1S59, Jonathan Richardson, Lisbum ; 2d,

W T drosbie Tralee; Sd, J. Richardson. Best, 1S58, Lord

Talbot de Malahide ; 2d, Francis Lindsay, Killyloagh. Best

1857 Thomas Barnes, Westlaud. lloynalty ; 2d, Jaffray Bar-

croft Killio'-get. Best, prior to 1857, Captaiu Spencer, White-

hnveii • 2d ""Earl of Clancarty. Best of all the prize Bulla,

Thohials Barnes, Moyhalty, the Gold Medal ; 2d, J. Richai'dson,

Liaburu, Large Silver Medal.

Heifers.—Bsst, 1839, W. T. Crosbie, Tralee ; 2d, Stewart

Marjoribankg, Watford. Best, 1S58, in Calf, or producing a

Live CaV within 12 months, subsequent to the date of the

show, Messrs. Turnbull, Renton ; 2d. John Christy, Adare.

Best, 16S7, giving milk or in calf, Charles I^aiideB, Ballylong-

ford; 2d, Filzwilliam Welsh, Limerick. Best of all the prize

breeding heifers, either having had a living calf or producing a

live calf witbiu 12 months Subsequent to the date of the show,
Messrs. Tunibull, Renton, the Gold Medal.

Cto»«.—Best Short-horned cow, of any age, either having had
ft living calf with 12 months preceding the date of the show, or

jiroduotng a live calf within six months subsequent to same,
kichard Eastwood, Burnley, Lancashire. 2d, Fitzwilliam

Welsh. Limerick. Best of the piize milch cows, Richard
Eastwood, the Gold Medal.

beh

that

Farmers* Clubs-
Beindford ; March 31. — The ,Ar/ricidiural

Labourer.—Mr, Robert Fowler, ofWhitcliiii'cli, siiid:

—

*'The agrioultural tabourers are no less than 950,000 men.
itoisted by about 400,000 women and boys, repreaent-

ing with their families nearly 5,000,000 souls, or aboufc

one-dfth of the population of this kingdom.
" I fear thia number is rather decreasing tlian otherwise, and
they are the most tiaoful class of all human beings, it

loves \\s to trj' to find out the caiise of this decrease, if it is

with a view to a remedy, for it is acknowledged on all haniis—t the need of their assistattce is yearly increasing. I know,
during the la«t few yeftTs, much has been done for their ini-

pruvcmeiit. tillU mnch Wore doubtless remains to be ac-
oomplinhed; and 1 trust our devoting this evening to the
^uhjtict may be the meiuis of furthenng their improvement. I
think, for iusUuce. if we were to study their little wants more
than wo dn, ;;.-:; a body, it may be the means of drawing them
into a clo.ser bond of union with us. If we prove to them by
our actlonp, by our words, and bv our manner, that we ha%'e
tUrir w-eltare, their interest, and their comfort at heart, I
believe it Wfmid be the incaua of i»4.>einft Ihi^in -muTrrtm^trtay
-ur uitercst, and to give ns their good will, as well as their
tune aud labour. If we have a horse or <:ovr taken ill, we
immediately give it our especial care, watch orer it, and
provide it with whatever necessaries are required. I trust
in these particulars our labourers do not fare worse than
our .<(tock. If our rich neighbours are ill. we immediately
oiU on them, and inquire after them ; I hope we
^I do the Prime with our neighbours, the poor labourers.
"^Seymour mentioned at our last agricultural dinner that
WK labourers In this part of the country were not so good as in
many others, and consequently were not deserving of such
Kood pay. I believe him to be under a wrong impression, for
I ooBaider as good and as well paid labourers are to be found in
this county as in any other, and I feel proud of belonging to a
ctaas second to none in the regard we have for those "who are
wwn to earn their bread by the sweat of their brow. We
Kiww they are better educated, housed, and paid than they

^k^^
^^^ years since, and that gradual improvement on the

whole is still going on, and where such is not the case I con-
«ner an immense responsibility rests on the shoulders of both
the owners and occupiers of the soil, for on these two classes
JQtich of the moral and social position of the labourer depends,

t 'v^' ^^^^ more suitable employment for the females is not
to be had in this neighbourhood. Many of us remem ber when
button-making was a good source of income amongst the
PW;i|j. jind e'^en is, per week were frequently earned by
~*^nien at this employment, but it has now entirely disap-

PJ*!*! ; bone and pearl buttons are now used in the place of
j*<« cotton-worked ones, and unfortunately nothing else has
[*k«i its place. Hundreds of wcmen have now little to doD« tale-bearing, chit chat, and tittle tattling; their children
'^fccn very young to the infant schools, and farhi labour is"^me somewhat distasteful to many of them. It has often^rred to me if some «lover, stocking-maker, or other mauu-wircr requiring the emplnymont of females were to get up
lnil"^.K''

tb'B neighbourhood what good might thus be

-^,^v.Sii^ n?iH? ^*f'^ J^'*^ r^^ *^« females constant

"I will noi.' pass on and call your attention to the
•^sncation or our poor,

mitt^f!"i!^V^; ?^«t^ laborious work is done by the

Ignorance and filth the parents of crime and miseiy ;
girls

also should be better trained for domestic servants, washing,
baking, &c. Thus far I would educate them, using such means
as may be found available in every parish, and at as
little expense to them as possible, but something they
should pay, however trifling it may be, for it too
often happens that what costs nothing is but little

valued, and a low estimate of education should be avoided.
Do not suppose that I consider this sketch a sufficient educa-
tion for a poor person, only that, further than his grounding,
he should be left mostly to his own resources, lest we place
him in a better position than the class who have, by their
frugality and perseverance, raised themselves higher in the
scale of society, which, in my humble opinion, is wrong, and
would go far to remove that stimulus to exertion which is so

comme!idable. Boys have of late years been kept longer from
labour for the purpose of education. Wc know a few years
since, at about seven or eight years of age, they were expected
to earn something. In the majority of cases, they are now kept
at school until nine or 10 years old, and I rejoice ihat it is so,

for we all know, from daily experience in life, that the man is.

most useful who has learnt to value knowledge and the use of
his brains as well as to exert his strong arm. The labour of

the head of a workman is to us most valuable."

" I will now call your attention to the cottages of our

labourers, which is the next portion of my subject.

'* Decent and respectable homes for our labourers are not so

numerous as they should be, and this is the great cautic of our
constantly hearing of a want of young men, and can we not
trace it to this great scarcity of cottages, driving young pecx)le

from the place of their birth? I believe few farms have as

many cottages as are required for the proper residences of

those working on the farm ; but where is the farmer that will

not pay an increased rental for a farm having cottages on it

for the use of his labourers? All new cottages should have
three bed-rooms—and just half of mine have this number. All

large grown up fannlies should have cottages with this

accommodation. I consider to every 100 acres of land there

should be at least two cottages, and frequently three would
not be too many, and to each cottage from 30 to 40 perches of

land, and then allotments would not be necessary- They
should also have a fuebhouse and pigstye. It gives me
pleasure to see a poor man with a pig always in his stye."

" I will now proceed to consider the wages and advan-

tages of the agricultural labourer :

—

" It is calculated that one labourer is required to every 30

acres of land, with equal portion of arablfe and pasture, and a

few estra at harvest according to circumstances and the quan-

tity and quality of the arable land, the cost of the manage-
ment of which also varies, but is generally between 305. and
40^. per acre. The mode of payment in this county has mostly

been partly in money aud partly by no end of perquisites—

a

cnstom that has long been established between master and bis

man, and one that I should have supposed did not require the

interference of third persons ; for though in the case of a

few close-fisted men it is possible somewhat to feibuse it,

still on the whole, it is one that provides for the comfort of

the poor as well, if not better, than any other that can be
devised. In many cases it insures for the family a comfortable

home, fuel, cheap bread, and Potatoes imder all circumstances,

regularly supplied. Notwithstanding this, it has, und<^ubtedly,

been the cause of many hai'd sayings- People from not under-
standing the true state of things have held xis Up to the

derision ofthe public, and made us the butt of the nation." Mr.
Fowler then read an extract from the Journal of the Bath and

West of England Society on *' The Labourer's Pay whether in
Money or in Kind," which went to show that the latter system
was not altogether bad, as the labourer was saved the rctailer'b
profit, and had the staif of life supplied at a I'eaeonable price
in times of scarcity. He then proceeded :

" I cannot, however,
but express my surprise that such a society as the Bath and
West of Englaad should have opened their Journal for such a
purpose, and publishing such a statement as can be fonnd in
the essay of Messrs. Spender and Isaac, in the last year but one.
They have not only published it, but awarded it their prize,

thus stamping it with all the authority this Society can give it.

I should naturally have supposed that some evidence would
have been given to prove the position they have given our
county—viz., the lowest in the scale of payment for labour of
all in the \Vest of England. I trust before we i)art this
evening wa shall satisfactorily prove the statement of
Messrs, Spender and Isaac to be void ©f foundation and
truth, for I consider it a positive duty, when such state-
ments are made, to come forward with facts ; and
although it is not at all times desirable to publish our
private affairs, I have determined to give youmy labour ?iccount,

as it has actually been paid, during the past year ; and that no
mistake may be supposed to have been made in the value of
their perquisites, I am prepared to give my men the amount
in cash I have valued them at, if they will accept it, or I will
give any one the amount that will find my men in their
perquisites for the next seven years. The only payment I
cannot guarantee the exact amount of is their ale ; but I have
endeavoured to place that rather under the quantity than
over what they actually get. I employ my men as much as
possible at piece work ; it gives the best labourers advantages ;
it relieves ine of having to see they keep their regular hours ;
and they know as they work so they will be paid, be it more or
less. I have taken for my use this evening the wages of
15 men, who have worked for me and my father a great number
of years, averaging 17 each man. 1 value their house and
garden at 4Z. per annum ; their fuel at its cost ; their dour
I consider to be virorth, on an average of seven years, 6«. x^^r

bag more than I charge them for it; and their Potato

land ploughed and prepared at Is. per perch, each man
being allowed a day to plaiat and a day to dig up at my
expense. My plan of supplying them with flour is different

from that of my neighbours, though it has the same end in

view- If I employ a man it is to my interest to place him in a
ptjsition to provide necessaries for his family, be it large or

small ; I consequently allow them whatever flour they require

at 305- per bag, which is equivalent to good Wheat at 5^. ^er
bushel, it being entirely optional to themselves what quantity
they have. I have other men than those whose wages I shall

presently read to yoti, but they are not stiictly what are known
as agricultural labourers. For instance, one who works in the
wood for my landlord in winter, and for me in summer ; this

man has house, garden, and fuel free, and his earnings are not
less than from 15.=?. to 18^v. per week. Another, who makes my
hurdles, cribs, and spars in winter, and is at piece work in

summer, eanis at least 155. per week. To another, who does
the roi^h carpentering for Mr. Ffooks and myself, but has no
pretensions to a tradesman, we pay 15v. per week ; and others

who have not worked for me any length of time, or are irregular

workmen, I shall entirely disregard; and be it remembered if

our labourers are ill, le., our regular labourers, we pay them
pretty much the same as if they were at work. Of course this

does not apply if the illness is of very long duration. They
have also many other little advantages which partake of a
charitable nature, such as a supply of coals, where wanted, at

a reduced price, clothing clubs, and the like." Mr, Fowler then
submitted the subjoined labour sheet, which will explain itself,

with the few preceding remarks ;

—

Labourers.

* #

m *

* t

1. Foreman.,
2. Carter ..

3. Ditto
4. Bhepberd
5. Maltster and Tbatcher*

_6. Maltster and Labourer
T^^Iiftbourer , . .

.

8. Ditto ..

9. Ditto
10. Ditto ;

11. Litto i

12. Ditto* .. .. *t

13. Ditto
14. Ditto
16. Ditto

c -^ u
• o =
O V ^

52
52
49
52
46
52
52
fl2

62
52
52
46
5B
62
52

Casb
P^vy- ^^^

meiitfor, ^ ^t
the year -<

I
7fi5

£ 3. d.

35 IS 8
27 13 4
25 IS 6
23 19 4
34 10 4
39 2 3

5

12

9 3
7 7
1 2

26 17 7
26 2 7
26 2
21 19 6

Value of
houie
and

gfarden.

13 8

Value
of

fuel.

28

27
23

K5
26

10
10
9
15
15

6
6

3

10 10

422 18

10
11

9
10
11
10
10
s

5

9

8

£
4
4

4
4
4

4
4

s.

I *

d. £
3
3

3

3

a.

15
15
15
15

d.

tec

Advan-
tage at
G'i. per
bag.

VnVue
of

Ale.

Value
of

Potato
Land.

Total
Perqui
sites.

Total
pay-

ments.

4 "o

2

2 '6

8
6

S
7
6
6
4
6
8
6

U
2
4

£ s.

1

d
2 8
1 16
2 8
2 2
1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

16
16
4
16
8
16
16
16
7

I-:

1 4

0

£
5
4

4
5
10

8
4
4

4
4

S

3
3
o

5. d.

oj

SI

'\

£
1
1

1

1

1

1

lo

5

d.

X)tl5

16

15
15

1

1
15
16
15
10
10

£ s.

16 13
14 11

3
2

16 16
10 16
9 19

10 11
9 8
10 16
7 11
5
5
4
8

11

2
12
14

d
(

Q

Q
d

c

£ s. d.

52 3 8
41 14 4
40 18 5

40 1 4

51 6 4
49 18 3
38 4
38 3
37 17 3
36 3 7
^3 12 2
32 8 7
81 4 7
30 14
25 18 6

Average
per

week.

£ *. d.

1

16
16 9
15 10

1 2 3
19 t
14 8
14 8
14 6
14
13
14
12
11 :10

19

580 3

* Nos. 5 and 12 were away six weeks sheep shearing, Average per man per week, 15^. 2d.

After reading a Variety Of testimony to show that the

above was not an exceptional illustration, Mr, Fowler quoted
an extract from the prize essay of Messrs, Spender and Isaac,

in which the wages paid in Dorsetshire were stated to be 75.

per week, or the lowest in thej'our western counties. He then
continued :

—" I have had many letters from fanilers in different

parts of the county, and from them I find in the neighbourhood
of Bridport the average siim paid to the best labourers is

about 10«, per week in cash and 3^. per week in perquisites

—

total Vis. per week. From the neighboiirhood of Dorchester
the average of my comnainications gi\'es the cash payuients
and perquisites rather higher, viz., 10«. M, in cash and 4^,

in advantages—total 14^. 6(i. per week. From Purbeck I find the
average still higher—^cash payments IIjt, 6<Z. perweek, perquisites

4«, per week. From Sheibomealsol find the best labourers earn,

on an average of the statements I have received, ll5. 6d. per we jk,

with a large quantity of cider ; but their advantages are not so
numerous as in other parts of the county, though they take
more holidays. From Wimbome my information leads mo to

believe the wages are about the f^ame as at Dorchester, 10^. %d.

perweek in cash, perquisites 4jt. I haveastatementofthe wages
of Mr Saunders, of Waterconibe, but as it has already been
published, I do not propose to refer to it more than to say it can

DC found in the Feb. number of the Farvurs' Magazine, p, 123.

Now, if all these statements bo correct, and I pledge you my
word that I have used my best endeavours to make them so,

what becomes of Messrs. Spender and Isaac's statement? The
««« r.^ fVip nfhflr muftt be ffrosslv wrontr. The Bath and West

the ^ight
of Wool-

Xoticcg of ^ook^.

A Letter on Steam Cidfivaiion addressed to

Jlon. B. I>israeU, M.P. By W. amith,
Bton, Biirlis.

Mr. Smith here gives the history ofhis own connection

with this subject. It appears to be for the most part

an account ot personal success rendered all the more
agreeable by the cordial support and encouragement
which he has received from his neighbours, and made
all the more honourable by the discouragement, which
he has accidentally, ns it appears to UB, received from
the "Roynl Agricultural Society of England, Mr, Smith
exhibited his apparatus most successfully at Chelmsford;
the snme appiiratus shown at Cliester was declared to

work more chenply and efficiently than a horse-iirawn

hiiplf?ment would have done; bnt though tfiis was ne-

c- :irily also true nt Chelmsford, yet he receired no
prize because the judges thyrc felt bound by the con-

dition thiit tlie mplenients conopeticp for the prize

must invert tbe soil. Mr. Smith's grnbbers do not aim

•«f «d w.ter.°for "cieiuinc3»' i"nc^toSnS

one or the other must be grossly wrong
. ^^ . . , , . . -,, -, i. x r

of England Society have awarded them n pnze, thus jnvlng an ^t the invtrsion of the soil, out m so tar as a new snr-

official stamp to tbe Rroaa niisrepresonUtion that bad been ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ preat extent exposed after they have been
made I need not tell you that

.^^f^^ *J^^„JX"^^^^^ dragged through tl*e land, they do to a certain extent
funds do not flow m so ^uicklyjo the exchequer for the rortu

^^^^^ ^^^_^^ -^^^.^^^^^ . ^^.^ certainly the langnape of tbe

Society's judgw at Chester would have justifietl the

award of the prize at Chelmsford.

Mr. Smith feels of course aggrieved that he, one of

tlie oldest and most successful leading men in steam

cnlture, should have lost the honours to which he had

so fwr a claim. It is- needless to discuss whether or not

the progrt*>s of good agricrfture has been stimu-

lated by tbe postponement of any award by tbe

Society until. Mr.. Fowbu had made good what

coming meetingr at Dorchester."

The following resolutions were then adopted:—

1 It is the opinion of this dub that more good cottages in

this neighbourhood are required for the proper accommodation

°TTia^7h"^.teinents of Messrs. Sr^nder and I^^c intheir

essay, as published by the ^^ath and West of England So^^^^^^^^

so far as regards the traces of the agricultural laUmrer of tbe

county of Dorset, are incorrect and without foundation.

3. That the wages of good labourers in this county are paid

partly in money and a variety of pertiUiBitcs, but cannot be

ofless value than 12». perwe«lc.
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the majority consider a superior claim to the

Society's premium. However this may be, Mr, Smith
may certainly console himself with the reflection that

so large a body of his brother farmers have adopted
his methods, so that probably the greater portion of

steam-cultivated land is now wortcd by his grubber.

It is the actual efficiency of his methods rather than
the honour which has been paid to the inventor by
which he will be rewarded.
The pamphlet which he has now published is perhaps

most interesting for the report of Dr. Voelcker on the

Woolston farm, which we shall hereafter extract.

J

Calendar of Operations*

APRIL.
' "Essex : April 14.—The early Wheats on rich and well cul-
tivated lauds, and especially on Clover and Trefoil leas
which had been highly manxired or fed off by large ilocks of
sheep, are fully planted, and are now looking quite as luxuriant
as ought to be wished for> and may prove to be too proud, if

storms should prevail much duiinjt their future growth.
More extensive breadths however from exce5;sive and successive
frosts and rains, and which were necessarily planted late on
lands in not so good order, have somewhat misplanted, and do
not as yet present so good an appeai-ance (not unpromising),
for I Terily believe that the chances for such are notwithstand-
ing favourable, though I confess paradoxical. Many trifling

misplants have been condemned and injudiciously ploughed up,
and the land resown, or a mixed crop have been introduced;
some persons who have done this may have reasons to repent
of so doing. In fact, if many of such scanty plants had been
rolled down well, and in due time, and the same expense had
been bestowed upon them, for eradicating large weeds, such
as Thistles, Docks, &c. by small hoes or spuds in summer, as
is commonly expended upon them for close hoeing with a view
of eradicating email annual seedlings of less consequence to the
growing crops, the best of results might have followed, sur-
prising to thick seeders, and simply for the very reason that
their extravagant thick plants had been tlunncd for them
(though against their will) regularly, universally, and in due
time, oy one who never errs- AbraTiam Hardy,
T^neside: April 17.—With a continuance of changeable

weather, farm operations are still in arrear. On all the
higher lying situations very little has yet been done in sowing
of spring com, but in the earlier soils this is now completed,
and the Grass seeds are being put in. Preparations for Potato
planting will now tax the energies of the farmer, as a large
breadth will be planted this season, and in many cases very
little has been done to get the land ready for the seed. The
practice of ploughing them in every second furrow, the planters
following the ploughs, and the manure placed by hand above
the sets, is almost universal in this district, but we see little to
recommend it, either as regards the cleaning of the soil, or the
superiority of the crop, in preference to the drill method, A
good deal of land is taken from the farmers in this
neighbourhood by market gardeners, who have regular
customers in the more populous districts ; and the prices paid
this season for land, manure, and horse labour vary from lOi.
to Ui, per acre. Turnips have long been finished, and Grass has
been too closely watched by stock to have a promising appear-

JUPFS NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD.—
Dr. Letheby in his analysis of this new Food says, *' TJie

nutritive value of the food ii thcr^ore good, for it amounts to SO. 2

per cent,^^

Sent out in bags with directions for use, for cash only, at 35^.

per cwt. ; 19j- per \ cwt- ; and 10^. per \ cwt-
W. & R. Jupp & Co. 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.G.

%* Agents wanted in large Towns,

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.

JUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME,—
RICE SWEEPINGS, S5. Od. per cwt., in H cwt bags;

SCREENED RICE, lU per cwt., in 1| cwt. bags; BOG
BISCUITS, 14j?. per cwt-; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
TMEAL for PIGS, 6^, and R5. per cwt., in I cwt. bags, at the
mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
delivery.—W. & R, Jupp. 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C,

REDUCTION OF TEN POUNDS PER TON
IN THE PRICE OF

THORLEY'S FOOD FOR CATTLE
On and after the 1st of April, 1860.

+

Important to everymanwho keeps

JOHN FOWLER, Jttn., 28. CornliiirT;;;^?^^^^O Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT StS"* E,C.-.
can b© obtained by applying at the nw/ f'A*^ I^LOUpd
LOGUES containing Pr'i^ei a^d TestimonSs st*^''^' cIta^

pOfTAM^SPATMrlNVENTlONS^^
KJ REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the pf ^?^^
patronised by the English and French GoVlL ^^ ^^tibitmn

gy the, principal NobiUty Gent?y:\SrS?S^A^'^i
Aldershott and Balmoral. Majesty

Barrels ctg. 448 Feeds, wg. nett 112 lbs., with measure, 40s. each.
Cases „ 448 Feeds, ,, 112 lbs., in Packets, 45«. each.

Carriage paid to any Riiilway Station in the Kingdom.
Nutritive Value , . .

.

15i.

Condimental Value , . . . 125/.

Total 140i. per Ton.
Showing a profit of lOOL per Ton, through the use of this in-
valuable compound, adapted for the seasoning of all kiads of
food for animals.
Agents required in everytown where none are alreadyappointed.

JosKPH Thorley, the Inventor and Sole Proprietor.
Offices : 77, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

A pamphlet sent free by post on application.

COTTAM AND COMPANY,Win8leyStreetwJr~rr~^--
inventors of the PATENT EiN^VMELLED VMvpif,°"^
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an imr'

"^^
and forming one complete and useful fixture hn^^r, nP"P^
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein 'itkH 5 CdTTAift

taken to the back of the manger, and worwf^ '^^'^'i ^^

freedom up or down the guide bar. ^""^ ^^ and

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX an ,-n,«.^
tion to theabore fittings, beingsimpleinco^xS^l^^'
durable, promotes cleanliness, and is economical nu^^^^
COTTAM'S PATENT PERMAXENr ATTVPHir.'^Sf-COVER, for the above, is a most essential aSVS.^?

fittings
;

it is never in the way ; oan be placedTd «tS^ S"^
an instant

; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utilit/in^
ing the contents of the troughs 5ean,^'and reS.T
quantity to be taken, is quite sufficient U> insureK^

^I^HE annexed sketch repre-
JL senta the GLENNV WATERING
POT, which will be found a decided
improvement upon the old-fashioned
one, as from the peculiar construction
of the handle the weight is more easily
balanced in the hands, which enables
the user to empty with far less mus-
cular exertion and fatigue a pot of this
kind than one upon the old plan.

Of all Ironmongers, Hardwaremen, and Seedsmen ; and of
LovERiDGK fc Shoqlbred. Wolverhampton. Sole Manufacturers.

_ ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

ance,and"in'c^n8eiIe"n7e"tb;v^u;"ofTe;nBt;^^ l^r^V.^^xL^^^S"'*'
"^^ 7^'*^^ ^^

!^"_i*?^«rl*-..^P^"S.--^et«. Winter Beans have been 1 -^e.^Stirn^'^-^VrMr B.tnr"rn'

BKADFOKiyy PATENT WASHING MACHINE
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

" I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinarv natronao-e T hnvp r*>-

•everoly tested lliis season ; we fancy those aown on the flats
look greener than where they have Iwen elevated as drills and
ex|>*iHed to the frost winds. At our hiring a fortnight since

^
men wer^in kkmI demand, and in some instances obtjiined an
advance of ^ges; an average for'ordinaiy ploughiuen i.s 15«
per week in money ; besides house and garden, coals led, 2
bushela Wheat, 2 bnshelfi Barley, and 80 stones Potatoes ; and
we know of many cases where 16i. and 17*. with the same
extras ia paid. It ill became the "Labourer" in your last Number
to cavil at Mr. Grey's account of the comfortable circumstaaces
of our labourers, as every employer of labour in Tyneside will
admit hla atatcmcnt to be a very moderate
mark.

Patentee. Cathedral Steps, Manchester,
London Office : fi3. Fleet Street, E.C.
N.B. My Machines always have,

aiKi always will be sent on approval,
if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free by post.

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
combmed, can be used with great advantage where space ii an
obiect, as it can be tiu-ned up out of the way when not in \vt
COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATINGBRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admissioQCI

air to the under parts of the saddle.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, with perfo-
rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, anrf
can be easily cleaned out.
COTTAM'S CAST-IRON SANITARY TR.\P, from it« to-

proved construction, gives a full water passage, and does not
allow any smell to ascend from the drain.
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and eveiy article for tbe

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvojnsed, and
enamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, Ac.

The New Illustrated Catalogue and EstiraileB, Rratls, tit«n
application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, "Winaley Stretl,

Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon).

•«. EANSOMES SIMS Ipsw

Notices to Correspondents.
Dirty Sekd; /& The sample of Grass seeds ia estimated to
contain as many as 102.400 weeds in the buHhcl. besides a
olerable admixture of Bromus mollis (Lop), Triticum repens
(U>uch;. it may be pronounced as quite an inferior sampleThe Clover seed by which this was accompanied contained
ja a pint 24,960 weeds, mostly Plantain ; this latter waswtmmtedat a little more than 7 per cent, of the whole.-
.JLtl '^f^

*^*'® '^^ --iverage quality
; but not of the

species wo like. It contuins 30,7i'0 weed seeds in a bushel.almost all Lop.-A packet of five sorts of seed fromf?):-

Ji,i k"? i^^^n"^^
"^''^^ ^^® ^"^^ number of 7680 weeds to

ronfi^^- 1^;*, V ^*'^'i
^,ra.sses.-A good general mixture.

X^^?™ '^ ^?^ ^"? Plantain. 3. Rye-gr^ss.-A remark!
A% P"^,^,^^"Ple. contains an occasional capsule of Mvosotis.
4. Red Clover.-Contains 320 weed seeds to a pint ; the

KSnn^?.S*^*^fK*"*^.^/^°- ?• ^^'^^ I>utch.-Estimated
at 6400 weeds to the pmt, mostly small. This for the kind
«,* ^k'^ ff**"^

sample. As regards the whole of these samples.we should s;iy that if the bulk be equal to the samples
themselves, the seeds will be far beyond the averaire. J B
^^nK^filS'-^^

"''^- ^. ^ ^ " in iWssion of a^ipc forawttle food dependant upon a particular exotic plant, the
effect of which 18 to increase the secretion of mUk from
_5 to 40 per cent." Is it worth the trouble to bring it before

public supposing its cost, with the additional food con-sumed, did not increase the expense of keep more than 10 to
20 per cent. ? The " trouble" will consist not in the expen-
diture of so much money in the manufacture and ito adver-
tisemeut. but in proving the alleged properties of yonr
exotic plant. There we think you will fail. Dorset dairy
farmer have more than Zl. to bi. pel acre farm capital We

are giad that as a reader of our Journal you have lost your
confidenoo that you could give upa town Ufe, and after spend-
ing a year at Cirencester take a farm of 5000 acres of landand make a livelihood off it with a capital of 2000/ You
h.-id better not take a farm under two years' experience on afarm, or under lOl. an acre of farm capital.

CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the moat Modem and Inmroved Agricratufil
^ Mauliinery, including '^mm^

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PTTRPOSF

l^ltni^^i^l^r^l^i^l^^'^ ^^^ 0THER^.llL^?il^PL\\^.?4^^^^^^

hS ll^fRT^A^H^'i^Wl^^r^^l^I^''^^^^^ AND HXED^^ND^^IlIoR^^^^^^ BLAST.

RAN^OMES A^D S?i7s S^ MACHINES, CORN MILLS. HORSE GEARS, 4c.

dii^bilitv efficien^v iX.n^^^^^^
celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machinery the utmost simplicity.

n^ ei^t^hing Sh^^^^ manSSre.'^'""''
'^^ *^''' ''"'''^' '^'' '' ^^'^" *" ''^ maintenance of thLe important principle.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the
Orwell Works

:
or to their London Asfent, SHEPPARD RANSOME. 31. •Er.c:at St Strand. W.C.

GRAS.';f:s: G.
Alopecurus pratcnsls
Dactylis glomerata
Festuca duriuscula

elatior

heterophylla
»* pntcnsis'.,

Lolium italicum .

.

Fnleum pratense ..
Poa nemoralia sempervi-

It

lbs
3
4
2

2
3
2
6
8
S

rens

Poatrivialis

Trisetum flarescens
Lotus comiculatus

„ major
Medicago lupulina
Trifolium hybridum

19 pratense

lbs.

* «

• «

i

4 A

9>

renne
2 Trifolium repens

fj pe-

1

2

1

3

4

t^lZ^'X^f, I'h'Tu -^- -d P- P-ten;is on

third, and aiba ofl^^i^f <^±"!">
T'^F. ^ mcrea^ed by a

. PANGEAS IRON WOEKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

*
^ -^ -**- "^

. ^

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
E PEOPRTETORS OF THE ST. PAXCRAS IRON WORKS. OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LOSDOS

WEHE AWAEDED THE

''I^?J"*^^^ "t
*^^ ^°y^^ AgricTdtnral Society for their IRON HUEDLES & GiKSr

which, hy the,r pecuhar eonsWf.on. are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinaiy^
Lists per post on application. Gates from 30«. to 500/

The Hurdles can be seM_m_jproce8s_ofjia5nfactT:re
'

at the Works,

GAM E WIRE JJ^T TING.
ofessor Vamell's Enamelled andl/\^^ht-iron Stable Fittings-
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of t>''

Roya Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural sS of M^d are adopted V/ the

Royal Veterinary College and Professor Spooner of that Institution states th^at they stuidl^ ^d by *n •'"

value the health and comfort of their horses. Thej can he had plain, galvanised, or enamelled. V
A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture and {aa-sheil^ »»' ''**

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.
' ^

^* — ^^ ^

ADDRESS-THE MANAGERS /-
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON N.W.,

OPPOSITE OLD ST PANCRAS CHUKCH.

*
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GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.

YOUELL CO

ARE now sending out strong flowering Bulbs of tins magnificent variety, the colour of which is briglit

^itmilinn scarlet. A box of its flowers was forwalrded to the Editor of this Paper in August last, whose opinion of it will

-*-r J^ thP Dublication of August 20, page 694, as follows :— ^

.'xhismust certainly be regarded as one of tbe most sbowy and beautiful of the class to which it belongs."

Price 6s. per dozen; 40s. per 100. Trade price on application,

ROYAL NURSERY, GREAT YARMOUTH, NORFOLK.

J
BEDDING PLANTS-BEDDING PLANTS.

H- BIRD, F.H.S., Nttrseeyman, Stoke Newing-

ton can supply the following Plants, first-class stuff, at

TOt neriob or 51 per 1000, in large or small quantities to smt

ail nuTchasers :—Tom Thumb and other Geraniums, Fuchsias,,

Verbenas, Lobelias, Calceolarias, Heliotropes, Petunias, Salvias,

Ageratums, Cupheas, Poaipoiies, &c. To save trouble all

orders to be prepaid.
.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JH. BIRD, F.H.S., NuRSEBTMAN, Stolce Newington

• begs to inform his friends and the public that he has the

finest Collection and the l«rgost Stock of Chrysanthemums and
Pompones in the world, and can supply them by the 100, 1000,

or 10,000. ,

25 Pair of Best I^OMPOI^ES, 10s.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 10<.

25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTTN'GS, 5s.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, Do., 58.

CATALOGUES for one stamp. To save trouble all orders to

he pre-paid.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JOHN SALTER is now sending out several splendid

New CHRYSANtHEMUMS, both large flowers and
Pompones; also those of bis unrivalled general Collection,
which is the most extensive in Europe. His DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of Chrysanthemums. Dahlias, Hardy Variegated
Plants, (tc, is now ready, and will be sent free upon receipt
of one stamp.—Veraailles Nursery, William Street, near Ham-
jneraraith Turnpike, W.

_ _ *

FLOWERING PLANTS.
FAJTD A. SMITH have now in bloom Geraniums,

• Leschenaultia, Azaleas. Heliotropes, Fairy Roses, Ora-
moisie Superior do. ; Colonel Fabvier do. ; Boronia Drum-
mondi. Acacia, Erica Cavendishi, E. coccinea minor, E. hy-
brids, K. Willmorea, E. perapicua nana, E. Westphalingia, E.
intermedia ; Boronica Drummondii, Fuchsias, Cinerarias, and
Verbenas, &a—Dulwich, Surrey, S.

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS, ETC.
IV/TESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS bej? to
I-TX inform their friends and jiatrons that their PRICED and
pESCRlPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS, in which
w erraniGrated every novelty of proved merit, also all the best
of th« older tinds, is now published, and will be forwarded post
free on application. The sealed Collections of French and
Germta Asters, Balsams, Caruations, Stocks, Zinnias, &c., are
ttom the best foreign sources, and have hitherto given un-
qiia\lfi©d Batiafaction. Every article has been selected with the
KTeatost care, and is warranted true to name and of the finest
Quality.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads.
BoUoway, London, N.

ilTESSRS, PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-

^J^rT^i^ii.t?*^^^
friends and patrons that their PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of Exotic Orchids, Stove,
Greenhonse and Hardy Ferns, MisceUaneous Stove, Green-
house, and Hardy Plants. Variegated and Ornamental Foliaged
J^Unts, Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons, Indian Aaaleas,
Gloxmias, fuchsias. Geraniums, Herbaceous :flants. Fruit
Trees, 4c., are now published, and will be forwarded post free
Wi«jpli^tion.-Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsev
Boads, Holloway, London, N.

rriNGHORN'S CHRISTINA GERANIUM is per
JLX. fection as a ro»y-pink bedder, for colour, habit, and free
Dioommg, and a perpetual ornament for the greenhouse.
t RANciS R. KiNQHOHN can supply the above in three different

^f?L l"'
^•' ^^^- ^•^* »"^ 1^*- ^^- per do;^en.

Al«) a fine Stock of the most popular BEDDING PLANTS,
«c., at moderate prices. The usual allowance to the Trade.

8h«en Nurserv. Rmhmnnd R Wu-Anrf1 ofl

HOLLAND AND BAYLEY beg to offer from their
unrivalled Collections, in strong healthy plants,

2fi pairs CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, fine show
flowers, for 1/.

Extra fine show PANSIES, Gn. per dozen.
T3xtra fine show PHLOXES, 8v. per dozen.
Extra fine BELGIAN DAISIKS, 4s. per dozen.

Hamper and package included.

PRICED CATALOGUE or DAHLIAS, BEDDING, and
MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS, &c., may be had on appUcation.

Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, Manchester.

AZALEA INOICA.— Splendid varieties, plants fine,
strong, and bushy, with a profusion of flower bnds.

Selections at the following low prices (prices per WO to the
Trade on application) :

—

£ $. d.

20 superb varieties -, 1 15
12 ditto ditto 12

Carriage free to all railway stations in London, or on the Col-
chester hue to Norwich.

S^ A CATALOGUE of SUPERB GLOXINIAS, ACHIME-
NEAS, GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, BEDDING PLANTS, and
ROSES in Pots, is now ready. Copies on application.—^Stephen
Brown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Sufi'olk.

BEDDING PLANTS.
WOOD AND INGRAM beg to oifer the following,

which may be relied upon as fine stocky, well-established
Plants :—

Per dozen.

—

s. d. s.

Alyssum variegatum 2 6 to 3

HALF SPECIMEN TEA-SCENTED RO sTs"
Grown in 6-inch Pots for ExaiBiTioN.

PINE SELECTED PLANTS perdoz ^4s
Smaller Plants in 48 or 4-inch pots . . .

.

"

tiq
"

Selection left to W. "W. & S.
"

WM. WOOD AND SON are now prepared to supply
fine strong Plants of the above from their extensive

STOCK. CATALOGUES may be obtained on application, and
extra plants added to each order to compensate for carriage

Woodlands Nursery, :Marcsfieid, near Uckfield, Sussex.

R O S E S Tn POTS. '

WoODLAXnS NCRSERY, MaRERFIELD, NEAR UCKFmU), SuSSItX.

WM. WOOD AND SON are now executing orders
for ROSES in pots, and will supply fine healthy dwarf

plants as under:

—

TEA-SCEXTE D ROSES . . . . 125. to 18«. per doz.CHINA DO 9*. tol2«.
BOURRON and NOISETTE DO... 9s. to V2g.
HYBRID PERPETUAL DO. .. 9«. to 12<.

The months of April and May ai'e considered very eligible
for planting out Roses from pots. The plants now oflfered are
strong and well grnwn.

plants presented to compensate for carriage.

>i

Ageratum, sorts .

.

2 6
Calceolaria, ditto .. 3
Ditto ditto, per 100 20
Dahlias, ditto .

.

4
Fuchsias, ditto .

.

"4

Geraniums, Scarlet,
sorts . . .

.

2 6
Ditto ditto, per 100 20

p*

II

ti

»»

>)

4
4

6
6

Per dozen.
Ditto, Variegated ,

.

Heliotropes, sorts .

.

Lantanas, ditto .

.

Lobeha speciosa
Ditto ditto per 100,
per 1000 ..

Petunias, sorts
Verbenas, ditto

-s.d.
3 6
2 6
3
2 6

16
£7 10

2 6
2 6

t9

7*

it

?f

6
4
4
8

Huntingdon Nurseries,
Ditto ditto, per lOO 16

4
3

N LAWRENCE, Nuesekyman, Seedsman, and
• Florist, begs to call attention to his Collection of choice

BEDDING PLANTS and DAHLIAS, embracing all the best
sorts of the season in strong and healthy condition :

5

5

Per doz.

—

s^ d.
Dahlias of 1859 .. .. 12

,, older sorts .. ,, 4
Show Geraniums, strong
bushy plants, full of
flower buds

French or Spotted
Fancy:-=-FloweroftheDay2 6

Brilliant .. -. 2 6
Golden Circle , . 2 6
Punch .. --2 6
Lady Middleton . . 2 6
Commander-in-Chief 2 6
Kingbury Pet ..26
Shrubland Pet . . 2 6
Improved Frogmore 2 6
Tom Thumb , . 2 6
Hfrs. Townley . . 2 6
Virginatum , • 2 ^

Verbenas of 1859 , . . 2 6
.. older sorts ,. 2

99

IJ

99

99

99

99

99

9f

99

Per doz.—s. d.
Petunia Slightii, a iine
purple for bedding . - 2 6

Petunias, sorts .. .. 2
GeneralHavelock, double
white .. _ .-40

Lobelia speciosa, strong
plants from seed ,. 3

Calceolarias, sorts . , 2 6
Ditto herbaceous, fine . , 5
Fuchsias of 1859 ,. .. fi

,, older sorts, from . . 8
Heliotropes, sort
Phloxes, from
Salvia fulgens
Ditto patens
Humea elegmis
Cupheas, sorts
Alyssum variegatum
Lantanas, in sorts

Mesembryanthemums
Fentstemons, sorts

4 *

« *

*

NEW ROSE.

A PAUL AXD SON invite attention to their
• NEW TEA-SCENTED ROSE "PRESIDENT"

which obtained First class Certificates from both the Royal
Botanic Society and Horticultural Society of London in
March last, and which is now first offered for sale. It is
figured in the Rose Annual for 1859-60. The plant is of hardy
constitution ; the flowers are large, full, of fine form, varying
in colour from blush to salmon, and very sweet. It is conh-
dently anticipated that it will prove one of the finest of Tea-
Scented Roses. Price 5s. per plant ; a few extra strong plants,
108. Qd. each. The usual discount to the Trade when three or
more plants are ordered at once.—Nurseries, Gheshunt, Herts.

PHLOXES,NEW CONTINENTAL tHLOXES.
The best proved kinds, from 12s. to 18*. per dozen.

Older but well proved sorts, from 4«., 6a-., to Qs. per dozen.
100 first-rate PHLOXES will be selected by the Subscribers

for 40.1.

50 for 25s. | VS5 for 12*. &d.
f 12 for 9&.

12 older sorts, 4«. to 6s. per doaen.
As the present season is verv eligible for planting-, TTm. Wood

& Son respectfully offer the above Phloxes to be selected from
their first-rate collection. The larger proportion of the plants
offered have been grown in the open ground, and are all strong
and well rooted, comprising the most /w/t^rcA^and newest kinds,
selected from the best collections grown on the Continent,
which have all been proved by the Subscribers.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES will be sent on application,

and extra plants presented for carriage.
Address W^r. Wood <fe Son, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield.

near Uckfield, Sussex.

HE NEW HOKTICULTUKAL GARDEN. —
Persons wishing to have specimens of their Works placed

for Exhibition in the New Garden at Kensington Gore should
now forward particulars of the class of articles they wish t«
exhibit, and the space required, that the Council of the Horti-
cultural Society may decide whether the articles proposed to
be exhibited will be appropriate to the Garden, and whether
space can be found.
No space will be allotted to articles which it is proposed t©

remove at the end of a few months.
No charge will be made for space.
The name of the Exhibitor wiU be affixed to each article.
Space will probably be found for objects IN CEJIENTS

5"ch as Edgings, Balustrades, Vases, Statues—TN TERRA
GOTTA, such as ornaments forSpandrils, Edgings, Balustrades
Vaees-IN BRON^iE AND IRON, such as Vases, Statues
Seats, Trellis-work—IN STONE AND MARBLE, such as
Statues, Vaaes, Edgings, for fotmtains; coloured varieties for
pavements—TN CHINA, such as Vases, Jardinieres—EN-CAUbTIC TILES.
SLATES of large size and peculiar quality for Greenhoude

walks.
Proprietors who may wish to exhibit specimens of theif

quarries will be able to exhibit such in the shape of pedestals, <fec.
Letters to be addressed to the Assistant-Secretary, HorticuK

tural Society. 8, St. Martin's Place, London, W.C.

F
SCARLET CERANIUM—"S>IEEN RfVAL."

KANCIS R. KINGHORN is now prepared to send
_

out the above, the finest of all existing varieties ; is con-
picuoos among the best sorts. It was awarded a Prize at the
trystal Palace, in 1858. and also commended by the Floral
}^™™ittoe of the Horticultural Society, on September 22d.
jjsy. Is much superior to " General PeUssier." The trusses of
Woom are very large, and flowers of the finest form ; colour
Ofange scarlet, horse-shoe foliage, and variegated footstalks.
DJooLt Planta in large 60-pot8, -Os. each. The usual allowance toMj Trade.—Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W^—April 28.

TNEW SEEDLING HORSE-SHOE GERANIUMS^
OHN HALLY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
FLbHrar, Blackheath, S.E., begs to announce that he in-WOB to commence sendingout the two following GERASIU^tS

<« May 1 next :

—

niii^l!?/*^^^? B^DTT.-Plower a bright blush,

&^^r^J^r^^''}'^^ ^" ^"'"I^^^t r<>""d t">-^ses, with fine

^U^!^^,if ?^^*^ 2f** ^'^b*t- Has been flowering

Smml««T^th« iT^-*'"-,* ^r exhibited before the Floral

*steictv»rt^» for *»/««««/* as "a dwarf, neat, and
STcwIwXw K^^

Kurdeu;-. wa* also exhibited at

iSoS^us Cto^.
^""^"^"^^ S^o«- and gained a prize in

«^inct. Exhibited 1.W ^^^ ^^ ^^]^^-..^^\r''''

Choice Collections of Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 3«. per doz
or 25*. per 100.
Alpine Plants suitable for Rockwork, Zs, per dozen.
Nasturtium Tom Thumb, 2$. 6d. per dozen.
Cupressus macrocarpa, 2 feet, U. each, or 9s. per dozen.
A remittance or reference is required from unknown corre-

apondente.—The Nursery, New Road. Chatteris. Camba.

J LINDEN'S Establishment at Brussels for the
• Iktroduction of New Plants respectfully announces that

the following .select novelties will be ready for Sale on and
after the 1st of May next. DeZiveiy freo out of the Custom
House in London.
PTERIS TRICOLOR (Linden)—Wonderfiil and most extra-

ordinary^ variegated Fern, described in Qardfntr^ ChronxeU,
p. 217. Fine plants, 42«.

CAMPYLOBOTRYS REGALIS (Linden).-Charming pl.%nt
with magnificent omated foliage (the leaves being 8 inches
in length by 5 inches broad), superior in beauty to any
Anaictochilus. Nice plants at 21«.

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIREDTHE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT "VO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION or SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council
are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-
dener, familiar -with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
would be desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.
Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society. 8, St. Martin's
Place, lK>ndon, W.C.

>»

rr

»
It

fi. d,

8

8

B the_ -culture flocicty. 1860, March 29 'Ium?i'-*T*'i "' ^"^^

^SSS^j^V^\ 26. and 'received a laLl if com^f^^^^^ ^J"^tty dwarf free flowering Hor^e-shoe 1^^ ±^'7 ^'
f

•JP BtlmonK»IonT«d flwwCTs."
^^^ variety, with

*"• foUowing gentlemen having geen thrm i,-^« a ^™» "^ quantity, »d can supply the T^J?. wLl^^r^^ti^CUptr,n Nurseries, N.E. ,^Mr. CharlS TuTn^rS?* ^l""

s
\^^'^'^'^^^^^^^rZ'^S^^% ?oi pVn'tT
•22r****4e" '>^ either of the above, lof^^^1>k

8
8
6

. 12 6

80

21

8
21

8

8

8

Begonia hypargyrsea,
species from Assam,
margaritacea, species
from Assam,
nivosa, species from
Assam.
Duchesse de Brabant
Funckii

CJampyiobotrys smarag-
dina. Linden .

.

Colnmnea erythrophlcea,
Decaisne

Cyanophyllum (?) assami-

"cum
Gesnera ignea. Linden .

.

Isotypuertitiflorus.Triana

Lasiandra Fontanesiana,

D. C
Locheria (Achimenes)
oenochroa, Decaisne .

.

Locheria (Achimenes)
pardina, Decaisne .. . _

J. Linden's NEW CATALOGUE for 1860, just published,

contains the descriptions of the above-mentioned plants, and
will be sent free on application. Different species (among
which is Pteris tricolor) are figured in the second Number of
•* Hortus Lindenianus," which will appear in the beginning of

April at Mr. Lovell Reeve's. Henrietta St., Covent Garden, W.C.
Agent in London: M. R. Silberrad, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, E.G. Brussels: Royal Zoological and Horticul-

tural Garden.—April 2S.

*. d.
Maranta argyraeaJJnden 21
Monochaitum nitidum,

Linden .. .. g
„ tenellum. Naudin .. 8
Poggendorffia rosea,
Karsten (a new genus
of Passifloraceaj) .. 12 6

Sftlvlacacalia'folia, Bentb. S
Triolena scorpioides,
Naudin SO

Cibotlnm prinoep8(splen-
did Fern) . . . . 21

FOLIAGED PLANTS.
CupaniaPindaiha .. 42
Guarea brachystachya . . 25
loica nucifera . . . . 42
Oreonanax (Aralia) dac-

tyliioiium . . . . 42
Oreopanai platanifolium 42
Rhopala creiiata . , . . 42

frigida . . . . 42

SATURDAY, APRIL 28. 18G0.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f HortioiUuTal (Anniveirary) in the

TcmspAT, May \\ MuHeum of Scienpe and Art at
* South Kensington ..^ 1 p.m.,

Thubsdat, - n^^''"^". •-,' 8 p.m.
I Pomological. , 3 p.».

A PEW months since we gave an account of a
very fine arid proJiiic variety of the g-arden 3liish-
room which had been developed in the course ai
cultivation tog-ether witli another distinct form of
less consequonee. As its quah'tzes were excellent
and its promise great, we urged if possiMe the in-
crease of its spawn, and we look with some
interest to the result of the experiment,*

Tills morning w« received specimens of another
supposed variety of large size and peculiar appear-

ance, which however even before it was unpacked
did not promise well, as it had a heavy unwhole-
some smell, precisely like that of a verv damp
room in which the floor and wainscoat are

affected with dry rot. The odour was peculiarly
onnressive when the box was onened. and to nm-

* Since the account of Mr. Buchanan's Agaric was published
we hare lost no opportunity of examining cultivated MtlBh-
rooms, especially in Covent Giiwdflfn. and we have never nen a
fl'ncle SDccitncn bearing the least resein blance to it.
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ffreat surprise we saw a Fungus with very narrow i
tlie sua or sheltered in warm corners they were m

pale itee Kills and an extremely thick fleshy full growth, and therefore excessively sensitive to

pileus, very unlike in many respects the ordinary
|

frost. Where on the contrary the same kinds

cultivated Mushroom. On a closer inspection we of plants were m bleak places, or where the

found the case to be one of considerable interest, and
,

sun had little power, they either remained

as Jar as we know new in the history of Mushroom torpid, or were slightly excited, and suffered

cultivation.

A single luxuriant group of this supposed variety

sprang up in the centre of a bed which had just

come into bearing, and if the rest of the bed should

little. It is only in this manner that it would

seem possible for such a tree as Cupressus Lambert-

iana to have remained untouched in the cold clay

near London, and to have been nearly killed in thecome into Dearing, ana ii trie rest oi tue ueu suuum
i

^^^^ ^v.^«v,«, -— .« .™ . -^„. .^ --

ie infected with the same form, the whole crop ;

much better climate of Somerset. It is weU worth

must fall a sacrifice, as it appears on close inspec-

tion that the peculiar appearances are due to the

presence of a parasitic Fungus, whose spawn per-

vades the plant and has completely dis<ruised the

inquiring whether all the conflicting evidence

concerning the hardiness of certain exotics may
not be explained with reference to these causes.

It must, however, be remembered that, after all.

usual characters of the speci.^s. The gills in con- plants have specific c institutions, which are wholly

sequence never attain their proper growth, and
i

beyond the reaeli of explanation, and the nature

sacs will be produced containing the proper fruit
|

Skimmia japonica, a shrub nearly related to the

of a Spka^ria. As the plant is still in a young
condition, we are unable to say what the precise

Orange and Lemon trees, every one of whose
kindred is, as far as we know, incapable of bearing

species is, but in all probability it is ir?/;3ocrea !
this climate ? Yet we have no report against that

fioccosOy Fr., a species which has been hitherto very

rarely observed in England.
The alteration of form which is caused by this

and one or two other species of the same genus in

the Agarics on which they grow is so remarkable

that two of them have been figured by Sowekby
as true species, and have even been referred to a

distinct genus in comparatively modern days on

beautiful little shrub ; but every one bears witness

to its hardiness. So again, how entirely inex-
plicable is the instance mentioned by Mr, Standish
of the Celine Torestier Noisette Rose, which stood

alone untouched and hale amidst a universal

destruction of other Noisettes.

It will also be found that among Camellias

some will be quite hardy, while others are consti-

account of the total obliteration of the gills caused
|

tutionally tender. To the former we have often

by the parasite. Those who are possessed of
I

referred on former occasions; and it is now
Sowehby's work may refer to t. 402, MeruUus
helvelloideSf and 1. 153, Hehella mfundibuUformis^
both of which probably owe their origin to the

same parasite, Ilypocrea lateritia. The milky
Agarics in our woods are especially subject to this

disease, and we have seen ^o/e^i' similarly attacked.

The parasite, however, is not perfectly developed

unless the weather be peculiarly favourable, and
in consequence the real origin of the disease is

often concealed.

In the case before us every individual of a large

group seems equally affected, and that from the
earliest stage of growth. To attempt any pallia-

tion is completely hopeless. If, therefore, the
disease should seem inclined to spread, we should
counsel not only the complete destruction of the
bed as soon as possible, but should suggest that
the whole should be at once burnt, so as to
prevent if possible the contamination of other crops.

The effect of the spawn of parasitic Fungi in
causing the tissues of plants to swell out and
become distorted is well exhibited in the garden
Anemone, where the leaves which will ultimately
bear the pretty ^cidiunij which is so destructive
to these plants, may be distinguished from their
earliest stage of growth. The distortion, however,
produced in this case is nothing to what takes
place in the United States in branches of Elder
attacked by a peculiar ^eidium, which curls them
up and causes them to swell, till they have not
the slightest resemblance to their normal con-
dition. •

We trust that the present is merely an isolated
case, and that we shall hear no more of it, for
should the disease become prevalent, the loss to
Mushroom growers would be enormous. Even in

grown, u we BQay judge from the specimens before hm_ hnt nwitin. f^ +i.^ft ^;.« „**v j ._ .1

ascertained that Fortune's Yellow is more hardy
than Hollies and Laurels. Another kind, a rich

double crimson, with the name of which we are

unacquainted, has been sent us by a correspon-

dent at Aimes Lodge, Ascog, Bute by E-othesay, in

as fine condition as if it came out of a greenhouse.
And what does he write of this variety :

—

" It is the first flower produced this season from
a Camellia tree which grows in the open border in
my flower garden here. It was planted here as a
standard about 15 years ago, when it was 3 feet

high. It is now 10 feet high by 28 feet in circum-
ference, and during that time it has never had
even the protection of a mat. It has several
hundred buds upon it, which I expect will flower
in succession till the middle of June. It is quite
as hardy with me as the Portugal Laurel or Sweet
Bay, perhaps more so, as I have never lost a shoot
either from the frost or from the north-east wind
to which one side of it is exposed, blowing for 4
miles unbroken across the sea. Its flowering
seems to depend more on the heat of the previous
summer than upon the temperature of the winter."
Now, in general. Camellia flowers produced in the
open air are insignificant, however healthy the
foliage. Such however was by no means the case
with the Rothesay specimen.
While writing upon this subject, a letter reached

us from Mrs. Beerington, of Llanover, containing
some very interesting information concerning the
effects of the winter upon the large collection of
exotics cultivated in the garden of the Chateau St.

i

Georges, at Cannes in the South of France, a
residence orig[inally built by Sir Herbert Taylor.
The present proprietor, a French gentleman devoted
to his garden, has introduced many plants into

. . „ specimens
us, they would be absolutely intolerable. 3/, J. JB.

sea, but owing to the formatiou of the ground, part
of the garden is considerably sheltered :

—

Winter ot their relative hardiness. Although we
Teoeived concerning the losses ajiong exoxic

l'^^!rflT''l
^'^'''''^- ""

^J^^y'/^^^ °' two have fared so much better t^hrrtkerplaceX Tegeneral facta of some imDortanoe hnvo Koon =„„tv, t»,= =o„=„_ u„.i
"<.'!>= pmoesia tne8'.

elicited.

01 this the Brussels Sprout Cabbage furnishes an threatening" to coi

hnr^,-/
' '°^ ^^.Z"" ?""4'"-r

'° " ^-^"^ '^"^"^ ^Nevertheless the fiboth it and Cottaeer's Kail woro ;„, ^^,1 ,-„*„)_ i n.... .•

Ti,,-, t I.
-

. „- south, the season has been nnprecedeated in Cannes

.l™r • fh« »
^'° f'^T .

<'*I'«"'J'? ^^^ ^^^ 0-1 one night the thermometer fell to 4^E:clenr. the same species of plant, eiposed to the
|
murbelowzero (21° Fahr.) : heavvrainimmediTtpWsame degree of cold has Perished in some duces followed, which, freezing as 7SlcTe7ed tie«nd survived in others, although the deaJ and foliage Jith ice, and this^ was Lain succeeded in

i'r\",^.
g^e'-.f'th"? -Je^ yards of one another.

1 the morning by 'a violent mistral and bright su"!
mplete the work of destruction!

ouanpa 07 tne frost into rotting pulp, but to the ground, but are now ao-ain shooting forth

scarcely shaken. In another case the Rose Jaune
Uesprez, trained to a north-west wall re-
ceived no injury though the thermometer is said

^i/T f^" ^^^-'^ ^^^°-- ^"^^ef in that place

ei " fJi^tl "'''""m • '\T^' "P^'^ t° tl^^ north-
past, feel the cold, although in warm places

was nait killed. This arose, we apprehend fromone cause only. Where plants w^ere expo'sed

T

List 2, of plants entirely uninjured, shows the
greater hardiness of many I had considered tender.

** iVo. 1. List of Plants killed back by the Frost,
but now sjyrmfjing up again, «i'^l ^^ i •

Gesneras ~
All the Salvias and

Tecoma fulva, Tacsonia ignea, mollis-
sima, and splendens ; Dracaena rubra and varie-
irata, Hexacentris coccinea, Passiflora Imperatrice

!

Eugenie, Buddlea nepalensis, and
ro^ea.

" A'o, 2. Plants perfectly uninjured up to this

us

[Apeil 28, I860.

^»rte.—Acacia pendula elegans7dealbata"^i;r~^
sima glauca, Bathesiana, verticillata trin

°^'^"

Cyclops, mollissima, and albicans; Aralir^^'
foliata, Paggrifica fP), and japonica

^^''

boldi ;
Abutilon Due de Malakoff"' and Man^fr

'

Araucaria BidwiUii, excelsa, Cunnin^ha •^'

glauca, and Braziliensis
; Hakea gibbosa^"'

cristata, Abelia uniflora, Habrothamnus ele^
**'

Aspidistra variegata, Beaufortia decus^sT'
Burchellia capensis, Brachy.ema

speciosum
Dracsena australis, congesta, ferrea, and fra^^r
tissima ; Hexacentris Mysoreana, Euealvnt^'
cordatus,

^
Er^thina caffra, Jubtea spectabiH

Desfontainia spinosa, Franciscea latifolia Justi
'^^

rosea, Gelsemium nitidum, Correa splendens ros^^*
cardinalis, and alba; Cissus lucidus, Coccs coronata'
Oestrum angustifolium, Ceanothus africanus Lao
geria rosea, Maurandia, Cobtea, Lophospermum"
Bignonia jasminoides, capreolata, specioaa and
capensis; Kennedya Marryattte and coccinea-
Polygala grandiflora, speciosa, andZeyberi* Lgn'
tospermum bullatum, Myrica edulis, MahoBia
Bealii and nepaulensis, Pinus longifolia and canat
riensis, several varieties of Mexican Pines raised
from seed three years old ; Grevillea robusta
Hexuosa, and Manglesii ; Eussellia juncea, SoUya
Drummondi, Swainsona (?) Strehtzia letnni
Plumbago capensis, Templetonia glauca, Trftoma
Uvaria, a large collection of succulents, such as Cac-
tus speciosus, &c. ; Melocactus, Epiphyllum,Cereus
&c. ; different Sikkim Rhododendrons, sucli as

Edgeworthii, &c., with many kind of greenhouse

and hothouse Ferns and Cape Heaths, &o."
To gardeners this list is of the highest interest

confirming completely what we have so ofteu

urged as to the folly of keeping up a high tempera-

ture in the winter receptacles of greenhouse

plants. Although the thermometer fell to 21=*,

and immediately afterwards vegetation was covered

with frozen rain, the most difficult to bear of all

visitations, its danger augmented by a rapid thaw

and bright sun, yet we tind Tacsonias, Tecomas,

Dracaenas, Salvias, Gesneras, and even the

Hexacentris coccinea only killed dowh to tbe

ground, while a great variety of New Holland,

Cape, South Amerieau, and other greenhouse plants

remained absolutely uninjured. An instance of

this kind is of the utmost importance as a guide

to those who have the management oi coUeetions

of greenhouse plants ; for it must he remarked

that in the Cannes garden many o£ the survivors

were what are called soft- wooded plants, such as

Abutilons, D racienas, Habrothamnus, Cestrum,

and even Cobasa scandens, the very last one would

expect to bear such inclement weather.

The Annual Meeting of the Hobticcltueal

Society will, by permission of the Lord President

of the Privy Council, be held in the Lecture

Theatre of the Kensington Museum on Tuesday

next, at 1 o'clock. Mr. Nesfield's plan ai

accepted by the Council will be in an adjoining

room, together with a model of the proposed

garden on a considerable scale, and also drawings

of the meeting room now in course of erection.

The models of arcades, the size of those intended

to be erected by Her Majesty's Commissioners,

will also be open to inspection in the grounds oi

the Department. . »

The site of the new garden will be open to au

Fellows, Debenture holders, and ivory tickets.

Plumbago

New plants.
236. Vaccinium ettoosttm. lookerfit. et T. Th»^

ined. in herb.

V.nujomm: ramulis tomeatosia squamatis i^^^"^P^ ijuda
folua sessilibus angustfe lanceolatis acuminatis gross*

rugosia baai obtuaig, umbellis paucifloria penduu^^tj
campanulato laciniis ovatis discoloribus, co^f^*7«rirt
cyhndracea subinflata 5-deatata tripl5 lon^ior*' «

pentaptero 5-loculari polyspermo. ,

A beautiful shrub exhibited the other day *<»
^

Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society.Jj .^

Thibaudia, by Messrs. Veitch and Sob, who receiT^

^om the Kbasya Hills through Mr. Thomaal^
Drs. Hooker and Thomson found it in the same «^.^
at an elevation of from 4—5000 feet, and also m ^

«

where it occupied stations a thousand feet higHe^-

It forms an evergreen bush, with light gr^f ' ^
leaves and little umbels of Hovvers, white at nn»

^
changing to deep red, with crosi markings of a

^IJ^r^jl^
form like those of Thibaudia macrantha of the ^"^
Magazine, t. 4566, which is also a Vaccinmi^ ^^
the Thibaudia vulcherHma of the same work. -

such is the opinion of Wight, Hooker, and *"
jo

with whom we concur; for no intelligible
cniira

^^^
distinguish these plants from Vaccinium " j^
pointed out. It is true that tbe "^^^^/^{^^^j^
been appUed to the Thibaudiaa of K:ist ln^"'JlJ^JJii.
but a change of name does not couslitute a Oi*""'

I

r

(

I

^
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MYCOLOGY.-^ro. XVI.

T^oLETrS LUBIDUS, Sch^ffer.-^^lost of our readers

^ : I „« nh^prved in the woods a peculiar set ot

S^^ • ^ffJit from in the gills by which
Fungi,

d'^^^^^fvistCnished being replaced by inulti-

fat^rtub «t' if' ti^^ iructif,i^ furfaee hid been

• tl.l «ll over with a large pin. If the liymenmm is

P"'r, V examined it will be found however that these

TSere perforations, but that each is the cavity

of a ?ube separable from its immediate neighbours and

S fV.1 nTus from which it proceeds, very much as
from the P l^^^

f^^'^^ fi,^,„ents separates in a boiled

i^IS-'ISnrefrom tLreceptacle^ These plants are often

XS ICaant, and^ttract notice either by their
extremely a

or by their disagreeable slimy aspect,
bnght colom^s or y

^^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

'°Te moB^PO—s of Fungi. They are known to

H frh^the name of -Bo/.^«., a name which was

SS b^h^^^^^^^ --
-r-tl^y

to the large

Sge Mushroom A. ccBsareus, which is said to be one

of Th^e most delicious of the tube. Innocent and

admirable however as its own qualities might be, it was

Dot always safe to partake of it as it was a favourite

vehicle for tlie administration of poison, insomuch that

Martial has more than one epigram intimating the

danger, and when he and Juvenal sing of its_ merits

they expressly except such Boleti as Agnppina set

before Claudius.

Our Boleti however have only a very distant relation-

ship to the imperial Agaric,

and our present business is

with one of the poisonous,

and not of the esculent

species.

boletus Jimdus has a

thick convex cushion-shaped

pileus of a dull dingy olive

inclining to umber, and

rather downy. As it grows

old it is often still more
dingy and slightly viscid.

The stem is stout and of a

bright Vermillion red shaded

with yellow or orange, espe-

cially above, and either

netted or sprinkled with

little dark red specks. The
mass of tubes is rounded

bahind and not attached to the stem. They are yellow

at first, then tinged with green, with theoritice of a deep

rod or orange. The flesh of the wliole plant is yellow,

but turns a bright blue on exposure to the air, a cir-

cumntance which U not peculiar to this species alone.

It was oncft supposed to depend upon an alteration of

tlie molecular arrangement of the fluid contained in the

plant, but it is now ascertained from actual experiment

that it due to the action of the ozone contained in the

atmosphere.

There is no doubt that Boletus luridus is, to say the

least, a suspicious species, though it is not always eas>

to ascertain to what precise kind particular instanees

of poisoning have been due, as there are three or four

allied species, which are somewhat difllicnlt to distin

tfuieh. Nothwithstanding its bad qualities, as proved
by ex;>eriments on animals, it is sold in the markets at

Vienna and Prague, and is sometimes dried for winter

use. Accidents however constantly take place, if care

is not taken to throw away the first water in which the

Fungus has been boiled, which doubtless dissolves a

large portion of the alkali on the presence of which its

poisonous property depends. Lenz informs us that

having partaken of it without any bad effects, he tried

Boletus Satanas, a species very nearly allied, and
distinguished by its smooth pileus, which is at first

brownish buflf, but at length whitish. This species

occurs occasionally in our woods, and has a mild taste

without any disagreeable twang. The odour of the

Fungus had previously given him a headache, but he

had attributed this to exposure to bad weather while

botanising, and in fact did not recognise the cause in

sufficient time to prevent his experiment. At 10
o'clock he took a small portion of the uncooked
plant, without however swallowing the solid part, and
in an hour and a half afterwards he had a sudden
thrilling pain tlirough the whole body, which neverthe-
le«i «ooQ went otF, A few hours afterwards he again
tasted a piece, and m a short time he was seized
with violent sickness, which again left him after a few
^roxYsms, and he experienced no further bad effects.

Hw fellow botanist however had partaken largely of a
fine fresh perfect specimen which was cooked, and after
iMwly a week's suffering recovered with some difficulty.
The Fungus seems to act differently at different times
and on different constitutions, but in one case where a
fmall portion eaten raw produced no bad consequences,
a larger slice taken by a bystander caused sickness and
other evil symptoms.

This Boletus and its poisonous allies may in general be
known from the true esculent species, by the red colour
of the mouth of the tubes. This rule is not how-
•jrer absolute. In general all specimens of Boletus
should be treat^jd cautiously in which the flesh turns
blue when exposed, though the mark cannot, upon
tbe whole, be considered to be altoeether without
•xceptlou. M. J. B.

AN ESSAY ON" THE CULTURE OF THE
FUCHSIA.

(Read before the South Eastern Floricultural Society, April 23.)

In submitting to your notice a few brief remarks on

the culture of the Fuchsia it would not, I think, be

amiss for me to just glance at the early history of the

plant, as there is something very romantic in its intro-

duction to general culture. Any of you who have ever

travelled as far as Hammersmith will have observed in

that locality a very large nursery, the original pro-

prietor of which was Mr. Lee, the celebrated fbuiKlor of

the nursery called the Vineyard, at Hammersmith.

This nursery during the 18th century could boast of as

large a trade as any nursery in the three kingdoms, there-

fore it will not be surprising when we find him introduc-

ing the rarest and best novelties of the age. Well,

you will ask me now, what about Mr. Lee and tlie

Fuchsia? I will at once reply to your q-uestion by

relating the following story.

It was said that Mr. Lee had been informed that in

the neighbourhood of Wapplng, in the window of a

humble dwelling, growing in a pot, was to be seen a

graceful plant with beautiful drooping flowers like ear-

rings. Of course his curiosity wag excited ; the descrip-

tion given was such that he knew of no plant in his'

nursery whose character corresponded with the glowing

accouub afforded him of the said plant, so at once he

procured a coach and posted off to the said locality,

havino- obtained an introduction to the owner of the

BOLETrS LTJllIDrS.

Natuml size. (Copied by permission from Greville's Scottish Cryptogamic
Flora.)

plant, whom he found to be no other person than the

wife of a sailor. After speaking of the good qualities of the

plant he asked the good woman what price she demanded
for it, at the same time offering her a golden coin ; but

she refused it, saying that her " Jack " had brought it

home from a foreign country, therefore she would not

part with it for his sake, and after using all the per-

suasive language he was possessed of, and a promise

that he would propagate a plant of the same for her, he
succeeded in obtaining possession of it, not without

first depositing in her hands all the cash he had about

him, which was a tnfle short of 10 guineas. Homeward
bound, and carefully nursing his treasure, we find Iiim

busy in propagating and converting into a plant every

available piece of the same. Soon it found a ready sale

at an enormous profit ; and to the above source may be

traced the general culture of the Fuchsia.

I will now proceed to furnish you with a few re-

maturoly, without making the slightest disposition to

grow. Now we will consider what are the requisite

qualities of a good Fuchsia : first, a free growing grace-

ful habit, not rampant in its growth, but imparting in

form as it grows the shape of a pyramid, the lower
branches becoming widened in circumference as the

upper ones extend; the second, fine healthy foliage;

the third, abundance of bloom ; and the last,

but not least, quality of the flower—never banish

cne from your collection that pertains to tl>e

above perfection until you are satisfied that its

successor is a decided improvement. You will perhaps

ask me to recommend sorts. I will enumerate those

that I grow, as I am conversant with their merits.

Others I must leave to your better judgment and the

recommendation you may receive from the seller and
the raiser. Mine are as follows :

—

DarJc Varieties.— Catherine Hayes, Souvenir de
Chiswick, Little Bo-peep, Donna Joaquiua, British

Sailor, Governor General, General Williams, Tristram
Shandy, Wonderful.
Light Varieties.—Pair Oriana, England's Glory, Clio,

Fairest of the Fair, Duchess o^ Lancaster, Rose of

Castille, Prima Donna, Venus de Medici, Queen of

Hanover.
White Corolla^d,—Princess of Prussia, Princess

Royal, Mr. Story.

Fancy CorolWd.—Serratifolia, Domimana, fulgens.

I shall simply confine myself to the general culture

of the plant, supposing you grow it for all purposes,

exhibition and home decoration. If you propa-

gated your own plants, you would

do so early in the spring or in

the month of July. I prefer the

latter month if I caimot obtain

cuttings till late in the spring,

because those struck in July will

not generally flower the same
season, but continue to grow fast

during the humid months of the

autumn, and if convenience favours

you you can maintain their growth
till their flowering season, whereas

those propagated in thespring flower

before the plants have had time to

shape themselves or acquired suffi-

cient strength to form a good speci-

men for the future. In striking

them use a little silver sand, say

about 2 inches, on the surface of
the pot ; cover the cuttings with a beU
glass, for that will hasten their rooting.

Take care to wipe the glass dry every

morning. After they have rooted pot
them into 3-inch pots, place them on a

little bottom-heat, if you have it ; if

not, cover over with a hand-glass. Con-
tinue to shift from one size to a larger

one till you have gained your desired

object, viz., that of a good-formed plant,

suitable for the structure you grow it in

or the purpose you require it for. Now
during all these various stages of growth
we will suppose you have carefully at-

tended to the stopping or the pinchiug

off of the shoots with the view of in-

ducing a bushy habit; for instance, when
the plant is fully established in its first

shift you must stop the leader if there is

not a tendency to emit laterals regularly

up the stem, and then again whenever
you find the same fault prevail; so that

the eye of the cultivator must be con-

stantly on the alert, watching his favour-

ite objects as he would some little

foundling.

Some of the plants wiU not bear

the rays of the sun wheA power-
fully shed on them so well as others,

so that they will need a slight shading, and all sorts

require it during the hottest months of the year when
in flower or else the flowers will drop quickly. So they
will if you allow the soil to become soddened with too

much water, for this like everything else must be
applied judiciously ; by no means let them get dry or

the foliage will soon afford you evidence ot the fault by
turning yellow, and gradually losing its healthy hue

;

during the last stages of the plant's growth you may
apply weak liquid manure water- If the plant Is of a

robnst habit it does not need so much stimulating. Now
E will come to the kinds of soil I employ, and here

again a little judgment is required; that for such

wetik growing- varieties as the Princess of Prussia and

others should be much lighter than that used for

the stronger habit one. The heavier the soil the

slower the growth, but a bushier habit will accom-

panv it in its infancy.

1 find them thrive well in the following compost, well-

incorporated:—one part ^ood mellow loam, one of

rotten dung, and a small quantity of peat earth for

making the soil light, and a lair sprinkling of sdver sand.

Take care and provide plenty of drainage and clean pot«,

and by following the ^ above directions success will

attend your exertions.

And now for the after treatment. Wlien they have

cu.v.,- ---
. -

because some are
,

done flowering let them be placed out of doors in a

the purpose he requires ^^»«™ /°^' ^^9!"^^^^
awarf, others^tall and st^^^^^^^

,U1 asslt fn ripening the wood; apply water

four classes

,

, „ . ^ .

corolla'd ; and fourth, Fanctf varietiesS market can boast of numerous varieties belonging

Kcrcl'^l^ambers of which except for novelty are

unworthy of being cultivated. Therefore it .s for the

cultivator to know which kinds are most smtable lor

some are
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sparingly, ju^t sufficient to prevent them from sufiering
through drought, so that they may by degrees lose thei?
fohage,butbynomeans expose themoutonfrostynightsor
the frost wiU materially injure the wood that produces
shoots for the forthcoming season. Having accomplished
tiie above you may store them away in a cool part of

them°from rr'
^'""'"^ ^^^"^ ^""""^^ '^^^'''' ^^ ^'^^^

The Fuchsia is a very accommodating plant, for it
.11 commencegrowing at any period after a rest that

you hke to excite it; but that must depend on circum-
S.fcaiices that are at your command for favouring an
early gro^'th, and aUo what season you wish them to be
in flower.

I will now say something about pruning old plants
previous to their new growth. Some of the sorts partake
of a weak growtn, and only require the ends of their
shoots nipped off; others of a robust habit will bear
being cut into three or four eyes; but the cultivator in
perlormmg this operation must have an eye to the
shape he intends his plant to assume.
One word more and I close my essay. I have not

said anything respecting their preparation for exhibition
—such as the sorts best adapted, and the best mode of
packing and convejing them to the exhibition, and
other little trifles worth knowing.

I^ believe I am somewhat qualified for the task,
having during the past season had three first prizes
awarded to me at two of the principal horticultural
exhibitions m the kingdom, I may say the world—the
Cry-stal Palace and the Royal Botanic flower shows, so
that at some future period I shall feel most happy inpvmg you my experience on the above subject.
Robert Oahrld^e, Gardener to J". Foster, Ma., Stam-
ford Mill, if.

-^
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Cashmeriana; Junipemi? mexieana, tetragona, fragrans,
and recurva ; Thuja aurea. Ilex latifolia, and Quereus
glabra. Of 23 Mexican Pines in an orchard house I can
only speak positively of robusta, Don Pedri, Ricbard-
jana, and Lowii. Ilex dipyrena has the young shoots
killed. The new Ceanothuses have suffered to the same
extent but not more, and will doubtless be covered
again in their season with a sheet of blue flowers.
Garrya elliptica, both male and female, very mucli
browned, Pinus tuberculata has the leaves browned,
but the buds appear sound. Pinus Edgariana, allied to'

msiguis, has perished except when exposed to the
north. Single red Camellia has the flower buds de-
stroyed. Cupressus macrocarpa, often sold for Lainbert-
lana, is universally half dead; C. M'Nabiana has the
young shoots killed. Escallonia macrantha has its fine
foliage destroyed for the season, but the wood appears
sound, Finns Hartwegii looks very sick. Specimens
of the following have been killed :—Abies jezoensis;
Rhododendrons Boothii, Hookeri, argenteum, and Fal-
coneri; Podocarpus audina and nubigena; Ilex cornuta
and furcata; Swammerdamia, Myrtus apiculata. Erica
codonoides, Dacrydium Franklini, Desfontainia spinosa

tion

other

Rhododendrons proved hardy
:

lanatum, barbatmn, fruit trees ai-e covered with bTolom A r'\'"^ ^'^

lll'^rA ^^P^*^^?,^^^ "^^'«?"^' lancifolium, cinnabari- Caracalla out almost aU the wfnhr";^ ui'^^

Home Correspondence.
Wects of the mnter.~~The information now being

pub ished hy you will be of some value in determining
the hardiness of the more recently introduced Conifer®But such data as will be furnished bv this season's
reports cannot be depended upon; for the past winter
^as been a most exceptional one. As an instance, Ipiay note that upon a swampy piece of bog soil in our
nurseries some common Laurels, Hollies, and evencpmmon Oaks have lost all their last year's growth, andmauy Laurels and Hollies are literally killed ; whi e at

setosum, lepidotum, niveum, lancifolium, cinnabari-
num,* do. var.,ciliatum.* glaucum,* fulgens, Thomsoni,*
campylocarpum, seruglnosum, and Alpine 14,000 feet,
toliis cordatis. Not yet proved : virgatum, Campbellii,
Hodgsoni, Aucklandii, Wallichii, Wightii, Roylei,
Falconen. and argenteum. Greenhouse : Camellia)-
florum,* Dalhousei,* Edgworthi,* and Madden! » All
marked * have either flowered or are covered with
flower-buds. The flower-buds of ciliatum and glaucum
have been killed this year like those of the Camellia.
except on specimens growing on rockwork near
runnmg water, I have seedlings from Rhododen-
dron formosissimum crossed with Edgeworthi that
show distinctly in the foliage the character of
both parents, and the same crossed with Dal-
housei. R. U. S., Safoduno, near Llanricst. ~—
Among plants injured most here are Abies Morinda,
Cedrus Deodara and atlantica. Biota aurea and
orientahs, Benthamia fragifera (killed), Abies Bruno-
mana (ditto), Cupressus M'Xabiana, Goveniana, Cash-
meri^na, Knightii, and Lambertiana, all very much cutdown; Cryptomeria japonica, very much injured:
Lscallonia macrantha and pteroclada, killed : Hedera
Kegneriana, ditto; Clematis Sieboldi, do.; and C
azurea grandiflora, do. ; Magnolia grandiflora, browned-

^[Apsil28,
I860.

that a large stock of weir^o^^^r3^?^==5«
other Cacti which were out and had Jown I i"^^' «1<1

from the continuous rains of autumn *^''°'S'<"isly

partially affected ; some died, but thHar.
"'"' °4

though sharply touched in the youW ?"""""•
succulent growths, survived, and are now -K

*"*«
bloom The older specimens, and espeda^lf^^S ^r
crenatus near 6 feet high, were sadly exJ a "^"s
they are now coming forward again An ^T^ ^''U

Tecoma jasminoides in a large lot had all -f
^ ^ "^

wnnfl destroyed, but is now breaking vigo"on 'li'f'"'^
Id wood

;
it continued out for some ?i

^ ^'°°>

... ,.-ost, and I regarded it as lost It 1 ^"^
afterwards in the coach-house, and within th i

.*^
weeks I put it in an intcrmodiate house a,ul : • ;

''^^

well. In a cold pit where I had stowed atll
"* °"«

number of Geraniums and other plants whiZ^' ^^
destroyed, I found a Hoya carnosa and

" 7""! *
Eehites picta, which had been put there bv t^^"^
perfectly healthy and growing, and a quantL J^"?'
of Achimenes and Gloxinias, the greate pa^tL ^^tare now coming on well. My K^ergreLraJ "'^f
have not suffered so much as"" my neighbour,"

*™>«
fruit trees ai-e covered with blossom 4

"
1. ""1

"Py

wood
the old

n.f 1 c 7 ""."^'"f"
"""T seasons growth w len theOctober frost set m, that exactly in the%ame ratio havethey been mjured. The following Coniferaj, whichhave all been raised from seeds, and are one, tw^, Cee

nursery quarters upon exposed forest land, and have f^"™««""'-
Common Laurels. C

noli been mjured in the slightest degree viz.7- A bil! ijf
'"»'^''''" far surpasses anything^i been injured i^the^C^s TgV rv\" -Abii:aU,^ canadensis, Douglasis'llorindafM^ni:;!^ ntronentalis and rubra; Cedrns africana, Deodara, and

wd to;?^"'%"^ ''""f
°"*'"^^' I^'^-^l'er'tiana, La^s J

P^nd,s nobihs, Nordmanniana, picta, Pindrow, Pi„.'

S'- '^^''|'™». spectabilis, and taxifolia : Pinus
S": "jf^'.^i?*'^.

fembra, Coulteri, calabrica, excdsa

Oflr ' •»»"'»«». Pyrenaica, pumila. rigida, rubra

or W inWd^'w" .'"'^ f°"--".- 1-ve btn moreor less* injure(J, but not to any serious extent vIt

jXeyi imleL £f^
Gerardiana, gracilis, insignis

S«U. •
'"^^^^?' Wonte-allegn, Ocumpoi, pinea robustiSabniiana, and verrucosa Th^ f»ii '.

"^'^» roousta,

wiTi/>^ T. • 1- ''*-*'utosa. ihe tollowins: are verv

r 1 1 v. .
^^^'"^="»«» msignis, i^remontiana, muri

cata, andSabmiana are all verymuch injured, some killed =JumperusLycia, burned; Taxodium sempervirens, cutdown; also Deodara robusta, Bupleurum fruticosum
Laurustinus, Common Laurels. On the whole the

&^.r T f'f'"''"' ''^"^'*^^"^ ^ *^^» remember.Many other plants are more or less injured, and my
fears are that as the warmth increases deaths will be morenmnerous. Qeorge Davison, Hereford, April 20LT ns 18 a very extraordinary return for Herefordshire

:

and surely is susceptible of some explanation.] .Among plants entirely destroyed here are some of themost bnUiant of the scarlet Rhododendrons oneCupressus Uhdeana, Buddlea Lindleyan^ a^' Ozo!

Outtrd:.f''"'^i^'r^
^" '''' "P^" ^^«"^*1 these arequite destroyed, but on a south wall are uniniurcd

bv^pX:'- 'rr' W'^'^t^^'y
°f ^eath has been sust'ainedby Lugenia Ugni and apiculata. Escallonia macrantha,i^uonymns .laponicus variegatus. Aster argophyllus allthe young wood dead, but growing vigorously from theold wood; Pittosporum Tobira'and Mayii; Lepto!

n^XTh'^'^'^'^T \^
*^^^^ *^ '^' ^^^"-^ where Jro'vnim the shape of bushes, but is uninjured on a southwall New Zealand Fhix is dead to the around but is

SoTanrnf'*-"^
beneath the surface. TasS'odoi^t

TheTnL •'^''T'
""^ ^"P^«^^^ f^"ebris are all injured

ouu 1 nave therefore added a list, that .nav be interest^. ot what I l,ave found hardy EntirX „„
" 3'!

Skimmia iaponir anfl , f '

J?^™'""™ nudiflorum.

Biota pendXcha^'c ™^'?L„^'^'^'l™^ '^'}^'=^-^'

pcrvirens and the broad )», f ^'''e-^?. Sequoia sem-
sorts, Cryptomerias drcidrrlr'^^ '^''^™' "^ '''"

bricata,Fagnsbetnloide.(±^A . "1' -'^"«'"» im-
Cupressus Lawsoniana.^"^^^^^^X^^^^f^^

hi^frt ..^""'' "'^ serrumta, a tree nearly 30 feet

flowered freely, and produced seed last year Colletia

m the nursery, grooving in rich mellow loam are"early all destroyed. Desfontainia spinosa' t^^rpla"

as, Jmnperus smensis, Pinus
amiana, muricata; Cupressus

p;„„„ XT :%' —.—""'. torulosa, and Law-soniana-Picea Nordmannmna, Pinsapo, and Webbiana : Abiescephalonica and Smithiana; Araucaria imbricata and~ ttf"
''"

^^\rT''^- Leptospermnm lanTgerum, both on a wall and standing alonV is unhurt

EhodoS" P'""'
Y"' ''^^" P-t-ted The^kkTm-

fndlhl^t^^^.^^^ P rl-* _- Z'
."'^'^ !»>el'-ed bank.

Caracalla out almost aU the winter, and kilh d"!"^ '?'

a few inches from the earth in the pot, is hit™ *?

healthily. Tkcnas T,.,,e, M.D.. tke nileu'^t^,:^,

Camas JTba^e^.—Perceivin;^ in your Panpr ^p i ^
week a sketch of a Tiffany house, an^d a letterl^tJohn Standish explaining its advantages, I beg tTconfirm his statement, and to say that I have iect^'"canvas house in these gardens made preSy a.described by Mr. S. with rough Larch poles Umk
roof has been formed of wo^od frames'Ss^
canvas nailed thereon to facilitate the removal and r^hxmg-and this canvas house I have ejected so as tocover a row of standard Pear trees which the la«t tC
seasons have borne no fruit owing to the severe frostsgenerally prevalent at this season of the'year. Mvhouse IS about 12 feet wide and 150 feet long Shigh enough to cover a tree about 15 feet in heieht
1 have a corresponding row of fruit trees adioinius but
uncovered so that I shall be able to test to a certainty
the advantage of the protection afforded; and oulv
yesterday, with 10^ of frost, I observed that my tr^under cover were looking up boldly, while those
exposed to the weather had suffered severely. Isa^c
Mitt, Norlury ParJc Gardens, near BorUng, April 26.

(crafting JFax.—If several stocks are to be grafted,
take 27 oz. of common yellow rosin, melt it graduaUy so
35 not to drive off the turpentine. When reduced to
the consistence of a syrup, add 10 oz. of alcohpL sjiate
them thoroughly together, and pour fcho mixture at
once into a well stopped bottle. When the graft is
inserted and tied in its place with a strand of mafctmg
in the usual way, cover the surface of the whole with
tJus varnish with a small painter's brush. Such varuish
may be used in any weather, and is neither affected by
heat, cold, or wet. I beUeve this to be a German
recipe. I have used it for some years, and found it mall
respects a very convenient and effective substitute for
the troublesome protection of clay mixtures. C.
LaiGrence, Cirencester,

T\f^^t/"-^
^'^^ -^^^% Truit. — In a letter from

Mr. IiUery, accompanying some well kept Winter Nells
lears, to the Horticultural Society, he recommends
bran as a material for keeping and for packing
trmt m for travelling long distances. From the ex-
perience Mr. T. must have had in fruit and its packing,
his advice is worthy of attention, coming as it does
trom Welbeck ; and yet T, for one, cannot endorse it

tavourably as far as packing in bran is concerned, much
less as an article for keeping or storing Pears or Apples
in. Mr. T. says he packs in shallow boxes; let any one
reverse it and pack their Apples or Pears in deep boxes
or barrels m bran, and I venture to say they wiU
scarcely care to record their disappointment. Bran
IS a fermenting substance, and soon heats if put
witli fruit m quantity, and no doubt fermentation
13 hastened by the moisture given off by the fruit. I
think if Apples or Pears were wrapt first in straw-
paper, and then packed in fine sawdust, no risk would
be incurred from heating. Some, "perhaps many,"
good practical gardeners still stick to bran, and think

t

1

„ r .^... guiucucia sua siicK CO Dran, ana luiuii
there is nothmg like it as a packing for fruit for travel-

bnvfn,, \ *J'°
^'"''^ °">ers in this matter; after

not vlt^Zi ''•""f
.«^e'-ytbingfor the purpose. I have

t" s ue m n
/"•^ """» *<"• Aing Grapes equal to

r nes bo£p'
'""^ P'?'"' ^^''''^- Peaches%nd Necta-

Gald}l7 I p 1™*> <^'ff«^e^ treatment. J. BM,

ncfrtitr^ !."f''*'^
* specimen of a label which I do

both wo,^^"'"'^^ nurserymen or gardeners, as I know

if ir "^ eondemn it on account of the waste of time

am.tP^rTl. ""'"P'^'^ '' ' ''"' t» tbe enthusiastic

ZhtT- ^ f°
°°

.",
"'^^ «'^™™e'- day or a long winter

mght mjght consider he could not be better employed,

rJ^Fy,
'"'''•«^«"g- My process is this .—I order

trom the rarpenter perhaps 20 feet of prepared wood,
half an mch broad and well painted. When the paint
s thoroughly dry I cut the wood into convenient

wH I ,
^*y * "^ 4 '^et. I then take one, md

r - ".St.. sneicerm, m.,1.- i 1Tm P*^" """^ 'common ink (adding only a
and their wood was thoroughly ripe1,;i k t autmnn' 1.3 ^^f™' *" P^'^^'^nt the ink from ^reading).
J. Garland. KiUeHon, ^J..f-ZTuow me to Zn lav it t "'" T^ "^ ""'^ P'^"^' «"'''' '' °» «"^

^"'tl

"'"'Auow me to men-
1
lay it down dry. I then take another, finish it, then a
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t

I

i

nil printed, and the iuk completely dried, I cc

IZX with a coat of varnish, which both gives
over

a

rn'li^^a foiii'th; by this time the mk on the first

• "nite dry I then cut it off at the proper length,

fJrig: next the second, third, and fourth in rotation.

T? ills means I am neither straitened for want of

rim, ho^vever long the n;^me may be. nor waste my

terial however short, as I found was invaruibly the

^1 when I had the wood or the zinc cut into lengths

bXe ommencing operations After I have 20 or 24

them

a cljr"shinYn~g appearance and assists" in with-

iandinff the inclemencies of the weatlier. It~ to me, however, that the best tally that could

liA ^ot would be this: viz., that nurserymen furnish

themselves with glass phials in the form of parallelo-

crratns, about 3i oi- 4 inches long f inch wide, just the

Ihane of our common wooden labels, the elit to be at

\the bottom, through the top a hole to suspend it by;

the label itself to be printed in strong charactei-s on

fine pasteboard on botli sides, so that it might

be legible in all directions, and of

size to fit exactly the aperture in

the glass, and then corked, the cork

same shape, viz., a parallelogram.

itivers. Wood, Turner, Keynes, and others might get

printed 1000 of each of the names of their establibhed

plants, such as Geant des Batailles, General Jactiue-

minot, Madame Vidot, President, Hon. Mrs. Trottf^r,

Lord PiUmerston. Neville Keynes, Sir George Douglas,

&c. These two items would add but little to the price

of the plaht, and how tidy, correct, and finished-like

•would bo their appearance in comparison with the

clumsy, illegible, dubious indicators we so often see in

our nurseries and gardens. "Were the glass only pro-

vided in the first place it would be a step in the right

direction. Let us hope that some of our patriotic

nurserymen will take up the suggestion and embark in

thB undertaking. D. D., Makerston. [This last is a

very old plan, and does not answer well.]

course of the

the inside of

to he of the

Messrs. Paul,

Messrs. Turner and James of Isleworth. Mr. Gaines
sent Amaryllises, and Mr. Young a collection of

plants consisting of Tropseolums, Gloxinias, Tulips, and
Lachenalias. Three fine specimens of Dioscorea Batatas

came from Messrs. Ivery, and a dish of Keens' Seedling

Strawberries from Mr. Taylor, gr. to C. A. Hanbury,

Esq. For list of prizes see our advertising columns.

•f

NottctjS of 33ooS^.

'S

omtieg*

HoRTicuxTUEAL : April 26.—Rev. J. Dix in the

chair. Messrs. E. G. Henderson exhibited on this

occasion an intereatuig collection of variegated

Geraniums, to which a prize was awarded ; two of them.

Sunset and aurantiacoccinen, bad particularly handsome
leaves, and the plants appeared even more robust in

growth than others with less attractive foliage. These

two especially must be regarded as valuable additions to

tlie class to which they belong. From Mr. Hally of

Blackheath came a pretty rose snlmon-flowered HorSe-

ahoe-leaved Geranium, called Aurora, to which a prize

was awarded, and blooms of a late flowering Camellia.

Mr, Turner sent Auricula Volunteer, to which a prize

was awarded, and Cinerarias Duke of Cambridge and
Constancy, both of which are mentioned below\

From Messrs. Parker & Williams came a Tydrea, with
prettily marked rose and orange scarlet flowers.

-I

Royal Botanic: Aj^ril 25.—At this the third spring
meeting several interesting plants were exhibited.

From Mr. Turner, of the Royal Nursery, Slougb, came
a very fine self-coloured Auricula named A^olunteer, to

which a prize was awarded. Its flowers possessed good
shape and were of a deep mulberry purple with even
well proportioned paste. From the same establishment
also came various Cinerarias, among which the best
were Duke of Cambridge, a brilliant purplish crimson
kind, which has been ia^ourably noticed by us on a
former occasion ; Miss Marnock, Queen Victoria, Sol-

ferino, and Constancy, the last a showy kind, white with

BriilsJi Butierjlies, Figures and Descriptions of

every Naiive' Species, with an Mocount of Butterfl.^

BevelopmenU Sfntcture, HahiU, LoGaUiie.% Mode of

Capture and Preservation, <SfC. By W. S. Coleman.

1 2mo. Routledge.

Illustrated by the author in 16 really excellent plates

representing butterfiies, eggs, and caterpillars ; all for

one shilling. This forms no part of the title-page, but

we add it in justice to the author, who has produced

what w^ouTd have been one of the most useful of our

little books on Home Natural History, had he only

condescended to add a better index. Butterflies are

coming ; already the one whose caterpillars eat our

Cabbages has made its appearance, and we trust as

there are no Cabbages for her young to feed on, it is to

be hoped that she will remain for once in a state of

helpless celibacy. Schoolboys above all will he de-

lighted by Mr. Coleman*s little book, bub children of a

larger growth may study it to advantage. He
first describes what a butterfly is and how it is to be

known from a moth, and then passes to a little bio-

graphy which his readers will find as entertaining as a

tale of fiction, and mncli more worth reading. We are

there taught how a butterfly is formed, and all about

her eyes, and horns, and wings and legs, and toes, and

marvellous colours. Xeit in order come instructions

about the way of catching butterflies, and sticking

them, and killing them, and laying out their corpses so

as to look beautiiul, and keeping them from corruption.

At last we arrive at separate descriptions of the dif-

ferent sorts of butterfly. What more would a reader

have? And all this 'is well done—very well—as the

following extracts sufficiently prove.
" What Butterflies Tiever Zto.—Among the negative

attributes of butterflies, I may state positively, that no

butterfly whatever can either sting or bite in the least

degree ; and from their total harmlessness towards the

person of man, conjoined with their outward attrac-

tiveness, they merit and enjoy an exemption from those

feeline-s of dread and disgust that attach to many, or, 1

may say, to almost all other tribes of insects; even to

their equally harmless near relatives the larger moths.

At least, it has never been my misfortune to meet with

a person weak-minded enoughto be afraidofabutterfly,

though I have seen gome exhibit symptoms of the

greatest terror at the proximity of a large Hawk-moth,
and some of the thick-bodied common moths— * Match-

owlets,' the country folk call them."

"Advice to the Young Entomologist.—Don't waste

time in trying to puzztfe out the meaning, the xvby or

the wherefore, of butterflies' scientific names. Kow

the shell into the world, and makes his appearance in

the shape of a slender worm, exceedingly minute of

course, and bearing few of the distinctive marks of his

species, either as to shape or colouring. On finding

himself at liberty, in the midst of plentiful good cheer,

he at once falls vigorously to work at the great busine^

of his life—eating ; often making his first meal—oddly
enough—oflT the egg-shell, lately his cradle. This sin-

gular relish, or digestive pill, swallowed, he addresses

himself to the food that is to form the staple fare dur-

ing the whole of his caterpillar existence—viz., the

leaves of his food-plant, which at the same time is his

home-plant too. At this stage his growth is marvel-

lously rapid, and few creatures can equal him in the

capacity for doubling his weight—not even the starved

lodging-house ' slavey,' when she gets to her new
place, with carte blanche allowance and the key of thfe

pantry ; for, in the course of 24 hours, he will haVe

consumetl more tlian twice his own weight of food : and

with such persevering avidity does he ply his pleasant

t^k, tliat, as it is stated, a caterpillar in the course of

one month Ims increased nearly 10,000 times bis original

weight on leaving the egg ; and. to furnish this increase

of substance, has consumed the prodigious quantity Of

40,000 times his weight of food—truly, a ruinous rate

of living, only that green leaves are so cheap."
" What Butierjlies are good for.

—
"Utilitarians may,

perhaps, inci^uire the uses of butterflies—what they do,

make, or can be sold for j and T tnust confess that my
little favourites neither make anything to wear, Vrttfe

the silkworm, nor anything to eat, like the honey-bee,

nor are their bodies saleable by the ton, like tire

cochineal insects, and that, commercially speaking, they

are just worth nothing at all. excepting the ftw paltry

pence or shillings that the dealer gets for their littte

dried bodies occasionally; so they are of no more use

than poetry, painting, and music— than flowers, rain-

bows, and all such unbusiness-like things. In fact, I

liave nothing to say in the butterfly's favour, except

that it is a joy to the deep-minded and to the simple-

hearted, to the sage, and, still better, to the child

—

that it gives an earnest of a better world, not vaguely

and generally, as does every * thing of beauty,' btrt

with clearest aim and purpose, through one of the most

strikingly perfect and beautiful analogies that we can

find throughout that vast Creation, where

—

""*
All aiiimals are living hieroglyphs.*

The butterfly, tht-n, in its own progressive stages of

caterpillar, chrysalis, and perfect insect, is an emblem
of the human soul's progress through earthly life and

death to heavenly life."

w

logical name of the Krimstone Butterfly, means the
* Angle-winged (butterfly) of the Buckthorn,' and this

is very appropriate and descriptive ; but in general there

is no" more connection between the name and the

character of a butterfly, than there is between a ship's

tlie 'Furious,' 'the 'Coquette,' or the Trettyname
Jane,' as it may be—and the moral disposition or

j

personal appearance of the vessel that bears it. Don't
heavypurplish tips and dark disc. Mr. Shrimpton, gr. to waste money and encourage dishonesty, by giving the

A, J. Doxat, Esq., Putney Heath, contributed Cineraria ' absurdly large prices put upon British, or pretended

iVIartha, white tipped with rosy crimson, a pretty British specimens of butterflies, or other insects that

flower, but not so good as some possessing the same
colours already in cultivation. E. Saunders, Esq., of

Wimbledon Park, also sent several Cinerarias, among
which one named deeorata was a showy sort, but
O0M«e. Of Cinerarias, Messrs. Dobsou produced
^llasterpiece, white tipped with bright rosy crimson

;

and Beauty, white with rosy purple tips, both hand-
some varieties. From Mr. Bavidsou, gr. to R.
Eishc^, Esq., of Regent's Park, came Calceolaria
p«odnla, a seedling with leaves distinctly edged
with white; Rose Madame
handsome flowers of a light
Verdier, deep rose, large and full, came from Messrs.
Fraser. of Lea Bridge. Messrs. Ivery & Son, of
i)orking, exhibited Azalea tricolor, a good addition to
Btnped varieties

; Leviathan, a semi-double white, large
and showy

; and Carnation, a pretty sort, with variously
coloured flowers on the same plant. Mr. Todman sent
Azalea Ckphwu Hero, ligla purplish rose. From Mr.
rmmg, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., of Highgate,
carae Begonia Marshallii, one of the most
akowy of the variegated leaved sorts. Of Miscel-
^leous Plants some good collections were furnished by
Messrs Eraser and others. Among them were fine
examples of Medmilla magnifica, Cereus crenatus,
various Heaths. Boronias, and Eriostemons. Azaleas^me from^ Messrs. Praser, Turner, Todman, and Cross.
They consisted l^i the most port of finely bloomed
^nts of well-known varieties. Among fiue-foliaged
piwU were Ferns and a handsome CyanophvUum mag-
nificum Messrs. Cutbush sent a dozen of Hyacinths;«W Felargowums, Roses, and Auriculas came from

are rai'e in this country, though common on the

Continent ; when, for all purposes of science, or the

pleasure derived from their beauty, avowed Continental

specimens, at one-twentieth of the price, will do just as

well. In putting these into your cabinet, however,

always attach to the pin underneath the insect

a label, bearing some mark to denote the specimen's

foieign origin."
" What is a Sutterfig.—The usual notion of a

butterfly is of a gay fluttering thing, whose broad
Boll, a fine kind with painted wings are covered with a mealy stuff that

rose colour ; and Victor comes off with handling. This is all very well for a

general idea, but the characters that form it are

common to some other infieets besides butterflieSL

Moths and hawt-moths have mealy wings, and are

often gaily coloured too; whilst, on the other hand>

some butterflies lu-e as dusky and plain as possible.

Thus the crimson winged Tiger and Cinnabar inotl^ ^et

the names

Garden Memoranda*
Messes. E. G. Hendeeson aud So>^s, WELLixGxOiy

Road, St. Johx's Wood.—At this nursery, where tie

plant houses for the last i'ew months have been
beauteous and fragrant with Cyclamens of every shade,

between wbite and deep rose colour, a most gorgeous

sight may now be witnessed—a large plant of Clianthns

Dampierl being covered with its richly coloured

blossoms. This plant has generally proved shy-growing,

but here in a low span-shaped house, where the glass is

of the soil or nearly so,

prepared soil, it made free and
healthy growth during last summer and autumn, and
having been successfully watered is now develoj)-

ing its flowers in such profusion that on each
of its many branches several of the clustered racemes
of flowers are developed, the growth of last season

being so compact and short-jointed that the floweVs

literally cover the branches. The flowers arc at the

present time in a high state of perfection, and will w«ll

repay a visit.

We may add that the whole of the many glass houses

and pits at this es^blishmeut are heated on Weeks'
one-boiler system, and that during this and several

previous severe winters it has given perfect satisfactioii.

By its employment a saving is found to be eflected,

both in fuel and labour.

]yriscellaneOU5 •

Crgstal Balace Exhibitions.—Tiias^t we obseive, by a
schedule of prizes which has been sent us, are this year
reduced to one show, which is to take place on the 26th
of next month. Tlie regulations differ from those of

the meetings of last season, more particularly on the
following points:—llie distinction between amateurs
and iiuxserymeu lias been abolished. The regulation

confining an exhibitor of stove and greenhouse plants

to one class has been omiti:cd,and the same thing has been
followed in regard to OroLida and A/M\eas. 'Ihe rule

allowing only one prize lu a clase to he given to tlwB

Mune exhibitor, has aleo been strH<^fc out, and fclie whoJe

ofbutterfiiS and the Mestdow brown butterfly ' of the cliww* have apparently been revised. WJiether

IS as sure to be called amoth. So, as neither colouring i.or

mealv wings furnish us with the required dehnition,
j

weuiust find some concise combination of characters

that will answer the purpose. Butterflies, then are

insects with mealy wings, and whose Imrns (^^Hed

iantenn^O have a clubbed or thickened tip giving

them more or less resemblance to a drum-stick. So

thHiflerence in the sl^ape ot the autenn^ is tlie chief

outward mark of distinction between butterflies and

moths, the Litter haWng antenna o various shapes,

IhreadVike or featherlike, but never clubbed at th t.p.

« Caterpillar Habits and Extraordinary Grotcth.--

The juvenile caterpillar, or larva, gnaws his way through

these alteriitious ai*e iiuproveniente or not the forth-

coming show will soon prove. The jwrnmrrt iyfrnrmtfyr

ofl*ered in prizes is 531/. 7.?- 6d. The Nationja Ro«
show we notice is to take place at tlie l*alaee on

June 30; a ^'ationul Hollyhock Show on Airgustfi;

and an Annual Chrj santhemum Show on Kovember 16,

16, and 17.

Sale of Seeds of Chinese Vegetables.—The fo]\osMTi^

to which attention was directed in our Nuniber rf

April 7, were sold by auction the other ftey by

Mr. Stevens, viz.:—Tow cok (Dolichos sine ')-"]^

Kidney Bean, beaiing a pod about a yard long and

about the thickuess of a Kidney Bean. *
-"—

'
^A runner awd



the KidnT^- ^' "^^^il^ i" its greeu state likethe Kidney Bean. Seems well adapted for winter

tIT^^{ .^f^^"y P^k-tsae of Fortune) (Sinapis sp" -The celebrated White Cabbage of Shanghai and PekinGrmvn in bed. ^hich are laid out somewhat after thefashion of our Celery beds, but not so closelyplan ed Earthed up about the r^ts and

Siled .L'^'^'f
-"^ f'^ ^"'"^ •"^'>"^^- To he wellboiled and strained, and served on toast, withbutter sauce The stem is the most delicate portionCaichoy or Kichoy._A species of Mustard, with a broadCabbage.hke leat and a yellow flower, used as Lettuce.

Toon'rn,
''/"''• ^r-l""-^ '^^'' of Melon.Toong-qna.-A green Melon, used either raw. cooked, or.n soup. Woong.qua or Hoong-qua.-A species ofCucumber Smqua (Luifa of botanists).-! speciesof Cucumber or Melon used in soup. Should be

trained on a frame of sticks. Look tow.-A green Peawhen used it is first steeped in water for about fourdays until it sprouts and has a radicle about an inchongj It IS then boiled in soup. Bee i tow.-Something
between a Pea and a Kidney Bean, used in soup, &c.Pak tow.-A small species of Kidney Bean. Hoong tow.-Another allied to it. Toon si.-A small species
of Coriander used as salad. Sets of the above, of which
there were m all 73. fetched from 16s. to 21. 4*. per set.O^mnasUc -Bxerme*.-The blessing to Oxford men
of the great gymnasium there-the best in thekingdom. If not in Europe-is altogether inestimable.
It is a resource which has restored health to many aman too old to beg.n learning the sports of the undert
graduates. It has made the middle-aged man feel hisyouth renewed by giving l.im the full use of h smuscles agam-perhaps a fuller use than he ever had inhis life. One of the most striking evidences of Mr.McLaren s science and skill in physical training is the
benefit he renders to children, on the one hand, andelderly men on the other. Many boys at our pubHoschools are injured by the violent exercises to uhichthey are tempted there-the long and despernteninning especially. In the holidays fhey are takeTo
0.tford, and put under Mr. McLaren. \vl,o at oncediscovers the seat of the mischief, and soon and "n!falhbly redresses the balance of the muscular action

ch^t hr^r^Vi! °^H'' P"'"'«- H« -"ensures thechest, he detects the enfeebled muscle, and by gentleand appropriate exercises strengthens the weaVpart

pand», the back becomes straight, with the l.pn.lproperiyset on the top of it; there is a end of heneed of easy-chair and sofa after meals; noting comesamiss at dmner, and there is no inaige;cion to make itremembered afterwards. Once a JFeek
Paired toward, the Lurcher.-" Possessing manv ofthe elements of the sheep-dog, bat empLed fordifferent purposes the lurcher has fallen into groatZ

«oie persons. It is bred from the greyhound ind»hcep-dog, and is supposed to be most vahmble w en ts

rtouM bear so C » Z^ T" '"^'"^ "'"' "'« «'««

ofpoa&nd^'uitrsrp^farate;:r p""'''"

opportunity For tli .^^ fT"'' «' ^^^ ««'-Ji«st

without the helT of ?he L Th':^''"^ 'T
"""

p.^.ished tttXXTtTotu o" ?;;i
""^r *" \

THE GARDENERS' OMOKICLE A^D ACTTnFr.TflPAf. GAZETTE.
.•>l.ouid twmeM or specimens planted out in beds
?et infested, these should be cleaned with Gishurst
Componnd. or tliey should be syringed with
the following mixture, viz. :-i lb. of soft soap,
1 gallon of tobacco water, and 6 gallons rain
water, properly dissolving the soft soap in a portion of
the water. But as there is sorne uncertainty about the
strength of this mixture, and about its action on
different plants, it should not be used without first
making sure that it will not injure the foliage or young
shoots, and also that it is sufficiently stronS to destro?
the insects. The beauty of Azaleas and many other
hard-wooded plants, which are now the principal orna-
ments here will soon be fading, and every effort should
be used to be prepared to supply their places with others
in full flower.

L^mL 28, I860.

strongest first and going over the trees twA .,^
times at intervals of about a week ThJ m^

'"^^

checking the trees to the same extent a^ ""^J^f^budding 13 done all at once. Look carefully ovpr a •
^'

trees and destroy caterpiUar wherever it is fouL tl°*
IS sometimes very destructive to the folia^yp '^ °^'

the fruit when neglected but for a few da^s Ti
•
^'**

Calendar of Operationa.
(For the eiisuiHg week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT
CoirsEErATOBr, &c.- When this house contains ajnixed eollection „f p,a„f,, „,h;„, jj ge'cnUU Zsaphides are a„ially very troublesome, and it is alwav^desirable to avoid smoking here, for b;sides f^he expenseand ammy.nce, it ,s no pleasant job to fill a lar^rCm h tob,cco-smoke. Plants in ^>ts tha rejiife fu^Tgating may be removed to a closfroom or nut undtr »frame covered with calico or canvi rendered aS,?

appili tCt a^ioa; zz 'z^t:\ ^'^ .<=•?-?'>

the blossoms of tV.ng^ wS'lo n„/^ " °/ ""'"'"8
wUl be avoided. Srp^t"d Jk

"
r*'!!;?

f^^ig^'ion
examined, and immXte stei?t i

" "^

^'i
*^^^1"«"tly

are found to be in the le^t i„fcJ:^"°,
*« •=!?«" *"ch as

will .pread to an inc.„,TeV. ew ,1' ° f^f""',f
*^^ ^'^

iH^mg eradicated, without s^'^i^nrtW wt^ ^l^^

DEPARTMENT.
I^NEEIES.—In cases where a regular supply of fruit

13 required, we may repeat that it will be necessary
to examine the stock of plants, frequently marking
those considered the most likely for fruiting, so as to be
able to keep them rather dry at the root for a month or
so, w'hich will, in most instances, have the desired effect
of checkmg growth and throwing the plants into fruit.
Ihe only effectual method, however, of securing a supply
of fruit at any particular time is foresight in the
management of the stock, taking care to get the
growth well matured in sufficient time to allow of
affording the plants a short period of comparative
rest, which is the only certain means of inducing
them to fruit at any desired season. With plenty
of convenience this is easily enough managed, but
where the accommodation is limited, it is by far
the most difficult part of the culture of the Pine Andm cases where a regular supply of fruit has to be
turnished from limited accomodation, it is safer togrow the plants in pots, so as to secure perfect command
over the roots, and also to be able to move the plants
to a cooler pit or otherwise, as mav be neceWy.
Jamaicas and Cayennes are best for winter fruiting, and
the stock of these should receive every attention at this
season so as to induce them to make free growth, and a
portion of them should be shifted into their fruiting
pots as soon as possible. Use every means to afford
growing stock a moist atmosphere, which in the
present state of the weather is a work that requiresmuch attention, but must be done if the plants are tobe kept m a first-rate condition. Give air when
tavourable, but avoid cold draughts and use shading to
assist in keeping down the temperature without bein^
under the necessity of admitting cold drying air tcS

nny;^f^'J^^*~^^^'^^^^V'*=^*'
^^^ blooming, and indeed

until the berries are fairly set, a tolerably brisk tempe-
rature must be maintained, for a crop of these cannot
be depended upon from the most healthy Vines unle-^s
they can be afforded a sharp heat while^ in bloom and
setting their frmt. It will be better, however, in the

somplTf^'^r ^'tr''V*°.''.'^
*^^^^"^ the Muscat bunchessomewhat thin than to injure other varieties by main--

dnn"p"^««"'^^no'"^P,f^^""*^
*^^^^°' ''^^^'^ i« sometimes

done; 68 o, 70^ mu ^^ sufficient. Get the borders
prepared for plan mg out young Vines, and if these aresUrted into growth before planting do not keep them
too warm, or it wil be difficult to prevent their sustain-
ing a clieck after planting out.
CTTCX7MBEfi3.-Encourage those newly planted out

mIv '"'?!! ^^^™,f
^o^Pl^^re. so as to get them into

Li!lfpJir1'Jr'f'^,'.\P°f^^^' ^"^ plants that are*an ly established should be kept cooler, admitting airon every favourable opportunity, in order to secure
short-jointed fruitful wood.
FiG-HOtJSE.-Give air and water as before, but do notsyringe trees over head whose first crop is ripening offor use cold water,

t^^^^i^ uu,

STfiAwBEKHiES.-Give abundance of air on every

mnJ"H?.^^^M *^?^^ ^^^^ SHRUBBEniES.

wm h n i^^l'J
^^^^^ "° ^^^^ ^""^ nnpromising itwiU be well t^ defer planting until we experiencf aamded change. Meanwhile*" take every taJourableopportunity of exposing the plants to the open aL.^astc, get them well hardened off, and see that ever^

whl "f rY'l ''*^^'^°^" insects, and also haveZwhole of the stock nicely arranged, so that when plant-
in^-out has conimcnced everything may be in readiness.
Push forward late propagated stock, and endeavour tokeep the whole grown.g on slowly. It is a bad prac-

JrL ?, fT- ^^^'""^ "^^^'^ ^ «^«"^ J" small pots
exposed to bright sunshine and drying winds and butscantdy supplied with water until they get almost dried
"P. and this with the view of preparing them for
planting out. The plants should be exposed to the
weather as freely as circumstances will admit; but this
sliould oe done by degrees, and never to tiie extent of
browning the foliage and drying up the tissues, and
they should never be allowed to suffer for want of water
lor unless the plants are in good health when planted
out they require endless care afterwards if the beds are
to be covered in any reasonable time, and despite every
attention are long in getting into free growth. Take
advantage of showery days to give the Grass and gravel
a thorough rolling.

°

wn ^^^^^ FRUIT A^D KITCHEN' GARDEN
Where Peach and Nectarine trees are sufficiently

advanced proceed gradually with disbudding, bu,remove only a portion of the buds at once, selectfng th^

Marrows, &c., prepared for planting7utrMakp^oT^^.^^^
of Sweet Basil, Marjoram. Savory? &c., on a llht • "1?

warm border; also get early Celery nreoarpri !« \ "^^^

ing out. Attend to plants for succession crons tf'^^•

them at all times well supplied with water ^"^§^

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
Manure and dig all vacant ground fnr Ti

Sprouts, a little Broccoli. Winter Greens &c P^'f
few Lettuces under walls and in other sh'eltPrpH •? ^

tions. Sow Radishes and a little Spinach for succes ll^crops, and keep early Potatoes when up weKT .''

it wUl save them from frost. ^ ^ ^'^^^^^i

STATE OF THE WEATIIKR AT CHTcwtr^ir w^i«
For the Week ending April 26. ISfiyai'o^.^g^^gh;!^?^^^

April.
a<

Friday 20
Safur. 21

Suuday 22
Mon. 23
Tues. 24
Med. 25
Thurs. 26

Averafre.

.

2S

I
1
o

Ba&uubibb.

Max. I JUln.

^JrtKTAirT

Max.

¥
4
5

29.S84

29.riy
29.794

29.740
29.746
29.991

30.150

29.6'J5

29.721
29.623
29.689
29.872
a0.099

2«.S47 I 29.781

49
50
49
62
40
55
55

50.0

MiD.

26
21
26
32
36
37
31

Mean

29.5

37.0
35.6

37.0
42.0

38.0
46.0
43.0

39.8

1 foot
deep.

46
46

46
46
46

47

46.1

2 feet

deep.

~«r
45

44*

45
45

45*
46

45.3

Wind

N.
N.
W.
S.W.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.

B

007

0,16

0.26

0.00

0.00

0.51
April 20—Clear and cold; fine; clear-, frosty.~ ™~^^^*'' ^",^ ^^^ cold; showery

; sharp frost at nieht.~
H~j!"°*^y' cloudy; coUUhmvers; very clear at night -froitr- as-Vine; ram; cloudy ; coldBhowera. * '

^"'
- 24-Eain.|^ aleet

;
broad flakes of snow 12-1 p.m.; overcast ; cold

- 25-Cloudy 'and^ cold; ioTV white clouds and clear latervals;

- S^Overc^t^and cold; low du.ky white clouds; clear; larse

Mean temperature of the week, 8i deg. be o* the averate

.
RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICXPurmg the last 34 years, for the eosuinK Week, endinjf M% 5, I860.

Prevailing ffiBdr~

April
and May.

Sunday 29..
MoQ. 30
Tues. 1..

« ed. 2.

.

Thurs. 3..
Friday 4.

.

Satur. 5 .

*.5S

- 1 «-M ,

^" *^S
0; b£ ^

I

Oj S V

60.9

61.2

60.9

62.2
61.4

61.S

i"
H

3S.5
40.3

39.9

39.4

40.3

3a.3
I 39.0

49-7
50.8

50.4

50.3
50.9

50.

1

511.5

of Rain.
wliirh it

Rained.

12
14

12
12

16
It

IS

0.75 in.
O^L
0.26

0.72
0.68
0.70
1.26

loT?**'^''''^*^'
temperature during the above period occurred on the 4tii,

18AJ—therm. 81 deg.; and the lowest on the 2d, 1855~ihenn,2wd(y.

Notices to Correspondents*
•»• The Board of Works have directed that in future the Street in wWch

our Office is situated shall be called H ellington Street, and that the
dumber of our Office shall be 41. CorrespondenIs are therefore
requested to address all letters, wliether to Editor or PubUaher,
41, \% elhiigton Street, Coveot GardcD, London, W.C.

Books: J B. In order to "learn Botany" begin at the begin-
ning, just as when you learn to read you begin by the alpha-
bet and then go to spelling. The book you have had recom-
mended will not do. You should make yourself master of

Lmdley'a School Botany and Descriptive Botany.—H W.
We should recommend you to proctire Asa Grav'a "How
Plants Grow," an admirable work, to be had of the" American
booksellers in London. The small edition of the work you
mention might accompany it; but the large one with
coloured plates is generally so badly coloured as to be quite
spoiled. The uncoloured edition would be better. There is

little difiereijce in the means possessed by the great London
nurserymen for executing orders. We cannot, with any kind
of fairness, name one in preference to another.

Cucumbers : i2 /f. We chink there can be no doubt that your
fruit has been chilled by the late bleak weather. There is

uothinff in the appearance of fhe fruit to raise a suspicion of

any other cause, and the treatment by your gardener seems
to have been perfectly right.

Grapes: W

C

£. Your berries ai-e attacked by rust, not

mildew, and rust is caused by some injury sustained by
the skin of the berry when very young. The usual cauSe ia

cold acting upon the surface at that time. Are you sure that

no indraughts of air at a low temperature have taken place

during this very bleak spring?
Mowing Machines : G E. We cannot answer inquiries m any
other way than in these columns. And we make it a rule
not to recommend privately one person rather than another.

Mycology : J A W. The work of Fries is entitled Epicrisis

Systematis Mycologici. It is unfortunately very scarce, but
may possibly be procured through some loreign bookseller in
London. A microscope for vour pur^wse ought to have two
object glasses, a § and a \. The pnce depends entirely upon
the apparatus you require, and Ciin best be ascertained by
peisonal application at some first-rate optician's. Do not buy

w^nrthless jJ^J.'^T'^^'^
instruments. They are generally

^t?^
OF^Pi-ANTS

; EnqvArer. Gagea sylvatica.-l*!^ry. Eebe-

^^nt mirVr'- G,^^i^ta rhodopnc^a; avery^moa
St H^rio ^ ^S^f P^^"* "'** indigenous we think at
Bt Helena

,
viz Pelargonium pictum?-^ S W. Kennedya

mb.c,u.da.-Jo«:«io7«. There is a pu^pirL^lia purpuraU
called aurorea. but we never saw it. ^As to ASridei Lindley-

inli;^*..'^^f ^S^«
"othing to add to what is st-^ted in the

Journal of the Linnean Society : "one of the finest of the

^.inltnrS^ T^ Y'^^ ^^^^^^ **^a° 'n either A crispum or
falcatum, and in larger more branching panicles. In front

tnhl^ifcP^T^ '?*'' '^^ spur stands a pair of large curved
tubercles whicji have not been observed in A. crisputn.'
Fermit us to add that Aerides should neither be spelt Brides
nor .^ndes.—iZ D. A. Doodia, a^injr Woodwardia caudata;
iJ. Asplemum marinnm • n t„c.*^„ ^..;.,«,..,T,^,t(.i-is! D.
Davallia penta]
Pteris serrulata , .

difolia; 5, Do(^ia, „..^ „»ouwaraia rneui;* , «, ^'
uncinata.—^ if. Lithospermum purpuru-coeruleum
Penthtndi.i miniata

Silkworms:/ A N. These would certainly thrive in the
iwrts of ^ew Zealand at present colonised. You should
obtain t le grame or eggs from the Italian magnaneries. Th*

^1 f^"i!?!^Jf i*'?.
^^ ^ ^f"^*""^ philippiuenais;

"

Takks- a .u. i.iKJic week ; it requi
wiU"

iJ. Asplemum mannum
; C. Lastrea quinquangularis; D.

pentaphylla.—O B. 1, Blechuura occidentale; %
fragTi

MuiDerry IS said to be Mnrus philippiuenais; but
thrive on any other variety of Morus alba.
: SB. Next week: it requires some consideration.
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES
MANUFACTFEEB BY THE

PATENT MANURE COMPANY
CONSISTING OF TENANT FARMERS, OCCUPYING UPWARDS OF 30,000 OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.
ABEL SMITH, J"n Esq^ M.P . Walton House Ware, Herts. I EgWARD BALL, Esq., M.P., 8. Belgraye Road, Pimlico.
CHARLES DIMSDALE, ^^^^^^^^^tf^^^^^^^^^^'^^ -, I

GENERAL HALL, Weston ColviUe, Linton, CumLridge.JOHN BRADY, Esq., M.P., Warwick Tcnnce, Eelgrave Square, S.W-
DIRECTORS.

Chairman.- JO'SAS WEBB, Esq., Babroham, Cambridgeshire.
2)epuly Chairman.^JOHN COLLINS, Esq.. Myddelton Square. Pentonville EC

EDWARD BELL, Esq., TottenhnTO Widdk-sex, N. ROBERT EEEBS. Esq., WestLeibam; Norfolk
JOHN CLAYDEN. Esq., Littlebury, Essex

525P'^ MORGAN. Esq.. 72, Canidt-n Villas, Camden Town
RICHARD BUNT. Esq., Stanstead Abbot Herts GEORGE SAVILL, E-^q.? Ingthmpe, nearStamfoiS
THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N. WILLIAM COLLINS, Lq., 105, 8^ John's StVeet Road, E.C.

5a7iWr«.-Messrs. BARNETT, HOARB, 4 Co., Lonibard St., E.C. Auditor.~J. CARTER JONAS. Esq Cambridtre

'

^aci;o.-«.-Mesars- KINGSFORD & DORMAN, 23, Essex i^^'«(>^er.-Mr. JAMES OHASIS^
Street, Strand, >VX^ Secretary.—Mr. C. T. MACADAm!

€mees: 109, Fenchurch Street, London, EC, Manufactory: Pla istow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures with every confidence to the attention of their brother farmers ; and the fact that
they and the Shareholders farm U])ward8 of 30.000 acies of lynd. cannot fail to afiord a guarantee and protection to consumers

The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they
contain not only render them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a
BEALTHY, SOUND, and HEAVY CROP. ^

PEICES.-Blood Manure for Com, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Roots, £6 10s.
Delivered to any Hailway or Wharf in London,

.^5 security to the Turchaser every hag contains 2 cwt., is marJced ** ODAMS'S PATEKT
MANTJEE," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUIERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an unusually large per centage of SoluLle PhospLate of Lime, and is, therefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Eoot Crops,

ANALYSES.

5L00D

SHAWNS TIFFAKY. a light, cheap, and durable
material for Bhading Consen-atories and other Hothouses,

effectually securing Plants from the scorching rays of the sun,
without obscuring the light ; also the best protector of Fruit
and Seeds from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of WaU Trees
from Spring Frosts.

Sold in Pieces. Per piece.—*, d.
No. 1.—20 yards long, by 38 inches wide .. . . .,50
No. 1.—20 yards long, by 38 inches Tvidc, the same mate-

rial, manulactured with a Patent Mineral Solu-
tion to prevent it from rotting . . . . ..60

Ko. 3.—(Double strength) 18 yards long, by 39 inches wide 7 6
No. 4.—(Treble strength) 18 yards long, by 39 inches wide . 9
As a Shading ujaterial, No. 1 Tiffany is unequalled either in

regard to price or the use and beauty of the article, for when
drawn over the glass ruof of a Conservatory, or stretched per-
manently on the inside, the effect is, as Professor Lindley
remarks, '* that of a white cloud reflected on the glass, and
does no more than diffuse light, without obstructing it."
Tu protecting the bloom ot Wall Trees, if the situation be ex-

!

posed, Nos. 3 and 4 are recommended, but where only a alight
protection is required. No. 1 will be sufficient. *

_
Manufacturers and Dealers in every description of Mats, Net-

ting, Canvas, and all such like materials for Garden purposes.
A liberal allowance to the Trade on taking 10 or more Pieces.
Cadtion.— See that every piece is marked "Shaw's Tiffany,

Manthester."
Address, John Shaw & Co.. 40, Princess Street, Manchester.

WEST OF EliJGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
AGENCY roRGREF.N'S PATENT "8ILENSMESSOR"

AM) OTHER MOWING MACHINES.—Bromhead & Son's Iron-
mongery Warehouses, 6, North Street, Bristol, where tho
Machines can be seen and their working exp'ained.

'^1 HE AGRICULTURAL E^G1NEERS' COM-
-l PANY (LIMITED), Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
London, E,C-, held in stock the* following GOODS suited to the
season ;—Steam Engines, Horse Powers, Ploughs, Drilla,

Clodcrushers, Carts, Waggon^ Pumps, &c. PRICE LISTS can
be had post free on application.

L
FARM BUILDINGS.

Moisture

4)rp:anic JIatter, SaltaofAmmonia,&c
Sand, Ac. ..

Biph&sphato of Lime
E^UAL TO Neutral Soluble )

Phosphate /
Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated Sulphate of Lime .

.

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates .

.

Mr. J, T. Way,
London.

13.19
2.28
3.82

16.77

26.18

4.69
58.53
0.72

100. on I

Dr. Anderson,
Glasgow.

10.86
7.82

3.18

25.63.

24.39

9.01
52.25
1.25

100.00

I>r. Hodgea,
Belfast

Dr. Voelcker,
Cirencester.

21.50
3.3S
3.44

14.38

22.50

5.77
49.80
1.73

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

9.49
39.40
2.45

Dr. Macadam,
Edinburgh.

100.00
Mr. WxYnports :

—"It contains fully as much soluble phos-
phate as the first-class articles of the same description in the
rnarktt, and roucb, more than the average."

Dr. VoELCKKRsaya:—"Ihave much pleasure in enclosing a
rnpyof your super-phospliatc, which, though apparently re-
cently made, la neverthelesa rich in soluble phosphate, and v.n-
*Htest%onably a raUable manure."

Dr. ANnFRsoN reports :-•' This ia an excellent super-phos-
l^iate. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be worth about
8(. og. per ton.

100.00

14.56

7.63

3.87
16.91

26.48

11.84
40.83
4.36

Dr. Cameron,
Dublin.

100.00

16.20

4.17
5.28

16.48

26.20

6.14

50.33
1.40

100.00

r.^J'
*^^^^»fM^ays:-- The above is a first-class super-phos-

phate, and at present rates is worth to the farmer 81. 2s perton, when purchased in quantities under 30 tons, and 7/. 10*m quantities of 30 tons and upwards "

Dr. Hodges states that-" It may be regr.rJed as a goodspecimen of super-phosphate of lime." His calculation of itsvalue 18 71. 13«. per ton.
Dr. Cameron reports :—" The above figures prove this super-

phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but
that Its application will be attended with the most satisfactory
results. It would be good value at 7/. per ton."

£r€ry Bay contains 2 cwt., is marJced '* ODAMS'S SVF:EIiTSOSlSAT:E OF ZIME" and is
guaranteed to yield 20 to 25 per cent, of SolnhJe Pho.spTiaie of Lime.

PRICES.-Superphosphate of lime, £5 10s. relivered to any Railway or Wharf in Lrndon.

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Maimfacturers
tZ' l"^°^^^™e°^aged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
Sy Obtain every necessary instruction for their economicalTO efficient nreparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
?S fniicipal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
jCTnmgton, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
pcates of Lime, CoproUtes, &c.. and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
wier Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
"tQtiemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
jwuysesand Assaying, willfind amplefacility andaccommoda-
^2g_g^ the Coliepe.

n^HK LOAUON iMANURE COMPANY
.*** (ESTABLlSHEn 1840),
Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED

MANURES :—
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
JWbfcOLVED BONES.
U)NCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
rr;2£^,*'^^"U^E FOH CORN >ND ROOTS.
^-UKN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

^^ would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

^J^»
as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root

tViolnM^"'
*t?icb they guarantee every portion, both of

ihn,B™ ^** maoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

I-AWKS'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE ' *,

,

,

"
l.7Nl«/Ar^^^'^ -"«i^awes^ barley manure ^

» mangfl manure
grass manure ..

TOTTENHAM SEWAGE MANUEE.-For toi-
dressmg "Wheat and Gras.s, also for manuring Mangels and

Turnii.s, use the above highly concentrated Manure Price
3f.lo«.perton.—Particulars and testimonials ofMr J L Evans
C.E., Sewage Manure Works, Tottenham, N. '

'
'

Agents reqtiTred. A very liberal commission allowed.

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &.c. for the erection ofFarm Houses,
Farm Biuldings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown
Agents and sanctioned by the luclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.
No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
The Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street. London. S.W.

CCOLLEGE OF AGlUCLLTUliE and CHEMISTRY,
J AND or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kensington. London, S.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsotAgiicuIture,
Engineeiing, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military S»ervi«€S, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays •f every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. 1 he terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

CANTERBURY MEETING, I86 0.

ENTRIES for IMPLEMENTS, FIELD GATES, HOPS, and
WOOL roust be made on or before MAY 1.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK must be made on or before
JUNE 1.

*^^* All Entries received in each case after those respective
dates will, without any exception, be disquaHfied, and returned
to the senders.
Prize Sheets and Forms of Entry may be had on application

at the Offices of the Society, 12, Hant'ver Square, London, ff".

H. Hall Dape, Secretary.

R

M ESTABLISHED 18 12.

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quiUTty a"nd"iirrged'S
the lowest possible price, viz. :—

+

SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1860.

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto
GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
KOHL RABI do.

Also

8
8

C
6
5

PoinS 5*»^"«8 can be obtained of Mr. Lawfo ^^ v

1? VcSJv"^"^.'*' "^* of carriage.
- t^ w!.,^i^^«'«^^f ^.^y,^^^^ sampled from a bulk of

Factories, and their'f^'rt with

^"^^^ SulnhatiTr T
^"-*;t:i rrom Messrs. Gibbs; Nitra

^^ h.S;^^V:J'k?}^}^%^^t?^' London Bildge. E.(

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto
BARLEY ditto ^,,„

^?^VJ'^^^ GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
or LIME, Ac., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor fc Rtlakd. Biimingbam and Chester.IRELAND.

TOSErH BERRY a>d SOKS, Seed Meechahts.
fj Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and AgenU for theWestern Counties, SUP> EIHO^PHATE OF LIME, and otherManures.— 8. Arran Quay. Dublin.

URNAm), LACK, a>d CO.> CONCENTRATFD
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.

CbNCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to
the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results roust

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof ot the very
high agricultural and conimercial value which characterises
your concentrated superj bosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Cbt mists to the'Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials.

Prices, Ac, may be bad on application to Burnard, Lack,
Ar Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORKS.

BURGESS AUDREY, 95, Newgate St., E.C., London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society: it has obtained the First Prize eriven by the Society

at every Meetiiig since 1850. Messrs. BoncEsa & Key, K5,

Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recmomendit as the most per-

fect Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

MEETINGS rOK THE FOI.LOTVTNG WEEK
Wedmesrat, May 2—Akti. Society of Englaiiil Noon.

Mr. Caibd has very opportuDely called atten-
tion in the Times to our gr^at present need in the
couEtry, and to the only means which remain to
us of its early supply. The followirg is his letter :

—

"The unusual lateness of the season, and the
extraordinary dearth of roots and fodder, especially
in the iNorth and West, and in Ireland, are driving
stock fanners to their wits'-ertd for the mainte-
nance of sheep, cattle, and dairy stock. The cost
to which they have been put for purchased food
and corn is quite unprecedented, and the quantity
of corn thus consumed will undoubtedly enhance
the price of bread, while the reduced condition of

all kinds of live stock will limit the supply of meat,
butter and cheese. An early spring would have
been invaluable, but that hope is lost.

**Tke first remedy we can look, for is early

Grass, and it may be useful at present to remind
farmers that all young Grass or 'seeds,' and
20ud meadow, may not only be greatly incieased

in produce, but forwarded a lortuignt or three

weeks by the application of certain portable

manures. The most sure in its acti' n, either in

dry or wet weather, and probably also the most
lapid, is nitrate of soda, I have been buying it at

Liverpool at 13s. Qd. a cwt,, and thall use it

pretty largely at the rate of 2 cwt. an acre, Ko
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outlay can pay better, and at this price it is

undoubtedly the cheapest manure in the market.
** The addition of 1 cwt. of Peruviiui guano or

2cwt. of the beet superphosphate of lime will

materially increase the producf, and cannot fail

have tried it. Mr. Ytjle, of Bagnalstown, in a

communication addressed to a contemporay, says

—

" It rotated beautifully, brining all weeda and dirt to the

surface, and leaviug all behiud as it rotates, v.-hich prevents

any possibility of the teeth getting clogged, or choking the

harrow iu its operations, and saves a great amount of time.

. ,
"^ ,. .1- _„„„ ^;fV,..r. i'^^ arn^^ or trouble, and annoyance in cleaning the teeth, which is a great

to be remunerative this year, either lor_lriabS or - /, ,. . ^^-^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^,^ at sowing

corn. No time should be lost in applying the

manure, and damp weather is peculiarly favour-

able to the success of the last-named substances.

'*If in ordinary times it is good to make two

blades of Grass grow where one grew before, that

result will this season be doubly useful and

important."
^o this advice, based upon the facts that

soluble manures are of course the quiclcest in

their influence on growth, and that nitrogenous

manures are found especially to stioudate ttiat

succulent growth on which we now depend for

early cattle food, we add, that in order to the

immediate action of the nitrate on the Rye, or

Grass, or Yetches. to which it is applied, it will

Toe found advantageous to apply it already dissolred

bv means of the water drill.

and 15, at the head of the sampleToF^^jTM
Cow Grass, and Dutch Clover ; aa eonsiderinlJ'lu'
nature of these seeds and their minutenesf i
weeds here tabulated are reduced almost S !i'

smallest possible quantities. These samples
obtained from a respectable seedsman, anda^^^^
evidence of a striking kind—especially Tvheu'^^
pared with the oilier samplea--of vhat mav t"
«^nnf towards ffettinsr eleanpr fU^r^- _ J ^^done towards getting cleaner Clover

consideration in a damp, dirty field or -wet season at sowing
gyj^J^Qce of a striking kind

time. It was drawn by two ordinary farm horses -with case, .
o

notwithstanding the field was lately ploughed inches deep for

green crops. There is still another great improvement iu this

harrow, viz., the fticility and ease with which the horses can

turn into their work at the headlands, as they don't require to

turn tbe barrow round, the handles turning on the pivot uu

which the harrow revolves when working. By this improve-

ment the traces, draught bars, ic, are prevented from

getting tangled together, as is often the case with the other

harrows when turning at headlands."

market thsn we have yet been accustomed
seeds

to

to. Of
course such samples ought to command a hiffli

'

price—taking for granted that the true seedifjdl
is equally good—than these respectively below tt^

above numbers: and it is plain that the agrieul

tnrist ought in his own interest to be 4le ti

distinguish and separate the weeds in choosimj M,

I

Theue was no competition in the Impleme^^t

Depaktment of the late Show of the Royal Dub-
lin Society. This was the first national agricul-

tural Society which abandoned the prize system.

"We have so frequently discussed '* both sides "of
this system, that it may seem superfluous to open

the discussion again. Its opponents have fortified

their position by cogent reasoning. The late

trial of ploughs at Strathord has afibrded them
another link in their chain of evidence. Many, no

doubt, will interpret the result of that meeting

otherwise. An argument in favour of prizes

may even be founded upon it. Now, without

eiiteHng upon the disputed point at present, it

appears to us that the Agricultural Committee of

'the Royal Dublin Society could n6t more ad-

vantageously employ itself than in instituting

a few careful trials of ferai implements. If, e. //.,

we consider the mass of ploughs used in Ireland we
shall find ample evidence of the defective state of

agricultural mechanism in that country. We can
conceive no more effectual way of correcting this

defect than in presenting to Irishfarraers by means
of the dynamometer the wast
which these implements entail. Generally speak-

ing, Irish farlners have paid little attention to this

ttatter; And it becomes the bounden duty of the

leading agricultural societies, and especially the

two national ones, to come to their assistance. It

is their legitimate business as it is their bounden
. duty.

Many amateur agriculturists and tenant farmers
whom we met at the late show regretted exceedingly
that no opportunity was afforded them of seeing at

work those implements which were to them new.
"We may instance, for illustration, Messrs.
Horusby's "Warwick prize plough, and Mr.
Seios's novel rotatory harrow,
plough is now a notorious implement,
whose merits have been much canvassed by
ploughites. It is, as our readers are aware, a
beautifully finished and admirably constructed
piece of mechanism ; the general shape may be
traced to the ploughs of other firms, from which it

difiers chiefiy in its convex mould-board. Irish
farmers were naturally enough desirous to know
bow the implement would work on Irish soil, and
in the hands of Irish ploughmen. And so it is,

again, with the rotatory harrow, which is a still

more recent invention than Hornsbx's plough.
The harrow exhibited on this occasion by Mr.
Skto-s—intended for two horses, price 4/.—couaists
of nine (wooden) bars, which, form as many radii
of the circle of the harrow, and in which the teeth
are fixed in three concentric rows or circles.
Attached to the harrow from its centre is a friune
with its pair of handles (analoo^ous to those of an
ordinary plojjgh), and a beam or bar to which the
draught can be yoked. The harrow can revolve
on the central pivot independently of the

If the implement possessed no other
parts than those just described, it is quite
evident that on being dragged forward it
would not rotate. How then, is the rotatory
motion communicated to it? Simply in this way.
A friction roller is connected with the handle-
frame, and that roller is made to press, by means of
the handles, on one of the circles connecting the
haw (radii) 7wt in the line of draught, but on
one side of the man who stands between the
han<Ues (or 90" from the point of attachment of
the draught chain) ; and no sooner is the im[de-
mnt pulled forward than the harrow rotates.
We have not seen the harrow at work ; but its
execution la very highly spoken of by those who

At present the rotatory harrow is by no means

highly finished; but if it works well, it will no

doubt receive more attention.

To recur again to the subject of trials, is it not

quite evident^ that it were very desirable that the

D ublin Society should on this occasion h ave

instituted a trial of Mr. SetOxN's harrow? It
^^,,^,^ ^^^ _^_^ ^ „^^^ uoi oe con

would, for instance, have been very interesting^ to gidered too much for seed that has been carefullv
ascertain how far the draught is lessened or in- g-j-own and well cleaned.

Indeed care in growth is all important,

seed stock. If he concludes, as we have loa^- done'

that dirty seed is usually dear at any price whSe
clean seed is a matter of the utmost' iraportanet

he will hesitate to buy impure seed at any price'

while any reasonable demand will not be '

creased by the rotatory movement, in comparison

with other harrows of equal execution—a point on

which some of those who visited his stand seemed

to difier with Mr. Seton.

as if

Althotjgii our readers have been so often and so

long directed to the consideration of the diutt

SEED QTJESTIOIT, that is no reason for discontinuing

the subject. And like the good parson who was

interrogated respecting the preaching of the san^e

sermon Sunday after Sunday, we deem it right to

dwell upon the same text until we see that our

discourse has produced some decidedly good effects;

and we would it were possible to work a complete

reformation.

-Let ns now lay before our readers in a more

connected form than we have hitherto done the

results of some of our analyses and investigations

into feeeds of the four following groups, namely

:

clean seed be demanded, it will be more profit-

able to grow than to clean it afterwards, so that froa

all these considerations we conclude that watcbful-

ness on the part of the farmer would soon briug

about a most salutary reform in the seed market.

Now if we just glance at the kinds of weeds we

usually find in Clover, we shall see that tkey are

of those that may produce from one to three crops

of seed before the Cloter crop is developed; thas,let

any one look to patches of Creeping Crowfoot with

its useless green and gold flowers ; of Creeping

Buckwheat with i'ts wiry arms that have kiM

!

yards of Clover, as witness the bare patches of

winter; and then again see the perennial green

mat of the Chickweed. AYe have this wetk )m.

in a field of Clover sown with last year's Earlej,

more than half of which is weeds, and we happen

to know that they are mostly the result of mt ^~ --
^^ -Y v. *Ti VO Know LUai um\ aie musLiy luc iccuu ui »ua.i

Clovers, Common Rye-grass^ Italian Eye-gra^ss^,
the farmer has himself sown. Surely such company

__. J ^r.^j_ „ .„ *-. ,. -,«„
,^ enough of itself to make the Clover sick! And

yet some sturdy stocky plants seemed to lookw

and Meadow Grass Seeds. The results are placed

in tabular forms, and it will be seen that our

computation of the amount of admixtures of the
;
;[^^-|~^j^-g ^^ might have done well if it only

seeds of plants other than that ot the crop named
j

i i ? j ^g^-^. ^\q^^ a" *.„™«,.^^ +i./. fm.rfh ^iVuinn

^ ' ^ The calculations have ^c *i,;- *„ui„ „^ J
^,._ .

_, -g ^ade up for bushels.
the dynamometer the waste of motive power

, ^^^^ derived from an examination both of bulk
and of small market samples, and it may be stated

,
that in some instances three distinct samples of the

same seed have been subjected to examination, in

which case the mean has been given, 01 course

.greater or less differencee in the number of mixed
seeds are observable in difierent samples of the

same bulk, so that it is next to impossible to be
absolutely correct. At the same time it may be

repeated that the error is more likely to be

one of omission than of addition, as the seeds

of many grievous weeds are so small that the

best eye and glass will often lose sight of in-

=- ' _"" — dividual seeds; besides which the seeds men-
Xhe MoRjS^SEr-

j^i^Qed as inteflopers are those only which do
imnlement.

j^^^. belong to the same species as the crop. The
adulteration arising from b^d sorts or old worn-out
and useless seed,it would be impossible to calculate.

We now present
Table I.

—

Anohfses of Clover Seeds, &c.

we would especially caiiafft'niTOTi to

I
j'^'J

sample 22, genuine Alsike Clover,|
^.^^

As reirards the fourth division

of this table

the label of ^-. .. _, ^-

and this from a respectable house. "V*»'e can o'niy,

conclude from this label that the seed had m

been subject to admixture since ita impottatu

or that the seedsman was not well skilled m
calling, for surely the ever-ready adjective, how-

ever conventional, would otherwise hardly be ^

used by respectable men.

The quantity of Plantain amongst the wn

comiculatus must have been by design, as it*

separation from so small a -seed must hare mm

ensured by proper treatment. ..;,«
The quantity of False Burnet in Samfoinis*

important a sut.ject that we shall direct att«DBOD

to it at a future period. Reference to ouranai!^

of Rye-grass seeds must also be postpocea iw

a week. Let us add that in any future paroe^ o

seed sent for our examination, corresponttenu

should name their seedsman.

No.

1

2
3

4
5
6
7

Copy of Label.
Weeds in a

bushel.

i

Red Clover
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Bemarks.

* *

Red Cow-Grass Clover

frame.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

White Dutch Clover .

.

2,580
66.560

140,880
245,760
SOT,200

1,085,4*0
2,524,160

2,560
40,960
162,400
807,200
409,600
768,000
778,240

"W^e have received from Dr. *^^^^^^^'
jj

: Eothamsted, unfurtuuately too late for aPP'^^Tp.t,

^ Weeds mostly con- i
this week's impression, a further stateruen ^^

' ""' analyses corroborating the results he had puoi •

in the Agricultural Gazette of March J/.
^,

Gilbert's paper will be given nest week ,^.
braces the results of no fewer than nine a^^^^.,

'
singularly agreeing in the conclusioa toj

^-^^^
^

'

was led by his first examination ^sJ^ Llus^
character of Dates as cattle food—ffhicti cou

^.^^

was not borne out by the analyses in i"*^

BistingofPlantago
, lanceolata, Ran-
r unculus repeus,
I and Polygonum,

I
and others.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto

* t

Genuine Imported
Alsike Clover

Trifolium hybridum .

.

Milled Hop CIoyct

25 Lotus comiculatxis

40,960
256.000

1,024,000

1,290.340

l,S4a,200
4,505, aoo
7,6S0,0O0

As above, -witli

\ Sherardia arveu-
sis. &e.

26
27

Egyptian Clover
Tnfolium iucarnatum

i.

1'

loinft

I
1,556,430

868, 640
25, 600

I79»S«0

358,400
245,760

276,720

J

cester laborat

on

ory published last week.
^

In another page ^viU be found into^^,

the value of agricultural labour w ^
Sherardia, steUariii, parts of the countrv, which, though "^f"^'

, T^\n^^^^;. ;

inquiry made a month or two ago xnay b^-
' as true of the present time—for our q^^'^^,^#

lated generally to summer 3°^,^. tfaV
spectively, and not to the actual date.

^j^
wishes to compare these figures witn ^^^
ponding figures of a period exactly ^"^ -> '

they will find the latter in o"f_„^:;7:;'the<^

sitfe 09 Chaiiio^

miles.

J

i' The label is by a

J
respectable Lon-

( don seedsmiin.

A very good s.imple,

C
Mostly Plantain,

-j here quite inex-
i cusable.

The weeds consist
for the moat part
of Faise Burnet.

imp^e^swfl^

April 27, 1850. tV comVarison k^^^

elusion that labourers are better off eo^

iMPLEm:>'T sno\v at »^'^^, -^^

A LENGTHEJTTD and detailed ftccon

meuts exhibited would be quite »»iperfloo"*
1»

In offering a few remarks upon this table, we which liave been made acqnainted

would first direct especial attention to iN'os, 1, 8, ; the agricultural implement trade as

.4.^ ^vJth the V^^^ZLtX

toted
sV*
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t

English Agricultural Society's Shows, carted off, we gave it one good deep ploughing (naiug i them do better on any foed the farm produces. Any
enough to say that on the whole it may

° hp the most se^

A fair amount of

the Eoyal

h said to he the' most select collection which

we iiave seen in Ireland. ' ,"'

improvement has been effected m the style and

ffenenil character of Irish-made implements and

uiachmos. In addition to the Dublin makers, we

have noticed Mr. Shackleton, from Dundalk, with a

varied and valuable assortment; Messrs. Ritchie, af

Ardre, with their admirable drilling ploughs, &c. ; and

Messrs. Musgrave, of Belfast, whose beautifully finished

suite of stable fittings and other useful and ornamental

articles reflect infinite credit on their establishment.

The English houses have also been fully and most

creditably"represented. Messrs. Hornsby, in addition

to the Warwick prize plough, exhibited a steam-engine

of their best construction, and the well-known winnowing

and cleaning machine, &c. Messrs. Howard, of Bedford,

not only exhibited themselves their celebrated

ploughs, harrows, &c., but were represented by

a great mimy Irish manufacturers. Messrs. Clayton &
Shuttleworth showed one of their unique portable

engines, &c. Messrs. Garrett & Sons, of Suxmundham,
who have found much favour in Ireland, exhibited as

usual several of their admirable machines. Messrs.

Richmond & Chandler sent over their chaff-cutters and

a variety of other machines of merit.

As artificial manures and artificial cattle foods form

a prominent part of cattle shows now-a-days, we must
3ay a word or two on those offered to the notice of

Irish farmers on the occasion of the late cattle show.
Mr. Lawes was of course represented, and so were
many Irish manufacturers. Messrs. Goulding, of Cork,
charge lOZ. a ton for their special manures. We believe
these manures are honestly compounded. AVe have no
knowledge of the peculiar formula in accordance with
which they are prepared; nor have we any great faith

in the special manures recommended in many works on
agricultural chemistry. It is quite true that Mr. Lawes
has shown that the manures best adapted for the
several families of crops differ somewhat; and so far
manures may be somewhat special in their character,
and so far only, it is to be hoped, do such men as the
Messrs. Goulding go in the maiiufiicture of special
mannres for the several crops.

Provided the farmer gets the several constibuents at
the lowest price, the higher priced tlie manure is the
hetter for him, as he saves the carriage of tlie large
jUiiutity of useless materials that necessarily exist in
low-priced manm-es. With reference to aitificial cattle
foods, we notice a tendency to diminish the price, and
when it ia reduced still further by 50 per cent.
iigriculturists, as a bod}', may think seriously of using
thtiii. The names of the principal foods used are so
iamiliar to our readers that we shall not particularise
thorn. "We place them all in the same category. The
price i» exorbitant ; and in no way commensurate with
tlie i-e8ult« of chemical investigation or practical experi-
ence of tliosc who have faithfully experimented with
thoso foods. We have no wish to discourage honest and
mtelliffont men from enibai-king in the fabrication
of artificial cattle food. On the contrary we think
if some person acquainted with the nutrition of animals,
and havmg some practical experience of stock, were to
take the thuig up, he might carry on an honest and a
genitive trade, and confer a benefit on agriculturists.
But many of those at present engaged in the manu-
lacture of these so-called cattle foods have had few of
the qualifications necessary for such a trade ; and their
proceedmgs appear to be directed more by quackery
than scieutific intelligence. S. G,

the skim-coulter), harrowed and rolled it, and then set
the plants 2 feet apart by 1^ foot. The land being
dry, and not then knowing the hardihood of the plants,
we gave them one watering, which, however, we have
not since had occasion to do, although we are not sure
that, in a very dry season, when water is at hand,

i

THE CCLTIVATIOX OF KOHL EABT.
[The following remarks are by Mr. W. Bennett, of Cambri ^ge, in

,
the ciirreut number of the English Agricultural Society's
Journal.]

Thb two most important varieties for field cultivation
»e the Large Green and Purple. Both can be had
fttber of the round or oblong shape, and it is difiicult
™ say which shape or colour is best. We have a
predilection for the Green, whether ohlong or round.
The Kohl Rabi seed is extremely difficult to grow

woe, as it is apt to sport or to be inoculated by bees,
"js also generally meagre in quantity. The oblong

^ round varieties are not usually kept distinct, and it
'ai frequently occur that plants raised from the seed of
Wectlv round bulbs will grow of the oblong shape,
^whether oblong or rounJ, purple or green, we^tly mistake if it be not shortly regarded as the

mT ^"^^ll ""^ """^ root-crops. We saw it grown

iL [^ '*%^ y^^ **«« ^y t»iat eminent agriculturist

U^f. ' ^"^ ^**^'''' ^-^*^' °^ BrickldU House

S'tprr^ ^Hk
'''^^'^^'^^\^^ speak of it in the

thS wi!T-^- ^^^^Y S*^'^^^«i^'i left England for

b^- \!^, "^'f'
whether from its cultivation not

the ^^^"f.>^,

^"^^erstood. or from the just populaiity of

Koh&,^.7"^^^P '\ ^ '^« days, the cultivation of

quite n«^o*^
not much mcrease It seemed, indeed,

:- ..
*• A* « now far otherwise

: we question much if.

\T^Zl u ^''' '" ^^'''' ^""^ '^''^'^ adjoining
!«, Swedish Turnips are worth anything like the
J cultivation. Seeing, then, wlmt a miserablv

m the nj^orit f j^
1 counties,

i^aLnl'"""'''!""^ "^'"8' "-"'^"» '^'lat a miserablv

!.^ ;?
^"^ "^^ purchased a little Kohl Rabi seed and

!X • °^i.*
^^^ ^''^- Tlie land intended for this

P naving been cleaned and manured in the previous

other kind of sheep do on it equally well ; our nearest

neighbour has for the last two years sent off from his

Kohl Kabi the best fat wethers that our Cambridge*
butchers exhibit, and no sniiill number of them. We
invariably cart off one-third of the crop to the farm-

stead, where every description of stock—horses, bullocks,

Qs. or 7*. per acre would be thrown away when so
|
cows, calves, and pigs—eat it most freely, and do

applied ; as by this means the plants get an immediate 1 remarkably well upon it. We have hitherto done but;

start, almost without dropping a leaf.

Our first efforts were quite successful : we obtained
a beautiful crop, which stood the winter well, furnishing

very excellent feed for the ewes and lambs througli

March and most of April. We always in this case

adopt the Hertfordshire system, using lamb hurdles,

which allow the lambs to run first, eating the tops with
a few cut bulbs, the ewes in the fold cleaning up after

them, and, before the Kohl Kabi is exhausted, give a
little Mangel in the fold. We have seldom had them
do so well, and never since have felt any necessity for a
change. It is a good practice, however, when in the
spring the Kohl Kabi gets hard, to run the offal through
the cutter and put it into troughs. The food being
always clean, this may be done without inconvenience.

Within the last few years wehave abaudoned the seed

bed, drilling our general crop on the fallows in May on
ridges : the surplus plants will be quite fit for trans-

planting by the time the green crop is mown off the has been to cultivate just as highly as for Swedish

land which' is intended to be subsequently planted with
\
Turnips, and that from the fallow crop we invariably

little in the way of storing the crop, save to get up a

few to carry us through the frost; nor does it seem
necessary, for we have scarcely seen a decayed bulb on
the farm since we commenced growing it, bearing oat
the statement of Mr. Stewart, of the Norwich Nursery,

that *' Kohl Rabi will stand a severe winter." It will

this season, however, be severely tested. Our report

so far will be regarded as favourable to the cultivation

of this plant. It will be but fair now to notice some of

the objections which are urged against it; the principal

of which are— first, that it is a great exhauster of the

land ; and, secondly, that tlie stalks and roots are botM
inconvenient and troublesome. Taking the subject of
exhaustion first, it will be but fair to admit that, with
common cultivation, it may pull somewhat harder upon
the laud tliun the common Turnip : but the question ig

to what extent you may rely upon receiving value in

exchange. We have already stated that our practice

Kohl Rabi ; so that by one operation we provide

sufficient plants for setting, and at the same time leave,

properly singled out, enough for the general crop.

Light one-horse or donkey carts track the rows close

at hand, to receive and carry them off to the parties

planting them. It may be xiseful here to observe, that

the general crop should be drilled on ridges, at some
little intervals as to time ; because the exact period

required to raise the plants will depend more or lees

upon the weather, and it will take comparatively but
few acres from which to draw plants for a considerable

area—the surplus plants of a single acre will furnish

enough (after casting the bad away) to plant four or

five. Our practice has been, not to drill the Kohl Rabi
before the middle of May. It may be wise, however,
to commence with some a fortnight earlier if the land
is in good order. We seldom use more than about
2 lbs. of seed per acre, drilled on ridges at 27 inches

apart, thinning the rows to about 16 inches from plant

to planfe.

The mode of cultivation pursued by us has been the
same as for Swedish Turnips, using about 10 loads or
tons of farm manure and from a fourth to a fiifth of a
ton of good artificials, such as blood manure, super-
phosphate, Rapfi-cake, or the like, drilled down the
ridge or scattered on the manure. We prefer the latter
mode, as it spreads the hand-tillage over rather a
broader space. By this kind of cultivation, on land
worth 30*. per acre to rent, we usually grow from 25
to 30 tons per acre of excellent bulbs, besides the tops,

which are the best of food; and where a dairy is kept,

and tolerably near at hand, they are of no small value to

the milking cows, giving no unpleasant flavour to the
butter. The transplanted crop will perhaps be from
5 to 7 tons per acre less than that grown upon the

fallows in the regular way. In addition to the land

from which the usual crop of Tares has been mown off,

we have occasionally planted Kohl Rabi aftei a crop of

Italian Rye-grass, alternately land for land, with

drilled Rape ; feeding the whole off with sheep, which
will unmistakeably sliow you which they prefer. The
question is not limited to whether you gain in the

single crop more than pays the expense of growing it,

as you make in addition a far better preparation for

Wheat—Rye-grass immediately preceding Wheat being
the worst of all rotations. If the weather prove

favourable, and the operation is completed ere July
closes, the crop will more than pay tlie cost, to say

nothing of the Incalculable benefit the following Wheat
crop derives. We simply plough the Rye-grass land

once» using the skim-coulter and roller, setting the

plants down every alternate furrow. Our more ex-

perienced farmers would say " a coat of manui-e would
be an improvement;" which is doubtless true, if it

could be had. The cost of x>l!^i"'ting the Kohl Rabi
may be taken at from 8^. to 10s. per acre ; much
depending, however, on the rate of wages and supply of

labour in the neighbourhood. If in a distiict of market-
gardens—where the labourers are accustomed to that

kind of work—you may do it for the lower sum, and
the labourers will earn good wages; but if among the

woods and rooks, the master's eye will be wanted to

get it done well even at the higher price. It will be

fair to take the average cost at 10*. per acre. Ajid

when you take into the calculation that sc-arcely any

hoein^ is required, the excess in expense over ordinary

drilled crops is not serious; more especially when it is

borne in mind that they are planted on land where

Turnips could scarcely be grown, or if at all. at much

greater cost of cultivation. ,i , »

The next point is the most approved method of con-

draw off one-third of the bulbs, and often the greater

part of the tops—feeding only two-thirds upon the

land; and hitherto, we have had no reason to complain

of the succeeding crop of Barley. It has not been quite

so bulky as after Turuips, but stiffer in the straw, and
of better quality ; the crop last season in particular

was worth considerably more in value per acre than
tliat after Turnips, side by side, in the same field. We
come next t^ the objection as to the stalks and roots,

and it will be candid to admit that to a beginner the

complaint is not altogether groundless. The stalk

running from the root to the bulb is very hard, and if

not properly severed from the latter is apt to damage
the cutter. This, however, may be easily obviated by
a properly made pecker, formed somewhat like a cooper's

adze, only not so wide or so much hooked, and the

severance should be made close to the bulb, when,
without the trouble of tailing or cleaning them, a per-

fectly clean mass of bulbs may be thrown together quite

fit for use—a benefit to the sheep which all practical

men will known how to appreciate.

The next inconvenience complained of is that the
stalks prevent the furrow being propei-ly turned, and
interfere with the working of the land. Tlie too
general system has been to plough thin, work out the
roots, and carry them off before sowing the Barley.
This is faulty in principle, and unnecessarily expensive.

Our plan is to send a man over the ground with the
same sharp pecker as before, aud peck them off close to

or a little iu the ground—the stalk (if the stock be
good) will not be more than 2 or 3 inches long; then
plough all in a little deeper than common; by this

means everything is put into a state of decomposition,

furnishing a quantity of vegetable manure for the
ensuing crops, and avoiding all trouble of extraction.

It is worthy of notice, too, that in no instance have we
seen the stalks or roots of the Kohl Rabi sprout again!
How then stands the question of expense between

this crop and Swedish Turnips? You have in the
foimer an extra pecking, at the cost, perhaps, of 2^. or
2s. 6d. per acre, while you save on the other hand all

the expense of cleaning, with the consequent remaining
dirt and waste incident thereto. In both cases the tops

are presumed to be cut ofl* by a sharp hook while
standing. The balance, therefore, in the expense of
feeding off is clearly in favour of the Kohl Rabi. while
the value of the food is vastly superior to any modern
crop of Swedish Turnips. We have now put the matter,
to the best of our ability, before the farming public; we
cannot hope all at once to allay prejudice, but it is

satisfactory to know that the cultivation of this excellent

plant is greatly extending, both here and in the
adjoining counties. In Hunts, among others, the
Messrs Bowyer, no mean authorities in the farming
world, have been exteiKling its growth every year;
Mr. Pawlett, the eminent breeder and feeder of stock,

in Beds, has reduced his growth of Swedes this year to

one solitary acre; while his brother ^t Peterborough
has been latterly supplying us with the best stock of

Kohl Rabi seed we liave yet met with : we regret to

learn, however, from him that in his last year's crop

of seed he has obtained but one bushel where he hoped
to get 20—too truly hearing out our statement that the

seed of Kohl Rabi is a very precarious crop. Althougll

it 18 but five years since we first introduced it into the

adjoining parish, there is not a single farmer there who
does not now cultivate it ; every year increasing the

extent—it is in fact now to be seen dotted over this

entire county ; and it is but honest to admit that ott

the deeper and hetter soils there are to be found some

few heavier crops than our own, from which bulbs have

been exhibited weighing upwards of 11 lbs. each. In

*^ Bnttimn «.n.
'"w""*^" lu cue previous

^ J««uron, »1Ut a crop of Tares had been mown aud

suming the «?''!
^^'^;'„f^^,{^^%;?l"tltr\r bmb

i

reviewing our comm unlcatiou we imagine o^r more
commence

f^^f'"S "^ °"' thimn wherwanted. For practical farmers wUl, probably, think we bare gone

t^l'^Z^ lt::T.Zrurc:^Zr,.e u^., tbe:Lmewbat further -toletaU than wa. neces^- but
tne Jamb noggs we »"""'" /:"^.>-""'7;7r.r--=-g 4,. „.;,i g^„,,g „, ^i^^n we say that we have been
cutter ^^f°^%J?"°\^y;;;^„^,^P^j,*,^l"P

cows Wru'r ' eq^es d to fiirnish information fir parties supposed.to

WevrL" cnrtKl o'r\lt:'h^^^^^
the plant audit,

feed the entire crop off the ground, we have not found
,

cultivation.
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THE VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL LABOUR, 1860.

Column A gives the present weetly wage of able-bodied plough men. Column B gives the wages of shepherds. Columns C and D give ordinarv nn^ i Iof commoti labourers Columns E and F give the ordinary and harvest wages of women working in the field. Columns G H I give the price per acrl ?f TJ^"^ ^^^f'< Iand Meadow, and of cutting and t^mg \Aheat. Columns K and L give the rent and accommodation in number of rooms
columns in the page give the county and the authority for the return.

I give the price per acre of cnlfZ n,^^''
of labourers' cottages. The firs?,^*^^^^^ [

COUNTIES.

SCOTLAND.
INVEBNESS
ABERDEEN
ELGIN

FORFAR ,

.

B D E

FIFE .

.

STIRLiyC ..

EAST LOTHIAN
MID LOTHIAN
AYR ..

ROXBURGH
BERWICK .,

"WIGTOWN ..

* *

* 4

301*

22/-

Ul 10s5

12s
lis fid

13s to 153
128 fids

i:]s

1'2b

128
lis
14s

7atid-»

8s*6

14.S

123
fr *

143

las
14s
15s
lis

ENGLAND.
NORTHCilBLND.

CUMBERLAND .

DURHAM ..

YORKSHIRE

LANCASHIRE

DERBYSHIRE
NOTTS
CHESHIRE..
LINCOLNSHIRE .

SHROPSHIRE
WARWICKSHIRE .

* w

* fr

RUTLAND ..

LEICESTERSHIRE!
STAFFORDtsHlRE.
NORTHAMP'ION-
SHIRE ..

WORCESTERSH. .

.

HEREFORDSHIRE

MONMOUTH
GLOUCESTERSH.

OXFORDSHIRE ..

BERKSHIRE
and lit. per double
couple.

BUCKS * «

HERTS
CAWBRIDGESH. ..

NORFOLK
SUFFOLK

* «

* «

ESSEX

KENT
SUSSEX

«

DORSET
• «

* •

SOMERSET..
WILTS

DEVON

CORNWALL

CAERMARTHEN

IRELAND.
DONEGAL ..

DERRY
ANTRIM ,.

ARMAGH ..

DOWN

losio

15s>i

ISl

2U^*
15s
12si«

14s
I7i'7

15s
15s
14s

10s20

12s to Us
13s
15s

10s to Its
llfaSa

12s 6d^7
11828

13s
12s 3d27
12s«
10s

12s26

lis
lis to 1231

lOgSa

10s3»
lOsM
108«>

ll6*«
lis to 128

10S*3

1IS30
12s

lOs to 128
09 to lis
12s to 14s

108"

lOs to 15s
10s to ll8-*0

lis
13s to 14s

13s
128
12s

10s tolls
108 6d
IOe"

108 to 12s

128«
ll8and]283»

1]S3"

13s to 14s52
138»

13s fid

13s 6d-^

10s to 12s
SsS-i

lOs

I

9s to 10s-<3

9s to ins"
10b"

JlB tp 149

I'ia

13fl

128

18s
12si2

12s'5
Ifisi*

15s

Ids
13s to 15s

16s
16s
I4sis

13s to 14s

t ¥

Ids
15s

16s to ISs
lis

13s Cd^'?

Ils20

14s

12sto']3s25
12^2

14s
lis

lis to 12s3i

lUM
10b«
lOPgi •

lls*i
12s<i

1 0.^ **

11830

ISs-is

11a to 13s
15s

lis to 13s*8
lOsSO
9&^28

lis to 14fi«

]lb-'6

lis
128 to 148

12s
22s

128 to 14s
108*7

12s
12s
123
12s
Us
12s
lis
12s

128 to 15s

13s ,

13s 6d
12s
138
Via
12s

158
15s2

14s3
16s fid

23s 6d
20b
15s"

15s to ISs

* i

ISa
22s

lTa6d
15s to 248

18s

Sd

lOd
lOd
*

lo'd

9d
Is
Is
Is
lOd
Is

lOd to Is
lOd
lOd

Is 3d
Istid^

1 s' Sd
l«6d
3s
« *

2s Cd

2s fid

G H

• ft

• t

4 *

6s

Sa

158 to 208
*

12s''«

16830

138 to 14a
148 to 17s

.

15s
148 ed'*^

lis to 129

lOs"
158"

98 to lOa"
10859

9s to lOa"
IDs"
128 6d
14s
128
ISs

» «

7s
7s 46

108
* «

128
108

MONAGHAN
* Qy. CiiniDgham
•ere f625U yarda).

LEITRIM .. ;.

Irish acre. 7840 yda
LONGFORD
CAVAN .

.

? Cuninpli.'im acre
6550 yards

MEATH
WESTMEATH '.'

* Irish acre, 72S0
yarde.

DUBLIN ..

GALWAY .

.

•Irish acre, 7840
yarda.

8s
7a ed 9s*e

6s

7b 6d

7a«

6s

lis
5«

78*«

12s
7»»

IGs
15s to 188

15s
15s
13s

12s to 15s
14s
12s

15s to 16s 6d
148

lis
10s to 12s
10s to 12s

12s
12s

10a to 12s
10s
11&2"

10s
12s

lOa to 12s
lis to 12s

lOs

12s
lOfcSO

lOs
9^23

10833

12s
9s»

98 to 10b3o

11a
Os«
9s30

12s
Sa to lOs

10s
10s to 12s

10s
Sstors'^o

8s to 10s
lOsSO

10s
lOs to 12a

1?8
lOa
10s
10s30

9s
9ss>

9s

10s
10s30
9^3''

lis to 12s
12s

lis
lis
lOs

f •

7s55

«8
108
8a

88 to 9^
88
llfl

ISb
10b30
1?B
138

68

7s

7s 6d to 8a
78 6d
6s
7s
78

6b

26s
20s to 29si3

15s?

18s''
16s 6d
18a

20s7

10s to 308
258
15s

20si9

ISa to 20a
24s
24s2i

25s23

lOs?

16fi2?

20s»
l.SsW
O2g30

T5s
lOs"

r

248
10s

15s-^6

14s3*

15s Sd

12^30

1 iJas

12s
15s«
15s

8s to 10&31

185
10atol5s«

10813

15630

12s3o

•

16s
20.-

»

24s
ifis

20s3o
21&30

27a 6d
91

30s

20s
6(30

SI'S

24s
2ls'0

15s
..«
20s

128«
15s"

14&30
12s3o

12b«
llsI3

S4s

16a

Bs

4&3

6s

12s to 10s

10s
10s 6d
15s
Ob

9s to 12s
Os to 15s

128

Is
lOd to Is

Is
Is Id to Is 3d

lOd
lOd
iB
9d
Is
Is
* ft

Sd
la
la
Is

lOd to la
8d
8d

7d to Sd
la
9d
9d
Is -

Sd to 9d
4d
8d

, 10d35
9d
lOd
8d

8d to lOd
lOd

Sd to 9d
8d
IB

7d to 8d
8d

8d to Is

9d
7d to 8d
Sd to lOd

Sd
Is
* m

Sd
IB

I'od

8d
6d to 3d

7d

8d
8d

10
d
'to la
l8

lOd
Sd to IGd

Sd
6d
8d
Sd
7d
7d

Sd to 9d
7d to 8d

lOd

8d
8d

8d to l€d

7860

6s

lOs

128
128

94
6a

ISs
128

ISs
9s

2s to 3s
2s

2s

Is 6d

Is

2s 6d
Ss

2s 6d
3s 6d
2s

3b fid

4s
3s fid

3s
3s 6d
3a

2s to 33
4s

* W

m »

4 *

# t

Is^i

Is

la

la

Is
» *

Is

« «

* A

Is

ft 4

Is
Is

lOd

la
Is

6d to 9d

6d
7d to Sd

6d
6d
6d
7d
8d

3s fid

2s 6d to 4s
3s

28 6d
6s

3s to 4s
3s

3s fid to 4s.

4s
58

3s fid

33
2s 9d to 3si»

2s fid

2s fid to 3s fid

2s fid

2s fid t

38
3s

3s 4d
48
3s

2s fid

28 6d to 3s
2s 3d to 2s fid

3s36
3836

Is 6d«
9s30

2s 6d«
2s

2.V fid

3s 9d
2s to 3s

2s 6d to 3s
3s 3d
3s Cd

2s fid to 3s

2s 6d to 3s
2s fid to 3s

2s fid

3s fid

4s
28 fid

28 (=d3o

2s 3d to 3s fid

2s 9d
Is6dtolsl0d3"

2s €d

2s fid

3a3o

2s fid

38 to 4s
28 6d3o

2s
35 fid to 4s

2s fid

Is Hd^o

Is 6d3o

28
28 fid to 2s 9d

28 to 4a
3s
28

28 fid

4s
2sfid36

3a

3s 3d
28 fid

ft ft

2b fid to 4s

* *

48
3s to 5s

3s

Ssfid
fis

4s to 8s
3s fid to 4s
3s fid to 4a

5s
5a

4s fid

4r
3s 3d. 3sfidi9

3s

3s fid2i

3s to4s6d
2s fid

3si3

3s fid

4s
4s

4s fid

4s fid

Ssfid
2s fid to 3s

Ss
3i3s

SS36

8s3«

2s*2

2s6d30
383«

Sa
Ssfid
Ssfid

2s to 3s

3s'3d
3s 9d

3s to 3s 6d
Ssfid

3s fid to 4s 6d
4s
4s
5s

Ssfid
3s fid30

3s to 5s
2s fid to 4s
2s to 2s 6d30

3s

4s
38 fid3o

4s
3s to 3a 3d

3s3o

4s
4s fid to 5s

Ss

2b30
2s3d3o

2s 10d«
Ss to 4s
Sa to 4s
38 fid

38 to 3s fid

38 fid

5s
3s'€d36
6s»*
3s

* ft

88

5s

9s* 6d
lOa
Sa

m ft

9s
168

'

lOa to 12s
4 t

6d

Is

« «

Sd

Sd
Sd

lOd
fid

3s

Ssfid
38 fid

4s
S8 6d
2a 3d

38 *6d*

38

4s
3s 6d
fia

4s

10s 6d.

lOs to 15s
10s
10s
12s

8s to 20s
12s
ft >

12s to 16s
12s

7s to 9s

12s to 15s
15s to 18s

10s
15s

12s to 18s

68 to 9s2*

12s to 15s
10s to 14s

14s
IPs to 18s
108 to 20s

12s 13

Os tolSs
10s to 14s

10s
12s3:

13s
&S36

9s
7s to 10s3i

8s to 12s
98

10s 6d
9s

Ss to 12a
10s to 12s

12s
lis

10s to 123
10a
lOa
Ifs

lOe to 15s
13s
IfiB

14s to 20s3o

10s to 15s
Ss to 12s

SI
* ft

12a

12s
lis to 14s

10s to 12s
lis to 16s

12s
12b

8s to 10s

9s

l6sl3

8s to 1 2s
7s to 12s
10s to 14s
98 to 14s
SaOd
98
15s
9a

8b to 10a

Ifs

K

lOa to 308
3 6s
S/

35s
50s
458
50s
408
50s
COS
508
458

40s to 60a

SI

2Z to il

62s
62s

2/ to 61

n to Al

U to M
^l to il

52s

il

52s to 7Ss
50s to SOs
U. 10s
Si to Al

Zl to 6^

50s
SOs to SOs
SOs to 808

SOs

30s to 70s
sz

52s to 60s
U
63s

Al to U
&l

51

52s to 60s
U

52s to 63a
2/

62s
50s

50s to 60s
U

Is to 2s wkly
7^*8

50s to 70s
2i to bl

21 to 3i

62s
788 to U

5t

52s
4/ to 51

3i to 61

70s
63s to S4s

SOs to 70s

enos
70a
78s

4Zto5i
6-28 to Al

At

51 48
50s to 60s

Al

62s
70s

40s to 608
SOs to fiOs

40s to 51

308 to 60a
52s to 7S8

Al

21
2i to Al
208

2 to 3
2

2 and closet
2

3
2
2

2 & pantry
S

2 and closet

*

2 or 3
2

2 and closet

2

AUTHORITY.

Alex. Simpson, Teavig

V ^ACDONALD, HuntJy
J- Hamilton, Foitcs
J. Grigor, Forres

w. Smith. Brechin
Edif, King's Kettle

G. HorE, FentonBama
, Eatho

A. Ration, Ajr
P. liRODiE, Selkirk

A. H.Jl-CiEAK, Stranraer
J. Ca iRD, Baldoon

* ft

6
2or3t

4
4t
3t
4t
4

if
4 and ofBccs

4
3 to 4

ft ft

4s
3

3 to 4

* *

2 or 3
Good

3
4 or 5

3

5, &c.
m m

3
4, &c.

3
2 or 3

2
3
6

2 or 3
3
4
4

2 or 3
2 or 3
3
S

4, Ac.
3 and closet

A, Ac.
2 or 3

2 or 3

2 or 3 and
closet

3

4
small
3

2 or 3
3 and wash-

house
ft •

4 or 5
3 and pantry

* *

4 or 5

3 and pantry
* ft

s
3 or 4
4

2 to 5
Good
4

5 or4
Poor

26s

J. Gbey, Dilston

T. P. DoDs, Huxliam
T. Gibbons, Loiif/towQ
G. Smith, renriiU
R. B. Dixon, Darlingtcii

H J. TuBNFB, EicLmpiidi
H. Briggs, Wakefield
P. Stevessok, Thir&k

G. Drewry, Holkcr
F. TwiNiNO, Wightington
J. pAiiKis, Wirksworth
J. BucKLKV.NormaDtonnil
W. Paun, StaplefordHaJI

P. Sowehbt, Aylcsbnry

E. Dabby, Horncastle

J. Clark, Long Sutton

E. Bowes, Biomfield

J. H. BuBBEBY, KeDilwirtli

W. GiBBs, Stratford-on-ATfi

W. AiTCHFtiOK, Cerks

W. Fancourt, EmpiDgbam
T. Spenclk, Knossinjiton

J. Aston, llarket Drayton P

W. Gray, Courtcen Hall

C. Raxdai.l, Eveshnm

H. Hudson, Pershore

W. Price, Ross
J. Mathews. BlaVemorc

G. R. G. Rklph, Uske

J. B. Browne, Hamper
S. Rich, Didmaston
J. T Barbi-son, Frocester

G.N. HrutVT, Bflgendeii

J. P. Peacey, WmcVicoTii>j«

J. CoLEUBN, WhitiitW

G. Edwakds, Lecbl&de

J. Coleman, Cirencester

J, DBUCE,jun.,Eyutbai)i

G. Pocock, Bt.mton

T. Owen, HuDgerfora

E. W. SIoOKE, Colesbill

J. Bartholomew, Streatlcy

A. Feaseb. Claydon

W. G. Di'NCAS, Bladwell

K. tvANS, Windsor

W. SiiiTH, WoolstoD

G. WiBB, Redburn ^

A. S. BusTON. ChiUtcna

W. Ci-EiTT, N. Walsham

G. Edwards, FraniUngb*

L. D. Cottincham, -«

jnundham
C. Hall, Romford

W. HCTLEY, Witham

J. J. Wecbi. Tiptree

M. Sandfcbd. Dovor

A. ScoTT, Hayward, ra

kingttn .^1

J. Bbotpebstok B^
H. Raynbied. ^^^^^

^•/cr;S^^-^"

Swindon
G. Bbown, Avebury

J.Benson, Tavistoclc

G. Turner, Exeter^

J. Wills, Launceston

J. WiCHEi-L, Truro

J. Burnell, LlaneUy

58'

48 6d*

4s
4s*

4s
48*

48 fid

68*

Ss 308
98 to 30s 21 to 31
88 to 1 08 40a to 52s
128 Ud 62s

6fl 268 to 40s
m * 628
* m SOs to Al

4a»

78

Cs6d
68*

ISs
128*

508

SOs
408

laDdacloset
or two

8
2 or 3

* *

8
2 or 3

3
8

2

2
2

SOs

36s

12s*
52

A. Weib, Strabane

J. Campbeli. Iiti>avady

T.BARKUE,Iiiver

J. Robertson
Tynan

W. Setlie, Ife^ry

J. ANDREW, Com^^

T.
M'CABE,CastIeblftjw:J

F. La TorcHE, Di-uin^

C. W. HAMltTOS^

E. Kekkkdv, Moate

2, Ac.
* «

C.TraceT, Storm*

B. HfcV, uronbrocK

«*(«••
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THE VALUE .OF AGEICULTURAL -LKBOVF.— Continued,

COUNTIES

UilEKlCK..

TIPPERARY
KILKEN-NY

KERRY
^^-\TBRFORD

A B C

t •

m «

6s
88
7s

6s6d«

Is 6d to Ss*s

8s 6d
10s

6s*6

6s57

7s 6d to 8s«

7s
6s«
10s

Ss or 9s
8s+6

11a
6s
7346

83*6

Ss
78 6d«

5s to Ts

7s
7s
8s63

Ca to 7s

6s«
78 6d

• 6s
5s«
7s46

Ss
5s 6d57

6s«

13s*
16a*
18a»
15s*
16b*

lis

Ss tolOs
Sstol2s

12s
10s
8s

AU'lHOKIT

8. Rait
W. O'Neill, Athy
J. Kenny, Limerick
P. Connor, Foynes
Rev. J. Orr, Clonmel
D. H. MiLWARD, New Ross
R. Lindsay, Kilkenny
J. T. Trench, Kenmare
T. E. Ct RREY, Lismore
D. Cunningham, aiunster

E. Murphy. Queen's College
J. Byrne, Shanbally
D. Barclay, Blarney

w

I Per annum with fije bouse.

J With board and lodging.

« WUh perquisites equal to -a. bd. a wceK.

T And their dinner.
^

* Paid in
g^"'- f-HoM fbs of'Oatmeal, SOClbs. of Potatoes,

'/^''^^Ybufht o1 Wh":r? bushels of Barley, 80 stones of

^';rS!l at-rlttSfu^ep'oflti- ewes and 3 or 4 hoggs.

13 With meal and drink.

1* Per annum with food and cottajje.

IS With cottage, and coals carted, and keep of sheep or cow.

M And 4 tons of coal.

17 Per annum with meal.

" And 6rf. per lamb extra.

19 With beer.

«9 With rations.

»i With 3 pints of beer a day.
*i With 6 pints of beer a day.
*> With 2 quarts of beer a day and fuel hauled.

2* "With food and 6 quarts of beer or cider a day.

25 With cottage free, coals hauled, and sometimes 2 bushels ot

°™26 With beer and 6d. for every lO;quarters of com delivered.

87 One quart of beer a day.
, , . a

28 With house and garden free. Potato ground free, beer, and

double wages in harvest.
29 5 quarts of beer a day.
30 With beer at certain times.
31 With 2 quarts of heer a day and 20s. extra at harvest.

3^ With coti^agc and garden worth '2s. Gd., and cider daily,

worth with 20a. in harvest Ss. 6t/. a week.
_

33 3 quarU of cider daily and 208. extra m harvest.

34 48, of cider a week.
35 And 2 quarts of cider.

36 And 4 quarts of cider.

37 And 12 quarts of cider per annum.
38 Cottage, garden, and cider, and Potato ground, with 4«.

39 With cider and ground equal to 2«. extra.

« With cottage 1»., beer 1«., and II. harvest.
_

41 Cottage and beer or ale, and 3/. yeaning, sheanng, and

th»»tching.
« And a gallon of beer.

, , i, , i „p „-,h o-nA
43 With cottage and garden free, and 4 bushels of malt, and

U. per 10 quarters of corn delivered.

Cottage, garden, and malt, and 21. for yeaning.

*5 With occasional piece-work,and 4 bushels of malt in the year.

*" House free.

*7 And 1^ to 3Z. perquisites.

« And 2». 6d. a score for shearing.

*9 With 2 bushels of malt and 2 lbs. of Hops,
50 And 11. at Michaelmas. „ ^ r, • i

51 With hiirvcst wages—the harvest generally costs 51. in cash

with 10 pecks of malt and 1 stono of pork.
sa And 50«. at harvest. ,

, ^ ^ '

53 Beer when carting and u. at harvest.

5* Double wages in harvest and 2 quarts of beer daily.

55 House and garden, Potato land ploughed. Furze faggots

carriage of fuel, 11. for harvest and \xjer, \h. a journey with

team, beer at haymaking, and Wheat at 5«. a bushel.

" Same as 5^, with 3/. for sheep shearmg, and Is. a score for

lambs, and 6d. for every ram sold,

5? With perquisites.
M Harvest money, C5«.

59 Lambing 40«. and shearing 55«.
^ .„ ^ .,

M House free, garden, fuel, and 2 quarts of milk daily.

61 With house and keep of 2 cows and calves, also Grass for

mare and foal.

6^ With house and Grass for a cow.
63 Or 6i. and two meals daily.

• Or •* Ss., 58., and board and lodging, 3s. Id. I

Home Correspondence.
Trial ofdifferent Manures in Grass Field at Whnhel-

don)Fnglepld.~S\yi\otaofl acre each. No. 1,4 cwt. of

bone dust, 4 cwt. of salt ; 2, 4 cwt. of guano, 4 cwt. salt

;

3, icwt. of superphosphate, 4 cwt. of salt; 4, 8 cwt. ot

salt ; 5, 2 cwt. of guano, 5 cwt. of superphosphate,

5 cwt. of salt ; 6, 5 cwt. of bone dust, 2 cwt. of guano,

Sctt't. of salt. Fob. 16, 1859: Nos. 1, 3. and 4 are

nearly equal, 4, if any ditierence, best—more bottom

OraM-and continued so until mowing time. There is

a decided ditference in favour of No. 2, which continued

«p to mowing time. There is no difference apparently

iu 5 and 6. All the manures were sown Jan. 28, 1859.

Trial of different Manures in Englefield Beer Par^.

-Six lota of one acre each. No, 1, 4 cwt. of giiano,

4 cwt. of salt; 2. 4 cwt. of hone dust, 4 cwt. of salt;

3, 4 cwt. of superphosphate, 4 cwt. of salt; 4, 8 cwt. of

salt ; 5, 5 cwt. of superphosphate, 2 cwt. of guano,

5 cwt. of salt; 6. 5 cwt. of bone dust, 2 cwt. of guano,

S cwt, of salt. Feb. 16, 1859 : No perceptible difference

in either ; No. 4 most fed by deer. Feb. 24, 1860

:

No. 4 looking best. Other two meadows tried with

2 cwt. of guano, 5 cwt. of superphosphate, and 5 cwt. ot

salt; one acre. 2 cwt. of guano, 5 cwt. of bone dust,

and 5 cwt. of salt. The appearance was in favour of

^uano, boiies, and salt March 16, 1859, and still so when
cattle were turned in to Grass at May Day. All the

manures sown Jan. 29, 1859. J, Sorshurgh.

The Errors of Agricultural Experiment.—Will you

allow me to call the attention of those of your readers

who intend to make experiments on the relative effect

of different manures upon Mangel Wurzel and Swedes

to a source of error which appears to be very generally

overlooked, and which I think seriously detracts from

the value of many experiments. The farmer chooses a

field which he believes to be tolerably homogeneous, and

divides it into plots, one for each of the different

manures, and one to receive no artificial manure at all.

When the roots are ready for lifting the produce of each

plot is weicfhed, and whatever weight he finds In each

plot beyond that in the plot which had no manure is

iiet down as due to the manure applied to it, and in

comparing two manures, that is assumed to be best

which baa been applied to the most productive plot.

Here there is a tacit assumption that if all the plots

had received the same manure or no manure at all the

wsiilt would have been the same on every plot. This,

I believe, would be by no means always the case, but

that, on the contrary, a field of C acres divided by
straight lines into 12 equal parts would be found to vary
many tons an acre in the produce of the different plots.

Finding that to be the case on my own farm, I have
for some years adopted the following plan:—I take
j^reat pains in drying my manures under a
«iied till they are in such a condition that they
will drill well in a common corn drill. The drill
is 90 inches wide, and has four coulters, so that a
"Unit" contains 8 rows, and is 5 yards wide. My
«xperimental plots consist of a « bout" each, and succeed
each other, lying side by side. When there are more
than four plots I repeat an experiment by way of com-
parison with the first, and to ascertain whether there is
any change in the quality of the land. As each experi-
"icnt is carried the whole length of the field I am
*'n»hled to choose a place where the plant is tolerably
regular in all the plots ; and as a further nrecaution I
ooont the number of roots at the time of weighing,
«hich enables me to judge how far a dimkiutiou of

•weight on any plot may be due to the fewness of the roots. 1

If Ahink it necessary I repeat the weighing at another

part of the field :—
. „ ^, .

Tablk 1.—Mangel Wurzd, Orange Globe.
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I weigh only the 6 inner rows, so that no plot is

affected by a manure in the adjoining plot. Six rows

58i links long measure exactly the hundredth part ot

an acre. Yet even with these precautions the plots Hi

and'H, though manured in precisely the same way.

and containing within one the same number

of roots, produce respectively 30.98 tons and

31.38 tons per acre. B^ and B^ though so near

each other, being separated by only 7 or 8 yards, pro-

duce 18.43 tons and 17.01 tons per acre, weights nearly

in proportion to the number of roots. These tables, ex-

tracted from large tables of experiments made last year,

show, I think, that we must not assume that two plots

at a short distance from each other, and treated in the

same way, will produce the same result; but that we

must repeat some of the experiments by the side of

those with which they are to be compared. For in-

stance, if plots 2 to 7 are manured with six dif-

ferent manures, to be compared with each other and

with No. 1, which has no manure, let a plot. No. 8, also

have no mauure, and if the result on No. 8 is the same

as on No. 1, a considerable amount of dependence may

be placed on the series of experiments; but if, on the

other hand, they vary much, the experiments must be

looked upon with a proportionate distnist until they

are confirmed by subsequent experiments. J. P., i>taj-

fymcood, Maresfield

ocieticg*

Blandpord: Waa^s of Dorsetshire Lalonrers.
^

Mr h! Fookes hoped thlt after the able mannerin

which Mr. Fowler had treated this subject
(f^

page 371)

the stigma under which the county had been lying

would be removed
.ble-bodied men

becoming scarce, and exprefs^d his behef that this would not

bj the &se if they could get proper cottage accommodation.

He had not a yearly labourer on his farm, but always gave a

week or took a week." In the lower part of the county he

thought the Dorchester Candlemas hiring fan- was agreat curse.

He knew, on good authority, that there were a certain class of

Libourers that could not be happy unless they went to tair

yearly to try and get a better place. One farmer, last lair,

agreed with 26 labourers, and if so that number must have left

their places. Candlemas, too, was the worst time that they

could change their shepherds, as the lambs were just commg
in, and it was most inconvenient. He had never hired a

labourer at the Candlemas fair in his life. Mr Fowler had not

touched upon one subject connected with wages, which was

the crime of the county. He was proud to say that il they

looked at the statistic of crime, it would be found that Dorset-

shire was lowest on the list. He thought this would prove that

their labourers were tolerably well off, because if labour was

badly paid there would be more crime committed.

Mr. G. Harding remarked on the injurious effect

which the encouragement of emigration had upon the

home labour marktt by taking away the best families

that could be found, and contended that the value of

the land itself depended upon the supply of hands they

could get to work it, and these they could not expect

without proper cottage accommodation. It was thus

very bad policy for a landlord to lessen the number of

cottages on his farm.
As to the rate of wages, lie had always seen the advantages

to the Labourers of the perquisites ; but ever since he had been

in the county he had followed the system of money payment,

lK)th for the sake of his own credit and for the sake of economy.

He was quite sure it would not detract from Mr. Fowler's

statement when he said money payments were the most
economical, besides which it saved the credit of having it said

his labourers only received 7*. per week.

Mr. H. Richarils dealt in what the world called the

"truck system," but he found it was so far valued by

the labourer, that when a young man got married he

often said, " Won't you let me have the prist ?"

With regard to cottages he thought landlords took a wrong
view in lessening the accommodation, in order not to get, as

they considered, too much labour in the parish. If it was not

provided by thb landowner it was in some measure by
speculators, who built miserable little cottages, for which they

exacted a high rent, collecting the money monthly, and serving

a monthly notice to quit, so that if the money were not paid

the family had to leave. As to emigration, he was once asked

by a clergyman to give a subscription for such an object, and

he replied", " If you will let me select the men I will readily

give my subscription, but here you are sending away the very

best parent stock, leaving behind the lazy, the drunkard, and

the imbecile." Although a cottage under the miserable system

he had been speaking of would come to about 3^ 18s. a year,

yet in estimating the advantages to the tenant he did not

think they should reckon above 1». per week, not but that the

farmer would be ready to give 51. a year if he could have as

many good cottages as he wanted. He also thought that the

farmer should have the control of the cottages for his labourers

—when he had a good labourer nothing would be more likely

to enable him to keep him than having a good cottage for his

accommodation.

Mr. J.Ford, jun., said he had travelled through many
paitg of the country and he never saw that the labourers

were better fed and better clothed than they were in

Dorset. He paid his men in money, and thought it

would be better if all did so. On looking through his

labour book he found they averaged about 12*. per weeli,

and he had not a man in his employ but what got Os.

or 10* a week. If he could have more cottages than

he bad got it would be a great advantage. Young men

when they got married sometimes went to live m the

back streets of a town,8nch asBIandford,and they were

very little use to a farmer afterwards.

Mr G Summers said as to education he thought it would be

hptter if they had more schoolmasters than mistresses, because

the former had greater influence over the boys ; and he also

thought a great deal of good might be done by the establish-

rnent of evening classes, which would keep the young men

^m idleness a^d evilspeaking. It was desirable the lahoure^

aho^d have good cottages, but it was also necessary to attend
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to their habits aa well as their accommodation. "With respect
to wages he considered it a bad plan to pay all men alike, and
thought they should begin a different system and pay a man
according to whnt he earned. He believed the advAiibf^^es of
the agricultural labourer in this country were very ^n-eat, and
hoped their proceedings this evening would go forth to contra-
dict the unfounded statements that had been made with
regpect to their position.

Mr. Joel Roper said he had made a calculation of what a few
of his best men received. His hedgcr, independent of fuel,
gnst, a cottage at Qd. a week, and PoUto ground which was
dunged for him. had had at tlie rate of Vis. 7irf. a week.
Another, independent of advantages, got, on an average,
17«. 6hl. per week ; and another 12.^. Oirf. ; while several young
men, besides grist and Potato ground, averaged about 9s. 9d.
If they looked into the village church on a Sunday, they would
see there was not that poverty which was represented in the
Bath and West of England Society's Journal.

The Chairman obsen-ed that some allusion had been
made to education, Now he was not one who objected
to the education of the poor man, hut he thought it

ought to he based on a right foundation. In the pre-
sent day he was afraid, instead of having an education
useful to them, it was an injury, especially to females,
who were taught crochet and net work, and such things,
but when they became motliors did not know how to
mend a stocking, and becamea drag upon a man instead
of a help to him. As to cottap^e accommodation, it was
almost useless to teach morality at school if it were
untaught at home. As to wages, his shepherd had 8^.

per week and perquisites, which brought it up to about
11*. He had been with him and his father more than
40 years, and now expressed his intention to retire as he
had got enough money in the bank to keep him. His
carter, in wages and perquisites, received about 12.?. per
week, and^ his best labourers about 10*. 6d, That his

men remained so long with bim was a proof that they
were not in a very bad position.

1

RANSOMES & SIMS, Ipswich,
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Im.crovPf1 a»,' i^

Machinery, including ^ ^^ agricultural

PATENT AND OTHER rijOTJGH8, StTITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OiLCAKir jtr.

STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLF Rt actHORSE POWER THRESHENG MACHINERY. DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GE^H^ i*RANSOMES AND SIMS have loug been celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machinery the utmost s" r •

durability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the maintenance of these imnn,-fo»f
^"^-^

'^'^J*

in everything which they mannfacture. " ^ ^""^ Principles

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the

Orwell Works ; or to their London Ag^ent, SHEPPARD EANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand,W C

SMITH'S STEA M CULT IVATOR^ i860.
PATENTEE, WILLIAM SMITH, WOOLSTON, BUCKS.

Kottfcg of mook&.

National UeaHJi and Wealth, cf-c. By Rev. Henry
Moule. M.A., Vicar of For3ingtoii, Dorset. Bradbury
& Evans, Bouverie Street.

This pamplet, to which we alluded sonic weel<s ago
as printed for private circulation, is now to be had of
the publishers. It describes an efficient way of deodo-
rising and rendering useful the waste of the house for
use as a manure, and refers to other ingenious methods
of increaaing both health and wealth.

Calendar of Operations.

APRIL.
Isle op Ely : A^nl 16.—The cold weather still lingoi-s.

Aaer SIX months uf genuine winter we had anxioiislv lookod
for a mild and (jenlal spring, but it is yet future. Cl'd winds
ana frosty iiit;l,ts hfivo pcnerally prevailed with only a mild
day occiwionnlly to break the monntnny of the cold. To-dny
wo hjive an east wind with :\ hi/>-her tcrnpeiuhii-c, but there arc
liidicjit,i(.nH of a rotiini to fmst and cold a^ain ere many hours
have pfl-fsed. The fioaaon is decidedly backward, and veffctatiou
has made but little progrresa. iTio hedges are only just
break niK mto ImW and the trees arc yet destituto of foham
But U()twithf<tan(h'iig the lateiioss of the season, we cannot
ropi)rt utifavourably of the (yrowiuL- Wheats (renerally. On our
best mrrned and strongest Fen soifs the Wheat plant is looking
heaithy and promising, and where early rolled is crowing
strong and vigorous, although back%vai-d. On some of the weak
and uatunilly unkind Feu bmds. the plant is looking very thin
and flickly, and can scarcely make n crop, however favourable
the weather may come. Home of the gravelly high lauds too
are not quite as promising as they were. They are turning a
mtle pale m colour, arising from the hardness of the surface.The licavy runs of the winter, followed by strong penetrating
winds have occasioned the soil to set as hard as a road and the
Wheat i6 suffering. We are harrowing ours to break this

ilf fif°T^^ '"^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^ susceptible of
benefit from atmospheric influences. Most of our farmers
are -(fettuig their lands prepared for Mangels, bntmany of them still obstinately refuse to sow this crop before
tiie very end of the present or the beginning of the following
mouth, notwithstanding the many remonstrances and kind
rebukes they have received. Potatoes are neariy all planted,
but the growth this jear will be smaller, than usual. OatBowing IS about completed. Muny of the first sown are upand look healthy and weU, although growing slowly. Beans
and Peas are also showing themselves very gonorally. Last
year at this tirne we were hoeing Peas, such is the difference in
the «»aonB Grass cm good dVy lands is growing, and our
jarliest pastures now look beautiful, and are quite big enough
for sheep Warm nights and frequent ehowers are required tomake the bullock pastures good. Store stock of all sorts are aSlow sa^e. prices move up very tardily, and it will only bewhen Grass is plentiful that thev will rally, and then we
extfot, w we sUted la.'^t month, a decided reactv^>> The com
trade is improving, and Wheat has advanced cousiUerablv, but
not more than we antlctpated. Prices must yet be " her
All feeding stufis are high, with a brisk demand. Meat must
sell well to pay for ail this, or our graziers will suffer. Tour
Fen lirporter.

H
JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,

BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,
AVE iiow sold upwards of 70 sets of this Apparatus, and having received from the purchasers most favourahle

report-s of their working, they have the utmost confidence in bringing the invention before the public.

TABLE SHOWING THE COST OF A SET OF TACBLLE, WITH ENGINE, COMPLETE.-£ s. d.
8-Horse Patent Bouble^Cyliuder Engine ^.- .. ., .. .. 255"Extra strong Leather Driving Band J ' .

,

7
Windlass, with Anchors, Snatch Blocks, and Kollers, complete 1!

' " ." " " 125
2400 yards of Steel Wire Rope .. " 61 5
No. HB Cultivator j,

*' 16 10
fjTo. 4 Cultivator , . ' ] " '[ [\

*

' " " '[ '\ 17 -lO
Turning Bow [[ [

" " 2I

£503 5

referred to.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Foimders, Ac,
2, WINSLEY STREET, LONDON, W.

BOOM DEVOTED 1 ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF H
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATAL0GH7E UPON APPLICATION.

Notices to Correspondenffi.
Addrbsb: T X 2 must advertise.
EMKfRATro.v : Mu/ratory. We are unable to answer your
qneation. You had better acquire experience on the spot
before investing your capital : and we should recommend
avoiding any partnership except oue made there after expe-
rience both of the work and of one another under it

Food for Pios: C £ £\ The brine we consider would have an
injurious effect on the pigs, the extent of which depends on
the qnantiry of salti>etre and salt consumed- »rcs

Gar Lime: W P. We should prefer old ^s Imie to chalk.
Irish AomcuLTURAL PAPFais; W T, maOi. J,Uk Fornners*
(Gazette, 23. Batchelor's Walk, Dublin: In-ih AgricvMund
Seiruw, 7. Great Bninswick Street, Dublin.

Small Faox
: Hortu^i. If yon are noar a good market for milk

'

you cannot do better than keep cows, and ad the arable land

Orchid Houiefi
Conservatories for Window or
Balcony Gardening

Vinerieft

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fniit Houses
Forcing Pits and Frames
Cucumber and ilelon Hou«e»

weU qualified to guarantee the perfect execution of any work^ intrusted to tfaom iT the erectfet of
^ AI£R,^"

Summer Temples
Arbours, 4m.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

Drawing and Estimates free upon application.
PRIZE MEDAL GATES X^J) STABLE F T T T I 2s' .^.

Iron Hnrdles, Strained Wire Fencing, Game Xettin^- &c
^twry description of I>iam, Ornamental, Cast and WrougJd Iron, and V"r€ Work

SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy, Iron Works, 2, Wiusley Streetro5b7d Street W. (opposite the Pantheon).

Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass Walla

for the protection of plants
or ripening wall fruit

EXHIBITION

m
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WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATTXG STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitted with J. W. & Son's

Patent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot clog in action, for

Farms. Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

Diameter „
. , ,

/Fittedforlead, i i

gutta percha
| 1

or cast iron \ 2
flanged pipe 2
as required, j 2

21
'^l

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

of BarreL Height.

Siin.Rlif^rtlf'^''^^"*

2* ,, long 3 „ 3 „

S „ dittos,, 6„
31 „ ditto 3„ 6„
4.. ditto 3 „ 6„

S. d,

1

10
4

9
18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-

Smmd tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
ouses ; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
plumber in Town or country, at the above
prices, orofthePatentccs and Manufacturers,
John Warner & Soms, 8, Crescent, Jewiu Street, London, E.C-
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings scut on application.

M
HORTfCULTURAL AGENT AMD VALUER.
R ALFRED CHANDLER, (of the late firm of
CHAyDLER&S0N8.)28, Priory Road, Wandswnrth Road,S.

PRIZE LIQUID MANURE DISTRIBUTOR.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS
Packed in Boxes of 50 feet each.

6 by 4and 6^ by 4^
7 by 5 and 7i by 5i

4 10.?. Gd.

12s. 0(2.

8 by 6 and S,i by 6i .. l^.s.Qd.
Obyr,9iby7i,&10by8 158. OJ.

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.
This Glass weighs 32 oz. to the foot, and is admirably adapted

or Cucumber Lights, Border Frames, <feo.

HAND GLASSES.
12 inches
14
16

99

»»

65, Od, eacK
7
8

T*

18 inches
20
24

ff t •

w *

* *

24 inclieslong
^^
20
IS

Painted and glazed with 16 oz. Sheet Glass,
If open at top, 1^, extra*

CUCUMBER GLASSES.

95. Od, each
10
12

9>

P9

I

•

•

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID II^NTTRE DISTRI-
BUTOROR "WATER-CART, warranted not to choke np or

otherwise get out of order. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill
Crops, or Pasture L.and, or for Watering Streets ; has been
awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obtained of the
Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli Waggon Works, Cheltenham.
N.B,—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either fixed

or portable.

tr

2g.0d.

1 10
1 8
1 6

16 inches loner

12
7f

Made to any length.

1*. iiK

I 2

1

,cA -r,- ,
JAMES PHILLIPS AND CO.,

I O, Eishopsgate St. Without, London, E.G.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES.
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

H ^TJ?y/^'^ ^^- are supplying l(5-oz. Sheet Glass
"/ . '

.
Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each at the foUowing REDUCED PRICES for cash.A reduction made on 1000 feet.
Sizes.—Inches

Trom 6 by 4

EANSOMES SIMS, Ipswich,
CONTINTTE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Improved Agricultural

Machinery, including
PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS. CULTIVATORS, ROLLRRS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS,
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE, &c.
STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS.
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.
HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY, DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machinery the utmost .sirnplioity,
diirability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the mtiintenance of these important principles
in everything which they manufacture.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the

Orwell Works: or to their London Agent, SHEPPARD RANSOME. 31, Essex St. J^trand, W.C.

fV

8
10

tr

t>

*r

5
6
8

»»

Per foot,
at lid. i3

2d. „

2id.
2M.

99

Per 10 feet

.

£0 12 6
16 8
18 9

1 10
1 2 11

DEANE §• COMPANY'S

GARDEN ENGINES, Galvanized Iron
Prices 55s., 63s., 1059,, 120fl.

Ditto, Wood, 84s„ 105s, 130s.

Flower Stands, 4s. 6d. each.

Cast Iron Ornamental ditto, to hold
7 Vases, 278.

Deane's Mowing Machines, with "Boyd'a
Patented Tmprovement«, £4 178. 6d, XC 6s. Od.,

£6 17s. 6d., £7 78. Od.

Green House Syringes, 8s., 10s., 18s. 6d
Garden Rollers, £1 14s. 6d.,£2.,£2 128,

£3 38., £3 183., £4 13s., £5 12s., £7 10s.

Garden Stools, 4s. 6d.

Garden Chairs, from 30s.

Boyd's Self-adjusting Scythe, lOs. Qdi.

Wire Work, 18in. 4d. per yard run»

^^ Every Implement for Garden use on tJie

lowest Terms.

DEANES :—Opening to the Monument, London Bridge.

GLASS WAREHOUSE,—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Eorticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

Supplied to
In. hy In. 16 oz.
20 .. 12 ^
20 . . 13 ( Common, per 100 feet, 135. Qd.

.. 14 j Super „ iCs.

SMALL SaUARES.
Mr. Rivers and many Others,

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

7 „ 5
8 » 6
10 „ 8

T ... 12 „ 9 „ __. „
J.arger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3rf. to Z^d. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 3jrf. to 5rf.

26 oz. „ 3i(?. to 7H- '. "
ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GL\SS andPATENT PLATE GLASS, for Hortic;iltukl pt^posesf at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet
GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattem,

either m Sheet or Rough Plate Glass

^7*^n^*^*^"^
Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Gla^iS

3hlk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass

PATENT PLATE GLASS.-The present extremely moderate
pnce of this superior article should cause it to supersede all
other lufenor window glass in a gentleman's residence.* No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description ofgoods susceptible of injury by oxpomn-e.
Prices since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half
List of Prices and Estimates forwaixied on application \.<i

.Iames Hetley .fe Co., 85, Sohn Squ »re. London, W.
rpHKEE THOUSAND YARDS WIKE GARDKN
--- BORDERS, 25j. per 100 yards; nearly new, 10 inches
deep, thick wire (No. 8). dome top, \d. per yard for leas tliau
lOO yards

; also two tons Hot-Water Pipes. U. per ton ; a Large
Greenhouse Boiler, U. ; a Large Iron Tank. 1 6 ft. bv 9 ft. by 3 ft,

. '^, „,? ^^^^* ^i "'^^' diameter, about fiO ^aids. 5i. ; an
Iron Fly Wheel, 8 ft. diameter, 1 ton. n. ; a PaiV of Solid Iron
Rollers, brusa Hushed in stand on wheels, 20/.—R. Richakdsox.
99, Euston Road, London, N.W.

AUDEN NETS, FISHING NETS, SHkEP NE'I^
-New TWINE GARDEN NliT, lU. per yai-d, kyanisod •

Tanned Nets e*. 3d. per 100 yards; Drag Nets, *ifl y:irds, U,
Flue >ets; Trammel Nets, 20 yarrls, Zl. (other sizes in propor-
tion); Casting Nets; Sheep Nets, \l. per 50 yards, very

Londory'w
^^^"'^'^°^-''' ^^^ 'i'U^^iir, 09, Euston Boad,

TANNED XEITING at reduced price;:, 200 square
yards lOs. ; 500 yards, 24s. Scrim Canvas for Wail Fruit,

Greenhouse Shades, and Tulip Covers. Address in full
Frederick Edginoton, Marquee, -Flag, and Bnnuer Manu-
faeturer, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London. S. E.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for preservirv
Seed-beds, Fniit, Strawbeiries from Frost, Blight, Birds

(fee, and as a Fence for Fowls, *c. One vard wide, l^rf
2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards, 4Jf?. ; and 4 yards, 6il. "per yard, in any
quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 37fi, Strand, W.C.

An allowance to Nurserymen.

Aj ETTING for Kruit Trees, Seed Beds, Ripe Straw"X^ ben-ies, &c. TANNED NETTING for Protecting the
above froni Fr^st, Blight, Birds, Ac, 2 yards wide, U. per
yard, or 100 yards. 20*. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yai^*=.
20«. New Tanned Netting, suited for any of the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 5-/. per yard •

4 yards wide, lOd. per yard; f> yards wide, U. 3d. per yard ;
J-inch me.sh. 4 yards wide, Is. 4d. peryard.—Can bebad in any
quantity of Eatox & Dkixer, 6 and 7, Crooked Lane. London
Bridge, E.G.

TO FAK.^IERS.—If you wish to preserve your Hay
go to Davis & Co., 64, West Smithfield, London, E.C

,

vrhcre you may purchase a RICK CLOTH of the best material
and workmanship cheaper than at any other house in Loudon.

1RICK

20
20

21 oz.

18*.

23«.

In. by In.

6 .. 4

6^ .. 4i
7 .. 6

n H

In. by In.

6
€4

t t

• f

8

8i
9

h

Per 100 feet.

Comuiou
11a. Cd.

Super.
12s. 6d.

Per foot.

IK
l|d.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

TENTS
D Hand,

^ches by Inches.
10

104
11
12

15
16
17
18
13
U

8

84
9
9

Inchesby Inches

11
11
11
11
12
12

124
13
13
121

15
16
17
18
20
22

W A

4 4

94
9
10
lOi

12
12
12
12
12
12

Inches by Inches.
13 . . 10

134 -• 104
14 ..10
14^ . . lOi

16
17
20
23
20
22

f #

13
13
13
13
14
14

Inches by inches.
134 .. 114

14 11

4ths.
3ds.
2ds.

1
P. 100 feet

' 1 2s. 6d.
Ms. 3d,
18s.

21«. G(l.

P. foot.

IJrf.

1*
2i

2i_
24
20
20

« 1

16
17
18

m *

4tbB.
3ds.

2ds.

Ists.

13«. 6d.

16s.

19s. 8d.

24 s.

IH.
2

8

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made f( .r package.

16 OT itT.« 13J OA A o.?^-^^^ CUTTO ANV GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

iy^^'},V-'
^^'' ^^ ^''^- per foot.

I 21 oz.—4ths, 2ld., U.. and S^d.
„ 3d8, 2id., 2kd., and 3d. per foot.

|
„ 8ds, 34^., 4d!., aud44d

HARTX.BTS ZMPKOVBI> PATEKT aOUGH FI.A.TE

per
per

foot,

foot.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTY

• W

• *

^ot accottntahle for hreakage.
32s. 0(/. per cwt.
34
8

»»

LINSEED OIL
BOILED „
TURPENTINE

* 4

BL.VCK, GREEN, and uH other :".ls of FAINTS, VARNISHES/ BRUSHES,' &c

2#. 4(?. per gall

2 9
3 3

99

n

CLOTHS, New, with PoU>s Pullev?, i^iul

Lines complete,

CLOTHS, a large quality of Sccond-liuhtl,
in good condition.MARQUEES ANT)
of all dimensions.

TENTS, Sbcon
from the Cnmea.FLAGS AND BANNERS

OF ALL NATION'S,

NETTING (iJKITTAIN^S), Ne;v and Srcond-hanJ,
for pj^servingr Fniit from Birds^ Frost, Ac.

Address—BFXJAsrrN" Edoington, 2, Duke Street, Southwark,
London Bridg:e, S.E- Warehouse, 32, Churing' Crow^ S.W;,

%* No other establitihmenta.

CUTTA PERCr.A TUBING FOK WATERING GAKDENS.
THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

TtMiimiyM^l fr^ym Mr. J- Farrah, ^r to Host^'ell 3fmDLET0N
Jalland, Esq-, of Hoi^f.rM»* Uovin^ near HvlL

"1 have had 400 feet of your Guttapercha Tubing, in lengths

of 100 feet each, with union joint, in n**c for the lu^t 12 months
for watering thcFc gtinlens, and I find it to answer better than
anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of the water is

very considerable, but this has not the sligMc?^t effect on the
tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most valuiblc invention
for Gardener=f, inasmuch aa it enable ns to water our gr.rdenR

in abr>iit one-half the time, and with one-hajf the labour
required,'*

Manufactured by the Gntti Percha Cnmpan^, Patentee?,
IS. Wharf Road, City Road, London, KC.^ and old by tl. r
Wholesale Dealers in to mi and country.
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SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 100 YEARS.

A N M c

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

ACACIAS.—Thirty magnificent species, 105. Gd. ; 20 ditto.

7s. Gd. ; 12 ditto, 4s. 6d.
CANNAS.—Thirty ma^rnificent species/lOs. 6rf.J 20 ditto,

7s. 6d. ; 12 ditto, is. 6d. ; 12 species mixed, Is.

RIGINUS.—Six splendid species, 2*. Gd. ; 6 species mixed, 1«.

CHAM.SR0P3 HUMILIS.—Exceedingly ornamental Fan
Palm, which will stand the winter out of doors with very
little protection, id. per packet.
ORNAMKXTAL GRASSES.—Thirty beautiful varieties,

7s. Gd. ; 20 ditto, 6s. ; 12 ditto, 2s. 6d.

ORNAMENTAL GOURDS AND CUCUMBERS.—Thirty
beautiful varieties, 7s. Gd. ; 20 ditto, 5s. Gd. ; 12 ditto, 3*. Gd.

;

mixed, 1*.

BRIANTHU3 RAVENNiE.—Extremely elegant and more
graceful than the Pampas Grass, which it resembles in

appearance and habit of growth ; its noble plumes of silvery

inflorescence are piwe white, and most delicately beautiful ; a

dried specimen can be seen at our establishment. Is. per

packet.

DATURA HUMILI3 FLORE PLENO (chlorantha flore
pleno. Bot. Mag., July 1859).—Deep golden yellow. A magnificent
plant, producing a profusion of very large, double, sweet-
scented flowers, which continue in bloom till the frost sets in
one of the greatest novelties of the season (rare). Qd. per packet
SOLANUM CAPSIGASTRUM.—Mmiature Orange tree^

covered all the winter with a rich profusion of scarlet fruit ; a
magnificent plant for greenhouse or sitting-room decoration.
(See Professor Lindley'a remarks on it in Gardeners' Chronide
Dec. ir, 1859.) Gd, and 1$. per packet.

The
has, as

._ WOODLAND WALKS, WILDERNESS DECORATION, &c.
; sowing of Flower Seeds, especially the showier sorts of Califoruian and other hardy kinds, beyond the limits of the flower garden, though by no means a new idea, is a subject which

yet. in tMscomitry, received but little attention ,.p_„,.,.i__ _. „ff_«,.fMT.w;n<.rv,;vf..r«nf frnT^ fift fn -rn ^av,VH^.nf T?lnwRrSfiPrl«bfiHt5,f1ant,M fnrt^^^^%o Jll wh^ aS^n^e'^el'^d^nXfkh^^^ of decorat^^^^^ the improvement of suchplaces, we offer the following mLxture of from 60 to 70 varieties of Flower Seeds best adapted for this purpose,

at_5s. Gd. per lb., or sufficient to sow an acre for 21s. ^
The

DIANTHUS CniNENSlS GIGANTEUS (Heddewigi).—A mag-

nificent Chinese Pink with flowers 2 to 3 inches in diameter

and varying in shade from the richest crimson to the most
delicate rose. Is., Is. Gd., and 2s. Gd. per packet.

GAZANIA RTNGENS, orange with crimson centre, flowers

larsre and beautiful, 6ti, per packet.
ARCTOTIS GRANDIFLORA (new), pale sulphur, crimson

centre, flowers 3 inches in diameter, Is. per packet.

LINUM GRANDIFLORUM COCCINEUM, brilliaut scarlet,

centre crimson, id. per packet.

foUowmg make splendid BEDDING PLANTS
CALLIRRHOE PEDATA, purple crimson, with white eye,

Gd. per packet. per pkt.

LOBELIA GRACILIS ERECTA COMPACTA, bright blue 6

RAM03A ALBA, pure white

ROSEA, rose lilac

ERINUS COMPACTA, deep blue . . . .

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM PINNATIFIDUM, yellow ..

POMEREDIANIA, yellow ..

NASTURTIUM, new dwarf Tom Thumb, scarlet .. . .

tt

it

»»

6
4

4

4
4

6

Per packet.—s. d.
NASTURTIUM, new dwarf spotted, bright yellow and

crimson 4
crimson, very rich 3
Tom Thumb yellow 1 o

NEMESIA VERSICOLOR COMPACTA, various shades .,0 4
(ENOTHERA DRUMMONDI NANA, bright yellow,

covered with bloom the whole season .

.

Gd. and 1

(ENOTHERA BISTORTI VEITCHI, fine yellow, spotted

crimson . . . . ..06

tf

»»

it

j»

FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS.
PELARGONIUMS, saved from a splendid collection,—Large-flowered, Fancy, and Odier-s five-spotted, each sort, 2s. Gdl per packet. For named Collections see Gardeners Ckronuile, Yah-

^*^^.\RNATIONS, saved from a splendid collectinn.-Chnieo mixed, 3s. Gd. per packet. CThoice mixed Perpetual, 2«. Gd. per packet. For named collections see our SPRING CATALOGUE.
PICOTEES, saved from a splendid collection.—Choice mixed, 2s. Gd. per packet. Choice mixed Perpetual, 25. Gd. per packet. For named coUections see our SI KINO- CAIALOGUB.
SPERGULA PILIFERA, Is.. 1.?. Gd., and 2a. Gd. perpacket.

, ^ „ ,^. ^ j v u. r 4.1, i ^ xu l t ^ ^^
" The SAM SLICK " EARLY DWARF MAIZE, introduced from Nova Scotia by the Hon. Justice Hallburton, M.P., and successfully cultivated by him for the last three years at Isleworth,

iQ Middlesex. The Maize cooked when green is a favourite dish in America, and visitors to that country do not readily forget how much they enjoyed tins wholesome and dehcious vegetable.

Amongst the many varieties " The Sam Slick " stands pre-eminent for earliness and superior flavour. Is. , Is. Gd. , and 25. Gd. per packet.

A splendid Collection of 100 sorts of ANNUALS, including the new sorts introduced this year, for 21s.

A splendid Collection of 50 sorts of ANNUALS, including some of the new sorts introduced this year, lOs. Gd.

A splendid Collection of 30 sorts of the most showy ANN UALS for 5j*. ; 21 for 3s. Gd. ; 15 for 2s. Gd.

Webb's GIANT COWSLIP, Gd. & Is. per packet.
|

Webb's GIANT POLYANTHUS, Gd. & Is. per packet.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MANGEL (CROP 1859) YELLOW GLOBE AND LONG YELLOW, SAVED FROM PRIME STOCKS.

Th£se are tbe riclicst in s;\cchanne matter, and are unsurpassed by any other varieties as regards weight per acre, 1*, per lb. 21 lbs. sent Carriage paid.

Agents f.irGignunST COMPOUND in boxes. Is., 3a., and 10s. 6d. ; do. BRITTAIN'S GARDEN NBTTING fo» protecting TrmtTTBBs--oirT*«*diii«r-fiIna.^^

pw.yard, 56 inches wide, 10-yard pieces; do. TIFFANY for shading, Zd. per yard. 10. 20, and SO^yard jHeces ; SHAW'S TIFFANY at advertised prices.

HOLLAND ANTi I^AYLEl' beg to offer from their
|

unrivalled Collections, in strong healthy plants,

25 pairs CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, fine show
flowers, for 1/.

Extra fine show PANSIES, Gs. per dozen.
Extra fine show Piri.OXES, 8s. per dozen.
Extra fine BELGIAN DAISIES, 4». per dozen.

Hamper and package inclnded.

PRICED CATALOGUE of DAHLIAS, BEDDING, and
MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS, &c., may be had on application.

Bradahaw Gardens, Cbadderton, Manchester.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-

form their friends and patrons that their PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of Exotic Orchids, Stove,

Greenhouse, and Hardy Ferns, ISIiscellaneons Stove, Green-
house, and Hardy Plants, Variegated and Ornamental Foliaged
Plants, Conifers, Roees, Rhododendrons, Indian Azaleas,

Oloxiniaa, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Herbaceous Plants, Fruit

Treea, &c., are now published, and will be forwarded post free

on application.—Paradise Nurscrj-, Seven Sisters and Homsey
Roads, H<^)lloway, London, N. ^ ^^^

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS.' ETC.

MES3US. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to

inform their friends and patrons that their PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS, iu which
i3 enumeratefl every novelty of proved merit, also all the best

of the older kinds, is now publLshed, and will be forwarded post

free on anplication. The sealed Collections of French and
German Asters, Balsams, Carnations, Stocks, Zinnias, &c., are

firom the beat foreign aourcea, and have hitherto given un-
qualified satisfaction. Every article has been selected with the
gi-eatest cure, and is warranted true to name and of the finest

mmlity.—Paradise Nursery^ Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads,
HoUoway, London, N.

NEW SEEDLING HORSE-SHOE GERANIUMS.
JOHN UaLLY, Nubserxman and Florist, Black-

heath, begs to announce that he Is now sendios out tke

two following GERANIUMS;—
1. BLACKIIKATH BEAUTT.—Flower a bright Mush, pro-

duGod most abundantly in compact round tni-sses, with fine

dark horse-shoo le:ifof very neat habit. Has been flowering

freely through the winter. Was exhibited before the Floral

Committee of the Horticultural Society, August 11, IS59, and
received a label of commendation aa "a dwarf, neat, and
distinct variety for the flower garden." Was also exhibited at

the Crystal Palace September Show, and gained a Prize in

Miscellaneous Class.

2. AURORA.—Havin^r similar habit and foliage with the;

former, with flowers of a deep salmon colour, and auite'

distinct. Exhibited before the Floral Committee of the Hor-

ticultural Society, March 29, 1860, and received a Label of

Commendation as "a pretty, dwarf, free-flowering Horse-shoe

leaved variety, with deep salmon-coloured flowers;" but the

Committee thinking it rather early to judge of its real merits,,

and wishing to see it again, awarded it a First Class Certificate

of Merit, on April 26, 1860.

Both varieties may be seen at the above Nursery covered
with flowers, and can be recommended as the very best and
showiest of their class, either as Bedding or Pot plants. Nice
flowering plants of either of the above, 10s. Gd. each, with the
tisual allowance to the Trade when three or more are ordered.
The foUowinff gentleman having ordered them in quantities

can also supply the Trade :—Mr. Charles Torner, Royal
Nursery, Slouch ; Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton Nursery, N E. ;

J[«aC^ Parker ft WituAMs, Paradise Nursery, Hollowaj, N. ;

and Messrs. Lucombk, Purca, h Co., Exeter.

E D S. A G R I C TT L T IT R A L, of all descriptions.

Q E* A S S.—Mixtures for Permanent Meadows and

Pfwt.nrpa to salt different soils.

KITCHEN GARDEN
AND

ELOWER Do.

In CoUections

or separate.

(PRICED LISTS on application.)
/l^^^

CORNER OF

HALF-MOON St.

Piccadilly. London, W

MANGEL AND TURNIP SEEDS
J

FROM LARGE BULBS.
PEICES ACCORDING TO QUANTITIES REQUIEED.

sll PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS
SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL
HORSBORC'S ENGLEFIELD MANGEL
SUTTON'S ELVETHAM MANGEL

AISIKE and other CLOVER SEEDS
T

ITALIAN* and other RYE-GRASSES

SORGHUM, or HOLCUS SACCHARATTTS

FINE NEW LUCERNE

BUTTONS CHAMPION SWEDE
TURNIP SEEDS

GARDEN SEEDS, of sorts

LUPINS for SHEEP FEED

SPERGULA PILIFERA, PLANTS AND SEEDS

Goods delivered Carriage Free. No Agentt appoinied.
m

%* THE PRICE LIST FOR MAY WILL BE SUPPLIED POST FREE ON APPLICATION,

N.B.-ALL SEEDS SENT FROM THIS ESTABLISHMENT ARE GENUINE, NEW. AND UNADULTERATED,

SUTTON & SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Estahlishment, Reading.
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125. to ISs. per doz.

9«. to 12«,

98. to 12«.

9s. to 12s.

tt

)»

M
t «

s.

15
rf.

N £ W R O S E.

A
PAUL AND SON invite attention to their

NEW TEA-SCENTED ROSE "PRESIDENT,"
V i! nhtained First-class Certificates from both the Royal

:;^''?in Sty and Horticultural Society of London in

^,^*^h last and which is now first offered for sale. It is

?^rM in the Rose Annual for 1859-60. The plant is of hardy

^Sution ; the flowers are large, full, of fine form, varying

ScSurfrom blush to salmon, and very sweet It is con fa-

£n?lv anticipated that ib will prove one of the finest of Tea-

Sted Roses. Price 5^. per plant ; a few extra strong plants,

^, fid each The usual discount to the Trade when tliree or

^J-^g plants are ordered at once.—Nurgeries. Cheshunt. Herts.

jJXl7~speciivien tea-scented roses
Grown in 6-inch Pots for Exhibition.

FINE SELECTED PLANTS per doz. 24s.

Smaller Plants in 48 or 4-inch pots .. .. .. » i-i

^
Selection left to W. W. & S.

TTTTtl. WOOD AND SON are now prepared to supply

VV fine strong Plants of the above from their extensive

STOCK. CATALOGUES may be obtained on application, and

extra plants added to each order to compensate for carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near Uckfield^ Sussex.
— ROSES Vn pots.
Woodlands Nursery, Mahesfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON are now executing orders

for ROSES in pots, and will aupply fine healthy dwarf

pbntfi as under:—
TEA-SCENTED ROSES ..

CHINA DO
BOURBON and NOISETTE DO...

HYBRID PERPETUAL DO.

The months of April and May are considered ve^ eligible

for planting out Roses from pots. The plants now offered are

stnmg and well grown.
.

Plants presented to compensate for carrtftge.

P~
ELAUGUNIUMS, &c.—2000 Show, Fancy, French

and English Spotted varieties, from &s., ^»., 12,«. to 19s.

perdozen; FUCHSIAS of 1859, 9s. per dozen; GLOXINIAS
new 20s. per dozen, 6 for 12«, ; TYDEAS, new, 11 varieties for

ISs ; ACHIMENES, choice, 9s. per dozen ; BEGONIAS,
several choice varieties, from 1«. 6rf. to 3s. 6d. each. Also a

large quantity of VERBENAS, DAHLIAS, and other Bedding

plants. The Trade supplied. Catalogue for one [.stamp.—

Henry "Walton, Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley.

BIES INVERTA (new Weeping Spruce Fir), a

variety of the common Spruce, in growth like a Kilmar-

nock Weeping Willow ; its leader straightens itself in the old

wood, like a Deodar Cedar. It is the best weeping variety ever

introduced. A few photograph copies have been taken, one of

which will be forwarded on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

Price 15s. each, with usual allowance to the Trade, and one

extra added for every three ordered. A few extra fine speci-

mens at increased prices.

RiCHARP'SMiTH.-Nurseryman, Worcester.

ESSRS. J. AND H. BROWN offer the following

selection of choice PLANTS, which they will forward

to any part:— ^ .- ,

Andromeda fioribunda, spnug flowermg, per doz.

25 Araleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort,

on their own roots, by name, well set for bloom,

fiDC for beds or pot culture for forcing

US Ap.^y^nK, hardy American varieties, do do._ -

-

12 hardy Rhododenarons, includmg scarlet, white, and

lose colour - • , ; ' j ' * " j
Fino \iardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, per dozen

Hew Yellow Rhododendrons, each, 3s. '6d. to.

.

Roses, best -sorts, Standards and Half-standards,

per dozen, 123. to

Climbing Roses of beat sorts, rapid growers, per doz.

6 fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort ... .. •• J!tO

Greenhouse Azaleas, fine varieties, per doz., lOs. to. . 12

,
Camellias, best double varieties, per dozen _..

24 Epacria and Ericas, one of a sort, in small pots
50 chdice hard-wooded Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort

12 AcLimenes and Gloxinias, new sorts, by post .'<

Fine Cinerarias coming into flower, per dozen
Choice Carnations and Yellow Picoteps, per doz.

Best Pansics and Pinks, per doz.
Herbaceous Pseonias, including New White, Blush

and Pink, per dozen . . . . . . • . . . 8
30 choice hardy Herbaceous plants, one of a sort . . 10

Chrysanthemums, the new varieties, do 6
Phloxes, perennial new Belgian varieties, do. . . 6
Verbehas and Petunias, new varieties, do 4

Scarlet Geraniums and Flower of the Day, per doz. . . 5
18 papers choice Flowef Seeds, 5s. ; 40 do. lOs., free by post.

Evergrecu Shrubs and Ornamental Trees of all kinds cheap.

NEW CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, &c., foe I860, by post.

'Albion Nursery, Stoke Ncwington, N.—May 5.

STRAWBtERRY,—WIZARD OF THE NORTH (Robertson's)

DANIEL ROBERTSON continues to supply strong
Plants of the above fine vai^ety at 63». per 100 or 9s. per

dozen. For description, &c., see former advertisements. It

can also be supplied genuine by the foUowtog parties in the
Trade in and around London :

—

Brigden, Mr.Tiraothy, 10,Eailway Arcade, LondonBridge.S.E,
Boshell, Mr. Frederick, 86, High Street, Borough, S.E.
Carter, Mr. James, & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.
Charlwood.ii Cummins, Messrs., Tavistock Row, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Chartrds, Mr. James, 74, King William Street, City, E.G.
Comwell, Mr. George, Barnet, Herts.
Cuthill, Mr. James, Camberwell, S.
Dancer, Mr. Alexander, Fulham, S.W.
Penyer, Mr. William, 82, Gracecliurch Street, E.G.
Jlodds, Mr. G. 8., Epsnm Nurseiy, Epsom, Sferi-ey.
Francis, Mr. E. P., Hertford.
Fraaer, Messrs. J. & G., Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, N.E.
Fraspr. Richajason, & Goad, 82, Bishopsgate Street, E.C.

J^ Kv^- 2'i «"•• 2^' ^''^^ ^^^^'^. Piccadilly, W.G bbs. T.
. & Co 47, Half TWoon Street, Piccadilly, W.

niendinmog, _Mr. R.,_Tumham Green, W.
;eware Road, W.

, ^ .. Street, E.C.

^a _j- TT . <i
^iwgston, Surrey.

..ones, JUT Edward, Hart Street, Henley-on Thames.Keman, Mr J.,4, Or^ Ru.ssell Street, Covent Garden, W.C.Kmghom. Mr. F. R., Sheen Road, Richmond S W
Uwson, Messrs. P ^ Son, Great George St., WestiMnstenW.
Uia, Messrs. J. *r, fi _ Ha+nmfi*«TT\if>, TIT

* *

Lpw,M _ ... „ _
Strand, W.C.

Osbom & Sons, Messrs.. Fulham, S.W.
^mplin <t Son, Lea Bridge Nursery, N.E.
Pwl, Messrs. A., & Sons, Cheshunt, Herts.
Rollisson, Messrs., & Sons, Tooting, S.
Smith, Mr. J., Rcmford, Essex.
Turner. Mr. Charles, Royal Nursery, Slough
Veitch, Mr. James, Jun., Exotic Nursery, Kinc's Road

Chelsea, S.W. ^ ^^^
watt, Mr. Alexander, Edgeware Road, W.

20
15

12
12
5

15
6

-28
16
42
10

8
6

6

•'0

NEW DAHLIAS.
CHARLES TURNER is now sending out strong

Plants of the following :—
Mrs. H. Vyse (Church) lOs. 6d.

Purple Standard (Fel-

lowea) .. .. 7 6

Scout (Holmes) ..10 6
7
7
7
7

Acme (Ferry) .

.

Beauty (Turner)
Bravo (Holmes)
Clara Novello (Turner)
Conqueror (Cook)
Crinoline (Turner) .

.

EarlShaftesbury(Perry) 7
Enchantress (Fellowes) 7

Flower of the Day
(Turner) .. ..10

George Eliot (Turner) 10
LadyTauuton(Turner) 10
Lilac Queen (Grant).. 10

lOs. Od.

10 6
6
6
6

6
6
6

6
6

6
6

FANCY DAHLIAS,
New Varieties.

Bellona (Fellowes) .

.

7
Ethil (Turner).. .. 10
Harlequin (Grant) .

.

10
Pluto (Turner) .

.

10

Queen Mab(Tumer).. 10

Splendid (Green)

The above are first-class varieties for exhibition. A
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

N

6
6
6
6
6
6

full

B E D D t PLANTS.W
Plants :—

Per dozen.—5. d. *.

Alyssum variegatum 2 6 to 3

Ageratum, sorts ..26
Calceolaria, ditto -• 3

Ditto ditto, per 100 20
Dahlias, ditto . . 4
Ftichsias, ditto - , 4
Geraniums, Scarlet,

sorts . . - . 2 6

Ditto ditto, per 100 20

It

ti

t>

it

t*

4
4

6
6

Per dozen.— s. d.

Ditto, Variegated .

.

Heliotropes, sorts ,

.

Lantanaa, ditto . .-

Lobelia speciosa
Ditto ditto per 100,
per 1000 .. £7

Petunias, sorts
Verbenas, ditto
Ditto ditto, per 100

3 6
2 6
3
2 6

16
10
2 6
2 6
16

it

It

ft

i.

6
4
4
3

9f

4
3

Huntingdon Nurseriea,

c
planting out.

Pinus Don Pedri
Veitchii .

.

Popocfftepetli .

.

macrocarpa, fine

Llaveana .

.

tuberculata
Benthaoaiana .,.

Lerdoi
resinosa
cornea
patula

9%

97

ft

79

• •

99

8

3
2
2
2
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

d.

6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Pinus Ehregbergii

M popehni - -

Abies religiosa *

.

„ hirtella

Cupressus irNabbiana,

Picea amabilis, 2 years.

.

,, grandis, 2 years .

.

Wellingtonia gigant6ft,

splendid plants, 2 to

s.

1

1
2
2

1

2
2

d.

6
6
6
6

6

6

21

J. Henchman, Edmonton, Miildlesex, N.

DO NOT PURCHASE MORE SEED THAN YOU REQUIRE.

JAMES TYNAN can still supply the following seeds

of the very best ^nality, for second and late sowings:—
Truffaut'3 P^ony-flowered ASTERS, in separate colours, each

per packet, 2d.
. , ,

TrufTaut's Pfcony-fiowered ASTERS, in mixed colours, per

packet, 6d.

Truffaut's Pjeony-flowered ASTERS, in mixed colours, smaller

packet, 3d.

Cbrysanthemnm-flowered ASTERS, the same as above.

German dwarf ten-week STOCK, ,, „
German large flowering STOCK, „ „

Per packet.

Fine Calceolaria . . . . 6t?.

Cineraria . . . - 6
Primula .

.

. . 6
'Balsam ,, .. 6
Phlox Drummondii 4

it

n

Per pac'ket.

Fine Zinnia elegans . . 4d.

German double
Larkspm- . . . . 3

German double
"Wallflower .. 3

»>

II

Enclose j)ostage stamps and addressed envelope for any of the
'above.'—Ja siEs Ty>jan, Importer of Continental Seeds, Seed
"Warebonse, 6S, Gref^t George Street. Liverpool.

CHOtCE SEEDS.
MESSRS. PARKER aNd WILLIAMS beg

offer tbe following New and Genuine SEEDS, all

which are strongly recommended :

—

P. packet—s. d.

to
of

BROCCOLI, Penzance White (Mitchinson's)

CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-

more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation.

,

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties

LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's)

J,
Moor Park, extra fine 1

MELONS, all the best varietfes 1

1 6

1

1

1

t

t •

TOMATO, Early Red (Powell's)

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous^ finest mixed
CINERARIA, from finest ndmed varieties

„ maritima
CELOSIA aurea pyramidalis

,, crimson-feathered variety .. ,. ± -j

COCKSCOTVIB, dwarf, extra fine 10

6
6

2
2

1

1

6

6

6
6
6
6
6

DIANTHUS Heddewiggi 1

LOBELIA erinus speciosa (true) .. .. .. 1

PANSY, from named varieties 1

PERILLA Nankinensis
PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata i 1

SOLANUM capsicastrum • 1

,,
pseudo-capsicnm ; this is quite equal

in beauty for decorative purposes

to the preceding 10
A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGE-

TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

is published, and will be forwarded post free on application.

An inspection and comparison with the prices of several

Firms advertising Seeds carriage free is respectfully sohcited.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homaey Roads, HoUo-

way. London, N. -

NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.

JOHN STANDISH, in offering the following Plants

can assure his customers that they are now in fine con-

dition for sending out:—
^ ^ „ ,t i. i

MYOSOTIDIUM NOBILE, or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each

31^ 6(f —This plant, from the Chatham Islands, is one of the

most remarkable that has been introduced for Some years,

bcltie totaUy distinct from all others. It has large thick

leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and s^nds

UP magnificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful bhie

n«:i4i^itP similar to a" Forget-me-not, but of a giant form.

^ne^r&ptember.'^ A description taken ^'^^^h^above i.

oici; TMiblished in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1S59,
also

P^'^Vf. T^
'iV^ ga_8 —"This is the handsome perennial

ri^c^^^ro^BS^s'eS^l^^^^^ ^^^^ ^'- ^

.^^/^^\mrs?lTD\sH -TS:%n^t white, with a large
PHLOX M^^;,^%^'^^^^ of the finest kmds

"v^ff S fi shown durinfthe last summer and in every

Ta^e'recetvedThe FTt Prize.^ Plants from U. to 2s 6d. each

A pItaTOGUE containing a full description of the best

^
HatdypSncXvationim be forwarded on application to
jiarayria ^^^ ^^^^^ Nmrsery, Bagshot.

CHINESE PRIMROSE.—Very superior fimbriated
varieties saved by a first-rate private grower, per

packet, 1«. : fimbriata alba, do., 1*. per packet; fimbriata
striat-a, choice, from the continent, la. per packet. The Trade
supplied.
CALCEOLARIA.—This is annually received from a private

grower, for years renowned for his first-rate Calceolarias, and
has g^iven the JuUest satisfaction, per packet. Is. ; extra, from
finest new, 2s. Gd. per packet : also fine new continental dwtirf
growing varieties, see Catalogue.

Stephen Brown. Seed Batablishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

AZALEA INUICA.—Splendid varieties, pknts fine,

strong, and bushy, with a profusion of flower buds.

Selections at the following low prices (prices per 100 to the
Trade on application) :

—

£ s. d.

20 superb varieties 1 16
. 12 ditto ditto 120

Carriage free to all railway stations in London, or on the Col-
chester line to Norwich.

m' A CATALOGUE of SUPERB GLOXINIAS, ACHIMB-
NKAS, GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, BEDDING PLANTS, and
ROSES in Pots, is now reac^. Copies on application.—Stephen
Brown, Seed and Nursery Establishmept, Sudbury, Suffolk.

THE KEW HORTICULTURAL GARDEN. —
Persons wishing to have specimens of their Works placed

for Exhibition in the New Garden at Kensington Gore should
now forward particulars of the class of articles they wish t©
exhibit, and the space required, that the Council of the Horti-
cultural Society may decide whether the articles proposed to
be exhibited will be appropriato to tbe Garden, andv;hether
space can be found.
No 8Y»ace will be allotted to articles wbich it Is proposed to

•remove at the end of a few months.
No charge will be made for space.
The name of the Exhibitor will be affixed to each article.

Space will probably be found for objects IN CEMENTS,
such as Edging.s, Balustrades, Vases, Statues—IN TERRA
COTTA, such as ornaments forSpandrils, Edgings. Balustrade^
Vases—IN BR0N2E AND IRON, such as Vases, Statues,

Seats, Trellis-work~IN STONE AND MARBLE, such as

Statues, Vases, Edgings, for fountains; coloured varieties for

pavements—TX CHINA, such as Vases, Jardiniferes—EN-
CAUSTIC TILES,
SLATES of large size and peculiar quality for Greenhouse

walks.
Proprietors who may wish to exhibit specimens of their

quaiTies will be able to exhibit such in the shape of pedestals, Ac.
Letters to be addres.sed to the Assistant-Secretary, Horticul-

tural Society. S, St. Martin's Place, London, W.C.

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLAMTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT TO RESrME THE

IMPORTATION OF SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Coifticil

are desirous . of finding a well iuformed active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
would be desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, incloaiug testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place, London, W.C.

^iie (BartJtncrjS' Chronicle*
SATURDAY, MAY b, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
HoitiiAT. May 7—Entomological 8 r.M.
_. 4, ( Horticultural (Frnit Committee)
liESDAT, — b^

^f St.Alarfin's Place 3 r.M.
Wedmslat, — 9—Microscopical 8 r.M.
_ i^f Horticultural f Floral Committee)
THiTESDAr. - 10 j ^( m_ Martin's I'lace 2 f.m.

A CIRCTJLAE letter from Manchester announces

the formatioii of a new association to be called the

Manchester Field-Naxukalists' Society, the

object of which is to proyide those residents in and
about Manchester, "who possess a taste for ^Natural

History, with frequent opportunities of social in-

tercourse ; thus bringing together persons of con-

genial spirit, and encouraging the arts and
sciences that have immediate relation to the

works of J^^ature. The plan seems to have been

commenced with a spirit which promises success,

above 200 members having already joined the

Society,

From a report publisbed by the Manchester

Courier we learn that the association has already

held its first meeting :

—

On Wednesday evening the iuaugui'al meeting was
,

held at the AtbeniL-um, and was numerously at-

tended. In the library were displayed rare and beau-

tiful objects in natural history, including a fine collec-

tion of British Mosses, supplied by Mr. Holland, a

member of the Society. There was also an extensive

collection of insects, lent by Mr. John Watson, of

Plymouth Grove. Cases of birds were there, sent by Mr.

Cartee, ofLower Mosley Street,and prepared by tbe late

David Dyson, and Edward Jacques, of the Medical

School. Tlicso specimens are described as beinpr of ranch

Wanfry and rarity. The wa}lsweredecorated with a great

namber of preserved tlywersand plaute, supplied by Mr,

GKiNDONaud'--' _T botanists; there was also a beautiful

display of the flowers of forest trees, from the

neighbourhood of Hazel Grove. Microscopes were

furnished by Mr. Thomas TraNEK, Mr. Da>ceb, »«d

others; and included two fine polarifflng in.strumputs.

An aquarium was filled by Mr. Stbaxge. The tables

received their finishing touches of beauty from the vases

of fresh and elegant flowers supplied by Mr. Yates.

Amongst the company present were J. A. Ttrweb,

Esq., M.P.; Mr. TnoiiAS Tuekeb, M.K.C.S.; Mr.

James Vebcival, President of the Laucasbire Botanical

Societies; Mr. Jou:^ Shaw, of Eccles a working man,

described as an extremely clever and original botanist,

and a considerable nnmber of other students of natural

history, both ladies and gentlemen. The card ot member-

ship, designed by Mr. J. KAVSMnn—depicting a beau-

»
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tiful s^lvuii scene—Ims been much adnureti, iind with
justice, for it is really a charming bit of ait.

^
air-TnoATAS'l'TTENEii, r.R.C.8.,presicloa,aiiddelivered

ah intiugnral address, in which he adverted at consider-

able length to the advantages of studying natural
history, including geology, entomology, and zoology. The
establishment of the Field-Naturalists' Society, he said,

was an entirely new idea, there being no institution of

tlie kind previously in the United Kingdom, The inten-

, tion wiis to afford an opportunity for the study of natural

erect objects. Everybody living in the country

must have occasionally felt the want of a portable

instrument for the purpose. "VVe are therefore

glad to announce the invention of one which is to

be called the Dendrometei^, and which is offered at

a very reasonable price.

There is at first however a slight difficulty in

using the instrument. A good object for the tirst

trial is the gable of a house or a tall erect pole,

history, not simply from books or plates, or even from ' with the height of the observer's eye marked dis-

musenms, but in nature's own haunts, in the fields and
the forests, where she loved to be studied, and there to

see the living plant and the living animal iu their

naturallmbituts and under the circumstances of their

natural instincts. The suggester of the association was

Mr. Leo H. Geiudon, whose "Manchester Flora" and
." Walks and Wildflo^vers " were works too well known
to require recommendation. The objects of the Society

were threefold. First, to take excursions into the

.eo«ntry at appointed periods, to study wild flowers and

^ild animals, ponds aud their contents, living or dead;

'secondly, to hold during the winter season, when all

-nature out ofdoors was in a state ofhybernation, meetings

for conversation and ior examining various objects of

tinctly on it. It will be easier at first to bring

the reflection of the top of such, an object and the

mark together, than it would be with the more
vagu9 outline of the summit of a tree.

A similar instrument is described in the Gar-
deners' Magazine^ vol, xvi. p. 190, under the name
of ** Hypsometer, {measure of height), an instru-

ment invented by John . Sang, Esq., Land
Surveyor, for taking the height of trees, buildings,

and other objects." The principle is simple, being

duced at the Meeting, and we confidently anticipate
universal admiration of the beautiful design. It
is understood that another fortnight will complete
the earthworks which the Koyal Commissioners are
executing, immediately after which the Society^s
operations will commence. From information that
has reached us we believe that the estimates fur
the whole operation are nearly finished, and that
they have proved entirely satisfactory. Means
will be very shortly taken to admit Fellows of the
Society and their friends to view the ground, which
however is at present scarcely passable except ia
fine weather.

exa

natural history which would be brought under observa- instrument. It is a well-known fact that when a
«.. .., .1 • t n<i • 11 LI ' -i«1-1_A»_ Il_-i._J C r i.1, -^1_
tion, with the aid of the microscope aud by other means

;

aud, thirdly, the delivery of lectures on interesting

branches of natural history. Mr.TirKyEE mentioned that

he had recently, with the aid of Mr. Stainer, delivered a

.courseof lectures on naturalhistoryto the deaf and dumb,

-in John Dalton Street, and the delight with which the

knowledge had been received showed that there was an

ENTOMOLOGY.
THE^EEBAKirM: BEETLE.

There is a class of persons who ingeniously test
every production both of Nature and Art by its cni
bono character, and who are wonderfuUv clevpr in

,

otner oojecui. xn« prxi^uipie x^ «ijup.« uciag
, ^^^ecting the final causes of everything. What for

ctly thesameasthat^of
^^^^

sextant,_which^^of
|

;„gtance could be the object of the Creator in forming
such disgusting insects as tlie bug or the louse ? Their
ready answer suggests that it was for the purpose of
inducing a greater degree of cleanliness in mankind.
Such persons would doubtless consider that the little

beetles which infest neglected herbariums, the dried
plants in which are gnawed to pieces by their larvae, were
created with the object of inducing the possessors of
such collections of plants to look over them at stated

intervals, and so keep up in their minds a knowledge of
the species of plants of which they might be m

course would answer the same purpose in the

hands of a person accustomed to the use of that

ray of light is reflected from any surface, the angle

of reflection, as it is called, is equal to the angle of

incidence ; also that when an object, as the top of

a tree, is seen at an angle of 45", the distance from
the stem is exactly equal to the height of the

tree above a point on the stem level with the

height of the eye. The horizontal line from the

lectual, recreative, and sanitary advantages. The ' a right-angled triangle, whilst a line from the top

Society was intended as much for those who knew of the tree to the eye is the hypothenuse, and when
nothing of botany as for those who were adepts in the angle which the latter makes with the sides is

the science. The ladies would of course find a plea-
1 45°^ the base and perpendicular are of equal lengths.

sure in becoming members, and botanical studies
. [gy means of the above convenient instrument the

would afford agreeable occupation for their leisure, distance which subtends an angle of 45'' is readily
.Delightful social meetings would result from_ this

ascertained, and consequently the height of the
Society. The real enjoyments of life did not consist in .

' a - o

the pleasures of the table, or in attendinar concerts and mv • 1 j. • • ii. r t n i:_
theatres ; these amusements did not satisfy the mind I

The instrument is in the form of a small cylm-

and improve the heart, as was the case when Nature
aiid science were studied from a right motive.

The rules of the Society having been read by Mr.
-Geindon, and adopted, the Earl of Ellesmeee was

appointed president, and an acting committee formed
,out of residents iu the city.

Mr. J. A. TuE-JiER, M.P., expressed his great admira-

tion of the objects of the Society, and spoke from
personal experience of the pleasures to bo derived from

a stntly of natural history. A vote of tljanks to the

chairman for his inaugural address was carried unani-

mously, and the remainder of the evening was spent in

the inspection of specimens and conversation. In short

the whole affair seems to have been so judiciously

planned and successfully executed, that the formation

.: of the Society appears to be certain.

Such associations ^re calculated to do real social

-good. They bring together persons who might
not otherwise meet on terras approaching equality,

and greatly promote good feeling. Ou this occa-

sion we observe, and with very great satisfaction,

drical box, about 1^ inch across, and | inch deep.

There is a small round sight-hole in the side, and
two rectangular openings, one of them larger than

the other, and which should be held uppermost in

using the instrument. In the interior, two small

mirrors are fixed perpendicular to the bottom of

the box, but their surfaces are inclined to each

other at a particular angle. From the upper part

of one of them, however, the silvering is removed,

so that an object—for instance, a white cord

attached to the stem of a tree—can be seen directly

last mentioned, as they may not possibly be known to

many of our readers. The perfect insect itself is a

rather elegantly shaped little beetle with long antennae

andlegs,the thighs being thickened at the tips, and which

belongs to the family FtinidcEy and from its destructive

habits has been technically named Ptinvsfur, or tlie

thief. Linnseus says of it, ** Hahitat in muscBis pessimus,

destruens Serharia, insecta^ aves, peUes, vtensifia,

eulinaria, imo pulve^'em Tahaci : non pelUtur amhro-

siaciSf occiditur arsenico et allumine'* It is about one-

through that part and the smaller opening on
applying the eye to the sight hole ; at the same
time rays of light are admitted to the wholly

silvered piece of glass, and are reflected to the ad-

joining one, and again from the silvered portion of

it to the eye ; and so will be likewise the image of

any object to which the upper and larger opening

is presented. Now when objects are seen by
reflection from two mirrors, the angular distance

-tiiat "a working man," Mr. John Shaw of Eccles,' of the object and its image is double the inclina-

who appears to have local reputation as a Botanist, tion of the mirrors. In the instrument under con-

was present as a member. We hail such a circum- sideration, the mirrors are placed at an angle of

-stance as a sign of excellent omen. Working 22x% and consequently the object and its image

men too seldom join such societies, either because ' subtend an angle of 45°. Therefore when the top

^^>.^^ c
i=i—-^-^

^^^,^/^ tr^^^s—

^

"^
IT

yC^^ ISrfi V

)^M
b^P^Tv

ihoj cannot afford the expense, or because of some
foolish exclusiveness on the part of the founders of

the associations, Nothing can be more unwise than

of a tree coincides by reflection with a mark on

the stem, at the height of the eye, it must
be seen at an angle of 45* ; and the height

.their exclusion, nothing more judicious than their ' of the tree above the mark is then equal to

admission; and if the Manchester Field-Naturalists*

i^ciety will take our advice they will do all they

fairly can to encourage their admission. He who,
from his love for Natural History, will pay half a

guinea a year and give up his time, which is more
money, to ** frequent" excursions, is not to be con-

the horizontal distance from the latter to where
the instrument is held. If the observer is nearer

than this to the tree, the image of the top of the

latter will appear above the mark at the height of

the eye on the stem ; if farther, the image will be
lower than the mark. At a considerable distance

founded with that lower stratum of society whose
^
further, the top of an object will be seen on the

home is the public-house and whose field is the

skittle-ground. Manchester has produced a

JHoBSON, a working man, one of the most skilful

jnuscologists of his day, whose collections were

sold and may still be found among the natural

history shelves ofmany an English library; there is

•no reason why his example should not be followed

by hundreds of others, if the gentle hand of encou-

ragement be held out to them, and when this

•is done it will be discovered that political harangues,

the curse of working men, will have lost their

attractions. The quiet study of natural history

always produces a distaste for the tempting but

dangerous stimulants oflered by the adventurers

who drive a dishonest trade by ranting about what
is called the oppression exercised by every rank
above that oC their listeners.

ground a few yards before the observer. Some
practice is necessary to enable those that have
not been aceuatoraed to reflecting instruments to

bring the image to coincide with a mark seen in a

direct line. A straight perpendicular pole is best.

If the instrument is not held properly the pole will

appear in an oblique position ; but after a few trials

the instrument will be readily held so as to give

the pole an upright appearance close to the line

which separates the reflected and transparent views.

We have tried the instrument and find it perfectly

correct, and heights may be exactly taken by it

sixth of an inch in length, of a ferruginous brown

colour, clothed witli very short pubescence, the bend

ferruginous, eyes black, thorax with four transverse

fascicules of very short hairs, the back channelled, the

scutellum cinereous, the elytra rather dusky and marked

in fine fresh specimens with two interrupted white

fasciae, one a little bent towards the base and the other

near the apex ; the disc crenate-striate, legs ferruginous

as well as the antennse, which latter are more elongate

in the males than in the females. It is very variable

both in size and colour, being dark or redder brown or

testaceous, and the male is more elongate and slender

than the female, ,

It is very abundant in old houses at the latter end of

summer, and in the autumn we have found the ptirject

beetles creeping about the room in which oor Englip

herbarium is placed. They had doubtless arrived at the

perfect state but a short time previously, and wwc

wandering in search of their partners.
The young grub* hatched from the eggs deposited bj

the female insect are found in and about the stems and

buds of the dried plants upon which they feed. Tbey

are very small, white, slightly downy, and of a soft

fleshy consistence, with the body curved like that of

the larva of the cockchaffer, which they greatly re-

semble, the hind extremity of the body being bent

underneath the breast, so that the insect forms nearly

a circle and generally lies upon its side. It is however

furnished with six short-jointed legs, placed in puirs on

the three segments immediately following the head,

the hind part of the body being swollen, fleshy, and

Wi
2 or 3 inches, with very little trouble.

We have reoeived from Messrs. Sa^'g & SojS'S

wtat appears to be a couvenient insteument for
MKASTTRiXti THE UEKinT OF TKKEs and Other

ith careful observation, or at all events within transversely wrinkled, and destitute of the termin

prolegs which assist many coleopterous larva? W
creep along with greater ea^. The head is rounded

and rather horny, with the mouth placed on the

lower part. It Is furnished with short jointed an-

tennse inserted just above the sides of the mouth,

which is armed with a pair of strong horny jaws,

with obtuse teeth, and two broad mi»sticating sur-

faces on the inner edge. It has nine pairs ofbreatu-

In another column will be found the report

made to the Horticultural Society bv their Council

at the Anniversary held on ^Tuesday last.

Next week we shall have the satisfaction of laying

before our readers a COLOURED ENGRAVIXG of Mr.
^

Nesfield^S plan of the Garden, which was pro-
|
ing pores, the first placed in the fold between the two
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b'^^W^ T^chind the head aiul the others m the

'^'uTs'dnrSrs'period of its existence th.t the main

'Jnrv is effected to the ohjects upon which it feeds,

be iarvfl especially gnawing those parts of the epeci-

^pns where the huds occur, or where the stems of the

Ipaves originate, or where there is a greater amount of

vegetable matter than is presented by the leaves

When the larvie have acquired their full size they

ynake globose cocoons for themselves, composed of

narticles of the substances on which they have fed;

tliese are very smooth in the inside, having a fine layer

of Bilk, but on the outside the particles of materials are

worked into the structure. In the accompanying wood-

cut a number of these cocoons are represented which

had been formed by the larvai out of the gnawings of

the soft wood of a box which had been destroyed by

considerable numbers of them.

Within these cocoons tlje larvae become inactive

pup«, having the wings, antennae, and legs of the

future beetle enclosed hi separate sheaths and folded

upon the breast.

De Geer states that it was on August 12 that one of

the larvae underwent its change to the pupa state,

and that the perfect insect had made its appearance

before the end of the month. In November, 1836, the

late Professor Audouin communicated to the Entomo-

logical Society of France a series of observations on a

number of the larvte of this insect which had been

found to infest the magazines of meal and flour at

Versailles to an alarming extent, the larvae forming

galleries in those materials as well as coating their

cocoons with them.

The best means of destroying these destructive Insects

in herbariums is probably that mentioned by Linnaeus

above; namely, washing the plants with a weak solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate or arsenic in spirit.

The figures in the accompanying woodcut represent

—Fig. a, the larva; h, the pupa; e, a mass of the

cocoons spun by the larvae for their transformations;

and dy the perfect insect, all magnified.

In addition to the Ptinns fur, we learn from com-

petent authority that another beetle belonging to the

same fiimily, namtdy, Anobium paniceum, is a still

more obnoxious enemy to the herbarium, and that

another species of the same family, A. castaneum ? is

also occasionally destructive to such collections.

J. 0. jr.
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some Algae or the Infusorial genus Euglena breaks

forth, furnished with one or sometimes two long thread-

like appendages atone extremity, with the aid of which

it moves about. After a time this body puts out threads

like the spawn above described, when it closely re-

sembles an Amoiha, and then gives rise to the ordinary

spawn of the Fungus.
Now it would be as unreasonable to consider Algce

animals because of the similarity of their spores and

sperm atozoivls to Infusoria, as it is to set H^own^thalium

and its allies as animals for similar reason, or because

the substance of which they principally consist, Sarcode,

has been hitherto detected only in animals. The sub-

stance of which the walls of vegetable cells is principally

composed, and which turns blue when treated with

sulphuric acid and iodine, and known under the

name of cellulose, was once supposed to be confined

to vegetables, but now it is known to exist in many un-

doubted animal productions. Such productions are not

to be considered vegetables merely on this account.

As regards the allies o^ .^thalium, it must be remem-

bered that some germinate like other Fungi,
^
while

some have a distinct root, like lycoperdon. It is very

possible, moreover, that all may occasionally exhibit

both forms of germination, and some of them produce

their fruit in distinct sacs, in which the spores are

either attached to a fixod point, or are freely generated

from the contents of the sacs, as in a vast variety of

Fungi.
On the whole, then, interesting as the observations of

De Bary may be in themselves, they do not, we think,

justify him iu removing these productions from the

vegetable to the animal kingdom,

^thalium sepficttm as produced in stoves is, we

believe, always yellow; but on old stumps in woods it

assumes a variety of colours as cinnamon, rufous, and

violet. It is a great nuisance in hothouses, and we

believe may best be destroyed by dusting the plant

when young with quick lime. No time, however, must

be lost when the spawn appears, as its evolution is often

extremely rapid. M. J. B.*

MYCOLOGY.—No. XVII,

^THALIUH SEPTICTJM, J^r.—One of the most curious

discoveries which has lately been made in the vegetable

world is that of the curious phenomena exhibited by

tUespoiew and spawn of tlils and some nearly allied

Fungi. So curious indeed are they and anomalous

that their talented discoverer De Bary has been induced

in the exuberance of his surprise to deny the title of the
|

plants in question to be ranked as

vegetables at all, thereby in our view

impairing rather than enhancing the

brilliancy of his discovery.

It is well known that the spores of

Fungi in general germinate by the

simultaneous elongation of a portion

of the two membranes of which
their walls are composed, or by the
protrusion of the second coat through
the first, either by a positive rupture,

or through an already existing aper-

ture. Now there is a large group
of Fungi in the greater part of which
the germination takes place in a totally

different manner, though in a
few species belonging clearly to precisely the same
group it follows the more ordinary course. These

Fungi when old contain a mass of duet-like spores and

threads very much after the fashion of the puff'-balls

with which they have been long associated. They
differ, however, greatly in their young state, when
instead of exhibiting like the puffballs a cellular mass,

with a distinct though concealed hymenium, they con-

sist of apparently structureless slimy threads forming

collectively a gelatinous substance, which ultimately

gives rise to one or more sacs containing spores and
threads disposed iu various ways.
The subject of oui" present illustration is one of the

largest of the group, being often some inches across,

and 80 common in hothouses upon tan or other sub-
stances that ita evolution may be examined with
great faciUty. If a small portion of the yellow
gelatinous spawn be carefully removed and placed in a
watch glass with a little water, it will be seen to throw
out threads in various directions, many of which become
incorporated with each other so as to form a netwwk.
After the threads however are thrown out some of them
are

:
frequently drawn back into the original mass,

exactly afler the fashion of the peculiar substance called
barcode by Dujardin, of which the minute Infusorial
animals called Amccba are composed. This substance
after a time forms a mass, containing imperfect cavities
tUled up with dark closely compacted spores, the outer
surface of the general mass consisting of scurfy mem-
pranous fragments felted together into a thin brittle
unperfect membrane covering the innumerable spores,
Which when exposed fly about everywhere like soot.

If these spores ore placed in water, the outer coat
won bursts aiiiI n U+fT^i Twdv T>DCfl.v^M.«— *i ^r

AN ESSAY ON THE CULTURE OF THE
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

(Read before the South Metropolitan Chrysanthemdm
Society, April 23.)

In the cultivation and propagation of large-flowered

varieties as specimen plants on single stems iu ll-lnch

pots for exhibition, my practice is as follows:

—

As soon in Novombcr as suckers are sufficiently strong

I select the one which is most vigorous from a healthy

plant, and remove all eyes with a sharp knife so as to

prevent the plants from producing suckers tlU^ they

have completed their flowering season, I then insert

in a 3-inch pot each sucker singly, using the following

compost:—A little rotten dung and some nice mellow

loam, with a good sprinkling of sliarp silver sand,

draining the pots with small clean crocks. They are

jEtHAITTTM SEPTICTJM,

Natural size"" (Copied by permisBion from Greville's

Scottish Cryptogamic Flora.)

then placed in a cold frame or on the shelf of a green-

house, where no cold draughts can affect them while

rooting. . ~j - cc -D r ^ , -It 1

If in the latter part of December you find that they In June the plants if properly treated will he gnw-

on well, the plants will be sufficiently strong to be
stopped ; the number of breaks or shoots you desire to

ensure must depend on the vigour of your plants (and

here the operator must use his own judgment), but I

would advise from six to seven eyes to be left; should

more be allowed to remain the chances are that the

lower eyes will not emit shoots, or if they do they will

break weakly. Remember that in proportion

to the attention bestowed on traniing in the earlier

stages of growth, so will be the result as regards

future growth and perfection of flowers. Some varieties

of Chrysanthemum differ from others in constitution, a

knowledge of which can only be acquired by close

observation ; some, for instance, will bear several degrees

of frost with Impunity, while others will not stand frost

at all. The wisest plan Is, however, not to subject

them to it. When giving air observe the quarter from

which the wind blows, as. an easterly or north-easleriy

wind, if allowed to have free access to the plants, will

prove injurious.

If iu iVIarch you find that the plants have emitted

shoots freely from all the eyes you left at the period of

stopping, yon may at once repot them into 32-si^e pots,

but do net do 80 unless they have pushed shoots regu-

larly from every eye; sometimes the lower eyes will not

break so early as the upper ones, therefore in order to

induce a uniform emission of shoots have recourse to

the simple plan of gently bending the heads of the

stem downwards, fixing it in that position by means of

a peg, returning It to its original position as soon as

your object is attained. The plants will require the

protection of glass till the middle of May, but remove

the lights on all favourable occasions previous to that

time, or you will not ensure robust growth, and no

after treatment will make up for this negl*^ct. In

potting at this season use a small quantity of mellow

cowdung, but as worms generate abundantly in this

manure they should be carefully picked out before in-

corporating it with the rest of the compost. Should

mildew make its appearance slightly dust with powdered

sulphur. Green-fly should also be watched for; it

feeds greedily on the new or sappy portion of the wood,

and sadly cripples the progress of the plants if not

speedily destroyed by fumigating with tobacco.

In April if previous directions have been attended to

the pliuits will be assuming a bushy habit and da^f
exciting interest. The way in which they are to be-

trained must therefore now engage attention; for on-

this no mean portion of the beauty of a speclmoa-

depends, and in order that you may the better preserve-

your' plants in good condition. As regards foliage do

not let them sufierfrom drought, but on the other hand'

do not water too copiously; both extremes soon change

the colour of the foliage from green to yellow, and

decayed leaves are the result. In training for tlie first

time fix a stick to the main stem ; to this loop your aide

shoots, and then proceed to bend some of them down to

'

the edge of the pot; tliis had better be done gnidnally at

two or three different times, as they require to be tenderly

handled,the youngwood at this stage being brittle and apt

to snap. When you have completed this operation, and

your plants are thoroughly rooted in the pots they nsw

occupy, you may stop all or such shoots as yon may
con.si<ier to require it ; the length at which they are to -

be left must be in proportion to their strength. Do
not let the plants be cramped for want of top room

or they will become spindling and long-joiut^J. On
tine mornings they may now be syringed with clean

water, this will free the foliage from any dirt that mny
have settled on; but take care that your plants are

perfectly dry before you shut them up for the night,

for fear frost should find its way to them.

As soon in May as you discover the break caused by

the last stopping shift into 8-inch pots, selecting for

the purpose the healthiest and strongest of your plimts.

For this potting let your soil consist of as much turfy

loam as possible; mix it witl^ the formerly mentioned

ingredients, also pound a quantity of oyster shells and

mix them with the soil ; they will assist in keeping it

porous and supply food to the plants, as they con-

tain a good deal of the superphosphate of lime;

likewise use a little charcoal in your drainage-

it helps to preserve the foliage in a healthy green state.

After potting, if the weather will permit, you may move
the plants from under glass to a sheltered spot in the

garden ; towards the latter end of the month shift

them to a more exposed situation ; but in doing this- be

sure you place a slate or something of the kind under

the pots to prevent worms from entering it; for should

they gain admission they would destroy the activity of

the soil by clogging np the drainage.

are becoming established, admit plenty of air when the

weather is mild, in order to prevent weakly growth, and

thus cause the plants to be short-jointed. In January

choose the strongest of those plants that are well

rooted, and pot them into large sized or 5-inch pots in

the compost just mentioned, and encourage growth as

much as the season will permit, but take care that the

viffour and sturdiness of the plant are iu proportion to

its growth. One point in growing plants for exhibition

I would impress upon beginners, and that is, do not

subject them to bottom or top-heat with the view ol

pushing on their growth ; if frost is just excluded that

is enough. By the middle of February, if all has gone

De Bary '8 Memoir will be found in Siebold & Koniker;s

Jour^d, VOL X. Part 1. There >^.an ^bstrac of.t m Taylors

Annals Lnd Magflzme of Natural History, Apnl, U60.

ing fast; stop them again if their sirength will allow

of it; place them at such a distance apart as will admit

a free circulation of air all round them; keep iiie\n-

constantly turned so as to prevent one-sidedness of

growth; I aim at training th« plants in the form of a

pyramid. As June is generally a very hot month

drop the pots in which the plants are growing in to one

a size larger ; that will check the rapid evaporation

which otherwise would take place from the sod. The

Chrysanthemum being a gross feeder and fond of plenty

of moisture, on no account let it sutfev for want of it or

else you will mar the beauty of your plants; in very

hot weather let the ground round them be water*-*!*

with a fine rose, by which means a genial moisture wilV

j
ascend and refresh the plants. You may also s.vrinee

Uhim night and morning, which will prevent the
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attack of thrip; attend as hitherto to trauihig ha order

to prevent the shoots from becoming overcrowded.

The month of July havhig arrived finally shift into

11-inch pots ; use 'a small quantity of sliarp sandy

grit with the soil this time and add also strong rich

manure with other stimulants that may afford a

vigorous growth. When the plants have been soaie time

innred to their final shift, and the roots begun to expose

themselves on the surface of the pots, supply manure
water. During the hot season I use cow miinnre for

mixing with the water on account of its cooling and

nourishing properties ; and in autumn sheep*s dung and

soot, which possess very stimulating powers, producing

when used judiciously healthy and beautifully robust

growth.
August.—This is generally a very hot month. TaVe

care the plants do not flag for want of water, examine

them twice a day at least ; also attend to the training

of the shoots to prevent crowding.

September'.—This month is more favourable to the

generation of sap than any month of the year on

account of the warm humid atmosphere which prevails;

and that growtli mnde at this may he encouraged,

supply the plants liberally with manure-water ae

previously recommended.
It will now he time to select the late-flowering

yarieties and place them under a south wall, as that

will forward their flowering. But look sharply after

earwigs, which now make their appearance and com-

mence the work of destruction among the points of the

shoots ; use every means in your power for their extir-

pation ; you will best discover them after dark by search-

ing for them with a lighted candle or bull*s-eye lan-

tern. When the flcw^r buds appear only let each

lateral shoot mature a well-formed bud; remove the

.remainder. If the enrly-flowering sorts are likely to

be too forward, do not place them under glass till the

weather compels you, but form a temporary shelter for

them from slight frost anl rain. It should not be a

south aspect.

The following 12 varieties I have found to be in

every way best suited for pot culture, as they all

possess an excellent habit and maintain their foliage.

Annie Salter

Arigene
Alboni
ChevaUor Cumagc
Robert Quhi'iiig€t

ford Sill.

Christine
Defiance
Prince Albert
folding Christine

Progne
Pilot
Vesta
Phidias

Gardener to J. Foster^ Esq., Stam-

Home Correspondence.
TacJcing Late-keeping Apjiles and Pears in Bran.—

I am glad that Mr, Bissett lias called attention to the
danger of using bran in large quantities for packing
Ute Apples and Pears for keeping purposes. If used
in deep barrels or boxes I have no doubt that mustiness
would taken place, especially in damp frnit rooms, and
that the llavour of the iiiiit niigiit be impaired. I
believe I distiijctly stated that I used tlie bran in
«hallo\v- boxes only, one htyer of Apples or Pears being
packed together. The bran I nsed last October in fruit

boxes is now as sweet as when first put in. Some late

Pears from a S.E. wall were packed in it, after
being frozen as hard as bnllets by the severe frost on
the 21at October. The Winter Nelis was so long after
its season in getting uieltiug and ripe that I thought it

must have been some other variety, but when ripe was
well flavoured, and the bran seemed to have prevented
the frost from injuring the .fruit. Straw, Moss, brown
paper, and many other substances are bad for packing
fruit in, and in my opinion the worst of all is sawdust
unless it is taken from some particular hard inodorous
wood. Brnn T have found an excellent light, clean, and
elastic material for packing Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and Grapes to go long distances. I wrap the
fruit singly in tissue paper, and any quantity of
Peaches, Nectarines ^u be sent safely. Grapes are
beat mat in paper bags in single layers, and the bran
run in between the hiyers of bags to keep all firm. The
bran I use is made from Wiieat, and is well sifted to
get all the small heavy particles of the husks removed.
William Tillery, Welheck.

Jlust on Grapes,—From often having seen inquiries
M to tho cau^ of this aceident (if I may so call it) to
the anxious fruit grower, I am induced to offer an
opinion upon th« subject and to give a caution which if

attended to will save that bitter feeling of disappoint-
ment which arises in the breasts of those who sea in

that ugly mark upon their fruit all their hopes dis-

oelled. Rust proceeds from a sudden transition from
heat to cold acting upon the young and tender skin of
the Grapes, which is most in danger from its setting up
till the time it is as large as an early Pea (dry seed) ; but
it is not cold wind that does it except any one is so im-
prudent 0:3 to give front air at the season of the year to

early Grapes; but it does proceed from the vapour
caused by pouring water upon or syringing the tluea or
pipes while the young Grapes are in that tender stage
of growth. My caution Is, therefore, during the time
the bouse is in bloom and until the Grapes arc as big as

Peas never wet the flues, pipes, or floors, and if plants
are obliged to be in the house use as little water as
possible ; I will then guarantee no rust will be seen.
If the pipes or flues are rained upon bv the glazing
being defective rust will occur; and if sulphur is
paiuted on the pipes or flues while the Cranes are in
bloom or very young the very worst sort of rust will
appear; but if any one wishes to avoid it they must I

avoid steam as they would a pestilence. These remarks I

hope will help to keep others off the rock upon which

I have been wrecked. C, E, W.

Azalea Iverijana.—I have a very large plant of this at

piesent beautifully in bloom. Its height is 4 feet

6 inches, width 4 feet 3 inches, and it measures 3 feet

6 inches through. The plant has (or was originally

tied to) one front, and is one complete mass of very fine

blooms, with only here and there a small piece of foliage

visible. Have any of your correspondents a specimen

of it of larger dimensions? M. W. C, StotirlHdge.

Effects of the Winter.—Ouv kitchen gardens in this

neighbourhood are nearly empty ; Broccolis with

scarcely an exception are all killed, both hardy and

tender. Out of a patch of the Frogmore Protecting,

consisting of about 200, we have only one left.

Cottagers' Kale, Brussels Sprouts, and Scotch Kale have

stood without injury. The former is now proving in-

valuable—Cauliflower, Lettuce, aiad Cabbage plants

are very much cut up. Bay trees are now quite brown.

.Laurustinus very much iryured, all the bloom being

killed ; Cupressus liflwsoniana uninjured ; Welling-

tonia is browned, but the young shoots are beginning
j

to look green again; Thuja Lobbii is uninjured. Ofj

Cedrus fieodara, whose young shoots were all killed

last spring, the late growth has stood without injury.

The choicer kinds of Pinus will not grow here;

we are within a foot of the surface of the Stour-

bridge clay, i2. JK C, Stourbridge. My grounds

are on a lofty hill sloping south and north. More
injury was done on the south than on the north

side. Leaders of Cryptomeria are killed back 2 feet,

Pinus excelsa is much damaged. Cupressus funebris

and C. elegans are destroyed on the south side. Of
shrubs, Berberis Darwinii, double blossom Furze, and
Ceanothus rigidus, are partially killed; and Pinsapo,

Piuua iusignis, and Abies Douglasii, are uninjured. All

the young plants of Pampas Grass are killed, as are also

all the Cabbage tribe. Laurels, Laurustinus, and
Rhododendrons have not even changed colour. Straw-
berry plants are very much damaged; Hollyhocks gene-
rally are destroyed. At this time, April 22, Apricots

have set abundantly, and the Peach blossom is falling

healthily. The extreme cold of the week does not

appear to have injured them. E. W. C, Highivood Sill,

Mend&n, ,

Vine Groivmg.—It may be that the plan of which
the following is a sketch may have been often acted
upon before; but T have neither seen nor heard of it.

About four years ago toy gardener, at a residence of

mine in Denbighshire, was in the habit of growing his

Cucumbers in boxes placed before the windows of the
Vinery. Into some of these boxes, which had touched
the sides of the Vines, he observed that little rootlets

OUTER BED OF SOIL

The inside roots are 2 feet higher up than the outside
ones.

+

had penetrated, and it occurred to him that it woiUd
be a means of strengthening the Vines, which had
suffered from the neglect of a former tenant, if they had
two sets of roots. Having had good reason to confide

in his opinions, I allowed him at a very trifling expense
to remove the front flue backwards, and to make a
nairow bed of soil next the front windows. The most
complete success has attended the plan, and I know of
no Vinery, slightly heated, more productive ; so much
80, that I have now adapted the plan in my Vinery at

this place. Cucumbers are grown in the mside bed, and
some fresh soil each year is carefully introduced, and
occasionally dung-water. If there is no novelty in this

take no notice of it. North Wales,

The May Queen Stravherrg.—About a year ago I

I

receivc<l some plants of this Strawberry from Mr.
I Nicholson, of Egglescliffe, in Yorkshire. I planted them

,

in the open border, but did not find them come into :

fruit earher than other sorts, and the size'of the berries '

W4S sinaU. This year I cyitivated a quantity for early

forcing, for which I think they are adnjirably adapted.

My crop is just over, it was a most abundant one; the

size of the berries was much larger than in the open

air, and the flavour was excellent, J2, Sanlury, Poles,

Ware, April 87,

Lycopods out of doors.—To-day one of my young
men brought me the enclosed Lycopodinms, which he
found under an Portugal Laurel. On examining the

spot I found scores of plants of it growing amongst the

Grass and in a fine healthy state. To me it looks lik

L, brasiliense, but I am not aware that it wonld with

stand our winters without proteetiojo. If not that

variety, can you favour me with its name ? Thos. Jones,
,

Hf'bsfon Par^, Wefherhg, TorlcsUre. [It is Lycopodium
denticulatum.]

—*-—
HoETicuLTFBAi. : Mayl. Anniversary.—Ashadbeen

previously announced this meeting took place in the
Lecture Theatre of the Museum of Science and Art
Kensington Gore, by permission of the Kight Hon. the
Lord President of the Council, for the purpose of elect-

ing Council and ofiicers for the ensuing year. The Earl
of Ducie having taken the chair and named Mr. Ingram
of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, and Mr. C. B. Warner'
of Hoddesdon, to he scrutineers of the approach-
ing ballot, called upon the secretary to read the follow-

ing annual report fyom the Council to the meeting :—
Wlien tlie Society last assembled on an occasion of the

present kind, it was the unpleasant duty of the Council to an-
nounce that their attempts at impro-ring the financial position
of the Society hivi been attended by no success. They had to
report an income, which, though reviving, was still so inade-
quate that the liabilities had increased within the year by
above 600i., and that the necessity of selUug the house in
Regent Street, and all that it contained, in order to reduce the
debt bearing interest, which in the beginning of 1859 amounted
to nearly SOOOi., exclusive of above 2700i. of simple contract
debts, had become urgent. Such being the result of the most
strenuous efforts on the part of the Council to revive the Society,
it became evident that retrenchment in every direction had
become so inevitable, that it was proposed to bring the expen-
diture down if possible to 1800/. a year, of -which Chiswick was
to receive 130W. : and if this has not been wholly effected, it has
been because the sudden alteration in tbe prospects of the
Society rendered it indispensable to engage in expenses which
would have been needless had circumstances remained as they
were. Great retrenchment in a public body was, moreover,
too dangerous a course to be permanently adopted. It could
only be effected by inaction. The income at the dis^posal of the
Council was placed in their hands for the purpose of actively

promoting the interests of the Fellows, and was not likely to

be maintaiaed unless that purpose, which was incompatible
with excessive economy, was fulfilled. The Council, there-

fore, while reducing expenditure in every direction as a tem-
porary expedient, anxiously occupied themselves with, the

task of discovering in what way the income of the Society

might be so increased as to enable them again to v-enture

upon measm'es more conducive to its general interests. A
Garden accessible without trouble or expense, in which the

progress of Hoi-ticulture should be shown, not merely by what it

might itself contain, but by the results of the advanciug skill of

others exhibited within it, was clearly indispensable. The time

had passed when monthly meetings in a small room in a London
street would satisfy the expectations of the public. It was
necessary to exhibit gardening on a great scale, and on its own
ground. The Garden at Chiswick was no longer able to supply

that want. Inq.ccessibility, according to modem notions, and
original faults of consti'uction, had rendered it useless for ex-

hibition piuposes, and a large annual pecimiary loss. Never-

theless the principal income of the Society from the year 1832

had been derived from Chiswick, either directly or indirectly,

and the Council felt persuaded that if some other garden more
favourably placed, and constructed with all the advantages of

modem skill, could be obtained, the utility and prosperity of

the Society would rise higher than ever. While endeavouring

to find a site near London fit for this purpose, the Council

learned that hei- Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of

1851 were contemplating the appropriation of the central part

of their land at South Kensington as a Garden, to be sur-

rounded by Italiaaaitcades- _ QsJLhisJb££OiHilJ£jmQg°-""r'<*^**™"'

tion was immediately made forthe parTsowicTosed to bo ui^ed

by the Society ^s a Town Garden for shows and promenades.

His Royal Highness the Prince Consort supported the applica-

tion as President of the Society ; and at a meeting held at

Buckingham Palace on June 2T, the Prince announced to the

Council that her Majesty's Commissioners were ready to grant

a lease of 20 acres at Kensington Gore upon certain conditious,

the more important of which were the following :—The
Commissioners to expend 50,0Q0i. upon a highly decorated

Italian Arcade, and certain costly earthworks required as the

foundation of a Garden. The Commissioners to claim no rent

until the expenses of the Society—which include interest upon

monev borrowed—shall have been defrayed; all income

beyond such expenses to be apportioned in the manner fol-

lowing ; that is to say, interest to be paid by the Society on the

OO.OOOi. borrowed by the Commissioners, and then, ae rent, one

moiety of any surplus that may have arisen during each year.

The Commissioners to grant the Society a lease of the land for

31 years. The amount of annual expenditure and the mode of

general management to be determined by a joint Committee

consisting of six members, of whom three shall be named by

the Commissioners. The Society to lay out a sum equal to that

of the Commissioners in the formation of the Garden, one feature

of which would be a Conservatoiy or Winter Garden of consider-

able extent; and also to provide reasonable facilities for the

admission of tbe public at a low price. The Council could not

but feel that such an offer was deserving the favourable con-

sideration of the Society, a^id they were of opinion that the

income to be expected from a place of such magnificence, in the

finest situation in London, would justify the acceptance of the

terms, if not in their integrity at least in some modified form.

They also learned with the highest satisfaction that the Queeo

had been graciously pleased to signify her Majesty's intention

to contribute to the fund that would have to be raised for carry-

ing out the works. The Prince Consort having moveover

authoiised the Council to state that his Royal Highness took

the warmest interest in the arrangement, a general meeting '^f

the Society was held on the tth July in the rooms of the Society

of Arts, when cartiiin tentative sketches for the Gardeu,_aiid

the propositions ofher Majesty's Commissioners were submitted
to the Fellows for ai>proval. A large number of Fellows

assembled on this occasion, the Earl of Ducie, V.P., taking the

chair, when the correspondence with the Royal Commissioners
was read, the general scheme of the Garden described, and the

wanner in which the Council contemplattd the poss'ibility of

raising the sum of 50,000^. pointed out. In the course of

tliuir report to the meeting; the Council showed how great

were the advantages of the site proposed. The Garden would
bo in iho immediate neighbourhood of Hyde Park, and
Kensington Gardens, and in the very centre of a new and
rapidly rising town of first-class houses, which bids fair to

become one of the most popular and fashionable districts in

Loudou. The shape and situation of the gruund, which slopes

gradually from the North to the South, admitted of the forma-
tion of suQoeppive terraces on different levels, affording peculiar

facilities fpr ejffectivB and ornamental treatment, ami was well

adapted for tbe display of sculpture; while a fine Conservatory
at the upper end, and a Colou^jade extending rouqd it, would
afford a promenade at three-quarters of a njile iu length,

B^el te red from Ijeat and cold, wind a^d wet. llie ColonuLide

would also offer peculiar facilities for the display of FlowersMd
Fruit on ocoasions of bad weather, a misfortune which »o n«-

quently marred the Chiawick Ffitts. As b the paode of »ton«
50,000i. ;the Council believed thatitmi^tbe effected by the

issue of a certain number <^f Liie Memberships; but as the

success of the undertaking would in some measure depena

upou the vigour with which it wa» prosecuted, and it w**
J

importance that the vrorka should not be delayed if once ae
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timined on, TFWGld be requisite to .obtain the moue^^imme-
terminea o"j

V-, progresB of the works by the issue of

^t^'^^?rbearS. interest at 5 per cent., to be redeemed as

*^^^"«Tnti from L^fe Memberships became available. Dona-

J^' r^ad onheimdertakiDg would at the same time be

fWkSuy accepted by the Council, and they would be pre-
thaakiuuy a ^

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ exceedmg Twenty

Pnfneas privileges similar to those possessed by members.

aC a long and animated discussion, it was finally resolved-

That the meeting generally approved of the plan of gardens

-f Trtnsinffton Gore, and requested the Council to contmue

fhHrneeotiations with the Royal Commissioners reportmg asS aspossible to the Fellows of the Society the final proposal

of the Commissioners.'*

This resolution having passed, a letter was placed in the hands

nf the noble Chairman from Colonel the Honourable Sir C. B.

Phipps, her Majesty's private Treasurer, containing the foUow-

iug important
communication :—

*' Buckingham Palace, July 7, 1859.

"Sly Lord,—I liave received the commands of her Majesty

the Queen, and of bis Royal Highness the Prince Consort, to

Morm you that in the event of the plan being carried out for

the establishment of the Garden of the Horticultural Society of

London upon the estate at South Kensington, belonging to the

Boval Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851, it is the inten-

tion of her Majesty and of his Royal Highness to make dona-

tions towards the execution of this undertaking of one thousand

pounds (lOOO/,), and five hundred pounds (500;.) respectively.

It ia also the intention of her Majesty, should it be m accord-

ance with the rules of the Society that i)arents or guardians

should purchase Life Memberships for children or persons not

yet of age, to place the name of his Royal Higlmess the Prince

of Wales and the younger Princes and Princesses upon the list

of Life Members. I have further the pleasure of informing

your Lordship that I am authorised by her Royal Highness the

Princess Frederic William of Prussia. Princess Royal of Eng-

And here the Council desire to give public expression to their

sense of the very valuable assistence that has been rendered the

Society by that most intelligent oflScer ; with whom they must
also associate Mr. Henry C^^le, C.B., and Mr. Redgrave, R.A.,

the two principal officers of the department of Science and Art.

The arrangements for the great Conservatory demand such long

and serious consideration, that no report can as yet be made on
that subject; but the Council are promised the detailed plans

and specifications by the 10th May ; and they hope and believe

that in the absence of unforeseen obstacles, the Garden will be
for the most part completed by Midsummer in next year.

The Council have always expected that works of high art,

suitable to garden embellishment, would be offered to the Society

as soon as it was known that a place worthy of them was ready

to receive them. That expectation has already begun to be

realised. A group of sculpture, commemorative of the Great Ex-
hibition of 1851, and costing above GOOOi., has been most liberally

placed at the disposal of the Society by the Committee entrusted

with its execution, and will form a noble object at the head of

the great basin on the upper level of the Garden, the Society

having only to pay for such alterations as are necessary in order

to make it harmonise with the surrounding objects. An account

of the money received and expended on the Kensington Gore
account, up to the 31at of March, will be found in the Appendix.
From Kensington the Council turn to Chiswick and the

ordinary working of the Society. It has now been finally

settled that Chiswick, although no more to be the scene of

brilliant exhibitions and agreeable promenades, shall be main-
tained for the purpose of experimental cultivation, and of

rearing plants both for Kensington and for distribution among
the Fellows. In consequence of the forced economy of the
Council it had fallen into decay ; but under Mr. EyJes' euper-

iutendencc it has already so greatly revived, that the Council

are now able to say that it deserves a visit from all interested

in the progress of practical gardening. Large additions have
been made to the collections of fiuit trees, spaces vacant and
unprofitable bave been filled with them, new Cherry and'Plum

' gardens, each containing upwards of 100 varieties, have been
formed ; all the known sorts of Strawberry have been brought
together for comparison; and the great Conservatory, now
containing the largest collection of Vines in Gi-eat Britain, is

preparing to be loaded with a noble crop of fruit. Kitchen
Garden produce is being dealt with in the same spirit ; for

example, preparation is made, among other things, for proving

a very large number of so-called varieties of Cucumbers, Peas,

and other esculents. In carrying out this work the Society is

greatly indebted to the nurserymen and seedsmen who have
Hogg,
who

has presented his entire private collection of Pear trees to the

Garden. Nor are flowers to be neglected ; numerous varieties

of which, annual, perennial, and shrubbj-, hardy and tender,

have been contributed by the trade for examination by the

Floral Committee. A considerable number of phmts has been

provided for ballot in May, June, and July ; and a much more
extensive collection is coming forward, although at present too

young for the purpose. But the Council feel that no provision

for this purpose will be satisfactory until the Society shall once

more import its own supplies ; and they are only waiting to

find a collector who can be depended xipon before despatching

him to some rich and uninvestigated country. Some years

ago the noble Duke, who so long presided over the Society, and
from whom the Garden is held, most liberally reduced the rent

from 300^. to 2001. a year, until the Society should again

be in a condition to jwy the full rent. Acting in the same
munificent spirit, the Dowager Countess of Granville, who
has succeeded to the estate since the decease of the Duke
of Devonshire, has also relinquished her claim to more than
20QI. a year till March 25, 1861. The Council feel that this

important aid to the finances of the Society calls for the warmest
- „ _, , acknowledgment. They have also the satisfaction to reiwrt

" Thai Uiis mooting a,ui»roves of the atcp« already taken by t^^j, ^^^j. i„como from the sale of produce at the Garden was
the Council, authorises the negotiations with the Royal Com-

, ^^^ ^^^ considerably increased, notwitbstinding the almost
mieidonera to be continued, and empowers the Council to pro- I ^^^^1 destruction of out-door fniiU by spring frosts. In 1S57-8

Pnacess
land, to announce the intention of her Royal Highness to

become likewise a Life Member.—I have the honour to be, my
Lord, your Lordship's most obedient humble servant,

"The Eari of Ducie, &c. " C. B. Phipps."

Immediately afterwards, Mr. Dilke announced thatH.R.H.
had further commanded him to say that should the meeting

decide on raising money by debentures. The Prince would take

debentures to the amount of 1000?. It is almost needless to

add that this most interesting intelligence was received by the

Society with feelings of the deepest gratitude. The Council

having renewed their correspondence with the Royal Com-
missioners for the purpose of obtaining a reconsideration of the

points which, in the opinion of the meeting, demanded some
alteration, a second general meeting assembled on the 20th

July. The Council then explained what progress had been
made in the negotiations. The Commissionei-s had agreed to

add to the arrangements with the Society stipulations to the
following effect :—Upon the Society giving two years' notice

previous to the expuation of the lease the lease to be renewed
for a further period of 31 years upon the same condition as to

rent, &c., as already proposed. The Commissioners, however,

to reserve to themselves a pewer to decline to renew the

lease, in which case they would take upon themselves the
resixinsibility of any Debentures that might be outstanding at

the expiration oft 31 years, to any extent not exceeding a

viaxi/uur.i ojf 20,000i. But the Commissioner.s required the
Society to devote in each year not less than 50 per cent, of their

surplus balance to paying fifl' oustandJng Debentures. And in

the event of the Society being unable for any five consecutive

years to pay interest on theSO.OOOi. to be boiTowed b5'the Com-
missioners, then the Commissioners to have the right of

re-entry without any payment of compensation. On this

ooeuion the two following resolutions closed the debate :

greai>iy jaiuuuL-cu lu mo uiiioui^ iticji akx\j. o\-i.uoiii>,n ..^i-j

hberally contributed seeds and plants, and to Mr. R. E

now the Secretary of the Fruit and Vegetable Committee,

cccd to raise the sum required for the construction of a Garden
at Kensington Gore, and if the money shall be obtained to
complete the arrangements."
" That the Council be instructed not to accept the clause

about re-entry in case of failing to pay interest for five years,
and that in the event of the Commissioners cancelling the
lease, an equitable adjustment of mutual interests be made."
Armed with this authority, the Council have unremittingly
pressed forward their negotiations with the Commissioners, and

it araountfid to 142;. 18s. 3d. ; in 1S6S-9, to 190L 10s. ; and last

year it rose to 292?. 13*. Sd. In the course of the year the
Flower and Fruit Committees have been re- constructed and
placed upon a more active footing, Mr, Thomas Moore having
been appointed Secretary of the former, and Mr. Robert Hogg
of the latter. Their operations having been recorded in the
Monthly * Proceedings of the Society, sent free to all Fellows,

require no comment. The Secrotaries have laboured earnestly

to do all that has been practicjible under the circumstances
;

pe support which the Council have received in their attempt ^^^^^ ^re called " Proceedings," it" is obvious that it can only
to raise the 50,000/. required has been of the most gratifying ^e regarded as a temporary expedient to fimiish the Fellows
nature, and shows with what interest the public looks upon ^^^h periodical accounts of the progress of the Society. The
the attempt to brmg horticulture to the very gates of the Council contemplate gi^nng it a new and very different form as
metropohs.^ The Donations announced amount to the sum ^^^^ ^ ^jj^ numerous other subjects that press upf)n their
ot mu. Six hundred and one new Fellows have joined the attention will permit them to consider its future plau. The
Society since the begmning of the year. The sum of 39.900J. present state of the accounts of the Society will be found in the
has been offei-ed the Council on the security of the Society s

i Append-x, and the Council trust that they will be regarded as
debentures

; and in addition, application has been made for I satisfactory, when it is seen that the entire debt, everything ofsmL more, smce the Debentmc list was closed. The names i

g^^^y ^ind included, which on the 31st of March last year stood
ot the new applicants are placed in a reserved list, in order

j ^^ ^q 759; ^g ^^^ represented by the comparatively small sum
that they may have the opportunity of being provided for

' '-.... .. . . . ,

should any of the first subscribers be willing to reduce the
amount of their subscriptions. From this it appears that the
sum of about 62,000^ has Iwen placed at the command of the
Council for the execution of the works in the new Garden.
But the Council trust that no outlay beyond the stipulated
SOjOeOi. will be needed. As soon as it had been ascertained
that the funds required would be provided, measures were
taken for settling the plan of the Garden. Mr. Nesfield, whose
knowledge of theprincijiles and practice of geometrical garden
designs, ranks among the highest in Europe, was intrusted
with this operation. Many meetings of a Sub-committee of
the Council, and of the Council itself with Mr. Nesfield, to
determine on general principles, were held by command of the
Prince Consort, at which H.R. Highness presided, and the
Council can now refer fa? the detailed design itself, which is
before the meeting. While this has been proceeding the
^J«^ bave been very fully considered by the Chief Officers

V.I
^^'^^^^^ ^^ Science and Art, where we are now

afiBemb'.ed by the special permission of the Lord President of
the t^oimcil, and specimens of what it is intended to construct

of 4296^. Liabilities so small as these have ceased to have any
significance, and the Council entertain the confident belief

that the Society is now entering upon a career of utility and
prosperity such as it has never before experienced.

Mr. Dilke observed that it should be borne in mind
that the 50,000^. which the Society was hound to

expend on the new Garden did not include furniture,

fittings, tents, or other moveables, and that there-

fore there would he some additional outlay on that

account.

W. Wilson Saunders, "Esq., added that all monies

received by the Society on the Kensington Gore

account were invested in Government securities so

as to yield interest in aid of that payable upon Deben-

tures.

John Claremont Whiteman, Esq., of Theydon Garnou,

patterns of colonnades as prepared hy the Royal Com-
missioners, and the ground works in the garden itself,

all of which appeared to give universal satisfaction.

Entomological: April 2.—The President in the

chair. The chairman exhibited some samplea from ».

lai'ge number of bags of Rice imported from the Bay

of Bengal, and lying in Humphrey's New Hiberaia

Wharf, infested to a very great extent by a small

beetle belonging to the genus Trogoderma, both in the

larva and perfect states. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited

some new and beautiful butterflies forming part of Mr,

Wallace's Batchian collection. Mr, Lewis exhibited

Telephorus ater of Linnaeus (a new British beetle) taken

at Renfrew. Specimens of several other rare species of

beetles collected hy jMr. Turner at Rannock in Perth-

shire, including Boietophagus crenatus, Elater Pomonse,

Lesteva pubescens, and two new species of Tomicus,

were also exhibited. Mr. Westwood made some obser-

vations on the different species of Bruchi, which infest

Palm seeds. Cocoa-nuts, Coquilla-nuts, Ac, which bad

been much confused under the name of EruchuR Bacfcris.

Mr. Douglas directed attention to various new and

interesting species of butterflies figured by Mr. Hewifc-

son in the last part of his fine work on the Diurnal

Lepidoptera which had been collected in the Upper

Amazon country by Mr. Bates. The death of Mf,

Foxcroft, an assiduous collector of insects at Sierra

Leone, was mentioned.

Xottccs of ^oofeg.

The Amateur Florists Guide. By John Slater. Small

8vo. Pp. 111. Simpkin.

This is one of those little practical books written by

practical men that will always be found useful by the

class for which they are intended. Mr. Slater is «

veteran in his line, as no Manchester gardener requires

to be told. In the matter of Anriciilas, Tulips, Polyan-

thuses, Carnations, Pinks, and siujilar classes of plants,

he speaks with the authority of a master who has a

right to be listened to; aiid we advise our readers to^
what he directs. Tliey wITl not be alarmed by long and

contradictory recommendations ; but will find just what

small gardeners want to know, and no more. From this

it is evident that Mr. Slater is a safe guide to those

who do not wish to trouble themselves with all the

mysteries of wbat is called " growing for Exhibition."

lie tells them what is required for the decoration of

their own gardens and the gratification of their friends,,

and wc suspect that most people will find that enough.

A Catalogue of Ferns, Uxoiic and Indigenous, offered^

for sale by Robert Kennedy, Conservatories, Covient

Garden.
If we take this out of an enumeration of Ti*ade Cata*

Ic^ues it is because in reality it is of a difl^ereiit order.

It is not merely a list of Ferns for sale, but it is illus-

trated with very good woodcuts explanatory of the-

distinctions between the different genera, so that it is

in some degree a work of science. To gardeners this

sort of information may be of great use if they will

apply themselves to understanding wbat the woodcuts

really mean; in doing which they will find Moore's

Handbook of British Ferns a considerable assistance.

T^hfl^r^S^*"?^^l*"y^*'^'*^^8°f the Society can inspect them, then moved, and Su' Philip De Mulpas Grey Egerton,

t^^J^^i^^^^^^'rTJ:ll^^^^'^^ a^S Bart.. MR. seconded the adoption of the report, which

»^,^S^ H T% ""PlsW. Mr. Evies. who has been was carried unammonsly.

«h*1„S^[^.r^r„t'reTe^4n^^^^^ The Scrutineers having reported
_
that H. T.erteSr>- 1^^»t^i^^^.

^^^^^^J^ ^^ necessity m connection witb tbe Garden

b^i^« nr fK "^ ^T""*^ *;'^^i:^^^ ^ the ground, wbere tbe
business of the Society coxUd be carried on. and the meetings,

S5^?r.'°^°*^k'iT.^?°f!
f"^ exhibitions, of the floral and frui

•J^C „ _

Hope Esq., of the Deepden^, near Dorking; H. Pow-

nalLEsq., of G3, Russell Square; and I?. Wrench, Ksq,

of London Bridge, had been unanimously elected

new members of council; that H. R. H. the Prmce

Consort had heen unanimoxisly elected President.

A?i^i^ •
-^^ ^'*^,/V"*^^^^^o'-tliyof the Society.

I
w Wilson Saunders, Esq., Treasurer; Prot. Lmdley,

^b^SyJS^ethVni^ulLST^-^^^^^^^ lIcrST Mr- J. Clar^ Mr, E. Kosher, and Mr,

^ne"w^»n7"¥ian;^ofr^^^^^^^ oToVgrKuf' Auditors "f^^ the ensuing year,^the

b^\"JLtnt'^ ^ftK^^K^-rr^^ members present proceeded to inspect tbe drawings,

fc^e^atfo^n^t^^^^^^^^^ Tnd a mo'del of tL various parts of the
-J Sf

->
wm be able to «ee bow b^u^iful ^ edifi^e^S^^m iScorn^ I the tentative sketches alluded to m, the report, the

I

TJie Italian Alp-lee, or the Gold Mine of Hushandry^

By H. C. Hermann. Neighbour k Sons. (A

pamphlet.)

Newspapers have lately heen much occupied hy dis-

cussions respecting a new sort of bee whicli apiarirtiift

bave discovered to he domesticated in the Swiss Alps,

which entomologists call Apis helvetica or Apis ligvxti^ra,

and which also hears the name of the Ligurian Bee.

We have now before us the translation of a good prac-

tical account of this little insect from the hand of a

Swiss bee master familiar with its habits, which nohody

in this country can yet be, at least in an equal degree.

Mr. Hermann informs his readers that " As all good

and noble things in the world are more scarce than

common ones, so there are more common black bees

than of tbe noble yellow race, which latter inhabit only

a very small piece of country, while the black ones are

at home everywhere 111 Europe, and even in America.

The Italian yellow bee differs from the common
black bee in its lonj^er, slender form, and light chrome

yellow colour, with light brimstone-colonred wings, and

two orange-red girths, each one-sixth of an inch wide.

Working bees as well as drones bave this mark. The

drones are further distinguished by the girths being

scolloped, like the spotted water-serpent, and obtain an

astonishing size; almost half as corpulent again as the

black drones. The queen lias the same marks a« the

working bees, but much more conspicuous and lighter;

she is much htrger than the b'lack queen, and rn-^y to be

sinn-led out of the swiirm, on account of her reniarkabJe

bodily size and light colour. * • * They are extremely

tender, amiable little creatures, and a bee protector is

notnecessary with them,as, unprovoked, they neverstmg,

least of all their own master. It is a specific Swiss

hee; the Alps are their home, and there they thrive

beautifully; the higher the better. The exhalation of

an Italian bee-hive is pungent, and easy to be distin-

guished from a German hive. * * * It is seldom known

that an Italian hive will harbour German hees, for the

Italians resist an attack much more courteously, and
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know how to keep their house clclir., , _ ^ I v,.^.... Oil the other'
htma, after a few weeks, Italian bees will be observed "

to inarch m and out of Germmi hives, just as if they
were quite at home; such is the case if there is only
one Italian hive on the stand. The cause is easily ex-
plained. The Italians belong to the long-fingered
cratt, and creep into other hives, probably to look
after the stores; then they begin to like the
place, and they atop, joining the black people.
In Germany the commencement has been made some
years since to keep those bees, but they were only
obtained m a bastard condition; many stories go the
round about our dear creatures, and virtues and vices

t*"* !J*^^J;^^^*^«^
to ti»em which they do not possess.

These poor people bothei themselves about half or
whole, and three-quarters or full blood, and many other
subtdities, without arriving at the idea that there is no
medium between pure and impure. What is not a
pure Italian is not Italian at all. If she is Italian she
can only produce Italians; but a bastard never; just as
a bastard can never produce an Italian. That which is
not genuine, is, and remains, spurious."
To this account of his Alp-bee Mr. Hermann adds

copious information about its management, all which
may be had for a shilling. We, therefore, pronouncing
no opinion concerning the merits of the little creature,
refer our readers to his pamphlet^ and to Messrs.
Neighbour & Sons, of 187, High Holborn, the great
commercial apiarians, who are the sole agents of the
author for the sale of Swiss bees in this country.

[Mat 5, I860,

The first number of Mr. Moore's new Floral
Magazine (Reeve) has appeared, and justifies the ex-
pectations formed of it. With FitcVs skilful pencil to
aid him, Mr. Moore has advantages enjoyed by no one
else. The Countess of Derhy Camellia, an exquisitely
beautiful Italian variety; the Doullefnnged Chinese
^imrose, some varieties of Persian Cyclamens, and the
elegant Pterin argyraa, are the four subjects with
which the author begins, and they deserve the
prominence that is given to them. Each plate is accom-
panied by a leaf of well written useful letter-press
describing the peculiarities of the plants, with their dis-
tinctions, and giving such Instructicus for cultivation as
appear to be necessary.

Calendar of Operations,
{Por the ensuing week*)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoN-SEEVATOEY, &c.—As soou as cold frames and pits

are clear of bedding stufl'tliey should be occupied with
young stock of hard-wooded plants, for the summer
growth of which they are better adapted than lavce
houses. Such places will also be found suitable for
dw»rf Lobelias, Balsams, Salvia splendens, S. geane-
roiflora, and many other things wliich are generally
grown for Aowanng in the conservatory in summer and
autumn; indeed most plants which require onlv a
moderate temperature will be more manageable here^and
thrive_ better than in lofty houses with double the
attention. As early flowering New Holland plants go
out of bloom they should be treated in the way most
favourable to secure compact growtli, placing them in
ail airy part of a greenhouse. When the buds have
fairly started will be the proper time for shifting such
as require more pot root, as they can then be kept
somewhat close for a fortnight to encourage a free root
action without incurring the risk of the buds breaking I

scantily. Look well to the stock of plants for summer
and autumn decoration, and do not allow them to
sustain any check through want of pot room or
carelessness in watering. Fuchsias for late bloomi'nff
must not be kept too warm; they should be placed in a
moist shady house, where they will grow much more
lieely than m a high temperature. Stove plants willnow be pushing freely, and will require frequent
attention as regards stopping and training. Keep them
properly supplied with pot room, and afford them all the
sunslime they will bear without scorching, with a moist
atmosphere, admitting air freely on mild davs. Also
aflord them sufficient space for the perfect development
of their fohage. Look sharply after insects, and attend
to cleanliness, washing the rioors and pots as often as itmay be necessary to do so. Go over creepers frequently,
»o as to regulate their growth and prevent confusion,
which without attention soon happens. Syringe and
shut up early on the afternoons of bright days, and be
as sparing as possible in the use of artificial heat.
Afford Orchids in growth a thoroughly moist
atmosphGre, giving them a good steaming every bright
afternoon by syringinn^ and shutting up early. Admit
air in moderate quantities on mild days, but carefully
a\-oid currents of drying wind. Examine the plants
ludividuiiUy eycvy other day, and water such as require
it. but be careful not to give too much to those startino-
into growth; a cool atmosphere will greatly assist in
prolonging tlie beauty of such as are in bloom.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PnrERiE3.—In the case of plants swelling their fruit

the usual practice is to divest them of all suckers,
except as many as may be wanted for stock, directlv
they make their appearance. This it is believed throvvs
more of the energies of the plant into the fruit, and also
secures stronger suckers than if too many are left.Some are, bmvever, of a dilferent opinion, and

that thev

get larger fruit by leaving thenr"on than if
they were rcmo^-ed. A case in favour of this plan
has tecently been recorded in our columns. Our
more valuable sorts of Pines are not, however, very apt
to produce any great excess of suckers, and therefore
such as are produced may in general be left untouched.
Guard against any decline of bottom-heat, and where
this is obtained from fermenting materials, a little

fresh tan should be added before the heat gets too low;
and it will be much safer to add a few inches occasionally

as it may be wanted than to follow the old practice of
renewing the bed only once or twice in the year. See to

keeping the soil about the roots, where the plants are
in pots or planted in the open bed, in a nice healthy
state as to moisture, and give manuie-water regularly
to fruiters and stock in free growth.
ViNEKiES.—Go over the Vines in succession houses,

frequently removing laterals, &c„ before they shade or
interfere with the principal foliage. Where plants
must be grown under the Vines the latter should be
kept sufficiently thin to allow of a moderate share of
light reaching the plants, and neither laterals nor any
useless wood should be allowed to obstruct the light.

See that none of the plants are infested with red spider
or thrips, especially the latter, which if once allowed to
get upon the Vines is very difficult to eradicate, and is

most destructive to the foliage. Azaleas are very
subject to this pest, and if these are grown under the
Vines they must be closely watched, and kept clean at
any expense. See that Vines in the late house are tied
up in their places before the shoots get too far advanced,
as there is considerable danger of breaking these off

when they are allowed to get too long before the rods
are tied up. Look sharply after red spider, and use
every means to keep clear of this pest.

Figs.—Attend to stopping and thinning the ahoots,
and aim at securing short-jointed strong growth, by
exposing the young wood to all the light possible.
This will of course necessitate keeping the trees raLher
thin, but it is useless hoping for a crop of good fruit
from trees that are crowded with wood. Keep the
atmosphere moist, and give the foliage a good washing
with the syringe after shutting up the house in the
afternoon.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Recently transplanted shrubs and trees must be

carefully attended to with water until they get fairly
established. It is frequently the case however that too
much water is given at the root, thereby souring the
soil, and rendering it uncongenial to the young root-
lets and the after growth of the plants. The soil should
be kept moist, but not to saturation, and the plants as
soon as the weather gets warmer might be watered
over head with the engine on the evenings of bright
days, which will be of vastly more service in repairing
the loss sustained by evaporation than if given in excess
to the soil while there is a deficiency of active rootlets
to absorb it. Where Roses are infested with the grub
it will be necessary to go over the plants frequently to
destroy this pest. Green-fly is also very troublesome

;

a good washing with the garden engine on two or
three successive evenings will greatly assist in getting
rid of these destructive pests, but this must be
done after all danger of frost is past. Planting
of bedding stock must be deferred for a week or two
yet. Begin with Calceolarias, Verbenas, Scarlet Gera-
niums, &c.. leaving Heliotropes, Lantanas, Anagallis,
and such things as are usually injured by frost until
planting of the more hardy kinds is completed. Branches
of evergreens are easily enough obtained about most
places, and a sprinkling of tlie^e stuck into the beds
after planting will be of great service in protecting the
plants from the drying effects of bright sunshine, and
will also help to ward off frost. In the meantime get
all beds well prepared for the reception of their summer
occupants, thoroughly pulverising the soil by occasional
*^^ggi"gs; also get arrangements for planting decided
on, so as to be able to add manure or leaf-mould for
such things as will be benefited by such additions to
the soil.

that way the plants get more effectually wateredTand
the first hoeing, by filling in the drills, acts as a slight
earthing up. Keep paths clean, straighten their edges
and otherwise render them not only neat, but other-
wise as comfortable as circumstances will admit for
walking on.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEARrnNTini.
For the Week eoJipg May a. 1860, aa obaervedat the HorticultiS Gudei».
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Satur. 23
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Mon. 30
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49
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E.

N.E.
E.

N.E.
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.00

.00

.00

.00
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May

2;-(;iou.i7 Aud Hue; low dusky i«liitrd^^S7ri^;r^d-^r^
flt Dl^Dt^ '

28-Froaty ; clear ; fine but cold ; very clear at ni-Lt fraatTe9'Kme; very fine; hazy at nighL ""' '^^"7-

30—Fine; veryfiiitf; clear.

1—Fine; very finc; dry air; clear and eoW at msht
l~?^^' *"f'^^ ^^^^ 'Jl^' *^"

V' "^*^*^'^^iy dry air
\ clean3—Clear; nne ; dry IS, b, wind ; clear aud tine.

Mean temperature of the week, about the average,

RECORD OK THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the last 34 years, for the enauluK Week, ending May 13 ISfio

May.

Sunday ft. A 60.5
Mon. 7.. 6L6
Tuca. 8.. 6K6
Wei 9-, 61,7
Thurs. 10,, fi2.0
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fi2.6

fi3.5

u ^ a
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40.2
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1-1 V
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50.9
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61.4
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13
13
13
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0.45
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4
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The hishest temperature durinic the ahove period occurred on the fith

1830—therm. SI dejj-; and the ion est on theSlh, 1855—therm. 21 deg. '

allow aU suckera to remuUi. aUegiug

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pay great attention to the destruction of insects on

fruit trees in order to affjrd the young shoots a fair
chance to make healthy growth ; also proceed with dis-
budding. See that recently transplanted trees are not
allowed to suffer through want of wuter. Look after the
caterpUliU- ou the Goosel^iry trees. One way of get-
ting rid of this pest is to give the trees a heavy Wiish-

[

ing with a powerful engine, throwing the water against
the under sides of the leaves, wliich will wash off the
caterpillars, and they are readily killed on the ground
by means of an iron rake. Get trenches filled with
some fermenting materials in readiness for Cucumhers,
&c.f and expose the plants rather freely to lif^ht aud
air, to prepare them for planting under the protection
of hund-glasses. If not already done see to sowing
plenty of sweet Basil, Savory, &c., on a w^arm border of
light rich soil.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
I Every spare halfhour may now be profitably employed
in stirring the ground among growing crops. Vege-

,
tation, which has so long been checked by cold north-

easterly winds, is now beginning to make some pro-
' gress; and weeds, like other things, grow* apaoe; they

I

therefore require sharp looking after. Planting, if any, ^^^^

in the way of vegetables, should be done in drilh. lalMisc.*; Full price will be given for the Number for Dec. 10. 1S59.

I

Notices to Correspondents.
,• The Board of Works have directed that in future the Street in which

OUT Office is situated anall be called Wellinston Street, and that the
Number of our Office ahall be 41. Correspondents are therefore
requeited to nddre^a aU letters, whether to Kditor or Publisher,
41, Wellington Street, Covent (iarden, London, W.C

Books : Viator. There is no such book as you mention. The
VegetLible Kingdom approaches nearest. There is how-
ever in preparation a work on the plan of Maunder's
Treasury of Natural History, which will possibly meet your
expectation. As to Floras of diflfereut countries all you can
do is to collect tliem separately. As fi^ood practical directions
as any for managing greenhouse plants tte to be found in
Sweet's Hothouse and Greenhouse Cultivator, Mackintosh's
Book of the Garden, or Thompson's Gardener's Asaiataut, or
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary.

Dried Apples : Leicester. We will inquire and answer next
week.

Ferns: A Y. Cyrtomium falcatnm, which is what we
suppose you mean by " Cytoriurn falcata," is hardy in
favourable seasons*and situations. Pteris hastata is a hardy
greenhouse Fern. ChBllantlie.s Hlrta^trTr ^rtenlionse Fern
prefeiTing a comfortable atmosphere. There is no Cheilanthea
Lomari. If you had examined Mr. Smith's Catalogue ever

so slightly you would have found Pteris hastata under
Pellaea hastata.

Fungi : ^oretice. Your Fungus on Juniper is Gymnosporungium
Junipe-n, a plant which notwithstanding its highly gelatinous

nature is nearly allied to the common Wheat mildew.

—

E B.

A Mushroom almost exactly like what you have sent is

figured in GanUnera' Chronicle, 1859, p. 1018, where you will

find an explanation of the curious growth. M J B.

Insects : A Y. Your moth is not the wax moth. It is the

Calocampa exoleta, and is harmless.—P K R. The insects

you have sent are a small species of rove beetle which preys

on mites and other very minute insects in maniire, &c. ^ e

believe them to be harmless so far as inj nring living^ plants

is concerned.—C P T. Your young Wheat plants are infested

with the larvce of the Oscinis vastator. Probably if the rows

were to be well watered with liquid manure the plants

would throw up side shootsfas is often the case) and so lessen

the damage. But this weather is sadly against the plants in

the weak state to which they are reduced. W.
Names ©f Fruips : W B. \. Its seas«n is far past, so that Uttle

of distinctive character remains ; it is perhaps the White

Russet ; 2, 3, Sturmer Pipp ji.—

G

1. Like Green Nonparcil.|l

Names of Plants: PemHeburif. 1, Lycaste Deppei ; 2, some
JWaxillaria, but we do not recognise the species. It i^

probably one of the crowd of unexamined and undescribed

species.—F. Globularia Alypum.—i) R. 1. Drynaria diversi-

folia ; 2. Onychium lucidum ; 3. Pteris crenata ; 4. Asple-

niiim bulbiferum : but they are miserable scraps to send for

determination.— Wt/oti. A. Asplenium cicutarium. B. Poly-

poilium pectinatum. C. Woodwardia alias Doodia media.

D. Nephrolepia tuberosa.

—

AY. It may be Acacia juniperioa

but as there is no flower it is uncertain. A. penduia is weep-

ing but not hardy.

—

A S W. Mercurialis perennis.

—

Ei^^o.

It looks like a piece of Pyrus baccata.
Peach Leaves: CharUs Liitl". There is no mildew. The holes

in the leaves are caused by their membrane being killed.

Such death may arise either from the presence in the soil of

some injurious substance, such as over strong manure ; or
from drip ; or from small drops of water suddenly evapora-
ting ou the surface of the leaves aud destroying the vitality
of the part they lie on, by the sudden cold which results
from such evaporation. You can probably ascertain which.
There is also a fourth possibility; your leaves may' have
been grown in a high temperature, and very rapidly, and
they may have been unable to throw ofi" the superiffuous
moisture by the pores of the skin. Occasional cold will then
produce the effect you complain of.

"''^'I'i-^ i ^ ^' f '^^"**^ 32 feet long and 16 feet wide has a bas*
of 512 superficial feet. The quantity of rain which falls in a
week in summer occasionally exceeds 2 inches, rarely 2i in
the general climate of EngUnd. Two inches on the above
area is equal to S5i cubic feet, or to 531 8 gaUons of water.
A tank to hold this would require to be about 4 feet 5 inches
each way, if in the form of a cube ; but of course it ean be
varied as may be found moat convenient, for instance it may
be 6 feet long, 3A wide, and 4 deep, which will be equal to a
cubic content of 84 feet.||

Water : }Fannei\ The advantage of pond or river water over
pump water is that it is softer and warmer. The latter is

usually more or less charged with lime, and to some planU,
such as Heaths for example, is death. But for kitchen
garden crops, or common coarse vegetation, one is pretty
nearly as good as the other. Use pond or river water if you
can.
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES,
MANUFACTITKED BY THE

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
**^ (LIMITED).
CONSISTING OF TENANT FAEMEES, OCCUPYING UPWAEDS OF 30,000 ACEES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.
ARFT SMITH Jun., Esq.. M.F., Waltou House Ware, Herts. EDWARD BALL, E?q., M.P., 8, BelgraTe Road, Pimlico.

^uARTES DIMSDALE, Esq., EKScndon Place, Herts. GENERAL HALL, Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.^^^^ JOHN BEADY, E&q., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square, S.W.

DIRECTORS.
CAainiJan.—JONAS WEBB, Esq., Babrabani, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy CJiairman.—JOHN COLLINS, Esq., Myddelton Square, Pentonville, E.C.

EDWARD BELL Esq., Tottenhiim, Middleses, N. I ROBEKT LEEDS, Esq., M'estLexbam, Norfolk

JOHN CLAYDEN, Esq., Littlebiiry, Essex IIOBERT MORGAN. Esq., 72, Canjdc-n Villas, ComdeuTown
RICHARD HUNT Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts I GEORGE SAVILL, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford

THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N. | WILLIAM COLLINS, Esq., 105, St. Jobn's Street Road, E.C.

R/riitw* —Messrs. BARNETT, HOARE, & Co., Lombard St., E.C. Auditor.—J. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridt'e.

Svi/ors—Messrs. KINGSFORD & DORMAN, 23, Essex Jtfonap<r.—Mr. JAMES ODAMS.
'-''

'

Street, Strand. WO gecrefarj/.—Mr. C T. MACADAM.

Offices: 109, Fenchurcli Street, London, E.C, Manufactory: Plaistow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures with every confidence to the attention of their brother farmers ; and the fact that

thev aad the Shareholders farm upwards of 80,000 acres of land, cannot fail to afford a guarantee ^ind protection to consumers.

The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they

coutain not only render them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a

HEALTHY, SOUND, and HEAVY CROP.

PEICES.—Blood Manure for Com, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Roots, £6 lOs.

Delivered to aiiy Railway or Wharf in London,

As security to the FurcJiaser every hag contains 2 cwt.t is marJced ODAMS'S PATENT
BLOOD MANTJKE," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an nnusually large per centoge of Soluble Phosphate of Lime, and is, tLerefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Eoot Crops.

ANALYSES.

Moisture .

.

Organic Matter, SaltsofAmnionia,&c
8and, &c.

Biphosphate of Lime ..

Equal to Neutkal Soluble )

ph0.sphate.. .. .. /
Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated SuljHjate of Lime .

.

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates .

.

Mr. J. T. Way,
London.

13.19
2.28

3.82

16.77

26.18

4.69

58.53
0.72

Dr. Anderson,
Glasgow.

10. S6
7.82

3.18
15.03

2-1.39

9.01

62.25
1.25

100.00 ion. 00

Dr. Hodges,
Belfast.

21.50
3.38
3.44

14.38

22.50

5.77

49.80
1.73

Dr. Voelcker,
Cirencester.

Dr. Macadam,
Edinburgh.

Dr. Cameron,
Dublin.

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

9.49
89.40
2.45

100.00 100.00

14.56
7.63

3.87
16.91

20.48

n.S4
40.83
4.36

100.00

16.20
4.17
5.28

16,48

26.20

6.14

50.33
1.40

100.00

Mr. Way reports :—" It contains fully as much soluble plios-

1

phate as the first-class articles of the same description in the

markfct, and much more than the average."

Dr. Voelcker says:—" I have much pleasure in enclosing a

coity of your super-phosphate, which, though apparently re-

ctiutlv made, is nevertheless rich in soluble p?iOfp7u(te, ai,d un-

qvetiionably a vaiualle raanure."

Dr. Andeeson reports :—" This is an excellent superphos-
phate. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be -worth about
81. Ss. per ton."

Dr. Macadam says:—"The above is a first-claes supcr-phos
phate, and at present rates is worth to the farmer 8/. 2s. per
ton, when purdiased in qunntities under 30 tons, and 7f. 10«.

in quantities of 00 tons and upwards."
Dr. Hodges states that

—

*'lt may be regsrJed as a good
spccirnen of supi;r-])liObY)hate of lime," Hia calculation of its

value is 7^ 13«. per ton.
Dr. Camkeon reports :

—" The above figures prove this super-
phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I liave no doubt but
that its application will be attended with the most satisfactory
results. It would be good value at 71. per ton."

Svery Bag contains 2 cwt., is marked "ODAMJ^'S SVTI:RTS0STBATJE OF LIlUi:;* and is

guaranteed to yield 20 to 2h jper cent, of Soluble Fho6j>hate of Lime.

PRICES.—SuperphospHate of Lime, £5 10s. Delivered to any Eailway or Wharf in London,

niHE

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C Nesbit, F.G.S.,
ic. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington, London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates ofLime, Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

LOiNDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following 31A NUFACTURED
MANURES :—

fiUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
Bones, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of
tbe soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bone*.

The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of
aODA. SULPHATE OF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fcnchureh Street, E.G. Edw. Purskr, Secretary.

T AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactureda J by Mr. Lawk-s for the present season, 1860, are now ready

T ^wltP' ^* ^'^ factories at the following prices :-
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6

SUPERPHOSPHATE o^ LIME 6
MINERAL 1

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE ft

MANGKL MANURE S
,, GRASS MANURE g

w!!?
Manures can be obtained* of M^ Lawes, or hia .y-^mted AgenU, m all parts of the United Kingdom, at pricS

'^JTinj? according to cost of carriage
fa^-^"** '^i- F

imJ.^^t^^
and Professor VJay have sampled from a bulk of

^^11^^""? Manure^at Mr. LAWKa's Factories, and theirwport with analysis are given m full in circular t*» be obtainedon application at the Offices, or of any of Mr Swes? .w nts

Of sSa' s!>S.T^? A^"'"°
direct from Mes.rt"SS>sfNitric

"1 aoda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Mannres
American Cakes at market prices.

Aianures.

.,, I T .^*- ^' ^ Lawks. 1, Adelaide Place, London Eiido-P F Csn-^I Liffey Buildings. Eden Quav. Dublin. ^ '
'^ '

ESTABLISHED 1812.
MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to tate

orders for their special MANURES for I860, which they
unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at
the lowest iKiSi^ible price, viz. :

—

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
KOHLRABI do.

Also

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto
BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
or LIME, &c., all of which are wananted of the best quality.

Apply to H. (t T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor & Ryland. Birmingham and Chester.

P E O.RUVIAN GUAN
The present Price of tbis valuable Manure is

—

I2i. per ton for 30 tons and upwards fat the Dep6ts iu London,
13/. 5^. per ton for 1 ton up to 30 tons ( Liverpool, and Bristol.

And, in order to protect themselves ag-aingt the purchase of
Adulterated Mixtures, and of inferior Guanos, puiporting: to

produce results equal to Peruvian, consumers are recommended
to apply either to ourselves; to our AGEKTS, Messrs, Gibbs,
Bright, & Co-, of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to Dealers of

e>tablished character throngh^^'Ut the Country, in ^liose honesty
nnd fair dealing they can place implicit confidence.—Anthony
Gibes &l Sons, 15, Bishopsgate Street Within, Londnu, E.C.

n^O'lTEKHAM SE\VAGE RIANUKE.— For top-

_L dressing ^'beat and Grass, also for manuring TWangels and
Turnips, use the above highly concentrated Manure, Price

aMSa^ perton,—Particularft and testimonials ofMr J,L- Evans,
C,E,, Sewage Manuie "Works, Tottenham, N.

Agents required. A \cry liberal commission allowed,

ti

• *

6
6
5

ap-

I ,R E L A N D.

JOSEPH BERRY a^d SONS, Seed MEBCKAyrs,
Importers of PERUVIAN GUANO and Apente for the

Western Counties, SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, and other

Manure?.— 8. Arran Qu»y. Dublin.

BURNAI^D, LACK, axd CO.'^ CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40percent. of Tribasic

Phosphare of Lime.

CONCEKTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

'^o/'tbese Manures Dr. Voelcl^er says:-"pe.e
^^fl^J^^^^

bevery eratifvingtoyou, and are the best proof of the verj-

Mgh agriculturtil and commercial value ^hich characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
, ^ ^ .

'

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the ^^te and preaent

Chemis!! to the-Roy'al A^cultural S<y.iety^'itb Tcst.mon^^^

Prices &c., may be had on apphcation to B^,R^ARD, Lack.

h Co.,*Sutton Road, Plymouth.

JOHN EOWLER, JrK., 28, ConibUl, London, E.G.—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

GKICULTUKAL and GENEKAL MACHINERV-
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. Burgess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, liondon.

E.C.. invite tbe attention of the PubUc to then: hurge and

hoice Stock.

BEAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER.
And tbe best in the world, is manufactured by Bubgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C. Orders for deUvery

this season must be given early to avoid disappointment.

ilOVFING MACHINE-BURGESS AND KET*S
Prize Moweh, the most valuable ever manufactured, can bo

seen at their Stores, 95. Newfjate Street, E.C.

'I HE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COM-
i FANY (LIMITED). Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

London, E.C, hold in stock the following GOODS suited to tha

season ;—Steam Engines, Horse Powersy Ploughs Dnlla,

Clodcrushera, Carts, Waggon?, Pumps, &c. PRICE LISTS can

be had post free on application.
\

"11/ EST OE ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
VV AGENCY FOR GREKNS PATENT "SILENSMESiOR"
AKD OTHER MOWING MACHINES.—Bromhead & Son's Iron-

mongery Warehouses, 6, North Street, Bristol, where tho

Machines can be seen and their working explained.

' LAND D RA I IM A C E.

'

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of tbe works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcbarge on the estate created for various

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofaunual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.
,

'

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal espentcs are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Koad

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge tbe outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for tbe purpose.

ApplicatioDS to be made to William CLiFFOBn, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

C'

COLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE and CHEMlfcTRY,
J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38 Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington. London, S.

Prmcipal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch'requisiteto prepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of evei-y description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to tbe Principal.

NATIONAL CATTLE SHOW.
~"

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
_ IRELAND.—The great ANNUAL CATTLE SHOW of

this Society will be held at CORK on JULY 25. 26, and 2T.

Favourable arrangements have been made with tbe Rail and

Steam Packet Companies for the conveyance of Stock and

Implements to and from the Show.
Prize sheets and forms of entry can be had on application to

J. B. Thorn-hili^ Secietarjr.

42. Upper Sackville Street, Dublin.—May 5. ^

OVAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETV

T3OYAL

Ri OF ENGLAND.
CANTERBURY MEETING, 1860.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK must be made on or before June 1.

*»* All Entries received in each casB after those roapectivo

dates will, without any exception, be diaqualified, and returned

to the senders.
, , ,. ^.

Prize Sheets and Forms of Entry may be had on application

at the Offices of tbe Society, 12, Hanover Square, London, W.
H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

SATURDAY, MAY b, 1860.

MEETINGS FOK THE FOLLOWING WEEK
MoNDAT, May 7—London Farmers' Club [Mr. J. A. Clarke

on Lois Wefdon Husbandry) 6 ^.M.

Wedne3I>ay, — 9—Agri. Suciety of tniflanU Noon.

The opportunity which the census of 1861 will

^ive, of a last attempt to gain some general

agricultural information, has not been lost sight of

hy Mr. Caird, who has given notice to insert a

clause on the subject in the Census (England)

Bill which is now passing through the House of

Commons, He proposes that schedules shall be

prepared for the purpose of being filled

up by oT on behalf of the several occupiers of

such, dwelling-houses as have 2 acres and

upwards of land held therewith, with par-

ticulars of the average extent of such land

during the year 1860 under the several crops of

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Ere, Potatoes, Tur-

nips, Mangel, other green crops, and of pasture

Grass and hay. Such schedules shall be marked
'* Optional Returns," and shall be left along with

the householders* schedules at each such dwelling

house; but it shall be optional to the occupier

aforesaid to fill up such return or cot as he may

deem proper, the enumerator, in the case of

refusal, filling up the return from the best infor-

mation he can gather, and marking it as having

been so filled up by him.

It is to be hoped that this proposal will be

received with favour both in and out of the House,

and that speculations as to the statistics of the

food question, which after every bad seasonbecome

I
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of national importance, "will for the future have a
trustworthy basis of figures indicating acreage, on
which to rest.

Wb continue our remarks on tjie samples
of Grass seeds which have come under our
examination :

—

Table ll.—^nalyses of Ri/e-arjiss Stetls.

£ Copy of Ltbel.

Light Rye-grass .

.

SJRje-grass .,

3

Rye-grass
Rye-grass

6|Bye-grafis

Lbs.

144

•" o 5

o

184

• *

4 4

7 Perennial Rye-
grass
Ditto ditto

91 J>itto ditto

216
240

276
2SS

^ 03 3

444, 800

Remarks.

that these can be separated with tolerable ease.

That clean samples can be obtained is obvious

from our examples—-10, 12, and 14—in which the

weeds are remarkably few, and in the fijcst.of these

of sueh weeds as are easily separated. Let us

repeat here that our correspondents should give us

the names of their seedsmen, in order that credit

may be given for such pure samples as came under
our notice.

That the heavier samples of Rye-grass seed are

the cheaper, WfG can state from repeated experi-

[May5, I 860.

cleaning can be adopted to th^^i>i;oraS^t'^f-Ti
dirty samples is .quite evident from the differennim the weed column shown in Nos. 8 and 9 W« f i

the label of m. 7 to be merely a trade trik- afcer
tainly cleaning, to say nothing ofrecleaninff, shoulrfand indeed would, have a better efft^ct, as even a fini
sieve would have separated the minute seeds nf
the Caryophyllacece and the like. This remark
applies also to 17 and IS, as although four^fifth

430,080
288,000

Holcus lanatus. 6,400
Biomus mollis . 500
Ranunculus re-

peus . . . . 50

of the weeds have been .removed, yet there seems
_

, ,

little reason why the small seeds mentioned cou^^
ments, as we have sown the lighter ones in which not have been separated to a still greater extent

^

10

XI

12
13
14

15

16
17
.IB

Ditto ditto

Extra fine stort)
ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

i

24 296

320
852
360

Ditto ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto
ditto

ditto

30
30
3

10
20

32

3^
36
38

In a pint .. 6,950
The isame kinds
The same with Fes-
tuca broraoides.

lSi,o20JMuch as 1 and 2.

73,680 Much as 1 and 2.

105,400 The Sitme with the
addition of Myoso-
tis areensis and
ania\l weeds.

1 Mostly Holcus la-

\ natuB.
Much as 1

.

Ditto.

Ranuncqlus and
Phmtago.

56,320

76,800
10,240

6.400

scarcely a genuine seed would f;erminate, whilst

of the heavier samples o?ily a slight piopo^tipnal

fails, and if we had to appraise the value of the

samples before us uie;i;ely from the evidence

afforded by the table we should estimate them
almost in njultiple proportions to their weight,

the lower numbers next to nothing in value, and
the higher ones at full 10 times the worth. Of
this the following may offer an approximative
example :

—

'Table cf Vtzlue of R>^-gra&s Seed,

so

Numbers in Table 2.

J = -. ^. r--
:

Weight per bushol
in lbs.

363

3^0
382
402

r

400

464
480
520

15,360

6,400
l.',240

3,200

12,800

25,600
20,280
40,960

( A tolerably

[ sa "

pure

Ditto ditto
Common Rye-
grass I

40

40

544

sample.
A very pui-e sample.
Weeds all Holcus,
Difficult to find a
weed.

Mostly Ranunculus
repens it Sherordia.

Ditto and Holcus.
Mu*j1i as abqye.
The plump grains of
thu Grass very large
and ireed from the
glumes.

20,480JBromu5 mollis absent

Qo n/irt J Ranunculus repens
^-''^^"It and others.

1 to 3
3 to 7
7 to 13

13 to 16
16 to 20

14 to 18

18 to 24
24 to 36
30 to 34
34 to 40

o
J«5

2

3

4

5

6

In this table we may remark in the first* place
upon the great differences in the weight of a bushel
of Rye-gr^ssseed. The lowest weight here tabulated
is 14i lbs. per bushel, but we have examined even
lighter samples; of course in these cases the prelimi-
narv test of weighing ought to satisfy any one that
if ofles^ weight than 20 lbs,—and this is quite a low
q^uotation—the seed is not worth buying. This is

a matter which can easily be approximately ascer-
tained from as small samples as 2 oz. by measure,
and for ourselves we would say that we should not
look at a liye-grass sample if 2 oz. by measure did
not weigh as much as at least; 270 grains.

Of course in estimating the weight of samples it

is always necessary to see that it is made up of the
proper seed, as if it be full of plump grains cf
Bromus mollis (Soft Brome or Lop), Triticitm
repetis (Couch), or as is frequently purposely done
to add to weight, Plantugo Imiceolata (Lancet-
leaved Plantain), its weight will be greatly added
to and unfortunately in such a way as that the
Grass will be too poor to grow, but the weeds will
,be sure to succeed. "We have seen fields sown
with ** Eye-grass" in which the only crop visible
has been Plantain ; and we must recollect that
Plantain and Lop are completely annual plants,
and will have sown a good crop of seed even while
the Barley with which the "seeds" may have
been sown is being harvested.
And again, talking of the harvesting of Barley,

it may not be out of place to remark tb.at careleas-
nesB in this respect—letting tins crop shed its
seed either naturally or by rough handling—is
yery destructive to the young seeds, as it imme-
diately germinates, and just as the seeds should
be making a ** stubby'' growth to give them
constitution to withstand the winter, they are
drawn up weakly or perhaps killed by the larger
bladeg of the cereal, whicli in its turn gets killed
by winter, and so b»re patches are left to the
undisputed dominion of weeds. In fact, the error
of sowing weeds or allowiug any extraneous
matters to grow witfy. the crop only entails a war
for possegsion, when, as usmuI, the weakest goes
to the wall.

The point we would here advert to is that our
table demonstrates that for the most part the

j ^
lighter samples of seed are fullest of weeds. This

Proportional of
Value.

5

15
25
40
50

In all the lighter samples of Rye-grass we find
a varied quantity of the Italian Rye. This of course
is mixed in the way of direct adulteration, usually
being old worn-out Italian Rye, aiding immensely
in filling up the measure from the looseness deriv-
able from the long awns of this variety ; and this
circumstance of course aids greatly in decreasing
the weight per bushel. The evil of this is much
more than at first appears, as although the Italian
would grow and make a great appearance the first

year if at all worth anything, yet the fact of its

being annual is fatal in any position where
perennial growth is required, and more especially
in the permanent meadow.
We have kept our lists of Italian Rye-grass

separate, as we view this variety as so different
from the common sort agriculturally, that though
both are good for their several purposes, the
Italian in the perennial Rye-grass can only be
considered as a weed :

—

Table III.-

Looking, however, at the whole queHion nf
weeds as It affects the Italian Rye-grass, we are
obliged to come to the conclusion that it is to thp
groner that we must first look for better samnles
for in uearly all the cases we have seen the dirt
has been grown with the Gxass. This is an
important consideration, for with want of care as
regards weeds will ever be found other evils
that the seed itself is not nearly so good

'

This, however, may be easily remedied; let thefanner insist upon clean seed, and the seedsman
will either be hig own grower .or only buv from
the man who renders him the best and cleanest
sample, for, after all, the best and most profitable
way of obtaining clean seeds, if they be demanded
and the market should cease for the contrary will
be to grow them carefully ; and if, as regards the
Rye-grasses, the two important elements of weio-ht
and cleanliness be duly considered and valued at
their proper price, greater care will thenceforward
be taken in its growth and harvesting.

Table lY.-'~AncUj/ses qf Meadow Grass Seeds.

Weeds in
a bushel.

2

3

Alopecurus pratensis (Mea-
dow Foxtail

1

Analyies of Italian Ri/erffro.is Seeds.

8

9

10

11

Copy of Label.

•'I

Imported
Italian Rye-
grass

Ditto ft*

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto. 15 lbs. .

.

{Ditto, cleaned t

and recleaned,
J-

15i lbs. . . j

f Foreignltalianl
( aa received. .

j
f Do. as cleaned \

i for sale. . . j
Heavy Italian ..

Home - grown^
ItaUan, off!

Lombardy
j

seed. . . .

J

12 Imported Italian.

.

Ditto ditto

^

212

216
h

216

224

• •

204

m
-r-rr

73,216

261,120

79,240

81,920

204,890
102,400

Eemarks.

I

1

13

14 Ditto ditto

240

21-2

216

79,240
F
r

23,040

1,280

1,600

5,120

(* Ranunculus rei>en3,Plan-
-< tago lanceolata, Bro-
(_ mus mollis.

{ The same, and Holcus
\ lanatus.
The same,

f Bromus mollis and
\ Holcus.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

In tbe Pint.
/ Ranunculus repens . . 320

J
Plautago lanceoliita 160

1 Holeus mollis . . 120
\ CarophyliaceEe, &c. . 360
f Brymua mollis . . 240

i Others .. ..120

Bromus absent.

Good seed.

Not fully cleaned.

Ditto ditto . . . . 1

Dactylis glomerata ^Cocks-
foot)

Festuca duriuscula (Hard ( i

Fescue) i\

5 Festuca ovina (Sheep's Fescue)

6 Anthoxanthum odoratum I

(Sweet Vernal) .. ..
j

71 Ditto ditto ..

8 Phleum pratense (Timothy

)

Graf^s) i

9 Ditto ditto .

.

10 Poa pratensis (Smooth Mea- )

dow Grads) . , , . . , i

84,840

1,228,800

588,800

294,000

166,400

102,400

Remarks,

11

12

18

14

6,400

3.4ft4,$0,0

2,000

(

Principally

AlopecuruB
ag-restis.

( More than half

( Holcus lanatus-

( Arrhenathcrum

X avenaceum.
Holcug lanatus

aud
Bromus mollia,

Holcus, &c.
( Caryox^hyllaceiB

-< and
( small weeds.
Holcus lanatus.

Poa trivialis (Rough Meadow I- 1^?^, ^^^
Grass)

j

15

16

17
18
19
20

Cynosunis eristatus (Crested )

Dogstail) J
iVvena flavescens (Yellow Oat
Grass

Arrhenathcrum avenaceumj
(Tall Oat-like Grass) . .J

Mixed "seeds"

I

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto Meadow
Ditto ditto
Ditto Lawn

Forei^ weeds.

Exceedingly pure.

^768, 000
fHolcus.

r Stalks and dfrt

J 2 parts.

\ Vfecds 2 parts.

1 l.Poal part.
mation.

409,600

35,810

51,200

38,040

537,600
245, 760
112,040
25,600
6,950

Bromus mollis, &c.

Mostly Juncus.

Bromus mollis.

Rauunculus
and

Plantago, &c.

Pitto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

92,160

39, 240

14,336

L

1

15 Ditto ditto 516 261,120

1ft

17

IS

10

Ditto diUo
I 172

f
EnglishlUllan )

j Rye-grass . . )

Ditto ditto

Cleaned,

ilrapor ted">
Italian Rye- ^

Ranunculus repens, &c.
Ditto ditto.

t Bromus mollis^ Holcus
) lanatus, &c.
i Ranunculusrepens.Flan-
^ tago lanceolata, Holcus

U0,800
I

Very poor.
f Sherardia arvenaU, Are--
\ naria, Seabiosa colum-
i baria^ Ac-
Might easily havp been,

better.

196,800

25,000

grass

Ditto ditto

102,400

450,560

I

i

Bromus mollis, &c.

Ranunculufl repene,
Bromus mollis.

In looking over this list we shall at once see
may arise Irom the careleaanesg of its growth on that we have not here the amount of variation in
Vie one hand, and the impossibility of duly clean- I weight ; in fact, Italian of from 15 to 18 lbs. per
ing mere cha% stuff on the other. As may be

[

bushel may be considered as good in so far as the
expected, the heavier samples of seed have been weight is concerned. As regards the weeds they
more carefully grown, it being next to impossible ' are pretty much of the same kinds as those which
to get the befet samples by dirty cultivation ; and ' occur in the perennial Rye-grasses, but as a general
then again the heavy grains are more plump and ' rule the Italian Kye is more dirty than the other

^^TtV f
^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^''^'^^^^"P"^^*^^^'^^^*^* so much of its seed is imported, and this and even* if sojd as grown Titer being carefully

aaa ineretore not so liable to entanglement, so ' unless well cleansed is very foul indeed; but that collected the evils will uot be so great j but if

The general conclusions at which we have

arrived g.s regards the separate species of Meadow
Grasses as pbtaiued in the seed market are:

—

1st. That they are to the fujl as dirty as Rye-

grasses, and usually of the same kinds of weeds.

These are weeds of cultivation, as they are evidently

grown for the most part with the samples them-

selves, and, as in the Rye-grasses, are only to

be kept out by care in cultivation.

2d. Another source of dirt in the meadow,

only casually noticed in the list, is that of admix-

ture of other species ; these though not always

mischievous weeds are nevertheless to be deplored

as taking from the value and genuineness of the

crop as they are usually of a heavier, and sometimes,

too, of a larger and coarser description #than the

seed of the species bargained for, as thus Festuca
with Dactylis, or Poa and Arrhenatherum with

Ahjyecurtts or Cynosurus, Of course the bine-

weedy Grasses, as Trittcum repens (Couch), Bro-
mus moUts (Soft Brome or Lop), Holcus lanatus^
are still more mischievous ; and these are always
too abundant in almost every specimen, whether of

Rye-gra:^se8 or any species of Meadow Gxass.
The third point to which we must direct attention

has reference to really dishouest dealing, about
which there can be no' doubt, and no pleading of

ignorance. It is the practice of mixing old and
decayed seeds and dirty sweepings and refuse of

every kind with Meadow Grasses ; look, for

example, to No. 11 of the above table.
As with the Grasses before commented upon,

meadow species are as easy to grow pure and clean
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A'rUit will be the more difficult to clean in pro-

rtion to the smallness of the seeds and the

^flhire of the adhering membranes, the curvature

and length of awn, and such like mechanical

That the same sort of seed even in that small

seed which is free from membranes, namely, the

Timothy-grass, can be obtained almost pure is

certain. Our sample 8 is a not unusual sample of

American seed, with all the usual weeds, that we

ba>» se^^ accompanying its heavy crops on the

alluvial banks of the Ohio, or the lake flats in

Canada; and when sent, as in this case, with all its

weeds, it is not worth half the price of the sample

(9) of our table. At the same time we venture the

assertion that there is hardly a farmer but would

prefer the dirty sample at half the price of the

clean. Here then we may well leave these tables

to speak for themselves : they show that dirty seeds

are a rule, not an exception, in the market, and our

reasoning certainly goes to show that it is a matter

almost entirely within the power of the agricul-

turist to remedy, and we still hope that the time

will come when he will know what is and what is

not din, and not content himself with merely pay-

ino- accordingly, but refuse the dirty at any price.

The following essay on a point of great agricul-

tural interest is given in full, though occupying so

large a portion of our impression, as a specimen of

the detailed discussion which such a subject needs

but has never yet received. It is in order to induce

its further discussion, and not as entirely agreeing

with the conclusions of the writer, that we give

this prominence to his essay. The main conclusion

which he reaches is the enormous charge upon the

farm of its green crop culture—most inadequately

balanced by the direct receipts from it. But he

makes the cattle crop so great a charge upon the

com crops of his farm by what appears to us an

obvious undervaluing of these returns from the live

stpck which he feeds. To this, however, and to

other points we must refer hereafter,

It is a remarkable circumstance in the his-

tory of English arable husbandry, that neither in the

text books norjournals of the profession, nor even

iu the treatises devoted to those points of agricul-

tural policy which lead to the valuing of tenant-

rights, has the question ever been raised or deter-

mined, What is the cost of coNVERTixa a

GIVEJf EXTENT OF CATTIE-CROPS INTO MAKTIRE ?

or, to vary the form of the problem, what is the

«»pUal absorbed and the annual outlay expended,

in producing a given quantity of farm dung ? For

this there was of old the apology, that not only

are the calculations involved in the inquiry intri-

cate and the matters of fact difficult of ascertain-

ment, but up to-a«Grtaia-^^odj fehe-deterituaation

of the point was comparatively unimportant.

A very little reflection, however, suffices to

show, that as soon as extraneous ferti-

lisers became abundant in the manure mar-
ket, it thenceforward was a very plain duty

which agriculturists owed to themselves, to

ascertain by some method or other whether they

. could not promote the yield of their farms at less

cost and mere plentifully, from external resources,

than from the internal supply of their own cattle

-courts. It is very true that were the inquisition

to terminate in a verdict against the economy of

growing green crops for conversion into dung, the

j)revailing device of rotation farming would be

shaken to its base, and that more or less difficulty

might ensue in adjusting between landlord and
tenant fresh rules of man agera ent ; but how greatly

to be deprecated is the notion that for any such reasons
as these, the first agricultural community in the

world should shirk the solution of a question so

financially important as that we have here raised.

But it is not to assume the ungracious office of
|

censors that we have mooted this unseemly and,

probably, very prejiidicial ignorance on a matter
which in English husbandry, peculiarly, is of great

gravity, but to state ani illustrate a mode of

procedure by which we conceive the point raised
could satisfactorily be ascertained.

rirst, then, in .order to form a starting point or
basis of argument, it is necessary to construct,
what may be called, a mixed hypothetical and
practical instance ; and for this purpose we will
assume the case of a thoroughlyimproved farm of 400
^cres of medium laud, managed with fair enterprise
and skill, and cultivated on the still predominant,
thouuh now leas relied on, system of a four-course
rotation

.

the tenant would be entitled to earn a yearly proht

for his livelihood at the rate of 10 per cent., and

that the yearly expenditure of management, and

the annual returns would be as follows :

—

£ «. d.

8 4

TABLE I.

Espeiicliture connected with the green crops, the

cattle, and the manurina; of the farm. See
, ,„ ,„

Table II
" -• 1190 18 10

Expenditure connected with the corn crops. See

Table III ^^^

JVofe.—In these sums are included the ordinary

allowances for maintaining the value of the

working animals and implements against •—

-

casualties and wear and tear 2116

Returns from aales of feeding stock £773 13

Ditto ditto corn 17i5

Balance yielding 10 per cent profit to the farmer

on his capital of 3837/., over and above the accom-

modation ofthe dwelling house and other domestic

conveuieuces of the farm *^*'-

1}

7 2

2498 13 4

6 2

Thirdlv, putting aside, now, the corn part of

this table, we shall next expound the details of

the cattle crop portion of it as follows :

TABLE II. Showing the Aggregate Yearly Expenses of

THE Manure Departments of the Farm; the Par
TICDLAUS OF EACH HeAD BEING GIVEN UNDER CORRES-

PONDTNO Numbers of the Schei>ule of Details at th?

End of the Article.

No. of the
Schedule.

7, 8,9

10

Expenses of tillmg and sowing the root

crops, exclusive of those operations

which go to the general cleansing of

the land for the rotation

A moiety of the expenses incurred in

cleansing the farm for the common
benefit of all the four crops of the

rotation
Expenses of tilling and saving the

Clover crop
Expense of converting the green crops

and fodder of the previous year into

manure
Expenses of hauling the manure from
the dung court and applying it to the

land . . - '.

Rents chargeable against this depart-

ment of the farm

Proportion of the tenant's profit charge-

able against this department, viz. 10

p. ct. oul334i. 16s., and 1369i. 12s. Ud.,

2704L 8s. lid., being the capital

invested therein ,.

Deduct annual returns from sales of
' feeding stock

£ s. d.

100 p

102 IS 4

67

point of fact corn re-imburses the whole loss of

693/. incurred yearly in making dung, it only gets

half the benefit of the product, that product itself

being a substance which, derived from the Tery

soil to which it is returned, adds nothing to the

indigenous fertility of the staple, as is done by

extraneous manuring. Hence, then, it may here

not inaptly be said, that in like manner, as we

may correctly infer from a large accumulation of

ashea under the grate, that a corresponding dissi-

pation of fuel has taken place in the process of

burning, so we may conclude that the more

abundant the remains of the vegetation of the

farm exhibited in the dung court, the greater

n^ust have been the absolute alienation of the

choicest riches of the soil concentrated in the live

stock and corn yearly sent to market. From these

observations it must be abundantly obvious, that

in proportion as we clearly discern how exhaustive

rather than restorative are the principles involved

in the elaborate and expensive manufacture of

court-yard manure, the more perceptible is the

importance of the point embodied in the question

which now naturally presents itself ; viz., whether

a decreased expenditure in the production of this

specious fLrliliser, in other words, a greater or

less diminution of the area of the farm commonly

devoted to cattle crops, and an increased ^se of

extraneous fertilisers, ought not to be adopted?

With no intention of entering on this subject at

large, it may be well, however, to illustrate its

bearings on the main question put in issue at the

outset of this paper, by the following three

Tables :—
TABLE III.

463 16

117 4 6

346

1196' IS 10

270 8 9

1467' 7 7

773 13 4

1. Estimated produce of 100

acres of Barley under a

four - course rotation :—
38 bushels per acre =
3S00 bushels, at 35. Gii.

per bushel
2. Estimated produce of 100

acres of Wheat, at 28

bushels per acre = 2S00
bushels, at 6^. 6cf. per
bushel

3. Value of the straw of these

crops, £00 tons at 10s. ..

£ s. d.

Totals.

£ s. d.

Per acre.

£ s. d.

:

Annual loss chargeable against tlio

com crops in respect of the ma-
nurial benefits supposed to be re-

ceived by them from this procedure, . \ 693 14 3

Secondly, in conformity with these premises, we
^ould further say preliminarily, that this farm
Would require a capital of 3837/. (see No, 7 and 9 of
the Schedules to be given next week), on which

From these figures, then (assuming them to be

approximately accurate), is deducible the following

anomaly, that under a four-course rotation a full

half of the farm is yearly appropriated to a

branch of industry which not only yields no profit,

hut entails on the other moiety an annual loss

amounting to 700/. on 400 acres. And if the motive

for this self-inflicted sacrifice be sought for, it ia

found to resolve itself into a mere blind belief by

the votaries of the system, that by no other

means can the soil in arable farming be

efficiently Ivept in heart. But of this very

costly article itself, it may be remarked, that

while the use of a given quantity of any extraneous

manure represents the positive addition of a cer-

tain amount of fertile matter to the soil, it is true

of farm dung that every atom of its mineral

elements (and these according to the best authori-

ties constitute its most valuable constituents) had

already been obtained from the identical source to

which they are applied, and thus are no more to

be regarded as a real acquisition to the fertility of

the staple, than the ashes which the careful house-

wife gathers up from the hearth and returns to

the grate, form any actual augmentation of the

stock of fuel. ' Nor is it less certain that from the

very large proportion of the choicest riches of

the soil, yearly alienated in the condition of

corn and butcher's meat, as- well as from

the unthrifty waste incidental to the cattle court,—

each years dunging, instead of being an entire, is

at best a very partial return to the fields of what,

in the preceeding year, had been withdrawn

from thence by the plants, whose excreted and

trodden down remains form the sole exponents of

industrial success in the husbandry of cattle crops.

Nav more; of this merely residual commodity a

stiU farther reduced remainder only reaches the

corn crops, since the Eoots and Clover of tlie

rotation each abstract a portion so considerable,

Is nrobably to leave no more than a mere moiety

aUable t^o the cereal members of the course.

HeBCe, if we assume the yearly quanbty of dung

Seed on a farm of 400 acres to be l/J^
tons, it

Gows that only 9371 of these stand good to the corn

ororfbeing at the rate of no more than 4i ons,
,

/at a OS ff 3/. 10.. per acre) ; so that while in.

1. BxpensesoftiUiiig^sowing,
reapiug, dressing, and
miu-keting Uie Barlej

crop, exclusive of those
operations which belong
to the general cleansing-

of the land (See No. 11

of the concluding Sche-
dules—to be given next

2. Ditto Wheat (No. 11 of

the Schedules) .

.

3. Rents chargeable against

this department of the

farm (So. 12 of Ibe Sche-

dules)

4. Proportion of the expense
incurred in each rotation

in cleanaiug the farm
(No. 2 of the Schedule).

.

Total yearly expense
of the com crops,

exclusive of the charge
for profit on the ca-

pital invested therein

5. Yearly expeuse of the

green crop, cattle, and
manure departments,
693£. Us. 3J., !«••

270/. S». OtZ.» being the

charge for profit on the

capital invested therein

(ijue Table II.) .. ..

665 6 13

910

150

1725

9 2

15

260 16 8

261 13 4

294

102 18 4

919 S 4

423 5 6

4 12 4

1342 13 10

Balance in favour of]

the farm, being 10 per

cent, on the entire

capital of 3837i. 88. 6d..
invested therein

6. The proportion of capital

absorbed by the com
crops is . . . . • •

7. The proportion of capital

absorbed by the cattle

crops and cattle..

2 2 4

382 6 2

1132 19 7

2704 8 11

5 13 4

13 10 5

J8833 S 61 » n 10

Let it next be assumed that this ideal farm of

400 acres, in place of being managed m a four-

field course were subjected to the fpUoying rote-

tion :-l, roots ; 2, Barley ; 3, Clover ; 4, Wheat

;

5, Oats. Here the results may approximately be

stated as follows :

—

TABLE IV,

Produce of 80 acres of Barley, at 6L 13,. per acre .
.

£532

80 .. Wheat, atOi. 2«. *• •• '•'^

"
80 ;; Oats at 61. 5«.. yvi.,

bushels per acre, at 2s. 5d. per bushd .

.

Bti-aw of theae crops, ^40 tons, at 123. Ott. .

.

SO
500
150

Total produce 4 •
..mio a
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Brought forward .

.

Deduct expenses of com, tiz.. il I2s.
per acre on 240 acres £11 04

Expense of the cattle crop, cattle, and
mamirial departments at the rate
of 21. 2g. id. on 160 acres .. ., 338 13

10 per cent, profit on the capital, now
reduced to 3519/., as explained below 351 IS

£li']0

1794 11 4

Extra profit beyond 10 per cent a:i1j 8 S

The reduction of capital arises thus :—By
Table III., Ko. 6, it is shown that the ncreable

sum which attaches to the corn (liTiftion of the

farm is 5?. 13s. id,
ft

Hence» at this rate, the 240 acres in this instance
yearly nnder grain, frive £1356

In like manner in Table IIL» No. 7, the acrcable
expenses attatliing' to the other department of
the concern were shown to be 13^ IOj. 5d., which,
on 160 acres (the quantity here snppostd to be
under griiin crups), gives 21G3

V '

Total reduced capital , . £3519

Tons,
By the prior c.^IcuTations it w.i.s shown thnt the^cen crops
furnished 4 J t<»ns per acre of available manure to the
cereals, and hence (the extent under green crops in a
four-course management, being 200 acres), tho yeai-ly

quantity applied to the corn in the former instance
(Table IIIj. was 950

In the present instance the breadth supposed to be under
cattle crops, is only 160 ncres, and in it, therefore, the
manurial ^leiiefit conferred on the other, i.e., the corn
department, is only 760

"Decrease under this supposed five-course . . . . 190

Here, then, the question suggests itself whether,

on the one hand, this lessened quantity of a

fertiliser which has itself been wholly derived from

the farm, or, on the other hand, the expenditure

of the foregra'ng extra profit of 115?. in procuring

the substantive fresh addition of an extraneous
manure, would keep the farm in best heart.

The next illustration will be one of a supposed
six-course routine of cropping, viz., 1, roots; 2,

Barley; 3, Clover; 4, Wheat; 5, Beans; 6,

Wheat, Here the produce and expenses may
approximately be stated as follows

:

of the last three, that ihey are, at best, to be

regarded as hypothetical illustrations, introduced

merely to indicate the practical bearing of that

which at the outset was stated to be the real

question put in issue, namely. What is the cost

to the farmer of manuring his corn crops with

home- made farm dung? Assuming Table II. to

present a fair average result, this annual cost is

about 3/. 10s. for each acre under corn, and there-

fore the expense of manuring of a farm of 400 acres

with home made mauure amounts in aggregate

to the very larf^e sum of 700?. yearly, or more

exactly, 693/. 14s. 3(7. But then, it must not_for

a moment be forgotten that the designed object

for which the figures in that Table were given, \yas

not as being in themselves of any conclusive

authority, hui rather as affording a formula^

which when applied to the results of expiertence

might ultimately give us a reliable verdict.

tnral Gazette of March 31, were obtained hi tlie laho"
ratory of Dr. J. Forbes Watson of the India House, and
that Dr. Watson has kindly authorised me to quote
them on his authority. Tliey were as under :

^T-t « ^''tro^enous or
Nitrogen . rrotciu compounds.

per cent. per cent.
0-32 . .. .. 2.02

The following summary table shows the mean per
centages of nitrogen, and of the corresponding nitro^i--

I

nons compounds, in each of the four dillerent samtJes of
Dates :

—

"

Nitrogen* us
or protciij.

A itrogen com jiounds

Produce of 66^
TABLE V.

acres of Barley, at 61. 13*. per acre £443
V^H „ Wheat, at 91. 2s.

tfC3 It Beans, at 51. 55.

Straw of these crops, 267 tuna, at 11*. 3d.

It

n
»>

1-J14

3.^0

150

G
17

8

KXPKSSES.
Tillage, Ac., of the 266 J acres of com
and Beans, at At. 12t. per acre

Tillage and other expenses of the cattle
crops and manure department, at
2i. 2t. 4d. per acre, on I'i'S^ acres

,
.-

10 per cent, on the capital, now
reduced to 3M41., as explained below

•2158 3 8

£1220 ]2

281 10 4

331 8

IS3d 10 4

Extra profit over aud above 10 per cent, to be
expended, wholly or in part, in applying
extraneous manures to the grain cro])3 £31

S

V 4

The proportion of capital neceisary for the com
department in tliis rotation (viz. 5L 13a. 4d.

per acre on 2*;6? acres) is . . . . £1511
Do. for the lattle crop. do. (viz. ni. 10s. 5d.
on 133i aci-ea) 1803

Capital required in a four-course rot.ition (See
Table III

r

Saving of capital uudcr a six-courae

3314

3837

£523

The proportion of home-made manure available to the
com crops under the fnur-cotirse was

Bo. under a Mix-course, viz. 4J tons per each acre of
cattle crops (I33i acres) is

Tons.

900

632

Decrease xmder the six-course 318

The foregoing examples show the fertilising and
monetary consequences of diminishing the breadth
of cattle crops and increasing in a proportional
degree the corn acreage. The next Table exhibits
speculatively the effect of removing the cattle
crops from the rotation altogether by means of a
course consisting of 1 bare fallow ; 2, Wheat

;

3, Beans ; 4, Barley.

ON THE iiMOUNT OF NITROGEN, AND THE
CORRESPONDING NITROGENOUS OU
PROTEIN COMPOUNDS, IN DATES.

By Dr. J. H. Gilbert, F.C.S.
"

I^' the Agricultural Gazette of ^Vfarch 3T, a partial

analysis of inltrior Dates, made hi the Rotbamstcd

Laboratory, was given on my authority. The amount
of nitrogen (exclusive of that in the stones) was

0.22 per cent. =; 1.39 per cent, of nitrogenous com-

pounds. It was also stated that the results of an

analysis of Dates made in another laboratory had been

communicated to me, and that in that case the amount
of nitrogenous compounds was found to be about

2 per cent. But, in the Agricultural Gazette of April 21,

in an article on the composition and feeding value of

Dates, Professor Voelcker gives the results of an analysis

which shows a total amount of nitrogen of 1.75 per cent.

= 10.91 per cent of nitrogenous or protein compounds.

Comparing these results with those given by me.
Dr. Voelcker says:

—" Having found, in round numbers,
eight times as much nitrogenised matters in Dates,

which I with others considered of an inferior description,

I cannot help thinking that there occurs probably some
error in the analyses which were published iu the Agri-

cultural Gazette for March 31."

It seems only due, therefore, to the readers of the

Gazette, to provide some additional and more
detailed statements, calculated to aid them in

making their choice between the very conflicting

eviihnce which has been brought before them as to the

probable amount of nitrogenous matters which they
may expect to provide to their stock, in purchasing and
using the fruit in question as a feeding niaterial.

Tiie inferior Dates analysed in the Rothamsted
Laboratory were much broken and matted together.

They were sold retail at 4^. per lb. j the price of dessert

Dates lemg 8f/., 10^?., and Is. per lb. It happened
that these damao;ed Dates were the onlv ones we could
procure it tlie time; but it was thought that as only
inferior qualities were likely to come in as stock food,

the selection of such a sample was rather an advantiige
than otherwise. Two determinations of nitrogen were
made, the results of which agreed very closely with each
each other. They were as under :

—

Nitrogenous or
protein compounds.

per cent.

1.40

1. Damaged Dates, analysed at Koth-
amsted

2. Dates counting 50 per ib., analysed
at Rothamsted

3. *' Best Tiflis Dates," counting 33
per lb., analysed at Rothamsted..

4. Dates from Bombay, analysed in Dr.
Watson's Laboratory

per cent, per cent.

0.220

0.275

0.2S1

0.320'

Mean .. .. 0.274

Dr. Voelcker, on the other hand, finds :-

Tot-.l

J^iti-ogen

per cent.

1.75

1.39

173

1.77

2.C2*
r

1.73

NitwpeiioHs.

orproriin
compomii^,
per cent.

lO.&lEgyptian Dates counting 5'2 per lb. .

.

Fromaconsiderationofchefacts adduced, lam quitedia-

posed to agree with my friend Dr. Voelcker—"that there
occurs probably some error in the analyses"; but I do
not think that that error has been committed either at
Rothamsted or in the laboratory of Dr. Watson. It is

only necessary to add ou this subject, tiiat should tlie

reader found his estimate of the probable average per-

centage of nitrogenous compounds in Dates upon the

results of the analyses of the four samples as given

above, he cannot then adopt Dr. Voelcker's conclusions

as to the probable comparative value of the fruit in

question as stock food.

Dr. Voelcker further refers in his article to the
want of experimental evidence as to the relative values

of starch and sugar as constituents of food. I may
mention, therefore, for the information of the readers

of the Ag^nexiltvral Gazette^ that they will find an

account of some direct experiments made by Mr.

Lawes and myself with pigs—" On the Equivalency of

Starch and Sugar in Food," in the " Report of the British

Association for tlie Advancement of Science for 1854."

They will also find the results of two series of experi-

ments (series 2 and series 4) on the comparative feeding

qualities of Barley and malt, in our paper oh Sheep-

feeding in the Jour^ial of the Royal i^gricultnral

Society of England, Vol. X., Part 1., 1849. Dr. R. D.

Thomson has also made comparative trials with Barley

and malt with milch cows, the results of which will he

found In his work published in 1846, and entitled,

"Experimental Researches on the Food of Animals

and the Fattening of Cattle.'* Marpenden, St. Alban%

April 26, ISGO.

Experiment 1
ExDeri[nent2

Mean *

Nitrogen.

per cent.

0.218

0.222

0.2:10 I ;jo

Since the publication of Dr. Voelcker*s results, two
other samples of Dates have been purchased, and three
deterniinutior.s of nitrogen have been made in each.
One of these samples cost, retail, 8^7. per lb. The Dates
were pretty sound, hut comparatively small. They
counted 50 per lb.—those analysed in Dr. Voelcker's
laboratory counting nearly the same, namely 52 per lb.

The results of the determinations ot nitrogen in this,

our second sample, were as follows:

—

Nitrogen.

TAT'' ^ VI.
Produce of 100 acres—Wheat, at 91. 2t.

100 „ Beans, at fil. 5#.

100 „ Barley, at til I3s.

Straw 300 tons, at 10*.

per acre
11

# *

Expen.TCS of cultivating^ ?00 acres of
Grain, nt 41. 12,*, per.icre

Rent of 100 acres of bare fallow
A'ote.—The cost of working the

fallow to tlie amount of 155^.

0)eingat the rate of 30s. tkl.

per acre faliowedj, is included
m the foregoing cli argc of
1380^. for the grain crops.

Ten per cent, on capital, now reduced
by the tutal withdrawal of the feed-
ing stock, to say, 2000£.

Extra profit (over and above ^
10 per cent) which if laid out
in extraneous manures
would yearly give 33^. Ad.
wt>rth to each acre of the
Tiu-m under crop

£010
625
066
150

I

£2250

I

Experiment 1
Kxperiment 2
Experiment 3

• »

Mean

per cent,
, 0.278
,

0.2fi5

, 0. 282

0.275

Kitrogeuous or
protein compotmds.

per cent.
1.73
1.67

.. 1.7S

1.73

£1380
160

200 0£1740

Tlie third sample consisted of what were called by
the dealer—"The best J'iflis Dates." They were mucli

finer than those last referred to,

33 per lb. Tlie retail price was
results of the determinations of

under:

—

and counted only

lOd. per lb. The
nitrogen were as

r • £510

Experiment 1

Experiment 2
Experiment 3

« k

Nitrogen,

per cent,
2S«

0,278
0. 27S

Nitrogenous or
protein compounds.

* *

per cent.

l..«0

1.76
1.75

CROSS-BREEDING.—THE FOSCOTE FLOCK.

I BEG leave most fully to coincide with and to thank

you for the clear and able distinction you have drawn

between cross-breeding as a means of producing an

animal for the butcher, and the butcher only, and

adopting the same system as a means of perpetuating

a breed of animals, and most fully endorse your repro-

bation of the latter practice. You have demonstrated

the fallacy of it so completely that I need not reopen

the question ; but when you proceed to adduce uiy

flock as bearing on the subject, the assertions show

such an imperfect acquaintance with its history ana

the principles that have guided me in the management

of it, that I n-.ust offer some explanations. To refresh

the memory of the reader, I will transcribe the passage.

" He [Mr. Spooner] cites the Leicester flock of Mr*

Valentine Barford, of Foscote, neai* Towcester, as an in-

stance of pure breedingjaud says thatgentleman 'hits the

pedigree of his sheep from the days of Bakewell in 1783

to the present time, and from ISIO he has bred entirely

from his own stock, without any interchange of n^^'j

or female from any other flock.' And Mr. Barforo

rather prides himself ou breeding from the nearest

affinities. Thoiigh his sheep are small they have not

lost any of their fecundity, which is supposed to result

from in-and-in breeding.' But it is a mistake to note

this as an instance of pure breeding, for Mr. Barford

neglects the advantages offered to him bv his fellow-

breeders of "Leicester sheep for the sake of preserving

purity of descent from a particular flock, that of the

original improver Bakewell. Surely some credit might

be given to subsequent improvers of Leiccsters, &e."
I do not '* pride myself on breeding from the nearest

affinities." It is true that half a century of experience

has convinced me, where two nearly related animals are

true in form, sound in constitution, and I am sure that

'
-

- '-in

I

Mean 0.281 1.77

Of this series of Tables, it has to be remarked

To these particulars T may now add that the results

which had been communicated to me from anowher

laboratory, and which were referred to in the Agricul-

I hjive some reason to believe that these per centages are

calculated upon the fleshy portion of the fniit exclusive of tb»

stones ; and if this be the case, the per cent, upon the wli'-le

fruit, including the weight of the stones, would affree very

closely with that in the determinutions made at HutliamMteo.
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neglect the advantages offered to me ' by

^rr::r^!no is ^ oonsUleration of uiucli less importance

Ln form iuul constitution.

Kordol " neglect the a(

fpllow-breeaers merely « for the salce of preserving

fl-tv of descent " (this being, as I have just saul. when

S Lubiuea with purity of form, of no value ut all.

but rather the reverse), but because I doubt whether

& Co., be good enough to insert this letter in vour

next Number and oblige Thomas Laxton, Solicitorfor

Messrs, T. JF, Ashhy Sf Co.

Alderman W,

rCpV'are advantages. At one period of my life, from

hnut the years 1812 to 1825, I was anxious to improve

flock if possible, by the introduction of fresh blood;

^nd for 'this purpose I inspected, I believe, every flock

f new Leicesters then in any repute, but (I say it

without any wish to depreciate others) I could not tind

one whose form and quality I thought equal or at least

Buoerior to my own, and so I became an in-and-in

breeder, if you call it so, not so much from choice as

npcessity, '"i^i the same reason for remaining so has

existed 'ever since; for it is absurd to suppose that I

should, knowingly, use an animal inferior to iny own. I

grant that in this view of the case, my ultimate success

or failure hinged upon whether I had or had not formed

a correct opinion as to what was the true form of a

sheep. That 1 was correct, is, I think, amply demon-

strated by the ui^disputed fact that my sheep have not

de^euerated in any one desirable quality; for it is

evident that any flock or herd bredfor thenumber ofyears

I can point to without addition of fresh blood, must

have almost died out from sheer diminution of

numbers, under the "careful selection and rigorous

weeding" necessary in all flocks, and in the fewremam-

\n^ purity of descent would only increase the evil, from

the' greater liability to transmit defect to their otf-

spriug; and, on the other hand, purity of descent,

wlitMi combined with true form, becomes of immense,

I had almost said of inestimable value, and which in-

creases with every year the breed is maintained.

But, I go a step further, and without ignoring " the

labours of improvers subsequent to Bakewell," let me

ask if most of them have not sought to improve the
]

breed by introducing alien blood. Judging from the
;

diversity of type and character that nearly every flocK
,

of Leicesters exhibits when compared with others, and

with those of 10 or 20 years since, as well as from

Lord
Lord

mtx\t%*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

A Monthly Council was held on the 2d May,

Walsingham, President, in the chair. Present

:

Berners, Lord Faversham, Lord Leigh, Lord Tredegar,

the Hon. Colonel Hood, the Hon. W. G. Cavendish,

M.P.; the Hon. A. Vernon, Sir John V. Shelley, Bart.,

M.P. ; Sir J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Amos,

Mr. Bariiett. Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barthropp,

Mr. Bramston, M.P.; Mr. Brandretb, Mr. Caldwell,

Colonel Cballoner, Mr. Exall, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs,

Mr. Hamond, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Chandos VV. Hos-

kyns, Mr. James Howard, Mr. Hudson, of Castleacre;

Mr. Humberston, M.P.; Mr. Jonas, Mr. C. Lawrence,

Mr Milward, Mr. Pope, Mr. Shuttlewortb, Professor

Simonds, Mr. H. S. Thompson, M.P. ; Mr. Torr, Mr.

Turner of Barton, Professor A^oolckor, AJr. Jonas W ebb,

and Mr. Wilson, of Stowlangloft.

The following new members were elected—
Baylev, Thomas, Lenton, Nottingbara

Bywater, R. T., Coniston, "Wiuder.nere
_

Bowden, Thomas, Roke Farm, Bere Regis

Enfflaud, Richaixl, Binhain, Wells, Norfclk

Gascoyne, \Yilliam W.. Sittint^bourne ^ , .^

Keuhng, Charles R., Yew Tree Farm, Penkndge

Maniott, Rev. James P., Cotesbateh, Lutterworth

Masfen, Robert Hanbury, Pendeiord, Wolverhai«^>ton

Moxon, William, 3. St. Martin's Place. London, W.

Ostler, John, jun., Walrond Park, Isle Brewers, Tauiiton

Pa^e, Edward. Bedford
Patron, Simon, 19, Bedford Place, RusduU Sq., London, W.C.

Kidi, Stiles, Didinarton, Chippenham
Robinaon, Isaac, Iron Foundry, Halesworth

Royston, Viscount, Wimpole, Cambridgeshire

Sbaw, John, Britannia House, Banbury

Alderman Herbold ; Alderman Lccman

;

Richards ; aud the Town Clerk.

Addresses signed by large numbers of the landholders

in the county were presented; and the Council having

heard the respective cliiims advanced by the several

places, proceeded to the election, which terminated in

Leeds being selected as offering the greatest advantage=i

for the country meeting next year, on condition that the

Mayor of that town entered into the usual agreement

with the Secretary of the Society by the next monthly

Council on the 6th June.

CA>-TEKBUiir Committee.—Lord Leigh, Chairman,

presented the report, which recommended the insertion

of the usual advertisements for tenders for refreshments

in the showyard at Canterbury in the London agricul-

tural and local papers. The Secretary was directed to

write to the Mayor calling his immediate attention to

the absolute necessity of safe communication over or

under tlie railway to the showyard. Ou the motion

of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, seconded by Mr. Bar-

nett, a new Rule for tlie Prize Sheet was agreed

to, viz. :—That it be incumbent on Exhibitors to prove

the correctness of tlieir Certificates if called upon by the

Stewards or the Council to do so. On the motion of

Sir John Shelley, seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, it was

resolved—Tilat ihe Veterinary Committee be requested

to inqiiire and re^xtrfc as to the advantages derived by

the members of the Society from the annual grant made

to the Koyal Veterinary College. Tht; Secretary was

directed to request Governors and Members of the

Society to forward their nominations of Judges of Live

Stock to him by the 15th of June, in consequence of the

early period of the month at which the Canterbury

meeting is to be held.

A deputation consisting of the President. Lord

Walsingham, Sir John V.Shelley, Bart., M.P. ; the Hon.

Colonel Nelson Hood, and Mr.Jirandntlt Gibbs, was

appointed to confer with the Kight Hon. the Chief

Commissioner of Works, Parks, and Buildings for the

that the current .

bankers was 5429/. 12*, Id. The Secretary's receipts

wiui uiu^ u. xw .. .^ ,.».. ^ , during the past month had been didy examined by

common report, I firmly believe this. In fact. 1 cannot Messrs. Quilter, Ball & Co., and were found correct.
^

account for this diversity in any other way; and taking
;

Implement CoMMiiTEE.—Colonel Challoner, cUair-

Into consideration the frequent exchange of rams, '
•' '- » i..ff.>. f,.

between all the principal breeders, it is almost im-

poasible that one can exist without some slain in blood,

however remote. How. then, can T, who have kept

mine pure, uso a ram of any other breeder without

,

cross-breeding, and thus committing the very error

jou have eo clearly described and so emphatically

condemned? , , ^. , .. .-

I sh-ill perhaps, be considered too partial a witness it

taaaert that my slieep are not small. An animal of

tvu** ayrametrical proportion always appears smuiler

than he really is, and 1 invite every one, before givmg

a decided opinion, to measure the girth, length,^ &c.,

of mine, and comp
certain I could

Yoomer, George Edgar, Hoaden House, Ash, Sandwich

Finances.—Mr. Barnett, Chairman of the l^'^'^^c^
"^rpose^of ascertaining'if any and what sites can be

Committee, presented their report, by which It appearea
^^.^^^^^^ ^he Society's proposed Metropolitan Meeting.

:he current cash l):ilance m the hsmds ot the = xj^Trax. T.t«t— Atrrppablv with bvelaws. the Council

man, reported the recommendation of a letter to various

implement makers, inforining them that the combined

finishing threshing machine does not come within this

year's prize sheet. The report was adopted.

I
Reporting Committee.—Mr. Thompson, M.P., pre-

sented the report, to which the numerous body of the

Committee had unanimously agreed, after a long and

! careful consideration of the subject. They recom-

mended that the St-crctary should prepare notes of the

business transacted at the Monthly Councils, the principal

grounds of the decisions arrived at, with the num-

,
hers of the majority and minority in each case, and

uu, „w i«^*«^ - g,..™, -—::-,-, ^should furnish the newspaper press with a report of the

ompare them with others. And I am proceedings as soon as practicable after the rising ot

by now have shown them many sizes
\ ti^j Council, and that the substance of reports received

larger, had I indulgfidand forced themes many breeders^
jjjj^j adopted by the Council should also be given; aud

have, but I am sure rsEouTtT have Tost" more in j^ cases where anv written papar is read or laid before

hardihood and constitution than I should have gained the Council, which is of too great length for immeduite
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ,

in size. Valentine Barford, Foscote, near Towcester, in insertion in the proceedings, it shall be referred to the
, y^^^°^^ ereensand

/hr Economist. Editor to report upon at the following Weekly Council.
|

^^^^^^^^^ ^f^ rendere
Countut Meeting of 1861.—The report of the

House List.—Agreeably with byelaws, the Council

arranged an election list, to be recommended by them

for adoption at the ensuing General Meeting.

The Council then adjourned to its Weekly Meeting on

i the 9th inst,

CHEMicoAoRicrrLTUEAL, Ulster : ^P***^ 20. Couacil

Meeiint^.—Vrotesaor Hodges laid before the meeting the

opinion of counsel on the method to be adopted for the

publication of the names of parties selling adulterated

manures or articles of food, and announced several large

,

subscriptions to the defence fund. After some consul-

1 tation on the subject, it was proposed by John Andrews,

Esq., J.P., and seconded by John Borthwick. Esq., J.P.,

! and resolved—'* Tliat the opinion of counsel relative to

j
the legality of j)ublishing the analysis and vnlaation of

j
the several manures subjected to examination in the

I laboratory having been read, the consideration of
' the subject, with a view of giving instructions and

authority to Ur. Hodges, be entered into at next

meeting of Council."

Greensand as Manure.—'VXxQ suggestion of Professor

Hodges that the supply of fertilising material which our

beds of greensand were shown by his analyses to contain

should be rendered avadablc has already excited cousi-

^„.. 1 -
, . . derable attention. Mr. Andrews stated that he had

Inspection Committee having been read, deputations
, j ^ ^^^^ Imndred tons of the sand. He found that

from the following cities and towns of lorkshire wereHome Correspondence. _
Seton's Mevolmng Sarrow.~My attention has been

p^,'^.'(!-ye(i^ and very great interest was excited by the

drawn to a leading article in your Journal of the 28th
; mime^ous and influential body of noblemen and gentle-

April, describing the principle of and commending
; ^^^ attending to advocate the interests of the various

what is there called Seton's Rotatory Harrow, Kow
| ^i^^^^g ^.jth which they were (

it appears Mr. Seton registered a rotating ha

the 6th December, 1859, and the principle of v ~
^ DoNCxr^TER

detailed in your article is the same as that contained in wH^rhtson, M^P-T MrV G H. Packe. M.P., Vice-Chairmau of
" ^ ^

the Great Northern Raihvay; Mr. F.T.Foljambe, M.P;M^^
Wm. Aldam. Frickley Hall, Doncaster ; Mr. Thomas Waker,

Doncaster; Mr. John Hatfield. Mayor of Doneaster , Mr. Alder-

mau Dunhill, Doncaster ; Mr. George Hutfieid, Don^ter

,

Mr. L. B. Mason, Town Clerk, Doncaster; Mr. John Bntter-

field. Steward to the Town Council, Doncaster ; Mr. William

in the districts in which it abounded bone manures had

no marked eflVct. Mr. Walker said that on the soils ou

the jjreensand the grain was much plumper and better

the patent of Messrs. Smith & Ashby, of Stamford,

of the 25th August last (being a communication from

Messrs. J. Pintus & Co., of Berlin), and which is now
vested in Messrs. T, W, Ashby & Co., of this town,

successors to Messrs. Smith & Ashby. The following neiu, oLev,j*i^ i." ^"^ -"-"
^VT/'.^ii-'v.'rPsnp^'t fro theLaud>-

extract from rx.y clients' specification will .how that the
; l^'^^-.'^^f^^^^^'^ll'^TJ:^^, oTafNo"rtM.:

pr mciple claimed by them is the same as that of the Seton ^^y ^ t: -m p
harrow:—"We claim imparting to harrows a rotatory Harrogate Deputation.—John Greenwood, Eaq., M.F. ;

motion duringtheir proJessive motion by causing a Ba^/^'^-- Wo«^-i,Y; 'S?^^"^; "L^nd
greater depression into the ground of the tmes on one side

. g^Jf^^^
than at the opposite side." Now, although the principle of

i

holl Deputation.—The Mayor of Hull (Z- C. Pearson,

Uiis harrow is not new on the continent, aud in America, Esq.) ; the ex-Mayor (Martm S^^muoUon. ^^^0 ;
Wm w i^u^

who. it has. been succ^fully us^ for a consixlerable
| ^^^^^^^^^^^^ fS^n B^nnf^r.^^lU^wg,

ponod (a prmt of a harrow exactly similar to that
, ^^^

*
j^^^^ug^. - jlr. Alderman Moss, shipowner, Mr.-

"registered by Mr. Seton having appeared in an American couucillor Harrison, wine merchant
;
Mr

^*^^H.^^^^^^^
...fti- *•

'^
.; ^ ^r . . .. it i. ,- A )r.-..A^^Ti^r ' (hf> Town Clerk of Hall (KoDert i

«

some time ago reported to the Socict}

100 parts contained
"Water
Organic matters
Pot^h
Soda .

.

Linie ,

,

Ma^netiU
Oxide of iron
Amaionia ..

Sulphuric acid

Chlorine
Phosphoric acid , -

Equal to 7 per cent, of bone earth phosphate.

Silica, floluble ill potash 6 41

Insoluble silicious matters • . . - 71.88

Carbonic acid aud loss 1 •
H

* *

O.PT
O.TS
0.56
0.-25

4.14
0.41

4.85
2.41

Trace
0.04
3.24

100.00

One ton, tlierefore, of the sand would yield about

manufactured in tbe United Kingdom by Messrs. ' ^ "^1"'/"?,^ tl^ lion Admiral I>uncombe. M.P. ;
Jarnes V^

Smith & Ashby. It would be uSiair therefore to
'

^^y ^Esq ; m*^ Somes, E^q., M.P.; James HallJ „_...

my clients that Mr. Seton should be allo\ved
to take advantage of the grea^ expense and

my clients have been at in obtaining

(Elobert i 156 lbs. of phosphates, worth 9*. 9rf., aud 12i lbs. of

trouble

Clay Ksq., M.ir. ; -u^cp- -w...., ^-^x-,
,

Edinbttugh : Oft Moad Me/onn.—At .X pnhVic meeting

Esq.; Soirborough. introduce; of those interested in the management of V^ihhc roadg

BEPUTATi^ FOR LEEDs.^-^^^^ H^rc! ;„ Sootkud, aud desirous to have turnpike tolls and
the Mayor (Wm. Kelsali;, i"^® """'.":„ »„j «- Reecroft : _. ^ ^ „*...*.,*.«_l«KrtnT und hr dee muiiev abohslicd.

ijunctiou and an account.
" ul you therefore in fairness to Messrs. T. AV, Ashby

>port urawn up uj lutiu.

. He wm desirous tbut no one should be held committed to any

! nartLular TiewB on miitters of deUil by agreemg to the

?»^SL whicU miEht be proposed. M any gentlemen enter-

i uSefverv c^^i^^^^^^^ doubts a. to tbe propriety of mtro

^ducUTg a law, which should be appWble to every
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county in Scotland, insisting on the abolition of tolls,
and the introduction in lieu thereof of a {general jissess-
ment. He confessed that, although he had ha*i his own pre-
judices with regard to tolls, he saw, from reading the report
of the Royal Comrais3ion, that there were counties where it
would not be judicious to abolish tolls. His only desire was
to have the public roads of the country maintained in an
efi&cient and economical manner, and if had any opinion as
to the way in which that opiui-^n was to he carried out, it was
not for him to express that opinion at present, except to say
that he thought the most judicious and useful course would
be that some general law should be passed allowing eacli county
to judge for itself what might be expedient for that particular
county.
Mr. Hope, Fentonbarns, in seconding the motion, said-

There are few or none who do [not confess tliat in some shape
or other improvements are practicable, but there are many
stout sticklers for toUbars. For a clear and concise statement
of the inequalities and inherent evils of the toll system, the
evidence of our esteemed friend, Mr. Pagan, stands unriviilled,
and the Commissioners pay him the well-merited compliment
of calling special attention to the fact. It is pretty generally
admitted that tolls may be abolished with advantage in most
rural districts, but it is frequently denied to be practicable or
just to do so in the neighbourhood of large to^-ns. A most
skilful and talented defence of toUbars wa.s made by some o£
the Renfrewshire gentlemen, and I confess that on first reading
their eviderice I was rather staggered by it. For instance, it

is stated that certain quarries in Renfrewshire, but within 4^
miles of Glasgow in Lanarkshire, paid of tolls for stones going
to Gla^ow 2600i. a year, while the rent of the quarries was
only 2300i. or 2400L That certain bleachfields, a^so a Utde over
4 miles from Glasgow, paid ICOL a year in tolls for four horses, or
SOL for each horse. Of course, by an assessment these parties
would be gainers, and certain farmers would h \we more to pay.
But then it comes out that the whole expense of maintaining
the road over which the stones are carted, and for which the
carters themselves pay 2G001 in tolls, does not amount to that
sum. That of 14,0001. a year raised by tolls in Renfrewshire
upwards of SOOO?. is obtained within a radius of 4i miles of
Glasgow. The conclusion forced upon me is that an unfair
share of the burden of keeping up the roads in Renfrewshire is
thrown on the people of Glasgow. Whv, Glasgow, with its
trade and manufacturers and teeminsr pooulation, has had no
inconsiderable effect in raising rents in East-Lothian, situated
60 or 70 miles from it. If the fau- citv was blotted from the
map, very different indeetl would be the rent-rolls of most of the
proprietors of Renfrewshire. It certainly deserves kinder
treatment at their hands than to be hemmed in and shut off
from the surrounding country by this remnant of feudalism,
the odious tollbars. If there is a case at all in favour of
tolls it is in Renfrewshire, but in my opinion they have
failed to make it out, and the Commissioners seem to be of the
same judgment. Their report occupies a separate volume of
300 pages, including their most valuable tabular views
of the milca:e, cost of maintenance, revenue, aad debts
of the pubhc roads, giving us a thorough knowledge
of the whole subject. Their proposals for the future
management appear to be singiilarlv simple and just.
They propose first that the real value of a"ll debts affecting the
roads m different disoricta should be ascertained and imposed
aa a burden on all real property within the same district as
ascertauied by the vahiation rc'l—the payment to bespread
over a series of years. 2d. That statute labour and tunipike
roads be thrown together, and maintained bv county boards
from a snuUar asaewraonl, one-haU to be paid by owners the

Mr. Pagan

other half by occupiers, but during exUting loases wholly
by occupierM. That buvglis mainUin the voada within
their Pai-liamentary boundaries from a separate assessment
tm themselves, and that all caiiseway in:ul aud customsnow levied for that purpose be aboliahod. The commissioners
do not object to a rate on horses, ]trrtvi(letl not njoro than half
the sum required is raised in that form, and that farm hories
w-o charged half the rate levied on all otJier horses They
admit also that <nLarrifls. mines, and public works might be by
warrant of the ytieriil' sMrgharged two, three, or four times theamount of the general assessment, when the injury done to
the roads by tb particular works was extreme. For jnyself
I consider it utterly hopeless to make any mati or class of men

merely for the profit of the particular person engaged in the
traffic, and maintained that the benefit was diffused equally
through the whole community in proportion to the stake
which each individual had acquired in the property of the
kingdom, which would never have been prosperous nor
powerful had it not been for the public roads. After com-
plimenting Mr. Pagan on his labours in connection with
road reform, and especially on his conceding his views aa to
a rate on horses in favour of a rate on lands and heritages,
Mr. Scot Skirving noticed as one reason against a rate ou
horses that if it were adopted the increasing use of the steam-
engine on highly cultivated lands might do away with the
necessity for a great many of the agricultural horses.
Mr. Pagan rose, amidst applause, to move tlie tliird

resolution, which was as follows :
—« That turnpike tolls

and pontages and statute-labour assessments and bridge
money be abolished; and that funds be provided for

maintaining ttie roads and bridges in the respective
counties and burghs on tbe basis of an assessment on
the lands and heritages in the county and burgh valua-
tion rolls, divisible betwixt landlord and tenant, and to
be supplemented, where considered necessary, by a rate
on assessed horses, or an additional rate on quarries,
mines, and public works; and that toll-houses and
gates, and gardens and steelyards be sold, and the pro-
ceeds applied in part of the road debts.
said—
That after the addresses already made, he should not pre-

sume to detain the meeting at any length, more especially as,
in various shapes and forms, hehad laid his opinions upon that
subject before the public. If they came to the resolution to
abolish the existing machinery of road management, it was
pretty clear that a large f.nuual saving would accrue. In the
first place there were 1060 toll-keepers on turnpike roads, and
there were also the assessors and collectors of the statute-labour
road money, which would probably increase the number by
one or two hundreds. There were also the collectors of bridge-
money. The services of all these people would be dispensed
with, and if the assessment was placed on lands and heritages,
thecollectorof county rates could collect it by merely adding
a lino to his receipts. As there were only 26 toUbar counties
in Scotland, there would thus be 26 collectors of road-money
instead of 1060. It had been called extravagance to burn the
candle at both ends, but by this system of tollbars and
statute-labour collectors, they were burning the candle not

I

only at both ends, but in the middle, and on all sides, until
they had burnt it almost to the water's .edge. Then if the
present system were abolished it would he no longer necessary
to have local Acts of Parliament. During the period from
1750 to 1844 they had got 350 local road Acts in Scotland, and
since that time 41 had been added to the list. That was a
second very important branch of saving—namely, to have one
general Act of Parliament for all the roads and bridges in
Scotland. Whether that was to be a compulsory Act, to which
the Commissionei-s rather pointed, and to which he himself
leaned, it w;is for Parliament to determine ; but that it should
be a general Act for all Scotland was most clear. Now. the
local Acts from 17-50 to the present day were about 400 in
number, and estimating these at the moderate average amount
of 500;. each—and the Ayrshire Act cost 4300^., of which 20001
was paid by assessment on the land—but, taking them at500;
each, 200,000^ had been spent m getting these Acts of Parlia-
ment. There were general Acts for prisons, for the poor, for
the county valuation for lunacy, for police, and for registration,
.and other pubUc matters ; and was it not most extraordinary
that they should have local Acts for the public roads'
Mr. Pagan went on to notice the great debt on the road trusts
of Scotland, alluding to the fact that the Scotch coimties free
from tolls were free from debt, and urging that as an en-
couragement to clmngc the system. In England the same
curse of debt hung upon the system of tollbars, and it could
not well ha otherwise, as a very heavy expense was mcurred
in getting the Acts and erecting tollhouses before a ncnnv of
revenue could be raised. "--^ " — - '- - -

or even a third year, and is generallTsu^^^TdiTin^
Wheat, except, of course, in cases where it wn« ^
down with the Wheat crop. For either of tho

"^''^'^

crops Clover no doubt is an excellent change as it^lf?'"
widely from them in its food requirement^ from tifefo?and also m its habit of growth and <veneril till

'

treatment. Now, if these be the true nrinHn J ^^^^

which our system of rotations is based-1 system»
long experience has pointed out as necessary a'ld whVK
science has confirmed and explained to nc

* U
4.„ K„ „„ji„ 1 *. ^c / . .. " "* *^e appearto be sadly negligent^ of ^our own interests in deparriiT

ivoTvel

exactly the same order as those to which throf
"^

so widely as we usually do frotn the principles involvedby mixing with our Clovers other plants belong
"

intended to be a change. Throughout the couutrv farand wide the universal practice is to mix R -
^J ^•^'^

eitlier alone or combined with other Grasses witlf^fK
Clovers, and thus to a great extent to neutmlise thebenefits which Clovers sown by themselves would con!fer npon the rotation The Rye-grass, which is thecommon compamon of the Clovers, is identic^ in ittbot^amcal characters with the ordinary straw cropswhich both precede and succeed the Clover croo ifc
food requirements are the same, and it forms a home
tor the continuous production of the various faneoid
diseases and insect enemies which so frequently and sn-
seriously injure our grain crops. Here, then our
I)ractice is totally opposed to our principles, and instead
of growing an intermediate crop, dilFeriuc in its
agricultural characters and requirements from those
which are next to it in the rotation, we diminish the
benefits we might fairly expect to receive, by mi.vin^
with it plants belonging to the same fiimilv as those tose to

pay for the roads in exact proportion to the'ase thefmake o . ibsene ol tolit^ere ^h tLTafcc ^f tMn^ffn olrLn^^^
S!,^ i}^!:^^ L*^.^r^think,it is either ju.t or'cxpedient where a toll was charged of I'^fralmos'rvf''^.?^"^to do so even if we could. I consider every mau iut
t e rwids hi nrZrtion t^ ilT^T ''7'?- '''''" ^"t^'-ested ia was, surely the perfection of tollbar management,
should^^ ^JS*^ Vnr i^.-^ • X*^"® ^''^ ^'^ property, and he I ferring to the absence of tolls in the Isle of Man
cts^1>f'^.erh^.'^ S^^.hTr.^1"^ ^^^ F«i."eed their recent'al

, ,^
Madame Ida Pfeiflfer had, in

journe.vmg through Norway and Sweden, contrasted the
""oils there with the state of things in Germany,

was charged of 1(2. for almost every mile, which
After re-

, . . , , ^ ,
, and to the

which had produced their recent abolition in

dm^t?t.it J^ ^^^^''"J^*^*"
^^^ damage frequently before the Commissioners to show that the abolition oftX

fir.«h ? 1

.P*^
"'^T^'^^*'^^'^'"''^^

^**^ * heavy load, even in Ireland had operated beneficialirnnd said thS having

£^e%tdHi'^nTut it f^qufnt vTnds ^to^^x^c^' ''T "°' ^^'' '^1 ""-^S^^^
of Argyllshire, o/the Se o? Man^anJ of Ireffl

0^,1 r^i^l^illu
"""' ^i* '^^S"^ntly tends to excite inflammation,

,
before them, he did not see whv thev should he afraM fr.

??f ^LZi'.\^.t^^]'.^.
°_f ^^^'^- I so into this matter, so far as ' abolish tolls Altogether. He trusU tLt thfvaluabll^e^^^

of the Royal Commissioners might not be allowed to be with-
the expenditure of money is concerned, with clean hands ; anychange or what I would esteem an improvement, would throw
a considerable addiUonal charge upon me; but to get quit of
toUbars, to obtain a more efficient and economical management

com-
that

use 01 tne roads than I pay for.

Charles Cowan moved the second resolution,
which was to tbe foHowihe effect :—"That the meeting
approve of the consolidation of road and bridge trusts,
and that the present trustees and the Commissioners of
fcmpply and tenants to be nominated by the ri^tepayers
should form the a;eneral body of road trustees for each
countJy, and elect a Road Board annually for the
management of the county roads and bridges ; and that
the roadfl within the Parliauientary hounds of burtrhs

out action being taken upon it, but that the matter might be
taken up by the Legislature and settled without further delay
He understood the Lord Advocate had been pieced to give
directions for preparing a draft of a Bill, and that when his
lordahiD saw that draft he would consider what course to
adopt. He trusted that the Legialatm-e might be induced soon
to take the matter up, and pass an Act of Parliament satisfac-
tory to to the country, either in the shape of a compulsorv or
a permissive Act. If it was in the shape of a permissive Act,
he did not doubt that it would be very soon adopted through-

which the Clover crop ought to be,an entire change.
2. As to the chemical theory of Clover sichieg^X-^" A

few years back we were inclined to trace many of the
various unaccountable effects in farming to chemical
causes, and sought, by analysis of onr soils, &c., to
arrive at their defects, and thus readily provide com-
pensating remedies for them. Vital effects however
are clearly not to be judged by chemistry alone. Each
plant vre cultivate probably differs in its nature and
powers from the others, and is influenced for good or
forbad by entirely different causes. "If the analysis
of plants alone could tell us precisely what has been
withdrawn by a given crop from the soil, and what
must be restored to it to insure success, agriculture-
would become in a ^reat measure a matter of certainty,
instead of being subject to a thousand accidents, as it is.

That the farmer may and does derive great advantage
from his own chemical knowledge or that of others, It
would be folly to deny ; but he must not suppose that
all begins and end there. There are mysteries far
beyond the reach of the highest Iiuman knowledge j
but the veil is sometimes capable of being withdrawn,
yet only where people do not rest satisiied with a fore-

gone conclusion, but are content to keep their minds
open to fresh suggestions, without indolently making
up their bundle of faggots, and wrapping themselves up
in their own prejudices." The investigation into the
composition of soils on whieli Red Clover succeeds and
fails, by Dr. Anderson, * clearly shows that we must
seek elsewliere for the cause of the disease, and fully

justifies Mr. Berkeley's opinirtn. that *it seems quite

preposterous to believe that Clover will not succeed

once in a four-years' course, from mere exhaustion of the

soil.' Dr. Anderson's investigations were made in

reference to a field at Craiglockart^ ou a particular part

of which Red Clover always succeeded, though it failed

on the a(!Joining portions, and even when it did not fail

altogether, the crop on this particular part invariably

presented a remarkable superiority, in strength of plant

and abundance, to that on the remainder of the field.

This difference was traced distinctly to a sort of shale,

which formed the main proportion of the soil \Yhere the

Clover succeeded, which had been thrown out of an old

quarry in the comer of the field; the same luxuriance of
growth had also been noticed in a shale of precisely

qhoiUd adopt it as the basis of an assessment. He agreed with
Mr. Thompson, of Banchory, that they should hold by landsand heritages, and not assess horses at all ; but as various e-en-

should be managed and obtained bV the burgh autllio.
\
ufrtL^^k^^NX^stuffl^^^^^^

nties; .and that the existing road debts and engage-
j

l»o ^Kreed that it should be mentioned on the uhderstandine
ments be valued and provided for— all in maniier ****** ^^ s**™!** exonerate himself as he had now done.

mentioned in the report,"
"

-Mr, Dickson, Saughton Mains, seconded the resolu-
tion, whicli was unanimously adopted.

Kcsollitions witli reference to petitions to Parliament
and the appointment of an acting committee were then
adopted.

the following results

:

Shale.

?port

In supporting the resolution, Jfr. Cowiin expressed his con-
currence in the remarks of the previous speakers as to the
value of the report of the Commissiou, and as showing the
absurdity of tbe present system aJJuded to the fact that
there were no less than 30(50 turnpike inlh in Scotland
the revenue of some of them being as low as 20/. or 301

^-J^-^'
^''_™any of these trusts were conjoineii, it would

certamJy tend to the great advantage of the country at Lu-ee.He hoped that Mr. Pagan, the pioneer of road reform, who had
had a hard battle to fight against antiqn;U"d iirejudices
aad seihsh feehngs. might see, before many years had elapsed
the great object for which he had so long laboured, fuIJv
achieved to the gi-eat satisfaction of the country
Mr. Scot Skirving seconded the resolution. In doing so, he

referred to the advocates of toUbars, having diminished in
numbera. as shown in the fact that several gentlemen who

Our Farm Crops, Part VIII. By John Wilson. F.R.S.E.,
Professor of Agriculture in the University of Edin-
burgh.

Organic matter
Peroxide of iron
fl""^i"a !,
liime
Magnesia .. ,\ \\ \

Sulphuric acid
Phosphoric acid . , . , *

,

Carbonic acid
Potash .. ..

'\ " '
Soda ;* " :*

Insoluble silicates .. *'.
\\ "
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4.243
1.740
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Cultivated
Soil.
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I

100.1:

were a few years ago in favour of the bar system gave ovi-

?^5^ble ¥?J?l?^'^°^^L"" «o«<^ei"ni"(f it as no longer

SSse wSS ^' irl^^fh ^^S^^i'^i? "P'^^ the aphorism that

shU-e sum)^rs of ?^nS^"^^ ?''*\ ^'^^ ^^'* ^^ the Renfrew-
^Sioi feKent I uln^w ^^

V^^^'««ers against Lord
only who used a\S^P Ji^^l"^'

^-i maintained that ' .e

^hea .traffic was S^.^'''^^ Ho^^ te ?^""^^^^ '^^''

The present section includes the Jerusalem Artichoke,
Clover, Lucerne, aud Lupine. Of these the second is

treated, as it deserved, much more completely than the
others. We extract from it those passages which bea r
upon the question of the Clover sickness.

1. As to the injluence ofrotation,—" In the Norfolk or
four-course rotation. Clover as a rule follows Barley and
precedes Wheat. X\\ the five-years, six year.s, or longer
rotations, it is met with following either B;irley, Oats,

used ;
or AVheat. lu these rotations it is kept down a second

"Tlie only difference worthy of remark between the
two analyses existsinthereduced proportions of sulphuric
acid and lime in the soil which has been under Clover
cultivation, both of which substances appear to be
essential to the healthy development of the plant. In
some analyses of other soils on portions of which Clover
ha<l succeeded, and on some portions failed, the results
were even less satisfactory, the portions on which it

failed giving higher indications of fertility than where
it succeeded."

3. Other causes of Clover sicJc^ess.—" The mechanical

* High. Soc. Trans., iS49, p. 202.
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r;T^^;^;;^f tli^^oiThas been assigned by some as the

Znse of failure; ami rolling, pressing, and consobda-

t-nn bv lieoping sheep penned on t]ie field, have been

vecommeuded as the remedy. Mr. Berkeley, to whose

oninions we are obliged so frequently to refer, is in-

Uned to trace the cause of the disease to infection,

from the decaying vegetable matter of previous crops

in the soil in which it is grown. He says *—*Now, as

Clover is usually sown with Barley after a crop of

Turnips, portions of which are always buried with the

lo„crh/it is not impossible that occasionally, though

not always, the plant may be impaired in constitution

in an early stage of growth from this cause, though the

evil is not apparent in general, or at least is not

observed until the following year. We have examined

the roots of sick Clover repeatedly, without ever finding

any unhealthy appearance about them, or the slightest

trace of any Fungus spawn which might affect them.

It is tlie p;irt above the ground which is the seat of the

disease. The leaves lose their healthy green, and

ultimately the base of the stem, or what is often called

the crown of the root, decays, and the whole plant falls

a sacrifice. Minute Fungi may exist upon the leaves,

but if so, they are in no way the cause of evil. It is

indeed possible that in some instances there may have

been some original constitutional defect, which was

inherent in the seed; but such defects usually show

themselves at an early stage of growth, and we are

far more inclined to attribute the condition of the

plant in the majority of instances to infection from

ilecaying matter tlian to the cause just named. Mr.

Berkeley continues the subject by saying, ' that what-

ever may be thought of the notion just put forward as

to the origin of " Clover sickness," we would strongly

recommend no one to attempt to_sow Clover seed where

a large portion of the crop has failed, for the produce

is almost sure to be diseased. In the case of Oats we
have proved, by consecutive experiments, that seed

from diseased plants will produce a diseased offspring,

and we do not doubt that even where the original cause

of disease may not exist, it may be propagated by seed,

an evil which no one can guard against, till measures

he taken by agriculturists to insure a supply of seed

from healthy sources. More, we are convinced, depends

upon this than is generally imagined.'
''

Professor Wilson makes most interesting use of his

subject to introduce reflections on subjects of general

agricultural interest. And the Clover plant gives him
occasion to discuss the general topics of crop rotation,

plant diseases, and to some extent the geography of

plants. The two last are considered in the following

well written passage :

—

"A mere glance at the vegetable kingdom, as it is

distributed over the face of the globe, is sufficient to

«how that plants are greatly affected by inorganic

agents. Not merely is there a visibly marked difference

between the vegetable productions of the tropical and

temperate zones, but in proportion as there are differ-

ences of soil and altitude, we see this plainly enough at

home. The driest and the wettest places have their

peculiar ^enTZens; i^h e meadows ;md~ttrg~woods have
again theirs ; and, according to the nature of the soil,

these are clothed with different vegetables, which are
wholly absent in some spots, and in others barely main-
tain an existence; while very slight alterations of

drainage or tillage completely drive away some, and
others take their place. Some species, again, which
abound for miles in certain districts—as the Foxglove
and the Red Campion—in other tracts, where they
flourish perfectly when introduced into the garden, are
wholly wanting. If resident in a mountainous district,

especially one that ascends up as high as perpetual
snow, we see distinct zones of vegetation ; and if the
plants of the upper zones are brought into the garden,
with every care and skill, and a perfect knowledge of
their exigencies of a long rest and of abundant light
and warmth at the peri(5 of active growth, it is fre-

•quently found impracticable to preserve them. It is

clear, then, that certain conditions of soil, atmosphere,
and other inorganic agents, are not merely necessary
to the healthy development of particular vegetables,
hut that any great derangement of these conditions, or
^f any one of them^ is sufiScient to prevent their growth

;

for if this were not the case there could not exist, as
there does at present, a distinctly marked distribution
of vegetable forms. These changes are often inappre-
ciable to our senses and powers of observation, and con-
sequently disease may often be set up in r)lants which
come within our care and notice, without our being
able to

. ^n the reason or to suggest the remedy.
Good cultivation consists in adapting the mode of
treatment t^ each particular plant ; and without some
knowledge of general principles success is seldom attain-
able. B^ cultivation plants are led more and more
from their natural habits of growth : in some the con-ta are so wxdely different a« to interfere greatly

^^ihi-f^^- ^T"' ^" others, again, they Ixert a
^debilitating mflueiK-e. At all times, however, a
^^rture from normal conditions engenders a suscepti-

a a Li."^*!-; 'l^'''\'^^y
«"«* in every degree, froma^ple constitutional derangement up to such an^vated form as to be fatal to the flant. Ih the

flrrt stages altered conditions naay be able to arrest theK^ I 1 T^^^l't""^ t^'
l^^^e that the observa-

t^^n^v ^r '^^'' "^ ^^^, cultivator is culled into playw apply the proper remedy. In a state of nature, w-h
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disease is once set up there is but little probability of
amendment, as the plants are confined to the spot on
which they grow, and there is no power of selection.

The air is imbibed by the leaves, whatever be its

quality, and the moisture and inorganic matter by the

roots, in whatever state they may be, and however
tliey may be deficient in the constituents necessary for

the healthy nutrition of the ph'iit; and if these are not

suitable to the nature and requirements of the plants

we have at once the elements of internal disease."

Calendar of Operations.

APRIL.
"Westcr Rosa : April 28.—Not only has our winter been un-

usually severe, it has also been unusually protracted. It set

in so early that the ordtnary breadth of autumn Wheat was not
sown, and less than the xisual amount of autumn labour was
accomplished ; and it has continued so long that our sjiring

has been Httle else than a continuation of severe winter
weather. Wheat that lay nnbrairded for some four months
came above ground greatly closer and more vigorous than could
have been expected, but from a long continuance of severe
night frosts and piercing northerly winds its beautiful green
has given place to a blighted and miserable appearance.
Although the limited breadth sown cannot now be increased,

a few days of genial weather would have a surprising effect

upon the growing plant. As Barley has been fetching a price

unusually high, a larger breadth lias been sown ; not, however,
in the best condition, the soil being cold and damp. A large

breadth of Oats has been sown in similar condition, and the
earlier sowings of both are now making their appearance above
ground. A large breadth of Potatoes is being planted, and is

now nearly completed. Keep for stock in the house is com-
pletely exha\isted, aiid bare and forbidding as the Grass is

the cattle are all upon' it. Not only is there no growth,
but the little progress that was made in better

weather has been lost, and all again looks wintry
and scorched. Fat stock have been easily disposed
of at a remunerating figure, but lean beasts have had
few purchasers at any price. The spring of 1860 cannot
fail in becoming a household word both with arable and sheep
farmers. Many are now willing to purchase hay at 2s. per
stone, and cannot, even at thAt figure, meet with a supply.

As the wind has now changed to the we*ftwe may expect more
seasonable weather, which at this advanced season of the
year would cause rapid growth, and would speedily put within
reach of the stock, on aH early arAble farms, an abundant bite.

Well it is that sheei>farming has been so profitable for many
years, as losses altogether extraordinary h.ave this season been
sustained, whilst keep has been exorbitantly high. Our forces

will now be all turned on to preparing the ground for Turnips,
the only portion of the crop that remains to be soTvn.

B

Notices to CorresDondents-
Cows : Tear. It is common for a cow to continuo a yield from

six to eight months before she grivos below 12 quarts per day,

at which time she has usually, if not invariably, gained
weight. The cows giving less than 12 quarts, and down to 5

quartos per day, are found when free from ailment to gain
without exception. This gain, with an average yield of
nearly 8 quarts per day, is at the rate ofV to 8 Iba per week
each. This of course is only in the case of cows not in calf
and intended to be dried and sold fat.

HoLCUS LANATtfs : A A This Grass is said to be natural to damp
and peaty soils ; to give a considerable amonnt of after-math,
but not be liked by cattle either when green or in hay, being
too soft, spongy, and insipid. In fact, some consider it as
almost a weed.

Permanent GRAsa SEEi>(sownon Earl Granville's lawn), con-
tains the following:

—

JUPPS NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD,—
Dr, Letheby in his analysis of tins new Food says, " TJie

nutritive value of the food i$ therefore good, for it amounts to 80,2
per cent"

Sent out in bags with directions for use, for cash only, at 35«-
per cwt. ; 195- per ^ cwt. ; and 105- per \ cwt-

W. & R. Jupp & Co. 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E-C.
%* Agents wanted in large Towns,

TO PIG, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.
JUPP^S KICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—

RICE SWEEPINGS, 85, 6t7, per cwt., in U cwt_ bags;
SCREENED RICE, 12g. per cwt, in 1| cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 145, per cwt; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, Gs. and 85, per cwt, iu 1 cwt. bags, at the
milh Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
delivery—W. & R. Jupp, 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.G.

PLOUGHING AND ALL OTHER AGRICULTURAL
OPERATIONS BY STEAM-

ANKS'S COMBINATION and ORNAMENTAL
FARM SYSTEM MODEL, now exhibiting at the Society

of Arts Exhibition, Adelphi, London- No. on Catalogue, 171.

D. L- Banks, 26, Wellington Road, Cold Harbour Lane^
Camberwell, S-

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.—
Caution.—Notice is hereby given that any person of

persons INFRINGING any of the PATENTS of Cyrvh Hall
M'CoR^nCK for REAPING and MOWING 3IACHINES, or
making, or vending, or iising, or exercising any machined
which in any way infringe any such patents, will be proceeded
against according to law. The main features of M'Cormick's
patents consist in a zig-zag serrated cutting blade, spear head
bhaped, holding fingers, and a gathering reel.

Prichard & CoLLETTE, Solicitors for C. H, M'Cormick,
57, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London-—May 5. ^^_^^__

OIL PAiNT NO LONGER NECESSARY.
HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH

for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone, This Varnish
is an excellent substitute for nil paint on all out-door work and
is fully two-thirds cheapen It may be applied by an ordinan^
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning and is used cold. It

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry^ from
whom the most flattering testimonials have been received,

which H1LL& Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each at U. 6d. per gallon at

the manufactory, or Is, S'l. per gallon paid to any station iu
the kingdom,—Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron
Works, near Dudley, from whom only it can be obtained^

THE annexed sketch repre-
sents the GLENNT WATERING

FOX, which will be found a decided
improvement upon the old-fashioned

one, as from the peculiar construction
of the handle the weight is more easily

balanced in the hands, which enables

the user to empty with far leas nous-

cular exertion and fatigue a pot of this

kind than one upon the old plan.

Of all Ironmongers, Hardwaremen, and Seedsmen ; and of
LovERiDGE & Shoolbred, Wolvcrhampton, Sole Manufacturers-

WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Buildebs and
Hot-Water Apfahatus Manufacturers^J.

Grasses,

Lolium perenne
Alopecums pratensis

Phleum pratense

Festuca duriuacula

Dactylis glomerata

Clovers

This is a better mixture for tt

Weeds—a small sprink-
ling, as

Holcus lanatus
Bromus mollis
Ranunculus repens
Plantago laneeolata

media,
and others

Permanent Pasture" on good

ft

soil than one generally meets with, not only as regards the
species but their proportionals in as far as we can judge fmm
a mixed sample and their general freshness and clednlin^SB.

It is not, however, fit for lawn of a fine kind, but perhaps
this is sown a lawn meadow ; only the Lolium perenne and
Festuca duriuscula are fine enough for lawn, / JS-

PoissY Show : R. The Show has exceeded that of last year in

the number of most classes of stock exhibited. The
following figures are taken from the North British Agn*
ci^WuWrf ;

— *'The following shows the numbers of the
respective years;—'

1859- 1860.

Oxen 25t 281
Calves 11 11

Sheep 310 450
Swine 89 78

667 820

The following table gives a favourable impression of the
general appreciation of the Short-horu in France. There are

districts, however, in which the Short-horn is wholly
unknown :—
Shorthorns — pure and Salers 22

Near the Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, S,B.

t"'200 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS,
aJtd from

300 TO 400 LIGHTS for PITS of aIl SIZES kept in STOCK,
glazed and painted complete, ready for immediate use, packed
and sent to all parts of the Blingdom,
References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

counties in England. _ -.

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.

and Parthe-Choletais
nais

Ba::^adaLS and Landais
Ayrshire and Devon

21
15
2

followlH^

crosses 100
Charoilais., -- .. 44
Garonnais .. ..25
Limousins • - . . 22

The sheep were in pens of 10.

number ofpens of each breed :

—

Fens.
I

pens.

Merinos and cross Me* Southdown — Berrichona 10

Southdowns W "
3 | Other breeds .. .-25

In the classes for swine 'pigs of the following: breeds were

entered for competition

^/--f

99

and
41English breeds .

.

Crosses — English
French breeds - . 13

Thanks for your paper, which

en
4b

* Affri^ Gix^_ I860, p. 10.

Augerons -- -• H
Normands • - • • ^

Garonnais • . • • ^

'^iSlSatJ^riafhe/i^t^ rate-for.th^ week: it shaU

SE^^r'TrVM/TFr^i... Please tell, us from whom you

obtaiued your seeds in order that honour may be given where

TuSS?^o'*ff^>- Your question reached too late for ^t
^ek You must not plant Tumipa for seed whose top haa

Sn cut off close to the bulb. The top ought td have been

removed so that every leaf fell apart
^

Weed SEEt.6: S^. I, Mwu»bu/S^nvf(Bognxx5-hU^^^'i&^

some Composite plant moat likely of the Camomile group.
I

MUCH has of late been said about BOILF.RS TOR
HE.VTING BY HOT WATER, but these Boilers liave

now proved themselves to be the best at present ikvented.

Tbey are adapted for Heating every description of Building,

and are made of various sizes. The price of the
- '24-ineh Cast Iron is £5 10s. each.

_ 4-inch Wrougrht Iron is . ; . .
- .. 6 10

.56-inch Wrought Iron is 8 10
48-ineh Wrought Iron is .* .... 12

References to Gentlemen and Nurserymen where these Boilers

are now at work. The Cannon Boilers are now kept in stock,

and are to be had only ofJ. Jones, 6. Bankside, 8. B. Also, every

description of Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-water Pipes

and Connections at prices lower than those of any other house

in London. EstimalwJ tor Hot-water Anparatus erected com-

plete in any part of the country, and an Illustrated Catalogue <m

aT>plicHtion to J. Jos-ea, 6, Bankgide , South^^k. London. ?J.E.

ICROSCOPIC FHofOGRAPHIC NOVELTIES
Now Ready.-Dr. Livingstone, Can^n^ WbiCman,

Charles Pickens, Albert Smith, Mia* Amy Sedgwick^ Ecc«

Homo, Paul preaching at Athens, St. Paufs Cathedi^, Hooses

of Parliament, the £5 Bank Note, Smugfflers Watehmg,

Windsor Castle, Congratulation, Interior of Highland Home,

View of Oover, Sheep Washing, The Corsair s Tale, The Death

of Anania.s. 2«. fid. each, or post free for 32 atamrw.

Jnst published. Second Edition, an ILLUSTRATED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE containing the nafne* oC 160*

Microscopic Objects, post free for six utaraiis.

7, Throgmorton Street, London. E.G.
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GREEN'S PATENT GRASS CUTTING, COLLECTING, and ROLLING MACHINES for 1859,

TESTIMONIALS.
Trial at tlie London Horticnltnral Society*s Gardens, Chiswick, June 5, 1857.-FOirR COMPETITORS

First trill on level ground ; second trial on nnduiatcd ; third trial on intricate places around trcc.«, ..tc, wlien GREEN'S PATENT was nnaniraou^ly declared to be tlie "best in pia^
trial by Colonel Challoner, Dr. Lindley, and George M'Ewen, Esq., the appointed Judges, ^'^*^ti

See the Gardeners' ChromcU of May 22, 1858, p. 423, under the heading of "Garden Memoranda."

"LoN'DON HoRTicuLTCRAL Gardess, Chiswick.—The Grass in the Arboretum and elsewhere is in excellent condition; t is kept in order by means of one of Green's 2-fect Mowin*
ibines, which does its work very satisfactorily, and compared with the scythe, effects a saving of at least one half." .

' "i?
"Machines

IF

Extract from the Times of June 8, and Gardeners^ Chronicle of June 12» 1S58.

"Trt\l of Mowi?ro Machives.—A considerable number of various sizes havin? been brought to the ground, it was agreed that the trial should take place between Otxq Hand Machine of

each exhibitor, as nearlyas possible of uniform sizo and worked by themselves or their men. The ground to be worked was determined by lot Uie pieces havjug been previously selected
cfas uniform a quality as possible. After trials oa level ground and round trees, the judges, Colonel Challoner and Mr. Edward Easton, declared (jKhhA & rAihM to be the best.

(Signed) "C. B. Challoxer, Edward Eastos, Judges."

Extract from the " Cottage Gardener '* of June loth, 185S.

" The decision was just what was anticipated, aU present being satisfied of the manifest superiority of GREEN'S Afachtno, both in construction, lightness of draughty and superiority of work. •

The Patentee has spired neither time nor expense in producing the best and cheapest Mowing, Collecting, and Rolling Machines ever brought before the public. Hundreds of TestimoniiT-
unsolicitedi may be seen, and references given with regard to the superiority of the Machines, by applying at the Works. '^^^*

GREEN'S PATENT
OB

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING,

COLLECTING,

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT,

SILENS MESSOR
5

AND

ROLLING MACHINES
for 1860.

dated JUNE e, 1S59

N,
TTN "RESPECTFUl^TiY returning thanlcs to the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, for the very libera! support he has receired for some ye:irs pi.ifc,

-*- Informs them that (although he ha.s for the last three years, at all the principal \GRICULTURA.L AND IIORTICULTUUAL SHOWS in the kingdom, proved the superiority of his

Machines over all other."?, carrying off every Prize that lias boMi given, and highly commended by the Judges,) he this season offers for competition an entirely new Implement, Invented

and Piifcontod by his Son Mr. Vfiu/yxjGa^r Grken-, [ts unparillelefi and unprecedented success and manifest superiority orer all others has induced Uim to underUike the sole manufacture o-f

this truly TAluable Machine, it bcm^ the acme of perfection.

HAND MACHINE.
The SILKXS MESSOU Is wr>rke4 with a Patent rinton Chain, and the motive power obfciinod "by a direct movement, having <iimply a light Wheel aud Pinion gaining the same spoc*!^

and thereby doing away with the original Wbeels, Pinions, Top-shaft, Bearers, &c. ; it reduces the frame of the Machine "2 inches in widtii ; for instance, a 16-inc^» Cylinder or Cuttere will wort

in a 14-inch frame, thus doing away with all the gearings before mentioned, and making the weight and fi-iction i5 ner cent less. It is also ravach stronger, easier to work, and less Uable to get

out of repair. ^,
RKoaLATios OF Speed,—The Inventor specially calls attention to this important item, N"o Lawn Mower that has ever been offered to the public possessed these advantages, ^^^°

the Grass is of unusual length, of course the resistance to the cutters necessarily must be gretter, and more motive power required. By reducing the speed you gain power, ana tne

difficulty ifl removed; but whore the Grass is fine and delicate, more speed is wanted, otherwise the lawn will be lefc with marks or ridges. Extra speed can be obtained by merely

changing the pinions; the operation is easy and simple. It has been incomprehensible to many how it is that a Machine will do its work well on one lawn and on another it is an

entire failure—the cause is obvious ; more or less speed is required. Here you get all that is needed.

HORSE, PONY, AND DONKEY MACHINES.
The SILENS :\IT:f?SOR lia3 an extraordinary advantage over all others of this class ; it is worked with a Patent Pinion Chain, and although much lighter, possesses greater strength,

ho noise h^s hitherto been a great obstacle in the working of these Machines; Horses and Ponies taking fright at the shaking and rattling noise, running away and doing inconceivaDie

Tam^ige. This Machine can be worked with any draught or carriage horse, however spirited, doing its work silently and effectually. It has greater facilities in quick turning than any

dther Machine now in, Uhc—can be reaiiily raised or lowered to cut the Grass any height required.

GREE'^l'S PATENT DOUBLE SELF-ACTING GRASS DELIVERY BOX.
The Patentee, in respectfully submitting the above to the Public, informs them that he has at length succeeded in offering to their notice a perfect impleme>t. The Grass is co^^^^^

in a smiUl box, and by a altnplo contrivance, when full^ tr;uis:ers the contents to a larger one, which eventually deposits its burden in on© large heap. Illustrated Price Lists are ifl P^*
paration which can be had on application.

To cut 14 ins.

1(J ins.

18 ins.

HAND M
Including Box

.. .. £6 10

....700

.. .. 7 10

A C H I N E,

of Requisites,

To cut 20 Ins. .

22 ins. .

24 ins. .

fp

*»

£S
S
&

I'l

LIST OF PRICES:
DONKEY AND PONY MACHINE.

Including Box of Requisites and Traces.

(l To cut 24 ins. .

.

* tf 30 ins. « *

£11 10
12 10
16 U

Leather Boots for

Doiikci', per set . £0 16
Do. for Pony, do. . . 1 D

HORSE MACHINE.
Including Box of Requisites and Traces.

ToctitaOins £20 | To cut 4S ins £29
36 ins 23 Leather Boots for

42 ins 20 Ol Horse, per set 4 #

9

1 4 >

I^ndon

London

Dublin
Ipswich

AUTHORIZED AGENTS:
.. Drav -fc Co., London Bridge, E.C-, Agri-

cultural Implement Makers
,, Smith, 2U, High Holborn, EC,, Agricul-

cultural Engineer
. , Thos, Ken'nak & Son, Engineers
,. Raxsome & Sims, En^rineerfi and

tural Implement Makers
Binningham . Mapi-ebeck & Lowe, Ironmongers

Agricul"

'Norwich
Chester
Colchester
R&iding
Nottingham
Bristol
Coventry ,-

Frome * «

. B.vRyARD & BorLTOx, Ironmongers
. DiCK.st>N, F. & A., Seedsmen
. JosLiN A Hon, Tronmongers
. Bkaumost & Stekl, Ai^lcultural Eng-ineera

. Dasks & Nixoi?, Ironmongers
. Bromhead & Son, Ironmongers

,. MATrERSON 4; HuXLEV, Ironmongers
.. E. CocKEV & Sons, Ironmongers

B*tli •• .. W.vLKER ifc Parh.^m, Ironmongers
Eetford . . , . j, Curtis, Ironmonger
Bury St. Edmunds R. Bobv, Ironmonger"
Liverpool . . . . Jas. Tynax, Seedsman, 6S, St. Ge<

Street.
Tort . , . . Joseph Gibson, Wire Worker
Tork ., ., WiLLUK Dove, Iroamonger
Derby .. .. J. & Q. Haywoop. 9, Market Place

SMITHFIELD 'iRON WORKS, Leeds, and 2, Victoria Street, Holborn Hill, London, W.C
tt^r Tliese Machines are delivered Carri^e Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping: Ports in the Tiingdora; are warrant(Kl to give satisfarition, and

if not approved can he at once returned, if sent caiTinge free.
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W u N E EM

FOR RENEWED PROOFS,

VISIT E. G. HENDERSON SOWS NURSERY,

WELLINGTON ROAD, ST. JOHN'S WOOD.

rTHE repeated extensions of Apparatus wlicre WEEKS' "ONE BOILER" ,s adopted render it truly difficult to define, the

i limitation of its incredible power. The wonder-working Apparatus of Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, winch the Nobihty and

r,™trv are specially invited to inspect, has been so repeatedly augnaented that the present Boiler is now most efficiently Heating

the enormoui lenKth of. houses as follows :-l range 200 feet long, 2 ranges IGO feet long, 2 ranges 200 feet long, 4 ranges 600 feet

Inn.' 1 range 120 feet long, 2 ranges 80 feet long, 1 range 30 feet long, 1 range 50 feet long, and 4 ranges 280 feet long, "inking a

total length of Hothouses and Pits, with sundry Warehouses, Seed Shops, &c., exceeding a quarter of a mile, and the total length

-fPIrMjfni- TTpufinD' same exceeds 7900 feet. .

J. WEEKS & COMPANY
have also the honour of stating that their Fruit

Forcing Show Estahlishment, Chelsea, contains all

the most raoilern improvements of the' <lay in the

science of Horticultural Building, Ventilation, and

Decoration. Numerous structures of great variety

are there erected to facilitate the selection of the

Nobility and Gentry who may kindly honour them
with their much esteemed patronage.

In many of the above structures is a grand dis-

play of splendid Forced Fruits, consisting of PINES, GRAPES, PEACHES, and other

delicacies, fully proving the great advantages derived from superior construction and

efficient ventilation.

JOHN WEE & COM
Horticultural Builders, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers,

Engineers, and Ironfounders,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, W

PLANS, estimates/ AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION.

SHANES' NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, HOLLING, COLLECTING,

AND DELIVERING MACHINE FOE 1860

*^
%
A

MOWS the GRASS WET or DRY,

ON

LAWNS TTNEVEN or OTHERWISE,

In a MUCH NEATER MANNER

than the SCYTHE,

at HALF the EXPENSE.

n -r

<^5^ The

TVom

established. ^TESTIMONIALS:-

SupeHntendence of the Rorticultural Society's New Gardens, Kennngtor^ Gore, and tU Gardens, Chmvicfc, in ja o r j

30-i»c& Korse-power Machine used on the Lawns of the Crystal Palace)

:

"Crystal Palace, December 20, 1859.

« I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the excellence of the ^^^^'^^^^"^^^ of ripair, We"crtrivanc.

daily up to the end of the mowing season, and it has always performed its work m the most satisfactory manne ,

for emptying the Grass Box is a great acquisition, and effects a considerable saving ^ftime,

_ ,-,. - -Tt/^ lacA
j;j Irish Farmers* Gazette, 4;7n7 14.

m These celebrated Machines seem now at perfectAgricultural Spring Show IM at BuUin April 10, I860,

"Shanks' 1

iheg possibly

SOLE
r

AGENTS FOR LONDON

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON E.G.
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SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 100 YEARS.

N M C

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MANGEL (CROP 1859) YELLOW GLOBE AND LONG YELLOW, SAVED FROM PRIME STOCKS.

These are tlie richest in saccharine matter, and are unsurpassed by any other varieties as regards weight per acre, Is. per lb. 21 lbs. sent Carriage paid.

ACACTAS.—Thirty maijiuficeiit species, IO5. Gd. ; 20 ditto,
7$. 6d. \ 12 ditto, is. 6d.
CANNA8.—Thirty magnificent species, IO.5. 61?. ; 20' ditto,

78. 9d. ; 12 ditto, 4s. (kl. ; 12 species mixed, Is.

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES.—Thirty beautiful varieties,
7». 6tf. ; 20 ditto, 5s. ; 12 ditto, 23. €d.

CHAM^ROPS IIUMILTS.—Exceedingly ornamental Fan
Palm, which will stand the winter out of doors with very
little protection. Ad. per packet.
ORNAMENTAL GOURDS AND CUCUMBERS.—Thirty

beautiful varieties, 75. 6d. ; 20 ditto, 55. Gd. ; 12 ditto, 35. M. ;

mixed. Is.

RIGINUS.—Six splendid species, 2s. Gd. ; 6 species mivpr? i*
SOLANUM CAPSIGASTRUM.—Miniature Orange tree*

covered all the winter with a rich profusion of scarlet fruit
magnificent plant for greenhouse or sittinfif-room decoi-ation^
(See Professor Lindlcy's remarks on it in Gardenerjt' /?A™«,v7r
Dec. 17, 1859.) 6d. and l.i. per packet.

Gardeners' Chronicle,

WOODLAND WALKS, WILDERNESS DECORATION, &c.
The 30vring of Flow^er Seeds, especially the showier sorts of Californian and other hardy kinds, beyond the liroits of the flower garden, though by no means a new idea, is a subiect wh* h

has, as yet, in this country, received but little attention* ^ ^^

To an who are interested in this kind of decoration, and the improvement of such places, we offer the following mixture of from 60 to 70 varieties of Flower Seeds best adapted for this uurnoRfl
at 5<- 6rf, 1)61 lb-, or suE&cient to sow an acre for 2l3. ^ yo&Q,

The following make splendid BEDDING PLANTS
DLANXnUS CHINE^STS GIGANTEUS (Heddewigi).—A mag-

nificent Cbinese Pink with flowers 2 to 3 inches in diameter
and varying in shade from the richest crimson to the most
delicate xoae. Is., Is. Gd., and 25. Gd. per packet.

QAZANIA RINGENS, orange with crimson centre, flowers
large and beautiful, M. per packet.

CALLIKRHOE PEDATA, purple crimson, with white eye,
6rf. per packet.

Per packet.—s. d.

LOBELIA GRACILIS ERECTA COMPACTA, bright blue 6

RAM03A ALBA, pure white
ROSEA, rose lilac

ERINUS COMPACTA, deep blue .. ..0
JIESEMBRYANTHEilUM PINNATIFIDUM, yellow ..

POMEREDIANIA, yellow ,.

NASTURTIUM, new dwarf Tom Thumb, scarlet „ ..0

>»

)j

*«

6

4

4

4
4

6

99

»'

)1

1

J

NASTURTIUM, new dwarf spotted, [Per packet.-*, d.
bright yellow and crimson., 4

crimson, very rich qTom Thumb yellow ., .. "i
NEMESIA VERSICOLOR COMPACTA, various shades

"
9(ENOTHERA DRUMMONDI NANA, bright yellow.

coTered with bloom the whole season .

.

ed ami 1(ENOTHERA BISTORTI VEITCHI, fine yellow, spotted
crimson ^^

3

4

FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS.
PELARGONIUMS, saved from a splendid collection.—Large-flowered, Fancy, and Odier's five-spotted, each sort, 25. 6d. per packet. For named Collections see Gardeners' Chrfmide b-pW

ruary 4. ornurSPRING CATALOGUE. •
* » *r *- 'o ^/'nvHttte, reu'

S^/S^'iipl.l^^'^'^'
^^^^ ^™™ * splendid collection.—Choice mixed, 2«. Gd. per packet. Choice mixed Perpetual, 25. Gd. per packet. For named collections see our SPRING CATALOGUEPICOliiES, saved from a splendid culloction.—Choice mixed, 25. Gd. per packet. Choice mixed Perpetual, 25. Gd. per packet. For named collections see our SPRING CATALOGUE.

THE "SAM SLICK" EARLY DWARF MAIZE,
introduced from Nova Scotia by the Hon. Justice Haliburton, M.P., and successfully cultivated by Mm for the last three years at Islewortb, in Middlesex. The Maize cooked when CTcen is afavourite dish m America, and visitors to that country do not readily forget how much they enjoyed this wholesome and deHcious vegetable. Amongst the many varieties " The Sam Slirk "
stands pre-eminent for earliuess and superior flavour. Is., Is. Gd,, and 28. Gd. per packet.

* b :/
vaiieuea ine oam ouck

: * ^ splendid Collection of 100 sorts of ANNUALS, including the new sorta introduced this year, for 2l5. ; a splendid CoUection of 50 sorts of ANNUALS, including some
mi vt''S?»5 vM^^tVJl^f- ff L ^ ^P^*^^^^*^ Collection of 30 sorts of the most showy ANNUALS for 55. ; 21 for Zs. Gd. ; 15 for 25. Gd. Webb's GIANT COWSLIP, Gd. Lis peruiAiXi JrULiiAiMllUS, oa. & 1«. per packet. *

of the new sorts

packet. "Webb's

tfr-f^/^^ul^^^PTn^^^^^*^^^^ 5" ^^^^t^\i'^- r^"^''?.
^°'- ^'^-

• *^^- TiRITTAIN^S GARDEN NETTING for protecting Fruit Trees or shading, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, 5d., 6d , and 3rf.yard, 55 inches wide, 10-yurd pieces; do. TIFFANY for shadmg, M. per yard, 10. 20. and 30-yard pieces; SHAW'S TIFFANY at advertised prices.
.

» ,
ana d, oa., m., ana

DUNN'S SOLID MARKINC-INK PENCILS.—Every Amateur and Gardener should purchase this Pencil, sent post paid on receipt of 18 postage stamps.

HaLUAND AJO) I5AYLEY beg to offer from Uieir
unrivalled Colloctlons, in strong bealtby plants,

25 p.iirs CARXATIONH and PICOTEKS, fine show
flowers, for 1/.

Extra fine show PANSIES, 6s. perdoxen.
Extra fine show PHLOXES, S». per dozen.
E.xtra fine BELGIAN DAISIES, 4s. per dozen.

Hamper and package included.
PRIOBD CATALOGUK of DAHLIAS, BEDDING, axd

MISCELLANEOUS PLANT.H, .tc, may bo had on appUcation.
Uradahaw Gardens. Chadderton. Manchester.

CHOICE FUCHSIAS. '

WILLIA:\I irUSSEY hegs to offer the undernamed
collection for 14*., package included, viz., ts^i Craig, Sir

C. Campbell, Flowerof France, Peritles, Chancellor, Conqueror,
Rose of Castile, Guiding Star. Magic Flute. Prince of Prussia,
elogans, Little Bnneep, Marquis of Bristol, Leoline. Le Frnphfete,
lA Crinoline, Wiltshire Las-s British Sailor, Kitty Tyrr^
Souvenir de Chiswick. Maid of Kent. Lord Clyde. Venus de
Medicis. Omar Pacha, Vaug\iard, Wonderful, Monarch, Prince

.
Albert.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

BIES INVEHTA (now Weeping Spruce Fir), a
viu-iety of the common Spruce, in growth like a Kilmar-

nock Weeping Willow ; its leader straightens itself in the old
wood, like a Deodar Cedar. It is the best weeping variety ever
introduced. A few photograph copies have been taken, nhe of
which will be forwarded onreceii.t of 12 postage stamps.

Price 15*. each, with usual allowance to the Trade, and one
extra added for every three ordered. A few extra fine speci-
mens at iucreiisad prices.

RiCRARn SMrrH, NuTBoryman, Wnreester.

HARD Y R H O O O D E N D~ROTr¥;
MESSRS. WATEUEU ajsd GODFREY invite at-

tention to their Seedling RHODODENDRONS, which
they are selling without names, and which they strongly re-
ocoAiead u b«ng very superior in point of HABrr, foliaob.
co!/)UR, and QKNiHAL HARDn««B8. Thcy are from li tw 2* feet
high, And ai'iosMh through, fltnd no plant* can possibly be in
finer health. Thiy will bo aold at very liberal prices, and
purchUOTB om Mtect from a stock of m^ny th"'i«auuij.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Wu^mg, burrev.

ROSES IN POTS.
Woodlands Nurseey, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sdssex.

War. WOOD AND SON" are now executing orders
for ROSES in pots, and will aupply fine healthy dwarf

plants as under:

—

TBA-SCENTED ROSES .. .. 125. to 185. per doz.
CHINA DO 9a. to 123.
BOURBON and NOISETTE DO... 9s. to 12jr.

HYBRID PERPETUAL DO. ., 9s. to 125. „
The months of April and May are considered very eligible

for planting out Roses from pots. The plants now offered are
strong and well grown,

Plants presented to compensate for carriage.

NEW ROSE.

A PAUL AKD SON invite attention to their
• NEW TEA-SCENTED ROSE "PRESIDENT"

which obtained First-class Certificates from both the Royal
Botanic So4t«ty and Horticultural Society of London in
March last, and Whicb is now first offered for sale. It is
figured in the Rose Annual for 1859-€a The plant is of hardy
constitution ; the flowers are large, ftill, of fine form, varying
in colour from blush to salmon, and veiy sweet. It is confi-
dently anticipated that it will prove one of the finest of Tea-
Scented Ro8M. Price 5s. per plant ; a few extra strong plants,
105. Gd. each. The usual discount to the Trade when three or
more plants are ordered at once.—Nurseries. Cheshunt, Herts.

BEDDING PLANTS.
GEORGE STANLEY, Manor Lane Nursery, Lee,

Kent, 8.K., begs to offer the following, which may be
relied on as strong well-established Plants :—

Per dozen.

—

s. d. s.

Agerntnma .. .. 2 6 to 3
Alyssum variegatum 2 6 „ 3
Calceolaria, of sorts 3 „ 4

per 100 20
Geraniums, Scarlet,

ofBOVta .. 2 G „ 6
„ per 100 . . 18 „ 24
„ variegated,

of sorU 8 6 ,, 12

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JH. BIRD, E.H.S.jNuRSEETMAN, Stoke Newington,

• N,, be«3 to inform his friends and the public that he has
the finest Collection and the largest Stock of CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS and P0MP0NE3 in the world, and can supply them
by the 100, 1000. or 10,000.

25 Pair of Best POMPONES, 105.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 105.

25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTINGS, 55.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, do. , 55.

CATALOGUES for one stamp. To save trouble all orders
to be pre-paid.

-^ - ^ ^ - - __ - " _l
^-^ ^ "

NEW FARM SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1859.

Royal

Berkshire

s

Seed

Establishment.

UTTON'S FARM SEED LIST
will be sent post free to any address.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

AMERICAN PLANTS. Xc.

MESSRS. WATERER aku GODFREY'S CATA
LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and maj

bo had on application. It describes fully ail Rhododendrons
worth growing, and contains a List of Aialeas, Hardy Heatha,
and other American Plants, as well as a summary of the
gencnil stock of the most extensive Nurseries in England.
Tho Cetak^gTie may also be t»d at llesars. May'h & Co.,

1, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.
Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Surrey.

GERMAN AiMO OTHER FLOWER SEEDS. ETC.
MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS b-?^ to

inform their friends and patrons that their PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS, in which
is enumerated every novelty of proved merit, also all the best
of the older kinds, is now published, and will be forwarded poet
free on appUc;ition. The sealed Collections of French and
German Aafcers, Balsams, Carnations, Stocks, Zinnias, &c., are
from the best foreign s*:mrces, and have hitherto given un-
qu.iUfied satisfaction. Every article has been selected with the
great«8t cm**, and 19 warranted true to name and of the finest

^^io;a7rWo^^^^' Seven Sisters and HomseyRoadB,

Per dozen.

—

s. d.
Fuchsias .. ., 3 to
Heliotropes .. 2 6 „

per 100 18 „
Lobelias . . . . 2 6 „
Salvias .. .. 2 6,,
Verbenas ., .. 2 6 „

„ per 100 .. 16 „
per 1000 ..150 .,190

CHullaTdiw

5.

4
4
24
S
8
S
20

-_ -- 3 „ 4
The true New AUSTRALIAN CRESS, I#. per packet.

A remittance from unknown correspondents, Post-office
Orders payable at Leo. Kent, S.E.

DO NOT PURCHASE MORE SEED THAN YOU REQUIRE
JAMES TYNAN can still supply the following seeds

of the very best quality, for second and late sowings :—
Truffiufs Paaony-flowered ASTERS, in separate colours, each

per packet, 2rf.

Truffaut*s Pieony-flowered ASTERS, In mixed colours, per
packet, W.

Truflaufs Pseony-flowered ASTERS. In mixed colours, smaller
packet, 3d.

Chrysanthemum-flowered ASTERS, the same as above.
German dwaif ten-week STOCK,
German large flowering STOCK,

Per packet.
Fine Calcieolam . . . . 6i2.

Cineraria .. ,.6
Primula . . . . 6
Balsam . . . , 6
Phlox Druraroondij 4

**

It

»*

t*

It

Per packet.
Fine Zinnia elegans . . id.

„ German double
Larkspur . . . . 8

German double
- Wallflower .. 8

Enclose post^e stamps and addressed envelope for any of the
above.

—

James Tyn.vn. im[)orter of Continental Seedg, Seed
WarehouM, 6«, Sreat George 3ireet, IiiverpooL

)f

STRAWBERRY,—WIZARD OF THE NORTH (Robertbos's)

DANIEL ROBERTSON continues to supply strong
Plants of the above fine variety at 635. per 100 or 95. per

dozen. For description, Ac, see fofiiier advertisements. It

can also be supplied geniune by the following parties in the
Trade in and around London :

—

'^

Brigden, Mr.Timothy, lO.Railway Arcade, LondonBridge.S.E.
Bobhell, Mr. Frederick, 86, High Street, Borough, S.E.
Carter, Mr. James, & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.
Charlwood & Cummins, Messrs., Tavistock Row, Covcnt
Garden, W.C.

Chartres, Mr. James, 74. King William Street, City, E.G.
ComweU, Mr. George, Baraet, Herts.
Cuthill, Mr. James, Camberwell, S.
DancftT, Mr. Alexander. Fulham, S.W.
Tlenyer, Mr. William, 82, Gracechurcb Street, "E C^
Dodds. Mr. G. 8., Epsom Nursery, Epsom, Surrev
Francis, Mr. Pi. P., Hertford.

^'
Fraser, Me^«^ J- & G Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, N E
firh^^'a ''^^'^JA *n^^^'«L^' 1^'^i^P^^-^ street,' E.C.
2Jft ' S » f J^"" ^b S*^*^^ ^ti-^et, Piccadilly, W.G bbs, T.. ii Co . 47, Half Moon Street, Picc^y WGlendmmng. Mr. R., Turuham Green W ^^^' "*

Henderfl,ui.MPS8rs., Pine-apple Place, Edgeware R(»d WH.irst & McMnllen, Messrs., t;, LeadenhaU Street ECJackson M^rs. T.. A Son, Kingston. Surrey
Jones. Mr Edward. Hart Street, Henley-on^hames

Kmghom Mr. F. R., Sheen Road, Richmond S W
\ZT^^r-^^ A Son. Great George St., Westminster,W.
IjWI, Messrs. J. & 0., HammetMnith W
Low, Messrs. Hugh, & Co., Upper ciapton, N.E.

2cfetih r'^^^V- ^e^fft^n Street, Strand, W.CMcintosh, Mr. Geoi^, Hammersmith, W.Osbom A Sons, Messrs.. Fulham S W
Pamplio & Son, Lea Bridge Nursery. N.E.
Paul, Messrs, A., & Sons, Cheshunt, Herts.
RoUisson Messrs., & Sons. Tooting, 8.
Smith, Mr. J., Rrmford, E^sex
Turaer. Mr. Cliaries, Royal Nailery, Slougb.
"Veitch. Mr. James, Jun., Exotic Nur^ry,

Chelsea, S.W. ""

Watt. Mr. Alexander, Edg«ware Rood, W.

King's ftmA,

t
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TO MANGEL GROWERS.

SUTTON'S ELVETHAM
MANGEL WURZEL and Selected

YELLOW GLOBE.—These two sorts of

Mangel are still preferred to all others

by the principal root growers through-

out the kingdom.

Sutton & Sons have some fine SEED
of each sort saved from large Roots,

price Is. Sd, per lb.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reading.

SORGHUM, OR
HOLCUS SACQHARATUS SEED,
SUrrON AND SONS, Impoeters,

can supply genuine new SeeH at
Is. 6d. per lb., or 6d, per packet. With
Instructions on Cultivation.

GTNERIUM ARGENTEUM, on PAM-
PAS GRASS.—A packet of Seed, with
Instructions on Cultivation, free by
post on. receipt of 12 penny stamps.

Plants, Is. €d. to S*. Gd. each.

SuTTOx & Pons, Royal Berkshire Seed
EstablLshment, Reading.

D AGRICULTURAL, of all descripfcloos.

G R A S S.—Mixtures for Permanent Meadows and

Pajstures to suit different soils.

KITCHEN GARDEN
AND

FLOWER Do.

(PRICED LISTS on applica tion.

)

%W\M

In Collections

or separate.

^ry^
CORNER OF

HALF-MOOlSr St.

Piccadilly. London. W.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
BESPECTPULLT ANNOtTNCE POE CIECTTLATION (PEE-PAID ON APPLICATION) THEIB

NEW SPRING CATALOGUE FOR I86 0,

n which the following and numerous other MISCELLAJi^EOUS BEDDI:N'G and SOFT-WOODED GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS for decorative purposes in the Flower Garden generally, are noticed with their descriptive

features.

The NEW VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.-OLOTH OF
GOLD, GOLDEN FLEECE, QUEEN'S FAVOURITE,
GOLDEN VASE, BEATON'S blLVER VARIEGATED
NOSEGAY.
NEW HYBRID EVERBLOWING GERANIUM.—The

BRITAKNIA, of dazzling colour.

FUCHSIA SOLFERINO.—A ncwand very distinct double-

flowering variety, imported by us from France, where it has

been much admired and highly commended, having obtained

a first prize, when exhibited last s«tBon at Paris. The flowers

are very large, tube and sepals bright scarlet, well reflexed

;

corolla very double, brilliant violet, changing to amaranth, a

vcrw st-rikiofr nlant. 5s. each.

Sew EXHIBITION CHRYSANTHEMUM, MISS AU-
GUSTA. Its merit as a desirable addition to all collections may
be inferred from having had six premiums awarded to it la the

exhibitions of 185d.

THE NEW VERBENAS for the season include the NEW
YELLOW VERBENA, NEW IMPROVED BLUE, do.

MAUVE COLOURED, do. STRIPED VARIETIES.
LANTANA FULGENS MUTABILIS.—The most, brilliant

flowered variety, opening yellow and expanding to a very rich

orange-tinted crimson.
NEW SKY-BLUE PENTSTBMON.—Of shrubby habits.

TWO NEW ERICA-LIKE TUBE-FLOWERED PENTSTE-
MONS.—Lavender, blue, and pink colours.
NEW BEDDING TROPiEOLUM.—Superior to T. elegana,

Tom Thumb, or anyprevious variety offered.

NEW PYRETHRDMS.—In very rich rose and rosy-crimson
flower-rays, and elegant leaved habits of growth, hardy.
THE NEW WINTER FLOWERING ACHIMENES (Tydea).

—Of neat gi'owtb, with very brilliant and picturesque violet-

crimson and orange-tinted scarlet blossoms.
GLOXINIA DOMENICHINO.—RlchvioJetbluc flower, with

white blotch on the lower lip, beautiful and distinct.

CLEMATIS VITICELLA VENOSA.—One of the most beau-
tiful kinds yet introduced, and more useful than C. lanuginosa.
A figure of this fine plant will be given in Part IX of the
" Illustrated Bouquet," .

The most remarkable HYBRID PINK yet offered is the
DIANTHDS VERSCHAFFELTI, figured in Part VUI of the
"Illustrated Bouquet."
STOKESIA CYA.NEA.—A fine free blooming herbaceous

nlMit, equal to any French Aster flower, A figure of it. will
oe friven in Part IX of the " Illustrated Bouquet"
BEATON'S NOSEGAY GERANIUMS.—Two new shades of

this elegant class of beddintr plants.
THREE SPLENDID NEW ZONALE, or Horseshoe leaved

varieties, namely, New White, New Rose, and New Salmon,
in colours.

WELLINGTON HERO.— The best white-eyed scarlet or
zonale variety.

CALCEOLARIA UNIQUE.—An excellent beddmg variety,
with large erect trusses of rich clear buff orange blossoms,
well distinguished by ita short leafy involucres and upriglit
growth, fta well as in its profusion of bloom and con-spicuous

PETUNIA THE QUEEN.—Tho finest clear rich rose-colouredT^ety for bedding or large groups yet offered, forming a first-OMM habtt for beddmg. being of a dwarf, compact, and firm
riwe-jwitod fr«e growth, wefl up iu verdure of leaf growth,

^d ^!^<ST/^^
^'•utlww or rigid leaf nerve, a8 in P. Phaeton

fn .n S??,ll^K°^f "P"J? the weU known P. Shrubland Rose

w<^«/^o ^i^^^J?""?^^^" ""^ ^^ge and brilliant rose-tintedblossoms nearly double th« eiaeof tK last named variety, and
far more picturesque- by the large conspicuous star-hke white

centre. The bloom is well thrown out, and in such abundance
that a vigorous dwarf growth will seciire a fine effect In flower-
garden masses thronghout the summer months. In the colour
most scarce amongst bedding plant, this variety will prove a
desideratum for all complete flower-garden arrangements in
harmony of colour and design.
NEW FUCHSIAS.—Messrs. E. G. Henckumn A Son res-

pectfully offer this selection of new Fuchsias (as the seedling
productions of Edward Banks, Esq.,) with renewed confidence
that since theirintroduction of the admired " Catlierinc Hayes."
''Little Bo-Peep," and "Souvenir de Chiswick," &c,, they
have not equalled the varieties now offered for their combined
excellence in size, form, and effect. The addition of a new
corolla tint in Count Cavour, the massive proportions of Lord
Maoaulay, and the distinct features of Prince Alfred, with the
very superior exhibitional properties of the whole, are quahties
which will ultimately prove their bold effective outlines and
brilliant sepal-tints worthy of general cultivation for the twofold
object ofhome culture and open competition.
SPERGULA PILIFERA.—Siibstitute for Grass on Lawns,

verges, or fiat terraces, &c. Seed packets, G-i., Is., 2?. 6d,, and 5»,

each. Clumps for immediate plantintr, Ss. and 16*. per 100.
TRITOMA UVARIA GRANDIFLORA.—The finest flower

truss of all the tribe, 3*. 6d. each.
TRITOMA UVARIA GLAUCESCENS.—Tlie true Kew variety,

It. &d. and 2a, 6d. each. No one should buy T. Uvaria alone,

to ensure the above fine coloured kinds.
GAZANIA SPLENDENS, 9s., 12*., and 18*. per dozen,
PERILLA NANKINENSIS. 3^. per dozen.
CEBASTIUM TOMEN'TOSUM, 6s. per dozen.
DIANTHUS HEDDEWIGL 6«., 9s.. and Us. per dozen.

DIANTHUS LACINIATUS, 18s. and 30s. per dozen,

BEDDING DAHLIAS, 6s. and 9$. per dozen.
GERANIUM GOLDEN CHAIN, 6.*. and 9s. perdo^^en.

SCARLET LOBELIAS of sorts, 6s. per dozen.

PANSIES, choice named flowers, 4a., 6s., and 9s. per dozen.

CARNATIONS and PIC0TEB3, 7s. 6rf. and 9*. per dozen.

CLOVES. CARNATION, in six colours, 6j per dozen.

CRYSTAL PALACE TROPiEOLUM ELEGANS. 6s. A 9s. per doz.
Improved variety, (higher coloured) STAMFORDIANA, 12*.

per dozen.
CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET GERANIUM, 6«. per dozen.

LITTLE DAVID SCARLET GERANIUM, 6.f. per dozen.

LILLIPUT OR BOUQUET DAHLIAS.—This novel section

includes a highly valuable class of varieties which are distin- '

guished by a profusion of extremely elegant miniature blossoms,

about the size of a Ranunculus flower, which the present

collection now rivals in symmetry of form and l)eauty of colour,

and bids fair to equal the finest Fompone Chrysanthemums by
their profusions of bloom and compactness of habit, though
higher in growth ; but, for usefulness in the decoration of table

ornaments and designs by cut flowers, the Bouquet Dahlias

now surpass all other autumnal flowers in their neatness for

flower-VLises, b;isket8, and entrance hall pedestals, reflecting

the brilliant tintfl of the large-flowered section, without their

accompanying heavy outline, and, by their exquisite propor-

tions and symmetry of petals, uniting the most essential

features of beauty with admirable adaptation to the most
limited designs of the Flower Garden, or as drawing room cut

groups. The free growth and almost iafiuituie of gracefully

curved flower lieads in these varieties is well suited for planting

in the medhira frontage ground of select shrubberies. aib->re-

tums. and flower borders, whilst the apparent tendency to

bloom up to the ver\' latest antnmn months^ will ultimately

place them amongst the most singularly interesUog and beauti-

ful garden ornaments of the season,

THE NEW HORTICULTURAL GARDEN. -.
Persons wishing to have specimens of their Works placed

for Exhibition in the Now Garden at Kensington Gore should
now forward particulars of the class of articles they wish t«
exhibit, and the space required, that the Council of the Hnrti-
cultnral Society may decide whether the articles proposed to
be exliibited will be appropriate to the Garden, and whether
apace can be found.

No space will be allotted to articles which it is proposed to
remove at the end of a few months.

No charge will be made for space.

The name of the Exhibitor will be affixed to each article.

Space will probably be found for objects IN CEMENTS,
such as Edging.s, Balustrades, Vases, Statues—IN TERRA
COTTA, such as ornaments for Spand rils. Edgings, Balustrades,

Vases—IN BRONZE AND IRON, such as Vases, Statues,

Seats, Trellis-work—IN STONE AND MARBLE, such as

Statues, Vases, Edprings, for fountains; coloured varieties for

pavements—IN CHINA, such as Vases, Jardiniferes—EN-
CAUSTIC TILES.
SLATES of large size and peculiar quality Car Greenhouse

walks.

Proprietors who may wish to exhibit specimens of their

quarries will be ableto exhibit such in the shape of pedestals, i:c.

Letters to be addressed to the Assistant-Secretary, Horticul-

tural Society, 8, St. Martin's Place, Ix^odon. W,C.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—Notice is hereby
given, that the next Ordinary Meeting of the Horticul-

tural Society for the Election of Fellows will be held at the
Museum of Science and Art. South Kensington (by permiBsion
of the Lord President of the Privy Council), on TUESDAY,
May 22; the Chair to bo taken at 1 o'Clock, p.m. On this

occasion a Ballot for Plants will also take place.

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT.
1. TnCJA GTOANTEA.. A hardy coniferous tree, from Ojlifomi*

2. CuPRESSUS CASHMKRiANA. A hardy Cypress, from Cashmere.
3. PI^'^JSLosGIFOLIA.. Half-hardy tree, from theHimalayas.
4. Acacia cultrifoemis. A greenhouse shrub.

6. Acacia pycsantha. A greenhouse shrub. •
,

6. Cissus Staks. a hardy deciduous climber.

7. BuDDLEASP. with large leaves, from Peru. Greenhouse shrub-
5. Hardeitbergia mon'ophylla ai-ba. a greenhouse climber.

9. Soixya heterophtlla. a greenhouse climber.

10. "Berberis Nepalensis. Nepal Berberry.

11. Calutris V£NTE^'ATI. A greenhouse shnib.

12. LoN'icERA fragrantisstma. a very fragant Honeysuckle.
13. LiuOM pdlchellum. a hardy bulb, from Araoy.

14. THDTfBEPXiiA LAtTRiFOLiA. A beautiful stovc-cHm bcr.
15. Platvcodon chixensis. a hardy herbaceous plant.

16. Impatiens Jerdoni^. A succulent-stemmed stove plant.

17. Veronica DECuasATA Devontana. A beautiful greenhouse
plant ; or it may be grown in the open air m summer.

18. HiPi.=?cus Stbwabtii, A greenhouse shrub, from New
Holland. rAustraHa.

10. Clematis appendiculata. A greenhouse climber, fW>m

Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of these

plants, if life membersof 40 giiineas. or subscribers of 4 guineas

a year, are requested to name the four sorts they would prefer

;

or, if life members of 20 guineas, or subscribers of 2 guineas

a year, to name the two sorts they would prefer. Should there

be more applications for any particular plant than the number
available for distribution, a Ballot will then take place to

determine which applicants are to be suppUed.

Tlie arrangements for condu^^tinK this Ballot render Ifc

necessary that the names or numbers prefixed to the plants to

be drawn for, should be sont to the office of the Society,

8, St. Martin's Place, W.C, on or before Satvp-day, May 19.

SATURDAY, MAY 12, 18G0.

Wellington Eursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

W CHOICE PELARGONIUMS.
ILLTA;\1 HUSSEY begs to oifer the foUowinsr

.

collection at 10s. package included, viz.. Evening Sta?.

NeJo Rn^r?-',H''-i ^iS"^' ^'^P'^^^*^-' Richard fifnyon^egr^Rose Celestial. Ma^ieppa, General Williams Kins ofScarlets, Seniph, Zeno. Seraskier. Cynthia, Piston Defde-n>ona. M«y, Petruchio. Eugene Duval, V^la ^^Surd Ma^««eeu. Admirable, San.cen.Comi>etitor Evangol^erBeoiS
UortKultural Garaens, Norwich.

P 2000 Show, Fancy, French

an^En^iM^^^^^ HZ^.t:. '%]ox\s!l%

1R» • ACHIMF.NES. choice, vs. per u*^^^"
.

-'-^

—

VC" '

Many years since a plant called Botgainviil^a
spzcTABiLis found its way from South Brazil to

E urope, with a very high character for beauty.

Its admirers even went so far as to say that no
American climber, for it was a climber, would
bear comparison with it—a very strong statement

considering that the South American Continent

produces some of the finest climbing plants in the

world. In appearance the young plant had nothing
prepossessing ; its leaves were dull green, its

branches covered with dirty hairiness, and it

seemed more inclined to creep or stoop than to

climb. Its good character however secured for it

horticultural attention, and many a tedious experi-

ment was tried in the hope of making it flower—hut

in vain. It still retained the same unattractive

countenance it first put on, and if Herbaria had

not furnished evidence wbicb. in some degree

corroborated the reports that came to Europe

with it, we at least should have withdrawn

from the crowd of admirers expectant. In time a

lew flowers peeped out here and there, as at

Chatsworth, and in Lord Cokehotjse's gaTden,hut so

far were they from being what was anticipated

that ttie discontinuance of attempting to grow the

plant was precipitated.

At last a traveller from Sicily brought to

Enjjland some dried fragments of what he called

a wonderfully beautiful purple Hop plant, which

he had seen growing over a wall in Palermo. The

masonry he said was, for we forget how many
square yards, on fire as it were with the vivid

gleams of richly coloured masses of crimson flowers

Ulumiuated by a Sirilian sun. Those fragments

proved to belong to Bougainvillsea, and once more

attention was directed to it, though still in vain.

Tbe thing was coy, and most obstinately refused

to unveil its cliarms. Among other places in

which attempts at cultivation were renewed was

Chiswick, where Mr. Gordon, whose skill as a

prac:ic:d cultivator is uudeniahle, tried various

plans without success. The plant grew freely
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enough, as it always does, but no flowers would

oome.
Skill and patience have at last reaped the

reward which always follows them. A horticul-

tural " Raeet " has learned how to subdue our

vegetable " Cruizer." On Monday last a wooden

box reached ns, filled with Bougainvillaea blos-

soms ; and a more gorgeous spectacle never greeted

horticultural eyes. Imagine piles of great veiny

scales like those of the female Hop, dyed with the

richest tints of what is now-a-days called mauve

colour; a tint in which crimson and violet and

purple are exquisitely blended. And now for the

first time we recognised the truth of the reports

that had attended the first visit of the plant to

Europe. Assuredly there is nothing in the whole

vegetable kingdom more gorgeous than this.

Along with the box came a well-written little

note, the contents of which we print verbatim:—
** Sir,—I inclose for your inspection a small

branch of BougainvillEea spectabilis, in my
opinion one of the most beautiful stove pknts ever

introduced. 1 am told it is hut little known, and

in very few coUections. No one that has a stove

ought to he without it. 1 have heard it said that

it ia difficult to hloom, hut nothing can possibly

grow or hloom more freely than it does here.
^
The

original plant was received here from the continent

three years since in a thumb pot; it was grown on

for one year into a 12-inch pot, when it was

turned out into a square brick pit, 3 feet by 3,

into a mixture of leaf soil and loam, with a good

proportion of broken bricks and charcoal. It

bloomed well last year, and this year it is covered

all over with the same beauty as the piece I send

you, and for cutting it is invaluable. Tiie plant

18 now trained to the roof of a span-roofed house,

and covers about 200 square feet, and its stem

near the ground is 6 inches in circumference, and

if allowed to run it would soon cover 1000 feet.

But I consider the hack wall of a lean-to house

would be the most suitable place for it, as it would

be seen to greater advantage. (Signed) J.Daniels,

Gardener, Sxcyncomhe Houscy Henleij-on-

Thames."
All honour to Mr. Daniels, for he destrves it.

Henceforth he must stand in the foremost rank of

British gardeners. "What he has done is some-
' thing to he indeed proud of. We now know what
it is necessary to do in order to secure the superb

drapery with which Bougainvillaia will festoon our

conservatories ; and if men I'ail hereal'ter the

fault will be their own.

"VVk learn that a very considerable collection of

FINE SHOW PLANTS is TO BE SOLD in Belgium.
They were the property of Baron Heynderycx, a

Bt»l;3nan nobleman lately and for many years

President of the Roval Agricultural and Butanical

Society of Ghent. It appears from the Catalogue
that there are some very important lots, such as

600 or 700 fine plants of CamelliaSj 70 noble

Rhododendron arboreutn, large Araucarias^ fine

Orange trees, many rare Orchids^ grand specimens
of PalmSf &c. The sale will take place on the

16th, 17th, and 18th of next July at the Chateau
of Destelbergen, a place a short 2 miles from
Ghent, of which some description has been given
iu our columns at p. 993, 18o9,

from north to south, forming a parallelogram,

semi-elliptical at the northern end, and between

700 and 800 feet broad by more than 1200 feet

long. This area has heen formed into three prin-

cipal levels, themselves broken by subordinate

terraced levels connected by slopes, and all reached

by flights of steps.

Through the middle from south to north passes

a grand walk 40 feet wide, gradually conducting

the visitor to the highest levels and the conserva-

tory, but interrupted by a large piece of water

(Fig. 24), furnished with a cascade of considerable

dimensions, and forming the background, as a

visitor advances, to a highly decorated compart-

ment of flowers and green embroidery, about

125 feet in diameter. A great variety of other

walks pass away from the main walk to the other

parts of the garden, eventually reaching terrace

walks communicating with the arcades to be men-

tioned hereafter.

The principal entrance near the south-east end

opens at once into what is called the ante-garden,

which is much less decorated than the other parts,

and in which it is in contemplation to hold great

public exhibitions under canvas. Through this

ante-garden runs a walk which is intercepted by

the principal walk already spoken of.

In addition to the large piece of water just

described smaller basins and canals are placed in

different situations, so as to destroy any monotony

in the design.

At the upper or northern end will stand a very

large conservatory of iron and glass surrounded by

a glass verandah, and formed in the interior 22 feet

6 inches above the floor, into an upper garden, or

terrace, which may he reached from the roof of the

arcades, while the lower, or ground floor will be

in direct communication with the garden itself. It

has heen settled that this building shall not be

occupied by plants which need a higher winter

temperature than a greenhouse.

As music will be required almost daily two
band-houses (Fig. 30) will be provided in front of

the conservatory, placed on platforms paved with

coloured tiles and seen from seats arranged in a

semicircle facing the south.

Over the surface of the garden will be dispersed

single trees with groups of shrubs and flowers,

among which will he placed statues, vases, and
similar objects so arranged as to form with the
surrounding architecture one harmonious whole.

Such will this garden he. Its enclosure, which
rests with H.M.'s Commissioners of the Exhibition

of 1851, is to consist of arcades opening towards
the garden only, about 25 feet wide and
20 feet in height, which in unfavourable weather
will afford a sheltered walk about three-
quarters of a mile long. It is intended that in

constructing these arcades a different style of

architecture shall be employed on each of the
three levels of the ground, and the full-sized

patterns which may be seen in the Museum of

Science and Art at Brompton show that the garden
will thus be set in a frame of singular
architectural beauty.*

The Chromolithograph which we have the
pleasure to send our readers with the present
Number of the Gardejiers* Chronicle will supply
as good an idea of the design for the New Garden
AT South Kensington as a mere ground plan can
convey. It had from the first been seen that a
Garden to be surrounded by palaces could not be
constructed on any other than geometrical prin-

,
ciplea if good taste were to be oonsalted ; and such
a garden could not consist merely of trees and walks

'

and flowers, but would have to be enriched with
groups of sculpture, vases, fountains, and similar ob-

jects, just as in a drawing room, however beautiful

itsprtjportions, the floor and walls require to be
decorated with furniture and obiects of virtu. The
plan now before the public will, we think, amply
justify the determination of the Council to place

the design in the hands of Mr. Nesfield instead of

throwing it open to competition, as we once sug-
gested ; for a more ingenious application of refined
taste to works of this kind will not be found in

Europe. In order to understand the exact meaning
of the plan it will be necessary to examine it

with the references prepared by the great garden
architect himself. But we are"inclined to believe
that a concise additiunal description of its prin-
cipal features will not be unacceptable to those
who have never seen the ground.

The Bite seUcted for the Garden slopes gently

higher

REFERENCES TO THE DETAILED PLAN OF
PROPOSED GEOMETRICAL GARDENS AT
SOUTH KENSINGTON,—APRIL, 1860.

W. A. Nesfield.

In the accompanying plan the Architecture is repre-

sented by dark grey shading, the walks by orange.
Trees of various sizes are shown by green circles. The
Grass slopes of terraces and shrubs are neutral green,

A. Entrance from Exhibition Road.
B. Centre walk to Ante-Garden, leading to the prin-

cipal garden.

C. Entrance from Prince Albert's Road.
D. Centre walk to principal garden on a

level than Ante-Garden.
E. Branch walk to Conservatory terraces.

F. Lower or iirst Terrace.

O. Second Terrace.

H. Third Terrace.

K. Upper Terrace on a level with Upper Corridor.

L. Centre cross walk from East and West Corridors.

JM. Middle Corridor Walk.
N. South cross walk of principal garden,
P. Walk under the Bridge leading through the

lower Corridor of Ante-garden.
R.T. Walk from North to South lower Corridor.

S. Signifies Sites for principal Sculpture, whether
for figures or large Tazzas. The upper
Terrace K (above the Band-house) would be
favourable for Statues of emment musical
composers.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16,

17.

18.

19.

20.

em

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

Ferns and rook plants.

Detached groups of low flowering shrubs.
Tall trees, round and spiral.

Belt of evergreen shrubs.

Compartment for American plants with Grass
Alleys.

Belt of Evergreens to seclude the American
compartment.

Pheasantry, 50 feet by 30 feet.

Mass of Shrubs.

Aviary (for song birds).

Maze formed by hedges—about \ acre.

Basms.
Diagonal cross Promenade (reached by Grass

ramps).

Large compartment for flowers and boi
broidery.

Mass of very low shrubs.

Group of low trees.

Shrubs of medium height.

Avenue of spiral evergreen shrubs.

Standard Portugal Laurels on the verges, which
latter are 15 inches above the surface of com-
partments and promenades.

Circular compartment for flower beds aud box
embroidery.

Standard Hoses.

Dwarf evergreen shrubs.

Large Basin with Cascade, the latter 18 feet

wide and 11 feet high.

Compartment for flower beds (without embroi-
dery) accompanied by

Groups of flowering shrubs, &c.

Standard Rhododendrons.
Memorial sculpture for Great Exhibition of 1851.
Large trees.

Band Houses (East and West) on circular paved
platforms.

Kerbed Beds for flowers between steps to Coflser-

vatory Arcade.

Belt of shrubs.

Steps down to Band House and Lower Terrace.
Kerbed Bed for tall flowers.

Steps to the lowest level of the Garden.
Canals of running water supplied by Cascades.
Walks round Canals (Seats under retaining walls

of East and West Terraces),

Basins with jets.

Steps to Lower Terrace opposite centres ofMiddle
Corridor.

Avenue of standard Roses, and beds for dwarfs.

Frieze Compartments for medium-sized flowers.

Kerbed beds for tall flowers.

Moulded kerbed beds with large Tazzas for ti^I

flowers.

Group of low-flowering shrubs.

Spiral plants and simple kerbed beds for tall

flowers, such as Dahlias and Hollyhocks.

Panels of East and West corridor terraces with

Lime trees on their flanks.

Glacis sloping towards Canals, each embellished

with embroidery only. The object of the

Glacis is that the running water of the Canals,

together with all other features across the

Garden, may be visible from the Corridor or

1st terrace.

Bridge and steps.

Ramp to descend to the level of Canals,

1. Basin for Xymphaeas and other aquatics,

2. Space left for Exhibition Tents, ttc, &c.

* We observe that these arcades are the subject of a drawing
by Mr. SroxET SHntKE in this yesur*s exhibitiou of the Roysd
Academy. I

EVERGREENS IN FLOWER GARDENS.
If the present fashion of planting flower gardens Is

persisted in much longer, all our grand British gardens

will be so much alike that it will be a mere toss up

which is the best worth seeing. As it is, we judge

gardens now by a very different standard from what

existed 20 years back. The rarest exotic trees and

shrubs, the richest collection of plants, or the highest

degree of cultivation, go now almost for nothing with

our modern ideas; and the comparative standard of

exoellence is really this ;^—How many thousand pots of

bedding plants do they turn out, as if the entire beauty

and interest of a place depended on so many hundred
feet more or less of ribbon border, or on two or three
thousand Geraniums or Verbenas systematically pitted
against each other. This mode of comparing places
with each other reminds one of the announcement very
seriously- made by guides to cathedrals and large show-
houses to then: visitors, that the buildings contain
exactly so many doors and wmdows, a point of so much
importance in their estimation that the grandeur and
associations of the edifice are insignificant in comparison.
Now, with all deference to the admirers of modern
flower gardening, who are eo much in love with strong
colouring, we must express an opinion that there is a
wide aeld for improvement in this particular Une of
garden decoration; and that this taste for multiplying
masses of colours at the expense of every other feature
of landscape gardening is neither based on sound
principles, nor yet justified by any authority of
rea>gnised talent. The question is an important one,
and we moot it by way of discussion, being fuUy
persuaded ourselves that a more general introduction
of certain classes of evergreens as elements in the
composition of geometrical gardens, not only as giving
effect to the general design, but as neutralising glaring
colours, and we may add of giving a higher finish and a

more permanent character to this style of gardens than
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they at present possess, would be much preferable,

more particularly when not filled with plants. It may

be considered by some of our readers that we are

carryin"- our ideas quite as far in one direction as the

taste we are criticising goes in the other, that, in fact,

we are retrograding and going back to the times of

Le N6tre and the ** Grand Monarque " instead of

progressing with the age. We are willing to admit that

this is true to some extent, and that we are going back

to the oldest and purest style of geometrical gardening.

But we wish only to graft the improved materials

which are now furnished us in the shape of new ever-

greens and flowering plants on the elaborate

"arabesques" and beautiful scroll-work of the old

masters ; in fact, to combine the interest and beauty of

modern results in gardening with that perfectness of

pattern and rich elaborateness of design, which charac-

terised the school of Le N6tre.

We speak advisedly when we say that very many of

our most celebrated gardens, and with them we shall

class those of the Crystal Palace, are laid out with no
leading principle of design in their composition.

They are, to speak plainly, composed of mis-

cellaneous aggregations of parts, frequently at

variance with each other, and very rarely pre-

senting a unity of composition, taking even each

part by itself. We do not condemn this arrangement
so much as we do the after-management, or planting,

on which point nearly every garden we inspect appears
to us to be degenerating into a mere formality—

a

repetition over and over again of the same system and
the same plants. We regret this the more as we
frequently have witnessed marked . and distinctive

features about places which, if taken advantage of,

might have been converted into scenes individually

interesting and appropriate to the situation.

We have stated already how much the taste for ex-

cessive flower colouring has increased of late years—we
fear at the expense of more really important objects.

How interesting in our young days used to be a visit

to Woburn, to look over the various collections of

plants, hardy and exotic, for which it was then famous

;

or to Wentworth, to see Mr. Cooper's Orchids and
Scitamineas, to say nothing of the kitchen garden; or to

i

magnificent Chatsworth (thanks to Sir J. Paxton, we
hear that this place is not modernised yet), with its

giant conservatory, its Lily house. Orchid houses, and,
above all, its carefully arranged arboretum and con-

servative wall. Then there was Syon, when Forrest
maintained a style of keeping most admirably adjipted

to the place. At the present time the arboretum at

Bictou isworthajourneyfrom London into Devonshire to

see; planted by Gleudinning before flower-giirdening, as

it is now, had absorbed every thought, it is the great

feature of the place and county. Let us ask what
comparison can be drawn between a modern flower

garden and the interesting and unique collection of
plants which occupy the grounds at Abbotsbury Castle
on the Dorset coast (which affords a striking evidence
of what may be done by taking advantage of peculiar
localities), or let us take the Coniferai at Bayfordbury,
or the general collection of evergreens at Elvaston,
where we haidly know which to admire most, the
beauty of the plants or the artistic skill which arranged
them. Thanks to some proprietors, there remain many
places where other things beside Calceolarias and
Scarlet Geraniums are cared for. The grand banks of
American plants at Tottenham Park and Higbclere
are not yet grubbed up to make room for Verbena
beds, and we hope will long remain, as worthy
the hands that planted them and the sites which they
«o magnificently adorn.
We understand that the first landscape gardener of

the day is much averse to over- floral decoration, and that,
taking advantage of the many suitable forms of ever-
greens for decorating geometrical gardens, he is employ-
ing them more largely on every occasion, not only as

architectural trees, but extensively for scroll patterns,
as well as more simple figures. We therefore hope to
see, at Kensington Gore, good examples in this style of
art, by the gentleman we allude to—Mr. Nesfield.

It is a necessary principle m geometrical gardening,
that, however elaborate the design, each figure of it,

.and each member of the figure, should be clearly
defined. The importance of this was well understood
by the originators of the style, and the beautiful
arabesque patterns and embroidery work usually planted
out in dwarf Box, was surrounded by coloured gravel, to
contrast with, and bring out the figures in relief.

margin round the outside for an edging of variegated

Geraniums, themselves to be edged with blue Lobelia,

and one of the most pleasing combinations of colour is

the result. If only the common Yew is employed, the
scarlet and roae-coloured Geranium would suit better,

but we have no room for close particulars. The gold and
silver-striped Box should shade oflfthe common Box and

its varieties with self-coloured leaves. Another very beau-
tiful scroll plant, of the richest golden variegation, is

the Chamfecyparis variegata, and one easily kept into

shape by pruning. The golden Thuja is another plant

which could be worked up with the best effect ; the

striped Hollies present us with several variations of

colour, all valuable for this purpose. We may mention
the variegated and self-leaved Euonymus, the common
Savin and J. tamariscifolia and its variegated ally.

The common Juniper forms a beautiful plant for bor-

dering, but it should be trained. We need not allude

to the common and Colchis Laurel, the Phillyrea, and
several other plants, which will be called for, when once

public taste leads in this direction.

The introduction of clipped evergreens for carrying

out elaborate designs in garden patterns, would have a

charming eff'ect in winter, when ordinary flower gar-

dens are naked, or at best with the beds promiscuously

filled with dwarf shrubs, which never look satisfactory,

and would present a no less pleasing combination of

colour during the summer season, with the outline of

the figures tastefully relieved by flowers. Ta3nts in

Turner ^ Spencer's Florist, Fruitisty and Garden
Miscellanyfor May,

may be spoilt or allowed to go*to waste. The microsco-
pist can also prove to us indisputably in many instances
at a glance what is likely to be the economic value of a
substance in relation to others of the same class—but
we shall reserve our further remarks on this subject
till we have examined a number of species of silk cottons
that have lately been collected from the following
plants of the natural family, Asclepiadacese : viz.,

Yercum or Calotropis gigantea; Ootamunnie or Daemia
extensa; Palay or Cryptostegia grandiflora; Marsdenia
tenacissima ; Coorinja—Tylophora asthmatica. In addi-
tion to the feathery pappus in the pod these all yield a
fibre like Flax from the bark and a milky juice possess-

ing properties like India rubber or shellac. The roots

have also emetic, cathartic, or irritant qualities. Alexaw
der Munter, MD.y Madras Spectator.

PAPER MATERIALS.
Uses of the Yehcum-Mudie or Calotropis

GIGANTEA.—In your issue of the 1st February there is

an article on tlie subject of Yerchm cultivation which
calls for a few remarks, as it contains only a small part

of the information regarding the Yercum plant with

which the public are now acquainted, and winds up by
stating that, " under the microscope the hairs of the

Yercnm do not seem to contract in the same miuincr
as those of cotton; they will therefore be difficult to

spin, and easily pulled asunder in thread. From the

rigidity of the walls of the hairs too, they must be
brittle. Yercum hairs therefore can never enter the

market as a substitute for cotton." Your correspondent

does not appear to be aware that machinery has been
invented and already very successfully applied to over-

come the difficulty of spinning this and some of our
Indian smooth fibres, as Plantain and the Jutes, which
are all now coming into use for manufacturing purposes.

Messrs. Thresher and Gleunie of London lately exhibited
in Madras a great variety of fabrics of a light soft

texture made from mixtures of the Yercum silk cotton
and other substances. The fabrics were well suited as
substitutes for flannel in warm climates. Some large
bales of the fibres have been collected for despatch to

Messrs. Thresher and Glennie of London. There are

some peculiarities about the growth of this plant which
are worthy of attention. In the first place, although it

seems to grow luxuriantly almost everywhere as a weed,
it thrives best in the neighbourhood of neglected

rubbish heaps, and this is because the plant there gets

an abundant supply of nitrogen, which seems to be
essential to its perfection. Another use to which the

silk cotton is going to be applied is the manufacture
of paper. Some bales of it have been carefully cleaned
and put up at the request of Messrs. Cowan and Co.

to be tried for making some of the fine descriptions of Ijudices, not biassed by college-taught or closet-bred

Home Correspondence.
T7te Origin of Species.—I notice in your Number of

April 21 Mr. Darwin's letter honourably acknowledging
my prior claim relative to the origin of species. I have
not the least doubt that, in publishing his late work, he
believed he was the first discoverer of this law of
Nature. He is however wrong in thinking that no
naturalist was aware of the previous discovery. I had
occasion some 15 years ago to be conversing with a
naturalist, a professor of a celebrated university, and
he told me he hadbeen readingmy work "Naval Timber,"
but that he could not bring such views before his class

or uphold them publicly from fear of the cutty-stool, a

sort of pillory punishment, not in the market-place and
not devised for this oflfence, but generally practised a

little more than half a century ago. It was at least in

part this spirit of resistance to scientific doctrine that

caused my work to be voted unfit for the public

library of the fair city itself. The age was not ripe

for such ideas, nor do I believe is the present one, though
Mr, Darwin's formidable work is making way.

As for the attempts made by many periodicals to throw
doubt upon Nature's law of selection having originated

species, I consider their unbelief incurable and leave

them to it. Belief here requires a certain grasp of

mind. No direct proof of phenomena embracing so

long a period of time is within the compass of short'

lived man. To attempt to satisfy a school of nitre

sceptics, who have a wonderfully limited power of per-

ception of means to ends, of connecting the phenomena
of Nature, or who perhaps have not the power of cona-

prehending the subject, would be labour in vain.

Were the exact sciences brought out as new discoveries

,

they would deny the axioms upon which the exact

sciences are based. They could not be brought to

conceive the purpose of a handsaw though they eaw
its action, if the whole individual building it assisted

to construct were not presented complete before their

eyes, and even then they would deny that the senses

could be trusted. Like the child looking upon the
motion of a wheel in an engine they would only

perceive and admire, and have their eyes dazzled nnd
fascinated with the rapid and circular motion of the

wheel, without noticing its agency in connection with

and modifying the moving power towards affecting th«

purposed end. Out of this class there could aris* nfl

Cuvier, able from a small fragmentary bone to determine

the character and position in Nature of the extinei

animal. To observers of Nature aware of the extent of

the modifying piwer of man over organic life, and its

variations in anterior time, not fettered by early pre-

1

of

note and letter paper : it will probably not answer
alone, but with the fibres of the Plantain and Aloe, it

might yield papers of great strength and whiteness.

We are glad to find the subject of Indian fibres attract-

ing the attention of merchants both in Madras and
Bombay, and while we ure on the subject we may point

out some of the other uses of the Yercum plant,

and the importance of continuing to direct public

attention to the raw products of India. While we
are making inquiries in this Presidency regarding the
silk cotton of the pod, an enterprising firm in Bombay
is collecting the fibre of the bark, as one of the best

substances for Flax, and the natives iu Bengal are

collecting the milky juice for export as a substitute for

shellac or Gutta Percha. The exhibitions held in

Madras proved how many good fibrous materials this

Presidency produces ; and the contributions in this

department to the last Exhibition, showed that the

natives were willing to take advantage of any sugges-

tion that might be offered for the improvement of the

raw products of the country. A very full report upon

these fibres has been dra\vn up for publication by Dr.

Montgomery, and inquiries have lately been instituted

at the request of some enterprising manufacturers re-

The introduction of variously shaded evergreens wil
at the present time admit of several combinations o.

^:^A^ ^^^"^ P"?^ ^ ''^^^^^l 5»to the design, so as to
produce the richest effect, and these again may be
relieved by edging the figures of the pattern with
flowering plants to contrast, just as Le Notre relieved
his figures with different coloured gravel

For large figures and scrolls, where the centre lines plants yielding silk cStton have been brought to light,

vT **® /^"^ ^S M.
'°*^^^^ ^^ ^e'gl^fc. the common and the importance of a combination of botanical, die-

i^^ .
Box;ivill stiU be the most useful plants 1 mieal, scientific, and manufacturing science have been

clearly demonstated. The merchant and the manu-

facturer are now finding that science in almost ever^

branch of knowledge is no meanhandmaid in the acqui-

sition of wealth, and that the botanist relies on some of

the immutable laws of creation for detecting or tracing

affinities in the vegetable kingdom. The chemist shows

us how by following some of the simplest rules, materials

of good quality may be easily prepared, or how by the

neglect of some of the laws of nature, valuable materials

ideas, but with judgment free to act upon a comprehen-
sive survey of Nature past and present, and a grasp of

mind able to digest and generalise, I think that few-

will not see intuitively, unless they wish not to see, all

that has been brought forward in regard to the origin

of species. To me the conception of this law of Nature
came intuitively as a self-evident fact, almost without

an eff^ort of concentrated tliought. Mr. Darwin here

seems to have more merit in the discovery than I have

had—to me it did not appear a discovery. He seems to

have worked it out by inductive reason, slowly and with

due caution to have made his way synthetically from

fact to fact onwards ; while with me it was by a general

glance at the scheme of Nature that I estimated this

select production of species as an a priori recognisable

fact—an axiom, requiring only to be pointed out to be

admitted by unprejudiced minds of sufficient grasp,

Patrivk Matthew^ Oourdie-Mill, Errol, May 2.

Jlie Miselto.— I see it stated in the Phaimaceutical

Journal that when parasites grow on poisonous trer^

they themselves become poisonous, although not so

otherwise. Thus a Loranth taken trom a Nux Vomir-a

tree in India contained the principle called strychnia and

destroyed animals io which it was given. ^Uy we

I infer from this that when our own Miselto grows on

^ the purpose, presenting two distinct shadees ofTO Both these may be relieved by edging themwith thevar;egated kinds of each species. Thus tike

iUfXT 7^" T ''

T'^fX
'^^.°^^"i on each s de

with thp T^ """T^y i goW-striped Yew, edging oft'with the paler coloured s.lver-striped variety tnd vouhave . band which, when carried out through^ the
'

mtncacies of a scroll or arabesque pattern wfll g^eeffect of the richest description ; and by efvin

give an
2 a

Q-ardinff some of the most important Indian vegetable
. . ^ . ^ ^ *^i * *

products Some very interesting facts regarding the the Oak it acquires the t^nic property of that tree,
prouucts. ou ue__

J-
^

b ^..._^... ..?:_!.. although it has no such property when living upon a

Linden ? And can this have been the reason why the

Druids sought for the Jliselto of the Oak ? Dorxet.

Pleroma elegans.—l have a plant of this Pleroma

which appears to be in a bad state of health. I kept it

during the whole of the winter iu a greenhouse. X

thought, therefore, that by putting it in a frame with

a little bottom-heat it might recover, but it has not

done so. Perhaps some of your correspondents might

inform me what to do with it. TT. B.

Roses.—1 have a fine large Rose tree, Souvenir de

Malmaison, the flowers of which aUvays blow with half
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the It'Hves rotten. It is very double and a iKagiuticent

blossom, but many of the flowers are quite disfigured

by rotten leaves. What can be the cause of this im-
perfection? Q. C.

Striking Cuttings,—Some 7 or 8 years ago I sent

you Bome little plants grown in nutshells, of ^vhich you

fave a woodcut ropreseutatiou in your columns. I now
eg to inform you that I have discovered a means by

which I am enabled to strike and grow an almost
incalculable number of plants in a very small space

without an atom of soil of any kind. I herewith send

you a few budding plants as an illustration. Not only

may plants of this description be struck and grown,
but Roses of all kinds, from the hard-wooded crested

Moss to the most delicate China; and not only may
they be grown as isolated plant?, but by dozens in

bundles, so that Roses may now be propagated annually
and bedded out like Scarlet Geraniums, Lantanas, &c.

I also enclose a bundle of Roses which you will perceive

ate making roots, and will be ready to send out with
the usual stock of plants. But my system is not con-

' £ned to this tribe, for I am prepared to show that

Applet, Pears, Plums, indeed any deciduous plants what-
ever, can be propagated hy cuttings in the same manner,
namely, without soil. "Nor has age of cutting anything
hardly to do with the process, for all kinds will

strike and grow, almost at any age, at least from
one to ten years' old wood. I am not aware
that this mode of propagation has ever been made
known by any other person, so that if you think it

worthy of notice you will do me a favour if you will

give it publication. 1 also further beg to state that

my striking apparatus is simple, portable and my own
invention, and I need not explain to you that it is on
strictly scientific princij^Ies founded on the organic
structure of plants. After the cuttings are probably
struck a little Moss is tied round them; they will keep
for a month in that state. W, Prestoe, Hachwood
Tarh, [The cuttings sent us are exactly as Mr,
Trestoe describes, and promise well. The gardening
world would doubtless wish to know the particulars of
his mnnngement,]

Must on Grapes.—I agree with your correspondent
"C. E. W." that "a sudden transition from heat to
cold" is liable to cause rust, and I am also inclined to
believe that the canse must often be looked for at the
toots when not under proper control, and therefore
liable to sudden chills through cold drenchhig rains. A
little reflection would enable any intelligent person to see
the evil of admitting front air while cold cutting winds
prevuiU'd ; but front air may be admitted when the air
i» soft and warm during all stages of the growth of the
Vine and with advan' ^e. A good brisk circulation on
a warm day, even in early spring, tends to strengthen
growth materially. I have grown Grapes extensively
witli Pines, and tliough ahvays keeping a moist atmo-
«phere for the latter, I Iiavo never iouad the vapour to
cause rust; neither have the Vines (even Muscats)
failed to set their frnit. I avoid a dry atmosphere as
much as possible; moisture is congenial to the Vine
thruugliout its growth,and matenallytends to keep down
insects. I cannot see how your correspondent accounts
for vapour causing rust on his Gnipes, except he has been
80 imprudent as to damp his house whilst subject to a
cold current of air, which would be highly reprehensible
and quite at variance with sound practice. "North
Wales's" plan, though not altogether new, may perhaps,
nevertheless, have a certain amount of novelty about it.

I have taken advantage where Vines were feeble to
feed them by means of their stem roots, by tying Moss,
or some other absorbent round their stems, and soaking
it frequently with liquid manure; but it is a practice
that I would not re<;ommend. Weakly Vines are very
Uable to produce a great quantity of stem roots; it is

Ml effort of nature to make good the deficiency caused
by the want of a proper reciprocity of action between
roots and branches, owing to the former not being
placed in a position to act in unison with tlie latter!
It would be more protitableto lift the Vines and prepare
a proper border for them, than to attempt to feed them
by means of stem roots, and in the end it would doubt-
leea prove by far the best method. G. Slake, Oardener,
Clgro Court, liadnorshire.

^ecaging Aloe.—Can you give me any advice as to
the bcBt means of stopping decay in the larj^e fleshy
Jeaveiof an Aloe? Th.' decay hxs :idvanced ah....ly
•0 far fts to mnke it n- iry to sctiop out the rotten
soft portions nearly to the centre of tlie plant. The
hole thus made is nearly as large as n pint measure.
Would it be advisable to fill this witli some composition
like grafting w.-ix to keep out rain and scorching suns ?
John Fryer, Manor ffonse, Chaifens. [All depends on
the cause ofdecny. If it fg extrinsic it may be stopped
'bycuttingaway the deadfriatter to the quick, and then
filling the hole with a mixture of well tempered lime
and clay coated with anything that repels moisture.
If it IS the result of internal disease local applications
are tiseless, and the cause itself must be removed.]
May Queen 'Straicherrg.—T\\\z variety promises to

prove mvaluahte for early fruiting. I forced it this

j^ along with Black Priisce and JSir Harry. It ripened
10 days earlier than the Prince, and fully a fortnight

wMl?tt\>tewn'v "2"' ^^' ^^'^^ ""^ ^"^'^"^^

the V^Oo^^^^ -"^l V'^ attacked with mildewthe Mhj Queen remamed clean and hoalthv I shall

•UTiaK^ 9& who hftve not eifown it tn crWr. ;*-*• * • i

th^Anll do that I E4 aX ^lu h
''•

thank Mr- Nicholson of Egglescliffe for introducing so

truly useful a variety. J. W, Kinmontf Auckland
Castle, Darlington,

Asparagus,—! am glad to see in Covent Garden

Market this morning (May 10th) Asparagus short and

all eatable, "almost down to where it is cut ofi". This is

following out my directions as well as \vhat the

Gardeners* Chronicle has so long advocated, James

Cuthill, Camhenvell,

uitWt^*

HoETicrLTUEiL : Mag 8.—Eev. L. Vernon Harcourt

in the chair. A beautiful dish of Peaches of the Royal

Kensington variety was exhibited on this occasion

from the garden of Sir G- R. Phillips, Bart., near

Tewkesbury. To these a label of commendation was
awarded. Some good-looking Ribston Pippin Ap|iles

which had been wintered in glazed earthenware jars

in a cellar came from John Lamb, Esq., Staffordshire.

Fruit of what is called the Meikleham Pearmain, a

good and evidently a late-keeping Apple, was again

shown by Mr. Ivery, of Dorking. Mr. Hill, gr. to

R. Sneyd, "Esq., sent fruit of Oscar Strawberry,

an excellent variety which was stated to force

well ; and from Mr. Reeve, of Rochford, Essex,

came a seedling Strawberry, named Eclipse, which
promises to be valuable on account of its fine

flavour, which was stated to resemble that of the Old
Ilautbois. It was requested to be brought again when
the season has become further advanced. From the
garden of Lord Eversley, at Heckfield, came handsome
boxfuls of Sir Charles Napier and the white Bicton

Pine, both well-known varieties of Strawberry. With
regard to the former, it was mentioned that it is very
tender, and that great numbers of it have been killed

this winter by frost.

that of Pachyma, and considered it to be of fungous
character. The other production was dug from the
chalk beds in the mountains which separate
Travancore from Tinnivelly, It also is much
esteemed by the native practitioners. This Mr,
Berkeley stated was in structure very much
like Mylitta australis, and was probably the same
thing with the Mylitta of China.— 4. "Remarks of

Sclerotium stipitatum, Berk, and Carr., Pachyma
Cocos, Fr., and some similar productions," by F. Currey,

Esq., and D. Hanbury, Esq. This was a detailed

account of the microscopical structure of the productions

referred to in Mr. Berkeley's paper.— 5. "Notes on

Anonaceaj," by G. Bentham, Esq. This paper consisted

of remarks on the affinity of certain genera and species

belonging to this order, and was purely technical.—6.

"On Fissicalyx, a new genus of Dalbergieie," by
G. Bentham, Esq. One of M. Fendler's plants from
Venezuela.—7. "Notes on Ventilago, a genus of

Rhamnacece," by G. Bentham, Esq,

The Chokt.eywood Associatiok.—Tho following interesting

report has been Ifttely published :—The chief objects of the
Association have all made progress during the past year. They
are—The encouragement of habits of order and of self-manage-

of the
respect

. .
Lz., The

encouragement of habits of order and self-management, there
have been two remarkable opportunities of bringing out such
habits. The first arose in the following manner:—In the
spring of 1859, some potty pilfering took pUce in the allotment

gardens. It was not known with certainty who were the cul-

prits, but certain members of the Association were suspected.

Accordingly Rome of the holders sat up at night to watch the
gardens. Late one night two young men wore seen getting

over the hedge, who were recognised as sons of members.
They said they came only to look after their fathers' gardens,

but it was naturally considered a somowliat odd time to choose

for the purpose. These facts were brought before the managers
of the Association, and it was thought desirable that the mem-
bers should meet to discuss the subject and decide for them-
selves the course which should be taken. It was clear there

was not a shadow of proof that the young men in question

were the culprits, and the rules of the Association did not

T T-»TTLr-« . « ^ '7 in Ti -D 'J <- • *!, 1 • fi'rbid their entering the gardens at any time of night.
LiNKEAN: April 19.—The President m the chair Accordingly, on Wednesday evening, April 27th, the members

The following papers were read :^1. "Note on the assembled. There were present about 40 men, who nearly all

Tree Mallow, Lavatera arborea," by John Hogg, Esq. belonged to. the labouring class. Tlie Chairman, or Mr.

The author pointed out that the inner portion of the ^i'!?>^^' ^ ^^ ^*^™^ !^^ , S*"
occasion opened the pro-

, , \ 1 iii 1 1 J. ifi 1 ceedmgs, and esplamed that the obiect of the meetmg was
bark was extremely hbrous, and that although coarse, -* to consider the best method of protecting the gardens."
it might be useful in an economical point of view. |

The business of the evening was despatched in the most
regular manner. A considerable number of the men made
speeches. There was no interruption nor confusion arising

from several men trying to speak at the same time, and what
was fcaid was practical and to the point. Many suggestions

were made, which it was explained were ca'led motions ; and,

when other suggestious were offered, it was pointed out that

these were called amendments, and that the amendmeuts
would be put to the vote first. It was finally agreed that the

gardens shoiild be open only during certain hours, and that a

committee of holders of allotments should be appointed to

consider further the means of protecting them. The following

is a copy of the record of the proceedings :—It was moved by
James Tibbies, Jun. : That no person be allowed to be in the

Allotment Gardens after 10 o'clock p.m., from April 15th to

August 15th. It was moved by William Aldridge: That no

person be allowed to t>e in the Gardens before 4 o clock a.m.

from April 15th to August 15th. It was moved by Thomas

Miles : That no person be allowed to be in the Gardens for the

remainder of the year, after 7 o'clock in the evenmg, or belore

5 o'clock in the morning. It was proposed by Thomas Mues

:

That a Committee be formed, to consider what means should

be taken for protecting the Gardens. Such Committee to be

elected annually, and to consist of six members of the Asso-

ciation, viz. :—Three holders of Gardens on the Common, and

three at the Swiliett ; and that the Committee shall have the

power to carry out their decisions. The following members
to form the Committee for the present year from May ist,

1859, to April, 30th, 1S60 :—John Abbott, Thomas MUes, James

Swain—Common ; Azel Thompson, Joseph Hawkins, George

Humphrey—Swiliett. The whole of the foregoing propositions

were adopted, and it was also agreed that they should be

added to the previous rules of the Association. It is to be

feared that the Committee have not met very frequmitlyto

carry the resolutions into effect, but there has been no pilfering

since the meeting, and it is clear that the men have learned a

lesson of order and self-management. The second opportunity

of the kind occurred very recently. Although it irfcertain that

much good has been done by the Association, it cannot be

expected that its members should never misconduct them-

selves, and lately there took place a discreditable scene ot

drunkenness and fighting. The environs of Chorleywood

Common are retired, and seldom frequented by any, except

the inhabitants of the district. There are, unfortunately, very

many beer-bouses in places removed from observation. It was

at one of these that the disturbance in question took plaW.

Six of the members of the Association were said to be impli-

cated. It was clear that so glaring a disregard of the rules ol

the Association could not be bome, and the rural parliament
having acted well on the former occasion, it was thought desir-

able to re-fl.«semble it. Accordingly on Monday evening, Feb. 6,

the members met to consider what course should be taken.
Tbere were present about 35 men. The accused, being mem-
bers, had a right to attend, and four of them were present.
The proceedings were onened by a narrative of the circum-
stances of the case, and the accused made their own statements
separately. U must be confessed that neither the facts which
they admitted, nor the condition of three of the defendants, at
all tended to improve their position. The meeting was as
mucti. or more, a jury than a parliament and it was obviote
that It could not debate in presence of the accused- The four
rnen therefore withdrew ; which they did without opposition.
The remaining members then stated their views. Tlielr
speeches were short, but there was no mistake about tbair
seiitiments. They all said that it was of no use making rul«8
unless rules were followed. The case of each of the accused
was then put separately to the vote. Three were dismissed
from the Association, three were acquitted ; the .<*isth not
having been present, apparently, at the disturbance. The
four who had retired were then requested to re-enter the
room, and, on their presenting themselves, the deCisiou of the
Association waa communicated to them. A little angry
speaking and recrimination was indulged in by the three who
were diamiaaed from the Aaaociation, and one of them declared
that he would not give up the key of his garden ; but, cai

reflection, both he and another who was inclined to follow his

example, thought better of it, and sent back the keys of their

own accord ; and it must be admitted that, on the whole, they
behaved rery well, and the meeting piuaed off with an order
and regularity which would do credit to ony meeting of 30 or

40 men. It is but justice to add, that the speaMng and TOting

2. " Note on the germination of certain species of
Cyrtandrese," by Mr. C. W. Crocker, foreman in the
propagation department in the Royal Gardens at Kew,
The Streptocnrpus polyanthus produces a single large
leaf, from the base of which the flower-scapes Spring
up. This leaf, it was stated, had been found to be one
of the cotyledons, which becomes foUaceous and ex-
panded to a remarkable degree. The seeds were
described as being* exalbuminons, onc-fiftieni of an inch
long, tapering to each end. Tbe cotyledons were
found to be quite equal in size while enclosed in the
seed and for the first few days after germination,
which took place in about a week from the time of
sowing. At first they both grew in an equal degree,
but by the end of a week one had increa.sed to more
than double the size of the other, and still continued
to grow until the plant reached its full size. Tn fact,

in most cases, no other leaf is produced. Out of
dozens of plants examined, there had not been
the slightest attempt to produce a plumule, but

small abortive leaf about
in a reversed position,

sinus of the large cotyle

in one or two instances a
an inch in length, and
has been produced in the
donary leaf. This peculiar mode of growth," although
best seen in the species above named, was stated to be
exhibited to a certain extent in some other nearly
allied species, particularly in S. Eexii and S. biflorus,
both of which produce two or three true leaves, which
are however smaller than the single enlarged and
foUaceous cotyledon, which is much developed, and in
the latter plant is always double the size of any of the
leaves afterwards produced. Chirita Moonii exhibited
the same mode of growth, only in a less degree, the
cotyledons being equal at first, but after a week or
10 days' growth one of them had become about one-
third larger than the other.— 3. "Contributions to the
Liehenographia of New Zealand," by C. Knight, Esq.,
and W. Mitten, Esq. A technical paper, illustrated by
numerous microscopic drawings by Mr. Knight.
Mag 3.—rrof. Bell, I*i'esUlent. in the chair. J. G.

"Wainwright, Esq., and Dr. D. Brandis were elected
Fellows; and M. Edniond Bossier and the Rev. M,
Sars, M.D., were elected Foreign Members. The
following papers were read :— 1, " On certain Sensory
organs m Insects hitherto undescribed," by J. B.
Hicks, M.D. This paper was profusely illustrated by
drawings of the organs described.—2. *' Catalogue of
Hymenopterous Insects collected by A. 11. Wallace, Esq.,
in the Islands of Bachian, Kaisua, Amhoina, Gilolo, and
Dory in New Guinea;" by Mr. F. Smith.— 3. "On two
Tuberifomi Vegetable Productions from Travancore,"
by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A. One of these was
fouud under thefioorofa room. On digging down 3 feet

below the surface several holes perfectly smooth and
circular, and of sufficient size to admit a man's head, were
met with; while hanging from the" sides of the cavities

were clusters of from 5 to 10 of these bodies of various
sizes and shapes. The native pmctitioners eagerly took
possession of them, calling them Poottii-Manga, which
13 interpreted cancer-carer, and stating that they were
formed or produced by white ants. Mr. Berkeley

have catiae to described the structure as in some respects resembling
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for the expulsion of tbe accused exhibited a confiiderable vassals engaged to peiform were purelv military,

amount of moral courage on the part of the meruberB, It was

selves

often

explained to those who were expelled that good conduct might,

after a time, entitle them to readraifisxt>n. There can be but

little doubt that such meetings have a powerful influence in

educating the people in many important directions. The en-

couragement of habits of economy or saving is of great import-

ance, With this view, a small pavings bank has been set on

foot under the personal superintendence of the Rev, A Scrive-

nor the Manager of the Association. Considering the short

time it has been established, the result may be considered very

encouraging. There have been 22 depositors : the lowest total

amotmt deposited during the year is 5^.. and in one instance

the sum of 51 has been paid in. This depositor is a journey-

man carpenter. The total amount deposited is 37?. 125- The
object of the savings bank being to provide a means of accumu-
lation to pay rent at the end of the year, a considerable propor-

tion, viz. 22/. 9?-, was drawn out at the end of the year; but

out of the 22 depositors only nine have thus drawn out, and in

every instance a small balance has been left, with which to

begin a new account- The anxiety of the depositors to keep
their accounts open is shown by the small balances lelt iu

many instances. It seems that their necessities compelled
them to draw out nearly the whole of their savings, but that

they were determined to leave something, and in several cases

6(f. only was lefL The next point of importance is, the pro-

gress of education in connection with the Association. This,

as stated on a former occasion, is promoted principally by
lectures, and by encouraging the habit of writing reports of
them. The most popular lecture of tbe present season w\i8,

unquestionably, one delivered by the Rev. G. B- Gleig, on the
Life of George Stephenson. Of this lecture, 19 reports were
sent iu. Many of them were of great length, and were
extremely creditable. The most remarkable of the reporters is

a man who works at farm labour at 12s, a week, who has a sick

wife and several children. His reports often fill from 20 to 25

pagep of note paper, well written, and well expressed. There
are several other reporters who acquit themselves remaikably
well, but it is obvious that it would be impracticable to specify
the merits of each. There have been altop:ether 16 different

persons who have sent in reports- Of these, seven are men
above 30 years of age ; eight are men between 17 and 30 ; five Xiiev
are under 17, but are at work; and five are schoolboys, '^^

There are also five women over 25 years of age; nine over
15; and seven school-girls. The men, with the excep-
tion of one who is a groom, are all labourers. There
has been one most gratifying result of Mr. Glcig's lecture.

Among the audience was the son of the village blacksmith.
On his return home he turned over in his mind what he had
heard, and said he thought, that if Stephenson could make a
steam-engine of clay, he could make one of tin, and so he set

to work. His parents were surprised one eveuing that he did
not come home as usual ; he and his family being most regular
in their habits. At last, at 9 o'clock, the mother said,

*

' I shall

^0 down to the shop to see what can have become of John."
!he went, and there she found him hard at work. Ho was
making bis steam-engine. He could read and write but
imperfectly, and, therefore, from books he could obtain little

or no help. But he had seen steam threghing-machines in the
farm-yards, and these he took as his model. At length he
produced an engine with safety-valves, governor, steam-
whistle, and all the parts complete, and the engine worked
perfectly. It was felt by some visitoi-s in the neighbourhood
that an effort should be made to enable him to follow out his
natural bent of mind, by finding him employment in some
machine factory, aud 1 am liappy to bo able to state that this

object has been accomplished : Messrs, Ransonies, of Ipswich,
have most kinuly iiiterc^itcd themselves in his behalf, and have
taken him into their employment. The Flower Show,
promised iu the former statement of the doings of the Associa-
tion, took place, and was very satisfactory. Lastly, there
remains only to be mentioned, that a Cricket Club was esta-
blished last year, which was w^ell attended, and afforded the
men a great amount of healthy enjoyment. Iu order to enable
strangers to appreciate tbe amount of effect produced, it may
be desirable to state that the district contains under 1000 inha-
bitants, of all classes, and that they are widely scattered over
a tract of country 4 or 5 miles in length by 2 or 3 miles in
breadth. Sixty-three men, representing as many families,
belong to the Association, and, as each family is usually takeii
to comprise an average of five individuals, it may be considered
that about three-tenths of the entire population of the district,
or nearly one- half of the labouring population, belong to
the Association. IF. Longman, Chorleywood, near Watford,
March 1860.

Each
I
and other places in the locality : a useful guide book to

tenant, or vassal, was compelled to provide a certain summer toui-ists, and containing a list of plants grow-
number of knights or horsemen, fully armed, and ready ing about Mansfield. Seedtime and Sarvest, or Three
to fight under the king's banner, and he was bound to Fleasfor ^Ragged Schools^ by Dr. Guthrie (Edinburgh,
keep them in the field at his own cost for a certain Black), in which the social importance of such associa-
number of days. It mattered not whether the tenant tions is very ably argued. The Welcome Guest, for
was a layman or a priest; the same duties fell on each. 1860; a clever magazine, full of entertaining or harm-
It was a duty which fell on every man who held laud of

j

less reading, and woodcuts, many of which possess coiv-

the king. Those vassals who held land of the king as
j
siderable artistic merit. The volume, which consists of

Nottreg of MooU^,

his immediate tenants were called tenants in cnief.

These liad nnmerons retainers dependent on them, and
they imitated the king in parcelling out the land among
these retainer's, exacting from them services similar to

those which the king exacted from themselves, as well

as other services, of which I shall presently give you an
account. This practice was not prohihited, provided

sufficient land were retained by the tenant in chief to

enable him to perform the services due to his superior

lord. After a time, however, this practice was found
to be against the interests of the superior lord, and a

celebrated Act of Parliament, known bv the name of

Quia emplores (which means * forasmuch as purchasers*

did such and such things), was passed in the reign of

Edward the First, to provide that whenever a vassal

granted land to a subvassal, the subvassal should hold his

land on condition of rendering the required services to

the superior lord of whom the vassal held, his land.
" Tenure of Land.^l^i'oxa various causes the king's

tenants found it convenient thus to parcel out their

lands. Sometimes they had more land than they them-
conld easily manage, and their military duties

prevented them from cultivating their lands.

therefore, granted portions of their estates to

I
inferior tenants, some on military tenure, and some on,

I

what was called, socage tenure—that is, on condition

of making returns in service, corn, cattle, or money,

I
the term socage being derived from the Anglo-Saxon

word, soc, which means a plough. This was the origin
' of rents. The services exacted by these lords of their

subvassals or tenants were of different kinds. First,

there was free service, which mt'ant such as wa3 pot

unbecoming a soldier,— a-s, to serve under a lord in

his wars, and so forth. Next, there were base services,

or such as were fit only for peasants— as to plough
the lord's land, to make bis hedges, to carry out his

manure, and so forth. These services, whether free

or base, were also either certain or uncertjuu. Certain

services were such as were stinted in quantity, and
could not be exceeded on any pretence ; as to pay a

stated annual rent, or to plough such a field for three

days. The uncertain services depended on unknown
contingencies—such as, to do military service in person,
or to pay an assessment instead, whenever called on,

or to wind a horn whenever the Scots invaded the
kingdom (which applied of course only to the northern
counties), which were free services ; or to do whatever
the lord should command, which was a base service."

Let us hope that Chorleywood will continue to

prosper, and to deserve instructionof such sterling value

as this.

Some time ago (see a former volume of Gardeners*
Chronicle) we mentioned tbe appearance of a singularly
good Lecture on the Kistory of England^ delivered by
Mr. Wm. Longman to the Chorleywood Association, a
little rural Society established near Watford, concern-
ing the progress of which a most satisfactory report
Will be found in another column. A second lecture on
the same subject by the same gentleman has just
appeared, and inasmuch as it treats of the origin of
landed property and the tenure of land, with the history
of our laws, constitution, and courts, it will be read
with even more interest than the tirst by all who are
not already conversant with such subjects. The style
IS admirably adapted to the purpose, so that the
simplest minds may clearly understand it; and the
illustrations, one, coloured, renresenting a tournament,
others copied on wood from carious ancient
are happily selected for the purpose
attention of either hearer or reader; A few sentences
pointing out the re ation that anciently existed between

will Mr T ^ '^.'\^"^ ^^^^"' ^'^^^s^«' ^viU show bow
well Mr. Longmn'. lecture will repay perusal :-Fe^dah,i^ ^ied to Anient TiLl-^^i we must

' ^ "" ^ue one
the tenant or occupier of the land

In Van IS^ouiie's Floo'e des Serres, of which the
numbers for May and June, 1858, have just appeared,

we find original figures of tbe following:

—

Calon^ction

diversifoUum sulfurettmy a handsome kind of Convol-

vulus with yellow flowers, having a pale violet eye

;

Azalea ledifoUa umhellata alha^ a white Chinese Azalea
with nine instead of five divisions of the corolla; a leaf

of the superb Begonia grandis; Tligllocladus liypo-

fliglla^ a coniferous plant, very different from that so

named by Dr. Hooker, and probably a mere variety (?)

of Phyllocladus trichomanoides ; the handsome Lord
Cliide^ the still finer Anguste Gevaert, and the huge
Seranf^er Fuchsias; Litkim speciosum roseum with

broad golden edges to its leaves ; Sauromatum guitaticm^

a very striking stove Arad, with the inside ot the great

long spathe spotted with crimson on a yellow ground^
gules on a field or; a viol'd coloured China Aster,

called gigantic by Gotthold k Co., of Arnstadt; Salvia

alho-cceruleay a very pretty Mexican species of Linden's,

with pale yellow, flowers wonderfully set off by a deep

blue Up ; a Verbena called Madame Jourdier with

scarlet liowers edged with pink. As usual, every spare

place in the pages is filled with interesting miscella-

neous information.

The second part of Linden's Hortus Lindenianus

,

gives figures of Triolena scorpioidesy an uncommonly
it manuscripts,

^p^gt^^^ little Melastomad, of the same race as the
of fixing the

. Sonerilas, with richly coloured metallic leaves, and

therefore a capital addition to variegated plants;

Columnea ergih ropli^a, a noble looking Mexican plant

with great scarlet flort'era sitting in a spreading calyx

erecn and rich rose ; Salvia cacalicEfolia, another

Mexican, with deep blue flowers

532 pages, is published by Houlston & Wright. The
Tin Box, a Story of the last Century^ and the Aufo-
biography of an Italian, by G. Ricciardi (Bradbury &
Evans), two agreeable works of light literature, espe-
ciiiUy the latter, which relates the feelings and adven^
tures of a Xeapolitan exile, between 1818 and 1837,
and has an air of truth which renders it peculiarly

acceptable at the present crisis of affairs in Sicily.

""T

Lasiandra
remember that, while on the one hand, the vassal (as

|

^^;7;;;;f«,^a "an old inhabitant of our stoves, but

be faithful to his lord (as The^rliTtor *ortht\and
' ^' ' ^'^'""^^ ^° ^'°'' ""''"' ''^^^ '""^^ its^flowcrs early, and

was
on the

as

held

called) and to yield himself up ^toirm. The lU «n .

the Wfif 7P ^ n^^'^ ^^ ^^^^- So great w
aUod^?f / ^''

^T w?u' ^^^* many mentho he

fS? IvH '^T ^^?
H^*^ ^^T ^^ ^^1* t« ^^^^ themStW 1

'' '
°V*^' ^i^^Af

^^^ *^^ t^« lo^d whose

ISLn!^J^r^"t
^'^^^^^'^the greater part of theaUodiallaid had become feudal in the llth century

'

The leudal system began in barbarous tunety^L

now almost forgotten, although when in perfection

nuite superb; and the Pern ^nco/or, tnat most lovely

Fern, thus named by Mr. Moore in our columns^ at

T, 217 of the present year, and figured in the Botanical

Magazine by Sir William Hooker as a variety of

Fteris quadriaurita.

We have received the following works, viz., Urfs\

Garden Memoranda.
Geelong 130TANICAL GABDEys. — After years

of petitioning, and fighting, and grumbling, Geelong
got her site for Botanical Gardens, and shortly after-

wards tbe trustees commenced enclosing the ground^
laying-out some of the walks, and planting a few trees.

But it was not till the appointment of Mr. Bunoe to the
superintendentship that any great progress was mani-
fest. Since tliat gentleman's appointment the improve-
ment of the gardens has been rapid, almost beyond
belief, considering the very limited means placed at the
disposal of the trustees and the superintendent. The
public who now throng the gardens daily wilj

scarcely credit that all that tastefully laid-out maze of

foot and carriage ways, adorned with endless varieties

ofyoung shrubs, trees, and fiowers, and that elaborately-

crammed nurser}', witli its tanks, &c,, and the lodge at

the entrance to the gardens, have been the result of the
expenditure of less than 4W01. The first year's grant
was 3500^., and the second grant, for the year just ex-

pired, 2000^.

Tlie ground devoted to these gardens is beautifully

situated on the eastern side of the town, presentsafineun-
dulntingsnrfaceaffurdingcvery variety of aspect, and ig

generally of a rich black or dark-coloured chocolate

soil, with a limestone substratum. It is oblong in

shape, running down to the banks of the Eastern
Beach, and contains about 200 acres, four times the

size of the Melbourne Gardens, The gate, or entrance,

and the lodge in which the head gardener and his

family live, arc on the town or west side of the Garden.
The superintendent's house stands about half-way acroM
from the main entrance, near the sea end, commanding
a beautiful view of the inner and outer harbours, and
the BeUerine, You Yang, and Anakie countries. About
one-half of the ground—that end next the Bay—has
already been fashioned into shape, although a great

deal of work will still remain to be done to complete

the gravelling of tlie walks and drives, and the

planting of the trees, A nursery, containing 5 acres,

in which Jlr. Bunco has got 2500 varieties of plants,

has been prepared at a short distance from his own
residence. In this nm-sery a conservatory has been
erected, at an expense uf about 300^, which it is in-

tended to supplement with a greenhouse as soon as the

funds will admit. As soon as a sufficient supply of

water can be obtained, Mr. Bunce intends to establish

an atjuarium and a materia medica. About 100^. has

been expended in the formation ofatankin the nursery,

and the laying of pipes and drains to convey the water
to it. A series of buildings—including stables, seed-

rooms, and cartsbeds—have been erected at the lower

end of the nursery, and numbers of commodious se^ts

have been made, and placed in the most fiivonrable

positions.

The gardens arc open to the public daily, from 6.

o'clock in tbe morning to 6 o'clock in the evening,

except Sundays, when lliey are open from 7 till 6. The
nursery is open to the public only from 2 to 6 daily,

when the superintendent has to place a man in charge

of it, owing to the abominable practice indulged in by
numbers of people, of not only pulling the flowers and

seed-pods and of cutting sets, but of tearing down and

trampling some of the rarest flowers and plants. Few
towns ill the world will be able to boast of finer public

gardens than these will be in a few years' time ; and as

they are free to tbe public—its own property—it is to

be hoped it will protect Mr. Bunce in his untiring

efforts to embellisii, beautify them, and keep them from

fluch act3.

On entering the gateway the first thin^ that attracts

notice is the grand effect produced by the ample carriage

drives, which wirjd fantastically tlirougli the elaborately

and tastefully laid out grounds. Those and fbot-walks

are frin""ed with many thousands of trees and shrubs^

and among these may be noticed a fevr British and

other foreign forest trees. The l\^.:,j; the Elm, the

Oak, and the Labaninra are among the most con-

spicuous; while the Bine Gum and Silver Wattle are

rapidly assuming the dimensions of young native trees.

When Mr. Bunce first took charge of the Gardens,

about 18 months ago, he planted a great number of the

rapully growing Cape Wattles* all round the northern

and western sides of the ground, to afford sheHer. Aa *

the other trees come on. ho vever, these will nearly ftU

wS ^i:''' i"'"^ Tr ."^"'"l
^^'«^y ''^'^^ ^^'^. -d

: TnTu-rXms, Flax. Glass, &c. A Visit to Skenoood
»tei men were therefore glad to bind themselves - — ' ,_-.....:._ ii,. iKK»^= nfT«rpw«tead.
t«g*her for mutual help. The duties which Sin^s

nZi<!Zl :r2Hs^cvTwZ cntninmg 'articles |
he dug up and destroyed to make way for th«e that

Dictionary of Arts, <3fc., J.ari- x
, ^_^ ^^ %i^^„«^rf are more ornamental and durable.

In Acacias—numbering nearly 40 varreties indigcnouj

Forest (Longmans), including the Abbeys of Newstead.

Eufford,anclWelbeck; aumber. Hardwick, Bolsover, Acacia lopbantba.
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to this colony, and to tropical Australia— tlie greatt;st

vegetable vigour aeeuis to manifest itself. They look

beautiful, and seem to defy both sun and wind.

Among individual plants that deserve special notice

may be mentioned the magnificent Clianthus Dampierii,

better known as Sturt's Desert Pea. There was a

gorgeous specimen of this plant in the nursery some

time ago, but it has been ravished of its beauties by

the hands of robbers, and is now not one-fourth of

what it w^s. Still it displays its magnificence—its

" field of blood "—the huge clusters of great red flowers

almost dazzle the eye. Mr. Bunce has -seen miles of

country near the desert covered with this glorious

flower, What a sight for an enthusiast in botany to

feast his eyes upon! It is just about 11 months since

the plant first began to flower, and Mr. Bunce assures

ns it has been blossoming ever since. The next plant is

one of the Mimosa family, the seed of which was

collected in the neighbourhood of the hot springs during

Major Warburton's expedition in South Australia. It

is a most beautiful plant, and if introduced here would

be invaluable as a hedge, either for shelter or keeping

out cattle. It is armed with strong thorns, even to

the points of the leaves ; although, of course^ the prickles

become more delicate as they reach the point. It pro-

mises to grow most luxuriantly in the nursery in the

open air. Buddlea madagascariensis next deserves

notice, not so much on account of the beauty of the

plant, as from a singular peculiarity connected with

it wliilc in flower. When this plant blossoms a

handsome beetle is to be found in considerable numbers

on all the flowers ; but on no other plant or flower at

any time of the year is the same insect to be found,

and Mr. Bunce does not recollect ever having seen a

similar beetle in any of his many travels through this

country. Last year when the plant first blossomed,

there were but few of these insects to be seen; but

they are much more plentiful this year. They seem
quite fascinated with the flower of the Buddlea, for the

moment you let one go that has been removed it flies

direct to the plant. The Leycesteria is another hand-

some plant. It bears a purple berry, very full of juice,

and is being rapidly introdu<ed into preserves for feed-

ing pheasants. It affbrds these birds abundance of the

finest food.

to the Royal Gardens, to the foremen and gardeners

employed there will commence on Tuesday, the

22d May, and will be continued on two evenings

weekly (at 7 o'clock, on Tuesdays and Fridays), until

Friday, the 20th July. Examinations on the subjects

lectured upon will be held from time to time; also at

the close of the course—on Monday and Tuesday, the

23d and 24th July. The prizes will be awarded on

Wednesday, the 25th July. The first 10 or 12 lectures

will be devoted chiefly to the structure of plants and
botanical demonstrations. Tlie latter portion of the

course to the principles of classification, the charac-

teristic marks of the leading natural orders, and their

general history. The lectures are abundantly illus-

trated by fresh specimens, &c., from the gardens,

museums, and herbarium, and by numerous diagrams
and drawings. The course is open to all employed in

the Eoyal Gardens,

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing tceek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Co^'SEEyATOEY, &c.—All climbing or trained plants

will now require attention in regard to thinning, train-

ing, stopping, &c. If the weather become very bright
and WRrm, which we may expect it to do soon, shading
must be employed. Many new Holland Plants will now
be in bloom, and if fully exposed their beauty will be
but of short duration. As regards stove plants thorough
cleanliness, free ventilation, plenty of atmospheric
moisture, and slight shading in very bright sunshine,
are at present the chief requisites. No means should be
neglected to encourage a free growth at this period in

Orchids, in order to get their pseudo-bulbs firm, well

fed, and well ripened betimes. In mixed greenhouses
fires may now be nearly or entirely dispensed with. If

the weather is genial and accompanied with bright
sunshine heat sufficient for the night may be secured
by shutting up early, not however soon enough to

scorch. A general rule can scarcely be laid down in

such cases to guide the inexperienced. On a sunny
afternoon one-half of the air may be reduced at 3 o'clock.

In the conservatory was a magnificent collection of ^^^ t^^e whole taken away at 4 o'clock. Continue the

flowera and plants, among which 1 noticed three of the various points of cultivation previously recommended,

famuus Port Curtis Bottle-tree, with the swelling of remembering that now is the period for rapid growth
the trunk already formed, although the plants were not
above 4 inches nigh; and last, though not the least

curious, but decidedly the moat oftensive, is the Carrion
Plant. It may be called one of the prettiest and the
oiotit abominable flowers in nature. Any person
desirous of satwfymg himself of its odour had better be
cautious that he docs not take too strong a snrfl at it.

It would occupy too much space to notice many more
iwc and choi(;e plants in Mr. Bunoe's collection ; but lie

the trustees. Melbourne Argus, Jan. 4, 18G0.

and for applying all the encouragements accessary
thereto.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNKBiES.—Where the quality of the fruit is the first

consideration, which it is or should be in every Instance,
care must he observed to have the soil about the roots
in a rather dry state during the ripening period, and
wliere it can be done without injuring the rest of the
stock the atmosphere should be kept rather dry, ad-

Ihh just publislied a catalogue of them all, by order of initting f^ir more freely while the fruit is colouring; for

Miscellaneous.
The Umbrella that won't Act in Wet Weather.—k net

that lias been a good deal used of late opens and shuts
on the umbrella principle, and with the same celerity,
forming a ring-net when open—when shut going into a
esse like that of an umbrella. Some entomologists,
nervously sensitive to public opinion, are, however,
somewhat shy of sporting these umbrella nets, for
should rain perchance come down while he is on the
rood, the villagers may be astonished at the insane
pectacle of a man scuttling along through the torrent
and getting drenched through, while he carries a good-
looking umbrella carefully under his arm for fear it

should get wet ; and if, on the other hand, the weather
be fine, the carrying such a protective would seem an
equally eccentric whim. But only the very thin-
skinned would be driven from the use of a good weapon
by such a harmless contingency as I have here supposed.
:Britisk Butterfies, hg W. 5. Coleman,

Lecture on Fldcers.^Mv. William Fowler, of the
gnrdeus at Bvesthorpe Hall, delivered a very interesting
and entertaining lecture upon

there is no chance of fruit of first-class quality if the
soil is very wet about the roots, and the atmosphere
kept close and saturated with moisture during the
ripening period. In the case of plants growing in pots
the trouble of collecting and placing together those
approaching ripeness, so as to be able to treat them
properly, would be well repaid. Use nre-heat as
sparingly as may consist with maintaining the proper
degree of temperature. Be very careful to keep the
plants properly supplied with water at the root, and
give plenty of_ manure water to those in vigorous
growth, and also to plants swelling their fruit.
ViNERTES.—Where Muscats are grown for a late

crop the night temperature of the house must not be
allowed to fall too low after the bunches begin to
appear, and a temperature of from 65" to 70" must be
maintained while the fruit is setting to ensure good
sized, close bunches. Keep a sharp look out for red
spider in houses where the fruit is colouring, and if
this pest makes its appearance lose no time in coating
the hot-water pipes with sulphur. It will soon be time
to think of removing the litter from outside borders,
but if it is found that the roots have crept up into it,

I which will probably be the case where the Vines were
. fl vf T. i»^

.on "Flowers, and their started early in the season, the decayed portion at themftaoncp on Man\ind." to an audience composed of the boltonx should be left, and every cautiSn used not toprincipal parishioners, on the evening of Thursday last. '
- • -

^ ""^'^

The school-room wm appropriately and tastefully deco^
rated with beautiful specimens of Camellias, Choro-
7oma«, Azaleas. Deidzias, Cinerarias, Hyacinths, &c.,M well as with bonquets of Primroses hnd Violets col-
lected by the village children. The walls were covered

disturb the young roots. And if many roots are found
at the surface it will be necewary, after removing the
litter, to top-dress the border to prevent these getting
dried up; a slight coat of turfy loam, leaf soil, and
horse-droppings will answer very well for this purpose.
See that the borders of houses where the fruit is

moist, warm
!.„„ • I.* 1 " .. « .

" ' -^
I

1 — "" t '"' »«-vt-iii.ij uiaii«.cu out until thev
happy in h.s remarks upon the refimng mfluence of get into full growth, but avoid indncing a j-ross habit
flower* in every grade and at every epoch of life,

whether upon little children making up their posies in
farmer Simpson's meadows, courtly gentlemen in their
geometrical gardens and gay conservatories, merchants
ui their pretty suburban villas, shopkeepers with their
roof-gardena, or pale mechanics with their window
plants. By a judicious introductio» of lively anecdotes
among his more serious observations, he kept the
attention of bis hearers throughout, and at the
conclusion of his address was heartilv thanked and
cheered. Newark Advertiter.

^

Lectures to Gardeners on S,jtanical Matters at the
Moyal Gardens, Kew—We observe that a summer

of growth by too much moisture and warmth after the
roots fairly get hold of the soil, for it is generally
somewhat difficult to secure a crop from wood of this
sort. Give air as freely as the state of the weather will

admit, in order to secure firm short -jointed wood, and
where the crop is setting, as the young fruit is very
apt to damp off unless the atmosphere is kept mode-
rately dry. Endeavour to secure a steady bottom-bent
of about 75° or 80° for plants in all stages, and also to
keep the soil in a proper state aa to moisture; avoid
having to water while the crop is setting, by well
soaking the soil before the principal blossoms begin to
expand. Keep a careful look out for insects, and use

upon the foliage, for there is" liardly any chance of a'c^^nof fruit unless the leaves can be preserved in health,
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES

f Endeavour to harden bedding plants as much as possible preparatory to their being planted out. MuMmay be done as to display by a judicious arranxement
or combination of both colour and form. As a eenpr 1
principle, our best authorities seem to agree that hT
various shades of orange and yellows will class wellwifh
the various purples and blues; whites are suitable w tT>
the blues, oranges, and reds; whites however deiano-P
the eff'ect of the yellows as also the violet shades whiUt
the various red or rose-coloured flowers are, as' far n
colour is concerned, capable of forming a bed bv thp
selves. Every individual bed of a flower garden sIioum'
in our opinion, be complete in itself, both with rea-ard
to colour and outline. Sow the more useful and show
kimls of hardy annuals about shrubbery and herbacpn,,^
borders, or wherever room can be ibund for them.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Let a sowing of Endive now be made- also n

sprinkling of early Dutch Turnips on a cool border
neither digging nor using manure. It is a mistaken
notion to persist in digging ground for these in kitchen
gardens, so full as they are of old manures, the Tumin
being naturally too gross then under any circumstances
Always choose the poorest hardest ground you can find'

Marrow Peas or the British Queen. The row shoufdbe
prepared after the way of a Celery drill, and the ma-
nure completely saturated with moisture. Sow
Uadisbes and small salad.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NF\R IflNnn-*
For the Week eniin, M»y 10. 1860. » obJAeda/^^^

Tempkbaturb.

May. 1-:

Friday -1 13
Satur. ft O
Sunday 6 15
Mon. 7 16
Tuea. 8 17
rted. 9 18
TLurs. 10 19

AvprflBrcl

Barometer.

Max.

30 203
30.111
30.165
29.866
29.6-28

29.806

29Ji2a

Min.

30.06;^

30.085

29.980
29.666
2y.4««

29.365

29.506

29.941 29,572

'OTtEe'Air:

Max. Min. .Mean

65 30
60 32
b9 30
63 46
04 46
69 27
64 - 50

47.5
46.0
44,5

S4.5

o^.O

46.5

57.0

Of the Earth

1 foot[2 feet
deep. deep.

63.0 37.2 I 5<U

51

61

5U
50

51

48

474
474
4S
4S1
49
49

Wind

51.2 1 48.2

N.
E.
£.
£.
S.W.
s.w.
s.w.

4
s

JX)

.00

.00

JK
.01

.03

.11

.17

May 4—Slight haze; dry air; dea:- and tine : slight frost.— 5—Dry uniform haze ; clear and tine «t niRht.
—' 6—Slifflit haie; clear and rine; ali;,'ht frost at night.— 4 — S lif;ht haze ; Tery fine ; overcast ; slight rain.— 8—OTercast ; cloudy and fine; overcast.— 9—Cloudy; showery; overcast ; frosty at niKht.— 10—Overcast; rain; showery and mild.

Mean temperature of the week, j deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WE-tTHER AT CHISWICK.
BtmuK the last 34 year«, for the enauiug Week, ending May 19, 1860.

« a* -
£ ^ B

I c-i No. of
Years in
whifh it

Bnined.

'"T^rerainnx Winds.

May.
N4 ^M

i

Greatest
Quantity
of Bain.

3 8
3 7
3 9

6 6
3 6

2 6
2 6

4

5

8
3
6
4

6

2

I

2

1

3
3

1

8 «

3 LO

4 9
3 10

4 10

•

3
4
1
3
4

5
3

p

Sunday 13.

.

Mon. 14
Tuei. 15..
Wed. 16..

TbuM- 17..:

Friday 18..
Satur. 19..

63.7

63.3

64.6
65.9

66.4
64.9

66.0 :

39j
40.7

41.1
: 43.0 '

;
42.5
43.3

43.7

51.6 1

52.0

52.9

54.4

540
54.1

54.8

1«
13
11
13

i
14
IS
13

1.10 in.

n.66

0.41 .

0.34

0.58

0.17
0.50

3
1

1

1

4
1

The lii^hesl temperature durinjc the above period occurred on the UthJi
and 17ih, 183:^—therm. 86 dej.; and the ioweat od the i5th, ld54>-thena-
2.J deg-

« #

Notices to Correspondents-
The Board of Workt have directed that in future tKc Street in whi^h

our Office \n situftted snail be called Wellinjcton Street, and that the

Number of our Office shall be 41- CorrespondentR are therelore

requeitcd to address all letters, whether to Editor or rubUBher,

41, Wellington Street, Coveot Garden. London, W.C.

cotim ot lectures oubotauj.hy Mr. OUver, Ubr^iriau every precaution to prevent these getting established

Debts of Societies : Jabez. You should have lalsen better care.

From a corporate body you can obtain payment by suing the

corporation. Prom a mere as-spciation you can obtain pay-

ment by suing any individual member, who must discharge

the debt, if he has the means of doing so. In the case to

which you allude there is no difficulty in singling out a

good man.
Dunn's Marking Pencils. TVe find that Mr. Dunn has now
prepiu^d a larger and stronger pencil than formerly; au"
that it fixes an indelible black colour on galvanised iron.

See our page 2Sa of the present year.
Graves: fred andJO. It is impossible to say what ails your
crop without knowing much more than vou mentian. The
Grapes are in all cases discoloured or killed first on the wt-
sUle of the bunch, and thia looks as if draughts of cold air had
been able to pass over them while very young and tender.
If that is not so then you had better conaider whether the
border is not too cold for the roots.

Melons
: A Sub^criier't Melon bed is infested with the MihA-mm septicum mentioned in last week's Number, p. 4©d.

The marine production is not a plant, but a mass of eggs of
the great whelk.

NAME.S OF Plants : Toltet-idge. Wo do not find such a name as
Rhododendron calycatum. What you have sent is probably
Kh. ThomBoni, though not exactly like the usual state of that
species.—/ D MUchell. \, Acacia dealbata; S. A. mela-
noxylon.— /» T G. 1, Tecoma jasminoides; 2, Foraythia
vin.Ji8.-sima.—Jl/ G P. Rhododendron Keysii.—.^ T. We
never name Cryptogamic plants, except Fema and Lycopods.
Henrp Melicago maculata.—^ C. Dendrobium cuculiatura.

„— " ^^' Certainly; it is the variegated Fuukia.
Normandy Pippins : LeicftUr. We are unable to find any
statement that can be depended on, and have therefore
written to France fr Information.

Paint FOR Iron: Gyp. Cool tar by itaelf is a bad substance ;

but if prepared as at Trentham and as is directed in a former
volume, it is one of the best applications known. But you
must not apply it to the roots of trees.

The Season: Bxul. The spring of France has been even worse
than that of England. In Normandy warm weather scarcely
occurred before the very end of April ; and at Paris in tho
middle of that month Almonds, Apricots, and Peach trees
were scarcely in flower. The Cornelian Cherrv (Comvs moM}
was alone in blossom in the wooda; and Crown Imperialfl

had not opened in gwdens.
Mrsc. : Full price will be given for the Number for Dec 10, IS50-
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES,
MANTTFACTUBED BX THE

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
* (LIMITED).
CONSISTING OF TENAKT FAEMEES, OCCUPYING UPWAEDS OF 30,000 ACEES OF LAND.

iREL SMITH Jnn., Esq., M.P., Walton House, "Ware

?H\RLES DIMSDALE, £sq., Esfendon Place, Herts.

TRUSTEES.
, Herts. EDWARD BALL, E^q., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

GE^'ERAL HALL, Weston Colville, Linton, Canibridge.
JOHK BRADY, Esq., iLP., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square, S.W.

DIRECTORS.
CXairr/ion.—JONAS WEBB, Esq., Babrabam, Cambridgesbire,

Depviy Chairman.—3OWi^ COLLINS, Esq., Myddelton Square, Pentonville, E.G.

EDWARD BELL, Esq., Tottenbam, Middlesex, N. t ROBERT LEEDS, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk

JOHN CLAYDKN. Esq., Littkbury-, Essex
* ROBERT MORGAN, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Cnmdeu Town

KICHARD HUNT. Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts GEORGE SAVJLL, Esq., Ingtboipe, near Stamford
THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Jliddlescx, N. | WILLIAM COLLINS, Esq., 105, St. John's Street Road, E.C.

Bg j-^-s —Messrs. BARNETT, HOARE. k Co., Lombard St., E.C. Auditor.—3. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridge.
^;^,,o,.s.—Messrs. KINGSFORD & DORMAN, 23, Essex Manager,— -S\r. JAMES ODAMS.

Street, Strand, W.C. Secretary.—"j^r. C. T. MACADAM.

Offices: 109, Fenchurch Street, london, E.C. Manufactory: Plaistow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures with every confidence to the attention of their brother farmers ; and the fact that

theraud the Shareholders farm upwards of SO.iiOO acres of land, cannot fail to afford a p;uarantee and protection to consumers.

'The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they

contain not only render them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a

HKAITHV, SOUND, and HEAVY CROP.

PEICES -Blood Manure for Com, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Roots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any Railway or Wharf in London,

f^ As security to the Turcliaser every lag contains 2 civt., is mar'ked '* ODAMS'S PATENT
BLCOD MANURE," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an unusually large per centnge of Soluble Pbospliate of Lime, and is, therefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Eoot Crops.

ANALYSES.

JUP1"S NEW HORSE a>-d CATTLE EOOD.—
Dr. Letheby in his analysis of this new Food says, " Th-

nutritive value of the food it tker^ore i;ood,/or it aynounta to 90.'^

per cent."

Sent out in bags with directions for use, for cash only, at 35s.

per cwt. ; 19». per i cwt. ; and 10«. per \ cwt.

W. & R. Jupp & Co. 6, Croas Lane, E.istcbeap, E.C.
« # Agents wanted in large Towns.

Jloistuie

Oiyaiiic Matter, SaltsofAmnionia,i:c
Sand, Ac.
Uiphosphate of Lime ..

EyVAL TO Neutral Soluble )

Phosphate.. .. ,. /
Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated Sulphate of Lime .

.

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates .

.

Mr. J. T. Way,
London.

13.19
2.28

3.82
16.77

26. IS

4.69

58.53
0.72

100.00

Dr. Anderson, Dr. Hodges,
Glasgow. Belfast.

10.S6
7.82
3.18

15.63

24.39

9.01

52.25
1.25

21.50
3.3S
3.44

14. 3S

22.50

5.77

40.80
1.73

100.00 100.00

Dr. Voelcker,
Cirencester.

Dr. Macadam, Dr. Cameron,
Edinburgh.

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

9.49

39.40
2.45

Dublin.

100.00

14.56

7.63

3.87

16.91

26.48

11.84
40.83
4.36

100.00

16. 'iO

4.17
5.^8

16.48

26.20

6.14

60.33

1.40

100.00

>lr. Way reports :
—" It contains fully as much soluble phos-

phate as the first-claps articles of the same description in the

aoiirkfct. and much more than the avei-age."

Dr. YoELCKF.R Bays:—"! have much pleasure in enclosing a

copy of your super-pbosphate, which, though apparently re-

cei\t'.y made, is nevertbelesB rich in soluble phospJiate, avd un-
quentionaUy a xaiuahlt manure"

Dr. Macadam gays :
—"The above is a first-class super-pbos

phate, and at present rates is worth to the farmer 9>l. 2«. per

ton, wbtn purchased in quantities under 30 tons, and 7t. lOs.

in quantities of 30 tons and upwards,"
Dr. HoDOEs states that

—

**It may be regarled as a good
specimen of super-phosphate of iime." His calculation of its

value is 'il. 13«. per ton.

Dr. Camebon reports :—" The above figures prove this super-

phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but

that its application will be attended with the most satisfactory

results. It would be good value at 11. per ton."

and is

Dr. AxDEBSON reports ;
—"This is an excellent super-phos-

phate. Calculated at the u.sual rates, I find it to be worth about
8i. 5.". per ton."

:Every Bag contains 2 ew/.. is marked "ODAMS'S SUP:EliFBOSrMATi: OF LIMF!,
guaranteed to yield 20 to 25 per cent, of Solulle Plioi,j>liaie of Lime.

PRICES.—Superphosphate of Lime, £5 10s. Delivered to any Eailway or Wharf in London-

ARTIFICIAL MANURES. Ac.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C Nesbit, F.G.S.,
4c., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, &c.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

^

HE LONDON MANURE COMPAKY
(Established 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES :—

SbTERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best quality.
DlHfeOLVED BONES.
concentrated urate.
Mangel manure.
BLOOD manure for CORN asd ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

Tbey would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
^es, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
JjTOp, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of
">e soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

B^r?^'^/*'*^^*^*-
f^*""^ Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE or

^9?/-^^^^*'^^°^ AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
116. Fenchurch Street, E.C. Enw. Purseb. Secretary.

T AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured
J.-J by Mr. Laweb for the present season, 1860, are now ready
lor delivery at his Factories at the following prices—
LWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE '

£6
SUPERPHOSPHATE «; LIME 6

„ MINERAL ... ,1

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE.. „ ' *' o

» M.\NGEL MANURE .. " " g
GRASS MANURE ; */ g qThese Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes or his an-

pomted AgenU, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices'arying according to coat of carriage. **
'

^

"M^'*^^^^^"^ *"** Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of«ww tons Turuip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and theirreport with analysia are given in full in circular. U be obtained
onappiication at the Oflacea, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Ag^^nts

f ftS^
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrateoi Hoda, ftUphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Mamirea

I
^"V^ncan Cakca at market prices.

I r,/r^^^^ ^- Lawes. 1. Adelaide Place, London Eiidge E CI aiid Liffey Buildings. Eden Quay, Dublin.
"ge.iL.^

,

KOHL RABI do.
Also

6
&
5

ESTABtrSHED 1812.
MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to tate

orders for their special MANURES for 1860, which they
j

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at

the lowest possible price, viz. :— _
TURNIP MANURE (

CLOVER MANURE OAT MANURE
WHEAT ditto POTATO ditto

GRASS ditto I BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OP LIME, &c., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or

Proctor & Rylam). Birmingham and Chester.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tnbasic

Phosphate of Lime.

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker sayst—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analvses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be bad on application to Burnabd, Lack,

di Co . , Sutton Road, Plymouth.^

TO COWKEEPERS, CRAZIERS, ETC.

ON SALE, a consigrnment, of superior quality, ot

thin decorticated COTTON CAKE, now being discharged

ex the Columbia, direct from New Orieans. l-^.^a
The valuable feedingproperties of Bupeoor^ndecort^

Cotton Cake have been referred to in \ol. XIX. of the Ro>ai

Afi^ultund Society's Journal, and being considerably lower

hi^ri^ th^n Linse^-cake, it is well deserving the notice of

Cowkeepers, &c. ^^ j^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^i.

and 22,^01d Com Exchr^nge, E.C-London. Mav U.

T-*ETGATE SILVER SAND. -Best quality for

and HAMPSHIRE ^^^.^^^' ^]:^^^'J^^^^ Purveyor to her
lan?e or small quantities.—John '^^i'*"r;„''q ^^^

M^esty. S^an Place, Old Kent Road, Loudon, 3.E.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAWE FEEDERS.

JUPFS RICE FOOD, POULTRY and GAME.—
RICE SWEEPINGS, 8«. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 12«. per cwt., in \% cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14*. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEALforPIGS, 6s.6(i.and8jt. 6rf. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery -^W. & R. Jurp. 6. Cross Lane, Eastcbeap, E.C.

TOWN FOWLEK, Jun., 28. Cornlnll, London. E.G.—
O Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

EST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
AGENCY FOR GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR"

AND OTfiEH MOWING MACHINES.—Bromhead & Son's Iron-

mi-ngery Warehouses, 6, North Street, Bristol, where the

Machines ran be seen and their working explained.

GRICULTURAL and GENEi^AL MACHINERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. BuRGEsa <fe Key, of 95, Newgate Street, Ixindon,

B.C., invite tbe attention of the Public to their large and
boice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in tbe world, is manufactured by Burgess &
Key. 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C. Orders for deliverj-

this season must be given early to avoid disappointment.

M0\A:JNG machine—BURGESS and KEY'S
Prize Mower, tbe most valuable ever manufactured, can be

seen at their Stores, 95. Newgate Street. E.C.

E N R Y J^ M O li T N and Ca
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

CALVANISED fRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, &c., to contain 50 gallons, 25s. ; 80 gallons,

30*. each ; and 140 gallons, 36«., and fitted with tap, keeping

the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

CALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter. 30^.

and 32«. (ki. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from 10^?. per foot.

CALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron. 3?ji. fi-.' n.^cT1,

F A K M a U I L D I N C S.

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,

Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c. for the erection ofFarm Houses,

Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by thcirown

Agents and sanctioned by tbe Inclosure Commissioners.

The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.
^

No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Tbe Company furnish designs of every description, and
undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever

desired by Lsindownera.
No profit whatever Is tiken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only af.itroved by the

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

charged in all cases.

Applications to be addres.sed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at tbe Offices of the Company, 62, Parliament

Street, London. S.W.
.

/COLLEGE or AGRICULTUKK and CHEMISTRY,
\J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38. Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. Loudon, 8.

Priucipal^r. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth forthepursuitsof Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars mav be had on application to the Principal.
^

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGL.\ND.

SHOW-YARD REFRESHMENTS.—Persons desirous of hav-

ing the privilege of supplying either First or Second Class

REFRESHMENTS for the Visitors in the Society's Show lard

at Canterbur>', in July next, can obtain the particulars and

Forms of Tender, on application at 12, Hanover Square.

London W. Tenders must be delivered in as above on or

before May Y:. By Order of the Council,

H. Hall Dare. Secretary.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

CANTEniJURY MEETING, 1860.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK must be made on or before Jun« 1.

• » All Entries received in each case after those respective

dates will, without any exception, be diaquaUfied, and returned

to the senders.
, , , v t-

Prize Sheets and Forms of Entry may be had on applicaticu

at tbe Offices of tbe Society, 12, Hanover Square, London, ft

.

H. Hall Dark, Secretary

_

Efie ^irncuUural <Ba3rttr.
SATULtPAT, MAY 12, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLI.OWI.NG WEEK
W.D.-^BaPAT, M*r 16-*icri. Societr of Enyimd ftoon.

The discussion before the London Farmers'

Club last Monday which followed Mr. Clarke's

capital paper on Loia-Weedon husbandry was one

of the most imperfect that has ever befallen any

topic on which that Association has undertaken to

collect the opinions of its members ^

A committee had been appointea to visit the

scene of Mr. Smith's labours ; and their report,

it had been hoped, would have at least thrown some

guiding light upon the question, so far as a few

hours' inspection could acquire or furmsli it
;
but

no report apparently had been drawn up, and the

, only 3:>ea^fcT who referred at any length tp. the

I
excur3ioa of the previous week was evidenUy too
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much under the impression that a single visit was
enough to justify a foregone condemnation of the
system. Mr. Sattth's operations were on the
smallest scale-his personal and domestic servants

il ttP,^^^''''"^*^
^^ ^^^ ^^'*^^1^ of tho land—

the Wheat looked well, hut most of the visitors
had left Wheat looking equally well at horae-the
land so far from heing of ordinary or inferior
qnalily was as good Wheat soil as any one could
wish to farm—-the scheme was incapable of general

THE GARDEXEES' CMONICLE AND AGRICULTUEAL GAZETTE

devploT^TYiPnf .-"",r"'i
"- ""'^./",^"i^^"^^^"^S^"«^Muuu-s wmcn are oniy Drought together, heoaiise

u^lSv kf •>. f% ''''^ '^ involved was most
|

there is after all a general likeness sufficient to

It may be at the Royal Agricultural College, can
analyse a sample of guano, and determine the
amount of sand or lime adulteration which it may
contain, so may he be able to analyse seeds and
detect any impurity which may be present in them,
even though uneducated in the principles of the
sciences by which such determinations are accu-
rately made. It will however he impossible for
the unpractised eye to detect the differences in
things which are only brought together, because

uiiequally distributed among the months—and
the absence of Clovers, root crops, and other food
foi live stock, shut out from an agriculture
on that plan that which is at present our mostpro-
htable department of farm practice. It was

so

so

deceive a superficial inquirer—a fact usually at the
basis of all sophistications. That seeds are capable
of this analysis, and that it is as important that
their investigation should be entered into to '

c^^itivating by the steam-engme has beenTu^a^^^^^
ensure a good result as that an examination should '. J^st as the productiveness of mechanical tillaS-e is beimJ

[Mat 12, 1860.

rotation of cropping, or the value ofalt^mtoliusW^My purpose :s simply todescribe in a few words mwhat IS bemg done at Lois-Weedon, (2) what h-.V^K
^ ''

accomplished in other instances, and (3) what Z^tl^
results and deductions from my own experieiiPP- ? Ar
shall then offer (4) a brief explanation ortTe frinetl

^

on which Lois-Weedon Wheat-growing is foundeH^
importance of the subject is of course fully reooo^ioi
and felt by the Farmers' Club; and, thereforeT'1
not dwell npon_ the necessity for some means 'of antmentmg our yield and dimmislung expenditure nowthat prices are so unpromising, rents and public hurdZ- heavy and threatening, while guano is becomfn

scarce and dear, aiid the tantalising town sewa-e st^^

^i::^J'f^%.. ?.?i:^L!V-eyei, the new poWof

oTTiM^^f +i,„+ *i. •- ^ K— :
""-^ j '^"^"ic a^uuu jusuii. as mat an exami:

tprp „V:.^
majority of those who listened

;

take place of euano or superphosphate-is a matter

Zin nfi J -'"''''^'''''^ *^^^*^^ authorities had
,
that cannot b5 too generally understood, and we,

tion ll J
• w^T"""'"!? T chimerical a specula-

I therefore, direct attention to the notices of samples
of this week, and also to the following results of
an investigation of nine samples of seed sent from
a private source.

The samples now to he reported upon are seeds
which we recommended for laying down a per-
manent pasture in a situation described as follows :

Weeds in a
Pint

1- Broad Red Clover ,

.

2, WhiU Dutch do. .,
3, Jlillofoil

4, Anthoxanthum odo-
ratum

5- Avaoa pubeacens
6. Poa pratensis ..

1,600
11,200
1.92U

16,S00

1,000

7. Alopecurus prateusib

8. Festuca duriuscula

9. Lolium pereone

very pure

24

320

All Plantain.
Small weed&i.

Plantain and others-
About one-thii'd weeds.

Dusty and chaffy.

More than half its weight
made up of stalks,
dust, dirt, and weeds,
such as Ranunculus
repens, Juucus?

Remarkably free from
weeds ; but its germi-
nation must be limited,
as most of its flowers
are still iu anther, so
that it is nearly useless
as heing unripe,

filostly Holcus lanatus

;

too much stalks and
the like-

Mostly Ranunculus re-
peua-

tion as Lois-Weedon husbandry for discussion
before practical men.
JN'evenheless that no disproof of ilr. Smith's

and Mr^ Clarke's assertions had been effected,
eyen if attempted, was obvious enough. The land

Wtakii^.^ '' alSth Wheat crop had
j

" The field consists of a chalk gravel soil 3 to 4

a^P^.t tl H rJ!f
'''''' ""''^^

i!"^
?'^''^'?' ^""^ *,^' '^^ ^ ^^^^^s ^^ thickness along the bottom of a vale ,

Tni^Wplff """""r^^^t ^f
'^'\''^ ^^« ^^i^« of Yorkshire

;
henee it may, Ii

exTe^Tes if ..^^^^
7*"^'

u*5'
annual

;

think, be called upland. Previously it has b^n
j

tSfnW fY^"?^
<^;^^^?shed. Is not subject to the growth of the common White Daisy."'

thln^^^rnnnM -°''')
f^'^^^ f"'^

^ore
|

The species as uuder We recommended to be got in

land P ThP Iffl ir^
*^'

^^T"'^ 1"^^^^/ ?^ ^^'' separate parcels, and samples from the hdk io be

m^v hp n ^^'.f'^^i^^^'
on the score of labour sent to us for examination, of *\frhich the followingmay be considerable; but if the profit be ! is the result

:

M Mr Smitit and Mr. Claeke declare, *

they will not be insurmountable, and steam-drawn
implements will no doubt help to overcome them.
VVe join Mr. Clarke in the hope that further trial
ot the plan may be made on the soils—perhaps the
exceptional soils—to which it is adapted. And to
that end we recommend a careful perusal of his
paper.

On next Tuesday ^veek the general meeting
of the English Agricultural Society will be heldm Hanover Square for the election of office bearers
during the ensuing year. It must not be supposed
that the house list, which will tlien be presented
to the members for adoption or modification, is the
result of unanimous consideration and deeisicn by
the Council, from whom it emanates.
The dissatisfaction of any considerable portion

oftnegeneral body ofmembtrs is necessarily reprc-
i^TiiQdio some extent in so large a body as the
Council

; and most of the points to be mooted at
the ensuing general discussion have been carried
already only against considerable opposition.
Xhat there is this dissatisfaction is plain Irom the
fact already announced, that almost all the leading
manufacturers of agricultural implements hav?
relused to exhibit at Canterbury ; and it is also
obvious enough from the manner in which the
recent appointments by the Council have been _„,- m' . it i- , .received by agriculturists generally. The system

i ?t'^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ of dirtv valueless
for so It appears to be, of seekino- for efficiency .\.^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^'^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^oubt, and
outside of the agricultural ranks rather than

^^^^''^ .^» ^o way of detecting the imposture
accept it from within, where it can easily be found,

These samples were classed as follows

:

Nos. 1, 3, S, aud 0. Good samples.
2» 5. Of very medium quality.
A. 6, 7. Very bad indeed.

Now had these been mixed it would have i

been much more difficult to have made these deter-
minations, bat as it is we should certainly refuse to
sow the bad examples of seed. That m'ixed seeds
are made by the dishonest trader a medium for
gettiag rid of all kinds of dirtv valueless

finds a new development in the house list of five
new members of Council, to be presented for election
at the general meeting. Mr. Pawlett, of Bee-
stone; Mr. RiGDEX, of Hove: Mr. O^vex
WALLis, of Overstone; Mr. James Caikd, M.P. :

though all proposed for the membership are re-
fused, and three out of the five vacancies are filled
with the names of titled men of no strictly agri-
cultural standing whatever. That the practical
farmer, even including machine makers and engi-
neers along with him, is represented in the Council
to the extent of only 27 per cent, of the body
au6t surely be gtrBerally considered a mistake.
It is not considered so by those who have drawn
up this year's house list.

Let those who do consider it to be a blunder
attend for its correction at Eanover Square on
Tuesday, the 2U of tJiis month.

4

Wb would particularly direct the attention of
our readers to the '* Notices to Correspondents " of
^is week 3 impression, as also of some previous
JVumbers, at least in so far as the question of dirty
seed IS concerned. They will find that the samples
ol seeds sent to us liave been duly reported upon
and with rtsults of a very variable character, some
samples turning out good and others of a verv
2nft..nor kind. Now that examinations of this

notYu ^f ^??^P^^^tively easy to the botanist is

ctLlL o r ^^^ ^''\^^'''^ ^^" ^^^^^^^3' farmer iscapable ot properly conduetincr such

way ot detecting the imposture
irom the results, as no land is clean enough to be
free from wild plants, and good Grasses, weed
Grasses, and weeds are *' natural to the land," so !

that It is difficult for any but a botanist, and often i

lor him, to decide what has been sown and what I

has come up spontaneously; and besides the!
farmer is too often satisfied at seeing anything !

green in the artificial meadow or pasture, so that he
13 not sufficiently critical as to the specific identifi-
cation or special qualities of what may come up. I

These are OLuestions which we hope to see the
future race_ of farmers prepared to grapple with,
and for which a scientific education is necessarv
but that farmers have made money without this "is

true, still not without paying mote than he ought,
and many a seedsman of the present day is getting
rich upm this sort of ignorance. Let him, how-
ever, k!:ow his true position and interest herein,
and he will demand a genuine seed. It may be at
an enhanced price, yet he will not require so
much of it, and besides what he does sow will
have fair play, which can never be where Tares
are sown with the Wheat.

WHEAT.GROWING WEEDOXON THE LOT;
SYSTEM.

[The following paper, written by ilr. J. ^Ugeraon Clarke, of
Long Sutton, Lincolnshire, was read at last Monday's
meeting of the London Fiifmera' Club.]

Though I am to bring before you on this occasion
'

some extraordinary results of the mechanical tillage of
soil, I have no wish to disparage the equally important

demonstrated on a great sea e. and at a time when theexpensiveness of manual Ubour and the defective a.well as costly character of liorse-power culture Zbeing generally acknowledged. So that if "Whonfgrowing on the Lois-Weedon system" should be found
advisable we shall oertaudy have ample means forcarrying it mto practice, whether by steam or hnr«P
power.

iiul^c.

1. The Rev. Samuel Smith, the Vicar of Lois-Weednn «o«
Towcester, in Northamptr^nshire, published his first " WrrJm Season 10 years ago

; he had then threshed hia third suecessful harvest, and was warranted in expecting that his ^4^.
dinary and profitable experience, in spite of low prices wouldbe tested at once m every part of the kingdomf seeing thatfarmers were at that time in a condition of distress, and almostdespamng of ever being able to grow Wheat, or any Xr
crop, remuneratively. But so slow is the progress ofa noveltvm farm-management, that Jlr. Smith has had to plod o^patient and undiscouraged, through all the long seasons ofsowing, culture, and harvest, during 13 tedious year-, with a
success ever increasing, and falsifying all the forebc^ings ofincredulous individuals, both scientific and practical \nd
stUl he finds only a few imitations here and there and
comparatively small interest taken by the agricnUu^al
public m the results of his marvellous cultivations
I trust that the practical members of this Club will bring this
discussion to a really practical issue, and not let the year IS60
pass away without sowing, in various districts, a considerable
number of experimental pieces of the three-row stripes of
Wheat. I have inspected the astonishing crops on Mr. Smith's
little fai-m more than once, and did the limits of mv subject
permit, I could tell of winter Beans, in single rows 5 feet
apart, branching so as to meet across the intervals, with stalks
bearing 40 or 50 pods each, and yielding over six quarterg
per acre ; while in the fallow spaces between were raised
8 or 9 tons of Carrots besides. I could tell of 27 tons per acre
of Swedes, also gi-own in single rows 5 feet apart, with their
leaves touching across the intervals, and their bulbs flattening
each other's sides, though singled with a 12-inch hoe—of
prodigious weights of Mangel Wurzel, and enormous Drumhead
Cabbages 40 lbs. in weight, cultivated with the same wide
spaces. For the intercultural tillage is indeed a marvellous
iromoter of the growth of vegetation, the trenching being
.eep, as well as the manuring heavy, faimyard dung being
buried 15 inches below the surface, and artilicials plentifully
supplied. And latterly Mr. Smith has placed the manure along
the middle of the fallow intervals, 2^ feet from the rows of
plants which are to profit by it when they have matured their
growth, and spread out their network ofroot-fibres like spiders'

webs for some feet on all sides. But our business is with the
Wheat crops, which are not manured, for the simple reason that
they are quite heavy enough to stand their ground as it is

;

though both com and straw are abstracted every year without
any manurial return.

Mr. Smith's land is just what his publications have

toldjouitis: one field is the ordinary heav}' Wheat
soil of the oolite formation, generally rented at not

more than 30,?. an acre ; the 4. acres of lighter soil have

chiefly a gravelly subsoil. The same qualities of land

exist over tens oV thousands of acres ; and, undoubtedly,

any tolerably fair Wheat land may be brought by the

same means to a similarly fertile condition.

The history of the clay piece is as follows : Fifteen years ago

it was in Grass, which was pared and taken off the land: it

was then ploughed the full depth of the 5-inch staple for Oati
followed by Vetches. After this came th© first triple-rowed

Wheat, the wide intervals being dug by spade one spit deep,

bringing up to the surface only a few inches of y^w cl^
subsoil. The second year, these well-stirred and horse-hoed

intervals bore the three-row stripes of Wheat, and the stubble-

row stripes were dug in ; and so on, fallow intervals and

Wheat rows succeeding one another alternately. In the

third and fourth years the spade went down a little deeper;

and so, gradually and regularly for four years more, till a

depth of 16 or IS inches was reached. Mr. Smith then

cultivated for the next four years with only aingle-spic

digging, and in 1858 again returned to the trenching

two spits deep with a fresh inch of clay. Conscious, however,

that the spade must alwavs be an imtilement of limited and
expensive use, Mr. Smith has been for some years labouring to

improve the digging-machine, or rotary forker, and lias now
succeeded in his invention of a digger which, drawn with wire
rope by Mr. Fowler's horse-power capstan or his steam-

^"^li^J*"*! ™dlaas, perfectly inverts the soil, throwing the
uplifted subsoil on the top. Preparatory to working it. the
stubble is pared and burnt ; then comes the digger, with
three subsoil tmes on the same frame going before the digger,
and loosenmg the stubborn soil to the full depth required,
ihe revolving tines raise the whole stratum in spits, which are
cast off behind m an inverted posture by a rotOing clearer or
beater the breadth taken being 22 inches. As a stirring im-
plement in the summer season its action is perfdct- The
average annual expenses per acre are-
gigging and cleaning the moioty of each acre . . JSl 14 *>

Horse-hoeiDg ditto three Umes, Qs. : plough-
„^°?' 4*- - .. .. .. 10aoemg and hand-weeding .
Boiling with crusher at seed time, 'and spring 1*.

Sfrd feepLg "^': ''• ''
=
'*'^^^"^' '^'^

^

I
Earthing up Wheat .'.' .V .'.'

* ''

Keaping, &c., to threshing and marketing" - - 1

5
8

7
4
3

13

Rent—say 2i. , rates and taxes, 4«. 3tl.

JC4 Id 6
2 4 3

hardly V,e ^xp^cWdrforluXas'^it i- fr^, IM^^'^"''
^^ ^*'*^ of manuring; and while i hope to show the advkn

«*•«„-.«::__ ^ ? '"^ J"*'^ ^» ll' is true th.-t some *-a„/» «p—....:^.- Hn,„„t : ...i^

cated

i' lrn« tu " wtiuuiiu^-; niiu wuutf i Jiope CO suow ciie ativan-

lvpV 1 1 ^Tj I

^^?^ ^^ growing Wheat iii annual succession on the same

£7 3 9

To this should be added something for fntarest, in.««urance
so that the total outlay may be takeD lU 11. 10* per acre,
digging machine will, of couree, enable tbo whole to ba a«>»
much more cheaply. What ha* been the produce ? T^ea^vt-

The

\

I

J
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m

=V7v:7i^eiKht'ycars, beginuing with the harvest of 1S47,

'^^.^^.'nt stbiihcls per ^cre; m J855.
the

^
yield was

in
4C

38b,Iihel8. „The gen.

was fully^ V il' . In 185tt 37 biishels ; in 1857, 36 bushels
;
in 'S5S,

^^
'"'ds of To bushels ; and in 1S5&. the last harvest gave

"Pr S]« The general average for the 13 years is 35i bushels
^

. The quality of the grain is so good that Mr. Smith

P^''
^

file made the highest feed Wheat price of his market

;

^'^.'S^f^Lr^i thus accounted for:-The straw grows stout

^i *^ff owinff to the free access of air and light from the ear

'^i^ TA the very base of every stem ;
and just before

^'^ rim. time the rows are lightly earthed-up with the

^f'^Tinnld-board. A. good deal of the straw of last year's

P^Tw.T'pirds of 6 feet high, yet none of it laid ; though all

'S?r bulky crops in the neighbourhood (fed by gu«o or other-

''^S were either wholly or partially beaten down and

TmLed by the rains. The average amount of straw has been

^fu ton per acre ; and must be reckoned as part of the

Sed produce, because it is never retured to the land. At

X per quarter the return will be

351 bushels at 5s £8 17 6 + U ton of straw

.

Deduce outlay .. .. 7 10

Clear profit per acre . . £1 7 6 + ^ ton of straw.

lit Smith's straw is worth 2t. per ton to him ; and conse-

a^lntW his net proceeds must be U. 7s. 6d. an acre at the

^«nt low prices. And when Wheat was at 565. per qr., his

U^iin was not less than 71. ISs. Gd. per acre. But if you

hoose to put the straw at 10s. a ton, the profit (with Wheat at

iSl is still 2i. 2s. &d. an acre. , The question now arises, what

r+he nresent condition of the laud, after this flogging course

Tf cropping, of Wheat after Wheat 13 years in succession?

WpII the proof is iu the produce ; the average of the first eight

vears was fully 34 bushels, but the average of the sncceedmg

rveyearshasbeen fully 33 bushels-that is the land yields a

Lmb an acre more than it did. The hght-land held, with its

one dressing of clay, continues (at the ninth year of expen-

ment) to maintain its average yield of 34 bushels. [A letter

from Mr. Smith, to which allusion will be hereafter made, was

bare read.]

2, Is there some peculiar and marvellous property,

{hen, lioth in the clajs and light lands of Mr. Smith's

neighbourhood, giving a miraculous degree of fecundity

that cannot be expected elsewhere? No. There are

many examples of successive Wheat-growing, by means

of iutercuUural tillage, which shows its practicability on

soils of very diverse qualiDies, though my space forbids

any description of the methods employed. And at the

same time, it must be owned that many persons have

tried and failed ; though I believe, in all cases, either

from a misunderstanding of the principles of procedure

or inattention to essential details of the management.

[Mr. Clarke here quoted a number of instances from

Mr. Burnett's "Tillage a Substitute for Manure."]

3. I now come to the relation of my own experi-

ence. My piece is just 10 acres in extent, low-lying,

ttat, and naturally wet; but relieved of excessive

moisture by a few Thorn under-drains. The soil is an

alluvial loam J
rather too clayey to have had a good

character; in fact, the field has always been one of the

lowest and worst on the farm. The subsoil is adhesive

for a loam, and rests at considerable depth upon silt, or

anciently deposited tidal sand.

Mr. Smith cautions us against commencing upon ground in

too productive a condition. In my case, however, the pre-

paratory tjxUausting was miserably overdone ; aud indeed Mr.

Smith's caution is only against commencing upon land in a

i-eally rich state, as after a dead fallow, or a heavy manuring.
<~in my piece the last fallow had been for Turnips in 1S50 ; and
the last appHcation of any species of manure whatever was for

Beans iu 1S54. A heavy Wheat crop on the ordinary plan

followed in 1855 ; succeeded by Barley in 1S56 ; and my first

year's Lois-Weodou Wh oo^ Tr-fwy—gpftwn in 1857. The
10 acres produced within a trifle of 30 quarters, or 24

bushels per acre. Yet this was the third white straw crop on
the same land. The harvest of 185S- gave just 30 bushels per

acre of dressed com. The crop of 1859 was the largest and
heaviest of all ; looking so beautiful when in bloom, and
occupying so much space in the stack yard. But the average
wag only 25 bushels per acre of Wheat, weighing 60 lbs. the
bushel. The terribly adverse season refused to develope and
ripen the ears as was expected. The present (fourth) crop is

coming on remarkably well, though it is the sixth white straw
crop in annual succession, and the seventh corn crop since ths
land was manured. The deduction from my experience so fiir

is that, with the same amount of tillage, any moderately good
loam taken at a suitable part of the usual rotation—say after

Beans, Peas, Oats, Clover, of even roots not richly manured,
unless drawn off the land—would be pretty certain to yield 4

quarters ; and (judging by Mr. Smith's experience) might yield

5 quarters or even more per acre ; and this for, say, at least

two or three years. This important result, with its application
to the improvement of our present system of husbandry, I hope
to make still clearer by and by ; andnow pass on to the conside-
ration of the mode of culture, and its expenses and profit. The

I

strengthening the straw and saving the grain from the damage

;
always inflicted by lodging and mildew. For while over-heavy

' crops sown on tlie ordinary plan come up a mass of flaccid

' stems, too weak at bottom to spring up against the weight of

rains and violent winds, the stalks of a Lois-Weedon crop ai-e

stout, green, and strong, and bear aloft the ears, to ripen and

grow plump and heavy in the sunlight. The details of manage-

ment are abundantly simple. After harvest, fork out Couch

from the closely-mown stubbles. Broadshare or scarify the

fallow intervals, to keep down the weeds. Shortly before seed-

time again scarify and harrow
;
prepare a suitable mould by

harrowing, taking care to set the harrows widely apart, in order

to miss the stubble rows. The drilling I manage as follows :—

The drill is arranged with four coulters, two toward each end

of the coulter-bar, with the distances already mentioned ;
and

the horses walk along the middle of the interval. Going in
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' Tiic outlay being so low, T am able to show you a profit even
I from the poor yields obtained on my over-exhausted ground.

Taking Wheat at 40s. per quarter, a yield of 21 bushels juflt

meets the expenses ; and all above this quantity is surplus for

profit and interest of capital. Then, the straw is all clear gain

besides, for none of it has yet been returned to the land. Of

! course, if you dare hope for the old standard market of 568.

' a quarter, the profit may he placed at 41. 4a. per acre
;
and

those who can make a sovereign a ton of their straw must

add about another pound, and so bring up the gain in that

ease to no less than five guineas an acre ! Some people may
say that 2/. or 3i. per acre clear profit is no such great

thing for a Wheat crop, even though the price be down at 40».

But remember that this profit is obtained every year or at

least for a number of years in succession, off the same land

;

whereas the large balance left by a Wheat crop in common
farming is not clear, but has to defray the previous outlay for

fallowing and the loss by certain crops wluch cost more to

grow than they realise in return.

But to show the advantage of growing Wheat on the

Lois-Weedon system, I will take an illustrative case.

T am quite satisfied, from the experience already related,

that on any proper Wheat soil (that is, of course, con-

taining a fair proportion of clay in its composition), at

least two good Wheat crops in succession may be grown

by the system described.

Fig. 2

the direction of the arrow (a) Fig. 2, the outside coulter has

its seed shut off, and acts only as a " marker ; m returning

in the direction of the aiTow (6), this coulter runs agam m the

same track, depositing seed ; while the other outside coulter is

used as a marker. Sow 3 pecks per acre, that is, using the

same drill-wheel that would sow 6 pecks an acre, if the rows

had been 10 inches apart all over the ground, instead of averag-

mg 20 inches as they do. And be sure to get the Wheat m
,

early because of this thin sowing and the eflects of the after-
[

tillage. When the Wheat is weU up, take a plough (with two
j

horses in length) once along each interval, the coulter ninnmg
|

within 6 inches of the Wheat on the near side, and the lurrow-

sUce covering up the old stubble The furrow may 1« 5 inches

deep, without the upturned earth falhng upon the Wheat on

the other side the interval; and a sub-soiler, drawn by say

3 horses in length, breaks
_
up the furrow bottom to a

depth of 5 inches more, maknig a total depth of 10 inches.

The fallow interval thus treated is represented in the

engraving at A, Fig 3. In spring, say in Februaiy, or as soon

I say "two" crops; because after the examples I hava

adduced, no person can reasonat'ly dispute the feasibility of

such a moderate cropping of land in fair order. And you must
hear in mind that of these two successive crops, the first will

be—say after Beans, Peas, Oats, Clover, Vetches, or roots;

while the second will be sown upon the fallowed intervals of tho

first; so that Wheat -vv'ill nowhere follow Wheat exactly upon

the same portions of ground. Such being the case, my un-

hesitating behef is that a yield of more than four quarters per

acre would be obtained from each crop ; but say 4 quarters.

And if Mr. Smith's light-land piece, tilled 13 inches deep, has

brought nine crops of 34 bushels each, surely a loamy soil,

tilled 10 inches deep, may be expected to bring two crops of

32 bushels each. Now, suppose 300 acres arable to be farmed

on a three-course rotation (which, by the way, would be rather

a novelty), as represented by the followi ng diagram. Fig.4 :

—

Let 200 acres, A and B, be in Wheat ; and 100 acres, C, i^^her
corn or green-cropping. Next year, have B and C in Wheat,

and A in other produce. The year after that, C and A in

Wheat, and B in other produce. That is, each division would

be one year occupied by a variety of cropping ;
next year it

wou^d be mider Lois-Weedon Wheat-rows ; the third year.

4^ 4 »

Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.

Wheat U drilled in triple rows, the " spaces" a a a « iPiV 11

IhelSct^Tf.i^^ ^ f""
''^ ''''^ ' "P? *** ^^^ ^ddle of

the ^lin^A ^^; Nf^fc y^r « cjop 13 of course sown upon^ Mowed mtervalfl b b, and the stubble stripes a aMlmd m turn, as indicated oy the waved lineT So

^^Lrfu'*^^ '^^P '^
't^""

^'"""^
^>I

^*^^^« fi^ld the roZao not follow upon the same identical places • and"ideed, inst««i of being a system of "Wheat aite? Wheat ''

Till . Jy ^ aiteruate course of - dead fallow and Wheat "
AUiap Iu close proximity to the growing plants, and thp ori.

S^^n**' *"^ ^**^ ^^'"^S^^ '1^«^ ^^ flW sterns^wmderfully promote the increase of tlie crop, at t^Wtime

as the laud is dry enough after a time of frost, perform
the same operation along the opposite side of the interval, as at

B. In March or April hand-hoe the Wheat rows. In April,

when the upturned furlow-slices are in a crumbling state,

tear them down by passing a narrow harrow along the inter-

vals ; and then stir deeply with a good grubber, set ahovit 26

or 28 inches wide, the horses walking in length. It will be
necessary to go over the field with a hand-rake, to pull off any
clods that may fall upon and bury the outside rows of Wheat.
This stage of the fallowing process is represented at C. Horse-

hoe the fallow intervals deeply at least twice during the

summer; and hand*weed the Wheat when re<|uisite. When
the eais are fully out and in bloom, take a double-mouldboavd
or ridge-plongh up the intervals, so as to partially mould-up
the Wheat on each side ; this will prevent many stalks from
being blown down by winds or borne down by heavy rains. A
subsoil-plough should break up the bottom of the furrow left

open in the middle of wich interval, all this being represented-

in the engraving at D. The crop may be mown or bagged

close to the ground ; and bear in mind not to obliterate the

Unes of stubble by harrowing or otherwise, because these

form the "guideways" for the next sowing. It may be

necessary to gather the soil again into the middle of the

intervals, say by a '"pony plough." You will observe that the

Bubsoiled furrows of A, B, and D lie open to the weather for

many weeks ; and, by the end of the year the whole interval

has been exposed and pulverised to a depth of 10

inches, forming an uncommonly fine dead fallow for

a succeeding Wheat crop. And as far as cleanliness

19 concerned, I find that the Couch has decreased

so as to be now little or no trouble ; and a thick mat of Butter-

cups and Thistles which pestered the field is also rapidly

diminishing. Annual weeds have been annoying and expen-

sive, owing to the access of air and light into every portion of

the crop, but are becoming less troublesome every year ; and

according to the experience at Woolston, my non-inversion

husbandry will ultimately wear them all out. In fact, after

bearing six white com crops in succession, the piece is so free

from filth that I should simply have to plough, harrow, and

sow, if I chose to have any other sort of crop after the present

year's Wheat. Now. as to expenses. You cannot tell, except-

ing approximately, and by assuming some debatable items for

granted, what a Wheat crop costs in ordinary farming ; but

as in this experiment I use no manure and graze no stock, I

have simply to reckon the outlay for tillage operations.

During the experiment, wages have ranged from 10». up to

125. per week, with an addition for harvest ; and I allow

2s 6d a-day for a horse and implement—which should be

enough, seeing that it is equivalent to :i7i. 10s. for 300 working

days in the year. At these prices tlie cost per aero of the

several operations has been as follows ;—

August—Scarifying fallow inter\-als £0

Sept. —Forking out Couch . •

—Scarifying and twice harrowing intervals

—Drilling and harrowing . .. •• ^
—Seed 3 pecks (at 5s. per buahel) . - . .

^cu. —Ploughing and .subsoiling , . . . .
• • "

Feb or J
Ploughing and subsoiling, and removing ) q

March ( clods off Wheat J

Aoril —Hand-hoemg the Wheat .. ..

—Harrowing and scuffling the intervals ..

May -Hand-weedinfT the Wheat "

—Horse-hoeing the intervals .. .. •• "

—Horse-hoeing the intervals second tune .

.

w

—Mouldmg-up Wheat
J—SubsoiUng ^ ^

, —Hand-weeding Wlieat "
,

August^Mowing and harvesting .

Threshing and marketmg . * • • •
•

2_

aaain under Wheat sown between the stubble-stnpes of the

Ibimer crop; and then broken up for the various cropping

The assumed yidd of 32 bushels would give a clear profit

' (including interest) of 3i. lOa per acre, with the expenses

already stated, and Wheat at only 40a. a quarter. The 200 acres

of Wheat would thus bring 700i. net annual income. Then,

as no manure is required for the Wheat, the other 100 acrra

would have the benefit of all the straw from the 200»cr»B,- and

with this large quantity of straw for manure, enriched with

com and cake as in present practice, there would bo a charge

of a good profit also from the produce of this division. XHQ

result, then, is a clear surplus-say of SOOf. to OOOi
,
oyer and

above all expenses, on 300 acres of land, when \\ heat is down

at 40^. * , i r
There may be difficulties in the way of such a. system of

husbandry; but the principal one, that of having so much

horse-work to be done in the Wheat-field at seasons when other

crops require their labour, is already obviated in anticipation

^ W*team trench-plough and grubber. And of course ^ ^<*

not set up tkifi threefold rotation as advisable beyond aU

others ; nor do I preclude the use of artificial manures for tne

Is. Cd.
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4

To this must be added, for rent 30«., tithe 8*^, rates

and dii-ect taxes, say 75. ; making together

£2 19 2

2 5

So that the total expense per acre is ..£5 4 2

Fig. 4.

triple-row Wheat, seeing that more than 40 bushels per acre

may stand and ripen on the land (as at Lois-Weedon) ;
and

provided you do not overdo the crop in luxuriance, guano or

nitrate will pay handsomely for their use here as well a» m
ordinary farming.

Mr. Clarke then referred to the theory or scienUfic

explanation of the subject, for his discussion of '^^icK

however, we have not room this week. He concluded

as follows :—
Science, then, corroborates the expectation of the practical

experimenter that Wheat may be grown year after year, for a

considerable period of time, without appreciable detenoraUon

of the soil. And it is now for you to consider whether an in-

troduction of two or three successive Wheat crops m^ the

rotation, upon heavy or loamy lauds, would not secure a hanO-

some profit from the bu.«ne8S of husbundry, in spite of cheap

corn, and the competition of wealthy gentlemen tor every

available farm- ____^____^_^_——

—

CROPS IN yOUKSHIRK. ^ ^ ^ ^.

,

EABLTlast autumn I stated in this Paper that I did

not think ovor the whole of Kngland Turmp. were

more than half an average crop, and that th« bulbs

seemed to me to be deficient in feeding qualities The

result has sadly confirmed both those fears. In ordinary

years most of the large farmer, m the North have

Turnips until up to May-day C13th May), but this year

the general stock of Turnips was used up a month ago,

and this too after feeding With them most s^^i^gl;?

all thiou-^h the winter. Much corn and more than the

usual quantity of cake has been given to cattle, and

owing to the severe vseather of wmter contmmng

through much of the spring season there ui no Ot^.

Hay and other fodder has been completely eaten up

i
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in many districts, and much cattle reduced to little

better than skeletons. I learn from a venerable sales-
man that there has not been a year of such scarcity of
fodder since 1790; in that year it was much as it is

who have given special attention to the analysis of stitaents, according to the condition of manurinw~niav
feeding materials. be summed up as follow

Dr. Gilbert's communication in last week's Agricuh

now, sheep died by hundreds; and after Grass came
more animals died then than previously from dysentery,
&c. It seems reasonable to expect similar results this

|
Dr. Gilbert's extensive experience in the analysis of all

1. The average annual produce of total dry
tural Gazette conveys the impression to the general

'

substance,intheunmanuredmeadow-hay-crop»\vasaboi^.
reader that the proportion of nitrogen in Dates is not

,
1 ton per acre, which would contain about 900 lbs of

subject to such fluctuations, and is uhvays very small, carbon. These amounts are somewhat less than

year, and I strongly recommend, as a preventative, that
for the first fortnight after cattle are turned out to
Grass they should have a little Bean-meal once
every day. Hay can scarcely be obtained to meet
the wants of the .salesmen, although a great
deal has been imported from Hamburgh, and dealers
have^ brought large quantities from mere favoured
districts. Good English hay is selling here now at
Id. per lb.

In many placrs the cattle have been turned into
woods and pluutaMons and almost left to live or die
there. A sad result attended this practice in one

kinds of feeding stuffs must have convinced him that

the proportion of nitrogen in Turnips, Mangels, Swedes,

Grass, &c., varies considerably in different samples of

the same description of food ; and that generally the

samples containing more nitrogen are inferior in feeding

quality to others of the same kind containing less

nitrogen. Dr. Gilbert considers Dates an inferior food,

because those analysed by him and by Dr. Watson
contain but little nitrogen.

He must be aware, however, that the percentage of

nitrogen in an article of food is not a safe indicator of

its superior or inferior value to the feeder of stock, for

the

they were brought into the houses on the homestead
and jumped and played in their w^ay there as if in
perfect health, ^^ext morning 16 out of the 19 animals
were found dead, and it was subsequently ascertained
that while in the wood the preceding day they had
eaten the tender parts of some Yew tree branches, and
this had caused their death.

Beef has now advanced to as. per stone of 14 lb. and
scarce, while mutton is selling regularly at Qd. per lb.

without the wool, and instances are known where 1*.
per lb. has been given for sheep in the wool. There
have been many hoggs killed already, and I believe that
by the end of May good mutton will hardly be to be
found at any price.

Corn of all kinds sells well. The total imports of
Wheat for the 3 montlis ending March 31 have only
been 337,739 quarters as against 749,411 quarters for
corresponding period of last year. The great falling off
seems to have been from France and Egypt.
The departure of the frost has nowop'ened the Baltic

and other ports, and we shall soon have large supplies
from them, though it is stated much of that country
WTieat has been already purchased by millers here.
Still I am inclined to think Wheat has seen its maximum

food.

The favourable opinion which I have expressed

respecting the probable value of Dates to the feeder of

stock is not based on the proportion of nitrogen which
Dates contain. To the farmer or distiller it is, compa-
ratively speaking, a matter of little import whether
Dates contain much or little nitrogen. The chief

point for him to consider is the price at which Dates
can be delivered in England, If they can be procured
at something like 6/. a ton, I believe Dates will be
considered by practical men a valuable article of food,

although Dr. Gilbert might inform the public that they
did not contain a particle of nitrogen.

The nitrogen determination in the fourth sample was
made with Dates kindly sent to me by Dr. Gilbert.

Dr. Gilbert's analysis gave 275 per cent, ofnitrogen.
Mr. Sibson obtained 297 II » tf

Thus showing a close agreement in the results of the
analyses of the same samples, and proving that the
method employed in my laboratory is not less accurate
than that followed at Rothamsted.

In the Agricultural Gazette for March 31 it is not
stated by whom the analyses communicated by Dr. Gil-

greatly from the severity of the weather. On much wet
land the plant hiis absolutely died from starvation, the
roots in their saturated state being unable to bear the
severe and long continued frusts, and even when the
plant has not actually perished it is small, feeble, and
late.

The land generally has worked well for Oats and
Barley, but owing to the cold weather they come up
slowly.

The land is now being prepared for Turnips and
Mangels. The latter has proved, notwithstanding a
great deal was lost by not being early got up, a most
valuable root, and its culture is everywhere, and most pru-
dently, extending. It can be grown where Swedes
would piove a failure, and thus far is free from finger
and toe and many other dii^eases incident to Turnips.

Poti^toes are plentiful, but they command high prices
in the market. H. J. Turner, Mlchmond, Yorkshire,

accurate analytical work, and therefore much regret
that my friend Dr. Gilbert should have charged Mr.
Sibson with having made an error in his analysis of
Dates without having any foundation for such a charge.

TOP-DRESSINGS OF GRASS.

The following are the conclusions which Dr. Gilbert
and Mr. Lawes draw from elaborate experiments

I

described in their recent communications to the Royal
j

Agricultural Society's Journal on permanent meadow
land :

—

1. On the Produce of May per acre,—" The more
practical conclusions may be very shortly stated. In
order that the more temporary, or more rapidly acting
means of increasing the produce of meadow land, may
have their full effect, the more permanent means of
amelioration that may be required— such as draining,

ON THE AMOUNT OF NITROGEN IN DATES. '

"^''^*'^^"8^* . ''"*.^"^' ^"*^ the like—must not be neglected.
The application of bones is not recommended for general
adoption. They appear to be chiefly adapted to the

Qtvpt. +>,« «,-.M^.^+:«« «p 1 J. 1 . I
exhausted pastures of certain localities, and not to beSl>OE the pul>l,c..t,on of a complete analysis of

: generally applicable to meadow land which is mown for
hay. The hay crop is a great exhauster of the mineral
constituents of the soil ; and these, owing to the high
price of salts of potash, cannot, with profit, be fully

By Dr. Augustus Voelcker, Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester.

Egyptian Diites, I have Imd maile in my laboratory
several determinations of the amount of nitrogen in
different kinds of Diites. The following are the results

:

1st sample—damaged Dates:
Nitrogen
per cent. = to Protein compounds.

1st experiment .. .645 4.031
2d „ 665 4.156

Tliese Dat«s containei 31.40 per cent of water.
2d sample—superior Dates:
iBt experiment .. .. .441 2."'»6

2d ,» 449 2S06
These Dates contained 18. 60 per cent, of water.

3d sample— sound Dates:
Per cenlagc of nitrogen .504
Equal to protein com-
pounds .. ..3.150

4th sample—small Dates :

Percentage of nitrogen ,297
Equal to protein cora-

• pounds l.gafl

In the Journ, Cliim. Med., IV., 173, I also find an
analysis Oi^ dates by Kletzinski, who found in them 85
per cent, of pulp, 10 per cent, of stones, and 5 per cent,
of skin. Exclusive of stones, the results obtained by
liletzinski are:

—

Water 30
Sugar -.. 36.2
Extractive matters soluble in water .

.

22,9
Or, containing nitrogen .. ..

'

(1.145)
Equal to protein compounds ., ., (7.1561

Pectin g5
Cellulose 15
Cumarin and citric acid . . . . ' l
Mineral mattera .'

.'

"g

were annually obtamed without manure in either Wheat
or Barley.

" 2. Purely carbonaceous manures did not apprar to
increase the assimilation by the Graminaceous herbafrs
of either <^rbon or nitrogen.

"3. Purely mineral manures induced little or no
increased assimilation of either carbon or nitrogen hv
the Graminaceous, but a considerable amount by the
Leguminous herbage.

4p. Specially nitrogenous manures, such asammoniacal
salts, even when used alone, notably increased the
assimilation of carbon and nitrogen by the Graminaceous,
but not by the Leguminous herbage.

" 5. By means of manures supplying both mineral
constituents and nitrogen, but no carbon, there was nn
annual increase of Giaminaceous produce, equal to about
1^ ton of dry substance per acre, which would contain
about 12 cwts. of carbon.

" 6. The annual yield of mineral constituents in the
unmanured hay-crop was nearly 1^ cwt. This amount
is about one-and-a-half time as much as was contained
in either Wheat or Barley when unmanured.

" 7. By means of mineral manure alone, or ammoniacal
salts alone, the annual yield of mineral matter in the
hay-crop was raised to about 2 cwts, per acre ; and by
mineral and nitrogenous manure combined, to about
4 cwts. per acre.

.
" 8. It is particularly in potash, that the hay-crop

is more exhaustive of soil-constituents, than eithe?
Wheat or Barley.

" 9. Owing to the comparatively large amount of
mineral constituents taken from the land in the hay-
crop—to the less regular return of them by the home
manures—and to the less exposure of the, soil in the
case of meadow-land—more special attention is required
to prevent its practical exhaustion of soil-constituents>
than in the case of arable-rotation-land.
" 10. The annual yield of nitrogen per acre was, In

the unmanured hay-crop, nearly 40 lbs. This is from
one-third to one-half more than was annually obtained

in unmanured Wheat or Barley.
"11. The hay grown by mineral manures alono

yielded considerably more nitrogen per acre than that

grown without manure. The increased amount was
due to an increased growth of the Leguminous^ and
not of the Graminaceous herbage.

"12. Kitrogenous manures alone (ammoniacal salts

and nitrate of soda) gave an increase of nitrogen in the

produce equal to only about one-fourth of that supplied

in the manure.
"13. Mineral and nitrogenous manures combined'

grave an increased produce of nitrogen equal to from

45 to 50 per cent, of the nitrogen supplied in the

manure. Wheat and Barley, under similar circum-

stances, gave an increased produce of nitrogen eqnul

to rather more than 40 per cent., of that supplied in the

manure. The rather more favourable result with tlie

hay crop is not more than is probably attributable to

the more complete distribution of the under-ground

feeders of the crop.
" 14. In the case of the Meadow-Grasses, as in that

of the Graminaceous plants grown in rotation, the

growth was much increased by direct nitrc^enons

manures; and, in both cases, from 50 to 60 per cent,

of the supplied nitrogen remained unrecovered in either

the immediate, or the closely-succeeding increase

of crop,"

1. On the Plants Bevelopedhy Different Manures.--

"From a review of the whole of the facts adduced in

the Third Part of our Report, it would appear:—

1. That, however the produce of hay be considerably

increased—whether by means of farm-yard manure

alone, farm-yard manure and ammoniacal salts, or arti-

rcstored in artificial manures. The return of the
mineral constituents is better accomplished by means of
farm-yard manure, stable dung, niffht soil, and the J'"."*^'

'•*."""^'^'^
'

, i „,„,„«
llb^. t.,K:„^ «+ fi,« « i'.« I - * 1.1. 1 J filial mixtures of suitable mineral manure and ainuio
iike; which, at the same time, bring: on to the land a •

i i*. i.u j.- j> a.i i i i u .;n be• ,
f, I <= i«iiu a.

^uacal salts—the proportion of the whole which will bs

Graminaceous will be very much increased

100.0It thus appears that the amount of nitrogenous cora-

Kl%'^i^ w'' '^^jf
*^*^ *^ considerable fluctuations,Th;s IS just what would be expected by scientific men

more or less considerable quantity of available nitrogen.
The best * artificial ' manures for Grass land are
Peruvian gnano, which is rich in phosphates as well as
nitrogen; and nitmte of soda, and sulphate of ammonia,
which are rich in nitrogen, but contain, of course, no
pliosphatcs. Peruvian guano, when used alone, may be
employed at the rate of from 1^ to 2| cwts. per acre;
nitrate of soda alone, or sulphate (or muriate) of

ammonia, at the rate of 1^ to 2 cwts. per acre.

The salts of ammonia are, however, relatively too
expensive to be employed largely with profit ; and
both ammoniacal salts and nitrate of soda are more
advantageously used in combination with guano. A
very generally useful top-dressing for the hay crop may
be made of 3 parts Peruvian guano, 1 part nitrate of
soda, and 1 part sulphate of ammonia. Of this mixture,

2 to 2^ cwts. per acre may be employed. With this

applied annually, and the application of 10 or 12 tons

per acre of the poor rotten dung once every four or

five years, a good crop of hay may be taken off every

year, without injury to the land. The best time of

sowing the 'artificial* manures is generally in January;
and it should at any rate be seldom postponed beyond
February."

2. On the Produce of Constituents per acre.—" The
main facts elicited on a consideration of the acreage
yield in the hay- crop, of some of its Important con-

the most"2. That the produce will be by far
Graminaceous when the * artificiaf mixtures' are

employed. In fact, when the increase of hay '*

obtained by artificial manures eontaiT?ing both the

necessary mineral constituents and ammoniacal salts—
—and it is then greater than under any of the other

conditions— both the Leguminous and the weedy
herbage are nearly excluded, and the produce is then,

therefore, almost wholly Graminaceous.
"3. That the Graminaceous produce itself, when

grown by farm-yard manure, is less complex in character
than that grown without inanure; whilst that gro\\n

by the most active artificial manures is less com-
plex still.

" 4.^ That, up to an equal period of the season, the

Graminaceous produce grown by the active artitieial

manures, will be in larger proportion in flowering and
seeding stem, than that grown without manure; and
that the produce grown by farm-yard manure will he

in still larger proportion in that condition.
" 5. That the description of the produce grown by

farm -yard mannre alone was upon the whole superior

to that grown without manure.
"6. That when the crop was further increased, by

the addition of ammoniacal salts to the farm yard

manure, the character of the produce was somewhat
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detenoriitetl. both in itgaid to the description of the

useful plants grown, and on account of the larj^e propor-

tion of miscellaneous or weedy herbage then developed.

<'7. That, when in a mixed mineral and ammoniacal

inanure the ammoniacal salts were not used in excessive

amount, the herbage, which was then almost exclu-

sively Graminaceous, and comprised also but very few

species, nevertheless, included a considerable propor-

tion of Grasses of recognised good quality. But, when
exces.sive amounts of ammoniacal salts were employed,

the character of the produce was deteriorated, both in

ret^-ard to its condition, and to the debcrij)tiou of the

Grasses that were developed."

SCHKDULES OF FARM EXPENDITURE.
[Tlie following: are the tables referred to in our leading

ai-ticleladt week.

J

Schedule of the particulars of the yearly expendi-

ture and returns of the following departments in the

management of a farm of -100 acres, cultivated on a four-

course rotation, viz. :

—

I. The Cultivation of the Green crops and the General

Cleansing of the Land,

II. The Management of the Cattle and fcbe conver-

sion of the Green crops and Straw of the Corn crops

into Manure.

III. The application of the home-made Manure to

the Soil.

IV. The proportions of Rent, Capital, and Profit,

chargeable on these departments.

V. The annual returns from them.

VI. The expenses of the Corn crops, proportion of

Capital and Rent chargeable against them.

I. The Cuxtitation of the Greex chops and the
Genebal Cxbansing op the Laio).

1. The expense of sowing and tilling- the root crops exclu-
sive of those operations which go to the general
cleausiug of the land.

2. The expense of those operations performed in each
rotation in cleansiug.

Ploughing th,e "Wheat crop once,
100 acres at Ss. per acre .

.

Cross ploughing, 100 acres at S^.

per acre
Two double turns of the harrow,

100 acres at 28. per acre .

.

Gathering weeds, 100 acres at Is. 6d.

per acre . . - - . -

Working with the cultivator or
grubter, 100 acres at 38. per acre .

Harrowing and weeding, 100 acres
at 2s. per acre

Drilling up to receive the manure
and splitting the drills to cover it,

IQO Otcrea at 5a. per acre .

.

Seed and sowing, 100 acres at 5s.

per acre
Singling and hoeing, 100 acres at 6$.

per acre . . .

,

Two subsequent hand-hoeings, 100
seres at 7s. 6d. per acre , . i.

Three horse-hoeiugs, luO acreiat^.
per acre
Cleansing operations connected
with the Corn crops :

—

Horse-hoeing, 200 acres at Is. Sd.
per acre

Hand-hoeiug, weeding, and picking
stones, 200 acres at 2s. 5d. per acre

Yearly expense against Roots

Expense
chargeable
against the
Boot Crop.

£40

Expense
of Cleaning,

10

25

25

100

£40

7 10

15

10

30

37 10

25

16 13 4

24 3 4

Yearly expense against the cleansing of
the farm chargeable in moieties of
102^. 13s. 4d. on the cattle crops on the one
hand, and the Com crons on the other .

.

! 205 16 8

A'o(e.—These and all other items of the same nature in the
Schedule are to be held as including a charge besides
the actual outlay, equal to maintain the working live I

stock and implemeuts against casualties and wear
and tear.

3. Expenses of cultivating and saving the Clover crop.
Seed , .. .. 100 acres, at 15s.

Sowing and harrowing .. .. „ »» ^ 1
Mowing and making one crop . „ „ 5 f £ s. d.
Stacking and thatching . . .. „ „ 3 f 120

£ s. d.

III. Cost of appltixg the Home-maue ilANUEE.
5. Expen-ses of loading, hauling, &c.

Filling the carts and forming heaps in the field. J5ay \

2500 cubicyards (1875 tons) • • I

Carting the manure an average distance of 4-*5ths of ( 85 19
a mile out and in, at lltZ. per ton )

Turning the heaps twice and filling the carts for
spreading on the ground at 2d. per yard .

.

Spreading in the drills at Id. per yard
20 17
10 8 6

AXD
CHATtGEABLE

IV. Peoportions of Rent, Capital,
ABLE Return on Capital,
AGAINST TUBSE DEPARTMENTS.

6. Rent.
Proportion of rent for buildings appropriated to
stock £52

Proportion chargeable against roots ; forbuildings,'^
41i. 8s, 9d. ; land. 119/. 7^. 6d I „.

Proportion chargeable against Clover ; for build- f
inga, 13(. 16i. 3t/. ; land, 119/. 7*. 6d )

117 4 6

PKOriT-

ever

HOME AND ITS DUTIES.
My friends, I believe it is every man's duty, wliat-
er Lis position in society, to make his own home as

happy, as comfortable, and as pleasant as possible. I
would spare no pains, neither would I be niggardly in
expense, so long as it was becoming and within my
means, to surround my own home, and tbe home of my
wife and children, with all that would maVe that home
desinible. If a man is not happy at borne he is not
happy anywhere, and there is something wrong either
in that man or in his home. Do your utmost, then, to
make your own home happy ; to make it suchasyour chil-
dren will regret to leave, such as they will he delighted
to return to, and such as in after life they will look
back upon with feelings of tender affection. The home
where they first learnt lessons of wisdom, where
they were first trained up in the way they should

^ ^ -,,,,,.„, .^
-

,

go, where they were first taught their duty to
7. CajHtal and the tenant's return thereon. dnA ar^fl fr^ Tvn<,« ,..!.««« i, t / i

Capital invested in the green cropg (see after. No. 9)£1369 1211'^'^ ^"^. *^*',

™Y^,
^^herc by example ahd by

„ cattle and dung 1334 16 P^'^^ept they 1earnt that the ways of virtue were the

I

ways of peace, and the fear of the Lord was the
2704 3 0"

8. Proportion of the tenant's profit chargeable against this
department.

Viz., 10 per cent, on the aboTe sum of
2704^. 8«.0d £270 8 9

9. The following Table shows the entire capital invested in
the concern and its distribution among tbe several
departments.
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Less value of 70 tons of Green Clover
consumed by horses, at 20«. per ton

Ditto 12 tons of hay, at 3^. ,

,

Oif oiie-half returned in dun cro

24«.

£ s. d.

70
36

106
53

V. Annual Retuens fbom sale of Live Stock.
10. From the sale of 200 fat sheep, tegs, or ftitted

ewes, averaging 20 lbs. a quarter,at5^. per lb. £366 13
From 60 head of cattle kept for 26 weeks on roots

and hay for the first half of the period, and on
oil- cake and roots for the second half, at a profit

per week of 43. each
From 20 porkers sold at 25s., and 20 bacon pigs at

31. 10a

312

95

£773 13 4

VI. The expenses of the Coen ceops and the pro-
portion OF Tenant's Capital and Eent
CHAEGEABLE AGAINST THEM tJNDEB A FOUR-
COURSE rotation.

53

3

£67
II. The management of the Cattle and the con"

TKESTOK OF THE GeeEN CEOPS AND THE STEAW
OF THE Corn crops into Manure,

4. Management of the cattle, Ac.
Oathering, trimming, and throwing into the carts £

. 10 tons per acre of roots (i. e., one-half of the
eutire crop), at 5|t;. per ton

2^
Kote.~The other half of the crop is supposed to be

consumed by sheep, on the ground.
Hauling to the homestead 10 tons per acre = lOOO
tons, an average distance of 4-5ths of a mile out
and in, at llrf, per mile 45 17

Storing at 2«. per 10 tons
[ !

."

10
Wages of cattle man, and shepherd, and other

assistants .. ., .. ., .. fis ifi
Feeding stuffs bought .* *

" loo
-2»0 tons of straw used as food and Utter at 15s. p. ton 150Average annual loss by casualties amongst the feed-
ing stock, say 5 per cent, on the amount invested 65
(viz., la^^o;., see after, 'So. 9>

11. Expenses.
One ploughing . . . . . . . .

.

Two harrowing^
Seed, 2 bushels
Sowing and harrowing in the seed .

Horse-hoeing
Hand-hoeiag, and weeding, and
picking stones
These last two items are charged

to the cleansing of the farm ;

see before, No. 2.

Reaping, tying, raking, and loading

the Ciirts . .

Carrying and ricking

Threshing and dressing

Marketing

Barley
per acre.

"Wheat
per acre.

£0 8
2
7
2

6
3

£0 8
2
9
2

9
3

« t

"ppv 100 ficre«;

10 6

9
7 11

5

2 12 2

16 8

2

2fin 261

10
9
5
5

6

10

12 4

13 4

55 5
12. Proportion of rent of buildings ... "

^ll 15
,, n land .. .. W •

•

463 16 1 13. Proportion of Capital. See No. 9 # 4

£294 Q

£1132 19 7

beginning of wisdom. Kemembrances of such a home
often have, and I am persuaded often will, cbeck the
thoughtless and tbe young in tbe ruinous course of
recklessness and foUy. But let not your sense of duty
stop here. Try what you can do to make the homes of
those about you—your labourers—your poorer neigh-
bours—your friends, the better for your example and
your influence. You feel how much your comfort
depends upon tbe kindness, the consideration, and the
sympathy of your landlord; no less are your labourcTd
dependant upon you—the chain of society, to be
strong:, must be strong in every link ; and I cannot
help thinking that the want of sympathy in one clasa

for another does more to weaken the bonds of union all

would wish to see strengthened than almost any ot-her

want. Nothing is cheaper than sympathy, nothing
more gratefully received; it is twice blest^—blest to
him who gives, and to him who receives. Sympathise,
then, with all your neighbours, but especially with your
own labourers and poorer neighbours; assist them by
little acts of kindness, which cost you nothing, but
which to them arc invaluable, in making their homes
more comfortable, their houses clean and well drained;
endeavour to promote amongst them habits of
sobriety, neatness, and industry. Above all I enjoin
you, nay more, if what I have said hitherto
has found favour in your eyes, I entreat you,
I implore you, not to be the means of keeping "the
young people you employ—boys and girls—from the
means of instruction. I know that boys at an early
age must be trained to labour—perhaps it is well they
should be; but there is the Sunday school, and the
House of God on the day of rest, and it is your duty to
do all you can to encourage them to avail themselves o£
these opportunities of instruction ; they are, in a cer-

tain sense, committed to your care, and upon you, to a
great extent, rests the responsibility of training them
fur time and eternity. Whether we feel the responsi-

bility or not, still it is there, we cannot sliake it off; let

us see that we make the best use of it.

There has, I rejoice to think, been a great improve-
ment of late in tbe labouring classes, but there is room
for still greater. I trust the day is gone by when
ignorance was considered no evil; the statistics of

every gaol, the records of vice, and the history of

criminals, have proved that such a notion is as fiilse in
theory as it is contrary to fact. Let us then do our
best to raise the moral, intellectual, and religious state

of our poorer neighbours, and depend upon it we shall

make them not only better men but better labourers.

Assist them in forming their sick clubs—excellent

institutions in themselves, but many of them notoriously

so badly constituted that they fall to pieces when most
needed. Encourage tbe system of small garden allot-

ments, and take an iuterest in their crops and cultiva-

tion. Do your best, if you have such things in this

neighbourhood, to put down statutes or mops, which I

look upon as an unmixed evil, and the fruitful source of

much mischief. In short, in all things, but especially

in those things where they are striving to help them-
selves, lend them a helping hand ; and, above all, show
them an example which will not be lost upon them of

the value you set upon whatever things are lovely aud
of good report.

Oh ! this old world might be better.

If each baud would break a fetter;
If each one would do his part
To bind up one poor stricken heart.

I have often heard it asserted that the agricultural

labourer is a man without hope in this world; that

he rises in the morning to go to his early labours,

and returns at night with no prospect of bettering

his condition, no chance but to labour on in the

same wa}', so long as he is able, and then, perhaps,

when he can labour no longer, to be dependant

upon parish relief. If I thought this were the

condition of so large a number of our working

population, I should indeed think it a melancholy

picture; but I deny that it is so ; and too much pains

cannot be taken to convince the rising population of

agricultural labourers that they have great privileges,

of which, if they will but avail themselves, their

duties to themselves aud their employers may be

comparatively light, and that they have the prospect

before them, if not of great, yet of valuable pro-

i motion. They are afforded means of instruction which
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were denied to their fathers. The village school in ' inches to at least 18 or 20 inches, cliiefly by the use of

almost every parish, the Sunday school, the evening
school, will, with very little time and pains-taking,

enable them, even while engaged in working for their

daily bread, to acquire as much knowledge as will fit

them to take precedence of those who neglect to avail

the spade or fork. Mr. Niven also uses the fork rather

extensively in deep cultivation, trenching the land 2

feet deep by means of it, at a cost per Irish acre, by
day's wages, of 11. IZs. ; and although the expense

appears to be large, yet he finds it repaid in the first

themselves of these privileges, and entitle them to
|
crop. The introduction, by the late Mr. Smith, of

' "" ' " 1
-1^

1 Deanston, of the subsoil plough, as a follower of the

thorough drain was an event of much importance, not

only from the effects produced by the use of this imple-

ment when eiuployed in breaking up the indurated

subsoil, but also from the enlarged and more correct

views which it was the means of imparting to many
on the subject of deep culture. Its application by some,

as a substitute for, instead of a follower of the thorough

drain militated against it in certain cases; hut it is

most unquestionably a valuable implement when
properly applied. Still, with all my predilections for

the Deanston subsoil plough, arising from a rather

extensive experience of its use, I do not consider it a

perfect implement. It rips up the under soil, and
gives additional depth ; hut it does not effect this in

such a perfectly uniform and complete manner as all

the requirements of deep culture demand. Some,

indeed, allege that the eifects of subsoiling are not

engage in places of trust. The demand for skilled

labour is daily increasing; no good farmer is content to

have his work badly done; and if it is to be well done,

he must employ skilful men to do it. Let then the

labouring classes seize the opportunities within their

reach ; let it be our aim to urge them to do so ; let us

seek to elevate them as a class to something beyond
mere animal machines; let us teach them that they
have souls as well as bodies, and depend upon it we shall

always find a good man will make a good servant. I

would say to them, my friends, as I would say to you,

that exalted character is above exalted station, and,

generally speaking, will ultimately find its true level.

Mr. Beasley*s Lecture hefore the Faringdon Booh
Cluh.

Home Correspondence.
Scarcity of Cattle Provender.—JIany thanks are

doubtless expressed to Mr. Caird for his letter lately '

noticed in the Times. It is full of truth as regards

the universal scarcity of provisions and cattle provender
at the present time from the continued cold and wet in

the past winter, but we ourselves differ much from him
and many others in their fearful forebodings for the
safety of crops the ensuing summer. It is also too late

and dry now, we think, for much success or excess to be

expected from the applications of superphosphates, &c.,

on Grass and corn which he recommends; nor do we
think it absolutely needful, for notwithstanding the
lateness we have many good reasons for expecting a
greater crop of Grass and Clover from the late excessive

wet than we have had for many years past of severe
droughts. Corn also promises a full crop though thin
in plant, and we believe that on the whole signs of more
productive crops of fruit and staple food never before
appeared; late they must he, but most likely the
autumn will be prolonged to ripen and gather all in, as

it often has been before when the springs were back-
ward. The writer has lived to see many backward
springs prove most favourable, and his late honoured
father well remembered in his youthful days once
skating on North river, Colchester, between large heaps
of snow on March 24, and had done so daily

for 14 weeks previous, the frost subsiduig on tlie 25th
with rain and heavy floods. That year, he said, was
signally the most fruitful and pW,nteous he ever
experienced. A. Hardy ^ Son.

lasting; but I am not of that opinion. I have, no
doubt, met with cases where the results apparently

favoured ?uch views ; but in tracing the history of those

eases—which were always in connection with stiff, cold

clays—it was evident that the subsoil plough had
followed the drain too closely and without giving the

latter proper time to act. Where the latter point was
attended to, however, I have seen, even on very
obdurate clays, that the effects of subsoiling by the
Deanston plough were perfectly visible at least 15 or 20
years after the work had been done. Various forms of

subsoilers have been introduced, and many of these

possess great merit. The most perfect implement,
however, or rather combination of implements, for

effecting deep and uniform culture is to be found in the
Tweeddale plough and the Tweeddale subsoil -trench-

plough. These were invented hy the Marquis of

Tweeddale, and first used by him in the improvement
of his farms on the Tester estate. The Tweeddale
plough, at first sight, appears to be a heavy and cum-
bersome implement; but although it turns a farrow^ 15
to IG inches deep, and 14 inches wide, it is held by the
ploughman with as much ease as any common swing
plough turning a furrow of 6 or 7 inches in depth.
This arises from the structure of the mould-board,
which, to use Mr. Stephens's description, " instead of
pressing against the furrow-slice along its entire length,
gets quit of it at once by its convex breast, and causes
it to slip along in a straight line till it reaches near its

ear, when the furrow-slice assumes its proper position
by its ovm gravity. Friction of the furrow-slice is

thus practically avoided." In another place he says,

"The furrow-sHce, in place of being turned over in an
,

entire form, as by our fine working ploughs, is only so
Dttbttn^ Maj/ 1.—'Tillage^—K paper on this subject

^
far turned, and at the same time broken, as serves to
present the soil iu the best possible state to the ameliora

uittitn.

was read by Mr. Pringle, from which we make tlie

following extracts:

—

Deep cultivation is a comparative term, and what is

so in one case may be the reverse in anotiier. The
common plough in ordinary ploughing does not in most
cases turn a furrow exceeding 7 inches in depth, and in
many cases not ahove 4 or 5 inches. Whatever may
have been the depth which has hitherto been the rule
in any particular instance, if we go deeper—even an
inch or two—it is, to a certain extent, an example of
deep culture, and as such will be found productive of
certain results. But this is still only comparative, and
of a shallow and superficial kind, compared with a

moving and mixing of the soil to the depth of 12, 15,

18, 20, and even 24 inches. It is frequently astonish-
ing, however, where circumstances are otherwise favour-
able, to those who are ignorant of the stores of plant
food which a little deeper ploughing renders available,
5n cases where the surface soil had fbr many years been
only lightly tilled, to witness the results of breaking
into and bringing up that really virgin soil which is

found in such cases under the thin layers of exhausted
surface soil. In fact, it appears almost like magic, and
not a little difficulty will sometimes he experienced in
convincing such people as to what is the real cause of
the increased fertility which so much surprises them.
Down to a very recent period the use of the spade or

fork was considered the most efficient mode of deepen-
ing and mixing the soil, whenever it was thought
proper to go beyond that depth which could ho effected

bj the plough. During the famine j'ears, and prior to

that period, tin's mode of deepening the soil was strongly
insisted upon as affording remunerative employment for

labourers iu our rural districts. Since tliat period, how-
ever, it has rather fallen into disuse, chiefly iu conse-

quence, perhaps, of the scarcity of labourers, as well as

other reasons to which it is not at present necessarv to

allude. At the time referred to I had considerable

experience in this mode of improvement, and am per-

fectly satisfied as to it-s beneficial operation, when
properly can'ied out. We may still, however, find
cases .where it is practised, and in such the steel fork

tmg effects of atmospheric influences. In this respect,
the Tweeddale plough stands unequalled; and since
the extinction of the old Scottish wooden plough, no
implement has approached the point to which this has
attained, for enlarging the extent of surface exposed
to the atmosphere." It is scarcely possible, without
actual field demonstration, to convey a perfectly correct
idea of the really beautiful manner in "which those im-
plements act in hiosening and commixing the soil, to a
depth of from 20 to 24 inches.

A Lecture delivered to the Memhers of the Faringdon
AgrieuUiiral Boole Cluh on the Luiies and Privileges

of the Landoicifersj Occupiers, and Cultivators of
the Soil. By John Beasley, Longman & Co.;
Hamilton, Adams, & Co.

This lecture is published at the request of those in
whose hearing it was delivered. They have judged
wisely that the agricultural community generally must
benefit by the record which it gives of an experience
sohirge as that of "Sir. Beasley. We cordially recom-
mend it to our readers of all the classes whose interests
and duties it deacribes—to landowners, farmers, agents,
aud labourers.

We can here only give them a passage or two illus-

trative of the way in which they are severally warned
and exhorted ; and, therefore, confident that no man
will regret our advice, we recommend each to purchase

the pamphlet for his own careful perusal. The follow-

ing are illustrative extracts:

—

The Landlord.—" It has often been remarked, and
with great truth, that the landlord, the tenant, and
the labourer, s^\'im in the same boat; hut, after all,

the boat belongs to the landlord ; he is both the pilot

and the owner of the vessel—it not only rests with him
whether the bark should sink or swim, but whether it

^
should sail gallantly, and end in a prosperous cruise.

has generally superseded the spade, the former being
|
He mans the ship, he finds the tackling, he can tighten

lighter, and altogether better adapted for the purpose.
; or slacken the rope^i, he can spread or furl the sails.

Without entering into particulars— which my limits ' and it dependMpon his will whethc
I may be permitted, merely by way of; engased for a Tnng voyage,—to which all their energies

will not permit
er the crew shall be

lUustratwn, to say that Mr. Brady has,' I believe, i and interests will be devoted—or a short and precarious
graauaUy increased the depth of soil at Merino from 7 : one, in which thev are for the time content to sail, but

all the while upon the look out for a better and niorp
permanent berth. The landlord is in possession of tht
raw material—the laud is in his hands—there
nothing, as there ought to be nothing, to prevent b*^
disposing of it as he will, to whom he will, and unonwhat terms be will, Cleariy, then, the landlord is thp
mainspring of the agricultural machine—upon the metal
of which he is made and tempered, will depend the speed
the correctness, and the soundness of agricultural
movements. His privileges are great, and lo are his
responsibilities; and I hesitate not to say, that unon
the mauTier in which he exercises them, will, in a Qre^
measure, depend the prosperity and well-doing the
character, morality, and religion, not only of the a^ricul
tural classes, but of all within the circle of his influence "—" Believing as I do, that it will generally be fonnd
that what is a man's duty is also his interest, I feel
sure it is both the interest and duty of every landlord
to provide comfortable farm houses and good and
sufficient farm buildings. By having the former he
will command a greater choice of respectable tenants—
a tenant is naturally tempted, and I think properlv
tempted, by a residence suited to his means ; he will
enable that tenant to bring up a family with greater
comfort and respectability; make him set a higher
value upon his own home—more inclined to cleave to it •

and last, not least, enable him to have a greater choice
in that most important of all steps—the selection of a
good wife. The wife delights in a neat and comfortable
home, and there are no wives more deserving of such a
home, than the excellent and praiseworthy wives of the
yeomanry of England."

The Farmer,—" The Times newspaper said some
time ago that they hardly ever met with any man who
did not think he could do three things—make a speech—drive a gig through the streets of London—and
write a leading article for the Times—but when they
came to try, they discovered that they had made a
miserable mistake. If they made a speech nobodv
would listen—if they attempted to drive a gig tbrough
London they were upset—if they wrote an article for

the Times, the editor would not insert it. Now, I do
not subscribe to this opinion. I have met with many
men who had none of these ambitions ; but I confess

that I have met with very few men in my life, who did

not think they could farm, and farm well, and even far

better than the general run of farmers, and grow rich too.

Why, men of all professions, all trades, all ranks,,

all positions, think how well they could manage a farm

;

most of them are wise enough to content themselves
with the idea of what an example they could set if they

had but the opportunity ; but some of them put the

idea into practice, and it generally happens that the

same fate befals them as befell the inexperienced ' whip*

who thought he could drive a gig through London,
But I am disposed to think that to farm well and suc-

cessfully requires as much training, as much observa-

tion, as much thought, as much experience, as any

other calling. I am a disbeliever in anything like

instinctive knowledge. If you wish to learn how a

thing should be done—do it ; if you wish to know the

result, observe it. If you were to ask me how I would

teach a young man to farm, the only answer I coul^

give you would be, I would give him great opportunities

of learning. J^ow, I would venture to say, especially to

my younger hearers, if you wish to he a successful

agriculturist, learn your business thoroughly, and set

about it in the right way. If you wish to be a pood

and prosperous farmer pay attention to little things,

and however high a position you may hereafter attain,

or however eminent you may become as an agriculturist,

you will never repent of the time and attention you

have bestowed upon the rudiments of your calling.

And allow me, as an old man, who has had many oppor-

tunities of obsei"ving his own, as well as his neighbours,

short-comings, to tell you what I consider constitutes a

good man of lousiness—attention to details. Ifany ofthe

young gentlemen who aredoing me the honour to listen to

my remarks were to ask me to give them a motto for

their guide in business, I would give them these three

words, * Attention to details '—* great things will

generaUy be looked after—but the many little thmgs

which make up the whole are overlooked or forgotten-

Tou might construct a very clever and powerftu

machine—peifect in all its design and mechanism-^

but by omitting one little cog-wheel, probably jt

would not go, and you would be as unsuccessful ^ "

you had forgotten tlie chief moving pow-er. If a tenant

farmer applied to me for a farm, the first thing I

should inquire about would be his cliaracter. I should

learn all I could of his antecedents ; how he had con-

ducted himself through life ; if he had been on a f;>nii

before and how he had behaved towards his landlord.

I should go even further. I should endeavour to know
something of his ancestors—whether he was well-hred

—had been well trained—and lived under the hght of

a bright example. Well this is exactly what I shoula

recommend you to do when you are about to take a

farm, in reference to your landlord."

Farm Oapifal.—** tlie late Mr. Bakewell, of Dishley.

was not only an eminent agriculturist and breeder oi

stock, but a very wise and shrewd man, and his neigh-

bours were in the habit of resorting t-o him for counsel

and advice. On one occasion an old friend went to pay

him a visit, for the purpose of explaining to him h'^

position, and at the same time hr' mg thut he woma

recommend him what to do. H&had lived all hifl h >

upon his own farm of 1000 acre5; he lived very well.
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but lie had never saved a shilling. He Lad three

daughters, and the eldest was about to be married ; he

highly approved of the match, but the intended husband

expected some portion, and he had nothing to give

hiui. Should he mortgage his estate, or what should

he do ? Mr. Bakewell begged of him to spend

the nio"ht with him, and promised the next morning to

(rive him the result of his cogitations. Accordingly,

the next morning, when they met at breakf;ist, Bake-

well said, * I have made up my mind what you ought to

Jo ; (Tive your son-in-law one-fourth of the farm, keep

the remaining three-fourths, and do not part witk any

portion of your capital and stock, and work the

remaining three-fourths with it. Do it better than

you have hitherto done, and your income will be rather

increased than diminished.* His friend followed his

advice; but at the end of two or three years, another

daughter would be married, and the perplexed father

a^aiu resorted to his friend Bakewell for advice, under

this new difficulty. Bakewell coolly said, he had

watched his proceedings, and seen their results;

be must do in this case as he had done before,

he must give up another fourth of his farm, and keep

the original capital and stock. The father seemed

somewhat puzzled, but as the first experiment had
succeeded, he deteraiined to try it in this case also.

Last of all the youngest daughter was to be married,

asd, in utter despair, the poor father paid another visit

toDlshley to explain his perplexity. ' Well,' said Bake-

well, *tell me honestly whether your income has

diminished by having reduced your farm by one-half.'

Tlie father acknowledged he thought it had not.

'Then,' said Bakewell, 'you must give up another

fourth of your fium, and keep your house and the

remaining 250 acres for yourself, and, to tell jou the

truth, you will then have just such a farm as yonr

stock, your capital, and your head are fit for, and will

be a better and liappier man than ever.* Old Bakewell

used to tell this story with great glee, and declared his

friend left as much stock and capital upon the 250 acres

as he had ever had upon the one thousand, and, as he
believed, made a better income out of it. This may be

a somewhat exaggerated statement, but of this I am
"sure : a small, well-cultivated farm, will make a better

return than a large ill-cultivated one."

I

if

Miscellaneotis.
The Emperor of the French and Steam CvMivation.

—From the Morning Star of Tuesday wc learn that

some interesting experiments with Smith's Steam Cul-

tivator have been made by the Emperor of the French
on the Imperial Farm at Vincennes, and that they

have proved so successful that the Emperor has ordered

the system to be adopted on the other Royal farmf,

Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, who manufacture Mr.

Smith's implements, have accordingly received the com-

mands of the Emperor to supply the apparatus.

Warranty of Sheep.—At the Salisbury County Court

last January an action was brought by Mr. Strong, a

farmer of Evercreech, to recover the sum of 38/. 19s. Zd.

from Mr. Phillips, a farmer of Bai'ford, for a breach of

warranty, Mr John Strong, the plaintiff, was at

Wilton Fair on the 12th September last—looked at

some sheep belonging to the defendant—made a bid for

them—said, "Are they sound?" Defendant replied,

" Hear \ I warrant them sound. You needn't do
so ; I warrant them all to be six-tooth sheep."—Upon
that made a deal at \U 13j. Gd. a head. There were
52 sheep—one died on the 18th September, another
died on the 26th, another on the 30th, and another

within a month. Mr. Whitmore, a veterinary surgeon
at Shepton Mallet, had two of the sheep slaughtered
and examined. The two sheep which he examined were
killed on the 26th November. Mr. Edward Ashford,
a neighbouring farmer, saw the livers of two of the

sheep that died. Seven of the sheep died altogether,

and two were killed. The remainder, 43, were sold at

Sheptoa Mallet market, and realised 57/. Is. 6d,

Evidence was given of the diseased state of both liver

and lungs of the sheep that were killed. Mr, Charles
Phillips, the defendant, was at Wilton Fan: on the
12th September, Mr, Stone asked the price of the
ewes, and bought them. He did toot ask if the sheep
were sound. No question was asked about their sound-
ness. Jesse Ridgeley, shepherd to Mr. Phillips, was
present when the deal took place between master and
Mr. Strong. Didn't hear any question about their
soundness. Other witnesses having been examined, the
judge summed up, and the jury returned a verdict for
the defendant, to the surprise, we believe, of the
majority of pei-sons in the court. The judge intimated

^tliat he would grant a new trial. Devizes Gazette.
[This trial has just been held, and the above verdict
w:\s reversed].

had a little store in this liard spring' are likely to have a better
supply next year. It may be a little more expense to grow,
though I do not think it is weight for weight, but then whiit a
reserve for any stock on the farm, and for any time during the
year, and we often see spring corn sown so late after the
sheep have fed off the Swedes, that in years like the last two
only a very poor crop follows ; whereas if we were to sow the
same extent of ground with Mangels, and have them carted off

the field, it could be sown in good time ; and if after harvest
some of the Wheat stubble is ploughed up. and sown with
Vetches, winter Barley or Oats, sheep may be turned into it

and have a feed of Mangels with it, and if they have cake as

well, the lai.d will be in good hoarttfor Turnips or Swedes, and
there will be no delay in sowing the spring corn. And this is

not the <»nly year that we are to feel a short supply : the hay
that we have been accumulating for some years, toll in many
cases we had as we thought enough for two years, has all been
used up, and to make the m itter worse the Clover and
meadows that ought to have been standing for bay are being
fed off, and though they may be laid up by and by the crop
is not likely to be heavy, so that we must plan a little^ care-

fully for next year, and this may tend to keep down prices a

little though there is no signs of stock being very low, for

even now though not a ready sale, yet prices are well supported.
As a matter of course everything fat is sold off as quickly as

possible, and our market is more than usually full at this

season ; mutton is dear, but lambs have not yet been in great
demand owing to the cold weather, and the nakedness of

gardens, which for vegetables present a dreary aspect. We
have had very sharp frosts at night for the last 10 days and
frequent east winds, but the last day of April, though frosty in

the morning turned out a very warm day, and the Wheat looks
changed this morning, though it seems impossible that we can
have many, if any, Wheat ears in May. Though the season is

late, work Is now pretty well up, as there has been no
hindrance from the weather, and the frequent frosts that we
have had made the land work freely. And now we are

getting in the Mangels for which the laud is in good condition,

neither too dry nor too wet. G.S»

Warwickshire.— As to Mangel sowing, these are now
chiefly planted in this neighbourhood. The ground, where
deeply winter ploughed, and only worked with the cultivator

shortlv before sowing, has come down kindly. Where late

spring ploughing has been needed, the case is very different.

We subjoin a mixture of artificials, applied without yard

manure, and from which weanticipate a good crop of Mangels :—

4 cwt. superphosphate of lime, at 7s, .

,

£1 Ss. Orf,

2 cwt PeiTjvian guano, IS*. 6d i 7

4 cwt common aalt, Is. 4

Ashes .. 10
Total, per acre £3

Also a similar dressing to the above, for Carrots and fo^

Potatoes :

—

1 cwt. sulphate of soda .. .. •. £0 58. Od.

1 cwt. sulphate of magnesia ., .# 8"
2 cwt. Peruvian guano 17
2 cwt. superphosphate oflime(superior),«t8s. 16

3 cwt. common salt . . . .. .- 3

Ashes .. .. .. .. •• •* 01

TOHN BELL'S COMPOSTTIOTn'eob DESTROYING
fl :mildew on vines, peach, and nectarine
TREES, and every other plant subject to this pest.

J. B. can Warrant this mixture to entirely eradicate mildew
when applied according to the printed directions. Sold in.

Bottles, l5. Qd., 2« 6d., and Cs. each.

10 &. 11, Exchange Street, Norwich, opposite the Corn Hall.

URSEKYMEN supplied with the best genuine
TOBACCO PAPER at 4!. per cwt. ; 2L per h^lf cwt. ;

any quantity less than half a cwt, lOd. per lb. The above
articleiswan-antedgenuine. Terrascash.—Address Tom Bryant,
W. .Jackson & Sons. 6, Lady Lane, Leeds.

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH.
Warranted equal is Strength to Tobacco.

JOSEPH BAKER, lO.Gough Sqaare, Fleet St.,E.C.,

having dealt iipwards of 20 years in the above, can recom-
mend it as the best article for destroying the Fly. Is. 4rf. perlb.;

over 1 lbs., Is. Post-office Orders payable Fleet Street.

ISHURST COMPOUND,
PATENTED,

. FOR PREVENTING AND DESTROYING

G
RED SPIDER
THRIPS
AMERICAN" BLIGHT

Total, per acre £3

It does people good to compare notes together, and we
therefore add another couple (rf dressings which we have pretty

largely employed in the past few months :

—

For Wheat, and also for Clover, 35 to 40 bushels of soot per

acre. For mowing Gvaas^-

2 cwt. supffTpliosphate ofUme(highly soluble)£0 IGs. OcZ.

1 cwt. guano . . . . , . . . . . 13 6

2 cwt. salt 2

Per acre £1 11 6

Mr. Caird. we observe, very judiciously recommends nitrate

of soda and Peruvian guano as top-dressings for both grazing

and mowing grouads. It is probably a matter of taste, what
mixture may be applied ; but we do respectfully submit that

in our inland districts the free use of salt should not he omitted.

At least we use some 20 tons, or over, iu tbe course of the

year, with manifest advantage. As the stock of hay is

now worked very close, and likely to be still more -so,

the extensive application of artificials has been attended to, ki

order to aid the ensuing crop. But unfortunately the windy
weather we have had—especially the low, raking, east or north-

east wind—has tended to dissipate a portion of the more
j

volatile constituents. Sometimes valuable manures are to be i

seen broad casting on blowing days when fiu<;h an operation

ought not to be attempted. With a " Reeves' Manure Distribu-

tor" (or "Humanity to the labourer," as it may be termed) I

) the thing can be better managed. Probaium td. J. £., in

Coventry Standard.

Notices to Correspondents.

French Agriculture: Wink^li. Your Utter will he answered

next week.

Grass Seeds: JJH. Nine-tenths of your sample is IMcua

lanatus (Woolly Soft Grass), the rest is mostly BroMus 'is

(Soft Brome or LopX so that the whole may be considered as

weeds of the worst description and should at once be burnt.-*-

SaeUe. Yours is a poor sample of Grass seed ; its weeds are

Hokus Umatm, B-fomus iitoUw, and more of Triticum repent

(common Couch) than we remember to have seen iu mixed
Grasses before. The Clover accompanying the Grasses is

estimated to contain 35,200 weeds to a pint, pnnctp:dly

Plantain (PLontoffO ItinceoJata), which makes up about one-

fifth of the weight of the sample.— IT G M. Your samples

may be judged of by the following notes :—

Weeds in a pint.

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
We-st Sussex : Mai/ 1.—We have now got into the month of

May, aod wo are not Ukcly to have any spring. Every kind of
"egetation is nearly the same as at Christmas, and farmers
iave been at their wits' end to find food for their stock. Swedes
«ad THimips have been gone for some time, and the Wheat,
»aort eUQugh befure, hua been fed up to the present time by
•^ny, which we should hardly have thought safe. But
^•Wirity haano law. If anything tendyto increase the cultiva-

kJon of Maogtls, this Beason must. It is the only root that^ kept well if protected from the frost, and those who have

1 . Cow Grass
2. Red Clover
3. White Clover ..

4. Alsike Clover .

.

5. LoUiim perenne..

fi. LoUum iUlicum ,

!r. Alopecurus pra-

tonsis .

.

8. Dactylis glome-
rata

It

-yt

small weeds.

7,i>00 Principally Plafit^iin.

2,400
2,560
2,760
160
140

»»

160

pure I

tt

Lop.
Ranunculas repens.

Holcuj faeatuB.

9 Phleum pratense pure I n^„ j,„

10 Festnca pratensts 1.000 Lop, Oat-Uke Qtnas, kc

(Not Fescue but a bad
sample of Lolium
perenne.)

11. Poamemoralis contwns a little Hokus,

pose
pr

Tak^n altogether tbis is a better oollectk* of
^^^

Slst^^kf:Urt\e%=aor ,fe ;

mi^sLfvLs^^^^rwn^^^^^ I

carefully at samples than^itherto ^ms ^ ba^t^e^ t^

^ers^L^dS^r^tS^^^rrui^^^^^^^ i
^^-^--

easily recognised if once looked into. J »

MEALY BUG I MILDEW
SCALE GREENand BROWN
ANTS

I
FLY

BED BUGS, &c.,

And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious ingi-edient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see

Gardeners* Chronicle of 9th .\pril and 16th July, 1859, and
"Cottage Gardener," 12th July, and has been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent gardening authorities,

among whom are

—

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswiefc House Gardens
Mr. Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road

i Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout

England, Scotland, and Irelsnd use it, have taken in supplies,

and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bed huge; 9$. for not

large gardens; lO*. 6rf. for Jai^e gardens, with testimonials and
full descnptiens for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied bv
Price's Patent Candle Companv, Limited. London. '

AGE'S COMPOSITION job the DESTKUCTZOX
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the

test of eight years* public trtet. and its great success has led to

numerous imitations. Dr. Lindley, in his leading article of

October 25, 1856, repotted 1S2 cases in its favour—sufficient to

convince the mostscepticiJ.

4«. per gallon, (sufficient to make four fit for use).

10 gallons and upwards^ Ouriage paid to London,

London Aoents:—
Henderson & Co.. Pine-apple Place, W.
Hooper & Co., Govent Garden, W.C.
Mr. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, B.W.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill S.

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell, 8,

Mr. llopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nursery, N. _ . .

and tbe leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the

Inventors and Manufacturers, Paqk & Toooood, Royal Soutli

Hants Seed E-stablisbment. Southampton.

KEEP YOJR PREMISES FREE FROM MICE AND
SPARROWS.

ARBEU*S POTSONED WHEAT kills them (only)

on the spot. In Id. 2d.. 4d., and 8ti. packets.—W.
SuTTOS&Co., 10, Bow Churchyard, London, E.G. Agents. Sold by
all Druereists, Ac., throughout the Kingdom. Works: Ipswich.

ATS, MICE, AND BIRUST^^ow to paralyse and
render them immoveable on tbe spot, though there be

hundreds, so ttet they may be gathered with ft Bhovel and
finally drowned. This is the i)lan adopted in Russia, communi-
cated by a Russian prisoner. Sent to any address, post paid,

for eight penny stamps, by Fisher & SoK, Publishers, Kings-

land, Loudon, N.E. Punctually sent the following day.

^y^fg.—If swarming the whol^ mny be cleared in one night.

Warranted at \s, cost for ingredients which can be bought of

every Chemist or Druggist in the kingdom.

SLATE WORKS. ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX, W.

EDWARD BKCK JIanufxctukes in Slatb a
variety of articles for Horticultural purpOBefl. all of which

may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, nn application to tho

Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LISTS <if PLANT
TUBS and BOXKH forwarded on application.

ARDEN POTS and PANS, in quantities of not

less than 20 casts, delivered to tbe London Railway

Stations at the following prices :—

Nos.TbbB.60.L60.54.48.-i0.32.2fi24. 16.12. 8. 6. 4. 3. 2. U
Inches.

Diameter 213^4143 b\G ^1 8 lOJ 11} 13315 16417419

Per Cast 2«. 2s. 2s. 2s. 2«. 2<. 2«. 28. 2«. 2s. 3«. 3«.6d. St. U. Ss. hs. 5«.

On lessor quantities, 6(i. per mile, for delivery to the station,

would be charged. The usual discount to the Trade. Squ.ara

Propagating Pans, Kale and Plunging Pot^ Strawberry and

Border Tiles, &c., made to order.

Country orders to bo accompanied by a remittance,

J. &W. Adams. Kilns, Belle Isle. York IVtad. King** Crrrcft. N.

SHA\\^^T1FFANY, ti UpHt, cbeup, aud durable

material for Shading Cou^ewatories and other Hothouses,

effectuallv securing Plants from tbe aoorching rays of the sun,

without obscuriDg tbe Iwht ; also the best pn'tecrti^r of Fruit

and Seeds from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of W;Ul Trow

from Sirring Frosts,
^

Sold IN PiKOES. Tet piece—s. d.

No 1 —20 yards long, by 38 inches wide . . . . ..-50
Vn 1 —20 v;<

' loner, by 38 Inches wide, the same mate-

rial. maouYactured with a Pitent Mineral Solu-

tlon to prevent It from rr'+^'ng . . ^ . . 6 ^
No. 3.-<Double strength) IS y'«;'<«,^«W' *»y ?*.*™*"..^ J J
No 4 -(Treble stnrogth> 18 yards Ion«r. by 30 mchm w^j • » <>

Va a Shading material. No. 1 Tiffimy ^\]}^^^^f^ £t^ll}^

d«5 no more than m^^ bght. without o]«tnicttng^lt.

-

''Sftc^;S and Did^^s in every description of Maf^'et-

t;n^^^vas and all such like materials for Ganien purjwse^..

'Tli^raTahowance to the Tn^e -^^^1?^^')^
w"

Cautios.—See that every piece is marked Shaw b iinany,

^Sl^.'i'oHN Shaw t Co., 4», PriH«p* Stiwt, il.uch«i**.

\
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w CHAM PLOUGH (I86 0:

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,

Direct attention to their XEW PATENT PLOUGHS marked H, and H H, wliicli they bclioTe to be not only the cheapest but

t?e1S;fa^d mSst du^^^^^^ for General Purposes yet produced. The Frames and Xccks are much stronger, and the

breasts or moiUd-boarda are more perfect in form than auy of their former patterns
^, , » >r *• * i.T,« t3«„„i i ,«j

J &F Howard have made iipw^xrds of 2000 of their NEW PATENT PLOUGHS since the last Meeting of the Royal Agn-

eultural Society of England, at Warwick, in 1850, and not a single instance of breakage has come to their knowledge

PX-OUGH markea H £4261 PI-OUGH marked H H £476
If with Skim Coulter, 5.^. &d. extra. New Patent Shares, 8«. Qd. per dozen. „ ,, ^ , _ . ,

Free delivery to Basingstoke, Birmingham, Bristol, Canterbury, Cardiff, Colchester, Derby, G oucester, Hull, Leeds Lincoln,

Liverpool London, Manchester, Norwich, Nottingham, Reading, Retford, SaUsbury, Shrewsbury, Southampton, Swansea,

Wiabeach, Worcester, and York ; or to DubUn, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other parts, at fixed rates.
^ ^ t, ,

CATALOGUES with prices and particulars of all J. & F. HOWARD'S IMPLEMENTS, including description of and Reports

n persons working SMITH'S STEAM CULTIVATOR, sent post free on application.from

DEANE 8s
COMPANY'S

GARDEN ENGINES, Galvanized Iron

Prices 65s., 63s., 105s., 1209,

Ditto, Wood, 84s„ 105s, 130s.

Flower Stands, 4s. 6d. each-

Cast Iron Ornamental ditto, to hold

7 Vases, 27».

Deane's Mowing Machines, with Boyd's

Patented Improv<:ments, £4 178. 6d, £6 6s. Od.,

£6 17s. 6d., £7 7s. Od. .

Green House Syringes, 8s., IDs., 18s. 6d

Garden Rollers, £1 14s. 6d.,£2.,£2 12s.

£3 3s., £3 18s.. £4 13s„ £5 12s., £7 IDs.

Garden Stools, 4s. 6d.

Garden Chairs, from 30s.

Boyd's Self-adjusting Scytlie, 10s, 6cL

Wire Work, 18in. 4d, per yard run.

Every Implement for Garden use on flie

lowest Terms.

DEANES :—Opening to the Monument, London Bridge.

OrkA CUCUMBER AND MELON BOXkS, and
/wUU LIGHTS. AND 500 LIGHTS of all Sizes kept in

Stock, Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kinedom.

Jakes Watts & Co., Hothouse Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, near the Green Man, Old Kent Road,

London. S.E.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.

BURGESS A>T> KEY, 95, Xew^ate St., E.C., London,

being the Wholesale and Retiiil Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURX.—The FIRST
FRIZK was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with

several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at ©Tery Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Burgess & Key, 95,

Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recmomend it as the most per-

fect Churn now in use. Full particuiors sent on application.

OIL PAINT NO LONGER NECESSARY.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARXTSH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work and
is fiiUy two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary

labourer, requires no laixing or thinning and is used cold. It

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at

the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from

whom the most flattering testimonials have been received,

which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each at Is. Gd. per pallon at

the manufactory, or 1*. Srf. per gallon paid to any stition in

the kingdom.—Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierley Hill Iron

Works, near Dudley, from whom only it can be obtained.

CUTTA PERCHA TUBING FOR WATERING GARDENS.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the follo^nng

Testimonial fr&in Mr. J. Farbah. Gr. to Boswell Middleton
Jallavd, Esq., ofHoMemess House, near Hull

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in lengths

of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last 12 months
for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer better than

anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of the water is

very considerable, bnt'this has not the slightest effect on the
tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most valuable invention
for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to water our gardens
in about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour
required."

.Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company, Patentees,
18. Wharf Rnad, City Road, London, EX., and sold by their
vv uleoskle Dealera in toim and country.

THE annexed sketch repre-

sents the GT.ESNT WATERING
POT, which will be found a decided

improvement upon the old-fashioned

one, as from the peculiar construction

of the handle the weight is more easily

balanced in the hands, which enables

the user to empty with far less mus-
cular exertion and fatigue a pot of this

kind than one upon the old plan.

Of all Tronmong-crs, Hardwaremen, and Seedsmen ; and of

LovERiDGE & Shoolbred, Wolvcrhampton, Sole Manufacturers,

RADFORD'S PATENT VVASHINU iMACHINK
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

** I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

laud, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — Thomas Bradford,
Patentee^ CathcdralSteps, Manchester.
London Office : 63. Fleet Street, E.C.
N,B, My Machines always have^

and always will be sent on approval,

if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free by post.

B

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S warranted PRT7y
f'RUNING and BUDDING KN'IVES, SCISSORS &c ^

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
the three Kingdoms. ,

BtE-HIVES.—Fbize Medal awarded to G. N. &. Sons for
Bee-Hives and Hoket, at the Paris Exposition of 1855

NEIGHBOUR'S IM-
PROVED COTTAGE

BEE-HIVE, as originally
introduced by George
Neighbour & Soys, with all

the recent improvements,
three f^lassep, iiiid thermo-
meter, }>rice 35f., securely
packed for the country.

This uniq-ie Hive has mot
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid:
its arrangements are so
perfect that the Honey may
betaken at any time of the
pratlierinfj season without at
all injuring the Bees.
Early applications addressed
to Geo. Neighbour & Sons_ 127, High Holbom, W.C, or

149, Regent Street, London, W., will receive prompt attention.

Their newly-arranged CATALOGUE of
_
other Improved

ives, with drawings and prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

-Liverpool . . Jasies Cuthbert, 15, Clayton Street.
ManchcBter. J. Wilson, 50, King Street.

Birmingham J. H. Cottrell, 15, Bull Ring.

Hives

Agknts

>>

»» Dublin J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street.

AU-NKU'S iMFKUVEU LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP-

Tbese Pumps are fitted with
Waiinfji*s Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The barrel

is made of galvauised iron, not likely

to corrode, andcau be raised or lowered
at pleasure on the standi the legs of

which fold together, and may be car-

ried with ease by one man to tank or

pond. £
Stand and Pump, with screwed

tail pipe, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of

*. d.

planished copper
Stand and Pump, with plain

tail pipe, for tying on suc-

tion pipe
2-inch patent rubber and can-

vas Sexible suction pipe, on
wires, either 10^ 12, or 15 ft.,

I>er foot

3 17

2 9

2 2

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or

country, at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Manufac-

turers, J. Warnfr & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin St., London, E.C.

Every description of Machinery for raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well fumpa, Ac- ; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. Engravings sent on application.

JAMAOIO'S STUDENTS' BOX of MICROSCOPIC
• PREPARATIONS, containing Six dozen beautiful Bpeci-

mens in polished Maho^j^ny Box, fitted with racks, brass lock

and key, &c,, produced under J. Amadio's immediate super-
intendence, specially adapted for the Student, PriceSf, ISfi.Gd^

'

Just pubii-^lied, 2d ed., an Illustrated Catalogue, with the
names of 1500 Microscopic objects. frcJe for ft stamps,

7. Tl;rogniorton Street. E.G.

IIVE FISH FOR STOCKING PONDS, AQUA-
J RIUMS, &C-—Carp, Tench, Roach, Dace, Perch, Chub,

Gudgeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, &c. To be had
at Charles Wright's, Fishing Tackle Manufactory, 376,.

Strand, W.C. Aquarinms sold.

HANDSOMK BRASS aitd IRON BEDSTEADS.—
Heal & Son'b Show-rooms contain a large assortment of

brass bedsteads, suitable both for home use and for tropical

climates; handsome iron bedsteads with bra?s mountings and

elegantly japanned: plain iron bedeteflds for servants; every

description of wooa bedstead that is manufactured, in

mahogany, birch, walnut-tree wood, polished dtal and japAnnud,

all fitted with bedding and furniture complete, as well as every

description of bedroom furniture-

HEAL AXD SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
containing designs and prices of 100 bedsteads, as well as

of 150 different articles of bedroom furniture, sent free by post

—Heal & Son. Bedstead, Bedding, and Bedroom Furaiture

Maimfacturers, 196, Tottenbam Court Road, W.

FENDERS, STOVES» FIKEIKONS, and CHTM-
NEY-PIECES.—Buyers of the above are requested, before

finally deciding-, to visit WILLIAM S. BURTON'S SHOW-
ROOMS. Thev contain such an assortment of FENDERS,
STOVES, RANGES, GHIMNEY-PIEOES, FIRE-IRONS, and

GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be approached else-

where, either for Tariety, novelty, beauty of design, or

exquisiteness of workmanship. Bri;^bt Stoves, with ormolu

ornaments and two sets of bars, 31. 15s. to Z3l. 10s. ; Bronzed

Fenders, with standards, Ts. to 51. I2s. ; Steel Fenders, 21 1^.

to 111. ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, from 2L 15r. to

IBl. ; Chimney-pieces from 11. 8«. to SOI. ; Fire-irons, from

'2g. Sd. the set'to il. 4jr.

The BURTON and all other PATENT STOVES, -with

radiating hearth plates.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, and LAMPS.
—WILLIAM S. BURTON has SIX LARGE SHOT

ROOMS devoted exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of

LAMPS, BATHS, and METALLIC BEDSTEADS. The stock

of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied evff

submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate

with those that have tended to make his establishment the

most distinguished in this country.
Bedsteads, from 12s. 6d. to £20 G*. each.

Shower Baths, from 8«. Od. to £6 05. eacb.

Lamps (Moderateur), from . . 6s. Od. to £7 7«. each.

(All other kinds at the same rate.)

Pure Colza Oil 4s. per gallon.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED. — The most varied

assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, ail war-

ranted, in on sale at WILLIAM S. BURTON'S, at prices that

are remunerative only because of the largeness of the «al®-

3l-incb Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high shoulders,

12s. 6d. per dozen ; Desserts to match, IDs. ; if to balance, W-

per dozen extra ; Carvers, 4s. Zd. per pair ; larger sizes iron:

208. to 27*. 6d. per dozen ; extra fine ivorv, 33s. ; if with sil*^

ferrules, 405. to 50s. ; White Bone Table Knives, fit. per dozen

'

Desserts, 5*. ; Carvers, 2s. 3d. per pair ; Black Horn Taj'^

Knives, 7*. 4d. per dozen ; Desserts, 68. ; Cfarvers, 2s. W-

;

Black Wood-handled Table Knives and Forks, 6«. per doieo-

Table Steels from Is. each. The largest stock in existenceoj

Plated Dessert Knives and Forks, in cases and otherwise,^
of the new Plated Fish Carvers.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FURNISH-
ING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be li»

gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 400 lu**^

trations of his ilUmited Stock of SterUng Silver and Ete^
Plate, Nickel Silver and Britannia Metal Goods, Dish Co'eP.

Hot Water .Dishes. Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimneypie^
Kitchen Ranges. Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays, Urns, w^

Kettles, Clocks. Table Cutlery. Baths, Toilet Ware, T'^e".'

Iron and Brass Bedsteads. Bedding, Bedroom Cabin<:t Ftir"

ture, Ac., with Lists of Prices and Plans of the Twenty laiK

Show Rooms, at 3S>, Oxford Street. W. ; 1. U, 2, 3, and *.

Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Peiry's Place; and 1,
Newnjan

Mews, London.
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NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JH. BIRD, F-H-S-jNuESERTMAN, stoke Newington,

• N"., be^s to inforai his friends and the public that he has
the fiTiest Colleclion and the largest Stock of CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS and POMPONES in the world, and can supply them
by the 100, 1000, or 10,000.

25 Pail- of Best POMPONES, 10«.

20 Pair of Best Larg-e Varieties, 10s.

25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTINOS, 5s.

20 Pair of Beat Large Varieties, do,, 5s.

CATALOGUES for one stamp. To save trouble all orders

to be pre-paid.

AZALEA INDICA.
JIVERY AND SON most respectfully invite

• admirers of this lorely tribe of Plants to an inspection of
their unrivalled collection of half specimens of the newest and
best kinds, and at the same time beg to say that many of them
are now in Bioom and others will continue until the end of
June. May bo seen gratis. Catalogues free by post.

Dofkiny.—May 19.
'' To Fh E seed TRADE.
JOHN MALDEN has to offer from 10 to 15 cwt. of

Transplanted GREEN TOP KOHL RABI, his own growth,
being surplus stock over .-ind above quantity required for his
retail trade. Warranted all new, good sample. Price in quan-
tities not less than 9 cwt, 28. 6d. per lb.—Direct, John Malden,
Agricultural Seed Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

WHEELER'S NEW FUCHSIAS.
GEORGE WHEELER, Nitesertman, &e.,

Warminster, can still supply his four SEEDLING
FTJCHSIAS, as described in Gardeners' Chromcle, Mav 5, and
preceding Numbers; also his fine SEEDLING VERBENAS.
A good stock of DIOSCOREA still on hand.
BEDDING PLANTS of the most approved kinds.
One hundred thousand KirODODENDRONS for covert, &c.,

in good order for planting at very moderate prices.
'"' BEDDING PLANTS.
JAMES DICKSON" and SONS have an exceedingly

large and vorv healthy stock of VERBENAS. CALCEO-
LARL\3, GERANIUMS, PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS, HELIO-
TROPES, DAHLIAS, and other plants of the most approved
varieties for bedding purposes. Many thousands of these are
autumn struck, in 4-inch pots, and will give immediate effect
when planted out.

Parties requiring large quantities will have special prices sent
on receipt of a list, specifying sorts and quantity required.
A BESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, containing all the best

new varieties sent on application.

James Dickson & Soxs. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

BEDDING PLANTS.
WH. DAVIS'S CATALOGUE of the above is

• Now Ready, and will be forwarded gi'atis upon pre-
paid application.

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDI
Do. KOII
Do. Do. superb, strong well-rnoted plants,

established in 4S-iuch pots, at 5«. per dozen.
Edmonds's New VERBENAS of 1S59, at 3s. per dozen.

Rose Nurseries, Newbury, Berks.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS, FUCHSIAS, &0.

WILLIAM RUMLEY and SONS have to offer fl

fine stock of the best Bedding Calceolarias, Verbenas,
Geraniums, Heliotropes, and other choice BEDDING PLANTS,
from 2s. to 4s. per dozen; or 15s. to 30s. per 100. For particulars
Bee CATALOGUE.
FUCHSIAS, the best of 1859, 6s. to 9s. per dozen ; and all

other plants equally cheap, a DESCRIPTIVE PRICED
CATALOGUE of which may be had on application.

Gilling, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

CHOICE PLANTS.
WILLIAM KNIGHT, Floral Ntteseut, Ilail-

sham, Sussex, has now commenced sending out l:is

superb collection of 100 Bedding Plants in first-rato varieties
for \l. 5s. package included, consisting of 1 dozen CHOICE
DAHLIAS ; 2 dozen NEW VERUEN^AS ; 1 dozen PHLOXES ;

1 dozen GERANIUMS ; 1 dozen CALCEOLARIAS and SAL-
VIAS; 1 dozen FUCHSIAS and SENECIOS, and 16 plants of
HELIOTROPES, PETUNIAS, and NIEREMBERGIAS, &c.—
Post-office Orders payable at Ilailsham.

T)ELARG0N1U.MS, &C.—2000 Show, Fancy, Freuch
-XT and English Spotted varieties, from 6s., Ox., 12s. to 18s.

per dozen; FUCHSIAS of 1S59, 9s. per dozen; GLOXINIAS
new, 20s. per dozen, 6 for 12*. ; TYDEAS, new, 11 varieties for
18«. ; ACHIMENE9, choice, %s. per dozen; BEGONIAS,
several choice varieties, from Is. 6/i. to 3s. 6rf. each. Also a
large quantity of VERBENAS, DAHLIAS, and other Bedding
plants. The Trade supplied. Catalogue for one stamp.

Henry Wa ltok, Edge End, Marsden, near Buruley.

KINGHORN'S CHRISTINA GERANIUM is per-
fection as a rosy-pmk bedder, for colour, habit, and free

blooming, and a perpetual ornament for the greenhouse.
Frakcis R. Kinohorn can] supply the above, good plants in

60-pots, at 7s. 6d. per dozen.
Also a fine Stock of the most popular BEDDING PLANTS,

tc, at moderate prices.—Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S. W.

SCARLET GERANIUM—'* SHEEN RfVAL."
ITIRANCIS R. KINGHORN" is now prepared to send
-t; out the above, the finest of all existing varieties ; is con-
spicuous among the best sorts. It was awarded a Prize at the
Crystal Palace, iu 185S. and also commended by the Floral
Committee of the Horticultural Society, on September 22d.
1859. Is much superior to " General Pelissier." The tnisses of
bloom are very large, and flowers of the finest form ; colour
orange scarlet, horse-shoe foliage, and variegated footstalks.
Stout Plants iu large 60-pot3, bs. cadi.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W.—May 19.

tVK.W SCARLET GERANIUM "JOHN WiNCHCOIVtBE."WH. DAVIS has much pleasure in offering his
.New P '^DLING, which is of the deepest crimson

Bcarlet, lai^e rouudpip, of great substance, and very fine truss,
fine for exhibition, and a firat-rate bedder.
This is undoubtedly the best scarict of the Ila-sc-shoc

varieties for bedding purposes that has yet been introduced.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS.
MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY invite at-

tention to their Seedling RHODODENDRONS, wliieh
they are seUing without names, and which they strongly re-

commend as being very superior in point of habit, foliagk,
COLOUR, and general hardiness. They are from li to 2* feet

high, and as miich through, and no plants can possibly be in

finer health. They will, be sold at very Hberal prices, and
purchasers can select from a stock of many thousands.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Sun-ey.

AMERICAN PLANTS, Xc.

MESSRS. WATERER ^j> GODFREY'S CATA- , ^ - .^ . ^ ,. .. -,

LOGUE for the present season is now ready, and may have no reason to suppose that adulteration takes

in its modern composition. Vnder the name of a
cup of tea a beverage is now prepared which, if it

does not produce serious illness, at least is destitute
of every agreeable quality ; bitter, or tasteless, or
musty, or even acrid, the poorer classes exchange
a wholesome refreshing potation for what is neither
the one nor the other. Their Chinese Tea has no
more virtue than the home-made herb Tea, for-

merly prepared frtm Sloe leaves, or Ash leaves, or
Vervain leaves, or any similar trash. And vet we

be had on application. It describes fully all Rhododendrons
worth growing, and contains a List of Azaleas, Hardy Heaths,
and other American Plants, as well as a summary of the
general stock of the most extensive Nurseries in England.

The Catalogue may also be had at Messrs. Mat's & Co.,
I, Welhngton Street, Strand, W.C.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking, Surrey.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—Notice is hereby
given, that the nest Ordinary Meeting of the Horticul-

tural Society for the Election of Fellows will be held at the
Museum of Science and Art, South Kensington (by permission
of the Lord President of the Privy Council), on TUESDAY,
May 22; the Cbair to be taken at 1 o'Cloek, p.m. On thi^

occasion a Ballot for Plants will also take place.

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT.
1. THT7JA QiGANTEA. A hardy coniferous tree, from Califoraia

2. Cupressus CASHMr:RiA?iA. A hardy Cypress, from Cashmere.
3. PlNUS LONGiFOLiA. Half-hardy tree, from the Himalayas,
4. Acacia cultriformis. A greenhouse shrub.
5. Acacia pycxantha. A greenhouse shrub.

6. Ctssus Stans. a hardy deciduous climber.

7. BuDDLEASP.withlarge leaves, fromPeru. Greenhouseshrub.
8. Hardenberoia monophylla alba, a greenhouse climber.

0. SoLLTA heterophylla. A gi-eeuhouse climber.

10. Berberis Nepalensis. Nepal Berberry.

II. Callitrts Ventenati. A greenhouse shrub.
12. LosicEEA FRAGRANTiasiMA, A vcry fragant Honeysuckle.
13. LiLitTM PULCHELLU5I. A hardy bulb, from Amoy.
14. Thcxbehoia laurifolia. A beautiful stove-climber.

15. Platycodon chinensis. A hardy herbaceous plant.

16. Impatiens Jerdoni-e. A succulent-stemmed stove plant.

17. Veronica decussata Bevoniana. A beautiful greenhouse
plant ; or it may be grown in the open air in summer.

IS. HiBrscus Stewartii. A greenhouse shrub, from New
Holland. [Australia.

19. Clematis appendiculata. A greenhouse climber, from

Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of these
plants, if life members of 40 guineas, or subscribers of 4 guineas
a year, are requested to name the four sorts they would prefer ;

I

I

place to any extent in this counti y, unless it be with
redried Tea "leaves." Merchants sell what they
import, and Tea dealers doubtless sell what they
buy. The fraud, when there is any, is committed
in the Celestial Empire itself. Lie Tea, consisting

of little balls of dust and Rice-water, glazed to

look like Gunpowder Tea, was one example of the

tricks that the Chinese would continue to practise

if they would pass in Europe. Some years ago
a whole cargo of Tea was seized by the Custom
House officers, and upon examination it was found
not to contain a single leaf of the Tea plant.

It was reported to have come from Cochincb.ina,

and consisted of the dried leaves of some Zizyphus,
whose action, if any, was purgative and not tonic.

A fraud of this kind was however too clumsy to

escape detection, and docs not seem to have been
repeated, at least iu this country. We have,

however, reason to believe that leaves much like

those of Tea are now mixed by the Chinese without

attracting attention.

Since his residence at Bangkok, the capi'al of

the kingdom of Slam, the British Consul, Sir

RoBEKT ScHOMBURGK, has found in nearly every

garden a shrub there called the "Tea plant,

which he believes is emploj'ed for the purpose of

adulteration in China, though not by i\\Q Siamese.

IS so it is not likely to be detected after the leaves

are roasted and curled up, for in form and texture

they are much like those of the true Tea shrub,

or, if life members of 20 guineas, or subscribers of 2 guineas
\

They are howcvcr distinguishable by the trained
a year, to name the TWO sorts they would prefer. Should there i^^^^j^^ -^

||^jg gj^j.^^^ belongs to the
be more applications for any particular ]ilant than the number

j n i » i i i n- i i ^i ^ i.

available for distribution, a Ballot will then take place to genus called Acalyplm, and IS ailied tO the plant
determine which applicants arc to be supplied.

| distributed by WALLicir under the name of
The arrangements for conducting this Ballot render it

I Af.a]-r,nl,a nlnirnli'i And ^;inpe Apalvnhfi iq a
necessary that the names or numbers prefixed to the plants to

ACaiypua ainiJOll.1. AUU Since
^

ACai} paa 13 a
be drawn for, should be sent to the office of the Society, !

member of the poisouous Euphorbiaccous order we
8, St. Martin's Place, W.C, on or before Saturday, May 19. ^ust not bc surprised at any disagreeable effects

produced by Tea in which its leaves shall have
been mixed. "\Ye recommend the buyers of low-
priced Tea or the consumers of bad Tea to look

to this.

Kor is it

that frauds are

share. We do not speak of adulteration at home,
but of what is going on in Coffee-growing

colonics. There is cveryv.'here in tropical

countries a certain Earth Is'"ut or Ground TTut

callod AracJils hyporjfza^ whose seeds are largely

employed \n being crushed for oil, the proper use
of which is in finishing the finer descriptions of

woollen fabrics, but which is said to be also used
for mixing with Olive oil, !N'ow it appears from
the Ceylon Overland Observer that these Nuts go
into consumption as an ingredient in the Coffee

trade. It is asserted that they are imported from
Africa and sold in London at 24s. per cwt. for

mixing with Coffee. If so, the officers of Inland
Revenue will have a new branch of investigation

to enter upon, and the consumers of Coffee must
expect to lind tiieir favourite bevei'age as bad as it

was in the time when Chicory was iu favour with

shop-keepers. •

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL. SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT TO RESl'ME THE

IMPOBTATION of SEEDS akd PLANTS
by racaufl or" CoUecfcors ia Foreig-n Countries, the Council
are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
would bc desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,
to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Jlartin's

Place, London, W.C.

merely in preparing Tea for export

arc committed. Coiiee ishavins: its

SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1S60.

Thursday, May

Baturdat, —

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
fHortirulturrtl (FIofrI Committee)

24-J
at St. Martin'a Place 2 p.m.

( Linnenn f Anniversary) 1 t.if.

36—CryslaU'alace Nood.

It was once a prevalent opinion that all com-
mercial articles if sold as imported would certainly

be free from fraudulent mixture. " Genuine as

imported " was in former days the assurance with
which buyers were satisfied, and we suppose that

their confidence was not misplaced. It is true

that the Chinaman would now and then put a few
bricks into a chest of Tea in order to gire it

weight ; but in such a case it was only the mer-
chant who sufiered. Matters are now however
changed, and "genuine as imported" no longer

looks like a guarantee

cease to trust to the fair

they have found out that cheatiug is prohtable

4

Every one complains that diseases are much
more prevalent in the garden and farm than they

used to be iu tlie good old times. There is, how-
ever, frequently much trror in such notions.

Diseases are far more commonly and accurately

of honesty. AVe must ' observed in the present days ; but they are liot^iji

dealing of exporters, for

,ii^ ,^ff .T^'iT ^'^^"d''
'"^^^^•^?2*- ^- e^h. The usual

discount to the Trade.—Rose NurBeneB^ewbyiry.

pOM:\ION HOLTJES.-U^Iiri;i^S^;;rb;;h)c. very good\U aud^vourable time for remoTing Hollies Messrs, wTiite-
m.usE £: WniTTAKPR be^r to call f teution of purchasers to
their Summer 8tock. The plants are well ^omi" jind remove
with fine fibr-.ns i-oots, whir^h e^ -es tlieir future {growth
Ki'i'ing' the jrrcatost Siitisuction. Lurpfe purcb-^-^^rs and the
A.«deliberaUy dealt with. Prices and other p-irticniars freemi s !!.—Jlrereton Niu^ery and t

" - ^-^"urdyhire.
- a ^tablisbmcnt,

at least for a time, and are not slow to take advan-

tage of the discovery. 13uyer3 must therefore now
trust to their own eyea and not to the smooth-

worded warranty of dealers. They will find no

guarantee equal to that of the sight, smell, and

taste.

These hints are not addressed to the horticultu-

ral and agricultural iuterests alone. The outrageous

sophistication of seeds, latdy exposed in our

af^ricultural columns, is glaring enough to put

buyers en their guard in that respect ;
and they

may be sure that eecds are far from standing alone

in the market of fraud. The present remarks are

suggested by a new discovery in the article of Tea.

Those who are much acquainted with tlic quality

of tlie stuff sold undt-r this name in country f -
">

reality more common, and the assertion itself is

altogether akin to that which FioLo:roN r.^.Jved

some thousands of years ago—" i;ay not tjicu, what

is the cause that tlie fu^mer tl. „, -, - "e better than

these? for thou d;-'st not inquire wisely cone -

ing this."

AmoDgstolhcri::
'

^'^iasupp Ilu "ised

!ence of 11-
' dy a; ^

' ; 'ant.s, one in Jr.pnn

I

*
•civ V H brouglil u- ^ V our n '''C.

The pii^ ^ of H'ij li--^^ - are so far like those of

the Potato-murraiu (hat it r^'^v^-"^^'^ ^'n tiuform

of round discoloured spots " x the L^.v,- and

stem, that these sprtad rapidly, som.

up, but mor'^ frcq'untly _c^-
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and in tlie midst of their tissue?, cspecial'y near

their point of attachment. Here i.owever the

reaeniMance ceases, for tlierc is not the slightest

trace of any parasitic mould to account for the

decomposition.

Kow it is very difficult from a mere inspection of

specimens, without any information as to culture or

peculiar outward_contlitions, to pronounce as to the

cause of disease". From the diseased appearance

hov.-ever of the bulbs and roots, our attention must

necessarily be turned to the soil, and from the sample

which adhered to them in some abundance, it is at

least clear that there is a considerable admixture

of imperfectly decomposed vegetable matter likely

to generate spawn of which we think we see

evident traces. If so, we should not at all wonder
^

at the unhealthy symptoms which the plants
j

exhibit ; but even supposing the evil has not

,

arisen from this particular circumstance, the cause

must still be sought beneath the surface of the soil.

Half the diseases which exist amongst plants,

where not produced by parasitic Fungi, are due to

the bad condition of the soots. This is a point

now so notorious to Yiue-growcrs that, in case of

anything wioug above, their iir&t attention is at

oixce directed to the condition of the roots

;

and such a condition may arise not only

from bad drainage, want of moisture, depressed

temperature, or other similar conditions, but also

in very many cases from contamination of

fungoiis spawn generated on vegetable matter

iu the neighbourhood of the roots. AVhere

leaf-mould or the decayed matter at the base of

woodstacks is used, such instances are very fre-

quent, especially in pot culture. Thousands of

seedling's and young cuttings damp off from this

single cause, and it is an accepted fact that it is
j

one of the most prevalent generators of disease in

open air culture ; whether the objects of cultiva-

tion be small, like the Strawberry, or large, as the

Larch or Deodara. "We suspect that something of

the kind has taken place with the Japan Lilies,

though we cannot speak positively on the point

fro.n want of accurate information.

The subject, however, will not be without its use,

though it contains no novel iufosmalion, if it

leads cultivators in all such cases to examine for

themselves, which they can do with far more
chance of arriving at a profitable issue than by
merely submitting specimens of tlie diseased plants

to parties, however well informed, who can from
the very nature of the case give only a (jualilied

opinion, M, J. B.

new plants.
237^CLEKODENDnON CRUENTFM.

C. CYwnfmn ; folUa mflorescentiS habitii Clerodeiidri macro-

phylli JBhudii ; pudicollia gLiiiduloso-tonieiitosis, calyce

angusto coloi-ato nee foliaceo herbaceo punctato, stamiiiibua

iucluais, coroUti cruentCi.

This is the plant wbich was exhibited a few weeks

since by Messrs. Veitcli (see aitfe^ p. 339) and a noble

species it is. 1'he leaves are deep green, oblong,

10 inches in length by 4 in breadth, and there is a

fine branching paiucle of blood red flowers ; so that it

will stand in the front runk of stove shrubs. l?ut it is

in some respects so much like Blume'g Clcrodendron

macrophyllum (now called CI. phyllomega), that it may
be a question whether it is botanically distinct. The
flowers however are a very rich reil, not a dirty white,

the stamens do not pniject but are hidden iu the

corolla, tlie flower stalks are clothed with a short

ghindnlar fur, and the calyx instead of being green,

dilated, and dotted, consists of five very narrow crimson

lobes on which no dots are perceptible. It is therefore

at any rate distuict enough in a gardening point of

view. It was found by Mr. Thomas Lobb in some part

of tropical Asia. .

MYCOLOGY.—Xo. XVUU
AqapvICUS tubeeosus, SiiU.—One of the great

difficulties which attends the study of Fungi arises

from the great difference of form and character which
is assumed by the same species in the course of growth,
insomuch that under varying circumstances a single

species may not only be divided into two or more, but
may even be referred to distinct genera. And the

perplexity connected with this fact is often the greater,

because under different conditions two or more distinct

kinds of fruit may be produced.

The safest rule, where no fructification is produced
in such temporary or abnormal states, is to be almost
sure that the productions in question are not what
Uotanists call autonomous, or in other words that they
are not distinct species, confined within the peculiar

limits which they present to the naked eye, by their

own laws; and where the productions seem exceptional

'W^'e observe with no little pleasure that the

gardeners at Ivew are now receiving regular

Botanical Instruction from ]Mr. Olivek, than
whom they could not have a better teacher. Let
us hope that they will make the most of their

great opportunity. Of this tbey may be assnred,

that the value of a gardener, like that of all other

persons, is measured bj' his qualitications, and
that he who knows tuo&t will advance fastest.

That information in botanical science is sorely

wanted by the rising generation is unfortunately

too obvious. For many years past attention has
been almost exclusively directed towaids plant-

growing, to the entire neglect of everything else,

just as 50 years ago a man fancied that he must be
a gardener if he had a small amount of botanical
iuformation, "When that mistake was found out
a reaction took place, and botany was discouraged,
attention being concentrated upon mere cultivation.
It is time that this should be changed. A gar-
dener ought to know not only how to grow a
plant, but its name, its structure, its n.itive

country, and the climate of that country ; unless,
indeed, it is admitted that those are right who
think all learning a nuisance. ** What's the use
of botany I should like to know," mutters
Growler, a good gardener and ignorant man.
" Can't a man grow a plant without bothering
himself about the name of the thinsj p " He miu-ht
as well inquire the use of decent clothes, seeing
that a bundle of rags would keep him as warm.
We hope to see the day when some authorised

public body will hold examinations in horticulture
open to every young gardener, granting certifi-

cates to none who cannot pass, and conferring
honours upon those who distinguish themselves.
Should such examinations ever be held, botany and
vegetable physiology will be tlie foundation of
auccess, no less than practical skill and good
personal character. In these days of i)ro;;ress snch
an event cannot be far distant, and young men
who are v.

; will look out for it iii lime ; for they
may he assured that whenever it com-.s to pass tliero
w-iU be no r^ - . for those who have not certiticates
ot competency to produce.

AoAHicira TCBKBosrs.
Natural size. (Copied by permission from Grevlllo's

Scottish Cryptognmic Flora.)

and not cvMentlv related to others, even thooirh friiib

be present, to exercise a proper degree of caution, an<l

to strive if possible to trace what tlie real limits of the
plant in question may be.

Now every one who has turned his attention to Fmigi
at all must have noticed some of the productions belong-
ing to the first class. If lie picks up the decayed head
of a Sunflower or Artichoke, if he examines the pith in

their rotting stems, if he looks at a heap.of Carrots laid

up for Winter use, or if he searches amongst the fallen

leaves of his Cul)bagc, or the bulbs ofhis mildewed Onions
be will find productions wiiich are evidently fungoid, but
which present nothing more than a uniform ni:vss of
,elk without any fruit-bearing organs, and if he were to

use the microscope he wouUl not be more si;ecessful

Amongst the chjilf on the receptacles of tbe Sunflower
and Artichoke or in the pith of the stem, as also amongst
the decaying Carrots, he finds irregular solid masses like
little Truffles, black externally and white within, but
unlike the Truffles, without a trace of fruit : and on his
Cabbage leaves and Onions lie finds hundreds or even
thousands of little grains so closely resembling Cabbao-e
or Onion seed that he is almost inclined to believe that
they have arisen from decay by some freak ofnature. AU
these however and 50 more productions ofa like kind are
merely the autumnal or winter condition of certain
Fungi of various kinds, which in due season if they
survive the cold and damp will be properly developed.
Of this nature is the curious tuber winch produces

the Agaric which we have chosen for the present
mycological notice. There are certain Fungi in our
woods of a more dry consistence than is usual amongst
their allies, which in decay become tough and black, and
remain for months in this condition. These afford a
bed for the production of several Fungi, and amongst
Others we frequently observe certain oblong cbesnut
brown bodies resembling the root of some Oxalia, and
exhibiting not the slightest trace of fruit. In this

condition they have been referred to a distinct

genus, under the name of Aerospermum cor-
nutvm, though they have little in the general aspect,

and nothing in point of structure to justify such a
reference. After a time these tubers fall to the ground,
and iu the following season produce their own proper
fruit, while a few still adhere to the old black Agaric
and are then fertile. This fully developed plant consists of

a delicate white minutely silky or pubescent but at length

smx)th Agaric, with a long slender tilightly mealy stem,

flat head swollen more or less in the centre, and white
slightly attached gills. When it springs from the
ground, its real nature may be overlooked except care

is taken to dig down to the tuber, which is often as

difficult to find as the earthnuts are which exercise the

'

skill and patience of schoolboys, with little profit after

all their pains.

Tbe whole interest of this little Agaric depends upon
its connection with the tuber, taken in connection with
which it is a pretty and attractive object. Beyond this

it has no pretensions, but on some future oec^ision it

will be seen that there are tubers of a very similar

nature, at least to the outward eye, which have their

own importance even in an economical point of view.

It may not be uninteresting to some of our readers

to state that many of these tuberlike bodies will pro-

duce their true fruit if placed under proper conditions

of air, light, heat, and moisture. We have ourselves

showu this to be the case in one instance many years
since, and Mr. Carrey, who bids fair to follow in the
steps of the Messrs. Tidasne in the study of Mycology,
has been succe.=sful in several more or less important
cases. M. J. B.

CULTIVATION OF MEDICINAL PLANTS AT
HITCHIN, HERTS.

Hetladonna.—Belladonna or Deadly Nightshade
(Atropa Belladonna, Linn.) has been cultivated at

Hitchin, more or less, for more than 30 years. It is

now grown there by Messrs. Kansom and Perks, and on
an average of some years, about 4 acres of land are

reserved for its culture. The London Pharmacopceia
states "that the herb which grows spontaneously in

hedges, and in uncultivated places, is to be preferred to

that cultivated in gardens." This is, moreover, the
more common opinion respecting its activity, but wa
believe with Dr. Christison, that there is no good
evidence of the medicinal activity of the plant being
diminished by cultivation. We expressed a like opinion

upon the comparative activity of wild and cultivated

Henbane, when treating upon that plant in the present

volume of the Fharmavetttical Journal^ at page 414',

and the same observations which we there made upon
it, we also apply to Belladonna, namely—that it is^n
important circumstance, that there is probably but
little ditference in the medicinal activity of the wild and
cultivated plants; for Belladonna is employed at the

present time far too extensively for our supplies to be
derived entirely from wild plants, as it is now by no
means abundant in tliis country, and is, moreover,
becoming leas so every year, such a source of supply
would sijou become exhausted. In fact, at the present
day, we know that nearly all the preparations of
Belladonna, in this country at least, are made from the
cultivated plants. Some further experiments upon the
comparative medicinal activity of wild Henbane and
wild Belladonna and those of cultivated plants, are
however desirable, before wo can arrive at any ab*)lutely
positive conclusions respecting them. In a wild state.
Belladonna is found growing in moist situations, and
commonly in a loamy soil, iji waste places, and near
ruins. At Hitchin, we find that both the cultivators of
Belladonna grow it, as fur as is possible, in a similar
soil to that in which it thus occurs wild. Belladonna
is propagated in two ways at Hitchin; that is, by
division of its roots, and from seed. When it is grown
Ijy division of the roots (which mode is adopted by 3Ir.

Perks), the plants are talien up when about three or
four years old, at which period they are in the most
perfectly mature state; the roots are then divided, ar.d

the cuttings afterwards planted out in autumn, in rows
about a yard apart, and at a distance of about one tool

bet\voou each phiut, in a damp stiff loamy soil. After
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the operation of phtuLiiig bus been perl'(Mmc'cl, a gooil satisfactory way, it will be necessiiry for us to reler

topdressiiig of farm-yard manure is applied. This briefly to the mode in which the roots of Acomtuui

manure is° given for'the purpose of affording a free
|

Napellus and other species of Aconitum are developed,

supply of nourishment to the young plants, and also,

to preserve their young shoots from hijury by the lute

frosts in the spring, when, as sometimes happens, after

a mild winter, they appear above ground at an ef^rly

period. When Belladoima is raised from seed (which

mode is adopted by Mr. Kansom), it is the usual practice

to sow about March, in a moist loamy soil, as already

noticed with the roots. The seedlings begin to make

their appearance in May; they grow very slowly fur

the next two months, but towards the autumn they

progress inore rapidly. These ))lnnts usually flower but

little, or not at all, during their first ycai-^s growth, and

do not appear to possess so great an activity ns those of

the second and following years* growth, in which

respect they resemble the biennial Black Henbane. The

comparative medicinal activity of the first and second

year's growth of Belladonna is well worthy of some

experiments. AVe think it most probable that the

plants of the second year are in the most active

condition ; and if such should ultimately prove to be the

case, it would be found very desirable to prevent any

flowering of the plants during the first year should they

exhibit a disposition to do so, as by such a course of

proceeding no such exhuustiou would take phice as is

always observed after that process, and in proportion to

its extent; and hence they woiM have time to mature

themselves, and to store up for the next year those

substances upon the presence of which their medicinal

activity is due. The first frosts in the autumn cause

the plants to die down to the ground ; and then hefore

tlie winter approaches, while the weather is still open,

these young first year's plants are planted about 2 feet

apart in rows, which are also placed about the same

distance from each other. Tlie ground is then well

manured with stable manure. During the winter,

there is no trace of the plants above ground. On their

first appearance in the spring, the ground around them

is well hoed, and a like operation is" repeated every few

weeks during the summer months. When the plants

have arrived at their maturity in June, if the weather

should be very hot and dry, they are liable to be attacked

by a kind of blight, in which case, although previously

healthy and vigorous, they begin to droop, the leaves

alter in colour, and soon become completely withered.

In this way, in dry hot seasons, much injury is done to

the Belladonna crop. About tlie end of June, or in the

month of July, according to the season, the Belladonna

is considered to be in perfection. Mr. Ransom regards

it as in the most active medicinal state when most of

the flowers are over, and the seeds thoroughly developed,

He also believes that the plants are best adapted for

raakin^' extract when they do not grow too luxuriantly.

When"the Belladonna is in full flower, as mentioned

above, the preparation of extract commences. For that

purpose, the herb is generally cut with a hook, and then

brought from the field to the laboratory in a perfectly

fresh state, every two or three hours. It is then care-

fully picked over, and all the decayed leaves removed,

and the remainder used for the extract. The whole

time, according to Mr. Ransom, from the herb growing

in the field to its conversion into extract fit for use,

only occupies from 12 to 16 hours. By thus making up

the Belladonna as (luickly as possible into extract, all

danger of its heating is prevented ; if, on the contrary,

it is packed up into heaps in the laboratory, even for a

short time, when the weather is hot and damp, it is

much injured, and the quality of the extract deteriorated

in consequence. While the extract is being prepared,

the men engaged in the laboratory have their eyes, &c.

much affected, so that great care is required to be

exercised in stirring it as .it is being prepared, and in

regulating the temperature, which is always kept as

low as possible. The yield of Belladonna per acre

variesflnuch, as we have already seen is the case with

Henbane, according as the season is favourable or other-

wise ; for while in some years it is more than 5 tons per

acre, at other times it does not exceed one ton. The

amount of extract obtainable from a given quantity

It is as follows :—Each root developes at its upper end

at the side—that is. at the point where it is connected

with the stem, during the spring, summer, and autumn

—one or more roots or tubercules ; these are nourished

by the old root at first, which gradually decays as they

progress in growth, and ultimately perishes. 'Ihe

young roots thus produced on the side of the parent

form in like manner, during the succeeding year, one

or more roots from their sides, and after aflbrding

nourishment to them, perish like the former, and a

similar formation of roots, with decay of the parent,

takes place every year. Hence, if the root of Aconitum

Napellus, or other species, be taken up early in the

spring, it is seen to consist of but one axis, but when

dug up in the autumn, it is surrounded by one or more

ofl^sets, and hence also each root of an Aconite is biennial,

but as it has the power of forming new ones every year,

the duration of the whole plnnt is perennial. The plan

adopted for propagating Aconite is founded upon this

mode of development of its roots. Thus, when it is

desired to increase the breath of l.md under cultivation

for Monkshood, the old beds in which it has been grown

nrc dug up. the finest roots are taken out, ar.d reserved

for future use,and the smaller ones are then planted out in

rows about 9 inches or 1 foot apart, and a like distance

is maintained between the rows. The ground before

planting is well pulverised, and afterwards mixed with a

moderate quantity of good stable manured. This

operation of digging up the roots for use, and

for the purpose of replanting, is commonlj per-

formed in December and January, at which

periods they appear to possess the greatest amount of

medicinal activity, and are best adapted for transplant-

ing. It is in all cases considered desirable to transplant

thus early in the year, as Aconite is one of the earliest

spring plants to make its appearance above ground.

In late seasons, however, the collection and transplanting

of roots maybe postponed with advantage till February.

Perhaps it would be more desirable to perform the

above operation of dig<;lng up tlic roots for use, and

for transphmting, late in the autumn. The roots of

Aconite which are not replanted are dried by steam heat,

and reserved for making an alcholic extract of Aconite,

and for sale for the preparation of the tincture. This

alcoholic extract of Aconite is not, however, that of

Pharmacopceias, for that is ordered to be made from the

fresh leaves. This Pharmacopoeia extract is made from

the leaves by Mr. Ransom, about the first week in July.

This extract is made as quickly as possible after the

leaves have been brought in from the fields, in the same

way as we have mentioned such to be the case in the

preparations of the extracts of Henbane and Belladonna.

The leaves from some of the plants are collected in the

field, and dried as soon as possible afterwards by steam

heat, and then sold aa Folia Aconiti. It is necessary to

exercise much care in making the preparation. &c., of

Aconite, as the men engaged in such operations are

often much affected in the throat, nose, &c., by the

fumes, also by the juice in bruising the roots, and by

the powder during their pulverisation. We have now

treated of all the medicinal plants that are commonly

cultivated to any extent at Hitchin, namely. Lavender,

Elaterium, Henbane, Belladonna, and Aconite or

Monkshood; but, besides these, several others are also

grown there. Thus Savine (Juniperus sabina) is propa-

gated from slips, which are planted in Uie autumn.

This plant is there used for the purpose of distilling the

oil. and for making extract and ointment. The Opium

or Garden Poppy (Papaver somnirernm) is also fre-

quently cultivated at Hitchin, for the sake of its

capsules or heads; but the large quantities of these

which are now imported in a crushed condition. &c.,

has been found to interfere materially with its profitable

cultivation, and hence this crop is not a general one at

IIit<:hin. The other plants which have been, or arc

now grown at Hitchin, arc Peppermint, Lettuce,

Liquorice, Carraway, Colchicum, Stramonium, &c.

These are not, however, cultivated to any extent worth
amount of extract obtainame irom a giveu quai.tiuj ...^^.. ».^ ..^-, — - ' ,. ,

..ntl.Pr -mv ^^atisfactorv
of BelIado,„.a is also liable to x.ucU variation. From -oU^^^^tT'^'^y^:'l^^:::^<^:X^.
4 to 5 lbs. of extract per cwt. is the average yield, but

in some cases, as much as 6^ lbs. per cwt. have been ob-

tained. Two crops of Belladonna are sometimes obtained

in one year; the first in June.andthe second in September

;

but we regard this as a very objectionable practice, as the

extract obtained from the autumn plant is very inferior,

both in appearance and in activity, to that prepared in

the summer months at the time previously mentioned.

When a second crop is thus desired, it is considered
advantageous to give the plants after the collection of

the first crop a topdressing of stable manure. This is

found to be very efficacious to the plants, and more
especially so, should the weather be afterw ards sbowei*y.

Belladonna plants rarely live beyond a period of from
three to five years, and as the older plants die out, fresh

seedlings are put in to supply their place.

Aconite or Monkshood.—The only cultivator of

Monkshood or Aconite, at Hitchin, is Mr. Ransom. At
the time we were at Hitchin to visit his ground, viz.,

in September, the plants were out of flower, and we had
therefore no opportunity of examining the particularly

species of Aconitum cultivated by him, but he informs
us, that he only grows the officinal species of the British

Pharmacopoeias, namely, the Aconitum Napellus, Aconite
is propagated by dividing the roots of the mature
plants; but in order to explain this operation in a

information as to their modes of propagation and col

lection from their culture at Hitchin.* FharmacenUcal

Journal*

i;:0^'IFER -- -

, -rr TJ
rWe abridge the following from the FalkLrk Herald,

It expresses the views of Mr. Neilson, an experiLJiced

horticulturist, aud will be read with some interest

in the south.l „ .. _,. ,

The beautiful Cedrus Deodaea, from the Himalaya

Mountains, with its ever-verdant glaucous foluge and

pendent shoots, drooping elegantly like ^«t*.^ /^^"'"^

from a crystal fountain, must take a foremost place on

the awn to represent grace in all the loveliness of the

Veg tTbie creation. A large specimen of this fine tree

^!f T have seen upon the ornamental nursery grounds

IfBV^hot west of London, belonging to 3Ir. Waterer
at iiagbUOL, we.

, . , .X UK its under trusses of

Cedius Deodara must necessarily be the AeauCAEIA
IMBRICATA, from the mountains of Chili, with its

strai.ge indescribable appearance of symmetry, whose
strong arms and needle-pointed scaly foliage, which

is retained by it from the first to the lust days of

its existence without shedding a single leaf, renders

it an exception to the geueral rule. When this noble

tree attains the height of 20 feet and' upwards, it

becomes an imposing object of great magnificence. Fine

specimens may be seen at Rozelle, near Ayr; as also

Dysart House. Fifeshire; the Botanic Gardens, Edin-

burgh; and Keii", Perthshire; and no one can look

upon such objects of uaturulgrandem- without reverenc-

ing the Author of all things.

Another plant tlnit demands a prominent position is

PiCEA NOBiLis, from the auriferous regions of California,

where it attains the height of 200 feet, but has not yet

been long enough in this country to perform any such

gigantic aehievcnient. Its Ivy-coloured dark shining

green with horizontal outspreading branches, each tier

forming complete platforms round the tree, with a sur-

face almost aa level as Utrecht velvet, never fails to put

the stranger hito a state of amazement, while he con-

templates such wonderful arrangement of beauty,

elegance, and pevrectlDn, There are a few fine plants

in the ncighbonvhood of Falkirk, one of which, at

Arnotdale, grew 6 feet within the last two years.

I shall now admit into this honourable society
_
as a

good and respectable companion to the last-mentioned

tree a dignitary from the never-to-be-forgotten field

of blood and battles, the Crimea—viz., Picea Nobd-
MANNIANA, which attains the height of 100 feet in its

native habitation, and is of a silvery green colour, with

outspreading, gracefully-formed branches, and does not

seem to be affected by licat or cold, or whether the

thermometer is above or below zero. There are, com-

paratively speakinpr, no large plants of this beautiful

tree in Britain. The largest specimen I have seen is

about 12 feet high, in the ornamental nursery grounds

at Woodlands, in Sussex, belonging to Messrs. Wood
& Son.

We must pay gieat respect to Picea Pinsapo, from

the mountains of Spain, whose introduction into this

country was in the year 1838, and whose cTnims to a

position in the front of the lawn cannot be well resisted

by whatever amount of sophistry may be used by any

oi* the Fir tribe. Its pyramidal growth and pale green

foliage, with thick, compactly set bristling shoots of a

uniform and stylish appearance, renders it one of the

most interesting of trees. A fine specimen, upwards of

12 feet in height, and otherwise perfect as a plant

possibly could be, was lately sold from the nursery

grounds of Messrs. Drummond k Sons, Stirling, but

died in consequence of the removal, which I regret

very mucli, as it was something worth going to see;

indeed, a nuich move interesting object at any time, to

a plant fancier, than a view of " Afar's Wark," in the

same town.

At a meeting of such notables of competitive beauty

and fashion, it is not an easy matter to resist the claims

of the great "Wellingtonia gigahtea from the

Culifornian grove, whose patriarchal fathers have,

according to the rings of growth, arrived at the

respectable age of 3000 years .ind upwards, and attained

the heiglit of 3f>0 feet, aud are in the same position that

they were on that dav when the Children of Israel

passed through the Red Sea. This magnificent tree is

1 either a Fir, Cedar, Juniper, Cypress, Yew, nor

Arborrita?, but a kind of conglomeration which partidtes

freely of all the grandeur, loveliness, and beauty of the

whole. Its foliiige is a lively evergreen of elegant

growth, and is without donbt one of the handsomest

trees that a lawn can be adorned witli. The largest in.

Britain arc little over 10 feet in height. A fine plant at

Rose Hall, Falkirk, 6 feet 3 inches, and one at tbeKihi^

Falkirk, nearly the same height, have stood this season

2.T- of frost, by a Kew registering thermometer, without

being the least injured. Such hardihood entitles this

noble giant of the forest to be admitted freely into the

land of the mountain and the flood. Before taking

leave of this mammoth of the vegetable world let me

add that there is in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham a

specimen represented by the bark, which has been

stripped ofl" some giant in the CaVifomian grove. The

bark is about a foot in thicknesfl. and has been so

erected as to show the tree in all its glory, standing

erect to the height of about 70 feet, and mwardly

furnished with forms and chairs, so that those who are

weary of sight-seeing in the Palace may find a resting-

place within this temple of bark, in whose capacious

hall there is more ample accommodation than in some

of the worshipping places of the Mormouites.

At such a bigblv respectable meeting o{ the congress

of trees from different parts o{ the world, we most

admit the claims of CcPEEisrs LAMBBBiyyA fi^

Upper California, which has now beor. about 22 years

in tMs country, consequently has acqn red a residence,

^ndTen much'admirJd for its
.^P^-^fI

«
^^^^

mental tree It altiins the height of GO feet m tlw

hnd of tTnativitv. with a stem 9 feet in circnmferenc*

i'nd is one of the fa'stest growing and
^^\yi^±^^},t

^^^^^^^iS^^^^IE^^
the Cvp ^ t be^^ 1^^^^ Bhould be planted in a sit^atiou

wd^ere U^ll not get a severe stroke of wind, as itW
in any Dvsart

* We shall oe muuu """»"" rr—rve cultivaUi.u of Chi
give us any information r^pcctmgth^^^^^ ^^^ .

acceptable.
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LurglJ, where at each placu it forms an object of great

beauty.

The next that I shall add to this list of notables is

CuPEESSUs LAWSO^•IANA, from the Shasta and Scots

valleys, in Isorthern California, discovered by the

famous plant collector, Mr. ^Turray, who s:ijs ho found

tills species growing 100 feet higb, and 2 feet in dia-

meter, forming the handsomest tree found by him iu

bis ^vhole expedition, the hubit being most graceful,

with the branches at first curved upwards like those^ oi

the common Spruce, and towards the end hanging

down lilic an ostrich feather, with the leading shoots

when young drooping like those of tlie Deodar. This

lovelv tree is named in honour of Mr. Lawson, of

Edinburgh, who has done so much for the Introauction

of fine Conifers into this country which fully entitles

him to have his name handed down to posterity by such

rftree. The largest plants in this country are not much
over 4 feet in heiglit with the exception of a very few

that may be 2 or 3 feet liigher.

As a northern himiuary, TiirjorSTS cohealis, of

ftost-bearin^^ qualifications, requests to be admitted to

get his rights of comparative beauty discussed upon the

green, as he considers there should have been honour-

able mention made of his name at a much earlier stage

of the proceedings. This is a tall evergreen tree from

Nootka Sound in Observatory Inlet, where it grows

to the height of 100 feet, with gracefully curved out-

spreading branches, and lias very much the appearance

of the tree which preceded it, viz., Cupressus

li^awsonianii, with the exception that its habit of

;rowth is more robust and masculine, and that when it

lecomo aged it is covered with small blisters that are

filled with a fine aromatic balsam, which make grace,

beauty, and fragrance combine. It has only been a

fgiv yeai's in Britain, therefore is too little kno^vn to

most people.

There arc numerous other justifiable claims from

several of the Finns and Picea tribe, as also from Ccdrus

atlantica, the Scotch and Irish Yews, and a great host

of Cypresses, Junipers, and Arbor-vitiijs, all dotnauding

a representation with a fair field and no favour; but

aa each would require a somewhat lengthened descrip-

tion to show their genealogy and prove their propin-

quity, 1 shall deler tlieir claims till a more favourable

opportunity, with the exception of two favourites,

wliich T shaU admit in order to throw light upon the

lawn, like golden candlesticks ornamented with glow-

Svdrms. 'fAXrs baccata vatittoata or Golden Yew,
when trained to the height of 8 or 10 feet, has no rival

for ornamentation, as each leaf is edged with a fine

golden yeUiiw colour, and tho ffloot of rlehuess and

last in tliat severe weather the heating apparatus was

out of order, and the plant then endured several degrees

of frost, I should have no hesitation in saying that it

would do in a warm conservatory if the requisite

bottom-beat was given by means of a hot chamber,

or any other arrangement of that kind. The plant must

never be pruned after it has made its summer growth,

but allowed to run perfectly wild as the blooms are

produced from the axil of every leaf, and if any

stopping or pruning takes place it v?ill only have

a tendency to produce premature growth and no

flower. /. Daniels, Gardener, Swi/ncombe Jlouse.-^

Some six or seven weeks ago I had a flowering twig of

a plant new to me sent from a gentleman's stove

near Mansfield, Xotts. It was stated that he had the

plant from the Continent without a name, and that it

was flowering freelv, and had the most gorgeous effect

in his hothouse, f have no doubt from the description

of Bougainvillaa in your last week^s Numbei that it is

the same plant, the flowers being of a mauve colour, and

of the shape of the female Hop. I managed to strike a

plant from a young shoot, but failed with two other cut-

tings made from where the wood was older. Without

wishing to detract in the least from Mr. Daniels' naerit

in flowering so successfi^lly such a magnificent addition

to our stove climbers, I merely desire to make known
the fact of the plant having flowered in another

locality. William Tillerjf, Welheck, May 14. A
small plant of Bougainvilla.'a was sent to my employer

last year from Swyncombe gardens. It was placed

under my care in June, and was potted and duly

attended to all the summer. It grew rapidly until

autuiim, when the wood showed signs of ripening. It

was then gradually hardened off and was wintered in a

cool dry temperature of from 45'' to SO'*. In February

it was replaced iu the stove, where it is now in fine

bloom, and has been in that condition for some weeks

past. It fully bears out all that has been said in its

favour. Peter Milroy, Gardener to J, L. IF. Naper,

Esq.y LouglicreWt Oldcaslle, Ireland. In a place of
|

which I once had the care we had a Bougainvillaea '

which had grown two years in a small stove without
j

flowering. I therefore wanted to see in its place some of

those maffuificent creefrers of which I had read in books,

and I would fain have controlled my master's taste in

the matter, but he was too stiff iu his notions for me
to lead him. "When I suggested some fine flowering

climber to take the place of the Bougainvillffia he would
drily observe, "P'raps it'll flower next year, my lad,

and if it doesn't it makes a good shade for other
plants." The last anticipated next year of its flower-

ing was the third year after being planted, and a richer

gruiiilo\ir thuftnrodvietd VR mohL wdudiM-ful. And lastly, 1 feast my Pyps never had, for it flowered beautifully.

the beanliful Ihtija AUTIHA or Ooldcn Arbor-vitap, of The plant in question was p;rown at a small nn-
Knnpliill ami U.ig.shot celebrity, with its neat compact assuming place, not 20 miles from Derby. Six

growth and beautiful yellow rnlour, must come forward, years ago I saw a plant of the same kind in one of
TV'bin the poii)t.s of the hIioois open in spring-, it has the stoves of the Earl of Shrewsbury at Alton Towers,
the appearance of being literally gilded with golJ. The
largest plants do nut exeeed 4 feet ui height;

IV price, if it were worth collecting. C. W. SlHeTcland^
ildenley, [It looks like a good paper material. Can

Home Correspondence.
£ou(fainviitira aprclabilis,—This was, I think,

flovvcred some years ago by a latly in the New Forest,
and hut autumn magnifiounllyatilouut Edgecumbe, in
adOB»ervntory. Stove heat is beyond what it wants. /.

As I lind that you entertain the same high opinion

and so full of manvc-coloured bracts, that at a distance
it looked like a brightly lighted up cloud. This plant
was growing in a bed of soil similar to the one just
described, and trained up a column until it reached' the
rafters of the house, which was span-roofed; some of
the strong shoots were tied to two of the rafters, which
went right and left across the house; it was then
allowed to grow wildly, and it formed itself into an irre-

gular bush, the grandeur ofwhich, when in full bloom, is

hardly to be described. It has also been successfully
cultivated at Osmaston Manor, the seat of T. Wright,
Esq., where Mr. T^amb, the gardener there, is particularly
fortunate in flowering shy bloomino: plants, such as

of BougalnvilUua when well growii as myself and all

who have seen it blooming at this place, and in order
that no one may by any possibility* be misled as to my
mode of cultivation, I give you a more dctaUed account I Renanthera cocciDea,°whic'h ~h7 blooms "annuariy7"and
«fthotreatmontit has received than appeared in your upon Dendrobium speciosum he had this vear 17
cohnnns last week. My employer, the Uev. C. E. Ruck
Koein;, received tlie plant in question from the Count
do KouUce, u Freucb nobleman, whose instructions were
that it must bo st.uvcd into bloom. It has, however,
long since occnrrred to me that a more appropriate
cxpi*eMion as regards tropical plants would be, bnrn
them into bloom ; with li -ainvillaai, "if we put the
fire in at hia toea it is sure to come out at his head."
The plant now \

' luing licre is growing iu a brick pit
S fdei tftnare, nuo siu f which is <

' u to tlie back end

low
Jlildei

it be had'abundantly as well as cheaply ?]

Wild Sees.—Can any one suggest a remedy for the
depredations of wild bees? The lawn is annually
ploughed up by blackbirds and thrushes seokino- for
the eggs laid there by the bees, which renders it very
unsightly. Various suggestions have been made and-
tried without avail. M. King Bleayard, Whiteholme,
CUiJteroe, May 14.

Effect of tJie Winter on Camellias and otJier Plants
out of doors at Annes Lodge, Ascog, Pothesay,— I for-

ward a Camellia twig with a fully expanded white
flower and a closed and opening bud. It is from a stan-

dard near the tree from which I sent you a red flower

on the 21st ult. The two trees were planted at the
same time 12 years ago, but the white one is not so
vigorous as the other, its dimensions being only 7^ feet

high by 19 feet in circumference. Neither have ever-

had even the protection of a mat. Unfortunately an
ignorant gardener allo\yed the stock, a single red, to
get the better of the scion, and now more than three-

fourths of the tree consists of the former. Clianthus

puniceus and Acacia armata were killed here last wiuter.

Wellingtonia gigantea, Cupressus funebris, Myrtus
XJgni, Broad-leaved Myrtle, Cryptomeria japonica, and
Sequoia sempervirens were all very much injured, but
most of them will recover. Cryptomeria Lobbli, Cedrus
Deodava, and its variety robusta ; Veronica Andersoru,

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Sikkim Rhododendrons, Gold-

leaved Chinese Arbor-Vitte, Chinese Privet, and Juni-

perus chinensis, are all uninjured. Also Cupressus

macrocarpa, not a leaf of which is browned. Of this

last I have a tree planted in 1852, when it was 3 feet

high ; I measured it last in August 1858, when it was

18 feet. It imist have grown since that time 6 or 7
feet at least. Its growth never ceases, as it makes
wood in winter as well as in summer. R. B., May 16.

Rust on Grapes.—When I gave my opinion (see page

425)as to the cause ofrust on Grapes, I did it with a view

to benefit the inexperienced gardener and the amateur,

and I have a very strong conviction that Mr. Blake's

idea (see p. 434) of an uncovered ^r a deep border

having anything to do with it is erroneous. How Mr.

B- manages to maintain a moist atmosphere without

damping his house whde he has air on, is to me rather

a mystery. Rust may proceed from causes with which

I am unacquainted, but I confidently repeat, that

water poured upon a hot pipe, or flue, will invariably

produce it ; and all I have to add is, that if Mr. Blake

or any one else doubts it a trial would convince them.

a E. w.
Miselto.—Yonv correspondent " Dorset" (see p. 433)

writes learnedly upon the parasitical character of this

plant, which he spells as above, but does not seem

equally well acquainted with the derivation of the

word. In " Mudie's British Birds," under the heading

"The Missel -Thrush, Turdus viscivorus," may be found

the following paragraph :—"There is a sort of double

naming in this bird: it is called the ' mlssel-thrusV

because it * missels' (soils) its toes with the viscid slimy

juice of the Mistletoe berries, of which it is very fond

in the winter ; and the Mistletoe gets its name because

it * soils' the toes of tlie bird." Both the Latin and

English name of the bird seem to attest the truth of

this observation, and it may perhaps not be without

interest to some of your readers. Gerard Barton^ Pun'

denUall, WymondJianij May 15.

<rf the boiler that b«at« the house, merely having ii ftw
)0C»e bricks laid up aguinst it to prevent scorching

j

•aid till within thete liut few mouths there ruu
«loM xvaAex the roots a flue tli»t wm Viu-uing
hot, and which partly Iu d tbe house, but
wliioh is now discontinued and hot-water pipes
ibttituted for it. Here in my opinion lies the grand
•ecri't. The flowering tottk place a;Ui the brickwork
round the roots had 1 . Iu \1 io about 140*. I
•hould congidop that the roots had a bottom-heat of

speciosum
spikes of bloom, averaging in length 1?^ feet, the
average number of flowers on each spike being 80.
My own experience and observations upon this plant
furnished me with the following rules for its successful
Uowerhig:—1st. It is indispensable (whether grown in
a stove or intermediate house) that the plant shall have
room to grow into a good-sized plant, whether trained
upon the rafters of the bonse or upon the back wall,
as suggested by Mr. Daniels; 2d. That the situation
be in the lightest part of the house, and the atmosphere
be a moderately dry one, with abundance of air ; and
last, but not 1

^ ^, that the space aUottcd to the roots
be limited. Under these circumstances the plant will
hardly fail to yield a profusion of its beautiful bract?.
Z. Y. S,, Trentham.
Early Swarming Bees.—Tl^a dates on which the

earliest swarms come off are always interesting, and
this season they will be especially so on account of the
length and severity of the winter. On Saturtlay last,

May 12, I had a very fine swarm from a set of

rent its foliage from dropping, but wlien iVater is given
cai-e should be taken to soak the whole mass of soil,

but not more than will do tbat should be ^ivcn when
the foliage begins to change colour, whicji it will do
early in March. Water abundantly with a weak
••lution of ^ 10 or any other stimulant, and you will
be rcwanled with the mmt gorgeous display of bloom
It IS possible for the eye to behold, which will endure
for three or four months. I may also add that it does
not roqmre a very high temperature except at its roots •

the house h.!'' this last -
-

queens, and the clusters were hived separately and then
united, thus forming a powerful colony, which is now
working- with might and main. Shirley Hibherd, StoJ^e
Netcington.

Spiders in Oreenhoiises.—My greenhouse swarms
with the small description of spider commonly known
as "money spider." Can any of your readers mfbrm
me of any remedy for getting rid of it ? I have tried
syringing, tobacco smoke, and brushinjf the rafters, &c.,
but nothing destroys it, as the more I sweep the more
it seems toincr. . O. X.. Worthing.

Z^r^lZ. % ''l\*''' ino """"K
r*^r«ged a Vegetable ^i*r».-Is the inclosed fibre likely to be ofnight temperature of more than 50', and in October any commercial value ? It ought to be obtainable at a

ocittie^*

Botanical op EciNBrEGH : Thursday, March 8.

—

Professor Balfour, V.P., in the chair. The following

donations were announced to the Herbarium :—Speci-

mens of Tephrosia toxicaria var. sehiediana (Sch.), from

Dr. W. H. Campbell, Demerara. The plant hffd beeu

sent to Dr. Campbell as being used by the negroes in

one or more cases of poisoning, which had lately oc-

curred near Georgetown, Demerara, Specimens of

Cuscuta Epithynum, from Penmanshiel, sent by Mr.

James Hardy. Mr. Hardy states that he found it in a

field. *' It was confined to one spot which is under

tilUage for next year's crop, so that it may disappear.

The soil was originally reclaimed from a state of nature;
and whether it was attached to the wild Thyme or

Heather that once grew there, or has been introduced
with Clover seeds, I cannot ascertain. The Dodder is a

pew plant to Berwickshire, for the specimen mentioned
in Dr. Johnson's Flora was found on the lower
range of the Cheviot Hills in Northumberland."
The following donations to the Museum at the Botanic
Garden were announced:—From Messrs. P. Lawson &
Son, Cones of Cedrus Atlantica and Cupressns macro-
carpa ; also specimens of Juniperus tetragoua. From
Dr. Macfarlane, Montego Bay, per Dr. Douglas
Maclagan, hammock and ropes, prepared from the
fibres of Lace Bavk tree (Lngctta lintearia). The
following communications were read : — I. " Contri-
butions to Microscopical Analysis." No. II. Celas-

trus scaudeus (Linn,), with remarks on the colour-

ing matter of plants, Bv George Lawson, Pli. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Natural History, Queen's

College, Kingston, Canada. Communicated by Prof-

BaUour. Dr. Lawson says—*' On the present occacon

I select for remark one of our most ornamental Cana-

dian plants,Celaatrus scandens (Linn.), chiefly on account

of an interesting stmctare observable in the ct^ouf*
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substance of the arillus, which presents a very tllstmc-

tive bisfcological character. This is one of the most

conspicuous plants which attract the attention ofautumn

visitors to the Falls of Niagara ; fcr, although its flowers

are small and greenish, the fruit-clusters are large, and

showy in their colouring. The fruit is globose, of a

very bright orange colour, and opens (usually by three,

sometimes two or four valves) to display a deep scarlet

coloured pulpy mass, consisting of the arilli, in which

the large brown seeds are enveloped. The chief point

of interest in the histological structure of Celastrus scan-

dens is found in the tissue ofthe arillus, which presents a

kind of colouring matter of which we as yet know but

few examples in the vegetable kingdom : the pulpy

arillus, which, although of a different colour, strougly

reminds one, in its histological characters, of the yellow

parts of the perigone of Strelitzia. In the Celastrus

the arillus consists of more or less elongated oblong

cells, whose membranes are colourless and quite trans-

parent. The colouring matter is contained in these cells,

and presents itself in the form of numerous minute

elongated granules, exhibiting well-defined outlines;

they present considerable uniformity both in size and

shape. They are slender, between linear and lanceolate

in form, and either acute or more or less acuminate at

both ends. They are for the most part straight, but in

some cases curved more or less perfectly into a crescent

;

and, more rarely, the curvature is so great that the two
extremities meet, and then the granule assumes the

form of a ring. These granules are all of a uniform

bright scarlet colour ; usually, however, they are quite

separate, and lie without order in the cell, crossing each

other in various directions. In narrow, elongated cells,

whose diameter is less than the length of the contained

grannies, the latter are usually arranged conformably,

lying in the longitudinal direction of the cell, just as

we find in the case of the raphides which occur in

elongated special cells in endogenous plants. On
an average, the colour-granules measure the aouo^^* ^^

an inch in length, by tsouo*^^^ ^^ ^^ "^^*^^ ^^^ breadth

—

being thus about six tunes as long as broad.

containedcells in which the granules are

The
are

somewhat variable, both in size and form ; when
quadrangular, and not much longer than broad,

they measure about if^^^i of an inch in diameter

;

but, in cases where they are much elongated, the

breadth is proportionately decreased, as is usually

the case in parenchymatous tissues. Under a low
power (as, for example, the lowest power of N"achet*s

microscope), the seed of Celastrus scandens also pre-

sents a characteristic aspect in its minutely embossed
surface of a fine fawn colour. On increasing the power,

it is found that the embossed appearance is dependent
upon the slightly elevated savfaccs of the cells, which

are compact, regular-sized, and sufficiently distinctive

of themselves to lead to the discrimination of the tissue

from most other vegetable tissues, A cross section of

'the membrane forming the seed-covering (readily

obtained by making a thin horizontal slice of th^ whole
seed), presents a peculiar fetriated appearance, which is

also characteristic enough. The cells of the albumen con-

tainoil."-II.**OnTrichotomousArrangementsof Plants."
By Mr. William Mitchell, Associate, Botanical Society.

Mr. Mitchell remarked that in the classification of

natural objects, of which our knowledge is limited, it

is desirable to have the decisions capable of embracing
all that the progress of discovery may make known.
This advantage, however, we cannot easily gain unless

it is in our power to make use of the immber, position,

presence, or absence of parts or organs as essential

characteristics in our comparison of the objects in

question. But on glancing over the more common
classifications of plants we find cases admirably illustra-

tive of scientific tact in seizing hold of such leading
characters as render the divisions all-erabraeing in their

own provinces ; and singularly enough these divisioxis

generally come out in tlu-ees. A principle of arrange-
ment was then struck out, which was partially employed
by Ray ; but clearly enunciated by .Iu?sieu when he
ushered in that grand and ever-memorable ternary of

the Dicotyledonous, Monocotyledonous, and Acotyle-
douous plants. He could now pass at once to the
flowering plants, and produce another trichotomous
arrangement in the same manner, which he did in his

Polypetalse, Monopetalai, and Apetalje. Mr. Mitchell
then proceeded to illustrate his remarks by various
instances of trichotomy in the vegetable kingdom.

—

Mr. Burnett exhibited branches of Hollies gathered
at Killurney, exhibiting great variation in the forms of
the leavea. The specimens were so different that they
might have been regarded as distinct varieties, and yet
most of the variations occurred on the same tree.

TheLarcTiVisease, and ,™ ^.«„,.,u„ „/ .«e
l.arch JPlantahont *» Great Britain. By Cl'iarles
M'Intosh. 12mo. Pp. 136, W. Blackwood & Sons.
It is now many years since attention wag drawn to

the unexpected and alarming fact that the Larch,
when ready to be felled, proves to be unsound, its centre
having been so attacked by dry rot aa to render the
imber unfit for purposes of construction. This is a
most serious matter when we consider how
jnftny millions of trees must now be growing
in Great Britain, and how large a proportion

of the value of hvnded property is in numerous
cases represented by that crop, some poor estates

in Scotland being worth from 10,000?. to 20,0O0Z. for

the Larches alone now growing on them, according to

Mr. M'Intosh, provided the trees prove souud.

Mr. M'Intosh, who has had as much practical know-
ledge as most men of the facts relating to this im-

portant matter, has collected in the volume before us

all the written evidence that he has been able to dis-

cover, with the view of thus comparing difierent and

differing opinions on the subject, and enabling tlie

reader to draw his own conclusions. He has also

gathered together the unpublished views of^ several

ibresters supposed to be well acquainted with the

tree in question. Opinions then we have in plenty.

To what conclusions do they lead? Here we quote

Mr M'Intosh himself:—
" That the decay in the health of the Larch, in v/hat-

ever form it may appear, has not arisen from any

natural change in the constitution of the tree itself, as

asserted by some, is a fact borne out by physiological

science; its present debilitated and unhealthy condition

is owing to mismanngement. Our present -object is

to endeavour to determine in what this mismanage-

ment consists; and, in order to present our remarks in

the clearer form, we shall arrange them under the

following heads:

—

I. Total neglect in procuring seed from healthy and fully

developed trees.

II. Planting on soils and iu situations unsnitedto the nature

of the trees.

III. Want of sufficient drainage in waterlogged land.

IV. Too thick planting, neglect of thinning, and injudicious

pruning,
v. Planting in ground on wliicli a previous crop of Larch,

Scotch Fir, or other Coniferous trees, has been grown.

VI. Pampering young trees in rich soils in nurseries, with

a view to their attaining a large size wiLhiu the least

possible time.
VII. Tiie aStacka of game, and browsing of cattle and sheep.

VIII. The period at which the disease attacks them.

IX, The accidental njisfortunes they are liable to, such as the

attacks of insects, parasitic Fungi, late spring-frosts,

diseases in the bark, dyiug away of the branches, &c."

We do not quite see how viii., the period at which

Larches are attacked, can be a cause of disease : we
only give the author's words as we find them.

It will probably strike most readers of this catalogue

of causes that they must relate to different kinds of dis-

ease ; and in fact Mr. M'Intosh himself points out

the fact that there are two maladies present in

Larch trees, the one an internal dry rot, the other

a superficial ulceration. Now in considering a ques-

tion like this the two should be carefully di.stin-

guishod, for they probably bear no nofirer relation

to each other in the constitution of the Larch than

carbuncles and consumption in the constitution of

man. It is reasonable to suppose that they originate

from distinct causes, and tlierefore require to be con-

sidered apart. Dry rot is certainly caused by the

action of a dry-rot Fmigua ; and tbe question is, how the

Fungus reaches the interior of the Larch. Ulceration,

which is analogous to the gum of stone-fruit trees, is

probably caused by an imperfect action of the leaves;

and the question is why the leaves act imperfectly. We are

not aware that these two diseases accompany each

other; they probably do in some instances ; but they

certainly do not in other instances. Some ^'ears ago

we spent several hours in a great Larch plantation

in N. Wales, of 30 years* growth, where the trees were

for the most part showing unmistakable signs of dry

rot near the ground; but we failed to discover a single

instance of ulceration. It is unfortunate that

this point should not have been more constantly

borne in mind in the work before us.

Mr. M*Intosh attaches very great importance to the

selection of seed from healthy trees, and we understand

him to say that the absence of this precaution is one of

the most certain causes of unhealthy plantations.

"Cultivators well know the importance of a healthy,

vigorous, and carefully-selected stock, from wliich to

obtain seed, when they wish to maintain the integrity

or secure the improvement of the progeny. The Turnip-

grower selects the best-formed bulbs to plant for seed,

the Cabbage-grower the strongest plants; neither, if

they wish to continue a superior variety, gather their

seeds indiscriminately. The florist is even more par-

ticular in endeavouring to continue a favourite flower;

and our best stock-masters incur almost fabulous ex-

pense in procuring the very best animals, for a similar

reason. Is it not evident that the same care should be

taken with the Larch, if we wish to improve it, or

even to retain it in a healthy state ? Some of the

nurserymen who rear these trees from seed, no doubt

profess" to do so; but the pubUc demands something

more'^ than mere profession. Undoubted blame

attaches to selling trees warranted to be from a healthy

stock when the seller knows well that ho cannot tell

whether the seed was collected from healthy or un-

healthy trees-from the worst or the best varieties;

for at be<=t he has only the bare assertion, and that not

often a«ked, of the itinerant seed-gatherers, who are

often ^^men and children, and whose only care is to

fill their bags with cones, knowing how unlikely it is

that any question will be asked as to wha trees the

cones wJre\aken from. The public should, however,

iknow that a nurseryman, selhng under such a war-

ranty, renders himself liable by law to whatever damages

^ the p^rchas^r may sustain, just as he is liable to the

&r or gardenei for selling him a b«g of infenor or

spurious Turnip or other seed. Unfortunately, m the

case of trees, the evil is not detected for years, while In
that of farm or garden plants it shows itself within, at
most, a few months; and the difiiculty and expense of
securing a conviction in the case of tree seeds is such
as to afford endless chances for the nurseryman to

escape.

"On the other hand, we (io not ascribe the whole
blame of this evil to the nurseryman ; planters and
proprietors themselves are equally and often more at

fault in this matter. The rage nowadays for cheap
forest-treesj and cheap planting by contract, has veiy

much to do with the case. Slany gentlemen ruu from
one nursery to another to see where they can purchase

their trees cheapest, and who will contract to furnish

and plant per acre at the lowest figure."

"The consequences of this penny-wise and pound-
foolish practice is, that the honest man in the tiade is

put on an equal footing with his less scrupulous neigh-

bour. He is compelled to sell cheap, or starve, because

if he does not he loses his business; and therefore to

meet this cheap selling lie must purchase his raw mate-

rial at the lowest possible cost, and he must also manu-
facture his goods in tlie cheapest way possible. He
therefore ceases to be at all particular about where, or

from whom, the seed is purchased; the one requisite

is that it be cheap. The seed-collector, again, knows
that stunted and half-dead trees produce the greatest

quantity of seed, and are also by far the most accessible,

and with such he is quite contented. Here begins the

mischief—cheap trees and an unhealthy progeny.
" It is a fortunate circumstance that in this indis-..

criminate mode of collecting the seed, there are some
chances of a portion being got from healthy trees ; and
as good, bad, and indifferent are so thoroughly mixed
during the manipulations of cleaning, a certain pw-
centage of healthy trees find their way to our planta-

tions : for even in very bad cases a iavf healthy trees may
be found, although surrounded by others in the most
diseased state.

" It is not absolutely impossible to get health}- Larch
seed of native growth, but certainly not to the amount
at present annually sown. Tliis seed is to be collected

from those faw healthy plantations of aged trees which

are known to exist; but the cones from such frees are

not only difficult, but even dangerous, of collection.

Healthy trees produce few cones compared with un-

healthy ones ; and, as a consequence, healthy seed can

only be procured at a vastly increased price, compared

with that paid for such inferior seed as we have spoken

of. Cheap trees and a houlthy stock are things quite

incompatible."
" As the Larch, when of large size, is in general

felled during winter, at which time the seed is ripe, a

considerable supply of good seed may be very conve-

niently procured when the trees are down, as at

that time their healthy or nnhcalthy state can be more
readily ascertained than wliilo they are still growing.

But the older and larger the trees are, even in this

case, the more likely is the seed to be in a healthy state,"

These views are fortified in some measure by tbe

opinion of M. De Candolle :— *' Rut it should be

observed that he knew nothing of the rot disease, it

not having come under his notice in the Swiss foreato."

The last part is of no small significance. In Switzer-

land, the home of the Larch, dry rot is unknown !

Here we may probably find the key to the secret cause

of the disease.

For ourselves we adhere to Mr. Berkeley's opinion,

that among the causes of dry rot in Larch, that of

planting it among the dead roots of other trees is one

of the most active. It has been demonstrated—we have

ourselves witnessed the fact too often—that if a dead

root is left in ground and becomes attacked by dry rot,

as most commonly happens, it communicates the

michief to living roots in its neighbourhood, especially

to those of Conifers; and that with such rapidity as to

render two-years transplanted nursery trees worth-

less, or worse. This is in all probability tlie explana-

tion of the case mentioned by Mr. Brown :—
"The Larch, like every other tree, is liable to disease

from its Gnrliest infancy ; even in nurseries they are not

always healthy. * X have known,* Mr. Brown observes,

* an instance of diseased trees from a nursery being the

cause of propagating the same disea=e through several

plantations in the neigldxiurhood. In asserting this,

however, I do not mean to say that any respectable

nurseryman would be guilty of sending diseased trees

to any of his customers; hut I do mean to say that

every planter, previous to making a purcliase, should ^o

and visit the nursery, and judge for himself.' We have

frequently observed in nurseries young Larches, both one

and two years transplanted, Imving their lower side-

branches browned, as if scnhlcd, and after a tiaie loa...^

I their leaves, the upper shoots being sligbUy affected

and also the leader for a few inches upwards; while

many of the plants die, and all haveasickly aj ir-iiwe.

This is evidently incipient di^jease; w]mt hecomti of

tbe plants afterwards we know not, as they dimppear

from the nurseries generally during the following

winter or spring. If, therefore, the trees m this young

state be attacked by disease, it is only natural to suppow

that they will carry it with them to wherever they are

to he planted; and the check which they, in common

with all other plants, experience when removed trom

the sheltered and richer soil of a garden or nursery to

a poorer soil and much more exposed situation, wiH

ralher hasten than retard, much less remove, the

I
disease, wh:-tever it may be. And if that disease be
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infectious, as stated above by Mr. 'nrowu, not only will

the pbiitatiou in course of formation be diseased, but

the contiguous plantations, of whatever a^e they may
be, will run a great risk of being destroyed by the

infection.*'

No doubt ! The " infection " is the spawn of the dry

rot, which tlie plants carry with thorn.

But we must pause. Enough has been said to show

that Mr. M'IntosVs book is a valuable epitome of

evidence upon this subject; and although we could have

wished that it had been otlierwise arranged, it never-

theless remains a work indispensable to' the planter's

library.

We have the following before us:—Moore's Index

Filicu^m, Part 7 (Pampliii). This useful book is now

much improved by the addition of figui-es representing

the differences between genera; the letterpress has

reached Athyrium.—The Coo^'j OiO/» ^ooXr (Routledge)

is a sixpenny pamphlet, in favour of wliich we have not

a word to ssiy.—Eoutledge's Illustmted Katural

Kistoryy Part XIV.. concludes oxen and deer, and com-

mences sheep and goats.—Mr. Ilobert Scott Burn's

excellent Kandhook of the Mechanical Arts (W. Black-

wood & Sons), one of the best guides to building

dwelling houses, making roads, enclosing laud, well-

siuking, as well as the usual work of carpenters, masons,

&c., has reached a second edition.—Among literary pro-

ductions we may also mention After Many Days, a tale

of social reform, by Seneca Smith (Tweedie) ; Marry
Birlceitt the story of a Man who heljped himself

(Tweedie) ; and the Lady of the Manor, by Mrs. Sher-

wood (Houlston & Wright).
« _

Teade Lists Keceivkd.—Catalogue of plants and

trees sold by \Vm. Baknes, Camdeu Nursery, South-

ampton Street, Camborwell.—Retail Catalogue of new,

beaatiftd, i*are and other plants, trees, shrubs, kc,

offered for sale by Wm. Rolt.is30N & Sons, Tooting.—

Wm. Barratt's Animal Catalogue of Plants for Stove,

Greenhouse, and Bedding, grown for sale at St. Jolurs

and Newton Moor Nurseries, AVakefield.—Catalogue of

Plants grown for sale by F. Godwin, Broadticld Nur-

•eries, Sheffield.—A List of Soft-wooded, Bedding and

other Plants cultivated and sold by E. G. Henderson
k Son, Wt-Uington Road, St. John's Wood.—Charles
TUENEB'a Catiilogue of Aziileas, Auriculas, Dahlias,

Tuchsiiis, Geraniums, Verbenas, Pinks, Picotces, and
other Florists' Flowers, together with Miscellaneous,

}Ierb»reous, Redding and Border Plants, grown for sale

at the Royal Nurseries, Slough.—A Catalogue of Soft-

wooded PUuts sold by JouN SAiirdON, PiLsley Nursery,
Clay Cross.

Miscellaneous*
A Moor Slaclbird [ Wiiat is that FJ.—It is important

to occupy one of thu corners having partly u south uud
partly an east or west exposure exclusively with, your

Clicrrlcs; and to plant tlieui, both dwarfs and riders,

80 as to fill the wall at the soonest. For no sooner

will fruit appear than it will be carrietl off by birds,

unless protected by a net. By having a double aspect,

you prolong the fruit season; and by having the trees

of that species brouglit togetlier, one net will serve for

all that you require. A most pestilont fellow, a moor
blackbird, without any coral on his bill, sooty, tuneles?,

and ill-shaped, has of late yeais, like the old invaders of

Italy, found the fruit of our gardens better than that

of lufl native wiUls ; and having once tasted the Cherry,

he cannot forget the flavour of it. lie comes a host

exactly at the season of ripe fruit, and never fails,

with an angry cliatter, when he is disturbetl, to intimate

that you are as annoying to him as he is to you. He
is sure to have the advantage of you in early rising,

which both quickens his appetite, and afl'urds him
leisure for his morning meal. He is, besides, less shy

as to the quality of his food ; for whilst you are judging
that your fruit has not quite attained the mellowness
that is wholesome for your stomach, he is busy eating;

and that he has no comphiint of acidity, he proves by
a readiness to fall upon your Plums when he has done
with your Cherries. Thus, differir.g from you only a

liHle as to the nice point of perfect ripeness, he makes
the round of your several crops, and is about to con-

clude his harvest of each sortjust wht'ii you h;il thoughts

of beginning youM, Finding my sooty foe too many for

mo; that he was ready enough to qnatt in Cherry

juice, *' a good conclusion to the harvest,*' but never

once to think of the sentiment that "fair play is ajewel/'

I thouglit of siduting him with a little sparrow-hail, o^

wJiich, on making the attempt, I observe no further

effect than tiie provoking of tlnit peculiar chatter by
which he is wont to express his disapprobation as often

AS he is disturbed in his interesting avocation. In this

I felt some sympathy with my antagonist, perceiving

that he regarded the hail not otherwise than I have
done certain visitors who had as little to say, although
they did not fail to make liavoc of time, and lilndrance

f "important duty. He lost no feathers, but mertly an
hour of harvest work ; and yet the loss wits more
apparent than real ; for getting thereby a rest for
Temunerution and whetting of teeth, he resumed, as
others martyrs to smiiU hail must do. his beloved task,
and with redoubled quickness si)on made amends for all
his loss. Doubting whether my aim might not be too
etrmg, I inquired of an old man. who was known to the
premises for half a century. ^^Uat in former times had

been done with an enemy so untractable and persevering

Upon which my old friend, with a shake of his grey locks,

which intimated that the case was a hopeless one, said,

"Idinnaken; the doctor used to shoot them whiles,

bub it never did them melkle gnid." Judging that,

if no better for being shot, their manners were not

likely to amend by mere provocation, 1 determined to

alter my mode of warfare; and so, grubbing up my
trees, I gathered them into one place, that one mode of

defence might serve for all, and sent, by a herring cart,

for a long web of decayed net, which cost only ten

shillings, and has lasted nearly as many years. Thus,

paying the enemy the same kind of compliment that

Agricola did the aborigines of the north, I have found

the defensive system entirely successful. J}r, Paterson^s

Manse Garden,

Calendar of Cperationa
(For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

CojraEETATOET, &c.—Some of the earlier flowering

New HoUaud and other greenhouse plants will soon be

getting past their best, and a judicious amount of fore-

sight and care will be necessary to avoid being short of

specimens in bloom with which to supply their places.

Many things in the stove, as Achimenes, Gloxinias, &c.,

should now be in a forward state, but these must be

carefully prepared for removal to the cooler and drier

atmosphere of the conservatory, otherwise there will be

great risk of injuring the foliage, &c. Where circum-

stances will admit, plants that have been grown in a

warm moist atmosphere should be removed to an inter-

mediate house about a fortnight previous to their

bfing taken to the conservatory and gradually inured

to a free circulation of air, Sec, By attention to this

and placing the plants in the warmest corners in the

conservatory, Clerodendrons, AUamandas, &c., will

continue growing slowly and blooming for some three

mouths at a time, whereas if this is neglected, their

beauty may be very short-lived. Aim at maintaining an

even temperature in the conservatory after removing

plants thence tliat have been grown in the stove, and
furnish a little shade on bright sunny days. Also see

that every plant is perfectly clean before placing it in

this house, and that the creepers, &c., are not infested

with insects. To the last-named class of plants should

be added the charming Bougainvilla)a, mentioned in

last week's Number, and the beautiful Lapageria rosea.

For the former the warmest part of the house should be

selected, and where if possible its roots can have a

little artificial heat. Young slock in pits will now be
tuaking rapid growth, and must be carefully attended
to as to watering, stopping, training, &c. Examiue
Heaths frequently for mildew, and apply sulphur the
moment it is perceived,some of the soft-foliaged varieties

beiug very liable to be attacked by that peat at this

season.
FORCING DSPARTMENT,

Pinery.—Where the quality of the fruit is of great
importance, care must be observed to have the soil in a
healthy rather dry state during the period of ripening,
for as there is no reasonable hope of obtaining high-
flavoured fruit from plants growing in pots, the trouble
necessary to collect and place together those approach-
ing ripeness, so as to be able to adbrd them a rather
dry atmosphere, and avoid touching them with the
syringe after they begin to colour, will be well repaid.

Suckers that arc not very strong will be benefited by
being left on the stool for a month after the fruit is cut,
but this will seldom be necessary in the case of healthy
vigorous plants. Any neglect in the way of watering

|

and maintaining a moist atmosphere in the case of
succession stock may lead to their fruiting prematurely,
therefore let there be no lack of attention at present.
Plants swelling their fruit should be encouraged with
plenty of liquid niaimre and a moist high temperature,
shutting up early in the afternoon after syringing.

Vines.—If red spider makes its appearance on the
foliage after fruit has commenced colouring, no time
should be lost iu coating the hot-water pipes with
sulphur. The svilphur should be mixed in water with
about equal quantities of lime and soot, and applied
with a bniah. The lime serves to prevent the sulphur
from being washed or rubbed off, and the soot, helps to
prevent any disagreeable appearance. The temperature
of late houses where the fruit is now showing must not

be allowed to fall too low at night if good-sized bunches
are expected, and wliere i^Iuscats are grown for a late

supply, tliero will be but little chance of securing a good
crop of these unless a temperature of 70** is maintained.
Attend carefully to young Vines recently planted, keep-
ing the borders in a healthy moist state, maintaining a

moist atmosphere, and shading if necessary until the

Vines get a lair start. Proceed diligently with thinning
the berries, ifec, iimmediately they are ready, for they

progress rapidly at this se;ison; stop all the laterals m
time, and allow no confusion.

ilBLONS.—Where the fruit is swelling the soil

should be kept in a properly moist state, and every

means should be used to preserve the foliage in perfect

health, as there is no possibility of obtaining good
flavoured fruit unless the foliage is kept in health.

Keep the Vines thin, and. prevent their being encum-
bered with useless laterals, and remove any decaying
leaves at once, as these when left only serve as a harbour

for insects. There is yet plenty of time to secure a
good crop in dung beds, and if any of the frames which
have been used for getting up " bedding-out stuft'" can
be spared for this purpose the plants should be got out
at once.

FLOWER GARDEN ANB SHRUBBERIES.
Examiue recently transplanted trees, shrubs, &c., fre-

quently to see that they are progressing favourably.
Give a liberal soaking of water where necessary, and
stir and mulch the surface afterwards. Half-hardy
plants now being consigned to their summer places
after many months' shelter under glass and much atten-
tion and care, must be, duly attended to with water
until they lay hold of the soil, and with tlie present
favourable weather and proper attention they will

speedily cover the beds and will repay all the trouble
that has been bestowed upon them, but every effort

must be used to prevent their sustaining any check, for
if allowed to get into an unhealthy state at present
there will be much difficulty in getting them hito free
growth without much loss ol' time. Spare hand-o-lassos

should now he used for the propagation of favourite
spring blooming plants, as Pansies, Phloxes, &,c. These
do best on a shady border. Get what beds yet remahi
to be filled prepared with as mnch expedition as pos-
sible for the reception of their summer occupants.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Peaches and Nectarines will now require particular

attention; destroy green fly on its first appearance; for

this purpose a good wash may be made by boiling in

water 2 lbs. of Tobacco, 2 lbs. of soft soap, and 2 lbs. of

sulphur; boil for one hour and strain through a fine

sieve, then add sufficient water to make in all 20 gallons,

and sprinkle the trees with this in the evening after the

sun is off them. Strawberries, should the weather
again become dry, may soon require attention as to

watering, &c. After thoroughly' cleaning the beds a
thorough soaking should be given, and ifmauure-water
from the stable-tank can be given when the ground has

been well saturated with clear water, it will assist in

securing large fruit. The beds should be mulched as

soon after watering as convenient, in order to prevent
evaporation and the fruit from being soiled. Where
clean straw cannot be afforded, fresh litter from the

stable-yard will form a very good substitute.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR I.0NI10!f.
For tlie Week eniiing May 17,1860, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

Bakometsb.

Max.

Frilay 11

Sarur. I'Z

Sundfty lb'

Mon. M
Tucs. 15

Wed. 16

ThuTB. 17

Avemge .

.

May

20
[I

22
23
24
25
26

2'*7^7

2y.7;«
2';».795

29.S51
29.843

29.609

29.783

Min.

29.7iW
29.6 1

1

29.690
29.762
29J*9
29.775
29 522

Teupekatu&g.
Unhe Air.

i
Of lIIFEarth

Max. ; MiQ.

39.nsi

66
66
67
65
68
62
62

Mean

48 57,0
49 57.5

a; 52.0

40 52.5

37 52.5

45 53.5

38 50.0

I foot
deep.

2 feet
deep.

Wind

53.^65.1 ' 4'2.0

11—Overcast; raia ; overcaat.
12—Very fine; densely clouded; constant and very heavy rain at

13— Deiiseiy clouded; fine; very clear at nii^lit*

14"Hazy and miid; clear; rain-
. , - - i

15— Sli^lit haze; cloudy and fine; thuBder, li^-litning, raia and

flome hailj7 p.^i-

Ifi—Overcast ; cloudy ; showery ; overcast.

17—Kain mostly ihrong^hout ; very clear in tlie eveniu^ ;
ram,

Mean^tcmpeiatureof the week^^deg, above the averaKC.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CUISWICK.
Durins the last 3i years, lor the ensuing Week, ending May 26, ISGO-

^

"Prevailmjr^iD^^-

Hay.
« S a « ?* s
a> b£4J

I

0; p; V

Sunday 20.,

MoQ. 21

Tuefl. 22.. I

U ed- 23. . I

Tbura. 24..
Friday 25,,
Satur. 2fi

65 9
6S,7

ti5.3

67-4

68.0

fifi9

43.5

45.2

43.5
45.4

4*,S
41.3
43.4

1 =

I
54.7

56.9

59.3
56.4
56.4
55.4

55.2

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

17
15
16
11
II

14
15

Greatest
Quantity
of Kain.

0.64 in.

0.36

0.30

0.53
0.54
0.64

0.43

2

3
6

1

2
4
2

6

4

6

i

11

11

^

9
4

6

3

m

3
2
3
4
1

2
I

3

2

&
I

3

OQ

8
&

«
8
8

1

2
2
4

3

6

71 S

4

2
1

5

I

I

2

The highest temperature durins the above period occurred on the 25th,

1855-therm. 82deg. ; and the lowest on the25ili, 1339-therm. 29 dej-

Notices to Correspondents.
The Board of Works have directed that in future the Street in which

our tJffice is situated sUall be called VVetlinstou Street, and that tbe

Number ot our Office shall be 41. CorrespondenU are tberelore

reque: ted to addreas all letters, whether to Editor or PubiLsuer»

41, V\ ellmgtoD Street, Covent liardeo, Loiidua, WX.

Books : A Subscnher. Buy the Manse Garden noticed lately
at p. 363.

Budding : G }V N. If a Peach or Apricot dies and the stock
springs up as a sucker, that sucker may bo rebudded, if it i^

not disturbed. But if you take it up for i)l«ntiug elsewhere
we should think it better to buy a stock, unless the sucker
and its roots are very young-.

CapeBl-lb.s: Con.^taut. Next week.
Concrete Walks ; Sheffield. Next weeV.
Names or Plants : JU Lasiopetalum quercifolium.—(? X. Iria
puxail&.~'£van Bhu. Dryasoctopetala.—Smp^t^on. Pentlandia
nimiata. Rigidella flammea is quite diflfereut.—-Va/ico- 1-

Stellana graminea ; 2. Erj-simum AlUaria a'Us Alliaria
officinaha.—i» McP. 1. Anemone pavonioa ; 2. Anemone

^hortensis; 3. Anemone apennina.— (K M. I, Adiautuai
Icuueatum; 2. Adiantum forraosum ; 3. Adiantum capillus-
Veneris; 4. Woodwardia (or Doodia) caudata.

Paint FOR Iron : Gyp. For roois in last week's notice read 6ar*.
Susqueuansa Root. HH vriW feel obliged by being informed
wbat "Susquehanna root" is and where it ia procurable.
We never heard of it and do not know.

Vises : A H. It is cold which has done the mischief—a cold

been
ing
more tender than others.—^ i. Your leaves are covered on
the under sides with little green eicrescences which do no
harm, and are dying off. lliey, however, indicate that your
house ia very close and damp, and not sufficiently ven-

tilated.!
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES
lIAirirFACTUBED BT THE

PATENT NITEO-PEOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
-* (LIMITED).

CONSISTING OF TENANT FAKMEES, OCCUPYING XJPWAEDS OF 30,CCO ACEES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES. ^. ,.

» T^T-T RMTTH Jim Esq , M.P., WaUon House, TVarc, Herts. EDWARD BALL, Epq., M.P., 8. Bel^ave Road, Pimj^'^^-

rSARTES DiMSDALE Esq., Eseendon Place. Herts. GENERAL HALL. Weston Colvillo, Liiitcn, Cambridge.
CHAKLEb Dl31fcDAi.ii., ^-jIq'jjj-

liRADY, Esq.. M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square, S.W.

DIRECTORS.

EDWARD BELL. Esq., Totter.bi.m. JMiaaicses, in.

JOHN CLAYDEN, Esq., Littlebiiry, Essex

RICHARD HUNT. Esq., Staiistead Abbot Herts

THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N.

Avditor.^J. CARTER JONAS. Esq., Cambridge.
Mojwpcr.—'Mr. JAMES ODAMH.
Staeiari'.-'^h- C T. MACADAM.

I

ROBERT LEEDS, Esq., West Lexham, Noi folk

ROBERT MORGAN. Esq., 72, Camden Villas, CnmdenTov,-n
GEORGE feAVILL, Esq., Ingthoi-pe, near Stamford
WILLIAM COLLINS, Esq., 1C5, St. John's Street Road, E.G.

fj,,^,ters —Messrs. BARNETT, HOARE, & Co., Lombard St., E.G.

f"f;^^,,.^._aies.-rs. KlNGSroRD & DOHMAN, 23, Essex
Street, Stra'ad, W.C.

Offices: 109, Fenehnrcli Street, London, E.G. ManRfactoiy : Piaistcw MarsLes, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures with every confidence to tbe attention of their brother farmers
;
and the fact that

*i .,? 1 thrsh .reholders farm upwards of SO 000 acres of laud, cannot fail to aflord a guarantee and protectiun to consumers

^^%he b^^h ierc^^^^^ and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they

eonta^ nof o^fly iSJ.dfr tbem the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best cdculatod to produce a

anALTHY, SOUND, and hilyvy crop. ^

PEICES—Blood Manure for Corn, £7 ICs.; Ditto for Eoots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any Railway or Wharf in London,

As security io ilie Turcliaser every hag coniams 2 cv:t., is marlced " ODAMS'S PATENT

BLCOD MAHTEE," end £old ouly ly the aTjtliorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUtERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
TLis Manure contains an nnusuolly Inrge per cent.nge of Soluble PhospLate of Lime, and is, tlierefore,

a Lighly valualile Manure for all PiOot Crops.

ANALYSES.

Moisture .

.

Organic Matter, SaltsofAmmonia,i:c
Sand, &c. . . .

.

Biphospbate of Lime
EviUAL TO Neutral Soluble

Phosphate .

.

Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated Sulphate of Lime .

.

Alkaline &uli)hates and Muriates ,.

Mr. J. T. Way,
London.

13.19
2 28
3.82

16.77

26.18

4.69
5S.53
0.72

Dr. Anderson,
Glasgow.

10.S6
7.32
3.18

lo.es

24.39

0.01
62.25
1.25

100.00 100.00

Dr. Hodges,
Belfast.

21.50
3.38
3.44

14.38

22.50

5.77

49.S0
1.73

100.00

Dr. Voelcker,
Cirencester.

Dr. Macadam, Dr. Cameron,
Edinburgh. Dublin.

21. C2
7.02
8.31

16.71

20.07

0.49
89.40
2.45

100.00

14.56

7.63

3. 87
16.91

11.84
40.83
4.36

100.00

16.20

4.17
5.28

16.48

26.20

6.14

50.33
1.40

100.00

Mr Wat reports:—"It contain.s fully as much soluble ])hos-

[

phate aa tbe first-class articles of the same description ui the

market, and much more thau tbe average."

Dr Voelcker says:— "I have much pleasure in enclosing a

copy'of your super-phosphate, ?\hich, though apparently re-

cently made, is nevertheless rich in solvMe Z'f'-osp^tote, arfd v.n-

qvestionably a valuaUe maiiure,"

Dr. Andebson reports :—" This is an excellent snper-phos-

phate. Calculated ut tbe usual rates, I find it to be worth about

BL 5$. per ton."

i:vei-y Bay contains 2 cwf. is marled <' ODAMS'S SVTJ^TaBOSTBATE OF Lm:E,
guaranteed io yield 20 io 25 j^fr ceni. of SohilJe FU^^x^ie cf Lwie,

_ -

" ' ^"^
I

PEICES.-Superphosphate of Lime, £5 10s. Telivered to any Eailway or ^Wharf in London-

Dr Macadam says:—"Ihc above is a first-class &uper-phos

phate, and at prtseut rates is worth to the farmer 8/. 2s. per

ton, when purchased in quantities under 30 tons, and 7i. 10s.

in quiintities of 30 tons and upwards."
Dr. IlotGES states tliat

—"It may be regrrled as a good

specimen of super-phosphate of lime." His calculation of its

value is 7/. 13s. per ton.

Dr. Camebon reports :— " The above figiuxs prove f hi.s si:per-

phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but

that its apphcation will be attended with the most satisfactory

results. It would be good value at 71. per ton."

and 7S

i

ARTIFICIAL MAKUKES, &c.— Mamifacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MA^-URES
may obtain every necessaiy instruction for their economi^l

aad efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

Ac,, Principal of tbe Agricultural and Chemical College,

K^nnington, London, S- Analysesof Soils, Guanos Buperpbos-

phate-s of Lime, Coprolites, &c.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous ol receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, wUl find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College. .~

hONDOii MANURE COMPANY
Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED

MANURES:—
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN akc ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bouea, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root

Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both ot

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

from Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs &, Sons), NITRATE of
S0DA,8ULPH ATE OF AMMONIA, aud every Manure of value.

116. Fcnchurch Street, E.G. Edw. Purser , Secretary.

IAWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured
J by Mr. Lawea for tbe present season, 1860, are now ready

for delivery at hi« Factories at the following prices :

—

LATVES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6 G
SUPERPHOSPHATE o^ LIME 6 6
MINERAL .... 6 5

LAWES'3 BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE ., .,

' 8
GRASS MANURE " 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to cost of carriage.
Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawer's Factories, and their
report with analysis are given in full in circular, t*» be obtained
on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs, Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.
American Cakes at market priceB.
Address, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London En'dge, E.C ,

and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

M
TURNIP MANURE
"WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
KOHLRABI do.

Also

ft

t»

ESTABLISHED 1812-
ESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to talie

j.T^ orders for their siiccial MANURES for I8G0, which they

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality und charged at

the lowest poasible price, viz. :—
CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME, &.C., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or

Proctor & Rylakd. Birmingham and Chester.

URNAlil), LACK. a>d CO.'s CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime. , . , ,

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

tbe preceding.
Ot these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial^ value which characterises

yonr concentrated superi'hospbate." ,
, ^ , .

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be bad on application to Burnaex>, Lack,

&. Co., Suttoji_Road, Plymouth.PERUVIAN GUAN O.—
The present Pi'ico of this valuable Manure is—

12? per ton for 30 tons and upwards fat the DepMa iu London.

13/ & per ton for 1 ton up to 30 tons! Liverpool, and Brwtol

to apply either ^o ourseivw
^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^

^f?,ri..dow\ctertbroughoutthe Coimt^y. i" whose honesty
established charact^^^

implicit confidence.-Antuosv

fiiACHI>-ES.-F A PING AND MOW INGlliAti-'su / herebv given that any person or
Xt CArTioN^->ot;^e

^^J^^f^^y, Patents of cyrcsHall
persons I^^^^^p^vSt^J ^nd MOWING MACHINES, or
M'ComiiCK for REAPINU and ^^^^^^^^^ maokines
making, or «"<*^!;^^ .^^.^^^"^J^ch pa^^^^^^
which in any w-ay mfny any such P^^^^^^

^^ M-Cormick's

67, Lincolu'3 Inn Fields, Londan.-May 19.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
JUrr*S NEW HORSE AND CA'H'LE FOOD.—

Tlie utility of this new preparation being now fuUy esta-

blished, y{. &. R. Jci'P & Co. beg to say that they are prepared

to execute orders to any extent. A trial will prove its beneficial

qualities. Price 35s. per cwt. ; 195. per i cwt. ; and 10s. per

i cwt., carriage Iree to nearest railway stations in Great Britaiu.

Pig Meal, IGs. per cwt. Cash or a London reference expected

fruiu unknown corresjwndeuts.

"W. & R. Jupp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill,

Eiistcheap, E.C.
•»* Agents liberally treated with.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAWE FE.fe.OEKS.

JUPP'S RICE EOOD, POULTRY aud GAME.—
RICE SWEEPINGS, Ss. Gd. per cwt., iu 1^ cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 12s. per cwt., in 1| cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14s. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, 6s.6rf.and 8s. 6(i. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to msuro

delivery —W. & R. J upp, 6, Cross Lane, Eaatchcap, E.G.

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS or DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED bv the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT "COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Rei>nvnient may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual exi)euditnre,

with a commission thereon, may be charged ou tbe property

improved, by way of rcntcbarge on the estatecreatcd for various

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.
_

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Rcversioneis or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred-

"Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, AVood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a simUar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

i^^OLLEGE or AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY.
\J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

Tlie system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth forthepursuitsofAgricuItiire,

Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, aud the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Ass.ays of every description are i)romptIyana

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be li fid on application to the rrincipal.

MR. RUCKMAN, Profossor of Geology and Botany

in tlie Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Liuidcd Proprietors and tho.sc connected with Agrioulture,

that ho m«y be proieasionally consulted in all matteia relating

to tlie Geology and Botany of Estites, such as tho Minei-al

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and W atcr

Rights of Estates and Farms, ImprovemcnU m Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to bo addressed to

Professor Bcckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

r>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
V OF ENGLAND.-Tbe GENERAL MEETING or MEM-

BERS will be ehia at the Society's House, 12, Hanover Square,

London, W., on TUESDAY, May 2.', at 12 o'clock.

By order of tlic Council, H. Hall Darr, Sec.

London, May, IStiO. ___

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF E N G L A N D.

CANTERBURY MEETING, 1S60.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK must be made on or before June 1.

* *A1I Entries received in each case after those respectiva

dates will, without any exception, be disqualified, and returned

*°p!^fze Si?4"s and Forms of Entry mny be had on applicatioo

at tbe Offices of the Society. 12. H---
^^^i;-'/-^^-^^^^

SATURDAY, il/^FlO. 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWIKG WEEK
(Boyn! ARricuHur*! Eoc. of Engiand

TvESDAT. Mar 22^^ (General .Meeting).
fi^"! «' i r**nti-»l tfli-mmi' Club O JU F.K

«

CMtral Farmeni' Club f««*t***«*

An adTertiscment in tins column intimates

Professor BucKaiAN's willingness to give pro-

fessional advice on these points where the prac-

tice of agriculture touches the sciences of geology

and botanv. It is especially to the latter we would

now refer/ For many years this Journal hasta^en

every opportunity of throwing such l.glit as the

botanist can direct on the quality and genuineness

of a^^ricultural seeds. It has been almost alone m
the exposures thus made of the rogueries and reci:-

le«sness of disreputable seed.^men. It Las in

numbers of instances proved that samples are

falsely designated, containing otler ^eed, and

dead seed, and worthless chaff, besides that

which tbey profess to be.
_ ^ ,, ^ , . , .„

The percentage of dilution by that which will

not grow, and the ptreentage of adulteration

by that which will P'ieed^^Sroir but which

had better have been dead ; the extent ot that

carelessne\V sows multitudes of weeds

and of that fraud which mingles rubbish

wi?h the genuine article ; have ken every seed

^me, everv hoeing time, every harvest time, ovr

and over again pressed upon the attention of our

riders. And there cannot be a doubt hat very

Kcneral attention has thus been directed with

wholesome cff-ct to an imprtant subject.

The whole credit of what has thus been done m
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the Agricultural Gazette is due to Professor James
BucKMAK, of the Cirencester Agricultural College.

His laborious analyses of seeds haye been the

materiel on "which all the discussions connected

with this subject have turned, and to him is due

the exposure of the risks which in this particular

the English farmer runs from his own carelessness

and from the roguery of others.

Mr. BucKiiAN has directed his gratuitous labours

to the elucidation of this subject long enough, and

now like his colleagues in the sister science

—

chemistry—^lie offers his professional services in the

analysis of seeds, as well as in other departments

of scientific agriculture. Agriculturists and seeds-

men "will do well to seek the assistance of the

botanical analyst for their security and authenti-

cation, just OS farmers and manure makers seek

the certificate of chemical analysis.

We shall still take every fitting opportunity of

laying information on both subjects before our
readers, but samples of seeds, like samples of soil

and of manure, must for the future be sent to the

professional analyst. "We cannot for the future

systematically, as hitherto, undertake to report on
either for our correspondents here.

-

1

' "We commend Mr. Clarke's most effective

reply on the discussion which succeeded his paper
on Lois-Weedon husbandry, read last week before

the London Farmers' Club, to the attention of our
readers, who will find it in another column.

The Appeal to English Husbandmex.—There
has lately appeared in our advertising columns an
_" Appeal to Husbandmen,"holdingout to enterpris-
ing young men such tempting and glowing expecta-
tions, connected with taking farms in France,
that a certain excitement has naturally
been produced in the agricultural world of this
country, and some of our friends have addressed
us upon the subject toobtainour views and to a cer-
tain extent our advice also. These views we will now
endeavour to lay before our readers, together with
the facts upon which they are founded, and on the
aocnracy of which every reliance may be placed.
In the first place, it is a lamentable fact that in

the central districts of France there are vast tracts
of rich land so wretchedly cultivated that their
scanty crops can scarcely yield the cost of tillage,
miserable tliough it be, and the value of the seed.
Bo small are the returns, that it does not uu-
frcqnently occur that the ruined tenant closes
the door of his farm-house, puts the hey beneath
it, and altogether abandons his holding without
even apprising his landlord of the step he has
taken* Thus it happens that farms remain
tenantless for several years, a prey to weeds and
lapsing into a state of perfect -wilderness. In the
departments of the Loire, Cher, Creuze, Allier, Piiy
deDome, Haute Loire, &c., these occurrences are by
no means unfreqnent, and within the last few days
we have had brought under our notice welt-
authenticated instances of that nature.
From personal observation we can testify to

many instances where the tenant has not been able
to pay his rent for several years, barely sui^porting
himself and family from the produce of the land.
It 13 scarcely necessary to observe that this lament-
able state of things prevails only in the central
districts. In the north of France agriculture
floTUishes, and tenants prosper. In the west the
iflnd IS rich, ntlfl nlflimi.rl. V.^fllrr »««« ,1 ^i_lJ_

that we personally know several estates, the

owners of which would be very glad to obtain

English tenants. In the central districts of France

the land is moreover of average quality, and when
drained, well cleansed, and properly enclosed,

would undoubtedly yield most abundant crops.

The rent is also moderate, although we do not

think it much lower than in England, but there

would be no difficulty in obtaining a long lease,

at a moderate rental, so that the tenant might
safely apply his capital in improvements, with a

certainty of fully reaping the fruit of such an

investment. Good average land, for instance, can

be had at a rental not exceeding 20s. an acre.

Then the advertisement goes on to hold out the

expectation of the tenant easily becoming the

owner of his farm. If a man has a sufficient

C;ipital, it is certain he could buy an estate on
reasonable terms. There is no lack of freehold

estates in the French market, as we shall presently

show, but it would be a great mistake to think
that land is cheap in France. Even in the most
neglected districts, land always commands a full

price, from certain circurastauces we will presently

develope. But the possession of land, although
much coveted by a certain class of society,

is in general so much encumbered with heavy
burdens ; the laws which regulate its trans-

fer by sale or heritage are so stringent and so

fatal to the true interests of landed property, that

landowners are glad to get rid of it, in order to

invest their capital in other securities bringing a

higher interest, more easily realised, and moreover
free from that heavy taxation under which the
soil of France is so unjustly crushed.

It is perfectly true then that there exists in the

central provinces of France avast field for English
agricultural skill and capital, and were it not for

the unfavourable circumstances we will now
describe, such an investment would undoubtedly
prove a most profitable one, and all the advantages
held out by the advertisement in our columns
would assuredly be speedily attained. Eut un-
fortunately there is a reverse to that Iright medal,
the obverse of which is alone exhibited to English
husbandmen. We will now endeavour to describe
the drawb-icks -which an English farmer would
have to encounter in that land of promise, and the
burdens, difficulties, and responsibilities that
would become his inevitable lot.

We must at once assure our readers that in
holding out before them the following picture, we
are by no means actuated by a desire of discour-
aging the emigration of young farmers to France :

our sole aim is to prevent disappointment by faith-
fully and correctly describing all the circumstances
in which emigrants would be placed by settling in
France. We are aware that the life of an agri-
culturist is nowhere exempt from difficulties and
heavy burdens, in the shape of taxation, vexatious
covenants and charges ufon the fruit of his
industry; we know very well that all is not sun-
shine m English agriculture, for instance, and that
a battle is to be fought in our favoured land as
well as elsewhere. In thus describing the difficul-
ties under -which an English farmer would
labour in France, our sole aim is then to furnish
our readers with a term of comparison which may
enable him to form a correct judgment, whatever
may be his resolve.

^
The value of land iu France is graduallv diminishingm the same ratio as it is more and more frequently

brought into the market. The law which compels an
I

inheritance, personal or real, to be equally divided

crops of sufficient bulk and value to enable the
tenant to live and pay his rent. In the south the
•ultivation of the Vine, the Olive tree, and other, , ..--. ...., .. .. .uu.uv aivmea
special crops, places agriculture in such circum- i

among the surviving children or collateral heir= wbat-
ttances of bcal import that its status can have no *^^^^ ^^'^^'^"^ numbers may be, Iws had for natural resnlt
weight upon a consi ' ation of French agriculture ' "
in an EagUsh point of view.
Such being the facts—and they arc admitted by

all, and expatiated upon with peculiar emphasis in
the advertisement alluded to—before an English
agriculturist can make up his mind to betake him-
self, together with his goods, capital, and skil', to
a place confessedly bo wretched, it is nat!iral

to divide propi^rty to the most iiifiuitesinial proportions
as the following offioi^d stutistica will show The
Bnrface of France, in lands not built npon and amenable
to taxu i, comprises 123,212,500 acres. Of this
enrfu^o 10,250,087 acres are in woods and forests, and
17,1) i-1,507 ui fens and waste lands, genendly owned by
the sUte or the parishes. These two items being
deducted from the total surface leave an arable acrea'^e

000.000 acres. Iu 1854 the number ofhaahn,-,l/i fl-o*. ;« •
1 r A ^«i...iai. ^i i^^wuL oi,\juv,vvu Hcrcs. in 1854 the number of

iTo™ ll"!!' 'I'^V.'lJUh^
^'^^ ^^^ canses whichlfrngmontsi^nto wldoh this surface isdivided cannot have

125,000.000, which gives an average of
rds of an acre to each.

No doubt tliere are still to be found in some parU of
France, such for instance as La Brie, La Beauce, Le BerrI,
and Le Bourbonnius, some estates of considerable size'
but estates of 100 acres and above do not comprise more
than one-third of the arable surface, so full two-thirds
of that surface are divided into small fragments.

In 1850 there were found in France 7,846,000 owners
of landed property. 3,000.000 of whom were too poor to
pay miy personal tax at all, and 600,000 were found
whose average taxation did not exceed one half-penny I

a bend * ^ ''

Hare produced so lamentable a result, and thenM>eon less tha
satisfjr himself that his snprrior skill, his greater M^*'»"*' two-thi
spirit of enterprise and activity, and, lastly, his ^- ''""^^*- *

capital, will enable him to overcome these adverse
circumstances and turn that wretchedness into
prosperity, that scarcity into abundance, and that
desolation into luxuriant fertility.
There can be no doubt of the lacility with whichwi English farmer could find a farm of sufficient

Xreon 'Si
?^\^^"^!^ ^^^^ *°^ ^'' enterprise, and

to*1^8^^^^
are taken ii-om M. Casabiasca's Official Report

It has been denied that the subdivision of propertvunder French laws is increasing; some economists hav^
even asserted that it is now diminishing, hufc au official
report recently made to the Senate bv one of thp*
members, M. de Casabuxca, proves beyond contvovp, ^^^

that from the year 1850 to 1854 the number of fr
mcnts of landed property, exclusive of houses and otherbuddmgs on freehold laud, had increased bv '>r.'^ rqV
the total increase being 428,372.

-"•^.oy^,

It is obvious that such a subdivision ofproperty mnsf
produce extraordinary facilities to the gratification of
that mordmate and fatal ambition of all Fren

"

peasants to become owners of the soil. On the on"
hand thesmallness of the fragment offered for sale anl"
the insane competition of the numerous buyers trreatlv
enhance the value of the coveted morsel, and laud is
not unfrequently sold at 40 years' purchase : on the other
it is an admitted fact that the general return of
landed property in Franco docs not exceed 2^ per centWhen a large estate is for sale it is generally bought bv
a class of speculators called Marchands de liens who
resell it in small lots to the neighbouring peasants at a
considerable proBt. Tlie peasants besides sinliino- in
that transaction whatever little money they may have
eked out of their sordid privations and almost incom-
prehensibly economical or rather penurious mode of
living, generally borrow money at a high rate of interest
to become owners of a property that scarcely return
2 per cent.

The law which on the one baud renders the sale of
property compulsory at the death of the owners
especially when he leaves heirs under nge, has on the
other burdened the transfer with such a heavy tax, that
after a property has exchanged hands five or six times bv
wAy of heritage or purchase, the whole of its value ha'a
passed into the bottomless pit of the Government
Exchetiuer and the pockets of tiie lawyers. Besides the
probate duty, wluch is extremely high, the tax gatherer
levies on the gross proceeds of all land sales no less

than 6.60 per cent. If to this enormous amount the
law expenses are added, the total cannot be less than
12 or 15 per cent. Where the property is mortgaged
the expenses are still increased by the clearance or the
new transfer of the mortgages. And tliat there is

scarcely an acre of land in France that is not burdened
with a debt, the following official figures will show.
On the 1st of July, 1852, the amount of money

mortgaged upon the landed property of France reached
the astounding amount of 449,330,631^. On the 1st of

July, 1857, the amount had increased to 508,840,000/.
The interest paid for this sum of borrowed money
including the deed and other expenses, cannot
be less than 6 per cent. ; so the land property of France
is burdened with the annual payment of sixteen and a
half millions sterling. To this heavy incubus must be
added the no less grievous one of the transfer duty,

which amounts to another fearful item. From 1833 to

1840 the transfer duties averaged yearly 3,160,380/.

;

from T841 to 1847 the average had increased to

3,803,160?., which would suppose annual sales of pro-

perty to the amount of 63 millions sterling. But this

tigure is undoubtedly below the mark, for it is noto-

rious and iu fact wiuked at by the Government, that

the amount upon which the duty is paid represents

only a portion of the price agreed npon. Generally the

price declared comes only to four-fifths of the reftl

amount. Since that period t! e proportion has been

steadily increasing, with the exception of two or three

years after the revolution of 1848, when the sales of

property were diminished from the uncertainty of

political events.

Let us see now from official documents what is the

value of landed property in France. The estimate

arrived at by the French Government is pretty

accurate from the data furnished by tl at most admirable

and stupendous work called the Cadastre. This is the

name given to the complete survey of the whole surface

of France on a sufficient S-'ale to enable every field, how-

ever small, to be distinctly delineated on the map,

toge.her with the statement of the nature of its soil, its

degree of fertility, and its commercial value. From
the report of M. Casabianca, already alluded to,

the total value of the land property in France,

including houses and industrial buihlings, amounted
in 1850 to about 335 millions sterling, yielding
an annual net iucoiue of 105,750,000/. Although
we think this estimate exaggerated, yet in the
absence of any other official data we are compelled to
accept it, and we come to the conclusion, that after the
property-tax, which amounts to about 12V per cent, of
the net income, as we will presentlv show, 'is levied, the
interest paid to the mortgagees s'wallows up full one-

Fran t

^^^^^ income of the real property of

We now come to the subject of taxation. In France
there is an income-tax, but it is levied onlv upon landed
property A man may derive his thousands a year from
the public funds, commercial pursuits, railway and
other shares

J yet pays absolutely nothing totlie stati. It is

true a small income-tax has lately been established upon
shares in speculative enterprises, but it is only a small
exception. This propertv tax is not levied after a fixed
per centage; in some provinces it ia much higher than

fiP u^^"' ^^ ^^*^ departments it reaches fully to one-
nnh of the ren£al, or 20 per cent.; in others it comes
only to 10 per cent,, in others to 15 per cent. ; and thif;

last figure may safely be taken as the average rate of
laud property taxation throui^h France. In 1S54 th^
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totil^mouiit yielded Ly this enormous import came to advantage \vould he taken of Ins necessities. His

10 573 800/.; so that lustciul of the income from the efforts v.'ouhl excite everywhere feelings of distrust and

landed property of France being, as M. Casabia^-ca envy, and no opportunity would he neglected to outrage

^serted, 105J50,OOOL, it would hardly reach his good faith and generosity. Alas! the writer of

80 000 0*00?. sterling, which is in our opinion much this article can speak feelingly upon the subject, for it

nearer'the truth. i^ pretty much his own experience he is now faithfully

Calculating from the authentic returns of the describing, and if this true and unesaggeratcd expe-

annual sales of landed property, it would appear that rience of the difficulties au Englishman would have to

an acreage equal to the whole surface is bought and encounter in France can spare any one the disappoint-

isold every 30 years. ment he has experienced himself, his trouble will indeed

The probate duty to which we have alluded is another

excessive burden laid upon landed property. This duty
he amply rewarded.

To the drawbacks above alluded to must be added

vields to the French exchequer about 2,000,OOOZ. ster- ; the difficulty of obtaining artificial manures, machinery.

ling every year. It is levied upon the value of all

inh^eritances and vai'jes from 1^ to 11 per cent, of the

gross value. But as no deduction is allowed for any

debt or mortgage owed by the estate, this duty reaches

in reality up to a much higher per centage. If, for

instance, the half of the value is mortgaged and the

duty is 10 per cent., it comes up in such a case to 20 per

<;ent. So it generally happens that every new pro-

prietor is obliged to borrow money or sell a portion of

bis inlieritancc to pay the probate duty.

In England we complain of the malt tax; but in

France tliere exists also a heavy tax upon all

manner of beverages, and as cider, wines, beer, and

spirits may be ranged under the head of agricultural

produce, this tax may be considered as another burden

tipon the land—it yields annually to the French Ex-

chequer more than 4,000,000/. sterling.

The municipal tax called octroi is another impost

h\id upon agriculture, inasmuch as it is levied especially

«pmi all articles of food, drink, fuel, &c., consumed

within the precincts of the boroughs. This tax amounts

annually to nearly 4,000,000/. sterling. So the taxes

and charges which landed property has to pay every

year may be thus summed up •

—

Interest on debt from mortgages, &o.

Property-tax
Probate duty 2,000,000

Duty on sales 4,000,000

Excise taxes on wines, cider, beer, spirits,

&c 4.000,000

Octroi .*. 4.000,000

Total paid annually by landed pro-

perty in France £41,073,800

£16,500,000
10,573,800

and suitable implements. An 8-horse portable steam-

engine wonld cost in duty and transit expenses alone at

least 80/. The expenses upon a common four-horse

gear threshing machine would be fully 20L ; a reaping

machine which in England costs about 40Z. could not be

had in France for less than 60?. ; and so in proportion

with every other implement. There is not in France a

single manufacture of superphosphate; and guano,

owing to the navigation laws, is nearly 40*. more per

ton than in England.
Then comes the question of market. France,

especially in the central districts, has no large centres

of population ; the towns are small and scimty, their

lack of commercial activity precludes every possibility

of life-giving expenditure ; generally the population

are solely and exclusively bent upon saving their money,

and eschew every indulgence or fancy that might lead

to expense ; they live a life of wretched penury. Those

who by their rank and fortune can afford a high style of

living, repair during tbe season to the gay capital of

France, there to spend in a few months the fruit of their

savings whilst they live in their cluiteau. So there is

no great loccxl market for the agriculturist. He must

take his produce to the commercial marts, and of course

everything depends upon his proximity to those marts,

and the state of the roads that lead to them. Kailways

are being constructed in France, it is true, but as yet

the centre of France is scantily provided with railway

accommodation; the lines that exist are generally main

arteries, going right through without any of those

branch and feeding lines that bring railway accommo-

dation nearly to the door of every farmstead in this

country.

Then, only imagine a yonng married English farmer

dying suddenly after having invested his whole capital

in the purchase and the improvement of an estate,

leaving a wife and young children at the mercy of the

French code. What would his estate realise on a com-

pulsory sale ?

That there exists in France a most advant^igcous field

for a profitable investment of capital for agricultural pur-

poses, there can exist no possible doubt, but it equally

cei'tain that nothing could be more ill-advised than

for individual Englishmen to settle there as farmers on

their own account. The only way it could be done with

a certainty of advantageous results would be by means

of an association on the principle of limited liability,

and on a sufficiently large scale to justify the expense of

a thorough good management. In such a ca.se modt of

the adverse circumstances above described would not

obtain, for. on the one hand, the company would be

sufficiently powerful and important to be entirely inde-

pendent of local labour, the evils of isolation could be

remedied by the settlement of a staff of English

labourers and servants, and the baneful law of in-

heritance would nob apply. We are personally

acquainted with several localities where English in-

dustry and capital would be most profitably employed,

but only on the principle of association.

There are prosperous land companies whose field

of action lies in Australia, there are some for

Holland and other comitries ; why should there

not be some for France ? The proximity of that

beautiful country to our own shores its highly

favoured climate, the unexplored fertility ot its

soil, the sincere anxietv of its Government for the pro-

cress of her airricuUure. and the Aivourable terms upon

which land could now be obtained, the early prospect of

an important diminution in the tariff on agricultural

implements, are surely sufficient encouragements to

induce a combination of agricultural skill and capital

to cross the Channel and pitch their tent upon the

neglected and almost virgin soil of Central Ite

That the Government of that country are favourably

The above burdens may be regarded as peculiar to

landed property alone; but besides these an agricul-

turist or landed proprietor has to bear his due propor-

tion of all the other taxes laid upon individuals and

moveable goods or personal property, such as the

personal tax, the tax ou furniture calculated upon the

rental of dwelling houses, door and window tax, local

taxes of every kind, for the repair of highways and

other expenses of local administration, c^c. Indeed, it

is not much to say that all the taxes and charges on

French landed property being generally considered,

nearly 60 per cent, of the rental has to be paid directly

or indirectly to the State, the local administration, and

the holders of mortgages.

One of the most energetic causes which act adversely

«pon agriculture in France, especially on the improve-

ment of lands, is the uncertainty of ownership. The

law of inheritance enacts that no proprietor can will

away liis property as he likes ; it must be divided

equally among the rightful heirs, and if any of these

be minors the property must be judicially sold, that is,

through the costly machinery of a court of law. Tlie

consequence of this pernicious code is that no one dare

spend his money upon an estate which at any moment
may be brought to the hammer and pass into strange

bauds. In justice to his children a father cannot apply

to the improvement of his estate the fruit of bis

savings, from fear of others deriving all the advantages

of such an expenditure, and thereby injuring

his own offspring. Should for instance an Englishman

buy an estate "m France, of say 500 acres, which

would probably cost biui In a favourable locality

as regards a near market and easy means of

communication, about say 8000^.; he would have to

pay as transfer duties and expenses nejirly another

thousand; the draining of that estate, the cleansing of

the land, its genei-al improvement, the erection of suit-

able buildings, machinery, &c., would not be less than

15?. per acre, considering the total absence of even

.passable buildings, and the extreme foulness of the land

in France. This would entail the laying out of at least

7000?., besides the regular working capital of the

tenant, which could not be loss than 4000/., so that at

least a capital of 20,000Z. would be immediately required

for an estate of 500 acres. Hut this we apprehend
would not offer any serious difficulty ; an estate of that
importance, with such an outlay judiciously applied,

would certainly yield a good return. But the difficul-

ties of an English settler would only just then begin.
The tax-gatherer would immediately commence his

attacks; the surrounding pewantry would show their
^,:,.tinti from the btate, wouiu uu j.. i.»<. .-v ^

iU-will, not to say their enmity; everything surround- j ^^^J^^"":'''. Enelish capital for the improvement of

ing the Englishman's life would assume a frown and vestment oi t, i'

an unpleasant contrast with his existence at home;
every detail of his daily pursuits would show him
he

-
. -

tastes,

«nvelopei.i 111 Liiu iiiiraiura vji a * rtai* iiiaLiiiuiivu ruiuer f »^
Hipr iiiauiries

than definite conspiracy. His labourers would exact to make lur
^ . „„A;«mnnv obvious from what we

high rates of wages and do no work; their labour One conclusion is sutbcieuuy od
^^^^^^.^^ ^^^^

would be as wilfully unintelligent as it would be inactive have said, and may be eiprc^^^
i '

attcmnt at farming
and inefficient, and in times of pressm-e every possible

Westronglydeprecateanymaiviauaia

in France, cither as landlord or tenant ; but we equally

strongly recommond a collective enterprise on the prin-

ciple of limited liability.

. OxE "word more on next Tuesday's general

meeting of the Koyal Agricultural Society. It is

admitted, we imagine, by everybody that a

certain number of the members present at each.

Council meeting should be practical agriculturists.

Let the proportion be fixed as high or as low as

it may, the object of those who elect the Council

no doubt is to attain the proportion which each

believes to be the best.

But there is a preliminary difficulty urged by

those who have longest had the mauagemeut of

the Society's affairs, which well deserves attention.

They say, ** Doubtless it is desirable that practical

farmers should have a certain proportionate voice

in our decisions ; but we find that though practical

farmers are nominated and elected they do not

attend. Perhaps, of the 50 leisurely gentle-

men interested in agriculture wbo are on

the Council list, 20 per cent, may attend

the ordinary meetings; while, of the two dozen

businessmen who are members not 10 percent,

ordinarily attend." And this consideration, it is

urged, leads inevitably to the conclusion that the

Council should consist, if anything, more largely

even than it does at present, of members who are

sufficiently at liberty from business and professional

engagements

!

It is not too much to say that such a conclusion

is the very reverse of that to which the facts^ as

stated naturally lead. That, owing to this varying

facility of attendance, the numbers of the several

classes within the Council actually present at an

ordinary meeting are not in the same proportion to

each other as the numbers of those classes on the

list
J
is plain; but in order to the attainment of any-

given ratio of actual attendance it is also plain that

the number of any class upon the list must

be increased^ not diminished, in proportion to the

difficulty or rarity of their attendance. It is

obvious that if the attendance of 20 per cent, of ff

class who do actually attend on the average with

oae-half the regularity of the others be desirable,

then there ought to be 40 per cent, of that class on

the list of members.
The case therefore preferred by those who advo-

cate a larger nomination on the merely amateur

division of the Council does, in effect, really cut

the very ground beneath their feet. It may be

the fact that farmers can attend comparatively

seldom; but this only proves that a larger number

should be authorised in order that a given number

may be enabled.

Let us hope, then, that at the general meeting

of the members on Tuesday next, the retiring

councillors may be sufficiently replaced bv men

belonging more strictlv to the agricultural class

than those who then retire.

ranee.

disposed towards agricultural progress mny be gathered

from their late efforts to promote it. Ihese eflorts it is

true have not been very successful ; for instance, some

years ago they voted a subsidy of 4,000.000/. sterling

'

for drainage and other requirements, and yet, owing to

Ihe difficulties which Uiejster RKn-XAPEi^SM ha.

THE LATE DISCUSSION BEFORK THE LOXDOX
FARMERS* CLUB.

As I could not be present at the Farmers' Club

discussion, and personally reply to the observations of

the speakers, may I request the insertion of a few-

remarks in your journal ?
,, , ^, T •

-IT- i«„
Tlie Chairman considers that the Lois-\\ eedon

method, with manual digging, could not be r^irned

out on a large scale because of the great amount of

labour required at once. I think so too, and therefore

proposed my modified plan with horse-labour. 1 also

agree with him that a combination of WooUton and

Weedon, the intercultural tillage between stripes of

Wheat being performed by steam-power, would largely

add to the profit, while enabling the system to be

pursued on a scale of any magnitude.

Mr. Green's crop on one field was not quite so great

as I stated from the particulars with which that gentle-

man obligingly supplied me. He did not inform me

that his last crop had not been threshed, but the

deficiency of such a failing year will make only a differ-

ence in iiiy estimate of his nctt profit, which may sfciU

be 2L instead of 31, per acre, at the present low prices.

JTr Orcen bice the chairman, fully beheves in the

profitableness of the system on a small scale.

Mr. Williams thinks the eartlung up when the

Wlieat is in bloom to be a great objection. At L.oi^

Weedon it is practically found to answer extremely well ;

ami hough i rough wind may twist the crop con^der-

ay, th^'heat however heavy '^"^ ^;<^ «ff« lf/«
Unry because of the open sp«», which admits air to

ventilate and sunshine to ripen it.

Mr Charles Howard pronounced Mr. bmith s heavy

field to be " as fine Wheat land as any man could poe-

«n^v desire
" while the lighter soil is not by any means

^nt riightsoil. Prfciselyso; Mr. Smith all alo^

affirms that a soil with a fair proportion of clay m lU

fm^sit^n, and free from positively noxious con.

Sents. U well adapted for Wheat growmg, and t^t
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But Mr. Howard sujs, "Mr. Smitli'sland is some of the
finest I liave ever seen for the growth of Wliout,"
and " Mr, Smith wonhl have to go down a deiil

lower than he has yet done to hriitg any suhsoil up."

This is good evidence in favour of th« Lois-Weedon
trenching, for this is the character given to Mie soil

after many years of the cuUuie, not its original clia-

ractcr heforo operated upon. Now it is a splendid rich

nnexhausted Wheat soil, with a staple so deep that

20-inch digf^ing fails to reach the had unmitigated sub-

soil ; but 15 years ago it had only a 5-incli deep sbiple,

and underneath that a "yellow chiy subsoil /' and on
the occasion of the first tron*jhing (hringing up only

a few inches of the raw clay), ncighbouriiig farmers
foretold that liis field was FpoiUd, and that
ilr. Smith would never get another crop— so he has

informed us. No one would then liave pronounced iiis

field to ho superb Wheat land ; but its native mineral
riches have been developed by the clever cultivation be-

stowed upon it, and Jlr. Howard should hitve nuulo allow-

ance for what he very well knows—the trunsformation
of heavy soil by deep and thorough tillage, as especially

•hown at Woolston. It will not do to disparage the

resultant prodaca by making out Mr. Smith's 14: aUe:-
nate stripe crops to be only seven really successive ones
upon the some intersticiul spaces of ground. Tiiis only
mahes the result appear more wonderful still, for

you have thus seven crops of 71 busluils each,

or nearly 9 cpiarters per acre average. Nobody ever
heard before of nearly nine dead— fallow—unmanured
Wheat crops in succession, yielding an average of

9 t]uarters per acre. The marvel is that the result has

dim
bod}

of every-iniah the expense and increase the profit

„ y's farming. In my Agricultural Catechism I ask

(Question No. 24): Do 3'ou use Garrett*s horse-hoe for

your corn and root crops ? Answer : Yes. Nine

farmers out of 10 would answer No; and X now want

to convince them that that word is to them an expen-

sive negative, causing them a diminutioli of their

farming profits. Let me illustrate it. This is a late

season, and a sudden favourable change may naturally

be expected to cause a rush of vegetation, and an

impossibility of cleaning the corn crops by hand-hoeing.

Last week being so dry and suitable for weed-killing

I stimulated my horse man to do extra hoeing. Having
onTj' one Garrett's hoe my man put on a pair of horses

in the first half, and a fresh pair in the second half of

a long day, say from sunrise to sunset, and in that one

lay clean horse- hoed 21 acres of Wheat on stilfclay.
f 1* L ^1' 1.'

I gave him extra pay for his overtime:
Two pair of horses
Floughman . . ..

Do. extra time
Wear and tear of hoes and iiujjleiueiits, and (

interest on ditto . . . . ., .. C

£0
3
1

2

been achieved not on a naturally fertile mould unprc-
'"cedentt'dly rich in vegetable matter, and of the physical
qnallty of textnre so highly prized in some favoured
districts, but on a field of strong soil, 5 inches deep,
Laving a suhsoil of yellow clay.

Mr. Howard thinks lightly of my even 26 bushel
average, because the land in the locality is very far be-
yond the average for VVhcat-growing purposes. But what
has the high average quality of soil in this neighbour-
hood to do with my particular plot, for we have
in this neighbourhood some of the poorest silty marsh
land, as well as some of the best Wheat soil. And my
piece of ground is exnctly what I said it was ; so long
cropped and worn out that to expect a yield of Wheat
after Barley, after Wheat, after Beans (manured), at
the very outset was chimerical; but in spito of two
very defective general hai-vcsts and bad markets, 1
have made 21. an acre on each of my three crops, tliat

is, no less than 30 per cent, interest uiion the outlay,
with the price at only 40*. per quarter, ** 26 bushels
of Wheat to the acre is nothing very extraordinary ;"

perhaps not, but I maintain that a percentage like this
upon capital now engnged in farming is,

Mr, Fisher Hobhs adduces some very interesting
facts us to loss of yield through scorching of the soil
and suffering of the Wheat root from drought just prior
to liarvest, which results from over wide drilling. The
controversy between the shadists and the advocates of
eiposurc has arisen mainly from the diderent sods and
chmatea known to the experimenters. The Lois-
Weedon system is not purposed for light lands needing
to be covered by summer vegetation, and on suitabi?
Wheat sods on a dry climate, perhaps the stripes would
be best drilled east and west. But one advantage of
this system is that while common crops are beine
parched up without possihiiity of relief, the Wheat
stripes are suckmg up moisture from the capillary store
existing m the deeply unworked fallow intervals, which
Tepeatcdiy gtiired and pulverised by the horse-hoe;
imbibe the refreshing dews,

'

Mr. Hooker instanced an unsuccessful trial of the
rlan,jn which the bares and rahb-ts arpoar sadlv to
have^vanted Mi-. Corbet among ihera. Of co.uso Mr.fem>M. wDaW mrt: sncceed very well on the " Baeshotpand; his ys em is adapted for his own landltheheavy sods of the oolite formation, and for many thou-sands of acres of the same chnracter

^

Mr Skelton justly discriminates between the double-

hMnw.^"^ "f ¥\Y'^^'' '^"^^ the "never plou^rhbelow the staple" of Jethro TuU. the father of ddUrows and mtercultural Wheat crop^
Mr. Wilson's opinion that no principle can be evolvedftom the Lois-Weedon system which wonld he "appli-

fo W^^l""' ^l*^™;! .^«"»*»^^r too lengthy asubject to befoUowed up m this communication. At the risk of
being classed among the theorists T must afrirni my
convictions n-um the practical trials made, that onsome suitable sods it is practicable and w,II pay to trrow
cereals and other oorn on Lois-Weedon principles,
either with horse-hoe or gteam nower, in prcferenc-e to
keeping any Jive stock beyond tlie aniuials necessary to
till the laud and eat the straw into manure. On s3me
other soils the new method of grain culture may be
profitably combined with the growing of roots and
Clovers for sheep and c:ittle breeding, and there are
also sods on ^Jnch the system would bo a failure instead

,

of an advantage. John Algernon Clarke, Long Sutton,
Jjntcolnshire, Maif 15.

' .y
1

the last two
agricultural

Correspondence.

iU. aier, making ^^^^ -,
^^^^^jr a^ b.d

£0 14

Tlie 21 acres wore thus well and deeply horsc-lioed for

Sd, per acre. Unless pressed for time and opportunity
a man with one pair of horses usually horse-hoes

from 8 to 10 acres per day of either Wheat, Beans,
Mangel, or Turnips at a cost of 1^. per acre. In the
case of root crops the hoeing is almost as deep and
efficient as a ploughing. Diiferent hoes are used for

root crops. The lines of Wheat are picked over b^'

hand-labour. It is essential to use the horsedioc before

tlie spring fibres of the Wheat push into the spaces or

they would be injured by the hoes, Garrett's horse^
hoe covers a space of 7 feet 2 inches. I have used this

horse-hoe for 16 years. J. J. MecJii, May 7. P.S.
May II'.—As I anticipated, the splendid rain of the
12th inst, has rendered weed killing a much more
expensive and difficult operation.

"J/n Mechi and the Hounds

"

—For
months nothing has been heard in the .„
world but a perfect storm of abuse against Mr, Mechi.
Go where you like, you hear the foulest aspersions
made upon his motives and his character, and our agri-
cultural papers fill column after column with sarcasm
levelled at his statements. We have Mr. Bond, for
instance, shrewd enough, we imagine, to know that
Mr, Mechi*s self-respect forbids him to accept his
insulting challenge, making a gratuitous show of
his philanthropic generosity. I think by this time
the public are sufficiently aware that Mr. Bond has
300?. ^to devote to charitable purposes. Any one not
acquainted with the true nature of this tempest would
naturally think that poor Mr. Mechi has singularly dis-

graced himself, and rendered liimsclf guilty of a very
heinous offeuce. But after all what is Mr. JTechi's
crime? He has merely directed the extraordinary
gifts of his mind and his devotedness to the cause of
progress, towards agricultural improvements. He has
waged a war to the knife with the most inveterate of
prejudices—those of the agricultural classes. He has
shown that by a judicious application ofcapital employed
in removing old uses and abuses, and establishing
means suggested and corroborated by the discoveries
of modern science, twice as much profit could be realised
by agricultural enterprise as the upholders of routine
are wout to get. For many years be opened to all
comers the treasures of his hospitality, he showed his
crops to all, opened his books for their inspection,
published his balancp-sheots, did in fact everything that
the most inquisitive can demand short of impertinence,
to prove the soundness of his views. The fact that
his detractors came smiling to his hall with foresworn
but concealed enmity, quaffed his wines and drank
his health, and then skulked back to their abodes to
forge shafts of abuse,

elusion—that all the
against Mr. Mechi's
tended against the man. He forsooth, a city
merchant, a "r;izor grinder," has dared to intrude
into the time-hallowed and venerable precincts of the
agricultural interest, and not content with spending his
money as he lists, he has been so bold as to tell the
Miatre _-^ Gamp of ngriculture that their ways were' not
what they ought to be. that they had too many wooded
hedges on their farm, too mueh water in their clays,
too many weeds in their f tubbles, too much waste in their

[

diing heaps, too much foulness in their byres, too little
brainsjn their skull, and consequently too little money
in their pockets. And for telling all those whoksome
truths, certainly not discovered b^ him, he is placed upon
the index, he has become a marked man for that species
of bitter persecution and abuse which is the fruit of
bigotry. Are we then to conclude that monev cannot
be gained by agricultural pursuits ? Have noVortunes
been realised by farming? Are the tenant fanners of
this country in such a state of poverty and want
as to warrant the assertion that when Mr. Mechi
says that he has realised in his twofold position
of landlord and tenant a net return of a
little more than 3/. per acre, the statement is

incredible ? And is Mr. Mechi the only man that has
ever obtained it ? Beally, Mr. Editor, X have no heart

. to continue the consideration of this truly disgraceful I

' subject, and 1 venture to express the sincere hope that
j

tliis ungenerous persecution of an amiable and esti-
mable man will at hut coiue to an end, and remove

leads to this inevitable con-
opposition raised professedly
agricultural theories is in-

from the character of British agriculture that stain tt
bitterness and malice which certain busy bodies would
fain affix upon her hitherto glorious and honourable
fame> A Lover of Fair Flay, ["A Lover of Fair
Play" is a known correspondent.]

Steam Cidtivation.—In the course of a few weeks
great struggle for "championship" will take place at
Canterbury, but instead of its being between "man
and man," which it ought not to be, it will be between
"machine ai:d machine," as in this civilised age it
ought to be. It is true the machines are not yet on the
"tnun," but we all feel interested and begin to wonder
whether this long and so oft repeated trial of steam*
diggers, steam-ploughs, steam-horses, and steam^
cultivators will he brought to a satisfactory issue, or
whether we of this present generation slialt only add
another to our "Canterbury Tales," our mechanical
appendix to poetic Chaucer ! Let us hope the '* coming
man" will appear at Canterbury; sure sir, Chaucer-
ought to Inspire them more than Warwick did ^

There one plough broke down, a second ran aground
instead of into the ground, and a third was withdrawn
In fact the trial ended in a " combat of two " ploughsl
The issue everybody knows. Let us seriously ask why
this imjiortant question of steam culture has so lonj^
vexed the agricultural, the engineering, and the public-
mind, without satisfactory result. Considering how
many ingenious minds have been devoted to this subject
people begin to feel surprised at their failure. If its
solution depended solely on erudition or philosophy
then Hoskyns would have long since solved the problem :

if on elaborate mechanism, then Canadian Eomaine
would have shot "ahead," like a canoe down his native
cataracts : if on a knowledge of human nature, and the
application of money, then Bfechi would have added
another leaf to his hard won wreath ; if on sound prac-
tical agricultural knowledge, then Williams of Baydon
or John Algernon Clarke would have pointed the way;
if on manufacturing skill, then Eansome, Fowler, Gar-
rett, and Boydell, one or the other, would long since
have settled the matter; or probably Howard, duke of
ploughs, would have upturned the soil with "touch
more delicate than the human hand," could he but have
seen "how steam was to do the business cheaper than
the horse;" or if it depended on arithmetic and minu-
tiie, combined with a power of mechanism, then Halkett,
the last prominent investigator who appeared before us.

would have settled the entire question, and T, even T,

should have lost the mental relief of writing to my,
favourite the Agricultural Gazette, None of the gentle-
men I have mentioned has solved the problem of
steam culture so as to satisfy the just expectation of an
Englishman, who, now rendered famili.ir with the
wonderful advance of electro-telegraphy over the old
clumsy sign-board telegraphy, and of steam-driven loco-

motives over the old carts, caravans, and 10 mile-an-
hour mail coaches, has found a standard of measure-
ment by which he can judge progress and invention^

and hence cannot tolerate the idea that anything sa
inferior as equality with horse power is to be, or will be,

the order of the day, when all-potent steam shall be
correctly introduced to assist in the work of our fields.

Once again we ask why the problem has not been
solved, when so many sagacious minds have been
directed to the subject ? There must be a cause, latent

or patent ? It cannot have arisen from want of money,.
for we may truly say that one of the investigntoi-s, Mr.
Mechi, represents a mint; it cannot have arisen from
want of manure, for this same gentleman (to adopt his

own impressive simile) in his own person represents a

mountain ; it cannot have arisen from want of media*
nism, for his farm is a factory. What, then, does

failure or ill success result from ? Want of method.
Yes, this is the element wanting; but at present they
do not— will not— see it, I find cur improvers and
even inventors have no objection to a modification, but
will not listen to a total alteration of the method of

farming. The method must be totally changed, or no
progress in steam cultivation can be made. Circular
Agriculture, London,

Black Jack Fig or Caterpillar in Turnips.—'Pro-

bably you may tliink these few lines worthy of a place

in your valuable Paper, and as I found last vear so great
benefit from the use of 1 cwt. per acreof "M'Dougall's
disinfectant powder, I wish others, if they think proper,
to try and do likewise. I applied the powder as a pre-
ventive, and out of about 25 acres of Swedes 1 did not
lose a plant, whereas my neighbours (who had not used
the powder) lost acres of Turnips. I sowed the powder
mixed with superphosphate with the Turnip seed by
drill at one operation, and the cfiect was most satisfac-
tory. No farmer, I think, needs remir.ding of the
destruc 1011 by those pests (fly. black jack, or
caterpillar) to that valuable crop (Turnips) hist year. I
shall be glad to give any gentleman requiring it further
information. Geo.T.Atherton, Beech Cottage, Wrexham.
Dipping Sheep and Lamhs prejudicial 9r otherwitt^

according to the Method of conducting the Operation.
—In common, I have no doubt, with many of your
^e.^der3. I have often been struck by the conflicting
opinions of writers, and even of practical flirmers,on the
effects of arsenical and other preparations, as steeps or
washes for sheep and lambs. One uian (as iu the case
of Mr. Black, of New Heaton) loses 850 out of 869
dipped, whilst others, amongst whom I may reckon
myself, have followed the practice through a long
conrse of years without losing a sheep, or (that ever I
heard of) causing any injury to the men engaged iu tlic
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operation. Whence this discrepancy—one might ahnost

^ay thisnntagonism—of result? Mr. ^Black's mixture

'.nJiyhavc been too powerrul, and contained an injurious

proportion of arsenic as compared with the quantity of

water and other ingredients employed. I suspect it

w-is so, hut was even this sufficient to account for such

a fearful amount of mortality? Ought all the blame

to be laid upon the wash and none upon the

washers ? Ifc appears that the operation was

performed at the rate of 75 sheep an hour, or five in

every four minutes, and then, dripping as they were,

turned into a meadow, thereby serving as so many

water-carts to distribute the poison over the Grass,

which, being forthwith eaten by the poor hungry

tinimals, would easily account for tlie subsequent

calamity. And is it fair to visit the disastrous conse-

quences of this slovenly, I had almost said, reckless

proceeding, on the head of the unfortunate vendor,

whilst not a word of inquiry or remonstrance shall be

instituted into the system by whieli this dangerous

operation has been effected, for dangerous it assuredly

Is, unless conducted with the utmost caution? I have

spoken of my own experience through a long coarse of

yeai-s, as leading to fur different results; and as I have

a great respect for practical details on such matters,

shall at once proceed to narrate the method pursued

by many of my neighbours and myself In dipping our

Iiimbi*. Dissolve in 4 gallons of hot water i*lb. of

arsenic, 1 lb. soft soap, and ^ lb. kali preparate, to

which add 36 gallons of cold water. This will suffice

to dip 100 Southdown lambs (say in August or Sept.),

-paying strict attention to the following particnlars.

Provide a tub sufficiently large and deep to cover the

animals. Ke carefnl not to let their heads or ears go

mmhv water, to which end let it be the business of one

man to keep his hands behind the back of their ears

;

station another at their rump, whilst a third, who
likewise assists in bringing the animal to the tub, is

provided with a bit of short ladder, ley tongs, or

something of that kind, which he slips across the top

of the tub when the sheep or lamb is taken out of the

mixture. On this, as a frame, it is laid sideways, and

as much of the liquor as possible squeezed out of its

fleece into the tub bulow. On the care bestowed on this

part of the process, everything depends. Not a drop

should be left to injure the feed, and thus endanger the

lives of perhaps a whole il»ck. In fact, to insure safety

from this cause. I used to take tlie precaution of

turning them when dipped Into an adjoining i)iece of

wiwte or " pightle," as we term it in Norfolk, as bare of

•Grass as possible. The expense of the operation even

\>ii the most elaborate principle is trifling, when compared

with its advantages. The flock will not be plagued

with ticks or lice, and (as 1 have observed in very many

cases besides my own) little if at all with flies, often a

aeriona nuisance in woody situations. Indeetl, I have

heard it stated as the opinion of many flockmasters,

that were dipping of no other use than to keep off" the

Hic3, it would amply repay nil the expense and trouble

of the operation. So much for the system carefully

iidministertd. Now for an instance of mismanagement

of precisely the same ingredients, for the recipe was

furnished by myself. One of my neighbours, pleased

with its success in my case, applied it to his own flock,

but as he flattered himself in a condensed, and as he

Relieved, an improved form j so he boils the materials

according to my directions in 4. gallons of water, but

omitting the 36 gallons of water in addition. This^mlx-

ture, ten times its proper strength, he then administers

by virtue of a teapot, making a channel for the tiny

stream by dividing the wool along the back, neck, and

shoulders ; ,ind having in this concentrated form applied

the prescription, with great self-complacency awaited

the result. Nor had he long to wait. The effects were

soon obvious enough. Wherever the poison had tra-

versed the skiu, scabs and loss of wool gave ample

proof of its strenglh and of the folly and danger of

administering it without sufficiently dilutnig it, and

carefully expressing all superfluous moisture out of the

fleece. I don't think he lost one; but a shabbier, more

ragged lot than these poor anointed creatures it never

wiis my ill-fortune to set eyes on. The moral of all

this is : that the success or failure of the operation of

poisonous mixtures on sheep depends quite as much on

the modus operandi as on the nature of the ingredients

applie<l. With proper care it is not only safe, but

highly beneficial ; but without proper care, one might

just as well make a plaything of gunpowder for a child

Samnel Taj^lor, Gloucester, May 11.

AffHcnfiural Servants and Feeing MarTcets.—[Our
correspondent "S" has forwarded to as the following

excellent communication, contributed to the columns of

the Kurth British AgrleuUurist.'] As this topic—the two
subjects are so closely aTlud that we may consider
them as one—is now undergoing a discussion which
cannot fail to be useful, aod as yon are anxious that the
opinions of persons holding vjurled views and in different

parts of Scathmd should be expressed—that the topic
should be, to use a common phrase, well " ventilated"—
1 willingly make my contribution to Its elucidation. My
acquaintaT>ce with feeing markets, though I have run
a good share of the currency of a 19 years' lease, has
been almost nothing, I believe I have engaged a lad or
two there in the time past; and I do not anticipate
having greater occasion to frequent them in the time to

come. liut I can contribute the experience of 30 ye:\r6

in the management of servants of diflorent colours in

dlA'crent parts of the world, and I testify that no man
is more easily dealt with than a Scotch agricultural

servant, when the first principles of hi-? management are

comprehended and consistently acted upon, and these

are very simple :

—

]st. Deal with him liberally — i.«., give him the full

wage of the district; 2d, Be strict in exacting obedience to

orders, aud the full execution of his duties ; 3d, Treat him as a

fellow man and a fellow Christian in yourbearing towards him,

and in your provision for his susteuauce and lodt^iug.

Given a course of action directed by those principles

—

the details of action will vary in different districts and

in different circumstances; but the right principles

being acted upon, the working out of them will be

right; and I engage that visits, to "feeing markets"

on the part alike of masters and servants will bo " few

and far between." I by no means, however, from this

leap to the conclusion that they should be abolished, I

would be sorry to see that, and would consider it an

infraction of the right of tlie owner of labour (aud

labour is tlie working man's wealth), as of every other

commodity, to seek i'or it the best market. I see no

degradation in an agricultural labourer, whether male

or female, going to make proffer of their services at

that settled place where masters come to look

for persons qualified to perform those services. If the

service is an honest one there is no shame In tendering

for it ; and surely there is nothing approaching to what

our national poet stigmatised as

" Begging a brother of the earth

To give him leave to toil,"

in an honest ploughman or a decent field-worker stand-

high posi

literature, in science, and in business eagerly pressing

their claims, supporting those with certificates, nnd

backing them by assiduous canvassing, when a Trofes-

sorship, a Secretaryship, or suchlike is vacant; and I

do believe that "the little cherub aloft" would less

blush in looking at a peasant girl walthig on the market

for a hiring than in regarding tlie maiden of a higher

status manix'uvenng for an eligible hn:'band. TIuh we
may well let the cbnrgo of impropriety drop out of

consideration. Ihit, it will be said, these markets are

scenes of drunkenness. I believe the reports to this

effect are exaggerated. I believe that a very small

proportion of the servants attending there desire Co

drink. I would trust every servant I have In a wilderness

ofpublic-houses. Wenrenota nation ofabstainers ; I am
old enough to remember the time when among masters

a roup dinner was invariably a scene where a large

number of the attendants got intoxicated. That u pretty

well worn out now. May we not hope for a sunilar

reform in the doings In their holidays of our labouring

men ? And hoping for such a reform, should not eacli

in his sphere labour for it ? Should not houses be

established and encouraged in which l>roth and meat,

tea and coflee, would be the stnples of consumption,

rather than adulterated whisky ? Should not clergy-

men he there to give a word of counsel to members of

their flock exposed to temptation ? Should not elders

and deacons—should not all Christian men—aid them ?

The enterprise is not an untried one. In the Huntly

district of Aberdeenshire at recent markets men of a

sacred calling appeared in the crowd—spoke in " the

streets and openings of the gates;" and without dis-

cussing any matter pertaining to the revival move-

ment, I believe 1 may say that it is acknowledged that

their presence and exhortations had a markedly bene-

ficial influence. 1 hope we shall see them equally active

and equally useful at our approaching Inverness "Fee-

ing Market." (S.^
_

Foreign Correspondence.
Paths, May 11.—Seeing in my walks to-day the

streets placarded with the announcement ot the

coming Agricultural £j:7ilhif{onin June, I am reminded

that some information connected with It will be inte-

resting to your readers. In the first place let me put

them right on one point— it is not to be a universal

Exhibition open to all nations, as wo believe was many
months ago announced, but a gencTul and national one

only. I have, however, high authority to state that

everything bids fair to give it great eclat as a concours

national. It is to commence on the 17th of June, and

to terminate upon the 23d. Although the great

attraction will chiefly be confined to the stock, machines

and implements will be exhibited, and several tried at

the Imperial fiirm at Vincennes.* And here I would

draw the special attention of those of my readers who

are interested in themanufactureor trials of haymaking

machinery and Implements to the fact that prizes are

to be given for mechanism in this department, the

competition for which Is to bo universal I hope to see

at the trial field in June some Knglish faces interested

In the success of certain well-known machines I wot of

But to proceed with my task of givmg the classifi-

cation of animals to be exhibited, aud the prizes which

are proposed to be given,
/,. * n „ ^axA^y

The Kxhihition will comprise, according to the official

announcement, breeding stock of oxen, sheep, pig^and

1 lb. was in tba recipe given me, tmt v.

:

:il''

small a quantity would do, I rv;duc.d it to
'i

lb., whiuli I fovmd
sufficient.

* I nrcffiose in a ttitare leiiur w k'*;' "",'"-." ; :"j^ „f
to tliiffSnT the building of which, for their cmni-etOiMS of

coiisti action, ;^re weU wcrthy of descnrticu.

poultry, together with implements and machines, and
the products of agriculture. To these will be added
two very intoresting sections—horses and asses. The
exhibition of these animals was not originally contem-
plated, but on a representation of the benefits to be
derived from such a displaj' as might reasonably be
expected to be made on the offer of prizes, &c., it was
decided by the Minister of Agriculture that these two
sections slionld be added to the concours.
In the 1st division, Class 1st, Oxen, there are 398 priiies to

be given of the value of ]56,42o franco. For the cattle of the vhcq
of Normandy IS prizes are to be given ; for the Flemish cattle,
IS ; for Durham breed, 21 ; Ayrshire, 15 ; Dutch, 15 ; Swiss,
15. Each divii^ion is divided into five sections, two being given
to the males and three to the females. Bulls born since the
Isfc May, ISoS, and before the 1st May, 1859 ; Bulls born before
the 1st May, 1S58; Heifers bom since the 1st May, 1358, and
before the Ist May, 1S59, not having been in calf; Heifers bom
since the Ist May, 1857, and before the 1st May, 1S58 ; Cows
bom before the 1st IVfuy, 1857, in calf or in milk.
The 2d Class of the 1st division is the Sheep. For this

department 124 prizes are to be given, the value of which is

27,490 francs. All animuls^exhibited to be born before the 1st
May, 1858.

The 3d Class of the 1st division compriijcs the Rgs, forwlucli
33 prizes are offered, of the value of 6650 francs.
The 4th Class of the 1st division comprises Rabbits and the

Domestic Animals, forwhich nineprizes are offered, of the value
43-"t francs.

The 5th Class of the 1st division comprises the Birds of Ibo
Courtyard, for whieb 85 prizes are offered of a value of 3S45
francs.
For the division of Horses, 209 prices are offered. For

Mules seven, and for As.ses 12 prizes.

The 2d division comprises the Implements and Machines,
divided into 35 sections, for whicli 175 i)rizes will be given,
consisting of medals of gold, silver, and bronze.

The 3d division comprises the Products and various 3Ia-

tcrials useful to Agriculture.

Gold medals will be given for exception^ cases, and where
the pflity exhibiting shall have obtained several prizes.

The juries will be composed of agriculturists taken

from the members of the Imperial and Central Society

of Agriculture; to which the Minister of Agriculture

may add uienihcrs of the provincial agricultural societies.

The reports of the various juries will be published

under the care of the Imperift! and Central Agricultural

Society.

The expenses of taking the animals, <tc., to the Exhi-

bition to be defrayed by the exhibitors according to the

reduced rates agreed to be taken by the railway coju-

panics. The administration of the Kxhihition will ta*ke

the clnu-ge of the feeding and all expenses connected

with the animals while being exhibited. The animals

and articles which shall have taken the prizes will be

transported free of all cost.

The following are the dates of admission, classification,

and the da^s on which the juries go throngh their

labours. The products of agriculture will be admitted

and classified the lltb, 12th, aud 13th June, the 14th

15th, and 16th being taken up by the examination of

the juries. The implements and machines will be
admitted, and classified, and reported upon on the same
days; as also the animals.

i'lie public win be admitted on the payment of 1 franc

on the 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, and'22d June. On
Thursday, tlie 2ist, the prizes aud medals will be dis-

tributed. On Friday, the 22J, the animals will be sold,

adnusslou 1 franc.

It may be Interesting to your readers to have a few

historical notes on the subject of French agricidtural

shows. In 1S51 one genei"al and three regional or pro-

vincial exhibitions were instituted. Such was the

success of the i-cgional exhibitions that the number was
increased to 10; they stood at this fij:;ure till last

year, when the number was increased to 12.

The Regional Exhibitions this year are to be held

—

some ore in fact now being held— in the towns of

Lons-le-Saulnier, jMontpelier, Poitiers, Amiens,

Aurillac, Bordeaux, Vannes, Tarbes, Troyes, Caen,

Coliniir, Le Puy. In 1861 they will be held at

Beauvais, Rouen, Chalons-sur-Marne, Metz, Qniraper,

Orleans, Lyon, Angouleme, Rodez, Digue, Toulouse,

Marseille. The Exhibitions of the present year are all

held during the present month—the first six from the

8th to the 13tb, the second six above named from the

22d to the 27th May. For the cittle there are prizes

offered to the amount of 374,650 francs; for sheep,

82,420 francs ; for pigs, 36.290 francs ; for poultry,

5250 francs ; In all 498,810 francs. In addition

96,000 francs will be divided between the 12 Exbibitlong

as grand \>xvf.QA of honour, each prize consisting of a

sum of 5000 francs, together with a coujpe d'argent of

the value of 8000 franoJ. These prizes of honour are

given to the agriculturists in each department in which

an Exhibition is held, who show In I heir several farms

the best management and a display of improvements

calculated to be of service to their ne'ghbotirs. Amongst
the labourers a!td parties connected with the working

of the fnmi to which the prize of honour is given, a

sum of 500 francs is divided. M ' ^s of gold and of

silver are accorded to the ngricniturists of the district

ill which the shows are held, who carry out ihc best

drainage or irrigation works, display the bc-st manage-

ment of rural buildings, the wisest management of

manures, and the n.ost econ(Miuaia aud productive

feeding of the stock. ..... j - ,ok-i
The Conconra General were mstitutcd m 1851—

m

that year the first was held at Versailles; in 1852 at thft

same place; in 1853 at Orleans; in 1854 at Paris; and

lit the same place in the two following yeai-s. The one

to be held this year we have already at the bcgmnmg

of this letter given a preliminary notice of.

It may be interesting to notice the gradual mcr

In the stock as exhibited at tlic regional meetings. In
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1851, 62 1^ head of stock were exhUnted, aiut 185 Imple-

ments and maclunes; in 1852, 1037 stock and 595 im-

plements ; in 1853, 1519 stock and 679 implements

;

in 1854, 2358 stock and 795 implements ; in 1855, 2202

stock and 382 implements; in 1856, 3228 stock and

2256 implements; in 1857, 3423 stock and 1237 im-

plements; in 1858,4013 stock and 2107 implements;

in 1S59, 4800 stock and 2860 implements. J?. S. B.

oc(et(ej>*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

A "Weekly Council was held on Wednesday, April 16,

Lord Walsingham, President, in the chair—Present:

Lord Berners, the Hon. Colonel Kood, the Hon. W. G.

Cavendish, M.P., Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Hodgson
Uarrow, M.P., Mr. Dent Dent, M.P„ Jfr. Foley, M.P.,

Mr. P. H. Frere, Mr. Brandretli Gibhs, Mr. Hum-
berston, M.P., Mr. Knovvles, Colonel Macdoual, Major
Munn, Mr. Simpson, Mr. T, B, Western, Professor

Wilson, and Mr. G. Wood. The names of candidates for

election were read. A letter from Mr. Hardy, of

Maldon, was read on Deep Cultivation. Mr. Frere laid

upon the table specimens of the strata underlying the

bed of Wluttlesea Mere, now drained, and added some
explana*:oTy ohservatlons in anticipation of an article

on the draining of the Meoe, by Mr. Wells, to appear

in the forthcoming article of the Journal. He explained

the general aspect of the Mere and adjacent lands, and
the oldvalue for Reed, Sedge, and pasturage, prior to the

work of reclamation. He went on to say that the land
reclaimed might be divided into three classes.

'let. The bed of the Merc (about 1600 acres) covered with 3 feet
of silt and capable of bciiring first-rate crops,

2diy. On Mr. Weiiss estate, about 1000 acres adjacent to the
Mere, which from floods had received such smaller depo-
sits on the peat as gave tbem a moderate vahie for culti-
vation, thong-h subject to great injury from spring^ frosts.

Srdly. A tract of about 'JOQ acres belonging to Mr. Wells
remote from the Mere, with little or no deposit from
floods, wliich are now almcst valueless though subject to
drainage taxes.

Mr. Frere gave information as to the work now in
process for clayini^ the land of this last-named kind
from the bed of the Mere, by aid of a railroad nearly
1 mile in length ; and concluded with a f(^\\' observa-
tions on the mode of culture to be adopted prior and
Bubseiiucnt to tiio dressing of clay. He also expressed
n wish that landowners or occupiers in the nortlj 07
west, who had undertaken or contemijlatod similar
works, would put themselves into communication with
the Society, anticipating mutual benefit from the
comparison of .the experience of the past and of
designs fin- the future, drawn from different localities.
Lord Bernors Rpoke of the great

claimed lands 30 miles cast of th
consequent rise in value to such
was now let for 3/. 10*. per acre which iiad been pur-
chased for about that same sum.

. Colonel Mardoual, of Logan, spoke of similar im-
provements effected in the south-west of Scotland, par-
ticularly on a hungry iron-bound gravel soil, which
when dresried with 2 inches of clay had been converted
into pasture, the feed of which was worth from 2/. to
3^. 10*. per acre.

The Council then adjourned over Derby D ly to its
Weekly Meeting on the 30th inst.

thos^ on the mountains to visit the plains, and

vice versdy those of the plains to ascend the mountains.

True, this implies travelling, and travelling implies

money; but what earthly enjoyment can be obtained

without ? And have we not in this case full value

received for our money ? We will venture to say that
|

no man, whether of land or sea, of town or country,

with Mr. Clifie*s book in his pocket, and a tQ\w spare

sovereigns in his purse, but will return to his home
better and wiser for a month's ramble among the " nooks

and corners" of old Cambria. To the majority of

Englishmen ifc is a terra incognita^ or was so till the

gradual extension of railroads and the attractions of

the Royal Agricultural Society's meetings induced our

tourists to "look at homeland judge for themselves

as to the relative beauties of the Rhine, the Wye, and

other of what may be termed our native streams; and

we are not sorry to announce that the result has been

an increase of home over foreign travel; for it would

have been little short of a national reproach to go

hunting after foreign scenery when so much remained

unexplored at home.

To return to Mi*. Cliffe, from whom our limits will

only permit a short extract, premising that on one

point we venture respectfully to differ from him, viz.,

"whenever safe and practicable to dispense with the

services of a guide " in ascending a mountain, who is

to decide upon the safety or practicability of such

advice ? Is it not enough that Mr. Homer, Mr. Starr,

and many others have fallen victims to their own rash-

ness in so doing? Nay, the very last time that we
were at Llanberis, the following incident was related to

us at the Victoria Hotel. A gentleman arrived there

early one afternoon in July (leaving his family to follow

him from Caernarvon) for the purpose of ascending

Snowdon. "You will have a guide, sir?" inquired the

waiter. "Oh dear, no; the day was very bright, and
the way plain enough, he had been told." "Bright
enough here, sir, certainly ; but how do yon know
what the weather may be before you reach the top ?"

|

"• Nonsense ! all right, I tell you." And off he started,

saying they might expect his family in the evening,
when, if not back, he very soon would be. The
family did come, but hour passed after hour, and
he came not. All the guides about the place were
mustered, and after a long and tedious search he
was found lying on the verge of a precipice, drenched
to the skin, cold, and insensible, but still living. They
carried him down to the hotel, but it was full six

months before he recovered the full use of his limbs.
The result is the moral we deduce from his narrative.

He had accomplished a considerable part of the ascent,
when a dense fog came on, followed by driving rain.

H

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH"
Warranted equal in Strei^'cth to Tobacco

JOSEPH BAKER, 10, Gough Square, Fleet St F C
tf having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can repmend it as the best article for destroyiug the Fly i* 4^ r. i?'
over 10 lbs.. Is. Post-office Orders payable Fleet Street '

NURSERYMEN supplied witiTlh^^bSTS^;;;^^
TOBACCO PAPER at 4/. ^per cwt. ; 2i. per half of

any quantity less than half a cwt., lOrf. per lb The a>L
*

articleis warranted genuine. Terms cash.—Addi-e^sTi.v -Rt,,
^®

W. Jackson & Sons. 6, Lady Laiie, Leeds. -^^^-Bkyaxt,

GENUINE. TOBACCO PAPER FOR FUlvnCArifMC
APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Iverv & -^nn

• Surrey), takes tins opportunity of informint^^v
*

patrons and the public that ho is now offering the ahovp af
very considerably reduced price. It is now sold in nackpf* «1
4 lbs. ea3h at Is. 3d. per lb. A liberal discount aUowed to fi?^
Ti-ade. For testimonials that will guarantee its aualitv I
Gardeners' Chronicle, February 25, page 165. ^' ^^^

SHEET IRON POTS for FUAllGATIN-G, 3s. 6d each
N.B. All orders to be accompanied with a Post-office OMpt^

payable to Henry Applkbv. Dorking. Surrev___ ^^^^^''

TOHN BELL'S COMPOSITIONlmDESTROYTNr
O MILDEW ON VINES, PEACH, and NECTARIW
TREES, and every other plant subject to this pest

^"^^^

J. B. can Warrant this mixture to entirely eradicate mildew
when applied according to the printed directions RoM it.

Bottles, 15. 6d., 2a. Qd., and Is. each.
' ^ ^"

10 fc 11, Exchange Street, Norwich, opposite the Corn Hall

AGE'S COMPOSITION fok the l^EsTIuJcTlUx
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers.

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the
test of eight years' public trial, and its groat success has led to
numerous imitations. Dr. Lindley, in his leading article of
October 25, 185S, reported 132 cases in its favour—sufficient to
convince the most sceptical.

43. per gallon, (sufficient to make four fit for use).
10 gallons and upwards, Carriage paid to London.'

LoKDOs Agents :

—

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, W.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W,C.
Mr. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S,

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Cambern-ell, S.
Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nursery, N.

and the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of tlie
Inventors and Manufacturers, Page & Toogood, Royal South
Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

"^ 1 S H U It S T OOiMPOUNJ),
PATENTED,

FOR PRETVENTINO AND DESTROYING

G
RED SPIDER
THRIPS
AMERICAN BLIGHT

MILDEW
GREENand BROWN
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Koies and JiecoUeciions ofan Angler : Mamlle-s among

already related.

We had marked for insertion the " Ascent to the
sumiiiits of Ciirnedd Llewelyn and Carnedd Davydd,"
but regret that our space will not admit of so long an
extract, ho^vcvev interesting. The correctness of the
following remarks referring to Llyn Idwal, but equally
applicable to other secluded gems, we can verify from
our own experience. "Although in the immediate vicinity
of Xant Ffrancon and the Holyhead road, it is compa-
ratively little frequented by strangers. The fact is, the
majority of tourists in Walesare acquainted only with the
landscape wliich presents itself from the road. Re-
clining at their ease in their car or carriage they
hurriedly pass through the finest scenery, contented
with the hasty glance which the rapidity of travelling

&Co.
Angling

! What in the world has a farmer to do with
angling ? His hooks ought to be reap-hooks, his lines
ploughlincs

; and instead of whipping tlie sluggish
waters, he had better whip his sleepy horses; his be.-^t

cast should be broadcast ; bis surest ground-bait a sound
healthy seed.—Gentle reader, whether of the gentle
craft or not, a brother of the rod or of the sod, we are
free to own there is much wisdom in these aphorisms of
yours; at the same time we beg to announce with all
deference to agricultural profundity, that we too have,
or at leut have had, our maxiuis, one of wliich we con-
tinue sedulously to inrnkute to the ^ent duy, and
that is this: "All work and no piav, make' Jaclc
a dull boy." mw, angling is a play 'which even an
agncultnri-,t may indulge in without degradation; for
we own we see no groat incQiisi^tency" between the
production of fi.sh and that of flesh^ W'q are not
without experience in botli, t!ioa-h in the former case,
perhaps we ought to read abduction rather than
production; but Jet that pass.

_
Tlicrc is however a higlipr species of recreation than

as obtainable by more rod and line, even in the skilful
bands of -Mr. Clilfe ; i.e-. iiis masterly and interesting
descriptions in this little volume of what he not
unaptly calls " the hidden scenery of the country—
seldom explored, the wild mountain tops, the lonely
llyr.s, and the secluded cwnis." It is thi« part of the
book (we gay it even at the rij,k of offence to the

tr^^.^-^^-^^ J'^*"*^
^^'''^^^^"' "^o^«^« of vl.,... who

ou« tlit -. '^ ^lustration of r favourite 1 Iiours that it !« good for f.u-mci-9 to see th:c woi' ^

By John Henry CU^t London : Hamilto{, Adams,- "r'TZ^^t^^^^^^ ?.the memory, must be minutely examined. Many of
the finest mountain scenes, for instance, lie away from
the beaten track, and require nerve and vigorous
activity to reach. Then, again, time is required to
effect a general knowledge of the picturesque beauties
of a country ; and how few, even among pedestrian
tourists, can afford to spare it ! In the course of our
wanderings in the Principality we have hardly ever
met amongst our coffee-room acquaintance a single
individual who was not pressed for time; and when
we have mentioned some of the most celebrated scenes !

as wellwnrtliy of a visit, we have been met with the
reply, * Yes, we should like much to go, but we are
limited as to time.* " S. T,

u^.

im of

Notices to Correspondents*
DisiN'PEcnxo I'owDER : 7/ Bowltr. Wc do not know of any
agency. IIo should advertise.

Exoi.iMu AanrcrLTrRE : J I, It is impossible always to judge
of any alleged experience by your own elsev^kere. Head
Ciiiid's English Agriculture f Longman") for a doacription and
exjilanation of varying English experience,

Gl-ano : WC H, We should "not fear sowing and stirring in a
dressing of guano on p. sandy soil a rDonth af>:er liming.

Guano and Salt: Sub. "We hare to apologise for the delay
owing to a mislaid letter. We should use them thus :—Lay
the farm yard manure in the drills ready to be co-< ^-,d by the
plough, and sow broadcast by hand the mixed guano and salt
over all. By then spli'fiugand covering the drills you will, to
some extent^ mingle the dressing w-ith the soil, but you mil
at tiie same time guther it into the new ridgelet where the
r._ ., fir-^t <. .^„;.in tlteir food.

HoftSE Powers : ^V K You c'xn see them in the Ci-ystal Palace.
Apply to. Mr. TT:.r':i'^. T " rkshire, who mal: _

them. A two-b ^ . —r woul., ^iobably sufl&ee.

MEALY BUG
SCALE
ANTS

BED BUGS,
And itseful in winter dressing.

Contams no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, sec
Gardeners' Chronicle of 9th April and 16th July, 1S59, and
"Cottage Gardener," 12th July, and has been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent gardening authorities,

among whom are

—

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, ofChiswick House Gardens
Jlr. Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messre. A, Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens
Messrs. RolUsson & Sons, Tooting, S.

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout

England, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken in suppUes,

and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs ; 3«. for not

large gardens ; 105. Cl?. for large gardens, with testimonialg and

full descriptions for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied h^ *
,

Price's Patent Candle Comfanv, Limited, London.

EATING'S PERSIAN INSECT DESTROYING
POWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants are effectually

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with T\'hich they are

infested, by the above Powder, which is quite harmless to

animal life. The Farmer, the Gardener, or the Sportsman, wUJ

therefore find it invaluable. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles, 3Iottis

in Furs, and every other species of Insect are also. instantly

destroyed.—In packets, post free, for 14, or treble size tor

36 postage stamps, by Thomas Keating, Chemist, 79, St. Pauls

Churcliyaivi, London, E.C. Take notice each geuume packet

bears the above uame aiid address. —

-

INSTRUMENT for JMEASURING the HEIGHT
OF TREES.—The DENDROMETER described at page 408

of the Gardeners' Chronicle may be had post free for 13s. from

Edward Sang & Sons, Kirkcaldy, N.B.
.

TOHN FOWLER, Jun., 28, Cornliill, London, E-C-
fj Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PI-^UGti

can be obtained by applying at the above address. ^^^^'
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post frge^^

GRICULTUKAL and GENERAL MACHlNEiiV-
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles m^^""^"

turcd, ilcs-srs. Borgrss & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, Ijonoon,

E.C., invite the attention of the Public to then: large anfi

lioice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE—PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by BrROESB &
Key, 05, Newgate Street, London, E.C. Orders for delivery

this season must be given early to avoid disappointment.

MOWING MACHINE—BURGESS AJfD KETS
Prize Mower, the most valuable ever manufactured, can b^

seen at their Stores, 95, Newgate Street. E.C. .

ERRAliEE'S MACHINE WAKEHOUe^K.
76a, High rtolbom, London, W.C., for the exhibition a]T^

Sale of AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and JIACHIM~
of all descriptions ; Portable and Stationary St ;am Engm^^-
S a Boilers; .-._.m and Water Gauges, and other Boi/-

i Fittings ; Steaming Apparatus ; Grinding Mills ; Flour Dres^^ii.

jrachines ; Bnne Utilf^ ; Saw Ben, ; ; Wr .; \n^ JfacbiH-^

I

Sack Elevators aud Trucks ; Brick and Tile Machines ; Pu: ;

i Horse-powers; Carts, Waggons, Wheels, and Axles: Staow

and Cow-house Fittings ; Iron FeeHing and Wafer Tr
Iron Rick Stands; Iron Fencing and G -~^

; Galvacised
Netting ; Ca?t Steel Digging Fork^, Hay Forks and T
the productions of tl»e most eminent Makers, and for v.

orders are r ,
. I nn pec ' riv advan' nns terms.

James Febraeee ,fc Co., Agents, 76*, High Holbom, Lfnyf"'
W.C, and T" rs. Millwrights ^^ ' '' ' '"'- a«^ "^

Founders, atPL-^-iii Iron Wurks, .-.^

F

#-*

biro.
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PATENT LAWN MOWING AND iiOLLING MACHINES.

30-inch wide PONY POWER MACHINE, made also of Smaller Sizes for Hand Power

B. A M U E L S N LAWN MOWERS5

V/ITH BOYD'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS,
CAN" BE USED IN WET AS WELL AS DRY WEATHER.

Last year's sales were nearly a Thousand; every one of which gave the greatest satisfaction.

TESTIMONIALS expressing such satisfaction have been kindly sent by some hundreds of the purchasers to the Manufacturer, uho will be glad to forward a copy

with descriptiou and prices of Machines post free on receipt of application.

Mr. SAMUELSON is now receiving orders for Twenty to Thirty a day, and will execute them in the order they are received.

Warehouse West
BEANE

.C. Manufactory:
BRIDGE, E.G., AND ALL

Works, Banbury

RANSOMES SIMS Ipswich
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Improved Agricultural

Machinery, includins:

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE, &c.

STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS.
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.
HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY. DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have lougbeen celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machiuery the utmost simplicity

durability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the maintenance of these important principlea

in everything which they manufacture.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the

Ormnll WatVr! nr tn thfiir London Ap-ent. SHEPPAED RANSOME. 31, Essex St. Strand. W.C.

WKST OF KNGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
AGENCY FOR GREKN'S PATENT " SILENS MESbOR".

AND OTHER MOWING MACHINES.- HAoHTiEAD & Son's Iron-

mi'ugery AVarebouees, ti. North Street, BristoL where th*

Machines can be seen and the!r working explained.

PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738-

HOWARDS' HORSE RAKES-1860. ZE

JAME S FREDERICK F^OWARD,

H BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BE^jpoRD,
AVING macle upwards of 6000 of their PATENT HORSE R/ tres and availed themselves of every
imDrovement which so RTf*t>/»fl,i _. , __.-^ i-.__ *i,- jJi£"3» tim *• ^^ . *j,«^ K/.fnrP the

Publi
J

durable ^"-^ -'y,'' "''^"•^',Pf^€"is, out are made so that they collect ," r;::bbich Vrth' the'corn.Sma size, 7^ feet wide, marked H, with 24 ii^n teef *^^^ ^^^"^^
. . . . £7 10

Small sjze,/
J
feet wide, marked H, with 24 steel t- ;{. .. ..800

Large size, 8i feet wide, marked H H, with 28 iron ^}^ .. ..800
lArge size, SJ feet wide, marked H H with *>8 st*

^^^^ " " " 8 10

Free n.^.'S ni'^'^ltZi?.''^^^.F h'h, with h-
'

Lincoln,
Swansea,

CAT.
from

SATXOR A?a) COOKE'S warranted PPJ
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Ac-

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants ia

the three Kintrdomn.

THU annexed sketch repre-
sents the GL!i'NNY WATERING

POT, which wil^^ be found a decided
improvement ijjxin the old-fashioned
one, as from 'che peculiar construction
of the hand!

fi the weight !s more easily

balanced i^ the hande, which enables
the user to empty with far leas mus-
cular *'jxertion and fatigtie a pot of thia

kiii''^ than one upon the old plan.

Of all Ironmongers, Hardwaremen, and Seeilsmcn ; and of

UivEi'.iDCE & Shoot.brrd. WolvcrhamptoTi, Sole atanufacturera.

'S IMPROVED LIQUID MAKURE
OK GENKRAL PORTABLE PUMP.

These Pumps are fitted with

Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The barrel

is made of galvanised iron, not Ukely

to corrode, andean be rai»ed or lowered

at pleasure on the atand, the lega of

which fold together, and may be car-

ried witii aase by one man to tank or

pODd. £ ,.

Stand and Pump, with screwed

tail pfpe, fitted with strong

bnas union for auction pipe 2 25

If fitted with banti at

planiflhed copper .. ..3

SUnd and Pump, with plain

tail pipe, for tying on auo-

tion pijw -. • ••
"

a-inch patent rubber and can-

aa flexible tuctioii pipe, oa

i^-irea, «ther 10. 12, or 15 ft,

per Coot

d.

17 9

2 S

CULTIVAT
,JB, sent post free oc application.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Pi^°^*»^"i,^'^ "^

counTry at the above prices, or of the Patentees ^°d Mwiufae.

JSerefj. Warner4 Boss, 8. Crescent, Jewmbt., London, E.C.

F«rv descTipUon of Machinery for raiwng Water, by *o^»

.f^S^alSs^ D«P Well Pumps. *c. ;
atao Fut andCr^

;
Engines, tc. Enfiraviogs sent on appUcaUon.
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M
GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS, ETC.
ESSRS. PAKKKPv and WILLIAMS he^ to F
iufnrm their friends and pntrnns that their PRICED and

pESGKTPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS, in which
is enumerated every novelty of proved merit, also all the best
of the oidor kinds, is now published, and will be forwarded post
free on application. The scaled Collections of French and
German Asters, Balsams, Carnations, Stocks, Zinnias, Ac, are
from the beat foreign sources, and have hitherto given un-
qualified satisfaction. Everj' article has been selected with the
greatest care, and U warranted true to name and of the finest
quality.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads,
Holloway, London, N.

STRAWBERRY,—WIZARD OF THE NORTH (Robertson's).

DANIEL ROBERTSON continues to supply strong
Plants of the above fine variety at 63*. per 100 or 9«. per

dozen. For description, Ac, see former advertisements. It
can also be supplied genuine by the following parties, la the
TradQ^in and around London :

—

Brigden, Mr.Timothy, 10,Kailway Arcade. LondonBridge,S.B.
Boshell, Mr. Frederick. 86, High Street. Borough, S.E.
Carter, Mr. James, & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.
Charlwood & Cummins, Messrs., Tavistock Row, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Cbartres, Mr. James, 74. King William Street, City E.G.
Comwell, Mr. George, Bamet, Herts.
Cuthill, Mr. James, Camberwell, S.

- Dancer, Mr. Alexander. Fulham. S.W.
Denver, Mr, William, S2, Gracechurch Street, E.G.
Dodds, Mr. G. S., Epsom Nursery, Epsom, Surrey.
Franflis, Mr. B, P., Hertford.
Fraser, Messrs J. & G.. Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, N.B.
Fraser, Richardson, & Goad, 89, Bishopsgate Street, B.C.
Gibbft, G., & Co., 26. Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
Gibl)3. T., & Co , 47, Hal£ Mpon Street, PiccadiUy, W.
Glendinning, Mr. R., Tumham Green, W.
Henderson, Messrs., Piue-applo Place, Edgeware Road, W*
Hurst & McMullen, Messrs., 6, Leadeuhall Street, E.G.
Jackson, Messrs. T., & Son, Kingston, Surrey.
Jones, Mr. Edward, Hart Street, Henley-on-Thames.
Keni.an, Mr. J., 4, Great Russell Street, Covent Gardt-n, W.C,
Kinghom, Mr. F. R., Sheen Road, Richmond, 3.W.
LawBon, Mes.?rs. P., & Son, Great George St., Westminster,W.
Lea, Messrs. J. & C, Hammersmith, W.
Low, Messrs. Hugh, & Co., Upper Clapton, N.B.
May, Mr. Jo.seph, & Co., 1. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C*
Mcintosh, Mr. George, Hammersmith, W.
•Oabom & Sons, Messrs., Fulham, S.W.
Pamplin & Son, Lea Bridge Nursery, N.E.
Paul, Messrs. A., & Sons, Cheshunt, Herts.
RolJiseon, Messrs., & Sons, Tooting, S.
Smith, Mr. J., Romford, Essex.
Turner, Mr. Charles, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Veitch, Mr. James, Juu., Exotic Nursery, King's Road,

Chelsea, S.W.
WjiH. Mr. Alexander, Edgeware Raad, W.

DAHLIAS.
IT» GODWIN has pleasure in offering as under,

- • having an unusually fine Stock :—
DAHLIAS OF 1859.—Brentford Hero. Chairman. Daughter

of the Mommg, Dr. LivingHtoiic, Emperor, Golden Drop,
Grand Master, Lord Eversley, Mentor, Mr. C. Waters, Mra
Koynes, Orb of Day, Philomel, Pioneer, at 9a. per dozen.

. A t '^^•~*'^'"""'^^ Dimdas, Alice Downle, Amazon,
Archbishop of Canterbury, Attractive, Captain Ingram
Cherub, Colonel Win<lham. Comm.-\ndor, Cynthia, Deutsche
WUrde, Dr. GuUy, Elizabeth, Enapress, GlonWon, HaThinger.
Hon. Mrs. Trottor. Jolm Keynes, King, Ludy Folkestone, Lady
Jrauklin. LtdyMildmay, f^ady Popham, Loflyjwp, Lord Bath.
Lord Cardigan, Lord Palmorston, Mervoille, Midnight, Miss
P««aley MInm Watts, Mt^. Church, Mrs. Edwards. Mrs
Legge, M^. Turner, Mrs. Wheeler, Pandora. Perfection, Pre-
l^iiicnt, Princew, Rjwhcl Rawlings. Robert Bmco, Royal
-Scjrlot, Royal White, balvutor Rosa, Satirist, Shaded MoScl,
Sidney Hwberfc, Sir C. Campbell, Sir F. Bathnrst, Su- J
FrankUn, Sir J. Paxtou, Sir G. Napior. Touchstone, Standard.
Bearer, Tnomphe de Pecq, Vonus, Village Gem, Yellow Beauty,w 3*. per dozen.

tI^^^^' PAHLIAS OF lS59.-Comus, Dandy, Jessie, Koan,
Lcfuiard, at 9«. i)er dozen.

* ^» » .

RFnmv?''^n *UV^r7i^
varieties, at 3*. nor dozm.

pe^d^en
^"^^L^^--Profusion, Orl of Day, at 9«.

P.?rS?^^'?
DAHLIAS. -BcantL- do Massiffs, Golden Ball,3Wace Frederick William, Royal Purple, Sir J. Watts, at

«f. per dozen, 40«. per 100.

TnS?a!!Pp^? f-yiyAS.-AIbffl floribunda. nana. CaptainIngram, Colonel Wyndham. Crystal Palace. Henderson's Dwarf

peTlOO.
^^'"'^'^'J'*^' Titian. Zelinda, at 3s, per dozen, 205.

fi^' S\^' ^''^JA]P9^^' '^^^ow reaa>, and contains descrip-tion of above.—Sheffield, May 26. ^

V. ^f^RtH^ c''^'^^
''' «^'*«"S p.'ants as under .—

^TrinS Won. \^*^o2^
1859.-Excellent Frre Queen. Lady

"'m.at^rS^h'^"^" °'^^^-' «- ^- -*-l>^^"' «^'

MSfn^P^n^'^^fT^^"*^*^^' Competitor, Constan-tine, JuUa,S^^lf rn>3si* (Story's), ffince of P^SZ .'Tumer'sX

^d^n ^' ^^ ^'^^^"^ ^"^' TriumplSnV ^' ^^

GODWIN begs to offer the uudermeationed
choice Bedding Plants :—
Per doz.

Ageratum mexicanum * # 3
3Alys8um variegatum

Calceolaria aureafloiibunda,
the best yellow bedding
variety, per 100 20^, , . 3

Calceolaria^ other varieties^

28. Qd. to 4
Dclphinum formosum, per

100, 20«. 3
Geraniums,variegated Bijou 9
,^ variegated Brilliant, 3*. to 4

Fftiry Nymph 4
Jane < . 12
Julia .. 12
Perfection . , 9

„
_

,t Queen Victoria 6
Heliotropiums of sorts, per

100, 20». 3

99

f9

if 9W

Per doz,

-

Lobelia crinus speciosa
Petunias, crimson purple
and white, per 100, 20s. -

,

Petunias, double, 20 vars.
Verbenas, crimson, per ] 00,

20*

Verbenas, purple and blue,
per 100, 203

Verbenas, rose and pink,
per 100, 2Qs

Verbenas^ scarlet, per 100,
20^.

Verbenas, white, per 100,
20s

Verbenas, intermediate
shades, per 100, 20^*

Verbenas of 1859, more than
40 varieties

-5.

3

3
4

CHOICE SEEDS
MESSRS. PARKER and WILL

offer the following New and GfimiTr
which are strongly recommended :

line SEEDS, all
P. packet—*, d.

to

of

1
,F. G.'a CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had on

application.—Sheffield, May 26.

BEDDING PLANTS,
J STANLEY, Manor Lane Nursery, Lee,

VwT^ Kent, S.E., be^s to ofFer the following, which may be
relied on as strong well-established Plants :

!

Per dozen.

—

s. d.

Ageratuma .. .. 2 6 to
Alyssumvarie^afcum 2 0,,
Calceolaria, of sorts 3 „

„ per 100 20
^Geraniums, Scarlet,

o£ sorts ., 2 6 „
per 160 . . 18

variegated,.

of sorts 3 6,,

8.

3

3
4

>>

6
24

12

Per dozen.—*, d.

Fnchsias . . . . 3 to
Heliotropes ., 2 6,,

„ per 100 IS „
Lobelias .. ..2 6
Salvias .. ..2 6
Verbenas .. .. 2 6 „

per 100 .. 16 „

*.

tt

tr

24
3
3
3
20

„. per 1000 ..150 ,,190
Gaillardias .. „ 3 .. 4

ft

The true New AUSTRALIAN" CRESS, U pe
A. remittance from unknown correspondents,

Orders payable at Lee. Kent, S.E.

tf

W:
B E D a I NC PLANTS.

Plants :—
Per dozen.—*. <?. «.

Alysaum variegatum 2 6 to 3
Ageratum, sorts .

,

2 6
Calceolaria, ditto .. 3
Ditto ditto, per 100 20
Dahlias, ditto .

.

4
Fnchsias, ditto .

.

4
Geraniums, Scarlet,

sorts . . .

.

2 6
Ditto ditto, per 100 20

>«

Jf

9f

y»

4
4

6

IHuntingdon Nurseries.

Per dozen.— J?, d.
Ditto, Variegated .. 3 6
Heliotropes, sorts . . 2 6
Lantanas, ditto .. 3
Lobelia speciosa . , 2 6
Ditto ditto per 100, 16
per 1000 .. £7 10

Petunias, sorts . . 2 6
Verbenas, ditto .. 2 6
Ditto ditto, per 100 16

8.

6
4
4
3

t9

4
8

CHARLES TURNER has now ready the foUowinff
BEDDING and BORDER PLANTS to supply per dozen

or hundred at very moderate prices :^
Ageratum, blue
AHtirrhmuma of sorts

It

Bouvardia Ho^rth
Oriana
Rc^aliuda
others in variety

Cftlceolaria aurea floribunda,
fine dwarf yellow, largo
truss ,

„ Tollow Prince of Orange,
very fine dwarfyellow

„ Prince of Orange, an ex-
cellent bedding Variety

Dianthus Heddewigii
Dahlias for beds or border
decoration, bedding vara.

Double Purple Senecio
Fuchsias of sorts

Heliotropes of aorta
Konigft variegata, pretty for
edges

Lobelias, blue, in variety

Nierembergia gracilis, very
beautiful, ana from its long
continued flowering a great
acquisition

O^-nothera macrocarpa, yellow,
dwarf

Petunias of sorts
Perilla nankinensis
Pyrethrum album plcno
Phloxes, herbaceous, in variety
Scarlet and other Geraniums
Tropseolum elegans, fine dwarf
Verbenas^ various colours
Variegated Geranium, Golden

Chain
Bijou, fine

Perfection, fine
Julia
St. Clair

Alma
Shottesham Pet
Lady Plymouth
Jane

»V 99

»f 9$

99 99

99 , 99

>» fV

I» 99

99 99

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

F
BEDDING PLANTS, ETC-

AlTD A, SMITH ATA fl^^nrlmtr nnf fino v»1q

9t

99

following :

—

Ageratum mexicanum
„ variegatum

Alyflsum. yellow
,, white
,* variegatum

Calceolaria aurea floribun
aurantia floribunda
anguatifolia

,t amplexicaulis
Cupbea platycentra
X)iauthu3 in variety
Driphinium formosum
Fucnsias, various
M acubearoUa

Geranium, scariei-in vari
M Trentham

fancy do,
BriiUant
pi^^wer of thoDay

>f

f 1

99 I-'id^
- Plymntith

99

l»

Lantana in variety

Lobelia erinus racemoides
„ speciosa

Linura flavum
Melissa variegata (Balm)
Nasturtium Tom Thumb
Nierembergia gracilis
Pansies, Fiench fancy
Pentstemon in variety
Petunias, purple and others
Phlox Drummondi
Portulaca
Rhodaatlie IhfongleAtti
Roses, Tea and dthora
Salvia fulgens
„ O«ni«iftora
,• trioaHor

SanMk^ do«bl0 crimflH^
Thunbftrgifts, various
Tropo^olum Starofordlacnum

,, Lobbianum elegasa
Verbenas, all colours

Zinnia elegSQS

Alma
Iloliotropium ^

HoUyhock

Cobea acandena /
^(^'^hOBpcrmum

Eccremocarpns / Man ^"^"^y* '" variety

GENERAL CATALOGUE on appllcatio.
^-—P'^^^h. Surrey, S .

seedling plants,
by and fit for

(ynOlCE CONIFERS.-AIl
Vy throe vaum nM ;» ««.*- ^

Fwdr. „ ^
Crinoline, Leol
MtflTiB

Bridgs,

Pnuice,
le, LeoHne, Le ProDhfeJ* 7uVi. ^{^ lil ^^^ruig. La

doit«ft varieties

nticClold, MAy28 poet

throe years
planting out.

Pinua Don Pedri
„ Veitchii ..

„ PopocatepetU
$t macrocarpa,
„ Llaveana .

.

tuberculata
Benthamiana
Lcrdoi ,

.

resfiMM ..

cornea
patula

old.

* •

99

99

* •

* *

in

9.

8
2
2
2
1
1

1

1
I

1

1

pota,

rf.

very healv \
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9

1
Finns Ehrenbergi*

1* popclini ..

Abies retigioAA .

.

„ hirtella ., [.
Cuprewus M'Xabbiana,
t^e • •• ••

ricea amabilis, 2 years. . .

.» pTindia, 2 years . . 2

welUnjTtonia gigantea,
splendid plants, 2 to
8 feet .

.

»i

1
1
2

6
6
6
6

1
9

6

BROCCOLL Penzance White (Mitchinson's)
CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-
more Forcing, the earliest var. in, cultivation

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties
LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's) .. .. [\

„ Moor Park, extra fine,. .. '*

MELONS, all the best varieties

TOMATO, Eariy Red (PoweU's) . . „ ;

;

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mi::ced
CINERARIA, from finest named varieties

„ maritima
CELOSIA aurea pyramidalis

„ crimson-feathered variety
COCKSCOMB, dwarf, extra fine ..

DIANTHUS Heddewiggi
LOBELIA erinus speciosa ttrue) .. ,-, ^^ ^
PANSr, from named varieties .. ,. V. i

1

1

1 6

P t

* «

«

1

1

1
1

1
1

2

2

1
1

1

1

1

r*

#-«

6

6

6

6
6

6
6

1

I

PERILLA Nankinensis
PRIMULA sinensis fimbrLata
SOLANUM capsieastrum

][

„, pseudo-capsicum ; this is quite equal
ia beauty for decorative purposes
to the preceding

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE- of VffnirTABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivatSn

J
is published, and will be forwarded post free on application

* i Am inspection and comparison with the prices of sev'eraTFirms advertising Seeds carriage free is respectfully soUcit&i

I

Paradise Ntirsery, Seven Sisters Mid Homsey Roads Hrlln
way. London, N; * jiuuo-

OMMON HOLLIES.—The present being very"iS^d
and favourable time for removing Hollies, Messtv White

HOUSE & Whittaker beg to call the attention of purchasers to
their Summer Stools. I3ie plants are well grown, and remove
wirii fine fibrous roots^ which ensures their future growth
giving the greatest satisfaction. Large purchasers and the
Trade liberally dealt with. Prices and other particulars ftw
on application.—Brereton Nursery and Seed Establishment
Bngeley, Staffordshire. '

^WKOES AND EAKLY TUKiSlPS, Caeeiage feee".
KJ The best sorts for present sowing are :—

Page's Improved Hardy Swede .. .. UOrf.perlb.
. This variety has stood the severe winter well.
Page's Improved Skirviug's o 9

M »f Hardy White, good stock 1
Sutton*3 Champion i o
Page's Improved Early Red Globe Turnip. . 10
Pomeranian White Globe ditto ,, ..0 9
Yellow Globe Mangel i o
"White Belgian Carrot i o
Kohl Rabi, imported .. ., ,, ,,5
Cattle Cabbage 3 g
Holcus saccharatus .. ., ,. .! 1 6
Dwarf Essex Rape ., .. ,. ..0 4
Imported ItaHan Rye-grass, per qr., 60*.

Tares, Buckwheat, Furze, Lucerne, Mustard, kc. Finest
mixed Pasture and Lawn Grasses.

Page & Toogood, Royal South Hants Seed Establishment,
Southampton.

1*

n
u

tr

It

EARLY TUKNIPS Foe Feeding off peeviol'3
TO Sowing Wheat.

SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS .. ,.\
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE .. ,. (Perlb. Perbush.
SUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED . . . . ( 1«. U. 45*. OU.

(The heaviest cropper known). J
Sutton & Sons confidently recommend the above aa the best

Turnips for present sowing. The seed is new and genuine.
Goods delivered caiTiage free, and 5 per cent, allowed for cash
payment- A remittance or reference is requested with orders
from unknown correspondents.

Royal Berkshire Seed Eatabliakment, Reading. '_

TWO HUNDRED X FIFTY GUINEAS IN TEN PRIZES.

For Five Years Successivelt Hia Rotal Highkess ths
Primce Consort's Prize Ccps have been Awarded to

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDES at the East
Berks and South Bucks AgricHltural Societies in 1855,

1856, 1857, 185S, and 1S5&. New Seed now ready. Is. 3d. per

lb., or cheaper by the bushel, carriage free.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

^

SORGHUM, OB
HOLCUS SACCHARATUS SEED,

SUTTON" AND SONS, IMPOETEES,
can supply genuine new Seed at

1*. Qd. per lb., or 6(f. per packet. With
Instructions on Cultivation.

GYNERTUM ARGENTEUM, op.PAM-
PAS GRASS.—A packet of Seed, wita

Instructions on Cultivation, ft^e by
IKjst on receipt of 12 penny stamps.

Plants, Ix. 6<L to 3». Qd. each.
T —

SeTTON ife P0K9. Royal Berkshire Seed
EstabUflhment, Reading.

SPE.RGULA PILIFERA FOR GARDEN^
LAWNS AND VERGES

SEEDS AND PLANTS.
SUTTON Aim SONS having

obtained a large Stock, are enabled
to suppiy the same at low rates, viz. :—
SPERGULA PILIFERA SEED (Post

free with instructions).—Large packeta,
5j. and IQs. each ; small packets, 61I.

and It. each.
tiPERGULA PILIFERA PLAXTi —

Strong plants f6r division, 4*. per doaen.
80y. per 100 ; smaller, U. W. per doae&»
12(1. per 100.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishmen*i
Reading.

ENKY JESSE begs to thank bU f

supiwrt he has received for many years.

J. HENCHStAX, Edmonton, Middlesex, N.

NORTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHWIENT.
.en«.ls for the
uid to inform

.„ ...„ . i> BirsiN'ras.
he has now added the MANURE, CAKE, and TL...-— -ED
TRADE. The Utter he basdevoted his particularattenHon to.

^ luving made arrangements witb a firet-oUMB House-; and tr

-» keeping articles of the beet quality, to amkf h» coe-
b^ ^«n on euch terms as will give flaHrfiiction.iMMi eyem « Umv
too. ^ orders.—Railway Stores^ BownB»UAe;- laA 100,
fiitur. Mark Lute, Lond"n, F.C,
Market,

\
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NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.

JOHN STANDISH, in offering the following Plants

can assure his ciistomers th.at they are now in fine con-

dition for sending out:—

MYOSOTIDIUM NOBILB, or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each

Sis. 6d.—This plant, from the Chatham, Islands, is one of the

most remarkable that has been introduced for some years,

being totally distinct from all others. It has large thick

leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sends

up magnificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful blue

and white, similar to a Forget-me-not, but of a giant form.

A Drawing of it is published in Curtis's " Botanical Maga-

zine" for September. A description taken from the above is

also published in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1859,

wherein Dr. Lindley says :
—" This is the handsome perennial

provisionally named Cynoglossum nobilc by Dr. Hooker in

our last year's Volume, page 240. It is quite deserving all

the encomiums that have been passed upon it."

BHODODENDRON NUTTALII.—The largest flower of all yet

known, having 11 flowers in a truss, each flower being

6i inches across. Seedling plants, 3 inches high, 7s. 6d

each ; 60.?. per dozen ; or 20/. per 100.

PHLOX MRS. STANDISH.—The purest white, with a large

red eye, 5s. each. Also a large collection of the finest kinds

which J. S. has shown during the last summer and in every

case received the First Prize. Plants from Iff. to 28. Gd. each.

A CATALOGUE containing a fall description of the best

Hardy Plants in cultivation will be forwarded on application to
The Rnyal Nursery, Bagshot.

INGHORN'S CHRISTINA GERANIUM is per-

fection as a rosy-pink bedder, for colour, habit, and free

blooming, and a perpetual ornament for the greenhouse.

Francis R. Kinohorn can supply the above, good plants in

€0-pot8, at 7s. 6d. per dozen.

Also a fine Stock of the most popular BEDDING PLANTS,
Ac, at moderate prices.—Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W.

SCARLET GERANIUM—" SHEEN RIVAL."

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now prepared to send
out the above, the finest of all existing varieties ; is con-

spicuous among the best sorts. It was awarded a Prize at the

Crystal Palace, iu 1S58. and also commended by the Floral

Committee of the Horticultural Society, on September 22d,

1859. Is much superior to " General Pelissier." The trusses of

bloom are very large, and flowers of the finest form ; colour

orange scarlet, horse-shoe foliage, and variegated footstalks.

Stout Plants in large 60-pot8, 5s. each.
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W.—May 19.

' NEW BEDDING GERANIUM " DAYSPRINC."
WILLIAM BADMAN akd CO., Gravesend, are

now prepared to send out this distinct and beautiful

plant, which they can with confidence recommend as a great

acquisitiou among variegated kinds.

The foliage, which is large, is distinctly flaked with sulphur
yellow, giving it a novel and picturesque appearance.

The flower is bright scarlet, truss carried up well above the
foliage, closely resembling in colour and size the well-known
Geranium "Punch."
The habit ia free but compact, making it very suitable for

beds, or for the second row iu a ribbon border ; it grows and
flowers freely in winter, so that it must prove very useful for

winter decoration in the conservatory.
Received Certificate of Merit at Maidstone, Jime, 1859.

Plants 7s. 6d. each, four for three to the Trade. Remittance
or reference from unknown correspon dents.—May 26.

NEW GERANIUMS.
WTM. DENNIS, Florist and NuRSEETatAX, Kingr's

\Y Road, Chelsea, S.W., begs to inform ladies and gentle-

men that he has been successful in obtaining three splendid
new varieties, viz.. HAVELOCK, MRS. DENNIS, and ARA-
BELLA GODDARD, in the style of his Old Perfection and
his Alma of later date, both of which have stood the test of
years, and are acknowledged to be still unrivalled. The three
now offered are of different colours from the above, and if pos-

sible much more abundant in bloom, and in growth nearly
resembling Alma ; in fact, they must be in every collection

where good flowers and showy handsome plants are required.

The three will be sent in good blooming plants on receipt of
a Post-office Order on Chelsea, or satisfactory reference in Lon-
don, for )0s., including package and two or three plants added
to pay the carriage, and when received if not approved they
may be returned carefully repacked, so as not to sustain any
injury and the carriage paid ; the money will then be returned.

CHOICE PELARCOMUMS.
WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the following

collection at 16s., package included, viz., Evening Star,

Majestic, Lucy, Mrs. Turner, Captivator, Richard Benyon,
Negro, Rose Celestial, Mazeppa, General Williams, King of
Scarlets, Seraph, Zeno, Seraskier, Cynthia, Phaeton, Desde-
mona, Mary, Petruchio, Eugene Duval, Viola, Standard, May
Queen, Admirable, Saracen, Competitor, Evangeline, Decision.

Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

CHOICE FUCHSIAS.
WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamed

collection for 14*., pack^e included, viz., Isa Craig, Sir

C. Campbell. Flower of France, Pericles, Chancellor, Conqueror,
Rose of Castile, Guiding Star, Magic Flute, Prince of Prussia,
elegaus. Little Bopeep, Marquis ofBristol, Leoline. Le ProphSte,
La Crinoline, "Wiltshire Lass, British Sailor, Kitty Tyrrell,
Souvenir de Chiswick, Maid of Kent, Lord Clyde, Venus de
Medicis, Omar Pacba, Vanguard, Wonderful, Monarch, Prince
Albert.—HorticuUural Gardens, Norwich.

.^ NEW SPRING CATALOGUE.
TXriLLlAM BAKNES be^s to inform his patrons
T V and friends that his New DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

for the present season is Now Ready. It contains selections of
Indian Azaleas, Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Chrysan-
themums, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Petunias,
Phloxes, Cinerarias, Hollyhocks. Liliums, Roses, Miscellaneous
Bedding Plants, Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, &e., and
will be forwarded post free on application.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, London. S.NEW VERBENAS ~~

MESSRS. J A^ C. LEE can recommend the
followmg 12 VERBENAS, now sent out for the first

time, for size, shape, and superior beddiner aualitiVqGEORGE STEPHENSON.-Rose lari^e and fin a !ff™^ i, t.-^
MISS RUTH.-Purple, large and'fiaefof^^ceUekt hISf ^ ^'

'^'^^^tS^llS^.l^^i^-^''--''^ -^^^ ^y^' ^^ the class

CAROLINE.—Rose shaded violet, large and verv fin^

^fi^str^t^e^^hablf
^•"^''^''"'^ '"^'^'^ ^^"^^ shaped Sower, of

i^MX^'^¥i~'^^^^^ ""'1' ^^'^ F'' °^^^ ^^ p^^tty.w ALlhu.—Dark cnmsOTi, pale eye. fine.
MRS. GLTN.-Light roue, fine.
EDWARD OLIVER.—Lilac, fine and large.

iPi^-^
;pLYDE.-Rose elided, purple large and go«!.

''Vi«tTr.i;~*^il-' *^o°.^
1^'' y*^**"^ ^y*' ^ ^e class ofMiss Trotter. ' Price 30«. the set.

Sursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JH. BIKD, F.H.S., Nurseryman, Stoke NewJngton,

• N., begs to inform his friends and the public that he has
the finest Collection and the largest Stock of CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS and P0MPONE3 in the world, and can supply them
by the 100, 1000, or 10,000.

25 Pair of Best POMPONES, 10*.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, 10«.

25 Pair of Best POMPONE CUTTINGS, 5s.

20 Pair of Best Large Varieties, do. , 5s.

CATALOGUES for one stamp. To save trouble all orders

to be pre-paid.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JOHN SALTER, F.H.S., is now sending out strong

plants of his Seedling Chrysanthemums with all the other
new varieties of 1S60, as well as those of his general collection,

which is the most extensive in Europe.
Versailles Nursery, William Street, Hammersmith Turnpike, W.

HARDY VARIEGATED PLANTS.

JOHN SALTER respectfully invites the admirers of
Ornamental Plants to an inspection of his collection of

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS with Variegated Foliage,
which for extent and beauty he flatters himself is unrivalled in

this or any other country. The Gardens are open every day
except Sunday.—Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Ham-
mersmith Turnpike, W. ^_^CINERARIA SEEDS.

SAVED FROM TUE
CHOICEST NEW SORTS.

LUCOMBE, PTNCE, and CO. bave now ready for

sending out SEEDS of very superior CINERARIAS, which
have been carefully saved from fine selected flowers of all the

best new varieties.

The great satisfaction which their Cineraria Seed has given

for several successive years, has induced them to pay even

greater attention to the'quality, which enables L., P., & Co. con-

fidently to recommend the Seed of this present season's saving,

as being vastly superior to any previously sent out by them. ^
Packets sealed and warranted at 2«. 6d. each, free by post.

The present is an excellent time for sowing, and as their

stock owing to its select quality is limited, early orders are

respectfully solicited.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter, established 1720.

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council
are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
would be desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimenials,

to the Secretary of tho Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place, London, W.C.

SATURDAY, MAY 2G, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
'WedtiKSdai, May Iff Fnjnl TTfitinlB 2 r.ac*

So ! heat is at the bottom of it all. We sus-

pected as much. The result is conformable to

both theory and practice. Let us hope that the

case of BoTJGAiNViLL^A will be a warning to all

men engaged in gardening.

The supplemental account given by Mr. Daniels
of his management is like the postscript to many
a letter ; it contains the most important part of

the communication. The roots of the plant were
kept in soil heated far beyond anything customary.

They were in a brick pit only 3 feet square,

touching the back end of a boiler, and having
beneath it a brick flue *' that was burning hot,"

—

" The flowering took place after the brickwork

round the roots had been heated to 140""—" I

should consider," adds Mr. Daniels, " that the

roots had a bottom-heat of about 100^."

Herein lies the secret.

There can be no doubt that the temperature

of the soil in which plants grow is of more
importance than that ot the atmosphere which
surrounds their branches. This fact has been

recognised from an early period in the history

of modern gardening ; as the term bottom
HEAT indicates. But so far is such an important

truth from being regarded as universal, that it has

been, and still ia by ^nany, supposed to have quite

a special application, rine Apples, Melons, and

Cucumbers, and a few tropical plants are thought to

require bottom heat and they get it; but only they.

Is there one gardener in 10 who warms his Vine

border, for instance, or that in which his forced

Peaches are growing in February ? in such cases

it is thought enough to keep the roots oLthe plants

inside the house, instead of permitting them to

straggle into an outside border. But that by no

means seeures the subterranean temperature in^

which Vines and Peach trees grow naturally when
j

in perfection. That it is owing to the unnatural

coldness of the earth that so many Vines shank or

remain absolutely sterile we cannot doubt ;
the

same circumstance explains the refusal of Peaches

fo stone, and of exotic seeds to grow m the

*^^It may be taken as a safe rule, though doubtless

a rough one, that the temperature of the earth at

1 2 feet below the surface should correspond with

the mean temperature of the air. Let us suppose

that in a Vinery in February the lowest tempera-
ture of the air is oo", and the highest 75°, the
average being 65°. Is that the temperature of the
earth in which the Vines grow at 2 feet below the
surface? It is unnecessary to answer guch a
question ; in an open border it will be only 40° or
41°—a few degrees above freezing !

Let us see what bearing this fact may have
upon the case of BorGAiNViLLiEA. The plant is a
native of Brazil ; of what part we are uncertain.

Suppose it to come from Eio Janeiro ; the mean
summer air heat of that city is about SC* ; there-

fore 80*" should be the bottom heat of the plant

when in cultivation. But it is not improbable

that Bougainvillsea lives in a more considerable

temperature, where the earth is sun baked ; and if

so a higher bottom heat would suit it still better

;

as seems to be indicated by its vigour in Sicily,

where the soil must be heated to at least 85"* at

Catania, during the summer months, as well as

by the statement made by Mr. Daniels.
A correspondent asks us why he cannot make

his Cape bulbs flower more than once, if at all. If

he consults the Theory and Practice of Ilorticul^

ture he will find the explanation in the curious

observations made by Sir John Heilschel, who
when at the Cape of Good Hope remarked that
*' in the hot months the roots of bulbous and other

plants which do not seek their nourishment very

deep must frequently, mid indeed habitually

attain temperatures which we can only imitate in

our hothouses by actually suspending over the soil

plates of red-hot iron. Fur it must be remarked
that heating the ground from lelow would not

distribute the temperature in the same way."

There is somewhere in the Transactions of the

Horticultural Society a description of the manner
in which Bignonia venusta^ another superb

climber, which rarely flowers, was compelled to

pour forth its masses of orange-coloured blossoms

in the utmost profusion ; and again the effect was
produced by nothing unusual except an excessive

bottom heat.

Old gardeners used to maintain that summer
had never come until the Mulberry tree was in

leaf; and they were right, although they could not

explain the reason for their belief. The geo-

thermometer furnishes it. The Mulberry grows
nowhere better than in Turkey. The mean air tem-
perature of Constantinople in May is 61^ 34' ; the
mean earth temperature of London in the same
month at 2 feet below the surface is 61°; and it

is not till the earth becomes thus warmed that
summer weather lasts.

Were these things well considered and rightly

applied Horticultural failures would not be so

often heard of.

(

Befose this appears it will have become gene-
rally known that the House of Lords has refused

to sanction the repeal of the Excise on Papee.
This course was taken, not because their lordships

thought the paper duty a good one; on the con-

trary, no voice was raised in its favour ; nor

because they believed in the outcry about a

deficiency in the rag-market, for we do not see

that the subject was mentioned; but because the

country cannot just now afibrd to abandon thirteen

hundred thousand pounds a year for au idea. It

was however admitted that before long the paper

duty will disappear ; the fitness of taking it off is

no longer a question ; all that is required to

extinguish it is a more peaceful condition of poli-

tical affairs. It is, therefore, clear that the paper

duty is doomed, although not yet to be executed.

We cannot say that we regret the course that

has been taken, which will probably prove as ad-

vantageous to the public as it is said to be neces-

sary to the national finances. For although the

outcry about the impossibility of making good

paper from anything but rags was moat absurd,

yet we must admit that a sudden change might

have provLd extremely embarrassing to mann-
factuTtrs and not very profitable to the public. In

all great manufacturing changes which involve

the necessity of providing new raw material time

is indispensable ; for a supply of such articles in

the markets of the world cannot be suddenly

created. Experiments must be tried, many of

which are certain to fail; materials must be ob-

tained where they are cheapest ; colonial market*

must be roused into action in a new direction, and

even at home the ingenuity of inventors must be

gradually excited and encouraged before Bati&fac-

tory results can be obtained. For these reasons we

are far from regretting t)ie course which the Lords

have taken. It is enough for to-day to have gained

the admission, by both Houses of Parliament^ that
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paper must be released from taxation at the first

convenieat opportunity.

In the mean while the discussion caused hy

Mr. Gladstone's intentions will have done good.

It has shown unmistakeahly that the paper makers

cannot indulge in drearas of Becurity. The paper

duties will probably be removed at very brief

notice, and if manufacturers are wise they will he

prepared for the inevitable change, by shaking off

the trammels of the rag market. Even should that

change be deferred for years, still the ventilation

of the question will have proved of much
advantage ; for it is impossible that it should not

speedily lead to the discovery of commercial value

in what have been considered worthless articles

both at home and abroad. Upon this subject a

paper lately read before the Society of Arts by

Dr. FoMSES Watson may be usefully consulted.

ment which no gardener who has any pretensions

to skill should ever be without.

Our figure represents the general appearance of

Fusisporiiim iHSit^iOSt^n slightly magnified; andtwi>

About two years ago we gave an account of the

ravages which had been committed in one of our

most important nurseries by a little mould, the

threads of which ran from plant to plant, carrying

destruction with them in every direction. Great

pains were taken to transmit instructive specimens,

but these necessarily arrived in an unsatisfactory

condition after a journey of more than 150 miles.

A similar case has however just occurred in our

own garden, in which we have been enabled to

watch the progress from a very early stage,

though the parasite in question is so small as to he

almost invisible to the naked eye. A pot of seed-

ling Agrostis pulchella^ which for a time looked

very flourishing, suddenly began to fail, as we con-

ceived in the first place, and probably correctly, from
having been watered with too heavy a rose. The
plants however which had fallen down and come in

contact with the soil were not the only

ones to fail, but as the others soon became
affected, we were induced to watch the case

more narrowly. On examination it was at

once evident that delicate spider-like threads
ran from the diseased to the sound plants
and soon involved them in the same destruction.

The appearance was so like that of the "Welling-
touias and other Conifonc which had perished in
the case above-mentioned, that we felt sure at

once that there must be something very similar.

,
Accordingly we yveio soon able to trace the deve-

, lopraeut of these threads though the greater part
of them perished, and the little Fungus to which
they gave rise was so minute that it was quite
invisible without a lens. Under a high power of

the compound microscope, these threads were seen
closely attached to the leaves of the Grass, sparingly
branched and Jointed, and giving off little more or
less closely compacted tufts of joiuted-branched,
necklace-hke threads, terminated by curved, some-
what apiculate spores about ^^ of au inch in length,
and furnished according to their age with from one
to five hyaline septa. "When perfectly grown,

- each articulation is somewhat swollen, and in a few
instances the spore is perfectly developed when
three septa alone are formed. The Fungus evi-
dently belongs to the genus Fushjyoriujn, and is

certainly nndescribed, and may be characterised
Fmitpon'um insidwaum, "R-EPvir.—white, mycelium
creeping, producing subglohose tufts of short neck-
lace-like simple or branched threads, each terminal
joint of which bears a curved fusiform apiculate
1-^-septate spore.

tufts in different stages of growth springing from a

thread of mycelium, together with two young and

two perfect spores highly magnified. M, J, B.

ON THE AKT OF PERFUMERY. ITS HISTORY,
A.VD COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT.

BY EFGEXR EIMMllX.

[Abridged from the Journal of the Society of Arts.]

Perftjmrbt may be defined as the art of collecting

and presenting in a convenient and fixed form, for the

gratification ot the sense of smell, the numerous volatile

and evanescent fragrant principles diffused throughout

nature. Perfumes are invisible and imponderable

emanjitions from all odoriferous bodies carried through

the atmosphere and rendered perceptible to our

senses by means of our olfactory organs. They can

become fixed in other bodies with which theycome in con-

tact, and on the degree of affinity which exists between
them may be said to rest the principles of the art of

perfumery. Animal substances are found to absorb

odours more readily than any others ; vegetable sub-

stances possess that property to a less extent, whilst

metallic bodies entirely repel them. The odoriferous

particles are of such tenuity that no perceptible differ-

ence in weight can be observed in bodies which emit
tbera unceasingly." "A single pod of musk was found to
have discharged in one day 57 million particles in a
radius of 30 yards, without having become in any way
diminished. Other very abstruse calculations have been
made to determine the exact size of an odoriferous

particle, but the results obtained b}' the various learned
men who have made these experiments so totally differ

from each other, that it is permitted to doubt their

accuracy.

Criton, Hippocrates, and other ancient doctors,

classed perfumes among medicines, and prescribed them
for many diseases, especially those of a nervous kind.
Pliny also attributes therapeutic properties to various
aromatic substances, and some perfumes are still used
in modern medicine. A certain class, however, of our
medical men entirely prohibit the use of scents, pre-
tending that they are injurious to health. In this 1
think they are mistaken. It is true that flowers, if left

in a sleeping apartment all night, will sometimes cause
headache and sickness, but this proceeds not from the
diffusion of their aroma, but from the carbonic acid
they evolve during the night. [This is a mistake ; the
evil arises from tbe specific action of certain
odours.] If a perfume extracted from those flowers
were left open in the same circumstances, no
evil effect would arise from it. All that can
be said is that some delicate people may be affected by
certain odours, hut the same person to whom a musky
scent would give a headache migbt derive much relief
from a perfume with a citrine basis. Imagination has,

t

contagion, the AffrostU has been removed far
away ; hut it eau scarcely be expected that it will
be the only sufferer. From former experience in
BUoh natters, we fear very much that should the
mould spread the only remedy will be for a time to
abandon the particular frame. The case, however,
ia interesting, as showing that though Fangi may
be generated in the first instance on decayin

rose, and who once tainted at the sight of one of those
flowers, which turned out after all to be artificial,
Nnmerons examples might be adduced, on the contrary,
tending to show that perftimcs are beneficial and pro-
phylactic in the highest degree. After the Ihitch had
destroyed, by speculation, tbe Clove trees in the Island
of Ternate, that colony was visited by a series of
epidemics, which hud been kept off until then by the

planu, they are capable when once"establlHheJi"o°f /j"^^"t,.«™f o*" the Cloves; and in more modern

spreadinjf to others which are perfectly sound The !v.'"^
'
^^" ^?^°" ?"^ ^'*"' ''^'^ ''''^''^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^'^'^^^

list nlan in all J.hll Z^l.^lll^^^^ ^^''' ^^ "^^ ^^ '"y ^^nowledge, a single victim among
tlie numerous persona employed in the perfumery
factories of either city. In fine, we are prompted by a
natural instinct to seek and enjoy plcisant odours, and
to avoid and reject nnplea'Jant ones; and it is unreason-
able and nn just to suppose that Providence has endowed
us with this discerning power to mislead us into a plea-

sure fraught with danger.
Odours have been classified in various ways by

scientific men. Liuiuuua divided them into seven
classes, three of which only were pleasant odours, viz.,

the aromatic, the fragrant, and the ambrosial; but how-
ever good his general divisions may have been, the
above were far from correct, for he' classed Carnation
with Laurel leaves, and saffron with Jasmine, than

which nothing can be more dissimilar. Fourcrov
divided them into five series, and Haller into three.
All these were, however, more theoretical than practical*
and none classified odours by their resemblance to each
other. I have attempted to make a classification com-
prising only the various odours used in perfumery, bv
adopting the principV that as there are primarv
colours from which all secondary shades are com-
posed, there are also primary odours witli perfect
types, and that all other aromas are connected
more or less with them, and can be obtained
by the combinations of those primary odours
They are as follows:—The Rose, Jasmine, Orange
flower, Tuberose, Violet, Balsamic, Spice, Clove
Camphor, Sandal, Citrine, Lavender, Mint. Aniseed'
Almond, Musk, amber, mid fruit flavour. This is the
smallest number of types I could reduce it to, and even
then there are some particular odours, such as that of
winter-green, which it would be difiicult to introduce
into either class ; nor does this list comprise the scents
which are produced by the combination of several
classes together.

From the earliest ages perfumes have been in use
among civilised nations, both for sacred and private
purposes. Some writers state that perfumes originally

came from Elam, or ancient Persia, but it is more
natural to suppose that they were discovered and used
in the various countries which produced them, such
as spices in India, Balm in Judaia, Frankincense in

Arabia, &c., and thence carried to other places in the
course of trade. The first mention we find of them in

the Scriptures is when Joseph was sold by his brothers

to some Ishmaelites who came from Gilead with their

camels, bearing splcery, and Balm, and Myrrh, and
carrying it down to Egypt. This would confirm my
preceding proposition. In the book of Exodus full

directions are given to Moses how to make the Iioly

anointing oil and the incense of sweet spices. The
anointing oil was a mixture of Myrrh, Cinnamon,
Calamus or Sweet Rush, Cassia, and Olive oil; and tbe

incense consisted of Stacte, Onycha, Galbauum, and
Frankincense. The former was used to anoint the

tabernacle, the holy vessels, and the altar of burnt

offerings. It was also poured on the head of the liigh

priest, in sufficient profusion to run down his beard

and the skirts of his garments, and was intended as a

symbol of everlasting priesthood among Aaron and lii.s

generation. The incense was burned in a censer, and

also on the altar. Those two preparations were to hi*

strictly confined to sacred purposes, and persons em-

ploying the same for private uses were cut off from the

people. It was also strictly forbidden to any but tlie

descendants of Aaron to offer incense before the Lova,

and Korah, Dathan, and Abiran, with 250 others, wore

burnt for having violated that law. Uzziah, tbe king,

\va8 likewise reprimanded by Azariah, the priest, for

attempting to burn incense in the temple, and having

persisted in his design was struck with leprosy on

the spot.

Perfumes were largely used by the Jews for prtyal-c

purposes, and were esteemed as of great value. When
Hezekiah received the envoys of the King of Babylom

he showed them all his treasures, the gold and the

silver, and the spices, and the precious ointment ;
and

sw«et spices also formed part of the costly presents

bcought to Solomon by the Queen of Sheba. Tbe

principal ingredients employed at that time are thus

summed up in the Canticles:—"Spikenard and saffron.

Calamus and Cinnamon, with the trees of Frankincense,

Myrrh, and Aloes, with all the chief spices." They were

principally made up in the shape of ointments, which

were lavishly used by the rich, not only in their toilet,

but also as a mark of distinction bestowed on their

guests. Thus we find Mary Magdalene, when Jesus

was sitting at table in the house of Simon the leper,

pouring a costly ointment of spikenard on his head and

on his feet. They also used perfumes in a dry form, to

impart a sweet odour to their garments and their be<ls,

and for the purification of the women as ordained by

law. Aromatics were likewise burned during their

entertainments, and used for preserving the bodies of

the dead. The body of Jesus was embalmed with a

mixture of Myrrh and Aloes, brought by Nicodemus.
Cosmetics were besides in use among the women,
and we are told that Jezebel painted her face when
she was expecting Jehu. It is, however, the opinion
of most commentators, that it was not her face, but her

eyes, which she painted, in the Egyptian fashion.
Ezekiel explains that mode of painting more clearly,
""'^ says, "Thou didst wash thyself, paintedst thine

plan in all such cases, when once ascertained,
IB at onoe to use precaution, especially in large
establishments, or the evil may spread so as to
caiwe very serious loss and inconvenience. If a

tl
^^"^^^^ h' spawn in this way has once

been observed, the appearance is so peculiar that
a similar affection in other cases can scarcely fail
to be recognised, and if so, the affected plant^onld at onoe be removed. The time, we fear, is
far removed when cultivators will be able to ex-amine such matters under the microscope for them-
selves, hut a Intl. intelligence wiU go a great war
«.i.ted merely hy a gooa prcket lcus?^a tnsUu^

and
eyes, and deckedsfc thyself with ornaments." Soap doe*
not appear to have been known by the Jews. It is*

' true that the word soap occurs once in the Bible, but
in this instance the Hebrew word *'borith," according
to Beckinann's opinion, ought to have been translated
lees or alkali, and is supposed to mean a natural
alkaline production of Judaja, somewhat similar to tbe

Egyptian natron or nitrum. In the Talmud (Book
Cheritoth) we find in the description of the composition
of the holy incense, the words " borith Carshina,"
which are usually translated " soap of Carshina," but

soap would form a very had ingredient for incense, and
it is more likely to mean a sort of natural alkali or sa'.t-

!
petre, found at Carshlna, which would serve to prou.

combustion.

In Epjypt, perfumes were likewise applied to three

' distinct purposes—offerings to the gods, uses in priv..

I

life, and embalming the dead. Besides the inform..-
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we gather respecting theiu from the Greek and Homan
authors, the numerous allusions to this subject in their

sculptures and paintings, and the relics found in their

tombs, prove to us that perfumes were in general use
among the Egyptians. Incense was offered to all the
gods, and introduced on every grand occasion when a
complete oblation was made. It was usually ac-

companied with a libation of wine, but was sometimes
presented alone. The Ingredients differed according to

circumstances. Plutarch tells us that for offerings to

the sun they consisted of myrrh, resin, and a mixture of

16 ingredients called kuphi. The high priest usually

presented the incense, but in grand ceremonies the king
himself held the censer in one hand, and with the otiier

threw balls or pastilles of incense into the flames. The
censer was a sort of cup fixed at the end of a stick, and
not attached to a chain like the modern ones. Some-
times also they introduced the fragrant substances into

the body of an ox, or other victim after it was slain,

and burned it on the fire, pouring over it a quantity
of oil. The aromatics in that case had the effect of
counteracting the unnleasant smell of burning flcdh.

(To le continued.')

TREE MIGNONETTE.
The Reseda odorata, or common sweet Mignonette,

treated after the following manner, forms a real treat in

the conservatory during the winter and spring months.
Sow in spring a number of small 4-inch pots. When

up, clear off all the plants but one in the centre ; as it

grows train it upwards to a stick until it is a foot high,
or two if you please ; do not allow any side shoots to
grow on the stem, and remove all leaves to within a few
inches of its top. When the plant gets as high as you
wish it, top it, and then it will throw out side branches

;

as they advance, pinch off their tops until you have
formed a nice bushy head to your plant, and above all

do not allow any bloom to appear until it has
become strong, which will be by winter, if it has been
well attended to. For the first winter it will be ad-
visable not to have them in larger tlian 8-inch pots.

Mignonette being an annual, if the seeds are not picked
off after flowering it is ten to one that the plant will

die. I have had excellent tree Mignonette three years
old— very bushy, and full of flower all winter. Migno-
nette is often neglected at Midsummer, when our hands
are full of other work, and yet this is the very time
when Tree Mignonette wants most care, for the flowers
not being wanted during summer ought then to be
removed, in order to have a fine winter display. To
keep worms from entering and disturbing the roots,

add a handful of soot at eaclx shifting over the
drainage.

Mignonette delights in, a sandy loam, not too light,

and being a gross feeder a little diluted manure-water
may be given once a week with advantage. If this is

contemplated the mould need not be made so rich in
the first instance.

Winter Mignonette, as it is generally called, requires
to be treated differently from the above. It is gene-
rally sown about the 20th August, if later it will not
acquire sufficient strength by winter for the London
market. I generally grow from 8 to 10 plants in a
48-sizcd pot, Avhich is 6 inches deep. For this sowing
it is safest to use a light sandy and rather poor mould,
for if the latter is too rich and strong the plants damp
off" during winter. Out of nearly a thousand potp,
I have often scarcely lost one by attending to this : by
not allowing a drop of rain to fall on them during
Winter, by never watering them unless they were
"^^cgJ^g* and by admitting at all times plenty of air.

lu the case of frost coming, however, they are closely

covered up, sometimes for a week or fortnight togetlier;

and if you have not followed the above rules, you will

suffer severely from damp. Do not expose your plants
for some days after the frost breaks up, and that only
by degrees ; above all things do not expose them to the
sun. My anxiety to give them light, after being so
long covered up, has sometimes led me for the moment
to forget this, and I have suffered severely for my
negligence.

Should the winter prove mild, the plants will root
into the ashes they are placed ou; therefore they must
be lifted up occasionally to break the roots. Slugs
Will annoy you if you do not look after them ; they
fatten on Mignonette. To retard some of the pots
pinch the heads of the plants; by this means they will
not flower so strongly as those not pinched, and will
yield a succession of bloom. /. CutJiill, CamhericelL

away from the light prevails amongst the higher species,

even in the genus A^aricus there are a few stemless or
very ^shortly stipitate species which are at first

resupinate, that is, lying upon their backs and exposing
tlie gills to the light. We ought not then to be
surprised when we come to those Fungi belonging to

the same division which have lost all trace of decided
prominences in the shape of gills, pores, teeth, &c., on
their hymenium, if they deviate entirely from the
ordinary rule, and in their normal condition expose
theii* hymenium. In some instances indeed the
hymenium is in effect removed from the influence of

light, as where species or individuals grow on the
imder side of logs or sticks, while in others where
the plant in infancy is entirely resupinate, the border
separates from the substance on which it grows and
becomes more or less reflected, but this does not
apply to a great many species which are permanently
resupinate, and in which, if the border separates at

all, there is no tendency to turn over.

The subject of our present illustration is a case in

point. Nothing can be more common than it is where-
ever there are fallen branches of Oak or Beech, with a

due proportion of shade and moisture. It first appears
in the shape of a little waxy mass closely glued to the
branch on which it is developed. This gradually spread?,

<,«-C0ETicn:.M

MYCOLOGY.-No. XIX.

^„^ ,^^, uivisionoc _tungi to which tne
more noble species, as for instance the Mushrooms
belong, IS that they turn away their fruit-bearing sur-
face from the light. In a few cases, indeed, spurious
gUls are formed on the upper as well as the under sur-
face of the pdeus; but this is quite accidental, and of
very rare occurrence, and wholly distinct from those
cases m which a second inverted pileus is attached to
t&e umbo of the first, as in the example figured in this
Journal, 1859, p. 1018, where the effect has been pro-
duced by the grafting together of two individuals whose
pilei incUned towards each other, and the subsequent
lifting up of the weaker of the two from the soil
Though however this law of turning the hymenium

COETICIUM QrEKCINUJI, Fr.

(Copied by permission from Greville's Scottish Ci-yptogamic
Flora.)

and as it comes in contact with other masses unites with

them to form circular patches an inch or more across,

slightly uneven and tuberculate, and of a delicate pink

or pale orange. It soon begins to separate all round at

the margin like the shiehls of some Lichens, being

nearly black and smooth beneath. The substance is

in some conditions brittle, in others tough and leathery,

and the hymenium is inclined to crack when dry.

The species of Corticium, together with the two

closely allied genera Stereum and Thelepliora, are very

numerous. In this country alone we have nearly 50.

We are not aware that any one of thorn can be put to

any economical use. The principal part which they

perform in nature is to accelerate the decay of the wood I

or branches on which they grow, and from this property
[

one at least of them is like the dry rot, a fatal enemy in

ships and other wooden structures. One of them, Cor-

ticium c(Bruleum, known by its bright tint of indigo,

and which is extremely common at the foot of pales or

ou old pieces of wood lying in damp corners of the

garden, has the reputation of being luminous,

like a glow-worm at night. Tiiis report lias not

been confirmed by late observers, but Mr. Chttrohill

Babington has found luminous spawn near Cambridge,

and similar phenomena are not uncommon in tlie case

of Fungi growing in mmes. In the South of France

the Agaric of the Olive is so luminous that it is pos-

sible to read small print by it, and a luminous

appearance has been observed in the same country even

upon decaying leaves iu woods. In Australia, Aml)oyna,

Bi-azil &c., there are highly luminous species, some of

them exceeding in brilliancy the Olive Mushroom. At

i

its investigatL_— —
, , ^ i

is occasionally luminous, is said to be due to a slow

combustion, and dependent in some measure on the

action of ozone. Fungus spawn is, we oeheve in-

variably present in toucbwood, and we suspect ^that to

the spawn alone the luoiiaous appearance is due.

3f. J. B,

Home Correspondence.
CiUkllVs Princess Uoyal Strawberry.—I am desirous

of giving publicity to a fact which I imagine may prove
useful to auiEiteuvs and others having close confined
town gardens. I am in the occupation of a garden like
the above, and I was told that it was of no use attempt-
ing to grow Strawberries. I tried however, and found
that my plants would bear a little the first year; the
second jear absolutely nothing but leaves. Well in

1857 I ordered some plants of Mr. Cuthill of Camber-
well, called Princess Royal of England, and planted
them along with several others—the British Queen,
Keens* Seedling, &c. In 1858 the Princess bore a
heavy crop, the othei'S a little. In 1859 the Princess
bore an amazing crop, the others nothing; and this year
the same Strawberry is, every plant without exception,
loaded or covered with fine stout healthy blossoms, and
there is not a blossom on any other. They seem io

possess the property of not running to leaves at all. It

is probable that you know what sort a Strawberry the

Princess is; to my fancy, if not quite equal to the
British Queen iu flavour, it is second to no other, and
is nice and sweet, large, early, and prolific beyond
all belief. Should this meet the eye of any one who has
met with great discouragement in Strawberry growing,
let such a one just try the Princess Royal, and the
highest expectations he may entertain will be fully

realised ; and at the same time let him order of Mr.
Cuthill his valuable little pamphlet on the Strawberry

;

it contains everything that is wanted in the way of

instruction, but the Princess Royal requires only to be
planted, and it will grow and flourish for years, CharUs
Walker, Solicitor^ Malton.
Birds and Fruit.—Forty years ago, when I was

young, we never required to protect any garden fruit

from birds, except Cherries from blackbirds and thrushes

and jackdaws, ^ow, every kind of fruit but Black
Currants is eaten up the moment it approaches ripen-

ing, unless protected by nets, and not only by our

former enemies, but rooks, robins, chaffinches, and other
small fry, are as busy as if fruit was their natural and
only food. Netting a whole garden Is so serious and
impossible a job, and keeping small people there* with
a rattle from dawn till dark sucli a nuisance, that some
of your correspondents will greatly oblige the public if

they can suggest any means for cheeking such wholesale
destruction of fruit. Powder and shot is out o( the
question. Our enemies are legion, and the most ciureful

shot could not avoid doing more injury to his trees than
the fruit is worth. The remedy must be something to
alarm the robbers or poison them. J, Mackenzie, M.D.,
JEileanach, Inverness.

Must on Grapes.—Allow me to thank " C. E, W\'*
for publishing his opinion as to the cause of rust ou
Grapes. A little good-uaturud dis<uissIon on this sub-
ject would, I iiiagine, help to elucidate the causes of the
evil, for I am inclined to believe that more than one
cause must he assigned for the mischief. X unhesi-
tatingly sprinkle pipes or flues (when they are not un-
comfortably hot), and from practical observations
extending over 20 years, I can assert that I never saw
any ill effects arise from that practice, therefore it

would appear that treatment precisely similar produces
opposite j-esults ; surely then there nmst be more causes
than one at work, either local or otherwise. I have no
hesitation in damping my houses whilst I have air on,
but I am careful not to have a circulation of air ou
while the wind is cold enough to condense the vapour-
in the house ; at such times I give oidy sufficient back,
ventilation to let the heated air escape, and to keep the
temperature within bounds. I hope to see the time
when we shall be enabled to keep a free circulation of
warm air both night and day in all our forcing ttrue-

turcs; I have no doubt that then a great many of"
the evils attending the present system of forcing would
disappeiir entirely. G. Slake, Great Clt/ro Court,

Hadnorsh ire,

"Early Sifarming of Bees.—The first swarm I had
c:me off this season was on Sunday, May 20, from a

common straw hive. Bees are extensively kept in this

locality, and we are about a week later in early swarms
this season than last year, wheu my first swarm canac

off on May 12 from a "Neighbour's Improved Cottage

Hive** working three ghisscs. J. S. Kelson, Hinejield'

Nurseries^ New Forest, Hants,

Orchard Houses.—I have an orchard house erected

and managed as nearly as possible according to Mr..

Rivers's plau. The trees this season loaked well and were
full of flower. Pears set plenty of fruit, and are doing-

welli Xuctarines, PIuuis, and Clieiries are mach too-

thin ; Peaches arc almost a complete failure. CoaJdl

the severe frost last winter have any effect on tliein ?

The mercury was not lower than 20** Fahr. They
were not injured by green fl* or red spider ; the trees

are clean and healthy, and about four years old. Would
they do better, do you think, if they were planted in

the borders ? A Sill^riher, [Xo. The frost o^ October

was in all probability your enemy.]

Byiufj Peach Trees.—Something is the matter with

my Peach trees. I have not many, and two which

have been planted about 10 years against a south-west

wall, with a flower bed beneath them, are in apparently

a dying state. They were covered with blossom, the

fruit is set, and the leaves were coming on, but the last

few days the leaves are withering, the fruit falling off,

and the wood seems drying up. I cannot find any

insect on the trees, nor does there seem anything tiie
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matter with the roots. I send a small branch just cut

off, which shows the nature of the mischief. P, T, Ouvrt/,

Wing Vicarage, Leighton Buzzard. [These plants are

now showing the effects of the trost of last Octohor.]

Some-made Tobacco for Fumigating.—'L'Ast year I

grew a quantity of Tobacco—dried and packed it close

—and it has turned out so far satisfactory ; but I find

in fumigating it invariably injures everything to which

I have applied it, viz.. Cucumbers, Verbenas, Calceo-

larias, &c., turning the edges of the leaves quite brown.

I have used it in nearly the same manner and quantity

as the Tobacco of the shops. I have thought that there

might be oil in it that I have not been able to extract,

which caused the injurious effect of which I complain.

How can I remedy the evil ? Felix, Clapham Park.

[You have not properly fermented it, a difficult thing

to do.]

Oxford Musewns.—During the past year an inte-

resting feature has been arranged and added, by the

zeal of Dr. Daubeny and his assistant Mr. Baxter,

to the botanic establishment of this University, the

various specimens belonging to the Museum illustrative

of the structure, functions, and uses of vegetables,

together with the nroducts, useful or ornamental, which _ _

have been obtained by art from their several parts, speaker briefly adverted to the natural conformation of

having been arranged in a separate apartment on the plants under the following heads : 1st, Alimentary

plan of the remarkable Museum formed at Kew in con- --"^^-^^ • *>"'l Toor,i«.oT,fnT.,,
.

Rr<1 PPi^rnrlnMivP - 4.th_

same firm also came Cissus cordilolius (?), a species

which, if not so strikingly handsome as discolor, must

nevertheless be regarded as a very desirable addition to

ornamental foliaged plants. A brilliant red Azalea

called Mars was shown by Mr. Kinghorn, and received

a Label of Commendation. Some prettily variegated-

leaved Geraniums were contributed by T. J. Lenox,

Esq., of Hammersmith, and Mr. Prodgers, of Letton

Hall, Yaxham, Norfolk,

EOTAL Instittttion : Marcli 16.—Sir Benjamin C.

Brodie, Bart., in the chair. A lecture on the Kelation

between the Abnormal and Normal formations in Plants

was delivered on this occasion by M. T. Masters, Esq.,

Lecturer on Botany, St. George's Hospital, &c.
_
The

object of this discourse was to point out certain in-

teresting facts, relating to the natural and abnormal

development of plants, and to the impossibility of

drawing any absolute distinction between the two ; to

show their ' bearing upon the theory of vegetable

morpliology, and on the views lately propounded by

Mr. Darwin. Premising that no general law can bo

laid down to include all plants, as each large group has,

to a certain extent, its own special organisation, the

nectlon with the Royal Botanic Garden under the

superintendence of Sir William Hooker, and on Wed-
nesday evening a soiree was given by Dr. Daubeny to

commemorate the opening of this Economic Museum,
which was attended by the Vice-Chancellor and most of

the heads of colleges, pi*ofessors, and other celebrities,

both of the University and city, with their ladies. The
large laboratory, decorated with greenhouse plants,

formed the refreshment room, and the herbarium room
opposite the garden was provided with books of prints,

&c., whilst some very beautiful galvanic experiments

were exhibited in one of the upper rooms, another being

devoted to microscopes and stereoscopes. The favour-

able position of Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn also ren-

dered the telescope a constant attraction during the

evening. The new Museum itself was however the chief

object of attention, the spet^imens being arranged,

according to their natural orders, in a large number of

wall and table cases, and on entering the apartment a

mnall pampiilet giving a description of the Museum was

presented to each visitor. The new Museum is fast

approaching completion, and will be ready, so far at

least as the building itself is concerned, for the recep-

tion of the members of the British Association at the

ensuing meeting at the end of June. The architectural

museum is broken up, a portion of its contents having

gone to the new Kensington Museum, and theiemainder
atowed away for the present. The Aahmolean Museum
also will aoon be amongt the things which are past, the

manuscripts having been transferred to the Bodleian

Library; the natural history specimens will be moved to

the new Museum, and the coins and antiquarian articles

'will in all probability be stowed away, the Ashmolean
bailding being required for other purposes. * • *

system; 2nd, Tegumentary; 3rd, Reproductive; 4th,

Fibrous ; 5th, Appendicular system. All plants possess

alimentary, teguraentary, and reproductive systems,

and the humblest plants have no others. All plants,

but Thallogens, possess in additiona fibre-vascular system,

and an axis, co-existent with which is the presence of

an appendicular system, in the form of scales, leaves,

and in the higher plants of sepals, petals, &c. All these

organs have a common origin, and this relationship is

only partially obliterated throughout life; so that there

is a much closer homology between the organs of one

class of plants, and those of another, tLanis the case in

the animal kingdom. In considering what is natural

and what is not so, a great deal is of necessity assumed.

Naturalists construct for themselves a sort of type or

ideal standard of perfection, which does not of necessity

exist in nature, but which enables us to gain a clearer

insight into the truth. If this be not borne in mind, in

speaking of " the laws " of creation, &c. we are likely to

be charged with the sin of presumption, and to foster the

very prevalent error, that because one hypothesis is

shown to be fiilse by arguments derived from another,

that the latter is of necessity true. In natural science,

that theory has the greatest claims to acceptance which
satisfactorily explains the largest number of facts, and
by means of which our store of knowledge is most
augmented. For the present purpose, the speaker
assumed the correctness of the heretofore generally
received opinion of the existence of ** species," endowed
with a very variable but a limited power of variation;
and then proceeded to discuss what degree or extent of
variability might be considered natural, and what
unnatural. The distinction is not always easy, and in

many cases it is impossible- Where the variation is

slight, and apparently co-existent with a change in the
conditions of growth, the variation is evidently natural.
Allusion was made to such facts as that of Peaches and
Nectarines found growing on the same bough, to altera-

tions etlected by changes in climate, &c. When the
variation is greater, of course greater difficulty exists

in determining whether or no it be natural. Reference
was made to the Primrose, the Cowslip, and the Oxlip,
which differ in many important points one from the
other, but which nevertheless seem to be variations of
one form ; in evidence of which, amongst other facts,

are these, that all three havp been raised from seeds
derived from the same fruit; and that in the Hookerian
herbarium there exists a specimen wherein a Primrose
and a Cowslip spring from the same stem. Some plants
are especially liabletovary ; such asOrchids, Ferns, Grasses,
and especially Fungi, some of which latter have no less

than five different modes of reproducing themselves by
as many distinct organs. The speaker was enabled,
through the kindness of Professor Buckman, to exhibit
specimens illustrating the very curious experiments of
that gentleman in ennobling the wild Oat, and in pro-
ducing from the seeds of two so-called species of aquatic
Grasses, Glyceria aquatica and Glyceru fluitans, when
grown in a dry soil, a form unlike either of the parent
plants,—a form in which the herbage of Glyceria
aquatica was combined with the inflorescence of Poa
trivialis. The experiments of ProfiMsor Buckman have
the more value as they have been made without anv
reference to theoretic views.* Another difficulty in

distinguishing the abnormal irom the normal in plants,

HORxrCTJXTUEAL : If/fj/ 22.—An Ordinary Meeting
for the election of Fellows and Ballot for Plants was
held on Tuesday last at the Museum of Science and
Art, South Kensington, by permission of the Lord
Fresident of the Privy Council, J. J. Blandy, Esq.,
V.P., in the chair. The Chairman having intimated
that H. R.H. the Duke of Cambridge had been pleased
to Bgnify his wish to become a Life Member, the usual
method of ballot was dispensed with, and his Royal
Highness was elected by acclamation. The following
ladies and gentlemen were afterwards elected Fellows

:

—Mrs. K. Eddison, Sir C. Knightley, Bart. ; Rev. T. W.
Pranklyn, C. Paget, Esq., M.P,; Lady Ashburton,
MrB. J. W. Burmester, P. C. Marjonbanks, Esq., M.P.

;

Mrs. Newman Smith, Mrs. M. W. Savage, T, N. Arbor,
Esq. ; U. PuUford, Esq. ; S. Sandars, Esq. ; Lady Filmer,
Mr*. Cheaterftifld Gayford, Mrs. Bailey Benton, the
£arl GroRvenor, M.P. ; the Earl Spencer, the Countess
Spcnicer, J. Cawley, Esq. ; W. D. Howard, Esq. ; F. B,
Bernard Natnach, Esq. ; K. N. GronviUe, Esq. ; K
"Broftdwnter, Esq., »tid H. G. Poole, Esq. The Ballot
for Hants, the names of which have been given in onr
advertiaiD^r columns (see ante p. 431), was then pro.
tmtAaA with. It appeared that 337 Fellows had given
notice of their desire to share in the distribution. Of
most of the plants there was a sufficient number to arises from the fact that what is unnatural or unusual
supply all applicants; but for several a ballot was
necessary in onler to determine who should have them.

JPtoral Committee, Jufl^ 21.—At this meeting Mr.
Standish, of Bagshot, exhibited some handsome, bardy,
cross-bred Rhododendrons, for two of which he received
KrstHrlass Certificates, and one was commended. Tlie
two first were named Hamilcar and maculosissimnm, and
the;third Rosabelle, In point of form, brilliancy, and
dehracy of colour, these seemed to be considerable im-
wovemente on already existing kinds. Prom Messrs.
Veiteh came a donble-flf^wered Hemerocallis, called
««i*»ha flore pleno, for which a First-class Certificate
J^awarded. and deservedly, for it is peallv a
^««*ome plant, with fine spikes' of lanre showy
?™fL V?"*^ *^^ of whose petals near the base i
beautifully stwaed with reddish brown. From the

in one plant is the common condition in another nearly-

allied plant. In illustration of which several instances
were cited J and one in particular, which led Herr S.
Reissek, in some measure, to anticipate the views of Mr.
Darwin. The changes took place in a species of Thesium,
affectedbya parasiticalFungus, in consequenceofwhichap-
parently the plantunderwent many changes, someof which
caused it to assume many of the characteristics of allied

species and even genera. " Suppose," says the author,
"the condition originally caused by the Fungus to
become constant in the course of time, the plant would,
if found growing wild, be considered as a distinct species,
or even as belonging to a new genus. Nature appears
to have set up a fingerpost, to show the way hi which
species and genera may liave been formed out of a pre-

• Buckmira, Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1867.

viously existing type," ifccf Here, however, there is no
reference to the ceaseless process of natural selection
and of very gradual change. Another circumstance
which adds to the perplexity that is felt in distinguish-
ing the normal from the abnormal in plants is that
irregularity of growth can hardly be considered abnor-
mal, because it is in many instances a constant condition *

the health of the plant is in no wise impaired, the
irregularity does not exist at first, but arises during
development, and it is subject to definite laws. Certain
changes may be physiologfically abnormal, because they
interfere with the due fulfilment of the functions of the
part affected; and yet morphologically they can
hardly be considered abnormal, because they do not
violate any of the laws of morphology, and are caused
perchance by a mere reversion to a simpler form,
Keference was then made to the classification of mal-
formations in plants, adopted by M. Moquin Tandon,
in his standard work on the subject, in order to
exemplify the impossibility of draiving aline between
what should and should not be deemed a malformation,
for the reasons already mentioned. Even in the class

ofraalformationsgronped under the head of "Deformity"
the change was so sUght as not to interfere with the
physiological fmictions, or it was one which occurred
naturally in other plants. " Peloria," or that change
whereby a flower usually irregular becomes regular,

may occur in two ways—one where the flower becomes
regular by the increase of its irregular portions, so as

to restore the symmetry, as in the Pelorian varieties of

the common lAnaria ; the other, almost entirely over-

looked, is where the flower preserves tliroughout life its

original equality of proportions. The calyx of the

double Trop(eohim affords an illustration of this. The
calyx of the simple form is coloured, with its upper

sepal prolonged in the shape of a spur ; in the double

variety all five sepals are green, and of equal size. We
can hardly consider a return to regularity, in whatever

way it be eflTected, as anomalous ; and it has been before

shown that irregular flowers are not necessarily

monstrous. It is not requisite to go through the

classification of M. Moquin Tandon at any greater

length, as the same remarks, to a greater or lesser

extent, apply to all the groups. As confessedly artificial

distinctions, it may be said that a variety is some

change from the ordinary condition of a plant—a change

in no wise impairing the exercise of the physiological

functions—a change affecting the whole, or at least

several parts of the plant—a change which is more or

less constant and permanent and which is reproduced.

On the other hand, in a monstrosity, there is a change

which does more or less interfere with the due exercise

of the functions of the organs affected—a change usually

affecting one organ, or one set of organs in a plant—

a

change, less constant and permanent than in a variety,

—a change which is rarely reproduced. Allusion was

then made to the value of Teratology as affording the

basis on which the now generally' received theory of

vegetable morphology rests. No doubt the unusual

conditions of plants, whether they be called varieties or

monstrosities, arise frequently from the operation of

that ceaseless struggle for existence in the battle of

life, to which Mr. bai-win, as well as the late Bean

Herbert, attribute so much importance ; but we should

be extremely carefnl in reasoning from malformations,

and even from varieties, either in support of or in

opposition to Mr. Darwin's views, especially if the word

species be understood in its widest acceptation. The

amount of change, great as it is in certain instances, is

not greater than is the diversity of form under which

the same individual plant may occur: moreover, the

changes on which Mr. Darwin relies are small in degree,

but constantly increasing. Violent and sudden changes

are disavowed by him; for though the result of a

struggle for life, yet they tend rather to the extinction

of the organ or of the plant than to the production of

a new species. If Mr. Darwin's views be pushed to

their fullest consequences, it would appear as if there

were no limits to variation ; and it is of the highest

importance to ascertain whether this be so or not.

Without forgetting the necessity of caution in employ-

ing teratological facts in such a question, the speaker

cited, as tending to show the probability that there were
limits to variation, the fact that in the malformations
of what are considered to be the most highly specialised

groups of plants, those whose structure is most complex,
most concentrated, and furthest removed from the leaf
type, as Comjiositce, Umbell\fer<B, &c., little or no exalta-
tion of the type ever occurs, whereas in other orders
whose structure docs not so widely depart from the leaf
type, such an exaltation is frequent, though always less

so than the opposite process of degeneration. The
degree of constancy is very various, and most important
to be considered in questions of this kind. The speaker
is under obligations to his father for the following
interesting facts bearing cm this point, A tree of that
variety of the weeping Willow, whose leaves are rolled
up in a spiral coil, after retaining its character for

25 years, at length sent forth a BhS)t in an ascending
direction, this shoot being clothed with fiat leaves, as in
the common form. There are several varieties of the
sweet Pea : many years of observation have shown tbat
the white flowered sweet Peas seldom, if ever, vary;
but that in proportion as the flower becomes darker in

colour, so is the liability to vary greater : and theee
changes are not confined to the colour merely, but
affect the pods and other organs. So too, the yellow
" ^

t UmuBA, Vol. 17, 1M9,
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varieties of the Hyacinth are more constant than those
of other colours. On the whole the varieties, and still

more the malformations, are characterised by a want of
constancy and a tendency to degenerate; a tendency
not overlooked by Virgil, as witness the following
lines :

—

" Vidi lecta diu, et multo spectata labore,
Degenerare taroen ; ni via humana quotannis
Maxima quajque manu legeret : sic omnia iatis
In pejus mere, ac retro sublapsa referri :

Non aliter, quam qui adverso vix fluminc iembum
RemigiiB aubigit, ei brachia forte romisit,
Atque ilium iu prfflceps prone rapit alveus amni."

Georg, i., 197.

^cbtelos*

View of the Salmon fishery of Scotland. By the late

Murdo Mactenzie, Esq., of Ardross and Duudonnell.
W. Blackwood & Sons. 8vo, Pp. 182.

The owners of Salmon rivers will do well to study this

remarkable book, the posthumous work of one whose
great knowledge of Salmon and their habits was the
result of personal observation and nothing else. In
a singularly caustic style the author examines tlie

published evidence on the subject, and it must be
owned that naturalists and lawyers come oft' the worse
from the encounter. He says, indeed, that—"Much
cannot be expected from a mere salmon fisher, qui
devient harhouilleur de papier malgre Ini, and whose
hand an oar would suit much better than a pen. All
he can pretend to is experience of the fishery. He has
killed salmon with stake-nets and with coble-nets, with
cruives, spears, and rods,—in the tide-way and out of
the tide-way, and has paid deep attention to all their

motions, having really a friendship for the whole per-

secuted race; and if the facts he states cannot be con-
troverted, or the inferences that result from them be
denied, he cares very little about the style iu which
they are expressed. If salmon-fishers minded such
bagatelles as style, grammar, or orthography, neither a
late author, the salmon-fishing patriarch of Dochnalurg,
nor himself, would venture to put pen to paper. All

he asks is to be judged with candour and impartiality,

if such things there be; for, to say truth, he has met
with very few of these exotics iu his journey through
life, the corner of the country where his unlucky stars

have placed him being of too barren a soil for the
generous plants to thrive. Where his statements do
not carry the conviction of truth with them let them be
condemned at once without mercy. They are only pre-

sented as mere sketches for others to follow up ; and
the greatest gratification he can receive is, that they
will do so, since truth must ultimately prevail. It is

like a fishing-cork, which may be kept for a time under
water, but will at last get to the surface. Au reste^ the
same points recur so often iu different parts, that repe-
tition may be expected without ceasing ; repetition,

besides, refreshes bad memories; but, says a French
author, * Q'importe la route pourvu qu*on arrive au
hut?' and our but is that the true nature of the
fishery and the obstruction to its improvement should
be better understood."
The reader will nevertheless discover that though "he

is not to expect much " he will find very much. It

would be foreign to the objects of the Gardeners*
Chronicle to enter into anv formal discussion of the
great questions—great inasmuch as they aflect great
interests—with which Mr. Mackenzie deals. Some
quotations from the chapter in which he examines the
evidence given by Dr. Fleming before a Parliamentary
Committee illustrates far better than any description of
ours the manner in which he deals with scientific

witnesses.
*The Doctor (Fleming) first tells usthatthe length a

salmon will go into a river depends upon the degree of
terror he experiences : and then he informs us, that after

hehasgot aconsiderablewayintoit/iustigated byhisown
natural instincts,' he procee;3s to the place of his desti-

nation. But why should he suppose that, after salmon
had entered a river at all, they would return before
they had reached the place of their destination ? Docs
he think their * natural instincts' do not begin to

operate till they advance a * considerable distance * into
the river? At what distance do their instincts com-
mence to operate ? How did he ascertain the fact, or
that, after entering a river, they do return to the sea ?

Has he made any experiments to that efiect ? Did he
tie a bladder to a salmon that had entered the Tay, in
order to trace his motions under water ? If he had
done this we believe the salmon would have soon led
him up the river, au pas de cliarge, through Briars and

that the fish of a particular river can be distinguished
from the fish of other rivers?*—'I have heard ex-
perienced fishermen make the assertion, and I have
heard other experienced fishermen give aflat contradic-
diction to such a statement—so I have much hesitation
in admitting that they are readily distinguished.' * * *

" If there are, as the Doctor has said, different breeds
belonging to different rivers, how does he suppose there
can be different breeds, if they cannot be distinguished
from each other ? Can there be a difference without a
distinction? If the different breeds cannot be dis-

tinguished, is it not nonsense to say there are different

breeds ? Whatever ignorant fishermen might have
said, the Doctor should not advance an inconsistency.

When so logical a head admits a fact, it should not
deny the conclusion that must necessarily result

from ifc. * * *

" Monsieur 1'Abbe o?i allez-voua ^
Vous allez vous caaser le ecu

"

Vous aiJez sans chandelle, &c.
JPrench S<mg:*

" The worthy Doctor calls the salmon a sea fish, be-
cause he resides, dnrmg his migration, in the sea On
U>e same jn-incjple he might call a Highland stot, bred
in bkye and fed m Yorkshire, an English bullock He,
irowever, again admits, as we shall see immediately,
that salmon belong to the rivers ; and if they belong to
the rivers^ how can they belong to the sea, or be sea

"The Committee a«k the Docfcor,-

" The Committee farther ask,—*Is it not a fact that

salmon differ very much in form?'

—

'It certainly is

a fact that salmon do differ very considerably in point
of form from one another, as T have repeatedly wit-

nessed by looking at the fish taken at the same place,

and collected together in a boat.'

" * How do you account for individuals of the same
species differing in form ?

'—
* Precisely as individual

differences are accounted for in other species of animals.

Salmon are exposed, in their young state, to very dif-

ferent circumstances. Some are longer in the river

after having left their spawning-beds than others-—and
it may be supposed, likewise, that during their residence

in the sea they may have access to different quantities

and different qualities of food. In fact, the ordinary

circumstances that produce varieties in other in-

dividuals of other species, I should think likely io exist

and produce individual differences in the salmon.'

" Having admitted that there are different breeds
belonging to different rivers, we should think that it

Avould be more consonant with the Doctor's sagacity,

and to common sense, to impute the difference of form
to that circumstance. If he saw salmon of different

shapes collected in a boat in the Tay, he might have
ctncluded that they were the fish of the Earne and cf

the Tay itself, and its difierent branches or tributary
streams, which we suppose was the fact; but to impute
difference of form to difference oi feeding, was, of all

reasons, the most absurd. Difference of feeding may
increase the size or improve the condition of an animal

;

but how can it niter its form or shape ? How could it

make the whole of the salmon of one river, uniformly,
and year after year, round or hog-backed, and others
straight-backed ? Would difference of feeding give a

draJ -horse the symmetry of a race-horse, or a mastiff
the shape of a greyhound ? We would recommend to
the Doctor to keep this in view when lie whtes his

next book on natural history," * * *

And thus the author proceeds to deal with other
witnesses whose evidence before Mr. Kennedy's com-
mittee has been recorded. With one other example we
must conclude, A " gentleman of scientific pretensions,
Mr. John Steavenson of Fortrose,*' stated in his

examination, "that the fish taken in rivers are always
of finer or inferior quality according to the state the
river is in to receive them. When the river is iu a
state (that is, when the water is exactly io their taste)'

to induce fish, we get them of much finer quality than
at a period when they do not enter so readily ; they are

apparently better fed—iu better health, and iu every
respect superior fish,"

"This is a rare discovery. The feeding, and health,

and quality, and appearance of the fish depend, not

upon the parts they have come from, but upon the state

of tlie water that is to receive them, Cela est piquant

!

It is no wonder if Mr. Steavenson was a favourite wit-

ness of the Committee,

"'The nearer (continaes this poetical salmon-fisher)

salmon are got to saltwater, the finer is that quality ; so

much so, that any one versed in the state of salmon

would at once be able to pick out from 500 head of fisli

those that had been more than two or three days in the

river : indeed, I am not sure that I could not distinguish

the fish which had been taken one mile from the sea
!

'

" Kow, a salmon will run a mile in less than ten

minutes or a quarter of an hour. WTiat an admirable

eoup deceit Mr. Steavenson must have— g«*ii a le nez

Jin! Baron Munchausen himself could scarcely do

more, Messrs. Hogarth, Little, and Wilson—all great

salmon fishers—declare that it would be impossible to

see any difference in a salmon that hud been only a

week in fresh water; bat these men are mere dnvellers

compared with this salmon-fishing Mattadore, who can

perceive the difference which running a mile in ixesh

water would make in the quality of the fish so clearly.

that he could at once pick such a salmon out of 500

head even though he had entered a water that ^as

Quite to his taste. We wonder how Mr. Steavenson

discovered ee beau secret. We suspect he «!?»»& have

found it from the old rascal of a seal who misled Mr.

Halliday-for the Highbinders believe that the fallen

spirits have been sent into seals; and certainly it re-

quired something more than human— or, as onr

neighbours would say, ilfallait Hre unpeu plague

diahle—io have made the discovery.

In an appendix the qnestion whether grilse grow to

be salmon is discussed at much length and answered m
* Do you think

\
the negative.

Garden Memoranda.
Messes. Lee's Nursery, Hammersmith.—The

large conservatory which was stated in our last report on
this nursery to be in course of constrction by the side of
the principal walk near the entrance is now completed,
and a very light loolting, commodious, and useful build-

ing it is. It is span-roofed, 75 feet in length,

30 feet in width, and 17 in height. The roof is glazed
with 15 ofc. sheet glass on rafters, fixed 16 inches apart,

and supported in the middle by light iron columns, on
which choice creepers are trained. The upright glass

sides stand on dwarf brick walls, and are tied by
means of slanting iron stays fixed into the ground.
The fioor is composed of Portland cement and gravel

concrete, and teels under the feet as hard and firm as

stone. Ventilation has been amply provided for both
at top and sides. The side lights are opened fk Closed

simultaneously during their whole length by means of

a horizontal rod and lever ai-m attached to the end.

Along the ridge of the roof a double row of glazed

ventilators or sashes is also made to move up and down,
as may be required, by means of a ratchet and wheel,
oTer which passes a chain that reaches to the floor, and
to which is attached a weight to assist the arm in

raising or shutting the lights. Than these contrivances
nothing could possibly work more efficiently, and by
their introduction a great saving of time is effected.

The heating is by means of hot-water pipes, ahd
of the flue to the chimney, which has been carried

along one side of the building.

The centre of this house is chiefly devoted to the

growth of Orange trees in tubs, and large Camellias

while on the side shelves are placed plants in flower'

This arrangement presents a very gay and dressy

appearance. At present it contains some protnis-

ing Orange trees in light Teak tubs, which are

said to answer better than others made of heavier

material. On one or two of these trees of the Myrtle-

leaved kind is a heavy crop of fruit. In addition to

Oranges there are also in this house some handsome
Standard Portugal Laurels, of which Messrs. Lee have a

fine stock ; standards of Pittosporum Tobira and its

prettily variegated-leaved variety, some thriving Wel-
lingtonias of large size, and some interesting little bushes

of Box trained in the form of bird's nests, a shape which
it is also intended to give to some standards of the

same kind of shrub.

In a cool house are several beautiful varieties of

Epacris, and to the growth of Cape Heaths a large

amount of house-room is set apart. These are at present

well worth inspection, many of the varieties being in full

flower. Among them we noticed the comparatively new
kind calledE.Spenceriana, a free floweringand pretty sort.

Of the New Zealand Cordyline iudivisa, of which a full

account will be found at p. SG8 of our last year'4

volume, we remarked a number of young plants.

When fully grown this will doubtless make a charming
plant for the decoration of conservatories, in which

its magnificent growth and beautifully veined leaves

cannot fail to produce a striking effect. It may
also probably become a good plant for placing out-of-

doors in summer in conspicuous positions such as those

in which Cannas and plants of that description are

found to succeed,

A damp stove was literally, as it always is, a
forest of rich and luxuriant vegetation not only in

plants remarkable for fine foliage, but also in

Orchids both in pots and baskets and on blocks. These

grow here with unusual vigour, small plants in a

comparatively short time acquiring considerable size.

Vinesforfi-uitinginpots are produced in greatnumbers

in this nursery. Two large houses are entirely devoted

to their culture, and a third has just been added.

These houses at present contain some hundreds d
Vines from eyes, in all stages of growth, the whoi»

strong, healthy, and vigorous. The demand for

this kind of stock has been during the last few-

years greatly on the increase, and the failure

of permanent Vines in early Vmeries this season

will doubtless turn attention even more permenently

in this direction.

The cultivation of fniit trees in pots is also very

muchon the increase. An orchard house 180 feet in length

is devoted to them here by Messrs. Lee, who have au

excellent collection on which much care and paina are

bestowed. They are just going out of bloom and

promise to yield an abundant crop, which when

ripe will he well worth seeing. Some of the

double red and white Chinese Peaches are in the

same house; these, if not injure<l hy frost, are very

ornamental in spring, Nearly a quarter of atl acr^ in

the open ground is now occupied by fruit trees in post;

Iu light wooden spau-roofed hou«« are Biiinh<,'rs of

Variegated Geruuiuois, not only of well known mt^
but also of kinds of more recent date. The»e inftum

form excellent hvbematories for the«e and other bed-

ding plants, for the summer accoraraodation of which

a tiffany house is in course of erection.

In the open ground we noticed a fine plantation ot

standard and pyramidal Box trees, in the production of

which manv years have been BpenU Ibey have fine

heads and clean straight stems, and wiU doubtlew be

fbnnd useful in highly dressed terrace gardens. Tbe

disastrouft effects of the late winter have apparently

been less severely felt here than at most other i^acw;

few things have suffered much injury.

Heaths arc for the most part unhurt.

h«tdy
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Miscellaneous.

Tlie British Museitm.—T\ns Committee met for the

firs^ time lastM onday week, and consists of the following

members :— Sir G. Grey, Mr. Hardy, Mr. Turner, Lord

Stanley. Mr. M. Milnes, Mr. "Walpole, Mr. Tite, Sir P.

I^erton, Mr. Ayrton, Mr. Knight, Lord Elcho, Mr.

Puller, Mr. Lowe, Mr. Stirling. Mr. Gregory. Two of

these are trustees, the third is the son of a trustee,

the fourth is the assistant Parliamentary Secretary of

one of the trustees. Three others, including the chair-

man, Mr. Gregory, have already prejudged the question

whether or not the accidental medley of the Collections

at the British "Rruseum shall he put into any logical

arrangement. So much for the chances of an impartial

verdict, if any one will consult the records of the

history of the British Musuum, lie will find that the

collections, instead of being the result of forethought

OP the embodiment of any definite idea, have been

brought together by whim and accident. In 1847, Mr. I

Hume obtained a parliamentary return, wliich showed

how 345,122/. had been, between the year 1753 and the

year 1816, apportioned to the various departments.

Put down 20,000/. for Sir Hans Sloane's Collection,

10,000/. for the Harleian Manuscripts, and, in rough

numbers, the following was the apportionment:

—

30,000/. to manuscripts ; 92,0007. to printed boots, maps,

and music; 10,000Z. to natural history generally; 17,000/.

to minerals and fossils ; 12,000/. to zoology; 1200/. to

botany ; 122,000/. to antiquities, coins, and medals ;

and 28,000/. to prints and drawings. The share

thus absorbed by books and antiquities resulted from the

mere accident that the trustees happened to understand

those subjects, and to have crotchety partialities for

them rather than the others. There are no similar

return subsequent to 1816, or they would probably show
the same kind of bias. It is to be hoped that the

committee will cause these returns to be continued ; and
in order that the public may not suppose that such

returns give the whole of the expanditure of public

money in behalf of the British Museum, the committee
should call for an account of further sums which have
been expended by the Lords of the Treasury, or

by the Commissioners of Works. The total sum
which the British Museum has cost will be
found to he nearer three than two millions. The
opponents of logical arrangement have recently

issued an announcement, in which they profess to give

a History of the British Museum. They forgot to

mention the curious fact that the British Museum was
the result of a lottery ! The Act of the 26th George
II., printed in picturesque black letter illegi-

bility, enabled 300,000/. to be raised by lottery.

and authorises the issue of 50,000 tickets, of

wliich 4159 were to be "fortunate" tickets, and
the awarding one prize of 10,000/., one of 5000/.,

two of 2000/., 15 of 500/., 130 of 100/.. 1000
of 20/., and 3000 of lOZ. The profits of the lottery

paid Sir Hans SIouiie 20,000/. for his Museum ; 10,000/.

to the Earl of Oxford for the Ilarleiun Manuscripts;
and provided a general repository for these things and
the Cotton Manuscripts. Thus a process which Lords
Ellesmere and Shaftesbury lately repudiated in

denouncing Art-Unions for promoting Science and Art,
was in the year 1755 adopted and carried out by tlie

Archbisliop of Canterbury and all the King's Ministers.
As the British Museum originated in a lottery, so have
its collections been made upon a somewhat lottery
principle, through the agency of its illustrious trustees,

from the year 1755 to the present time. The natu-
ralists who oppose the removal of tlie Natural History
westward do not tell us that the Collections of Natural
History, whatever they were, came originally from Sir
Hans Sloane's Manor House, in the parish of Chelsea

;

a spot nearly as far west of London as Brompton, and
m which the old President of the College of Physicians
desired that his collection should be "kept and
preserved together, whole and entire." But they do
Bay that the British Museum, in 1755, was "essentially
a Natural History Collection," founded by Sir Hans
Sloane, which is not correct. Beforo his Collection was
purchased by lottery, the nation had alre;vdy acquired
the Cotton Manuscripts, and the Oxford family had
agreed to sell the Harleiun Manuscripts for lO.OOOi.
So that the origin of the British Museum wm really
books, not beaats. lb would n<it npppur from Sir Hans
Sloane'd will that his Museum iiad indt'ed much
Natural History; for it recitea that his Collection
consisted "of all his library of books, drawings,
manuscripts, prints^ medals and coins ancient and
modem, antiquities, seals, t-amoes and intajflios, precious
stones, agates, jaspers, vessels of agate and jasper,
crystals, mathematical instruments, drawings, and
pictures;" so that in what the naturalists call

assentially a Natural History collection, the old physician
did not even mention birds, beasts, fishes, or reptiles.
The fact is, as already said, that this Babel Collection
has been brought together by all kinds of caprices and
accidents, just as might have been predicted from the
responsible and dilettante administration of 47 (now
50) trustees. Sometimes the rage has been for anti-
quities, Egyptian, Roman or Greek, according to the
taste of some pushing trustee ; then a little start was

™»5f ^;|*» Natural History ; then a strong man gave
oooks aU the pre-eminence; and so must the Babel
CoUectioa contmue to grow and burst its walls, until
I'arharaent insists upon having a definite phm and

system before it, and a minister who shall be paid to

bring forward its estimates, which ought not to be left

in the hands of a member without ministerial responsi-

bility. If necessary, keep the trustees as inspectors,

hut if the nation desires to have a proper administration

of its annual expedition of 80,000/. intrust it to an

individual responsibility answerable in Parliament,

rather than leave it in the hands of 50 noblemen and

gentlemen, who have plenty of other work to do, and

are not paid for this particular service. Before the

question of separation or removal of the Collection is

entertained, the essential thing is to reform the

administration, and substitute a system more consonant

to common sense than trusteeships created in 1755, as

part of an immoral lottery scheme. But this is too

large a topic for the present. The Athen(eum,

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing wee^.)

PLANT I)EPART3IENT.
CoNSEKvATOET, &c.—The Conservatory should now

be thoroughly relieved of all superfluous stock, for the

reception of which Tiffany houses will be found ex-

tremely useful. Nothing therefore will be required in

show houses or structures of that kind but to carry out

a cleanly system of cultivation and to introduce speci-

mens in flower from other houses or pits. Keep the

atmosphere as moist as circumstances will admit.

Ventilate thoroughly, and shade with thin canvas
during bright sunshine. Attend to plants for autumn
and early winter decoration, such as Japan Lilies,

Chrysanthemums, Scarlet Salvias, Tree Carnations,

and things of that sort. Give them plenty of pot
room, good rich compost, a moist atmosphere, and
plenty of space for the proper development of their

branches and leaves. Selago distans is a useful plant
which must not be forgotten; it flowers freely and
requires nothing beyond a cold pit to grow in.

Epacrises, winter blooming Heaths, and Cytisus should
likewise be cultivated in quantity, for few plants

surpass them for winter decoration. The atmosphere of

plant houses can scarcely be kept too moist at this

season; therefore sprinkle every available surface

frequently and syringe growing stock lightly twice a
day during bright weather.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—In the case of fruit intended to be kept

as long as possible, the berries should be thinned, so

that they will hardly touch each other when fully

swelled, for it is scarcely possible to keep Grapes
through the winter except they are severely thinned.
Be particularly careful of the foliage of Vines intended
to furnish a late supply of Grapes, and if plants must
be grown in the house, see that they are not infested

with black thrips or red spider, for if either of these
pests is allowed to gain a footing on the Vines, the
foliage will probably be greatly injured, and then there
will be no chance of keeping the Grapes in good condi-
tion for any length of time after they are ripe. Muscats
must be encouraged with a brisk temperatui'e while
setting.

Peach HorSE.—Use means to eradicate insects if

any from the early house as soon as the fruit is gathered,
in order that the trees may be perfectly free from them
before the lights are removed. Syringe copiously to
destroy red spider, dust with sulphur for mildew, and
smoke with tobacco for green fly.

Melo\s.—In dung beds keep up a good heat by
means of linings. Give air pretty freely. Sprinkle late

varieties overhead early in the afternoon before closing
up the frames; a little air may be left on during warm
nights if the bottom heat is brisk. Keep the shoots
thin and shade lightly if the weather should become
very dry or hot.

CrcuMBERS.—Attend to watering and thinning out
superrtuous shoots. If in frames, and the latter are
small, they may be raised by placing bricks under the
corners so as to allow the sh(K)ts to run outside. Stop
and train those under handlights, and supply them
liberally with water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRtJBBEnTES.
Should the weather become dry and warm all newly

bedded-out plants will require daily watering. The
benetit of little basins round each plant will then be
readily seen. Let the young shoots on all old Fuchsia
stools be thinned out to five or six. Attend diligently

to standard Koses; constant disbudding is necessary at

this period; also keep down suckers. Let every atten-

tion be paid to propagating reserve stock to fill gaps,

and let that already rooted, or the remains of store

pots, have kindly cultivation forthwith, in order to be
ready to fill blanks. They should be kept in a shady
border by themselves,

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
In order to have a good and constant supply of

Endive a sowing should now be made. Endive is gene-
rally sown too thickly. Another good sowing should

be made in the first week of July, and a third towards
the middle, after which the plants will not attain full

size. As soon as the plants are a few inches high some
mow the tops of the leaves oft" with a scythe, cutting

about one-third of the leaves away. This they do to

stiffen the plants and cause more heart to develope

itself; it also enables them to bear transplanting

better. A good breadth of dwarf and compact CablMiges

may be sown for early Coleworta ; also a bed of Horn

Carrots. This is a good time for a liberal sowing of
autumn Turnips ; the Dutch or Stone are useful sorts

for the kitchen garden. Prepare for Leeks by heavv
dressings of manure, also for Celery. If the weatheV
should become dry water late Cauliflowers abundantlv
also Lettuces for salad. Mulch trees that have been
recently planted.

^JTTAGERS" GARDEN.
Early Potatoes will be late this season; hut as soon

as they are fit for use and up let the ground be imme-
diately cropped with Winter Greens. The Early Ulm
Savoy, Brussels Sprouts, and above all Green and Cot-
tagers' Kale should be amongst the foremost to claim
attention. A bit of the early Potato ground when
cleared should be sown with Turnips. Celery and Leek
ground may be got ready. Leeks well grown and large

are most useful in a cottager's family. Blanks among
late Potatoes should be filled up with transplanted

Cabbages.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON
For the Wetlt endiug May '.'4, IStiO, aa obsijrvedat the Horticultuial Gardens.
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May IS—Kain ; clear and line at nijifht-

— 19—Fine; Tery fine throughout— 20—Clear; very fine; cloudy; fine-— 21—Fine; drylinze; very fine at ni^fht-— 22"Very fine ; dry air ; overcast ; line.— 23—Very fine; cloudy ; very fine.
^^ 24—Vtry fine throuirhout.
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EECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During: the last 34 years, forthc ensuins: Week, ending June 2, 1860.
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The highest temperature durins the above period occurred on the IJl Bt,

May, 18-S8, andidof June, 1834—therm. 85 deff.; and the Jowest on the
3l«t May, 1155;—therm. 32 de^.

Notices to CorTespondents-
Beech Rot: CM. The white matter growing on the piece of

rotten Beech blown down October 25, 1859, is the spawn or
mycelium of dry rot destroying timber.

Books: R M. Jukes's Manual of Geology,

—

Louisa. The Manse
Garden.—K J P. The Theory and Practice of Horticalturo-
^Saxon. Dupuy's Traite de la Greffe, to be had of the foreign
booksellers.

Cape Bulbs : A Constant & You will find something about
thera in a leading article to-day. Most of them flower freely

for one year and then leave oflF; which arises from the roots
not being properly and gradually ripened ; and very often,

too^ from the leaves not being allowed to act freely while
growing. They require the utmost possible light, the most
copious ventilation, and the most vigorous growth while they
are leafing and flowering.

Concrete Walks : Sheffield. Very good ones may be made by
laying down 3 inches of clean coarse gravel, and poiu'ing

tipon it a thin grouting of Portland cement, smoothed over
witUa trowel- Such walks will stand for years if done in
the summer. If the walks are to bear much wheeling then
the gravel must be at least 4 inches thick,

Geeen-qage Trees : Jiavetiricood- The symptoms you describe
are such as indicate a bad state of the roots ; and if so, there
is no remedy where trees are so old. Tou had better dig
down and ascertain how the matter stands. Stable manure
should never be given to stone fruit.

Herbaceous Grafting : W, This consists in using the soft

young succulent shoots of Stock and Scion, instead of ripe

wood. No real gardener can be ignorant of that.
Na:me9 of Plaints : M W. It is something bred from Rosa

Banksi?e.

—

H Tkomjysoyi, Your double Cherry flowers had
dropped to pieces. It ia impossible to name them.—/i>-
Geranium potentilloides.

—

B W S. Trifoliumsubterraueum.—
A tf. Erica bruniades.

—

J J), They look like morsels ofBig-
nonia picta,

—

i^ligo. 1, Spergula arvensis. We do not name
Cryptogamic plants, as we have stated over and over again.
^E //, Narcissus Jonquilla, the common JonquiL

—

D B,
1, apparently Platyloma Brownii in a simple state ; 2, some
Diplazium, too young to make out ; 3, Anemidictyon
Phyllitidis ; 4, Adiantum pubescens.

Old, Fruit Trees, A:c. : An Old S'xbscHber had better consult
his solicitor as to the legal meaning of the words in his
agreement. Fruit trees, shrubs, &c. cannot be removed
without consent, unless there is some special agreement
authorising their removal-

Pauroquets : K K K asks what is the mngt smtable food for
th6 South American little green Parroquets, and the best and
general treatment for them. Can thev be taught to talk, or
are they easily tamed ? Anything al)out their general treat-
ment and food is particularly wanted to be known.

Peach Leaves; Con$tant. They are in a very bad way. What
have you put into the border ? Look tliere.

Peach Tref.s: W N. Curi in the leaves of Peach trees is caused
by cold at night ; it therefore seldom takes place to any
great extent where a proper system of spring protection is
adopted. The l>est prevention is canvas blinds on rollers
which can be drawn up in the day time and let down at
night- But if that is too costly and if a fixed protection
must be employed, then it should be thin netting or other
material that will allow air to pass freely through it and not
produce too much shade. AU that you can, however, do this
season now ia to frequently syringe the trees well with the
garden engine, keep them clear of insects and otherwise
endeavour to induce as healthy a condition as you pos5iibly
can.t

Susquehanna Root: H H. Professor Bentley has pointed out
to us a notice of this article in the Phirmaceutiml Journal,
Vol, 14, p. 476, It appears to be some North American pro
duction, but what is unknown. One "Professor Webster,"
of Nottingham, is the author of the name. We don't
imagine it to be worth while to make inquiry about the
plant, which has the appearance of being merely some qxiaek
affair. At all events it i» a secret remedy, and all secret
remedies are to be distrusted.
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES,
MANTFACTTJEED BT THE

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY(LIMITED).
CONSISTING OF TENANT FAKMEES, OCCUPYING UPWAEDS OF 30,000 ACRES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.
ABEL SMITH, Jun., Esq., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts. 1 EDWARD BALL, Esq., M.P., 8 BekTave Road Pimlico
CHARLES DIMSDALE, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts. GENERAL HALL, Weston ColviUe, Linton Cambridge.

'

JCraN BRADY, Esq., M.P., Warvrick Terrace, Belgrave Square, S.W.
".^'"^" B«-

DIRECTORS.

A'

EDWARD BELL, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex, K. t ROBERT LEEDS, Esq., West Lcxham Norfolk
JOHN CLAYDEN, Esq., Littlebiu-y, Essex I ROBERT MORGAN. Esq., 72, Camden ViUftH. Camden Town
RICHARD HUNT, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts I GEORGE SAVILL, E«|., Ingthorpe, nearStamford
THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N. | WILLIAM COLLINS, Esq., 105, St. John's Street Road, E.G.

Sonters.—Messrs. BARNETT, HOARE, & Co., Lombard St., E.G. Auditor.—3. CARTER JONAS Esq Cambridge
Sotici^m.—Messrs. KINGSFORD & DOPMAN. 23, Essex Jl/f'««y£r.—Mr. JAMES OD\MS.

Street, Strand, W.C. ^ecniar^.~ilr. C. T. MACAi)AM,

Offices: 109, Fenclmrch Street, London, E.C. Manufactory: Plaistow Marshes, Esser, E;
r

m

The Directors recommend these Maniires with every confidence to the attention of their brother farmers ; and the fact that
they and the Shareholders farm upwards of 30,000 acres of land, cannot fail to afiord a guarantee and protection to consumerst

The high per centage of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amount of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they
contain not only render them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a
HEALTHY, SOCND, and HEAVY CROP.

PEICES—Blood Mannre for Com, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Eoots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any Hallway or Wharf in London,

^^ As security to the Turchaser every hag contains 2 cwL^ is marJced ** ODAMS'S PATENT
BLOOD MAKURE," and sold ouly "by the authorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Kanure contains an unnsnally large per centage of Soluble Phosphate of Lime, aud is, therefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Hoot Crops,

ANALYSES.

GKICULTURAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

Pi-es-idtnt : His Grace the Duke oy RiCBMONn, K.G.
FOUNDED 1S60. _

For the RELIEF or DECAYED FARMERS, their WIDOWS
AND ORPHANS.

The FIRST FESTIVAL in aid of the Funds of the Institution
will take place at the London Tavern, on TUESDAY, June 26.

Hia Crace the Duke of Richjiond, K.G., in the chair.

Vice-Pi-mdenU.

His Grace the Duke of Rutland
The Rt. Hon. the Earl ofDevon
The Right Hon. Earl Howe
The Right Hon. Earl of
Yarborough

The Right Hon. Lord Sondes
The Right Hon. Lord Lyttleton
The Right Hon. Lord Rayieigh
The Rt. Hon, Lord Feversham
Tlie Rt.Hon. Lord Ashley,M. P.
Sir John Bayley, Bart.
Sir Morton Knatchbull, Bart.
Geo. C. Bentinck, Esq., M.P.
John Gumey Fry, Esq.
Mr. Alderman 3fecbi
T. Sutton Western, Esq., M.P.

His Grace the Duke c^
Buccleuch, K.G.

The Right Hon. the Earl of
St. Germains jbermere

The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
Tlie Right Hon. Lord Dynevor
The Right Hon. Lord Erekine
The Rt. Hon. Lord Wharucliffa
The Rt. Hon. Lord Leconfield
Colonel the Hon. A. N. Hood
Sir AstleyPaaton Cooper, Bart.
Sir Joseph Paxton
Samuel Brooks, Esq.
Alexander Hall Hall, Esq.
Ticus Salt, Esq , M.R
C. Alexander Wood, Esq.

Tlrst List oj Stewards,

John H. Arkwright, Esq. | W. G. Duncan, Esq.
William Banbury, Esq,
Thomas Batson, Esq.
Frank Battcock, Esq.
Charles Bazin, Esq.
W. J. Belcham, Esq.
William Blewitt, Esq.
J. W. Brown, Esq.
Samuel Brooks, Esq.
W. S. Burton. Esq.
Stephen Bycrs. Esq.
William Camps, Esq., M.D,
Charles 8. Cantrell, Esq.
J. Causton, Esq,
John Claydon, Esq.
N. Clayton, Esq.
John Collins, Esq.
Mr. Alderman Conder
John Cntts, Esq.
Thomas Say. Esq.

E, H. G. Dc Freville, Esq.
Richard Garrett, Esq.
Alexander Hall Hall, Esq.
Altred H. Johnson, Esq.
Thomas Knight, Esq.
G. W. Maddison. Esq.
Mr, Alderman Mechi
Donald Nicoll, Esq.
George A. Payne, Esq'
James Reeve, Esq,
Thomas Scott, Esq.
Francis Sherboru, Esq., Jun,
Charles K. B. Smedlej, Esq.
Jeremiah Smith, Esq,
Martin HopoSnttoii, Esq,
Alfred Sutton, Esq.
Thomas Taylor, Esq.
Benjamin Weill, Esq., Jun.
T.Sutton Western. Esq., 3LP.

Moisture .

.

Or:ganic Matter, SaltsofAmmonia,ifc
Sand, &.C.

Eiphosphate of Lime .

.

Equal to Neutral Soluble >

Phosphate.. .. ., j"

Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
Hydrated Sulphate of Lime .

.

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates ..

Mr. J. T. Way,
London.

13.19
2.28

3.82
16.77

26. IS

A.fiO

58.53
0.72

100.00

Dr. Anderson,
Glasgow.

10.86
7.82

3.18
15.63

24.39

P. 01

62.25
1.25

Dr. Hodges,
Belfast.

Dr. Voclcker, JDr. Macadam,
Cirencester.

100.00

21.50
3.33
3.44

14.38

22.50

5.77

49.80
3.73

21.62
7.02

3.31
16.71

2C.07

9.49

80.40
2.45

Edinburgh.

300.00 100.00

14.56

7.63

3.87
10.91

26.48

11.84
40. S3

4.30

100. 00

Dr. Cameron,
Dublin.

16.20

4. IT
6.28

16.48

26.20

6.14

60.33
1.40

ino.oo

Mr. Way reports :
— *' It coutaina fully as much soluble phos-

phate as the first-class articles of the same description in the
market, and much more than the a-verage."

l>r. ToFtcKER says :—"I have nnich pleasure in enclosing a
copy of your super-phosphate, which, though apparently re-
cently made, is nevertheless ric7t in soluble pho»phate, ami un-
questionably a valuable manure."

Dr. A>"DERiioN reports ;
—" This is an excellent super-phos-

phate. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be worth about
8/. 5s. per ton."

Dr. MACADAMsays:—"The above is a iirst-class ."^uper-phos
phate, and at present rates is worth to the farmers/. 2*. per
ton, when purchased in quantities under 30 tons, iUid 11. 10*.
in quantities of 30 tons and upwards."

Dr. Hodges states that— **Jfc may be regarled a.i a good
specimen of super-phosphate of lime." His calculation of its
value is 71. 13^. per ton.
Dr. Cameron rejiorts :— " The above figures prove this super-

phosphate to bo of excellent quality, and I have no douht but i mvw ^9k ' ¥ ^ ^ ¥ .r*^^ ^a.^^
that its application will be attended with the most satisfactory ^flP 3 OTf^111111*3:1 (f^K^tttt
results. It would be good value at 7f. per ton."

V^»*V i^^ii V «.V W**'MK»-* ^L^M-rv»**.

Dinner Tickets, 21«. ; Ladies' Tickets, 5«. To be had of the
Secretary, Charles Shaw, Esq., at the Office of the Institution,

5j, Charing Cross, W. ; and at the Bar of the Tavern.

k. BUCKMAN, Trofessor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Ljinded Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,'

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating
to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral
products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasturo,
Analyses of Seeds, Ac.—Communications to be addressed to
Profes-sor Bockman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

OYAL AOKICULTUKAL SOCIETY
OPEN GLAND.

CANTERBURY MEETING, 1860,
ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK must be made on or before June 1.

*^,* All Entries received in each case after those rosi)ectivo

dates wilt, without any exception, be disqualified, and returned
to tho senders.
Prize Sheets and Forme of Entry may be bwd oh Hppliontiro

at tho Offices of the Society, 12, Hanover Sqtiare, London, W.
H. Hall Daee, Secretary.

Hvery Bay contains 2 otof., is marlced "ODAMS'S SVPJ^MTSOSFSAT:^ OF ZiniJE/' and is

guaranteed to yield 20 to 2^ per cent, of Soluhle Phosphate of Lime.

PEICES.—Superphosphate of Lime, £5 10s. Delivered to any Eailway or "Wharf in London.

SATURDAY, MAY 2(y, 1860.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Mannfaoturera
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

mav obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
Ac., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates ofLime,Coprolite8,&c.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-^n at the College.

T^HK LONDON AlANURE COMPAI^Y
,-*- (ESTABLISHEn 1840),
Are now prepared to send out the followingMANUFACTURED

MANURES :—
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality,
dissolved bones.
concentrated urate.
Mangel manure.
BLOOD Manure for cork aki> roots.
CORN manure for SPRING TOPDRESSlNG.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
wnes, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
j-rop, and in which they guarantee everv portion, both of
ttte BoUible and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained cntiiely
from Bones.

n^\'l5H*^^^ Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
«AiV?2TlT'^*r^*' ^^™ Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of

i?R '^ ^"^^.'''" ^^'^^^I^. ^^^ e^ery Manure of value.
116. Fenchurch Street. E.C Enw. Pukser, Secretary.

T A^«^*T ^'^URES.-The Manures manufactured
FA V .^^J^"^ ^^^ present season, 1860, are now readyfor dehver>- at his Factories at the foUowins nrices •—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE £« fi

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE.. ,
" " ? n

,, MANGEL MANURE " "2 a
GRASS MANURE .. .. '" " «

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or his an-pomted Agenta, in all parts of the United Kingdom? at pric^varying according to cost of carriage. ^
Dr Toelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Laweb's i^actcriesV^S theirteport with Mialysis are given in full in circular, t« be^bt^nedon apphcatwn at tiie OfficeB. or of any of Mr. LaVes's Ag^ts

^fSS^^a'*
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibba: Nitrateof Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica ManuresAmerican Cakes at market prices.

--nires.

^Jff^i- ^.U^'''^''t'}'
Adelaide Place, LmdoD Eiidge, E.C .and Liffey Building, Eden Quay. Dublin. * '

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
KOHL RABl do.

Also

ESTABLISHED JSt2-
MESSRS. PROCTOR nrp now prepared to take

orders for their special MANURES for 1860, which they
unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at
the lowest possible price, viz. :

—

CLOVER 5IANURE
POTATO ditto
BARLET ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OP LIME, &c., all of which are warranted of the beat quality.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ; or
Proctor & RvLANn, Birmingham and Chester.

BTJRNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribaaic
Phosphate of Lime.

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to
the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Teetinionials,

Prices, (fee, may be had on application to Bcrnard, Lack,
Ac Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

'
F ARM BUILDINGS.

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners oi settled Estates, Incumbents.

Trustee^ Bodies Corporate, Ac. for the erection ofFarm Houses.

Farm BuUdings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown

Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.

The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the csUte for any

term the Landowner may fix. not exceeding 31 years.
_

No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioneisor Mortgagees, no legal expenses are mcurred.

Th" Company furnish designs of every descnption, and

undei-take the entire responsibility of t!ie works wherever

dpsired bv Landowners,

No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any w«k»

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclosure Commissioners, with » commission thereon, bemg

'^r^citious'lf be addi-es.sed to William Cuffori). the

Sec^^a^Tat the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament

Street, London, S.W.

MEETINGS FOK THE FOLLOWIWGIWEEK.
WEoyRBDAr, May 30—Boyal AyricuUural Soc. of England.

The report of the Council to the rnembers

of the Royal Agricultural Society which was read

last Tuesday at the general meeting in Hacorer
Square will be fonnd in another page. It was
received after considerable discussion, in which
Mr. i>SiDNET, Lord FEVERSRAir, Mr. Girdwoop,
Mr. Turner, of Exeter, Mr. Tork, of Lincoln-

shire, and others took part. The discussion

turned chiefly upon the constitution of the Council

and on their recent appointments to the offices of

secretarv and editor.

Mr. Sidney asserted that the governing body

of the Society was very dift'erenlly constituted

now as compared with the days Mhea Lord

Spencer, Mr. Pusey, and Mr. IIandley were

the leaders of the association; that its meet-

ings were, in fact, depenerating into .the

weekly gatherings of a merely agreeable club,

having an altogether an^teur character; that

the p'ractical and strictly agricultural section

of its members was entirely overborne, as

shown not only by an analysis ot its constitu-

tion, but by the recent appointments that it had

made. Mr. Hall Dare had been chosen as secre-

tary in preference to others who were perfectly

qualified for the office, and who were at the same

time known in the agricultural world; and Mr.

Freee had been appointed to the editorship,

though previously utterly unknown to either the

readers or the workers ol English agricuituro. Ihe

latter gentleman no doubt took his very hrst ste[ s

in agricultural literature when he accepted the

office thus conferred upon him, and thus distanced

competitors fram among whom many may be

named who have long and auccessfuUy laboured

ia agricultural literature as a proftssion, and who

are well known and trusted by the agricultural

body. Mr. GiRDWOOD stvU more vigorously
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assailed the appointment of Mr. Feeke as editor of

the Journal as impolitic and unjust, and gave

expression to what seemed to be the general

feeling of the meeting on that subject.

No reply was made on this point, but on the

general constitution of the Coimcil a yigorons

defence was offered by Lord Feversham, who

disputed with great energy the assertion that he

only was a practical farmer who himself held the

plough, himself milked his cows or fed^his pigs

;

and declared that adding the practical men
among the landowners of the country to the

number of the tenantry on the list of the Council,

he believed that in place of 27 per cent., it would

be found that there were 50 per cent, of the

Council who thus strictly came under the denomi-

nation " agriculturist" ! "Whereupon Mr. Sidney

exclaimed—as well he might—" Hear ! Hear !

"

It must not be supposed, because the house list of

the Council for the ensuing year has been accepted,

and nothing in opposition to it has been actually

done, that no end has been served by last Tuesday's

discussion. Little doubt can be entertained tliat

a most effective exhibition has been made of the

general feeling of the members; and that the

house list presented at future annual meetings

will be more than one-half what it ought to be

—

at which, according to Lord Feversham's esti-

mate of the present constitution of the Council,

we should be now inclined to value it.

4

The thorough wetting which recent rains have

given the land has in effect put in our lately

planted seeds with a natural water drill ; and
the advantage of it will no doubt soon be seen

;

indeed it is already visible in the full plant of

Mangels which everywhere is coming through ;

and it will be further exhibited by the good hold

which the young plant will no doubt soon obtain,

enabling it to withstand future drought. We may
not however, and so much rain has fallen that it

is hardly likely that we shall, have so good a seed

time when the Swede and Turnip drill will be at

work. Failing the natural supply then we cannot
do better than try to imitate it artificially ; and
we theref'^re cannot do wrong by directing the

attention of our readers to the useful, seasonable,

and practical essay on the water drill in the last

number of the Euglish Agricultural Society's

Journal, by Mr. A. S. Ruston, of Chatteria.

Mr. RirsTON' gives' his experience chiefly on
a light Fenny soil, describes his method of using
the machine, and relates the consequences of its

use during several years on several sorts of corn
crops and of green crops. The following extracts
will sufficiently illustrate the method and results of
using the implementwhich he has found so valuable

j

but readers will of course find both more fully
detailed in the essay which we q^uote :

—

*• The mode ofworJcing these drills is far less di65culfc

than would be generally conceived. The main thing is

the supply ot water required, and, upon an occasional
farm, this does grow into a slight difficulty. On oxu*

Fen-farms, where every field is surrounded by ditches,
which throughout the entire year have a supply of
water, this difficulty has no existence. And upou,what
we technically term our high land fiirms, where hedges
generally prevail, we have either open ponds and reser-
voirs, or pumps supplied by unfiiUing springs, where
ample supplies of water can he procured. lu cases like
these we find it necessary to purchase either some old
oU casks, or what is better, because stronger and more
durable, some old sherry butts. These we fit up with a
•ort of hopper at the top, where the water is cast into
them, and a louthev hose at the end, where the water 13
discharged ; thia hoae being made sufficiently long to
admit of its being hung by a loop upon one end unon
the top of the caak, when iw discharge is required,* by
which means any improper escape of the water is
voided. Th«ae casks are placed in an ordinary dung-
cart, and, to prevent an^ rolling motion, a little long
foiled straw ia placed on either side of them. This
ample and inexpensive method, where proper water-
ca«ks, for other uses, are not required, answers every
practical purpose. It very seldom happens that more
than two of these casks are required to keep a drill
fully at work. These will serve for a distance exceeding,
half-a-mile, and three would convey the full quantity of
water required if the distance exceeded a mile. Where
two only are required to be used one horse is ample,
where three are needed two horses will be necessary.
One cart containing the full cask may always be set
down in the field where the drill is working, being
careful to place it in such a position that it will not
mterrupt the drill in its work, but will, at the same
June, be convenient for use. llie hose is unfastened^om the top of the cask, and that end of it is placed in

i™*^;???"'^"'^*^"">*^^°^'^"Sthc water to continue to

tS^ •
«»^ffi<^ient quantity has been obtained, when

procured from the ditche^i which Eurround the field in

which the drill is at work, the method adopted is very

simple indeed. A large tub is placed at the side of the

ditch just where the drill turns out at the end; this

tub is kept filled with water, the drill draws up by the

side of it, and the men at once, with pails, fill the

cistern."

Manure Used.—** I may here remark that it has not

been my practice to sow any kind of liquid manure

tanks, such as urine or yard drainage, but simply water,

in which I have placed either superphosphate of lime,

guano, or a mixture of the two. My general practice is

to use superphosphate alone, but in a few instances with

Oats grown upon Wheat stubbles, I have thought it

desirable to supply ammonia in some form to a moderate

extent, and have consequently sown from 1 to 1| cwt.

Peruvian guano, mixed with 1 cwt. superphosphate, per

acre. And when this has been done I have had the two

mixed together and riddled m some spare building, that

the large hard lumps, which are generally found in

considerable quantities lu the guano, might be tho-

roughly broken and pulverised before going into the

field. But where saperpliosphate alone is used this is

altogether unnecessary. My plan then is, to take the

bags of manure, just as they come from the manufac-

turer, into the field ; a man then prepares for use. He
has a wheelbarrow and a fine sieve, with a shovel ; he
takes the manure from the bag with the shovel, places

it in the sieve, and then sifts it into the wheelbarrow;

the lumps which will not pass through the sieve he
throws into a small tub taken to the field for that

purpose; these he breaks until they ai-e sufficiently

small. I usually sow from 2 to 3 cwt, per acre, and
with a 4 feet 6-inch drill sow 7 acres per day. One
man will sift all the manure, help to fill the drill with
water, and, if in a field where the supply can he ob-

tained from the ditches, will also keep the large tub

filled with water. In such cases this single man is the

only additional labour required by the water drill over

the dry, and, indeed, where that is used, some prepara-

tion of the manure is necessary. Where the water has

to be conveyed a distance, as previously stated, an
additional man with a horse will be required, and
sometimes a boy also to pump."

Quantity of Water Used.—" In sowing Mangel,
Coleseed, or Turnips (the last-named, how^ever, are

scarcely ever sown in this locality), I invariably use

only two coulters, which, with a 4 feet 6-inch drill, make
the rows just 27 inches apart. Careful and close ob-

servation during the last five years has fully and
thoroughly convinced me that this distance is in every
respect better for either of these crops than three
coulters 18 inches apart would be. The horse-hoe can
be used freely and frequently, and a stronger and more
vigorous plant secured, Wl^en sowing any crop, where
only two coulters are employed, we use plates in the
cistern for the discharge of the liquid, with holes
punctured through them from one-half to five-eighths
of an inch in diameter; and with these a cistern full of
water, which is about 60 gallons, will sow 40 chains,
which will give a total of about 220 gallons per acre.

With larger-sized holes an increased quantity of liquid
could easily be sown, but experience does not prove that
this would generally be of practical advantage. In
sowing Oats and other cereals, where it is found neces-
sary to use the whole six coulters, a difierent plate
should be used. This is of the utmost importance,
although frequently neglected. The large holes in the
plates just describedallow of too rapid a flow of liquid
where six coulters have to be supplied, and it frequently
occurs that the drill becomes nearly emptied much
before it ought to he, and, consequently, that those parts
of the rows sown first, after the drill had been refilled,

get a much larger share of manure than they ought to
have ; whilst the other ends of the rows, sown as the
supply was becoming exhausted, get far too small a
quantity, and hence you have a very uneven and irre-
gular growth. It may, however, be easily obviated by
using a different plate. The results of several trials
made during the last few years on a somewhat extended
scale, show that the plate best adapted for the success-
ful working of six coulters is one with holes from
three-eighths to five-sixteenths of an inch in
diameter. With these we sow 60 gallons of water
in about 30 chalus, which will give a total
quantity of nearly 300 gallons per acre. In
sowing with six coulters it is very needful when the
drill is full that the holes should not he quite opened,
as the flow from the weight of liquid in the cistern is

necessarily more rapid than when the quantity becomes
lessened; this can be easily managed by the slide, but
requires constant attention if the discharge throughout
the whole length of the field is to be equal. It can be
done, as was proved by my own crop of Oats sown last

spring, I put in 112 acres with the water drill, the
whole of which came up and grew as uniformly even
and regular as could be desired, But^ besides the
equal distribution of the manure from the drill, there
is also needed the equal and regular supply of it to the
drilh This is managed by ascertaining in each field

into which the drill enters how many rounds the drill

must perform to Sow an acre. Having calculated this,

and knowing the number of half-pecks each bag of
manure contains, it becomes an easy matter of calcula-
tion to learn how many half-pecks are required for each
drill ful of water. These are then properly measured
and appUed, and the object sought is attained."

We give but one of seyeral tables of results, as

Mr. Rtjston's experience seems to haveTeen
uniformly favourable to the use of the machine
The following figures certainly exhibit contrast
enough to induce its general use

:
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Mr. Ktjston gives also the experience of Mr»
SowERBY, of Aylesby, on Turnips sown with

the water drill, from which it appears "that

2 bushels of dissolved bones sown with the water-

drill produced 5 tons 14 cwt. more Turnips per

acre than did 6 bushels of bones mixed with

12 bushels of ashes, and sown with the dry drill, all

other things being equal ; and that 2 bushels of

of dissolved Bones, sown with the water-drill, and

without farm-yard manure, produced 1 ton 14 cwt.

greater weight of Turnips per acre than 6 bushels

of bones and 12 bushels of ashes with 10 loads of

manure per acre added."

AN AGRICULTURAL PILGRIMAGE.-No. VI.

The Thames-side Manure MA^irri'ACTORiES.—At

Deptford, Blackwall, and Barking there are enormous

stores of artificial fertilisers, almost equal in value to

the quantities of fertilising material that pass them in

the annual guano fleet to the warehouses of Messrs.

Gibbs & Co., or to the monstrous quantities which are

carried seawards out to waste every tidal ebb from the

sewers of the n^etropolis. There are many smaller

manufactories of superphosphate manures, and various

factories where fish and other waste are turned to use,

but the establishments of Mr. Lawes at Deptford and

Barking, of the London Manure Company at Plough

Wharf below Greenwich, and of the Patent Nitro-

phosphate or Blood Manure Company by the Victona

Docks may be fairly placed at the head of any list of

the Thames-side manure factories, and the following are

notes of these establishments in the order just named,

1. Mr, Lawes's Factories at Deptford and Barlclng.

—Near the latter place Mr- Lawes has within the last

few years purchased 100 acres of land, in order that he

may gradually transport certain portions of his worK

from a populous neighbourhood, where a nuisance i5

sure to provoke litigation. He has now extensive ^^'

phuric acid works at Barking, and to th^e acid work*

he brings ground coprolites and bones for the manu-
facture, with this acid, of superphosphate; at the sam*^

time sending acid from Barking up to Deptford for the

manufacture of superphosphate there. Twelve chamberl^
80 feet by 17, and 13 feet high, are already at work at

Barking capable of making 150 to 200 tons of acid

weekly, and four additional chambers are in proceff

of erection. The acid is prepared from pyrites and*
sulphur-wiiste of the gas works, from which the snlphor

is burned off* in furnaces. The sulphurous acid gas fro'**

the pyrites, &c., mingles with nitrous acid fumes froi^

pots of nitre and sulphuric acid in the chimney whi*^

leads them to the leaden chambers; and that processof

constant exchange between the nitrous acid, thes^
phurous acid, and the oxygen of the air by which tb«

latter is made to combine with the sulphoroas acid «dA

convert it into sulphuric acid, goes on there; the

resultant oil of vitriol being ajlsorhed by steam driven

at the same time into the chamber and condensing oo

the floor of the chamber until the liquid is of about the

specific gravity of 1.6 at which it is used.

It is pumped up at a certain rate into a long cyD*'
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bave the Lois-VTeedon fallow, and only 60 rows, being the

actual moiety ot an acre of Wheat. I am much indebted to

that one day's well timed frost ; for otherwise months might
tave passed without the means of correcting my own error of

two bushels too much, and the Hertfordshire Farmer's droll

estimate of three-and-twenty too little.*

" Here, then, is a crop of Wheat yielding from its 60 rows at

10 inches apart far beyond the farmer's average from 120 rows
10 inches apart. How could this be ? I do not mean, how
can a crop of Wheat be grown in this way as good as my
neishboui-*8 on the same description of land well-manured

—

for thiit is tt.e subject of my whole pamphlet on growing
Wheat, and to rejieat it here would be tiresome tautology.

The question is:—How can it be that this crop of Wheat was
twice as good as my neighboui-s* ? The secret is simply this

:

I sow only in September, and thus the i»lant tillers fully before

winter. Now, compare a fully-tillered crop with late-sown

Wheat which hah not tillered at all, or only partially tillered,

and you will find that the straw of the former, from the man-
ner of its growth from the coronal root, stands by many degrees

closer and thicker on the ground than either of the latter;

and in nine seasons out of ten T can save this thick and heavy
crop from falling, bv earthing it up with a bout of the plough.

When it does fall, it lies uninjured and well ventiUited across

the open furrows of the intervals. Let the farmer sow^ early on

and plants. Hamlets and isolated chalets, surrounded

by carefully cultivated vegetable gardens^ occasionally

meet the eye, and cattle stalls scattered here and there

connect this with the next territoriiil division, generally

called the Tannen -region, which advances from 5500 to

6000 feet higher up the sides of the mountain. This is

properly the home of the Swiss forests, which are com-

posed of Firs, Larches, and Sycamores. In some places

Rye, Barley, Oats, and Potatoes, are still to be

found. The sub-Alpine Flora consists of about 450

plants, which are less delicately formed than those

of the higher regions, and are provided with

thicker stems, more succulenc leaves, and shorter leaf-

stalks.

The flowers are somewhat larger, and of a deeper

and more intense colour than those of the same species

in loftier regions. The upper Alpine country begins at

the confines of the Tannen-reglon, and is remarkable

principally for the barrenness of its soil and the

absence of all forest trees, only a few dwarf Firs and
land in good heart, and bis Wheat, too, will tiller of course; """^"^^ ^^ "" w.^ou v

, j

or Jet him top-dress at spring with giiano or nitrate of soda; 1 stunted bushes breaking the monotony ot the mountain
and in both cases his crop will exceed mine by a quarter or

more of good Wheat in his one sunny season out of ten ; but
the other nine years, down conies the bulky mass, with the
old result ot mildewed straw and shrivelled grain.
"There is another thing. The wide st^ace of the intervals

admits the full force of the sun and the air, and that gives in-

creased health and vigour to the pLnb ; while its roots, spread-
ing far and wide without check, find a never-failinj^ suppiv of

food from the ^^rain, from its first formation in embryo till it

flowers and fully ripens. The general result is, ears far beyond
the average size of the Wheat ear, filled with at least a fourth
part more than the average amount of grains.
"Taking these two facts together, then, we arc able to s-^lve

the problem how it is that the 60 rows of the Lois-W^eedon
moiety of an acre of Wheat yield as large an average amount
of grain as the ordinary iiirmer's full acre of 120 rows.

*• I said just now that for two years my light land crops of
Wheat have been unreported, and withdrawu from public in-

spection, in order to be set apart for private exiwiriments.
What occurred, however, in ray Wlieat cultivation there hist

year is so much to the point of the present inquiry, that I

think it right not to withhold it on this occasion. When I first

took this 4-aerc piece in hand for Wheat, it was exceedinjrly
foul from the accumulated filth of perhaps a century. For
nine years I did battle with the weeds with partial success;
and in order to shorten, if possible, the road to victory, I made
the following experiment: Immediately after the crop of 1858
was carried, I broadshared and stirred the fallow intervals,
killing the first growth of weeds, and leaving it for a second
weed crop. At the end of a few weeks, I stirred and killed

the second growth. I waited another few weeks, and did the
Bame ; and bo for the last time about the end of November ;

*nd then at last got in my Wheat, nearly three months after
my usual time. The time for aafe tillering wa.s now over.
The dry winter and spring which followed were much against
mo; and 1 could not venture to touch the poor miserable plant
till May. I had lost one of my great naeans of competing in
produce with the fuU-acred farmer ; how, then, could I escape
almost utter failure? To force those thin and sparse lines to
tiller lite in the sprintr would have been to ruin the sample by
an iinoven and mildewed crop. My only resource, then, was
to Bcizo the proper moment between too soon and too late for
pampering the plant, such as i^ was, with the hoe and the
plough ; to fee4 it profusely hi this way early and lato

;
giving

,

the i.-tst voiytow* meal with the suUsuilur, to swuJI tlie ;rrain ai»

the flower fell off.

" The process succeeded to the full extent of my hopes ; for,
I think, of all the crops of Wheat I have over had, this turned
out. the largont-hoaded and most even, the ears being more
than double thn nizo of mv neighbours' on the same description
of soil, and Krown frum niuch th** name sort of seed. The four
iRnxa. yielded 11 quarters 54 busheU, b»>ing Rnmowhat under
3 quarteru to the moiety of each acre.

** Very faithfully yours.
' Mr. John Algernon Clarke, *' B. aiiiTH."

"Long Sutton."

OX THE PASTURAGE OF THE SWISS ALPS.
The pastures hi Swit:cerland, principally Alpine.

arc used yecr after year during the whole time that
they are free from snow, arid form the principal re-
source of the cattle owners of the conntry. In ascend-
ing into these regions wliere one sees stretched ont in
immeasurable extent mile after mile and acre after
acre of beautiful ^Teen fields, the first idea which pre-
sents itself is, that all this vegetable wealth must
belong to owners, each havint^ the boundary of his laud
clearly defined. This is, however, not the cnse; in this
Btm primitive region there are divisions of land and
nghtsof property iiuitc different from those of more
populous and cnnltsed countries. The pastures of the
Alps are bounded at their lowest range by rich valleys
of mcaduwa and arable land, and extend thous uids
of feet above tbe level of the sea. until thev are finally
lost in the eternal snow. They are dlv"id.-d intu three
dftMca, which are desiguated as private and communal
AlpH, and Alim fur the poor.

_
Th| vr of thf lust cUs,^ holr>ug to one or more private

imUvidimIs, and ai- .^-enerally .^ublot to cattle ...ners

li gulden are about equal to an Engl..], brinjr dowu an overwhelming mass of rocks, stones, and

money, or bequeathed by will for the use of those poor
people, who do not, cither in their own rik'ht or that of
their wives. posMM

gulden (H^
pound sterling)

Our business is at present with those Alps which are
fcnotvn under the name of communal Alps (Oemeinde-
Alprn). and which form one of the peculiar acricul-
tnralteatures of this country. The real meadow landor SmUer and reaches a height of about 2500 feet

40^%^^^ V ?^ **/ '?^ '^* ^^"^ t^« PO-'"t to about
^wwt'^ct hi-her IS the region called "the Voralpen."

l^U lT^^ ^"\*^? °^ ^'^'^ *^« cultivated. Pine

wttre te S^^V'"'\^^''"*
^"^ '^^^^^ i« more sheltered

nora or about GOO ditferent specimens of wild fiowers

side. The wild flowers are very beautiful however and

numerous, and are to be found growino: close to the line

of eternal snow, a height of about 8000 feet above the

level of the sea. In this country the face of man is only

seen for a short time at stated periods, but the wooden

chalets remain, and every yeai again receive their former

summer occupants.
*

These three divisions of the Alpine regions are the

sole or at least main dependance of the Swiss farmer

for the summer months, and at first it would appear as

if he had nothing to do but to turn his flocks out on
rich pasture provided by nature, without any ex-

penditure of time or toil on his part ; such is not the

case ; the Swiss farmer must expend an amount of

labour and manure which in this country is unknown.
As soon as the snow begins to disappear from the fields,

the sheep and goats are driven forth from their winter

quarters, and by degrees eat their way up from the

bottom of the mountain to the uppermost snow line.

These are followed by the cows, oxen, and horses, all

returning again in autumn. In the absence of the cattle

the meadows are irrigated, fed two or three times with
liquid manure, covered with solid dung from the farm-

yard compost heap, and cleaned of all loose stones or

other substances, which might in any way impede the

growth of the Grass, The preparation and amassing
of manure is a matter of great moment to the Swiss

farmer, as his stock of winter food depends upon it j

and as straw is too expensive a substance to be used for

bedding, much depends on the amount of coarse Grass
and weeds which can be collected in summer and
autumn on the monntnin side, and the quantity ofearth
which at every spare moment can be carted and mixed
up with the farm-yard manure. In most parts of

Switzerland the cattle are never bedded, but always
stand or lie on boards, which are slightly inclined and
carefully scraped at intervals during the day, so that all

matter, solid as well as liquid, is collected and wheeled
out from time to time to the manure heap.

The gathering together of Grass and weeds on the
rnnnntain side is an exciting and dangerous occupation.
A certain day in the year is appointed by the magistrates
of the canton or commune, when the " Wildheuer " are
allowed to begin their work. At midnight a bell is

sounded and each gatherer hurries off to secure his
place, which having once chosen he is allowed to keep
UHdisturbed, first possession being here considered as
equal to the other nine points of the law. This coarse
Grass only grows in places above the pasture line, and
out of the reach of the cattle, so that the "Wildheuer"
muiit provide themselves with ropes to facilitate their
descent over the sides of precipices ; their calling being
as dangerous as, and somewhat similar to that of our
samphire gatherers on the coast. The booty collected
with 80 much risk is gathered into small heaps, and

i weiglited with stones, so that it may not be scattered by
the winds, and so left till the winter snows fall, which
make an easy road for its descent on sledges to the
vallev.

The labour of the farmer is by no means confined
to his meadows and arable land in the valley; he must
continue his work on the mountain side collecting and
8pre:uVmgthe manure, clearing away as much as possible
the rubl>i8h nnd stones which the melting of the early
summer snows bring down from the mountains, draining
marshy and swampy spots, and, when fea.sible. conduct-
ing? streams %<• :\^ to irrigate parched and arid laud ; in
short, by all nnd every means assisting Xature to keep
up the supply of food.

As the cattle ascend higher with the advance of
summer the difliculties of labour increase, since here
Nature herselfhas to be kept in check, and bounds have
to be set to b^r destructive powers; a sudden avaUiuche

liewing of steps in the sides of the rocks, and the
building of new and keeping in repair of the old
chalets. For this last purpose the timber must often
be carried on men's shoulders a distance of many xmha
up the sides of precipices, and by diflicult and dangerous
paths. Two dairymen are generally employed in
tending a herd of 50 or 60 head of cattle, among which
there are perhaps from 30 to 40 cows, which must be
milked regularly twice every day. The first milking
over, the cheesemaking begins, which is the business
of one man, whilst the other carries the cheese
made the day before to the next depot 8 or 10 miles
off, and returns laden with bread and whatever other
stores may be necessary for their nomadic life. This
labour finished, both men must work at whatever
seems most important at the time.

In spite of the toil and danger of this mountain life

the time of its approach is always hailed with rejoicing
by the whole vilhige. Where there is a lower range of
mountain pasture " Voralpen," the " Senner " quit the
low lands in May ; but when the change is at once made
from the valleys to the real Tannen-region not until
June. They set off from their village, followed by all

the inhabitants old and young, and accompanied by the
Leitkuh, the queen of the herd, who marches witli mueli
dignity at the head of the flock, and decorated with gar.
lands of flowers, streamersof ribbons.and with ahuge bell

hung round her neck, maintains a strict discipline

amongst her subjects. Arrived at the Alps, the best
ftseding grounds are at once taken possession of by the
cows, horses and goats, the poor sheep being driven

higher up to seek a scanty nourishment in places

inaccessible to the rest of the flock. These mountain
sheep are always to be seen on small patches of short

pasture, on the sides of rocks, and before the season la

over, they become as lleet and surefooted as the

chamois ; they never seem to care for rain or storm,

choose for themselves places sheltered from the sun

during the heat of the day and always return towards
nightfall to the huts, where the herdsman throws them
a few handfuls of salt, which they greedily devour.

In the beginning of June the *' Senner" makes his

first great change, and with all his flocks and belongings

leaves the closely cropped lower Alps and takes up his

abode in tbe Tannen-region, This is naturally a day

of rejoicing, for from this time the best feeding season-

begins. The earth, kept comparatively warm during the

winter by its thick white mantle and moistened by the

gradual melting of the snow, throws out under the influ-

ence of the burning summer sun a rich nourishmg Grass,

which is unknowniumore temperate latitudes, and which,

mixed with various kinds of sweet herbs, imparts to the

Swiss butter and cheese that peculiar flavour for which

it is so celebrated. The same plan is here pursued as

in the lower Alps; the cows and oxen remain at first in

the immediate neighbourhood of the huts, and their

manure is carefully collected and spread overtlie adjoin-

ing land ; the goats make more extended excursions,

and may occasionally even be seen scrambling about on

the higher pinnacles with the sheep. By degrees the

horses and cows w^iden their circuit, but tliey always

return, the former once, the latter twice a day to the

chalets.

At the end of the moiitb of August the food of the

Tannen-region is usually exhausted, and the third and

last flitting is undertaken. The best and most intelli-

gent farmers at this time divide their flocks, confiuinjr

the milch cows and goats to the lower and more acces*

sible feeding grounds, and driving the oxen, young

cattle, and horses higher up where the food is equally

nourishing, but the toil and exertion of attaining it is

much greater. What these latter animals lose, how-

ever, in ease and comfort is fully made up to thein m
the improved development of their muscles and the

greater strength, activity, and powers of endurance

which they acquire.

When the supplies of this loftiest region fail, the

cattle descend, feeding as they go, to their winter

quarters, the cows taking this time the lead, ana

the sheep bringing up the rear, gleaning all that their

more favoured brethren of the herd have left for them.

The sheds in which the Swiss cattle are housed m
winter are dark and dirty, their food scanty, and their

condition in winter so far inferior to their healthy

summer appearance, as to render them hardly recog-

The right of pasture which every Swiss peasant pos-

sesses in the Alps of his district in no way directly

depends on his worldly wealth, or even landed estate,

but on the number of cows or other beasts which be

can be proved to bave fed in the valley in winter.

A three-year old Iiorse is considered when pastured on

the mountain, as equalling in its consumption three

cows; a two-year old horse, two cows; and one which

18 only 12 months old, one cow : a foal eouals half »

rubbish, which, if not confined to its proper bed, might
in the course of a few hours destroy whole acres of good
and wholesome pasturage. No efforts of man can at all

times prevent this terrible evil, but a careful and ever-
watchful clearing and keeping open of the usual
piissages through which the mountain streams flow
may do much to avert the misery consequent on these
freaks of Alpine Nature. Here, more perhaps than
under any other circumstances, can he appreciated the
truth of our Englisli proverb that " a stitch in time
saves nine." Another, and no small item of Alpine
labour is the careful clearing of the pathways, the

cow
ly 12 months old, one cow ; a foal equals

I'
; a heifer, a whole cow ; a steer, only half a one;

whilst a calf is reckoned as a quarter, a pig as a half, • '

little pig as a quarter, a goat or sheep as one-third,

and a kid or lamb as one-twelfth of a cow. These di^'

sions seem absurd, but are at the same time necessary,
as the measure invariably used here is a Kuhrecbt,tbftt
is the amount of pasturage which one has a right to

demand for a cow.
The furniture of an Alpine chalet U of the simplest

imaginable kind ; it consisU usuaUy^a few knives ana

spoons with some earthen pa^irf^or the men, with »

^

cauldron to boil the milk for the cheese and the y«0»

I

necessiu-y for butter makmg.
In former times the rules of pasturage on the Alp%
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ftuJ the laws controlling the hewing of wood in the

forests, were much more strictly observed tlmn at

present. Then and in some places still, the manage-

ment was intrusted to a sort of rural district police

officer, who sa.sv that no one ever pastured more cattle

on the mountain side than he was entitled to, that the

nuths were Icept in order, and the forests maintained

uudnmaged. He was empowered to fine or otherwise

pnnish those who had transgressed them, and inscribe

their name and faults in the so-called " Alpbiichli."

In this short description of the Alpine pasturage,

I had nearly forgotten one most important matter, viz.,

that certain long-headed and experienced men are

selected from each village or commune, whose business

is, at stated periods during the summer, to be present

durinty the milking of each cow and satisfy themselves

as to the quantity yielded, and assign to the owner of the

animal the value of the average amount of milk, which

19 delivered to him in cheese and butter, or in the

nioucy which it brings when sold. In many places the

sarae system is pursued in winter as well as in summer,

A senner or dairyman is chosen for the village, who
receives all the milk from the different cow-owners, and

gives them in return cheese, butter, and money, he, of

i.-ourse, being paid at a certain regulated price for bis

time and trouble.

PHILOSOPHY OF TILLAGE.
The following is a section of Mr. Clarke's paper on Lois-

Weedon husbandry omitted last week.]

The chemist enables us to take a reasonable view of

the wonderfully prolific effects of mechanical tillage,

dispels our fears about premature exhaustion of tlie

laud, and shows us how to provide against it. A soil

analysis is a capital process for opening a young farmer's

eyes. And it certainly is wonderful to see a spit of

earth crumbled, roasted, boiled, and finally separated

into a number of brown, red, and white powders, having

the same appearance, taste, and chemical aud medicinal

properties as similar substances kept in bottles in the

druggist's shop. More marvellous still, to learn that

the silica and almnina, the lime and magnesia, soda and
potash, are simply the rusts of certain metals. Thus, the

alumina is compounded of three parts ofoxygen gas com-
bined with two parts of the silvery-h>oking metal called

aluminium; so that on strong land containing 60 per

cent, of clay, there is enough of this precious metal (in

a state of oxide or rust) in one acre of ground, 6 inches

deep, to make 90 tons weight of tea-spoons ! Why, it

is almost past belief that the principal portion of the

sticky clay we find so awkward to cultivate is really

the rust of this light shining silver ; and as a matter of

fact, is at the same time nothing less than the dust of

;rnbies, sapphires, and other gems, existing in immense
quantities in the form of a white powder, easily

extractable by the chemist.

The Wheat plant, like others, feeds to some extent

upon these mineral substances contained in the soil

;

and a crop of 30 bualiels, weighing 60 lbs. per bushel,

nnd having over 1^ ton of straw, takes from the land

the following quantities of the several ingredients :

—

h Grain. Stmw. ,
Total.

n

lbs. lbs. lbs.

1.18 142.55 143.73
10.50 25.50 36.00

Phoaphorio acid 16.00 11.55 27.55
1.19 13.00 14.19
4.-25 5.70 9.95
0.112 8.10 8.212

Sola 1.35 1.26
1.85

2 61
Peroxiie of iron, and loss .

.

0.28 2.1S

0.043 0.46 0.502

34 904 209.07 244 874

Of the 245 lbs. of mineral mutters in a crop of Wheab
210 lb3. are in the straw ; so that by returning the straw

|

to the laud, in the form of manure—not necessarily every
year, but say every third or fourth year—we have only
to demand of the soil a perpetual supply of 35 lbs. of

minerals, that is, 1 lb. per bushel, sent off the farm in

the corn sold ; to which must be added the waste of a
portion of these substances during the conversion of
the straw into dung. What stock of these particular
minerals, then, have we in a common loam? The
following acturil quantities are calculated from an
"•nfllysis of a loam containing 80 per cent, of silica ; and
I will take the depth of staple at 10 inches, as calcu-
lated in my experiments, the weight of 1 acre being
nbout 3,267.000 lbs,, or 1,458 tons :—

FotMh .

.

Phosphoric acid
Lime . • ,

,

Magncnia
Sulphorii acid..
Sodft
Peroxide of iron, &c*
Chloride of BOdinm * 4

Lbfl.

2,648,666
26,024
12,414
42.470
36,590
2,940

49.004
111,077

•'trace.'*

Enough for

Crops.
22,144,444

2,434
775

3^,383
8,555

26,222

306,666
abundance

Were we to take away both grain and straw, without«ny return whatever, there wouUl be sulphuric acid
€noa^h for 3*i6 crops, phosphoric acid for 451 crons
potash for 725 crops, lime for 3033 crops, and the other
Tnmerais m a still larger profusion. So that the only
mibgtances that a long-continued series of crops could
wnsibly reduce are just those which can be readily a;in.
plied again ia a dressing of ordinary artiticial manure
uut 1 adroc^te the auccc'ssive crowth of nnU- n K,„;^„,l

series of Wheat crops upon the various fields of a farm in

their turn, tlie straw being restored to each field in the

year occupied by the leguminous or green crop which fol-

lows; the foregoing table showing that, with such a rota-

tion, a common loam is practically inexhaustible of

mineral constituents. And therefore no landowiicr or

vigilant agent need look grave when tenants ask permis-

sion to adopt Lois-Weedon Wheat-growing on such land.

It is supposed that the various mineral substances exist

in the soil in a crude condition unfitted for the use of

plants, only a small proportion being directly available

as food for the roots. And this stock of liberated or

active mineral matter is maintained or increased by
exposing the crude substance to the solvents of the

atmosphere ; which is principally effected by drainage

and mechanical cultivation.. The action of atmospheric

agencies upon the constituents of the soil is too lengthy

a subject for notice at this time; and T need only

mention one fact—that the slow and continuous action

of rain-water containing carbonic-acid is found to

dissolve substances which resist the most biting corro-

sive acid or the most caustic alkali. The idea that

roots take up nourishment only in solution is giving

way, however, to a new opinion—that roots are enabled

by some process of vital chemistry to feed upon per-

fectly insoluble particles of aliment with the surface

of which they are in contact. The power with which

earth seizes and retains plant-food in defiance of all

the natural solvents has led Liebig to this conclusion

:

just the theory, you will remember, of our pro-

found agricultural discoverer, old JethroTull, on which

he built his system of frequent intercultural tillage.

How much tillage, then, will provide and prepare

a sufficiency of the minerals for the wants of the

crop while growing ? Well, the amount of forking and
horse-hoeing bestowed at Lois-Weedon has been found

amply sufficient for a long series of the heaviest crops;

my own ploughing, subsoiling, and scarifying have been

found sufficient for several fair crops; and the cultiva-

tion practised in other cases has also been adequate for

the pnrpnse. On ."Mr. Luwes's heavy loam at Rotliamsted,

one scarifying and cleaning, and one ploughing 5 or 6
inches deep, followed by a few liarrowin;;s, are found

enough for the production of a yield of 16 bushels per

acre, for any number of yenrs in sncccssion. And the

corroborative evidence from the steam-farming of Mr.
Smith, of Woolston, and numerous other instances,

shows that, on any soil not too thin and light,

minerals enough foi a long fiuccession of heavy corn-

crops can be prepared by u very moderate and prac-

ticable amount of tillage operations.

.Besides tliis terrestrial nutriment, however, plants

require " aerial," or organic, food : indeed, all but a frac-

tional portion of the subatauce of our crops ia built up
out of such unstable mnteriaU as giis and wuitir. I

cannot now branch off into an elucidation of the

absorptive functions of leaves and green stems, and the
necessity for having a store of organic matter within

the soil, as well as floating in the air above. The only

element which it may be feared would fall short in our
successive Wheat-growing is the expensive nitrogen.

No chemist or vegetable-physiologist ventures to say

that the Wheat-flag and succulent stalk are utterly

unable to absorb this element out of the atmosphere in

the form of volatile ammonia or other corapoumls ; only

the supply in this manner is thought to be compara-

tively little. Doubts alpo exist as to the quantity of

nitrogen brought down to the soil in one year by the

rains and dews, which wash it out of the atmosphere in

the form of nitric acid and ammonia; but the most

subtle and delicate analyses appear to show that it is a

good many pounds' weight per acreshort of the amount
required by a Wheat-crop. How, then, shall it

be obtained without mauuring ? Well, there is

a good stock of nitrogen already in the soil to

begin with. Accordingly to Mr. Lawea's analysis of

the Rothamsted and Lois-Weedon soil, an acre of land

10 inches deep contains 2\ tons of this precious ele-

ment; or as much as would be removed by 35

Wheat crops. Our culture will be, therefore, far from

permanent unless we can add to the staple as much
nitrogen as we abstract from it in a course of years.

We can get little from the subsoil; for rich as it may
be as a source of additional minerals, it contains only a

third or fuurth as much nitrogen as the upper soil.

Perhaps we may develope a considerable quantity from

another source, viz., by the decomposition of the humhs
or organic matter of the so^l in contact with the atmo-

sphere; it being supposed that nitric acid is formed

through the agency of the ozone occasioned hy this

decay. Be this as it may, there is another source of

nitrogen, which is perfectly able to furnish all that we

require. Nine years ago, Professor Way made the follow-

ino- experiment, wonderfully simple in itself, jet mar-

vellous in the insight it afforded into the properties of

soil He filled a bottle with air impregnated with car-

bonate of ammonia so as to be highly pungent to the

smell He threw in a little ordinary dry soil, and then

shook the bottle once or twice. What was the

effect ? "Why, the ammopiacal smcU was en-

tirely destroyed : the dry soil had instantaneously

absorbed from the air every trace of the am-

monia. He also filled a tube with small fragments of

dry clay, and passed through it air highly cljarged w.th

: volatile carbonate of ammonia; and the whole of this

gas was arrested. Subsequently, Professor W ay sproad

a very thin layer of clay soil on a^ sheet of paper^at

the bottom of a large cupboard.

small open dish containing water and lumps of car-
bonate of ammonia (smelling salts) was kept heated bv
means of a little gas flame. Sufficient air wasadmittod
to cause a gentle circulation ; the result being that the
cupboard was filled with a moist atmosphere consider-
ably charged with carbonate of ammonia. The soil was
exposed to thp ammnniacal fumes for several hours, and
upon analysis was found to have absorbed ammonia at

the rate of 3 tons per acre of 10 inches' depth—equiva-
lent to 20 tons of guano.

Hence it appears that a roughly-upturned fallow
sucks from the passing breezes theammonia which they
bear in minute but ever present quantity; and as ofteii

as we replace the charge of air in the interstices of the
soil, it is robbed at once of the nitrogenous element.
So that the more extended superficies we can expose,
and the greater indraughts of atmospheric air we can
let down into the ground, the more nitrogen will our
land acquire for our crops. Only till; and you shall

have ammonia in plenty : Ceres will not faint for want
of the smelling-bottle. How much nitrogen may be
absorbed in this way has never been ascertnined;*but
one thing is certain—the crops that are grown prove
that enough and to spare is really obtained. Then,
how much tillage is required to ensure this result?
Well, Mr. Lawes grew six successive crops of Barley on
unmanured ground, each taking away, in grain and
straw, 170 lbs. of nitrogen per acre—considerably more
than the quantity supplied to the soil in the ammonia
and nitric acid of the rainfiill. And the annual cultivation

which supplii;d the 1701b. consisted in once scarifying,

once ploughing at ordinary depth, and a number of
linrrowings. At Lois-Weedon, the yearly increasing

mngnitude of the yield, both in straw and corn, shows
that tlie store of nitrogen is augmenting rather than
diminisbing. And the forking,6Cuffling,and horse-hoeing
which have caused this accumulation of plant-food are
abundantly cheap, in comparison witli the riches thus
obtained. I say that, after all these years of Whent-
cropping, both the heavy and light land fields at Lois-

Weedon (so far from being exhausted of their native
stock of nitrogen) now possess a larger amount of
nitrogen than before. Chemical analysis proves it.

The subsoil of the light piece contains (according to Mr.
Lawes) 3128 lbs. of nitrogen per acre, in a stratum of
1 foot thickness; while the upper staple contnms
6200 lbs.—just double. Well, the staple has been
deepened to 13 inches—more than twice its original

depth—the 7 inches of additional staple taking the
place of as much subsoil; so that there must be, say
1500 lbs, more nitrogen per acre in the field thaK
existed there before. 'Die staple of the clay piece con-
tains ft proportion of 7000 lbs. of nitrogen per acre, in a
stratum reckoned 1 foot thick; and the subsoil contains
ualy 2600 Jbd. iu a siinihir i^uautity o£ aartli^*^ A» the
staple lias been deepened from its original 5 inches
down to 20 inches, there must have been 15 inches of
snbsoil replaced by staple soil—that is, there is now a
15-inch stratum, containing nearly three times as much
nitrogen as it did before. And the latter Wheat-crops
are so luxuriant and heavy, that Mr. Smith dare not
manure them.

1

In this cupboard a'

Home Correspondence*
77** Edilor,ship of the Royal Agricultural Society^s

Journal.— Will you allow me to s;iy a few words
oil one statement in the Iteport of the Council
of the Royal A^-ricnltural Society, published
yesterday ? Mr. Frere is said to hrtve been
selected in consequence of his "high testimonials."

Now, sir, everybody knows tiiat testimonials alone are
perfectly valueless. They c;in readily be obtained, and
their strength depends much upon the friendship of
the donor and the grade of the candidate. If general
report speaks correctlv Mr. Frere is an unknown man,
and there is not a public proof of his having written a
single article on agriculture or its collateral branches.

Then how, let me ask, could these high tesLimouials be
given ? Why are they not published ? There is another
feature in the report that should not escape observation.

The Council advertised for a " scientific" editor, but in

the Report they say " scientific and literary." Why was
the word " literary " withheld from the adveitiscmeut ?

Is this, sir, quite as it should be ? Against Mr. Frere
I have nothing to say, he may be a light hidden for a

long time under a Cambridge bushel, or he may be like

some seeds—now that he Is brought to the sarfiwe,

vivify and bear abundant fruit. This will be determined
by his papers in the Journal; but at present therp is

something strange and inexplicable aboat the affair,

which leads even the passive men, constituting nineteen

-

twentieths of the Society, for once to open their eyes

and ask n question. Anti- Testimonial, May 23.

Wageai^ Caermnrthemhire.—Permit me to correct

an error in the amount of ordinary wages said to be

paid in Caermarthenshire in the AffritmUurai Oazf>tft>

of April 28. It is there stated that 13/. is the ordinary

wage» aud from the statements of house rent and other

advantages attached to the wage for ordinary Ubour in

other counties, it would appear that the pay of men in

constant employment or engaged by the year is meant

No Buch wages are given to ordinary agricultural

labourers in either Caermarthenshire or Pembrokeshire.

Living on the confines of the fonner county and in the

latter, I can siiy with certainty that 9#. per week with

some advance in harvest Is all that is given. For

instance, the lion. Mr. Yclverton and Major Northej,.
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my next neigTibours, have their men the year through

for that. Men employed by the week or day as

occasional assistants are paid in ordinary 2^. a day, or

a trifle over sometimes but not generally, and it was

this that your Llauelly correspondent probably referred

to. It appears to me that a clearer distinction should

have been drawn between the wages of tnen employed

by the week and those by the year. Alexander Boyle,

Upper JTai/nffum, near Narleth, FenibroJceshire.

Mats we are told by naturalists frequently change

Iheir residence, and move from one locality to another

in battalions, and they are correct in their observations.

My farm-yard, that was never before troubled by these

pests, was taken possession of last autumn by at least a

couple of battalions. It may also be true that the

Kussian prisoner when at home was able to paralyse

and render them immovable, so that they might be

gathered together with a shovel and finally dro\vned.

Still I^bave my misgivings whether he was not a bit o^

a wag and disposed to play a joke upon his captors, as I

have not found his method of proceeding to give me
the same facilities for slaughtering the intruders. The
prepared substance was eaten, but the shovel was not
needed, and the master was sold and done brown before

his less credulous servants. J2.

specially constituted. By Order of the Council, H.

Hall Daee, Secretari/."

The report of the Finance Committee, from which

the financial condition of the Society appears to he

most satisfactory, was then laid before the meeting :

—

Half-Ttarly Account^ extendingfrom Vu 1st o/JuIt; to the 'ilst of

Ikcember, 1859.

Balance in the hands of the Bankers, Jnly 1, 1859 £2047 18

Petty Cash Balance in hand, July 1, 1S59 - . .

.

6 8

Dividends on Stock .. .- 14117
Governors' Life Composition 50

Governors' Siitwcriptinng 50

Members" Life-Compositions . .
125

Members' Subscriptions . . . . • . . • • 409

Jom"nal ., .. .. .. .. .. •« 231

Country Meeting (Warwick) 5407 13

Sale of Sundries -- — -• ®2

2

11

*-«

7
1

6

3
6
6

Finance Comr/iiUee.

otittUS*

ROTAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Geneeal Meeting : Tuesday, May 22.—The general

meeting ot the memhers was attended somewhat more
numerously than usual. Probably 50 or 60 gentlemen
were present. The Earl of Powys was elected president

for the year, and the list of vice-presidents and trustees

was also accepted. The house list of the new Council,

including a large re-election of those who go out by
rotation and five new names, was then submitted to the
meeting, and notwithstanding the attempt of many
members to substitute the names of Messrs. Owen
Wallis, Rigden, Pawlett, Sandy, and Caird, M.P., for

some of those recommended to them, the house list was
adopted. The following report was then read, and after

a somewhat stormy discussion, to which reference
is made elsewhere, it was adopted.

ANNUAL REPORT.
" The Society consists, at the present time of—72 Life

Governors, 119 Annual Governors, 927 Life Members,
4047 Annual Members, making a total of 5165 names
on the list. The finances of the Society have on no

8177 13

(Signed) A. N. Hood,
William Fisher Hobbs,
R. MiLWARD,

Patsiexts.
Establishment, including Rent^ Rates, and Salaries £482 5

Postage and Carriage 14 10

Advertisements 1 18

Journal 864 14

Essay Prizes .. .. 50
Veterinary Grant (extra) . . , 25
Chemical Grant 150
Subscription returned (paid in error) -. .. 10
Country Meeting (Warwick) 5432 13

Sundry items of Petty Cash 3 12

Petty Cash not accounted for by late Secretary .

.

9 7

Balance in the hands of the Bankers, Dec. 31, 1859 1339 8

Petty-Cash Balance in hand, Dec. 31, 1859 ,.. .

.

3 4

4
1

7

9
4

4

8477 13
Examined, audited, and found correct, this ISth day

of May, 1S60.

(Signed) William Astbory, ) Auditors on the part of
the Society.

John Druce,
Henry Coilbet,

After the usual complimentary votes the meeting
separated.

Fanners' Clubs.
LoxDON: May 7.

—

Discussion on the Lois-Weedon
System of Wheat Culture.—Mr. Greene, of Mortivalds,

Little Canfield, Chelmsford, considered that the main
objection to it was the large amount of labour that was
required at one particular period of the year. Still, he
believed the system did maintain a certain fundamental
principle, and \\ as therefore interesting so far. He also

thought that it might be carried on advantageously
upon a small scale. He had carried out the system on
58 acres. The principal labour is in digging the in-

former occasion been in so favourable a condition. The tervals iu ^ctober. We ought to finish sowing in
dividend on tlie estate of the late Secretary amounts to

i*70/. Us. \0d., being at the rate oi 10s. Hid. in tlie

pound, which has been paid into the Society's bankers.
Tlie funded capital, which stood at 10,000^., has been
raised by further investment to the amount of 12,000?.
in the New Three per Cents. The Finance Committee
have appointed Messrs. Quilter and Ball to be the
Professional Accountants of the Society, who by frequent
and close examination of the books and accounts
will materially assist the Committee. The Council
have elected Professor Voelcker, the Society's Consult-
ing Chemist, to be an honorary member of the Society.
The Consulting Chemist is engaged in investigations
on the following subjects : Pield Experiments on
Wheat, Barley, and Turnips; the Action of Simple

have appointed Mr. Philip H. Frere to that office, and,
from the high testimonials exhibited by that gentleman,
feel confidence in hoping that he will succeed in con-
ducting the Society's publications with efficiency and

SepteTOherl""' It could he broken np by machinery. He
required 20 men for 58 acres, using the fork. The cost
of the manual labour per acre is rather under 4/.; the
manual labour and horse labour together make about
47. 155. The depth of forking is about 10 inches. The
soil is clay principally. One field contains a great pro-
portion of gravel. The subsoil is chiefly of a loamy
character, somewhat calcareous.,

Mr. C. Howard (of Biddenham) said, that he went
down to Lois-Weedon, as a member of the deputation
from the Club. As regarded the soil, Mr. Smith, unlike
many landlords, considerably under-rated it. In fact,

and he (Mr. Howard) thought he should be home out
by the practical men who accompanied him, it was as
fine Wheat land as any man could possibly desire; and
with i-especfc to the lighter portions of the soil, he must
say that, if that was light soil, he should only like to be
its possessor. As to the portion which was nearest Mr.
Smith's house, and which he stated was new land that
had been broken up for 14 years, it must be remem-
bered that that had only seven crops upon it, according
to his system. Therefore, most farmers would say that

«i™*.-'ri - - . r ., ^ , " - °P^" "*^^^' ^*^"^' ^^*^^ ^"^y s®^®*^ «^op3, they could
talent. The arrangements for ths Canterbury Meeting, hardly expect it to be exhausted,' considering the
to be held dnrmg the week commencing the 9th of

j

quality of the soil. The whole of the operations upon the'"'" *— proceedmg satisfactorily. The Implement 4 or 5 acres were performed by the groom, coachman &c
July, are

Yard wiU
Shedding,
Machinery
wUI clute

contain nearly a mile and a quarter of
in addition to a very large entry of
in motion ; and the entry of Stock, which
on the 1st of June, is already large. The

He must say, moreover, that he was not at all surprised
at the crop which Mr. Smith had grown upon that land.
Indeed, he should have expected that the produce
would be still greater, and he rather wondered at Mr.Council, iu the spirit which h« guided them on former

1
Clarke's average, too/ because hU land was verv faroccMi

^ .
and consukning the cordial reception which beyond the average of the kino-dom for Wlieat-ffrowincawuta tbeui in the county of Kent, have thought they

agricidture peculiar to the district, and have been
induced to accept the offer of a considerable sum, to bo
diatributed in prizes for Ploughing on the Kentish or
turnrise system, as also for Hops. Wool, and certain
Breeds of Live Stock. Tlie Council bare decide<I, sub-
ject to the usual conditious, to hold the Society's
Country Meeting next year at lieeds, for the district
oompnsing tho three Ridings of Yorkshire. Great
anxiety was evinced by many localities in the enunty
to be selected as the place tor the Country Meeting

;

hnt the advantages of Leeds and its neighbonrHo^!
joined to the eligibility of the sites offered for Show-
jards and Trial-fields, have induced a decision in its
n«*or, which it is confidently lioped will rrsult in a«* •uct.Wnl meeting. In conclusion, the Conncll^. that ibe Society will prove itself to be in

cavoars

growing
purposes. Twenty-six bushels of AVheat to the acre
was nothing very extraordinary; and when he con-
sidered tliat, if they carried out the Lois-Weedon
system, they must neglect the growth of roots and
Clover, from which they produced their meat, he
questioned whether they would be doing right in losing
those crops, and going after another, which, certainly,
so far as the last few yeai-s were concerned, had by no
means paid tliein so welK If the Lois-Weedon system
was to be at all successful it must be through the appli-
cation of steam cultivation, and that too upon some of
the ordinary Wheat soils. He felt quite convinced that
upon the tenacious clay soils with which many present
were acquainted—not such as he found at Lois-Weedon
—no farmer would consider himself compensated in
growing the quantity of which Mr. Smith boasted.
Again, if the system were adopted, the covenants which
were now contained in tarm leases must be very much
altered and modified. They all knew that a strong
prejadice existed in some quarters against the farmer
taking two white straw crops in snccessiou, and it ap-
peared to him that that would be urged as an objection

that lU fmnte Dtty be marked by increased endta'M ^tmxm .the important objects for which it wae> ihe JUcis-Weedon system upon numjr estates." He

believed that Mr. Smith managed his 4 or S^creTof
land in the best possible manner; but he (Mr.Ho\vard>
had left crops of Wheat in his own neighbourhood
raised by the ordinary system of farming, which looked
quite as well as what he saw at Lois-Weedoa.

^
Mr. Wilson (of Althorne, Essex) stated that he had

visited Lois-Weedon several years ago, and he presumed
that everybody who had since visited the farm had
arrived at the same conclusion he did, which was that
the system was utterly impracticable in this country
That it paid the gentleman who practised it he would
not pretend to dispute, because there was every reason
to believe that he was a truth-loving man ; but if the
Club were to occupy a whole week in the discussion of
the subject, he did not think that they would be able
to evolve any principle from it which would be
applicable to their farms.

Mr. F. Hobbs.—According to what they had heard so-

lucidly described by Mr. Howard that evening, and all
they had previously learned respecting the Lois-Weedon
system of cultivation, he ^should say that there could
be no advantage in it to the practical farmer. He
recollected visiting, some 15 or 20 years ago, a friend
who called his attention to a similar system which had
been carried out in his neighbourhood for upwards of
50 years, but with no very beneficial results; for it had
not caught the attention of the neighbours, and no one
else seemed to have followed it out. Even now the
system was being pursued by an amateur, with no very
great advantage. So far as Mr, Smith of Lois-Weedon
was concerned, it appeared that he amused himself on
his few acres of glebe land, and employed his poorer
neighbours around him, and in this way he was doing
good ; but to lay his system before this Club as one of
general application was altogether absurd. He was
quite aware that Mr. Smith was acting with the very
best intentions; but he felt persuaded that no one
could adopt the system on an extensive scale, inasmuch
as there was an inadequate supply of labour in the
country, whilst if there were a fault in the existing
practice, it was that they grew too much Wheat
already, and Wheat had not been a paying crop of late
years, and certainly it was an exhausting one. The
proposition, therefore, to raise Wheat alternately year
by year was one which he did not think the farmers of
England would be inclined to entertain. It was
nothing new. They had all read of it in Jethro TuU.
One of its advantages was that it promoted the aeration
of the soil ; but even that they were doing as effectively

by other means, and with a good rotation of cropping
secured good root crops. A few years since, when in
France, he was shown a farm of about 800 acres, upon
which the crops were exceedingly fine- He w^as invited
to point out all the faults that he could discover, and
it struck him that one fine field of Wheat which
was excessively green appeared to be too tliickly

planted. This was in the month of April. He-
inquired how much seed had been sown there',

and was told three bushels per acre. It looked
to him as if it would be all down in the straw, 'and
turn out to be a very inferior yield; and he observed
that if they drilled it a foot apart, with one-half the
quantity of seed, the crop would be much better. They
said they anticipated that that would be his remark

;

but they had tried the experiment with English drills,

and found that at the period of the year when the
Wheat came on to blossom, if the ground were not
covered, the roots suffered so much from the drought
that the Wheat was not worth grinding. The year
previously he had what appeared to be a very heavy
crop of Wheat upon very light land. It was drilled

from north to south, and the yield greatlv disappointed
him. This practice was nT>w avoided upon light lands,

and they drilled from east to west, hy which means
the sun did not reach the soil in which the plant was
growing. He thought, therefore, that the same prin-
ciple which the Frenchman had carried out would be
most beneficial on light lands, and that wide intervals
between the rows of Wheat would be decidedly injurious,,
especially upon farms in the south of England.
The Chairman, as oue of the deputation to Lois-

Weedon, said that, so far as he could see, Mr. Smith's
plan was a practicable and good one for his extent of
land. His farm was about 12 acres, and upon that it
jdid very well; and if the system were carried out
thoroughly upon It. he saw no reason why it should not
pay. lo think, hoxvever, of putting it in operation upon
a large scale would be a perfect absurdity. After q uit-tmg Lois-W eedon the deputation visited Mr. Smith, of
Woolston; and he might here state that the nextmonth s discussion upon the substitution of steam power
for hor^e and manual labour would relate considerably
to what they had seen there. For his own part, he
thought that. If the two systems were coml^ned-if
they could mute the Woolston system with the Ldis-
Weedon sys em of alternatious-the two might be raad^
to work well; but as to getting such an amount of
manual labour as was required by the Lois-WeedoD
system to trench up the land immediately after harvest,
was, he considered, utterly impracticable and out of tfie
qnestiom If they could perform the operation bv meanfr

•
1 r T

"^^^^^ ^^^^"^ machinery, then jt would be aU
right. In his opinion the Lois-Weedon system was oiily
adapted to small farms. It was very well done, so far

j

as It went, but he concurred with the opinion expressed
by Mr. Hobbs that it was of no use to the practical
agriculturist, ^
Mr. Corbet was sorry that, as the discussicn had

s

I

s

t
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assumed the tone it had done, neither Mr. Smith nor

ilr. Clarke were present to answer many of the objec-

tions which had been raised. Unfortunately, too, tliere

was no one present to advocate the system pursued at

liOis-'Weedon, except Mr, Greene, from Essex, who had
been kind enough to answer several questions that had
been put to him. Wo doubt Mr. Clarke would prepare

a reply on the present discussion, and publish it in the
agricultural journals, and afterwards in the Journal of

the Club.

Mr. Corbet announced that, on the 22d inst., a special general
meeting of the Club would be held, for the purpose of con-
sidering the question of the malt tax ; and liow far the mem-
bars of the Club would give their assistance to certain U

'

societies in the re-establishment of an ** Anti-Malt-
Association."

tain sheep, and great fears are entertained that it has
not yet reached its highest pitch, as it is thought that
as the sheep begin to feed on the young sprouts of green
Grass which are now making their appearance, it will
cause dysentery in their flocks; and then there is no
remedy, for they are lost. Kendal Mercury.

local

tax

Miscellaneous.
^^,y? Rahi.—My success in growing heavy crops of

this root t(;r some years upon poor soils, and more par-

ticularly their gpodness this year in contrast to the

(general failure of Swedes and Turnips from the summer
drought, induces me to bring its valuable qualities to

more general notice. Many of your readers may he

unacquainted with it, and I therefore may mention

that it is grown largely in the north of Europe, and

found to stand its severe frosts, and being raised in beds

in the spring, and transphinted out in May and June

like Cabbage plants, it is not liable to the casualties

that Turnips are exposed to. It partakes of the form

and qualities of both the Swede and Cabbage, that is

to say, it has the leaves of the field Cabbage, with a

bulb very similar to the white Swede. It is a native

of Gennany, very hardy, withstands frost better, and

affords more winter cattle-food to the acre, in February

and March, than any root that I am acquainted with.

I have tested its feeding qualities against the Swede,

and am disposed to think for sheep, and more particu-

larly for couples in the spring. It is superior. They

certainly prefer it, hares and rabbits pick it out, and

are attracted to it from long distances. The bulb grows

above ground, and is come-at-able in frost, and when the

ground is covered with snow. It is very sweet and

juicy, and the leaves are excellent picking for young

lambs. There are two sorts, namely, the Green and the

Purple; the former affords the greatest produce per

acre, but perhaps the Purple is the most nutritious.

My practice is to prepare a seed-bed in winter by well

dressing and digging in a corner of my earliest piece of

Tares. The seed is sown the end of February or early

in March, thinly in rows 12 inches asunder, the beds

are kept perfectly clean by hoeing and hand-weeding
;

and as the Tares' are cleared off in May and June, the

ground is deeply ploughed, ridged up, dressed and

planted. The plants, at the first putting out, are

placed 3 feet apart, the ridges being 28 inches

asttnder ; but us the season advances, and the

opportunity for reaching a full size diminishes, the

<listance between the plants is lessened. The value

of this root, 1 assure your readers, is very con-

siderable in any year, but more particularly after a

dry summer, when most other winter food is scarce,

or in severe weather when the land is covered with

snow, and the Turnips are buried out of reach of

sheep, I am very fortunate this year, when Turnips

have so generally failed, having on each of my farms a

considerable breadth ; and I so much approve of it,

that I intend never being without it at this season.

Lean sfock, after such a season as we have just had,

always sell low in the autumn, from the prospecfc of a

want of winter keep ; while fat stock, in the foJio»ving

spring, sell very high, so that a crop of this de^drip-

tiou is most profitable in seasons when Turnips fkih

XTpon a field of 10 acres, broken up from hea^A Jast

year (part of Bagshot Heath), I have at this time Jnore

winter food to the acre than is commonly grown on

good soils in favourable seasons from any other root^
this, too, has been raised without the aid of any
purchased manure, and on land hitherto supposed of no
value, and incapable of returning any produce paying
for cultivation. My next attempt there will be Oats
or Barley, and I have little doubt of a crop of corn.

—

Feb., 1848. Rewitt Davis's Practical Ilssay.

Mortalitif amongst Fell -S'Aeep.—The recent mortality

amongst fell sheep is reported as very great, and is

indeed too clearly indicated by the large heap of fallen

skins which may be seen in any market town on a
market day. The cause is obvious—hunger. The
cattle, too, wherever you go, are extremely lean and
haggard, and are trying to pick up the smallest morsel
of anything they can find to satisfy their natural
cravings. The Bufferings of the poor brute creation
kave been great from the recent snow storms. It Is
said that one-half of the sheep in the parish of Bampton
have perished, and that Mr. Thomas Mounsey, in that
parish, has lost above 500; and Mr. Thomas Abbott, of
Thomthwaite Hall, near Shap, counts up his loss* at
more than 1200 head. Indeed the loss has been fearful
all along the Lake Mountains, and the range of hills
extending from Coniston Old Man to Stainmore. From
Coniston, Hawkshead, Ambleside, Troutbeck, Kentmere
Longsleddale, Selside, Shap, Bampton, Crosby, Ravens-
worth, Ravenstonedale, Kirkby Stephen, G^rsdale,
Itawes, "VVensUydale, and Dent, the loss has been great)
and the flocks are very weak and sickly, and large
numbers are daily dying. Never in the memory of the
Oldest shepherd on the hills of Westmoreland can be
rtjinembered so fearful a mortality amongst the moun.

Calendar of Operations^
M A Y.

Essex : May 14.—All doubtful forebodings of a late and
deficient harvest in 1860 are now falsified, vanished, and set at
rest. Many springs, and especially those of 183S and 1839 were
both later than this, and in the former year, 183S, no warm
weather occurred till about the 3d June, yet there was a pro-
ductive and early harvest. Notwithstanding the coldness,
wetness, and lateness of the weather a month ago, it is now,
thauks to a kind Providence, all that need be desired ; at least
it is so in Essex, and bids fair to make up for some of the
truly grievous losses which were imiversally sustained by the
late unprecedented long, cnld, and wet winter. Now, at
nearly middle of May, we have the genial warm sunny days,
and the nights are not cold, accompanied by copious, steady,
and unchilled raius. In short, a more promising and produc-
tive summer for com, provender, and fruit never before pre-
sented itself; barring, however, the loss of the Potato sets and
tender Peas, together with many other tender plants and
esculents from cold rain and melted snows, just at the iden-
tical time of sowing, which either rotted or chilled them, and
thus prevented germination of the seed. This is an occurrence
which has often happened in foimer years, on retentive lands
imperfectly or flatly cultivated, especially when the indurated
subsoil had been trodden, down still harder by horses, it may
be for ages past, to an iron-like pan, with a waterproof bottom,
holding to overflowing cold rain and melted snow, which
when frozen at night is sufficient to drown and to destroy all

delicate or tender vegetation. Not so however on deeply dug
or forked fields or gardens, even Ithough the land may havd
been heavy or of a loamy character. Such cultivated soils

self-drain themselves sufficiently, and seldom on them do such
serious losses or failures happen. Wo hail then the all-

powerful steam-plough to effect this desired object. "Deep
cultivation." in lieu of the spade or fork (which, by the bye,
are not to be scoffed at), or the paltry common plough, which,
in point of expense, will not exceed half the cost of either
horse or manual labour we are obliged to accede to now, and
which alwaj'^s have been imperfectly performed by one and all.

We look forward then for greater revolutionary achievements
in agricultural science to be yet accomplished by mighty steam
never before heard or dreamed of, when the said indurated
horse-trodden clay and rocky subsoil will be "smashed up"
and turned into comminuted rich soil, affording a better
opportunity of its receiving and retaining all rain, dews, and
melted snows, impregnated all of them more or less with
ammonia ; also of giving off from the soil by quiok evaporation
what excess of moisture Dame Nature refuses to retain, the
whole of which under present circumstances, or modes of
cultivation, is too often carried off by surface drainnge
or water furrows, sometimes, nay often, when it is actu-
ally required for the full development of summer crops, as
is especially the case now this very day. May 14, 1660,
from extraordinary copious rains fallen on the night of the
12th inst. and following Sabbath day. Thousands of hhds.
are thus unnecessarily, strictly speaking, carried off from
some elevated fields, and overflowing to excess others iu
low situations, to the utter ruin of the crops growing thereon

;

which would otherwise on deep culture have been stored and
advantageously disposed of where it fell, during the dry
summer months, as it undoubtedly was designed to do by the
great wi^e Creator of all things. Ahraham Hanhj d' Smi.

Isle of Elv : May 21.—Very great changes have occurred in
the character of the weather since our last report wtts written

.

We then predicted that we were again on the eve of a return to
cold, and so it proved. We continued to have frosty morningp,
frequently with ice, with bitterly cold north-east winds tor

nearly three weeks. This weather told seriously upon vegeta-
tion. On the 18th April we had a terrific gale of wind from the
north-east, which threatened to be very destructive to many of
the crops in our Fen districts. The dust was blowing in clouds

in all directions from the laud. Newly sown Oats were
threatened with entire destruction, and doubtless many were
seriously injured. The 'V^eats, too, on light weak soils sus-

tained considerable injury. On the morning of the 7th inst. we
had one of th» sharpest ftostawe had experienced all the spring.

The ice was quite thick. On the few days previously, as

also on the day immediately succeeding it, we had a good deal

of brilliant sunshine. And we always find bright days with a

high temperature before and after a severe frost in the spring,

tend to make it much more destructive to veretation on our

Fen lands. And in this particular instance our previously

formed opinions received a full confirmation. This one night,

followed by a sunny day, did more mischi^to our Fen Wheats
than all the adverse weather of the long asid protracted winter

had done. The flag and stem were cut, and mmany instances

looked quite white in colour, and lay upon the ground in all

directions, smelling almost like hayficlds. Happily this

weather did not continue, but was immediately succeeded by a

freedom from cold frosts at nights, and in a few days by a mag-
nificent niin, which has thoroughly saturated every inch of

ground. On Saturday the 12th inst. the rain began to fall about

8 P.M., and continued without intermission till 4 p.m. on the

following day (20 hours), Duringthe whole of last week, too, we
had copious showers, andon Tue^ay avery severethunderstorm,

when the rain fell in torrents, and our farmers were begiuniug

to fear that an excess of moisture would be realised ; but the

clouds have been dispersed, and again we have brilliant wea-

ther, and vegetation is making rapid progress. Our crops are

generally recovering and presenting a more promising appear-

ance. The wireworm is rather busy on some of the Oat lands,

and is thinning the plant a good deal in some in.gtance8.

Mangel seeding was scarcely finished when the rain fell,

and has consequently been suspended for a week. The

pastures are in tbeir very best attire, aod present a moat

beautiful aspect. Shortness of keeping will cot be again the

complaint for many a day. Our prospect for hay is good, and

croS must be heavy. Both bullocks and sheoi. sell more freely

at considerablv better prices. Theopmion we ventured to offer

fn oSr t^ last reports as to the sale of sheep when the

GraL seaTon had a^ved appears likely now ta be confirmed

Sf£^ IMces are pointing upwards, and will em long, we
by fact.

V2*T,f«iviffantly high. The com trade progresses

rX bufirS?? dfarer,'^ we stiU anticipate higher

prices. Yov.r Fen RtporUr.

COLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Keunington. London, S
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other p»-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
JUPPS NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD.—

The utility of this new preparation being now fully esta-
blished, W. <fc R. Jcpp & Co. beg to say that they are prepared
to execute orders to any extent. A trial will prove its beneficial
qualities. Price 35s. per cwt. ; 19». per 4 cwt. ; and 10a. per
\ cwt,, carriage free to nearest railway stations in Great Britain.
Pig Meal, 165. per cwt. Cash or a London reference expected
from unknown correspondents.
W. & B. Jupp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St- Mary-at-HilL

Eastcheap, E.C.
» j ^

** Agents liberally treated with.

Notices to Correspondents.

Ta^e or Butter : 3 X //. i ue uwio ^
attributed to the Bean-meal you are givmg.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.
TITPFS EICE FOOD, POULTliY akd GAME.—O RICE SWEEPINGS, Ss. M. per cwt., in Ik cwt. bags ;
SCREENED RICE, 12*. per cwt., in IS cwt. bags; DOO
BISCUITS, 14s. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, 63.6d.and 8*. M. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
delivery.—W. & R. Jdpf, 6. Cross Lime, Eastcheap, E.G.

INSTRrMENT rou MEASL^RINa the HEIGHT
OF TREES.—The DENDROMETER described at page 408

of the GardmevFi' CAro»ic?< may be had post free for 13s. from,
Edward Sang & Soxg, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

JOHN FOWLER, Jfn., 28. Comhill, Londoti, E.C.—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

— - . — ^M ^^^ ^ I ^ •

I

" T

AGRICULTURAL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
—As PBIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs, Burgess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, Ix>ndon,

E,C,^ invite tlie attention of the Public to their large and
hoice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Buroess &
Kkt, 95, Newgrate Street, London, E,C. Orders for delivery

thi8 season must be given early to avoid diaappointment.

MOWING MACHINE—BURGESS and KEY'S
Prize Mower, the most valuable ever mnniifactured, can be

seen at their Stores, 95, Newgate Street, E.C-

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORKS.
BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Neweate St, R.C., London,

being the Wholesale and Retaa Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may Belect what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN-—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 18^0. Mes&rs- Borqess & Key, 95^

Newgate Street, E,C., strongly recommend it as the most X)er*

feet Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on application,

_ARDEN POTS and PAN6, in quantities of not
less than 20 casts, delivered to the London Railway

Stations at the following pricea :—
No9.Thbs.6D.L60.54,48-40-32.28-24.I6.12- 8, 6. 4. Z. 2. 1.

Inches.
Diameter23 3J4i43 5J 6 ^i 7 8 9 104 lU 1311516^17^19
Per Cast 2^- 2*, 2^. 2s- 2«. 2^. 2», 2*. 2*- 2^. 3f* 3^,6d, 5*. b$. 55. 5*- 5».

On lesser quantities, 6tZ- per mile, for delivery to the station,

would be charged, Tlie usual discount to the Trade, Square
Propagating Pans, Kal» and Plunging Pots, Strawberry and
Border Tiles, &c., made to order.
Country orders to be accompanied by a remittance-

J, & W, AJJAM3, Kilns, Belle Isle, York Koad, King 's Cross, N.

CAROEN BORDER EOCINC TILES.

KOSHER AND CO, beg to invite attention to their
i varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-

EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages o^er Box or Grass-
edging in that they afford no harbour for slugs, &c., take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.

They may be had of various patterns at R. & Co/s premises*
Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars, 8.E. ; and

Kingsland Road Whar^ near the Canal Bridge, N.E,

, N.B- Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on
application. Ornamental Flower Boxes kept in fltock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING X1LK6 fob CONsEK-
VAT0RIK3, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES *c.,

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, rod, and buff colours,

and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also WHITE
TILES, highly glazed, for Lining Walls of Baths, Dairies

Kitchen-ranges, Larders, *c. To be obtained of RosHDi h Co.,

at their premises M above,

INDliLlHLE GAUDKN TALLIES. — Mark your

Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the p-eenhouse or

ffarden villi Dxinn-b PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
PENCIL. Retail at Meawrs. Bctler & McCulujch's and

Messrs. HooPEK ii Co.. CoTcnt Garden, W.C. ; J- Carter & Co.,

2:i7. High Holbora, W.C. ; T. Brigdes, Railway Arcade. London

Bridge S.B. ; and all Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Chemists^

Stationers. 4c. With «cr»w-hoIder, complete, 1$. Gd. each ; wU!

refill for 1«. : by post for 19penny stamps. Wholmale by J.

Lusher, 19, Holbom Hill. B.C. ; Barclay A Sons, Famngdon
Street, EC; or any other whnle^e house; and Crowhnrst, 7,

Fownes Street, Dublin. Further information obtained by
addr««iog Arthur Dunn, the Patentee, at the Manufa<;tor}V

1. Durham Place, Dalston Green, tendon, N.E.

N B These Pencils arc ane<ni*lied for marking indelibly

on Linen, Ac., for which purpose a m«ch finer pointl.^^
fit same price, than that contained in the Ganienerls»—

"

but this is weU adapted for aU coarse woven fabnc«.

OIL PAINT NO LONGER NECESSARY.
°

"-> SMITHS PATENT BLACK VABNISTT

rving Iro» W<
for oil paint on all ouKloor work

ftrom
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COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c.,

2, WINSLEY S TREET, LOND ON, W.

SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM AND COMPt. "having had upwards of 40 yoars' experience in the arrangement and constniclion of

every description HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATiN'G by the CIRCULATION o*' HOT WATER, and

well qualified to guarantee the perfect execution of any works intrusted to them in the erection of

Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass VTalls

for the protection of plants
or ripening wall fruit

Summer Temples
Arbours, <tc.

Greenhouses

Orchid Houses
Conservatories for Window or

B;ilcony Gardening
Vineries

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fruit Houses
Forcing Pits and Frames
Cucumber and Melon HousesOrangeries

Drawing and 'Estimates free upon application.

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencings, Game Netting, &c.

Svery description of Flain, Ornamental^ Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire WorJc

SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy. Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street W. (opposite the p a mi

D E AN E M P A N Y' S

HORTXCTTLTURAL TOOLS.

^A

GARDEN ENGINES, Galvanised Iron. Prices

55ff., 65j., 78*., 90*., 100*., 110*.

GARDEN ENGINES, Wood, 90>r., 110*.. 138*.

FLOWER ST.VNDS, U. U, each,

CAST IRON OKNAMENTAL FLOWER
STANDS, to hold seven Vases. 27*.

DEANE*S MOWING MACHINES, with Boyd's

Patented Improvements, 4^. 17*. 6tf., 6Z. 6*. Od.,

SL 17*. 6i., 71. 7*. Od.

GREEN'S PATENT MOWING MACHINES.
GREENHOUSE SYRINGES, 8*., 10*., 18*. 6d,

GARDEN ROLLERS, 1/. lly. Gd„ 21, 2L 12*.

Bl. 3*.. 3Z. 18*., 4Z. 13*., 5/. 12*., 1L 10*.

GARDEN STOOLS, 4*. 6d,

GARDEN SEATS, from 25*.

BOYD'S SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE, 10*. Gd>

WIRE WORK, 18 in., 4d, per yard run.

Evert/ Implement for Garden use on the

Lowest Terms.

DEANE'S, Opening to the Monument, London Bridge, E.G.
pr/F^

A L Y,WILLIAM HE
(Lato Burbridge & Hcaly),

118. Dorset Street. Fleet Street, London, E.C.
H OT-W ATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER.
CSTEPHK^:^U^^hlte STEPIIENSUN AJa>SONS,

• 61, Gracechurch St., London, E.G., Minufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c.. Improved Iron and Copper CoDical
Boilers, and Apparatus for Wanuiug Buildings of every de-
scription by Hot Water.

Prices and Eatimatea f -slied upon appUcaticn.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
^^

Madk by bxEAX Power at

J LEWIS'S IIouTicrLTUEAL WOEKS, Stamford
• Hill, Middlesex, N*. These Hothouses are made od a

much better and stronger principle than those manunictured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.
A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends £

and doors complete 30
Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft, do. do. 60
Do. do. CO ft. by -J* ft. do. do. 90

LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application to
J. Lewis.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT,

TG. MESSENGER, Hokticttlttjeal Builder
• Patent Hot-Water Apparatus MANUFAcnmER, &c/

Lougliborough, begs respectfully to call the attention of the
Nobilitv, Gentry, Nurserymen, &c., to his Patented Division-
less Horticultural Erections and Mode for Ventilating same.
A Model Erection, showing these as well as many other
improvements, sent carriage free to any gentleman requiring
the same. Also an Illustrated Price List of his Garden Engine
which is cheaper than any other. T. G. Messenger's Boiler
is now at work at many gentlemen's seats in the country,
giving the utmost satisfaction.

T. G. M.'s perfect and simple Hot-water Valve, 4 in., 22*. ;

3 in.. 18*. 6d. Flans, Estimates, &c., sent upon application.

T~
HE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
AND ROLLING ENGINE may be had at J. DOREIg,

the sole Manufacturer, 17 Exmouth Street, Clerkenwell,

London, E.C.

The thi'eefold use of this neat little Machine must be obvious
in 'Watering, Rolling, or Syringing ; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It
contains about 20 gallons, price 5^ 10s. ; 25 gallons, 61. 10^.

No. 579.

WARNER'S SWING WATER BARROW
(holding about 35 gallons), is intended for all large

establishments where much watering is done by the watering

pot. By its use the gardener will save much time and labour.

particularly where the tanlc, pond, or pump is at a distance

from the garden. Price 31. 3*.

BRASS SYRINGES, from 9«. to 21s.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger in town or

country, or of John "Warkeb & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate,

London, E. C. ____^ ^

GARDEN ENGINES AND SYRINGES.

JTYLOR AiO) SONS, Warwick Lane, Newgate
• Street, London, E.C, beg to call attention to their very

superior manufacture ofGARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGE.^.

WEST OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND WALES,

VINCENT SKINNER
[late Partner with J. Weeks

\& Co.), erects Conservatories,
HoT-HorsEs, and Hot-water
.\PPARATUS to warm Churches, HHjjjjiiiiyiniaj

Hothouses, &c., and has fore- ^===f==^=^
men from London to superin-tt^oooocPTl

tend their construction. Upright Pipe Uoilers, Plans, and
Estimates.—V. Skinner, Bridewell Street, Bristol.

Fig. 593. J. Tylor & Sons' BARROW GARDEN ENGINE m
best well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Tylor & Sons im-

proved Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spre/iuer,

which answers the purpose of the separate rose, fan, and jet.

Contents or Tub :

—

15 gallons . . £5 10
|

2S gallons . .
£6 IS

Fig. 599. Ditto TINNED IRON TUB.
Contests of Tub:— „

8 gallons 12 gallons 16 gallons 24 gallons 30 gallfica

£2 15 £3 5 £4 £5 £5 18

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J JONES bcga to oPTtr a complete HOT-WATER
• APPARATUS FOR GREENHOUSES, at the following

prices, delivered ree to aiiy liailway Station in England :

—

With Cylinder Boiler. With Saddle Boiler

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Greek, Harrow Road, Londov, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, Ac, combiumg every improvement with elegance of
design and durabilitv of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Rooft of H' s has given the highest satisfaction. Churches.
Chapcu, ScWii^ Entrance Halls. Public Buildings, &c., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
KDanner.

*v"^* \? ^^ ^^^^ (Treat pleasure in referring to numbers of
the Eobihty and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

Size of House.
20 feet by 10 foet

25 ,» by 12
30 „ by 12
30 » by 15
40 ,» by 15
50 M by 15

• *

« B

£S 10
10
11 10

13 10
16 10
IS 10

4 f

* «

£9
10 10
12
14 10
17 10
29

The above prices include Boiler, strong Furnace Doors, Bars,
Soot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Connec-
tions, Air Pipes, Ac, all ready for fixing, and of the best
quality. Further particulars will be sent on application.

Parties ordering must send plana, showing doorways, position

of boiler, &c.-^. Jones, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturer,
6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S. E.

OAA CUCU^IBER AXD MELON BOXES, and
4^\J\J LIGHTS. AND 500 LIGHTS of all Sizes kept in

Stock, Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom.

James Watts ft Co., Hothouse Builders and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers, ueur the Green Man, Old Kent Road,
London, S.E.

Fig. 61S. No. 1. REGISTERED SYRINGE, with India-rubber
suction tube, one rose and jet .. ..£1 5 each.

Ko. 2. Ditto ditto 1 1 ,»

Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto . . . . 10 m

Fig. 619. GARDEN SYRINGE,with one rose andjet,12j(.6«(.eacfc.

620. Ditto ditio 11 «
621. Ditto ditto 10 6

622. LADIES' GARDEN SYRINGE, with do. 8

t*

t7

Fig. 623. READ'S SYRINGE, with two roses and onejot, 18«.^
, 324. READ'S SYRINGE, with one rose ^d jet ..16

J
„ €25. Improved ditto ditto • • -**

S
„ €26. Ditto ditto .-^ ditto -. 13 U

Manufacturers of Pumps and Well Engines (for shallow or

deep WellsX Plumbers' Brart Foundry of every description'

High Pressure Cocks and Closets, Copper and TinuedironBatW*
Garden and Fire Engines, Lamps of every description, Copp«

Goods, &c. Estimates given for Hot-water and Bath Appttf^tii'-

I

I
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ROYAL BOTANIC 9

REGENT'S PARK N.W.,

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 1860.

LIST OF AWAR D S.

EXTRA COLD MEDAL.

To Mr. W, May, Gr. to Josiah Spode, Esq., Hawkesyard Park,

Ruffeley, Stafford, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. Bullen, Gr. to J. Butler, Esq., "Woolwich, Kent, for 20

Exotic Orchids

LARGE COLD MEDAL.

To Mr. Whitbread, Gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, Kent,

for It) Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. Gedney, Gr. to Rev. W. ElUs, Hoddesdon, Herts, for 20

Exotic Orchids

MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.
To Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T. Tredwcll, Esq., St. John's Lodge,

Norwood, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. ^y. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnct, Herts, for 12 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, Lower Cheam,

Bun-ey, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for 10 Greenhouse

Azaleas „
To Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq.. for 8 Greenhouse

Azaleas ^ . -^ , ,

,

ToR Warner, E9q.,Broom6eld, Essex, for 20 Exotic Orchids

To Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. B. G. Farmer, Esq,, or 12 Exotic

Orchids -n, Ti

To Messrs. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, for 10 Roses

in pots „ _ _ , .

,

To Mr. "Woolley, Nurseryman, Cheshunt, for 16 Exotic Orchids

COLD MEDAL.
To Messrs. J. & J. Eraser, Nurserymen, Lcyton, Essex, for 12

Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. J. Feed, Gr. to C. F. Gabriel, Esq.. Norfolk House,

Streatham. for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T. Trcdwell, Esq.. for S Cape Heaths

To Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead,

Herts, for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas

To Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., for 8 Greenhouse

To Mr. O. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq-, Stamford Hill, for

20 Exotic Orchids

To Mr. Page, Grf to W. Leaf, Esq., Park Hill, Streatham, for

12 Exotic Orchids
To Mr. C. Turner, Nurseryman, for 12 Pelargoniums

To Mr. Nye, Gr. to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, Wmdsor,
"for 10 Pelargroniums

To Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, for 10 Roses in pots

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.

To Mr. Baxendine, Gr. to Haydon Smallpiece, Esq., Guildford

Surrey, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston, Surrey, for

12 StoTc and Greenhouse Plants „ „ „, ^,

To Mr. T. Page, Gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., Park Hall, Streatham

for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
, . , tt

To Mr. Chilman, Gr. to Rev. W. Denshire, Ashstead House,

Epsom, Surrey, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. R. Attbee, Nurserj^men, Stockwell, for 10 Greenhouse

To Mr. Whitbread, Gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., for 8 Greenhouse

To Mr. c". Turner, Nurseryman, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas

To Mr. Penny. Gr. to H. Gibbs, Esq., St. Bunstan s. Regent 3

Park, for 6 Exotic Orchids

To Messrs. Dobson & Son, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for IJ

Pelargoniums , _ ,

To Mr. Bailey, Gr. to T. T. Brake, Esq.. Amersham, Bucks,

for 10 Pelargoniums , , , ,«r>
To Mr. E. P. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 10 Roses m

To MrfTerry, Gr. to E. W. G. Puller, Esq., Youngsburj', Ware,

Herts, for 6 Roses in pots

• LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Carson, Gr. to "W. R. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park,

Cheam, Surrey, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. Tegg, Gr. to Baron Hambro, Roehampton, Surrey, for

6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. Harlock, Gr. to R. W. Nutter. Esq., Wanstead, Essex,

for 8 Cape Heaths xr ^v
To Mr. W. May, Gr. to Josiah Spode, Esq.. for 6 Cape Heaths

To Messrs. J. lyeiy & Son, Nurserymen, for 6 Greenhouse

To Mr. May, Gr. to J. Spode, Esq., for 6 Exotic Orchids

To Mr. Turner, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums
To Mr. Bailey, Gr. to T. T. Drake, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
To Mr. O. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Philpott. Esq., Stamford Hill

for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr. Uzzell, Gr. to Dowager Duchess of Northumberland,

Twickenham, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr. J. Peed, Gr. to C. T. Gabriel, Esq., for 8 Cape Heaths
To Mr. Page, Gr. to W. Leaf. Esq.. for 6 Cape Heaths
To Messrs. J. & J. Eraser, for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas
To Mr. J. Peed, Gr. to C. T. Gabriel, Esq., for 8 Greenhouse

Azaleas
To Mr. CarsoD, Gr, to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq., for 6 Greenhouse

Azaleas
To Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart. , for 6 Exotic Orchitka
To Messrs. Dobson & Son, for 6 Cinerarias
To Messrs J. &. J. Fra.«er, for 12 Pelao-goniums
To Mr. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead for

10 Pelargoniums ^
To Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums
To Mr. J. Holland, Gr, to R W. Peake, Esq., Spring Grove,

Hounslow, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums
To A. Rowland, Esq., Lewi^ara, Kent, for G Roses in pota

SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. George, Gr. to J. Nicholson, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. Chilmaa, Gr. to Rev. W. Denshire, for 6 Cape Heaths

To Messrs. Rollison, Nurseiymen, Tooting, for Epaeris

multiflora
To Messrs. Rollison, for Ixora robusta

To Mr. Lawrence. Gr. to Bishop of Winchester, for Cypnpedium
caudatum roseum

To Messr=}. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Chelsea and Exeter,

for Cvpripedinm sp-

To Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Hemerocallis distichia flora p.eno

To Mr. Cross. Gr. to Lady Goldsmid, Regent's Park, for

6 Greenhouse Azaleas

To Mr. G. H. Bunney, Nurseryman, Stratford, Essex, for

6 Exotic Orchids
To Mr. J. Shrimpton, Gr. to A. J. Doxatt, Esq., Putney

Heath, for 6 Cinerarias

To Mr. Windsor, Nursery, Child's Hill, Hampstead, for

12 Pelargoniums
To Messrs. Dobson & Son, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums

To Mr. Tandy, Gr. to E. Saunters, Esq., Fair Lawn, Wimbledon
Park, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums

To Mr. George, Gr. to J. Nicholson, Esq., for 6 Roses

To Mr. Young. Gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., West Hill House,

Hampstead, for 6 Fuchsias

To Mr. G. H. Bunney, for 6 Ana>ctochilus -

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. O. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Philpott. Esq., for 6 Cape Heaths

To Mr. Baxendine, Gr. to H. Smallpiece, Esq., for 6 Cape Heaths

To Mr Gednev, Gr. to Rev. W. Ellis, for Laelia Zanthina

To Messrs. Parker & Williams, Nur.serymen, for Statice sp.

To Mr. J. Standish, Nurseryman, Bagshot, for Rhododendron
mirabile

To Messrs. Rollisson, for Biota orientalis elegantissima

To Mr. Lawrence, Gr. to the Bishop of Winchester, Famham
Castle, for Epidendrum maculatum

To Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Cattleya Dominiana
To Mr. Woolley, for Correct Labels

To Mr. May. for Arrangement of Colour
, « *

To Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nurserymen, Dorking and Reigate,

for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas

To Mr. B. Peed, for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas

To Mr. Green, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas

To Mr. Chilman, for 6 Exotic Orchids
To Mr. Farmer. Gr. to S. Morley, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 6

Cinerarias
To Rev. C. E. Ruck Keene, Swynecombe House, Henl€sy-on-

Thames, for Bougainvillaea spectabilis

To Mr. T. Gaines, Nurseryman, Rattersea, for 12 Pelargoniums

To Mr. J. Windsor, Nurseryman, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums

To Mr. Weir. Gr. to Mr. Hodgson, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums

To Messrs. Downie & Laird, Edinburgh, for 36 Pansies

To Mr. J. James, for 24 Pansies

To Mr. Turner, for IS Tulips

To Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, for Collections of Rhodo-
dendrons

To Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, for Standard Azaleas

To Messrs. Lane A Son, Nurserymen, for Collection of Cut
Roses

To Messrs. Parker &, Williams, for Rhododendron D.alhousieanum

To Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Nurserymen, Wellington Road,

for 9 3egonia.s

To Messrs. E. G. Henderson, for S Caladiums

To Mr. 0. Rhodes, for 12 Foliage Plants

BRONZE MEDAL.
To Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts, for Collection o*"

Hardy Ferns
. .

To Messrs. RolUsson, for Daphne formosissima

To Mr. B. Peed, for Correct Ijabelfl

To Mr. B. Peed, for ditto

To Mr. Baxendine, for Arrangement of Colour

To Mr. T. Gaines, Nurseryman, for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas

To Mr. T. Whitbread, for 6 ditto

To Mr. Gaines, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums

To Mr, James, Gr. to W. P. Watson, Esq., Islewortli, for 6 Fancy

PelargoniTims

To Mr. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough, for 36 Pansies

To Mr. C. J. Pcn-y. Castle Bromwich. for 24 Pansies

^o Mr. Norman. Bullfield. Kent, for 11 Tulips

To Mr.
To Mr,
To Mr.
To Mr.
To Mr.
To Mr.
To Mr.
To Mr.

CERTIFICATE.
Whitbread, for Correct Labels

Green, for Correct Labels
Cutbush, for Arrangement of Colour

Shcntou. Nurseryman, Heudon, for 36 Pansies

Young, for 6 Tall Cacti

Green, for 6 Tall Cacti

,
James, for 12 Pansies in pots

Cole, Nurseryman, for 40 Calceolarias

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT, FIRST CLASS.

Tn TWr Turner for Pelargonium Patroness

To Mr Turner; for Fane/Pelargonium Ambella Goddani

To Mr Turner; for Fancy Pelargonium The Champion

To Mr. Turner, for Gloxinia Etoma

To Mr Turner, for Azalea General Havclock

?°o^J^'^^t^^^^ P^S?fHco,o.

Lady Middleton „

f^I Sry gr irefh^oeSuS tSeath ^ut.

To Mr. Nyefbr. to ^Foster, Esq.. for Pelargomum Perdita

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT, SECOND CLASS.

To Mr. Tinner, for Dish of Strawberry Oscar

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—Notice is hereby
given, that the next Ordinary Meeting of the Horticul-

tural Society for the Election of Fellows will be held at the
Museum of Science and Art, South Kensington (by permission
of the Lord President of the Privy Council), on TUESDAY,
June 26 ; the Chair to be taken at 1 o'Clock, p.m. On this

occasion a Ballot for Plants will also take place.

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT.
1. CuPKEssus-LAwsoNiANa. Ouc of the finest of the new

hardy Califomian Cypresses.
2. CoPRESSUS GovENiANA. A hardy tree.

3. PiNUS TUBERCULATA. A hardy Califomian tree.

4. Chorozema cordatum. a greenhouse shrub.
5. Seedling Camellias. From Florence.

6. Callistemon rugulosum. a greenhouse shrub.

7. Viminaria denl'data. a greenhouse shrub.

S. Leptospermum .TDNiPERiyuM. A greenhouse shrub.

9. PiTTOSPORUM UNDCLATUM. A grecnhousc shrub.

10. Spir^a callosa. a hardy shrub.

11. Eriobotrya japonica. Japan Medlar.

12. Paulownia imperialis. a hardy deciduous tree, with blue

flowers, from Japan.
13. ViTis POLYMORPHA. A hardy creeper.

14. Glycine sinensis alba. A hardy creeper,

15. Gardenia Florida, var. Fobtdioana. A greenhouse shrub.

16. Adhatoda cydoni.efolia. a stove shrub.

17. Ceakothus verrucosus, a hardy shrub, from California.

18. Viburnum macrooepfialum. From China.

19. Clematis microphvlla, var. leptophylla. A greenhouse

creeper, from Australia.

Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of the

plants to be balloted for are requested, if hfe meml>ei-s of 40

guineas or subscribers of 4 guineas a year, to name the Foca
sorts they would prefer ; or, if life members of 20 giiineas, or

subscribers of 2 guineas a year, to name the two sorts they

would prefer. Should there be more appUcations for any parti-

cular plant than the number available for distribution, a Ballot

will then take place to determine which applicants are to be
supplied.
The arrangements for conducting the Ballot render it

necc-gsary that the names or numbers, prefixed to the plants to

be drawn for, should be sent to the office of the Society,

8, St. JIartin's Place, W.C. on or before Saturday, Junb 23d,

after which dat e no applications can be attended to.

13 OYAL OXFORDSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
JLAj SOCIETY.

Patrons:—H.R.H. The Prince Consort, and
n.RH. The Prince OF Wales,

The SUMMER EXHIBITION of the above Society will be

held in the Gardens of Worcester College, Oxford, on TUES-
DAY, June 19, when, in addition to the Prizes confined to

Members, the following are offered. Open to All England,

entrance free :— ,

A. Stove or Greenhouse Plants ("not Fuchsias or Geraniums),.

nine varieties : Ist Prize, 10^. ; 2d Prize, Bl. ; 3d Prize, 71.

B. Cape Heaths, six varieties : Ist Prize. 5L ; 2d Prize, Al.

C. Geraniums (not fancies) in 8-inch pots, 12 varieties: lat

Prize 61. ' 2d Prize 4/.

D. Geraniums (fancies) in 8-iuch pots, 12 varieties: 1st Prize,

52. ; 2d Prize. 41.

No person will be allowed to take more than one Prize in

Notice of intention to exhibit must be given to the Secretary,

by post, oa or before Saturday, June 9.

The Flowers must be labelled with their names, and staged

ready fur the Judges by half-past 10 o'Clock on the morning of

the day of Show, and will not be allowed to be removed till

the close of the Exhibition (7 o'clock p.m.).

Exhibitors will be required to sign a declaration that the

Flowers are bond fide their property, or the property of their

employers. -- »^a - i nm ii^y -

The Judges have the power of withholding the first or any
other Prize if the Flowers exhibited are not worthy.

The Bands of the Royal Artillery, Woolwich, and of the

2d Oxon R. V. C. (Oxfordshire MiJitia), will play during tha

afternoon. W. R. Hobbs, Acting Secretary.

23, St. Giles's Street, Oxford.—June_2.
.

~A~COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors in P'oreign Countries, the Council

are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage

in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
would be desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimenials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place, London, W.C,

SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1860.

MEETINGS TOK THE ENSUING WEEK.

Mo!(ifAT. June 4—EntomoloKical R p m-

TULRSOAT, — 7—Linnean 8 fji.

"We are asked upon what pround we refer to th^

frost of last October the death of the Peack

TREES mentioned in our last Number (p. 481).

The trees in question after flowering and even

setting their fruit were described as withering

away. One correspondent is unable to see any

relation between a frost in October and death in

the May succeeding. To us the relation does not

appear by any means obscure. The trees in

question grew on a south-west wall; they must

Uierefore in so warm a place have had their sap

rising after the ground, heated to ^5°, had been

soaked with rain. Under such circumstances a

sudden fall of temperature to IT or 15^ below

freezing could not fail to give a shock to the con-

stitution of so tender a tree as the Peach, from

which it would never recover. It was like a hard

frost in Mav when leaves are fuUy formed ;
but

worse because the previous warmth of summer

must render a tree more susceptible of cold m
October than it would be in May after the previOM

cold of winter,
. .

It is true that no visible sign of injnry was

made in October ; and hence it may be inferred.
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though not very legitimately, that -what could not

be aeen could not have happened. But the Peach

trees had not had time to coinTnen.ce any vidble

second growth. Sap was flowing "upwards through

their vessels ; but it had not told upon their bud?,

and hence the mischief that was done could not be

perceived. There is, however, no doubt that the

effects of frost, when felt by the interior of plants,

are infinitely more serious than when merely in-

dicated by foliage suddenly killed. The latter is

readily repaired ; the former never. As in the

animal kingdom, so in the vegetable : internal

injuries are the most formidable of all.

It is not, however, a mere matter of inference

that Peach trees dying now are only revealing the

injury they experienced last October. Evidence

lies before our own eyes. Two young and vigorous

Peach trees, of the double Chinese kinds, Ap-

peared to have escaped the injury of October;

their branches were plump and healthy, except at

the points; and we had congratulated ourselves

upon their remarkable hardiness. They received

a winter pruning, and pushed as usual in the

spring ; but shortly afterwards the shoots began

to droop and wither; one is now dead to the

ground, and the other is following it. In this

case, as it probably was in others, the sap vessels

of the stem were killed ; and it was only when

they were called upon to feed the young leaves

that their powerless condition was made manifest.

We shall probably be asked how frost acts on

plants ; in what way it kills them. Such a

question has been often put, and never answered

satisfactorily. The honest reply is, " We do not

know." AH that can be said is that plants,

li]ce animals, are bodies possessing life or vitality

;

that life is a something beyond human understand-

ing ; and that it is affected by a variety of circum-

stances varying in different plants. Among those

circumstances stands prominently forward tempe-

rature, which regulates the geographical position

ef species more than any other known agency.

Some plants can bear the cold of zero ; others are

not scorched by soil at 180*. Such is the fact:

about which all that can be said is that every

species of plant has its own peculiar vitalpower—
four words which serve as well as others to explain

the inexplicable.

In one letter before us the writer asks us to tell

him how to repair the present mischief. Alas

!

yrQ have no power to restore the dead to life. If

his trees were ours we should wait to see what the

summer does for them, and if they do not recover

ve should replace them by others.

Jy the gale of last Monday one of the great

El.M3, IN Hyde Pabk, opposite Lord Auckland's,

Tjag uprooted with a mighty crash, tearing away a

huge branch from its ntighbour, smashing strong

iron posts and rails, and losing its own limbs in

the ponderous fall. Passing it shortly afterwards

we took advantage of the opportunity to examine
it carefully, and the result was precisely what we
have frequently stated that it must be ; the tree

was rotten from head to heel, although, to judge
from its green leaves, it was in perfect health. A
thin layer of sapwood overlaid a core of corruption,

and served to preserve an appearance of vigour.

As to the great roots by which it was moored to the
ground, they were full of the white spawn of dry
rot, and their power as timber was gone. We
could not avoid thinking of decaying gunboats
masked from observation by their metal sheathin
That all the old Elms in Hyde Park are in a

eimilar state is not to he doubted ; and their total

disappearance can only be a q^uestion of a few
years, more or less. No Elms can live very long
ou a thin soil over gravel. These trees want a
deep damp bottom ; in euoh a situation they arrive
at a coloBsal stature without any symptomsof decay.
Hence it is probable that in the clay of the Re-
gent'fl Park they will remain for centuries the

ornament of the northern suburb of London. B\it

in Hyde Park there is no hope for them ; and it

is impossible not to feel surprise that in the face

of such proof of their unfitness as has been there
afforded for almost half a century the managers
of the Park should still persevere in planting this

species of tree. It is true that it grows fast,

and looks well as long- as it lasts ; so did
our gunboats; they were built fast, and
looked well as long as they could hold
together. But it is not fair to posterity, and it is

far from being creditable to the good sense of Park
superintemlents that nothing should be regarded
except present appearance. Other trees suited to
the soil grow as fast, look as well, and run no risk
of premature oecay,

>fotwithstandlng the notorious rottenness of the

?

Hyde Park Elms, we hear not uufrequently of

querulous letttrs in the newspapers, complaining

that these trees are " wantonly " or " ignorantly,"

we forget which, felled by the authorities. The

foolish writers of such letters ought to be thankful

for the removal of the trees, for they are extremely

dangerous to passers by, and we fully expect to

hear of animals more important than sheep being

killed by their fall. That which came over on

Monday would have destroyed a dozen people had

they been within reach of its huge limbs. If the

wind had been a little more northerly it would

have fallen across the drive, and might have

smashed a carriage or a few horsemen.

Instead therefore of blaming the Park authorities

for causing such trees to be taken down we ought

to be grateful to them for their vigilance. Of this

they may be assured, that if any fatal accident

occurs in consequence of a rotten Elm being

allowed to remain, they will, after the warnings

they have received, stand in an awkward position

before a coroner's inquest. Or supposing that

nothing worse happens than the Duchess of

Belgravia being smashed in her chariot, we are

afraid that the friends of her Grace would not

be satisfied by the cry of "Who could have

thought it?"

A SHORT time ago we drew attention to a

singular experiment said to have been tried

successfully in France of getting a Pear seed to

grow on a Pear stock and unite itself with it as if

it had been grafted (see p. 360). We now tind in

the Revue Horticole the following strange story,

extracted by M. Latjjoulet from an account of

travels in Chaldsea in 1827 by a Captain Kobebt
MiGNAN.

** The AtBCAGi {Hedysarum. Alkagi of Linnscus)

is a very common plant in the deserts of Arabia.

India, Africa, Tartary, and Persia, in whose
deserts it is the sole nourishment of the camel.

The roots of this plant have the property, by means

of their long leathery fibres, of collecting what
moisture is found in those arid plains, and the

Arabs avail themselves of it to obtain a pleasant

and wholesome food {nourriture). The stem of

Alhagi in the spring is slit {yariagee) close to the

pround, and the Arabs insert in the cleft a seed of

Water Melon. The seed thus becomes a parasite,

and the Melon, whose delicate fibres are incapable

of c^>llecting &affioieut food, 1b nourished abun-
dantly by the strong deep roots of the Alhagi. In
this way the Arabs compel a soil which rebels

against cultivation of any kind to supply them
periodically with plenty of Water Melons."

Can there be any truth in this ? We do not

find the circumstance mentioned in works on
Oriental plants, and we doubt whether it is possible,

unless indeed the Melon roots follow the Alhagi

roots on the outside and live by absorbing moisture

from them, Fokskahl, who described the Alhagi
fully and knew it well, merely says that it is

common in Egypt, where it is used for fuel and
greedily fed upon by camels. Others add that its

leaves yield a sort of manna.
r ^

We have received from the Earl of Ixchestee
a specimen of Pinus TENurFOLiA, which has just

produced male flowers, for the first time, as far as

we know, in Europe. The tree is now 30 feet high,

and was sent to Melbury by the Horticultural

Society some five-and-twenty years ago. The
anthers are ci llected in small spikes the size of a
Kidney Bean, and are each furnished with a

rounded denticulate violet crest.

CULTUHE AND TRAINING OF THE
PEACH TREE IN THE SOUTH OP FRANCE.

*' Simplification is the law of progT«8&."

Fob soTOe years past the praaiiig and training of the
Peach tree has greatly occupied the attention of hor-
ticulturists. I take the liberty of sending you the
results of many years* experience in an orchard contain-
ing 1500 of these trees. T have not of course the pre-
sumption to suppose that my observations can he re-

garded as likely to aiford the greatest results that may
be obtained; 1 merely submit them to amateurs, think-
ing that they might be useful to those in the south
of France and interesting to those in the north.
Cultivation is a science of observation and practice,
and not an exact science; and the system which in
some localities would afford the greatest pecuniary
result would in others be attended with decided loss.

Before applying a remedy it is necessary to ascer-

tain the nature of the evil. Left to itself tlie Poach
tree, whether budded or not, pushes vigorously for

the first two years. In the third, its lower branches
near the fork become weak and decay ; and vigour is

only maintained in the extremities of the main branches.
The evil is not great at hrst, but it increases every year

;

the upper shoots make less growth, and by the spring

of the third year, one-third ut least ut the slioots perish.

At the age of eight or 10 years, a Peach tree that has

never been pruned exhibits only a few weak twigs

situated at the extremities of the strongest branches. In

violent gales, such as we experience iu the south of

France, the branches, bending under a load of fruit,

are split from the stem; the frnit is lost, and one may
consider himself fortunate if the tree survive the

mutilation. If the splitting of the tree does not cause

its death, yet it leaves it one-sided, and the portion left

is so much more exposed to the action of the wind that,

by its swinging, the fruit is tossed to a considerable dis-

tance, and is lost.

When the Peach tree is not pruned, its branches

droop owing to the weight of the fruit, and the cultiva-

tion of the ground is consequently much more expensive

because draught animals cannot pass under the trees,

and the soil has to be worked by the spade. Now 10
good workmen would scarcely do so much in a day as

one would in the same time with a plough drawn by
good cattle; audi hold that the g^'eat secret of suc-

cessful cultivation consists in obtuiumg the greatest and
best amount of produce with the least expenditure of

time and money.
Having pointed out the evil, I now proceed to the,

remedy which with me has proved successful. The art

of pruning consists in aiding Nature. Remove from

the tree that which only weakens it ; induce a flow of

gap towartls the weak parts; maintain, in short, a

proper equilibrium between the production of fruit and

that of young wood for bearing in the following season,

for the Peach bears on the one-year-old shoots, and

never on the older wood.

In the vicinity of Toulouse thousands of Peach trees

are cultivated in the open ground, without shelter; the

fruit would be roasted on the trees if these were planted

against a wall.

My orchard is situated in a plain ; the soil is a light,

very deep, sandy clay ; the trees are planted in rows

13 feet apart each way ; the intervals are sown with

Lucern, but not within 2^ feet of the trees ; the ground

is ploughed in spring. Every third year when the roots

of the trees are uncovered, I put to the foot of each

tree some half-rotten dung, and over this two good
handfuls of half-slacked lime. Since I adopted this

proceeiiing the trees have made shoots from 30 to

40 mches long.

If we leave a Peach tree for a year without pruning
it must suffer from the cutting necessary to bring it

into proper form. In the second year I commence
giving the branches their right direction. On account

of the violent and prolonged high winds which prevail

in the south of France I limit the height of the stems

to i^bout 2^ feet, so that for several years there is lio'-

necessity for using a ladder.

When a young shoot is cut with a very sharp knife,

gumming does not take place, I am no advocate for

disbudding, which sooner or later induces that disease.

Supposing we have before us a Peach tree three
years old, and which has been allowed full liberty of

growth. Before touching the tree it is necessary to

understand why such and such branches should be cut

;

and the form which the tree ought to t^ik.^ should be
constantly kept in view.

1st. I commence by removing all the horizontal and
drooping branches from the outside of the principal

branches. I do so because these branches, being most
exposed to the air, extend much and cause the tree to

lose its form by the weight of fruit which they bear.

The weight being more easily borne on a perpendicular
than on a horizontal support, it is well to preserve for

the principal branches those that are the most
upright.

I suppress all the exterior branches in order to give
the tree a goblet form. On this form the wind acts

generally and consequently it offers more resistance and
less elasticity than a single branch, so that the fruit is

not so liable to be shaken off.

2d. The tree being formed, it is no longer necessary
to encourage the vigour of the tree, or the flow of sap,

•

chiefly to the extremities of the principal branches, but
rather to the branches which produce succession shoots

;

for the more these are increased the greater is the
chance of an abundant crop, as the fruit is only borne
on the one-year-old wood. I do not mean to say, how-
ever that we ought every month, or offcener, to sliorteu

'

kll the shoots which a tree may produce in the course of
the year. No. This would be impossible iu culti-
vation ou a large scale; and besides it would cripple
and stunt the tree; for many of the twigs or laterals' so
produced would perish in spring followintr. This
always happens where there is too much spray ; and wheu
the tree becomes hke a bush, it produces only small
fruit. It should be recollected that if a tree grows too
much to wood, it will p^oduce but little fruit and vice
versa. We should therefore endnavonr to maintain, as
above recommended, a proper equilibrium between these
two productions,

3d. In order to attain this object I pinch all the
extremities of the branches to a variable length, accord-
ing to their position and the vigour of tlie tree, rarely
however to less than 8 or 10 inches; and I alwuvs
cut to a bud pointing inwards for a leader. Tiiis with
me is an invariable rale; and I always choose the most
Vigorous double bnds.

If a tree runs up too high and at tlie same time U
naked at the bottom, I cut back all the new upper
branches to five or six bnds. This proceeding checks
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the flow of sap to the top, ancl generally induces shoots

to push froQi the naked parts below. If the shoots so

produced attain the length of 1 foot, I cut them back

for two seasons to four or five buds. When these

young branches are in a condition to take the place of

the old, the latter are cut back in the course of a year,

but not all at the same time ; the wounds are covered

with grafting wax.

Unless iu the case of an excess of sap, I only prune

at two seasons. The first at the new moon in May.

The buds situated near the extremities push, either

immediately or in August, four or five vigorous shoots,

and often more. The second pruning takes place at the

time of the old moon in January. The buds swell,

become robust, and at least two-thirds of the flowers

set, unless cut off by frost. The fruits are often so

numerous that they displace each other ; but abundance

ia a fault easily remedied by removing the smaller

fruits, either by twisting or with curved scissors.

JSmni, PendarieSf Toulouse, in the Revue Horticole,

[[From the above we learn that even in the south of

France the Peach tree left unpruned soon becomes

naked and worn out, as is the case with it in the

climate of Britain. From its mode of bearing it requires

the annual removal of the wood that has once borne

fruit, and which is incapable of doing so again. It is

also necessary to shorten well the bearing shoots at the

winter pruning, in order to insure successional bearing

shoots as near as possible to the old wood. Some, on

the contrary, recommend the bearing shoots to be left

at full length. The consequence would be, as at Tou-

louse, weaker succession shoots, situated every year, as

technically expressed, farther and farther from home,

thus leaving a great extent of naked branches, with the

exception of perhaps occasional chance outbreaks.J

a ton

levers, a man can raise a box of almost any weight.

Hero the power gained is nearly as 1 to 10, so that

1 cwt. applied to the handles would raise half e

attached to the hooks of the short lever.

The connecting bar between the handles of the lever

is brought down to rest on the top of the pole bolt in

front, where it is fixed by a small bolt pin, which is

sufficient to maintain it in the horizontal position,

whilst the box is being conveyed to its destination.

In order to be more fully understood, I shall add a

few words with regard to the practical operatioh.

Supposing a plant in a box is to be removed, take away
the moveable back end of the Sebire machine, run back

the latter till the box is under the centre of the car-

riage, pass the chains round the four feet of the box,

fasten tlie chains by small hooks with which the end of

each is furnished, then secure the frame of the machine

by fixing the back end beam; pull down the upright

levers by the wooden handles and the box with the tree

will be raised 8 or 10 inches from the ground. It is

fixed in position by means of the small bolt above

mentioned, at the top of the pole bolt, and according to

the size of the machine and the weight to be moved,

one or two men, or a horse if necessary, effects the

transit of the box to its intended destination, where by
reversing the operation it is lowered with equal facility.

I have stated that the Sebire machine was compara-

tively cheap. In giving the prices, I ought to state

that the four sizes of machines have been carefully and

conscientiously made. Of this any one may be con-

vinced by injecting the specimens deposited at the

Entrepot General of E. Ganneron, Quai de Billy, 56.

The price varies according to the sizes of the boxes.

No. 1, from about 2 to 24 feet, 175 fr.; No. 2, from

2^ to 3 feet 4 inches. 235 fr. ; No. 3, from 3 feet 4 in.

to 4 feet, 275 fr. ; No. 4, from 4 feet to 5 feet 4 inches,

325 fr. H, E. Bene.

MACHINE FOR MOVING PLANT BOXES.
(Translated from the "Revue Horticole.")

The rigours of winter are now no longer to be feared,

and the tender shrubs which have been artificially pro-

tected for the last six months require free sun and air.

It is therefore time to carry to their vacant places in

the avenues and parterres the heavy boxes which

encumber the orangery and conservatory; but the

difficulties which we experienced in autumn again

recur in spring. We must take care of the tender

foliage which the commencement of hot weather causes

to push indeed with too much rapidity; we must

promptly and safely remove these heavT- boxes ; and

this may be done economically, for it can be accom-

plished by the gardener and some ordinary labourers.

The Sebire machine appears to me to be one of the

best for the purpose. It is simple, of moderate price,

and so easily managed that after a few minutes' trial

the most awkward workman will find no difficulty in

using it.

The accompanying engraving represents the machine.

It is composed of a rectangular frame, the sides and
|

front of which are

firmly secured to each
other by strong brakes
of wrought iron; the

other end is moveable,
and merely kept in its

place by bolts. The
framework is mounted
on three wheels, about
16 inches in diameter,

with tires 4 inches

broad. Two of these

wheels are fixed, one
to each side of the,

machine, by strong

iron bearings ; the

fore wheel, on the

contrary, is moveable
in all directions, by
means of a pole bolt

in the usual way. To
this a pole is attached,

and a draught bar for

two men. The above

composes the traction

portionofthe machine.
In this, it will be

said, there is nothing
extraordinary | but the
suspending apparatus
is remarkable for its

simplicity. On the
middle of each side,

above the axis, are
two strong levers of forged iron, at right angles to
each other, turning at their junction on a sort of hinge
or turning joint. The shortest of these levers, that
which bears the weight, and which is seen in the figure
parallel to the frame, is about 8i inches long; it is

furnished with a double hook, to which two chains are
attached, and so that they can each be drawn round
the feet of the box to be moved.
The perpendicular or acting lever is 2\ feet long,

terminating in wooden handles 4^ feet long, thus
making the whole length 7 feet. When these are brought
down to a horizontal position and parallel to the sides
of the machine, the short levers are moved in a con-
trary direction, and owing to the power gained in con-
aequeuce of the difference iu the length of the respective

'

ON THE ART OF PERFUMERY, ITS HTSTOKY,
AND COMMEECIAL DEVELOPMENT.

BY E0&ENE RIMMEL.
[Abridged from the Journal of the Society of Arts.]

(Continutdfrom p. 481.)

The perfumery the Egyptians used for private pur-

poses consisted principally of ointments, of which there

was a great variety. Some were composed of grease, and

some of oil. Among the latter the Moringa ptcrygo-

sperma, called by the Arabs hen and the Ricinus com-

munis, or Castor Oil plant, were chiefly used as bases,

and flavoured with Origanum, Bitter Almonds, spices,

and other odoriferous substances. The castor-oil, from

its abundance and cheapness, was chiefly used by the

poorer classes, who anointed their whole body with it,

a custom still prevalent in some parts of India. At all

the feasts of rich people it was the fashion to anoint the

heads of the guests when they arrived, and it was the

first duty of the servants to pour some sweet-scented oil

on their hair, or rather on their wigSj for they were all

shaved, and wore that artificial head covering. Oint-

ments were also used as offerings to the gods, and one

of their most curious applications was to anomt the

statue of a god, which was done on particular occasions.

The bottles in which they kept their ointments, of

which a great many specimens have been found m the

tombs, were usually made of alabaster, onyx, or other

stone, glass, ivory, bones, or shells. One ot those, pre-

served in Alnwick Castle, contams an omtment which

has retained its scent to this day, after having been

3000

paratio

mwder, used by the ladies for darkening the mside ot

the eyelids. It was supposed to increase the beauty

and brUliancv of the eye, and to make it appear larger . \

Ihey even thought it boueficial to the sight, il was
made, according to some, from antunony, and according

to others, from burnt Almonds, The vases used for the

Ivolil were generally of a fantastical form, and the

bodkins for applying it were made of stone, wood, or

pottery, specimens of which are to be found in the

British Museum. This preparation, strange to say, is

still in great use among Eastern nations, and even in

some parts of Europe. I have a recipe for that used by
the modern Arabs, which will be mentioned in its

proper place.

The process of embalming caused also a great con-

sumption of aromatics, and is thus described by Hero-
dotus:—After extracting the brain from the nostrils,

and filling the head with drugs, they cut a hole throngh

the side of the body, removed the intestines, washed
the cavity with Palm wine, and filled it with powder of

pure Myrrh, cassia, and other fragrant substances, Fran-

kincense excepted, after which the body was sewn up.

This was the first class or most expensive mode of

embalming. For the second class, they injected oil of

cedar into the abdomen,, and kept the body in salt for

several days. The third kind, which was only adopted

for the poor, consisted simply in cleansing the body with

an injection of syrmcea and salt. Diodorus gives a

somewhat similar account, stating that they use Myrrh
and other drugs, which have the power, not only of

preserving the body for a length of time, but also of

imparting to it a fragrant odour.

The ingredients used by the Egyptians for their per-

fumery were about the same as those employed by the

Jews. A few of them, such as Bitter Almonds, Origa-

num, &c., were indigenous to the soil of Egypt, but they

also imported a great quantity of foreign aromatics,

principally from Arabia and India. In the time of the

Ptolemies Frankincense trees were first planted in

Egypt, and Cleopatra likewise introduced the Balm
trees from Judaea.

The Persians, the Assyrians, the Phoenicians, and
other great ancient nations, were greatly addicted to

the use of perfumes. Five times a day the priests of

Zoroaster burnt fragrant woods and spices on his altar,

and the sculptures of Nineveh bear witness to the use

of perfumes by the Assyrians in their sacred rites.

There is no doubt that they were also largely used for

private purposes by tliose iiations, for among the trea-

sures left by Darius in his tent were several chests of

perfumes. In those times Tyre and Babylon were the

two great marts for perfumes, the former for the ship-

ping trade, the latter for internal consumption.

The Greeks, being a most refined nation, were natu-

rally great admirers of perfumes. Not only did they

offer them in their religious ceremonies as a homage
due to their gods, but they also looked upon them as a

sign of their presence. Homer, Euripides, and other

1 poets never mention an apparition of their deities

without adding that they shed an ambrosial fragrance

around them. Besides the sacred uses, perfumes were
lavishly employed in private life, and their consumption

increased at one time to such an extent, that Solon

thought it necessary to forbid the Athenian people from

using them. We may suppose, however, that this law

was not long observed, for in the time of the Roman
Empire, the Athenians were still celebrated for their

talent in making up perfumery. Their principal perfumes

were unguents, and the most famous was tl^^e panathe^

naicon, of which Athenseus gives us the recipe. They
also used various aromatics for burring at their festivals

or private entertainments, and dry perfumes for scent-

insr their clothes, a custom which is still prevalent

among the modern Greeks. Odoriferous herbs and

spices were likewise burned with the bodies of the dead,

and perfumes poured on their ashes. Another purpose

to which perfumes were applied by them was to flavour

wines, which was supposed to render them beneficial, as

well as more agreeable. Pamphilius, Columella, and

others give us the recipes for obtaining those perfumed

wines, which were generally made with spices and

aromatics from India or Arabia, The most esteemed,

howsver, were prepared by infusing flowers in them,

which gave them a very delicate flavour. Athenajus

mentions one of those wines called sapria, which was

made by infusing in it Koses, Violets, and Hyacinths.

Although upplied to a diflerent purpose, this may be

looked upon as the first step to alcoholic perfumes.

The Bomans carried the art of perfumery to great

perfection, and their productions were as numerous, if

not as excellent, as those of modern perfumers. Pliny,

Dioscorides. Galen, and other authors, give us the

fullest particulars on this subject. In the early times

of the Koman monarchy, the use of perfumes seema to

have been confined to sacred purpoBCs and funeral rites,

but during the Consulate, and still more so under the

Roman Empire, the gradual increase of hi:tury gave a

great impulse to the perfumery trade. In the year of

Rome 565, during the censorship of P. Licinius Crassns

and Julius Csesar, an edict was issued to prohibit the

sale of exotic perfumes. They were already used at

that time iu such profusion that Lucius Hautius, after

being proscribed by the Triumvirs, was betrayed in his

place of concealment at Salemum by the smell of his

unguents. At a later period Nero consumed, at the

funeral of Poppoea, more aromatics than could be pro-

duced by Arabia iu a twelvemonth ; and in a feast given

to him by Otho, gold and silver pipes shed costly per-

fumes around the hall during all the time of the enter-

tainment.

Thcic were tlnce kinds of perfumes principally used
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•—thehedj^smataf or solid unguents, tlie sf^^/Wi^a^a, or i "bourhoodofLondonorof otherlargetowns—aclassonght
liquid ungaent3, having an oily basis, and t\>e diaj}as-

,
certainly to be formed for the instruction of gardeners

mafaj or powdered perfumes. The unguents formed a in the principles of those sciences on which tbeir prac-
nuraerous class, and their names were borrowed, some ' tical art of garciening is founded ; and in districts where
from the ingredients which entered into their compo- 1 gardens are few and far between, the same object might
sition, some from the original place of their production, ! be obtained by the formation of "Gardeners' Improve-
and others, again from the peculiar circumstances under
which they were first made. Like our present prepa-
rations they succeeded each other in public favour, and
novelty was as great an attraction to the Roman belles

as it is to our modern ladies. There were the simple
unguents, flavoured with one aroma, such as the
Rhodium, made from Roses, the Crocinum, from saffron,

a favourite perfume of the Romans ; the Melinum, from
Qmnce blossoms; the Metopium, from Bitter Almonds;
the Narcissinum, from Narcissus flowers ; the Malaba-
thrnm, prepared from a tree called so by Pliny, and
supposed by some to be the Laurus cassia ; and many
others too nnmerous to mention. The compound un-
guents were prepared by combining several ingredients.
The most celebrated were the susiiiunij a fluid unguent,
made of Lilies, oil of hen. Calamus, honey. Cinnamon,
saffron, and Myrrh ; the nardinumj mnde of oil of ben,

Sweet Rush, Costus, spikenard, Aniomum, Myrrh, and
Balm ; and, above all, Pliny praises the re^al unguent,
which was originally prepared for the King of the
Parthians, and which consisted of no less than 27 ingre-

dients. Some of those preparations were very costly,

and sold for as much as 400 deuarii per lb., or about
15^. The Romans not only applied them to the hair,

but to the whole of the bodv, even to the soles of the
feet. The most refined, indeed, adopted a ditterent

perfume for each part of the person. Besides this

their baths, their clothes, their beds, the walls of their

houses, and even their military flags, were impregnated
with sweet odours. Some carried that taste so fav as to

rub their horses and dogs with perfumes. In addition
to the unguents I have named, the Roman ladies made
use of numerous cosmetics to increase their beauty, and
they attached so much importance to that branch of
their toilet, that they had some slaves, called cosmeta?,

^\hose special duty was to apply these preparations.

Some of those cosmetics consisted of Pea-ilour, Barley-

meal, eggs, wine-lees, hartshorn, bulbs of Narcissus,

and honey; others simply of corn-flour, or crumb of

bread soaked in milk. They made with those pastes a

sort of poultice, which they kept on the face all night

and part of the day. Some, indeed, only removed them
for the ptirpose of going out, and Juvenal tells us, in

one ( f his satires, that the Roman husbands of his time
seld' m saw their wives' faces at home. Asses' milk was
also much esteemed for the complexion, and Poppcea,

who used to bathe in it every day, obtained

permission, when she was exiled from Rome, to take

with her 50 asses, to be able to continue her lavonrlte

ablutions. Besides these, fhev usod Bean flour to

remove wrinkles ; psllotnim, a sort of depilatory ; white
lead or chalk for the face, vermillion for the cheeks,

Egyptian kohl for the eyes. Barley-flower, kneaded with

ment Societies," for the circulation of books and papers
and for occasional meetings for mutual instruction and
discussion. Every friend of horticulture and agricul-

ture must wish success to Mr. Oliver'sclass, It is not, how-
ever, enough that means and opportunities of instruction

should be provided. There mustbe atestingand attesting

of the results of the instruction ; and there ought to be
prizes for the encouragement of successful studies. All

this and moie than this has been already provided for

the benefit of the industrial classes, in the annual
examinations established by the Society of Arts. These
examinations, commenced in 1856 at the Society's

house in the Adelphi, were held there and at Hudders-
field in 3857; at 39 diflerent places in 1858; at 54
different places in 1859; and at 63 different places in

England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, in the second
week of May, 1860. In future they are to be held
throughout the United Kingdom in all places where
the req^uisite simple arrangements are made for co-

operation with the Society of Arts. I enclose a list

of the 25 different subjects of examination. Among
them are Botany, including Vegetable Physiology
and Horticulture; Chemistry, and Latin. 1 enclose

also a list of the examiners. Tour readers will

see that no board of examiners can e<cel the Society

of Arts' Board in the value and influence of their names.
The question for gardeners and persons in general who
are interested in horticulture to consider is, whether
their practical art shall be exercised empirically or on
the bases of the sciences on which it rests. I regret
that hitherto the number of gardeners who have availed

themselves of these examinations is exceedinglj-^ small.

The late Professor Henfrey, who was the Society's

Examiner in Botany, appended the following remarks
to his awards in 1859:—"One thing only strikes me
as curious—that there should be so few candidates in

this subject, considering the large number of well-paid

gardeners emploj'ed in this country, not to speak
of agriculturists. This would give one the idea

that their education is at present wholly empirical."

The reproach contained in the last sentence is (I

fear) but too well founded; and a very grave reproach
it is ; but there is now such a spirit of improvement
abroad among all persons engaged in horticulture that

it is to be hoped that Professor Henfrey's distinguished

and well-known successor in the examinership of botany
may soon be enabled to make a better report. If the

candidates were required to go to a distant university

to be examined, the inconvenience would be too great
for persons in their condition of life: but, as the system
of the Society of Arts brings the advantages of an
uuivei-sity (so to speak) with its examinations,
certificates, and prizes, to the very doors of the

iresh butter, to cure pimples; calcined pumice-stone to
j
candidates, wherever they are to be found, it is not too

whiten the teeth, and various sorts of hair dyes. Of
the latter some were intended to turn the hair black,

and the most cnrious preparation consisted of a liquor

prepared from leeches which had been le(t to putrefy

during 60 days in an earthen vessel with wine and
vinegar* As, however, blondes were very scarce among
the Roman ladies, the most fashionable dye was one

which turned their naturally dark hair into a sandy or

fair colour. This was principally accomplished by means
of a soap from Gaul or Germany, called sapo (from the

old German ^^-/i^), and composed of goats' fat and ashes.

It is rather remarkable that this was the first introduc-

tion of soap we find mentioned, and that it was then
solely applied to the purpose of dyeing the hair. It

has not been clearly ascertained at what precise period

the detergent properties of soap were discovered utid

made use of; but it is evident that in Pliny's time they

only u8edStruthion(Gypsophilastruthion) andSaponaria
(Saponaria officinalis), besides the Egyptian nitrum for

washing. In this instance, therefore, a most useful

discovery was due to a very frivolous cause.

(To be continued.)

J. Sykes, Esq., M.A.,

Cambridge, Assistant

of Privy Council on
W. Spottiswoode, Esq,,

TRADE MEMORANDA.
"We find the following in the columns of a con-

temporary :

—

SECRETS IN HORTICULTURE.

TO PERMAXEXTLY CHANGE OE GROW
FLOWERS, Biack, Green, Blue, and Purple : also how

to communicate a delicious odour to any particular flower.

Enclose IS postage stamps, with stamped directed envelope

to Mr. Brown, iJl, Gower Tlace, Euston Squart, London.

For ourselves ^e mnst decline Mr. Brown's offer of

selling his secret for eigliteenpence and a penny more.

Home Correspondence.
Sdtication of Gardeners.—In the last Numher but

one of your Paper I read with uiucli pleasure a state-

ment that a class of youn^ gardeners at Kew has been

placed under the charge of Mr. Oliver for the purpose

of his instructing them in botany. It is to he hoped
that the example thus set at Kew may he followed in

i

other places- Wherever there is asufficientnumber of gar-
deners to be formed into a class—wherever, for example,
there is either u very largo public or private garden, or
a considerable nnmner of -mivUcru .

". -.a^ lu llienei^h-

much to expect that hereafter they will be found in

great numbers ready and anxious to be examined and
certificated ; and there can be but little doubt that
before many years have passed over our heads, no very
valuable appointments will be offered to gardeners who
can produce no certificates to show that their .skill in

gardening is not merely empirical. N.B, Full particulars

respecting the examinations may be obtained on applica-

tion to *' the Secretary, Society of Arts, John Street,

Adelphi, London, W.C." The following is the list above
alluded to :—1. Arithmetic, Rev. A. Wilson, M.A.,
Kational Society, London. 2. Book-keeping, J, Ball,

Esq., of the firm of Messrs. Quilter & Ball, 3. Algebra,

The Very Kev. H, Goodwin, D.D., Dean of Ely. 4.

Geometry, Rev, B, M. Cowie, M.A., Professor of

Geometry at Gresham College; one of H,M. Inspectors

of Schools. 5. Mensuration,

Fellow of Pembroke College,

Secretary to the Committee
Education. 6. Trigonometry,
F.R.S. 7. Conic Sections. Rev. E. Price, M,A., F.R.S.,

Sedleian Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Uni-
versity of Oxford. 8. Navigation and Nautical

Astronomy, J. Riddle, Esq., F.R.A-S., Head Master
of the Nautical Schools, Greenwioh. 9, Principles of

Mechanics, Rev. J. Bates, M.A,, Fellow of Gonvillo

and Caius College, Cambridge. 10. Practical Mechanics,

T. M. Goodeve, Esq., Professor of Natural Philosophy,

King's College, London. 11. Electricity, Magnetism,

and Heat, C. Brooke, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., Surgeon to

the Westminster Hospital. 12. Astronomy, Rev. B.

Powell, M.A., F.R.S., Savilian Professor of Geometry

in the University of Oxford. 13. Chemistry, A. W.
Williamson, Esq., Professor of Chemistry, University

College, London. 14. Animal Physiology, W. Sharpey,

Esq., M.D., F.R.S., Examiner in the University of

London, 15. Botany, Ur. Lindley, F.R.S.. Professor of

Botany. University College, London. 16. Agriculture,

J, C. Morton, Esq. 17. Political and Social Economy,

C. Neate, Esq., M.A., Professor of Political Economy in

the University of Oxford. 18. Geography, W.Hughes,

Esq., F.R.G.S., Professor of Geography in Queen's

College, London. 19. English History. E. S. Creasy.

Esq., M.A., Professor of History, University College,

London. 20. English Literature, Rev. S. Clark, M.A..

F.R.G.S., Principal of the Training College, Battersea.

21. Logic, Rev. W. Thomson, D.D., Provost of Queen's

College, Oxford. 22. Latin and Roman History. Rev.

F. Temple, P.D., Head Master of Rugby Schooh 23
French, A. Mariette, Esq., M.A., Professor of French
King's College, Loudon. 24. German, Dr. Bernays
Professor of German. King's College, London. 25
Theory of Music, J. HuUab, Esq. Earri/ Chester,

Tea.—Will you allow me to ask why no attempts are
being made to grow Tea in Australia, where there is so
many varieties of climate, some of which must he
suitable for the Tea plant, and as there are so many
Chinese there, their aid could be readily procured?
There are many other parts of our vast colonial pes-
sessions which must he as well suited to the growth as
China, and as any number of Chinese to assist can he
obtained, this useful article might be most extensively
increased in our colonies and in many parts of the
world not under English rule, including Madeira.
Portugal, Spain, and a large portion of Europe, as well
as at Jersey, the Scilly Isles, the West of England, &c.
the greater part of our fruits, shrubs, and vegetables
being natives of more favoured climates than England.
The difficulties of growing Tea could as well as other
things be overcome by English perseverance and in-
genuity as it now is by Chinese industry. Nor cnnl but
believe it might be grown in nearly half the world if

necessary. We are at present almost entirely dependent
on China for all we require, and any great convulsion
of that kingdom would stop our supply. An enlarged
growth and a gradual reduction of the duty to 8c?. a lb.,

the same at which it is taxed in America, would he a
great boon to so many of our poor who can scarcely
ever afford to get a really good cup of tea, little of any
worth being sold under 3*. a lb. An increased growth
would tend to give employment and profit in growing
and shipping it, and might aid in some degree to pro-
mote sobriety, G, H.
Home-grown Tohacco.—During the past few years I

have grown Tobacco for fumigating, and have paid
especial attention to the curing of it properly or in a
manner to prevent its injurious effects upon vegetation.
My method of curing is this : gather the leaves when
fully matured, and run a needle threaded with pack-
thread through the mid-rib of each leaf. I then hang
them in a house where Melons have been grown during
the summer, giving all the air possible with brisk
temperature. When partially dried they are dipped in
water and hung up to dry. This operation is again
repeated when they are dry, after which they are taken
down and placed in a heap to ferment. Afterwards they
are once more thoroughly dried and removed from
thence to some dry room where they may be packed
into a box or barrel for use as required. The dipping
of the leaves and subsequent fermentation are essentially

necessary for the formation of nicotine, to which
Tobacco owes its poisonous properties in destroying
injects. Notwithstanding the above precautions I find

that it requires great discretion in using it or it will

inevitably destroy more plants than insects; and Inni
often obliged to soak it in water a day before using it, in

order to dissipate the alkaline nitrates with which it

abounds, and which I think the cause of its injurious

effects on vegetation when used for purposes of

fumigation. S. Munro, Cleveland Gardens.

Juniper Fungus.— I have observed a curious forma-
tion of some substance on two large bushes of the
common Savin. It is a semi-transparent gelatinous

substance, of a dull amber-brown colour, deposited upon
and adhering to the smaller branches. It usually

appears after any rain has fallen, and after a short time
comes away and disappears. These bushes are perfectly

loaded with it at times, and I suppose that a bushel or

more might be gathered from each. I removed a small

quantity, intending to forward it to you ; but in a short

time it liquified, I have observed that the portions of

the hark upon which it is deposited is generally more
or less covered with nodules, and the hark sometimes
appears abrased. I should be glad to know whether
this is an exudation from the branches, or a Fungus,
or other parasite? I annex from memory a rough
sketch of its anpearance. Alpha. [The formation in

question is a Fungus called Gymnosporangium Juniperi.

Linnaeus named it Tremella juniperina.]

Z>innq Peach Trees.—Your correspondent's case (see

p. 481) is not an isolated one; my Peach trees are suf-

fering in all probability from the same cause. Tlie

Peach wall here has a southern aspect, against whidi
are planted in a well-drained shallow border several
trees, nearlj' all of which have suffered more or le«s.

Some finely grown well balanced trees of Acton Scot,
Noblesse, Bellegardc, and Barrington varieties are
amongst the worst, and no doubt past recovery. Eacli
of them flowered well and set a fair crop, the wood
buds developing themselves to the extent of two or
three leaves, when they suddenly began to show-
symptoms of dying. Upon examining them and
last year's shoots we found the cuticle in spots
or patches much ruptured, from whence gum
or sap exuded freely; the young shoots gradually
died, the leaves and fruit falling simultaneously. Thfs
occurred during wet foggy weather, which is so prevalent
near the sea-side. The greatest drawback to succeiisful

fruit-tree culture in this locality is the tendenc}' of the

trees to mate late autumnal growth, accelerated by the
humid atmosphere, the cowsequeuce of which is un-

ripened wood. This was particularly the case during
the last autumn, when frost set in so early and sharp

that it cut the whole leaves and shoots from the wall

trees in one night. Broccoli and all vegetables suffered
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M.severely; most of them died during the winter.

Mioiro, Cleveland Gardens, Lyniej Dorset.

Cape Bulbs.—As an old cultivator of Cape bulbs I

venture to answer your correspondent's question in

detail ; in principle it has been answered in your

leader of Saturday. The plants generally known as

Cape Bulbs are either Iridero or Amaryllidacese. The
Irideffi require abundance of light and air, and just

before they flower of water also ; when they go out of

flower shut them up in a pit or frame, letting the

temperature rise to 120" or -upwards, taking care that

the plants are 18 inches or 2 feet from the glass.

Repot in Angusfc, and get as much foliage as you can

before winter and keep it by light and air with a

temperature not below 38°. The Amaryllidacese require

slightly different treatment; pot them, except Nerine,

ratiier deep in their pots. (Brunsvigia falcata for

instance almost buried); grow them in winter as

Iridete with abundance of light. When the leaves

die off in spring, put them into the same place as

the Irideae, but place under each pot a pan two-
thirds full ofsand and never let that sand get quite dry,

but do not cover it with water. Treated thus soon after

the middle of August they will throw up their flowers,

and I have flowered four bulbs out of six of Brunsvigia
.Toscphina} and made them flower in successive years.

Nor is there any difticulty in mailing Nerine flower

regularly every year, but they do not require quite so

much moisture as the Brunsvigias and other large bulbs.

Lachenalias and Oxalis require nearly the same treat-

ment but no water when at rest, as they flower after

they have made their growth, not before, as the
Amaryllidacese. lu short, the treatment of all Cape
bulbs is very similar, only that the large ones require

more water in proportion than the small ones
tjO their size. In their native country they are

buried much deeper and root much deeper than
the small ones, and consequeutly enjoy more
permanent moisture. In conclusion I would add,
do not think bulbs dead because they do not grow.
Several of the Ferrarias and some of the rarer Lache-
nalias often will not grow or make any leaves for four
or five years together, and then under precisely the
same treatment will come up and flower strongly. The
impatient gardeners of niodeni days have small chance
of seeing their flowers ; but those who will wait pati-

ently are generally gratified at last. The terrestial

Orchidea; of the Cape are more troublesome and quite
as capricious; but I have cultivated several of them
with success, when I could watch them individually
myself. I can hardly recommend their cultivation

except to an amateur who will ascertain the precise
habits of each individual species and act accordingly.

Sees.—Can any of your bee-keepers account for the
following fact: — A swarm of bees evidently from a
distance came Into the garden about noon and clustered
on the roof of an out-house. A hive was prepared in

the usual way and placed over them, into which they
all settled, and were in the evening carried to the stand
among the other liives. The next morning ever^- bee
was dead. The garden is in a high situation in Corn-
wall. A Constant Header,

0CUt(C5*

Ceystal Palace Horticultural Exhibition :

Mat/ 26.—This company's grand floral fete of the
season took place on Saturday last, and was well
attended although heavy showers continued to fall

at intervals during the whole of the day. The

'

exhibition itself was in every respect highly saccessfTil. !

Never before perhaps were so many plants brought
together on one occasion as there was upon this. The

j

west end of the nave was remarkable for its long banks .

of Pelargoniums and Roses in pots, both magnificent
examples of skilful cultivation. In the neighbourhood
of the centre transept were brilliant groups of Indian
Azaleas, associated with statuary in such a manner

J3
to be extremely effective. Fruit, surrounded

^y a living frame-work of Miscellaneous Stove
and Greenhouse plants, occupied the south end
of the transept, and along each side of the
eastern portion of the nave were arranged Orchids,
which were present in unusual numbers, Cape Heaths,

t^\^^J*
fi'iti-foliaged plants, and Calceolarias, the

whole forming almost continuous lines of floral beauty
irom the warm end of the building to within a short
distance of the crystal fountain at the west end of the

f^?nnfrnf ff.^^ ^ ^''^'^J' ^Vu^ted, Uud jUStly, thc

Of .Mi^ f-
"-^^

''H''
^'"""^ '^^ g«^^ f^^-tune to see it.

th£l 'f}''^r" ^*K.r?
^^^^« «"^ Greenhouse plants

there were four exhibitions. That to which the first
prize was awarded- came from Mr. Whitbread, gr. to H.
Colyer, Esq of Dartford. It contained beautiful
Bpecimens ot Azalea.. Kriostemons, Allamandas,Boronias,among which Drummondi was conspicuous fo^ its num-
berlesB rosy red star-hke flowpr«. ^ «.«u„i : ^e

charming D.pladema orassinoda, and immense plants of

bWpH "^ '
'"
•V^^'T'

^"^^^^ ^"^ extremely well
Warned; a magtuficent example of the Willow-leaved

andV I'^^^^'n^^
*^*^ ^""' ^^^'^^^^^ of Epacris

^l^ri^rfAf
Uhe next group in point of meritcame from Mr. Peed, gr. to T. Treadwell, Esq., of Trichop

Lower Norwood. Alauy o: the plants iu this were the

same as those in the first collection and equally fine

specimens ; but others were scarcely so good. If any
one plant in it attracted more attention than another
it was the Heath-leaved Tetratheca, a noble bush
covered in the greatest profusion with beautiful lilac

blossoms. This is a greenhouse plant of the easiest

possible culture, and one which even small collections

should not be without; it blooms freely even in a young
state, and ought to be a universal favourite. Of
Adenandras, especially fragrans, there were also some
good specimens, and a large plant of Dracophyllum
gracile, the snow-white tops of which when cut are very

useful in bouquets. The other two collections came
from Mr. Baxendine, gr. to W. H. Smallpiece,

Esq., Guildford, and Mr. Page, gr, to W. Leaf, Esq.,

of Streatham, These exhibitions consisted among other
things of Hoyas, the bright crimson-flowered Com-
bretum purpureum, Coleonema rubrum, the charming
blue Hovea Celsi, Khynchospermum jasminoides loaded

with Bweet scented white flowers, Cyrtoceras reflexum,

and the singular looking Hederoma tulipiferum, tole-

rably well furnished with drooping bell-shaped bright
brown and white blossoms.

Groups of 12 Stove and Greenhouse plants were con-

tributed by Messrs, Green, Peed, Kail, Cutbush, and
Rhodes. Among these we noticed Gompholobium poly-

morphum trained in the form of a bush by means of

small neat upright stakes concealed from view by
numberless slender stems covered with multitudes of

comparatively large orange red Pea-shaped blos-

soms. Managed in this way it has a much more
graceful appearance than when tied stiffly to a wire

trellis, which is the usual way of training it.

Mr. Green's 12 plants, to which the first prize was
awarded, were in all respects excellent. His Allamandas,

Txoras, Ericas, Azaleas, Tetrathecas, Polygalas, Pimeleas,

Everlastings, aud Leschenaultias fully maintained the
reputation he has so long and deservedly held as a

skilful cultivator; and iu addition to fine growth, they
had evidently been managed so as to have them in the
greatest perfection just on the day of exhibition, a

point worth the attention of less experienced growers,
and one which practice and observation alone can deter-

mine. The orange red bell-flowered Genetyllis

Hookeriaiia came from Mr. Rhodes ; Hoya Paxtoni,

Pentas carnea, Abelia floribunda, the Oleander-leaved

AUamanda, and ^Eschynanthus longifiorus from Mr.
Peed; and in the other collections were also many well

grown plants of kiuds whose names have been already
mentioned in this report.

Exhibitions of other Stove and Greenhouse plants in

collections of eight and six were numerous. The best
came from Messrs; Chilman, Carson, Green, and Eraser.
Among these we observed Acrophyllum venosum beau-
tifully in bloom, each little branchlet being furnished
for a considerable portion of its leno^tli with whorls of
pure white flowers crowned by tufts of pretty red
leaves; also some well managed "Union" Azaleas,

i.e.t two or more sorts of different colours worked on
one stem ; the white Boronia tetrandrii, the white-

flowered sweet-scented Rhododendron formosum, Ken-
nedya coccinea minor, and one or two other well-known
plants.

Of Plants remarkable for the beauty of their foliage,

Messrs. Young, Rhodes, and Hutt sent highly interest-

ing collections. Among these were beautiful masses of

the yellow-spotted leaved Coltsfoot (Farfugium grande),

Caladiums of different kinds. Alalia?, Marantas, of

which one of the handsomest is capitata, a noble plant

withlargeobovate lively green leaves, prominently ribbed,

striking and effective; Cissus discolor. Palms, Ferns,

Rhopalas, DIeffenbachias, and plants of that description,

together with a handsome collection of variegated-

leaved Begonias from Mr. Young.
Orchids, as we have already stated, were produced

in great abundance and beauty. We, however, missed

the magnificent specimens from Messrs. Veitch and

Mr. Rucker which were wont to grace Chiswick

displays of this kind. Collections of 16 were con-

tributed on this occasion by Mr. Gedney, gr.

to the Rev. Mr. ¥A\\% of Hoddesdon ; Mr.BuUen, gr. to

J. Butler, Esfj., of VVoolwich ; R. Warner, Esq., and Mr.

Rhodes, gr. to J. Philpot, Esq., Stamford Hill. In the

first of these collections were one or two varieties of

Aerides, Lycaste Skinneri, the White Butterfly Plant

(Phalsenopsis), Phaius Wallichii, Cattleya citrina, with

three charming canary coloured flowers; the handsome

purple-lipped Lselia purpurata, an example or two of

Moss Cattleya, Vaiida suavis and tricolor, Dendrobium

primulinura, with pale sulphur lip and delicate pink

petals; the brilliant orange scarlet Epidendrum

rhizophorum, the hairy Lady's Slipper (Cypiipe-

dium villosum), and Calanthe veratrifolia. From

Mr BuUen came the orange red Saccolabium cnrvi-

folium, a Ltelia allied to purpurata, Oncidium lun-

dum guttatum, Cattleya Mossiffi. Aerides affine,

an excellent specimen of white Calanthe. Saccolabiuui

cuttatum and prremorsum, the latter hearing a large

cluster of small spikes of flowers ; La4ia purpurata, two

kinds of Vanda, Cattleya hitermedia, and the rare and

beautiful Cattleya Aclandiffi, producmg three brown

barred purple-lipped flowers; a large Phal«^noP^^«'

Phaius Wallichii. the rare rather than beautitul Chjbis

Lemminghi, and a large Aerides odoratum. In
^

the

other collections were the Fielding Fox-brush Aerides

Cattleya labiata. Dendrobium noblle, a variety of

Trichonilia coccinea, loaded with blossoms; Lfelia

cinnabariua, with six spikw ot orange reit blussums;
the purple and green flowered Cypripediuiu hirsutissi-

mum, Oncidium ampliatura majus, the Rhubarb-
scented Dendrobium macrophyllum, aud the Wallich
Phaius.

Mr. Rhodes' plants were for the most part of smaller

size than those of the others. The most conspicuous
among them was a nice specimen of the Fielding

Foxbrush Aerides.

Groups of 10 Orchids were contributed by Mr.
Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., of Cheam, Mr.
Lovell, gr. to H. E. Gurney, Esq., Mr. Woolley of

Cheshunt, and Mr. R. Warner, of Broomfield. In the
first collection, which altogether consisted of finely

grown plants, were Cypripedium barbatura superbum
covered with flowers; Camarotis purpurea, Calanthe

veratrifolia, Arpophyllum giganteum with six spikes of

small shell-like rosy purple flowers whose arrangement
on the spikes when closely examined is singularly beau-

tiful ; Vanda teres, forming a globular mass of blossoms

situated on the top of a strong wooden pedestal over-

grown with Ferns and Lycopods. a tasteful way of

growing this plant ; Coilogyne asperata. with pale

greenish yellow flowers and brown blotched lip;

the handsome La^lia purpurata, Cattleya Mossise,

Oncidium ampliatum majus, and Brassia verrucosa.

From Mr. Lovell came Cattleya Mosaise, Aerides

roseum, Dendrobium tortile, white with pale yellow

lip ; a small Aerides odoratum, Lycaste aromatica,

Cyrtochilura stellatum, a Calanthe, some Saccola-

biums and Cattleyas. Mr. Woolley sent Cattleya

intermedia, "Vanda suavis, and one of the better

varieties of tricolor, the Bearded Lady's Slipper,

Calanthe veratrifolia, Aerides crispum, Dendrobium
Paxtoni, a handsome orange-flowered kind with dark

eye ; D. nobile, Saccolabium retusum, and one or two
kinds of Oncidium. Mr. Warner had Cypripedium
villosum, with polished yellowish brown blossoms ; the

Moss Cattleya, Dendrobium nobile and tortile, the

White Butterfly Plant, Vanda suavis, a handsome
Cattleva or two. and some Aerides and Oncids. In a
group of 10 from Mr. Green we noticed a most beauti-

i'ul specimen of Dendrobium speciosum, loaded with its

singularly beautiful bunches of orange-yellow blossoms.

Collections of six Orchids came from Messrs. Warner,
Bullen, BuTiney, Carson, and Woolley, In these were
Anguloa Ruckeri, Dendrobium transparens, with small

blush white flowers, to which a pretty little purple

blotch gave life and beauty ; a pale variety of Dendro-
bium densiflorum, Cattleya Candida, the White Butterfly

Plant, and others whose names have been already

recorded.

Of Azaleas there was, as might be expected, a grand
display. The plants from Messrs. Carson & Green
being large and very full of blossom, aud occupying as
they did conspicuous positions near the centre of
the building, werti very etfective, and were deservedly
much admired. In both were good examples of the
yellow sinensis. The others were equall}*^ well-known
kinds. Messrs. Whitbread, Gaines, aud Peed also

showed large collections. Groups of smaller plants
were'ahundant. For newer kinds Mr. Turner received

a first prize ; tlie sorts were Gem, rich rosy salmon,

and one of the best shaped Azaleas in cultivation j
Stanleyana, Empress Eugenie, purple; Sir H. Have-
lock, bright orange red ; Criterion, Miltoni, rosy purple;
Prince Jerome, brilliant orange red; and Petuuiaefiora,.

rosy lilac, a distinct and pretty kind. Mr. Ivery, of
Dorking, sent Beauty of Europe, a sort like Criterion

but with more colour in it ; Due de Nassau, showy
purple; Stanleyana, Empress Eugenie, Admiration,..

white with red flake ; Gem, Criterion, and crispiflora,

the bst an extremely pretty purple kind with curiously

crimped edges. Messrs. Green, Fraser, and Jackson

also showed in this class. Mr. Barnes had some neat

little standards of Magnet, a rosy salmou kind, very

hardy and free flowering.

Cape Heaths were produced in large quantities, and

in good condition. We, however, did not observe

among them anything new or remarkable.

Tall Cacti were furnished by Messrs. Green and

Young. Both collections contained good plants of well-

known kinds, among which we noticed a white kind

allied to EpiphjUum crenatum.

Roses iu pots were truly magnificent, and, as a

matter of course, wore much admired. Notwithstand-

ing the severe winter and long coid spring we have

just experienced, we do not recollect ever seeing finer

Roses thnn thrjse i)roduced by Messrs. Paul on Saturday
last, to whom was deservedly awarded the first prize,.

They were loaded with bloom, and there was a degree

of health and ireshness about the leaves which was
quite remarkable. The sorts were Madame Willermoz

(Tea), creamy blnah, 7 feet high, with more than 100

expanded flowers; Souvenir d'un Ami (Tea), rosy

salmon, large egg-shaped blossoms; Coupe d'Heb(\

(Hybrid Bourbon), pink; Paul Perros (Hybrid Bourbon)^

rose colour, 6 feet high, and 5 feet through, with

nearly 100 blossoms ; Paul Ricaut (Hybrid Bourbon),

brilliant crimson ; Anguste Mie (Hybrid Perpetual),

Peach blossoms, very large and of fine form ; Geant dee

Batailles (Hybrid Perpetual), purplish crimson ; Louise

Odier (Hybrid Perpetual), pink; Duchess of Suther-

land (Hybrid Perpetual), rose colcnr ; and Souvenir de

M;dmaison (Bourbon), white fle^h-coloured centre

flowers, very large. Messrs. Lane sent Coupe d'Hebe,

Chen^dol^, Paul Terras, Devouiensis (very fine).

Souvenir d'un A\ni, Queen, and Jules Margottm. Mr,
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™l B«tts. F " Ptm*
Irst two exuiuifci

Mr. t-i-uttl, gr.

Hall, ni-ar Mai' ' a.

•qoat liMipiiiM wer«

* »

lo isLL.

To the

lawardMl. Mr. Frost* iVuit, tboofb aovcelT to waU
\
coioarcd, was alao oUacrwiw an extranwly good example
of appeeai l ul Grap* growing; Htmn, Tegg» Boues,
Ka&ton, Baker, aai uUiuia abo alwd iu thU data. In
'lie cIms af hatato of 10 lbs om^ (BUck Hamlmruli),
the best cana ft Mann. Hill. ** ' ^ -th. aad
PaveU. Tbai% aipaiiaUy the fint tn-o lota, eonaiaUd
y». •x.ireoaaly weM ripaaad frait. Mr. Spary alio eoa-
triHvt^ a W.«.. of Blaei K».^bur^ very perftei aa

regards colour, but soaaavhat aaudl ia tlie berry.

MoOTli^ with tlie exccfMM of a 6ne dWk from Mr.
T'rubry. f^. to A. Moaa, £s<i, wara nok good. Thoae

^*'- '-^ braaay ijast nicntiniied, boaravar, ooMttlertnK the aeaaon wora
'bloom; ' excellent ; \wattf MoaaiMUaa CMaa Irom &lr. Proat and

^r. Jonaa, and Dutch Sweetwater from Mr. T- -«fon.

Vioftatto II... .e PiMehea, baautliul fruit, lai^- and
well colamtiit car ' m Mr, V , , ^Hllaii
aaar Ui—iy. Vtry §m frait of Koval Georga also

^-ro from Ur. ileiMlaraon. of Trenu.uin, and Mr.
WiUiAUMD, gardener to ViMm*** MatlliJ. WrotUana
Park, B&rnat. VI... lUilvc ^iectartea, fcMSpc^^ .

n Mr. U.iuUmb^ to whom a tii
'

^
' a\

and from Mr. I^^iack. who wh^ U t

afaowed Ilnnt** 'itmney in excellent'

»

VnMIMi kMlMB .ir a'u Amu Juic» tMM

d'Heb^ Pwl P , i^^ H. ^ ;iii.

4*W|oeminoi, Cber '
' . Bla" " ' "ne Moor' '

Oaaate Bonbert, and Baron Prrv ^
Ko amatear Boae growera 8Lv...«J upon this

wUc^ waa doabtlesa owing to their be'*>«r compelled to

oonpete with each eultivatofa as the nurserymen joafe

W^K^I0tmA agmiaat whom they would have no
of winning. On this, however, and on the other
ragnhOianato which wa briefly sUudad in a pr -'^^u

Number, we nnderstaad the judgesbave b«iui iaaiiu<.<.«.<^

io make a special report.
New aad rare plaats were scarce. IV^^e that wara

came chiefly fruiu Moa-;r». l^ow, ot Clapton, who
Jo«aBBiiaMallu-^ an ornam .1 nafre

nknt allied to OsMinm, with lant«,
learaaawarcd with a sing^arly bennt ifut ir

ffphswnat sma marmoratum, a silvery w! mottled-
leared dimbinff store plant, which will t'unu a good

efailus Patafe fh>m Jara, with dark giaaa IsaTas^ baantt-

fwWr trararasd with pale yellowuA veins ; IMocostemma
laslaw** mil , a wara greenhofiaa shrub, n^^u bloaacms

raaambUag tbeaa of Cyrtooeras rillkum ; aud tU

little Bornean Fern called l.inilaBa Lowii.

pandoxa, a nnguUr plant davibed In fc-nuer vol

wao ahown by Mr. Young, of DulwHch. Mr. Geiuujy,

gr. to the Rev. Mr. KUis» sent a brown-spotted bright

^Iphnr-coloured iris-like plunt, said to be a
CVpcUa from Southern Africa. From Mc.^i. Jacksoti,

orKi" -<ton» came Quercos bambi. iolia, and an Ilex

from Upper India. A Wush-whUe pnrple-lipped

Ijslia was shown by Mr. Warner, of Hroomfleld, and a
handsome leaved Begonin by Mr-srs. Irery,

Some ^Ine specimetis of the Dalhousie Rhododendron
fnmiiked by Mr. Carson and others, the beauty

frvgranee of which attracted numbers of admirers.
In P<p]argoiunm8 the competition was of the strongaat

ckaiiiption. all growei s of this flower being admitted
thereto. In the large dasa one prhie only was awarded

|

to a pnTate grower. In Fa»aim two were taken by
nma^aoen sjad two by l^Mt^ ^ rs, erery plant

exhibited bei irood. The first prtxe for 10 varieties

of the largo kii«u» waa awarded to Mr. Turner, of the
Boy«l Nnrseriea, GSoogh. fbr Prince of Wales,

Govemor-GeneTal, Dcademona» Imp^ratrice, Admirable,
Atraat of the Fair, Evangeline, Roae OtiaHal, Mr.
Manio^, a»d Etna. IfeHft. F r, of LaaBriripi^

Fraaer's plants were flonbundom, eianaparail, Koaamoad,
GoTcmor-Gcneral, FaUas, Mokimna, Admirable, Una.
Mr. Hoyle, and Fair FUen. Messrs. Dofaaon showed i apparently French Crab, pUnap, and In exealle&t
Anrelia, Sanapazcil, Una, TfesaHa, Vestal» Euphemie,
Governor-Genera}, Bride (a be. rifnl white variety^, t

Bose CelestiaJ, and Fairest of the Fair. Mr. Tandy
j

Kotai. Botimc, Regent's Pabk: 3f"/ 30.—This
of Putney Heath, and Mr. Windsor were the other

; was in all rejects *Hf4hirr eTcellent
~
aodubitioii.

'

saceeaiAil competitors. Mr. Tandy'a plants were Lucy,
j
Aaaleaa and Pelargoninma, hemg trameroa and afieet*

l^metry, Clara, Rdt! , Eohpse, Una, Faunus,
|
irely arranged, made a brilliant di^khy. Kosea ware

I
alao in first -rmte condition, and thera was, aa nsnal» n

awarded,
Mr. It ' =

condition.

Of Chentes admirable diahaa were shown by Mr.
IlendarBon, who scut HUana, Black Circaadani^ and May
Du^ A dbh of May Duke also «Me frmn MsMk
Ja«

'

The b«»i. "'-tiwberriea were con*--'^ntedbyMr.fl*iiih

of Twickenham. The aorta were Sir Cuurles Napier, and
a large dark<coloured new variety which was said to

be of good flavour. The only other new kiud wc
saw was Oscar, of which Mr. Turnor, of the T?oyal

Nursery, Slongb, showed a dish of large and beautiful

frnit.

Melona ware for the most part good. Among scarlet-

tleahed variafeiaa the haat waa ^' >d Gvf>.-^ey from
Mr. Peed, which on this iMS ' beat liem, from

Bailey and T -?. The haii grean-lleahed »ort

'

Perfeetson, from Mr. Kail, gr. to Lord LorelaceL

A Pine .Apple Melon from Mr. Whiting was plaeed

saeond, aiMl a bjhrid green-flashed aort, from Mr.
TapUn, third.

ApiHg Maariianeoiis fruit w^ some large and fine

Orangea and Citrona fi Mr. WllUaaM^ gr. to Mia.
Warner, of Uoddasdoo ; and Mr. Waters, gr. to

A. Moore, Esq. We also nooced two dishes of Apples,

'

Admirable, and ? ^ :eil-

FancT PetargasMBBS were mweedingly beautifol, and
were deservedly the adnuration of all baboidara. Mr.
Turner was awarded the first prize for modemtwm,
CL..;.', Ad^Ie, Cloth of Silver, Acme, Xegro. Madame
BongiAre; and demaniL-, Mcisra. Fmser exhibited

CSoth of 8i^^ oarminatom. Evening Star, M^tom, a
Qneen of Roaca, Oaasandra, Ibrv ' ' luro.aaiC ' Mai. r

Mr. James's eoUectioa rnnaistsd o^carminatum, Attrac-

tioD, Evening Star, delioatom. Lady of the Laka,
Mndane Bongi^re, pnrpvrenm album, and CeleatiaL

Of Caleeolaxias we cannot report laroorably. One
exhibited wkMi may be said to have

well grown, bnl the plants wero^i^d ao badly
that thair sibei waa aU hot kat.

Cinerarias ware nearly over. Means. Dobaon and
Mr. Turner prodnead Uie best, among which were
Qneen Victoria, Lady Seymour, Mi»ji ilamock, Per-
taHln, and Slongh RiraL

TNkBpa wi^H^HHB in fp^ c
"*
'ton ; tl from the

Slongh coUection 1 from T^. H. B '' Idge, E^., of
Abingdon, m well aa thoae fW>m ^r. Nonnan, of
Woolwich, were of the finest strains. The last were,

ir, too mnch crowded together to b« <>4EBCtivL

6or J Hay ky sokaotas the

The day, thoogh doodv.
large attandanea of vi^toim. Falling ao aoon as it did
after the axtdhitian at the Crystal Palace the great
balk of the phuits was as a matter of coarse the same

t upoothait oesasian. In the iollowin^;

eport we Aril ttei^bra only notice soch aa have not
baen pvcviOHly described.

Stove and ftreenhovae plants as a whole were in

excellent ooouiwon ; at this ^^ow Mr. Colyer waa
beaten by a new exhibitor, Mr. May, gr. to J. Spode.
Bsq., who sent from the neigbboorbood of Bngeley
16 specimens, wbich for frealuMMB and beauty were the
admirattan of everybody. They eariiriri uf Ha^B^M
tnlipiliarnm, well famished with bluoro, but still not a
very effective plant for purposaa of aahibition ; the
WiUow-leared and aearlet-flowered Ixoras; an ex-

tremely handsome bush of Gompholobium polymor-
nhnm; DipUdenia eraarinoda with 46 bright rosy

bloaaoma on it, all in ffreat perf ion; me
Everlastings ; a moat bcanfc

'^ n of Acrophyllum
[

venosam, a fine specimen of Aaalea Criterion, fipacris

Jiiaiata spUndens, one of the best of the many \~..^..v^

of Cambridge aa the best By bksmen, and Sarah
Meadley as the beat rose ; these were fine indeed, and
so were many others.

As yet it ia too early for Jllng Pelargoniums, and
aa we expect to aee all again we shall defer onr descrip-

tion of them till the season is more advanced; merely

noting that the first prize was awarded to a lovely

flmcy, nf a rose colour, with clear white throat and
edge^ called Arabella Goddard, and that some very

pnliSij ^Kitted kinds resembling the French vari«MM
exhibited hj Messrs. Holi: n, of Tool^.

W« M^frant ' ^ the r -s in pots from Mr.
of Meworth ; they were particularly fin^ and

fcrmed a pretty and by no means aninteresting feature

of tba as kii^ttiwti

Frnit, trmaJdaring the nnfiiroombleness of tbe season

Ibr early forsing, was highly satMMory, flMM erpeeially

which were •aeLl-_nt. Piue Apples were,

9 so te»i^ we h^m^^ ttMB ; the
bast mmt^Jnok Mc^n. Page, Drewitt, Uybank. and
1>avi». Itov lanslatiid diiefty of (^aaana aad amooth

^ck U«b»r^ CVrap. ,««^ ,^^^ ^^ adraimhie
enndition by Mr. Htadew-- ^. to the Duke of Suther-mm

; Mr. Uiil, ^. to K. Saeyd, fcaq

Bizaire, the \ of tlisct sbowy kind; the Heath-l^Vi-d Tetratbeca, an

at T

or two, and the pretty Boronia Dmmmendi.
To these a let prize wasjustly awarded.
Of Orchids, the . ^-^t: exhibitor also Bent a smnll

collection, in which were Trichopilia tortilis, the \\liite

Butterfly Plant, the orange Saccolabinm curvifolium,

and S. gnttatum.
Azaleas and Rhododendrons were beautifully in

bloom. Of the latter n fine coUection of yellow or butf

coloured kinds was shown by Messrs. Lane of Berk-

hampstead. Among them there was, however, notliing

I

differont from what has been notii ' ' y ns on former

aaaaoas. Asaiaa rosea grandiflora, Volunteer, and
variegata aaparba, all fine kinds, were shown by Messrs.

Jackson of Kin^^ton.

Among C:tp*^ H^'aths we noticed a new variety of

deprpssa from Mr. It 'I'sson. It appeared to he of more

nprijfht growth than the parent, ... 1 the flowers were

aim of ik difT mkriaiAe of yellow.

R 4 in pots were again shown by nnrserymen in

beantiful condition, and this tiaM there were also

flaa collections from Mr. Terry, gr. to Lady Puller,

and A. Rowluid, Esq., of Lewiahara. The former had

an admirable specimen of the bnght yellow Vicomtaase

Dctaass; a-td in Mr. Rowland's group were also equally

Ifaw kinda.

Ui renl ut- :ty thare was httla. Meaiirb. \ eitch cou
tributed a Cypripedium in the v ^ of lur*iu ;_ Imum
a laBg*laav«d handaonie orange red rciiu-d T): .u
from New Zealand; and the donble-fiowertvi llemero-
callis aud Claaas^ noticed in our last report of the Floral

Couimittaa of the Horticultural So^y. From Mr.
Lawri . gr. to the Bishop of Wincheater at Karn-
baii < 'Ic^ caaa ^'vpt', *iam aiBdatum roaaom,
with long —daat rvddish brown tails, and Kjil^,
dram mMUOsnm, a Sf^aoaa with dark sf^**^- 1 narrow
grm-eolonrad aepab aud petals, aud Uiac-ti|.|,.d lip.

Xaboth of theaeprteaawara awardc-d. The hatidsomefy

variegatad Ptcris triciilwand P. afepa war iiiiwn by
M^^JTSL Parker & W' aud BhUi : dalis

elegantifliaaa, Iiora robuafea, and a prr**:' purplish r«a
Kpaeris^ with a bold white tip, came awm Mrfisra.

KoUisson. cf Tow**"- UUiar ^n*» -Mwn in this

class ooMlatcd of a u. -.jMbisar^^d i ucUsia <4'<T>1ause)

from Mr. E^llh, of llnrnsey ; a ; pis Statlee
" d pvotai. and \ a '

'
, trum

Messrs. I\u>ker 4 WuiuiUM; and iVtnnui luu Qosan,
deep ptir7>li^ roas, with a large white sgra^ f^^ ^' "'^*

L. <.t. ll ""^eraMi , St. JoU« ^ ». ixnL

Am> Miweellanaons salgaela waa a oolW* , ut

faely tl^.....,..\maryUidsfroinMr. Ga.4.. , « i^,^.,-. ..oa

and we not . l two prutty boafuls of Fcriii^ fruu),

M^BS. Paul, of Cheiihuut.

Of Bongninvilhaa a boiAd of magniflfrnt blooms was
shown by Mr. Daniels, and also some nut half the siaa

from a |dant to which no bottum-hojit hud ban sjipluKl.

This therefiire fully confirms what was said ix.^^ ;iug

its culture at p. 479 of last ^ ' Xunibcr.

lV.».^onium^ especially the two first collections,

I th from nm seiymen and private growers, have seMon
i

' la hnvaaen in such fine conduioii as they were on
this nrnaaifi. taking- aiie of plant and quality of

flower into eonMufi«iion. Leviathan and Etna fr^m
Mr. Tomer, and Symmetry from Mr. Fustcr, were the
admiratien of everybody. For 12 plants tbe first prise

waa awar^Vito Mr. Turner, Slongh, wlM^flBt Mazmpa,
Oovemor-C al, Impemirice, Fsireal of the Fair,

Daadismoaa, Roee Cw^tiai, Faatas, Leviathan, Etna,

Sir Oolin Campbell, Lord BagUn. and Fair Ellen.

Mcaars. Dobaon were seeond with I'uUas, Bride,

Saaaparcjl, Uaa, Avalia. Yeatal, Admirable, RosaUe,
A^B^ Aq^HMia, Go r-C ral, and Fairest of

the Fair. A third . "eeUHMi^e from Maam. Eraser.

of Lea Bridge. For Faneies the first prize was awarded
to Mr. "nimer, for Necro, Boiuty, fbrmoemn,

Acmc^ modestnm, and Mainme Roogiere. Messrs.

Fisesr, who were seeond, sent Cluth of Silver,

Cellfcl, r .imr lar^ Qaaen of Roam, formosisri*

TVrffmTlAd C' ini. iTCFViaHtoma^BipvfWwagrowers^
Mr. Xye, gr. to E. Foatar, F^ , took tbe first prize,

n*th Mazeppa, Fairast of the Fair, Sanspareil, Viola,

Fair Knen, Saracen, Symmetrv, Prince of Wales, Rose

Celartial, and SprightliMM. 'Mr. Bailey, gr. to J. T.

Drak^ Bh|., glmtfllui, was aseond, with T ^

Dora], floribm^^r Mr. Marn<xk, C * s, Spotted

Qam, Pair HBv, SaMparall, and Admirable. Of
Fanciea fVom private growers, Sir. Bailey sent Celestial,

Lady of the Lake, Attn'^^on, formosissimum.

Evening Star, and Acme. Mr. Holland showed

earminatuu). Cloth of Silver, Madame \'an de Weyer,

r ' ial, P ' ^ ar.andQi; f II 4.

Seedling Pelargoninma were numerous. Those

selected Ibr awards were Fatroncas (Turner), \vhitc with

large di. V ^ 'hctOf palab; IVriHa (Foster), a

very smooth fine formed flower, white crntre, dark top ;

andtwo lanry kinds Arui^ilaGoddardand theChampion,
both from Mr. Turner, tho former a beautiful rose.

Mr. Hoyle and Mr. Beck sent some promising ilo^vera*

which we hope to see again in June. AK-Mrs. RolliiBHI

sent aoBa prettily spotted kinds, of which Prince of

Orange apptured to be the best ; it is bright in colour,

and the spots dark and striking.

Although fruit formed no p.irt of the Show on this

oeeasioB, we noticed two handsome Qoaan Pines from

Mr. Barnes of Bit-ton. It is to be regretted that their

wmghts were not attached to them; also beautiful

specimans of the foe new Strawberry called Oscar from
Mr. Turner, of the Royal Xurscry, hiough.

1U M&T&OPOVffTAN AmaTFTK C . i.IfTHEMrM
SoCTETY. (Tulip Class.)—The First Annual Show of
this Class took place on Tuesday, Mny 29th, at
the Society's meeting house, the Sutherland Arms,
Walworth. There were 24 stands exhibited, conBisting
of 6 stands of 12 flowers each, and 6 stands of 6 flowers
each in the classes for competition, the remainder
being stands of very fine Tricolors and Seedlings by
Messrs. Quelch, Hughes and Morgan ; several stands
were also exhibited, but not for competition.

In the First Class of Twelves Mf. Quelch obtained
the First Prize for Piuder'ti Maid of Athena. Mountaiu
Sylph, Strong's Eliza, La Belle Nanette, Agke. Sir
Roger de Coverley, Polyphemus, Cljarleston Beauty, and
Dixon's Duke of Devonshire. The second was awarded
to Mr. Rose for Vivid, Desdemona, Strong's King, Ix>rd

Stanley, Siam, La Belle Nanette, Rose Bagut, Pilot,

1 vaHhoe, Kose Emily, Rose Amburg, llaailet, Cerise Belle

Forme, Polyphemus, and Fleur des Dames. The third

was given to Mr. Ware for Vivid, Louis XVIII., Rutley's

Queen, Sir Roger de Coverley, Delaforce's Commodore
Optimns, Aglae, Walker's Ducheas of Sutherland,

Catalini, May's Prince Albert, Groom's P. Perkins, and
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Korvh Li -^ i'>i- oUmt tMlit ill tliu cIkm

oxbibit«d by Mr. liellMBT. Mr. iiM, and Air. M..^
lu the BMOtd Clam of »&. "

. OtapMll wm buc

eMiful witb >iuf*«b ( iw, iriuiupU Uoyu« VivM, Thtkm

of Devutiihii^ iUid 0f Atb«a% and Moontain Hylpli,

•lul gHinnl th« flrsi pnie ; Mr. Monday, for Frtuviick

George, Triumph Rot«1. La Ikllu XaiuftU* Fmorierai

i'riumi. Lord 1J> ron, and l>«'tafof<ae'« Kiiuc the Beiirt

;

and Mr. Caalle fiar V'lvkk, tsksMm, Afrllaaa. Triumj^h

Boyal. Lord '

, Mir * eMbctUiAMd
f h •tand. ' Mr. Stnet dtewTid Mywhl pndM^
and alao a Cktu ui CooMModaUon.

In the Kxtra Claai fbr Vai'ttiu Or^w^n (alao Hiies)

the flrtt award was srWen to Mr. luH«*v for CUttdUitat

Kubeni, Trinm pU 1
' d. Danut, h ler» and

Du : MOfW tb« HHad was awardvcl ' Vr.

^y. Hull for WfuJtiiigi t, Ia Van Uick«i, Darlui, Cm
0olee. llolmpa'i Ktnj;, and Triomph Rnval. The ihow

was well attend(yl, and eomMfty Ha'beiaf Um first

in the Tnlip riaM of a jomig Siw. with an alraoet

nnprei ^ Wy had mmam, mav be said to have U;vu
dMidedly

ITrrovoukOIOAL I J/d^rtt.—The I'residani in ibe

otiair. The ri^.^Jaiit exu. ''nl two rare speeies ol

email beeHea fimfiH in tlw nest «f the aooty ant ne«r

Mk-kMiaBi.aiMl Mr. .S. StereaaakrresMeorbr <u1

ColoMMRk Mk^ iKur nio Vv Mr. sh\i. Vartoys

rare insei-tB uken in I* 't Mr. Tti and
othrr* by Mr. Hye from u<u«.ient ioealilirs were also

t-xbiUiud. Mr. > u ealled aUentfoii to the remark-

able strttobire of the legs in Boletobitu incUuans iMt

prerlooalv dMrribed; be else eibibited a sinffnUr

ty of KhicbiBia |pa|BMi^^stitat« of the iMd
of thp fbrc-wiMik Mr. W. W. Baonders exhibited

some awgahur giuU fonnd at the roota of Oak and Ath
trees, also a small beetle (Urodon — i') which in the

lartastut« inhabits one of the fi.v ^.^1^ .u the seed-

fiMel of a MesembryantbMBum, the other four cells

MtawibHAA^ ' \ the trrowtli of r larva. Mr.
CTCooti', of Brighton, exbu^ited a sinf^lar hybrid

variety between i^ptiyra orbicuUria and K. trilinearia;

and Mr. Bond a strange specimen of Sphinx ocellLLtus,

having one side of the abdomen perfectly white. Mr.

Saunders comixi-..'calrt an exiMtt from FroeheVs

Traveb in Central A rica, on the habits of species of

ants which hiiild tbf'ir nesto eacduuvety of small stones

*of particular kinds collected by the insects; thus one
nest is formed only of small imperfect crystals of red

transparent garnet; also an ..„^.^. from the same
work relative to a poisonons cateriiillar found at Sm
Antonio. He also read a papv on new species of the

genus Krateina, a singular group of tailed motbn from
tbc Andes. The Secretary annotinr(»d tlw* ^ t>»*w jMirt

of the Society's Ti * is was neady for di--x_jiiiI(.'U.

MiUi eeiwiuaiuMK acu^iiyi the bees 4m:m»|( itit

iffrt SDlely intest oa pre^i^iag their b«w dwelling; fer

iU i^Hidad ebjeots—the rttrmc of yMSg, and rtetteff

»uppiHi tmt Mm future requireMenta of the family.

If, however. * ich M to pvmnt ikam
frooi qu.t^iBf the yve for several uessssivt days
:.,„awiay swanntnfT, and beCBve provision is

to ^.4.,ug beeSBMS eEpedient, or stai

ad' J giving hmmtf, or a syivu of
Sagar. to a ii<-wly.hiv«d MlHiy. It is well known thai,

onleavaiif the parettt atoek, tbe beeeearry wiih tbam
a geod deal <>f hsMy. There is liuW de«M Muit the
nda ol{|Mt la tUs providMit preeeedlag is to smMo

mkAm^mmmm th» werk df IwWiiy: this

•I as Hi^^t tlii-y eps hive*!, a pi f

eeasb betng frsqufnt!y «»deoa tli- wme >iA\, winch is

"of

I.. oaalBiauM brood.

siaaU portkaief boM ie

3

quickly mropriated, t^hm m a
of 410^ u the iimm ia alraai^ iw^k. Where a

I is aoi

-lyinf of

or or mg^ u
yoonff Qeeen has aeeootpanled tiie'ev

always the earn, and thia oeaasieae a delay

of ' . hive itaiid now (and aft aU
are al full work) be opened to iU

TKe material of wUeh Mm eowbs to nsUag

have been termed), furitiMAsd for tuu vi^muL, uu uia
eentjejetoteftb^ hind lees s be&og often, as has been
alraady pointed out, ml-.^iken far wax. The powder
or mmX thus ^i^riBfeHl^ bive is by
afterwards knsadgiT rm Intn ]" ^ ^ ~ nd stated for

the worker ceUs. a4ioin'' '

To preesrve it from the air, a

pntou the top of each eelUaoaUtd ..~x »lLh
•< ;f- r.—At eertafai dry pi*d^ bnt always In

brt '' .' Itaih bees reqtdre a siii>i>1y of water. wUi^ia
in prapsring Um lanna sad hanar for the

brood, as weU as to euaUe then to aaoMto was* If ne
pond or bruuk is h u a reasonable dManee^ a ahaUow
veemi wiU do, tiled fraqnwitly to tfce brim, hnrli^ a
of tliiu pHiMHtod wood liMkwi it atid o

wboln snrtooei or it may bs littii with Moss or

pabyao, pontMV in water to the tep^ and pbsta« It

near the apiary. PreoMiMan is MMsaanr, fer the bees

eaeily sHp into the water and are drowned. 8o
is wator, that » hm been recnawieiided to

suptilv, early iu llu- Near, uiiliiu the hiva.

*-\fr/../7^. IthasnK Iv )k-.'ii .itov I that ; *~>or

hives enght not to be len -d to tlio mid-dsy and
afternoon sun in sultry weather j the heat not only ren-

dering the beea estoenssly IrMcible, but mbjeeliiig the
to nsUnc. aud e^ >aUy in iMBlantaBBS. with

I: ? 4MP<1t' e^ Iu all feucb cases it It

weU, themCtrs^ to givv Lite eoasfert of a utatk or

NoticcjS of iJocfeg.

We have before us a sixth edition of Tagfior's See*

Keepet^t Manual (Oroombridge), a little volume wbicb
meets with steady popularity because it is useful. That
it >' -rves the good opinion of tbe pul '* -V following

practical account ofStTmetaMAXAOKMENT will sbnn-:—
" The question has often been put to me, ' How and

at what tiiiu- can an apiary be be^t commenced?'
Some remarks in reference to this subject will be found

under tbc heads both of Autumnal ajid Spring Manage-
ment, At preaent the reader \% suppoad to liave been

pnt in
I'

'

.n of a pn \-ann, in the teaaon, which
is the best method of stockinj: a new bive of nbatever
kind, and the earlier tbc better. On this bead we may
wItb advantage qu-^o tbe words of Mr. Guiding.

'Notwithstanding,' says be, 'all that has been stld

about touftnting hives by t!io removal of the bees of

other biv4» into i\\-\\\, tli is no plan HO safe or certain

as peopling tbem by cwhi o;irly swarms. When tbfse

are brongbt from a dintanoe, it slkould he on the day

in which tlicy are hived, and in a cloth of coarse

texture, which should be tied round near tbe bottom
of the bive, -

' a '
> prevent tbe t ^

_• of tbe beea.

Tie np tbe clotb by its corner'? over the top of tbc

hive; ami, if carried by tbc baud, or properly suspended,

a swarm mny be removed in tbis manner for miles.*

" All experienced agriculturists know that no colony

ofbees tbri\ . -j, or wnrk« so well, as one that is poptdous
at tbe out«eU fllMuliL any doubt «litt on this point, it

is often expedient to un!* -tnd smaller swarm to
tbe first, but tbia can <

',• be a" 'iipted within a few
days, before mauy combs are nude, or mischief would
result. Our recommeudu^l^.i applies with greater
torce ni a late season, or to tbc enM of second swarms
which arc rarely strong enoueb. separa' ', to collect
sufficient winter stores. Of tlie nvnle of p^ceding in
effecting these junctions wo shall hereafter speak,
wben treating of Uniting Swarms, undee the seatiou
01 bpring Management

•Bee-

timated, an arrangement eiibricin^fVrrVcUonsVor tbe
management of an apiary, 'acoordiu^ to the order of
the seasons.' Our legitimate comniememcnt tl- - '"

re,
must practically date from the separate existence

htve, aa ia generally, hot e

eompenent parte are carbon.

To enable ttan to fenn tMs
.^ra maat have aeeaiB to beney or i

itfr ; and this is th« 6nt thine

I'M q» :
t V wpHi^ is V«f7

W - naled thnfc Ml w Ai lbs. are aaeeHBri

1 lb. ef wax. The common opinion ii^ thet

stHnee often seen adhering eo sbundanthr to the l«ga of

beea is wax, and as sneb is tbe basis of the eamfas. Baa
it never appeared strange to tbe okntiett W a new
swarm, t: at tbe tiiue wbene^^itall ' g >s ] dd-

ing moM rapidly tlian at any other period, the bees are

loaded with but little of this snbstanoe f On the other

hand, is it not eqn&lly clear, that in the early spring,

when few or no eombe are eonatmetcd, they earry it

into the bive with the utmeet avidity p
e e •

An extraordinary degree of beat alws^ lOcom-

pan' comb-building, supplied no doubt by the

iai^ quantity of oxygen at that time genvated.
* * * The form and number of the combs in a
bive vary considerably, tbe bees adapting them aeeord-

ing to the shape of their domicile, so as Ui fit aud dll

in every part, and often vt-ry irregularly. At first tbey

are beautifully wbit«, bnt aeon, frutu the heat of the
bive, become tiq|g^ and finaUy turn nearly black.

Tlie worker-breeding oells are made the fcei ; *^^^ are
invar' ' L^xagoiud I _ , and of uiiifurm 4MP and
df'ptb; iint V .e inttnded «ip ior t^ '

,. f*

honey are often somewhat larger aud elongated; eome-
timesmore so on one side than the other. A sasall

dip or inclination upwards is given to the colls, tbe

better to pres ^..^ tbe honey from running out, assisted,

moreover, by a small bar er tbi V d border ot wax,

nt the entrances, Tbe cells in wbich the drones eie

bred are laiger m diameter tban tbe common ones, aud
t^'.^v are prenemlTy placed nearer the outside of the

bive, though occasionally jolutd on to the others.

- have th

*" the kind, tbrowa over them.
* they dakht beet iu ..v. f(

.^ud a uMirm t. .^ .e

U Is a mitftake to su; , -« thafc

prodt: -MBhaaiands

In the words af

ar

have often experionoed the reverse. Beet like

shade when working, and the ton only when in

flehls,'
•

The pngea are ahn;.:— .. iUnrtritt^ by
wood*

In iU fifth edition Air. Ball's Fmkg, Pi

Glaeitn (Lrmftinans), has mmimA a more
form, the sise having been redneed by omitting the

ooloored plates, the maps being retained, and Prof, Bam
my's paper on the ancient glaciers of Wales, wbich is

now to be had aepars*-*^. The new Tariff of the Chn-
mounix guides, which is iuclnded in the present volume^

will be a very useful addition by thoae who take the

volume with tlam to Switzerland.

A Flora of CamhridffeaJUre ; or a Cat^Uogm of FlatUa

found in tke Coun^ of Cambridjfe. By C. C. ft^ing-

ton, Esq., M.A. ^ an Voorst. Small 8vo., pp. 327.

Botanical atndents in the county of Cambiidge wiU
doubSl^A liyd t'.

' lun fl^ i table ^'
'

'
, for

ai:' ^-h a0lRir%iay hHve th' -twtuuf, Hke tiOlielffm^

to look at what are called iiw «t'v<.i<-e of plants from a
point of view quite different from tbat of tbe author,

nevertbel .11 competent observers will adnn't that
Mr. Babington's knowledge of our wild plants is of the
bigbest onler. And after all in a local Flora it may be
better to refine upon differences tban to be critical

about distinctions. To tbe rambler in tbe country it is

more inteiestiug to occupv hii. IC witb a study of tbe
many forms, w\ 'her accidental ur permanent, ammed

! by plants tb;in to consider into ho%Y small a number of

tvpes they may be condensed. Tbe system of hair-
When this takes place, our little arcbite. ;- have the

^
splitting has, moreover, tbia attraction with some

sagacity to interp. two or tlir»* rows of cells of an minds, tbat it leads continu;Uly to tbe tlL.jvery of
intermediato sixe, gradually enlarged to tbe proper

dimeiipions. In tins, as in everything else, the bees

adapt their operations accorJuig to circumstances

;

constructing their combs, either by suspending them
j
new Thalictrums, new Areuarias, morenew Bramble^

from tbe top of their dwelllnij. or occasionally by work-
, „„(! ng^v (Jrassea, to his list of Cambridge plants; by

something "new"—an unliliely event when absolute

distinctions are alone regarded. By the former prooem
Babinjjton has succeeded in adding new Poppies,

^ 1 1 1 from tbe bottom, upwards.
'' PropoJui.—To attach the combs firmly in their place,

the bees employ a pliable substance of Balsamic odour,

calioil propolis, a glutinous exudation from cer0in trees,

or their buds, of a gravisb colour, wbicb tbey collect

immediately on swarming, blending with it a portion of

With this material tbey vartiisb the lids of tbcwax.

"The plan originally proposed in the
Keepei^s Manual' suppoaes, as has before I

closed honey-cells, glue up all crevices iu the hive, and

cement it down to the floor.

"Honey.—We have seen tbat the first want

of tbe swarm is bouey, for the purpose of comb-

building. Tbia valuable article tbe bees collect, by

means of tbeir proboscis, from tbe nectaries of certain

ftowers, from whence it derives a higher or less degree

of flavour, together with ita colouring matter i some-

times nearly transparent, to various shades of brown.

Thev receive it into their first stomach or honey-bag,

^ \,;ealer portion being subsequently regiu-gitated

int "'ae "', employing for the purpose thoee of both

workers and drones. "As these become severally filled,

they «io coated over or sealed witb a tbiu covering of

^.^^ • • e

"FoUen, or T * —The hive will be rapidly filled

with combs, and procreeeively with an increased

population, for tbc eggs, as we have seen in pge 13.

are matured in three weeks. In tbe mean time, the

beet will have commenced a new labour—that of col-

lecting pollen or farma. This is tbe antber-dnst of the

stamina of tlowers, varying in .

' nr according to the

gource from whence it is derived; and it may be

remarked tbat the bees in their collection never mixthe recently establis^bed colony; n(Uicin^"a8'wepro-
ceed, the various substances stored or used in a hive tojretber tbe pollen of different plants, but m euj

ordluff U> eiuur^tonvisitonly one species of tiower. Bjapecuband collected more or less abundantly, according
circumstances and season.

" Should tbe weather now be fia^ operationt are

each

iar

and
IdkpUtlon," tbey are enabled to brush this off,

pack it into tbe spoou-like cavities (or baskets as they

tbe latter be would have been obliged to make terrible

holes in their ranks. As may be supposed, a copious list

of places where less common plants are to be found

forms a great feature iu tbe volume; which is also

enriched with careful topographical remarks and various

miscellaneous matters. The number of Cambridge

plants now utterly extinct there is very remarkable^

and funilsli bints for geological inferences.

A third volume of Henry Bradlury^s wonderftil

2i'alure-p7 Infed Brlihli Seaiveeds ia out. It is entirely

occupied by tbe green species, wVich we should have

thought would, owing to their thinness, have proved

more unmanageable than the red ones. Such, however,

is not tbe case. Filmy as these plants are, tbey are

defined with the same &C 'rable clearness as the

others. Some, however, have proved unmanageable,

and are represented by woodcuts. Auother volume
concludes this most beautiful work, which ought to be

found in every drawing-room.

Meters, Adam if Charles BlacX: have issued a new
edition of Dr. BaJfouf^a Manttal of Botany^ revised by
the author, and therefore containing his latest views.

We observe, however, tbat by some oversight the

number of genera and species included in each natural

order upon the authority of Lindley are taken from the

tirst edition of that author's Vegetable Kingdom, and

not from the last, iu which considerable additions were

made.

Miscellaneous.
Celery grown at Chiswiclc «» 1859.—A collection of

15 samplts of Celery was cultivated for comparative

trial at the garden in ISoU, and various notes aud me-
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moranda concerning the peculiarities of the varieties, as

•well as their quality, were made; but the unusually
severe and early autumnal frost injured the plants so
much that these memoranda could not be satisfactorily

completed. It has accordingly been thought desirable
to submit a more complete coUection to a toller exami-
nation during the present season. It may, however, be
stated, tbat so far as the examination was carried, it

was found that the variety sent as Tvery's Ne plus
Ultra, by which name it appears that Iverv's Nonsuch
was intended, and another called Hood's Dwarf Red,
were the two best of the red kinds, both these being of
very excellent quality ; and that a dwarf variety, sent
under the names of Superb Dwarf White and Incom-
parable Dwarf White, was the best of the white kinds.
This latter closely resembles the Celeri Couffc Hatif of
the French. HortieuUitral Society's Proceedings.

Stothard the Artist, and the Butierjly,—The owners
of many a name gn;at in the arts have been enthusiastic
collectors of butterflies. Our distinguished countryman,
Thomas Stothard, was one of their devotees, and the
following anecdote, extracted from his published life.

shows how he was led to make them his special study :—
"Stothard was beginning to paiut the figure of a
reclining sylph, when a difficulty arose in his own mind
how best to represent such a being of fancy. A friend
who was present said, *Give the sylph a butterfly's
wing, and then you have it.' *That I will,' exclaimed
Stothard; 'and, to be correct, I will paint the wing
from the butterfly itself.' He sallied forth, extended
his walk to the fields, some miles distant, and caught
one of those beautiful insects ; it was of the species
called the Peacock. Our artist brought it carefully
home, and commenced sketching it, but not in the
painting room ; and leaving it on the table, a servant
swept the pretty little creature away, before its portrait
was finished. On learning his loss, away went Stothard
once more to the fields to seek another butterfly.
But at this time one of the tortoise-sheil tribe crossed
his path, and was secured. He was astonished at the
combination of colour that presented itself to him in this
small but exquisite work of the Creator, and from that
moment determined to enter on a new and difiicult
field—the study of the insect department of Natural
History. He became a hunter of butterflies. The
more be caught, the greater beauty did he trace in their
infinite variety, ancl he would often say that no one
knew what he owed to these insects—they had taught
him the finest combinations in that difficult branch of
art—colouring." British Buiterjiies, hy W, 5. Coleman.

Calendar of Operations.
{^For the ensuiiig loeelc^ ,

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CONSEETATORT, &c.—Many of the new Holland plants

and other greenhouse subjects will soon be getting past
their best, and some foresight and care will be necessary
to avoid being short of specimens in bloom with which
to supply their places. Where circumstances will admit,
plants that have been grown in a warm moist atmo-
sphere should be removed to an intermediate house
about a fortnight previous to their being taken to the
conservatory, and gradually inured to a free circulation
of air. By attention to this, and placing the plants
in the Warmest corners in the conservatory Cleroden-
drons, AUamandas, Achiraenes, &c., will continue grow-
ing slowly and bloom for some three months, whereas
if this is^ neglected their beauty may be very short-
lived. Aim at maintaining an even temperature in the
conservatory after removing thence plants that have
been grown in the stove, and avoid allowing the atmo-
sphere to become very dry on bright warm days. Also
see that every plant is perfectly clean before placing it
in this house, and that the creepers, &c., are not infested
with insects. Go over the house every morning, and
remove decaying flowers and leaves as they make their
appearance. Young stock in pits and frames will now
be making rapid growth, and must be carefully attended
to as to watering, stopping, training, &c. Examine
Heaths frequently for mildew, and apply sulphur the

growing in dung pits must be allowed plenty of air to
prevent their making weakly growth, and must not be
overwatered, which through the greater amount of
moisture in the atmosphere Is more apt to be the case
here than in houses heated by any other means. En-
courage recently potted stock with plenty of warmth
and a corresponding degree of humidity in the atmo-
sphere, but water carefully until the roots get hold of
the fresh soil. The most certain method of obtaining
a regular supply of fruit is by securing and potting a
limited number of suckers at short intervals throughout
the growing season; therefore attend to this, which
will save much trouble and disappointment as compared
with the old practice of doing this but once, or at the
most but twice in the year. Where the bottom-heat
is obtained from tan it will often be found necessary to
add a little fresh material at intervals, in order to
recruit the heat, hut at this season it will be safer to
surface with a few inches of fresh tan in a rather dry
state than to turn the bed, mixing the fresh materials,
which often cause too strong a heat ; and at this season
there is much more danger of erring on the side of too
much than too little bottom-heat. Give every attention
to keeping up a succession of fruit. Take care to
attend to keeping up a regular supply of young plants
even if doing this should necessitate throwing away a
few overgrown plants which have failed to fruit at the
desired time. We have frequently seen cultivators
allow the number oflarge plants to increase, so that there
was little room left for the young stock, which suffered
accordingly, and disappointment came in due course.
Do not let the growing stock suflfer for want of pot
room, or through dryness at the root, and afford a
moist atmosphere, syringing and shutting up early in
the afternoon, so as to give the house a good steaming.
Recently potted plants, especially if they be much pot
bound before being repotted, should be kept rather
close and sbad^', with a thoroughly moist atmosphere,
and very carefully attended to with water until they
appear to have taken to the fresh soil.

ViNEEiES.—Attend to keeping cool and moist where
early fruit has been cut in order to preserve the foliage
in a healthy state as long as possible. The laterals
need not be kept very closely stopped after the fruit
is cut, but they must not be allowed to shade or injure
the principal leaves. If there is any appearance of red
spider give the foliage a good washing with the engine
directly the fruit is cleared off, and repeat this as long
as there is a vestige of the enemy to be seen. Give
prompt attention to the thinning of the fruit in
succession houses, for like many other jobs this is most
easily and expeditiously done when taken in time.
Look well to the state of the borders where the fruit
is swelling, and give a thorough soaking of tepid, good
strong manure-water wherever the soil is found to be
at all dry, and aim at having the borders in a healthy
state as to moisture where the fruit is about colouring,
for a healthy root action has more to do with the
colouring of the fruit than many persons seem to sup-
pose. Yoimg Vines planted out this season should be
encouraged to grow freely, and as the roots will be near
the surface see that they are not allowed to suffer for
want of water, and in the event of continued dry
weather a slight mulching over the roots would be
useful. Do not keep the laterals too closely stopped, as
the more leaves, &c., the Vines are allowed to make the
more freely the roots will run in the border, and this
deserves attention the first season.
Peaches.—Spare no means to maintain a moist state

of the atmosphere where the fruit is swelling, syring-
ing freely, and shut up early in the afternoon, but give
air sufficiently early in the morning to prevent \he
least risk of scorching.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Late-sown annuals should be thinned out as soon as

decay of any over ripe truit. Wiiere clenn straw
cannot be afforded, fresh litter from the stable yard will
form a very good substitute. Exposure to the air and
a few showers will perfectly sweeten this, so that there
need be no fears entertained of its injuring the flavour,
but it should be applied immediately. Persevere in the
destruction of insects on fruit trees as soon as they are
perceived.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
If Carrots have failed a small bed of Early Horn may

be sown. Spare ground must soon be filled with
various winter greens. York Cabbages may be sown
for autumn use; they will do to plant in any small
gaps that may exist among other crops. Stake up
tiowers, and render everything about the garden as
neat as possible.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. WEAK LONDON
For the Week enilinK May 31, ia60, asobsenetlM the Horticultural Gardens.

Uar. ii
Baromkteb.

Max.

Friday 2b
Satur. 26
Sunday 2?
Mon. 28
Tuea. 29
Wed. 30
Thura. 31

Average.

.

1

h

7
8
9
10

29,953
29.466
29.7iil

29ms
30.(105

29.906
29.783

Min.

T««rERATrBK,

OfthTEaitbOrthe'Air;

29.609
29.:«6
29.657
29.oOi
29.353

29.827
29.553

29.S21 ) 29.632

Max.

67
Gti

62
63
63
64
53

63.3

Min. Mean

50 58.5

40 53.0
45 53.5

35 49.0
36 49.5

40 52.0

44 5t.O

41.4 32.3

1 foot
deep.

59}
60
5S
58
56
56

&7

56^

2 feet

deep.

56
56
56
56
65
55

54^

55.5

Wind

S.W,
s.w.
N.W
N.W,
H.

N.W,
S.

a

m
.00

.00

-o;

.48

.92

May 25—Very fine; cloudy and tine; rain at ni^ht,
— 26—Cloudy ; honvy clouds and showers ; clear and cold,^ 27—Cold and dry ; fin*! ; rain at ni^ht ; very boisterous.— i?8—Boisterous; beavy clouds with stroiiK jralt?; clear and cold.— 29—Cloudy throughout ; overcast and cold at ni^ht.— 30—Fine ; clear and cold at ni^jht ; rain,
— 31—Rain thronj^hout ; cold and drizzly at nt^ht.

Mean temperature of the week, 3^ deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
DurinK the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending June 9, 1860.

"Prevailing Win

June. •II
09 U . I

til« O. So.

oj S u >9 ai

Sunilay 3,.
Hon. 4,.

Tues. 5..
V\ ed. 6.

.

Thura. 7,.
Friday 8..
Satur. 9,

.

69.0
69.1

71.0
69.8

69.0

70.5

70.7

44.4

45.1

47.3
47.9

47.5

47.7
48.2

56.7

57.1

59.1

5S.S
58.3

59.1

59.5

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

14
12
18

17
12
13
16

GrcHteat
Uuantity .'

of Bain. ^

0.91 in.

0.64

0.28
0.53
0.45

1.48

1

2
6

:i

3
I

4

5

7
5

8
8
6

I

£4

5
2

2

1

2

I

2
1

2
4

ce

a
4
fi

4

4
4

3

12

9

8
9

8
12

14

3

7
6

3

3

4

1

*

4
4
3
3
4
2
3

The highest temperature during 'he aboTe period orcurretl on the "th,
1846—therm. 90 dtt;. ; and the loneat on the -ith^ ldJ6—therm. 33 (leg.

Notices to Correspondents.
•,• The Board of TVorka have directed that in future the Street in which

our Office is situated sliall be called W elliriston Street, and that the
Number of our Office shall be 41. Correspondents are therefore
requpited to addre,i8 all letters, whether to Editor or Fublisher,
41, rtellington Street, Covent Oarden, Loodon, W.O.

they are well above ground, for if left to grow too
thickly fhey spoil one another, and never raaVe half the
display plants do that are allowed plenty of space and
which are grown strongly from the first. Attend to
staking such of the herbaceous plants as require it
before they get blown about and injured, and do not
huddle the stems together, as is too frequently done.moment it is perceived, some of the soft-leaved varieties The early flowering bulbs, as Tulips, Hyacinths, Turban

bemff verv liable to b** nttnoVAfl l»v +\i<i+ *^..L*- „t- *.i.:^ ' "Rann-ni^nlnaoo Jt-o ,..:n ..,,^.. I,« _^„.t.. 1 ^.^^^ ._ 1being very liable to be attacked by tbat pest at this
season. If the permanent occupants of the beds and
the twiners, however, are such as require a free circula-
tion of air, the house must not be kept so close as to
injure thetn ; but where Passifloras, Ipomoeas, Mande-
villa suaveolens, Tecomas, Bignonias, &c., are grown for
covering the roof, and Orange trees and other things
tbat enjoy a fair amount of warmth and moisture while
making their wood occupy the beds, the hardier stove
plants will form the most suitable decoration for the
next three months. Go over the twiners frequently and
r^ulate their growth before the shoots get entangled.
but avoid keeping them tied too closely, for they are
never seen to advantage unless they are allowed to hang
in a natural and graceful manner.

rORCING DEPARTMENT.

v^^^^'"^^^^® ^^°^ ^^^ grown to any extent on
the Hamdtonian system, a close watch must be kept
upon the moat likely plants for immediate fruiting, so
as to keep them dry at the root or otherwise as circum-
stance., may dictate, and those showing fruit must not
be syringed over head to the extent of causing water tolodge in the centres of the plants, for thU lould pro-

"Rammculuses, &c., will soon be ready tor taking up, and
should not be left in the ground after the decay of the
foliage, as if wet weather occurs they will be making
fresh roots, which weaken them for next season. Attend
to the propagation of the better varieties of Pent-
stemons, which are exceedingly useful plants. Also
see to having a good stock of the border Picotees and
Carnations, which are invaluable for cutting. Cuttings
of these, if put in before the wood gets too hard, root as
freely as Pinks.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHElV GAKDEX.
Strawberry beds may soon require attention as to

watering, should the weather become dry. After
thoroughly cleaning the beds, a thorough soaking
should be given and if a moderate watering from the
stable tank can be supplied when the ground has been
well saturated with clear water it will greatly assist in
securing large fruit. The beds should be mulched as
soon after watering as convenient, in order to prevent
evaporation and the fruit from being soiled. Next to
slates or tiles clean straw is the best material for this
purpose, and mowings of lawns the worst. The latter
besides forming an excellent harbour for slugs soils thebably cause the fruit to be deformea Yoanr«f*^T
^^^^^"^^ '°.^™\"gJ^'^ «*^euentnarbour tor slugs soils the

_

ueiormea. xoung stock - fruit, spoils its flavour, and in wet seasons hastens the

Diseased Pear Leaves : B W. They seem to be attacked by
the formidable Fungus called ^Ecidium laceratum. If so you
will soon see the enemy appearing in the form of pustules.

Insects \ J L B. The insect received in company with some
bits of Potato was not a wireworm. It is a small species of
centipede (Geopbilus, sp.) found in earth filled with decay-
ing vegetable matter, and probably feeds on the eggs and
young of small insects, mitea, d:c. The ground should be
Well stirred and cleaned, and gas-tar.water used plentifully.—It'LM. The minute insects attached to your Apricot shreds
are a species of mite, and possibly make their way into

crevices of the bark, which must be carefully examined, and
if such should be the case it would be well to wash the trees

with a soft brush and hot soft soap-suds and lime.—C M. The
beetles in your granary are the troublesome Calandra gra-
naria. We know no better plan to destniy them than to
put the grain in the kiln for a short time. We shall

always be happy to answer such questions.

—

T W, Your
Raspberry canes have been gnawed by that sad pest Otio-
rhynchus vastator. You must exaniiue the plants after dark
and shake them over a sheet, when the insects will fall down
and must be destroyed. No wash will hurt them. IV.

Melon Fbames : Amateur. A convenient size for lights for

Melon frames is 3i feet wide and 6 feet long. The frames
should stand about 10 inches higher at back than front.

Only one plant should occupy a light ; therefore the number
of lights required will depend on the quantity of plants you
intend to grow. We prefer wood to iron for ordinary glass
houses. If properly seasoned and kept well painted it may
be expected to last good for nearly a century. %

Names of Plants; J J^C, Trowbridge. As fi\r as we can judge
from such a miserable specimen it is a flower of Zygopetalum.
stenochilum.—A Po7itey. Poa rigida.— Tr.fi. We do not recog-
nise it. Wait till it flowers, which it will do some day.

—

M M.
Some Cassia, perhaps new ; but not to be ascertained with-
out the pods.—WD W. The plant found growing on the
crown of a sandy hillock among Clover and Ryegrass of the
the first year's growth (sown last year) anpears to be Alyssum
aerpyllifolium, introduced with Clover seed. But in the
ab.sence of i^t this identification is uncertain.

—

E W,
Fabiana cricoid es.

—

C P. Planter So dried up as yom-a were
when tliey arrived cannot be named.

—

Btnry. Dielytra Spec-
tabilis.—r W. You shall know next week. — Botanophilus.
Ribes campanulatuni, a Mexican hardy shrub, introduced
many years ago by the Horticultural Society. — Pete^- 1
Duranta Plumieri ; 2, Bignonia picta ; 3, some Arrhostoxy'
lum. but which the specimen does not &hovf.~Kyloe 1
Lithospermum purpuro-cceruleum ; S, an Erysimum, pro-
bably alpmum; 3, Juniperus excelsa ; the berries are not
used. — il/etfico. Veronica Chama^drys.— )r Fuller. 1 Erio-
phonim polystachyum

; 2, Carex cajspitosa ; 3, C. strigosa :
* Scirpus setaceus.

Peach Trees : G P. \t is the laterals on the wood of the
present season that should be pinched back to the first leaf-
Ample insiructions on this, however, and other points con-
nected with priming may be found in Rivers on the
Orchard House. J

PiNCENECTiTiA : Bradford. The history of this strange name is
thus given by Professor Scheidweiler, of Gh^t. It seems
that about the year 1S36 Gaieotti sent to Van der Maelen some
plants whose half illegible ticket appeared to be Freycientia.
The gardener to whose carp they were consigned changed the
word to Pincenectitia, anU. so it has remained ever since.
Fruits of the plant, lately received from Mexico, show thia
Pincenectitmand the plant called Bonapartea glauca both to
be species of the genus DasyHrion.

Vine Leaves; 20 yeart , They are "scorched;"* and possibly
by the use of very cold water ; or by too rapid evaporation
while the leaves are young and tender.
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ODAMS^S BLOOD MANURES
MANTJFACTrEED BY THE

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY*^ (LIMITED).
CONSISTING OF TENANT FARMERS, OCCUPYING UPWARDS OF 30,000 ACRES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.
-«irr SMITH Jun., Esq.. M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts. EDWARD BALL, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

JSiRLES DlkSDALE, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts. GENERAL HALL, Weston ColviUe, Linton, Cambridge.
Cii^i\^^ JOHN BRADY, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square, S.W.

DIRECTORS.
C/iainnaw.—JONAS WEBB, J'>q., Babraham, Cambridgesliire.

T>fputy Cfiairman.—JOB.J^ COLLINS, Esq.. Myddelton Square, Pentonville, E.G.

r-nWARD BELL Esq.. Tottenham, Middlesex, N. I ROBERT LEEDS, Esq., WestLexham, Norfolk

TOHN CLAYDEN Esq., Littlebury, Essex ROBERT MORGAN. Esq.. 72, Caiiiden Villas, Camden Town

mrHARD HUNT Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts GEORGE SAVILL, Esq., Ingthoi-pe, nearStamford

THOMAS KNIGHT, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N. | WILLIAM COLLINS, Esq., 105, St. John's Street Road, E.G.

Auditor.^!. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridge.
3IPnaoer.—Mr. JAMES ODAMS.

Secretary/.—^Ir. C. T. MACADAM.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
JUPPS NEW HORSE and CA'ITLE FOOD.—

The utility of this new preparation being now fully esta-

blislied, W. & R. Jdpp & Co. beg to say that they are prepared

to execute orders to any extent. A trial will prove its benefici;U

qualities. Price 35s. per cwt. ; 19s. per ^ cwt. ; and lOs. per

i cwt., carriage Irce to nearest railway stations in Great Britain.

Pig Meal, 16s. per cwt. Cash or a London reference expected

from unknown correspondents.

W. & R. Jupp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St. M&ry-at-Hill,

Eastcheap, E.C.
%* Agents liberally treated with.

J

I

)

-|

Unfd-ers —Messrs. BARNETT, HOARE. & Co., Lombard St., E.C.

^l^(,rJ.-Messrs. KINGSFORD & DOBMAN, 23, Essex
**'

Street, Strand, W^O

Offices: 109, Fenchurcli Street, London, E.C, Manufactory : Plaistow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Directors recommend these Manures with every confidence to the attention of their brother farmers
;
and the fact that

thev and the Shareholders farm upwards of 30.000 acres of land, cannot fail to afford a guarantee ^nd protection to consuniers.

\he highp^^^^ of SOLUBLE PHOSPHATE and large amo.mt of ANIMAL MATTER yielding Ammonia they

contam not only reS them the cheapest, but also the most Natural Manures, and the best calculated to produce a

HEALTHY, SOUND, and HEAVY CROP.
.

PRICES—Blood Manure for Corn, £7 10s. ; Ditto for Roots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any Ilaihvay or Wharf in London.

I^° As securliy to ilie Purchaser every hag contains 2 cwt., is marled " ODAMS'S PATENT

BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by tlie authorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an unusually large per centage of Soluble Phosplmte of Lime, and is, therefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Root Crops.

ANALYSES.
Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Macadam, Dr. Cameron,

TO PiC, POULT KY, AND CAME FEtDERS.

UPP'S RICE FOOD FOB POULTRY and GAME.
^ —RICE SWEEPINGS, 8$. 6d. per cwt., in 1^ cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 12a. per cwt., in 1| cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, Us. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
11EAL for PIGS, 6s.6rf.and fia. Qd. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery.—W. & R. Jupp. P. Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C.

JOHN FOWLEK, JrN., 28. Cornliill. London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testii>ionials sent post free^_

AGRICULTURAL and GENERAL MACHIXERY
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manurac-

tured, Messrs. Burgess ii Ket, of 9o, Newgate Street. Ix)ndon

E.C, invite the attention of the Public to then: large and

choice Stock. ^

REAPING MACHINE—PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Bdrgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

LAWN

^

3foisture .

.

ftsranic Matter, KaltsofAmmonia,&c
Sand, &c.
Biphospbate of Lime .

,

Equal to Neutral SotrBLE >

Phosphate, , ,. .- >

Insoluble Phosphate of Lime
flydrated Sulphate of Lime .

.

Alkaline Sulphates aud Muriates .

.

I

Mr. J. T.Way,
London.

13.19
2.28
3.82

16.77

26.18

4.69
58.53

0.72

100.00

Dr. Anderson, Dr. Hodges,
Glasgow. Belfast.

10.S6
7.82

3.1S

15.63

24.39

9.01
62.25
1.25

Cirencester.

100.00

21.50
3.38
3.44

14.38

22.50

5.77

49.80
1.73

100.00

21.62
7.02
3.31

16.71

26.07

0.4!)

39.40
2.45

100.00

Edinburgh. Dublin.

14.56

7.63
3.87

16.91

26.48

11.84
40. S3
4.36

100.00

16.20
4.17
5-28

16.48

26.20

6.14

60.33
1.40

100.00

Mr. Wat reports :—" It contains fully as much soluble phos-
phate as the tirst-cla-ss articles of the same description in the
market, and much more than the average."

Dr. Voelcker says:—"I have much pleasure in enclosing a
copy of your Ruper-phoaphate, which, though apparently re-

cently made, is nevertheless 'nch in soluble p?tosphate, and vn-

questionably a valuable manure."

Dr. ANBEE90N reports :—" This ia an excellent super-phos-

phate. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be worth about

€i. 5«. per ton."

Dr. Macadam eays:—" The above is a first-class 5Ui>er-pho8-

phate, and at present rates is worth to the farmer HI. 2a. per

ton, when purchased in quantities under SO tons, and 7/. 105.

In qufintities of 30 tons and upwards."
Dr. Hodges states that—"It may be regr.rled as a good

specimen of supt-r-phosphate of lime," Ilia "calculation of its

value is 71. IBs. per ton.

Dr. Camebon reports :—" The above figures prove this siiper-

phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but

that its .application will be attended with the most satisfactory

results. It would be good value at 71. per ton,"

£:very Baa contains 2 ctvt., i^ marked "ODAMS^S SUTEMI>HOSPHATE OP LIME^ and is

guaranteed to yield 20 to 2h per cent, of SohiUe Phosphate of Lime,

PRICES.-Superphospliate of Lime, £5 10s. relivered to any Railway or Wharf in Lopdon

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Maimfartnrers

and others engaged in mating ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G-b.,

Ac, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanoa, Superphos- ,

phates ofLime, Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, bilver, ano

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, wiUfind amplefacility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

.

ni^HE LOi^iDON MANURE COMPANY
i (ESTABUSHED 1840), ^rrtTorT^
Are now prepared to send out the following MA^'UFACTUKED

MANURES:—
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING T0PDRE8SING.

They would call particular attention to the article DisscOved

Bones, aa being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

from Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GtJANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of
SODA, 8CLPHATE0F AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purskr, Secretary.

A^VES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured
by Mr. Lawes for the present season, I860, are nowready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE ,. ..£6 6

SUPERPHOSPHATE oy LIME 6 6
MINERAL .... .. S 6

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE 8
GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtiiined of Mr, Lawes, or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying acc<irdii)g to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of
7000 toDS Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their

report with atialysis are given in full in circular, t» be obtained
on application at the CfBces, or of any of Mr. Lawe?'s Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawfa 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C
,

tod Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS AifD

KEY'S
Machines are the most simple and efTective yet introduced to

the public, and at a lower price—16 in., 6f. ; 19 in., 61. 10)!. ;

22 in 71 ; including box of tools. &c., for sharpening. Garden

Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always m stock.

LAN D D RA I N A C E.

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent arft

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
and IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment maybe made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

imnroved, by way ofrentcharge on the estatecreated for vanona

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants. _ . *.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given t«

Reversioners or Jfortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, >Vood Grubbing, Road

Making and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to Wiluam Clu ford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 62, Parliament Street. S.^V

/-COLLEGE or AGUICULTUHE and CHEMlhTRY.
l^ AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38 Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.8.. F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in theCoUcge comprises every

branch requisiteto prepare youth forthepiirsuitsofAgriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may t>e had on application to the Principal.

R. RUCKAIAN, Protessor oi Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of E.'^tates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, »tc.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor BtrcKiiAN, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

ESTABLISHED 1812-

MESSRS. PROCTOR are now- prepared to talce

:

, .¥a^.^ ^» j*^^ ^a.a.^
orders for their special MANURES for 1860. which they W\\P ^ XtY\t\X\tViXKi f3U^tttt

unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and chained "^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^WWW 4 W* ^E^W^V**
the lowest possible price, viz.

:

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
KOHL RABI do.

Also

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

„ _ BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME, &c., all of which are warranted of the best quality.

Apply to H. & T. PBOCTOR, Cathay, Bristol ; or

Proctor L Rvland, Birmingham and Chester.

E~~R 0.

SATURDAY, JUNE 2, I860.

MEETINGS FOK THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

, . rCentnil FarmpTi* Clob • r.M.
MosDAT. June 41 (jir.WplUontheEconomyofStrtmPower.)

PERUVIAN GUAN
The present Price of this valuable Manure U—

m per ton for 30 tons and upwards fat the Dep6t8 iu London,

13/. 5«. per tonforl tonup to30 tons I
Liverpool, and Bristol.

And in order to protect themselves against the purchase of

Adulterated Mixtures, and of inferior Guanos. puii>orting to

produce results equal to Peruvian, consumers are recommended

to apply either to ourselves; to our AGENTS, Mcssis, Gibbs,

Bright, & Co., of Liverpool and Bristol; or to Dealers of

established character through- .ut the Coimto', in whose honesty

and fair dealing thev can place implicit confidence.—Anthoky
Gibbs & Sons, 15. BishopsRate Street Within, London. E.C. ^

URNARD. LACK, aM) CO.':^ CUNCKNTRATKD
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40percent. of Tnbasic

Phosphate of Lime.
, *,„

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

hfgh Cultural and commercial^jalue which charactensea

your concentrated superphosphate^
^^^^^^

DetaUed an^^y^^*' ."I'^^TnJ^rSodety with Testimonials,

?r^'V: rr^e^bT^P^pliS'io Boic-ab., lack,

A Cc'Sutt^n Road, Plymouth —

H
haviBg iDade "iT?"K™f.^^ tert Q^alityTto supply Im cu.-

by keeping »^.cl« of t^e b^ V-^'^^j^,, ^^^,„,u„ t^^^

r«^« o;^r^-Sry& Ba.ing.to.e; and 100, 8«d

Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

TruPAT.
\t'EDT1FIUAT,
Thvbbdat,
FniDAT.

&

f Bfttli and Wf »t of England Aiiri^-ulturnl

7 { Society at Dorcbeiter.

«-BoyalApric. Soc.ofEnglftnd.... Noon

Who among ua can place himself in xmagiQation

Giactly in the position occupied by the man whom

he employs? Where will you find the employer

who naturally and cordially accepts exactly the

point of view from which any right-minded

labourer of 'course must contemplate his prospects .

It is easier to look down with good will on those

of lower station from your own high place than

to stand as one of them on their plat-

form and thence look up, desirously for

them like the thouglitful ones araonjr themselves,

at the possibilities of advantarre and improvement

within their reach. And so, it is rare to find a

benevolence in this particular department which

does not think of agricultural labourers as a body

needing to be managed, directed, and provided for

as such—rather than aa neighbours in whose per-

sonal and family interests warm regard is felt

altogether independently of their relationbhip as

^^Vs^fus denied? Then let any one who doubts

it take up his residence in a country village, and

becoming- acquainted through the evening school

and othel-wise with the bojs and young men, sow

of labourers around him, exert himself first for
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tlieir instruction, and afterwards for their 1 selves tliey are saving money in the bant, and
advancement in any station, agricultural or assisted by their master they are adding both on

otherwise, for which their character and
attainments fife them. Will his efforts be

generally sympathised with by employers? They
arelosingtheitbestmen—themostpromisingyoung
fellows find better employment at a distance—all

very well for ihem—but how about those for whom
they would have woiked, and "on whose well-

doing the prosperity of the neighbourhood
depends?" Thii is the leading idea, and it is

generally felt even by the unselfish that the only

true way of benefitting the labourer is by miikiug

him better as a labourer, and thus more useful to

his master.

And probably this is true ; but the fortunate
thing is that no man can become perfectly qualified

for the station which he holds without being
thereby better qualified for the station immediately
above him than the most of those who occupy it.

If any man knows perfectly the duties of a
ploughman, or a shepherd, or a general agricul-
tural labourer, he is better qualified for a Imiliff's

place than many of those who hold it ; and it is

likely that by-and-bye one ofthem will be displaced
by him. Let any young man learn perfectly the
duties of his position and he will most likely rise

above it. And this is a good thing, not a bad
one, both for the class he leaves and for those
whose interests depend on its efficiency,

A farmer was asked by a clergyman to sub-
scribe towards an emigration fund. His reply
was :

—

**I will gladly do so if you will allow me
to choose the men who are to be thus assisted to

go out." Of course he would choose the
** blind, the halt, the maimed, the discon-
tented." He would naturally wish tj retain
the well-conditioned, vigorous, and tiustworthy
in his service ; and possibly any artificial

interference with the natural tendency, such
as an emigration fund no doubt i?, ojght to
be administered on his principle. Nevertheless
it is fortunately inevitable that all the prizes
of life—and if ability to emigrate be one of
them, then that as well as others—fall to
the lot of the energetic and the worthy, not
to that of the listless and the pauper. And it is

fortunate for the classwhichthussendsits shoots up-
wards, that this is the tendency—that this efflore-
Bcence upwards is thus encouraj^ed—and that a crop
of Qw very best is being thus always draughted
into higher places. Such a premium on good con-
duct, skill, and industry affects the whole body
beneficially as well as those who win it. And the
master who thoroughly sympathises with his young
men in their efforts after self-improvement, even
assisting them to a higher station as thev become
qualified for its duties, although he thereby loses
his best servants, will b^ better served than
another is who looks coldly on any qualification
which they may acquire beyond those fitting them
for just the places he has given them.

There are instances enough in proof of this
;

and we need not argue d priori^ or merely from
the obvious tendencies of things, as if "ample
experience did not exist in illustration of it.

A few days ago we had the pleasure of joining a
party of smock-frocked Berkshire farm-labourersm their annual excursion to the Crystal Palace.
This yearly fete superintended and carried out
by their master, though its cost is partly defrayed
by a weekly contribution from themselves through-
out the year, is but one of a constant series of thino-s
illustrative of the mutual goodwill by which the
relation of master and servant is iu this case
beautified. The master, a Berkshire farmer—

a

member, by the way. of the council of the Central
-tarm.

, Club—employs some no men and lads as
annual servants. Many of the latter lodge in his
house

; and had Mr, Mouton known t^em when he
read his paper last December before the Society of
Arts he would not have said of Old Michaelmas Day
that It witnesses "a complete sweep "of all the
young men employed upon the farms where this
system of half-board and wages prevails. The
case to which we now allude is at any rate an
exception to that rule, and one that helps to
prove a rule to which we believe there
IS no exception—that a good master will make
good servants -and that kindness with care for
the interests of the latter will beget kindness and
care for the interests of the former.

These young men will work over hours in harvest
time If there be a difficulty about hiring hands.
lUey will get up over night and cover up a rick
that has been left exposed if a thunder-storm
awakens them. All this and more of the
•wne kind they have already done for their
•mployer in instances enough : and for them-

weekdays and on Sundays to knowledge that will

serve them in good stead hereafter. The upshot
hitherto has been that the bond between the

master and the servants is in this case with dif-

ficulty severed— it is fruitful of good to both ;

the latter are growing into manhood with characters

strengthening in everything that is desirable, the

former is being served with love, which is even
better than being treated with mere justice.

o(

A PAMPHLET on the present condition of the

labour-market* has been lately published at

Manchester. The author, a Manchester man,
knows that industry is well rewarded there, and
that employers are checked by want of hands.
He also knows or believes that ** in the south and
west of England agricultural labourers are toiling

from sunrise to sunset, exposed to all the vicissi-

tudes of our climate, underfed, badly lodged,
poorly clad, and enduring all this labour for less

wages than a girl or lad of 17 years of age can
obtain, and grumble at, in Lancashire and the
neighbourhood, while the work of the artisan is

performed^ too, under the most favourable condi-
ticns." He accordingly recommends that in every
locality there should be an industrial labour office,

where the ** supply " at each and the '* wants " at
every other place should be known ; and where
information as to employers, wages, lodgings, and
labourers can be had. "We cordially approve of
the proposal in the interests of agriculturists—quite
as cordially as Mr. Gkegort recommends it in the
interests of manufacturers. As he himself observes,
** Three things are wanted :—municipal [or local]
industrial labour offices, industrial labour trains,
and a lodging committee, wherever there is an
office seeking and reciving supplies of labour.
There are great water-sheds on one side of the
country, and there are great reservoirs on the
other,—is there nobody of sufficient social engi-
neering talent to connect the two?'*

Let us add that the hopes of individnal
employers in the agricultural world must depend
more than ever they have done upon strengthening
the personal relations which exist between them
and their servants. Mr. Gkegort offers the young
people who may read his pages an independence,
the attraction of which will easily overcome any-
thing but the conviction that in their agricultural
home they are acquiring character and ability
whose future advantages will more than compensate
a present inferiority. Kead his most telling con-
trast :—" Two servants in a family, not far from the
writer, have a sister each, of about equal age

;

one servant's sister lives iu Manchester, and
earned last week in a mill IGs. od., and has earned
about the same sum for many weeks past. She
pays 7s. per week for board and lodging, and
spends the rest on herself and a dancing-room.
The sister of the other servant, living in Bucks, an
intelligent girl, and a vtry good hand at her work,
scarcely earns 4s. ^d, a week at pillow lace, sitting
at it ten hours per day." The italics are our own.

It is just within the range of possibilitv, within
the range we will even say of likelihood,'that the
Manchester girl may be worse off in the future
than her friend in Buckinghamshire. Let it not be
pretended that independence and good wa"-es are
not good things when combined with good cha-
racter. But the last is of such paramount im-
portance, and agriculturists have in the close rela-
tion which they are able to maintain with those
whom they employ such means of fostering it and
of otherwise conferring benelit, that they can, if
they choose, successfully withstand not, we are
glad to Pay, the tendency towards higher wages
which everywhere prevails, but the rivalry of
districts where the young, though better paid
cannot be cared for as they may be at home.

'

and the conversion of them into manure by~m^
hve stock does tend not only not to enrich the stLl
but actually to impoverish it; and in this paner w
purpose more particularly to explain thepliysical anS
physiological prmciples on which this proposition S
based. In this we shaU of coiu:se have to encounter tlT
adverse dogmas of the orthodox rotationist • but untsuch uninquiring believers in home-made mnct
as the best of all manurial processes, shall demonstrab
what part of the increased fertility of modern farming
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THE STRUCTUKE AND ACTIOX OF THE SOIL
•

In a Jnte article " On the Cost of manufacturing Farm-
yard iM«nure/*p. 115, we presented yie various modes of
increasing or maintaining fertility in two lights j one
on which the materials used are derived internally
from the farm itself; the other in which they are
obtained from external sources. Of the former of these
classes, indigenous fertilisers, we pointed out that farm-
yard dung wnsthe type; whilst to the latter division
belong all the commercial manures, whether general or
special; and in the coarse of onr statement we took
occasion to demoristrate certain distinctions which
exist iu the practical benefits due severally to those
fertilising agents. In doing this a chief conclusion
arrived at waa this : that the growing of cattle crops,

* Industrial lab^jT.- vknt and how to Q€t it. Isaac Gregory^
'.*t.(Lfi. D. Kelly. 53. Market Street. Manchestpr

is due to that mere return to the soil of substanoa
derived from itself which is characteristic of farm-vari
manure, and what to the extraordinary improvemeX
in shelter, drainage, and till.ige which are so character
istic of the improved husbandry of the last 20 or 30
years, we must take leave to argne the point now
raised on general principles rather than on the basis of

popular conception.

To understand the principles involved in the proces
of manuring, whether of internal or extraneous ori'^D 1 ^
it is primarily indispensable to form a correct notlj!
of the constitution of soils in relation to their functin
of fertility ; and to this end we will first relate a fen

simple propositions in geology.
Now by this grand science it is taught that tV

external portion of the globe we inhabit is a stoav

crust encircling a region of intense heat, and that froit

this interior there have, in all ages ofthe earth's physial
history, been vast outpourings of mineral matter ini
state of molten fluidity, which, hardened by subsequent
cooling on or near the surface, become rock. Incessantlj

however the ejected matters thus consolidated are

subject to subsequent fracturing and disintegratinj;

causes as well as to the action of running water in

torrents, rivers, and ocean currents, which assorting
them into beds has formed those parallel deposits of

more or less comminuted materials which constitute the

aqueous strata of geology. To this class of detrital

deposits belong the soil and subsoil of husbandrv ; and

in this light, then, the unstratified masses, as well as

the stratified formations derived from them, which as

igneous rocks, sandstones, and soils are conjointly

the earth's crust, possess one common character

namely, that of having been subjected, prior to their

original efi'usiou from within, to intense degree of

temperature.

From tlie domain of geology we now pass to that of

inorganic chemistry, which teaches that generally it is

true of substances exposed to great heat that when
cooled down to ordinary temperatures they are left

chemically in a state of unstable equilibrium, and there-|

fore prone to enter into processes of decomposition and,

recomposition, resulting in compounds possessed of prc-{

perties very different from those which belonged to tit

newly associated elements in their prior chemical fiO»

ditions. As an instance of this general rule none bettff

cart possibly be cited than tliat actual process of reactim

whicli unceasingly is going on between every species*

exposed rocks on the earth's surface and their lusidioB

enemy the air of the atmosphere; and of this la*

mentioned great element of creation we shall now veij

briefly speak.

The atmosphere, then, may be defined to be a vait

volume of nitrogen gas, holding in diffusion the fol-

lowing other gases, namely, oxygen, carbonic acid gas,

and carbonate of ammonia. Intermingled with thefle

there is constantly present a large proportion of aqueous

vapour, between which and the three diffused gases

just mentioned there exists that kind of affinity called

absorption ; and by virtue of it every fall of rain and

every deposition of dew precipitates to the earth and

waters its surface with an aqueous impregnation «

these aerial substances. Now, greatly at variance witt

the commonly entertained conceptions respecting tb?

properties of the atmosphere as is the chemical f«tf

which we are about to state, yet none of the phenomes!

of nature are better determined than this one—that cc

species of rock, however great its induration or com-

pact its texture, is able to withstand an ever-actine

corrosive property belonging to these seemingly feebi;

but really powerful atmospheric agents, which, disic-

tegrating layer after layer of the surface, and destroying,

by means ol the entrance given by pores and cracU
even the internal cohesion of the mass, form the fii^M

beginning of those detrital accumulations which are

the sandstones of geology, and the under an^ opp^
soils of the agriculturist.
But because the soil and subsoil have in this mannt-

attained through the agencies here described a coff-

paratively great degree of detrition, they are by »
means exempted thereby from the still incessant attack* i P^
of this decompositive action. On the contrary, '**

1 g.,,
peculiarly important for the agriculturist to Tin*:

"

stand ^that, operating as this decompositive po««^^ m
the air does with an energy proportioned io *^ t/n.
siirface exposed to atmospheric contact. minaW i^^
divided fragments are those most amenable to --

chemical reaction.

Arrived at this stage of our argument, we are ^f
enabled to give to what has beeu written a practi*!

application by stating, that out of thia proce« o^

natural chemistry mutual to the ingredients of soils oQ

the one hand, and the constituents of the au- oa ^e
other, are produced two resulta essential to ^^^ tw
phenomenon of vegetation; for, first, by virtue of tn^"^

fragmentary, and hence pervious condition into wbicn
^

the decomposed matters are reduced, the roots a^^
j ,

enabled to spread abroad, both to fasten the plant ami
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b

. «ppk lor food. And secondly, the products ot tlie

^rmposit'on—in other words, the new compounds

f^ed bet^veen the union of the iiiineral substances

^^iii"- below and the atmospheric constituents

^i%ndlnff from above—form that very pabnlnm which

wndical organs, permeating in innumerable threads

' ' h the interstices of the ground, are constantly

growth in the fields, can in any wise injuriously aifect

the innate and primary alimentary functions of the

land. A. B,

'Orbing as food, and without which there could be

ve"-etation. In the phenomenon of combustion a

ocess very analogous to what we have been descnbnig

1 &es place. The oxygen of the air uniting with the

L Jarbon of the fuel produces a fresh compound (carbonic

T ,1 casl with development of heat. Prevant the tree

!«eJof air and the fire will languish. Stir up the

Z^& and thereby Y^'^'^ote abundant atmospheric

flcce«ion, and the combustion will proceed withcorre-
j

..oonding energy. Exclude the oxygen, the carbonic

aSd, and the ammonia of the air from the pores of the

s<b1 either by leaving thera supersaturated with exces-

sive moisture, or impervious to the atmosphere hy

reason of defective tillage, and comparative sterility

willexhibit itself; but withdraw by drainage the super-

abundant water from the pores and impart to the land

by the trituration and stirring of thorough worliing

a maximum degree of porosity, and the elimination of

vesetative nutriment will be correspondingly plentiful.

But although in these last expressions we have

-rlanced at what forms the great fundamental element

of tillage husbandry, viz., the perfect worliing of the

soil, vet the basis of argument we are here constructing

and will eventually build on has reference to manuring

only; and we therefore patfs on to the consideration of

another phenomenon in the formation of soils through

the reaction of the atmosphere.

LABOURERS AND COTTAGES.

An entire want of labourers' cottages on farms^ in

some districts, and unsuitable cottages in other districts

where it is the rule for married men to reside in

cottages adjacent to the farm steadings—too low a rate

of wjiges, which is the necessary result of an over-

crowded working population—coupled with the law of

settlement, early improvident marriages, improvident

and intemperate habits and extravagance in dress—and

a culpable neglect of duty on the part of too many

landowners, tenant-farmers, and rural clergy—are the

principal causes of the existing state of things in rural

districts. Allow me to quote the following reliable

statements to show where landowners, tenant-farmers,

and labourers are respectively at fault:

—

"Wc have Mready given in full detail outline plans illus-

trative of the right construction of cottafres ; but before pro-

ceedinff to give our remarks on tbe constructive details or

cottages, let U8 once more recur to the importance of having

arrangements calculated to aid the development of the com-

forts of domestic life. We trust that the necessity of having

these arrangements will become more aud more obvious to

'

those who have the influence and somewhat of the will to aid

the establishment of homes for the labouring population of

our rural districts. Without some such alteration lu the

domestic arrangements of our cottages we may talk till

Doomsday about the drinking and improvident habits of the

poor They are thrust into places into vvhich we wdd be

ashamed to put our dogs or our cattle; and a diseased desire

?or sMmulants and all its concomitant vices ^^ misery is

thereby created. Nor can we unreasonably blame tW who

are subjected to such depressing influences for the display ot

_ u A -T ^^^.^A tr. tprin 'iiucouth and vulear' habits and

' place as I have been describing eivili^ed beings should be

herdiijg together, without a decent set>aration of age and sex."

Mr. Stephens states in the " Book of the Farm" that

"A Becnnd sitting room in a hind's house is an

unnecessary appendage to it ; it will never be used as

such. When in the second story it will be converted

into a sleeping room, and when on the ground fioor

into a meal or Potato store, besides the beds that may be put

iDto it The tire will never be kindled in it, and it will become

damp and cold. It is only when the l^hourer is a fixed

resident, holding directly under the landlord, that he wiU

furnish his second room on the ground floor comfortably, and

warm it by occasional fires."

le reaction of the atmosphere.
. ^""hat we are pleased to term 'uncouth and vulgar' habits and

Subjected to the investigations of the imneralogist no ^^anners. So extensive is the
J;^^'^^'^^

f^P^fmuch 1^ i^
sreoies of rock is found to be absolutely houiogenous, .ortant department of social economics. ,tha. much^aa h.^

but, on the contrary, in all kinds the texture consists of

¥-

\i

a greater or less variety of substances, each possessing

a distinctive mineralogical character, but all falling

fflthin the following category (and too much attention

cannot possibly be given, or too great importance

attached to the circumstance), that one or other or all

of the chemical elements forming the mineralogical

constituents of rocks belong to the list of those m-

oiganic ingredients which are essential to vegetative

nutrition. The disintegration of mineral substance

whether in the condition of rock or of soil, is in truth

therefore identical with the process of elimination of

vea:etative pabultim.

portant department of social economics that much ^ has

arinarentlv been, it is as nothing compared with what has yet

t^be done. Dens in the city street, hovels in the village stare

is in the face as frequently as of old
;
and T^^/^

,«°^^:^^tf
bv manv who are set over then- miserable inhabitants

Trulybe who called our British labourer the 'best hving tool

must have had such places in his mind. Jooja in truth they

are Strange it is that many of those who handle them see not

that it would be best in a paying sense to have them kept m
f^^to^i^gore.^-- Andit'^iJ just in view of the importance

of keeping these same tools of ours, the labourers in

fair wofking trim that we wonder all the mora deeply at the

indifference which many manifest in housing them. —Ag. icul-

tural Gazette. ^ i, f_
You quote in the same colum!! a few paragraphs trom

the Economist, which emanated from that paper owing

to a report of some proceedings in the Town Council of

But bSdes containing constituents which wlien duly Lincoln, respecting a letter addressed to that corponite

f.,1 .„ 1.,. n,« nf..,n«,.hprP become the designed food body as proprietors of farms m Buckinghamshire.
^
Ihe

p'lacing in juxtaposition the statements of men residing

.i

r

»

1-

y^

11^

ft

01

acted on by the atmosphere become the designed food

of plants, most rocks combine with these in preponde-

rant abundance a certain mineralogical constituent,

which yields on decomposition a substance itseli alto-

reyjte^jnnutritious to vegetation, but possessed cf

fut^aaiifcdirfhil to fertility, nam<^y, ahmwna or

CLAT ; and to understand the appointed office of this

invaluable constituent of the staple it is necessary to

explain that the primai-y results of the processes of

decomposition which eliminate the mineral food of

plants from its original condition of crudity present

themselves in the condition of aqueous solution ;
and

thus were no preventive provided, the dissolved ingre-

dients would infallibly be washed away by rain-faU.

But to clay, which itself is insoluble and yields up

no part of its composition as aliment to plants, is

given the property of absorbing the nutriments

trom their nascent solutions, and of storing

them within its own texture, safe from waste, but

in a condition fit to be withdrawn by the radical func-

tions of plants. Other products of decomposition

besides clay very probably possess a similar property ;

but enough has already been said to explain the general

nature of this conservative capacity of all productive

soils.

Shortly recapitulated, the chief topics of the fore-

going observations are as follows :—1st, That a constant

in dlflerent districts will give an epitome of the com

parative condition of labourers. The following is a

copy of the farmer's letter:

—

" The fact that my labourers (al^out two-thirds of them on an

average) have had to travel a distance of about six miles daily

to and ivom. then- work nearly ever since I have been ti^re (viz

21 years), proves the necessity of somethmg being done I

could, and although it may appear selBsh yec
I
J^el I ought to

plead on the behalf of these poor men, who waste so mueii of

then- strength upon the roads instead of at their work Just

think of th!m in'the winter groping their -ay over ndge and

furrow, and sometimes losing thcu- way m the dark
,
and m

s^mer being so ^eary that they often prefer throwing them-

sdve" down o^n some stkw m some outhouse to walking home

to their hod^r—Agricultural Gazette for 185S, p. 6S9.

I quote the following from your report of a paper read

bv Mr. Morton before a meeting of the Society of Arts,

which shows the state of things at Dumpton, near

Kamsgate :

—

, .. , *!,„„

"OiS- labourers pay about 2«. U. per week rent for the^

rottaJS a^d for thii many get but a miserab e home. I know
,

SSng in tL neighbourhood so disgracefu as the wanto
j

accommodation for our labourers. They are (many of them)
,

dri?S^o reside in the worst parts of the towns, many of them

fn hovei bSlt or rather stuck up for the sole purpose of
,

Sve^mtnt'^Sithout any regard to {^-^^l^-mfor^ clean mess !

- kral^o^rma^'shSfcoi^^\^^^^^^^^^ Z^^^S.^'^^r::. I

Thfe^e riSs master, and all othei. thatjeel ^ m^^^^^

You will observe at page 55 of the North SrdisJi

Agriculturist for 1859 an abridged report of a paper

on labourers' cottages, which was read before a meeting

of the Architectural Institute by Mr. Chambers, the

eminent publisher, who is now proprietor of Gleuor-

miston, from which I quote the following:—

" Each coutauied a kitchen or living room below in which

were two beds, a store closet for PoUtoes, meal, &c., a place

lor coals, and above, in the garret, a bedroom (without a fire-

place), rendered warm by being immediately over the kitchen.

Several sanitary arrangements were introduced m and arouna

the cottages, but it would be found useless, considering the

habits and fcehngs, as well as the means, of agricultural

labourers, to give a larger uuraber of rooms, which would m
all probability only be used as places for lumber, or else svibjet

to lodgers. It was not a question of mere expense, but the

habits and even prejudices of the i-ural population must be

studied, else a great deal of money and a ^eatdeal of science

may be expended, merely to produce a failure. (!)

You will observe in your report of the discussion before

a meeting of the Highland and Agricultural Society at

paee298 of the Agricultural Gazette, respectmg the

necessity for abolishing hiring markets, Mr. Skirvmg

stated that, "The first thing that the owner in East

Lothian should do was to provide fit and adeqiuate

houses for his labourers to. live in. Then as to the

farmers, were they not most grievously to blame for

adherence to one of the most mischievous and degrading

systems, the bondager system ? I^or the information

of those who might not be acquainted with that system,

hQ mi^ht state that it was this :—That a labourer got a

very small house, very often with but one single room.

He might have a large family, and might have the

o-reatest difficulty to preserve the decencies of lite;^

^d what did the farmer in East Lothian in many

instances do? He compelled that unfortunate man to

receive into his family a young person at most inadequate

wages That foreign inmate rendered his home so

comfortless that lie was glad to fly from l^^cottage to

try and get another." Mr. Fowler, of Wlutchurch.

stated at Blandfftd that " All new cottages should

have three bed-rooms, and just half of mine have

this number. All large, grown-up famnies should

have cottages with this accommodation. tlaimmg

a little knowledge of Berwickshire, which I ac-

quired by being regularly employed m thii*--«Minty

,
from the autumn of 1S46 to the spring of 1854, I re-

joice to see by the statements of Mr. Milne Home that

- " the creneral character of the cottages in Berwickshire

was such that there were means of separation of sleep-

ine- places, not only to the members of the family, but

to the bondager." (See page 298 of the Agn, Gaz.)

Since my father lived for nearly 20 years and

died in a house with only one apartment on th^

ground floor, with an attic room above the kitchen,

which were the only places my father ap^ hm tamiiy

had for eatin- and sleeping, I reio>e to see so many

noblemen and middle-dasa gentTemen making such

laudable eflbrts to ameliorate the condition of farm

labourers in diff-erent parts of the United Kingdom, and

no^t especially in my native district. I trust Messrs.

Stephens and Chambers will feel angry with themselves

for submitting the above statements to the public Since

my parentage connects me with the middle and work-

ing classes, lllow me to inform Messrs. Chambers and

>

l^-

i

going observations are as follows :-lst. That a constant the eye^msm^^^^^^
^ ^^^^ ^^^ describe With

decompositive and recompositive action is going
«Vi eJet^' inducement for him to spend bis sp^^^

between the solid ingredients of soils on the one hand and ,,r2ngs at the,public-house or b«r ^Bhop.^^f,,^,X^e^r
certain of the gaseous elements of the air on tUe

other ; 2dly, That one set of the resultant substances con-

asU of new compounds, partly terrestrial and partly

atmospheric in their origin, and these form the radical

element of plants as contradistinguished from the

elements obtained from the atmosphere only by the

leaves and other green parts ; 3dly, That another result

of that natural chemistry exhibits itself in the forma-

tion of an argillaceous component of soils, physiologi-

cally jnnutrltive, but physically imbued with the

power of garnering the nutrimental substances
in a state unsusceptible of removal by aqueous
solution, but capable of being freely absorbed by the
roots of growing plants. On these premises we shall in

subsequent papers found the following propositions :

—

(Ist) That the alimentary demands of cultivated
crops may be such, quantitatively, as to withdraw
yearly from the land each year's elimination of nutrient
matters; and this is what occurs in ordinary tillage

farming; or (2dly) where a less active vegetation is

promoted, as in pasture, that an accumulation of pabu-
lum may take place in the soil ; or (3diy) that an accu-

D?rsseTbefore the public on every favourable opportuu.ty. -
Agrimllural Garcite for 1859, p. 1001.

Haviug (luoted sufficient to show that the prev-ailing

mode ot- lodging farm labourers in England ha.

fenlts pecnllar to itself, allo^v me to pomt out the

marked peculiarities which come out in connection

tl tW svstera of fai-m management in the bondage

^^ric'; 'C follo^ving quotaLn^ ftom " S.ephe-'s

Stl,lien3 that my mother kept her house scrupulously

clean; but that female field labourers are just as

cleanly in their habits as «omen born and brought up

in the^niddle ranks of. Ufe. Mr. Chambers is now the

proprietor of Glenormiston, upon which he has built

cott^ages with only one room and a garret above the

kiteh!.! and the garret without a fireplace. An able-

to^rdVr^ labourer is entitled to be able to ren a

house which contains the requisite number of apart-

ments to enable him and his wife to teach their family

to cultivate habits of decency and self-respect. Those

who are an^^ious to alleviate the sufferings of an affec-

tionate parent" do not feel the fat.gumg nature of

lifting an adult patient every few mmutes; but they

toon feel the reactionary pressure on the system after

deaUi has deprived them of the object of their affec-

tionate solicitude. Had my father died m one of Mr.

Chambers's houses at Glenormiston, what sort of po8j^:,on

" The gen

hv hein^^ immediately over the kitchen ? „.___^«
«P^"«

leral character oi luc "^^^ "' ; , i^ -^ They have
the neighbourhood IB bad at the best^^^^^^

cottages in the
f^f^ w th them-^rtitions, window:frames,

to bring everything '^^^
t^^^^^

^ substitute fo^KreihuK ; for

fixtures of ^\^]^^' ^dv called them, mere aheda. They

they are as I ?^7^^^4y, ^o sties for their pigs, "» P^^P^
have no byre for

^^f l^'^

^"-^

^' te cleanlineas or comfort. The

^^ welU-nothing to promote ci
^^^^ ^^ . ^^^y ^.^

average size of these sheas is;*'J,"__
^ f „„„„ and raanv

dark and unwholesome

are

fesources oi \ne staple reuuceu lo ils turrtut yearly

»upply. But (4thly) that beyond the withdrawal of

Accumulated nutriment, no species of plants; however
abnormally great their appetites may be rendered by
^Uivation, and no order of succession in their yearly

l,,nds w ves the maj J
^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

y

every sense
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as to remove the corpse of a relative before it is put in
the coffin. If there is no appearance of the corpse
"burstinpr, the coffin is put near the hed, and the end of
the coffin projects into the floor of the family room, or
the coffin is put on chairs in front of the beds which are
set across the interior of the house. My statement
that my father was a tenant farmer's steward, and died
in such a house, will excite surprise. The landowner,
tenant-farmer, and labourer, each, aocordin<: to his
sphere, has duties to perform. No one will dispute
that the building of cottages is a duty which
devolves upon the landowner; so, in case you
may think I am prejudiced against either land-
owners^ or tenant farmers, which I am not, I may
state, if you deem it judiciou?, that my father's
master paid my mother my father's wages in full for the
twelve month he was engaged. My statements in No 12
of the Affn'euHural Gazette, at page 224, under the head-
ing "Notions on Farm Capital," and my statements in
No. 52, at page 94S for 1858, will, I th'ink, practically
evince that I have seen a little of agricultural enterprise
on the part of tenant farmers, and that landowners are
not responsible for all the evils which some suppose
thera to be. A Labourer,

LOIS-WEEDON AGRICULTURE.
Not being present at the discussion on this subject, per"

mit me to express my obligation to Mr.Cbirke for his able
and convincing addition ^to our agricultural literature.
Of its truthfulness no one dares express a doubt. I con-
fess myself, however, astonished at the tone and course of
the discussion. Where is the report of the members of
the Club who were to anatomise Mr. Smith's prnotice
as well as his mutton and roast fowl? Where
the comparison between the past and present con-
dition of his land? and where the contrast be-
tween his crops and those of his neighbours on
the same description of soil; Echo says, where?
Then what have ivt learned from this deep'^and prying
investigation by the sharp men of the London Farmers'
Club? Literally nothing. They don't tell us that the
adjoining lands are only tilled to the depth of a
common wine-glass, all below that being like east iron.
They don't say that owing to Mr. Smith's cultivating to
four times that depth, he grows much more on half an
acre than hia neighbours do on a whole acre. They
don't say that by employing a greatly increased amount
of human labour on a limited space he has on that area
created an additional marltet for his increased produce
ujid diminished crime and pauperism.
Do not farmers want a market close to their farms ?

Some years ago I went to see the Rev. Mr. fmitli and
his farm. Like the London farmers 1 taxed his
Jiberality, and enjoyed the happiness of Ins intelli-

gence and kindness, and that of liis amiable lady. But,
sir, everything in this world is comparative, and I ven-
tured to compare his neighbours' crops with his own ; it

was only thus I cnuld arrive at the outward sign of his
great succesj. No one could dotibt the soundness of
his theory. His practice of deep cultivation is a per-
niuuent and pungent condemnation of tlie shallowness
of British agriculture, I mean in its first gieit prin-
ciple and basis, "deep cultivation;" and I fuel humi-
liated that the Central Agricullural Club of the
tmgdom did not recognise the advantage of this great
trutli and award to Mr. Smith that meed of praise to
which he is so pre-eminently entitled. The question
of how we shall disturb our soil deeply is a mere matter
of cost and opportunity. If we have not steam
we must use horses or men. It will pay to do it in
either way. My own experience has taught me that
you may get plenty of diggers if you will pay them.
I have dug some 60 acres of my land, and know that in
November men will cornea long distance to obtain such
employment. Even now at tins busy time mv men are
forking land " over time", after their day's work to add
to their weekly stipend. The fact is that British
agriculture does not accept deep cultivation as a recog-
nised principle, otherwise it would do as T invariably do
—make one plough follow in the track of theother/or
every root crop. In some cases I have used eight horses
lor the double operation, seldom if ever less than six.
It, as Licbig says, the compression and consolidation
ot our stiff cluys render the treasures thev contain
physicjilly inaccessible to the rooU ot the ^Xmits, it
fuUowB that tlieir snhdiviBion and aeration must be
proiitable; but tlien half our farmers don't believe that
water will go through those nasty stiff soils, and. there-
iore, don't drain them; and weal] know that subsoiling
aad deep cultivation on undrnined clays are ruinous.
Herein lies the secret of the apathy of farmers about
deep cultivation. Whenthey haveleamedfromchemistry
that air is as necessary to the roots of phmts as to their
leaves, and that on the multipHcation of their roots
depends their development, they will then be devoted
to deei>er cultivation and dulv appreciate in after times
the enormous value of Mr. Smith's principles. I believe
very few furmeis examine what is going on subterra-
neously. I looked at the root of a Bean tliat was scarcely
out of the ground 1 inch, and found that its tap-rootHad descended vertically more than 9 inches, pushing

^nL? u-[''"!
^'^^^ °^ ^'^^""^ *^*^'-^> ^^^ I ^^osv that

ofti?5™ r^ ^^""^* *'*^« '°«^* nnite 9 inches deep,

only oT.!!^*' T' '

^"^
'H*^"

""' ^'''''^ agriculture is

rootMigamst the almost impervious subsoil over whiclitheplough sole has grated for centuries,Tts bilious re!u^^

soon show that it has not only to contend against the
physical difficulties of impenetrability, but also the
equally serious obstacle of encountering a sour unal-
kalised and stagnated soil and atmosphere, deprived by
want of drainage and of cultivation of all these advan-
tages whicli in Mr. Smith's case give to and accumulate
in the soil the materials for filling the farmer's
pocket. I consider it childish and contemptible to draw
adverse conclusions, because Mr. Smith's coachman,
cowman, or servants till his soil. What does it signify

who does it, so long as it is done and paid for at a
remunerative rate? I object entirely to a system of

examination which draws no comparisons and sees no
contrasts. I remember many years ago visiting Mr.
Hewitt Davis's farming, and knowing the strong pre-
judices against him, after leaving his land 1 strode
across the adjoining corn fields at the risk of being
impounded." What, did I see ? That whilst by very
deep and clean tillage, and a small quantity of seed,
Mr. Davis's crops on a naturally miserable soil were
full, even, and abundant, those of his neighbours with
nearly three times the quantity of seed were thin, foul,

and irregular, and promised a very small comparative
result. The same remarks applied on my visit to the
Rev. Mr. Huxtable's farm, and yet these three men to
whom their country owes so much have been snubbed,
twitted, and pooh-poohed in the leading articles of the
farmers' own papers. Sir, I do consider this pandering
to the vanity, and truckling to the prejudices of agri-
culture, unworthy and exceedingly damaging to the
cjuise of agricultural progress, and T beg to enter my
protest against it. If agriculture is in its infancy as
regards a knowledge of the great natural laws "and
chemical and physical principles upon which it should
be based (and Liebig says so), we ought to stimulate it

and arouse it from its lethargy, for its own profit and
for the good of our country. J. J. Mecht, Tiptree Sail,
Kelvedon, Essex, May 25,'l860.

P.S. What has been the efiect of the late heavy rains
on the shallow ploughed (alias thin skinned) stiff, un-
draincd clays? Why, to wash away from the surface
and send down to the rivers the fine soluble surface, the
most valuable portion of the land.

[The following is the Lois-Weedon reply to the
Farmers' Club discussion on this subject :—

*' Sib,—I received a copy oHh^ Marl-Lane Ex-prefs on the morn-
iDg ofMay 15, giving a circumstantial account of tte discussion
on Lois-Weedon, and in the evening sent for my tenant. I told him
what the deputation from the Farmers' Club had unanimously
resolved—that my land was the best Wheat land they liad ever
seen. *Now, Stuchfield,' 1 said, ' you have nearly 4U0 acres of
ipine, the greatest portion of which is of exactly the sam" qua-
lity with the field in question, -with this difference, that whereas
my land had only a 5-inch staple, and yellow clay under it,

yours has a clay subsoil with from 5 to 10 inches of staple. So
tliat you see yours is better than the best Wheat land ever seen
by the Farmers' Club ; and this being the case I cannot do
otherwise than raise your rent at once from 27s. an acre iobGs.
at lea-st. with an increase to my income of 400?. a year.' We
then talked over the fact of the whole parish of 2000 acres
being generally of a simijar quality, a very small por-
ti'^n being worse, a great portion better. In fact, the whole
geological fomiation ot the same oolite, to the extent of
tens of thousands of acres running right across England
from Dorset to Whitby, is much of the same quality, and
rented at much the same sum, that is, from 27s. to 30*.
"The gentlemen of the deputation, without knowing the rea-

son, were stating the fact, notwithstanding. Inch by inch this
clay subsoil of mine ha* been brought to the top 3nd mixed with
the staple, till, from a yellow clay, it has become, gradually,
a fine dark loam from 15 to 18 inches deep, or more. This has
been a progressive work of 16 years, after I had first pared the
tnrf, and taken it off the land. And the deputation were quite
right when they walked over its surface and nronounced it to
be the best-Wheat land they ever saw. It reallv is so. ' Why,
it's worth 4 5». an acre,!' said one. He was much below the
mark. It is well worth 60.?. an acre ; and if I were to let it, it
should not be for a shilling under. * The produce not so much
as you expected?' What! nearly five quarters of Wheat to
the moiety of each acre, being at the rate of nearly 10 quarters
per acre, and * not so much as expected !'

" ' Tilt plan ivipracticabre ?' Surely not. It might have been
thought so once, but tliat time has past. A principle can be ex-
hibited as clearly on five acres as on 500. Imaytairly, then,sup-
posea case. I will suppose a farmer to havea400-acre arable farm,
and thet he sets apart 100 acres of it for Wheat upon the Lois-
Weedon plan. I will suppose his land to be like mine, with a
5-mch staple, and a good heavy clay under it. Immediately after
harvest the steam cultivator ' smashes it up ' for the first time.
stirring and bringing up within reach of the frost 2 incbesi of
this subsoil, making 7 inches in depth altogether. This depth
of virgin soil will be sufBcient for 4 years. In the spring and
dnnng summer, and up to Sopteniber the farmer cleans and
Btir« and prepares the land as for Biiriey. After that, and year
after year, he carries out the plan without any forking by hand
at all. trenchina as he goes deeper with the steam trenching
imi.lcmcnt. Why, steam not merely makes the plan feasible
but leisensthft expense of Ullage from S4». to 8*. or 10*. How
18 the plan impracticable, then? Suppose the farmer to do
well what he does do, and consequently to succeed—for I
reject the unpleaaing flattery thiit 1 can accomplish what
others cannot—he then gains, with h.w prices, a net profit of
6001. a-year from one- fourth part of his 400 acres. He has his
Clover, roots, *tock, A-c, on the remainir.g three-fourths of
his lantl. which he deals with in the ordinary way, in whatever
rotation he may choose, including Wheat, as a spparate farm.

" Your obedient servant,
Vuarage, Loii-Wefdon." •• 8. Smith.]

Home Correspondence.
Farming Economics, lio, 2, Rape-cake.—I linovv of

no more striking proof of the prejudice and want of
calculation in Britisli agriculture t'lum the non-use of
Rape-cake as a profitable fetcling stuff. Having daring
tlie last seven years used more than 100 tons of it, I
can speak of its value witli certainty. >Ir. Piisey*s
evidence on this subject in the Koyal Agricultural
Society's Journal, Vol.* X., p. 247, ought long since to
have carried conviction to the agricultural mind.
Professor Way's analysis shows (Vol.X., p. 424) that its

elemt'Uts have all the value of Linsced-cake, and T have
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proved practically that, weight for weight, it will mal-P
as much meat as Linseed-cake, although it costs 1p««
than half the price. Its residuary efiect in manureaccording to Mr. Lawes gives it a superiority overLinsecd-cake to the extent of 20*. per ton. Above all
its use as a destroyer of wire-worm should commend it
especially to the fanner of light lands, where th a
season, many thousands of acres of corn have' been
crippled or destroyed. On my light land which used
to be particularly subject to wire-worm, by feeding
sheep with Kape-cake. ray AYheat crop to follow
Clover is this year a full and luxuriant plant whilst
that of many of my neighbours is seriously injured YA friend of mine who farms loose light lands in the
neighbourhood of Reigate assures me that he has

'

almost cleared his farm of wire-worm by the use of
5 cvvt. per acre either ploughed in or sowed broadcast on
the surface. By tlie latter mode he saved his Clover
crops which the wire-worm was eating, the Rape
acting also as a most valuable manure. As one of mj
sources of profit Rape-cake is an important element,
enabling me to produce my meat at 50 per cent
less than other farmers. Of course, if they were m
convinced of its value as myself the price would rise

to an equality with Linseed-cake. A recent trial sc

alarmed agriculturists as to its use, and so annoyed the
firm who had to pay the damages, that they declhie
warranting any for feeding purposes, and thu^
its price is kept down. I continue to feed
my sheep and bullocks with the same sort of cake
which was made the subject of the trial, and which
T have bought of the same firm for many years to the
extent of 100 tons. It is made from East Indian seed^
a sort of mustardy hot oleaginous seed. It should not
be given to the animals fresh made, they will not then
eat it, but after keeping for a month or two, sheep and
cattle relish it. My fat sheep are now eating 1^ lb.

per day each. Bullocks will eat from 3 to 5 lbs. It is

most excellent for cows, Mr. Horsfall being also of that
opinion (see Society's Journal). It would be wrong U^
give it immediately to animals just brought in, after
much driving and excitement, but, when comfort-
ably settled and recovered from their fatigue,
begin with a little and gradually increase it. I

trust that the saving of 50/. out of every 100?. will ^
tend to remove prejudice in this matter, and thua 7 (
increase the farmer's profit. I see no reason why it ^
should not be very nutritious for horses and shall care- year

fully try it on one to satisfy my mind. J. J. Mecht, Tip- '

ihe

tree. May 28. P.S. I have at length succeeded in con- '

Xwk
vincing a neighbour of mine. His lean sheep and mine ' sen
came in the same day ; he gave oilcake, mine had Rape- . and

cake. When both were fat at the same period tlio I tura

butcher oflTered most money for mine. He is now a

Rape-cake feeder. As I now use about 40 tons a year,

my saving as compared with Linseed-cake is fully 160i.

per annum, or near 20/. per acre. Surely my farming
friends can now understand how I make my profits.

Sheep that have been fed on Linseed-cake will not eat

Rape-cake unless starved to it.

The EditorsJup of the Agricultural Society*s Journal.

—As one of the late candidates for the editorship of tie

Agricultural Journal, I crave permission to enter a

protest through tlie columns of your widely dissemi-

nated Gardeners* Chronicle to the new phase of nepo-
|

tisni which the Council of the Royal Agricultural
j

Society have inaugurated. Knowing the tendencies of
^

that Society, no one would have been surprised had '

the Council appointed an editor on their private

opinion of his merits without soliciting any parade

of testimonials. As however they thought fit tx>

adopt the contrary system, it must be regarded as

an insult to all who. have been at ihe trouble to

collect testimonials, that the editor now appointed

is absolutely unknown both to science and to

literature. For myself, it is not asserted that I ad*

vanced claims to more favourable consideration than

those of any other candidate; but my pretensions were

respectable as you will see. Firstly as to scientific

ability ; the circumstance of my having held the chair of

chemistry in a leading metropolitan medical school

may perhaps be considered to have given me soite

presumptive claim to favourable consideration; in

addition to which I presented testimonials of scientific

ability from nearly every metropolitan chemical pro-

fessor of name and position. Moreover I have written
many scientific books, which are before the world, and
whicii have been mostly well received. One is now in

Its fourth edition. In regard to my literary ability in

connection with periodical writing, it was vouched for

by no less than three chief editors of three daily

metropolitan morning newspapers of highest raut;
by the editors of two first-class monthlies, and
of at least two weekly journals. Other testimonials
1 have no doubt were forwarded in the sbap^
Of letters addressed to the Council direct. It w»»

my intention that the latter course should have hien

adopted in every case; but the parties appealed to

thought proper in many instances to make me cognisant
of what they had stated in my favour. In addition to

all these marks of confidence and recommendatioDt I

must not forget to add that Judge Ilaliburton v^
kind enough to "soft sawder " together the fragmentary
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u in the same journal. It appears Mr. Fr«f«

L elected " in consequence of his high testunOj

If this be indeed true, their publication wo«ld
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move a cloucl under which the scientific and literary

^
tpredents of that gentleman are now somewhat

Urnred J". TT. Scoffern, M.B. LoncU Late Professor

fChemistJy and Forensic Medicine at the Aldersgate

^''J?f/ %ntralTarmers' C7H&.-The hope entertained

ii,V the monthly discussions of this society would

u!!nme a school of national agricultural teachmg has

r^plv heen realised. Indeed, from the statistics of

^proceedings, which shall presently be given its de-

ZL would appear to he degenerating into mere

.Tressions of provincial opinions and individua

prience for although nominally the forensic as well

^tL convivial department of the institution is open

f ,11 Knc'land, an overwhelming majority of the

l;ker3 who habitually address the chair aregentle-

rhelonffine: to counties in the immediate vicmity of

Tp metropolis. Thus, since January, 1855. 39 questions

t!vP been put and discussed, and of these, no less than

Solvere introduced by members residing within a

S-fle of 70 miles radius from London as a centre. Of

the remaining nine, the contribution was from only

liiree counties, viz., one from Cheshire, three from

Devon and five from Lincoln. The total number of

«eeches delivered in discussing these points (exclusive

Tthe opening addresses) was 320, of which 263 were

delivered by members of 13 counties within the circuit

Rbove-mentioned; 54 by representatives of 13 of the

26 outside ones, and only six by gentlemen belonging

to the remaining 13 external counties of England. Ot

the 262 occasions on which the floor of the club-room

Las been occupied by the inside constituency, 101 of the

^neeclies emanated from six counties—Sussex, Surrey,^

Wilts, Essex, Cambridge, and Bedford, The number ot

sneakers from the 26 outside counties was 28, giving

an avera<^e of one speech to each outside county member

;

but inside the home circle, four of the counties nearest

London were heard through their representatives 156

times- three of the members delivering their senti-

ments in the course of the four years in question no less

than 20 times per man ; one other member spoke 19

times, another 14. another 11. and another 10 times.

Whether these anomalies (for surely they are such in

any institution professing a national object) are avoid-

able or not, shall not here be discussed ; but two deduc-

tions may certainly be drawn from the figures which

have been given. Istly. That the remarkable deficiency

of generalised reasoning, and the great prepon-

derance of mere provincial argument which of late

years have characterised the debates that follow

the opening essays, are due to the compara-

tively narrow locality to which the speaking

members belong ; and 2dly. that however convenient

and proper the institution may be as a national agricul-

tural ren./ezfo«.y. '19 ^ scl''*'^^ o^ agi-icuUure it possesses

no well-founded pretensions to authoritative teaching

VeVond th(^5e of any other of the more comprehensive

^ebfttiuK clulwof the kingdom ; and that the report of

a Norfolk, Lincoln, Yort'shire, or Northumbrian dis-

cussion of a question of husbandry, is not less likely to

promulgate liberal views and enterprising practice than

the wisdom of Essex, Kent. Wilts, Sufiblk, Surrey,

Cambridge, or Hertford, even though concentrated

into one metropolitan locus. In evidence of the fore-

going statements the following Table is given :—

Counties. No. of
Speeches

6

Surrey
Essex
Bedford .

.

London
Ca.mbrid<TO..

Wilts
Hfimpshire
Berks
Sussex
Northampton
Hertford .

.

Sviffolk

Kent

I

• *

4d
4fl

43
41
26
20
16
12
12
10
8
8

5

No. of
Speakers.

8
6

IG

7
• 3

7
6
2

2
3
3
4

Lincoln
Devon
Cheshire .

,

Leicester .

.

Worcester .

.

Oxford
Warwick ..

Gloucester .

.

Hntitinjjdon
N'ottiugUam,
York
Norfolk
Honmouth

* *

203

12
11
S

6
e
3
3
2
2
2
2

1
2
3
4
5

7
8

10
11
12
13

'
11 ..

Somerset .

.

Dorset .. ••

Bucks
Shropshire..
Nortbumbevland.

.

Rutland . . ••

Stafford

Dcrby
TAtif liter .

.

Durham
Westmoreland
Cuinberliud

76

6
3
2
2
1
3
2
1

1
1
1
2
1

No. of
Openings,

7
3
4
2
3

1
2
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A^fr'icv-ltural Diplomas. It is so obviously true that

unapplied knowledge is of no coraraercJal value, that

those qualifications which enable a man to turn to use

what knowledge he has have a higher market value than

others attested by an examination which can only ascer-

tain that the knowledge is there whether capable of

application or not, A man may know in complete

detail ; but listlessness, lethargy, and carelessness may
make him practically worthless. A man may know
the general truth, and if he could find any one to carry

out his intention, his knowledge would drive a profitable

trade, or manufacture ; but failing the ability to direct

his servants or to superintend details his knowledge

fails, while another man whose plans do here and there

fight against the laws of nature will succeed, because

notwithstanding a more limited knowledge he is a

business man. The knowledge of details which consti-

tutes the business qualification is thus of more imme-

diate money value than the knowledge of p?an which is

given by a scientific education. An exaggerated im-

pression of this kind led the JEconomist lately^ to

depreciate the value of diplomas given after examina-

tion by competent men ; and to remarks of this kind

"A Practical Farmer" thus replies in the North

British Agriculturist, M. S. [The following is^the

passage referred to, though somewhat abridged :—The

Flconomist has earned a title to speak on several sub-

jects, and having also taken agriculture under its pro-

tection, may be presumed by many to be equally

oracular on that art. It appears from the article that

the writer sounded the depths of knowledge possessed

by farmers, has taken note of it and found it^ ample,

and the announcement is made with all authority that

every incentive to a deeper, fuller, keener study of the

laws of nature, of more correct habits of observation, of

all attempts to keep pace with tlie advance In know-

ledge which other professions are making, and of even

an acquaintance with tiie very nomenclature wliich

chemistry, as applied to agriculture, has been urgently

demanding him to make, is utterly and entirely useless

to the farmer, and that the rising generation must

content themselves with the wisdom of their fathers.

And even that they must only pick up
^
as

they best can, no facilities or inducements being

held out to them. Strange doctrine tins, certainly, to

come from one of the representatives of the school

wliich used to speak of the ignorance and dulness of the

agricnltural mind. Energy and capital, forsooth ! is all

that farmers require, and if what the writer calls

pseudo-feudalism, be withdrawn from the composition

of the farmer, he will then have attained that millennial

state which the writer, I suppose, means us to believe

consists in knowing no more than did our fathers, being

content with all the old defunct systems of management,

the inferior breeds of cattle, the obsolete machines and

primitive manures, and provided he can only bargain

with his landlord as the cotton buyer does with the

cotton-producer, he has then attained with poor Peter

Peebles the summit of all earthly glory. Wliat then is

to become of your own profession ? there will he no

need of any more North British AgHcuUurists, if, as

the Economist says, energy and capital and emancipa-

tion " from pseudo-feudalism with the appliciition to

husbandry of the knowledge already possessed by

farmers" is sufficient. We must ^o back over

your old files and be content with these. Every-

thing old will do, no new patterns, no new

seeds, roots, methods, systems, improved animals, new

books, or any newspaper purporting to supply new

idens, fresh information, and valuable facts, never before

announced. This would be ecouooiy with a vengeance.

The slightly qualifying clause, "that scientific know-

ledge will give occasional advantages," cannot be

accepted as any modification of the previously quoted

opinion, as it precedes it, and is merely used as a set-off

to his utterly and entirely condemning the institution

of an aaricultural diploma, which is characterised as

ambitious. It certainly is so if the writer is right in

supposing that farmers have already plenty of know-

ledge if thev could but apply it. But that an agricul-

tural certificate or diploma is not thought so ambitious

a thing in Scotland, at least the priority of being the

first to suggest it as a means of improving the status

and position of the farm labourer, has proved the sub-

iect of a keen controversy in your paper. It has an-

swered admirably for the Veterinary School of Edin-

burgh and we challenge the Economist to discover any

district in Scotland with one-tenth of the stock of

which the same can be said as is said of the famous

stock county of Norfolk in the report on its farming in

the "Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,

yQ\\Q "That the great mass of cattle doctors are

but a "shade better than the caw leeches of older

Hmps" "The blunders the.^e men m;ike are encl-

le.^ 'and the consequence of such errors nocessanly

f!ll on theu- employers." "Farmers themselves

know little of the^ dfsease^ of cattle, and the cow

^ ^ linlP.-*' *Thev grumble at paymg a respect-
doctors even less. luejgr

do not mind the

*:«li^jrllui^i v^rs^uitrto he considered of a

lower grade than such labour applied to curing ot dis-

ease ? Is there not a large class of men to whom the
possession of a diploma would be of service ? Is there
not in the three kingdoms a vast number of land
stewards, factors, and estate agents to whom the

possession of a certificate saying that these

men have been examined in certain branches of

ki owledge, and found to possess the specified

attainments would be valuable? Is there so little

earnest zeal on the part of young farmers, that they

care nothing for the possession of a degree which
will ultimately lead to their taking place among the

learned? Surely the impulse recently given to uni-

versity teaching in Scotland will diffuse itself among
the agricultural classes. The Economist points to

Cirencester and to the Highland Society's diploma as

beinsr failures. Did.it never occur to him that the

depreciating tone along with others in which he speaks

of agriculturists tends to produce that result ? If we
are told by some of his friends >ve are like dumb driven

cattle, and by him as knowing plenty already, is it not

very natural to be content? But allow me to tell him
there are other and very different causes at work to

produce this result. In place of there being a sufficiency

of knowledge, there is a deficiency of it, aud it is

the want of properly qualified teachers of prac-

tical agriculture in which tlie cause is to be found.

If men, earnest and learned In all the sciences

bearing on the practice of the art, able to work up

the knowledge which these sciences supply, and safe

guides in practical matters were to be found as teachers.

it would not be long in Scotland at least ere there would

be more demand for diplomas. This must first be sup-

plied. Farmers, although not learned enough already,

are knowing enough not to be made to pay tor what is

not worth having, or in such a state that it is valueless.

As to pseudo-feudalism—the worst we are acquainted

with is tliat resulting from the application of the EcO'

7iomist's landed mercantile system—when a mercantile

landowner accepts of the highest rent that can be

offered for his land, and although knowing it more than

it is worth, roups (sells by auction) out tlie tenant and

throws him destitute on the world when he cannot pay

the uttermost farthing.]

applied to agricultural pursui

Farmers' Clubs.
Ayrshire: The Qualifi/ of Guano.— X special

meeting of the Directors of the Ayrshire Agricultural

Association, "to consider of the steps which it may be

necessary to adopt for the purpose of ascertaining the

Quality and Value of Guano, and other Manures, sold

within the last twelve months, or in course of being

offered for sale to farmers aud others in the County of

Ayr," was lately held.

Tlie Chairman said the Directors of this Association

had on a former occaaion given- a recommendation

that farmers should be very careful iu purchasing

guano to employ agents of knowu respectability. He
had taken their advice, and, for his own part, had

seldom obtained an analysis except for experiment to

show how the crop and the analysis corresponded.^ But

this year he employed, as usual, a gentleman of high

respectability.—a gentleman in whose word, so far as

his knowledge went, he had still, notwithstanding tlie

circumstance to which he was about to refer, the most

perfect confidence—he meant Mr. Andrew Smith, than

whom he believed there was not a more upright dealer

in guano or any other thing. It so happened that he

got from him a portion of guano, for which he was

charged nearly 13?. per ton ; and on getting an analysis

of it from Dr. Anderson, he found that it contained no

less than 18 per cent, of sand, 14 per cent, of water,

and only about 10 per cent, of ammonia. Now, this

analysis"did not show the real quality of the cargo, for

although he had no doubt the analysis was correct of

the sample sent, yet by another analysis of a portion of

the same cargo it appeared there was only 8 per cent,

of sand—so that it appeared there were differences of

quality iu the same cargo; and this rendered the

matter more difficult to deal with. He had also

obtained part of another cargo from Mr. Smith, which

instead of containing 18 per cent, of sand, contained

only 1.32 of sand, 12.88 of water, 17.91 of ammonia,

aud 22.40 of phosphates. It was in fact one of the

best samples of guanO imported into this country. It

appeared to him that the plain course would be if the

whole of a cargo were uulfurm, to make the person

who sold that cargo as containing certain ingredients

and worth a certufn sum nnswcrablc for any deficiency.

But here they found different qualities in the same

cirgo. so that they needed a good deal of information.

Perliaps the best course of proceeding wa» for those

^'ho had received had guano to demand deduction from

the parties who had sold it, who again would Imvo

reroui-se on tlie importers, or whoever sent it to them.

That would not at aU compensate for the damage sus-.

tained by loss, of crop, but it might mfike the dealers

more careful in future. They would require however,

to act with great caution, and they woud need to

know a good deal more about it before tak.njf any

step^. They must be careful "^t/^^^^J'^fJ^^.^"^
cause, for they were very much indebted to thow

Gentlemen who imported manures of all kinds. He

beUeved the mistakes he had referred to wure qaOo

uuiutentionar. Differences in a ^^^^ T^^^ )^A^"^
in the loading, but the importer should be bound to M6

Lt his careS wa« all alike. The guano was imported
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m hnW, but was delivered to retailers in sticljs from

the slap's side. He might mention an incident which

had come to his recollection. A dealer in town sent off

a considerable quantity of guano to a friend of his

(Mr. Campbell's) in the north. Shortly after he

received a note from the dealer stating that on talking

out some of the same cargo, he had found it was not

good, and he was afraid that the thing he had sent off

must he had also. But on writing to his friend he was

informed that the guano was first-rate, and had grown

fine crops.

Sir. Cathcart said he had got parts of two cargoes of guano

from Mr. Flint. The one wa3 part of the cargo of the Mary
White, which arrived on the 19th March, and it was deUvered

to him (Mr. Cathcart), on the 21st. The other was part of the

cargo of the Bell and Mary, which arrived on the 1st April, and
it was delivered to him on the 2d. This showed that the

custom of dealers wa^ to deliver the guano as they received

it direct from the importers. He understood Mr. Flint got a

cargo in February, to which there were serious objections, but

he (Mr. C.)got none of it. He was sure, however, that Mr.
Flint would give it out just as he got it.

The Chiiirman said be understood Mr. Flint's cirgo in
February was part of the same cargo as that which he had
spoken of at the outset ; the next cargo was very good.
Mr. Hamilton of Sundrum said he got six tons of guano

early in April. He heard of there being doubts regarding it,

and he accordingly took portions fi'om ten dififereut sackH,

mixed them altogether, and sent two pounds of this away for

analysis. The analysis .showed tbat there was IS per cent, of
saud, and only 10 per cent, of ammonia, instead of 17.

Mr. Bell said it appeared to him they ought to try and get
redress for what had been done. He was aware it was a diffi-

cult matter, but a small committee might be appointed to try
and trace a quantity of bad guano, so that they might bring it

home to some party. If a person sold an ai-ticle purporting to
be genuine, and worth 121., while on analysis it turned out not
to be worth 3?., they could surely obtain redress. The Asso-
ciation might assist some individual in getting a decision on
this point. (Two stones, one weighing 15 lbs., and the other
the fragment of a stone which weighed 4S lbs., were produced,
as part of a parcel of guano, in bags, sent to Mr. Dunn,
Glastron.)
Mr. Boyle had great doubts as to the propriety of applying

the funds of the Association to this purpose. If the dealer
stood on his defence, they might require to go before a jury,
which would entail enormous expense. Ho thought they
should be content with recommending agriculturists as to the
course they should follow, and leave individuals to take steps
for obtaining redress if they pleased.
The Chairman said one thing was quite clear, that no one

was safe to buy guano without an analj-sis.

Mr. Bell said it would not take a large sum to 'bring a case
before the Sheriff Court, and one case would decide all the
others. In answer to a question, the Clerk said as the dispute
would turn on a point of law in the Small Debt Court, he
thought 121. to IFjI. would cover all the expenses of an action,

Mr. Gemraell said it might simplify the matter if this sum
were subscribed before the action was raised.

After some further conversation, a committee was appointed,
consisting of Messrs. Campbell of Graigio; Drennan, Holmston;
Smith, New Prestwick; Ralston, Lagg; Turner, Dean Castle;
Dykes, Maybole ; Hamilton of Sandrum ; and Bell of Euter-
kine, to receive complaints from parties who had got inferior
guano, and to make such inquiries by an:tly.^ia. or otherwise,
as they may think proper, and report to a future meeting.
The meeting thereafter adjourned. [Farmers who have com-

plaints to make about guano should cocamuuicate imiuediately
with Mr. M'Murtrio.] Ayr Adoertixer.

farmers had little beyond the manure of their fi\rm-

yards to depend on for growing their crops, but now
they have almost inexhaustible supplies. The five-shift

rotation may he a very good, a very easy-going course,

for light land, bnt it has been found that it is not

sufficient to bring out of good land the same amount of

money as other courses of rotation. In consequence, a

four-shift course has superseded it, in many cases, upon

good laud. But if they were tied down by restrictive

clauses, thoy could not take advantage of any change,

however sure of benefit from it both to landlord and

tenant. He might show many other reasons for the

necessity of doing away witli these restrictions. Are

not the prices of farm produce elements that ought to

weigh with a farmer in laying his land out to crop ?

At one time they find Wheat paying very badly ; at

another they find Potatoes very profitable, but by these

restrictive clauses they were prevented from making any

change. The very seasons seem also at work to render

a change necessary. Last year, for instance, on light

soil the young Grass has been in many instances a fiiilure,

yet, according to those restrictive clauses, you are

obliged to leave the field in whatever state it happened
to be—without Grass, and sure iu consequence, to get

overrun with weeds. This may be thought a very

slight matter, hut just fancy a farmer with the fifth

part of his farm for two years lying waste. Mr. Collie

repeated his behalf that the only security a proprietor

can have against the miscropping of his land is by
selecting a good class of tenantry. These restrictive

clauses he considered useless for the purposes they are

intended to serve, and stood much in the way of im-

provements which might otherwise take place. But
while these wore his opinions he did not think it would
be advisable to do away with them entirely. He
believed it was necessary that certain restrictions should

be put upon the fiirmer as to cropping towards the end
of his lease—that there should be at least one-fifth

under Grass, another fifth in fallow preparing for roots

(this applies to a Whitsunday entry), and the remaining
portion under other crops which come in by the
ordinary course, so that the proprietor at the end of the
lease may have his fiirms in a fit course for a new tenant

to go on with. He was certain that if these restrictive

clauses were done away with to the extent he had
indicated, in 99 cases out of 100 it would be followed

by increased progress and improveuient.

allowing h

on improv

that Turnips are beginning to fail. t^^^dWdr^"i^v
appear at first sight to blame in this matter- but Wa 1?
lords cannot pay attention to everything. Factors mIv ^i"'

the men who are really to blame, because thev L^v
to know, and should tell the landlord. ^ "°^'

Mr. Allan, corn factor, mentioned that he had fv,
other day renewed his lease of Bishopmills, under tw
most excellent landlord, as he is, the Earl of Seafi l5
and though he paid more rent he was not fixed w'H
any restrictions. He mentioned this as illustraf
and because he believed that what is good for a m*/r'
good for a farm. The proprietor did not thinl If #*'if
necessary to lay down any restrictions for him how \ I «1 fc'

should grnid his Wheat. And, besides, he had a claut '^ ^

liimto lay out a considerable sum of moiipT^''
jing the premises if required, and was bound ' *^'

to leave the houses of the same value as when he ?ot
'"

them. He thought this was not a bad illustration o
their wishes in regard to farms—that if he left his miH
at the end of the 19 years at the same value as he eot
them, he might take as much money out of them in tW
course of the 19 years as he could,

Mr. Leitch, Inchstellie, remarked that all he coul'
say about Lord Moray's estates was that they had a
very good landlord and a very good factor. They were
bound to a certain system in their land, but they couM
labour as they thought proper. He had a field of hii

very best land, which was a failure in Grass. He
ploughed it up, manured It well, re-sowed it, and in

with Grass seeds again. Now, the factor was too
sensible a man to think that his tenantry will labour
their land but to the advantage of themselves, and that
will be to the advantage of the proprietor also. There
was another subject which they had been neglecting
and that is the game. Their landlord, the Earl of

Moray, acts as all landlords should do. He gives his
game to his tenantry for paying a nominal sum for
them. He allows them to go over their ground, and
shoot for themselves, and, at same time, protects tlip

game for the proprietor, if he comes the way.
The Chairman had drawn up the following as tk

deliverance of the members :

—

"That as every system of operations on the soil for any
lengthened period, is equally inj urious or beneficial to landlords
and tenants ; that as different qualities of soil upon the same
farm, and different seasons, often reqeire different kinds and
modes of croppinpr and treatment ; that as many of the coa-u,ci.a....i,.u^....auu.u.p.uv«.u.„u ^itious of labouring and cropping in leases operate pre .

Mr. Geddos, Orbhston, ventured to say that the dicially, it is considered that the limiting of these conditions.

'

interests of landlords and tenants were identical—tbat
|

"^^fi towards the end of the lease, would be favourable to la»t

'

MOKAYSiEiiiE: Farm Leases.—Mi\ John Collie,

of Ardgay, introduced the subject for discussion

—

"Farm leases, as regulating the cropping and cultivation

of land, with their relative effects on the interests of
landlord and tenant/* A notice of "Farmipg
Covenants" in the Economist the other (Tay had
attracted his notice. It bore so particularly on the point
that he could not help reading an extract from it.

After mentioning that they had "often had occasion to

show the impolicy of the numerous and restrictive re-

gulations which are usually Introduced into leases and
farming agreements," which " are commonly useless to
the landlord, though often vexatious to the tenant," the
article went on to say that "all the regulations of the
strictest lease ever used can never make a bad tenant
farm well or prevent hiin from having his land in bad
condition ;" and that, strange though it may at first

appear, " there is always a tendency amongst English
landlords, and their agents, to take the most inferior
tenants, from whom they believe payment of the rent
can be got," as " an inferior tenant will often engage
to give more rent than a better farmer would think it

prudent to offer, having regard to the actual state of
the farm; he will make less diffiaitty about bad build-
ings, bad roads, or no drainage j he will be more easily
satisfied by the assurances usually made that the gtime
will not injure his crops; and he will be more subiuid-
fi'ive to the gamekeeper, and more rpppcctfvil to the
steward, ay, and to the landlord himself, than a
man of capital and enterprise." This was writt^u
with regard tn England, bnt it applied with equal f .

•

to this part of the country. Tiie only security a pro-
prietor can have for the proper treatment of his farm
and the improvement of his estate he held to be by
electing his tenants not by any clause he may introduce
into his leases, to ensure good croppln^^. The mere
fact of taking Wheat after Grass, or rootAifter Wheat,
is surely not sufficient to ensure anything like good
fiirming. But If these clauses are of no use for the pur-
poses they are intended to serve, are tliey not obstacles
to improvement » However well adapted a rotation of
cropping may he for a locality at the commencement of
A lease, it may be very different in the conrse of a few
years. Science and capital have introduced m:uiv
auxiliaries to farming, which can be applied with advan-
tage now, but which might have been unknown some

^K* * l*^^*^o°»- '^»^ '^ere not to suppose that, because
the ftre-<- urse shift of cropping (that most prac:" l in
our district) was the best at tlie time of its intrndnction
It mmt be the best «t the nresttit day. At that time!

they not merely rowed in the same boat, but that their

interests were identical. Let a proprietor have a bad
tenant, and let the restrictive clauses be what they
may, he will receive his land at the end of 19 years in a
worse state than he gave it, while, if he give h'S land to
a good tenant, there is no doubt but he will receive
it bade considerably improved, for this reason, that had
farming will not pay. Bad farming will pay no man
now-a-days. The better a man farms his land the
better will it pay. Tlierefore, lie held it almost
savoured of tyranny and cruelty to exercise these
restrictive clauses in the case of a good tenant. It was
an injustice also, for they prevent those who work the
land taking out of it what is in it, by turning it to
the best account. Circumstances are very much changed
within the past few years. They had now a plentiful
supply of so many kinds of manures that it was almost
impossible to enumerate them. They knew by ex-
perience, and some little chemical knowledge, that they
were good for certain crops, and it was hard that they
were not allowed to exercise their knowledge and their
experience in the application of manures, and cropping
the land, as he held they were entitled to do. Mr. C.
had alluded to one case very much in point—that last

yeai-'s Grass seeds failed not only in light but in heavy
soil, and the consequence is that these fields lie for two
years a nullity, except that they nurse weeds, which are
very ready to spring up when the land is not occupied
with Grass or some other crop. The tenant who is

bound to farm in a five-shift course has no alternative
hut to leave this land all but waste for the two years
it should have grown Grass, or give up his lease. He
believed it was quite possible for a landlord and tenant
to frame a lease so that there may be certain necessary
restrictive clauses, bnt none such as would be inimical
to good fHrming, and the general good of the country,
Tlicrc is one clause which all proprietors insist upon,

I

tbat is, a rise of rent, and he believed land was worth
more rent than it was some time ago, and it might be
worth still more under a different system of cropping
and regnlations from what they had been accustomed
to; and therefore he should strongly recommend
gentlemen in taking farms to make distinctive offers

—

to specify that they will give so much for the land, and
farm it in such and such a way, and if they are allowed
to fiirm it m their own way that they will give so much
more.

>fr. Stephen, Inchbroom, thought these restrictions
odious. What would any commercial man think if

they were to tell him what he must do for 19 years
hence—that he must work with the same machinery as
non ? It would stop all improvement, and in the
profession of farming it is very much the same.

Mr. Webster, Keam, said the other day he had run
his eye over some new leases, drawn up for large estates
in this county, in which you are bound to have fonr-
fitths of your fallow land under Turnips. Yon are not
allowed to grow anything else in the remaining fifth

—no Mangel Wur/el or nuything; while
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Agriciiltural Benevolent Institution. Founded ISfiPwe^^
for the Relief of Farmers, their Widows, rmftlL.-J
Orphans. List of Suhscripfions and Donations^^', and

Office: 35, Charing Cross, S.W.
fct^he^

The Institution which Mr. Mechi has the merit Air earn

Imagining and of laboriously but successfully prosr™^^'"
cuting up to its present promising position, is at lengtlg^eeti
prepared for that species of inauguration which in thi> lodtf not

country a public dinner in behalf of its object is sap-^gj^
posed to give it. The pamphlet whose title Is given, i',^^
above records donations and annual subscription? :' t oiore

towards its object approaching 3000/. and 700/. respec- "^sbreed

tively, and no doubt can be entertained that it '^i''^^
soon be in successful and beneficent operation. His

"

Grace the Duke of Richmond is its president—a lonj

array of noble and distinguished names graces the hsb

of vice-presidents and trustees—its executive coimd
includes such well-known names as Westbrook Baker,

Joseph Druce, Chandos Wren Hoskyns, James Howard
and W. Sanday—Colonel the Hon. H. N. Hood is it!

treasurer. The first festival in aid of its funds is to be

held on Tuesday, June 26, and Is to be presided over bf

his Grace the Duke of Richmond; and Mr. Charls

Shaw, its Secretary, has issued a vigorous appeal for ftii

to landowners, fiu-mers, and others connected witU

lord and tenant."

i^ebtelDS.
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British agriculture, from which we extract the folbff*' jjj^'
ing passage:

—

| ^^^i

•iota

?8*rla

"Backwardness in works of benevolence has. it i*

true, never been a characteristic of the agriculturai|

classes—of no class, probably, less ! But their charity

has hitherto been promiscuous and individual, while thf

condition of the times imposed upon it organisation and, J^ed
publicity. Let us hasten to correct an oversight whicbl ^^

ence and dignity of agriculture. Let n^ have osi
,S'^*^^

colleges for the unfortunate among our brethren ; o* ktm'
asylums for their widows; our schools for their orpba* "'cera
Let as, in short, collect into one grand reservoir—organ- 'm : 7
ised, imposing and exhaustlesa—all the streams sik'

"'^ «:

rivulets of private charity-scattered-often,hapIv, in=- '^
apphed—almostalways unobserved—tbrouo-h every no» Wis,
and corner of the land. Towards the fulfilment of^ f

?8t'y

worthy object, support has ah-eadv flowed ifl fr^ tiS?
zealous well wishers of every grade. His eraoe tbe

^

Duke of Richmond has accepted the post of Fresi^*"^
and among the promoters of the scheme names honoarB"
ty us all will be found in profusion. That tbe*^

examples will be eagerly followed, we cannot alio*

onrsetves to doubt."
Let us hope with ^Ir. Shaw that an Institution for

they knew
i
whose efforts there is ample room, and which b«*

ve re

We
n

;he

as
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V \rr „,iv T^ved fiiich large promises of support, will

\3 rifv realise the expectations which we may now confi-
lanjj fauy,\

Entertain of its speedy success.
gently

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
fl^onr-F or THE Fens : Majj 2S.—The country is fast emerging

fhe blank nnprnductWenesg of a long ln.te snnng, unn-

'"n inclement and marked by numeroua casualties among

I and the prevalence of ague, bronchitis, and rheumatism

rfiU classes of people. Two or three weeks of favourable

''*"^*5fpr has worked wonders. Grass is once more abundant,

'an. ^ u-«rl Wheat is gi-owino- tl.ick and strong- and whore the
an^^igh^a " ^^^.^^ ^.^ a plant, even the Feu Wheats have
Jner' fi^^^J^ new colour and revive the hope of a fair crop ; but

out

1%

sown

fo:

and

''f^^e numerous pieces wliere such havoc has beeu made
Tih.-HIvanvthing can restore them, and we have seen the
'^^

.h ^t work and Potatoes or Oats substituted. The Barley
'

V well everywhere, and Oats also with a lew exceptions.

Kn^Tiever was so good a time for sowing Mangels, particu-

ii for ^uch persona as had patience to wait for the regularS bat some folks think an early sowinfr will be an early
uesB had

^^^ _ weathir

m.,,
^I^J^g April exercised a most killing cflfect upon

"

ad I

^
^^^^ _ _

'^^ 5S Snre 'putting in tho^Tuniips. Peas and "Beans are

f k Kblwto suffer from the storms still prevailing, which threaten

ft Csfiitter everything to atoms. Early Potatoes also suffer from

1 ihfl Mme cause, and in the Fena where the fallow or late-sown
^

Und has been left ligbt the soil has been blown away terrifi-

^ nllv clouds of dust being borne away by t he day together, a

bof' serious loss to those farmers who are so taken by surprise, or

t>i.
' whose land is in that condition to be carried boaily away for a

iL denth of several inches, and where sown with Oats, in some
"^^-

cases when just deposited, seed and soil have found their way
tlnrj toother into the neighbouring dykes or drains. Hoeing is in

pi ef fufl operation ; those who prefer hand-hoeing contend that

horse-hoeing is prejudicial, and a certain loss in practice,

ffe continue to use a horse-hoe still, and thhik if hoeing

is of any use at all, that the most thorough stirring of

the land, if guided by a careful and clever workman,

must be 'the better plan of the two ; at all events, as soon

as the horse-hoe has executed its work we see an in.stant

ilteration in the appearance of the plant, whether Beans,

^\'beat, Barley, or Oats. Weeds grow also, to extirpate

which there is much controversy about the employment of

I children ; in arriving at right conclusions each advocate is

\^' ?uided much by his own personal experience—1st, iu the dif-

'°^
ficalty of obtaining sufficient help at the exact time wanted ;

^^
-'tilv, in the character of the man who engages the gang ; and,

' ^ iaatly, in the character of the children themselves. We thmk
'C*^* ^^3 false appearance of help to employ very young children,

'"J*»^e7are more a hindrance than help, apart fi-om the cruelty of

^°^ attempting to extract sustained effort from brats of eight or
^^ Eice years If labourers are scarce, so much greater is the

vnecessity of obtaining efficient hands, and from 15 to 20 chil-

dren above 12 years of age will do more work and do it better

tliau a more numerous fry of younger ones. Then as you have

[older children they should, if possible, be separated—the boys

hn one gang the girls in another—as it is a painful fact that an

Hndiscriminate assortment of both sexes, being almost sure to

'include some of loose habits, the morals of the rest can hardly

p» liil to be tainted in the license that is apt to prevail after work
^'

or whfen under the management of improper persons. If weU
awconducUd the labour of these young folks is extremely valji-

'jonjable; and, indeed, maybe said to be indispensable, and the

habit of order and application, if judiciously inculcated, cannot

bo othcnvise than beneficial to the young folks themselves;

•It
!* their earnings also add greatly to the resomwao- and com fort of

^ the labourer—the svstem only wants more attention and con-
^^. sideration devoted to it than it has hitherto received. Twitch
D?t: and weeds will grow where the land is kept in good heart,

I tbi aad if not subdued by the=;e young hands would grow beyond
-- all oower of extirpation, for what machine could detect Hariff

r^or nick Twitch like human agency. Woman require as much
Ji^*' looking after as children, and are more out of place in the field

itioB if a mtH-e fitting occupation could be fbund for them at home.

cpff,'
The breeding of sH^eop has this yesff been a hazardous business

;

will
^'i^^^ ^^*s been great loss of lambs, and an unusual number of

' z' sheep of all ages have died, and up to a very late perioil the
Bl fleeces on the living animals indicate a short-er pro'luction of

loDf
wool than in ordinary seasons. Beasts have been rather expen-

ijo, sive to keep in condition, though we have not suffered to the

. extent of the fanners of the north. Fat stock is much in
"^^ demand and high in price ; the wages of ordinary labourers 125.

atfl a week. /. jT., Peterborough.

\st

to Notices to GorresDondents-
erV ARTiFiaAL Manure : Tkormaniy. Gypaum will do little good ;

nae superphosphate of lime 4 cwt. per acre—that is more
likely to produce a crop of Turnips than any other

application.

SLccerne: a Z. It is sometimes raised in a seed-bed and trans-

planted into the field, a practice which has been recom-
mended by some of the earlier authors as producing in r'ch
deep soils even greater returns than by the ordinary method
of drilling. On such soils it is recommended to nip off the
main tap-root to about 8 or 9 inches long, so as to induce the
formation of lateral roots that should ramify through the
ipper Layers of the soil. On the Continent this practice is still

1 aaif'
*°'^owed in many places ; it can, however, only be admitted

vA
"^^"^ either the breadth to be planted is very limited or

rnW manual labour very cheap ; at the same time a small patch
igtB of Lncemc raised in the garden ia very ufc'uI to fiirni&h

jj^el
plants for any blanks that may occur in the field.

inflfr*^^ : J S. If sown very late a dressing of guano in wet
^ weather might even yet repay its application. Sow it broad-

J " cast and hoe it in. If the weather should he dry however,
J
# it will be money thrown away so far as the Oat crop is

^{jggb concerned.

larlf

trai

wife

illo»

.ariti

ethf

^ weds: TBS. Tour seeds, obtained from W. Power's Water-
^,^J f'.rd, are reported upon as follows ;—The Clover is a very

r^ure sample, containing to a pint on^ 1600 weed seeds
ich are principally Plantain. The Rye-grass is a poor

•.iiui>le, estimated to contain 96,600 weed seeds per bushel
mostly of Plantrdn and Creeping Buttercup ; and besides it
is largely mixed with Italian Rye-grass. Its weight is not
Toorettfan 16 lbs. per bushel. 3 B.—Other correspondents will
liave replies on this subj ect next week.

^ Weathf.r : Sd'ii/Jgate. A correspondent expresses his
ielief, founded on 30 years' obseiwation, that the summer
leasf'H isj as to meteorological character, prefigured by the
leather prevailing during the spring equinoctial week

;

Jttd as March 18 to 25 was au extraoi-dinarily stormy period
p-^ms year he anticipates " a summer unexampled in its tem-

*^tunus character." Perhaps he will state the focts of his
^ years' observation of the past in the first place.

IMPSOVEB PHEMIUM WIRE NETTING
PRICES PEE Lineal Yaed, 24 inches Eian;.

Size of

mesh.

2i inch

2 inch

1| inch

li- inch

Mostly used for

ITurcs, Dogs, Poultry
Game Netting
Small Ilahbits, Hares, &c
Smullest Eabbits

Light.

Japan
ned.

4d.

4-}, d.

6d.

Galvan-
ized.

Medium.

Japan-
ned.

Md.
,

4^^.
5d» 4.id.

5H. Hd.
7ld. 7Id.

i

Galvan
ized,

^hd.
Gd.

eid.
9d.

Strong.

Japan-
ned.

^d.

$^d.

6d,

9d.

Extra strong.

Galvan- Japan-
ized. ned.

7d.

7kd.
\\d.

7\d.

Sd.

lid.

Galvan
ized.

Sd.

did.
lOd.

IM.

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Euiiway Stations and Shipping
Ports in England; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland or Ireland.

Any width of Netting under 8 feet made at projiortionate prices.

€^ Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will

be exchanged, or may be returned nnconditionally.

Illustrated Catalogue of Iron and Wire and Ornamental Fencing, Surdles, Gates, Wire Netting,

Garden Rollers and Engines, Fountains, Vases, ^'c, on application.

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

RANSOMES & SIMS, Ipswich,
CONTINUE to give their hest attention to the manufacture of the most Modem and In^yroved Agricultural

Machinery, including

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE. •
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISTNa AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE, kti,

STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS. • ^

STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.
HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY, DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c,

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combininpr in their Agricultui-al Mnchinery the utmost simplicity

durability, eflBciency, and economy of repair, and their constant care ia given to the maintenance of these important principles

in everything which they manufacture.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the

Orwell Works : or to their London Agent, SHEPPARI) RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Stran*?, W.C.

A N E M P A N Y S

HOETICULTURAL TOOLS.
DEANE'S MOWING MACHINES, with

Boyd's Patented Improvements, 4/. 17*. Qd.»

6/. 6f ., 6^. 17*. 6rf., 71. 7s.

GAKDEN ENGINES, Galvanised Iron. Prices

55*., 65^., 785., 90*., 100*., 110*.

GAP.DEN ENGINES, Wood, 90*.. 110*., 138*.

FLOWER STANDS, 4*. 6d. each.

CAST IRON ORNAMENTAL PLOWER
STANDS, to hold seven Vases, 27*.

GREEN'S PATENT MOWIKG MACHINES:
GREENHOUSE SYRINGES, 8*., 10*., 18*. 6d.

GARDEN ROLLERS, 11 14*. ed., 21., 21. 12*.

3L 3*., 3/. 18*., 41. 13*., 61. 12s., 71. 10*.

GARDEN STOOLS, 4*. Gd.

GARDEN SEATS, from 25*.

BOYD'S SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE, 10i». 6d.

WIRE WOBK, 18 in., 4d, per yard rup,

Every Implement for Garden use on the

Lowest Terms*

DEANE'S NEW ILLUSTRATED HORTICULTURAL LIST POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DEANE'S, Opening to the Monument, London Bridge, E.G.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738. HORTICULTURAL ACENT AND VALUER.

R ALFRED CHANDLER, (of the late firm of
Chandlkr&Soss.)2S. Priory Road, Wandsworth Road,S.

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
_ PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c.—

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merch^nte in

the three KiDcrdoms.

THE annexed slietch repre-

sents the GLENNY WATERING
POT, which will be found a decided

improvement upon the old-fashioned

one, as from the peculiar construction

of the handle the weight is more easily

balanced in the hands, which enables

the user to empty with far less mus-

cular exertion autl fatigue a pot of this

Kind than one upon the old plan.

Of all Ironmongers, Hardwaremen, and Seed«nen ; wad of

LovEMDOE & SniLBUEiD. Wolverhamptou, Sole Manufacturers.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.

-

CArT,OK.-Notice is l^ereby ^ven th^t ^ny i>ej^s^or

persons INFRINGING any ^^ ,'^^,^^,^3^;V^^^
M'CoRVxrK for REAPING and MOWING MAtuiAfA^, *r
M CORMICK ^"^ T:,^^ „ ,,,inff or exercising any matduncs

^Snfs^^^ ^^lZ.,ps!^:^i^^^ blade, spear head

shaped, holding fingers, and a gathering reel.

Prichard & CoLiCTTB, Solicitors foT C. K. M*Cormick.

57, Lincoln's Inn Fields, ittnddtt.-June -i.

WEST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES
AGENCY FOR GRE EN'S PATENT *' 8ILENS MESJ^OR

"

AND OTHER MOWING MACHINES.- IJbomhbad * Som's Iron-

mtmgery Warehouses, 6, North Street. Bristol, where the

Machines can be seen and their workiug explained.

BEE-HIVES.—Prize Medal awarded to G. N. & Sons, for
Bek-Hives and Honey, at the Paris Eipo^mow of 1855.

NEIGHBOUR'S IM-
PROVED COTTAGE

BEE-HIVE, as origiually

itstroducod by Gioroe
Neighbour & Sons, with all

the recent im^jrovements,
three glasae% and thermo-
meter, price 35»., securely
packed for the country.
This uniqje Hivo has met

with universal commenda-
tion, aod may b« worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid

;

its arr»nfi«nientB are so

perfect th.it the Honey may
1)0 taken at any time of the

ratheric^ KMWon without at

- all injuring the Bee?.
'^ Earlyapplicati**^"***'*'^^'***

to QWO. NKIOHffOlTR ASONS,
127, High Hulbom, W.C. or

HO, Regent Street, London, W., will receive prompt attention.

Their newly-arronged CATALOGUB of .other Improred

Hives, with drawings and prices, «nt on receipt of two aUmpft

AGENTS :-M»rp6o! .. jAiresCcTHBECT. 12 Clayton Stwet

Manchester. J. WitsoK, 50, Kraf? Stn-et.

Birmingham J. H. Cottrbll, 15, Bull Rmg,

Dublin. , J. EDM0ND30N &Co., 61, DamaStreet.

I*

f I
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PATENT LAWN MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINES.

r

B.

304iicli wide PONY POWER MACHINE, made also of Smaller Sizes for Hand Power.

S A MUEL SON'S LAWN m"0 WEES
WITH BOYD'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS,

^

CAN BE USED IX WET AS WELL AS DRY WEATHER.

LAST YEAR'S SALES WERE NEARLY A THOUSAND, EVERY ONE OF WHICH GAVE THE GREATEST SATISFACTION.

TESTIMONIALS expressing such satisfaction liave been kindl^'- sent hy some hundreds of the purchasers to the Manufacturer, who will be glad to forward a copj"^

with description and prices of Machines post free on receipt of application.

Mr. SAMUELSON is now receiving orders for Twenty to Thirty a day, and will execute them in the order they are received.

Warehouse West Manufactory Works, Banbury
TO BE HAD DEANE & CO.. LONDON BRIDGE, E.G., AND ALL IRONMONGERS.

GARDEN ENGINES AND SYRINGES.

JTYLOR AND SONS, Warwick Lane, Newgate
• Street, London, E.G., bep to call attention to tlieir very

superior manufacture ofGARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGES.

Fig. fios. J. Tylor & Sons* BARROW GARDEN ENGINE in
beet well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Tvlor & Sons' Im-
proved Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader,
which answers the purpose of the separate rose, fan, and jet.

Contests of Tdd :—
15 gallons .. £5 10

|
28 gallons .. £6 IS

Fig. 599. Ditto TINNED IRON TUB.
CONTEKTS OF TUB :

—

8 gallons 12 gallonB 16 gallons 24 gallons 30 gallons
£2 15 £3 5 £4 £5 £6 18

J WATTS AND CO., HoTHorsE Bttildebs a

Hot-Water Apparatus Manufactueers,

Fig. 618. No.l. REGISTERED SYRINGE, with India nibbcr
suction tube, one rose and jet .. . . £1 5 each.

No. 2. Ditto ditto 1 1 „
Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto . . ., 10

GNo. 554i.
ALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN ENGINE.
with Warner's registered Spreader, is strongly recom-

mended for durability and low price, viz. :

—

10 gallons . . £2 15s. Od. \ 16 gallons . . £3 15s. Qd,
24 gallons £5 08. Od.

Larger sizes in either Wood or Iron.
BRASS SYRINGES, from 9«. to 21a.

Jlay be obtained of any Ironmonger at the above prices, or of
John Warner & Sons. 8. Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.G.

WARNER^S PATENT VIBRATING STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitted with J. W. &, Son's
Patent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot clog in action, for
Farms, Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

Diameter •
of Barrel. Heipht. £. a. d.
21 in. short 1ft. 7 in. /Fittedforlead, \ 110

Near the Green Man, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

20O CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS,

and FROSI «m/xrT
SOO TO 400 LIGHTS fob PITS of all SIZES kept in STOtK.

glazed and painted complete, ready for immediate use, pacwc

and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

References to the NobiHty, Gentry, and Trade in most of tt*

counties in England. ____^_-

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.

*

-^

Fig. 610. GARDEN SYRINGE,with one ro8eandjet;i2a.6<^each,
620. Ditto ditto 11 6
fS21. Ditto ditto 10 6
622. LADIES' GARDEN SYRINGE, with do. 8

*t

if tf

ft

rig. 623. READ'S SYRINGE, with two roses and onejet, IS*. Qd.

, 624. READ'S SYRINGE, with one rose and jet ..16 6
„ 625. Improved ditto ditto ..14 6
„ 620. Ditto ditto ditto .. 13

llannfftcturers of Pumps and 'Well Engines (for shallow or
deep WelU), Plurabcra' Brass Foundry of every description,
High PresdureCockaandClosets, Coppervid Tinned-iron Baths.
Garden and Fire Engines, Lamps of every description, Copper
QO >dB, &c. Estimates given for Hot-water and Bath Apparatus.

long 3 » 3 >> I
gutta percha

ditto 3 .. 6 .. J or cast iron>t

2
2

10
4
9

18

2

3i„ ditto 3„ 6„
I

flanged pipe
4 ,, dittos,, 6,p \ as required.

2i„ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto :i 14 ft

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or country, at the above
prices, orofthePatentees and Manufacturers,

John War?;er & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London, E.C,
Kvery description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, R^ms, Deep Well Pumps, &o- ; also Fire and Garden
Engines, fee. tc—Engravings sent on application.

I

MUCH has of late teen said about EOILKRS 1^
HEATING BY HOT WATER, but these Boilers ItfJ

now proved themselves to be the beat at present iji«nt*-

They are adapted for Heating every description of Buile"^'
and are made of various sizes. The price of the

24-inch Cast Iron is £5 IOj. each.

24-inch Wrought Iron is € 10
S6-inch Wrought Iron is 8 10
48-inch Wrought Iron 13 12 -,^

References to Gentlemen and Nuraerymen where these "^f?
are now at work. The Cannon Boilers are now kept in st« .

and are to be had only ofJ. Jones, 6, Bankside, S-E. Alfio,
ge^

description of Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-water i^
and Connections at prices lower than those of any ^'^^^j --m-
In London. Estimates for Hot-water Apparatus erected <:»

plete in any part of the country, and an Illustrated Catalogoj

1 application to J. Jones, 6, Bankside, Southwark. London, a-*-

It

I
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SHANKS' NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, EOLLING, COLLLECTING,
AND DELIVEEING MACHINE FOR 1860

MOWS THE GRASS

WET OR DRY,

ON LAWNS UNEVEN

OR OTHERWISE,

IN A MUCH NEATER

MANNER THAN THE

SCYTHE, AT HALF THE

EXPENSE.

NEW PATENT PONY MACHINE EOR I86 0.
T- r

J
'

ONE of the most valuable of the Patent Improvements Messrs. Shanlis have effected in their Machine is in the method of emptying the Grass-hox. The want of

a speedy and efficient method for this purpose has been much felt for many years past. In the Spring, more especially, when the Grass springs up rapidly, nothing

is more annoying in working a Moving Machine than the stopping, and almost constant travel from the handles to the box, and vice versa, for the purpose of emptying

the Grass. A great deal of time is thus lost, independent of the hard work to the man, not only in walking some hundreds of times the length of the Machine in a day,

hut more especially in that stooping posture which he has so often to endure. Many a Gardener can testify to this. This great want in all Mowing Machines, whether

past or present, is completely obviated in Shank_s' New Patent Mowing, Rolling, Collecting and Delivering Machine for 1860. The improvement consists in the

introduction of a simple and efficient apparatus for emptying the box without the man being under the necessity of either leaving the handles or stopping the Machine.

So effective and complete is this valuable improvement, that the box, if it were possible to fill it, could be emptied at the rate of 60 times a minute, without any undue

strain being put on the apparatus. The immense advantages of this invention must be at once apparent to the practical Gardener, It will enable the Machine to do at

least a third more work, while the labour and annoyance in working it, as compared with ordinary Machines, is three-fourths lessened. If a Lawn, which formerly took

a Machine nine hours to mow can now be done in six hours, with three-fourths less labour to the man who works the Machine, nothing further is necessary to establish

the utility and worth of the invention.

PRICES.

Width of Cutter.

"No. 1.—48-inch Machine
"No. 2.—42-inch Machine

SHANKS
Including

•

t « #

« ft 4 i *

« » 4

£28
26

NEW PATENT HOESE MACHINE.
Box of Tools for Sharpening. &c., and rirections.

Width of Cutter.

No. 3.—36-inch Machine ...£22 Brcmn ly a JTorse,

No. 4.—30-inch Machine ... 19 Drawn hy a Horse or a strong Fott^^ > Drawn "by a Horse.

SHANKS f PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINES,
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions,

^0, 5.—30-inch Machine . £15 15 Drawn ly a Fony
\
No. 6.—28-inch Machine . JE14 10 Drawn ly a Fony \ No. 7.—25-ineh Machine, £12 10 Drawn ly a Donkty

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINES, FOB PUSHING 05 DEAWING SEPAEATELY OR TOGETHER.
'^'^

Including Box of Tools fpr Sharpening, &c,, and Directions.

N'o. a—24-inch Machine £8 17 6 ) -rp^^u, ,„«^i.„^ j„ T.n^\r^ I
^^- 10.—19-inch Machine £7 12 6 JEasily worked hy a Man and Boy

'No. 9.-22-inch Machine 8 7 6]
"^''^'^5' ''°'^*^'^ ^S' t^^ ^^ | No. ll.-16-inch Machine... ... 6 17 6 Badly worked hy a Man

No. 12.—13-inch Machine £6 2 6 Easily worJced hy a Boy

The Patent Delivering Apparatus if attached to the Hand Machines, and they are strongly recommended to be so, 20s. extra.

SHAKES' PATENT HAHD MACHINE, FOE DEAWING ONLY.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

No. 13.—22-inch Machine ... £7 5 Easily tvorJced ly a Man and Boy
\
No. 14.—19-inch Machine ... £6 15 Ba^Iy worked hy a Man and Boy

No. 15.—16-inch Machine ' £6 5 Easily icorhed hy a Man

f** The Machines are warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of they may b^ aj; once returned.

The Prices include delivery at most of the Bailway Stations throughout the Kingdom.

TESTIMONIALS:-
J.

&om Mr. Geoege Ey;.es, late Chief Superintendent of the Grounds and entire Hortlctiliural Department of the Crystal Falace, Sydenham, and now appointed to the

Superintendence of the Horticultural Society's New Gardens, Kensington Gore, and the Gardens, Chiswick, in favour of SKAN^i' Fatent Lawn Moicer~(th€

ZQ-inch Horse-potoer Machine used on the Lawns of the Crystal Falace) .—^ " Crystal Palace, December 20, 1859.

" I have ranch pleasTire in hearing testimony to the excellence of the 30-Inch Shanks' patent Lawn Mowing Machme you sent ns. We have had it in use almost

•daily up to the end of the mowing se^on. and it'has always performed its work in the most satisfactory manner, and has never heen once out of repair. The contrivance

for emptying the Grass Box is a great acquisition, and effects a considerable saving ofti^ne^'
'

From the Hon. M. F. T. Beekelet, Berkeley Castle, January 21, 1860.

" I have found your MowingMachine answer perfectly. It does its work well, cutting closer and more evenly than the scythe : collects and delivers the Grass, thereby

saving much time and labour."

Froin Mr. J. rviCHAEDSON, Gardener to Joseph T*eASE, Esq., Southend Gardens, near Darlington, January 21, 1860.

" Your Lawn Mowing Machine is the best of any I have yet used, doing the work speedily and well. The Delivering Apparatus is a decided improvement, and the

"beet recommendation it can have is its own simplicity."

From Mr. J. KiDD, Gardener to the Right Hon. The Eael op Aisxie, Cortachy Castle Oardetu, January 20. 1060,

"After having had one season's trial of your new and improved Mo^ving and Rolling Machine, I feel highly satisfied with the manner it do«s the work in every way.

Your last improvement, viz., the apparatus for emptying tlie Grass-Box. I consider a very great saving, both oi time and labour, as tlie l*BchiDe doe« not require to he

stopped to have the Grass-Box emptied. Before I ^ot this Machine nearlv half the time was taken up in having so often to stop to have the Grass-Box emptied. There b
tinother improvement which was not on my last Machine, viz., the
niter it m five minutes. In short, I would be sorry to be obliged

From Mr. J. MoiB, Gardener to ths Right Hon. LoBD Lotat, Beaufort Castle, Beauty, January 23 1 860.
^ . . u

- 1 am happy to have it in my power ' - ' - ' "- "^^^=*- -^— --proved Grass-Cuttin^ Machines. The Dehvermg Apparatus works admirably

and is a great saving of time. I think no one

r. MoiE, Gardener to tfie itigni, jiou. i^ui^ ^v/,-^, -j-- •----, - - ... . ^

i. :iA i- r «^«^ f,^ +liP TiHlitv of vour improved Grass-Cutting Mathmes. The Del

n: ^r7XZ7^eeX^^^<^ w'tCut a &owin« MacHne with you. i.pn.ven,enU.

SOLE AGENTS FOR LONDON
J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CiTY, LONDON, E.C
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PATENT LAWN MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINES.

B.

30-inch wide PONY POWER MACHINE, made also of Smaller Sizes for Hand Power.

A MUELSON'S LAWN M^O W E R S
WITH BOYD'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS,

5

CAN BE USED IN WET AS WELL AS DRY WEATHER.

LAST YEAR'S SALES WERE NEARLY A THOUSAND, EVERY ONE OF WHICH GAVE THE GREATEST SATISFACTION.
TESTIMONIALS expressing such satisfaction have been kindly sent by some hundreds of the purchasers to the Manufacturer, who will be glad to forward a copr

with description and prices of Machines post free on receipt of application.

Mr. SAMUELSON is now receiting orders for Twenty to Thirty a day, and will execute them in the order they are received.

Warehouse West
- *

HAD OF DEAHE & CO.. LONDON BEIDGE, E.C.. AND ALL
Manufactory: Britannia Works, Banbury.

LAW^ 'MOWERS. ROL-
LERS, WATKR ENGINKS,

CHAIRS, TABLB9, and orery
deacription of Gnrden reqiiiBitei.
~ HURDLES^ GATES7~~WIRE
FENCING, Ac.

CARTS, MOWERS. HAY-
MAKERS, HORSE RAKES,
DRILLS, PLOUGHS, Ac.

STEAM ENGINES, TllRKSH-
ING MACHINES, HORSE
WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, be.

PUMPS, CHURNS, MANGLES, BINS, Ac.

Prico Lwts fr«e upon application to
THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO. LIMITED,

Swan Lank, Upper Thames Street, London. E.C.

rriUE annexed sketch repre-
JL aentsthe GLKNNY WATERING
POT, which will be found a decided
Improvement upon the old-fiiahioned
one, M from the peculiar construction
of the handle the weiiarht is more easily
balanced in the hands, which enables
the UBer to empty with far leu mus-
cular exertion and fatigue a pot of thifl

Kind than one upon the old plan.
Of all Ironmonpferfl, Ha.rdwareraen, and Seedsmen ; and of

LovERiDOE & SnooLBRfcD, Wolverfaampton, Sole Manufacturers.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, kSTABLiSHED 1738.

GARDEN ENGINES AND SYRINGES.
|JTYLOR AND SONS, Warwick Lane, Newgate I

• Street, London, E.G.. befl' to call attention to their Tcry
superior manufacture ofGARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGES.

Fijr. 698. J. Tylor &. Sons* BARROW GARDEN ENGINE in
beat well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Ttlor & Sons' Im-
proTcd Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader,
which answers the purpose of the separate rose, fan, and jet.

Contents of Tub :

—

15 gallons . . £5 10
| 28 gallons . . £6 18

Fig. 599. Ditto TINNED IRON TUB.

8 gallons
£2 16

Contents of Tub:—
12 gallons 16 gallons 24 gallons
£3 5 £4 £5

30 gallons
£5 18

SAYNOR AXD COOKERS warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Aa—

Sold by all reflnectahle Nurserymen and Seed Merchants In
the three Kinffdoms.

Fig. M8. No.l. REGISTERED SYRINGE, with Indiarrubber
RQction tube, one rose and jet . . . . £1 5 each

No. 2. Ditto ditto 1 l
Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto . . . . 10

>*

BRADKOKD'S PATENT WASIIINO MACHINE
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

" I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordmary patronage I have re-
odTed from all parts of Enjiland, Ire-
Iwd, and Scotland, and which h^
Tery Eur exceeded my most sanguine
expectations."— Thomas Bradford,
Patentee. Cathedral Steps, Manchester.
London Office : «3, Fleet Street, E C.
N.B. My Machines always have,

S^i'^.'^ ** »e°t on approval,

L^T^^T P*y^<»t. bescrip!
Uon and Price free by post.

mg. 619. GARDEN SYRINGE,withone rose andjet.'125.6rf.each.
620. Ditto ditto H 6
«21. Ditto ditto 10 6
622. LADIES' GARDEN SYRINGE, with do. 8

tt

>f 9t

*9

9t

Pig. 623. READ'S SYRINGE, with two rows and onejet, 18$. 6d.

, 624. READ'S SVRINGE, with one rose and jet ..16 6
625. Improved ditto ditto . . 14 6
626. Ditto ditto ditto .. 13

Manufacturers of Pumps and Well Engines (for shallow or
deep WellsX Plumbers' Braas Foundry of every description.
High Pressure Cocks and Closets, Copperand Timied-iron Bat^is,
Garden and Fire Engines, Lamps of every description. Copper
Goods, &c. Estimates given for Hot-water and Bath Apparatus.

_ No. 579.

^TTARNER'S SWING WATER BARKOW
T V (holding about 35 gallons), is intended for all largn

establishments where much watering is done by the wateriug
pot. By its use the gardener will save much time and labour,
paiticularly where the tank, pond, or pump is at a distance
from the garden. Price 31. 3«.

BRASS SYRINGES, from 9». to 21.^.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger in town or
country, or of John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate,
London, E.C.

SLATE WORKS. ISLEWORTH, MIDDLEStX, W.
EDWARD BECK MANiTFACTiTSEa in Slate a

variety of articles for Horticidtural purposes, all of which
may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the
Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LISTS of PLANT
TUBS and BOXES forwarded on application.

BEE-HIVES.—Prize Medal awarded to G. N. & Sons, fok
BFR-HrvES ASB Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

IM-^R'S
PROVED COTTAGE

BEE-HIVE, as originally
introduced by Geokgk
Neighbour & Sons, with all

the recent improvements,
three glasses, and thermo-
meter, price 35*., securely
packed for the country.

This unique Hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
jprofit, by the most timid;
its arrangements are so

perfect that the Honey may
be taken at any time of the
g,athering season without at
all injuring the Bees.
Early applicationsaddressed
to Geo. Neighboub <t Soss,

,^^ „ 127, High Holbom, W.C. or
149, Regent Street, London, W.. will receive pi-ompt attention-
Their newly-arranged CATALOGUE of other Improved

Hives, with drawings and prices, sent on receipt of two staropa.
Agents :—Liverpool .. James Cuthbert. 12, Clayton Street.

Manchester, J. Wil.son, 50, King Street.

Birmingham J, H. Cottrell, 15, Bull Ring.
It Dublin ., J. Edmondson &Co., 61, Dame Street.

I

i

}
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COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c.,

2, WIN SLEY STREET, LONDON, W.

^ A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

WEST OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND W^tES
VINCENT SKINNER '^~-

(late Partner with J. Weeks
lifcCo.), erects Cosbervatories,
HoT-HOtrsEs, and Hot-water
'apparatus to -warm Churches,
Hothouses, &c., and has fore

^^ .„..„„Tnen from London to superin- -

tend their construction. Upright Pipe Boilers, Plans, and
Estimatea.—V. Skiwner. Bridewell Street. Bristol.

OUNTAINS lir CAST IRON, from 30*. each-

VASES, PORTABLE IRON CONSERVATORIES,
STATUES, FLOWER STANDS,

PORTABLE HEATING APPARATUS, with TRUSS'S JOINT-

Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass Walls

for the protection of plants

or ripening wall fruit

Orchid Houses 1 Apricot and Peach Houses
Conservatories for Window or Tropical Fruit Houses
Balcony Gardening Forcing Pits and Frames

Vineries I Cucumber and ilelon Houses

COTTAM AND COMPy. liavhijr hat) upwards of 40 years* experience in the arrangement and constrnefion of

every description HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATING by the CIRCULATION of HOT WATER, and

well qualified to giiaraatec the perfect execution of any works intrustedJ;o them in the erection of

Summer Temples
" '

Arbours, &c.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

Drawing and Estimates free v^on application.

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS.
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing, Game Netting, &c.

Sveri/ description of Plain, Ornamental, Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire Work

SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy., Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon).

ANE M P A N
HORTICULTURAL^TOOLS.

GARDEN ENGINES, Galvanised Iron. Pricea

55^., 65*., 78*.. 90s., lOOs., llOs,

GARDEN ENGINES, Wood, 90*., 110*., 138*.

FLOWER STANDS, 4j. Qd. each.

CAST IRON ORNAMENTAL FLOWER
STANDS, to hold seven Vases, 27*.

PEANE^S IMOWING g MACHINES, with
Boyd's Patented Improvements, 4/, 17*. Gd.,

61. 6s., GL 17*. ed., 71. 7*.

GREEN'S PATENT MOWING MACHINES.
GREENHOUSE SYRINGES, 8*., 10*., 18*. 6d.

GARDEN ROLLERS, 1/. 14*. Gd., 2L, 21 12*.

3/. 3*., SI. 18*., 4?. 13*., 51. 12*., 71. 10*.

GARDEN STOOLS, 4*. Gd.

GARDEN SEATS, from 25*.

BOYD'S SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE, 10*. Gd.

WIRE WORK, 18 in., 4d. per yard run.

Hvery Implement for Garden use on tJie

Lotoest Terms,

DEANE'S NEW ILLUSTRATED HORTICULTURAL LIST POST FREE ON APPLICATION

DEANE'S, Opening to the Monument, London Bridge, E.G.

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch St., London, E.C., Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c.. Improved Iron and Copper Conical

Boilers, and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every de-

scription by Hot Water.
Prices and Estimates furnished upon application^

M
HORTICULTURAL ACENT AND VALUER.

R ALFRED CHANDLER, (of the late firm of

Chandler & Sons, ) 23, Priory Road, Wandsworth Road, S.

w I L ALTL I A M HE
(Late Burbridge & Healy),

118, Dorset Street, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTU RER^
HOTHOUSES "for THE MILLION .

iiw II f Made by SitAti rowEit at

J LEWIS'S HoETicuxTUEAii Works, Stamford

• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a

muchbetter and stronger principle than those manufactured

ou Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glasR ends £
and doors complete 30

Do. do, 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. 50

Do. do. 60 ft by 24 ft. do. do. fiO

LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application to
J. Lewis.

Horticultural WORKS AND hot-water
APPARATUS manufactory.

Kensai, Green, Harrow Road, London, W.
JOHN TAYLOR axd SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c., combining every improvement with elegance of
design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses hns given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner.
J. T. A Son have great pleasure in referring to nnmher^ of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

EELEY, HoTWATER Engineee, 216, City Road,
• London, E.G., opposite the Eagle Tavern, is the place to

g^tyonr HOT-WATER APPARATUS. Tu thuao who prefer

their own workpeople to fix E. Elkt will give every instruction

as to the best manner. Can supply them Pipes, Boilers, and
Connections of every kind cheaper than any other house in

the trade.

N.B. By sending a rough sketch E. E. will cut the pipe

any length, drilling for cistern pipes, screwing, <fcc., free of any
avkm Mi?iPfrA r'nTit.Dtpf.s tjiUfin tc\ anv Rxtent. Estimates free,

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
P A T E W T,

TG. MESSENGER, HonTiCFLTrRAL Builder,

• P^TFNT Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Ac,

Loughborough, begs respectfully to call the attention of the

Nobility. Gentry, Nurserymen, Ac, to his Patented Division-

less Horticultural Erectitms and Mode for Ventilatmg same.

A^ Model Erection, showing these as well a» many other

iiuDroveraents, sent carriage free to any gentlemsm requiring

ihJ same Also an Illustrated Price List of bis Garden iS^ne,

whicMs cheaper than any other. T. G.
^^^^''Lfnf'it"

is now at work at many gentlemen's seats m the country,

giving the utmost satisfaction.
^

T G M.'s perfect and simple Hot-water Valve 4 m., 22*. ;

^ « in 1S« Cd Plans, Estimates, &c., sent upon application.

DRINKING FOUNTAIN S.

Please address in full, William Hood, Horticultural En-
gineer and Founder, 68, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.

EAUTIFUL TEKRA COTTA GARDEN
DECORATIONS selling off at very reduced prices, in

consequence of expiration of lease, at 204. Marylebone Road,

N.W. This is the last week of sale, including 1851 PRIZE
MEDAL and other VASES, FIGURES, SUN-DIAL PEDES-
TALS, ART FLOWER POTS, EDGING, FILTERS, &c., by

Ja3. Pulham, Terra CotU Works, Broxboume. Herta.

GARDEN BORDER EDGING T1LE6.

ROSHER AND CO. bepr to invite attention to their

varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-
EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages o\er Box or Grass-

edging in that they afford no harbour for slugs, Ac, take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.

They may be had of various patterns at R. & Co.'b premises.

Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars, aE. ; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.B.

N.B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on
application. Ornamental Flower Boxes kept in stock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES fob CONSER-
VAT0RIE3, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES. Ac,

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buflf colours,

and capable of forming a variety of deaigns. Also WHITE
TILES, highly glazed, for Lining Wails of Baths, Dairies,

Kitchen-ranges, Larders, Ac. To be obtained of Rosher & Co.,

at their premises as aboire.

ARi^^EH'S IMPROVED LIQUID MA:NURE
OR GENERAL PORT^VBLE PUMR

These Pumps are fitted with,

Warner's P^itent Bucket and Valvc^
and cannot clog in action. The barrel

is made of galvanised iron, not likely

to corrode^ andean be raised or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together^ and may be car-

ried with ease by one man to tank or
pond. £,^ ^^

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail pipe, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of

w

planished copper
Stand and Pump, with plain

tail pipe, for tying on sue-
tion pipe

2-inch patent n^bber and can*
Tas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either 10, 12^ or 15 ft»

per foot

3 17 «

2 9

2 2

Kay be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or

country, at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Manufac-
turers, X WarkerASons, 8, Crescent, Jewin St, London, E.C.

Every description of Machinery for raising Water, by means
oTWheela, Kams, Deep "Well Pumps, iic. ; also Fire and Garden
Eni^ines, Lc. Engravings sent on application.

LEMING'S SALTING MACHINE foe
DESTROYING WEEDS ON GRAVEL WALKS, Ac —

This most useful Machine has given the greatest satisfaction

wherever it has been introduced, and it is the only effectual

means of keeping Drives and Walks completely clear of Weeds.

Extract from Article "Trentham," in Gardener$' ChronicU
ofJanuary 2*2, 1859-

"And I would observe in passing from these groun<Ifl that

the whole of the Grass and Gravel are kept in the most fyerfect

order by the aid of machinery ; the former by a Horse Machfno
wlicrever it can be worked* a small hand instniraent being

tised in places of difficult access; the latter Is kept in order by
a Salting Mnchine, the invention of Mr. Fleming, ftnd judgiogr

from the beautiful condition of the Gravel in every diraotton,

I should Bay that it was altogether most efficient"

The Mowing Machines here referred to are Shaxkb'.

Frr^m 77w -F)>W of April 2, 186».

"The Salting Machine will efftctually destroy the Weedi on
Gravel Walks and Drives."

Testimomals with full particulan! and prices may be had on

application to Alexander Shanka & Sos, Dens Iron Works,

Arbn^ath, Patentees of Imprr.ved Mowing, Rolling, CoUectfaig,

and Delivering Machine for lawns, Hot-Water Apvaratus

Manufacturers, &c.



SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 100 YEARS

M C

COVENT GAEDEN MARKET, LONDON, W

ERICA, collected from the choicest Cape species, per packet, Is., Is. 6d„ and 2s. 6d.

Strong Plants of SPERGULA PILIFERA, from the Original Stock,
For Eockwork, Edgings to Flower Beds, Fountains, Sloping Banks, Terraces, and Ltlawns.

8s,, 15s, and 20s.

It requires no mowing, and when well established is very superior to Tarf

per 100. Seed, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. per packet

PELARGONIUM.
The great desire manifested by amateurs for raising new and improved varieties of this splendid class of plants has induced oxir Sardinian Correspondent to mve this miHfv i

•

especial attention. He has, therefore, collected seed only from flowers of the highest merit : thus affording a chance of raising varieties equal to any at present in cultivaUnn T»Vi 5,.-l^iSpecimens exhibited at the Crystal Palace may be seen at our Establishment.
A collection saved from 12 English varieties each containing 10 seeds

ditto ditto 12 French ditto ditto
ditto ditto 12 Fancy ditto ditto

fr * 7s. €d.
7 6
7 6

Clioicc mixed, saved from finest English, varieties, per packet
ditto ditto ditto French ditto
ditto ditto ditto Faucy ditto

• t

tt

*>

SPLENDID DOUBLE ITALIAN-SAVED CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEED
IN SEALED PACKETS, FROM ONE OP THE CHOICEST COLLECTIONa IN EUROPE.

*

2«. Bd.

2 6
2 6

Thefollowing _Camations and Picotees have been s^ved with the greatest care by our Sardinian Correspondent, a most successful and dYstingi.ished Amateur, and onls from the mn«fthe English s^ge varieties, or seedlings from them ; they can be confidently recommended to the lovers of this exquisitely beautiful cl^s nf)t hue double flowers, and with a fair chance of obtaininsr varieties of the irrftat.Pst.valnp Th« P(.,-,^t„<,i «». t,.^^ ^..^;^»^^, \A »,. . A. „ **?'

-" •*& VJ..1. •••.11/11.3 tlUiJ i. lUMLCWa *lilr> C
perfect flowers of the newest and handsomest of
ptots, as cortam to produce at least SO per cent, of Bue double flowers, and With a fair chan-oe of Obtaining viSetiVs of th^'gi^aVsr^aTua Th1> Pen^tu^r^^Tr^r' ari^Uorufoor^^^^

a, il grown m pots, are highly ornamental for Conservatory or Greenhouse decoration in Winter and Spring.

6s. Od.

the open ground, during the whole of the Autumn months ; and
A coUection of 12 varieties, each containing 10 seeds .. 6s. Od. | A collection ofl2 varieties Fancy, each containing 10 seeds .. ..

A u\' c
" *• ^'^'^-

' ^^ ditto Fancy ditto 5 seeds .. .. 33. Gd. \ Choice mixed, per packet .; 2s 6dA CO ectionofl2 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 10 seeds €s. Od.
|
A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each contaimng 5 seeds 58. 6d. I Choice mixed per packet '>s MA CO ection of 12 varieties, each containing 10 seeds . . 78. Od. \ A collection of 12 varieties, each conUuning 5 seeds .. 4s. Od. | Choice mixed, per packet ^V 6d'A collection on2 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 10 seeds Cs. Od.

\ A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 5 .seeds Ss. 6d, \ Choice mixed per iiacket 2*"
6d"

BEAUTIFUL BIENNIALS AND ERENNIALS
D CoUection contains 25 packets in 25 varieties for 55. ; E Collection contains 18 packets in IS varieties for 35. 6d. ; F Collection contains 15 packets in 15 varieties for 2s. 6d

T>er v'ST^'n/inphl??^^^?!.
COMPOUND in bo^cs U. &., and 10.. 6d. ; do. BRITTAIN'S GARDEN NETTING for protecting Fruit Trees or shading, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. 5d M and <lrf

miww-^
^^ ^'^''^^* T'^^^^ f«^ shading, 3d. per yard, 10. 20, and SO-yard pieces ; SHAW'S TIFFANY at advertised prices.

'
'

' '
^""^ ^'*-

p(^agestampf"^°
MARKIIMG-INK PENCILS for writing indelibly on garden labels.-Every Amateur and Gardener should purchase this Pencil, sent post paid on receipt of 18

m

SCARLET CERANSUM, "THE BEACON."
ELAING is still sending out Plants of the above,

• a fine dark Horse-shoe leaved variety suitable for bed-
omg, a splendid bright scarlet with clear white eye, habit
similar to Tom Tbumb. It has been pronounced by eood
judges to be a great acqhisition.
Early orders are requested to secure good plants, as the

stock is now- limited. Plants 3s. Gd. each. Discount to the
Trade when three or more are taken.

_
Twickenham Nurseries, Middlesex, S.W.

WNEW BEDDING GERANIUM " DAYSPRlNC."
ItLlAM BADMAN and CO., Gravesend, are

, ^
""* prepared to send oat this distinct and beautiful

piant, which they can with confidence recommend as a great
acquisition among variegated kinds.
The foliaffe, which is large, is distinctly flaked with sulphur

yellow, gtvmg it a novel and picturesque appearance
The flower i.s bright scarlet, truss carried uji well above the

fohage, closely resembling in colour and size the well-known
Geranium "Punch."
The habit is free but compact, making it very suitable for

m<l3, or for the second row iu a ribbon border; it grows and
flowers freely in winter, so that it must prove very useful for
winter decoration in the conservatory.

Received Certificate of Merit at Maidstone, June, 1S50
Piants 7$. Gd. each, four for three to the Trade. Remittance

or raference from unknown correspondents.—June 9.

J^

NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.
OUN STANDISH. in offerinj? the following Plants
can as8i»^ his customers tbat they are now in"fine con-

dition for sending out:

—

MYOSOTIDIUM NOBILE. or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each
3ls. 6t;.—This pUuit, from the Chatham Islands, is one of the
most remarkable that h.is been introduced for some years
being totally di-stinct from all others. It hfts large thick
leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sends
up magnificent truseea of bloom of the most beautiful blue
and white, similar to a Forget-rae-not, but of a giant form.A Dniwmg of It is published in Ciirtis'a "Botanical Maga-
7.ine for September. A description taken from the above is
aiao published m the Oardenera' Chronicle of Sept 17 1859
wherein Dr. Liudley^ys :—- This is the handsome pei4nmai
provisionally named Cynoglos-sura nobUe by Dr. Hooker in
crai last year's Volume, page 240. It is quite deserving all
the encommms that have been passed UTwn it

"
BHODODENDRON NUTTALII.-The largest flower of all yetknown having U flowers in a truss, each flower being

Gi inches across. Seedling plants. 3 inches high 7s. Qd
each ; 60«. per down ; or 2lV. per 100.

*

P^OX MR^, STANpryH.-The purest white, with a large
, -®?*; 2- f^'^"- -^^ ^ ^'^^^ collccttoTi of the finest kinds

wluch J. S. has shown during the last summer and in every
*^®. L^?^'^^^***

^'^^ ^"^«- ^l«"t8 from Is. to 2*. Gd. each.CATALOGUE containing a full description of the bestHardy Plants incnltivati _. viUbe forwurdedouappUcationto
The Royal Nurser-r. Btitr ^ *"•

PLANTS OF CABBACET SAVOY7~kAL£7 BROCCOLr
CAULIFLOWER, AND CtLERY,

3UX CATTELL begs respectfully to infirm the
public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of the above

superior true sorts, which ho will forward to order on receipt
of postage stamps or Poat-olfice Order, made payable here, at
tiie foUowing prices, package included :—All the sorts of Early
Wjbage Savoy and Rule, inchiding Brussels Sprouts, Gd. dot
1«; 4». W. per 1000. All the sorts of Autumn an<i Spring

SPERGULA PILIFERA FOR GARDEN
LAWNS AND VERGES.

SEEDS AND PLANTS.
SUTTON AITD SONS having

obtained a large Stock, are enabled
to supply the same at low rates, viz. :

—

SPERGULA PILIFERA SEED (Post
free with instructions).—Large packets,
5^. and Ids. each ; small packets. Gd.
and 1.?. each.
SPERGULA PILIFERA PLANTS.—

Strong plants for division, 4s. per dozen,
30s. per 100 ; smaller. U. 9d. per dozen,
12s. per 100.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reding.

SORGHUM, OB
HOLCUS SACCHARATUS SEED.
SUTTON AND SONS, Importers,

can supply genuine new Seed at
Is. Gd. per lb., or Gd. per packet. With
Instructions on Cultivation.

GTNERIUM ARGEXTEUil, orPAM-
PAS GRASS.—A packet of Seed, with
Instructions on Cultivation, free by
post on receipt of 12 penny stamps.

Plants, Is. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed
Establishment, Reading.

J

Q WEDE3 AND EARLY TUUNIPS, Carriage free.
KJ The best sorts for present sowing are :—

Page's Improved Hardy Swede . . .. U. Od. per lb.
This variety has stood the severe winter weU.

Page's Improved Skirving'a o 9
« *V , «, " Hardy Whit«, good stock 1
Sutton 3 Champion i q
Page's Improved Early Red Globo Turnip! ! 10
Pomeranian White Globe ditto .

.

9
Yellow Globe Mangel . . .

.

i o
.
White Belgian Carrot .. .. [[ l] i o
Kohl Kabi, imported .. .. *, 50
Cattle Cabbage "

i." 3 6
Holcua saccharatus '.16
Dwarf Essex Rape ., .. .'.

!! 4
Imported Italian Bye-grass, per qr., 50«. _

Tares, Buckwheat, Furze, Lucerne, Mustard, «c.
mixed Pasture and Lawn Grasses.
Page & Toooood, Royal South Hants Seed Establishment.

Southampton.

tt
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4* ?i ^J^l^^r **• ^- P*^** ^*^00. Early and Late Cauli-
flower and Red Pickhng Cabbage, lOrf. per 100. Bedded Celery,

tf'i?" ^Lt ^ o Pf ^^^^- I^'-""i^^^'=^d or Cattle Cabbage
Sj. 6d. per 1000 Packages containing plants to the value ofU and upwards will be delivered carriiige free to London,goydou, and the Edenbridge Station of the South-Eastern

at^n^T^^u''^^
Heliance Cabbagre may be had free by post*t U per packet, containing half an ounce.

^UTBery and Seed EatabUshment, Wcsterham, Kent

NEW VERBENAS.
MESSRS. J. ATra C. LEE can recommend the

following 12 VERBEN^AS, now sent out for the first
time, for size, shape, and superior beddin;,' tiualities

?,^}9^SS>^^^'^L^^^^^^—^'^> ^^ a^d fine, of good habit.
MIgS RUTH.—Purple, large and fine, of excellent habit.
MISS EGLA.—Deep scarlet, clear white eye, very fine, in the
class of "Geant des BHtailles." ^ -

J

LADY MARY BOUVERIE.-Crimson. white eye. in tbo class
of "General Simpson."

CAROLINE.— Ro.'?e sluided violet, large and very fine.
ROYAL SCARLET.—Intense seariot, finely ehaped flower, of

first-rate habit.
'

J^^^'IXX,^^^^"^^^^'^ '^™' dark eye, neat and pretty.
WALTER.-Dark crimson, pale eve, fine.
MRS. GLYN—Light rose, tine. "

EDWARD OLIVER.—Lilac, fine and lar^e.
LORD CLYDK.—Rose shaded, purple, large and good,
ilisa ANNA.—Scarlet, fine clear yellow eye, in the class of
"Mm Trotter." Price 30*. the set.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

NEW FUCHSIAS.
MESSES. J. AND C. LEE beg to offer the nnder-

named FUCHSIAS as superior for size, shape,
colour, and substance. They are also of remarkably good
habit and very free bloomers.

CRINOLINE has an enormous jupe or petticoat of violet
crimson, surmounted by bright crimson waxy sepals, finely
reflexed.

JESSY DOUGLAS is an exceedingly rich flower, resembling
the above in colour, and is very proUfic. Both are first-
class show flowers, and are now offered for the first time.
Price 7«. Gd. eajh.

Nuraery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith. London, W.
CALAOIUM CHANTINM.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS heg: to state
that they can supply fine Plants of the above (the finest

speciea in cultivation) at Ifls. Gd. each. — Paradise Nursery.
Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, Hollnway, Ixaidon, N.

NEW SPRING CATALOGUE.
WILLIAM BARNES be^a to inform his patrons

and friends that his New DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
for the present scfwon is Now Ready. It contains selections of
Indian Azaleas, Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Chrysan-
thenjums, Fuchaias, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Petunias,
Phloxes, Cinerarias, Hollyhocks. Liliums. Roses, Miscellaneous
Bedding Plants, Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, &c., and
will be forwarded poet free on application.

Camden Nui-sery, Camberwell, London, S.

PELARGONIUMS, &c.—2000 Show, Fancy, :French
and English Spotted varieties, from Gs., 9>t., 12s. to I85.

per dozen; FUCHSIAS of 1859, 0.?. per dozen; GLOXINIAS
new, 20*. per dozen, 6 for 12«. ; TYDEAS, new, 11 varieties for

18s. ; ACHIMENES, choice, 9.9, per dozen ; BEGONIAS,
several choice varieties, from Is. Gfl. to 35. Gd. each. Also a
large quantity of VERBENAS, DAHLIAS, and other Bedding
plants. The Trade supplied. Catalogue for one stamp,

Hekry Walton, Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley.

CHOICE SEEDS,
MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg

ofl"er the following New and Genuine SEEDS,
which are strongly recommended :

—

P. packet

—

s.

BROCCOLI, Penzance White (Mitchinson's) . . 1
CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-
more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation. , 1

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties .. ..1
LETTUCE, Alma ^Griffin's) ^ .. .. ..J.

MELONS, all the best varieties .[ '.'.
. I

all

d.

6

6

to
of

, Red, , ..

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOT,ARTA, herbaceous, finest mixed
CINERAUIA, from finest named varieties

„ maritima
CELOSIA aurea pyramidalis

„ criaison-feathered variety
COCKSCOMB, dwarf, extra fine ..

9
2

1

1

1

6
6
6
6
6

6
6

DIAXTHUS Heddewiggi jLOBELIA erinusspeciosa (true) .. .. ," 1
Pansy, from named varieties

*'
i

PERILLA Nankinensis ..
" "' A

PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata ,'.* .'." " 1
SOLANUM capsicastrum .. ,. ['

"
1

„ psendo-capsicum
; thi.* is quite equal

in beauty for decorative purposes
to the preceding 1

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE*of VEGE-TABLE SEEDS, containing al! the best varieties in cultivation,
is published, and wul be forwarded post free on amplication.
An inspection and comparison with the prices of several

Firtns advertising Seeds carriage free is respectfully solicited.
Paradise N ursery, Seven Sisters and Honisey Roads, HoUo-

way, London, N.
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ERARIA SEEDS.
SAVED FROJl THE

CHOICEST NEW SORTS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for

sending out SEEDS of very superior CINERARIAS, which

have been carefully saved from fine selected flowers of all the

hest new varieties.

The great satisfaction which their Cineraria Seed has given

for several successive years, haa induced them to pay even
greater attention to the quality, which enables L,, P., & Co. con-

fidently to recommend the Seed of this present sens^n's saving,

as being vastly superior to any
i
reviously sent out by them.

Packets sealed and warran ed at 2s. 6d, eact», free by post.

The present is an excellent time for solving, and as their

stock owing to its select quality is limited, early orders are

respectfully solicited.

Exeter Nursery. Exeter, established 1720.

ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—Notice is hereby
given, that the next Ordinary Meetinpr of the Horticul-

tural Society for the Election of Fellows will be held at the

Museum of Science and Art, South Kensington (by permission

of the Lord President of the Privy Council), on TUESDAY,
June 26; the Cbair to be taken at 1 o'clock, f-m. On this

occasion a Ballot for Plants will also take place,

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT.
1, CuPRKssus LiWsoNiANa- One of the finest of the new

hardy Califomian Cypresses.

2, CuPREssus GovENiANA. A hardy tree-

s' Ptnus tuberculata. A hardy Califomian tree.

4. Chordzema cordatum. a greenhouse shrub.
5. Sekdling Caimellias. From Florence,

6. Callistemon RUQ0LOSUM. A greenhouse shrub-

7. ViMiNARiA DEXTJDATA. A grecnhouse shrub.

8. Leptospermum juniperinu:m. A greenhouse shrub-

9. PiTTosPOBUM ONDULATUM. A grcenhotisc shrub.

10. Spir-ea callosa. a hardy shrub.

11. Eriobotrya japonica. Japan Medlar.

12. Paolownia tmpertalts, a hardy deciduous tree, with blue

flowers, from Japan.
13- Tttispolymorpha. A hardy creeper.

14. Glycine sinensis alba- A hardy creeper,

15. Gardenia Florida, var. Fortuniana. A greenhouse shrub.

10. Adhatoda cvdoni-efolia. a stove shrub,

17. Ceanothus verrucosus, a hardy shrub, from California.

18- Viburnum macrgcephalum. From China.

19. Clematis MicRopaYLLA, var. LEPXorHYLLA. A greenhouse
creeper, from Australia.

Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of the

plants to be balloted for are requested, if life membera of 40

guineas or subscribers of 4 guineas a year, to name the four
sorts they would prefer ; or, if life members of 20 guineas, or

subscribers of 2 guineas a year, to name the two sorts they
would prefer. Should there be more applications for any parti-

cular plant than the number available for distribution, a Ballot

will then take place to determine which applicants are to be
supplied.
The arrangements for conducting the Ballot render it

necessary that the names or numbOTs, prefixed to the plants to

be drawn for, should be sent to the office of the Society^

8» St. Martin's Place, W.Cm on or before Saturday, June 23d,

AFTER WHICH DATE NO APPLICATIONS CAN BE ATTENDED TO.

i» A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAb SOCIETY
being about to resume the

IMPORTATION of SEEDS ANl> PLANTS
by means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council

are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this ulidertaking, A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
would be duairable. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimenials,
to the Secretaiy of the Horticultural Society, S, St, Martin's
Place, London, 'W.C,

SATURDAY, JUNJE 9, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
IT ,«., T„-„ ,,(Kojal Botanic (Exhibition ofMoNDAT, June 11

[ ^American PlantO 2 p.m.
- . ,nj Horticultural (Fruit Committee)
IDBSDAT, — l^^

ar. St. Martin's Place Noon
Wednbsdat, — 13—Microsropical - 8 p.m,

T .... ijl Horticultural (Floral Committee)
THUBBDit, —

14J at St. Martin's Place 1 r.M.

condition as to require many of the ribs to be l dividuals would be invidious ; nor is it necessary,
replaced. These are materially affected by dry for our own columns have for 20 years borne the
rot, and there are some of them which show several

gradations of foxy shading indicative of internal

mischief which may be entirely independent of any
fungous growth. The dry rot has been principally

destructive where wood has been inserted from
which the sapwood has never been removed,
though more or less general throughout the

structures. On examining the wood it is quite

clear that a great deal has been admitted which
would have been at once rejected had the vessels

been built in her Majesty's dockyards. In no case, as

far as we could see, has there been the slightest

attempt to remove the sapwood, and it is pretty

clear that the wood itself, even had this precaution

been taken, was in many cases neither properly

seasoned, nor was the selection sufficiently careful,

if indeed any care was taken in the selection at all.

Some of the wood is clearly of such rapid growth
—the annual rings or what carpenters call the lease

being peculiarly wide—as not to promise much
durability, such wood in fact as is produced in

moist warm valleys where vegetation is too

rapid to insure great powers of resistance ; and
some was most probably foxy from the beginning,

as is almost uniformly the case with trees which

have not grown from Acorns hut from, old stools.

There was moreover we believe not sufficient room
for all the vessels to be built under shelter, and

thus the wood, whether unseasoned or in itself

unfit for use, had its bad qualities increased by
the free accession of atmospheric moisture, which,

from the rapidity with which the boats were con-

structed, had no chance of drying up, but served

as a stimulus to the immediate growth of Fungi.

strongest possible testimony to the justice of this

representation. The best writers on practical

subjects have been gardeners, cr have been edu-
cated as such, who can lay down the pruning
knife, or put aside the potting-board and take up
their pens with equal skill. It is not for improv-
ing men like them that an educational horticul-

tural movement is desirable, but to increase their

number and secure an ample supply of able suc-

cessors.

There are, however, unusual difficulties in

carrying out any general scheme, on account of

the Distance of gardens from each other, and the

insufficient means of intercommunication among
the young men employed there. Small gardens in

or around towns are not the best schools of horti-

culture, and. with the exception of the metropolis,

great gardens are chiefly remote from populous

places. Toung gardeners have therefore little

means of joining schools of mutual instruction, or

attaching themselves to the Mechanics' Institutes

or other associations for local education in regular

communication with great central boards, so that

no general scheme for ascertaining educational

attainments would be likely to suit the men unless

some portion at least of the qualideations ex-

pected of them could be ascertained satisfactorily

by local certiticates, parochial or nearly so, receiv-

able for a part of the branches of Icnowtedge to

which they might be invited to apply themselves.

Upon this subject we have a rather long com-

munication from a correspondent signing himself

Linager^ who appears to entertain views of this

subject so moderate as to deserve attention. H&
There was also another evident cause of mischief says that he has been a gardener, although for

arising from the imperfection of the caulking, the

oakum not being driven completely home. The
decay of the ends of the ribs where the component
parts join each other, which is peculiarly evident,

is probably owing to this as much as to any other

cause. «

A great deal of the evil doubtless arose from the

necessity of having the vessels ready for use as

quickly as possible, but whether sufficient pre-

cautions or not were taken to secure reasonably

good workmanship and materials under the exist-

ing pressure it is not within our province to pro-

nounce ; and there is the less necessity for saying

much about the matter, as the whole subject will

doubtless be thoroughly sifted by the committee
appointed to investigate it.

Those of our readers who are acquainted with

some years he has ceased to follow the business :

he professes to be well acquainted with the real

wants and means of young gardeners, and he fully

concurs in our opinion that educational certificates

would have great practical value in their after

career, provided care was taken to demand nothing

more of them than what has an evident relation to

their future wants. He proposes that some central

body, of acknowledged authority, should promul-

gate a scheme of education, provide means of

testing qualifications, grant certificates of merit,

and offer money prizes for those who most highly

distinguish themselves. "We annex his scheme

printed nearly in his own words, to which WQ
add such of his comments as are most likely to

promote discussion.

It will be seen that he proposes three distinct

the extraordinary rapidity with which decay takes
\
examinations to be held ; the first peeliminart ;

place occasionally in vessels where the utmost
precautions have been made to secure the very best

materials, will cease to wonder at what has
happened in the gunboats. Nay it may even be

the second what is called a Pass; and the third

for HoNOUKS. The two first he would make
imperative, the third might be optional.

In the pBELTMiyARY EXAMiKATioN he would
matter of surprise that the destruction was not far require little more than what every decently-
more complete. It is notorious that none but

; educated lad must learn if he intends to rise above

The rapid decay whicb has taken place in some
of the gunboats which were built under peculiarly

Tirgent circumstances in 1856 has made the subject

of decomposition in timber, whether arising from

mere chemical change or from the influence of

Fungi, of more than ordinary interest at the

present moment. We purpose therefore to devote

two or three articles to the subject, even although

we may not be able to introduce much novelty into

a matter which has been so thoroughly ventilated
j

for many years past among men of seienc

As regards the gunboats themselves the facts

are confined within a very limited compass.

There has been mucb exaggeration respecting their

condition, but still there is so mucb of the deepest

importance remaining after every allow'ance as

to render it indispensable that proper inquiries

should be made. The assertion that it was possible
to thrust an xxmbrella through the bottom of some
of the vessels is palpably absurd to any one who
has had an opportunity of examining their con-
dition. That any pointed instrument might be
forced with little effort through the sapwood of
some of the timbers used in the construction may
be true enough, but setting aside the Teak-wood
lining, which appears to be everywhere pretty
sound, there was nothing about the outward
planking so far as we have seen which could justify
such an assertion.

Out of the 46 gunboats at Portsmouth 24 have
long since received such slight repairs as were
needful, and of the remainder three only, the
Caroline, Mackerel, and Cherokee, are in such a

the very best wood is used in our public

dockyards. It is not only seasoned in the

most approved manner, but selected with the

greatest care, and yet instances are on record in

which dry rot has made great ravages in a ship

even before it has been eompleted. But even
natural decay will sometimes under such circum-

stances render timber completely useless. In a

particular vessel which was some years on the

stocks, when alterations were necessary in conse-

quence of improvements in naval architecture

which had been made since it was first laid on the

stocks, it was found that the keel, whicb is, we
believe, always made of British Elm, was one mass

of decay, so as to make its complete renewal an

olute necessity.

the level of a labourer. The only higher points

would be land-surveying, which would be made a
separate subject, while book-keeping and timber

"measuring would form part of arithmetic. These

last would serve as a test of what is known beyond
what is commonly called cyphering. The exami-

nation should not be taken before the age of 18,

nor after that of 21; a'nd Linager would be

satistied with reports from local boards, or the

parochial clergy.

In the Pass Examination he would require

firstly ample evidence of the possession of Practical

skill as a cultivator; this would have to be
supplied by some first class gardener residing in

his neighbourhood who should be called upon to

inspect his work. Such an inspector should be

approved by the central board, appointed by it,

A few remarks made by ourselves in a late
j

and paid a reasonable fee for his trouble. On nt>

Number of the Gardeners^ Chronicle and the sug- \ account should any inspector be allowed to certify

gestions of Mr, Chester are beginning to attract to the skill of his own men. In the second place

the attention of thoughtful men. The education he would insist upon a knowledge of Practical

of the rising generation of gaedenees is a subject botany, a prominent feature of which should be

which all well wishers to those who are to live by naming at sight cultivated plants, whether m leaf

horticulture are deeply interested in ; for it must
j

and liuwer, or in neither. This he would ask the

be admitted that in this part of our social arrange- I
Horticultural Sjcit ty to place m the hands ot the

ments there is room for much improvement. The Secretary of their Floral Committee. If a candi-

race of gardeners who have carried and are carry- date had passed the first ^^e «uhjects of examina-

inrthe art of horticulture to so high a point In tion, Ltnager thmks that the Horticultural

thfs countrv cannot last forever; aSd it behoves Societv should contribute to the expenses of the

^. to takeL^^^^^
candidate's journey to Undoa. The result of

us to
^^^^^^?-^^^^f "r]^^^^^ to their own Uetting throu-h this pass examination should

to grow a

owledge g°«^, ^^^^y°?^:':7y,/.';^:n n I arthe pass e^ could not take place later

. plant ; excellent business habits skil in \^ ">« P''^/ ^^"^ ,3 t,^^,^ ^„„,i tg pie^'ty of time

io'n, good taste inarranseinen.^n^^ ^aveZS-f praSeal pbysiology and anaeqnaint- to rrepare

ance with various collateral matters are qualities

by no means rare among them. To name in-

named for honours.

TheEsAMiXArioN FOiiHo>'orESw:uld of course
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l)e optional; but no one should be permitted to'tion; for without their agency, the pollen-ninsges

offer himself unless he had already received a are never removed and wither within their pouches.

As this would be one ^
*" '' *^''" "" *^'~ -i- a. ,.
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certificate of having passed,

of great importance it ought not to be accessible to

men under the age of 25. It should consist

—

1, of Vegetable physiology in its relation to the

functions of plants ; 2, of Geograpliyj so far as the
native countries of cultivated plants and the
climate to which they are naturally exposed are

concerned ; 3, of Climate, that is to say of the
influence exercised upon plants by temperature,
moisture, &c. ^These three subjects might be
taken by the Society of Arts.

LiKAOEB further proposes a Pomohgical Exa-
minatioTif for the purpose ofascertaining the know-
ledge of varieties of fruit, which he thinks Mr. Hogg
as Secretary of the Pomological Committee might
be induced by the Horticultural Society to under-
take. And to all these he would add so much of
Mathematics as are required for understanding
the first book of Euclid ; but he would allow any
candidate to decline this subject without prejudice.

I have proved this in the case of Orchis fnorio and
mascula by covering up plants under a hell-glass,

leaving other adjoining plants uncovered ; in the latter

I found every morning, as the flowers became fully

expanded, some of the pollen.masses removed, wliereas

in the plants under the glass all the pollen-masses
remained enclosed in their pouches.

Robert Brown, however, has remarked that the fact

of all the capsules in a dense spike of certain Orchids
producing seed seems hardly reconcileable with their

fertilisation having been accidentally effected by insects.

But I could give many facts showing how effectually

insects do their work; two cases will here suffice; in a

plant of Orchis maculata with 44 flowers open, the
12 upper ones, which were not quite mature, had not
one pollen-mass removed, whereas every one of the
32 lower flowers had one or botli pollen-masses removed

;

in a plant of Qymnadenia conopsea with 54 open
flowers, 52 had their pollen-masses removed. I have
repeatedly observed in various Orchids grains of pollen,

and in one case three whole pollen'masses on the stig-

matic surface of a flower, which still retained its own

and m this case, as its pollen masses are YurmshJd
with sticky glands. It would almost certainly
receive the benoflfc of an occasional cross imprecna
tion. It IS this curious apparent contradiction in
the structure of the Bee Orchis—one part nameV
the sticky glands, hoing adapted for fertilisation
by insect agency-another part, namely the natural

I'^^.-r .-
^^fVo^l^n-mass^s, heing adapted for

self-fertihsation without insect agency—which mal-pc?me anxious to hear what happens to the pollen-massos
of the Bee Orchis in other districts or parts of England
I should be extremely much obliged to any one
who will take the trouble to observe this point and to
communicate the result to the Gardeners* Chronicle
or to me. Charles Darwin, Down, Bromley, Kent,

Such are LiiTAGEr's proposals, not put altogether two pol 1en-masses ; and as' often, or even oftener, I have
jn hia own ianguage, which required condensation
.and arrangement, but expressed in a methodical
way. We cannot say that we wholly concur in
.every part of the scheme, but we regard it as a
good basis, upon which something valuable may
be built if experienced gardeners will take it

.
seriously into consideration and point out how it

_ may be improved.

THE EDUCATION OF GARDENERS.
The following scheme for ensuring to young men

'learning to be gardeners an economical education better
suited to their wants than they can now obtain is sub-
mitted to the consideration of those who have to guide
their course, whether as friends, guardians, or

'.'parents:

—

I.

—

Prklimixarv Eiamtnation-.
(To ho passed at any tioie betweon tho ages of IS and 21.)

Examiners.
1. WrUing . r* , .

.

H. Spelling

3. Ariihniftie, including book-keeping-
and timber measuring ,.

- 4. Land Surveying • • • • «

•

IT.—Pass Examisatios.
' -jOto be p&sfied between tho agos <

22 and 33.)

5. Pnulkal SHU in cultivation ..

Local Institutions,

or Clergy.

6w Praetieal Botany and naming plants
at sight ..

Some 'fira' -class

g:irdener.

Secretary of the
floral Com-
mittee of the
Hort. Society.

III.—EiAanNATioir for HoNoraa.
(To bo passed between tlic agoa of

24 and 25.)

T. VeffetahU rkygiolofjy, in ita relation to' > « . . ...
cuIUTation I j

8 odetj of Arts.

S. Gtographi/f so far as relates to vege- )

tation {

9. Climate, in its relation to vegetation .

.

11. MatKeiiMties (optional), not to go be-
yond tho first book of Euclid

10. Poriwloffy, naming fruits at Bight

I/inager.

)

Do.

Do.

Do.

Secretary of the
Pomological Com-
mittee ofthe Hor-
ticidturalSociety.

FERTILISATION OF BRITISH ORCHIDS BY
INSECT AGENCY.

I SHOULD he extremely much ohliged to ftn\- person
living where the Bee or Fly Orchis is tolerably com-
mon, if he will have the kindness to make a few simple
observations on their manner of fertilisation. To ren-
der the subject clear to those who know nothing of
botany, I must briefly describe what takes place in our
common British Orchids. The pollen-fn-ains form two
pear-shaped masses; each borne on a foot-stalk, with a
sticky gland at the end. The pollen masses are hidden
in little pouches open in front. When an insect visits a
flower, It almost necessarily, owing to the position of the
parts, uncovers and touches the sticky glands. These
firmly adhere to the head or body of the insect," and thus
the poUeii-itwwses are drawn out of their pouches are
dragged over the humid stigmatic surface, and the
plant is fertilised. So beautifully are the relative
degrees of adhesiveness of the gland, and of the grains
of pollen to each other and to the stigmatic surface
mutually adapted, that an insect with an adlierent
poUeu-mass will drap' it over the stigmas of several
liowers, and leave granules of roUen on each. The con-
trivance by which the sticky glands are prevented from
drying, and so kept always viscid and ready for action,
IS even still more curious; they He suspended (at least
in the two species which I have exniuined) in a little
iieaiispheric:a cup. full of liquid, and formed of such
uehcate membrance. that the side projecting over the
gangway into the nectary is ruptured transversely and
depressed by the slightest touch; and then the gland.s
sticky and fresh out of their bath, immediatJlv and
almost me^•Jtably come into contact with and adhere to

t .-u.^^' -M**
^"^ •^"'* ruptured the cup. . It is cer-

are ao^uh^tely neoe^ary for tV \v tVnilisa-

found flowers with the pollen-mnsses removed, but with
no pollen on their stigmas. These facts clearly show
that each flower is often, or even generally, fertilised

by the pollen brought by insects from another flower or
plant, I may add that after observing our Orchids
during many years, I have never seen a bee or any
other diurnal insect (excepting once a butterfly)
visit them ; therefore I have no doubt that moths are
the priests who perform the marriage ceremony. The
structure, indeed, of some Orchids leads to this same
conclusion; for no insect without a very long and ex-
tremely fine proboscis could possibly reach the nectar at
the bottom of the extremely long and narrow nectary
of the Butterfly.Orchis ; and entomologists have oc-
casionally captured moths with pollen-masses adhering
to them. If any entomologist reads this, and can
remember positively having caught a moth thus
furnished, I hope he will give its name, and describe
exactly to which part of the moth's body the sticky
gland adhered.

We may now turn to the genus Ophrys ; in the Fly
Orchis (Ophrys muscifera), the pc^len-masses, furnished
with sticky glands, do not naturally fall out of their
pouches, [nor can they be shaken out; so that insect-
agency is necessary, as with th(* species of the other
genera, for their fertilisation. But insects here do their
work far less effectually than with common Orchids

;

during several years, previously to 1858. I kept a record
of the state of the pollen-masses in well-opened flowers
of those plants which I examined, and out of 102
flowers I found either one or both pollen-masses re-
moved in only 13 flowers. But in 1858 I found
17 plants growing near each other and bearing
57 flowers and of these 30 flowers had one or both
pollen-masses removed; and as all the remaining
27 flowers were the upper and younger flowers, they
probably would subsequently have had most of their
pollen-masses removed, and thus have been fertilised.
I should much like to hear how the case stands with
the Fly Orchis in other dUtricts; for it seems a strano-e
fact that a plant should grow pretty well, as it does tn
this part of Kent, and yet during several years seldom
be fertilised.

We now come to the Bee Orchis {Ophrys apifera\
which presents a very different case ; the pollen masses
are furnished with sticky glands, but differently from
in all the foregoing Orchids, they naturally fall
out of their pouches ; and from being of the proper
length, though stiU retained at the gland-end,
they iall on the stigmatic surface, and the plant is
thus self- fertilised. During several years I have ex-
amined many flowers, and never in a single instance
found even one of the pollen-masses carried away by
insects, or ever saw the flower's own pollen-masses fail
to fall on the stigma. Robert Brown consequently
believed that the visits of insects would be injurious to
the fertilisation of this Orchis; and rather fancifully
imagined that the flower resembled a bee in order to
deter their visits. We must admit that \:hQ natural
falling out of the poUen-masses of this Orchis is a
special contrivance for its self-fertilisation; and as
fay as my experience goes, a perfectly successful con-
trivance, for 1 have always found this plant self-ferti-
lised

; nevertheless a long course of obser>'ation has
made me greatly doubt whether the flowers of any kind
of plant are for a perpetuity of generations fertilised bv
their own pollen. And what are we to say with respect
to the sticky glands of the Bee Orchis, the use and
efficiency of which glands in all other British Orchids
are so manifest? Are we to conclude that this one
species is provided with these organs for no use ? I
cannot think so; but would rather infer that, during
some years or in some oth.;r districts, insects do visit
the Bee Orchis and occasionally transport pollen from
one flower to another, and thus give it the advantage of
an occasional cross. We have seen that the Fly Orchis
is not in this part of the country bv any means suflS-
ciently often visited by insects, though the visits of
insects are indispensable to its fertdisation. So with
rhe Bee Orchis, though its self-fertilisation is speciallv
provided for, it may not exist here under the most
tavourable conditions of life; and in other districts or
durmg particular seasons it may be visited by Insects,

'S:>

THE CROWN ESTATE OF CHOPWELL WOOD?,
I SAW a statement in a public paper the other day

showing the income and expenditure of the Crown estate
of Chopwell Woods, in the county of Durham from
May 1853 to May 1859 ; and as it was given in such
a way as to bring out the actual result of the system of
management which has been pursued, compared with
that recommended by me in my report on these woods,
detailed in the thirtieth report of the Commissioners of
H.M. Woods and Forests, bearing date November 29
1852, 1 think it right, in justice to both the Right Hon'
T. F. Kennedy and myself, to refer very shortly to the
results as now brought out.

In December 1851 Mr. Kennedy, who was then
Commissioner in charge of H.M. Woods and Forests
requested me to inspect the Crown woods and
plantations at Chopwell, and to report to hira my
opinion in regard to them; and this I did iu
a report to him dated December 31 of the year last
named. The substance ofmy recommendations in reo-ard
to this property of the Crown may be summed up thus

:

—
" Seeing that the existing stock of wood on these

lands, to the extent of 779 acres, is in such an unhealthy
state, in consequence of past neglect, that it will not
now produce more than one-eighth of the value it
would have done had it been in time attended to and
well managed, I would strongly advise to have the
crop on the extent above specified entirely cut down
and disposed of, the land effectually drained, and pro-
perly replanted with Larch alone, for which it is well
adapted." I stated in my report that "the present
value of the crop on the extent advised to be cleared
was 11,138?., and that although it should be allowed to
stand for other 20 years it could not at the end of that
period be worth more than 15,100Z. while if it were
cleared and properly replanted immediately after, there
would, under future good management, exist upon the
same land in 20 years after the completion of plantin
a crop of Larch worth at least 17,000/."

After a great deal of discussion with the Treasury in
respect to my recommendations for the improvement
of this woodland property of the Crown, Mr. Kennedy
was authorised to pnt them in operation and to carry
them out; and now that they have been carried out,
the result is that 15,079?. has been realised by the
sales of the wood upon the 779 acres recommended to
be cleared, which is 3941?. more than my valuation of
it at the time. This diflerence is accounted for from
the facts that in 1851, when I valued the crop in these
woods, the price of such small trees as it consisted of
was very low, and that in about one year afterwards it

rose nearly 20 per cent. As it stands, however, this
result is doubtless satisfactory to all parties.
With regard to the expenditure. I estimated the cost

of clearing, draining, and replanting at 4767?. 14^. in
all, while the actual result is an expenditure of4792?. Zs.
This, then, must also be considered satisfactory, and
goes to prove that the Deputy Surveyor has acted
energetically and judiciously in the performance of all

the operations he has now completed for the future
improvement of the Chopwell Woods; that Mr. Ken-

.

nedy, in appointing hira to the charge, put the right
*

man in the right place; and that if he (Mr. Kennedy)
had remained in the oflSce of Woods, the improvements
he contemplated and projected, in respect to the other
woodlands of the Crown, would, by this time, have
been equally as satisfactorily carried out.
With regard to- ^htrciup of Larch which has been

planted on the 779 acres which were cleared at Chop-
well, I may only remark that it is in the most promis-
ing condition possible, and gives evidence that the land
.3 now well suited to bring the trees to even more than
the value which I anticipated, and which I stated in mv
report on the subject. In proof that the crop is makin-
satisfactory progress. I may only state that although
the oldest portion of it is only six years planted.
thousands ot the trees are already upwards of 18 feet
hi^-h. This extraordinary resuitis nomore than I expected
when I recommended the planting of this estate with
Larch, and goes to prove the immense advantages of a
thorough and well-conducted system of drainage in the
rearmg of healthy Larch plantations.
Mr. Clutton, however, did not anticipate such a state

ot things mr.gard to the clearing and replanting of the
estate of ChopweU. as he states in his report on it,
at page 218 of the Blue Book referred to above, -I
would not advise the clearing of the whole of the
ground; if it is only partiaHy cleared and replanted,
the shelter of the masses of the present crop would be
found highly useful." He does not even suggest
dramage, and at page 219 he seems to infer that it
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wouUt not pay to plant Laruli, as he refers to some case

of the Dean and Chapter of 'Duvham having planted

extensively, and that the trees grew so badly that they

thought it would not answer. Were Mr. Glutton to

inspect the Chopwell woods now, he would I have no

doubt liave his eyes opened in regard to the effects of

drainage in the growing of woods, and would give a very

different report on the subject from that which he made
in reference to my suggestion in 1852. He then stated

in regard to the value which I said the crop would

attain in a certain number of years: "I confess this

result is startling." If he were to visit these woods

DOW, he would indeed be startled by a reality, and not

by an idea. I conclude ray remarks by stating that if

the crop in them be properly attended to, it will be of

more value to the Crown than even my report sets

forth, startling as that appeared to those seemingly un-

acquainted with the results arising from an improved

state of arboricultural matters, James Brown,
Grantownf May 30. [We have received another letter

upon this subject; but it is too intemperate for our

columns,J

judge of the probable result of such au experiment, but

we have little doubt that the residuum would be a useful

manure, provided the cost of its productioil does not

exceed its intrinsic value. Sand is not always easily

procured, and is not perhaps the best absorbent matter
which uiighfc be used in the preparation of the

compost. Road scrapings, peat, peat ashes, or other

locally available substances, might be substituted with

advantage. It would of course be useless to make any
attempt wbere Fungi are not produced in sufficient

quantities to make remuneration probable, and to enable

the scale on which the experiment is made to be such,

as to be likely to lead to some certain result, M. J. B.

ON THE ART OF PERFUMERY. ITS HISTORY*

AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT.

JNO.MYCOLOGY,-
^JOLETTJS ELEGA>'S, l^r.—The subject of the present

notice, together with several allied species, is said by

authors to be esculent ; but their qualities, if unattended

by anything noxious, are not such as to recommend

them to notice except in coun-

tries where the peasantry are

reduced to eat bark bread,

a substance whose character

no one can easily realise who
has not had an opportunity of

see'.ng and tiiBtitig 8p 'cimens.

It is not therefore on
account of any properties

which are likely to make it

available for food that it is

now introduced, but because

wben well grown it is a

common and far from inelegant object, and because of

its close connection with one or two far more common
species, wbicli sometimes grow in such incredible quan-

tities as to make it a question whether they cannot be

put to some economical use.

Jiolelus eletjans is remarkable in common with some
two or three other Hritish species of the same genus for

being extremely viscid when moist, though in dry

weather it becomes perfectly dry, as well as for possess-

ing a distinct veil which forms a slight ring upon the

stem, and is sometimes attached in fragments to the

edge. From its nearest xlHes it is distinguished by
its brilliant golden yellow, or ferruginous tint, its iieut

form, its firm equal stem, which is afc first coloured like

the cap, and then acquires a rufous tint; but espe-

ciftlly by its being marked with little dots, but not

reticulate, above the fugacious ring, which is at first

•whitish, and then acquires a yellow tinge; and its

decurrcnt, minute, simple golden-yellow pores inclining

to sulphur. The ilcsh moreover is of a decided, though

pale yellow.

This species, in conjunction with Boletus Jtavus, is

Boletus Gremllei, Klotzch, and as such was published in

1836. in the English Flora; but whether the tw;o are

considered mere varieties or not the question of priority

is so uncertain that it is far best to take the name
?roposed by Fries, which has been adopted above,

t occurs not only in Fir woods, but also in Heaths,

and in mixed woods, though certainly more abundant

where Conifers prevail. It is to be found in all parts of

England and in most parts of Scotland, but as ithiis

been mixed up by authors with other species it is

difficult to ascertain its exact geographical limits. It is

never however so abundant as B.Jlavidus and laricinus,

the latter of which, as the name implies, is peculiar to

Larch woods, and is almost destitute of any yellow : inge.

As these and especially the former occur sometimes

in such quantities that it is possible without much
trouble to collect them by cartloads, it become:? a

question whether tliey may jiot be profitably employed
as manure. Their highly nitrogenous quality renders

this probable, and the effect of decayed Fungi as a stimu-

lant to Grass land is visible enough to every one in

i^iry rings, but the question, like most other agricultural

questions, is one of comparative estimate of outlay and
return. The great drawl aok to such sources of manure
is, that the quantity of wattr which tliey contain is

•o great that the rcf^iduura when this has passed off is

comparatively smalL River weeds for example have
been collected on a li.r^'e scale by an intelligent farmer
m our neighbourhood, but the quantity of solid matter
obtained from them was «o gnmll as to render their
collection nnprofitalle, and it is to be feared that
Funguses, though more promising from their constituent
elements, may from the same cause not yield a remune-
rative manure. It is however well worth the experi-
ment where they abound. If a trial should be made the
best method would be to treat them in somewhat the
same way in which Seaweed is treated on the coast,
where alternate layers of sand and Seaweed are heaped
together and left till the vegetable matter is thoroughly
decomposed. Both in the case of river weeds and Sea-
weeds there is a large admixture of animal matter,
which at any rate does not take from their value, and
the same may be said of Fungi. We know of no good
quantitative analysis of Fungi which may enable us to

BY EUGENE EIMSIEL.
[Abridged from the Journal of the Society of Arts. J

(jContinuedfrom p. 501.)

The perfumers ofKome (called unguentarii) ware very

numerous, and occupied a quarter of the town named
Vicus thuraricus, in the Velabrum. They were
principally Greeks, and their shops were the common
resort and meeting-place of the fashionable loungers.

It would far exceed the limits of this paper to give a

complete history of Roman perfumery, but thos2 who
may feel some interest in the subject will find in

i

Boletus elegaks.

Natural size. (CopiedTy pcrmipsion from GrcvUlo's Scottish

Cryi>togamio Floia.)

« Pliny's Natural History " the list and description of

the ingredients used for this purpose, which were im-

ported from all parts of the known world.

At the fall of the RoTftStr empire, when a horde cf

barbariatis drove away civilisation and luxury from the

imperial city, perfumery took refuge for a time in the

new eastern metropolis. The Greek emperors and their

court made a lavish use of perfumes, and at all public

festivals fountains of fragrant waters perfumed and re-

fresh^ the air. The Oriental Chuich consumed also at

that time such a (juantity of aromatics for religious

ceremonies that they purchased in Syria a piece of

ground 10 square miles iu extent, planted with u-cenfe-

trees for their own special use.

The Arabs, originating as they did from a country

nroducing perfuuu s were naturally very fond of them,

and have preser%'ed that taste to the P[*^e»t *lay. 1 hey

introduced perfumery into Spain, and at the brilhant

paring which is very curious. They remove the inside of
a Lemon, fill it up with plumbago and burnt copper, and
place it on the fire until the whole becomes carbonised;

then they pound it in a mortar with coral. Sandalwood,

pearls, ambergris, the wing of a bat, and part of

the bedy of a chameleon, the whole having

been previously carbonised and moistened with

Rose-water whilst hot. They apply it inside the eye-

lids with a small ebony stick, and believe, as did the

Egyptians, that it strengthens the eyes and cures in-

flammation. Henne or henna is made with the powdered

leaves of the Lawsonia inermis, which is used through-

out the east by the women for dyeing of a red colour

their hands and nails, their feet, and even their hair

;

also a turpentine paste used as a depilatory, and a white

composition called schouda^ which they apply instead

of rouge for raising a natural bloom on the cheek.

Among modern nations, France aud Italy were the

first to resume the use of perfumes. In the Catholic

chi r.:hes thoy not only burnt incense as they do now,

but they used fragrant tapers to perfume the air at all

grand ceremonies; and we find that such was the case

at the baptism of Clovis, the first Christian King of

France, in the year 496. Perfumes were also intro-

duced into private life at an early period, and Charle-

magne is said to have made great use of them. In the

year 1190 Philip Augustus granted a charter to the

master perfumers, which was confirmed by John in

1357, and later by Henry III. in 1582. That charter

was for the last time renewed and enlarged by

Louis XIV. in 1658. It was then requisite to serve

four years as an apprentice and three years as companion

to be elected master, which shows it was already con-

sidered a handicraft of some importance. Their pre-

parations were at first very simple, such as aromatlcs to

burn in apartments, various ungents, and Rose-water,

which was always offered by noblemen to their guests

at table. Alcoholic perfumes were not made till about

the I4th century, and the first we find mentioned is

Hungary water distilled from Kosemary, which, according

to some authors, was prepared in the year 1370 by a

Queen of Hungary, named Elizabeth, who had the recipe

from a hermit, and became so beautiful through the use

of it that she was asked in marriage at the age of 72 by

the King of Poland. The truth of this story is, how-

ever, doubted by Beckmann, who devotes a whole

chapter to the subject, and I am inclined to be of the

same opinion. •

When Catherine de Medicis came to France to marry

Henry II.. she brought with her a Florentine, named
Ren^, who was very expert in preparing perfumes, for

the ItaliauR woro then more advanced than the French

in that art, and from that time perfumery came into

general use among wealthy people. This Rone aXso

possessed the art of preparing subtle poisons, and hif

royal mistress is said to have had frequent recourse to

his talents to get rid of her enemies. Among her

victims, the historians mention Jeanne d'Albret, mother

of Henry IV.. and state that she was poiiioued by

having worn some perfumed gloves presented to her

by Catherine, but some modern chemists doubt whether

it was possible to poison any one by such means.

Perfumery was still at that time in a semi-barbarous

state, and I'have met with a French recipe-book bear-

ing i\a.ii^ 1599, which bears evidence of having been

written by some ignorant and superstitious alchemist.

I shall merely quote, us a specimen of the state of the

art of that peri->d, a recipe for making a marvellous

water for the complexion, which is as follows:
—"Take

a young raven in the nest, feed it on hard eggs for

todays, kill it, and distil it with Myrtle leaves, talc,

and Almond oil." It also gives a recipe for making
pomatum with Apples, which was the custom then, and

was the origin of the name. From that time, how-

ever, perfnmery went on progressing, and at the court

of liOuis XV. etiquette prescribed the use of a particular

periume for each reception day, which caused it to be

named the " perfumed court." Since then, the advance

of civilisation and public welfare has rendered the use

of perfumery genera! in all ranks of society, and France

has now become the chief mart of that article for all

parts of the world.

In Kngland perfumes were at first imported from

Italv and France, and came into great vogue during

the" reign of Queen Elizabeth. Shakspeare often

mentions Musk, civet, pcrfomed gloves, and pomanders,

or pommes d'ambre, which were balls of perfume," to be

held in the hand and smelt occasionally : the latter were

snppoHcd to preserve from tlic plague.

It is difficult to Bflccrtain the precise d$t\s when

maiMifactorie* of perfumery were first e»t«bh»hed in

fetes given by their caliphs at (.ranada. Cordova, or

Seville the atmosphere was always impregnated with

the sweetest odour.. I Imve in my po-^ion owing

o tCkinduess of M. Chapeli^.
°V- ""f c ^^^1^0^

the nrincipal perfumes and cosmetics which are in use

alng the mSiern Arabs. I look upon hem as very

fnterStin' in this point of view, that they are un-

doubtedly^e same Preparations
^^"^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ,i„ee th-arp^-riod the perfumery trade <rf EngUnd

turies ago, their <^TP^-'rLl,l^edTamped has foUow.d about the »me progre- a. that of Irance.

^"r&- J:il'tV.LTd bfre until it has re«^bed it. pre«nt stat* of ^^^^^r-^^
To conclude the history ot perfumery. I shall bn^

state tliat, besides the nations I have mentiwied, othaa

Kngland, as perfnmen did not form here a separate

corporate body as they did in Franco, but in an old

English recipe book, in my , -wion, printed in lfl63.

I find a dentifrice prepared by M. F -ne, of the New
Exchange, Perfumer to the Queen, so that they had

already at that time begun to manufucture. Tliow

recipes are abont in the same style an those of the

French book. In Dt Strip's time perfumers' shops

seem to have b- on the resorts of loungers, as they

were in ancient Uoroe, f"r he says,—
** FErst issu«d fWmi pcrfumera' fthopi

.V ctxjwU (jf fanhionabU
"— -

the most primitive descnpt

to think that some of them were borrowed bj

\rabs from the Kgvptians. This u evidently the

with the celebrat^ed Kohl or Kheul. the rec.pe for pre
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.have been in tlie ImbiL ot mamilactunn;:^ and using per

fumcry for ages past. The inhabitants of India were

among the first to maVe perfumes, possessing as they did

most of the elements at home. Their perfumery, bovv-

ever,has not advanced with the times, and is consequeutly

far behind our modern productions. The Chinese are also

very partial to odours. You will find on the table

specimens of the joss stichs they burn in temples and

private houses, and of some of their perfumes. The
latter, however, are only essential oils, some of which

I suspect to be of Indian origin. The Japanese use,

likewise, many cosmetics for their toilet, and the Tagals

of the Philippine Islands are passionately fond of

scents. The use of perfumes was even known to

the ancient Mexicans, and Montezuma used to mix
ambergris with his Tobacco. In fine, it is to be supposed

that in all countries which produce perfumes, nie]i find

means to appropriate them to theii- use and pleasure,

and even in a hatf-savage island like Otaheite, the
natives anoint their hair with a pomatum called Monoi,
prepared from Cocoa-nut oil flavoured witli the flowers
oF the Tiare, a sort of JasnunQ, with 'iarga petals,

which exhales a beautiful odour.
I shall now give you the statistics of the present

state of the perfumery trade in England and France,
confining myself to those two "countries, not only
because they are the most important, but also because
they are the only recognised centres of mannfiicture of
that article with which they supply the whole world.

There are about 40 manufacturing perfumers in Lon-
don, employing from 20 to 100 hands each, according to

the importance of their business. I exhibit here a table

of the exports from 1853 to 1858, such as are found in

the Blue Books, but I must tell you I consider those
returns as quite incorrect. Thus, in 1858, it would
appear that the total exports of perfumery from the
XJnited Kingdom was only 80,791^.. whilst I am certain
that they were at least three or four tJ!ncs that amount.
It is true that fancy soaps are not included in this

table, but the amount reported (4928 lbs. for 1858) is

so ridiculously small, that it is also evidently wrong.
Our exports of scented soaps to the United States alone
would far exceed that quantity. From the table of
imports of essential oil and perfumery materials during
the same years, it will be seen that in 1858, the quantity
of. essential oils Imported amounted to 290,204 lbs.

in weight, of a value of 166,330/. ; and if we add to that
the other perfumery materials not included in essential

oils, such as Musk, of whleh 10,957 ozs., worth at least

15,000/., were imported, we shall find that the total
amount of those imports exceeded 200,000/. If we con-
sider that those do not include spirits of wine, which
arc very costly in this country; fancy soaps, of which
immfiise quantities arc made ; and uuny other materials,
we may fairly assume that the total production of per-
fumery in the United Kingdom docs not fiill short of
1,000,000/. per annum.

In Paris there arc about 80 perfumers, employing
together from 2000 to 3000 h;iuds. The annual
amount of the export trade of perfumery averages from
12 to 33 millions of francs, or about 500,000/. The
yearly average export trade for 10 years, from 1827 to
183G, was six millions of francs; from 1837 to 1846,
8 millions

; from 1847 to 1856. 10 millions, and that for
1858 above 12 millions, so tliat the trade lias doubled
since 25 years. It is difficult to estimate the amount of
home consumption, but it is at least equal to that of the
exports, whi(Ji gives a probable total product of
1,000,000^., or about the same as that of England.
The principal branehes of the perfumery trade are

malimp- scented soaps, compounding perfumes, and pre-
parii^c: various articles for the toilet. Tl)c process of
•cap-making is so well known to you that 1 need not
describe it here ; I shall only mention that there are
four kinds of soap generally manufactured by perfumers,
hard soap by the hot process, which is made by boiling
grease, and sometimes a sniall portion of resin, with au
excess of soda-lees, until they become saponified ; hard
oap by the cold process, which ia prepared by iutro-
ducini; ;\ fixod dose of concculruted sodn-leea into grease
in \\ limu'liod state; soft eonp by the cold process,
which is obtained in the same way as the hist, only sub-
•titutiog potash for soda-lees ; and transparent soap,
wh' ' is a comi ' .tion of soap and alcohol.
The cold proOMs is princi;>n\ly resorted to when a
delicate colour or fine odour is to l>e procured. By

a moderate rate; but I think 1 noticed, a year or two

ago, an importation of ropes made of raw hide from

India. If your correspondent Felix, Chipham Park,

will turn to the Xumber of your paper for September 27,

1856, I think he will find his remedy. Amateur.

[Nothing can be worse than common sash-lines, which

are only made to sell.]

individual tree and it will be found to be the tallest
and consequently to contain more timber than any
other, for there is not to be found one spinous leaf on
this tree ; every leaf is plain and entire. Poets may
amuse themselves and their readers ; ay more, thev
furnish some useful information and interesting lessons
even in the Holly tree, so give poets their Hollies

^mcholsojCs Mmj Queen Straiclerry.—'¥.Qx\y \u 1859 hedges and plantations may have the spinous-leaved,-

Mr. W. J. Nicholson with great liberality sent me 25 o"^ i--^ ''nis^'-* t.^l.^ fhp Pnfirp.lonvp<q f.. *:™t. .

plants of his new seedling Strawberry May Queen,

which were planted in the open border, but owing to

the rigour of that inclement springtide they produced

only a few blossoms, but perfected no fruit. During

the summer I rooted in thumb-pots 70 plants, which in

September were detached from the parent plants and

placed close together on an adjacent gravel walk, where

they remained without any plunging, covering, or

other protection, exposed entirely to the severity of the

long winter. In February 1860 when I arranged the

trees in my orchard-house in their summer quarters, I

removed the May Queen plants and placed them on the

baok border of the house, from 7 to 10 feet from

the glass, where they soon rooted themselves through

the holes at the bottom of the pots into the soil of the

border. They first expanded their blossoms on the

21st April, and puslied up large trusses of good-sized

fruit (for an early Strawberry), which they are now
ripening, and which is of good colour and flavour. The
expanded leaves of the orchard-house trees, which were

crowded, shaded the Strawberries rather too much, and
of course retarded their ripening, which would no

doubt have been also promoted had they been shifted

into 6-inch pots and placed nearer the glass in a less

shaded position. Suffice it that, notwithstanding all

these less favourable circumstances, it has proved itself,

among the 114 sorts in my garden, to be by far the

earliest Strawberry in cultivation, especially for forcing,

and capable of producing trusses of fair regular-sized

fruit, 12, 20, or even 30 in number. The May Queen
plants in the open border blossomed early in IVIay, and
have set their fruit well, which with a few days of

warm sunshine, (instead of the incessant rainy and
cloudy cold weather we have had here for the last nine

days), will soon begin to ripen. In the summer of 1859
I also rooted 25 Keens' Seedling in 6-inch pots, which
were left all through the winter on the gravel walk

close by the May Queen plants. These were also in

February 1860 removed to the orchard-house and placed

side by side with the May Queen, and subjected to the

same watering—both with river water every day and
liquid manure (guano 1 lb. to 20 gallons of water) once

a week. These are now only in full blossom, and
whilst every plant of the May Queen blossomed and
fruited, out of the 25 Keens* Seedling not more than
10 blossomed. Some Cuthlll's Black Prince rooted in

6-inch pots and treated as above expanded their

blossoms on May 12 in the orchard-house, and have
scarcely set their fruit as yet. In the open border the
Black Prince is now only in full blossom, and promises
ati immense crop. Hev. W, A, Lelghton, Luciefelde,
ShrewsJiury, Ma?/ 29.

Wirewornis.—The parents of these pests are now on
the wing and will be so daily until the 20th or 25th ;

everybody should lend a hand in their destruction. In
small gardens they may be almost entirely eradicated
in two years. In 1853 I collected and placed in a case
wireworms in all their changes and transformations,

from the almost invisible worm np to the winged beetle

;

they are now as fresh as ever they were and have been
the means of histructiug scorea of individuals who

. .,
wniild otlierwise never have believed tlie wireworm

Mhatituting a pomade fur the grease, you obtain the would become a beetle. I would willingly supply
true lit of the flowtr. I have here specimens of a
Violet and a Jasmine soap, pi ^ ^red in that way, whidi
no essentini oil could give. The removal of the excise
restrictions has caused great improvcnu'iits in the
manufacture of English toilet soaps, by giving the per-
fumers free scope to make experiments, and to prepare
scented soaps with all the care they require, instead of
being compelled to resort, as before, to the common
sospmakers.

{To bt continvifl. )

Home Correspondence.
MaUrial for Sash Lines: Thongs of Raw Hide.—

I have often thought that it would be well if we could
find a more durabW mat d than "hemp'* fi)r the
manutacture of siuh lines for horticultural buildings.
.Miiy I ask &.jm« of your correspondents : " Would not
wrd, vmd^ of raw hide far surpass the ordinarv sash-
ane m dunbdity and answer u well in everv other
M«tHXt ? I am not aware if anch ctn be purchased at

and let *' Diss '* take the entire-leaved for timber and
to decorate the old hall at Christmas

—

" For Christmas was no Christmas to me.
Without Mistletoe and Ilolly tree."

The entire-leaved or "Maiden Holly" produces at all

seasons a much greater abundance of Holly -berries than
any other variety. W. Presioe, Sachcood ParJc,

Bot(gainvill(sa spectahilis. — Several notices have
appeared in your columns respecting this plant, and if

it can but be successfully cultivated in this country it

will be found to deserve all the encomiums that have
been bestowed on its beauty. I doubt indeed if the
vegetable world knows anything more glorious than the
Bougainvilla?a in full blossom. Some specimens were
exhibited at the last flower show in Kegent's Park, but
they conveyed but a faint impression of the magnificent
tint which the plant displays whei\ growing in a state

of nature, nor do I know any language by which to
convey an idea of it. It thrives well in the west of
India, both on the high table land and on the coast,

but the colour is darker, and more brilliant in the former
locality; it is there in full beauty in the months of

January and February during the prevalence of the
cold dry north-cast winds; indeed the setting in of
those winds is the signal for the BougainviUaia to put
on its glorious apparel, at a temperature perhaps vary-

ing from about 60" to 75°, At that time of the year

the sun is of course still to the southward, and the
branches having a full southern exposure display foliage

of darker and more brilliant tints than that on the
north side. The floral leaves recently exhibited in the

Regent's Park were very faint in hue, and pink in

colour, resembling those growing on the north side in

the shade, while the long gracefully drooping sprays,

sometimes upwards of 20 ieet in length, sparkliug with
dew and waving in the full sunlight of a tropical

morning, must be seen to be appreciated or indeed
believed. G. S.
Dead Deodar.—Your remarks on the subject of the

death of Peach trees, from the 1st of last October,

induce me to state a case Mhich has just happened to a
valuable Deodar which has been growing in the gardens
here vigorously for these last 10 years, but which has

suddenly lost its foliage, and is perfectly dead. The
tree was purchased in 1849 from a nui*sery-ground at

Epsom, and was from 15 to 18 feet in height, and from
10 to 15 years' growth, at the time of its removal ; it

has since attained an elevation of at least 25 feet, with-

out the slightest appearance of weakness or disease-

in fact, during the last summer, nothing could have

looked more healthy and vigorous. It is now suddenly

killed as if by fire-blasfc or lightning. It stands on a

sharp slope of lawn on a chalk formation, in a souths

west aspect. If any of your readers can enlighten me
as to the canse of its death, I shall be much obliged to

them. Isaac Hill, linhtiry Parh, DorJcing.

Bottotning for the. Serpentine.—The cleansiug of

the Serpentine which is about to be effected is an

improvement of some importance. In my opinion the

bottom if springy ought to be well drained ; fill up with

chalk and gravel; the mud will bind the materials,

which as they dry will become quite solid ; surface the

whole with a layer of gravel and gas tar. This will

prevent the growth of weeds, and leave sufficient depth

for water, say not more than 6 feet and not less than 4

feet ; with a good supply of water the whole will cleanse

itself. 0. A.f 13, North Street, Grove Roady IK
Pleroma elegans (see p. 433).—Your correspondent's

plant may have got into ill health from two causes^
first, from the soil being in a bad state ; and secondly,

from the plant being wintered in a greenhouse.

I would advise him to examine the roots, and if be
finds that the soil has become sour, let him reduce the

ball considerably, anct repot iu as bmall a sized pot as

possible, using the following mixture, viz :—Two parts
good rich loam, one part peat, and one part silver sand-
Place the plant in a greenhouse; shade at all times
during the summer when the sun is bright, syringe
occasionally, and about the beginning of October let

the plant be placed in an intermediate house, where the
temperature will not be less than 40° at any time during
the winter. In April it must be replaced in the green-
house, where if exposed to the sun, and if a liberal amount

ripen the wood
of May flower

.,.-.,.,
,

.. X -- middle of June,
ture to inform hnn that m the pleasure grounds here ' and will in all probability fully repay the grower for
there are some GO or 70 large trees, many of them ;

any extra trouble he may have taken with it. S.
centonLirians. I have selected about 40 as referees, 16

I
Peach Trees and Frost.—I learn from your Paper of

of which are strictly speaking poets* Hollies; 14 arc . last week, as well as from other sources, that Peach
covered with spinous leaves; and the remainder entire- trees have suffered much from the severe frost we

experienced in October last. I am living In rather ft

low situation, where everything tender is tilled in the

autumn a month or six weeks before my neighbours'

plants show the least sign of being injured by colcL

ilangel and even Skirving*8 Swede were very much
injured by the frost above mentioned, but the Peach
and Nectarine trees have not in the slightest d^ee

specimens to any one who does not know the parent of
the wireworm. A stamp or two should as a matter of
course accompany the hiyuiry, IF. Prestoe, liacJcwood
ParA', near Alton.

leaved, or what is provincially called "Maiden Hollies.
I They one and all assume something of the timber-like
properties your correspoudent is desirous of obtaining,
and they all girth over 2 feet at about 3 feet from the
ground. Must of them are from 30 to 40 feet in
height, and all incline to assume a nice pyramidal shape,
so it is rather difficult to determine which would
ultimately be the best timber; but I should certainly ' suffered ; on the contrary, although they were very hard
prefer the entire-leaved. Take for instance a single worked last year they have pushed and set their fruit
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unusually well, and the only difficulty we have had
with them is the trouble of thinning the fruit and
checking luxuriance by means of summer pruning.

Some one will say, well, what of that ? Why, it proves

what my father so much insists upon in his little book,

that if the wood is well ripened frost will do it no

injury, and that without attending to this point the

culture of fruits need not be attempted. We have trees

here more than 50 years old, which had been given up
as useless more than 30 years ago; but they are now
standing in the same spot in the same soil (and never

had any othtT protection than an old net) in the

greatest luxuriance, having produced last year the

lincst fruit it has been my lot to see, and they are this

year in good health and studded with 20 times too

much fruit. These trees have not missed a crop during
the last 21 years, and there have been only two occa-

sions on wliicli the crop was thin. All this has been
accomplished simply by attending to the simple rule of

well ripening the wood. E. Cox, Longford, [What Mr.
Cox says is very true ; but docs not seem to us to touch

the question referred to in a leading article of last

week. He assumes that the wood of our correspon-

dent's dying Vines was not ripened; but there is no^

reason to suppose that such was the case,]

Our Peach trees look very badly. They have plent3' of

fruit on them, but very few leaves. The trees were

protected with Shaw's Tilfany. They blossomed and

set their fruit well, but the leaves have all withered and
died off, with the exception of a few on the points of

the shoots. One tree is completely killed ; the wood is

quite fresh, but it is covered all over with gum. Our
trees afe mostly young, and have a south exposure and

good border, resting on gravel. I syringe them once a

week with the garden engine; they are perfectly free

from greenfly. What had I better do? An Old
Subscriber^ Charlton Cottage^ [Let them alone, and
wait the event.] Having occasion to write to Lord
Ilchester last week, amongst other things I mentioned

the condition of our Peach trees on the open walls,

and incidentally alluded to the stormy and severe

weather experienced here in April last year, and the

October frosts, &c. In a letter received from his lordship

to-day 1 am desired to send the same to you for publi-

cation. The Peach tiee? in question which are upon the

open walllook wretchedly bad. Theyflowered and pushed
young wood all over, though not quite so vigorously as

usual; but about the 18th of last month something
was observed to be seriously wrong, and at the present

time, taking the trees generally, three-fourths of the

lower branches are leafless, the young wood going off

at the base first as if chilled, and the bare branches

throwing out gum. However, we have still got a few
fruit left. We are not much troubled with severe

frosts here, but have frequently more moist dull

weather than we like. On referring to our register of

the weather for lose year I find that in April from the

9th to the 15th we had close upon 2 inches of rain with

thunder on the 11th, blustering and stormy on the 12th
and 13th, with snow and sleet on the 15th. April lith,

1859, lowest temperature 33°, wind N'.W.; 18th, do.,

32% do. N.; 20th, 29°, do. E.; 22d, 30**, do. N. Fruit

trees came early into flower last year, and gave promise

of a good crop, but the above-mentioned weather

destroyed it and blighted the trees. In October our

registering thermometer had gone wrong ; but the

lowest I observed it at was on Oct. 22, 27°; Oct. 23,

27**; Oct. 24, 27'': wind North. Ice seen i of an inch

thick. December 18th, thermometer lowest, 12*';

Jan. 28th, 1860, do., 24"; Feb. 10th, do., 21°;

•March 10th, do., 20*'. T, C, ElUoU, Melbury House,

Dorchester,

Keeping Birds off Fruit,—The following is a plan I

once saw succeed very well for some time, but the birds

at last got fiimiliar" with It; still I think it might

answer for two months or so. An old gardener being

greatly troubled with birds applied to his master for

nets to cover his fruit with; but no, they would be too

expensive. He therefore got a hawk stuffed in what he

called a hovering position, put it on the end of a long

wire, attached the wire to the top of a tree, and thus

had the hawk suspended in the air as if it had been
alive. He had, however, another hawk which really

was alive put into a cage, and had the cage put into

the same tree where the dead hawk was. The gentle-

man in the cage was by no means mute, and I may add
that I scarcely ever afterwards saw birds in that giirden

. except perhaps a few sparrows. Carr Bridge,
New Strawberries.— The seasou now having com-

menced for the ripening of Strawberries in the open
ground (an advertisement stating that for three or
four years they have been gathered May 29), I trust
that the various vendors will not be afraid of submit-
ting them to the judgment of the Fruit Committee of
the Horticultural Society or Poraoloirical Society (both
of which now hold their meetings at short intervals).
And I would suggest that they he exhibited not in the
form of a few petted berries grown aud pampered for the
purpose, but a large basket full, accompanied by a few
plants in a bearing state taken from the open ground,thus
showing their habits and capabilities for culture on a
large scale. One of the new sort^has been and is now
splendidly exhibited under glass in a frame in every
seed and nursery establishment ; surely the vendor will
not shrink from showing us the luscious realities from
whence the artist drew his picture. There has been
also a mysterious withdrawal (after being announced to
!)€ sold) of Eclipse~an effective way of exciting the

curiosity of purchasers. Will the proprietor exhibit it

as I have asked for the others ? We shall then have
some data to form our judgment whether it is worth
purchasing or not. Hichard S. Yates, Sale, Cheshire.

[The Eclipse in question was exhibited (see p. 434)
to the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural Society

on the 8th of last month, and was considered to be a

promising sort ; its flavour was stated to have a strong

resemblance to that of the old Hautbois.]

Strawberries growing in or near a Town.—Tour
correspondents need not despair of fruiting the old and
jet invaluable Keens* Seedling in the midst of smoke,

provided they are properly cultivated and not over-

shaded with walls or trees. I liad awarded to me
25 years ago amongst large competitors the first and
an extra prize for Keens* Seedling grown in open

ground within one mile of the Manchester Exchange.
^. ^S*. T^, Manchester.

ocicties.

LiNNEAN: May 24 {Anniversary),—The President

in the chair. The special thanks of the Society were

given to H. Christy, Esq., for the donation of a bust of

Sir W. J. Hooker, by Woolner. It was reported that

since the last anniversary 18 Fellows, 1 Foreign Member,

and 1 Associate had died; that 3 Fellows had with-

drawn; and that 3G new Fellows, and 2 Foreign Mem-
bers had been elected. It was then moved by the

President, and unanimously resolved, "That the Society

desire to record their deep and affectionate regret at

the retirement, on account of illness, of Mr. Bennett,

from the otBce of Secretary, the duties of which he has

fulfilled with unexampled zeal, judgment, and courtesy

for 20 years ; and to this expression of regret at his

retirement they would add their cordial thanks for

these unrequited services, and their earnest hope that

his health may speedily be restored, so that the Society

may enjoy the pleasure of his presence and the advan-

tage of his counsels for many years." The ^iiancial

report showed a balance in favour of the Society on the

year's account of 299/. 13^. At the ballot which ensued

W. B. Carpenter, M.D.; R, E, Grant, M.D.; John
Lindley, Ph.D. ; Sir Charles Lyell, D.C.L. ; S. J. A.

Salter, M.B., were removed from the Council, and the

following Fellows were elected in theiV room :—John
Ball, Esq. ; T. S. Cobbold, M.D. ; J. B, Hicks, M.D.

;

J. D. Hooker, M.D. ; T. H.Huxley, Esq. The following

officers were then re-elected:—Thomas Bell, Esq.,

President; and Francis Boott, Esq., M.D., Treasurer;

George Busk, Esq., was elected Secretary in the room
of Mr. Bennett j and Frederick Currcy, Esq., Under
Secretary in the place o( Mr. Busk. Resolutions

requesting that the President's address and the obituary

notices by the Secretary might be printed w ere

unanimously adopted.

trum, Polygala, Hibiscus, Heliophila, Phylica, and Her-
mannia all very carefully worked up. We estimate

the whole number of species admitted into its pages at

about 1000, after deducting all the spurious species

which the authors have struck out. This clearing away
has heen carried out with scrupulous exactness, and
must win the applause cf all rational botanists. As for

the farrago unfortunately adopted by the elder De
Candolle in the great genus Pelargonium, that is at

last reduced to its true value. " Little known," says

Dr. Harvey, " and doubtful species, and all the e^lie-

tneral garden Pelargonia are here omitted. Nearly

200 of them are characterised in De CandoUe's Pro-

dromus. Vol. T. Many more may be found in Sweet's-

Geraniaceaj (5 vols., 500 coloured plates), and in other

works on gardens and gardening. We see no necessity

for burdening our pages with these truly trivial names;,

'names ignoble, born to be forgot;*" to which we
cordially exclaim. Hear, hear .'

Ure's Dictionary ofArts, <^c., Part FZII.(LongmaBa)^

contains a long article on Guano, and others on Hfcmp»
Horse-power. Incubation, Indigo, Ink, and Iron. In
ITow to I^urse Sich Children (Longmans) Dr. West
points out the importance of paying the utmost atten-

tion to infantile diseases, gives valuable information on

the subject, and advocates the establishment of Hospitals

for Sick Children, one of which under his own direction,

already exists in Great Orniond Street,to the inestimable

advantage of the London poor. The GirVs Birthday

BooJc (Houlston) is a collection of tales, essays, and

narratives illustrated by clever woodcuts. Among the

essays is onecalledTeachingby Flowers. Introduction.

to the History of English Literature (A. k C. Black)

is a sketch by Mr. Demaus for the use of schools. It

contains sound information briefly but skilfully con-

veyed, and has an excellent Index; a most importanc

point. Of Mr, Coleman's British Butterfiies noticed

lately (p. 439), we have received the coloured editioDji

which is really a beautiful little volume.

Kotttesc of 33oofe^*

Xlora Capensis : being a systej^atic description of the

plants of the Cape Colony, Caffraria, and Fort

Natal, By W. H. Harvey, M.D,, F.R.S., and Otto

W. Sonder, Bh.D. Vol. I. 8vo., pp, 546. Hodges

& Smith.
What a treasure this important work would have

been when "Cape Plants'* were the glory of European :

gardens ; when sweet-leaved Pelargoniums, Oxalids,
j

Mahernias, Hermannias, Pioteas, Gniiiias, Struthiolas,
|

and Diosmas,to say nothing oflxias and Gludioles, were

as fondly cherished as now are South American or

Australian Verbenas, Calceolarias, Petunias, Pimeleas,

and Lobelias, with all the swarm of Geraniums, children

of no country, but the illegitimate progeny of Flora

imprisoned in a garden. Are those days never to

return ? Are our greenhouses to be filled for ever with

the same herbs and shrubs as now? Ts no country

worth a revisit by horticultural collectors except the

tropics and temperate regions of Asia and America? It

is to be hoped that something better is in store for us,

and that the mountains and high plateaus onthe frontiers

of the Cape colony will soon be explored by some skilful

hawk-eyed traveller capable of judging how far the

native beauties of those little known regions will repay

the assiduities of English gardeners.

To such an expedition the work before us—the joint

production of two most able men—would be an invalu-

able guide. Dr, Harvey resided for several years in

the colony, of whose peculiarities he therefore Iiaa per-

sonal knowledge ; Dr. Sonder has been all his life occu-

pied in the study of its vegetation. The result is Uie

first volume of a systematical account of its plants,

written in the English language, and perfectly adapted

to the nse of even those who have a very limited

acqnaintance with botany, while to men of science it is

an acquisition of the greatest importance. Tlie arrange-

ment is on the natural system ; each species has a good

differential character, attended by such remarks as may

be necessary in illustrating its pecuhai-ities ; localities

in wh'ch the species are iound are carefully pointed

out ; to the whole is prefixi^d the outline " of an mtro-

duction to Systematic Bot.ny, taken with shgbt alte-

lations and additions, and by permission of the author,

from Mr. Rentham's admirable introduction to his

Handbook of the British Flora."

In this first volume are comprehended the great

garden genera Pelargonium, Oxalis, Diosma, Malvas-

Garden Memoranda.
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Messtis, E. G. Henderson's Nubsebt, Wellington'
Road, St. John's Wood.—Itiere has been a beautiful

exhibition of early Tulips here this season, set out in

beds 32 iu number, each bed measuring upwards of

42 feet in leugth, and containing 10 rows. So many
thousands of Tvilips tht-vcfore all in full bloom at one
time produced an unusually brilliant effect, and were as

they deserved t-o he greatly admired. For an amateur
of limited means nothing can be more valuable than
these showy spring Howers. They are cheap aud easy

to cultivate, and if planted in sufficient numbers add an
inexpressible charm to the flower border until their

places cau be supplied witli ordinary kinds of bedding
plants. What for instance can be compared with a
bed of Double Touruesol or Ecx Kubroium, for

regularity of surilice and splendour of colours-

In single scarlets Van Thol is still the beat-

Next come Vermillion Brilliant and Eenibrandt»

to which may be added Feu d'Anvera and La Belle

Alliance, all fine kinds of difierent shades of scarlet.

Crimsons of various kinds—Cramoisie Fidele, Coui'onne

Fourpre, Iloyal Queen, Couleur Cramoisie, and Sunbeam
rank among the best ; and of pure whites we observed

none better than White Van Thol, Reine Blanche,

Queen Victoria, alba regalis, Luna, and White Potte-

bukker; the latter is the tallest aud should be u»ed

of beds. Queen Victoria is the next

clearer white. Bronze red and crim-

effective tint, contained La Mnjestueuse,

and Artemis, three handsome varieties.

Bright rose or cherry on white ground:— In this

class Cerise non Rectifie, Drapeau de Rouge, Couleur

Ponceau, and Sultana were trUly heautifuL Of deep

rose or salmon, Monument was the only representative

worth lunniiig. Among sells or pure yellows were

Yellow Pottebakker, Golden Prince, Yellow Van Thol,

and Canary Bird, all rich and showy beds. White

ground with deep rose or cherry-feather, a gay and

efiective class, comprisL'd Lcander, Duchesse de 01^-
mond, and Rose and Silver Clart-monts, the last two

very showy. In yellow with bronze-red stripes, the

best were Grand Due and Hof Van Ilrabant, and ia

bronze-red with yellow line on the top or margin,

DrusiJIa and Cuiumaudant, both elective kinds^

Auj.jng dwarf yellow stn.iked with bronze rtd were

Bizard, Verdict, and Souvenir. Bronze-red or cr«nson,

with a broad yellow belt or margin, comprised Archiduc

d'Autriche, Due de Chaitres, Due Vurljului, aud Prince

of Orange. Of white, feathered with cerise or crimson

rose, the best were Tendre, Conr de France, and Koning

Assingaris. Among oTanpe-sha<led acarletii Couleur de

Cardinale was the most etlVctive. Puce or dark purple,

with lilac or white margin, consisted of Archus or

Caiman, and Lac Van Ryn. Of white with chprry or

crimson flakes Grootmeester and Standard Royal, aliaa

Royal Standard, are the showiest. Golden Standard

is nearly as good. Among violet-crimson selfa.

Due de 'Luxemburg stood conspicuous; among -violet-

purples with white marginal lints, Violette Hative and

Belle Lama; and among self-purples, iloliere.

The outlay for 100 of each of these varieties will not

exceed the cost of half ns many first-class Hyacinths ;

1
and while the latter have to be bought annually, --

-

' will last for years. They should be planted in autumn

\ in beds or borders where they will bloom next spring,
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and a portion of them might be potted for window deco-

ration the following fleason. The soil in which they are

planted should be rather light and rich and ought to be

well loosened to the depth of 1 5 inches at least ; for

although they grow and flower if put into any soil,

they will yearly become weaker and fewer in

number, until they nltlmately disappear altogether.

In planting the bulbs ought to be placed about

5 inches apart, and covered with about 2 inches

of soil. They require no protection or further

care except a few small sticks to support the taller

blooming sorts, and having the surface of the soil

stirred occasionally. As soon as the leaves decay, the

bulbs may be taken out of the ground and put in a dry

place for a time in order that they may get thoroughly
dry before storing for the winter. Any cool place will

answer for this purpose; but they must be kept from
mice.

For flowering in windows or balconies plant in 7-inch

pots, in each of which put five bulbs of Van Thol or

three of Rex Rubromm, Tonrnesol, Florentine, or

Mariage de ma Fille, all fine kinds for pots. After

potting they should be placed in some spare comer out

of doors and covered about 2 inches deep with coal

ashes, or any material which can be easilyremoved. Here
they may be allowed to remain till about Christmas,

when a portion may be removed to the greenhouse to

forward their blooming season. Van Thol is the earliest

and ought to be treated as such ; but for the sake of

variety take also Rex Rubrorum and Tournesol ; these

may be had in bloom in February. Of course provision

must be made for keeping up a succession of bloom.

When done flowering early Tulips must not be turned

out of doors or otherwise ill-treated ; they should be

allowed a place in a frame or greenhouse where they

can go gradually to rest.

as can be
by leaving

lation, and
of insects.

Miscellaneous.
The Metropolitan Squares.—Just now the squares of

the west end, and of some of the regions between that

and the far east, present a pleasant aspect : the young
budd, in all their tender shades of greenery, have sud-

denly burst forth, and not yet had time to be polluted

with the London smoke. In Russell Square, which, so

far as the planting and arrangement of the trees and
shrubs is concerned, is one of the most beautiful in its

neighbourhood, the Lilac and other blossoming plants
make a great display ; and the Grass, just at the
present time, looks as green as emerald ; the early

summer tlowers give good promise. Thcso spots are
cheering to the sight of the wayfarer, and u means of

health to many. Although but a limited nnmbor have ,, - .

a right of admission into these places, they are, not- i'.„„„*'^?„*^^^
witlistanding, so far as the pleasure of the general ap-

pearance is cunsiuored, and in the health-giving qualities

of open and wcU-planted space, a kind of public property.

Many thousands of persona take a great interest in

these grounds besides the dwellers around. The chil-

dren of the poor, who often live in dingy places not far

off, come to feast their eyes upon the fresh green
foliage ; and foot travellers, who pass to and from the
City, look with critical comparison at the dilferent

squares. We have our flower-shows and other horticul-

tnral exhibitions : prizes are awurdod to successful

competitors in this department, and for the breeding of

animals; societies are established for the promotion of

various improvements ; and it would be useful to
found a society for the purpose of encouraging the im-
provement of the metropolitan square gardens, so that
the gardeners might be tempted by suitable rewards,
to be raised by general subscription, and awarded
by a judicious committee, to increased exertions.

We would have a prize for the best blossom of Haw-

with manure water, but this must not be given too

strong at first. Keep the atmosphere as moist

done, but avoid damp on cold nights

gufficient air to cause a gentle circu-

spare no attention to keep plants clear

Stock for autumn and winter flowering

will require careful attention to get it sufficiently

forward. Chinese Primulas, especially the double

varieties, if at all backward should- be placed in a

cold frame and shaded from the sun, where they will

make rapid progress, particularly if the pots stand on a

slight bottom heat. Cinerarias for early flowering should

also be potted, choosing the strongest suckers, and

placing them in a close shady frame till rooted. Tliese

are sometimes very subject to the attack of thrips at

this season, but if they are kept cool and moist, and

fumigated occasionally, there is no danger of their

keeping clean and growing vigorously. In stoves the

stock will be growing rapidly, and must be afforded

sufficient space to allow of the perfect development of

the foliage and the formation of compact handsome
specimens. The atmosphere of this house can hardly be

kept too moist, and the plants should be sprinkled over-

head morning and evening and every av£ulable surface

kept moist.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PINEEIE3.—Such varieties of Pine Apple as are at

all liable to spoil at the bottom before the upper pips

are coloured should now be kept as dry as possible im-

mediately they show the least signs of colouring,

keeping the atmosphere also as dry as can be done
without injury to the rest of the stock.

ViNEEiES.—As formerly recommended. Grapes in-

tended to hang through the winter should be thinned
very freely, and, if necessary, they should be gone over

a second time, leaving them so that the berries when
fully swelled will scarcely touch each other. A mode-
rate crop only should be left on the Vines; for to

ensure success in keeping Grapes fresh and in good
condition till next March the Vines must be in first-

rate health > be satisfied, therefore, with a moderate
or rather light crop in the late house. Keep the at-

mosphere of houses where the fruit is colouring in active

circulation, using gentle fires by day, with abundance of

air, and leaving a little air on at night to prevent damp.
If red spider appears inclined to be troublesome, wash
the pipes, t&c, with a mixture of soot and lime, and if

the colour is objectionable add more soot.

Fiss.—Trees that have been kept dry while ripening
the first crop, and are now cleared of this, should be well

watered at the root, and if there is any appearance of

red spider the leaves should be thoroughly washed with
Give manure-water to trees showing a

heavy second crop, and keep the atmosphere moist by
frequently sprinkling the passages and borders, &c.

Keep the shoots thin and regularly tied, so as to avoid
confusion, and expose all parts of the tree equally to

the light. ^Vliere the fruit is ripening attend to pre-
vious directions, and keep the atmosphere and borders
as dry as can conveniently be done. Assist trees in pots
by giving them a liberal supply of manure-water.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.

Let every bit of spare ground" bo constantly broken
up and filled with some kinds of greens or Turnips. Of
autumn Coleworts, what is called the Rosette is the
best for small gardens. If manure is scarce, extra spade
husbandry will in some degree compensate for the want
of it.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDOlt,
For the Week eniling June 7, I860, at obierredftt the Horticultural Gardens.

TaiirEitATUKvr
Baromstbb.

Pridar 1 10
Sntur. 2; 11

Sunday :t 13

Mon. 4 VA
Tuea. a O
Wed. 6 15
Thurs. 7 16

AveraKC.>

Max.

29.676
29.481)

2'J.486

29.703
29.801
29.7C7

29.765

MiD.

29.559
29.160
29.330
29.629
29.7-W
29.730
29-710

TjrnirAir.

Max.

29.6(18 I 29.556

65
64
61
63
61
64
60

MiD.

4.1

46
45
43
33
46
40

62.5 I 43.0

Mean

54.0

55.0

53.0

5:i.o

49.5

53.0

50.0

52.8

June 1—Cloudy; fine; Teryfine.
— 2— Fine; boisienius, with comtant heaTTrain.
— 3—BoiBtcr >un ; showery ; very tin« at nixhl.
— 4—tine; heavy shower; very fiue at niRht.
— 5—Very fine ; cloudy and showery ; clear and cold.
— 6-KaiD; heavy clouds; boisterous; overcast.

^ 7—Bain; cold and drizzly ; clear and cold at niyht.

Mean temperature of the week, 4^ deg. below the averaice.

RECORD OF THE WE.iTHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 34 yean, for the enauiog Week, ending June 16, I860.

Kt; A

Mean

Temp,

No. of '

Tears in

which it

Uaiued.

Greatest
Quantity
ol Bain.

Frerai[Rni: Winds.
"

JuDe.
«^ u Orf

5a^

. bt « O.
' X H fl
,
- rf -*

c^ ^ t;^

*

1

1

I

1

2

p4
V

9

7

5

3
4
4

2

3
3
5
5

7
6

2
3
1

1

1|

i

3

4

6

3

y

1
*

r
11

10

9

7

P

10

b

7
i

I

*

Sunday 10.

.

Mon. IK
Tues. 12-.

Wed, \'i..

Thurs- 14,.

Friday lo,.

Satur. 16..

71.5
72.1

71.3
: 72.0
' 72.6

73.0

72.;

48.0

4S.5

49.8

49.0
49.2
49.1

59.8
(>0.3

60.5

60.4

60.S

i

61.1

60.9

14
10
15
16
15

14
14

0.95 in.

0.47

0.78

0.77
0.36

o.:js

0.46

4

3

fi

The hixheit temperature durins the above period occurred on the Ifitb, j
1858—therm. 97 deg. ; and the lowest on the l-ith, 1850—therm. 30 deg.

FLOWER GARBEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Go over the heds frequently and keep the young

shoots of Verbcnjis, &c., nicely regulated and pegged
down until the ground is fairly covered, after which the
shoots may be allowed to grow more at liberty. On
poor dry soils two or three applications of weak
manure water given at intervals of a few days, and
when the ground is moist, will greatly assist in getting

the beds covered without loss of time. Remove dead
and dying leaves from Roses, and give the autumn
flowering varieties plenty of manure water in order to

keep them in vigorous health, and secure plenty of
thorn Within a certain radiu^ of the centre ot^ the City, ^.^^ ^^ blooming in autumn. Those budded on the
and the same for red and white Roses blossoming there ; j^ j^^ ^^st be kent clear of suckers, which, when
others tor the best keeping of the green sward flowers. Lii^„^ to grow, weaken the head, besides having an
iind general matters

: and it is most des.rable that theLngjghtly appearance. Mildew is sometimes trouble-
seasons of the year should be noticed, and the J)e8t con-

( ^^^ ^^^^ {^^^ reason, and no time should bo lost in
ditions of these spaces in spnng. sumuur, autumn, audi ^^^ti^ t^e infested plants with sulphur, for the evil
iwmtor considered and the most successful m preserving L^^l^ and destroy the foliage, and ruin the
tneir beauty at tho various seasons properly rewarded. >

«^

The notice in such a way would lead to competition and
gr>at improveineutSy and, considering the difficulties

with which the metropolitan gardeners have to contend,
they are well worthy of encourngement. IJesides the
stimulus given to the gardeners, the publicity which
would be the result of carrying out the above sagges-
tlou would cause persons to take increased interest in
their own squares. The Muilder.

plants for bluomiDg in autumn, IVoceed with the
propagation of herbaceous plants as expeditiously as

possible, in order to get this work out of hand and
the lights, &c., at liberty. Take advantage of the

present showery weather to give walks and lawns a

good rolling, ami endeavour to kee^i the Grass short

and neatly mown; nothing looks worse than a badly

kept lawn.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

The occasional showers we are now experiencing will

be found favourable for the growth of Strawberry

runners, and a sufficient stock for forcing next season

should soon be potted, and placed in a shady frame until

they get established. Prepare ground for fresh planta-

tions by heavily manuring and trenching, or if ground

cannot be obtained at once select the strongest runners

and plant them on a shady border in rich soil, to be

transplanted with balls early next month. Asparngns

beds can hardly have too much rannnre-water from the

stable or farmyard tank during the present month. On
dry friable soils salt may be applied with advantage, but

this should not be used on strong adhesive soils, as it

keeps the ground wet in winter and rots the roots. See
can be done. Indeed, svc'i things as Achimene?, that there is plenty of Peas planted for furnishing a
Clerodendron?, kc, may be had in full beanty from late autumn supply, and also attend to keeping np a

June to October through being liberally supplied '

succession of French Beans, Spinach, and salad.

Calendar of Operations.
[For the ensuing treek,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSERTATOBT, &c. — Shading should be used

iparingly here, except on bright days, for during
showery unsettled weather like the present, plants
require all the light that conservatories afford, and
are greatly benefited by an occasional gleam of sun-
shine. The beauty of most soft-wooded plants will
be considerably prolonged by the use of weak manure
water, which should be given frequently wherever it

Notices to Correspondents.
ADOLTERATioNa OF FooD : A )f'^e3t Country Man need not bo

surprised. A gfross fraud w.ia committed upon the public.

Pepper containing flour. Mustard akins. and Capsicum skins

waa publicly sold in Liverpool. The Excise prosecuted the

vendors, as they were bound to do. The vendors obtained

the aasiatance of some blind scientific people, who swore they

could not find flour or Mustard or Capsicum skins in the

pepper seized ; this testimony was permitted by the Liver-

pool magistrates to outweigh that ot the quick-sighted well-

trained officers of Excise, and the fraud obtained a momen-
tary triumph. Then came further evidence on the part of

tlie Crown, exposing what in Liverpool are called scientific

witness*, the frauds were proved, and fines inflicted. That

is alL
Books : Jslt of Wight. Both Glendinning on the Pine Apple

and Hamilton on the Pine Apple should bo consulted.

Carimmin-e: J G. Manythanka. We are well acquainted witH

this mouater, and a moat curious thing it is.

Cucumbers: Mr CuthiU has sent us specimens of what are

culled " ProUfic new Cucumbers." One ia a good-looKing

Black Spine, the other is a Smyrna ; the first is Cutlnll a oia

Black Spine, the other ia the well-known Highland Mary, a

very great bearer. So much for what are called new things.

CuTHiLL'a Black Prince Stra\vberrv : Specimens of tms

variety, the first that have ripened in the open border this

season, h;ive just been sent to us by Mr. CuthiU. iiiw

usually very early kind is later this year than it has been

since 1855, when the fir«t rip-i fruit waa gathered on the I5tn

June. IjMt year it furnished ripe fruit on the "iTth Way.

No op en air Strawberries have as yet made their appearance

in Covent Garden Market.
,

Insects : M M R. Your in.sect is not a pupa It is the nearly

full grown larva of the bloody-nosed beetle, Timarcha tcne-

bricosa. The small oval erect sacs on the Lime leaves are we

believe a disease of the leaves themselves, and not produced

by insects, of which we have never found any traces in theu-

insidea. W.
, t^ • i * ™,

MK3PILU3 JAPONiCA : G W. The commou Mespilus OT EnolX)trya

jai)onica, if you want to fruit it, must De grown under glass

like an Apple tree in the open air.

Names of Plants : Peter. The plant No, 3 is we see Diptera-

canthusSchauerianus.— ir i>ean. We cannot find any such

name as Psychotria leucantha. Your plant seems to pe

Cofl"ea nodosa.—X W. Macrotomia Benthami, a plant quite

new in gardens. A pity it is not handsomer, conaidermg

that it is quite hardy.—A' A', St. Alban's. Wbat la called

Veronica polita, a variety of, V. agrestis.—/ M P. borne

Opuntia ; but Opuntiaa cannot be named from mere

flowers. — W J>Mn. Cymbidium pendulum. — Smo. Acer

tfttftricum.

—

C L. It ia probably Featuca bromoides in a very

yoiiRQ state.—y X, 1, Anguioa Clowesii ; 2, Aeridea criapura.

—Sarahs 1, Ruscus audrogynus ; 2, Fuchsia arboreacens ; 3,

Columnea Schiedcana.
New Zeaiand Flax: J S, The^owering of this Fla-r is notan
uncommon occurrence in thia country. It often does bo,

especially after hot eummcra like that we experienced last

year.t >

PosDs: A iMucrifier having puddled a pond with bad clay is

anxious to obtain a letipe for making a good concrete,

which would adhere to the clay and hold water, and he
hopea that some of our correspondents will kindly give one.

We should use a concrete made in the usual builders' way,
only using good Portland cement in?itead of fresh-burnt lime.

Pricks of Tropical VEGiiTABLEa and Fruits: Ab*undus,
Information niwm this point can only be found in colonial

ixipers. According to the last Ceylon Overland the following
wore the current prices in Colombo on the 28th ApriL
Phuitains. Ist size, i>er dozen, 2d. ; 2d size, j>er doz., l^d.

;

3d size, p«r doz., Id. ; Pine Apples, each, Id. ; Mangoes, id. ;

Oranges, lat size, per doz.. tki. ; 2(i size, 3rf. ; Cocoannts, Ist

quiUity, per lUO, 8*. : 2d quality, per 100, 7». ; Chillies, dry,

per lb., 3Jrf. ; Chillies, green, per 100, 14<i. ; Garlic, per lb.,

Aid. ; Ginger, dry, per lb., 2^ ; green, per lb., lit/. ; Onions,

lai^, per lb., 3d. ; small, per lb., IJd. ; Limea, per 100., 1*. :

Potatoes, per lb., 3d, ; Yams, Ist size, per doa, 1*. 6d. ; 2d

size, per 100, 1*. ; Sweet Potatoes, per lOO, 1#. ; Spinach, per

bunch, id. : Salad, per bunch, id. ; Greens, id. ; Soup
Vegetables, per bunch, id. : Beans, per bunch, 2d. ; French
Bc;ins, per bunch, ^M. ; Bread Fruit, each, lid. ; Jack Frmt,

each, 1«. ; Cucumber"; each, Ud. ; Water Pumpkin, each, 6d.

;

Green Plantain, p«r doz. 21d. ; Badish, per bunch, id. ;

Brinjall. per doz., 3d. ; Snake Gourd, each, 2id.

Erratum. In the list of awards made at the Crystal r^c»
(see p. 500 of our Advertising columns of last week), there

ia a miatake iu Peaches, Chiss E. Inste«i of " 2d Ch*rleii

Smith, gr. to A. Anderson, Esq., ^o"**^ ^^ ^'^5?"*f r!
"2d, Mr. HendeiBon, gr. to the Duke of SuthcrUnd at

Trentham.**
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ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURES
MAI^rFACTrilED BT THB

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
*'*^ (LIMITED).
CONSISTIKG OF TENANT FAKMKKS. OCCUPYING UPWARDS OF 30,000 ACRES OF LAND.

TRUSTEES.
, ^ J T« T «

* nvx SMITH Jun Esq . M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts. I EDWARD BALL, Esq., M.P., 8, BelgraTC Eoad, P^mUco.

ChIbL^S BIMSDALe!^^^^^ Place, kcrts/ 1 GENERAL HALL, Weston Colville, Lmtcn, Cambndge.
CHAiii^ii-a A/xiac

, JOHN BRADY, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square, S,W.

DIRECTORS.
CAainJian.-JONAS WEBB, Esq., Babrntam, CnnibridgesTiire.

7)«,w(vC7iO»ma7».—JOHN COLLINS, Esq., Myddelton Square, Pentouvjlle.E.C. t

THOMAS KNIGHT Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex, N. I
WILLIAM CULil^irsa, ii-fq., luo, ot. juiin s oLict-i. x^v ^ ,

Auditor.-J. CARTER JONAS, Esq., Cambridge.
Monaoer.—'MT. JAMES ODAMS.
Secretarp.—'ilY. C. T. MACADAM.

Banlers.—TAesBTB. BARNETT, HOARE, A Co., Lombard St., E.C.

Sia((»-».-MeBsrs. KINGSFORD & DOEMAN, 23, Essex
Street, Strand, W.C-

Offices: 109, Fenchurcli Street, London, E.G. Manufactory : Plaistow Marshes, Essex, E.

The Director, recon,n,end thcJManureswitheve^co.Sden^ to^^^^^^ f„S/-\r
they and the Shareholders fa™ upward, of SO OOO^cr^^^^^

^^ ANIMAL MAITEE yielding An^oma they

eo.t'^° So? o^nTy^^dT the^'^thrchfap^e^ hura?so the ^o,! Natural Manure,, and the best calculated to produce a

fiEALTHY, SOUND, and HEAVY CROP. _^

PRICES -Blood Manure for Com, £7 lOs. ; Ditto for Roots, £6 10s.

Delivered to any Hailway or Wharf in London,

^ As secuHiif to tU ^nrchaser every lag contains 2 cwt., is marTced *' ODAMS'S PATENT

BLOOD MANURE." and sold only ty the aiithorised Agents of the Company.

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
This Manure contains an nnnsn^lly large per cei.t.ge of Soluble Phosphate of Lime, and is. therefore,

a highly valuable Manure for all Hoot Crops.

ANALYSES. .

Moisture .

.

Organic JIatter, SaltaofAmmonia,&c
Sand, ic.
Biphospbate of Lime .

.

EtiUAL TO NkUTRAL SOLUBLE )

Phosphate.. .. .. J
Insoluble Phospbate of Lime
Hydrated Sulphate of Lime ,.

Alkaline Sulphates and Muriates .,

Mr. J. T. Way,
London.

13.19
2.28

S.82
16.77

26.18

4.09
68.53
0.72

Dr. Anderson, Dr. Hodges,
Glasgow. I Belfast.

100.00

10.S6
7.82
S.IS

15.63

24.39

9.01
62.25
1.25

ion. 00

21.60
3.33
3.44

14.38

22.50

5.77
40.S0
1.73

Dr. Voelcker,
Cirenceiiter.

21.02
7.02
3.31

16.71

20.07

9.49
39.40
2.45

Dr. 3fftcadam,
Edinburgh.

Dr. Cameron,
Dublin.

14.56
7.63

3.87
16.91

26.48

11.84
40.S3
4.36

16.20
4.17
6.28

16.48

26.20

6.14
60.33

1.40

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Mr Way reports:—" It contains fully as much eolnble pbos-

Vhat'e as the first-class oHiclea of the snme description m the

market, and much more than the aTeraifC."

Dr. Voelcker aava:— "I have much pleasure m enclosing a

copy of your super-phosphate, -which, though aitparently re-

•ceutly made, is neYerthelesa rich in aoluUe photphatet avd un-

quationafjli/ a valuable inanure."

Dr. Andersok reports:—"This is an excellent supcr-phos-

phftte. Calculated at the usual rates, I find it to be vrorth about

"Si. 5«. per ton." „ „ -, T-.,-r,

Evc^ Bag contains 2 c^.t., is marM " ODAMS'S SUVlim'IIOSFEATE OF LIME.

guaranteed to f/ieJd 20 to 1h fer cent, of Soluhle Phosphate of Ume.

PRICES.- Superphosphate of"Lime. £5 10s. PeliveredtoInyEailway or Wharf in London

Dr MACAi>AKwiys:—*'Tho above is a first-clnss 9Ui>er-phos-

pbate and at present ratts is worth to the fninier Si. 2*. i>er

ton, when purchased in quantitits under 30 tuns, and 11. 10j«.

in quantities of 30 tons and upwards."

Dr. Hodges states that—"It mny be regrrled as a good

specimen of super-phosphate of lime." His calculation of its

value is "tl 13«. per ton.
, ^

Dr. Camkeon reports :— " The above figures prove this super-

phosphate to be of excellent quality, and I have no doubt but

that its application will be attended with the most satisfactory

results. It would be good value at 11. per ton."

and is

ARTIFICIAL MANUEES, Ac.— ManufaolurCTs

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MA^URES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their ecoiiomical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, J'.U.a.,

Ac., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College.

Kennington, London, S. Analyseeof Soils, Guanos Superi>hos-

phatea of Lime, Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and aespatcb

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Ohemicai

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample faciUty and accommoda-

tion at the College. __^ —
n^HE LOJSUON MANUKK COMPAI^Y
JL (Established 1S40),

/>rrT'TiTrr»
Are now prepared to eeud <.ut the following MAMJFACTIj Ht-L*

MANURES;—
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE. ^^^
BLOOD MANURE for CORN a>d ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bones, as being one of the most certain JTuiiures for the Koot

Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, DOth ot

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

from Bones.
The Ixndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (ciirtct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sous), NITRATE of
iiODA.SULPHATEoF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw . Pursfr, £jecretary.

IAWES'S M^VNURES.—The Manures manuiacturotl
_J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 1800, are now ready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6

SUPERPHOSPHATE o^ LIME 6
MINERAL .... 5

LAWES'S'BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE 8
GRASS MANURE 8 ,

These Manures can be obt-iined of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of
7000 tons Turnip Manure at 31r. Lawes's Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circular, t» be obtained
on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agfint.'*.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C,
and lififcy Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

ESTABLISHED 1812-

MESSRS. PROCTOR are now prepared to taVe

orders for their special MANURES for 1S60. which they

!
unhesitatingly state are of a superior quality and charged at

the lowest possible price, viz. :—

TURNIP MANURE
WHEAT ditto

GRASS ditto

OAT MANURE
KOHL RABI do.

Also

CLOVER MANURE
POTATO ditto

BARLEY ditto

PERUVIAN GUANO, BONE DUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME &c , all of which are warranted of the best qnaUty.

Apply to H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Bristol ;
or

Proctor fc Ryland. Birmingham and Chester.

URNARB, lack, and CO.^S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guanmteed to contarn

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tnbaaic

Phosphate of Lime.

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal m value to

the preceding. ^,_, ,, .

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker 8ay8:-*'These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial^ value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
, ^, , . _^, ^^^^.

Detailed analyses, with omnions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agrictihura Soccty ^^^,
Test'monials,

Prices, Ac, may be had on appUcation to Buraabu, Lack,

&. Co., Sutton Road, Plymontb.

"north HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

ENRY JESSE begs to thank his friends for the

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
JUPFS NEW HORSE and CATTLE TOOT).—

The utilitv of this new preparation being now fully esto-

blished, W. & R. Jupp & Co. beg to say that they are prepared

to execute orders to any extent. A trial will prove its beneficial

qualities. Price 35*. per cwt. ; 19*. per * cwt. ; and lO.-f. per

i cwt carriage free to nearest railway stations in Great Britam.

Pig Meal, 16«. per cwt. Cash or a London reference exjiected

from unknown correspondents. „ „ . Tr-it

W. & R. JupP & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-HiU,

Eastcheap, E.C. , .^,

•»* Agents liberally treated with. ^
TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAWE . FEtOEKS.

JUPFS RICE FOOD TOB POULTRY and GAME.
—BICE SWEEPINGS, 8«. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. bags

;

SCREENED RICE, 12i. per cwt., in 13 cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14*. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RlUi.

MEAL for PIGS, 6*.6d.and 88. Od. per cwt., in 1 cwt.bags, atttie

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery.—W. & R. JuPF. 6. Cross Lane, Ea^teheap. E.C.

JOHN FOWLER, JrN., 28, Comhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLERS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address CAIA-

LQGUES containing Prices and Teatimonialasen^post Iree^^

AGRICULTURAL and GENERAL MACHINERY
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the beat Articles manu+ac-

tured, Messrs. Bcrorss Ai Key, of 95, Newgate Street I-ondon

E.C., invite the attention of the PubUc to then: large aud

choice Stoct. ^ -

REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &

Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.
^

LA^VN . MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS and
KEY'S

Machines are the most simple and effective yet introduced to

the public, and at a lower price-16 in., 6Z. ; 19 m., Ot 10«.

,

22 in 71 ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpenmg. Garden

Enf iaes and .all kinds of Garden Tools always m stock.

FARM BUILDINGS. ~\

LOANS may be obtained under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,

Tmstees, Bodies Corporate, &c. for the erection of Farm Houses

Farm Buildings, aod Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown

Agents and sanctioned by the Inelosure Commissioners.

The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.

No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Keversi..nois or Mortgagees, no leg-il expenses are incurred.

The Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake &o entire responsibility of the works whcrevor

dcAired bv Landowners, .

No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inelosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

churced in all cases. ,,

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Comimny, 52, Parliament

Street, London, S.W.
.

.

ZSOLLEGE OF AGUICULTUUK and CHEMISTRY.
\U AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. Lopdon, S. =>^

Principal-J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., 4c._

The system of .studies pursued in the College compmes every

branch requisiteto prepare youth forthepursuitsofAgntMdture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military aerviccs, and for the Lniverbities.

Analyses and Assays of everv description are promptly and

accurately executed at the Colfege. The tern.s and ot^ier par-

ticul.irs m.ay be bad on application to the rnncii>al.

R. HUCKMAN, Professor ot Geology and Botany

in the Boyal Agricultural College, beg. to acquaint

Lind«d Proprietor, and those connected with Agriculture,

that ho may be profession.illy consulted in all n.atters ro at.ng

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj JImeral

Products. Economic Materials. Water-bearing Strata and A\ater

Rights of Estates and Farn.s. Im|.rovements m ra.*ture,

AimU^es of Seeds, &c.-Communications to be addressed to

Profes.'.nr BrcKMAN. Dollar Ward, Cirencester.
^

—

.

T^OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
ri, OF ENGLAND.
At Half-past 12 o'Clock on WEDNEaD.\Y "^^t- ,t^«

J,^*,?
inft Profb^bor VoKLCKKH will deliver a Lecture on OILCAkE,

at the Society's Hoa.c, in Hanover Squ..re.^^^^
^^^^

Londfm, Juno o- -

Ei\t acrtcultttral <5a3tttr

SATURDAY, JUNE 9, 1860.

MEETINGS TOR THE P0I-W)WINC WEEK.

W.MB.UAT. June I3-BojalAifric. Sac. of EnttUnd .... Noon

Vf

• »

A
6
5

H
them
he has
SVlnF^'^XHtterhe has devoted his particular attention to,

TRADE. _P^la'^'^t„t„„Hhafir8^^

by keeping
Y*J'^,1 wW ri?e sltWJfion anJ ei^^uro their

ru:4^:^eT-Sw.ry& B„ln«.toUe; and 100. B«d

Market, Mark Lane. London. K&

B
bra

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORKS.

.T"RrFSS AXD KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C..Lon.1on.
iLRGLbb ^^.'^ ,*'

X!h Rpt.ji Agents for these cele-

\ XlL^hlv^etw - ta^lfstck^on hand fron. .hich
ted rOOLS nave -^ - ^ ^^^^ „ay require...^ „,„^

EST AMEBlCAy CHUBN.-The FIRST

'irded to this Chunj in Competmon wUh

Society: it has
"""^"f^ Mein I3^»'

at every Meet.«^ '"^^^^^ reco^end it __ ,_ .

fca S'^ n^wV'^use ?X'-tioui.r, sent on appUcation.
as the most per-

We have this week much pleasure in laving

before our readers some valuable analyses of farm

seeds, toj;etber with a report of experiments in

their fferminatiou-both of great importance to

those interested in the condition of the seed market.

TVe have the more pleasure m quoting the

accompanTinij fables, because they embody the

praiseworthr' labours of a student of the Royal

Agricultural College, and they .hovr
}^^^ f^?^'

ta^e is being taken by the pupiU of that Institu-

tion of the experiments and examjnations connected

^^ith the botanical department, «nich we may

fairly hope will in time render U next to impossible

to find a market for the trash which X9 too often

ofiVred to purchasers of seeds.

Mr. Chakles Selbv Bigoes. to ^^^m we refer.

fnok the coU^^ge diploma in June 1859, having

been JrevS a sue.- ful competitor lor some

of the best priies of that institution It is Batis-

tactorv to find that perEcverai>ce and study doe.

notK case end with the acquisition of college

""ihrfirst of the following tables shojn, the

resnlts of his analyses of I^yrS^^^"' °/ ^^^^^
will be necessary to explain that the sample
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wHch. are numbered in the first column are those

that were the subjects of experiments in germi-
nation. The second column coutaius a copy of the
label of the sample. The third the price as quoted
by the seedsman from whom the sample was
obtained. The fourth the weight per bushel. This
is followed by a column of the most startling

figures meant to acquaint us with the estimated
number of seeds of weeds in a bushel of the sample
examined, whilst under the head of Kemarks we
have a general analysis of the kinds of the weeds
which occur in such prodigious quantities.

TABLE I.—Analyses of Rve-Grass Seeds, &c.

liAbel. Price.

«

Messrs. A.
Perennial Rye-grass

neliati Italian

New Foreign ditto . . .

.

Per George Bigoe, Esq.
1 Perennial Rye, A .

.

2 Ditto ditto B .

.

3 Italian ditto A ..

4 Ditto ditto "B .,

P«r J. CoLEMA?:, Esq.
12 ,

Perennial Rye
13 Ditto ditto
14 Ditto ditto

Per B Burn, Esq.
Ayrshire Perennial Rye
Ditto ditto

Pacet's ditto, winnowed .

.

Ditto ditto
15 (English Italian
16 'Foreign ditto

Messrs. B.
ITlAjTshFre Perennial .

.

18 Ditto ditto
Messrs. C.

7 Perennial Rye (I) .,

8 Ditto ditto (2) ..

. 9 Ditto ditto (3) ..

10 1EngUsh Italian

ll Imported ditto
Area tie, London Bridge.

Italian Rye
English Perennial

Mesavs. D.
Perennial Rye, second crop.

.

Ditto, Pacey's
Italian Rye, finest foreign .

,

Per R. SuEuiTos, Esq.
Perennial Rye

Ditto ditto
Italian ditto .

.

Perennial Rye.

,

Italian ditto
From Famkam, Sarrei/.

Rye-gfaas
Messrs. E.

Pacev's Rye-grass
Scotch ditto .

,

From FamJiam.
Italian Rye

Ml, F.
Festuca elatior

4s. per bushel
or 30a-. per qr.

4».6(i. p.bushel
or 34s. perqr.
36s. per qr.

Per bushel
4s. 9rf.

bs. Od,
6s. Od,
5s. 6d.

*

4«. Od.

3s. Od.

2s. 6d.

4«. 6d. to 5s.

5s. to 5s. 6rf.

68. to ds. 6d.
6«. to 6s. 6d.
6s. to 6s. €d.

OS. Gd. to Gs.

9s.

6».

is. 6tZ.

4s.

20s. per qr,

54s. per qr.

34s. per qr.

Numberof
Weeds in
Bushel.

26

IS
18
16
15

24
IS

14

22
23
26
28

65. perqr.
6s. per qr,

4s. 6c/. per qr.
6s. i>er qr.

5i<. 6d. per qr.

33
28

27
23
20

23
23

* •

Gt, Qd, per qr.
8«. perqr.

7«. 6d. perqr.

24
23

* «
fr m

# 4

4 4

* V

101,400

225,280»

46,080^

327,6803
471,040*

440,320 5

495,360^

133,120
510.SOC
655, 360^

83,2009

66,560
30, 720
40, 960

163,R40io

409,600'

1

S5,€00
101,400"

101,400
108,480"
283,7201*

174,080
1,136,64015

235.520
101,40016

143,360
40.960
50,3-iO

79,440
9A1G0»'
79,440

138,24018

230,640'9

199,680^0

204, 80021

184,320-2

494,03023

655,-3602*

in which the Clover is the rule rather than the
exception.

List of the more General Weeds in Clovers.

FlarUago lanceolata.—Lancet-leaved Plantain Ribgrass.
,, media.—Broad-leaved Plantain.

Ranunculus repens.—Creeping Crowfoot.
„ ^ri'i/IorKS.—Small-flowered Crowfoot.

Armaria serpT/lUj'olia.—Thyme-leaved Sandwort.
Stetlaria media.—Chicbweed.
Sfierardia arvensis.—False Alkauet.
Polygonum aviculare.—Knot Grass.
Mnosotl" arvenns.—Com Forge t-me-Xot.
AlchtmiUa arvensis.—Field Lady's Mantle.
Spei-giUa a7rven.<!it.—Spurrey. -

Juncus bv/onius.— Bog-rush.
Antkemis arvensis.—Com Chamomile and other Composite.

Id this list we would refer to two or three
species ; first, the Eanunculus parviflorus is now
becoming one of the most abundant denizens of the
arable field over a great part of England, whilst
a few years siice it was a comparatively rare
British plant, Se, again, Spergula is becoming
general in sandy fields in arable cultivation, but
spreading with the seeds.

Now the foregoing list enumerates some of the
more common weeds which will be found in Clover
seeds, and if we add to those the special weeds of
Rye-grass, most of which are remarked upon in
Table I., we shall have no difficulty in accounting
for the general dirtiness of ** seeds."
With these few remarks we give now the table

of the analyses of Clover seeds mostly obtained
with the Kye-grasses :—

TABLE 2.

—

Analyses of Clovers.

label, &c.

5
6

21

22

23

25

19
20

Remarks.

\ Much L. perenne, Ranunculus repens, Holous lanatus
Seed dusty.

" Holcus lanatus, Bromus mollis. Dock.

« *T ^^- *^°* *^*^ sterilw, do., Plantago.
'Nearly all Holcus, a few Composita;, and dirty.
* Do. do. much Lolium perenne, and dirt.
' More than half the weeds Bromus mollis.
"Holcus lanatus, Bromus mollis, Ranunculus repens,

Plantago lanceolata, XJmbellifene, Ac.
9 640 seeds in a drachm. 10 Mostly Holcus.

li
Jary dirty and dusty. w 727 seeds in a drachm." some Bromus sterihs. Ranunculus repens

"Bromus mollis, B. steriUs, Ranunculus, .ind Plantago.

i« 2^^ ^^^^ ""*^ ^y weevil
; about one-fourth useless." ilolctis^ Ranunculus, Convolvulus arvensis. Umbellifers.

and Plantago.
" Holcus, Bromus, Ranunculus, and Plantago." In i oz. 1000 seeds. w Mixed Grasses.
" Holcus, Bromus, Plimtagro, Ranuuculua, Polygonum. &c." Mostly Bromua mollis or Lop Grass.= Holcus, Bromus, and Plantago.* Arrbenathemm avc im .. ^
BromuB moliia Iti
Holcus lanatus .. .,.

*'

^7
Other GraMea ., \\ 9
Plantatjo lancenUfcta .

.

,*
4

Riuiuuculua rupuns .

.

,*
5

Various ..

24

Mr. G.
Red Clover
Trifoliuni incarnatum
Trefoil

Per George Eigge, Esq,
Red Clover
do. do.

Per J. Coleman, Esq.
Red Clover
do. do. ^,

do. do.
do. do.

Per B. Burn, Esq.
Superior Red Clover .

.

Fine do. do.
White Clover ..

Trefoil

Messrs. H,
Red Clover .. ,.
Preach Clover .

.

Messrs. D.
Extra White Clover ..

Fine Red Dutch Clover
Per R. Sheritox.

Red Clover . . ,

.

Farnham.
White Clover or Dwarf

Per B. EURN, Esq.
Superior White

Mesare, E.
Pine Cow Grass
Dutch Red
Pine Enghsh Red
Flemish Red ..

Enghsh Red .

.

Trefoil .

.

Fai'T^am^
'Red Clover

(A)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Price.
.a Number of

Weeds per
Bushel.

• • • •

• «

*

• t

7ifi. per lb.

7ti. per lb.

62^, per cwt.
625. per cwt,
585- per cwt.
3-t5. per cwt.

60s- to 65s.
553. to 60*.

90.S. to 95^.

305. to 32^.

78^- per cwt.
60jj. per cwt.

1«, per lb.

8rf.

9d. per lb.

64
64

* •

* 4

* «

95i.tol008.cwt.

* »

I ^4 « «

* «

• «

153,600
61,4001

97,480

97,280
419,880

61,440*
174,080
214,800
481,230

215,040
217,600

3,991,2003

108,960

179,200

430,080

215.140
303,520*

245,760

1,955,8405

972,800

266,240
512,000
245,760
389, 120

1,105,9-205

460,560

409,600?

[June 9, I860.

fact would seem to charge wh^FtW~^^ir^^f-r^
else we must suppose that they are such ba<ljudges themselves that very often they sell their
best seeds at anything but the dearest nriee
indeed cheaper than those they call better. THi
would seem to be the most serious part of the suh^
ject as connected with the trade; "nasty" j"

always attempted to be excused by *' cheap " and
it would seem but reasonable to reoommend our
friends to give a good price for their seeds and
trust the rest to your seedsman, but in the preseut
state of the seed market we are bound to say—let a
sample from the bulk be thoroughly well examined
by the educated farmer or some one for him, and
so buy upon analysis. These remarks will be
apparent upon examining the results of experimentsm the germination of seeds. The examples ex-
perimented upon are those to which the numbers
were attached in the first column of the former
table.

We would introduce the table of germination
with the following remarks from Mr. Bigge of the
manner in which his experiments were conducted

:

—" The seeds were sown in pots of silver sand
well drained, 50 seeds in each pot, the bottoms
of the pots standing in a metal tray, which was
occasionally filled about a quarter of an inch deep
with water. The temperature was kept at about
an average of 56°, and never higher than 65^
Nos. 22 and 25, both inclusive, were grown in loamy
soil in pots, but not in bottom moisture. The
system of germinating in sand is that used by
Messrs. Srixox. The treatment of all the lots

was identically the same ; the plants were ex-
amined daily by myself, and the individuals care-
fully counted as they sprang up."
"We do not give the journal of germination

extending from February 25 till April 15. Most
of those seeds which sprouted showed between
March 5 and 15, but the results were not taken till

April 3, The per centage of germination is shown
in the last column of the next table, in which we
have brought together the general results obtained
in as far as the 25 specimens experimented upon
for germination are concerned. Figui-es expressive
of the price, weight, the estimated weeds, and the
per centage of germination are here arranged side
by side, and as regards the latter column it will of

course be understood that the iiiures only express

the per centage of the crop seeds that were sown ;

the mass of weeds in most would very much lessen

those numbers as it respected the whole sample of

seed s and weeds.

TABLE 3.—Gen-erat. Results op the Analysis.

Remarks.

I Xr^^'^y ^^"^ ^° ^*^^^ ^ ^^^ and so easily cleaned.
* Ot these samples we should prefer No. 1.
Full of weeds as this is, we have yet seen worse samples

in this respect.
* Plantain .. 41
Umbelliferffi 13
Others .. 113

167 .

« So Urge a quantity of weeds is not common for EngUsh
seed, -mm^mt. 7 Dirty and dusty.

* All Plautain.

= Weeds in the eighth part ofan ounce.

25

84''

-a quarter of an ounce
by weight of this
sample of seed.

"Raminculus. CompositsB, Umbellifera, Plantago. Poly-gonum, Bromus, Holcus, &c. Very dirty.

The next table records the results of a like
^mination of the diiferent kinds of Clover seeds

;
It will be seen, however, that under the head of
Kemarks^ we have less of detail than in the first
table

; the fact being no doubt that in such small
•seeds as Clovers the species of weeds are so nu-
merous and usually so minute that it requires lou<r
practice to distinguish them. Still it will be found
Wiat the generality of weeds in Clovers may be
referred to the following, which indeed will ever
be found m a patch of miied seeds, i.e., Kye-grassand Clovers sometimes indeed occupying half the

t^ -^ f ^^^ '°^' ^ that with the lar-erweeas ot the Grasses and weed Grasses them-

«f *?J^i ' "
°'*' wonderful that some patchesof seeds" ought more properlv to be called

Hclds of weeds as it is not at all uncommon
to see a held of mixed Clovers and Grass seeds

On examining these Tables it will be seen that

The numbers of
°^' ^\^ samples are all dirty yet that some are

weeds separated from ' ^/>^e SO thau others, and this would seem to be not
' at all a matter more particularly referable to one
seedsman more than another. This is quite in
accordaDce with our own observations : the largest
firms send out seeds quite as dirty as the smaller
dealers, aad indeed the latter are doubtless mostly
supplied from the former. Foreign seeds are,
however, for the most part more full of weeds than
home-grown, and it would seem that, whether
foreign or English, there is a market for the very
dirtiest rubbish that may be grown. This the
seedsman may try to clean, and we have seen
samples that have been so tried over and over
again, but all will not do ; it is next to impossible
to quite clean foul seeds; these can only be
obtained by careful cultivation, and so growing
them clean.

The column representing the weight will show
that dirty seed is usually lighter in weight than
the purer samples; this arises from the circum-
stance of greater care having been bestowed upon
its culture, as well from the lighter admixtures.

But perhaps the most important point to which
we might here direct attention is that the quoted
price 13 no unerring test of value. Seedsmen in

a Label.

1 Perennial live
2 Do. Do.
3 Italian do.
4 Do. do.

5 Red Clover .

.

6 1 Do. do.
7 Perennial Rye
8
9
10
11

W «

Do. do.
Do. do.

English Italian
Imported do.

12 Perennial Rye
13
14

Do.
Do.

do.

do.

English ItaUan15

16

n
18
19
20
21

1
Red Clover..

22 Do. do. .

,

23 Do. do. .

,

Price. to Weeds per
Bushel.

s.

4
5
6
5

4
4
29
34
34
4

d.

9 p. bush.

»

s „
7i per lb.

T ,»

6 p, bush.

per qr.

»9

I V

Foreign do. ,

.

Ayrshire Perennial
Do. do.

Red Clover.,
,
French do. ,

.

24 White Clover

25 Do. do.

p, bush-
.,

to 6a. 6(L

p. bush.
6 to 6«. p.

bush.
p. bush,

per cwt

to

V»

99

»7

1 00s.

Lbs.
18

18
16
15
64
64
27
23
20

24
18
14

}
}•
33
2S

per cwfc. I
90«. to f»5s.

per cwt. }

327,680
471,040
440,320
495,300
97,280

419,380
101,400
103,430
283,720
174,080

1,136,640
133,120
510,800
655,360

163,840

409,600

25,600
101,400
179,200
430,030
61,440

174,080
431,280

972,800

3,991,200

a *

22
34

6
34

76
64
72
64

68
36
'^2

*4&

34

84

86

72

S6

62

IS

6S

42

4S

It IS quite clear from this table that the highest
priced Rye-gras9, the No. 17 Ayrshire Perennial, is

^f t h^\^
heaviest but the cleanest sample, and

I

of the highest germinatinnr power of all the exam-
ples

; and also 19, the highest priced Ked Clover,
has the highest germinating power, yet it is not
the cleanest. At the same time, if we loolc carefully
over the list we shall find that the highest of
medium samples are no better and sometimes not
so good as the cheaper ones, as compare Noa. 3 and
4 with 13 and 14, or 22 and 23 with 20 and 21.
With these remarks we leave these tables to the

consideration of the agriculturist, being heartily
glad that the subject is not only exciting the

attention of the practical farmer, but that, through
the medium of an institution like the Royal

Agricultural College, the true principles affecting
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these matters, -which are included in the phrase,
''^ Science with Practice," are being disseminated

among the rising generation of farmers.
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Tece prospectus of the international competitive

trial of Steam Ploughs and Reaping ^Machines,

under the General Pv-oyal Agricultural Society of

the Netherlands, to be held in the week beginning
August 5, 1860, has just been issued. The trial

will take place at the Wilhelmina Polder, near the

town of Goes, in the Province of Zealand, and the
following Prizes are offered :

—

For the exhibitors of the best machines for plougrhing and
preparing the soil for crops, -which shall at the same time servo

as profitable substitutes for horse-power and manual labour

:

First prize . . . . 1200f. (about 1001. sterling) ;

Second prizG .. .. a Gold Medal.
For the exhibitors of the best machines for reaping com

cheaply in a workmaulike manner, as a substitute for manual
labour;

First prize . . . . 5001. (upwards of 401. sterling) ;

Second prize . , a Gold JledaL

Those who propose to compete must give notice

ia writing before July 1, 1860, to the Secretary of

the Society, W, J. Woltekbeee, at the Hague,
mentioning the description of machine, and the

price for which it can be furnished.

The machines, must be delivered at Wilhelmina-
dorp before August 3,

The land, horses, and men, necessary for the

trial of the machines will be furnished on the part

of the Board of Management, free of charge to

the exhibitors. The exhibitors will, however,

species of dung, at the expense of some of the
carbonaceous matter originally present in it; he
applies this concentrated stuff—the essence of the
heap—to a limited area of grain crops, and by this

means obtains enormous crops of Mangel and
Swede that well deserve a notice among *' Agricul-
tural Maxima." He naturally concludes that
1 ton of this is worth 2 tons of farm-yard manure
made in the ** ordinary" way.
scribe to the opinion that 1 ton of well-made and
carefully preserved farm-yard dung is worth
2 tons of that contained in those heaps that
have been drenched by the rain and bleached by rain

and air. But it is not prudent to recommend a
farmer who keeps a limited number of stock to

turn his manure heaps six times in one short

season ; and particularly if on a farm wbich is

benefitted by the application of a manure such as

farm-yard dung, containing a large proportion of
organic matter. Of this statement every-day
experience affords constant illustration. The
action of farm-yard manure cannot be ascribed

to any one of its constituents. In accord-
ance with the extreme construction put upon
some of Liebig's views
been burned, the ashes
has not encouraged the

therefore, cannot be referred to its mineral (ash)

constituents alone. And so it is again demon-
strable that the results obtained from this fertiliser

do not always depend on even the first action of its

innumerable root-fibres which plants extend in every
direction in search of terrestrial food.

A few histauees illustrative of these natural functions
of soils will now he given

:

In the reign of Elizabeth, the famous "Walter
Raleigh took possession for tbe Crown of England of
that territory, now part of the Southern United States
of America, to which in compliment to his maiden

VX7"
4*

11 K
sovereign he gave the name of Virginia. In the course

We luily sub- Qf tlip next century it began to be colonised from the

farm-yard manure has
applied, and the result

practice. Its eflBcaey,

provide for the attendance of at least one qualified ash and nitrogenised constituents, but must in many
person for the working of the machines.
Further information will be given on application

to the Secretary. It is to be hoped that a satisfac-

tory trial of the rival machines may be made, for
j

there cannot be a doubt that the level lands and
homogeneous soils of Holland will provide a capital

field for the steam plough and the reaper ; and
an excellent market iiierefore for their makers.

cases be sought for partly in its carbonaceous or

non-nitrogenised organic matter. And in such
cases it is sheer folly to so promote the fermen-
tation as to diminish to an undue extent the per-
centage of the matter. T, B,

It may fairly and naturally be expected that in

ao old a practice as the management of a mass of

farm-yard manure there should exist uniformity,

iind that at the present time the opinions of

practical farmers on the subject would be guided
by well attested principles. But it is not so.

Farmers entertain conflicting notions on the matter,

which are clearly evidenced in their practice. A
practical agriculturist of our acquaintance, for

instance, adopts the following plan. As soon as

the site of his manure heap is clear he puts on it

a layer of clay 12 inches deep, places over this the
dung, and covers it with another layer of earth.

But the point iu which he considers his system
superior to aH others is frequent tnrning.s_JHe
turns it over no less than six times, covering it

each time with a little earth. "We heard his story

with attention, and that deference due to a successful

practical man. There is something in it to com-
mend; but it seems to us objectionable to turn

manure so frequently as six times in a season.

Another agriculturist, equally distinguished, puts

all his dung into a hollow averaging 6 feet

beneath the surface, never touches it till required

for use ; and expresses his conviction that turning

manure is a wasteful practice, and that he secures

all the "juices" of the dung. In reference to

this part of our subject it may be remarked—1st,

That in turning maniire there can be no material

loss of fertilising ingredients if the heap is pro-

perly rebiailt, and covered over with mould at

The Bath and "West of England Agricultural

Society have during the past week gathered at

Dorchester a marvellous exhibition of implements,
art treasures, and stock, and attracted in spite of

weather large numbers of people as spectators.

Certainly there has been no fall off* in implements
exhibited at meetings of this Society since the
prize system was abandoned by them, and though
this provincial meeting perhaps benefits by the
schism at Hanover Square, firms exhibiting at

Dorchester who are shut out from Canterbury, yet
the progress in this department has been constant.
Barnstaple was a better show than Cardiff, and
now Dorchester greatly exceeds Barnstaple.

All the leading makers have given as full illus-

tration of their manufactures as is generally given
.at the annual gathering of the English Agricul-
tural Society. Messrs. Bansome. Howakd, Honsrs-
BT, BueGtj?s &
TLEWOETH, SaMTJEXSON, BaIIRKTT & EXALL, TVX-
FORD & Sox, Hetwood, Cajirrtdge, Smith, of

Stamford ; Tfrnek, Priest & Woolnottgh, Bout,
S>^owDOX, Reeves, Waliis, and Haslam,
Nicholson, UicnMONH & Chandler, send steam-

engines, threshing machines, drilling machines,

ploughs, harrows, cultivators, reapers, and hay-

makers, and every variety of farm implement.

The showyard is as fall and large as that of the

National Society hitherto has been. And we
understand the business transacted, which of

course is tbe real attraction to implement makers.

mother country, and at the hands of the original settlers

the soil received the first stimulus of cultivation ever
bestowed on it, yielding in return the most exuberant
products. In process of time "Wlieat and Tobacco
became the staple crops, and these year after year were
sown and reaped in uninterrupted succession and with
no appliance of manure. For more than a century, the

!

yield was unabatingly plentiful, but at last a diminished
return began to exhibit itself; and this gradually in-

creasing, tbe original locations were abandoned and
left to the care of nature, and fresh appropriations of

virgin soils made elsewhere in the surrounding wilder-
ness. In this manner Virginia as well as several of the
other ohler states, similarly farmed, were gradually
reduced from a very high to a comparatively low degree
of fertility ; in other words the stored up nutriment,
the accnuialvitlon of ages whilst the soil lay clothed
with an unexhaustive natural vegetation, was drawn off

and realised, thereby reducing the fertility of the land
down to that standard condition of all soils under active

cultivation, where each year's crop absorbs each year's

elaboration of nutriment. The case we have thus
cited was simply analogous to that of the owner of a
water cistern exhausting its whole contents, without
impairing the yield of the spring which filled it.

Passing now to another and more familiar instance :

in England there are pastures which have existed as

such undisturbed by the plough for many centuries;

and when any of these old Grass lands are at last

brolcen up for corn husbandry, their power of vegetation
is often so extreme as, in the first year at least, to be
beyond the competence of our insular climate to mature
the produce. Usually in such cases the practice is to
grow successive and unmanured cereal crops, till the
first exuberance of the soil is sufficiently reduced, and
then to throw the broken-up ground into that system
of management which in rotation farming is designed
to abstract yearly, by means of the active absorptive

powers of the plants of alternate husbandry, the annual
supply of nutriment elaborated in the same season.

"Much heavy land," says Caird, writing of the
husbandry of Suffolk, " has been broken up from
pasture within recent years. The native vigour of the
soil in such cases is very groat, and it is usual to take
several crops of Wheat in succession wifchont any
manure. The mode of breaking up the land at first is

to pare and bum it at a cost of about 25*. per acre. If
this can be done early enough in the season, a crop of
Oats is taken. If too late for Oats, the land is sown
with Rape and fed off- Wheat is then taken in suc-

cession, four or five times, and great crops are reaped."

of every grade of
innumerable cases

analogous to the one last stated has begot the
xiuiversttl and well-founded conviction that soils

exempted from arable husbandry and left in a natural
or semi-natural state, as in pastures, accumulate within
themselves a stoie of nTitriment, which like the fillins:

of the mill pond whilst the wheel is standing still

becomes available whenever the machinery is again put
in motion; and in point of fact various modei^ of com
farming have been contrived on the basis of this highly

important circumstance in the functions of soils. Thus
in the higher districts of Somersetshire, and probably

in many other of the best improved parts of England,

the farmer subjects the outlying parts of his holding to

unintennittent and unmftnured corn growing for a

has been satisfactory.

One characteristic feature of the Bath and "West

of England annual show is that department of it
! certain number of years accoidiiig to the quality of the

once. 2d, It does not, however, seem advisable
! which exhibits specimens of fine art. A building

| soil, and then throws them out of tillage to undergo

to turn manure too frequently, as it induces too
{
100 feet long by 40 feet wide was thus filled with

{ thtm restorative processes resulting in accumulated

rapid decay
turning, an
With us it is turned over and completely
tibont a month before it is required for the green

siaie 01 art-manuiaciure at various ucriuus u.uu lu "-'^. "^ ^^.^.. j^-
^.,
» „ : r

•'

various countries as well as at the preseat day in| cultivation and growtli of a senes of s«cc_e8S.ve corn

erops. 3d, For some crops which require rapid
forcing, it may be desirable to turn the manure
o\er twioe, so as to promote its putrefaction ; but
if a farmer has to buy artificial manures, some
guano or vitriolised bones seem better calculated
to lorce on the young plants than any other
manure, and, and after all, no matter how skil-
fully managed, farm-yard manure undergoes a
losswhen its putrefaction goes beyond a certain
fitage.

We have embodied in these three maxims the
deductions of correct science and enlio-htened
practice, both of which are opposed to t)ie°experi-
enee of our (1st) successful practical friend. His
«upply of the components of farm-vard manure
the duag and litter of the domestic^animals
be, and no doubt is, unusually large—and he has
found by experience that he "can permit the fer-
xaeatAtion of his manure to proceed to an extent
which would, perhaps, prove ruinous to the mass
of farmers. He obtains a highly concentrated

Ene:land. Pictures also, many of them of the very

highest class, formed a considerable section of the

objects in this class, and visitors to Dorchester

during the week have had the advantage of some-

thing more than mere utilitarian or mere money-

making instruction. Some of the details of the

gathering will be found reported in another

paije. The managers of the meeting may be
' ° - . ^ -. . -I-- bich

crops of longer ot shorter duration according to the

discretion of the fiirraer. In Seothtnd the same principle

was lonir acted on in a more enlightened manner.

Thej-e, during the earlier history of convertible

husbandry, thu usual practice was to have three-sevenths

of the farm in yearly rotation under corn, and only

one-Sftventli in the manure-yielding product of root^

the expedient adopted to compensate this seemingly

exhaustive treatment consisting in this, that in each

rotation (septennial in its course), the tields enjoyed

has been achieved in spite

weather.

may

THE STKUCTCRE AND ACTION OF THE SOIL.

{CoJUinued/rom p. 511.)

Ik concluding our former artide the following

results were arrived at, that not only are all soils

incessantly elaborating from thejr crude materials the

alimentary substances of vegetable life and growth, but

that contemporaneously with this function they provide

a means by which the elaborated matters are stored up

safe from waste until sought out and abstracted by the

congratulated on its extraordinary success, which rotatmr
, ,. ^„f„H^« of

'!T>.L. «nV.i.vpd in suite of most untoward three years' resfc under tbe wmi-naturalveget^^^^^^

Gras-s and thus were peroutted to replenish tliemselves

with a three jeara' ncctimulution of normal fertility,

adequate to meet the abnormal demands of the tilled

crops of the other veare of the rotation. Under this

system, the Scottish farm suffered no ultimate diminn-

tion of product, nor are we aware tliat any wcU-fouDded

practical objection ha« ever been stated against it,

except the rav-re operative difficulty of restraining the

increase of foul vegetation where so small a proportion

of the land is subjected to the cleansing procedure of

fallow cropping.
. r i * •

i

Passin<^ now from the province of mdustrial
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Imsbandry, the ultimate arguments of this paper will

receive very instructive preliminary illustration from

an instance aiforded by the well known Kothamsted

Essays on experimental agriculture. Here, certain

plots forming part of a field, the soil of which was a clay

loam of rather inferior quality, were subjected to suc-

cessive "Wheat growing without the application of any

manure. On one of the plots there was no intermission

for 13 years, and the produce, though annually

fluctuating in quantity according to the climatic

character of the seasons, averaged over the entire

period 16 bushels per acre of prime marketable corn ;

the conviction hence arising that a continuation of the

same treatment, how long soever protracted, would have

been attended with the same productive result; in

other words, the conclusion deducible from this experi-

ment was, that these yearly 16 bushels of Wheat
represented the quantum of Wheat-growing pabuhnn
which this particular soil was capable of yearly

elaborating. Remembering then the accumulative

powerof soils to store up their own vegetative secretions I

when not withdrawn bv the abnormal appetites off

tilled plants, it is very conceivable, a priori, that had
a bare fallow intervened in any year of this experiment,

the produce of the succeeding one would have been of

doubled amount. And such in reality was the actual

consequence in another of the plots, which for six

successive years was alternately cropped aiid bare

fallowed.

But what the practical bearings of thes*; instances ?

Ami to this we reply that they serve to illustrate this

most important agricultural proposition, that while it

is physiologically true that certain of the plants of

ordinary cultivation consume in tlieir growth a larger

proportion of mineral pabulum than others, yet never-

theless a constant succession of the greediest of them
can in no wise impair the elaborative functions of the soil

in which they are rooted and grow or go one step

beyond a more or less rapacious appropriation of the
aliments when once elaborated. If indeed from any cir-

cumstance an accumulation of nutriment has taken place

in the staple, then of course the fast feeders will soonest

withdraw it; but beyond this the term exhaustion, as

applied in agricultural parlance to the effects arising

from the cultivation of any given tribe of plants or

from any given form of rotation, has no meaning soever.

Under the old Scottish seven years' course, the fields

received no check to their perennial fertility through
more thau a half of the farm being yearly under corn
and only one-seventh under fallow treatment. The
Somersetshire husbandman's outlying closes suffer no
secular deterioration from their periodical subjection to

uuintermittent cereal cropping. The pilgrim fathers of
America stamped no indelible infertility on their Wheat
and Tobacco fields, since every observ^id jiliononicnon in

soils gives rise to the conception that were tlie land of
the older states left to rest from cultivation for
a period of time as vast as that which preceded the
white man's landing on the western continent, the
depleted fields would again accumulate an exuberant
fertility co-eqnal with that which they yielded up to
the first settlers.

^
Discharging therefore from his crpfd the nupersti-

tious notion that the growth of any given species of
plants in any given order of succession can either hinder
or promote those chemical actions in the soil which
resnit in the normal secretion of vegetative pabulum,
the rational farmer's first care should be centered on that
fundamental proposition of tillage farming which truly
teaches that although the staple even of untilled
land spontaneous;ly yields a certain amount of increase,
yet tliat this is by virtue of a function susceptible of a
greatly increase<l action by means of skill'ul and thorough
cultivation. Hence perfect tillage ought to be the
primary t*bject of the rational farmer's solicitude. Next
in importance is the expedient of manuring, and into
the principles involved in this department of ngricuUural
practice we willinqnireina subsequent paper. Meanwhile
we may thus far anticipate the subject as to state, that
^vllen diseriminately examined, manures do by no
ineftiw poMMSone common class of properties but belong
to two well-marked divisions, sep-.iratedfrom each other
by this moat important distinction—that in one set the
office is to actuiiUy add to the soil those ingredients
which plants bmld up in their substance, and which the
mere action of air or soil will not provide them with
in sufficient quantity ; such are farm-yard dung, guano.
Rape-cake, and by far the greater number of the sub-
stances usually applied as fertalisers; whilst the office
of the otiicr class is to stinnil.ito tho natural elaborative
lanctions into action by mrans of stibstanres jdaying
httle or no part but that of re-agents, and themselves
a.'ficicnt in a greater or less degree of the elements of
vegetative fertUity. A. B.

A LECTURE ON" W_^EDS.»
A WSED has been describetl us "anv plant which

grows spontaneously on cultivated 'ground." It
u almost superfluous that I should poini out to
those whom I am now addressing what are the dis-
advantiiges and losses sustained on those farm? where
weeds are suffered to exist; at the same time, I feel
that tins addrei=s ^^onld be incomplete if I did not do

a m«Una nf^tl"^^' T ^""^ f**''" ""^ Agriculture." Read atameeungof the membera of the Over Ain-icultural ^^rnn^^V

so; I shall, therefore, briefly refer to them. In Grass

and Clover crops weeds often occupy space which should

be filled with profitable plants. In arable lands they

prevent the crops receiving that beneficial influence of

the atmosphere which they otherwise would do. In

both they appropriate to themselves nutriment from

the soil for which the farmer gets no return; and, if

they are permitted to grow up in the corn crops, they

increase the risk at harvest time; for we all know that

weedy crops cannot with safety be removed so soon to

the barn or the stack as clean ones.

Strangers in passing through Cheshire and Lancashire

often notice the Rushy state of many of our pastures

and meadows; but the occupier is not, I think, respon-

sible for these. It is well known that the only effectual

way of destroying Rushes is by draining—an operation

which it is unreasonable to expect a tenant, unlesss he

holds a long lease, wholly to effect. I contend, there-

fore, that where Rushes do still exist, the landlord

should have the full share of the Uame.
I have within the last few years had occasion to

inspect estates in dtfTerent parts of England, and I

must say that I think weeds are more indigenous to

Cheshire and Lancashire than they are to many other

counties, and that the farmer here has therefore more
to contend with. And you all know that the clay-land

farmer is often afraid to plough a little deeper than

usual, lest he should bring to the surface the seeds of

Thistles, Coltsfoot, and other weeds, wliich have lain

dormant for ages, but which the genial influence of

light and air soon cause to vegetate and to take

possession of the soil. Our coalpit hills and the sides

of our many old marl pits bear similar testimony.

Having made these few introductory remarks, I will

now proceed to notice a few of the most troublesome

and common weeds of this district; and I hope you
will bear with me if I fail, as I fear I shall do, to make
the subject interesting, and to extract from thwie

noxious plants any matter that will suit your tastes

or satisfy your expectations.

Couch Grass,—Its botanical name is Tri^cum repens

(Creeping Wheat Grass), or, as some writers have it,

Agropyrum repens arvense. This weed is found in both
light and strong soils, and in both Grass and arable

land, but it is most prevalent and luxuriates the most
in loose sandy or peaty loams, in an arable state, espe-

cially if they have been long tilled and by a slovenly

farmer. Its creeping and jointed roots grow and spread

very rapidly, and it is in this way, more than by the
dropping of its seeds, that it usually becomes propa-

gated. I need not tell you that, when it exists in

arable land, and is undisturbed, it rapidly spreads
and vegetates, and it is difficult to thoroughly
dispossess it. Formerly, when land became very foul,

and especially if the soil was a stiff one, the farmer's
only remedy was a summer-fallow, and, indeed, now,
in undrained clayey soils, that course has to be adopted.
liut the more general practice is to cultivate and clean
the land as much as the weather in autumn and spring
will permit, plant Potatoes, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, or
other green crops in drills, and so complete the ftxtor-

mmntinn of tho weeds, by the means of implements
and hands, whilst the crop is growing up. In corn-
stubbles, where Couch is not very prevalent, it is not
too much trouble to fork it out, and a better plan cannot
be adopted, especially on small farms.
When land in tillage is about to be laid down, either

to temporary or permanent Grass, nothing is more
important than the thorongh extirpation of Conck and
other weeds. If Couch exists, it will spring up and
displace some of the Clover, Rye-grass, and other seeds,

and continue to spread when the Red Clover and the Rye-
grass have disappeared. The Cheshire farmer expects,
to some extent, to counteract this evil by the application
of bone manure ; but whilst this stimulates the best

herbage, and is, no doubt, highly beneficial, it will

not annihilate the Couch, although it may less obstinate
weeds.

Sent Grass.—I am not aware whether it has any
local names, excepting the Creeping or Black Bent
variety (Agrostis nigra), which is sometimes called
Black Twitch. The other varieties arc the Common Bent,
(Agrostis vvilgiiris) ; White Bent (Agrostis all>a) ; Jlarsh
Bent (Agrostis paUistris); and the Broad-leaved Creeping
Bent or Fiorin (Agrostis stolonifera latifolia). I am not

j
myself sufficiently acquainted with these different

varieties to identify them, but that which I take to be.

the Black Bent is wlij^t I have found most prevalent in

Cheshire, The same means are necessary for the
extirpation of this tribe of Gnissy weeds as for Couch.
Meadow Soft Grass, or Woolly Soft Grass (IIolcus

lanatus), often abounds in the second year after laymg
down land to Grass. It springs spontaneously, for no
one who knows it ever thinks of sowing its seeds. Like
other natural Grasses it is perennial, and often yields a

considerable quantity of herbage. Cattle will eat it,

but only when they cannot get anything better. It is

distinguished from the Creeping or Bearded Soft Grass
(Holcus mollis), another inferior Grass, by the root not
creeping, and by being much more woolly. Neither of

these Grasses can be got rid of except by a course of
tillage, and by sowing plentifully other natural Grass
seeds of a better kind when the land is again laid down
to Grass.

JButtercvp, or Croicfoot.—Tlie name buttercup seems
to have originated in the fallacious supposition that the
eating of the plant by milch cows imparted a yellow
colour to butter. The term Crowfoot may have had its

'

origin in the resemblance of the leaf to the outline of a
crow's foot. The plant is perennial, and flowers from May
until July. The varieties of this plant, all of which are
more or less common in Cheshire and Lancashire
are the Common Buttercup or Bulbous Meadow Crow-
foot (Ranunculus bulbosus) ; the Upright Meadow Crow-
foot, or the Acrid Crowfoot (Ranunculus acris); the
Creeping Crowfoot (Ranunculus repens) ; and the Com
Crowfoot (Ranunculus arvensis). The Acrid Crowfoot
is considered the most objectionable, but all are more oe
less so. Not only do these weeds occupy considerable
space in many of our Grass fields—especially in those
which are rather moist, where they are generally most
prevalent—but they are absolutely injurious as food for

cattle, and should therefore be expelled from the land
as soon as possible. Curtis, in his " Flora Londinensis "

referring to the Ranunculus acris. says:—"Instinct
rarely fails in directing graminivorous animals to reject
such herbs as would prove injurious to them ; hence wo
seldom find this and the other acrid species of Crowfoot
eaten by cattle ; but we know that under certain cir-

cumstances they will err, and become poisoned or
diseased," Gerard (an old writer) says :

—" Tliis plant
is called Bane-wort by some, because it is dangerous and
deadly for sheepe, and if they feed of the same, it

inflameth their liver, fretteth and blistereth their
entrailes,"

It will be unnecessary, I am sure, to multiply these

opinions. I am satisfied that the more you study the
question as to the Buttercups, the more convinced you
will be of the propriety of destroying them. In moist
lands draining will assist you ; in pastures, mow them
down early, or, if not very abundant, cut them out with

a sharp spud or hoe. But the most effectual remedy,

where they are very prevalent, is to break up the land,

pass it through a course of tillage, and expose it well to

the winter frosts. If you fail to wage contujual war
against these and other noxious weeds of your Grass
lands and hedges, yoM have no right to expect either

that your cattle will be always healthy, or that their

produce will be always wholesome.
Charlock {Sinapis arvensis) infests your arable lands,

and is, perhaps, better known to you as Yellow Weed
or Wild Mustard. This weed is an annual, and is pro-

pagated wholly b|r seed ; so that if it is cut down before

seeding, it cannot multiply ; but it is well that it

should be pulled up or hoed down before it is even in

flower, if you would save the nutriment of the soil fop

more profitable plants. Farmers should make them-

selves well acquainted with the seed, in order to avoid

sow^ing it with Turnips, Oats, or Barley, the crops

which Charlock is often prevalent amongst. In some
instances—perhaps in many—it is taken to the field

with some manure that has probably been collected

near the barn doors, and which has become mixed with

refuse of the winnowings. These, I need not tell you,

often abound with many objectionable seeds besides

Cliarlock. The Wild Radish (Raphanus raphanistrumX

another annual weed, is sometimes confounded with

Charlock, but is easily distinguished from it. It

requires the same means for its destruction as Char-

lock. The seeds of both weeds have been known to

have vegetated after having lain in the soil for 40 years,

I ought to remind you that this, as well as all the

Sinapis tribe, ripen before or quite as soon as the corn

crops, and many of their seeds are, therefore, likely to

be shed with the act of reaping; this is another reason,

if any be needed, why the corn crops should be carefully

weeded. I may mention, in passing, that the White

Mustard (Sinapis alba), and the Black Mustard (Sinapifi

nigra), are cultivated plants; the latter is considered a

weed in some districts, but is not troublesome with us.

White Mustard is that usually sown in our gardens to

be eaten as a salad along with Cress, Lettuce, and

vegetables ; and it is the pounded seed of this and th«

Black Mustard that affords one of the most common
domestic condiments of our dining tables. It is now

grown in some parts of England either to be fed off by

sheep or to be ploughed in as a green manure. A full

account of it is given in the seventh volume of the

Royal Agricultural Society's publication. Black
Mustard, which is more pungent that the White, is, I

believe, the kind most commonly adopted for domestic
use in France.
Common Thistle (Carduus arvensis) is a difficult weed

to eradicate, particularly in clay soils; and the seetis

after lodging in these soils for many years appear to
lose not the vital principle ; for who has not often seen,
when a clayey field lias been ploughed a little deeper
than usual, or when in draining the subsoil has any of
it been left on the surface, how soon this unwelcome
guest presents itself to our notice ? Various suggestions
have been made for destroying the Thistle, but so long
as there is one slovenly farmer in a neighbourhood
who allows it to go to seed, either in his crops or his

hedges, the most tidy farmer must never expect to be
wholly free from it. A recent writer—an agriculturist

in Rutlandshire—says: "One plan is to have them
drawn or pulled up by the roots twice a year (the first

time of going over them being about the end of May,
the second time either just before harvest or directly

after, according to local circumstances) : the other plan

is to spud or hoe them up below the knot or first joint

of the Thistle ; by this means each Thistle is de-

stroyed. The time of performing this work is the

same in both cases as that of drawing them.

Where disappointment occurs after spudding or

hoeing, it is in consequence of the work of eradi-
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Ration not Loing (lone properly. Those Thistles that

have been cut off ahove the l;not throw up an

increasGcl nuniher of fresh shoots, while those cut below

are certain to decay. Some farmers think it best to

allow the Thistles to remain until they are ready to

kovver; they are then mown and raked up and carried

away. 1'1^'S, however, is by no means an example of

^ood and clean husbandry, though it is argued that by

this process the water gets into the crown of the

Thistle that remains, and it is thus destroyed." He
adds that a Common Tliistle is best eradicated by

an implement called a "Thistle drawer," or may be

removed by placing a drop of sulphuric acid on the

crown. There are other kinds of Thistles, mostly bien-

nial, and less prevalent, which I vviU merely enumerate.

These are the Stemlcss Thistle (Carduus acaulis) (no

doubt known to you); the Spear-plume Thistle, or Bur-

Thistle (Carduus lanceolatus); the Marsh-thistle (Car-

xluus palustris) ; and the Musk-thistle (Carduus nutans);

one plant of which Professor Bucknian says contains

sometimes as many as 3750 seeds. The last-named

Thistle, I am happy to think, is not indigenons on the

soils of the new red sandstone formation of this district,

but 13 said to be so on the calcareous ones. The Common
or Cornfield Sow-thistle (Sonchus arvensis) will be

known to all of you; it is a perennial, and difficult to

eradicate, as the roots strike deep in the ground, and

throw up fresh shoots every year. It should be

extracted with the "Thistle-drawer." One plant

has been estimated to contain 19,000 seeds; you

may readily imagine, therefore, if these are allowed

to be dispersed, wlmt evil consequences will follow.

Co)7vmon Dock (Riimex obtusifolius) is, if possible,

more common than the Thistle, and is equally

objectionable. Eleven species of this perennial plant

are said to be indigenous in Britain, including the

Water Dock, and the Curled Dock. But it is the Common
Dock that chiefly infests our Cheshire Grass lands and

•cornfields, and with which you have most to contend.

To destroy it, the means must be similar to those

employed for the Thistle, that is, either spudding or

drawing up by the roots when the ground is

moist. Mowing will not eflfectually destroy it,

but it is much better to cut it down with the

srythe than allow it, as some do, to lun to seed.

If you would extirpate this weed, do not, as I have

seen too many do, gather it when ripe or nearly so, and

throw it byhandfuls into the nearest hedge or ditch

bottom, into the occupation roads of the farm, or even

into the highways. If yon do this, what right have

you to expect the seeds will be destroyed, and that they

will not be returned to your land with the scrapings of

the road or the scourings of the ditches ? If you are

wise you will throw them in heaps and burn them.

And don't, as some do, harbour them about your stack-

yards and homesteads, I think there is no more

slovenly sight than to see big Docks and other big

weeds going to seed near the homestead. Dock seeds,

it is to be feared, exist in some samples of Clover and

other seeds, and to this may often be attributed

the existence of Docks in Clover and corn

crops. To avoid it, you should make yourselves

intimately acquainted with Dock seeds, and should

examine your C.'o'verseeiiranJ seed corn in the hulk, to

aiscert'ain whether they are present or not. When the

seedsmen tind that the farmer is more particular, they

will be more so in purchasing from the growers and

merchants, and iu time we may hope a more genuine

article will be obtained. But if you would have others

act with the strictest integrity towards you you must

so act towards others. And whether you are selling

your com, which is not altogether so clean as you could

wish, or your cow, that is not so good a milker as you

<iould like, or is perhaps in-a state of incipient disease, or

your horse, who has perhaps some vicious habit or some

not easily detected unsoundness, you must make the

buyer acquainted with all the facts—or even with your

doubts, if you are not certain. 1 remember reading

many years ago the wholesome maxim ofan old moralist,

which has made a lasting impression on my mind ; lie

eays:—" Everything should be fairly told, that the

buyer be ignorant of nothing the seller knoweth of."

'Rag}cort{Senecio jacoh(£a)f and which I think I have

heard some Cheiliire farmers call Fleanard or Flea-wort,

and others Ketlock, but the latter term is applied in

some parts of England to Charlock. It is perennial,

but belongs to the same family as Groundsel, one of the

most abundant annual weeds of our gardens and

Potato lands, especially if the soil is light and loamy,

and not short of manure. Eagwort grows chiefly in

•dry pastures, and from 2 to 3 feet high. Its leaves are
ragged, and its flowers, which make their appearance
in July, August, and September, arc a bright yellow.
This plant remains untouched by cattle so long as they
can find anything else to eat, and it emits a fetid odour
when bruised. It is easily cut down with the scythe,
but to destroy it, it should be pulled up after rain, or
when the ground is moist. An eminent agricultural
writer says:—"The prevalence, or more than the bare
existence of this plant, but especially the seeding of it

on any land, is disgraceful to the farmer, and affords a
distinct indication of his being either too sick, too lazy,

or too ignorant to atttnd to his business."

Self Heal (Prunella vulgaris) is often very prevalent
in Clover leas and pastures, and very commonly springs
up when the Red Clover is beginning to disappear. It
seems probable that the seeds of this weed are un-
wittingly bought by the farmer, and perhaps as un-

wittingly sold by the seedsman, with his Clover and
j

" Agricultural Chemistry Association of Scotland;**
Grass seeds. As the seeds somewhat resemble Clover
seeds, it is probable that neither the farmer nor the
seedsman would detect their presence without a very
careful scrutiny, and without having a sample of Self-

heal seed before them at the time of the examination.
Where the weed exists in pastures it should be cut

down before it is ripe, if you would prevent its spread-

ing. I am disposed to think there would be less of

this weed than there usually is in our Grass lauds, if, on
laying down land to Grass, the land was cleaner and
in better condition, and if more perennial Rye-grass

and natural Grass seeds were sown, and less Red Clover.

Time will not permit me to do more than merely
refer by name to a few other \^eeds. ITiose most
common in Cheshire, and which ara the most likely

to prove troublesome to you, are the Coltsfoot, the

Shepherd*s Purse, Spurry, Dandelion, Daisy, Field

Wood Rush, Carex, Knapweed, yellow Rattle, Per-

sicaria. Knot Grass, Orache (fat-hen) ; together with
Nettles, Fern, &c.

A word as to hedges and ditches. Why are they allowed

to remain so weedy ? Is there any doubt but that

weeds are injurious to the White Thorn or otlier wood
of which the hedges are composed? Do farmers keep
their hedges and ditches slovenly for the sake of encou-

raging game, or vermin, or insects ? Where the land

is naturally dry or has been drained, might not many
of the ditches be filled up ? If it is too much expense

to dig up and fork out the weeds from the hedges, by

all means let them be cut down before they are ripe,

and before they drop their seeds ; else bow can you
ever expect to be even comparatively free from weeds
in your fields ? You will excuse my putting those ques-

tions and making these suggestions for your considera-

tion. They are not made with especial reference to

anything I have seen in this neighbourhood, or in the

district of your society ; for, previous to coming here

this afternoon, I had not been in the district for several

years, beyond passing through it by railway; but I

don't suppose your district is an exceptional one, and it

must be obvious to most of you that whilst much has

been done, there is still great room for improvement.

In conclusion, allow me to ask your assent to the fol-

lowing propositions, or, at least, to ask that you will

consider and discuss them.
Ist, That it Is desirable that farmers should become better

acquainted with the English sind botanical nameof weeds> that
they may be enabled to refer to them in books, and thus to
ta"ke adTantnge of the information and experience afforded by
others,

3d. That they should ascertain more of the habits of these
plants, and what is the principal cause of their existence on
their farms—whether it is from the seeds having lain preriously
dormant in the soil or subsoil ; from their existence in the
manure or in the seed-com or Clover seeds ; from their having
been wafted on the land by the winds ; or whether they have
been propagated by vivacious roots^ such as that of the Couch,
whlcb have bewi cut, but not destroyed, iu the process of
cultivation.

Sd. That they should thoroughly examine their seed-com,
and their Clover, Grass, Turnip, and other seeds^ in the bult,
previous to sowing, and become better acquainted with the
seeds of weeds, so as more easily to detect their presence. As
the seeds of weeds are nearly all small, the examination will

often be more easily and more satisfactorily effected by a small
magnifying glass or microscope, such as the one I hold in my
hand. This small glass may also be used tor the examination
of plants and insects. It is the kind used by botanists, and
may be obtained at any respectable optician's for about 5».

4th, That when weeds do exist, farmers should well consider
and ascertain if they can what are the moat effectual and
cheapest means of eradicating or otherwise destroying them.
And here I would make one final remark, which is, that no

one knows better than the Cheshire farmer how many of the
small weeds of his Clover and Grass lands can be destroyed by
a very simple process—that of bone-manuring. This is a fact

worthy of notice, and one which he has cause to rejoice at- By
the application of bone, and, indeed, of other manures on the

surface, the best herbage is invariably stimulated, and its suc-

cessful growth promoted, to the destruction of many of the

smaller weeds. You must not, however, rely on this process

too much for the destruction of all weeds, nor be disappointed

if you find that Couch and Bent-grass, Crowfoot, and some of

the larger weeds still exist in your Grass lands. And in your
arable lands you will find that Persicaria (Lakeweed), Fat-hen,

Groundsel, and some other weeds, are as fond of a Uttlo good
manure aa any of your cultivated plants.

Home Correspondence.
Editorship of the Royal Agricultural Society^s

JournaL—I cannot help thinking that two men made
themselves very remarkable by their absence at the late

meeting ; I refer to Mr. Thompson and Mr. Chandos

Hoskyns. To these two the agricultural world now
imputes the responsibility of the late extraordinary

choice of Editor of the Journal ; and as they must have

known that that appointment was to be called in

question, they ought to have been present to defend it.

Tliat no reply to my remarks was made, I in common

with others attribute to the feeling amongst the

members of Council present, that no defence could be

made; and that the whole affair and the non-selection

of Mr. Morton was a great mistake, and a most

unwarrantable blow, from an unwarrantable quarter, to

the cause of scientific agriculture. In my remarks at the

meeting I purposely avoided j-iving any one the oppor-

tunity of raising and riding off on a side question, as Lord

Fever'^ham so skilfully attempted to do m his reply to

Mr. Sidney; and I felt that neither I myself nor my

motives were open to the very slifrhtcst nnputation of

and since that time, whether as a member of the twf>

great agricultural societies, as aiding the movement
which the late Sir Robert Peel commenced for the
establishment of an agricultural professorship in con-
nection with the Royal Agricultural Society, or in
taking part in the agricultural literature of the day,
or in my own practice as a farmer and as an
improver of lauded property, I Iiave done
what I conld to aid the cause of progress; and, there-

fore, hearing on all sides and in all parts of England
the loud expressions ofdiscontent in reference to the late

appointment, I felt that I was fully justified in taking
upon myself the expression of that feeling at the meet-
ing. I also take this opportunity of saying that,

although I have had the pleasure of an acquaintance

with filr. Morton for nearly 20 years, it has been
entirely confined—to my great regret—to correspon-

dence on agricultural literature; and I believe 1 have
never in the whole course of niy life met Mr. Morton
under any other roof than that of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, except on one occasion, when, in a geolo-

gical and agricultural tour with the late Professor John-
ston, I had the pleasure of visiting VVhitfield Urm for

an hour and making the acquaintance of Mr. Morton's
father—the well-known author of the admirable work
on Soils. I also take the opportunity of saying that

I hardly even know Mr. Sidney, that 1 had no commu-
nication with Mr, Morton, Mr. Sidney, or with any one
before speaking at the meeting; and that I did so solely

from a desire to express ray own surprise and that of

others at what had been done, and my feeling and sense

of the injustice to Mr, Morton; and to endeavour to

elicit some explanation of so remarkable a decision as

the Committee have come to. I make these latter

remarks because an impression has been attempted to

be created that I apted as a personal friend of Mr.
Morton, and in concert with Mr. Sidney, who himself

was a candidate for the office of Secretary, but who
most clearly expressed the very general feeling of the

agricultural world; and I should be sorry if any such

impression should (where I am unknown) have the

effect of weakening my protest in the slightest degree.

John Oirlwood, 41^, ^all Mall, June 6. [We believe

that neitlier Mr. Thompson nor Mr. Hoskyns voted on
the question of the editorship.]

Cheap Seeds.—The public are much indebted to

Professor Buckman for the exposure he has made of the

deleterious substances mixed in the various descriptions

of seeds which are sold to farmers; but it is to a very
great extent the fault of the farmers themselves, aa

many of them often purchase what is called " cheap,"

or, in other words, low-priced, and will not be persuaded
to touch really good and genuine articles, which are in

reality much cheaper, but for which a little more money
is asked. Of course there are some fanners who know
their own interest sufficiently well to use only the best
descriptions, but as a body most of the country mer-
chants complain that they can sell them the low-priced

articles best. Could the farmers be persuaded to profi.b

by the examinations and disclosures of Professor Buck-
man, it would be greatly for tlieir interest. Mercator.
Bedgerow Timber.—During the month that is now

closed a vast quantity of trees, especially Oaks, will

have fallen before the woodman's axe, for at present
there is a rage for clearing away hedgerow timber, and
removing every tree that it is possible to get condemned
out of the way of the farmer's plough. Now this is a
great change on what we have seen, and a change in

many respects for the better. But with our energetic

race there is often no moderation in reforms. We set

about them in a kind of rage, as if determined to make
up, by a fatal form of compensation, for the mistakes
that we have made in one direction by committing an
equal number in the opposite. Thus there is no doubt
that hedgerow timber has ceased to be regarded as

always protective to the land, or even as always a pictu-

resque addition to the landscape, and trees in fields

have been found not only to interrupt and inter-

fere with the progress of the plough, but by their

far-extending roots and shade materially to injure the

health and luxuriance of the crops within their in-

fluence. Under this impression the improving landlord,

or the spirited agent, vigorously sets about clearing the

estate of these foes to agriculture. As our friends

across the Channel used to say, *' Ireland for the Irish,"

so he says, "the woods for trees;" and presently the

straggling and unsightly hedgerow, with its stunted,

distorted, miserable tree-lets, is turned into a neat and
really pleasant-looking fence; the ploughman is no
longer betrayed into curses by the constant and provok-

ing encounter with the tree-roots, and trees are rele-

gated to their proper places—the plantation or the

wood. But the improved farm seems like a place that

has been redeemed from a common, so bare, exposed,

and bleak have learnt to look the once rather wild

and over-wooded fields. To the eye of the farmer,

pur et simple, this may perhaps be an advantage;

to the eye of the lover of the picturesque it is

a melancholy change in appearance ; but to that

of a lover of stock and green pastures it is some-

thing worse still. For suppose that (as is to be
u.u..vc= .>...^

7:"irnow unwards^ of 20 years since I hoped) after a few years of deep and clean tillage, and
factiousness. It is

"^^^'^JI'^^'^'iL scientific a good manuring, some of these cleaned and improved
began to take an act.^^^^^^^^^

,,!,,,,, ,,,a down again in Grass-seeds or,permaneat
agriculture, and it IS near y as long sm^^^

and Professor pasture, where is the tossing, running, raving cow or

my late lamented friends Lord
]^^^^^^^

ana f lessor p .

^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^

Jromrd theX^T^^T^^;<^^i^e rub itself aguik in the hot, glaring, mid-day Md-

\
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far perhaps from the homestead and the shade of its

friendly hyre ? Why should not the landed proprietor,

if he mark his wood himself, or his agent, if it be com-

mitted to him. take the occupant of the land into

friendly counsel and save one tree to every 3 or 4 acres,

to be at once an ornament to the land, and a comfort

to the herd? I should have thought such a suggestion

too obvious a one to have rendered it necessary to

trouble yon with an allusion to the subject, had

1 not seen considerable portions of more than one

estate stripped straight ahead of their timber at the

felling and barking season, without apparently any con-

sciousness on the part of the directors of the raid of

the irreparable mischief they were doing, not by their

clearings, but by their unmodified, and let me add un-

mollified way of effecting them. JExile.

Yield of Mill\—At the Ayrshire Society's Cattle

Show a novel feature was a competition for premiums
offered by the Duke of AthoU for the best milking
cows ; eight cows competed, and they were iept
together for five days, and carefully watched and
milked. Mr. Robert Wallace, Kioklandholn Street,

Qufvo^ was first in competition ; Mr. William Keid,

Cluue Street, Quivox, second ; Mr. Henry Bliston, Ayr,

third; and Mr. Andrew Hendric, Ayr, fourth. The
following is a statement of the quantities of milk given

by the cows belonging to the competitors :

—

of an improved sample. It was astonishing the differ-

ence this would make. Ahrldged from Tewkeshirj/

Becord.

ociet(t?«

Greatest Average of ten Per Centage of

Milkings.

lb. oz.

Milkings. Cream.

lb. oz.

L 28 7 26 -5 12
% 26 10 24 7 9
3. 24 13 22 10 n
4. 24 12 22 1 15

Parley G-roioinff.—-Messrs. Blizard and Godsall, of

Tewkesbury, have for four years given prizes in order
to stimulate and improve the growth of English Barley, stow^ .Axthur,' BVedonr'Tewkesbury
Vr.^^ o»«^,,«3*- +i,« :™™ T— ^e 1^1^ ^Q +T.„*- Kirkpatrick, Captain, Monk's Horton, Standford, Hytbe

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF E^I'GLAND.

A Monthly Council was held on Wednesday, June 6,

Lord Walsingham, President, in the chair. Present

:

Marquis Camden, Earl Fowls, Lord Paversham,

Lord Leigh, Sir W, E. Bridges, Bart., Sir E.

Kerrison, Bart., M.P., the Hon. Colonel Hood, the Hon.

W. G. Cavendish, M.P,, the Hon. A. Vernon, Mr. Amos,

'My. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barnet, Mr. H. Barrow,

M.P., Mr. Caldwell, Mr. J. Drnce, Mr. Frere, Mr. Bran-

dreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr. Hum-
berston, M.P., Mr. Lake, Mr. Lawes, Mr. Milward, Mr.

P. Xeame, Professor Simonds, Professor Spooner, Mr.
H- S. Thompson, M.P., Professor Voelcker, Mr. Jonas

Webb, Mr. T. B. Western, Mr. Wightwick (Mayor of

Canterbury), and Professor Wilson,

Sir John Ratcliffe, Bart., of Wydrington, Bir-

mingham, was elected a Governor of the Society.

The following new members were elected :—

Catbcart, Earl, Woodland, Thirsk
Jervis, the Hon. E. Swinfeu, Aaton Park, Staffs,

Baker, Anne, Grendon, Atherstone
Dewar, William, Middlcton, Bicester

Prescott, William, Clarence Roehampton,
Jones, John, Bryn Adda, Dolgelly
Fothergill, John, Nottingham
Constable, Rev. John, Principal, R.A. College, Cirencester
Williams, W. R., Dolgelly
Hickman, Captain, Dollar Street, Cirencester
Wilson, Thomas, Jun., 20, Gloucester Street, Hyde Park
Wedgwood, W. R., Heavitree Paik, Exeter

From amongst the immense number of lots of that
important grain which have been sold to them, the
produce of last year's harvest, about 50 samples, com-
prising all the best, were submitted to three judges of
acknowledged capability, viz. : Mr. Tom White, Tewkes-
bury, corn-merchant ; Mr. W. Turk, Cheltenham,
maltster ; and Mr. Saunders, of the same place, brewer.
There were two prizes offered, one of which was an
elegant silver cup value 15/., and the other a smaller
one value oL Ihe first was awarded to Mr. ^ .

j Woolnough, William. Kingston on-Thames
Attwood, of Conderton ; and the other to Mr. F. Ash- . Lintott, William, Holmbuah, Slinfold, Horsham
win, of Sedgeberrow ; the Barley shown bv Mr. Smith, Holmes. Sleigh, Ellerton Grange, Newport^ Salop

V ^'t'T^' "'^I'^'t^'
cotumencledrarul that of I f

^^^^^^ .^HS^y^rcS Croa«
J!i. Holland, i^sq., M.P., «t Dumbleton Hall, commended. Evans, John, Effin^ton, Salop
The adjudication was signalised, as usual, by a dinner, ' Ashcroft, Thomas Walford, Eccleshall, Staffs.

which took place at the Black Bear Inn, to which
\ ^^^^^^j: ^^uS'^'^^l^^^J^^'^ House, Madeley, Staffs.

"between 40 and 50 landowners, formers, tradesmen, and
other gentlemen sat down; Edward Holland, Esq.,

Edge, Davis, Burslem
Furnival, Stephen, Napeley Heath, ifacclestone. Market

Drayton
Sherbom, Francis, jun., Bedfont, Middlesex
Donovan, John Clarke, Gatwick Mill Hill, JJillericay

Bidden, Wiliiara, Hawkstead Hall, Bury St. Edmunds
Jackson, Richard, Noctorum, Birkenhead
Aahby, T. W., Rutland Works. Stamford
Priest, Alfred, Kingston-on-Thames
Fentoii, John Thomas, Thorpe Hall Colliery, Leeds
Dyott, Colonel, Freeford Manor, Lichfield

tickets at \0s. each which may be obtained^^^FSe
Secretary.

The following letter relating to the proposed Metro-
politan Meeting of the Society in 1862 was read -,—

" Office of Works. &c., S.W.
ii-u T TV ^x. I. .

"May 22, I860;My Lord,—! have the honour to acknowledge the recprnf
of your lordship's letter, dated the 9th inst., intimating 1^1
wish of the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of Encr
land to have their exhibition in the metropolis in the vefr
1862, and inquiring whether a site in the Regent's Park could
be granted for that purpose ; and I have to acquaint vmir
lordship in reply, that her Majesty has graciously consentedM
allow the exhibition to be held in one of the parks in London
and that the Society will be informed of the precise spot and of
the conditions upon which it is to be occupied, whenever itmay be necessary for the Council to make their final arranep
ments. " I am, my Lord, ^

"Tour Lordship's obedient servant,
*' Alfred Austin Secretarv *•

"The Right Honourable Lord Walsingham.

"

On the motion of the Hon. Col. Hood, seconded by
Mr. Fisher Hobbs, it was resolved that on the dav the
Special Council meet in May to prepare their report to
the General Meeting of the Society, the election of
President for the ensuing year should be considered.
On the motion of the Earl of Powis, seconded by Mr.

Raymond Barker, it was resolved that Mi*. Edward
Price of the Conrt House, Pembridgo, haviuo- been
shown to the satisfiiction of the Council to° come
within Ko. 18 of the General Rules relating to
exhibitors, he cannot consequently be allowed to
compete for any of the Society's prizes.

On the motion of Mr. Milward, seconded by Mr,
Brandreth Gibbs, the Hon. W. G. Cavendish was
unanimously elected a Steward of Live Stock. It was
arranged that Professor Voelcker, Consulting Chemist
to the Society, would deliver a lecture on " Oilcake "

to-

the members at the Society's house on Wednesday, the
13th inst., at half-past 12.

A communication was read from Mr. J. C. irorton

inclosing a detailed prospectus, received from Mr.
Yanden Bosch, of Wilhelminadorp, near Goes, Holland,
of an international competitive trial of Steam Ploughs
and Reaping Machines to be held on his firm, when
liberal prizes are offered in order to secure a vigorous-

competition. [This is referred to in a leading article,

page 535.]
The Council then adjourned.

M.P., occupying the cliair. The following observations
were made:—The Chairman said Messrs- Blizard, as

they well knew, did their best to bring farmers
together, and further the progress of improvement, a
procedure which did them great credit. Farmers, in
this respect, laboured under peculiar disadvantages.
While Mr. Blizard could run round the corner of a
street, and consult with a firiend about anything he
might require, they (the farmers) would have to go a
long distance. It was then more expedient for them
to meet together whenever occasion offered than any
men in the country, and Messrs. Blizard had done well
in seeking to afford them such an opportunity. They
had with great liberality given premiums for the best
article that could be used in their trade; but while
benefiting tliemselves, an important advantnge also

resulted to the agricultural community, as they were
enabled to ascertain what quality of Barley was grown

;

what sort of land would grow the best Barley ; and
from the data given, and comparison, form a judg-
ment as to the best mode to secure the best end.—
Mr. G. Bhzard said, that was the fonrth time their firm
had given prizes for the best 200 bushels of Barley.
There was a matt^ to which he would wish particularly
to direct their attention, and that was the manner in
which some of tlie Barley was.sent to market. It was
really shameful to see the state of it. He would im- i

press upon them the importance of removing the tail
from the Barley, reminding them that 100 bushels well
winnowed were worth much more than when badly
winnowed. By the former a good sample was secnred

;

while by leaving in the tail, at the saving of some little

trouble, a bad one was presented. They had heard him
formerly complain bitterly ngntnst the threshing
machines, and !the injurious effect their action bad on
the Biirley. He had still to complain in this respect,
but at the same time, felt bound to state that tlie grain
was liot now so badly broken as it used to be. Last
year, in reference to this subject, he had suggested the

Thompson, William, Weymouth

The names of five candidates for election were then
read.

Finances.—Mr. Barnetfc presented the report of the
Finance Committee, from which it appeared that the
current cash balance in the hands of the bankers ou
May 31 was 4183^. 19^. 4<?. The Secretary's receipts

during the past month had been duly examined by
Messrs. Quilter, Ball & Co., and were found correct.

The amount already received on account of implement
shedding and entries for live stock at Canterbury
araonnted to 1037^. The sum of 1220/. has been
received during the present year on account of arrears
of subscription, and a considerable sum still remained
overdue, for the recovery of which the adoption of more
stringent means was recommended. At the suggestion
of the Committee, the Secretary was directed to pre-
pare a complete list of Members of the Society for

publication in the Journal,

FnizE Essays.—Mr. Thompson, M.P., Chairman of
the Journal Committee, announced the following awards
from the Judges of Essays :

—

I. Jolin B. Spearing, of Moulsford, near Wallinffford,
Berks, the prize of 50L for the best report on the
A£,'ricnlture of Berkshire.

II. John Fulton, of Temple, Mary Hill, Glasgow, the prize
of lOi. for the beat Essay on recent improvements in
D.ury practice.

The Essay on the Agricultm-e of Berkshire bearing
the motto " Long Wittenham" is much commended.
Chemical.—Mr. Hoskyns, Chairman of the Chemical

Committee, presented the Report, wherein application
was made for a grant of 100/. for the collection of in-
formation on the Manufacture of Cheese in the different
dairy districts of the kingdom, as it will necessitate
certain outlay in travelling expenses, and the employ-
ment of local aid in the tour of inspection. The annual
grant of 200/. for chemical investigations during the
year 1860 was recommeuded.

Canterbuey Committee.—Lord Leigh, Chairman,
reported the favourable progress of the arrangements

offer of a prize of 50/, for the production of the best for the Society's meeting on the 9th July and following
mstfument for threshing Barley; and Mr. H. Butt had
observed tliat it was xery probable the subject would be
taken up by the Eoyal Agricultural Society. Such,
however, was not the case. It was well to remark,
however, tliafe machinists were well aware of the e?i!,
and were etriving to remedy it. The effect on the
maltsters was serious ; for when ihe. grain of Barley
was cut or Iwoikeai, a blue mould was engendered, and

days. The Local Committee having applied for an
extension of the time allowed for the entry of ploughs
for the ploughing match, it was recommended that the
time be extended to June 30, and that the ploughs be
delivered into the tral tield by 7 o'clock on the
morning of Wednesday, July 11. At the request of the
Mayor of Canterbury, the Council considered the
qnestion of the advisability of holding a dinner at

when this prevailed Among a large nmnber of bushels. ' Canterbury under the auspices of the Societv,
«oeat loss was necessarily incurred. He considered that

j

and it wa* resolved on the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs,
termers would find their account in giving a littie more seconded by Sir. Amos, that the Diriner ehould take^e to preparing their Barley, feefing aasured that place at 6 o'cloek on Tuesday, the 10th July, and that
•»ej- .wfioid be rej^ajd ftti- theis- outlay, in the produeti^n the *^o\mal syowld guarantee a proportion of the ! few w'ith their light dresses, were almost' as ^vild fow

BATH AXD WEST OF EJ^GLAND AGRICULTURAL.
The annual meeting of this Society, held tliis year at

Dorchester, is now so nearly one of the first-class agri-

cultural gatherings that farmers in all parts of the

country look with interest to a report of its proceed-

ings. It is, indeed, but a limited section of the island

that the association deals with, but great varieties exist

in its climate, soil, and agriculture ; and it is possible

for them to select for their successive shows districts

altogether dissimilar. If this had been their purpose in

the present case it would scarcely have been possible to do

intentionally what has accidentally been brought about

by the selection of the locality of Dorsetshire ia

succession to that of Barnstaple, Whilst the

beautiful breed of cattle belonging to the latter dis-

trict presented an attractive and distinctive feature,

yet its agriculture properly so called was with some few

exceptions rather remarkable for its wants than its

possessions, and had considerably more to learn than to

teach. The present district, on the other hand, without

any peculiar attraction in its breed of animals, is yet

a truly agricultural locality, surrounded with large

farms of mixed ^nd varied soils, not rich enough to

dispense with artificial assistance, nor so poor as to

prove ungrateful for its aid. We know of no district

in which greater progress has been made during the

last 20 years.

The interest of the show was somewhat enhanced

by the fact that three years since Dorchester com-

peted, though unsuccessfully, for the meeting of the

Royal Agricultural Society, which was held at Salisbury

in preference, the latter being a place of somewhat

greater importance, and better furnished with railways.

The latter reason for preference however does not exist

at present, for within the last few years additional faci-

lities have been given by the extension of both broad

and narrow gauges, so that every communication that

can be desired for the transit of stock and implements
to every part of England is now abundantly afforded
Under these favourable auspices the present meeting
was held on a spot of ground to the right of the olJ

London Eoad leading to Blandford on the north-e«Bt
side, and immediately adjoining the town. The landia
question belongs to the town, and if the weather pre-

ceding the meeting had been fine and dry, no situatitm

could have been better, but with the deluge of rain

which we have had during the last week the low situa-

tion of the ground, almost on a level with the river*

has rendered it a complete swamp for the la^^

few days, and ha^ certainly taxed to the utnoos*

the skill and industry of the managing committee. No
efforts could have been more successful, and witboot

enumerating them it was quite a marvel to find how cof^'

paratively dry and sound the surface had been rendered

ou Tuesday, particularly that part of it devoted to Uye

stock. The rain however on Tuesday night R?''*'"

saturated the soil, which presented a very sinffulBr

appearance, somewhat resembling the bogs of the ^^^^

Forest, on the borders of which the ladies, by no means

Th
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naTdocoy pond. However, hurdles, straw, bushes, and

oravel were employed with much success in afiording a

louiul and dry tooting.
^

It would at first sight appear a matter of sur-

tliat for a didfcriet or local show so large a

of ground as 20 acres could require to be

"jQged.but this feelin^of surprise was on our entrance

to the yard quickly changed to one of astonishment at

the immense and superb exliibition of implements which

botli demanded and deserved so large a
^
space. We

find there were no less than 150 exhibitors, a fact

ffhich spealis strongly in favour of the self-supporting

,'er of this part of the exhibition, and tlie non-

necessity of the prize system to uphold it.

On taking np the catalogue we find that local manu-

facturers fairly sustain their parts. Thus Messi-s.

Taskers, of the Waterloo Works, near Anduvcr, exhibit

DO less than 24 implements of all kinds, from the steam

en<'iiie and tlireshing-machine to the horse-hoe and

Beau-mill whilst Messrs. Maggs & Hindley,of Bournton,

Wiucsmton, have no less than 54.

Messrs. Hallam, of Basingstoke, had also a large show.

Mepgrs. Barrett, Exall, & Andrews exhibit some engines

and threshing machines, and about 10 other implements.

Mr. Pearce, of Poole, Dorset, exhibited about 80 imple-

raeritp of all kinds, including some brick-making

machines and ploughs, for which he has a local celebrity.

We notice amongst his implements | tilo-machine of

novel construction, and likely to prove valuable.

Messrs. Dowell, from the same locality, have no

less than 20 in their stand.

Mr. Crilpin, of Dorchester, has no less than 80

implements in his list, and likewise greatly assisted the

Council by lending the use of his forges for the iuterest-

•nfj prize competition of shoeing smiths, respecting

which we must make some remarks in our next.

There were other local exhibitors who deserved much

credit, fur the names of which we must refer to the

catalogue. The old firms came out right royally.

Eansome & Sims, Garrett & Sons, Hornsby, Clayton &
Shateieworth, Howard, &c., each brought an array of

of whieh we should

of locomotive steam
implements, the aggregate value

aot like to guess. The long line

at

^ri-

tlie

we read Mr. Turner, Mr. Turner, Mr. Turner, almost
continuously : indeed the extraordiiuuy success of this

gentleman baa been one of the features of the Show.
But for the lionour of Dorsetshire we liave also Mr. K.

Pope, of Toller, for two prizes; Mr. Bodley, Mr.
Mogridge, Mr. Newbury, Mr. Mildon, and Mr.'Buller,

take all the other pri/.es back with their animals to

their native county. Tlie Prince was by no means in

the first rank. Good as the Devons undoubtedly were,

the Herefords however were the cream of the cattle

show, the competition was good, and the prize animals

the object of general admiration. The show of Pigs

was good, not coming up of course to the all Kngland
competition of the Koyal Agricultural Society, but
decidedly better than at Bnrnstaplej and at least as

good as any previous show. The competition was very

fair, and the winners of prizes well worthy of the awards.

What shall we say of the Horses, probably the weakest

part of the show; but then we must bear in mind that

the battle-fields of this society are not so celebrated for

their horses as the east and north and middling dis-

tricts. If there were fewer good there were fewer bad
horses than at Barnstaple, and whilst the splendid

I

cugines, diawii up as if they were in martial array,

' presented a most attriictive feature of the show, and
i afforded a most convincing proof of the progress of the

aje and the march of agricultural improvement. An
opinion was strongly expressed by some of tlie exhibi-

tors that the Implement Show at Canterbury would not

be superior to this.

* It is difficult to find out new implements or any great

novelties amongst the old ones, but we must not fail to

notice a most admirable corn screen exhibited by

Messrs. Ransome & Sims. It consisted of a cylinder of

wires or rather a double cylinder, made with mathe-

matical accuracy, one inside the other at the upper
*»^ rpartjbut both on a level at the under surface, so that

s^ist this irregularity operated as a cleaner, and the space

J^^fi/^between each could be altered and adjusted so as to suit

'^^Y Any sample of Barley or other grain.

^eio A great many ploughs were exhibited in work,

:odo Messrs. Howard's, Messrs. Hornsby's, and Messrs.

bottt Kansorae's attracting perhaps the most attention,

r in Smith's Steam Scarifier was exhibited by Mr. Howard
t^e and did its work. Several Mowers and Grass Cutter,

^ were also shown in -work in a field: of g'reen Rye, but

tuK, the incessant rain sadly interfered with the exhibition

3 few of their performances. Probably the American Reaper

lH it* which goes under the name of Wood's Combined Mower
.anto^nd Reaper, exhibited by Mr. Cranstoun, of London,

thont niade the best work; but Samuelson and Burgess &
is y«^- Key maintained a prominent position, and a small

large local one-horse Reaper was very well spoken of, and

igh t*> was exhibited by the Lord President,

as to , Although the Show ground from its low situation was
.istricfc Q-cndered by the constant wet weather most unfortunate,

ig the yet it served to demand and bring out the exertions of

jthe managers of the Show, whose efforts were at once

bancefl most energetic and beyond all praise. They have

f com* learnt a lesson with regard to the selection of the

of thepi'mud which will not speedily be forgotten. In

lisburj future they will always prepiu-e for wet weather,

^leffhat

lilffaj'S- The ExifiBiTiON or Stoce was very good, and on

3t
ecsttlie whole probably superior to any previous shovv. The

lal facl" Short-horns, liowever, did not afford so much competition

\i broft^*^ could be wished. Mr. Stratton and a few others had no
gjithatj'ffieulty in earning their prizes; two heifers shown by

ilemeii^^'i local breeder, Mr. Hill, of Came, were greatly admired,

iforclei'l''* entries of this breed were under 30. Colonel

[neet'"*'"'\\'»eley and Mr. Stratton, and Mr. Hewer, Mr.

the oliiolland, M.P., and Mr. E. Bowly, are among the best

j.th-ei**o\vn names of the exhibitoi-s, Mr. Stratton alone

land**tpring no fewer than eight animals,

herpi^ There was a considerable show of Herofords contii-

i^ed by H.R.H. Prince Albert, Lord Bateman, and
Wsrs. Price, Duckham, and other well-known
•??ders.

Ihe Devons of course figure first on the list, and
•^ttprised 6 old bulls, 6 3-year old and 11 young bulls,

*«>w3, 11 heifers, and 5 pairs of heifers—four dozen
'^iies in all. They form by no means so full or so

Went a class as last year at Barnstaple (which of
^^^ could not be expected), but the character of the
"^ was well sustained and worthy of great commenda-
^ We missed some of the eminent breeders -who
••^e forward so successfully last year, but there were
•'**y good men in the present show. In the prize list

iituat^

yn sit*

tie ri^

Somerset and Dorset Horns-
Class 34.—Yearling Kam : 5^,, Mr- F, Bond, llminster ; SL,

Mr, T, Danger, Il'intstile, Bridgewatcr,
ClasB35—Old Rams: 3L, Mr E- Legg, Beaminstcr; 2L,

Mr. E. Ijegg.

Class 36.—Pens of 5 two-teeth Ewes: 51., Mrs. J. Pitfield,
Bridport; 3i., Mr. T. Dang-er.

Class 37.—Pens of 5 Ewes : 31., Mrs. J, Pitfield.
Mountain Sheep.

ClassSS.—Old Ram: iL, >Ir- F. Quartly, Champson ; 21,
ditto.

Class 39.—Pens of 5 Ewes : Al, ditto ; 21., ditto,

HORSES.

—

For Agricultural Purposes.
Class 40.—Mare and Foal ; lOi., Lady Pigot ; 5i., Messrs. J.

& E. Svmes, Coombe Farm, Sberboume,
Claas41.—Colt foaled in 18.08 : 10^., Mr. K- Jacobs, Glaston-

bury ; 5(., Mr, E, Pope, Great Toller.

Class 42.—Filly foaled in X858 : 5^., Mr, J. Hill, Came Farm

;

ZLf Mr. T- Keable, Devizes-
Class 43.- Colt or Filly foaled in 1859 : 2d prize, Zl, Mr. H.

Bailey, Berkley.
Hacks ok Hunters.

Class 44-—Mare and Foal : lOi., the Hon- Baron Hambro,
Milton Abbey; 5/-, Mr. W- H- Hawkins^ Dorchester.

Class 45.—Filly foaled in 1858 : 5i.^ Mr. R. Passmore, Barn-
staple; 3^-, Mr. W. Lucas, Yeovil.

Class 46.—Colt or Filly foaled in 1859 : 51, Mr, T. Pain,
Laverstoek Hall, Salisbury: 2L, Mr, W. Mardeii, Pen Slill,

Yeovil,
Class 48.—Hor5?6, Mare, or Gelding, foaled on or afterponies which formed so distinguished ii feature in the

.

, ^ - „
, ,

latter exhibition must ever give it the pre-emhieiu:e,
^^^/^[^^^^'l^''^^^^^^

yet in the Horse classes the Dorchester meeting was ' » p^jj.jp.g_

the best. We mny jn^tly point out as worthy of note Clasa 49.—Mare Pony : 4?., Mr. J. C. 'Wall, Redland Lodge,

the first prize mare and foal belonging to Lady Pigot, Bristol; 2i., Mr. W. A. Maule, Stoke GifFord, Bristol.

No. 281 ; the 2-year old cart filly. No. 297, the pro-

perty of Mr. Josiiih Hill; No. 314, a j-earling colt,

helonging to Mr. T. Pain, of Lavorstock, a most pro-

mising animal ; both first and second prize animali in

Class 48, the one a splendid 3-year old mare, thorongh-

bred, belonging to Mr. T. Fain, which with some

difficulty beat a most attractive dark brown half-

bred 4-year old horse. No. 321, belonging to Mr.

W. Gapper, a winner of last yeai- at Barn-

staple. The animals we have ennmerated we
consider occupied the first rank in the horse classes,

and were well worthy of a good place in any show,

whilst for the second rank of merit we must refer to

our Prize List. The pony stalliflns were not good, and

the prizes were withheld. The pony mares were much
better. Several small prizes were awarded to the

extra stock in the horse classes, a very useful stallion

of Mr. Olding's, a capital black filly, belonging to Mr.

James Rawleuce, and a capital pony belonging to Mr,
Strange, and a pony stallion owned by Mr. Wall. The
foUowino- is the award :

—

CATTLE.—BevoNS.
Class 1.—Old Bulls .- 10?., Mr. E. Pope. Great Toller.

Cla-ss 2.—Bulla under 3 years : 12i., Mr. G. Turner, Barton ;

GL, Mr. J. Bodley, Stockley Pomeroy.
Class 3.—Bulla under 2 years : lOi., Mr. R. Motjridgc, Mol-

land; 51., Mr. G. Turner; 21., Mr. S. P. Newbury. Bcruel
Barton.

Class 4.—Cows in calf: lOi., Mr, G. Tiu-ner; 51., Mr. E.
Pope.

(Commended )

Claa* 5."— Heifers liTcalf: S;., Mr. G. Turner; il, Jlr. J.

Mildon, Woodington Farm.
(Commended.)

Class 6.—Pairs of Heifers ; 8/., J. W. EuUer, Esq.., M.P. ; il,

Mr. G. Turner.
Short-HORNS.

Class 7.—Old Bulls : Mr. W. Hewer, Sevenhampton.
Class 8.—Bulls under 3 years: 12L, Mr. R. tttructou. Broad

Hinton ; 61, Mr. Robert Cozens, PUton.
Clasa 9.—Bulls under 2 years : 10/,, Mr. Stratton ; 5?., "Mr. W.

Hewer. «

Clasa 10.—Cows in calf or in milk : 107., Mr. C. H. Abbott,

Long Ashton ; 51., Mr. B. Stratton.

Class 11.—Heifers in calf: St, Mr. R. Stratton; il, Mr. B.

Stratton.
Class 12,—Pairs of Heifers : 3?., Mr. Josiah Hill, Came ; 4;.

Mr. R. Stratton.

Ot,d Herf.pords.

Class 13.—Bulls: lOi., Mr. J. WiHiaroa, St. Mary's, Hereford.

Class U.-T-BuUs under 3 years : 121., Mr. T. Edwards, Wmter-
cott; 61. Mr. T. Duckbam, Boss. „ «

Class 15.—Bulls under 2 years: lOr., Mr. W. Perry, St.

Oswell's ; 5i Lord Bateman.
Chiss 16.—Cows in calf or in milk : lOi., Mr. Henry Coate,

Sherborne ; 5'., Mr. J. Taylor, Stretford Court.

Class IT.—Heifers in calf or in milk : SI., Messrs. J. W. & C.

James, Mappowder; 4/., ^fr. J. Williams.

Class IS. —Pairs of Heifers : SL, Lord Bateman.

Sheep.—Leicester, or Loko-woolled.

Class 19.—Yearling Ram : 61., Mr. G. Turner ; il., ditto ; 21.,

Mr. G. Radmore, Court Hayes.
Class 20.—Old Rama ; Si., Mr. G. Turner ; 3Z., ditto.

-Pens of five two-teeth Ewes : 51., Mr. G. Turner

;

Class 21 .

3^., ditto.

Class 22.

Exeter.
Pens of five Ewes : ZL, Mr. G. Turner, Barton,

B

tffitl"'*

^
i" I I-

"^

COTSWOLD.

Class 23.—Yearling Ram, 5i., Mr. J. K. Tombs, Leclilade;

31, Mr. W. Game. „ « , „. ,r ™-
Class 24.—Old Rams: 4Z.. Mi". J. K. Tombs; 2?., Mr. W.

Class 25.—Pens of five two-teeth Ewes : 51., Mr. J. K. Tombs

;

31., Mr. T. B. Brown, Salperfcon Park.

Southdowns.

Class 26.—Yearling Rams : 5/., Mr. G. J. "Wood, Athelhamp-

¥r,n 1/ Mr J Harding, Waterson.

Class 27 -Old Rlmsfii^^ Mr. G. J. Wood; M., Mr. James

^ClS^is -Pens of five two-teeth Ewes : 51., Sir R. G. Throck-

morton, Bart. ; 3^., Mr. G. J. Wood

Clasa 29.—Pens of five Ewes ; U
Farm. ^

Shbopshibe Dows ob Hampshire Down.

aass 30.-Yearling Ram : 5L, Mr. J. Moore ;
3i., Mr. J. W.

^^"^"si^Mtaiu : 4L, Mr. J. Moore ; 2., M.. a Harbin.

^^CUsT-32.-Pen of five two-teeth Ewes. 3i., Mr. W. F.

Bennett ; 3?., Mr. J. W. Brown, U^cotte

Class 33.-Pen of five Ewca : Zl, t. j^oUaud, E.^., M.f.

^P^ns offive Ewes: 3i., Mr. J. Moore. Littlecott

PIGS.—LARGE BREEID.

Class 51.—Boar, under 2 years : 4i., Mr. W. Wells, jun.,
Highworth ; 2i., Mr. W. Hewer.

Class 52.—Breeding Sow in FaiTow : 41., Sir R. G. Throck-
morton, Bart.; 2C., Mr. William Hewer.

Class 53.—Pen of three Breeding Sows, under 9 months ; SJ.,

Mr. W. Hewer; 'Zl., Rev. H. G. Baily, Swindon.
SMALL breed.

Class 54.—Boar, under 2 years : At, Mr. J. A. Smith, Brad-
ford. Peverel.

Class 55.—Breeding Sow: Al., Mr. G. Turner; 2i., Mr.
W. ^larden, Yeovil.

Cla.ts 56 —Pen of tbree Breeding Sows, under 9 months

:

Zl, Mr. W. Marden ; 21., ditto.

JUDGES.

—

Devons and Herefords.
5fr. H. W. Keary, Holkham ; Mr. E. L. Franklin, Wantage

;

and Mr. J. Quaitlcv.
Short-horns and Long-woolled Sheep.

Jfr. W. Bartholomew, M'ragJey ; Jlr. H. Trethewey, Gram-
pound ; and Mr. J. Tremaine, Newlyn.

Short-woolled Sheep.
Mr. J. Lawrence, Wiltoq ; Mr. W. Humphrey, Wantage; and

Mr. Joshua Whittaker, Sarum.
Horses, Pigs, and Shoeing.

Mr. H. Gibson, Exeter ; Mr. W. C. Spooner, Southampton

;

and Mr. J, Moon, Plymouth.

PRIZES FOR HORSE SHOEING.—11 Competitors.

Award :—For the best Shoeing Smith, U., Thomas Barrett,

Bradford Peverell, Dorset.
Second best, 2Z. 2«,, Charles Way, Frampton, Dorset.
Third l>est, \l. 1?., Francis Cape, Ilminster.

Highly commended, G. Rowe, Charminster, Dorset.
Commended, J. Tizard, of Chorminster ; and B. Barret, of

Fordington, Dorchester.

It is to be regretted that on Thursday morning the

raiu descended very lieavily, and in spite of the m(^t
strenuous efforts to keep it dry, the ground was in a
most deplorable condition. About 2 o'clock the wind
blew with so much violence tlmt the supports of the shed
appropriated to the Poultry Show gave way, and the

whol(> nearly came to the ground. Fortunately, how-
ever, no one was hurt, although several of the coops

containing the poultry were broken, and the birds were
running out from all sides, adding to the confusion by
their outcry of astonislnueut at suddenly finding them-

selves at liberty. The Show of poultry was ou
the whole remarkably good, ani there are very

few pens which do not reflect credit on the

exhibitors. The Dorkings were especially fine, and
the Cochin Chinas, altliough ftjwer in number
tlian ill former exhibitions, are yet by no means in-

ferior in quality. We observe that the prize for the

best pen of bantams was given to Mrs. Pellat, of Ash
Rectory, in Hainpshire; Mr. Henry Toralinson, of

Birmingham, and Mr. B. J. Ford, of Exeter, carried

away the laurels for the Cocbin Chinas ; and the Most

Hon. the Marchioness of Winchester gained the Silver

Cup for Dorkings; and among the other successful

candidates may be named that very successful lady com-

petitor, Mrs. H. Fooks, of Whitechurch, Dorset, who
was a winner in various cla.sses.

We add to these few notes, which will be greatly

extended next week, that the trials of fteld imple-

ments attracted great' attention, and excited as much
competition aud Interest as though prizes were de-

pendent on success. The mowers aud reapers were tried

on Wednesday on Clover and Rye, and Wood's

combined mower and reaper appeared to greatest

advantage in both cases. At the pbughing match,

where 20 ploughs competed, tlie contest lay ei^ually

amongst Iloward, Hornsby, and Ransome, or rather

among those who lield their implements.

Smith's Steam Cultivator, exhibited by Howards of

Bedford, did good work in a Grass field, which wag

torn up and cuUiv. '

1 by SmitVs 3-tinod implement in

an efficient m:\uufr.

Royal AGEictnTURAX of Ieelajtd : Ma^ 31,

—

The

TurkUk Bathfor (7a<^/«.—Captain Ball previous to the

last council meeting bad addressed ft letter to the

secretary asking the council to appoint two or three

members as a sub-committee to go to the place wbere

information could be obtained on the subject, and

report thereon io the council. He was infjrmed that

a Turkish bath had been used by Dr. Barter »n January

f
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and February last In t^e case of eight mikh cows that

had heeii seized with distemper ; the first of the lot was

neglected for a short time, and the animal died; but the

seven other cows were treated in the bath from three

to seven days, and recovered, and it was stated that

uniformly milch cows taken and treated in that way

were on the ninth or tenth day in as good a state of

efiEiciency for the dairy as they had been previously.

If that gentleman conld show them how they could get

the better of the distemper, and how the farmer, at the

expense of a few pounds, could invest his capital m
safety in horned stock, the society ought to take the

matter in hand. Any person who had not seen, lived,

and mixed among the people of dairy districts—and he

could not himself believe it till he went to reside m the

south— could scarcely estimate the importance of any-

thing that would tend to make the dairymen of the

south of Ireland feel to any extent that ease with regard

to the distemper. It was the great bugbear that stood

in the way of investing capital in dairy stock ; even the

enormous price of butter last year had failed to make

men invest in dairy property ; and why ? Because they

or their friends a few years back had been nearly ruined

by the distemper. It was stated to him that within a

very few miles of the same place there was a frieze-

coated farmer—he did not know his name, but that did

not matter for the purpose—who had up to last

November a dairy of thirty cows ; he lost every cow he

had ; he was set on " his legs " again, and two of his cows

fell sick, Dr. Barter went over to him and showed him

how for the sum of 6Z. he could put up a rude Turkish

bath, and in that bath he treated the remainder of his

stock, and since then he has not Tost a single cow,

although they had been all attacked with distemper;

and it was stated that the result in every case with

regard to milch cows was the same—that after such

treatment they were again in milk in the course of ten

days. That statement, he thought, was worthy of con-

sideration. A committee was appointed to go to

Blarney and other places to collect evidence, and make
a short report to the council, with a view to enabling

parties interested to bring the matter forward in the

show yard at Cork, where Dr. Barter would himself put

up a booth and show the working of the system.

Lord Lansdown's Cottage Prizes,—The following

report from the judges was read :

—

" These cottngea, which are situated in the town of Kenmare
consist of two detached lots, one conUiniDg- seven, called

'Downing*B Row' and the other six, called 'The Sound
CottAfi-es. From the appearance of the cottages In the neigh-

bourhood of the former, we should be led to the opinion that
* Downing's Row,* had been in a very wretched state, but it

now presents a very favourable contrast. Each of the cottages

in Downing's Row consist of a kitchen and l>edroom on ground
floor, and two bedrooms above. We were informed that the
walls, root, and loft floors had been untouched (saving a few
necessary repairsX but that all the doors and fittings had been
tenewed ; metal saslits, with stone window stools and sky-

lijfhta inserted, the floor of the kitchen tiled, cottages neatly

dashed, chimneys perfected, also such buildings erected

aa are required by the 'Cottier Tenant's Act. We object

to the arrangement of the bedrooms. The necessity of

passing through one bedroom to reach the other might, we
think, have been easily avoided. The absence of gutters and
down pipes to carry off" the water from the roof is objectionable,

causing damp to the ground floor. The offices are all newly
built, and consist of privy, fowl house, and turf-house and pig-

sty, with a compartment for dung ; each yard is enclosed by a

wall, and a lane runs along the rear of the yards ; but we
regret we cannot recommend the arrangement of the out-

offices. We could see nothing novel in the stile leading from
the road to each cottage (which the accompanying statement
particularly brings under our notice): it consists merely of

two stones placed very near each other at the bottom, and
gradually widening ife they reach the level of the wall. The
• Sound Cottages ' contain each a kitchen and one room over it

;

they have no door going into the yard, nor windows in the

rear. The walls and roofs of these cottages arc also untouched,

but all the rest had to bo made anew. The flooring boards,

which are 1^ inch thick, are planed on both sides, and tongued
with hoop iron, supported on planed joists laid 2 feet 8 inches

asunder, resting on neatly cut stone corbels, which we were
informed cost but sixpence each. TUt under side of flooring

and Joists are varnished, giving a good effect. Each kitchen
was provided with a sink stone, discharging into a sewer which
empties itself into an adjoining field, and close to the cottages.

The metal sashes of those cottages are of a different construc-
tion to those in ' Downing's Row,' with neat, simple fastenings.

They have very well constructed hinges, not on a pivot, as in
the above named cottages. But these also are without gutters

and down pipes, the out-offices consist merely of privy and
pig-sty, with yard attached, but no separate compartments for

the ashes, Ac, from the house; we like them less than the
out-offices of Downing's Row, but the general appearance of
the cottages is very good. We were informed that all the
cottages were let for one shilling per week, and almost entirely
0(»:upied by labourers earning nix. shillings per week. Taking
everything into consideration, and feeling strongly that the
iioproveinent of the existing cottages of the lab'ivirers is moat
desirable, wc are of opinion that the Marqnis of Lansdowne
deserves much credit for being the first to come forward as a
competitor for the prize offered ; and although he has had no
rival this year, yet we consider that he is fairly entitled to the
gold med^ of the society."

The Half-yearly General Meeting.—The general

half-yearly meeting of the society was held at 3 o*clock.

The report of the Council was read and the following

13 an extract :

—

"Tour coxmcil have accepted the invititlon of the Counfy of

Cork Agricultural Society to hold the annual cattle show in
that city. From the Inany local advantnges it possesses.

together with the very favourable arrangement'! entered into

with the rail and steam packet companies for the transit of

stock and implements, a very large number of entries may be
calculated on. Vour council regret the prizes offered by this

society for building and improving labourers' cottages have not
induced a greater spirit of competition among landed pro-
prietors generally. In accordance with the 9th nile of the
•ociety, ten members of Council lowest on the list retire from
effice, but are eligible for re-election. The names of all gentle-
men qualified for seats at your council have been furnished to
the members of the society, in pursuance of the rule referred

to. At this meeting it is your prerogative to elect a president,

to succeed your present very efficient one, the Earl of Erne,

who retires, and is not eligible for re-election. The name of

the Right Hon. Lord Clonbrock, recommended by your

council to fill that important office, has been posted m the

secretary's office in accordance with your rules."

Mr. Roper said: There is a matter of very material

importance to the society, which is not alluded to in

the report. I understand that Dr. Apjohn, Chemist to

the society, has been forced to send in his resignation,

and those who are aware of his long connection with,

and the services rendered by him to the society, will, as

well as myself, consider it too vital a matter to be

passed over without some notice.—Considerable dis-

cussion ensued, and at length it was remitted to the

Council to "reconsider the question of Dr. Apjohn's

resignation."

Fanners' Clubs.
Ckntrai. Parmeks' Citjb.—At the Meeting of the

Committee, June 4, the following members were elected:

H. Hall Dare, Hanover Square. London ; C. Davison,

Pier-pont, Farnbam; W. Guerrier, The Crescent, Cam-

den Koad Villas ; Major Onslow, Dunsboro' House,

Ripley; Captain Phelp, Woodland Spa, Horncastle ; H.

Reed,^ Brent Villas, Hendon ; J. Shaw, Hunsbury Hill,

Northampton ; J. Turner, Fen Ph\cc, Crawley, Sussex j

G.Young, Apley Towers, Ryde, Isle of Wight. Nine

other names were read for the first time.

The following bye-laws for the due regulation of the dis-

cussion meetings of the Club were proposed and passed:

—

1. That a Chairman shall be elected for 12 months, from the

1st of January in each year. 2. That at each meeting the

authority of the Chairman on all disputed matters shall be

final. 3. That in the absence of the Chairman, the Committee
appoint a President for the evening. 4. That the Chairman Iw

at liberty to introduce visitors, and Members one friend each

at a meeting. 5. That none but members of the Club address

the meeting, except on the invitation of the Chairman. 6.

That the introducer of the subject have the right of reply at the

close of the discussion, but that no other member address the

meeting more than once during the evening, except in expla-

nation, and then only with the consent of the Chairman.

7. That all persons address the chair standing, and that no
one except the Introducer^f the subject be allowed to occupy
the time of the meeting for more than a quarter of an hour.

8, That the subjects for discussion during the year be selected

at the January meeting of the Committee, and that the time
for holding these meetings be the first Monday in the months
of February, March, April, May, June, and November, and in

December on the Monday in the week of the Smithfield Club
Show, at half-past 5 o'clock, p.m. 9. That members be
requested to send in subjects to the Secretary, from which the
selection will be taken ; and that those unable to attend the
meetings be invited to forward practical information upon
them ; such communications to be handed to the introducer of
the subject to which reference is made.

It was arranged to have the anniversary dinner of the

Club at " The Ship," Greenwich, on Monday, July 2, at

5 o'clock,

i7«n« 4.—On the Economy of Steam Power, Mr.
Wells read a very elaborate paper on this subject, which
we must give in more detail next week. His calcula-

tions, based upon the experience of several years, proved

steam power applied to threshing to be one-half the cost

of horse power applied to that purpose. On the subject

of steam power for ploughing we can merely quote the

following statement from the paper, leaving till next

week the full discussion on which he afterwards entered

:

" I proceed to consider to what extent it displaces manual

labour and horse-power, and also how far it can be made
available for general introduction. First, then, as

regards Manual LalJhur. I am of opinion that no

saving in this portion of the farm expenditure is

directly gained by the introduction of steam cultiva-

tion. In the whole of the calculations I am going to

submit for your consideration the reverse will be found

to be the result. Mr. Fowler's plough averages, on 200

working days, 16^. *J\d, per day, without including the

labour of fetching cx)als, and the removal of the engine

and apparatus, but inclusive of water carriage; and if

I average the work performed at 4^ acres per day on

200 working days, giving 900 acres per plough per

annum of soil turned over, or 3*. 8rf. per acre, I trust

it will be considered a fair basis to found an opinion

upon. Mr. Smith's cultivator averages 175. 4rf., which
on the same calculation gives Zs. \Qd. per acre. So far,

therefore, as manual labour is concerned, both may be
considered on an equality. On strong clay land it will

take one man at 2*. and one boy at Is. to plough, with

four horses, an acre of land as deep as the animals can
draw the plough, to move steadily, and which will not

exceed 6 Ini'hes on the first ploughing, costing, in

manual labour, Zs. per acre ; whilst on light soils one
man at *ls. per day, with one pair of good half-bred

horses, will plough from 6 to 9 inches deep an acre

and a half per diem, costing in manual labour I*. 4<f.

per acre. It is, therefore, very evident that in neither

case is there any displacement of manual labour by the

introduction of steam cultivation. Secondly, as regards

horse-power, I believe it is universally admitted that

to work arable land well it requires, on the average,

two pairs of horses for every hundred acres, where

steam has not been introduced. In corroboration of

this I may state that, in the year 1850, I applied to the

occmuers of 10 distinct forms, situate in the counties

of York, Xottinghara, and Lincoln, varying in area

from 100 to 1000 acres, and representing in the whole

upwards of 3400 acres of strong clay laud, wold, and

warp land, for an account of the number of agricultural

horses working on each separate holding. The return

I received showed the number of horses so employed to

be 137, or one pair for every 49} acres. The cost of

horse-keeping at that time was about 25 per cent. le«^s
than at present, so that I prefer at the present date to
take Mr, Morton's tabular statement on the cost of
horse-power, published in the Royal Agricultural
Society's Journal, vol xix., p. 451, Table 3, which
shows the keep on 21 farms to average annually
for each farm-horse 24^. 2s. 8d. This, with
5^. 10*. for depreciation of the animal, blacksmith's
saddler's, and farmer's charges, make a total of nearly
30/. My own experience on 50 draught-horses, with
interest on average value added, corresponds with this
amount. Mr. Robertson, as previously stated, culti-
vates his farm of 385 acres by Smith's cultivator, with
only eight horses; and Mr. Saltmarshe by Fowler's
with nearly five hundred acres, proposed to reduce his
number hom 25 to 15. Mr. Redman, of Overton, on
410 acres arable land, has dispensed with three teams
of oxen and one of horses. Mr. Hallara, M.P., in

his speech at the East Gloucestershire Sficiety stated
that, " instead of 20 horses, he only now keeps 12."

Mr. Richard Burniston, of Henley-on-Thames, on one
thousand acres, calculates to spare 10 horses ; and Mr,
Pike of Stevington, who uses Smith's says, " I have
reduced my horses from 15 to 11, and flatter myself I

can do with nine." It is, therefore, a fair basis for

calculation, to presume that the iutroduction of &

steam-plough or cultivator will displace eight horses.

Kotice0 of 35oolt^,

" Double comb firmly seat^.*

on the head, and scrupuloufil;

straight, full of pointa, ant

like that of the cock, pik«i;

behind and turning upwardi!

Deaf-oar smaU, round, aw

perfectly white. Hackle quitf

clear from spots. Body pes*

ciUed all over from the end
the white hackle to the tip

the tail^ and, if ixsrfecticB
'

Bought, the plumage of thebi

should bear taking feather

feather and scrutiniging,

should have ten or more
tinct markings, and tail oovi

still more.

Fowh : A Flam and Familiar Treatise, 4'<?- By John
Baily, 113, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square. Hen*
ningham & Hollis, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square,

A fifth edition has just been published of a usefiiJ

book by a man of experience on its subject, and hetter

qualified than any other man by long practice as a

judge to describe the different breeds and point out

their respective merits.

Among the topics on which especially he is aD

authority is the character of the several breeds as ei-

hibited in birds fit for competition at our poultry-showi

As an illustration of the detail possible on such a point,

we quote his description of a prize Hambro* fowl

;

" HAMBRO' FOWLS.
•'Pencilled,

*' COCKS.
'* Double combe, full gf

points, ending in a stout pike
turning upwards. This must
be firmly fixed on the head.
It must not protrude nor
hantf over^ nor must it be
hollow in the centre. Even
if firm it must not incline to

either side. White deaf-ear.

size and shape of a fourpenny
piece. If larger^ it should not
exceed a sixpence in sise.

Ample tail, foundation colour

black, but every feather should
be laced on both sides with
silver or gold- The black
should predominate, and the

silver or gold should be only

an edging. White or red body^
sometimes a little spotted at

the hinder parts, and on the

extremity of the wings. Blue
legs.

" These rcraarts apply alike to Golden and Sil

with this difference, that the ground colour of on;

red, the other white. In both, the breast should

protuberant, the body round, the legs blue, the tsi

ample, and the whole carriage of the bird pleasing
"

cheerful.

" Golden Spangled.
" cocKa " Hens.

"Large double comb, full "Bright red, spiked g
of points, but neither over-

hanging the eye nor the nos-

trils ; the points clear and
sharp, not smoothed over till

the comb looks like a Fungus,
Full pike behind tumin
upwards- Dark rim roun
the eye. Round smallish deaf-

ear, bi-illiantly white. Well-
spangled breast ; barred and
laced wing ; full black tail

;

blue legs ; cheerful carriage.

The under part of plumage
bright buff- The hackle of
the cock well clouded, and, if

possible, the colour so dis-
tributed as to present no
patches or circles of black.
The saddle should also be well
clouded. All the colours
should be rich, especially on
the wing, where a metallic
black should bar and lace on a
deep red or maroon ground,

" The cock of the Silver
Spangled is not shaded or
clouded Uke the Golden in the
hackle and saddle, but he re-
quires to have his tail quite
white, with the exception of a
black point at the extremity
of each feather, A most
accurately spangled breast is

also required*

*' Black Hambro's,

"These birds are subject to the sanie rules as

other breeds, simplified by the fact the pla^nag

of one colour only. The combs must he spiked, p

piked, moderate-sized cow

firmly seated on the centnf

the head, without thesligWr

deviation to either side. I*-

but not black hackle,

gpanpied all over, wings

and barred, under fca

deep buflf. The colour of

body should be deep and r.

the spangling, barring,

lacing correct, sharply del

and bright with metallic lu?

The deaf-ear snowy wc^

small, and round ; legs t-

and blue. It ia very esswj

the pike of the comb viS"

incUne upwards. '

The hen of the Silver va^-;

requires all these points,

in addition a thoro'"

clouded hackle, and a

tail spotted at the end

black. Nothing is mf^
portant than the

hackle.
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g—and straight as in tlie others, and the deaf-ear

scrupulously white.
" Spanish.

- COCKS.

" Larere comb, and perfectly

•i^hfc It should also be

""Pr/on its surface, bavinp no

^p' smootS white ear-lobe ;

tl^m tail. Erect, haughty

2%e, unmixed plumage,

long blue legs

*' Hens.
•* Large, soft, smooth red

comb, hanging over, and con-

cealing one Bide of the face.

Face thoroughly white. Very
full breast; body tapering to

the tail, which is very full,

and carried erect. Long thin

skinny face, strong long

beaks, and long blue legs

;

long ear-lobe, perfectly white.

« Both eoclcs and hens have in common rich metallic

lustre on the plumage. They should also he rather

leeffV than otherwise.

« XTo bird pays better for care in preparmg for

p.hibition than this does. No other bird presents such

^ trast as the white face, red comb, and black

? X, r The white face is indispensable to success and

[rncvlmps the most important point in judgmg ;
but it

'ust be borne in mhid that not any excellence in this

Respect can palliate a drooping comb in the cock or an

Sffbt one in a hen. Many birds have a much better

Te on one side than the other. No amount of white

in one -^ide will counterbalance red on the other.'

Xr are full chapters on keeping feeding fattening.

and exhibiting fowls, and a good deal of useful mfonna-

tion on the diseases of poultry.

Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
*^ ™ -nr^sft • June 4 —The month of May has passed away
WE9TER Ross. •'"^t*li_-„^re comfortable and hopeful con-

and baa left us in a ^^^^^ ^^^'X^^SS^h the rainfall has been
dition than

'^J^^ A? ^^^eding in the whole month 1 inch.
unusually

^^^^^J: .^^f/,^^^^^^ w^nds have latterly prevailed^
and although

°»;t"^i'^,^^^^^ so genial and forcing that
the weather on the 'vbole n^ oee ^

^^ ^^^ ^_
"^^^.^ZCTfonth"^^^^^ a beast although nibbling
ginmngof tUeraomQWj« dav could make only a stmted
^th great ndustry the whole day com m

^^^ ^^^^
livelihood, is now

«^^^^fSs js^^^^ cut for the horses,
reserved Grass on e^^lf ^^ ^^ the long-continued severity
Wheat that was g«at y tbrn^edb?^Von^ well-cultivated
of the season is i^P^^^^? '"JP™!"!*' on Mianv fields, however,
fields promises to be^^f^t^tihe^ol%ongoU BoeTer it

the plants are «o^--i,^g''^them to a full cro^ Oats have
may be. can

^J?'*^^'^ ? ggi^oni have we seen them promise
come away rapidly. ^"^^^^XSev brairded equally and pro-
better tban they

ni,4^'g e«t ^^UI have bee\ ti much for

mismgly, ^"VJ°f,f.. isX ^"^ discoloured. This, how-
it; andmeanwhileit «cMcce

.^ we had yesterday and
ever,

^^^l-^, "/T 'f^u S^day. Potatoes are coming above
that continues to fall to aay.

^^ Swedes

r^lSin'fini^he'd «S^rm^o*fof ?^^^ are alreadyfbeautifully
has been fi^^««;^^^^

has been so suitable for cleamng and
brairded. ™J'^f^rjLr Turnips, and the work now-a-days is

preparmg ^t^^^J^^^Xd ^th gr^ibbers and well-adapted im-
eo Bpce^^ly «^°^^^^^ to be done. Turnip sowing

P^^?'*^^!^^ .nmnletJd tiil towards the end of this month,
will not be ^ompletea xi ^ ^ j.^.^ ^^^^^
Mangel Wurzel has been ^n

Turnips thrive so well, and

Sil^B^^1w -Ct fSm^th'^ttle experiLce wo have had of it

fcul BO
™^»|J •J'^J,

. l^en necessitated to grow it, we will

W ?t a^S Situte Swedes. Green-top Yellow, and

Pomeranian, although soft, are suitable
f^^

early eaUng ana

^10^ T^^^ps^are^^^^XtSr ^^^^^

IJl ,^1 Stt^ thHcarcity and destitution of spring, our

SniTe J?t?ing S^^ into good condition. «nd with the

^b'mdrnceff G^^sswenow hive, we expect a brisk demand

with high prices.

Notices to Correspondents.

Books: J A. You will find all about it in Caird's English

n^fl^^^TLf.wArrMEVT • Ckl^wick. Read the "Handbook of

Dairy M^t^ement"' (U. 6d.) published by Longmans. Dairy

moduce^^poBcd of if on i small scale to ne ghbours, oron

a 5arse scale to Newgate Market or Leadeuhail market sales-

men It is hardly likely that taking as an entire Bovelty tj

S' fiminKVOU will succeed, unless you have already had

the manSentof to choose and

SS^in tSe'seAUs of competent hands. P^^-"^»-^°J-
and the distemper may well deter any one who bas/ot

SoitaUo fall Sck upon from enteriuR into dairy hus^ndry.

DoRK^G Fowls: G^ AW Dorkings, of both sexes should have

de^nsouarl bodies broad backs, very fuU breasts, and white& The symmetry of the body ^ill be e..= ly judged andSJned. If beinJViewed as if divested of head, legs, and

tail, it presents a square.

Seeds- J Pamt Mamil^ld. Your seeds from Doncaater are as

fXW^-T White Clover-n,360 weed seeds in a pint,

mostTy of the small annual kinds, and is besides dusty ;
it is

not. alits label declares, of " best quality " Its quoted price

is lorner stone 2. Trefoil-1920 weeds to the pint .
it is a

tolV^abl^Pure Bample; piicoS.. 6d 3.
^^^^^^l^'^l^

5s. per bushel. Contains 113,920 weeds per bushel, of whidi

43.520 are those of Ranunculus repens, or Creepmg Crow-

foot. 4. "Derbyshire bay seeds," 15«. a quarter. This is

unmitigated dirt, nine-tenths being weeds (p. ssibly the

xefvise from the clearing of different kinds of "seeds; ._ It

sown, the best that could happen would be its not growing.

Guess then if it be not worse than valueless. 5. " Red
Clover, Sutton, Reading," lOs. per stone—2880 weeds to a

pint, half of which is Plantain. This is as good a sample of

Clover as wo have seen. 6. White Clover, from do., 14?. per

stone—12S0 small weed seeds per pint. A remarkably clean

and pure sample.

—

A H, Herefordshire. Clover for permanent
piisture—very good, but intermixed with Plantain to the

extent of 17,600 seeds of this plant per pint : this has in all

probabiUty been added as a dcKirable pasture plant. The
Grasses with this may be pronounced as a better mixture

than usual for good moarlow land ; it contains a little Holcus,

but much less than is generally the case. The Buckwheat
will be reported upon next week. £.—J F A. Your parcel and
letter have been gent to Professor Bucknian.

rRRATi-M: In "Mr. Mcchi's paragraph last week on Rape-cake

its superiority over oilcake as to the manure derived from
its consumption should have been valued at 6s. a ton ; and
the saving at Tiptree by its consumption instead of oil-

cake should have been put at 20s. an acre.

RANSOMES & SIMS, Ipswich,
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Improved Agricultural

Machinery, including

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PW
HARROWS. CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.

CHAFF CUTT^ERS^ROOT aL^TERS; BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN. OILCAKE, &c.

S?EAM engines; bSjS PORTABLE AND FIXED WITH PATENT
f^

OTHER BOILERS
KTKAM THRESHING MACHINES BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OB DOUBLE BLAST.

S?4e POWER THRES^^^^ DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machinery the utmost Bimplicity>

dumbilityrefficiency, and economy of repair, and their consUnt care is given to the mamtenance of these important prmciples

in everything which they manufacture.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to the

Orwell Works; or to their London Agent, SHEPPARD RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W.C

HO^WARDS' PATENT H A R R W S—1860.

JAMES FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,

From their long experience in the manufacture of HARROWS, having made about 20.000 seta have the ntmose

confidence in bringing them before the Public as not only the cheape,t, but the i«< and
!»<'»f^!f;''*'^

Narrows

yet produced. The teeth are now fitted into the frames in so secure a manner that xt is impossible for them to

work loose.
.

.— .

A Set of three 4-boam Harrows with Whipplctree. recommended Is general Seed Harrows. Qh feet wide,^
^^ ^

AS«tTTh^?b^m Ha^w8;;ithmippiytree,kdapt^forthr«ho^^^ ..400
If with Patent JoinU. as abovt. tf*. per set extra.

Fre* Delivery to Basingstoke, Birmingham, Brij-tol, Canterbury. Cardiff, Colcheter Derby, Gloucester, Hull, Irf«d^

Lint^S^ Liverpool London,^ Manchester, Norwich, Nottingham, Reading, Retford. Sahsbury Shrewsbury. Southampton.

Swans^ wLS; Worcester, and York / or to Dublin, Kdiiiburgh. Glasgow, and other parts, at fixed ratee.

fATAT OGUES with prices and particulars of all J. & F. HOWARDS' Implements, including description of and Reports

from persmi^w^^^ STEAM CULTIVATOR, eeut post free on application.

GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-
87,

SIZES SMALL SQUARES.

Supplied to Mr. Elvers and many Others.

In. by In.

20 .. 12

20 .. IS

20 .. 14

20 . . 15

16 oz.

f Common, per 100 feet, 13*. €d.

j
Super „ 16s.

21 oz.

18*.

In. by In.

6 .. 4

6i . . 4;
7 .. 5

7i . . 5i

In. by In.

S .. «

8i .. 64
9 ., 7

9i « 74

Per 100 feet,

Common
11*. Gd.

Super.
12». 6i.

Per foot,

lid.

13d.

Squares in 100 and 200 Peet Boxes.

Inches by Inches.

10 -- S

lOi
11
13

15
16
17
IS
13
14

6k

9

Inchesby Inches

12i .. 04
13 ..9
12 .. 10

121 .. lOX

Inchesby Inches,

13 ..10
13^ .. 104
14 .. 10
14i .. lOi

Inches by inches. 1 Inches by inches.

15
12

124
13

ft »

10
11
114
11

134

14

t t 114

11

4ths.

3dfl.

2d.s.

Ists.

P. 100 feet
12s. 6d.

Ut. 3(2.

18<.

2U. M.

P. foot,

IR
U
2*

11
11
11
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
20
22

* *

* ft

12
12
13
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20
22

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
22

14
15
15
15
16
16

24 .. Iff \ 4ths. I3<. 6rf. 1 IJrf.

20 ... 17 1 3d8. 16s.
1

2

20 .,. 18 I 2ds. 19*. Sd. 1 24

# ft
* 1 iBta. 24*. 1 3

m »

* *

J

*
'

1 f

package,

16 oz.

tv

/IT 4ti<5m TO AVY GIVEN SIZES NOT OX LIST.
GLASS CLT lO A-> X v^i * i^

oz.—4ths, 23rf., 3d., and Si^d. per foot.

.4ths, nd., 2d., and 2!d. per foot. 3^^ 3^^^^ ^^^ ^^ 4,^. per foot..

3ds, 2ld., 2ld., and Zd. per foot.

'S IMPROVE© PATBWT HOUGH

yot accountable for Ireakage,

rrvriNr: "WHITE LEAD ,.

ilTI-CORROSION PAINT .. -.

LINSEEDOIL PUTTY
BLACK. GREEN, and

?.2.t. 0(1. per cwt. UNSEED OIL
BOILED „
TURPENTINE

St. 44. per gall.

2 9
% $

r>

PAINTS,
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CLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES X CONSERVATORIES.

TAMKS PHILIPS A^D CO. beg to submit their

fj prices of GLASS for the present montli.

SHEET GLASS, in Crates, of superior quaUty, 16 oz. to the foot.

Best. I
Seconds. 1 Thirds. 1 Fonrtlis.

5H 33*2. 1 2id.

}Best. Seconds. 1 Thirds.

PacVed in 200 feet ca-ses, 16 oz

Packed in 300 feet cases, 16 oz

Packed In 200 feet casps, 21 oz

ORCHARD HOUSK SIZES, as supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. I>y 12 in. \ 16 oz.

20 in. by lain. I Common 143. O'i. ..

50 in. by 14 in. I Superior do 16 6

20 in. by 15 in. J English Glass . . . . IS :

Boxes included and not returnable.

SMALL SQUARES, per 100 feet box.

«iby4i 7 by 5 7Aby5i>
8i „ 6i 9 „ 7 H » 7i i

y 8i

TAXNED NETTING FOR FRUIT TREES.
200 square yards for 105. ; 500 yards. 24«. ; lOOO yards, 47.?. ;

S(rrim Canvass for Wall Fruit; Kick Cloths with Poles and

2id,
Fourths.

3i(i.

..£2 2

..3

.. 2 18

6 by 4
8 „ 6
10 .. 8 104

21 oz.

£1 U.
1 5

I 9

s. d.

II 6

12 6

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, in Squares, cut to specific sizes.

36 OZ. per foot, from 2rf. to 3jt?.

21 oz. .. ..3 ..5
26 oz. per foot, from 3d. to 7.^^.

32oz. „ „ 4 „ 9i
Special prices quote'd for large or specific quantities.

Agents for
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.

•Genuine White Lead, Linseed Oil, Boiled Oil, Turpentine,
Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, <fec.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO,

,

i^
180, "Pishops^ate St. without, I^ondon, E.G.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GT.ASS
of British Manufacture at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

4>er square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and E-stimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS.
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
-to James Heti.ey & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardeners' Chronicle of Jung 2.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J JONES bpj?s to offer a complete HOT-WATER
• APPARATUS FOR GREENHOUSES, at the following

-prices, delivered ree to any Railway Station in England:

—

" " With Cylinder BoUer. With Saddle BoilerSize of House.
20 feet by 10 feet

25 „ by 12
30 „ by 12
SO „ by 15

40 „ by 15

50 ,. by 15

* «

J9

ti tf m ^

£S 10
10
11 10
13 10
16 10
IS 10

£9
10 10
12
14 10

17 10
20

Ropes complete, New and Second-hand ; Sun Blinds and

Awnings.—EDOISGTON & Co., 17 , Smithfield Bars, London, E.G.

ANNED GARDEN NET 1' ING for preserving

Seed-beds, Fruit, Strawberries from Frost, Blight, Birds,

&e , and as a Fence for Fowls, <kc. One yard wide, l^a- ;

2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards, 4p. ; and 4 yards, li./. per yard, in any

quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 376, Sti-and, >\ .L.

An allowance to Nurserymen. _^
ETTING for Fruit Trees, Seed Iknls, Kipe Straw-

berries. kc. TANNED NETTING for Pi-otecting the

above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, 3^. per

yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,

20s. New Tanned Netting, suited for any of the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 5'i. per yard

;

4 yards wide, lOd. per yard ; 6 yards wide, U. 3d. per yard;

finch mesh. 4 yards wide, 1». 4d. per yard.—Can be had m any

quantity of Eaton & Deller, 6 and 7, Crooked Lane, London

Bridge. E.C.

TO FAiniERS.—If you wish to preserve your Hay
goto Davis & Co., 64, West Smithfield, London, E.C..

where you may purchase a RICK CLOTH of the best material

and worfcmauship cheaper than at any other house m London.

"DICK AND HAY CLOTHS. HAY KOPES. Now
JTt and Second-band NETTING : also BUNTING for Pro-

tecting Fruit Trees, SCAFFOLD CORD, .ind PATENT SASH-
LINES for Builders ; MARQUEES and TEXTS. &c.

John Morison, 2o. Norton Folyite, N.E.

\\7HY NOT PRKSERVE YOUR HAY?
'V BENJAMIN EDGINGTON respectfully informs the

nobility and gentrv that thev can be supplied on the best

terms with RICK CLOTHS, with poles complete.

Early apulioation should be made for Second-hand RICK
CLOTHS, MARQUEES, TENTS, and FLAGS.
A great variety of MARQUEES and TENTS may be seen

erected on tlie premises.

A quantity of Second-hand TENTS from the Crimea at a

greatly reduced price.

A Warehouse at 32, Charing Cross, S,W.
An Illustrated Catalrgne sent free per post.

Address, Ben.jamin Edoington, 2, Duke Street, London
Bridge. S. B. No other Establishm ents.

HOW'N'S SHADING TIFFANY, the cheapest

material for protecting Plants from the scorching rays of

the ^nn, and being of a litrht texture does not exclude Ught.

Sold by all Nurserymen and Seedsmen in pieces.

No. 1.—20 yards^long by 3S inches wide . . 4«. Od. per piece

No. 2.—20 yard.s long by 33 inches wide . . 4 3

No. 3,—Extrastout,lSyds.longby39in.wide 7

Charles Brown, Greeuhcys,
J^

fajiL-hester.

GEIMUINE ROLL TOBACCO CLO
Warranted equal in Stre:,gth to Tobacco

JOSEPH BAKER, lO.Gough Sqntire, Fleet St., EC
tf having dealt upwards of 20 years in the above, can recom'mend itasthebestarticlefordestroyingthe Fly, Is. 4d per lb •

over 10 lbs., Is. Post-office Orders payable Fleet Street
''

KEEP YOUR PREIVIISES FREE FROM
SPARROWS.

MICE AMD

BARBER'S POISONED WHEAT kills them (only)
on the spot. In Id., 2d., id., and 8d. packets —

W

SuTTON.fcCo.,10, Bow Churchyard, London, E.C. Agents. Soldbv
all Druggists, &c., throughout the Kingdom. Works; Ipswich.

JOHN BELL'S COM POSITION Ton DESTROYING
O MILDEW ON VINES, PEACH, and NECTARINE
TREES, and every other plant subject to this pest.

J. B. can Warrant this mixture to entirely eradicate mildew
when applied according to the printed directions. Sold in
Bottles, Is. Gd., 2s. Od., and Zs. each.

10 & 11. Exchange Street. Nonvich, opposite the Corn Hall.

AGE'S COMPOSITION fob the DESTRUCTION
OP BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons. Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the
test of eight years' public trial, and its great success has led to
numerous imitations. Dr. Lindley, in his leading ai-ticle of
October 2.5. 1856, reported 1S2 cases m its favour—sufficient to
convince the most sceptical.

4.?. per gallon, fsufficiont to make four fit for use).

10 gallons and upwards. Carriage paid to London.
liONDON Agents :^

Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, W.
Hooper tt Co., Covent Garden, W.C.
Mr. Voitch, King's Road.Cljelsea, S.W.
Mr. aark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.

Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nursery, N.

and the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the
Inventors and Manufacturers, Page ife ToooooD, Royal South
Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

G

i»

^>

The above prices inchide Boiler, strong Furnace Doors, Bars,

:8oot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Connec-

tions, Air Pipes, &c., all ready for fixing, and of the best

-quality. Further particulars will be sent on application.

Parties ordering must send plans, showing doorways, position

-of boiler. &c.—J. Jones, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturer,

6. Bankside, Southwark, London, 8. E.~ ENRY J. MORTON and CO.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, &c., to contain 50 gallons, 25s. ; 80 gallons.

S0». each ; and 140 gallons, 36^., and fitted with tap, keeping

the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

•Cisterns ol'^ll §izes.

.GALVANISED IRON PUMPS

QHAWS TIFFANY.—The clienpesfc and most efFec-

H

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

is used in the grounds at Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at

the scats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, ZOs.

.^lyiiom the most flattering testimonials have been received,

tnal material for Shading Hothouses, Protecting the Bloom
of Walls, Trees, &c. Sold ix Pieces. Per piece.—*, d.

No. 1.—20 yards long, by 38 inches wide 5

20 yards long, by 3-S inches wide, mineralised to

prevent it from rotting 6

IS yards long, by SO inches wide (Double strength) 7 6

18 yards long, by 39 inches wide (Treble strength). 9

. No. 1 coloured, 2s. per piece extra.

John Shaw & Co., 40, Princess Street. Manchester.

OIL PAINT NO LONGER NECESSARY.
HILLa^d SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH

lor preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish
ia ah excellent substitutb for oil paint on all out-door work and
is fully two- thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary

labourer, requires no mixing or thinning and is used cold. It

:and 32«. 6d. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
^or Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

,

formed of iron, 32a. 6d. each.

TO AMATEUR GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN,
AGRICULTURISTS, ETC.

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER TUBING and
GUTTA PEROHA TUBING FOE WATERING GARDENS.

—Brass Hand branches with Stop-cocks and Roses, and every

-dMcription of Garden Tubing Fittings, sold wholesale and
retail by W. R. Wood, 94, Goswell Road, near the Angel,

Islington, London, E.C. Price Lists may be had on application.

Please to notice the address, 94, Goswell Road London, E.C.

N.B. Speaking Tubes fitted up.

CUTTA PERCK:A TUBING FOR WATERING GARDENS.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Testimonial from Mr. J. Fakrah. Gr. to Bosweli/ Mtddleton
Jalland, Esq., of Holdemess House, near Bull.

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in lengths

-of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the last 12 months
for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer better than
tinything I have ever yet tried. Tlie pressure of the water is

very considerable, but this has not the slightest effect on the

tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most valuable invention

for Gardyners, inasmuch as it enables us to water our gardens in

about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour required."

Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company. Patentees,

IS, wWf Road, City Road, London, E.C.,and sold by their

Wholesale Dealers in toVn and country.

•*'«"XrUl(^.l DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the
l* Queen, the Duke of Northumberl;\nd for Syon House,

Ijis Grsce the Duke of Devonshire for Ghiswick Gardens, Pro
fievBor Lindley for the TlorticuUuTal Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal ZooI*^cal Society, late Mrs.

I^awrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq. , of Dartford,

PROTECTION FR<iM THE COLD WINDS t MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO, " aCanvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, ft fixed temperature. It is adapted for

aU horticultural and floricultural purposes, for presen-ing

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sim, from

-wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. .. 1/. 6(?. per yard nin.

Pour yards wide . . . . 3.i. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. hd. per yard run.

Also *'Frigi Dorao" Netting, 2 yards wide. IsAd. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and of ail Nurserjrraen

and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. " liLis much che:4)er

than mats as a coverinff,"

" East Keal, SpUsby, Lincolnshire, April 30, 1S5S.

**Sir,—I will thank you to send 12 yards (at Is. 8rf. per yard)
of your 'Frigi Domo,' from King's Cross Station, to be left at
the Fuiby Station, Spilsby. Lincolnshire. After using it (since

which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Solddn casks of about 30 gallons each at Is. 0'/. per gallon at

the manufactory, or Is. Sd. per gallon paid to any station in

the kingdom.—Apply to Hill &. Smith, Brierley Hill Iron

Works, near Dudley, from whom only it can he obtained.

I'NDELIBLt; GAUDEN TALLIES. — Mark your
Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the gi-eenjiouse or

ISHURST COMPOUND,
PATENTED,

FOR PREVENTING AND DESTROYING
RED SPIDER MEALYBUG MILDKW
THRIPS SCALE GREEN and BROWN
AMERICAN BLIGHT ANTS FLY

BED BUGS, &c..
And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see
Gardeners' Chronicle of 9th April and 16th July, 1859, and
"Cottage Gardener," 12tii July, and has been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent gardening authorities,

among whom are

—

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
M^. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Sir. Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A, Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas. Veitch, jim., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Toothig, S.

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken in supplies,

and are now prepared to sell single boxe.s—price Is. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs ; Ss. for not
large gardens; lOx. 6d. for large gardens, with testimonials and
full descriptions for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited, Londoa.

THE BEST REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION.
]VTORTOX'S CHAMOMILE PILLS arc confidently

_LN recommended as a simple but certain remedy for Indi-

gestion, lyhich is the cause of nearly all the diseases to which
we are subject, being a medicine so uniformly grateful and
beneficial, that it ia with justice called the ^'Natural

Strengthener of the Human Stomach." Norton's PILLS
act as a powerful tonic and general aperient, are mild in their

operation, safe under any circumstances, and thousands of
warden, with Dunn's PATENT SOLID MARKING INK

, . . , x i- i. *v, i «^ * u ^ -^.a
PENCIL. Retail at Mes.srs. Bctler & McCulloch's and I

persons can now bear testimony to the _benefijs tn_be derived

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C. ; J. Carter & Co.,

237. High Holborn, W.C. ; T. Bkioden, Railway Arcade. London
Bridge, S.E. ; and all Nurserj-men and Seedsmen, Chemists,

Stationers, &c. With screw-holder, complete. Is. Gd. each ; will

refill for Is. ; by post for 19 penny stamps. Wholesale by J.

Lusher, 1!», Holborn Hill, E.C. ; Barclay & Sons. Farringdon

Street, E.C. ; or any other wholesale hQ^se; and Crowhurst, 7,

Fownes Street, Dublin. Further information obtained by
addressing Arthur Dunn, the Patentee, at the Manufiictory,

1, Durham Place, Dalston Green, London, N.E.

N.B. These Pencils are unequalled for marking indelibly

on Linen, &.C., for which purpose a much finer point is made,

at same price, than that contained in the Gardener's Pencil,

but this is well adapted for all coarse woven fabrics.

MICROSCOPES.
JOSEPH AIMADIO'S Improved Compound MICRO-

SCOPE, 21. 2s. ; Students', Bl. 13s. 6d.
*• Both these are from Amadio, of Thi-ogmorton Street, and

are excellent of their kind, the more expensive one especially."

—HouRehold Words, No. 345.

A large Assortment of Achromatic Microscopes.

HANDSOME BRASS and IRON BEDSTEADS.—
Hkat, h BoN-*8 Show-rooms contain a large assortment of

brass bedsteads, suitable both for homo Tise and for tropical

climates; handsome iron bedsteads with bra-=s mountings and
elegantly japanned ; plain iron bedsteads for servants ; every
description of wood bedstead that is manufactured, in

mahogany, birch, walnut-tree wood, polished deal and japanned,

all fitted witli bedding and furniture complete, as well as every

description of bedroom furnitiu-e.

HEAL AND SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
containing designs and prices of 100 bedsteads, as well as

of l.'iO ditfereut articles of bedroom furniture, sent free by post.

—Heal <fe Son, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bedroom Fm-niture

Man ufacturers, IQt!, Tottenham Cotn-t Rnnd. W.

El'CALFE, BINGLEV:. and COTs NEW
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Bi-ushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every description

of Bni-'sh and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2^. per box.

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious per-

fume was originally discovered by one of Titama's principal

attendimta. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy

hands from "the bonk whereon the wild Thyme grows." The

authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the same degree

of certainty as is the existence of Titania herself. It is

B

H

,^^ , ^j,, ^^ .^ „.., ^„^ _. certainty _____
-, o t>

I last got it of yon some four years ago), I affirm it to be, in- now prepared solely by Metcalfe, Binoley, & Confer-
comparably^ tbe best and m<tet lasting thing of the kind ever
hitherto manufactured,—I am, yourSj &c-, Rev- J- Spence,

fumers, &e,, 130 e and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.—In
bottles, 2x^ 2*. 6d,» ai^d bs. each.

from their use,—Sold in Bottles at \b. 1^-^-, 25- 9d.^ and lis.

each, in every town in the kiriprdom. Caution,—Be sure to ask

for *' Norton's Pills/' and do not be persuaded to purchase the

various imitations. ^___
LAIK'S GOUT A^D RHEUMATIC TILLS.—
Price 1.^. V^d find 25. ^d. per box. This preparation is one

of the benefits "which the science of modern chemistry has

conferred upon mankind; for during the first 20 years of the

present century to speak of a cure for the gout was considered

a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety of this medicine

IB so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testimonials from

perisoDS in every rank of life, that public opinion proclaims this

as one of the most important discoveries of the present age,

These Pills requii'e no restraint of diet or confinement during

their ui^e, and are certain to prevent the iHsease attacking any

vital part,—Sold by all Medicine Vendors, and at 229, Strand,

London, W,C, _^ .

OLLOWAY'S PILLS-—YoTTTUTTTL Infirmities'.

From causes scarcely perceptible at first, the young

become prematurely enervated and debilitated. They lose

alike their looks, energy, and confidence. The general cause

of this melancholy state is a disordered stomach, which HoLLO-
way's Pills will regulate. By improving the digestion and
purifying the blood they work wonders. They act so kindly,

yet so certainly upon eyery organ necessary for healthy diges-

tion that the nervous system soon recovers, and the wonted
good spirits speedily return, with strength, vivacitv, and
vigour- The most delicate may safely take Hollowat's Pills-

They cause no violent effects upon the system, bnt gradually
accomplish their end without much restriction in diet or plea-

sure. The composition of these Pills secures them from
doing mischief-

DR. ROBERTS' POOR MAN'S FRIEND AND
PILULiE ANTISCROPHUL^ have been proved, by CO

years' experience, succcssrul in the cure of eruptions and
wounds of every descriptinn. Jlr. George Thatcher, East-

bourne, was for 24 years afflicted with frightful eruptions on
the face ; at times he was so disfigured that he would keep out

of sight. After following the advice of 100 individuals, and
trj'ing as many remedies without effect, he saw an advertise-

ment of the '*Pilulse Antiscrophulse," and although he had
little confidence, yet he resolved he -vould venture once more-

To his great delight it performed a cure ; even after taking the

first box the result was astonishing; although ID years have

elapsed there has been no return of the malady.—May, 1S6^-

Price, 1*. lid., 2s. 9d.». 4«. 64Z-, 11^.. and 225- each. StoW

wholesale by the Propietors, Beacii t Barxicott, at the^

Dispensary, Bridport, and by alt the London House*; ,^
retail by all respectpi)le ModicioQ Tendors in the trnite<*

Kingdom ftnd the Co^j^uies..
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SHANKS' NEW PATENT LAWN MOWINO, ROLLING, COLLLECTING,
AND DELIVERING MACHINE FOR 1860

MOWS THE GRASS

WET OR DRY,

m LAWUS UNEVEN

OR OTHERWISE,

IN A MUCH NEATER

MANNER THAN THE

SCYTHE, AT HALF THE

EXPENSE.

NEW PATENT PONY MACHINE FOR I8 6 0.

^KE of the .est v..,a.le of the Patent I.p.ve.ent. Mess«. Shan., have effected in the. Machine U « the^^^<^
::,Z'S''i2:Xtr^X -^^O , .peedy and efficient method for thi. purpose has been much felt for many yeas paat. In the ^P-^;^^^;^;;^'^^^

^.^^ „^„.^ for the purpose of emptying

ta more annoying in working a Mowing Machine than the stopprng, and «^- --'''"*
^''^^jf^J"^.?^;;^^^^^^^^ length of the Machine in a day.

the Grass. I great deal of time is thus lost, independent of the ha^d wor^ o the man
l^^^^ll^J^^^^^l^Ztt ^reat want in aU Mowing Machines, whether

hut more especially in that stooping posture which he has so often to endure ^^^l^ Jfre verin. Machine for 1860. The improvement consists in the

past or present, is completely obviated in Shanks' I^ew Patent ^^-^S'
^^^^'^^"^^^^^^^ the handles or stopping the Machine.

Loduction of a simple and efficient apparatus for emp ymg the box without
f«^f" ^

'°|;°f ^^ J/ ZZ^i^^ at the rate of 60 times a minute, without any undue

So effective and complete is this valuable improvement, t^at the box, ;f it -«^« P^";
f

«
f' ^'^"^

to thTpiTcti al GJener. It will enable the Machine to do at

strain being put on the apparatus

2:::TZ:XT.:2-^ iT,! ZpTed wt^^^S^^^X^^^ 1-ened. If a Law., which formerly too.

':S:^:'j:Z::l: t::^ nrbetonrrLurs. wlthWee-fourth^s l^ labour to the -man who works the Machine, nothing further . necessary to establish

the utiUty and worth of the invention. P R I C E S

"Width of Cutter.

No. l.-^48-inch Machine

"No. 2.—42-inch Machine

SHANKS* NEW PATENT HORSE JEACHINE.
Includinff Box of Tools for Sharpening, &e., and directions.

Widtli of Cutter,

* •*

• It

•

«

.. fe • <

t • k

£28
26

0")^ T T7- I
No. 3.—36-inch Machine

Q Q^ Urawn by a Horse,
| ^^^ 4._30.inch Machine

... £22 Drawn ly a Sorse.

19 Brawn ly a Sorse or a strong Pony
« «

SHANKS' PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINES,
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

, ^ ,

5£15 15 Dravm hy a Pony \
No. 6.-28-inch Machine . £14 10 J>ra^ hy a Pony \

No. 7,-25.inch Machine, £12 10 Drarcn ly a DonTc^

W PATENT HAND MACHINES, FOR PUSHING OR DRAWING SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER.

Inclndinff Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

iftl7 6? ,.. rr ^r No 10.-19.inch Machine £7 12 6 JSanly worked hy a Man and Soy
^^ ^* ^[ Eadly worked ly Tjpo Men ^^_ ii._16-inch M^ichine 6 17 6 :Easzry worked by a Man

^ £6 2 6 :Easily worhed hy a Boy8 7 6

No. 12.—13-inch Machine...

"No. 5.—30-inch Machine

SHANKS' NI

No. 8.—24-inch Machine

T^o. 9.—22-mch Machine
. , ,r i.- . »^v, - ^, --.,

Tlxe Patent J^,,^^^^:^'^^^^ to tixe Hand Machines, ar^d they are strongly recon.n.ended to .e so. 20s. extra.

SHAKKS' PATENT HANB HACHINE, FOE DKAWING GUIT.

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &e., and Directionn.
, , , „ ,^

No. 13.-.2.1nch MacHne ... ^7 5 l^asil, .or.ei .. . Ma. an, Boy
,

Ko. X4.-19.Uieb Ma^blne^
^-^^^^^ .f^^^r'''

'' ' ''''' '"^ ^''

** Tb l,..ZT^t^^^^ei to "give" ample satisfaction, "and if' not approved of they may be at once returned.

V The Machines are
^'^'^lfJ^^.^]l^,^,.;^^„,^,,,„^aeSaii.^^

TESTIMONIALS:- . . ^ . ,.

^.. .c * ^ t.fn. r^nunds and entire SoHicuUural Department of the Crystal Falaee, Sydenham, and now appointed to Me

From Mr. GEOBaE ^y^, late Chief
f/^^/^f^^'ff.f^^^ f^^^.t KeJd^oToore, and the Garde,^s. Chiswiclc. in f^our of Shai^' Patent Lau^ Mower-{th.

ZO^MSorse-pccer Machine used on the Lmom of the Crystal Palace) .— „ ^^^^^^j p^^^^_ December 20, 1859.

jF/om the Hon. M. F. T. BeekelEY, BerUley Castle, January 21, 1860.
,. p « ti,o.o!.^

. « IW found your Mowing Marine answer perfectly. It does its wor. well, cutting closer and .ore evenly tban the scyt.e
:
collects and deUvers the Gra.. thereby

sa\'ing much time and labour."
Pease

Apparat

iimplicity,

. .7 T»* v.*r TT^« Tlio Part or AiEiiE, CoHachy Castle Gardens, January 20, 1860.

Fro^n Mr. J. Kidd. Gardener to tU Right Hon. The
^^^^It^^^^ I feel hJhly satisfied with the manner it does the work in e.er^ way.

"After having had one seaaon^a trial of your new and improved Mowing
^"?.^^^^'"f^f ^^^^'^^^ both of time and labour, m the Machine does not require to be

„ i„.^ ; .,..^n..f „;. H,. .™.™..,. L ^„^„„ fK. firass-Box, I consider a very greac saving, u

^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ Grass-Box emptied. There i«

loDff ol short Grass; it is now so simple that any of my mea can

d) where it was poesible to have your last improveJ one.

" I am happy to have it

and is a great saving of time

J

Apparatus works admirably

having a Lawn to keep should

SOLEAGENTS FOR LONDON
J. B. BROWN & CO., 18. CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C
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PATENT LAWN MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINES.

30-iiicli wide PONY POWER MACHINE, made also of Smaller Sizes for Hand" Power.

SAMUELSON LAWN MOWERS 9

WITH BOYD'S PATENT IMPROVEM
CAN BE USED IN WE'

lAST TEAR'S SALES WEEE NEARLY A THOUSAND, EVERY ONE OF WHICH GAVE THE GREATEST SATISFACTION.

TESTIMONIALS expressing such satisfaction have been kindly sent by some hundreds of the purchasers to the Manufacturer, who will be glad to forward a copy

with description and prices of Machines post free on receipt of application.

Mr. SAMUELSON is now receiving orders for Twenty to Thirty a day, and will execute them in the order they are received.

Warehouse Cannon Street, West
IF DFANE & CO.. LONDI

Manufactory Works, Banbury

BRIDGE. E.G., AND ALL IRONMONGERS

I

GARDEN ENCrNES AND SYRINGES.

JTYLOR AND SONS, Warwick Lane, Newgate
• street, London. E.G., heg to call attention to their very

superior manufacture ofGARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGES.

No. 554i.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN ENGINE,
with Warkkr's registered Spreader, is strongly recom-

mended for durability and low price, viz. :

—

,

10 gallons . . £2 15«. 0<i. | 16 gallons . . £3 15s. Qd.

24 gallons £5 0«. Od.

Larger sizes in either "Wood or Iron.

BRASS SYRINGES, from 9«. to 21».

May he ohtained of any Ironmonger at the ahove prices, or of

Sows Warniir 4; Sons, 8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.G.

Fig. 698. J. Ttlor & Sons' BARROW GARDEN ENGINE in

best well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Tylor & Sons' Im-
proved Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader,

which answers the purpose of the separate rose, fan, and jet.

Contents of Tub :

—

15 gallons . . £5 10
i

' 28 gallons . . £6 18

Kg. 599. Ditto TINNED IRON TUB.
GOKTERTS OF Tub:—

8 gallons 12 gallons 16 gallons 24 gallons 30 gallons

£2 15 Is fl £4 £5 £5 18

LAWN MOWERS, ROL-
LERS, WATER ENGINES;

CHAIRS, TABLES, and every
description of Garden requisites.

^^URDLES, GATES, WIRE
FENCING, &c.

CARTS, MOWERS. HAT-
MAKERS, HORSE RAKESi
DRILLS. PLOUGHS, &c.

STEAM ENGINKS, THRESH-
ING MACHINES, HORSE
WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, Ac.

PUMPS, CHURNS, MANGLES, BINS, &c.

Price Lists free upon application to

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO. LIMITED,

Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, Lontion, E.G.

THE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN. WATER
AND ROLLING ENGINE may he had at J. DORE'8,

the sole Maaufacturer, 17 Exmouth Street, Clerkenwell,

London, E.G.

THE annexed sketch repre-

sents the GLENNT WATERING
POT, which will be found a decided

improvement upon the old-fashioned

one, as from the peculiar construction

of the handle the weight is more easily

balanced in the hands, which enables

the user to empty with far less mus-
cular exertion and fatigue a pot of this

Kind than one upon the old plan.

Of all Ironmongers, Hardwaremen, and Seedsmen ; and oi

LovERiDQE & Shoolbred. Wolverhampton. Sole Manufacturers.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738-

Fig. 618. No. 1. REGISTERED SYRINGE, with India-rubber

suction tube, one rose and jet . . . . £1 5 each.

No. 2. Ditto ditto 11 „
Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto .. .. 10 ,,

^^

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must he obvioufl
in Watering, Relling, or Syringing ; it will throw about 60 feet^

and ia so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It
conUins about 20 gallons, price 5L IQ§. ; 25 gallons, 6£. 10^.

Fig. 619. GARDEN STRINGE,with one rose andjet;i25.&7.each.

620- Ditto ditto 11 6

fl21. Ditto ditto 10 6

622, LADIES' GARDEN SYRINGE, with do, 8

99
**

9>

ft B

It

it

Fig. 623. READ'S SYRINGE, with two roses and onejet, IS?. Gd.

, 624. READ'S SYRINGE, with one rose and jet .. 16 6

625. Improved ditto ditto ,. 14 6

626. Ditto ditto ditto .. 13

Manufacturers of Pumps and TYell Engines (for shallow or

deep Wells), Plumbers' Brass Foundry of every description.

High Pressure Cocks and Closets, Copperand Tinned-iron Baths,

Garden and Fire Engines, Lamps of every description, Copper

Goods, &c. Estimates given for Hot-water and Bath Apparatus.

SAYXOR A>'D COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c.—

Sold by all respectable Niu^erymen and Seed Merchants in
the three Kinsdoms. ^

RADFORD'S PATEXT WASHING MACHINK
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

" I very gratefully acknowledge the

extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which has

very far exceeded my most sanguine

expectations." — Thomas BbadfobU",

Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester.

London Office : 63, Fleet Street, E C.

N.B. My Machines always have,

and always will be sent on appn>Tat,

if desired, before payment. Descnp-

tion and Price free by post.
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Garden Erxgines, Syringes, &c., upon the most approved principle.
BcE-MlVtS,— i-tiiZE Medal awahi.ku tu U. N. h toons, forBee H1VE8 AND Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1S55.

NEIGHBOUR'S IM.
PROVED COTTAGE

liEE-HlVE, as originally
introduced by George
Neighbour & Sons, with all
the recent improvements,
three glasses, and thermo-
meter, price 35«., securely
packed fur the country.

This unique Hive haa met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit* by the most timid

;

its arrangements are so
perfect that the Honey may
bo taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
all injuring the Bees,
Early applicationsaddressed
to Geo. Neighbour & Soks,
127, High Holbom, W.C, or

UP, Regent Street, London, TV., will receive prompt attention.

Their newly-arranged CATALOGUE of other Improved
Hives, with drawings and prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents :—Liverpool ,, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Street.

Manchester. J. Wilson, 50, King Street.

Birmingham J. H. Cottreix, 15, Bull Ring.
Dublin . . J . Edmondson &Co., fil. Dame Street,

ff

99

GARDEN ENGINES, MACHINES, AND GREENHOUSE SYRINGES,
WITH ALL THE XATEST IJirKOVEMENTS, MA^'T;^ACT^EED BY THE PATENTEE,

RICEAUD READ, Instrument Maker (by Special Appointment) to Her Majesty,

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

Catttion —R. Read begs respectfully to nssure the Public that the Syringes advertiseil weeUy by a

London Finn as Read's are not bis make, but are mere imitations; and on trial many of them wUl be found

defective and useless, AU Syringes made by Read are marked with the Royal Anns, and Address,

*'35, Regent Circus, London, W." fi^"

EELET, HoTWATEB Engineer. 216, City Road,

• London, E.G., opposite the Eagle Tavern, is the place to

pet your HOT-WATER APPARATUS. To those who prefer

their own workpeople to fix E. Eley will j;ive every instruction

as to the best manner. Can supply them Pipes, Boilers, and

Connections of every kind cheaper than any other house in

the trade.

N.B. By sending a rough sketch E. E. will cut the pipe

any length, drilling for cistern pipes, screwing, &c., free of any

extra charge. Contracts taken to any extent. Estimates free.

WATTS AND CO., Hothouse BurLDEiia and
Hot-Water Apparatus Manufaotureks,J

E A L TWILLIAM H
(Late Bnrbridge t TTealy),

lis, Dorset Street, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

HOT-WATER A P PARA T U S MANUFACTU R E B
HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.
Kensal Green, Harrow RoAn, London, W.

JOHN TAYLOK and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Viueriea, Green-
houses, &c., combining every improvement with elegance of

design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Rnofe of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c., heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a roost economical and efficient

manner.
J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

RMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR
BOILER is the best ever invented, and possesses im-

WARNER'S PATENT VIHRaTING STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitted with J. W. ft Son's
Patent Buckets and Suckerp, which cannot clog in action, for

Farms, Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

Diameter
of BaiTcl. Height.

2J in. short 1 ft. 7in.

2i ,. long 3 „ 3 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „

3i„ ditto 3 „ 6„
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „

O

f
Fitted forlead, \ 110
gutta percha I 1 10
or cast iron 1 2 4
flanged pipe 12 9
as required. ) 2 18

2i,, short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing . • , -2

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto2 14 •

The short barrel Fump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tankSi or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when defiired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or country, at the above
prices, orofthe Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London, E.G.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &o. ; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c- tc-—Eu^avings sent on appUcation.

COTTAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS foe STABLE
REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

I
patronised by the English and French Governments, as well as

1 by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-

ments in the kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Btabkat
Aldershott and Baunoral.

Near the Green ^lau. Old Kent Koad. London, S-E.***

200 CUCUMBER and MELON- BOXES akd LIGHTS,
AND FROM

c,fr,rsr^-rr

300 TO 400 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept ik STOCK
glazed and painted complete, ready for immediate use, packed

and sent to all parts of the Kingdom. , „ , . ,. r n
Referencea to the NobiUty, Gentry, and Trade m most of the

counties in England. __^ • ^
-

—

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.

MUCH has of kte been said about BOILKRS FOK
HEATING BY HOT WATER, but these Boilers have

now proved themselves to be the best at present iwvented.
They are adapted for Heating every descrii)tion of Building,
and are made of various sizes. The price of the

24-inch Cast Iron is £5 IQj. each.
24-inch Wrought Iron is 6 10
36-inch Wrought Iron is 8 10
48-iuch Wrought Iron is 12

Beferences to Gentlemen and Nurserymen where these Boilers
are now at work. The Cannon Boilers are now kept in stock,
and are to be had only ofJ. Joses. 6, Bankside, S.E. Also, every
description of Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-water Pipes
and Connections at prices lower than those of any other house
in London. Estimates for Hot-water Apparatus erected com-
plete in any part of the country, and an Illustrated Catalogue on
apphcjUion to J. Joses. 6, Bankside, Southwark. Londou. S.E^

IMPERIAL WIRE WORKS AND WINDOW-
BLIND MANUFACTORY, 370, OxfoH Street, W.. con-

ducted by W. Richards. Just opened, four New Show Rooms
for the display of his Improved and Elegant Designs in Flower
Stands, (Flower Baskets, and every description of Wire Work
for^ Conservatory, both useful and ornamental. Several fine
ATiaxiee on Show.

mcnse advantaires over all other Uprtoht Tdbttlar Boilers,

in the fact of there not being a single joint exposed to the

action of the fire.

H. O. will undertake to heat the largest Establishments on

the most ap(iroved and scientific principles by ONE of his

PATLNT JOINTLEHS BOILERS.
Horticultural Buildings manufactured by Steam-power

Machinery. Lowest prices and best materials. Plans, Siiee:-

ficiitions, and Estimates free.

Henry Ormsok, Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

THE ONE BOILER SYSTEM.
" Sir —I feel much pleasure in bearing testimony to the

efficiency of your Patent Joijttless Tubular Boiler, l^e

long winter just nast has been severe enough to test the merits

of any heating apparatus, and I am pleased toassure you that

the one you fixed for Sir Charies Knigbtley Bart., m October

last has surpassed my most sanguine expectations, and reflects

the highest credit on you as the Patentee of «« ^"j;^"^^**^?"

invention. There are at this time sixteen houses heated by o>

.

of your B0iLERs,-the heat of each bemg regulated with the

Neatest Sim pUclty and facility. One fire now does the work

S eiiht as formerly required. Independent of the Bavmg of

?ieW muVt not omit the very gr^at economy m labour The

!; in thPrnost severe frost may be left for twelve hour-s

man wa^ obliged to bo up the greater part of the night 1

ha^e never seen or heard of any boiler which would bear the

" Mr. Ormson, June 12."

COTTAM AND COMPANY,Winsley Street, W., are the original

inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGEB, Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,

and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which is

taken to the back of the manger, and works with ease and
^•eedoin up or down the guide bar.

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-

tion to the above fittings, beingsimple in construction, light, and
durable, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results.

COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP
COVER, for the above, is a most essential addition to their

fittings ; it is never in the way ; can be placed and replaced in

'

an instant; while* its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-

ing the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating the

quantity to be taken, is quite sufficient to insure its use.

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
combined, cau bo used with great advantage where space is an

object, as it can be turned up out of the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATING
BRACKET pre-ierves the shape and allows a free admission of

air to the under parts of the saddle.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, ^vjth perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevanU accidents, and

can be easily cleaned out.

COTTAM'S CAST-IRON SANITARY TRAP, from lU im-

proved constriiction, gives a full water pwMge, and does not

allow any smell to ascend from the drain-

PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for the

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvaniaed^d

enamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, &c.
_ "Ji

The New Illustrated Catalogue and Estimates gratis, TrT»n

application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, Winaley Street,

Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon).
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SEED BUSEr^ESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 100 YEARS.

N M G H,
COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

ERICA, collected from the choicest Cape species, per packet, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. 6d.

Strong Plants of SPERGULA PILIFERA, from the Original Stock,
For Rockwork, Edgings to Flower Beds, Fountains, Sloping Banks, Terraces, and Lawns. It ref^uires no mowing, and when well established is very superior to Turf.

8s., 15s., and 20s. per 100. Seed, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. per packet.

PELARGONIUM.
The great desire manifested by amateurs for raising new and improved varieties of this splendid class of plants has_ induced our Sardinian Correspondent to give this matter his

eapedal attention. He has, therefore, collected seed only from flowers of the highest merit ; thvis affording a chance of raising varieties equal to any at present in cultivation. The diied
specimens exhibited at the Crystal Palace may be seen at our Establishment.

A collection saved from 12 English varieties each containing 10 seeds
ditto ditto 12 French ditto ditto
ditto ditto 12 Faucv ditto ditto

7«. 6^.
7 6
7 6

Choice mixed, saved from finest English varieties, per packet
ditto ditto ditto French ditto
ditto ditto ditto Faucy ditto

ji

2». 6d.
2 6
2 6

SEED,SPLENDID DOUBLE ITALIAN-SAVED CARNATION AND PICOTSE
IX SEALED PACKETS, FROM ONE OP THE CHOICEST COLLECTIONS IN EUROPE.

The following Carnations and Pieotees have been saved with the ^eatest care by our Sardinian CorreBpondent, a most successful and distinguished Amateur, and only from the moat
perfect flowers of the newest and handsomest of the English stage varieties, or seedlings from them ; they can be confidently recommended to the lovers of this exquisitely beautiful class of
plants, as certain to produce at least 80 per cent, of fine double flowers, and with a fair chance of obtaining varieties of the greatest value. The Perpetual or Tree varieties bloom beautifully In
the open ground* during the whole of the Autumn months ; and, if grown in pots, are highly ornamental for Conservatory or Greenhouse decoration in Wiutcr and Spring,

Jl collection of 12 varieties, each containing 10 seeds Cs. Od. | A collection of 12 varieties Fancy, each containing 10 seeds .. G$. Od^

„ 12 ditto ditto C seeds . . - - 3fi. Qd. [ 12 ditto Faucy ditto 5 seeds . . , , Sa. 6d, | Choice mixed, per packet . . 25. 6d,

A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 10 seeds Gs. Od. | A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 5 seeds 35. 6d. | Choice mixed, per packet 2s- Qd.

A collection of 12 varieties, each containing 10 seeds . , 7$. Od. \ A collection of 12 varieties, each containing 5 seeds • • 4s, Od, \ Choice mixed, per packet . . 25. &d.

A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 10 seeds 6s. Od, \ A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 5 seeds 3c?. Gd. ] Choice mixed, per packoj. §5. 6^*

BEAUTIFUL BIENNIALS AND PERENNIALS.
D Collection contains 25 pacTicts in 25 VArieties for 5s. ; E Collection contains IS packets in IS varieties for 3s. 6d. ; P Collection contains 15 packets in 15 varieties for 2s. Qd.

Agents for GISHURST COMPOUND in boxes. Is.. 3.^., and 10s. CkI : do. BRITTAIN'S GARDEN NETTING for protecting Fruit Trees or shading, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, 5d., 6t?., and 8d.
per yard, 55 inches wide, 10-yard pieces ; do. TIFFANY for shading, Sd. per yard, 10, 20, and 30-yard pieces ; SHAW'S TIFFANY at advertised prices.

DUNN'S SOLID MARKINC-INK PENCILS for writing indelibly on garden labels.—Every Amateur and Gardener should purchase this Pencil, sent post paid on receipt of 13
postage stamps.

^ 4.

Ii^AKLY TUK^IPS for Feeding
Li OFF PRE^^IOUS TO SOWISO WhEAT,

SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS, l5.

per lb,, 45j. per bushel,

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, Is.

per lb., 45s, per bushel.

SUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED, (The
heaviest cropper known). i«, per lb,,

45s- i)er bushel-
I

ScTTON & Sons confidently recom-
mend the above as the best Turnips for
present sowing. The seed is new and
genuine. Goods delivered carriage free,

and 5 per cent, allowed for cash pay-
ment. A remittjince or reference is

requested with orders from unknown correspondents.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

UNEQUALLED SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.
JOHN COLE has still on hand plants of his match-

less CALCEOLARIAS which gained all the First Prizes
offered last Summer by the Royal Botanic Society, strong
healthy plants 6s. and 9s. per dozen ; also LOBELIA
SPECIOSA, in full bloom, 2«. per dozen, 12». per hundred;
Scarlet and Crimson VERBENA, strong, 2*. per dozen.
Carriage free to London upon prepaid application.

Keyfield Nursery, St. Alban's, Herts.

ORCHIDS.—An Amateur wishing to part with a
few plants of the above will 1x3 glad to hear of a pur-

chaser; or would. have no objection to exchange for a few
choice Odontoglossums, and Cypripediums. Amongst them
are the following :

Aerides nobile

„ Fieldiugii

„ crispum
Vanda Roxburghii
„ ccer*lea

Laelia purpurata

Saccolabium retusumi

Calantbe Masuca
JliJtonia Clowesii

Cattleya labiata (true)

Mo88i?e

1
1
1

Full particulars may be had by addressing, post paid. Orchid,
Box 165, Post Office. Huddersfield.

CHOICE SEEDS.
MESSRS. PARKER akp WILLIAMS beg to

offer the following New and Genuine SEEDS, all of

which are strongly recommended :

—

P. packet

—

s. d.

BROCCOLI, Penzance "White Olitchinson's) ..16
CAtTLIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-
more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation.

.

CUCUMEERS, all the best varieties

LEITUCB, Alma (Griffin's)

„ "Moor Park, extra fine 1

MELONS, all the best varieties 1

TOMATO, Early Red (Powell's) 1

FLOWER SEEDS.
dALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed . . 2

CINERARIA, from finest named varieties .. 2

„ maritima
CEL03IA aurea pyramidalis 1

„ crimson-feathered variety .. ..1
COCKSCOMB, dwarf, extra fine 1

DIANTHUS Heddewiggi 1

LOBELIA erinusspeciosaftrue) 1

PANSY, from named varieties 1

PERILLA Nankinensis
PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata 1

SOLANUM capsicastrum ., .. .. -.1
„ pseudo-capsicum ; this is quite equal

in beauty for decorative purposes

to the preceding 10
A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGOE of VEGE-

TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

is published, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Atu inspection and comparison with the prices of several
Firma advertising Se«ds carriage free is respectfully solicited.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, HoUo-
wmy, London, N.

6

6

6
A
6
6
6

6
6

JOHN KERNAN. 4. Great Russell Street, Covent
Garden, W-C, begs to recommend to his customers the

following Agricultural TURNIPS, to be sown all this and next
month (July), genuine and true to their kind :

—

Laing^s Swede Turnip ,

,

Skirving's ,, „
Matson's Purple-topped
Bale's Hybrid
Yellow Bullock .

.

The following Graasses may be sown to great advantage all

through August for an early bite in spring ;

—

o
p.

Green Bullock Turnip
White Norfolk
Greeu „

, » Globe
Eclipse Bullock

ft

if

Sweet-scented Vernal for early
lambs.

Sheep's Fescue,
Meadow ditto.

Slender leaved ditto.

Hard ditto ditto.

Italian Rye-grra'SS imported-
Pacey'3 ditto.

Stickney's ditto.

Poa pratense.
A fiao mixture to renew old pas-

tures ; 3 bus. p. acre, 55. p, bus.

Alsikc Clover best sown separate- This when more generally

known will, I think, be a great favourite with stock and other

farmers- Broad-leaved Red Clover, White Clover, Trifolium

iucamatum. Winter Tares and Rye, Mustard, Rape, Kohl Rabi,

Parsley for sheep walks, Winter Barley, and genuine Guano.

BEPDINC PLANTS, ETC,

AND A. SMITH are sending out fine plants of the
following:

—

Lobelia erinus racemoidos
F

VI

»»

ff

ff

II

Ageratum mexicanum
„ variegatum

Alyssnm, yellow
white
variegatum

Calceolaria aurea floribnnda
aurantia floribunda
angustifolia

amplexicuulis
Cuphea platycentra
Dianthus in variety
Delphinium formosum
Fuchsias, various

„ acubfifolia

Gei'anium, scarlet in variety
Trentham
fancy do.
Brilliant

Flower of the Day
Lady Plymouth
Mangles, silver edge
Alma

Heliotropiuai
Hollyhock
lAntana in variety

f9

ff

$9

9f

ft

»*

f>

„ speciosa
Linum fiavum
Melissa variegata (Balm)
Nasturtium Tom Thumb
Nierembergia gracilis

Pansies, French fancy
Pentstemon in variety
Petunias, purple and others
Phlox Drummondii
Portulaca
Rhodantbe Manglesii
Roses

J
Tea and others]

Salvia fulg^ns
Gesneriflora
tricolor

Salvia, patens blue
„ alba

Senecio, double criniiion.

Thunbergias, various
Tropsooluaa Stamfordianum

,, liobbianum elegans
Verbenas, all colours
Zinnia elegans

ff

ff

Cobea scandens
Eccremocarpufl

CLIMBERS-
Lopbospcrmum
Maurandya in variety

GENERAL CATALOGUE on application.—Dulwich, Surrey, S

PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOLI,
CAULIFLOWER, ANO CELERY.

JOHN CATTELL begs respectfully to inform the

public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of the above

superior true sorts, which he will forward to order on receipt

of postage stamps or Post-ofBce Order, made payable here, at

the following prices, package included :—All the sorts of Early

Cabbage, Savoy and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts, G'l. per

100; 4s. 6d. per 1000. All the sorts of Autumn and Spring

Broccoli, Bd. per 100 ; 5s. 6d. per 1000. Early and Late Cauli-

flower and Red Pickling Cabbage, lOd. per 100. Bedded Celery,

8d. per 100; 5s. Gd. per lOUO. Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage

3s. 6d. per 1000. Packages containing plants to the value of

II and upwards will be delivered carriage free to London,

Croydon, and the Edenbridge Station of the South-Eastern

Railway.

Seed of Cattell's Reliance Cabbage may be had free by post

at 1*- per packet, containing half an ounce.

Nursery and Seed Establiahmeut, Westerham, Kent.

NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.

JOHN STANDISH, in offering the fqllpwxng Plants
can assiwe his customers that they are now in fine con-

dition for sending out:—
MTOSOTIDTUM ^'OBILE. or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each

31s. 6t£.—This plant, from the Chatham Islands, is one of the
most remarkable that has been introduced for some years,
being totally distinct from all others. It has lai^e thick
leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sends
up raagnificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful blue
and white, similar to a Forget-me-not, but of a giant form.
A Drawing of it is published in Curtis'g ** Botanical Ma£:a-
zine " for September. A description taken from the above is

also published in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1850,
wherein Dr. Lindley says:—"This is the handsome perennial
provisionally named Cynoglossum nobile by Dr. Hooker in,

our last year's Volume, page 240. It is quite deserving all

the enconiums that have been passed upon it."

RHODODENDRON NUTTALH.—The largest flower of all yet
known, having 11 flowers in a truss, each flower being

6i inches across. Seedling plants, 3 inches high, 7^. %d.
each ; OOs. per dozen ; or 20/. per 100.

PHLOX MRS. STANDISH.—The piirest white, with a lar^e
red eye, 5s. each. Also a large collection of the finest kinds
which J. S. has shown during the last summer and in every
case received the First Prize. Plants from Is. to2«. Qd. each.

A CATALOGUE containing a full description of the best
Hardy Plants in cultivation will be forwarded on application to

The Royal Nursery, Bagshot.

SURPLUS STOCK OF BEDDING PLANTS.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS, the Newton Nurse-
fj ries, Chester, have still to offer pise plants of the follow-

ing, at VERY LOW prices, which will be sent on application ;

—

Scarlet and Variegated Geraniums, Calceolarias, Heliotropes,

Petunias. Verbenas, of sorts, Variegated Alyssum, Diauthua
Heddewigi, Lobelia speciosa, Cuphea platycentra, &c

.

BEDDING PLANTS.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, begs to say that his

• CATALOGUE OF CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS has now-

been all sent out; he, however, has still a considerable number
ofmany kinds ofVerbena, variegated and other Geraniums, &c,,

to oflfer. Parties stating the colours they require and leaving

the aelection to J. S. will be liberally dealt with.

MESSRS. J. AND H. BKOWN inform the nobility

and genlry their NEW CATALOGUE can be had by
post on application of Stove, Orchidea, and Greenhouse Plants,

Azaleas, Flowering Shrubs, and Miscellaneous Plants in great

variety. New Conservatories furnished cheaply ; and all kind
of Bedding Plants at the usual pricoa.

Albion Nursery. Stoke Newington, London, N."
NEW SPRING CATALOGUE.

WILLIAM RARNES begs to inform hig patrons
and friends that his New DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

for the present season is Now Ready. It contains selections of

Indian Azaleas, Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Chrysan-
themums, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Petunias,
Phloxes, Cinerarias, Hollyhocks, Liliums, Roses, Miscellaneous
Bedding Plants, Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, &c., and
will be forwarded post free on appUcation.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, London, S.

NORTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

HENRY JESSE begs to thank his friends for the

support he has received for iti'any years, and to inform

them, that in addition to his CORN and SEED BUSINESS,
he has now added the MANURE, CAKE, and TURNIP-SEED
TRADE. The latter he has devoted his particular attention to,

having made arrangements with a first-class House ; and trusts

by keeping articles of the best qnality, to supply his cus-

tomers on Buch terms as will give satisfaction and ensure their

future orders.—Railway Stores, Basingstoke; and 100, Seed

;, Mark Lane, London, E. C.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—Notice is hereby
given, that tho next Ordinary Meetiner of the Horticiil-

+ural Society for the Election of Fellows will be held at tlie

\rimeum of Science and Art, South Kensington (by permission

of the Lord President of the Privy Council), on TUESDAY,
Tune 26 ; the Chair to be taken at 1 o'Clock, p.m. On this

/ifPT^ion a Ballot for Plants will also take place.
°

LIST OF PLANTS FOR BALLOT.
1 CupREssus LAwsoNiANa. One of the finest of the new

hardy CaliforQian Cypresses.

2 CnPRESSTTS GovENiANA. A hardy tree.

s' PiNUs TUBERCULATA. A hardy Califomian tree.

4 Chorozema cx>rdatom. a greenhouse shrub.

5. Seedling Cajieluas. From Florence.

Q. Cai-USTEMOn ruoolosum. a greouhou.'^e shrub.

7. Viminabta dentjdata. a preenhouse shrub.
8.' Leftospermum juniperinum. a greenhouse shrub.
9* PiTTospoRUM TJNDULATUM. A grecnhouse shrub,

lo! Spia.-EA CALLOSA. A hardy shrub.

11. Ertobotrya japonica. Japan Medlar.

12. Paulownia impebialis. A hardy deciduous tree, with blue

flowers, from Japan. '

13. ViTis POLYMORPHA. A hardy creeper.

14. Glycine sinensis alba. A hardy creej)er.

15. Gardenia florida, var. Fortuniana. A greenhouse shrub.

16. Adhatoda cvdoni^folia. A stove -shrub.

17. Ceanothus verrucosus. A hardy shrub, from California.

18. ViuuRNUM MAOROCEPHALUM. From China.

19. Clematis MicEioFHYLLA. var. leptofhvlla. A greenhouse
creeper, from Australia.

Fellows of the Society desirous of obtaining any of the

plants to be balloted for are requested, if life members of 40

guineas or subscribers of 4 guineas a year, to name the four
sorts they would prefer ; or, if life members of 20 guineas, or

subscribers of 2 guineas a year, to name the two sorts they

would prefer. Should there bo more applicatiuns for any parti-

cular plant than the number available for distribution, a Ballot

will then take place to determine which applicants are to be

supplied. ,

The arrangements for conducting the B.allot render it

necessary that the names or numbers, prefixed to the plants to

be drawn for, should bo sent to the office of the Society,

8, St. Martin's Place, W.C, on or before Saturday, June 23d,

after which date no AFPLICATIONa CAN BE ATTENDED TO.

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION" op SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council

are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage

in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese

would be desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing teatimenials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place. London, W.C.

Eiit (BKvTfmtv^' Ciltotticle.
SATURDAY, JUNE 16, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR. THE ENSUING WEEK.
WsDNESDAT, June 20—Uoyal Botanic 2 p.m.

,T> nt f Pninoloifical 2 f.m.
THURSDAt, - 21-jLuinean. 8 f.m.

native G:rowth -was "well seasoned, but some of it

was quite green, aud the effect of mixing the two
would be somewhat like that of turninj^ in a
detachment of raw troops affected with fever

amongst a mass of veterans. A high temperature,
moreover, was kept up by means of stoves with a
view to dry the raw timber, but the effort was
merely to stimulate the growth of Fungi, the whole
vessel becoming as it were a hotbed lor their pro-

pagation. The Queen Charlotte was seven
years upon the stocks, and from . the variety of

timber used in her construction afforded the late

Mr. SowERBY, who was employed by Grovernment
to investigate her, a rich harvest of Fungi, some
of the specimens of which still exist in his herba-

rium, now in our possession.

Other examples might be brought forward, all

wood are in a more active state of vegetation as
we proceed from the centre to the circumference,
while those of the bark are in a precisely contrary
condition. As therefore the outer layers of bark
die visibly after they have performed their proper
functions, so the innermost rings of wood after a
time lose their vitality and at last decay. This
condition may take place at different periods of
growth and under vastly different circumstances,
and it is clear that when once decay has commenced,
the timber must gradually deteriorate. The best
timber must be that which is secured while the
whole is in health. When decomposition baa
once commenced in the centre, the taint is rapidly
communicated to the layers which sTirround it,

and this will be readily seen by the dark-coloured
ulmates, humates, &c., which are naturally substi-

tending to prove that it almost amounts to mad-
j

tuted for the healthy cellulose and lignite, together
ness, except in cases of absolute necessity where a i with the other matters which they enclose or have
certain sacrifice is made with the eyes open to attain ' taken up into their pores, and it is well if this

a temporary end, to trust the building of vessels, chemical decomposition be not aggravated by the
without any proper supervision, to mere chance, growth of internal Fungi.
or to sanction their construction of raw materials,

or of fiueh as the experience of shipwrights or

of the commonest country artisans must at once

pronounce to be totally unfit for the purpose.

It is obvious, moreover, that all ground cainnot
be equally adapted for the growth of lirst-rate
timber. It may be too moiat and rich, and so
while the growth is extremely rapid and vigorous,

The gun-boats at Chatham, as far as their con- i may fail to secure the requisite Btrenj^th and
... -1 1 l • 1 J_ J_l. Pi. ' L I'ljll I • 1 1 . . >

dition has been ascertained, present a state of

things which in some respects exceeds that at

Portsmouth. The ouly two which have been

examined, Nos. 30 aud 32, were broken up as too

bad for repair. The same reckless use of sap

wood is visible there as at Portsmouth, and it is

clear that in some cases the trenails themselves

were prepared from the same perishable material.

With the Oak was an admixture of Moulmein
and African Teak, but both in a state of fungous
decay, a very unusual condition with those woods,

especially the former. But whatever excuse may
be made for the use of indifferent wood, none
whatever can be brought forward for a shameful

fact which has been disclosed by the breaking up

tenacity, while the loose tissues may be ultimately
more subject to decay ; or the soil may be so com-
pletely ungenial that the growth, though slow, is

so imperfect that early disease is the sure conse-
quence. In some situations, too, the taproots soon
become diseased, either from sticking into an un-
suitable soil, or from the attacks of extraneous
Fungi, and in this case the tree exhibits at an
early period, what is in every case a sure sign that
it is past maturity, that peculiar decay of the
terminal branches which is commonly known
under the name of stages head.
The effect of the spawn of Fungi from old

decaying roots of trees which have been long
felled is now an established fact, and reco;?nised

the vessels. It is well known that much of the
j
every day more generally as a point towards which

KoxniNG is more true, both as regards nations

and individuals, than that the multitude buy their

experience, while few profit by it. Three thousand

years ago it was said by the wisest in his genera-

tion—" The thing that hath been it is that which
shall be, and that which is done is that which
shall be done," and if this be applied to the ques-

tion of the GTJW-BOATS, it is as clearly true now as

it was then. Towards the end of the long war,

from 1812 to 1814, much interest was excited on
the subject of dry rot by the disastrous condition

of many of the" ships. Immense exertions had
been made to get ready a fleet commensurate with
the urgencies of the conflict, and in consequence

40 line-of-battle ships were built in merchants'

yards of green timber, which were so notoriously

bad th at they were commonly known
under the name of the Forty Thieves.

The resources of one dockyard at the time in ques-

tion were perfectly inadequate to meet the great

and peremptory demand, and we believe that every

ship launched from merchants' yards proved a
** miserable failure," and in consequence the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests instituted some
strict inquiries, and themselves entered on a series

of experiments which ought to have prevented a
similar condition of things recurring some 40 years

after this positive and costly experience. The
Rodney, which was launched from a private yard
(Barnakd's) in 1809, and built of unseasoned
timber, was obliged to be paid off in 1812, and the
Dublin, built also at a merchant's (Buext's) in
1812, was condemned even more rapidly, and
in 1813 was obliged to be submitted to repairs
which cost 20,000/. The Benbow, built in 1813,
was repaired at Portsmouth in 1818, at a cost of
45,000/. About 40 years earlier the fate of ships
built at Hull was precisely similar, insomuch that
Lord bANDWiCH made a note, '^^o more large
ships to be built at Hull." Even in cases where
vessels were not run up with such rapidity, either
from an injudicious mixture of materials, or from
the great difliculty of securing conditions favour-
able to exemption from dry rot, ships built
in our own dockyards have met with a
similar fate. The Queen Charlotte builtm 1810, partly of English Oak and Fir,
partly of American Oak and Pitch Pine, ^vas a
mass of dry rot. Some of the timber indeed of

strength of a vessel consists in the firmness with
which the heads and heels of the component parts

of th^ ribs are united, and depends upon the pains

taken in fitting with the greatest possible accuracy

the connecting pins or dowells. It appears, however,
that in almost every case, the dowells were shaved
ofl" into a conical form, to save the trouble of

driving the parts accurately together, a difficult

and tedious operation, and in consequence the
moment there was the least strain, there would
have been nothing to prevent the most fearful

collapse. So much for vessels buiit in private
yards, under contract.

In our own dockyards there is not the slightest

chance of indifferent timber passing muster under
the searching eye of the inspector. He sees at

once the slightest suspicious tinge, and the smallest

particle of fungous spawn in any internal crevice

would at once be fatal to a log or to the part of it

in which it appeared, and we do not doubt that,

except under contract, the inspection in private

yards, on the ground of self-interest alone, would
be almost as stringent*.

It may be worth while, however, to inquire

what are the circumstances under which timber

becomes unfit for use, especially as regards decay

whether arising from the attacks of Fungi, or

from other causes. Our remarks will for obvious

reasons be confined principally to Oak, though at

the present time it cati scarcely be considered as

the staple of our dockyards.

The discoveries of Trecttl respecting the growth
of those trees which, like all our own timber trees,

form a distinct annual ring every year, have greatly

simplified the questions which arise as to this part

of the subject, and which will be better reserved

for that portion of our remarks which relates to

seasoninjj. Every one knows that the layers of

* It was asserted, for instance, by Lord Clarence Paget,
that the substitution of Elm for Oak in planking was permitted
by the Admiralty in the case of the gun-boats, in consequence ,

especial attention must be turned by every in-
telligent planter and gardener. In Larch planta-
tions it is notorious that the disease which is so
common, and which has so sadly damped the
expectations which were formed from the peculiar
excellence of the first native Larch- built ship, the
Atholl, is due almost entirely to this single cause,
and there is every reason to believe that Oaks are
often affected from a similar cause though in a
different way. The notion that trees are more
likely to imbibe fungous contagion from the soil
in those situations where Fungi in general
abound, arises from an incorrdct notion as
to the relation of such Fungi to the species
which peeuiiai-ly affect the Oak. Fungi may exist
in excess where there are none of those speoies
which attack the Oak, as on the contrary the
arboreal Fungi may abound where the terrestrial
are scarce. The question, in fact, is similar to
that on the fungous origin of cholera, in which as
a proof of such origin it is said that cholera abounds
where Fungi abouud, though not the slightest

attempt is made to show that those Fungi have
any connection with the disease. Both the disease
and the vegetable may abound under the same-
conditions, without any necessary connection, end
in the same way Oaks may be diseased where
terrestrial Fungi abound, without the slightest

necessary connection between the two. We shall
however have more to say on this hereafter.

It is clear that even in situations best adapted
for the growth of the Oak, accidents may occur
which may induce disease. Severe blows, the
attacks, of animals, intense frosts, violent winds,
lightning, &c., may in various ways cause partial

destruction or decay which may taint the sound tis-

sues that surround them, besides the actual lesions

of a diflerent nature which may exist without decay,
though highly injurious to the timber. Some of

these may be completely masked hy after-growth,

of the scarcity of Oak. It is well known that Elm when con- but in general their effects are visible enough in
stantly immersed in water is almost indestructible, and is ^\^q

' ... - .

therefore used for the keel and garboard, and sometimes for

the five or six tiers of planks immediately succeeding, an

example of which is visible in tho Arethusa now under repair

at Chatham, after a career of njore than 20 years. It is, how-

ever quite inapplicable where there is alternate exposure to

drought and moisture, or where it is constantly in contact with

a damp atmosphere; and even in the parts of the veaseliu

which its use was lei^itimate the whole would be almost sure

to perish when the gun-boaU ware drawn up into the shps.

We mentioned last week the els#)f the Royal Frcdenck, m
which the keel perished before the vessel was off the stocks

A curious instance of the rapid decay of Elm occuiTed to our-

selves a few years siuce. Elm is often fraudulently substituted

for Oak in covered cofEns. A coffin of this description was

deposited in a vault in the o\^ church at Margate and at the

end of two years, when the vault was reopened, the whole of

the outer case had fallen away from the mdosed lead. Vr e

mav add that the common mode of seasoning Elm lavours

such a result. Of this we shall have more to say in the

sequel.

growing state ; and where large branches
have been removed and the sear grown over
60 as to cause knots or swellings, mischief may
always be suspected. In Oaks the pruning should
be conducted while the plants are young, when the

wounds heal over so rapidly as to prevent the

decay of the cut surface. Large branches, if re-

moved, infallibly lead to decay.

One of the most prevalent causes of decay, how-
ever, in well-grown Oaks arises from the attacks

of Fungi, mostly at the base of the trees, except in

the rare cases when large branches have been

broken off, or water has been admitted by means
of fissures caused by lightning. In such cases

there has always been previous mischief. Some
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Fungi -will, indeed, attack the healthiest tissues,

"but the Fungi of "which we speak never Hourish

except on tissues previously more or less decom-

posed. The decay may have commenced in the

centre, at the hase, -where the very oldest part of

the tree ia inclosed, or it may have proceeded from

the roots ; hut from -whatever quarter the mischief

has arisen, whether the spawn of the Fungus has

run from the heart or root to the outer surface, or

whether the Fungus has been established from

without on a pre-existent unsound spot of the

-wood or barb, the efieet is the same. The Fungus
orows at the expense of the tree, taints the sur-

rounding tissues, and disposes them sometimes for

many feet to decay. The Fungi which produce

principally Polyporus fomentnrhiSj

and P, luciduSf and one or two
species, and where they appear
the intelligent valuer alwavs

in his field book as each

'xactly as the trees attacked by
entered in the books

this effect are

J*, diyadeus,

closely allied

at the root,

makes a note
tree is valued,
woodpeckers are as
** pecquered," because he knows that he is subject

to a call for some reduction in the measured valua-

tion by the purchaser, and if such wood gets into

the dockyard after the butt has been well removed,

there will generally be a slight alteration in tint

indicative of the mischief. There are one or two

Fungi, as FistuUna hepatica and Polyporus

^uercinuSf the former of which grows sometimes to

an enormous size, which occur on the trunks of

.living Oaks, but never, we believe, except on very

^Id trees, and such as are left for ornament.

There is however another source of mischief

%vhich cannot be too seriously adverted to. The
-only safe Oaks are those which grow from Acorns.

Those which spring up from the old stools are never

aafe, and in our experience where they form the

exception and not the rule in forests, are, like the

** doted" and *' pecquered" trees, marked in the

field books as ** stavens," intimating that they are

of less value than others. These trees are what

Mr. BuEJfELL in his lecture, delivered a few days

since before the Society of Art?, and contain-

ing much valuable practical information, calls

Pollarded, but that name is more usually applied

(as the etymologv of the name implies) to such

trees as are lopped several feet from the ground, a

practice which has prevailed in some of our public

forests from the loppings being the perquisite of

some public officers. Both the trees from stools

or stavens and the Pollards are equally undt

for ship-building, from the inevitable seeds of

decay which they contain. The imperfectly

healed wounds of the Pollards cause decay

from above, while the stavens deriving the growth

not immediately from the soil, as Oaks grown from

the Acorn, but from a stump in a state almost

always of partial decay, some of the moisture from

the decomposed cells is imbibed, and this contain-

ing matter in a state of chemical change acts as a

piSrefactive ferment upon tissues which would

otherwise possibly remain healthy. Stavens,

indeed, may find their way into the public dock-

yard ; but Pollards very seldom can. Gate-posts

from Pollard Oaks become sometimes so thoroughly

decayed as to lose all coherence, and to break off

short like Carrots, and such would inevitably be

the case with any parts of them which should be

employed in ship-building.

Z In conclusion of this part of our subject, we

may call attention to a work but veiy slightly

known in this country in which the several ap-

pearances of unsound Oak timber are very admi-

rably represented.* The edition we have seen is

comi>iled from the Danish treatise on ship-building

which was published by Funck, in 1833, and iu all

probability the plates are the same.

1600 yenrs, it is just possible that some Lambeet
Pine seed may have remained in a state of sus-

pended animation for 20 years.
.

Similar questions are often put, as may be

expected in a country like this where everybody is

a gardener, or at least a bit of one, and where

exotic seeds are so continually introduced from

far distant lands. As to what may be done in such

cases we know nothing more than is stated in the

'Theory and Practice of Horticulture , to which we
might reter our readers if we were sure they

possessed the work. Since, however, that is not

likely to be the case in many instances, the passage

in question is here extracted.

*'If seeds have become sickly or feeble, from

age or other causes, some precautions become

necessary, to which, under other circumstances, no

attention requires to be paid. When the vital

energies of a seed are diminished, it dees not lose

its power of absorbing water, but it is less capable

of decomposing it. The consequence of this is

that the free water introduced into the system
collects in the cavities of the seed, and produces

putrefaction ; the sign of which is the rotting

of seeds in the ground. The remedy for this

is to present water to the seed in such small

quantities at a time, and so gradually, that no
more is absorbed than the languid powers of the

seed can assimilate ; and to increase the quantity

only as the dormant powers of vegetation are

aroused. One of the best means of doing this is

to sow seeds in tvai'm soil tolerably dry ; to trust

for some time to the moisture that exists in such

earth and the atmosphere for the supply required

for germinatioti ; and only to administer water

when the signs ofgermination have become visible ;

even then the supply should be extremely smalL

If this is attended to, carbonic acid is very slowly

formed and liberated ; the chemical quality of the

contents of the seed is thus insensibly altered,

each net of respiration may be said to invigorate

it, and by degrees it will be brought to a condition

favourable to the assimilation of food iu larger

quantities. Mr. Knight used to say that these

efl'ects were produced in no way so well as by
enclosing setds between two pieces of loamy turf,

cut smooth, and applied to each other by the

underground sides; such a method is, however,

scarcely applicable to any except seeds of consider-

able size."

Since it was by the careful application of the

rules here printed in italics that the ancient Rasp-,

berry seeds above mentioned were caused to grow,

we are justified in saying that Practice has com-

pletely confirmed what Theory suggested. In the

case of the Lambekt Pine seeds, we should adopt

llr. Knight's method mentioned in the last

sentence, placing the turves in a Cucumber frame

on the surface of the bed.

they ought to he allowed to tal^e their final dc-;re03

We learn that our valued correspondent, the Rev.

Professor Henslow, has had the honour to be

selected by Hkr Majesty to deliver a course of

Botanical Lectures to the younger branches of

the Royal family in succession to Professor Owen.

"We are asked to point out the best course to

pursue for the purpose of ensuring gekminaxion

in seeds of the Lambert Pine which have been

kept about 20 years. It is almost like asking a

surgeon to bring to life a patient who has been

buried for 10 or 12 years. The difference in the

two cases is only this, that in the latter vitality is

certainly and in the other probably \zone. There

is a " spark of life " in plants as well as animals,

in seeds as well as eggs, which once extinguished

is. never again revived. In plants, however, it

will flicker fur a y^ry long time, and as Raspber

THE EDUCATION OF GARDENERS.
I KEJOICB to see that the important subject of the

Education and Certification of Gardeners continues to

attract attention. No subject can be more important

to those who are concerned in horticulture.

I recommended the gardeners and their friends to

take advantage of the system of examinations, certifi-

cates, and prizes, which the " sb«jety for the Encourage-

ment of Arts, Manufactures, and^Sommerce" has eata- _
bUshed for the benefit of the i*|ustrial classes in ^^different attempts

general; and I cannot but hope tlmt, if your corre-

apondent "Linager" will examine that system in its

principles and in its details, he will find that it needs

only to be fully developed in order to become all that

he can desire for gardeners. " LinagcrV proposals,

though good in many points, appear to me to be too

complicated and to impose too great a burden on those

whom he wishes to benefit. Young men living in

distant districts cannot and will not travel to London

to be examined. His three examinations, really four

at tbe least, are too many as a minimum. His proposed

certificates from cl^gymen, in respect of the elementary

knowledge of the^ung gardeners, would be of very

various values in varioti^ places. His proposed certificates

from practical sfardencK in respect of practical skill,

d|g '^
-

""

SL celebrated "experts" in gardening; and, if the power

V\to issue those certificates was limited to such celebri-

.fC'l ties, lartre numbers of candidates wonld he absolutely
* Zugammeustellung dcr Kennzeicheii der ^^i DeutschJaVci

i , , . .
^ ^1^ ^jjije they themselves would

wachsendenYerscMedenenEicheiigattuiigenundibrerhaupfc. jU»a'>i«^""^»"^^ ^"^/- » ^^^--^^^-^^ to those who
8-Achlichsten Fehler. Untcr Beuutzung des Uniiischon Werkes,

|
be unable to devote the requisite time to tuosewnu

Pmctisk akibbygerie, af D. H. Funck. Kiobh, 1333. Bear-
; ^yere within their reach. I do not thmk it expeaienc

beitet von Harino, Hanptimnn in Krle^f* Ministerium "^ ^ - ji -p ^ ^ course of stvidv for all young

^•^.iS\ i^^'"'- "' ''' '"'" "'"• '' '-'""'"'
i
me^u intended to be gardeners ,

and I am satisfied that

before the age of 25.

The education of a gardener, as of every other human
being, must of course be begun in childhood. In the
schools for the children of the industrial classes a good
solid foundation must he laid in elementary subjects

common to all, and without any variations having-

reference to varieties of future callings. On tb.at

foundation must be reared a substantial structure of

the special knowledge suitable to tlie future callitigs.

Of that special knowledge little can be acquired, and
therefore little—indeed, nothing but the merest rudi-

ments—ought to be attempted to be taugkt, during tl:c

few years that the child can remain at the day-scl.ool.

The education ought to be carried on afterwards at even-

ing schools until 16, and at institutions after 16 years of

age. By "Institutions" I mean not merely Mechanics
Institutes but Institutes, People's Colleges, Evening
Classes, Improvement Societies, and all other useful

associations for the instruction of adults, apart from
children. When, however, the school and the institu-

tion have done their best, there arises a further want
of a tribunal of competent authority by which the

results of their instruction may he tested and attested.

How inferior would have been our great public Schools

and Grammar Schools, and the Colleges at Oxford and
Cambridge, if there had been no University of Oxford

or Cambridge to test and to attest their results t How
inferior has been the condition of our Middle Schools

from the want of a connection with the Universities

!

and how great an improvement the Universities have

recently effected by the institution of their local

examinations for Middle Schools ! A like eifect will be

produced among our schools for the children, and

among our institutions for the adults, of the industrial

classes when they have theu- own proper university to

test and to attest the results of their education;

and I hope that "Linager^* and other friends of

gardeners will perceive that in the system of

examinations which the "Society of Arts, Manufactures

and Commerce " has instituted, there are many of tlie

essential elements, I might almost say there is the

foundation, of an "University of Arts, Manufactures,

and Commerce." an university which may do for the

industrial classes a large and important part of wiiat

is done for the higher classes by the Universities, apiirt

from the Colleges, of Oxford and Cambridge. Tlie

Society's system of examinations is two-fold. Tlicre

are the " Previous Examinations*' by Local Boards, and

there are the " Final Examinations," in which papers

of examination questions, set by the Central Board of

Examiners in London, are worked under the super-

vision of the Local Boards, Where the candidates li^-e,

there the examinations, both previous and finiil, are

held. They were held in May last without any difiiculty

at 63 phices, where Local Boards had been established

for the purpose, and next year they may bo held at any

number of places (630 if needs he), where they mny bo

wanted, and where the necessary arrangements, which

are exceedingly simple, may by any possibility bo

locally made.
Any gardener or other person who wishes to be ex-

amined for a certificate may at once ascertain, on

application by letter to the Society of Arts in the

Adelphi, whether a local board already exists within

his reach, and if not, what steps should be taken to

establish one. He will have the summer, autumn, and

winter in which to prepare himselfj and early iu April

he will undergo the " previous examination." To pass it

he must be able to write and to spell well, must have a

fair knowledge of English grammar and composition,

must be able to work sums as far as the rule of three,

and must show himself acquainted with the special

subjects which he proposes to take up for the final

examination early iu May. He cannot take up more

than four of those subjects in one year. Suppose him

to begin with two or three. Arithmetic and Botany ;

or Arithmetic, Mensuration, and Botany. Let him not

attempt too much ; rather let him strive to do a little

weU. No amount of merely superficial knowledge,

such as may be got by cramming, will entitle him to a

certificate. A few accurate and sensible answers wril

gain a higher numlier of marks than a gi-eat many in-

different attempts. In Arithmetic not only the correct-

iwss of his answers, and the excellence of his mode of

^v(^•kino• them out, but the clearness and neatness of h!s

working will be taken into account by the examiner

In Mensuration the candidates will be required to show

that they can measure and estimate the work of a

joiner, a bricklayer, a plumber, and other artificers. In

Botany and the various branches of Horticulture it is

suffici(*nt for me to tell the gardeners that Lr. Liudley

is the examiner,

I am far from desiring to suggest that the examinn-

tions of the Society of Arts are at present sufficient to

meet the case of the gardeners, for example ; but I am

anxious to point out that, if they will cordially support

the Society in its efforts for their advantage, and iftla*

invaluable co-operation of the Horticultural S-iciety

should also be given to the Stciety of Arts, its system

of examinations might be placed on a much broader

basis than it has at present, though even at presei.t

it is very far indeed from being narrow; and mi^Lv

rei.'eive such developments and special applications as

would leave nothing to he desired in the testing aua

attesting of the gardenei-'s attainments, whether theo-

retical or practical, general or paiticular. Marry

Chester, V.P. Society of Arts.

I
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ON THE ART OF PERFUMERY, ITS HISTORY,
AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT.

BT EUGENE RIMMEL.
[Abridged from the Journal ofthe Society of Arts.]

(Cojitinued from p. 530.)

The next important branch of the trade is the prepa-

ration of perfumes, of which large quantities are con-

sumed both at home and abroad. Tlie basis of all fine

perfumes is obtained by treating with alcohol the pomade
or oil extriicted from the flowers, as I shall explain

hereafter. This may he called the truly artistic part of

perfumery, for with :i very limited number of iiowers

th6 perfumer has to imitate all the others. This is done
by studying resenihlances and affinities, and blending

the shades of scent as a painter does the colours on his

palette. Thus for itistance no perfume is oxtrjicted

from the Heliotrope, but as it has a strong Vanilla

flavour, by using the latter as a basis with other ingre-

dients to give it a freshness, a very perfect imitation of
that flower Is obtained, and so on with the others. You
will find on the table specimens of those natural and
artifichil perfumes. There is also a large quantity of

toilet waters manufactiued chiefly with an alcoholic

basis. The most widely known is the Cologne-water,
xvJiich was invented in the last century by an apothe-

cary in Cologne, It can, however, be made just as well

anywhere else, as all tlie materials for it come from the

wuth of France. Its perfume consists priiicipally of

the flowers, leaves, and rind of the fruit of the Bitter

Orange tree, which blond well together, and form an
harmonious compound. The toilet vinegar is a sort of

improvement on Eau-de-Cologne, with the addition of

balsams and vinegar. Lavender water was formerly
distilled with alcohol from fresh flowers, but is now
prepared by digesting the essential oil in alcohol,

which produces the same result at much less cost.

The ingredients used for making up perfumery are
very numerous, and come from all parts of the world.

There is:

—

1. The animal series, comprising musk, civet, and
ambergris. It is very useful in perfumery on account
of its durable aromn, which resists evaporation longer
than any other. JTusk is a secretion found in a pocket
under the belly of the musk deer, a niminating
quadruped, inhabiting principally the mountains of

Thibet, Tonquin, and China. The best is called Tonquln
musk, the next in quality is the Assam musk, and the
most inferior is the Cuberdeen musk, which comes from
Siberia. Civet is the secretion of the civet cat, an
animal found in the Indian Archipelago and in some
parts of Africa. It has a most repulsive odour by itself,

but combined in small quantities with other perfumes
it produces a pleasing elfect. Ambergi-is is a curious
aubstunce, whicli for along time puzzled the savans,
but 18 now acknowledged beyond a doubt to be a morbid
secretion of the sperm whale. "When the aninnd is

tlms diseased it ejects the ambergris, which is found
floating on the sea, ov more frequently deposited on the
coast. 1 have here a very curious specimen, wliich wos
found inside a whale before the disease had come to its

maturity, which accounts for its black colour. Am-
Tiprgris, altliough apparently possessed of little scent,
imparts a most ethereal and delicate odour to other
perfumes.

2. The floral series includes the following, which have
hitherto been the only flowers available for perlumery
purposes:—J:ismine, Rose, Orange-flower, Cassie, Tube-
rose, Violet, Jonquil, and Narcissus. Out of those
eight, four only yield an essential oil by distillation,

viz., the Rose, Orange-flower, .Tasuiine, and Cassie.
The essence or otto of Roses comes principally to this
market from Turkey, wliere the ftower is largely cuiti-^

vated in the neiglibourhood of Adrianople. Tlie com-
petition in price, however, causes it to be very seldom
pure, being more or less adulterated with an oil called

Turkish Geranium, which is in reality nothing but
Indian Ginger-grass oil. The usual market price of
Turkish otto varies from 15*. to 30*. per oz., according
to its degree of purity. The otto made in the Soutli
of France is very fine, but not so rich in flavour as the
Tunisian otto, which is worth 41. per oz. If, however,
we are to judge quality by price, the pnlm must be
awarded to the East India otto, made at Ghazepore,
which costs there 121. per pz. 'i'he essence of Orange-

Nardns.] This is a very useful series, and the two possibly well suited, hut the pyramids and sloping hank
former especially are grown to a considerable extent

in the island of Ceylon.
5. The Citrine series, comprising the Bergamot,

Orange, Lemon, Cedrat, and Limette, all belonging to

the Citrus family. The rind of the fruit only is used,

and yields an essential oil by expression or distillation

—

the former is by far the best. On the coast of Genoa
it is prepared by rubbing the fruit against a grated

funnel; in Calabria, by squeezing out the oil on a glass

surface; and in Sicily, by pressing gently the pared

rind in cloth bags.

6. The spice series, including^Cassia, Cinnamon, Cinna-
mon-leaf, Cloves, Mace, Nutmeg, and Pimento,

7. Tiie wood series, consisting of Sandal-wood, Rose-

wood, Rhodium, Cedar-wood, and Sassafras.

8. The root series, comprising Orris root and Veti-

vert. The Vetivert or Anatherum muricatum, called

by the Hindoos Kus-kus, is extensively used in India

for making mats and blinds, which, being frequently

watered in the sun, shed a most pleasant fragrance. It

gives a very lasting perfume.
9. The seed eerios, composed of Aniseed, Bill, and

Carraway.
10. The balm and gum series, including Balsam of

Peru, Balsam of Tolu, Benzoin, Styrax, Sljrrh, and
Camphor. With the exception of the last, they are all

exudations of various trees. Camphor is obtained by
boiling the wood of the Laurus camphora.

11. The fruit series, including Bitter Almonds, Ton-
quin Beans, and Vanilla. The essential oil of Bitter

Almonds contains from 8 to 10 per cent, of prussic acid,

which can be removed by distilling it over potash.

Vanilla is the fruit of a creeper found principally in

Mexico.

12. Tlie artificial series, comprising all the artificial

flavours produced by chemical combinations. Of these

the most extensively used in perfumery is the nitro-

benzine, usually called mirbane, or artificial essence of

Almonds. This is obtained by treating rectified

naphtha with nitric acid and sulphuric acid, or by some
with nitric acid alone. The naphtha is poured slowly

through a tube into the acids, decomposition follows,

and the essence is found floating on the surface.

Artificial essences of Lemon and Cinnamon have also

been produced, but have not been brought to sufficient

perfection to be available for practical use. Besides

these, artificial essences, imitating fruit flavours, are

manufactured, but principally for making confectionery.

The Pear essence is an amylic ether, the Apple essence

a valerianic ether, containing amyl, and the Pine Apple
essence a butyric ether. The whole of those require
diluting with live or six times their weight of alcohol
to develop their flavour.

In the above I have not comprised the inodorous
materials used for perfumery as bases, such as spirits of
wine, oil, &c,, as they are also applied to other purposes.
I shall only allude to four oils which miglit perhaps be
eini loyed for perfumery, and of which I exhibit
specimens. The oil of ben, produced on a large scale
in Jamaica, by Mr. Kemble, which has the advantage
of not becoming rancid; crab-oil or carapal-oil, from
Demerara, which can be obtained also from the west
coast of Africa ; gingelly or aesamum oil, from India,
used by the Hindoos for toilet purposes; and oil of
tamann, from Otaheite, which is yielded by a sort of
wild Almond. [?]

(To be continufd.)'

just mentioned were contrivances by no means adapted
to purposes of either sale or decoration. Had they
been at all disarranged by the removal of the portions
sold they would have looked extremely ill. In some
matters more taste was apparent. For instance along
the front of the Rhododendron border was a row of
Scarlet Geraniums, the brilliant blossoms of which set

off the white and pale purple flowers of the Rhodo-
dendrons to good advantage. The centre stage, which
was covered with grey stone-coloured cloth, a material
that looked much better than green for such a
purpose, was prettily bordered with rows of common
toothed Lycopod and the pendent Isolepis gracilis, well

lighted up and relieved by the Golden Chain Geranium,
thus giving a finish to the beds of stove and greenhouse

plants sent by Messrs. RoUisson, ofTooting; Arthur and
E. G. Henderson ; Lane, and others.

Upon the wbole the display was satisfactory;

and the beautiful interior, with its nicely kept
floor, its fresh decorations, and countless festoons

of artificial flowers, was a perfect model of a ball-room,

which, when lighted up, could not be otherwise than a
striking spectacle of its kind. How far it may be able

to retain its efl'ect when it shall have been stripped of

its temporary decorations, uncarpeted, and intrusted to

the care of market people we shall see hereafter.

flower, called Neroli, is ot two sorts. The best is made Messrs. Veitch.

NEW FLORAL HALL, COVENT GARDEN.
Ax exhibition of plants in flower was opened to the

public in this new building, the glass annexed to Covent
Garden Theatre, on Wednesday and Thursday last.

Tlie arrangement was in some respects diflerent from
that of ordinary displnys of the kind, the intention

bavin;:: been apparently to show the fitness of the place

for a flower market, for which it is intended.

Next Bow Street was a huge flat bank, sloping from
the glass end of the building at an angle of about 45°

down to within 3 feet or so ot the floor. This was
entirely filled with sweet-scented plants, such as purple

and white Stocks, Musk, and Mignonette in straight

han5a of distinct colour, varying from 2 to 3 feet in

width, the whole bordered by a double row of white
Stocks, and flanked by some Standard Bays from

from the flowers of the Bigarrnde, or Bitter Orange
tree. The flower of the edible Orange tree commonly
called Portugal, yields a very inferior essence. Tlie
two other essential oils. Jasm'ine and Cassie, are only
distilled 111 Algeria and Tunis, and their high price
precludes their being usod to any extent, llie most
ordinary way of extracting the aroma of iiowers is by
means of latty bodies through a process, which I shall
describe hereafter,

3. The herbal series, distilled from the flowers,
leaves, or stalks of plants or shrubs, and comprising
prmcpally Geranium, Lavender, Peppermint, Fennel,
Ihyme, Marjoram, Serpolet, Spike, Ilosemary. Verbena,Pe 1 gram, made from the leaves of the Orange tree
1 atcliouly, and W intergreen. ^

rJ'J^f n't'''^''^T
'"'-^ '''^"^^' ^^^'^"^^ all from theMtend of Ceylon, and consists of the Andropogon schce-

vZh^' ^l ]^TT^?''' ''^'\'^' '' "^^^ to imitate
Verbena, wbu-h it closely resembles. The Andropogon
^tratum. or Citronella. used principally for scentinghoney soap, and an undefined species, wliich yieldstue Ginger-grass oil of commerce. ^'"' ••-•'[This is Andropogon ' For

In front of tbi^ in the middle of the building rose a
pyramid some 27 feet in height, and nearly as broad at

the base, covered with flowers of yellow Calceolarias

and purple Pelargoniums, arranged so as to form hands

of both colours, running from top to bottom, liight

and left of this were beds of fine fuliiiged and other

tailor growing plants, which occupied the centre of

the building lengthwise. Against the west end or

that next the market were three lialf pyramids

;

the one in the centre consisting of scarlet

Geraniums and two others of Hydrangeas, while in

front was a circular stage for holding bouquets, well

contrived for such a purj)ose. On one side throughout

the whole length of the house was a border of beautiful

Rhododendrons from Messrs. Standish, Noble, and

Baker, of Ba^shot, and on the other side, occupying a

corresponding position, was another border filled with

Azaleas, yellow Rhododendrons, Roses in pots, and

other flowering plants from various growers, inter-

mixed with Palms, Rhopalas, Ferns, and things remark-

able for the beauty of their foliage.

Home Correspondence.
Old Scarlet Strawheny.—Where can I procure 100

plants of this Strawberry ? No other is equal to it for

preserving. I have in vain tried to get it from

our local gardeners and nurserymen. Three several

times have I been supplied with plants as the *' real

scarlet," but they have turned out to be one or other

of the modern sorts, so unfit for preserving, ahd I shall

therefore be extremely obliged for the information I

desire. A I^ef/ular Stibscviber, Kennington College, near

Ashford, Kent,
Cucumbers.—We beg to send you for inspection three

ofButler*s Empress Eugenie White Spine Cucumbers,

and a new Black Spine, a hybrid between Eugenie and
Imperial. Our object in sending them is to show how
rapidly they grow, only eight days having elapsed from
the time of setting until they were cut. Later in the

season we hope to forward you handsomer specimens.

Last autumn we haa -hem (Eugenie) 30 inches in length

carrying their blossom at the point and beautifully

proportioned. The flavour is unusually fine, and you
may cut several without finding any seed. The Empress
measures as ibllows :—1, 22 inches long and 7 inches

round ; 2, 23 ins. long ^nd 8 ins. round ; and 3, 22 ins.

long and 7^ inches round. The hybrid measures

23 inches in length and 7 inches in circumference.

Butler cj- McCulloch, Covent Garden. L*^^ *^*»e

Empress we find the following in Messrs. B. & C.'fl

Catalogue— "This variety wns raised by Mr, Webb,
of Calcot, near Reading, from seed impregnated
with the * Imperial White Spine,* and 'Ne Plus Ultra;'

it possesses perhaps more good qualities than any other

sort at present in cultivation. It grows from 24 to

30 inches in length, and sometimes even more, carrying

its blossom on the end of the fruit, and is large,

straight, liandEome, and remarkably prolific. When
cut, it has the good property of remahiing fresh and
crisp for at least a fortnight, without becoming at all

wilty. Ill short, it is a first-rate Cucumber for pur-

poses of exhibition; and its long-keeping qualities

render it invaluable to cultivators who have to send the

produce of their gardens to a distance," Both' are very

nice Cucumbers : even, so that they do not cut ta

waste, and in tlie state required for present table use..

The new Black Spine seems to have a touch of tlie

Smyrna in it.]

Rotten Gunboats.—My attention has just been draT^ir.

to an article in your last Number, from which the •

following are extracts:—"The assertion tluit it was

possible to thrust an umbrella through the bottom of

some of the vessels is palpably absurd to any one who
lias an opportunity of examining their condition."

Again, " there was nothing about the outward planking

so iar as we have seeri which could justify such an asser-

tion." The extracts put into the plain language I am
accustomed to use imply that 1, in my place in ParliA-

ment, told a palpable ial&chood^ V so happens that in

the njonth of July, 1858, upon going to see the gnn-

boats then hauled up at Haslar, I thrust the point of

my umbrella through the bottoms of three of them, ami
having tha*i umbrella now by mt?, I am enabled to

inform you that the hngth of the point of it is

3^ inches. It appears to me palpably absurd for an

editor of a newspaper either to write, or to insert an

article upon a subject of which he appears to know
nothing, more especially when such rtrticl& accuses

another of wilful l^ing', A. Dvncomhe, 33, Srvtor.^

Street, June 14. [Why what is the matter with tb«f

eallant Admiral ? We knew nothing and said nothing

about liini and his umbrella. Nor does the article of

which he complains refer to what, may have happene4

in 185S; we spoke of what was to be seen 10 days ago.]

Transplanting JEvergreeiis.^'lhe time having arrivecl

(June, July, and August) at which 1 consider that

evergreens of every description, particularly large ones,

can be transplanted with much greater success than at

any other penud, may 1 atk any of your readers who

may have tiie opportunity, to try the eflect of moving

theatrical purposes such an arrangement ^^s ^t this seasop only a few plants and afterwards repqrt
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the result ? If the practice is followed as given in niv
communication last September (p. 774), I feel contideiit
that not one in 50 jvill be lost. In fact after u few-

days not one in a score will show the least sign ot

having been removed. After seeing the effects of the
past severe winter on recently planted shrubs, I am still

more confident that the time I have stated is the best.
We removed a great number last year, and in nearly
every month in the year. Of those planted in June,
July, and August, particularly the two latter months,
nothing can look better, whilst of those removed aftir
that time, every plant more or less gives nnmistateablc
evidence of too late removal. The trial of a few plants
any time betwixt now and the end of August will, T
iihinkjsatisfy the most sceptical. Henry Groom, Gardener
'io Sir John H, Lmother, Bart., SwiUington Hovse, near
Jjeed^,

_
Diseased Peach Trees.—Are the ravages of the frost

%n October last generally felt tlironghout the country,
or am I wrong in attributing to thiit cause a disease
which has attacked my Peach trees, aggravated per-
Laps by a comhinatiou of otlier unfavourable circum-
stances, as will be seen from the following record of the
conditions under which the trees are placed? Nearly
all of them are from "maiden plants" which have
been two or three years in their present situation.
They grew over luxuriantly last summer, but the
wood had the appearance of being fairly ripened,
and certainly nothing in the look of the plants
indicated before their starting into growth anything
wrong. Some, indeed nearly all of them, flowered well,
but very few "set" healthily, which I attributed at
the time to inefficient coverinir and the almost constant
prevalence of dry,'cutting, easterly winds, together with
hoar frosts during the flowering period. Sliortly after
pushing disease was quite apparent,andin suchaform as I

had never previously observed in trees ofsuchageasours.
Many of the leaves were twice and some even thrice the
size of the healthy leaf of the Peach. Besides being
unusually broad and long, they are excessively thick and
succulent, pale in colour, usually quite entire, but
sometimes deeply serrated, and even laminate, in

varieties which in health have entire leaves. Insects
did not appear until after the plants were so debilitated

that they were an easy prey to their attacks. In a
little time dark brown spots like ulcers made
their appearance on both old and young wood,
from which a gummy discharge oozed out.

These ulcers spread and become more numerous in all

parts of the most severely affected trees ; on old wood
"they were mostly confined to joints, while on new
shoots they might be found on all parts. In a few days
the young shoots began dying off. On cutting off

some of the branches the heart and pith were found to

be quite dead and black, as in old trees liable to lose

limbs by "gumming." Though every tree on the wall is

more or less affected with this disease, three only have
died outriijht, which is remarkable because all fjrow

side by side; two of those that have died are young, and
one old and exhausted- The old tree was talven up, the

roots examined, and were found to be quite dead and
fibreless. One of the young plants bad its roots laid

bare ; they were quite dead to the extent nf 1 foot at

the extremities, and all fibres elsewliere were gone. The
border, which is 3 feet deep, consists of strong loam
rather greasy to the touch, and nothing prevents the

roots from penetrating to the extreme depth of this

mass of earth. The fresh compost which had been
applied to the trees at planting time was a brown loam
with a certain proportion of loaves and dung mixed
wUh it, the latter I presume from the hotbeds. Tiie

border is well drained, but is cropped to the

base of the wall with Cauliflower, Broccoli,

Cabbage, &c., all of which, of course, require frequent
and heavy applications of manure. The aspect is a

good southerly one, and the wall itself is brick. I have
been thus minute in order that I, as well as others

perhaps similarly situated, inay have the opinion of the

more able and experienced of our correspondents on the

subject. For mvself, I am of opinion that the main-
spring of the evil lies in the over-depth of the border
and the constant system of cropping it, which is carried

on. Such cultural operations and dungingas are necessary
for vegetables I know will bo pronounced, to say the
least of them, unfavourable to the maintenance of

healthy Peach trees. W. Sutherland^ Bellejrove^

Ireland.

Eclipse Strav'herrtf^—I J=ee that Mr- Yates asks

whether this Strawberry will be exhibited from the

open air. It is my intention to show it at the meet-
ing of the Fruit Committee of tlie Horticultural Society

on tlie 10th of July, if I can get fruit of a fair average

size and quality, but my soil does not produce Straw-
berries well, generally speaking, and it is very cold and
late. AVith reference to its withdrawal I was advised

(after ray advertisement had been inserted) to keep the

stock for another year, as it bad only been exhibited

once, and the stock is very limited. Willis JSeeve^ Roch-
ford^ JCssex.

Spiders in Greenhouses.—If "O. L., Worthing,"
would like to try a few green tree frogs as most likely

to thin his crop of money-spinners, I will gladly send
him half a dozen, as I have a colony of about 50. It
may save correspondence if he will name a place in
London to which they may be sent for him in a glass
ar. Shirley Hibherd, Stoke Newington.
Bees T>ying Suddenly,— Betove your "Constant

Reader '' is entitled to a consideration of his curious

case, he should add a few words on the nature of the
hive used, and what was the "usual wa^' '* of preparing
it. Was it newly painted ; was it stuffed half full of

some poisonous herb; was it in fact spoilt for use, or in

a thoroughly clean and wholesome condition ? S. If.

2lo6es in Ireland.—The south of Ireland must be a

most favourable climate for Roses, as the following note
recently received from a friend Avill prove:

—

** Cork,
May 30. We have a flower show here to-day, and
have at it as fine a collection of Tea Roses grown in the
open air as you would desire to see; also plenty of

Noisettes, including dozens of Cloth of Gold.^' Tea
Roses in England in the open air are things to dream
about, but not to be seen to any extent this summer.
r. i?.

Wizard of the North Sfrai^he-i^y.—Ob^evyir)^ m your Paper of
the 9th inst. that the British Poniologrical Society has offered a
prize of two guineas for a dish of Robertson's Wizard of the
Nortli, grown in the open air, if the variety is considered
worthy, I beg to thank the Pomological Society for thus
noticing my seedling. At the same time I deem it due to my-
self and to the interest of Strawberry growers to call
attention to the fact that not a single plant of my seed-
liug wa3 sent fo En>,Han.l until thu 10th of September
last» when I supplied two dozen to a gentleman in a northera
county, and iucludincf these only 56 plants had been sent to
England on the 1st of November last. I have, however, sent a
large quantity of plants to various parts of England since, the
great bulk ot which was sent between the 19th of April and
the 'ilet of May, the severity of the weather and the condition
of the plants prevontiug me from executing orders sooner. I

feel coniident that these plants will well nest year sustain
the high character which my seedling has established for itself

here, and it is almost unnecessary to remark that it is only
from well established plants of any kind that fruit can be pro-
duced in such perfection as may fairly exhibit its true
character- Taking into account the lateness of the period at
which my "Wizard was first sent into England, and the un-
usuaUy severe and protracted winter following, experienced
Strawberry growers will not expect that plants so treated can
produce fruit anything like a fair san;ple of what the variety
is capable of producing- Indeed, under the circumstances it ia

absolutely iinpossible. I also beg to observe that although the
21at of June may perhaps be about the ordinary ripening season
of the Wizard in the neighbourhood of London in ordinary
years, the extraordinary lateness of tho present season
must not be overlooked. The ]»lnnt of Wizard to which
a certificate of merit was awarded by the Paisley Horticul-
tural Society, and from which plant the drawing alluded
to by Mr. Yates was made at the time, was exhibited on
the 17th of July 1857; the crop was then in perfection,

I beg further to refer to my advertisements in your Paper
of last October, wherein I stated a fact which had then for

the first time become known to me, viz: That a Strawberry
was then being sold in England under the name of ''Wizard
of the North," no raiser's name being given, and to which Mr.
Yaies has drawn the attention of Strawberry growers, pro-
nouncing it a worthleRS variety, Now, whatever the
merits or demerits of this "Wizard" of unknown origin

may be, t know nothing of it, Eor the guidance of the
public I advertitsed the names of the nurserymen who were
at that date in possession of *' Robertson^s Wizard,"
Taking the above statements into consideration, I submit that
the prize offered by the British Pomological Society is prema-
ture, and if any award is made I would suggest that the com-
petitors for Kobertson's Wizard of the North should be
required to produce certificates showing when they obtained
their plants, and from whom they obtained them. This I

deem necessary in order that no spurious variety may be
passed off as Robertson's Wizard. I have sent plants of my
seedling to the London Horticultural Society's Gardens,
where its merits will d(aibtless be fairly and openly
tested in 1S61, So confident do I feel that the
Wizard will sustain its character^ not only as a mo,st valu-

able variety for general culture, but as a first-class kind for

late forcing, that in order to have its character fully and
fairly tested, T beg to announce that I will give the following
prizes to be comi)eted for at the meetings of the London Horti-

cultural Society in 1861, viz, ;—In March, for the best three
plants in pots—1st, 2/,; 2d, II In April—1st, 2Z.; 2d, 1/.

In May—1st, 2^ ; 2d, H. At a summer meeting, for the best
dish—1st, 2L ; 2d, JL ]3est three plants grown in the open
ground and exhibited in pots or baskets— 1st, 2/. ; 2d, IL
Daniel Robertson^ Linside Nuvsenj^ Paisley.

Foreign Correspondence.
Life in Beitish Colombia.—The following letter

from a lady newly urrived in this distant land will be

read with interest :

—

Victoria, Good Friday, April 20, 1S60.—My fii-st

trip out of town was in a four-wlieeled cart drawn by

one horse, and much we all enjoyed it; the weather

was lovely, the road through the Indian encampment
frightfully rough, threatening a capsize every moment

;

but the scene around us most novel Mm\ strange

—Indian huts and wooden houses like flat-roofed barns

all around, with the natives in crowds walldng about

I

in their gay-coloured blaidiets, bare legs and feet, and
i
painted faces, some bedeclied with rings in the ears and
nose, with bones lot into their under lips, and many
others with large rings on their fingers and ankles.

They are very smart in their way, and lavish a large

.amount of pearl buttons and beads on the trimming of

their blankets. Our drive through the wood was very

{
interesting; once or twice we came to trees which had

fallen across the road, and were obliged to dismonnt

wliile the horse and cart were led over. Although the

roads in general were dry enough for dust to be flying,

yet every now and then we came to places about the

width of a room into which the horse sunk up to his

knees in thick mud; but beseemed accustomed to it,

and pulled us bravely through. We first called at the

house of an old settler, a friend of ours, wlio gave ns

some hot crossed "buns. On our way home in the

eveniDg our cart came to pieces about a mile and a hnlf

from where we had spent the day, so we had no choice

but to return to our hospitable friends and remain the

night.—Last week we had tlie eventful ceremony of

laying the first stone of the bishop's new church. The

gathering was a very large and respectable one, the

" Ganges" band attended, and the officers presented

themselves in full uniform. The governor laid the

stone, gave a very appropriate address, and the bishop
afterwards a very long one.

This^ is a bad place for a gentleman without some
profession for which there is a decided wnnt; common
labourers and artisans are the people to make money,
and who find themselves decidedly better ofi" than in
their native homes. A good market gardener with
capital would soon realise a fortune, as would also a
dairy fiirm and keeper of fowls. There are actually no
vegetables to be had but Potatoes, Onions, Carrots, and
Turnips; twice by the greatest good fortune T have
had a dish of Greens, the first cost me 6rf., the second 1*.
To give you an idea of our little dinners when
we have two or three friends, I will send you as a
sample our fare of yesterday :—1st, boiled fish, with
melted butter and Potatoes; 2d, roast sirloin of beef,
with a dish of Greens and Potatoes ; 3d, a suet puddin^-
with sweet wine sauce; 4th, cheese maccaroni;
afterwards a dessert of Apples, Dates, Raising, Nuts,
and biscuits, with port and sherry in the way of wines ;

afterwards coffee, then tea and cake or biscuits. So you
see wo are not in such a state of barbarism as 1 antici-

pated before I came. Our visitors also were all as well

and neatly dressed as if they had been dining with you
in London. We have been suffering much lately from
weak eyes. I have had bad eolds,,sore throat, and bad
eyes ever since I liave been hsre. My sight has been
so bad of an evening as not to see anything except as

through a fog. The tips of my fingers crack terribly

with the hard water, but all these discomforts are

passing quickly away. The soap I brought out is invalu-

able. I don't think there is any good soap in the

colony.

Brttssexs : June 9.^As this is the season generally

selected by tourists for visiting the continent, I would
advise those who may contemplate visiting Belgium to

pay attention to its gardens, as there is much of

interest in this land connected with horticulture,

though I must confess, as regards neatness and taste in

the laying out and keeping of gardens, our Belgian

friends are somewhat behind their neighbours. I shall

commence by giving a brief account of one of the

public gardens in tl)is city. Having an introduction

to M. Linden, I availed myself of it to visit his collec-

tion of tropical plants, and felt much gratified to have

an opportunity of making the acquaintance of this

celebrated naturalist. Few men can boast of possessing so

ingenuous a love for his profession as he has, for I

believe it is well known' that he has devoted many
years of his life, to say nothing of his substance, in the

research of the inexhaustible works of Nature. The
gardens to which I wish to direct attention are those

of which he is "directeur," and which are in connec-

tion with " the Koyal Zoological and Horticultural

Society," supported by the public, 'ihe portion of them
to which I would ask my friends to accompany me
now is reserved by M. Linden for his own purposes, and

entirely supplied with plants and kept up at his own
expense. To enter more particularly into details, I

shall begin by noticing his Ferns, of which a more ex-

tensive collection could scarcely be found, I might

almost say, in Europe. His Tree Ferns are truly noble.

and when we consider that Mr, Linden possesses at

present a larger variety of this particular class than

was known to exist in the entire world a few years

since, I think we must admit that he has not spared

himself to do honour to this interesting tribe. Then

amongst those of the minor class, of which M.
Linden has a large supply, is that exquisite one

"Pteris tricolor,*' lately introduced by him, and w-hich

unless seen can scarcely be realised ; the delicate

shadings of its various hues alone could be produced by

a master hand. M. Linden has within the last few

weeks sent out some dozen plants of this Fern, and has

another stock nearly ready for distribution. Orna-

mental plants occupy a larger space than any others in

his houses; and here I must say a word about the

beautiful Begonias, whit^h in themselves are worth a

chapter. Among the many which attracted my atten-

tion were Begonia Leopoldi. Rex, Duchesse de Brabant,

margaritacea; these for beauty of foliage and exquisite

colouring cannot be surpassed. I think it may not be

amiss todraw the notice of such persons who may feel an

interest in horticulture to these gardens, particularly

that portion under Mr. L.'s care, for many persons

who visit the lioyal Zoological and Botanical gardens

of this city go away without ever having seen, or

perhaps without knowing, that such a treat is within

their reach. JS'. A. M,

ocfeties*

HoETicrXTUBAL : Fruit Committee, June 12.—At

this meeting two seedling Strawberries were exhibited,

one by Mr. Small, of Colnbrook, and the other by Mr.

Prestoe, of Hackwood Park, near Alton. The first

was named Prince Arthur ; it was of fair average size,

had the bright red colour of Sir C. Napier, and as regards

flavour was considered very promising ; the second was

so much injured by travelling that no correct opmion

of its merits could be formed. A dish of Lemons was

also shown at this meeting by Mr. Lockyer, ot

Plymouth. . ,,
Floral Committee : June 14.—On this occasion Mr.

Standish, of Bagshot. showed two beautiful Tree *enis
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from New Zealand, one Cyathea Smithii, the other C.

Cunniughauii ; both are new to gardens, and are

certainly valuable acquisitions. First class certifi-

cates were awarded them. Frorfi the* same exhi-

bitoif also came an extremely useful rosy purple

Azalea, a hybrid between amcena and lateritia.

This Mr. Standish has found to stand the winter

uninjured out of doors : it was awarded a

certificate. From the same establishment also

cainc a beautiful white Rhododendron, named Athenia,

which was prettily blotched and spotted on the upper

petals with yellow. To this a certificate was also awarded.

From Wellington Koad Nursery Messrs. Henderson
sent various plantp, among which were Imatophyllum
Cyrtantliiflorum, Hydrangea cyanen, a pale rosy kind

in the way of japonica, and Oesncra gloxiniteflora, a

useful looking variety with bright reddish purple

flowers. Tropreolnm Cavendishii, an orange scarlet

kind in the way of Lobbiannm, came fiom Mr. Catt, of

Welwyn, and from the same locality Mr. Parsons

sent a vei'y pretty w-hite red-striped seedling

Azalea. Blooms of Bougainvillaea were furnished

Hybrid Dianthus was sho'.vn

from Messrs, Carter came cat

of the handsome, double white striped

Columbine (Aquilegia caryophylloides). To this

a Certificate was awarded. A Begonia, named Prince

of Wales, was contributed by Mr. Cutbush, and cut

blooms of the extremely handsome Dendrobium
Falconeri, by Mr. Baincs. A basket of Fuchsias came
from Mr. Keynes, and some variegated Geraniums from

other growers.

LiNNEAN : June T.^The President in the chair

The President nominated J. J. Bennett, Fsq., G. Ben-'

tham, Esq., X*rofessor Owen, and W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

Vice-Presidents for the year ensuing. C. L. Bradley,

Esq., was elected a Fellow. The following papers were
read:—1, " On the poisonous effect of a small portion

of the Liver of a Diodon inhabiting the Seas of

Southern Africa," by Sir John Richardson. A brief

note, introductory to an *' extract of a letter from Mr.

H. Jameson, surgeon, H.M. ship Wiuchestei*, Simon's

Bay, Cape of Good Hope, dated October 1, 1S15, ad-

dressed to Sir W. Burnett, Director-General of the

Naval Medical Department." Two men who bad
between them eaten the liver of a Toad Fish (the liver

weighing about four drams) died almost imme-
diately from its poisonous effects. *' Dinner bad
been piped to at 12 o'clock, after finishing which the

fatal morsel was cooked; this could not have
been sooner than 20 minutes after 12 o'clock. At 12.4-5

I got on board, at which time life had been extinct for

some minutes, so that the period from the taking of

the poison until death could not have exceeded 20
minutes."—2. " On New Oceanic Entomostraca, col-

lected by Capt. T. Toynbee." by J. Lubbook, Esq.—
3. "The Nervous System of the Asteridse, with obser-

vations on the Structure of their Organs of Sense, and
remarks on the Reproduction of Lost Rays," by Dr. H. S.

Wilson, Junior Demonstrator of Anatomy in the

University of Edinburgh. This paper was illustrated

by a series of very beautiful anatomical drawings.

Notices of 35ooI{S.

'Edwin Adams—"Notes on the Geology, Mineralogij

and Springs of England and Wales (Longmans), is a,

useful little book for schools. It does not profess to

teach much—which is no small merit j but what it does

teach is done correctly. We must however except from

this remark the "Glossanal Appendix," which should

be rewritten by some one acquainted with natural

histor3%

Black^s SandhooJcs^

(small 12mo, A. & C.

volumes is occupied by

with maps and illustrations

Black). One of these new
Kent and Sussex ; another by

Gloucester, Hereford, and Monmouth. They are well

illustrated by views, and owing to their small size are

very convenient for travellers. Nevertheless the pub-

lishers have managed to introduce useful maps of the

counties described. To the second of the volumes

above mentioned is added a sketch of the geologj of

Gloucester and Hereford by Mr. Leifclnld.

The June Number of Moore's Floral Magazine
njovell Reeve) contains two varieties of the awned
Bteath, Erica aristata, 5 new Cinerarias: Reynolds
Hole, Bridesmaid, marginata, Constanc;y, and Garibaldi;
a JPnmula called Fertunii, very much like denticulata;
and a Caitleya SoUissonii, resembling C. Mossia? after
its colour is discharged, and like C, Wageneri a mere
variety of that species.

Bixinese, Lacistemeae, Violaceffi, Droseraceffi, Polygaleaj,

Euphorbiacea3 rich in West Indian species, and many
others.We estimate the number of speeJes Included in the

two first parts at about 800, which would giVe a total

of 2400 for the whole work when co'nlplcted—a small

number in the eyes of some botanists. But Dr. Grise-

bach quite understands the necessity of reducing the

upstart species of modern days to their proper rank in

scientific society.

There being no introduction or explanation at

present published we are unable to state what

our learned friend proposes ultimately to intro-

duce into its work ; and for the same reason

we have no means of explaining his reason for

adopting for his natural orders a new sequence with the

principle of which we are unacquainted. Doubtless

these things will appear hereafter in future numbers;

but seeing that the natural orders follow on no known
plan, we would seriously suggest to Mr. Reeve the pro-

priety of printing on the cover of each number an index

to the orders it contains, Unless this is done the work
will be unconsultable until the whole shall have ap-

peared, which cannot happen for a year or two.

To the third edition of Moseley's AHro-TheoIogg

(Longmans) we find the following introduction :

—

" it is the object of the following papers to treat of

those evidences of the wisdom and stoodness of God,

which mav be seen in the daily changes of the Heavens.

They were first published in the ' Church of England

Magazine,' in the year 1838, and were i epublished in

the hope that they might promote the cause of popular

iua'-ruction."

The chapter on the Temperature of the Soil will

interest our horticultural readers :

—

"it is not only by the properties in respect to heat

of the ocean, or by those in respect to heat and vapour

of the atmosphere, by marine currents, by the winds,

by rains, and by the dew, that the processes of vegeta-

tion are influenced, and the geographical distribution of

plants modified; another vivifying element not less

important in its agency is the native temperature of

the soil. There is a heat proper to the mass of the

earth, increasing from a short distance beneath its sur-

face downwards at the rate of about 1° of Fahrenheit's

thermometer for every 15 yards. This central heat

becomes sensible in excavations reaching anywhere

beyond a certain depth, and in deep mines it is oppres-

sive. It is a constant heat. It does not by the slightest

appreciable quantity vary from year to year, or season

to season. Observations were made in 1671, by Cassini,

on the temperature of the air in certain closed cellars

beneath the Observatory of Paris ; they were repeated

in 1730 by La Hire, and during the last 45 years ther-

mometrical apparatus of great sensibility have been

fixed in these cellars and constantly observed ; the tem-

perature thus observed through a period of 175 years

lias never varied by more than one quarter of a degree

from 11''.82 of the Centigrade thermometer, or 53''.37

of the thermometer of Fahrenheit. There is, hou-ever,

a temperature proper to the surface soil which is influ-

enced at once by tliis constant subterranean heat, and

by the superficial absorption and radiation of solar heat.

This is a variable temperature. It extends in difiorent

localities to different depths, varying from 40 to 60 or

80 feet on the contment of Europe, but being boun^led

in tropical regions at the depth of a single foot. If a

sheet be imagined to pass through all those points

beneath the earth's surface, to which the surface heat

is propagated, and to which, therefore, a variable tem-

perature extends, it will cover tliat imaginary surface

called 'the surface of invariable temperature.' Theory

and experiment agree in indicating the temperature of

any point in this surface of invariable temperature to

be the mean temperature of that point in the earth's

surtace which is immediately above ifc._ It is not a

regular or an even surface, but' one having elevations

and depressions dependent partly upon corresponding

elevations and depressions of the earth's surface, and

partly upon irregularities in the strata which constitute

the earth's . crust. Whilst beneath this surface thorc

reigns an invariable temperature, a constant change is

taking place above it, and that of a very remnr'
1.. T -> _ __ • t- j„ -.4. T?n;»,i..,,.«-V, "/i

temperature which in the preceding months had
increased from the depth of 15 or 20 feet to the surface

of invariable temperature, now becomes throughout
that space uniform. Although the temperatures of the

atmosphere and the soil are dependent for their varia-

tions on the same causes, yet in their amounts they are

essentially difierent. During the day the temperature

of the soil is much higher than that of the air. At'

Paris the temperature of the soil is not unfrequently
112'' F. ; and in the summer of 1824 it attained 149" F.

At night it is sometimes from 14'^ to 18° below it. 'The

relations by which these changes in the temperature of

the soil are connected Avith atmospheric causes and the

solar radiation it is not easy to trace; who can, how-

ever, doubt that when in the month of March and

April the temperature of the soil so suddenly and so

rapidly ascends, it is to meet the first efibrts of vegeta-

tation—the bursting of the germ antl the putting

forth of the bud and blossoms. The black colour of

the earth, favourable as it is to the absorption of heat,

is one of the causes which cotitrlbuto to give to the

soil a temperature higher than that of the air above it.

Wcresotne limit not, hideed, i)laced to the operation of

this cause, the moisture of the soil might everywhere be

trauiifcrred to the atmosphere. That limit is found in

the fact, that although black be the colour most favour-

able to the absorption of heat, it is also that most

favourable to its radiation. Since, moreover, during

the whole day, whilst the earth is in the act of receiving

heat from the sun, it is also in the act of radiating it,

in some degree unknown to us, into space; and since

this process of radiation is g-oing on also all night, it

follows that the radiating properties of a body may
have a greater influence to keep down its temperature^

than its absorbing properties have to raiae it; and thflfe

we may understand why vegetable mould, which is

commonly the darkest, is at the same time the most

humid; and why the gardener whitewashes' the wall

against which his fruit trees are nailed : not that

reflecting the heat it may be cooled, but that, radiating

it ill, it may remain hot. We may also understand

why regions of sand are parched with heat, and why
the Almighty in his wisdom and goodness has given

to the aiumals of cold regions a white covering, atid

one of a darl'L-r colour to thoi^e within the tropics; man
himself being, in this respect, an obvious example.

Thus, too, that is no' visionary analogy which the cover-

ing of animals presents in arctic regions to the

covering ot the earth's surface. In winter a white

mantle of snow is thrown down upon it, for the same"

reason that the bodies of animals are then enveloped in

thick white furs. When summer comes, under the

form of a single day of from five to six months' duration,

and the clothing ot animids is made thinner and lighter,

the surface colour of the earth is also changed, and its

snowy covering is withdrawn.^'

w

Garden jyteznoranda.
Mk. John Wateeee's Exniuiiio^- of Amekicajt,

Plants.—Ilns is held as heretofore in the grounds of

the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, and, not-

withstanding the long and severe winter wehaveju^t

experienced, is quite as effective and beautifid as in

more tavourable seasons. True, we miss the alta-

clerense and Smith's breeds, which must be numbered

with the multitudes of plants that have been killed as

we have shown by the frosts of October last; but m
their place we have equally showy kinds into which has

been infused by repeated cross-breeding a hardier

constitution. On entcrhig this "garden of flowers,"

for so it emphatically is at the present moment, one is.

struck with the variety which is presented, the entire

surface under cover of a large tent being richly

clothed with blossoms of the most brilhaut colours,

the whole being agreeably and tastefully broken

up into clumps by gravel walks neatly mar-

ined with Grass. Here and there single speci-

iiKiis Stand out in bold relief and are extremely

efieetive. Among the largest of these may be named

nivale, album eiegans, Attila, ru^eum ele-ans, bicolor.

Mrlf.bie i
Kvere^^tianum, delicatis=immn, and la.t but not least

.irK.ime. _. ....
.

^^,|^-j^.|^ jg on^ ot the handsomest

g

Flora ofthe British West Indian Islands. By A. H. K.
Grisebach, M.D. Parts 1 and 2. Svo. LoveU
Reeve.
Another commencement of a Colonial Florals here

before us from the pen of a most able and conscientious
German botanist. It is written in English with short
specific characters and concise notes, the whole printed
in a remarkably clear small type, so as to compress the
matter into the smallest possible compass, it bein*-^

announced that six such parts will complete the work.
The natural orders introduced into those before us are
Ranunculacea;, Billeniaceffi, Magnoliacea?, Anouacece,
Myristicuceaj, ilenispermeae, Cruciferae, Capparidese,

of the earth and the surface of invariable temterhture.

« As the year advances this surface of minimum

temperature sinks continually deeper and deeper, until

n the month of August it reaches th6 surface oi in-

variable temperature and identifies Itself with it In

this month, however, the mean temperature ot^the

state of unitomity, wnicu bia.e ---—".
September to the depth of 10 or 20 fee^.

month of October and November that this

changes into an increasing temperature..

It is in the

uniformity

And the

"l^un^tlhi^./^^'^S. da..,, spots; Duke o. Ncriblt,

dark 1 . very sho^ : Fleor de JIar.e, rosy trnuson

and 60 late as scarcely to be .» full bloom even i.o«

Ihulume Van de Wcycr, clear rose, verveaect.vca^^^d

strikhig; Hanrax'tl,, large pale pmt :
ilunne, Uu.h

wbite, .potted >vilb chocolate; Pasitl.ea, rosy cr.mon

h d. U spots ; EapUad. bright deep rose, r.cldy
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spotted, large uud showy; Rembrandt, rosy crimson;

Salvator Kosa, a new and attractive kind, with pale

centre, bordered with purplish crimson ; luciferum, a

useful showy white ; and Kerens, a dark purplish violet

with conspicuous clear white anthers. The last and
Everestianum should he grown in every collection for

the sake of variety, their colours being strikingly

different from those of all other kinds. The best

white is perhaps still album elegans. Duchess of

Sutherland we had nearly forgotten ; it is a beautiful

kind, white in the centre, with a deep crimson border,

trusses large and produced in great p refusion.

Of hardy Azaleas Air. Waterer also possesses a rich

collection ; a long border of them is, we understand,
now beautifully in bloom in his well-known grounds at

Bagshot, which at preieut richly deserve inspection.

As regards the cultivation of American plants it

cannot be denied that light sandy peat is the most
soJtable soil for them to grow in; but where this

cannot be procured other materials must be employed.
Of these the best arc leaf-mould and turfv loam in

equal parts with a small admixture of white or other

sand; or the top spit of any plantation, wood, or Grass

land, the more .impregnated with vegetable particles

the better. The thickness of the spit will depend upon
the composition of the soil, the more turfy the better

for the growth of plants. A small portion of sand
with well-rotted stable manure should be added, the

proportions of the latter being one barrowful to six of

the former. Numberless instances are however recorded

of Rhododendrons thriving in almost every kind of

soil, particularly in light fertile loams of which peat

tonas no part.

One point of considerable importance in connection

with their successful cultivation is the immediate
removal of all decayed blooms as soon as they cease to

be ornamental; this facilitates the growth of the plants.

and has a tendency to induce a greater profusion of

blossom the following year.

such feverish agitation that he died in a short time

afterwards, although he was permitted to kill the rat.

There are dogs which have destroyed more rats in less

time than this little creature; but none which was

nearly so successful in proportion to its size and weight."

Houtledge's Illustrated Natural Historyy ly the Sev.

J. a. Wood.
i:ggs of Buiierjiies not affected hy cold or heat.—

The eggs of butterflies, in common with those of insects

in general, are capable of resisting not only vicissitudes,

but extremes of temperature that would be surely

destructive of life in most other forms. The severest

cold of an English winter will not kill the tender butter-

fly eggs, whose small internal spark of vitality is enough

to keep them from freezing under a much greater

degree of cold than they are ever subjected to in a state

of nature. For example, they have been placed in an

artificial freezing mixture, which brought down the

thermometer to 22** below zero—a deadly chill—and

yet they survived with apparent impunity, and after-

wards lived to hatch duly. Then as to their heat-

resisting powers, some tropical insects habitually luy

their eggs in sandy, sun-scorched places, where the

hand cannot endure to remain a few moments; the

heat rising daily to somewhere about 190° of the ther-

mometer—and we know what a roasting one gets at

90° or so. Yet they thrive through all this. British

Butterjfies, by W. S. Coleman,

Miscellaneous ,

The Botanic Garden, Liverpool.—The Liverpool

Mercury states all the heating apparatus here is in

course of reconstruction by Messrs. Weeks of the King's

Road, upon their "one-boiler system," by which

"every section of the department, now being enlarged,

will be readily heated to any extent required, and at the

same time a great saving of fuel and labour will be

effected."

I)r. NiittalVs Herbarium.— The following are the

prices which some of the more important lots fetched :

—

Plants, from California, 1; Crtiie, 1, and 2 others, 4
parcels; \l. 8^. An extensive series of East Indian,

probably 5000 specimens, mostly localised and many
named, 'l4 parcels; 7/. Valuable general herbarium

of Phaenogamous plants (exclusrive of Cyperaceae

and Gramineai); the whole named and localised,

and arranged m generic-covers, but not mounted

;

about 10,000 species, with many duplicates, from

different stations, especially from North America. Cali-

fornia, Red River, Oregon, Boston, and United States

generally, 24 thick parcels; 30/. Collection of

Cyperaceffi and Graminese, about 5000 to 6000 species,

mostly named and localised, principally North American

and East Indian, 4 thick parcels ; %l. Ss. A good set of

North American plants, from 2000 to 5000, named and

localised, and in good preservation, 7 thick parcels

;

21. \2s. id. General herbarium, containing from 3000

to 4000 species, nearly complete, of British plants, a

large portion from Wm. Gardiner, of Dundee, mounted

in 4to cases, to arrange as vols, of books, with an alpha-

betical list of families and genera, 80 vols; 10/. Java

plants, from Horsfield, about 600 species, 4 parcels; 11.

14j. Other lots fetched from lO*. to 21. per lot.

A Determined Rat-Killer,—" One of these highly

bred animals, which was celebrated in the sporting

world under the title of *Tiny,' weighed only 5]r lbs.,

and yet was known to destroy 50 rats in 28 minutes

and 5 seconds. It is estimated that this dog must

have killed more than 5000 rats, the aggregate

weight of which nearly equals a ton and a half. He
could not be daunted by size or numbi:rs, and was re-

peatedly matched against the largest rats that could be

procured. He used to go about his work in the most

systematic and business-like style, picking out all the

largest and most powerful rats first, so as to take the

most difficult part of the task while he was fresh.

When fatigued with his exertions, he would lie down

and permit his master to wash his mouth, and refresh

him by fanning him, and then would set io

work w"ith renewed vigour. He was a most excit-

able little creature during his younger days,

running about the room with such preternatural

activity that a gentleman to whom he was exhibited

declared that he could not di^inguish the dog's head

from his tail, or pronounce judgment on the colour of

his fur. As he grew older, however, he became more

sedate in his demeanour, and used to sit in state every

evening on a crimson velvet cushion edged with gold

fringe, and flanked with a candle on each side, so that

he might be inspected at leisure. However quiet he

might be in external demeanour, he w^as hardly less

excitable in disposition, and actually died from the

effects of over-excitement. He happened to hear or to

amell a rat which was in a cage in another room ; and
being chained in an adjoining apartment, and unable
even to see the rat, he chafed and fretted himself into

Calendar of Operations*
{For the ensuing iveeJc^

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—As soon as Camellias, Azaleas,

and other plants shall have been placed in summ^er

quarters out-of-doors, painting and other repairs

required by any ofthe plant-houses should be commenced,

as they can be more conveniently done then than at any

other season. As recommended last week pay great

attention to plants for autumn and early winter decora-

tion. Let them have plenty of pot-room, good rich

compost to grow in, a moist atmosphere, and plenty of

space for perfect development, regulating the tempera-

ture according to the nature of the plant, and they will

make rapid progress. Mealy bugs and thrips will

require to be looked after; the utmost diligence must

be used to keep these in check. If among stove plants

there ai*e any sickly or badly rooted specimens they

should be frequently examined for red spider;

otherwise they will become a nursery for this

pest, and from them it will soon spread to ad-

joining plants. See that young growing stock is

not allowed to suffer for want of pot room ; attend

carefully to watering, giving manure-water to all

plants in free growth that require it. Gardenias and

other things that have been in the conservatory while

in bloom should be replaced in heat as soon as their

beauty is over, in order to allow time for getting their

growth ripened before short days and dull weather have

arrived. Orchids in a growing state will require en-

couragement, ghading must be promptly attended to

when bright sunshine occurs. Allow them, however, as

much light as they will bear without injury, using a

very light screen, and that only when absolutely

necessary. Keep them clear of insects and dust by

frequent syringings of spongings.

FOEICING DEPARTMENT.

Pineries.—Such varieties as are at all liable to spoil

at the bottom before the upper pips are coloured should

now be kept as dry as possible immediately they show

the least signs of colouring, keeping the atmospliere

also as dry as can be done without injury to the rest

of the stock,

VINZRIE3.—Grapes intended to hang through the

winter should be thinned very freely, and, if necessary,

they should be gone over a second time, leaving them

so that the berries when fully swelled will scarcely

touch each other. A moderate crop only should be left

on the Vines ; for, to ensure success in keeping Grapes

fresh and in good condition till next March, the Vines

must be in first-rate health; be satisfied, therefore,

with a moderate or rather light crop in the late house.

Keep the atmosphere of houses where the fruit is

colouring in active circulation, using gentle fires by day

with abundance of air, and leaving a little air on at

nijjht to prevent damp. If red spider appears inclnied

tolie troublesome, wtish the pipes, &c., as before re-

commended, with a mixture ofsoot and lime, and if the

colour is objectionable add more soot.

yiGS,—Trees that have been kept dry while ripenmg

the first crop, and are now cleared of this, should be well

watered at the root, and if there is any appearance of

red spider, the leaves should be thoroughly washed

with the engine. Give manure-water to trees showing

a heavy second crop, and keep the atmosphere moist

by frequently sprinkling the passjtges and borders, &c.

Keep the shoots thin and regularly tied, so as to avoid

confusion, and expose all parts of the tree equally to

the light. WTiere the fruit is ripening attend to

prevmus directions, and keep the atmosphere and

borders as dry as can conveniently be done. Assist

trees in pots by giving them a liberal supply of manure-

water.

FLOWER GARDEN ANB SHRUBBERIES.

Remove everything in the way of bedding plants

whose beauty may be over or that is at all ineffective.

and introduce good things from pots in the reserve
ground. A good reserve ground, if properly situated
and systematically planned and conducted, would be
one of the most useful plots about a garden. Such a
valuable adjunct as this would, however, require tlie

constant attendance of a man possessing some know-
ledge of flowers, and therefore could not be carried out
where there is scarcity of labourers. Decayed patches
of bulbs which are required to stand for early spring

flowering may have Verbenas or other things intro-

duced from pots between them, so as to give gaiety to

the places they occupy. Cuttings of Pansies should be
got out in succession before the shoots are too much
exhausted. All boundary or other hedges should be
clipped forthwith.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN,
Tomatos must be regularly attended to. keeping the

shoots thin and stopping them above a cluster of fruit,

for if the plants are allowed to ramble and grow too

freely there will be a poor chance in an uniiivourable

season of securing a good crop. Shallots, if left

in the ground after the bulbs are ripe, are apt to

mildew and rot in wet weather, therefore these should

be pulled as soon as the tops begin to decay, and should

be spread out in an airy place to dry before storing

them awaj'. Get early flowering herbs cut and dried for

winter use. Where a sufficient breadth of Celery is not

yet planted out, this must be attended to as speedily as

possible, and must be attended to with water, &c., until

well established after planting, otherw ise good sizedheads

need hardly be expected. Earth up former plantings,

and encourage rapid growth by occasional waterings

with manure water. Ply the hoe freely among grow-

ing crops, both for the destruction of weeds and for

loosening the surface of the soil after the heavy rains

we have just experienced. Look over all trained fruit

trees frequently for the purpose of stopping and
shortening any gross shoots, and keeping the growth
nicely regulated; also get the young shoots of wall

trees laid in where not already done.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON,
For the Week ending June 14, 1360, aa obaenedat tlie Horticultural Gardens.

June.

--

bit

Barohetbb.

Max«

Tkmfeeatdhe.
Orth"elIarthTTftEFAir-

briday S 18
Satur. 9 19

Sunday lu 20
Mon, 11

Tue»* 12
\Tea. la
Thura. 14

AverftKC .

r

22
S3
24

2'rH;v:

2^7-18

29.731
2*».934

29.ti07

29.G*>1

Min. Max-

29.731

29.78i>

29.493
29.639
29.KkO
29,423
29,536
2y.6S6

2y.K24

03
b6
64

61
fi4

Mid. Mean

4fi

43
3ti

49
49
41

62,2 I 42,8

54.5

5t},5

57-0
55,0
52.5
4ti^

52.5

I foot
deep.

57i
56
57
58
57
53

57.2

P

JJ9

J)4
,06
.40

0^7

June 8—Overcast; rain; cloudy; overcast; raiiw

— S>— Kaiii tliiouKl»out with cold eabtetly wind-
— 10—Overcaiit; tine; thunder 4 p M. ; tine; lightning in the evening-

— 11—ilazy; cloudy; while and dark maflses ot low clouds; tine

at ni^ht* _ , - v -
-^ 12—Uniformly overcast; heavy and continooua rain; boisterous, -

— 13—Cloudy very boisriTous; clear and cold at ni<ht,

— U-l'ine: windy; masses of daaky clouds, with clear .mtcrvaU;

Ter>' cUnrat ms'ii; almost Ireticmic.

Mean temperature of the week, 7 deg. below the averai^e-

RECORD OF THE AVEATnEIt AT CHISWICK.
DuriDK the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending June 23, 1860.

Prevailinsr WiiTdo.

Junc^ ^o^

Suiuliiy 17

Mod. 18

Tues. 19..

Wed. 20.

.

Thura. 21..

Friday 22.

.

72.9
72.fi

72.1

74.1

73.4

Satur: 23.. i 7l.«

>
1 Z"

4S.5

50.3
49.2
49.5

50.a

4rt.6

47.2

60.7

61.6

59.9

fiO.8

hl-b
61.5

59.5

No. of
Years in

wbich it

Kaiaed.

19

17
18

16
14
12
12

Greatest
Quantity
of UiiiD

.

0.80 In.

n.ao

0.62

(1.68

0.68

0.59
0.44

I

3
2
1

2

4

iC «f

4 3 _^
*> 3 2

1

3 1 2

4 \ 1

4 3 2

2 1 1

1 3 11

;
U3

i

a

3
6

1

2
4

w

9
6
9

9
15

14

5

o

10

\{*

lU

5

* 1

7

2
3
3

The biihest temperature durins t!ie above period occurred on the 19tli

and :;:d, l»-i6—therm. 93 deg.; and tbe lowest on the 20lh, lSo.7—tlierin.

;jodeg.

Kotices to Correspondents.
*.* The Board of Works have directed that in future the Street in whicli

our Office 18 situated ahall be called V\emnKton Street, and that the

^u^lber of our Office ahall he 41. Correspondents are therefore

requested to address all letters, whether to hditor or publisher,

41, \\ ellingtou Street, Covent Garden, London, V^ X.

Diseased Hornbeam : R H. The leaves appear to liave been

attLicked by some insect which has caused galls to foi-m on

the upper surface.
. l- j

Insects : Cicindda. We use equal proportions of gum arable and
gum tragacanth dissolved in water, (w:th a drop of spirit of

wiuo to prevent mould) for gumming small insects on
card. ^V.

LambebtPike, N B. See a leading article in another column.

Monstrous Cowslip: H E K. Very curious and interesting.

Much obliged. =

Monstrous Cucumber : Shreivshvry. It is not uncomuaon to

tiud leaves growing iVom the side of a Cucumber. The case

of sepals growing into leaves is rare : it is rather fully

adverted to in the Gardenen' Chronicle of last year, p. 664.

Names of Plants : A J H, It. i& impossible to name hybrid

Casti with any degree of certainty ; the large flower is

evidently bred from Epipbyllum Akermimui, and the small

one from E. tnmcatum.—.^tia. 1, Pteris umbrosa ; 2. IJto-

brochia vespertilioais aiids L. iucisa ; 3, H.vpolepis tenuifolia ;

4, Gvmnogrammaochracoa.—^(?. lietberis aristata.—i'ofany.

M€. Echeveria secunda, a Mexican plant.— r/(&mi>*>n. l,

Aspbodelus luteua ; 2, CampanuLi garcamca.—A .4. Bmssia

veir»co8a.-3V«t!. Aeridesaffine; 1, Epidendrum cochl^tum

2, Epidendmm calocheilum ; and what appear to be flowers

of Deudrobium Ileyneauum.—/ S, D. Some Ixia, but it is

impossible to say what. « «f -xrr

Striking Curnscs: R S. We know nothing more of Mr.

Prestoe's plan of striking than was stated m the paper to

wliich you refer.J , . ,, „„„ „„j -h
Yews : Enqidrtr. The best time to tn-msi-Unt th^ a^d^
other Evergreens is certainly the first half of September,

unless the list week in August should be more couvement.
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CHEAPEST AND BEST.
TUPFS NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD
# I The utility of thia new preparation being now fully esta-

potash with 60 parts of phosphate would have a

much more favourable action as a manure than the

phosphate of lime alone ; and this accounts for the

of

S'^caniaffrfree to nearest r^ilway'stationsin Great Briton ^|1 the ffuanos I have been able to examine,
l4 Meal, \Qs. per cwt. Cash or a London reference expected - » . . . . „

oJm unknown correspondents.

^W. & R. JuPP & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-HiU,

lU

Eastcbeap,
^^^ j^^^j^^^ liberally treated with.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FELDEKS.

TUFFS RICE FOOD fob POULTRY and GAME.
• I —RICE SWEEPINGS, Ss. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

SCREENED BICE, 12«. per cwt., in 13 cwt. bags; DOG
mSCUITS, 14s. per cwt. ; OIL-CAKE, per ton only ; RICE

SIEAL for PIGS, 6«.6d.and S«. M. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

mill Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

riPliverv-—W. fc R. 3vvt. 6. Cross L.ane. Eastcbeap, E.G.—
" LAND D RA t N A G E.

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
iKD DIPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

Mrty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tkal corporate, or collegiate.

jjepftyment niay be made by the Landowner as successive

nortinns of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a comoiission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way of rentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

tothe circiuustances of the tenants.
_ _

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Cuffobd, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52. Parliament Street. S.W.

riOLLEGE OF AGRICIJLTUHE and CHEMISTRY,
KJ AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

23, Lower Kennington Lane, Keunincton. London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisitetoprepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promj/tly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

MR. BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Rotany
in thft Eoyal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

L;mded Proprietors and those connected with Agricidture,

that he may be prolessionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as the Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water

Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Bcjckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.
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Wilt ^fittcultural <5ajttte
SATURDAY, JUNE 16, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING VFEEK.

MosBAT, &e., June 19, &c.—Gront Meethis nt Paris.

TuKSDAT, June 19—Kojal Agricultural Society of t-nglana.

An nnusual continuance of cold and rainy

weather, and the consequent excitement in the

corn mnrket, render no apology needed for filling

a considerable portion of our columns for a week

or two to come with reports of the appearance of

the crops in different parts of the country.

Peom a translation in the Chemical Neics

we learn that M. Bottssingatjlt has published

certain analyses of *' earthy" guanos containing

hardly any ammoniacal salts, which had however

exhibited more favourable results on their appli-

cation to crops than would have heen anticipated

from their phosphates only. And they have been

found to contain a very considerable percentage of

nitrate of potash— suflBcient, so it is said, to

account for their fertilising influence. The follow-

ing is a portion of his report :

—

" Ammoniacal guano is without doubt the most

active manure with which we are acquainted,

inasmuch as it contains phoiphoric acid and

assimilable nitrogen. Earthy guano only contains

one of these fertilising elements, phosphoric acid.

Abundant deposits of it are met with on the coasts

«f Chili. At present when analysis decides on the

quality of the manure, an earthy guano, the use-

fulness of which I am far from contesting, has
never the value of an ammoniacal guano.

**Two years ago I received from the Govern-
ment of Ecuador a large sample of a guano dis-

covered in the Galapagos Islands, An analysis
made in my laboratory gave in 100 parts

Phosphate of lime 60.3
Nitrogen 0.7
Sand and clay 19.7

*' It was an earthy guano, rich in phosphate, but
almost destitute of nitrogenised substances. A?,

** For some time large quantities of an earthy

guano have been imported from several islands in

the Pacific—Jarvis, Baker, Howland Islands, &c.
** In a sample from Jarvis Island, M, Bakkal

has found :

—

Phosphate of lime 82.3

Nitrogen ^ .. . . .. .. 0.3

Sand and clay 0,2

" A kilogramme (nearly 2^ lbs.) of a guano said

to come from the same place, gave in nitrates the

equivalent of 5 grammes (77 grains of nitrate of

potash),
** An earthy guano from the coast of Chili yielded

in 100 parts :—

•

Phosphate of lime 44.

Nitrogen .. .. < •• • 0.6

Sand and clay 6;^^

and in a kilogramme of this sample we estimated

in nitrates the equivalent of 6.33 grammes (97

grains) of nitrate of potash,
•* In a Chilian guano analysed by M, Gikardin

which gave
Phosphate of lime
Nitrogen
Sand and clay

I found the equivalent of 2.34 grammes of nitrate

of potash in the kilogramme."

Though the proportions here indicated—5, 6.33,

and 2.34 of nitrate in 1000 of the manure-
hardly justify the assertion that the earthy

guanos must hereafter, notwithstanding the

absence of ammonia, be classed with " materials

richly nitrated," yet there can be no difficulty in

agreeing with Boussingault that the facts indicate

the necessity in all future chemical examinations

of guanos of looking for nitrates as well as for

ammonia.
. We learn from the North British Agi-icul-

turist that it is proposed to establish in Scotland

an ** Association for the Promotion of Rural

Economy," with the following objects in view—
** the improvement of the breeds of domesticated

animals, particularly of animals intended for food,

—the improvement of the breeds of poultry and

of cage birds,—the improvement of those products

of the soil, cumbiued under the terms agricultural

seeds and roots, and of the produce of the garden

and orchard—the improvement of domestic manu-

factures, especially in relation to the rural popula-

tion—and the discussion of the subjects embraced

by the Association,
** It is proposed to have an autumnal exhibition

of fat stock and poultry, roots and vegetables, and

probably also a spring show of fat animals, along

with male breeding animals ; together with com-

etitions for seed corn embracing the whole of

Scotland ; one show to take place in February or

March, and another in October. The latter mainly

for the exhibition of Wheat; the former of Wiieat,

Oats, Barley, and Beans. The department for

dumestic manufactures is intended to be confined

chiefly to objects of general utility, such aa pot-

tery, furniture, &e."
, i. ^v

Does tliis indicate a schism in the ranks ot the

Highland and Agricultural Society, or is it mere y

the occupation of ground which, though surely

consistent with the objects of the national society,

is idly left uncultivated ?

it was therefore desirable that each member should

be written to for his approval, or otherwise, of the-

proposed arrangement, the results to he reported

to a future meeting of the Club. This amendment
was rejected by a majority, and Sir J, Shelley
now writes to the TimeSy calling attention to the

fact that notwithstanding this decision a printed

circular, letters, &c., has been sent to members of

the Club, but at the instance of the directors of

the new company only, asking for their approval

of this proceeding, and intimating that if no

answer be returned before the 18th inst., each

member will be assumed to be satisfied with the

judgment and recommendation already adopted.

Sir J. Shelley writes as follows :^
I

'* My object aa aa old member of the Club, and as an exhi-

bitor of stock, is to attract the attention of the Club to th*

fact that we are asked to lease our exhibitiou for 21 years to a

company which being under limited liability is composed of

those who, however respectable, are liable only ior the anmunt
of shares for which they may have subscribed ; that we have

no guarantee that the present chairman and directors will

continue in their of&ce, or that the affairs of ths company,
after the bulldiug is raised, will be carried on satisfactorily

;

' added to which, if they should prove to be in error as to the

suitability of the locality they have selected for their building,

they will have succeeded in getting the Smithfield Club tied

and bound to them, for better for worse, for 21 years, without

any escape. We have hitherto been eminently successtul in

our exhibitions : why not leave well alone ? and why risk our

previous success in our live stock exhibitions because the

space for the show of agricultural implements, for which thd

Club was not originally intended, may not be sufficient?
_

" I beheve that two of the trustees have already resigned

their office rather than sign the agreement, and I feel that it

would be a most improper course to ask the remaining trustee,,

his Grace the Duke of Richmond, to take such responsibdity

upon himself. I therefore urge the members of the Club to

refuse their sanction to the proposal. If our exhibitions are ot

such pecuniary value, by all means require the increase of rent

from Mr. Bulnois so soon as the agreement with him shall

have run out. but do not let the Club bind itself for 21 years to

hold their exhibitions in a locality, to say the least, far removed

from the centre of the metropolis, and the result of whicU con-

sequently must be an experiment."

In reply to Sir J. Shelley, Mr. Dornam, for

the Agricultural Hall Company, has replied that

the resolution passed at the late special^ meeting

merely adopted the report of the Committee, ex-

pressing nothing as to the trustees being called

upon to sign the agreement for the Club ; that the

Directors of the Hall seek merely that the Club

should be bound to them in honour; that of the

two retiring Trustees, since re-electid, one has

consented to act, the consent of the other, Lord

PouTMAN, who was absent, has not yet been

obtained ; that the circular has been sent round

at the instance of Mr, Jonas Weeu, merely in

order that the Directors might feel tlmt they were

acting in accordance with the wishes of^ the

members and not for the purpose of entailing

legal responsibility on any one whatever.

At the late annual meeting of the Smith-

field Club, a committee was appointed to inquire

into the practicability of procuring a more commo-

dious place, in which to hold their annual

exhibitions. Thia committee, after several

meetings, ultimately reported m favour of a plot

of land called Dixon's Lairs, near the Angel,

Islington, recommending that

—

"If a responsible company be formed who will enter into an

aereemeut to erect a suitable building on the site known as

BiWs Lairs to the satisfaction of the Club, also to pay to the

rinhlOOof a year, and to enter into an agreement m similar

terms now mXi^th Mr. Bulnois, the Club shall leaso their

exb?biSonf?ia term not exceeding 21 years commencing ISoZ

la consequence of this report the Agricultnra

Hall Company has been formed and at a recent

fpecial general meeting of the Club the report of

?he committee was adopted, and the trustees were

reJuesTed to sign on behalf of the C^ub an agre.-

ment for leasin- the exhibition ot the Club 1

e-

for

I

however, its action on "the soil, according to a 21 years to the company on ^hetenns propose

retort addressed to me, was much more favourable Sir John Shelley at that time "^°7^^^^^^^™.;^^^

than might have been anticipated from the pho.- ment that, as the trustees have no P^^;;\^^/'X
phate alone, it occurred to me to look for nitric Club which has no charter

^/, ^"^^^^^iPJ^'j'J^^^^^^^^^

acid, and I then discovered in nitrates the equiva- would, in fact, be rendering ^b/f'*-'^^^^'f^®T"^
lent of 3 per cent, of nihate of potash. Now there ' liable, and that it would not ^^ pr^P^^

J^","^
,

'

can he no doubt that three parts of nitrate of . Club to ask them to incur such liabiuiy, anu

There is a singularity about the customs and

terms of the agricultural labour question in some

parts of Cheshire, that we have not met with iu

any other county, nor seen described in writing.

The labourers' cottages are &tudded about the

country by the road side, or bordering on croas lanes.

Villages are few and far between. There are

parishes or townships, but so far as the term
" village " is represented, it generally consists of a

dozen scattered cuttages that may be seen in three

or four separate views by scaling as many roofs of

them. To these cottages, ia which Cheshire

peasants dwell, there are invariably, or at any

rate so generally that it may be given as a rule,

attached two, three, or four pieces of ground m
the form of a garden and ** crofts."

^
Where there

is a garden only, it is regularly divide*? for culti-

vation, one half for Potatoes, the other for ily© ;

the latter being grown to feed a large pig for

bacon, or two or three smaller ones up to 4 or 5

ecores weight for dairy stores when there b a

demand for them at the flush of Orass lu May or

June as now. Kye and Potatoes are thus grown

altertiately, and by these means tlie cotiagers

make most excellent pigs ; if for bacon, half or a

side goes for rent, if there be a iamily, and a

pii-is the only live stock, and the remamderis

saTted for '' rashers" during summer.

But pig-keeping is not the limit of the peasant s

stock. Fowls are general, and therefore to be

cheaply purchased ia the local market. And

often where the cottager has n<)t got a rod of

Grass-land that he can strictly lay c aiin to, a

cow is kept by turning it into the wide Unesm

summer, and collecting bank and ditch trimmmg
made roughly into hay to assist the leud o tjie

roads in the winter. i;his may read
^^^-"gf

y .^^

southern, eastern, and midland ears
;

but the

manner of living in respect to the produce of the

soil is as primitive in character as are the manners

and habits of the people and their u.e of the parta

of speech. Gipsies have no dithcuUy to hod a

place in which to pitch their tents, and lox
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termed
at 285.

heifers,

with a
for the

hunters may etill do that -which is forgotten in

many hunts, viz., jump *• on and off."

"Where there are crofts attached to the cottage

one or two cows are kept, and their calves, if

heifers, are reared till two years old hy means of

that close attention which is paid to them, and

that economy in road scraping and manure which

is practised to put ** a little something" on the

crofts every year. There is, however, some extra

help required to admit of the best being made of

these small means, for it is necessary to provide

fodder for the winter, as well as to make the most
by butter in the summer, which could not be

often done by keeping the cows' big daughters at

home. This difficulty is provided for by what is

*' making a ley," or lair, for young stock

for year-old, and 40^. for two-year old

This is frequently done by gentlemen
portion of a park, or meadows retained
purpose of accommodating cottagers and

small folks in this way. Sometimes it is done by
men who have more land than pecuniary means,
"When the hook of a good "ley" is opened it ft

usually filled up at once. Thus cottagers

can for a small sum get rid of their heifers

from "old May day" till the 12th of

October, with the opportunity of selling them or

not, according as the summer yields fodder.

But, if possible, they are kept till they are ready
to calve, when they are sold to the dairy farmers,

or the cows are sold and heifers till their places as

circumstances may warrant or suggest.

Out of all this aiises one great feature which is

conspicuous : the women for the most part live in

their proper place—at home. Agriculture, except
at particular seasons, as hay time and harvest, can

be well pursued in these days of mechanical con-

trivances without the wives and daughters of

peasants doing laborious out-of-door woik. The
wives of Cheshire peasants have full employment
with their cow and pig, and the undivided atten-

tion they bestow on tnem brings them up to the
mark for sale with incredible rapidity. In many
parts of England cottagers are now receiving 9s.

or IO5. per week, and nothing else, while in

Cheshire nearly every one has a cow or a pig, or

both, or a pair of each, besides. Under these

advanta ges it will be anticipated that good
husbandmen have here an independent air about
them ; and this will be admired, rather than
objected to, by people of well regulated mind, who
possess some knowledge of human nature and an
acquaintance with the business that peasants are

required to labour in. The Cheshire peasants are

not a very active race, it is true, but they have a
stability that ill-fed men cannot possibly possess.

They are systematic too, and can work well at

most jobs—ploughing excepted. But the best

way to meet them is by ** piece," or as it is here
termed '*hagg" work. If labourers can feel tlie

slightest independence, they do not liko to be
always tied to regular wages and strict time the
year in and year out. Who would ? Good
labourers, though respectful when well treated,
here accost the occupiers of land more as
though they expected to be asked to work than to
askybr work.
But the Cheshire peasant looks for indulgences

at stated times. '* Suppin'," that is, either butter-
milk or whey, is looked for on the dairy farms
when it is to be had, and on those of any size this
ifl generally all the year round.
But though Cheshire as a rule is a ** suppin'"

county—and that not merely in respect of its

peasants—cottagers have a real Englit^h relish for
Deer, when they can get it ; and they expect it on
Bpecial occasions. If, too, the weather be cold,
they prtfer it warm, and with a little sugar and
ginger in it, Cheshire peasants have a yreat liking
for something warm, and at meal times they will
go a long way to get it, or have it brought some
distance to them.
But, to the point:—Cold "small," it must

be admitted, is poor ** tackle", with snow on
the ground, or with a heavy fog or rain, or
in a dull cutting or biting and howling north-
easter: and if for the gratification of genteel
society our Government can afford to admit Trench
wines free of. duty, surely the time has arrived
when *' Old England " can concede to her sons of
toil the indulgence of warm ale on a cold day with
the addition of " a little sugar and ginger."
Cheshire peasants, though independent and well
behaved, as we have said, sometimes require
coaxing; the most telling method of doing this
*" ^.^^-winter is to give them beer warmed, with

"tUe sugar and ginger" !

mt^nin^^vi^'"'*''"^
^^^"^ ^^^^« i^ ^tie widermtamag which may be given to them.

it

PRESENT CONDITION OF THE CROPS.
{Fvora our oicn Corresp07ide>its,)

East Norfolk.—Tlie westber continues most unseasonable,

with no immediate prospect of improving'- The Wheats in

the good loamy soils have hitherto looked pretty well, and in

appearance were recovering from the etfects of the late

hurricane, but this continued wet weather is beginning to

tell upon them- The crop has received some injury from

the gale of the 2Sth ult.—to what extent it would be difficult

to estimate ; where the plant is thin the damage is more
perceptible. Oats and Beans are looking well, hut Barley, of

which a lai'ge breadth is sown, is far from promising ; many
thousands of acres are partially destroyed hy wireworm.
The ravages of that pest are yearly becoming more serious.

Where the plant is good it is losing colour for want of warm
and dry w^eather. The artificial Grasses are not so good as

was expected hay cutting will be at least a fortnight later

than usual, the same may probably be said of harvest with-

out a speedy change in the weather. The prospect of a foot

cvop is at this moment most precarious. A large breadth of

Mangel Wurzel was sown under the most favourable circum-

stances the seed rapidly vegetated, but the storm and subse-

quent heavy rains having seriously injured the crop,

hundreds of acres in this district will be ploxighed up or

resown with Turnips. The sowing cf Swedes is backward ;

many farmers are waiting for better weather while others
are putting tijcin in regardless of the state of tlie land,

which is certainly in wretched condition for receiving the
seed. On the heavy lands the season will be lost, if we do
not get dry weather from this time. The price of Wheat has
been gradually rising, best red is now worth over 60.^. per
quarter. Stocks were never lower in the hands of the
growers, nor is it supposed that either merchants or millers
are unusually stocked ; this, coupled with the prospect of a
late harvest will prevent any material decline in prices for

the next lew weeks ; indeed with a continuation of such
unsettled weather, wo may rather look for a further serious
advance. IF. C, on the Coast, June 12.

Gloucestkrshire.—The late wet weather has been very un-
favourable for tillage operations, consequently the Turnip
crop is only partially planted, and that which is in does not
flourish. The heavy rains having rendered the surface hard
and crusty, wherever much cleaning was necftssary, the work
is entiiely suspended, and the laud cannot be properly
cleaned, I never remember so many weeds in the spring
com^ Charlock especially, and very little can be done towards
keeping it in check. Where there is a x>lant of Wheat it

looks healthy, though backward, but much of the Cotswold
district being very exposed, is thin and can never become
anything like an average crop- The attempt to fill up by
drilling spring Wheat lias been generally luisuccessfuli as
wire-worm has been unusually abundant, and a great portion
is destroyed. Some of the early-sown Lent corn has lost
colour lately, and looks spindly ; the most promising and
the cleanest crops are the later sown ones. These are i>ro-

mising, though of course backward- Peas and spring
Beans are generallj'^ good, and the crop of seeds much better
than was expected, thi^ut^h the plant is often very thin in
the ground. On the whole the prospects for another harvest
are anvthing but encouraging, and should the present un-
favourable weather continue much lonoer it will become
very serious. The produce of lambs is very short ; few have
a lamb to an ewe (turned out), and the mortality amongst the
ewes has been much above the average. Harvest will pro-
bably be three weeks lat^r than last year. The crops of the
College farm arc generally good. All our Wheat is good ; the
earliest Barley looks yellow and unhealthy ; the later sown is

very promising, John Coleman^ The Collerre, Cu-cvceMer, June 10,

Isle of Thanet,—I cannot report any thing favourable of the
growing Wheat crop. The continual wet weather is sliowiiig
its effects nioio and more daily. The Wheat on the leys is the
best ; all that was planted aftt-r other green crops is thin,
yellow, and unkind ; it will be quite three weeks later than
usual in coming into ear. It is not too forward yet to be
much benefited if wc should bo favoured with a continuance
of warm genial weather. Wc have less land planted with
Wheat than usual, and the stock of Wheat in farmers hands
isverysnialL Barley in many cases has suflered from the
wireworm ; where it has not it is looking much better than
Wheat, and there is no reason yet why it may not produce a
good crop; notwithstanding the wet there is a marked
improvement within the last week, Oats are not extensively
grown here ; what there are, are generally looking well. Our
dry light soils are not suited for Beans, but where they are
planted, they look better this year than uauaU Peas in ex-
posed situations have been much damaged by the gales we
have had; in sheltered situations the early planted are
looking very weH ; this relates only to the common hog Peas;
it has been much too wet and cold for all delicate varieties.
There is a large breadth of Potatoes planted ; they at present
look strong and well, and I have heard of no disease yet,
Mangcl Wiirzel is generally a good plant. This useful root is
more extensively grown every year ; it is impossible to say
whai we should have done without it this spring, and those
are fortunate that have a little left yet. It has generally
kept well, and what I have is soimd and good now. We
have commenced mowing our Sainfoin; the crop is heavy,
and so it is of Clover and all artificial Grasses, but fine
weather is very much wanted for all our crops as well as for
the hay. I believe it is a fact that we have less rainfall here
on an average of years than in most parts of England, Our
chalk soil seldom has more rain than is beneficial for our
crops, but this year is qtiite an exception. We have not had
two fine days in succession for the last month, and during
this time we have b<jen visited by several gales—I may say
hurricanes—that have done the growing crops in exposed
wituations much injury. It has been raining and blowing
^

ly all day, and the mercury is still falling. We
have no oldhaylett, therefore wo are looking with more than
usual anxiety to the weather. Three weeks of warm sunny
weather would be a boon indeed- W. Mannr, June 12,

Lancashire.—The severe winter and late spring so retarded
vegetation that the few fine growing days in May were not
Buthcieut to restore vigour; 7 wet days at the end of May
quite prevented working fallows, were enough to saturate the
ground, but it was soon dried up by the gales on the 27th and
28th, the most severe felt for many years. On the 1st of
June tlds di^^trict was visited with heavy thunder and rain ;

since then there has been only one fitie day. At times the
rain has lasted long and so soaked is the land, that even on
those best drained and farmed the crops look yellow and un-
healthy, and the Grass does not grow on the pasture or
meadow knd as could be wished. However, dry hot weather
would soon alter the face of the country. The amount of
Wheat sown is not so large as usual ; it is (with exceptions)
thin on the ground, looks healthy, but will be short of straw
and corn. Barley and Oata exceed the quantity sown l;u^t

year; the former wants dry weather, the latter look more
promising than for some years past. Beans are not largely
t^nwn, but are looking well- Of Potatoes a great quantity are
set, and they are coming up well but slowly and require fine
weather. Itistoosoou to remark upon Turnins and :\Ian-
gels; Grass land is too wet for the well-doing of Rtock or
even of the meadows. The crops of the latter w ill nnt be
heavy, but great exertions are being made to mow as large
a breadth as possible as there is next to no old hay in the
country. There is every proei>ect of bay and straw being a

gi

scarce article for the next two years, as all may be said to be
used up. Fat cattle and sheep sell high, which will some
what compensate for the extra cost of feeding during th«
spring. The full of lambs has not equalled past years bv
25 per cent*, neither will the weight of wool shown be so
?reatasun average by 30 or 40 per cent.—JVanci"^ Twinino
Wiffanf

June 11,— P.S. 12th. Since writing the above yester-
day we have had a fearful thunderstorm and veryheavy rain"
and a thorough wet night and day. F, T,

'

Lincolnshire,—A continuance of wet weather for upwards ot
a month cannot fail to have exerted considerable iniiuence
upon the growing crops. The temperature too, during a
good deal of that time has been low, accompanied by strone
and sometimes terrific gales of wind. Perhaps no soils arc
better able to bear a continuance of wet weather than the
well-drained fens. The subsoil is so porous and sieve-like
that the water percolates freely and quickly through it. On
these lands the Wheat plant is looking tolerably strong and
healthy, although not likely to be a bulky crop, even where
well planted, it is also very backward on lands where the
plant is thinner ; the storm ofMay 2S has done some mischief.
The stem is bruised a good deal, and many plants instead of
standing erect are prostrate on the ground, but are again
raising their heads as drawn up by the sun ; how far these
broken and bruised stems arc injured cau scarcely at present
bo estimated. There are no symptoms of decline or decay,
the sap must therefore continue to circulate, but whether
sufScieutly to enable the corn to be perfectly matured re-

mains to be seen. On our high lands where the soil is more
tenacious, the plant has lost its colour to some ext*>nt, and
in many instances will yield a small bulk of straw, whatever
the produce of grain may be. On some of the more open
and deep soiled lands, where a few weeks ago there was
some danger of the crop becoming too luxuriimt, there is

now the prospect of a thoroughly good and yielding crop.

If called upon to-day to estimate our crop of Wheat as &
whole, I should say, a light crop of straw with an average
yield of grain of good quality. Bai^ley is not enough grown
to warrant any icmarks being made about it, Oats are
extremely various. Some crops are as fme and promising
as ever were grown ; others are looking sickly and starved,

as if needing much finer and w^arnicr weather : whilst

others have been seriously thinned by the wkeworms and
look stunted and unjiromising. Beans look well at present

and are just in blossom, as are also the Peas ; and with a
change of weather both crops promise to be good. Mangels
have planted well, but are sv^ffering from too much wet in

many instances. Potatoes are also sustaining injury from an
excess of moisture and a low temperature. The hay crop is

good ; several fields both of Clover or seeds and of permanent
Grass are already cut, hut require better weather or they

must be sei-iously dauiaged. Turnips not grown. Coleseed

not yet sown. Pastures yield an abundance of food- A, ^\

Ji^iston, ChatttvL^ June 12. 1 am glad to give you any and

all the information I can. We have suffered much from the

many storms, and that on the 28th May twisted our thin

Wheats about so much that they looked to be past recovery.

I have examined them in the past day or two, and am sur-

prised to find that the broken and twirled stems have after

all become sound, and will I doubt not produce ears of corn.

The bruised and broken parts are t^trengtheninp: every day,

and shortly it will not be seen where the injury appeared s^»

great. The plants which lay flat about the soil now stand

nearly erect, and look tiourishing. As a whole our Wheat

crop is looking well, but backward ; we have no signs ot

earing at present, which is about a fortnight later than for

! the past four or five years. Unless a prea-iature ripening

occurs our harvest must be late, and judging from the wet

and cool state of our lands that is veryuuHkely to takt

place- Oats are looking well, but like most of orf

crops require weeding, which the weather has much
retarded. Barley is not much grown by us. Beans are a

thin and backward crop, and have suffered greatly from

the storms. Peas likewise suffered much, but are recovering

fast, and will be a good crop. Potatoes we have in abun-

dance, and at last they are all up and progrcsi>ing well. The

early and late planted are all coming together, and are

getting very weedy. Owing to the wet state of the land we
cannot horse-hoo them freely. Mangels are largely cultivated

;

they come up badly; some are resown; they never did do

wefl in wet weather. Very lew Swedes are yet sown, and

when the land can be got in order for them it is impossible to

say, as we have copious rains every day. No chance of

"sowing in dust." This year Cabb:^ges and Kohl Kabi are

coming more into favour. Our meadows are growing fast,

but it was long ere they could be laid in. Clovers have

suffered very much from the whipping winds. Grazing lands

look well, but the stock do not prosper. The Gra.ss is always

wet and cold. Our long wools are making from 485- to oOs*

per tod, a higher price than short wools, Jno, Clarke, Im^
SiUlon, June 12,

Northumberland.—The crops on dry warm lands are looting

well, but on cold lands they are the very reverse, thin ana

sickly; we have had a very great deal of rain. Even on my
dry land I have only had one day':^ work upon it since a fort-

night past on Saturday, and I don't expect to be on it tlii»

week even though it should continue fair, of which therein

no appearance at prcsunt. Harvest muf^t be late now even

on our early lands, and there will be little cutting in Augnst.

I see no corn into the shot blade yet, and if you allow a

fortnight for it shooting and eight weeks irom earing to

shear, disposes of a good deal of August Mangels ana

Potatoes have brairaedand grown well. Turnips have had

too much wet and make little growth, and a great breadtr.

still to sow, Thomas J\ Dods, Bexham, Aiiick Gra^^ge, JimelS'

South Hants.—The Wheat is very late, and looks altogether

unhealthy, nnd so much of the crop having lost plant in the

winter and being very thiaon the ground, cammt now unQ^i'

the most tavouiable circumstances at blooDiing time yield ^
avera;fe crop. The Lent com shows at present two different

states ; that on the cold lowlands, bein;^ sickly and unhealthy
in appearance, cannot prove anything but a light crop; on

good land in a high state o( cultivation, however, the cropi^
very bulky and much lodged, and with the present "*«*

weather must soon become damaged by blitrht and red rust,

&c. ; there is therefore no prospect of an average crop of

licnt com. Peas and Beans, although usually requiring a

showery season to come to perfection, are at present looking
very indiflerently, and the excessive rains are beginning to

tell unfavourably upon the crops. Potatoes were not very

extensively i^lanled this season, but were put in under
favourable circumstances ; the now unfavourable weatherw^
however sow the £eei:s of dihease in the plant, and ^ so^

• crop of tubers cannot be expected. The Grass crop is moip
abundant. The Mangel crop has planted badly, large quan-

tities having been carried away by insects, such aswirewor^
Uirge breadths have been resown, but with little pro8P«*
for a crop, as the land is now completely sodden ; in those

cases wherein a plant is left they look very sickly an^ Lin-

promising. The best season for sowing Swedes in this dj
trict is the first week in June, and no Swedes have ^^Jbeen sown. It may he said that an average growth ofSwed^
is not hkely to be obtained, as farm work is completely •!*

stand still, and no Turnip sowing can be done until past t^*

middle of the month should the weather change tjfii*^

Joseph Btundiii, June 12. '

Suffolk,— I can scarcely give ynu a satisfactory answer m »

tabular form, without first telling you our (vvhat I ^^Pf^^^
may call) temporary appearance, so much will depend on to

t
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3Ucceedin;r weather. Wheats vfe expect to be showing an
ear here iind there at this date, and must now have favour-

able weatiier to ffive the ear in a fortnight ; not very ill spoken
of generally- Barley generally much more injured by wet
and cold than Wheats, and not so much power of recovery in

them from the nature of the plant and the increased "sadness"
of the soil. Beans and Peas not complained of, but the hoe-

ing irrecoverably backward, the first operation not above
three-fourths accon:iplished. Clovers likely to be good.
Grasses (meadow) have grown rapidly occasionally, but did
iiotbegin to grow early enough ; the bottom is not thick. Beet
later than usual, and in some instances not a good plant,

some of our lands being too adhesive, casing together, if

rains come immediately after ploughing—much put iu before

the land was in pro}>cr state—if otherwise the plant is good.
Many fallows not yet half prepared for Turnips, and cannot
be cleaned of Grass (water Grass, I mean), without dry
weather. My man went to Yarnioutli yesterday, and says
corns all look overdone with rain, I had a letter from
Thetford this morning. They complain much Wheat is

injured in plant on their exposed open sand, and that their
Barleys are Tuaking a sad appearance. I hear as great com-
plaint of too much wet from our sand lands on tho coast
from Yarmouth to the mouth of the Deben river. It seems
they cannot stixnd wet at this season for Barley better than
our heavy soils. For a summary, say—Wheat : middling,
backward, requiring sun. Barley: permanently injured by
wet and cold. Beans: fair, not hood. Peas: samOp but
better cleaned* Clovers : good, want sun. Meadow Grass :

WLiuts Kun, Say Wheat ^th and Barley ^^ths of a crop»
under average. Notwithstanding the rains, where lands are
drained and iu good heart we have many fields looking like

doing well. G. Edwards, Framlinghaiii, June 11.

Warwickshire-—The season is too far advanced for iis longer
to hope for an average crop of Wheat. On the lighter land of
this neighbourhood there is scarcely a farm (if there be one),

\vl:ere a large proportion of the Wheat is not a very deficient

plant. During the whole of this ungenial spring it has
gradually and almost imperceptibly wasted away, and some
of the plants appear unhealthy even now. Almost every
farmer has drilled a considerable portion of his land a second
time with bearded spring Wheat, and we liave one ftirm, and
some of the warmest and driest land in the district too,

wliere the whole of the Wheat land was obliged to be re-

drilled. , For some reason unknown to me the plant has not
tillered as it has done iu other seivsons, where tho land was
in good condition, but has grown up with very few stems; a
field which in ordinary springs would have " stooled " (as we
term it), and become tolerably thick on the ground at har-
vest, this year makes scarcely any effort to do so, I think,
on the Turnip-growing soils, at least 15 per cent, of the
Wheat land is less than half a plant. Strange to say, in such
a season, on the heavier land the a)>pearance is far better,

although many instances occur of loss of plant, yet gene-
rally there is less reason to complain of the prospect of a
crop on such soils; but the late cold rains have put a dis-

tinctive yellow colour on every piece of Wheat growing on
shallow drainoi or undrained land, and only a poor chance of

I

a full crop. From these statements you will gather that (in

my opinion) Wheat must inevitably be below an average
crop in our district. It is also three weeks later than usuah
The Barley is generally looking well, some of it too luxuriant,
but as it is early we may fairly expect a full crop. The
Beans have been doing badly; they are of various lengths,
and very weak in the stem, wliich are bad indications. They
are much improved the last few days, and the plant lux-
nriates so much iu a moist season that wo may yet see a full

-crop of Bean straw. Great complaints are heard about the
ravages of plants on the T\Iaugel Wurzel plant, and many
acres have been destroyed by slug in the leaf, and an insect
at th,e root ; but as transplanting has been very general, and
as the plant bears that operation well when carefully per-
formed, iind as the weather has been so favourable, I trust
that we may see a full crop of this now invaluable substitute
for the Swe lo. Our pastures are not over-luxuriant, indeed
the Clovers and Rye-grass have yet produced but little keep;
they are suffering fbi'.\vant^o|j;varnith^ X- C Adkins^ Mllcot€y
Stratford-OH'Avon^

'Wiltshire.—I am sorry I cannot speak in favourable terms of
the WLieat: with a few exceptions it is unusually thin on the
ftTound and very backward. Barley and Oats are looking
well. Beans and Peas are not good ; ffeiierully speaking,
very foul for want of hoeing. Mowing will be backward, and
in some instances not a heavy crop. Saintoin not so good as
expe„-ted, from so much rain and cold for the season. Swede
and Turuip sowing very backward, the land so saturated
from so much I'ain; the meadows, provided we get heat,

will, I think, be good. The prospects on the whole at pre-
sent are not good. Geo. Broim, Aveburji, Chippenhaiu , June 11.

W0RCE.-5TER&HIP.E.—In this neighbourhood the Wheat crops
after Vetch, and Italian Rye-grass were thinned by frost, and
the sudden change to forcing weather cau-sed these thin
Wheats to *'6pindle" instead of "tillering ;" consequently
they remain thin. The other Wheat after Clover, Beans, and
roots look moderately well, considering the excess of rain
we are now having. Unless we get dry hot weather soun
the crop will be below an average, and must be three weeks
later than l;\st year. Barley, though suffering from too much
rain, may be an average crop. Winter Beans bad ; most of

them were ploughed up. Spring Beans and Peas very good.
Clover and hay abundant, the latter damaged in many piaces
by flood. Mangels a good plant but foul. C. RandeU, Chad-
bimt, near Eve?kam, June 13.

ToRKSHiRE.—This hiis been one of the most extraordinary
springs we liave experienced for many years. After a winter
unusual in its severity and duration, we suddenly, but not
until May, had a few delighttul days of mild and warm
weather ; tbese, however, were unexpectedly succeeded by
a general cover of snow when Apple trees were in full

blossom. Since that memorable storm, when the thermo-
meter fell to 1" below freezing point, we have had very un-
settled weather ; rain has fallen in greater or leas quaniitiea
every day, aud more than onue it has rained steadily for
12 succeasive hours. The effect of this continued wet
weather on agricultural crops has been very various, and
furaishes many au instructive lesson to the observant
farmer. On poor, undrained land, Wheat plants have
assumed a spmdle form, and have changed their colour from
frreen to yellow, while on such laud Oats seem to have gi'own
very little since they came up, and now look purple in
colour. Poor, wet pastures show very Uttie Grass, and have
a sickly, poverty-stricken appearance. On gwd dry old
Grass land the season biis produced abundant crops of Grass
The meadows are forward, and promise a heavier crop of bay
than we bave had for several years, while the pastures are
thickly set, yield a full bite, aud excepting what may fairly
be attributed to the effects of wet on the animals, 1 think 1
never saw cattle feed faster than they are doing now. On
good dry land Oats, Beans, and Barley all look well*; but
Wheat is a plant that does not like much wot either above or
below, and has grown very slowly. In 1858 I obtained a
"Wheat ear fully out on the 10th of .Tune—last year I could
not find one until i5th Juue ; and this year I am satisfied
that I shall not get one in this neighbourhood before the
22din8t. Thus under any circumstances we must have a late
harvest, but as yet it ia not possible to form a reliable opinion
us to what the produce of the general crop will be. Early
sown Swedes came up well ; but there has been too much
uet for them, and during the last 10 daj-s they have not

grown at aU. On a great deal of arable land it has not been
)

possible to work for the last fortnight, and a large breadih
intended for Swedes must now be sown with Yellows or
Whites. Beef has sold as high as 10s. ; mutton (in wool) at
14s. per stone of 14 lbs. Wheat has slightly advanced in price
during the last two weeks, and first class Red ha-s brought
as much as 62?. per quarter. Oats have marked '66s. per
quarter. Wool is much sought after, and 2s. per lb. baa been
asked, and for some picked parcels is said to have been
obtained. JI. J. Turner^ Richmond, Yorfcihire, June 12.

Bath

altliough not entirely a novelty, havin^^ been first com-

menced at the Barnstaple sbo\v, is sufliciently so as to

demand a special notice. No one can doubt the utility

or importance of encouraging ,slall lu this most essential

handicraft, aud when we consitler that the foot of the

horse, although externally a horny box, is yet full of

vascular and sensitive parts which are in constant

danger of being injured by the nails or the undue

pressure of the shoe, we must be well aware that a

considerable auiouut of skill is required. The scene of

competition was in the workshop of Mr. Galpin, kindly

lent for the occasion, and which being situated at no

great distance from the show-yard proved very con-

venient. Five forges with five horses were placed at

the disposal of the stewards, aud in order that too

much time should not be taken up the contest was

hmited to making shoe nails, fitting aud preparing

the toot, and putting on a single shoe on the tore-toot.

There were 10 competitors, so tliat only five could work

at one time. The signal was given for st^u'ting. and i"

the course of 23 minutes for the shortest and 32 for th

lon-est, the five shoes with the requisite number of

naifs w^re reported to be made, after which the signal

was again given for nailing on. which was ac-compU.hed

in from four and a half to seven mmu es ^o hlmg of

oes was allowed, as it was held hat this though

very proper iu ordinary usage, was yet no proof of sk II,

Ind miMit serve to hide detects. It is evident that the

amount of excellence was not confined

only, but to several, for instance—

1, The time of making.

2 The levclness of the shoe.
.

t The situation of the nail holes and the fallermg

4. The proper and even seating of the shoe.

5. The preparation of the foot, such as the removal
of ragged parts, which only harboured filth, without
cutting away the bars or too much of tlie frog
and sole.

6. The fitting of the shoe so that the wall or crust

might have a firm and even bearing, the shoe not pro-

jecting at the sides or too much so at the heels. The
shoes to rest very slightly on the heels, and the sole

and seat of corns particularly being secured from
pressure.

7. The nailing on so that each nail should have a
firm holding the first time it is driven, so that tho crust

may not be injured by drawing the nails and paring

the horn uselessly. The nails not to be too numerous
nor too near together, nor the heads to be so large as

to project much beyond the shoe, and above all to be
placed at some distance from the heels, particularly for

the inside heel, so that there may be no impediment to

the foot's expansion.

8. The time taken hy each competitor to perform
tbese various operations in a proper manner,

Ifc will be seen by reference to these various points

that the judgment was by no means trivial, as it

had to take all these points into consideration. One of the

best workmen failed to get a prize in conseciuence of

too great haste both in making and putting on ; whilst

another skilful maker of a shoe wanted experience

in fitting it to the foot aud putting on. It is

usually the case in large establishments that

the man who makes the shoe rarely puts

it on, so that two men are employed on one horse (the

shoes being previously made), one in fitting the shoe

and the other in nailing it on; the former operation is

considered to require the most skill. The prizes were

,

awarded as follows:—1st of 3^. 3^. to Thomas BarEfitt,

of Bradford Peverell ; time occupied, 26 minutes in

making and fitting, and 7 minutes in putting on.

2d, 2L 25., to Way, of Frampton ; time, 32 minutes

and 4^ minutes respectively. 3d, II. 1^., to Cape, of

Ilminster; time 25 minutes and 5 minutes. Highly

commended: Bow, of Warminster; 30 minutes and

7 minutes. Commended : B. Barrett, of Fordington,

who did his work in 22 minutes and 4^ minutes;

also commended, J. Lizzard of Warminster, whose time

was 32 minutes and 7 minutes. We have dwelt the

more on this subject in consequence of its novelty and

the interest it excited.

Fine Aets Show.

This was by no means the least important depart-

ment of the Show, since it forms an additional

source of attraction to those who may not take

particular interest either iu the live stock or in the

implements, bnt who may yet desire to feast their eyes

on the beautiful productions of art. Tiie first exhibition

took place last year at Barnstaple on the recommenda-
tion of Mr. T. D. Acland, who was elected chairman, and
was so eminently successful that it was determined that

it should form a permanent portion of the Bath and
The exhibition was

crpe^i^ at Dorchpstpr _on^ Monday morning, at

10 o^lDrttT-^Jtrt-fche articles wef?rin7tr-m-r.*u3aJ4iUsome

time later. Two tents, each about 100 feet inle&gth

and 40 in breadth, were appropriated to it ; they were

well lit by skylights from end to end, and thus pre-

sented the different articles under a favourable aspect.

The most important and valuable collection was
borrowed from the Science and Art Department of the

South Kensington Museum. It comprises ancient and

modern jewellery, metal work, carvings in ivory, bone,

and lac; bookbinding, modern and ancient; basket-

work, original drawings of fiowers by Ehret in 1770,

specimens of engraving and illumination, large photo-

graphs of Eapliael's Cartoons, photographs of furni-

ture, metal work, pottery, and other ornamental work,

armour, iron repousse work, &c.

On each side of the apartment are hung numeroas

and beautiful pictures from various parts of the coun-

trv, the most conspicuous of which is a striking pictnre

by Holman Hunt, entitled "The Strayed Sheep"—
illumined by a splendid sunlight, wliich produces the

most gorgeous tints and colours.

Among the antiquities is a large collection exhibited

by Mr. Durden, ot Blandford, of Uomau remains col-

lected on Hod Hill, near Blandford, comprising iron

spears, daggers, points of arrows, and many other of

those warlike instruments with which this renowned

nation conquered the uncivilised inhabitants of our

island. Charles Hall, Esq.. of \^\'ymouth, also ex-

hibited a large collection of Roman antiquities.

Jlr. Damon, of Weymouth, exhibits a large assort-

ment of both land and marine shells, as well as of

fij5.<il illustrations of local geology, in the Natural

History Department; and ^lisa Tidgcon, of Weymouth,

some beautiful specimens of Marine Algffi, all gathere<l

from the immediate locality of Weymouth.

Mr. .Mansell also contributes a geological series from

the lower Silurian to the upper Tertiary formation.

with their cliaracteristic fossils.

Air Bryer, of Southampton, exhibits many spccunens

of carvinjr in woods, amongst which may be observed

to one point a carving in Boxwood entitled "The Moment of
to one pome

^^_
t.v

^-,
^^ ^^^^^^^^^g ^ battle between two cocks,

one of whom has just slain his adversary, and is stand-

in^^ and probably crowing over him m a triumphant

attitude Thecounteuauces of the spectatoi^ expressiDg

THE DOBSETSHIPvE EXHIBITION".

{Conclvided from p. 539.)

[Some further reference ia made to the meetinf^ of the
and West of England Society in another column.]

The Teials of liiPLEiisNTS.—Although Smith's

apparatus for scarifying or smashing up, exhibited by
Howard, ^\i\. its work well in every respect, yet it was
scarcely appreciated by the' farmers of the locality,

who occupying for the most part light hilly land were
impressed with the importance of turning over the

soil, and would have been pleased to have also seen

Fowler's plough in work. If the latter could be

adapted so as to be readily worked by the ordinary

steam-engine, it would be a step in the right direction,

for although the scarifier can in numerous instances

be substituted for the plough, yet when the soil really

requires to be reversed so as to expose it to

the winter's frost or to bury a Clover lea in

preparation for a Wheat crop, nothing can

so eftectually or so economically accomplish this

purpose as the much abused-plongh. What can be

more truly scientific than this implement in the hands

of Howards, Hansomes, and Hornsby ? The wedge, the

screw, and the inclined plane are all brought to bear,

and the power of the horse or the steam-engine are not

called upon to do that which Nature can do far better.

The digger, whose advent was foretold long ago, has

hitherto been a myth. If ever really experimented

with it has resulted only in miscarriage and abortion,

and we doubt whether mechanism will pursue any

further such a Will of the Wisp. The horse ploughs of

the above firms went through their work in a satis-

factory manner.
The weather was very unfavourable for the reapers,

but several made very good work, one being a

small one-horse machine. The high price of

these implements is a serious drawback to their

gener.^1 use, in consequence of the very short period

dnring which they can be used. A cheap implement is

therefore not to be despised, although it might require

more assistance from hand labour. The Grass cutters

of Burgess & Co. afterwards did their work very well,

and excited much interest. It was felt however that

either stewards or judges should superintend the opera-

tions, as the arrangements were left too much to the

will or caprice of the exhibitors. We venture to record

an opinion which, if carried out, would we tlunk settle

the vexed question of prizes for implements, re-

specting which, both from implement makers and the

public, we hear the most discordant opinions. We
suggest ^ibftt-^-px-izea -_sliould__iiiily' be eriven to

ne'\v or improved implenients^^-thaTTiomipTtm^iit West of England Society's Show.

should receive a second prize, unless in the opinion of

the jndges it shows a decided improvement. Thus

whilst the labours of inventors would be stimulated and

rewarded, the makers of good and acknowledged prize

machines would not be compelled for ever and a day to

wear the champion's belt and to compete with every

fresh comer. We do believe that by this means the

ghost of dissension would be laid which now disturbs

the peace of the agricultural scientific world, .and we
therefore commend our suggestion to the earnest con-

sideration of the Council of the Boyal Agricultural

Society.

The ixsTiTrxioN of Prizes for Shoeing Smiths,

in

e
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interest in the 'combat ave executed in a masterly

stvle and attracted ninch attention.

:Messrs. Pellatt & Co. produced a large assortment of

class, cliina, stone ware, ornamental vases, &c., and Mr.

John Galpin eome splendid works in hroiize manufaeted

"by the Coalbroolidale Company.
Jlr. Wyatt, of Blandford, has sent a large number ot

Tiflts of all descriptions, including several patent ones

invented by himself.

On first entering the left shed we observed a

full-sized model horse, exhibited by Messrs. Hans-

lord, saddlers and harness niak(!rs, Dorchester, which

was ornamented by a handsome set of silver

mounted harness, and attached to it was a light

phaeton with reversible and sliding-seats, by the altera-

tion of which four distinct carriages could he formed,

namely, a single-seated driving phaeton, a double-seated

<Sriving phaetoii,afom'-wheeldog-cart, and a waggonette.

We have briefly alluded to some of the principal

exhibitions in the Arts Department, and must refer to

another page for further remarks,

Pospe^sing e^ual if not superior attrnctions to the

rts Denartment may be reckoned Messrs. VeitcV

Work performed :— I tiud the best plan is to thresh

one-half uf the day; the other half to chop, grind or

crush horse corn, and break cake. By adopting this

principle, if the weather is suitable, it gives the fanner

the opportunity of having his horses at work at the

same time : the only loss sustained is the engine driver s

time, half a day.
M0RNI>T/g TTORK.

From »j A.M. to 12 llireshing.

Five men 10a. 6d., one boy Is., engine driver, 2*. 6d. s.

half aday I
Coals, 6 cwt., 2i. 6id., oil 6J

10

Work performed, 17 c^uarters—dressed, weighed, and ready

forniarket, being

—

5! aiuiJil labour 5ri. per qr.

Fuel and grease .. .. ..2(1. „

Arts Depi

favoured regions south of the Tweed, In these notes

we therefore give the substance of a few jottings from
our uiemoraiulum book—made during the hrst half of

the by go I e month of May. This was just before the
advent of the fine summer weather, which has shicc

made the dessert to blossom as the Rose; and the
higher hill tops along the Grampian range were still

deeply clothed with their wintry mantle. A powerful
noonday sun, however, was telling on the mass by
surface meltings, and the various rivers running seaward
through the vales were dark and heavy with the melted

snow. Along the Sidlaw hills, which run parallel with

the Grampians, but at an elevation of only from 4C0 to

700 or 800 feet, a few occasional snowdrifts were like-

wise visible, especially where situated with a north-

eastern exposure. In fact aspect seems almost every-

thing along these hillsides. \Ve saw among the soulH

country hills an unenclosed grazing, with a south and

south-western exposure, the rent of which was 1/. 18^
per Scots acre ; whereas the other side the hill, belong-

ing to another farm, was valued at less than half the

money. It will be admitted that this is a long price

for unenclosed sheep pasture; but on the principle tliHt

it may probably be well

proportion to the yield of corn is much greater than the

average growth of most other soils.

ArrERSOON's 'Wobk.
From 1 P.M. to 6 p.m., one hour stopping.

Half a day.

Chopping 2 tons per hour—2 men 4s., 1 boy 1*.

Grinding horse corn 2 qrs. per hour J ^^^ -^g.
Or cake-breaking 2 tons per hour, . 1

^jj-j^gj.

Fuel and grease

«. d.

5

Total

S

8

S tons of hay, at ScZ 6e. Od.

8 qrs. of corn, at 3(f 2

iranual lat-our at Gd. per ton cutting, fuel at 3rf. per ton

cutting—total 9(/. per ton.

Grinding at Iht. per qv., fuel at lUl per qr.—total Sd. per qr.

No. TI.—Total Cost of Woek performed by fixe» Steam-
Fovi-ER on the Farm.

900 qrs. grain at 7d. per qr. fuel and labour ,

.

lOO tons hay and 80 tons straw at 9d. do.

400 qrs. Oats and Barley bruising at Sd. do. .

.

Total ,. ., 7d. perqr.

I have threshed 70 loads or 26^ qrs. within the time

named above ; bnt in making this calculation I have

taken an average of years, some seasons the yield being

so mucli greater tlian others, in proportion to the straw ;

and I never like the corn to be put too rapidly through

the machine, as 1 iind by so doing the straw is not so i;",";^*;"^;",^;^;^^^^^^^^^
yiorcultural Sl.ow,

^
full of beautiful and^orgeous dean threshed, and consequently the saving oHaW

j
«

^^^^ ^^^J^ ^^^ ;;nt"fat*'i;;m";he1nirto
«necimciis. Nor is the Show of the Dorchester not true economy. I ought not to omit mentioning ' ,^

that o„ the warp land di.tr.ets the quantity of .t> aw i„
"'^yJ^^^^^^^J^tc to go beyond the Forth, at Sirr-

ling, in order to see that you are in a totally dif-

ferent country, agriculturally speaking, from that iu

which you sojourned only 12 hours before. But it is in

going "turther north, along the line of the Scottish

Central Railway, that the stranger notices the greatest

and most striking differences. You are now in the

land of stone dykes and of wide open fields, inno-

cent of hedgerows or of hedgerow timber. On the

right and on the left, pairs of horses are stepping

smartly along at plough, while in the freshly opened

ridges women, in companies of half-a-dozen or more,

are engaged spreading the manure just carted out for

the later Potato planting. The houses are built of

freestone, and covered with heavy grey slates; tlie

cattle, turned out to work for their living on the short

rations of that date, were of various sorts, kinds, and

colours — well-bred and ill-bred Short-horns, and

mongrel beasts with no horns at all, in addition to

sundry lots of very handsome polled Angus. Some of

the land, through the Carse of Stirling, is of a ricli

alluvial character, and rents, in a few instances, as high

as 4/. per Scotch acre. In other cases, where Itss

favourably situated, the rent decreases according to

altitude, to almost a nominal sum.
The beautiful tract of country to which the name

" Vale of Strathniore " belongs is not very accurately

defined as to its boundaries. By some it is regarded in

being the whole of the valley stretching oblique|

across the central parts of Scotland from almost one

side to the other. If so, it starts on the west from the

base of the strangely-fashioned hill of Dumbuck, on

the Clyde, and ends on the shore of the German Ocean,.

ftt Stonehaven, on the east coast. The Grampian

mountains form its northern wall from first to last-;.

while three separate chains of hills of less altitude—

the Campsie hills, the Ochills, and the Sidlaws—uprear
their heads on the southern side, and leave a noble

vale of from 3 or 4 to ten miles in width inter-

vening. At Stirling, where the majestic Forth breaks

through to the eastward, and at Perth, where

the Tay likewise presses onwards to lose itself

in the North Sea, there are of course interruptions to

the continuity of the Vale. Hence we find different

names attached to different portions of it. To the

westward of the "Fair City" we have the well- farmed

lands of Strathearn : while in the other direction

snecimcii

Horticultural Society unworthy of notice, especially

considering this as its first meeting and the ditlicnUies

contended with in consequence of the tent being blown

down on Saturday, and not being able to be repaired

until Tuesday,

STEAM POWER IX AGEICULTURE.
m

[The following instructive paper was read last week by Mr.

Wells, of Booth Ferry Hduse, Hendon, at tbe monthly
meeting of the London Farmers' Club. ThoTiph slightly

abridged we are unable to give the whole of it this week.]

Steam power a few years ago was eoiifined in agri-

cultural operations to threshing out the produce of the

farm, cutting hay and straw, bruising horse and pig

corn, and sawing refuse of timber; and even in those

works only very partially employed until the locomo-

tive was introduced. Where fixed machinery propelled

by horse-power indeed now exists, we find that mode
of making the produce ready for market to be the

exception rather than the rule.

PiXED VERSUS LOCOMOTITE ENGINES,

This leads me to the first consideration of this dsiy's

discussion, whether fixed or locomotive engines are

most desirable; and, having been in the habit of using

both for several years, I will as briefly as possible lay

my experience before you. In the year 1840 I com-

menced funning an area of about 300 acres, land sub-

eqnontly increased to 450 acres. Tbe steading prin-

cipally required rebuilding, which I arranged as con-

veniently as possible for machinery, to be worked by a

aix-horse wheel, cnpable of propelling threshing-

machine, Linseed-rrtislitT, a pair of stones, chaff-cutter,

and calsc-breaker, the cost being 165/,

No. I.—Cost of Work Performed—Threshhio.
£, 9. d.

By 3 pair of horsee, at 5« .. 15
4 nitn and 2 boys .. .. .. .. •• .. Oil
Ditto half a day dressing and blowine twice over,

and c;irr\ inp awny . . • • -. .063
£1 12 3

Quantity per day 18 qrs. ; or, mamLal labour 1*. perqr. ;

horse labour lOJ. ditto.

CuopPiNO 9 Tons Hat akd Straw ter Day.
£ jt. d.

2 p.iir of horses, at 5*. . . 10

Manual labour, 2 men and 2 boys 6

£26 5
6 15
5

"Wear and tear of engine on 2101. at G per
cent. £10 10

Actual cost of repairs (-f engine and boiler

for 7 years at 61. 5«. per annum, or

only about 3 per cent.

—

]8rj3-4 £7 4
1855 7 5
ISSfi 6 2

1S57 2 10

1858 2 4
1869 12 1

Wear and tear of machinery on 1S5I., at

lOpcrceut. .. £18 10

£38

£6 5

29

Or Is. 93rf. per ton.

£0 16

Brdisikg Oats, &c,
2 pair of horses £0
liauiial labour, 1 man aud 1 boy . .

10
3

£0 13
Or Sid. per qr. 2 qrs. per hour.

Total Cost of Work perkorjied dcrino tue Tear by
Horse Power on the Farm.

400 acres arable land, producing

—

100 acres Wheat, at 4i qrs. per acre. . 450 qrs.
&0 acres Epriug com, equal to . . 450

900

»»

IV
«nft qrn, at 1 lOd, per qr , , £55 10
180 i*.>ii8 hay and straw chn| ped, at \$, 9Jrf. per lou 10 6
BmUinff 400 qr». OaU aud liarloy, at »:d. per qr, . . 14 3
DeprccialUiii in Tvear and tear of machintjry, at

lOperccnt .. ,. ., 16 10

S
4

ToUil cost by Bleam power, exclusive of interest on
outlay calculated below £07

Total cost of same work by horse power, exclusive of

interest on outlay, calculated below 129 7

Saving effected by fixed steam power £62 9 7

On difference in capital employed

—

Fixed steam power £495
Ditto horse- power 165

Extra capital £330

A profit on investment of 37^ per cent, without" talc-

ing into consider^ition the breaking of 30 tons Linseed

cakes per annum for beast and sheep feeding, pumping
8000 gallons water weekly ibr cattle and domestic use,

sawing up old wood and stumps for fuel, timber and
deals for the repairs of the farm carts and implements

of husbandry, and two days per week steaming refuse
!

-
i, j.- v

Potatoes or other roots with the spare steam, indepen- Strathord (of Wheel versus Swmg Plough reputation;^

dently of ofiermg an opportunity of pulping-roota, stretches its fair and broad acres along, 1 hen w ben

which I am convinced will prove a consUlerable item of

saving if attached to the engine- On the farm where
horse-power is fixed, the aid of a portable steam thresh-

ing machine is occasionally resorted to. The expenses

run as follows :

—

No. IIL
9 men at 29

I
1 man at 2^. 6cE. .

.

.

.

women at Is. .

,

AUoinance •• -• -- .. ..

tuel 12 cwt- at 8«- 6d. pcrton ., .^ ,,
Blowing over for market .. ,. ,," ,, ., 3
Fetching water 2

s. d.

18
2 6
6
4
5 44
3
2

Trtiil nnnual cost by liorse power ., . . 129 9 7

In 1846 T succeeded to anotlier farm of sliniliir urea
nnd quality of land. The inconvonleru'C I luui Kuffored

Quarters threshed 35 £2 lOJ
Or Is. 2d. per quarter.

If tlie etigino is the property of the farmer, the wear
dnriiig the sprinp nr.d nutumn in havinpr to hreitk off fiTid tear must be calculated at a hijrher rate than a

from sowing corn, planting and lifting Potatoes, to

Uiresh and chop, convinced me that the substitution of
fteiini for horse-power to carry out these operations
would he ultimately advantageous, if even no saving in
a ppcnninry point of view was effected. The proprietor
gave me materials for altering the bam, hniKling the
engine-bonse, ch'mncy, Ac. on the understanding thatl
discbiirgtd the labour connected therewith. The outlay
stood thns:

—

labour bill for building enprine-hmise, chiniTiey, nltera- ")

tion of ham and chop-house, and addinjf miii-house
JaglM lo-uich cylinder, 12-inch crank. 2 feet stroke-kw 30 lb». prweure, but safe to iiae at tiO lbs :f

.-bOTM power boUer, and ahaftinf, all fixed com-
j

£100

:- 210
pic

•reawor, Liuaeed-CTuaher, and taw table (

fixed one, for reasons to be subsequently stated; and if

hired, the price paid averages in my district 1*. per
quarter, to which must be added the value of six horses

fetchii'g or returning the machinery, which will increase

tlie cost pfr quarter, in proportion to the quantity
required threshing, prior to sending the machinery
home, and the distance to be fetched or returned,

(To be continued.)

T.t.l

185

£496

THE VALE OF STRATHMORE.
" Times change, and we change with them." This

holds good in regard to all sublunary things; and it is

not lets true as regards the cultivation of the fields

and the management of live stock. At least we very
decidedly thought so, on revisiting some of the scenes o*

early days, alter an eight years' absence in the highly

Perthshire is left behind, we enter on c?trathmore-ni-

Angus, tiie region to which, with strictest propriety, the

appellation belongs. Further on, the rich How of tbe

Mearns forms the terminal continuation. VTith

Strathmore-in-Angus, or the Forfarshire district of the

Vale, our remarks are chiefly connected. The Scottisii

North-eastern Railway runs through nearly the whole ot

its coarse, and so far as farming can be practicably

observed when looking out at the window of a railway

carringe, a good vi(;w of these regions is readily

obtained. But a nearer inspection is essential. And
this closer acquaintance led us to mark many of the im-

provements which have of late years seen the daylight.

Few districts can show greater comparative increase in

the rent rolls of the proprietors during the last 10

years— in many instances varying from 30 to 60 or 70

per cent, of a rise j and few localities, too, can show a

more spirited otitlay of capital by the tenantry, in the

reclamation of waste bog or moorland. In one instance

lately, where a farm was let under the auctioneer's

hammer to the highest bidder, the next issue of the

local paper, which contained a parag-raph stating who

was to be the new tenant of sucli and such a farm, ateo

had in another column an advertisement from tbe >»>^

tenant that " Contractors for Draining" were wanted,

and that too on an extensive scale. This was by no

amateur occupant, who wished to invest the sarpla*

gains of the counter, or to have a pleasant retreat for

summer days and fresh butter or eggs for the faroilJ

in town in winter. It was by a plodding practical

man, wliose lease on another property bad nearly r^^

out, and who was outbid for his own occupation by •

money-making shoemaker in a neighbouring to*'Ti'

r

I
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oTliis fiu-m we saw a reclaimed field with a promising

^
1 ^f Oif s after tlie same cereal—a field winch m

^Tet^eM wa. deservedly named the « Muir Park,"

then reckoned as waste ground and unequal to carry-

• ^,.ivthin<' better than a few lean sinks on its whole

Extent. At" one side was a range of old quarries

imworked, and having a perpendicular face of

20 or 30 feet deep. Beyond them were the

^nil banks on which literally nothing grew; and

? r her on a continuation of the former class of waste

nnnd but worse in degree. This has now been all

€lJ and appears as a field of passable land, which

Cm and property adjoining, an equally striking

i -n^^nce presented itself. A large tract ot unpromising

I rknd carry ing Broom and Whins and tutted

SSerTwas i'iow%art sown with Oats part planted

^^h Potatoes, and the remainder a good fair bottom of

Rl-^rrass and Clover laid in for mowing. Around it

'le'bouldcr stones collected, which had come m the

WAV of the plough, but were at once removed for the

n^sDCctive building of a dry stone boundary wall.

Vparlv 20 years ago. we remember a very

fmrited tenant on the same occupation who wished

tooroceed in the track of reclamation which has since

been followed; but after having oht^aned one feld from

tirwaste,at a considerable cost, he was told by his

Undlord that « he thought there was now plenty of land

Tder cultivation." With a larger
_

command ot

artificial manures, and the stimulus ot an mcreased rent,

Jhechange has since been made by another man.

While on this topic, reference may be made to a few

Sr cases of reclamation-one or two at the base of

?h Grampians, and one on the range of the Garvook

hills, to the eastward. These may only be taken as

samples of the march of improvement, which the last

ft^vears has witnessed; and are not bed up by the

writer as remarkable either for their extent or for their

^^Indance No. l.-Sbretching to the northwards, many

a beautiful glen gently merges from .ts surrounding

hills and loses itself in the expanse of the vale below

There are many such glens along this portion of the

Grampian range at Glenesk. Lethnol, CTova,

and Glemsla, with others of a esser magmtude.

From each a river or stream of greater or ^fss d»»"e"-

sions flows rapidly along, and sooner or biter finds its

way to the German Ocean. At the outlet ot one of

thL smaller vales a large farm is in the occupation of

a medical man of high repute I
<^'^}^^V^%}\\f'?;l

amount of flat or haugh land, but is pnncipally on the

slope, or what our friends locally call "brae-set In

years gone by the greater part used to consist of barren

unpromising waste; but at harvest the rickyards are

now filled with stacks, which may be numbered, if not

m

I

^y the hundred, at least by many scores A threshing-

machine, driven by water, has been erected; the stead-

ine has been enlarged; the whole is m a state of

capital cultivation ; and the manure bill would, we

believe, show as spirited an outlay as on the crack

farms of Norfolk. ^ , , .

Ko 2 —Nor have we to go far to find a counterpart.

On the other side the stream is a very large farm on the

Paumurc estates. It is held by one of the most exten-

aive tenant farmers in the county. Part of it is com-

posed of vale land, of a light or free workable textnre.

Tlien on the lower slopes of the hill are many fine

lying, and neatly squared large fields of first-rate

Turnip-gtowing quality. But higher and higher man s

Ubouis have reached, and his industry has conquered;

until even the very hill top, which one would have
]

regarded as nearly irreclaimable, has smrendered itself

to the ploughshare. A heavy stock of cattle is kept

and of prime weights and qualities, many bullocks

having been sold during the present season at from 22/.

to 27/. each. , e i +« fi.a

No, 3.-Cases snch as these are not confined to the

lar-er Iioldings. In the one before us. « small fiirm

with only work for a pair of horses, with half the

extent of the larm consisting of the poorest muirland

or most indifferent of bogs, we now find a couple of

teams in regular employment. Scarce a vestige of

wnsteistobe seen; a horse-power threshing machine

has been erected, and a cart-horse stable as well; other

additions have been made to the steadmg, and the

yards are now inhabited by decent looking "Angus

iloddies;" while nearly lOOZ. were received this spring

for Potatoes, which grew on a part of the reclaimed

fields. The w".iole of these matters have been gone

about witl.ouu assistance from the owner of the soil,

but merely under the potent inftuence of a 19 years

lease.

No. 4 is a larger farm than the previous one, but

more land has been reclaimed, and greater diiliculties

«nconntered. It lies on the other side the valley, near

the summit of the Garvock Hills, and is situated in the

county of Kincardine or Mearns. This range of hills

Jias the trap rock outcropping in many places, while

the hollows are often sour bogs, filled with springs.

Altogether, from altitude, aspect, and general back-

wardness of climate, such land forms a stifl" subject to

deal with. Buta rentlaidon pretty firmly forms sufficient

stimulus to endeavour to make the most of it. In the

oixse before us, nearly 60 acres have been reclaimed since

1852, and the artificial manure bill on this 6-horse

larm reaches over 160/. a year. As to the mode of

reclaiming such lands, the preference is given to a heavy

l-hoi-de plough, with which the ground is broken up in

summer, when the horses have a slack time. The

furrow is turned over in a very coarse rough way, but

when worked about, and being well disintegrated by

the winter's frost, it is not very difficult to prepare for

a crop of Oats in spring; or, as some prefer it, to be

got ready for a crop of White Turnips, and fed off with

sheep on the ground. Compared with trenching by

hand labour, which would be worth probably 6/. per

Scotch acre, you have it done after a much more

economical fiis'hion. viz. at the cost of four horses, two

men and a boy, who will get over half an acre or 3 roods

in the courae of a day. But it is evident that at some

former period there have been lands under cultivation

among the hill-sides, which have since been allowed.

from some cause or another, to revert in a measure to

their natural condition. And at all events the first

20 years of the century saw as much accomplished by

way of reclamation as has nrobably been attempted in

either of the like periods which have since elapsed.

Both the principles and the practices of such improve-

ments were then fairly understood and acted upon.

We find Sir John Sinclair, the enlightened president of

the Board of Agriculture, giving in 1812 an account of

five modes which had been tried with success:—"!.

By ploughing ; 2. By trenching ; 3. By paring and

burning ; 4. By floating away the sterile surface ; and

5 By flooding or covering the whole surface with

water." These various practices are well illustrated

by a description of the places where they

were practised. But the absence of artificial

manures, and the consequent exhaustion of the

virgin soil, where beyond the reach of farmyard

dunff, may have tended to produce the result above

refened to. Lime was freely used, it is true, but this

in a few years would only tend to leave the soil more

Impoverished than before. Marl, also, was largely used

as atop-dressing; and as marl-pits could not be dug

on almost every farm, as has evidently been the case m
many of the midland counties of England, it had to be

dredged from the bottom of the inland lochs, such as

those of Forfar and Rescobie. For the produce of their

labour, the boatmen received from 1^. to I*. 3rf. per

boll of 8 cubic feet. This dressing has long fallen into

disuse. Bones came to the rescue, at a later date, and

Mr. Valentine, a Mearns farmer of high standing,

was the first in that county to use part of a cargo

that were crushed at the port of Dundee. Red Clover

made its appearance into Forfarshire more than

a century ago. At Logie Pert, in 174S. a farmer sowed

one of the first lots that had then been known; for

persons came from far and near to see it, and a procla-

mation was put forth by the owner of the patch, forbid-

ding undue trespass or carrying away of the plant.

Clovers and Bye-grass still hold their place in the Vale

of Strathmore. but some fitlds which we saw had been

laid down with rubbish which would ill have stood the

analytical examination of Professor Buckman. Indeed,

secondary qualities of seeds seemed to prevail largely

;

and under the system of two years in Grass, it need

hardly be added' that the second year's appearance is

worse than the first. T. Boio'wk.

(To be ccmtinued.)

known them with white faces, throats, and belli'jr,

would scarcely believe that it has been a difficult matter

to distinguish a heavy Devon from a light Hereford

but such is the i'act. Youatt says that, " compared

with the Devons. they are shorter in the leg, and also

in the carcass; liigher, broader, and heavier in the

chine; rounder and wider across the hips, and better

covered with fat ; the thigh fully and more muscular,

and the shoulders larger and coarser."

A few years since they were not of the same unifor-

mity of appearance as now, for we learn from Mr. R.

I

Smith's report on the stock exhibited at Chester last

vear, that formerly "there were some herds self-

coloured like the Devon and Sussex breeds, and opinions

have been published that this was their original

character. Subsequently we find the gray, the mottled,

and the white-faced, each with their distinct admirers

and their successful breeders. That the race was

originally red with a white face is indicated by the

almost perfect uniformity of colour which the breed of

the county now presents." If this peculiarity were not

inherent in the race, but merely the result of mongrel

breeding, we sliould find every imaginable variation of

the colour; or rather, where herds had been bred pure,

we should seethe colour recurring to some other original

type; for this is the peculiarity of well-established

strains, to overcome modifications attained by art and

preserve their ancient landmarks.

Millcing Properties iVe^?ecfe(i.—Hereford oxen have

ever been noted for their strength, endurance, docility,

and feeding propensities, as well as for the fine quality

of the best pieces of beef. The general introduction

of horses has in great measure driven them, however,

from the plough; while as a further reason we might

add that the farmers find it more profitable to grow

them so as to be fit for the butcher at three years of

age than to keep them as working animals until they

are six or seven.

Hung
Price

THE HEREFORD BREED.

\ writer in the Ntw York TribuM gives the foUowia:^ nccouut

of thia breed in Ameiica.J

The most authentic account of this breed we have is

that given by Mr. C. Hillyard, who published in 1844 a

most excellent treatise on "Practical Farming and

Grazinsr." Speaking of the improveuuiiit m Herefords,

he says that Benjamin Tomkins. of Wellington Court.

was famed for a superior herd of that breed, many

animals of which getting into the hands of John Price,

of Ryal. near Upton-on-Severn, he in a few years had a

herd, that at his sale in 1816 brought wonderful prices.

Cows sold as high as 200/. to 260Z. each; ^"^ bulls for

300/ to 360/. each. Lord Talbot purchased 23 animals

for 2500/.. an average of 108/. 14^. each. During seven

years Mr. Price sold 100 Herefords for 10,400/. Among

the earlier breeders of note the names of TuUy, Icoman,

Skyrene, Williams, and Weyman, are on record; and in

1844 Earls Talbot and Oxford, Sir Francis Lawley,

rerford Hoskyns, Sir Francis Goodericke, Sir Robert

.wvJ, John Arkwright. JelTrey. Turner, Yeld, Hewer.

Ravner, Knight, and Smithies, led the van. Mr. Hill-

yard says that at this period " they were breeding too

fine, too narrow in the chine, the fore legs too close

toc^ether, and not capacious enough inchest; too thin

inlhighs, with a want of muscle, and therefore when

well »ed. there was a want of due proportion of lean to

*'*l^^'\vas no doubt true, for the treatise of Mr. IliU-

vard bears the marks of having been composed by a

candid and practical man, and one whose opinion,

shou be received with due re^pec . Ihe same lad

• r "!,,nt to be charged to the best Heretords of

?:tr or thetrdsV Lord Berwick. Lord Bateman

nn.i other leading breeders, can perhaps show as good
and otuer 't-mm^

cvnrt-horn herds of similar size.

''^rSrS .rfptX all the le».U„g writers in

.^ 1 . II • Midale-l.orns
; " that is, tliey are neither

he class of MuUUe ^o
, ^^.^^^^^^^ ..^t sliorf

long.horned l^e the L^_^-
^^^ ^t„^k that is now in

horned, hke the P«^ ="' "=
^.^^^ as the Devons,

' fashion; hnt are m t e sa ne ra
„ f^^^j, .„,

r:tfor^n - fue Devons. Tho.e who have only

As regards their performance " at the pail," not

much can be said , for while Hereford milk is confessedly-

rich in quality, the efibrts of breeders have been so

turned to developing beef-making qualities that^ no

heed is given to the production of milk. In fiict, it is

a common practice in their native county to let the

calves i-un with their dams in the natural state; and

even then, it is sometimes necessary to have commou
cows to act as xvet-nurses to the young beef-makers.

This is a crude state of things that should he replaced

by a better system, but espe<;iany so if it is expected

that Hereford cows may sometimes be needed to give

milk to their owners. The Short-horn men are not a whit

better in this respect, for they put forth all their energies.

to get a heifer up to an enormous weight, and neglect

milk-making properties altogether. The scale of pointa

given by our agricultural societies to their judges on

cattle, as a guide to their decisions, tells the whole

storv ; tlie development of bag, and signs of milking

ability, are put down in the merit list at three or

four per cent., while the beef points are exalted to the

highest degree. Wliat is the result of this treatment ?

The system becomes so overloaded with fat that the

mammary glands and ducts, that should be left free to

secrete and convey milk, are coated over with fiitty

matter, and the flow of milk becomes at first almost,

and ultimately quite, impeded. The heifer coming in

calf and near her time, the system is overheated and

inflamed, and there is great danger that she will lose

her own life, or that of her cnlf. Our breeders know

this better than we can tell them ; but in England and

this country, let two lots of cattle of equal excellence

be shown, and, in nine cases out of ten, those which

are in proper breeding condition will lose the prize, and

it will be given to the lot in high fiesh. Fat, like

charity, "covereth a multitude of sins."

Management of Breeding Cows.—It\ Herefordshire it

is customary with the farmers to make the cows come-

in in the winter months. The calves suckle their dams

until Miiv, when Grass is ready for them. Wien the

cows are dry, they are driven to the poorer pastures

towards the' hills; but if they do not come in calf

again, they arc put upon the richer grazing land to

fatten. Tlie larger breeders of course treat their herds

as do the owners of the best herds of other breeds. Mr.

Henry Tanner, in a prize report on the Agriculture of

Shronshire to the Ro\al Agricultural Society, mentions

that 'in the district of Corve Dale, comprising an area

of 35,000 acres, the stock-growers have met with serious

losses from the premature dropping oi their calves by

the Hereford cows; and he al tributes it to too close

breeding, which lie thinks lias enfeebled Ihem, and

made them susceptible to the malady when the direct

producing c:iuse is presented. This cause, he claims, is

to be found iu the ergot or fungoid growths which

attack, not only Rye. but most of the pasture Grasses

of the district iis well If this theory be true how can

we account for the prevalence of this same ti-oahle m
the dairies of Orange County, where the cows are of

monirrcl oxtractiou, and iu no case pure-blooded ? If

the introduction of fresh blood would be, as he cimms.

a remedy, surely in our dairy districts we should b«

exempted from the difficulty. Tliis not being so, we

can scarcely charge it to the Herefords as a weakness

ot constitution ou their part; we must look for some

other explanation of the mystery. Perhaps certain

couditioud of atmosphere, an excess of moisture or some-

thing eke. may favour the growth of fungi on our

pasture Grasses, and thus induce the abortion. Pro-
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feasor Backman says that Rye-grass is especially subject

to ergot, and care should he had in feeding it to

valuahle hreeding animals on this account,
(To h€ C07UinU€d.)

A NEW VARIETY OF WHEAT.
Mr. Pateick Shekitf, of East Lothian, has lately

published a correspoiidenoe with the Highland Society,

refusing their " Medium" Gold Medal for a report on a Liiue emerLnmeu a uisnive lu uearueu w ueats, uencvuig

new variety of Wheat, on the ground that the
|
that such varieties produced inferior grains ; but after

in colour, and furnishod with a stout beard. The straw-

is of considerable length, strong, elastic, and often

tinged with pink on the plant reaching maturity. The
grain is red in colour, long shapetl, and large in size.

The variety is a true autumn Wheat, ripening at the

time of the other sorts of the class cultivated in the

Lothians, and is unquestionably new in the agriculture of

Scotland.
" In common with many modern agriculturists I at one

time entertained a dislike to bearded Wheats, believing

Society*s " Gold Medal was offered for reports of the my experience of 1857 and the following year, when a

kind, and that the award of an inferior prize was a Red as well as a White bearded Wheat respectively

slur on the value of the new variety cultivated hy him, yielded the finest grains in the collection which I had
Mr. Sheriff is well known for his previous labours in grown under a parity of circumstances, the error

this iield, and agriculture owes the Hopetoun Wheat regarding this appendage became obvious. The beard
and the Hopetoun Oat, and other new sorts of agricul- n»- awn nf \Vh*iQf. ia nni;i.-rt tltof. nf R.irlpv V>pino^ sittnnhpil

tural plants, to his intelligent research and perseve
ranee. The following is the report he had drawn up:

—

" The improvement of plants is interesting to the
agriculturist and the gardener, whether the subject of
cultivation be intended to gratify or to feed the human
race, and the Cereal Grasses are so important to the
population of Britain, that their improvement ought to

or awn of Wheat is unlike that of Barley, being attached

to the outer paler or chaff, and not to the skin of the

grain. The beard also projects from the ear at an angle

varying from 10 to 50 degrees, and its strength and
elasticity, tvhich are both considerable, are neither much
impaired by wind or moisture. When the crop is

driven to and fro by the violence of the Wheat, the
spring of the beards lessens the shocks of the ears, andAt J r " —r*— '^ o^i.**.4j^ \ji. uii\^ i^^^iti «j.T 4^-oaciJo Lilt; ^n\j'ui\a ui uLic t:<ii:^, aiiii

form^ one of the leading objects of agricultural i prevents the corns at the apex being shed, which is so
associations. I nn™.«n« ^w^tVi i.ao^^i«=,o ,rn»;^t^:r^n ti.„ «i„^i.;^h.., ^e t\,^associations.

" Man possesses but little control over the Cereals.

However skilful the farmer may be in the preparation
of the soil and in the application of manures, he can
produce no lasting change in any variety of the Cereals,

The Wheat plant which is represented in the reliCs of
some of the nations of the East is the Egyptian variety
(Triticum compositum) of the present time, and there
is no evidence to show that either the oldest or newest
kind in British agriculture has undergone a change in
any respect. It may be true that some of the kinds
which have been recently introduced are superior to
those which were formerly cultivated, but the excel-
lences of such varieties were stamped by nature at the
time of their origin, and it may with confidence be
stated that there is no way of improving tbe Cereals
hut by cultivating new varieties. The attempts which
I have made to improve the Wheat plant shaU now be
detailed.

" In early life I obtained from the late John Claudius
Loudon, svell known for his writings on gardening and
agriculture, many varieties of Wheat which had been for-

warded to him by correspondents in almost every country
of the globe, but after years of experience few of Ihem
were found to be congenial to the soil and climate of
East Lothiim, and stUl fewer deserving of a place in
the farm.

" I afterwards directed my attention to artificial im-
pregnation by fecundating florets with pollen from
another sort, which was generally accomplished without
difficulty. The grains which were produced by this
process germinated freely, and gave life to a plant
which at first seemed to partake of the characteristics
of both of the parent varieties, but upon sowing the
produce a second time different kinds appeared in the
crop, and the mixtures increased with every succeeding
generation. The plants also fell off in fruitfulness and
ultimately dwindled into comparative barrenness. Ex-
perience therefore leads me to conclude that a variety
capable of being reproduced with constancy from seed
is not likely to be obtained by cross impregnation, and
that^ the improvement of the Wheat plant must be
attained by other means,

" I have also selected from the growing crops varieties
which are generally known as sports, and which have
been found to retain all their properties on reproduc-
tion from seed for any length of time. My first

attempt in this way produced Mungoswell's Wheat,
and for raising this variety I was awarded the High-
land Society's silver medal in the year 1829. From
circumstances connected with the selling of grain at
the time in East Lothian, the name of this new variety
was soon changed for one more fashionable, and at
length it became unheard of if not forgotten. Of late

-I 1.
— n J ^ ^

common with beardless varieties. The elasticity of the
beards also tends to promote a circulation of air in the
bound sheaf, thereby retarding the sprouting of the
grains in wet seasons, and hastening the hardening of
them in fine weather. Under no circnnistances is the
beard injurious to the Wheat plant, and in the fickle

climate of Scotland it is found to be a valuable
appendage.

"This Wheat resembles the well-known RedLtiiumas
in the size and quality of grain, as well as in the
general appearance of the crop when growing, and
while new and distinct it is not inferior to any variety
of Red Wheat at present cultivated in Britain.
Upwards of 15 acres of land have been sown with this

Wheat during the present month for crop 1860.
Haddingtoiij November 1859.

Home Correspondence.
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Soeietg.—

Permit me to correct Mr. Girdwood, whose speech I
applauded and with whose opinions I agree. I was not
a candidate for the office of Secretary to the Royal
Agricultural Society, but for the editorship of
the Journal. I certainly had no communication
with Mr, Girdwood; but slight as is my ac-
quaintance with that gentleman, 1 should have thought
it my duty to have combined with him in his remon-
strance against—to use a mild term—the transaction
perpetrated by the Journal Committee with a
unanimity worthy of a good old select vestry.
I shall not say more of my competence for
the office of editor (for which I competed under
the idea tliat Mr. Morton would not

readers to know that this committee which has ari^j
at so extraordinary a result consisted of Sir John Shel
ley. Sir W. Miles, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Chandos Wren
Hoskyns, Sir John Johnstone, Mr. Dyke Acland and
the Speaker of the House of Commons. Tliese gentlemen
chose for the editorship a man no doubt of great classicil
attainments, but wholly unknown to agricultural litera
ture, agriculture, or agriculturists- one who took his
degree I believe in 1836, and who in all that louo- time
has not distinguished himself very particularly fu anv
department, eitlier of literature or science, bnt has been
enjoying the otium cum dlgnitate as Bursar of hi<!
college. Nor was it forwant of fitterciindidates that thev
chose him ; for they had a great array of distinguished
names tochoose from,and amongst others, in Mr. Morton
a man whose name since ]843 (it may be longer for
aught I know) has always stood amongst the foremost
in the van of agricultural literature ; who has earned the
respect and confidence of agriculturists throughout the
length and breadth of the land; who has secured the
co-operation of many of the most distinguished amongst
thein in various ways for the promotion of agriculture
and has in his Cyclopu.'dia of Agriculture showu he can
marshal such forces in the cause of agricultural litera-
ture ; has been elected the honoured member of foreign
agricultural societies; has filled with eclat the Edin-
burgh Chair of Agriculture during the illness of the
professor; has edited ever since its establishment the
paper in wliich tliis letter has now the honour of
appearing ; and has actually, I believe, assisted in editino-
the Society's Journal for some time ! The Council
of the Royal Agricultural Society may be assured
that this matter cannot rest here. An account of their
stewardship in this matter must be given. The
all-pervading nepotism of the present age becomes truly
alarming. It lias digged the graves of our Crimean heroes,.

and now in times of peace it is ready in almost every
department to barter away the birthright of the able
and the fit for a mess of pottage for a friend. Ifc is

enough to make every well-wisher of his country
tremble. Investigator, June 13, [We are bound to
publish the letters of known and trustworthy corre-
spondents on topics of public agricultural interest ; and
this, notwithstanding its personal references, and not-
withstanding one or two errors of detail which do not
affect the argument, must therefore appear as it has
reached us.]

Price of Labour in Northiimlerland.—Taking as my
guide the maximum rate of wages paid to able-bodied
and experienced bondagecs on Tweedside in 1850, and a
fair allowance to the hind for the bondager's board,
lodgings, and other expenses which such a form of

agreement causes to devolve upon the hind, I am at

a loss to perceive what grounds T have given your
Tyneside reporter for stating that "it ill became
me to cavil at the statements of Mr. Grey." Bon-
dagers' wages varied from 5?. IO5. to 67. 10s. for the
summer half-year, and from %l. to 21. 15s. for the winter
half-year about 1850, till within the last two years they
have risen to 12/. per annum. I have reduced to cash

)

}

it on the terms) than that an influential member of
j the various items enumerated in the scale of payment

the Journal Committee wrote to a friend of mine which Mr. Stephens gives in the second volume of tlie
" that there could be no doubt of Mr. Sidney's qualifi- Book of the Farm, at p. 743, and makes equnl to 12*.
cations." But I have been informed hy a member of per week ; but I am at a loss how Mr. Stephens can
the Council that my disqualification rested on the same make 46/. ISs. pay the hind 12s. per week, and the hon
grounds as Mr. Morton's—we had both been "profes-
sional writers connected with newspapers," that is, we
were not amateurs; and we had neither of us
" graduated at an English University." I do not under-
stand what you mean by Mr. Thompson and Mr. Hoskyns
not having voted. AVas there a vote inCommittee? Atthe
Meeting of Council at which the Report of the Com-
mittee was confirmed, it is said that the President
refused to pat an amendment in favour of Mr. Morton,
proposed by Mr. Hudson and seconded by Mr. Pope,
and declined to hear two gentlemen who rose to sup-
port the amendment, and that he put the original
resolution as a matter of form—without calling for a

- ,_ „, ,,, o division. Tina common report sounds like truth. As
years Mungoswell s Wheat has attracted the notice of * for the silence of the Council, all must admit that it is
fcrmers under the name of Fraser's, East Barns, Lady

j
discreet. What could they say, except that thev

Hall, and other aliases, and at the present time this wished to provide for a gentleman whom thev could

T^lf^F^^^^^T y r'^
^^^"^^^^^ the second place in teach his duty? Now, Mr. Morton would have been

™^odLm •^'V^'^Tv'^^^P'^^ ^^^^"^ "^^^ to teach the Journal Committee, and wouldWW T/r.l'^^ -^" the variety known as Hopetoun
i
probably liave so much improved the new series of theWheat, and for having done so received the Highland I Journals as to have reduced the importance of theSociety 8 gold medal m the year 1841. Both of these

'

" ' ^ - .
i auLe 01 tne

varieties retain theu- properties unimpaired up to the
present time.

In order to carry out the views of improving the
Wheat plant which had proved to be attended with
success, a collection of Wheat was made in 1850. con-
taining named varieties as well as sports which I
personally selected in different counties of England and
Scotland, and the whole, numbering 70 sorts, were sown
in tbe autumn of that year. After the harvest of 1857,

pr. ling volumes. By the bye, who writes the
Conucirs Half-Yearly Reports ? The Report presented
i\\ May contains in the two last paragraphs extraordi-
nary specimens of English style—at once obscure and
grandiloquent. S. Sidnei/, Central Farmers* Club,
June 14.

The Editorship of the Royal Agricultural Society's
Journal—I do not see that your footnote to Sir. Gird-
wood's letter in last week's Paper at all affects the
question raised by that gentleman. Sins of omissionhoU' o /!«,«««*? 4.U 4i i. I fl.i r,™ — * j^v^i.iu.i x«iotvt uj i:iuiu gtriiLieiimii. oms or omission

th. L?w" r* H^r^' °^ ^^"^ "'' "'""'' '" ''"' "^ '^'"^ '" "^«i>- «ff«cts as those of commission. What

dsmctl^ numbered wine glasses, ard there was a iinani- important duty confuled to Mm performs it badly bymous opinion in favour of the grain in a certain glass
being the best in quality. The grains of <?rop 1858

acting

crether ?

wrongfully or by neglecting it alto-

The very fact of Mr. Thompson and

ZZJw}ntr^%}?'\^^^^^ ^°^^y"^ not voting in so small a com

^h^frV.^ *^*^^^^^^''^'^^'-^^ establishes fully in my opinion the accuracy

iubwfnfHfr
^'^^''^

y^f
^- ^^« ^«"*^ty forms the of Mr. Girdwood's information, for with their knowledge

of the subject, their connection with the Journal itself.-'llfmX 'T'>, ,0,. ,
"* ""^ ^"''J'='='' t'"^"- connection with the Journal itself.

Hwtert on Thl ffr,n f T '"« M^- f>T "^ "•-'" "^ ™'^'^«''- ™ii"t''tion. the other members of the com-

D
"'

"rJE^t l^tl bn ^J^'"'"'^ "'„"•^P"'^'* "* ™>tteemastat once hare fielded to anv well d-ifioed
lo^g, the cbafi* is z^

dager's wages, board, lodgings, and other incidental
expenses. Taking the same scale of payment for the
past year which ended on May 15, the average prices of

grain during the 52 weeks ending on Sept. 24, 25. 6rf.

per bushel for the Potatoes, Is. 7d. for wood, and 121.

for bondagers' wages, I make the same scale of pay-

ment equal to 54?. 16*. 9d. So 20^. Ss. and 27L 4^.' 9d.

are the respective rates of wages in 1850, and in 1860
up to May 15. Much misunderstanding was caused

amongst English farmers who pay their ploughmen
with hai-d cash by the address delivered by Mr. Grey
at the Hexham Farmers' Club (See No. 4 for 1859).

"N.," for instance, gave his opinion of Mr. Grey's-

statements, and you appended the following to "N.*s"
remarks:—"*K.' appears to forget that the hind

receives wages for his bondager's labour, viz. 1*. Gd, »

day in harvest tiuie, 1^. in summer and lOd. in winter.

Of coui*se her support is nevertheless often a loss tohim^
but it is rather as a nuisance than as a loss that the

bondager system is objected to. Let us add that onr
correspondent had better exhaust whatever other meaus
he may possess of answering Mr. Grey before he ven-
tures on charges of carelessness or misrepresenta-
tion." Agricultural Gazette, 1859, p. 248. Now
I stated in the Agricultural Gazette (1859), mider
the heading " Farm Labour on Tweedside," that tbe
greater part of the manual labour which is connected
with the threshing and dressing of corn by machinery.
the filling the manure into the carts when cleaning ont
the cattle pens, the turning the manure heaps and
spreading the manure in the drills, the singling, hoeiniTr
pulling, rooting, and topping the Turnips is executed by-

women in the neighbourhood of both sides of the Tweei
And with the exception of the cutting and harvestin?
the hay and the corn, when the requisite number ot

axtra hands are employed, the greater part of the

work which does not require horse-power is done by
bondagers at 1*. per day. So I should like to be sho^m,
through the medium of the Agricultural Gazette, that

I am wrong in stating that manual labour is cbeap«-»r

in the bondager district than in the counties 0^

Norfolk and Dorset. Will your Tyneside reporter

take up the gauntlet? It is self-evident that the
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'
timatetTcost of the bondafrer to the hind is

,nse of my disairreeiiig with Mr. Grey res

• ^ ^he rate of a hind's wages. Bat tailing

I fl

IS the

espect-

Mr.
nature of

any one

I

rfev's
own""statements and the laborions nji

, bondager's duties as my guide I think i

^auainted with the cost of manual lahoiir will agree

"th me tliat Gs. per week ia a small enough allowance

frtthe hind for the bondaj^er's board, lodghigs, washing,

d other incidental expenses. For in^^tance, jMr.

rrevstates in his address :—"«mce I reeoUect, it was

wdlv the case that the labouring poimlation ot this

^nntrv were able to indulge themselves with eating

llchers' meat at home. The iatlier of a family

thouo-lit himself very well oft' if he could feed one or

, uoP'°*s» "nd exceedingly well off if he could maintain

t g cow'^ but you now see the butclior's shop m every

rillase'and the butcher's cart dispensing joints of meat

»f every cottage door as you go along the road. Such

isthe difference in the way of living, and I am sure you

win all rojoico with me in thinking that it is so."—

AaricuUural Gazette, page 59, 1859. Deducting the

^iximum rate of bondagers' wages on Tweodside—

li-from the 58?. 3tf.8^(Z.,howcau46/.3^. Sid. enable

a hind with a wife and young family and a bondager to

induce in beef and mutton during a twelvemonth ?

Tlie eliciting what is the comparative cost of manual

labour iu this country having been the object of Mr.

Morton's paper at the Society of Arts, I am

surprised that he should put himself to the trouble

of reducing to an imperial standard a local form

of payment in Dorsetshire, and neglect to reduce

I local Ibrm of payment in kind, coupled with a

disffraeefid form of agreement, the bondager system,

totn imperial standard. Mr. Morton states respectmg

Mr. Saunders^s mode of payment :—" This is a most

elaborate scheme of payment, and certainly a very

'liberal one, tliough I do not value the items so highly

;is Mr. Saunders does by about 61. a year, making the

yeai-Iy wage of his ploughmen 33/. I'is., or as nearly as

possible 13s. a week." AcfH. Gazette, 1859, p. 1001.

Perhaps my intimate acquaintance witb the bondager

form ofagreement, coupled with my having discussed the

system so fully through the medium o^ the Agri.Gazetie,

may cause me to take what may be regarded as too

strong a view of the subject; nevertheless, having

. stated to the Editor of an agricultural paper that "the

Kditor of the Agricultural Gazette appears to allow

iliia respect for IVIr. Grey, of Dilston, to bias his

judgment as an Editor," I trust if I have misconstrued

-

voiir statements, you will practically evince I liave done

— so by allowing me to request Messrs. Grey and Dods. or

Ji. fyoar Tyncside reporter, to answer the following

"•^questions :

—

^ ^*^

/ 1 Does each hind wlin has not a sister or a daughter to act

0""^
as bondager give his bondager board, lodgings, and washing?
" V raau or a woman who is engaged lor ^ix n.ontbs service

m aco^lftiid can claim his or her wages m full for the six

inr.nths- service, irrespective of having or not having been

absent from work through illness wluch did not exceed six

weeks Is that law enforced in England? Do the farmers

hev
'- pay the hinds only for each day the boudagers work? o. Or

y do'tho farmers pay the bondagers as yearly servants ? 4. Are
^^

there any hinds who have to reside m houses which

are so graphicallv <^e,!«-Hfe*d-ii^-Sfe6ohens'8 Hook of Uie

Farm? S." What is tbe gross total paid to a hmd for

ihe last twelvemonth for his own and his bondager s work

j

fi What is the masimum rate of able-bodied and experienced

bondagera* wages for a twelvemonth? 7. Is 6s. per week too

larse an allowance to the hind for giving the bondager her

iT-aj beard, lodgings, and washing? 8. Since it reciuires .9/. 2s. M.

I! I to pay the liiAd 15«. per week, and 27(. 12s. to defray the

^^\
-. expenses of the bondager, to make Mr. Grey's wages equal to a

3 of '

house free, and cartage of coals, and 103. per week (ass'immg that
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1-2/. is the maximum rate of wages), how does Mr. Grey make
UP the deficit of Si. 10.9. 9id. ? 10. No reference beingraade to

the bondager in your article on '' The Value of Agricultural

Labour, 1660/* is the bondager form of agreement abolished t

A Labourer.

MacDonaaU's Dls'infectrng Powder.—I saw recently

a statement in the Agricultural Gazette that Mac-

dougall's disinfecting powder was an effectual remedy

for « Black Jack " on Turnips. If by " Black Jack

is meant the soft black gnibwhicb occasionally appears,

and disappears as suddenly, on limited spots in the

TarniT) fields, indeed after a smart shower of rain, T

Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Corbet, Mr. Dent Dent,

M.P.; *:\Ir. Frere, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, Mr. Holland, M.P. ; Mr. W. Hutton, Mr. Kings-

ford, IMr. L(;e, Mr. Majendle, Mr. Pain, Prof. Simonds,

Prof. Voelcker. Mr. G. H. Vernon, Mr. Weiss, Mr. H.
White, Prof. Wilson, &c. &c.

A lecture on Oil-cake was delivered by Prof. Voelcker,

consulting chemist to the Society, but which we must
defer until next iveek. A vote of thanks \vas unani-

mously awarded to the lecturer.

The Council then adjourned to its special meeting on

the 19th inst.

believe that any application may get the reputation of

its destruction. This powder is very effective and useful

for its special purpose of neutralising the gases which

'^re offensive and injurious in stables, piggeries, and other

sources of irritation to the olfactory nerves; but it is

' -^ not fair by the public, nor politic to the manufacturer,
'

^r /•? attribute to any article in the market qualities it

\A I
^^^^ ^°^ ^fi^lly possess. I have seen ic stated in a par-

\mv V'^^^^ in print of this article, either that it prevents

for destroys the Turnip fly. I procured some for this
jider

the

!cted

aerVt

einJ-

d hv

yeei

sti»?

er ^
the

that
w

orter

f ^\
rnrpose, and had it sown along the ridges of some
Swedes on which there was a good deal of the flea. As
this produced no effect, I thought it might haye been

Miirelessly done ; and I then applied some on a portion

'if the plants affected while moist, so that it should

idherc and be an unquestionable test, and it had not

**be slightest effect on the flea or its operations. From a
%rre.$pondent.

ocUtits*

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Weekly Council.— Wednesday, June 13 : Present,

W Walsingham, President, in the chair; Sir J.

J^^ison, Bart., M.P.; Sir E. C. Kerrison, Bart., M.P.

;

^Hon. Colonel Hooo, the Hon. A. Leslie Melville, they had enjoyed

Bath a>'i> West of Englaito Agrictjltttrai.:

Jtme 8.—At tlie general meeting of members on

Thursday the Council's report was read. We make tlie

following extracts:—The Council have to report an

increase in the number of members, which at present

stands at 1250.

Stocl- Department.—^\\Q entries comprise cattle,

130; sheep, 360; horses, 58; pigs, 42; total, 599.

Poultry Department.—Tha steward of the poultry

department reports entries amounting together to 373

pens. In the opinion of the judges the present exhi-

bition has surpassed any former one, both in the extra-

ordinary nuinbur of first-rate birds, and the almost total

absence of inferior specimens.

Implement Department.—In this department great

increase is observable. At Barnstaple, the number of

stantls was 104, being an advance on all preceding

meetings. At Dorchester there are no less than

155 stands, demanding an enlargement of the Society's

shedding to 2000 feet run. There are 29 exhibitors of

machinery iu motion, as against 18 last year, and there-

quests for uncovered ground have been iulike proportion.

So great an increase of exhibitors was not anticipated,

and the steward of shedding discovered that the manu-

facturer of the canvas (expressly made for the Bath and

West of England Society) had no stock in hand. Since

the 21st April, however, nearly two miles of the

Society's canvas have had to be made in Scotland ; and

so late was it delivered, that had it not been for the

facilities afforded by the use of the special protection

building, it would have been impossible to erect the

shedding iu time for the exhibition. The wh(de of the

shedding was in a complete state of readiness to receive

the implements on the 20th of May, but owing to the

situation and character of Fordington meadows, on

which the meeting of the Society is being held, all tlie

shedding poles, instead of being firmly fixed in the

ground, are sunk in 3 feet of water, and it has conse-

quently been impossible to ram down the earth in the

holes. On Sunday and Monday, the 28th and 29th May,

so severe was the gale, and so wet the meadow, that

the anchors slipped, the posts were lifted, and the

whole of the canvas was slipped ofi' by the violence of

the gale. All was restored by tlie afternoon of Satur-

day, the 2d inst., when a second gale caused a repetition

of the damage effected one week before.

Arts Department.—Encouraged by the success of

the exhibition of fine and industrial art, attempted for

tjie fir^t time at the Barnstaple meeting, the committee

have accepted the arts department as an established

branch of the Society's operation. The special prizes

for shoeing, offered by W. Miles, Esq., of Exeter, have

led to a satisfactory amount of competition, and the

liberality of Mr. Galpin, in placing liis forge at the

service of the Society, l^as relieved the Society of one of

the principal diiJicwltles in awarding tlic i>ri7es. Tlie

Council report the resignation of Mr. T. }). Acland as

editor of the Society's Journal, and the appointment of

Mr. Josiah Goodwin as paid editor. The Council also

report that the Society's meeting for 1S61 would bo at

Truro, the site having been selected. Colonel l?uller,

of Dowries, was named as president for next year.

At THE Public Dinner of the Societt, Mr.

Silifant referred thus to the difficulties and successes

of the meeting:—The stewards of departments had

indeed had a most arduous duty to perform, for never

was true British energy more severely taxed, and never

was British spirit more manfully shown, than in the

way in which they had gone through fire and water for

the comfort of bipeds and quadrupeds. The articles

exhibited had shown that there \va3 an iucreasmg

stimulus on the part of the producer, and they

excited an increasing interest on the part of the

spectators. He believed he might say that a better

bazaar of articles of interest and usefulness could

scarcely be exhibited, whether as regarded agri-

cultural stock, implements, or works of art :aul

taste Whoever had visited the field must have had

his taste improved, his judgment exercised, and his

enthusiasm increased on behalf of ail that was most

useful, most agreeable, most ornamental aiid conducive

to the purposes of civilisation. Notlnng could he more

del ght^ful to those engaged than to ^ee that it was not

on V the hi-her classes and the well-dressed but the

u^bt ones, who eng^S.ed themselves na^^^^^^ be

works of art. It was indeed delightful to St.- tiie

labourer in his smock leading his httle boy m- gir

through mud knee deep to e»-J-y .^^-;. "^^^^ ^^^^^^
be-uitfful exhibition. When he said this, he did noi
Deaunun exm

y^ijition of arts alone was to be
mean to say that tlie exniuuiun u

^

valued; but this be would say, fond as li

riood piece of beef, he should be sorry to

nin hJ^f continually. There were vario;;

they should not only cultivate the useful but promote
a taste for the ornamental. Wt;ll, therefore it was that
the exhibition of arts tiad been added to the society.

He thought that if they had selected out 20 acres iu

any part of England they could scarcely have chosen a

spot where the Society had such an opportunity of

showing that the work of agricultural improvement
was required. Improvement was their motto, and he
did hope that after the delightful visit they had paid

on the present occasion, the time would ai-rive when, if

they came again, they would not see so much of the

subsoil. It was bad enough to have water upon their

heads, but when he saw the quality of the subsoil, and

observed that, ankle deep, it was of the richest loam,

he regretted that drainage was not applied to it. It

should be borne in mind that the Bath and West of

England Society was originated for the sake of eflect-

iug improvements in agriculture, and he did hope that

those expansive acres, through which they had been

wading like web-footed animals, would, when he visited

them again, be found covered with rich herbage, and

lie should be enabled to wear much thinner boots than

he had to-day.

he was of

be kept

,113 sweets

and condimX'th:r;add;rto ^Y^-^x^^
nioved to-day ; and ao it waa wen laai

upon beef continually

To the department of Arts and Manufactures we
make one further reference in order to notice the

behaviour of the people on the shiUliig day. On this

a neighbouring clergyman writes as follows:

—

" Severai;of the Committee said they had never seen anything

equal to it Labourers, their wives and children, wore for

some time passing in and out of the Arts Department at the

riteof 60 per minute, and yet not an instance was wituessed

of disorderly or rude behaviour. Only two attempted to break

the rule, that no smoking was allowed in the rooms. Mr. John
31ansel in his confidence iu the British public threw open his

valuable geological collection without the slightest protection,

and not a specimen was lost, nor (I believe) even touched.

You speak very correctly of the amazing array of locomotives ;

I gazed on them with wonder. But my deliKht. if not wonder,

was greater at witnessing within a i^arish in which 29 years

ago a threshing machine was broken to pieces by an ignorant

jnob. the interest and the pleasure with which men, women, and
children of the labouring classes gazed on them too. And this

tlicir iiiterebt and pleasure was evidently increased in not a few
instances by the intelligence and politeness of the attendant

exhibitors. In throe cases a class of mv Sunday school who
were under my charge received a full explanation of the

machine to which I had led them. These were ploughboys
and apprentices."

Among the more useful of the objects exhibited in

this department was one of the kitchen ranges on the

principle patented by the Bev. H. Moule of Tordington,

to which we have referred in a past notice of his pam-

phlet on various points iu domestic economy {National

Health and TTea?/^—Bradbury & Evans). The range

was exhibited by Messrs. S. Taylor & Son, of Fording-

ton, near Dorchester ; it contains oven, 35-gallon boiler

and hot plate, and is capable of cooking for 600 men,

A cottage range and other stoves on tlie same principle

were also exhibited. The principle involved is the use

of steam as fuel, the vapour being decomposed and
producing heat by the combustion of its elements when
tlirown among incandescent fuel, so that an actual

saving of fuel is produced; and the cottage range

exiiibited is stated to consume less than 1 lb, of fuel per

liour. Ill the yard, too, was a cask of earth which had

been used five times over for the deodorisation of

mauure, thus becoming a concentrated fertiliser itself.

The Situation of the S7iow-yard.—Jt is of no use to

mince the matter. The choice of the ground was a mis-

take—convenient from its being under control and close

to the town, it might be, and the soil was no doubfc

porous, but it was far too low and near the level of the

river, besides which several better and drier sites could

have been readily secured. From the wetness and
softness of the subsoil a firm hold could not be secured

for the stakes and posts, and thus with the unexampled

wind and niin the scene presented on Thursday baffles

all description, and appeared indeed to be a show-yarfi

better adapted for amphibious animals than for the

bipeds and quadrupeds of the present day. The lessons

of experience, though dearly bought, wex-e not thrown

iiway. AVe will venture to say that such a situa-

tion will never he chosen agai^. This, however,

must be said—that everything that could be done to

reptur the disasters were energetically accomplished by

the Stewards of Departments, and if with all these

difficulties the Show was on the whole successful, what

might be expected under happier auspices?^ The
weather on Friday was fortunately fine, and It was

surprising to find how very much the ground had dried-

Tlie attendaneo ^vas considerably greater than at any

previous day. the majority consisting of the labouring-

classes, with many others who were prevented from

attending in consequence of tlio had wt-ather on the

previous days. It is worthy of the consideration of the

Council whether this important gathering could not be

held either a week earlier or later so as not to

clash with Ascot liaces. wbich is objectionable

not only because it loaHK the attendance, but also

because it materially interferes with the railway

facilities. On the Cup day, Thursday, this inconvenience

was much felt by the deprivation of the ipecial

excursion train on the very da^- it would Uve been

mostly required if the weather had been fine. •

We' omitted to state in our last that the show

of loBff-wooUed sheep (not CoUwold) WM good, but it

consisted almost eutirely of Leicesters. The competition

was not particuldrly good, and the prizes were mouopo*

;jaed fur the QWfit part by Mr. G. Turner.
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Farmers' Clubs.

LoypOTT: Steam CwZiure.-Mn Wells^s paper on this

^ubiect will be found in another page. The following

is an abridged report of the discussion winch ensued

npon it,

Mr. Smith, of Woolston, said that according to 31r.

Wells's statement, " Mr. Smith does not reduce the

amount of manual labour." He conld prove that his

system did reduce manual labour. On the cold heavy land,

ivhich the deputation from this Club visited a few weeks

ago, he had never been able to plough more than 5 acres

v/ith six 4-horse teams twice over, and cross it with less

than three horses, in five days; and even that turned

o-at to be tremendously hard work. Whereas, by means

of his eight horsc-powcr engine, be could easily smash

up 5 acres of this work in a single day, with 45 lbs. ot

s'eam. Having smashed it up once by steam, he

next put it into ridges for his Turnips, and there

they were growing no^'. Formerly lie could not

have ridged after one ploughing, so that lie must

have cross-cultivated before lie ridged. But how

did the cost stand for the 5 acres? Seven men

to the cultivator at 2s. 6d. a day came to

175. 6rf., as against 11 men at 2.s\, and 11 boys

at Gd. a day, or IZ. 7s. Gd. Thus steam beat manual

labour npon the 5 acres, to the extent of 10s., or by

nearly one-half. Wear and tear was the next pmnt to

which he would advert ; and he confessed that he went

entirely upon estimate, inasmuch as he had never yet

worn out a pair of ropes. His first set of ropes cost

'him 34?. about five years ago, and they were stiU in

good working order. His farm was 110 acres m extent,

and the ropes had done 550 acres of work, with the

exception of 32 acres for experimenting upon, with a

new set of tackle, during last winter and the present

spring. His practice was always to take advantage of

the best weather directly after harvest. The moment

his harvest operations were finished he got the steam

cultivator to work upon the Bean stubbles, which he

would smash up once, whilst his horses were engaged

in ploughing the Clover leas. As soon as that was

done, and whilst the land was aerating for Wheat, he

manured the Wheat stubble for Beans and Turnips.

The horses would then go back to cultivate the Bean

stubbles, and drill the Wheat ; as his steam cultivator

smashed up the Wheat stubbles, the horses ridged them

for the winter. The whole of his ridging work last

year upon the 110 acres was effected in the course of 10

days, in the last week of October and the first weelc of

November, and when finished it looked like a garden.

did not wish to enter into tlie vexed question whether

Fowler's or Smith's trickle was the better. That was a subject

fnrpurchasers to satisfy themselves upon. All he could say, was.

that so tar as scuffling; went, nothing could be superior to what be

Siuv at Woolston. Everybody must keep a certain n""^J^?^
^^

hlrs;s upon the farm, for carting dung and o^f^P^lf^^"^'
and it might be ploughing the Clover leys for ^be Wheat e^^^^^^

whilst the steam-engine was at work upon the stubbles^

Steam cultivation was no doubt the most ^'^^^"^^^^
J"!" '^^

e^er offered to the farmer, but it could never displace horse

labour altogether ; and in his opinion the two used conjointly

would be much more economical than either used separately

With regard to the relative economy of the fixed and tne

portable engine, it was clear that the former wa^ preferable

for certain operations ; but if they could make their farm ng

aSane^rents so as to work their threshing machines, rail s,

aTofhe apparatus, by a portable engine and f
terwards t.jke

that engine into the field, and apply it to the cultivation of the

^oil then he should say that the portable engine was altogether

'^t'^^:^^^^^^^ law. that his firm hadh^d

some experience with steam cultivators, havmg started some

70 or SO sets, and they bad never expenenced any d fficult^^^^

finding men enough on a farm sufBciently mteUigent to work

?he machines after two or three days' instruction He might

further mention, that on a farm of the E'^P^>-°^«*^,^^^^^r!"'=^;

he had taken sli Frenchmen, and havmg given them two or

three days' instruction, they proved themselves to be perfectly

equal to the work. As to the wear and tear of wire ropes

^ hen ouoo they had worn out a rope they would

know how to use them; and he undertook to say tliat

the second rope would last three Umes as long as the hrst.

Everything depended upon how these matters were managed,

and nothing in steam cultivation demanded greater care than

the wire rope. One important fact which had not been

touched upon either by Mr. Wells or the gentleman who had

followed was. that the farming of this country had arrived at a

ci-isis in which some other power than horse-power was impe-

ratively required. The value of autumu cultivation was now

fully known and appreciated, ami the question was, not

whether the land could be ploughed at as cheap a rate by

horse power as by steam power, but whether, seeing that the

farmers were offered a valuable auxiliary hke steam power,

tbey would not do well to avail themselves of it auring a tew

weeks in the autumn and those other parts of the year when

they were the busiest. It was also important to consider

whether it would not be an advantage to cultivate with 8

instead of 16 horses, and at the same time have the land m
higher condition, and with much better crops.

^

Sir. Pike (Bedfordshire) said, he should be sorry, on his

heavy land, to abandon steam cultivation, and go back to the

use of horses. Sir. Smith had told them that ho would have

horses ploughing the Clover leas; but he (Mr. PikeJ differed

from him, for he had steam-cultivated his Clover lea also, and

had a better plant than any of his neighbours could boast who

had ploughed it. Steam cultivation had that evening been

compared with horse ploughing ; he was prepared to go a step

further than that, and place it alongside of spade husbandry,

for it left the land in a much better state. He had been asked

on one occasion, what he would do in the event of a wet season.

Well the present had not been a very dry one—and he was

happy to say that his land did not look a bit worse than his

neighbours'. In fact, he thought it was a little better than

theirs. Tlie Barlevs appeared to be quite as well as when

they were cultivated by horses. One of his fields of 60 acres,

all strong land, had not been ploughed for two years, and

there was not a single furrow upon it,

Mr J. A, Williams (Baydon, Hungerford) said, he had never

yet seen a i>erson who had purchased or hired a steani plough

cultivator, and regretted that he had done so. Mr. Fowler's

must be eflfected by means of joint-stock companies. If ths
implement makers represented that their portable engines ol
six or eight-horse power were Huitable for the traction of cul-
tivators, all he could say was that they were misleading the
farmers, especially if the soil was to be turned up 10 q^
12 inches. His own experience, in fact, went to show tha*

there was a deficiency of power in all the steam-engines thac^
had been applied to ploughs and cultivators. He hoped, how-
ever, to see the day when a more perfect and efBcient instni-
ment would be produced, and one which this Club might
recommend with confidence to general adoption by the
farmers.

Kottce0 of l$ooltg.

il

The deputation from the Club saw it a few weeks ago in

the state in which it was left in November, and it was for

them to say whether the work was done well, or ^^ _ _^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^, ^«f
wl.P^bpr horse labour could approach it. Four horses testimonials showed that every man who had bought one ol
whether t^o^se laoour couiii iipy

m..W fl,^ fir«f. Ws imnlements was satisfied with it, and the saroe was to be

or

had done the driUing and everything else by the first

week of November. He had gone 14 inches deep
;
but

respecting that depth Mr. Wells had told them very

little indeed. He could assure them, however, that it

was a most important matter. Where horses were

used, the soil became clogged up. and converted into a

sort of plaster by their tread, until indeed it resembled

a turnpike road more than arable land. What then

happened when the rain fell? Why, that the water

ran down the furrows, and carried valuable muck with

it into the rivers ; but steam cultivation thoroughly

broke up the ground. As the rain passed through it,

the earth appropriated whatever was good and

nutritive in it, and as soon as the water had dis-

appeared the air acted upon the mineral muck con-

tained in the soil, and produced abundance of food, as

was proved at Lois-Weedon beyond all quostion. In

conclusion, Mr. Smith said—It is that subsoil to which

we farmers must look ; and I contend that steam has

beaten horses all to pieces.

Mr Owen Wallis said Mr. Smith's land was cultivated by

steam power, in a manner that ho had thought was altoge-

ther impracticable. Parts of it were of the most stubborn and

tenacious character, irregular as to boundary, most irregular as

to surface, yet the work done by the steam cultivator was of

the most ^tisfactory kind. The land was deeply cultivated

and well ridged up, and the crops which were growmg upon it

were, in every respect, as good as could be desired upon land

<Jf that description. Ho was now speaking of Mr. Smith s clay

lands The better sorts of soil had all the charactenatics of

trirden farming. Deeper cultivation he had never seen ; in fact

had never seen any fto deep, or land in so friable and

his implements . , , . ,, _,.

said with regard to Mr. Smith. A fnend and neighbour of his,

Mr Richard Stratton, of Broad Hinton, well known as a auc-

cessful breeder of Short-boras, had recently told him^(Mr.

Williams) that, with a 12 horse-power engine of Fowlers, he

had this spring broken up 200 acres of land, at an average of

7 to 10 acres per day. The soil at Broad Hinton was one of

the strongest, stiffest, and wettest that could be met with yet

Mr Stratton was perfectly satisfied with the implement for it

was utterly impossible that horse-power could have put that

land in its present capital condiUon. After a steam cultivator

had eone over the land he considered that the work done was

equal to any two operations of ploughing oy horses He

w-aa not, however, the advocate of any steam cultivator

in particular; having therefore alluded to what one of Mr.

Fowler's was capable of d-.ing, he would read a letter

which he had received from his fnend Mr Pullen,

of Sutton Courtney, who was using one of Mr. Smiths. Mr.

Pullen wrr.te thus :—" Agreeably to your request, I will give

vou the results of my experience m steam cultivation. I

bou<-ht my apparatus in the autumn of 1858, which was a very

dry"one. In fact, my strong land was so hard that I would

not nlouirh it with Howard's plough, but the steam cultivator

smashed it up, and neariy cleaned the land at one operation

;

and I think the advantage derived therefrom was nearly equal

to the outlav for the apparatus. Another advantage is m the

saving of horse labour. I worked on an average 30 horses

bef.ire I apphed steam power, and I have only worked 18 since,

and am always forward with my work, which last autumn was

of very great importance. The first 100 acres of Wheat I

drilled one bushel to the acre, and my Wheat looks as well as

it is possible for Wheat to look. "WhUe on the contrary my
neighbours, who never plant less than two bushels per acre,

have not got half a plant, and some are dnllmg more in

with it, and others are ploughing it up and sowing Barlcj'.

Now that letter, he thought, "spoke volumes in favour

i
of the steam cultivator. And there was no doubt that

the svatcm, whether it was Mr. Smith's or Mr. Fowlers,

He admitted that when the two were compared horse labour

was in some instances apparentiy the cheaper, but when they

came to consider results comparison must cease: and steam

cultivation, although it might cost more per acre, left the land

in such capital condition for any future cultivation, that it was

far cheaper than it appeared to be in the eud. Another of its

features was, that tbey could do a great quantity of work im-

mediately after the harvest, when the land was warm, and one

stirring by the cultivator was worth three at any subsequent

riod of the vear. His advice was that they should get their

Uiiu accu oiii.li " "» ••- —J -
Warwick meeting as no practical

. „ _,

before ; and last week he was at Mr. Kmg's, at Beedon, near

Newbury amemberof the committee of this Club, who was

uoing a steam plough and cultivator that had been put upon

bisiSrmbyMr. Plummer, his landlord, as part of the stock,

and for which he was paying the latter 10s. an acre to cultivate

about 100 acres for him. The result was that Mr. Plummer

was well satisfied with the purchase of the machine ;
whilst

Mr King was equally satisfied with the character of the work

for"which he was paying Ids. an acre—in fact, he stated that he

S^^Mrot n^°n ft thft ev^ bit of pla^/would rise in judg- 1 ^^ ope.^Uon thr^gh^Uhe w^^^^^

meat agatast them on some future djy. _
Keep it on the sur-

,
Mr F'^^- Hobte -One pmnt^

t^^^^^

as
^^^^ y

__^^^^^

Our Farm Crops, Part IX. By Professor John
Wilson. Blackie & Sou.

The ninth part of this series includes Sainfoin, Yetcli

Gorae, and Rye-grass, and gives the same modest bntl

substantial and satisfactory account of each planVs

history, species, cultivation, diseases, and produce, as has

already been given of the grain and root and forage

crops of English agriculture in preceding Numbers.

We select for extract a passage on the cultivatioa

Gorse, although the plant does not possess any genei

agricultural value in the presence of the better plai

which are under ordinary circumstances within t]

farmer's choice. The following passage describes

cultivation :

—

" Gorsc may either be sown by itself or treated lib

the foregoing plants, and sown down with the graii

crop. If the former method be adopted it sboali

follow a straw crop, by which ample time would It

afforded ia the autumn for thoroughly cleaning tli&

land, while the stubble would assist in keeping it loo«j

and open to the winter frosts and rains. If the soil b^

good enough to render the latter mode desirable, tlio

same precaution should be taken as to the width oi

rows of the straw crop that have been already recom-

mended. In either case the seed should be depositi

by the drill, in rows from 18 to 24 inches apart, and aboi

1 inch deep. Where a grain crop is taken the rows oi

the two crops should cross each other at right angles,

the harrows and light roller finishing the operation.

From 8 to 10 lbs. of seed per acre are sufficient tj

insure a thick plant ; and the latter end of March cj

beginning of April is the best time for the porpoee A

sowing.
I

" The only attention the crop requires the first y«r

is to be kept clear of weeds by means of hoeing ; t

where a green crop has been taken, will hardlj

necessary, if the land was well prepared and cleani

previous to sowing. The young plants, however, r

extremely delicate, aad require to be carefully prot«;l

from weeds ; it is also of great importance that ti

should not be allowed to he touched by sheep or cm
08 any want of attention to these two points wpuWil

sure to be followed by a proportionate- failure in till

crop. The practice of sowing the crop broadcast

still followed in some districts, chiefly in Wales;

possesses, however, no compensatory advantages,

double the quantity of seed is required, and I

difficulty of keeping the crop clear of weeds duringij

early growth, which is the great obstacle to its m
as a crop, is considerably increased. As the crop

intended to he of some years' duration, it is alwi

desirable to have some spare plants to fill up any blai

that may occur in the drills; a small patch should th«

fore be kept as a seed bed, to furnish the supply tH

may from time to time be necessary in the field. TJ

blanks should be carefully filled as soon as the wintt

is fairly over ; then the only attention the crop reqm

during the spring and summer mouths is that it

kept free from weeds. In the autumn of the seco:

year the plants are sufficiently advanced to give a ere

which may be mown with a scythe in the usual mann«

After the first cutting, it is recommended by some!

cut only every alternate row each year, thus gijA

each row a two years' growth, and at the same tifl

better access to air and light than if grown and ff

down altogether. In this case the crop has to be ca

with the hook instead of the scythe; this,

ever, 13 but of small importance as regards the law

as it is desirable not to cut more at a time t

sufficient for a day or two's consumption, and the

will do this as quickly as the scythe. Others,

consider it best to sow the plants in wider ro^8,

mow the whole crop every year, as the shoots ^^'^.

tender, and there is less bottom and dry stems tnani

the two-year-old plants.
*

"The great advantage that Gorse offers^ as atoij

crop is the supply it furnishes during the winter, ^

any succulent green food is extremely scarce, anjl

course proportionately valuable. Where it is ^^S^

grown for feeding purposes it generally comes int«
,

in November, and lasts until the end of April or i^ -.

ning of May, when, having flowered and i^^"
to

seeds, it becomes less succulent and palatame t

stock, and by which time, indeed, the Italian Kye-gr

Winter Vetches, or some other early keep, ougbt

be in the best state for receiving manure. They might cart it

in either frosty or dry weather, spread it, and letitlieunUl

they had leisure to plough it in; for he believed it would do

more good upon the surface than if ploughed into the rock or a

porous subsoil ; and they would thus have their land in a con-

dition fit for Turnips, Mangel, or other crop, almost without any
4ditional labour in the spriajt, when they were moat busy. He

DOwer to oe appuea lo sLcaiu uivugo., .^^^ ^--. .~.~, ..

been recommended by the leading makers of those implement

in the present day. His own opmion was that they were too

weak. Therefore, he did not quite agree with Mr. Howard,

when he observed that the farmers would purchase these

enffines and ploughs; but rather ho concurred with Mr.

Wilson in the opinion, tli^it if steam cultivation was to become

general, as he hoped it would do in autumnal operations, it

ready to take its place
)»

Agricultural Ussai/s.—l^o, 2. Manures, ^y P°^
Biildwin, Lecturer on Agriculture, Albert li^^^

Glasnevin,

Tids is another serial work ; its author also is t^

in the work of teaching agriculture, and tl>"s o

provides a text-book for his class. Each part p;
ably cheap; and describes a complete suDj».
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The first part was on soils—the second is on manures.

Its fonr chapters refer respectively (1) to the inorn;anic,

and (2) the organic constituents of manures; (3) to the

money value of manures, and (4) to farmyard manure.

The first discusses in some detail the inconsistencies of

Liehi<^'s writings. The labours of Mr. Lawes and otlier

chemTsts and practical men—the details of the scientific

bookkeeping: proposed by Dr. I>aubeny, in which an

account is kept between the demands on the soil of

crops and the supplies to the soil of farm dung and

other fertilisers—the theory of Lois-Weedon culture—

the oft-quoted history of exhausted American soil— all

these are described in the first and second chapters of

the pamphlet. In the third chapter, on the valuation

of fertilisers, Mr. Baldwin discusses the various values

put upon the several ingredients of manures, and gives

the following instance of a valuation in which a " bone

manure" worth IZ. 13*. 6d. per ton had been offered for

sale at 71. until exposed by Dr. Hodges.

and value may be stated thus :

—

Per cent.

Its analysis

Water
Organic matter .

.

Ammonia
Fhosptiate of lime
Carbonate of lime
Alkaline salts

composition.
5.42 X £0
19.98 X 10s.

None
13.08 X £7
9.30 X £0
29.18 X £1

Value of lOO
tons.

= £0
10

91

29

Containing phosphoric acid, equal to soluble

phosphate of lime .. 1.46 X £"25 =
Sand 23.04 X £0

37 10

Value of 100 tons £167 10

1 ton 1 13 6
7

IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.

TRICES PEB Lineal Yaed, 2i inches irion:

Size of

mesh.

2i inch

2 inch

If iiich

li inch

Mostly nsed for

Hares, Dogs, Poultry

G;ime Xettin^^

Small Kabbits, Hares, &c.

Light,

Japan
ned.

4d.

4\d.

Galvan
ized.

Smallest Rabbits 6(?.

4y.
5d,

nd.

Medium. Strong,

Japan-' Galvan- Japan-

ned, ized. ned.

4\d.
I

&hd>

4ld. 6d.

f>\d. Ghd.
7\d, M.

ned.

5tf.

Gd.

9^.

Galvan-
ized.

6hd.
7d,

7id.
Wd.

Extra strong.

Japan
ned.

Galvan
ized.

9ld.
lOd.
13i.

Selling price

Deficit per ton £5 6 6"

Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
Berwickshike Mebse Farm : June U.-During the past fort-

night we have had heavy showers, and one or two daye of rain

frJm N.E., which has almost entirely suspended operations

iSce the eud of May. Previously to that Mangels and fowedes

were got in in capital order, even clay soils working quite

Mndly^ Most of the Yellow and White Turnips, bowev^r.

remain to be sown ; and the season is now sufficiently advanced.

Tlie Turnip flea made his appearance m_ due ^easo^-. ^"^ was

kept in check by timeous showers. Winter Wheat w a good

deal cut up by wireworm, and Winter Beans are slow to recover

.from thei? trials- Spring corn is well planted ^^^ growmg

vigorously. -Fears were at one time entertained with regard

tcTtho hay crop ; but thefe have been set at rest by the late

rains!now followed by heat. Pastures on the contrary, are

mOBtiybare. having been too eariy Btocked. Where thoy got

a fair chance they are thickly planted. At our great fair last

week there was a small show ef lean stock and scarce any

demand ; indeed it was altogether one of the poorest June

fairs over seen. Fat cattle disappeared long ago ;
and but few

&t hoggs remain. Many ewes and lambs are wanting
:

in

favourable circumstances the deficiency may not exceed 20 to

S ner cent^ The price of Wheat U firm, and sprmg corn rather

oheuper but that matters Uttle when few farmers hav« any to

«U. J. T.

Notices to Correspondents-
Farm Capital : P C. The usual compuUtion is 1«. per acre

for arable land. Under very vigorous cultivation and conse-

quent need of heavy stocking, a l.trger sum will b« nwjeasair.

The cutting and threahing of com crops must be done by

hand if thlre is no machine for bire; but as -"C^^d^ the

threshmg, this is a rare case now in England. It is not

necessary to drill and machine-hoe the r^in crop. On a

very small farm we would use Sigma's hand-dibble, and save

in the seed enough to pay the extra labour the same year

Foot Rot : P P. Pare away all the dirt and excrescent growth

, and touch the place with some caustic, as muriate of anti-

' mony which maybe applied with » feather ; or if a stimu-

lant only be more proper, melt 8 oz. of tar and 4 oz of lard

together, and add i oz. each of oil of tiirpentme jmd sulphuric

acid, and apply the mixture affer paring the foot-

Giddy Sheep :i/;-. Br<yum, Merevale Hall, says :-';0n opening

the head of a sheep after death, it was found to contarn a

quantity of large grubs, as large as the larva of
*^ I , :

?hafer. Ld thcle were only amongst the bj^m. which he

informed me had eaten nearly half of it away.
|
We have

heard of such an instance before. The egg« are probab y

deposited in the nostrils, and the maggot tinds its way to

thebmin by the course of the olfactory nerves. WCS.\

How TrLEcoVc A Farmer: K I. You must serve an ap-

prentic«*bip just as you would to any other art or business

•MANMrnr FOR Beavs- A'jric. The most recent experience on

thissubiect ist.^^^^^^ Dove's paper on Substitutes for

Cia^o publ sh^d in the Highland' bociety's Transactions.

Md retoed to in a previous*'Number He found guano to

«ce^S other fertilisers in its effect ; 2 cwt per acre

IpplS towards the end of May, and scuffled m tke same

diy Screased the produce about 7 bushels per acre-worth

sf^m^rcTan the manure that was used; 3 cwts. of siiper-

phosphate appUed at the same time and at the ^^e cost

bcreLid the produce 6 bushels per acre-worth about 5^.

moreThan the^m:murc. None of the f>tl^«^'^^;iVf^V"nf
pbates of soda and potash. Rape-c^ike. and ^'^U'ha*^ of

ammonia, raised the crop enough to repay their cost. If you

had mixed guano and superphosphate half and halt, and

applied bro^cast about 4 cwt. pei acre after the Beans were

up, say early in April, and horse-hoed them in, you would
probably have fuund it answer ; but it would depend of

course on the condition of your land.

Ibuh Peat Charcoal: W Von HunxUden. It may be con-

sidered as a strong box for manure—not a manure in itself.

If well charged witn manure it will keep it with little waste.

and if then applied to the soil it will gradually give up its

stores for the use of plants. But the soil is itself a strong

box for manure, and improves in this respect according as it

ia well cultivated. The Rev. H. Moule, of Fordington near
Dorchester, who has publiahed a pamphlet on the subject,

will tell you that there is no better strong box for manure
than a heap of pulverised clay, which will over and over
gain abeorb and render inodorous largo quantities of ordure,
until it shall become as good as guano for the land to which
it ia applied. So long as in a well cultivated soil we have the
best security against the waste of the manure applied, we
do not recommend the purchase of charcoal. If you half
char a lot of vegetable refuae it will_ form a valuable in-

gredient in a compost—but that may arise in part from your
thus rendering available as manure the mineral substances
locked up in their substance.

t^PEDfl: Carrespondenit, Next week

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all tlic pniicipal Railway Stations and Shipping

Ports in England- and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland or Ireland.
°

Any width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices,

^r Every description of K*etting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will

be exchanged, or may "be returned unconditionally.

Illustrated Catalogue of Iron and Wire and Ornamental Fencing, Hurdles Gates, Wire Netting,

Garden Rollers and Engines, Fountains, Vases, ^y., on application.

J B BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

RANSOMES & SIMS, Ipswich,

CONTINUE to eive their best attention to the manuRicture of the most Modem and Improved Agricultural
^ ° Machinery, including

PATFNT AND OTnER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.

SIrROW^ CULTIVATORS^^ AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.

rH?FP CUTTE^S^ROOT^CUTtS; bruising and crushing MILLS FOR CORN. OILCAKE. &c.

2tAm engines both PORTABLE AND FIXED. WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS.

ktfI^ Threshing M\cHiNEsrB0TH portable and fixed, and single or double blast.

HOUSE POWER THRE^^^^^ MACHINERY. DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS. HORSE GEARS, Ac.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining In their Apicultural Machinery the utmost simplicity^

dumbilityrefficicncy,^^^^ economy of repair, and their constant care ia given to the m.untecance of these important pnnciplei^

in everything which they mauufactiire.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application to tho'

n.-,«n w«rV« ' nr fn t.liAi'r London Affent. SHEPPAKD EANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W.C

B 5HOP, AXD BARNa^
NORWICH. H.

Reduced Prices of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suita'jle for the home tmde or the colonies.

Five -wires, 8 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart one wrought iron straining post and strainuig screws

to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per yurd.

The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, U. per yard.

niusti-ated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wir«

Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on application.

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

PRICES REDUCED.
J. MORTON AND CO., Galvanised Iron WorLe

3, Baainghall Buildin|rs> Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, roost dur-

able, and neatest Roofing in use; also 8poutingatlO|<;. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest

cheapest, and real est fence in use. will resist the largest cattle

and will not bend or get ont of form by trespassing,' upon or

over. Price, with five Lines of the Galvanised Strand, iron main

posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2Jr/. per yard.

This fence is far chcr^per than posts and rails, or any kind o.

iron fencing; and pOHesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 12yO miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED CAME AND

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, m con-

sequence of improvements in their machincnr for th«

manufacture of the above article, b--- '--''" Pnabled to maJce

a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide .

.

strong do.
Intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

24 inches wide .

.

strong, do.
Intermediate, do.

strong Galvanised ^o^^p^^^^X'^^^,^^^^^^

'
WirrFencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free to al

the nrinciual BaUway Stations.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch

18-inch

l|-inch
li-inch
l|-inch

f

Galvanised.
bd. per yd.
6
7

w
6i
74

10

f

tt

tt

Japanned
iron.

Ad. per yd.

4]
6i
7i
41

fi

8

§f

$9

POULTRY IMETTINC.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2'inch mesh, 6id-» 7Jf.t

and9irf- per yard.

GAlvanteed, 24 Ins, wido,

3 inch mefch, 4'^, bd., and
7d. ner yard. The NetUng
maac any width, and with
oponiD^ of any size,

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN ^' -"^^^
Sl?^^^-!". ^^.''^^C

POULTRY FOUNTAINS &FEEl>fc:Ra.PRONGLD DAHLIA
BODS AND ROaE STAKES, &c.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9a. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED CAS WORKS.

of all aizGH. for the n._ f f^vate Hmuei, >?"^^^Z^y
Stations. Mills, Colliorfoii. Minea. Village*. Ac. Worki from

10 to 500 liKhtfl estimated for The wocfce oan be entnurtod to

an ordin.iry labourer.—Apply to

Hkkbt J. Uo&TOX to Co. 8, B—fnghall Bullcling?,

OIL PAINT NO LONGER NECESSARY.

-XJlhh AND SMITirS PATENT BhACK VARXISH
IT Inr preeerrliur Imn Work, Wood, or Stooo. Thin \ »mi«h

teen ex«?S^J^- ^te I =1 paint on »11
-J^^^f.^JS^

^"lytwo-third. cheeper. '' "•' ~ ^P^"^^^"^^^
labourer, requires no mix^nttc^ ^}niiing end »"»«*»;.

l?
rr»«i in the (rrounaa at Wuidjwr Cmtim, Kew CardenB. andrt

tT^U of iS^ hundreds of the nobility »n<i gentry, ftw*

wboruie moet'flatterteg *«timoniale h.« been i^vcd,

which HrLL & Smitb wUi forward on appUcation.

Sold in ceetoi of about 30 gaUons each at U. 6rf. per ij»pon tt
ooia m L-wwM.^. o

™__n^rt,pftid to anv station IB

the k^gd""- ,P? ?™™ -h^ nnlv It cii be obtained.

Jt
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CLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES S CONSERVATORIES.

JAMES PHILIPS AND CO. beg to submit their

Brices of GLASS for tlie present month.

SHEET GLASS, in Crates, of superior quality, 16 oz. to the foot.

Best. I Seconds. I Thirds. I Fourths.

21
OK.

5^. I Sid.
}Best.

I
Seconds.

7id. 1 5d.

Packed in 200 feet cases, 16 oz. .

.

Packed in 300 feet cases, 16 oz. .

,

Packed in 200 feet cases, 21 oz, .

.

2id.
Thirds.
3jd.

• «

2id.
Fourths.

3id.

..£2 2

3
2 18

• «

6 by 4
8 „ 6

10 „ 8

21 oz.

£1 la.

1 5
1 9

$. d.

11 6

12 6

ORCHARD HOUSE SIZES, as supplied by us to Mr. Rivers

20 in. by 12 in. \ 16 oz.

26 in. by 13 in. I Common 14a. OJ. .

.

20 iu. by 14 in. ( Superior do. . - . . 16 6
20 in. by lo in. ) English Glass . . . . 18 :

Boxes included and not returnable.

SMALL SQUARES, per 100 feet box.

6i by 4* 7 by 5 lb by 5i
">

8i „ 6i 9 „ 7 9J „ 7i fm ,. 8i

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, in Squares, cut to specific sizes.

16 oz. per foot, fromtd. to S^d. I 26 oz. per foot, from Bd. to 7id.

21oz. ,. „ S ,,5 (32oz. „ „ 4 „ 9i
Special prices quoted for larg-e or specific quantities.

Agents for
HARTLEY'S PATENT KOUGH PLATE GLASS.

PAINTS.
^Genuine White Lead, Linseed Oil, Boiled Oil, Turpentine,

Putty, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, &c.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

180, Hishopsgate St. Without, London, E.C.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate deUvery.

Lists of Piices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardeners* Chronicle of June 2."~~
GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES.

ROSHER AND CO. be^ to invite attention to their
varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-

EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages o\er Box orGrass-
•edging in that they afford no harbour for slugs, <tc., take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.
They may be had of various patterns at R. & Co.'s premises.

Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars. S.E. ; and
Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.

N.B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on
application. Ornamental Flower Boxes kept in stock.

RNAMEXTAL paving tiles por conser-
vatories, halls, corridors, balconies. ac,

as cheap and durable as Stone, iu blue, red, and buff colours,
and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also WHITE I

TILES, highly ^X^za^, for Lining Walla of Baths, Dairies,

Kitchen-ranges, Larders, &c. To be obtained of Rosher, *& Co.,

at their premises as abopo.

FLEMING'S SALTING M A H J N E pok
DESTROYING WEEDS on GRAVEL WALKS. Ac.—

This moat useful .Machine has given tho greatest satisfaction
wherever it has been introduced, and it is the only effectual

-means of keeping Drives and Walks completely clear of Weeds.

Extract from Article '*Trentbam," in Gardemrs' Cliroiucle

of January 22, 1859.

"And I would observe in passing from these grounds that
the whole of the Grass and Gravel are kept in the most perfect

order by the aid of machinery ; the former by a Horse Machine
wherever it can be worked, a small hand instrument being
used in places of difficult access ; the latter is kept in order by
a Salting Machine, the invention of Mr. Fleming, and judging
from the beautiful condition of the Gravel in every direction,

I should aay that it was altogether most efficient."

The Mowing Machines here referred to are Sranks'.

From The Fidd of April 2, 1859.
*' The Salting Machine will effectually destroy the Weeds on

Gravel Walks and Drives."

Testimonials with full particulars and prices may be had on
.application to Alexander Shanks & Son', Dens Iron Works.
Arbroath, Patentees of Improved Mowing, Rolling, Collecting,

-^d Delivering Machine for Lawns, Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufactiu-CTs, Ac.

SHAW'i5 TIFFANY.—The cheapest and most effec-

tual material for Shading Hothouses, Protecting the Bloom
of-Walls, Trees, &c. Sold in Pieces. per piece.

—

s. d.

No. 1.—20 yards long, by S8 inches witie 5

—20 yards long, by 38 inches wide, mineralised to

prevent it from rotting 6
—18 yards long, by ?Q inches wide fDoul>le strength) 7 6
—18 yards long, by 39 inches wide (Treble strength) . 9

No. 1 coloured, 2*. per piece extra.

John Shaw & Co., 40, Princess Street, Manchester.

TANNED NETTING FOR FRUIT TREES.—
200 square yards for 10s. ; 500 yards, 24«. ; 1000 yards, 47.9. ;

Scrim Canvass for Wall Fruit ; Rick Cloths with Poles and
Roi)OS complete. New and Second-hnnd ; Sun Blinds and
Awninga.

—

Edgington &. Co., 17, Smithficld Bars, London, E.G.

T^
'ANNED GAUOEN netting" foi^ preserving
Seed-beds, Fruit, Strawberries from Frost, Blight, Birds,

&c., and as a Pence for Fowls, &c. One j'ard wide. Lid.

;

2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards, 4^d. ; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard, in any

quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 376, Strand, W.C.

An allowance to Nurserymen.

EW tanned garden nets, so efficacious for

the protection of Fruit Trees, Flower Beds, &c., includes

a good sound second-hand Tanned Net at Qs. per 100 square

yards, likewise Rabbit, Pheasant, Cricket, Bird, and Fishing

Nets of every description, Tents, Marauees, and Rick Cloths.

—

J. Allen, Manufacturer, 10, Ossulston Street, St. Pancms,
London, N.W.

^

NETTING for Fruit Trees, Seed Beds, Ripe Stnuv-
berries, &c. TANNED NETTING for Protecting the

above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, 3d. per

yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yard?,

20«. New Tanned Netting, suited for any of the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 5d. per yard

;

4 yards wide, lOd. per yard ; 6 yards wide, Is. 3d. per yard ;

^inch mesh. 4 yards wide. Is. 4d. peryard.—Can beliad in any
quantity of Eaton" & Deller, 6 and 7, Crooked Lane, London
Bridgo , B.C.

,

I>ICK AND HAY CLOTHS, HAY ROPES, New
i and Second-hand NETTING; also BUNTING for Pro-

tecting Fruit Trees, SCAFFOLD CORD, and PATKNT SASH-
LINES for Builders ; MARQUEES and TENTS, &c.

John Morislin, 2J, Norton Folgate, N.E.

CLOTHS, New, with Poles, Pulleys, and
Lines complete.

CLOTHS, a iare:e quantity of Second-liand,
in good condition.

U E E S AND
of all dimensions.

S, S E C O N
from the Crimea.

S AND B A
OF ALL NATIONS.

NETTING (BRITTAIN'S), New and Second-hand,
for preserving Fniit from Birds, Frost, &c.

Address—Benjamin Edgington, 2, Duke Street, Southwavk,
London Bridge, S.E. West End EstabUshment : 32, Charing
Cross, S.W.

^

- ^____
PATENT WOOL NET 40 inches wide, 8rf. per yard;

6 feet 8 inches wide, 1.5. 5d. per yai-d ; 10 feet wide, 2s. 2d.

per yard. NEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required, 1 yard
wide, 2d. per yard ; 2 yards wide, 4d'. per yard ; 4 yards wide,
Srf. jjer yard. Half-inch MESH ditto, 'A yards wide, Sd. por
yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NETTING, 76
Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds, wasps,
flies, &c., from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, 43d. per square
yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, Ud. per yard ;

4 or 6 yards wide. 3'^ per yard. At W. Culi-ingford's,
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington, N.

HOTHOUSES"1^6R~~fHE MILLION.
Made by S^eaji Powpn at

LEWIS'S HoTtTTCULTURAL WoRKS, Stamford
Hill, Middlesex, N. These ilothnuses are made on a

much better and stronger principle thnn those manufactured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaijcr.

A span-roof measuring SO ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends £
and doors complete 30

Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. 50
Do. do. GO ft. by 54 ft. do. - do. 90

LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application to
J. Lewis.

ET
F

R Q

N T

T E T S

D Hand,
LAG N N E R S

J,

Vo. 2.
r

No. S.

No- 4,

-='TilRlGI POMO/'—Patronised by her Majesty, the
JD Queen, the Duke of Nortbumberland for Syon House,

his Gr^ce the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gardens, Pro
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq,, of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROSTS
•'FRIG! DO>rO/' aCanv:is made of patent prepared Hah-

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and fioricultural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, fi-om

wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
fee had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. ., Is. Gc7. per yard run.
Four yards wide . . . . 3.^- per yard-
An improved make, 3 yards widCj 28. 6d. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Dome" Netting, 2yards wide, IsAd. per yard ran.
Elisha Thomas Akcher. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St, City, E,G., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throuehout the kiugdom. " It is lauch cheaper
than mats as a coverrnsr."

'*Ea8t Keal, Spilaby, Lincolnsiiire, April 30, 1S58.
** Sir,—T will thank you to send 12 yards (at la, 8rf. per yard)

of your 'Frif:i Dorao/ from King's Cross Station, to be left at
tite Fir&by Station, Spilsby, Lincolnshire- After using it (since
1 laet got it of you some four years ago),. I affirm it to be, in-
comparably, the best and most lasting thing of the kind ever
hitherto manufactured.—I am, yours^ &c.. Rev, J, Spekce.'*

TO AMATEUR GARDENERS, NURSERYMEuT
AGRICULTURISTS, ETC.

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBKR TUBING and
GUTTA PERCHA TUBING foh WATER [NG GARDENS-

—Brass Hand' branches with Stop-cocks and Roses, and every
description of Garden Tubing Fittings, sold wholesale and
retail by W. R. Wood, 94, Goswell Road, near the Angel,
Islington, London, E.C, Price Lists may be had nn application.

Please to notice the address, 94, Goswell Road. London, EX.
N.B. Speaking Tubes fitted up,

GUTTA PERCKA TUBIWG FOR WATERING GARDENS.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COJIPANT have the
pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Teslimoiiinl from Sir- J, Farkah. Gr. to Bo^^well Mii>dleton
JaiXx\ni), Esq., of HoI'lerness House, vear Hv.lL

"I have bad 400 feetof your GnttaPercha Tubina:, in lengths
of 100 feet eacft, with union.joint, in use for tbela*=t 12 months
for watering those gardens, and I find it to answer better than
anything i have ever yet tried. The pressure of the water is

very contiiderable, but'this has not the sligbte^st eflect on the
tubing, i considerthis tubing to be a^cQost valuable invention

for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to water our grirdens in

about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour required."
Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company. Patentees,

IS, Wharf Ruad, City Rixid, London, EX'., and sold by their

Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

G AND MOWING MACHINES.—
-Notice is hereby given that any person or

persons INFRINGING any of the PATENTS of CvRi;s Hall
M'CoRMiCK for REAPING and MOWING WACIilNES, or

making, or vendincr, or using, or exercising any machines
which in any way infringe any yuch patents, will be proceeded

against according to law. The main features of M'Cormick's
I patents consist in azigzag serrated tutting blade, spear head
shaped, holding fingers, and a gathering reel,

Prjchard & CoLLETTE, Sohcitors for C. H. M*Cormick.
57, Lincoln's In n Fields, Londr^n.—June 16.

AGKICULTUUAL and GENEuAL MACHINHPvY
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. Burgess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, London,

E.C, invite the attention of the Public to their large and
choice Stock. ^

BEAPTNG MACHINE—PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Bcrgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

LAWN -MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS aat)

KEY'S
Machines are the most simple aud effective yet introduced to

the public, and at a lower price—16 in., %l ; 19 in., 6i. 10«.

;

22 in , 7i. ; including box of tools, ic, for sharpening. Garden
Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always in stock.

1REAPING
.V Caution

TNDELIBLE GARDEN TALLIES. — Miirk yourX Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the ereenhnuRe or
garden, with Ddnn's PATENT SOLID MARKING mi
PENCIL. Retail at Messrs. BtrrLKU *; JIcCulloch's and
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C. ; J. Carter & Co
237, High Holborn, W.C. ; T. Brioden, RaiUvav Arcade, London
Bridge, S.E!.; and all Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Chemists
Stationers, &c. With screw-holder, complete, \s. Qd. each wiU
refill for l5. ; by post for 19 penny stamps. Wholesale by J
Lusher, 19, Holborn Hill, E.C. ; Barclay & Sons, Farrin^doii
Street, E.C. ; or any other wholesale house ; and Crowhurst 7
Fownes Street, Dublin. Further information obtained by
addressing Arthur Dunn, the Patentee, at the Manufactory
1, Durham Place, Dalston Green, London, N.E.
N.B. Tliese Pencils are unequalled for marking indelibly

on Linen, &c., for which purpose a much finer point is made
at same price, than that contained in the Gardener's Pencil!
but this is well adapted for all coarse woven fabrics.

MICROSCOPES ~
JAMADIO'S BOTANICAL MICROSCOPES

• packedm mahogany case, with three powers, condenser
I

pincers, and two slides, will show the animalcula; in water'
PricelSs.GJ.—AddressJoseph Amadio, 7,Throgmorton St. E c'

•'It is marvellously cheap, and will do everything which the
lover of nature can wish it to accomplish either at home or in
the open air."

—

The Field, June 6, 1857.
Just published, 2d Edition, an Illustrated and Descriptive

Catalogue, containing the namus of 15uO Microscopiu objects
post free for 6 stam ps.

'

J.

KEATING'S PERSIAN INSECT DESTROYKSTG
FOWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants are effectually

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with which they are
infested, by the above Powder^ which ia quite harmless to
animal life. The Farmer, the Gardener, or the Sportsman, will
therefore find it invaluable, Bu^s, Cockroaches, Beetles^ Moths
in Furs, and every other species of Insect are also instantly

I
destroyed.^In packets, post free, for 14, or treble size for
36 postage stamps, by Thomas Keating, Chemist, 79, St Paul's
Ohurchyard, London, E.C, Take notice each genuine packe
bears the above name and addreas-

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITIOPJ 1855-

METCALFE, BINGLEY, AND CO/S Xe\v Pattern
and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penctratinfj unbleached

Hair Brushes, Improved Fleshand Clothes Brushes, andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effec-
tnally—the hah-s never come loose. M,, B., A Co, 's new and
delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet and the 0:?vford and
Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles 2^-, 35, 6d., and 55. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 25, per box,—Sole Estab-
lishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d doors west
from Holies Street. London, W,

OWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL possesses wou-
derful properties for promoting the jjrowth and

improving and beautifying the human hair. It prevents hair
from falling offer turning gi'ey, strengthens weak hair, cleanaefl
it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully soft^

pliable, and glossy. Its operation in rases of baldness is pecu-
liarly active, aud in the growth of the whiskers, beard, and
nioustacbios, it is unfailing ill its stimulative operation. For
children it is especially recommended as forming the basis of a
beautiful head of hair. The patronage of Royalty and the
aristocracy throughout Europe, its intr<5.uctionintotheNurs©ry
of Royalty, and the numerous testimonials constantly received
of its efficacy, aSord the beet and surest piv>ofs of its merits.

—

Price 3^. iitL and 7«. Family bottles (equal to four small),
10^. 6//, ; and double that size, 21.^,

—

Caution, On the
wru)iper of eacli bottle are the words, '* Rowlands' MACASaAR
Oil,'* &c., in white letters, and their signature, "A, Rowland
*t Sons," in red ink,—Sold at 20, Hattou Garden, London, E-C,
and by Cheroists and Perfumers,

D^R^ d"e J O N G H 'S

(Knight of the Order of Leopold of Belgium)

LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL
administered with the greatest success in cases of

cossuilption, buonchitis, asthma, cougiih, rheumatism;
Gout, Genichal Debilitv, Diseases of the Skin,

Rickets, Infantile Wasting^ axd all Scrofulous Affections*
Extensive experience, aud the recorded testimony of number-

less eininent medical practitioners prove that a half-pint of
Dk. De Jongu's Oil is equal in remedial effects to. a quart of
any other kind. Hence as it ia incomparably the best, so it ia

likewise fhr the Qheapest-
Palatableuess, speedj^ efficacy, safety, and economy unitedly

recommend this unrivalled preparation to invalids.

Opinion of A. B- GRANVILLE, Esq., M.D., URCP,, F.R.S.
AuUior of *' The, Spas of Germany," ''On Sudden Death," ike.

*' Dr, Granville has found that Dr, de Jongh's Cod Liver Oil
produces tlie desired effect in a shorter time than others, and
that it does not cause the nausea and indigestion too often
consequent on the administration of the Pale Newfoundland
Oils, The Oil being, moreover, much more palatable, Dr.
Granville's patients have themselves expressed a pve/erence
for Dr, de Jongh's Light Browu Cod Liver Qih"

Sold only in imperial half pints, 2b, 6ci. ; pints, 4^- 9dL

quarts, 9s,, capsuled, and labelled with Dr. de Jongh's stamp
and signature, without which none ca2? possibly be genuike,
by resnectable Chemists,

Sole Consignees,
ANSAR, HARFORD, k CO-, 77. Strand, Lnndon, W,C.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OIXT.MENL—
CHERISH HOPE.—Let no sufferer despairof cure till

a trial has been given to these incomparable medicaments.
Marvellous cures are reported of invalids being restored to
health when all hope had vanished. Complaints of the chesty
irregularities of the heart, all impurities of the blood, derange-
ments of the stomach and liver, are banished by Holloway'3
Preparations. The Ointment must be well rubbed over the
parts affected twice a day at least and oftener in urgent cases-
The use of this Ointment, fuded by Holloway's Pills, will cure
all sores, ulcers, piles, fistulas, and skiu diseases, however old
or obstinate.

DU. ROBERTS' POOR MAN'S FRIEND AND
PILULzE ANH3CR0PH UL./E have been proved, by 60

years* experience, Buccessfnl in the cure of eruptions and
wounds of eveiy description. Mr. George Thatcher, East-
bourae, was for 24 years afflicted with frightful eruptions on
the face ; at times he was bo disfigured t^t he would keep out
of sight. After following tho advice of 100 individuals, and
trying as many remedies without effect, he saw an advertise-
ment of the "Pilul* Antiscrophulse/* and althoi^h he had
little confidence, yet he resolved he would vcuturo once more.
To his great delight it performed a cure ; even after taking the
first box the result was astonii;hing ; although 10 years have
elapsed these has been no return of the malady.—May, :

"
-.

Price, 1«. 1^.. 2s. &rf., 4«. BcT., 11»., and 22«. each. Sold
wholesale by the Proprietors, Bbaoh i Barnicott, at their

Dispensary, Bridport, and by all the London Houses : fx^'^

retail by all respectable Medicine Vendors in the United.

Kingdom and the Colonies.
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PATENT LAWN MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINES.

' 4

30-iiich wide PONY POWER MACHINE, made also of Smaller Sizes for Hand Power.

B. AMUELSON LAWN MOWERS
WITH BOYD'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS,

CAN BE USED IN WET AS WELL AS DKY WEATHER.

9

LAST YEAR'S SALES WERE NEARLY A THOUSAND, EVERY ONE OF WHICH GAVE THE GREATEST SATISFACTION
npESTIMONIALS expressing such satisfaction^ have been

_
kindly sent by some hundreds of the purchasers to the Manufacturer, who will be glad to forward a copy

J- with description and prices of Machines post free on receipt of application.

London Warehouse: 76, Cannon Street, West, E.G. Manufactory: Britannia Works, Banbury.
TO BE HAD OF DEANE & CO.. LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.. AND ALL IRONMONGERS.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTEIS PATENT.

SECTION SECTION.

ORMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER
is now allowed to be the best ever invented, and possesses immense advantages over al. other ^r>ri^^*

J^u^^'"^f'Z''Jenmc prinoM« by' OH^'oflu.'
single »olnt exposed to the action of the fire. H. O. will undertake to heat the largest Establishments on the most approv ed and sc.cntmc pnnc.pie. oy «»« o.

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.
•* Sir,—I feel mucli

merits of any heating apparatus, -^ k..««^^ .^^^^^.^j
reflects the highest credit on you as the Patentee of so unrivalled an ioTention. There a

greatest simplicity and facility. ONE fire now
the most severe frost may be left for TWELVE . .v^wrA- ^.^,v^^- j , . -t ^
seen or heard of any BOILER which would bear the slightest comparison with it and wherever it may

" Mr. Ormson, June 12. " Yours respectfully,

The lone winter just part has been wwre raough to t«rt^
sunMHMed my roost sanjruino expectationa. —

*

THE
pleasnroinbearingtestimonytotheefficiencyof your PATENT JO^^^^

. _
pparatus. and I am^pleased t5 assure you that the one J%^''fJl\f'l^P\f^l^^^ your BOiLERsTuI^heat of e«h *»«*?«

"S»'»'«i-;^JJ^*

HOURS,w,tW.n._^aUenJ.n.wJ^^^^^^^^

Horticnltural BuHdings of all sizes and descriptions Manufactured by SteamPower Machinery. Lowest prices and best material.;

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates free on application.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

STANLEY BRIDGE; KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.
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LIST F A W A E D S.

EXTRA COLD MEDAL
To Mr. T. WTiitebread^ Gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, Kent»

for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr. R. Bullen, Gr, to J. Butler, Esq,, Woolwich, for 20

Exotic Orchids

LARGE COLD MEDAL.
ToMr W. May, Gr, to J. 8pode, Esq, Hawkesyard Park,

Rugeiey, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To E, Warner, E.sq,, Broomfield, Chelmsford, Essex, for

20 Exotic Orchids

MEOrUM GOLD MEDAL.
To3fn B. Feed, Gr to T. Tredweli, Esq., St John's Lodgre,

Norwood, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Messrs. J- & J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Leyton* Essex, for

12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr. J, Green, Gr, to Sir E. Antrobus, Eart., Lower Cheam,

Surrey, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr. Gedney, Gr, to Rev. "W. Ellis, Hoddeadon, HertflJ for

20 Exotic Orchids
To Mr. T, Woolley, Nurseryman, Cheshunt, , for 16 Exotic

Orchids
To Mr B. Stone, Gr, to J. Day, Esq,, Tottenham, for 12

Exotic Orchids
To Mr- E. P. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 10 Roses

in pots

COLD MEDAL.
To Mr. R, Baxcndine, Gr, to Haydon Smallpiece, Esq., Mill-

mead House, Guildford^ for 16 Stove and Greenhouse
Plants

To Mr. Kaile, Gr. to Earl of Lovelace, East Horsley Towers^
Ripley, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston, for 10
Cape Heaths

To Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T Tredwell, Esq., for S Cape Heaths
To Mr, M. May, Gr. to J. Spnde, Esq., for S Cape Heaths
To Mr. Rhodes, Gr to J. Philpott, Esq., for 20 Exotic Ferns
To Mr. Carson, Gr. to W, R. G. Farmer, Esq., for ^2 Exotic

Orchidfl

To Mr. E. Turner, Nurseryman, Slouch, for 12 Pelargoniums
"To Mr Nye, Gr to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Mannor, Windsor,

for 10 Pelargoniums
To Messrs, Lane & Sou, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead,

for 10 Roses

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
To Mr Page, G. to W, Leaf, Esq., Park Hill, Streatham, for 10

Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr Carson. Gr to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park,

Cheam, Surrey, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr. Page, Gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., for 12 Exotic Orchids
To Mr. Bunney, Nurseryman, Stratford, Essex, for 6 Exotic

Orchids
To 3Ir Cross, IGr to Lady Goldsuad, Regent's Park, for 6

Fuchsias
To Messrs. Dobson and Sou,"Nurserymcn, Isleworth* for 12

Pelargoniums
To Mr T. Bailey, Gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq, Amcrsham, Bucks,

for IG Pelargoniums
To Messrs. A Paul & Son, Cheshunt, 10 Roses in pots
To Mr Terry, Gr. to C. W. Giles Puller, Esq., Youngsbury,

Ware, Herts, for 6 Roses in pots

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr Chilman, Gr to Rev. W. C. Denshire, Ashtead House,

Epsom, Surrey, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr. Harlock, Gr. to R. W. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead, Essex,

for 8 Cape Heaths
To Mr Page, Gr to W. Leaf, Esq., for 6 Cape Heaths
To Mr Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, for 6 Orchids
To Mr. C- Turner, Nurseryman, for 6 Fancy Pelargonian
To Mr Bailey, Gr- to T. T. Drake, Esq., Amersham, for 6 Fancy

Pelargoniums
To Mr, Green, Gr. to Sir E, Antrobus, Bart, for 8 Azaleas

SILVER GILT MEDAL,
To Mr Rhodes, Gr to J- Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 10

Stove and Greenhouse Plants
To Mr Tegg, Gr to Baron Hambro, Uoehampton, for 6 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants

,

To Mr. Baxendiue, Gr to H. Smallpiece, Esq., for 8 Cape
Heaths

To Mr. J- Peed, Gr, to C. T. Gabriel, Esq., for 6 Cape Heaths
To Mr. G. H- I3uiiney, Nurserjman, Stratford, for 6 Foliage

Plants
To Mr. Baiilie, Gr to "W". C. Carbonell, Esq., Harrow Road, for

12 Exotic Ferns
To Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T. Tredwell, Esq., for 12 Exotic Orchids
To Mr. May, Gr. to J. Spode, Esq., for G Orchida
To Mr. Cole, Nurseryman, St. Albans, for 6 CalceolaHas
To Mr. r i^^nn, Gr- to J, Bishop, Esq., Regent'^ Park, for 6

Fuchaiaa
To Mr ElUot, Gr. to C. Davidson, Esq., Sydenham Hill, for 6

To Messrs. J. & J. Fi-aser, Nurserymen, Leyton, Essex, for 12
Pelargoniums

To Mr Shrimpton, Gr to A. Doxat, Esq., Putney Heath, for 10
Pelargoniums

To Messrs. J, A J. Fraser for (• Fancy Pelargoniums
To ilr JiimcM^ Gr, to W, F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for 6

Fancy Pelargouinms
To .v. R'-.vIanJ, Eaq , Rosenthal, Lewisham, Kent, for C Roses
To Mr Terry. Gr to C. W. G. Puller, Esq., for 25 Cut Roses
To Mr. r n, Gr. to R, G- Farmer, Esq,, for 6 Azaleas
To Mr Ruffitt, Gr to Lord Palmorston, Brockett HiiU, Herts,

for a Providence Pine Api>lo
To itr. Young, Gr to C. Baily, Esq., Aberaman Park, Glamorgan,

for t Queen Pine Apple
Tn Mr Bailey, Gr. to T. T. Dr.ikc, Esq,, for 1 Pine Apple
To Mr Henderson, Gr to Sir G. H. Beaumont, Bart., Cole

orton Hall, for BLick Hanaburgh Grapes
To Mr AUport. Gr to— Akroyd, Esq., Nantwich Cheshire,

for Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr Bailey, Gr to T. T, Drake, Esq., for"n'hite Mtiscadine

Grapes
ToMr. V

'

n, Gr. to Lord Lonsdale, TThitehaven Castle,
CS»mber!wid, for Firontignan or Cbasselas Musqu^ Gr s

lo Mr i^itfwitt, Gr to Mrs. Cubitt, Denbies, Dorkinff for Fron-
titman or ChasseLis Musque Grapes

lS>Sn?''" ^^ Barnett Esq., Salway Hill, Herts, for

w ,^*™*^ff^^ or Cha.s3ebs ilusqu^ Grat^es

p4ch«
^"' ^ ^" *^^'^^^'" ^^^^^^' ^or a dish of

SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. J- Peed, Gr to C T, Gabriel, Esq., Norfolk House,

Streatham, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

To Mr. O. Rhodes, Gr to J. Philpott, Esq., for 6 Cape Heaths

To Messrs. RoUisson & Son, Nursery, Tooting, for Cattleya

Mossiie spectabilis

To Messrs. Parker & "\Villiams, Nurserymen, HoUoway, for

Cattleya sp.

To Mr. J- Standish, Nurseryman, Bagshot, Surrey, for Cyathea

Ciinninghamii
To Mr J. Standish, for Cyathea Smithii
To R- Warner, Esq., for Cattleya sp.

To Mr H- Blunt, Gr to J. L. Craigio, Esq., Chigwell, "Wood-

lands, Essex, for 6 Foliage Plants
To Mr. G. H. Bunney, for 12 Exotic Ferns
To Mr Chilman, Gr. to Rev, W- Denshire, Esq., for 6 Exotic

Orchids
To Mr James, Gr to "W. F. Watson, Esq-, Isleworth, for 6

Calceolarias
To Mr Yomig, Gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, for 6 Fuchsias

To Mr. Windsor, Nuiseryman, Child's Hill, Hampstead, for 12

Pelarproniums.
To Mr Parmenter, Gr to J. W. Taylor, Esq., Highgate Rise,

for 10 Pelargoniums
To Mr. Windsor, Nurseryman, for 6 F:mcy Pelargoniums
To Mr Tandy, Gr to E. Saunders, Esq., Fair Lawn, Wimbledon

Park, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums
To J- HoUingsworth, Esq., Maidstone, Kent, for 25 Cut Roses
To Mr Temple, Gr to J. Clark, Esq.. Dowlais House, Mcrthyr

Tydvil, for 1 Providence Pine Apple
To Mr Barnes, Gr to Lady RoUe, Bicton, Devon, for 1 Queen

Pine Apple
To Mr Bray, Gr to E. Lousada, Esq., Park House, Sidmouth,

for 1 Pine Apple
To Mr A. Henderson, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,

foi' Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Henderson, Gr to Sir H, Beaumont, Bart., for Black

Prince Pine Apple
To Mr Little, Gr. to A. Darby, Esq., Stoke Court, Slouch, for

White Muscadine Grapes
To Mr, Young, Gr to Lord Bamngton, Becket House, for

Frontignans or Cbassselas Musque Grapes
To Mr. Cox, Gr to Earl Beauchamp, Madreafield Court, Wor-

cestershire, for Frontignans or Chasselas Grapes
To Mr Little, Gr. to A. Darby, Esq., for a dish of Nectarines
To Mr. Smith, Gr. to H, Littledale, Esq., Liscavd Hall,

Cheshire, for a dish of Nectarines
To Mr. Henderson, Gr, to Sir H. Beaumont, Barfc., for a dish

of Nectarines [rines
To Mr. Evans, Gr. to C. Newdegate, Esq-, for a dish of Necta-
To Mr. Frost, Gr to E. L. Betts, Esq-, for a dish of Peaches

I

To Mr Saunders, Gr. to Sir H. Meux, for a dish of Peaches
To Mr. Davis, Gr. to J. Dixon, Esq., for a dish of Peaches

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr Chilman, Gr to Rev. W. C. Denshire, for 6 Cane Heaths
To Messrs. Parker & Williams, for Tydfea formosa
To Messrs, Parker <t Williams, for Lychnis Haageana
To Messrs. Jackson, for Argyrca choisyana
To Messrs, Jnckson, for Meconopsis Wallichii
To Mr. J. Standish, for Rhododendron Criterion
To R. Warner, Esq., for Caladium, sp.

To Mr G. Young. Gr to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill, for

6 Foliage Plants
To Mr WooUey, Nurseryman, for 12 Exotic Ferns
To Mr Baiilie, Gr to W, C, Carbonell, Esq., for 12 British Ferns
To R. Warner, Esq., for Correct Labels [Colour
To Mr. Whitebread, Gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., for Arrangement of

To Mr. Lamb. Gr to Messrs. Thackthwaite, Norwood Green,
for 6 Calceolarias

To Mr. Gaines, Nurserj^man, Battersea, for 12 Pelargoniums
To Messrs, J. Dobson, Nurseryman, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums
To Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mr. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead,

for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums
To Messrs. Downie & Laird, Nurserymen, Edinburgh, for 36

Pansies
To Mr James, Gr to W. F, Watson, Esq., for 24 Pansies
To A. Rowland. Esq., for 25 Cut Roses
To Mr. Tiumer, for U Cut Roses
To Messrs. J. *fe J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Leyton, Essex, for 6

Greenhouse Azaleas
To Mr, Bullen, Gr to J. Euller, Esq., for Collection of

Ansectochilus
To Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nurserymen, for 10 Azaleas
To Mr Carey Tyso, Florist,WalUngford, Berks, lor Collection of

Ranunculus
To Mr Bailey, Gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq., for 1 Providence Pine

Apple
To Mr. Allen, Gr to J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington Hall,

Cheshire, for 1 Providence Pino Apple
To Messrs. Weeks, King's Road, Chelsea, for 1 Queen Pine
To Mr. North, Gr. to Captain Cannon, Ware, Herts, for 1

Queen Pine
To Ilr. Williamson, Gr, to Earl Lonsdale, Whitehaven Castle,

for 1 Queen Pine
To R, Crawshay, Esq., Cyfarthfa Castle, Merthyr Tydvil, 1 Pine
To Mr Tejrg, Gr. to Baron Hambro, Roehampton, for 1 Greeu-

fleshed Melon
To Mr Allen, Gr to J. E. Glegg, Esq., Witliington Hall,

Cheshire, for Black Hamburgii Grapes
To Mr Bones, Gr to J. Barret, Esq., Solway Hill, Woodford,

for Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Frost, Gr to E. F. Bett^, Esq,, Preston Hall, for Black

Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Tegg, Gr to Baron Hambro, Roehampton, for white

Muscadine Grapes
To Mr Kately, Gr to J. Thome, Esq., Turret House, South

Lambeth, for White Muscadine Grapes
To Mr. Henderson, Gr to G. Beaumont, Esq., Coleorton Hall,

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, for Frontiguans or Chassehis Grapes
To Mr Bartlett, Gr to B. Cotton, Esq., Raynors, High

Wycombe, for a dish of Black Cherries
To Mr Cox, Gr to Earl Beauchamp. for a dish of Nectarines
To Mr Masters, Gr to the Earl of Macclesfield, for a dish of

Nectarines
To Mr Peacock, Gr. to S. Crawley, Esq., Stockwood Park,

Luton, for a dish of Nectarines
To Mr Cox, Gr to Earl Beauchamp, for a dish of Peaches
To Mr. Miller, Gr. to Sir W. Smith, Bart., for a dish of Peaches
To Mr. Ruffett, Gr to Viscount Palmerston, for a dish' of

Peac les

To Mr. R. Smith, Market Gardener, Twickenham, for 2 Diiihes

of Strawberries

{For con'/. ..ation see next T(rge>)

BRONZE MEDAL.
To Mr Ellis, Gr to A, R. Dunn, Esq., Pymmes Park

Edmonton, for 6 Cape Heaths
'

To Messrs. Parker & WilUams, for Orchis foliosa [Ferns
To Mr. Lavey, Gr. to E. A. De Graves, Esq., for 12 Exotic
To Mr J, ElUot, Gr, to Miss Clarkson, Avenue Road, for

12 British Ferns
To Mr. B. Peed, for Connect Labels
To Mr B, Peed, for ditto

To Mr Baxendiue, for Arrangement of Colour
To Mr Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough, for 36 Pansies
To — August, Beddlngton, Surrey, for 24 Pansies
To Mr R. 3Iarcham, Gr, to E. Oakes, Esq., Rydorp House,

Hanwell, for 25 Cut Roses
To Messrs* Lane, Nurseryman, for 2-1 C\it Roses
To Mr Gedney, Gr. to Rev. W. Ellis, for Nepenthes Rafflesiana
To Messrs. Lane and Son, Nurserymen, for 6 Azaleas
To Mr B, Peed, Gr, to T. Trod well, Esq., for G ditto
To Mr LaVemiin, Gr to ^ Campbell, Esq.,' Grove House

for Cyanophyllum magniftcum
To Mr G. Smith, Nm-seryman, Hornsey Road, for 24 Cut

Blooms of Verbenas
To Mr, O. Rhodes, Gr to J. Philpott, Esq., for 1 Queen Pine
To Mr Young, Gr to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill, for

1 Queen Pine [Melon
To Mr Bailey, Gr to T. T, Drake, Esq., for 1 Green-fleshed
To Mr Robertson, Gr to R. Benyon, Esq,, M.P., Englefield

House, Reading, fori Green-fleshed Melon
To Mr Bundy, Gr to Countess Dc Morella, Wentworth,

Surrey, for 1 Green-flcShed Melon
ToMr B. Peed, for 1 Scarlet-fieshcd Melon
To Mr Young, Gr. to Viscount Barrington, Bec'kctt House,

Shrivenham, for a Dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr Little, Gr to A. Darby, E^=q., Stoke Court, Slough, for

a Dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Drewitt, Gr Mrs. Cubitt, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr, G. Taylor, Gr. to C. R. Hanbury, Esq., iiarnet, for

Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Henderson, Gr to Sir G. H. Beaumont, Bart., for a Dish

of Peaches
To Mr Masters, Gr to Earl of Macclesfield, Sherborne Castle,

Isleworth, for a Dish of Peaches
To Mr . Hill, Gr to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford, for a

Dish of Peaches
To Mr. Ruwbone, Gr to ~ Adderley, Esq., Barlastou Hall,

Staffs., for a Dish of Peaches
To Mr. Hill, Gr to R. Sneyd, Esq., for a Dish of Nectarines
To Mr. Rawbone, Gr to — Adderley, Esq., for a Dish of

Nectarines
To Mr. Cox, Gr to Earl Beauchamp, for a Dish of Black

Cherries
To Mr Evims, Gr. to E. N. Newdegate, Esq., Arbury Gardens,

Nuneaton, for a Dish of Black Cherries
To Mr Henderson, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, for a Dish of

White Cherries
To Mr Clarke, Market Gardener, Twickenham, for 2 Dishes of

Strawberries
To Mr. Snow, for a Dish of Figs
To Mr Henderson, for 1 Box of Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr, Frost, for 12 lbs. of Hamburgh Grapes
To Messrs. Weeks & Son, for 3 Pines in Pots

CERTIFICATE.
To Mr A. Henderson, Gr to the Duko of Sutherland, for

Bilbergia vittata
To Mr, G- H. Bunney, Nurseryman, for 12 British Ferns
To Mr Lavey, Gr. to E. A. De Graves, Esq., for 12 British

Ferns
To Mr. Woolley, for Correct Labels
To Mr. Woolley, ditto ditto

To Mr May, for Arrangement of Colour
To Mr. E. Shenton, Nurseryman, Hendon, for 30 Pansies
To Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, for 24 Pansies
To J. HolUngworth, Esq , for 2i Cut Roses
To Mr, Bunney, Nurseryman, Stratford, for Collection of

Anfcectochilus

To Messrs. Veitch, Nurserymen, Chelsea and Exeter, for Elio-
cax'pus reticulatug

To Messrs. A. Paul & Son, for Collection of British Ferns
To Mr Kaile, Gr. to Earl of Lovelace, for 6 Azaleas
To Sir, Lamb, Thackthwaites, for 6 Coxcombs
To Mr Harlock, Gr to R. W. Nxitter, Esq., for 6 Azaleas
To Mr Henderson, Gr to Duke of Sutherland, for

To Mr. Davis, Gr to J. Dixon, Esq., Astle Hall, Congleton,
Cheshire, fori Pine Apple [Melon

To Mi\ Suow, Gr. to Countess Cowper, Wrest Park, for 1 Green-
fleshed Melon

To Mr. Ruffett, Gr to Viscount Palmerston, for 1 Green-fleshed
Tr Mr Maker, Gr to Sir W, Bulkeley, Bart., for 1 Green-

fleshed Melon
To Mr K;ule, Gr, to Earl Lovelace, for 1 Green-fleshed Melon
To Mr Godfrey, Gr to W. Shepherd, Esq., Herts, for 1 Scarlet-

fleshed Slelon
To Mr. Low, Gr to R. Baker, Esq., Bayfordbury, Herts, for 1

dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Miller, Gr. to Sir W. Smith, Bart., Eardiston, Worces-

tershire, for Black Hamburgh Grajies
To Mr. Rutland, Gr. to Captain Peplou, GLirnriton Castle, Hert-

ford, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Haunan, Gr to Earl of Crawford and Belcaires, Haig

Hall, Wigan, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr Smith, Gr to A. Anderson, Esq., Norwood Grove,

Surrey, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr. Sage, Gr to Earl Howe, Gopsall Hall, Athersham, for

Black Hatuburgh Grapes
To Mr. Goldsnjith, Gr. to Sir W. Farquhar, Bolesdon, Dorking,

for 2 dishes of Strawberries
To Mr How, Gr to W. R. Baker, Esq., for one dish of Golden

Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr Miller, for Box of Peaches and Nectarines
To Mr Hammond, for Basket of Hamburgh Grapes
To Mr Henderson, for Peaches aud Nectarines
To Mr, Davies, fur Peacbes

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
G. Smith, Nurseryman, ToUington Nursery, Hornsey Koad,

Islington, for Calceolaria canariensis
Messrs. Vcitcu t Sou, R^yal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea and

Exeter, for AraUa japonica
Messrs, Veitcti ife Son, for Campylobotris regalia
Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Macodespetala
Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Caludium Beliymeii
Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Pteris argyrea
Messrs, Veitch & Son, for Reichardia oculata.
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and

for

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES—Conimtted.

TVIeasrs. A. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, Herts, for new
Tea-scented Rose Pteaident

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea and
Exotcr, for Clerodendron calamitosum

Messrs. Veitch & Sou, for Clieilantlies Bersgiana

G. W. Hoyle, Esq., Reading, Pelargonium Rosa Bonheiir

G* W. Hoyle, Esq., for Pelargonium Beauty of Reading

To Mr. Nyo, Gr. to E. Foster, Esq., for Pelargonium Rosa
Bonhcur

To Mr. Hoyle, for Pelargonium Alpha

To Messr3. Rollision, for Pelargonium King of tlie Belgians

SECOND-CLASS CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
Messrs. Veitch & Son. Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea

Exeter, for Aralia japouica fuliis varicgatis

Messrs. Veitch & Sou, for Lomaria Banksii

Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Microlepis hirsuta

Messrs. Parker & Williams, Nurserymen, HoUoway,
Rhipidapris peltata

To Messrs. RolUson, for Pelargonium Prince Consort

Mr. "Windsor, Gr. to G. A. Crawley. Esq , Fitzroy Farm, High-

gate, for Seedling Geranium Snowflake

Mr. SUndish, Nurseryman, Bagshot, SuiTey, for Lomana
discolor

Messrs. Veitch. Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea and Exeter, for

Imatophyllum cyrtaiithiflorum

To Messrs. Dobaon, for Pelargonium Volunteer

To Messr.s. Dobson, for Pelargonium General Garibaldi

ToE. Beck. Esq.. for Pelargouiuin Victor

NEW AND CHOICE PLANTS.

JOHN STANDISH, in offerin^r tlic following Plants

can assure his customers that they are now in fine con-

dition for sending out:

—

MYOSOTiniUM NOBILE, or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each

31s 6d.—This plant, from the Chatham Islands, in one of the

most remarkable that has been introduced for some years,

being totally distinct from all others. It has large thick

leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sends

up raajTinficent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful blue

and white, similar to a Forget-me-not, but of a giant form.

A Drawing of it is published in Curtis's '* Botanical Maga-

zine" for September. A description taken from the above is

also published in the Gardeners' Cfironicle of Sept. 17, 1S59,

wherein Dr. Liiidley says :—" This ia the handsome perennial

provisionally named Cynoglossum nobile by Dr. Hooker m
our last year's Volume, page 240. It is quite deserving aU

the encomiums that have been passed upon it."

RHODODEN'DRON NUTTALII.—The largest flower of all yet

known, having 11 flowers in a truss, each flower _^bemg

ei inches across. Seedling plants. 3 inches high, ts. del.

each ; QOs. per dozen ; or 20/. per 100.

PHLOX MRS. STANDISH.—The purest white, with a large

red eye, 5s. each. Also a large collection of the finest kinds

which J. S. has shown during the last summer and m every

case received the Furst Prize. Plants from Is. to 2a. 6d. each.

A CATALOGUE containing a full description of the best

Hardy Plants iucultivatiun will be forwarded on application to

The Royal Nursery. Bagsbot.
^

rpHE THIKD GUAiSD NATIONAL ROSE SHOW
X will be held, uuder distinguished patronage, in the Crystal

Palace, on THURSDAY, July 12. Schedules may be obtained

from the Rev. S. Beysolds IIolr, Hon. Sec, Caunton Manor,

Newark, Notts ; and from Mr. W. Houohton, Crystal Palace.

Further particulars will bo published.

SATURDAY, JUNE 23, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( Horticultural (Election of Fellows

T0E8DAY, O^ne SeJ and Ballot fdr riantal South

f Kensinsrton I P.M.

-a ("nortk-uUuraH Floral Committee)
"i at St. Marliu's Place ..Thubsdat, —

** f « 1 P.M.

We find that we have very unwittingly offended

Admiral DoNCOiiEE by cur observations on tlie

present state of the gun-boats at Portsmouth, We
beg however to assure him that we had not the

slightest intention of making any personal allusion

whatever, nor did we know by whom the remark

to which we adverted, and which was generally

current, was in the first instance made. Our

obiect was simply to give a true and unprejudiced

account of their present condition, and to make

such incLuiries as may furnish a mass of tolerably

oertain information to our readers on a matter of

great public interest and importance, and one by no

means uucounectedwith the especial objects of this

Journal, . r n
Decay is inberent in the constitution 01 all

ort'anic subbtances. It depends upon circum-

stances al.ne how long that decay can be arrested,

for come it must at last.
_

As regards the important question of ship-

building, it is necessary, before we attempt to

show how it can in any case be arrested, to state

the condition under whicb decay actually takes

place, for even with the very best materials and

the utmost care, serious decomposition of the wood
will often occur.

This may be brought about by two principal

causes, viz., external or internal chemical agents

.and parasitic Fungi, How far the action of the

last may accord with the mere chemical effects

which take place when no Fungi are present, has

not hitherto been ascertained.

The most obvious cause of chemical decay is a

want of proper seasoning of the wood. Every one

knows that wood consists of two parts, distinguished

by the name of sap-wood and heart-wood.
Supposing that the whole is perfectly healthy the

main distinction is that the cells of which the

latter is composed are far more compact and eon-

tain less fermenlible matter than those ot the

sap-wood.
The cells of the sap-wood become beart-wood

by the repeated deposit of layer after layer of

iignine within the primary sac of cellulose. In

this process the cavity of course becomes gradually

less, and at length nearly vanishes, and there is

very little left behind whicb, if once thoroughly

dried, can easily pass into a state of decomposition

by the agency of any putrefactive ferment. What-

ever does exist has been absorbed into the substance

of the Iignine, and so incorporated with it as to

give way with comparative difficulty.

Precisely the contrary condition exists in the

sap-wood. The walls of the outer cells are still

soft and pappy, and as we advance to the centre,

though some consolidation has taken place, matters

are in such an unstable condition, that the balance

is soon deranged, and decay rapidly ensues. Such

cells are morever in a peculiarly favourable con-

dition for the development oi Fungi, and on both

accounts, therefore, every particle of sap-wood

should carefully be removed in all timber employed

in ship-building.

But even supposing this to be done carefully,

though the immediate mischief may not be so

rapid, if the timber be not seasoned, the heart-

wood itself will still be liable to decay. So long

as life exists in the cells there is a certain quantity

of moisture left behind, which is favourable to

chemical chacge under untoward circumstances.

Without moisture, indeed, it is quite certain that

absolute decomposition, except, as it appears, from

actual contact with wood already decaying, will

not take place. The only difference will be that

the chacge will be slower, though in the end not

the less sure. In the usual mode of felling timber

when the sap is most active, it might be supposed

that decay would be accelerated; but though

a higher price is still given for winter-felled

timber, experience does not show that it is less

subject to natural decay than spring-felled timber

when properly seasoned. The more perfectly all

natural moisture is driven from the substance of

the timber, the more secure it is from decay ; but

if water gains admission, or there is a complete

absence of ventilation, even the best materials

will fail.

It is well known that where timber becomes

wet, and is then exposed to the action of the air,

a kind of combustion takes place known to

chemists under the name of eremacausis. The

oxygen of the air it should seem combines with

the hydrogen, and carbonic acid is given off from

the residue, and this constantly recurs till the

texture of the wood is destroyed and the crumb-

ling mass left behind has assumed a different

chemical condition, containing in proportion a

greater quantity of carbon than the original

wood.* It ia this evolution of carbonic acid

which makes damp rooms and marshes so^ un-

wholesome, and consequently tha^ matter is of

scarcely less importance in a sanitary than an

economical point of view.

How far the decomposition whicb takes place in

unseasoned wood arises from the fermentation of

albuminous or other fermentible matter contained

in the cells, or from the mere presence of internal

moisture, or whether the two conditions of decay

may not exist together has not at present been

ascertained. Certain it is that in such maladies as

the Potato murrain, the substances produced in

the decompobition of the saturated cells is much

the same as those which occur in eremacausis

;

and as in those cases where Fungi are evidently

the agents, the results are scarcely distinguishable

from those in whicb sucb agency cannot be

admitted, tbere is good reason to believe that

there is more identity tban is usually supposed.

One circumstance attending this process is worthy

of notice—that where timber affected with erema-

causis comes in contact with sound timber the

disease spreads, though the sound timber may

never have come in actual contact with moisture,

exactly as combustion extends from one beam (0

another. Gregory explains this by the theory

that the effect is due to "the communication of

motion from the particles of the decaying body to

To^eof the other substance, which motion, ^.m

the case of fermentation, overturns the existing

balance of affinities, unstable as it is m orgamo

coijpouiids, and gives rise to the formation of new
products."

Though water may not be actually admitted

so as to come in contact with the timber, the

mere presence of damp pent-up air may have
precisely the same effect, and it is on this account

that ventilation is so important in all questions

respecting the prevention of dry rot.

Where moist wood is not in contact with the

air, as for example where it is isolated by a thick

coat of paint, or in its natural position by the bark,

a different effect is produced. Instead- of present-

ing a brown hue the wood becomes nearly white,

and contains less carbon in proportion than it did

before. This condition is often known under the

name of touchwood, but we believe that the sub-

stance which Faraday calls touchwood in his six

lectures, and attributes to the effect of ozonised

oxj'gen, is the brown matter with which all

shipwrights are so familiar as the product of dry

and wet rot.

This white condition above mentioned is un-

doubtedly often produced by Fungi, but every

country carpenter knows that if green wood is used

for gate posts and at once painted, the centre is

almost sure to turn into touchwood.

The coubideration of Fungi as the cause of dry

rot must be reserved for another article.

J5"ow that every one is talking of our unusually

wet spring, the loUowing return of rainfall in the

,
Garden of the Horticultural Society will be read

with interest :

—

January .. .. 2. IS inches

February .. .. 1-20

March 1.63

April 0.95
^ c-Kt .

May .. .. 3.04 = 9.00 tothe endofMay;
about 3 inch short of

June, to I7tb . . . . 3. 26 the average for the 5

- months.
12.26

. This shows that after all we were not last

Sunday much more than an inch above the average,

and that February, March, and April were less

wet than seems to be generally supposed.

I

-ir^^JJ^^h^Ftb^f^^^'^f woody fibre to be-

so that the compound left behind wm oe

and if the sa^rJe^fo^s'Se repeated we shaU have

S'
* §' ''

ol !* tc ^ that the relative quantity ff
C33, Hie.Uis^'cc s« 1.

r.REGoRv'3 Organic

carbon is constantly increased.

Chemistry, p. 301.

We observe with unfeij^ned satisfaction that the

Committee of the Gardeners' Benevolent In-

sirrxiTTON' have at length determined upon a

course wbich we have for many years felt it a duty

to press upon their attention. Nothing could

possibly be more injurious to the interests of the

charity than tlie system of placing on the same

level candidates for pensions who had for years

assisted the iiistitntion by their annual subscrip-

tions, not unseldom spared with diiSculty froi»

scanty incomes, and those other candidates who
had never subscribed a shilling. So long as 3»

pernicious a rule was observed there was no

personal inducement to a gardener to contribute

his annual guinea ; for it availed him nothing.

And the consequence has been thattbe institution,

although appearing to be most honestly and care-

fully managed, has by no means received

that general support which another course

would, we think, have secured to it. The

motto of the Gardeners' Benevolent should be

"We help those who help others." If instead ol

words like these the public reads, "We help thosa

who have helped nobody," the question naturally

arises whether the last, however philanthropic, is

a sound principle of action in a charity with very

limited funds and very extensive demands upon it.

In our opinion no one ought to be placed among-

the candidates who has not been previously included

among th;.^ ar.nual subscribers.

In the circular lately issued to the supporters Of

the Charity the Committee say that ''inconse-

quence of James Wells, of Bramshaw, Lyhd-

hurst, Hants, aged 73, being in distress, having

subscribed to the Society for upwards of 15 years^

and in evc-ry way complied with the regulations of

the Society, he will be placed on the List of Pen-

sioners without an Election."

This is acting like men of business, and cannot

fail to have an important effect upon the funds.

But we should like to see the principle carried

still further.

One of the most prosperous, because best

managed associations of this kind is the Job and

Post Masters' Provident Fund (established m July,

1839). It has vorv considerable funds, a lar^e

income, and is able to render most imi>ortimt

assistance to iU distressed members ; hut to no one

else In order t> become a member, a line,

varving in amount we believe according to age^

must be paid on admission, and also an annual

subscription, or what is declared by the rules to

.ttneTeiauveH-....:.,be equivalent to it. By this means, aided by

See Gregorv'3 Organic
\ ^^^^^^^^^ ^ud bequests, anincome sufficient tor tne
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purpose is readily obtained. And, although the asso-

ciation in question is necessarily in many respects

different from one for the aid of gardeners, never-

theless its rules would furnish hints that might

te advantageously taken by the Committee.

We have heard that one reason which has

prevented sny such rules as those we have sug-

gested from being adopted is that to do so would

be to convert the association into a Benefit

Society. We do not know how that may be ; but

if it IS for the advantage of Gardeners that it

should be converted into a Benefit Society or

assume any other form, the sooner the change is

effected the better.

We observe that as Lord Caeenaevox takes the

^hair at the annual dinner on the 27th inst., there

is an early opportunity of saying something either

for or against the views here expressed. If we are

wrono* we shall be happy to stand corrected ; if

right the Committee will be supported by others in

the course of action they may in that case find it

desirable to follow.

We have received from Messrs. Btttleb &
M'CuLLOcii another specimen of the Empress
Eugenie Cucumber mentioned in our last.

Although still perfectly fit for table it weighed

4 lbs., was 2 feet 3 inches long, 8 inches round on

•*n average, and6^ inches round just above the stalk.

When cut it was found to be extremely good, and

so nearly solid that scarcely any space remained

for seeds. It was very much like the magnificent

Cucumbers exhibited 'by Mr. Robert Crawshay
before the Horticultural Society in 1858, although

neither so heavy nor so long. It is very remarkable
that all the large Cucumbers of which we have
authentic records were white-spined.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXI.

B^DALEA QTJEECINA, P.—The general notion of

I'ungi is that they are soft evanescent productions,

which spring up in a night and vanish ahinost as

rapidly. Ihis may be true enough of many, but tliere

are some which vie with wood in hardness and last for

some years. A few of these attain a very large size.

One, for example, To 7i/

-

portts fraxijieus, which
grows at the foot of old

Ash trees, sometimes

reaches a yard in diameter,

aud we have Just seen

two specimens attached

togctber to the base of a

tree which fell a sacrifice

to the late heavy gales,

of nearly equal size, which
must have required a con-

Hiderable time for their

development. Their tex-

ture is like that of hard
Cork, or even denser to-

wards the outer surface;

aud the subject of the pre-

sent notice, though not

acquiring such dimensions,

is of equally firm consis-

tence.

Dcedalea querclna occurs

on old Oak stumps or

palings, aud is, as far as

our own experience goes,

strictly confined to the

genus Quercus, though it

occurs on moi-e than one
species. It is usually from
4 to 6 inches across, nearly
flat above but rugged and
marVcd with obscure con-

centric bands, and of a
pallidwood colovir. Beneath
it 19 convex, and consists of

stiff rigid waved and sinu-

ous pores, the walls of

which are variously toothed

or broken, and are nearly

of the same colour with
the piieus. In an early

stage the fructifying sur-

face is even, becoming
gradually pitted like a
honeycomb, and then by
t'je breaking up of the walls of the cells as they
are gradually developed and elongated, the apertures
gradually lose their- rounded form and become waved.
There is not the least disposition to present the appear-
ance of regular gills radiating from a common centre,

up. The genera of Fungi, especially of the more noble

kinds, run into each other by such nice shades of differ-

ence that it is quite impossible to define them very

strictly, and specimens of the genus Leiizites which

we shall hope to illustrate hereafter, and which

hears almost precisely the same relation to Agaricus that

Bcedalea does to Folyporus, are found occasionally

which it is very difficult to distinguish generically.

Dcedalea qnercina sometimes occurs without the

slightest trace of a piieus, spreading for several inches

over the wood, and consisting of nothing more than

pores, and if the surface on which such specimens grow

IS perpendicular the walls lie like tiles one upon the

other and present a very singular appearance,

Dadalea quercina is, we believe, applicable to no

especial use ; the substance is too thin to make it

available for tinder. It is, however, a very pretty

object, and when occurring on the side of a shrubbery

walk, as we have seen it in Wales, it is really a striking

ornament.
Occasionally the spawn of this species increase to an

enormous extent without producing pilei, and is then

not distinguishable from the production known imder

the name of Xylostroma giganteumy which is so universal

in vessels affected with dry rot. This substance is not

however entitled to a generic name, being nothing

more than mere spawn. Wij have once met with an

instance in which D. quercina was developed in a hot-

house to such an extent as to destroy the main timbers

very rapidly, but this is a very uncommon occurrence.

There is not as far as we know the slightest evidence to

prove that, though so strictly connected with the Oak,

it has anything to do with marine dry rot, the

Xylostroma in that case producing a totally difierent

Fungus. M. J. B.

THE EDUCATION OF GARDENERS.
I AM glad to see that attention has been so promi-

nently directed to the education of young gardeners,

for if my experience of the last few years is to be
relied upon I fear there is ample room for more spirit

and enthusiasm to be infused into the rising generation.

Within tiie last four years I have on four different

occasions had to send into the London market for a

foreman, and on each occasion have experienced con-

and timber measuring." This I think shows something
rotten in the state of horticultural education, for

certainly with the national schoolmaster in almost

every parish, and the parade of Mechanics', Literary,

Self-Improvement, and adult educational Societies,

something better ought to be forthcoming. Other
sources were tried with the same result, and hence I

was obliged to fall back upon a young man who had
served me in the same capacity before.

Being, as I have been for more than 20 years, busily

employed on new ground-work, it is singular how very

exceptional are the cases in which you meet with a man
capable of catrying out work of that kind in a proper

manner, and I can safely say that in my 20 years* ex-

perience I have not met with a dozenyoung gardeners who
at the time they came to me could be considered good

workmen. This arises in a great measure from their com-

mencing their education at the wrong end ; they get into

the stoke-holes and houses as boys, and with an occasional

morning's mowing, or a spell at the wall-trees, they

work their way until they get sent out aa foremen or

nuder-gardeners. Now many of these men are clever

at growing a big Fuchsia or a Ealsam, and expert in

putting a deformed Heath or Azalea on crutclies. Bub
ask them to put in the levels for a piece of ground-work,

or lay down a plan to scale, and they are completely at

sea. True, many have not a chance of seeing ground-

work carried out, and others think such work beneath

their notice, but it may be laid down as a rule that a

man who is not thoroughly up in ground-work, and

upon whose eye harsh lines do not grate, as much as

discordant notes would upon the musical ear, will never

make a clever and artistic gardener. He may i)lod

through the world as hundreds have done before him,

but he will never, as poor Loudon used to say, see

things " with the eye of an artist." Nor is this in all

cases to be regretted, for a man so circumstanced will

the more easily bend to external whims and fancies, and

thus secure repose, and perhaps applause, where better

things might be expected of him.

You have very justly remarked that the growth of

specimen plants has been the all-absorbing attraction

for some years back ; the strictly practical has been in

the ascendant, and so far as my own experience extends

I fear first principles and scientific deductions have

been unnoticed, for if you ask a man why he does a cer-

tain thing he will tell you, "Because I see So-and-sosiderable difficulty in getting a suitable man. In the

spring of last year my foreman having left me, I treated his plants in that manner," and not because

applied to one of the largest London firms to send me reason, experience, and natural induction had led him to

a man in his place, and I fixed my standard of qualifi-
j
conclude the method he was pursuing was the right

method. The laws of hor-

ticultural science are not

inscrutable, but happily

the science of cultivation is

now reduced to a code of

rules which cannot be dis-

regarded without the

natural penalties resulting.

Practice, w^i*hscience, must
be the rule, and gardeners

'

of the rising generation

who cannot strike out a
track for themselves, must
not expect to keep pace

with the times in which we
live.

Great as has been the

progress of education in

this country of late years,

it is still doubtful whether
it does not require a more
practical and generally

useful direction. There is

still a sad want of know-
ledge of common things,

even among those con-

sidered educated. Last

autumn my son, a youth of

15, in passing through a

field of Clover noticed

several patches of the

Clover Dodder, and being
on his way to a cricket

match he took a handful
ot the plant with him.
Strange however to say,

though the company con-
sisted of farmers and their

sons, and some who had
travelled the country for

information, there was not
a man who either knew
the plant or had heai'd of its

destructive influence in the
Clover field, I warned tiie

tenant of the loss he would
sustain if he did not destroy the plant at once, but with

DaiKDALEA QUEKCINA.

(Copied by permission from Greville's Scottish Cryptogamic Flora.)

cation high in order that I might get a man woithy of
being pushed forward in the world. I therefore
required that the man should not only have a good
general knowledge of gardening, properly so railed, and

,
_ . new ground in particular, but that he should be able to

and the relation therefore is clearly rather to the genus measure solids and superficies, and keep such memoranda
Po/yponw than to the Mushroom tribe. Indeed of the work of a large stafi' of men as were necessary for
2>adaUa ditfers from Polyj>orus, rather in the more
constant development of sinuous pores connected with
their compact texture than in any essential character
for many species of the latter genus occasionally present
poies quite as smuous, and the walls as decideaiy broken

a correct weekly pay sheet. This was^no great require-

ment, but strange as it may seem the head of the firm
replied, " I could send you several good garden foremen,
but out of more than thirty young gardeners on ow:
hooks there is not one that will venture on the land

true west country simplicity he only smiled and replied,
" thick thing nl do no hann," and it was not until I

assured him of the "action" that he would subject
himself to if he sold the seed, and the resulting crop'

was destroyed by Dodder, that he was induced lo

destroy the weed by burning, which by the way is the
most effectual way of getting rid of it in the Clover
field. First mow and dry it, and then with the aid of

a few trusses of straw burn and char the whole surface

of the parts of the field affected.

Not long ago I saw a young farmer with a gang of
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weeacrs uusUj euipio^etl in a Wliuat stubble, band-

pulling the amnial ^1i\k Thistle, he no doubt thinknig

it was the perennial kind, but a little knowledge of

common things, more especially of the rudiments of

botany, would have taught a different lesson. It is a

f^reat pity, I might say a national calamity, that the

example which Professor Henslow has so worthily set is

not n:ore generally followed in onr national and village

schools, and if, without entering into the minuii<B of

botanical arrangement our children were only taught

to recognise the poisonous plants of our native flora,

it would be a great and sanitary gain. But it may be

asked, what has this to do with the education of

gardeners? I reply it has everything to do, for as

most of them make their way to the garden through

the village school, so it is important that they should

be properly instructed at the commencement of their

edrcation. Indeed the rudiments of natural science

must be more attended to in our scholastic arrange-

ments, for it is abominable that a man should be a

wanderer on the face of the earth all his natural life,

and yet be ignorant of its formation or the character of

the plants and animals which inhabit it.

I now come to "Liuager's" proposals iis noticed in your

leader of the 9th ultimo, and I think they fall short of

what ought to be expected of a youth or young man
at the oges stated. Writing, spelling, arithmetic and

land surveying, ought certainly to be learned before a

boy takes up gardening as a calling at all; indeed I

should want to add geography, botany, plain and free

hand drawing, and mapping and plotting as connected

with land surveying. A youth ought to be able to pass

this examination before he is 18 years of age. At 21,

the pass examination, I should want, in addition to skill

in cultivation and "naming plants at sight," a know-

ledge of structural and physiological botany, geology,

the rudiments of natural philosophy, and a knowledge

of the natural sciences. The most difficult part for

examination will be "practical skill." Knowing some-

thing of cultivation I should not like to pass an opinion

upon a man's qualifications without at the least a six

months' inspection of his proceedings, and that during

the winter months, when his knowledge and skill would

be the most taxed.

»
" Words learnt by rote a parrot may rehearse.

But talking is not always to converse."

Many men can talk glibly on horticultural matters,

but are sad bunglers at the practical application of

their theories; indeed, it has been remarked in these

pages, the best writers are not always the best culti-

vators. I once heard a gentleman who had employed a

most voluminous writer remark, "Set a man on horse-

back and tell him to ride till he finds tlie worst gar-

dener in England and I will guarantee he will never

stop until he comes to -," the writer in question.

It is for this reason that T should have men practically

tested, so that the smooth-tongued and ready-witted

should not steal a march upon their hard-headed and

hard-handed but less loquacious brethren.

What "Linager" proposes as an examination for

honours has been partly taken up by my preliminary

and pass scale of examination, but still there would he

no objection, indeed it would be very desirable that

Vegetable Physiology, Geography, and Climate, as con-

nected with cultivation, should be duly studied; to

these I would add Geology, Chemistry, Architectural

Drawing, and the principles of Constrnction. Mathe-

matics would be indispensable to this scale, bnt as for

"Pomology, naming fruits at sight," I do not regard it

as a very indispensable qualification. The varieties of

Iruit really indispensable to the supply of a gentleman's

table are not legion, and if I insisted upon an extended

knowledge of fruits, it would be rather to enable a man
to know " what to avoid," than for any other purpose,

for it. is a sad misapplication of responsibility to plant

collections of fruit trees, half of which frequently when

they come to maturity or a bearing state are found to

be worthless.

I have thus indicated what I should regard as indis-

pensible qualifications for those young men who aspire

to the first rank in the future of horticulture. It may
"be thought that I require too much, but this knowledge

is worth pursuing for its own sake, and when attained

will be found a much sweeter solace for leisure hours

than the attraction of games of chance, the pipe, the

pot, or the grog shop. Knowledge of this kind,

abilities thus vouched, may not in all cases command
their just rewwrd. but this is a matter for consideration

before a youth commits himself to the spade. No
floubt in many other walks of life, the same ability will

command a much more remunerative price, but
gardeners as a body follow their calling from a love of

gardening, and I believe its progress of late years is

more attributable to that one fact than to any innate
love of it in the majority of their employers. It may
be said that I require in others abilities which I do not
possess myself; true, but it is the want which I have
felt, and daily feel of the qualifications which I have
enumerated which makes me insist upon a high
standard for the rising generation. The young and
enthusiastic gardener who pursues his calling from a
love of it must not be deterred from his object by the
workVs coldness, but he must console himself with a
scrap from Shakespeare

—

ON THE ART OF PERFUMERY, ITS HISTORY
AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT.

BY EUGENE SIMMEI.
[Abridged from tho Journal of the Society of Arts.J

{Concluded from p. 553.)

There are now two processes in use for making

scented pomades and oil ; one is by maceration and the

other by absorption. The former is used for the less

delicate flowers, such as the Rose, Cassia, Orange-

flower, Jonquil, and Violet, which can bear a tolerable

degree of heat without losing their scent. A certam

quantity of grease is placed in a pan fitted with a

water bath and brought to an oily consistency. Flowers

are then thrown in and left to digest for some hours,

after which they are removed and othtirs are put in,

and so on for two or three days, until the grease is

quite saturated. It is then taken out and pressed in

cloth bags. The process of absorption, called by the

French enjleurage^ is chiefly confined to the Jasmin and

Tuberose flowers, but is sometimes applied to the Cassie.

It consists of a series of square glass frames, covered

with a thin layer of purified grease, in which ridges are

made to facilitate absorption. Fresh-gathered flowers

are strewed on that layer, and renewed every morning

as long as the flower is in bloom, and by that time the

grease has acquired a very strong flavour. The same

process is used for oil, but the frames instead of a glass

have a wire bottom, over which is spread a thick cotton

cloth soaked in Olive oil. Flowers are laid on in the

same way, and the cloths submitted to^ a strong

pressure to extract the oil when sufficiently im-

preErnatea, The frames are piled up on each other

to keep them air-tiebt.

The three principal towns where this manufacture is

carried on are Grasse, Cannes, and Nice. From the

details furnished by M. Pilar, one of the first manu-

facturers of Grasse, it appears that there are about 100

houses engaged in that occupation, and in that of

distilling essential oil, materials for which abound in

the neighbourhood. Out of that number 70 are in

Grasse, which may be called the head-quarters of the

trade. The following are approximate numbers and

values of the flowers consumed in that locality for manu-

facturing purposes:

—

kilos. Iba. £
800,000orl,760,000ofOranfrG flowers, worth about S'2,000

250,000 „ 550,000 „ Rose flowers „ „ 10,009

50,000 „ 110,000 „ Jasmine flowers „ „ 6,000

30,000 „ 66,000 „ Violets „ „ 7,000

30,000 „ 66,000 „ Cassia „ „ 10,000

15,000 „ 33,000 ,. Tuberose „ „ 3,000

The average quantities of the principal articles manu-
factured are :

—
kilos. lbs. £

300,000 or 660,000 [ ^^
«^^^^*^^^

^"""^"^Irth^t^^ut ]
^^^'^OO

80,000 „ 176,000 „ Rose-water „ „ 6,000

500,000 „ 1,100,000 „ Orange-flower water, 1st qty. 80,000

1,000,000 ., 2,200,000 „ „ „ „ 2nd „ 50,000

This does not include the essential oils, of which the

list would be too long, but some of them are very

valuable, such as the Xeroli, for instance, which is

distilled from Orange flowers, and is worth about

10?. per lb.

It has been proposed to cultivate flowers in England

on a large scale for perfumery purposes, but the climate

renders this scheme totally impracticable—English

(( Tis not in -mortals to coramand success

:

But we'll do more, Horatio ! We'll deserve it."

W, p. Ayres, Orcliardleigh VarJc^ Frome.

flowers, however beautiful in form and colour they maj

be, do not possess the intensity of odour required for

extraction, and the greater part of those used in the

south of France for perfumery would only grow here in

hot-houses ; the only flower which might be had in

abundance would be the Kose, but the smell of it is very

faint compared with that of the southern Rose, as you

may judge bv the specimen of English Rose-water

exhibited. The English oils of Lavender and Pepper-

mint are superior, it is true, to those made in France
^

and Italy, but I think that is owing to the very cause ,

which would militate against the success of other

;

flowers in this country. If we add to this the short-
;

ness of the flowering season and the high price of land
j

and labour, we may arrive at the conclusion that it

would prove as bad a speculation as that of attempting

to make wine from English Grapes.

There are, however, other countries, where this

scheme could be carried out with much better success,

and where tbe materials abound, growing spontaneously

in wild profusion. Spain and Portugal both teem with

an endless variety of fragrant flowers and aromatic

plants. M. Robillard, manager of the Botanical

Gardens at Valencia, has,commenced distilling essential

oils ofGeranium, Verbena, Artemisia, Petit-grain, Spike-

nard, and bitter Almonds, as well as of sundry fragrant

herbs found in the fertile Huerta de Valencia.
_
Tiiey

also manufacture very good essence of Lemon in the

neighbourhood of Malaga. In the plains of Spanish

Estramadura, I have passed through miles and miles of

waste land covered with Lavender, Rosemary, and Ins

growing wild in the greatest abundance. The only use

made is to burn them; a few Lavender flowers find

their way to Madrid, where they are used to strew on the

floor : they sell there for IG reals per fanega. wl"ch is

about equal to 3^. 6^. per cwt. In Andalusia all the

flowers cultivated in the south of France abound, and

could be profitably worked. In Portugal, and especially

, inthe provinces otAlentejo and Algarves, aromatic plauta

I grow wild in ffreat quantities. One which they call Ros-

marinho, is in'reality a sort of wild Lavender (Lavandula

sttechas). It gives, when bruised, a delicious scent-tUe

Alcrim do !Sul, or common Rosemarj (Kosmariuusothci-

1 nalis) and the Alcrim do Norte (Diosraa ericoides), a

variety with a very fine scent. Besides that, there are

immense quantities of Orange trees, the flowers of which

appeared to me superior in intensity of fragrance to

those of France or Italy. There are also some trees

which bear beautifully-scented flowers, such as the

Pawlovnia imperials, the Nessri or African Musk Rose,

and the Phasoolus caracalla, a beautiful creeper. In short

Portugal, from its richness of produce and facility of

communication with England, seems to me a very

eligible spot for manufacturing perfumery materials for

this market; and I can assure those who would feel

inclined to undertake this speculation, that they would

meet with every encouragement from the young and

intelligent King of Portugal, to whom I had the honour

of being presented during my stay in Lisbon, and who

seemed very anxious to assist in developing the natural

resources of his country.

In Algeria the colonists have for some time turned

their attention to utilising the flowers and plants of

their country, and principally the Jasmine, Orange

flowers, Cassie, Violets, Narcissus, and Geraniums. I

exhibit here some pomades, oils, and essences produced

by M. Richard, of El-Biar, near Algiers.

In Tunis they manufacture some essential oils of the

finest descriptions. They consist ofRose, Jasmine, Cassie,

Aloes, Nessri or white Musk Rose, Zensfour, the flowers

of a species of Willow, Misk-snadak, made from a sort of

Thistle, Apple, Quince, Violet, and Narcissus. The

price of those essences is, however, very high, ranging

trom 4^. to 8?. per liquid ounce.

From the East Indies we procure already many per-

fumery materials, but none of them are extracted from

flowers, yet highly fragrant flowers are there in abund-

ance, and could be rendered available if colonists would

take the trouble of gathering and distilling them.

Those that could not be easily distilled might no doubt

be treated by the absorption process, and yield a fine

pomade or oil. l sent out some time since some oil

frames to Madras to make experiments in that way, bnt

have not received the results in time for this paper. I

exhibit here a small collection of East Indian oils, com-

prising Sohag, Jasmine, Bayla, Sumbar, Musk root,

and Khurakhah, but they are all, more or less, impreg-

nated with the flavour of Sandalwood, which, it appears,

is occasioned by their distilling the flowers with Sandal-

wood, in order to obtain a larger quantity of essential

oil. I expected another collection from Ghazepore,

containing otto of Roses, Khoss, Keorah, Jasmin,

Bayla, Johee, Chomalee, Sohag, Musk, and amber, but

unfortunately it will not arrive until the end of this week.

I shall be happy, however, to show it to any person who

may feel interested in the matter. Those essential oils

are all very costly, varying from \l. to \2l. per onnce,

but they would no doubt be obtained much cheaper if

there was a regular market for them, which would

warrant the extension of the cultivation of flowers for

that purpose. In China fragrant flowers likewise

abound, and could be easily rendered available when we
get a firmer footing in the country. Among the most

odorous are the Chulan. Jasmin, and Kohe-wha, which

the Chinese use to flavour their fine teas. An exquisite

essence is also obtained from the Alfangilan, a Manilla

flower, which is probably also found in India and China.

Australia and Tasmania abound in fragrant flowers

and aromatic plants. I have appended to this paper a

very interesting report on the subject, with which I was

favoured by Dr. Miiller, of the Botanical Gardens at

Melbourne. It appears from it that plants of the

ilyrtle, Rue, and Mint tribe grow wild in Australia ia

great abundance, and that there are also many
varieties of the Acacia and other flowering trees and

shrubs which could be turned to some account. I

have a specimen here of the flowers of the Acacia

dealbata, or Silver Wattle (a Tasmanian tree), which

have tho same flavour as the French Cassie, but are

somewhat smaller. Another curious specimen is that

of the Mvall wood, obtaine<l from a species of Acacift

[A. pendula] which has an intense smell of Violets, a very

scarce odour in nature. This would prove valuable if it

could be obtained in suflRcient quantities. There is also-

a great quantity of Sandalwood of fine flavour in West?

Aim^ Till 1n

The botanic riches of the Cape colony are well known;

and could be turned to good account for perfumery

! with little cost and labour ; the same may be said of

British Guiana. I have here a specimen of indigenous

Vanilla from Pemerara, the cultivation oi which would

give a good return. Our West India Islantis produce

the Frangipaue and other liighly scented flowers,

besides many aromatic herbs, sucli as Lemon Gra-^s.

I have also a specimen of a very fragrant wood from

Cayenne, which they call in French "bois de rose -

fcmelle," and which is no doubt found hkcwise in

British Guiana.

British Honduras, with its Inxnnant vegetation,

would also probably yield a rich crop of fragrant trea-

sures to those who would take the trouble to seek thenu.

In fine all onr colonies, favoured by sun and climate,

can in course of time be made to supply their share of

aromatics, afl'orduig thus greater variety to the per-

fumer, and iucrcasing their own resources.

Home Correspondence.
Sftre(f.^.-Can you or any of your correspondents

' sncffest a eood substitute for taUora' clippings, or shreds,

I

for the fasteuinj; of fruit trees to wuUs ? This article
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which could formerly be got for about 2d. per lb., is

now bought up at double that price by cloth manufac-

turers for the purpose of being converted iuto ** shoddy/'

and then re-manufactured into " fine Saxony," and other

choice Tiiuds of cloth. May we venture to hope that

the promoters of the Act for the i^revention of the

adulteration of food will also try to put a stop to the

equally prevalent adulteration of raiment? A Gardener.

Leavesfor Garnishing,—The best leaf for garnishing

fruit with during the summer season is that of com-

mon curly Mallow. Seed of this can be bought of any

seedsman. It ought to be sown at three different

times between April and July ; a few square yards will

produce a large quantity of leaves, whidi are of a dark

green colour, and nearly as large as those of a Vine.

The plant whoso leaves I now use is one of recent

introduction, called, I tliink, Malopc trlfula; it has a

beautiful Geranium-striped flower, and makes a hand-
some border plant. Surely it is high time tliat market
gardeners were taking to some other leaf to garnish

their Strawborries with than those picked off bearing
plants, thus depriving the Strawberry of tlie very
means on which the fruit greatly depends for flavour.

James Cuthill^ CamberivelL
Thinning Peaches.—1 agree with your correspondent

Mr. Cox that much depends upon thirining, I have
had charge of Peach trees here for 20 years, and my
experience tells me that this should have careful atten-

tion. One Peach to every 6 inches of surface is in my
opinion sufficient for a crop. In cultivating Peaches
on open walls especial attention should also at all times

be paid to \vhat is planted on the border. Ordinary
vegetables are bi^d enough, but T have seen Hollyhocks
6 rows deep towering as high as the wall, and also

Dalilias adorning tlie Peach border. I think the
gardener who could do this should have taken a mattock
first and "grubbed up" the Peach trees. There would
then have been no disappointment. D. G. 7?., Montrose,

Golden Hamhurgh Grape. — Like many of your
readers I am deeply interested in everything relating

to Grapes and Grape culture, and some weeks ago was
much struck with a quotation you made from a commu-
nication you had received from Mr. Busby respecting

the origin of this Grape. It was to the effect that
after impregnating a bunch of Black Hamburgh with
the pollen of a Sweetwater bunch, he found that "only
one berry received the cross," and that from the seeds
of this berry, five in number, sprung the Golden Ham-
burgh. Kow what I am at a loss to understand is how
Mr, Busby knew that this one berry had its seeds
crossed, and not other berries in the same bunch, for

nearly every berry in a Hamburgh hunch produces
mature seeds. Will Mr. Busby, or any other of your
correspondents enlighten me on this and on the follow-

ing subjects : viz,, can such Vines as either the Muscat
of Alexaiulria, Black Hamburgh, or Black Barbarossa

te considered species, or .nre they mere varieties of the
Tifcis vinifera.P fMost undoubtedly.] If seed ofeither of
these varieties sown without having by any possibility

been crossed always produces the exact counterpart of
the parent in every respect, does it not go fiir to prove

|

that they are at least strikingly distinct varieties; and
if iu sowing uncrossed seed of such evident hybrids as

Snow's I\Iuscat Hamburgh, Lady Downe's Seedling,
or Golden Hamburgh, one might not expect to get
varieties distinct from the parents, as is the case with
nearly every other hybrid ? The insertion of this com-
munication to elicit the opinions of your correspondents
will much oblige Vltis^ Dalkeith.

Old Scarlet Straivherry.— If your correspondent
(see p. 553) means the Grove End Scarlet (which I
consider to be the best grown for preserving purposes),
I shall be happ3' to send him 100 runners in the course
of six weeks* time. If he will send me his address I
'will send him a sample of the fruit in about a week's
time. Edward J. Walker, F.B.S., Chester. [Although
the Grove End is not the same as the Old Scarlet it is

quite the same as to preseiwing qualities.] We can
supply any quantity of plants of Old Scarlet at the
proper season, that variety havini^ been grown by our

!

family in our nursery here (where it may now be seen in
fruit) for upwards of 50 years. We believe our esta-
hlishment to be one of the first in which this sort was
grown, a. Sc W. Steele, JiicTimond, Surrei/.

WJiite-JlQivering Cereus.— I have a slender-stemmed
Cerens creeping iihout the top of my stove that for the
first time is now in bloom. The flowers are 14.\ inches
in diameter ; tlie outer petals are long and slender, of a
greenish yellow; the inner petals a beautiful white,
7 inches lojig; the neck is about 8 inches and of much
greater thickness than the stem of the plant. The
tiowers are without scent, and opened in the afternoon.
I have the night-flowering kind beside it, to which it

has no resemblance. I think I had it as Cereus
M'Donaldiae, but this I understood was striped with
red. Can you tell me its name ? It is a very magni-
ficent tiling. I have a large collection of seedling
Cacti, but nothing resembUng that I have described. I
have hybridised the first flower. T. J. [If not
M'Donaldias we cannot tell what it is.]

Effects of the Winter.—Wg have at length got rid of
the longest winter I ever remember; it began with us

l\J^ y^ October last, and has completely usurped
the place of spring this year. My evergreens suffered
severely, not from the intonseness, but the lonff
contmuance of cold. Sequoia, or as it is otherwise called, \

Tasodium sempen-irens, of which I have some fine !

specimens, lost the leading shoots universallv. The

;
common Yew trees were particuhady afiected, and the

younger shoots of many were killed, yet Cephalotaxus

ir'ortuni and pedunculata did not suffer in the least

;

but the greatest loss I have sustained is that of Pinus

Lindleyana, which had flourished with us for some

years, and had borne the severe frosts of 1854 without

injury. It looked as healthy as usual during the last

winter; but in the month of April the leaves became

brown, the terminal buds of each branch lost their

vitality, and the whole plant died suddenly without any

apparent cause. 1 have just had the dead plant taken

up, and I find the roots vigorous and healthy, but the

stem above ground and all the branches completely

dead. Could this mischief have been caused by the

severe frosts iuOc'oher and November last ? [Most un-

doubtedly.] 0. M., Bv-rton-on-Trent.

Kew Stratplerries (see p. 531). —Thanks for the

insertion of my letter ; it has been represented to me
that there is a certain amount of asperity about my
t)bservations. I beg most distinctly to disclaim the

slightest intention on my part to rob the several com-

petitors of one jot of their honour or profit derivable

from their productions but I admit my anxiety to guard

purchasers from imposition arising either from ignorance

or design. I am glad to see that the Fomological

Society offers (conditionally) an award for the best dish

of one kind, viz., Robertson's Wizard of the North. It

is my intention to submit when ripe to some of the

metropolitan authorities fruit and plants of the Wizard,

as purchased from " one of the most respectable nursery-

men in the south of England in 1858,"* and since proved

to me to be identical with Jlr. Robertson's Wizard by

comparison with plants purchased this spring from him
through Mr. Watkinson, one of his accredited agents

in Manchester. So far as I can yet judge it has a

robust hardy constitution, and a strong bold stem and
flower. I repeat I have no desire to curtail in the

slightest degree the advantages justly deserved by the

raisers of new fruits or flowers, but if I can be instru-

mental in guarding the trade and through it the public

against the mistakes that hajre been lately made such

as sending out as new what we have long possessed,

e. g., Omer Pacha (Myatt's Eliza) Nimrod (Hyatt's

Admiral Dundas) itc., or against vending through plates

and advertisements wdiat has merelv received the com-
mendation of ignorant or venal local judges. I shall not

have troubled you in vain. Richard S. Yates, Sale,

Cheshire. [We are well acquainted with the marvellous

qualities of Myatt's Pine, tlie finest Strawberry in tlie

world. But we like others, have never been able to

grow it, and if Mr. Yates would have the goodness to

say how he manages it, no greater service could be
rendered to Strawberry growers.]

Monstrous Apple 2Vee.—The following particulars

may be considered additional proof of the truth of mor-
phology. I have in my garden a young Apple tree,

grafted in 1855 on the Ribston Pippin, which at the

beginning of last May was well ornamented with blos-

soms of unusually large size and beauty, and at the

beginning of this month, June, on the end of a shoot

about 3 inches in length a base was formed for a bunch
of blossoms, from which five footstalks arose; one of

these ran into a shoot, three formed tufts of leaves at

the top, and the other produced a well-formed double

flower, which when fully expanded measured 24 inches

across its centre, and resembled a double white Hose,

but in its earlier stages of development it had all the

delicate rosy tints of the Apple blossom. As we have

not before seen or heard of a similar case happening
with the Apple tree, perhaps you will be kind enough
to inform us if this is the first instance of the kind on

record. I enclose a sketch of the flow^er taken by X
Couch, Esq., F.R.L.S, James Tond, Vine Cottage, Pol-

perro, CormvaU. [As far as we can judge from the

description and its accompanying sketch this is an

unusual occurrence. Perhaps Mr. Pond will be good
enough to report upon it further at a more advanced

period of the year.]

Araucaria imlncata.—I have a plant 15 feet high,

the lower branches of which are getting quite brown
and have been so for these last few years. The tree

nevertheless seems to grow luxuriantly ; several of the
upper branches are becoming brown this year. What
would yon recommend me to do ? The grouTid where
it grows I had thoroughly drained. Would nitrate of

I

soda applied iu a liquid state be useful; if so, what
quantity should be put to a gallon of water ? E. B. N.

' [Instead of trying this dangerous experiment, open

I
a trench round the ends of the roots carefulJv, remove
by degrees as raucli eiu-th as you can, and replace it by

; burnt clay with bits of charred wood, <tc., in it.]

cmtit^.

ROTAX BoTAMC, Kegent's Park : Jttne 20.—This

was an excellent exhibition, and, notwithstanding the

heavy showers uhi^^h fell at intervals during the day it

was tolerably w-ell attended. Stove and greenhouse
plants were in great perfection, and so were Roses,

Cape Heaths, and Pelargoniums. The only weak point

was Azaleas, the beauty of which in the majority of

cases was nearly over. Among Ferns were some
beautiful specimens which were, as they deserved to

be, greatly admired. The fruit show was iu many
respects excellent.

Stove and Greenhouse plants were contributed by the

* bee n^y letter iu Gardeners' Chronicle in February last-

usual exhibitors. Among large collections that to

which the first prize was awarded came from Mr. Whit-
bread, gr. to H.Collyer, Esq., of Dartford. It contained
charming plants of the bright rosy-flowered Dipladenia

crassinoda and blue Leschenaultia, both loaded with
bloom and highly effective. Other plants in this group,

which greatly resembled that described by us on
former occasions, were also extremely well bloomed.

Mr. !May, gr. to J. Spode, Esq., sent from the neigh-

hourhoo'd of Rugeley admirably examples of Dipladenia

splendens and crassinoda, Acrophyllum venosum, a little

past its best, but still beautiful, although it has now
been many weeks in bloom; some large Vincas, Cape
Heaths, and Everlastings. From Mr. Peed, of

Norwood, came a handsome specimen of Ixora Lobbii, a

brilliant orange salmon-coloured species, which gave life

and beauty to a well-grown and tastefully varied collec-

tion. Mr. Baxendine contributed a well-fiowered

Stephanotis floribunda.

In groups of 10 Stove and Greenhouse plants, Mr.
Green stood first. In addition to blue Leschenaultias,

Polygalas, Cape Heaths, AUamandas, Azaleas, Epacrises,

and plants ot that description, he had an admirable

specimen of Iloya bella, whose blossoms have not
inaptly been described as resembling rubies set in

frosted silver, and a well-grown plant of the old

Maliernia incisa thickly studded with charming little

droophig orange bells. Mr. Kaile, gr. to Lord Love-

lace, sent a very fine Pleroma elegans, one of the very

handsomest of Melastomads, its blooms being of the

most beautiful Tyrian purple, and each of them larger

than a five shilling piece; also a capital specimen

of Rhynchospermum jasminoides, whose numberless

fragrant white blossoms w^ere well backed up
with ch.'an, healthy, bright green foliage. Mr. Page,

and Mr. Rhodes sent some good Ixoras, Erica depressa.

Azaleas, and other hard-wooded greenhouse plants.

Smaller collections were furnished by Messrs. Carson,

Tegg, and Chilman. Among these were Mussienda

frondosa, a singular-looking plant with large white

bracts and small yellow flowers.

In the Nurserymen's Class of 12 Stove and Green-

house plants, Messrs. Eraser showed a good group. It

contained two good AUamandas, a small Polygala, a

glowing orange salmon Azalea called ardeus, some
Epacrises and Cape Heaths.

Orchids were furnished in beautiful condition; in

general, however, they were very much the same as

those reported on already this season. The large col-

lection to which the first prize was awarded, was con-

tributed by Mr. Bullen, gr. to J. Butler, Esq., of Wool-
wich. It contained a beautiful varitty of Cattleya

MossiEe called snpeiba, the charming little C. Aelan-

dia*, Lsella pnrpnrata, various Vandas, theWhite Biitter-

Hy plant, and a deep chocolate-coloured variety of

Bearded Lady's Slipper. From P. Warner, Esq., of

Broom field, came a pink-flowered Miltonia, with large

rosy crimson-streaked lip and yellow eye; Oncidinin

Papilio, with eight large and handsome blooms on it

;

O. divaricatum, in beautiful condition ; the singular

looking Cypripedium liirsutissimum, Lgclia purpurata,

a magnificent species, extremely well flowered; some
good Vandas and Cattleyas. Mr. Gedney, gr. to the

Rev. Mr. Ellis, contributed the orange La)lia cinna-

barina, Cypripedium villosum, with five large yellowish

brown polished blossoms; the large, rich, clear, yellow-

flowered Oncidium sessile, Oendroblum tortile, with

twisted pink sepals and petals and pale yellow lip;

Cattleya lobata, a large-flowered showy species;

a remarkably fine Bendrobium Devoiiianum in a

basket, studded with blossoms from bottom to top, rich

and beautifully varied in colour and extremely hand-

some ; D. Farmeri, also an attractive kind ; and various

Vandas. A large group was also contributed by Mr.

Rhodes of Stamford Hill.

In the class of 16 Orchids, Mr. WooUey sent some

fine plants, among which were Bendrobium densiflorum,

a well flowered Lady's Slipper, Sobralia macrantba and

a variety with more colour in it called splendens, and

the white flowered Chysis bractesceus.

In collections of 12 plants, Mr. Stone, gr. [to J. Day,
Esq., of Tottenham, sent by fur the finest White Butter-

fly plant we have seen for years ; its noble spikes of
blossoms, drooping gracefully on all sides over
ample healthy foliage, formed a mass of floral beauty
at least 3 feet in height and as much through- This
and Dcndrobium Devonianum from Mr. Ellis, men-
tioned above, were two of the most striking and beau-
tiful plants at the whole Show. There were also in
Mr. Stone's collection good examples of Cattleya
AcUndiffi, difierent varieties of Bearded Lady's Slipper,
Trichopilia crispa, with deep rosy crimson flowers ; and
Saccolabiuin guttatum. From Mr. Carson came a well
flowered plant of one of the best varieties of Bearded
Lady's Slipper, the Fielding Foxbrush Aerides, Onci-
dium ampUatum majus, Vanda teres, the white Ca-
lanthe, and one or two varieties of Aerides. Mr, Page
sent a fine plant of Cattleya guttata, but insufiiciently

in flower; also La}lia purpurata, Cattleya amethystina,
Brassia verrucosa, and some well flowered Lady's
Slippers and Oncids. From Mr. Vced and Mr. Bunney
came collections of small but well flowered plants.

Among Cape Heaths, several collections of which
were exhibited, were some beautiful specimens of the

brilliant crimson flowered Westphalingia Massoni,

small, but beautiful; a bright coloured kind, called

Paxtoni ; tricolor Wilsoni, one of the best of the class
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to which it belongs; ventricosa magnifica, and cocclnea

nana the orange red Albert!, and the wliite Oik e rosse

Conspicuous among Azaleas were Ivery's Gem, of

which some pretty examples were exhibited; Extrani,

a lively rosy pinlc kind still in ftne flower; Chelsoni,

Perryana, and Symmetry, all showy bright coloured

Ymds ; white striped and variegated varieties consisted

of Iveryana, Criterion, and Beauty of Europe. Several

small Standard Azaleas were sjiown by Messrs. Lane.

Roses in pots were again produced in admirable

condition, more especially those from Mr. Francis,

of Hertford, to Whom the first prize was awarded.

Tins collection contained Coupe d'Hebe, Niphetos, with

large yellowish white flowers ; Baronne Prevost,

Souvenir d*un Ami, Madame Willermoz, extremely well

grown and flowered; Aubernon, GeneralJacqueminot,

loaded with glowing crimson scarlet flowers ; and a well

bloomed plant of the yellow Viscomtesse Decazes.

Mr. Lane, whose collection was also in fine condition,

had Coupe d'Hebe, Paul Perras, Comtesse Mole,

Chenedole» and Miss Glegg, all well flowered and in

great perfection. Among Messrs. Paul's plants were

good examples of Souvenir d'un Ami, Count Bonbert,

Madeline, Duke of Cambridge, Paul Ricaiffc, Blairii

No. 2, and last but not least, Charles Lawson, a Rose

well deserving of notice. It is very double, some-

thing like Coupe d'Hebe, but not so much

cupped, and altogether a very fine kind. In the

Amateurs' Class Mr. Ten-y, gr. to Lady Puller, and

A. Rowland, Esq., of Lewisham, also showed fine speci-

mens. Cut Roses as a whole were not good, and in

some instances afforded unmistakeable evidence of the

unfavourablcness of the weather which we have lately

experienced. One box filled with Cloth of Gold came

from Edmonton ; but the blooms were so small and

bleached that they might easily have been mistaken for

those of some other variety. 'The handsome new Rose

President was shown in good condition by Messrs. Paul.

Of plants remarkable for fine foliage several collec-

tions were shown; but there was little among them that

has not been described in reports of former exhibitions.

Some pretty Begonias, and a very fine Cyanophyllum

magnificum, came from the neighbourhood of Hendon.

. Of Ferns beautiful collections were shown by Mr.

Baillie, gr. to W. C. Carbonell, Esq. ; Mr. Bunney, Mr.

WooUey, and others. In the first group were some

beautiful plants of Oleicheuia, Bavallia tenuifolia.

Pteris scaberula, Cheilanthes elegans, and largo speci-

mens of Dlcksonias, Cibotiums, and Cyatheas. Among
,

others we remarked Pteris argyiffia, the beautiful silvery
|

variegated Fern introduced by Messrs. Veitch ; Todea
,

pellueida, the powdered Gymnogramma peruviana,

Nephrodiumcorymbiferum.variouskindsof Cheilanthes,

and Pleopeltis musrefoUa. Some interesting collections

of British Ferns were also exhibited. *

Among new plants was a handsome Cattleya in the

way of Mossia; from Mr. Robert Warner; also another

closely resembling it from Messrs. Parker and Williams,

From Messrs. Veitch came Cheilanthes Borsegiana,

Microlepis hirsuta, and Lomuria Banksil ; ^
also

Campylobotrys regalis, a handsome fine ^foliaged

plant; a variegated variety of Aralia juponica,

AnjBctochilus Petolfi, the small yellow flowered Calla

called oculatn, whose colon? was this time

better brought out than when shown on a former occa-

sion; Imatophyllum cyrtanthiflorum, and Caladium

Belleymei, a handsome kind resembling argyrtea but

larger; Mecanopsis Wallichii, a blue H\malian Poppy,

was shown by Mesprs. .Tackson. Messrs. Parker & Wil-

liams sent RhipJdopteris peltata, a terrestrial Orchis

foliosa, of Madeira, with handsome spikes of purplish

lilac flowers; aud the scarlet Lychnis Haageana. From

Mr, Standish came some fine New Zealand tree Ferns,

the white yellow spotted Rhododendron formerly de-

scribed, and a large showy rosy purple kind called

Criterion. Podocarpus japonica elegantissima was

shown by Messrs. Rollisson, but not in a condition to

form any correct opinion of its merits.

Among other plants not shown as new, we noticed

some fine specimens of Lilium giganteum from Messrs.

Jackson, and also the pretty shrub Elffiocarpus dentatus,

loaded with flowers, which looked like so many drooping

fringed blooms of Lily of the Valley. Messrs. E. G.

Henderson had a handsome Billbergia, and Mr. Gedney

a fine plant of Xepenthes Ruffiesiana. From Messrs.

Carter came a dwarf Tropa^olum in the way of Tom
Thumb. Messrs. Butler & McCuUoch showed some in-

teresting specimens of dried Grasses, Geranium blooms.

Acacias, Celosias, and other plants tastefully mounted

on paper, and framed and glazed.

Pelargoniums were remarkably fine, but required

more sunlight than the day aiforded to give them
brilliancy. The collections of large varieties furnished

by Messrs. Xyc, Bailey, Turner, and Dobson were very
superior, and nut less can be said of the two collections

of fancy varieties sent by Mr. Turner and Mr. Bailey,

which both stood first in their rc^pective classes. Mr.
Turner's varieties were Celestial, Captivator, Acme,
Cloth of Silver, Madame Rougiere, and Rosabella. The
best of Mr. Bailey's plants were Acme, Princess Royal,
and Celestial.

In the Class of large kinds, amateurs, Mr. Nye, gr.

to E.^ Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, exhibited 10 large
and finely-bloomed plants, among which Carlos was con-
spicuous ; Fair Ellen, Saracen, Flora, and Fairest of the
Fair were also particularly good. Mr. Bailey, gr. to
T. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, had excellent examples
of Viola, Miss Foster, and Bianca.

In the Nurserymen's Class Mr. Turner sent a "^eW

varied lot, not so large as we have seen exhibited from

Slough, but the flowers were large and of fine quality.

The sorts were Prince of Wales, Monarch, Festus,

Governor-General, Sanspareil, Desdemona, Viola,

Prince of Prussia, Matilda, Fairest of the Fair, Rose

Celestial, and Carlos. Among Messrs. Dobson's plants

were Viola, "Symmetry, Admirable, Fairest of the Fair,

King of Scarlets, Blink Bonny, Carlos, aud Fair Ellen,

all fine specimens.

Seedlings were shown in great numbers by Messrs.

Foster, Beck, Hoyle, Turner, Dobson, Rollisson, and

others. Among the more conspicuous were Rosa

Bonheur (Hoyle), rich rosy crimson, clear white throat;

Beauty of Reading (Hoyle), rich painted crimson;

Transcendant (Beck), very dark and novel; Gem of

Roses (Beck), fine rose, large; Garibaldi (Foster), rose

lower petals, dark top, largo, fine form ; Psyche (Hoyle),

very dark top, lower petals peach; Perdita (Foster),

fine quality; Mrs. Benyon (Hoyle), large showy rose,

clear throat; Norma (Hoyle), very fine and true; Red

Jacket (Beck) crimson, rich, and of fine form; Duchess

of Kent (Rollisson), a shaded spotted kind; Prince

Consort, dark; Prince of Orange, scarlet; IMulberry

(Beck), rich dark; Mr. Beck sent two and Mr. Hoyle

one plant of very promising yearlings.

In Fancies, Empereur de JIaroc and King of Roses

were the only good kinds difierent from existing va-

rieties. Mr. Perry, of Birmingham, sent Rosy Gem, a

promising bedding Geranium.

Of Fuchsias, Messrs. Cross and Davidson sent some

well-grown plants. Among the most conspicuous were

Souvenir de Chiswick, Tristram Shandy, and Little Bo-

Peep all fine dark kinds; among light sorts the most

remarkable were Queen of Hanover, Venns de Medici,

and England's Glory. From :\lr. Elliot, of Sydenham,

caine Princess of Prussia, a wbite-corolla'd kind of con-

siderable beauty, its colours being of a diff'erent shade

from those of anv of its associates.
'

In Calceolarias six magnificent plants were stiiged by

Jlr. Burley, Nurseryman, Limpsfield, Surrey, but owing

to some m'istake, they were not entered sufficiently early

for competition— a fortunate thing for the other uxhibi-

tcJrs, for they were far in advance of any there.

General Havelock was the admiration of all who saw it,

and as all the kinds were shrubby, they will also be

valuable for out-door purposes.

Ranunculuses were small but very pretty. Messrs.

Tyso showed a stand of 50, in which were fine blooms

of a new spotted seedling; also Berinus, Linden.

Herald, Pertinax, Commodore Napier, Festus, Corona-

tion, Topsy, Rose Rival, Lifl'cy, Alexis, Kilgour's

Queen, and Zemindar.
I Fruit was tolerably plentiful. Providence

^
Pines

large and handsome came from Messrs. Young, Temple,

and Burley, and of Queens there were also some

admirable specimens the heaviest of which weighed

nearly 6 lbs. These were furnished by Mr. Young, gr.

to Crawshay Bailey, Esq., and Mr. Barnes of Bicton, A
Black Prince was shown by Mr. Bray, a Black Jamaica

by Mr. Davis, gr. to H. Dixon, Esq., aud a Prickly

Cayenne weighing Gl lbs., by Mr. Bailey. 3Ir. Weeks

had some plants of the Queen variety in pots each

producing well swelled handsome truit.

Black Grnpes were plentilul and generally in good

condition. Beautiful exhibitions of Hamburgh came

from Messrs. Henderson, Allen, Bones, Frost, Young,

Little, and Drewitt. Black Frontignan very fitiG was

furnished by Mr. Diewitt, Denbios and excellent

West S':. Peter's by Mr. Allport. Of Black Prince

we also noticed some good bunches. Boxes of 12 lbs.

well-coloured and beautiful fruit of the Black Ham-

burgh came from Messrs. Henderson & Fiost. Of

Grizzly Frontignan very perfect specimens were shown i

by Jlr. Cox, gr. to Lord Eeauchamp, and from Mr.

:

Williamson. The first were very highly coloured and i

in other respects faultless. White Grapes were not

good. Of Muscadine and Sweetwater some fair speci-
i

mens were shown; but Mu^-cats 'were unripe.^ Of;

Busby's Golden Hamburgh we noticed two exhibitions ;

,

but they failed to indicate the true character of this

when well grown, fine-looking Grape.

Of Peaches, by far the best came from Mr. Snow

;

but some good fruit was also shown by Messrs. Sanders,

Davits, Frost, Miller, Ruff'ot, Cox, Henderson, Hill,

and others. The sorts were for the most part Royal

George, Gallundc, Noblesse, and Violet Hative. The

best Nectarines wore shown by Messrs. Evans, Little,

Smith, Henderson, and Cox, The sorts were Violet

Hative and Elruge.

Cherries were shown hy M. s. Bartlet, Evan?, and

Cox. The varieties wer3 May Duke nnd Black

Tartarian. The best white came from Mr. Henderson,

of Trentham, who sliowed a Bue dish of Eltons.

Strawberries, with the exception of some m;'.gnificent
j

fruit of British Queen and Sir C. Napier from Mr.'

Smith, of Twickenham, were not very good or very

plentiful. Among new sorts was a l-.rge kind called

Empress, and a smaller Pine-shaped variety from Mr.

'^f Ffg?!^^^^^^^^^^^ di.h was shown by Mr. Snow, .ho

sent beautiful fruit of Brown 1'">-l^'^'y-
. . . , ,.. , ^^

Of Melons a jrreat manv were exhibited. iiie Oest

^^en-flelhed wL Snow's from Mr. Tegg, gr. to Baron

' Hambro and the Wst scarlet- ficshed Norwood Gyp^y,

^om Mr Peed. Arnon^.^ other varieties were Bromham

HaU Snow's Green-fieshed. Greengage, Marquu ot

AUsa, Golden Perfection, and Onon.

Among Miscellaneous fruit were some Citrons and
Apples, the last the Scarlet Nonpareil still in good

condition.

Among Cucumbers we noticed some fine fruit of

Butler's Empress Eugenie, of which soino account will

be found in another column.

Noticed of 23ooltS.

The second volume of the 8vo edition of JS'ature-

printed British. Ferns is before us complete, with an

index and glossary of technical terms. To Fern fanciers

it is most interesting, the more especially since Mr.

Moore has to add to bis former list a considerable

number of new sorts. The lovers of beautiful books

will find that it forms a worthy companion to the exqui-

site series of Natm-e-printed books which Mr. Henry

Bradbury is producing with such admirable skill as

renders them a perfect marvel of PnTTOTYrOGEAPHY.

Among class books have appeared The Geological

Fxaminator, by ]\fr. Page (Blackwood, Qcl), a series of

questions, the answers to which are to be found in the

same author's " Introductory Text Book.''—A SooJc qf
Biography, by the Rev. G. R. Gleig ; and Practical

Geometrg by Tlios. Tate, fovm two new parts of Messrs,

Longman's School scries. Thefirst containslivesof Samuel

Crompton, Wra. Hersehel. Hugh Miller, George Stephen-

son, and Philip Beaver, selected as Mr. Gleig informB

his readers in order " to prove that the obstacles neither

of poverty nor of lowly station can hinder the success in

life of youths who to fair ability add the qualities of

pere^erance and temper." It costs ^d. The second,

costing- a shilling, contains all that beginners require to

know concerning the method of drawing diagrams and

solving useful geometrical problems. It contams 180

diagrams.

In My Kitchen Garden, my Coi^s, and half an acre

of Pasture (Bradbury & Evans, 6ff.) "A Country i'arson"

writin'- from "Fordington Vicarage'' tells how he has

manag°ed to make a very small holding very largely

productive. The three subjects which form the title of

his pamphlet "are intimately connected together.

The garden derives some measure of its support

from the cows ; and these during eight months of the

year depend fur their daily supply of food mainly on my
churchyard, and to a considerable extent upon the

garden. This garden is a very few square yards more

than the tenth of an acre; the cows live in a stable;

and the churchyard, though an acre in extent, yet

having many tonibs:onps in it, and being the burial-

place of a population of 3000 people, cannot be reckoned

more than half an acre of pasture. Yet, from these

three sources combined, I and my family have fur some

years derived a good supply ol vegetables, fruit, and

milk; and this, if with no great profit, yet certainly

without loss. During six or seven months of the year,

two or three fiimilies have shared by purchase in our

supply of genuine milk. Many a sick tamily has from

tlieaame source gratuitously received help wliich othef-

wise they could not have obtained. Families without,

gardens have occasionally shared in the same manner in

the abundant supply of vegetables and fruit. And I

have had the satisfiiction, which the author of ' My Farm
of Two Acres' so justly appreciates, of affording to my
man, now in the IGth year of his service and the 77th

of his age, un employment in which he takes delight,

and a means of support equal to 14s. a week. Add to

all this, that my garden has supplied myself with

recreation and healthful exercise, which of themselves

have been well worth a great portion of the outlay;

aud, once more, when thus engaged there has been

before me a scope for observation and experiment which,

though small in itself, seems likely to be productive of

most important results. It has been thought, there-

fore, by some of my iriends, that a few statements on

the subject may be" interesting to others, and may eft-

courage, not only my brother clergj-men in similar cir-

cumstances to my own, but persons of all classes to try

to make the most of a little and the best of every thing.'*

So says our author. It^is surely worth sixpence to

know how he h:is done all this.

Boutledqe's IllnstraU'd Natural History, in its lA-st

Numbers (XV.andXVI.) deals with Sheep. Slags,Camela,

Horses, Donkeys, Elephants, Swine, the Rhmocerfft,

Slotlis, and all their kindred, and thus completes the

first volume, which has no equal in this country for the

cleverness of its wood engravings. Mr. Wood's lefcter-

prc&s, although sharply criticised hy Mr. Watcrton for

its leaniu" too much to the marvellous, \s never-

tlic^ written in a manner that will render it popular
tl

nmon - -eneral readers.

pendious account of tlie natural hi * ry distii

which the family a: '

.^ ncra are divided, and

nie volume closes with a com-
vy distinctions by

an index

of names.

Miscellaneous.
How io Mana^ a Garden i,^^.—Of p--^ :

lults,.

Rteali-' fruit iti likely to be one, aa the opportmnttw

are many. In the heat of the sun make ;
ir bov lay

down his hoe, and refresh himself at the tounUm of

Gooseber* . I have never seen any other eacct of

^ than greater modesty and better work. Gire

liberty as to this fruit, the best of aU. and ;vhich it w

easy to have as plentiful as an ocean. Tell your htUe

I
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is bad to the value of a pin ; and your word of kind-
ness, together with the word of God's law, will do far
more than spring-gnns or man-traps. A further rule of
moral discipline, and one most essential, is to provide
for working hours a constancy of work, and so arranged
that the l>oy ma^ know at all times what he has to
do. This alters the natural current of his ideas, and
cuts off at once a perpetual fountain of falsehoods.
The great object of the youngster is to get done and
away ; but he sees by this plan that it is of no use to
do a thing ill in order to have it soon over; and be is

afraid to run off to idlers, for the ready excuse of not
knowing what to do will in no case serve. The most
unmanageable part of his duty is that of going mes-
sages. Two or three that might occupy as many
half-hours are sufficient to consume, the day : new
attractions are formed, whilst old ones, as with a retouch
of the magnet, are refreshed ; and there is no willing
return to work after a conversation. To mitigate an
evil which cannot be prevented, let the missions of the
unfittest person about the house be few ; not on the
spur of the moment, and at the bidtUng of everj body,
otherwise the solid day, broken in pieces, is thrown
away like the fragments of a jar not fit to be mended

;

but for such loved excursions allot such hours as are
followed by a better Inducement to return than tbat
which the spade presents. All housework will be found
bad for the boy ; though trifling as to time, such jobs
are great as to pretence, and all out-of-door work is by
them rendered nugatory. Get up early some morning,
and see the stable duties sufficiently well done; mark
the time that may be requisite, make a liberal allow-
ance for less activity in your absence, and point out the
allowance; then fix the hour at which the garden work
must commence, and see that the hour is exactly ob-
served, though the work of the broom should be left

unfinished. This neglect may be noticed at the break-
fast hour of rest. There is no harshness in this, but
merely what is felt to be just, and such strictness is

essential to moral discipline; for what is neglect or
idleness but a species of theft ? The reasonableness of
this even a stubborn youth cannot resist, and he will be
brought by a little patience to see that regularity is a
saving to himself, and a little perseverance on your part
will add to the value of his discovery the force of a
habit. But if you would have reason and conscience to
rule, avoid everything that is not reasonable. Show no
passion ; for that always makes the youth think that,
whilst you profess to aim at mending his conscience,
your zeal is to make the most of his labours. Avoid
bad names, lest you appear in his eyes to forget what he
has read about " Raca," and "Thou fool;" and never
threaten dismissal without a true purpose to effect it,

should the offence for which it is threatened be again
repeated. If dismissal be spoken of lightly, it is of
none effect, and if not put in force after a serious de-
claration, good cause is given for casting off" the respect
that is due to your word. It may be, too, that the boy,
not daring to run home of his own accord, desires
nothing so much as to be sent away, in which case a
threat to that effect is the best sound he can hear, and
a strong inducement to do worse, restmg as lie does in
this, that be can contrive what to say for himself when
he gets, to the ear of his mother. But as compassion is

due to one of so little discretion, that in the eye of the
law he is not held fit to conduct his own affairs, and
whose bread yet depends on the character he attains, it

IS the most humane, as it will prove the most successful
method of dealing with him, to explain before one or
more of bis fellow-servants the loss which, in his early
career, he must suffer by a dismissal from his place, and
to assure him that you will not inflict so much grief on
his parents without first sending for them, in order to
make known his faults, and to try the eft'ect of their
admonitions on his subsecjueut behaviour. Manse
Garden.
Tendersfor the New Iron Conservatory in the Gar-

dens of ilip. TJnHif^LUuvfil .^n/i;-/« £^A«o.*H^yr.M /3««« _

* >

Mr. Myers ,,
Mr. Stap
Mr. Kelk
Messrs. K.irk & Parry
Messrs. Luca^ liRoruERa
Mr. H GaiaaELL ..

Messrs. Cottam & Co.
Mr. Smith
Messrs. Hernulewicz&Co.
Mesara. Wbxks 4; Co.
Mr. Peters .

.

Iron,
(fee.

£.
8,642
8,3,i8

9,434
0,600
12,500
12.340
13,780
14,288
11,832

18,5yo

Bricks,

£.
8,865
4,393
3,625
3,(t60

4,342
4,720
4,t:^79

4,760
8. 284
4,300

Glaziug,
&c.

£.
1,660
1,741
1,4<)0

1.820
2,061
2,180
2.118
2.066
2,524

Keli

Totals.

£.
14.107
14,402
14,519
15,410
18,903

i
19.240
20, 777
21,114
22,640
22,80ft

22,900

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNaEEVATOEY, &c.—While out-of-door flowers may

soon be expected in ahundance, nothing should be
brought here at present but what is well grown and
bloomed, nor should any plants he allowed to remain
here that are at all shabby ; for it seems a waste of
ineans and certainly betravs bad management to occupy
ghi88 houses with plants of inferior interest to such us
are plentiful m the open air. It is not desirable, how-
ever to crowd the house with flowermg plants; the aim
should rather be to have a moderate niunber of hand-

some specimens effectively arranged, which will yield

more solid interest and pleasure than a greater amount
of floral display from plants of no individual merit.

A thin arrangement of pot plants will also be advisable

on account of*tlie permanent occupants of the beds
or borders, which at this season should be allowed
plenty of space, in order to secure strong and well

ripened wood, without which they need not be expected
to bloom finely. Use every means to keep down insects.

Give clear weak manure-water to young growing speci-

mens, and repot any that are intended to have another
shift this season, so as to have the pots well filled with
roots before winter. Maintain a moist growing atmo-
sphere, and syringe vigorously any plant at all infested

with red spider. Encourage backward plants of Orchids
with plenty of heat and moisture while that can be
done safely. See that plants on blocks and in baskets

are properly supplied with moisture at the root; to

prevent any mistake in this matter, carefully examine
every plant at least once a week, and immerse any
found to be dry in tepid water until the material about
the roots shall have become well soaked. Syringe
lightly morning and evening, and sprinkle floors, &c.,

in order to keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Attend carefully to growing stock, keeping

the bottom-heat regular and the atmosphere warm and
moist, and use every means to secure rapid vigorous
growth. This will not be obtained, however, unless all

is right at the root; therefore attend well to watering,
and never allow any of the plants to become pot-bennd.
Give air moderately to young stock, and shut up early
in the afternoon, giving the plants a gentle wipe with
the syringe, and the house a good steaming by wetting
every available surface. Continue to pot a few suckers
as they can be obtained of sufficient strength, and do
not allow too many to be produced by one plant, as
tiiey weaken each other. Indeed we never allow a
sucker to grow to any size that is not likely to be
wanted for stock, and, unless in the case of any scarce
sort, never more than two on a plant Plants growing
in beds of soil must be very carefully attended to with
water, giving enough at each application to moisten the
whole body of soil ; for unless this is attended to, the
bottom of the bed will sometimes get quite dry, while
the surface is moist.

Vineries.—The inside borders of houses intended to
furnish late supply of Grapes should be well soaked
with manure water as soon as convenient, so as to
allow of their becoming dry before the damp cloudy
days of autumn set in, for damp will be most injurious
then, and anything likely to cause It should be avoided.
Muscats beginning to ripen should be assisted with fire

heat, for it is hardly possible to ripen these properly at
any geason without artificial heat ; and those for late
use should be pushed on, so as to get them right by the
end of next month at the latest; for those ripened
later in the season are seldom of good quality, and we
have always found them to hang better when ripened
early in autumn than those that were ripened later in
the season.

Figs.—The second crop on the earliest trees will be
fast_advancing towards maturity; as soon as the fruit
begins to ripen the atmosphere should be kept dry and
ratlier cool, giving air freely every fine day, and using a
little fire on wet cloudy days, to prevent damp and
allow of a gentle circulation of air. Use every care to
keep the foliage clean and healthy, and clear of Insects,
and do not crowd the young slmots.
Melons.— Plants on which the fruit Is ripening

should be kept dry at the root, and freely exposed to
air on fine days, avoiding moisture in the atmosphere
as far as can be done without injury to the other plants.
Do not allow the bottom heat to decline where the fruit
is setting, which is a frequent cause of the young fruit
dropping off". Keep a watchful eye on the foliage, and
guard against red spider, which, if once allowed to
establish itself, can hardly be removed without greatly
injuring the tendei' foliage.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Remove suckers from Roses and clear the stems of

wild shoots. Strong shoots of Chrysanthemums may
now be layered in pots to produce dwarf compact
bushes. Those in pots may soon receive their final
shift. Carnations and Picotees will soon be in bloom

;

let plants in pots be moved under an awning like that
used foi; Tulips. Here they may bo arranged on a raised
platform or not according to taste. Picotees may be
grouped on one side and Carnations on the other, taking
care that the tallest plants are behind, and at the same
time contrasting the colours as much as possible.
Pipings may be put in on a gentle hot-bed. Layering
may also now or very soon be proceeded with. Much
of next year's success depends on this matter. All
seedlings should be marked, noticing their various
properties as to form, colour, and substance, &c.
Ranunculuses may be taken up as soon as the foliage
has turned yellow; for should wet weather continue
they might emit fresh fibres, and if taken up then they
are likely to be worthless.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Endive may now be planted without delay. High

manuring is necessary to have it in perfection. In
planting succeeding crops keep raising the beds higher
as the season declines. Keep succession beds of Horn

j

Carrots duly thinned. Let a good breadth of ground
be prepared for Winter Spinach ; trench it thoroughly

and let it be heavily manured. It generally succeeds
best in beds slightly raised. Continue getting out Cape
and otIi£r Broccoli, and also some late Cauliflowers. An
autumn Mushroom bed may now be made; throw the
dung together to ferment for a few days; when half
dry, mix one-third of loamy soil with it to keep in
check any further fermentation, and tread or beat hard
while making the bed, forming the spawn holes imme-
diately it is finished to assist in keeping down the heat.
Strawberry runners should he procui-ed for new planta-
tions without delay. Those who cannot spare ground
for a liew plantation may prick them out in prepared
beds about 6 inches apart, and remove them with balls
in October or in the early part of February.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
If not already done take advantage of the present

showery weather to plant out all kind of winter Greens

;

stir the soil frequently among growing crops, and keep
down weeds. Secure Dahlias and Hollyhocks, if any,
from winds, and water the former with manure water.
Guard them also as much as possible from earwigs,
which are apt to disfigure their blooms. Inverted flower-

pots wit^ a little dry Moss in them make good traps

;

dry Bean stalks also answer the same purpose,

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDOIf,
For theWefk ending June 21,1860, as obseneJ at the Horticultural GardcaaC

Friday
Safur.
Sunday
Mon.
Tuea.
Wed.
Thura.

16 W

20 1

21 -

Average.

.

June

Babuj:w v^ p4vw 4v

imu FEHATURB.
1IKIKR. Of the Air. Of the Earth
Wind

Max. Min. Max. Min.
1

Mean t foot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

29 681 29.622 1
62 45 5:^.5 68 5f. S.W.

29.fi4a 29.579 63 49 57.0 58^ ^ E.
2a.577 29.ai2 65 46 56.0 58 N.
29.7 S3 29.7J6 71 39 55.0 574 6fi N.W.
29.7611 2y.6.i7 66 51 58.0 58 56 E.
29.527 29.60a 68 47 57-5 68i 56 S.W.
29.sao 29.556 ;i 48 69.5 59 50 S.W.

29.700 29.610 66.7 46.» 55.5 ' 58.2 46.1

0,23

0.00

0,13

0.19

U4
15--l>€ns(;ly clouded; rain; maaaes of white cloudaf with clear

intfcrvals; tine.— 16—Fine ; overcast; rain at ni^rht.
— 17—Heavy and constant rain ; lijchtnin^ in afternoon; rain*— 18—Fine ; very fine ; clear and cold at ni^ht.— 19—FoffCT; rain; overcast ; rain at nigbt.
— 30*-Clouay; rain; heavy clouda and rbowers.
^ 21—Overcast; tine ; cloudy; showery ; thunder-storm 6 r,M,;

densely overcast at m^ht.
Mean temperature of the week^ 33 deg- below the avera^ce.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CUISWICK.
During; the last 34 yeara, forthe ensuing Week, ending June 30, I860,

Prevailing Win

June.

Simday:24,.
Mon. 25..

Tues. 26.-
Wed, 27.,
Thura, 28,,
Friday S9.,
Satur, 30..

« ^ a
4j be QpT

id./

72.9
73.9
74.4

73.5
73.0
73.2

%3^

49.3

50.5
50.9

50.9
50.1

49.1

49.5

61.5

(jl.7

62-4

62.6
61.8
61.1

61.3

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

11

16
14

IS
12
8
12

Greatest
Quantity
oi Uain.

0.49 in.
n.72

1,00

0.80
0.65

0.20
0.80

1

I

3
3
3

3
1

2
2
2
4
5

Ed

4

6

2
6

3
4

ca

2

S
1

2

I

1

2

w

2
5
3
4
2
1

4

Vi

15

11

12

16

10

14

U

5

9
6
4
W
a

5

I

3
1

6
3
3

The hiKbest temperituje durioK the above period occurred on the 27tU
1826—therm, 93 de^. ; and the lowest on themh, 18o9—thenu. 3G de^.

Notices to Correspondents-
*^* Correspondents are rerjuested to address all letter,*, whether to Editor

orJ/ublialier, 41p SVeUin^ton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C

Colonial Newspapers: JG, Verylikely, Ifthose who favour
us with oewspapers from the colonies would only mark the
places to which our attention should be directed nothing
-would be overlooked. But London life is not long enough to

enable us to toil over acres of printed matter to find some-
thing to which we have no clue-

Dbv Rot ; A. Your inquiry will be answered next week "by

MJB.
Fixtures; A Z, Ton cannot legally remove brickwork without
consent; and even the wood and glass buildings connected
with it may give rise to an awkward disfMite,

FuNGi; F S. Your FuugTis is Fol^poru» equamosus, uot Hi/ilnum
repandum. It is sometimes eaten on the Continent, and we
have seen this wet season specimens as tender as a common
Mushroom. M J B.

I: BE :ts ; W B S, Your Raspberry shoots havo apparently been
gnawed through by the troublesome Weevil, 'Pachygaster
vastator. It should be sought for after dark, and sheets
should be laid along the rows over which the stems should
be shaken.

—

EM F, The Apple buds are infested with the
larv^ and pupte of a small Weevil (Anthonomus Pomorum).
The mischief ia done for this year. The beetles will shortly
appear and should be hunted for and destroyed.— IK U' The
appendages on the nose of the honey and humble bees sent
are not fungoid. They are the pollen masses on some Orchis-
S^e Mr. Darwin's late paper on this subject in Gardeners"
Chronicle- W.

Labuknum ; Somerset. What you send is the common Cytisus
Adami, a very strange production, the ^nature of which has
been repeatedly discussed in our colnmns.

Kames of Plants: Jno Stroud. l\ Berberia aristata; 2, B,
Lyciuni, Both are Indian,

—

D IV H. The Soy Beitns are
rightly named- It is they which, being fermented, produce
the Chinese condiment so called. The French are growing
them imder the name of Pois oU^neux ; they are probably
too tender for this climate.

—

CM. Allium magicum.—Zirtfe
Know. Not from Australia, surely. It is a Rhamnus of some
sort, and very like the Rhamnus saxatilis.—^ a 1, Saccola-
bium micranthum ; 2, a very curious thing with which we
are unacquainted; 3^ Asclepias curassavica,—J/i> 1\ Popu-
lus monihfera.

National Rose Show: Beta. You will see by our advertise*
nient in another column that in consequence of the lateness
o( the season this Show is postponed from the 30th of June
to the 12th of July. Entries, we observe, close on July
the 5th, t

^

Peach Trees; Otho, They are dying, and you can do no more
than cut the shoots back to the quick, Whydying we know
not. We suspect last October, notwithstanding what you
say.

Rhododendrons. We have received from Mr Pope, of Hare-
wood, Bletchingley, a remarkable specimen of Rhododendron
flowers, measuring 2 feet 6 inches in circumference. This
has been caused by a shoot producing, instead of a single
truss as usual, no fewer than 6 trusses at its extremity.
Should the habit be constant, instead of accidental, the plant
ought to be propagated, as it is extremely handsome.

Rhubarb Leaves: Stroud. They do not appear to be attacked
by either Fungus or mining insect; but look. as if they had
suffered from a hailstorm.

«
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AKTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— MaTinfacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J, C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

Ac. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Ke'nnington, London, S. Aualysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

phates ofLime, Coprolites, &c., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemica
Analyses and Assaying, will find amplefacility and accommoda-
tion attheColiege^___^ _^

T'
HK LONDON MANUKE COMPANY

(ESTABUSHED 1840),

ire now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
^MANURES :—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE foe SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bones, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

from Bones.
The Lcndou Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GDANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of
gODA, SULPHATE OF AMMONIA^ and every Manure of value.

116, Fcnchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Pubskb, Secretary.

I^^AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured
J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 1860, are nowready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :

—

liAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. ..£6 G
SUPERPHOSPHATE OiT LIME 6 6
MINERAL 5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8

MANGEL MANURE 8

GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-

pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

•varying according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their

report with analysis arc given in full in circular, t© bo obtained

on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.G.,

audLiffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BITRNAED, LACK, AXT) CO.'SCONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME ;

guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

ymir concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to tlie Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Bubnard, Lack,
fc Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

NORTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

HENRY JESSE beg^s to thank his friends for the
support he ha.i received for many years, and to inform

them, that in addition to his CORN and SEED BUSINESS,
he has now added the MANURE, CAKE, and TURNIP-SEED
TRADE. The latter he has devoted his particular attention to,

having made arrangements with a first-class House ; and trusts

by keeping articles of the best quality, to supply his cus-

tomers on Buch terms as will give satisfaction and ensure their

future orders.—Railway Stores, Basingstoke; and 100, Seed
Ijjarket, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

FARM BUILDINGS.
LOANS may be obtained under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amoimt required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, Ac. forthe erection ofFarm Houses,
Farm Buildings, aud Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown
Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the *tate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.

No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

The Company furnish designs of every description, and
undertake the entire responsibiUty of the works wherever
desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

charged in all cases. .,

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament

^treet, London, S.W-

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
JUPPS NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD.—

The utility of this new preparation being now fully esta-

hliahed, W. & R. Jupp & Co beg to say that they are prepared

to execute orders to any extent. A trial will prove its beneficial

quaUtiea. Price 35s. per cwt. ; 19s. per ^ cwt. ; and 10a. per

J cwt., carriage free to nearest railway stations in Great Britain.

Pig Meal, 16«. per cwt. Cash or a London reference expected
trom unknown correspondents.
W. & R. Jupp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill,

£astcheap, E.C.
*^* Agents liberally treated with.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.
TUPP*S RICE FOOD for POULTRY and GAIIE.
*J —RICE SWEEPINGS, 8«. 6c(. per cwt., in lA cwt. bags;
SCREENED RICE, 12«. per cwt., in 13 cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS. 14«. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
BIEAL for PIGS, ti«. W.and 8». dd. per cwt.. in 1 cwt. bags, at the
mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
deUvery.—W. k R. Jupp, 6, Cross Lane, Kastcbeap, EC.

HKNRY J. MORTON and CO.
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, Ac, to contain 50 gallons, SSs. ; SO gallons,
30». each ; and 140 gallons, 36*., and fitted with tap, keeping
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not ruat or corrode.
Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 8 inches diameter, 30*.

and 32». &d, each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
' for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 32<. 6il each.

JOHN FOWLER, Jtin., 28, Cornbill, LondoTi, E.G.-
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

PARKES* STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St.. E..C., London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-
brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Chum in .Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society; it has obtained the First Prize efiven by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Bdrgess & Key, 95,
Newgate Street, E.C, strongly recommend it as the most per-
fect (Jbum now in use. Full particulars sent on application.^

KESTKLL'S PATENT GARDEN LABELS can
now be had in any quantity.—W. G. NiXEY, Proprietor.

Office : 12, Soho Square, London. W.

1
NDb:LlHLK GAKUEN TALLIES. — Mark your
Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the gi'eenhouse or

garden, with Dunn's PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
PENCIL. Retail at Messrs. Butler &l McCulloch's and
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C. ; J. Carter & Co.,

237, High Holborn, W.C. ; T. Erioden, Railway Arcade, London
Bridge, S.B. ; and all Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Chemists,
Stationers, Ac. With screw-holder, complete, l/». M. each ; will

refill for 1«. ; by post for 19 penny stamps. Wholesale by J.

Lumber, 19, Holborn Hill, B.C.; Barclay & Sons, Farringdon
Street, E.G. ; or any other wholesale house ; and Crowhurst, 7,

Fownes Street, Dublin. Further information obtained by
addressing Arthur Dunn, the Patentee, at the Slunufactory,

1, Durham Place, Dalston Green, London, N.E.
N.B. These Pencils are unequalled for marking indelibly

on Linen, &c., for which purpose a much finer point is made,
at same price, than that contained in the Gardener's Pencil,

but this is well adapted for all coarse woven fabrics.

LKMING'S SALTIKG MACHINE for
DESTROYING WEEDS oy GRAVEL WALKS, &c.—

This most useful Machine has given the greatest satisfaction

wherever it has been introduced, and it is the only effectual

means of keeping Drives and Walits completely clear of Weeds.

Extract from Article "Trcntham," in Gardeners' Ciironkle

of January 22, 1S59,

*'AndI would observe in passing from these grounds that

the whole of the Grass and Gravel are kept in the most perfect

order by the aid of machinery ; the former by a Horse Machine
wherever it can be worked, a small hand instrument being

used in places of difBcult access ; the latter is kept in order by
a Salting Machine, the invention of Mr. Fleming, and judging
from the beautiful condition of the Gravel in every direction,

I should say that it was altogether most efficient."

The Mowing Machines here referred to are Shanks'.
From The Field of April 2, 1859.

"The Salting Machine will effectually destroy the Weeds on
Gravel Walks and Drives."
Testimonials with full particulars and prices may be had on

application to Alexandmi Shanks & Son, Dens Iron AVorks.

Arbroath, Patentees of Improved Mowing, Rolling, Collecting,

and Delivering Machine for Lawns, Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufacturers, (fee.

ICK AND HAY CLOTHS, HAY KOHES, New
and Second-band NETTING; also BUNTING for Pro-

tecting Fruit Trees, SCAFFOLD CORD, aud PATENT SASH-
LINES for Builders ; MARQUEES and TENTS, &e.

John Morison, 25. Norton Folgate, N.E.

TO AMATEUR GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN,
ACRrCULTURISTS, ETC.

VULCANIZED INDIA KUBBER TUBIXG and
GUTTA PERGHA TUBING for WATERING GARDENS.

—Brass Hand branches with Stop-cocks and Roses, and every

description of Garden Tubing Fittings, sold wholesale and
retail by W. B. Woon, 94, Goswell Road, near the Angel,

Islington, London, E.C. Price Lists maybe had on application.

Please to notice tlie address, 94, Goswell Road London, E.C.

N. B- Speaking Tubes fitted up
.

CUTTA PERCKA TUBING FOK WATERING GARDENS.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY liave the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

TestitiKmial from Mr. J. Farrah. Gr. to Bosweli Middleton
Jallasd, Esq., of Holdenieas House, rtear Bull.

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in lengths

of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the la^t 12 months

for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer better than

anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of the water is

very considerable, but'this has not the slightest effect on the
|

tubing I consider this tubing to be a most valuable invention

for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to water our gardensm
about one-half the time, aud with one-half the labour required.

Manufoctured by the Gutta Percha Company, Patentees,

18, Wharf Road, City Road, London, B.C., and sold by theu:

Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

SHAW'S TIFFANY.—'1 he cheapest aud most eff«c-

tual material for Shading Hothouses, Protecting the Bloom
Per piece.—». a.

5

C

MR. BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, bega to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,
that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating
to the Geology and Botany of Estates^ such as the Mmeral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and \Vater
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to
Professor Buckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

COLLEGE OP AGRICULTUKE and CHEMIMKY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G,S., F.aS,, Ac.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military- Services, and forthe Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had ou ai)plication to the Principah

ORKSHIKE AGRICULTURAL SOCIEIV.—
PONTEFRACT MEETING, AUGUST 1 and 2.

The entry closes on the 18th of July. For Prize Lists and
Forms of Entry apply to John Hannam. Secretary.

Kirk Deighton, Wetherby.

30YAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIKTY OF
1t ENGLAND.—CAXTERBURY, 1860.

PROdRAUME.
WEDNESDAY, July 4 ; THURSDAY, 5 ; FRIDAY, 6 ; SATUR-
DAY, 7.—Trial Yard open on Wednesday, at Noon ; and tliree

following days, at 9 o'clock in the Forenoon, when the Public
will be admitted on each day at 5». for each person, to view
the Trials of the Tbrebhing Machines, Chaff Cutters, Mills,

Oilcake Breakers, and Turnip Cutters. This payment has
special reference to the Trial Yard only : the Implement
Show Yard not being open on these days.

MONDAY, July 9.—The Implement Yard open from T o'clock

in the morning till 6 o'clock in the evening, at an admission

ST charge of 2s. 6d. for each person. Machinery vrill be exhi-

1^ bited at work on this day. The Judges to inspect the Live

j_ Stock, and to award the Prizes. ' "^W
At 1 o'clock (or as soon after as all the Judges shall have

delivered in their awards, of which Notice will be given) the

Public will be admitted into the Cattle Yard on the separate

payment of 5«. each person, at the Special Entrances ; Mem-
bers of Council and Governors of the Society being ad-

mitted by Tickets to be purchased at the Finance Department

of the Society at the Show Yard ; and Exhibitors of Live

Stock on producing their Exhibitor's Ticket. Arrangements
have been made for distinguishing the animals that have woa
the Prizes immediately the Judges have made their awards.

At 8 o'clock in the evening the Cattle Yard will l>e closed.

TUESDAY, JuIylO.—The General Show Yard of Cattle, Horses,

Sheep, Pigs, aud Implements open to the Public from 6

o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening; adDoission

2s. Gd. each person.
Public Dinner at 6 p.m. Tickets, 10s. each, to be obtained

of the Secretary.
WEDNESDAY, July 11.—The General Show Yard open to the

Public from 6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening

;

admissiou Is. each person.
Public working of the Steam Cultivators, on land in the

neighbourhood of the city, during such hyurs as the

Stewards may determine.
THURSDAY, Jnly 12.—The General Show Yard open to the

Public from 6 o'clock in the morning till in the evening ;

Admission la. each person. General Meeting of the .Members
in the Town Hall, at 10 o'clock iu the forenoon.

By Order of the Council, H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

FtRYSTAL PALACE, SUMMER POULTRY
' yj SHOW.—The Summer Show of POULTRY. PrCKONS,
and RABBITS will be held on SATURDAY, MONDAY,

I TUESDAY, and ft'EDNESDAY, August '25, 27, 28, and
29. Schedules of Prizes can be h'ld on application to

i Mr W. HoDOHTON, Secretary to the Show, Crystal Palace.

The ENTRIES close ou SATURDAY, July 28.

TOe ^rrricultural ©a3rttr*
SATURDAY, JVNE 23. 1860,

MEKTINGS FOK THE FOLLOWING WEFK.
WEnNE3DAr,Jiine27—Hoyal Ajfnrultural Society of England.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

of Walls, Trees, &c. Sold in Pieces.

No. 1.—20 yards long, by 38 inches wide
20 yards long, by 38 inches wide, mineraUsed to

prevent it from rotting .60
18 yards long, by 39 inches wide (Double strength) 7 fi

18 yards long, by 39 inches wide (Treble strength) . 9

No. 1 coloured, 2a. per piece extra.

John Shaw & Co.. 40, Princess Street, Manchester.

"TJ^IUGI DOM 0."—Patronised by her Majesty, the

Jj Queen, the Dulce of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiawick Gardens, Pro-

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM the COLD WINDS £ MORNING FRO.STS

"FRIGI DOMO," aCanvaa made of patent prepared Hau-

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

1^1 ^rt'cultumf"^and' floricilturaf purposes,
/«;; PJ-^^^^^"^

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, frorn

wiSdVfi*^™ attacks of insects, and from mormng frosts. To

be had in any required lengths

Two yards wide

inTafp'^velmako. Syarf^-wide, 2,! 8* ^r yard run.

^'7 "^^HrrAr^I^'w^r'aAV-^rtKu^lr. 7,

EUSHA THOMAS AB<;HEiunno
of all Nurserymen

IXsUmcH trorhouVth'^^&la. " It is muchcheaper

than °^^ts as a^ovenni:
Lincolnshire, April 30, 185S.

\t. 6d. per yard run,

3». per yard.

run.

A CORRESPONDEXCE in another pa^e elicits

information of considerable importance oa the cost

of African Dates and the probability of their intro-

duction into this country at a price which would

induce their importation as cattle food. One

thing seems clear—that a very large profit is made

on the Carob Beans imported from the Mediter-

ranean, which might be sold at a much cheaper

rate than they are and yet leaye ample profit to

the importer, ^_^_
It is plain from the paragraphs on the appear-

ance of the crops which we have lately published,

that a very late harvest must be looked fur. The

Wheat is not yet generally in ear over the

southern counties, and is everywhere declared to

be three weeks or a fortnight later than it generally

has been. And it is equally certain that whatever

the weather of July may be, the harvest when it

comes will not be nearly so good as that of last

year, much as that fell below the average of the

previous crop, ^o wonder, th. n, that with un-

usually short stocks in the hands of the growers,

prices in the corn market should everywhere be

ri^jiug. We direct attention to a long article

in another page by one of our most diligent and

experienced meteorologists, on the weather of tho

past eighteen months.

It is not a little remarkable that the most deepljr

plou'-hed arable land in this island should be m
the Occupation of those who attach the greatest

importance to the form of the mould-board. Land

the Lothians is ploughed, as a general rule, a

hitherto manufactured.
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remember rigMly,

Melvin and others

neighbourhood, that -we have the moat detailed

discussions of the right form of the furrow slice

and of the iniuence exerted by the way in which

the plough is made, and set, and held.

And it is ecLually a noteworthy thing that thisj

of all periods in the' history of English agriculture,

when the steam-plough and the steam-cultivator

are prepared to rip up and turn topsy-turvy a

deeper layer of the soil than ever horse-power

could liave stirred at once, should have been the

time for reviving a controversy on the very last and

most minute details of plough construction.

Where the purpose is simply to expose a new

surface and remix the particles which have lain

together so many inches deep for so many months

undisturbed, it surely cannot matter much
whether the mould-boards by which the soil is thus

cut and turned be flat-breasted or slightly full or

slightly hollow. This however is the point on

which some of the angriest talk and keenest

competition of the past twelve months have turned.

And because two or three gentlemen appointed as

judges at the last Warwick meeting declared that

the work done by Messrs. Hoensbx's ploughman
with Messrs. Hornsbt*s ploughs was, by a shade,

the best in the field, the contest between th§ir

comparatively full-breasted and Messrs. Howard's
comparatively flat - breasted mould - boards is

elevated into a question of equal rank with that

between deep and shallow, or thorough and imper-

fect cultivation. It is not the intrinsic or essential

value of a correct choice between Uoensby's
mould-board and that of Howards—it is the com-
mercial value of a decision in one' favour by the

Society's judges that is the real source of this

rivalry.

It IS the depth to which a plough is made
to cultivate the ground and the thoroughness with

"which every portion of the soil is thus turned

over that is the real test of its work after all.

And, supposing a plough made strong enough
and deep enough for the most efficient work, we
may under the existing circumstances of the

plough manufacture in this country say that the

ploughman and not the ploughmaker must have
the credit of its performance.

There are, however, certain circumstances under
which it still remains of some importance whether
a furrow-slicobe cut rectangularly or with a trape-

zoidal section, and whether it be suffered to take

that place upon the slice last turned which its

shape will give it, or be pressed home along the

middle of its breadth so as to give a peaked shape

to the ridge line which it leaves. In ploughing
lea, when grain is to be sown broadcast over the

first furrow, it is of consequence that the Grass be

turned completely under—that each furrow-slice

be pressed tightly home upon its predecessor—and
that the ridge be left distinctly and unbroken so

that the seed may fall into the intervening furrows
and come up in rows. In light land districts in

England these purposes are better served by the

skim, coulter, which cuts off that portion of the

surface which had any chance of reappearing at

the joints of the furrow slices, and throws it

first into the furrow, so that it is perfectly buried ;

and by the drill pressor, which ensures the exist-

ence of a perfectly formed surface-furrow for the

reception of the seed.

According to experience afforded by a recent
trial of ploughs in Scotland, reported on by men
well known in the agricultural world, the accom-
plishment of these objects was on that occasion
attempted in three different ways :

—

" 1st. By an almost rectangular furrcw, with
the width too great in prov'ortiou to its depth,
thus causing it to be turned too much over, as
represented in J. and K. Howard's wheel plough.
2d. By the pressing of a slightly crested furrow
by means of a convex mould-board, as represented
in RiCFTARD HoRXSBY & SoN'S* ploughs. 3d. By
cutting the furrow of a trapezoidal form, or

rather of an irregular form of unequal depths at

the two sides, and in some instances slightly

the
and of papers read by Mr. I sure is required to maintain the furrow in the

at local fanners' clubs in that proper position ; and often, m the case ot old lea

- •' ^ or stiff soils, the elasticity of the turf overcomes

the pressure, the furrow tends to stand on edge,

aud an opening is left between the furrows—so

that in sowing, some of the seed drops to the

bottom of the opening, and an irregular braird

and consequent unequal ripening of the crop is

produced. We observed this opening of the fur-

rows to have taken place in some degree the day

after the lea was ploughed, in Nos. 24 and 27,

Horxsby's wheel-ploughs. We consider a crest

or shoulder in the lea furrow, whether of the form

of a rhomboid or trapezoid, but especially tne

latter, an advantage in most of the soils

of Scotland, in the present circumstances of

agriculture, for the following reasons : 1st, Because

the Grass is more easily buried by this form of

furrow, and consequently the ground kept cleaner.

2d, Because there is more compactness, and less

tendency of the furrow to open up again after

being laid over, as its edge falls into the hollow or

grove in the middle of the furrow previously turned

over. 3d, Because more mould is obtained and

less harrowing required for the covering of the

seed. 4th, Because, on account of the compactness

of the furrows, a more regular and equal braird,

and earlier and more equal ripening of the crop are

produced. While we give the preference to a

crested furrow in lea-ploughing, we do not extend

this preference to all kinds of crested furrows ; for

many | loughmen not acquainted with the proper

way of dressing their irons often overdo the crest,

and produce work that is not firmly put together,

and cannot support the treading of men and
horses."

The extreme detail of this comparison of

methods does not commend itself to the judgment
of those agriculturists who are in the habit of

using either the drill press or indeed the drilling

machine, and the sentences quoted, taken from

the report of the recent trial of swing and wheel

ploughs at Strathord, are in our opinion a laboured

defence of what, if indeed it be worth discussion

at all, is strictly speaking indefensible.

The gentlemen who superintended the trials at

Strathord gave the preference to the swing as

compared with the wheel plough, and they selected

thefuU-breasted ploughs in preference to thehollow-

breastfcd ploughs. Their decisions related of course

only to the particular implements before them

;

but if they be taken as professing: to express a

general truth, we believe that their decisions

are wrong in both particulars. It is no praise

of a machine that its eflloieucy depends on the

skill of the man who works it, and yet that in-

volves the whole argument between swing and

wheel ploughs. And it is a costly way of bringing

the requisite pressure to bear upon the soil, to

slide imtead of roll the weight which is to act

upon its surface, and that again, in our opiyion,

involves the whole argument between curved and

hollow-breasted mould-boards.
Tliere are many fields no doubt awkward to

plough by reason of the roughness of their surface

and the irregularity of their soil which may best

be cultivated by the swing plough, but for nine-

teen twentieths of the arable land of Great Britain

the wheel is undoubtedly an advantageous appen-

dage ; and we should like to have seen appended

to the report a description of the Dynamometer,
which declared its addition to make the draught

of the implement one stone heavier.

to make deserving attention, then I would add
that the questions to wliieh answers would be desirable
are such as are sketched on the enclosure sent herewith.

I feel that I ought to apologise for thus intruding
upon your lordship*s attention, but I trust that the
importance of the subject will be accepted as an excuse,

I have the honour, &c., John Likdley.

Questions, &c. :—
1. At what price per ton can Dates of the most inferior

description used for food be obtained in yoiu: Consulate?
2. Aud in wliat quantity ?

3. Can refuse Dates, not used for food, be obtained in your
Consulate ?

4. At what price?

5. Andin wiiat »]uantity?

6. Is it probable that these prices would rise in the face of a
large demand?

7. And if so, witliiu what limits?

S. At what rate of freight per ton could such an article be
sent to England ?

9. Can you furnish any information respecting the quantity
and cost of ady other product of your Consulate wliieh is

applicable ou a large scale for cattlo food ?

Foreign Office, Juno 13, 1860.

Sir,—I am directed by Lord John "Russell to inform
yon that, in compliance with the request contained ia

your letter of the 17th of March, his Lordship instructed

her Majesty's Cliargc d'atFuires at Tangier, and her
Majesty's Consuls General at Tripoli aud Tunis, to

transmit to this tlefiartment all the information they

could obtain respecting the practicability of procuriug

at those places Dates suitable for feedinf^ cattle, and I

enclose herewith for your information the answers to

your queries which have been received from Tunis and

Tripoli.

With respect to Tangier, Mr. Brummond JHay reports

that it is not a place to which Dates are sent for

exportation in any large quantities, as the Date tree

does not grow in the Northern provinces of Morocco,

Mr. Hay adds that though he believes that at

Isafilett auvl other parts of the interior, Dates could be

obtained in large quantities and at a low price, he

fears that the cost of transport would be so great that

the total cost would be found too high to render the

article available as food for cattle.—I am. Sir, your

most obedient humble servant, WoDEHorsE.

Answers to the above questions respecting Dates, SfCi

from Mr. Woods, at Tunis, May 16, 1860.

1. Tlie most inferior quality of Dates used for cattle food is

produced at Gabes (on the eastern.coast of this Regency), and

may be obtained at from AL 15«. to U. per ton free on board.

2. Not known, but of course depends upon the crop.

3. The above quality is also used for human food, and thero

is besides another inferior quaUty produced at Agpyawah (ia

the interior of tlie Regency) ; but the charges of transport are

much heavier than its first cost.

4. Not known.
5 aud 0. It is most probable that those prices would rise in

the face of a large demand, and in proportion to the demarK^
7. Freight to England from 2ui. to 30s. per ton.

5. Information on Carub Beans, the only product in this

country besides Dates applicable for cattlo food, will be for-

warded as soon as obtained from the coast.

Ansicers to the ahote questions respecting Dates^ &c.,

from Tripoli,

1. The common price of Dates of inferior quality fit for

.cattle food varies from SI. to SI. lOs. per ton of :2-240 lbs., but

when in demand at Malta, as is often the case, prices increase

in ratio to the consumption, and frequently reach to 61. and

7i., to which must be added 16 per cent, for export duty aad

all other expenses free ou board.

2. In the case of good crops the exportation is calculated at

from 10 to 15 vessels of 80 tons burthen.

5 and 6. Pri:;es would undoubtedly rise much in the

of a large damand, aud in ratio to the demand,
7. There being no direct trade with England, it would be

impossible to state the freight. But from 13a. to 155. per tou

for Malta.

S. With the exception of Barley and Carobs, the country

produces no other cattle food for exportation on a lai^e scale.

The prices of Barley are regulated by the markets of Europe.

A few cargoes of Carobs have been sold this year for exporta-

tion at the rate of 11. Ss. and II. 10s. per tun, expenses not m-

cluded.

face

COST OF AFRICAN DATES.
[The following con*espoudence haa been forwarded to us for

publication. J

To the Right Hon. Lord John Russell, M.P., &c..
Foreign Office, &c.

My Lord,—A question of considerable importance
to the agricultural interest haa ariaeu out of the

repeal of the duties on foreign fruits.

It is believed that Dates of inferior quality and un-

fit for the fruit market might be imported at a price

low enouffh to make them valuable as cattle food.

TUB
NATIONAL ^VND GENERAL AGRICULTURAli
EXHIBITION OF FRANCE, in Paeis, 1860.

(From our Special Corns-pondent.)

There has been no general agricultunil gathering in

France since the memorable international exhibition ol

1856. The present show thus atFords an excellent oppor-

tunity ofjudging what progress has been made in Freucii

agriculture during the last four years, and in some

measure of tracing the influence which that re-

markable event necessarily exercised in every branch

of French agricultural industry. There could not hav;

been a better display of those varied standards of excel-

lence which by being compared one with another elicit

Such Dates, it is said, upon what is supposed to he good iu the mind a true appreciation of what is perfect, a^d

a right judgment as to the best means to obtain u-

The greatest obstacle to progress is isolation ; that t^
„ . autliority, may be had in large quantities at Bagdad for

deficient in depth or thickness in its middle ; such : about 4/. a ton; but the cost of freight from the Persian

a furrow, when turned over and placed in its ' Gulf would bring t!ie price up to 9/. or 10/. here-
proper position, presents a sharp apes, crest, or * which would prevent their use; Carob Beans being now
shoulder, and was represented by Andrew Gray's procurable for from Gl. to 71.

Bwing-plough, No. 4, and James Finlatson's But large quantities of Dates are also obtainable at

wheel-plouo-h "Vo 6 many ports, both in the Mediterranean and on the

" AccordTng^to'the first method, the effect is to 1

?^°^°^^° f«^^;
^^^^'"^f

^'^^^^ ^''^'^
^^ T^^^'^^YtlUf f>.o f,lrr/^,^ *r.^ r«„«v, «« u V««u u,' „ low. I tbeicfore vcuture to ask your lordship to have

lay tne inrrow too much on its back, a position ,, j i.
• *.k„ ^„i.;o«f +« ^^a

• "^ • ' . - .- _ _ » I . the goodness to cause mquiry upon the subject to oea position

as thoughjustly condemned by all practical men,
the Grass may be well enough covered, the same
amount of mould cannot generally be obtained for
the covering of the seed as in the crested furrow.
According to the second method, considerable pres-

made by H.M. Consuls in those places, for the information

of i\irmer3; and I shall be happy to be the meilium of

making the result public through the Editor of the

AgHcuUural Gazette.

Should you think the request I take the liberty

I

the want of opportunities to compare wliat is considered

as a standard of perfection in one locality with tV

staudiurd of another. The range of our observation js

strictly that of our judgment, and that range expa^o^

in the same ratio as the field of our observatious.

Previous to tho years 1855 and 1856 French agrical-

ture had but very scanty opportunities of judging"
**"

even knowing the gigantic strides which Eognf ^

agriculture, for instance, had achieved. Each ^
trict in France has its own peculiar breed of c^'^

J
no doubt perfectly adapted by nature to the peculiar lo***

circumstances of soil, climate, nature of surface, marte ,

wants,popular habits,and civilisation. Each provinceg»v
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+T;^ preference to its own breeds, its own implements,

Its own moaca of cultivation, find the thougjit that by

• niroved systems of husbandry these local exigencies

uld be entirely removed, had never entered into the

f

T

r

\

1 '

flfhei

cliaii^es

The show in 1855, although a very insignificant event

V to miuiber and quality of the stock and implements

tbibited, wa^=, however, the first ray of liglit that rent

.,in(lpr that stolid icrnorance and routine in ^vhich

entered by breeders living in each region were grouped
j

their

together, forming each a distinct exhibition on a small ship

scale, divided into so many classes as there were^ breeds

entered. This arrangement, although presenting the

useful advantage of enabling the visitor to compare the

agricultural stutus of each region one with another,

created nevertheless a great deal of confusion, as the
^, -:, i n - c m * * rri „ m

animals of one breed were distributed all over tlie Messrs. CUuidore and Co of Clermont, &c Tl^^

building, and it was next to impossible to jud-t- of its Ransomeshad as beautiful a collection ot their far- famed

ill-jointed parts, and indifferent workman-'
painfully contrasted with the ne^t and

strong-looking implements made by our best English

manufactures, and whicii had been imported for the

occasion by several French firms, and amongst others

by Messrs. Ganneron of Paris, Messrs. Eonnet, Andrew,

and Ducoray, of Boulogne ; M, Piednue of Dieppe,

French agriculture was so hopelessly shrouded. A few

men from distant provinces came and saw and compared.

Kearlv all the animals sent from England were pur-

cliiisetl by eager buyers, and like pioneers of a better

and more profitable system of tilling the soil and

developing its natural resources, they penetrated into

distant provinces and began to upset the hitherto

recorded notions of what constitute excellence m
cattle, and exerted everywhere an earnest desire

to improve everything connected with agriculture by

the adoption of new methods an.i new means which

liitherto had been derided and rejected as pernicious by

even men of sound judgment and first-ratc ability.

Wliat was so happily begun in 1855 was further

developed by the Great Internaticnal Exhibition of

1856 Enf>-lish implements and stock of cattle excited

i mo«t eager attention. A vast number of French and

forei<^n a^'riculturists flocked to the capital of Franco,

-md "thronged the beautiful Industrial Hall of the

Champs Elysees, wherein thousands of animals gathered

merit as a whole, and to compare it with others. In

this exhibition another, and it must be confessed, a

much better classification has been adopted,^ so that

all the animals of one breed are gathered into one

group, thus affording a good opportunity for judging

their peculiarities and those distinctive traits and

features that characterise them as a breed.

The prizes offered for the 25 categories into which

the cattle exhibition is divided, are both numerous

and on a liberal scale. Among these 25 classes no less

than 398 prizes, amounting to 62'iOl in English money,

are distributed. Besides the money prizes each

1st prize is accompanied by a Gold Medal, each second

by a Silver, and each third by a Bronze one.

If the Paris exhibition is remarkable for the number

and the unusual merits of the cattle classes, it is not

less so in its other departments. lu the sheep classes

there are no less than 516 entries, many of which are

composed of lots of fine animals, so that the number of

shocp exhibited cannot be less than 1200. This Ciitegory

was, lil;e the cattle one, divided into native and foreign

classes. The French native breeds consisted of the

Merino and its various crosses, numl)cring 187 entries ;

theMauchamp breed numbering7entries; the Charmoise

colour, and merit.
.

Such an event could not pass without leaving its

Influence behind. It was not possible that so favourable

an opportunity of forming one'sjudgment by comparison,

could liave been offered to the agriculturists of France

and other nations without strongly disquieting their

minds on the one hand with a galling consciousness of

tlieir inferioritv, and on the other with an earnest am-
fed '

bitiouto improve.

It is now our pleasing duty to record the great fact,

that the present show exhibits in the most glowing and

gratifving manner such a step in advance, so conspicu-

ons a proErress in every department of agricultural

industry, 1;hat those who remember the stock, pro-

duce, and implements which France contributed to

the shows of 1855 and 1856, could scarcely believe, in

contemplating the beautiful exhibition of 1860, that in

four short years so great an improvement could be

achieved.
, , , i.

This then is a national show, and none but natives can

comnete in any class or department, and as regards

stoct with auY other animals but those that were born

and bred in France. However, it is not difficult to

perceive at a glance, even without the help of the

catalogue, by tlfe bye a large Svo volume of 652 pages,

that Old England is after all well represented in it,

directly and indirectly, and it may be pleasing to our

national feelings to state that stock of English origin,

implements of English make or design, form by far the

principal aud the most perfect features of the who.e

exhibition. Out of 1470 entries of cattle, comprising

all the various and numerous breeds of France, as well

as all other foreign races bred in France, no less than

413 belong to English blood, divided as follows:—

Number of Entries.

Pure Short-horns ]^f
Crosses by a Short-horn bull .14b
Do. by Ayrsliires and others

Pure Ayrshires
Various breeds, Herefords, D evens, &c.

machinery exhibited by Mr. Ganneron as ever was

sent from the Otwell works. The Messrs. Garrett

were also represented by a set of their drills and horse-

hoes, iind by their excellent compact threshing machine

which bids fair to eclipse all othei*s by the simplicity of

its construction, the completeness of its arrangements, and

the compactness of its bulk. Burgess & Key's cele-

brated reaping and mowing machines are there also,

the latter competing in a special trial which we will

presently describe. Messrs. Hornsby's celebrated nnd new

Champion ploughs were also greatly admired. In fact

there were specimens of the best Englisli iniplements

from all our principal makers, so that nothing could

be more complete than the mechanical departmoufc

altogether.

The various classes of the exhibition of agricultural

produce comprised 3615 entries, embracing every

possible article of produce from France and her colonics,

I To attempt to describe this department would tax a far

' stronger endurance than is onr share. In a future
'

article, however, we will point out those articles which
' can prove most interesting to our readers, but for

the present we will confine our remarTcs to the general

expression that a more instructive museum of all the

riches which Nature can supply out of her bountiful

and extensive stores could scarcely be seen anywhere,

i and that department of the Paris Show may certainly

be pronounced as the most complete and the most

jndiciously arranged collection that has ever been made.
' The beautiful Palace of Industry in the Champs

Elysees is the fitting abode of this gorgeous

and truly magnificent display of agricultural riches.

Beautiful as this palace is of itself, it has

been made still more so for this interesting

faVourife" tliis beautiful breed seems to be with the occasion. The cattle, judiciously grouped according to

Frencl and ho^^"^^^ it seems suited to the require-
,

breed, are comfortably placed in spacious stalls running
xiencn, anu im^

_ _ , „^ , ,

j^^ ^ four-fold row beneath the galleries, which are

devoted to the exhibition of agricultural produce. The

centre of the building is transformed into a most

beautiful lawn through which meanders a miniature

river spanned by a rustic bridge, and gushing forth

from a graceful jet of water, pleasantly coolinsr the

temperature with its mist-like spray. A Flower Exhii

bition is most tastefully- arranged in glittering and

fragrant masses all over this lawn, and such a display

of border annuals, Roses, and Geraniums we have

seldom if ever seen. In the galleries are placed all the

have vied with the best exhibitions we have ever seen light implements, together with the produce; the pl^

in England 'ilie show of pigs comnrises 237 entries; : sheep, poultry, nnd the large implemen s are outside
in iLUfeuiiiu. ^ ,t^^

, , ' , , . _.,.-... '

the building under canvass sheds; and the horses are

most splendidly lodged in three rows of boxes running

The foreign breeds consisted almost exclusively of

English breeds, divided into long and short wool. Of

the former the Leicester sheep were represented by 25

entries, the Cotswolds 2, and the Lincoln 1. The short

wools w^ere entirely limited to the Sonthdowns, showing

by this exclusiveness and the number, together with

the sin^-ular merit of the animals exhibited, what a

ments of Freach agriculture, both as regards climate

and modes of cultivation. With the exception of five

entries the whole of the 148 lots of cross-bred sheep

were the produce of an English parent; so that out of

the whole 546 entries, no less than 317 belong directly or

indirectly to English breeds, which seem to monopolise,

with the beautiful Merino sheep, the attention of French

agrieulturists.

If in the bovine and ovine species the prevalence of

English blood is very prominent,it is not less so in the pig

classes, which, for excellence and good feeding, would

30
59
10

.^

Total 413

The other entries are divided as follows :—
Number of Entries.

The Norman French breeds . . '• ^'S
Flemish ^
Charolaise ^2
Gascon ^'

Oaronoaise . . - ^Z
Bazadait=e ^'

Karaicbine ^
Femeline

^J^
Bressano ^"
IMauce'.le . . > • • - • • • '"in
Lourdes

^^

Ati&geoise . . . . • * • *

'

«
liimousine . . • . . . . . .

.

43

Salera 47
Aubrae , . . . . . . . . . .

.

31
Meiiene .. .. .. .. .. .. 7
Partb*5uaiBe 66
Erctor.ne .. .. .. .. ., 114
Various breeds 34
Extra Stock, other than foreign breeds .

.

12
Croesee with other bulls than English,

breeds 46

Total of French breeds 870

Dutch breed 89
Swiss breed 50
Other Foreign Breed other than English. . 19

of these only 32 belong to French breeds, about which

the less that is said the better ; so that no fewer than

205 entries were solely comprised of English pigs.

Besides these there were 13 entties of goats, 70 of

rabbits, and no less than 839 entries of poultry, num-

berine: about 2500 birds.

The horses were a very attractive feature of this

show. It is only very recently that horses are at all

admitted in Trench agricultural shows. The first

attempt at a horse show was made 10 years ago at the

district exhibition of Alen(jon, where such a collection

of first-rate horses was exhibited as would scarcely be

equalled in any country. The success wiiich attended

this innovation induced the French authorities to

the whole length of the Cours-la-Reine along the river

Seine—a distance of about 600 yards. It is said the

French excel in all those matters of manag^cnt and

I

distribution ofthings which require taste andjudgment

;

certaiiilv the clever administrators who have organised

' this Show, and amongst others the general commissioner

in chief, M. de St. Marie, deserve the highest credit for

: the taste and the perfect judgment in their arrange-

- ment which they have displayed and so successfully

' carried out.
.

! It had been reraarhed on a former occasion that m all

' the shows which have hitherto taken place, both in

Kmperor himself-

the admission of

less than 8000?.

specinl one fora

n.

Total 158

llaking, together with some Algerlne and other cattle,

a grand total of nearly 1500 entries.

In the former general shows, the cattle classes

Vere not arranged according to breeds, as is the case

this year, but according to district. The whole of

Kance was divided into regions, and all the animals

Most of the F

not evince in tlie least degree any curiosity alwut it. It

is decidedly a most remarkable feature of this present

exhibition that it has excited the greatest interest among

all chisses of societv. On Sunday last, the first day

the sliow was opened to the public, with an admission

fee of 1 franc, nearlv 28,000 visitors entered on pay-

mucr'de"sp'isel'*in^Eng^^^^^^^ and if we reckon the non-paying visitors con-

r which 600 guineas lere freely sisting of exhibitors, attendants, and their friends, there
or wnu,u xjyjyju J

'were at least 40,000 people in the exhibition on that,

'

day- On the following day there were 22.000 paying

visitors.
,

_ ..

We now come to the special compefeifcive aliow ot aU

implements connected with hay-making—an event of

no ordiniirv interest to French agriculturists, wtio have

now to contend, perhaps more than any other nation,

aeainsfc the want of manual labour. This was an inter-

national competition, and on the part of England t«-o

candidates for the first prize and medalot honour had

en^ d the ficld-Messra. Burgess Sl Key >Mth their

Allen^s mower, and Mr. Cnmston with Woods com-

hined mouiug and reaping-ma.hino. The tnals be,?aa

on .Monday, the 18th, on the Imperial tarm at \ia-

cen;cs. On that day and on the liith. the puhhc were

not admitted, as the triads were exclusively :
-e with

the magnituuo ^. v.....
|
""^ "^

'
-^^^ the judges to test the respective

,^e all the time the Exhi-
^^;^^^^^^ A^Vbat took place at these

ole-.ad-corner trials we of course cannot teU
;
but on

the CVednesday th.re was really a pubhc trul before

pSctlcAl men Jome from all parU of Europe, and their

j^^u^ment, we regret to say. was f.r from comc.dmg

the French Government decided on

horses, and prizes amounting to no

Besides the horse classes there is
^

asses, of which there wer.- exhibited
^

BomVmost"remarkable specimens, and for ^vhieh prizes
;

to the amount of 280/. were offered. Several stallions

of that breed so

pointed out to ns for which t3UU guineas

offered. They are chietty used for the breeding ol

mules." There were nearly 1000 horses and 23 asses

exhibited. "'
, . , .t

It would be impossible for us to give here anything

like a detailed account of the peculiarities of the

breeds in general, and the prize animals in particular,

^vhioh were exhibitecj in the various classes of this

wonderful Show. This .we will do in a future

Number; for amidst the excitement of >'e week, the

ionc time spent in examining everything which is

Tovth attention, and the limited space at our disposal,
worm atte » , ^ ^j j. ^,g ai^ould do more

ir utni ri S^^ the more conspicuons featnres
;

thai s'l'^ii"^
.-; ,y ^iu ,io,v proceed to the Media- l

l^:,^K"; iX^nt., whiclifrom^h^extejit

of ground they cover and the magnitude of Jtheir

entries would well nigh engnge

bition remains open.
i . j f^ „onrlv 4000

'

The entries of implements amounted to noarl}^ 4iw -

^*'^'=''
[?,ench-made implements were evidently

confed from En.-^lish models, but were generally heavy
copiea irom j%"^i_

,,.,;i m,.;,. .inwi^ldv am>earance,
and uncouth j

deed their unwieldy appei
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with the official award given by the Parisian agricul- i
injurious effect of having to stand in a con-

turists who composed the jury, and whose knowledge of 1 stant draught whilst in a heated state during the

farm work was gathered, we apprehend, In the secluded

privacy of their study, or at best under the cool shades

of the avenues of the Champs Elysces or the Bois de

Boulogne. A more egregious mistake never was made

Tve will venture to say by any body of judges. It seems

that the merits of a mowing machine must in the opinion

of those sapient judges consist iu its insignificance and

toyhke lightness. Passing over the acknowledged

excellence of Allen's mower, tliey actually have given

not only the 1st prize, but also the prize of honour, to a

modification of Wood's machine, and whose only merit

consists in the adaptation of two travelling wheels, and

a lightness which allows it to he drawn by one horse

only. As to the work done, as compared even with

Wood's two-horse machine, it was as unsatisfactory as

anything could be. The breadth cut did not exceed

2 feet, and the stubble left behind tlie machine was high

enough to conceal a hare, and was besides interspersed

with tufts of uncut Grass, nay, whole patches ofstanding

hay. There was but one opinion on the trial ground

among the multitude of practical agriculturists who
witnessed these trials as to the incomparable. superiority

of the work done by the English mower. The rajidity

with which it accomplished Us allotted task, taking

more than double the breadth ot the Peltier mower,

and the closeness of its cutting were the theme of the

encomiums and admiration of the public whose com-

ments we could hear around us in French, German,

Italian, and Spanish, all concurring in the meed of

praise and satisfaction.

There seema to he among French proprietors an

unmitigated horror of all agricultural appliances that

cost money : what they want is cheapness. Perhaps it

is an exaggeration to say that it matters not how weak
and indifferent an implement, how defective and low

bred an animal may be, how foul and shrivelled seeds

may be, how spurious and falsified artificial manures
may be, but if these are cheap they will do, and in

their eyes cheapness is merit, and cheapness deserves

prizes and honour. As it is, Messrs. Burgess & Key
have obtained tlje Silver Medal and second prize for

their two-horse mower, thus getting the only prize

given to that kind of machine.

It is to be hoped, that in future international trials

the French government will see the necessity of getting

international judges and select them from the body of

practical farmers who can understand what mowing and
reaping ought to be.

Such arc the leading features of this wonderful

exhibition. Marred though it be by a few unac-

countable blunders on the part of inexperienced judges,

it is nevertheless a great and a most satisfactory

and pleasing event. It certifies in the most un-

mistakenhle manner to the earnestness of the efforts

lately made by tl)e Emperor to promote the improve-

ment of the agriculture of France, and It shows clearl^y

frequent stoppages necessary to rest the work-people,

oil the machinery, and clear away the chaff and pulls,

as it happens the horse-wheel is invariably constructed

in sucli a manner that every thorough current of air

that is possible to be had is obtained.

In reply to the second objef^tion, T think that the

day is past ior opposing the adoption of any system

which tends profitably to increase the produce of

the soil, on the ground of outlay. The^ last objec-

tion is one which deserves great consideration from all

connected with agricultural pursuits. It cannot be

expected that tenant farmers will, as a rule, incur the

risk of investing large sums in fixed machinery upon

compared with those attached to fixed engines, is another
serious item in expense; being multitubular, is difficult

to clean, and wears rapidly away; and, what is stiil

more fatal, the injurious effect produced by transition

on bad roads, andconstant oscillationwhen working. From
these causes I think I may safely estimate the wear and
tear of a locomotive to be fully 20 per cent, above that
of a fixed engine. The slovenly state the stack-yard

has for a time to be left in after a threshing-day, the
detriment to the chaff and pulls, the increased number
of hands required (about double)—many, not being
regular labourers, have to be paid a higher rate of wage—the extra liability to accident by fire, the fetching of

water, carrying away of corn, restacking of the straw

and the not uufrequently having all thrown out of work

Jl

yearly tenure,"^ without some prior understanding i by wet weather sometimes for days, and at other

as to its disposal in case of leaving their farm^s. 1 re-
j

periods during ^thejiay by storms or by thunder.

member only last year an occupier in East Yorkshire '

" " "
'' " '

giving up his farm, and his successor refusing to buy

on any terms the machinery, which had only been

erected two or three years previously by one of the first

firms in England. The consequence was, an outlay

of nearly 500Z. did not realise one-third of the

original cost; and the buildings, which the proprietor

had erected expressly with a view to the convenient

working of the machinery, were rendered useless. In

my own case the arrangement was that every portion

of the machinery should be put up of the best con-

struction, and in the event of my leaving the farm the

whole should be taken by the in-coming tenant at a

valuation, to be made by two valuers or their umpire in

the usual manner. Upon the several estates 1 have the

honour to have entrusted to my management, I have

authority to offer the same facilities to any of the

tenants who are desirous of adopting similar fixed

machinery and power ; terms which all must consider

libera], and which also, if it were not for fear of exten-

ding my remarks this evening to too great a length, I

should have no diflSculty in proving are advantageous

to all connected with landed property. In the absence

of such an arrangement, or of a lease of the fiirm, one

other course is open, viz., that a prospective yearly

interest to the tenant so erecting be agreed upon by both

parties previous to the erection, and should the tenant

from any cause quit his holding before the expiration of

the specified time, compensation for such portion of the

unexpired period be allowed him. The farmer who
erects a fixed engine and machinery should be careful,

when securing Ins corn, to make the dimensions of his

ricks correspond with those of his barn. He is then
enabled to get a stack under cover when the weather
permits, and on the first broken or wet day at his com-
mand it can be threshed out. By adopting this course

he will find himself enabled to thresh out one-half of

his produce at sea?ons when, in all probability, his

farm-servants and labourers would lack employment
independently of the advantage of having the straw

fresh threshed, sweet, under cover, and on the spot

I
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showers, all tend to injure the produce and increase tlie

expense. The reasons I have advanced, and the calcu-

lations I have this evening laid before you, I think

must prove the advantages gained by the substitution

of steam for horse power in that department ot"

agriculture that I have introduced for discus-

sion ; and, further, that where the quantity

of produce on the farm is such as I have

previously intimated, the occupier who is desirous of

adopting the most economical, safe, and convenient

course will determine in favour of a fixed engine.

Though more a landlord's than an occupier's question.

I must not omit mentioning the benetit arable land

lying below the level of the nearest outfall has derived

from the introduction of steam-power in conjunction

with the Appold and other pumps, which, by raising

the water to a sufficient altitude to allow it to pass

away through high-level drains, has made many thou-

sand acres of unimproveahle waste into land of the

most fertile description. This subject was so ably

introduced by Mr. Mechi in his paper on steam in

agriculture, that it would be bad taste on my part to

comment fiu^ther thereon.

(To be concluded next weel.)

I

how powcrfnl and great are the sources of that beautiful ; required for consumption, likewise giving him an oppor

country, when we consider and realise, as this exhibition

enables us to do, what a stride its agricultural

industry has mads in the short space of time that has

elapsed since the year 1856 I English agriculture

may be proud indeed of the influence she has so

manifestly exercised in this happy and glorious revolu-

tion. Such achievements, although noiseless and scarcely

noticed by the trumpet of fame in the records of liistory,

BO lavish of the praise of successful warriors whose glory

rests upon the ruins their blood-stained career has

heaped, are nevertheless far more worthy of the

acclamations of posterity than military deeds, because

their aim is to foster good will and peace among men,
prosperity and comfort to society, and civilisation to

the human race.

STEAM rOWER IN AGPJCULTURK.
(CoTUinued/rom p. 560.)

OBJECTIONS TO THE USE OF STEAM POWER.
Havins thus shown the pecuniary saving effected

by the substitution of a fixed steam engine for horse-

power in preparing the produce of the farm for market,
and the food for the cattle, I will proceed to notice

some of the objections which at various times have
been urged against the general adoption of steam-power
for these purpogee. First, we are frequently told that
during the time the CTiglne la working the horsea are
idle; secondly, that farmers have not generally the
command of capltul for carrying out such expen-
sive arrangements; and thirdly, that for want of
secnrity of tenure (if even the capital was forth-

coming) prudence forbids its investment in such
a manner. My answer is, that no doubt in some
instiinces the horses are not working; but idleness and
rest are two very different things, and I think I shall be
able to prove that the farmer's interest does not suffer

from the portion of the work we have been describing
being carried out by steam in lieu of horse-power. I
practically find that on the farm where I entirely use
steam, though I have not reduced the number of horses
previously employed, I can keep them in the same con-
aition with one-third less corn, leaving a clear saving of
upwards of 80/. per annum, or 4/. per horse. This is

Jftsily accounted for, when we consider how injnrious
it wfor ft horse to be for hours exercising a circular
•wition, pulling in such a manner that his muscular
«tren^th is not properly balanced; add to this
dimmution of his physical power the still fnrtlier

tunity of marketing his corn at regular intervals,

PROPER SIZE OF FARMS.
In offering an opinion on how small a farm it will

pay to erect a steam-engine, it ought to be calculated

by the produce and not by the area ; and I have no
doubt that any farmer occupying land producing

annually from 400 to 500 quarters of grain, and requir-

ing food for eight or ten horses with the other usual

stock in proportion, would find a fixed engine, and such

machinery as I have described, a profitable investment.

The advantages derived by the use of locomotive steam-

power are the saving of loss of corn by shaking, and the

expense of getting the rick Into the barn ; the escape

by the workpeople from the annoyance of dust, which
naturally is more confined in a building, and (where the

occupier has separate holdings) a saving of outlay, by
the removal of the engine from one steading to another.

The argument sometimes used that he can thresh his

neighbour's corn as well as his own, I treat precisely

on the principle as the miller's work by the fixed

engine; and if steam cultivation, which is referred

to hereafter, comes into general operation, no
doubt it can be made available for that purpose.

These disadvantages I believe, on examination,
will be found to out-weitih what I have enu-
merated; and in this I am borne out by the fact of
three gentlemen resident in my own neighbourhood,
who hud pmvbASi'd locomotive engines with the idea of
carrying out more or less the views I have laid down,
having either made fixtures of them, or changed them
for fixed engines. Let us, therefore, consider the
cause.

First, then, as regards an engine of equal power,

the prime cost of a locomotive is 10 per cent, above a

fixed one; this, with a shade brick-built and tiled or

slated, for the protection of the engine and machine
when not at work, will be about equal to the cost of the

additional buildings for a fixture. The piston of an
8-horse engine makes 220 feet per minute, the crank

of the fixture being generally one-third larger than the

locomotive; thus a fixed engine with 12-inch crank

would require a 2-foot stroke, and make 55 revolutions

per minute, where the locomotive with 9-inch crank
and 18 inches stroke would, to perform the same work,
have to make 73 revolutions in a similar space of time,

consequently causing considerable increased friction ; the

horizontal position of the piston, without great care,

rapidly becomes oval-shaped, which is not the case when
perpendicular. The concentrated form of the boiler.

PRESENT CONDITION OF THE CROPS.
(From our own Correspondents.)

BnnKsniRE.—The severe -winter caused the Wheat to lose plant,

and an imgenial spring following prevented it from tillering

to fill up the gaps thus occasioned ; weeds natural to the soil •

have grown instead. Much more rain has fallen latterlytbac

the Wheat required, and the temperature has been very lofl.

It therefore preseuts a backward uneven appearance, aEd

indicates a crop much below an average. Should forcing

weather set in it would itaprove rapidly, but then dangerof

'

bhght would arise from a thin plant. We must therefore

expect a crop much below an average. The spring coma '

warm lauds looks very promising; but on cold clays anii
^

poor land it begins to look sick and yellow, from whichb i

never recovers. The Beans and Peas have suffered from -vsm'

of dry weather for hoeing them, and are fouler than uaiia.,

but still look pretty well. Clover and Graes is a good crm

Mowing machines are busy at work. Sunny weather is sadly

wanted. Mangel is planted more extensively, and is come

. up well. Swedes and Ttumips are a good plant. Jas. Wd-\

Hams, Abmgdon, June 19.
_ )

Bebwickshire.—Wheat crops generally have not a satisfactor)'

appearance. Many fields are thinly planted, and althougc

they seem luxuriant when viewed at a distance, on a closer

inspection the stalks are seen to be very irregular in height

and strength, and do not look likely to yield a full crop.

Barley, Oats, and Beans all show a close healthy plant, auJ

with favourable weather bid fair for healthy crops. From

E
resent appearances it seems likely that all our grain crops,

ut more particularly Wheat, will be from 10 to 14 dajs

later of coming into car than on the average of years. ^

good many Swedes were sown during the second week of

May, and these have suffered so much from the fly that macj

Elaces
have had to be re-sown. The later sowings have

itherto escaped that plague, and show brilliant lines w

green. Turnip-sowing is drawing near a close, notwith-

standing the intermption fi-om the recent heavy rains. There

has this year been a more general and extensive sowing of

Mangel than ever before occurred in Berwickshire. In most

cases the seeds have germinated irregularly, the plants

making their appearance in successive tlights, the latest ot

which it is to be feared can scarcely now produce full-si/^ea

roots. None of them have made much progress since tM

cooler weather of the past lortuight Potatoes look weu,

and pasturage is now abundant. J. Wihm, Edington Matrix.

Chirtvide, June 13,

Cheshire.—The crops, as usual in trying seasons, vary consi-

derablv iu appearance, in proportion to the quality and conoi-

tiou of the land. U^jon our best soils and where the ^ UMJ

plant escaped the ravages of the frost in the early part of tw

winter, the crops are as full aud healthy as we could ^^^
but on those soils where in ordinary seasons it is hardlyMw

to sow very early, many crops have suftei ed to a consideraoie

extent Irom the effects of the severe frosts about the time that

the seed was germinating ; and judging from their present

appearance we think it scarcely possible that they can ever

become line full crops of corn, notwithstanding the opinionf

and glowing descriptions ofmany ofour "thin-seeding"*^
culturists ; for in many instances where the usual quantit yoi

two imperial bushels of good seed were sown to the statute

acre, the plants now stand at a foot and even a yard or more

from each other. The mischief appears to be greatest upcc

Clover leas, where the "grub" or caterpillar has to a cc«-

ejderableextent assisted iu these devastations, although ma^
farmers are of opinion that the late severe winter was sdW"

cient to kill all the grubs in the country. The Wbea^

too, on cold clay land, especially the undrained, has *

starved, unhealthy appearance and shows great want "

vigour in the plant, and the season is now so ^
advanced that its recovery we think is very doubtful; ^h^
fore under these circumstances we can hardly expect W^

average crops. Barley and Oata on the best soils are P^°r^
ing, but on the colder lands they have suffered consiaeraoiJ

from the effects of cutting winds and cold wet *9r^^
Complaints are made about the blow growth of the ^^^g.
crops, which does not surprise us, as we know ^'^'^i^jfr^
rience that the weather can scarcely be too hot and dry ^
this plant alter it has once maae its appearance^^
ground. We sannot at present say much a>out the i'"j"^

crop as many acres have only just been sown, and
*-J^^jy,

yet a great deal of land to be sown, the wet weather o*V^
retaraeti the various operations in working the land, f^
toes look healthy and regular in plant generally ;

but wio"*»
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. « where very early, have experienced tlie effects of the

i: severe ^le., and we believe that the early Potato crop

Sn be about three weeks later than usual. Grass is

i^Titifnl and the meadows are well-grown for the time, but

t?nme 'situations the floods have done great damage to

S^ The **pleuro" still lingers in tlie county to the

^^^uragement of many of its dairy farmers. W. P.,

iv-vFSKS^£"niRE.-Wheat : thin on the ground, but healthy in

SouT • at least a month later than last year ; small breadth

«np.-ii
' Barley: vigorous and promising; a large breadth

Zwn Oats : thick enough, but growth very languid.

Pntatocs- coming up slowly, with many blanks. Grass:

mature very short ; cutting Orasa ver>' thin on the ground,

^ promises to be leas than half a crop. A, Simpson, Biauly,

< T ."JroLNSHiRE.—Wheat must be a light crop, and falling ten days

later than last year. It sustained considerable damage from

the fearful storm we had on Monday, the 28th ult., par-

ti nilarly upon the thin crops—many stems bruised and broke

down that cannot possibly recover. Barley and Oats are

both looking well, except the badly drained land. Mangels

planted well, but the storm did them considerable damage;

they are now growing in consequence of the wet weather.

Swedes are being put in later than usual, many not sown

yet I started sowing on the 23d 51 ay ; those early sown are

looking well ;
quitcclear of fly. F. A. Sowerby, AyUsby, JuiulQ.

The Wheat crops in this neighbourhood are not looking

at all well : gi-ubs or the very severe weather that we had iu

winter destroyed much of the plant, and the late very high

winds have so broken the stems that it can never overset it.

At present the Wheats do not look like being more than two-

thirds of an average crop. The Barley crops which came up

and looked very well at first have suffered very much from

wure-worm and gi'ubs. and are consequently very patchy

Oats are looking pretty well, but very backward. Mangels and

Potatoes are much hurt by the very heavy rams we have

hud Meadows and seeds are looking hvell. Edward Darby,

Greetham, Ifomcmtle, June U. The spring has been very

unfavourable for the Wheat plant on the peaty Fens, and it

wiU there be a very deficient crop ; on the heavier Fen soils

it promises a fair crop, excepting the portion sown alter

Coleseed, which generally is a complete failure in many
cases which have come under my notice m the same held

and all sown ou the same day, one part after Mangels or

Oats a good crop, the other, after Coleseed, very bad. I do

not consider the Wheat an average plant, and ^0 days later

than an average of seasons. The Oats are looking very well

;

Beans and Peas a fair appearance ; Mangels a good plant, but

starved with the cold and wet, and on strong soils will make
slow progress. It will require a long time of dry warm
weather to put the land in order for Coleseed. Tkoa. Aitken,

Pode Hole, Spaldmg, June 18.
_ ^^. ^,

I^Hixs OK Galloway.—Winter Wheat in most cases thm on the

MOund ; spring-sown well planted, but the very wet weather

for some time is seriously affecting it. Oats on all dry soils

in good condition—very luxuriant ; on damp soils rather

nnnromising. Almost no Bere or Barley sown. Turnips a

ffood braird where early sown, but not making much pro-

gress, still a good breadth of Turnips to sow on late and

damp soils. Mangel Wurzel well planted, and also Carrots.

Hav will be a fair crop, but the pastures have not got very

rough, the weather being cold, and they were veiy early

stocked. The demand for lean cattle has not been so bnsk as

was expected; beef very high, but few fat cattle to sell in

tills district at this season. Lambs for keepmg have been

selling considerably above last year's prices, the general

opinion >)cing tliat they will be very deficient m numbers.

A n. M'CUan, Auchnedy Stranraf:r,JunelG.

Sou-rB Essex A month ago we had to write favourably ot the

growing crops ; the weather had very suddenly become pro-

pitious, and all vegetation had been resuscitatedm a sui-pnsmg

decree, and considering the extent of damage done to them,

during the late extreme cold and wet winter, all augured

well beyond expectation for a fine and plenteous summer
Now, unhappily, conflicting accounts of the weather and

crops reach us from every quarter ; cold rams, hail, and

boisterous winds continue to encompass us, deteriorating tlie

growing crops to au almost unprecedented extent, even up

to this very date, and the only hope now left, for the lull

ripening of the fruits of the earth (and which no doubt we
sball yet experience), is sunny andwarm weather dunng the

first month after the longest day, and should this occur, we
have still good reason to exper^t a full and bountitul har-

vest; late it must be, but a fine autumn would no doubt

bring all in time. Without genial sunsliine however all hopes

may be considered lost, as the summer will be gone

by. For several years past, the sun has been too

scorching in the fortnight of longest days, and has brought

the corn on prematurely and immaturely ; but should it be

80 this year, no doubt it will be otherwise, as the super-

abundant supply of moisture in the earth will tend to bung

it (though quickly) to maturity. As it is, however, corn is

coming into ear at its usual time ; but it is to be feared the

earsai-e many of them bent, and weak at their birtb as it

were, or when bursting from then: sheaths they are not fuUy

developed. Fruit, Grass, Clover, and all provender except

Mangels, Swedes, Turnips, and seeds are plentiful, as we
before anticipated they would be. Bad as crops are_ gene-

rally, we have a specimen plot of Winter Barley ^wmg on

the Lois-Weedon principle, now in fuU ear, and ^ fee t m
height, h'iddmg fair to produce on one moiety of the land

equal to 10 quarters per acre ; and can boast of several very

large fields of Wheat opposite our dwelling (not our ow^^

were but few sold at rather below previous prices ; but still

there is no chance of mutton being bought much cheaper.
Good beef is dear and scarce, but there is a good deal of

inferior offering. Our corn market is still well supplied,

bxit there isnot so much as usual to thresh out, which,
coupled with signs of a late harvest, will no doubt tend to

enhance prices. G, S.

THE
WEATHER OF THE PAST EIGHTEEN MONTHS.

(At the Hiohfield House Observatory).

We have now experienced some months of extra-

ordinary weather, perhaps more extraordinary than ever

before recollected, and as we depend so much upon our

climate for the abundance or failure of our crops it

seems desirable to place upon record the various weather

changes of the past few months in comparison with the

averages of tlie same periods, as well as the different

atmospheric phenomena which have accompanied these

changes ; and to no periodical can such a history be of

more interest than to a leading agricultural organ

largely read by the agricultural public. To make such

a history really useful it will be necessary to divide the

weather under the various heads. In the first place it

will be essential to give the averages of temperature and

rain for each mouth, and as regards the former, within

200 yards of the Highfield House Observatory, the late

Mr. M. Needham] carefully recorded the temperature of

the air several times daily from the year 1810

to 1804, and from that year to the present

time these observations have been continued by

myself, therefore the large series of 50 years gives a

valuable mean of the temperature of this locality, and I

may say of the centreofEngland, as we are removed from

the influences of sea breezes, away from large hills,

2i miles S.W. of the town of Nottingham, and nearly

central as regards the geographical position of this

mean temperature of 29''.3, and an actual range of
49" .1. On the 10th of January the temporatme
had descended to 21''. 8, and on the 26th was 22^.0.

In February the 5th was the hottest day, viz., 51'*.5

(in the shade), and on the 10th It was the coldest, viz.,

19°.8. In March the temperature reached SV.S on the

29th, falling to 22°,0 on the I7th. In April, on the

30th, it was 67°.5, two days previous having been as

low as 27°.5, and on the 22d being 25''.0. In Way, ou

the 21st, the thermometer rose to 79".8; on the lOLh

having fallen to 30°, the mouth closing with a memo-
rable Ejale and excessive snow in some parts of England

and Scotland. In June the highest temperature

reached has been 73'', whilst it has been as low as 39^.5.

In comparing the extremes of heat and cold of the

past 15 months, it will be necessary to place in a

tabular form the ecreatest heat and cold which lias

occurred in the different months during the past

18 years, viz. :

—

Month.

Greatest
Heat in
Shade

in last 18
Years.

Greatest
Heat

of 1859.

Observatory.

The following is

50 years :

—

the mean temperature of the last

1859.
January .

.

February .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November.

.

December .

.

4 «

January
February
March
April

May
June

* « «

t « •

t « *

* >

4 « «

*

* 4

4 «

Deg.
36.6

38.6
42.1

47.3

53.1

58.7

46.1

» • t

» 4 •

July
August
September...

October
November . .

.

December

» A •

fl *

» «

• t « ¥ *

Deg.
G1.3

60.3

56.6

49 4
42.4

39.2

1S60.

January .

.

February .

.

March
April
May
June (to 17th)

T)Qg.
06.0
61.0

71.5

79.0
84.5

92.2

91.0

92.5
85.0

71.7

62.0
62.0

4 >

56.0

61.0

71.5

79.0
84.5
92.2

Deg.
54.5
57.2
640
78.0

78.5
80.4

89.5
86.0

74.0

77.5
S.l. 5
53.8

Greatest
Cold

iu past IS
Years.

Deg.
.0

6.1
l.'l.O

21.8
26.0

35.1

36.3

34.2
32.0
23.0

13.2

12.0

Greatest
Cold

of 1850.

Deg.
27.0
27.4
2&.2

21.8
30.8

41.0
45.6
44.4
37.5

19.4

18.0

7.0

Of 1S60.

56.1

51.5

57.8
67.5
79. S

73.0

10
+ fi.l

13.0

21.8
26.0

35.1

Of 18fi0.

22.0

19.8

22.0
25.0

30.0

39.5

Mean of the last six

months 51.5
Mean of the first six

months ... ...

The mean temperature of the whole year being 46°.8.

To compare the past winter and spring thoroughly,

it will be necessary to commence with Jauuary 1839,

as the weather throughout 1859 was also singular in

character.

Mean TempeJ-ature of Die past IS Months.

1859.

deg.

January .

.

39.

7

February.

.

42.1

March .. 45.3

April .. 45.0

May .. 52.3

June ,. 58.8

Mean of 1st

6 months 47.2

Excess or
defect of the 1859.

Mean.

deg. deg.

+ 3.1 July 65.2

-t- 3.5 August -

.

61.7

+ 3.2 September 55.2

— 2.3 October .

.

48.4

— 0.8 November 40.4

+ 0.1 December

Mean oflast

34.0

F+ 1-1
4

fi months 50 S

Excess or
defect of the

Mean.

deg.
+ 3.9

-f-1.4— 1.4— 1

— 2.0
— 5.2

From the above table we see that in April, 1859,

the temperature descended as low as in any year. In

October, 1859, it rose 5".8 beyond, and fell^ 3°.6 lower

than any previous year, in December,1859, falling 5° lower

than in any previous year. In January, 1860 it rose

a tenth of a degree higher than in any other year. In

March the temperature had been 13°.7 hotter than in

1860, and in April it had been 11°.5 hotter.

With regard to the rain which has fallen during the

past 18 months, the subjoined table will exhibit in a

concise form the amount in comparison with the

averagfe :

—

Bain during the past IS Months in comparison witu
OTHER Years.

I

Month.
G ^ ^g rt rt

a*

I

7^

% II

U3

Co
00

g5
S

<o rt ;rt

0.7

3Iean temperature of 1859, 49'.0, being 0\2 above the mean.

1860.
Excess or

defect of the Mean.

January .

.

February .

.

March
April
May
June (to 17th)

deg.
37.4
35.3

40.5
43.1
53.2

53.4

Mean of Ist 6 months 43.8

deg
0.8

3.3

1.6

4.2

0.1

5.3

2.3

iy59.

January .

,

Februai-y .

.

March
April
May
June
July

August

September
October
November..
December .

.

Inches.
1.9

1.4

1.4

2.9

1.8

2.7

2.5

3.0

2.5

2.9

2.0

1.9

Inches.
3.5
3.6

3.9

4.3
5.0

5.0

4.6

6.2

5.6

4.7

7.0

4.0

Inchea
0.2

0.3

0.3

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.7

I

(+ bemg in excess and — in defect of the mean.)

A rnmnnrison of the above tables show, that the first

':!:.,'^'^JJ^o7Stt^^^^7^^^S.^lrlZrr." thfeeTS of 1859 were much wanner than the
-- • " -^"

average- April, considerably colder; June, of about

the usual heat ; July and August, much warmer; Sep-

tember, October, and Novetnber, colder; and December,

as much as 5^** below the mean. In 1860, January

was above the mean ; February, March, and April, con-

siderably below the mean; May. about equal to the

mean ; and June, up to the 17th, above 5^ colder

than the usual temperature.

But although the mean temperature of some ol the

months sho^v^a considerable departure from the mean,

Te period has been rendered more remarkable from

the sudden great changes, as instance the temperature

on t^e 4th of October. 1850, which rose m the shade to

above 22 .5, ^^ •". *^".".'"Vr, _. A .c tu:; lan. \^^\na

Abraham Hardy 'dt Son, Maldon, Essex, June 18.

West Sussex —This season will be long remembered for the

terrible hurricanes that we have had. For the.past fortnight

wehave had most unsettled weather, wind and rain with now
and then a dry day. But yesterday we had the heaviest fall

of rain that has been for a long time, and Turnip sow-ing

upon the heavier land must be put off for some days. As a

matter of course work is getting behind, and we shall have

too many irons in the fire soon, but as there has been a

jyreftter .breadth of Mangels sown, there will not be so

many Swedes to put In, and ao we shall gain a little on that

score. Croijs that did well diuing the first rains are now
beginning to show symptoms that they have had more than
enough. Wheat for the last 10 days has made very little

progress, and will not be so good as was expected
at one time. And it will be under ordinary circumstances

Liter than usual ; but we shall have ears in a few days.

Barley that came up well and promised to be too heavy has
lost ground, but this 15 so far well. Oats look well, except
that the wire-worm has been more than usually busy. Peas
and Beans look well. The hay crop will be heavy, and
thouah a good deal has been fed that should have stood for

mowing, yet the heavier crop will make up for this, and we
may have a return to compensate for our la.'^t winter's heavy
consumption. There has been a little cut, but of course has

bad to lie. Iind we are deferring to cut as long as possible.

Mangel has generally come up well ; btit has not advanced

«t all for the past 10 days. Potatoes look well. Our mar-
kets have fluctuated considerably of late. It was thought

^ that the supply would fall oflf when the growm
leather set in, which it did one market day, an

prices went up to from 6*. Qd. to 6«. 6d. per stone

•ttt of the wool for good mutton. But thatbrought out a very

Wa^-y supply next market day, with few buyers and there

1860.

January .

.

February ..

March
April
Kay
June (to 17th)

« 4

1.9

1.4

1.4

19
1.8

1.3

3.5

3.6
39
4.3
.5.0

5.0

1.0

0.7

0.9

0.7
0.4

Inches.
0.6

12
1.7

2.4

0.5

3.2

0.7

S.O

2.6

1.8

1.4
1.5

o o

Inches.
—1.3
—0.2
-H0.3
+ 0.5

—1.3
+0.5
—1.8

+0.1
-1.1
—0.6
—0.4

0.2

0.3
0.3

0.6

0.5

1.0

2.6

0.8

2.0

0.5

3.3
2.0

+0.7
—0.6
+0.6
—1.4
+ 1.5

+0-7

. a nf the whole 24 hours of the 18fch being
temperature ol tne """If,, ' , ^AcPn Thp Idt

lt"o"SnKe Hsln, to.5G"a ana the .ean

+ being in excess, and — defect of the average amount.

Average yearly amount, 25.9 inches.

Amount in 1859, 20.6, or 5.3 inches below the mean.

Average from January 1st to June 17th, 9.7 inches.

Amount from Jauuary 1st to June 17th, 1860, 11.2 Inches, or

1.5 inch at>ove the mean.

There was a fjreat deficiency of rain in 1859 during

the months of January, May, July, and October, and a

small deficiency in February. November, and December.

In 1860 there was a great deficiency in April, an excesa

in January and March, and a great excess in May
and June.

TiTE Babombteb in 1859—60.
Turning to the pressure of iho ntuiosphore. The b.in>rnet«r

in 1859 was very high in January fiom the 2d to the 10th.

reaching 30.773 ou the 9th ; when corrected to sea leve', from

the 16th to the end nf the mouth, the P':^"",*'^'' "'
Jf

30 inches ; and on the 23d had descended t,. 29. 133 mches. It

was low again in February from the 6th to the 10th, and high

on the 23d and 24th. In March It was very low on the 15th

and 29th. In April low on thellth andl4th, scarcely Twwhmg

3?inche8 during the month. In May, J.me, July, and August

there™ a very Kii»ll range. In September rather greater.

In Oc^r outhe 26th at 8 a.m. It ^vas only 28.790. reduced to

sea le^l^^d on the 31st de«anded to *.iS 736. «»«clv ever

rising to' 3Hnches. In November on the l.t It «le««°^«i ^
J^^wV-iM at 1 p u reduced to sealevel ; itwm low on the 4th

and^^ry h?gh on the 9th, 10th, and llth; re«hing on the

t ?Oth 30 761 reduced to sea level. In December it^was low on

i JheSth list, and 28th ; and verv low on the 24th, 25th. and

'lefh failing on the latter day to ^8.751; it w« yery high oa

the othVToth. and Uth. teaching 30.824 on the 10th.

prev
giving a range in

1
Iu 1860, in January, th« barometer wa, yery low on the Sd
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n^+hP JTth to 2S" 558 In Fe>rruary it ^-as low nn the iTth :md on the 5th. There were ilo fi-osty nights.

the ioth, and 33i' on the 9th and Uth. Greatest heat: 5. .8

on the 29th, 57'. 5 on the 17th, 55" on the ISth, and 5-t .3 on the

•^Sth. and only35^5 on the 10th. Greatest cold: 2*z on the

17th, and never below 43°.5 on the 3Lst, 4-2=.8 on the 2bth, and

41°.S on the sgth. There were 19 frosty nights.

30\T17. In ilarch it was low on the Ll.Jd, •J4th, and 31st, falling

on the e4th to 58".836, and on the 3l8t to 28'.594, bemg high on

the 6th, reaching 30°.552. In April it was low on the 1st and I

2d, being on the 1st 28°.643. In May there ^va3 much luss
,

range. In June it was low on the 2d.

The Thermometek in 1859—60.'

Returning to the temperature of the air in 1859. January

the mean tempei-ature ranged between 50° on the ISth, and

31M on tlie 8th; the temperature reached 54°.5 on the 18th,

and 60° and upwanla on the Uth. 12th, 2-2d, 25th, and mh.
and only rising to 36" on tlie Sth, 37'.2 on the 9th, and 3S .oon

the 14th. The cold of night did not descend below 45 on the

25th, 44°.5onthelSth. and 44^00 the 2lat. the coldest point

reached being ^7" on the Sth. There were 21 frosty nights on

the Grass. „_ ., ,„,, ,

February, 1S59.—The adopted mean 51°. 7 on the 16th, and

only 34°. 2 on the 3rd and 7th, the temperature rising to 57^.2

on the 17th. and 55°. 5 on the 16th, and never exceedmg39.5
on the 3d, and 40° on the 6th, falling as low as 27°.4 on the Sth,

and never going bjlow 4S°.5 on the 16th. There were 14 frosts

on the Grass.
, , ,

March, 1S50.—The Sth, 9th, 10th, and 30th were cold days,

the mean (m the 30th being- only 33°.6, and on the 0th 36°. 7,

and being 56" on the 4th ; the four warmest days were the 3d,

4th, 5th, and 0th, the temperature rising to 61°, 64°. 63°, 00^%

respectively. On tbe 30th the temperature only rose to

43% and on the 31st to al°, falling on the 31st to 25°.2, and never

being below 48° on the 4th. There were nine frosty nights.

April, 1859.—The mean temperature was low on the 1st and

12th to end of the month, being only 36°. 5 on the 1st, and

i.pril 1S60.—Mean temperature: 53°.7 on the 30th, and 51

on the 29th, and only 37°.5 ou the 22d, 37°. 6 on the 10th and

from 38° to 39° on the 9th, Uth. 20th. and 2 1st. Greatest heat

:

67°.5 on the 30th, and 63°. 5 on the 29th; ^^^^^l only 46 .2 on

the 20th, and-16\5on the 2d. Greatest cold: 25 on the 22d,

and never below 44". 5 on the 30th and 42' ou the Sth. There

were 16 frosty nights.

May ISCO, mean temperature on the 20th 60 .1, on the Jist

erg, and on the iid. 63°.4. whilst only 44^9 on the 5th, and

,
45°.5 on the Cth. Greatest heat 72° on the 4th 72 -5 on the

I 12th. 76°.5 on the 20th. 79^S on the 21st, and 73 .8 on the 22d,

! and only 53° on the Sth, and 55°.3 on the 2Sth. Greatest cold ;

30° on the 10th, 51°.o on the Uth {a rise of 21 .5 m 24 hours),

I 53°.S on the 22d, and 51°.5 ou the 23d. There were four frosty

nights, viz., the 4th, 6th. 7th. and lOth.

I June, 1860. up to the
1
temperature has been
(on the Sth), the temperature lalJmg
the loth, and descending in a hailstorm on the Grass to 31 .son

! the 16th (the temuerature in the air never falling below 50° on

that occasion, a "difr^reuco between the Grass and 4 feet

of 18°.5).

Kaiktall ot 1859 akd 1860.

January, 1S.^>0.—Scarcely any rain during the first half, and

inch, their shape being very extraordinary ; in the eveuil^
lightning. 30th thunder and lightning. =>

June, IS59.—On 1st thunder, on 4th great rain storm with
thunder in evening, nearly an inch fell, the storm moved in a^
E.N.E. current; 7th thunder, 9th rough N.N. E. wind, Hm
thunder storm at 8 a.m., moving in S.W. current- SVtJi
lightning.

*

July, 1859.—On 2d lightning, on 6th a pilliu: of Ugbt IStb
thunder storm in S.W. current at 6 p.m., 20th thunder storm in
S.W. current, 21st lightning, 22d thunder storm in S W cm
rent, 25th lightnmg, 3l)th rough S. wmd, lightning, 3lst rou'/h
S.W. wind.

^
°

August, 1S59.—4th lightning, Sth rough W.3.W. wind, 12tlj
aiirora borealis, 28th and 29th brilliant aurora borealis sm
lightning.

'

very hot.

October, 1?59.—1st and 2d aurora borealis, 3d very hot, 5th to

9th misty, I2th splendid aurora borealis, 13th misty, ISth anii

16tli aurora borealis. 21st and 22d and 23d and 25th Ughtnin?
23d hail and snow, 22d, 23d, 24th, and 25th intense frost, 26a
E. gale violent, 31st aurora borealia.

November, 1859.—Lst W. gale, 5th galo at first S., then "W.; 4th

never above 45°.5 from the 12th to the 30th. The mean more or less duiing most days on the last half of the month.

tempeniture of tho 2d was 14° higher than on the 1st. the 6th

and 7th being the warmest days, the mean being 60M on the

6th, and 62°.9 on the 7th. The greatest heat was 78° ou the

7th^ and 75°.8 ou the 6th, whilst it was only 46°.8 on the 1st,

46°.5 on the 24th and 26tli, 46° on the 27th, and only 45°.5 on

the *^9th. The greatest cold being as low as 2r.8 ou the 1st,

23° on the 19th, 24° 5 on the 22d, and 25°. 5 on the 23d, ne\'er

descending below 47°.2 on the 4th, 4S°.5 on the 7th, 46°.5 on tlie

Sth, and 47''.5 on the 9th. There were 13 frosty nights.
(

May, 1S59.—On the first fine day the mean rauged between
43°.5 and 45°5, and on the 10th was 44°.0 ; whilst from the 24th

^

to the 31st it ranged between 55°.6 and d-^^.G. The greatest

heat rose to 73°.5 ou the 29th, to 77''.5 on rhe 26th, and to 75°

on the 25th and 30th ; never exceeding 51°.5 ou the 4th. The
gi-eatest cold fell to 30°. S on the 3d, was not below 50° on the

18th, 52.''5 on the 20th, 53° on the 30th, and 54° on the 31st.

There were two frosty nights, viz., the 3d and 6th.

June. 1859.—Tbe mean ranged between 54°. 3 (on the 2d) and
6G°.3(on tho 19th). The greivtest heat reaching S0°.4 on the

26th, and 80° on the 25th, the 4th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 13th, ISth, I9th,

22d, and 27th, being also warm ; it only rose to 57° on the 2d.

59' on the od, and ')9°.5 on the 28th. The greatest cold occuiTcd

on the 15th, viz., 4r.9, and it was only 42° on the 24th, being

nevfcr below 68°. 5 on the 26th, nor 57°. 5 on the 27th. The
temperature was never within 7° of a frost on the Grass.

July, is;59.—The mean temperature was 72°. 8 on the Uth,
72°.5 on the 12th, 7l°.8 on the IVth, 71°.2 on the 18th, and 70°.4

on the 19th ; and only 53".8 on the Iflt, and 55°.9 on the ai-cond.

The greatest heat reached SO". 5 on the 17th, was 87''. 5 on the

10th, 87°.8 on the Uth, 88°.8 on the 12th, 87° on the 18th, and
84**.2 on the 19th, ri?^ing to 80° aud upwiinls on 14 '' ~. On
the 1st it only rose to 59°. 5, on the 2d to 63M, and on the 3d to

64'.2. The greatest cold wns 45°.6 on the 25th, and 40 °5 on
the 1st ; never being below IU°.4 on the l!ith, 60''.5 on tho 22d,

nor 63° on the *i7th. The temperature on Grass was never leas

Uian 8° above freezing.

the greatest amoimt being 0.162 (on the 2:Jd). There were 15

days on which rain fell.

Febmary, 1850.—The largest amount fell on the 0th, viz.,

14th aud 15th misty, 2Ist, 22d, and 23d dense fog, 20th slet;

and snow, 3. th heavy snow,
December, 1859.—4th aud Sth S.W. gales, 4th snow, 13th aol

Uth aurora borealis and snow, from 14th to 20th intense frj;;

on 16th much ice floating on the Trent, 17th Trent frozen osti

and persons crossing it, 19th the coldest day ever recorded!:

December, the temperature on Grass Hescending 0°.3 beloi

zero ; 20th and 21st gales from S.W., 22d violent W. wind, 23d,

24th, aud 2Jth foggy, 29th much lightning, 30th thunder stom
moving in W.N.W. current, hail ; Slst gale from W.
January, 1360.-1st S. gale, tho hottesWay ever recordei

a ^, .^f^'Siie oth.;o^u.ions .bove a tont. of an inch Ml. ho;, ^^^y^^'^ ^^ ^^beco^ung W, ^^ a^ S.S^

Rain on 16 days.
March, 135?.-On tho 14th 0.423 inch fell, on the 13th 0.270,

and on the 2Ut 0.215 inch ; on four other days above a

tenth of an inch fell. Rain on 16 days.

April, 1859.—On the Uth 0.4 -J5 inch fell, on the 25th 0.430,

on the 28th 0.300. and on the 29th 0.325 inch ; on five other

days above a tenth fell. Bain on 16 days.

May, 1S59 —On the 7th 0.110 inch fell, on the Sth 0.200 inch.

Rain on eight days.
June, 18.o9.—On the 2d 0.655 inch fell, on the 3d 0.280, on

the 4th 0.898, on the 26th 0.880, and on the 28th 0.530 inch ;

on one other dny above a tenth of an inch fell. Rain on 14

days, the weather very dry from the 6th to the 21st.

July, 1S59.—No rj\in from the 4th to the 18th, and scarcely

any except on the 29th, 0.2S0 inch, and on the 31st 0,21S inch.

Rain on nine days.

August, 1859.—On the 6th 0.300. on the 7th 0.780, on the Sth

0.415, ou the 15th 0.625, and On the 29fh 0- 250 inch j^ on^three

other da
' ... - . , ^„ -^^ •_.<.. ^i... c^^

to the 14 ,

September, 1S59.—On the 2d 0.560, on the 19th 0.210, on the

21st 0.400, and on the 30th 0.490 inch; on
' " "

"

tenth of an inch fell. Rain on 20 days.

October 1S59.—On the 1st 0240, ou the Ifith 0.200, on the

25th 0.430, and on the 26th 0.218 inch ; on 3 other days a tenth

of an inch. Rain on 16 days. No rain from the 2d to the Sth.

X ^)er. 1359.—On the 4th 0.390, on the 0th 0.210, on tho

28th 0.2L0, and on the 30th 0.320 inch ; on 1 other day a tenth

of an inch. Scarcely any rain from the 7th to the 28th. Rain

on 13 days. liain on the first 7 and last 5 day.-?.

December, 1859.—On the 29th 0.260, and on the 31st 0.305

inch ; on 5 other days above a tenth of an inch. No rain from

ay;^ above a tenth of an inch fell. No rain from the Sth

i4th, aud from the 17th to the 27th. R^iin on 15 days.

August, 1859.—Tlio mean temperature was only 56°.2 on the i the Sth to the Uth, nor from the 13th to the 21st. Rain on

29th, 54°.9 on the 30th, and 52°.3 on tho Slst, an! as high as

66'.5 ou tho 12th, G7'.7 on the 13th, 66°.l on the 18th. 69°.2 on
the 19th, 67^5 on the 20th, GQ" on tho 25th, and ^G'i) on the

26th. The greatest heat reached SI" on the 12th, S5° on the

19th, 85°.8 ou the 20th, 83" on the 23d and 25th, aud 86° on tho

24th, never exceeding 64°.5 on the Sth, 66° on the 15th, 63" on

the 30th, and 5S°.8 on the 31st. Tho gi-eatest cold was as low

a9 44°4 outhe Uth, and as high as 61° on the 13th, and 60°.5 ou
the 18th. The temperature on Grass never Wiis less than 9*

above the freezing point.

Sept., 1859.—The mean temperature was as low aa 47°.7on

thei3th. and as high as 64°.9 on the 24th, and C3". 6 on the

25th ; on other days ranging between 50°.2 and 59°. 9. The
greatest heat was 74" on the 24th, and 72° on the 2ath. and only
68° on the 13th. The greatest cold was 37°.5 on the isth, 37^ 8

on the 20th, 3S°.5 on tho Sth and 14th. and 39°.S on the 12th

;

and never below 50. °8 on the 6th and 7th, 52" on the ^th, 51. °5

on the 0th, 60°.5 on tho 24th, 57°.8 on the 25th, and 51" on the

26th. The temperaturo on Grass was only 4° above freezing on
tho ISth aud 2i'th.

October, 1859.— Tliis was an extraordinary month as regards

temperature The mean being as high as 60° on tho 4th, 59'.6

on the 8d, 57°.5 on the 7th, 57°.I on the 1st, 56° on the 2d, 55°.5

on tho Sth, and 55". :i ou the 9th ; whil?^t it was as low as 27''.3

on the 24ih, 29° outhe 23d, 29°.9 on the -Jlst. and 3r.6 on the
^

22d. The 19 tirst days were hot, the temperature rising on '

the od to 73", and on the 4th to 77°.5, the latter being a perhaps
unheard of temperature for October in this climate. On the
•Jlst tho tempeniture never exceeded -U', 5, the 25th 4-% and
the 28d and 24th 43^5. The greatest ci-ld was as low as 19°.4 '

on the etth, 2l°.5 on the 25tli, 22°.4 ou the 23d. and 23°.5 on the
22d, ncvtr bting below 64°. 2 on the Sth, 'ji" on tho 3d, S on
tho 1 St, and 4th, 6a* on 7lh, 614° '>" **»« '-d and Otb, and 50° on
tho lOth. Tho ruige of temperature for the month was the
*..,,_- rdinary uut of &&".!, the temperature ••

.
r

and fidling \owor than on any other occaaion iu Cvu-^oor on
record. T' were nine Irosty nights.

November. . ,— I be mean temp . nre was ;-s
'

51°lon the 0th, and as low as 28°.2 on the 14th, the greatest

hL'fit reaehii ' ' "U the '' ' ind only 8ft°.8 on the 'i, tho
greatest cold deecending to 18 uu the Hth, and lb°.8 on tho

15th, and never bulow 45°.5 on tho 6th, nor 43° on the Ut and
23d. There wtrc 14 frc'Sty nights.

December, 1859, was exceedingly cold from the 74th to tho

20th, and vtry hot on the 4th, 5th, 2Pth, 30th, and Slst, the
mean temptrature being as high as 45*.4 on the Sth, 45°.3 on
the -IHh, 4ii'.4 on the 3Cth. and reaching 49' on the 3l8t. The
greatest heat was 51° on the 4th, 53 on the Sth, 5r'.5 on the

gale, 4th brisk wind, 10th dense fog all day, with frost; IStt

snow, 15th gale Irom S. by E., 16th (from 8 till 9 p.m.) increas

to lightning in N., 21st S. gale, becoming S.W.; 22d giii

W.S.W., 23d and ilth lightning, 24th S.W. gale, 26th snow

2Sth aurora borealia and snow.
Febmary, I860.—2d snow showers, Sth W.S.W. gale, becomiE;

, W.N.W., e'th N.W. gale, heavy snow ; Sth snow, 0th snow, Ut:

snow, 12th snow and aurora borealis, 13th snow, 15th snow

19th W. galo, 2 P.M. a hurricane (20 lbs. on square foot) mti

snow and hail ; 20th snow, 21st aurora borealis, 25th roofii'

wind, 26th thunder and lightning, 27th and 2Sth W. gal

(between noon and 2 p.m. of 2Sth thousands upon thousanJg

large trees blown down in Nottinghamshire).
March, 1860.—4th thunder storm, 7th snow and hail, k

snow, gth snow, 10th snow, Uth dense fog, 12tb aurora boreali

ISth very windy and aurora borealis, 19th and 20th wiudy, S:

hail, snow, and aurora borealis; 23d windy. 2Uh W. gale,^25i

aurora borealis.

April, 1S60.—2d hail, 3d bail and aurora borealis, 9th sno"'

hail, aurora borealis, and lightning ; 13th haU, 14th hail, Ui^

xyLiiu^w v,ix Liio aurora borealis, 10th hail, 20th hail and snow, 21st haii ar

two other'days a snow. 22d hail, snow, .and thunder, and aurora borealis;.

i bail and snow, 24th had and snow, 27th aurora boreaiis, 26

mtense frost.
, ,. , . .

May, 1860.—4th hot, 15th thunder storm, 18th lightni

23d thunder, 2uth thunder storm, and W. gale, 2Sth W.

(trees blown down). ,

June, 1S60.—1st hail, 7th thunder, Sth thunder, 10th thu^:

storm, 13th gale all day from S., 15th hail, 16th thunder ste^

at 6 till 7 P.M.. with very large hail stonesCfrom i iuchtoJwJ

in diameter), ground white over aud much thundffl^.'

lightning.

Tlie unequal disfcributioii of tlie temperature of

air throughout grout clistancies has been the cause

this extraordiiiary weather, and this has produced

gales and tliunder storms at unusual seasons. T;*

southern hemisphere seems to have received a portiu

of the heat that nnder ordinary circumstances sh

have been enjoyed by England, and which would ha

chajmed our seasons from that rigour from which

"

13 days.

January. 1S60.—On the Sd 0.255, on the 15th 0.320, on tho

20th 370, on the 2l8t 0.250, on the 27th 0.340 inch ; and on 6

other days alwve a tenth of an inch. Rain on 21 days.

February, I860.—On the 20th 0.310 inch. Rain on 17 days,

the amoimts small.

March, 18^0.-On the .5d0.264, 21st 0,380, Slst 0.220 mch, and

on five other days above a tenth of an inch. Rain on

24 days. ., ^ ^
April, IS'^O.-OnSday-saUweatenthof aninch the^l^.^^^^^^^

suffering to that of an ordinary season. S
amount being O.UO mch. Ram on 12 days, bcarcely any "

rain except on the 2d, 9th, 10th, and 22d.

\[ay, 1S60.—On the Uth 0.360, on the 13th 0.605, on the 15th

O.510, ou tho 17th, 0.210. ou the 18th 0.360, on the 26th 02.10,

aud on the 31st 0252 inch ; on two other days about a tenth

of an inch. No rain till the Sth. Rain on 17 days.

June, 1860 (to the 17th).—On the 2d 0.447, on tho 3d 0.600,

and on the 12th 0.220 inch ; on 4 other days above a tenth of

an inch. On 13 days (out of 17) rain.

the present weather continue much longer thecort

crop will be very deficient, as it shows unmlstaoat

signs that it cannot witlistand this cold wet weatl

for any lengthy period. JiJ, J. Lowe.

otittit^*

.1

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

A Weekly Council was held on Wednesday, J«n^

Mr. T. Raymond Barker. V.P., in the chair. ?i---

Marquis Camden, Earl of Powis, Lord Leigh, Hf-

Col. Hood, Hon. W. G. Cavendish, M.P.. Hon.^

Vernon, Sir K. C. Kerrison, Bart., M.P.. Aft*. J-
1^:;

Dent, M.P., Mr. Pashwood, Mr. Frere. Mr. Braucirv;

ir- _

and Profe.^'

The Weatheh of 1859—60.

Januarv, 1859--MLsty on 3d, Sth, 6th, aud 9th; hail on

I4th. <^nov/ on 16th; from 20th to 26th very windy; on the

ISth thunderclouds, with violent W. wind; on the 21st gale

at night from S. ; on the 23d violeut S. gale from 6 a.m. to

6 P.M., the direction changing at5 p.sr. to W.N.W. ; on the 25th

from '^P.:u. violent S.W. gale, becoming W. at 6 p.h., and
lasting till the aftenioon of the 26th.

February, l^:0.—1st and 2d slight snow, 4th lightning, on

9th aurora^ borealis, Uth hail, 15th to 18th very windv, 23d.
j

l^enc, .u.r., .vir. im.u^^uuu, .ur. ^^ ^-'^--:":^^
Jl,

24th, and ^^th. aurora borealis, 15th W. gale. 16tb W. gale. 17th
;
GlU-s, JTr. Majendie, Major Munn. Mi.

'^^li^^i,^"'^^^.

W. -1^% ISth W. ffale, on 2:kl a large meteor.
I Keame, Mr. Simpson, Mr. Wightwic4t,

iiar^h. 1SS9.—Ou 7th violent wind with snow and sleet, on
llth S.W. '.

' Ith clouds of duat, on 12th gi\lc from W., ou
1 .

,

Wilson.

^.i.w vom W., on 14th violent wind from N.E., and after

,, S.E, ; on 15tb W. g.ale, on 16th and 17tb S.W. gales, ou
clouds, on Slst a thunder storm, which

rao.'.u.aaN.X.W. cmrent, aud at 2.35 p.m., heavy h:iil, aud
two Innl ne.ils of thunder ; 25th windy, 26th aurora borealis,

-::-- and*2Sth v.iudy, 29th thuuder clouds. 30th showers of

tnow and hiiil, and at 9.15 p.m., a meteor half the size of the

moon; «lst :: o frost (none so severe since Dec. 15) much
damage doneandthe crop of Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, and

' jcd, as well as miliiy hardy flowers, such as the

Laburimra, Lilac, Syringa, &c.
April, iSoO.—On 1st an intense frost, none so severe since

>' . ber ':4th, the only day.s during tlie winter as severe

X*RIZE ES3A.Y3 The Chairman of the Journal C^

awards from the J*.

the

iSth, iO° on the 30th, and 53'8 on the Slst, whilst it never] being tho 19th, 23d, and 24th of November ; Rhubarb, Feaa,

exceeded ::2'-5 on the 17tb. 22' on the i:^th, iu-v 2;y.5 on tho
lOtii, there being 7 days on which the greatest heat w.is below
the hit. The gK ' st cold fell to 10° nn the l.'<th,

U\S on th-^ V>th, lO'.S on the 17th, 9°.5 on the l^:th, 7" on the
IJJtb, and Iv .oon theSOth, nevcrdescendirg below 41°.5 on tho
80th nor -il" on the ;;lst. There were 24 frosty u_ ., .

Jiinu.-irj', 1860, commenced with four h-'t days, the r^.-™
teruntrHture wachukg 5V.Z on tho 1st, 44-. 1 on tho M, 47 .1

on the ;id, 4l\9 on tho 4th, and 44'. 6 on the 15th; \%,. . .. .t was

&c., cut. On Ut and 2d 8.W. gale, on 4th aud 5th thousands of

lady birds, on 6th the hottest day ever recorded in April, on

7tli int !y hot, on 9th thunder clouds and a\irora borealis,

on lOth thunder storm with loud thunder and hail between

and 6i P.M., on Uth N.W. gale, and from Si till 9 a.m. a

.i._rm, aftavwLnU 'iual showers of snow and hail

;

u iOth great storms between 1.45 p.m. and 5.45 p.m., on I7tb
" " n inch thick, intense frosts on the 17th, 18th, 19th.

-.ih, and 21st; on the i9Ui the Aspamgus cut to tho ground,' -9'1 on th ' th. The greatest he;. t reached the f-tra- and much dann- - done to plants ; on 21 st aurora bore;Uis very

wdmiiry h..- .1 on the l.t, wu? i0'.2 on t:.- Jd, 51" on ; magnificent. 22d aurora b-a-e, '

,
24th E- f^ale, on 25th and 20th

i

*he3d,49\&nu tiio ith, and 52" on tho 15th; never rLvinr*^^"e 'rough B. wind, 27th and 28tli gale from E., 30th aurora.

iiifch, nor 36" >m the 26th. The grc .
' il waa ! borealis.

' May. lo.-.—On 1st a sin^ .:... .. ...r phenomenon, 4th wmdy,
12th a borealis. :"\ dense fog from 5 UU 7 a.m., 2Sth

i <J .8
VIII

-T-.., » — .^<in *ha28th; and never bwlow
Tbctti woVo 12 lro«y nights.

y, i —Ihe . .__. __. -itUTC ^.'.ts: -t !•'''• f." 't4*.l

iOn u.. 4th, aod as low as S6\fl qb the 10th, the (i;'-iiU.-.t heat

mittee reported the following

of Essays :

—

To Henry Evershed, Gosfield, Halsted, Essex, tue t

of 101. for the best Essay on the proper office ot si

on the Farm. ^1

To Professor Tanner, Queen's College, Birniingoamf :^

prize of 10/. for the best Essay on the co«f'"L.
Seed-bed best suited to the various agricultutiii crvr

Some ivell-grown Wheat brought from Tasmaaia

C.'chibited by Mr. Ashhurst Magendie, of Hedn-r

Castle, Essex.

The Council then adjourned to its weekly mcc.i-

the 27th iiist.

0ILCAKE3, V

The following is a report of the lecture S--.-

Professor Voelcker at the meeting last wyet oi

Society:— / .^o^d
I shall endcavoiu: to treat tho subject in as V'-^,

manner as I can, divested as much as possible of a»
.

expressions, and of language which is not generf*

gible. Tou will allow me likewise to beifin at (

subject, without any further introduction re

quantity of cake annually imported into t

.

I

thunder, 2nth thunder .storm, at 6.55 p.m. great had storm, great importance to thb .^•^^^, ». '"".""r;"";^, "to the
«»e atones an inch in length, and very few less than half aa I It is not my object, m giving a practical turn to
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'in day to record cmy experiments of my own, or m any way
:" resume to teach the feeder of stock in what way he may
hpst expend his money in the purchase of food, but I shall

iideavour simply to give to the practical man some indica-

ons whereby I hope he will be enabled to form for himself a

tiustworthy opiuion respecting the relative value of different

Jies and "likewise what is perhaps of more importance to

Sim to introduce some remarks which will enable him to dis-

tinguish a good from a bad cake ; and in couclusion, shall

Slude briefly to the various substances with which

iil-cakes are at the present time often largely adulterated.

Fat kt Foon.— Let me first point out to you some
oeculianties in the composition of oil-cakes. A reference to

theu- composition is necessary to the underst.'^ndiiig the re-

marks which will follow. I would then observe, that what
characterises oil-cakes, distinguishing them from all other

articles of food pre-eminently, is the large amount of oil that

is left in the cakes, obtained by espres>iiou of tlio oil seeds. If

von glance at tlie diagi-ams (see tables at the end, A.B,C), you

will find tbat tliey contain a considerable quantity of oil—

from 6 to 12 per cent. ; and in some instances, as in the decor-

ticated Cotton-cake, even IG per cent, of oil. I may observe at

once that the value of oil-cake in a very great measure depends

upou the amount of oil which is left in the cake. And 1 may
further Sity, that the tendency of the mauufactiu'ur at the

present day is to produce an inferior description of cake, inas-

luuch as impi-oved machinery enables him to squeeze out more

oil than forraerlv, and thus to render the refuse less fattening,

less valuable to tlie feeder of stock. I am very much inclined

to believe that the oil is by far the most valuable constituent of

all oil-cakes. I am aware that it was the fashion not many
Tears ago to measure the feeding properties and even the fat-

tening qualities of articles of food by the amountofnitrogenous

or fiesh-forniing matters; but theso ^iews are not supported

by any practical experiments, nor, indeed, by the everyday

experience that we have respecting not only human but cattle

food We pay more for food rich in starch, mucilage, and

matters capable of producing fat, than we pay for food, which,

like Beau-meal, is extremely rich in nitrogenous matter, but

which does not produce so much butcher's meat. It is a

matter of much importance to the farmer to know how much
he gets back for the money he expends in the purchase of

food. I have no hesitation in saying that more money is

made by the purchase of food rich in oil, starch, or sugar, than

in the purchase of food which contains an excess of nitro-

genous matters. .. J J.1 i
Flesh is Food.—Still, we ought not to leave unnoticed that

the flesh-forming matters are very important indeed and that

oil-cakes are peculiarly rich in them. In one sense they are

perhaps most essential—perhaps even more essentially neces-

sary than the other constituents of food which produce fat, or

are employed in the animal economy to keep up the animal

heat. They are more important in this sense: whereas the

animal organisation has the power to make fat from gum,

sugar, mucilage, and even from young cellnlnse or young
vegetable fibre, it has not the power of making a particle ot

flesh. Unless, therefore, food is given to animals which con-

tains ready-made fle^h an animal cannot grow, and the other

constituents of food remain unavailable. It is in this sense

that the nitrogenous matters of food are extremely valuable.

But in a purely practical sense they are not so valuable as the

oil, starch, or sugar of food, because by spending a certain

amount of money in food we do not get so great a return in the

shape of butchers' meat by purchasing these flesh-forming

matters as by purchasing feeding substances, rich in oil or

starch. However, in speaking of the relative value of the

various con-^^tituents, especially the oily and the fiesh-formiug

constituents, we are not to overlook that the quantity of nitro-

genous mfitter which is not applied for the formation of flesh

passes through the animal, and is obtained again in the dung,

with the exception of a small quantity that escapes by evapo-

ration through the skin, or through the lungs. A certain

qnautity of nitrogenous food evaporates through the skin, or

with the perspiration; but by far the largest proportion,

according to some experimenters, cine-twentietha of the flesh-

forming or nitrogenous matters of food are found again in the

dung : according to others the amount is seven-eighths. But,

speaking in round numbers, I think we are not far wrong m
saying that we may fairly expect three-fourths of the nitro-

genised matters of oil-cake back again in the manure ; and

perhaps we are safe likewise in asserting that fully one-half

of the monev value of Rape and the best Cotton-cakes,

is obtained back again in the manure. So we must not put

down these constituents, which are called nitmgenous, as

useless, because they alone do not produce much butchers'

moat ; nor must we estimate the value of oil-cake entirely by
the increase in the live weight of cattle fed upon the cake

;

but also, and chiefly, I believe, by the increased value of the

manure which is produced through the instrumentality of oil-

cake.
BoxE IN Food.—I will now direct attention to the inor-

ganic matters or ash of oil-cakes. These inorganic matters

may be called bone material ; for the ash of oil-cakea ^is parti-

cularly rich in phosphates of lime or the material of which the

greater part of the bone is composed of. Wow, the large pro-

portion of oi). next the large proportion of flesh- forming

matters, and third a considerable proportion of bone material,

are characteristics that confer a particular value upon oil-cake,

either dii-ectly as food or indirectly as useful material for m-
creasino- the value of farmvard manure. For let me obsei-ve.

that oily raatteis and substances that make butchers' meat are

the most valuable constituents in all feeding-materials, and

therefore also in au oil-cake. On the other hand the flesh-

forming constituents and the bone-forming materials—in other

words, the nitrogen and the phosphates of the cake—are the

two most valuable fertilising constituents. We have thus

in oil-cakes in a concentrated state materials that produce

butchers^ meat and at the same time vield the most valuable

fertilising constituents. There is no other d^^oriptiou of food

which unites these useful projierties.

On.-CAKES.—Having briefly alluded to the various uses

to ;^hleh oilcakes are apphed, and spoken of their relative

advantages, let me, in the next place, dii-ect your atten-

tion to some of the more important descriptions of oil-cake. I

shall endeavour to confine myself to an hour in the delivery of
this lecture ; and must therefore leave unnoticed many
descriptions of cake that occur occasionally in trade, and snme
of which you will find placed on the table. You have here, for
instance, a specimen of the Camelina or Gold of Pleasure cake,
which is not sn valuable as Linseed or Kape-cake. but may still

be usefully employed. Here ia also a specimen of the Sesa-
mum cake—a useful cake, wliich oocasiojiaUy can be had at a
cheap rate ; an i there is the Kuuflower-seed cake and Cocoa-
nut cake. There are also several other specimens on the table,
and many othci's that I left at home, which I shall bo happy to
show to any members of the Society who will do me the honour
of visiting my little food museum at the Royal Agricultural
College, Cirencuater. Here is a specimen of an excellent cake,
alSutcuke. It is extremely sweet, and made of an African
Kut that has lately come into commerce. The Nut tastes as
sweet as an Almond, and may be eaten ; indeed, it is used as a
dessert ^u; ccasionally. There are many other cakes of a
similar description, more or less important to the practical
a;>riculturi3t, but I shall confine myself, with your permission,
chiefly tn the chemistry of Linseed-cake, Cottou-cake, and
Ilape-cake.

LIS3EED Cake —You are all aware we distingoish chiefly the
bUowing kinds of Linseed-cake, English cake, Americuu cake.

and foreign cakes. Amongst foreign cakes there are various expect that the cake made of the whole seed should be so valu-
descriptions. There is the Baltic, the Marseilles, the Naples able as the decorticated cake. There are several specimens of
cake, and various others. We have here an excellent specimen Cotton-cake on the table. There is very little value in the husk
of good English cake. The English cake is made now of two itself; the difference in the two kinds of Cotton-cake then
qualities, thick and thin cake ; the latter is made in imitation arises from the different mode in which they are made. The
of the American barrel cake, of which specimens are before one, the decorticated cake, is made from the kernel ; the other
you. You observe how closely the thin English cake resembles kind is made from the whole seed. The difference in the com-
the American barrel cake. The latter has gained much favour, position of the two kinds of cake is very great. The decorti-

and therefore the manufacturers in England have found it to cated Cotton-cake contains 16 per cent, of oil (more than any
their advantage to imitate the form in which it is sold. In the other description of cake), while the whOle-secd cake contains

first place, notice that tlie American cake occasionally is as only 6 per cent. The proportion of albuminous or flesh-forming
bad as English and foreign cakes. It is not every description matters in the decorticated cake amounts to 41 per cent.; in the
of American cake which ia good, but generally speaking, as it whole-seed cake it is only 23 per cent , or just one-half. So
comes into tho market, especially the barrd'cakc, it is of a with respect to the other constituents, the proportion of woody
very sujjerior character. But the question whether it is gene- fibre is very much larger in the whole-seed cake than in the

rally superior to the English cake or not is oue which ia not other. The husk in the whole-seed cake for a long time was
very readily decided ; you may get English cake, quite as good, a great impediment to the general use to which Cotton-cake ia

if not better, than the American cake. now applied in this country. I remember when the first

Some years ago it was the fa-shiun to buy the English caku cargoes of Cotton-cake came into England before the decorti-

in preference to any other, but it is now the fashion to buy the cated Cotton-cake was knowii, tnals were made of it which

American ban-el cake. I can only account for this by the fact P^o^ed quite unsuccessful. People did not hke it at all, and I

that the Enghsh cake, being produced in good quality, was believe the Cotton-cake would never have been extensively

rapidly consxfmed; the American cake was usually sent in a ^tsed if it had not. been for the invention of a very useful

veb' damaged condition to this country; coming as it did in 1
niachine patented m America, by means oi which the hard

bags, our sharp American friends very soon found that they ^nsks canbe removed from the kernel. The use of this

must sent their cake here in a good condition. They dried it maclnne gives us a superior oil and a superior cake. The

previously to sending it over, and imported it in barrels, and Cotton-seed oil made from the kernel alone is a very

this improved condition of the American cake greatly incre:ised useful article, and- so is the cake, whereas the oil ex-

its reputation, which has been kept up ; ao that at the present P^'^ssed from the whole seed is dark brown in colom-,

time in most i^arketsAmcrican cake, especially the barrel cake, and cannot be used except for the commonest puriK>ses

fetches a higher price than the English. But a reference to for which oil is employed. The difference m the value of the

the diagram^wiulhow 7- thaUhe^^^^^
rmtSi^^^^'n^'STf MtVe^S^rr^^^e onJiV^S^^ l^

an S^g'Th^eSnUgfi's Tn^fvw ^orTe'speS^mln'' o'f 1 ton of the best decorticated Cotton-seed c(ke. Moreover
*">,. "t" ,''"''

nn i«- ,^r«;o o-^fvArYioWs-rn-iU Thprp is tho there is a certam danger m usmg the whole-seed cake.
English cake ^l^^^^'iy'^7"^?^^^^,,^^^;/^!^^^^ Several cases of so-called^ poisoning have been brought under
jame quantity of oil m ^oth j^asea. /he pm^^

my notice within the last year or two. Animals that have
flesh-formmg matters is rather IfJ^^^^" ^h^

^u^n^ freely partaken of the whole-seed cake have died suddenly,
than in the ^^Kirican. There

^^„ ,"
f^J^,^^^^^^ and people have imagined that there was something injurious

of ash m both The T^^^^^i"" ^f san^^^
in the husk; but examination has shown that the eflect pro-

one per cent. Ill the English cake an^^^^
duccdis verV much like that which is occasionally produced

a half per cent. These differences '^^^
^^^.J^^^jy,'"^^^^^^ m the case of boys who die from inflammation of the bowels in

unimportant, so that you
™'^y/^' J^^^^^^ff^^^^ f^^^ ^ countries where Cherries are very abundant. Being very

fl^S'c.n^!^':^^^^^^^^
^-dy. and eating the Cherries with the stones they get a

4ke are very iL^lous^^^^^
stoppage of the bowels and so die from inflammation

connti^ especia^^^^^^ ^^""P '\ nothing poisonous, in the husk of the Cotton
country, especially ii xney h^f w luo c^f v s

^^^^^ ^^^ -viX^en given judiciously, no injury Will result

;

tJan-els.
,.oi-.*;-n** vnlnp of T^no-lUh a^id but if anim-ils are supplied with an unlimited quantity of dry

So much with respect to the relaave value of Enghsh aad
^^^^ ^ .^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

m^^^
^^^^^ .^ .^^^^^^ ^ ^^4^^^_ ^.^^^ ^^^^^

AmeiiLan cake.
^„t;^o «„,,,« nppnlliritips in th'^ ^"3^ is indigestible, and may roll together in such large

In the next place, I have to notice some peculiarities in th
iSflammatiou of the bowels will ensue. There is

o?efrakes"4hSi' cornet m tL'sou7h% Fran'^eld'^^^^^^^ "f
such danger however in the use of decorticated Cotton-cake,

lorcign cases wmcncomt-ijuui Luuo^^^^^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ decort cated cake occurs of various degrees of quality.

or'ei^^^^ak'e" IS^^a'S dealVf mis^S^f is'don" l^these^^d And allow me to. observe with respect to -'^^^-f -ke that

caker Animals do not get on well when fed upon them, and uot only the composition, but. even m a higher fegree the

frcQuentlv thev P^^^^ which can only be conditum of the c;ike dctcrmmcs m a great measure its yame. I

S'^^^%:^j:^^ ^eiard^r^s^rrth^^^^^^^^^ °o^& ?ffe s'wbTch many'^of'rr weed'fee'ds 'ha^'o ^on^?he a very beautiful^character ; it is th^ same kind of cake only it

animal constitution ; but we know at least that several of the « ^ a bad condition. I aay then the condition of a cake

weeds occurring in foreign cakesare violent purgatives. Many detei-mines everything.
^

English weeds also possess this property ; for instance, the Conditio;-' of Cake.—Some time ago I was very gratified m
Linum catharticura. If you examine closely the foreign finding what great care Mr. Stratton of Broad Hinton, a cele-

cake, you will find in it, as in the case of the s])ccimcn I hold brated Short-horn breeder, takes in selecting the very best of

in my hand, a considerable quantity of seeds that are evidently American barrel-cake for his stock. "We often forget that

not Linseed. Moreover, it is another characteristic property of animals have appetites as we have, and that they like food

foreign cakes that they are often very hard pressed ; they arc 1 in a gcod condition better than food in a bad one.

frequently ground over and pressed again, ai.d a second time 1 The composition of two samples of the same food may not
in this country. Several of the foreign caktsare badly pre ! vary much ; yet the practical effect produced by them may
in tho country where they are made, and are recruahed in this I v.iry exceedingly. There ia nothing remarkable in this, for we
country, being mixed at the same time with the sweepings of kno v/ that it we get good wholesome bread which is one or

warehouses, with Charlock, with Rape seed, and refuse seed con- two days old we do well upon it ; but if it remains in a damp
taining a little oil, and the whole mess is then sold as cake, to celiar and gets mouldy, stale, and moist, it loses its fine flavour,

the great injury of those who feed it, I know for a fact that and in this condition may do us harm. So it is with stale

occasionally oily refuse seeds, which would have no great value

in an expressed state in the market, are pressed with foreig'i

cakes. Here is a sample of Marseilles cake, in which you uau

see the foreign seeds very plainly. That the foreign cakesnreoften

recruahed appears to me to be proved by the almost comj.leto

destmction of the shape of the Linseed. In this cake you can-

not possibly ascertain from what description of seed it is made.

It is so finely ground that you can hardly recogni.se the structure.

This of course is not the case with every foreign cake, but

many of the cakes are so finely gi-ound and hard pressed that

it is impossible to say what kind of cake they are, unless you

examine them very carefully.

Adulteration.—"While speaking of Linseed, I would allude

to the various adulterations of Linseed-cake. The tir.st

and by far the most common one is adulteration with the seeds

of weeds, the sweepings of warehouses, refuse oil seeds of

various kinds. In the second pUce, an adulteration by

no means uncommon ia that of bran. The bran is added

with a view of getting an additional quantity of oil out "f the

cake by re-pre:^sing it. This spring I have had about half a

dozen, if not more cakes sent to me, which were adulterated

with bran ; and cakes mixed with seeds of weeds have been

sent to me, I am sorry to say, in a very much larger proportion

than pure unmixed Linseed-cake. Thirdly, Liuseed-(^a.ce is

sometimes mixed with Rape-cake. A sample of such cake was

sent to me lately by Mr. Hud.son, of Castle Acre. Examined

a much lower price than the Americrm or English Linsced-

cake, 1 would advise all who like to try the mixture to buy the

two cakes separately. Then, again, chaff and the seeds of

Cereals occur in cakes, especially in foreign c;ikes. Even an

un practised eve will easily recognise in the sample of Naples cake

which 1 hold' in my hand the seeds of Cereals, refuse Barley,

and Grass seeds ; these are all mixed up with the cake, and the

whole is pressed together. A very injurious adulteration

which occasionidly occurs is that of'
.

d ^-^^^'', ^\

member of this Society some time ago lost a valiiable animal

by giving it Msuseiiles cake, in which If'

oil Beans. Another very injurious adulu..
, ,* „

occffrs-uot very frequently, but I have seen it-an adultera-

?fonofa cake which is occasionally sold as manure under the

name of Nut-cake. It is produced by cxpreBsing the seeds oi

of them had to b«
'=^»^'^t,°^^,^e Beane. They have an

a wbich

of the mJre important adultenttions that

notice*

i^y

two kinds

"
fTj^A Co Sfcro°ce ta tho tlvo qualitios of cako »iUo, this eke- tho ono n,..^of «>e

,i;^lj^itjo,^c. c^^»jU

ome intelligi

the raw materials from ^T'-^^'^V:' ~f :^he kernel of the Cotton

'l-i^'l..- ±i f™t'.° i'n whth "io'^r^^S^i,, an abundance

the shelled

at once

mouldy cakes. Animals never do well on very old cakes, lu.

examining, therefore, the different cakes, we ought to examine
particularly their condition. I allude especially to the exami-
Uiition of Cotton-cake, because every person has the meims of
examining its condition with very little trouble. It is not so

easy to examine the condition of Linseed ; it presupposes an
extensive acquaintance with various descriptions of Linseed-

cake. Yau must have, seen a great many samples of cake
before you can give a trustworthy opinion. Not so

with decorticated Cotton-cake. In this the colour

affords au excellent criterion as to its freshness. The freshest

Cotton-cake is as yellow as Mustard. I hold a piece of cake in

my hand, the exterior of which is brown ; but if I cut away a
Doitiou you will observe that the interior is bright yellow-
very different from the p:irt that has been exposed to the air.

This was an excellent cake when we first got it for feeding

purposes, and we are feeding it extensively in our farm at

Cirencester. When we first had it it was of a bright yellow

colour; but you observe how it has since changed. From
this we may learn a very useful lesson—that we may take the

colour as a guide to the condition and age of the ca'^es. If we
are pre^^ented with a cake which is as brown as the specimen
before me, and if you find on cuttiug it that the brown colour

has penetrated deep into the interior, we may at once conclude

that it is a stale old cake. The deeper it has penetrated, the

older the cake, and the more it has suffered by bad keeping.

If it ia kept in a damp place its colour and condition are

rapidly deteriorated.

Rape-Cakk.— I now speak briefly of Rapecako. The best

Rape-cake, which, however, is rather scarce in commerce, is

green Cmnan Rape. 1 believe it is as good as Linseed-cake

for store cattle. It may not be perhaps quite so useful for

cattle that you want to bring up for the Smithfield Show

—

rather tasty 'iu their appetites; but for store cattle I believe

the German Rape-cake is in every resjiect as good as Linseed-

cake. Thii difference in their compo.-sition i^ very trifling. As
you see by the diagram, the i>roporaon of oil ia nearly the

s.ime; and in many >'iniples of Rape cake you find a larger

proportion of oil chan in the specimen fr«/ '
'i thi.5 analysis

was made. UnfOTf-^-*"'-, however. Rape-cake is frequently

niiido of verv dirty seea. borne foreign cake, uspeeiaily Indian

c:vfce, is often niade.of seed which is full of .Mu.'sf Several

cases of poiaoning ha\-e occurred from its ubo. Not long ago

iir. GrenviUe lost fourcowsby the nseofthiBcake. Ithasbeen

maintained that all Indian Rape-cakes are pungent That is the

se to a certain extent, but it docs not follow that every

.,..;,..,, .ion of Indian R-ipe-cake is poi.Mon..uB or »n pungent a«

to produce injury. I find by a more ex.... itd examination of

; ,<idc from Indian R.^pe-5eed that some are very

useful indeed, and can bo i. - . wiUiwut ' ^^ ,
". «-h,lpothw»

are downright injuri— - If it is made of the brown or yellow

Uuiurat seed, which 1 hold in my hand, it is good ;
but when

!^de of dirty seed, which ia u.,.. full of M ^-tanl it may

prud inimy. [Several ppeelmeuB ^f*^ «»*^'^"^^i J £*7®
Lwn some of the inferior seed, and got a mtx.d >

of Mus-
• and the plant from which the Indian Rapt .- - made.

To give an id4 of the injury that may be produccdby uamg

iiVr-^nr Indian Rape-cake, I have mixed pome cake with water

W wm ^t^t roimd. Yon will have no difficulty In smelUng

fV^Vust^ird. I have alBO a b-ttle cont :ig some of the

S^n uf^lTwMcU I have extracted from the cake, thejmell

^which is of couiM Btdl «>^™ P«7«'-f"»- ^ \i,
V">d"ces

i-ters on tho handa, and th* effects of a Mustard poultice

.pUed in^d^may be r«dily imagined.
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To TEST Cakes.—Let me point out how you may examine
cake, so as to be able to fomi some opinion as to its qualities.

An excellent way of examining all descriptions of cake is to

reduce them to powder, I should recommend for the purpose
a common kitchen grater. You should grate it till you have
about half an ounce of powder. It is better to powder it in

the way I have mentioned than to reduce it in a mortar to a
fine powder, for in that case you would be likely to destroy the
character of the seeds of weeds, and reduce the bran, if

there is any present^ into a condition too fine for examina-
tion. The powder should be mixed with about 5 ounces
of water. With good American cake the mixture is

transparent, light-coloured; it produces a stiff jelly, which
is very agreeable to the smell and the taste. The cake
Is so nice that one might almost eat it with pleasure.
If, however, you examine foreigu cakes, which in nine cases
out of 10 contain other descriptions of oily seeds besides
Linseed, you will find tbe jelly to have a very disagreeable
smell, oftea very much like a canary bird-cage ; it smells like
the refuse of canary bird seed. This peculiar sroell arises
chiefly from the Caruelina seed in such cakes- Then I would
also observe that the colour is quite different in good clean or
bad cake. The latter has a dirty grey colour, and if you
examine it with the pocket microscope you discover readily
the particles that are not Linseed, By diluting the thick p;iste
with water and stirring it up, you can recognise the sand,
which then subsides* better. Then above the sand generally
floats the bnin, which can be recog-nised by its structure.
Indeed by the simplest solution, or rather suspension in water,
you can recognise a great many foreign matters in cake,
and to some extent likewise recognise its condition. Then in
addition to this ex-amination, I would observe that in the case
of Rape-cake you ought to take half an ounce of the powder
and mix it with 6 ounces of cold water, keeping the mixture
in a stoppered bottle, and then examine it after the lapse of
24 hours ; not before. It is a singular fact that Rape-cake,
even when containing a very large proportion of Mustard, has
no smell whatever, nor is the smell developed immediately on
mixing with water. The fact that the smell of Mustard does
not appear within an hour, or even two or three hours, does
not prove the absence of Mustard- But if you place the bottle
in a tolerably warm room, or even in a coaimon sitting-
room, and do not find a strong smell after the lapse of 24 hours,
you may safely conclude that there is not au injurious quan-
tity of Mustard present. If the smell is very strong, more
particularly if the taste is strong, Mustard is present in injurious
quantities- I lay particular stress upon the last remark, if the
taste is strong, because all Rape-cake is to a certain extent
j>ungeut ; indeed all the seeds belonging the Brassica species
develop a strong smell, but you do not get anything like that
pungent taste in the specimens I have sent rouud- It bites you
on the tongue, and Rape-seed never does that. Of couree there
are occasions when a more perfect examination is required ; and
there are other tests of a more chemical character which I
might have noticed, but as they are more difficult of manipu-
lation I thought it best to remain silent respecting them,
pointing out only the simple test which I have given, one
that is really very useful and can be handled by every man. I
have given you a brief outline of the method which, after
all, I am myself frequently obliged to follow, in addition to the
chemical examination to which I submit the cakos when sent
to me for that purpose.

A.

—

Composition- of Linseed an'd of Oilcakes.
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Water ..

Oil
Flesh-formingmnttcrs
Heat-f^iviiig consti- |

tuents . . . . /
Inorganic matters (

(ash) .. ..}

7.50

84.00
24.44

30.73

3.33

100.00

1 1'. 44

12.79

27.60

40.95

6.13

100.00

10.(58

11.10
20. 53

40.90

7.79
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11.90
ti.69

23.48

52.14

5.79
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11.10
9.08

25.16

48.93

5,64

100,00 lOO.OO 1 100.00

•T3
o

a
0^

11.63

6.75
31.46

SS.18

12.98

100.00

B.—Composition or Linseed-cake.

Water
Oil ..

Woody fibre

Albuminous componnds
(Fle-sh-foi-ming subsUinces)

Mucilage, ffum, die
(Respiratory eompourni.s)

Ash * «

Containing phospTi.ite of Hmel
and niii^'nesia (bone-eartbj )

Alkaline salts

Sand and soluble silica

English. ' American

13.20

10.30

12.90

29.75

28.23

5.62

100.00

2.78

1.86
.98

11.64
10.43
14.26

24.01

34.44

5.22

100. 00

2.90

1.90
.4-2

C.

—

Composition of

Cotton-seedcake., _
Bean

lBecorti-1 "Whole '
"****•

cated. seeds.

Bran.

Water
OU
•Albuminous compounds,

)

nesli-fomiing' matters.. J

Gum, mucilage, sugar,

)

Ac. (heat-producing >

substances , , . . j
Woody fibre

Mineral matter (ash)

8.

16.06

41.25

17.44

8.92

8.05

11.34
6.18

23.72

30.98

21.24

6.54

11.80 1-J.86

5.56

23.30

4S.50

10.0

3.4

13.80

50.17

11.50

6.11

100.00 ,i"i,oa 1100.00 loo.oo

•Containing nitrogen 6.58 8 79 3.73 2.20

Notices to Correspondents.
Aljtralian Grarsks: ffSY. Mr. J. K. Archer, having had

six years' experience in Au.stralia, says he found Rye-grass
seed mixed with White Dutch Clover the Tery best for
pasture. This is almost universally used throughout the
whole of the colonies. The yield is about 20 bushels (iO lbs
per bushel) per acre, for a fair crop, but of course much
oepends upon housing it safely, as the hot scorching sun

from sTto^'lL'*'
'^'®'^''^* ^ ^'''^^- "^^^ P"** usually ranges

^u^i^**^"' Lambs: P W. Diarrhcea or scouring in young
sS^C "'^''?^'*!2 ''"*"?, coagulation of the milk iJ thl

fw^l^K **
i!

^^^^^.^ "^ ^^^ the White skit; the treatment
JOT Which consists in giving an alkali, such aa magnesi.o.

s^^Sdte^^'^ '""'"^^ ''^'''' ^"^*^™- «^^^^-

RANSOMES SIMS, Ipswich
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modem and Imnrovpd 4frr;/»»ii i

Machinery, including
^ -'^oncultural

PATENT AXD OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE, &c.
STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS.
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.
HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY. DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for comLining' in their Agrioultuial Machinery the utmost simph'cit
durability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care ia given to the maintenance of these important princinl

'

in everything which they manufacture. ^^*

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application at the

Orwell Works ; or to their London Agent, SHEPPAR.D RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W,a

f

GREENING & COMPANYS PATENT WIRE FENCES.
PATRONISED BY HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE CONSORT.

No. 1 a Variety. — Proof ag^ainst Horses, Cattle, and Sheep.

\J \

WCUJJJ
\ u

\^ -avJ.-^L;IJ^km.,l:XlJ.
-^X

/?£.-

Specification.—Height 3 feet 9 inches. Six horizontal bars of stout Fencing Wire, strengthened"' ani^
supported by vertical bars at distances of 5 inches. Price Is. per lineal yard.

f

.
;* A very greut improvement in the make of Wire Fences, by which they are rendered perfectly moveable -a very gna\ n

detxderatuiti."—Judges' Report^ South Lancashire Agricultural Show, 1855.
x j ^ j

Greening & Co.'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE contains particulars of the above, and other Iron ani
Wire Fences for Parks, Farms, Gardens, Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, &c.

Geeening & Co.'S STAXD at Royal Agricultural Show, Canterbury, No. 106.

Geeewing k Co.'s Terms :—Monthly Accounts and Trade Discounts to large buyers.

m' GREENING & CO., Victoria Iron and Wire Works, 81, Oxford Street, Manchester,
S

SMITH'S STEAM CULTIVATOR, I86 0.

PATENTEE, WILLIAM SMITH, WOOLSTON, BUCKS.

JAMES & FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD,

TTAVE now sold upwards of 70sets of this Apparatus, and having received from the purchasers most favoursble
-X. reports of their workmgr, they have the utmost confidence in bringing the invention before the public

TABLE SHOWING THE COST OF A SET OF TACKLE, WITH ENGINE COMPLETE -£ , d
8-Horse Patent Double Cylinder Engine .... '

'

*>r r a /i'

Extra strong Leather Drivinp Band i ti n
Windlass, with Anchors, Snatch Blocks, and RoUera, coniBlete lol ? 1!

140O yards ofSteel Wire Rope ^ " ^^^ ? ^
No. 3 B Ctiltivator fl ,^ X
Ko. 4 Cultivator

J^ J^ X
Turning Bow

; ;* " ;;
; ;; ;; .^[1^ I

-

J. 1.VD F. HOWARD will forward post free on applieationfuU parUculars with a copy of the Reports raferred to.

I
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RANSOMES SIMS, Ipswich,
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Improved Agricultural

Machinery, includinpf

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE, &c.

STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS.

STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.

HORSE POWER THRESHING ISIACHINERY, DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in tbeir Agricnltural Machinery the utmost simplicity,

durability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the maintenance of these important principles

in everything which they manufacture.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post fVee, on application at the

Orwell Works ; or to their London Agent, SHEPPARD RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand. W.C.

ARSON'S
ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION PAINT,

The British Government
The French Government
The Russian Government

PATEONISED BY
H.R.H. THE Prince Consort
Most of the Nobilitv and Gentry
The Dock Companiies

Railway and Canal Companies
The Principal Collieries
Mill Owners, Iron Masters, &e,

The ANTI-CORROSION PAINT is now nsed extensively for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,
Such as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, (tc, and has heen proved, after a practical test of 70 years,

to surpass any other Paint; and leing fecidmrhi ada'pUd for Conservatories, B.ot7ionses, and Frames of all

descripiionSy is cojisfantfy used hy Nohlemen, Gentlemen, as also many eminent Horticulturistsfor such ptvrposes.

It is much lower in price, and lasts twice as long as the best White Lead, and can he easily applied by any

Labourer, beinof sent in various Colours, requiring simply to be mixed (no grinding is needed). The Anti-

Corrosion is a powder, and will keep any length of time.

COLOURS I

White Stone 34a. per cwt.

* *

Ijight Stone
Drab or Portland
Bath or Portland
light and Dark Yellow Portland

)>

Copper .

.

Light and Dark Oak 1
30j- »f

Light andJ)ark Lead , . - • -^.

Light and Dark Chocolate • . . . ,,

.

Bright Red
Dark Red (or Brick Colour)
Black

Invisible Green . . . .
'

42«.
Bright and Deep Green 50».
Blue (for Carts and Waggons) , . ' » , 60*.

•28^. per cwt.

9f

»i

ft

OIL, TURPENTINE, AND BRUSHES-
A COPY OF TESTIMONIALS (700) WILL BE SENT UPON APPLICATION TO

WALTER CARSON & SONS (Successors to the Inventors),

9, Great Winchester Street (near the Royal Exchange), London, E.G.

NO AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM:*

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C-

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings

ORCHARD-HOirSE SIZES. SMALL SaUARES.

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many Others.

In. by In.
20 „ 12
-20 „ 13
20 .. 14
20 .. 15

10 oz.

f Common, per 100 feet, 135. Crf.

L Super „ 16«.

21 02.

18«.

235.

In. by In.

6 ,. 4

65 .. 4A
7 ..

6'

7J .. 5i

In. by In.
8 .. 6
8i .. 64
9 .. 7
94 - 7i

Per 100 feet,

^ Common
ll5. U.
Super.
12«. Qd.

Per foot,

lid.

lid.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Incbes by Inches.
10 .. 8
lOi .. 84
11 .. 9
12 .. 9

Tncbesby Inches. Inches by incbes
13 .. 10 15 ,.10
134 •• 104 12 . . 11
14 .. 10 124 - . 114
14t .. lOi 13 . . 11

Inches by inches.

134 -- 114

14 11

4ths,

sdB.
2da.

Ists.

P. 100 feet,

12s. M.
14«. 3(Z.

18».

21*. ed.

P. foot.

14d.

II
2i

15
16
17
18
13
14

11
11
11
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
SO
22

42
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20
22

« «

« 4

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
22

* *

14
15
15
15
16
16

24
20
20

16
17
18

* •

4 •

4ths.
3ds.
2ds.

Ists.

135. Gil

Us.
19s. 8d,
24».

Hd.
3
24
3

G liASS CUCUMBER TUBES.
24 inches long
22
20
18

•

fp

12 inches
14
16

28.0d. 16 mcKes long .. Is. W,
1 10 U ,, ..12

-* 1 8 12 „ ..1016 Made to any length.,

HAKD GLASSES.
•

99

6$, Od- each
7
8

9t

18 inches
20
24 * •

9^. M, each
10
12

Painted and glazed with 16 oz. Sheet Glass.
If open at top, Is, extra,

GLASS MILK PANS.
12 inches diameter
14
16
18

Is. 3d. 20 inches diameter
1 9 22
2 3 24

2 9 26

« •

« «

35. 3cr.

3 »
4 6
5 6

LACTOMETERS, for Testing the Quality of MILK.
Four Tubes . . , . 4s. 6<i. ( Six Tubes . . ..6s. 6rf.

"With Stands complete.

"Wasp Traps, 35. 6d. per dozen. Glass Tiles, Glass Slates,

Propagating Glasses, Bee Glasses.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

180, Bishopsgate St. Without, London, E.C.

CLASS FOR COIMSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY AOT> CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
of British ManiifactuTO at prices varying from 2d. to Zd.

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of
which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gordeners' Chronicle of June 2.

CAUTION.—DRAY'S CHAMPION REAPER.
SOLE PATENTEE.

GEO. THOr^rASON AND CO., 80. Upper Thames
Street, E,C. Any one infringing the patent rights will be

summarily punished. Price of the Champion Renper, 251.

GARDEN BORDER EDGllMG TILES.
~

ROSHER AXD CO. beg to invite attention to their
! varied Utock of ORN'AMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-

EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware.- They present advantages o\er Box or Grass-
edging in that they afford no harbour fop'^slugs, <6c., take up
less room and are less expense and troirole- to keep in order.
They may be had of various patterns at R. A Co.'s premises.
Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blapkfriara. S.E. ; and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.

-N.B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by jrost on
application. Orparaental Flower Boxes kept in stock.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILKS roR CONSER-
VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES, &c.,

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours,
and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also WHITE
TILES, highly glazed, for Lining WjiIIs of Baths, Dairies,

,K.itchen-ranges, Larders, &c. To be obtained of Rosher & Co..
at their premises as above.

INDHJUHLE C^AKDEN TALLIKS. — Mark your
Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the greenhouse or

garden, with Du.vn's PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
PENCIL. Retail at Messre. Butler &; McCulloch's and
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C. ; J. Carter A Co.,
237, High HolboiTi, W.C. ; T.Brigdex, Railway Arcade, London
Bridge, S.E. ; and all Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Chemists,,
Stationers, &c. With screw-holder, complete. In. Cd. each ; will
refiU for l5. ; by post for 19 penny stamps. Wholesale by J.
Lusher, 19, Hoibom Hill, E.C. ; Barclay & Sons, Farringdon
Street, E.G. ; or any other wholesale house ; and Crowhurst, 7,
Fownea Street, Dublin. Further information obtained by
addressing Arthur Dunn, the Patentee, at the Manufactory,
1, Durham Place, Dalston Green, Loudon, N.E.
N.B. These Pencils are uficqualled for marking indelibly

on Linen, &c., for which purpose a much finer point is made,
at same price, than "thar contained in the Gardener's Pencil,
but this is well adapted for all coarse woven fabrics.

TO AMATEUR GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN,
AGRICULTURISTS. ETC.

VULCANIZED INDIA RUBBER TUBING AND
GUTTA PERCHA TUBING for WATERING GARDENS.

—Brass Hand-branches with Stop-cocks and Roses, and every
description of Garden Tubing Fittings, sold wholesale ana
retail by W. R. Wood, 04, Goswell Road, near the Angel,
Islington, London, E.C. Price Lists may be had on application.
Please to notice the address, 94, Goswell Road London, E C

N.B. Speaking TTibes fitted up.

n

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

ifin,_^n, i,^ «
GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

«^-^ths, llcf., 2d., and 2id, per foot.
, 21 oz.-^tha, 23d., 3d., and 3id. per foot.

.. 3ds, .id., 2,^., and 3d. per foot. „ 8ds. 3id, 4d., and 4id pS foot.

HAaxiiETS XnxPROVEI> PATENT BOUGH PI.ATE.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTr

^ot aceountahle for hreakage.

32*. 0(i. per cwt.
34
8

LIXSEED OIL
BOILED „ #•

TURPENTINE
BLACK, GREEJf, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, to.

2*. id. per gall.

3 9
3 3

CUTTA PERCKA TUBING FOk WATtRiMC GAKUtlMS.
rpHE GUXTA PERCHA COMPANY have the
_L pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following'

Testimonial ft om Mr. J. Farbah. Gr. to BcteWELL MiddletoM'
Jalland, Esq., of Hold^nuss Ilouse^ near HvlL

I have had 400 feetof yourGutta Percha Tubinp, in lenf^ha
of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use lor the last 12 months
for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer better than
anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of the water is

very considerable, b\it this has not the slig-bte-st effect on the
tubinf?- I constderthis tubing to be a most valuable invention
for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to water our gardens in
about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour required.'*

Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company, Patentees,
18, Wharf Road, City Road, London, EX\, and sold by tbeir
Wholesale Dealers in toffn and caunfry-

I^LKAUMi'S SALTIMG A[ACK/xVK rOK
' DESTROYING WEEDS on GRAVEL WALKS, &c —

This most useful Machmt; has given the greatest satisfaction
wherever it has been introduced, and it is the only effectual

tneans of keeplnrf Drrvca and Walks completely clear of Weeds.
Extract from Article *'Trentljam/' in Gardeners" ChnmicU

ofJanuary 22, 1850*

*'AndI would observe in pa^j^ing tujtn tliesie grounds that
the whole of the Grass and Gravel are kept in the mo«t perfect

order by the aid of machinery; the Tirmcr by a Ilnrse Jtochine
wherever it can bo worked, a small band instnimcnt being
ueed in places of difficult bccmb ; the latter Is kept in order by
a Salting Machine, tho invcDtiwi of >lr. Fleming, and judtring

from the beautiful condition of the Gravel in every dirc^iiun,

I should say th it it WES altogether most efficient."

The Mowing Machines here referrwi to are Shaxks**
Frmn Tlu Fidd ot \pri\ 2, 1859.

•* The Salting Machine will effectually d&itroy the Weeds oa
Grave! Walks and Drives."

Testimonials with full particulirs and prices may be had on
application to ALEXASmER Shanks & Sox, Dens Iron Worka,
Arbroath, Patentees of Improved Mowing, Hf^lliDg, Collecting,

and Delivering Jliachine for Lawns, Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufacturers, &c.
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SHANKS' NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, C0LLLECTIN6
AND DELIVERING MACHINE FOR 1860

IIOWS THE GRASS

WET OR DRY,

ON LAWXS UNEVEN

OR OTREEWISH,

IN A MUCH NEATER

MANNER THAN THE

SCYTHE, AND AT HALF

THE EXPENSE.

NEW PATENT PONY MACHINE FOR 186 0.

PRICES.
SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions,

No. 1.-

No. 2.-

Width of Cutter.

48-inch Machine
42-inch Machine

>«•

« S*

* 4 »

* «

£28
26

Draicn hy a Horse.

Width of Cutter.

No. 3.-—36-inch Machine ... £22
No. 4.--30-inch Machine ... 19

Drawn hy a Horse,

Drawn hy a Horse or a strong Tonv^

SHANES

No. 5.—30-inch Machine

• PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINES.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

£15 15 Dravm hy a Pony \
No. 6.~28.inch Machine . £14 10 Drawn hy a Pony

\
No. 7.—25-inch Machine, £12 10 Drawn hy a Donkey

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINES, FOR PTTSHINQ OR DRAWING SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

No. 8.—24-inch Machine £8 17 6") -p„^i„\,„r.^T,^^ %» r,/,« 7ir^« I

^°' 10.—19-inch Machine... ... £7 12 6 ^rt.s% worked hy a Man and'^o^

No. 9.-22.mch Machine 8 7 6 j
^'***''^ ^^''^^^'^ ^^-^ "'"'^ ^^'^

| No. 11.—16-inch Machine 6 17 6 :EasiJy worked hy a Man
No. 12.—'13-inch Machine £6 2 6 Easily tcorlced hy a Boy

The Patent Delivering Apparatus if attached to the Hand Machines, and they are strongly recommended to be so, 20s. extra.

SHANKS' PATENT HAND MACHINE, FOE DRAWING ONLY.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c„ and Directions.

No. 13.—22-mch Machine ... £7 5 Easily worked hy a Man and Soy \'^o,\^—\^'\\ych.'i^9i.c\A\n& ... £6 15 Easily worked hy a Man and Soy
No, 15.—16-inch Machine £6 5 Easily worked hy a Man

\* The Machines are warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of they may be at once returned.

The Prices include delivery at most of the Mailway Stations throuyhout the Kingdom,

f

(

TESTIMONIAL S:-
Erom tJte Hon. M. F. T, Berkeley, Berkeley Castle, January 21, I860.

•* I have found your Mowing Machine answer perfectly. It docs its work well, cutting closer and more evenly than the scythe : collects and delivers the Grass, thereby

saving much time and labour,"

From Mr. J. Richabdson, Gardener to Joseph Pease, Esq., Southend Gardens, near Darlington, January 21, 1860.

"Your Lawn Mowing Machine is the best of any 1 have yet used, doing the work speedily and well. The Delivering Apparatus is a decided improvement, and the

test recommendation it can have is its own simplicity."

Erom Mr. J. Mom, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Lovat, Beaufort Castle, BeauJy, January 23, 1860.

" I am happy to have it in my power to add my testimony to the utility of your improved Grass-Cutting ^Machines. The Delivering Apparatus works admirably

and is a great saving of time. I think no one having a Lawn to keep should be without a Mowing Machine with your improvements."

SOLE AGENTS FOR LONDON
J. B. BROWN 8c CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C

ST. PANCRAS lEON WOEKS,
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE ST. PANCllAS

TTTE

SILVEE IfiEDAL of the Royal Ag:riciUtural Society for their IRON" HURDLES & GATES,
which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong nnd durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30j. to 500/.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works,

GAM E WIRE NET T I N G.

Professor Vamells Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittings.
These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obt^ned the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Koya^ Agricultural Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the
Itoyal Vetennary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. Tliey can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized stalls and loose
OOXes we erected for msDectiou at St. PanrrM Iron WnrlfB

LAWN MOVVKRS, ROL-
LERS. W^TER ENGINES.

CHAIRS, TABLES, and every

description of Gitrdea requisites^.

^HURDLES, GATES, WIRE
FENCING, <fcc. ____-

MOWERS. HAY-
BABJA

CARTS,
MAKE
TmiLTvS.

STEAH EXGIXES, THKESH-
IXO MACHINES, HORi:^
WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, &c.

UGHS, <fec.

PUMPS, CHURNS, MANGLES. BINS, &c

ST. PANCRAS
ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS

IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,
OPPOSITE OLD ST PANCPJIS PHTTRPTT

Price Liata free upon application to

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO. LIMITED.
Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, Lonix)n, E.C.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738

COOKE'SSAYNOR ANB
PRUNING and BUDDING

Sold by all respectable Nurserymrfii and Seed
the three Kingdoms.

warranted PBIZB
SCISSORS, ftc-:-

f
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION. SECTION.

ORMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER
is now allowed to be the best ever invented, and possesses immense advantages over all otber Uprtglit Tubular Boilers, in tbe fact of there not being a

Bingle Joint exposed to the action of the fire. H. O. will undertake to heat the largest Establishments on the most approved and scientific principles by OK^ of his

P.a.TSNT JOZIffT2.EE8 BOZI.ERS,

THE ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.
" Sir,—I feel much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficiency of your PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER. The long winter just past has been severe enough to test the

pparatua, and I am pleased to assure you that the one you fixed for Sir Charles Kuightley, Bart., in October Ust, liAS surpassed my most sangiiins expectations, and

the most severe frost may be leit for TWELVt nuuK» wicnoni a.uy atteuLiou, wueiG;*» a.i;i;uiuuig i,u luu uju. Bybv,Kiii » mau vyas) uunf^n^ i^/ uo up n*c bii^<»lci ^jino v/i i,uo uit^u-. * «.»»& ±i^

Keen or heard of anv BOILER which would bear the slightest comparison with it, and wherever it may be used it cannot fail, in ray opinion, to give the most perfect satisfaction.
^

«?Mr! Orasoi June 12.
^ "^^ ^^ **

» Yours respectfully, "JOHN BKOWIi. Gardener to Sir C. Kuightley, Bart., Fawsley Park, Daveutry.

Horticultural Buildings of all sizes and descriptions Manufactured by Steam-Power Machinery. Lowest prices and best materials.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates free on application.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder and -Water Apparatus Manufacturer

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, W

PATENT LAWN MOWING AND EOLLING MACHINES.

nc.-^v^^/V,^ N.,^,^^^

30-incli wide PONY POWER MACHINE, made also of Smaller Sizes for Hand Power.

AMU ELYori lawn'^m w e k s

WITH BOYD'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS,
9

CAX BE USED IN AVET AS WELL AS DRY WEATHEE.

LAST YEAR'S SALES WERE NEARLY A THOUSAND, EVERY ONE OF WHICH GAVE THE GREATEST SATISFACTION.

rpESTIMONL^LS expressing such satisfaction have heen kindly sent by some hundreds of the purchasers to the Manufacturer, who will be glad to forward a copj

-L
1- a

with description and prices of Machines post free on receipt of application.

London Warehouse West Manufactory : Britannia Works, Banloury

DIAJIE & CO.. LONDON BRIDGE, E.C., AND ALL
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SEED BUSINESS ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 100 YEARS.

N M c L H,
COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

CALCEOLARIA, for exhibition purposes.

Seed saved from flowers, large, beautifully spotted, and remarkable for tbeir fine shape, rich and varied colours; habit of the plants unusually fine, carrying large heads
of blo_ora. Per packet. Is. Gd., 2s. Gd., and 35. Gd.^ all one quality.

Agents for Dobson & Son's splendid hybridised variety, per packet. Is. Gd.j 2s. 6(?., 3^. 6(7., and 05.

Agents for F. & A. Smith's hybridised, splendid large flowers, per packet. Is. Gd., 2s. Gd., and 85. Gd.

CHO'SRARIA, from choicest flowers, per packet. Is., Is. Gd., and 2s. Gd. Agents for F. & A. Smith's splendid varieties, 1^. Gd. and 2^. Gd.

FRXMUZia., from splendid flowers, per packet, 1*. and 1^. Gd. Agents for I". & A. SmitVs, Is. Gd. and 2^. Gd.

ERICA; collected from the choicest Cape species, per packet, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s- 6d.

Strong Plants of SPERGULA PILIFERA, from the Original Stock,
For Rockwork, Edgings to Flower Beds, Fountains, Sloping Banks, Terraces, and Lawns. It requires no mowing, and when well established is very superior to Turf.

8s., 15s, and 20s. per 100. Seed, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. per packet.

PELAEGONIUM.
Tlio (fre^fc desire mviifested by aTnatenr3 for raising new and improved varieties of this splendid diss of plants has induced mir Sardinian Con-ospondent to ^ve this matter hi

cspeoLTi attention. He has, therefore, collected seed only from flowers of the highest merit; thus affording a chance of raising varieties equal to any at present in cultivation. The dried
specimens exhibited at the Crystal Palace may be seen at our Establishment.

A collection saved from 12 Kng"lish varieties each containinj? 10 seeds
dittp ditto 12 French ditto ditto
ditto ditto 12 Fancy ditto ditto

* A

4 m

« t

• B

7s. Gd.

7 6
7 6

Choice mixed, saved from finest Englisb varieties, per packet
ditto ditto ditto Frelich ditto
ditto ditto ditto Fancy ditto

))

tt

2s. 6d.
2 6

2 6

SPLENPID DOUBLE ITALIAN-SAVED CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEED,
IN SEALED PACKETS, FROM ONE OF THE CHOICEST COLLECTIONS IN EUROPE.

The followine: Carnations and Picotees have been saved with the greatest care by our Sardinian Correspondent, a most successful and distinguished Amateur, and only from the most
perfect flowers of the newest and handsomest of the English stage varieticj^, or seedlings from them ; they can be confidently recommended to the lovers of this exquisitely beautiful class of
plant3, as certain to produce at least SO per cent, of fine double flowers, and with a fair chance of obtaining varieties of the greatest value. Tlie Perpetual or Tree varieties bloom beautitully m
the open ground, during the whole of the Autumn months ; and, if grown in pots, are highly ornamental for Conservatory or Greenhouse decoration in Winter and Spring,

A collection of 12 varieties, eadi containiuf; 10 sceiis

., 12 ditto ditto 5 seeds
65- Oc7-

4

Gs. Qd. 1 A collection of 12 varieties Fancy, each containing 10 seeds
3*. 6c?.

I
12 ditto Fancy ditto 5 seeds .. ., 3s. 6d. \ Choice mixed, per packet ., 2s- 6*?.

A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 10 seeds 6«. Od. \ A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 5 seeds 3s. 6d. | Choice mixed, per packet 2s. 6d.

A collection of 12 varieties, each containing 10 seeds . . 7s. Qd.
\ A collection of 12 varieties, each containing 5 seeds .. 4s. Od.

| Choice mixed, per packet . .. 2s. 6rf.

A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each contaiuiug 10 seeds 6«. Od. | A collection of 12 varieties (Perpetual), each containing 5 seeds 35. 6d. | Choice mixed, per packet 2s. 6t£,

BEAUTIFUL BIENNIALS AND PERENNIALS.
D Collection contains 25 packets in 25 varieties for 6s. ; E Collection contains 18 packets in 18 varieties for 3». 6<.l. ; F Collection contains 15 packets in 15 varieties for 2j. 6d.'

Agents forGISHURST COMrO0N"D in boxes, U., 3.t., and 10s. 6d. ; do. BRITTAIN'S GAHDEN NETTING for protecting Fruit Trees or shading, Nos. 1. 2, and 3, 5d., Gd., and 8d
per yard, 55 inches wide, 10-yard pieces; do. TIFFAXr for shading, 3d. per yard, 10, 20, and 30-yard pieces ; SHAWd TIFFANY at advertised prices. ,

DUNN'S SOLID MARKING-INK PENCILS for writing indelibly on garden labels.—Every Amateur and Gardener should purchase this Pencil, sent post paid on receipt of 13
postage stamps.

EARLY TURNIPS
For PEEDING OFF Pkevious to SOWING WHEAT.

SUTTON'S EAELY SIX WEEKS, Is. per lb., 45s. p. bush.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, Is. „

SUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED, Is. „
(The heaviest cropper known.)

45s.

45s.

f9

19

Ooods'^vplH*'^lSl''J^'^.J^^
^^^^ '^"™^P^ for present sowing. The seed is new and genuine.

frZ nSiio^ cS^^onSts
^'" priyment. A remittance or reference is requested with orders

SUTTON & SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Heading.

SEEDS FOR THE SEASON.
MESSRS E G HENDERSON & SON

or
O

ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON^ N.W.^
Respectfully call a! itiMi to the present month as the most suitable period to sow for Stock the followinDECORATIVE PLANTS

I'OR THE GRKKXnOUSE, COXSERVATOUY, AND FLOWER GARDEX,
To insure their respective bloom in the ensuing Winter, Spring, and Summer Months of 1860-61.

*^^au^iK?^V^":} IfJ^y.t^
SINENSIS FIMBRIATE finest

j

CALENDRrNA UMBEI.T.ATA. Gd. and 1.. MUIULU3, 1,.

PICOTEES, 2s. C^d.

PINKS, U 6d.

qunlit.r, 2^ 6d. per packet.
ATTRrcULA. U. 6ti. per packet.
CARNATION, first quality, 2*. 6d.
TELLOW CARNATIONS, i^*. fid.

TREE, or Winter-flowering, do. 2s. W.
CYCLAMEN. U. ; BTarietiea, do., 3*
AI^TRffiMtRIA CHlLEENdlS. 6d.
HOLLYHOCKS, first quaUtj. Is. 6d. ; 12 ^ood varieties,

TRi'toS'I' r\f^r r?^*'^^*
^' POLYANTHUS, U.

HUMLA ELEUANS, 6*i.. 1*.
AQUILEGIAS. 60. tod iL mi^^.

(ENOTHERA MACROCARPA. 6d. and la.

CANTERBURY BELLS, four Varieties, Is. 6d.
PYRKTHRUM, new Varieties, figured in the IJlusfcratod

Bouquet, U. eacli, or 8 varietiea mixed, 2». tW.
SWEET WILLIAM, four Select Varieties, U. 6<l

,M M New Aiuicula-flowtred, the most beautiful,
!»., Is. Gd.f and 2s. 6d.

(See Seed Cataloj^ue.)
CALCEOLARIA (for Conservatory decoration), the large-

flowered section, now in bloom. New Seed will be
forwarded when ripe to those now ordering.

STOCKS, Scarlet intermediate, or London variety.

PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOLI,
CAULIFLOWER, AND CELERY.

JOHN" CATTfc:LL begs respectfully to inform the
public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of the above

superior true sorts, which he will forward to order on receipt
of postage stamps or Post-office Order, made payable here, at
the following prices, package included :—All the sorts of Early
Cabbaf^e, Savoy and Kale, including Bnissels Sprouts, Qd. per
100 ; 4s. 6d. per 1000. All the sorts of Autumn and Spring
Broccoli, Sd. per 100 ; 55. 6d. per 1000. Early and Late Cauli-
flower and Bed Pickling Cabbage, lOd. per 100. Bedded Celery,
8d. per 100 ; 5s. Qd. per lOGO. Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage,
3?. 6rf. per 1000. Packages containing plants to the value of
\l. and iipwarcLs will be delivered carriage free to London,
Croydon, and the Edenbridge Station of the South-Eastem
Railway.

Seed of CattelTs Reliance Cabbage may be had free by post
at 1*. per packet, containing half an ounce.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

NEW SEED NOW READY.
DOBSON'S Splendid HYBRIDISED CALCEO-

LARIA SEED has now stood the test several years, and
has attained a world-wide celebrity. The strain is acknow-
ledged by those who have grown them to be the most beautiful
and varied that has ever bepn ofl'ered to the public, and we
have no hesitation iu saying that it is aaoond to jicmc.
Amateurs or the Trade dc ' us of producing a really splendid
collection should purchase a packet of this Seed, which is
warranted to please. We are now sending out New Seed of
18(30, iu sealed packets, at la. 6rf., 2s. Hd., 3s. m., and 5«. each,
all one quality. The seed may also be obtained in the packets
of our Agents, the following principal Nurserymen aad
Seedsmen:

—

Messrs. Butler & :>T'Cv.lloch, Covent Garden, London, W C
Mr. John Bell. 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich
Mr. F. Boshell, 86, High Street, Eorougli, S.E.
Messrs. Dicksou, Hogg, i RoberUon, 2S, Mary Street, Dublin

Fisher, Holmes, & Co.. Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield
Fraser, Richardson, & Goad, 82, Bishopagate Street

Within, London, E.G.
Fraaer. Lea Bridge Road, Essex, N.E.
Giu-raway, Mayes. &. Co., Durdham Down Nursery,

near Bristol
Mr. G. Glenny, Horticultural Agent, Piilbam, "W.

99

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, london, N.W.

Mr. J. Scott, Marriott Nurseries, Crewkerne
Mr C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

i^" We beg to request 'that wheu ordering, "Dobsox's Hy-
bridised Cftlce.»laria" may be distinctly asked for, every packet
ofwhich is sealed in two places with red wax, and stamped with
our name and address, without which none ia true.

JoHX DoBaoN t Sons, Secdsmen,Woodlands Nurserj', laleworth.
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EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.

JOHN WATERER hns the pleasure to aniioimfie that
his Collectinn of HARDY SCARLET and other CHOICE

RHODODKNDRONa is now on view at tho ROYAL BOTANIC
GARDENS, Regent's Park, London, N.W.
g^ To those Gentlemen or their Gardeners who contem-

phte planting American Plants we beg to say this Exhibition
will ^ord every facility for making- selections. Orders of
admission are gninted gratuitously by Fellows of the Society,

or by application to John "Waterer, American Nurnery, Bag-
shot, Surrey, near Sunuingdale, South-Western Railway.

The Plants at the Xursery arc now in fine perfection,

NEW ROSES FOR I860.—Plants are now ready
at 55, each. Trade price 365- per dozen. A DESCRIPTIVE

LIST may be had ou appHcatiou to BEKJAillN R. Cant, St, John
Street Nursery, Colchester.

HE BEST ROSES (New and Old).—The finest

ROSES of 1860 and the best selection of former years are

now ready for planting out. Those who wish for a fine display

during the summer and autumn should lose no time- CATA-
LOGUES may be had on application. All perpetual flowering.

CuABLEs Noble, Bagsbot.

NEW AIMD CHOICE PLANTS.

JOHN STANDISH, in offering the following Plants
can assure his customers that they are now in fine con-

dition for sending out;—
MYOSOTIDIUM NOBILE, or Antarctic Forget-Me-Not, each

31s. 6d.—This plant, from the Chatham lalands^ is one of the
most remarkable that has been introduced for some years,

being totally distinct from all others. It has large thick

leaves, 8 or 9 inches across, of a dark glossy green, and sends
up magnificent trusses of bloom of the most beautiful blue

and white, similar to a Forget-me-not, but of a giant form.

A Drawing of it is published in Curtis's "Botanical Maga-
zine" for September. A description taken from tho above is

also published in the Gardeners" Chronicle of Sept. 17, 1859,

wherein Dr. Lindley says :
— ''This is the handsome perennial

provisionally named Cynoglossum nobile by Dr- Hooker in

our last year's Volume, page 240. It is quite deserving all

the eucomiuraa that have been passed upon it."

RHODODENDRON NUTTALII.—The largest flower of all yet
known, having H flowers in a truss, each flower being

6i inches across. SeedUng plants, 3 inches bigh, 75- 6d,

each ; 605. per dozen ; or 20^ per 100,

PHL05 MRS. STANDISH.—The purest white, with a large

red eye, 5?. each. Also a large collection of the finest kinds
which J. S- has shown during the last summer and in every
case received the First Prize, Plants from l5. to 2*- 6t2. each.

A CATALOGUE containing a full description of the best
Hardy Plants incultivation willbe forwarded on application to

Tho Rfiyal N"ursery, Bagi^bnt,

Y A L BOTANIC SHOW,
Rkoent*3 Park, N.W., June 20th.

Small Silver Medal (Extra, omitted in first report of Prizes),

to Mr. J. Embry, Gardener to A. Moss, Esq., The Mills,

Chadwell Heath, for a dish of Muscat Grapes-

Wilt (BartrenerjS* Ciironicle.
SATURDAY, JUNB 30, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoM>AY, July 2—Entomological , S p.m.
Wbdhhsday, — 4—Royal Botanic 2 p.m.
Thuecdat, — 6—Pomolosical -. 2 p.m.

The process of decomposition which takes place

in wood occasionally wetted with water, or in

contact with damp air, is beyond doubt greatly

accelerated by heat, and conseq^uently though there

is no reason to believe that the whole mischief

which took place in the Portsmouth gnnboats arose

from their being drawn up into the slips—a notion

which is at once disproved by the condition of the

Chatham boats, which have not been similarly

treated—there is probably some truth in the view
which has been entertained by some good authori-

ties that the evil was really aggravated by their

lying high and dry, and exposed at times to a con-
siderable temperature for several months before

the planking was torn off.

An idea prevails in some quarters that decay
will still go on though the original active cause
has been removed. But whether the chemical con-

dition of the partly decayed timbers can still pro-

gressively be changed, the balance having once

been disturbed, is perhaps beyond the power of any
one to assert upon sufficient experience.

One remarkable fact still remains to be recorded,

though we can speak of it only on the report of

others, viz., that if the ribs are constructed of two
kinds of wood applied end to end, as, for instance,

Oak to Malffbar Teak, or Lignum Vitse, the harder
of the two will decay at the point of juncture. If

this be really true, it is amatter of great importance,
and its truth should be established or overthrown
by careful experiment. It looks as if this was a
case of chemical change induced by something like
galvanic action.

It is time however that we should turn to the
other important agent in producing dry rot, viz.,
the growth of Fungi.
Now almost the same conditions which favour

the kind^ of chemical decomposition which is so
common in ships even where no Pungi make their
appearance, are conducive to the growth of Funo-i
on wood ^vhich is subject to their development.
Timber perfectly seasoned, the occasional admission
of water, or the presence of damp air without
proper ventilation are all important circumstances.
and either of the two latter is sufficient, where due
provision has been made against the first. If,
however, ia addition to these the admission of

timber into the structure, without the previous
|
similar as it is in certain cunaitions to that which

1 „p ^x. -, .... ..... .,_.._.i. -g occasionally found on Oak in woods both in
England and British America, belongs evidently to
a single species, and that one which at present has
never occurred on other than fabricated wood. We
can speak on this matter with confidence, as we
have from Feies himself almost every European
species, and our collection from North America is

no less extensive than our European series of
sppcies.

Nor indeed can we with the slightest probability
point out any species peculiar to Oak of which it

may be a form. The species which comes the
nearest to it is Pohjporus vttreuSj which agrees
with it in the great development of the stratum
beneath the pores, but if our only British specimen
is identical with that of Fbtes, it is very different.

Of the two which most commonly occur on Oak,
Pohjporus vaporaritis is too different in the
character of the pores, and P. vulgaris is remark-
able when freely developed for the almost total
absence of mycelium, though there is not the same
discrepancy in the pores to make the identity
impossible. Polyporus Vaillantii produces the
same stringy spawn when freely developed, but
the pores at once distinguish the two.

No one in the present day is inclined to attri-

bute such growths to equivocal or spontaneous
generation. It is sufficient, therefore, to acknow-
ledge the difficulty and to recommend its solution

to future investigation. Could its identity with
P. vulgaris be estabished on reasonable grounds,
there would then be spores enough in every Oak
wood which could be taken up by the roots and
penetrate into the tissues.

Thus much however is clear, and it is precisely

what SowEEBY stated more than 46 years ago when
he examined the Eoyal Charlotte, which was con-
fessedly built in part of unseasoned timber ; viz.,

that the Fungus which produces dry rot in Oak is

totally different from those which produce the
same effect in Deal, and more especially from that
which is so prevalent in domestic dry rot.

Not the slightest trace of Ilerulius lacrgmans is

to be found in ships where Oak alone is used, nor
have we seen a particle of Thelephora puteana or
of the one or two allied species which are very
destructive in domestic structures.

removal of the sapwood, which is often already
tainted with fungous growth, be allowed, the
mischief will be extensive long before the structure
is finished.

The action of Fungi on vegetable cells varies
greatly under different circumstances, and with
different species. The slightest contact of the
threads of which their spawn is composed with
living tissues is in some instances followed by
immediate decomposition which spreads rapidly to

the neighbouring parts, as in the Fungus of the

Potato-Murrain, the Grape-mildew, the little

Fusisporium which was lately described in this

journal as destroying Agrostis pulchella^ or the

mould which was destructive to valuable Conifers

and other plants in one of our most important
nurseries, the ravages of which were fully detailed

two or three years since.

In other cases the spawn ofFungi may traverse the
cells for some time without producing much appa-
rent mischief, aain the case of many truly parasitic

Fungi, till the time comes for their development,
and even then the parasite may run its course

without inducing positive decay, though it may
modify the general appearance of the mother plant.

In a third set of instances, so long as the tissues

are endowed with vitality the spawn may be
present without mischief, but when they are dead,

though it may lie dormant for a time, it at length
increases, with greater or less rapidity, purely at

their expense.
This third case comprises that of dry rot ; for

it is quite certain that it does not always com-
mence on the surface. A beam may look sound
externally, which when tried with the auger is

found to be impregnated with spawn, and no
sooner is the air admitted than the spawn makes
its way towards the aperture and oozes out like

yeast from a barrel. We have seen something like

this in wood received from India, where Irtex

Jlavus has oozed out from a worm hole, and pre-

cisely the same circumstance has occurred in the
wood of a kind of Gum tree from Australia where
Pofyporus portentosus has been developed, as was
supposed by the sender from some larva, but in

reality from internal spawn.
When the dry-rot Fungus has once appeared on

the surface of an Oak beam, for we are at present
speaking of Oak, nothing can exceed the rapidity
with which it spreads. A specimen for instance
stripped from the side of a vessel in a state of
active vegetation, when wrapped in coarse paper
and left accidentally in a situation favourable to

its development, has in a few days been found to

have spread beyond the paper on every side, so as

to conceal entirely its envelope. Sometimes it

wears the appearance of stalactites, but more fre-

Polyporus hyhridus, whether fully or only im-
perfectly developed, does not appear to be re-
markably hygrometrio like the two species just
mentioned, which in a growing state are always-
fitudded with drops of water—a circumstance from
whence 3feruJius lacnjmans derives its name.
On the continent Polyporus destructor^ which is

not uncommon in this country at the base of felled

Larches, is said to be one of the most prevalent
Fungi in buildings built of Deal, but we have

quently it sends out strings composed of multi- seen no specimens from decayed structures in this

tudes of threads which radiate in every direction

and penetrate the smallest crevices. AVhere it is

confined between two planks it forms thick leathery

masses, often 2 or 3 feet in length and several

inches broad, without showing the slightest trace

of fructification, The Prince Regent at Ports-

mouth, and the Arethusa at Chatham, which we
had an opportunity of examining very shortly after

they were stripped, did not yield the smallest

particle in a state of fruit, and it was
only in the gunboat Caroline on a horizontal beam
above the screw that we were able to detect

perfect specimens from which we mio^ht ascertain

the species. From this it appears that the dry-

rot Fungus, so far as it relates to Oak, which has

been known for many years under the name of

Xglostroma giganteum^tnon^h,in the state in which
it is commonly found, a mere mycelium or spawn
which might belong to various species of some
genera of Fungi, is really a Polyporus, and none
other than the species figured years ago by

SoWERBY under the name of Boletus hyhridits.

One of our specimens so exactly resembles the plant

of SoWERBT that his figure might have been taken

from it.

The species is truly resupinate, without the

slightest tendency to reflect its pileus, as might be

supposed from the figure, except so far as such an

appearance may be induced from the facility with

which the Fungus when dry separates from its

matrix. The doubtful reference of FfiiEs there-

fore to Polyporus fragilis (a species, by the way,

peculiar to Fir wood) must be wholly erased, and

the species must stand upon its own merits as

Polyporus hyhridas. There is not the slightest

trace, as might be supposed, of such species as
^

almost universal on sap wood, and of which rnvnads
1

of specimens are to be seen on timber in the dock-

yards before it is cut up, viz., Polyporus versicoloryards

aud Stereum hirsutum. The spawn of the dry rot

country. In greenhouses built of Oak, Desdalea
quercina and Polyporus versicolor are sometimes
destructive, but in these cases the Fungi which
make their appearance are mere resupinate forms
at once referrible to their true species.

Indeed we were surprised at the almost total

absence of other Fungi than Polyporus hyhridus
from the Portsmouth gunboats, which might have
been supposed to have been likely to afford a rich

harvest of species. Though every accessible part

had been dubbed, to remove not only Fungi but

affected wood, there was still enough sapwood left

in parts to have afforded species, had any been

present. We found however simply a single

specimen of Paxillus panuoidcs near to the fertile

patches of Polyporus hyhridus, and some imper-

fect Hehuinthosporiunij which sent down its black

mycelium conspicuously into the wood fur some
depth, 'these occurred in tlie Caroline at Ports-

mouth ; but in the Prince Regent and Arethusa

not a trace of anything was found save thu Poly^

porus.

It was observable in the Aruthuaa, built we
believe about 1818, that the only part materially

affected with dry rot was tho stern, notoriously

the M cakest part of the v< 1, and most liable to

admit water through ' " y timbers. It was

curious to observe the cuuiplete barrier which the

felt formed to the spreading of the dry rot where

the parts beneath the felt were not affected. In

no case could we iind an instance in which the

spawn had worked its way through the feit.

Opportunitv was at the same time atforded of.

inspectins? the Teak vessel Uombay, buUt in India

,..„ about 1832. Though the timbers were in parts

are slightly decayed from the penetration of water, there

were not the sli^-htest traces of Fungus anywhere.

Ev^iry part had been originally washed with ses-

quioxide of iron, as is, we bt^Ueve, a common prac-

tice in India; but with what precise view is not
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Apparent. Notwithstanding all the pams we take

to caulk our ships, the Indian mode of caulkmg

with Cotton and chunam seems far more efficient

for the exclusion of moisture than our own

method.

Although the art of distinguishing the culti-

vated rarietiea of Vlv^i the one from the other is

not so difficult as to know at sight the sorts of

Pears and Apples, or Peaches and Nectarines, yet

especially to the inexperienced, every aid which

renders their distinction more easy is useful. A
method of effecting this object, proposed hy a

Monsieur Liegel, in the Transactions of the

Horticultural Society of Paris, seems to deserve

publication here. This gentleman insists upon the

great importance of attending to the form, &:g., of

the stone in judging Plums. And when wo con-

sider how extremely dissimilar are the stones of

the BuUacc, the Damson, the Orleans Plum, and

the Quetches, all varieties apparently descended

from the Sloe, and in one way or another the

parents more or less remote of our
^
cultivated

varieties, the suggestion deserves attention.

According to Monsieur Liegel the following

points are to he attended to in pursuing this kind

of examination.

1. The upper and lower edge of the stone is to

be observed for the purpose of ascertaining whether

the point is placed in the middle or one side, is

long or short, blunt or pointed, prominent, and

BO on.

2. On the dorsal side are three angles, one

median, two lateral. Sometimes they are clearly

separated, sometimes slightly elevated ; in some

varieties close together, in others as prominent and

wide apart as in an Apricot. The median angle

is generally prominent, blunt or sharp, often

broader towards the base. By the side of the two

outer angles are two furrows of varying depth

which are sometimes characteristic.

3. On the opposite or ventral edge are two

salient angles, sometimes open, sometimes half

closed, forming between them a furrow in some

instances narrow, in others broad, and of variable

depth. The dorsal and ventral anj^les sometimes

bend away near the top, or the bottom, or the

middle.

4. The sides of the stone are either smooth or

rough, convex or plane, or irregular in various

ways; they often have several projecting angles at

their base.

. 5. As to its general form the stone may be

round, oval, ovate, oblong, or lanceolate, nearly

straight or much curved or often widened. Its

lonirest diameter may be next the top, the middle,

*or the base.

6. Finally its size must be compared with that

-of the fruit ; for we often find large Plums with

-small stones and the contrary. Hence the relative

portions of the two become important.

Such are Monsieur Liegel*s instructions. A
'few weeks will enable us to begin to test their

value. The Jaune hative or "White Primordian

ought to be ripe in July.

tris, in the nuts of which it resides, and which is fii^nrod

by Jacquin in his History of Select Americnn Plants.

pi. 170. According to Schonhcrr {Gen. Citrcnl. i.,p- 92,

and v., p. 12% this species and an allied one, B. nu-

cleorum, of Fabricins, are at once distinguished by a

very unusual character amongst Coleopterous insects,

namely, an oblong impression on the upper side of the

intermediate joints of the antennae. Tn the

Proceedings of the Entomological Society of London

of the Uh Sept,, 1854 (neio Series Hi., Joum. of

Proc, p. 25), it is stated that some of the

seeds of the Copernicia cerifera, the Wax Palm of the

Brazils, wiiich yields the Carnahuba wax, were exhi-

bited by Geo. F. Wilson, Esq. (of Price's Patent Candle

Company, Vauxhall), together with several specnnens

of a large Bruchus by which they were infested, and

which appears to me to differ in no respect from Br.

Baotris. At the sale of the Entomological Society s

Collection I purchased the specimens of these insects

then exhibitetl with the Wax seed, and they are now

doposited in the Hopean collection at Oxford. The nut

is aboiifc li inch in diameter.

Another large species closely allied to B. Bactrls was

described and figured by Latreille in Humboldt's great

work {Voyage de Sumboldt and Bonpland, Ohi, de

Zoologie, p. 158, pi. 16, f. 5) under the name of Bruchus

curvipes, which was obtained by M. Bonpland from

the fruit of a Palm near SeruUo, in New Spain. Every

nut which he brought to Europe (and which when col-

lected appeared sound) was found on arriving in France

to contain one of these large insects. Latreille's species

is described as black clothed with a reddish ashy pubes-

cence, the elytra with rows of deep punctures, the hind

thighs serrated beneath and armed with a strong spine,

the hind tibiaj curved, the antenna; entirely black and

serrated. It is unfortunate that the precise species of

Palm which Br. curvipes attacks was not recorded.

The transformations of another allied species are

described and figured by Germar {Magazin der Ento-

mologie, iil., p. 1, pi. 1) under the name Bruchus

ruficornis, which infests Cocoa-nuts brought to Europe

segments being destitute of these breathing pores. Tlie

lirva previous to attaining the pupa state gnaws a
circular burrow to the outside of the Nut, and then
returns to the interior of the cell to undergo its trans-

formations, the perfect insect escaping by the way pre-

pared for its exit by the larva. With a specimen of

this Nut and its larva preserved in the Pliysiological

Museum at Christ Church College, Oxford, is preserved

a specimen of the perfect insect, represented in the

accompanying figure, and which seems to agree suf-

ficiently with Bruchus ruficornis of Germar so as to

preclude the necessity of giving a distinct specific

name to it until a more detailed examination of the

allied species can be made. /. O. W.

ENTOMOLOGY.
The Coqtiiixa Nut Beitxe.

There is an exfeiisive family of beetles, the species

of which, in their preparatory states, reside within the

seeds of various plants, the interior of which is con-

sumed by the larva?, which when full grown gnaw a

pswRge to the suiface of the seed, biting a circular notch
nearly through the envelope, so that when the perfect

insect is developed, it has only to push this cap off aud
Tnake its escape. As may be supposed the perfect

insects are for the most part of small size, their

«oloura are very obscure, and their specific investigation

very difficult, as several of their distinctions rest njK>n

the markings produced by coloured scales on the upper
surface of the body, which are easily ubrnded either by

the ordinary' motions of the insect, or by the rough hand-

ling of the collector. It is of course either upon the

surface of or within the seed when very young and
tender that the egg is deposited by the female beetle.

These insects compose the family Bruchida;, named
after the typical genus Bruchus of Linnaeus, and the
common Pea beetle, Bruchus Plsi, is one of the best

known of the species ; others feed on the seeds of Lentils
and other wild papilionaceous plants.

It is not however on these tender species of plants
that the insects of this family only subsist since some
of the tropiciU species attack the seeds of the Gleditschia,
Mimosa, Theobroma, Acacia, and the fruits of various
Palm trees, after which various species are named

thefruitapparcntly ofaspeciesofBactris, probably Bactris

minor. The beetle is described as having the posterior

thighs ovate, serrated, and armed with a strong tooth j

the general colour black, clothed with grey pubescence,

and with the antennae and fore legs red, the elytra with

rows of punctures. Schonherr gives this species as

identical with that described by Latreille. Judging,

however, from their respective descriptions, the two

insects scarcely appear to me to be identical. Whether,

indeed, this may not be the real insect first described by
Jacquin we have no precise means of determining.

Some time ago Sir William Hooker was kind enough

to send me a larva of one of these large species of

Bruchidse, which had been found in the interior of the

seed of a Palm (a species of Astrocaryum from Bahia)

received at the Boyal Gardens, Kew. I was not, how-
ever, able to rear the insect to the perfect state. The
larvae differed in no respect from that described below.

The Coquilla Nut is another species which is infested

hy one of the species of these large Bruchi. This Nut
is the seed of Attalea funifera, a native of the forests in

the maritime provinces of Brazil, where it is called

Piacaba by the natives, who regard it as one of the

most useful gifts which the bountiful hand of Nature has

conferred on mun. The best cordage in America for

naval purposes is manufactured from the fibres of the

leaf-stalks. The tree does not grow more than from 20

to 30 feet high. Its Nuts when full grown are about

the size of an ostrich's egg, and have a hard shell like

that of a Cocoa-nut. Some specimens of tliis Nut, em-

ployed for turning into various small articles, were

exhibited by Dr. Wallace at the December meeting

(1859) of the Kntomological Society. They were about

the size of large Lemons, which on being sawn

through the centre exhibited two cavities in the centre,

the shell itself being very thick and hard. One of these

colls was occupied by the large fleshy white maggot
J..J ?__ ii. _ • » J 1. nnu„ Unn.i

STKAWBERRY FORCING.

The preparation of Strawberries for forcing has for

some years p^st fallen into a kind of routine, for though

Mr. McEwen gave us the result of his experiments, liis

experience was found not to differ in any material point

from tliose who had gone before him ; and thus we find

pots and the usual routine of layering, potting, &c., the

only method followed. But is that the best plan—the
plan by which with the least trouble the best result can

be attained ? In these utilitarian days to " buy in the

cheapest market" is the general rule, andifitcanbe

shown that Strawberries can be grown better and more

cheaply than by the ordinary plan, why then it may be

infeiTed that a little progress has been made, and some-

thing beyond mere slavish adherence to precon-

ceived notions and customs attained. In the

autumn of 1857, having a desire to prepare some

Strawberries for forcing the following year, and finding

roots exceeding bad and dead, I determined to try the

experiment of growing them in boxes. Unfortunately

I had no seasoned timber to work with, but making the

best I could of fresh cut, I set the carpenter to work to

make a pattern box, and taking that as a sample, set

my garden labourers to make the remainder. Each of

these boxes were 5 feet long, 6 inches wide, and

7 inches deep, the bottoms being battened or stripped

to give good drainage, and thus each box contained

about 8 feet super of f-inch board. A man will rough-

plane and make up six to eight of these boxes in a day,

and thus, allowing for good seasoned timber and two

coats of anti-corrosion paint, the expense ought

not to exceed 2^. Qd. each box. How long

they will last depends upon the care that

is taken of them, but I think seven years may be

taken as a fiilr average. Now in each of these 5 feet

boxes I put in the first season nine plants, but that I

found much too thick, and now I find seven flants of

the weak and six of the strong growing kinds quite

suflicienfc. In point of cultivation I find the least

tronblesome plan is to bed out a sufficient number of

suitable varieties in the autumn, and then in the follow-

ing March prepare a piece of ground, by first treading

it quite firm, then placing upon it a layer 4 inches

thick of good rotten dung, and over that sufficient soil

to cover the roots of the plants. The plants may be

put out in rows 1 foot apart, and from 6 to 8

inches apart in the row. In this situation they will

grow very luxuriautly, and the only attention they will

require will be to keep them quite clear of weeds and

runners, and to give them in dry weather an abundant

supply of water, occasionally after the roots get through

the soil adding some soot to the water.

From the middle to the end of July will be found

the right time to put the plants in the boxes, it being

necessary to get tliem in early so that the roots may

have time to ramify and thoroughly fill the boxes.

Before however we begin to box the plants it will be

necessary to prepare proper soil. A good sound loam

of medium consistency with about one-third of rotten

dung is the best that can be used, the object being to

get a sound sturdy growth and not any over-luxurianco.

Each box will require to be drained with potsherds,

oyster shells, or charred rubbish ; then put in the pre-

pared soil, make it quite firm, and with a sharp spade

carefully cut out the plants, preserving with each a good

ball ; place the plants at the proper distances, and fill up

with soil, taking care to make it firm, and to keep the

crown of the plants well above its 8urtacc_ The plants

will require shading for a few days until ttiey take I'ooti

but afterwards the more they are exposed to the sun

the better. Each box should stand upon two bricks so^^A .H.__ ^vT
as to admit of ample drainage, and the plants should

be sprinkled every night just as the sun is leaving:

them. Water at the root will not be required, except

in very dry sultry weather, more than twice in the

week, and indeed after the middle of September they

should be kept rather dry than otherwise, so as to g»?t

the growth thoroughly matured. Do not misunder-

stand me : the plants must not flag or they will get foU

of red spider, but the attempt must be made to bring

them into a state of well-matured rest before tlie

winter sets in. Weak manure water may he

used through the autumn, and that prep^ired

from soot and cowdung will be found the

best. Of course all runners will be removed as fastiS

they are produced, and through the growing season tlifi

surface of the soil must be occasionally stirred up to

keep it free from weeds. Managed, as thus directed.

the plants will get unusually strong, suflficiently so v>

throw up 10 or 12 trusses of bloom each.

Before the heavy rahis of October set in the plants

must be removed to some sheltered situation, such asi^

t

s
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cold pit, Peach or orchard house, or they may be packed

closely together, and have some temporary wuterproof

covering thrown over them. It is particularly noces-

sary, in fact indispensable, that the boxes be kept dry,

for should they become saturated with the cold rains

of winter, they will neither bloom so well, nor will they

set so freely when they do bloom as under more
auspicious circumstances.

For the earliest crop, to come in in March, I have

found Black Prince the best, that kind producing

fruit in boxes as large as good-sized Walnuts. Patter-

son's Nonpareil is also a good early kind, but requires

the brisk heat of a Pine stove to get it to set well. It

is large and handsome, but does not pack or keep well.

Take them for all in all perhaps there are no Straw-

berries equal for general usefulness to Keens' Seedling

and British Queen ; the latter requires some pains^ to

get it sufficiently strong for forcing, but by taking

plants of the previous season no difficulty will be found

on that point. Ingram's Prince of Wales, TroUope's

Victoria, and Carolina Superb force successfully, but

Sir Harry with me has always been a failure. A. F. S,

THE RAIN.
So much attention is now fixed nn the continued wet wea-

ther that I believe ttie following table, showing the relative fall

of rain during the present month in some of the most widely

separated parts of England, will be of general interest.

I ought perhaps to mention that the stations whence the

annexed observations have been kindly forwarded are by no

means remarkable for heavy falls ; I should not be at all sur-

prised to hear of a fall of 30 or 40 inches in the lake district of

Cumberland, or even in some parts of South Devon.

The diminution of rain as we pass from S,W. to N.E. (Little

Bridy to North Shields) is as marked as usual.

The amount of water precipitated over England during the

present month must be something enormous, but I have not

at present sufficient data to form a satisfactory estimate of the

total quantity.
Between January 1 and June 23 there has fallen at Camden

Town 14.405 inchea; at Manchester, 16.229 inches; and at

North Shields, 13.500 inches.

The rainfall here during the first six months of the last four

years has shown a gradual increase, the quantities being—in

1857, 8.273 inches; 1858, 0.938 inches; 1S59, 10.995 inches;

and in 1860, 15.165 inches (to 9 a.m., 26th).

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

G. J. Symons.
129, Camden Road Villas, N.W., June 26.

Rainfall in England," June \ to 23, I860.—Depth of Rain
UP TO 9 A.M. ON BACH DAY,

^^^L J

T.ittle Camden
;

Oundle
(North-

Old
TrafTord* North

Date. Bridy
(Dorse t).

1

Town
(London).

aniiiton-
Bhire).

(Man-
chester).

Shields.*

June. Inches. Inches. Inches.
\
Inches. Inches.

1 .. 0.752 0.050 0.287 0.428' 0.177

2 .. 435 0.043 0.0-20 0.136 0.680

S .. 1.060 0. 866 0.813 0.492 0.170

4 .. 0.060 0.0S8 0.025 0.389 0.055

5 .. 0.023 0.246 0.040 ' 0.040 0.166

6 .. 0.561 0.366 0.070 « ft 0.030

7 .. 0.220 0.078 0.138 0.224 0.094

8 .. 0.093 0.108 0.076 0.306 » *

.. 066 0.0S2 0.150 0.180 0.255

10 .. 0.172 226 0.200 0.920 0.003

11 .. ft m O.Oll 0.205 0.020 ^ >

12 „ 0.984 0.004 0.030 0.090 0.450

13 .. 0.032 0.373 0.408 0.402 ft ft

14 .. ft ft m ft 0.040 0.018 0.012

15 .. 0.266 0.066 0.002 ' 0.115 C.OOl

16 .. m m 0.104 0.080 0.050 0.001

17 .. 0.361 0.473 0.099 0.170 . m *

18 .. 0.017 0.381 0.240 m * # «

19 .. 0.060 1
0.008 0.003 « * * V

20 .. 0.478 0.360 0.205 0. 022 t «

21 ..
!

0.146 0.090 0.154 0.0S5

22 .. 0.017 0.156 O.ISO ft
0.06i>

23 .. 0.280 0.050 0.167
r

0.176 0.017

Totals .

.

1
5.927 4.294 3.568 4.331 2.259

* I am not certain that the hour of reading is the same at

these fitations as at the others.

From the Times,

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The Seventeenth Anniversary Festival of this Institution

was held ou Weduesday, at the London Tavern, under the

presidency of the Eirl of Carnarvon, It was numerously

attended, and the proceedings passed off in the most satis-

factory manner The tables were magnificently decorated with

choice plants and cut flowers—a *' bank " of brilliant Geraniums,

&c , gracing the end of the room behind the noble Chairman.

For this particular display the charity was indebted to Mr.
|

Turner, of Slough, whilst other flowers, cut and in pots, were '

Mndly sent by Mr, Henderson, of Pine-apple Place; Mr-

Henderson, of Wellington Road; Mr. Lee, of Hammersmith, &c.

The noble Chairman, in opening the proceedings, gave the

toast which he eaid, of all others, was most gratifying at an
English dinner, *'Tbe Queen/' Wherever that toast was given,

CT whatever the occasion, it was ever welcome, for there was
scarcely anything of importance in which her Majesty did not
take some particular interest and evince about it some par-
ticular solicitude. Was it painting? They knew how great a
pabron of the art her Majesty was. Was it sculpture ? Precisely
the same was found. Was it charity and benevolence? They
kjiew her hand was never tired of being stretched out in help,
nor her ear tired of listening to tales of woe. And as to
Gardening her Majesty took in that art the highest interest in
all its forms. Within the last two years he had had the
pleasure of walking through the grounds of the Queen at
Windsor, and he could truly say they were a perfect model in
point of maniigeroent, of order, and of practical workmanship
for every country gentleman through the length aad breadth
of the land. He had therefore much pleasure in proDOSin^ the
health of the Queen.

r i' e

His lordship next gave fthe Prince Consort, the Prince of
Wfliles, and the rest of the Royal Family, in complimentary
%wiBS, adverting to the esteem, affection, and loyalty with
which their names were ever received.
The Chairman next gave the Army and Xavy, After

speaking in warm terms of the former, his lonisbip alluded in
marked terms to the new force which had lately sprungup—the
Volunteer Force—which had started into existence, as it were,
just at the time it was wanted, and of which it might be said in

comratrcial phraseology thtit the supply was equal to the

demand. Alter speaking in the most eulogistic terms of a

force which he deemed an honour to the country, and which
was composed of all grades from the highest to the lowest-
Members of Parliament, bankers, tradesmen, mechanics—men,
in short, of every grade and distinction, his lordship urged that

it might be said of them most truthfully that they were engaged
in noble emulation in the great causi,s of loyalty and v»atriotism.

In earlier times Sheridan had complained of a volunteer force

on account of their love of finery ; but cnuld Sheridan have wit-

nessed that magnificent display of Saturday last, he thought
he would have been inclined to tell a very diff'erent story. If

any one point was more satisfactory than another, he should

say it was that they had given plenty of evidence of their

sound good sense and high bearing. Having spoken at some
further length in the most complimentary terms of the volun-

teer force, his lordsHip said there was little doubt that iheir

drill was so excellent that they would ere long be fit to stand

by the regular forces of the Queen, and he was certain would
at all times present such a front as would render it highly

dangerotis for any power to attempt to menace the fair shores

of England. He would couple with the toast the name of

Lieut. -Colonel Hicks, who had served 28 years in India

under Sir Hugh Rose-
Lieut. -Colonel Hicks returned thanks in a few words.

Sir Charles Fox then gave the health of the President of the

Society, the Earl of Carlisle- He was not accustomed to

making speeches, and he very much doubted whether

they could find an engineer in London who was.

However^ he was not soiry that he had been called

upon to propose the toast, nevertheless, for he was desirous,

although but in a simple manner* to give utterance to his high

estimate of his lordship's noble character. His lordship was
one of those good men who studied more the happiness of

others than of himself. He believed that if ever there was a

good man in the world it was the Earl of Carlisle, and if ever

there was a happy man it was he. for every happiness he con-

ferred on others was a sort of reflecting surface, casting back

its joys upon himself. He had much pleasure in proposing

his health.
The Earl of Carnarvon then rose and said he remembered

two old lines which ho dare say were familiar to them^ and
wliich seemed to apply to himself at that moment

—

'* So comes the reckoning when the banquet's o'er

:

The dreaded reckoning, and men smile no more !

"

He really felt as though the time of reckoning had come with

him, for he had a toast to propose which placed him somewhat
in a diflficulty lest he should not be able to find language in

which to do justice to it. It was certainly one which deserved

great care and attention at his hands, for it was no less a one
than " Success to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution," It

was but a short time ago that he came across an account of a
florists' banquet a century and a half ago at Bethnal Green, in

the days of the first George. The various gardeners who
attended brought also such flowers as they had been successful

in ;cultivating, and no doubt the accounts were conect
which said that it waa a very brilliant afTair. But he could not
help thinking that if those who then took part in the display

could have looked upon the scene upon which he had been per-

mitted to gaze that day, and could have beheld the magnificent
galaxy of flowers which graced the end of the room behind
him, they could not but have considered it as a monu-
ment of horticultural skill and industry, order, and
arrangement Could any of those who were so en-

gaged in those days have seen the endless array of flowers and
fruit which he liad the opportunity of enjoying, they would
have admitted that, whatever might be the shortcomings of
these days in other respects, at any rate the study of horticul*
ture had made rapid strides indeed in this country. With
what venerable and historical associations was not horticulture
in its study in this country connected. Who could forget that
it was Almighty God who plaiited the first garden? In the
words of the poet—

'' God the flrst garden made, and man the town."

They would remember reading how in ancient days-in the
earliest times—there were gardens dsscribed a*; of great beauty
and extent—such as that of Ahasuerus, with its splendid
Lilies and Pomegranates, and of the gardens of the Kings
of Judah, the fragrance of whowe flowers and spices

were blown about by every wind. The great garden of Da-
mascus, again, existed as long ago as 3000 years. And then
there was that garden, sacred and consecrated, and which
would ever live in the mind of every soul in Christendom, to

which the Saviour himself gave the name. So, as time rolled

on, they found in every age and Pmongst almost every people

gardens were cultivated. Every nation that boasted civilisation,

elegance, refinement, taste, had shown ever a love for gardens
and for gardening. Look at the Greek nation, for instance,

with its garden of Adonis, still a household world even in the

19th century. But the Greek nation was not our nation ; for

there the Violetand the Lily grew beside theOnion and the Leek-

But they might gather a useful lesson even from that—how
it might be treated allegorically that good and evil were often

found together in this world, but how the perfume of the good
almost invariably overcame the odonr of the bad. It taiight

them another practical lesson. He for one protested agaui-'<t

the practice of separating the kitchen garden from the other,

and nlacing it at a distance, as though it had no connection

with it His notion was that they should work together—hand
in hand with each other, as it were—the one affording beauty
and the other usefulness- It was the truest poetry of life

when beauty and usefulness were mingled in equal pro-

portions. Then let them glance at what the Roman
gardens were. They could even see them now, with their

flower-beds edged with Box, their terraces, their sloping banks
trailed over with evergreens and creepers, their hedges cut into

all forms, shapes, and devices, in many an English fccntleman's

garden. Perhaps, then, they had caught some of the spirit of

those to whose notions of gardening our own bore so stroog a
resemblance. His lordship then pract^ded to glance at gar-

dening, as it was practised as an art through the several

periods of English history, particularly adverting to the times

of the first Edwards, and directing attention to the beautiful

garden at Conway Castle. He also pointed to inatanccs

in which Dutch tisto had found its way into this

country,,and marked for especial notice the two noble gardens of

Hampton Court and Kew. Having come down to our own times,

hifl lordship proceeded to say that not a year paased over but

every country in the world was searched and ransacked in order

that new pUnts and flowers and seeds might be brought to this

country. The warm shores of the Mediterranean sent us their

nroductionfl- Our cr*lonieB were laid under loyal contribution

to supply us. The Indies and the Himalayas—thanks, by thjs

wav to the indefatigable skill and perseverance of Sir W,

Hooker—sent many a rare and valuable specimen, Cahfoniia,

China, Japan, and innumerable other countries had sent "« tbeir

rich treasures, and thus it w;^s that we wer^ able to oo-ngr^inUte

ourselves on the advanced state of our gardening m these days.

?h^ oilght then, ever to feel grateful for the science, the skill

the ente?pri^^ aid the knowledge which had all bec^n brought

Sb^ar in-order to produce these splendid effects, and to arnve

at thfnreseuthigb positiori which horticulture enjoyed After

soi^e bS^ the delights and health ^ttending^^^

eXat^on of the art of gardening, with however the
^^^^^^

back of the frequent exposure of
p^J'^^^",^*^,,*^^^^!;

transitions from heat to colcTfrom the hotho'ise to the open
tw.nsit onBir

^^^^^^ atWntlorx to the

Gardeners' Benevolent his^tifutlon, whose anniversary tbey
were met to celebratt-, and, throuah. whose aid pensions of 161.

to men and \2l. to women were distributed. There were now
49 on the list—41 men and 8 women. The present naight
truly be called an age of Societies, and this particular one
deserved a distinguished place amoufrst them, for there was
not one more valuable or did more good according to its means.
He therefore begged heartily to recommend it to support,

lioping that the Secreti^ry would shortly be able to read a list

which should prove that he had not recommended it in vain.

J. E. C. Koch, Esq., next proposed, in brief but eulogistic

terms, the health of their noble Chairman, whom he hoped
often to sec amongst them, trusting that hia efforts on the

behalf of the Institution would be warmly followed up
by every exertion of their own. He begged to pro-

pose the health of the noble Earl, wishing him every

happiness and prosjjerity. and thanking him for the valuable

services he had rendered to the Institution.

His lordship replied briefly, expressing the difficulty he felt

in finding words in which to express his sense of the kindneaa

they had shown towards him. He was not unlike the Latin

poet who wished he had a hundred voices and a tongue of

brass wherewith to acknowledge their kindness. Still he would

rather, could such a thing be, have the " language of flowers
"

and make them the exponents of what he felt. Instead, how-'

ever, of their thanking him, he thought he ought rather to

thank them for permitting him to bo present on that occasion.

He would again allude to their valuable Society, and had much
pleasure in proposing the health of its Treasurer, Mr. Wrench.

Mr. Wrench replied in a few words, wishing that instead of

having to write 50 cheques for the pensioners the funds would
enable him to write 100. *

His lordbhip next gave the health of the Secretary, Mr.
Cutler, who iu returning thanks, expressed his happiness

tliat the result of the subscriptions he was about to read to

them exceeded his most sanguine expectations. He found

they amounted to upwards of 3001.

His lordship then gave "The Horticultural and Botanical

Societies of London," coupling with the toast the name of Mr.

Spencer, so well known as being associated not only with

these societies but with the noble and venerable Lord Lana-

downe, who had done so much for the advancement of the

science of horticulture. ,,.,,,. j
Mr. Spencer having briefly replied, his lordship rose and

announced that he regretted he was compelled to leave them,

and desired Mr. Koch to succeed bim iu the chah:.

The proceedings were kept up to a late hour.

Home Correspondence.
Education of Gardeners.—It will be readily ad*-

mitted that it is quite necessary that gardeners should

possess most of the qualifications proposed by "Linager,"

but I think tliat more is expected of gardeners than of

any other class of men. Let us suppose that a

gardener has a son whom he wishes to educate for a

gardener, and that he makes self-denials in order that

liis son may have an education sufficient to enable him
to acquit himself respectably and lionourably in the

several examinations proposed by " Linager." In the

first place he would probably be obliged to send him a

considerable distance from home to some first-class

gardener, the expense of which (together with

premium, books, and materials requisite for stiidy

and improvement) would in all probability be very

heavy, and it is also equally probable that the youth
whilst in the situation just mentioned would receive

wages wholly inndeqnate to maintain him in his posi-

tion with tliat respectability which would reasonably

be expected of him, and after struggling with many
difficulties for some years in his endeavours to obtain

what information he could in the various branches of
his profession, let us further suppose that he at last

arrives at an age and possesses an amount of experience

when he may justly expect a situation and remunera-
tion conuneuisurute with the trouble and expense he
has been at to prepare himself for it. Does he get it ?

Oh, no ! He must first go into the cow-^-ard to under*

stand the details of management there, the rearing and
treatment of pigs, and here we might suppose that his

professional educ-«itiou might end; but no, he must
next pay a visit to the stables, harness-room, and coach-

house, and coax the coachman to give him the neces-

sarj' information to be able to manage a pony and chaise,

and then, wlien that climax is reached, if he looks out

he will very likely soon see an advertisement for such

an accomplished maw, and really if he is clever and
can prodii(;e testimonials to that effect, together with

being married and having no incumbrance, he may be,
.^

fortunate enou*:h to realise a salary of 18*. per week tji _

perhaps 1/. I am glad to find such honourable .

mention made of tlie present race of gardeners. Iwiil

venture to affirm that as a body tbey can challenge any

other class of men for intelligence, good members <H

society, and for being as hi;:hly respected by their

employers as others. But now the educational reform

of gardeners has begun, I hope that "Linager" will

suggest an improvement in other quarters so that

young men may have some indutenient to apply them-

selves to their studies, and if there is a prospect of corre-

sponding rerniineratinn young ganlenere will not be

found backward in apf)lying themselves with diligence

and ardour in order that they may be competent to fill

first-class situntious. A Constant Reader, Verhy,

[Sucli a person as is kere spoken ot, managing pigs, and

cows, and so forth, is merely a Ial)ourer; and on that

cUss our views a* to education are hardly dincted.

Tliey are extremely m>A\\\. men, in tlieirown state of life,

but not persona from whom much kmpwletlge is expected.]

There is now scarcely a garden in this couutnr

of sufficient sise to require proper superintend-

ence whose proprietor does not expect tiom the

.

gardener not only onlinnry routine duties, but also
.

a knowled^'e of those branclres of science more imme-

diately connected with the object* of his care, so as to

.

enable him to explain the various phenomena so fre-

quently presented to his notice. His knowledge of

science need not be very deep or learned, or occupy
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more time or atteuliou thiin can be spared by all well

conducted young men employed in private or public

llDrticnltural establishments, but some acquaintance

with it is necessary. Tou however justly remark,

" How is this knowledge to be obtained?" Situations

in which young gardeners are employed are often miles

from a town, frequently a long distance from a village,

avd seldom more than one or two, except in large

places, require education; the rest are mere labourers.

A considerable amount of courage is therefore neces-

sary "to battle with the elements within and without,**

in order to attend scientific lectures even when within

reach, I fear therefore that many a worthy young
man would have to toil hard and long ere he passed nn

examination for honours such as " Linager" (see p. 528)

proposes, without the means of obtaining so desir-

able an end being put within his reach. Let me
however offer an idea or two. First the parents

of young gardeners should do all that they can to keep
them to school in youth; and after tliey are placed in

charge of nurserymen, in or near large towns, they should

commence acquiring that knowledge of their profession

which in after life is to procure for fcJiem a respectable

existence. Here then T am of opinion that education

and trninine which we are so anxious for them to

procure really begins, viz., " Practical skill in cultiva-

tion/' " Botany." " Vegetable Pliysiology," " Geography
in its relation to climate and the distribution of plants,"

"Pomology," &c. I am quite aware that nurserymen

have little time to spare apart from business ; but what

a stimulus it would give to young men employed in

4heir establishments if they could obtain an occasional

overhaul, a monthly or quarterly test of their profi-

ciency and fitness for the "next move" by theprincii:)al

or foreman, A small room supplied with books and

periodicals connected with the business might be set

apart for their use, and for its proper maintenance a

fraction would be cheerfully contributed weekly by the

employes. Gentlemen might be solicited also to aid

this by donations. I am sure that if young men were

only convinced that the most persevering and best in-

formed received the best appointments, we should have

no lack of steady intelligent men to fill important and

trustworthy situations. Secondly, I think it very

desu-able that head gardeners (highly intelligent and

thoughtful men as many of them are), should, when
taking young men under their practical tuition, be

ipduced to lend a helping hand in providing the means

of their acquiring the particular kind of information

they seek. This they might do by means of tlieir own
libraries however small, by their conversation at

aeaaonable times, and by representing the matter pro-

perly to the proprietor of the establishment. T do not

think now-a-days that any nobleman or gentleman,

feeling their own interest advanced by the growing

intelligence of their servants, would deny their aid, or

object to set apart some place under the snperintfruloncc

of the gardener for so desirable a purpose. I think

"Linager"has given U fair standard of excellence ; but

unless all aspirants had equal opportunity of study, the

few near the metropolis and other large towns would

goon usurp our best places, and we country latls, fnr

removed from such sources of knowledge, would be

oblige I to plod on uncarcd for and unknown. W. G. J*y

Marfliam Farlc, CorsJiam, WUtt.

Mule Tares. — I have sent you a specimen of

Tares, a cross from a Tare on a White Pea—it was a

seedling last year. We tliink it an improvement on

the Common Tare, James Woods, Tluxley Lodges

Usher. [This is no mule, but one of tlie old varieties of

Vicia sativa ;
probably what is called by botanists Vicia

globosa. Although a very strong-growing sort it is not

more so than the Nepal Tare, another form of Vicia

sativa.]

The Beech Tree,— ! read in Matthew on "Naval

Timber." the following statement :—" The planter of

Beech should procure the kind with yellow-coloured

wood, termed by joiners Yellow Beech, in opposition to

the kind with white wood, called White Beech. The

Yellow grows faster and straighter, and is cleaner and

freer of black knots, and also more pleasantly worked

than the White, but it corrupts much sooner in the bark

when cut down. This variety of Beech, when properly

trained, is probably the most profitable hard wood that

we can raise; when planked it bends pit mtly under

the shipwright to the curvature of ttie vessel's side.

The tree is also much superior in size and grace of out-

line to the White." Can any correspondent give

iiirther information on this point? How are the two

sorts to be known from each other? .Will they come

true from the mast? What nurseryman residing

in either England or vScotland sells them separately ?

Alresford.

Cat attacTced hy a Fincli.—k curious incident in

Natural History having occurred lately in our garden,

I cannot resist sending it to you, thinking it not un-

likely to interest some of your readers. A fortnight or

three weeks ago a pair of Finches had a nest full of

half-fledged young ones, when a fine large dark tortoise-

«hell Persian cat, the terror of all tlie feathered tribe,

found his way to the nest and helped himself to one of

the young ones; after devouring which he proceeded to

demolish the others. The poor parents stood by dis-

tracted, chattering vociferously, but to no purpose.

.Next day catching sight of the murderer, they
recommenced their chattering, and alfw! one was
Cftnght and killed by the cat but not eaten.

Now comes the remarkable part : ever since, the

poor bereaved bird seems to be imbued with

a spirit of revenge, and to be determined if

possible to punish the destroyer of her family (the

gardener tells us it is the hen that is left). She

may always be seen perched in some conspicuous

place, either the top of a small shrub or the bough of a

neighbouring tree near to wherever the cat is at the

time, wngGring her tail and chattering in the most

indignant manner, every now and then swooping down

and darting at the cat's head whenever he is looking

another way. This has now continued so long that the

tables are quite turned, and instead of the bird being

the one to he frightened, the cat winces each time he

hears and feels the bird near his head and hides himself

under some thick shrub where he cannot be seen. This

has created so much astonishment and amusement that

we have carefully searched Yarrell for an account of

the brave little bird, and we find that she answers

to the description of the Hawfinch in everything but

that of being extremely shy and retiring. B.

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution.—k\\ gardeners

who are subscribers to this charity must be highly

pleased with the information you conveyed to them in

your last Number, viz., that the Committee had at

length seen the necessity of doing that which had so

often been pressed upon them, namely, to put no can-

didate upon the list for a pension who had not contri-

buted to the fund from which he was seeking relief.

The obstinate adherence to the placing of persons on

the funds who had never contributed one fiu'thing, and

the constant exertion of party influence in electing such

persons in preference to the candidate who had sub-

scribed, made gardeners look upon the Institution with

indifference. Indeed numbers of them withdrew their

names in consequence, even after they had snbscribed

for 10 years. They saw clearly that the Committee
ignored a prior claim ; scarcely an election pnssed in

which that fact was not apparent. In short, there are

so many instances of the truth of what I state that the

dift'erent committees would now, I make no doubt, feel

a little ashamed of their mismanagement. I am ono of

the very few working gardeners who met more than

20 years ago at the Turk's Head Hotel in the Strand,

to lay the foundation of this Institution. Stthscriher,

June 28.

Rainfall,—In your Number of June 23 you say that

every ono is talking of our unusually wot spring; and

after giving the rainfall at the Horticultural Gardens

as 9 inches to the end of May, and 12.26 to the 17th

of June, yon say " that after all we are not much more
than an inch above the average, and that the months
of February, March, and April were less wet than

generally supposed." Now you must recollect that the

observations taken in the gardens of the Horticultural

Society form only one instance, and that complaints of

the unusually wet spring may come from places where

the rainfall has been greatly larger. As a proof of this

I send you the observations taken from a rain g^mgc at

a spot situate about 35 miles S. from the Horticultural

Gardens and 18 miles N. of Brighton. It is situate

on the Forest Ridge surrounded by woods and about

400 feet above the level of the sea. The figures repre-

sent the actual quantities of water taken fi-om the

gauge, nothing being added for evaporation :—January,
5.08; February, 1.48 ; JNTarch, 2.92; April, 2.48; May,

3.49. The rainfall in June has been so extraordinary

that I send you the figures in detail :

—

4.89

.5

.6

.79

.17

.26

trustworthy wny is to detach with a penknife the calyx,
which is|what is called operculate, and may by delicate
handling be picked off, carrying with it the anthers,
and leaving the berry and pistil uninjured. The anthers
must then be examined by a magnifier to see if they be
not hurst, which will sometimes be fcund to be the
case in warm bright weather. Mr. Busby would oblige
those who really want information on tiie subject, and
clear up the matter generally by stating in your
columns whether he worked the thing as I have above
described, or by describing accurately the method he
pursued. I have twice crossed the Vine, and as many
times had the misfortune to lose the ripened fruit

excepting one solitary berry from which I have a seed-

ling (Chasselas Musque by Black Hamburgh), I
allowed but six berries on the bunch, and every one
swelled and ripened. During the flowering season of

the Vine the air is saturated with pollen, and in all

probability multitudes of berries are fertilised by alien

pollen which will account for the fact that most of the

modern seedlings from Vineries have proved good, for

my experience has convinced mo that by far the greater

number of good seedlings, both of llowers and fruits,

are produced by accidental intercrossings ; and that

self seedlings from intercrossed plants, such as Gera-

niums and the hke, are generally inferior reproductions

of the parent, or tend to revert towards some of the

wild originals from whence they were derived. Breeders

should observe as well as oj)erate, and caretuUy record

their observations, which when strictly made are in-

valuable to those who may happen to follow them.

E. T. C.

British Queen Stravd}erry.—^\\\ any of your corre-

inti \ .92 i Bro'ight forward..

2 —
1 June 14

3 1.43 »» 15

4 .5 t* 16

5 _
i M 17

6 .34 3* 18

7 .41
1

*f 19

8 .17! 99 20

9 .47: 99 21

10 .10 99 22

11 .20 99 23

12 9* 24

13 .80,

>9

25
26

CaiTied forward . . 4.S9

.16

.63

.43

Total 7.44

This makes a total to June 2G this year of

22.89 inch. I should be glad if some of your readers

in different parts of the country will say whether they

have experienced anything equal to this. A Constant

Subscrib&r.

Mr. Frestoe's mode of StrlJciny Cuttings.—Tn your

Paper of the 12th of May is a notice by Mr. Pi-estoe of

Hackwood Park of a new method of striking cuttings.

Not having seen any further account of it, I beg to

request Mr. Prestoe to be so obliging as to give a more

detailed report of his method. I have no doubt that

many gardeners besides myself will be grateful to him

for information upon the subject. Mary^ Byfon-on-

Dunsmore.
Shreds.—I beg to inform yonr correspondent, "A

Gardener," that I have used for .
several years the

common brown calico at t\d. per yard for shreds, and

I find it much better for the purpose than tailois' clip-

pings. It does not harbour insects, and lasts very well

one season, and occasionally two ; the expense is

trifling, as one yard will cut into a great many shreds.

Maru.
Golden Kamburgh Gra^e.—Like your correspondent

" Vitis," I hever could exactly make out how the raiser

of the Golden Hamburgh knew that ho had effected

his crods. The blossom of the Grape Vine is an exceed-

ingly difficult one to manipulate upon. The only

Isleworth, the exhibitor at the old Crystal Palace? Out

of 300 pots which I forced this season only 20 were of

the same shape as when first planted, the remainder

being round, not so rich in flavour, and rather earher,

John Stovild.

Chantin's Caladiitms.—The new sorts of Caladium

just sent out by Mr. Chantin demand some explanation

trom that gentleman, as I find it pretty generally con-

sidered that two of them are old plants with new
names. Caladium tripedestrum of Chantiu is nothing

but the old C. marmoratum ; and C- BiU'aguinii nothing

but the old C. bicolor, or some of its varieties ; both

which plants can be purchased for 3s. 6d. each, but for

which the public is charged the exorbitant {>rice of

22s. each. May I ask why the collection was never

produced at any of our London exhibitions. Perhaps it

was that the plants would not take with the public ; but

Mr. Chantin will have the diance of stating his reason.

I have received a beautiful plant from Siberia under the

name LiEidilofia spectabihs; is it new? £boi\ [We
know nothing of it.]

Hybrid Cheiranthv.s.—l have a delightful little

hybrid plant just now m bloom. It was the produce of

the wild Knglish Wallflower by the pollen of

Cheiranthus alpinus. The colour is much the same as

in the female parent, but larger, and a little fringed at

the edges. Tlie habit is bushy and prostrate, like that

of the male parent; the flowering is profuse and suc-

cessional, one set of spikes succeeding the other and

becoming as large as the first ; the fragrance is exqui-

site, surpassing that of either paren^. Here is an

instance of the truth of Herbert's accurate and truthful

observations, viz., that cross-bred plants often surpassed

both parents. I mean to send it to my good friend Mr. A.

Henderson, who will propagate and distribute it should

it stand the test of another season. 1 may add in con-

clusion that it is evidently swelling a few seed pods.

t> yr /7

Bew Straivherries.—l am glad that at length Mr.

Robertson has thought it behoved him to advert to ray

letter inserted in your columns last J?ebruary. I then

stated that I had purchased in 1858 from one of the

most respectable nurserymen in the South of England

a Wizard of the North, and comparing it with

plants purchased through one of his accredited agents

(Mr. Watkinson), the two are identical. Mr. Robertson

acknowledges his obligations to the Pomological Society

for noticing his Wizard, but craves an extension of time

for exhibiting it. Surely he who could show tt with

such eclat at Pnisley in 1857 must be in a condition

to repeat it in 1860, and I would respectfully submit to

Mr. Robertson that he is bound promptly to show in

reality to his purchasers what he is growing. It

does not meet the case to offer various prizes in 1861

for the best dishes of what may prove a worthless

article; the money paid for it may be somethingi^

but it is as nothing compared with the time, loss of

ground, and ultimate disappointment in the result.

Let Mr. Robertson once show before a recognised

authority that his renowned (on paper) "Wizard is

worthy of cultivation, and whatever may bo
^
the

failure of others he has cleared himself. Should it be

any further incentive for Mr. Robertson, either

from his own or another's productions (whenever

they are ready), I will add three guineas to the

amount offered by the Pomologi<;al or Horticultural

Society, provided he will place the same amount (five

guineas) to be paid over to the Gardeners' Benevolent

Institution in the event of his ftdling to obtain their

certificate. I am glad to And Mr. Reeve purposes to

show his Eclipse, and hope it may verity aU his expecta-

tions, Uichard S. Yatesy Sale, Cheshire.
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HoETiCULTTTKAX.— An Ordinary Meeting of tins

Si5oiety, for the election of Fellows and Ballot for

Plants, was held on June 26, at the Museum of Science

and Art, South Kensington, by permission of the Lord

President of the Privy Council, The Earl of Ducie, V.P.,

in the chair, when the following Ladies and Gentlemen

were electee!, viz, :—Miss Bridge, Miss M. Bridge, R.

Cathcart. Esq., J. J. Chalk, Esq., Rev. V. K. Child, S.

Churchill, Esq., Miss M. Courtoy, Miss E. Courtoy, T.

Palton. Esq., Madame E. Faure, W. Garnler, Esq.,

W. Giliow, Esq., the Lady Mary Nisbet Hamilton, R.

A. Hussey. Esq., M. Marpb. Esq., M.P., Miss A. Prater,

Miss M. J. Benny, Miss E. Benny, the Earl of Shrews-

bury and Talbot, M. T- Smith, Esq., M.P.; and

and O. Wallis, Esq. The ballot for plants was

then proceeded with. The list of those selected for dis-

tribution on this occasion comprised 19 sorts— chieily

greenhouse and hardy ornamental shrulis ("see p. 551),

which will beforwarded to the successful applicants soon

after the Ballot on the 24th July, along with any other

plants they may have gained.

Floral Committee, June 28.—Several Seedling Pelar-

goniums were contributed ou this occasion in excellent

condition by Sir. Turner, of Slough. To two of these,

Perdita (Foster) and Arabella Goddard, first-class

Certificates were awarded ; both liave already been

described by us in former reports. Modesty (Becli)

was commended. It is white with a crimson blotch

on the upper petals and very pretty. Tlie same

exhibitor also sent a very handsome heavy-edged Pink

for which a first-class Certificate was awarded. Other

Plants consisted of the orange-veined Dracsena indivisa

from Mr. Standish, and a handsome variety of Athyrium

Filix-ftBminacalled plumosum from Messrs. Stansfield. To

both of these First Class Certificates were awarded.

From Messrs. Carter came a white variety of Gilia

achillGffifolia, from Mr. Barnes 'a large pale rosy Azalea

called Magnet, and from Mr. Geo. Smith Verbena

Fairest of the Fair, and a clear yellow Calceolaria called

canariensis. These all received labels of commenda-

tion. Mr. Butler, of Woolwich, sent the rare Brasa-

vola Digbyana and Phalfenopais rosea, and from

Messrs. Milne & Co., came some very pretty varieties of

erect growing Gloxinias.

Amebican Academ:x of Aets A^"D Sciences,

Jan. 11, 1859.—The Flora op Japak. —Professor

Gray gave a series of illustrations of the Botany of

Japan in its relations to that of Central and Northern

Asia, Europe, and North America, the communication

beintT a portion of one of the papurs presented by him
at the last preceding meeting. He showed that the

rektions of the Flora of Japan with that of the

United States east of the Mississippi were peculiarly

intimate, as evinced by the great number of congeneric;

of closely representative, and of identical species in the

two floras, noting especially that most of the more

striking points of similarity were presented in species

or in types which are absent from the tiora of Europe.

Also, that although there is a considerable number of

species common to the western side of the American

continent and to Japan, yet that the likeness was less

strong between their floras than between those of

Eastern North America and of Japan, although the

latter are geographically separated by about 140 degrees

of longitude. Also, that far more E;istern American

species or types are represented in Eastern Asia ^tliau

of Western American in Europe, or even in Asia;—

thus pointing to a reinarl;able interchange between the

floras of Eastern North America and Eastern Asia ; or

to a former homogeneousness of the temperate American

and East-Asian floras, to a degree equal, perhaps, to that

of the Arctic or the sub-Arctic llora at the present

time. Comparisons formerly instituted by Professor

Gray between the flora of tlie Northern United States

and that of other parts of the northern temperate zone

had already suggested to others, as well as to himself,

the inference that the interchange between these floras

had taken place mainly via Asia, and not via Europe ;

and it would be seen that our now largely increased

knowledge of the botany of the Japanese and of the

Himalayan regions strengthened this inference. In

presenting the subject. Professor Gray could hardly

avoid using the words "interchange" and " dispersion

of species." He had used them only in drawing his

conclusions from the facts, and wished to do so without

prejudging the question involved. Bat he was free to

say that the present investigation had confirmed his

impression that such terms were properly employed.
For although some of these facts would at first seem
most readily explicable upon the supposition of the
double origin of those species whose present geographical
areas are widely dissevered, yet, in his opinion, they
would be found, on considering the whole case, far

more conformable to the hypothesis of a single local

origin for each species at an early time. And in his

opinion the actual question now is,—whether each
species originated in one local area, whence it has
spread, as circumstances permitted, over more or less

broad tracts, in some cases becoming discontinuous in
area through changes in climate or other physical
conditions operating during a long period of time ; or,

whether each species originated where it now occurs,
probably in as great a number of individuals occupying
as large an area, and generally the same area, or even

the same diecontinuous areas, as at the present time.

Tlie latter is understood to be the view of Professor

Agassiz. To this view Professor Gray objected:—1.

That it offers no scientific explanation of the present

distribution of species over tlie g\o\)e ; but simply

supersedes explanation, by affirming, that as things

now are, so they were at the begiiming; whereas the

facts of the case—often very peculiar-appear to

demand from science something more than a direct

reference of the phenomena as they are to the Divine

will. 2. That the idea of the descent of all similar or

conspecific individuals from a common stock is so

natui-al, and so inevitably suggested by common observa-

tion, that it must needs be first tried upon the problem;

and if the trial be satisfactory, its adoption would follow

as a matter of course. 3. That, since it is conceded

that the present era of the world is of extremely long

duration, and since it is most probable, not to say

certain, that the existing species of plants of the regions

in question, or a part of them, are of high antiquity,

dating back to the post-tertiary, or even to the later

tertiary epoch,—and therefore must have been subject

to great climatic clianges, accompanied or caused by

no inconsiderable changes \n the relative extent and

configuration of the land—tlie objections iormerly

raised against"such wide dispersion of species lose most

of their force? And the explanation of such unomalieB

in the actual distribution of species is to be sought m
the vicissitudes to \shich the species must have been

subject in their earlier days. Professor Gray proceeded

briefly to intimate, that, if the present flora of the

northern hemisphere precetled the glacial period, or

even immediately succeeded it, the actual distribution

of species, and the interchange between this continent

and Eastern Asia under similar parallels of latitude,

could be readily accounted for on the ordinary view;

or at least would oflfer no greater difficulty than the

Arctic flora now does,—the general homogeneousness

of which round the world has never been thought

dithcult of explanation. He proposed to illustrate his

views upon this part of the subject at a future meeting.

Professor Agassiz remarked, that the animal kingdom

presented a resemblance between its representatives of

Eastern North America and Eastern Asia similar to

that mentioned by Dr. Gray in the flora, and that he

has especially pointed out this correspondence in detail

in the order of Testudinata, in his Contributions to the

Natural History of North America. He acknowledged

the correctness of the views ascribed to him by Dr.

Gray, and would defend them on the ground that,

connecting the present state of things with that which

prevailed in earlier geological periods, it could be shown

that the present distribution of animals was linked

with that of earlier periods in a manner which excluded

the assumption of extensive migrations, or of a shiiting

of the floras and faunae from one area to another.

He viewed the similarity between the fauna of North-

eastern America and that of North-eastern Asia, not as

the result of climatic changes over an area primitively

more homogeneous in its organic productions and

modified by cUmatic changes, but as a primitive adap-

tation of organic types to similar corresponding physical

features, which have remained respectively unchanged

since the first introduction upon earth of these organisms.

Admitting with Dr. Gray the immensely long duration

of even the present period, he did not think that the

reo-ular order and organic connection which everywhere

exTsts between the difl'erent types of animals and plants

upon the whole surface of our globe, could have been

established by physical changes, or even essentially

modified by them. With reference to the single origin

of conspecific individuals, he thought that the warfare

which so manv species wage upon others was m itself an

insnperableobjectiontotheassumptionthatanyonespecies

could have originated in a single pair. 1 ha Pi evident

remarked, that the appearance of the same species on

different or opposite parts of the globe admitted of

explanation by supposing that originally a zone, or

isotiiermal belt, which existed in each climate, contained

all the species capable of flourishing in that climate

so long as the climate remained stationary ; and that in

the lapse of ages a great portion of these plants had

disappeared or died out, under the casualties to which

plants are liable, some having disappeared altogether

and others remaining only in localities, defined by

longitudes, in ditferent parts of the same zone ; so that

at the present day, while the general character of tie

vegetation is different in ditierent hemispheres and

countries, still a sufficient number of species might be

extant in, and common to, both hemispheres, to repre-

sent a part of the original growth. This explanation

appeared to him more probable than the supposition

that these plants had more recently migrated from any

one country to its antipodes, passing^ over the inter-

mediate regions. Professor Gray rejomed that his

views would in a good degree harmonise mth t^iose of

the President, with the important exceptimi that h

regarded any former more homogeneous state of the

temperate flora as itself a resulting, not an original

coXtion. Still less, therefore, could he comcide with

ProSv Agassiz m regarding the actually present

dSrbu ion,^with all its dislocations, as a prmiiUve

state Whether a much larger nmnber ot species than

^ow we/e ever common to Japan and to ^ew England

and whether these at any one time mhabited the

wlol"mediate ground, appeared to lum uncertam

^nd ti^ unnec^^^^^ suppose; but he had no idea

?hatr^ent migration had anything to do in accounting

fur the present existence of the same_species in such

widely separated stations.

Notices of 35oolts.

Metcq)ltijs'ics, or the Th'dosoplii/ of Comcioufniess. By
Henry Longueville Mansel, B.I). Pp. 398. Adam
and Charles Black, Edinburgh.

What a wonderful power is that "by which the

mind turns its attention inwards, upon its own opera-

tions," yet how few Englishmen in the present day of

bustle and activity have time to study Locke, Reid,

and Dugald Stewart. They don't care whether the

propositions " I know " and " I know that 1 know" are

distinct (as some great authorities assert), or are only

logically distinct but really identical, as Mr. Mau^l
ma'ntains.

Time was when the Aristotelian philosophy was held

in such repute that no university degree could be ob-

tained without a competent acquaintance with the

writings of " the philosopher,'* as by common consent

tile Stagvrite was called. His works guided the coarse

of metaphysical inquiry for nourly 20 centuries, and

still they are looked upon as a grand specimen of what

the human intellect is capable of accompUhhing. But

modes of thought have greatly changed now, and Mr. M.
tells us "Ai'istoUe's i:>hilos( p'ly has 1 ttle in com-mon

with an inductive science ot the human mhid, and his

specnhUions will probably appear to a modern reader

sufficiently vague and barren."

Mr. Mansel's book of course contains much that has

an interest for a certain class of minds, and appears to

be well arranged ; but as for expecting our readers to

follow hlra into the distinction between psychology and

ontology, we more than suspect they would side with

that Pope who issued a bull against such dangerous

speculations; oi' perhaps indorse in its application to

mind the opinion of an eminent physician, "that his

patient had no business to know that he had heart,

liver, stomach, or any other vital organ.*'

We have often laughed at Aioliere's inimitable repre-

sentation of a character greatly elated with the dis-

covery that he had been speaking actual fvose all his

life long. So too, in spite of ourselves, we can't help

being to some extent psychologists; nay the "philosophy

of consciousness " meets us even in our nursery tales.

Who does not recollect the little maid that fell asleep

upon the king's highway, when some wicked wight

came and cut lier petticoats all round about; in which

distressing predicament, so contrary^ to all former ex-

perience of self, she doubts her own identity ?

*' Sure this can't be I."

Alas! poor maid, the painful consciousness of self was

nbt to be thus got rid of

—

"She began to shiver and she beg^au to shake."

It may be safely assumed that every true ontologist

will admire her ingenious solution of the problem :

—

*' If it be I, as T suppose it be,

I've goc a little dog at home, and he knows me."

Under the title of Seemann's British Ferns at one

vietc, (Van Voorst), we have a map showing by means

of small well selected specimens the diifereuces .which

exist between all the genera and all the species of our

wild Turns. The drawings are by Mr. Fitch. To the

lovers of Ferns or to botanical students this little

contribution must l>e extremely acceptable.

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Wateeeh and Godeeex^s KuBSEar,

Knap Hill, neak Woxing.—Few nurseries within

an hour's journey ironi Loudon by rail afford more real

interest or instruction than this. It contains, as most

people now know, acres of Rhododendrons, and among
them are some of the largest standards iu Kngland.

These consist chiefly of Watereranum, a rosy lilac kind,

one of the earliest liybrids from Catawbiense. Of this

great quantities are still in full bloom notwithstanding

tlie unlavoarable weather to which they have been sub-

jected, and owing to their large size they iorm con-

spicuous objects even at a distance; their great

bushy heads, being well borne up on sturdy stems,

showing to good advantage above the masses of

smaller plants with which tbey are associated-

Of brighter colour and equally plentiful though

scarcely so large in size was roseum elegana,

a variety wliich forms the very best of standarde,

though of course not au gluwiug or striking an some of

the biilliaut crimson kinds that through judicious

hybridisation have been more recently brought into

existence. Of tiie latter one of the very be-st either for

dwai-is or standards is Hruyanum, a late kind, which for

effect is iis vet unsnrp;. I. Truss conical and beautifully

formed. Euca auum s hkevv si auexce.le it mmson
iilet sort, wiiich, together with many otlier high-

coloured kinds well deserves attention.
^ ., ^ ^

Among new varieties, IW^^ Combe is one of the best.

It is pure white with a little spottmg in the upper

pctids well formed, and of good substance; this must

be re<'arded as a great acquisition. Alarm is also a.

beautrful kind, with white throat deeply edged with

crimson Duo de Brabant to-j is well worth attention;

it is white, richly n * ed in the upper petals, distinct

and haudsoiiie. We likewise noticed a number of un-

named seedhngB, some with ^Jooms remarkable

for large size, and others for the deep black blotches
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wliicLi nearly cover their upper petals. To tlic latter

class of Rhododendrons Messrs. Waterer have lately-

paid considerable attention, and from it something fjood

may be expected to spring. At present we have little

in that way except the charming Lady Jileanor Cath-

cart, which is admired by all who see it.

Into Azaleas, too, is being infused new blood. By
means of crossing the hardy kinds with the bright

orange yellow Chinese sort some fine seedlhigs have

been obtained, with blooms of large size and possessing

great richness and variety of colour. They also have

the good property of being late bloomers. Though

among them orange and flame-coloured tints prevail,

yet one we remarked had a crimson top petal and the

rest rose; equally remarkable combinations of colour

were also to be met with in other sorts.

Broad-leaved Kalmias of very large size are even now
in full bloom here. Of this llessrs Waterer possess a

variety having flowers of a richer and much deeper

colour than those of the ordinary SJrt, and a mixture of

the two forms an agreable contrast.

Of the effects of the frost of October last unmistaka-

ble evidence exists in this nursery in the shape of dead
standard Rhododendrons, and it is now clear that

nurserymen must not work standards any longer on

ponticum. All, or nearly all on that stock, have either

been killed outright or suffered severely. Messrs.

Waterer recommend Watereranum for placing the

higher coloured kinds on, it being a more vigorous

grower than Catawbiense, and equally hardy.

In addition to American plants, another remarkatile

feature of this nursery is its Conifers, Of these Abies

Pinsapo and nobilis have attained sufficient size to bear

cones, and of these, together with Nordmanniana and
other choice kinds, we remarked great quantities of

plants from 3 to 6 feet in height in the most robust

health, the light, sandy soil of this nursery evidently

suiting them perfectly. Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja
gigantea. Deodars and Araucarias too grow with unusual

vigour, and also Wellingtonia. Of the last a plant was
stated to have attained a lieight of 7 feet 3 inclies in

27 months. Of the charming Thuja aurea, bushes

exist here 7 feet in height and as much as 20 feet in

circumference; and of Golden Yews we noticed great

numbers. The employment of the latter in ornamental

plants in free growth that are likely to be benefited by

it. Such stove plants as may have been removed to

this house while in bloom should bo placed in heat again

as soon as their beauty is over, in order to permit the

youncT wood to get ripened before short days set in.

"During the present wet, cloudy weather Orchids must

be permitted to have as much light as possible. Keep

the foliage clear of insects and dust by means of fre-

quent synngings or spongings, as may be necessary.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PUTEEIES.—Air should now be given liberally to

young stock in dung pits, in order to secure strong

'stocky growth. The plaut.s should not, however, be

exposed to draughts, for these would not serve the end

in view; a moderate circulation should however be

secured at night, giving no more during the day than

may be necessary to prevent the temperature getting

too high. This, with careful attention to the state of

the roots, keeping the bottom heat regular, the soil in

a nice healthy state as to moisture, and giving a liberal

snpply of manure water to such as are well rooted, will

be found much more conducive to growth than exposing

the plants too freely, which would probably check and

throw them into fruit prematm'ely. Use every means
to aiford plants swelling their irtiit a thoroughly moist

atmosphere, sprinkling passages, &c., frequently, and
shutting np early, giving a gentle dewing with the

syringe, and saturating the atmosphere by sprinkling

every available surface ; also give plenty of clear strong

manure water at the root until the fruit begins to

change colour, when the soil should be kept rather dry,

which will improve the flavour,

ViNEEiES.—Attend to former directions as to thinning

the fruit in houses intended to furnish a late supply,

and see that the bunches are severely thinned, and also

that the crop left is not too heavy in proportion to the

strength of the Vines. Where the fruit is swelling, be
careful to maintain a moist state of the atmosphere,

and give every possible attention to the roots, keeping
the border in a healthv state as to moisture, and if

watering is found necessary, use good strong manure
water. Give abundance of air where the fruit is

colouring, and do not allow plants in pots to remain in

the house to cause damp, which despite every care in

veutihiting, is apt to settle on the berries and spoil the

RECORU Oe THE WEATHEK AT CillSWlCK.
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the effect it produces is beautiful in the extreme; it

gives to the shrubbery in autumn nearly as great

an amount of brilliancy the Double Vurze does

in May, while in individual appearance it is much hand-
somer, and it may be Induced to assume any form that

may be desirable. A conical mass of it in Mr. Wateror'a
private garden showed how well it associated even with

gay flowering bedding plants, and worked on the tops

of clipped Yew hedges at intervals, to form standards;

and on Irish Yews the effect was equally good.

Wlien we state that this nurst-ry occupies about

120 acres of ground, some idea of tlie extent to which
Rhododendrons and other ornamental plants arc grown
may be gleaned. A large amount of that space is, how-
ever, devoted to the gro^vth of fruit stocks for the trade

and forest trees.

gardening we believe to be yet in its infancy; when
^j^^.,,^ Where the fruit is ripe and expected to hang

judiciously intermixed with other Conifers, as it is here,
f^^ ^^^^^ time, the atmosphere of the house should he
kept as cool as possible; but a little fire-heat will

probably be necessary occasionally in order to keep the

atmosphere dry during this damp weather.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Trimmiug, staking, and pegging down must be well

followed up at this period where neatness and order are

essential. See that sufficiently strong stakes are applied

to plants with heavy foliage and gross habits, such as

Dalilias, Hollyhocks, Larkspurs, Pliloxes, and tall-

growing Asters. Keep Roses as much as possible free

from insects, and if time can be spared dead blooms
should be removed from Rhododendrons, Let Carna-
tions and Picotees be lavered as soon as the shoots are

in a proper state for tlnit purpose. They make ex-

ceedingly useful border tlowurs, and are much prized in

a cut state. See therefore that plenty of them are

secured for next season,

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Tomatoes must be regularly attended to, keeping the

shoots tliin and stopping them above a cluster of fruit.

Shallots must be taken up as soon as they are ripe, for

if left in the ground they are apt to mildew ; spread
them out in any airy place to dry before storing. The
harvesting of these and Onions will, in most places, be
late this season. Herbs as they come in flower should
be cut and dried for winter use. ITiey can either be
hung up in bags to keep them clean or rubbed out and
bottled. Where a sufiicient breadth of Celery is not
yet planted out this must be attended to as speedily as

possible. Earth up former plantings and encourage
rapid growth by means of occasional waterings with
liquid manure.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Early Potatoes are backward this year; but as soon

Miscellaneous.
Butterfly Killing Justifiable,—I think few will deny

that man enjoys a vested right to make use of any of

the inferior animals, even to the taking of their life, if

the so doing ministers to his own well-being or pleasure,

and practically every one assumes this right in one way
or another. Game animals are shot down (and they
assuredly do feel pain), not as necessaries of life, but
confessedly as luxuries. Fish are hooked, crabs,

lobsters, shrimps perish by thousands, victims to our
fancies. Unscrupulously we destroy every insect whose
presence displeases us, harmless as they may be to our
own persons. The aphides on onr flowers, the moths in

our furs, the "beetles" in our kitchens— all die by
thousands at our pleasure. Then, if all this be right, are
we not also justified in appropriating a little butterfly
Ufe^ to ourselves, and does hot the mental feast that
their ftfler-death beauty affords us at least furnish an

!!l!l!i ^T^...^^! l^'i^?"'L*lf.,'^;'!*J?.^"y-^^^^^^^ e»rly Ulm Savoy.
apart each way. A

may also soon be put
require considerable

attention; the weather being so wet they grow with
we may return with n belter face to the question, ** How
to kill a butterfly." Tlie legs of a caterpillar

are usually 16 in number, and comj)Osed of two distinct
kinds, viz., oT six true legs, answering to those of the
perfect insect, and placed on the foremost segments of
the body; and of 10 others, called "prologs," tem-
porary legs, U8e<l principally for strengthening the
creature's hold upon leaf or branch. British Butterflies,
h^ W. S. Coleman,

great rapidity.

ST.4TE OF THE WE.ATHER AT CHISWICK, NE.4R LONDOIt.
For the Week ending June 3o, I860, bs observed »t the HorticuUarnl Gardnii

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing iveek.)

» PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoKaEETATORY, &c.— If there are sickly or badly

rooted specimens here they must be frequently examined
*or red spider, or they may become a nursery for that
peat, and it will soou spread to adjoining plants. Ste
that young stock U not allowetl to sutler trom want of
pot room, and attend carefully to catering, giving
weak hqnid manure, as recouunended last week, to all
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June Si—Fine ; densely oTerra^t at ni^cht ; rain.
23— UTercast; rlniuly Hntl line; shower iu forenoiin ; fine; rain.
34—Overcast and mtid; clouijj and Hue; comet aeen in the

ereninif.
tt—Constant heavy rain ; overcast ; cloudy ; heavy raiu at ni^ht.
96—Fine; cloudy; uccasionatly sultry; overcast.
57—Orereast; cloady with brisk coid wind; bmsteioas and

• showery.
2S—Tine; very low white clouds; overcast; rain; hoisterous.

Mean temperature of tht week, 4^ deg. below the avottife.

The hishest temperature during the above period occurred on the 5th
ISJi—therm. 97 des-; and the lowest on the 4th, 1861 and 18oa-thcnu.
37 deg. __^__^^_-^^^^

Notices to Correspondents,
Beetles: Sub. Chase's Beetle Poisuu advertised in our columns

will be found to clear your kitchen of these pests. {

Books; Lyndhnrst. The title of Mathew's book is '*0n Naval
Timber and Arboriculture : with critical notes on authors
who have recently treated the subject of Planting. By
Patrick Mathew. Adam Black, Edinburgh ; Longman, Reea,

Orme, Browne, & Green, Loudon, 1831." It is so little

known that we were not aware of its existence till quite

lately. It is full of practical inforuiation, along with which
are speculations on •• What a British Gentleman should be;
The apparent use of the infinite seedling variutics of plants

;

On Hereditary NobiUty ftnd Entail ; Use of the Selfish

Passions," &c. This may account for a really valuable book
having been passed by with little notice. It contains plenty

of sound knowledge and common-sense criticism of writers

on planting. His condemnation of the experiments by
Barlow and others on the strength of timber are well worth
perusal ; they wilt be found to coincide with our own as

expressed some years ago while discussing the quality of

British Oak Timber.— IK W C—Brown's Forester, and
Mathew on Naval Timber.

.Deodar : S .R. Do not cutaway the dead leading shoot of your

tree at present ; but tie up to it one of the strongest of the

young laterals immediately below it. In time the latter will

stand erect ani take the lead; the dead shoot may then be
removed. J

Diseased Peach Trees : C II. TYehave not seen anything like

the stiUe of Peach trees since the year 1S13. There is no
reasonable doubt that their ruined health is traceable to the

sudden frost of last October, the effects of which were not

seen till young wood and fruit required supplies of food

which the damaged roots and branches could not supply.

DowNTON Seedli.ng Str.\weerry : A Subscriber will feel

obhged by any of our correspondents iuforming him where
plants-of the true Downton Seedling can be obtained.

Dry Rot : It. What you propose is probably more difficult than

you imagine. It is not always possible to produce dry rot

at pleasure. You will find a great deal of information in the

Quarterly Review for April 1833) p. 131. A damp warm
cellar, which is tolerably air tight, will answer your purpose.

You had better try Oak or Deal, both well seasoned, aud a.s

raw as possible. But take care to make your comparative

experiments with specimens from the same log, and as nearly

in the same condition as possible. If they are made on a

large scale, you must remember that you will have a con-

siderable development of carbonic acid, which may render an

incautious entrance into your Fungus pit unwholesome.
MJH.

, , ,.

Florists' Flowers : J G ib Co. "We must positively decline

expressing any opinion resi>ectiny: florists' flowers. The
proper tribunal is the Floral Committee of the Horticultural

Society, and to that Committee they must be submitted, if

any faith is to be placed by the pubUc in the judgment
passed.

Fountains. Mr. "William Hood, of 6S, Upper Thames Street.

supplies these at all priojs between 30». and 23001. Some of

his designs are beautiful, and all are well adapted to the

ornameutatiou of gardens. Plans and elevations may bo

seen on appUcation at the place above mentioned.

FoNOi : / -D. The Fungus which is destroying your Peri-

winckles is Uredo Vinca;. M J B.

Insects : D M. The insects on your Crinum amabile are the

young of a small species of Thrips (not Aphis), and must be

attacked in the manner usually adopted against the common
Thrips.— W L D. The Pear leaves scarcely seem to have been

attacked by insects. The little hopping things yo«
mentiun appear later in the year, and are named Fsylla

Pyri. They must be attacked in the same manner as

aphides. }K
Judges of Fruit : Amateur. In judging fnuts and vegetables

judges must be allowed to cut any of the productions ihey

choose, if necessary in order to arrive at a proper conclusion

in awarding prizes.

Kebria : Diss. It is probably owing to the continual wet
weather that the double flowers of this plant are growing

into branches, as happens iu Roses. We have not remarked

Cladoptosis in Evergreen Oaks near Loudon; but there is

plenty of it among common Oaks.

Names of Plants: 6 Scutt. Rhodoleia Championi, a plant to

be treated like a Camellia. Tlie specimens in cultivation are

too young to flower yet ; Dendrobium moschatum,

—

M G RS-
Xanthorhiza apiifoUa. It is probably poisonous. Your
Cucumbers are sufifering from wet and cold in some way.—
J K. Elffiagnusangustitolia.—J^fii. Lithospcrmum officinale.

jl H. You speak of three plants ; we only find two. Ko. 2

is the plant named by Paxton Kennedya splendens, now
called Camptosema rubicundum ; 3. Leucoljena rotundifolia.

—JS. 1. Sutherlandia frutescens; 2 Some Trifolium near

incarnatum. probably from the South of Europe ; 3. Stellaria

graminea.—.ii R. Corydalis lutea.—.4 C. 1, a Sedum ; 2, an
Astragalus ; 3, an Artemisia. The specific names of such

uncommon plants cannot be given without i-er*/ (/ooci fresh

specimens being furnished. Those received are mere morsels
which would puzzle CEdipus himself.

Peach Trees ; if a Constant Reader is really a constant reader

he must be aware that he asks a question that has been
repeatedly asked aud answered within the liist few weeks.
We really cannot say anything further on the subject.

Silver Firs: CD. The stems of the young Silver Firs are
coated with the white secretions of a coccus and its young
in vastnumbers, the latter recently hatched, and which tf not
strenuously attacked will do incalculable mischief. Surely
some applic'itiou of gas-tar water or thick soap-suds and
lime by means of a brush fastened at the end of a long
handle might be adopted. The parts of the sterna within
reach might be brushed with a hard dry brush. W.

Spkkoulas: A Subscriber. 3. pilifera is the only one worth even
attempting to grow for lawns. What you send Is the

common weed Sagina procumbens.
The Education of Gardemera—We have letters on this sub-

ject from Sentx and others, who we are sure will be content

to know that instead of printing them separately we shall

specially advert to them hereafter when the discussion shall

have advanced further.

Vine Leaves: C Mu<^e. Your leaves are covered on the under
sides with little green excrescences which do no harm, and
are dying ofif.- They, however, indicate that your house is

very close and damp, and not sufficiently ventilated.

Erratum.—In the pnze list pubUshed by the Crystol Palace

Company (see p. 500), a mistake has crept in. Instead of

2d prize to Mr. T^g for three bimches of Black Grapes,

Class B, read to Mr. Frost, Preston HaU, near Maidatoue-
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ARTIFICIAL MANUKES, &c.— Manufacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
ftv obtain every necessary Inatruttion for their economical

W efficient preparation, by applying to J. C- Nesbft, F.G.8,,

^ Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

^nnington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

nhates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac. , and Assays of Gold. Silver, and

other Minerals are execulod with accuracy and despatohl

fientlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility andaccommoda-

tion at the College.

TiThE LONDON iMANURK COMPANY
I (Established 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED^ ^ MANURES:—
SUPERPnOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They woiild call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bones, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root

Crop, and in which they guarantee .every portion, both of

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtaiued entirely

from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
gODA, SULPHATE OF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fenchurch Street, B.C. Edw. Purskr, Secretary.

AAVES'S manures.—The Manures man\iFactured

by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 1800, are now ready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6 6

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME 6 6

MINERAL 5 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE 8

GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-

pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to cost of carri^e.
Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circular, to be obtained

on application at the Offices, or of any mS Mr. Lawes's Agents.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawf,s, 1, Adelaide Place, London Eridge,E.C.,
.and LifFey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

*>

u

ROYAL ACRrcULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
CANTERBURY MEETING, STAND 38.

READ'S IMPLEMENTS.—PATENT FIRE a»d
GARDEN ENGINES, which for power, portability, and

simplicity of action, surpass anything of the kind hitherto

invented.

PATENT VETERINARY INJECTING INSTRUMENTS.
Improved HOLLOW PROBANGS, for relieving Hoven or

Choked Bullocks, Calves, Sheep, Ac.

Garden Engines, Machines, and Syringes, of every descrip-

tion, iipon the most improved principle.

Manufactured only by the Patentee, Rjcuard Read,
35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London, W.

XOHN FOWLER, Jun., 28, Cornhm, London, E.G.—
t) Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
can be obtaiued by applying at the above addies.s. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

GRICULTURAL and GENERAL MACHIN'ERY
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. Burgess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street. Loudon.

E.C., invite the attention of the Public to their large and

choice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

LAWN -MOWING AND

BURNARD, LACK, and CO/S-CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

'Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high, agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Trices, Ac, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

NORTH~HXNTS~SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
HENRY JESSE begs to thank his friends tor the

support he has received for many years, and to inform
them, that in addition to his CORN and SEED BUSINESS,
he has now added the MANURE, CAKE, and TURNIP-SEED
TRADE. TheliUter he has devoted his particular attention to,

having made arrangements with a first-class House ; and trusts

by keeping articles of the beat quality, to supply his cus-

itomers on such terms as will give satisfaction and ensure their

Juture orders.—Railway Stores, Basingstoke; and 100, Seed
Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C. ^

TO SCAVENGERS AND OTHERS.

THE MARKETS IiMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE
will m^et at Guildhall, on WEDNESDAY, July 4, at

1 o'clock precisely, to receive TENDERS from parties willing

to TAKEAWAY the MANURE and SOIL from the Market
"Place at the Metropolitan Cattle Market, and to Sweep and
Cleanse the Roadways and Footways therein and surrounding
the same ; and also to Purchase the Manure made in the lairs

at the said Market for a period of One Year from July 15 next.

Conditions maybe seen, and further particulars obiained by
•applying personally at the Architect's Office. Guildhall, E C.

WOODT iiO^K.

TO PIG, POULTRY, AND GAME FllDlkS.

JUPFS RICE KOOD fob POULTRY and GAME.
—RICE SWEEPiNGS, 8s. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

.SCREENFD RICE, 12s. per cwt., in l? cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14*. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, 6«.6d.and Ss. Gd. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

'mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery.—W. & R. Jupp, a. Cross Lane. Ka6t<;heap , E.C.

KERRY CAITLE.— Bull?, Cows, and Heifers, of

the purest blood and moat fashionable colour, can be

supplied and delivered at Cork by the Owner and Breeder,

Richard G. Campion, Esq., Holly Hill, Ratbcoiroac, Co. Cork.

N SALE, by private treaty, tlie following SHORT-
HORNED BULLS, the property of his Grace the Duke of

Devonshire HolUer Hall. Sth Duke of Oxford (15939), red and

white, c. Feb. 14, 1853; got by Cambridge airrington 2d

<U224), dam 'Oxford 15th by 4th Duke of York (10167), &c.

fith Duke of Oxtord, roan. c. Jan. 19, 1859; got by Pnnce
Imperial (t5095), d. Oxford 15th by 4th Duke of York (10167),

&c. 10th Duke of Oxford, red and white, c. Jan. 21, 1859 ;
got

by Cambridge Barrington *2d (14224), d. Countess of Oxford by
Earl of Warwick (11412), Sic. Knightley, roan, c. March 30,

1859 ;
got by Prince Imneri;il (15095), d. Aloyse 2d, by Duke of

Cambridge (12742). Ac. ' Charming Boy, red, c. April 1,1860;
?ot by Mameluke (13289), d. Coral by Cardinal (11246), &c.
ssian, roan, c. May 20,1360; got by Sth Duke of Oxford

(15939X d. Dustie by The Buck (13836), &c. Holker is 1 mile
from the Cork Station on the Ulverston and Lancaster Rail-
way, for further particulars, apply to Mr. Drewy, Holker,
Newton -in-Cartm el.

OIL PAINT NO LONGER NECESSARY,
HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH

tor preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish
is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work and
is fully two- thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning and is used cold. It
ds used in the grounds at Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most flattering testimonials have been received
which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each at Is. 6-/. per gallon at
the manufactory, or Is. Sd. per gallon paid to any station in
the kingdom.—Apply to Hill & SuiTU, Brierley Hill Iron
Works, near Dudley, from whom only it can be obtained.

MACHINES—BURGESS
KEY'S

Machines are the most simple and effective yet introduced to

the public, and at a lower price—16 in., GL ; 19 in., Qi 10a.

;

2i in., 7/. ; including box of tools, &c.. for shanwning. Garden
Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always in stock.

" TTIRIGI 1)0MO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the

Jj Qilcen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

bis Grice the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTIOX FROM THE COLD WINDS <t MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO, " a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preservmg

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from

wind, fi-om attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To

be had in any required lengths.
Two yards wide .. .. 1<. 6d. per yard run.

Four yards wide , . . . 3s. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s. 6d. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Domo" Netting, 2 yards wide, IsAd. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Archkr. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C, and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper

thau mats as a coveringr."

*' East Keal, Spil-sby, Lincolnshire, April 30, 1858-

" Sir,—I will thank you to send 12 yards (at Is. S^i. per yard)

of your *Fri^d Domo,' from King's Cn-as Station, to be left at

he Firsby Station, Spilsby, Lincolnshire. After using it (since

last got it of you some four years ago), I aflQrm it to be, in-

1 omparably, the best and most lasting thing of the kind ever

hitherto manufactured.—I am, yours, &c., Rev. J- Spence."

LAND DRAINAGE.
WOPvKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are comp'leted ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similtir manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

MR. HUCKiMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany

in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquamt

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that ho may be professionally consulted in all matters relatmg

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mmeral

Products, Economic MateriaLs. Water-bearing Strata and Water

Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Bpckman, Dollar Ward. Cirencester.

r^OLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE and CHEMI&TKY.
KJ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, 8.

Principal—J. C, Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisiteto prepare youth for thepursviitsof Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE CLUB.—
The ANNaAL DINNER will be on THURSDAY,

July 12, at 6 p.m., at the Freemasons' Hotel, Canterbury.

Tickets. 5s. Apply to John Coleman, Hon. Sec.

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

Y'
OKKSHIHE AGRICULTURAL SOCIEIX—

PONTBFRACT MEETING, AUGUST 1 and 2.

The entry closes on the 13th of July._For Prize Lists and

Forms of Entry apply to

Kirk Deighton, Wetherby.

JoaN Hasnam, Secretary.

mHE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
I ^HAW 1S60—The TWELFTH GREAT ANNUAL EX-

mBlT?ON'oF cItTLE. sheep, PIGS. DOMESTIC

?AniTRY AND ROOTS will be held in Bingley HaU. on

ISSJnF'v TUESDYV WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
MONDAY, rULSDAinr^ I .

^ „r other

SSs'of liUer'put and GOLD a^^ SILVER MEDALS,

to the amount of 1236/., will be awarded.

Prize Lists -^,<^^ltifi-^^^^^^^ n'^iT
the Secretary. The EN IRlE^ close the ^«^o

^^^_ Secretary.

Offices, Unity Bmldings, Temple Street, Birmingham.

r>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OP
i ENGLAND.—CANTERBURY, 1860.

PROGRAMME.
WEDNESDAY, July 4 ; THURSDAY, 5 ; FRIDAY, 6 ; SATUR-
DAY', 7.—Trial Yard openun Wednesday, at Noon; and three
following days, at 9 o'clock in the Forenoon, when the Public
will be admitted on each day at 5?. for each person, to view
the Trials of the Threshing Machines, Chaff Cutters, Mills,

Oilcake Breakers, and Turnip Cutters. This payment has
special reference to the Trial Yard only : the Implement
Show Yard not being open on these days.

MONDAY, July 9.—The Implement Y'ard open from 7 o'clock

in the morning till 6 o'clock in the evening, at an admission

charge of 2a. 6d. for each person. Machinery will be exhi-

bited at work on this day. The Judges to inspect the live

Stock, and to award the Prizes.

At 1 o'clock (or as soon alter as all tbe Judges shall have
delivered in their awards, of which Notice will be given) the

Public will be admitted into the Cattle Yard on the separate

payment ot 5s. each person, at the Special Entrances ; Mem-
bers ot Council and Governors of the Society being ad-

mitted by Tickets to be purchased at the Finance Department
of the Society at the Show Yard ; and Exhibitors of Live

Stock on producing their Exhibitor's Ticket. Arrangements
have been made for distinguishing the animals that have won
tlie Prizes immediately the Judges have made their awards.

At 8 o'clock in the eveniug the Cattle Yard will be closed.

TUESDAY, JulylO.—The General Show Yard of Cattle, Horses,

Sheep. Pigs, and Implements open to the Public from 6

o'clock iu the morning till 6 in the evening ; admission

28. 6d. each person.
Public Dinner at 6 p.m. Tickets, 10«. each, to be obtamed

of the Secretary.

WEDNESDAY, July 11.—Tlie General Show Yard open to the

Public from 6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening ;

admission Is. each person.
public working of the Steam Cultivatorg, on land in the

neighbourhood of the city, during such houis as the

Stewards may determine.

THURSDAY, July 12.—The General Show Y'ard open to the

Public from 6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening

;

Admission Is. each person. General Meeting of the Membera
in the Town Hall, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.

By Order of the Council, H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

/CRYSTAL PALACE. SUMMER POULTRY
\U SHOW.-The Summer Show of POULTRY, PIGEONS,
and RABBITS will be held on SATURDAY, MONDAY,
TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY, August 25, 27, 28, and

29. Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to

Mr W. Houghton, Secretary to the Show, Crystal Palace.

The ENTRIES close on SATURDAY, July 28.

TOe ^rrrtcultural (Buitttt

SATURDAY, JUNE 30. 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
( Suffolk AftricuUural Society at Tram-

TTkdkksdat, July aI iiii;.'Iiain.
. ^ . i.

( Implemenr Trials rommence at Canterbury.

— At the adjourned meeting of the Smith-

field Cluh last week, after a somewhat stormy dis-

cussion, farther proceedings were ag:aia adjourned

till the 19th of July. Those who oppose the in-

tended arrangement with the Agricultural Hall

Company, by which the future shows of the Club

would be held at Islington, wished to postpone a

decision until December. The promoters of this

arrangement overruled them ; and it is likely that

the meeting which they thus call next month will

be large enough to commit the Club to some final

decibion on the subject.

The Agricultural Benevolent Associatioa

held its first festival last Tuesday. A public

dinner inaugurating the course of benevolence and

charity, on which it has now been fairly launched,

was worthily presided over by Mr. Wren Hoskyns ;

and some 200 gentlemen joined him in good wishes

for the useful future of the institution.

There are now ample funds in hand for the

commencement of its proceedings on a sufficiently

large scale. The idea of erecting a building is

for the present abandoned, and its means will be,

therefore, devoted wholly to the relief at their owa

houses ot" the annuitants who may be elected by

the subscribers. Mr. Aldekman Mechi may be

congratulated on the flourishing condition in which

the affairfl of an institution due to his enterprise,

perseverance, and benevolence now stand, and in

which he hands it over to a management more

directly representing the agricultural body.

Mr. John Fowler's draining plough,

worked by Eddington's patent windlass, has

been engaged during the past week on "Wimbledon

Common. Mr. TnoaiAS Scott, of 18, Parliament

Street, having undertaken the earth works and

other preparations needed for the rifle competition

there next week, finds, as the day approaches, that

the common, generally scorched and dry enough

at Midsummer time, is so soaked and water-logged

that some temporary drainage is required, lo

take the water out of 200 or 300 acres

in about three days' time is not an easy ta.k; but

steam power and the mole plough, aided by 300

pairs of hands and grafting tools, wi accomplish

It The sand and gravel of Wimbledon Common

is not a good subsoil for the mole plough ;
tunnels,

however^ made by it just below the rootlets of the

Grass and Whin will last a month at least, and

hat is all one wants in the present case.

k
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A drain is thus made some 12 or IS inches deep

every 10 or 12 yards, and occasional mains pro-

vided with large pipes receive the drainage water

and remove it. The land now soaking, will, when

thus drained by machinery, tread firm in -iS hours,

and if this condition can be maiatained 10 days
\

that is all the contract contemplates. For this

rapid work the mole plough seems admirably

adapted. When permanent drainage is desired

of course a chain of pipes is drawn in behind the

"mole," and there is the experience now of many
years to prove that on laud of even texture and of

even slope, Mr, Powlek^s drainage plough may be

trusted.

The leading article in the current number of

the Quarterly Review discusses the condition of

our labouring population and the subject of cottage

architecture in a very practical instructive and
manner . The

lished, the work of destruction was often systema-

tically carried out, till only one or two houses

were left for private convenience, perhaps for

picturesq^aeuess, or at a wife's entreaty. Nor was

this so much cruelty to the dispossessed as dis-

honesty towards the neighbouring parishes, on

whom the outcasts were thrown."

the bedrooms on the ground, two other sufficient
rooms are gained on the upper story. It would
seem an improvement on this plan if the pantry or
north end oi the lean-to were continued, so as to
be flush with the back wall, giving room fox a
porch at the south or front end, with a side
entrance into the livins:-room. The offices in this

The demand for a-ricaltural labourers and the desiga-which is Mr. Slatee's and of which the
details are here given™are rightly kept separate
and the whole aspect is that of a thoroufhlv

greater value of labour, untaxe'd by a morning and

evening walk of three or four miles to the scene

of it, is now awakening men's minds to the import-

ance of more abundant accommodation of the right

kind for our farm labourers and their families.

Agricultural societies have offered prizes for plans

on which adequate accommodation may be best pro-

yided—and tlie reviewer discusses their merits and

demerits in detail. The fir^t prize-plan (1S19) of

the Royal Agricultural Society is condemned as

** full of errors." " A second prize, given by the

dwellings
the

which
tural

live,

means

Fia. 1.

town
of the poor,

effortsof Labour-
ers' Friend Socie-
ties for their

improvement,
and the closely

related statistics

of disease and
death are first

referred to, but
the main purpose
of the essay is to

draw attention

to the houses in

agricul-

labourers

and the
for their

improvemen t.

We are glad
therefore to

transfer to our
columns some of
the engravings
by which it is

illustrated, and
several explana-
tory passages
from the text.

The i)resent

condition of
country cottages

is thus des-

cribed :

—

"Off the high-
roads, or far

away from the

landlord's eye,

aad indeed in

whole villages

where moral and
physical stagna-
tion have settled

side by side,

there are dwell-
ings to be found
which in the
wretchedness of
their accommo-
dation almost
equal the worst
in our town
courts. It may Fi«- 7.—9-incli wall

be feared that the majority of cottages have only a
single bedroom. Hardly any but modern ones have
three. • * * l^e view taken by the landlord
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same Society in ISoG to Mr. Isaac ("Royal Agri-
cultural Society's Journal, No. XXXVII.) is a

considtrable advance on their first plan. The
class, till of late years, hcs unfortunately been ' arrangement is compact and good, but the fire-
through the short-sighted spectacles of stewards 1 place in the corner of the living room may be ob-
and agents, who could urge any amount of outlay |jected to, and there is gpaoe lost in the construe-
on farm buildings, except for those on whose

|
tion of the staircase. The elevation would be

^habitants all the work of the farm depended.
; improved by making the windows broader and

AVhile houses,_ extravagant in size and character,
j

lower, and the panelled front donr and knocker

English cottage.

The figures 1, 2, 3, give the elevation, ground-
plan, and bedroom floor of Mr. Slater's cottage.

" In 1S58 Mr. Bentley, of Uotherham, offered

prizes of 20^ for the best and 51. for the second
best design for^ a pair of cottages (which mi^-ht

als') be built singly), the expense not to exceed
110?. for the single cottage or 200/. for the pair.

The conditions were very well considered, except
perhaps the re-

quirement that

the plan should
equally apply to

a single and a

double tenement.

Seventy- sixplans
were sent in, and

exhibited at the

show of the

Yorkshire Agri-

cultural Society

at jJforthallerton.

Mr . . W

.

Stkicklakd, in

the most prac-

tical pamphlet

on * Cottage

Architecture '
*

which we have

seen, gives an

account of the

competition, and

ably analyses the

respective merits

of 13 selected

designs."

Figures 4, 5,

and 6, give the

ground plan, bed-

room floor, and

elevation of Mr.

Stkickland*s
own design

,

which is charac-

terised as by far

the best yet

oflfered to the

public :

—

*' It is an ac-

knowledged rule,

that the nearer a

building ap-

proaches to a

cube the greater

will be the

economy of con-

struction .
All

cottage designers

have therefore

endeavoured ^
to

avoid projections

and recesses of

kind, an(l

to bring their

FXG. o

Fi-i. i.

lO QO SO

Fio. 6.

any

have been built for the tenants, and barns and
sheds for every kind of stock, and every conceiv-
able use connected with them, have been erected
by their side in pretentious ranges, the cottages for
the shepherd, or the waggoner, or the ploughman,
were not allowed to enter into the calculations of
farm improvement. Not only were the horses and
oxen literally far better housed than those who
looked after them, but the true remunerative
policy was held to be, fo pull down every labourer's
dwelling as it fell vacant ; nor was the vacancy
always waited for. la those which are called
close parishes,' where the whole belongs to one

proprietor, and where therefore it was possible to
atop any demand, however urgent, for the erection
01 new cottages when old ones had been demo-

raicrlit be dispensed with. The plainer elevati(m

is far superior to the gabled or ornate one. The
estimated cost ef the former is 170/. These
estimates are too low for the work. The Duke of

Bedfokd's design for three cottages, two with

three bedrooms and one with two bedrooms,
has many points to recommend it." Its plans

and elevations will be found in No. XXIII. of the

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal.
The plans of the ** Cottage Improvement

Society " are thus referred to :
—" We should have

severely criticised the two first, did we not under-
stand that in the reorganisation which the Society

is now undergoing they are likely to be with-
drawn. We prefer a third plan of the Society's,

only partially circulated, where, by placing one of

ground-plans within a square or a parallelogram;

but Mr. SxiUCKLAND rightly remarks that this

arrangement hasbeen found almostuniversally f^-*^^

to the obtaining three goo^ bed rooms above with-

out loss of space below. In his own plan he departs

from this rule, thereby entailing some extra com-

plication and, probably, expense in the construction

of the roof, but his whole arrangement is so excel-

lent that this slight increase of cost should not dettr

the proprietor from adopting so perfect a model,

especially as much picturesqueness is gained to the

building by the break in the side-wall. We gj^^
the groundf and bedroom plans of a pair, to which

we would add nothing but a small tire-place in the

scullery. It will be observed that this design has

every convenience which has ever been called for

in this class of building; an entrance giving

separate access to the living room, the staircas^*

and the pantry ; the scullery communicating ^^y^

the living-room, and having a back-door of »s

own ; the best room, above and below, is to the

* Cottage Architecture : Plans, ire. By C. W. Stricki^^»»

Esq. York, 1859.

t In this and the preceding plan we have shown the outsr

wallB 11 inches thick.
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front, as is also tlie entrance-door ; of the three

bedrooms two have fire-places, and all are of

fair size, with windows and bed-site well placed.

The actual and relative proportions of the livinf?-

scullery, and pautry are very good, and,

though in otlier respects the whole business is con-
ducted on ordinary commercial principles. A benevo-
lent fund lias been set on foot for the occasional
assistance of siclc, poor, or unemployed tenants, hut its

sphere is perfectly distinct from the working of the

erantWg that the coftagelac7s' south, the pantVy ^^^'^^^ There are visitors and a lending-library, and

u„^ ^ «^,.fli oo.^^n^- rr\,° „i,: ' „n'.- .1/ a penny bank, also established m connection with the
has a north aspect. The chimneys are all in the
centre of the house andcarriedup into one stack. The
dust-bin, office, &c., are supposed to be detached.

The whole contrivance is so good that, by placing a
kitchen-range in the scullery, and making the
ecallery-door, open as it might, into the lobby, any
lady with one servant might comfortably lire in the
cottage and miss no point in arrangement which
the best class of houses offer, while nothing is

sacrificed to take away from the more hand-to-
mouth conveniences and homely comforts of a
working man's large family. It is equally good
as * a cottage of gentility ' and as a labourer's
dwelling. No elevation accompanies Mr. Sxkick-
iand's excellent plan; but Mr. Slatee, whose
attention has been for some time given to cottage-
building, has kindly supplied the annexed design,

(Fig. 6) whichembodies the simplest, and, as we con-
-ceive, the most pleasing type of an English cottage,

real and unpretentious, but well proportioned, and
linked to the national associations of a labourer's

life. It might, perhaps, be still further improved
by an angular porch over the front-door, or by
a lean-to passage, closed or open, its entrance
ranging with the front-wall of the house."
The following details are quoted as completing

the reference to Mr. Strickland's plan :

—

" A dry and gravelly site is of course the first

desideratum, but cottagers cannot aln-ays be choosers.

and therefore freedom from damp sliould be secured
by foundations not less than 18 incites deep, witli space
under the wooden floors of 12 inclies, or, wliere tile-

flooring is used, the same depth of rubble, brickends,
and concrete. Close under the floor-line a course of
slates embedded in cement, or a layer of asphalt, should
be laid in the walls. As slate is impervious to damp, it

stops the rise of the moisture which the bricks suck up
from the soil. No outlay pays so well for keeping the
walls dry ; and this precaution is imp(;rative. Tlie

thinness of the outer walls in most cottages is the dis-

advantage which tlie poor almost universally set against
the gains of modern improvement. Nine inches is the
ordinary thickness allowed; and this, as in the Bedford
<;ottagcs, wluM-e the walls arc built partially hollow, and
where many cottages are joined together, may ho Kuf-

ticieut ; hut for a single cottage, with ordinary brick-
work and second-rate bricks, it is often cruelly stnrvino:.

The best walls are those which either in the bricks
themselves, or in the mode of working them, are
partially hollow, as in the two annexed specimens of
inches and 11 inches walling. (Figs. 7 & 8). The habits

of the poor vary much in diflerent places as to the
occupation of their house; but in the midland and
southern districts it is quite iw^ess to provide a living-

room independent of the kitchen. One family room,
where the moals arc cooked and eaten, and where the
party gathers round the fire on a winter's evening, with
a smaller scullery or wash-house at the back, and a
pimtry or larder with opening window, beat meets the
requirements of the ordinary labourer. » * * When
the scullery or back room is the larger, and the chief
fireplace is placed there, the family will almost in-

variably crowd into this room, reserving the front room
in its musty finery for company at fair or feast tide.

The relative sizes of the tvvo rooms should prevent this
silly arrangement, as in Mr. STKICELA^'D's proportions,
which may be well adopted.

penny
tenantry, but not interfering with the legitimate free-

dom of the occupiers, or with the fair and even strict

enforcement of the capitalists' rights of profit. The
people generally appreciate the good will of their land-

lords, and now with one exception pay weekly in

advance. There are few old arrears, and but 8s. 4-d. in

bad debts. Thrice only the society has had to sue for

rent in the county courts, and in each case the tenant
refused from obstinacy, not from inability to pay. The
secret of the rare success of this society has been in the

heartiness, honesty, and sound sense of its promoters

—

perhaps most in their heartiness; for they have not

deputed the work to otheis, but done it themselves,

whei^by they have avoided all jobbery, ostentation, and
machinery. According to Mr. Efskin'S formula, they
knew what they had to do and they did it. Other
societies have been stranded by the ambition of having
something to show for their money; and have made
their main object the erection of new and complete
buildings. The Hastings Society has, according to its

title, entirely confined itself to improving existing

buildings, buying up stacks and rows of ill-drained, ill-

ventilated, and ill-lighted houses, and giving them
dryness, air, and sunshine. They do not affect model
perfection, but substantial improvement; and the

result is physical and moral amelioration, walking step

by step with material reform and commercial success."

Area not
less than

Living-room .. . . 168 ft.

Scullery .. SO
Pantry 25

»»

>•

»>

»»

Area not
less than

For bed-rooms, Xo, 1 150 ft.

2 00
.. 3 «0

The height of all rooms to be 8 ft.

The scullery should have a back door, and the chief

entrance by all means be in front, always supposing
the house to have a southward aspect."

One further extract from this very instructive

paper and we have done. It describes the pro-

ceedings and success of the Hastings Cottage Im-
Erovement Society, whose plan of operations might
e generally adopted with great advantage :

—

" Hitherto it is chiefly the large proprietors by
whom any adequate exertions have been made to in-
^easc or improve the cottage-propertv of their estates;
but several local associations have 'been successfully
formed on the general ground of public benefit. In
striking contrast to the unremunerative outlay of the
metropolitan associations are the returns made by the
Hastings Cottage Improvement Society. Its five half-
yearly reports should be consulted by all purposincr to
carry out 9. like benevolent object. Their svstem is °not
to Wild new cottages, but to buy up old ones ami im-
prove them. The ri-maikable features in their scheme

, ,,.„„^^ ,are the small sums spent on repairs and on law ex-

1

penses. Beginning with a capital of 850?., which is TJ^Tf^^^*

The high price of meat is creating angry
protest on the part of consumers, and public meet-
ings of the operatives of Bristol and Sheffield have
been held to denounce "jobbers," time "con-
tracts," and the slaughter of Iambs and calves.

It is plain that angry protest, and denunciation

of any lawful thing in trade which it is the trader's

interest to do, will only aggravate the mischief

coraidained of. The high prices of food lead

to economy in its use, and the only serviceable de-
nunciation to which they should incite is that of

waste.

Among the resolutions adopted at these meetings
is ono to abstain from the consumption of butchers'

meat until its price is lower. This is the only
way in which consumers can infl.uence price, and
it is one which in the aggregate does largely
influence prices and checl: their rapid
rise. There is quite enough in the scarcity

of store stock last autumn, in the great Joss of
cattle food since, and in the activity of trade and
consequent large consumption, to account for the
high price of meat, without condemning jobbers
and butchers for conducting their business to the
best of their ability and with a view to their personal
interests. And as to the slaughter of lambs and
calves, it is plain that those whoso business it is to

turn Grass and roots into meat may be safely left

to the guidance of their own interests and their

own experience as to whether they shall convert it

into lamb and veal and pork, or into beef and
mutton and bacon. So long as it is all consumed,
one or other of these products will be derived from

it ; and their relative price is the best possible

indication of their relative scarcity.

Our reporter gives in another column an
account of Mr. Bolden's herd at Springfi:eld Hall,

near Lancaster, which is to be disposed of by 3Ir.

Stuapford on Tlmrsday next. The whole of the
** Waterloo" tribe, one of the products of Kirk-

leavi:^gtoQ, will be sold; and so much, of its

history as is known will be found stated in the

article referred to. We may refer here too to an ad-

vertisement of well-bred stock for private sale at

Holker, near Milnthorpe, in the same county,

where Mr. Drewry, for the Duke of DEVo^'snir.E,

has 8th and 9th Dnkes of Oxford, from Oxford
loth," one of the high-priced Tortworth cows,

and others of the very best strains of Short-horn

blood to disp:se of.

One of the points on which a recent dis-

who combines in his experience as an engineer, as
farmer, and as man of business, just those qualities
needed for the post he has undertaken. The fol-
lowing is an extract from the prospectus. "MTe
give it as suggestive of similar movements in other
counties:

—

**This Company is established for the purpose of
bringing steam power, for the cultivation of land, into

general use in the county of Gloucester, and the sur-

rounding districts.

" The steam engine, when applied to the cultivation of
land, possesses immense powers and advantages, which
may be thus shortly stated:

—

** That steam ploughing is f-AT superior to any other
ploughing in quality. That in quantity from 5 acres

to 7, and, in some cases, 8 acres a day can be ploughed
by the steam engine. That the work can be done at

times when the land would not bear the treading of

horses. That all injurious pressure of the land ia

avoided. That steam power will overcome the main
difficulties of cultivating clay soils. And that all these

advantages can be obtained at an expense below the

cost of horse power.
" But the steam engine and apparatus adapted for

the cultivation of land is too costly for any moderate
sized farm, and capable of doing more work than any
one firm usually requires.

" This Company proposes to purchase and let out

steam engines and ploughing apparatus, and thus to

give these advantages to the .cultivator of the laud on

such terms as shall answer his purpose, and at the same
time secure ample remuneration to the shareholders.
" Tliat a steam plough in full work, possessing the

advantages enumerated, will earn a large income cannot

be doubted ; and that the engines of a company, com-
posed of persons all deeply interested in employing

them, will be fully worked, is also beyond doubt.
" But in order to ensure constant work for the

engines, it is proposed to employ them at seasons when
not required for ploughing, cultivating, and breaking

up land, for other purposes connected with the farm
to which they are applicable.

"The profits of hiring out machinery are large, and
the shareholders may expect an ample return on their

capital invested, beyond the necessary reserves for

replacing the stock.

cussion before the London Farmers' Club turned

was the advantage of starting joint stock com-

panies for introdnniog the steam plough into

general use. Probably the prevalent impression

was airaiast it; large farmers need one apiece,

and are not likely to wait for a share in it« services

with a neighbour. Nevertheless there are many

districts of small farms of clay laud which would

undoubtedly benefit by steam cultivation, bu

..Ur.<,a nnlv chance lies in comhinatiou f^r thi

AN AGRICULTTTRAL PILGIUMAGE.—No. VII.

Spkingfield IIatx, near Lancaster.—Mr. Bolden,

both here and at a small farm his property in this neigh-

bourhood,has avcry remarkable herd of Short-horns, con-

taining more perhaps of exclusively IClrkleavington blood

than any other herd in the kingdom. He and Captain
Gunter are the owners of, we believe, almost all the
direct descendants in the female liue of Mr. C. Colling *s

Duchess 1st, now in this country, and some of the most
extraordinary instances of the high value attached to

animals of that descent have occurred in his experience.

Thus Grand Duke 10284', the seventh in descent

from that cow through Duchesses 55th, 38th, 33d, 19th,

12tii, and 4th—and second Grand Duke, son of Duchess
(TltU^ ^vhich was a daughter of Duchess 5,5th by
second Duke of OxToi-d 9OJ0,—'hofrT" therefore

of pure " Duchess " blood, were sold by him for

1000 guineas each. The former was bought by
Mr. Hay of Aberdeen at Mr. Bates's sale for 205 guineas,

and after being used IS months was sold to Mr. Bolden.

Many of the Springfield herd are descended from him,
and ultimately he was parted with for this enormous
price. Duciiess 55, his dam, was sold at Lord Ducie's

sale at a merely spaculative price, as it was extremely
doubtful if she would breed again. The dam of second

Grand Duko again was sold for f>00 guineas at the

Tortworth sale, an<l her sister for 700 guineas. Such
are among the enormous sums fetched by animals of

this breed. On the origin of this family of Short-horns

the following remarlcs arc made by Mr. Willougbby
Wood-—

'* The Duchess family would appear to have been bred with
care at a period * -. idorably antecedent to that usually

assigned as the orifipn of the improved iShort-horua. More is

kuown of its origin than is the case with most others, even of

the most celebrated originals ol the race. We find that Mr.
Collinpr expressed a high opinion of this family at ft period long
antecedent to that ot their being crossed with IJclvidere.*

Indeed, the very considerable price which Mr. Bates paid for

the Duchess which he bought at Mr. ColUng'a sale affords a
strong presumption that she can have been no ordinary heifer.

Of coarse, in speaking^ of events -w' '
'f occiirred long before

my own recollec-tiou, 1 am ct^}eDdeut upon the evidence of

others. Subjoct to this proviso, then. I may state that I have
it iij thtj .luthurity of one wh - well knew the Vuchemm in

earlvdaya, that as a l^mily they always possessed the high
qtiality which chnractcrlass thorn at ibs |)«sent d«y. My
.. rmant, h r. adds e cross with Btivldero

appeal' ' to impart to th"*^ " ^h'»^ctcr of m«''*''ty, strongljr

eXi;m|Miiied in the Puke oi ^nrunuiiborland, wuitu now seems
as pociiharlv to dislinguish the l-ulU as n^ma*-nt lAdMI'lhB

cows. At ail events, this like every other imprrtsut crowi to

^iiyh Mr. J' V ' "
r the roojaritJiblc one with

the ^.^Mlof the M ^ow. has boon stfttnpod with the sp-

whose only chance

but

this

And we are glad to anaounce the esta-

uow increased to 6750/.. they have rerrtdarly paid
interest .at the rate of 6/. per cent., and have no^v a
reser^'c fund of 120/. Such shares as these would
naturally be at a premium ; but by the rules of the
society, the premiums accrue to the reserve-fund.

blishment of a steam plough company m Glouces-

tershire under the provisional direction of ^^ome ot

the first names among the landovrners of that

county, and under the management of J. ^aoax-

HiLL Habri^ox, Esa., C.E., of trocester Court,

* It is irefwraUy nnderttood that the DucbeitBi wcro not

ffoing the n«ht way, v.„vu ilr. Bates b««»rtOght him of Intro-

aiicintr the Fr; croee through Delv ^. Heai.i^ ofhie

eti-.v.,ve, and of hi-* hf-intr the property of Hf. J^ i«n»
he went to Whitehou»« to have a loolt ftt him, and, -

-JJ^fy*
hcaH '>!"! *ay. th- of Belv«d«»'B boow Mn« mlBM in

the au^cii^t; of Mr. J. Stephenson from home, he h:vl his flr^

Inspection of him throuffh a hole In Uie wall, and the boU
- arioff j""t what he wanted, he too neemed to hare ex-

__an
" Enrcica! Eureka! Having nUim»t«ly BUcceod*fd. aa

we have said, tn obtainhig him from Mr. J. SteiAoaam. fro«

thence dated the fame ot luo Ducheeeea. IhmHmentii.in Mark

Lane ExpTttif AprU 1858.
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provftl of the public . Not only have both bulls and cows of

tho Duchess family realised prices, which taken one with

another, may be termed unprecedented ; but other annuals

liare. by means of a few crosses of thi« blood, in spite of short

pedicrrees, been sold for more money than best blood of otbtr

lamilias was apt to command. Thus, at Mr. Tanqueray's sale

in 1665. three cows and a bull of the Oxford family (descend-

ants of the Matchem cow) realised 1100 guineas. Yet the

pedigree of this family is not traeed fvirther back than Young
Wynyard (2859). Is this preference for Mr. Batcs's blood,

and especially that of the Duchess tribe, a mere caprice

on the part of the public, or is it founded on reason ?

As far as I am competent to form an opinion, I

certainly think the Duchess tribe possess in an eminent

dejrree those qualities which are desirable in improved cattle.

Indeed, when the buyers ot the world are congregated together,

it will generally be found that their judgment is ri},^ht. The
questLou then firises, wherein the peculiar merit of Mr. Bates's

stock consists? Mr. Bates required a Short-horn to present a

union of good qualities, instead of, like too many breeders,

developing one or two points out of all proportion, while sacri-

ficing others equally valuable. Begiuuing with the Diichess

heifer, he endeavoured to establish a family, every member
of whicli should as nearly as possible approach the type I produce is the Waterloo Cow, from which
aF n t*-i.fl R>ir.rt-_VirtrTi Thnt. thp.v nossessed both svm- F.r , i _/>»«-.. t>-i3...>„ i i .—« ;l,^.-././^.wlo/^

was put to Favourite 25:^ iu 1803, and got Anna Boleyne

the dam of Angelina, and she was afterwards put to

Wellington 680, and got Young Wynward 2835. Princess

was three-fourths Favourite blood, and Wellington 680

(being by Comet out of WiUlair, both of which are by

Favourite, and the dam of the former by Favourite

also) was 3-8ths Favourite blood. Their produce, Young

Wynyard, was therefore 11-lGths Favourite blood,

and being put to Angelina, also ll-16tlis by Favourite,

Waterloo was of pure Favourite blood iu the proportion

of 11 to 16; or, which is saying the same thing,

Favourite appears three times among his eight progeni-

tors in the third generation from him, besides four

times in Ihe fourth generation, and twice in the fifth

generation. Well! this bull, the produce of such

remarlcable in-and-in breeding, was put to a cow in

Mr. Bates' herd, of which nothing more is told us, and

he was afterwards put to her calf by him, and their
- - - "

' • ' all the

«f a true Short^horn. That they possessed both sym-
metry and early maturity is attested by the numerous
premiums which they won at the meetings of the

Royal and other agricultural societies. The Rev. H,
Berry mentions the Duchess tribe along with that of

Daisy, as remarkable for their milking powers. Mr.

Bates, however, soon arrived at the conviction that the

degree of forcing which is nccetsary to command success in the

fihowyfird is highly prejudicial to a breeding herd;_ and he

eonsequently discontinued the public exhibition of his stock.

It is possible that the fine quality for which kis herd and its

descendants are remarkable may be in part owing to his

judicious treatment, iu keeping his stock generously without

forcing it unduly.
"'

• - ' •- -^

dispersion, its value
witness the marvellous
Tanqueray. In public competition, too, this blood has been

eminently successful, whether in conjunction with other blood,

iike Mr. Ambler's Grand Turk, or imalloyed Uke Lord
Feveraham's Duke of Oxford."

Of this celebrated tribe Mr. Bolden now owns about

a dozen individuals. He was the purchaser at the

Kirkleavington sale of Duchess 51, and afterwards

of Grand Duke, through Mr. Hay, as already referred

to; and from this cow are descended the members

of that family now in his possession. And animals of

remaikable size, symmetry, and touch they certainly

are. A great deal of influence is often attributed

to fashion and caprice, but it is not improbable that if

all the best stock in England were gathered for exhibi-

tion, and judges were appointed to select those displaying

the best qualities of good dairy stock, individuals with

this descent, either of the First Buchesa or of the

Oxford tribe, would in all probability be chosen.

The herd at Springfield includes more than one

family; besides the Duchesses there are five or six

animals of Mr. "U. Booth's blood, and six or seven of

the Cherry tribe, descended from Colonel Craddock's

herd, together with a few descended from the Wiseton

herd, besides a score of the Waterloo tribe, another of

Mr. Bates's breeding.

The land in Mr. Bolden*8 occupation is overstocked

at present, and as he does not care to increase the

extent of his farm he is about to sell a portion of his

herd. In order to avoid the imputation of selling only

a selection of them he has resolved to sell a whole

tribe, besides two or three outlying members of tlie

herd not related to any of the main families. The
Waterloo tribft arr^ordingly are to be disposed of on

July 5th by Mr. Strafiord. There are 17 cows and

heifers and heifer calves and two bulls of this family,

and five other cows and heifers, and four other bulls

and bull calves to be sold, among which is "Prince

Imperial," now four years old, got by second Grand

Duke, dam Bridecake by Crown Prince 10087, g. d.

Bridget by Baron Warlaby, bred by Mr. R. Bootli.

The Waterloo tribe, of which Nos. 12, 13, 15, 16,

and 18 to 30, are thus to be sold, are descended from
« Waterloo Cow," owned by Mr. Bates, of which the

" Herdbook " only says she was got by M^'aterloo 2816,

Waterlops of Mr. Bolden's herd are descended. Six of

her descendants were in Mr. Bates's herd at the Kirk-

leavington sale in 1850, and they sold for 357/.

Of these, two have since come into the hands

of Mr. Bolden, and uve to be resold next month

with, their produce—viz., other 13 of the 19 Water-

loos then to be disposed of. The remaining 4 are

descendants from Waterloo 9th, whicli was purchased

at the Kirkleaviiigton sale by Mr. Ashton, of Bury

„ „.„r...^ — „ , Lane. In tracing back the descent of these animals up
Since his death, and its consequent

' ^^^ jjj.|5.^^^g»g ^y.^^^-l^y C^^^^ fi-o^^ vvhich they are sepa-

r ^:}^c^'X ^^^-^"i^ -ted l,y four, five, a.ul ^^S-"-««»l. -«/««'« "P^
the following bulls : 3d Duke of York 1016b; 3d Duke
of Oxford 9047; 2d Cleveland Lad 3108; Norfolk

2377; Duke of Northumberland 1910; Grand Duke
10284; Grand Duke 3d 1G182. &c., almost all of them

of Mr. Bates's breeding—from which, therefore, may
be inferred the statement already made, that the

Waterloo tribe, as it at present exists with the Duchesses

at Springfield Hall, maintains the Kirkleavington

character of the herd.

The Waterloo family at Bates's sale stood third

of the same book, pubU.>hed in 1836, gives her pedigree, as

being by Favourite, dara by Favourite, g. d. by Hubback, gr.

. d. by Snowdon'8 bull—by Waistell'a bull—by Masterman's
„ull—by the* Studley bull. This is to be found in the pedigree

of lier grandson St. Alban's (1412). Again, where the pedigree

of the bull Belvedere (1706) is given in the same volume of the

Herd Book, she is said to have been by Favourite, dimi by
Favourite, g. d. by Hubback, gr. g. d. by Snowdon's hull—by
Masterman's bull—by Harrison's bull—bought by Mr. Hall, of

Bedgelield, of Mr. Pickering. Princess was, as yve have always

heard, an extraordinarily l.ne cow, and tlie late Sir H. V. Tem-
pest, of Wynyard, in the county of Durham, who was an admir-
able judge of the points and excellences of the whole animal

kingdom, from a race-horse or Short-horn down to a game cock,

res<jlved, it sceras, on being her ownerat any price. It was never

kuowu what he gave Mr. U. Colling for her, secrecy on that head

appearing to have been part of the bargain : but it has been

said to have been as much as 700 guineas. Princess and her

numerous descen-lants were sold in 1813, after Wir Hunry's

death. The lute Mr. J. Wood, of Kimblesworth, bought one

of her daughters, Noll Gwynue, then in calf to Wynyard, and

she afterwards produced St. Alban's. We believe the pedigree

of St. Alban's, and consequently of Princess above alluded

to, to have been furnished by that gentleman, and we are

sure, from our thorough knowledge of him, with the most
perfect good faith. We cannot but suspect, however, that an

error has rrept into it, from a confusion of the pedigrees of

sires with those of dams — Waistell's bull having been by
Masterman's bull, Masterman's bull by the Studley bull. At this

sale Angelina, the daughter of Anna Boleyn, another daughter

of Princess, was reserved; and at a subsequent side a daughter

of Angelina was boueht by Mr. J. 8tei>hen8on, of White

House, Wolviston, a "neighbouring tenant farmer. From
her descended Belvedere, who became the property of

Mr. T. Bates, by whom, we believe, the pedigree of Belvedere,

and consequently of Priucess, was furnished. AVe have heard

Mr. Bates say, speaking of the pedigree of Princess, that such

it certainly was, because her dam was own sister to Mr. R.

ColUng's white bull. Yet, according to the pedigree of that bull,

given iu the Herd Boole, he would have been own brother to

Princess. Who shall decide when such doctors disagree ? We
feel, however, justified in assuming that Princess belonged to

" HerdDooK " only says sne was got uy yv atenuy ^xu -^^^^ class of those descended of cows belonging to the
and her dam was also by the same bull, an animal ^i

j Collings', which had a pedigree before they obtained them,

first-rate descent. She was calved in 1829, her calf
, whether' her first recorded ancestress was ' bou_ifht by Mr.

Waterloo 3d was sold to Rev. T, Cator, and irom her

and her sisters are descended the females now in Mr.

Bolden's possession.

Of Waterloo, the grandsire of all this tribe, the

following history tnay be given : he was bred by Sir

H. Vane Tempest, and sold to Mr. Stephenson of

Woolviston. He was calved in 1819, being out of

Angelina by Tonng Wynyard 2839. "Angelina"
was bred by Sir H.V. Tempest, and was by Phenomenon
491, out of "Anna Boleync," a cow by Vavourite

252 out of " Princess" (also by " Favourite"), whose

dam was by "Favourite " also, Bothat here was an unusual

instance of breeding in-and-in. *' Princess" was bred by

JVIr. K. Colling, calved in 1800. and sold to Sir H. V.

Tempest. She had her calf Anna Boleyne in 1S03, and

Angelina, the dam of Waterloo, was dropped in 1810.

Anna Boleyne according to her descent was 7-8ths

Favourite, and being put to Plienomenon, which was got

by Favourite, her produce (Angelina) was ll-16ths

:

Favourite blood. Her calf Angelina by Phenomenon
|

was the dam of Waterloo 2816, by Young Wynyard 2835,
|

and in tracing the descent of tkU bull we come im-

:

mediately upon the same pedigree again. Thus his

dam was Princess,* the grandam of Angelina. She

* Of this remarkable cow, from which has descended on» of

the most notable families of the Short-horn blood, w^e have the
following account by a writer, " Dunelmensie," last year i'l the
Jlfqfi; Lane Sxpress :

—"The pedigrees given of Princess a.-e not
only various, but conflicting. At the sale of Sir H. V. Tem-
pest's herd iu 1S13, ahe is said to have been by Favouj .te, her
dam by Favourite. The same pedigree is given iv the 1st
Tolume of the Herd Book published in 1822. The ? 1 vuluoae

Pickering of Mr.'Hall, of Sedgefield,' or was by the 'Studley|bulL'

Of whom they obtained her, it is not we believe known. Nell

Gwynne, Mr. J. Wood's purchase, became, as we have said, the

mother of the well-known St. Alban's ; and Mr. Mason, of

Chilton, having obtained of him St. Albans' services

for some time, he became thus, us we have seen, the sire

of No. 13 at the Chilton sale, the ancestress of Lord
Spencer's Old Roguery, and her numerous progeny of Z.'s.

Nell Gwynne had but one heifer-caU having descendants : this

was by Layton (30G). Mr. Wood snld it to Mr. Troutbeck, of

Blencoe, in Cumberland, who had been his pupil. By Mr.
i Troutbeck this heifer was christened 2nd Nell Gwyune. Of
Nell Gwynne the ^nd many descndantji in a right line of

females have of late years appeared in the market, and not a

few have attained show-yard honours. At one time, however,

a notion existed that Mr. Troutbeck bad not been very select

in the choice of some of his bulls. From Angehna, the grand-

daughter of Princess, descended Belvedere, obtained, as we
have seen, by Mr. Bates, from Mr. J. Stephenson, and to this

cross witii bis Duchesses Mr. Bates always attributed the great-

est advantages. Those who knew his worth knew also his

strong prejudices, one of which wasagainst the " alloy ; " and a

strong suspicion exists that Lawnsleeves ought to have had a

place in the pedigree of Belvedere ; but a belief having existed

that, according to the Herd Book Pedigree, Lawnsleeves had

the alloy in it, he was accldcnbdly omitted. Some years ago

the writer,'when on a visit at Elmore, the well-known residence

of the late George Baker, Esq., the owner of Lawnsleeves. dis-

covered, on reference to dates, that Lawnsleeves' dam could not

have been the daughter of the "alloy" George, hut probably

by Mr. Mason's George, who was much nearer at hand, that

gentleman, moreover, being well known to Mr. Baker. Had
this been but sooner known, the discussion need not have

occurred. Mr. J. Stephenson stiU has right line descendants

through females of Ane-eUna, though he is not easily persuaded

to part with them. Those which we have mentioned were

considered for many years the only right hne female descen-

dants of Princess, but recently a new family has appeared trom

Northamptonshire, claiming so to be, as to which we are not

prepared to speak authorit;itively."

in the order of merit, both the Duchess and the
Oxford tribes standing before it in the average
prices reached. But it the prices to be given next
month at Lancaster for these Watcrloos shall exceed
those of the Kirkleavington sale in the same proportion
as the prices of the Duchesses and the Oxfords at that
sale have been since exceeded, Mr. Bolden will have no
reason for dissatisfaction. The stock when I saw tliem

the other day were in excellent condition ; the accommo-
dation for them roomy, clean, and well ventilated. The
land on which they were grazing is some of the best

meadow I suppose in the county, and lying, as it does,

some 50 acres park-like around the house, it and the
" horned cattle '* on it are much more ornamental than

the usual park and deer of the "mansion-house'*

generally are. /. C. Jf.

STEAM rOWER IN AGRICULTURE.
(Continued from p. 6S4.)

THE DRAIN PLOUGH.
The next subject I propose for consideration in

conjunction with steam is the pipe or tile draining

plough ; and no doubt, if this could have been brouglt

into general use, it would have superseded more manual
labour than all other appliances of steam to agriculturid

purposes. Those who have witnessed its operations must
have been pleased with the ingenuity and perseverance

of its spirited introducer ; and on strong land of an

undulating cliaracter I saw, in Cleveland, several years

ago, some apparently good work, though I have since

learned that it has proved far from perfect. 1 was,

however, at that time induced to ask Mr. Fowlet to iuf

spect the estate in the neighbourhood where I reside,

for the purpose of ascertaining whether a contract

mutually advantageous could be entered into for its

drainage. Three difficulties, however, arose ; first, the

flatness of the surface, which would have caused con.,

siderable manual labour in preparing the hind for the

plough; secondly, the draining of the lands in summer^

entailing a loss to the occupier of a year's rent ; and,

lastly the actual cost per rod or chain by manual labour

for laying the pipes 3 feet 6 inches in depth was less

than Mr. Fowler could undertake to contract for. The

drainage-plough was likewise tried on a strong-landed

estate a few miles from me, and with no better success

;

the great drawback at that time seemed to be, as in my
case, the inability of laying an even-bottomed drain

over an uneven surface. 1 believe some fuither ^im-

provements were afterwards effected, but it certainly

has not acted generally in a manner to supersede

manual labour, and as such I can claim no advantage

for the farmer by its introduction,

STEAM-PLOUGHING AND CULXrVATING.

Personally, I have no experience in this matter,

though I possess the advantage of having within a few

miles of mo two of Smith's cultivators and one of

Fowler's ploughs, frequently at work ; the opinion I

express will, therefore, be what I have derived from

my neighbours Mr. Saltmarshe, Mr. Robertson, and

Mr. Coulson. The great controversy at present seems

to be whether the cultivator or the plough is to be

esteemed most beneficial. In working arable land I

incline to the opinion that from the first commence-

ment of spring operations to the breaking up of the

stubble, the cultivator is the best implement, und.tlmt

for winter laying the turn-over or ridging should be

adopted. Fowler's plough, as used on Mr. Saltmarshe'a

estate, appears to me perfect in its operation aa a turn-

over plough, and, no doubt, would be equally so as a

cultivator; but the machinery and engine are more

costly and heavy, which, I think, will militate against

its coming into general use except on the principle of

hire. Neither Fowler's nor Smith's reduces the amount

of manual labour. The average cost of work done by

Fowler's plough last autumn, as stated by Mr. Salt-

marshe of Saltmarshe, at the Houden Farmers' Club,

was 170 acres, at a cost of— for coals, manual labour,

and sundry out-payments— 68?. 3*. 7d., or an average

of Ss. per acre ; but this did not include wear and tear,

Mr. Fowler having agreed to keep the engine and

implements connected therewith in good working order

up to that time. No farmer could desire better work

than what was performed on the last occasion of my

seeing it, and I do not hesitate to sny that upon strong

clay land ploughed 9 inches deep, if 1 were the occupier,

I should tiiiuk the plough invaluable. No comparison

can be made as to relative value with horse-power, for

the latter could not effect such work. Every practical

agriculturist knows that it would be impossible to ge*^

four horses to turn over strong clay soil from 6 to 9

inches deep and leave a level sole, independently of

having it done without the pressure of a hoof, which*

on such soil in wet weather, is injurious to the highest

degree. Mr. Saltmarshe's machinery was drawn by *

10-horse power engine, with self-moving and reversing

gear. The engine was put in motion by attaching i*

pair of horses to it, and went well until it came to

where it had to cross a headland 100 yards in Ibngtn

to another field; here, for want of power of tlie selt-

moving process, it became stationary ; with tne

aid of half-a-dozen men and four good lioneh

after an hour's delav, the difficulty was surmounted.

Mr. Saltmarshe considers that by the introduction or

this plough he will be able to work his farm of -K^

acres of arable land with 10 horses less. Mr- salt-

marshe has a fixed steam-engine for threshing, chanj

cuttuig, and grinding; so that the reasons assigned oi

'

r
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Hr. Mechi for not having introduced steam-ploughing

at i'iptree Fnrm have not deterred his northern neigh-

bour from adopting the valuahle implement, the merits

of which I need not go further into, after the many

practical examples which have already been published

in the Royal Society's Journal. I will only detain you

with a few remarks on the cultivation of the soil on the

Woolston principle (as carried on by Jlr. Coulson and

Mr. Robertson ; the former gentleman having only used

it partially for three years, 1 shall confine myself to the

description given by the latter). Mr. Robertson, in the

spring of 1859, entered on two farms—one consisting of

about equal portions of strong and convertible land, and

which had been previously creditably farmed; the other

cold strong clay, undrained, poor, and wretchedly out of

condition; the two together comprise about 380 acres.

Mr. Robertson, since his entrance, has cultivated equal

to 800 acres, at a cost of 3^. 4d. per acre in manual

labour, and 4.s. per acre for the wear and tear; having

never had during the 12 months he has been there

more than four pairs of horses, he is enabled to tell

pretty accurately the ditference in cost of cultivation.

He is now working for hire adjacent lands at Ss. per

acre, exclusive of fuel. These sntns nearly correspond

with the reports published detailing the experience of

other gentlemen who have tried this mode of cultiva-

tion, excepting wear and tear. In the report on Wool-

ston farming, Mr. Smith calculates the latter at 1*. Gd.

per acre. Mr. Randall, of Chadhury, who speaks highly

of the system, puts down for the wear and tear of the

rope alone 1*. per acre ; whilst Mr. Robertson, after

executing 800 acres of work, informs me he requires a

new rope, which, at 60?., would by itself be the total

sura stated by Mr. Smith to be the wear and tear

;

the old rope is certainly useable for fencing and

ought to have a little allowed for it, but that

will leave too small a margin for everything else.

ACCTIEATE COST OV THE STEAM PLOUGH.

I proceed to consider to what extent steam culture

will displace manual labour and horse-power. First,

iis regards manual labour ; Mr. Fowler's plough averages,

on 200 working days, 16s. 7id. per day ; the work

performed, at 4i acres per day on 200 working days, is

iKK) acres per plough per annum of soil turned over, or

^s. Sd. per acre. Mr. Smith's cultivator averages 17*. -id.,

ot 3*. lOd. per acre. Now on strong clay land, it

will take one man at 2^. and one boy at Is. to plough

witfi four horses an acre of land as deep as the animals

,«an draw the plough, to move steadily, and which will

not exceed 6 inches on the first ploughing, costing, in

manual labour, 3*. per acre ; whilst on light soils one

jnan at 2*. per day, with one pair of good half-bred

horses, will plough from 6 to 9 inches deep an acre and

[a half per diem, costing in manual labour 1^. 4:d. per

4icre.* It is, therefore, very evident that in neither

CASQ is there any displacement of manual labour by the

utroduction of steam cultivation. Secondly, as regards

horse power, I believe it is universally admitted that

to work arable land well it requires, on the average,

two pairs of horses, costing 60^ apiece for every 100

-acres, where steam has not been introduced. Now Mr.

Robertson ctiltivStes his form of^85 acres by Smith's

<;ultivator,with only eight horses; and Mr. Saltmarshe

by Fowler's, with nearly 500 acres, proposes to reduce

liis number from 25 to 15. Mr. Redman, of_ Overton,

on 410 acres arable land, has dispensed with three

teams of oxen and one of horses. Mr. Holland, M.P.,

in his speech at the East Gloucestershire Society,

-stated that, " instead of 20 horses, he only now keeps

12." Mr. Richard Burniston, of Henley-on-Thames, on

1000 acres, calculates to spare 10 horses; and Mr.

Pike, of Stevington, who uses Smith's, says, "I have

reduced my horses from 15 to 11, and flatter myself I

<^n do with 9." It is, therefore, a fair basis for calcula-

tion to presume that the introduction of a steam plough

or cultivator will displace eight horses. The capital

required for a 10-horse engine, a Fowler's plough, &c.,

would be 720^., though Mr. Fowler put it at 750/.

The average cost of labour and expenses required to

work it is IZ. 9?. lOd. per day, or for 200 working days

298/. 6*. Sd. per ftnnum, and the average annual cost of

wear and tear 138/. 6$. 9d. ; making the yearly expen-

diture required for the effectual working and renewal

of Fowler's machinery amounts to 436Z. 13^. The capital

required for Smith's cultivators, comprising an 8-horse

engine, windlass anchors, steel rope, No, 3 B implement,

subsoil and trenching ploughs. No. 4 cultivator, and

expenses, is 520/.; the average cost of labour and
expenses to work the above advantageously is IZ. 9s. per

day, or for 200 working days 290/., and the average
annual wear and tear 107/. 2s., together 397/. 2s. On
the other hand the capital required for eight horses,
implements and gearing, would be 280/. ; their annual
maintenance, saddler, farrier, and blacksmith, deprecia-
tion and interest, 30/. each, or 240/. ; four ploughs, two
pair harrows, one drag, swingletrees, and gearing for

eight horses, interest, repairing and renewing at 25
per cent., 10/. ; the labour of two men and two boys for
200 days 65/., and one man 113 days 11/. 65.,—together
326/. 6.y. Consequently by horse .power the annual
expenditure would be 71/. per annum less than by the
use of Smith's cultivator, and 100/. per annum less than
by Fowler's plough.

IS STEA:M CrLTIYATION- PEOFITABLE?

I think there cannot be a doubt as to its profitable

introduction on cold, strong, and tenacious land; the

experience of every cultivator of the soil tells him that

deep dry cultivation is wliat nature requires to nourish

and bring to perfect maturity the seed committed to

her care. It is not a question of a few shillings per acre

betwixt the shallow ploughing and treading of the soil

during the operation by the slow heavy draught horse,

which on strong lands the farmer is compelled to use.

The consideration of the beneficial effects produced by

deep cultivation is alone sufficient for an evening's dis-

cussion J as such I will not further advert to it, but

turn to another description of land, viz., light landed

farms, and under this head I class sand, wold, warp,

loamy, and peat soils. It is upon land of this descrip-

tion that the practical benefit to be derived by steam

power has not yet to me been satisfactorily proved. I

have already stated, in treating on the expenditure of

manual labour, that light soils may be ploughed from 6

in. to 9 in. in depth, at an average rate of 1^ acre per

dav, with one pair of horses; and here I must join issue

with the calculations of our friend Mr. Smith, on the

cost of horse power on light soils. I quite agree with

that gentleman, and others who have arrived at similar

conclusions, that valuers will allow the prices put down

for the work performed at the rates stated by Mr. Smith

in his recent letter—addressed to Mr. Disraeli—on

steam cultivation; but these prices are expected to

rennmerate the occupier for the work performed. In

arriving at a correct conclusion we must confine our-

selves to the actual cost if we can. and if not, as near an

estimate as possible. I have already fixed, from the

best sources I could command, coupled with my own

experience, 30/, as sufficient to cover every expense

connected with the maintenance, depreciation, and

interest on a farm horse for one year. Taking, there-

fore, the cost of eight liorses, manual labour, deprecia-

tion, and repairs of implements connected tlierewith at

i

326/. we arrive at an average of 81/. 10^. per pair of

horses, which on 200 working days, gives about 8s. 'id.

per day. From this it is evident that no steam plough,

pint of dry food ; or, as a sheep will consume 20 lbs. of

roots daily, we compel it to take nearly 2 gallons of

water with its 2 lbs. of dry food. A bullock consuming

150 lbs. of Turnips daily would be compelled to take

13a gallons of water with 15 lbs. of dry food. The
consequence of this treatment is to tax very unduly

the urinary organs, and prevent the accumulation of

fat and " muscle. This is bad enough in mild

weather witli a tolerably high temperature, but with

such a winter as we have passed through, with Turnips

at a freezing or very low temperature, let us imagine

what an absorption of caloric must be taken from the

stomach and system of the sheep which has to raise to

the digestive temperature, or in fact to warm 2 gallons

of cold water or ice, some -40** or 50°. Can we wonder

at the laxative scouring of sheep or bullocks, and

the consequent inflammation or death ? And can

farmers not now understand why my
^
live stock

losses are so small compared with theirs when I

avoid such treatment? Need we be surprised that

our stock thrive so much better as the spring advances,

when the temperature of the atmospliere and of

the roots is so considerably raised, and when the

latter have lost a large per centage of their moisture ?

What would be the condition of our carriage horses, and

what would the groom say, if we compelled each horse

to drink 18 gallons of water with his 20 lbs. of hay and

) Oats ?—and yet this is how we treat our sheep and beasts

when they have only Turnips. Our cannie friends in

the north give plenty of straw to their bullocks, and yet,

for want of carrying fine cut straw, chaff, and Rape-cake

to their hill sheep during the past severe winter,

thousands of them have perished that might have been

cheaply saved. [Does Mr. Mechi know the price of

straw in the north last winter ? There was no " want "

of carrying every bit of food that could be seraped

'together.] It is a great mistake not to give to

hill sheep Rape-cake. At present prices it would pay

in the mutton, independently of the profit gamed

by fertilised and improved pasturage. Let us see

what a lesson natnre teaches us in this matter.

Grass during the vernal and growing season con-

perday. From this it is evident that no steam plough,
^^^^^^ 25 per cent, of dry matter, and the 75 per

as at present worked, can compete generally with horses
^^^^^ ^^ ^^„^^^^. j^. contains is at a tempprature which I

on light soil, though I think if I could hire on fair
^.^^^ imjiffine to be considerably raised by the rays of a

remunerative terms a steam cultivator, and a compe-

tent staff to work it, to break up the stubbles as soon

as cleared, it would be advantageous, that being a

period when all regular hands are employed with

harvest operations.

PROPER SIZE OF STEAM-CULTIVATED FARMS.

To make steam cultivation a sufficiently payable

adventure for a farmer to expend the necessary capital,

I have shown that in my opinion he must be the

occupier of a strong landed farm, and that its introduc-

tion should be equivalent to the work of eight horses.

I have also shown that the farmer occnping 200 acres of

land requires four pairs of liorses to carry on the farm

under the ordinary mode of culture; and that the

saving effected by the introduction of steam power is,

or ought to be, equivalent to the same number. The

carting of manure, drilling of corn^ harvesting of crops,

and marketing of produce, will still have to be performed

by horse power, so that upon a holding of the area I

have named six horses must be retained to carry on

these operations at their respective seasons. The idea

suggested by some parties to meet this difficulty is to

purchase extra horses at certain seasons, and resell them

when not required; this is too theoretical to need

further comment. I have, therefore, arrived at the

conclusion that 350 acres should be the area, but

certainly not less than 300 acres, as the limit for tke

profitable introduction of steam cultivation, excepting

on the principle of hire ; and upon this principle, allow-

ing a fair remuneration to the letter-out, 1 am equally

satisfied that the occupiers of strong land under the

area named will find steam cultivation advantageous

;

and when we consider that 100,000 farmers* holdings

are not half the area 1 have named, and further that

the smallest holdings are generally of the most tenacious

description of soil, it is evident to my mind, that unless

a system of letting out be adopted on a similar principle

as is now practised for threshing, but still better if

with a regular working staff, steam cultivation will for

a lengthened period be the exception of the rule.

Before concluding I must not omit to refer to one great

advantage the farmer derives from the aid of steam

power ; I allude to the opportunity it gives him of

embracing any sudden movement of an upward

tendency in preparing his produce for market, or, in

any peculiar season, the soil for the reception of the

seed, in case lie can command a sufficient working staff

independently of what is necessary for the regularly

working of the farm

-%

FARM ECONOMICS.-Xo. III.

THE CONSUMPTION^ OF BOOT CROPS BT LIVE STOCKS.

Beiifting that unprofitable mistakes are commonly

committed, I beg to offer a few remarks that may correct

them. The question appears to hinge upon what propor-

tion water should bear to the dry food consumed. 1 uruips

contain 90 to 92 per cent, of water ; Mangel, 88 per

cent. : Grass, 75 per cent. If we wish to keep a horse

irtgood condition we give him 20 to 25 lbs, of dry

* In both of these cases Mr. Wells has under-estimated the food and 40 to 50 lbs. ofwater daily ; but if we teed our
manual cost of ploughing. One acre a day of stony land and , ' ^^ huUocks entirely on Tumips we compel them

"to take 9 lbs. or pints of water with every pound or1^ acre of light land, are much beyond the average amount of a
day's work.

can imagine to be considerably raised by the rays of a
'

^lav or June sun. Farmers have a saying that sheep

thrive much better on roast meat than boiled, meaning

that the diminished per centage of moisture and in-

creased temperature of the food in the hot months

abstract little caloric from the internal animal system,

whilst the exterior surface of their bodies being sur-

rounded by a summer temperature makes no demand

upon their food to keep up the natural animal

warmth. Farmers know quite well that there

is diminished quality in Grass when the summer
lias departed and tliere Js an absence of heat and

light, and most people know the evil result when
animals consume green food with the hoar frost upon it

or when very wet from rains. Nature has indicated

that we should make hay while the sun shines, as a pro-

vision for winter, and that the Grass having lost 65 per

cent, of water by drying, we must make up for the

deficiency by providing our animals with drink.

Nature has taught them the proper quantity to take,

and a wise f^irmer would in cold weather take care that

the temperature of the water should be warm, and thus

our live stock would fatten with a smaller quantity of

food. Farm or other horses would much less often die

from gripes and inflammation, if when they came in

heated from their work they were allowed to drink

warm water instead of being walked into a horse-pond,

or allowed to drink water many degrees below the

temperature of their stomachs. Our London brewers

understand this. A small steam-pipe passes through

their water-tanks, keeping the water always at a

proper warmth. The horses drink wlien they please

without risk of injury. Bullocks ought to be treated

in the same way. The pulping of roots and mixing

them with cut straw has soon come into favour with

farmers, because it diminishes the disproportionate

quantity of water fthich the animals are compelled

to take in their roots when they have no dry food.

Sheep should always have 1 lb. of Clover Grass-hay, or

some cut straw, and lib- of Rape-cake when on

Turnips in cold or wet weather ; this would diminish

the consumption of Turnips and restore a proper equi-

librium between the dry food and water, and would add

fertility to the soiL This wortld bring a better price

for the Turnips consumed. If no hay is given fine-cut

straw will answer admirably, and you will find that

your straw thus applied will realise a much better

price that wlien merely used as bedding. It is interest-

ing to see how well the animals discriminate in their

use of straw or hay-chaff. A wet or cold day will cause

them to eat it in larger quantities. When Grasses are

saturated with rain a little dry food is most acceptable

to animals, and thev will thrive much better upon it.

In cmclusion, a wi^e farmer will so limit Ins consump-

tion of roots by each animal that the water contained

in them should approximate to the quantity he would

give to an animal eating dry food. Four gallons or

40 lh=! of water per d^ would be a full allowance for

a bullock, and this quantity would be contained ia

45 lbs. of roots. Probably a bushel of roots weighing

50 lbs. would be a fair average quantity for a full-sized

bullock, and a proportionate quantity for sheep. Great

objection and considerable disbelief have been expressed

by my fariuins friends at my small annual losa of stodR,
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estimiAted at Xs. per acre ; but if they carry out the

principles laid down in this -communication, with the

addition of good winter aud summer shelter for stock,

they will find my allowance for loss very ample. It

is really fearful and melancholy to witness the losses

arising from ignorance or mismanagement. I see it

around me too constantly, A sudden and full supply of

succnlentMangel.yonngand watery Tares, oradraughtof

cold water to a heatedanimalproducelaxity, or flatulence,

constipation,inQammation,ordeath. It ishiglily desirable

that the root-cutting house should have a high tempe-

rature. As my horses consume many Mangel, the roots

are piled in the stable a few hours, and thus during the

winter season attain a temperature more suitable to the

stomach of the animal. The cut roots for the bullocks

are mixed with the warm steamed chaff. A wise farmer

- will never forget this golden maxim—that 1 lb. of coal,

which costs less than lialf a farthing, contains more

carbon than many times its value in food. Therefore

he will use coal instead of food to give animal heat and

The time will come when all

appears to he with the Potato crop. They are put in

still earlier, and thus afford less time for preparatory

operations- But no sooner are the Potatoes planted,

and work sufficiently forward to admit of it, than the

circular harrows and the single-row horse-hoe are set to

work—the former to torment the weeds on the ridges

and the latter the intervening spaces. If there is any-

thing worth the gathering it is carefully handpicked,

and the ridges again formed with the double mould

plough. A similar process is renewed—at least in the

Potato-growing districts on the west coast— as often as

time permits ; and when the Potatoes are above ground

the ridges are of course hand-hoed. It will readily be

admitted that a double benefit is thus] gained; the land

is not only well cleaned of weeds, but the surface is kept

in a beautifully fresh and pulverised condition—almost

as fresh, in fact, as in a well-kept garden, and the

growth of the plant is proportionately vigorous.

Instead of this, how often, with us, is it the case that

the surface is allowed to get set, and become stale and

unkind, while the struggling stems have to find theirlay on fat cheaply.

our bullockries will be heated with warm water
|
way upwards as best they may ?

or Bteam pipes in cold weather. See how
particular our groom is to keep his horses warmly
clad in cold weather, and how nicely he regu-

lates the ventilation aud temperature. Should not this

show us the right way? I often think so when T see

on a bleak winter's day unsheltered animals eating

Grass or Turnips, the air aud the food being at a

temperature scarcely above the freezing point. Surely

the farmer who permits this can know nothing of the

heat-forming theory, or he would not waste his food in

creating an artificial furnace with so costly a corabus-

tive element as provender. J. J, Mechit Tipiree,

THE VALE OF STRATHMORE.
(Continuedfrom p, 561.)

In the improvements already spoken of, by the
reclamation of waste laud, and the very spirited outlay

on artificial manures, it must not be inferred that the

greatest of all improvements—draining— is forgotten.

Government money, as well as landlords' and tenants*

capital, has been freely sunk in this direction. And
though less draining is now carried on than in former
years, the reason is that draining is less urgently
needed than before. Prices run much the same as

with us in Warwickshire, viz., from 1^. lOt^. to 2^. ^.
per chain, for digging, laying the pipes, and filling in,

on stiffish clay soils. Fences seem in general to come
heavier on the Strathmore farmer than would be much
relished in the south. Stone dykes there are, in

plenty, on many farms ; but even then subdivisions are

frequently required—while on other farms the common
paling fence (put up by the tenant) constitutes nearly

the whole both of divisions and subdivisions. The com-
parative absence of hedges, which give such a warm
and genial aspect to a district, is rather noticeable,

although there are many other parts of Scotland worse

off in this respect. Some good Beech hedges are to be

Been, but this is long in coming to be an impenetrable

fence. Hence the temporary fencing is no light item in

the course of a 19 years* tenancy. One farmer told us

that his farm, which is 4 miles long, betwixt the two
extreme ends, required to be nearly all gone over, in

the course of five years, either by renewal or removal of

the usual paling divisions. Hence, too, a sawing bench,

"with circular saw driven from the threshing-mill wheel,

ig a frequent adjunct on a farm, where at all

practicable or desirable. Where Scots Fir is con-

verted and sold for this purpose, it is worth about

2*. 8<Z. per 100 running feet of single rail; and the

posts, 4 feet 8 inches long, are worth l\d. each. But
Larch, although more costly in the outset, is probably

more economical in the end : the like length of Larch
being worth As. 6(?., and posts %^d. each. For horses

and cattle we usually see two or three rails in the

fence, as the case may be; and for sheep either four

or five rails—the latter being suitable for lambs.
One thing which strikes a stranger in visiting the

The fallows usually receive a fair amount of hand-

picking, after each cross-ploughing aud harrowing, and

the newly-formed ridges are also gathered where

needful. Indeed, the large heaps of Couch and rubbish

to be seen in many a corner of a field on even well-

managed farms tell a tale of female outworkers having

been gathering or picking for days if not weeks before.

But then the whole of tlie weeds are almost religiously

preserved, and burning is out of the question. Pro-

fessor Voelcker's clearly drawn deductions from analyses

of the Couch plant would not go down at all; and we
met with none who would consider burning other than

a very wasteful operation, to be avoided by every

economical manager. With regard to autumn
fallowing, it has already been noticed that the

lateness of the harvest, and the pressure of Wheat
sowing, seemed to prevent its general adoption. Yet
there are undoubtedly seasons when some little might
be done thus to facilitate the labours of spring. One
gentleman, a most intelligent farmer, had tried it a

year or two ago, "but could not make it answer at all."

On inquiry it appeared that he ploughed and worked
the ground immediately on the removal of the grain

crop ; but could in no satisfactory degree get the weeds
into a free pickable condition. Would not the case

have been very different had he left the plough at

home and run the land over a couple of times with a

good grubber or cultivator, then to follow with the

harrows and keep all the rubbish at top ? An affirmative

answer may safely be given, and the spread of the
Woolstou " smasher," with an 8-horse power of Clayton
& Shuttleworth's on one side of th« field, will soon

make autumn cleaning available in any corner of the

British isles. In Forfarshire, where team work is an
important item, a material gain would be bound to

show itself. A pair of horses, tilling on an average

from 50 to 60 imperial acres, are reckoned to stand the

farmer 100^. a year, including the ploughman. Various

calculations have been made on this point ; we subjoin

a Scotch one made nearly half a century ago. It

bears a trutliful aspect, although the items are com-
paratively high. Alongside we may compare the

present cost on an English home farm, where the horses

are pretty closely worked in heavy haulages, when not

engaged in the field :

—

1812. £
17i bolls of Oats per
'horse at 25*. ., 21 17

100 stones of hay at
10(i 4 3

Peas and Bean straw 3

3 ac. Cloverand Tares 6

8, d.

6

4

£35 10
Interest and wear and

tear 7 10

For one 'horse . . £42 10 10
Ditto . . .. 42 10 10

1S60. £ «. d.

52 bush. Oats at 4». . . 10 8
52 buab. Beans at 65. 15 12
78 cwt. hay, or equi-
valent in Grass and
Clover, at 4*. .. 15 12

£41 12
Interest and tear and
wear .. ., 7 10

One horse
Ditto

..£49 2
,.49 2

A pair of horaes . .£93 4
A pair of horses £85 1 8

To the above must be added shoeing and harnessnorth, in the spring months, is the forward state of

field operationa. Independent of the lack of autumn ! accounts, and the wages of the ploughman, amounting
fallowing, of which the backward climate and later to another 50?. in the Scotch case, or 135/. 1-?. Sd. in

harvest do not generally admit, you find that all is

ready for Swede-sowing by the middle of May, or even
earlier. What with Totato setting in April, as well as

the later Barley sowing to he attended to, lots of crosB-

plou^hing tnbe done, and dung to be carted from the
yards, or else from the dunghills to the ridges, also

the splitting and; closing of ^the ridges, we again
repeat that there is good management somewhere, to

keep up to the mark at all. The universal pair-horse
work has nmch to do with it; then the hours they
work—from 6 to 6, with a couple of hours offat midday

the brisk pace at which they generally step, and

all ; and to about 45Z. in the other instance, or 143Z. 4s.

1819 to 1857, with a total of 33 animals only exhibit^
and these bred by himself, he obtained 27 lioval nri-/

'

and four "High Commendations." His bull Waifod
bore off the first prize of 1000 francs and gold medal
at Paris in 1855, as the best bull of any age or breed-
while, at the same time, his Napoleon III. won th'
bronze medal and high commendation, as no exhibito*^
was allowed to take more than one prize in this clas^
Walford won the Great Challenge Sweepstakes

onCTi"
to all England, at Ludlow, in 1850; and two of jS
steers won the Challenge Cup, open to all En^-land It
is specially worthy of note that this breeder^ who has
attained such splendid success, founded his entire herd
upon the surest basis, viz., that of a few animals onlv
and those of surpassing excellence, nndotibted oriein
and the nearest possible blood consistent with the laws
of consanguinity. This principle, faithfully carried out
has given him a herd of great uniformity, remarkable
quality, and beauty of appearance. Lord Berwick
claims tliat Herefords are the best for farmers on mode-
rate pastures, because they will thrive better on such
land than the Short-hoins, and will make good beef
animals at two years old. The Short-horns he acknow-
ledges have better frames, and oftentimes a better
hind-quarter; but the Herefords are better in
girth, as a general thing, and in shoulder-
points. It is quite noticeable that the crops
are usually much better filled in the latter than the
former breed, and their quality is, to say the least a»
good. He had at the time of our visit 175 females
includiug calves, and about 50 males. The preceding
season he had 65 calves dropped.

Adaptahili(y to America.—Our experience of last

summer has convinced us that, for certain districts of
our country, it would be much more profitable to raise

Herefords than any other breed. As good animals,
whether we consider quality, form, or constitution, can
be purchased of Lord Berwick for 120/., as, if Short-
horns, would cost five times that sum ; and for all the
prairie country of the West, for Texas and California,

they would equal, and perhaps excel, their costly rivals.

In looking carefully through Lord Berwick's herd, w&
think that we saw as large, as symmetrical, and
promising animals as in any other herd of any breed, if

we except Samuel Thome's, which probably is without
an equal in any country. A short time prior to »ur
visit, a stock-grower from Australia had purchased
Herefords of Lord B., to try upon the plains of that
country ; he giving as his reason for the purchase that
the Devons, turned loose on the Pampas, became so fleet

of loot as to outrun all but their very fleetest horses.

The Herefords, he thought, from their great size, and
their thrifty growth on coarse herbage, would do
better for them than either Devons or Short-horns, for,

while they would not have tlie objectionable fleetness
of the former, they would thrive better without care
than the latter.

Importance of a Merd-Booh.—Perhaps one reason
why Herefords have given place to Short-horns to so
considerable an extent is, that there had been no herd-
book published, until the task was undertaken by Mr,.
T. C. Eyton, near Wellington, Salop. His first volume
was issued in 1846, but even the necessity for such a
register was so poorly appreciated that, after another
volume was issued, in 1853, he gave it up in despair.
It then passed into the hands of Mr. Powell, of Hinton
Court, near Hereford; but he died after bringing out
one number. Breeders now began to see the valne of
the work, for they found every purchaser from beyond
the confines of their county demanding of them the
pedigree of their animals. A dim conception of the
fact that purity of blood on both sides could only be
proved by a printed register, entered their minds, and
spurred on by the pecuniary profits ofherd-book registry,
they have begun co give more patronage to the under-
taking. Lord Berwick and other leading breeders have
made most strenuous efforts to keep the thing agoing,
and at present it may be expected that success will

attendtheir efibrts. The third volume has recentlybeen
issued by Mr. Duckham under the auspices of the Here-
ford Agricultural Society. The number of bulls recor-

ded in the first two volumes is 901 ; in the third, 1477.

Mr Coming's Place.—Fifteen years ago, Mr. Erastus
Corning commenced his career as a Hereford breeder,

and hence it need not be matter of wonder that the
most is endeavoured to be made out of them.
T, Bowicl\

{To he continued.)

THE HEREFORD BREED.
{Continued from pa^e "iG^).

Lord BerincJc's Serd.—During the last summer we
sundiy customs of the country, which are probably more had an opportunity of visiting the herd of Lord Ber-
mfluential still, all tend to produce the result referred
to. Besides which, we saw many fields ridged in n

wick, at Cronkhill, near Shrewsbury, Sliropshire ; and in

connection with Herefords, some acount of it may be of
condition that, for lack of cleanliness, would not be interest to our readers. His lordship commenced his
tolerated by the average of EngHsh fanners. There is

probably a reason for this. The opportunity for
thoroughly cleansing the land, tiiroughout the summer,
M much greater than with ua. Wide ridges of from
-7 to 30 iui-hea^ aud hors^-hoeings repeated
almost weekly till the leaves meet acro6« the rows,
as weK as a fau- amount of hand-hceing, all
tend to clieck the weeds from making headway, if
.not of .eraAicating them altogether. .Just.the,Sftme it

herd in 1844, by the purchase of 14 or 15 heifers at Mr.
Salwaj's sales at Ashley Moor, Herefordshire. The
animals were of the blood of Mr. T. A. Knight, of Down-
ton Castle, previously mentioned in this article ; and
since, by purchases made from Jetiriea', Hewer's, and
other blood, to get points, he has increased the value of
his herd. He has now three Royal Society's first-prize

Ijulls, and ha« the reputation of drawing more Royal 1 15 yards apart.
prizes than any other Hereford man in England. From ' thorough-drained, the other not—both laid down io

manage tne nerd. This connection continued
for two or three years, when the direction of affairs was
confined to Sir. Coming's son, Erastus, who has since
continued in charge of the herd. At various times
importations have been made, of nine cows in calf, and
two bulls, one of which latter, "Cardinal Wiseman,'"
was bred by tlie Rev, Mr. Smithies, Leominster, Herts.
Mr. Cornmg's farm, comprising 300 acres, lies on the
banks of the Hudson, three miles below the city of
Albany. Like all the land in that vicinity, his farm is

mainly hilly; the soil of fair quality. There arc
25 acres of pasture, 80 meadow, 15 corn, 32 Oats, and
the balance in roots, woods, orchards, &c. In almost
any direction within three miles of the city, land is

worth, on an average, 207. per acre, the price decreasing
as the farm is more and more removed from market.
Mr. Corning has had much difficulty from the washing
of his sitle-hills, but thinks he has found an effectual

remedy in tile-drainage. Seventy acres of tile have been
lajd, on an average, 4^ feet deep, and usually 14 to

We were shown adjoining lots—one
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pasture,

r

f

\

On one the sod was siuootli, even, and un-

broken, tiie crop hixnriant and liealtliy ; on the otlier

(>ould he seen, hero and there, hirge masses that liad been

nndermuicd by currents of rahi-water, and washed away,

so as to leave their former resthig-pkces denuded of ver-

Jure. Mr. Corning was about coramencin^ to drain tliislot

and purposes extending tlie system over the entire farm.

Mr. Corning says tliat he has given faithfid trials, side

bvside, to Short-horns and Hcrefords, and has con-

vinced himself of the superiority of the latter, for

ffithstandinE^ our cold northern climate, for making

flesh on less food, and for activity as workurs. He has

had at times 20 or 30 of each breed in his stables, an<l

the result is that he has chosen what he thinks is the

"good part that cannot be taken from" him. His

animals are not kept up and fed to get them in high

condition, for he has bred not for the butcher but for

the breeder. U'he cow stalls are separated by partitions

carried up quite to the ceiling, which seems to us an

unnecessary wiiste of material, and as having a ten-

dency to obstruct ventilation. The liquid manure is

collected in tanks, and after being diluted witli water,

is carted out by moans of a hogshead on a cart frame,

and distributed over the land through a perforated pipe,

extended across the tail of thecartand connected with the

hogshead, the whole apparatus being nothing other than

the street sprinklers in common use in this and other

cities. Sir. Coming's herd usually comprises 20 head of

stock.but he has notso many at present. The price of first-

class females in England is about 65Z., and the charges

of importntion (which include 15Z. for passage, the

house on deck, liay, straw, and feed) are 20^. to 2ol,

more, the whole making the animal cost, delivered at

Albany, within 100/. The bull Cardinal Wiseman,

hred by Mr. Smithies, and now 10 years old, has been

a fine animal in his time. He has a good frame, but it

shows too plainly just now, for he is very thin and

gaunt. A calf by Defiance, out of Victoria 2d, by
Cambria 387, was bred by Mr. Humphries, of Lorain

County, Ohio, and promises to make a superior animal.

His sire and himself were exhibited at Syracuse, at the i

terms as to wages with those of the midland counties;
thus a stigma will be removed which has hitherto made
us a bye-word of reproach. If cases of low wages occur
in other parts of our county, I hope they will be dragged
to light and undergo the ordeal of public investigation.

The value of beer should not be included in Mr. Fowler's

calculation, as it is t?iven for extra work when the

labour extends beyond the usual hour, as at haymaking
and harvest, or v/hen it is unusually hard, as at steam-

threshing, drilling, &c.

Mr. Fowler's remarks, however, on the subject of

labourers' cottages require a reply from me, as they tend
to the supposition that the wholesale destruction of

cottages at Whitchurch has had a prejudicial effect

upon its population. I trust the following remarks will

satisfy your readers that the dhninution of marriages

(which Mr. Fowler supposes to be an unexceptional

index of a healthy social state) has not arisen from any
increased difhculty young couples experience in

obtaining Ifouscs (for that is the case everywhere),

but from various causes, one of which is the strict

surveillance exercised over the cottager, within the last

six years, as to the admission of families without

consent. Unless close and constant attention is paid to

this point, a state of things involving immorality and
vice, which I have overcome with much difficulty, would

soon reappear.

Another cause is the increased and increasing self-

respect on the part of the young people, the result of a

superior education, aided by access to comfoi ts which,

until recently, have been beyond their reach. In fact

the young men are beginning to find out what the

upper classes have long ago discovered—that it is

advisable to delay marriage until they have secured a

little money with which to set up house. Several leave

home for a season and engage themselves in situations

beyond the narrow sphere of their parish. I must i^lead

guilty to having obtained situations for several young

men within the last eight years, all of whom are doing

far better than if they had remained at home. I have

also got out three men (married), as woodmen on large

are solemnised at the Union. Young men, and women
too, do not confine themselves to their own villages for
partners. The mistress told nie, about six months ago.
the infant school had never been so full during her six
years' residence at Whitchurch as it was at that time.
During the last eight years Mrs. Michel has built 22
cottages on her estate; every tenant will bear testimony
to ber endeavours to meet their various claims in the
way ofimprovements, including the erection of labourers*

cottages. Mr. Joseph Fowler, the lecturer's brother,

had three cottages built for him last year on a site

selected by himself, and contiguous to extensive farm
buildings also recently erected. I frequently meet Mr.
Robert Fowler—we are near neighbours—he has had
opportunities out of number of speaking to me on the
subject. Had he done so he would have found me, as I
hope he always finds me, accessible, and 1 would have
most willingly rectified the evil as soon as he had
satisfied me of its existence. His remarks on Saturday
were the first intimation I have received of his dissatis-

faction. I can only add if the Whitchurch population

is decreasing (which I very much doubt), it arises, not

from the destruction of cottages, but because young
people are more frugal, and find other and more
a;^reeable channels for their labour tbau working on the
Whitchurch or Whatcombe farms. In successfully

carrying out my views with regard to ameliorating the

condition of the poor I must claim freedom of action-

The subject is a comprehensive one and must not be
viewed from the limited horizon of half a parish; it

requires time to complete, and I venture to say, it is

most closely and earnestly attended to on the What-
combe estate. Jo7in Clavell Mansel, in Dorset County

Chronicle.

State Fair, and the calf seemed so full of promise that estates, who are earning capital ^vages. Another has

Mr. Corning purchased him. He isvery smooth, his upper just engaged himself .in a distant part of the country

audlower line8good,cropsw^ellfilled,anddiops wellinthe withou '
* ""' '^'

''
^

--^-^i--- -i
'

flank. Grace, an aged cow ofLord Berwick's breeding, is
.
laboure

deep and roomy, and has a good flank.

Thumb (243), dam Wood-Pigeon by the Count (251).

Her dam was the winner as the best cow at Shrews-

bury in ISoG, and The Counthas sired some of Lord B.'s

beat heifers. Victoria 4th, coming seven years' old, by

Cardinal Wiseman, out of Victoria Ist, is an imported

cow. She is very heavy, and in high condition. She is

said to have had throughout the winter only 2 quarts of

«hiip stuff, with hay and stalks, but is really in too high

Hoah. She is very lengthy and deep, and must weigh

1300 lbs. Lady Goddard, another imported cow, Cora,

and Princess, with a calf by her side by Cardinal W^ise-

man, are worthy of notice, and the young stock is quite

creditable. We cannot conclude our notice of Here-

forda more appropriately than by quoting the language

tised by Mr. R. Smith in his last report to the Royal
Agricultural Society of England

:

" In our present day we ««c recorded in We Society's

Journal an increasing number of competitors from dif-

fcEent parts of the kingdom. This proves that the

value of the breed is becoming more appreciated. A
few years since they were almost exclusively in the

hands of the tenant farmers of their native county.

They now form the principal breed of the counties of

Monmouth, Radnor, Brecon, Salop, and parts of the

thout my assistance. The withdrawal of this class of

er is owing to an alteration in the management
She is by Tom of the neighbouring woods, their skill in the use of the

Home Correspondence.
Seed and Weeds.—We are extremely indebted to you

for the publication of the result of the examination of

(Jrass seeds by Mr. Buckman nnd Mr. Bigge; the

facts brought to our knowledge are extraordinary. It

would, I think, be desirable we sliould know the esti-

nsated number of cultivated Grass seeds in a bushel as

well as the number of the seeds of weeds. When we
hear of there being nearly four millions of weed seeds

in a bushel of AVhite Clover, and that even a greater

quantity has been seen, we become anxious to know
what proportion this bears to the Clover. It would
also, I think, be useful if the proportions of the Clover

or Grass seeds, as well as the seeds of weeds that slioiv

sufficient vitality to grow, -were ascertained. Perhaps it

might be found advantageous to some farmers to grow
some Grasses themselves for seed. Can you state how

use of the hook and axe affords them ready employment
where the labour market is less overstocked. I cannot

attach any blame to myself in this respect. It is our

instinct to get on in the world, andlnever refuse a helping

hand to any one who solicits my assistance. Surely no

one would hinder the voluntary extradition of any
villager from his native place where improvement of

condition and wealth are open to him. If the views of
|
far north the different Grasses could be ripened ? The

a gentleman are coiTect who discussed this part of the ' aiost extraordinary piece of Grass that can be found is

subject after the termination of the lecture, I cannot
understands any one crossing the boundaries of his own
county and taking a farm in another. A demand is

always succeeded by a supply, Nature hates a vacuum.

As soon as the labourer is assured that he will receive

similar wages to those given by Mr, Fowler and Mr.
Pookcs, there will be no difficulty in attracting him to

the vacuum.
One man only has been turned out of the parish

since the year 1852, not on account of the destruction

of his cottage but at the request of bis neighbours

for misconduct. I have only two cottages under my
control inadequate for the convenience of the inmates

(they have recently fallen into hand and will be re-

adjusted in the course of the summer) ; one is occupied

counties of Gloucester, Worcester, 'Warwick, Stafford, by a labourer of Mr. Fowler, the other by a widow of a

Wilts, Herts, Dorset, Somerset, and Cornwall. There carpenter lately in bis employ. I -also furnish another

"of ins labourers with a large cottage; all of these pay

rent, but not at the rate of U. per annum. In a con-

versation with a farmer of the parish about one of four

supernumerary Whitchurch men, whom he had recently

discharged, employed by Mrs. Michel during the

winter, he assigned as his reason for so doing that

"several young men were coming on," and, at his

are also some good herds in Xorth Wales and Scotland,

for which districts their hardiness of constitution, thick

but mellow hides, wavy, soft, and moderately long hair,

render them peculiarly adapted."

At the Chester Show of the Royal Society we saw the

representatives of this breed. The entries were of

aged bulls, 9 ;
young bulls, 13 ; hull calves, 14 ; cows hi

calf or milk, 8 ; heifers in calf or milk, 8; and yeai-ling

heifers, 14 entries. The prize bull, the property of

Mr. Price, girthed 8 feet 7 inches. Another highly

commended bull, shown by -Lord Bateman, girthed

S feet 9 inches. These exceeded in girth the first prize

oid bull in the Short-horn class by 8 inches—his girth

being 8 feet 1 inch. The show of Herefords was said

to have outnumbered any previous one, wltb the excep-

tion of that at Shrewsbury (a few miles from Lord
Berwick's farm), and to have been of excellent quality.

it certainly was far ahead of anything we have seen
exhtbited in this country as yet ; but we trust the day

nary piece
that in Hyde Park; there is not a Plantain, Dandelion,
Xettle, or any other weed in it. If permission were
given under certain restrictions for the seeds of this

Grass to be gathered, the country at large would ere

long derive great advantage from it. The practice of
Sf>win5r what are called " hay seeds " is very objection-

able. K. V. [See a •'Notice.'']

Hreton Cows.—^^I see by the list of prizes awarded at

the Dorchester meeting, that two cows from Brittany
were exhibited. I have not yet seen any of this

breed ; but I should be glad to see a few experiments

made with them by competent judges, as should they
be found worth attention by any they must be more
particularly useful to occupiers of small farms. Many
who now cannot keep cows might be able to do so if

they could obtain a few of this breed ; for gentlemen's

use the}'' would seem to promise to be of great value

—

how convenient it would be to be able to kill one's own
beef, as well as mutton. Perhaps a cross with a small

West Highlander would be of benefit as regards feeding

qualities?—but I only seek information on the subject.

If hardy, would they not be sought after by shipowners

to supply milk on board ship ? I should suppose there

would be a great difference in the expense of keep.

request, I provided a cottage whicli the man now 1 Inquirer. [There are considerable imports^ of Breton

occupies. This does not look as if there is either a
|
cows, see Tloccupies

paucityof labour or cottage room. If, however, there

is any eccentricity in the normal orbit of our social

sphere I must claim exemption from blame, or share it

with Mr. Fowler and Mr. Fookes, who have control

over, at least, half of the parish ; the deaths, births, and

marriages, therefore, of that moiety cannot be afTccted

by the Vandal act complained of. I deny that derange-

ment (if any exists) is attributable to domineering in-

'hries advertisement columns. The Breton

cow resembles the Shetland cow.]

Wool, and the Manner of Weighing it.—There is no
uniformity amongst buyers of wool, at least in the

county of Essex. It should be an understood principle

with buyers and sellers of wool in what maimer it is

weighed. With some buyers both the price and the

manner of weighing are made public; with others it is

. not so, the price only is mentioned ; and when the wool is

fluence, but to causes perfectly natural. If I am not i
brought to the scales the manner of weighing give rise to

mistaken I have told Mr. Fowler that arrangements
j

disagreeable feelings when it is found the buyer weighs it

is not distant when on some one of the show-grounds are being made for the immediate erection of 'twenty ' only by the tod of28 lbs., which causes a deficiency to the

or Western Agricultural Societies as respectable a pntl-a<res"n thp Whatcombe estate. Whitchurch, how-
j
seller of from 2 to 3 per cent, to what it would realise it

congress of these vabiablo animals may be assembled.

DORSKT COTTAGE IMPBOVEMENT.
I Ail glad to see the attention of the members

Blandford Farmers* Club has been directed to the
]ect of the agricultural labourer by Mr, Robert
of Whitchurch, the parusal of whose lecture gave
much pleasure. The real state of the labourers' wage

A hardy variety of Barley.^! was much surprised

observe the contrast of the American
evalicrkind; the dift'erence is almost

WTieat and Barley, It was sown on

on the same kind of land and pre-

in this-county will be better understood, and the public
j

no'"i;;s-lbau"eigbt Whitchurch young me. in Mi..
|

P^^ P^^^^^^^^ ^^^ dungf^nd
made aware that the air of Dorsetshire has not the Michers employment between ^l^c «ges of 20 «nd 3a "^'^^

"^^J^^^^j^^^^^ The two
petrifying effect uponthefarmers'hearts as has hitherto 'and several under 20. V^T w ;.r.nrv Ct k\nds are only divided bv a ridge, but the contrast is

Wen supposed, but that they are as kind and tender
j
home and have no means of refreshing m.> "if»"J.y»

^»J [ . , American is two or three shades of a darker
towards their men as those of other counties, and that

1
1 beg to remind Mr. Fowler the parish register is not

,

great
,
tlie Auiencan is t

_

% labourers of our uplands (at least) are on equal ' the only document to consult as to marnagesi m^ny reen and a much greater vigour of habit than the
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only on one moiety of the land. The first in rotation
^

of these crops is 1 acre of Oats, the second year's trial,
^

one moiety, estimated by myself at 9 qrs. Last year's ;

moiety wiu 9 qrs. as stated by Mr. Smith himself.

Then 1 acre of Barley alike planted, the vAviety, best

,

Chevalier, equally as promising, but the first year's

trial ; trusted to prove a great acquisition, if the last

operation, namely " moulding the outside rows up/* will

prevent its falling too heavily over the fallowed spaces.

Next are White Belgian Carrots, 2 rows at 1 foot apart,

then 3 feet fallow, and so on alternately. Estimated at

a full crop, on less than one moiety ; alternated every

year. Then comes the said 1 acre of Wheat, on the

same plan as on the 4-acre clay subsoil; sixth crop

and self-supporting. This is on light and stony subsoil,

and is grown by way of experiment, and not recom-

mended'in Mr. Smith's pamphlet " Word in Season."

Estimated by myself at 3 qrs. per aero, viz., on one

moiety ; last year there were 2^ qrs. Wurzels are sown

as the Carrots, 2 rows at 1 foot apart, \Wth 3 feet*

fallow, dunged. Estimated at full average crop, off one

moiety or rather less; alternated yearly. Lastly,

Lucerne, in single rows, 2 feet apart, no fallow, trans-

planted with top roots cut off, highly manured every

year. First exit, a full and extraordinary strong crop

;

is cut three times each season. Mr. Smith' sows his

Lucerne on his nursery bed in rows, but he ought, I

observed to him, to sow it evenly and broadcasted.

Tlie lieadlands and sides of the fields are not sown with

corn, nor roots, but a beautiful Grass plot is laid down
about 12 feet wide at the ends of the lands and rows,

and about 4 feet at the sides for a footpath. No
waste, all is turned to profit, being often mown and
used with Lucerne and chaff for pigs and Mr. Smith's

carriage horses, as there appears to be no pasturage.

Gypsum or guano I presume is applied when necessary

to the Grnss. Those two carriage horses do all the

work singly at leisure hours that is needed on the

farm, which consists cliiefly in broadsharing, harrowing,
moulding, and subsoiling, the rest being done by
manual labour with the spade. The last operation to

be performed on the corn crops. Wheat, Barley, and
Oats, before harvest (which I had not the opportunity

of witnessing) is done just as it is piping, say next week

;

if dry, is moulding it up, to prevent its falling. The
implement for this purpose consists of an angular mould-
ing board, drawn by one horse, exactly in the centre of

the fallowed space, and followed by a well contrived

subsoiler, as preparatory for the next year's three rows
of corn. I hesitate not to advocate the adoption of all

Mr. Smith's plans, on a large scale, if any scheme can
be invented to do them equally as well, or in any way
approaching to it, without the manual labour of
trenching the fallowed spaces in winter. In a sub-

sequent paper I propc^e to explain how I think it may
be done effectually and satisfactorily by steam power,
and which I trust will shortly effect this. Tiiere is no
question about its paying either way, if it can and is

accomplished. Would that the tenure of my leases did

not prohibit my growing "two white straw crops, &c.,

in succession,** enabling me to carry the Lois-Weedon
plan into effect, or that my landlords would place im-

plicit confidence in me to lend me sufiicient capital, at

a fair rate of interest, to follow in the steps of our

invaluable friend the Rev. S, Smith; they would be

perfectly welcome from me to their 45*. per acre, or

even 50*., which I do now pay for the best of my land.

As Mr. Smith wished me to find all the faults I could,

and to point them out, I objected to two points, viz.,

his sowing too much seed, 3 pecks on a moiety of an
acre, and also his sowing it by dibble in ro^s, dropping

two to ten or more grains promiscuously in each hole,

and as I know by respeated experiments that so many
grains, if it is only two, will not produce so much in pro-

portion as a single grain planted by itself, though ever

Central Farmers' Club. 1 can say with confidence I so thickly, I recommended him and others at least to

Chevalier. 1 am acquainted with the growth and sale of

tills American Barley ; last season its market value was

2s. less per quarter than the Chevalier of the same

quality. Itprovesthatthew is a great mistake in grow-

ing the Chevalier kind upon cold soils, and the risk of

a miserable season like the present ; upon cold soils the

finer and more delicate habit of the Chevalier is unmis-

takable, and there is a much better chance of a crop in

these of the American variety. Gilston.

Crops in ForArsAire.—Since my last letter we have

had continued gloomy and wet weather. We have

scarcely had any sunshine in all this month, and the

earth from being saturated with moisture is much
colder than the thermometer represents t!ie air. For

the last eight days neither Grass, nor corn, nor

Turnips, even upon good land, have grown at all.

Wheat is still, even that most forward, apparently a week

from shooting, and on bad land crops have a very dis-

heartening appearance. Markets are steadily advancing

in price, Bed Wlieat having reached GQs. per quarter

here, and 10*. per stone of 14 lbs. being readily given

by butchers for nice heifers of moderate weights. S. J.

Turner^ Richmond, Yorkshire.

Want of Sands in Lancashire.—When our friends

in the North call upon us to supply them with men by
the thousand, and in addition to the men food—for the

consumption of food increases with high w^ages—they

have set us as producers no easy task to perform, for

with fewer men to do the work we are called upon to

produce more food. The first step to he taken with a

view of obtaining this object should be to produce

fewer weeds in the fields, and less vice in the minds of

the people. We clean our fields before we apply the

manure, or the manure would have the efffct of

increasing the growth of the weeds ; and to obtain

better service from a smaller number of men, we
should train them up to good honest industrious habits,

or their education may have the same effect upon them
as the manure would have upon the weeds. There
should be more intercourse amongst us all ; we should

be ready on all occasions to impart our experience to

those about us, which would have the effect of giving

them an interest. Supply and demand will rule the

price of labour, and none of us like to pay a high

price for an inferior article ; then let us try and improve
the quality of the article ; there is room for improve-

ment—the inefficiency of those who serve us arises in a

great measure from the want of a closer social and
kindly intercourse, for we are all of us influenced to a

great extent by the treatment we meet with from
those we serve in early life. Let us not be satisfied

to keep the most ignorant and dependent portion of the

labouring class to perform our work, but rather let us

offer such advantages as will induce the best and most
intelligent to remain with us. JB. Hattslej/, Perrysfield

Farm, Oxted, Surrey*

Lois- Weedon Husbandry.—On the Tth inst. I was on

my way from London by the North-Western Railway,

changing at Bletchley Junction for Blackley, on the

Banbury line, about 68 miles from the metropolis, and
within 8 miles of Lois-Weedon. From thence I pro-

ceeded by a fly from the Wheatsheaf Inn to my
desttnation, and back to sleep the same evening, where

I received good accommodation at the Inn, through
several rural villages comprising chiefly old fashioned

clnmp stoned walled and thatched cottages, with very

neat and well managed stone fenced gardens—to Mr.
Smith's neat residence, the garden of which T must say

would not disgrace a palace, though situated in one of

the most retired neighbourhoods I had met with since

leaving home. Mr, Smith's crops I found fully to

meet my sanguine expectations, and as to my own
opinion of the quality of the land generally at Lois-

Weedon and its neighbourhood, I differ mudi from the
hasty opinions of the deputation from the London

important subject I would not have troubledTiJ^T^^
after your kind publication of my last report which T
trust you will excuse. Seeds, however, are decidedlv
complete failure, from the late early frosts in Octob

*

and November and cold continual rains and boisterou^
winds in spring destroying the young plants intended
for seeding. This circumstance is very much to hp
regretted, and must be attended with great loss. Th
memorable summer of 1816 was mucli more wet and
cold thati the latter part of this is likely to be an^
consequently more unpropitious—as have been manv
autumns in my remembrance. In that year much cor
was not cut in Suffolk till after Michaelmais, and Barlev
and Beans were abroad on the 5th of November •

and
one morning in August Wheat could not be cut before
breakfast, as it was frozen to the ground where it was
lodged. A. Hardy, Maldon, Essex.

Flearo-pneiimonia.—Being desirous of correctino- a
very extraordinary and erroneous impression that has
gone forth respecting the much -to-be-dreaded disease
pleuro-pneumonia, may I beg a little space in your
valuable publication for a few remarks upon the subject?
The prevalence of the disease in some of the dairy dis-
tricts is too well known to most of your readers to
require any further allusion to it here ; but the imaginary
effects produced by its infliction are so extraordinary
and ridiculous that I cannot pass it by unnoticed
It has been asserted that many dairy farmers
have turned their losses from pleuro to good
account, in consequence of the high price of hay and
straw during the spring months which they were
enabled to sell, and that instead of being losers

by its visitation they have actually been gainers •

therefore they have received from their professing

friends something approaching to congratulations on
the loss of their cattle, instead of those kind sympa-

thies which (although of no intrinsic value) are at

least soothing and pleasing to the feelings in times of

severe distress. In allusion to the foregoing I will only

mention one case amengst several which has come
under my own observation. A friend of mine who ha(J

a very valuable dairy stock had the misfortune to lose

upwards of 30 head of his cattle, and in consequence

had not the means of consuming the whole of his bay

and straw upon the premises; he, therefore, thought it

advisable to sell a portion of it as some remuneration

towards his losses in preference to purchasing fresh

cattle during the prevalence of the disease in his

neighbourhood, and he has handed me the following

statement, the correctness of which I can vouch for:—

" The poUcy of continuing the clauses in farm agreements^
prevent tenants seUing hay and other agricultural produce, whea
there is more thaa can be consumed to advantage, is, I thin't,

very questionable, especially in these days of portable manurti
which almost every good farmer makes use of to a considerabi
extent, and I think would be a good subject for discussion by '

the Central Farmers' Club.

CaWes of 40 cows taken with pleuro, at 15?. per
head £600

G recovered but were much deteriorated in value, *

lOr. each .. 60

that all throughout Essex most lands are much better

udiipted for Wheat growing than at Weedon and its

Immediate vicinity, and that in no part on my way to
Northampton, more than 100 miles, did I see crops so
good as at home, and in my own neighbourhood, save

try some, scattered evenly or uniformly by some means
or other all over their cropped moiety of lands, still

keeping, be it understood, the straight sides, and in

every other respect similarly treated as before, and I

venture to affirm that still greater would be the
Mr. Smith's, although all were suffering, and looking advantages. Abraham Sardy, Maldon, Essex.
too sickly from continued wet and cold winds. I can I Potato Disease.—I need not inform you what is the
hoaat of three very large fields of Wheat opposite my ' matter with the inclosed leaves of Ash-leafed Potatoes.

falsely described, and I estimate the produce this year had fondly hoped that the violent wiiids, frosts, &c., of
at 40 bushels per moiety of each acre. 2d. In course,

i
late would have cleared off the impurities of the atmo-

and in the same field are his Winter Beans, a broken ! phere, so as to have resuscitated this invaluable esculent.
plant from October frosts, single rows at 5 feet apart. I Your opinion of the fate of the corn crops, as per lead-
A row of spring Beans are introdaced close to the ing article of last week's (7a.:e^/^, combined with many
broken rows (this year only) to make up for t\\(i otherof your correspondents' notices, differs very much

from ours. Although they are backward and thin from
severe and early and late frosts, drenclied by cold rains,

and beaten by fierce winds, causing them to appear
dreadfully sickly and past recovery, yet I still believe

that the corn, with one month's fine and warm weather,

now that the sun hiis its greatest powerful influence on
all vegetation, will result in a more standing np crop,

better quality, and moreover a greater average yield

than even last year [last year's crop was much under
average], not such an abundance of straw but still more
corn, and abundant crop under trees and high hedges,

and on light and poor soils where scarcely any crop is

realised in ordinary seasons. In fact my own crops, as

well as my neighbours', especially Wheat, are decidedly

better than for several years past. Were it not an

deficiency of plant. The tops already nearly meet, and
will_ no doubt in a few days shake hands. Looking
sideiways over the field it appears as one entire crop.
Est mated a full average crop of other people's, at 8
rows on the same space, covered with weeds, whicli im-
poverish the land more than the crops themselves, a
point to observe of vast importance though thought too
little of. 3d. His light land acre pieces which Mr.
Smith himself considers not adapted for Wheat and
Beans by self-support, consequently are sown with other
crops, and slightly artificially manured with gypsum or
guauo. His root crops also are well supplied with his
farm yard manure, liquid manure, &c.; excepting 1
acre of Wheat, which is without manure of any kind
—all however, with the crops sown upon his principle.

Loss of 40 calves
Ditto in offal from dairy, including butter and
whey for pigs .

,

Farriers' bills, &c

Cash receiTod for diseased cattle , , 146 11 8
For hay at from \L XQs, per ton to

6i. 10#. 82 8 2

For strau' at from 2s. to 3*. Zd.

per cwt 81 10 5

540
40

S5 l>

9 »

624

Balance
To which should be added the cost

of cattle purchased hi the spring
consisting chiefly of heifers, to
say nothing of sheep

363 3 9

» « 268 D

S.T.
£631 9 9

tr

Swede Sowing.—The late long succession of rains ha?

no doubt greatly deferred, if not wholly prevented, the

sowing of Swedes where the ground is heavy, the pre-

paration of it slow, and the sowing late, even unae^

ordinary circumstances, I have myself sown Swedesas

late as the present date, and obtained as fine a crop

from them as from seed sown a month earlier. But the

present year I have my main crop still imsown. I slionl'*

like to learn from yourself or one of your intelligent
'

correspondents what is the latest known time on the

west coast half-way up our island and on clay land a-

which Swedes have been sown, and subsequently yielded-

a good crop ? I am inclined to think it possible that the

sowing season being so anomalously delayed, the p<f'
ing season may be proportionahly prolonged, and that

those persons who, not wanting their land for Wheat, arfr

able to let their Swedes remain in the ground till late i"*^

November, may yet see a fairly developed bulb even

though they should only commence sowing now. ^xi'^'

Jtine2Q. [Wehave seen Swedes sown successfully about

July 10 in Gloucestershire.]

ocitttcg;*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
At a AVeekly Council, Lord Walsingham, PresidtjnW

in the Chair. Present : Earl of Fowls, Lord Bridpor^

the Hon. Col. Hood, the Hon. A. Vernon, Mr.Raym^?^

Barker, Mr. Benman, Mr. Frere, Mr. Brandreth GioW,
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jfTM^aai^n. Mr. Slaney M.P., Prof. Simouds, Prof.

c Pr Mr H. Wilson and Prof. Wilson,

Tl.e names of Candidates for admission were road.

The following correspondence relative to Dates and

r.rob Beans as articles of cattle food was read:-

^.?0mce or Comn^lttee of P^vy Coundl^for^^^^^^^^ Whitehall,

.. Sir _T am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy

^ iVi fnr Trade t'^ ti-ansmit to you. to be laid before the Com-

*^'^l?i 5 the Royal Agricultural Society of the United
???" ^.^ the enclosed information which has been received

?v"fih the Fore?«i Department from her Majesty's Consuls-
through the * ore g t .^ ^^ ^^^^^

^'^IwP.emanauS from Professor Lindley relative to the
inquuies

,^"^*"^^^''^,-antitv of Dates procurable in those coun-

fe-ies suitable lor ;,uo y i ^^^ Emrrson Tennent.

°^'S SeJeUry of the Royal Agricultural Society of the

United Kingdom.

TUNIS.

i< The most inferior quality of Dates iised for cattle food is

^\^Za it Oabres (on the eastern coast of this Regency), and

C'"t^ oVtained =^ from U 15.. to 5^ per ton free on board.

Sie quantity to be obtained of course depends upon the crop.

The aSove qfiality i« also used for human fo^ and there is

besides another inferior quality produced at Nyfyunah (m the

toterior of the Regency}, but the charges of transport are

much heavier than its first cost. The quantity produced can-

Tt bP fSven Prices would probably rise much in the face of

fla^e^emand It is impo^saible to form any idea to what

fXnt but it is most certain it will rise m proportion to the

demand ThVr.^^ of freight to England at from 25.. to 30*.

^' ^^*"
TRIPOLI.

« The common price of Dates of inferior quality fit for cattle

food varies from Zl to Bl 10*. per ton of 2240 lbs., but when in

J «» «f TWaUfl as is often the case, prices increase m ratio

^^X con^u-ptio^ -<i frequently'rLch to 5^ and 7/. to

which mu.t be idded 16 per cent for export duty and all other

Txpenses free on board. In good crops the exportation is cal-

rnlated from 10 to 15 vessels of 80 tons burthen at a small^ re-

duction from the above, the quahty being the same. Prices

would rise in face of and in proportion to the demand. There

heinff no direct trade with England it would be imnossible to

^ate the freight ; but from 12^. to \5s. per ton for Malta,

mth the exception of Barley and Carobs the country produces

no other cattle food for exportauon on a large scale. The

nrices of Barley are regulated by the markets of Europe ; a

few cargoes of Carobs have been sold this year for exportation

at the rate of 11. 85. and U. 10*. per ton, expenses not

included."
TANGIER.

Tangier ia not a port where Dates are sent for expoi-tation in

any large quantities, as the Date tree does not grow in the

Northern Province of Morocco. Though I believe at ZsafiUtt

and other parts of the interior of this country. Dates could be

obtained in large quantities and at a low price, yet I fear that

the cost of transport would be so great that the pnce of that

fruit would be found too high by Bntish agriculturists for the

purpose of feeding cattle."

A conversation ensued respecting the value of the

Date to feeders of stock, in which the probability of the

Carob Bean being the El Charob, translated "husks"

of the parable of the ** Prodigal Son " was advanced.

3Ir. Frere exlilbited specimens of the Yellow and Blue

"Lupines, with which he was making an experiment on

some light blowing sandy land resting on a subsoil of

chalk, and reported that whether from the wetness of

the season or from some other cause, the crop so far did

not exhibit a promising aspect. He observed if this

crop had really suffered from excess of wet it was the

only agricultural plant within his knowledge that on

such land could suflFer from rainfall.

Marden, Kent: Ttoo-horse v. Four-horse Tloug s

—An effort was made here the other day to bring to a

practical issue this much-disputed question. While

admitting that the work performed by the iron plough

was even and sightly to the eye, the advocates of the

old system maintained that it neither turned ^the

furrow over so completely as the four-horse ICent

plough, nor so effectually destroyed the weeds ; and its

employment, therefore, with a view to save expense,

was after all only false economy, Mr. Tapson (of

Goudhurst), who has taken an active part in the con-

troversy, recently paid a visit to Bedford, saw the

Messrs. Howard, and personally gave them instruc-

tions as to the sort of plough the Weald farmers

required. Upon these instructions an implement

was constructed, and forwarded to Mr. Tapson, who,

acting in. conjunction with Mr. Lansdell, arranged

for a° trial of ploughs. This took place in a large

field on Reed Court Farm, the use of which was granted

by Mr. Kennard. The notice being short, there were

but 10 ploughs in the field. Each class of implement,

however, was represented—there being a four-horse foot

plough sent by Mr. Kennard; a four-horse wheel plougli,

Mr. E. Lansdell ; a two-horse iron plough (Howards'),

Mr. Tapson ; a two-horse iron plough, Mr. Lansdell; two
two-horse iron ploughs (one manufactured by Hornsby),

Mr. Whibley; an iron plough, Mr. J. M. Parsons;
ditto, Mr. O. Foreman ; ditto (Ransome's), Mr. W.
Hawkins ; ditto, Mr. Moren. The soil was a loam of
moderate density, though not so stiff as many parts of
the Weald, and the recent rains had made it in excellent
condition for ploughing ; nevertheless, with one or two
exceptions, the work was scarcely equal to the average,
probably owing, in some degree, to the men not being
accustomed to the use of the iron plough. Howards'
new implement was regarded with great interest, and
its work conclusively proved than an iron plouo-h can
be constructed so as to turn the earth upside down in
the most effectual manner. The only drawback to its
complete success was that it did not leave a sufficient
seam for the reception of the seed, but this can easily
be remedied by the introduction of a " wrist " similar
to that now employed with the old Kent plough. Had
it not been for this defect, Messrs. Howards' plough
would have taken the first prize. This honour was

awarded to the implement sent by Mr. Moren—an iron
plough manufactured by Ransome, but to which some
important additions had been made by the owner. The
dynamometer was not employed on this occasion.

The ploughing was from 6 to 7 inches deep,
and in the last one or two furrows Messrs, Howards'
plough penetrated the earth to the depth of a foot.

In the course of the day Mr. Tassell, one of the judges,
observed : For some years past he had been of opinion
that farmers were in error in employing four-horse
ploughs. Every implement formerly used by the
agriculturist had either been superseded or improved.
With the exception of the old Kent plough, and that
remained unaltered. It was his firm belief that a great
portion of the land in this country might be ploughed
with a two-horse implement quite as efficiently as with
a four-horse plough. He did not moan to say that

some very stiff land would not require greater horse-

power ; hut even such, if it were thoroughly drained, \,9

believed might be plouglied witli two horses. After
what tliey had seen tliut day, it certainly could
not be said that tlie iron plough did not turn
over the soil—on the contrary, the only fault

in the work done by Messrs. Howards' plonfrh was
that the furrow was turned over too flat, and that alone
prevented the judges from awarding it the first prize.

One groat disadvantage of the present system was,

that the ploughman and his mate combined to impose
upon their masters, and got the horses under their care
into such a condition that they did not even like them
to do a proper day's work. But with two-horse ploughs
the men would be separated, and double the amount of
work performed with the same labour. Wlien he first

introduced one of Howards* ploughs on to his farm, the
first thing his man said was that it would kill the
horses ; but after he had been at work with it some
time he admitted that it went as etisily as the oM
four-liorse plough. Economy was now the order of the
day, and they must adopt some less expensive mode of
cultivation. The two-horse system had been already
,introduced with advantage in many districts, and he
saw no reason why it should not be adopted in Kent,
He wished the Chancellor of the Exchequer would take
the duty off Hops and put it on four-horse ploughs

!

Abridgedfrom the Maidstone Journal.

Dublin Chemical :* Deep Land Cultwre.—
Mr. Bowles, of Cloughranhudart, said:— I have for
some 20 years been in the practice of what I then called
deep ploughing, namely, going 2 or 3 inches deeper
than ray neighbours. My ploughman would tell me I
was turning up virgin soil that never was stirred before
when he was going not more than II or 12 inches deep.
I have sometimes worked two ploughs in the same
furrow, calling it subsoiling, at a depth, perhaps, of 13
to 14 inches. By this practice I generally had good
crops. But it was not until the year 1856 that the
subject of deep ploughing was fairly presented to my
mind, on receiving a visit from that really deep cultivator,
George Henry Pentland, who came from Black Hall
to see ray Potato-digging machine at work. In walking
over my land, he noticed how shallow I was having
it ploughed, and very fully explained the advantages
of stirring the soil to a much greater dei)th than I
had thought of attempting. He gave rae'an outline
of what he saw at the Marquis of Tweeddale's, and
kindly invited me to see hisdeep ploughingat Black Hall.
Subsequently, a trial of his Tweeddtile plough was
offered on ray own land, which I gladly accepted. I
invited several of my neighbours to see its working;
they generally approved of it for me, but all except two
declined to have a trial of it on their own farms, one of
whom, James D. Penrose, who has a large farm
adjoining mine, was so pleased with it that he asked
me to order one for liim witli my own. He has since
used it with very good results, chiefly in preparing
land for green crops. We were quite surprised with
what ease it turned a sod 18 or 20 inches deep [?], drawn
by four bullocks, while on a farm almost adjoining a
plough of the .ordinaiy shape was at work, drawn by
six bullocks; but they could not go nearly so deep, and
their power was severelj' taxed. I then offered a trial

of the Tweeddale plough to this gentleman ; but he was
so pleased with his own, which he had fixed to his
mind, that he would not try it. By advocating deep
ploughing I do not mean to encourage bringing large
quantities of subsoil to the top suddenly : only to loosen
it as deep as possible, to allow the chemical action of
the atmosphere on it, to let the water sink down; the
roots of plants will then follow, and by incorporating it

in small quantities with the upper soil at each ploughing,

a greatly increased depth of active soil will be formed,

I need not tell you when the plough enters a little

lower than the usual limit, it meets the hardened crust

caused by the tramping of horses for ages. Break

through this—allow the powerful agencies of air

and the frosts of winter to act for you, and

the increased productiveness of your land will be

found abundantly to repay the labour. After

one deep ploughing—say 17 in<?hes at the side of

the ridge, and 20 inches towards the middle—I nearly

doubled the amount of com previously raided, and the

succeeding green crops were very good. Indeed, I have

not had such Potatoes since 1846 until I used the

Tweeddale plough, and last year my Turnips and

have been disappointed in a plan of traction to draw it
by steam power, which has been made, but not forwarded,
it requiring some alterations. Deep ploughine by
animal power is only the precursor of the more perfect
system of cultivation which will be effected by the steam
engine at about half the cost of horse work. It was a
very good thing to subsoil land, as at Marino, with the
spade, at a cost of 8/. per acre ; it is better to do the
same, as at Black Hall, at 4Z, with the Tweeddale
ploughs; hut how infinitely superior will it be ta
effect it without distressing man or beast at half the
lesser sum named. I may be thought too sanguine
when I say that I hope to have a steam plough that will
finish the remainder of my deep tillage at Cloughran-
hudart, and expect to commence with it before the pre-
sent year shall pass away, if spared in health. As all

naturally rich soils are deep, and have their constituents
intimately bbnded, it must be obviously our interest to
try and obtain those conditions by deep and perfect
tillage which will much improve the poorest and
thinnest soil, and render the best land more fruitful,.

The Tweeddale plough will go as deep with four horses
as others will with six, and leave the soil in a better
state to be acted on by the atmosphere ; it brings up but
a very small portion of the subsoil at each ploughing of
18 or 20 inches ; they are more extensively used each
year. I have circulated mine everywhere I could
prevail on any one to use it, and several new ploughs
have been ordered by those who have tried it. They
are now in the counties of Wexford, Kildare, Louth,,
and Dublin, where I have no doubt they will do good
service. At Black Hall the subsoil trench-plough has
been used to follow the Tweeddale plough to the depth
of 24 inches each, drawn by six horses or bullocks.
The Marquis of Tweeddale only used four in each; but
the goil of Black Hall, as you saw by the sample ex-
hibited at our last meeting, is a poor, tenacious,
yellow clay, which caused the increased draught.-
Prior to its being drained and subsoiled, it yielded'
about 8 barrels of Wheat per acre, and after these-
operatious, it gave 13 or 14 barrels. This increase in
the first crop more than repaid the whole cost incurred,
which did not in the most difficult field exceed U, per
acre, and was generally done for about 3Z. per Irish
acre, although several men were occasionally required
to remove the large atones to the surface.—In further
detail Mr. Pentland mentioned having taken up a field
from a defaulting tenant, containing 12 Irish acrav
which, with comfortable house, let at 18/. per annum,
exclusive of taxes; it was drained, subsoiled 24 inches-
deep, all large stones removed, and green-cropped in,

1857, grown with hand-manures, then sown witb^
Wheat, 10 stone per acre, with a drill machine ; it
yielded 133 barrels of good Wheat in 1858; last year
it was mown, and the hay sold by auction, wliich pro-
duced net 97/. 17*. 2d. ; and this spring, with another
field same size, it has kept 80 ewes and their Jambs,
nearly half of which were sold, when he wrote to ma-
last month, at 26r. each; this field he says he never
knew to feed three animals any one year previously.
His land thus treated has become more fine and
friable, the exposure to the air changing the soil
from stiff, lumpy, yellow clay to a darker colour
and fine texture; his aim being to get his land*
into good pasture, this being in his estimation the
real criterion of permanest improvement, and what is
longest laid down seems to warrant this expectation.
Now that chemistry has come to aid the farmer, and
has shown him the inexhaustible stores of fertilising
matters contained in the atmosphere, it is evident, says
the Hast Lothian Agriculturist, that he who cultivates
his land 2 feet deep has four times more of these
principles available to nourish and develope his crops.
than he who only tills 6 inches deep; it makes a ready
descent for moisture in wet seasons, and for its ascent
in dry ones, and keeps the soil at a higher and more
equal temperature; it gives plants freedom for their
roots in the deepened soil to find their nourishment,
and permits a great amount of water, heat, and air to
he absorbed and circulated, and by mingling the deep-
ened soil with the top they act upon each other, and
are acted on by the atmosphere, and thereby acquiring-
new properties, are made more valuable by being
pulverised; this will amply repay the toil, for nothing
can be more grateful than a thoroughly cultivated field,

and capital can never be more securely and profitablj^
lodged.

meadows did not suffer from drought, as those in my

neighbourhood did, which were not so treated. I have

not used the subsoil plough after the Tweeddale, aa I

Kotias of JSooftsf.

The Gardeners* and larmers* Season Wh^. Houlstoa
& Wright.

This is the performance of a most industrions pen to
which more than a dozen works of the sjime or a
similar kind are attributed, whose sale lias been
enormous. Take for instance a book with the followintf

title:
—"Enquire Within upon Everything," of whiclu

the 135th thousand is now being advertised ! No
wonder that*the author of such a book as that should

feel able to give the "Reason Why "to every question^

that can be asked hy a farmer or a gardener.

We must confess that our confidence in a teacher 1%^

not increased by finding that he has an exact and

definite reply to every question put to him by the

learner or inquirer. The man whose knowledge leada-

him occasionally to confess his doubts or even ignorance

is none the less trustworthy for that. We do not believa-
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that the *' Reason Why " to every question by the farmer

or the gardener can be given In a paragnxph; indeed

to many, a question of tlie kind we doubt if a full

explanatory answer can yet be o^iven at all.

Let the student of agriculture pursue his studies

rather throush the systematic works on its several

departments by t\\e labourers in each than by reading

a, set of passages extracted from these books, as answers

to a corresponding^ set of arbitrary questions by one

who has read them merely for the purpose of making u

catechism of their contents.

Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
East Lothian: June 25.—WinterWheat promises a f^ir avenge

"bulk, though a portion of it is rather thin on the ground, and
fields are to be seen palish in colour. It is getting into ear;

on one farm heads were observed to have burst the hoc on the

21st, which is a fortnight later than last year, but from the

moisture in the ground and the coldness of the weather
liarvest will probably be at least three weeks or a month
-behind last season. Spring Wheat occupies a restricted area.

but what there is of it is very fine. The extent of ground
Tinder Barley ia larger than usual, and is remarkably promisinfj,

particnilrirly In the lower district; near the Lammermuir
ridge it ia svippnsed the nights have been rather cold for this

crpp. Oats are excellent everywhere, and the Beau crop will

have much more straw than for several years past. Potatoes

have brairded well and are generally luxuriant. A very large

teeadth is under this root The culture of Mangel Wurzel has

also increased. The season hitherto has been cold for it, and
it is not making much progress- Turnips are more promising.

Pastures are generally very bare, and from the want of Clover

l^uita the hay crop must be a light one.

^Gl-OUCKSTERSHIRE.—Wheat on the Cotswold district decidedly

25 per cent under average : in the Vale average plant, but on
the clay becoming yellow and sickly—in both cases very late.

Barley, an oxceHent plant, but sick from a glut of wet and
cold, Oats ditto. Beans and Peas promising, but late. Man-
gel, various. Swedes, a good plant. Seeds, light. Grass,

average, John F. Peacqf, Wineheomb, Chettmham,
TulK Fen's : June 26.—We do not feel so despondingly on the

prospect of harvest as some of your correspondents, for it does

not necessarily follow that a lato one should be a deficient one,

It is true that many acres of Wheat and Barley will be tliin in

•this neighbonrhoocC but the bulk of growing com has much
improved, and though Wheat will be unusually short in the

straw yet the plant ife of a good colour, and the ear has made
its appearance in a clean and healthy state, and in many
instances begins already to look bold ; in any year the weather
-during the flowering period is of the greatest importance, more
fio now that we require above the average of sunshine and
warmth for the next two mouths. Owing to the shortness of

the stalk Wheat looks thinner than farmers like to see it, but
there is at all event3 less risk of its being laid, and we know
tha produce of standing crop seldom disappoints the grower.
Barley has improved also, and we shall have some good crops,

though at no great distance complaints arc made of the ravages
of the wireworm and otherwise scanty plant. Oats look as if

w© should have a full average. Potatoes are variable, some
grow strong and well a^ any one could wish ; others are weak
and spiry, giving littlo hope of a crop. Beans flower well, and
"the dfrshiT^ rains have kept the insects under- Turnips come
*«U> quickly, and will soon be out of the way of the fly.

^migela grow fast, and are a full plant. Clover will cut well if

-we can but get it dry. Much of the Grass is extremely heavy;
on high land it is thinner than was expected. In the Washes-
great loss will be stistained from the high and continued.

floods, J. WkitictUt Peterborough,

Notices to CorrespoiKtents.
BireroN Cows, There is a paragraph elsewhere about them
They are liked as they become better known. Perhaps some
one will relate his experience,

ICames of Plants: Enq\ilrer, The following are 'the names
of the sorts of weeds numbered according to your speci-

mens !—1, Geranium moUe ; 2, Potentilla anserina ; 3, An-
.themis ar^'ensis ; 4, Gnaphalium gernianicum; 5, Sherardia
arvensis ; 6, Prunella vulgaris ; 7, Fumaria officinalis ; 8,

Veronica hederifolia ; 9, Convolvulus arvensis,

^pBRMAifENT Grass : Agricola. Your light sandy soil after

Turnips, if any portion of them have been fed on the land,
does not WiUit any manure before sowing Grass seeds. If
the soil is at all too rich or the Barley likely to be laid, then
the Graw seeds had better be sown by themselves without a
light Barley crop.

Seeds : IV K- Your Clover seed is exceedingly pure, and if

the bulk be equal to the sample it is an evidence that seed
may be obtained almost, if not absolutely free from weeds, K
[Your letter refers to many practical points of great import-
tflBce which we have not entirely overlooked, thus in our im-
preSfiionfor October 31, ISoT, will be found the following cal-
Ciilation of the number ot weeds which six samples would
hBve flOwn per square yard :

—

T- Brood Clover • 21
2. ditto 22
3. .Cow-Graaa Clover 17
4. ditto ditto 32
5. "Whi! © Dutch Clover . . , . 66
ti, ditto ditto 1V4

^t mnrt be rr^Tncmbwed that weeds ore mischiovo\is, not
merely from the proportion sown when compared with the
crop-seed, but from the fact that so many of the weeds of
*'Mads" ore annual ; and thus by ripening iti the Tlarley a
stock is sown which in too many cases destroys all hope of a
good crop of the "seeds/* As r^rards the vitality of seed
*mnp!e3 wo would a^^'un direct attention to Mr, Bigge's ex-
periments in germination. These were performed on the
plan recommended by the Messrs, Sutton, of Reading, and
it is due to these gentlemen to state not only that they per-
sonally investigate the samples submitted to them in the
manner they so clearly exj>Uined to Mr. Bigge, but that thev

, have at all times given most ready assist^mce in the carrying
H>ufc of our analyses of seeds. We would remark in reference
to the growing of Grass seeds, that all the agricultural
Grasses of value may be grown anywhere in the Britisli
Jfiles ; but this is a subject we may take an opportunity of
more fully inquiring into.]

Soot: Oxon. If it be compared with guano on the score of
ammonia only—the guano is worth only about 12 to 16 times
its weight of soot. If guano costs 13s. a cwt., then soot may
be woith Is. a cwt. It generally sells for more. Sometimes
however in place of containing only li per cent, of ammonia,
it contains as much as 4 per cent ; and its greater price than
fUMo in average samples would give it is then perfectly

S'a/^t iL.V^- Voelckcr has said, that an average sample
^^^V!^^™^.*^^^*^!?^!*^- ^f o^nic matter 20 lbs of

FOR SALE, TOUR PITS, heateJ with hot-water,

about 70 feet long each ; Sashes 7 feet by 3 feet ; may be

taken as they are, or anv portion of them. Also a handsome
CONSERVATORY and 3 GREENHOUSES. Can all be seen at

Granby Nursery, Mornington Place, Hampstead Road, corner

of Granby Street, N,W,
.

ANTED, a Second-hand LAWN MOWING
MxVCIIINE, in exchange for a fine Orange Tree in Fruit

and Flower. The Mowing Machine must be by a good maker,

in sound working order, and not less than 10 inches long in the

cutting knives- If an exchange is not considered desirable

state price for machine.—Apply by letter to A- B. G-, 37, Great

Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Field^s W.C,

MICROSCOPES.
~~

JOSKPH AMADTO'S Improved Compound MICRO-
SCOPE, 2L 2s, ; Students', 3Z, 135. 6d.

"Both these are from Amadio, of Throgmorton Street, and

are excellent of their kind, the more expensive one especially."
—Household Words^ No. 345.

A large A9?^ortment of Achromatic Microscopes,

PRICES REDUCED.
HJ. MORTON AND CO., Galvanised Iron Works

• 2, Basinghall Buildings^ Leeds.

CALVAWISED IRON ROOFING '

for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, andneatest Roofing in use; aUo SpoutingatlOirf. per yard,

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

GARDEN ENGINES AND SYRINGES.

JTYLOU AND SONS, Warwick Lane, Newgate
• Street, London, E.C, beg to call attention to their verv

s\iperior manufacture of GARDEN ENGINES and SYRINGES.

Fig:, 59S. J. Tylor & Sons' BARROW GARDEN ENGINE in
best well painted Oak tub, fitted with J. Tvlor & Sons' Im-
proved Brass Pump, Universal Joint, and Registered Spreader
which answers the purpose of the separate rose, fan, and jet-

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest

cheapest, and nealestience in use, will resist the largest cattle

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over- Price, with five lines of the GalvanisedStrand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is, 2^, per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or- any kind o.

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars- Will not rust nor corrode. Upwaids of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins, wide
2-inch mesh, t\d.^ TJci-,

and 94ff. per yard.
Galvanised^ 24 ins, wide,

3-inch mesh, 4'/-, 5d., and
Trf. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with

' openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAIN'S & FEEDEKS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS AND ROaE STAKES, ire.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9.s. per yard.

15 gallons

Fig- 599.

S gallons
£2 15

Contents of Tub :

—

- £5 10
I

2S gallons , . £6 18
Ditto TINNED IRON TUB,

Contents of Tub:—
12 gallons 16 gallons 24 gallons 30 gallon
£3 5 £4 £C £5 18

Fig, 61S. No,l, REGISTERED SYRINGE, with India-rubber
suction tube, one rose and jet . . ..£15 each

No. 2. Ditto ditto 1 1
Telescope Branch Pipe for ditto . . * . 10

»j

Fig. 619. GARDEN SYRINGE,with one rosGan(3jet;i2s.6(7.each;
620. Ditto ditto 11 6
821. Ditto ditto 10 6

»t J J

*>

622. LADIES' GARDEN SYRINGE, with do. 8
ji

t>

II

If

PATENT IMPROVED CAS WORKS,
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Villages, &lc. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be cntriisted to
an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J. Morton & Co. 2. Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

BAKNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS,
NORWICH.

Fig. 623. READ'S SYRINGE, with two roses and onejet, 18«. U.
G24. READ'S SYRINGE, with one rose and jet ..16 6
625. Improved ditto ditto ,. 1\ 6
696. Ditto ditto ditto ..13

Manufacturers of Pumps and "WeU Engines (for shallow or
deep Wells), Phimbers' Bmss Foundry of every description.
High Pressure Cocks and Closets, Copperand Tinned-iron Baths,
Garden and Fire Engines, Lamps of every description, Copper
Goods. &e. Estimates given for Hnt-watov and Uatb Apparatus.

Reduced Prices of WIRE FEXCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches bigh, pronged Standards, 8 feet
apart, one wrought iron straining post aud straining screws^
to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per yurd.

The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, Is. per yard.

Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wire
Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on application.

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTIIMC.

SSSS. Wl„l^ ?^^"^ ^^"**' *°^ 2i7 lbs. of
T)«BteL ^ ^^ ^"^"^ ^'i^^shs. as much as 40 lbs. a

BARNARP, BISITOP, and BARNARDS, in con-
sequence of improvements in their machinery for tho

manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Japanned
„ . , - .1. Galvanised. Iron,
--nich mesh, 24 inches wide . . .. 5d. per yd. 4d. per yd.
2-mch „ strong do 6 „ 4j
2-inch „ intermediate, do. ..7 ,, fii
2-inch „ extra strong, do. ,. 9i „ 7i „

li-inch „ 24 inches wide.. .. 5| „ 4^ „
iB-inch „ strong, do ej „ sj
1 1-inch „ intermediate, do. ,. 7i „ 6
l§-inch „ extra strong, do. ..10 „ S
All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet)

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than tho lower, it will reduce the prices about one-fifth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, Sid. per yard, 3 feet wide
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pbeasantries, ^^d. per
sqtuire foot. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an inch to
6 inches.

Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free to. alii
the principal Railway Stations.

No 554'

GALVANISED IRON * TUB GARDEN ENGINE,
with Warner's registered Spreader, is strongly recom-

mended for durabihty and low price, viz. :—
10 gallons .. £2 155. OJ.

I
16 gallons .. £3 15s. Od.

24 gallons £5 Os. 0(f.
Larger sizes in either Wood or Iron.
BRASS SYRINGES, from 9s. to 2ls.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger at the above prices, or of

JOHN WARNER AND SONS, 8, Cuescen-t, Cripplegate, E.C.

COfMSERVATORY FOR Sf\LE.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, a CONSERVATORY 28 feefc

long by IS feet wide, aud 11 feet high to the spring of
rafter. Span roof; glass at both ends and front; of elegant
design, and fir.t-class materials and workmanship. Maybe
seen here, and any further information had, on application
to James Gray, Horticultural Works, Danvers Street,
Chelsea, S.W.

ARNEK'JS I»ATE:^T VIBRATING STANDARD
PUMPS

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitt^ with r M^r A- <^m-'3
Patent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot Ig'i^acdonl)Farms. Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 fel

Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £. ^ ^^

2iin..shori;lft.7in. / Fitted for lead, ^ 1 1

2J „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha
3 , ditto 3„ 6„ . or cast ironH„ fitted,, 6„ flanged pipe
" dittos,, 6„ ! as required. .

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
.

attached, ready for fixing .... 2 (f

2im. long ditto ditto dittos U »

99

99

ft

4 „

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing ill situations of limited height and
gace, for tho supply of coppers and sinks m
Wash-liouses witb soft water from under-
^ound tanks, or in Hot, Porcincr, and Pl.-^nt

Houses
; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.
May be obtained of anv Ironmonger or

Plumber in^own or country, at the abo«
prices, oroWhe Patentees and'Manufacturers.

"^« nAin,-ER & aoNS, 8, Crescent. JewinStreet, London, E-C-

Every description of Machinery for Riusiug Water by meau^
^\N heels. Rams, Deep WeU Pumps, &e. ; also Fire and Garden
JKDgines, &c. <tc.—Engravings sent on application.
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SHANKS' NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, COLLECTING,
AND DELIVERING MACHINE FOR 1860

MOWS THE GRASS

WET OR DRY,

0!f IAWN3 ITNSVE^

OR OTHERWISE,

IN A MUCH NEATER

MANNER THAN THE

SCYTHE, AND AT HALF

THE EXPENSE.

Width of Cutter.

No. 1.—48-iiich Macliine

No. 2.—42-incli Macliirie

NEW PATENT PONY MACHINE FOR 186 0.

PRICE S.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE,
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening. &c., and X irections.

« •

• 4 t

t I *

# 4

* t fr

» * 4

£28
26

0")

OJ
Dratvn ly a Horse,

Width of Cutter.

No. 3.—36-iiicii Machine
No. 4.—30-iiicli Macbme

... £22 Drawn ly a Horse.

... 19 Drawn by a Sorse or a stroi^ Pony

No. 5.—30-iTicla Machine

SHANKS' PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINES.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

£15 15 Drawn ly a Tony
\ No. 6.—28-incU Machine . £14 10 Draicn ly a Pony

|
No. 7.—25-inch Machine, £12 10 Drawn ly a Donkey

No, 8.—24-inch Machine
No. 9.—22-incU Machine 8 7 6 ( ^^^J/ worked hy Two Men

No. 12.—13-inch Macliine...

SHANKS* NEW PATENT HAND MACHINES, FOR PUSHING OR DRAWING SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER. '

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c,, and Directions.
No. 10.—19-inch Machine £7 12 6 ^Easily worked hy a Man and Boy
No. 11.—16-inch Machine... ... 6 17 6 Easily tcorked hy a Man

... £6 2 6 Easily worlced hy a Boy

The Patent Delivering Apparatus if attached to the Hand Machines, and they are strongly recommended to be so, 20s. extra.

SHANKS* PATENT HAND MACHINE, EGR DRAWING ONLY.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

No. 13.—22-inch Machine ... £7 5 Easily worked hy a Man and Boy \ No. 14.— 19-iiich Machine ... £6 13 Easily worl'ed hy a Man and Boy
No. 15.—16-inch Machine £6 5 Easily worl-ed hy a Man

€^ The SHANKS' NEW PATENT MACHINE tor 1860 has just heen awarded the FIRST PUIZE SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Dublin Society at thei^
Exhibition of Horticultural Tmnlpm^nfa Xn^ \^^^f^ nf "nMi-.i;n loof ™^r.fv.

%*
cultural Implements, &c., held at Dublin last month

The Machines are warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of they may be at once returned.
The Prices include delivery at most of the Bailway Stations tTirouyJiout the Klnydom*

SOLE AGENTS FOR LONDON
J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

HrtD-r,^^^ GARDENERS.

J
9,411.^ ULTURE EXTRAORDINARY.
VV1!.LKS AND CO. respectfully invite the above

nf »l
^'^^'^^^'^en when visiting the Metropolis to an inspection

S«i?^
niinierous and striking novelties exhibited at their

horticultural Works and Fruit Forcing Show Eetablishmeut.
0^°*^cu'tural Buildinf,/s in choice variety ; Patent One- Boiler
oy«em ofHeating, in efficient workuigperlectiou ; their wonder-

J?""?^
upright Tubxilar Boilers of manifold sizes ; an entirely

^«*nal Ventilating Appanitus, the most perfect ever invented, i

^"exuberance of magniScent Pines in all stages and splendid
|^niuon, grown on various systems. The Gmpe Vine^, Peach,

Jr^'^rme, and other Fniit Trees have proved to be the admira-

tolL? ^ visitors The numerous Horticultural Works in^f^ of con.stniction tlir,.ughnut the various wnrksliops
"owmgthe superiority ol" Workmantldp hy Steam Power, are
'y worthy of notice.
Joas Weeks & Co., H.irticultural Builders and Hot-Water*pn^tii3 Mannfitcturers. King's Road. Chelsea. S.W^

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

fMi^*^^ Grken, Harrow Road, London, W.

w of oI
^^^'^^*^I^ ^^^ f^ON beg to call the attention

which fw."^^^^*^^ *"^ gentry to the very superior manner in^^^^^laey Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vir.eries, Grcen-
*i^'A,r'?V^°^°^ ®^^^ improvemeut with elegance of

irv F -Jt J'r^^**^^
of materials and workmanship.

'^'^ofHowLl;^'*^^^'^ -^^^-^R-^TUS for the Fronts and
*^^1». BcwL iiP^^^ ^^^ highest satisfaction. Churches,
witfi Hot-Water ?^^"'=^ ^'^^^ VmUxc Buildings, &c., heated
nannor. -apparatus in a most economical and efficient
J. T_ Jfe (I:rVV. t^

?p *
ST^t pleasure in referring to numbers of

H^r-;;^^-r-~-s£IlI^by whom they are extensively engaged.

1r-^- MORTON AND CO.
CALVA^^;?*^^^^^ Buildings. Leeds.

5l <>>«*«^ Ho^
'
H^ IRON WATER CISTERNS

S*- «^ and 1^' *u' ^ '=^?^^'' ^'^ gallons, 25*. ; 80 gallons,
"- witer pSJectll^ ''?'» ^J*" ^** ^^^^ ''i'^'i tap, keeping

of auSei ^ ^^ * ^^ "^""^ ^^^ °^ corr^e

w I L E A L T

10 10
12
U 10
17 10
20

J

tEeb

L I A M H
(Late Burbridgo & Healy),

118, Dorset Street. Fleet Street, London, E.C.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
J JONES bo(rg to ofTer a complete HOT-WATER

• APrAKATUa roa GREENHOUSES, at the following
prices, delivered rce to aiiy Rail^vav SUtion in England :

—

Size of House. With Cylinder Boiler. With Saddle Boiler
20 feet by 10 feet .. ' £S 10 .. £9
25 „ by 12- „ .. 10
30 „ by 12 „ .. 11 10
30 „ by 15 „ .. 13 10
40 „ by 15 „ .. 16 10
50 „ by 15 „ .. 18 10

The above prices include Boiler, strong Furnace Doors, Bars,
Soi.>t Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Connec-
tions, Air Pipes, &c., all ready for fixiuK, and of the best
quality. Further particulars will be bcut on application.
Parties ordering mu.st send plans, ahowins doorways, positii.n
of boiler, &c.—J. Joneh, Hot-water Apparatus Mauufactm-er,
6, Bankside, Southwark. London, S. E.

'r"awTTmowersTuol-
1_J LEEi!^. WATER EXaiNES
CHAIR,S TABLES, and every
dcii, .^ ;ion ofOarden requiaites.

"mfRDLEd, GATES."WIREFE^ IXG, &c.

CARTS, MOWRRS, HAY-
MAKERS, HOKSE RAKES.
DR ILr.S, PLOUGHS, Jrc.

STEAM EN'CilNtS, XHHESH-
INa MACHINES, HORSE
WO ."IKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, <tc.

FOUNTAIN'S IN- CAST lUOK, from 30*. each
VASES, PORTABLE IROX COXSERVATORIES.

STATUES. FLOWER STANDS,
PORTABLE HE.VTINOf APPARATUS, with TRUSS'S JOINT'
DRINKING J5 FOUNTAINS,

PUMP3, CHURNS, MANGLES, BINS, Ac.

Price Lists free upon application to

*» I-'lnid V.^^^^'^'^^O 'RO'^ PUMPS
«"wi W.^h^T^'JrP^^T'"*^ ^'*' ^ '"^^"^-^ diameter, 30*.

"0«dcuoi¥^'«°'^ 5,^'!^^ ^^'^TER BARROWSwrarm use, contammg about 20 gallons entirelvformed of iron, 32#. Qd. each. '
entiruy

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGIN'KERS' CO. LIMITED,

SWAS Lane, Uppkb Thamks Strket, TvOKdos. E.C.

GLENFIELU I'ATKXr .STARCH, used in the

-w, royal laundry, and pronounced by her Ji^esty's laun-

dress to be the Finest Starch she ever used. Bold by all

chandlers, gi-ocers, &c., Ac.
, r ^

WoxaERiiPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

Please addnaa in full, William Hood. Horticultural Eq-
gineer and Founder, B.S. Upper Thames 3ti- _ ., London. R.C.

WRITING CASES In HoMia and Morocco leather are
made in 20 different f. rras and sizos, fitted with real Bnunah
and Chubb Locka. AIko othei-s of a cheaper description. Price*
vaiy from M. to 60^ Portable writing and dreiaing caaea, brush
cases, courier bags, pic nic cases, wicker luncheon baskets,
sporting knives, wine and unirft ffasks, Ac—112, Bcireut
Street. W., uud 4, L. .lihaU Street, E.C.
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NEW FERIMS,
f

MESSRS. VETTCH and SON have the pleasure to

offer plants ofthe two following interesting new Ferns ;

—

ATHYRIUM FILIX-FCEMINA, tab. MULTICEPS (Moore).

A distinct, tasselled vai-iety of Lady Forn, found in the

aeighboiirhood of Tniro, in Cornwall, quite hardy, and one of

the must beautiful varieties yet obtained. The fronds and
pinnae are multifid-criaped on same general plan as those of

muUifidum^ but they combine with the symmetrical fronds of

this form the singular laceiutc tassels of depauperatiivi. The
fronds-are vigorous, with a corymbosely tufted termiuiU tasse),

and the p-innie are also tasselled, forming a border to the frond.

It is a nwst charmiDg variety. A plant exhibited before the
Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society on August 11,

1859, was awarded a First-Class Certificate of Mkrit, as a

new ornamental hardy Fern- Price, strong young plants from
spores, 78, 6d, each ; smaller ditto, 5s. each.

LOMARIA BANKSir (Hooker fil.)

A new dwarf Fern from New Zealand. The fronds grow 6
' inches or more in length, and are narrow, pinnate, dark green,

eprcadiny-, with dark-coloured ribs and stilks. The pinnre are

broadly roundish oblong, smaller at the base. The fertile fronds
arc short, erect, and grow in the centre of the tuft. It is a

pretty little tuftc-l plant for ornamental rock-work, or for

Fern-caaes, quite distinct in chaiacter, and nearly or quite
^

hardy. Price, strons-est size, 10^^. 6d. ; smaller ditto, Ts, 6dl each.

Exotic Nurseries, Chelj^ca and Exeter.—July 7-

NEW TREE FERN.
THE HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT OF

HLAUREN'riUS, Leipsic, Saxony, Twgs to offer

• Plants of the following beantiful and highly interesting

Hew TREE FERN-
ASPLENIUM GLABERRTMUM (METT^.—Truncus ereclus,

paleis lanceolatia, acuminato-sctosis, rigidis, nigris, dons^
onutis; petiolus 4-6" longus; lamina 1-li' longa, coriacea,

glaberrima, supra nitidu, lanceolata-oblong, iLCuminata,
pinnatisecta, apice pinnatifida ; segmenta lateralia mulrijuga,
petiolut^x 3 4" longa, 4-6'" lata, Java.

Price, strong plants from spurs, three years old, 2L 5s> each.

Agent: Mr, W, Lorberg^ 34| Sc. ALuy-at-IIill, London^ E,C.
Leipsic.—July 7.

SEEDS FOE THE SEASON.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON,
ST. JOHN^S WOOD^ LONDON^ N.W.j

Respectfully call atfceution to the present mouth as the most suitnble period to sow for Stock the following

DECORATIVE PLANTS
FOR THE GREENHOUSE, COXSERVATORY, AND FLOWER GARDEN,

To insure their respective bloom in the ensuing Winter, Spring, and Summer Months of 1860-61.

PICOTEES, 2s. Gd.

PINKS, Is. Gil

CINERARIA and PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBUIATA, finest

quality, 2fl. Gd. per packet.
AURICULA, Is. 6d. per packet.
CARNATION", first quality, 25. Gd.

YELLOW CARNATIONS, 2s. Gd.
TREE, or Winter-aowering, do. 2s. Gd.

CYCLAMEN", 15. ; 6 vririetics, do., 3s
ALSTRCEMERIA CHILIENSIS, Od.
HOLLrHOCKS, first quality, U. Gd. ; 12 grood varieties,

do., 2s, Gd.
PANSIES, 12 good varieties, 5^-. POLYANTHUS, Is.

TRITOMA UVARTA, 1.*., U. Gd., and 2s. Gd.

HUMEA ELEGAN3, Gd., 1$.

AQUILEGIAS, Gd. and l5., mixed.

CALENDRINA UJIBELLATA, Gd. and Is. MIMULUS, 1,

(ENOTHERA MACROCARPA, Gd. and U.

CANTERBURY BELLS, four Viuioties, Is. Gd.

PYRETHRUM, new Varieties, fifrmed in the Illustrated

Bouquet, Is. each, or S varieties mixed, 2s. Gd.

SWEET WILLIAJf, four Select Varieties, Is. Gd.

„ ,, New Auricula-flowtred, the most beautiful.

Is., Is. 6d.^ and 2s. 6d.

(See Seed Catalogue.)

CALCEOLARIA (for Conservatory decoration), the large-
flowered section, now in bloom. New Seed will, be
forwarded when ripe to those now ordering.

STOCKS, Scarlet intermediate, or London variety.

Wellington Kursery, St. Jolin's Wood, London, N.W.

J
It

3f

m 4

t •

t •

60
60
12
9

18

IS

9

3

3

4

TO THE
OHN KEARSLEY

Per doz,

—

s. d.

Caiadium Chnntinii
argyritea
roarmoratum

Farfuffium grando
Marunta alba lincafa

Begonia Jlarsh.illii

Pittospurum v&ri^atum
iBolepie gracilis .,

Cineraria maritima
Eugenia Ugni

TRADE.
begs to oifer as under :

—

Per doz.— *. d.

3

3
2

I

Phlox General Radetaky,
Criterion, ifcc. .

.

Soiauum c;ipsicastrum .

.

Lobelia speciosa .

.

GeniDiutns Flower of the
Day, Golden Chain, Per-
fection, Brilliant, Bijou,
Ac.

Verbenas Snowflake, Pur-
ple King-, (tc 2

Hoya variegata . . , . IS

4

EARLY TURNIPS
For feeding OFF Puevious to SOWING WHEAT

^^

SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS, Is. per lb., 48s. p. bush.

POMERANIAl!f WHITE GLOBE, Is. „

SUTTON'S LmCOLNSeiRE RED, Is. „
(The heaviest cropper liuown.)

48s.

48s.

fl

J»

Sutton & Sons confidently recommend the above as the best Turnips for present sowing. Tlic seed Is new and genuine.
Goods delivered carriage free, and 6 per cent, allowed for casb payment, A remituuice or reference is requested with orders
from unknown correspondents,

SUTTON & SONS. Roval Berkshire Seed Establishment. Readiup-.

The Nurseries, Wondhouse Hill, near Leeds; and Seed Esta-
bli»hmf!nt, 44, Vic:\r linnc, Lcod5.

PLANTS^bF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOU^
CAULIFLOWER, AND CELERY.

JOHN CATTKLL begs rospectfuliy to inf^m the
public that be hw a plentiful stipply of Plants of the above

superior true sorts, which ho will forward to oMor on receipt
of postage stamps or Poefc-office Orderj madep«(^able hero, nt !

the foUowlni? prices, pacfcaf?t included ;—All the sorts of Eurly 1

Cabbage, Savoy and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts. 6^/, per
100; U. 6d. per 1000. All the sorts of Autumn nna Spring
Bfoccc'li, St/, per 100 ; 5#- 6d. per 1000. Early and Lato Cauli-
fluwor and Red Pickling Cabbage, IM. i>er 100, Bedded Celery,

Sd. per 100; 5s, Gd. per lOCO. Drunihcid or Cattle CabMgo,
Si. 6d. per 1000. Packages containing plants to the value of

iL wnd upwards will l^ dolivered carriage froo to London,
<>ovdonf and the Edenbridge Station of the South-Eastem
Railway,

Seeil of Cattoirs Reliance Cabbage may be had free by post
at If- por packet, containing half an ounce.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

>vrw FINKJST NEW VERUKNAS OF 1860 at 6s.
per dozen, or 30s- the set entire. Discount to Trade.

THE SAFEST TIME FOR PLANTING RARE CONIFERS.
THE FINEST STOCK OF THE ABOVE IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.

70

TO THE NOBIUTY, GENTRY, AND THE LOVERS OF THIS BEAUTIFUL TRIBE,

EDMUND P. DIXON, Nurseryman, Hull,
takes this opportunity of offormg a splendid healthy stoclc in vigorous plfints, well feathered to the ground, and
fully acclimatised to the northern counties. The whole are in splendid condition and well worthy of inspection.

5. P. D. having so large a stock can offer on very liberal terms. PRICE LISTS ou application either at

The Exotic Wursery, Air Street^ Sculcoates, Hull, or 57, Queen Street, Hull.

T/ie Trade supplied on liberal tenns^

Dr. Sankcy
Fiur Star
Thetij
Flora
Mrs. Jtfoora

Nestor
Mavoumeen

\ The Bride
Conqueror
Mrs- Spencer
Apollo

[

The above Mr. Tumerta set.

Elcctra
Mias Dolby
Star
Diadem
Volunteer

Odormia auperba
Lilaciua
Clarft

Julia
KingofthoVerbenas
Harry Law
Oculata

Delicata
Lizzy
Jaraea Stamps
Great EasternConstancy

The above Messrs. Moore & Son's set.

Hra. Ward
Purple Prince
Violactiu superba

The above Messrs. Bowler A: Ward's set-

Keiae dos Fleurs
OrandisJ Lady-Vdair
Reiue Blanche

Captivation
Flixtnnionsis

I
Nobilissima

C
Diana
Undiiio
Homing Star
Baladtn
fASdnatiou
Invinciblo
Welcome
Kegro
Angolique

Garibaldi
Ida
Dnc do GramTOont
Menio Monarch
CSftudia
Viclorine
EnohMitrem

r Shoftesbury

Fanny Stnicy

Ocean Pearl
Aurora
Kenilworth
Titbn
Princft'Arthur
Cupid
Jupifer
Bclvidero
Qustavus

Abies, Whitmanniana, 1 to 2 ft-

,, orientalis, 1 to 2 feet

Araucaria Didwilli, seedlings^
2 feet

Cooki, 1 to 3 feet
Cunningbami, a fine spe-
cimen in a tub, 5 to
6 feet high, very hand-
some, 126j.

Ditto, 1 to 2 feet
escelsa, 5 feet high,
splendid, 105?,

Ditto, 2U to 42*.

Arthrotaxus Doniana, a splen-
did plant, 18 inches
high, 63*.

selaginoides, 24 ins., 84s.

Ditto, small, 10«. 6<f-

Biota cupressiformifl, 6 inches
to 2 feet

dumosa, 6 inches to 1 ft-

frenelloidesjverydistinct,
inches to 1 foot

glauca, 6 inches to 6 feet
Meldcnsis, 1) to IS inches

»T

fy

^»

*-!

if

»»

• >

17

I*

99

?»

n

Biota nionstrosa, small
CephalotaxuB Fortuni mas, , 3 to

6 feet, strong seedlings

„ Fortuni foem.. 2 to 5 feet,

strong seedlings
Cbamaecyparis glauca

comi)acta, ins., 25. 6t?,

Kewiensis
Cupressus Bregeoni, 9 ins, to

2 feet
Comoyana, 6 ins. to 5 ft,

Lawsuniana ; a splendid
stock of fine hand-
^mc plantsof this truly

beautiful species, 6 ius.

to 5 feet

M'Nabiana, 1 to 2 feet

torulusa compacta, 6 ins.

to 2 feet

tluijiefolia

Dacrydiura Franklini, 6 to
18 inches

Juniperus Bedfordiana
hibemica compressa
fragraus

71

»»

»>

»»

tr

99

Juniperus glauca
japouica
Langoldiana
tatnaniscifolia

„ thurifera
Libocedms chilensis

,, Douniana
Picea appolinus

amabilis
bracteata, one magnifi-
cent specimen, 3 feet
high, in first-rate con-
dition, 2105.

grandiSjfromeeedj 9 ins.

to 2 feet
iBsiocarpa, 1 to 2 feet
nobilis, (i inches to 3 feet
Nordmanniana^ 1 to 4 ft.

Pinsapo, 6 inches to 2 ft,

PinuB Bungeana, 5 feet

Fremontiana, 2 feet
macrocMrpa
jHirvifoUa
padufia

Podocarpus andina, 1 to 5 ft.

77

97

79

f *

9t

I'

Podocarpus nubigena
„ saligna

Retinospora ericdides

Taxodium sempervirens
Taxus adpressa

canadensis
Dovastoni
ericoidea
japonica

Thuja aurea
Graigiana
cancasica, 6in9. tol8 ins,

gigantea, 6 ins. to 6 ft.

intermedia
Lobbi, Bins, to S ft.

microcarpa
Thuj opsis borealis, ins. to 7 ft-

t, dolobrata, small, 21^.

Torreya grandis
niyristica, 6 inS- to 6 ft.

nucilera
taxifolia

Wellingtoiiia gigantea, I foot

to 7 feet

77

97

97

79

77

»1

7>

»

77

77

31

A General Collection of STOVE and GUEENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS. BRITISH and EXOTIC
INS. GERANIUMS. FITCITSIAS. aiul Snft:-wnnilea PI.AX^TSi H PTJ R A PirAlTC Xr^

The above UeMn. S. O. Henderson Jz Son's set.

lady 3ticldleton | Striata pe:...ui

All the above fine plints well Inirdened.
HryRT Mat, The Hii|w Nureeries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

Air

NEW SEED NOW READY.

DOBSON'S Splendid HYBRIDISED CALCEO-
JLARIA SFED hn.^ now stood the test several years, :md

bae CttsiiMd a. world-wide celebrity. The strain is acknow-
ledged by tboee who have grown thera to be the most beautiful
and TMled that has ever been offered to the public, and we
have no hesitation in saying that it Is second to none.
Amatenrs or the Trade dasiroiM of producing a reallv splendid
collection should purchase a packet of this Seed", which ia
WMTauted to ploa»e. We are now sending out Xew Seed of
iSeo. tn aealfid packets, at 1*. Qd.-, Zs. Gd., Sa. &/., and £«. each,au one inatttR. lb« aetd may also be obtained in the padceta""- Aatt&t», the prindliNil Nuraerymen and Seedsmen.

»«?*•«* tbirtwben orderinjj. "Dob^os's Hy-
i ^?*^^ 'Ultliictly aakedtor, every T>«cket

hdSJr**i!S!!'7**u.'r^'™=' *»** stamped with

NEW AND EXTRAORDINARY FERNS.
ASTANSFIELD and SON, Vale Nursery, Tod-

• morden, have great pleasuro* in announcing that th^
are now prepared to send out good strong plants of the foUow-

(ing new and rare BRITISH F1LICE3.
ATHYRIUM FILIX-FOSMISA PLUMOSUM—Mr. SInore

chiractcrises this as " the most rouiarkable and most beautiful
Fern ever discovered in the BritLsh Isles." A First Class Certi-
ficate of Merit was awarded to it at a MeetiugoFthe Floml
Committee of the lrf>ndon Horticultural Society held on fcho

28th June last, 2U. See figure and description in Vol. 2 of
Moore's octavo edition of " Nature-printed British Ferns."
Athyrium f.f. apDEeforme, 7s. 6S. ( Athyriura f.f, flexuoaum, 5s.

Athyrium f.f. irregulare 7s. GcL
Blechnum spicout caudatum 10 6

Do. de. laucifolinm 10 6
Do. do. Htrictum ., ,. ,. 10 6
Do, do. subserratum . . .

.

7 6
The usual diaconnt to the Trade.

A. S. ftSOH^ FERN CATALOGUE, with Supplement, con-
taining the above and other rare and intereatini? Ferns,
British and Exotic, in all about GOO species and varieties, may

' be had on application.—Vale Nursory, Todmorden, July 7.

CALADIUM CHANTINll.
TVTESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to state
ItX tiiat they can supply fine Plants of the above (the finest
species in cultivation) at IGs. Gd. each. — Paradise Nursery,
SevenSisters and HornseyRoada, HoUoway, London, N. ^

M^^^^'^^^

DWARF PELARGONIUMS.
ESSRS. VEITCH and SON beer to offer plants

«^, ,i;ftbe undermentioned new and distinct variety of
PELARGONIUM, which they feel assured wiU give
sitisfaotlon.

PELAIiGONUUM 3tRS. POXSONBY MOORE (Veiich?-
a dw.irf-habited hrtte-blooming and very attractive varidJj

of PcIarKouium almirably adapted for decorative purposes,
rbe flowers ara of a briglit rich rosy crimson, the two upper
petals inarked with moderate-sized blotches of intense black,
and the lower peUUs blotched with smaller spots of the same,
producmg a rich and effective contnwt- This variety was much
admired at the eachibition at the Crystal Palace on June 8th ;

and also at the Royd Botanic Society on June 15th. 1859; at
bnth of which it obtained the highest award j^iven to this class
of plants. No collection should be without this charming
variety. Price l.>j, Gd. each.

Bxotic Nurseries, Exeter and Clielaea.—July 7.
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E E D S

SORTS
E R A R t A S
SAVED FROM THE

CHOICEST PRIZE
LTJCOMBE, PINCE, AND CO. have now ready for

«endinff out SEEDS of very superior CINERARIAS, which
been carefullj' saved from fine selected flowers of all the

vm)^ new varieties.

The ^eat satisfaction which their Cineraria Seed has given

fnr several successive years, has induced them to pay even

"Lter attention to the quality, which enables L., P., &, Co. con-

SSitly to recommend the Seed of this present season's saving,

L being vastly superior to any previously sent out by thera.

packets sealed and warraned at 2^ 6rf. eac i, free by post.
^

The present is an excellent time for sowing, and as their

stock owing to its select quality is limited, early orders are

rsnectfully solicited.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

CHOICE SEEDS.
MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to

offer the following New and Genuine SEEDS, all of

which are strongly recommended :

—

P. packet—a. d.

BROCCOLI, Pen;?aTice White (IVritchinson'H) .

.

16
CAULIFLOWER, New Early MammoLh or Frog-
more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation,

,

1 6

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties .. ..10
LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's) 10

^,
Moor Park, extra fine 10

MELONS, all the best varieties 10
T03IATO, Early Red (Powell's) 16

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed .. 2

CINERARIA, from finest named varieties .. 2

„ maritima . . . . . . .

.

CELOSIA aurea pyramidalis 1

„ crimson-feathered variety ., ..1
COCKSCOMB, dwarf, extra fine 1

DIANTHUS Heddewiggi .. . 1

LOBELIA erinus speciosa (true) 1

PANSY, from named varieties 1

6
6
6
6
6

6
6

PERILLA Nankinensis
PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata 1

SOLANUM capsicastrum 1

„ pseudo-capsicum ; this is quite equal
in beauty for decorative purposes
to the preceding 10

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

is published, and will be forwarded post free on application.

An inspection and comparison with the piices of several

Firms advertising Seeds carriage free is respectfully solicited.

Faradlse Nursery, Seven Sisters and Horusey Roads, Hollo-
way. London, N.

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION or SEEDS and PLANTS
hy moans of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council
are desirous of findhig a well informed, active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in Uiis \mdortaking. Salary in proportion to attainments.
Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Hortit;ultural Society, 8, St. Martin's
Place. Lnndnn, W.C. ^

in favour of winter felling. And it is x^erliiips

principally on this account that it has been assumed
that the Sovereign of the Seas and the Koyal
William, which were free from dry rot after the

lapse of many decades, were built with wintei-

felled timber. The Montagu, which was most
certainly so built, as a matter of experiment,

required extensive repairs in 10 years, though she

had little service at sea ; and the experienoe of our
dockyards is at the present day against the prac-

tice, though a higher price is still given for such

timber.

Seasoning consists in getting rid as completely

as possible of such principles in the wood as arc

favourable to decay, and at the same time preserv-

ing its strength and tenacity. The injecting

materials which may induce a different chemical

condition belong obviously to another category.

The methods employed may be reduced to three
I

cover, care being taken to secure a thorough draught
through the stack. Where wood has been cut up
green and stacked in the open air, decay will some-
times take place in the "centre though the outer
surface ma^ be perfectly dry. This was
the case in some experiments instituted
by Mr. SowEREY when examining the Royal
Charlotte, where almost every log after six years'
exposure became decayed internally, doubtless
from t]ie moisture being pent up from the rapid
desiccation of the surface. The effect was exactly
like that which we have mentioned as arising from
the covering green wood with a coat of paint
Under the system at present adopted in the dock-
yards, we believe that' sj long as there is no fresh
admission of moisture from without not a single
log fails-. And a comparison of the duration of
timber so prepared with that submitted to the
various methods which have been proposed for the

1, boiling or steaming ; 2, the application of heat prevention of decay, is so decided in its results
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Whatever difference of opinion may exist as
to the various methods which have been proposed

.

or adopted with a vicNv to the prevention of decay
in vessels, there is one, viz., proper seasoning,
respecting which no question is attempted to be
msed._ People have disputed and stili dispute
respecting the comparative merits of winter and
spnng-felled timber, in either case their conclu-
sions resting mainly on uncertain data, but this
question really resolves itself into one of time, the
Wsmt depending mainly upon the comparative
rapidity with which the water can be eliminated
&om the wood. The actual quantity of fermentible
Wter, or of matter calculated to promote fungous
^^th, independent of the water, is probably very
wigMly different in either case, though its condi-
tbn may be dissimilar.
"e may consider it as a point beyond dispute

"it the presence of water in wood, where there is
IW) admission of water from without or where damp^ »5 not pent up, is the main disposer to decaj?

;

JQ<1
when it is considered that the best Oak loses

ne-tlurd of its weight in the process of seasoning,
jnwnly from the elimination of water, the immense
"°K!;^^ce of the process will at once be evident.

haTw ^ ^^^ ^^ * ^^^® current of air and wood

bealmf%f^r*?^'^y ^^^so^^'^^j Z^^^ C)ak appears tomo.t
indestructible. Thereof of Westminster

"hinde-h.1^!? '^^^ ^"^''>'' ^^ Bedfordshire, the

*c-. are ^s *
''^. ^*^ "C^^^enford, in Esses,

•p-vood h
^^ '^ point. In some instances the

^ad^nfi? ?®^^^ ^^^^ removed and is still

Th - k nn ^- ?^^ ^''^"i injects and natural decay.

«^stomarv IfS"^^ *** ^^*^^ ^^ ""^^^at period it was
Thereiafn/ J

^^® timber for such purposes.

°»^ttin?S .^n^'^ °^ *^^ 2d of James I.; per-

domestic WM- ^^"'^^ **^ ^^^ *°^ *^e purposes of

ProMbitin.; if u ?^' ^^'P'' ™^^^^' ^^-- ^^^ absolutely

*»»rk ^M !f
^'"'^ ^'^^'^ ^**' ^^^^^^^ purposes when

^'^tdavnf A^
certain price, except between the

•iwuldL^LI^"^^ ^^^ ^,^^ ^^^t ^^y 0^ Juiie, wliich^•eem to imply that the nonular nnt^.m ^n=

without moisture ; and 3, gradual desiccation,

1. Boiling is practised on a large scale for the
purpose of making wood flexible, so as to adapt it

to the curvature of the ships' sides. In some kinds

of Oak the new form given to the wood is per-

manent ; in others, it is retained only for a certain

period. It is obvious that the process of boiling,

if continued for a sufficient time, will destroy any
spawn that may be present in the wood, and it is

asserted that if a log of wood is divided into two,
and half left in its natural condition and the other
boiled, the one when placed in a situation favour-
able to the growth of Fungi will eoon be covered
with spawn while the latter will never produce the
smallest Fungus. Whether this be true or not we
cannot assert from our own experience. Theboiliag
will doubtless get rid of much soluble matter from
the wood, and will promote the coagulation of any
vegetable albumen which may exist in the cells,

but we doubt greatly whether the wood so treated
would be hostile to the growth of Fungi which
had spread from neighbouring timber.

2, As regards the application of heat without
moisture, it must be remembered that irreparable
mischief may be done to timber by too rapid
drying, from which fearful cracking may be
apprehended, if no other evil arises. Charring
is undoubtedly an antiseptic process, but the heat
can snarcely be expected to penetrate the heart of

the log, and as regards the growth of Fungi, it is

well known to everyFungologist that few conditions
of timber are more favourable to the growth of
Fungi, especially in warm countries, thanpaitial
charring. It would be easy to mention at least a
dozen species which abound in such localities, and
at Home it is the practice to char partially stumps
of Hazel with a view to promote the growth of a
species of Polyporus, which is largely consumed as
an article of ftod in that neighbourhood. The
burnt soil of wood, especially where mixed with
vegetable matter, is the source of many a curious
species.

Mr. LtjkijS" many years ago proposed a method
of seasoning which was tried at Woolwich, but
which ended in a signal failure. A green Oak
log was covered with pulverised charcoal and
placed in a hot stove. When the process was
completed, the log, though it had lost much
weight, appeared close and compact externally,
but when divided it was found to be a loose net-
work of fibres without any consistency.

3. In gradual drying we know of nothing to
impair the strength of the timber, provided the
process be conducted properly. The usual method
with Elm and Oak, is to begin by exposing the
trees to the weather fur a limited time, till in the
one case the bark separates, and in the other the
sap-wood is destroyed. We feel confident, from
our own experience, that if Elm is exposed beyond

that at prcsezit perfect seasoning is considered as
the most likely method to secure exemption from
decay, so far as it c^in be secured in structures
where it is so difficult to exclude moisture and to
establish a proper ventilation.

Amoxg the good things sent from China by Mr.
FonTUXE were several Eoses with entirely new
features, the value of which in gardening is hardly
yet sufficiently appreciated. Among them was a
kind which, since it wanted the fanciful properties
that Rose amateurs are pleased to insist on, has to
this day remained almost unknown. It was defi-

cient in colour and size, and would " do no good " in
an exhibition tent ; so said those who had the care
of it. Its merits indeed were of but an humble
nature ; it was merely hardy, very early, ever-
green, pretty, and a prodigious rambler, ready to

contend in a race with any Ayrshire or Musk
Rose in creation. As for its flowers they were
white it is true, tinged with pink on the outside,

sweet-scented, and grew in endless profusion in
small clusters ; but then the petals would not
stand well up, and the flowers were no bigger
than some Noisette : smaller even than those
of Joan of Arc. So, after the Horticultural
Society had given awa)' a few plants the original

was nailed to a wall, left there, and forgotten.

At last, on the 20th of July, 1859, we received
from Mr, EoGEiis, of Ptiver Hill, near Seven Oaks^
one of the most enthusiastic as he is one of the
most skilful amateur gardeners in the United
Kingdom, the following letter referring to an.

answer to his inquiry as to what a Rose was ofwhich
he had forwarded specimens for examination—

** Thanks for your memorandum about the
Rose. Although it may not please Hosejhficiers-
it is a very fine and remarkable climbing Rose,
growing 10 to 12 feet in a season, flowering earlier

than any other I know, and continuing longer in
bloom. Those I sent you were late and imperfect
blooms, for it had been in flower nearly a months
It is both good in form and sweet-scented, and a
profuse flowerer—flowering both in clusters at the
ends and all along its shoots, thus partaking both
of the habit of i>]?foisette and of a Hybrid China,
It is perfectly hardy, and I should say was worth
distributing by the Horticultural Society as a very
distinct and hardy climhinff Rose, It is by far
the most hardy of all those which Fortune sent
over, and I know no Rose which has much re-
semblance to it. If hybridised it would give rise
to a distinct class of climbing Roses."
Upon receipt of this Mr. FoEit:K.E was a>ked for

the history of his importation, when he replied as
foliows The white climbins: Rose to which
your correspondent Mr. Rogers alludes is well
known to me. It is cultivated in gardens about
Ningpo and Shanghae, and is held in high eateem

the first seasonjnischief is likely to ensue from th^ j
by the Chinese ; indeed it is one of the best white

It is £re-
treliis wort

Elm is so apt to split and warp if cut up too soon. \ frrrmed into alcoves or built oyer garden walks.

With Oak we believe that the process is harmless
j
For this purpose it is well suited, as it ia a

penetration of Fungus spawn info the wood. There kinds which I have met with in China.
is however some difficulty about the matter, as quently seen of a large size covering i

-n-ood is in general perfectly sound. We have

scarcelv seen more than one instance to the contrary,

and that in the case of a very coarse loose piece of

timber entirely unfit for shipbuilding. We have

seen instances in which a large tree has for years

been exposed to the weather without any material

injury, ^cept a tendency to crack from the cir-

cumference towards the *^^^;., ^^ 7,"^^!^^^^^^^^^ , ^y, call it tUe Brniya kose or o«*«um*.. ..

[tTSd^^'^Z^^£ ho^rt'ot I seen, to be a mule between the common C.ina and

recommended in general, and when the logs are at

well worth cultivation in English gardens. It may
not please in every respect Rose- fanciers, but it is

very beautiful neverthsJess, andithajs «ome advan-

tages peculiar to its- if, which are pointtd out by
your correspondent."

We now hope that this beautiful thing will meet

with the favour it eminently deserves. As a pillAr

Rose it is invflluablo.

We call it the Smi^G Rose of Shakohae. It

t

once sawn up they cannot be placed too soon under

Rosa roultift:)ra, but whether the result of one

interaiixtue or some third or fourth cross, la
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probably as unknown to tlie Chinese as it is to us.

I'he fringed stipules reveal its relation to Rosa

multiflora, as its scent and the peculiar gloss and

texture of its leaves disclose its kindred witb Rosa

indica. Mr. Moore should look to it for his

Floral Magazine.

And now that we are upon the subject of Roses,

one word may be said abiut Isabella Guat, that

" worthless American crosa-bred, which will only

flower under glass." It is known to our readers

that we have never placed our faith in the fair

ladVs detractors, her first ancestor, Rosa ruhi-

foliUy having nothing tender in his nature. All

that it appeared to us to demand was good soil, a

roasting south wall, and exemption from the

favours of the pruning knife. This evil spring

has confirmed our opinion, such a Rose in such

a place having bloomed in the greatest profusion

during the whole month of June. The fljwers

were perfect in size and colour, and many opened

well. Others, indeed, rotted on their stalks before

they were half expanded ; but the same fate hefel

such hardy Roses as the Q,iieen and Coupe d'Hebe.

Had Isabella Gray been screened by a penthouse,

or had the weather been better, the plant would

have been a Rose grower's envy : for the half

expanded flowers are mcst beautiful.

We may add that a Cloth of Gold in a similar

situation, equally warm and sheltered, was so

dama<,'ed by October's frost that its main branches

died back, and there is no sign at present of Roses

for this year, although it is now pushing most

vigorously, and will soon recover its lost ground.

defermities; hut the first shower canses them to ex-

naiul and attract notice by their pretty stellate form.

When young their strncfeure is precisely that ot

Pall-balls ; bat even were they more abundant their

tough outer coat, soiled with mouhl, would forbid their

ciiUuary use. M. J. B.

'We hear that the rare "Winter's Lark shrub,

DfiYMis WiNTEur, is now flowering in the open

air in tho Earl of iLCirrsTEit's garden at Abbots-

bury. Tht3 we believe is tlie first instance in

Europe. In the same favoured locality Chama^ropp

hnmilis is also blossoming finely in spite of the

wet.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXII.

THE HORTICULTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

During the last years our kitchen gardens have been

by the introduction of improved varieties of culinary

vegetables enriched to such an extent, that our assort-

ment in point of value can bear comparison to that of

England.
The climate is admirably adapted for all Earopean

vegetables, from the old Scotch Kail to the delicious

Melon, the latter surpassing those of English growth in

flavour and tenderness. Yet the climate is not without

drawbacks to the culture of vegetables at certain

seasons, such as long-coatinued droughts with severe

hot winds during the summer, or as heavy rain during

tlie winter, when culinary crops suffer most severely in

uutrenched and undrained soils. But our spring and

autumn are so congenial to growth, that amazing crops

are produced even with the most simple modes of

treatment.

Tlie soils used for growing vegetables vary from the

stiff adhesive clay to the sterile sandy soils, the worst

of which produce crops to advantage at some season,

when properly managed ; but the most productive of

all are either the deep brown loamy or black vegetable

soiU, well pulverised and free of stagnant water.

The best situations are low banks, sloping to the

rivers or creeks, and low flats, if not subject to floods,

with almost any exposure, the north being the least

favourable. Wliore tlie site is on a declivity, the upper

portion is sdected for crops of winter growth, and the

lower portion generally for crops of summer growth,

A few remarks on some of the leading crops will

assist in giving some idea of the culinary vegetable

resources of this colony.

Cahhage.—Good supplies can be had daily all the

•year, as far as tho growth of this wholesome and nntrl-

tions vegetable is dependent on climate. But the

(Jbastkttm limbatum. Jr.—The beautiful FunguS
wliich forms the subject uf our present illustration is

one of a smtdl group very nparly allied to the PuiThalls,

and, like most of the species of the genua, far from
common— at least in Great Britain. Though accus-

tomed to keep a sharp look-out for such mitters for

the last 40 years, we liave met with three

species only in any abundance, and of these

one alone has appeared fur several succes-

sive seasons.

Tbey are at once distinguished from
Lycoperdon by the extraordinary deve-

lopment of the outer coat or peridium,

and its perfect distinctness, or, as tho
Germans would say, differentiatl(m from
the inner sac which incloses the spores

and threads which are so prominent a

feature in the organisation of Pufl'balls.

This coat is usually composed of two or

more distinct layers, which are EOnietimes

entirely separable except at the tips of
the lobes into which the oxiter peridium is

always divided at an eai-Uer or later period,

and when the upper coat of tho two
after the expansion of the peridium
separates from the lower, it becomes inflated and lifts up
the inner peridium with it, wiiich is more or less globose
and head-shaped, and the whole distantly resembles one
of the legless balancing figures which are sent over
with other similar fancies from Holland for the amuse-
ment of children. The older herbalists, who were always
on the look-out for such resemblances, wliich they
fancied indicative of medical virtues, have not hesitated
to add the features of a man to the inner peridium, and
to designate the whole *

^EASTEtTM LIMBATUM.
(Copied by permission from Grovillo's Scottish Cryptogamic Flor

aphides have become so destructive during the last four
years that crops can only be brought to perfection by
great skill and attention ; the chief remedies seem to
be a perpetual examination of the plants, and frequent
liquid stimulant applications, principally of guano, to
the young growing crops; and it is worthy of remark
that, in localities with cold underground, the ravages of
the aphis arc more readily subdued than elsewhere.

. . - 'I Cauliflower.~^\\Q principal crops are tit for use in
Xuthropomorphoa" or Man- 1 Jane and July, and from October to January. To this

W- v«/x« „^f \,^«. -„- *\. ^ -*- 1. . , . . "* *®^^ "* ^^ *^^ ^^^^^ Brasaicas. the aphides have become
ci !; . .» 1 -f^^^'

*^^^^^^ destructive that it is now comparatively little

P?,A.^« o^'^-i ^*T?f'
'" '*"""/?," withordmary grown; but it was previously cultivated extensively,

Pnffbsls, and s probably as available au anaesthetic and under favourable circumstances produced very largewhere it occurs m sufficient abiindanr^P. k„,wV, «*• : t!i_ ^ •' °wliere it occurs in sufficient abundance.

The present species is closely allied to the Afannikin,
but the outer peridium does not separate into two
coats, and the orifices by which the spores arc ulti-
mately discharged is not foldeti like a plaited frill, but
imply fringed. The species is very uncommon, though
it occurs here and there at distant periods in small
quantities.

^
The application of moisture to these plants is some-

times singularly different in its effect. In some of them
the natural disposition of the outer coat, when dry, is to
remain expanded, but in others, as in G. hygroraetricum,
which is one of our rarer specie3, though perhaps the
moat widely diffused of any in continental Europe,
especially in the warmer parts, the rays of the outer
e-at contract with «itreme firmness and rigidity on

h*..r-
'^'*"? ^^i^ently to burst the thinner spore-

ttowu ab^„e,tlu^ abrvauthemum, Ihey are
"«*». «Terywb«M by the winds u dark ugly

heads of superior quality.

Ptfo*.— Supplies can be had daily all the year round,
but are sparingly to be got in very wet winters. The
chief crops are avail:(blc from October to January, then
less abnndantly obtained till March, and largely again
till June, Although all English varieties are pro-
ductive, dwarf sorts preferable.

Broad Beanos are generally less esteemed, because of
the wot winters, which cause them to produce only
haulm and flowers, and the dry summers, which exhaust
their fruit-bearing properties. They are only suc-
cessively productive from October to December.

Kidnej/ Beans are excellent summer crops, with-
standing hot winds well, and forming an excellent
substitute for Peas, when the latter become scarce in
midsuuimer. The supplies are available from Xovembor
till May. Seeds ripen freely.

Ortion*.—Young green Onions mav be had daily ; but
the principil crops of those intended for keeping ripen
otdy from Kovember to February, They are cropped

extensively, and their production is large and fine.

Seeds generally mature well.

Carro^^.— Daily supplies can be had without any

diflSculty. The chief crops are ready in January, and

the winter storing crops two months later. They are

extensively cultivated, and in size and flavour they are

superior to those of England. Seeds generally mature

well.

Parsnips, although long neglected, arc now very

requisite and esteemed. The main crop is ready in

January, and continues on till July in deep good soils

;

they grow exceedingly large, and are very superior iu

quality.

Twr/t?/?.—Spring, summer, and autumn crops can be

with difliculty obtained on account of the prevailing

destructivencss of the aphis, and the dry hot nature of

the climate.

Po^a^oe*.—Three crops may be produced in one

twelvemonth; one in May,the leading one on early soils

in October and November, and another on late soils iu

January and February. They are, as may be imagined,

extensively grown, producingheavy crops of fine quality,

but their keeping properties are shortened on account

of the mild winters.

Asparagus, Bkuharh, and SeaTcaJe bear very abun-

dantly in their seasons. The former may be regarded

as quite equal to any grown in England. lUiubarb piv -

duces good stalks iu spring, gets rather exhausted and

dormant in midsummer, and again grows freely in

autumn. Seeds of the former only mature well.

Cvcumhers and Vegetable Marrows.—On tolerably

good soils there is no more trouble or care bestowed in

the sowing and growing of tliese crops than there is

with any common vegetable, they being simply sown

during October in patches, each 5 to 7 feet apart, and if

they are not destroyed in their infancy through cold

winds, they are allowed to grow to run over the ground

until they cover it. At this stage the plants furnish an

abundance of beautiful tender fruit, some of the finest

of the Cucumbers measuring 20 to 24 inches, and even

more. Supplies are obtainable from December to the

end of May.
Melons.—The Rock and English Green and Yellow-

fleshed varieties being more of a rich heavy nature,

altliough not quite so much appreciated as others, are

grown in very large quantities. These commence
ripening their fruit about the end of January'. The

crops generally are very heavy, the plants having 6 to

8

fruits each, weighing from 4 to 10 lbs.

Tomatoes are sown in October^ and ripen their fruits

very profusely from January onwards.

The above remarks apply more particularly to the

gardens in the environs of Melbourne.
The Chinese Yam has recently been cultivated, and

promises to become an additional table vegetable of the

colon}'. The Long-podded Cliinese Bean,
Vigna chinensis, is found to be hardy iu

Victoria, and would unquestionably lux-

uriate in the northern districts.

THE OECriAED PEODrCTS.

Perhaps tliere is not a more favoured

land upon earth than Victoria for pro-

ducing, in abundance and perfection, a

variety of the finest fruits, whether these

are considered as a mere article of luxury,

or as constituting one of the necessaries

of life adapted to the wants of man in

this hot climate, or as likely to become

one of the staple articles of our commer-
cial exports at no distant period. Nearly

all the fruits that can be cultivated in

any of the temperate
produced here in the

time with the most certain success,

and unpromising the laud may appear, the simple act

of breaking up tlie earth, and of introducing drainage

when necessary, appear to act as magic on the newly

planted ground, converting the barren-looking wilder-

ness into the fruitful garden.

It is astonishing to observe how very rapidly and how
vigorously the trees grow, when placed in favourable

situations, under good treatment. But horticulture has

to contend with the long parching droughts of the

summer months,"experienced particularly in low open dis-

tricts, and occasionally with fierce burning winds,

which, in some years, have had the effect of destroying
the crops of fruit on the trees. A hot wind, however,
seldom continues for more than two or three days at a

time, and is almost certain to end in a good fall of

rain, which soon rallies up the exhausted powers of

i
vegetation.

Fruit realised this season the following average

prices:—Apples, Id, to Sd. per lb.; Pears, 2ti. toU

;

Plums, M. to 6d.; Cherries, 6d. to la. and 1^. 6*/-:

Apricots, Gd. to Iff. per dozen ; Peaches, 2d. to 1*. ^.
per dozen ; Walnuts, Zd. to Gd. per dozen. This may
suffice to show that fruit is freelv available foralU'lasses,

both for dessert and cooking purposes ; and the com-
munity will no doubt soon be placed in a position to

provide for the preservation of fruit on an extensive

scale. The reason why, comparatively speaking, but

little land is as yet devoted to this lucrative and pleasant

branch of industry, may be sought in the slow return for

the capital expended, as long as the price of labour

and the outlay for garden land continued so nnusuaH)"
high.

An eastern aspect, having a gentle declivity, is hcrfl

a) latitudes can be

briefest space i-f

However sterile

\
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the most eligible for fruit giirtlens ; the trees Lre there

least exposed to the inclemencies of the climate,

sucli us late spring frosts, hot winds, and heavy

rains- It is invariably found that upon naturally

sandy poor soils fine fruitful orchards can be

established under good management, when the choice,

loamy, deep soils are not available. The deep alluvial

cool soils along the river banks are very suitable for all

kinds of stone fruits, and rich gravelly bottoms of the

liill sides for Apple, Pear, Quince, Mulberry, &c.

None of the small English fruits, such as the Goose-

berry, Currant, Raspberry, or Strawberry, succeed well,

except in cooler valleys or mountainous elevations,

where they always attain the highest perfection for

quality and productiveness.

A few remarks on the leading kinds of fruits will

assist in judging of their comparative value in the

colony.

l^he Loquat Trees delight on warm gentle slopes of

kills on good soil?, where they produce in some seasons

very good crops offline, large, well-flavoured fruit.

The Quince Trees grow and bear to perfection, the

banks of the rivers along the margins of orchards

beinir often thickly bedded with them; they also

succeed admirably well on higher grounds.

The W(}lnut Tree is here highly prized for its stately

grandeur of appearance, as well as for its abundant

fruit
J
but to develop the tree to perfection a cool,

deep, loamy soil is needed.

The Sweet ChesmU is perhaps improperly placed here,

but as it is invariably found in the orchard we have

classed it accordingly. When planted in a cool, deep,

Iramy, porous soil, in sheltered localities, it grows well

(niugh.

The Apple Trees succeed here admirably well,

especially when planted in a good, well-prepared situa-

tion, and properly treated after the first five years'

planting. The fruit of this season was very fine, and
yielded generally a good crop. Six Apples of the Cus-

tard variety, grown on the banks of the river Plenty,

produced 7 lbs. weight. American blight is very de-

structive in many orchards, chiefly after being esta-

blished 8 or 10 years. * We are very deficient in all

those newly imported varieties now cultivated in

Enpiand.

The Pear Tree also succeeds remarkably well, attain-

ing to perfection both in point of flavour and amount
of produce. Some varieties of Pears are not unfre-
quenlly found to weigh from 1^ lb. each up to 2i lbs.

Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot.—Perhaps there are
no fruit trees which are more prolific here than these
wliether as regards their vigorous growth or the
ample crops of fruit.

The Cherry and the Plum grow vigorously and pro-
duce heavy crops of beautiful flavoured fruit, equal, if

not superior to those of English orchards, both iu size

aud quality.

The Fig Trees grow to perfection, some varieties

beariufj their two crops in the year freely. The leading

varieties are Green and White Provence, Green and
Brown Ischia, and Smyrna. It may be expected that
dried colonial Figs will eventually supersede those
imported.

The PlacTc Mulherry Trees are reared with ease.

Tlieir compact habit renders them very ornamental,
whilst they prove bearers of very superior fruit.

Oranges and Lemon Trees. — Although there are
some few Orangeries in favourite spots around the vici-

nity of Melbourne, yet they are generally planted in

smaller quantities in the warm places of orchards, or in

clumps on lawns more for the sake of ornament and
variety than for profitable purposes. The most suitable

situations for them are on warm declivities, having a
good deep, friable, dry, porous soil, in which they will

attain the height of 15 feet, and form fine, compact,
bushy heads. Single trees are known to have produced
in one season upwards of 200 fine-sized, well-ripened
Oranges ; such a crop, however, is considered as yet an
exceptional one. Hitherto the cultivation of Qranges^ not been remunerative in this colony, since Oranges
are largely and cheaply imported from New South
^ales. In cold situations the Orange and Lemon trees
are here neither healthy nor productive, but they
prosper in the northern districts.

Tlie Vine.—Amongst the branches of husbandry yet
to be extensively developed, the cultivation of the Vine
Will be one of the most important in this colony, the
cUmale throughout the greater part of our territory
oemg exquisitely adapted for the prolific growth of

Mvnf^ ~i S"^^ ^^'® severity *of hot winds and long-
ronunned droughts occasion sometimes rather severe
^«e*ot fruit, and cold winds and early spring frosts

Sl«n/!!)
•

'"f"*^^
^^ ^^*« expanding flowers of Vines

dm? 1" ^^^ "^'^^^ localities. The blight has,
auring showery seasons, in some localities affected the

The Vineyards hitherto established in various parts
> ictoria compromise approximately an area ofwu acrea. It seems, however, that tlieir extent is

Mnually increasing without a corresix>nding increase-in
"'ine manufacture, and thus, notwithstanding some
lailorea of Grapes through the long lasting drought of
tnis seftson, the Melbourne market is more plentifully
•Applied than ever with table Grapes, prices ranging
troai \\d. to Qd. per lb. There have been instances
even this seMon of an average weight of 25 lbs. of fruit

on Vines three or four years oUl, bunches attaining a

weight of upwards of 2\ lbs.; aud it may be expected

that whenever the training of the Vines is regulated

more generally according to the particuhir climate of

the locality in which they are established, with due
reference to the varieties chosen, and by a more general

adoption of the training on espaliers, that not only a

considerable increase in the productiveness of some of

our Vineyards might be secured, but also often a fruit

of superior quality. Instances are recorded that this

season in the vicinity of Melbourne the return of

Grapes obtained by trellis training proved 2 tons

per acre from Vines two years old, whilst of several

varieties, including the Muscat, Froutignac, Chasselas,

&c., the produce obtained on adjoining land from plants

of the same age, grown on the low stool and Gooseberry

bush fashion, was limited from 5 to 8 cwt. per acre.

The space assigned to this document permits not to

enter into details on the prospect of yield which the

respective varieties of the Urape hold out in the various

localities of this country, and under varied climatic

influences. The observations, moreover, on well-esta-

blished varieties in ditTercnt parts of the colony are as

y€t much scattered, whilst some important sorts have
been only very recently introduced. Many of the

northern parts of Victoria, however*, bear so close a

resemblance in point of climate with the territory of

our western neighbours, that even the tender varieties,

such as the Roussillon, will in all probability be luxuri-

antly developed. Wine made of the Scyras Grape sold

wholesale in South Australia at 20^. per gallon, and
that prepared of the Mataro at 12s. per gallon ; both of

these Grapes being well adapted to certain lociJities of

that country.

The rapidity of growth of the Vine in these latitudes

is most encouraging for their culture. An experienced

Vine grower compares our plants at the age of three

years to those of seven years* growth on the Rhine,

If the best varieties of raisin Grapes were chosen for

our Vineyards, we ciinnot for a moment doubt that

raisins of unsurpassed qualities may be produced, at least

in the milder and drier parts of the colouy.

We may be permitted to introduce here a list of those

varieties of Vines which Mr. Alfred Seidel, near Geelong,

has proved by many years* experience to be particularly

adapted to the southern parts of the colony:

—

The varieties of Grape which are, up to the present time,

known to yield the best produce iu the Vineyards uear Geelong
are as follows:—

Black ffr«pes.—Hermitag-e, Black Cluster, Black Burgundy,
Black Esparte^ Carignan, La Gloire (Liverdun).

White Grapes. — Madeira, Verdeilho, Riesliug, Chasselas,

Gouais, Pineau Blanc, Fineau Gris.

The best of the red wines have been made from the Her-
mitage. This wine will keep very long, and will arrive at its

prime after being about five yeai-s old*

Black Cluster and Black Esparte tof^-ether yield a splendid
wine, approaching in flavour to a strong Burgimdy wine.

Black Cuigundy is, with respect to quality, superior to Black
Cluster, but inferior in bearing.

Carignan approaches in quality the Esparte ; is a prolific

bearer, but is subject to blight.

La Gloire (Liverdun) yields a light wine, of not very great
value, but its bearing capabilities are very prominent,

Madeira yields a strong, well-keeping^ excellent wine,

Verdeilho of equal excellence-

Riesling ditto.

Chasselas j-ields an agreeable, soon drinkable wine.

Gouais yields a wine similar to Sauterue, but stronger, and
is a prolific bearer.

Pineau Gris and Blanc yield excellent, fiery wines, but not
in large quantity ; nor do these wines keep well.

One acre of Vines well laid out and well kept \vill give an
average yield in this colony of from 300 to 400 gallons of wine ;

but there are particular varieties of Grapes which would yield

double that quantity, though it should be kept in mind, that
the general rule puts the more prolific bearers among those of
less excellent qualities.

Mr. Smith, of 3felhourne, in Mueller's Report on the

Resources of Victoria.

Home Correspondence.
The Preservation of Timber.—At a time when th®

decay of our recently -Luilt gunboats forma a pro"

mincnt subject of discussion, it may be worth while to

inquire how far the patented processes which were to

render our inferior timber almost indestructible have
succeeded where they have been applied. Among these

Boucherie's Patent, so strongly recommended by the
" Permanent Way Company," is the moat recent. It

has been used extensively by the railway companies in

the west, but though I have made many inquiries I have

not succeeded in getting any satisfactory information

respecting it. Tliree years ago a lar^e quantity of

telegraph posts was prepared at the Westbury Station-

The process consists in expelling the sap from the trees

bv pneumatic pressure, and replacing it by a solu-

tion of sulphate of co})per. VVhether sulphate of

copper is the best preventive of decay m the vegetable

ti£^. experience, or those more learned in chem«try

than mysdf must decide, but it appears <i^»te clear that

the effect, if not the cause of dec..y, is attributable to

fungoid formations, and therefore a P-j^^^^'^";/ "°^.,*J^
i« «.,i«t he sought in some substance that will

—ft rgUvtiroTtLe Fungus in the fi«t i„.t«n.^
prevei^.

\__-f'.^^^,^ . . hiim cal to the growth of

a.e used. That wood so treated is retulered more durable
is quite certiiin, but it is much more difficult to work,
especially by plane. The process of Boucherie,as I was
enabled to juOge of it, seemed so far as the impregna-
tion of the timber was concerned to be complete, and the
carpenters showed me how much more difficult it was
to worli, the tools losing their edge very quickly. The
French Govornmeut give a very good account of this

process, especially as used on the Trench railways, and
a gentleman near Wells who had used the process on
liis own estate (long befoi'e it was patented by Boucherie),

assured me 12 months back that he had gate-posts of

soft wood which had been in use nine years, and were
still perfectly sound. This is unusual, and shows that

the process is worthy the attention of landowners. With
reference to the rotting of the above planking in the

gunboats, I have reason to know that much timber is in

a state of decay before it goes into the dockyards. I
have taken dovvn within the last three years a large

number of Elm trees, some of whicli have been pur-

cliased for shipbuilding purposes, and though of the

standard size the majority of them xvere diseased before

they were taken down; indeed I find the Elm,
both large aud small, is failing fast, for I rarely take
one down bvit I find the tap root dccayeil, and no tree

can be hcalthv uuder such circumstances. I shall be
much deceived if within the next 10 years it is not

found that a large proportion of the fine old English

Elms iu the West are in a decaying state. When the

trees are butted and neatly trimmed for market (and

Government buyers employ most expert hands for this

work) there is not much to be seen that exception can
be taken at ; but if the dockyard authorities wish to

purchase nothing but really sound timber, they will

find it to their interest to employ a trustworthy

inspector to examine the timber before it is prepared

for market. Whether the patent process can be applied

to trees of large size I do not know, but as fungoid

formations appear to be the root of the present evil,.

certainly some means ought to be devised to render the

wood unsuitable for tlieir growth, TV. P. Agres. [We
take this opportunity of saying that nalced laths of
Beech supplied by the Permanent Way Company used

as labels for plants, and therefore driven a third of their

length into tlie ground, have been employed for some
years in the Garden of the Horticultural Society at

Chiswick, and are just as sound now as when they were

first put down.]
Mag Queen Straiulerrg.—On looking over our Straw-

berries to-day (July 2) to my surprise I found ripe fruit

on this variety, two or three to a small plant, whilst

Black Prince, Keens' Seedling, and others will not have

a ripe fruit on them for some time. "May Queen"
appears to me to be an exceedingly early kind and a

heavy cropper; of its flavour I could not judge fairly,

as the weather has been so very much against Straw-
berries here. William Dean^ Bradford Isursery, YorJc-

shire.

JEdiicafion of Gardeners.—As bearing upon this

subject, I should like to say a few words upon the
way in which young gardeners are treated by those
above them. 'J'oo many head gardeners treat the men
under them as if they were mere machines to be driven
to work, with an authoritative shout, often accompanied
by swearing and abusive language, and although the
men wince under such treatment, and mock their master
behind his back for the way in which he acts, yet many
of them when they get head gardeners* places for them-
selves, think that they are in duty bound to adopt the-

same coui*se of conduct, and thus the evil example is

perpetuated from master to man. No man was ever
yet made better by scolding and abusive language, and.

it would make it much more pleasant for both parties
if gardeners would speak to their men in a civil

manner, give them some credit for common sense,

encourage them by words of approbation when they
show any signs of cleverness, and impart to them all

the knowledge of their business that they can. There
is another subject that produces a good deal of ill-

feeling, and that is the payment ofpremiums byjourney-
men gardeners. I should like to hear what can be ad-
vanced in defence of the practice. Journeymen gardeners'
wages are certainly small enough without having to pay a
shilling a week to their employers, or 5Z. or 10^. at once,

as the case may be. A man in receipt of a good salary

ought to be ashamed to take it. What would be thought
of a housekeeper or butler in a large establishment if

they pocketed a shilling a week from every servant
under them ? I was engaged as journeyman gurdener
in a place in the north of England at Us. per Tvctk-

When pay day came I got 12*. Gd. and wa« told by the
gardener to give him back I*, a week, but he wouItT

prefer having it half-yearly. I offered it to him afc the

half-year's end; he said be would take it at another time. I

suppose he thought I was too long in giving him another

ofler of it, for he said one night " that it was a fashion

of the place for the gardener to get a shilling a week

off his men, aud thiit those who did not like it conld

hook it.'* Of course I had no reason to complain, as I wa»

still sixpence a week better than I was engaged for,

but if it was a legitimate source of income, why all the

ceremony attached to the matter unless, as he said himself,

it was to prevent disputes? Tlie wholesystemof premium-

paying seems to be like a bribe which fetUrs a man in

the discharge of his duty. For instance, a gardener
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to say ii word to luin, as his time was nearly out and

the half of his premium was still to pay. An An^us L'xd.

Lomaria chilensis.— U you refer to your second

TTnmber of this year, pago 25. you will observe that

you give an account of this Tern, but I cannot find

it in cither Smith's or Sim's Catalogue ; will you there-

fore give me the proper name of it ? It would I think

be much better if authors and nurserymen were to

adopt one name to a plant and not have half a dozen,

as you may go to one nurseryman and buy a Fern and

from the catalogue of another order the same sort

under another name. This causes great confusion. A. T,

TAs in other departments of botany, so among Fern3

the names adopted depend upon the peculiar views of

individuals. Even supposing them to be intelligently

employed with a knowledge of their correct application,

which' is not always the case, there is still much room

for diversity of usage owing to conflicting opinions as

to what constitut-es a specific diliercuce. Thus, for

instance, Sk W. Hooker unites witli this very L.

chilensis some half-score of phuifs which others have

regarded as distinct, and for which one name (properly

¥hc^ nldPQf^ ia used. Probablv cultivators would not

systematical

have sent a

You doubtless know tlie plant very well by the name

of Cynov^lossum longiflorum, A. T).C., Prodr. \.,

p. 153, or Lindh Bot. Kesr.. 1840, t. 50. Sdicard

Otfo, Botanic Garden, Samhurgh, July 4. [The name

appears to have been missed by eveiy

writer or compiler.]

Old BouUe Yelloic Eose.—Herewith I

yellow Rose gathered from a tree that has been grow-

ing in its present situation ngainst a south wall

upwardsof 100 vears. I should be glad to know the

name of it, and if it is in general cultivation; if so how

it can be propagated, so that it will bloom. Buddmg

has been tried by manv, but none ever came mto

flower that T know of, although the buds grew very

well. /. G. B. [This is the true old double yellow Eose,

represented in the flower pictures of Van Huysnm.

No one knows why it so generally refuses either to open

its beautiful flowers in this country or to form them.

The late hot summers have probably helped it. It is

usually propagated by layers. If budded you must

take the AusUian Briar as the stock.]

J2a/rt.—Tlio following is the fall at Epping to the

end of Jinie. Epping is 365 feet above the level of the

^ree^fr^ii%rS^*oa«x h'apperrU^^^^^ sea, and surrounded with miles ot woods and torerts

:

caougli for all garden purposes present very slight

distinction m a scientific point of view. It would ofpoint

in its proper place amongst hardy species. Yov

thus see that the " proper name" is a matter of opt

course be very desirable if all pei-sons would adopt the

same nomenclature, but with existing and avowed

differences of opinion on this subject, we fear such

unanimity is not to "be looked for. As regards

Ii. chilensi?, if you had carefully examined Sim's

Catalof^ne "vou would have found it described at p. 18,

lou will

we use chilensis.]

Perfumes. — Mr. Rimmel's interesting paper
^
on

^rfumes wants a little touching up in the batanical

part ; the qualities of plants have not been half tested

in regard of odours or tastes. Wliy i3 it that s,ome new
wineshavesuchatasteofSaffron?—thatsomemostdiverse

TCgetables have the smell of Musk? Such questions

might be multiplied ad infinitum, but to ask how would

be more to the purpose than why. I*

Cultivation of Willows in Scotland—I understand

that in mauy parts of En^-land basket Willows are

extensively grown in marshy ground that is not well

adapted for any other crop ; and that these yield a very

profitable return. Although good Willows are suffi-

ciently appreciated in Scotland aud fetch a high price,

they are .very little cultivated here. I therefore feel

assured that as well as being of importance to myself,

a communication from some of your intelligent corres-

pondents on the culture of basket Willows will be

received and read on this side the Tweed with the

^c.itsst possible interest. I contemplate rather an

extensive plant^ition, but I am anxious to benefit by the

advice of tliose vrho have had practical experience of the

soils, the prepLiration of the ground, tlie nature of the

plant, whether with or witliout roots, the distance

apirt, the degree of drainage or immersion, and the time

that mrght be necessary to await any remuneration.

These and other necessary hints which might occur to

those who have a more thorough knowledge of the

subject would be very gratefully received. A. P.

Gordon Cumming, Altyre, Forres, K.B.
Silver Fir Bug.—I have seen a good deal of the

white bug which attacks the Silver Fir, as described by

your correspondent I beUevc that in soil which suits

tbe tree, and where it grows vigorously, it is rarely

killed by the bug; the tree is much injured and

checked in its growth, but after throe or four years the

bark becomes thicker and harder, and live specimens of

the bug begin to be found only in the cracks of the

bark, and att^r that the tree gradually recovers and at

^t grows as vigorously as ever. Mr. Selby says in his

book on forest trees that he has known large trees
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Bee Hives,—! bave an old straw hive which

afraid will come to pieces during next winter. I

plenty of boxes, but don't know when (this mouth or

any other, and morn, noon, or evening) to move
them, and whether to give them back their honey or

take it, I lost most of my bees last winter, I think,

from giving too much ventilation; they were sconred

to death in the spring, leaving plenty of honey. W^ill

any of your correspondents oblige me by some informa-

tion on the subject ? Richard Bach, 13, Broad Street,

Islington,

leaves; Begonias of diilerent kinds, andi?'icus Leopold!,

the last a handsome plant with large blight green

obovate leaves quite 15 inches in length and a foot

across.

Cape Heaths were sho\vn in admirable condition and

in tolei-able abundance. Among them there was
nothing new. We observed, however, beautiful plants

of obbatft, the better varieties of ventricosa, mutabilis,

Parmentieri rosea, a high-coloured handsome Heath;

Cavondishi, and deprcssa.

Orchids were again well flowered, fresh, and beau-

tiful. Mr. BuUeu. gr. to Dr. Butler, of Woolwich,

had the best collection of 20 plants, among which were

the mauve-coloured Calantho Masuca, Cattleya

Aclandia>, a handsome dwarf-grown kind ; various

Saccolabiuras, the rare Brasavola Digbyana, with large

white fringed lip; a small example^ of the dehcate

Phala.mop3is rosea, the handsome La?lia purpurata, aud

the robust-growing Cattleya Leopoldi. R. Warner,

Esq.. had La'lia Brysiima, a kind closely related to if

not identical with L. purpurata ; Odoutoglossum

Warczewiczii, a variety resembling but by not means so

ornamental rs giaiule; some large AerJdes, and the

yellow Tulip-like Anguloa Clowesii. From Mr. Gedney,

gr. to tbe Rev. Mr. Ellis, came the extremely handsome

Cattleya supcrba, Karkeria spectabiiis, a large Sobralia

macrantha, Odontoglossum citrosmuin, and different

kinds of Cypripediums, Saccolabiums and Aerides. Mr.

WooUey sent a nice collection of IG plants.

Various collections of 12 Orchids were produced, tlie

best of which came from Mr. Stone, gr. to J.Bay, Esq.,

of Tottenham. This contained the same maguifioent

octetit§»

ItoxlL BoTAific, Kegen't's Park : July 4.—Tlie
Society's concluding exhibition for the year took place

on this occasion. The display both of fruits and

flowers was good for the season and the attendance of

visitors large.

Mr. \Vlutbread, gr. to H. CoUyer, Esq., showed as

usual a beantifiil collection of 16 Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, all large, and for the moat part well flowered.

Among them were Kondeletia speciosn, Dracophyllum
gracile, Pha.Miocoma proUferum, an hnmense bush of

Ixora javanica, in admirable condition both as regards

growtli and bloom; Dipladenia crassinoda, a huge
Azalea variegata. Everlastings of different kinds, tiie

beautiful Ericas Massoni and obbata, and the blue

LeschenanUia, the last finely in flower. Mr. May, gr.

to J. Spode, Esn,, again showed a charming group

of 16 plants, some of which had, however, this

time snlfered a little from travelling; nevertheless

others, as Ixora salicifolia, blue Leschenaultia, Dipla-

denia splendens and crassinoda, Phoenocoma proliferum,

some Everlastings and Cape Heaths, were all that could

be desired. The same cultivator also sent excellent

examples of Erica Parmentieri rosea and Statice imbri-

cata, the last well flowered, showy, and effective.

Among plants from Mr. Peed, who also showed in this

class, were Cyrtoceras reflexum, Ixora Lobbii, not large

but in beautiful condition, Dracophyllum gi-acile, Fran-

ciscea conferti flora, Polygalas, Epacrises, and Cape
Heaths. Among the last was an immense specimen of

Saccolabinm pra?raorsum, and Barkeria spectabiiis.

From Mr. Carson came a small example of the pale

green-tailed Dendrochilum filiforme, a luxuriant Saeco-

fabium guttatum, the white Calanthe veratrifolia, and

Aerides odoratum. Mr. Page sent Miltonia spec-

tabiiis, Oncidinm ampliatum mnjus, Brassia verru-

cosa, the rare Laesena bicolor, with a fine spike

of watery cream-coloured flowers blotched witJi

deep chocolate; and a beautiful Cattleya Leopoldi.

Phaius grandifolius and other plants came from Mr.

Peed. In smaller collections Mr. Bunney furnished a

fine Cattleya Mossire, Tanda suavis, and a White

Butterfly Plant, From Messrs. Jackson, of Kmgstoo,

was a magnificent specimen of La;Ua purpurata, with

great flowers of the purest white, with the exception of

the lip, which was rich deep purplish crimson, fresh and

beautiful. From the same firm also came Cattleya

Wageneri, white with yellow-stained lip, and a showy

C. MossiEe. Aerides crispnm. from Mr, Green was per-

haps the most conspicuous plant in his group, and

among Mr. Chilman's Orchids was a a good Cattleya

crispn.

Of New Plants, Messrs, Veitch sent Caladium

Veitehii and Wightii, both handsome additions to that

ornamental class of plants ; Vaccinium mgosura, de-

scribed by us in a former Number, and two beautiful

Gloxinias, named Apollo and Jupiter. From Mr.

Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., cameHsemanthtis

puuiceus, not new, but rarely seen in such beantifiil

condition as it was on this occasion, its large scarlet

balls of flowers attracting numerous admirers. Mr.

killed by it; but X have seen trees of all sizes attacked
j
elegans still iu great beauty, though it has been in

|

by it, and I do not remember ever seeing one quite flower ever since the boglnning of May, In a group of

killed by it. But an insect exactly similar to this has

witliia the last few years completely killed many of the

largest Beech trees iu Yorkshire—some in this neigh-

bourhood, and some very lar::;e ones at Mr. Winn's
place, Nostell Priory, near Wakefield. I never could
ascertain that the trees attacked were before unhealthy.
In the case of some of the Silver Firs at Boynton I am
almost certain that they were very vigorous and healthy

at the time. 0. W. StrieJcland, Sildenley,

Zindtlojia.—The plant refen*ed to byyoureorresjion-

dent "Ebor"is, Ipregnme; the Lindolofia spectabiiis,

Iiehmana, a pretty blue hardy perennial Boriigewort,

of which I inclose a specimen, I have cultivated it

about six years, and it will be found in my own and
most of the seed catalogues of the ?ew previous seasons,

so that it can hardly be called a new plant, though per-

haps not common. May I, in turn, venture to ask what
claims Macroaieria viridifiora, D.C., has as an or-

W, Th onipson, Ipsidch, [There
as Lindelofia to be found in

Macromeria viridiflora is said to

16 from Mr. Hhodes, chiefly small plants, were pretty

specimens of Ixora javanica, Crowea saligna, and Aphe-
lexis grandiflora macrantha.

Collections of 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants were
furnished by Messrs. Green, Baxendine, Carson, and
Kail. These consisted chiefly of Kalosanthes, bine

and the last a pretty variety in its class. A fleshy-leaved

plant labelled Senecio, from New Zealand, came from

Mr. Standish, of Bagshot ; and Messrs. Low had a

variously-colonred Petunia and other plants de-

scribed by us in former reports. From Messn.

E. G, Henderson also came some handsome Petunias,

remarkable for the singularity of their colours.

Statice profusa was shown by IMessrs. Parker ana

Wdliams, a variegated Calla and Agathca by Messrs.

Backhouse, and the handsome Ptcns tricolor and other

plants by M. Linden of Brussels. Messrs, E. G.

Henderson and Messrs. Milne and Co. had some

beautiful new Gloxinias; among them Renben, Lady

Willoughby, and Mrs. Shepherd were really all that

could be desired in that class of plants. We also

Leschenaultias, AUamandas, Polygalas, Pleroma elegans, 1 noticed Orchis foliosa again shown in benutiful con-

thau whicli a handsomer autumn-blooming plant does dition, " the showy Gazania splendens, DianthiJS

not GXist; the large-flowered Erica obbata, Mussaenda ,
Heddewigii, and one or two dwarf Tropseoluins aua

namentat plant ?

is no such name
botac ical indexes.

have tubular flowers 2 inches long ; we never saw
IL No doubt it is a fine looking thing in an her-
hariam ; all the Macromerias are so.] Lindelofia
^ect?iVi\U (see p. 602) is not a new plant, but it is a
very good species and a fine plant for the fl )wer

x^^ }^C^ ^^^^^ and desctibed bv the late
PtofesBOT I^hmann, of Hamburgh, in the Karnhzcraer

Of the Botanic Garden, H.mlmri5h, 1850.
Semuium

frondosa, a medium-sized greenhouse shrub, remarkable
for its large showy white bracts, the small yellow

flowers which they surround being comparatively un-

attractive; Franeisceas, the glowing Azalea Apollo,

still finely in flower; Stephanotis floribunda, Ever-

liistings, Rhynchosperranm jasminoides, and Statice

Holfordi. Mr, Tegg showed a good group of six plants.

In a group of 12 Stove and Greenhoose Plants shown
by Messrs. Eraser, ofLea Bridge, was the bright yellow

flowered Relhuniasquarrosa, a plant seldom seen except

iu antumn exhibitions.

Of plants remarkable for the beauty of their foliage

collections came from Messrs. Parker & Williams,

Jac'cson, of Kingston; Young, Bunney, Blunt, Kicliolson,

and Hott. Among them were Palms, Maranta capitata,

fasciata, regalis, and other kinds; Crotons, Rhopalas,

Ferns, among which was the white-striped Pteris

argyraja; Dieffenbat^hias, Caladium Chantinii and others.

Aspidistra lurida variegata, a glorious example of tlie

variegated Coltsfoot (Farfugium grande),Cyanophyllum
magnificum, Arulia Sicboldi, with deeply cut palmate In other collections were good blooms or Oomtt

Phloxes,

The display of Cut Roses, considering the season, was

excellent. Among them were examples of most of the

leading kinds, of which by far the best collection came

from Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown, near Brighton. These

were wonderfully fine, and showed how fiivourable the

climate of Sussex must be to the growth of the Kose.

Next in point of excellence was the collection fro^^

Messrs. Paul, and Mr. Turner and Mr. Francis also

had ft good exhibition. In the Amateurs' Class

Mr. Terry and others likewise showed fine blooms.

Among Mr. Mitchell's fiowers were good specimens oi

tbe following new varieties, viz-, Senateur Vaisse, »

very fine Rose of the most brilliant crimson scarlet

something in the style of General Jacqueminot; 5*^^"^"?,

Boll, another tine variety in the way of that floehybria

China Rose, Charles Lawson ; Victor Verdier and so.

EugeneVerdier, alsoboth promising kinds, whichwehop^

to see again. The first is a shaded deep rose, with ve^

large petals ; the second is in the way of Augoste 51
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Cecile de Cliabrillan, a variety like Win. Griffith, but
with foliage more like that of Duchess of Sutherland.

Of the dark Rose Cardinal Patrizzi we noticed some
good blooms, and Mr. Standish*s Eugene Appert still

maintains the good character which it has acquired, a

boxful of blooms of it being shown on this occasion in

excellent condition. In Messrs. Paurs collection were
fine blooms of Prtjsident, and an interesting boxful of
Moss Roses was also shown by that firm. The most
conspicuous among them was Baronne de Wassenaer, a
large clustered Rose of good form. From Mr. Turner
came the best boxof single blooms, among which the most
conspicuous were Cloth of Gold, General Jacqueminot,
Souvenir d'Elise, Lord Raghiu, and Paul Ricaut. In
only one instance did we see Cloth of Gold true to

colour, and that was in a collection from Mr. HoUing-
worth, who had also M. Bravy and M. Willermoz, hirge
and fine. Souvenir d'un Ami, Souvenir de Malmaison,
Gloire de Dijon, and other favourite sorts were plen-

tiful Mr. Laing, of Twickenham, showed a boxful
of handsome blooms.

While speaking of cut flowers we may mention that
a charming box of Ixia blooms and those of other
bulboiiS plants was shown by Messrs, Carter, of Holboru.
These received, as they justly deserved, a large ainount
of attention. They were shown tn considerable

numbers, and exhibited great variety of colour. Let
us hope that contributions like this may have the
efi'ect of bringing this beautiful class of plants into

more general cultivation than it has hitherto received.

Fei*ns, in most instances large and well-grown,
occupied the shady nooks and recesses on the side of

the tent next the conservatory. A beautiful collection

came from Mr. Bay^, of Tottenham, in which were
magnificent specimens of Gleichenia fiabellata and
dichotoma, Todea barbara, Lomaria discolor, the great
Stag's Horn Fern, Platyceriura grande ; Cyathea
Smithii, and Lygodium polystichum. The last is a
handsome climbing variety, well deserving of attention.

From Mr. Baillie, gr. to J. Carbonell, Esq., also came
fine plants, among which were Todea liymenophylloide.^,

some beautiful specimens of Gleichcnias, Pteris
scaberula, and Lygodium polymorph uui. .Messrs.
Bunney, Woolley, Jackson, and others also showed
weU.growu plants, both hardy and tender, and we also
noticed a nice collection from Miss Ciarkson,
Pelargoniums were as usual in excellent condition,

and formed an important feature of the show. The
varieties did not differ materially from those sho\m on
the 20th ult. Of seedlings several were shown ; hut
these we hope to notice fully hereafter. Among
Fuchsias and Calceolarias little novelty was observable.

Fruit was plentiful, and most of it good. Of Pine"
Apples at least 50 specimens were shown. In sets of
four the best fruit came from Mr. Young, gr. to
C. Bailey, Esq., and Mr. Barnes, of Bicfcon.° Otiiers
came from Mr. Young, of Duhvich, and Mr. Bailey,
gr., Shardeloes. The best Providence was furnished
by Mr. Young, gr. to C. Bailey, Esq., and the
next by Mr. Rufiett, gr. to Lord Pahnerston. Mr.
Allen and Mr. WhittakeraUo showed good Providences.
One fruit of this variety weighed 12 lbs.; but it had a
very large cock's-comb crown. Beautiful specimens of
Queens came from Messrs. Young, Williamson, Rattray,
and others. Th^ir weights varied from 3^ lbs. to 5 lbs. 5 oz.
A Black Prince weighed G lbs. 7 oz., an Enville 6 lbs

,

and one. or two Cayennes from 4 lbs. to 5^ lbs. each.
Mr. Floud showed some good fruits, hufc none so large
as we have seen them.
In the class of three dishes of Grapes, Mr. Frost, gr.

to E. L, Betts, Eiq., sent remarkably fme bunches uf
Bowood Muscat, Bh\ck Hamburgh, and I^Iuscadine.
From Mr. Drewitt also came beautiful specimens of
Black Hamburgli and White and Black Frontignan

;

the last two especially were very finely grown. Mr.
Allporfc sent compact good bunches of Golden Ham-
burgh, West's St. Peter's, and Muscat, and Messrs.
Rockford and Emhry also showed good fruit in this

class. Of single dishes of Black Hamburgh, the best
|

Were furnished by Messrs. Henderson, Maker, Bartlett,
Hill, and Frost. The best Black Prince came from Mr.
Hill—magnificent bunches, largely shouldered, and well

<^loured. They wore stated to have been, cut from a
Vine grafted on Black Hamburgh. Mr. AUport had
excellent examples of West's St. Peter's. Muscats were
iw from being ripe; in some instances indeed they were
quite green. The best were shown by Messrs. Embry,
Little, Ingram, TurnbuU, and Henderson- Among
gese were ^sovue beautiful bunches, esi>ecially of the
Qwootl variety, a fme kind which appears to be coming

"piaiy into general cultivation. Of Muscat Hamburgh

Miffl- If^
t^ree bunches; but they were not "in

wmcientiy good condiUon to fairly illustrate the true
Jj™ter of that Grape. Of Frontignans, Chasielas

/»rt*,f M^i. f , M^uscadines eood exhibitions were

^d L>n
^y^^^'^''- Boncsf Frost, Chilman, Allen.

cmnV c
^" Chasselas ^lusque we observed no

tSs fi i^
berries, the only fault which belongs to

cuir r
^^®

'
'^^ "^^^' however be prevented by skilful

juxivation. Some fine bunches of Grizzly Frontignanw^e contributed by Mr. Gold, gr. to Sir A.'DIxie, Bart.

;

VnJ'fn ^'* ^^'^"' ^' ^ J- S- 01^?^ E.C1., came

tloai
^^"Stantta, a Grape now seldom seen at exhibi-

008. Baskets of fruit 12 HiS. each came from Messrs.

nnT??*?" ""*^ Bailey. The first sent Black Hamburgh

Of^ ^^ ^^'*^^^® Muscadine.
^

yt Peaches and Nectarines there were some good
collections. The best came from ICosrs. MiUer,

Snonr, Strachan, Parsons, Little, Dawson, Allen, and
Judd. The Peaches consisted of Royal George, Gal-
lande. Violet Hative, Grosse Mignonne, and Noblesse;
and the Nectarines Violet HAtive, Elruge, Pitmaston,
Downton, Red Roman, and Hants Tawny. A boxful
of Nectarines highly coloured, and otherwise fine fruit,
was shown by Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. Beaumont,
Bart.

Figs were scarce. The best were exhibited by Mr.
Snow and Mr. Ruffett. The sorts were Lee's Perpetual
and Brown Turkey.

Cherries were also scarce and by no moans remarkable
for fine growth. The best catne from Messrs. Smith,
Bartlett, and Snow. Among them were Bigarreau,
Elton, Black Circassian, and Mayduke.
Of PJums, the best dishes were exhibited by Mr.

Tillyard, gr. to J. Kelk, Esq., and Mr. Ingram, gr. to
J. J. Blandy, Esq. Among the varieties were Green
Gage, Victoria, and Washington.
Of Strawberries good dishes were contributed by

Messrs. WIddowson, Turner, and Kaile. Among the
sorts were Omar Pacha, Sir Harry, the fine new variety
called Oscar, Prince of Wales, a very productive kind,
Sir Charles Napier, Sir Colin Campbell, Keens' Seed-
ling, and British Queen. Mr. Cuthill showed two
seedlings named Highland Mary and Richard the
Second, both promising kinds; but owing to the un-

that unportant work. Among the 25 rare species now
hgured are several very curious terrestrial Orchids;
Dombeya Dregeana, a bush from Caflfraria, "bearing a
profusion of white or rosy blossoms as large as wild
Roses and much more durable;" Gomphocarpus cam-
panulatus. with nodding flowers as big as egg-cups,
from Natal; and Ixianthes rytzloides, from the Wor-
cester and Tulbagh districts, a handsome shrub, well
worth introducing to England. . ^

The following foreign botanical works have reached
us; Miguel's Flora IndiiB Bafavcp, vol. I., fasc. 6,
entirely occupied by Laurels and other Monochlamy-
deous planlrs. Walters' Annales Botanices systematicce^
vol. v., faso. v., contains among other things Andersson's
characters of North American Willows. Sertum Ben..
guelense (Vienna), a description of a small collection of
plants obtained on the coast of Bengnela by Wawra
and Peyritsch. Van Houtte's Flore des Serres for
July, 1858, p-ives figures of Cliantin's Caladiums, abont
whicli so much has been said.

Garden Memoranda.
HOETICULTURAL SoCIETT'S GiliDEX, TuENHtiC

Green',—This great trial ground for the proving of
Fruity Flowers and Vegetables is every dav acnniriiKtacquiring

Tcgg, gr. to Baron Hambro. The last was a- small
round red-fleshed kind, appai-eutly Scarlet Gem, and the
former a variety of Hoosainee.
Of Miscellaneous collections of fruit three were

exhibited. The best was furnished by Mr. Ruffett, gr.
to Lord Pahnerston. It contained well grown Black
Hamburgh and Muscat Gra^s, British i;iueen Straw-
berries, White Tschia- Figl,'~*. good Providence Pine-
apple, Gallande Peaches and Elruge Nectarines, and
Mayduke Cherries. The next in point of merit came
from Mr. Dawson. It consisted of a Queen Pine-apple,
good Peaches and Nectarines, Black Hambui^h and
Chassulas Musi^ue Grapes, the last plump and sound

;

Elton Cherries, Sir Harry Strawberries, a Melon, and
dish of Figs. Mr. Turnbull, who was third, had good
Violet Figs, Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, two
Queen Pines, Royal George Peaches and ElrngeNecta-
rines,Nimrod Strawberries, and Mayduke and Bigarreau
Cherries. Alarge collection to which no prize seemed to be
awarded came from Mr. Miller, gr., Eardiston. It con-
tained some good dishes of Oranges and Citrous, Black
Hamburgh and White Tokay Grapes, the last unripe;
Peaches and Nectarines in good condition, some
Strawberries, Figs, and Cherries^ and a very very small
Queen Pine Apple. This last was a sad blemish hi an
otherwise good collection.

LiNXEAN- Juae 21.—The President in the chair.
The Rev. Hamlet Clark, M.A., was elected a Fellow. G.
Maw, Esq., exhibited samples of colouring matter pro-
ducing by macerating the dried plant of Mercurialis
perennis. One of these was of a blue colour, which
colour was stated to be produced in a few minutes, but
not to be pernnmeut. The other was coloured red, and
this colour, which is assumed on the third day or imme-
diately on the application of heat, was stated to form a
permanent dye. Thefollowing papers wereread:—1. "On
the Mutual Relations of the Cold-blooded Vertebratio."
By Prof. Greene, of Queen's College, Cork.— 2."Ob5erva-
tions on theNeuration ofthe Hind Wingsof Hymenoptcm
and on the Hooks which unite the Wings together in

flight." By Miss E. Staveley.—3. "Catalogue of
Dipterous Insects collected at Dorey, New Guinea.*'

By F, Walker, Esq.—4. "Florula of Aden; being a
systematic account of all the flowering plants hitherto
found at Aden." By Tliomas Anderson, M-D.— 5. "On
Arctic Vegetation.''—6. "On the Plants collected

by Dr. Walker during Sir L. McClintock's Voyager of
the Arctic Searching Yacht * Fox."'— 7. "Pracnrsores ad
Floram Indicam : Crucifenc,"— 8. "New Genera of

plants from Borneo and the Malayan Peninsnla," all

by J. D. Hooker, M.D,, F.R.S.—9. "Notes and descrip-

tions of Orchidaceous plants from Trinidad." By E.
Bradford, Esq. These notes were made from the living

plants, during the years 1845-6, and referred to 87
species, of which a considerable proportion was described

as new.—"On some new species of Musci and Hepaticfe

from Tropical Africa.'* By W. Mitten, Esq^.

Notices of i^aoRg,—(

—

Mr. Henry Bradbury's Kature-prbUed BritUh Sea-

weeds is now completed by the appearuuce of the fourth

volume. The authors have added sketches of the

history of British Seaweeds, of their geographical dis-

tribution, of their structure, and of their usea. There

are also chapters on arranging Alga for the Herbarium,

on the families and genera, on the species, and on the

bibliography of the subject, the whole conclndm- with

a glossary of scientific terms, and a complete Index.

The whole work now forms 4 volumes unsurpassed for

beauty even in the rich field of Natural History.

Tlie 4th number of Sarve*f'$ Thesauri^ Cap^Mit,

which has just appeared, completes U»e fir«t volume of

we have now so many remarkable for the beauty of
their leaves, and other plants which when sufficiently

forward will be carefully compared, proved, and reporfcwi

on. Among Achimenus a whitekiud with yelloiv spotted
throat called Gloxinijeflora was conspicuous, as were
also A. aurora, Meteor, and Dazzle. The last two, though
comparatively small-flowered kinds, possess crimson
scarlet colours of the most vivid description, and there-
fore even in a small state are extremely eflect^ve.

Among Pelargoniums we noticed in open pits some very
dwarf well-grown plants which promise to yield an
abundance of bloom. These, though only cuttings in

March last, now worthily occupy 11-inch pots. Fronf
that time to the present they have received three shifts;

very little heat has been given them, and for some time
past the lights liave been olf them night and day.

To the proving of beddiUj; piants considerable space
has been devoted. Among these arc Geraniums, both
hybrid and variegated, Verbenas, Calceolarias, and
Lobelias. Among the last tlie Crystal Palace dwarf
blue (which appears to he a variety of Erinus) seems to

be the best at present, and trigonocaulis, a pale blue, is

perhaps the next most effective kind. These will prove
invaluable for edgings to beds filled with other kinds of
plants. Of tall Pliloxes a collection has also been put out
in consecutive beds, and of China Asters there are no
fewer than 159 sorts, consisting of the fine continental
and other varieties which have recently justly claimed
so much attention. When these come to be in bloom
they cannot fail to form a feature of the greatest
possible interest. At present Cartei-'s Tom Thumb
Tropspolum and the yellow variety of that kind ar«
very attractive. Both are very dwarf, free flowering,
and showy, and well suited ibr the ornamentation of
either bods or small borders. While speaking of
borders we may mention that those on either side of
the long straight walk loadins from the school gate
towards the kitchen garden and orchard are planted
in the ribbon style, and at present give to that part of
the garden quite a dressy, appearance. They are
planted as follows:—first, a row of the- greyish white
Cerostium tomentosnm, then a broad band of Crystal
Palace dwarf blue Lobelia, succeeded by rows of FIow»r
of the Day, Tom Thumb, and Punch Geraumms, Yellow
Calceolarias, the blue Ageratum mexicanum, and lost

or next the wall a row of Hollyhocks. This kind of
nrrangoment, lacked up ns it is by wall and standard
Rose?, mnkos a very handsome border.

In a little fruit house filled with Peaches and
Nectarines truined chiefly in the umbrella fushion,

there is a good crop. Among Nectarines, Fairchild's

Early ripens at least a motith or six weeks before any
other sort • its carlineas is, ho\Tever, its only good
property, for it is vei-y small and comparatively

havourless. In the orchard house there is a full crop

on most of the trees; even Poftrs lifiod out of the
border last autumn, prunotl and potted, hikve a tolerable

sprinkling of fruit on them. On open wnlls PeArs are
also hearing good crops, but not so Peaches, whicii were
covered with tilfany aud other protecting nuJoi iais in

Here as in most phices the trees have
from the unprecedentedly long, cold winter

experieuced. Th^..t,h the weod is not killed

ns in many pliices, yet the foliage m c«ttraeted

and curled, iiul there is an ntter want of that vigturoui^

luxuriant, healthy appearance which Peach traea itera

have fur many years presented. On standards, pyra-

mids, and dwartii, both Apples and Peara, plenty of

fruit lias bijvu lelt for a crop tkough unusually large

quimtities have dropped. Strawberries have also

suffprod from the wetness of the weather and the low

temperature whidi has acoorapanicd it, for it must he

remeuibered that the thermometer stood only a few

degrees alwvc froexvug at mgUt,cven in the :Mid3ummer

wtek, and this has been l\ie wettest June that haa

occurred during these hvst 30 years. Under tU«ae

clrcuu. '.
_ :s, Ihou'zh trusses have hcen produced

spring.

suflered

we have
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abundantly, muny ot the^^blooms have come blind, and
if the present few diys of bright weather do not last,

the crop will necessarily be deficient. Among the

different sorts planted here, British Queen still holds

the leading place as to flavour, and on Keens* Seedling

the greatest dependence must still be placed as a

general cropper; CuthiU's Princess Royal is, however, a

good bearer, and unobjectionable as to flavour. In
their present condition no opinion can be formed as to

the merits of new varieties.

Grapes are largely grown ; some in pots in pits are

nearly ripe, and there are some fine young Vines com-
ing forward for next year. In the great conservatory

there is a superb crop. On Barbarossa some of the

bunches promise to be unusually large, and on Golden

Hamburgh there are also some excellent bunches.

Nothing could exceed the health of the Vines generally,

which now reach the top of the house on both sides,

and when the fruit is ripe such a sight will be presented

as nobody within reach and having the opportunity

should miss seeing.

In the kitchen garden Peas at present form the chief

subject of interest. Of these nearly 120 sorts have

neatness be strictly observed. Such stove plants as

are intended for the decoration of the conservatory

in autumn should now be carefully looked over,

shifting such as are likely to want more pot room,

with a view of getting the pots well filled with roots

before they are required to be in flower. Keep
also the shoots tied out rather thinly, and expose the

plants to ag much sunshine as they will bear with-

out scorching their foliage, in order to keep them low

and bushy. Give clear weak manure-water to young
growing specimens, and repot any that are intended to

have another shift this season, so as to have the pots

well filled with roots before winter. Maintain a moist

growing atmosphere, and syringe vigorously any plant

at all infested with red spider. Growing Orchids

should be encouraged with plenty of heat and moisture
while that can be done safely. See that plants on blocks

and in baskets are properly supplied with moisture

at the root ; to prevent any mistake in this matter,

carefully examine every plant at least once a week,
and immerse any found to be dry in tepid water until

the material about the roots shall have become well

soaked. Syringe lightly morning and evening, and
been sown ; the late ones are as yet only in bloom, but sprinkle floors, kc, in order to keep the atmosphere

of early kinds several are fit for use. Among the verv thoroughly moist.
1. 7 1 J -rx-ii- 1. »„ r'__i— n lie-

earliest may bo named Dilli3tone*s Early Prolific,

Daniel O'Rouvke, Sangster's No. 1, Carter's Earliest,

Isherwood Railway, Sutton's Early Champion, and

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PlNEHT.—Attend carefully to growing stock, keeping

raised. Continue getting out Cape and other Broccoli^
and also some late Cauliflowers. An autumn Mushroom
bed may now be made; throw the dung together to

ferment for a few daysj when half dry, mix one-third
of loamy soil with it to keep in check any further
fermentation, and tread or beat hard while making the
bed, forming the spawn holes immediately it is finished

to assist in keeping down the heat. Strawberry
runners should be procured for new plantations without
delay. Those who cannot spare ground tor a now plan-

tation may prick them out in prepared beds about 6
inches apart, and remove them with balls in October or

in the early part of February.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
If not already done take advantage of showery

weather to plant out all kinds of Winter Greens, stir

the soil frequently among growing crops, and keep
down weeds. Pelargoniums, if any, for window decora-

tion may be cut down when done flowering, aud
cuttings made of their tops. They strike freely with-

out bottom-heat.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDOIf,
For the Week endiajj; July 5, IS60, as obaervedat the Horticultural Gardens •

looked as if they might be valuable acquisitions,

especially In gardens where space was an object. On
these and others, however, we hope to report more fully

hereafter. Ridge Cucumbers even though protected

by tiffany do not appear very healthy ; but considering

the weather this is only what might be expected.

Some Celery has just been planted out by way of

experiment on Mr. \Vilkins*s svstem, by which it can

be watered underground. This plan has been fully

described by us in a former volume.

Of Cucumbers for trial nearly 1 10 so-called varieties

have been planted, and occupy a large range of pits.

All of them have grown most luxuriantly, and promise

to fruit well. The Fruit Committee's report on them
will therefore be looked forward to with interest. It

cannot fail to "he highly useful. Let us hope that un-

sparing criticism will be brought to bear upon this

preposterously overgrown class of plants.

Miscellaneous.
Instinct of the Female Sutterjfj/,—Prompted by a

moat remarkdbte instinct, nnd one that couhf not have
originated in any experience of personal advantage, the
female butterfly, when seeking a depository for her

eggs, selects with unerring certainty the very plant

which, of all others, is best fitted for the support of

her offspring, who, when hatched, find themselves sur-

rounded with an abundant store of their proper food.

Many a young botanist would be puzzled at first sight

to tell a Sloe-bush from a Buckthorn-bush. Not so,

however, with our Brimstone Butterfly : passing by all

the Juicy hedge-plants, which look quite as suitable, one
would think, she, with botanical acumen, fixes upon the
Buckthorn ; either the common one, or, if that is not

At hand, upon another species of Khamnus—the herry-

bearing Alder—which, though a very different-looking

plant, is of the same genus, and shares the same pro-

perties. She evidently works out the natural system
of botany, and might have been a pupil of Jussieu, had
she not been tutored by a far higher Authority. This
display of instinct would seem far less wonderful did
the mother butterfly herself feed on the plant she com-
mits her eggs to. In that case, her choice might have
appeared as the result of personal experience of some
peculiar benefit or pleasure derived from the plant, and
then this sentiment might have become hereditary ;

just as, for example, the acquired taste for game is

hereditary with sporting dogs. Whereas the fact is,

that a butterrty only occasionally, and as a matter of
accident rather than rule, derives her own nectareous

any ot cue plants to become pot-

Give air moderately to young stock, and shut up early
in the afternoon, giving the plants a gentle wipe with
the syringe, and the house a good steaming by wetting
every available surface. Continue to pot a few suckers
as they can be obtained of sufficient strength, and do
not allow too many to be produced by one plant, as

they weaken each other. Indeed we never allow a
sucker to grow to any size that is not likely to be
wanted for stock, and, unless in the case of any scarce
sort, never more than two on a plant. Plants grooving
in beds of soil must be very carefully attended to with
water, giving enough at each application to moisten the
whole body of soil ; for unless this is attended to, the
bottom of the bed will sometimes get quite dry, while
the surface is moist.

Vineries.—The inside borders of houses intended to
furnish late supply of Grapes should be well soaked with
manure water as soon as convenient, so as to allow of
their becoming dry before the damp cloudy days of
autumn set in, for damp will be most injurious then,
and anything likely to cause it should be avoided.
Muscats beginning to ripen sliould be assisted with fire

heat, for it is hardly possible to ripen tliese properly at

any season without artificial heat; and those for late

use should be pushed 011^ so as to get them right by the
end of next month at the latest ; for those ripened
later in the season are seldom of good quality, and we
have always found them to hang better when ripened
early in autumn than those that were ripened later in
the season.

Figs.—The second crop on the earliest trees will be
fast advancing towards maturity ; as soon as the fruit

begins to ripen the atmosphere should be kept dry and
rather cool, giving air freely every fine day, and using
a little fire on wet cloudy days, to preveiit damp and
allow of a gentle circulation of air. Use every care to

keep the foliage clean and healthy, and clear of insects,

and do not crowd tlie young shoots.

Melovs.—Plants on which the fruit is ripening
should be kept dry at the root, and freely exposed to

air on fine days, avoiding moisture in the atmosphere as

far as can be done without injury to the other plants.

Do not allow the bottom heat to decline where the
fruit is setting, which is a frequent cause of the young
fruit dropping off. Keep a watchful eye on the foliage,

and guard against red spider, which, if once allowed to
establish itself, can hardly be removed without greatly
injuring the tender foliage.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Strong shoots of Chrysanthemums may now be
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Notices to Correspondents,
•«• ConreipondenlB arc retiiierteJ to address all letters, whether to Editor

or i'ubJiaher, 4), V^e]liIlg;ton Street. Covent UardcOj LonduQt U.C

Coleman.

food frmn the flowers of the plant who3e leaves nourish layered in pots to produce dwarf compact bushes. Those
her caterpillar progeny. So that this, as well as nnm- in pots may soon receive their final shift. Carnatioua
berleas other phenomena of instinct, remains a mystery and Picotees will now be in bloom ; let plants m pots
to be admired, but not explained by any ordinary rule be moved under an awning. Here they may be
of cause and effect. British SuiferJlieSy hy W. S. arranged on a raised plat form l>r not according to taste.

Picotees may be grouped on one side and Carnations on
the other, taking- care that the tallest plants are
behind, and at the same time contrasting the colours
as much as possible. Pipings may be put in on a gentle
hot-bed. Layering may also now or very soon be pro-
ceeded with. Much of next year's success depends on
this matter. All seedlings should be marked, noticing
their vartons properties as to form, colour, and sub

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNgEBVATOBT, &C.—This house should now be kept

Mgay as circumstances will permit. It is not desirable,

however, to crowd it with dowering plants; the aim
should rather be to have a moderate number of
handsome specimens effectively arranged, which will
yield more solid interest and pleasure than a greater
amount of floral display from plants of no individual
mmt. We have also always recommended a thin
«rnmg«m«nt of the pot plants on account of the
periTianent occupants of the bods or borders, whichat this aeuoa «houU be allowed plenty of space in

whS.^h.T:::fj,T£/-^
well ripe'ned lo<4,Tuhou;

3 U3 w keep aowa insects, wad let order and

stance, &c. Bedding plants must now be carefully

attended to; they are beginning to make a vigorous

push. Go over the beds frequently and keep the young
shoots of Verbenas, &c., nicely regulated and pegged
down until the ground is fairly covered, after which the

shoots may be allowed to gjovf more at liberty. Water
Dahlias with weak liquid manure.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Keep up succession beds of Horn Carrots. Let a

good breadth of ground be prepared for Winter
Spinach ; trench it thoroughly, and let it be heavily I

manured. It generally succeeds best in beds slightly
j

Apples in Nkw Zealand: C F, They will certainly thrive
there. As to the management of the tx*ees all books of any
importauca on practical gardening give the necessary iufor-

matiou. G. Liadley's Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen
Garden may be recommended.

Books; S B Jones. Such subjects have no sort of relation to
gardening or farming, and we cannot advise you. '

Crocus Seed : S R. Sow it now in shallow pana of light soil,

:ind place them in a cold frame. When the plants are suf-

ficiently large to handle prick them out in rowa in a sheltered
comer of an open border.!

Insects : W W. The peUils of your Strawberry plants have
been eaten by Elater pectinicomis, one of the Elftteridse,

but which is not regarded aa one of the injurious species of
wireworm, the circumstance which you have observed being
certainly au exceptional one.

—

B S. We believe the shrivell^
and dried up obiects you have sent are the eggs of a snail.—

W E F. The excrescence on the young twig of the Spruce Fir

is the gall formed by a species of Aphida (Chermes Abietis).

It is described in one of our entomological articles in a former
volume. We know no means so effectual in checking it aa

to pick off the galls before the young enclosed in the cells

escape. W.
Legal Qce.stions: T R. Pray consult your solicitor; had you
done so when you took your premises you would not h^ve

been in your present mess. It is to be feared that you are

wholly at the mercy of your landlord.

Marantha Sabeina : A Constant Subsanber. If by this name is

intended Maranta zebrina, then no difficulty attends its

cultivation. Pot in a mixture of half loam and half peat

and sand, or for the loara substitute burnt clay in powder,
and for the peat any vegetable mould such as perfectly

decayed leaves. Take care that it is skilfully drained. Grow
it in a damp stove, and water it well every evening. Nothing
more is needed..

Melons: JS. Your enemies are want of bottom heat, want of

top he;it, and want of weli-aianaged ventilation. Re-arrauge
all that and you will not want sulphur, which cannot possibly
be of the smallest use in the present state of your crop.

Names of Plants : // Dt/. The Rubus seems to be a sUta of B.
carpiuifolius.—^rrniie. 1, Omithopus perpusillus ; 2, Vero-
nica officinalis.— ft Toll. What you ciU Cattleya RangelUi
(who could have given it the name ?) ia nothing but C-
superba.

—

A J. Muscari mon3tro3um, a monster of the
Starch Hyacinth.—S iK A'. It is a Peloria, that ia to say
monster, of Linaria vulgaris. — / Hood. Phihidelpbus
grandiftoms.

New Rose : R H P. By all means send it to the Floral Com-
mittee, with directions to have it forwarded immediately
afterwards to Dr. Ldndley. According to your description it

must be a veri/ curious thing
Pokkberries: F K. These 'are produced by Phytoli«M«
decandra, and are emetic. The Judaa tree is propagated by
seed—not by layers or cuttings

Stephanotis: J CI. It is by no means unusual for this plant

to produce fmit in England. The fruit is poisonous.
Tea Plantations in India : A H F C The Deyra Doon J» »
very nice station for India, and peibaps the best you can
select, unless you go to the Nilgherriea and pitch your tent

at Ootacamund. In the North you may grow Tea, in the

South Coffee. Both are considered to be paying specidauons.
But what capital, ic, you would require wa do not know.
Consult the Transactions of the Agri-horticultural Society oi

India, Ball on the Cultivation aud Manufacture of Tea. Boyle

on the Productive Resources of India. PoHer's Tropic»i

Agriculturist, and Simmonda on the Commercial ProducU ox

, the r«getaUe Kingdom. *
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MR. BXICKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany

in tlie Royal Agi-icultural College, begs to acquaint

T nded Troprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

twt ho may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

I the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thi Mineral

mducte Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water

nitrhts of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Aiialvses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Buckmas, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

T^OLIiEGE or AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
\J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

33 Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,

Eiifnneering, Alining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Jfaval and .Military Services, and for the Universities.
'
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

Bccurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— iMamifacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C Nesbit, F.G.3.,

ftc, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kenuington^ London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, &c. , and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemica ]

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

MiHE LOiNDON MANURE COMPANY
X (Established 1841)),

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES :—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE fob CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
Bones, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of

the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAX

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE op
£ODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fcnchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

LAWES'S MANURES.—The Manures mamiractured
by Mr. Lawes for the present season, ISfiO, are now ready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE ., .. £6 C

,
SUPERPHOSPHATE o^LIME 6 6
MINERAL 5 5

XAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE 8

„ GRASS MANURE 8

Those Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelckcr and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their
report with analysis are given in full in circular, t« be obtained
on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agouts.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, Loudon Bridge, E.G.,
and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.

Ofthese Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— "These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
jour concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

NORTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
HENRY JESSE begs to thauk. his friends for the

support he has received for many years, and to inform
them, that in addition to his CORN and SEED BUSINESS,
Tae hfta now added the MANURE, CAKE, and TURNIP-SEED
TRADE. The latter he has devoted his particular attention to,

oaTing made arrangements with a first-class House ; and trusts

°J keeping articles of the best quality, to supply his cus-
tomers on such terms as will give satisfaction and ensure their
future orders.—Railway Stores, Basingstoke; and 100, Seed
Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.

JUPFS RTCE FOOT) fob POULTRY and GAME.
„^^—RICE SWEEPINGS, 8«. U. per cwt., in li cwt. bags;

mS??^^^ RICE, 12a. per cwt., in IJ cwt. bags; DOG

r>

CANTERBURY SHOW, I860.

PETER LAWSON and SON, The
Queen's Seedsmen, 27, Great George

Street, Westminster, Loskon, S.W., and at

Edinburgh, bog to intimate that they will

exhibit, ot the ensuing Meeting of the Royal
Agricultiiral Society of England, in addition to

their extensive collection of GRAIN, ROOTS,
SEED.'^, &c., some fine specimens of NEW and
RARE CONIFEROUS PLANTS ; including
all those of recent introduction.

Detailed Descriptive Catalogues may be had in the
Show Yard.
Peter Lawson & Son's Stand (No. 211) is on the right

hand as the Visitor enters the Shuw Yard, immediately adjoin-

ing the Entrance and Exit Gates.

27, Great George Street, Westminster, Loncion. S.W.—July 7.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
CANTERBURY MEETING, STAND 33.

READ'S IMPLEMENTS.—PATENT FIRE and
GARDEN ENGINES, which for power, portability, and

simplicity of action, surpass anything of the kind hitherto

invented.

PATENT VETERINARY INJECTING INSTRUMENTS.
Improved HOLLOW PROCANGS, for relievijig Hovou or

Choked Bullocks, Calves, Sheep, Ac.

Garden Engines, Machines, and Syringes, of every descrip-

tion, upon the most improved principle.

Manufactured only by the Patentee, Bichabd Read,
35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London, W.

OHN FOWLEH, Jtin., 28, CornlnH, London. E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES ctmtaining Prices and Testimonials sen t post free.

CAUTIOIM.—DRAY'S CHAMPION REAPER.
SOLE PATENTEE.

.

GEO. THOMASON and CO., 80. Upper Thames
r street, EC. Any cue infringing the patent rights will be

summarily punished. Price of the Champion Reaper, 25?.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.

BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C, London,
being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on baud from which

their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZK was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with

several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society: it has obUained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Burgess & Ket, 95,

Newgate Street, E.C, strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

GRICULTURAL a>t>'gENERAL MACHINERY
—As PRIZEUOLDERS Tor the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. Burgess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, Ix)ndon,

E.G., invite the attention of the Public to their large and
choice Stock.

.

. REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

LAAYN-MOSVIXG . MACHINES—BURGESS Ain>

KEY'S
Machines are the most simple and effective yet introduced to

the public, and at alo\^er price—16 in., 61. ; 19 in., 61. 10». ;

22 in., 71. ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. Garden
Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always in stock.

SLATE WORKS. ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX, W.

EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a
variety of articles for Hortictiltural purposes, all of which

may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the

Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LI3TS of PLANT
TUBS and BOXES forwarded on application.

TO AMATEUR GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN,
AGRICULTURISTS, ETC.

YULCAXIZED INUIA RUBBF:FI TUBING a^
GUTTA PERCHA TUBING for WATERING GARDENS.

—Brass Hand branches with Stop-cocks and Roses, and every

description of Garden Tubing Fittiufjs, sold wholesale and
retail by W. R. Wood, 94, Goswell Road, near the An^el,

Islington, Loudon, E.C. Price Lists may be had on application.

Please to notice the address, 94, Goswell Road London, E.C.
N. B. Speaking Tubes fitted up.

GUTTA PERC.-IA TUBING FOK WATERING GARDENS.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Teslimo7iial from Mr.' J. Farrah, Gr. to Borwell MinnLEToy
Jalland, Esq., of Holdeniesa House, near Hull.

*'l have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in lengths

of 100 feet each, with union joint, in tise for the last 12 months
for watering these gardens, and I find it to answer better than

anything I have ever yet tried. The pressure of the water is

very considerable, but "this has not the slightest effect on the

tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most valuable invention

for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to water our gardens in

about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour required."

Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company, Patentees,

IS, Wharf Road, City Road, London, B.C., aud sold by their

Wholesale Dealers in to vn and country.

MANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIRTY.—The ANNUAL SHOW of LIVE

STOCK (including POULTRY). IMPLEMENTS. &c., wUl take
place at Bolton on September 12 and 13. Entries close on
August 15. A large amount is offered in Special or Extra
PriKes on this occasion, and the competition generally ia open
to the United Kingdom. Prize Lists and Forms of entry may
be obtained from T. B. Ryder, Secretary.

2, Elliot Street, Clayton Square. Liverpool.—July T.

OUKSHIKK AGKl'JUL'raRAL SOCIEIY.—
PONTEFRACT MEETING, AUGUST 1 aud 2.

The entry closes on the 18th of July. For Prize Lists and
Forms of Entry apply to John Hannam, Secretary.

Kirk Deighton, Wetherby.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.—CANTERBURY, 18G0.

PROGRAMME.
WEDNESDAY, July 4; THURSDAY, 5; FRIDAY, 6; SATUR-
DAY, 7.—Trial Yard open un Wednesday, at Noon ; and three

following days, at 9 o'clock in the Forenoon, when the Public

will be admitted on each day at 5.?. for each person, to view
the Trials of the Threshing Machines, Chaff Cutters, Mills,

Oilcake Breakers, and Turnip Cutters. This payment has

special reference to the Trial Yard only : the Implement
Show Yard not being open on these days.

MONDAY, July 9.—The Implement Yard open from 7 o'cIocTc

in the morning till 6 o'clock in the evening, at an admission

charge of 2s. 6d. for each person. Machinery will be exhi-

bited at work on this day. The Judges to inspect the Live

Stock, and to award the Prizes.

At 1 o'clock (or as soon after as all the Judges sball have
delivered in their awards, of which Notice will be given) the

Public will be admitted into the Cattle Yard on the separate

payment of 5*. each person, at the Special Entrances ; Mem-
bers ot Council and Governors of the Society being ad-

mitted by Tickets to be purchased at the Finance Department

of the Society at the Show Yard ; and Exhibitors of Live

Stock on producing their Exhibitor's Ticket. Arrangements

have been made for distinguishing the animals that have won
the Prizes immediately the Judges have made their awards.

At 8 o'clock in the evening the Cattle Yard will be closed.

TUESDAY, July 10.—The General Show Yard of Cattle, Hor.scs,

Sheep, Pigs, aud Implements open to the Public from 6

o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening; admission

2*. 6tl. each person. ,,,... j
Public Dinner at 6 p.m. Tickets, 10«. each, to be obtamcd

of the Secretary. ^ , ^ .,

WEDNESDAY, July 11.—The General Show Yard open to the

Public from 6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evemng;
admission I*, each person.

.

Public working of the Steam Cultivators, on land m the

neightwurhood of the city, during such hours as the

Stewards may determine.

THURSDAY, July 12.—The General Show Yard open to the

Public from 6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening ;

Admission Is, each person. General Meethig of the Members
in the Town Hall, at 10 o'clock in the foreaonn.

By Order of the Council, H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

OYaL AGRICULTURAL COLLbiGK CLUB.—
The CANTERBURY DINNER will take place on

WEDNESDAY the 11th instead of THURSDAY the 12th inst.

julv 7. Jons CoLEMAS. Hon. Sec.

\

" TTIRIGI UOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the

_t? Queen, the Dnke of Northumberland for Syon House,

Bl8Crr*^"if'^'*^'
^^- P^tt'^^V*? ^*

^'r'-
""^^ = mn^ I bis Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro

Me2l f^pmli f'J'^^^c
OIL-CAKE per ton only

;
RICE

! ^J,\^;^Li^diey for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton

miarA^}^'^:^''''^^'-^'^''^.''V^^^^^ the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.mui. Orders must be «.>nr.T«T^.T.,Pd hv a rpm.tt^nce to maure
Lawrence "of Ealing Park, and— CoUilr, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO " a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

n^^ Wnn] a nerfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever iU^Wied. a fixed temperature. It is adapted /or

I^r hnScultui3^ and floriculturaf purposes, for preaerymg

i >^^d Fl^erefrom the scorching rays of the sun, from

£Sd f?Sm aUack? of insects^ and from mommg f^ts. To

be had in any reqnired lengths. ^^^
Two yar^a^.^^ - •• 3... per yard-
Four y^^^^«^JJ^^i,^ s'yards'wide, 2#. U per yard run.

^,J^^D:L^^tet^^^ .yards wide, U 4.. P^J^^-l
-;^

K.rsrTuo..s A-- Whole -d |ole^Mam^^^

l^i^el^Zn t^rrgho^- the^^"^o^ " ^ '^ -c*^ cheaper

than n.ats - ----^^j^,,^
^^"-^"^^^triHl^'UTard)

. 8ir,-I wflUhank you to
f
n?^

i^^^Sti? on ' t^^^^^^^

of your' :Frigi Do-o • rom Kin« « Croe^,^
Aftcr'u.ing it^inca

the Firaby Station,
^^P^JfJ^^f' i; y^ars »go). I affirm it to be, in-

l last got {t of you^-ome ^ourjea^.^^K^
^^^^2^^^^

must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
OeUvery.—W. ^^^J^pp.

6. Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C.

TTERRY CATTLE.—BulU, Cows, and Heifers, of

«n^i;5^ P'^'^^^^^^d and most fashionable colour, can be

^?J1^ n^ delivered at Cork by the Owner and Breeder,
i^lZ!!^^^g£lgl^^!^2;[;^q^olly Hill. Rathcoimac, Co. Cork.

0^nD«?A^^ private treaty, the following SHORT-
B^Ton^S^^n^J^y^^' t^^ P'opiny of bis Grace the Duke of

wM??^^ p?''^';^'" ^^^^' 8th Duke of Oxford (15939), red and

nJsSS %Z i{ I*'
^858 ; got by Cambridge Harrington 2d

kh n^,u r^^*^°"^ 15th by 4th Duke of York (10167), &c.

^^neriil!.2?Q?^*S°'-^ /"'''' *^- J»"- ^^' 1859: got by Prince

lS^Sr»5 T^?^^' ^- ^^'''^^d 15th by 4th Duke of York (101fi7),

S» r,t«l V"*'^ *^^ Oxford, red and white, c. Jan. 21. 1859 ; got

SrV^Tm ^ Barrington 2d (14224), d. Countess of Oxford by

SS-oJtr^ (IH12), &n. Knightley. roan, c. Marcli yO,

fWhSX, ^/.^T'***
Imperial (15090), d. Aloyse 2d, by Duke of^roWge (12742), &c. Channing Boy. red. c. Aprill, I860;

K* °y **™«l«»te (13289X d. Coral by Cardinal (11246), &c.

tv!a^\ r*??' 3- ?*y 20, I860: got by 8th Duke of Oxford

fc™;i ^^^V*S* ^y The Buck (13836), Ac. Holker is 1 mile
nx>in tb« Cork 3UUon on the Ulveraton and Lancaster Rail-

V^Jioo fo cS^'"l.^**^^'^^^' ^^^^ ^ ^^' ^^^'^'^^ Holker,

run.

STIie ^gticuUtttal <Ba$ette.

SATURDAY, JVLYl, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WKRIC.

Moxb.iT, July

TUESDAI, — 10

f AfiTicaltural Society's Meetins bejiDS
9

-J
at Canterbury. Catilc Yard open at

i 1pm. 5*. admission.
( Yards open at -If. &d. Public Dinner

Wed:«ksdat, —
Thcrsdat, —

I at 6. r.M. __ . ^,
,, f Taarda oppn at 1«. Kentisb PloiigMnff

"i Match.
,„( Yards open at 1«. General Meeting
*=*

i at 10 A.M.

Our readers wiil find in another page a

reference to the sale of the ** "Waterloo" tribe of

Short-horns at Lancaster, last Thursday, They
formed but a portion ot Mr. Bolden's herd at

Springfield Hall, but their sale will no doubt prove

to have realised the highest prices of the season.

Twenty-nine animals fetched 2548/. 17«., or close

upon 887. a-piece

!

A recent tour through several of the

midland and south-eastern counties enables us to

speak of the present appearance of the crops in.

those districts as exceedingly various. On the

drier soils of the oolitic district in Northampton-
shire and Oxfordshire, as well as in the ehalk

country, "Wheat looks exceedingly well though

generally very late. Barley, on the other hand,

is generally extremely unpromising. Beans are

very various ; where the land is good and dry
they never promised better, while in Kent for

many miles along the South-Eastern railway the

crop is miserable. Land is generally fouler

than usual. Turnips are in many places not

yet sown, W© saw them up and singled in

some parts ofNorthamptonshire, where the country

is looking perfectly beautiful. Tn Ker^t the only-

appearance of a green crop yet U in the few ill-

cleaned Mangel iieMs which here and there one

passes. Certainly the prevalence of a special cul-

tivation in that county, if j^ou judge as a spectator

from a South-Eastem train, does not appear to

promote good farming. "Whether it be between

the Hop kilns and the general farmery, or between

the Hop-ground aud the Bean or Wheat held

alongside of each other, the contrast l^^q"'J"J',^^^®^*:

The Hop plant looks vigorous; while the Wheat

stunted, starved, aud patchy; and the Beans la

many cases will hardly yield the -eed again.

No doubt the contrast between good and bad

management is more striking ma year like this,

but it U plain that land which will grow such
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Hops need not grow sucli Wheat and Beans.
Good cultivation and liberal treatment will produce
a more even result on different crops than is seen
in the fields between Tunbridge and Ashford.

In a large seaport town in the South of England
a week or two since a q[uantity of guano was
offered for sale by public auction stated to be
genuine Peruvian guano, but damaged from the

barge having been sunk in the Thames. The
guano was forwarded from London by railway,
and was packed in Peruvian guano bags*and sold

"by the truck load to various respectable farmers at

from 4/. to 51. per ton. It had the smell of damaged
Peruvian guano and was very wet, containing
between 30 and 40 per cent, of moisture. Water
however was not its only fault, as on submitting
a sample to analysis it was found to contain 28 per
ceat. of sand, that is, about 27 per cent, more
than it ought, also from 10 to 12 per cent, of car-

bonate of lime or chalk. How it was composed we
cannot pretend to say, not being acquaiuted with
the analysis of the soil which form.ed its principal
component. It would however not be difficult to

compound a similar article at a very small cost.

The meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society
is so much earlier ia the week this year that we
are already able to report some of its performances,
although the public exhibition docs not begin
until Monday. On that day and on Tuesday the
yards will be open with a charge for admittance of
half-a-crown ; on Wednesday and Thursday, after
which the exhibition ceases, the admission will be
one shilling ; and before the end of the week the
removal of the whole will have been completed,
.Hitherto, Tuesday and Wednesday and Thursday
have been half-crown days, and the first show of
the^ cattle has been on the Wednesday afternoon.
This year the cattle yard is to be open Monday
afternoon on payment of five shillings. That
which many regard as the principal section of the
Show will thus exercise its useful infiueuce for one
day longer than hitherto; and the objects of the
Society, the convenience of the exhibitors, and the
interests of the spectators are thus all better served.
The relative importance of the two divisions of

the Show has been this year affected not only by
the greater convenience afforded to both exhibitors
and spectators of live stock, hut also by the de-
fection of so many of out leading exhibitors of
implements. We shall not here enter into any
discusiiion oi the points in dispute between the
Society and the principal manufacturers, except to
declare that it was certainly possible to meet the
reasonable wishes of the latter for a more accurate
definition of the terms under which they were to
compete. If for instance a prize be offered for a
combined threshing and dressing machine, some
description or enumeration of parts should be given
of the machines desired. Are blower sallowed iu
the case of the simple thresher, or is the difference
between the simple and the combined machine
to be merely the absence in the former of an
arrangement for dividing the grain into its several
qnalities, all the apparatus for separating weeds
and chaff being present? Certainly these ques-
tions should have been definitely answered months
before the July meeting. And no instructions
for the guidance of the makers having been issued,
it is not to be wondered at that many of them
have declined to undergo the enormous expense of
preparation for the meeting at Canterbury, This
cannot fail to injure the Show both ns an illus-
tration of the present state of agricultural
mechanism among us, and as a great market for
the disposal of machintry ; but in both cases the

too long where the mowing has been done by hand ; i

where done by the horse-drawn mower the stubble ;

is of perfectly even length, and no scythe could
remove anything more, worth saving.
The trial of the reapers too, though on a light

crop of E.ye, brought out to some extent their

relative efficiency, and more satisfactorily still the

actual excellence of many of them, A clean and
well cut stubble was left, the corn was laid in a
fair swathe or ia neat and handy bundles, and
whether light or heavy, standing or flat (for a

portion of it was rolled down for the purpose of

experiment), a very fair result was achieved.

The trials of steam ploughs have not yet been
finished ; they will be prolonged over several days
and over as difficult ground as the light land
neighbourhood of Canterbury permits. Pour
exhiliitors are present. Fowlee, Eddingtox,
and Beard, and another show their several methods
of turning over the soil,

N"o better ploughin^r was ever done than is accom-
plishedby the powerfulenginesand compact arrange-
ment of pulleys and windlass which Mr, Fowler
exhibits, but the land is such that in no case has work
been shown which horses could not have performed.
Smith's grubber does not appear, Coleitan^s
oscillating cultivator did some good work, and
was the only illustration given of what professed
to be completed tillage ; unless indeed we admit
the very clever work of Mr. Hancock* s pulveriser
plough with its triple share and mouldboard. It

was drawn several times up and down the field by
steam-power, and buried the surface well even
where covered with long Grass, and cut and sliced

the earth it turned over in a very effectual manner
so as doubtless to greatly facilitate further tillage

operations, if it did not altogether dispense with
the need of them.

"VVe arc not yet acquainted with the contents of
the yard and cannot speak of the novelties which
may be present it it ; but it is plain that whimsical
ingenuity will never cease to try impossibilities.

At the Oxford meeting, the first annual show of
the Society, a travelling blast furnace was shown,
intended to direct a hot flame upon the land
it traversed and so to scorch the weeds. Twenty
years afterwards another attempt of a similar kind
ia made, A row of teeth removes the Couch and
filth of 3 inches deep of soil,* revolving harrows
shake them free of earth, an endless canvass
lifts the rubbish up and lets it fall into the feed
box of a bhist furnace through which it passes, and
out of which its ashes are scattered over the
ground on which it was a few seconds previously
green and flourishing ! And the whole process is

to be completed at the ordinary rate ofmovement of
the horse which draws the whole along. The
exhibitor made the first trial and realised as might
have been expected the first failure of his idea on
the public trial ground of the Society.

We shall next week give a fuller report of the
results of the trials of such field implements

—

reapers, mowers, steam ploughs, as are exhibited,
as well as of the special class of farm machines

—

threshers, winnowers, chaff-cutters, corn-crushers,
which come this year within the Society's pro-
gramme. The ploughing match for the local

prizes will be h^ld on Monday next—the public
dinner of the Society on the Tuesday evening

—

and the general meeting on Thursday morning.
A. wet June has left the land in much better con-
dition for the plough and other tillage implements
than it generally exhibits at the Society's meet-
ing ; and the local interest iu the Kentish turn-
wrest plough will render the Wednesday's trials
more than usually interesting. Some further re-
marks on the trials, so far as they have yet pro-ftischief la to some extent made up by the agency .

--, — —^
of the many middlemen who now deal in machines ce^ded, are given iu another page,
between the manufacturers and their customers—the handiwork of many dissentient firms is thus
upon the ground in spite of them, and we have
many oi the advantages of a fulf exhibition.
Among the facts already apparent from the

trials—Jong since however proved in the field more
perfectly than is possible at this short public
illustration oi it—is the efficiency oi the mower
and the reaper: Borgess & Key's, Craxstottn-
>(TV0ODs), Cuthbert's. and Drat's all made
good work among the Kye—a poor crop—and the
twe former made excellent work among the Grass
aud Clover. Nothing is now more jjerfectlv
certain than the availability of machinery
for cutting Grass, The road to the show-
yard hea through a Grass field from which ab^vy crop of hay has just been gathered. It has

f^Sa'^r'^ \?' ^^^'^^^' "^^ *^e quality of its per-

mower ia «k'^ T^^^^ with^that of Wo^'g
«fleven length, and a great deal of it

THE OXFORD EXPEUIMENTAL GROUND.
[The following is a lecture by Professor Charlea Daubeny on

the experimental researches which may be curried on iu the
plot of gi-ound which he has lately made over to the Univer-
sity for the tiso of the Professor of Rural Economy for the
time being. Delivered June 13.]

I iNTENDEDon the present occasion, had the weather
permitted, to select for the delivery of this lecture the !

experimental ground, which 1 have now handed over to
|

the University for the benefit of my successors iu the
'

cliair which I have the honour to occupy. The ground
itself, consisting of about an acre and a half, has

^

been purchased of Magdalen College with the view oft

enabling the professor for the time heing to institute
'

such experiments as he may think desirable, for the
|

purpose either of making clear to others the truths '.

already ascertained with respect to the cultivation of

plants, or of extending the boundaries of knowledge hy
experiments on points still remaining undetermined.
When tirst appointed to the chair of Rural Economy,

I felt strongly the want of these appliances, and was
ohligedto institute such experiments as I wished to un-
dertake in a small corner of the Botanic Garden itself, biit

ill adapted for such a purpose, bothfroiTrits"^^^ti^v
to water and also from its being itself chieflv compoE^
ofmade soil. Subsequently even this resource was cut offrom me, for when tlie newcouservatorles facing the rive
were huilt, it became necessary to throw that portion of
the garden on which the experiments were carried on
entirely open, and to apply it, as it is at present, to orna*
mental purposes. Nevertheless before this had taken
place, I had succeeded In carrying out some researches
connected with vegetahle physiology and of rural
economy, which it may perhaps be worth while brieflv
to allude to, as examples of the sort of subjects which
may admit of elucidation from the appropriatiou of
such a piece of ground as that in which we are now
standing, for the purpose of scientific investigation.
I will not indeed dwell xipon the experiments con-
nected with the action of dltlerent coloured light upon
plants, and those on the influence which the latter exert
on the purification of the atmosphere, which were pub-
lishedinthe Philosophical Transactions for 1833; because
I am aware that these were of a nature to be carried on
without the advantage of such a piece of ground as I
am now in possession of. I will only mention that one
novel fact established hy these experiments was the
evolution of nitrogen by plants during sunshine
owing to the action of light upon them, Which has
since been confirmed by Dr. Draper, of New York-
aud that by operating on a larger scale than had before

been.attempted, I showed that in the course of a given
time the quantity of oxygen evolved by a healthy plant
in the light so much exceeded that of the carbonic add
yielded during the hours of darkness, as to establish the
principle first suggested by Priestley, but disputed by
Ellis, that the evolution of oxygen by plants really

appears to he the appointed means of restoring its

original purity to the atmosphere, vitiated by the pro-

cesses of animal respiration and combustion. But the

more purely agricultural experiments whicli I prose-

cuted would require of course a piece of ground
expressly set apart for such purposes.

Of this nature even those, which for 10 years con-

secutively I instituted upon the rotation of crops, by

setting apart a number of plots of ground uniform as to

the quality and richness of the soil, adding no manure

to any of them during the time the experiments were

going on, and planting one-half of the number year

after year with one particular description of crop, andtlie

other half with the same crops, succeeding one another in

such a manner, that no one plot should receive the same

twice during the period of the continuance of these

experiments.

In this manner, T hoped, by weighing the produce

of eacii plot reduced to the same uniform condition of

dryness, to obtaiu data for computing how much of tW
diminution which might be expected to occur froa

repeated cropping could be referred to the exhausfion

of the ground, and how much to those excretions from

the roots, which, according to the view taken by the

celebrated DecandoUe, exerted an injurious influence

upon the succeeding crop, if of the same nature with

the foregoing one.

Upon comparing the quantities obtained from what

I may designate tlie shifting and the permanent crops,

it appeared that the former in almost every instance

had the advantage, a result not only in harmony with

the received doctrine on this subject, hut apparently

corroborative of DecandoUe's liypothesis.

Further investigations however led me to conclude

that except in a very few cases, DecandoUe's explanation

would not hold good, and that the advantage of

intercalating leguminous plants with the cereals arises,

not owing to any root excretions from the latter being

absorbed by the succeeding crop, and thereby rendered

innocuous, but owing to the influence which the or^mc

matter left by the preceding crop of legumes might

have in promoting the growth of the cereal crop w^icii

followed, hy accelerating the development of its parts,

and thus enabling it to extract more inorganic mattff

from the soiL

In all cases, however, whether the crop was a shifty

OP a permanent one, a gradual deterioration toot

place in the amount of produce from year to year down

to a certain point, at which it would seem to maintain

itself with no greater oscillations afterwards than nngW

be readily accounted for by the variations of seasons.

Hence it would seem to follow that the soil had not

been entirely exhausted by having its inorganic matter^

drawn from it during 10 years' cropping; and to pnj^

this to he the case, I made an analysis of it after ttie

expiration of 10 years from the uei-iod of the com'

mencementofthoexperimonts,duringtbewholeofwlucli
time no manure had been applied. From this it s'T

peared. that although the soil which had been sodrflW>

upon still contained a considerable amount of phosplio"*^

acid, of alkalies, and of all the substances nece^
for the food of plants, it held the greater part of th^
ingredients in a condition in wli-ch they "'ere jS
sparingly soluble, and hence afforded them in quantiWj

too small for an abundant crop ; whereas in a soUrepen^
manured, or allowed to remain fallow, the same ingf^.

dients existed in a condition of easy solubility,
»•*

therefore were freely absorbed. -w
This led me to distlngnish the ingrodients of^

•oil into active or efficient, and dormant or »-««''*•

thus affording a clue to the explanation of many of w«

operations of agriculture, the nse of fallowing, and t

power of obtaining for a long, and as it geems to
^̂^

indefinite period, a certain though limited aBi***
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Dfoduce from tlae same field even without tlie applica-

tion of nifimire.

Another set of experiments wLIeli occupied ine for

aome time had rehvtiou to the question whether a plant

is capable of substituting one ingredient for another as

a part of its living fiibric, as for instance of assimilating

«)da in iien of potass as a constituent of its tissues.

The conclusions to which I was led with reference to

this interesting question rather militate against those

deduced by Saussure and others, inasmucli as they

seem to show, that a certam limit exists to the power

which soda lias of replacing potass, the utmost increase

of this alkali in the crop of Barley by the most liberal

apphcation of soda salts to the soil, in lieu of those of

potassa, never appearing to exceed 8 per cent., so that

I was led to conjecture that the latter allfali merely

circulates through the tissues of the plant without

forming part of its solid texture, and thus, although it

may, as liiebig conjectures, be subservient to the pur-

pose of fixing the carbonic acid which plants require for

their nutrition, yet that it does not enter us a con-

stituent into their living organisation.

The question however was far from being exhausted

by the experiments instituted by myself, and I am glad

to find it taken up by Mr. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert in a

hte number of the Royal Agricultural Journal in a

report of experiments with diiferent manures on per-

manent meadow laud, in which it is shown that the

proportion of potass in a crop of Grass was increased by

the addition of salts of potass from 20 to 28 or 29 per

£ent., whilst that of soda was diminished from 8, the

normal quantity without manure, to 4 when a manure

containing much potass was employed; when, howerer,

ammoiiiiical salts without potass were administered, the

proportion of soda increased from 8 to 10, and tliat of

potass sunk from 20 to 17 per cent.

Plots :
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It is admitted on all hands that every species of

organic being, whether of an animal or a vegetable

nature, contains essentially a certain per-centage of

phosphoric acid. There would seem to be some neces-

sary, though mysterious, connection bstween that

principle and life in all its grades, so much so that when
the former is entirely absent, organic beings cease to

exist. Now phosphoric acid, combined, as it usually is,

with lime, or with magnesia, cannot be dissipated by

any degree of heat with which we are acquainted, and

consequently must remain to the end of time associated

with the other materials of the rock along with which

it had been originally deposited.

If any marine animals, then, existed in the sea at the

bottom of which the materials now constituting the

Bangor slates had in the course of time been deposited,

they would have left behind them when they decayed

the phosphoric acid which entered as a constituent into

their organisation, and the rock would ever after retain

it as an evidence of their existence; not, of course,

that it followed that phosphoric acid might not e-tist in

a rock in which organic remains were wanting, but

only that where the principle in question was entirely

absent, no organic beings could possibly have been

present. It is, however, extremely difficult by chemical

means to detect very minute quantities of phosphoric

acid, diffused through the mass of a rock, and hence an

analysis, however carefully conducted, could hardly

afford us a full assurance that phosphoric acid might

not exist in small quantities.

An indirect method, however, of ascertaining the

same point occurred to me of easy execution. This

was, after properly preparing the rock to afford ingress

to the roots of the plant by reducing it- to a coarse

powder, to introduce mto it the seeds of some plant

which contained a notable quantity of phosphate of

been engaged in carrying out. [Tire second part of

this lecture, devoted to the indication of future trains

of investigation, will be given hereafter.]

THE "BONDAGER" OR THE "BOTHY."

On the majority of the extensive farms of soutU-

eastern Scctland to build a Separate residence for the

female field labourers, which may be attached to, or

detaciied from, the farmer's residence, is the only remedy

I can suggest for the evils inseparably connected with

the bondage form of agreement between the fanners

and hinds.

Tlie hinds are as firmly engaged to the farmer for

12 months' service as a private soldier is to the Queen.

The hondagers are in the same way servants to the

hinds and their wives, but they are only day labourers

to the farmers.

I have known a good many bondagers, each of whom
had to get up a little after 4 o'clock to prepare the

breakfast, milk the cow, and do other household work
previous to commencing her day's work to the farmer

at 6 o'clock.

The hondagers work 10 hours per day to the farmer,

with tiie exception of the winter quarter, and a great

many have to milk their master's (the hind's) cow three

times a day.

There is nothing degrading to the female character

connected with field labourjbutlconsiderthebeing a poor

servant's servant has a degrading tendency. And any

one may imagine how she would like to be domineered

over by a master and mistress whose Income cannot be

regarded as exceeding 10^. per week throughout the

year.

There are indeed some women who are so fortunate
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23.50
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ingredient

Whatever

excess there might he mnst of course have heen owing

to the presence of the mineral in the earth itself.

than in their own homes, hut in general the bondager's

fate is a hard one.

But I contend that this is no necessary part of the

Now it is remarkable that out of 10 different samples agricultural system even in thedistricts where it occura

taken from rocks of various ages, namely, from the

chalk, the calcareous grit, the great oolite, the new
red sandstone, the dolomite or magnesian limestone,

What need is there for a ploughman to contract to

supply his master with a female labourer ? A farmer or

his steward could hire or engage the requisite number

aurtire"d"a74lat^7rom"Dol^^^^^^^^ of labourers himself? All anomalies and difficulties

Skiddaw, from the quarries at Nant Francon, and from

those of Llanhei-ris, near Bangor, the only ones which

yielded nothing beyond the minutest trace of phos-

phoric acid to the Barley so\vn in it were the four last,

which lie at the base of the rock formations of this

country, and which from the entire absence of organic

remains are considered by one school of geologistsDr. Gilbert does not appear to have estimated the

amount of soda in the crop when manured with nitrate ! as azoic or destitute of all traces of life.

of soda; but his general couclo-sions seem to confirm

my own, as showing that the mineral ingredients of a

crop ar.e nearlj constant, varying scarcely 1 per cent.,

bat that where potass was deficient the falling off is

sapplied partly by soda, but in a greater degree by
other earths, as for instance by lime in one instance,

and by silica in another.

Of course no exact determination of these points can

he arrived at until we have succeeded in separating the

different parts one from the other, and making a distinct

analysis of each, for it is easy to see that the excess

of sUica must be owing to the increase in the stem
beyond that of the flower and fruit. Still, the direc-

tion in which these researches, in common with my own,

appears to point, is," that the constitution of the ingre-

dients of a plant either varies not at all, or only within

very narrow limits indeed. If this be the case, the

variation in the mineral composition of a crop under

different treatments must depend upon the relative

-degree of development of its several principles, and not

on a difference of composition induced in any one.

But further experiments are still wanting on this

subject, and I must leave them as a legacy to my suc-

cessors, who I hope by varying the conditions of the

problem, and operating upon a much greater variety of

substances, may be at length led to results which will

more justly deserve the confidence of the public,

A third set of inquiries had more of a theoretical

character, from its bearings upon the speculations of

geologists. It is well known that the authorities in

that science are divided as to the question, whether or
not the lowest strata of sedimentary origin which have
been yet reached were deposited before organic bearings
had been called into existence. In North Whales for
example we observe a deep and extensive formation of
Too^ng slates which lie at the bottom of all the other
rocks of the neighbourhood, themselves belonging to the
ao-cailed Cambrian system, the oldest fossiliferous r^icks
yet observed, and in which not a trace of any fossil has
yet been discovered.

This fact, alT the more retnarkahle from the enormous
-extent to which these slates have been developed in the
I^ennant and Llanbeiris quarries, is referred by the
tmformitarians to the obliteration of the fossils
SBpposed to have been once present in them, by nieta-
mwphic action, and the

"

-^vhy, as a general rule, th
ilcstitnte of organic remains than the newer ones, is the
greater chance of their having been affected by boat
and other influences during the larger period that
had elapsed since their deposition. It appeared to me
that there was one way in which the truth of this
hypothesis might be tested.

Table.—Showing the relation between tlie amount of phos'
phoric acid present in the Barley sown, and in the crop
obtained from it, in the several soila below-mentioned :

—

1st Tear. 2d Tear. 3d Teab.
$ Grains.

123466799 9'iy H**ll 13345678 17

REFEREXCES TO THE NrMBEHS.

1. Botanic Garden Soil.

3. Chalk of Erightoa.

3. Oolite, Cirencester.

4 f^^ind, HeadiiJKton-

5. Sandstone, Ledbury.

6 Dolomite, Boche Ab
7. Clay Slate, DolgeUy.

7* Ditto, manured.

8.

S\
&.

9*

10.
10*.

11.

Clay Slate,
Dittfr.

Clay Shito,

Ditto,
Clay Slate,

Ditto,

Skiddaw.
manured,
Bangor.
manured.
Llanbems.
manured

Mica Schist, Glasgow.

would thus be obviated. B^^t how is a fanner to

engage his labourers himself, since he has not sufficient

domestic accommodation for field labourers in his own
house ? He must build a residence for them attached

to his own residence.

The term " bothy " has acquired an opprobrium, but
it is merely an appellation applied to a residence for

garden and farm labourers, and what objections can be
brought against suitable domestic accommodation being

provided for single ploughmen, as well as married ones,

at a convenient nearness to the farmsteading ? The
nearness of a body of female labourera properly cared

for and presided over need not be a nuisance to the

farmer's family.

.
The wives of farmers who have confidence iu their

domestics do not prohibit their children from going

into the kitchen occasionally. There are women who
are respected by rich and poor who have to toll in the

fields and factories for a livelihood. My own sister

thought she had reached as advanced a point as a
labourer when she could take her part in spreading

manure and hoeing Turnips, as when she could under-

take the duties of housemaid in a gentleman's service.

In short, it is self-evident that unmarried male and
female farm labourers must be lodged somehow, what-

ever name may be attached to the home. How is it in

the mansion-house, where a full establishment of

servants is kept ? The butler, cook, housekeeper, and
head groom each has apartments for his or her subordi-

nates. The servants' hall, the room where the house-

maids sit, the groom's sitting room in the stables, and the

under gardener's room or rooms, generally part of a shed
.

built against the north side ofthe garden wall, may all

be termed bothies. Is a room or rooms for the accom-

modation of single ploughmen not as indispensable an
appendage to a farm steading as a room is in a garden

for an under gai'dencr ? Little reference is naade in

public prints to these—the garden bothies. Thus

I

a paper was read at a conference held at Liverpool, from
which I quote the following :

—

*' An unsound theory has been put forth in regard to the
possible improvement of bothiea. The system cannot be
improved. It is essentially wrong-. Anything- that mates
the fhmily eystem^ impossible can only lead to evil, and that

continually. The bothy systenj, therefore, must bo extir-

pated, and ploughmen allowed to marry, and this, wo aro

persuaded, will require the strong haud.oflaw. Besides, many
of the prnprietora of Scotland hold their estates mider a strict

entail and by a recent decision of the Conrt of Session m the

case of Mrs. Murray UmUop, it has been found that building

bouses for working: men does not constitute a permanent
imDrovemeiit for which an estate cin be bnrdoncd. T>og~

built, and if a house is aecosaary for a man to
»t bo«Ms for
ore neoeaaryvr*. Ditto, manured.

^ -^^^.tT^^frnn fo mv i<wt after the doga. it may be provided, but not

T nin^t refer for the detads of this investigation to my
! . , Some legislative e^ictment is tnerefoj

I must f^;^y^' .
ijg^^e^ in the Quarterly Journal of i l^^ would go fiu- t? remedy the ev,l m qnestmn if either

Paper which was puousneu m ""^^^^^^^ _y_^ , „.;,, ^,^,^ l Zl^^i^. «r«.-otf nn/re nrohibitcd. orif.asnu^'ii Millci

^HUe. re™.;!., t.^ a,«K,ugU tUe^^c^^^^

ggrested,

heavy tax were l.dd upon them.
, ,r -rr c

The answer to tbis may l«i given by Mr. Hope, of
further remark that auiiuu^.. -- /";;„:," ;:^„ bolne- The answer to tbw may i«i given uy ^x. '*'-i'^j "^
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and ktpt on the larak ; they are thus enabled to kc^ep a pig-

The pobsession of a valuable cow and pig not only enables
them to rear their families comfortably, but it is a guarantee
for their moral and social respectability. It is seldom that you
hear of a man who owns a cow becotning a poacher, or being
gnilty of any of the minor offences against law and order. I

nave been in many of the counties of England as well as Scot-

laud, and I have never seen a more intelligent, active, sober,

honest, and trustworthy class of labourers than the hinds of
EasC Lothian, They ai^e sent to market with grain, and sell it

to as great advantage as the master could do ; they receive the
money, return home, and make out a neatly written note of
the expenses incurred and the amount obt;\ined. I have 16

rearly servants on this farm, and there is not one of them that
caTiuot trust in this manner. And to show that they are not

an 'ever-changing population/ I may mention that six of

them have been employed here from 31 to 45 years ; several of
the others were bonion the farm, and only one has been with
me for the short period of two years ; but his grandfather, now
too old for work, and not included in the above 16, has been
on the farm for upwards of 40 years. On many of the farms
around me a similar state of matters prevails. The bondage
systcni, I confes^s, etill prevails on many fainis, though it has
been given up on the lai^ger proportion. The compelling the
hind to furnish a stout boy or girl during the summer months
to work on the fields is undoubtedly a hard^ship, when he has
not a member of his own ft^mily suitable for the purpose. It
breaks up the domesticity of his family circle; but I cannot
Bee there is anything leading to immorality iu it. The great
dem,and for hands during summer has arisen from Turnips and
Potatoes being grown on land which, within my recollection,
was bare fallowed ; and though additional houses may be
built, and people got to live in them, the question
remains, how are they to subsist during winter? However,
this bondaj^e system, which was universal some years ago, is

being generally abandoned, and wlrnt is inconectly styled the
bothy plan adopted in its stead—that is, on most farms one
or two cottages are fitted up with beds, 4:c., and young uo:nen
from Ireland, the Highlands of Scotland, Skye, and the Western
Isles, come in summer, live iu them, clean the crop^, assist at
harvest, and, after the Pot;Uo crop is secured, return to their
own homes."

To show what humbug is submitted to the public by
men who move in the upper and middle ranks of hfe,

meddling with what they know nothing or com-
paratively little about, allow me to quote the following

from the passage on the bondage system from the paper
^hich was read at Liverpool :

—

"The system, iu short, is as near an approximation to the
slave system as the laws of this country allow- The main
difference is that the men are not bought and sold and
even this is (apart from theoretical considerations) a
questionable advantage."

No one will attempt to deny that much remains to be
done in rural districts; but it would require little effort

onihepartof practical agricultm^ists to show that it

requires a knowledge of details to justify any man to

meddle with such topics. A Labourer,

INSTANCES OF TULLIAN EXPERIENCE.
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FAUMING ECONOMICS,—No. IV.

MaT!?G"ei, WuEZBTi.—Tlicre is no difficuUy in growing
a heavy crop on a Btiff clay soil provided it is deeply
drained, very deeply cultivated, and tlie land well
filled with good nianuj-e, Wiieu too busy to cart on
the manure I have grown excellent crops with 4 cwt.
of guano, and 2 to 3 cwt. of salt, mixed toc^ether, and
sown broadcast, then gcarified or plouglitd in. The
Mangel seed I mix with wet sand for a few days until
it chip-S and then drill It, drying it eufficlently so as
not to stick to tlie cups of the drill. I never miss a
plant. I have now (July) a good supply of sound roots
having lost none by frost, the roots having been thrown
into the carts as they were pulled, and at once clamped
and covered with straw. It is more easy to grow a
crop of Mangel than to preserve them." The more
Jnoist the land when they are pulled the better, because
the fibres have then attached to them some adhesive
earth, which is most material for their preservation.
They are in the worst possible condition for
keeping when they come up dry, clean, and free from
earth. They then in the spring appear to dry rot. It
is very undesirable to let them lie on tlie field when
pulled. The fibres and earth attached to them dry and
when thrown into the curt the earth leaves the fibres.
Although more difficult to cart off in wet wenther they
will keep much better, and probably I shall irrigate
mine just before pulling in order that they may keep the
earth attaclied to be them, if not otherwise sufficiently
damp. Although very desirable to protect them from
frost they ought not to be finally shut in with earth
imtiUhe he;\t has evaporated, and it is desirable to have
draiuing pipes, placed vertically along the roof or ridge
of the clamp.

I find that by trench-ploughing for Mangel I mix with
the surface soil a portion of the tenacious aluminous
subsoil. The Mangel multiply their fibres in this, and
as we iiow take them out of the clamp they arc fresh
and firm, having masses of this moist clay attached to
them by a network of fine fibres which they have
pushed into it. 1 thatch my clamps and then earth over
the thatch. A large and successful (arming friend of
mine not only does thisi, but thatcJjcs over the earth iu
order to prevent its getting wet and freezing. One of ^ ^ '

the advantages of this pkn is I think to prevent the f
heat of the sun acting on the earth in the spring and -

aammer, for we all know that in sunshine the earth "
attains a heat some 30 to 50 degrees above that of the
air. The glassy tiiatch beini^ a non-conductor acts the
reverse of this, and thus keeps the Mangel cool
enongh to reUrd vegetation. If you do not thatch over
tUe torth place the clamp on the shade of some fence

^^eS^'onf^r"".? ^"^/'^^ K^e-grass or other seeds
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Table IL shows the acreable produce of each succes-
sive year in those instances where the particulars are
recorded;
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The produce ot itie tirst expeiiuienlal yeai" of the ciay piece
was not registered.

Tillage a Substitutefor T^anure*

HIKING MARKETS'.

Much has been done to ameliorate the condition of
the vvork'ng classes in large cities and provincial towns
in a social and physical point of view; but couipara.
tively little has been done in too many districts with %
view to ameliorate the condition of tbe Worlcing classes

in rural districts. Kejoicing to see that the high
prices which a great many English farmers had to pay
ior the cutting of the baj and corn crops have enabled
landowners, tenant-farmers, and the rural clergy, to
discover that some efl'ort must be made to secure their

services during the busy seasons, and that the state of

the labour market occupied such a prominent place at

a^ meeting of the Oxtordshire Farmers' Club j in a
paper read by Mr. Morton before the Society of Arts;
at a late meeting at Blandford, and at Edinburgh^

allow me to give my opinion on the above subject as it

affects the counties of Koxburgh and Berwick.

Being employed eight consecutive vcius in Berwick-
shiie, 1 shall confine my remarks within very narrow
limits—to the Jedburgli and Kelso hiring market^
owing to there being so many different forms of

agreement between employers and employed. Of the

majority of the ploughmou \vho are murrled each occu-

pies a cottage, and he is engaged for a twelvemonth's
service which expires on the 26th May.
The hiring day iu each of the towns is held on tli«

ordinary market days in the first week of March. It is

the general practice for farmers to renew their engage-

ments for another twelvemonth with those servants

that give satisfaction about the latter end of February;

and those who wish to part with any yearly servants

do not speak to those intended to be removed on the

26th May. Having heard and read a good deal of

nonsense which has lately been submitted to the public

by a highly educated class ofmen so far forgetting them-

selves as to meddle with things they practically know

comparatively littlo about, 1 may state that servants

are hired through what is termed the " spearing-out

"

system. The word "spear" as a Scotch term is syno-

nymous with the English terms "ask" or "inquire." So

a farmer or his steward asks any of his acquaintances if

they know of any experienced ploughmen in want of a

situation- I have heard a good many ploughmen state,

" It is of no use going to hire unless you have some out

to spear you out."

I remember my late father stating in the evening

after he came from Kelso market in 1854 that he had

got the offer of a binding, and he appeared surprised at

a stranger asking him if he were open to an engagement.

The Drainage of Lands Acts, the formation of rail-

ways between Edinburgh and London, and the branches

between Edinburgh and Hawick, Kelso, and Berwick,

the emigration movement, the failure of Potatoeg, ana

the rise in the bondagers* wages from 9Z. to 121. per

annum have given an impetus to the labour-mariet,

disturbed the form of payment in kind, and given rise

to more frequent changes of masters and servants.

Several noblemen and middle-class gentlemen wh^

know comparatively little aboufc agriculture and its

details, and less about the social habits of farm servants

and labourers, have devoted their attention to tbe

subject ; but 1 am at a loss to conceive liow accomplished

scholars allow themselves to step so far out o( tliei?

course as to write respecting things which none but

those who are acquainted with the modern system of

farming and the habits of farm labourers are competent

to grapple with.

The life of a farm servant is a dreary and monotonoiis

enough existence already without depriving him of one

or two holidays in a twelvemonth, and but for a fair on

a hiring day, a great many farm servants would seldoia

have an opportunity of meeting together unless OQ

»

Sabbath day.

Jly father was, with the exception of five yearSj

employed as a farm servant from early manhood to «

few weeks before his death, I remember bis stating

that he had tbe pleasure of seeing all his brothers at

St. James's Fair, on the 5th of August, which was the

first time my father and his brothers had an opports-

nity of all meeting together since they were ai»

together at their father's funeral 20 years previous to

that date. And the next time my father's hrothei*

again met w»8 at my father's funeral.

It is an easy thing apparently for those who move iQ

the higher walks of life, and for tradesmen] of ditlerent

grades who reside in town or country to leap at a con'

elusion respecting the necessity for abolishing the prac-

tice of hiring married and single men in a p«bUc

market; but the question is, how do practical agricuita-

rista regard the public oj>inion respecting the mode oJ

buying and selling labour?

I have made the acquaintance of Englishmen ai^T

Scotchmen too who say they have seen farmers handling

men's joints and muscles, as cattle dealers handle live

stock they intend purchasing. I rejoice that I never

saw nor heard of such a thing being done in K«l*

market. I have seen the large square and Brid^

Street quite filled with farmers and ploughmeO.

and the rabble which are to be found in evetj

fair, but I seldom knew of hinds being asked «

they were to engage. Townsfolk see the peop|«

collected in the streets, and laugh at the h'0»

giving each other a boisterous but friendly greetnig*

But social reformers and citizens ought to ^^^..]-

mind that rustics take the same delight in spendu*
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-T-ijJ^ri^Ta^town that citizens take iu enjoying a

holiday in a secluded retreat with those whose tastes

''*'*\Vere I ' a" cmployor of lahour instead of an

PijivlouS I should prefer and make a point to

ineao-e
'

a servant privately ; nevertheless it will

take^some time for the country to prepare itself for

such a radical change as the abolishing of luring

markets would be at present. The term "labourer"

jg applied indiscriminately in some districts to men who

are employed regularly by farmers at work which

reqaires horse-power, and also to those who do work

connected with the executing of permanent improve-

ments. Ploughmen who are engaged for a twelve-

month's service are " servants," and are aa firmly

ensraffed as a private soldier. Watching with a jealous

eve anything which is connected with tlie labouring

classes, I see no substitute in the shape of a lioliday

sugoested for the hiring markets, which are regarded

by so niiiiiy »3 a curse and the sotirce of immorality.

The present state of things mnst of necessity remain

aiicliangcahle until the majority of the landowners,

tenant fanners, and rural clergy severally perlbrm the

ilaties which devolve upon them; and I venture to state

that if the majority of tlie three classes were to per-

form their duties, the majority of the labourers

would not lag behind in performing their duties.

My father was employed three years on a farm, the

steading of which is tlirce miles from the parish church.

Tiiere was no library on that farm, no Sabbath school

wider the control of any office-bearer in the church,

and I never saw the minister of the parish. The plough-

iiien met once a week for devotional exercises, and it

gives me pleasure to look back 20 years ago to the scenes

of ray early boyhood to recall such pleasing associations.

I was grieved a few years ago to hear a man, who is^

respected and esteemed by rich and poor, speaking of

the culpable negligence of the Presbyterian ministers.

1 heard that man state that the minister of whose

congregation his brother was a member passed that

ploughman's cottage once every six weeks during six

consecutive years, and althongh the minister baptised

severalof that ploughman's children, he never entered

the ploughman's cottage when passing it on his way to

dine with the ploughman's master, who was a member
of a different section of the Presbyterian Chiirch.

Kow, were you a ploughman and your minister to

p;\ss your door so frequently and never call to speak to

you and your wife, I think you would, like myself,

regard such a class of men incompetent to meddle with

goiitlemen and tenant fanners* system of management.

1 admit that ministers of the gospel and the aristocracy

liive good grounds for interference; but are such men
competent to take the place of practical agriculturists?

My late father's master was not responsible for his

servants having to live and die in hovels, but the landed

proprietor was and still is. The minister of the parish

in which I emerged from boyhood to manhood was
«iiargeable with a culpable neglect of duty in not

making an effort to induce the young lads in his parish

to follow up the education they had received at the

parish school; and I want to know who ought to be at

the expense of purchasing a few educational and other

works for the young men in each parish. Each individual

of every class of men has ample scope for his oVn sphere

of labour without attempting to throw his own work

Jiside and dictate to an intelligent class of men who are

^ttite competent to manage their own affairs.

Sir John Pakington and Lord Kinnaird have devoted

their attention to the subject; but it would be mnch
better were practical farmers of reputed respectability ap-

pointed to suggest remedies for the cxistingstate ofthings.

AUhoagh the reading the Agricultural Gazette is all

Jny aciiuaintance with Mr. Wilson, of Edingtou Mains,

1 venture to state that Mr. Wilson would be as much
4it ease and at home iu detailing all the causes which
give so much annoyance to a certain class of men in

Scotland, as he is in discussing anything connected

with the ordinary routine, or with the higher branches

of agriculture.

For instance, Mr. Wilson states respecting hiring

markets (see Agricultural Gazette, p. 297) :

—

" He thought when it was stated for instance that these
Tiifirkets were looked upon in many quarters as the caviso of
the drunkenness and immorality that they complained of, that
this Wiis a mistaken view, and that these markets were rather
the occasion than the cause of these evils.

*' The evil that existed was seen probably in a more offensive
way at these markets thnn at other times ; but he very much
<ioubted of these markets being the cause of the evil. And
that whole matter, in fact, of dealing with hiring markets,
^vith the view of remedyiug the evils that were known to exist
ftmongat that class of the community, appeared to him to be
very much akin to what medical men called ' treating the
'•'^!?Er™* ' . J*^

^aa not going to the root of the evil.

»^rr>Li^^ °^i^ ^^^ ^"^* o*" t^ese hiring markets, but unless

w^.M "^t 7"°""^ important be done than that, the evils

tWvM^i^^u^"'^ ''^"Id find vent in other forms. He did not

nV' fh Z^^P markets were the cause of the evils complained

r.UM«^* "^"^y afforded facilities for much evil, but theycoi^d not, on that grouiul, get quit of such things."

« ^^^^^.^^' Wilson does not state what are the
marked peculiarities (which the Rev. Dr. Begg stated

at Liverpool) come out in connection with the rural
Oistricts of Scotland," I shall also leave the subject to
those who think there is an inherent demoralising
lunaencemseparably connected with the modem system
or agriculture in 1000-acre farms. A Labourer. [The
topics referred to in this article, which has been much
condensed, were recently discussed before the Highland
and Agricultural Society of ScotUnd, as reported in a
recent Number of this Journal.]

THE VALE OP STRATHMORE.
{Continuedfrom p. 6'0.)

POLLED ANGUS CATTLE.
We now turn to another, and, if anything, more

interesting branch of Strathmore husbandry. The

Scotch polled beasts are well known throughout the

kingdom, and find their way, when killed, from the

table of royalty to that of the humblest of her Majesty's

subjects. In appearance they may not carry so jaunty

an air as their aristocratic west Highland brethren,

nor may they be so much sought after for park orna-

mentation as"^ either them or the graceful Devons ; but

for producing good roasting meat on the right places

and plenty of it—joined with coming early to the

butcher—we question if many breeds excel them. Of

course reference is here made to well-bred specimens of

this, or any other breed, and not to mongrel beasts, of

which there are but too many of any class. In Scot-

land there are several recognised families of polled

stock, all claiming to share the honours of priraogeni-

ture. Southwards you have the Galloways, then the

Fifeshire beasts, then the Angus, the Aberdeen, and the

Banffshire stock. The latter three are very closely

allied, and from the exchanges both of males and

females, may be regarded as practically forming

one class. Like other breeds, the Angus
^
have

of late years had much attention paid to their im-

provement, and first-class bulls are quoted at

figures of which not even the Short-horns need be

asliamed. Among those who have done most for this

breed, we may enumerate the late Lord Panraure, and

the present Earl of Southesk; Mr. Watson, of Keillor;

Mr. Bowie, Mains of Kolly; Mr. M'Combie, Tilly four;

and Mr. Walker, Portlethen, both of Aberdeenshire;

Mr. Collie, of Ardgay, Morayshire; Mr. Brown,

Westerton; the late Mr. Scott, Bahv^llo; Messrs.

Lyall, FuUarton, Ruxton, and many others. Kor have

their labours been in vain. Take the local quotations

of beasts bred in the district, at the first Brechin

spring tryst or fair, nnd you find the prices equal or

superior to what most of our English fairs would then

show. We notice that many prime lots of steers an;

given at from 22L to 27L per head; and store beasts

(fit for feeding off on Grass), that had heen wintered

in yards, at from lit. to IS/, per bead. At a farm

in the occupancy of Mr. Lyall, factor on the Kin-

naird property, we saw an open yard of steers, just

turned two years old, for which 221. per head was

refused. It is but just to add that they must

evidently die well, in order to make that money to

the butcher; for their size was not greater than would
have warranted laying out 201. upon a moderate well-

bred Short-horn of equal apparent bulk. The north

country beasts are of heavier make, but slower

feeders, and decidedly less symmetrical: possessing more
of the horsPS*-collar style, "narrow at top, and wide at

bottom," These make good working oxen, and when
used to the plough till six years old should probably be
worth from 50^. to 001. the pair. Mr, Vallontine, of

Bogmuir, in the Meanis, invariably keeps one or

is known as "the bothy system," those on this farm
played a not inconspicuous part. Every one who
attacked the prevalent system was sure to have a fling

at the notorious bothies here. Their being remarkable
for badness cannot be attributed to the landlord, as he
could neither compel the tenant to supply better accom-
modation, to keep fewer inmates in the bothies, nor
yet could he erect other domiciles without arrangement
with the occupier. Suffice it to say, the thing was not
done, and, at the present, matters wear something of a
transition aspect. As to the policy of herding colonics

of either men or women together in bothies, it is not in

the province of the writer to enter. Whether it adds
to the refinement or the moral and intellectual improve-

ment of the occupants ; or whether there may not be a

close relationship betwixt this state of matters and the

prevalent illegitimacy among the humbler classes in the

nortli, he leaves for the judgment of the reader to

decide. But he remembers well having spent a winter

in charge of a flock of sheep a good many years ago,

under circumstances where a berth in a bothy, with

nearly a dozen others, would have heen his lot, had he

not preferred paying for lodging with a cottager,

instead of accepting the freedom of the mess room-

Some of these bothies are, or were, detestable affairs,

reminding us of Click-ClarVa commeTitary on one of

them, as given in Hugh MiVler*a " My Schools and
Schoolmasters." **That a dwelling for human
creatures!" he said. *'If I was to put my horse

in tirt, poor beast! the very hoofs would rot off him in

less than a week." However, " man wants but little

here below." and on looking into the hut

temporarily inhabited by a part of the 10 female out-

workers employed on this farm, it did not strike us that

woman's wonts can under certain circumstances be very

great either, A circular house of one apartment about

12 feet in diameter, the fireplace facing the door, the

wall little over a man*s height, and the sole window a

pane of glass in the room of one of the slates of the roof;

this formed the accommodation in which these stalwart

Highland women were spending their dinner hour. In

the late tenant's time, this domicile formed the men's

bothy, the sleeping apartment being over the stable.

And such a bedroom for half a dozen men in a Christian

land ! The entrance is on tlie second floor, to be gained

by climbing a ladder phiccd perpendicularly against the

wall. A loose rope tied in knots, for the sake of giving

a better liold, offers its aid to the inexperienced explorer,

The dimensions of the bedroom were 18 feet long by
12 feet wide, and 5 feet 9 inches high. At this height

a well-grown man could not stand upright. The press-"

beds looked admirable fur confining a dog or a litter of

puppies, and to them the stench from the horses below
would not be unbearable. To the credit of the noble

owner this bedroom was at once disused on his obtain-

ing the land in his own hand ; the other bothies, too,

are materially amended, and we were glad to see the
fonnditioiis cast for a cottage or two adjoining the
homestead. The farm is in a good state of cultivation,

and possesses a fair amount of the newer class of imple-

ments, including a Reeves's broad-cast manure dis-
more teams, working them in pairs, and we saw them tributor, which ftfr. Lyall picked up at one of the late
being driven and also unharnessed as quietly as if meetings of the -Engli.>h Society. We saw, too, a Gran-
they had been a team of well-trained Suffolk Punches,

Strange to say, they are reported to fatten better at

such ages, with a moderate shave of work, than if tied

up and stall fed, but we must pass on to the

KINXATBD CASTLE HERD.
Immediately after crossing the range of hills which

separates the basin of Lunnan Water from the valley

of the Southesk, on the line of the Scottish North-

Eastern Railway, the towei*s and turrets of the Earl of

Southesk's mansion come prominently into view, on the

left. A fine tract of rich alluvial land stretches away
to the eastward, following the course of the Esk, which

shortly loses itself in the Basin of Montrose—a large

tidal lake which is twice filled and emptied in the

24 hours. On the opposite side the river a beautifully

sloping hill side, in a fine state of cultivation, shields

the lower land in some measure from the wintry blast;

while at a distance of 8 or 10 miles more ** the British

'Alps" (the Grampians) rear their blue summits to the

skies—the highest in this part of the range, Mount
Battock, being 3465 feet atove the level of the sea.

Bridge-of-Dun forms the most convenient station for

reaching Kinnaird, which is not more than a mile and
a half distant, along a winding footpath by the south

bank of the river. Right ahead the Round Tower and
Cathedral church of Brechin are before you, carrying

also pleasant recollections of the "Den Nursery"—one
of the happiest retreats for a summer aflemoon which

could well be thonght of, and which Mr. Henderson lias

most freely opened for the service of the public, for

many years bygone. But for the openness of the

country, the higher surrounding hills, and the com-

narative absence of Grass land, the tract of bottom land

referred to would weU pass for some of the more fertile

meadows along the banks of the Avon. A great part of

the land ofthe
« Hanghs of Kinnaird "-a farm adjoining

the castle, now in the Earrs own liaud-is of this

nabirT The cows are kept at a set of capital byres

stn nearer the mansion, but screened from view by an

InLTeZl plantation Before .liour^nng to he cow,

Imd, by the courtesy of Mr f^-ter "le
^^^^^

tham plough lying by the hedge-side that had been
freely used throughout the spring. It was not, how-
ever, of the orthodox Warwick make, but we suppose
Messrs. Hornsby's simplified and improved plough, as

adapted for Scottish tastes. It does its work
well, and is liked by the men after a little

experience with it. A Suffolk drill, unused for

years, had also been put in action by Mr. Peter, and a
field of 20 acres, drilled in one day, was finished in a

style which would pass muster even in Bedfordshire.

But we must now turn to the Angus '* doddies."

T. BoiDicJc.

CTo he contimted.)

we nau, uj ''^ .-,•' r gp^^^ several matters of
manager, an opportm^ity ot^seemg^s^^

Fnrfnnat^lv

« a' specierof in'terest' which is now less rare in
IS a species u^

^^^ Xn the controversy on what

interest connecie'd with the Hanghsf-- Fortu,>ate.^^

it

Scotland than it once was

Home Correspondence.
JBreionne or Brittany Cattle, from the Frovince of

Bretagne in France,—With reference to a paragraph
in your last week^s Paper, dated June 30, under the
head of " Breton Cows," the following particulars

may be interesting to your corresjlbndent "Enquirer,"
as well a^i to others who have noticed this breed of
cattle. The first time of their being brought under
public notice in this country occurred nearly two years
ago, when the Illustrated London Neios published
an account of the import.itiou of a herd of Brctonne
cows by the Messrs. Baker of Chelsea, and gave a
drawing o( a group of them in the same Number. I have
been informed that Messrs. Baker, were induced to try
thig experiment from having seen some specimens off-he

breed in the possession either of the ex-Queen of France
at Claremont, or the Due d'Aumale at Twickenham; I
forget which' Since that time Messi^, Baker have
regularly imported them, and constantly announced
their arrivals' in the advertisement columns of the
Times, The herds thus imported are said to be sele ted

by Mr. Baker himself in their native countrj. and I

suppose are shipped by him from St. Malo to Wey-
moutli. In the Times of Thursday las'} there appeared

an advertisement of "pure Bhttmy cows'' and a

" Brittany bull," imported by Mr. John Prentice, t bs

sold by auction at Birmingham on the 29th June.

Until 1 sa«.- that advert'sement I was under the imprea-

slm that Messrs. Baker of Chelsea were the sole, as they

certainly were the nrst, importers. At the recent
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Niitional and General Agricultural Exhibition at Paris

there were no fewevtlian 114 entries of Bretonne cattle;

and these were reported to be an excellent show. Your
correspondent suggests a cross between the Bretonuc and

the West Highlander, with a view to " feeding

qnalilies." I am told that even the pure-blooded

Bretonne ox, like the Shetland, will attain a size and

weight that would be scarcely credited by anybody

•who has seen only the Lilliputian cows and still more

Lilliputian bulls of this breed. Tlie Bretonne cattle are

remartably hardy, and will thrive upon the coarsest

and worst kind of pasture. In fact, in this country, it

would not be easy for tbem to find any pasture that is

not superior to that of their own native hills. Their

strong constitutions, coarse propensities in feeding, and

remarkable docility, would mat:o the Bretonne cow

admirably fitted to be a poor man's cow, to be tunied

out to pasture In lanes or upon commons and waste

lands. There would be no fear of tlieir straying or

breaking through fence?:, but their price is far beyond

the poor man's reach at present. As to their milking

properties, speaking from nay own experience as well

as that of several of my friends who have tried them,

I cannot say much in their favour with regard either

to quality or quantity. Tlie quality of their luilk is

certainly very inferior to that of the Channel Islands

cow ; and the quantity is not in proportion to the food

consumed as compared with either the Alderney or

the Short-horn. With a view to improve the

milking properties, I am trying a cross between tlie

Bretonne cow and the Alderney bull. The Bretonne
cuttle on the mainland are said to be descended from

the same stock as the neighbouring breed in the Channel

Islands, to which they bear a strong resemblance in

form, though not in size or colour. Tiie bleakuess

and barrenness of the country to which tliey belong is

thought to account for their having degenerated to

their present diminutive size, like the cattle of the

Shetland Isles, and like the sheep and ponies of Wales,

with which last-named country the inhabitants of

Brctagne claim the connection of a commoa origin and
a kindred language. Needicood Forest, Staffordshire.

Kerry versus Breton Cotes,— I have seen some of the

Breton cows ynur correspondents inquire about, and
think them delicate for this countrv, as it is natural

they should be, coming from a more southern climate.

If small hardy cows are wanted for villa residents,

Korries would be by far the most suitable, and if a
demand was to spring up could be supplied in London
at three and fotir years old, ready to calve, at about 10/.

a head ; they could be kept on one-third of tlie keep of

wise become unmanageable without a double set of
|

hands, utensils, and presiea for the express purpose. It
|

is questionable too whether the Sabbath cannot be
;

better observed by rising early for the purpose of

making cheese, than by making it necessary to drive

moral, and physical character of those humbler persons

who neither make speeches nor write. W. G.

ca'eties.

h

BOYAL AGBICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
A MONTHLT Council was held on the 4th inst., Lord

Walsingham, President, in the chair. Present -. the

Earl of Powis, Lord Portman, Lord Tredegar, Sir E.

Hulse, Bart., the Hon. Col. Hood, the Hon. W. G.

Cavendish, M.P., Mr. T. Raymond Barker, Mr.

Bramston. M.P., ^fr. Brandreth, Col. Challoner, Sir.

Foley, M.P., Mr. Frere, Mr. Pisher Ilobbs, 'Mi\

Humberstone, M.P,, Mr. Milward, Mr. Torr, and Mr,
Wightwick, ilayor of Canterbuiy.
The following new members were elected ;

—
Earl of WincliiUea, Eiistwell Park, Ashford
Enrl Grosvenor, M.P., 25, Priucea Gato
Sir John Montague Burgoyne, Bart., Sutton, Potton, Beds.
Sir Walter Charles James, Bart., BettesUanger, Sandwicti
>Irs Cadngan, Brenkbnrn Priory, &[orpetb.

Philip Halse, JloUand, South ilolton
Joseph Ruston, Lincoln
Major Deerles, Hillbnvst Farro, TTythe
Thomas Phillpotts, Risca, Newport, Monmoiitlishire
Edward C. Tompsou, Dromenag:h, Iver, Bucks
William Robinson, Hcatley, Lymm, Cheshire
Mark Taylor, Cleeve, Goring, Reading
Gerard Barton, Fnndenhall, Norfolk
Lieut. -Colonel T. Arthur, Misterton Hall, Lutterworth
Thomas Kibble, Greon Trees, Tnnbridge
E. H. Lyon Winder, Vacnor Park, Beirica, Shrewsbury
Douglas Brown. 15, Hertford Street, May Fair, London
Charles Frederick Clcmsjnts, Hasraond's Lod^e, East Iloathly
Michael Lewis Brown. Cliff Ville, Stoke-on-Trent
Thomas Boatock, 9, Hill Farm, Burslem
Thomas Wood, Littleton, Chertsey.

The names of Candidates for election were then
read.

FiyrAN-CBS.—The Hon. Colonel N'elson Hood presented

the report of the Finance Committee, from which it

appeared that the current cash balance in the hands of

the bankers on June 30th vais 3Gi7/. Gs. lOd. The
Secretary's rcooipts had been duly examined by Messrs.

!

Quilter, I»aU k, Co., and Were fouud correct, Messrs.
|

j

Ilauimond & Co., of Canterbury, had consented to act

an ordinary cow, nor is hay or a house necessary to them ! iis bankers to the Society during the period of the forth-

in wiutor. 1 have known one, Tiot \ii\;ch tulh-r thau a , coming show.
goat, give 21 nnarts of milk a day ; but with their first I VETETtTNATtY.

—
"Mr. Thomas Raymond Barker, V.P.,

calf miirht be fairly estimated to give 12 quarts. Tliere presented the report of the Veterinary Committee :

—

is one -ly inches hi^^^h in a stable in town, which gavo
that when first j)ut up, and now, fed upon hay, gives
'8 quarts. Ansicerer.

Cheshire and Shro^sJiire.—When will the preserva-

tion of game he reduced within reasonable limits ? lu
the north-western counties of England this pracLicc is

carried out at a great Sacrifice to rural morality. Shrop-
shire is a f^rcat game-prescrviug and coursing- county,
while Cheshire is ndted for itsgame-preservhigand fox-

hunting peafcry. The north-west is not alone in this

matter, nor (to our observations bear out that (he
gentlemen of the north-west are all strict gsimc pre-

servers. But in behalf of agricultural progress and
success, and in the name of those who promote the
well-being of their humble fellow ci'eatures by the I'prce

of example aa well as precept, we protest agaiiist that I

The Committee report that they consider the arrangement
j

for the visits of the Vetcvinary Inspector to be capable of
material improvement, as tlie nacmbei-s generally do not avail

themselves of the advantages of advice as now offered to them
by the Society.

It appears to the Comraittco that the present reg"uIatioiis

lead to niinecessary delay in obtaining th>! assistance of the
Veteriiiaiy Inspector, and that it further appears to the Com-
mittee that if a ftxe^i scale of fees for the Inspector's visits and
consultations cmild be arrange!, it would be far moro satis-

factory. The system to bo based on the same principle as that
now existintj in reference to the Consulting Chem ist of the
Society,

~~— m^ - ^

A letter was read from Mr. Brandreth Gibbs^ Hon.
Director of the Show, reporting the completion of the

Show-yard at Canterbury, with more than the ordinary

attractions to visito:*s.

"A request having been made by the Smithsonian

strict preservation of game, which offers so many temp-
tations to peasant?, which is so expensive and so

destructive. This is one of the most important seasons;

of the year to the gamekeeper. At one place we ob-
serve that harea, leverets, *«h1 rabbits are thick ; and,

almost everywhere chapters of lamentations are oitedl

in respect to tlie badness of the weather for young
pheasants and partridges. N'ow, a keeper has "strict-

orders to look after the birds;" nnd then another liaal

"strict orders about the hares."

Institution, of New York, for the back numbers of the

Society's Journal, with a view of placing them in the

library of that Institution, the same was granted.

The Council then adjourned to its Weekly Meetin

on the 25th inst.

.-»•

o

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL MEETIXQ AT CANTERBURY.
Thnrsdaif, JuJ%f 5.^—The absence of the principal

machine makers from the meeting is to some extent

comp'.tnsated by the exhibition of their machinerySo it goes on
till bailiCfs or rpen are coinplnined of to their 'throngh^the general agents, who occupy so large a
employers for scarhip rooks nnd wood - pigcOnsj portion of the yard. It ia however obvious in an
OIT Potatoes, Barley, Peas, or Cabbage.—In the^e- j unusually quiet condition of the trial ground wheie
north-western provinces whe\-e mudi of the labrtm* is

j

steam engii^es, threshing machmea, ciinti-cuttera, &c., are
devoted to cheese, there 1ms also been much breath ?^ndjbein'_^ ttfied. 'And it is in these classes of implements
ink expended for some time past ou the imnioniiity of i tliat^the principal ititerest of this year's competition is

chc'esemaking on the Sabbath. It may be a work of concentrated.

The manvfaclure of Reapers and Mowers is in the
Tiarul:-; of a iew who rual;o them alone, and excepting

the ab^Jcnce of the more
„.... ( does not aflect the exhibi-

tion so far as these are concerne<l. There is accord-

ingly a very fair representation of the present state of

our i-eaping machinery. Messrs. Burgess it Key, Cran-

stoun,Cnthbcrt, Keliard, Dray,andotliers exhibit. Cuth-

hert's and Dray's deliver by hand, the others arc self-

necessity, or it may not. The dairy farmer?, who ought
to know their own biisincsg best, ?ay (hat ifc is at this „. ,. .„ ^
time of the year. On some estiites however, cheese- t^CrosskiU's (l^ell's) madiin'
making on a Snnday is forbidden by a special i^latise in general implement-makers
leases. In many of the local agricultural societies
'jjfizes are given for cheese only to those farmers who do
not make cheese on a Snnday, or special prizes are
volunteered by Sabbath cheescmaking aboIitionTsfs,

for the flirmers who confine their practice to sbc days in

the week. No one can raise a voice aganist making the
I -ncting. Burgess & Key adopt the well-known screw

Sabbath as much a d:iy of perfect rest as the order of
Kature will allow. But before ihe speechi

^
Tetter-writing bv these landlords can'have any Influence
of ^^

necessity

p. ?^nn(!ay. C nva want milking on a Sunday, as mncU
i!..Ia^"'^^ ^ y^^i"? ^pheasants" and p^rtridees Want

i impressive order, they must show that' there is a
33ity for ptiicthing in the art of game preserving on

delivery, which lays the cut com in a swathe, Hellard
j

aims at tlie same result through a horizontal web, with a
|

revolving piece next the knives, tending more effeetnally

to lay the corn, as it is cut, on to this web. And there is

morc(5verastr;tneuibrac:ngthoweb and extending l>Gyond

it by which the head of the corn is carried further

that! the civ6 eml, so tliat it is thus laid in. swathe

Craustoun (Wood's) delivering of themselves the~coi^
in swathe and in sheaf respectively, and Cuthbert'a and
Dra}''s delivering by hand in bundles. In the
Grass field again Craustoun and Burgess & Key are
the best, and the former will take precedence of the
latter here, in the general estimation,just asit foUowsthe
latter according to the general judgment of their rela-
tive merits in the corn-field. As a combined mower and
reaper it is probably yet unrivalled.

Let me here correct an impression which your Paris
report may have left upon your readers that the reaper
and mower to which the French jury awarded the'r
pi'incipal prize was not Cranstoun's (Wood's) machine
On the contrary, it was in every respect the same as the
American maehiue sold by Craustoun, exceptiiis that
wheels had been added by its French exhibitor for the
more easy removal of the tool from place to place; and
this addition, which perhaps fitted it more porfcctly to
the circumstances of French agriculture, induced it&

preference over the machine without wheels, which was
liowcvcr in every other respect identical with it.

The addition of a self-acting delivery to this machine-
ia the greatest novelty iu reapers which there is to
report. It is very simply eflected: the quadrangular
board, on which the corn falls as it is cut, has pulleys at
its four corners, and around these pulleys a chain
revolves worked by simple means from the interior of the
driving-wheel of the machine. At the corner next the
standing corn and farthest from the cutters, beyond
indeed the receiving-board, there is a slot, through
which a long, slender wooden rod passes loosely; the
other end of this rod is fastened to the chain siuround-

ing this receiving-board ; and at this fastened end it is

furnished with the fingers of a hand. As the chain

revolves, this rod it is plain traverses the whole upper
surface of the board as the hand goes round its edge,

sweeping whatever may be lying on it olf at that

corner farthest from the standing corn and nearest to

the track of horses. This it does effectually, whatever

the shortness or the length of the corn may be, and the

rapidity of its movement beir.g adapted to a heavy crop

the driver has the power of stopping its ^York, and

letting it go again as he pleases, so as to allow a sheaf to

accumulate on the board when the crop is ligiit. The

apparatus delivered its sheaves very well on tiie light

Rye crop where it was tried.

A poor thin standing crop of Rye is however not the

best adapted for testing the powers of a reaping

machine, and the judges had a roller up to flatten it

and puzzle the reapers if possible with difficult work.

This they succeeded in doing in some of the Ciises,

A fuller account of these trials and machines will be

given next week. Meanwhile, it may suflice to sav

that Burgess & Key, Cranstoun, or Cuthbert, and Pray
in the corn field—and Cfanstoun and Burgess & Key
in the Gra^s and Clover—are the only maolunes which

require spccinl nanilng. What the report of the judges
will be is not yet known. ^^

Steam Ploughs.—Tlie only other field implements on

trial arc the steam ploughs. Eddington's somewhat
cumbrous arrangement of windlass carrying an ordinary

engine at either end of tbe furrow, and dragging a

Fowler's plough to and fro—Beard's very comnendions

and neatly packed combined engine and windlass, with

pulleys at the four corners of its work — Fowler's

powerfuT^nglneahd well arranged combined windlass

with travelling anchors at the further end—and another

to which reference will be made next week, arc tbe

only representatives of steam cultivation preseut.

Smith's grubber is not here ; and there is no attempt

at rotary cultivation ; although the circumstauces of t^e

soil would have been favourable to its success, Tbe

steam-drawn ploughs have all been at work to-day on a

sloping field of easy soil. On future days they are

to be tried on a more uneven surface and ratljer heavier

land. So far ns good ploughing is concerned. Fowler's

machinery is now amply proved to be perfectly

successful; and the Woolston farm with many others

in the country prove the equal success of Smiths

common engine, windlass, and grubber.— The trials of barn and other machinery are inpr(>

gresa within the trial yard to-day, and will be reported

on when finished. Mr. Amos and his dynamometer)

which after all is the only adequate judge of the per-

formance, are busily engaged in determining thetr

merits, so far as quuntity of power and time employe
and Tjuantity of work accomplished are concenieo.

Mr. Druce and others of agricultural experience ««
taking account of the quality of the work done, and

between them some safe index will be obtained for the

guidance of purchasers.
These are tlie onTv classes of machines yet in the

hands of the judges* and the mowing and reaping

trials alone have as yet approached completion. The

mowers have been much more severely tested than the

reapers, but the efficiency of both in the order already

given may be considered tu-oved.— Among the novelties on the ground to-day arcj

combined cultivator and weed burner, which proposed

to scarify the ground, remove tho filth, burn
'^•/J'?

distribute its ashes ! The exhibitor had not tried m
macbiiie before it came on the ground, and no one w>»

r^^r ti^ID"''*!
^^^- ^^t-^sant foijd ' would i^t

j
at right angles to the line in which it lies. The machine

wiU tura^" ^T "" Saturday niglit, "but milk (did not however make good woHc. The four bestwur befor*. Monday morning, or othc • machines in the corn-field arc Burgess & Key's and

was exhibited at work. Its dtlivcry of sc^d

be altere'd \A quantity at will, and may be ^
tributed amonir two Or three furrows at any iut*^

I
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^^"Tontinecl to one. It Is effected by clock-work,

,y-I]ich is obviously a less satisfactory plan tbim the

ordinary method of making it clcpentlent on the driving

jheel of the machine, and thus intlependent of the rate

it
which the draught horses walk. An application of

the same principle to a hand-drill delivering seed as the

(Offer wallis along the furrow is much more likely to

be useful ; and this the exliibitor offers for sale at a

ffice lilicly to command custom.

f]ie general arra7Uj€me)its for ilie Slioio seem to

lusua'lly perfect. The yard is conveniently near 1

I

I

be

nousiittiiY jitii^'v.v. j.iit jiiiv.L la i,ijii» ciiiciitij in_iii the

town and the trial grounds are close b3\ Refreshment

nis, left luggage office, post-office and writing roomj

telegraph office, and the railway close at hand for tlie

delivery of stock and cattle, leave nothing to be desired.

The opportunities of seeing are unusually abundant.

The implement yard open four days of the week

—

the cattle yard for three and a lialf, and two
of the days for a shilling entrance fee—a general

dinner, though on a small scale—and the general

meeting one day earlier in the week—are all

improvements on the past. Whether in so outlying, a

town as Canterbury anything like the success of the

last tffo years can be achieved remains to be proved.

It can hardly be expected. But the usefulness of the

Society may be even greater in those districts where
comparative difficulty of access leads to a narrower and
more limited agriculture, than where greater facility of

intercourse, with other favouring circumstances, have
already conferred a high agricultural rank.

t

The Society of Aets.—At the recent anniversary
meeting Mr. Disraeli, M.P., referred thus to the
history of this Society :—Gentlemen, it is more than 100
jears ago since the Society which is now assembled under '

this roof was established. A century is no mean period
eren in the life of a nation, A hundred years ago and
the French Revolution had not only not occurred, but
was not even contemplated by philosophers. England
100 years ago had not conquered India ; and
Australia, it may be said, was not even discovered. The '

application of steam power to the practical purposes of
life a hundred years ago, and all those inventions of

science that have aided and animated the industry of
man, did not exist. We should remember these circum-
stances; we should not forget these things when we
attempt to appreciate the position of those men who
100 years ago associated themselves together to form
a Society to encourage Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce. That association was soon successful. It

poon exercised an influence upon opinion, though in
r^se days it was limited in its range. It soon cxei-ci&ed

f a beneficial effect upon the industry and invention of
tbe country. As years rolled on, those influences
became more extensive, those effeets became mere
consulerabl e. Eut as time advanced this Society
declined; having declined, it decayed, and only 14 or
15 years ago, a very small section in the history of an
institution that has flourished so long, even its existence
was a question. But just at that moment, when all

sfiemed dark and desperate, this Society revived in an
extraordinary manner, affected public opinion at a
period and in an age when public opinion was omnipo-
tent, conceived and carried out a great enterprise,
which still commands the admiration and the fond rer

collectlou of the world.
Kow, gentlemen, what was the cause of your

oecay ? What was the principle of your revival ?

It appears to me that upon this, I believe, the 106th
tniiiversary of your existence, instead of exchang-
ing mutual compliments and congratulations, it

would not be unwise, or inexpedient, to endeavour to
ascertain what was the cause of your decline—what
^as the principle that gave you revival and suc-
cess. I remember some years ago finding myself
™ what I have always considered the most forlorn
position which humanity can occupy—tliat is passing a
rainy day in a country inn, and the only resource I found,
on that occasion, happened to be an odd volume of the
Transactions of your Society. It was a volume which
described the proceedings of your Society at nearly the
commencement of the present century, when half the
period of your existence had passed, when perhaps the
^"lluence of the Society was probably the most con-
S'aerable, and when no doubt it exercised a very beuefi-
ciai effect upon the industry of this country. And at
tfiat tune, in the earliest part of the Breseut century,
ifie efforts of thii Society were verf important. It
ouered numerous prizes, of considerable amount, for

its !ff''"f'^^^"'^2i
""^ *^« v^^*if>"s objects which engaged

»ts attention. These were divided into sections.

!

of th^wf''!''" ^^'^^''^ "^J^^ts which it was the wish

rememb^th f

.

k ^"^«^V^S« «n<i to develope ; and I

th^enPrJ^n? i^ff
^'"^ ""^'^^ tl^e proportion in which

. nXd ° T
^^ ^^^ ''T^^ «f the Society wore tl

nlantJn; f'f V^^* ^ ^'''^'^ 51 l»eads relating

somethh..?t ^'h'^'^T' ^^^^^t 25 to the fine Srts;

Sd nZ ^^' 20 for tfie encouragement of chemistry
'^neralogy; about 10 or 12 for mechanic^

len

to

menta for the application of your resources were wise
and satisfactory. But great changes have occurred
since that period : take husbandry and farming for
example. There is hardly any language that can
express the colossal advances which have been made by
agriculture as a science during the last 25 years in
Kngland ; and agriculture is a jealous mistress, and
requires the devotion of tliose who attempt to en-
courage her efforts and to guide her fortunes. Agri-
culture has now in this country a Society entirely
devoted to her development and improvement. It has
its own . exhibitions. It publishes its Transactions,
which for information and criticism are not inferior in
any point to the transactions of any learned society

ever made public. So it is with the various branches
of science. Your predecessors 50 or 60 years ago, at

the culminating point of your success, did a great deal

in encouraging chemistry and mineralogy ; hut science

in all time has opened up new branches, ha? developed
itself in new forn.s, and requires for each of these
classes its own institution, its own means of illustration,

and it will not be satisfied with the partial assistance

and favour which may be granted to it by a society
which from its very oiigin aud title is of a miscellaneous
and almost universal character. I can easily under-
stand that nnder these circumstances, the position of

affairs being so changed from the time when you were
first formed and when you first flourished, there should

have been a great decline, and subsequently' a great

decay in your fortunes. But happily, gentlemen, tliere

was one subject which, while others were appreciated

by the country and obtained the patronage of special

associations, was not thus taken up, and which this

Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures,

and Commerce, had the quickntss of perception to see

was neglected? although inferior to none in importance,

and that it must, if properly developed, exercise a very
great effect upon the fortunes of this countri'. That
was a subject which was least thought of 50 or GO years

ago, namely, the manufactures of this country. That
was the subject to which, 50 or 60 years ago, this

Society only devoted half-a-dozen premiums, and M-ith

the utmost desire to assist and patronise the efforts of

that industry, it could only find six sections under
which it could apportion its rewards. Fourteen or

fifteen years ago, when you were on the eve of your
extinction, you fortunately recognised this great truth :

you found out that this Society had a mission to fulfil,

and that mission was to educate the artisan of England.
It wag then you discovered that in educating the
artisan of England, you improved the manufactures of
England ; and that in improving the manufactures of
England, you were rapidly stimulating and strengthen-
ing, diffusing and increasing the commerce of England;
and it was from tliat period that youi' prosperity
revived. From the moment that you recognised that
there was one great mission to fulfil which no society
had accepted—the moment that you made up your
minds to fulfil that mission—the moment that you felt

that in increasing the knowledge, refining the taste,

and advancing the skill of the English artisan, you
were in fact improving the manufactures of your
country, and by thus improving its manufactures, in-

creasing its commerce—from that moment, you occu-
pied a position which enabled you to ijifiueuce public
opinion, and if you adhere to that principle, it will still

greatly advance the fortunes of this Society.

MR. BOLDEN'S SALE AT SPRIJfGFIELD HALL,
LAXCASTER.

TTiursday, JvXy 5.—Mr. Strafford this day disposed

of the selection from Air. Biilden's herd of which an
account was given last week at page 607. A large and
distinguished company were present ; and high prices

was realised, the purchases going to Cumberland, Mon-
mouthshire, Yorkshire, Sussex, Essex, Kent, Oxford-

shire, &c., as well as to the Netherlands and Australia.

Fourteen cows and heifers realised 1340?., or upwards
of 97/. a-piece. Nine heifer calves and yearlings fetched

605/. 11*., or 67/. each.

Of the bulls, "Prince Imperial/* 4 years old, was
sold to Mr. Logan for 168Z. A yearling bull "Cannon"
fetched 85/. \s. Four bull calves fetched 289Z. 16s., or

72?. 9*. a-piece, one of them, 6 months old, bought by
Mr. Bailey, Cii'encester, realising no less than 13GZ. 10s.

The highest prices among the cows and heifers were
173Z. 5s. for "Waterloo 20th," bought by :Mr. Lampson
of Sussex; 141Z. 15s. for "Waterloo * 21st," bought
by Mr, Harrisou; 131?. 5s. for a yearling heifer,
" Waterloo 24th," boagbt by Mt M'Intosh ; and, con-

sidering its age, 50 guineas for "Waterloo Slst," one

month old. The stock was iii capital condiiiou, and

the older cows, which hare prored such prolific breeders,

fetched good prices. And so we have anotlier Ulnstra-

tion of the estimation in which KU-kienwi iigtnjj Wood

ISl llPiil

Mr Eolden's •' Duchesses,** nine fn number, for wliitit

:

we understand he bus refused 3000 guineas were ex-

hibited near the ground, the lUjble nucleus ot a future

herd.

no
our

iwubt that that disposition of tlie resources of vuur

i2!W,**^*t »i.f«Jg»tten in the present day, that the
f ^iculture of Engknd is much indebted ip this Society
^erc IS no doubt that at that time, all those arrange

An TJssav on the Adv^^e^ of the Application of\

sZ7nkZrZhe CuUivation of Zand, Gloucester:

'Srauth '^of this n.fal little tract ^^jes well of

the farming community. If no practical farmer him-

,

self, Mr. Helps, like Falstaff, may be the cause of good
farming in others, or if complimented on his proficiency
as a scholar .in the art, msiy retort with Lingo,
" Scholar ! I am a master of scholars ! " and well will it
be if his scholars are wise enough to avail themselves of
the bints given them by such a master. Boja,
ponder well such sentences as this -.

—

" On our stiff clays, in many seasons, it is not the
increase of crop, it is a question of crop or no crop, for
in many instances the application of steam power will
enable the farmer to cultivate his land and get a Wheat
crop, which he could not by any other power obtain."

Mr. Helps seems to be just fresh from the perusal of
"The Chronicles of a Clay Farm," the following passage
from wljich will be read with very different feelings by
those who have been taught to regard the plough as
the very sheet anchor of British agriculture, and any
departure from the poet's injunction,

** Te generous Britons, venerate the plough,"

as a formidable and dangerous heresy :

—

** I say the plough has sentence of death written upon
it, because it is essentially imperfect. What it does, is

little towards the work of cultivation, but that little is

tainted by a radical imperfection—damage to the sub-

j

soil, which is pressed and hardened by the share, in an
! exact ratio with the weight of soil lifted, ;p?«s that of

I

the force required to effect the cleavage, and the weiglit

of the instrument itself.

"Were there no other reason for saying it than this,

this alone would entitle the philosophic machinist to

: say, and see, that the plough was never meant to be
immortal. The mere invention of the subsoller is ft

standing commentary on the mischief done by the

I
plough.—Rank heresy, says our neighbour Practical.

—

Flat burglary as ever was committed ! roars out the

village Dogberry. Do away with the plough indeed

!

j

Stufiand nonsense ! Is not * the plough, the shuttle, and
the fiail ' one of our standing toasts at all shows and

j

sheep shearings ? Why, the world would stand still

without 'em.
" Appalling enough, to be sure ; and yet more unlikely

things have come to pass without any such dreadfiil

result. What's become of the shuttle ? Ask the power-
loom weaver. Who uses a flail that can buy, hire, or
borrow a threshing machine?

•*So much for two-thirds of your favourite toast, and
the remaining third, the plough, will soon follow, or I
am the more mistaken. All tlu*ee are superseded by
Steam, that mighty power, which, at an enormons
diminution of cost, has multiplied our national resources

I

to an extent far beyond my powers of calculation."
" Apply steam," says Mr. Helps, " to the cultivation of

land, and you bring the most powerful, the most con-
trollable, the most accurate, and at the same time the
most economic^ 1 servant to the noblest work, aud the
advancement of the most necessary and useful science

j
known to man, a science on which the very existence
of man depends."

Neither in this passage, nor in any other part of hig

useful little essay, does the writer enter on more than
the general question of steam cultivation. He does not
hiy before us any particular method of applying the
power, but contents himself with a general recommenda-
tion of a trial in re Steam versus Horse-power. Now our
excellent friend the Chronicler of the Clay Farm, as we
have already shown, goes much beyond this. Equally
sanguine with Mr. Helps as to the advantages of steam,
he is no friend to ploughing by steam. It is with him
a waste of power :

" Whenever it is applied to till the
earth, it will antiquate every instrument that cultivates

by traction, because traction is not only not necessary
to CuUivation, but is inherently mischievous on other
grounds, apart from the clumsiness, inaccuracy, and
incoaipleteness of the work it turns out." And further,
"Again and again be it repeated, that it is not ploughing
neither is it digging that we want. These are only
means, what we want is the end : we care not for the
process- Give me a seed-bed : show me the soil

comminuted, aerated, and inverted 6 or 8 inches deep,
and I will not ask vou how it came so. What does
that matter p " * « # " If the farmer or the gardener
could only have his seed-bed made ready for him as fine

^ a new mole heap, or to any ot)ier coarser texture
according as he wants, do you think he would care
whether the soil had been first cut into longitudinal
strips plough fashion, or into square cubes spade fashion,

before it was finally granulated for his use ? " * * *
"It is a solecism in art as well aa science to attempfe

to yoke steam on to a plough. There is no affinity

between them, any more than between a horso and a
spade. I have found it inexpreasibly difficult to get
this leading postulate clearly, and once for all under-
stood. Till it is so it is hopeless to attempt to proceed.

The idea of an instrument to be dragged through the
soil as a plough is from one end of a field to another,

poisons more or less, not every, but nearly every effort

towards steam cultivation I have seen. How diffieuit

it is to unlearn !"

We need not extend these quotations. Those who have

read the ''Chronicles"—as whohas not ?—are aware that

the author pins his faith not on traction but on circahw

motion, as the one thing needtul to carry out the

principle of »teara cultivation. In bringing these two

writers mto juxtaposition, our only object h;i8 been the

better elucidation of a subject of growing importance

to the agricultural community, and we hope this Biotrve

will justify us iu the opinion of both gcnUemen. S, T*
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Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
North Shropshire: Juh'. 28.

—

Mr. Puvch'g paternal sym-
pathy for scboolboys miglit have an agricultural interpretation

given to it ;

—

** Fmit—don't you wish that you raay get
With all this precious cold and wet—
"Wind^ thunder, lij^htning, hail, and rain?

Oh^ when will it be fine again?'*

After passing through many miles of country in the north-west

of England and the borders of Wales» I can add my testimony

to the unpromir^ing state of agricultural crops from the rain of

the last seven weeks, and a sky so generally cloudy that it is a

matter for special comment when the sun shines. Here we
are at the end of June, and the earth cold and sopped, with

the sky still darkened by clouds and torrents of rain falling.

Tuesday was the only guaimer-like day I have had a taste of,

but this was partial, it appears, for reports say that at Shrews-

bury, Oswestry, and on the Welsh side the strong wind was
accompanied with heavy rains. Yesterday (Wednesday) waa
more like a general rain. In Shropshire and Cheshire it rained

hard for six hours, washing previously galled roads still more,

and adding to the dep6t of '' washsand" and mud between
Turnip and Mangel ridges. On all kinds of heavy or un-
drained lands, as may l>e judged, the crops have a most
dejected appearance. Wheat has not "tillered" at all, and
the cold earth or rank weeds may be seen between rows, or
(where thiu) patches, and although the season has so far

advanced in these districts there is not the appearance of even
an enlaivement for an ear, so that let whatever weather follow,

the third week of August may be safely reckoned as the time
when Wheat on heavy lands can be fit for the harvestman.
This applies to the north of Shropshire, the south of Denbigh-
shire, and the same of Cheshire, For it is said that on the
tidal banks|of the Dee vegetation is usually a fortnight or;

three weeks forwarder, than more inland and southern districts
and towards Shrewsbury where Wheat and Barley were sown
early on light soil, ears are slowly making an appearance-
By chance a piece of Wheat may be seen half or three-qtmrters
**ont," and Barley shows much of the whole length of itshcad,
These instances are however only exceptional. Shropshire may
be termed a Barley county, and it may be said, as a whole, to
look well, and if too great a chauffo in the weather should not
follow, a good quantity and quality may be expected. Here,
too, Mangels and Turnips surpass neighbouring and more
northern and eastern districts. Mangels are fit for singling
(late, too, for the end of June), and some Swedes are fit for the
hoe- Caution, however, need be observed in this opei'ation^ and
it may be advisable to defer singling Tnruips^ and to provide a
few ducks to the acre for clearing grubs off, as they come to a
diatinctive size No doubt they will appear to a greater or
less extent, and to single plants at once is a dangerous prac-
tice. My favourite counter-agents are ducks. The shows for
bay en light soils are certainly heavy ; they are good too on the
sandstone where the pastures or fields are not low and flat.

Some cases of flooding have occurred on very low lands, but
not to a serious extent, for the rain generally has been con-
tinous rather than stormy. It is to be hoped a fair July will
come for us, when the face of things would bo much altered.
Perhaps the coming comet may create a diversion, and cause
rain clouds to diaperKO^

Kotices to CorrespondenlB.
CuicORT yoR Grazing : G R A. The soil should be prepared by
thorough cleuilng early in ftpring. and a good coat of rotten
dxmg applied- Drill 4 Ibft, of seed per acre in March in rows
9 inclies apart. iSinglo them out when 5 inches high to 6
inches apart. The crop will continue luxuriant under good
managonient for six or eight years. After full growth is

obt;iincd cut it down before flowering and carry it to stock
in tho house. It may also be depastured with shccj), but the
other is the more productive use of it.

EidORATiOK ; MiffTatorif. We are unable to answer your
question. You had ixstter acquire experience on tho spot
before investing your capital : and we should recommend
avoi< ing any partnership except one made thereafter expe-
rience ^th of the work and of one another under it.

Green MANtmiKo: A Subscriber. There is nothing of more
rapid growth for the purpose than Mustard. It will be ready
for that purpose— i.tf,, just before it breaks into bloom—about
seven weeks after sowing in good weather.

To CovFR Boards : Butch Bam. Croggon's or McXeill's felt is

usually placed orer boanis, and^ occasionally dressed^ makes
a good and permanent roof.

Trottrl Plant; G J S, says;—"Twenty-five years since I
planted roots given me by that name in good land, having
seen bheep, cattle, and pigs stall-fed upon the leaves in
summer in Ireland, and I was told (and as it appeared) suc-
cessfully. I was i\Uo told that donkeys (which are very
numerous in that country) were very partial to them.
Nothing would touch them on my firm in Yorkshire, and
they ha. e ever since defied all atterat>tfl to bo eradicated.
It is the Symphytum tuberosum, a Comfrcy,"

Turkeys: J Richmond^ Qna^^jf Honte. Your turkeys h;ive the
gnpes; theyarise from impure water, from wantof condition,
or from neglect. The cure :s to take a tail feather, to atrip
it within an inch of the end, and having dipi>ed it in turpen-
Une to put it down the windpipe of the sufferer until it is
stopped. The disease derives its name from the act or habit
of f^pintf, and this is cau?aedby tho constant endeavour of
the pati?-nt to rid itself of numerous email red worms that
have taken up their abode in its windpipe. They cause that
which human bcinps call "tickling in the throat" The
feather being intro<.luced till it meets resiBtance kUlg the
worms by the turpentine. And thereby heals the disorder.
If no turpentine be at hand, use tho feather without it, and
when it ha.s rou^^hed tho end twirl it sharply round j^everal
times and withdraw it quickly, the worms will be found
entangled in the feather Care must be taken to insert the
fuatber in the windpipe, not the gullet, as the latter is far
easier than the fovraer, Kain orstrignant water will cause
them. Strong biirlg shake the disorder uff, Init if they are
sickly it lays hold on them. Salt mixed with their food is
an cxceHout thing. The disorder is one to which chickens
only are subject, and if they can bear up against it for a
certain time they overcome it For this reason stimulants
are often very profibibly used, and none is more eflScacious
or more prompt in its ftctioii than strong beer, good old
strong a!e, in which bread is steeped and then thiovvn to the
turkeys. If care be taken at the same time to substitute
gDod fresh spring water for that which has been stagnant,
and if the bread and ale be frequently given, most of your
young turkeys will rally. Another year you may u'^.t have to
struggle against fcuch trjing weather, but you will always
have to guard f^ainstthe maternal stupidity of the parent
bird—she drags them to dt^ath. She should be kept under a
-ai|5« Tip or an empty china crate till the young arc six weeks
^^tJ^** V*^^^

confined in it every night, and till in the

ffvSr^fi t **^° ^^^ ^'^ V^^^r and the earth is dry. At
d-V^d^K^rr'"'^''^-,^ ^"? ^^ ^^*s th-ough heavy

IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.

PRICES PEB Lineal Yard, 24 inches high :

Size of

mesU.

2^ inch

2 inuli

Slostly used for

Light-

Hares, Dogs, Poultry

Game Netting

1| inch Small KahVits, Hares, &:c

1^ inch Smallest Rabbits

Japan-
ned.

6d.

Galvan-
ized.

h\d.

Medium.

Japan-I Galvan-

ned. ized.

4|c?. h\d*

4.%d. 6d.

Hd. G^d.

7ic2. 9rf.

Strong,

Japan
ned.

5d.

^d.
6d,

9d.

Galvan
ized.

Extra

7d,

nd,
\\d.

Japan-

ned.

U,
nd,

\\d.

strong.

Galvan-

ized.

M.

lOd.

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping
Ports in England; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland or Ireland.

Any width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices.

€3* Every description of Netting^ warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved wil)

be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

Illustrated Catalogue of Iron and Wire and Ornamental Fencing^ Hurdles, Gates, Wire Netting^

Garden Hollers and Engines, Fountains, Vases, ^c, on application,

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, GANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

GREENING & COMPANTS PATENT WIRE FENCES.

PATRONISED BY HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE CONSORT.

No. 1 a Variety. Proof against Horses, Cattle, and Sheep.

Specification.—Height 3 feet 9 inches. Six horizontal bars of stout Fencing Wire, strengthened amJ

supported by vertical bars at distances of 5 inches. Price 1*. per lineal yard.

"Avery great imprnvement m the mak«-of Wire Fences, by which they are rendered perfectly moveable—a vcrv grit •'
deiithraiicni"—Judges" Report, houth Lancashire Agricultural Show, 1^55.

GREKNUfa & Co.'fl ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE contains particulars of the ahove, and other Iron and

Wire Fences for Parks, Farms, Gardens, Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, &c,

Geeening & Co.'s STAND at Royal Agricultural Show, Canterbury, No. 106. .

GiiEE>'XKG & Co.'S Terms :—Monthly Accounts and Trade Discounts to large buyers, it

m' GREENING & CO., Victoria Iron and Wire Works, 81, Oxford Street, Manchester,

D E A N E & COMPANY S

HORTICULTITR AL TOOLS.
GARDEN ENGINES, Galvanised Iron. Vnce

555.. 65:?., 78^., 905., lOO*., 110^.

GARDEN ENGINES, Wood, 90*., IIO^., 138i.

FLOWER STANDS, 4*. 6d. each.

CAST IRON ORNAMENTAL FLOWEB
STANDS, to hold seven Vases, 27s.

DEANE'S MOWING MACHINES, with Boyd's

Patented Improvements, 41 17*. Gd., GL 6r-f

6^. 17*. Gd., 71. 7s.

GREEN'S PATENT MOWING MACHINES.

GREENHOUSE SYRINGES, 8*., 10*., 18*. Bd.

GARDEN ROLLERS, II. 14*. 6d., 21, 21. 12-'^

3/. 3*., 3^. 18*., 4Z.13*., 51. 12*., 71. 10*.

GARDEN STOOLS, 4?. 6d.

GARDEN SEATS, from 25*.

BOYD'S SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE, 10*. 6^'

WIRE WORK, 18 in., 4d. per yard run.

Sveri/ Implement for Garden use on the

lowest Terms.

5

DEANE'S NEW ILLUSTRATED APPLIC

DEANE'S, Opening to the Monument, London Bridge, E.G.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—Notice is hereby

ffiven that the next Ordinary Sleetincr of the Horticul-

tural Society, for the Election of Fellows, will be held at the

TWnspum of Science and Art, South Kensington, by permisBion

«f the Lord President of the Privy Council, on TUESDAY,
Julv 2' • the Chair to be taken at 1 o'clock p.m. On this

occasion a Ballot for Plants will also take place.

LIST OF PLANTS FOB BALLOT.

1, CUPRESSUS Macnabiana. One of the fmest of the new hardy

Califoniian Cypresses.

2 Abies Smithiana. A hardy coniferous tree.

s' Abies Menziesii. A hardy coniferous tree.

4.'poMADFRRis PHiLLYEE^FOLiA. A grcenhousc shmb from

Australia. * ,
i. u r

5. ScLEROTHAMNUS DIFFUSDS. A grcenhouse shrub from

Australia.
-u i. j-

6. Leptospebmum lanigertjm. A greenhouse shrub from
Australia.

7. EuRYBiA LTBATA. A gTcenhouse shrub.

g] Nekoali, or TTiU Banibooof the Pnnjnnb. A hardy Bamboo.

s", Calustemon olaucescens. a greenhouse shrub,

lo'. BBinr.EsiA spicata. A handsome Creeper from Mexico.
]j.' Syringa PiNNATiFiDA. From the Amoor river.

12. Uboskinneba. BPKCTJLBiLift, A stove shrub.

13. GOLDF'JSSIA ISOPHYLLA. A sttrvo oliiaib —

^

'

14. Senecio Tagetes. A stove plant from Mexico.
15* THTRSACANTnus RUTiLANS. A bcautiful stove plant.

16. Statice BRASSIC.EFOL1A. FroTH thc Canary Islands.

It. Ebanthemum pulchellum. a stove shrub, from India.

18. Begonia miniata. A stove herbaceous plant.

19, 'B^aoniKfuchsioideSfCrQssedhyacvjminata. A hybrid Begonia.

Fellows of the Societv desirous of obtaining any of the

plants to be balloted for, are requested, if life members of 40

guineas, or subscribers of 4 guineas a yenr, to name the four

sorts they would prefer ; or, if life members of 20 guinea-*, or

Bubscribers of 2 guineas a year, to name the two sorts they

would prefer. Should there be more applications for any

particular plant than the number available for distribution, a

BaJlot will theu take phice to determine which applicants are

to be supplied.
The arrangements for conducting the Ballot render it

necessary that the names or numbers prefixed to the plants to

be drawn for should he sent to the office of the Society. 8, St.

Martin's Place, y^.Q., on or before Satl'kday, July 21st,

after which date no applications can be attended to.

"W. B. Booth, Assistant Secretary.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
BEG XEATE TO OTFER THE FOLLOWIKG

CHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CARNATrOX, 12 choicest varieties.

BIZARRE, 10 seeds of each
Bo. do. FAMEUSE, do
Do. do. FLAKE, do
Do. do. YELLOW BIZARRE and

SELF, do
Do. do. YELLOW FLAKE do. ..

PICOTEES. 12 choicest var;*., WHITE GROUNDS, do.

YELLOW GROUNDS, do.

WHITE MARGINED, do.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS, do.' FANCY, do. ..

do. FLAKE, do. ..

do. BIZARRE, do. ..

PICOTEES do. do. ..

f*

»

»)

» t

Cd.

4
8 6

4
4
3

4
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
2 6
2 6

PICOTEE, extra fine, mixed
PERPETUAL . t »

2*,

2

HOLLYHOCK, 12 choice prize varieties 5

. „ splendid mixed ..

PERENNIAL PHLOX, 12 newest Varieties

„ „ finest mixed
WALLFLOWER, 12 double German varieties

„ double German mixed
HEARTSEASE, extra choice

PELARGONIUM, extra choice show and fancy vars.

» *

*

* 4

• «

1

8
1

2
1
1

1

ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed

1

6cl.

6

6

6
6PENTSTEMON, finest mixed

CALCEOLARIA, extra choice, spotted and blotched ..

CINERARIA, large flowered, brilliant colours, and
great variety

PRIMULA, finest fringed

CARTER'S

1

1
CARNATION, extra fine, mixed

PERPETUAL, do

For other Perennials for present sowing, atid directions for cultivation of the same, see

"GARDENZiRS' VADE MECCTIII," which will he forwarded post free on application to

JAMES CAHTEK & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, Hi^li HolTiorn, London, W,C.

COEDYLINE (BRACiENA) IHDIVISA,

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
Have the pleasure to announce that on the 1st of August they intend to send out the magmfient

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM NEW ZEALAND,
AN ACCOUXT OF WHICH WAS GIVEN BY DR. fclNDLEY IN THE GARDENERS' CIIROXICLE, OCT. 29, 1859, Pp. 868-

of

Ist
20*.

20
20
20
20
20

2d.

20s. 10«.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIET Y.—
FRUIT COMMITTEE.

A Special Meeting of the Committee will be held at the

Rooms, 8, St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square, W.C., on

TUESDAY, July 31, at 12 o'clock noon precisely, when^the
following Prizes are offered :

—

Class A. Peach.—The best new early variety .

.

B. Nectarine.—The best new early variety .

.

C. Aprtcot.—The best new early variety

D. Plum.—The best new early variety .

.

E. Pear.—^The best new early variety .

.

F. Applk.—The best new early variety.

.

G. Red Raspberries.—The best collections, to

be exhibited in the clusters, and to be
accompanied by a fruit-bearing cane of

full length
[The cane maybe cut in lengths for con-
venience of carriage.]

H. White Raspberries.—The best collections
exhibited as in Class G

I. Red Currants.—The best collections, one
dish of each variety, accompanied by a
shoot of the same, bearing leaves .

.

K. White Currants.—The best collections, ex-
hibited as in Class I. . . 20

Ij. Gooseberries.—The best dish of any variety,

combining size and flavour, to be accom-
panied by a shoot of the same, bearing
leaves .. .. ..10

The meeting is also ."open for the reception of any other

varieties of Fruits that may be in season, and which, if new,
will be open to compete for either of the following Prizes :

—

Two Prizes of FIVE GUINEAS each, offered by C. West-
worth DiLKE, Esq., Vice-President of the Society, and One
Prize of FIVE GUINEAS offered by W. Wilson Saunder.s,

Esq., the Treasurer, will be awarded at the first meetincr of

the Fruit Committee in April, 1861, to the three best Seedling
i

its merits to be quite reliable. Being found at a high elevation it will be a very naray uonservatoiy x-iam, aua wni pruuauiy

bear^otal exposure m the W^^^^^^
20 feet, in an erect and undivided tnmk on winch the foliage .i«

retained with vigour almost to the ground. The leaves are set on to the greatest advantage and measure from 5 to 6 feet m
Lngt"rand from 6 to 9 inches in breadth. Their colour is of the richest description : a broad and prominent midrib of

crimson brown runs through the entire length, and numerous red and white lines run parallel to the m dnb
:
the whole

See is overlaid with a rich golden bronze producing an elegant eflfect. The under side of the leaves is glaucous. The

whole tree is misurpassed in its truly noble and unique beauty.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmitli, London, W.

20 10

20 10

10

NEW SEED NOW READY.

DOBSOX^S Splendid HYBRIDISED CALCEO-
LARIA SEED has now stood the test several years,

and has attained a world-wide celebrity, and we
have no hesitation in saying that it is second to none^

Amateurs or tbe Trade desirous of producing a really splendid

collection should pvirchaso a packet of this Seed, which i.s

warranted to pleawe. We are now sending out New Seed of

ISGO, in sealed packets, at l.<!. Qd., 2s. 6i., 3.s. 6'/., and 5s. each,

all one quality. The seed may also be obtained in the packets

of our Agents, the principal Nurserj-men and Seedsmen.

John Dobson & Sons, Seedsmen,Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

FERN CATALOGUE.
OBERT SlirS DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED
CATALOGUE, No. 6 (62 pages) of his COLLECTION of

BRITISH AND EXOTIC FERNS, can be had, post free, for 8

Btampe. Gratisto all previous purchasers of Ferns.
Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent, 8.E.

NEW TREE FERN.
THE HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT OF
LAURENTIUS, Leipsic, Saxony, begs to offer

Plants of the following beautiful and highly interesting

New TREE FERN.
ASPLENIUM GLABERRIMUM (Mett.).—Truncus ercctus,

paleis lanceolatis, acuminate-Setosis, rigidis, nigris, densfe

onustis ;
petiolus 4-6" longus; lamina 1-li' longa, C(

CALADIUM CHANTINIl.
MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS be^ to state

that they can supply fine Plants of the above (the finest

species in cultivation) at 7s. 6rf. each. — Paradise Nursery,
Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, HoUoway, London, N.

R

H.

2riie (Bartjenerg* CUrontclc.
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wedkesday, July I^ j Rose Show at the Floral Hall, Covent
TatiBSDAT, — 19) Garden Noon.

_ conacea,

Fruits possessing superio/me'rit of any of the following kinds glaberrima. supra nitida, lanceolata-oblonga, acuminata,

which shall have been exhibited at any meeting between pinnati-secta, apice pinnatifida ; segmenta lateralia multijuga.

May 1, 1S60, and March 31, 1861, viz. :—Grapes, Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries, Apples, Pears, and
Strawberries.
*»* Should varieties be exhibited which shall not be con-

sidered of sufficient excellence to merit these awards, the
prizes will be carried over till the following season.

petiolata 3-4" longa, 4-6"' lata. Java.

Price, strong plants from spores, three years old, %. 5*. each.

Agent : Mr. W. Lobberg, 34^St^Iary-at-Hill, London, E.C .

NEW^AND EXTRAORDINARY FERNS.
ASTANSFIELD kkd SON. Vale Xursery, Tod-

• morden, have great pleasure in announcing that they

muuications are to be addressed to

Robert Hogg, Secretary to the Committee.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LOXDOIN".
FLORAL COMMITTEE.

LIST OF AWARDS JULY 12, 1860.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.
Caladinm Wightii, from Messi-s. Osborn & Sons, Fulham
Gleichenia "furcata," from Mr. R. Sim, Footscray
Gleichenia rupestris, from Mr. R. Sim
Gleichenia seraivestita, from Mr. R. Sim
Polystichum sp.. Jamaica, from Mr. R. Sim
Pmk BeauUful, from Mr. C. Turner. Slough

^ ^ ^. . COMMENDED.Mphmmm Beauty, from Messrs. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road
O o^^!^ n ^ WiUoughby. from Messrs. Milne & Co., Vauxhall

CvPriShfr?"^' ^"^^ ^*^^^- J- ^ C. Lee, Hammersmith
VeH^^Jw5ir'/'"^°L**'^- Stone. Tott4nham

ISrTerpfl^r^^n^iS^^^^^^^^rp"^^^^^ .on Woodbridge

Brompton
""^"^^^ of Prussia, from Mrs. Conway,

Nephrodium molle, var. polydactylum frmii Mt- t? v.\-rt^
Lastrea deltoidea, from £. RTsim
Petunia Eclipse, from Mr. G. Smith Trnmo^T, u a
Verbena Cruor.Vrom Mr. G. sS ^^^^^^ ^«a*i

The next Ordinary Meeting for the EthibiHnr, ,^f w««,-D7o«t=and SeedUngs will take place on July 26.
'^'^**'' ofNew Plants

.
Thomas Moore, Secretary to the Committee.NOTICE

Fruit and Vegetables for exhibition must be at the rooms by g^^ ^^^ prepared to send out good strong plants of the foUow-
11 o'clock on the dav of meeting; and all packages and com- ^„ jjg^ ^nd rare BRITISH FILICES.

ATHYRIUM FILIX-FCEMINA PLUMOSUM.—Mr. Moore
characterises this as '* the most remarkable and most beautiful

Fern ever discovered in the British Isles." A First Class Certi-

ficate of Merit was awarded to it at a Meeting of the Floral

Committee of the London Horticultural Society held on the

28th June last, 2\f. See figure and description in Vol. 2 of

Moore's octavo editiuu of " Nature-printed British Ferns."

Athyrium f.f. apnfeforme, 7«. 6tZ. 1 Athyrium f.f. fiexuosum, 5«.

Athyrium r.f. irregulare 7«. 6d.

Blechnum spicant caudatum 10 6

Do. do. lanoifolium 10 6

Do. do. Btrictum 10 6

Do. do. Bubserratum . . . . 7 6
The usual discount to the Trade.

A. S. & Son's FERN CATALOGUE, with Supplement, con-
taining the above and other rare and interesting Ferns,

British and Exotic, in all about 600 species and varieties, may
be had on application.—Vale Nursery. Todmordep, July 14.

KLECT VAKIEGATED PLANTS AND FERN;?.
Xhe Sub':criber has a collection of nice healthy plants

^'S^'nlL' Rel'
1'; 'fo"'?elfhfnt«^, 1.; Dieffenbachia

^^1^ 25 6rf Aphelandra Leopnldi, U. ; Croton
macuUta, ^s oa

, f
pic-tum, Is. 6U. to 3s. €,i.

;

v^u-iegatum, 1*. ed. to ^'; ^J^^ ferr^a. 1*. 6d. ; do. termi-

^^i-^T'ef• EToscorTm^morea, 1.. ; do. discolor variegata,
nahs, is. 6d.

' ^,}^°;"*r:.„nj i^
- Aspidistra lunda vancgata.

before September. Tbe^season being 7boiit ^^''l^ksLt^than usual prevents the proper observations being made fromplant* grown by himself for the above season When r^dvproper notice will be giTen. Plants of nearly every kiTowS
sort can he aupphed from the latter end of August ; some of^e
early kinds before that time.

Wm. Jas. NiCHOL<iov, Bgglescliffe, near Tarm Torkflhire.

langBii, " "" ' ^ , . Davallia elegana, 15. oa. ;
nouiuuu.^i.a

do. viviparum. 1#. 6<f.> Ijavau^ s
trichoraanoidea,

chrysophylla,2«. «^v ^^^•:„'"i7V * do. semi-plnnata. I*. Cd.

2*. 6d. ; Pteris aspenoauhs }' S«- v^^ calomelanoe. 1«. 6d.

;

to 2*. 6d. : do longi oha,
Jf V^gg"*5^^allioide», 1*. ^,

;

t^tibJSJhfa'S, iV.'; Flco^lSiSoides, 2,. 6.,; Dennst^tia

"^T^KLitv "Horwich, BoUon-le-Moors, Lancaslare.

office Orders'payable at Horwich.

Port

"When- dry rot some 50 years ago attracted so
much attention from the miserable failures which
had taken place not only in vessels built for
Government in private yards, but even in our own
dockyards, people came forward by scores to
propose remedies, each of which was pronounced
infallible, with as much confidence as the fashion-
able though ephemeral panaceas which promise
for a year or two to cure every disorder and to
make death all but impossible. Some of these
rested on partial experiments, but most of them
were mere empirical surmises unsupported bv a
single fact. The greater part were accordingly at
once rejected, while a few of the more promising
'were submitted to the test of experiment. It was
however, seldom borne in mind that decay from
Fungi might be arrested by one treatment, while
chemical decay might be fostered by the very-
means which were used to destroy the Funoi.
Immersion in salt water or a solution of alum*
impregnation with lime water or gallio acid'
steeping in oil, with various other plans, were
accordingly tried with more or less success, but
none bore the test of long experience, and all were
in turn abandoned.
Amongst other plans, however, the use of

different metaliic salts and silicates was proposed,
and some of these, which at first were supposed to
promise certain success, are still adopted with but
little diminished confidence at the present time.
One great objection to metallic salts and more
especially to injectipg with silicates, was the diffi-

culty of working timber so prepared, but this was
clearly not of such paramount importance as to
offer an insurmountable objection provided really
antiseptic properties were secured, setting* atsiae

the use of sulphate of iron, acetate of lead and
arsenic.

with
which ia

generally known under the name of Kjanising;

injection of sulphate of copper, or Maegab'ts
nrocess; iniection of chloride of zinc, or Sir

^V'lLLiAM BunyETT's process ; and the method used

by TsTSTif consisting of a double decompositioD,u

The principal methods were impregnation

rrosive sublimate (chloride of mercury) whi
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wasthe injection of a solution of sulphate of iron, and ! Buckinghamshire Railway, one process

then of carhonate of soda, forming an oxide of attended with far better success than any of the

iron in the pores of the wood. Botjcherie's system,

of which an account will he found in this journal

for 1856 (p. 756), consisted rather in his peculiar

mode of forcing different substances into the wood
than in the substances so introduced, and it is

that which has been perhaps the most largely

practised on the continent, and has been exten-

sively employed in this country by the Permanent
Way Company. Of the four methods mentioned

aboTe the three first alone seem to have survived,

and perhaps the corrosive sublimate and blue

vitriol are at present the most extensively used as

metallic antiseptics.

There is a very interesting article on "Kyau-
ising " in the Quarterly Review for April, 1S33.

Nothing could be more promising than Fakaday's
report of the experiments carried on in the dock-

yard at Woolwich. So far as the efficacy of the

plan was presumed to rest on its extinguishing

the vital principle in the cells, a notion conceived

by many, though not by Failaday, and arising

methods mentioned above, viz., that of creosoting,

or Mr. Bethell's process, audit is to this category

that some of the plans originally adopted, of which

we have not yet spoken, must be referred. In all

alike the benefit arises from the coagulation of the

vegetable albumen contained in the ceils of the

wood or in their walls, whether by means of the

creosote contained in the tar, petroleum, gas tar,

&c., with which the wood is impregnated, wiiether

by the same principle combined with heat in the

process of charring, or simply by heat alone, where

the wood is submitted to a temperature^ high

enough to produce coagulation, but not to induce

chemical change or combustion.

Experiments were made at Woolwich in 1812,

with a view indeed rather to seasoning and the

prevention of the separation of the componeut

fibres, than supplying an antiseptic principle, by
placing large quantities of timber in a close

kiln, and introducing fumes from a retort

filled with Pine sawdust to supply the place

from crude theories of spontaneous generation, it of the moisture driven off with an oleaginous

was without any just foundation. It ia not death

in. organic matter which makes it unfit for sup-

porting life, but a chemical combination with some
poison, whether of organic or inorganic origin,

which is inimical to vegetation. If therefore in

the process of time this new combination is

removed by its natural solubility, or materially

modified by any other cause, the wood though
once exempt may again become subject to decay.

In the discussion which followed Mr. Builxell's
lecture before the Society of Arts last May, it was
stated by Mr. Burt, who has had immense prac-

tical experience, that on the Buckinghamshire
Railway " between -30,000 and 40,000 sleepers were
prepared by Kyan's process, and about the same
number respectively by Sir W. Bukxett's and
MATtOARv's process, and that in less than four

years a large portion of the sleepers prepared by
the process of siilphate of copper or (by) Kyan's
process, were obliged to be removed, while those

which were treated with chloride of zinc cr Sir

W, Buenett's patent were more durable, which
he thought arose more from the timber being of a
better description than from any actual merit in

the process." It is undoubtedly true that these
plans are for a time preservative. The naked
laths of Beech for instance, as stated last week,
prepared with suiphato of copper, and sup-
plied by the Permanent Way Company to tlie

Horticultural Society, and used as markers, a
very powerful test, have lasted for some
years without decay. We can ourselves

answer for the good effected in domestic structures

by washing beams afftcted with dry rot, with a
strong solution of corrosive sublimate ; after the
lapse of IG years, in a cellar which was fast

giving way \inder the influence of dry rot, the

main, injury has been thoroughly arrested, though
this very season a cask accidentally left in the

Qellar, which was of course untouched by the
solution, was completely destroyed. A few fibres

of the dry rot Fungus (Merulius lacrymans), have
indeed occr-sionally appeared on the walls and
woodwork whether of Oak or Deal, but the Fungus
has never flourished,' though it just contrived to
exist, and so was ready to contaminate any fresh
wood which might be introduced.

The principal reason we believe why the process
of kyanising in the dockyards was discontinued
apart from considerations of expense was, that
well-Feasoned timber when properly ventilated
resisted drv rot as well aa the kyanised timber
•aeaT it, and that after a time the doctored timber
wes not exempt. Wo lately bad the opportunity
otexamining some logs of Oak and Deal, each of
•which had been divided into two equal portions,
one of which was left in its original oonditicn and
the other kyani^ied, and both put into the Fungus
pit at Chatham. The experimeot dated from ISoG^
aod the logs were ooiy recently removed. All
Tyere dubbed with aa adze in our presence, and
both the kyacised and uukyanised were equally
sound. There was not iudeed a shade of diflereuce

substance. " The oily matter distilled from the

sawdust in passing along the iron pipes dripped

through holes on the wood beneath and was im-

mediately absorbed."

This plan would probably have been attended

by far more success than was anticipated by

!

authorities at the time, as the oily matter doubtless

contained a considerable quantity of creosote, but

a most disastrous accident arose from the bursting

of the stove, which was on so large a scale as to

be capable of containing 200 or 300 loads of timber.

" Before the process was completed," we quote

from the Quarterly of October, 1S14, *'an un-
fortunate explosion took place which killed 6 men
and wounded 14 others ; two of whom died after-

wards of their wounds. Three of the former and
most of the others were struck at the distance of

60 feet from the seasoning house. The explosion

was like the, shock of an earthquake. It threw
down 72 feet in length of the dockyard wall of

three bricks thick, a part of which was driven to

the distance of 2^0 feet into an adjoining field.

In the samti field it threw down a house. An iron

door weighirg 280 lbs. was thrown to a distance of

230 feet, another of the same weight in its passage
through the air knocked down a chimney and fell

at 190 feet distance ; the bricks and sticks of the

building were hurled in every direction to the

distance of 300 feet." This melancholy accident

was supposed to be owing to the flame making its

way at the part where the flue entered the building

and setting fire to the mixture of hydrogen and
oxygen gases contained in it. It is hardly necessary

to add that this fatal experiment has not been
repeated.

It was long the practice in our dockyards to

inject the crevices of a ship with coal tar, but the

practice is, we believe, now discontinued. Whether
it checked the appearance of dry rot for a time we
cannot say, but we have seen ships, as the Prince

Regent, in which the plan was adopted, overrun
with dry rot. We believe however that like the

felt so much used at present, it will prevent dry
rot from communicating from a decayed plank to

a sound one adjacent to it covered with a coating
of tar. At least we have thick sheets of the dry
rot Fungus which have oozed out between two
planks coated on either side with coal tar, which

[
it does not seem to have penetrated.
The process of creosoting appears to aflord more

prospect of relief from decay than any other which
has been proposed. It is not however sufficient to
steep the wood for a short time in a weak solution.
Means must be taken of making it enter deeply
into the pores, and to such a degree that from 8
to 10 lbs. should be absorbed per cubic foot, which
is done under a pressure of 150 lbs. to the
square inch. It is said moreover to be a pro-
tection against the ship-worm, but the testimo-
nies at present are conflicting, though the impres-
sion seems.to be that the exemption is proportionate
to the quantity of creosote absorbed and the
depth of penetration. Pyrolignite of iron is sorae-

At the same time we are strongly of opinionlhaj
where timber has become affected with dry rot to
such an extent that mere dubbing is considered
sufficient without actual removal and replacino-
them with new timbers, it would be good
practice to pay the whole surface with a strong-

solution of corrosive sublimate or sulphate of
copper. This would at least effectually destroy
the fungous spawn aa far as the solution penetrates
and gain time if it did not prove an effectual

remedy. Even where the best seasoned timber
is used, it is not expected that after the ex-
piration of some years a ship will be entirely

free from dry rot, but where the Fungus has
once been established it must surely be a
good practice to adopt such measures as are
known to be fatal to fungous growth. Let the
timbers be cleansed as they may from dry rot, if

the spaTTQ bp onop in a growing state it is sure to
spread as soon as the planking is replaced, unless
proper measures be taken, and as these mineral
salts are at once destructive, we can conceive no
suificient reason why they should not be used in

such a case, however good the practice may be in

the first instance of trusting to good seasoning and
careful selection.

In domestic buildings, where there is far less

chance of the accession of moisture from without,

we are inclined to place great faith in the use of

metallic salts, which have at least the merit of

communicating no unpleasant smell, while it

seems quite certain that those which are commonly
employed are not in the slightest degree injurious

to health, whereas it is undoubtedly true, that

where timber is exposed to decay without such

appliances, the generation of carbonic acid during

the process is often productive of mischief.

of the very

shrubs, and

most of the

The plant I

except in the Deal, and there decay was strictly times substituted for creosote, and is one of the
confined to the sap-wood.

^
it is indeed one of the peculiarities of decay in

timber that it is not always possible to produce it

at will, Timber may occasionally be p'aced in
circnmstances most likely as it should seem to
produce decay, as in the case just mentioned, and
may be kept under those conditions for years, and

l\^^V -^^ ""^5' *^^« P^^^e- ^^ general con-

In the extenslTe eiperimenta made on the

substances recommended by Boucherie, but it

appears to be very inferior in its results.

There are some other substances which promise
well, as permanganate of potash, which is so in-

valuable a deodoriser in hospitals, and picric acid,

i especially the former, which has been suggested to

I us by a scientific friend as well as by Mr. Wext-
. WORTH Scott before the Society of Arts. These,
however, it should seem, have not at present been
tried on a sufficiently large scale to justify anv
very strong expression as to their respective merits.

Mr. Moore, the able Curator of the GlasueVm
Botanic Garden, has brought to our notice the

singular beauty of. a little known hardy shrub

called Abelia triflora.
*'I consider it," he writes, '* one

finest of our hardy free flowering

coming in at this late period when
others are past enhances its value.

cut the branches from which I herewith inclose is

nearly 12 feet high, with a proportionate diameter,
and is covered with blossoms from the base to the
apex. At first when the plant was young the
flowers were rather sparsely produced, but last

year and this they are in great abundance and
very sweet. It was raised here about 10 years

ago, from seeds sent by the late Major Madden,
who collected them near Simla."

No one who saw branches of this shrub, as sent

by Mr. Moore, completely loaded with clusters of

fragrant—most fragrant—tubular flowers, white,

tinged with rose colour, could entertain any other

opinion than this. Undoubtedly it is without a

rival, at this season, except among Koses and
Honeysuckles ; the latter its first cousins, from

which indeed it may be thought to have borrowed

its sweetness. What a pity that it should be so

little known! As we usually see it, stunted and

tortured in a garden pot, it is passed by with little

notice : biit in the state described by our corres-

pondent it is glorious. Let it not however be

thought to demand the climate of Dublin. On the

contrary, we have received it this year from several

correspondents, who have wondered what unex-

pected treasure they have found among the rejected

of the gardener. All that it seems to want is age,

which it now has gained, a tolerable climate, and

plenty of room in which to grow. In the West of

England it would be as handsome as the hand-

somest pale Ixora, the manner of its flowering

being much the same.
The plant was first made known by Pr. Wal-

XTcn in his Plantcs Asiaticce rariores^ when to a

very poor figure he added the statement that it

had been found by his plant collector, BLI^'^-
WORTH, "on the highest mountains of northern
and western Kumaon, towards the Himalaya,'
where it *' grows to a middling-sized tree, with

fiowers delightfully frateint like those of Jasmi-
num revolutum." ^

There is many another stranger plant in our

gardens, " now neglected and forlorn," ^^^^^

would most richly repay the intelligent gardener

who would expend upon it the care that is given

to a Rose. Look for example at Lonicera fro-
f/raDfiasima, Fiburnum macrocejihalum, Sp^rfen

callosa and caneseens, Ejcochorda ract-mosa, all aa

hardy as a Furze bush, but scarceiy thought

about. If gardeners would only turn out of their

pots the hardy novelties that the country is yearly

receiving, instead of starving them in circles of

baked clay ; if they would but give them plenty of
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good soil, plenty of free air, shelter from N.E,
winds, and full sunlight for a few years after their

arrival, they would be much surprised at the result.

Surely this should be a horticultural axiom : if
i__4. -* „ii i„ i. , :*. ^n 4.1. ^ -__ .1

present it appears shy in produchig lunuers, and looks

like a cross with the Hautboy.
Although for the main crop I consider planting in

boxes the best and most economical plan, yet for very'
•'^

1 *. ^4. „iT „«„!„ + u „n *.i J early work to commence forcms lu November, or even
Tou erow a plant at all apply to it ail the care and • , +-.„„ f„ „ <. • /• -Z z. % -

j-^"*^ .* ^^y .,.° V- u^ -ftri. 1.
in time to get ripe fruit at Christmas, pots are more

skill which j^u possess. When a man buys a convenient, inasmuch as blooming u-regularly each .plant

plant and neglects it he throws away not only his

money but his reputation-

TsERB is a well-known state of the great

scarlet Okiental Porry called by botanists

Papaver hracteatuuu We learn from the llevue

"Sorticole that they cultivate in France a very

extraordinary permanent monster of this gorgeous

species, of which the annexed is a representation.

)

ecording to M. Geonla:n'D there i3 an old plant
which forms every year flowers with all the petals
united into a gigantic cup. It does not appear
however that every flower is in this state ; some-
l^imes only two petals grow together, sometimes
hey join only near the base; but flowers like the

M ^?^^^*^ ^^® always to be found,H We recommend this case to the attention of Mr.
gjDABwix.

STRAWBERRY FORCING.
I coNCLroED my ia3t notice on this subject (p. 600),with an enumerahon of the varieties most suitable for

forcing. I omitted, however, to name Sir C. Napier,
which answers exceedingly well for a second or late
crop, and the same may be said of Nicholson^e Ruby •

mdeed I have had this variety as good as could be
d^ired m March. It is large and handsome, and of
igood flavour. Oscar (recently sent out by Mr Turner)
IS highly recommended by some friends of mine who
have tried it as being free, large, handsome, a aood
setter, aud fine flavoured. Some years back I used to
force the Swainstoue Seedling with great success but
latterly have not been able to procure it true. Those
who like the flavour of the Hautboy will find the old
I'roUfic the most suitable for indoor cultivation.
Of new kinds Princess Frederick William is mucli

recommended, aud Mr. Nicholson has sent me Triomphe,
•» Amtricaa variety, as a good forcing kind. At

convenient, inasmuch as blooming irregularly each .plant

or pot can be moved to that part of the house most
suitable to its requirements as to heat, air, or moisture.

In fact by a little management in ventilation the

temperature may be so adjusted as to render the same
house suitable for growth, blooming, final maturation,
and if necessary the suhscquent lieeping of the ripe

fruit. Strawberries for very early work ripen

irregularly ; hence pots are a convenience at that time
but quite unnecessary at a later season, I should,

therefore, provide pot plants for such as I intended to

force before Christmas, but after that period boxes as

before directed will he found the most suitable.

I am not sure, however, that boxes of a smaller

size than those previously recommended would
not be suitable for the crop put in to force in

January, and should he strongly disposed, were
I making new ones, to have a few dozens 5 in-

stead of 6 inches square inside, but for the prin-

cipal crops the size previously recommended is

not too large. Ripe Strawberries before the

middle of March are rarely worth the trouble

and expense ofprocuring ; they are like the York-
shireman's horse—"difficult to catch, and good
for notliing when they are caught.*' They may
pass muster with the confectioner or cook for

ices or creams, but they are rarely very tempting
as dessert fruits. Christmas week to the middle
of January is quite soon enough to begin

'where the object is crop and quality; but if

you commence in October or November you
may generally calculate that ^from one-half to

two-thirds of the plants will be fruitless, and hence a
large quantit3' must be provided to make up for the loss.

Premising that the plants have been properly pro-

tected through the winter, and that the roots are in a

healthy condition, forcing may commence the first

week in January. Previous to taking the plants into
the house they should be thoroughly cleansed of de-
cayed leaves, remove the surHxce soil, and then with a

sulphnrator dust the under side of the foliage with
sulphur vivum. Top dress the pots or boxes with good
rich soil, make it quite firm, and give a gentle sprink-
ling with tepid water. The plants are then ready to
be introduced into the forcing house, aud of course the
forcing must commence at a very low temperature.
Where it can -be had a low pit with a stage so

arranged that the plants can be kept close to the glass
13 the best, and with the heating apparatus so arranged
that the heat acts directly upon the bottom of the pots ;

indeed supposing the pit to be a Cucumber or Melon
pit with an arrangement for top and bottom-heat, I
would uncover the bottom pipes so that they could
throw all their heat into the atmosphere of the pit, place
the stage over, and only use the surface pipes in case of
emergency, that is, when sufficient heat could not be got
without them. Some cultivators advocate direct bottom-
heat from tan or dung linings, but if the plants are pro-
perly wintered and the roots are in a healthy state, any
bottom-heat beyond what may bo got from the atmo-
sphere is quite unnecessary, and indeed if not used
with great caution, positively injurious. Commence
forcing with a low -temperature, say 45° to 56'', and
increase four to five degrees each week by artificial

means until you get to 60", but if the days are bright

the temperature may run up 10° higher with advantage.

Avoid however a high night temperature at all time?,

as it only tends to produce etiolation and diminishes the

strength of the plant. Syringe the plants with clear

water on bright days, and as the days lengthen they

may be syringed twice a day with advantage, increasing

the quantity as the light increases. Increase the tempe-
rature to 65*^ by day as the plants begin to throw up the

bloom trusses, but still avoid a high night temperature.

Syringe and shut up warm to draw the fiower-stems well

above the foliage, but directly the flowers begin to

expand give as much air as jou can until the

plant is set, taking care to prevent cold draughts.

When fairly set and swelling go over them aud
remove all deformed fruit, and at the same time

thin them out that each plant may just have

As iiylit iucrea^es walcr must be increased, also
taking care never to allow the plauts to know the want
of it. Syringe copiously and shut up the forcing pita
warm while the fruit is swelling; but directly it begins
to colour the supply of water must be decreased. Plants
in boxes rarely require water more than once a week,
then give them a good soaking, letting it be manure
water prepared from sheeps' dung and soot after the
fruit is swelling. With this treatment I have not had
a red spider on my Strawberry plants for the last two
years.

Succeseional crops require to be introduced every
three weeks, and in this way it is easy to keep up a
supply of good fruit. When the crop is gathered I set

the plants out and cut away the old leaves ; they soon
make new ones, and sometimes I take the best of the
plants and repot them for a second year's forcing. If

not required for that purpose I plant them out for an
open border crop, and they generally give a good
supply. A^ P. W. *»* In my last article, p. 600,
]. 18, for "roots exceedingly bad,*' &c., read "pots ex-
ceedingly bad and dear,"

BOTANICAL LECTURES TO THE UOYAL
F^IILY.

PoB the following Syllabus of Lectures lately

delivered to the younger branches of the Royal Family
by the Rev. Prof, Henslow, we are indebted to the
courtesy of a correspondent :

—

Lectttee I.

Structural Botany.—Popular misapprehensions re-

specting the "Organs" of plants. Ex. Suhterranean
Stems (Coltsfoot, Creeping Wheat), Tubers (Potato,

Eerusalem Artichoke), Bulbs (Lily, Hyacinth), miscalled

foots. Flat Sranches (Kitscus, Xylophylla) mistaken
(or Leaves. Stipules (Yellow Pea) and PTiyllodes

many Acacias) regarded as ordinary Leaves. Co loured

Bracts (some Euphorbias ; Poinsettia) regarded as

Flowers, Inflorescence in Heads (Daisy, Dahlia, Chry-
santhemum) not distinguished from Flowers. ZPeri-

carps (Strawberry, Hemp) miscalled Seeds ; and Seeds
(Brazil Nuts) considered as Pericarps (seed-veFsels).

General resemblance between Chesnnts (pericarps) and
Horse Chesnnts (seeds). Superficial resemblance
between Strawberry, Raspberry, and Mulberry.

Zeaf-huds in the "axils" of leaves, develop into
branches with leaves. Otherwise, modified as "* Flower-
buds," they form " Flower-stalks" terminated by, or
reduced to "Floral Receptacles," on which the "Floral
Whorls*' are arransred.

so

all it can swell to a proper size but no more; for

you may depend upon it when people talk of takiiig

50 fruit from a plant two-thirds of them are useless,

and the best inferior to what they would have been had

the fruits been thinned at tiie proper time. It may he

assumed as a fact in cultivation that every plant under

nrouer treatment is capable of maturing a given weight

of fViiit and whether that weight is to be concentrated

in a dozen good fruits, or spread over three or four

dozen is a matter entirely for the consideration of the

cStor. My own practice
-^^^^^{-f/J-;^^^^^^^^^

hoTP'^ is to leave upon each plant from 12 to ^4 speci-

mev's Lc^^^^^^^^ to its strength, and directly I have

Uia dumber of properly formed fruit all the remammg

fl^4r. a e cut clean aw'ay. Supposing the plants ttow

noTmmto ^ trusses of bloom, then with a little fore-

H^n^l^Mn tliinuinff the fruit they may be so arranged

tSe ;e^n:;;;^n each branch may be i^ ^the

same time; and being gathered ^^'^^^
.^^\^./'^

"f J^y^^
stalk they can be arranged very artistically on the

dessert dishes.

Flowering Plants examined at three stages of
growth, viz. : 1. The "^m^^r^o" state, in the ripe seed.
Its Radicle (root), Canllcle (stem). Cotyledons (leaves),
and Plumule (terminal leaf-bud). 2. TVith the
" N'utrUice Organs'* perfected, and variously modified.
3. With the " Meproductive Organs'* completed.
Transition from Leaves to Bracts, to Sepals, to Petals,
to Stamens, to Carpels; sometimes gradual (Victoria
Regia), most frequently abrupt. Ovary with ovules,
ripens into Pericarp with Seeds.

All Flowers referred to a Type, variously modified by
L Tihe"Kumher" of parts iu each Floral whorl. 2.
"Cohesion" between similar parts. 3, "Adhesion'*
between dissimilar parts. 4. "Arrest^* (partial or
total) of some parts. Ex. (I) Crassula coccinea ; (2)
Mallow, Heath: (3) Strawberry, Fuchsia: (4) Lamium,
Wallflower. Compare Geranium, Erodium, and
Pelargoninm.
Schedule for Botanical "Exercises on the strucfture of

Flowers.

Selection and Preparation of Herbarium specimens,
for a genera], local, or economic collection.

Lectttee II.

Systematic Botany,—Advantages of a Generic and
Specific name for every Plant. Ex. Genus Ranunculus,
and Species Bulbous, Creeping, Meadow, Hairy, &c.
The scientific idea of a Species includes many diversities

in form, Ex. Common Primrose embraces the " Kaces,"
Primrose, Oxlip, Cowslip, Polyanthus, each possessing

numerous " Varieties" and " Variations," several of
which are beautiful lloricultural " Monstrosities."

Genera grouped into "Orders" or " Families." The
study of "Types** and "Sub-Types," judiciously
selected, confers sufficient " Botanical Power," for
referring vast numbers of plants to their J^^atural

Orders. Ex. For British Botany (consult Bentham*s
Hand Book) select *'BuIi)ou3 Banuncalns" as a Type of
the Family; ^nd for Sub-typf>s, a species of Clematis,

Anemone, Heliiboi'e, Paeony, and MauohQrry.
Orders grouped into two Classes, viz.:

—

Class 2.

Dicot\'IedonS, Embryo with two or more Cotyledons;

seetniug exceptions in Dodder, Brazil Nut, *fcc. Class Z,

Monocotyledons, Embryo with one Cotyledon; seeming
escei>f:ions from obscnrity of organisation.

N.B. Obseuiities disappeiir on germination and satp

sequent growtli,

Fmpiricfil Rules for conjecfttriitf; the Class of a plant

before a sufficient number of Types have been examined

and committed to memory. 1. Stem, iJicot>ledons

have Pith, MeduUary-rays, Woody -lasers, Bark. Mono-

cotyledons, with dispersed vascnlnr bundles Mem.

European Trees and Shrubs are Dicotyledons, But

observe Ruscns, and the Dwarf Palm, as Kjmewhat

wocidy Monocotyledons. 2. Leaf, In tnost Dicotyle-

dons the "Limb" is formed, and is "net-vt'ined.'*

Ainouff British exceptions notice Pnpleuvre, Plantam.

5 fiic lu maiiy Monocotyledons the limb is not formed.
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The veining is most frequently piiniTlel.

British exceptioiis notice Arum, Arrowhead. &c.

3. Flotver, Among Dicotyledons, prevaleTice of 5, or

some multiple of 5, as the normal condition of the parts

in one or more of the floral whorls. But observe a

binary arrangement in Poppy, a ternary in Barberry,

&c. Among Monocotyledons, prevalence of 3, or

some multiple of 3, among the floral whorls. But

observe a binary arrangement in Pondweed. &c.

N.B. An eitample of 5 stamens (by arrest of one) in

Strelitzia rogina ! But no British Monocotyledon has

5 parts in ant/ floral whorl,

Educational convenience of artificially dividing

Dicotyledons into five Groups, and Monocotyledons

into three ; as illustrated on the nine Botanical

Diagrams prepared for the Government Department

of Science and Art : thus
Groups"

/Sect. 1. Thalfimifloral I.

J
_ 2. CiilyGilloral .. II.

j _ 3. CoroUifloral

\ — 4. Iiiconiplete
Class I.

Dico-
tyledona

/"DiYiaion 1.

I
Anffiosperrdous

\ Division 2.

\GyvinosptTrmou3

in.
IV.

}
V.

Class H.
Mono-

cotyledons

{Sect. 1. Superior— 2. Inferior

VT.
VII.

}
VIII.

V -

r
Division 1.

Petaloid

. \ Division 2.

\jGLumaccous

lAnnean System : its exposition educationally valu-

able ; its appUcation occasionally^ serviceable.

liECTXJEE III.

PJiysiological 5o^any.—Vegetable Anatomy reveals

the " Elementary Organs," Cells, Ducts, Spiral Vessels

(Kx. Amaryllis, Agave, Nelumbium). Intercellular pas-

sages. Woody-fibre (Ex. Flax from Egyptian Cata-

combs) distinguished from Elongated Cells (Ex. Cotton

fi-oin Peruvian Tombs). Microscopic preparations of

Epidermis, Pubescence, &c.

All Vegetable and Animal life is sustained by Organic

compounds prepared by Plants.—1. Non nitrogenous

(Ex. Starch, Dextrine, Sugar) of Carbon, Oxygen, and
Hydrogen. 2. Nitrogenous (Ex. Albumen, Fibrin,

Casein, Gluten) of Carbon, Oxygen, Hydrogen, and

Nitrogen. Comparison between the Organic compounds
in 1 lb. of Potatoes and 1 lb. of Flesh ; and their proper-

ties as Flesh-formers, and Heat-givers.

Exogenous growth, in Dicotyledons, reveals the age

of Trees ; preserves all blemishes introduced by prun-

ing ; and enables the wood of the Stock and Graft to

retain their peculiar characters. Endogrnoiis growth,

in Monocotyledons, exhibits concentric layers in certain

old trees.

Nutrition of Flowering Parasites depends (1) on
ascending sap (Ex. Mistletoe, Misodcndron, Rattle); or

(2) on the descending sap (Ex. Dodder, Orobanche).

' Lectuek IV.
Economic Botany.—Prevalence of some peculiar prin-

ciple in many plants of the same Natural Order. Ex.

Acrid in Ranunculanths (Bili h from Aconite) . Ex. Nar-

cotic in Pupaveranths (Opium from Poppy), Ex. Aro-

matic in Labiates (Volatile Oils of Lavender, &c.).

Diversity of products obtained from some Natural

Orders, Ex. Palms. Applications of various parts.

Wood, in carpentry ; Rattans; Guiana Blow-pipe.

Leaves, for Tablets, Plaiting, Piacaba fibre, &c. Peri-

carp. Its mesocarp as fruit, in Date, Douin ; for fibre,

in Cocoa-nut ; its endocarp, for turner}', in Coquilla.

Seed, The Albumen, as fruit in Cocoa-nut ; Betel, for

turnery, in Ivory-nut Palm, and Palmetto.

Various Organic products. Saqo (Metroxylon Rum-
phii) ; Wax (Ceroxylon, Canaiiba ; Oil (Oil-Palm,

Cocoa-nut). Separation of Glycerine from Stearic,

Margaric, and Oleic acids, in Stearine, Margarine, and
Oleine respectively.

Some Orders universally wholesome. Ex. Crucifers,

eminently antiscorbutic; contain many Potherbs, as

Amoun-jtried from the first and not so well dealt with as it

might have been had I known what I now know

respecting it. Not long since, at the kind invita-

tion of Mr. Mongredien, I saw the original lawn

at Forest Hill, and learnt from Mr. Summers,
" Spergula Summers," the rationale of treatment.

There is nothing in the way of garden elegancies to

beat that piece of Spergula lawni ; to talk of Turkey

carpets is to use a poor figure ; no carpet was ever made

by man that took the footfall so softly, gently, sooth-

ingly as that, for the foot sinks into it with a springy,

elastic feeling without touching the soil at all, for the

plant is matted into a thick felt, layer upon layer of suc-

cessive seasonal growths, and I can imagine no compari-

son to it but a palliasse of swan's-down.

To obtain such a surfacing must be a work of time,

audit is not to be expected that a plant of this kind

should show forth all its merits until some few

years have elapsed from the date of its being

submitted to the public. This sample lawn is

on a stubborn clay, on a steep slope, faces the

north, and gives its glorious verdure and softness to a

spot where Grass turf would probably grow coarse and

cause a vast deal of trouble to keep it decent. I did

wrong in the first instance to use a lot of prime

Hyacinth compost for my circle; the clay which we

have here for a subsoil would have been the very thing

for it. Then I did wrong to complain of its colour in

the first winter from seedling plants, because being

thin and far apart, the water lodged between them, the

frost made ice of the water and punished the plant

unduly because it was not thick enough to comfort

itself. These spring rains, however, have set the piece

growing at a tremendous rate, and after the roller has

been over, it lies as close and smooth as pile velvet. But

there is another reason why it was most unreasonable

of me to complain. In December last I moved the Roses

from the 13 feet circular bed in the centre of the Spergula,

took out the stuff 18 inches deep, carted in peat from

Wanstead, and planted the bed with Rhododendron

species. I put down planks, and made a speech on the

inviolability of Spergula pilifera, yet in spite of me the

fellows trampled it in some places almost to a paste,

and had it been a miffy sort of thing it would have

vanished altogether. Yet in spite of the crushing of

feet and wheelbarrows during a drenching December

week, every scrap that was crushed has started up

again like so many vegetable Phoenixes, and every mite

of a seedling from self-sown seeds last autumn has

survived the winter—and what a winter !—and is now
spreading, and the bare earth is scarcely visible between

them. Last year's seedling patches are now a foot across,

and by July the wViole circle will be densely turfed, and

then—what then ? Why, it will begin to live on itself

like a true Moss, and the days of its swan-down luxury

will begin. I saw by a piece of the Spergula, which Mr.

Summers cut with his knife, that the stuff makes a

fibrous felt by the decay of its procumbent stems while

a fresh growth goes on above. Thus the felt holds

moisture in the dryest and hottest weather, and when
pressed by the foot sinks with just enough resistance to

be pleasant, and make a tired man forget for the time

the weight of his body.

To have brought my piece to perfection quickly I

should have used established tufts instead of seeds, and

it should have had plenty of water the first season. If,

I am satisfied after having given it it so severe 'a trial,

I suppose others will be who are inclined to pet and

humour it, and it deserves humouring as much as any

plant in cultivation.

I can understand why some hard tliiugs have been

said about it. The sample at Messrs. Henderson*s is no

credit to them, and cannot benefit the fame of the plant

much. This is not to their discredit, for at nurseries

time can not be given to make a special feature of

such a thing, especially if it has to be done on a sudden.

and wait. Its continuous lateral growth and exquisitt;

freshness of colour will convince them that here is ;i

plant that may be put to 50 different uses and be oood
and profitable in all.

If I were laying-out a geometric garden, and
especially if In sunk panels, the groundwork should be
Spergula. If I wanted a close verge to run away in soft

lines, neat and close, and easily kept to its proper
boundary, I would not have Grass if Spergula cost a
shilling an inch. To surface the ground in a rooterv

or a rockery, or on a turf terrace, Spergula and patience

and then no fear of summer drought to spoil the

greenness, for it sends its roots down as if it knew the

shortest route to New Zealand through the centre of

the earth, and if you take up a year-old tuft you may
dig deep to find the lowest of its spougioles. Where
the roots ofMr. Mongredien's piece are gone to raigbt

help us to some conclusions respecting the internal

heat of the earth.

But here comes a question. Is Spergula pilifera the
only plant that will do it ? What is that little thing

that comes in tufts in old peat beds and very often in

pots containing peat or peaty mixtures where the

drainage is a little wrong ? Is it not Sagina pro-

cumbens, that we root out and fling on the muck heap

in ignorance of its capabilities ? That makes chariniiij

tufts on a bank, and some day it may prove to be a lawn

plant for sour soils and worn-out peat, as Spergula

pilifera is for the stubborn clay. Then in my piece I

can find several tufts of Spergula subulata, atid I have

on a rockery a tuft of Spergula nodosa, which is of

another tint of green to pilifera, and for all I know as

good a thing if as largely dealt with. How many such

plants are there ? Will Dr. Lindley come to the rescue

with a handful of botanical distinctions, and will the

Horticultural Society take all these promising turfing

plants in hand and settle their values inter je, and as to

their several adaptabilities for this or that soil, and this

or that climate ? Meanwhile let those who dream

about Spergula pilifera substitute action for dreaming,

and instead of new patent lawn mowers, let ingenious

inventors turn their attention to the production of

brooms light as ostrich feathers to sweep the soft surfuce

of the emerald swan's-down. Shirlei^ Mihherd, Stoh

Newington.

^^^ n^
-

I, r u r^^T c ^^ ^^"'erof. «« Besides. Messts. Henderson grow it for sale, and the
Cabbage, lurnip. Radish. Oil from Seeds of Mustard, ^^^j^ j^ perpetually being cut at, and how can it show
Rape, &c. Ex. Grasses, many as fodder; Seeds abound
in Albumen, appropriated by man in the Cereals

;

Sugar-cane ; Bamboo attains 60 feet in 4 months in the

Kew Gardens.
Some Orders contain both wholesome andpiasonous

species. Ex. TJmbellifcrs. Wbolesome : Carrots, Prfrs-

nips. Chervil, &c—Poisonous : Hemlock, Clcuta, &c.

Ex. Solananths. Wholesome: Pot;ito Tubers, and
Tomato berries.—Poisonous : Belladonna berries and
Datum seeds; Henbane plant; deadly Oil distilled

from Tobacco, injurious to immoderate smokers.

L .

SPERGULA PILIFERA.

How Is it we hear so little of this horticultural

wonder, this imitation of swan's-down in bright and
[

lasting verdure ? Are the folks who have grown it

thus far afraid to speak? If it has proved a dead
failure anywhere why do we not hear of the circum-

stances ? aud where it is a proved success why do not

the possessors of the swan's-down flooring let us know,
that we may take heart and go on planting it as an
item of garden luxury ? I am so thoroughly satisfied

with the growth ofmy piece this spring that I begin for
the first time in my life to regard Grass turf as a second
OT third-rate excellency ; and whatever I have said
a^nat the Spergula I here uiisitv, and am prepared
tor iti Tinaicatiou. TTie most that'l have said as-ainst

thrZ^^ ''f '^
•''T'' « *° ^^=* ^^^io'i"^ ^'t- ^I'e tSru of

«it what a winter lot a plant that had been s-^verely

its beauties under such circumstances ? Mr. Cutbush has

a good piece round his fine plant of Wellingtonia

gigantea, and some day the Crystal Palace Gardens will

show it in sufladent perfection to set people crazy

after it.

From 18 months' constant observation, and having
taken the care of my piece into my own hands, prohi-

biting any other hand from touching it, I can safely

say that in one season it will prove itself to be a right

good thing ; and after that it will begin to assume its

high character, as it does at Forest Hill after a growth

of six or seven years. This too is just the proper time

to plant or sow. Self-sown plants of last July in my
piece are now good tufts, therefore seed sown now,

pricked out, and left in the kitchen garden on a reserve

plot will be fine for the making of a lawn next spring.

It grows quickest in a loose soil; but to make a lasting

turf is best on clay, and the more rolling and trampling

the better. Tufts put in now and kept safe in case of

drought will have the benefit of- all the autumn rains,

and get their roots deep before the winter comes. But

let no one imagine that a perfect lawn can be obtained

the first season. Like good claret or Scotch ale it

acquires nobility with age, and if I stay here till I urn

grey-headed I suppose I may sleep in the summer time

Home Correspondence.
Education of Gardeners,—In a former letter whicli

I sent you on this subject I said, " Give better wagea,

and you will get better men." For instance, what is

there to induce a young man to go through all tie

examinations, &c., proposed by your correspondent-.'?

Suppose he succeeds, and gets his diploma, wha'

follows? 12*. per week in a nursery, and 20^. or 25s.

»

week in a gentleman's garden, will be the reward of

years of study and self-denial. I should like to have

Dr. Lindley's opinion on this subject; be has conducted

a good many examinations at Chiswick, and coult!

tell us better than any man living of what value

they are. Only a very few, I believe, of the priie

men retained a situation. After passing the most

brilliant examination one was returned to Chiswick,

his master telling one of the officers of tin

Garden that he did not know even how to tie i

Lettuce up. Non Diploma. [A fiction]. In regari

to premiums I do not altogether agree witj

"An Angus Lad," who says "that the whole system «

premium paying seeuis to be a kind of bribe whia

fetters a man in the discharge of his duty." I thinj

it is quite reasonable that every young gardener show

be required to pay a moderate premium, according*

the wages he receives ; say 10 per cent, of what
J

may earn for about three years. But to demand Is. oj

or 2s. per week for an indefinite length oftime is certairir

unj ust. That such is often exacted I have reason to kno«-

I served an apprenticeship of five years, for myparew

being poor I was compelled to begin to " scratch " vlit'

only 13 years of age. After that I went to a place m

Yorkshire as " improver," served three years as pleasoie-

ground man, received 11*. per week, and paid Is, w--

and then three years as stove-man, when I had 12*. p*'

week and paid 2*. per week to the gardener, besiut^

premium of 3^. The evils arising out of this system o.

weekly payment are numerous. Young m^^ canno

afford to buy books for instruction, and the first plao

which offers itself is accepted. Thus the country
JJ

overstocked with gardeners (?) who are inefficient aJ"*

inexperienced. They get low salaries, but
q^^^^JJmuch as they are worth. In short the supply is increasf^

while the quality is deteriorated, an evil which is tot^

attributed chiefly to the " stop weeks." Crosfonian.-^^

I very much approve of the remarks made by "^'

Angus Lad" respecting the treatment which sor-^

head gardeners give those under them, and if
^"*'

would but act something in accordance with his ^"-

gestions, they would be more attended to and m--^^

more respected, and instead of taking, as the old aJa^

is, "all the gardener's time to watch his men auaB_

of their time to watch him," they would be able to ^

orders iu confidence tliat they would be carried on

the bust of the operator's ability. Respect and e«^
are mighty in their efiects, and produce the ^*^^^J^^jLt

on my sample of emerald swan's-down. Let those who I am aware that there are exceptions ; allthatcan oe
^.^^

doubt all this sro first to Forest Hill and see what has f or said to some men will not move them, and the}
^^^

watch every opportunity to take advantage
'^'^/^Jj,^

the best plan with such men is to quietly ^^''"".^^^p^

which miiiht neihaps bring tUem to their seiw^

been done by the master of Spergula, Mr. Summers.
Then let them get a pinch of seed or a single tutt of

pUut and grow it in a pot or iu a nook of u rockery
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As regards premiums I tiiiiik thnt some reason-

able defence might be set np in their behalf.

"Where, for instance, will you find a professional

jnan or tradesman who will take an apprentice

without some remuneration for his trouble, and generally

much more than is paid to gardeners, #ven in the best

places in the kingdom ? Dotheyconsider premiums in the

]ioht of bribery, or that tlioy fetter them in the dis-

charge of their duty? Nurserymen, too, who engage

young men at 1*., 2*., and 3*. per week less than other

jnen, ac<;ording to their experience, are quite as bad as

gardeners who take premiums. Again, a gardener

leaves his situation;" his means compel him to apply to

a nurseryman for employment until such time as he

can procure another place. Does he get paid the same

as many of the other men, some of which are but

labourers? Not at all, but shillings per week

less, and do gardeners complain of this ? I never

heard of any who did ; on the contrary, they

are glad to avail themselves of the opportunity of

working while they wait for a situation. But if the

system is " bribery/' in one case it is "bribery*' in all

others, and the sooner the legislature makes the act

punishable by fine or imprisomnent the better. "An
Angus Lad " endeavours to prove that the plan is wrong
ty referring to butlers and housekeepers, but the

comparison is at fault ; where is the anxiety and trouble,

the expense, the education ? The difference is great.

Your *' Angus Lad" would have the gardener devote

night after night to giving lessons to young men under

hlin, and imparting all the knowledge of his profession,

such as is laid down in your columns, at considerable

expense and inconvenience without the smallest re-

muneration, and if, as he says, the subject is one which

produces a great deal of ill feeling, I hope that those

who feel aggrieved will speak out, so that if the system

is really bad it may be done away with by common
consent. J. D. U".

The ShamrocJc.—Having observed some inquiries in

back numbers of your journal as to what is the true
Irish Shamrock, I beg to enclose a plant in seed and
blossom. It is evidently a Clover. In March when col-

lected on or about St. Patrick's Day 17 th, its growth
and appearance were quite different. Instead of long
trailing branches, it had a very much greater number
of short tufted stems, and the foliage exactly resembled
the typical shamrock so well known in artistic represen-

tations. The specimen now sent has lost all its

characteristic neatness, but is in a better state for

botanical examination. It is the plant invariably used
in the province of Munster as Shamrock and is abundant
in every pasture field, as well' as on commons, earthen
fences, and roadsides. I do not think the Wood Sorrel
could over hiive been so used, as it isan exceedingly rare
plant in this country, J, Bradford^ Cork. [But it is

asserted that the Shamrock was once oaten. Did the
old Irish live on Clover? The plant sent is the kind
of Clover called by botanists Tritolium minus.]

S.ainfall at Arle-Buri/^ Alresford,—The following
18 our measurement of i^ain during tlie last six months.
The amount in June seems incredible, but it was care-

fully taken, and wehad a succession of thunderstorms:

—

1860. Inches.
January 3.92
February 1.24
March 2.23
April l,-t4

May 2.93
June 9.77

Total 41.5J

older than the oldest of these by a century, and would
almost seem to verify the prophecy ])rononnced when it

was planted, that it wonUl *' flourish and be green for

ever." The degree of .sanctity with which tliis extra-

ordinary tree has been invested in the imagination of

the Buddhists may be compared to the feeling of

veneration with which Christians would regard the

attested wood of the cross. * * * Nor is this superstitious

nnxiety a feeling of recent growth. It can be traced to

the remotest periods, of IJuddhism; and the same
homage which is paid to the tree at the present day

was wont to be manifested 2000 years ago. Age after

Rge the sacred annals record the works which

successive sovereigns erected for the preservation

of the Bo-tree: the walls which thev built around

it, the carvings with which they adorned them, and the

stone steps which they constructed to lead to the sacred

enclosure. The latter were raised by a king, a.d. 182;

and in 223 a stone ledge was added to the enclosing

wall. Century after century, repairs or additions to the

huildings are recorded in the Singhalese annals. King
Abhaya, A.D. 240, placed "a cornice on the parapet, a

porch at the southern entrance, four hexagonal pillars

of stone at the corners, and a statue of Buddha at each

entrance." His successor, Slahassen, caused "two
statues of bronze to be cast and erected in the hall of

the great Bo-tree ;*' and mention is made in the sacred

annals, nearly two thousand years later, of the celebra-

tion of a festival, which, " from the period when the

supreme Bo-tree was planted, the rulers of Lanka held

every twelfth year, for the purpose of watering it." * * *

The author of the Mahawanso, who wrote between the

years 459 and 478 a.d., after relating the ceremonial

which had been observed nearly 800 years before at the

planting of the venerated tree by Mahlndo, concludes

by saying: "Thus this monarch of the forest, endowed
with miraculous powers, has stood for ages in the

delightful Maha-meero garden, in Lanka, promoting the

spiritual welfare of its inhabitants and the propagation

of true religion." In a.d. 804 the reigning king
" caused a hall to be built in honour of and near to the

Bo-tree, at Annradha poora-neuera j
" and in a.d,, 1153,

Brakraraa-Bahu " made a house around Jaya-maha
Bodhim-Wohanse, i.e. the Bo-tree." It will be observed

that throughout these notices (and they are but a few
out of a multitude) the object of veneration is always
alluded to as " the" Bo-tree, no doul)t having ever been
suggested as to its identity ; and the Rajavali, a still

later authority than those already quoted, speaking of

Wijayo-Bahu (who recovered the southern division of

Ceylon from the Malabars, A.D. 1240) says he was a
" descendant of the family who had brought the Bo-tree
yet existing to Ceylon." Begarded with so much
idolatry, tended with attention so unremitting, resorted
to from all lands in which the name of Buddha is held
in veneration, and its vicissitudes recorded in the sacred
history of an island the inhabitants of which considered
themselves blessed by the possession of so heavenly a
treasure; the conjecture (liad it ever been hazarded)
that the original tree might have died and its place been
supplied by one secretly substituted, may fairly be
regarded as an hypothetical impossibility. Such an
event as the death of the great Bo-tree of Anarajapoora
would iiave spread consternation, not only throughout
Ceylon, but over Siam and China. It would have been
regarded as a visitation too portentous to be contempla-
ted with equanimity, and recorded with a becoming
sense of the calamity, in_^the annals of every Buddhist
nation in Asia.]

Ayres sent a hybrid Cashmere Melon which bore con-
siderable rcKemhlance to the Bcechwood both in appear-
ance and flavour.

XJrhan,

Fl?7iponds.—^Wliat is the best period of the year to
stock a pond with perch, and where is the best place to
obtain the young fish or their spawn from ? S. C
The Sacred Bo-Tree (Fieus) of Cet/loH.~Th\s would

appear, from the memoranda given in Sir E. Tennent's
Ceylon (Vol. II. p. 613, &c.), to be the oldest tree known,
of which an authentic history can be given to establish
its age. See also Vol. I. p. 341. It was planted by the
Buddhist emigrants from the Indian continent 288
jrears before Christ, and a succession of historical notices
identify it with the individual now existing. There is

probably not the same evidence for the age of any other
tree. &. [The following are extracts from Sir Emerson
TennenVs account of this extraordinary tree*—The Bo-
tree of Anarajapoora is, in all probability, the oldest
historical tree in the world. It was planted 288 years
before Cbriat, and hence it is now 2147 years old.
Ages varying from one to five thousand years have been
MBigned to the Baobabs of Senegal, the Kucalyptus of

frj!" rV"^ ^y^ Dragon-tree of Orotava, the Wellingtonia

!ii fw"*"?-' ""'l"^
theCbesnutof Mount Etna. But

!ll^,Utr« T ^^ ^""^ ."*^*^^"' °f conjecture, and such^cu at ons. however mgenious, must be purely in-

!^!^ V^-V
""^"'"^ '*'" ?S^ ^f *^« Bo-tree is matter of

L^no'n^WnTT^ ^'^*^^" ^^ ^^>j^-t of solicitude

!r«. wT ^'y""J^l*^
^"^.^^« ^tory ^f its vicissitudes

^mnn r f^
''? ^n ^^series of continuous chroniclesamongst the most authentic that have been handed

fc-^- ^*»^^"^' .<^««'P'^7<i/vith it the Oak of
EllersUe is but a sapling ; and the Conqueror's Oak, inVVmdsor Forest, barely numbers half its years The
}
«^:t«^ of Fonntaiiii. Abbey are believ^i to have

flounslied there 1200 years ago; the Olivea in theGarden of Gethsemnne were full grown when theteaceus were expelled from Jerusalem; and theLyprwB of Soma, in Lombardy, is said to have been a
tree in the time of Julius Cse»ar; yet the Bo-tree is

octettes*

HoRTiCULTUHAL : Juli/ 10. jFrui6 Committee.—J.

Graham, Esq., in the chair. A very fine collection of
Strawberries, to which a prize was awarded, was ex-

hibited by Mr. Turner, of Slough. It consisted of
Filbert, Elton, Sir Charles Napier, Myatt's and Rivers's

Eliza, Admiral Dundas, Black Prince, Sir Harry,
Carolina superba, and Ingram's Prince of Wales.
Among these the best flavoured were Filbert, Myatt's
Eliza, and Carolina superba, all of which, considering
the season, were good. Of newer sorts, Mr. Turner
sent Oscar, a large and fine variety; Adair ; Jeyes' Won-
derful, a very promising Strawberry ; May Queen, and
Wizard of the ^orth. The last was small, but not bad
in flavour. Some large plants of it loaded with fruit in

an early stage of growth were shown by Mr. Robertson.
Good fruit of this variety may therefore yet be expected
to be shown this season. Adair, we may mention, did

not seem to be the same as Myatt's Admiral Duntlas,

with which it has been pronounced by some to be

identical. A very fine seedling named Blackbird, large

and showy, was contributed by Mr. Ingram, of the

Royal Gardens, Frogmore, and another of Mr, Ingram's

seedlings called Prince Arthur was shown by Mr.

Small of Colnbrook. To both of these prizes

were awarded. A Black Muscat Grape called

Ingram's Hardy Prolific was exinbited by^ Mr.

Standish The bunch shown measured about 9 inches

in length, and was well furnished with handsome oval

berrief, Assessing an agreeable slight musky flavour.S var-Si' is stated to ripen perfectly in a coo house

amonff Black Hamburghs; it must therefore be con-

s dered an acquisition. A Seedling Peacli which did

not appear to be difl-erent from Bellegarde was contn.

butJby Mr. Mitchell, gr. to Lord Wenlock ;
and Mr.

British Association at Oxford.—"On the occur-
ence of Poisonous Metals in Ciieese," by Prof. Voolcker.
—The author stated that he had detected both copper
and zinc in cheese. In some specimens copper, in others

zinc, and in some both copper and zinc were found.

The description of cheese in which these poisonous

metals were found was double-Gloucester cheese,

Skimmed-milk cheese, which was likewise examined for

copper and zinc, did not contain any metallic im-

purity. Stilton, and other varieties of cheese, have not

as yet been examined ; it must not therefore he inferred

that cheese made in other districts than Gloucestershire

contains poisonous metals. Inquiry in the dairy

districts of Gloucestershire and Wiltshire has led to the

discovery that in many dairies in these counties sulphate

of copper, and sometimes sulphate of zinc, are employed

in the making of cheese. The reasons for which these

prejudicial salts are added to the cheese are variously

stated. Some persons added sulphate of zinc with a

view of giving new cheese the taste of old—others

employed sulphate of copper for the purpose of prevent-

ing the heaving of cheese. Dr. Vot^lcker also stated

that he had found alum in Gloucester cheese, and men-
tioned that he had learnt that in some dairies alum was
employed to effect a more complete separation of the

caseine from the whey.
" On the Final Causes of the Sexuality of Plants, with

particular Reference to Mr. Darwin's Work * On the

Origin of Species by Natural Selection,'" by Dr. Dau-

beny.—Dr. Daubeny began by pointing out the identity

between the two modes by which the multiplication of

plants is brought about, the very same properties being

imparted to the bud or to the graft as to the seed pro-

duced by the ordinary process of fecundation, and a

new individual being in either instance equally pro-

duced. We arc, therefore, led to speculate as to the

final cause of the existence of sexual organs in plants, as

well as in those lower animals which can be propagated

by cuttings. One use, no doubt, may be the dissemina-

tion of the species ; for many plants, if propagated by
buds alone, would be in a manner confined to a single

spot. Another secondary use is the production of fruits

which aftbrd nourishment to animals. A third may be
to minister to the gratification of the senses of man by
the beauty of their forms and colours. But as these ends

are only answered in a small proportion of cases, we
must seek further for the uses of the organs in question ;

and hence the author suggested 'that they might have
been provided, in order to prevent that uniformity in

the aspect of Nature, which would have prevailed if

plants had been multiplied exclusively by buds. It Js

well known that a bud is a mere counterpart of the

stock from wheuce it springs, so that we are always
sure of obtaining the very same description of fruit by
merely grafting a bud or cutting of a Pear or Apple
tree upon another plant of the same species. On the

other hand, the seed never produces an individual exactly

like the plant from wliich it sprang; and hence, by the

union of the sexes in plants, some variation from the

primitive type is sure to result. Dr. Daubeny remarked
that if we adopt in any degree the views ofMr. Darwin
with respect to the origin of species by natural selection,

the creation of sexual organs in plants might be
regarded as intended to promote this specific object.

Whilst, however, he gave his assent to the Darwinian

hypothesis, as likely to aid us in reducing the number
of existing species, he wished not to be considered as

advocating it to the extent to which the author seems
disposed to carry it. He rather desired to recommend
to naturalists the necessity of further inquiries, in order

to fix the limits within which the doctrine proposed by
Mr. Darwin may assist us in distinguishing varieties

from species.

Prof. Huxley, having been called on by the Chair-

man, deprecated any discussion on the general question

of the truth of Mr. Darwin's theory. He felt that a

general audience, in which sentiment would unduly

interfere with intellect, was not the public before which

such a discussion should be carried on. Dr. Daubeny
had brought forth nothing new to demand or require

remark.—Mr. R. Dowden, of Cork, mentioned

two instances in which plants had been disseminated

by seeds, which could not be effected by buds; fiist, in

the introduction of Senecio squalidus, by the late Rev-

W. Hincks ; and, second, in the diffusion of Chicory, in

the vicinity of Cork, by the agency of its winged seeds.

He related several anecdotes of a monkey, to show that

however highly orgauised the Quadrumana might be,

thev were very inferior in intellectual qualirios to the dog,

the elephant, and other animals. He particularly referred

to his monkey being fond ofpUyinif with a hammer; bet

although he liked oysters as food, he never could

teach him to break the oysters with his hammer as a.

means of indulging his appetite.—Dr. Wright stated

that a friend of his. wlio had gone out t^ report on the-

habits of the gorilla—the highest form of monkey-

had observed that the female gorilla took its young to.,

the sea-shore for the purpose of feeding them on oysters,

.

which they broke with ff^f?*
/^.'^^^V''-

' >" .VTh«
wished to approach thU subject m the ^P^nt <>[ t^e

philosopher, and expressed h.s conviction that thejo,

were facts by which the public could come to ^mc
conclusion with regard to the probabilities of the

of Mr. D:u:win's theory. WhiUt giving all pratm Px
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Mr. Darwin for the courage with wUicli lie had put i

forth bis theory, he felt it must be tested by facts. As a

contribution to the fiicts by which the theory must be
tested, lie would refer to the structure of the higfhest

Quadrnmana as compared with mnu. Taking the bnun
of the gorilla, it presented more clitlerenees, as compared
with tlie brain of man, than it did when compared with

the brains of the very lowest and most problematical

form of the Quadrumana. The deficiencies in cerebral

structure between the gorilla and man were immense.

The posterior lobes of the cerebrum in man presented

parts which were wholly absent in the gorilla. The
same remarkable differences of structure were seen in

other parts of the body ; yet he would especially refer

to the structure of the great toe iu man, which was

constructed to enable hiih to assume the upright posi-

tion ; whilst in the lower monkeys it was impossible,

from the structure of their feet, that they should do so.

He concluded by urging on the physiologist the neces-

sity of experiment. The chemist, when in doubt,

decided his questions by experiment; and this was what
was needed by the phj'siologist.—Prof. Huxley begged

to be permitted to reply to Prof. Owen. A denied

altogether that the difference between the brain of the

gorilla au4 man was so great as represented by Prof.

Owen, and appealed to the publisbed dissections of

Tiedemann and others. From the study of the struc-

ture of the brain of the Quadrumana, he maintained

that tbe difference between man and the highest mon-
"key was not so great as between the highest and the

lowest monkey. He maintained also, with regard to

limbs, that tliere was more diUerence between the toe-

lea3 monkeys and the gorilla than between the latter

and man. He believed that the great feature which
distinguished man from the monkey was the gift of

speech.

**Ileport on Experiments in the Growtli of Plants," by
Pi'of. Buckman.—Tlie author reported that he had
about 200 plots of ground occupied with various

experimental crops, a full account of which must be
delayed, from the backwardness of the season on the

one band, and the early period of meeting of the
Association on tbe other. In this case only a few of the

subjects of experiment were explained by the author,

from which we select the following:—Poa (Glyceria)

aqnatica bad been the subject of fresh experiments, and
two specimens were shown to the Section, one from the
;arden of the Koyal Agricultmal College, and another
TOm the Messrs. Sutton, of Keadinu^ ; these were
identical in all their details, but the point of interest

consists in the great amount of difference between the
induced fonns and the Poa aquatica, whose seeds had
been used. The new specimens, indeed, had the
ext^^-nal aspect of large examples of Poa trivialis. but
still with very different botanical details fro\n that

species, and is in fact hold by the author to be as

distinct fi'om I*oa nquntica as from any otiier species oi
VoA whatever; still it is really a Poa, so that the name
Glyceria, as applied td it, i.s iiuidnusslble. TiieCarduus
arvensig had been the subject of experiment, and its

growth from seeds was traced, and its method of
increase by rhizomata explained by means of drawings
of growth at different periods. The interest of this

subject consisted in the fuct that it had been denied
that this plant was developed froni seed at all, but the
author showed that one stem of the plant may produce
as many as 20 heads, each having 170 seeds; thus,

170 + 20^ 3400 seeds, which may be produced by a
moiety of this Tiiistle : so that it becomes important
that roadsides and waste places should be looked to, to

prevent tlie flowering and seeding of what may become
a most pernicious pest, spreading from a seeding
centre to incredible distances all around.—Col. Munro,
after having examined the specimens produced, expressed
his surprise that, the two Griisses exhibited by Mr,
BncSman should have been produced from the same
seeds. He regarded one as the Glyceria iluitans, and
the other as a form of Poa trivialis, or perhaps P.
pratensis.—Mr, C. C. Babington felt sure, from tlie

g^eat difference between the two forms of Grasses
OKhibited, that some error had crept in during the
experiment. From the Aflien^um.

from the neighbourhood of London. Mr. Stainton

exhibited Lithocolletls Helianthemi, bred from larvse

received from Katisbon, and Aspidisca splenderife-

rella, bred from the larva on Crataegus tomentosa, sent

from America ; Mr. Moore a living specimen of the

moth reared from the Eria silkworm, fed upon the

Castor-oil plant; and Mr. Stainton specimens of Deile-

phila linoata, taken at Torquay and Lewisbam.

ISfr. Tei^ctmeier gave an account of a remarkable

family of"the honey bee which he had reared, there

being no queen in the hive, her place being usurped by

certain of the workers differing from the rest in shape,

which (although uiiimpregnated by the males, of which

nonehad made their appearaucc)hadlaid eggs in the cells,

in an irrcErular manner, there being sometimes as many

asfiveorVix placed in a single cell. Mr. Westwood

exhibited some leaves of the Beech, which had been

greatly injured bv tbe larva) of a small weevil of

Orchestes Fagi, which burrow between the two surfaces

of the leaf, forming large blotches. They had been

forwarded to him from Ireland by Professor Harvey,

who had informed him that the trees for a wide extent

in the soutli o^ Ireland had been blighted in the manner

shown by the leaves forwarded to Mr. Westwood. Mr.

Stevens exhibited a large species of Tabanus or gad fly,

from the Gold Coast of Africa, which is very obnoxious

to horses in the interior of the Continent, attacking

them fiercely and sucking them in the same manner as

the common' English cleg, but to a far greater extent,

so that the horses die from their attacks in tbe course

of six or elglit weeks from exhaustion and irritation.

It was questioned whether this fly might not be the

true Tsetse of Pr. Livingstone. Mr. Baly read a

memoir on the family Sagridse (beetles remarkable for

the large size of tbe hind legs), and Mr. F. Smith gave

a notice of the Cynips quercicola, a gall fly which is

now committing much damage" to the young Oak
throughout the country, and of which Mr. Smith had
reared not fewer than 12,000 individuals, all of which
had proved to be females, whence, as well as from
observations made upon other species of the genus, he
is led to believe that there are no males in the genus
in question. He also read descriptions of some new
Hymonopterous insects from New Holland and New
Zealand; and Dr. "Wallace read some remarks on the

question of the indigenousness of certain Lepidoptera,

especially Sphingida), occasionally taken in this country.

serrat) was awarded to A. Henry, Esq. ; and a second
to the Earl of Ellesmere for Prince Alfred. Grapes
only numbered a few dishes, but they were very fine

and the black ones were well coloured. The first prize

for the best dish of Peaches was awarded to the Earl
of Ellesmere for • dish of Gallande. Melons, Cucum-
bers, Strawberries, &c., were few in quantity, but good
in quality. Ahridged from the Manchester Weekly
Advertiser.

ExKrETTiON AT MA^"CHESTEK.—The second and last

exhibition of the season of plants, fruits, and flowers,

was lield at the Botanical Gardens, Old Traffbrd, on
Wednesday and Thursday, the 27th and 28th ult. The
show of plants was good, but small, and the same
remarks apply to both flowers and fruits. The weather
was unfavourable, rain falling almost in torrents

througliout the whole afternoon,

Eigiit Stove and Greenhouse plants from Mr. Cole
took the first prize in that class. In this group was
a remarkably fine Txora javanica, also Pimelea Hender-
soni. The second prize in this class was awarded to

Mr. Fallows, whose finest plants were Ixora Oxonias (?)

.and Dipladcnia crassinoda. The third prize was given
to H. MichoUs, Esq., who had a fine Rhynchospermum
jasminoides, and a beautiful plant of Allamanda
cathartica.

In collections of four Stove and Greenhouse Plants
Mr. Cole again took the first prize. His plants were of

neat growth and well bloomed, the best in the group
being Erica tricolor Wilsoni. A second prize was
awarded to T. Kendall, Esq., whose group contained
the new Ixora Ambainensis, which pro;n]ses to be one
of tbe finest of its kind, owing to its free-blooming pro-

perties, its rich colours, and compact habit.

Eor the best eight Orchids the first prize was awarded
to J. A. Turnei', Esq., M.P. His group contained
among other rare plants Barkerla spectabilis, with
eight spikes of bloom ; also Cattleya "VVageneri, whicli

is one of the finest species of the kind in cultivation. (?)

Iu short the tout ensemble of the group was truly a
model one, and reflects infinite credit upon Toll, the
gardener. IVIr. Yates obtained the second prize. His
group had in it a fine specimen of Cattleya lobata and

I

Aerides odoratum purpurascens. Tlie latter bad uponKyTo-HOT.OGiCAT..~The June meeting of this Society
ttTcryfuUy attended,thePresident,J.\V.DougU3,E3q",

1 it six spikes of beautiful blooim
oeingin the cbiur. Mr. Stevens exhibited a specimen of

| Mr. J. A. Turner's Aerides o(
C&lVidium luridum, lately taken in a play-gr^und
at Blackhe.iMi, and two iudividn.alsof the grand butter-
Ifjt Papilio Antenor, captured l>y Mr. Layard in Jlada-
gnscnVf who bad only been al)le to procnre them hy
shootiniT at them with a gun, the lofty tiight of the
insects rendering: all other modes ofcapture ineiJectnal.
Mr. Bond exhibited two specimens of the very rare
DeUephlh Vweata, taken at Brighton on the 12th and
I4th of the preceding mouth; also two chrysalids ofi
fche Convolvulus Sphinx, remarkable for the length of
the case of the proboscis extending in a curve over the
breast, which were dug out of a Potato fieki near
Canterbury last autumn; also a monstrous cocoon of
EtTogaster lanestris, the small egger moth, formed by
three of the caterpillars working in concert. Mr.
MacLachlan exhibited some specimens of a minute
midge (Cecidomyia sp.), reared from galls formed upon
tbe buds of the Common Broom. Mr. Janson exhibited
SphsBTito^ glabvatns, Rhinoraacer AtteUboides. and other

'^'J^'^flV ^"'"^ Perthshire; and Mr. Gorham spe-

fe^ n! V'T*^^*
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^- m nests of Formica

tttsca, Haploglo^i^u ruppeuuis. and other rare species

odoratum majus took the
premier prize for tbe best single Orchid.
To Mr. Cole was awarded a first prize for the best

12 ornamental plants. In this group we noticed Aralia
pulchra, which for decorative properties is perliaps
without a rival. A Tlu^ophrasta imperialis in this group
was a fine plant. Its foHago looked extremely beautiful
and healthy; we may add that one advantage of this

class of plants is that they are aUke attractive in season
and out of season, A second prize was awarded to

H. Jlicholls, Esq., and a third to Captain Witiiington,
whose group contained a remarkable specimen of
Cyanophyllum magnificum, one of the most stately

plants of modern introdaction.

A first prize tor Fnclisias was awarded to Kr. S.

Roebuck, and another for Ferns to J. Renshawe, Esq.

The best eight Aehimenes came from S. Roebuck,
Ksq., wdio had Meteor, with brilliant crimson blossoms,

which were tbe theme of general admiration.
Pelargoniums were furnished by S, Roebuck, Ksq.

Cnt Roses, considering the unfavourable season for

them, and the great lack of sun, were very good.
Fruit was scarce. The first prize for a Pine (Mont-

Nationai- Rose Show.—This took place at the
Crystal Palace on Thursday last, and was in all respects

highly successful, there being more blooms shown on
this than on any previous occasion, and most of the

exhibitions were in admirable condition. There was a

large atteiftdance of visitors. A full report, together

with lists of the leading varieties shown, will be given

in next week's Kumbor,

Nottccg of JSoofes*

The Rifle i and Bow to TTse It. By Hans Busk.
Seventh edition, Routledge. 12mo,

Since the appearance of the first edition of this

little work so many great and important additions

have been made by the writer that a repurchase of it

has become indispensable to the rifleman; and it still

continues " the book" on Rifle-shooting as it is. Upon
turning over its pages the reader will not fail to remark

how entirely our own often-expressed opinion of the

superiority of Lancaster's elliptic rifles is supported by

the author, and the cautious tone in which Whitworth's

are spoken of. Mr. Busk repeats that "the result of

the trial (in Chatham marshes in 1858) again proved

most conclusively the superior accuracy of the Lan-

caster over the Enfield rifle." And again at a subse-

quent trigl, " the Lancaster evinced its superiority from

the first and maintained it through the trial." Such

being the case, and it being notorious to all acquainted

with these arms that while tbe Enfield fouls rapiAly

,the Lancaster does not foul at all, it does appear iu*

I comprehensible that Government should still go on

manufacturing Enfields exclusively. As to Whitworth's

Mr. Busk says: "if'it can always be made to exhibit

such a superiority over that arm (the Enfield) as was

displayed during a trial of the two at Hythe, the

Government would be amply justified in securing the

future services of such an implement," &c. We suspect

that those who saw the firing at Wimbledon last week

will also pause before tliey acquiesce in tbe present

rage for Whitwortbs, and will applaud the deter-

mination of Government to decline purchasing Mr.
Whitworth's patent. The difficulty of loading, the

awkwardness and we presume expensive nature of the

ammunition, to say nothing of the tendency to foul,

must be fatal to its use as a military weapon. Por

target practice, when a man may take any convenient

time to load, it is doubtless a beautiful tool—we had

almost written toy ; but for the real work of war it

seems to us to be iu its present state altogether un-

suited. When it shall be associated with a safe breech-

loading apparatus it will be time enough to reconsider

its true practical value as an arm for troops. Even

then it will have to stand a comparison with

Lancaster's breech-loading carbine, the only breech-

loader we have seen that we should like to take into

action. In both contrivances the great object is to

destroy windage; and, as far as we can judge, that

is as completely effected by Lancaster's breech-loader

as by a Whitworth barrel even when fitted to a

Westley Richards's breech.

But omitting breech-loaders, it is to be hoped that

tbe summer will not pass without the three inven-

tions being brought into direct comparison, not by

mere "target" practice, but by tbe "individual firing"

of such soldiers as our present instructors in musketry.

If a match were made between Enfield, Lancaster, and

Whitworth's muzzle-loaders at 400 yards from the

shoulder, or at 500 yards from the knee, each having

previously fired 20 rounds and being immediately used

without cleaning, half-minute firing time being allowed,

we should be much surprised to find a Whitworth the

winner. And this seems to us to be the only fair way

of testing the value of these arms in actual service.

We have a reprint in a separate pocket volume of

Mr. MaTnsay^s Dissertation on the old Glaciers of
Switzerland and North Wales (Longmans), which first

appeared in "Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers," contributed

by members of the Alpine Club. The manner in which

traces of the glacial period near Snowdon are made out

is highly interesting, and renders this little volume

indispeusiible to all travellers of inteliigeuce in North

Wales. Take for instance Prof. Eamsaj's graphi*^

account of the Llyn Llydaw:—
« Of all the vaUeys that lie in the heart of Snowdon,

the largest and most magniflcent is that of ljly°

Llydaw. It is easily reached from Llanberis over the

summit of Snowdon, or by Cwm-glas over the ridge of

Crib-goch ; but both for the lovers of scenery and for

those who specially care to observe its glacial pheno-

mena, it is better to go up the Pass of Llanberis to

Gorphwysfia, and so strike into the valley; or, if there

be time, to cross the broken ground to tbe right w
Nant Gywnaut, and from thence ascend Cwm l^.vl^

i
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(correctly, JOylif, nieuuhig ' the rash of waters/ It

may be transhitecl ' Cataract Valley ') by the cataract of

Llyn Llycliiw. This route is most instructive, especially

if the sides of the Pass have been explored before j for

then, up to tlie watershed of Gorphwysfa, the eye

readily comprehends all the combined signs of an old

glacier of the largest size in Wales, especially when
habit has accustomed the explorer to detect in every

stage of decay the signs left by the glacier. As
already mentioned, for hundreds of feet up the sides of

the valley, all the striations run north-westerly along

the hills ; except in tributary valleys, or occasionally

at great heights, where they sometimes converge

a little towards the Pass, as in the Inghcr part of the
hollow above Pont-y-gromlech, that leads np to Y
Glyderfawr ; or on the hillside about half a mile due
west of Gorphwysfa; and again on the watershed
directly west of Llyn-Cwm-ilynnon, where they ruir

both towards the Pass and Xant-y-Gwryd,
" Close by Gnrphwysfa the stria) run across the

watershed, as if at its culminating point the piled-up

snow and ice had flowed in two directions, on one side

down the Pass, and on the other towards Xant Gwynant,
just as it now does at the snowshed of the upper glacier

of the Aar, At the corner of the road at Bwleh-y-
gwyddel (Irishman's Gap), some of the striations run
east and west, as if part of the radiating mass turned

down Nant-y-gwyrd, where the grooves run about

E.N.E. towards Capel Curig. On the Snowdon side tf

the brook that runs from Gorphwysfii to K"ant

Gwynant, they strike E. and S.E. with the run of that

branch valley ; but on a lower level, at the mouth of

Cwm-dyli on both sides of the waterfall, they run
nearly due east over the top of the cliffy ground,
showing that a glacier once passed through this opening
into Nant Gwynant. Further south, opposite Gwastad
Agnes (Agnes' Plain or Flat), and on the northern part

of the ridge of Gallt-y-wenallt (White Hill, literally

'White Hill-hill'), the grooves on the rounded rocks

strike S.E. and S.S.E., and finally curving round to the

S. and S.W. they strike fairly down the valley on the

western side of Llyn Gwynant, and riglrt across the

mouth of Cwm-y-Llan.
" The meaning of the direction of the strise at the

mouth of the Cwm-dyli is this :—A glacier, about three

miles in length, flowed eastward from below the peak
of Snowdon, through the valley of Llyn Llydaw and
Cwm-dyli, and united with a strenm of ice, that, when
the glaciers of Wales were at their largest, descended
from the direction of the top of the pass of Llanberis

and Pen-y-gwryd, where the ice was then of very great
thickness, representing the accumulated snow drainage
of a large part of the broad mountain slopes that lie

between the eastern peak of Crib-goch and the southern
side of Y Glyder-fawr. I consider that the result of
this was to produce a mass of ice not less than 500 feet

thick, just above the present watershed at Gorphwsyfa,
for without this I cannot account for the longitudinal

glacier striations running along the sides of the Pass of
Llanberis 1300 teet above its bottom. If this hypothesis

be correct, then it follows that in the opposite direction

the mass flowed down towards ISTant Gwynant, being
so thick at Gorphwysfa, that its Surface was higher
than the broken ground between Llyn Teyrn {Teyrn,

\

a tyrant or supreme ruler. Llgn TeyrUy * King's Pool'),

,

and the upper part of the Llyn Gwynant. On this

ridge, overlooking the bottom of Cwm-dyli by the
waterfall, the striations strike south-easterly, as if the

greater glacier had quite overridden the mouth of this

valley on its northern side, while on the opposite
side the striae indicate that the tribntai*y glacier filled

Cvvm Elydavv so high, that it overflowed its southern
bank on Gallt-v-wenallt, where the ice rolled over the
ridge south-easterly, and then curved round to the
south, to swell the great glacier of Nant Givynant.
Whether under these circumstances, in the depths of
Cwm-dyli by the waterfall, an undercurrent of ice

naight have flowed easterly beneath the great mass that
covered the mountain,! cannot determine; but It is

needless to have recourse to it, since the striae by the
waterfall might subsequently have been produced by a
diminished glacier, that in the latter days of the ice

flowed through Cwm-dyli.
"By the waterfall of Cwm-dyli there are symptoms

of a small terminal moraine, and further up all througli
the valley there are numerous moraine mbtuids, some-
times running up the valley in rude lines, some of the
blocks on which are 10 or 12 yards in diameter. Half
a mile further, north-west of Llvn Teyrn, the rocks
have been polished by ice, and "the great bosses of
greenstone, that rise in the midst of the valley like the
mil behmd the Grimsel Hotel, are nothing but huge
roches moutonnees, dotted with folspathic blocks resting
on then- sid« and summits- When krgest, the giacie?
overflowed these Oust as in old times the Aar ilacier
overflowed the lull behmd the Hotel of the Grimsel),
but as It dechned there are aigns that seem to indicate
that It branched and wound between the islands of
greenstone rock, and, decreasing stUl further, deposited
Its moraines m hues, where separate tongues of ice
protruded from among them.

'SVpproaching Llyn Llydaw, the full grandeur of
this wonderful valley bursts on the beholder A lake
rather more than a mile in length and of a creen
colour (about T800 feet above the aea). like some of the
lakes of Switzerland, obliquely crosses tlie vallev
Around ifc rise the cliffs of Lliwedd, Crib-goch. ami
Pen Wyddfa, seamed with veins of white quartz that

gleam like streaks of snow on the tall black rocks
circling the vast amphitheatre, the scarred sides and
ragged outlines of which, sharply defined against the
sky, may well seem, till attempted, hopelessly inacces-

sible to the unpractised climber. In every season and
phase of weather, there is a charm in this valley to the
lover of the mountains. In quiet sunshine, when the
rocks, and perhaps a lazy ferry-boat, are reflected in the

still water ; or while the wanderer scales the crags amid
seething with mists; or when the pitiless rain, or hail,

or snow, comes drivhig down the valley; but best of

all, in a threatening evening, when the gathered clouds,

like the roof of a vast cavern, hang heavily from side to

side on the edges of hills; and a streak of light caught
from the setting sun shows redly behind the dim peak
of Snowdon, grimly reflected in the sombre waters of

tlie lake.
" The signs of a glacier are so evident in Cwm

Llydaw that it is needless to describe all the details.

At the outflow of the lake there are moraine-like

mounds, formed of earthy matter, stones, and angular
and snbangnlar blocks, which even now partly dam np
the lake, and when 1 fii-st knew it, raised it to a still

higher level, ere the channel of the brook was sacrile-

giously deepened to lowerthe water, for the sake of saving
a few pounds in the construction of an ugly cati-BeWay.

Close to the outflow, the once beautiful little islets of

rock, feathered with Heath and Grasses, are now united

to the mainland, and a broad ugly black rim round the

lake marks alike the extent of the drainage, and the

barbarism of the perpetrators of this unhappy outrage

on the most beautiful scene in North Wales."

Books received.—Boissiere Diagnoses jPlantaruni

novarum, Nos, 4 and 6 of the second series (No, 5

appeared some time since), completing the third volume.
— Ure^s Dicllonary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines,

Part IX., containing among other matters, articles on

Iron, Lamps, Lead, Leather, Lens, Linen, Lucifermatches.—Moore's Floral Magazine, No> 3, contains figures of

the Volunteer Auricula, Rhododendron Lobbianum, a fine

yellow kind, much like li. JJrookeauum ; two hybrid

Tydffias, and a crimson Camellia of a singularly

brilliant rich colour.

—

Hoiitledge^s lUnstratecl Natural
History, Part XVII, commences a seot>nd volume, and
coutains the history of vultures and eagles.

Garden Memoranda.
Royal Niteseet, Slough.—All who are in the

habit of visiting our great exhibitions have frequent
opportunities of admiring the produce of this nursery
in the shape of magnificent specimen Pelargoniums;
but compared with the masses of plants, ull in the.

highest degree interesting to lovers of gardens, which
may from time to time be seen in bloom here, these
form but a small portion of the contents of an esta-

blishment, now justly celebrated for its collection of
florists* flowers. Among the more modern kinds of
Pelargoniums remarkable for their beauty. Lord Clyde,

scarlet; Ariel, Eridesmaid, Desdemona, and Prince of
Prussia, fine whites; Angelina, light coloured; Levia-
than, purple; Czar, dark; Prince of Wales, the same;
Eastern Beauty, rose with black spot ; and Lady

|

Cauuing, rose, were still in fine bloom, and conspicuous

showy varieties. Osiris, Peacock, and Picnic are ex-

quisitely spotted kinds. Among older sorts, Violo,

Sanspareil, Symmetry, Etna, Empress Eugenie,
Monarch, Jessica, Sir Colin Campbell, the Belle,

Carlos, Festus, and Candidate were particularly

fine, very varied in colour, large, and effective.

Fancy varieties were equally well flowered and interest-

ing. Among these Captivator, Marchioness of
Tweeddale, modestura. Beauty, Countess of Craven,

Omega, Sarah Turner, Musjid, Arabella Goddard,
RosabelUi, Marionette, and Acu)e were of the most per-

fect forms, fine colours, and like most fancies, very free

fiowerers. The distinguished success which has
long attended the growth of this class of plants at

Slough leads many to imagine that that locality is

peculiarly favourable to the operations of the culti-

vator; but this is a mistake. The secret, if any, lies in

the xinusual amount of skill and care bestowed on their

cultivation. The houses in which they grow are light,

dry, andwell ventilated, and the plants are never over-

crowded.
The last 10 days of bright weather have pushed for-

ward bedding plants wonderfully. Calceolarias are now
finely in bloom; the sorts used here are aurea flori-

bunda. Prince of Orange, and Yellow Prince of Orange;
these furnishing as they do three different shades of

colour, varying from brown to pale yellow, make very

eflective masses. Bedding Geraniums are grown here

in great variety, the object being not only present

effect, but opportunities of testing the comparative

merits of each kind. Attraction appeared to he by far

the best dwarf scarlet ; Pui'cb, though good,^ is^a very

gti

foliag

benas and the various kinds of bedding Dahlias come in

at a later period.

Pinks are now at their best, and we have seldom seen
them in better condition ; all seem this season to be
well laced, and above the average size— a good dressing
of rotten manure and a little road sand are the only
additions the natural soil has received, yet their growth
has been most satisfactory. Propagation of the various

kinds is now being pushed forward. The following are

a few of the best, viz. :—Charles Turner, dark purple;

Eleanor, rose ; Beautiful, reddish purple j Annie, red,

extra fine ; Bonny Jean, red ; Clara, red ; James Hogg,
dark; John Ball, dark; Sirs. Turner, rosy purple;

Winsome, reddish purple; Mrs. Norman, rosy purple;

and Miss Nightingale, red.

Of Verbenas those in pots were the only ones well in

flower. The following are the names of a few kinds

excellent for cutting from, but we reserve our opinion

of them as bedders:—Apollo, blush; Conqueror, crim-

son; Diadem, scarlet, hirge; Dr. Sankey, puce, lemon
eye, very large and fine ; Electra, bright scarlet, white

eye; Mrs. Moore, blue, clear white eye; Nestor, dark

purple, white eye ; Stnr, deep rosy crimson, large lemon
eye ; and Garibaldi, light blue, white eye.

Koses are grown here extensively. They are clean

and vigorous, and produce very fine large flowers ; both,

soil and climate seem to suit them admirably. The
only ones destroyed here during the late severe winter

were varieties on the Manetti stock, and such as were

very tender. Those on Briars escaped.

Although not in bloom Chinese Azaleas deserve a

word or two. They are for the most part large fine

plants in robust health, and perfect iu form. They

have only to be seen to be admired. A very large

stock of Carnations and t'icotees is gro^ra here, chiefly

in pots; all promise to be finely in bloom about ihk last

week of this month. Dahlias occupy a large amount

of ground ; they are late, but are encouraged to hasten

their blooming season by stirring the soil about tlie

roots, and svringing the plants over head in the

latter part of the day. Phloxes, a class of late-

flowering plants of great beauty, are grown in great

variety, and together with Hollyhocks will be well

worth inspection early next month. Fuchsias are now
fullv in bloom, and produce a fine effect ; among these

little improvement has taken place lately, some kinds

with white corollas excepted. Achimenes and Gloxinias

fill a long bouse, and are flowering in great profusion.

We also noticed a pit full of the popular Dianthus

Heddewigii, one of the most showy plants of recent

introduction.

Out of doors were some flue coniferous X)lants ; Abies

Nordmanmana, Wellingtonia gigantea, Cupressus Law-
soniana, and Thuja gigantea each occupy large quarters

and are growing luxuriantly ; as are also otlier hardy

and popular kinds. Fruit trees, of wlilch there are

several acres in all stages, were also pjirticuWly clean

and healthy, the late heavy rains having kept insects

and blight greatly in check. Nor are culinary products

here neglected ; we observed a large quarter of Peas

put out for triaU These consisted of kinds raised by
Dr. Maclean of Colchester; among them one appeared

to be very dwarf, early, and prolific, and to possess

qualities simihir to that of the best late Marrows.

Several of them have been sent to the Garden of the

Horticultural Society for trial, and will doubtless soon

be reported on.

Among Strawberries, by far the best ripe on the

occasion of our visit was Oscar. This has fruit of largfe

size, and is evidently a heavy cropper and a great

favourite. Sir Charles Napier, Prince of Wales, Won-
derful, Omar Pasha, Filbert Pine, Carolina superba,

and Crimson Queen (the latter very large), had not

begun to ripen. The Crimson Queen has the goOd
property of coming in after most other sorts are over;

it is therefore valuable for its lateness.

CI

dine were excellent; Countess is a promising new kiuu

very dwarf habit. Variegated Geranmms no* be^n

^ASp a fine display—Bijou, Alma, Julia, Annie, and

o-ntii.TKi TroDseolum eu-guns, i^ouuic *^.vwv .., "-—
- -

fnd some dwarf Heliotropes formed pretty beds
;
V er-

IVIiscellaneous.
Canada.—We find the following in Dr. Leifchiid's

address to the Horticultural and Electoral Division

Society of Kingston (Canada) :—It has been recently-

remarked by the President of the Board of Agriculture

that every agriculturist ought to some extent to be
a horticulturist. Indeed, there can be no doubt if agri-

culturists would but devote more of their time and
attention to horticulture tliey would materially advance

their own interests and add to the value of their pro-

perties. Happily in this "Canada of oars" the farmer

is generally the proprietor of the land he cultivates.

The trees upon his farm me no unimportant ifceras in

the value of Ins property. It is important for him to

plant in a suitable situiition his orchard of fruit trees,

iiis clurop of sugar Mapk's, and his buahes of Currants,

Gooseberries, li ^ ben-it*^; and it is pleasant to see the

lowliest shanty as well as the most substantial jfer-m

house planted and decorated with shade trees, and fruit

trees, and shrubs, and flowery. In the early settlemeufc

of a countrv the farmer's attention is necw«rily directed

to cle;iring*his land, to building a hut for his family and

shelter for his cattle, to raising his crops, and to battling

with the stern realities of life. As time progresses he

finds himself in a more fiivonraUe position, and as by

the Canadian system of common school education tne

children of the farmer will be taught to appreciate and

enjoy more elevating infiuence?, so we may reasonably

hupc that the rough ' .nties and denuded homesteads

will give place to trim-built comtortable cottages aad
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farm-houses, with gardens, shrubberies, and orchards.

Canada is-now in this transition state, and to aid the

agriculturist in his eflfort of improvement Parliament

has legislated, and the state has confided to societies,

such as O'ir own Electoral Division Society, funds for

encouraging improvements; and it will behove the

committee to see that the funds so delegated, together

•with the subscriptions of the members, are properly

applied.

DiiraUon of the Chrysalis Stage of the Butterfly, Sfc.

—The duration of the chrysalis stage, like that of the

Q^^y is extremely variable, and dependent on difference

of temperature. As an instance of this, one of our

common butterflies has been known to puss only seven

or eight days iu the chrysalis state ; this would be in

the heat of summer. Then, in the spring, the change

occupies a fortnight ; but when the caterpillar enters

the chrysalis state in the autumn, the butterfly does

not make its appearance tiU the following spring.

Furthermore, it has been proved by experiment, that if

the condition of perpetual winter be kept up by keep-

ing the chrysalis in an icehousn, its development may

be retarded for two or three vears beyond its proper

time; while, on the other hand, if in the middle of

winter the chrysalis he removed to a hothouse, the

enclosed butterfly , inistaluns; the vivifying warmth for

returning summer, makt^s its debut in 10 days or a fort-

night. The compound eye of a butterfly, wonderful as its

structure is, does not greatly differ from that of many

other insects, being like them composed of an immense

number of little lenses set together to form a hemisphere

large in comparison with the insect^s head. A portion of

one of these eyes forms a pretty and interesting object

for the microscope, presenting a honey-comb appear-

ance, the hexagonal lines that iiiArk the division of the

lenses being most beautifully geometrical and regular in

their arrangement. More than 1700 of these lenses

have been counted in a single eye, and each of these is

considered to possess the qualities of a complete and

independent eye. If this be true, tlie butterfly may be

said to bo endowed with at least 31,000 eyes. British

ButierflieSj hy W. S. Coleman.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoySEEYATOEY, &c,~See that sickly or badly-rooted

spccimciis, if any, are kept free from red spider; also

that young 8to<;k is hot allowed to suffer from want of

pot room, and during bright weather attend carefully to

watering, giving weak liquid manure to all plants in

free growth that are likely to be benefited by it. Such
store plants as may have been removed to this house
while in bloom should be replaced in heat as soon as

their beauty is over, in order to permit their young
wood to get ripened before short days set in. Orchids

must be carefully shaded during sunny days, but when
the weather is at all cloudy allow them as much light

as they will bear without injury. Keep the folinge

clear of insects and dust by frequent synngings or

spongings, as may be necessary.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
FlNEEizs.—Air should now be given liberally to

young stock in dang pits, in order to secure robust
growth. The plants should not, however, be exposed to
drying winds by giving back and front air liberally on
drying days, for this would not serve the end in view

;

but a moderate circulation should be secured at night,
giving no more during the day than may be necessary
to prevent the temperature getting too high. This,
with careful attention to the state of the roots, keeping
the bottom heat regular, the soil in a nice healthy
state as to moisture, and giving a liberal supply of
manure water to such as are well rooted, will be found
much more conducive to strong stocky growth than
exposing the plants too freely to hot drying winds,
which would probably check and throw them into fruit
prematurely. Use every means to afford plants swelling
their fruit a thoroughly moist atmosphero, sprinkling
passages. Sec, frequently, and aliutting up early on the
afternoonaof bright days, giving a gentle dewing with
the syringe, and saturating the atmosphere by spriukllux-
every aviulable surface ; also give these plenty of clear
Strong manure water at the root until the fruit begins
to change colour, when the soil should bo kept rather
dry, which will improve the flavour.

VlXEniES.—Afctend to former directions as to thin-
ning the fruifc in houses intended to furnisli a late
supply, and see that tlie bunches are severely tlilnned,
and also tliat the crop left is not too heavy in propor-
tion to the strength of the Vines. Where the fruit is

swelling, be careful to maintain a moist state of the
atmosphere^ and give every possible attention to the
roots, keeping the border in a healtliy state as to
moisture, and if watering is found necessary, use good
strong manure water. Give abundance of air wliere
the fruit is colouring, and do not allow plants in pots
to remain in the house to cause damp, which, despite
every care iu ventilating, is apt to settle on the berries
and spoil the bloom. Where the fruit is ripe and
expected to hang for some time, the atmosphere of the

o^er^kZ \i?'^V*^^>\^*'
necessary occ;i8ionaliy inoruer to keep the atmosphere dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Trimming, staking, and pegging down must he well

followed up at this period where neatness and order are

essential. See that sufficiently strong stakes are applied

to plants with heavy foliage and gross habits, suc'h as

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Larkspurs, Phloxes, and tall growing

Asters. Keep Roses as much as possible free from

insects, and if time can be spared dead blooms should be

removed. Budding may soon be proceeded with. Let

Carnations and Picotees be layered; they make

exceedingly useful border flowers. See therefore that

plenty of them are secured for next season,

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Attend to previous directions iu regard to^the thin-

ning and stopping the young shoots of all trained fruit

trees, and now make the final thinning of Peaches and

Nectarines, of course leaving the heaviest crop on the

most vigorous trees and strongest branches. As a

general rule, no two fruit should be left together.

Plums of the large kinds, as well as the finer sorts of

Pears, should also be thinned if the crop is too heavy.

Young Peach and Apricot trees, when making over-

vigorous leaders, should have the points of the branches

shortened, to encourage tliem to make other shoots less

vigorous, and of a fruitful character; this will obviate the

necessity of shortening them back at the winter pruning.

Strawberries will require frequent waterings during dry

weather should it happen to set in. Place netting over

the plants, to protect them from bu'ds, which will also

be very beneficial iu partially shading the fruit from the

midday sun. Layer 'the runners intended for pot

culture, as well as those required for making new
plantations. All spare runners may be cut away, and
keep the plants free from weeds. Thin and stop shoots of

Figs as soon as they have made a growth of about 6 inches,

and ren-ove all useless growth from Vines. Keep the fruit

close to the wall, and shaded by the foliage from the sun.

Tomatoes must be regularly attended to, keeping the
shoots thin and stopping them above a cluster of fruit.

Shallots if left in the ground after they are ripe are apt

to mildew; they should therefore be taken up as soon
as the tops begin to decay, and spread out in an airy

place to dry, before storing. Herbs in flower should be
cut and dried for winter use. They can either be hung
up in bags to keep them clean or rubbed out and
bottled. Where a sufficient breath of Celery is not
yet planted out this must be attended to as speedily as

possible. Earth up farmer plantings and encourage
rapid growth by means of occasional waterings with
liquid manure.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Plant early Uliu Savoy and other winter greens on

spare ground. The Savoys may be allowed to stand a
foot apart each way, A little Spinach to stand the
winter may also soon be put in.

STATE OP THE WEATnEK AT CHISVVICK, NEAR liONDOW,
J^or the Week eadins July 12, 1860, ah observed at the Horticultur&L Gardens

.

July.

Friday 6

Satur. 7
Sunday Hj

M on. 91

Tuea. ID
Wed. 11

Thurs. 12

Average.

.

J«ly

U A Vfr ^V ^' PIB v« w&

Tehfekatuicb. 1

it
ilAuOJiic 1 r#H. Uf the Air. or the Earth Wind

Max. Min. Max. MiD. Mean 1 foot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

17 30.169 30.113 69 39 54.0 1 02
;

59 N.E.
18 30.269 30.194 69 36 52.5 61 584 N.E.
19 30.21-t ,30.110 ! 71 49 60.0 60^

595
i

58 N.E.
20 30.141 29.993

;

70 48 59.0 58 E.
21 30.0C9 29.9.^ I 1

65 49 57.0 60 58 E.
i< 29.9S-»

1

29.y:iO
,

73 i 44 58.5 60
:

58 E.
23 29.972 20.ss;t 74 41 57.6 60 58 E.

30.111 30.025 ' 70.1 43.7 56.9 ,

' 60.4
'

53.2

-OO
.00

.00

.00

-00

jdQ

-00

.00

6—OFcrcast; cloudy anil fine ; clear At mgbt.
7—Fine; very fine; clear and cold.

— 8— Overcast; very fine; overca&t af ni^ht,
— 9—Overcast ; fine; overrnst, with cold wiad.
— 10— Overcaflt; fiac; cloudy,
^- 11—Cloudy ; bazy; overcast ; cold at night.
^ 12—Hazy ; very fine ; slitthtly overcast*

Mean temperature of the week, 6 deg. betow the averai^e.

RECORD OF THE VVEATUEK AT CHISWICK.
DuriDj? the last ^ years, for tbe ensuiujc Week, endioK July 21j 1860*

Ml?, p- tc « p. fli No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
ot'Uaiu.

Prevailing Win ds.

July.

1

- -^ 3
L. « S

St.

1

2
2

"2

V
2

1 3
3

1

1

3
3
2
1

1

3
2

e4

1

2
^^. 1

1

1

4
2
4
5

7
1

3

CO

16

16

14

16

12

16

12

4

i

SI

10:

lU

*

m

Sunday 15..

Mon. 16..

Tuea. 17--
Wed, !»-,
Tbura- 13..

Friday 20..
Satur. ^1..

76.1

76.7
76.1

74.8
72.9

72.3 '

73.3

50.5

50.6
1

52.3 1

51.2
51.1

51.3
51.1

63.3 1

63.6 i

64.1

63.0
62.0

61.8
62.2

17
13
12

17
19
30
14

1.46 in.
1.60

0.56
1.22

0.60
0.72
0.54

1

1

3
4

2
2
4

The biKhesi temperature during the above period occurred on the ISth,
lBo9~tlit:rm-yi deg-; and tLe lowest on the XMib, 1861—thtrm.;i9 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Ants: RGO. Put tru;mo in tlicir runs^ or strew over them
raga dipped in oil of turpentine.

Bird Trap: Some imiuircrs about the most ready means of
trapping smiill birda will find the following plan, inveuted
by the late Mr Andrew Knight^ as effectual as any. We
reproduce it from our volume for 1841^ p. 4r.9, with Mr- Knight's
description ;

—"I enclose in the Titmouse trap which I pro-
mised to send you the following' ilireetions how to use it :—
Two weights (I use pieces of stoned each of about
3 lbs., are to be slung m the strings, which cause the net
to be tlnowu over thu bird when that touches the bait or
tiller. I bait in the summer with an open pod of Peas, fixed
as you will find one in the trap you receive ; and iu the
winter I put some Oats into the box, which the Titmice soon
find ; but I do not set the traps to catch till many birds have
been attracted by the Oats, Two kinds only of Titmice,
Parus miijor and P* cteruleus, ever break the pods of Peas,

and I therefore never kill any others. I never suffer the
traps to remain set at night, nor when I, or the gardener,
cannot attend to them ; becauae 1 do not like the poor birds

to sufler a hngering death (they will not, however, generally

live more than two hours) ; but Robins will often be caught
and when they are entangled in a net the Titmice will kill

aod eat them. One cause of the abundant number of this

species, or rather these species, for the remark applies only
to two, is, that in cold seasons, when the small birds become
weak through wiint of food, these attack and destroy them,

j

inflicting I Coar, great torment upon their viciims; they
j

have therefore but little claim to compassion. The trap ig

usually fixed to stand upon the kind of spike enclosed in the
box, and that spike is usually fixed In the top of a stake. It

is, I think, totally impossible, without efficient traps of some
kind, to save a crop of Peas of my large late varieties in any
country garden, where other gardens, to divide the attention

of the Titmice, do not exist, I killed in the last summer and
winter more than four hundred Titmice in and around my
garden, and I think they are rather less abundant than they
were ; but I doubt whether the preservation of my late crops
of Peas will not cost a hundred victims. The trap, when

\

properly set, never fails to take." The accompanying cut
represents this trap in the act of springing up. It consists of
a wooden box open on the upper side, and placed upon a
staff about 3 feet high. A strong wire is carried across it

from €t and is so contrived as to move freely from 6 to c ; to

one side of tliis wire is attached a net which is secured on the
other side to the back of the box. Connected with the ends
of the wire is a piece of line to which weights are attached
(brickbats or stones do very well); the object of these is to
pull the wire forward to the front of the trap the moment it

is sprung, and so to enclose the bird in the net, "When set,

the wire is drawn back to the space between b and d; the
catch d is turned ever the edge of the wire and applied to

a notch in a moveable block at 6; tlie block communicates
with the tiller a, on wtich the bait is placed ; the pressura
upwards of the wire upon the catch, in consequence of the
weight of the stones attached to it, keeps it firmly applied
to the notch 6 imtil the tiller ia disturbed ; but the moment
a bird touches the point a, the apparatus is disaiTangcd, b
and d separate, and the wire is instantly brought over to if*
in the direction of the dotted linc^ thus taking the bird
prisoner.

QiNERARiAs; M M 6. Your flower head is not double, but
proliferous ; exactly like what men call the Heu and
Chickens Daisy.

CjtiCKETS : Sub. Trap them by means of wide mouthed pickle

bottles baited with a little treacle and water; the bottles

being so sunk or placed that the crickets can get into them,
penny's paste has also been used for destroying them with
Qomplete success. See p, 154 of our volume for 1856. t

Diseased Hawthorn ; W H C. Your tree is attacked by the

fungus called ^cidium laceratum, the cause of whose
appearance is unknown. Cut off all the diseased twigs and

bum them immediately. The pest may spread to your

Apples, Pears, and Medlars.

Diseased Rose Leaves . X Y Z, Coventrj/. These are nearly

dead oD the upper but alive on the lower surface. They look

as if they had been unskilfully sulphured in order to kill

Red Spider.

Double Larkspurs : F L. Yes- All the race has a great ten-

dency to become double.

Grapes; A G. J^ badly ventilated house is bad, but will not of

itself cause shanking. Your cold border has doue the

mischief. Possibly it would not have occurred had the heat

of the house by day been less ; but the low temperature and

probably wetness of the soil in which the roots He is the maiu

cause. Look at the roots and see if they are not half dead-

Japanese Bamboo : I H IV. Most certainly your inquiry has

never reached us. The plant is perfectly hardy, and may be

had of the great nurserymen under the name of Bambusa

Metaki, or some such queer title, describing it at the same

time. ,,

Names of Plants : PTG.l, Valeriana dioica ; 2, Platanthera

bifolia, theButterflj^OrdiU.—G ff. Saxifraga cotyledon ana

Nepeta Mussini.—-ff C D. 1, Sedum Forsteriauum ; 2, a form

of Saxifraga Aizoon ; 3, Rhodiola rosea ; 4, fragments ofsome

Valerian, quite indetcrmiuabie. — i/e.'en. hedum Aizoon

and Forsterianam ; Oxyura chrysanthemoides. HenTy-

Rhus Ootinus.—« W S. Anacliui-is aUiuastrum, tlie for-

nudable new water weed.— 6^ W. We do not know, but wiU
inquire and reply next week.

NoKMANDY Pippins; Leicester. There must be some secret. Two
inquiries have failed. A third is in progress with we hope
a better result. The subject will not sleep.

Old Double Yellow Rose : A letter tor J G B is lying at

our office. •

SPECiMEsa OF Wood : F S. ^& should be surprised to le«P
that any nurseryman would allow you to "cross-cut" i"^

trees in order to furnish yourself with Cabinet specimens o£

wood. You should apply to the country timber merchants.
Strawbrbmes : JC. By no means destroy your Strawberry

plants, which have made moat vigorous growth but no fruit.

The rains and cold nighta have prevented the flowers setting

.

you had better wait patiently till next year. -,

Vine Mildew: W T. Thoroughly cover the parts affectea

with flowers of sulphur; before doing so, however, the}

should be wetted, in order to make the sulphur adhere to

them. '
,,

WooDLiCK : Q R. Trap them by means of flower pots laia

oa their sides baited with a cold boded Potato covered wit"

dry Moss. A toad or two put into your frames will alao tena

to thin their numbers, as will ulso watering round the sia»

inside with boiUng water. In the latter case, however, care

must be taken not to injure the plants. % . .

Misc.: W W S- The Gardeners' Ctironidt waa commencea ^
January 1S41.
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MR. BUCKMAX, Professor of Geology and Botany
in tho Koyal Agricultural College, begs to acqujiint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agrictilture,

tliat he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as th^ Mineral
products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms^ Improvements in Pasture,

\nalyses of Seeds, &c-—Communications to be addressed to

professor Bu<!kman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

T^LLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMI^TKY,
\J AKD OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38 Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branchrequisitoto prepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately execxited at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the PrincipaL

RTlFJClAii MAJSUliES, &c.— Manutaoturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANUKES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C- Nesbit, F.G.S.,
Ac-, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phatei of Lime, Coprulites, *kc.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemica
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.
" LAND D RA I N A C E.

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

ticaC corporate^ or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way of rentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, AVood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose-
Anplications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S,W.

T>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of IRK-
XV LAND.—PROGRAMME of the NATIONAL CATTLE
SHOW- and EXHIBITION of STOCK, HORSES, SHEEP,
3WINE, POULTRY, DAIRY PRODUCE, FLAX, IMPLE-
MENTS, &c., open for General Competition, to be held at

CORK on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, July
i!5, 26, and 27.

His Excellency the L<3rd Lieutenant has signified his
intention to attend the Show.

Implements will be received into the Show Yard upon
Thursday, July 19, and until Monday, tlio 23d, on each day
from 8 o'clock in the morning until 8 o'clock in the evening.
The Judges appointed to inspect the Implements entered to

compete for The Fai^ners' GazUte Ohallongo Cup will conuneiice
their examination on Tuesday, July 24, at 10 a,m., and resume
the following morning at 6 o'clock, when Exhibitors must be
in attendance.
The Show Yard will be open for receiving Cattle and other

articles entered (except Hordes) from Monday morning until
6 o'clock on Tuesday evening, July 24, after which latter hour
no Stock will be admitted.

Speciiil Meetings of the Council will be held on Wednesday
and Thursday, each day at 2 o'clock p-m., in the Secretary's
Office, Show Yard-
The Members of the Society, Stewards, Judges, &c., will

dine together on Tuesday, at 7 o'clock p.M- Names to be sent
in to the Local Secretaries, of whom Tickets can be had before
12 o'clock noon.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25.
The Judges will enter the Show Yard at 6 o'clock a.m., and

commence their examination of the Stock, &c.
Horses will be received into the Show Yard from 6 until

8 o'clock a,m,j after which latter hour none will be admitted.
The Implement Yard will be open to the Public at 9 o'clock

A,M., and the general Show Yard from 2 o'clock until 7 o'clock
r.M. Admission, 2^. 6^/- ; children underl4year3 ofage^ half price.
Tickets for Admission will be issued at the Gute, available

for the day, to Exhibitors of Stock and Agricultural Produce,
for 2j, on Wednesday, and U. on Thursday.
The BANQUET DINNER of the Society will take place at

the Com Excliange, at half-past 6 o'clock rm. Tickets 103.
each, including wine, to be had of the Local Secretaries, at
their Office in the Show Yard-

THURSDAY, JULY 26,
The General SMow Yard open to the public from 9 o'clock in

the morning until 7 o'clock in the evenmg. Admission Is,

FRIDAY, JULY 27.
Trial of Implements at Blarnej", where Fowler's Steam

Plough and Smith's Steam Cultivator can be seen, with Reapers,
Mowers, 4:c., in full operation.
The General :Show Yard open to the Public at 9 o'clock a,m-

Adniiasion M. An Auction in the Show Yard at 12 o'clock noon.
Nothing exhibited can be removed from the Y'ard till after

«0 clock P.M.
A. Ball and Supper at the Atheueeum, Tickets: Ladies', 10-s.

;

Crtntlemen'a, 12^. 6d. each ; Family Tickets to admit three,
1'. lOr ; four, 21,

Director of the Show Yard—Thomas R. Hardy, Esq,
liie foUowmg favourable arrangements have been made with

«li"S^# J? Railway and Steamboat Companies for the con-
7^^ of Stock. &c., to the Show :—

liSL hSS^\^^^^^ I^i"^- Livestock (except

reSrned f?^ Fnf xV^^
^'^^ ^ ^^^ ^i^^^. ^"d any unsold

J^dretSed?^^^^^^ ""^^^^ to the Show, and any
un^d r^tu^S U^ I^Pl^n^ents charged to the Show, any

Hj^'iSd^oul^^)]Jlo'l?°the sr-
Live stock (except Entire

^T^Y^tdT^^ ^T±3l^^2^^^^^^ ^ny unsold returnedfree. Entire Horse* chaiged to th
turned free- Iraplementa charged
Bold returned free any

will be subject to freight.
»
e^«pt those sold, whicU

The Cork and Milford Steam Packet Companv will /-^«^«„St^k and ImpleinenU to and from the ShowW ^^
The Cork and Glasgow Steam Ship Company wUl conv^^Stock and Implements to and from the Show free

^^
AU Stock and Implements reahipped for free tranidt mnaf k^the pro|>erty of those in whose names they w^rrexUbtt^otherwise they wiU be subject to the imual freinht

*'''"^'*^^

a • *
.^Tt)»^er. j. b. Thormiill, Secretirv

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
JUPP'S NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD,

35«. per cwt., 19s, per i cwt., 10«. per \ cwt., in 1 cwt.
barrels for shipment, 40s. per cwt., delivered carriage free to
any Railway Station or Port in the United Kingdom. Analysed
by Dr. Letheby, and containing Upwards of SO per cent, of pure
and concentrated food. Cash, or a London reference required
from unknown correspondents. Agents wanted in large towns.

W. k, R. Jupp <fe Co., 6, Cross Lane, Eastcheap, ii.C.

Copy of Testimonial from S. 8. Alford. Esq.
" 25, Haverstock HiU, N-W., June 22, 1860.

" Dear Sir,—Tour Food for Horses, mixed occasionally with
the ordinary food, suits my horse ; it gives him vigour, acts

on the kidneys, assists his digestion, improves his coat, and
satisfies him. Less food is required, and no bran or Beans
while taking it. Please send me some more.—Yours faithfully,

** Messrs. W. & R. Jupp h Co. "BTKPnEN 8. Alford."

TO PIC, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.

JUrP'S KICE FOOD TOR POULTRY and GAME.
—RICE SWEEPINGS. Ss. 6ci. per cwt., in 1^ cwt. bags;

SCREENED RICE, 125. per cwt., in 1| cwt. bags; DOG
BISCUITS, 14s. per cwt.; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, 6«.6d.andBs. M. per cwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery.—W. & R. Jupp, t>. Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C.

PURE-BKED SHOKT-HOUNS fob SALE by
PRIVaTR CONTRACT. ONE COW axd EIGHT

CHOICE HEIFERS.
1. JESSONDA, iRoan, Calved April 2Sth, 1855. See Herd

Book, Vol. 13, p. 511.

2. VIXEN, White, Calved Sept. 2d, 1857, got by Sir Thomas
(13,749), dam Victoria, .fee. Herd Book, Vol. 12, p. 647.

3. WITCH. Roan, Calved March 24th, ISOS. got by Usurer
(9763), dam Wild Eyes, &e. Herd Book, Vol. 13, p. 782.

4. CONSTANCY, Roan, Calved "March 2nth, 1858, got by Cicero
'-"

(14,276). dam Changeling by Royal Hart (10,753), Crescent

by Brownlow (9997). Herd Book, Vol. 9, p. 314.

5. MARMOSET, White, Calved May 16th, 1858, got by Usurer

(9763), dam Milkmaid by the Yeoman (12,220), &c.

6. LOVEBIRD, Rich Roan, Calved Oct. ISth, 1858, got by Cam
phiiie(14,225), dam Foundling, &c. Herd Book, Vol. 11, p. 461.

7. POMONA, Red, Calved Dec. 4th, 1858, got by Usurer (9763),

dam Cecilia, &c. Herd Book, Vol. 13, p. 371.

8. LADY STANHOPE, Roan, Calved MaySth, 1S59, gotby Loi-d

Thoresby, dam Lady Stanhope by Earl Stanhope (5966), <fec.

9. ROSALBA, Red and White, Calved May 30th, 1859, got by
Boseberry (15,183), dam Rosette by Mastermau Danby
(14,031), &c.

The above have been bulled as far as No. 5, by Sir Colin

(16,055), and Pioneer (16,698).

For price and i>articulars apply to Willoughbt Wood, Esq.,

Holly Bank, Burton- on-Trent, where the Stock may be seen.

WO thorough-bred ALDERKKY CUWS tor Sale,

iu calf with their second and third calves. To be seen at

Bulphan Rectory, nearBrentwood, Essex.—Apply to the Groom.

KERRY CAlTLE.~Hulls, Cows, and Heifers, of

the purest blood and most fashionable colour, can be
supplied and delivered at Cork by the Owner and Breeder,

Richard G. Campion, Esq., Holly Hill, Rathcoimac, Co. Cork.

Wf^t ^flricttUural (BKititt.
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1860.

The CantebbtriiT Meeting has unquestionably
been a failure, if success be measured bj the
numbers present ct it. It must be pronounced a
failure if the majj^nitude and value of the show of

implements be allowed to determine for us. Some
classes of the live stock, too, have been decidedly

below the usual standard of excellence, A very
poor collection in the horse classes and nothing

veiy remarkable in the pig classes has been ex-

hibited. For the rest, we have had one of the best

shows that were ever gathered of the three leading

classes of cattle—Short-horns, Herefords, and
Devons—and a splendid exhibition in many of

the classes of sheep.

The success or failure of these annual gather-

ings cannot however be measured in this way. It

depends mainly on the influence which they have
exerted in the several localities visited, and can

only be estimated^ until the lapse of years shall

have shown results. Certainly the Canterbury

meeting thus considered ought to prove as suc-

cessful as any of its predecessors. It is held in a

county whose special cultivation—that of Hops

—

seems over a large part of its surface to have
engaged the whole atLention of its cultivators, so

that little has been left for the maintenance
of good management, excepting iu the Hop
grounds ; certainly poorer crops of Wheat and
Barley, Oats and Beans, were never seen than
thousands have this week looked at from the

South-Eastern Railway between Tunbridge and
Ashford. It is held too where local terms and
local usages indicate the strength of local pre-

judice, and the influence of isolation. We have
'-• 1- t'" **nidget" by which the

of the Hop gardens is

our ordinary drill horse-

superior. We have seen

turn- wrest plough too

—

ami TcWeterfailure than its work—on land

:f
' onsidrable difficulty, no doubt but cho^^^^^

for it we presume by the Ldcal Committee

who know its capabilities -was never wit-

nessed. The Kentish breed of sheep too has

been courageously exhibited alongside of our

Cot^wolds and Komney Marsh
^
will doubtless

SnefirTn the future ty the introduction to

Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire,

this week seen the

wonderful cultivation

effected ; and we find

hoes are generally its

the far-famed Kentish

which the

national Agricultural Society has thus afforded
it. Herein will lie the success of the Canterbury
meeting. The faithof localagrioulturists in the force
of local eircumstanceshas probably beenshakenby it,

and they will be induced by what they have seen
at Canterbury to try implements and stock whose
superiority has been manifested. Sometimes the
Society takes its members to localities which can
teach them, and Lincoln is an example—some-
times to centralpositions, as to Warwick and North*
ampton, where they can meet to teach each other^
sometimes, as to Canterbury, where their influence

will help to break up local prejudice or stimulate

the activity of the district. It is useful if efficient

in any of these ways—-most useful in ' the last.

And the Canterbury meeting will, therefore, we
do not doubt, prove to have been a great success.

The absence of our cjiief agricultural machine-

makers has certainly, however, diminished one of

the principal attractions of the exhibition. To say

that the 10 or 12 leadiug firms who thus prote.^fc

against the management of the English Society ha . e

hitherto exhibited nearly one-half the value of the
implements annually shown does not by any meaca
indicate the loss sustained by their absence, for it

is the substantial and strictly agricultural half

which is thus for the most part lost. They are the

principal makers of ploughs and harrows and
sowing machines, of steam engines and thresh-

ing machines and barn machinery who have thus

seceded ; and though we have implements" of all

these classes exhibited and at work, yet there^ is

but a meagre collection of them compared with

what there would have been. What sort of a

competition in threshing machines for instance

would there have been, had Hornsbt, and

Garrett, and Shtittleworth, and Barrett, and

Rajs^some, and Tfxford, sent the latest results

of their ingenuity, and perseverance, and capital?

Those exhibited' may be good and suflBcieat

implements, but everybody knows that the leading

and most successful makers have not competed
;

and though the authorities of the Society affect to

ignore their absence and betray no consciousness

of the injury thus sustained, yet it would be folly

in others, either agricultural students or agri-

cultural customers (and all the spectators belong

to one or other of these classes), not to lament it.

Here is the completest collection of skill and
judgment and experience which the national

society can bring together, and the most ingenious

apparatus to determine power employed and work
accomplished that has been yet devised for their

assistance ; and the whole is brought to bear on
the inferior half—for so the general public will

regard it—of the implements of agriculture !

Inhnite pains are taken to determine the exact rela-

tive position of^, y, and z ; but «, 6, and c, to whom
every one naturally in the first place looks, d^a not

present themselves for examination and compa-
rison ! The official report of this year's implement
trials cannot honestly ignore this fact, however it

may have suited the authorities hitherto to do so.

In the meantime the deficiency is obvious enough
to spectators in the yard, where the sheds are takea
up with articles rather of domestic than of agri-

cultural interest, and more pages of the catalogue
are filled with flowerstands, and ornamental seata

and tables, with garden implements, with stoves

and troughs, with washing machines and petty
sundries, than with the substantial implements of
English cultivation.

In the trial fields perhaps the contrast with
former years is not so obvious. We have a good
show of mowing and reaping machines, and a good
show of the implements of steam cultivation, not-

withstanding the absence of all traction-engines

and all rotary cultivators, as well as of the Wool-
ston grubber. Both mowing and steam ploughing
have been well illustrated. Better ploui^hiug was
never done than Fowlek's engine accomplished
under circumstances worse than where the Kentish
four-horse turn-wrest plough completely failed.

Better mowing was never done than Wood's
mower and that of Buhgess & Kur exhibited in

the Grass fields near the show-yard. Both steam
cultivation and horse mowing are unciuebtiunabl^

accomplished facts in Engiiah agriculture, and
will come into general use wherever there is

capital enough employed upon the land. Many
other implementB of cultivation are also well

illustrated—Hancock's pulveriser plough, Sxow-
DEN'sparingpiough, Howaeds' two-furrow P^o'-'gh,

did excellent work in the field; and Fowlek's

cultivator, his plough with the mould- boards off,

did some admirable grubbing. Most of these

implements are again referred to mother columns ;

and readers wUl also find elsewhere a referen<^

made to the better performance of the keamh
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ploughmen on easier land, which was turned over

in good style, presenting a great contrast in many
cases to the entire and universal failure on the

field first tried.

The greatest attraction at Canterbury un-

doubtedly was the show of cattle and sheep. The
very large classes of Short-horn cattle, and of

Leicester, and South Down, and Shropshire and

other shoit-woolled sheep are not only of high

average merit, but contain animals of extraordi-

nary excellence. The bull exhibited by Colonel

TowxELEr, ** Royal Butterfly," for which with

two heifers its owner has refused 2000 guineas,

certainly is a wonderfully fine animal — of

extraordinary size for its age and of first-rate

quality and perfect symmetry and beautiful colour.

The heifers (twins I) exhibited by Captain Gtjnter,

and taking the first and second prizes in their

class are marvels of beauty—first class specimens

of the Duchess family, probably the best strain of

Short-horn blood we nave. The Here fords and
Devons, present in considerable numbers con-

sidering their distance from home, are well

illustrated ; the former in their weight and early

matuiity, and the latter in the beauty of form and
colour characteristic of the breed. Among other

breeds exhibited was the little Brittany cow,

about which so much more is now said than
its real value deserves. The several classes both

of cattle and horses are referred to in some detail

elsewliere.

Of the sheep we shall only say here tliat

Leicesters were shown from the flucks of Lieut.-

Colonel IxGE and Messrs. Sanday, Bouton,
Spe>'cer, "Wilet, G. Turnee, Ckesswell, and
EiNGBoSj and that Mr, Sakday has carried off

all the prizes for rams and the first prize for

shearling ewes ; while in the South Down classes,

JoxAS Webb has in like manner carried off all the

prizes for rams ; those for ewes, for which be
did not compete, going to Messrs. Heaswak, Lord
Waisingham, and the Duke of BicniiiOiiD.

Several high lettings from the Babraham flock

were effected at the show—four or five of the rams
exhibited being parted with for the year for

60 guineas each. We must refer to other columns
for detailed descriptions of the other classes oj
sheep and pigs. There has been no lack of interest

in the live stock classes of the Show, and the
Society has been fortunate in falling upon the first

fine fortnight of this extraordinary summer for its

annual exhibition of them.
The main faults of the meeting have arisen out

of absence of the leading agricultural implement
maktrs, and the prejudices, as we suppose they
must be called, of the local committee, which have
hindered any direct competition of our common
plough with those of local eharacfer. If to the
same side we add an extremely dull and stupid
"pavilion " dinner ; and then consider on the other
hand the great success of other departments
of the exhibition and their ultimate influence
on the somewhat old-fashi^ued agriculture
of the district, we shall find a large balance of

credit and advantage arising out of this the 22d
annual gathering of our great national A<^ricul-
tural Society.

the benefits likely to accrue to the locality where it was ' rath

held. of

There are four things which the Society ought to
|

Soutli-ji.ascern lumwaj, i^ives to wonaermg iureignejg

expect from the local agriculture: 1st. Attendance of. coming to admire our jrogress so disappoluting an
the people; 2cl, Implements; 3d, Animals; 4th, Pro-

duce. As these jaoints are noticed at length in the

course of this report, we will merely say that in respect

to the attendance of visitors, the Canterbury Show

will be henceforth famous for their paucity, and the

consequent loss this serious deficiency will cause to the

Society. During the two first dsiys, scarcely a man

of Kent ^vus to be seen ; it was only on the third day,

which was to witness the display of the alleged merits

of their highly boasted native plough, that they swarmed

into the show-yard with a right good earnestness,

which went far to dispel the unpleasant impression

caused by their previous absence- In the imple-

ment department the county of Kent has exhihited

hnrdly more than the old Kentish plough, the boast

of her agricultural skill. As to animals, all that the county

could furnish was the Komney Marsh breed of sheep,

of which wewill content ourselves witii saying that, like

the Kentish plough, it may be possibly justified by the

circumstances of the locality. The fourtlx point of local

interest was one in which we are glad to say the county

of Kent has at length an object of legitimate pride, in

which it stands unrivalled. The production of Hops is

indeed the stipple production of Kentish agriculture,

and this peculiarity leaving so little room for that

variety of crops resulting from a more complicated

system of rotation, the comparative exclusiveness of its

cultivation may be assigned to a certain extent as the

cause of that neglect in which the breeding of horses

and cattle has fallen with the Kentish farmers.

With the exception of Hops then, and of these

but a meagre sliow appeared, we regret to express the

opinion that Kentish agriculture has been im-

perfectly represented. The citizens of the old city

manifested every desire to do honour to the occasion,

and although grumbling Englishmen might observe

that the accommodation offeredby no means corresponded

with the price demanded, yet we must not forget that

this is by no means an extraordinary incident of the

Royal Agricultural Society's exhibitions. The decora-

idea of our boasted agricultural excellence. If such a
result can bo realised, the Royal Society, notwithstaud,
ing its sacrifice of money and perhaps prestige, will
nevertheless have claims to the congratulations of itg
supporters and friends.

Besides the unhappy selection of East Kent as the
seat of its exhibition, the Society has had to contend
against another difficulty, the peculiar bearings of
which it is a somewhat puzzling matter to comprehend
and consequently to explain. We mean the defection

of the great implement makers. It had been reported

some time ago that this defection had produced no
sensible effect as to the number of entries iu the
implement classes. This impression was evidently a
mistaken one, for nothing could be more obvious than

tlie absence of those great stands, teeming with the
celebrated produce of gigantic works, which formed so
conspicuous a feature in former shows. The implement
sheds at Canterbury were well filled, it is true ; the trial

yard was teeming with life and active bustle; those

firms who had notjouied the " league," and had persisted

iu exhibiting; deserved every credit for theJr efforts and

the excellent workmanship of their implements ; and yet

the eye of old and constant visitors at the Society's

Shows missed something that plainly told of a serious

falling off. Not only was there a shorter length of

sheddings, but even those that were erected were more

scantily filled than at former exhibitions, the imple-

ments exhibited being fewer and farther between.

j It is plain on the one hand that the Society cannot

do without the support of the great firms, if it has still

at heart the furtherance of agricultural progress, of

which mechanical skill is so important an element,

especially now that hand-labour threatens to fail us

altogether ; and on the other hand it is equally certain

that should they persist in their secession, the great

implement makers would pursue a suicidal course which

cannot fail sooner or later to shake their position to its-

very foundation, both by a falling off of their ti^de and

by giving to new men a golden opportunity of staning-

THE GREAT AGRICULTUKAL MEETING.
The old and venerable town of Canterbury has this

week been the scene of an excitement and mighty
gathering of people, such as her time-worn walls have not
witnessed since the almost forgotten time when the
shrine of her murdered Archbishop attracted from all
parts of Christendom crowds of pious pilgrims. This
week has witnessed another pilgrimage to a shrine
of a different sort, but which the stern necessities
of modern civilisation have endowed with a character
of almost religious earnestness and importance.
The general cluiructtT of the KeuUsh agru:ulture,
as exhibited to the travellers of the past week, shows
that if the Koyiil Agricultural Society of England
might have selected a place more likely to benefit her
finances or increase the eclai of her successful career.ijiiaiicesyrijjtrease uie eclat ot Her successful career, practical use. Then there was thesteam plou<rhino-, which
She could scarcely have alighted upon a more worthy resulted again in firmly establishing Fowler's system in
stage whereon to exert her progressive intiuence, and the proud and well-deserved position to which the
bestow the benefit of her instructive examples. The
counties where the Society had hitherto held her
annual assizes liave contributed to the Show all those
points of local importance for which, from their pecu-
har circumstances of soil, climate, or mJU'kets, they are
particularly renowned

i and in almost every exhibition
On record a liberal array of local prizes brought out in
conspicuous relief 'their native points of excellence or
celebrity. This indeed may be considered as one of
the^ most interesting and useful features of the
Socsety's exhibitions. We consider it therefore an im-
portant section of our ta?k to examine those things tion in every interest of society, and particularly in

Ww^"s^^r';:? V '^^^'^ T^ contributed to the Can- agriculture. It is to be hoped that the powerful
^vhkh the_ county of Kent has contributed to the Cau-

tion of the quaint old streets, the outward cleanliness in opposition to them, of which many enterprising

' • " " -.-. — > individuals will not be slow to avail themselves.

We have already remarked that there were several

points of the Canterbury Show that stamped it amongst

the most successful ever held in point of excellence.

Nearly all the principal breeders ot the country had

sent specimens of their herds and flocks,
_
and if we

except the horses, which were a very discreditame

show, and the native breed of Romney JIarsh sheep,

whi(;h cut a very poor figure, notwithstanding sow

greatly improved animals shown by Mr. Murton,ot

Smeeth, near Ashford, every class was conspicuous i«

the very beautiful animals it contained. Among the

Short-horn3therewasCol.Towncley'sRoyalButterfly,tIie

most perfect animal we remember having ever seen;

there was Mr. R, Eastwood's cow Rosette, Captain

Gunter's twin Duchess heifers, and his Duchess /7tb,

scarcely second to Mr. Ambler's splendid heifer, Wood

Rose. There was also :Mr. K. Booth's beautiful cow,

Queen :Mab; Mr. Stewart Marjoribanks* extraordinary

bull calf, Harkaway, and many other equally meritorioni

animals, which by their general excellence must have

not a little puzzled the judges. We cannot betttf

express our opinion of that class than by saying teat

among the 155 entries which it comprised, there *aS

scarcely one that was not a really good animal.

In the Sheep classes the feature of the Show wastM

sweeping triumph of Jonas Webb for the Southdown

tups, and Mr. Sanday's for the Leicester rams and p^s

of ewes—a singular honour that was also the lot of Mr-

Murton for the native breed of sheep. After this tii««

can' be no question about the position which those

breeders have attained. ..

We have spoken disparagingly of the Horse exb^

tion. Our judgment is unfortunately borne oat, v^

only by the outward appearance of the inferior a^^
exhibited, hut also by the report of the veterinary

p«J
fessors to the stewards of the yard, a report which we

to show that a large number of these horses ivc^

tainted with diseases and blemishes havhig a i^
serious hereditary tendency. Now, this reveals a s»

of things calculated to excite in this country a vfi^

serious apprehension. It is a w*ell-known and ff

lamentable fact, that good horses are now the eiceptio

everywhere instead of being the rule, and if it he tr

that most of the stallions that "travel" in this coTUit^

are unsound, and imbued with stains of a constituti^

character which they fatally transmit to their ipro^^

ture, the calamitous scarci'ty of sound horses, ^^
jj.

Universally lamented, is no longer a mystery; ^^.^
this is really the cause of that great evil, the sooner

is remedied by a careful and official inspection ot
,

stallions, the better it will be for the luaintenauce^
^

the high position ot our breeds of horses. ^^,_^
most important subject, to which we shall return o»^

after. .^,
There was a public dinner at Canterbury, not*"

^
standing former resolutions passed by the ^ouncu

^

the Society against it. It was not, it n ^^^'^
of those glorious pavilion dinners on the very S^

j
where the Show was held, with spacious ^**^^^.

ujrt
which a thousand agricultural gueste joyously sat, ^r^
genuine oratory excited their tumultuous *PP

j^j^,

where no distinction was made as to places, and w

everywhere perceptible, and above all the delightful

promenade of Dane John, the old towers and gates, the

feudal architecture of which is so suggestive of contrast

wlien brought near to the essentially modern occasion

that caused them to be decked again with flags and
batmers as of old, and lastly the grand old cathedral,

that ancient history of England written on stones,

standing amidst its ruined cloisters and abbe3% its

stirring memories and pious associations ;—all these

circumstiuices and the variety of local interest contri-

buted to make Canterbury a centre of great atten-

tion to strangers. But as regards the agriculturists of

Kent, we cannot -say that they evinced any great

anxiety to see what the other councies of England liad

brought down with great trouble and expense to excite

tlieir interest if not their admiration. Generally on
the first day the cattle-yard is opened immediately after

tlie award of the judges, tlie receipts from visitors

amount to about 1 lOO/. On Monday last very little

more than 200^. was realised from the same source. On
the Tuesday, although the attendance was vastly more
numerous, yet it fell far short of what it has been in

other places. The attendance on the Monday was only

1272 visitors; Tuesday, 58G6; Wednesday, 30,879. If

Thursday be assumed as equally productive, then the
Show-yard receipts at Canterbury will have been about
300/. less than one-half what they were at Chester,

and little more than half of what they were at Warwick.
But notwithstanding this falling off in the attendance,

and the other shortcomings of the Kentish Show, such
as the much reduced number of entries in the cattle

and implement classes, the inferior stamp of the horse

department, and the breaking down of the Kentish
plough. It would be both an error of judgment and an
injustice to conclude that the Canterbury Show was a
failure. There are indeed to be noticed many valuable
features which will rank it amongst the most successful

as to results of progress if not of finance, that was ever
held since the Society started into existence, and we
have only to point out to the trials of mowing
machines, which have at last determined iu the first

place that the problem of replacing the scythe
by machinery is at last satisfactorily solved, and in an
unmistakable manner indicated to the farmer which is

the best and most eflicient machinehemust select for his

the proud and well-deserved position to which the
former trials of Chester and ^^'arwick had raised it.

We may point out also to the exhibition of Short-horns,
Herefords, and Southdown sheep, which in point of
general excellence have never beun surpassed if ever
equalled. We may allude also to the final and
decisive defeat of old routine and prejudice in its very
stronghold by the utter breaking down of an old-

fashioned implement, which had become, as it were, the
very symbol and material expression of that obstinate

clinging to traditionary usages and things which has

even been the greatest obstacle to progress and civihsa-

itnportanc* f t\ v ^i *"
—. -"v.w.„.^ ,,,1^1^^111.1: uf this Exhibition—let its shortcomings be^ ^ ot mat fehow. so far as it relates to J what they may—wiU be energetically exerted upon the

I

}
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the lord and the plebeian, the landlord and the tenant,

the employer and the employed, sat side by side in
amicable and fraternal proximity; ^here we used to com-
pliment foreisrn visitors whom those grand prandial dis-

plays so eminently English filled with wondering admira-
tion. The Canterbury dinner had none of these happy
characteristics. It was formal and stiff in its arrange-
ments, the " top " table was lined with an aristocratic

array of peers and noblemen alone, the only exception
bein^ the Mayor, most dazzlingly adorned with the mas-
sive gold chain of his dignity. The fare was poor in the
extreme and was only equalled by the scandalous defi-

ciency of the attendance. As to the post-prandial
oratory, which was nearly monopolised by the noblemen
of the raised table, it was stale and flat ; and had it

not been for a good speech from the Dean of Canterbury
on " the Labourers," delivered though it was in a tone
that made it hardly audible, and a pointed address from
Mr. Dyl;e Acldand, that part of the proceedings might
be dismissed with saying that it was one of the most
tedious inflictions to which it has ever been our mis-
fortune to submit.
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THE CATTLE YARD.
The Lite Stock Department of the Show Is this

year decidedly its better half. It does not fiiU very
far short of previous years as to nnml)cr exhibited, and
the quality of many whole classes, certainly of many
individual animals, was never exceeded. This remark
does not, however, apply to the first of the classes to
which we direct oar attention.

The Hokses.
It could hardly have been expected that in a locality

so near the extreme south-east, and in a district famous
rather for its Hop gardens than its legitimate agricul-
ture, the horse stock (which is supposed to illustrate
the pride of the farmers, but in manv localities ma-
terially adds to their profits) can be of that
superlative quality of which some localities can boast.
Thus we find that the Canterbury meeting, so good in
some respects, cannot hoast of its show of horses; and
if the truth must be told, the best animals came for the
most part from a distance.
The 1st class, viz., that for Agricultural Stallions

over 2 years old, was, as usual, the best filled, there
being 27 entries, a few of which, however, were not
taken up. Thus, ilr. Badham's Suffolk horse Havelock,
now five years old, was absent as well as another
Suflfolk, No. 266, and several others. Enough, however
remained as to numbers if they had all been good to
have excited considerable competition, but unfortu-
nately we must write against nearly a half "under
avenige," and against a few " considerablv under
average;" the latter we should hope for the^ake of
posterity will speedily be reduced to the neuter gender
€unously enough tlie first prize was given to the same
deacription of horse as gained first honours last year,
VIZ., the large and rather coarse -legged midland
coimties bay horse. We must i>ive, however, the
precedence to the Warwick horse, atmough, barring the
white and hairy legs of the present winner, he was a
very useful and powerful animal. He belonged to a
gentleman from ]Vorth Hampshire, the Rev. Mr.
Terrey. It was stated tliat althougli he had three white
legs, neither parent for two preceding generations had
legs of a similar colour. All England having been duly
represented, and its honour satisfied by the prize liorse,
the second and third prizes were yielded to the
^nffolks, the second prize being bestowed on the same
horse as won it last year, viz., Mr. Samuel Clayden's
nve-year-okl. No. 276, who certainlv, in our opinion, if
he deserved the prize in 1859, was still more worthy of
It m I860, having furnished no little during the past
year. • He is now very nearly if not quite a first-rate
horse. Mr. Jonas Webb's Suffolk (275) followed at a
greater distance, whilst Mr. Lawes's(268) five-year-old

was highly commended, and we think trod
on the heels of the third prize horse. Mr.
four-year-old, also Suffolk, son of Old Duke,

was very properly commended. We certainly expected
*o see a similar compliment paid to the next horse,
-^0- 271, belonging to Mr. Barnes, a very compact
symmetrical Suffolk horse. We understand some
question was raised as to the age of this horse, stated
to be 4 years and 3 months, but whose teeth exhibited
^ne appearances usually found in a young 5-year-old
wouth. As this horse won a prize as a 2-year-old at
Jaury two years ago, and as the most respectable

^wtr ^'fu-
^«^«^^'«^ the truth of the statement in

^alnnil
<^*'^tamly should outweigh the somewhat

o^f thist?eSrt'Zrzz^'i^r ^'-
^f^y

l^t^ffl^^^mS^K ^mrpX'cHtT-«ism; bat at the same time it casr« «„o.^' -

liorse of any pretension fn the da's tb''b T f^l
succeed in getting honours. Velv h^^^t'^""^^
considerably greati than theSi ^ W.uld it notbebetter to let the judges run the gauntlet of 'ubli^ppmion rather than expose the owners of orses to th^tnnnrvwU..>. ;. .„„„u. :..«....g^

^^ ^^^^ shad
We observed a

V TL -,., "' '•'"^'^ certainly have

"but « M ? ^"""'^n
!"t^^^-^«"ti«'» of some unfortunatebut. Mr James Cristy's 5-year old Suffolk sonthe renowned Duke, we also thought a very niceC

Suffolk

«lo8ely

Frost's

or

se.
1

Although we have seen the Suffolks better at previous
Shows, yet as they were less than half the number in
this class and succeeded in getting two prizes and all the
commendations, they came pretty well up to the
mark. Tliere was a very good specimen of a Cleveland,
which we should have liked to have seen commended,
that IS, if his action were equal to his appearance.

Class 2, for 2-year old Agricultural Stallions, is gene-
rally an interesting class, and often embraces the elite
of the Show. Even at the present time, although the
class was decidedly inferior to the Shows of the last two
years, yet we are inclined to the opinion that one
animal was the A 1 of the yard. We refer to Mr. Bar-
thropp's chesnut colt, No. 311, a very superior animal
indeed, got by the celebrated Hero, the prize horse at
the late Suffolk Show, and whom perhaps some of the
visitors of the Salisbury Show might remember as a
4-year old red chesnut that seemed to have put himself
beyond the pale of commendation by his violent and
vicious disposition which had by irritation injured his fip-

pearaucc. This horse has been submitted to*Mr. Rarey's
tuitioji, and partly from the lesson but still more from
the continuance of gentle and judicious treatment he
is now much more manageable than he used to be.
It is worthy of note that both this colt and the prize
filly, also by the Hero, are both gentle and betray no
disposition to vice. A vicious or violent temper is no
doubt a serious objection, and a point against a
breeding animal, seeing that it is so often hereditary;
at the same time it more frequently follows the mare
than the horse, the former having the most influence on
the nervous system. In support of this we may
instance a case of a kicking mare breeding a number of
colts and fillies, all of which became kickers, whilst
Hero's stock do not betray the Topsy-like propensities
of the sire. The second prize in this class was given to
Mr. William Wells for his chesnut colt. No. 292, a nice
animal, but along way off the first prize. Mr. Sanday's,
No. 295, was highly commended, and deserved it; and
Mr. Foster's black roan, 298, commended. We liked
No. 301, a colt by the grey prize horse Glengarry—

a

Clydesdale grey horse, and we expect to see this colt
again, and not in a had place. There were some inforior
animals in this class, and several other good ones;
amongst the latter -wo may mention Mr. Crisp,, Mr.
Wilson's, and Mr. Ward's,andalsoMr. Terry's ofthe same
blood as the prize horse in the previous class, and equal
to him as regards the carcass.

Class 3, Marcs and Foals, only contained seven
entries, all of whom were Suffolks. ' No. 315 belonging
to Mr. Rist was the winner ofthe first, and Mr. Carter*?,
218, the second. None w^ere commended, but we
thought several approached the prize animals somewhat
closely in merit. One of the latter was by no
means ribbed up as a prize mare should be.

Class 4., for two-year-old Fillies, was a tolerably good
class. Both prize animals were good, the first. No. 332,
Mr. Barthropp's, by his horse the Hero, was a superior
animal possessing a good barrel and good limbs,
with a rich colour. The second prize filly, 328
belonged to Mr. John Clayden, of Littleburv, and is
hkely to prove a promising marer^rnr^jrescn^she will
well bear looking into. Mr. Wrench's filly (324y~^^
commended, and deserved it. Mr. Wotton's (326), and
also Mr. Ward's (331), were both considered worthy of
commendation.

Tlie next division of animals was the Dray Horses,
for which prizes were offered in four classes, in the
3d and 4th of which—the female classes—there were
no entries. The object of having a dray horse class is

of course in the first place to encourage the breeding of
a very profitable description of animal which can be
conveniently bred in certain favourable localities, and
also to serve as a convenient place for the exhibition of
certain horses that may be considered too large
or too heavy for general agricultural purposes.
Advantage is of course taken of this circumstance to
enter horses either in the one class or the other accord-
ing to the chance of meeting with loss competition or
otherwise. Thus we find the Prize horse in Class 1,
No. 334, belonging to Mr. Edmund Olding, is far more
of an agricultural than a dray horse, and if shown in
the former class would certainly have deserved a prize.

He is a powerful and compact 3-year old horse, with
good legs, and a capital back and loins, none the better
for havinsT white legs, but atoning for this by other
good qualities. The second prize was given to Mr.
George Brown, for his 4-year old red roan horse, a good
and powerful animal, thus both prizes going into one
county, Wiltsliire. We thought favourably ofa fine black
3-jear-old Staffordsliire horse, a very favourable speci-

men of the breed of horses belonging to that county
and free from the defect of light carcase which too

generally prevails amongst them. No. 335, a fine

brown 8-year-old, was a very useful horse and true in

his character of dray horse. There were also a few

large ugly horses in this class not worthy of praise.

The second class for 2-year-olds was badly tilled, and

thus for want of better competition the first prizu was

given to a promislno; bay Warwickshire colt belonging

to Mr. Root; and then at some little distance in point

of merit came the second prize horse, a red roan,

belonging to Mr. Jolm Brown, near Newbury,

The Thorough-bred Stallions for getting Class I.

contained only seven entries. The prize horse Daao-

bert, belonging to Mr. Marjorlbauks, was conslderably

the best horse, and uith suitable mares is likely to get

valuable hunters ; his legs were very fair, and he had

considerable substance. Tl7e second prize horse did not
come up to our notions as a getter of weight-carrying
Imnters. The class of hunters those who breed fo?money of course always try to get. He was a neat
lively 4-year old horse. 351, a 5-year.old horse
by aurphce, we Uked much better, and still better a
very dark brown horse with capital legs and a good
deal of substance, belonging to Mr. Sutley, of Somerset-
shire.

_
No. 355 was a half-bred roan, with a capital back

and loin,but disqualified of course by the absurd restric-
tion confining |the class to thorough-breds. Kither this
should be remedied or another class for horses not
thorough-breds should be opened. Tliere are hundreds
of well-bred mares throughout the country, that with
the ordinary travelling thorough-bred .^talllon would
breed weeds, but with a good three parts bred horse
would breed valuable animals for cavalry and artillery,
or saddle or harness purposes, and as utility is the
professed object of the Society, such ousrht to be
encouraged. It should not be forgotten that all the
prizes the Society have bestowed or may in future bestow
will not cause one additional or improved thorou<^h-
bred horse to be bred.

°

The Brood Mares for Breeding Hunters were a bad
class, and so was that for breeding Huckuoys. The
prize list informs us there were two judges for Ponies.
Their labours could not have been very arduous, as
they had only eight animals to judge in the two classes
of special prizes which demanded their judgments.
The two prizes were deservedly given to the only two
animals shown, and the prizes for mare ponies, for
which there was rather more competition, were given

! respectively to a very nice bay galloway, and a pretty
grey pony of a smaller kind.
We take this opportunity of observing that the

arrangements on the newly opened East Kent line,
so far as passengers are concerned, were exceedingly
bad, and caused considerable detention to many persons.

The following were the judges ofthe horses :
—

Ji'idin{; ffo>-ft&i.—The Hon. Colonel Cotton.
Ponies.—J. E. "ffelby, H. Thurnell.
Hors€s.~J. Atkinson, W. Bartholomew, E. Greene.

And the following is a list of their awards :

—

Agricultural Hor.ses Generally.
Class I. Stallions for Agricultural Purposes, foaled before

January 1, 1S5S.—1st prize, 251., Rev. S. Terry, of Dummer,
Basingstoke, Hants; 2d, 15/. S. Clayden, of Little Linton.
Cambridge; 3d, 51., Jonas Webb, of Babrahara, Cambridge.
Highly Commended : Wm. Laws. Commended : C. Frost.
Class IL Stallions for Agricultural Purposes, foaled in 1858.

—1st prize, 20^, N. G. Barthropp, of Cretingham Rookery,
TV ickham Market ; 2d, 10/., W. Wells, of Redleaf, Penshurst.
Highly Commended : W. Sanday. Commended : J. Foster.
Class IIL Mares and Foals for Agricultural Purposes.—1st

prize, 20/., I. Rist, of Tattiugstone, Ipswich; 2d, 10/., G. Carter.
Banbury, Chelmsford.
Class IV. Two-year-old Fillies for Agricultural Purposes.

—1st prize, 15/., N. G. Bavthropp ; 2d, 10^, J. Clayden, of
Littlebury. Hi^fhly Commended ; C. Frost. Commended :

S. Wnnch.
Several good-looking animals in this division were rejected

ibr unsoundness.

Bray Horses.
Class I. Stallions foaled on or before January I, 1853.—1st

prize, 25/.. E. Oiding, of Ratfin, Amesbury, Wilts; 2d, 10/., G.
Brown, of Little Hinton. Shrlveuham, Wilts. Commended^;
J. Shepherd, Stoginsey, Bridgwater.
:—C^»^H. SUiIlions foaled in the year 1858.—lat prize, 15/.,
H. KooCT^rfLciypping Warden, Banbury: 9d, 51, J. Brown, of
Compton, New&nry
Class III. Marea^Itb Foals at fhr-ir ft;ut.=^5RrBiitiy.
Class IV. Fillies foaled rh-*j*»-year 1858.—No entry.

Other Horses.
Class I. Thorough-bred Stallions for getting Hunters.—1st

prize, '2U., E. Slarj'irib.mks, of GreeuhindS, Henley-on-Thames :

2d, 15?., G. Trnmper, of Horton. Slough.
Class IL Brood Mares, with Foal at foot, or in 'Foal, for

breeding Hunters.-1st prize, 20/., J. Benchfield, of Aston
Abbotts, Aylesbury, Bucks; 2d, 10/., R. Ruse, of Jealotte
Hall, Warfield, Bracknell, Berks.
Class III. Brood Mares, for breeding Hackneys.—1st prize,

15/., W. J. Burch, of Campsey Ash, Wickham Market ; 2d, 5/.,
withheld.

THE CATTLE.
The SnouT-noEN Classes include Individuals from

most of the principal herds of the kingdom, We have
Bates, by hi^ present chief representative Captain
Gunter, and Booth, andTowneley; Pennant, Ambler,
Favvkes, Hales, Dickenson, and Kastwood, Shepherd,
Tempest, Peel, Jonus Wehb, Edward Bowly and
Marjoribanks, Richard Stratton, Lady Pigott, Lord
Hill, Earl of H.idnor, and H.K.H. the Prince Consort
among the exhibitors. The contest of perseverance,
judgment, and wealth which in so niany of these names
are all comhined, cannot but result in mutual improve-
ment, and excepting that the rivalry leads to pamper-
inj^ breeding stock to an injurious latuess, the compe^
tition would bo wholly useful. So great is the injury

thus sustained, however, that it may be fairly tlisputed

whetlier by successfully exhibiting a man does himself
any good whatever. Mr. Boldcn, lately the possessor

of the Waterloos and many of the Duchesses, never

exhibited : he found his herd extraordinarily productive

from year to year—rapidly increasing in numbers, pro-

bably owing to some extent to the absence of all un-

natural treatment, and lie did not find that the want of

that sort of reputation obtainable at shows at all inter-

fered with the prices achieved at his late sale. Let us

hope that the Duchesses in Captain Ounter's hands will

not suffer by the practice of exhibiting, which his

success at Warwick and his still greater success at the

present meeting will probably lead him to continue.

The class of old Bulls is an extraordinarily fine one,

including 18 entries. Colonel Townele^'s Royal

Butterfly, first in his class last year at Warwick, first at
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the Liincashiru sliuw, and wiuntT of the iiO uuiueu cup

at Hull, is the easy winner of the first prize here.

His owner has refused 2000 guineas for him with two
heifers. Though only 2^-years old he is of wonderful
fiizfc, of great length and girth, and admirable syumietry.

Tlie SBcoad prize goes to Mr. Dickenson, for Prince
of Prussia, a 3-year old roan hull who won at

Liverpool lagt year, of remarkably straight and
even growth. The third prize is won for Lord
Feversham by Prince Imperial, a 4-year old roan

bull, whose good proportions were well contrasted

with a very inferior ani nal close beside him. Tn the
class of yearling bulls, including no fewer than 28
entries, the first prize was won for Mr. Peel, of

Clitheroe, by Malachite, a dark roan bull descended from
Bates's lierd, and presentin;!^ in its beautiful touch and
extraordinary coat that combination of quality and
vigour whicii somehow or other Mr. Bates managed to

impress on his stock in spite of (or by means of) his

close breeding. Mr. Fawkes's red bull Reformer is

placed second at the head of this large class; and the
third prize goes to Prince Frederick, a roan of great

width between the fore lega and beautiful colour and
lidr, standing awkwardly however, so as to present an

appearance of coarseness in the slioulder.

Colonel Towneley sends a large number of calves to

the third class, and carries off the second prize with
Romulus "Butterfly, a roan of nearly 12 months old ; his

twin brother Remus stands beside him. The first

prize in this class is taken by Harkaway, a red roan,

son of the Grent Mogul, a remarkably ttiick and
well-grown yearling. There is considerable variety of

BJze and quality in the animals.of this class.

Among Sliort-horn cows the first prize is won by Mr.
JSastwood's Rosette— second at Waiwick—an animal
of extraordinary size, 2 feet 8 inches wide across the
hips, somewhat deficient in a drooping back towards
the tail. In this point Queen Mab, Mr. Booth's
cow winning the second prize, is probably her superior.

She is an animal of great length, perfect roundness of
barrel, but excessive fatness.

The Heifer class is a very fine one, though not very
numerous. There are 16 entries. Captain Gunter
takes the second prize with Duchess 77th, a calf of
Duchcsft 70, who was bought a calf at Lord Ducie's
sale for 310 guineas. She is a beautiful handler, of a

dark roan colour, and a splendid coat. She is heavy in

calf and perhaps does not show her proportions perfectly
Oft' that account. Mr. Ambler's heifer. Wood Rose,
which takes the first place, stands beside her, and to
decide between the two might well puzzle a good judge.

In the wonderful class of yearling heifers there are 34
entries, and Captain Ounter here takes the 1st and 2d
prizw with Duchesses 78 and 79. the twin daughters of
Duchew 67. by the 6th Duke of Oxford. Their dam
Was bought of Mr, Tanqnoruy fur 500 guineas when a
few months old; behaving paid 400 guineas for herat
the Tortworth sale. Slie is a white cow; one of her
duugliters is white, the other roan. She already counts
fjr 9 ou Captain Guuter's herd-book. We shall
hereafter give a history of tlie Ducliess tribe in
England, and must postpone till then remarks
<jn their fortunes in the hands of Captain GuMtor
Meanwhile it is plain that the
prize twin hoifera is among the
Seventeen heifer calves ar« shown; Colonel Pennant
takes the prize with Jessamine, and others receive
commendaUou as will be seen in the prize list below.

^
The Hereford Classes include 11 balls, 10 year-

lings, and five bull calves; a single cow, six heifers and
five yearlings, and six heifer calves. They include
animaU of great weight and in the old classes, and of
great merit throughout. The old bulls were generally
commended by the judges, and the heifers and heifer
calves were also highly commended. The only cow
shown received the first prize though there was no
competition. Indicating the opinion of her excellence

,
entertained by the judges.
Tas Devon Classes include 40 animaU; Messrs.

Palmer, Turner, Quartly. Hole, Halse, and Pope car-
ried off" the prizes, and they are believed to have been
generally properly awarded. Perhaps the only exception
may be made in reference to the heifer class, where Mr.
Tnrner is placed first, Mr. Miklon second, Mr. Quartly
third; and the fourth aniuml exhibited by H.U.H.
Prince Albert was passed over without notice, though
in many particulars she is superior to some of those
beside her.

Tlie other breeds demand no particubir notice. They
attract it however; but ratlier by the extraordinary
discrepancies of size and colour amongst the competing
animsjji than by any particular average merit whicli
tJiey exhibit. Several good JVorfoIk polled animals, and
one or two of the large and somewhat coarse Sussex
breed are exhibited; and several of the little black and
white or red and white Bretonne cows stand beside
them.

lor ' Prince of Prussia ;" 3d, 51. , Lord Feversham, of Duncombo
Park, Ilelinsley, for " Prince Imperial." Highly Commended :

J. H. Bradbnme, of Pipe Place, Lichfield, Staffordshire; H.

Ambler, of Watkinsnn Hall, Halinix. Commended; Hon. Col.

Pennant, M.P., of Penrhyn Castle; J. Lynn, of Church Farm,

Stroxton, Grantham ; J. T. Noakes, of Brocbley House,

Lew'isham.
Class n. Yearling Bull.—Ist prize, 25?.. J. Peel, of Knowl-

mere Manor. Clitheroe, for "Malachite;" 2d, 15!., F. H.

Fawkes, of Famley Hall. Otley, for "Reformer;" 3d, 5/., SirC.

Tempest, Bart., of Broughton Hall, Skipton. for "Prince

Frederick.'* Highly Commended: H. Ambler and F. H.

Fawkes. Commended: F. H. Fawkes; J. Dickiuson, of

Wigan, and Lieut. -Col. Towneley.
Class IIL Bull Calves.—1st prize, lOi:., S. Marjoribanks, of

Bushev Grove. Watford, for "Harkaway;" 2d, 5i., Lieut.-

Col. towneley, of Towneley, for " Romnliis Butterfly.'

Highly Commended: J. Webb and Lieut. -Col. Towneley.

Commended : J. Robinson, of Clifton Pastures, Newport
Pagnell.
Class IV. Cows in Milk or in Calf, above 3 years old.—

1st prize, 20/., R.Eastwood, of Swinshawe House, Burnley;
2d, 10^., R. Booth, of Warlaby ; 3d, 5/., Lady Pis?ot, of Branches

Park, Newmarket. Highly Commended : W. Wells, Penshurst

;

S. Marjoribanks, of Bushev Grove; F. Fowler, of Henlow.
Biggleswade ; J. Price, of Featherstone, Wolverhampton.
Commended ; E. Bowly, of Siddington House, Cirencester

;

H. Ambler, of Watkinsoii Hall.

Class V. Heifers in Milk or in Calf under 3 years old.—
1st prize, 15^., H. Ambler, ofWatkinson Hall; 2d, 101., Capt.

Gunter, of The Grange, Wethorbv ; 3d, 6/., Lady Pigot.

Highly Commended: J. Grundy, Rev. T. H. Noel Hill, Lady
Pignt, Duke of Montrose, J. Prii:e. Commended: R. Booth,
Hon Cul. Pennant. E. Bnwly, Duke of Montrose, J. Price.

CLA8.S VL Yearling Heifers.—1st prize, 151., Capt. Gunter, of
The Grange ; 2d, lOi., Capt. Gunter, of The Grange ; ;ld, .o/.,

J. Robinson, of Clifton Pastures, Newport Pagnell. Highly
Commended : The Hon. and Rev. T. H. Noel Hill, 3. Marjori-
banks, J. Webb. Comiricaded : R. Booth, J. Webb, R.
Stratton.

Class VIT. Heifer Calves.—The prize of 10/., Hon. CoL
Pennant, M.P. Highly Commended : S. Marjoribanks, Lieut.-
Col. To^vTleIey. Commended : J. Pain, Hon. Col. Pennant,
M.P., E. Ladd Betta.

HEREFORD CATTLIi!.
Cejvss I. Bulls over<2 and under 6 years old —1st prize, .'50?.,

T. Edwards, of Wintercott, Leominster, for *' Leominster ;" 2d,
151., J. Williams, of St. Miiry's, Kingsland, Leominster, for "Sir
Coh'n ;" 3d, 5L, T. Rea, of Wostonbury, Pembridge, Hereford,
for "Silvius." Highly Commended: Lord Berwick and the
CI;iss generally.
Class II. Yearling Bulls.—1st prize, 25?., W. Perry, of Chol-

strey, Leominster, lor "Cowarn ;" 2d, 15/., T. Rea, of Weston-
bury. for " Sir Richard ;" 3d, 51., Lord Berwick, ofCronkhill,
Shrewsbury, for "Thickset." Highly Commended: Lord Bate-
man. Commended ; William Taylor.
Class III. Bull Calves.—1st prize, 10/., J. Monkhouse, of

TheStowe. Hereford, for "Nicholas ;" 2d, 51.. T. Edwards, of
Wintercott, Leominster, for " Leominster 2d."
Cla&s IV. Cows in Milk or in Calf, above 3 years old.—Ist

prize, 20?., J. Taylor, of Stretford Court, Leominster; no com-
petition. •

Class V. Heifers !n Milk or in Calf, imder S years old.—1st
prize, 15?., J. Rea, of Monaughty. Knighton, Radnor; 2d, 10?.,
J. Williams, of St. Mary's, Kingsland ; 3d, 5?.. Lord Berwick,
of Cronkhill. Highly Commended: J. Williams aud the Class
generally.
Class VI. Yearling Heifers.—1st prize, 15(., Lord Batenan,

of Shobdon Court; 2d, 10?., E. Wright, of HaUtou Uall,
Oswestry; Sd. 5/.. P. Turner, of Leen, Pembridge.
CLAas VTL Heifer CaWes.—The prize, 10?., J. Williams, of St.

Miry'H, Kingsland, Hereford. Tlie Class genenilly Com-
mended.

success rf these two
pvcnts of the Show.

DEVON CATTLE.
Cla.ss I. Bulls over 2 and under 6 years old—Ist prize, 30?.,

T. and J. Palmer, of Norton Stoke Climsland, CalUngton, Corn-
wall ; 2d, 15?.. G. Turner, of Barton, near Exeter; 3d, 51..
J. Bodley, of Stockley PomRroy. Creditnn, Devon.
Class H. learling BuHs.-lst prize, 25/., J. Quartly, of Mol-

land House. South Molton, Devon; 2d, 15?., J. Quartly; 3d,
5?., George Turner, of Barton. Commended : William Hole, of
Haniiaford, Barnstaple.
Class III. Bull Calves.—1st prize, 10?., G. Turner, of Bar-

ton ; 2d, .5?., W. Hole, of Hannaford.
Class IV. C(»ws in Milk or in Calf, above 3 years old.-1st

prize, 20?., J. Quartly, of Molland House • 2d, 10?., G. Turner,
of Barton; 3d, 5?., G. Tunier, of Barton. Commended: W.
Farthing, of a towey Court, Bridgwater; J. Quartly, of Champ-
son Molland.

Ci.a.ssV. Heifers in Milk or in Calf, not exceeding 3 years
old.—let prize, 15?., G. Turner, of Barton, near Exeter; 2d,
10?,, J. Mildon, of Woodington Farm, Witheridge, Devon: 3d,
5/., J, Quartly, of Champson Molland.
Class VI. Yeariing Heifers.—1st prize, 15?., P. Halsc, of

Molland. South Molton ; 2d, 10?.. P. Halse ;. 3d, 6?., E. Pope, of
Great Toller.

Class VII. Heifer Calves.—The pri;;e, 10?., G. Turner, of
Barton, near Exeter.

Other Established Breeds,
Not including the Short horn. Hereford, or Devon breed
Class I. Bull over 2 and under 6 years old.—The prize, 10?

E. Cane, of Berwick Court, Berwick, Lewes.
Class IL Yeariing Bull.—The prize, 10?., Lord Sondes, of

Elmhara Hall. Thetford, Norfolk.
Class III. Cow in Milk or in Calf, above 3 vears old —The

prize, 10?-, E. Cane, of Berwick Court.
,?"^^^--^^^*^"^'^^^'^«f ^'i ^*^f. ""t exceeding 3 years
old.—The prize. 10?., Lord Sondes, of Elmham Hall
Class V^ Yeariiug Heifers.-The prize, 5?.. Lord Sondes, ofElmham Hall. '

The following are the judges of cattle and their
awards :—
ShoTi^homo.^C. Bamett, J. Parkinson, G. Atkinson.
Bere/oriis.--E. L. Franklin, G. W. Baker, Hi-gins.
Ihvont —J. Anstey, T. Poiter
Other Breeds.—W. Ladds.
a*s«x —A. Denman, B. Swaffield.
The following is the list of their awards :-
ClamI n 11

^^^^^"^-^^^^ED CATTLE
TowntdeV. of tX\^i* y^g" ^'d---l8t prize. 30?., Lieut.-Col.
15i.. J. Oickini^,":i«g^i^"?^;«y. ^7 ^y^ Bntterfty ;" 2d,

,
oiBaicQUj Farmhonse, Upholiand, Wigan^

THE SHEEP.
In Leicestees there are 29 shearling rams, 2-i older

rams, 6 pens of 5 shearling ewes. Tlie prizes for the
most part go to Mr. Sanday, as the Prize List shows.
It is a very admirable exhibition; we hope to refer to
it in greater detail next week.

I
Thb South Downs include 44 sheurling rams,

22 older rams, and 10 pens of five sliearling ewes. The
prizes almost wholly go to Jonas Webb, who exhibits a
number of wonderfully fine sheep.
The Eomxet Marsh Sheep include 24 entries

but display rather the defects than the merits of the
breed, the latter consisting rather in hardiness and
adaptation to locality than in the symmetry and
quality of the individual animals.
The Lo'gwoolled Sheep contain 64 entries, and

constitute a remarkably fine show, chiefly of the
Cotswold breed, which, considering' the distance of
Canterbury from their home, is well represented.
The Shropshire Sheep include 68 entries, a

still more remurkabJe collection of hitherto a local

breed. Tiie first prize mm in the older class wag
declared to have been bought by Mr. HoUond for 120
guineas, •

The other Short-woorrED Breeds were repre-
sented by Oxfordshire, Hampshire, and Wiltshire sheep
and Mr. Hurafrejs, of Wantage, was as usual very suc-
cessful.

The following are the jn^lges of sheep .—

-

leicesfers.—'R. Hewitt, T. Harris, R. B. Aylmer.
Lona-wools.—T. Brown.
Kentish Breed.—-J. Abbot, H. Beevor.

South Dovr,is.~VL. Lugar, J. Homer, P. Puryes.
Short-wools.—J. Rawlence, G. Brown, II. Beauford.
Shropshire Sheep.—C. Randall, W. K. Bourne, E. Trump,

And the following are their awards :

—

Leicestehs.

Class I. Sheavlmg Rams.—Ist prize, 20i., "W. Saniay or
Holme Fierrepnnt, Xotts ; 2d. 10/., W. Sanday ; 3d. 5r, W. Sau-
day. Highly Commended: Lieut.-Col. Inge, of Thorpe Con-
stantine, Tamworth, Staffs.

Class II. OldRarus.—1st prize, 20?., W. Sandav; 2d,10i W
Sanday ; 8d, 51., W. Sanday. Highly Commended : W. Sanday
Commended : J. Borton, of Barton House, Malton, York ; t*
Bird, of Bilton, Rugby, Warwick. ,

Class III. Peng of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.—l«t
prize, "201., W. Sanday; 2d, 101., Lieut.-Col. Inge, of Thorpe
Constantine ; 3d, 51. , Q. Turner, of Barton.

South Downs.
Class I. Shearling Rams.—l.st prize, 20^., J. Webb, of Babra-

ham, Cambridge ; 2d, 10?., J. Webb ; 3d, 5?., J. Webb. Highly
Commended: J. Webb. Commended: J. Webb, J. Webb,
J. Webb. The Class generally commended.
Claps II. Old Rams.—1st prize, -201., J. Webb; 2d, 101., J

Webb; 3d, 5Z., J. Webb. Highly Commended: J. Webb, J.

Webb. Commended : Lord Walsingham, J. Webb, J. Webb.
Class IIL Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes, of the same flock.

—

1st priz3, 20;., J. and A. Heasmau, of Angmering, Arundel^
Sussex; 2d, \0l.. Lord Walsingham; 3d, 51, Duke of Rich-
mond. Highly Commended ; the Duke of Richmond. Com-
mended: William Rigdon, of Hove, Brighton, Sussex; tbe
Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill House.

Kestish or Romn'ey Marsh Breed of Sherp.
Class I. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram.—lat prize,

15/., P. Murton, of Smeeth, Ashford, Kent ; 2d, of , F. Murton ;
3d, 51., F. Murton.
Class IL Old Rams.—1st prize, 15i., F. Murton ; 2d, t>l., F.

Murton; 3d, 51., F. Murton. Commended: W. Gascoyne,
T. Blake.
Class HI. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes, of the same flock.

—

Ist prize, 15^., W. Gascoyue, of Bapchild, Sittingbonnie, Kent;,
2d, 5/,, C, Neve, of Shepway Court, Maidstone ; 3d, 51,, added
by the Local Committee, F. Murton.

LONQ-WOOLLED ShEEP,
Not qualified to compete as Leicesters, or Kentish and Romney

Marsh Breeds.
Class I. ShearlingRams.—1st prize, 20?., J. Walker, of North-

leach, Gloucestershire; 2d, 10^., R. Game, of Aldsworth,
Northleach ; 3d, 51, R. Game. Highly Commended : G.

Fletcher, of Shipton Sollars. Cheltenham; W. Lane, of Broad-

field Farm, Northleach; W. Laue; W. Lane; G. Fletchen
Robert Game, T. Porter, E. Handy. Commended : J. K..

Tombs, of Langford, Lechdale, Gloucestershire ; G. Fletcher,

T. Porter, of Baunton, Cirencester; E. Handy, of Sierford,

Cheltenham ; W. Lane, W. Lane ; and the Cass generally.

Class II. Old Rams.-lst prize, 20/.. R. Game; 2d, 101. R.

Game; 3d, 5L, Q. Fletcher. Highly Commended: T. Porter;
T. Porter ; W. Lane ; W. Lane. Commended : E. Handy,
W. Lane, and the Class generally.
Class III. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes, of the same Flock,—

Ist prize, 20^., W. Lane; 2d, 10/,, W. Lane; 3d, 51., W. Lane.
Highly Commended; J. K. Tombs, of Langford, LecbdaJe;
J. K. Tombs. Commended : T. B. Browne, of Salpertoa*
Park, Andoversford, Cheltenham ; T. B. Browne.

Shkupshire Sheep.
Class I. Shearling Rams.—1st prize, 15^., T. Horton, of

Haraage Grange, Shrewsbury; 2d, 51.. J. and E. Crane, of

Shrawardiuc. Sbrev/sbury. Highly Commended: J. and E.

Crane, Commended : J. and E. Crane.
Class II. Old Rams.—1st prize, 151., S. Bj-rd, of Lees Farm,

Stafford ; 2d, 51., T. Horton, of Harnage Grange, Shrewsbur;-,
Highly Commended : E. Holland, of Dumbleton Hall. Evesham,
C. R. Keeling, of Yew Tree Farm, Pcakridge, Staffordshire;
W. G. Preece, of Shrewsbury. Commended : H. J. Sheldoa
of Brailes, Shipston-on-Stour ; T. Mansell, of Adcott Hall

Shrewsbury.
CLA88 HI. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes, of the same flock,—

1st prize, 15?., J. and E. Crane; 2d, 5(., J. and E. Crane.

Highly Commended : E. Holland Commended : the Earl of

Dartmouth, of Patshull, Albrighton ; J. Evans, of Uppingtoii,

Shrewsbury ; H. Matthews, of Montford, Shrewsbury ; fi-

Smith, of Sutton Maddock, Shiffnall.

Short-Woolled Sheep. *

Not qualified to compete as South Downs or Shropshire Sbeep.

CLA.SS I. Shearling Rams.—Isi, prize, 20/., S. King, of Old

Hayward Farm, Hungerford, Berks ; 2d, lOi , W. Humfrey>
of Oak Ash, Chaddleworth, Wantage, Berks; 3d, 51, "
Humfrey. Highly Commended: C. Howard, of Biddenham,
near Bedford ; J. Bryan, of Southleigh, Witney, Oxfordshire;

J. Bryan ; J. Dmce, of Eynsham, Oxford ; W. Humfrey-

Commended : S. King, of Old Hayward Farm, Hungerford ;

C. Howard.
Class H. Old Rams.—Ist prize, 20J., W. Humfrey; 2d, IW-

W. Humfrey ; 3d, 51 , W. Humfrey. Highlv commended.
W. F. Bennett, J. Bryan, J. Bryan, the Duke of MarlborougB,
W. Humfrey. Commended : the Duke of Marlborough.
Class HI. Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes, of the same flock.—

Ist prize. 20/., W. Browne Canning, of Chisledon, Swindoa,
Wilte; 2d, S. King, of Old Hayward Farm, Hungerftird,
3d, o;.,W.F. Bennett, of ChUmark, Salisbury. Highly Cooi-

meuded ; J. W. Brown.

'I

THE PIGS.
ITie pigs are divided into large breeds of any colour,

and small breeds of black and of white colour respec-

tively. There is a large number exhibited, and some

wonderfully fine animals among them, to which refer-

ence will be made next week. Perhaps one of the finest

pens in the yard is that in which Mr. Sexton, of Sud-

bury, shows a " small " black sow and 13 pigs of remark-

able quality ; the owner sold them readily at 10'-

apiece. The prize list is below. ,

The judges of Pigs were Rev. E. Elmburst 3na

Messrs. J. Unthank and W. Cottle; and the following

are their awards :

—

PIGS.
Class I. Boars of a large breed, of any colour.—Ist priae.

J. Harrison, jun., of Heaton Norris, Stockport: t>d, 51

^yson. of Adelphi Hotel, Bock Street, Leeds. Commen
W. B. Wainman, of Carhead, Cross Hills, Yorkshire. j
Class II. Boai-s of a small tvbjte breed.—1st prize, 10*.,*-

10^..

ded':
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««rHson. jun. : 2d. V., O. M -ugtos. of C ' Ripoa.

flf^lT^Counutntlod: J. UUidfciu. of Burtou Huu«, KTwton.

^rf^rm. Boars of » mn»U bbwk br»«l.-Ut priw, lOt, T.

Crlgp, ofButlcy AbV^y- Wickh:.m Market. Suflblk ; 2d, W., T.

rilsit' Coiniiicinicd : T. Crlip.

pTAsa IV Hoars of % brottd not eligible for the pr^M!n(f

hX VorkBhlre: M, W., H. Endeacott.,of Norfolk Street,

Hniileit Lum: T r. da Oommended : O. B. MorUiuL

Clam V Uiicuii.H ^W" «' » ***"<?• bn*od. of auy colour.—

i«t nrize. JO/,. Junics naytnn, of iltUway Farm. P<.v-nt/»n. near

Tn^S • J. It. Tomb : Mlcha^^l Oavlne. of fox lun. W.Kxlhuu«e.

J"amnear Locda. C_. .^n.loli W. Hew«;of floveukunptoa.

^^CiJM'^i Breeding R-^wb of a email white brwd—let pHse,

in/ W Hatton. oi .vadinffham. near Ue«da: Sd. «.. K. L.

Betta 'ni(.'hlv Comiopnded: W. Ilatton. Commended: O.

Mineiee. of OtVciidalo, BiiH.u. ...
rilM VIT nreodlng 8owe of a amall black breed.—let iiriae,

1W G M. Bextoti. of Earlii ILill. CoekfleW, Bu-lb^try : '.M. 5/..

T 8Sp. of Butley Abbev. Highly Cuiumeudod: T. Crtap.

Coramondod: O TurHor, of nart<»i!.

CiJiM VlU. Urocdlog Sow* of a brMd noi eUgi^^^ ^"i" ^^*

iMcediii -aaeM.—!• P^re, IW .
J HarHwrn. Jun.. o( Roaton

VonS: -J. flt, O. Maniiloi^ of Giruudale. CoiumuDded:

V. B Wainman, of Oarhead. „ ^ . , ...

Cu^i* IX. Pci r 3 Brooding Bow Plga, of any oolnnr. of the

Mme Htter, 4 to 8 mouth* old.—iBt priae. 101., W. II ir.

*
5/ W Hewer. Comroendod: W. J. Badler, of Bentham

^^ X^ Pe^'of S Breeding Bow Plg^ of a «nall white

f-id 4 to 8 months old.-Ut priee IW., T. Crlap ; Sd W., 8.

Wilav' of Brandsby. York. Bi«hly Commended : S Wiley.

kV^ X I Pens of S BT*edlr|f Bow Piga, of a email black

breei to ti inuutha old.-let priae. 10/.. O. M. flext^. of

eS Hall. Cockfteld. Sudbury. Suffolk; 2d. i/.. T. CHmj.

H^Ur CummcnJoa : G. H. M- rland. of ChUton Farm. Har»-cfl.

'^CLA^J'xir Pen. of 3 Bn»dlng Sow Pig-, of • ^breed not

eligible for the p««eedii»g cUwaee of the sanie littm*. 4 to 8

n.m,thaold.-Ut prize. lOr. E. L. Betta. cf^^Jon Hall, new-

MHi'lBtone. Kent: M. «., E. I)avie% jun., of Harrington. Shiff-

nal, Shropshire.

In Cattle, Sheep, and Horwa tbere was an additional

competition excitwl by tUe offer of prizes by the Local

•Committee, to wUicU we sHall hereafter direct atten-

tion. Meanwhile we give a list of prizes :—

SPECIAL PRIZES.
rOffered by the Canterbury Liocal Oommittee.]

Suaeix Cattle.

Class I To the owner of the best Bull, from 2 to 6 years old.

-l8t prize. 301.. W. Botting. «f ^"^^^.^^^^ ?'^,^^' .^."I^^^^'^-

r>oint- 2d 15i.. G. Buss, of Boughton Ahiph, Ashford, 3d, 6f.,

J5. Hart, of Aldington Court. Hyihe, Kent.

ClaJ 1 1 Yearling BulL—Ist prize. 251.. W. Dunk, of Horton

Prioi^Tnythe] -IdS^l.. T._ Smith, of Beckley. Staplehurst,

Sussex ; 3d, 5/., no competition.

Class III. No enti^.
. „ ,, ^ „ u i *

Class IV Cows in Milk or in Calf. Above 3 years old.—1st

prize 20;., T. Smith, of Beckley. Staplehiirat, Sussex; 2d, IOC,

h Jenner, of Parsonage House, Udimore, Rye; 3d, 51., T. H.

Gre?son. of Woodsden, Hawkhurst, Kent-

CLA&d V. Heifers in Milk or in Calf, not exceeding 3 years

old —Ist prize, 151., J. and A. Heasman, of Atiffmenng, Arun-

del- 2d lOL, T. H. Gregson. of WooHadeu, Uawkhurat; 3d,

5f . 'prGorrinie, of Tiltoo. Selmeston. Lewes.

Class VI. Yearling Heifers.—1st prize, litl, R. Aeame, of

Fairbrook, Faversham ; 2d, 10(., J. and A. Heasman ; Sd, W.,

Claw Vli. Heifer Calves.— The 10?. prize, R Keame, of

fairbrook, Faversham. Kent.—— —^.b_
POXIES OF JiSY Buf.ed.

Class I. Stallion Ponies, not exceeling 14 hands high.—let

prize, 20i., G. K. Cooper, of Euston, Thetford, Norfolk. Swwnd
pri;;e withheld. ,. ,, . , . . , , .

Class II. Marc Ponies, not exceedmg 14 hands high.—ist

prize 15/., T. Neve, of Benenden, St;ipleli urst, Kent; 2d, 5L,

Bev. W. H. Beevor. ofCowbridce, Glamnrganshire.

Shekp.—Kentish or Romney Mafsh Sheep.

Class I. Pens of 5 2-year-old Ewes.—Ist prize, lOi.. F, Mur-

^nii. of Smecth, Ashforti, Kent; 2d, 5i, E. Kingsnorth, of

Orlestone, Ham Street. Kent « ^ ,

CLA88 II. Pens of 5 3year-old Fwes.—Iflt prize. 10(.. C. Col-

i.arfi. of Wickharobreux Court, Wingham. Kent ; 2d, 51., F.

MurtoD, of Smeeth, Ashford, Kent.

THE IMPLEMENT SHOW-YAKD.
It is impossible to go in detail through any conaidor-

nhle number of the implements exhibited. They reach

close on 4OO0 in number, and are distributed over 212

•taiids. But before describing some of the principal

clashes of machines on the gi-onnd there are one or two

novelties to which reference can be made. Thus at

Stand l-i7, VV. Gerrans, of Tre^ony, near Grampound,

Cornwall, there is a very clever horse rake, in which the

ilriver rides behind the horse and by the action of %
pedal connects at will one of the driving wheels with a

toothed wheel upon a shaft, which thus makes one
|

revolution, and so lifts all the teeth and dotachts their
]

load. The rake tdb folds together, and rides con-

veniently between the wheels, so that it goes easily

through gates or along the public road. It costs

8Z. 10s., and rakes H feet wide.
A patent grmn separator, an American invention, is

eiVibited by Messrs. Howard & Kiches. of Norwich.
Ihe fan is fed with wr throuj;h a shallow, wide, long,
and vertical chest, and being driven rapidly and
regularly produces a strong nnd nniform current of
^ir up this channel. One of its sides is glass, and, the
gramas It leaves the riddle falling evenly distributed
tbrough this chest, you can see the operation of tlie

ciirrent upon every particle of it. The heavy seeds fall

<lown, the light ones immediately rise and full over
through another exit, but yon can often trace a doubtful
seed or heavy chaff-enveloped grain suspended for a long
tune before the division is arrived at which separates
it fiom its companions. It is apparently a very ptyfect
machine, and though very costly will no doubt find
«se n\ the corn mills of the country.

There is at these stands too an exceedingly ingenious
broadcast sower, in which the grain, half a bushel in a
bag suspended from the neck finds its e\it, regulated
t>y a sliding door, through a mouthpiece at the

conical metallic sheathing in which the hag terminates.

At this point, ho^^Lve^, it falls through a trumpet-
shnpod mouth-piece, l<X)king in the same direction as

the man who utei it. Tliis mouth-piece has radiating

projecting Mlp^es standing up upon its inner surface.

and a toothed wheel and pinion worked by hand— one
revolution for L*rery f(M)t!»tep as you wulkogives it

rji{)id rotation. The couaequenM i^ tliat the grain it

caught and w»nt iviitriingally with immense force and
pcitvcl impHrtiality in all dirt-ctiuns aciuM* the line in

which yuu walk, and if the lur be mutionleas the teed

will lall mobt regularly dittlrJbuLcd un a l>td fivm 10
to IS feet in width. It ooaU 30«.

In Turnip-rutting Muhines, the trastoes of Meaart.

CrGSfkill of lievcrh'v txhibit a novel, not pralsewortby,

appamtus. Thoae of onr r«adera who ar*. .icqiuiint4*d

with the tubular drain-tile making niuchiue will be able

to furni W idea uf the D^inclplu uf tin- ina'^hhu'. Let
the rgxl«r Imagine ait idilong box in the central part

of which two horizontid pistons work to and fro, having
rererae inotioni^ that is, while one is moring outwards
the ether is moving inwards. The ends of the box are

made u^>, the One with, barred work, one cud being
dWidinl into dm!Hrf(», the otlier into long narrow Btnjw

the whole depth of the box, theae being bieected by a

transverse bar. The routs to be cut are placed into the

two receptacles or boxae, and as the pi»t«ns advaiiei-

towards the larred openings they are forced through

them, passing from one end in small pieoesfittedforsheep,

from the other in narroir and long stripa fitted for

cattle. The inner edges of the ban making up the

ends of the boxee are sharpened to act ta kniveo, while

still further to facilitate the action of the cutting

knives, the outer ends ofthe reciprocating pistons are not

left plain, but are provided with a series of cutting

faces. The roots, as they are preased up against the oat-

side cutting bars, are at the same time subjected to the

cutting as well as pressing force of the horizontal

pistons or plungers.

Messrs. Richmond & Chandler—represented bv Mr.
Norton—tbe well-known manufacturers, have intro-

duced a very simple and effective improvement in their

straw and hay cutters. This consists ofan arrangement
by which the delay consequent upon the use of change
wheels is obviated; two wheels of different diameters

are keyed upon the spiked-roller shaft—parallel to this

lies a shaft which receives motion by bevil gearing from
the fly-wheel shaft; this shaft is provided with a sliding

clutch carrying two pinions, one of which can be made
to engage with the large wheel in the roller shaft, the

other with the small. This change of wheel can be
made instantaneously by means of a lever connected
with the sliding clutch. By putting two sets of wheels
in gear the straw is cut into i-inch lengths, by putting
the other set the length is divided or made three-fourtla
of an inch in length. The hardened steel mouth intro-

duced by the manufacturers is applied to the form of
machine we have now described, which is, we need
scarcely say, distinguished by the highness of mechani-
cal finish and accuracy of detail which has for long been
characteristic of the firm. Another feature worthy of
notice in these exporting days is the facility with
which the whole machine can be taken to pieces, and
the remarkably small space mto which It can be packed
when so reduced to its component parts.

The same firm exhibit the Patent Disintegrator,

which in a short space of time has taken a high posi-

tion as a useful adjunct to the farm in reducing hard
granulated lumps of manure, superphosphate, or the
like, to a highly pulverised condition. This machine
consists of a series of cylindrical cages made up of

wires revolving round one central axis. This is made
hollow, so as to admit of a second shaft revolving

round It; by an arrangement of pulleys and cross belts

the series of cages have reverse motions. By this

arrangement the material to be operated upon, and
which is delivered to the centre of the cages, is driven

by the centrifugal force outwards, where it meets the

outside bars of the revolving cages and receives a rapid

succession of shocks or blows by which it is pulverised.

Still further to aid this action a fixed knife or cutting

blade is attached to a pillar cast with the carrying

frame in such a way that its blade extends into the
interior of the innermost cage ; the duty of this knife

being to arrest and cut such pieces as are too large to

pass through the bars of the revolving cages. The
extent to which the substance operated upon is pul-

verised is resxiilated by the rate of speed at which the

to a belief that no mechanical action will ever excel
that of the dairy-maid'a bauds in the operation of pr<j-

paring and salting butter ready for market ; nevertbe-
leas many competent authoritiefl speak highly of this
apparatua. It consists of a cylinder of white motal,
having a number of small ontices at and abuut the
bottom. To thl- ylinder a piston is provided, and is

acfod upon a vertical screw passing through a nut
plttLctl in the centre of a crow-bar stretching arrosa the
top of the cylinder. This croas-bar is tiimly Uxed
while lu operation bv the cndi being passed into slots

Qkade in the side of the cylinder; at the ?iame time it is

Hy removable, to enable the butter to be operated
npon to be passed Into the interior of the rylinder. As
the piston is depressed by the screw— actrtl upon by n

crosa baitdle-'the butter is forced thruugii the small

apertures near and in the bottom of the cylinder, and
is deli\ . 1 in the f(fim uf small flakes into a recep-

tacle containing rold water plttcinl beneath.

In the department of dairy articles, Mr. Comes, of

High Street, Bow, London, exhibited what he
deiicminates a cradle or concussion cliurn. It conmttm
of a rectangular box, having a central pivot between two
upright standards; ao t\iat by meann of one of the
handles provided at the ends, the whole of the
Hp^aiutus >\ith its contents can be made to oaciUate on
the central pivot. There is no doubt of the complete-
ness of the concussion obtained by this arrangement

—

an arrangement obviously applicable to wasbi&f^

machines, to wbicli, by the way, Mr. Cornea also apphes

it. We believe that if the box was suspended bj links

from points placed above the line, so that it could be
swung to-and-fro, much greater results could be
obtained. Indeed we are inclined to think that for

quick butter-making properties this arrangement in

practice would show itself as the best possible. We
know of an instance where a swing-churn— as it nuiy be

called—was worked so easily that a man could, while

smoking his pipe or reading bis paper, chnm
the milk of a considerably large dairy. The
swing principle is not our own, it owes its

orig:in to no less a mechanical genius than
William Horrock^ the inventor of the steam
power-loom. One advantage possessed by the swing
principle Is the working power which is obtained at

small cost by the return action or momentum ; another
is that the concossive action tends to consolidate or

knead the butter as it is being churned. This same
advantage is said to be obtained in Mr. ferry-
man's self-kneading lever clmm exhibited at the Show.
In this the body of the chnm is wider at bottom than
at the top, 80 as to admit of the swinging to-and-fro

play of a beater which works inside, and is suspende<l
from a shaft working in centres at the upper aitd
narrowest part of Aft box. Tbe lateral motion oi
beater forces the cre.im from side to side and km
tbe butter against the sides of the churn. The beater
ia not solid but perforated with apertures.

Messrs. Htighes & Son, of Great Dover Street,
London, exhibited a patent smut mach:ne for cleaning
grain. A series of conical scrubbers are placed in the
central space of a vertical frame, and worked bv a
shaft receiving motion from the prime mover by means
of a pulley. The conical upper portion of the scrubber
is covered with flutes or ridges, and is provided with a
fan inside ; the conical part works inside, and at some
distance from the inner surface of a corresponding cone
rubber. The grain passing between these surfaces is

cleaned from the smut, which with the dust ia removed by
means of the fans. The fans, in order to prevent them
from damaging the grain by giving dirert blows to it

are made with square laced wove wire. The wire thna
arranged acts at once as a scrubber, and also allows air
to pass through from fans which carries dust, &c., through
the interstices of the wire cylinder composing thebodv
of the scrubbers. The gn\in is finally delivered by a
spout into a box, in which, spreading itself, it is sub-
jected to the action of an exhaust fan, which draws off

all the remaining dust.

We now give separate reports of certain classes of
implements :

—

THE STEAM PLOUGH.
The trials of the four sets of machinery exhibited on

the "light-land" field brought out the subjoined
results. A Busby plough, turning a furrow of 10 inches
wide by 7 inches deep, and fairly tried in different
parts of the ground, showed a draught of " fully 6 cwt. ;

"

and from this datum the price of the work can be cal-

csges are driven. The machine acting upon phosphate i culated. Tbeanthor of the paperOn the Cost of Horse-
ftud driven at a rate of 350 revolutions per minute, I power in the Royal Agricultural Society ot England's
does as much work and of a superior quality as three

men can do in the ordinary way of screening.
Journal, shows clearly fr<»m innnmerable facts and the
best statistics, that by horse-labour (on an average of

Messrs. Hancock exhibited along with their pulveriser i m;uiageuieut and other circumstances) 1 cwt. is di^wn

Our readers
atten

dairv-maids whose bauds are warm

doubtless have remarked that peculiarity amongst

lime than butter. Messrs. Hancock claim for this™L of theirs .-> c.p.'.biHty of superseding the

n^e^itv of employing hand-labonr, so that any dairy-W wUl be able to cool the butter, and make it pure

Td w.^ tasted, free from all traces of whey and

buttermilk even in the hottest weather. We confess

12*. per acre is the cost of horse-ploughing in this case.

Now, from 'what we have to detail, it will

appear that none of the steam work cost more
than hoi-se work, but three of the performances

was at a very much cheaper rate.* In fact,

Mr. Beard ploughed (and all the exhibitors were

required to work at equal depth) at the rate of 12*.

per acre, just the cost of horse ploughing j Messrs.

Robey and Co., with Chandler and Oliver's apparatus,

ploughed at the rate of 8*. 4d. per acre; Messrs.-

Edditigton ploughed at the rate of 7i. St^.per acre; and
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Mr. Fowler at the rate of 5*. 2d. per acre, every source
of outlay being included iu all the cases.

'Mr. Tliomas Beard, of Stowe, near Bucking-
ham, is an ingenious funaer who exhibits the same
apparatus which has been worlcing on his own occu-
pation. The system is somewhat similar to the
Woolston one ; the rope, however, being laid out
in a rectangular form, with moveable anchored
snatch-blocks at the corners at the ends of the
work; a double-furrow plough is' used in ploughing
a ridge or stetch, the rope being unhooked at each end,
and tiie implement run across to the other side by the
ploughman or anchor-hole man, with the aid of a
little portulile windlass, but any implement may
be hauled instead. The engine is stationary at one
corner of the plot to be cultivated, and a portable
windlass with two winding-drums is attached to
the^end of the engine, and driven by an endless pitch-
chain from the crank-shaft. This is an arrangement
patented some time ago by Mr. Williams. Tlie ropes

'

are guided in their coiling by a backward and forward
screw motion, similar to the one patented by JVfr.

Massey. There is ingenuity in the contrivances shown;
but though a light and low-priced set of machinery,
there is a want of mechanical excellence in the con-
struction, the ropes being wound on drums of no more
than 2 feet diameter, the snatch-block sheaves are only
18 inches diameter, and the engine driven by means of
a 6i-incb pinion and a pitch-chain. The S-horse double-

' cylinder engine, manufiictured by Mr. Rickett, of Buck-
ipgham, was evidently out of order; the small consump- ^ „
tion of coal and the small amountofwork done indicating '• an acre per day
this. The ploughing for 1 hour and 2S minutes vvas at
the rate of 3i acres in a day of 10 hours, with 5 J cwt.
of coal, and taking coal at 1*. per cwt., the wages of
4 men and 2 boys, the water-carting, oil, removal, &c.,
come to 32^. per day, or 9^. lOd, per acre. Adding
20 per cent, on the cost price (with 900 yards of steel
rope) 35G^., for 200 days in a year, or 7s. per day, the
total is 39*. per day, or 12*. per acre.
Chandler and 01iver*a machinery consists of a

10-horse double cylinder engine, manufactured by
I^bey & Co., having two winding drums on the
hind wheel axle, one on each side the bridge; the rope
passes round six anchored pulleys, and the implement
was a 3-furrow balance frame plough. The weight of
the engine is 64 tons without the water or the rope.
For travelling it is self-locomotive, with a horse to
steer. The ploughing for 2\ hours was at the rate of
Oi acres per day, with about 9 cwt. of coal. The
expenses, with 4 men and 2 boys, are about 30?. per
dajr. or Qs. M. pw acre. Add the 20 per centage on the
prime cost (with 1200 yards of steel rope) 60GZ.. or 12s.,

was at the rate of 11 acres in a day of 10 hours, with

18 cwt. of coal; the expenses, with 2 men and 2

boys and an extra man for various purposes, are 42*.

per day, or 3*. lOd. per acre ; add 20 per centage on
the prime cost, with 800 yards of steel rope, 780/., or

15*. a day, and the total outlay is 57*. a day, or 5*. 2d.

an acre.

We include the wear and tear and interest in the sum
of 20 per cent, for 200 days in a year ; and thus 5*. 2d.

per acre is what it would cost to plough by contract

work worth 12*. per acre. But the farmer must not

reckon anything for wear and tear, &c., because he will

have at least half a dozen fewer horses to maintain in

efficiency, and thus the saving of 180Z. a year wdl meet
all that the engine can demand for repairs, interest of

capital. Sec. ; and thus the ploughing is really performed
for 3*. lOd. per acre, while by horses it would cost 12*.

On the tremendoiisly difficult " heavy-land " field,

where the average draught of a Busliy plough, turning
a fnrrow 10 inches by 7, was no less tlian 12 cwt,, and
the steam-plonghs had to ascend and descend a long
gradient of a steepness ascertained by a surveyor's level

to be 1 in 4,^, Mr. Fowler ploughed If acre at the
rate of ll-lOths of an acre per hour, or 6} acres per
day. Allowing a little extra coal, and for an additional
man on the implement, the day's expenses are 4i*., or
6*. Qd. per acre ; add the 20 per centage or 15*., and the
total.cost is 59*. per day, or 8*. Qd. per acre. Farmers
present differed in their estimate of the value of the
work, some setting it at 24*., others as high as 36*.,
seeing that 6 hordes would be required to do

J-
to f of

an acre per day. But taking Mr. Morton's datum of Gd,
per cwt., we get 2is. as the cost'of turning four 12 cwt.
furrows by horse-power ; but the price ought to be set
higher tlian this, because the 6d. per cwt. refers to 2
or 3 horse ploughing, whereas a team of 6 horses
cannot be yoked to work with such advantage, and 30*.
per acre is probably nearer to the true value of this
heavy work. The steam plough did it for 8*. 9d., and
though in the farmers* and labourers* hands of course a
less acreage would be accomplished per day than at a
racing trial, the price must still be less than half the
cost by horse labour.

As far as hauling power is concerned, it is clear then
that the steam engine is universally superior to animal
power, and that the assertions of those who have
hitherto denied the possibility of working ploughs
economically and profitably by steam power, are utte'rly
groundless and false. As to quality of the work, we
have never seen the steam ploughs, either of Fowler or
Chandler, make such good work before ; Fowler's, in-
deed, was as straight and well laid as first-class horse
work. Then the grubbing with the plough-shares and
short prong-breasts in place of the mould-boards was

of

e

of

land farmers, therefore, the relative advantao^^
steam cultivation as regards cost is greater than we h

^

put it, and its relative advantage as regards ou'il>
work is also undoubtedly more obvious anH . ^ °*

tionable. ^ "^^i^es.

THE REAPEE AND THE 5I0WEE
The result of the abortive trials on tliP i

light Rye crop is a very wise postponemZ'^^.
the competition until the Wheat crops ar

°^

for the scythe and sickle; and the judges bav^^*^^
enough to make a selection of three maoh*

^^^^

this final contest, which, it must be remfirk^f?^
local affair, and not part_of the Society's Drn«.roL^^

and the total is 48*. a day, or 8*. 4d. nor acre
Mr FdfVmn-f-nn'a nr»M',r'.\,,a ™ -\ pT • j- I «""*-\k'^^'»ii-u»«iiat3 m piace 01 tue mould-boards was

wfndh.t . S^^^ T?, r
^^'^ '""^!^^' '"^''"^ • ^"'* Chandler*s also broke up the ground in

r^itTwitZ ^y-^^^^'f boddy two portable I beautiful style. Mr. Fowler also trendies with a CotZ^ '^Ir^ I

^-pjonght. any reasonable depth desired, makingeq _ -...^,v..^v...^ a,c *>uiKC'u, eiLuer meeciug
hali-ivay and i-eturning, or else passing each otlier iiu 1-
way, and traversing from end to end of the field. Two
3-furrow Fowler's ploughs were used, but excepting for
piotigbing a land or stetch there is no savin<r^of i-ope
In one-way ploughing however, if tlic implemcuts travel
from end to end. only half the length of rope is out at
once, as compared with that required by Mr. Fowler •

but time is lost in shifting the ploughs to anothe^
breailth of ground when one work has- overtaken the
other. Ihe wmdlasses with their engines are self-loco-
motive, without horses. Unfortunately Mr. Eddington
had to work with two S-horse single cylinder engines, as
his new double cyhnder engines did not arrive !n time.
80 that the results in his case are much below the point
they would otherwise have attained. The trial hi the
"hght-^and" field, for 1 hour and 8 minutes, gave
1 acre 2G perches as the area ploughed, with 201 lbs. of
coal; that IS at the rate of 10 acres per day with
5i cwt. of coal. The expenses, with 6 men and 2 bovs
are about 5k. per day, or 5*. 5t/. per acre; add the "20
per centage ou the cost of machinery, 120OZ.. or 23*.,and the totid cost of the work is 77*. per day, or 7*. M.
per acre.

Mr. Fowlers 12-liorae double cylinder engine, manu-
factured by Kitson & Hewitson, of Leeds, has alterationssmce last year m the simpler parts; the toothed gear

« r. ^^VT'"' '."^*i^"» iV''"'
screw-cams for the clutches.

_
equal to that of the spade ; and he also attache's

to Ins ordmury plough ridge or drill ploughs, throwing-
the sod up into ridges for winter weathering, or for
-Turnip or Potato planting.

Tiie amount of work performed by Mr. Cliandler*s
apparatus on this strong land field fell very short,
partly owing to the giving way of the anchors, rope
&c. Mr. Eddington accomplished the herculean and
extremely dangerous task of hauling one of hia eno-ines
ridmg a windlass up to the summit of the field ; but no
value can be attached to a feat which no practical
farmer would ever dream of attempting.

In the show-yard is a model by Mr. D. L. Banks of a
modifioation of Mr. Halkett's guide-way system of
steam culture, a travelling platform extending a con-
siderable breadth, the guideways being trenches with
Grass edges instead of rails, the scheme is impracti-
cable, though perhaps an idea may be gleaned from it
for applying Mr. Halkett's advantages without his
great permanent outlay.

Mr. Komaine exhibits a model of his rotary steam-
cultivator now being manufactured by Messrs. Brown
& \Vay. and a model of his endless railway, which ^_ ,. ....-v.c..v«rv ™uer or mv n^L.^.^^^

th^n b" deU^' iTZ 't'"^:- n*^*"'?i"^.'*^^
wheel Taunton, has two sets of kniveTthe bottom set ^ed,W^^:^ ^b^ctrttt^^^^^^^

'''-' ^''-^^^ ^^-« ^^- -^^^ ^ 3-inch thro.-

vad. Iu ;i ttny weeks we may expect the new machine
to make its defml, cirrying its own roadway with it and
neutralising the effect of its weight ou heavy Uad
while perlbrniing tillage unsurpassed in efficiency

more easily deliver the cut com in bunches behinil t^"
track of the horses out of the way of the next
and the one-horse machine of Messrs Onfi^u

'^^'^^^

'

Newton-le-WiUows, Yorkshire.
' ^utubert, of

Cuthbert's reaping machine is worked in fi,
same way as Dray*s, and the cutters and platform ar!
backward, and a curved piece can be added at ni^oo
to the back of tlie platform for side-dolivery • so tS
the rakeman can with ease deliver either behind
by the side as desired. The cutters with 3-inch throw
have a slower motion than some, but the triangular
knives are more acute in form; the fingers are of
peculiar shape, having sharp point?, flut vertic^
sides against which the corn stalks are firmly nrMsPrl
by the knives; and the slots through which the
knives vibrate are wider open backward than
at the point, so that the self-clearing from weed
Grass, or straw is effected as efficiently as if the knifp
were hoUowed. The cutters are hung at the connecting
rod end, upon an oscillating sling, which saves friction
and very much lessens the draught of the machine The
dividing iron is also more elongated than iu other
reapers. This is certainly a remarkably efficient and
yet low-priced machine, and its performances in heavy
and lodged crops are highly attested by long use and
extensive harvesting.
Mr. Cranston's Wood's reaper is well known The

manner of raking off by hand is well arranged; the
lever movement for raising or depressing the frame
is ready to hand, and the cutting very complete
and clean. The knives are 3 inches long. 4 inches
apart, have a 3| inch range of vibration, and the cranli
makes 5 revolutions or 10 cuts in every foot o^ advance.
Cranston's new machine has the addition of i

most ingenious self-raking-off mechanism for delivering
in sheaf-bundles out of the way of the horses* next;
round. We say "mechanism," but the contrivance,
like so many transatlantic notions, is as remarkable for

simplicity as for clerverness. A slit is made round ill

four sides of the platform, and in or under this lies an
endless pitch-chain, extended round four little wheels
below the platform. By a very simple arrangement of

suiall mitre-wheels, &c., one of the chain-wheels is

driven very directly from the main driving wheel,

witbont complication of parts; and as the machine
advances the chain of course keeps running round the

platform, though out of sight in its groove. One end

of a long rake-bar is connected by a bolt on to this

chain, while the other end is passed through an eye in

a swivel-pin supported behind the machine at one side

on a bracket for the purpose. The motion of the

chain causes the rake to sweep across the plat-

form from side to side, draw back the bunch so

collected, and deposit it on the ground behind. The

bunches we saw made in the light crop experimented
upon were very neat and square, but some further im-

provement is needed before a heavy and tangled crop

can be successfully dealt with. There is a small lever

which the driver can press with his knees for thro\vin^

the automaton rake instantaneously in or out of gear.
_

The Victoria side-delivery reaper of Mr. Hellard, of

and value.

The wjrk done by Fowler^s and Chandler's ploughs
tlie good lea ground during the week has been of

on
travelling wheels with 16-inch broad'fellJes able to

has^onfy o^rd^t' tr%aItng''S^^ '''' performances of thos^

acting bent lover underneath throivs out the left rope
into tiie proper track for the return coarse, and the
ploughs can be set to any width of furrow from i)k to
IJ^ inches wide; the rope-porters for the return rope
are mounted upon 3 wheels. The engine is constructed
for running at 70 lbs. pressure per sqnare inch; but
can be safely worked up to a much higlier pressure :

wet ^^5/^'^M''-'^ ^""^''^ ^^'' °ther engines aUo

tS^na- "';'"; ? 7'" ^ '^'^ 205 lbs. Of coal burnt
'^ CL^^l^i*'*^.'^

'^''' '^^ ^ff-^tive force of more than
;h is in

t)cst poituhle eui,.Vn<I""v[
6^»ci-uny perrormea by the

P^wer. ihe ploughms f^^' ^0 minutes

"best po.t.ll^^«^f„5*>' g^"erally performed

and the other steam-tillage machines, with the greatest
interosfc.

Let us add to the above remarks, that in takino- Gd.
per cwt. di-awn 2^ miles as the cost ot horse-labour, iu
order to compare the expense of steam cultivation with
that of ordinary ploughing, we do an injustice to the
steam-plough in every case but that of onlin.uy or
even light laud fanning. On clay farms the cost of
horse-labour is greater per unit of work done than it is
on lighter lands, because whether the number of horses
on the former or the latter be t!ie greater in proportion
to the work accomplished, yet their individual cost
13 undoubtedly heavier on the clays. Tlie expense of
assurance against accident or death is greater; there is
more of awkward work, and the expense of keeping

lift a
web.
lever

upon

the "creeper" finger guards project with inclm«
nsmg backward from their points so as to get under and
pnse up prostrate straws, whil5 a revolvinn- "wiog-

[•"i. r ,r™«<^'«t% behind them stUl further tends t»
" fallen crop, ready to be delivered by the endless

lliere is a moveable stop of compoMd
action, for allowing to the corn to coUeci

.au. ft "J V
''^ ^/^"fl^^s, which are intermittentlj

released for delivery by means of a lever worked by a
cam on the mam driving wheel. Prentice & Co.'s Bar-
wood reaper has an endless-belt side-delivery ; the
cutters have a 4-inch throw, the crank making t>vo

to three revolutions or four to six cuts for each front
acivance—the quicker speed being for Grass mowing.
One peculiarity is that the cutters are driven by a belt,

so that breakages are less liable to arise from choking ;

there is a "rollicking" wheel following and supi»rt-
mg the machine behind and underneath the miadle of

'^I^^^^^Pi'iS platform; and by a screw motion upon the
shafts the frame and cutters are raised or lowered at

either end so as to suit ridge and furrow land.
The Grass Mower attracted more attention than

almost any other class of machines exhibited. The old

idea that the cutter-bar must have wheels to support i5

off the ground is quite exploded ; and it having been
theduickof hnr««.«np^-^,i'> » Vu Y^""™

w. -.^p.»jj ^.1 Luegrouna IS quite exploded; and it having («^"
tue^cfeot horses good must be heavier. For clay

| found how closely the cutters may work to the very
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openiTi;2: the slot in the finger hackwanls, so that
any weed or straw drawn ^into the slot by the
knife-blade

^

gradually works backward alon,^ the
slot, which it finds getting wider and more easily tra-
versed until it finuUy escapes behind.

In Burgess & Key's new machine, brought out at the
present ineetin<r, but only after prolonged and careful
trial in the fieUl, a bold stroke has been made, and the
cutters entirely delivered from their dependence upon
the posture of the frame. For as a meadow must be
cut level to the very lialf-inch, it will not do to allow
tlio (Irivhig-wheel to lift the cutter-bar by rolling over
eminences some distance out of the course or track of
the cutting. The frame is mounted upon a pair of
equal-sized travellinfr wheels; and the cutter-bar is

attached by a hinge-joint on a bracket behind, so that
lying out at right angles to the advance of the machine

'

it has free play vertically, and follows tlie incessantly
changing transverse slope of the ground without ar.y
regard to what may be the relative posture of the main
frame. To allow of a tipping or balancing movement
of the frame on the carriage-wheel axle, so that the
hin^o-joint end of the cutter-bar may also have free
play up and down, the pole is at liberty vertically, as
in the former machine. The travelling or carriage
wheels which sui)port the frame may dip into hollows
or jump over hills, one may be on a ridge the other in
a furrow, but both enrls of the cutter-bar lie close to
the ground, undisturbed and uninfluenced by any
position of the frame of the machine, the action being.
m fact, that of a univei-sal joint motion; and any
difference in the length of Grass stubble left uncut can
arise only from the slight curve of ground in a 4}-feet
breadth shaved by a stralr^ht knife. Driving the
crank from one main wheel has been found to render
the cutter liable to stoppage when the wheel passes
over^hollows, and there are difficulties in the way of,
gearing from two travelling wheels, so that Burgess &
Key have adopted in this new machine a singular
mode of obtaining the motion of their cnttei-s
(making about 2^ revolutions, or
front advance, the stroke 5 inches),
to the two travelling-wheels, a 3^- feet
with broad-ribbed felloe is hung in an inner" frame.

"ots of'theGr'iPP. and still scape over all ordinary

^mDediinonts of surface by means of the finger-guards,

L the problem required solving how to provide for

+1
"

perfect freedom of movement Ju the cutter-bar
'

ggj^^y for its accommodating itself to all slopes of

"irface, "whether at right angles to the direction of

the jnachine's progress or in the same line of advance,

1 yet not interfere with the mechanical movements

ffliich
transmit motion to the knives. The working of

j^per which will also cut heavy crops of meadow

Orass closely is hardly yet brought out ; there are

several of the reaping-machines able to mow Clover and

iiwtantlins '^^y '* so that at present we must be content

to bii^ two machines for the two harvests of a year ;*

^Qj; Yor a large occupancy of meadow land

t]ie
price of the Grass-mower is quickly repaid

in tlie extra quantity of hay cut and the other

advantages of a perfection of working utterly unattain-

able by the scythe. The mechanical requirements of

which we have spoken are met in Cranston's mower by

having ^ flexible steel cutter-bar attached to the main
frsiDPi.so as to keep close down upon the surface of the

land, as if by the pre.^'^ure of a sprinpr, whatever may be

jhe position (within certain limits) of the frame, which

fj^esupon two iron driving-wheels of equal size. The

pale draws direct from the axle, and the frame is raised

or ^pressed by a lever perfectly independent of the

position of the pole, which Js continually fluctuating

with the motion of the horses in walking. Ratchet

boxes enable the machine to be backed without giving

motion to the cutters, and cither one or both wheels are

Tisedfor driving. The machine is light and simple in

construction, and performed admirably in the field. The

price also is low, which is a great recommendation.
"
Messrs. Burgess and Key exhibit two Grass-mowing

machines, and believing one of them to be the best

that hiis yet been produced, while both are in our

opinion able to cope with all the various difliculties

likely to encounter them in the field, we devote a few

lines to a description of their peculiarities. In Wood's

machine we see the cutters in a forward position,

situated so as to be constantly under the eye of the

operator, who can thus observe how the work is going

on; but m Burgess and Key's Allen's machine this

point is passed over as of little advantage in comparison
I

which can piny up and down'like a drill coulter'

Chaff-Cdtters by Mteam Power.
Ibese machines were tried by three minutes mechanical tim»

of the engine.

lb.

Ben tall 85i
Picksley 90
Gardner 49
Plenty &, Pain choked
Page 53
Alio ck # » 36i

lb.

Richmond & Chandler . . 61^

I

Carson
63i

Comes & Sons .. ..51
Ashby & Co 4Q
Hill & Smith .. stopped
Cornes, James . . . . 45

4-1 cuts per

In addition

drivinir-wheel

with another point involved in this question of the

position of the cutters. If the knives and fingers

come in contact with an obstacle to their progress,

what provision is made for their self-relief by rising

When the cutters are

the main wheel upon
frame is balanced, or

over the impediment ?

situated in advance of

the axis of which the

has its play up and down, there is a downward
tl\TUst from the axle, tending to force the cutters upon
l\\e ground; and in case of catching an obstacle, they
are linble to dig into the land, suddenly arrest the pro-

^nm of the machiue and cause an accident, not the
lent owe being the pitching headlong of the driver
from Ills seat. But when the cutters are sittmted bacU^
ward of the main wheel, axis, or fulcrum on which the
vfrtical play of the frame is supported, there is an
upward draught of the cutters towards the axle, tending
to lift them over opposing obstacles. Consequently,
Burgess & Key place their cutting part backward, and
if the driver has to watch his work by turning his head,
he can the better look out from his forward position
for dangers, for hills and holes, and prevent coming in
contfict with obstructions, by raising the cutters with a
lever-movement for the purpose. There is another lever
and ratchet motion for backing in order to get an Im-
petus for a fresh start after a stoppage. The driving
wheel is of large diameter, 3^ feet, and the whole frame
and mechanism is high above the ground; which is

found to be necessary in a solid crop, and is of greater
importance than having the crank low down for the
«ake of working in a more direct line with the cutters
it ha* to vibrate. The pole is at perfect liberty
vertically, so that the frame of the machine can adapt
ita positjoji longitudinally to the undulations traveled
over. 'Jhe driving-wheel being in the centre of the
trame, an additional wheel is necessai-y for preserving
the equilibrium of the machine; bat as over an uneven
^irfacft three points (namely, the peripheries of the
travf'lUng.^vheel and of the main driving-wheel, and
^he enter end of the cutter-bar) cannot be kept in
^pnstanti wtntact with the ground passed over, the near
Side travelling.wheel is attached to the frame by a spring

;et, which permits it to follow inequalities of
(^tounU iuu\ at the same time to exert a, slight pressure
upa» the cutler-bar by tending to urge the frame over

ttiXbl^-^/'*^- ^'^^ '^^'"^^'^1" s^^s ^^P*^" ^ broad box,

attached by a hinge-joint at its foremost end to the
main frame of the machine. Thus the wheel can rise

and drop according to the undulations of ground it

rolls over, always preserving the same pressure upon
the srround and so never slipping. An internal toothed
wheel contained within this driving-wheel gears with
a pinion, the axis of which coincides with the centre
of the hinge jomt or fulcrum of the loose inner frame
in which this driving-wheel is hung, and by other
wheels gi\-e motion to the crank. To give the neces-
sary weight for insuring a bite, without slipping, the
seat for the operator is erected upon this inner frame,
while a steel-yard and weight are added behind,
wherever hard cutting renders it necessary. To pack
up for travelling, it is simply requisite to raise the inner
frame with its driving-wheel, and lift up the outter-

The trials were conducted in the usual way, the
judges taking note of quantities and qualities,
special judges recording time and power; and both
combining to decide upon the make, durability, and
efficiency. We must however delay until next week
our detailed report. The space remaining suffices only
for notes of the Ploughing :Match. The following are
the awards for implements as far as known :

—

Application- of Steam-power to CrLTivATioN- or the Roil.—1. For applications of steani-poiver to the cultivation of the
soil, lOOl : John Fowler, juu. (12-horse set of steam cultivating
npparatns).,90;. ; Robey <fe Co. (a coujplete set of patent steam
ploughing tackle), 10^.

Threshino-machines.—2. For portable threshing- machines
to be worked by horse-power, not exceeding- that of 6 horses,
20^. : Wallis & Haslam ('4-horse power threshing machine).
3. For portable threshing machines, not esceeciing 8-horse
power, to be worked by steam power, lucludin^ aiiy variety
that does not profess to do more than prepare the com for the
finishing dressing machine, mi. : P. and H. P. Gibbons, SOL ;Edward Humphries, 20f. ; James Savory, lOL
Chaff-cotters.—4. Chaff-cutters to be worked by steam or

horse-power, lO;. : Hugh Carson. 5. Chaif-cntters to be worked
by hand-power, lOl. : James Comes, ol. ; E. H. Bentall, 31.

;

Richmond & Chandler, 2L

Mills.—6. For grinding mills and Btone grindors, 10?. : T.
W. Ashby & Co., 51. ; J. Tye. 5L 7. For grinding mills with
steelgrinders, 8L : Hunt & Pickering. S. For grinding mills with
steel grinders by hand-power, 51. : So award. 9. For griuding
mills with stone or steel grindera by hand-power, 71. : No
award.

Crushrr-s.—10. For) Linseed and corn-crashers by steam or
horse-power, 5/. : E. R & F. Ttarner. 11. For Linseed and
corn-crushers by hand-power, 51. : E. H. Bentall, 3^. : E. E. &
F. Turner, 2L
Oil-cake Breakt^rs.—12. For oil-cake breakers for large and

small cake, to be worked by steam or horse-power, 101. : E. H-
Kentall. 71. ; Dr^y, Taylor, <fc Co., 31. 13. For the cla'^s of oil-
cake-breakers for corn mon cake, for hand-power, 51.: E. H.
Bentall, 31. ; Hunt <fe Pickering, 21.

Bonk :\riLLg.—14. For bone mills, 10?. : The trustees of Wm.
Crosskill, iL ; Do., 5/. 15. For bone-dust mills, 101. : The
trurfteea of Wm. Crosakill.

Turnip Cutters.—16. For Turnip and root cutters, lOL:
Picksley, Sims, & Co., 4i. ; E. H. Bentall, 4^. ; Hugh Carson.
21. 17. For root pulpers, 10?.: E. H. Bentall, 4?.; Barnard,
Eisliop, & Co., 21 ; E. H. Bentall, 2Z.—lOi. ; Hunt & Picker-
ing, 1/.—lOi.

Hand Tools.—18. For hand tools used in Hop grounds and
hand tillage, 61. : Spear and Jackson.

FiKLn Gates.—10. For field gates, not to exceed 1(. 5s. in
value, 5^ : Lord Leigh.

Sii.vKR Medals.—E. R. and P. Turner, steam-power portable
threshing machine ; W. Weeks, apparatus adapted for drying
Hops.

Highly Comme.vded. — Busby Agricultural Implement
Company, field gate ; Hill and Smith, iron vermin proof rick
stand ; George Foord, Kusthall school desk ; the trmstces of W.
Crosskill, carts and waggons, general collection ; J. Warner &
Sons, hydraulic pump, ±,c. ; P;igc <fc Co., chaff-cutter for hand-
power ; Ashby & Co., oi(-cake breaker for hand-power

;

Picksley, Sims, & Co., 1-horso bone dust mill.

CoMMKNDED.—Bamard, Bwhop, & Barnard, root pulper for

practical working in the field. The price is the same
ag that of the former machine.

THET:sKr^'G-irAC^I^^:s, chaff-cui^teks, &c,

Tli* trials were comnadtted to the following judges:—
Thrashing iJ/acAin**. —Messrs. John Druce and Brassnett,
Cho_ff-cn(i€i'$ dud MillB {hm, \ ).—ilessvs. Hiekeu c\nd

Honwel.
Oiajf-cutters and J^ills (potcer).—Messrs. Fielder. King, and

ner ; Keiman & Son, wire strainer; St. Pancras Iron Works,
stable fittings; Cottiim ^ Co., stable fittings; B. H. Crisp,
Gutta Percha and India Rubber straps ; Thomas Bradford,
washing maclune ; Oldham & Booth, C-horso power bone mill

;

Ditto, 4-horae power bone dust mill; Hovrard, Riches, &
Co., patent American washing machines.

TuE pLouapi^'u ,Match.
The ploiij^h trials, which took place on "Wednesday,

were looted forward to with groat interest by many as

Whittle. ^' likely to afford some results by which compjirative
Ji/isceWflfMWMs.—Messrs, John CSiirke and W. Tindall. 1 deductions could be drawn as to the superiority or

We add also the lisfc of judges in other departments : otUerwise of the Kentish tm-u-wrest or turn-rise plough

Steam-plov.rfhf and Cultivators.—Mr. Owen Ccivil engineer),
Prof. Wilson, Mr. Owen Walli^.

Local Prize!!, i.r, Jieap'^rs, Mowem, Hop Ci/Jdvators^ &c.—
Messrs. T. Abbott, T. E;\mmel. F. Merton, H- G. Austen.

Consulting Engineers.—Messrs. Easton 4e Amos.

The following tahlos indicate the results of work and
power obtained under their inspection ;

—

Picksley's
Beiitall

Smith (Thrapston)
Johnson & Co.

Oil-Cake Crushebs by H.i:sD.

lb.

# *

2T
71

33

PoT^«r.
1-2. 5S0

1 , 000
9,500

1,0W

the oSi^
'^^^^ char.gincj his position from one side to

/•nff^-^
^^' ^^^ ^^^ ^oi^e or less pressure upon the

down tnTu''^^"^-
^° *^e weight required to keep"own to their wort in a-x i. 1 • \

The \y' 1
^ ''^ "Querent crops and cu'cumstances.

holIoJ''^"^'^
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Oil-Cake Crushers with Ste-4M-poweb.

Conditions—to crush 100 cwt. of cake.

M. 8. PovL-cr.

Bentall .. ..2 4 .. .. 3e,&j5
Nicholson.. ..142 .. .. :i4,-170

Smith (Thrapston) 50 .. .. 25,1:^

TUKKTP-CtlTTESiB WITH STEAM POMfEH-

Conditions, to cut 200 lbs. of roots in a given time, and with

a given power. Tested by the Prnamometer
Seconds,

Barnard & Co ^^

Picksley & Co 08

GouMing Jl
Bentall »9

"Wrods ^
Lambert -^26

Ohafp-Citttees by Hasik

Five minutes cutting.

lbs. 1

Caraon . - 1* Johnson 10

Gardner
'" " choked lUchmoud A: Chandler . . 13

* *

* *

Power.

45,360
20.302
.S2.5'i^

32,8S0

lbs.

Page & Co. I4i Picksley <t Co. • 4 15i

over that m ordinary u$e in other parts of the t:ingdom.
But this comparative trial need not have been expected
at all, for the wording of the prize conditions exjiressly

excluded all ploughs which did not turn the furrow
slice according to the Kentish system of ploughing^.

The following is the condition ;—" For the plough ou
the turn-rise principle or otherwise, best adapted tp
turn the furrow-slice according to the Kentish system
of ploughing; the depth of the furrow not to be less

than 8 inches, 30?., 201., and lOZ," There is little doubt
that in order to insure a local interest the Society may
have been perfectly jastitied in tims limiting the natuie
of the trial; but on the other hand there can be less

doubt that had a competitive trial l>een instituted

between this, the Kentish, and other forms of plough,
not onljc would the local but a widely general interest

have bf'Cn secured to the trials. As it is, cxpt'ctatlon

has been rai.sed only to be disappointed, and rightly or

wrongly an impression has gone and is going abroad

that this disappointment ha^ arisen through mistake

made by the Society—a mistake which will, seeing

bow many now-a-duvs are disposed to pick holes in the

3ocJety's garments—doubtless be attributed to careless-

ness of the interests of the agricultural public. Cer-

taitily a highly favourable opportunity of instituting

comparative ol^c-rvations as to the merits of the two

rent clas.ses of ploughs has been given, and we regret

to add has been unfortunately lost.

But to return to the trials—such as they were—which
did take place : the Kentish principle of ploughing ia

essentially different from tliat of the swing or wheel

plough.
' As our readers well know, the distinguishing
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feature of tlie plough, as we are accustomed to call

that form which is used throughout the kingdom else-

where than in Kent, is that the furrow-slice is laid up

or over at an angle generally of 45°, and presents when

thus laid a section representing an ohlong, the breadth

of which is often 10, and its depth 6 to 7^^ inches. The

slice thus laid up is moreover unbroken. This unbroken

character, liowever, is obviously greatly modified by the

nature of the soil on which the plough operates, but in

certain soils ploughed with our crack instruments, as

those of Howard, Homshy, or of Kansome, the furrow-

slice is laid over as full, smooth, and unbroken as if cut

out and smoothed off on its surface by a knife, or ratlier

as if like a drain tube it were forced through a die.

Now in the Kentish plough, the furrow-slice is taken

up and lifted completely over, inverting the upper

surface and leaving it broken up, forming a partially

pulverised surface. The furrow slices turned over by
t'le ordinar}'^ plough present an alternate series of sharp

angidar projections divided hy angular hollows, the

apices of these angles being reversed ; the series

of furron' slices made by tlie Kentish plouglj, present

on the contrary lines of ronntled prqicctions, something

^We—as has been said—a hare's back. But this is not

all : in the ordinary mode of ploughing the furrow slices

do not Vie all in one direction, one series Ijing in one,

the other in contrary directions ; whereas in the

Kentish system they lie all in one direction, although
if necessary the Kentish plough can turn the furrows

in different directions also.

The Kentish turn-rise or turn-wrest plough, Tvliich

thus introduces a novel mode of treating the furrow
slices, in its normal or ordinary condition looks to

t'le eye of the observer, accustomed to the trim
handy ploughs of our best makers, a peculiarly heavy
not to say clumsy and nnworkmanlike implement.
True, in recent makes, iron has been introduced with
marked effect in lessening the weight and improving
the workmanlike capabilities of the plough. Kut in

all, the principle involves an outlay of material, ^hich
must add to the working expense from the mere force

required to give it locomotion independent of that
required to turn the furrow. Not prejudiced—or at

least not desiring to be prejudiced—either way, we
think that a glance at a Howard or a Hornshy's, and
on the other side at the beat form of a Kentish turn-

wrest plough, must convey the idea that for litihtness

and a general satisfactory look of business the former
will hear away the palm. This, however, does not
touch the comparative merits of each kind, for the
advocates of the Kentish plough stoutly maintain that
the agrirulturul advantages are in far higher ratio than
any merhanicnl loss, indeed, any Kenti<*h man \vill admit
that this loss exists. It is an unfortunate phase wliich

inatters have uei^uniod that the practical test required
to put these conflicting claims has not been made when
BO mre an opportunity for doing so presented itself.

The Kentish plough works with two wheels, but
these are not coimected with the beam in tlie usual
way; one end of the beam rests in a rounded hollow
made in a block plarcd in the upper and central part of
the wheel carriage, and the two are maintained in posi-

tion by draught chains extending irom the wheel car-

riage to the beam a little beyond the coulter. By
lengthening or shortening these chains the wheels can
be brought nearer to or placed further from the
handles as desired. The beam from a point a little

before the stilts or handles generally rises at a consider-

able angle, so that a peculiar and unmistakable appear-
ance is given to the plough. The share is very peculiar,

flat, and shaped like a fish-tail, or rather like a mole-
catcher's spud; it is connected with the sole or sock of
the plougli, which presents in outline a rounded or
semi-circular appearance ; it is small in diameter near
the point where the share is attached, but gradually in-

creases in diameter, and it is not placed level," but
gradually rises as it approaches the handles ; it is made
of iron bent, or cast, round and hollow, and is

polished or smoothed on the surface. The office of
the share and rounded sole is to raise up and
pass along the furrow slice to the turn fur-
row or mould-board as it may be termed. This con-
sists of a narrow board—it is sometimes of iron

—

narrower at the end nearest the share than at the
other; the narrow end is placed close against the aide
of the sole, or sock, not far from the share, the other
being supported by a rod or bar, the end of which
passes into a hole in the body of the plough. The
hoard is at a considerable distance at this point from
the body, so that it assumes the form of a projecting
pide wing rising at a considerable angle from the share
to the handles, and forming also horizontally a consi-

derable angle with the furrow-side, so to speak, of
the plongh.

In the ordinary plough — swing or wheel — the
mould-board or tum-furrow is a fixture; in the Kentish
turn-wrest plough it is moveable, and is in fact removed
at the end of each bout; thus on reaching the headland
the plough is turned round, the mould-board is taken
off and fixed on the opposite side of the plough to that
in which it was placed in turning the furrow last made.
The plough then works immediately alongside of the^ turned furrow, but in a contrary direction, and the
foTTow made is turned over in the same direction as the

tWn f"" ^'^^^ '^^ mould-hoard has to be changed

Sw nn^rfiV^'^"*'"'*??''^^^
t^« ordinary mode of•«ttmg out a field ,n ordinary ploughing will at once

see the difference between it and the method now ex-

plained. This changing of the mould-board at each

furrow- is obviated in some cases hy having two wings

or turn-furrows to the plough; these are hinged or

jointed at the narrow end near the share, and the wide

ends are connected by a bar which passes through a

hole in the body; while one is extended and turning

over the slice, the other is lying flat against the side of

the plough. At the end of the furrow all that is to be

done is to push in[the one last used, which thus projects

the other. This ^contrivance was exemplified in the

field in the plough exhibited by William Henry Eley,

of Frondsbury, near Rochester, Kent. The coulter of

the Kentish plough is capable of being pointed to either

side of the sole, and is kept in its place by a wooden

lever. In the plough invented by Mr. G. E. Toomer,

and manufactured by Messrs. Drury & Bigglestone, of

Canterbury, this adjustment of the coulter is effected

by a screw movement, worked by a handle placed within

the reach of the ploughman. The same plough exem-

plifies an improvement in the method of adjusting

the rise and tall of the wheels, and in consequence

the depth to which the plough works ; from the

central part of the wheel-carriage two standards rise

;

they are united at top and bear a central stud or nut

through which a vertical screw works; the lower part

takes into a nut sliding up and down between the

standards according as it is raised or depressed by the

screw. This nut has a central aperture, through

which the end of the plough beam passes and by which

it is carried.

So much for the principal features of the Kentish

turn-wrest plough as compared with the ordinary swing

or wheel plough.

The field set aside for the trials of the Kentish ploughs

(26 in all we believe competed) was in every way un-

fitted for the occasion. This was anticipated before

the trial came off, and the result of the operations on
Wednesday morning justified the opinion formed of it.

The simple statement is just this :—The whole'ailair was
a complete failure, and notiiing, perhaps, can convey a

notion of what took place than the graphic words of

Stephen in Dickens's "Hard Times,^' "It wur a' a

muddle;" and a "muddle" it assuredly was. The
wonder indeed is how the Royal Society, with all the

practical talent which it can at any time command, and
the wide experience which it has had, should so manage
matters as to bring about so discreditable a turn-out,

for trial it is folly to call it, as took place on Wednes-
day morning. The results were positively nothing, the

progress nowhere. So complete indeed was the failure,

that it was determined to have another series of trials

in a field adjoining, and thither, followed by a motley,

dusty, thirsty-looking crowd, the various competitors

with their implements wound their way. Here matters

were a little better conducted, although the trials were
not conducted according to our standard. The result,

so far as we saw, did not tend in any way to convince

us tliat it would be for the benefit of the agriculturists

of other districts to put aside their own form of plough

and adopt that of the Kentish men. The following

took the prizes : F. B. Elvey, Bowhill, Yalding, first

prize of 30/. ; Isaac Wildash, Darington, second prize

of 201. ; and Joseph' Simmons, Rainham, third prize

of 107.

Some lessons of utility may be learnt by the Society

from the result of this trial if it pleases to read them
aright. Mistakes, if not wilfully, at least unfortunately,

have been made of late by tliose intrusted with its

management. If the red-tape fever is contageous it

should be remembered that the grumbling eruption is

also so; indeed it seems this now hot summer weather

time of ours to be breaking out with marvellous rapi-

dity over all the body of the agricultural public, and

may ultimately bring about a state of matters anything

hut favourable to the well-being of the Society. No
one would deplore this more than ourselves ; we are

well aware of the great benefits which the Society has
conferred upon agriculturists; indeed it is our high

estimate of these which makes us all the more regret

that those engaged in directing its councils should seem
determined to enter upon and maintain a course which
will ultimately lessen its utility and narrow the field of
its influence.

It is fitting that the last words of this report should
condemn the management of so splendid an opportunity
for illustrating to the agriculturists of the locality the
performance of our best ploughs alongside ot the

falure of their own. While we write a paper is put into

our hand describing work done at the other end of the

island at the meeting of the Royal Cornwall Society,

where Howard's ploughs added to their well-known re-

putation in successfully turning over an old lea of much
the same description as that on which the Kentish

turn-wTest has failed at Canterbury.

^HHE LONDON MANURE COMPACT'X (Established 1S40),
^^y i

Are now prepared to send out the followingMANUFACTURFn
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME) of best qualitv
DISSOLVED BONES. ^ ^'
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE fob CORN and ROOTS
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING

Tbey would call particular attention to the article Tii^ t

Bones, as being one of the most certain JIauures for tl i
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion Wi!
the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained p? ?^
from Bones. entirely

The Lcndon Manure Company also supplv Pppt-^'tGUANO (direct from Messr.>^. A. Gibbs A Sonsf NTTR^-ri^^'
SO DA, SULPH ATE of AMMONIA, and every Mannrl^f i

^^

JJ6,j:enchurch_Street, E.G. Enw.J>/rskp^ SeUJ^'''^-

URNARD, LACK, atcd CO.'S^OK^^ntpat^
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed tocntf-

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent of Trih-
Phosphate of Lime, ' '"oa.sio

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in valn^ tr-
the preceding-. ^^

Of these Manures Dr. Voelclcer saya:—"These results m
be very grati(ying to you, and are the best proof of the v^^
higb agricultural and commercial value which charaf-t,.K=!I
your concentrated superphosphate.

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agriculturnl Society, with TestimoniS
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnahd T irL-*"

& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth. ' ^^'

T AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufj^d^d
_l^ by Mr. Lawks for the present season, ISfiO, are nowreadv
for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—

ft

ij

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. £«
SUPERPHOSPHATE oi- LIME 6
MINERAL ., 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE " g
MANGEL MANURE ... "

s
GRASS MANURE ., .,

"*
g

6

5

.
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or bis ap-

pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at price?
varying according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of
7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their
report with analysis are given in full in circular, ts be obtained
on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawfs's Agftnts,

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nilrafc
of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawf^, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C,
and Liffoy Buildings. EdenQnay, Dublin.

COTTAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS for STABLE
REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

patronised by the English and French Governments, as well at

by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-

ments in the kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Stables,

Aldersbott and Balmoral,

COTTAM and COMPANY,Winaley Street,W., are the oripnal

Inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER, Watt:

Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,

and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottak'»

patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attach^ which iS'

taken to the back of the manger, and works with ease and

reedom up or dovpn the guide bar.

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-

tion to theabove fittings, beingsimplein construction, light,and

dm-able, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results.

COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED PROF
COVER, for the above, is a most essential addition to theii

fittings ; it is never in the way ; can be placed and replaced in

an instant ; wbile its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-

ing the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating; ^^

quantity to be taken, is quite sufficient to insure its use.

Notices to Correspondents.
Address: JJ Stewart. Tour letter has been forwarded to Mr.
Burcham, but we do not know Mr. Dawes' address.

Grass Land : Subscriber and Landorener. The Sorrel or Dock
enclosed does not necessarily indicate poor land.

_
You had

better give it a dressing of lime compost as it is, i.e., with-
out ploughing it up.

The Waterlogs : Correspondent. We regret oxir inability to
give this week a detailed report of Mr. Bolden's sale, of
which a notice was given in our last, prepared just as we
were going to press. Meanwhile we correct a typographical
error by which the name of Mr. Bowly, of Siddington, near
Cirencester, who purchased the highest priced bull Suld at
LKicaster, was miflprinted.

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BBACK^
combined, can be used with great advantage where space is «*

object, as it can be turned up out of the way when not in^
COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATlVf;

BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admisffo:-
>"

air to the under parts of the saddle. _#„
COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, ''itb perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, an"

can be easily cleaned out, .^
C0TTAM»^3 CAST-IRON SANITARY TRAP, from i^

"^JproTCd construction, gives a full wat^r passage, and does u"

allow any smell to ascend from the drain. ^ .^
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every artklejfcr wj

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvanisea, ^
enamelled. Iron gates, fencmg, hurdles, Ac.

.

The New Illustrated Catalogue and Estimates, ^^'.^^
application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, Winaley »««*' '

Oxford Straet. W. (opposite the Pantheon). . -^
AJtfA DIG'S STUDENTS' BOX op MICROSCOJPU;

c^ • PREPARATIONS, containing Six dozen beautifW'PJJ
mens in polished Mahogany Box, fitted with racks. br«a»»

•md key, &c., produced under J. Amadio's immediate "PJJ^,
utendence, specially adapted for the Student. 1'™*^.:^; Vm
Just published, 2ded., an Illustrated Catalogue, wit» ^

names of 1500 Microscopic objects, free for « stampa

7, Throgmorton Street, E.C.

a
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D E A N E & M P A N S

HORTICULTITR AL TOOLS
GARDEN" ENGIXES, Galvanised Iron. Prices,

555., 65s., 78s., 90s., 100s., 110s.

GARDEN ENGINES, Wood, 90s., 110s., 138s.

DEANE'S MOWING MACHINES, with Boyd's

Patented Improvements, 4^. V7s. Qd., 6L 6s.,

6^. 17s. 6d., 7L 7s.

FLOWER STANDS, 4s. 6d. each.

CAST IRON ORNAMENTAL FLOWER
STANDS, to hold seven Vases, 27s.

GREEN'S PATEXT MOWING MACHINES.
GREENHOUSE SYRINGES, 8s., 10s., 18s. 6d,

GARDEN ROLLERS, 1/. 14^. 6d., 21., 2L 12s.,

3/. 3s., 3^. 18s., U. 13s., hi, 12s., 11. 10s.

GARDEN STOOLS, 4y. Qd.

GARDEN SEATS, from 25s.

^BOYD'S SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE, 10s. 6rf.

WIRE WORK, 18 in., ^. per yard rnn.

Tlnery Implement for Garden use on the

Loioest Terms.

DEANE

DEANE'S, Opening to the Monument, London Bridge, E.G.

• GREENING & COMPANYS PATENT WIRE FENCES

PATRONISED BY HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE CONSORT.

No. 1 a Variety. — Proof against Horses, Cattle, and Sheep.

mrS^-B^

Specieicatiok.—Height 3 feet 9 inches. Sis. horizontal bars of stout Fencing Wire, strengthened and

upported by vertical bars at distances of 5 inches. Price 1*. per lineal yard.

"Avery great improvement in the make of Wire Fences, by which they are rendered perfectly moveable—a if^ry ffrecU

desideratam."—Ju.di/es' Report, South Lancashire Agricultural Show, 1855.

,^ GREKNiKa & Co.'3 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE contains particulars of the above, and other Iron and

Wire Fences for Parks, Farms, Gardens, Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, &c.

Greening & Co.'S STAND at Royal Agricultural Show, Canterbury, No. 106.

Greening & Co.'S Terms :—Monthly Accounts and Trade Discounts to large buyers.

GREENING & CO., Victoria Iron and Wire Works, 81, Oxford Street, Manchester.

FOUNTAINS IN CAST IRON, from 30.^. each PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738.

VASES. PORTABLE IROX CONSERVATORIES,
STATUES, FLOWER STANDS.

PORTABLE HEATING aPPARATOS, with TRUSS'S JOINT.

DRINKING U FOUNTAINS.

TANNED NETTING FOR FRUIT TREES.
200 square yards for 10s. ; 500 yards, 248. ; 1000 yards, 47«. ;

Scrim Canvass for Wall Fruit; Rick Cloths with Poles and
Ropes complete. New and Second-hand ; Sun Blinds and
Awninga.—EpornGTON & Co., 17, Smithfleld Bars, London, E.G.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for preserving
Seed-beds, Fruit, Strawbemea from Frost, Blight, Birds,

Ac, and as a Fence for Fowls, &c. One yard wide, l^d. ;

2 yards, Sd. ; 3 yards, ^d. ; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard, in any
quantity, may be had at Chas. Wright's, 37fi, Strand, W.C.

An allowance to Nurserymen.

UY TANNED NETTING of the promoter of

Reduced Prices. 200 square yards, lOa. ; 500 yards, 24«.

:

1000 yards, 47«. MARQUEES, TENTS. FLAGS, and BANNERS
executed with taste. Be particular—Frederick Eixhngton,

Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London. S.E.

ALVANISED GAME and POULTRY NETTING.
—By iraproTcd machinery at reduced prices. 2-inch.

Hexajron Mesh, 24-inch wide, light, 5d. ; Medium, 6d. ; Strong,

7d. ; Extra strong, S^d. per yard. Any other width, strength,

or mesh, from i to 6 inches, at proportionate rates. Every

description of Wire-work by Thos. P. Hawkins, Manufacturer,

27^ Dale End, Birmingham.

PATENT WOOL NET 40 inches wide, Sd. per yard

;

6 feet 8 inches wide. Is. 5d. per yard ; 10 feet wide, 2«. 2d,

per yard. NEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required, 1 yard

wide, 2d. per yard ; 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard ; 4 yards wide,

Sd per yard. Half-inch MESH ditto, 2 yards wide, Sd. per

yard. The ELA.ST1C HEXAGON GARDEN NETTING, 76
Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds, waspa,'

flies, &c., from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, 44d. per square

yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l^d. per yard ;

4 or 6 yards wide, Zd. per yard. At W. Cullinofobd's,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Fond, Islington. N.

UPERIOR ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN
NET, 76 Meshes to the square inch, for covering Conserva-

tories, Vineries, and Peach and Hothouses. No. 1. Best Quality

16 feet wide, 2s. per yard ; ditto, 9 feet wide, U. l^d. per yard ;

ditto, 8 feet wide. Is. per yard ; ditto, G feet wide, 9d. per yard

;

ditto, 3 feet wide, 44rf. per yard.—Wm. Cdixingford, 1, Kd-

mund Terrace, Ball's Pond Road, Islington, Londnp, N.

THE FINEST FRUITS IN ENGLAND.

HAYTHORN'S HEXAGON akd CHISWICK
GARDEN NETS are guaranteed to* protect all kinds of

Fruit from Wasps, Birds, Flies, &c. They are used and recom-

mended by all the principal Gardeners. — For testimonials,

patterns, and prices, gratis, by post, please direct to Mr.

Hatthorn, Nottingham.

r>ICK CLOTHS, Neft% with Poles, PuUeys, and
1; Lines complete.

RICK CLOTHS, a large quantity of Second-hand,
in good condition.

MARQUEES AND TENTS
of all dimensions.

ENTS, Second HAiri),
from the Crimea.

S and BANNERS-
OF ALL NATIONS.

1 "VJETTING, New and Second-hand (BRITTAIN'S),

I _L\i . for preserving Fruit from Birds, Frost, &c.

Address

—

Benjamin Edqisoton, 2, Duke Street, Southward,

London Bridge, S.E. West End Establishment: 32, Charing
Cross. S.W.

T
F LAG

W I L A L rL I A M HE
(Late Burbridge & Healy),

118, Dorset Street, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAN UF ACTFRER.

J

^
<

PRIZESAYNOR AND COOKE'S warranted
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c.

Bold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants
the three KinBrdom«.

ATrARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
VY OR GENERAL PORTABLE

trf«—
address in full, Wiujam Hood, Horticultural Ea-yneer and Founder. 6& Upper Thames Street, London. E.G.

JrtaE.T»T, MICROSCOPES.OSEPH AMADIO'S Improved Compound MICRO-
„«^. ., SCOPE, 21. 2m. ; Students', 31. ISs. 6d.

a™*C^.i^""*^®^'"*^™ Amadio, of Throgmorton Street, and

ant^'^^^PJ '***^' >""**, the moreeipensive one especiaUy."'—MtnueMd lf»Td», No. 345.
»• J

A large Aaaortmeat »if Achromatic Micnwoopes.

These Pumps are fitted with
Wakner's Patent Bucket and Valve,

and cannot clog in action. The barrel

is made of galvanised iron, not likely

to corrode, andcan be raised or lowered
at pleasore on the stand, the legs ot

which fold together, and may be car-

ried with ease by one toan to tank or

P<>^- £ *. d.

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail pipe, fitted with strong

brass union for suction pipe 2 15

<f fitted with ImutbI of

planished copper . . . . S IT

Stand and Pump, with pUiu
tail pipe, for tying on sue-

tion pipe . . • - •

"

2-inch India rubber and can-

•raa flexible sucHon pipe, on

wires, either 10. 12, or 15 ft.,

per foot

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
Made by Steam Power at

LEWIS'S HoETicuLTUEAL WoEKS, Stamford
Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a

much better and stronger principle than those manufactured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.

A Bpan-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 fl., with two glass ends £
and doors complete 30

Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. 50
Do. do. 60 ft. by 24 ft. do. do. 90

LIST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application to

J, Lewis.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, Lon-don, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, Arc, combining every improvement vrith eleg^ce of

design and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the FronU and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildmgs,&c., heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and ef&cient

manner.
J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

TO GAR BE N E R 9.

HORTICULTURE EXTRAORDINARY.

J WEEKS AND CO. respectinlly invite the above

• Gentlemen when visiting the Metropolis to an inspection

of the numerous and striking novelties exhibited at their

Horticultural Works and Fruit Forcinif Show Establlataaent.

Boildinss in choice vanetj- ; Patent One-Boiler
errect

tlDgft m cnoice var

Syatem ofHeating', in efficient workingp
working Upright

'

original Ventilating Apparatus, the most

:ion; their wonder-

9

2 5

iger or Phunber !n town or

he Patentees and ManiUs^-

'nt, Jewin St, London, E.C.

Eu^Sr&c Engraving. «e«t on »ppU<»0(».

jhinery

Icing Upright Tubular Boilers ofmanttoia sjzas; an entirely

fnal Ventilating Apparatus, the most perfect ever invented.

An"exuberance of magnificent Pines in all stages and splendid

onndition, grwum on various eystems. The Grape Vines, Peach,

Nectarine, and other Fruit Tree* h«veryorod to be the admira-

vieitMOk The numeroua Horticultural Works in

ctmstruetion throughout the various workshops,

« superiority of Workmanship by ^team Power, are

JoHK WsMM S Co., Horticultural BuifciWi S(M Hot-Water

App^»tus™ufactuj^%^^ ^K-

HOT-WATER PIPES at \Vho^«ile price*, with

iriKy*« Svnhona Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

« ^J^r?«SW ^^STsaddto- Co^cal, CyIhider. andS^ f^^^SbrSue« wS Iron SUnds to use

^.t^ hSkwo*. Valves trom 12*. ~M. each. Furnace
without brickwortL v^es ^^ Buildera- Castings

^^T^SSff^ ^r^iT^ Mr. Lvsai WHirft's Iron

WlSHl^J^Ow^^d Street. Bl-«kW»rs Brid|f^ Loftd«^«.
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SOLE INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY HOT WATER
Mark the following STATISTICS :-

THE repeated extensions of Apparatus where "Weeks'
« ONE BOILER" is adopted render it fcrul^^ diffi-

cult to define the limitation of its incredible power.

The wonder-working Apparatus of Messrs. E. G. Hen-

derson & Son, which the Nobility and Gentry are spe-

cially invited to inspect, has been so repeatedly

augmented that the present Boiler is now most

efficiently Heating the enormous len^h of houses as

follows:—! range 200 feet long, 2 ranges 160 feet long,

2 ranges 200 feet long, 4 ranges 600 feet long, 1 range

120 feet long, 2 ranges 80 feet long, 1 range 30 feet

long, 1 range 50 feet long, and 4 ranges 280 feet long,

making a total length of Hothouses and Pits, with

sundry Warehouses, Seed Shops, &c., exceeding a quarter

of a mile, and the total length of Pipe for Heating

game exceeds 7900 feet. Also at the undermentioned

Establishments t

—

Measrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich Nursery .. . . 10,000

Mrs. Woodroffe, Harrow Rond, Paddington .. .. 4,000

Mona. Louis Van Hmitte, Ghent, Belgium .. .. 13,000

T. A. Smith, Esq., Tedworth, Wilts 5,100

W. Pearson. Esq., East Bergholt. anffolk .. .. 4,500

Josiah Spode, Esq., Rugeley, Staffordshire .. .. 2,300

W. Leaf, Esq., Norwood 1,980

C. Paget, Esq., M.P., Ruddinffton. Notts .. .. 1,850

W. C. Boden, Esq., Ruddington, Notts 3,500

And many others equal in extent ; also Mansions, Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Drj-ing Rooms, Warehouses, a List of which
may he had on application,

J. "W. <fc Co. also manuf;\cture smaller and less expensive
Boilers upon the same principle as the ONE-BOILER SYSTEM,
ranging in size from Nos. 1 to 6, at prices from il. and upwards.

J. Weeks & Company have also the honour of stating that

their Fruit Forcing Show Establishment, Chelsea, contains all

the most modem improvements of the day in the science of
Horticultural Building, Ventilation, and Decoration. Numerous
structures of great variety are there erected to facilitate the

selection of the Nobility and Gentry who may kindly honour
them with their much esteemed patrona^.

In many of the above structures is a gmnd display of splendid
Forced Fruits, consisting of PINES, GRAPES, PEACHES, and
other delicacies, fully proving the great advantages derived
from superior construction and efficient ventilation.

.

V*3?

Maxk the following TESTIMONIALS :-

From Professor Lindlet, Ph.B., F.R.S., F.L.S.
Acton Green,

*

" Sir,—I accept your tender, dated this day, for fixing
your Hot water Apparatus for me at my residence here
I may add, that everything you have hitherto done"
either for myself, or others upon my recouimendation'
has been so entirely satisfactory in all respects, that I
look with perfect confidence to the efficienty of the
arrangements now ahout to be effected."

JFrom Messrs. E. G. Hendkrson & Son, WelUngton Ni'r-erv
St. John's Wood. ' ' *'

"Dear Sir,—We have great pleasure in testifying to the
extreme efficaciousness and economy of the Hot-water Appa-
ratus erected by you in our Houses'duriug the year 1S52. ana
should recommend the same to the notice of any one requirinff
such." ^

.
s

From Charles Paget, Esq., 5LP-, Ruddin^ton, near IfofUngham

"Gentlemen,—Tour Hot-water Apparatus Is working very
satisfactorily. Although the Boiler is placed 200 feet from my
dwelling-house, it effectually warms the hall and some of the '

principal apartmenU, as well as a Conservatory, two Vineries,
and a Forcing House, Its consumption of coal is moderate, and
economy of labour is very great. It is always quite master
ofits work/'

From Mr. John Sanders, Taluorth, Garderier io T. AssnETOii
l«fr- {Smith, Esq., Author of the •wtll-htiovm Booh on the Vine.

[Extract/roni a letter in the Cottage Gardener, March 13, 1S57,]

" I have had ample opportunity of practically proving the
value and capabilities of Weeks' One-Boiler System, and I
unhesitatingly admit that, throughout my experience in the
business, 1 have never met with any Boiler that will approach
Messrs. Weeks & Co/s in all its various merits. Strongly as it

had been recommended to me» it considerably exceeds my
expectations, now that I see it in full operation. During th&
late very severe weather we have been enabled to maintain
any degree of heat we required in either or all our 14 houses,,
containing upwards of 4000 feet of 4-inch pipe, with a most
economical supply of fuel and a very inconsiderable amount of
labour and attention,."

JOHN W & M
L

Horticultural Builders, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Engineers, and Ironfounders,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c,,
2, WINSLEY STREET, L Oyppy, W.

C^ A SHOW EOOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
- . THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLTCATION.

WEST OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND WALES.

VINCENT SKINNER
(taU Partner with J. Weeks

,&Co.), erects Cosservatorieh,
Hot-houses, and Hot-watkr
Apparatus to Witrm Churches,
Hothouses, &c., and has fore _

__men, from London to superin-feo- ^
tend their construction. Uprifjht Pipe Boilers, Plans, an(3

Estimatee.—V. Skinner, Bridewell Street, Bristol.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

COTTAif AND COMPr. having had upwards of 40 years* experience in the arrane-emenfc and ron«!fcrnrfmn of
everyJescripUon HOHTlCVLrVRAhBVILmNGB aL HEATING btth«WRCUL^^^

SS?i^^S!„***
emarantee the perfect execution of any works intrusted to them in the erwtion of

" ™^ ^ATIi-B, and
Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass Walls

for the protection of plants
or ripenW wall fruit

Orchid Houses
Conaervatories for Window or

mmg

Summer Temples
Arbours^ &c.
Greeohoases
Onmgeries

Drawing and Estimates free upon application.

PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS.

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fruit Houses
Forcing Pits and Frames
Cucumber and Mel<Hi Houses

EXHIBITION
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing, Game *,vvv*-,

iiJffy descri^twn of main. Ornamental, Cast and Jf^rougM Iron, and \

SE^ SE PARATK LISTS UP OX APPLICATIOX.
COTTAM & COMPy., Iron Works, 2. Winrieir Str*«|. li^^.A q^.^4- i

TG. MESSENGER, Hokticflttbax BtrrtDirE,

• Patent Hot-Water Appakatos Manufacturer, &c.,

Lougbborough, begs respectfully to call the attention of the

Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Ac, to his Patented Bivision-

less Horticultural Erections and Mode for Ventilating same.

A Model Erection, showing these as well as many other

improvements, sent carriage free to any gentlenoan requiring

the same. Also an Illustrated Price List of his Garden Engine,

which is cheaper than any other. T. G. Messesoer's Boiler

is now at work at many gentlemen's seats in the couutry,
giving the xitmoet satisfaction.

_T. G. M.'s perfect and simple Hot-water Valve, 4 in., 22*. J

3 in., 18«. Gd. Plans, Estimates, fcc, sent upon application^^

JH O T -WATER APPARATUS. „
JONES begs to offer a complete HOT-WATER

_• APPARATUS FOR GREENHOUSES at the following'
prices, dehvered ree to any Railway Station in England:—

Size of House. With Cylinder Boiler. With Saddle Boiler
20 feet by 10 feet .. £8 10 .. £9
25
SO
30
40
50

It

n
t*

by 12
by 12
by 15
by 15
by 15

$9

rt

10
11 10
13 10
16 10

10 10

12
14 10

IT 10

20

9

1

The above prices include Boiler, strong Ptimace Doora^ Bars.
Soot Doors, Cistern. Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Connec-
tions Air Pipes, Ac, ail ready for fixing, and of the best

quality. Further particulars will be sent on appUca!^^"-
Parties ordering must send plans, showing doorways, position

of boiler, &c.—J. Johes, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturer,
g. Bankaide, Southwark, London, S. B.

H^^^_
GREENHOUSES. ,

EXKY EREEMAN. Hothouse Bfiidek and

Hot-Watkr Appajuti-s Manufacturer. Triangle,

Hackney, N.E., Established 20 years. Good «ub8tantiaiir
built Greenhouses, fixed in any part of th« Kingdom, for casn»

42 feet long by 13 feet. 901. ; 21 feet by 13 fe<.t, 501. ; 12J f«' J;'

10 feet, 30/, A first-rate Conaervatory, 80 feet by 16 fcet» l-*"*-

A larM MBortment kent.

n
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SHANKS' NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, COLLECTING,
AND DELIVERING MACHINE FOR 1860

MOWS the GRASS WET or DRY,

ON

LAWNS ITNEVEIT or OTHERWISE,

In a MUCH NEATER MANNER

than the SCYTHE,

and at HALF the EXPENSE.

NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE FOR 1860
PRICES.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening. &c., and Directions.

.^0, 1.

No. 2.

"Widtti of Cutter.

48-incli Machine
-4!2-incb Machine

« * > « «

• « t

4 ft 4

* t «

£28
26 J: J; J

Dratcn hy a Horse,

Width of Cutter.

No. 3.—36-inch Machine
No. 4.— 30-inch Machine

... £22 T)ravcn ly a Borse,

19 Bravm hy a Horse or a strong Pony

4

No. 5.—30-inch Machine

SHANKS' PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINES.
Inclnding Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions,

, t. t

£15 lo Drawn hy a Pony
\
No. 6.—28-inch Jfachine . £14 10 Dratvn hy a Pony \

No. 7.-25.inch Machine, £12 10 Drawn hy a Donkey

V PATENT HAND MACHINES, FOR PITSHING OR DRAWING SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER.

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions,

No. 8.—24-inch Machine
No. 9.—22-inch Machine

I A t

« • •

« • t

*- •

... £8 17 6
i 4 4

No, 12.—13-inch Machine...

„ - ^ [
JBaslly tvorked hy Two Men

4 « • 4 » 4 • 4 4

No. 10.—19-inch Machine £7 12 6 Easily worked hy a Man and Boy
No. 11.—le-inch Machine 6 17 6 Sanly worked hy a Man

£6 2 6 Easily tcorJced hy a Boy
4 4 4

The Patent Delivering Apparatus if attached to the Hand Machines, and they are strongly recommended to be so, 20s. extra.

SHANKS' PATENT HAND MACHINE, FOR DRAWING ONLY.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

Nn 13 —22 inch Machine £7 5 Easily worked hy a Man and Boy \ No. 14.—19-inch Machine ... £6 15 Easily worked hy a Man and Boy

No. l5.-16-iDch Machine £6 5 Easily icorked hy a Man

te* The SHANKS' NEW PATENT MACHINE poh 1860 has just been awarded the FIRST PRIZE SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Dublin Society at their

Exhibition of Horticnltural Implements, &c., held at Dublin last month.

*** The Machines are warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of they may be at once returned.

The Prices inglude delitery at most of the Railway Stations througJiout the Kingdom.

J. B.

SOLE AGENTS FOR LONDON
ROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

k
PATENT LAWN MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINES.

PONY

SAMUELSON LAWN MOWEES
WITH BOYD'S PATENT PROVEMENTS

rtiTff TIT? TT«lFn IN WliiT AS> \yXAUi-t AJ xyAWi .»*«.»*-"

—

T.c™, . ™-oncaWTl P-VEEY ONE OF WHICH GAVE THE GEEATESTIISATISrACTXON.
lAST YEAL'S SALES WERE NEARLY A THOUSAND, ^-ViiJlI

"f": ,._„,,t^„ ^ the Mannfactarer, who wUl be glad to forward a cop,

-J
SSTIMONIALS expressing saeb satisfaction,haveW^.Wn^J ^^^^^^^Xhin^p^t free on rLeipt of appUcation.

Warehouse Cannon Street, West Manufactory Works "Banburr,

SeANE & col LONBON BEIDSE, E.C.. AND AIL lEONMONGEES
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XOHN BELL'S COMPOSITIOX for DESTROYING
tf JIILDEW ox VIKES, PEACH, and NECTARINE
TREES, and every other p\ant subject to this pest.

Sold in Bottles, Is. 6d., 2a. 6ci., and £s. each. A Is. Gd. Bottle

is aufBcient to make 10 gallons. 2«. 6d. do. 20 gallons, and 5».

do. 50 gallons fit for use.—

1

fc 11, Exchange Street. Norwich.

VrURSEKYMEN suppliL^d with the best genuine

lN tobacco paper at U. per Cwt., 21. per Half Cwt.

Any quantity less than Haifa Cwt., lO'f. per lb. The above

article is warranted genuine. Terms Cash. — Address, Tom
Bryant, "Wm. Jackson &, Sons, Tobacco Manufacturers, Leeds.

KEEP YOUR PREWtSES FREE FROM MICE AND
SPARROWS.

ARBER'S POISONED WHEAT kills them (only)

the spot. In IcT., 2d.. 4rf., and Sd. jmckets.—W.B on
Sutton& Co. , 10, Bow Churchyard , London, E .C. Agents. Soldby
allDnigeist^, &c., throughout the Kingdom. "Works: Ipswich.

AGE^S COMPOSITION roR the DESTKUCtION
OF BLIGHT upon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, has stood the

test of eight years' public trial, and its great success has led to

numerous imitations. Dr. Lindley. in his leading article ot

October 25, 1856, reported 182 cases in its favour—suffieient to

convince the most sceptical.

4s. per gallon, (suflScient to make four fit for use),

10 gallons and upwards, Carriage paid to London.
LoNiwN Agents :

—

Henderson &: Co., Pine-appio Place, TV,

Hooper «fe Co., Covent Garden, W.C.
Mr. Veitcli, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.

Mr. Barney, Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

Mr. Hopgood, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Cutbush & Sons, H^hgate Nursery, N.

»md the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the

Inventors and Manufacturers, Page & Toooood, Royal South

Hants^ed Kstablisbment. Southampton." ISHURST COMPOUND,

NEW SEEDS OF
CHOICE CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA,

and fine-fringed CHINESE PRIMULA.

SUTTON & SONS
are aow ready to supply new Seed of the above in packets of

Is., 2». 6a., and 5s. each, all equally fine.

SUTTON & SONS, ROYAL BERKS ESTABLISHMENT, READING,

G PATENTED,
TOR PREVENTIXO AND DESTIlOVINO

RED SPIDER
THRirS
AMBltlCAN BLIGHT

MEALY BUG
SCALE
ANTS

MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

BED B tl G S, "Ac-,

And useful in winter dressing*

Contains no deleterious ingredient.

H:is received the sanction of the Gardeninf^ Press, see

QardUntrs' Chronicit of »th April and 16th July, 1S59, and
*'Cott^o Gardener," 12th July^ and has been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent giudcuing authorities,

among whom are-
Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr, Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Mr. CoUinsnn, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Mesars. A, Henderson A Co,, Edgewaro Road
Mr, Jr3, Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr, Spencer, of Bowood Gardens
McsHra. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, S.

T. & A. Diukson h Sons, Chester,

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken in supplies,

and aro now prep:u*«d to sell smgle boxes—price \s. for first

trials and email uses, such aa destroying bod bugs ; 3a. for not
laroe gardens ; IOjt. \)d. forlar^c (fardena, with tcntiraonials and
fuU descriptions for uwe.

Nursorynion and Seedsmen supplied by
l^CB'a Patent Camu^r CoMpant, liimtted, London,

KTIfICIAL^WANURKS, &c.— Mahnfaclnrcrs

JAMES CARTER & CO.
BEG LEAVE TO OFFEE THE FOtXOWTNG

CHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CARNATION, 12 choicest varieties,

BIZARRE, 10 seeds of each
Bo. do. FAMEUSE, do
Do. do. FLAKE, do
Do. do. YELLOW BIZARRE and

SELF, do
Do. do. YELLOW FLAKE do. .

.

PIC0TEE3, 12 choicest vara., WHITE GROUNDS, do.

YELLOW GROUNDS, do.

WHITE MARGINED, do.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS, do. FANCY, do. .

.

do. FLAKE, do. ..

do. BIZARRE, do.

3«. M.

tt

tt t*

tr

PICOTEES do.
CARNATION, exti-d fine, mixed .

PERPETUAL, do. .

do.

« 4 « *

»t

4
3

4
4
3

4
3
3
3

3
3
2
8

6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

PICOTEE, extra fine, mixed
PERPETUAL

HOLLYHOCK, 12 choice prize varieties 5
• *

splendid mixed
PERENNIAL PHLOX, 12 newest varieties .

.

,,
- „ finest mixed

WALLFLOWER, 12 double German varieties ..

„ double German mixed
HEARTSEASE, extra choice
PELARGOXIUJI, extra choice show and fancy vara.

ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed
PENTSTBMON. finest mixed
CALCEOLARIA, extra choice, spotted and blotched .

.

CINERARIA, large flowered, briUiaut colours, and
^eat variety

PRIMULA, finesfcfringed

28.6dr.

2 6

6

6

6

6

X

3

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

I^g" For other Perennials for present sowing, and directions for cultivation of tbe same, see CASTBK'S
" CARDHnxEIlS* VAI>S MECTTMf" whicli will be forwarded post free on application to

JAMES CAE-TEE & CO., Seedsmen, 837 and 238, HigL Holborn, London, W.C.

A and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
j

may obtafn every neceflsary instmctfou for their economical
}

jina efficient nra|»urjition, hy^ipplying to J, C- NisBiT, F.G.S.^
|

4ko.» Frincipai of the Agricultuial and Chemical College^
|

Kennirifrton, London, S. Analysoeof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Limo, Gnprolites^ J:o-,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction In Chemica
Analyses and Assaying, willfind ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

PARMENTEE'S PATENT PEEPAaATION
For Destroying Mealy Bng, Sed Spider, Thrip, Scale, Aphis, and other

Insects, also Mildew on Vines, Emit Trees, and Plants of all descriptions.

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
IN offering the above Preparation, are fully aware that they are fulfilling a duty of con-

siderable importance both to themselves and the Public, as it is well known that many preparations
have been previously oflFeredand rccoramended as sure and safe remedies against the above-mentioned
pests, and have on impartial trial proved either totally ineffective, or destructive to the lives of many
valuable Plants,

Although J, C. & Co. have had incontestable evidence of the efficacy of Parmenter's Patent Preparation, yet they did not

on their own experience alone feel justified in recommending to the Public, but desired still more convincing proof. In the

furtherance of this object J. C- & Co. sent some of the Preparation to several of the leading Nurserymen and largest private

establishments in the United Kingdom, requesting at the same time a searching, thorough, and impartial trial, the results of

which will bo duly published- The following is the report of a series of careful and elaborate experiments by the eminent
Nursery Firm of Messrs, E. G. Henderson & Son :—

Parmektkr's Preparation-—We find this Compound effectual for the destruction of White Bug and Scale on leaves of a

Laurel-like texture, such as Daphne^ Nerium, Jasmine^ EnJciojithM^, RhododeTidromp Tkibaudias^ &c., in the greenhouse, and such

as Txora, Oroton^ Frtmciscea, Gardenia, Jasraine, Magnolia,, PorUandia, StepJiaiiotis^ &c., in the hothouse, when dipped in a thin

paste-Uke liquid, and applied with a brush into the inward axillary joints : after thus remaining on the plant 4S hours, it is

thoroughly cleansed off by a vigoious syringing. When applied to plants within a cool genial greenhouse temperature, U
emits no offensive odour (as in the Gishurst Compound), and is efficacious without injury to the plants. On plants of Jarminum
gra7idiJlo7Uithy recently imported from the Continent, and completely covered with Seale^ and on Ardisio. crenulata, much infested

with the White Bug, THE Preparation as Described was veet satisfactory. It also appears effectual in destroying and
checking the Mid Spider and ThHp, by immersing the branches once or twice in a thinner solution of the Preparation*

On plants witb leaves of a less leathery and more porous texture and thin and pulpless, the Preparation cannot be applied

sufficiently strong at o'lie immersion to destroy the White Bug or Scale (the most difficult of all plant insects to destroy) vrithout

ii^jury to the plants ; therefore it should be made in a weaker solution, and applied with a soft brush or sponge to the infected

parts^ remaining on 24 or 48 hours as before. For the continual cleanliness of the plants, a solution of the Preparation in pure

water far occasional syringing will be found very beneficial aud act as a checfc and prevenicitive. lu the destruction of the White

Bug ixVid Brown Scale upon the class of plants firat referred to, BarmeTUer^s Preparation was found moi^ 0ectual than the Gishurst

Com;pfitf0h^ In its application the following directions may be deemed safe :—

1i^ Wwrtrongth of the application, without injiu-y, will be in proportion to the thick coriaceous or leathery texture of the

their dormant condition or rest from growth, and vice versd.

THE L0J!4U0N MANUKK COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES :—

BTJPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISaOT-VED BON'EH.
CONCENTRATED URATE,
MANGEL MANURE,
BLOOD MANURE vor CORN axd ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
Bones, aa being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of
the soluble and insoluble j^osphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
BODA, SULPHATE or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116. Fenchurch Street, E.C, Epw. Purskr, Secretary,

TIRXAKT), LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phoftphoric Acid soluMe, equivalent to 40 percent, of Trilxiaic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in vfclue to

^P^*^ ^S*^* ^ XT ^ %_ I
2to4, The injury arising from its undue application will be in proportion to its action on the soft and delicate callubr tissue

OftheseManiu-ftaDr.Voclcker sayg:^*'Theae results must of tbepUnts, whether in a growing condiUon or not, but moat Itgurious in the former,

high "IgSSKT^-^^^^^ ^^
ftrd-

^
A^ a g«.erai rule, plants of the strongest and most robu^ growth wiU require it to be appUed of the consistency ^f

your concentrated superphosphate.^'
cnaracwnsea ^y^ paate^Uke liquid.

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the lata and present l 4th. Planta of the aoft^temmed class, whether heaTy or smooth, will require its application by immeraion in a mixture
Chemista to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Teatimoniala, proi>ortlonately diluted to suit the texture of the plants-

99

ft

c
6
5

ices, Ac, may be had ou application to Burnabd, Lack,
A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth .

LAWES'S MANURES.—The-Manares mannfaefcured
b^ Mr. LaWES for the present season, ISfiO, are now ready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MASURE .. ., £6

SUPERPHOSPHATE oi-LIME 6
MINERAL 5

LAWES'S BARLET MANURE 8
MAN'GKL MANURE ., .. " 8
GRASS MANURE .' 8

Hiese Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
pointed A^ent^!, in all jarta of the United Kingdom, at prices
Taryin^ according to cost of carriage,

ih. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of
T00&ton3 Turuip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their
iMprt with analysis are given in fuU in circular, t» be obtained
OTi application at the OfiBces, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Ag'^nts

«fS!S"^«^
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

"ooa, Snlphate of Ammonia, and other Chemica Manures.Amentaa C^kch at market prices. "

Ex{r<xct from a letter received from Mr. TnoiiAS liiTEES, Author of « The Orchard Souse** the Nurseries,
Saivhridgetvorth, Iterts.

" O.VE Application op thb Cosiposition fndilitted to some Oban&e Trees imtested with thb
Bbowk Scale epfecttjallt DESTKorEB it; a small painters* hnmh was used in applying it."

Extractfk-om a letter received from Mr. SuitiiEES, Gardener to A. Mongredien^ Esc[., Sydenham, "the raiser

^ Spergula pillfera :

"

—
"With eespect to the destetjction of insect xife, especially op the species avd taeiettes OP

CoCCPa, WE TBISK IT FAR SITPEKIOE TO THE GlSUV!^!: COMPOUND, AND IT LACES THE TEBY DISAGREE"
ABLE aKBIi OF THE LATTEB."

Price 2s. and 3s. 6d. per Bottle; Stone Jars, lOs, 6d. each-

To be had of all the principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the United Kingdom, and Wholesale and

Retail from

JAMES CARTER & CO. (Sole Proprietors), 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.
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plants' OF CABBAGE. SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOLI,
PLAIMi:> CAULIFLOWER, ANQ CELERY.

JOHN" (AtTELL be^ respectfully to inform the

public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of the above

Ruoerior true sorts, which he will forward to order on receipt

of postage stamps or Post-office Order, m.ido payable here, at

the following prices, package included :—All the sorts of .Early

Cabbaffe, Savoy and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts, 0'/. per

100 • Ts. 6d. per 1000. All the sorts of Autuma and Sprinff

Broccoli, Sd. per 100 : 5jt. Gd. per 1000. Early and Late Cauli-

flower and Red Pickling Cabbage, lOd. per 100. Bedded Celery,

Sd per 100; 5«. Qd. per 1000. Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage,

38 M per 1000. Packages containing plants to the value of

11 and upwards will bo delivered carriage free to London,

Croydon, and the Edenbridi^o Station of the South-EaRtcrn

Seed of Cattell's Reliance Cabbapo may bo had free by post

at 1*. per packet, containing half an ounce.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Weaterham. Kent.

A COLLECTORbr SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HOllTICULTURAL SOCIETY
KKlVn ABOtTT TO HESUMB THB

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS
by moans of Collectors in Foreign Coimtrics, the Conncil

are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage

in this undertaking. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of tho Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martm's

Place, London, W.C.

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Horticultural (Election of Fellows

TuBBDAT, July 24^ and Ballot for i'lants) South
{ Kensington 1 p.m.

_ . «e ( Horticultural (Floral Committee)
Thdrsdat. — 261 at St. Martin's Place Noon

and require good seasoning, perfect caulking, and
reasonable ventilation to secure tlie wood from dry

rot and decay. From their great compactnees

fluids as the softer woods, but if the necessary con-

ditions are secured for the prevention of decay, the

employment in the first instance of antiseptics may
be reasonabl)' dispensed with.

Oak is occasionally attacked by large larva)

it was accordin;rly proposed to place them
under the same regulations with those adopted
for Moulmein in 1848; and with a view to

they are not so readily injected with chemical render them more effective, Br. MacClelland
was appointed'as officiating Superintendt-n^ of the
Forests of Pegu, with instructions to obtain every
possible information. Captain Phayke, the Com-
missioner of Pegu, was instructed to be j^uided by
the general principles under which the Travancore

which eat into the heart, but not to such an extent forests are cut and replenished b^ nurseries ; the

as to make the" matter of much importance. Now investigation therefore necessanly comprised an

and then a tree will be found cupped or shaky, a inquiry into the habits of the Teak and the possi-

condition which cannot always be determined till

the logs are sawed up. There is moreover a ten-

hility of its culture. The resulta of Dr. Mac
Clelland's inquiries are comprised in two long

dency in the process of seasoning to split from reports, one on the Southern Forests oi Pogu, the

the centre to the circumference, but this is seldom
j
other on the Sitang and other Teak forests of that

of much practical inconvenience as the general
|

country ; and the latter coutains a detailed account

tenacity is not seriously impaired. If, however,

water gains admission, doubtless the consequent

evils are much increased by the penetration of the

fluid into the heart of the log, encouraging the

growth of Fungi ; or decomposition, which is almost

as fatal. There is however no help for this ; and

the main point, therefore, is to render all as water-

tight as possible.

not only of other kinds of timber produced bythe
forests but of plants producing fibres, spioes,

gums, gum-resin, oil, and dyes, whether native or

cultivated, added to which are lists of plants

cultivated for food and other purposes.

The Teak in the Pegu forests, aa in those of

Travancore, grows cither scattered or in groups,

but never forms large continuous forests, or forests

The second timber which we mentioried as of in which it is the predominating wood. The

primary importance is Indian Teak, which has the

great merit of being almost free^ from Fungi, even

accidentally

seedlings though they attain a height of a foot the

first year are easily smothered, which accounts for

their rarity in certain localities, as the seeds ger-

The two main supplies of timber to our dock-

yards are from the different species of Oak and

Indian Teak, though there are others, as Green

Heart, African Teak, Mahogany, &c., which are

of great importance, especially the first, which is

every day gaining a higher reputation and more

extensive use. Our own forests supply only a

small proportion of the wood consumed for the

purposes of the navy ;
probably not more than

one-tenth, and after all that can be contribiited by

different species of Oak from the countries on the

Baltic, Italy, and America, a very large margin is

still left for other kinds of wood, without taking

into consideration the various materials which
cannot be considered as entering into the frame-

work of the ship, or into those parts on which
the stability of the structure depends.

The supply from our own forests of Oak trees,

especially crooks adapted for shipbuilding, is

daily diminishing. The Government forests under

a better system of management might have done
much ; but so long as the system of lopping and
snagging was prevalent, and the different offices

were considered as rewards for political services,

what could be expected beyond what would have

been a complete " work of waste and ruin " in any

private estate ?

"But little of the first-class Baltic Oak which
used to be so much in fashion from its excellent

qualities for wainscoting and other work which
required the finest materials, is now imported into

this country. The Memel Oak resembles very

much in quality and rapidity of growth that

of Quercus sessilijlora, and is possibly supplied by
the same species. The Italian Oak is of first-rate

quality, and is, we believe, supplied principally by
Quercus cesculus. At least, all the Oaks which
sprang under our own observation from a large

collection of Acorns sent from different Oak-grow-
ing districts of Italy appeared referrible to this

species, though there was considerable difference in

the foliage. Many of these Oaks have been

planted out in the neighbouring woods, but they

are too tender for the cold clays of the Midland
counties, A few specimens of about 18 years'

^owth remain in the nursery, and are healthy,
but it does not seem probable that they can ever
be thoroughly acclimated in this country, so as to

replace the supply from Italy, except possibly
in favourable soils in the southern counties.
This matter is of the greater importance as
we have heard that there has been some proposition
lor planting Italian acorns on a large scale m some
ot our forests, of the result of which we ere very
doubtful.

Of the American Oaks, the White Oak and Live
Uak are the only species which seem of much im-

rf^^^t'
and the former is so liable to warp or

V J ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ™^^^ impaired. Many
^^^P!* ^pwever, are built of the two in America,
tne White Oak being used principally in the lower
parts, and the Live Oak in the upper. The Turkey
yak, which is of rapid growth, and sometimes
lorms large trees in this country, is in some re spects
^seiul, but it is so impatient of damp that its merits
^^^ ^°ipl>iiilding are not of a high order.

All the Oaks are subject to the growth of Fungi,

The Bombay for example, which was built in minate very readily, but when they have got ovot

1832, and is 'now at Chatham, for the purpose the first four or five years they grow so rapidly

of being converted into a steamer, has not a trace ^ that nothing materially iniures them. They grow

of Fungus, so far as we could see, where the
J

mostly in deep grey sandy soil, forming a deep

planking had been removed. It is not indeed to ! deposit 10 feet in thickness resting on laterite,^ an

be supposed that all Teak is equally free. . We ' unstratified deposit of uncertain depth or thick-

have, for example, seen Moulmein Teak in one of ' ness lying on slate-clay and sandstones filling up

the gunboats sound on the outside but affected depressions and folding round the base of the

with dry rot and decay within. This, however,
|
higher hills, forming an undulating dry hilly

is not common, though the Moulmein Teak is by
|

tract of country some miles in breadth, extending

no means equal in quality to that of Malabar, of
\ round the foot of the mountains, and always

'
'

^^
'covered with tree jungle. The lower lands, ex-instmcted

The importance of encouraging the increase of ' tending along the course of the creeks and rivers,

Teak-built ships was recognised as much as ' consist of rich plains and valleys composed of

50 years ago, though there was serious opposition river deposits resting on laterite. It is here alone

arisinff from interested parties on the ground of ; that water is procurable in the dry season.

impolicy in employing Indian built ships in the

trade of the East Indian Company. In the
" Quarterly Review," of October, 1813, it is stated penetrating down through the alluvial deposits to

r.-v-r.-^/^c-cA-rt . a nnt. T-mTviorl^afo voliiTiPP ^ni- TAlipf tVip Ififprifp unH iR o-PTiprallv of a whitish colour

country

is assembled. The water is obtained from welk

expressly:' "Our immediate reliance for relief the laterite, and is generally of a whitish colour

must rest chiefly on the Teak of India," and the ' derived from the fine soluble white clay of which
real value of the supply has been duly appre-

|
the upper bed of laterite chiefly consists, but is,

ciated ever since, though unfortunately all has not

been done that might have been effected towards
securing a permanent supply. The most valid

objection to the use of Teak is its tendency to

splinter in action, and the virulent character of

the wounds caused by the splinters. Authorities,

however, are not agreed upon this tendency, and
it has been suggested to us by a scientific friend

that, supposing it to exist, it might be greatly

modified by the use of a Gutta Percha lining

instead of felt.

Whether this plan, however, is practicable or

not, the wisdom of encouraging the growth of Teak

is so evident, especially in the Indian Peninsula,

where its quality far surpasses that of Moulmein
or the neighbouring districts that a few notes on

the subject will not be considered out of place.

** Teak is a tree of rapid growth when placed in a

favourable soil. The first year the seedling

attains the height of 12 inches, throwing out two

large leaves. The second year it springs up to the

height of 3 or 4 feet, after which it goes on in-

creasing rapidly, and bears seed in the eighth year

of its growth when it has attained a height of

25 feet or upwards. It is for the first four or five

years, while the plants are liable to suffocation

from long Grass and Bamboos, that cultivation is

most requisite till they have secured possession of

the ground. After that, all that is necessary is

to protect the forest from fire and the unlicensed

use of the axe. Where no accidents occur Teak
will attain its full size in about 50 years. There

is however, a difference in different countries. In

Malabar about 60 years are requisite."

I

I

notwithstanding the colour, quite wholesome.

The Teak districts are thinly peopled, and are

completely without roads. They are intersected

however in every direction with ravines, which in

the rainy season contain as many torrents down
which the trees can be floated. A mode of culti-

vation is employed in the hill districts which is

extremely injurious to the Teak forests. This is

known in Pegu and other provinces under the
name of Toungyas, which, according to Dr.
MacClellakd, signified that the same ground
cannot be cultivated twice in the same generation.

A portion of the forest is cleared to the extent of

40 or 50 acres; sometimes much more. The
timber, being felled indiscriminately in the
early part of the dry season, lies exposed
to a scorching sun, until the approach of
the succeeding rains, when it is set fire to,

producing a conflagration which is not confined

to the Toungyas, but spreads over the dry and at

this season parched forests, reducing the finest

timber to ashes. The ground being thus cleared,

and the soil at the same time enriched with ashes,

all that is necessary is to await the first fall oi

rain, and then to sow Rice on the burnt surface

without any further preparation. It requires no
transplanting or further care, but the same land

will not aftord another crop, so that the same
process must be repeated every year in a new place.

Sometimes a little Cotton is sown with the Rice.

It is obvious that such a system must be ruinoua
to the native Teak forest, though it ia possible

that as the great obstacle to the growth of Teak is

the rapid growth of Bamboo and other plants.

The reckless way in which the Teak forests of wherever the forest is cleared, this mode of cuJtira-

Moulmeia were devastated by injudicious cutting, tion might be avaUable for raising extensive Teak

fnd the sacriiice of thousanils of loads of valuable forests amongst their native hills, a httle care onhr

^Alr UD to 1848 at length attracted the atten- being required to repress the growth of the jungleW the Indian Goverament, and a system of for the first two or ttree years t,U the young trees

tion or tue J-"'^"'"
ViAw tn ohfpk the are thorouerhly established,

duties was established with a view to^ check tiie are g y^ ^^ ^^^ .^ document
increasing evil. The Moyilmein fores s were ^naeea

by (Jovernmant somethiag of that appre-

on the eve of e^^^austion, t^«^^«°f , /^^^^^^ Ltion of science which forms a marked feature in

could be effected by t^e code of
^|^^^\°^i^,;,^^^^^^^ Crican Blue-books and reports. It is however

was proposed too late for '^'ly

!"Yad been su- mortifying both to the readers and writers of

though 27 years before a system had
^«;^j^^= j ^^blic documents when no care is taken to secure

geste^d for the ^^-l^f/^y
°' °*"J'tpC fi^ed something like correct spelling of scientific names.

The importance of the T«=^k ^istnc^^f Pegu hxed
5^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^
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1 the Southern provinces. More pains seem to

tave been taken in the second and larger report,

-whicli is not however without faults. As the

reports were printed at Calcutta there could have

been i^ difficulty in obtaining sbme competent

person to run the eye over tbe few pages which

required sucb a supervision.

We are glad, too, to see that the Indian Govern-

ment, by printing that part of the larger report

which relates to the native trees and the objects of

cultivation, acknowledge the importance of such

observations. We could not however help being

struck most forcibly with the shortsightedness

which induced them to refuse their support to the

Indian Flora of Drs. Hooeek and. Thomson,
which would have supplied such information for

the whole of India, and which might without any

difficulty have entered into details of any required

minuteness had they been called for by the Govern-

ment. One great point which makes the produc-

tion of such a work imperatively necessary is the

desirableness of being able at once to ascertain with

accuracy what the natural products of any especial

partof Indiamay be—amatter, be it observed, which

it 13 impossible for any ordinary botanist to attain

even on the spot with all the req^uisite correctness

without the possession of some such work as that

^commenced, and so admirably, by Drs. Hooker
and TnoMSOK. One effect, we trust, of the change

in the Government of India will be the support

of thoroughly useful works ; works which should

pass into the hands of every one employed under
the Guvernment who has the means of extending

and throwing light on its resources, and not

simply the patronage of handsome folios which
may form appropriate ornaments of directors*

drawing-rooms, A due appreciation of the benefits

of science and its bearing on the important ques-

tions which arise every day is much wanted in

every department of Government ; and to a want
of such appreciation in the education of our
senators may be attributed many of the misfor-

tunes against which we have to struggle, and from
which all alike have to suffer.

' appears to us however that we have in ttus

instance a repetition of the striking effect of

working the little purple Cytisus on a Laburnum
and thus producing the changeable Cytisus Adami
as it is called. In that case, as is well known, the

blood, if we may so say, of the Laburnum became
contaminated by the purple Cytisus to such a degree

as every now and then to throw out branches of

the pure purple Cytisus, or dowers whose colour was

of the same dirty tint as is produced when yellow

is mixed with purple on the artisf^s palette, the

general mass of the flowers always however

remaining those of the pure Laburnum. The old

case of a variegated-leaved Jasmine having tainted

the whole plant on which it was worked, causing

the latter to become variegated although the

variegated scion was eventually cut away, is a

further example of well-marked effects being

produced by grafts on their stock. That this is in

some way due to the action of the diffused sap of

the scion would seem clear ; and if so we have a

proof of the existence in the mere fluid of a plant

of a mysterious vital principle, which under
favourable circumstances produces its effect, in-

dependently of the organised tissues through
which it passes.

From what we saw of Mr, Potnter*s Hoses
after their examination by the Floral Committee,

we scarcely doubt that the supposed sport had
really been produced by mingling the sap of

R, Banksise and some Rose like R. Devoniensis

;

for while it was very greatly increased in vigour
and in the size of all the parts, the leaves were
also halfway between a Banksiaa and Tea-scented
kind.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXIII.

^GABiciTS GAMBOSus, JV.—The confusioa of syno-
nyms connected with this species is almost incredible,

partly from Sowerby giving the name of A. Georgii to

the common Horse Mushroom, and partly from Dr.
Badham persisting in calling it A. prunulns, though it

lias not the slightest affinity with the species described

under that name by authors. Happily the circum-

attached to the stem, they are, as it were, iiutclied out
or in botanical parlance emarginate. The colour is often
a pure cream-white, but occasionally the d^per part of
the pileus is tinged with rufous, and not uufrequentlr
cracked or spotted. Tho margin is sometimes waved
and if, as is often the case, the surface becomes shinin'r
and polished, the whole bears a very close resemblance to
a cracknel. If the characters and early time of growth
are considererl, there will be no difficulty in
recognising this excellent species, which is the
more welcome as it makes its appearance before other
esculent species, excepting the Morel, are plentiful.

It is undoubtedly the St. George's Mushroom of the
old authors, especially Clusius, and derives its name from
its appearing about St. George^s Day, the 23d April,
and inasmucii as its merits have been recognised for
centuries on the continent, wliere it is one of the species
most commonly used as food, it is most curious that till

Dr. Badham recognised its identity with the highly
valued Prugnuoli or SpinaroU of Italy, which in its

turn is the same with or closely allied to the Mouceron
of France, it was we believe never used as an article
of food in Great Britain.

No species is more valued at Rome, where it com-
mands a great price, viz. 15d. per lb., and is sent as
presents wherever it is desirable to gain favour and
affection. It is not only used when fresh, but is divided
into four, strung apon a thread and hung up to dry,

and in that condition readily commands from 12 t<i 16
francs a pound.
We trust entirely to Dr. Badham for the identity of

the Italian and British species. It is however to be
observed that there are several closely allied species, of
which on© or two occur in England, but none so com-
monly as A.gamhosv.s^

Various methods are recommended of dressing this

species. A large specimen gathered yesterday was
prepared with a minute quantity of Tarragon and
Chives, and nicely/nVosse, and was certainly as tender,

delicate, and delicious as the very finest Mushroom.
It may also enter into the composition of a vol au tent,

or be eaten with the white Mustard formerly described;
and where it grows abundantly it may be used for the
production of a delicate ketchup.

No species perhaps forms larger fairy rings than this,

or is more instructive as regards their formation.
When it occurs on lawns, attempts have been made to

"We lately received from Mr. Kohert H,
PoTyxER, of Taunton, an account of one of those
rare sports of which physiologists find it difEcult

to give a satisfactory explanation. It appears I

that some years since a gontleroan in the neigh-
bourhood budded "Rosa Devoniensis" on a white
i^anksian, and from the juncfcion issued a branch
—the sport in question—which is neither Bauk-
sian or Devoniensis, but partakes of the character
of both, the flowers (of the sport) being like but
considered better than **Lainarque" with some-
what of a Tea scent, while the growth is very
similar to that of Banksise, and quite so the small
spurs and any long robust non-flowering shoots,

but (except on the small spurs) with the addition
of prickles. The flowers appear in very large
clusters, and are perpetual. The following sketch
illustrates this :

—

Agabicxts GAMBOsrs, JV.—From an origmai drawing,

We understand Rose growers to admit that the
Banksian stock will affect Roses worked upon

iV' ^ '^^ believe that the Floral Committee of 1

th^aoTticultural Society, when Mr. Potiter's
^<TO«ns were submitted to them, expressed au

'

opmion that the present is a ca.e of the kind. It

stances attending it and the characters by which it is

distinguished are so certain, that with common atten-
tion all difficulty vanishes.

Towards the end of April or beginning of May,
according to the season when the first heavy spring rains
thoroughly soak the ground, an Agaric is common in
our pastures, and extremely conspicuous from its ivory-
white colour, shining aspect, and its constantly growing
in rings. Far more rarely about the same time a few
scattered specimens occur on the naked soil in woods,
differing in no material character from those of the
Grass fields. A succession ofspecimens takes place till the
beginning of June, or as in the present wet season,

even to the beginning of July, and then no more
appear. The smell is strong, and resembles that of the
common Sap-ball (Polyporus squamosus), and is cer-

tainly not inviting in the first instance, but if properly
prepared there is no species which exceeds it in quality,

not even the true Mushroom or the aromatic Cham-
pignon.

The plants often grown in tufts, but not uniformly;
the pileus is very thick and fleshy, with the
margin strongly and for the most part per-

manently involute. The stem is stout and blunt,

and never qnite smooth, much less polished.

There is no ring. The gills are moderately broad,
white, or slightly yelloiv, and just before they are

destroy it with hot water, which succeed apparently
for a time. But in a year or two the deep-seated spawn
which has been beyond the influence of the boiling fluid

spreads in a centrifugal direction, and the ring is

re-established as perfectly as before. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Education of Gardeners.—Raving carefully read

over the letters of those correspondents who have
written upon this subject, I have a few words to say
myselt. In the first place, I thought "Liuagei-'s"
proposals high enough, and plenty of them; but your
next correspondent (I have forgotten his name) pro-
posed a scheme for educating gardeners, which is im-
practicable. I should like to know what class of men
he thinks are going to be brought up as gardeners,
for only the sons of middle-class men could ever afford

the t:me and money to be educated as he proposes, and
they will hardly go through all the high degrees men-
tioned m order to enter even a nobleman's garden at

wages varying from 50/. to 100?. per annum, when they
can clear above 1000/. per annum in trade with less

education than he insists on their possesaing. An'l

then the scornful way in which he speaks of then'

growing a big Biilsam, and several other things which I

have forgotten, is far from treating us gardeners as Wd
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on-^ht to be 'treated, considering the slender opportu-

nities some of ns have had (myself included) of ever

troinn" to any school at all. Even I should not now

have been able to write this letter if it liad not

heen for the wise instruction of a good and kind

father ; for I never went to icliool one day in my life.

I conki also speak of others wlio have laboured under

the same disadvantat^es, yet they are holding places

that woil-educated men would be glad to fill. It may be

asked; How is that? The answer ispluin: it Is because they

are men of enerjjy and porsevernftee, men with a fixed-

ness of purpose, men who arc determined to j^et on in

the world. Thoy love their profession, and King
Solomon has said : "A man diligent in his business shall

stand before kings." Surely this has eome to pass in the

pi'eseut day; for instance, look at Sir J. Puxtou and

many others—w;is it high educution that raised thctn to

the proud positions in life they now occupy? Was it not

rather their determination to get on? Recollect, I

have not been speaking against a good sound education ;

no one advocates that more than myself, for I think

tliat a gardener ought to be well but judiciously

educated. I have often sadly felt the want of learning

myself and it has been a source of great regret to me
^that I am not a better scholar than I am. I however

'think that a great many of your correspondent'ri items

might to be struck out of his scheme altogether as n

useless waste of time and a practionl impossibility for

irren of our standing in life. William Frestidge,

Gardener, near Birmingham, That gardeners

should be well educated no one will deny, and the

attainment of that object in the most economical

manner will indeed be a great l>oon. In con-

sequence however of the parent stock of the embryo
gardener generally being so weak in financial affairs

as not to be able to support the young shoots until they

are fully developed in educational matters^ the result

is, they are severed from the stock and obliged in a

great measure to support themselves. Now it is at

this period that real useful instruction for young
gardeners ought to commence, namely when they are

engaged as apprentices. I will assume that the vUlage

schoolmaster has laid the foundation ; it now falls to

the apprentice's master to apply himself by giving

instructions to his young pupil in the following

matters— writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar,
geometry, and trigonometry ; the t'vo last are most
essential. He ought also to take his young pupi'S to the

flower garden and show them how to measure figures,

and then with compasses and square to desci-ibe them
on paper according to a scale. If the place is too ex-

tensive for the head gardener to have time for this,

then it should devolve upon his foreman, who ought to

be competent to take the office of head gardener in

this respect, and who for a little remuneration (part of

the apprentice fee) would gladly do so. Still the
gardener must not think that he is to be entirely set

free by this last proposition, for then I would have him
to examine occasionally the progress made by the

pupils, which would be a great stimulus to the accom-
pUshmeat of the eud in view. There are many other

things that could be taught in the same way, s\icli as

botany. A. v^ery interesting way of acquiring an
acquaintance with it is for the head gardener and his

statF (except those required to look after fires, &c.) to

set out on what is termed botanising excui'sions, for the

purpose of collecting native plants, naming and
classifying them properly : and thus, it may be, superin-

tending the formation of herbariums which would be
the prid€ of the young men, and a histing source of

gratiticatioa to the master as he witnessed the pupils in

the course of events occupying and discharging
efficiently the duties of some trustworthy situation.

This I am led to think if practised would of itself form a

very good test for gardeners, and gentlemen whose
premises require assistants should make inquiry apper-
taining to the above when they engage their gardener,
signifying at the same time that they would expect
such a system to be carried into effect, and the same
thing should be done by head gardeners when engaging
foremen, thus making in a great measure gardeners
their own examiners. G, G. S.

Melons.—Speaking of Melons, your report of the
last meeting of the Royal Botanic Society says, " Melons
were plentiful, but for the most part indifferent in
navour." This remark is quite applicable to the red-
fle ;hed varieties but not to the green-fleshed class. The
act that the judges gave seven prizes to green-fleshed
felons, although only two were off'ered by the Society,

Sh-T u?^*^^'^
*^^^^ was better than common. Thatwmch obtamed the first prize was a noble fruit, called

nf 11 \r? "^' * ^^^^ which I recommend to the notice

JtT fl

^ ?" gi-owers. There were also several excellent
^een-tteshed Melons at the previous show, but in that
wse also the other class wiis very indifferent. I have
eara some persons express surprise at Jlelons being so
eiinavoured in such a moist and snnle:?s season, I

fl^
inclined to think, however, that this superior

^vour migiit be the consequence of the dullness and
pness of the atmosphere, and for this reason:

^eions, like other fruits, cannot acquire their highest
uegree of excellence if the foliage is unhealthy, and the

red ^'i"*®
°^ ^^*^^^y ^^^^^^ °" ^ 'SleXon plant is

snh f^^
'^^^^ insect revels in a hot dry atrao-

pnere, aiidas the present season has been the reverse of
lot and dry, the leaves have retained a more healthy
condition, and therefore the fruit has been better
navoured than common. Another reason might be

tliat owing to want of sun the plants have needed lew

watering than usual. One of the Judges.
Sap in Oak Timber,—^^U there not some extra-

ordinary mistake about sap in the Oak timber of the

faulty gunboats? When a tree is felled it is generally

hewn on four sides, and a considerable part of the sap is

thus entirely removed. The other portions are com-

paratively small ; from whence then could the builders

of the boats in question procure so large a qunntity of

sap timber? I believe that if any builder were to

advertise for the sap of Oak he could by no means

obtain enough to build a gun-lwat even if he searched

the country through, and yet one would suppose that

some of the hoat.> were nearly all anpwood, 21 H.
Rainfill in Fsse.x.—The following is the amount

gauged at Springfield, near Chclmstord, during the

last six months,' together with the corresponding

quantities for last year :

—

Mouth.

January-
February
Marc U
April .

.

Muy ..

June .

.

# #

Total

On the evening and night of May 12, 1860, 1.54 inch

fell in the space of about 17 hours, and produced

higher floods than any known in this neighbourhood

for many years. Rain fell on 21 days in June last; the

average for that month in this neighbourhood during

the six years previous to 1858 was 2.124 inches, and for

the first six months of the year 9.873 inches. J. C. M,

Sadges of Scottish Clans.—A^ list of the clans and

their badges is given in "Haydn's Dictionary of Dates."

In this the Myrtle is named as the badge of the clan

Campbell. I believe this to be a mistake, and that the

true badge of that clan is Myrica gale, or Dutch Myrtle.

Can any of your correspondents corroborate my belief?

I also find the Laurel is given to the clan Graham.

Can any correspondent tell me if this be the true Laurel

or Bay (Laurus nobilis), the Portugal Laurel, the

Common Laurel, the Spurge Laurel, or the Alexandrian

Laurel (Ruscus racemosus) ? I was under the impres-

sion that all the badges of the clans were indigenous

plants, and of all the Laurels, commonly so called, I

believe the Spurge Laurel only has any claims (and

those claims are doubtful) to be called a native of

Scotland. I also wish to know the botanical names of

the following plants, which are given iu Haydn as

badges of the clans set opposite to ea4:h respectively :

—

Clan. Badge.
|

Clan. Badge.
Cnmming . . Common Sallow

Ferguson, . Poplar. ? Si>ecies

Cranberry Heath
Five-leav'dHeath
Bell Heath
Mountain Heath
Cypress. ? species

McKay . . BuUrush. ? Typha
latifolift, or Scir-

pus laciistris?

McKenzie Deer Grass
McLean.. Blackberry Heath
McNab . . Hose Blackbtrries
McRae .. Fir Club Moss
McNeil.. Sea Ware

Grant
McAllister.

.

McDouiUd .

.

SfcDouell .

.

McDougal .

.

Diss.

~K€W Cos Leiiitce,—Permit us to send you specimens

of a new Lettuce (Carter's Champion), which we intend

bringing out this autumn. We have proved it to be

larger, sweeter, crisper, and ofquicker growth than the

following that are growing iu the same field, viz. :

—

Paris White Cos, Taris Green Cos, Bath Cos, Black-

seeded Bath Cos, Drumhead, Hammersmith, Grand
Admiral, Brown Dutch, White Cabbage. The above

varieties sown on the same day have run to seed, and

are now from 2 to 3 feet high, while the new Lettuce

has scarcely commenced to run, although it has grown
too long to be fit for table. The specimens sent will

show that what we have stated is correct in reference to

size, and also as to its turning in like a Sugar-loaf

Cabbage, but of course as they have commenced to run

their flavour is completely altered. They have not been

grown for exhibition, but for the purpose of seed saving.

James Carter ^' Co., 237 and 238, Sigh Holhorn. [Six

Lettuces sent weiglied respectively 4 lbs., 3 lbs. 12 oz.,

3 lbs., 2 lbs. 15 oz., 2 lbs. 12 oz., and 2 lbs. 12 oz. They
were of the Cos breed, large, handsome, and apparently

sound, but on cutting them open they were found to

have just commenced to run to seed.]

Bxilhiferous Tarrotc.—On the 5th of August last 1

sent you a specimen of what 1 then supposed, and you
afterwards pronounced (see 1859, p. 672) to be entitled

to the above appellation. Afterwards finding another

specimen I sent it to*auother expert, who pronounced

it a Gall. I looked anxiously for a third specimen but

found it not all last year. To-day I find one, and send

it without delay, at the same time moving for a new

trial. Diss. [Our judgment stands. If the body in

Question were a Gall it would contain the larva of an

iiisect or a cavity would show where a krva had been.

We find no larva, no cavity, no aperture by which

errress might have been effected. Therefore, &e &c.j

°
CrassSla coccinea ', a Narcotic Po2sonJ-Is it Vnov^n

to those who have studied the medical properties oi

plants that the flowers of the Crassula coccmea contain

matter of a narcotic or poisonous ^b^^^^-tfj.? J*l "^^

nX\ nuiUtv was wholly unexpected, until the facts

4th ?am going to reuL and \o wliich I solicit your

Attention came a few days since under my know edge.

A friend having a speciinen of this plant flowering in

gre^tS ^"sedit to be placed in a conservatory

adjoining his dining room on the occasion of a dinner

party. After dinner he and his guests visited the

I conservatory, admired the Crassula, and inhaled the
perfume of its flowers. Shortly aft^r they were all of

them seized with iymptoms more or less severe of
' ordinary poisoning—headache, sickness, aflfection of the
bowels. Not knowing to what cause to attribute bo

extraordinary an attack, the aid of a chemical friend

was called in, who kindly luidertofk to investigate the

mystery. I inclose a copy of his report. If it be
ad'initted that the flowers of the Crassula coccineft

exhale poisonous properties, it is high time that the fact

was commonly known, in order that we should be

cautious how we invite our gueita to admire thorn, and

above all that cottagers should cease to oiiltivate them

in their small and confined npartmenu. Derwent.
** July ;i3th, 18(>0. I have been prevented by aUcnc*

rom home irom communicating to you the result

of my investigations in the mysterious poisoning CMf.

Firstly, as niight have been expected, the wine was

perfectly free from any noxious matter whatever. The

flowers produced the' following elfects. My chemical

assistant, who was more or less exposed to their

influence for some little time, was seized with preeisely

the same symptoms which were observed in your gues*
,

and contUiued to suffer from their efTects for two days.

A kitten confined in a glaw vessel of large dimensiona

for three hours had to be removed to prevent its death

from what seemed to be the narcotic powers of the

plant. A small rat left; over night iu the same jar w««

fonnd dead the next morning. To these pretty con-

elusive facta I may add that Mrs. B.'s maid was attacked

similarly to others on Monday, and on im^uiry it wig-

found ;that she had been ;inhaling the dangerous per-

fume o'f the basket containing the flov era. Mr. P , yoa

will have heard, has been very unwell since Sunday,

when ^e also had been in their vicinity, I am very

sorry to hear that your husband continues still to feel

the effects of his exposure to this strange and what

seems to be very powerful poison. I have however

little doubt that a few days will remove all traces from

his system. I remain, dear Mrs.
,
yours faith-

fully, y. i. Bell" [We never before heard or

read of such plants as Crassulas being narcotic. Some
of them are acrid, but nothing more is recorded of

them. The experiments with a kitten and a rat are

unsatisfactory : these animals may have suffered from
the carbonic acid thrown ofl" from their own lungs.]

Large Cucumbers.—Herewith we beg to hand yon a
brace of Cucumbers which measure 20 inches in length,

thick and straight ; they are a cross from Carter's

Champion, and are quite as prolific as that sort, and at

the same time are double the length. We find tiiai it

is a good variety both for early and general use. We
propose calling it "Carter's Improved Champion," and
shall do away with Champion. James Carter 4" Co.,

237 and 23S, Sigh Soibom. [The«e were very hanJ-
some fruit of the Smyrna breed, straight, and with a
particularly short neck. But they were too old for any
other purpose than stewing.]
Premium Paying.—I am utterly at a loss to discern

what similarity "J. D. U." perceives between the pay-
ment of a premium in a private establishment and a
gardener working in a nursery for 12*. per week. Does
he consider that on accoimt of his receiving these low-

wages he pays so much per week to the nursery-
man for the situation he expects to obtain from him ?
If such be his views I believe them to be at total

variance with the opinions other gardeners entertain.

The low rate of wages paid enables the nurseryman
to give employment to a greater number of men
who may unfortunately be out of work. I consider

the system of premium paying to be bad, and a practice

justly and rapidly fiilUng into disuse. To say that it is

equally as just in the case of gardeners as that of
young mechanics is, to say the least of it, a fallacy ; for

no sooner have mechanics passed their term of appren-
ticeship than as journeymen they receive as good wages
as probably they will ever get through life, but with
gardeners the case is different. He often passes 10 or

12 years before he is adequately remunerated- X. Y. Z,
The Shamrock.—OwQ of your correspondents states

that the Wood Sorrel could not have been used as

Shamrock, as it is " an exceedingly rare plant in this

country (Ireland)." I beg to say however that it la

very abundant in this neighbourhood (Clonmel), and I
have no reason to think that it is not so in many other -

parts of Ireland. It is the general opinion that this ^.

island was thickly wooded In former times, increasing

the probability that Wood Sorrel (Oxalis acetosella) *

was far more abundant at that period than any species

of Clover ; the name in the IriAi language for Wood
Sorrel bears a strong- resemblance to the word Sham-
rock. A. J. Grubb, Clonmel^ Ireland,

otutm
National Rose ExsiBiTioy.—As was stated lasd

week (see p. 650) this was one of the best displays of

the kind that have yet taken place under the auspices

of this Association. Not only were the exhibitions un-

usually numerous ; but the blooms were for the most

part large and fine. In the Nurserymen's Class the

best collection of 100 trusses each, consisting of three

blooms, came from Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown, Mares-

field, Sussex, who sent beautiful examples of—
Sghrid Perpefuah.—Ahhe Feytal, deep rose, fine

form ; Alexandrine Bachmeteff", bright red, large and

fine; Anathalie Chautrier, pale rose, very beautiful;

Altesse Imperiale, crimson shaded and beautifully
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cupped; Armitle, rosy salmon, Uiatiiicc ami good; Auiia

Alexieff, bright rose, lurge and Leautiful; Ardo'isee de

Lyon, siiaded large cHmson ; Berceau Imperial, delicate

pink, large and full; Baronne Larray, ricli pink, large

and double ; Baronne Prevost, bright rose, very large

;

Belle de Bourg-la-Reine, a new and promising kind

;

Caroline de Sansal, large pale flesh ; Cardinal Patrizzi,

dark and very beautiful ; Col. de Roui^emont, very large

Vut coarse; Comte de NanteuU, pale rose; Comtesse

Cecile de Chabrillan, pink, beautifully cupped, a really

fine Rose ; Comtesse d'Orleans, blush, large and full

;

Dooteur Ruschpler, rosy pink; Due d'Ossuna, bright

rosy carmine; Duchess of Norfolk, by no means a bad

Rose ; Duchess of Sutherland, Duchesse d'Orleans, fine

layender blush ; Duchesse de Polignac, rosy lilac, very

large; Ernest Bergemaun, pale rose, large and beauti-

ful; Evoque de Nimes, bright purplish red, compact,

and very beautiful; Geaut des Batailles ; General

Jacqueminot, in very fine condition ; General Pelissier,

liJac rose, cupped, and distinct; Gusfcave Coraux,

shaded crimson ; Tmp^ratrice des Fran^ais, pale

flesb ; Jacques Lafitte, shaded crimson ; Jules

Margottin, large and foil, a magmficent Rose; Lord
Raglan, glowing scarlet ; "La Reiue ; "Leon des Combats,

dark crimson, beautiful ;^ Louis Chaix, bright^ red,

shaded with crimson, but not in first-rate condition

;

Louise Odier, fine bright rose; L'Enfant du Mont
Carmel, shaded crimson ; Mignard, shaded rose, very

beautiful ; Madame Rivers, blush, a splendid variety

;

Madame Ducher, rosy pink, very compact; Madame
Domage, very beautiful, glossy rose; Madame Place,

bright pink ; Madame Vidot, a fine variety, very like

M. Rivers; Mudame Masson, deep crimson; Madame
.Schmidt, rosy pink, large and beautiful ; Madame
Hector Jacquin, deep rose ; Madame Kuorr, rosy pink,

a fine variety; Madame Van Houtte, beautiful rosy

piuk; Mathurin Regnier, lilac rose, fine inform; Mon-
sieur de Montigny, rosy carmine ; Noemi, glossy pink

;

Nouvel Etendard du grand Homme, a salmon-coloured

promising kind; Paul Dupuy; Pauline Lansezeur,

crimsftn shaded with violet, a fine variety ; Prince

L£on, cherry red, fine form ; Queen Victoria, white
shaded with peach, very beautiful; Stephanie Beauhar-
nais, delicate flesh ; Souvenir de la Reiue d'Angleterre,

bright rose; Souvenir de Levesou Govver, dark red,

-Urge and full ; Thomas Rivers, bright rose; Triomphe
de TExposition, beautiful crimson; Tower MalakholF,

d^rk crimson ; William Griffith, bright Uiac rose, fine

in form ; William Jesse.

Bourhon$:—Adelaide Boug^re, dark velvety crim-

son ; Dupetit Thouars, beautiful bright crimson, still a

useful Hose ; Im Quintinie, bright shaded crimson

;

Reveil, rich velvety crimson ; Souvenir de Malmaison,
blush, a magnificent variety,

- ifoiseifes :— LamarQ ric, white ; Nnrcisse, primrose

y^Xovif very beautiful ; Triomphe delJtennes, yellow.

Tea-Scented Chinas :—Augusto Vacher, yellow,

shaded with copper colour; amabilis, rosy blush, large;

Bong^^e, bronze ; Comte de Paris, a fine old variety

;

Deroniensis ; Gloire de Dijon, yellow, shaded with
salmon, magnificent; Goubalt, rosy bufi', large and
fine ;- Due de Magenta, a new kind which we hope to

^M» again; Josephine Malton, creamy white, large;
Louise de Savoie, sulphur; Madame Lartay, yellow,

shaded with salmon; Niphetos, pale lemon, very large

and beautiful; Souveuir d*uu Ami, salmon and rose
shaded, large and fine; Souveuir d'Elise, a splendid
Rose ; SlUne, rosy salmon ; Vicomtesse Decazes, bright
yellow.

Mo$9 :—Baron de Wassenaer, rose ; Crested, rose

with crested buds; Gloire des Mousseuses, pale rose,

targe.

JProvins '.—Whiio, still a good old Rose.
Mybrid Chinas:— Chen^ole, vivid crimson, large

and fine ; Charles Lawson, bright rose, large and full

;

Rwd Ricaut, bright crimson, fine in form.
l^rench

:

—Boule de Nanteuil, violet purple, a good
oM Rose ; Duchess of Buecleugh, dark rose, shaded
with blush ; Latour d'Auvergne, shaded rosy crimson;
and Napoleon, brilliant crimson.

Other coUectiona of 100 trusses came from Messrs.
Paul, HoUamby, and Cranston. Among these -were
fifte blooms ot Louis Odier, Madame BoU, rosy pink and
fliie in form ; Transon Goubalt, Mathuriu Regnier, La
ViUe de BnixcUes, Mo^s Lanei, Crested ^Irjgg, Latour
d'Auvergne, large and showy ; Madame de Cambac^res,
Prince Regent, General Jacqueminot, Madame Knorr,
one of thii best autumn Roses we possciis; Duchess of
Orleans, Alexandrine Bachmcteff, 3fadame Vidot, La
ViWe de St. Denis, large and fine; White Bath Moss,
Duchess o{ Norfolk, Anna Alexiefi; Evoque de Niraes,
Jules Margottin, Wm. Grifiitha, Madame Domage, large,
but loose; Cardinal Patrizzi, a very dark kind; General
Castellane, Lord Raglan, Prince Leon, Coupe d'H^bo,
Souvenir de Malmaison, Duke of Cambridge, Chunudole,

.

Pauline Lansezeur, a fine lilac variety; Charles Lawson,
Comtesse Chabrillan, a compact fine Rose, beautiful in
the bud; Princess Royal, a good Moss; CoL de
Rpugemont, in the way of Baronne Prevost, but
coarser ; Gloire de Dijon, bronzy yellow, rich and good

;

Common Moss, Robin Hood, still a good Rose ; Madame
>yiUermoz, iu beautiful coudition ; Louis Chaix, notne^ so fine as we have seen ifc; Triomphe de Beaux
J^ta. a very dark velvety rose; General Simpson,

u'e^ iellow^^'
G^t des Batailles, Louis Peyronny

^Elil Paul P^^^T^ ^'-''''^^ ^^l''^^ I^^^^y- S^uveui;a E^liae, l aul Perras, Baronne Prevost, PaLline Labonte,

salmon; Laura Raymond, Miphetos, large and tine; and

Auguste Vacher, fine yellow.

In the class of 50 varieties, Messrs. Ciuit, Hollamby,

Tiley, and Turner had the best collections. Among
these we remarked beautiful blooms of Anna de

Diesbach, Bacchus, glowing crimson, scarlet ; M.

Hector Jacquin, fine iu the bud state ; Madame Rivers,

a chai-ming variety; Charles Lawson, a fine large

useful Rose, and General Castellane; the last is perhaps

one of the most fragrant of Roses.

Collections of 24 varieties were numerous. By far

the best came from Mr. Keynes of Salisbury, whose

blooms were large, fine in colour, and universally ad-

mitted to constitute one of the most important features

of the whole exhibition. The varieties were Juno,

Madame Phelin, Boule de Nanteuil, Charies Lawson,

Comtesse de Chabrillan, Duchesse d'Orleans, Eveque

de Nimes, General Jacqueminot, Geaut des Batailles,

Gloire de Vitry, Lord Kaplan, La Ville de St. Denis,

Madame Knorr, Madame Rivers, Madame Vidot,

Mathurin Regnier, Pauline Lansezeur, Prince Leon,

Stephanie Beauharnais, William Griffith, Leon des

Combats, Souvenir de Malmaison, Enfant du Mont
Carmel. Mr. L^ng, of Twickenham, Messrs. Paul

and Mr. Clarke, of Brixton Hill, a^so showed well

in this class. From these came glorious' blooms

of General Jacqueminot, the most showy of Roses,

and one which appeared in every stand; Gloire de

Vitry, a bright rosy kind, Lady Stuart, a variety in

the way of Madame Rivers, La Reiiie, Duchess of

Orleans, large pale lilac and one of the best late Roses

we possess; Lord Raglan, one of the most brilliant of

comparatively recent introductions, Comte de Nanteuil,

Caroline de Sansal, a fine variety, but this year small

in size; Nai'cisse, Sulphur, one of the very hardiest of

Tea Roses ; and Souvenir de Malmaison, the last very

large and fine.

In the class for amateurs who kept a gardener, the

best collections of 48 varieties came from J. T. Hedge,
Esq., of Colchester, the Rev. S. R. Hole, of Caunton
Manor, Notts; C. M. Worthington, Esq., of Caversham
Priory, Reading, and C. J. Newdigate, Esq., Arbury,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. Among these we observed

magnificent blooms of most of the leading kinds, whose
names are recorded above ; and we may also mention
that those from Mr. Hedge especially were staged with

unusual care and taste, the Moss employed to surface

the boxes being beautifully green and short, a point

which did not fail to attract attention.

Of 24 varieties shown by the class of exhibitors last

named the best again came from Mr. Hedge, whose
blooms were Chailes Lawson, Paul's Queen Victoria, a

fine large light kind; Shaks;peare, Madame Bruvy,

Gloire de Vitry, Caroline de ^Sansal, Queen, Madame
Knorr, M. Cambaceres, Gloire de Dijon, Alexandrine

Bachmcteff, Cloth of Gold, Souvenir d'un Ami, Paul

Ricaut, Louise Magnan, Adole Prevost, Auguste IVTie,

Aurora, Devoniensis, Lord Raglan, William Griffith,

and Niphetos. Among other groups the best came
from C. J. Newdigate, Esq. ; F. Barcbard, Esq. Uckfield;

and W.Mercer, Esq. of Uunton, Staplehurst.

Of 12 vai'ieties shown by amateurs keeping gardeners,

the best were furnished by the Rev. T. M, Wetherall,

Newnham, Gloucestershire, C. M. Worthington, Esq.,

Rev. S. K. Hole, and C. G. Puller, Esq., M.P,, Youngs-
bury, Herts. Among these we noticed some very fine

blooms of General Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Anna
Alexieff', a very good variety; Smith's yellow Noisette, a

charming variety when caught in good condition, as this

was ; Duke of Cambridge, bright rose ; Jules Margottin,

which is universally admitted to be one of the very best

of its class ; and Leon des Combats, also a good Rose.

We also observed Em_peror Napoleon, a very dark kind

;

but it was small, thin, and bad in shape. Empereur de

Maroc also belongs to the same class, but is perhaps a

triiie better in form.

In the dass for amateurs not keeping a gardener,
the beat boxes of 24 sorts were contributed by ^Ir. T.

Mallet, Sb, Mary's Gate, Notts; Mr. Fryer, Chatteris;

Mr. Walker, Oxford; and Mr. Laxton, Stamford.
Among these the most conspicuous varieties were Lord
Raglan, General Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Safranot,
Souvenir de Malmaison, Souvenir de Levesoii Gower, a
beautiful Rose ; and one or two other well-known sorts.

Of 12 varii'tiea in the class last named, the best came
from Mr. Fryer, who sent grandissima, Caroline de
Sansal, Lord Raglan, Baronne Prevost, Vandal, M.
Vidot, one of the best of the light varieties; Emperor
Napoleon, La Reiuo, General Pelistier, Julie d'Etanges,
Boule de Nanteuil, still a good old Rose; and Prince
Regent. Among other exliibitors the most successful

were Mr. Morris, Caunton, Notts ; Mr. Mallet, and Mr.
Laxton. From these came fine blooms in beautiful

condition, clean aud fresh in appearance and neatly

staged. In these aud other collections, for the niuues
of the flowers in which we cannot spare room, we
observed very fine trusses of the following varieties,

viz., Hybrid Perpetuals

:

—Madame Vidot, Duchess of

Norfolk, Madame Herand, Madame Hector Jacquin,

Victor Trouillard, Madame Masson, Duchesse d'Orleans,

Comte de Nanteuil, Cardinal Patrizzi, Madame
Place, Lady Stuart, Gloire de Vitry, Madame
Knorr, General Simpson, General Castellane, Gloire

de Parthenay, Panachee d'Orleans, Madame de
Cambaceres, Prince Leon, Geaut des Batailles,

Mathurin Rec^nier, Lord Raglan, Caroline de Sansal,

William Griffiths, Noemi, Jules Margottin, Madame
Rivers, Triomphe de TExposition, Louis Peyronny,

Auguste Mie, Baronne Prevost, Loon des Combats,

General Pelissier, General Jacqueminot, and Joan of

Arc. Gallica .—Transon Goubault, Cynthie, Boule de
Nanteuil, Colonel Coombes, Latour d'Auvergne, Prince

Regent, Dido, Ohl, Kean. Bourbon : — Acidahe.

Souvenir de Malmaison, Coupe d' Hebe. Hybrid
China .—Brennus, Chenedole, Victor Hugo, Madeleine,

Paul Perras, Madame Rameau. Tea: Souvenir d'un

Ami, Nar(;isse, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Willermoz,

Bougere, Devoniensis.

The following list oontains some of the very finest

varieties selected from the whole exhibition. Blush ;—
Madame Vidot, Madame Rivers, Duchess of Orleans,

Auguste Mie (deep blush), Caroline de Sansal, aud

Mathurin Regnier. Scarlet or Baric Crimson:-^

Lord Raglan. Gen. Jacqueminot, Leon des Combats,

Gen. Castellane, Prince Leon, Paul Ricaut, and Sir

J. Franklin. Mose :—Col. Rougemont, ^radame Hector

Jacquin, Jules Margottin, William Griffith, Gloire de

Vitry, Prince Imperial, coarse bnt showy; Coupe

d'Hobe, and Piiul Perras. Yellows :—Cloth of Gold,

some extremely fine blooms of which were exhibited;

Decazes, and Persian Yellow. Of Whites there is still

a deficiency. The best are Dr. Henon, Princess Cle-

mentine, the .old white Provins, Louise Magnan, and

Beaute de Melan. Stripes were not good. Among •

them we noticed Panachee d'Orleans and OililletParfait.

Among Moss Roses we have little to recommend beyond

the usual well-known kinds. There were, however,

some good blooms of the white Bath.

Of New Roses, Messrs. Fraser, of Lea Bridge,

showed Louis the XIV., shaded deep velvety crimson

;

Mademoiselle Bonnaire, French white ; Anuide, Anna

de Diesbach, large showy Rose ; Victor Verdier, ^large

rosy lilac, but coarse ; Triomphe de Lyon, a kind in the

way of Leon des Combats, and Admiral Nelson. From

Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, also came a box of new

varieties, the best of which were Noisette Celine For-

estier, bright yellow, a very promising Rose, and so

hardy that it stood the frosts of last winter without

injury; Comte de Falloux, bright crimson, and stated

to be an excellent sort for pot culture; Madame
Standish, rose ; and Francois Arago. The last is a very

dark kind belonging to the class of Eugene Appert, of

which a boxful of beautiful blooms was also shown by

Mr, Standish. This fine Rose has proved itself to be a

vigorous grower, a free bloomer, and very hardy.

Among Miscellaneous exhibitions was a boxful of

magnificent blooms of Cloth of Gold from Mr. Cant, of

Colchester. These were, as they deserved to be, the

admiration of all who saw them. Of Roses in pots

several collections were shown ; but they wanted the

freshness and beauty which characterise such exhibi-

tions earlier in the season. They however served to

give variety to the tables, which were also tastefully

decorated with other plants.

,

Floeai, Hali, Cotent Gabden.—Another show

of Roses took place here on Wednesday and Thursday

last. One side of the room was wholly devoted to the

"Queen of Flowers ;'* an opposite side to miscellaneous

collections of stove and greenhouse plants; and^ the

centre to Fuchsias, to plants remarkable for fine foliage,

and to a standor two ofdwarf Cacti, altogether producing

a very good effect* At one end against the wall was a

conical stage filled with yellow Calceolarias and Scarlet

Verbenas, arranged so as to form bands of these two

colours running from top to bottom ; in front of this

was a stage full of Roses crowned with fine specimens

of shrubby Calceolarias, and in the centre of all was a

circular bed 22 feet in diameter entirely occupied by

Roses in a cut state.

Most of the Rose growers named above again showed

beautiful collections on this occasion ; Mr. Keynes in

particulur was very successful. In his stand were very

fine blooms of the following, viz.. La Fontaine, purplish

rose; Madame Knorr, Lord Raglan. Madame Rivers,

Prince Leon, M. Vidot, Eveque de Nimes, and Francois

Arago, the last a new kind very dark in colour.

Of Roses shown as new, Mr. Keynes had Eugene

Appert in excellent condition; and Virginal, a white

hybrid Perpetual, which bids fair to become a favourite.

Comtesse de Chabrillant was reproduced on this ocfti-

sion, and fully maintained the good character it has

received, as did also Celine Forestier, which promipes to

be a gem in its class.

Among Miscellaneous articles were some extremely
pretty glass Mosaic Jardinieres, filled with Ferns and

other plants. These consist of^old and richly coloured

glass set in pure white cement hardened and polished

to a glistening surface. They were shown by Mr.

Stevens, of 56, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn, and

form handsome drawing-room decorations.

HoRTicuLTT7BAt : Jul^ 12: Floral Committee.-^
There were several interesting plants exhibited on this

occasion. Among them were several fine Gleichenias fro"^

Mr. R. Sim, Foot's Cray, three of which, namely G. fur-

cata, rupestrig, and sem'ivestita, received First Class Cer-

tificates. The G. rupestris was a noble specimen. Cala-

dium Wightii, a pretty sort with the leaves dotted with

red and white in distinct spots, exhibited by Messrs.

Osbora & Son, Fulham, also obtained a First Class Cer-

tificate; as did a West Indian Polystichuro, somewhat

in the way of P. triangulum, but more lax and divided.

A new Bornean Cvpripedium called Dayanum, from

Mr. Stone, gr. to J. Dav, Esq., Tottenham, wa« com-
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mended ;
it hud very distinctly spotted leaves and battle and rapine—he adopted the conrse of boiling a

purplish flon-efg. A similar award was made to Lastrea
j

bishop and destroying his palace, which was at the
deltoidea, a very distinct West Indian Fern ; and to

j
opposite side of the river, in retaliiition of the bishop's

Nephrodinm molle v. polydactylum, a fingered variety fuhninations against him for not paying tithc-s.

raised by Mr. Sim, by whom both those were exhibited. "Thus, if we are not eoinc to live in an
:Mr. Sim showed several other Ferns; and a variety of
C>pripedium purpurascens wjia sent by Mr. Stone.
There were several Uegonias from Mr. Squibbs,
gr. to Mrs. Turner, Rooksnest, but they were
not thought sufficiently distinct. Among florists'
flowers a First Class Certificate was given to a Pink
called Beautiful, from Mr, Tnrner, Slouj^h ; and
Commendations to Verbena Cruor, and Petunia Kclipse,
from Mr. G. Smith; to a Ilurse-shoe JVlurgonium
named Princew of Prussia, a compactuiu kiud of flower,
from Mrs. Conway, Karl's Court ; to ft Tfiry fine rose-
coloured Verbena, Grand Eastern, from"^Messrs. J.
Wood & Son, \Voodbridgo; to Delphinum Beauty,
from Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Koad, intense hhie,
with very pure white centre; and to Gloxinia Latiy
Willouprhby, a large white and rose coloured, erect
flowered variety from Messrs. Milne & Co.. Vaiixhull.
Mr. Cole, oiiSt. Alban'-s had several fine yellow shrubby
Calceohiria;^, but they were not considered suflieiL'utly

distinct from some others already distributed. Messrs.
Lee,^ Hammersmith, liad two showy Fuchsias, named
Jessie Douglas and Crinoline; and some Pelargoniums
came from Mr, licck and Mr. Turner. Some Koses
nieutioued in another page were aUo exhibited.

From Barrock he pushed oa to John ot Groat's House,
a building that belongs to the past alone :—

"FoUowintr a path on the edge of the cVvfi", dipping
casionally into charming little bays paved with silver

Notices of iJooS^^

Two Months in the Sighlandst Oreadla, and Slye. By
C. R. Weld. 8vo. Lougmaus. Pp. '104.

Again have we to thank Mr. Weld for a most agree-
able summer volume, which to travellers thinking of
Scotland for their autumn tour will prove one of the
most useful, as it is one of the most pleasant, of guides.
The author's volumes on Ireland and the Western Pj're-
nees are so well known that his skilful manner of inter-
mingling with personal incidents charming descriptions
of scenery and instructive information upon subjects
which ordinary travellers cannot see, is familiar to
every reader who can appreciate science and acute
observation cleverly concealed among traveller's gossip.

Mr, Weld's line of march was down Tweedside to
Peebles, on to Perth, and thence to Aberdeen. Leaving
this old city of granite he took his passage for the coast
of Caithness, and landing at dirty Wick spent some
days in studying the details of the herring fishery for
which the place is celebrated. From Wick he pro-
ceeded by way of Loch Watten, a good fishing station,
and the river Thurso, renowned for salmon, to Brawl
Castle, where he fixed his residence for some weeks. Of
this edifice we have a graphic account :

—

" Brawl Castle is a high-sounding name it must be
confessed, and certainly very far removed from all

relationship to the pictured lodge in the wilderness.
'.But of all structures your mod(?rn castle is frequently
the most deceptive. For we are so apt to associate a
-'rand building with the word * castle ' that when we
ind ourselves put off with an abortion bearing an im-
posing name, we are at once disappointed and dis-
gusted.

** Now it 13 my bounden duty as a veracious traveller
to tell the reader that the Brawl Castle in wliich I lived
for three weeks is not as grand as Taymouth or Dun-
robin, nor indeed of any structure justly entitled to
the rank of castle. Great things were evidently in-
teuded> for there are thick basement walls 100 feet
long, divided into six vaults, and pierced with loop-
holes; but the superstructure is simply a square and
ty no means large stone house, made to look ridiculously
absurd by Imving pepper-box turrets fastened to each
corner.

_
" Is this the Brawl Castle, you will ask, that figures

m the history of Scotland, and where, according to
, tradition, the proud Harolds and Sinclairs, descendants
« the Orcadian earls, kept high state ? Not at all.
Permit me to be your cicerone, and I will show you the
ancient pile. See, just behind the modern structure a
crumbling ruin—that is the Brawl Castle of old. It is
not extensive, but what remains is grand and massive;
waLU 12 feet thick, within which are small rooms.

going to live m an ancient
oastle, we have the satisfaction of seeing one from our
rooms, which, believe me, are far more comfortable
than the dismal chambtrs in the thick walls. They
liave, moreover, the advantage of not being so liable to

be huunted. For old Brawl is, as Burns would bavc
said, a 'ghaist-anuring edifice;* and T do not tbink
that any considonitinn would tempt the rustic to pass
the midnight hours in its deserted halb."

Brawl Ciuitle is not merely an autumn station for an
ardent sportsman, but it has a garden, and something
in it:

—

** But the glory of Brawl consists in the garden and
adjacent grove of real treea, both wonders in ahno»t
treeless Caithness. [Indeed how scarce wood has been
in this country appears by the following passage from
a work on the agricultural state of Caithness, published
in 1812. After noticing the remarkable absence of
trees, the author says. 'The only tree that could be
considered as extraordinary in Caithness was an Ash
in the garden at Brawl Castle, called 'The Ladies*
Tree.' It was from 30 to 40 feet high, and at nine feet

from the ground was 3 feet in diameter. It was?

blown down by a gale of wind some years ago, but
owing to its uncommon size, the proprietor allowed it

to remain on the ground as a specimeu of Caithness
timber.'] The garden is so remarkable a feature that
it is especially noticed in county histories. These state
that it is the most ancient and by far the most notable
garden in Caithness. Southrons may think it stmnge
that so much praise should be accorded to a garden ;

but fruit of any description is a rare luxury in that
county. Anywhere the Brawl Gardens would be
admired for their great extent and fruit-bearing
qualities, and here, in the latitude of 58° 15', it was -

, «• t •

leally remarkable to see the heavy crops of fruit, and combination of sea, sky, and cliflT. In its presence

how well they ripened. As may be supposed, the pro- 1
hearing the^ great^ sea ¥oice,^it was not^ difficult ^to

duce of these gardens was not included in the agreement
" " ""

among the articles to be enjoyed by my friends ; and a?
the fruit was in great demand throughout the country,
farmers sending long distances for it, we made a com-
pact with the gardener to rent certain fruit trees. All
through August we had Strawberries, Gooseberries, and
Raspberries, the latter of great size and excellence.
The bushes are not certidnly quite as stupendous as
those at Walton Hall, described by AVatcrton aa
being so high that a step-ladder was neces-
sary^ to reach the fruit, but they are of a very con-
venient altitude, and were stai-red. with amber and
scarlet berries.

oc

sand, we came to one of"rather large dimensions. At
the head of this stood John o* Groat's house. This site

is marked by four 9m\\\\ grassy hillocks, the sol© v
of the celebrated structure.

*' If we may judge by the album kept at the Houna
Inn, pilgrims to this far north point of our island
believe John o' Groat's bouse to bea snb^lantiul edifice.

Tbe pages teem with expressions of disappolntmeflt,

outjjoured generally in bad prose and worse verse, lltitja

is a specimen -.

—

" ' I went in a boat
To aee Juhu u'Grost,

Tliu ii1m» when: his house doth Ik ;

Dut wnon f got then
The h!ll was bare.

And thi: devil a 4«m saw I.*
^

The lines have, however, the merit of being perfectly

truthful, for the hillocks are destitute of a single ston/e,

and you have to draw largely on your imagiuatioB to
believe that any house ever stood on the »uul."
The author crossed the Pentland Firth, in wbat VfliAt

very like a heavy gaU :—
*' But I had faith in the steamer and her weatlMr-

wom skipper, and my enjoyment was comple' . How
conld it be otherwiae ? — above, grand ma«H of

cloud, sweeping across the deep blue, cuiiUilg tbeit

shadows like dark isles on sea and chflT; below, huge
wBTes, rolling onward in ever-iiiv.^usiug msgeaty, uoiil

in the fulness of their pride and might they broke
thunder tones against the cliflfa, beltini; the rocks

creamy foam contrasting exqaimtely with the deep blrte

of tbe sea, while the tawny sandstone precipiees glowed
nnder tbe rays of the sun, now sinking in the rich besirt

of the west.
*' That man moat indeed be ill at eaae. physically or

mentally, who would not be joyous amidst this glorifivf

understand how the young Orcadian who from her

cradle had lived in tlie contemplation of the eterua^jr

hea\'ing ocean, thought when she went to Scotland that
nothing was so dead and lifeless as the dark ^ii—
woods. Scott tdls the story, rendered more impressiji

by Wordsworth, who was paying him a visit at Abboto-
ibrd, breaking forth on a breezy day, as the trees ftem
swayed to and fro, and the branches tofsed aUemC^
* What life there iti in trees !' Indeed, so disappointed
was the young lady, that Scett adds, * she went 'imah,

and I believe nothing will ever tempt her from ^^
wind-swept Orcade- nprain.'

Though generally presenting a mighty wall*• 'V

I mention these facts in case any one of mv readers i

^^^ ^oy clitli i^ssume in many places fantastic t

may fancy to become an inmate of Brawl during some |

'^''^ ^*'^*' remarkable of these is an enormous plaiWife
shooting season, and I assure him if lie makes a friend *^ ^^* ^^^^y ^^O' like a ruined column, standing in

"^arymg in ^^^ ft-om lo to 6 feet square. Below,
;ourae (what chiefta

these snuggeries for his unhappy prisonerV?)
6—be sure the chief-

^~o ." oice II um ±u to D leec square, iselow,

tufoTthl '?"!. (-]-t chieftain of old was happy

and winding unc^foHrbi^'stlVr,

^ghted by narrow windows; in short, a good old

tain's ladles wore no crinoline; chambers anti stairs

of defen
*^^

* ^^ round with a fosse and other means

bef^n^^li-f? '^*'^**eni at a glance how grievouslv it has

Wjer 1? •
^"^'»*'*"yit ^as, doubtless, ve^y much

cwmtpt!- ^^^"S ™*^'y years it served the purposes oi a

resTipTfl
?"^'''^°^ ready-hewn stones; and so little

nart f c
® ^^^ ^^^^"^ to ancient ruins in this remote

deso-^b ,
^^^^'^^^ t^at the stone chair of St. Thomas,

whirh ^? saving been of exquisite workmanship, and

appro ^^fJ?°^
preserved in a chapel at Sinnett, was

Tutlil
^

1 ^ * f*sw years ago by a barbarous farmer,
niessly broken, -and used to make a fence. Alas !mere was no Ecclesiological Society in those days.

Qth
^.^®*'*e ^^y stories told about Brawl. Among

wiers, It ,s related tdiat when the castle was occupied
"y a certain Earl of Caithness—a dare-devil hero of

of Sandy the gardener, the garden produce will be
found a very pleasant addition to the commissariat.
"The grove surrounding the garden is a favourite

haunt of hundredri of birds, who find it a perfect para-
dise. It was always interesting to watch them ; and
althougli they fed sumptuously daily on our fruit, we
did not grudge the toll that they exacted from us."

After excursions to Thurso Bay and Strathmore
Brawl is left at the end of thi-ee weeks for the Orkneys.
A long pedestrian lonely journey, the incidents of which
we recommend to tender-footed Southerners, then takes
the traveller to Barrock House, " an oasis in the
desert :

'*—
" Barrock is indeed, in many respects, an oasis in the

desert ; for while the country generally' is almost in a
state of nature, Sir John Sinclair has not only re-

claimed but made many hundreds of broad acres
around his house smile with plenty and ' prosperity.
Lakes and swamps liave been drained, thousands of
trees planted, extensive farm buildings erected, and a
powerful steam-engine is made to do as much agricul-
tural work as possible.

"Nowhere will you have a better opportunity of
seeing how scientific agriculture may be made to
triumph over sloughs of despond than here. Nor
should it be forgotten that, while the land ministers to
the wants of man, the peasant is advanced in civilisation.
Look at the old Caithness hovel, a mere mud structure
with often only two openings; the door, and a hole in
the roof to allow the smoke to escape.

" While shooting one day. Captain Sincliiir intro-
duced me to one of these primitive dwellings. Raising
the latch we entered a room opaque with peat smoke,
which, baffled in its attempts to pass ont of a hole in

the roof, was rolling in dense masses through the

interior. The fire from which it proceeded was in the

centre of the hovel, backed by a low wall, but there

was no attempt at a chimney. Two ancient crones

were crooked on their hams in front of the fire, one of

whom was crooning a strange-sounding song, while the

other was coaxing a noseless teapot to stand upright m
the heap of hot peat ashes. Two small open recesses

in the wall contained the crockery of the establishment;

and a bench, two chairs on their last legs, and a couple

of box beds grimed with soot and smoke, completed the

furniture. Now, you will doubtless imagine that this

dismal hole belonged to a pauper. By no means. The

proprietor was a prosperous blacksmith, who was at the

time ofour visit exercising his calling at a neighbour-

ing hamlet, and the cabin was precisely in the condition

that he had inherited it from his father." I

tbe sea about 200 yards from the cliff. This is tbe Old
Man of Hoy, well described, by the Orcadian poet :-—

" ' See Hoy's Old Man, whose Bummit bftrc

Pierces the dark blue fields of air

:

Based in the sea, his fearful forra

Glooms like the spirit of the storm.'
" This rernarkable natural pillar consist* of a base of

irruptive porphjTV rock, supporting an isolated column
of sandstone, which is scarred into strange fantastic

shapes. A little to the north of the * Old Man ' the
cliffs attain their liighest elevation, forming tituuc
barriers to the strength <rf a mighty ocean lashed to
fury by gales from the west. Off these grim precipiett
we encountered the roughest sea, amidst which the
little steamer was tossed so rudely that holding &a
became extremely difiicult, while deep moiins aoid

gi'oang from below certified the crescend&^iw^ of agony
suffered by those in the narrow little cabin. But th&
uneasy state of things did not last long. EoundiBg
Hoy Head, we steamed into a channel dividing Hoy
from Pomona, and skirting the sweet green isle <i'

Graemsay, glided into the tranquil and almost liind-

locked Bay of Stromness. A fleet of small brigs and
schooners lay at anchor in the bay, and numerous boats
painted light green were moored of!' Stromness."

After looking up the striking geological features of
the neighbourhood, jVIr. AVeld proceeded to Kirkwall,
of Scandinavian origin, a foreigu-looking town, with
courtyards sbaded "by actual trees, thick with leaves,"

At this point of the narrative we have an interesting

description of the ruined palaces of the Earls and
BIsIiops of Orkney, where the great King Haco died.

Kirkwall was our traveller's moafc northern point.

His return was fey way of Thui-so to Sntherlandshire,

which, witli the adjoining counties, wiis examined Ax>m
Cape Wrath down to Inverness. From this point zhc

Caledonian canal took him to Oban, whence he ag<am

returned northwards by the "Sound of Mull to Skye, of

whicli we have a grand and picturesque account.

Quitting Skye, a row up JLoch Duich and a journey

over the mountains took him to Invergarry, by way of

Loch Garry; thence he passed down the Caledonian

canal, and finallv by the Pass of Glencoe reached Loeb

Lomond, where the excursion may be said to have ended.

And a glorious excursion it was for a man with health,

strength, and resolution to bear him up. Ye men ot

law, and you ye weary citizens, put aside your drilling,

but keep your rifles iiv order ; take up Mr. Weld's

hrilliant pages, and follow in his track if ye wish for

clear heads and vigorous limbs fit to endure another

nine months' London campaign.

"It was July—the July gf 1§50, and the fierce mid-
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summer sun, which had been for weeks parching, broil-

ing, and blistering all London, had set—when, while I

was sitting with doors and windows wide open, a familiar

friend entered the room. As usual at this time of the

year, my thoughts had been running on a holiday

ramble, and visions of unvisited continental cities and

lands were before me, when my friend gave a new
current to my ideas, by announcing that the purpose of

his visit was to ask me to join a shooting and fishing

party in the Highlands."

At the end of two months be bad "plunged into the

busy world of Glasgow, fit prelude to that of London."

We"^ wish we bad room for other extracts from his

charming pages.

The Zinnean Sociefj/ has issued a Zoological Supple-

ment to the 4th volume of their Proceedings, containing

1, Descriptions of new Hymenopterous insects collected

by Wallace in Celebes; by Mr. Frederick Smith; 2,

Descriptions of insects of the same order, collected by

Wallace in New Guinea; by the same; 3, Catalogue of

Dipterous insects, collected in Amboyna by Wallace;

by Mr. Francis Waiker. The second of tbem is illus-

trated by a plate.

Miacellaneous

.

Swarming of Bees,~Aja. iinuaual and extraordinary

occurrence took place on Sunday last at the Camp on

the Curragh of Kildare. A private of the 20th Regi-

ment, named Martin Ryan, about 12 o'clock took a can

and a piece of iron, with which he commenced beating

the can for the purpose of causing some bees flying

about the camp to swarm. This he succeeded iu more
effectually than he desired, for shortly after he com-

menced the rattling noise the bees gathered upon one

side of his face, cxtondingin a thick cluster, numbering
thousands, from the top of his head to half down his

arm, between the shoulder and elbow. In this dilemma
he called out for assistance, and he was shortly after-

wards placed sitting in a chair, when a hive was ob-

tained, which was held over bis head, covered with a

sheet, with a view of endeavouring to get them to

enter the hive, but up to the hour of 3 o'clock, when
our correspondent saw him, there was little prospect of

their removing, and, the day being extremely hot, it

was conjectured the little but busy tribe would not take

to the quarters which were provided for them sooner

than 6 or 7 o'clock iu the evening. The soldier was
temovod to the gfowd-room, out of the air, for the pur-

pose of preventing any other assailants gathering about
Lini, iind to give him shelter trom the overpowering
nv^-s of the sun, from which he was suffering greatly in

consequence of the weak state to which the sudden and
(langLTuus assemblage upon liim had reduced liim.

freeman's JouruaL
The Black Fli/.—X deadly enem^' to tlie whole rac«

of caterpillars is ever on the alert, winging about in the

shape of a small black fly, in search of an exposed and
defenceless caterpillar. Having selected her victim,

ahe pierces his body with a sharp cutting instrument
she is armed with, and in the wound deposits an gqq;
the caterpillar winces a little at this treatment, but
seems to attach little importance to it. Meanwhile his

enemy repeats her thrusts till some 30 or 40 eggs,

germs of the destroyers, are safuly lodged in his body,

and his doom is certain beyond hope. The eggs quickly

hatch into grubs, who begin to gnaw away at the un-
happy creature's flesh, thus reducing him gradually, but
by a profound instinct keepin«r clear of all the vital

organs, as if knowing full well that the creature must
keep on feeding and digesting too, or their own supply
would speedily fail ; as usurers, while draining a client,

keep up his credit with the world as long as they can.
Weaker grows the caterpillar as the gnawing worms
within grow stronger and nearer maturity. Sometimes
he dies a caterpillar, sometimes he has strength left to
take the chrysalis shape, but out of this he never comes
a butterfly—the consuming grubs now finish vitals and
all, turn to pupce in his empty skin, and come out soon,
black flies like their parent. British Butterflies, hu
W. S, Coleman,

Calendar of Operations.
^For the emuin^ weeJc^

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSEBVATOBr, &c.—Let shading be used with

caution during the present comparatively sunless
weather. As phints should now, or soon, be
ripening their young wood, they want as much
light and even moderate sunsliine as possible.

In the case of Orchids this is especially necessary, in
order that the young leaves and pseudo-bulbs may be
thoroughly matured. Plants already in this condition,
or nearly so, should b.e removed forthwith to a cool
house, and care taken not to induce them at present
to push again, as a fresh start would interfere
with their flowering next year. Dendrobium nobiie
and others of that class sufficiently advanced in

^^T^ v*^^'^'^
*^ ^^ moved to a house where thev

^»d.^^f*- '"'^t"^^® *"^ ^^^^3 temperature,

ri^i^tw^^^ ^'i^^^
'^^^^ till their stems are

vinicu are stiU m a growmg state should be olarwi mthe tnoat favourable poaitl^ and enJSiged by a^^^^

growing temperature, while the weather continues

favourable for ripening and hardening any growths

which they may yet make. Afterwards let them be put

gradually to rest.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEET,—Attend carefully to growing stock, keeping

the bottom-beat regular, and the atmosphere warm and

moist, and use every means to secure rapid vigorous

growth. This will not be obtained, however, unless all

is right at the root, therefore attend well to watering,

and never allow any of the plants to become pot-bound.

Give air moderately to young stock, and shut up early

in the afternoon, giving the plants a gentle dewing with

the syringe, and the house a good steaming by wetting

every available surface, Continue to pot a few suckers,

as they can be obtained of sufficient strength, and do

not allow too many to be produced by one plant, as

they weaken each other. Indeed, no sucker should be

allowed to grow to any size that is not likely to be

wanted for stock, and unless in the case of any scarce

sort, never more than two on a plant. Plants growing

in beds of soil must be very carefully attended to with

water, giving enough at each application to moisten the

whole body of soil; for unless this is attended to the

bottom of the bed will sometimes get quite dry, while

the surface is moist.

VlNEBiES.—The inside borders of houses intended to

furnish a late supply of Grapes should be well soaked

with manure water as soon as convenient, so as to

allow of their becoming dry before continued damp
cloudy days set in, for damp will be most injurious

then, and anything likely to c.mse it should be avoided.

Muscats beginning to ripen should be assisted with fire-

heat, for it is hardly possible to ripen these properly at

any season without artificial heat ; and those fi)r late

use should be pushed on so as to get them ripe by the

end of next month at the latest; for those ripened

later in the season are seldom of good quality, and we
have always found them to hang better when ripened

early m autumn than those that are ripened later in

tlie season.

Figs.—The second crop on the earliesc trees will be
fast advancmg towards maturity ; as soon as the fruit

begins to ripen the atmosphere should be kept dry and
rather cool, giving air freely every fine day, and using
a little fire on wet cloudy days, to prevent damp and
allow of a gentle circulation of air. Use every care to

keep the foliage clean and healthy, and clear of insects,

and do not crowd the young shoots.

Melons.^ Plants on wliich the fruit is ripening

I

should be kept dry at the root, and freely exposed to
air on fine days.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Cuttings of Roses may now be taken, and planted in

a close cold frame in a northern aspect. In about a
month they will have shown a disposition to strike
root, when they may be taken up carefully, potted,
and plunged in a slight bottom heat. Treated thus
they make nice plants in a short time, and if kept
under slight protection during winter will fill their
pots with roots and be ready for planting out next
May. Pink pipings put in early will now be ready for
transplanting, and if so this should be done at once, as
they will require time to fully establish themselves, so
as to prevent frost from injuring them. Ifthesitua-
tion ultimately intended for them is vacant they may
be planted there at once ; but if occupied at present by
something else, let the young Pinks be planted 4 inches
apart on reserved beds in an open situation, the soil of
which should consist chiefly of light loam, to which may
be added some charcoal-dust or charred refuse. The
rotten manure from an old Mushroom bed answers very
well for Pinks,4is it encourages a mass of fibres, and
produces a heulthy but not over gross development of
top. For a list of a few select varieties see our Number
for last week, p. 651. As regards bedding plants
some memoranda respecting their arrangement next
season should now be made. Of the flower garden
a rough plan should be made, the beds on
which should be numbered and correspond with an
accompanying list of plants with which it may be
intended to till them, and along with this should be the
quantity required for each bed. In this way accurate
information is at once obtained of the quantity of
phiTits which must be propagated by cuttin^^s, and both
by these and seed in spring. Disappointment is thus
prevented on the one hand, and waste of time and
labour on the other. Whilst half hardy plants are in
full beauty, a tasteful eye will easily discover the weak
and improvable points, and by closely observing the
more satisfactory part, will readily perceive the most
desirable future arrangement.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GAEDEN.
The main breadth of Spinach for furnishing the winter

supply should now or soon be sown ; also prepare ground
for winter Onions. Get a good breadth of Lettuce and
Endive planted out for the autumn supply, and sow
some hardy sort of Lettuce for planting out against
south walls, or in frames, to come in after the frost cuts
off the out-door supply. Dig down exhausted planta-
tions of early Strawberries, and get the ground planted
with winter Greens, if there is not already sufficient of
these planted ; and make a further sowing of Turnips,
if these are likely to be scarce before the winter is over.
Attend to cutting and drying herbs as they are ready.
Get a good breadth of Cabbage planted thickly in rich
ground for early winter use.

|

STATE OV THE WEATHEK AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the Week ending July 19, I860, as obsenedat the Horticultural Gardens-]

Babomktkb.

Friiiay 13

Saiur. 14

Sunday 15

24

26

Mon. It' 2;

Tues. 17 28
Wed. IS
ThuTB. Vi

Average..

Max.

29 901

29.800
29.*10
29.910
29.862
29.S27

29.6S0

29.831

Mm.

29.738
29.768
29.791
29.8! fi

29.HU
29.764
29.636

29.768 72.3 I 4a4

Jaly la-SliBht haze ; very fine ; densely overcaar.

— 14—Overcast ; fine -. densely overcast at niRht.

— 13—Fine; showery ;
overrMt.

— 16—Overcast ; rain ; densely OTerca<t.

— 17-Fine throuphout; overoaatatiiiBht.

— 18—Cloudy and fine: cloudy, with ocoaMonally clear interrali

BO that the eclipne of the sun could b« distinctly se en
e»eniDK dull, with chilly coolness.

— 19—Rain ; fine ; very fine ; densely ovi?rca«t
;
slight drizale.

Mean temperature of the weelt, 3 deg. below the averane,

RECORD OF THK WE.\THER AT CHISWICK.
Durinx the last 34 year*, for the enamfig « eek, ending July 28, I860.~ T> :i -i- -

.

July.

Sunday 23.,

Mon. 23..

Tues. 24..
Wed. 25..

Thura. 26,.

Friday 27..
Satur. 28..

a> ^^ . P «^4« • 1 _ .^£ o~ bc« a S =^

SmQ S%c se

1

73.5 52 .3 62.9

74,5 53.3 63.9

72.8 52.5 62.7

74.2 50.2 62.2

73,3 51.7
i

62.5
-4.7 52,3 63.5

76.1 52.6 64.4

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

IS
16

11

9
16
16

17

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

1.37 in.

0.40

1.16

0J6
1.22

0.98
o.;b

Frevailinx WitTdsT

K V

3
1

1

2

2
1

3

3
4

i

6

1

3

E4

2
s
4

3
4
&

It

t4

2

2

.i.

14

3l 9
3 12

9
13

11

11

4
3

1

6
5

3
n
6

6

8

I

5

1

A

4

The highest temperature durinje the above period occurred on the 25tb,

1H4-1—therma9"2deg. ; and the lowest on the 2oth,18o7—therm, ;ti deg*

Notices to Correspondents.
«• Correspondents arc requested to address all letters, whether to Editor

ori'ubUsher, 41, V^eilinfiton Sireet. Covent Garden, Lond^^n, W.U.

Cucumbers: M F W, It is impossible for a person not on the

spot to answer your inquiry. In all probability the roota

are either too wet or too dry—perhaps the latter,—C B.

Examine the roots and see whether the soilis not dried by

the hot-water pipes, Atall events give a great deal more air.

The Cucumbers are gumming" from want of sufficient

perspiration-

DiSEASED Hawthorn : / C, It is infested by -fficidium

laceratum. See last week, page 652,

Felling Trees: Bo&cot. Trees should only bo felled in the

winter—never before the beginning of December—if the

timber is to be of real value.

Florists' Flowers: W C, HonicasiU. We must positively

decline expressing any opinion respecting florists' fiowers-

The proper tribunal is the Floral Committee of the Horticul-

tural Society, and to that Committee they must be submitted,

if any faith is to be placed by the public in the judgment
passed.

Fungi : Mary. Tou will find an account of your Fungus under
^thalixmi septicum in our Number lor 31ay 5, 1860, and the

information you require, M J B.

Gardeners : Z. A gardener has not any right to claim as his

own plants that he has raised in his master's hothouses or
greenhouses from cuttings or seeds or offsets, &c., given to
him by other gardeners, or from such things bovrfhthy him,
unless there is sotne special agreement on tho<subiect.

Insects : J C, The Gall on the Illiododendmn i** now to ns*

Cin you send more specimens in a small tin box to Mr.
Westwood, Oxford?—/'' J H. Your Onions are infested with
the grub'Iike larvai of Antbomyia Ceparum. We know no
better remedy than carefully plucking up and burning the

young plants as soon as they show the least sign of the pre-

sence of the enemy. This will prevent fre^h broods, which at

this season of the year succeed each other rapidly. JF.

Lancashire Club of Naturalists: Dm. The notice of this

Association appeared on the 5th of May last. It is an
entirely new body. With the name of its secretary we are

unacquainted. If you address your inquiries to the Secretarv^

&c,, under cover to J, A. Turner, Esq., M,P.^ Manchester, it

will probably find him.
Names of Plants; / F. 1, Festuca llyurus; % Aira

ca^spitosa,

—

BrisKngton, The Iris is a monster, changing the

fv^rm and position of all the parts of its flowers. Therefore

no opinion can be formed about it It looks like Ii'is

flexuusa,

—

A Rmder, I, Juncus Bufonius ; 2 and 3 are Mosses,

which we do not undertake to name. The Hose is attacked

by a Fungus called ^eidium Rosse,

—

M B D. Sisymbriiuu
ofEeinale,

Peaches : A Gardener would be greatly obliged by any of our

readers informing him if any cases have come under their

notice of the Walbeiton Admirable Peach having been sue-

cessfuUy forced in a Peach-house where the fruit was not

required to be ripe earlier than Midsummer.
Plans of Gardens: Jsktead, We cannot furnish plans. You
had better Cimsult Mr- Loveira, published in the Gardenera

Chronicle in the early part of 1859-
.,

Spruce Firs: G IK. They are terribly sickly. Surely the sou

or the roots must be to blame.
Strawberries.—We have received from Mr, J>anielliohert3on,

of Paisley, a letter, occupying six closely written foolscau

pages (! !)upon the subject of his Wizard of the North, and

Mr. Yates's comments thereon. For such lengthy communi-
cations, having merely a private interest, it would be impos-
sible to find room, even if it were desirable to do so* Nor do

we see that Mr, Robertson meets the case of his critic. Mr,
Yates urges him to exhibit tlie produce of his Strawberry in

London, saying that as he took a prize with it at Paisley in

1857, surely good frmt of it might be shown in 136(}. The
Pomological Society has offered a prize of 2/ for the best
dish of it. and to this Mr. Y. will add 3/., making 5L to be
paid over to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution in the
event of the Wizard failing to obtain a Certificate, Mr. T-
purchased plants of it in 185S of a London nurseryman, and
the fnnt of these he considered worthless, Mr, Bobertson,
however, states that the plants Mr. Y, fruited were not bis

Wizard, which only got into the hands of the trade on the
loth of August last, but a spurious sort which had been sold

for It ; and he declines Mr. Yates's challenge ui>on the
double gri>und that the opmion of the local judges who were
'first class practical gardeners " ought t:> be sufficient, and
that Strawberries after travelling 420 miles from paisley to

London would be unfit for corai>etitiom Whether Paisley

judges are as likely to form as sound an opinion as the ex-

perienced London censors we leave others to determine, g^^
the difficulty concerning transit is surely not insuperable-
We hear that Mr, Robertson has sent plants of his Wizaxa
to be truited in the Garden of the Horticultural Society ;

the

merits or demerits of the Wizard will therefore ^o^v M
really a8certained, which can never be the result of ft wordy
war leading to nothing : and which must cease so fer as our

columns are concerned.—^A It appear?^ to be a coarse imita-

tion of the British Queen, without iU merit. Whenever
Strawberry fruit is packed in cotton wool without prot^^^
its flavour is destroyed. Strawberries sent to ft ^f 'l"ll
should always be separately wrapped in tissue paper bewro

being guarded with wooL
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MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Society

BOYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
GEOLOGY, BOTANY, and RURAL ECONOMY.

Professor BicKMAN haa VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS at

hid private residence in Cirencester, wlio^ besides attending

the Scientific Lectures and PracticiU Farming, at the College,

tnay haye the advantages of instruction iu Geology, Natural

History, and Rural Economy.
Apply to Professor Buckmak, Cirencester.

T^LLEGE OF AGRICULTURE and CHEMI8TRY,
(j APH) OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
23 Lower Kennington Lane^ Kennington. London, S,

Priucipal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S,, F.CS., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

brauch requisitetoprepare youth for thepursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
S'aval ruid Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
m^urately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticuliirs may be had ou application to the Principal,
' FARM BUILDINGS.
LOAXS raay be obtained under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners ofsettled Estates, Incumbents,
Xnifitees, Coditis Corporate, &c, for the erection ofFarm Houses,
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown
Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosuro Commissioners.
the loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

tenn the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years,
Xo investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
The Company furnish designs of every description, and

oiidertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
lesired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

thev execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Oflices of the Company, 52, Parliament
:itreet, London, S.W,

TO PIG, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.
TCPFS KICE FOOD FOK POULTRY and GAME.
U —RICE SWEEPINGS, Ss. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt bags;
SCREENED RICE, 12^. per cwt, in 12 cwt. bags; DOG
SlSCUITS, Us. per cwt- ; OIL-CAKE, per ton only; RICE
MEAL for PIGS, 6«-6ci.andfi5. Gti, percwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
3iiU. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
ielivery,—W, & R. Jupp, 6. Cross Lane, Eastcheap, E.C.

MANCHESTER AifD LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIRTY.—The ANNUAL SHOW of LIVE

STOCK (including POULTRY), IMPLEMENTS. &c., will take
place at Bolton on September 12 and 13. Entries close on
August 15. A large amount is ofiFered in Special or Extra
Pmes on tliis occasion, and the competition generally is open
UJthe United Kingdom. Prize Lists and Forma of entry may
te obtained from T. B. Rydkr, Secretary.

2, Elliot Street. Clayton Square. Liverpool—July 21.

/ IRYSTAL PALACE. SUMMER POULTRY
\J SHOW.—The Summer Show of POULTRY, PIGKONS,
and RABBITS will be held on SATURDAY, MONDAY.
TUESDAY, and WKDNESDAY, Auf/ust 25, 27, 28, and
29, Schedules of Prizes can bo had on application to
Mr W. Ho^TOHTON, Secretary to the Show, Crystal Palace.
The ENTRIES close on SATURDAY, July 28.

^fie ^flrtcttltutal ©aiette.
SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1860.

W'HONBaDAT. July 251 j^p, A-ricultural ImprOTcment S

Mr. Gated did a useful thing the other Din^ht

hy his suggestion to the Poor-law Board that they
should publish with their monthly returns the
current rate of agricultural wages in the various
unions in England and Wales. Mr. Villiees,
the President of the Board, replied that the

information could be obtained, and with the per-
mission of the House would be published. He
also intimated that the law of removal, now under
discussion before a committee of the House, would
next year become the subject of deliberate con-
sideration, with a view to such alteration as may
iillow of a more free circulation of labour thiough-
out the country,

The Irish Farmers' Gazette reports a
I^hlin police case recently sent for trial, in which
Messes. Ckeagh, maoure merchants, are prose-
cuted by the Crown for frauds in the guano trade.
The following are passages from the address of
Mr. BxRHY, Q.C., stating the case before Mr.
DoNNOR, the magistrate :—

j,v,
*^° ^e 18th of May, 1859, two loads of guano, or of some-

xning resembling it, left Creagh's stores, and were delivered« the termmuB of the Great Southern and Western Railway,

wif t y^T'*'^^ P"*- ^»»-0 the waggon, and carried to Mary-

J^^Mw^? the 20th of May. 1859, a mule aud cart left

M^nf™5^ V^^"*^^ ^'^^^ t-he stuff, and it was sent on to

belnnoHnrT'f
^-hesame day another lot was sent in a float

acaSt£l\.if°»?\?"°^^' ^1^0, it seema, was intimately

^^tr. ^} the estabUshment; that load was also con-

cha mu1«^.H^ '1 Mountrath. On the 26th May. HuGHEa.
station wl.t'^'^ "^""t with another load to tbe railway

CoMvor Anf q"^ J'"*' *^ ^ waggon and directed to James
of iF^ian« ir^* ™® ^'^^ o>" three days after, the same bags

veils tetoTS2*r«'^ i'^
^^^ ^°^« ^^e^° ^'^ ^'^^' *"d ^i-

bv rrnir^ .^ ^^^'^' ^^ the 30th, a purchase was made
Peru^^ K ^.P^'^^'^n of this guano, which was sold as pure

be WM-o \ ^ <lefendant'» representative, Connor, who said

tbe mon^ \7V^™^ "^® ^^ Uverpool. He gave a receipt for

iffn«l iV . T V,"
^^'•' ttie price of 6 cwt. and 14 stone, and

b^n R,.wd;S^^^"' *'^'^ fi- Creagh.' Now, this gxiano had
hii l^ '^^ ^ Professor Awohs, and the result is, that it

iraMirT^ ^™°*i""^*** * ™o8t sparions compound—not pure
SJIwIii*

r*"^thtng like it. The various samples examined
Jjrraeni. or course, different degrees of adulteration, some of

Sd th
*^ 'wy litUe of the real arUcle contained in them,

wft>4K '*T best of these samples being pronounced not
wOTtn more than hi. or 61. a ton. while the market price of thei«ume arucle wm Ul or IW.-
Xhe question then arises—Is the article thus de-

scribed an adulterated or an accidentally injured
guano ? And Mr. Barrt thus answers it :

—

"It was ascertained that in Myleatown, in the county
Kildare. there was a man living named Geraohtv. On this
man*s land there was a cei-tain sort of clay which resembled
guano, and which was obtained by these parties for the purpose
of adulteration, and selling the spui-ious article as pure Peru-
vian guano. This clay was traced to the stores of the defendants,
as well as quantities of gypsum. He (counsel) did not know
whether the defendant was engaged in the trade also, but it

would be shown that gypsum was not an ingredient of the
genuine guano, and also that it was used for the purpose of
adulterating it. It was also a remarkable fact that a machine,
somewhat like a large coffee mill, was seen going into Creagh's
store, and that the noise of something grinding was often hoard
there, though it was well known that the pure guano was never
in a state which required to be ground.

"

The evidence is given in full in the columns of

the Dublin papers. We extract the following

passage from that of James Moran :

—

" He was in the employment of Mr. Cbeagh from February
to July, 1859 ; he was paid more than any of the other men
who used to work in the stores ; he often saw cart loads of
gray and yellow marl, gypsum, ochre, and burnt oyster shells

brought to the stores, and it was his business to see the different
materials broken and mixed together ; he acted always under
the direction of Mr. Crf.agh or Mr. Gtjmley, who told him the
proiX)rtions in whicli the different kinds of stufif should be
mixed together ; when the mixture was made, it was put
through pure guano, and the whole mass was made as like the
colour of guano as possible ; a large quantity of burnt oyster

shells was brought to the stores by Mr. Creagh's cart ; the
oyster shells were i)ut in a stuff called ' patent manure,' which
was different from the guano ; the patent niMiure was made of
oyster shells, yellow marl, salt, and ochre, with a small quantity
of guano added to it ; the mixture which had the name of

guano consisted of the composition of gray marl, ochre, and
gypsum, added to alx>ut an equal quantity of pure guano

;

some of the oyster shell was occasionally added to this, but
very little ; when they wanted to ' rise a smell ' they used to

put about half a shovelful of oyster shells into the bag of

guano ; the g^ay and the yellow marl were mixed tog^her
;

the greatest quantity of pure guano he ever saw put into the
mixture was one-half, and the smallest proportion of guano
used was about two parts of guano to three parts of the marl
and gypsum mixture.

Again :

"John Gerty was called, and deposed that he lived at Myles-
town. and that there was a large bank of jxUow marl upon his

lands ; he had occasionally sent loads of this marl up to Dublin,
to persons named Gaffney, and Goodman, and M'Cann;
within the past two years had sent up three loads—two of
50 tons and one of 40 tons—to Mr. M'Cann. Saw Mr. Creaoh
about two years ago ; he looked at the marl, and said he would
find customers for witness; the marl was sold at Qd. per ton,
and he was also paid for the labour of digging and carting the
stuff from the canal to the boat ; last October loads were sent
up by the canal to Gaffney, who was one of the customers
whom Mr. Creagh procured for him."

In cross examination it is brought out that few
complaints have been made of the quality of the
** guano" sold by Messrs. Ckeagh, and that this

marl is a useful topdressing to land. Dr. Apjohn,
on being examined, proves the composition of
the adulterated guano and its poverty as com-
pared with genuine guano from Peru,
The magistrate has sent the case for trial ; and

we refer to it before the verdict of a jury has been
given, to congratulate our readers in the sister

of the law officers of the
closely affecting the

island on the activity

Crown in a matter so

agricultural interest.

It is a thousand pities that an institution of the

great influence over agricultural welfare which the
English Aj^ricultural Society has shown itself to

wield should have any of its power jeopardised by
schism or secession. We hear of active and
therefore mischievous jealousies in its govern-
ing body, arising either out of different

habits of thought, as when practical men
and scientiflo men come into collision ; or arising

out of difference of social status, as when men
of leisure and of liberal education unworthily
fluspect the motives which actuate the manufac-
turer or tradesman, or are themselves unworthily

suspected of letting personal aud family relations

overrule the public interest, in their appointments.

If such jealousies and the want of mutual con-

fidence which produce them do necessarily arise

out of the existing membership of the Council

—

if they be the unavoidable fruit of its present

conbtitution—then the sooner that this is altered the

better will it be for the interests of the Society.

But if mere misunderstandings, possibly aggrava-

ted by over strict adherence to routine, be at the

bottom of the existing dissatisfaction, surely it will

be wise in all parties rather to seek reconciliation

than to provoke angrier feeling by recrimination.

There could not be, we therefore believe, a more ill

advised address in connection with this subject

than that of Major Munn at the General Meeting

of the Society last Thursday,
, ^ . . , .

There cannot be a doubt that the implement

manufacturers have had ample SF«.^^;i^.
'^^g^^^^^

Ssfaction with the relations which this Society

has latterly maintained towards them. It l»

al^o eerta?a that their part in the exhibition, of

the Sty are among the chief attractions of

SL annual gatherials. It is unquestionable

mor^ver that the Society has been of the greatest

^^i^e to the manufacturers ; no better advertise-

m^ was ever offered, no better mart ever opened

than the annual Show-yard of the Society affords

them. And every unprejudiced person, again,
believes that the agricultural machine-makers, as
much as any other section of the Society or its

Council, are a public-spirited body, anxious for the

improvement of English agriculture, and willing

to contribute their services for its good.

Under these circumstances Major MtjnH", a
Kentish man, who came up to the May General

Meeting, and, in reference to the relations between
the machine-makers and the Council, then ex-

pressed his fear that this "cuckoo bantling"

might turn upon the parent bird for its

destruction

—

eow declares the absence of the

protesting body to be an insult to his county,

alleges that the reasons for their absence are trivial

and ridiculous, that those who made them can and

will unmake them, that their motives, fears, and

good faith may all be fairly estimated by the fact

that though tfieir goods were not exhibited they

were present personally, and by circular and agents

doing their beat to avoid the mischievous results ofi

their blunder.

It is not too much to say that the gallant

Major did as much mischief to the Society by
this ill-judged speech, as his influence and his

time allowed him. If it were our object, as it

I

seemed to be his, to widen the breach which haa

been made, it would be easy to show that the pro-'

testing manufacturers acted on sufficient reason

and were actuated by right motives.

The indefiniteness of the prize list was complained

of, and it resulted in one machine at Canterbury

being rejected by the judges because it was too

pood ! The short examination by the judges, was
klso complained of, and it resulted

^
in one

machine being declared to take 12 times the

power needed by another of the same make and

doing the same work ! It is plain that the whole

subject of implement trials needs and must obtain

an entire revision before long. If in spite of pro-

test on these grounds, the machines of some of the

manufacturers were on the ground, it is certain

that they were exhibited not by personal agents of

the several firms, but by the general dealers in

agricultural machinery, and notwithstanding in-

structions to the contrary.

It is not however our wish to dwell on past

causes of dissatisfaction- Let us hope that the

j
next year's gathering at Leeds, while as good as

that just past in those particulars where it excelled,

may be as great a success as this has been a failure

!
in the other great branches of the exhibition.

This it will no doubt be, if the governing body
shall call the implement makers cordially to their

councils, and concert with them the best means
both of illustrating the present condition of

English agricultural machinery and of encourag-

ing its further improvement.

THE ENGLISH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Canterbtjet: Thursday, July 12.—At the annual

meeting of members held this morning. Lord
Walsingham in the chair. Earl Powis moved a vote of

thanks to the Mayor and Corporation of Canterbury,

for tiie reception given to the Royal Society, Tlie

Hon. Col. Hood seconded the resolution, which was
unanimously agreed to, and the Mayor of Canterbury
responded.

On the motion of Mr. Barnett, seconded by Mr.
Milward, a vote of thanks was awarded to the railway

companies for the facilities afforded for the convej'ance of

implements, stock, and visitors to the show. A vote of

thanks was also awarded to the local committee.

The President said, the next business was one of a

peculiarly agreeable character, being the presentation

of a testimonial to Mr. Brandreth Gibbs for his services

as honorary director of the country meetings of the

Royal Society. The members of the Society were all

aware of the valuable services rendered by Mr. Gibbs

when discharging the duties of honorary secretary, aud,

on his undertaking the office of honorary- director, a
strong feeling was evinced in favour of presentiniT hxiu

with some testimonial. Mr- Gibhs, Iiowever, declined

to receive a present in money or any other valuable con-

sideration- The Council consequently passed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Gibbs, which was inscribed iu a book he

(the I'resident) held In his hand, and directed that the

gold medal of the Society should Iw inserted in tbe

cover. It was hid pleasing' duty to present the tescimo-

nial to Mr. Gibbs.
, ^ , .

The testimoDial consisted of a handsomely bound and

elegantly mounted portfolio, with the Society's Gold

Medal inserted ou one side, and on the other the fol-

lowing inscription :-" The Council of the Rojid Agri-

cultural Society of England, on the 1st of tebruary,

I860, unanimously passed a vote ot tlmi.ks to B. 1.

Brandreth Gibbs, Esq., for hU valuable services to the

gooiety as honorary secretary, and also as bouorary

director at the annual country meetings. (Signed)

\Valsi>'OUam, President." ,.^ ,, . ,

Mr. B. Gibbfl said he felt great difficulty lu acknow-
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ledging the honour conferred upon liim, especially as it

was a mark of distinction rarely granted by tlie Society.

The success which had attended his services in the joint

offices of honorary secretary and director had more than
compensated him for any trouble or difficulty he had
encountered. It was very gratifying that, after worlt-

ing 21 years in connection with the sbowyard of the
Society, his services should be acknowledged by the
Council in so handsome a manner.
Major Munn adverted to the misunderstanding

between some of the leading implement makers and the
Council of the Royal Society. While these " discon-

tented" implement makers had withdrawn from the
exhibition of the Society, they had been very careful,

at the same time, to solicit a continuance of support
from their customers, by being present themselves, nnd
having their agents in the yard. He had made some
inquiries into the grounds of the grievances urged,
pnd the only complaint he had heard was, that
the implement makers did hot like to be under
the necessity of entering the showyard by a certain

gate, and to go out by another. All must admit,
however, that, without stringent regulations, no great
undertaking could possibly be carried out suooassfully.

Something had also been said about the trial of ploughs
being a violation of an engagement on the part of the
Society, but this objection was as absurd as the one he
had just mentioned. He understood that these dis-

contented implement makers had put forth a pamphlet
in justification of the course they had pursued. As a
man of Kent, and an independent country gentleman,
he begged to tell the discontented implement
makers that a large mimber of the country gentlemen,
farmers, and yeomen in that part of the county had
determined, in consec^uence of their not exhibiting at
the Canterbury meeting, to uuiik their disapproval of
such conduct by transferring their orders to other
parties, and to see whether they could not help some
of the second-class makers to attain a position equal to

that wliiuh the " discontented " makers^had attained,
througli their connection with the Society.
On the speaker resuming his seat no sign of approval

was given by his auditors. A vote of thanks to Lord
Walsingham closed tlie proceedings.

THE IMPLEMENT SHOVF.

We continue our report of the implement Exhibition.
In common with all our contemporaries we again ex-
press our regret at the absence of many of our leading
firms engaged in the manufut-ture of agricultural im-
plements and machinery from the Canterbury Show. It
is not for us to enter fully into the question of dilference
between these absentees and the Iiupliiment Committee
of the Society, but we may be permitted to make one
or two remarks. We arc convinced upon one point at
least, VIZ., that they have good gronnds of cornphiint as
a body, and we also believe that each individual has a
special cause of complaint against this (to tlie agricul-
turists) highly responsible committee. This is to be
deeply lamented. This committee, who take the initia-
tive in ill! matters relative to the implement exhibition,
both in prizes and trials, ought to be as explicit in their
deiinitions and as open to suggestions as possible.
But fancy a body of implement makers waiting
upon them with just grounds of complaint without
being listened to, or at most being left to the dis-
cretionary judgment of their consulting engineer.
Courtesy from gentlemen is at all times expected.
On the other hand it should be remembered that

the course of all societies is very liable to great
changes, depending as it does upon the votes of its
members. As such is the fact, we think implement
makers should not so hardly condemn departiires from
certain arrangements said to be decided upon
—quadrennial trials for instance. We think such
^Jtures are highly censurable, but if bad they should
abide the time; and wo also think it wrong to ask the
makers to compete for machines which are to be sup-
plied upon doubtful data. What could be easier than
to define the conditions of the late trial for threshing
machines, merely adding, " the gniiii not to be separated
mto qualities?" We should have heard no more of
that complaint. The undefined length of strap for
driving the machines is another complaint. The sliort-
and unsatisfactory character of the trials is comphuued
of. Their results cannot be conclusive. Take for instance
that of Bentall's and Picksley & Sims' cake-crushers,
the first needing 1000-power, the latter, 12,580; yet
both made alike. It was manifest something was
wrong, bat no additional trial could be allowed; per-
haps the adjustment of a screw would have set all ri^ht
Some machines were worked at this meeting only
50 seconds— can that be satisfactorj' .^ What is
chiefly required is a committee of independent
engineers, machinists, and agriculturists to inquire into
the whole subject, including the best mode ofofTerin-
prizes, the rate of prizes, of conducting the triab, and
the like; the Society binding itself for a given time to
abide by their decisions. We make these remarks with
the best mtention, and we trust some laudable effort
will at once be made to restore the breach which has.

Society has seldom met with in its peregrinations. The
High Street from end to end was one continued display of

arches of evergreens, flags, and flowers everywhere.

The Merton Lane was really a'splendid effort in appro-

priate decoration. The entrance was Hanked by highly

adorned liouscs, with Hops and corn sheaves to give

effect. The lane itself was one profusion of festoons of

evergreens on either side, set off by wreaths, crowns,

garlands, bouquets, &c., all of splendid and beautiful

colours and designs.

The stewards of the Society kindly gave the exhi-

bitors of miscellaneous articles till Thursday evening to

get in their implements, and although this was the case

the judges of the class found many unpacked even on
the Saturday. However ultimate^ a very attractive

and interesting show was exhibited, the particulars of

which we give in the following table :

—

Articles Exhibited. o *
— CO

No. of Exhibitors, and in
Articles as below

,

* 4

* P

* A

24- Steam-ploughs or cul-
tivators (i€., draiu-
ing-ploujfh^..

25, Steam-eDgiuea .

,

2fi. Steam-traction enginea
11. Drills ,, _ „
IS, Manure distributors
1-t. Horseshoes
13- Hay machiues .

,

15- Horse-Hikes
21. Reaping and tuowing

machines
2. Carts (34) and waggons

03)
20. Plouffhs
27, Subsoilers
8- Cultivators, &c.
6. Clodcrueherfiandrollcr:^

15. Harrows
10, Draining tools, and in

seta ..

28. Threshing machines
7. Corn-dressingmachines
5. Chaff-cutters ..

17- Linseed-crushers^ or
nulla

Turnip-cutters, &c. ,.

23. Oilcake-breakers
9- Churns
1, Brick and tile-machines

10- Mills
1- Bone-mills
3- Cheese-making appara-

tns
4, Cheese-presses »

,

22, Root-pulpera .,

Screening machines „
12- Gates (4t;) and field-

gates (50)
16- Horse-powers ,

,

24. Washing machines .,

34. Water-cMskB. tanks, <tc-

130

1

24

30
9

21
4

14

12

28
27
17
25
1^4

16

4
2d
24

83

20
18
20
12
11

2

118

4
18
1

14
3
10
e
8

s,
u
o

3Ci

2}

147

14

8
23

17
9

1
21

18
22

14
20
12
7
7

6
31
1

18
5
24

10
17

154

01

00

CO

t

33

10
I'S

25
17

8

33

31
46

25
32
23
10
9

8
28
4

23
13
26
11
22

12

34

8

20
18
19

7
31

31
37

15

30
16
10
5

193

13
43
2

47
11
34
12
24

17

28

12
15
24
32

8
87
29

53

22
27
S2
20
6

234

5
22
28
16

16
121

5

108

7

67
16
44

15

72
225
32
92
115
108

43
73
61
168

41
58
54
92
25
40

16
22
63
15

204

* J

}

14
S3

58
4

46
14
36

66

47
127

7
37
88
72

19
63
53
48

62
35
31
67

56
10

13

43
22

• * *

t *

102
20
85
18

The following are notes of some of the trials of farm
machinery :

—

Cake Crtishers. ~~ Cate of certain qualities
could not be_ found for the cake crushers, hence
certain complamts arose that large machines could not
be fully tested. The small ox hand machines were first
tried and with singular results, one of which we have
already alluded to. The results of some will be foundm the tables given last week. Messrs. Turner of Ipswich
Dray Tuylor & Co.. Picksley & Sons, T. W. Ashby &
Co., Hmit & Pickermg. Bentall. Smith Brothers, John-

f"J. ^
^^•''^^^ ^''*^^"^ ^^^ competitors. Dray, Taylor

&Co. have an internal cog wheel driving a moveable
roHer, by which an arrangement is effected to break the
cake in more varied sizes; Turner breaks forbeastsand
sheep according as it is turned; Picksley & Co. break
It into four sizes, and have screen boxes to separate and
receive the cake and dustj Bentall makes six sizes;
Johnson & Whittaker make also fonr sizes by a simple

^ud e
P^^^^^'t^ being carefully examined by the

^.^^uf R^'T ^^'''i^'rr^J?'^'^
"'^'**^ exhibited by Messrs.bmitli Brothers, E. C. Beutal , and Drav Tavlnr ^ P,.

(Smith of Thrapstons) ThJ^e wore tYJw^t^^^^
o^ oilcake eacb. Mr. Bentall takes Hrst prize, 7^Dray & Co., second prize, 21.

f . / 1.

,

The Power Corn and Linseed-crushers were those oflurner & Co., Amies & Bai-ford, Bontall, and Woods &
feon, &c. T^ie honour was awai-ded to Messrs. Turner& Co., Jpswjch.

^ wonld truly believe, been unintentionally made!

fl rZ^:ZrJ''J}'_^\'''.^' ^^^^tlon, just stopping

Intiiaoti

Society. C^rW ^^'""^ ^^'^^ ^^^^ welcomed the

i* ^ arcnea. flog?, banners, &c.. as the

^/^5i^*^
^^ ^^^^-P^b^rs were next tried. lu this trial

lOSlbs. of roots were given to each pulper. Barnard,
iiwhop, & Barnards profess that the cutting parts, which
are cast-iron rasps, will sharpen themselves. Hunt k
lickenng's is a disc pulper; Pickslev, Sims. & Co.
have knives fixed on a disc; Meliards is a curious
arrangement, something like Gardner's, but the roots so
inside and are cut by knives from the outer side ; Ben-
tall IS as usual; Woods & Son show Phillips's Pnlper,
Johnson & Whittaker's are toothed rollers worked like
a screw in principle. Xext we have the root cutters
and sheers, in which class compete Messrs. Barnard,
Jishop, &. Co., Carson on Moody's principle, Picksley,
feims & Co.. Bentall, Mellard, Johnson & Whittaker,
and Crosskiirs Trustees. Picksley & Co. have a peculiar
Knife, sickle-shaped, and the arrangement for pre-
venting the roots from lodging is an improvement.

Bentall's machine has the means to separate^thp~T~i-
from the cuttings. .

"^*^

The Power machines were allowed three minut
each. The Pulpers in competition were from the fi

of Messrs. Barnard, Bishop, & Barnard; Trustees of A?"^
Crosskill, Hunt & Pickering, Picksley & Sims Rn-M+ n
and Woods & Son. The prize list last week tf.

*

the honours taken.
^^'^'^^

The Chaff-cutters were also allowed three mimt
each, and were exhibited respectively by the fi t-

Messrs. Picksley, Sims, & Co., Page & Son T fi™^
Hill k Smith, Bentall, Alcock. J. Comes & 'snn<: tT'
son & Whittrker, Plenty & Pain, Ashby&Co. oirtb

"

Eichmond, Chandler & Norton, and Carson -'a c/^^^f
capital machines, which it will give us great pleasurl
to remark upon hereafter. JTor the honours we a
refer to the prize list,

^^^

The Hand-Power ChafF-cutters were tried "tK
Barley straw as an additional test of eiBciency x^^viLn
larly of the knives. The exhibitors were Messrs J
Gardner, H. Carson, Richmond, Chanaier & Norton e'Page & Co.. Picksley, Sims, & Co., Johnson' &
Whittaker, Bentall, Ashby & Co., James Cornes T
Allcock, Snowdon, Cornes & Sons, &c. For the prizes"
see list, given last week, "'

Threshing Machines.—it has been the practice of the
Royal Agricultural Society to withhold encourasement to
doubtful orders of machinery, but we have this year
prizes for horse-power threshing machines; however
but few were brought forward, and these were tried
with a given quantity of Barley and Wheat. Only four
competed, belonging respectively to Messrs. Haslam 4
Wallis, Hensnian, Woods & Son, and Tasker. Messrs.
Wallls and Ho slam carried off the prize of 20L
The Steam-power Threshing Machines had' a more

important trial, but we cannot again refrain from
sincerely wishing it had never come on ; it was satisfac-

tory for neither the exhibitors nor the judges; as it was,
they had to disqualify one for doing its work too well!

It was wholly indefinite, a complete gamble upon the

judgment and predilections of the judges, and for no

adequate benefit. Who is to decide when corn is just

fit lor the finishing dressing machine ? That is a

matter for every farmer's own ideas of good dressing.

Surely such pertinacity will never more discredit our

prize sheet. We incline to think the judges cotiM not

of themselves disqualify any machine " that did not pro-

fess to do more than prepare the corn,'* &c.; for fho

is to set the bounds of that preparation ? Neither mer-

chant or miller will complain of its being too well

dressed. Well, the trials proceeded and the corapeti-

tioii was between the firms of Foster, Nalder,. Taskff,

Kllis, Cambridge, Ruston, Proctor & Co., Plenty k^m,
Wilkinson, Wright & Co., Wedlake & Co., Kirhv, Aslfcj,

Turner, Savory, Holmes, Humphries Gibbons,' Gilbert,

&c. 100 sheaves of Wheat and 50 sheaves of Barley were

appropriated for the trial of each m achijie. The trials

were carefully conducted and the result was the award
of 30?. to Messrs. H. & H. T. Gibbons, of 201. tof.
Humphries, and the third prize of XQl. to James Savory.

Amongst the miscellaneous articles exhibited were

some extraordinary freaks of mechanical ingenuity. One

exhibitor brings forward the model ofa portable suspen-

sion railway cultivator or plough. The two engine

houses, engines, railway, lines of suspension ploagbs,

draughts of ploughs, tackle—all resting on wheels to

be moved along in grooves as the ploughing proceeds.

;

Another exhibits a machine actually made «i<i

I

tried by the judges in the field. The object is

to rake or pick up the Twitch or refuse from

the field, take it up by revolving spiked wheels to an

endless armed web, to be again taken up and deposited

in a furnace through which is carried a blast. In tE=

furnace it is to be burnt and then thrown out upon the

soil as manure as the horses proceed. Another, a Frencli

exhibitor, exhibits an ingenious drill, the seed being

deposited by clock-work machinery with the utmOflt

regularity, supposing the horse agre'es to the pace. A

horizontal pump working in a trough was also exhibited,

having a valve at either end so as to emit two strearos ffi

water at one operation. As usual all sorts of machine*

kCy came for exhibition, as agricultural Implemeiit*

and machines. ' We were given to understand that the

judges in this department were not to mark anythiiig

with honours that was at all likely to come into com-

petition within the periods limited by the Society as the

quaternial year, consequently but few honours «•«*

given m the miscellaneous departments. Even ne*

implements were not taken into acconnt, as no*

commg within the rule,

LOCAL PRIZES OFFERED BY THE CANTEBBUBY
LOCAL COaiiUTTEE.

*- *.°JL*^^^ implement beat adapted for the general cultrji^

tion of Hop lauds. 10/. Not siScient merit. 25. For ^machine beat adapted for mowinff Grass and Clover for ag"

om 'S^^'i'T^^^^'^O'- : Burgesst Key(Gra£s-inowiagiD*chi^A
-Aii. ..c. For the machine best adapted for reaping /?"lj
tural crops, lOi. [The final trial of reaping macbmes is defei^
until harvest time, when the prizes will be awarded.! 2/. f»
the machine best adapted for pressing Hops (in cloth) for^
home market, m. ; WiUiam Weeks (Kent patter Hop-pres^
machine), 20t. 28. For the design for the most econ^^
building the best adapted for dicing Hope, to be iHufi^
either by plans or models, accompanied with .a i^pe"hcw^
and estimate in detail of the cost, 30/. Not sufficient coei-

29 For the api_.aratus best adapted for drying Hops, 20/-
-'

sufficient ment.

THE COMPETITION FOR HOPS. .

This department of the Show excited agieat deal of intatW

.

but it was a small collection of specimena.

GouujTG Hops (13 exhibitors).—1st prize, 10/., wa« aflr«irae

!
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'M^Kobert Berriman, Langrisli Manor Farm, PetersBeld,

ffinta* and 2d, 51., to Earl Damely, Thong, near Gravesend.

She crov^ "'^"^'^ ^'^^^ 9 to 18 cwt. per acre, and the age of the

ilantatious from 4 to SO years.)

flops OF ANY OTHER KiNT) (3 exhibitors),—The 1st prize,

m Matthew Bell, Esq., of Bourne Park, near this city ; and

t!i0'2d, ol., Mr. George Eley, Tong, near Sittingboume.

For the best managed Sample of Goldino Hops (12 com-

oetitors).—^fi'- T. W. Collard, of Canterbury, Mr. Robt. Berri-

^ and Mr. Hope Theobalds, of Godmersbam, wer^ first,

gecoud and third.

poR THE Best Managed Sample of any other kind of

H(ff3(2 exhibitors).—Mr. Geo. Eley, of Tong, 1st ; Mr. Matthew

3ell, 2d ; for " Jones's " and " Golden Grape " respectively.

THE COMPETITION IN Vi'OOh.

Quality and Quantity of One Tear's Growth (9 entries).

-A prize of 101. was awarded for six Kent fleeces to Mr. Chas.

Collard, of Wickham Court, Wingham ; the fleeces entered by
Mr. George Neve, of Siseinghurst Castle, Staplehurst, being

higiily commended.

Fob the Six most Valuable Lono-wool Fleeces, Kent or
oTHEawiSE; coMMiNiNo QUALITY AND QUANTITY (2 entries).

—

The prize of lOL being awarded to Mr. Frederick Murton, of

Smeeth.

For the Six most Valuable Short-wool Fleeces, corlbin-

I.VO Quality and Quantity.—The prize of 101., Lord Walsing-
liatD, Mertou Hall, Xhetford, Norfolk.

QUALITY OP GRASS SEEDS.

In April last one of our customers sent you samples

of mixed permanent Grass and Clover seeds for analysis,

under the initials "J. S," your report of which we give

below, see No. 1. We have not the Paper by
us in which this appeared, to refer to the date, but this

can easily be seen by referring to the April Numbers.
On readings this analysis the gentleman (Mr. Scarth) who
had long been an excelleift customer, and had always

expressed himself highly pleased with our Grass seeds,

naturally felt annoyed, and wrote us an angry letter.

We at once wrote asking him to forward us imme-
diately a pint each of the Clover and Grass seeds from
one of the sacks (which he did after some delay in con-

sequence of absence from home), in order that we might
examine them, and afterwards send them again for

analysis under a different name. This we did and beg
to refer you to copy of report, see No. 2, given to our
relative Mr. A. Howden, Herefordshire, under the
initials "A. H., Herefordshire,'* in a recent edition

(16th June we believe). Now it can be clearly proved
that these two lota of samples sent for analysis were
taken from the same bulk and were in every respect

the same. The Kib-grass was purposely introduced
amongst the Clovers at the rate of 1 lb- iu 11 lbs. as a
valuable herbage plant. It is, therefore, as clear as
noonday that there is something very far wrong, and
as such reports and analyses, unless conducted with the
^eatest possible care and nicety, are calculated
seriously and unjustly to injure respectable firms, we
are deteruiined to probe the matter to the bottom. It
is not less clear that the party who thus reports is,

Ist, either totally ignorant of what he takes in hand,
or careless ; or 2d, that he is a partisan, and does not
ileal out impartial justice. We have therefore to

other half a pint. In all these cases our decision is
j

founded upon what is sent to us, as we have not the

opportunity of selecting our own samples for investiga-

tion, and our reports therefore must be upon the

samples only, and no one ought to know better than

our correspondent tha!t there would be a difference in

mixed Clover seed in different parts of the measure

after the slightest shaking. How near to the truth was

our analysis must be apparent when it is admitted that

Rib-grass was purposely introduced amongst the Clovers

at the rate of in 1 lb. inlllbs.as a valuable herbage plant.

We have at least not over-estimated the amount of Plan-

tain wl,i:!h we hold to be little better than a weed.

These remarks apply equally to the Grasses. It is

easy to see how the proportion of any objection-

able Grass may be altered in a small sample of

any bulk by cautiously taking a portion from the

top; indeed with the larger samples themselves

we distinctly recollect these observations occur-

ring wiien we put them into some glass specimen

jars to await examination. As in Grasses the smaller

weeds get to the bottom, while in Clovers the heavier

admixtures so descend- In the Grasses before us the

latter report states the sample to be '* a better mixture

than usual for good meadow land." This observation

applies to the species that had been put together, not to

the quality of the seed; which, though consisting of good

sorts and In good proportions, might yet not be of

first-rate quality.] Of course, everybody must

know that the best seeds are seldom used for mixing,

indeed as rarely so as a publican would employ **20

Port " for negus. This ' we say without in the least

alleging any mixture in the case before us. We are at

present at some distance from our notes upon these

matters, but we are quite content to allow our

correspondents' letter to speak for itself with regard to

our position in this matter. Let us repeat that our

report was upon the samples sent to us,

difference in the two lots is not so great as

unwittingly have been made.]

I have seen the leaves pierced when a month old; it

does not destroy it truly at that age, but it lessens its

vigour. Now, I say, fight him again and preserve your
plant in the utmost state of luxuriance that the state

of the soil and the season will admit of. Much of this

was said last year by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, but I for one
did not learn it from him, for my trials date much
farther back. Indeed some old gardening publication

hinted the use of these materials as long ago as 1810
or thereabouts, which happens to be before I was born,

but we need not go back to that, for soot and dust are

recommended with some confidence in an early number
of "Johnston's Gardeners* Almanack" perhaps the

3d or 4th number—I write entirely from memory. Let

me say to those who object to this application on a large

scale, that T applied it to about 40 acres last year. This

year I have again verified its certainty. And ia not

the Turnip and Swede crop worth this trouble? I

confess to believing that it is. Hast Middlesex, June 23,

and the
it might

THE TURNIP FLEA.

Mt attention to this subject is attracted by some

remarks of a correspondent in a recent Gazette in

which he expresses his disappointment that M*Dou-

gairs disinfecting powder will not destroy the fleas.

Supposing that he means that it will not check the

ravages of H. nigrum or the springing beetle, I think

it is not too much to say that this object will never be

obtained, nor the wholesale destruction of any other

insect, by the action of a mere poison. It certainly is

known to naturalists who have studied the habits as

well as forms of living creatures that any poison suffi-

ciently strong to destroy insect life on the leaves of

plants will inevitably ruin the plant as well ; seeing that

this fact is pretty generally known among mere book
naturalists as well as observers, it is somewhat curious

to see undoubtedly earnest men pursuing that line of

inquiry, and neglecting means directed to prevent the

creature indulging in its bad habits rather than at any

request your early explanation upon the subject, other- attempt to poison it. Now I am sure that many
wise we shall in self-defence take an opportunity of

drawing the attention of the public to the value of

your analyses. We never grudge pains or expense to

procure the highest class of samples in every article,

and we can prove that the Grasses and Clovers in the
mixture sent to Mr. Scarth wei*e not only ordinarily

good, but extraordinarily fine, the Grasses in particular,

and that a purer or cleaner lot of Grass seeds was
never sent out by any house in Britain. No
house feels more earnestly desirous than we do to see

fraud exposed, and the seed trade established upon a
Cerent footing ; but truly this does not appear to
US to be the way to arrive at an object so devoutly to

be wished by all high-minded, honest dealers, amongst
whom we conscientiously flatter ourselves we may be
aumbered. If these analyses are to be continued, and
we sincerely hope they may if fairly and honestly con-
ducted by those who understand the matter thoroughly,
some standard of excellence should be established, so
that justice may be fairly meted out, and the public
not misled. Francis ^* Arthur Dickson <^ Som, Chester.

J^o. 1. Copy of TfipoH to *'J,a.," April .—"The sample of
Ixra&i seeds is estimated to contain as many as 102,400 weeds
•o the bushel, besides a tolerable admixture of Bromus mollis
Uj*P). Triticum repens (Couch.) It may be pronounced as quite
•ttiQferlor sample. The Clover seed bv which this was accom-
Paaied contained in a pint 24,960 weeds, mostly Plantain ; this

w^ "'^ e^^-in^ated at a httlo more than 7 per cent, of the

Ho- 2. Copy of report to " A. H. ffertfordshh-e.''—" Clover for

twJf f ^J^i^S^-
^^^-^ gO"d but intermixed with PLmtain to

bihiii^l K ^!.'^**** °^ *^^^ plant per pint ; this has iu all pro-

withTh; "^^^^ ^ a desirable pasture plant. The Grasses

for «iCi I °^ pronounced as a better mixture than usual

leL^nT "^ m"'^ = '^ contains a httle Holcus, but muchleas than is generally the case."

[We are glad to publish our correspondents* letter,
nra^^ because ifc is an admission that the seed trade
requires to be established on a different footing, though
we are not so unjust to the trade in general as to
intimate that our correspondent is the only honest
member of that fraternity; and secondly, because the
result of the Uttle trick that has been practised upon us
Clearly shows the correctness of our principle of
analysis.

^"^^^li respect to the Clover, it most strike any one that
there is a wonderful agreement in the two cases as quoted
by our correspondent, bearing in mind the fact that in
one case about 1 ounce of seed was sent, and in the

persevering experimentalists have satisfied tbemselTea

that the ravages of the enemy in question may be

arrested, but I do not know of one aware of the

tenacity of life possessed by the beetle tribe who believes

that it can be done by the administration of poisonous

substances, although some of the ingredients occasion-

ally recommended may well lead to that conclusion.

But now as to these said habits : the flea is particularly

cleanly in its selection of a nidus ; hence it springs off

the ground on to the leaf, choosing if it can for this

purpose the tender and juicy cotylodons, though by no

means shunning the true or rough leaves if the plant

is advanced in growth. The way in which the plant is

destroyed is this (if I may be pardoned for repeating an

oft-toldstory):—the mother beetle deposits its eggs upon

theunder-suiface of theleaf,and ina fewdays they become

hungry maggots too small to be well seen with the naked

eye but not too small to feed. In process of time

(that is on the second day of its existence), it will have

eaten the interior green matter from a spot near where

it w^as deposited, which appears as a perforation in the

leaf; sometimes two larvas are at work so close together

as to form one hole, and as several eggs are deposited

in one seed leaf it can be readily understood how quick

the entire destruction ensues. Now we have observed

that this beetle has a distaste to dirt, or I might more

correctly say to deposit its eggs in it ; hence dirtying

the plants highly offends lier—to make an uncomfort-

able nest for "the parent, and to render the food un-

nalatable to the young. To this end fine road sand to

ti^ ^..antitv «nfBcieut to well cover every plant on the
the quantity sufficient

, ^ . , ^'

nlot, whether garden or field, must be ob ained ;
wanting

^- .n.V other suitably fine rough grit mixed with 8

nP Wered sulphur to the acre. The sand, as before
of powaeieu ^A^F

^ i„ tgd for the parent, and

T^'^'f^lttC "s iallbl^ to the yJung. Now
the soot and sulpunr i i

mixture to sow

over an acre, n it is "^ ^ ,_ ^ ^^„„^ i,oiT. pmuv.is

em
sieve

siev

.„d better •lo";;^;^^;';;:^
-r'aoTs^Bavrrhe-pknt,

thr^^etll maj -r; hU attack once or even tw.ce. for

THE OXFORD EXPERIMENTAL GROUND.
[The former part of this lecture -was published at page 630.

We ask readers who preserve their papers to make the follow-,

ing corrections in that page :—For " even" in the 4l8t line of
col. c read "were." The table in col. a of page 631 relates to
experiments by Dr. I>avibeny, and sbould have been pVaced
under the first par^raph in that column. For *' bearings"

in the 21st line from the bottom of tliat column read
" beings."]

I WILL next point to some other trains of

investigation, which, by the aid of the plot of

ground now rendered available for the uses of

the professor of Rural Economy, may hereafter admit

of being prosecuted by myself or by my successors.

One of them, which I am now about commencing,

relates to the effect of poisonous or abnormal ingre-

dients, when brought into contact with the roots of

plants. On this subject various questions suggest

themselves :

—

1st- If poisonous substances are held in solution in

the soil in which the roots of a growing plant are im-

mersed, will they be taken up ; or will they be rejected

by the spongioles, which absorb the water in contact

with them ?

2dly, If absorbed, will these substances be retained in

the living organism, or will they be afterwards

excreted ?

3dly- If retamed, will they, if existing in small quan-

tities in the plant, destroy its vitality, or interfere

materially with its healthy functions?

On each one of these points the evidence as yet

brought together is somewhat conilicting-

lu the first place the structure of the spongioles of

the roots, which is highly elaborate, would seem to in-

dicate that they fulfill certain definite purposes in the

vegetable organisation, and do not merely serve as the
passive medium for tiansmitting what Id presented to

them, to the other parts.

Secondly, it is the opinion of certain great physiol<^ists,

as, for instance. Baron Liebig, that the roots must pos-

sess some power of co-operating with the water present

in the soil, in the act of extracting from the latter the

mineral matters which are detained in it, and which are

absorbed by the plant.

This h© infers from the fact, that a soil by its

chemical or adhesive a^iiufcy separates salts of potass

and of ammonia, together wltl» phosphoric acf^ from

sewerage, and detains them, in spite of the solvent

action of the water which filters through the soil, until

the rootlet of a plant comes into contact with it, when
a portion of these matters is dissolved and taken up.

Thirdly, some experiments which I myself instituted

many years ago in watering plants with nitrate of

strontian seemed to show, that this salt can be exhibited

to the roots without damaging the plant, and yet that

none of the earth, or at least a bare trace of it, could

be detected iu its ashes; so that from this likewise it

might be inferred, that the roots do possess a certaSn

power of rejecting substances unsuitable or ahnormaL

On the other hand, experiments made by Saussure seem

to prove, that salts of copper are taken up by the roots,

and may be detected in the stem and branches, and I

have frequently satisfied myself of the same fact with

respect to iron, by immersing one set of roots in a

ferruginous solution, and another in one of ferrocyanate

of potass, when I found that the blue tint arising from

the production of Prussian blue pervaded generally

the stem and branches of the plant, owing to the inter-

mixture of the two solutions, both of which were there-

fore absorbed by the roots.

Dr. Edmund Davy, in a late paper, has addfed still

further to our doubts upon the question, by Assenting

that he watered Peas every second or third day with a

saturated solution of arsenious acid for more than a

week and that although the plants were not injured

bv the application, arsenic was readily detected m their

composition. He also states that he detected arsenic m
Cabbages and Turnips which had been manured with a

aoliiti. n of superphosphate of lime, which he maintains

is impregnated with arsenic derived from the sulphuric

acid employed iu its manufacture.

Mr. Horsley, a chemist .
of Cheltenham, has also

stated that lie arrived at similar conclusions from

'me experiments which he had hius.lf carr|cd on.

Mr Oesden, on the other hand, contradicU these

statements; but it does not appear clear whether he

allowed the arsenical solution to come mto contact with

the root^, or applied it to the cut surfaces of the stem.

The latter at least was the proceeding adopted by

s
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abnormal,
absorbing
quantities

Mareet and others, in wlilcli case no doubt need be

entertained as to tbe result of tbe experiment, for the

researches of Boutigny, Hyett, and others have

already shown, that any kind of solution will be tal;en

up by a plant, when brought into connection with the

ascending sap in its stem or branches.
"It seenied therefore worth while to try on rather a

larger scale than had been hitherto attempted, what
would happen when such solutions as those ot'arsenious

acid and nitrate of barytes, which are believed to be

poisonous, or such as nitrate of strontian, which is

though innocT:oas, are presented to the

surfaces of the roots of plants in such

as not to destroy their vitality; for in the

cases cited on the authority of Saussure or my own,

where salts of copper or iroti were absorbed and the

death of the plant ensued, it may be said, that the

vitality of the spongioles was first destroyed by contact

witli the poisonous matter, and that the hitter wiis

afterwards taken up, as would liapnen in a dead

substance, by the mere force of capillary attraction.

With tliis view I have set apart three ofthe beds intlie

experimental ground for Barley, and three for Turnips,

and have marked off certain strips of each to he watered

at intervals with a solution either of arsenious acid, of

nitrate of strontian, or of nitrate of barytes, of

diiFerent known strengths, tbe remaining portions

being left untouched for the sake of comparison. Slmuld

any of the crops survive the application, they will be

burnt, their ashes collected, and the presence of the in-

gredients administered to it will be carefully tested.

mine the cause of tbe failure which generally awaits

the Clover crop after several years of cultivation on the

same land. Seeing that it appears independent of un-

favourable seasons, deficiency or excess ot manure, and

any of the more obvious causes that suggest them-

selves to agriculturists, its cau.'^e has long balfied

inquiry, although the most probable conjecture perhaps

is the one lately put forth by Mr. Berkeley, viz., that

the roots of the former crops of Clover being left in

the ground generate Fungi, which fasten upon the fresh

crop and damage or destroy it.

A carefully conducted series of experiments, which

would eliminate one by one the various causes assigned

for the failure, might in the end enable us to arrive at

the true solution of this problem.

Another question of importance relates^ to the

manner in which gypsum operates in fertilising a soil.

Upon this point the first authorities appear to he divided,

as will bo seen by stating the explanations of Its action

severally given by Davy, by Liebig, by Johnston, and

by Boussingault.

Thus Davy attributed its efficacy to the presence of

sulphate of lime in all plants of the leguminous order,

alleging that it was to these principally that its appli-

cation proved of service, and therefore that its use

depended on supplying them with this necessary in-

gredient.

Liebig, on tbe other hand, supposes it to be of

service by absorbing the ammonia of the atmosphere

;

appealing to the fact, that when introduced into stables.

The strontian salt, being innocuous, will be more freely or other places impregnated with amraoniacal fumes, it

applied than the others, in order to determine whether
any of this earth will take the place of lime, and enter

into the organism of the growing plant.

' As each experiment of an agricultural nature takes

ftt least a year to complete, I cannot, at my time of

life, look forwards with any confidence to carrying out
many more such trains of research. I will, however, in-

dicate a few which involve questions of importance,
both with reference to vegetable physiology and also to

the cultivation of the land.

One of the most important practical inquiries,

especially in the present condition of Great Britain,

would be to determine the amount of labour, and tlie

length of time, requisite for bringing back to a fertile

condition, without the help of manure, a soil that has

fixes the alkali, a double decomposition taking place, by
which carbonate of lime and sulphate of ammonia are

produced.

Professor Johnston, on the other hand, ascribes its

efficacy to the sulphuric; acid which is one of its

ingredients, supposing this body to be decomposed by
tbe plant, and thus to furnifeli sulphur, which, as being
a necessary ingredient in all proteine compounds, may
favour the growth of plants containing much legumlne.

Lastly, Boussingault regards it only useful by virtue

of the lime it contains, and therefore would limit its

application to soils in which this earth is deficient.

Here, then, are four hypotheses, each supported by
men eminent in science, and therefore worthy of some
consideration.

Of all these, that of Boussingault, I confess, seems theoncebecomethoroughly exhausted by repeated cropping. ,
^' \.^* -^ «. , .. ^ .,

The amount of labour and of time will of cour.e be
least satisfactory as it ofi-era no explanation of the
peculiar apphcubility or gypsum to leguminous plants.Hahle to vary in every particular instance; but each

person who determines the question with reference to

his own land will have contributed his quota towards its

solution.

\\'Ticn we reflect upon the vast amount of uutritio^is

prinriplfs iWiiy emptied into the Thames by the
gigantic sewerage system of our metropolis, and ou tlio

uncertainty of our being able to obtain from foreign
lands for any length of time the means of replacing
them, it certainly becomes a question of national im-
portance to ascertain, wliether, in the event of the latter

falling off, we could hope to maintain the fertility of
our land unimpaired by those agricultural expedients, by i

which the dormant ingredients of the snil arc rendered
|

available, and by which thfl subsoil may be made, as
iast as is required, lu iciiUer up those principles which
the crops have remove J from the surface soil.

For these experiments several years would be required,
for we must first reduce the land to its most impo-
veriahei state by a series of exhausting crops, and
afterwards try various methods of stirring it up and
exposing it to the action of the elements, iis well as of
bringing up to the surface the rock from a certain
depth below by the processes ofsubsoiling in use amongst
agriculturists.

Havmg, however, in a lecture on sewerage which was
delivered lately, dwelt so fully on this subject, I will
pass on to certain otlier investigations for which the
present plot ot ground may hereafter be rendered
available.

Supposing then two soils to he equally provided
with the mineral ingredients necessary tor the develop-
ment of a pavtlculur crop, may not an advantage be

or of the preference which practical men assign to its

use over lime, when the latter is so much more
accessible, and consequently beyond all comparison
cheaper.

It is based upon a series of experiments tending to

sliow, that Cover treated with gypsum contained, not
only more sulphate of lime than before, but also a

larger quantity of the same earth otherwise combined,
an effect very intelligible in my opinion, if we suppose
the absorption of gypsum by the plant to invigorate its

organs, and thus enable it to draw more largely from
the soil.

The converse hypothesis expressed by the late

Professor Johnston leaves unexplained the fact, that
leguminous plants are more benefited by its application
than cereals, since the latter contain, according to
Boussingault, as large an amount of sulphur as the
former.

With regard to the two remaining hypotheses pro-
pounded by Sir H. Davy and Baron Liebig, it is

probable that both may be called in to explain the
virtues of gypsum.

All authorities, for instance, concur in asserting, that
those crops which contain the larp^est amount of
sulphate of lime are likely to be most benefited by the
application of gypsum, and thus Sir H. Davy's theory
must to a certain extent be admitted.
But there is one mode of applying gypsum much in

use on the continent, which seems only explicable on
Liebig's principle.

This is the practice of scattering it in fine
' powder over the leaves of the crops when just rising
above the ground, which can hardly act beneficially inobtained in the one over the other by the appVifat^on

|

any" 'otte ''wVy' than'V'en^^^^^^ *Uiem'"to 'ab^rb

T
. ..

certain other fertdisers not of a mineral
' ammonia from the atmosphere.

descnption .
t Boussingault indeed controverts this view, by calcula-
ting that on his farm the quantity ofClover covering an
acre of laud had gained by this application as ranch
nitrogen, as it would have required 131 lbs. of carbonate

The exi>eriments of Lawas and Gilbert seem to me
to favour, if not to establish, tin's position, since the
addition of ammoniacal salts brought about, in many
instances, an increased power of .assimilating the
mineral ingredients present in the soil, and conse-
quently of producing a more abundant crop.

It is not, however, fully proved, whether land duly
provided with mineral matters may not be brought into
'Buch a condition by tillage, as to dispense with^'ammo-
niacal manures altogether, seeing that many plants
have the pou er of absorbing from the atmosphere so
large an amount of ammonia, as would seem to render
them independent of animal manures, and to enable
them to derive all their ingredients, except their mineral
ones, from the atmosphere. Such at least is the opinion
of Liebig, and as this is one of the points of diflerence
between him and certain other agricultural authorities,
1 do not see that tbe bind could be better applied than

dJlL^i"?'^?-''"*^ °L''
^^^ of experiments expressly

tleOicated to this specific purpose.

Ano.W point of gnat interest would be to deter-

of ammonia to provide. Now this, he remarks, is far
more than could have been furnished by the average
amount of rain which falls in Alsace during the year.
But it is easy to see, that according to Liebig^s hypo-

thesis the gypsum would absorb, not only tbe ammonia
brought down by the rain, but also that always present
in the air, and at the same time that mnch larger
quantity whicii is exhaled from the ground in conse-
quence of the putrefaction of the animal matters con-
tained in it.

The practice therefore of sprinkling the Clover leaves
with gypsum may liave its use by arresting the ammonia,
and bringing it into immediate contact with the absorb-
ing surfaces of tbe plant.

It is evident, however, that all this is merely con-
jectural, and that there is yet room for experiments
framed to ascertain more fully what plants are chiefly

benefited by gypsum, and also under what conditions
of the soil its application is in general most efiicacious.

it is curious that phosphoric acid is aluiusl luvunablv
accompanied in nature by the tluoric, and tlut om-
most common vegetables therefore usually contain a
certain per-centage of the latter. Yet in the common
method of producing superphosphate of lime the fluorit*

acid is dissipated, and in this respect at least a dif
ference must exist between the effect of bones ail'
miuisjpred in their unaltered form, and that of the
superphosphate produced by the addition of aulphurifr
acid to them.

Does this difference produce any corresponding'
change in the quality or quantity of the crop ? Ig thf
presence or absence of fluoric acid a mutter wUoUv of
indifference? In the bone itself I have conjectured
that it may act favourably by diminishing the tendencv
to crystallisation in the phosphate, and thus rendering
it more amenable to the laws of organisation.* In tUQ
plant its use, if any, is undiscovered, except that it may
supply to the animal which feeds upon it that quantity
which is necessary for its healthy growth. L^pon this
subject also experiments are still wanting.

Tbe examples of agricultural researches which J]mve
hitherto given are chiefly connected with chemistry

j I

will now mention one or two in which vegetable

physiology is more directly and immediately concerned.

One of these is to ascertain, by continuing to sow seeds

year after year in tbe same or in different soils, the varia-

tions which plants are susceptible of, and the degree in

which our supposed species are liable to glide into others.

Here, however, I have been anticipated by Professor

Buckman, of the Agricultural College, near Cirencester,

who has already communicated some interesting facts

on this subject, tending to identify many of our

Grasses and other familiar plants hitherto regarded as

distinct species, and also to confirm the observations of

M. Fabre on the change of ^gilops ovata into Vtlieat

through the intermediate forms of JEgilops triticoids

and triaristata. (See Gardeners* Chronicle, Jul j, 1852.)

The causes which favour the growth of Fungi on

our ordinary crops would also furnish abundant matter

for experiment, whether, for instance, those which make

their appearance in diseased Potatoes and in other

plants are to be regarded as the cause or the effect of

the malady present; how it is that the Berberry

induces Fungi in the plants near it; and many other

questions of this nature.

But I have already said enough, I hope, to exphiu

my motives for assigning to the future occupiers of t\e

Chair, which T have the honour to fill, the use of a piets

of land, in which they may, if they please, carry out the

views of the founder of the professorship, Dr. Sibthorp,

who, at a time when agricultural researches were littfe

thought of, anticipated the wants of a future agf,ij

attaching a foundation of Rural Economy to the botanici

Appointment which he filled with so much credit tj

himself and the University.

It has been my earnest endeavour through life to

follow, though at a humble distance, in his footsteps;,

first by my lectures on the Husbandry of tbe Ancient%

in which I have carried on in some degree the iuvfstl-

gations which he had commenced for the purposes of

identifying the plants of Dioscondes, and, secondly, by

those agricultural researches of which 1 have just

given a brief account, and which, if they bore no other

fruit, were the means at least of convincing ine, that

tbe objects which my enlightened predece'ssor had in

view in assigning a certain annual sum to the foundation

of a professorship on this subject, would not be fully

attained, until the holder of it was enabled, not only to

retail the information he might obtain from books, bat

also to illustrate it by experiment, and to verify,

«

well as extend, the knowledge he might have derived

from others, through original investigatious of his o^vn.

INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL COXGRESS.

[The following programme, prepared by Mr. Caird, ^^-'J'^
adopted on Thursday last by 'the International Cougrtea

now sitting.]

Food being the first necessity of life, it behoves

nations, in their collective capacity, quite as much as

individuals in the interest of their families, to ascertain

the sources and extent of the probable supply ; and as,

in our northern latitudes. Wheat, the staff of W*'

yields a crop only once a year, if the season should

prove unfruitful, there is no help for it in nature tiu

another year comes round. The difference between tbe

produce of a good and a bad year may be as much ^
50 per cent, even in our temperate climate, though the

average variation from year to year in the Bntiso

Islands probably does not exceed 5 per cent.
But other kinds of food, much in use in Northern

Europe, are likewise subject to the variation of seasons.

Beyond them all in this respect is the Potato, wUk-^

only 15 years ago formed the staple food of roillious o'

our countrymen in Ireland, and of millions also o» tne

Continent. The famine and its dire results, in 1^^'

and 1848, which followed the fiulure of the Potato crop

in these years, seemed for a time to have shaken aU

confidence in this root as a principal article of fooo-

But tbe gradual return of healthy crops is unhappiJJ

restoring this treacherous root to the too easy coiifideu«

of tbe poorer peasantry in this and other countries.

With the increased wages now received by tn^

working classes, a greatly increased consumption ai

consequent demand for animal food has sprung_31'

•'•On the Occurrence of Fluorine in Kecent u ^^
Fossil Bonoa."—Memoirs of the Chemical Society, 1845.
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. „nl;n<r scarcity and lugli price of wool, are giving a

""•^'iSfr tn LricuUure within the British Islaiiclg.
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'r,rpni\nn to agricultui

r']? faimin- is more profitBble, and less costly in

ktur. than corn ; and the extent to which the surface

Fthe country is beinff changed, from one kmd of crop

f fhe other, can only be ascertained by correct returns,

the absence of which an alteration of the most

Lortant nature may be goin^ on, of uhich the nation

Slectively is altogether i<,'norant. If one farmer finds

7 more profitable to lay one-fourth of his farm to

Trass instead of corn, partly from the mcreasmg profit

rtf live stock, and partlv from the scarcity of labourers,

the
probabilities are that other ftirmers, impelled by

L same causes, are following the same course. But

bow vast may be the result of a change seemingly so

Lpltt' If w^ assume one-fourth of the corn crop of

tliese islands at 10 million quarters, we may be suddenly

thrown on the markets of the world for this enormous

supply; every corn market in Europe and North

America would be agitated, an export of bullion and

deran'^emcnt of the monetary affaii-s of the country

woultf fuHow, all interests would be affected, and

disastrous consequences ensue.

But a change like this, which is perfectly natural,

voiild be accompanied by no such evils if the tact of its

beinff about to take place were ascertained beforehand,

and the requisite remedy thus opportunely provided.

On the contrary, such an increased demand for^ the

prodnce of other countries would, in that case, stimu-

late a legitimate interchange between nations, and pro-

mote tiie best interests of all.

A remarkable example of such a chanjie is shown by

the ngricultural statistics of Ireland. Between 1849

and 1859, the change in the agricultural management

oftlmt country has involved a diminution of one-fifth

of the land yielding corn, and an increase of nearly one-

half in the number of live stock.

The advantage of agricultural statistics is acknow-

ledged more or less by all civilised coramunilJes. But

statistics being statements of fact, there has always been

foaud, in regard to those of agriculture, a difficulty in

the necessity that was generally felt of supplying.

Along with the ascertained extent of land under various

CTopg, an estimate of the probable yield. In publislilng

such returns, therefore, a distinction should be observed

between that which is fact and that which is estimate.

Xor is there any practical difficulty in this, for, while

the facts (viz., the ascertained acreage) should be given

(i3 a reliable basis for estimating the yield of crops, an

estimate of that jield ought also to be afterwards sup-

plied, which, being an estimate merely, will be accepted

only in so far as it may accord with each man's private

judgment.
The estimated yield of the crops is, fortunately, the

only branch of agricultural statistics which cannot be

oHjurately ascertained. The extent of land under the

various crops, and the numbers of the several kinds of

live stock, are simple questions of fact which may be

learned with as much certainty as the census of the

population.

The success and accuracy of the Inquiry being mainly

dependent on the willing assistance of the farmers, the

greatest care should be taken that no annoyance be

given by introducing subjects of a comparatively un-

important character, which, however useful, are not of

such national importance as the simple question of the

supply ot food.

1. Facts to be obseeted.

1. The extent of land annually devoted to each sepa-

rate crop.

2. The number of the various kinds of domestic

onimals, usually termed agricultural live stock ; viz.,

horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs.

2. PeEIODS at which ReTTTENS SHOrLD BE MADE,

There cannot be a doubt that annual returns are most

'ieiirable. But there are two considerations, viz. the

cost, and the apprehension caused by the inquiry

(quite as common abroad as in this country), which

must be taken into account.

It has been justly said that nearly all the elaborate

statistical tables of trade compiled by the public

revenue departments are obtained without cost,^ as

they are recorded by the revenue officers with a view
to the collection of the duties payable upon them. The
statistics of agriculture, on the other hand, can only be
procured by a special organisation, and unless that can
be made as little costly as possible, its continuance will

be objected to on the ground of expense. Moreover,
that branch of the inquiry which is most variable is

lw» disliked by the farmer than the other. The extent
of land under the several crops varies very much from
year to year ; but the annual fluctuation in the numbers
of live stock is less considerable. It may, therefore, be
recommended that—

1. There should be an annual return of the area
under each crop.

2. A return of the live stock should be obtained not
less frequently than once in every five years, and if
possible every year.

Should it be found in practice that the farmers
become less opposed to give an account of their live
«t>ck, then both returns should be taken annually, as
they can both be made at the same time and with Uttle
Tidditional cost. In Ireland, the farmers not only do
no, now object to make returns of their live stock
tvery year, but they attach great value to these returns.

3. Mode op co^DtrCTiKa Inquiry.

On this point no rule can be laid down, as each

country w^ill best judge of the machinery most appro-

priate to its own case. The general principles are, tliat

it should he such as, by recommending itself to the

good will of the farmers, will secure the greatest

accuracy through their friendly co-operation, and that

some existing official organisation should he charged

with this duty, both to save expense and obtain uiii-

formitv of action.

In Ireland this inquiry has for many years_ been

successfully and cheaply conducted by the Registrar-

General through the constabulary, as appears by the

statement annexed by that officer; and, as a similar

organisation is now formed in Great Britain, an

uniform system for the United Kingdom might at once

be adopted.

In countries possessing an uniform survey of the

entire surface, the extent of the various crops might be

ascertained from the map, by merely noting the

particular crop growing on each field.

The period at which the tacts may be best observed

is between seed-time and liarvest. The month of June

is adopted in Ireland. There is, then, sufficient time

left to tabulate and prepare the returns, so as to be

published in September. The estimate of the produce

may be taken in November, and be ready for publica-

ti<m by January.

In conclusion, the Congress desire to impress upon

the various governments the vast national importance

of this subject. An early and accurate knowledge of

the supply of food at the command of their people,

from year to year, is the very basis of political and

commercial prosperity. The loss occasioned by a single

unnecessary food panic is more than the whole cost of

the inquiry would be for a century. And the facilities

of international communication are now so great, that

the natural or accidental deficiencies of the harvest of

one country may be repaired from the abundance of

others. James Caird.

THE NEIGHBOXTRHOOOD OF CIUEXCESTER.
[The following remarks are extracted from an es=ay by Mr.

John Pickering, a student of the Agiicultural College.]

Land Drainage.—We may take for granted that the

oolite will be sufficiently drained by its own porous

nature, hence we have only to descant upon the drainage

of the impervious beds, which is generally effected as

follows. The drains are sometimes laid parallel to each

other, with main drains at right angles upon the fall of

the land, to carry away the water collected by the

former ; or in case of springs bursting forth, an inter-

cepting channel is taken at right angles or obliquely

just above the spot where the water oozes out. The
depth of the drains must depend upon local circum-

stances, but as an invariable rule so deep that the

bottom of the drain shall be below the bed in which

the water collects. Where the field consists of a mix-

ture of heavy and light soil composed of clay and

brash, by far the most effective and economical method

is to run your drain or as many drains as requisite at

the appropriate depth and distance through the clay

until the oolite is reached beyond, when the water will

percolate through that porous stratum and take its

departure without further assistance. From not re-

garding these simple agronomical laws, a fiold belong-

ing to Earl Bathurst, hard by the farm buildings, was

drained to the depth of 3 or ^\ feet on the parallel

system with great and superfluous expense; all the

drains were very diligently carried in the direction of

the fall terminating in the main channels running at

right angles, which in their turn terminated at trenches

sufficient to convey away large volumes of liquid, but

never a drop since their formation has reached tlie

hollowed ground, inasmuch as all that is collected in

the heavy soil flows onwiird towards the brash, where it

finds numerous channels through which to percolate into

rock beneath. The cost of this comparatively useless

piece of engineering was about 6/. per acre, whereas 1^.

per acre with proper management would have covered all

expenses. The drains for the most part are formed of

the stone dug out during the excavation. Two stones

are placed perpendicularly as a support to the flat

coping stone, and the whole is then covered in with

the earth. Where the clay is deep and no stone can be

obtained close at hand, tiles will make a much more tidy

drain at a less expense; theylikewise offer greatadvantage

in their lightness of cartage. An example of the drainage

of heavy soil is afforded by the operations which have

been carried on this year in No. 29. Parallel channels

running down the fall of the land meet the nialu drain

at ri<^ht angles, which continuing upon a slight incline

termuiated in the oolite at the extremity of the field,

and for fear at anytime too large a supply of water

should be forced down and not be able readily enough

to soak into the rubbly stratum, a vent was constructed

nto the adjoining copse. From the respective qnahfica-

rions and position of these rocks, we may readily drain

a heavy soil which lying in a hollow is lower tlmn any

nart of the surrounding land, by merely makmg a

rol,nlP through the impervious bed, and going a

?^ThUcSpM^^ "P tl^e cavity with stones or

other porous matoriah
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^ .^

.iSve^geTaUon along tL banks ^^ irrigation,

of the neighbouring water meadows. Its mfluence on
,

vegetation and its resuscitating powers are perfectly

surprising, for the Buttercups, Daisies, Plaintains, and
sour Grasses which formerly clothed it so poorly

are exchanged for the finer species and more nutritivo

descriptions of herbage. Before irrigation we find the
bad Grasses are to the good as 20 to 5. After irrigation

we have had Grasses to the good as 3 to 30. The
general system is to irrigate the land at the end of the

winter or beginning of spring, so that the pasture may
be in condition for the ewes and lambs before entering

upon the seeds. After they have cropped the Grass

closely the water is again turned on to refreshen it. and

give it a stimulus for the production of hay. which is

cut and off the ground about the middle of June or

beginning of Jul^', when the meadows are flooded

for the third time in order to ensure a suitable after-

math, which in favourable seasons will bear stocking

until Christmas.

Sainfoin.— \J])on the slopes of the Cotswold hills

whose verv bleakness and thinness of soil render them

unfruitful," and where the land, if appropriated tp

arable purposes, must be cultivated at a vast expense,

with the liability of growing more infertile vvith con-

tinued cropping, the Sainfoin comes to the assistance

of the farmer, answering his every desire. The peculiar

feature of the Sainfoin is its restriction to certain dis-

tricts, whose soil is of a shallow'or and poorer description,

but which at the same time are replete with

calcareous ingredients; hence upon the chalk hills

of Wiltshire, Hampshire, and Berkshire we find it

cultivated to a great extent, and the Cotswolds may
he ranked as one of the chief theatres of its cultivation.

The common Sainfoin, Onobrychis sativa, which is indi-

genous, belongs to the order Leguminossc ; the leaves

are pinnate, aiid the flowers, which have a crimson hue

and papilionaceous form, are succeeded by roundish,

oblong pods containing light grey seeds with a greenish

interior. Upon the Cotswold and chalk hills the Sain-

foin is generally left in the ley for five or six years suc-

cessively, and this occurs in the order ofcultivation about

once in every twenty years, but in the eastern counties

and in Bedfordshire'taking it in alternation with Clover

has been successfully adopted; in which case two years

is the general period of the ley. The chief value of

this plant is to allow the land a beneficial cessation

from cereals and other exhausting crops, and at the

same time to assist in making a deeper soil by the pro-

perty which it possesses of extracting its
^
mineral

matters from the solid rock beneath. Sainfoin is

especially suited for sheep, and makes » substantial

fodder for cattle and horses, especially in the spring

time, being substituted in many instances for Vetches

and Rye, add to which its efi'ects upon animals are ex-

ceedingly healthy and beneficial. The average amount

of hay ranges from 1 to 1^ ton per acre, and although

the total quantity may be small, it is partially atoned

for by the quality of the production. A larger varlety

of Sjinto'in—Sainfoui a deux coupes, imported from

France, and which comes to maturity tlie first yeai*

—

has in many instances been cultivated with success.

The general method of cultivation is that of drilling

the Sainfoin at right angles to a corn crop ; the drills

being about 6 inches apart, and the average amount of

seed from 4 to 5 bushels of rough seed per acre. Hop

Trefoil is then sown, in order to help out the Sainfoin

during its first year's growth. The seed of the Sainfoin

is ofno further value than for the reproductionof the plant.

When the ley is broken up, paring and burning arc the

usual operations, which effectually clean the land from

all weeds that may have collected during the past years.

This process also renders the insoluble silicates and

other salts soluble and prevents the too great collection

of vegetable matter which would make these thin soils

of too peaty a nature, and provides a valuable amount

of ashes for dressing the following crop, which is gene-

rally Turnips or other roots.

Tht subjoined Analysis, of Sainfoin icere made hi/ Dr. Yodcker,

and are extractedfrom Morton't Encyclopcedia.

In £L natural
state.

In a dry-

state.

Water
Sugar, gum, albumen, and other ^

1

organic substances soluble in V
wuter. . . . 3

Inorganic soluble salts

Impure vegt:t;\V>le fibre

Insoluble inorganic salts .

.

m *

77.32

8.00

1.20

V2.95
.53

35.23

5.29

57.09
2.34

100.00 100.00

The general composition may be represented as

follows:—
In a natural

state. J

In a dry-
state.

Nitro^enii^fi organic matters cap-)

aolo of forming flesh . . • . f

Substances not containing nitroO

gen, fitted to support respiration V

and to lay on fat /

Inorifanic salts

Water

3.512

17.438

1.730
77.320

15.50

7i).37

7.63

100.000 100.00

The fresh plant was found to contain .502 per cent, of

nitrogen; in a dry state Sainfoin accordingly yield*

2.48 per cent, of nitrogen.

Weeds.—'^\\Q False Burnet,a weed peculiar todry soils,

andonewhichreadily perisheswhen grownuponawetclay;

it IB found to occupv spaces wliicli ought otherwise to he

covered with Sainfoin or otbernutritive p^^nt. It may
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readily be distinguished from the Sainfoin by the

notches of its leaflets, which are more of a rounded form

than those of the Sainfoin, which are ovute and smooth.

The False Burnet may he considered a weed of that

class which is not injurious in itself, but which occupies

those patches of soil which ought to be covered with

the plant or plants to which the field is devoted. In

many parts the True Burnet, Poterium sanguisorba

officinaUs, is cultivated in alternation with Clover

(e.g. on Salisbury Plain), but sheep will not readily eat

it nnless very closely cropped, and cattle prefer most

other plants.—The Garlics are found in large quantities

the Hog Garlic, principally infesting the pasture lands,

whilst the Crow Garlic, is chiefly met with on the

nplands when under arable cultivation. The former,

which grows very freely at Sapperton, may be distin-

guished by its Lily-like leavesand white six-parted flow ers

situated upon a stem rising from the centre of the leaves.

Butter is' frequently tainted with an Oniony flavour

owing to cows being grazed upon land which is studded

with the Garlic, or from their being fed upon fresh hay

which contains the same obnoxious edible. The Crow
Garlic, like the former, is a perennial, and more closely

resembles the Onion; the flower stem is of considerable

height and crowned with a round head of small purplish

flowers. The means of eradicating these agricultural

banes is by carefully and perseveringly remov-

ing their numerous bulbs or parts of bulbs,

whether they be great or small, by picking

over the land with manual labour.—Of the annual

weeds or those which spring up from seed, and

in their turn ripen and produce seed the same year, the

Chickweed and Charlock are the most prevalent in the

neighbourhood. The Charlock (Sinapis arvensis) bears a

great resemblance to the Mustard, of which family it is

a member. It may be distinguished by having the
" upper leaves lanceolate, erect, and toothed ; " its flowers

are of a brilliant yellow, and the seeds which are held

in pods, are of a brown colour. The weed mostly pre-

vails upon arable soils and possesses a pungent taste.

—Chickweed, Stellaria media, composed of "prostrate

stems" with small roundish leaves, and bearing small

white flowers, frequents the arable land, from wlilch it

is difficult to be eradicated, on account of the innu-

merable seeds which are brought to mfiturity during
the season. Seeds sowu in the autumn spring up and
grow whenever the temperature is above 32'' Fahr. In
March the plant takes its spring growth, and rapidly

progressing flowers and seeds at the beginning of

April, which seeds being disseminated spring up and
produce their harvest during the summer. The only

method of satisfactorily ridding the land of Chickweed
is by constant hand hoeing at a proper season, i. e.,

before each successive crop comes to perfection.—The
two varieties of the Plantain very generally met with
are the Plantago media and lanccolata. The former
species has broader Icdvos and of a darker green than
those of the latter, which are more strongly ribbed and
lanceolate. On poor soils the Plantago lanceolata is

frequently cultivated as a fodder plant with seeds, but
as a rule both species must be considered as weeds
occupying those spaces of ground which ought to be
appropriated to a more worthy plant, and extracting

nutritive matters from the soil which ought to go
towards the formation of a more feeding herbage.

The latter remarks are equally appropriate to the
common Dock, Rumex ohtusifolius, and to the Burdock,
Arctium Lappa. The tap root of the common Dock
penetrates the soil to a great depth, and if any portion

be broken off in the soil when attempts are made to

eradicate them, that portion, however small, will of
itself be sufficient to produce a new plant. The secret

of effectually clearing the land is to destroy the plant
by thoroughly forking or drawing and preventing it from
seeding. The Burdock (Arctium Lappa), unlike the
Dock, is a biennial weed, covering a wide space of ground
with its large coarse leaves. It is peculiar to mode-
rately deep good soil, and is produced from seed.

It may be extirpated with facility by spudding before
the plant flowers, otherwise the seed will spread over
the ground, and around the parent a numerous offspring

will arise.—One of the greatest pests to the agriculta-
rist, both in this district and elsewhere, is the Carduus
arvensis or Corn-thistle. From the depth to which its

roots penetrate, from the rhizomes extending from the
main root, and from the multitude of seeds which are
produced upon one stem, the Thistle is extremely diffi-

cult to be removed from the soil. The seed which is

of a downy nature, being wafted by the wind and spread
over the neighbouring country, germinates, and a
minute plant springs up which continues to be diminu-
tive during its first year's growth ; this dies away at top
before the winter's cold, but its rhizomes come up the
following spring, prepared to furnish the world upon
maturing with an abundant stock of seed. The only
method of killing the Thistle is by continuously cutting
the green part or lungs of the plant, which in due time
will produce baneful results upon the roots; and being
careful never to let a Thistle run to seed.—The Couch
(friticum repens) and the Squitch Grass (Poa compressa),
which are so well known to every one from their preva-
lence throughout the kingdom, need not be described.

—

Of those plants which are weeds on account of their
poisonous properties, the Colchicum autumnale or
Meadow Saffron graces the neighbourhood in vast
qnantities with its purplish coloured flowers towards
«ve fall of the year. Cattle will seldom touch the•asron, bat ifAsy from a distance unwittingly partake

of it they sufl'er from its poisonous properties. Extract

of Colchicum used in medicine as a specific for gout,

rheumatism, &.C., is prepared from the corn or bulbous

root. Herdinp: horses at spring time in those fields

where the Saffron occurs, so that they may injure the

tender leaves which are then put forth, is one of the

best recipes for the destruction of the plant,

Ci'Oj}S aiid Cultivation.—TJpou the heavier soils the

jMangel Wurzel furnishes useful provender for winter;

and to have a wholesome mixture of this plant with

the Turnip is generally one of the farm regulations.

On the inferior oolite at Sapperton and on light sandy

soils the Mangel is quite the exception ; these soils are

exclusively confined to the various species of Turnip.

When the land is of a deep loamy nature. Carrots are

grown for home consumption, and only in those localities

where the soil is deep and the particles are minute and

freely exposed to the action of the atmosphere, so 'that

the tap root may have easy access to the under soil, and

its rootlets may readily run through the mould to

obtain the sustenance required for the well-being of

the plant. Beans and Peas are only cultivated to a

moderate extent upon the clays; the latter are used

for corning sheep upon the Turnips. Roots are mostly

fed off upon the land ; but in cases where the soil is of

too heavy a nature they are drawn off and consumed

at the homestead or stored for spring consumption.

Sheep, both of the Down and Gloucester breeds, in-

variably comprise the principal live stock of the district,

whether they be kept for breeding or for feeding; and
as a rule the farmer has an eye to both purposes. The
tegs are fattened upon the Turnips during the winter

and sold either shorn or unshorn in the spring.

The ewes with lamb are folded in yards hard by the

Turnip field, as the lambing season commences, being

allowed to run upon the roots during the day, and
being supplied with hay, &c., in their fold by night.

Seeds which luxuriate as a rule upon these moderately

heavy though often thin soils, being well supplied wnth
alkaline and other mineral matters in a state sub-

servient to the assimilating functions of the plant,

afford fodder for the ewes and lambs during ihe latter

days of spring as well as through the summer. Dairying,

from the low per centage of Grass land in comparison

with the arable, is little followed ; only a sufficient

number of cows being kept to supply the wants of the

house, and give suckle to the calves upon those farms
where breeding is adopted. The Short-horn breed is

that chiefly patronised by farmers in the district.

Cattle are in some instances used for working, and a

certain number upon each farm are fed in boxes, stalls,

or yards during the winter, in order not only to fatten

and consume the provided food, but to make a short,

well-rooted, and rich mianure for the land in spring.

The four-course rotation of crops is generally followed

upon the lighter land, viz. :—
Istyear, Swede or Turuip
2d year, Barley and seeds 1

3d yoar. Seeds mown or fed
4th year. Wheat

And a course extending over 6 or 8 years upon the

j
heavy clays

—

1st year, Fallow
2d year, Wheat
3d year, Beans
4th year, Wheat

or,

1st year, Fallow
2d year, Wheat and seeds
3d year. Seeds mown or fed

5th year. Boots
6th. year. Barley and seeds
7th year. Seeds mown or fed
8th year. Wheat

4th year, Wheat
5th year, Beans
6th year. Wheat

Manual labour is cheap, and the men sluggish in com-
parison with the labourers of the midland counties.

The average wages of able-bodied men without beer
varies from 9s. to lis. per week, and that of the
women, who are much employed upon the farms, from
7d. to Sd. per day.

THE VALE OF STRATHMORE.
Polled Angus Cattle.—IJinitaied Castle Stock.

(Continued from p. 633.)

On the banks of the Esk, as elsewhere, high pressure
feeding for exhibition purposes is not found to answer
well with breeding animals. Take the case of the Earl
of Southesk's heifer Dorothea, the first of her class at
Warwick, beating the Elmham Hall Norfolks by an
easy headway. We saw her in a pasture along with
seven other 2-year-old in-calf heifers, and she was
decidedly the farthest back of her age, having appa-
rently undergone a lowering process to bring her into a
good breeding state. A couple of Balwyllo-bred hei-

fers were among the lot, fine mellow handlers, with
prime loin and twist ; and for all the world of a regular

Short-horn build. Divest them of their black coats,

or rather exchange for coloured vestments, getting at

the same time a set of good horns added and fixed

according to the most approved Ayrshire fashion, and
you have a Durham beast of the best water. Indeed,

rumour, with her hundred tonj^ueg, has it that into at

least one family of Angus-polled, Short-horn blood at

one time found its way. At all events it is rumoured
still further that a prime Angus heifer which was sold

at a very handsome figure, brought a white-homed calf

as her first present, and was killed fat with a similar

compliment on the way. But the noble Earl's stock

abjures such relationships. The old Kinnaird cows

have remained pure and uncontaminated from time

immemorial ; and even so late as fifty years ago the

female part of the herd were allowed to

the woods and policies adjacent tothe^cTTT
Barbara, a wide roomy cow, with an udder equal

*
size to a moderate milk pail, is one of the eraudmim '"

of the herd ; while Old Bell and Lady Anne aC"?^
long, long years impressed their milking characterisf^
on the stock. Kathleen is a great square cow equal f
10 scores per quarter in weight any dayj and »>)
Emily or Rebecca may dispute the present honours
point of attraction. Some of the best milkers eivp

'^

much as 12 Scots pints per day for the first th
months after calving. Reckoning the Scotch pint''^
104.2 cubic inches, a yield of close on five imner" I

gallons per day shows itself; but appeanuicea arp
deceptive if one-tenth of the pure bred Angus cow
would exceed the 4 gallons wliicb we count ou'seein^
all round from a good Short-horn dairy. ^

Although this herd has had considerable attention
paid to it for probably the greater part of the present
century, its fresh start only dates from Mr Lvall''^

purchase of the bull "Cupbearer," at the Hifi-hlaurf

Society's Perth show in 1852. This hull, bred by Mr
Bowie, Mains of Kelly, was sold by the breeder to lilr

j

Walker, of Pcrtlethen, for 401, He had however greatly
! taken Mr. Lyall's fancy ; so much so that he indnced
the Earl to agree to a purchase from the Aberdonian
owner, and Mr. Walker accordingly made 20?. more by
letting him go to Kinnaird. There he has imprinted
his family likeness so thoroughly that all the best stock

since that date has a direct descent through liim.

Since then nearly 300?., besides medals innumerable'

have found their way to Kinnaird; and those

who have attended the meetings of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England of late years could rarely

miss an acquaintance with the herd. At Chester they

were represented by Druid (1st prize), a son of Cop.

bearer ; Raven, got by Druid ; by Dulcinea, in milk and

in calf (Ist prize), sire Cupbearer; by Oriana, a 2.year-

old in-calf heifer (1st prize), got by Cupbearer; and also

by the yearling heifer Vanilla, a grand-daughter of the

same bull. Windsor, highly commended at Warwick,

was got by a bull of Mr. M*Combie's breeding, but which

likewise goes back to the Mains of Kelly stock ; and

he duly gained the honours of his class at Edinburgli,

reversing the places which he and a Balwyllo bull held

at Dundee. Oriana, in-calf and in-milk, took the

! honours of her cow class, on the Warwick race-course;

and the yearling heifer Dorothea, as already remarked,

occupied the like position among the juniors. Another

fortunate purchase—that of the cow Dora—was made

throe years earlier, from Mr. Watson's, of Keillor,

before Cupbearer saw the Kinnaird pastures. The old

dame was calved in 1848, and still looks almost as

youthful as ever.

Notwithstanding that the bulls are in frequent

service, and all of them have hitherto proved sure stod*

getters, they are kept in capital condition; wid

Windsor had nearly as much flesh as when we madeius

acquaintance at the last July meeting, A 14 montW

old bull, too, Osiris, was as fleshy and promising m

could be desired. The whole of the stock—about 80 in

number, including calves—are in excellent keepiflfr

coats sleek, and dispositions gentle—speaking much

for the attention of the herdsman. But William Innes

served a good apprenticeship in the like capacity at

Tillyfour, and as he has been much about the countiy,

both at French, English, and Scottish shows, it Tied

hardly be wondered at that be should come to be con-

sidered a good judge of what a polled beast should be,

as well as to know what their requirements are, in

order that they may show to the best advantage. ^^
expense has evidently been [a secondary object here:

the improvement of the breed, and the honours of the

show-yard being more looked to. But for the present

year it is arranged that quietness will reign in the herd,

so that Lord Sondes may be expected to take tbepoUed

honoursatCanterbury,leavingtheothernorthernhreeders

to do the best they can with one formidable opponent

fewer at the Highland Society's meeting.

The cow-house arrangements are particularly snug

and tasteful, and all in good keeping, down even to the

rustic chair with its sideboard wings, and towels and

glasses all ready for partaking of a draught from the

produce of the herd. It is even such a place as a party

from the drawing room might be likely to take a toio

to, in order to whet the appetite for dhmer. The honse

referred to has accommodation for a dozen fayourite'

of the herd, and these have their names all printed i^

bold Eomau characters before their separate standings-

Being 48 feet long, a space of 4 feet is afforded to e«ci)

cows, minus the thickness of the stone slabs that serre

for separate divisions. Transversely, the cows have

9 feet allowed them, then a gutter 15 inches wide, ana»

passage of 6 feet more brings you to the f'^o"*^!

The mangers are low, and a sparred rack for the fodd^

is at a moderate height. Gas forms an excellent adUi-

tion for.a winter's night or morning, and the cool gree«

blinds are no less pleasing for a hot summer ^^^^^^
The walls and roof are whitewashed once a year, andtn

floors flushed with water (which is on the premi^/

daily. An end house contains a furnace for scaM'^^
^"^

milk vessels, and also a nicely furnished

1

daily. An end house contains a furnace for scaldmgW
milk vessels, and also a nicely furnished set

lock-up bins far cake, bran, meal, &c-—commodity
that are undoubtedly in frequentrequisition. A root st<ff^

and hay-house had not been forgotten, while m 5^
former were Swedes yet fresh and good, showii^^
the northern districts afford roots of this class ot^

I

better keeping qualities than we can get in our J^^^
I wander about in comparative freedom among j mildewed fields further south. The calf pens m

ii
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wml what is more, they were filled with heartvthnving

naiits. They are never allowed to suck the cows,

r'T are at once removed and placed in loose hoses,

ifeethv SV feet each, forming one side of the house;

;. divisions of these compartments are 3.^ feet high,

fflien a little older they are shifted to the other side,

d tied up, so as to leave room for the fresh coiners in

the loose boxes.

One word as to the Herd-book of the establishment,

nd we must pass onward. There has jet ham no rcoog-

hedherd-book for the polled breeds, but viu iousbrceders

have seen the necessity of establishing the genealogy

oftheir best stock, and have accordingly arranged with

Ifr,
Kavenscroft, of Edinburgh, to fill up the blank.

He'has the confidence of all concerned, and from his

well-known abilities may be expected to form the com-

inencement of a standard work, which will be filled

up as time rolls on. But at Kinnalrd a private herd-

book is l^^t^pW oil ^ very excellent system. Each page

coatains five columns, viz., for date, sex, name, sire, and

reninrks; each cow has a separate page for herself, and

liername is given at the top, her descendants following

in the columns referred to. The cow is readily got at

w the letters of a ledger index, and in order to simplify

matters, the Earl (who names all the stock himself)

selects the names alpliabetically, so that each bull or

Mffcalffollows the initial letter of its mother's name.

Thus, on opening; the page allotted to " Ada," we find

Adihiral, Adamant, Aldebiirran, &c. (her progeny),

following in the wake. A richly-finished duplicate

volume is kept for the Castle use.

Mai^s of Keilt Herb and Geneeal Management.

Tbis farm—its stock and its whole arrangements-

Is well worth going all the way from Warwickshire to

see; and Mr. Bowie, the intelligent occupier, has so

much of real Scottish kind-heartedness in his disposi-

tiou, that we are sure no visitor has ever gone without

receiving a courteous welcome. You will not see, it is

true, either a steam plough or cultivator, nor yet a

system of pipes for liquid manure distribution, nor a

wild and wasteful outlay in any one direction; but you

tiud a first-class farm, under first-class management—
and so many matters of detail to be seen that all may
learn something. Arbroath, formerly Aberbrothick, is

tlie more convenient station for leaving the railway, and

a drive of three miles or so, along the turnpike road

to\vards Dundee, brings you to Mr. Bowie's farm. On
the left as you leave Arbroath, and but a few hundred

yards off at most, the German Ocean rolls in with full

force on the rocky or sandy beach. Passing vessels

and the boats of the fishermen, or an Aberdeen or

Inverness steamer further out, lend animation to the

scene. And Justin the distance where water and sky

seem to meet, about 12 miles off, a solid immoveable
ffpeck rears its head over the v/aters. There it has

stood, 100 feet high, for the past 50 years, much to the

joy of the passing mariner. An outlay of 60,OO0Z.

gave to the Bell Bock a lighthouse, whose efficiency

must contrast strangely with that of the floating bell,

wJiieh " Sir Ralph the Rover " in his wanton mirth so

wickedly destroyed. Soutliey well expr<?eses the his-

torical tradition :

—

" His eye was on the bell and float

;

Quoth he, * My men, put out the boat,

And row me to the Inchcape Rock.

And I'll plague the priest of Aberbrothock.'

** The boat is lower'd, the boatmen row.
And to the Inchcape Rock they go ;

Hir Ralph bent over from the boat.

And cut the warning bell from the float I

But by and bye, Sir Ralph returns filled with spoi

to his native shores :

—

"They hear no sound, the swell is strong.

Though the wind has fallen, they drift along,

Till the vessel strikes with a sbiveriug shock—
Alaa! It is the Inchcape Rock !

"

At night this light is clearly seen S.S.E. from Mains
^f Kelly, and the light on the Isle of May, beyond the

"East Nook of Fife," to the S.S.W, The noble estuary

<»f the Tay stretches away to the right with a large

<^xteut of sandy links adjacent to the shore, and the

Barry Hills and Dundee "Law'* forming the back-

-Tountl. Over the water the sweet hills and dales of

i'ifeahire are plainly visible ; and far beyond may, on a
<;lear day, be seen East Lothian and the summits of the

lAmmennuir range.
Mains of Kelly Farm is ou the Panmure property,

ind extends to some 300 or more Scotch acres of arable
land. It has been long in Mr. Bowie's family, his
father having come from Cockpen, in East Lothian,
when a young man, to enter the occupation. A con-
siderable part of the land is of the highest natural
fertility, and equal to carrying any of the usually cul-
tivated crops. The remainder is of an indifferent
hungi-y character, and but for the fact of all the land
being choke-full of manure, this part would soon be the

inch in diameter, is filled with milk to within a short
distance of the top, the surface of the fluid being made
to coincide with u transverse line drawn on the tube,
and marked zero ; the capacity of the tube from this

line downwards is divided into 100 equal parts or
degrees. Whpn the tube thus filled has been suffered

to remain undisturbed for a definite time, say 12 hours,

or 24 hours, the quantity of cream which shall have
separated spontaneously during that time is ascertained

by an inspection of the instrument held in a proper
liiiht, as the inferior limit of the stratum of cream is

generally defined with sufficient clearness to enable one
to read off accurately the per centage of this ingjredient

which has become separated from the milk within the

time specified. In using this instrument, it is neces-

sary to observe certain precautions: the milk should be

quite fresh, but the tube should not be filled till the

milk has cooled down to the temperature of the place

wiiere it is destined to remain while at rest; the entire

mass of milk should always be well stirred up imme-
"e to be tested is taken out; the

should be left undisturbed for

ither be warm, for 24 if it be

hence he takes the best mode, or at least the most sue- cold.

frontage alone. A portion thereof would be glarlly

secured ; but a high tide would again send the bulk on

its watery pilgrimage. A 6 or 7 years' rotation is

usually followed:—1. Oats ; 2. Potatoes or Beans;
3. Wheat ; 4. Turnips ; 5. Barley, sown down ; 6.

(or 6 and 7) Clovers and Pye-grass.

In this course three liberal manurings are given,

viz., a dozen loads to the Potatoes or Beans, full as

much to the Wheat, and another dozen to the Barley.

The Turnips are grown with nearly ^L per Scotch acre

in value of a mixture of several of the most approved

artificials—combined with a home-made preparation to

be yet referred to. Hence, if the Clover roots are to be

regarded as food for the Oats, we have a special

deposit made to the bank (mother earth) for every

cheque that is drawn. Under Euch treatment,

we should, in the better class of Warwickshire

soils, expect to see scarcely a single upright stem

of Barley at harvest ; the straw would be abundant, but

the yield of corn deficient in quantity and light in

cessful, to prevent it. Bnt as already remarked, his

land is of a varied character—brown loam incumbent
IMilk which has been thus tested is said to show a

laiiv* .=. V.1 « ..II.V.VA ^..ci»«v.u-.,L— .^.«,... .w. .....„^... certain per centage of cream, and the higher the num-
on gravel; clay and sandy gravel (drained where : ber of degrees indicated by the lower edge of the cream-

required) ; clay incumbent on clay, drained at 51 yards stratum, the more of this ingredient is the^ milk sup-
' posed to possess. As far as this goes, nothing can be

more simple and satisfactory, if it were only true, but

it can be shown that the indications of the instrument

in question are fallacious, and calculated to lead to the

most erroneous conclusions, especially in the case of

those milks in regard to which it is most important

that the information supplied by this test should be as

accurate as possible—for example, in those cases in

which milk is supplied by contract in large quantities

distances; and blackish loam on sand—part resting on

drained moor-pan. Such soils will naturally stand

heavier dressings of manure than clay loam resting on

the new red sandstone formation. But we must

also look at the fact that he has got an

ample supply of saline ingredients to the soil,

which will, as is well known, strengthen the

straw. -This supply comes from proximity to the

German Ocean, and the driving showers thence received;

; also from the thousands upon thousands of loads of to public institutions. The fact is unquestionable that

! J l,r„U T.^ 1,„« ^i- ,x«« 4-:.-vm ^-. nnrtflinw nnnllofl nnni-fon^nfc or-rt lit t:llO lia lli f *^f Olinnl VintT it linUOr whichsea-weed which he has at one time or another apphed,

whereas we, on the banks of the Avon, are as far from

the action of either the one or the other as we could

well be in any part of the British Islands. At all

events, at Mains of Kelly, lodged corn is almost un-

known, and a Burgess & Key's reaper finds few obstacles

from the beginning to the close of harvest. T. JBoivicJc,

iTo he continued.)

1

RICHNESS OP MILK.
[The following is an abstract of a paper read before the

Dublin Chemical Society on this subject by Dr. H. Minchin.]

Whe^' we consider that milk enters, in some form or

other, into the composition of the food of almost every

member of the community, and constitutes the prin-

cipal, and in many instances the sole, support of the

very young, It is of importance that we should be in

possession of some means of ascertaining the compa-
rative purity of a fluid holding the essential place

which this does as a dietetic substance. Probably but

few articles of food are more frequently subject to

fraudulent adulteration than the fluid in question.

But, although many substances are supposed to hare

been employed for the purpose of imparting colour or

consistence to milk which has been previously diluted,

the evidence of very numerous experiments is in f\ivour

of the belief, that perhaps, in most instances, the pump
is the chief or only contributor; the dealers being

quite aware of the fact that, while chalk, starch, flour,

and colouring matters can be detected with tolerable

facility, the admixture of water will ailmit of being

practised pretty largely^ and yet fail to be exposed b}--

the tests ordinarily employed.

To determine with accuracy the quantities of the

proper constituents of a given specimen of milk will,

of course, require that it be submitted to a chemical

contractors are in the habit of supplying a liquor which

they call milk, at a price so excessively low that they

must either add a large proportion of water, or sustain

a serious loss ; and the managers of large institutions

are often s.itisfied to accept this so-called milk at the

price agreed upon, provided the lactometer shows a

certain per centage of cream. In reference to the

effect which the addition of water to milk exercises on

the indications of the lactometer, Dr. Ilassall, who has

made the analysis of very numerous specimens of milk,

makes the following remarks :

—

" It is stated," he says, " that the addition of a

small quantity of warm water to milk increases the

amount of cream : the beUef in the accuracy of this

statement is entirely erroneous—the addition of water

to milk does not mcrease the quantity of cream ; it

merely facilitates and hastens, in a moat remarkable

manner, its formation and separation, as is shown by

what follows :

—

" Six lactometers were filled, one with pure milk, the

remainder with the same milk diluted respectively with

10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 per centages of water.
" In 20 minutes, the lactometer containing pure milk

showed but half a degree of cream; in 40 minutes it

showed 4" ; and at the end of 12 hours it showed 9^

"The instrument contaming 50 per cent, of water

showed in 20 minutes 6" of cream; in 40 minutes Q\°

;

and at the end of 12 hours 5°.

" The rapidity with which the cream was thrown up

on the other 4 tubes, viz., those containing 10, 20, 30,

and 40 per-centage of water, was proportionally great

;

the two extreme cases have been quoted merely in order

to exhibit more promiueutly the results which were

obtained.
" It thus appears,** continues Dr. Hassall, " that the

addition of a large quantity of water to milk occasions

an almost immediate formation of cream, but does not
01 course, require mat il ue auuuuLLeu lu a ciiuniiuai

,

— -
. ^ ,-, c , • -i.

anal,sls.for\hich purpose an expens-.ye apparatus is -l-f„ i^ir!"l%f. ":±>.„'" ^^^JL^!?;;'
necessary, while the process is of necessity both tedious

and laborious, and not at all adapted to the require-

ments of ordinary cases, in which a daily examination

must be made.* It therefore became necessary that

some more simple method should be devised of estimat-

ing approximatively the qualities of this fluid. The
several modes of milk-testing which have been suggested

are well known, the principal being, 1st, the lactometer,

or cream-test of Sir Joseph Banks ; 2d, the hydrometer,

or specific gravity test; 3d, the lactoscope of M.
Donne; and 4th, the microscope.

It may be necessary to make a few remarks on the

use of these several instruments, and first, of the

lactometer.

A glass tube of about 11 inches long, and half an

* The principal constituents of milk are—cream, or oily

matter, casein, or cheese, sugar, saline luatters, and water.

The nroportion of each is variable in different milks ; but bow-

ever the relations of the first four may vary amongst them-

selves it may bo stated as a general rtUe that milk which

nresenta more than S7 per cent, of water i^ of inferior quality.

On tSing the average proportion of this incrredieot according

?oVhfSyses of Simon^Herber.er. Le^m^

ia

o--- »^«.«.»j ue Huppust^. Having a sea
montage, again, many hundreds, if not thousands, of
eartloads of "wrack "are secured and formed into the
*08t
4e

in
m

X^«i^at shonldbe to ascertaxa ine per ccntaso u, ^..^ .^4...

^A^r^ncTtLrSimpl ed by lOOraud divided by 13. will gi

I could well be ; i^^^^e^^^^n^e of added water, thus : suppose 100 grains

-rxo uiany as trom 5UUU to n;,000 cartloads of , lo^^on eVaporatiou 89.6 grains, then 89.tJ-o:-2.0, and i

»«»-wced have been known ,to lie temptingly along this i divided by 13 gives 20 per cent, of water auaeo.

the
give

would be an advantage to dairymen to avail themselves.

The addition of water to milk of course lessens its

specific gravity, and so facilitates the ascension of the

cream "t
Now, it would appear from this experiment that we

are warranted in deriving a conclusion quite opposed to

that just quoted. Here we have 100 parts of pure

milk exhibiting 9° of cream ; while 50 parts of the same

milk mixed with 50 of water, are found to yield 6^ of

cream. But the relative proportion of cream existing

in the pure and diluted milk is as 2 to 1 ; while the

proportion separable from the two fluids respectively is

shown by the lactometer to be as 1.385 to 1 (9 to 6i),

It is plain, therefore, that the per-centage announced

by this instrument is not a true index of the riclmd«

of the fluid examined.
With regard to the hydrometer, or specific gravity

instrumetttl it is almost unnecessary to say that ex-

perience has long since shown it to be quite inapplicable

as a means of ascertainintr the purity of milk. The

normal density of milk has been variously stated by

writers, some placing the average density at about

1029, others at 1038, others, again, at some in-

termediate number. But, whatever may have

been the original density of a given sample of

the fluid, it is capable of being lowered
^
by

tlie fraudulent admixture of. warm water, and raised

ao-ain to the former figure by the abstraction of a pop-

ti'on of the cream ; for the latter will separate rapidly,

owing to the previous addition of warm water, and thna

the double deception is capable of being carried into

«

** Food and its Adulterations," p. 329.
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effect within a very short period after the milk has been

first drawn, and will of course fail to be detected by

the hydrometer. It has, therefore, been suggested

that the lactometer should always be used in combi-

nation with the hydrometer, one being supposed to

serve as a check upon the indications of the other,

A very ingenious mode of determining the richness

of milk was devised some years since by M. Donne. The

instrument which he employed, called a latoscope, is

constructed on a different principle altogether from

either of the foregoing, and professes to enable one to

judge of the richness of a sample of milk, by measuring

the thickness of a film of this fluid through which_ a

luminous body, placed at a certain distance, can be dis-

covered ; the more dilute the milk, the thicker will be

the filra through which the light will be transmitted,

and the measure of the thickness is provided for by a

scale attached to the instrument.

. The chief objections to the employment of the lacto-

scope, at least for ordinary every-day use, would appear

to be not only its high price, but the difficulty of keep-

ing it in good working order, owing to the delicacy of

its construction. It requires to be taken asunder every

time" it is used, and if not thoroughly cleansed and dried

in every part, the screw becomes clogged and its action

embarrassed ; in fact, if it gets into careless or unskilful

bands it will not fail to become, in a sliort time, un-

BCTviceable.

Lastly, of the microscope. With the aid of this

valuable instrument the number, size, and shape, of the

oil, or cream-pai tides can be easily recognised by any

one who has become expert in its manipulation, and in

this way may be formed a tolerably fair estimate of the

quality of any given sample of milk ; it must be

admitted, however, that few, comparatively speaking,

have attained to the requisite degree of skill and ex-

perience to enable them to pronounce at once a decisive

opinion from the use of this instrument without some
collateral aid. The expense of a good microscope is

also a serious impediment to its general adoption as a

lactoscopic instrument.

It will appear, therefore, from what has been stated

in the foregoing remarks, that an instrument which, in

the hands of ordinary observers, will supply the means
of determining approximately, or in a rough way,

without much trouble, and in a short time, the compa-

rative richness of milk, is still a desideratum. The
practical difficulty which has attended the employment
of the several methods of milk -testing hitherto in use,

is to be attributed in some measure to the fact that

upon any scale that can be devised, upon any principle

whatever, there is not one point to which we can refer

as a standard of purity. The nearest approach we can

make to the establishment of such a standard is to

ascertain, by experimenting on several specimens

of average t^uality and known purity, whether
we can seize upon some physical property which
kdmits of sufficientJy accnrate measurement for

tlie purpo.se; then, it has been ascertained that an
inferior quality is indicated when the specific gravity is

below a certain range—bat this can be raised artificially

by the abstraction of some of the cream ; an inferior

quality is also indicated when the per centage of cream

is less than a certain number; but the instrument em-
ployed for exhibiting this per centage is found to be

fallacious, inasmuch as it only shows how much cream
has Hoated to the surface in a given time, and experi-

ment has proved that the richer the milk the leas is the

cream disposed to float. Many persons are able to

judge pretty accurately as to the quality of milk, by
carefully observing the transparency which the fluid

exhibited when poured in a thin film from one vessel to

another; and it would appear that this property, which

has already suggested the instrument of M. Donne,

might be again turned to account in the construction

of a more simple instrument, which would indicate

definitely, and enable us to register numerically the

degree of transparency possessed by a given sample

;

and we should be thus in possession of a very efficient

means of estimating the degree to which the milk had
been diluted, or how far it fell short of the average

quality.

Such an instrument has lately been invented; the

principle of its construction is extremely simple, and
the experiments instituted with a view of testing its

performance, several series of which have been repeated,

appear to have been attended with the most satisfactory

and encouraging results. The instrument is made of

brass, in the form of a shallow, oblong vessel, capable of

containing about an ounce of fluid; the depth of the

vessel is made to increase gradually, by means of a slab

of white enamel fixed in a gentle slope from one end to

the other; this slab is graduated throughout its entire

Jength. Upon this the milk is poured till the vessel is

filled, and a cover of plate glass is then put on—this

should be done by giving it a sliding motion, to exclude

air bubbles. When the vessel full of milk is thus

covered, the degree of dilution possessed by the sample

under examination is estimated by the number of

degrees on the enamel whicli can be read through the

glass cover ; for, the glass being ia contact with the

-«dge of the enamel plate at one end, and separated

from it by a gradually increasing interval towards the

other, the intervening stratum of milk is made to
aaeume the form of a thin wedge. If the fluid under
examination be of a rich quality, abounding in oily and
caseous particles, it will poeeefls such an amount of
opacity that only a few degrees can be discovered on

the subjacent enamel when the instrument is held

opposite to the light ; if, on the contrary, the specimen

be of inferior quality, whether from innate poverty, or

the admixture of water, the diminution of opacity

thence resulting will be evinced by the enamel scale

becoming visible through a deeper part of the fluid, or

at a greater distance from the commencement of the

scale; the degree of translucency, therefore, can be

measured by the number of lines visible through the

fluid.

Home Correspondence.
Steam Poiver.—We cannot over-estimate the value

of steam power. Its employment has done more to

promote our advancement than anything else, and if we
can employ it to perform our heavy labour, we shall by

its use prolong the lives of men and horses, by relieving

them from that portion of hard labour which tends to

bring on premature decay and to shorten their time of

usefulness. The labouring man then should hail the

introduction of steam with a hearty welcome, and

do all he can to assist others in promoting its

usefulness. I venture to suggest an addition to the

steam plough. I witnessed its successful operations at

Canterbury last week, yet I think that we should be

employing steam power to better advantage if a plough

could be constructed with subsoil shares to follow the

others. We should not plough the manure down too

deeply, 8 inches is sufficient ; and we should constantly

stir the subsoil 10 inches in addition, and both these

operations should be performed at the same time. B.
Ranslet/, Pern/sfield JFarm, Oxted, Surrey.

Harvest Time in Successive Years,—I annex a

tabular statement of the time during the last six years

when the cereals of my farm have come into ear,

flowered, and been harvested, which, with the dates of

when they have come into ear and flowered this year,

maybe interesting, as forming some guide to when the
harvest will probably commence.
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numbers are to be so limiteJ. Those that areloldlia~~
brought a considerable advance on last year^in o^^
instance as much as 5^. per head. Wedders bein^ l'*^
diminished in numbers by the winter's storms, ^d^-^
excellent condition now, from the great abnnaance of
this summer's pasture on the hills, have been sold w'tK
confidence, and brought an average advance ofabout 2*
Tn wool the transrctions up to a late hour have ^f
been numerous, but those clips which have been sold
bear no trace in their price of any deterioration
quality from the year's severity. In several instance
wool buyers have either personally or by their aeenta
visited the farms, and coupling tlie few quotations S
this market with those of recent auction sales, we ha
very fair proof that, after making allowance for th^
high rates everywhere prevailing, the produce of onr
Highland sheep is good this year. Hut there can be no
doubt that, as was remarked at the ordinary, the force
of circumstances, the vastly increased means of traffic

the success of the wool sales, and the satisfaction dven
by the commission agents in disposing of stocks are
beginning to tell upon the amount of transactions at
Inverness. Things were very different some 10 years
ago. Then, as a rule, every hill farmer to the North
returned from the fiiir with his year's sales completed
and his year's purchases made ; while to-day we are
safe to say that not one-fourth of the wool has been
bargained about here, and that relying on the experi-

ence of their services, not a few arrangements have
been made with commission agents with reference to
stock as well. Of course the new system is approved
or it would not continue ; but we trust the graft will

not in the end kill the parent tree. The mere annual
re-union at Inverness of a body so much isolated from
each other as individuals, but having every interest in

common, and without any rivalry, is of great import-

ance. Experiences are compared frankly and univer-

sally—prevailing sentiments are strengthened or rejected

as they are found worthy by general consent—and
matters of importance to the wbole agricultural and
commercial communities of the North are nowhere

better introduced to attention than at our annual fair,

Inverness Courier*
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—Charles Jif. CaldecoU^ Molbrook Orange^ ntar
Rughy^ July 16.

octettes.

P.EAPiNG Machi:te Competition at Paris.—We
beg to announce that on Monday, July 23 and three

following diiys, an international reaping miichine trial

will be held at Fouillense, near Saint Cloud, five miles

from Paris, when medals and prizes will be awarded.

Inverness Sheep and Wool Fair.—The extra-

ordinary loss of lambs, which may be safely set down at

50 per cent, of a deficiency, caused the demand for them
to begin early, and at extreme rates. Some of the best

Sutherland lots fetched from 17*. Qd. to 16j., and had

there been twice the number to dispose of at these

prices they would have been readily bought. It is the

intention, we understand, of many farmers to retain

the better part of them, to increase if possible the crop

of lambs in 1851, and to dispose of those they may wish

to part with at Falkirk, or flome other stock market.

There can be little doubt of good prices for this

description of stock daring the whole season, as their I

Highland and Ageicultueal,—At the late half-

yearly general meeting of this Society 51 new members

were elected.

Dumfries Show,—Mr. Hall Maxwell, in the aftsfeoce

of Mr. Wardlaw Ramsay, the Chairman of the Com-

mittee on General Shows, reported that the arrange-

ments for the Dumfries Show may be said to

»

completed, and that there is every appearance of a

satisfactory and successful meeting. A compariMo

between the entries and those in 1845, when the

Society last met at Dumfries, affords a grati^ing^

result. They are as follows :

—

°
1845. .^.

Cattle 297 ., 303

Horses .. 75 .. m T

Sheep ; 537 .. 539
Swine .. 1 62 .. W
Poultry 101 .. 216^

Dairy produce 8S .

.

19&
Implements ,• .7 : .. .. 143 .. 803

1303 2667

The Secretary intimated that arrangements were noir

in 'progress for the Perth Show in 1861 and for the

Kelso Show in 18G2.
Report on the Chemical Department.—Dr. Anders")!!

reported that great activity had prevailed during the

past six months in the chemical department of tlie

Society. The number of analyses made for members of

the Society had been much larger than usual, and it

iKid embraced a very large amount of work of different

kinds, and several problems of very great importauce

had been submitted to him (Dr. Anderson) ty the

members of the Society. In regard to the wort done

for members of the Society, he might observe that

there had been this year a very considerable increase

in tlie number of applications for advice on varioos

matters. In regard to the investigations in progress in

the department, the forthcoming number of the JonrcftJ

contained the conclusion of the investigation into the

Turnip crop, the first part of which was published m

March. There were also investigations at preseov

being made into various oil-seeds, and other matteffJ

;*nd experiments were being made on the Wheat crop

in the same manner as those on the Turnip crop of Iwt

year. They were also engaged in an investigation of

the chemical composition of the different kinds of stra^

in relation to their feeding properties ; and in ^^ '°'

vestigation of the properties of oilcake, and several

other minor matters.
|

Mr. Milne Home said he might perhaps be permilte^

to revert to the very great importance of the Cheioi'*

Department of the Highland Society, and to ask *

question from Dr. Anderson, which was snggested to

him during a visit he had paid in East Lothian. ^^

was well known that farmers were under great «PP^
hensionsofthe Turnip fly, and he was not a»rareuUJ
any remedy had been provided against the rava^es^

that destructive insect, which last year—and he t«^fjj
the year before likewise—cost thousands of P^"^^
loss. A few days ago, when he was in East I^V^
it was mentioned to him by a gentleman t^*^
Turnip fly had not been on his farm, although it ^»?vf^
committing ravages in other farms ; and he attnha

^^
his exemption to the application of a large 1"?°*!^(jj*

common salt on his Turnip land, and his neign^^"

>
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h«dTI^t^^S^>rtedloanytlung of the kind. Perhaps Dr.

Anderson mtffht be able to sa}- whether common salt

opanythmg "else was known to him as a remedy for

Dr.'Auderso'n said the statement made by Mr. Milne

Home was new to Mm.

Mr. Wilson, Edington Mains, was afraid that the

oninion that salt was efficacious as a remedy for the

Turnip-fiy was totally unfounded. He had tried

2cfft.of salt to every acre; and like the rest of the

country he had had an almost entire exemption from

the Turnip-fly, but the fly appeared in one of the fields

which had been treated as the others in regard to the

application of the salt. He was afraid therefore that

the exemption this year was due not to the salt, but to

something in the season. In Berwickshire, he believed

that whole fields had been re-sown ; but all the fields

that required re-sowing were sown before the lOth

jfaVi all sown subsequent to that time having been

exempt from attacks of the fly.

Mr. Bethune, of Bleho, said he had been repeatedly

informed by Mr. Hutchison, of Carnock. that he had

got a certain specific, which would rather startle them,

for the cure of the Turnip-fly; and it was salt applied

in another way—the method being to steep the Turnip-

seed in salt and water previous to sowing. He had used,

in the common way, 2 or 3 cwt. of salt per acre, and

never saw any particular benefit from it in that way.

Mr. Scot Skirving said he supposed the East-Lothian

sentleraen would agree that they never remembered a

year when the Turnip-fly did so little damage. He
believed that in 99 cases out of 100 no damage had

been done this year by the Turnip-fly. With regard to

salt, he tried it on the scale generally given in England

—6 cwt. per imperial acre—for Mangel, and he found it

completely killed his crop—so completely that he

ploughed it down and sowed it with Turnips, and it

killed the Turnip after that. He asked Mr. Hope of

Fentonbarns, and he said he had observed the same

thing, that it killed his Cabbage.

Report on Siring Markets.—Mr. F, L. Maltland

Heriot read the report by the committee appointed to

"consider and report as to the various methods in use

for procuring the engagement of farm labourers, male
and female, and whether it may not be possible to

dispense with hiring markets." Taking the Informa-

tion supplied by correspondence, the committee reported

that 'the methods in use for procuring the engagements
of farm lahourers appeared to be the following:—1. By
private hiring, which seemed a very common method of

firing, and iu many districts almost the oidy one.

3. By private hiring in combination with hiring
markets, some farmers using the hiring markets only
as a last resort. 3. By advertisement, a mode which
was sometimes used with good effect. 4. By private
hiring along with monthly or short engagements.
6. By registers, which seemed to exist in a good many
places, but were mostly of recent origin, and were not
very extensively used, 6. By hiring markets, which is

the method at present most extensively used. It seemed
to be the general opinion from the returns that hiring
markets are not in ti satisfactory state, but there was
very considerable difference of opinion as to what was
to be done with reference to them. Among the sug-
gested improvement of hiring markets were—the
drinking-booths should be abolished, and refreshments
provided on a large scale on temperance principles;

that only men should be engaged at the markets, and
the women privately ; that the market should close
early in the afternoon; that they should be retained
along with registers ; and that farmers should employ
married men as much as possible, as in Berwickshire
and Roxburghshire. The committee, after having care-
fiilly considered the whole subject, had come to the
following conclusions:—

•

1. That while hiring markets, as at present conducted, seem
whe very generally condemned, any practical measures to be
wopted by the Highland and Agricultural Society on the
subject of re-engagement of farm labourei-s must be a gradual
Work, depending to a large extent on the progress of public
^pinion. 2. That the practical measures which your committee
have to recommend are accordingly suggested with the view,
not of coming at present to any definite or final concluaion on
the subject, but of keeping it before the public attention for
s^Ji'ifi time, BO that the public may have an opportunity of con-
noering it fully and in all its bearings, and of arriving at
^ture and sound conclusions. 3. That your committee have
^^rdingly to recommend to the Directors and to the Society
Jjat the prizes be offered by the Society with reference to
J^subjects specified. 4. That while your committee pro-
»** m thia way to keep the matter under public attention,
p^^^^ld strongly recommend Local Agricultural Societies,

J"?*™ Clubs, and individual farmers to proceed at once to^Ke expenmenta of the different modes of hiring suggested

^5 ^r**-^™' y-"^^ *^^e ""ew of a-scertaiuing for themselves,

StenHiS^^^^^^^'^'^y^^«a<i'antage of a larger and more
your Mm J^tff."i!!l^ ^^^ ^*i«y ^ow possess. 5. That while

SSieStTfn^ I^^'^T^ "'« above concisions are all that the

th^areSSrSS^J-^^^^^ them in arriving at. they think

^dii^Sil'^-'^^^^t^t as the returns showa very

bent 6rrpS,S^*"''^^'^°^ ^th hiring markets, it is inciim-

to?Ju^ Z^^^".i° their several spheres to foster and
theoTSd ti?f.^°''th ^^ nautual respect and regard between
^elS4 ntStr^ ^"^°^' ^"^^ ^ take a kindly interest in the

meat, yS^^^l^-:,,^^\^^^''^^'^^^ of those in their employ-
in thoi ditS^T^'l^^ *^»"ff assured that on such farms and
Of WdetyU Wrw ''^K^''*'^

^"^^^"^ ^^^^y P^*^*^l' t^« tone

nwriteteW^lefi^f^uea^^^^ *™ *^ frequent, and hiring

1® ^"^ ^^ *^e appendix to the report are as follows

:

tte'best Sfna^S^' ^^\ *^ approved report on the best designed.

Wf in a^^^^I^r t^e moat useful register for farmlabour-

^port E^Z.?"^ the years 1861, 1862, and 1863. The
> «i fore« tlJ« rS^^y the books iised, the rules and regulationp

"Od Berx^nt "^^'f^^ made to character, the names of masters
*^" entered respectively as deserving servants or

situations, and the number of masters and servants supplied
I

during each of the above years, <tc. The reports shall be lodged

with the Secretary by 1st March, 18fi4. 2. A prize of 50/. for

an approv€xi report on the pi-actical steps most successfully

carried into operation for the regulation and improvement of

any hiring market held during the years 1861, 1862, and 1863,

taking into account the hours of opening and closing, the hours

of arrival and departure of railway trains, the arrangements of

the market, including the order and method and locality of

hiring, the nature of the registers in use, the extent to which
they are employed, the facilities afforded by them for reference

to character, the substitutes for drinking, the providing of

temperance refreshments, the getting up and regulation of

proper amusements for the people, &c.—the effect of the whole
on the sobriety and morality of the people, and on lengthening

the duration of service. The report shall be lodged with the

SecretiuT- by 1st March, 1S64.

m H E

Kottcts of U(SO^%.

TJie Smithficld Clul.pom 1798 to 1860, with a Map,
S^c. Joseph Clayton, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street.

This pamphlet gives the history of the Club, and
explains its present position with reference to the

"Agricultural Hall Company." It has been issued

apparently in the interest of that Company, and as a

rejoinder to Sir John Shelley's protest against removing
the annual show from Baker Street to Islington. If

so, last Tuesday's meeting proves it to have been a

timely and successful publication, for on that day Sir

John's opposition was overruled by a majority of 39 to

10; and the agreement of the Club with the Agri-

cultural Hall Company, by which after 1861 their

show is to be removed to the new premises at Islington,

was ratified.

Calendar of Operations.

JULY.
IsLEOF Ely : Jvly\.—After rain raoreorlesson many successive

days we have at length had three days fine and dry ; but this

afternoon has again been damp. The temperature during these
50 days has generally been low, hence vegetation is very back-
ward. On the 29th June at noon the thermometer stood at

60% on the Slst , December last it stood at 54°—a startling

fact ! Hay-making, the great business of June in these Fen
districts, has been a wretched affair. In some fields three and
iu others four weeks have elapsed between mowing and
stacking. We need make no comment upon this ; enough has
been said to indicate what the quality of such hay or seed*
must be, for we call all hay here, whether seeds or permanent
pasture. Where mowing was delayed for a fortnight, the
crop has been ingathered during the last two days without
having sustained any serious injury. We have ourselves

stacked 50 acres during these two days iu good condition, and
but slightly damaged by the drenching rains. Much is yet
abroad, and even some to cut ; a continuance of fine weather is

therefore very desirable. Our Wheats on the high lands and
also on the gravelly Fen lands are getting well into ear, and
some of the earliest are getting nicely into bloom. But very
little is laid, ^though on some of the best and best-farmed
lands the crop is good. On weak and badly-farmed soils the
crop in many instances is light. We see no reason however at
present to change our opinion, or alter our report, with refer-

ence to this crop. In this neighbourhood we think the bulk of
straw will be i^ther light, but there is the prospect of an
average yield of grain, and with suitable weather from now to

harvest of a good quality of corn. On our black Fen lands the
Wheat is very backward, and much is not yet in the ear, and
indeed will be several days before it will be fully out. Oats are
a var^ various crop. Some are as good as could be desired,
others are very bad. Wet, wireworms, and a low temperature,
have together occasioned serious losses in this crop, eBpecially

on poor weak soils. Beans and Peas on well-drained soils are
promising and are full of blossom. Mangels are not uniformly
good. There are more failing than was at one time expected.
The wireworm has been very busy, and the storm at the end of
May did much mischief, rendering it necessary in many
instances to re-sow. We have also had far too much rain and
too little warmth for this crop : a favourable change may pro-
bably stimulate a more active and vigorous growth. Fallows
on the high land are in a deplorable state ; in some instances
for six weeks no horses could ge upon them except to do mis-
chief. On Fen lands things are not quite so bad. These have
been difficult to clean, but there have been intervals when
they could be worked. Early sown Coleseeds look very healthy
and promising. Potatoes are thinly planted on strong soils,

and on Ughter lands are notgenerally good. The old tale—" too
much wet "—requires to be oft-told and repeated. Gtass is

plentiful, and stock are thriving well. The com trade is again
la^guid. Foreign supplies limit the demand for English
Wheats, and less money is paid for them. Wool continues a
good price, hogget fleeces making about 50s. a tod. Beef con-
tinues dear, and not very plentiful. Mutton realises a high
price, and the supplies are not heavy. Pork is becoming scarcer,
and prices point upwai-ds. Tour Fen Reoorter.

QUARTERLV REVIEW,
No. CCXV., is published THIS DAY.

Contents :

—

I. THE LONDON POOR.
II. JOSEPH SCALIQER.
in. WORKMEN'S SAVIXGS and EARNINGS.
IV. THE CAPE AND SOUTH AFRICA.
V. MRS. GROTE'S MEMOIR or ARY SCHEFFER..

VI. STONEHENGE.
VII. DARWIN ON SPECIES.

VIII. THE CONSERVATIVE REACTION.
John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

MURRAY'S EDITIONS FOR THE PEOPLE.
On July Slst, a New Edition, with Illustrations, to be published.
Monthly, and completed in Seven Shilling Parts, Royal 8vo,

THE REV. GEORGE CRABBERS POETICAL
WORKS, with his Lettebs, and Journals, and a Memoir

of his LiFt:. Edited, with Contemporary Notes by Scott,
Heber, Moobe, Rooee-s, &c. bj HIS SON.

Now Complete, uniform with the above,

LORD BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS, with Note»
by Jeffert, Heber, Wilson, Moore, Gifford, Crabbe,
Lockhart, &c. Illustrated with Portrait and Engravings-
Royal 8vo., 95., sewed; or 10s. 6d. in cloth.

iir.

MOORE'S LIFE of LORD BYROIir. With his
Letters and Journals. With Notes by Jefferv, Hebek;.
Wilson, Moore, Gifford, Crabbe, Lockrart, *tc. Illustrated
with Portraits. Royal Svo, 9i. sewed; or 10*. Gd. in cloth.

BOSWELL'S LIFE or JOHNSON ; Including the
TOUR TO WALES and the HEBRIDES. With Notes by Lord-
Stowell, Sir W. Scott, Mackintosh, Markland, Lockhart,
&.C. Edited by Mr. Croker. Illustrated with Portraits.
Royal 8vo, 10«. sewed ; or 12«. in cloth.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.
Just published, price 3s.,

EDINBURGH VETERINARY REVIEW^
No. VII. JULY I860.

Contents :

—

I. Mr. Gamgee : Spasmodic Colic in Horses fwith a Cut).,
II. Professor John Gatngee : Note to foregoing Article.

III. Mr.R. L.Hunt: Varixof the VenaSaphena(withaPlat«.)..
IV. Mr. Wm. Robertson, Kelso: Apoplexia Splenica.
V. Professor John Gamgee : Synopsis of Course of Lectaros '

on Veterinary Medicine and Surgery.
VI. Reviews of Guuther, Rainard, and Baumeiater, on Veter-

inary Obstetrics, and Dr. Hering's Veterinary Surgery.
VII. Leading Articles: What is Union ?—Veteriiiary Obste-

trics—Consultations—Professor Qoodsir and the Veter-
inary Department of the Highland Society.

VIII. The Quarter—The Winter of 1359-60 and its Effects—
Premiums of Highland Society—Scottish Board of
Examiners of Royal Veterinary College, &.c.

IX. Periscope—Meetings of Societies— Miscellanea—On the^
Origin ofSpecies—Weights yi Race Horses—Obituary,&c

Edinburgh : Sutherland & Knox ; London : SnirKis', Mar—
s hall & Co.

NEW WORK BY THE ABBE DOMENECH.
Just published, in Two Vols. 8vo. with a Map, about 60 Wood-

cuts, and other Illustrations, price 36^. cloth,

SEVEN YEARS' RESIDENCE in the GREAT
DESERTS OF NORTH AMERICA. By the Abb*:

DouEKBCti, Ajithor of Missionary Adveuturoe iu Texas and
Mexico.
'*The only book of mark j ablyknown to English readePB.

which the week has brought / It is an elaborate work of gr-eab

us is 'Seven Years' Residence ,' interest, with an abundance of"
in the Great Deserts of Xorth

|
finely executed and very

America,fby the Abbe Doue-| curious illustrations."

NECH, whose name is favour-

1

Spectator^..

London: Losqmkn, Green, Longmas, & RoBERxa,

NEW WORK BY COLONEL J. P. HAMILTON, K>K-
In Two Vols., post Svo, with 6 Illustrations, price IHs. cloth,

REMINISCENCES of ax OLD SPORTSMAN,
By Colonel J. P. Hamilton, K.H., Author of '^ Travels in

the Interior of Columbia."
London : Longman, Green-, Longman, & Rorerts.

Notices to Correspondents.
Annual Ram Lf.ttino at Holme Pierrepont: Correspondent

.

Twenty shearlings let for 551 guineas, the highest being
111 guineas, and the average about 29i. ; 14 two-shear sheep
were let for 319 guineas, thejhighest being SI guineas, and the
average about 24i. ; four 3-shear sheep were let for 62
gxiineas, IGl. each ; two 4-shear8 for SO guineas, 42i. each ; and
one 5-shear sheep let for 10 guineas. In all 41 sheep were let

on an average at 2GL 2s. 6d. each.
Ayrshibe Cows: A Subscriber. You must commission some
one in the habit of attending Ayrshire markets, oi possibly
this notice of your want may bring forth an offer.

Cottage Economy : A B. You probably refer to a pamphlet by
Rev. H. Moule. published by Messrs. Bradbury 6i E^ans.

Cottages : F IT, BattU. It was published in York a year or two

ago We do not know the publishers.

Crcshed Bricks and Mortar : R J. The value of old mortar

as a dressing will vary with the cost of lime in tha locality.

We would not give a shilling a load for it. Others might find

it their interest to give more. It would be a good dressing for

T>fiAtV soil

Guano ON Potatoes: A Subscriber. It is possible that the

5 cwt per acre of guano in patches on your Pototoes may be

the occasion if not the direct catise of the disease, through

the excessive luxuriance of leaf which it may have occasioned.

Inclosure iNsPECTOBsaiPS : Cornl'h Comgrower. We do not

know how the appointments are conferred. Acquaintance-

Bhip with the Commiasioners would doubtless help you.

Erratctm —At page 612, Table in col. c, instead of calvtM of w
cowB taken with pleuro, read vahu of 40 cows, &c. i

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF
DR- LINDLEY'S THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 2l5, cloth*

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL^
TURE ; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations oH

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Secondl
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture/' much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph,D,^ RRS,, Corresponding Member of the-
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Profess<H*

"

of IJutany in University College, London, &c.
"The Firat Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840^

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and haff
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian
languages. Being more partic\ilarly restricted to principles^
however, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generallv interesting and useful by a more freriuent reference to
practical oi>erations. Ho has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts
familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be; and the result ia a
etilljmore interesting and popular compendium of the principles
and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture/'—BuiWcr
"This is a Second Edition of the * Theory of Horticulture/'

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-
dueed to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva- -

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times a-s much
uiatter as the first edition . . . Although very Large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first
edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are tiiose which relate to vitiiiity, climate, _
domestication, ventilation, propagation, prumngr* resting, and ,.

soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical
men are most interested The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object ot the-
author has been, not to produce a work, suited to men ofscience,,
but one which every well-informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in asccrtiining where any giveo .

subject is treated oV*—^ard^Mn' Chronicie.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood En-
gravings. Two vols. 8vo, 24*.

%* It has been the Authors wish to bring every sulgect that .

he has introduced down, as nearly as x>ossible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to V^etable Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered^ iu those respects, a.
new work.

London : IiOngma>', GuiiEy, Lomgmah, & RoBEaxs.
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EUEAL
price ., oeing intra j:,uuiun, wn^"^'^- "^'^f v„v»,;,-^,

CHEMISTRY
THE STUDY OF THE SCIENCE IN ITS RELATION TO AGFRICULTURB.

^" —^---^— -
BY EDWARD SOLLY, F.R.S. F.L.S, F.G.S.

« in aceoraance wit. nu.e.us su..estions. .e^ consMe^.eaa.mS^ {|«,{™^^^^ B^^^

^^.^nrCh^ef^S^c'^^^^^^ s^o^4V--^Trr^^^^^^^^^ Principles loWved in those art. Numerous receut analyses of a^neultural cops ^,

Sewbe bel^^ven, and the whole has been carefully revised and corrected."

,(Abeobption of
manure

Acetates
Acetic acid

Acetic fermentation
Acids
Acids, organic
Acids, tests for

Action of plants on

the air

Active principles
Adulterated guano
Affinity, chemical
After-damp in mines Brown stout

.j^\r [nia! Buckwheat

Air contains amraoJ Buds

Air contains carbonic^ Burning

Blood
Blubber
Bones
Bran
Brandy
Brass
Bread
Bricks
Brimstone
British gum
Bromide of
Bromides
Bromine

CONTENTS OF THE
Combustion, resultsj Flowers [on the airj Leather

Common salt [of Flowers, their effect Leaven ,

Composition of ani- Fluorides

mai matter Fluorine
Composition of or- Food of animals

Leaves
Leaves, fall of the

Leaves, office of

VOLUME.
Naphtha
Nascent state

Natural vegetation
Nightsoil ffected Potash, caustic

Nightsoil dJsin- Potash in plants

Food, chemical use of] Lees of winegauic matter
Composition

(plants
Composition of soils

Composition of ™ 4 *
Compounds [stones Freezing, effects ot

Contagion Freezing of water

Contagious matter Fruit
" • Fruit, ripening of

^

of! Food of plants
Formation of seed
Fonnation of soils

Foul smells

acid
Air contains water

Air, inflammable
Airnecessary to life

Air, composition of

Air, weight of [sion

Alabaster
Albumen
AIb[imen, vegetable
Alcohol
Ale
Alkali, test for

AIlcAlT.Tolatile
Alkalies
Alkalies, vegetable
Alloys
Almonda
(Alum
Alumina
Alumioa

\ ammonia
Alumina in soll,ns

I

of [0

lAtumlna, pbospbat
Alumina, fiiUcate of

|A LumiQ a, sulphate o
(Aluminum

Burning lime
Itumlng of plants

Burnt clay
Burnt sugar
Butter
Butter, clarified

Butter, how coloured
Butter, melted
Butter, salt

Butyric acid
Cabbage
Cabbage, red
Calamine
Calcium
Calcium, chloride of

Calomel
Camphor
Candles
Candleflj burning of

Cane
absorhsi Cane, Rupar

Gaoutdiouc
Caramel
Carbon
Carbon in plants

lAluminumf oxide of

lAmmoula

Carbonate of am-1 Decay
monia

Carbonate of iron
Carbonate of lead

Cookery
Copper
Copper in plants

Copper, oxide
Copper, pyrites

Copper, ttalta of

Copper, sulphate of

Copperas
Coprolites
Cora
Corrosive sublimate
Cotton
Couching
Cream
Cream cheese
Cream of tartar

Crops, rotation of
Cubic nitre

Cultivated land
Curd of milk
Currants
Daguebreotypb
Dahlia
Death of plants
Decay [lime
Decay, influence of

Decay, like burning
.Decay of luimua
(Decay of plants

[chlorine

by

Lesumiue
Lemons
Lentils
Lettuce
Light, effects of

Li^ht, influence

plants
Lighting a fire

Ligniu
Lime

Potash, binoxalate of Silicate of magnesia

Potash, bitartrate of Silicate of potash

Potash, carbonate of

on

Fuel
Furaigatin^
Fumigation by sulH Lime, action on soil

Fun;'! [phur Lime and salt

Fur from water
Galvanised iron

Game, preserving
Gas
Gas coal

Gas, inflammable
Gas, manufacture of

Gas liquor ["^f

Gas liquor, strength
Gas tar
Gastric juice

Gelatine
Geneva
Germination
Germination
Giu
Glass
Glauber^s salts

Gliiidine

Gloucester cbeeae
Glue
Glue refuse
Gluten
Glycerine
Ooid

acce-

perated

Decay, under water Gold, chloride of

Decomposition Gold of Pleasure

Decomposition, in-lGold, mosaic

^.«.*»^»>« Carbonate of lime I duced [rockd Gooseberries

Am'moMa absorbed! Carbonate of mag- Dec<»mpf.siMon oflGrain of Wheat

by alumina I n«si

Ammonia absorbcMl Carbonate of pata<ili

I
by charcoal, A-c. 1 Carbonate of soda

/Ammonia, carbonate/ Carbonates decom-

j of posed by adds
LAmmoniA, fixing of fCarfmnlc acid t^as

Ammonia in air Carbonic acid ga

lAmmnnia in rain- necesnary to planttd Digeshon

Decomposition, spon
taneous

Deii4UL\sconce

JJextrine
Diamond
Diastase

water
LAninionia,l'^is of

Ammcnia, muriate
Ammonia, pliosphate

Ammonia, salts of

tAmmonia, sulphate
Ammonia, nrate of
Analvsis

Carbonic acid gasJ Digestion,

decomposition of
Carbonic ojcide

Carburetted hydro-
Carcases [gen
Carrot
Caseine
Caseine, vegetable
Ca^stor oil

Caustic potash

derange-

jAnimal heat
Animal manures
Animal principles, Cellars, foul air In

proximate Cellulose

Animal substances Chalk
Animals, breathing; Cliamomile

Changes, chemical
Charcoal [ammonia Karths, alkaline

[blood
of tht

of
Aniraals,fattening of

lAnnotta
Applejelly
Aqua-fortia
Argol
LArrack
JArrow root

Arteries
{Artichoke, Jerusalem
'Ashes
Atom
Attraction
^Asiote

SALLOO?f4
bamboo
IBariUa
-Barley
Bartey-straw
Barley-bugar
Barm
Barometer
Base
Jlnstin!?-meat

Batatas
Bay salt

Bean, field

Bean straw
Beans, ktdney
Beech ashes
Beechnuts
Beer
Beer, Bavarian
Beet
Beet-root sugar
Bell metal.
Bile

' Binary compounds
Biphosphate of lime
Bitartrate of potash Colza
:BiUem

|
Combination

Blact Cwrrant jelly
\
Combination, [by

!»lfmcUin- by eh!o-i cuanyres produced
i_ rin« [jihar Combining weights

Combining numtiers
Combustion

Diseases of plants
Distillation
Ditch scrapings
Double salts

Dough
Drainage water
Draining
Dunder
Dung
Dutch rushes
Dyeing
Earth
Earth nut
Earths

absorbs
Charcoal, burning of

Charcoal, disinfect-

ing powers of

Charring
Cheddar Cheese
Cheese
Cheltenham salts

Cherry-tree gum
Cheshire cheese
Chestnuts
Chlorides
Chlorine
Churning
Chyle
Chyme
Cider
Cinnahax
Circulation
Citric acid
Clay

I
Clay, burnt

(Clay, iron ore

GraiuSt spent
Grape sugar
G rajies

G rasa

J

Gravity
Gravity, specific

Greaves
Green raannrea
Green vitriol

Growth of plants
Guano
Gum
Gum Arabic
Gum British

Gum, cherry-tree

Gum, formation of
Gum resins

Gun cotton
Gunpowder
Gutra percha
Gyletun
Gypsum
Haib
Hard water
Hartshorn
Hay
Heat
Hedges, foul

Hemp-seed
Hollands
Honey
Hoofs
Hops
llord^in
Horn
Humates

Eariliy matter in thf

Earthy silicates [air

Earthy substances
in plants

Effervescence

'E^sir white of
Elaine
Electricity, influence

Elements [on plantt;

Embryo
Epsom salts

Equivalent
1 Excrement powli Humic acid

Excrement? of sea- Humus
Exhaustion of soils

Expansion [damp
Explosion of fire- re tted

Hydrogen
Hydrogen,

Faints, distiller's

Fallowing
Farm-vard dung
Fat
Fat of animals

I Feathers [sheep

Hydrogen, lightness

Lime, biphosphate of

Lime, burning
I^ime, carbonate
Lime, caustic

Lime, citrate

Lime, hydrate of
Lime in plants
Lime, muriate of

Lime, nitrate of

Lime, oxalate of

Lime, phosphate of

Lime, silicate of
Lime, slaking
Limestone [sian

Limestone, magne-
Lime, sulphate of

Lime, superphos-
phate of

Lime, when useful

Lime, when not to bt
Limes, juice of [used

Lnitn
Linseed
Liqueurs
Liquid manure
Liquid manur*
litharge [tank.-

Liver
Loss of manure
Lucerne
Lungs of animals
Macaroni
Ma^Tiesia [of

Mugnotiia, carbonati
Afagnesia in plants
Magnesia, muriate o^

Magnesiaj phosphatt
of

Magnesia^ sllicato oJ

Alagnesia, sulphate

of [storn

M:iguesian lime
Magnesium [oJ

MagTiesium, chloride

Magnesium, oxido ol

Maize
Malic acid •

Malt
Matting
MaTigauese
Manganese in plants
Manganese in soils

Mangane^^e, oxide of

Mangold Wurzel
Manures
Maple sugar
Maraschino
Marble
Margarine
Mark of Grapes
Marl
Mashing
Mead
Meat boiling
Meat roasting
Medicines, action of

Mercury
Mercury, chlorides
Mercurj'j oxides of

carbu- Mercury, sulphurt
[oft Metallic alloys fo

Nitrate of lime
Nitrate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Nitrate of silver

Nitrates
Nitrates in plants
Nitre
Nitre beds
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid
Nitric acid inmanure
Nitrogen
Noyeau
Nutrition of plants
Nutrition of animals
Oak ashes
Oats
Odours of plants
Oil
Oilcake
Oil, castor
Oil of cloves
Oil, coeoa-nut
Oil, dregs
Oil, drying
Oil, fat

Oil, fixed

Oil, linseed
Oil, mustard
Oil of lavender
Oil of lemons
Oil of turpentine
Oil of vitriol

Oil, olive

oil, poppy
Oil, rape
Oil, rock
Oil seeds
Oil, volatile
Oleine
Opodeldoc
Oies, roasting of
Organic acids
Organic manures
Organic matter
Organic substances

ill soils

Organic trauaforma-
tions

Organised matter
Oxalate of lime in
Oxalic acid [plants

Oxide, cart)onic

Oxidu of copper
Oxide of iron
Oxide of lead
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of mercury
Oxide of silver

Oxide of tin

Oxides, metallic
Oxygen
1*aint, white
Palm juice
Paper bleached by
Paring [chlorine

Pavraesan cheese
l^arsnip

Potash in the soil

Potash, muriate of

Potash, nitrate of

Potash, salts of

Potash, silicate of

Potash, sulphate of

Potashes
Potassium [of

Potassium, cliloride

Potato
Potato haulm
Potato spirit

Potato starch
Potato, sweet
Pottery
Principles, active

Proportious
Protein
Proto-salts
Protoxides
Proximate animal
Pnming [principles

Putrefaction
Putrefaction, influ-

ence of lime in
Putrefying animal
matter

Putrid fermentation
Putrid urine
Putty powder
Pyrites
Pyrites, copper
Pyroligneous acid

Pyroligniles
Pyroxylic spirit

Quartz [pounds-
Quaternary com
Quicklime
Quicksilver
Rain water
Kaisins
Kape seed
Kape vine
Red cabbage
Red lead W^
Refuse of gas works
Rennet
];t*sins

Silicate of soda
Silicates

Silicic acid
Silicon

Silk dyeing
Silver
Silver, chloride of
Silver, nitrate of

Silver, oxide of
Silver, salts of
Silver, sulphuret of
Size
Size, re^in

Skimmed milk
Skiu
Slag
Slaking of lime
Smells, foul

Smoke
Straw ashes
Straw of barley
Straw of buckwheat
Straw of lentils

Straw of maize
Straw of oats
Straw of rye
Straw of vetch
Straw of wheat
Strong manures
Sub-salts
Subsoil
Subsoil ploughing
Substratum
Suifocatxon frnni

Sugar [charcoal

Sugar, barley
Sugar candy
Sugar, formation of

Sugar of lead
Sugar of milk
Sugar, refining
Sugar refiners* waste
Sulphates
Sulphur
Sulphur in plants
Sulphuret of iron
Sulphuret of lead
Sulphuret of silver

Sulpburets
Smelting
Soap

Respiration [tion Soap-boiling

Results of combu.4- Soap, decomposition

sulphu-
[retted

I Climate, diflerencesi Feeding off

I
Clover [of] Fermen t

(Coagulation of albu- FermeEitation
fCoal ashes [mere Fertility

I

Coal-gas
jCoai-tar, naphtha
Cocoa-nut oil

[Cognac brandy
OohesioQ

^

Coke
u

Colophony
Colour of soils

Colours, chan
Colours, vegetable

gingof

BWnde

Fibre, woody
Fibrin, animal
Fibrin, vegetable
Finings
Fir-ashes
Fire
Fire-darap
Fish refuse
Fixed oil

Fixing ammonlft
Flame
Flax
Flesh
Flint
Flooring roait
Flour

Hydrogen,
ICB
Iceland moss
Indian corn
Indian rubber

i^ith Indigo
Inflammable air

Inorganic matter in
plants.

Inorganic manures;
Inulin
Iodides
Iodine
Iodine in sea water
Iron
Irrigation
Isinglass
Ivory
JUTflPBB
Kelp
Kidneys
Kiln-drying
Kirschwasser
Lactic acid
Latent beat
Lead

M^^tallic oxides
Metallic salts
Metals
Milk
Millet

Minium
Mixture
Mixture of soils

Molasses
Mordaunts
Jlortar
Mosaic gold
Mould
Mouldering
Mouldiuess
Mucilage
Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime
Muriate of magnesia
Muriate of soda
Muriates
Muriatic acid

Hurk
Muscle
Muscovado sugar
Must
Mustard

Paste
Pearlash
Ptas
Peat ashes
Pectine
Per-oxides
Perry
Pers^Its
Petre
Petre, salt

Pewter
Phosphates
Phospbuiic acid
Phosphoric acid
plants

Phosphoric
bone

Phosphoric
Phosphorus
Pickling cabbage
Pine-apples
Pipes, bursting of

Pitch

acid

Results of putrefac-

Rhubarb [tion
Rice
Ripening of fruit

River mud
River water
Koad drift

Rock salt

Rocket
Rocks, disintegra-

tion of
Roman vitriol

Roots
Rotation of crops
Ruby
Rum
Rushes, Dutch
Rust of iron
Rye
Rye straw
Saccharine matter
Salety-lamp
Sago
Sainfoin
Sal-ammoniac
Saline compounds
Saline draughts
Saline manures
Salt

Salt and lime
Salt, bay
Salt, common

in Salt in sea water
Salt, rock

in Salt, spirit of
[water Salt, sea fwrntei

Soap, soft

Soap, transparent
Soap, yellow
Soapmakers' ash
Soda

"

Soda, carbonate of
Soda in rocks
Soda in plants
Soda in soils

Soda, muriate of
Soda, nitrate of
Soda, silicate of
Soda, sulphate of
Sodium
Sodium, chloride of
Soft water
Soil

Soils, analysis of
Soils, colour of
Soils, composition of
Soils, exhaustion of
Soils, formation of
Soils, mixture of
Soils, nature of
Solder
Soot
Sorrel

Soup
Specific gravity
Spices
Spirit proof
Spirit, pyroxylic
Spirit of salt

Spirit of wine
Sponge

add in; Salt, solution of, in
Saltpetre
Salts

Sand
Sapphire
Sawdust

Plants, composition' Schiedam [ofj Still

Plants, death of [of Sea-fowl, excrements! Stilton cheese

Springs
sua feeding
SUrch
Steam
Stearic acid
Stearine

Plants, decay of Sea-vater
Plants decompose Sea-weed
carbonic acid Seed

Plants, effect of, on Seed, formation of

air
Plants, elements of

Plants food of

Plants, growth of

Plaster of Paria
piaster stone

Plough, subsoil

Plums
Polenta
potui mud
Poppy seed
Porter
Potash

Sulphuret of tin
Sulphuretted hy-
drogen

Sulphuric acid
Seeds, germination I Sirlphurous acid
Seeds, steeping [of Sulphurous acid
Seidlitz powders | checks fermentation
Selection by roots of Sunflower
Semolina [plants Sunflower seed
Shell sand
Shells

Silex
Silica

Silica in plants
Silica in soil, use of
Silicate of aluminft
Silicate of lime

Tar
Tarnish on silver
Tartar
Tartaric acid
Tartrates
Teeth
Ternary compounds
Testa, vegetable
Thermometer
Thimderholt
Tiles
Tin
Tin, oxide of
Tin plate
Tin, sulphuret
Toast
Toasted cheese
Tobacco
Toddy
Treacle
Tropical coimtriea
Tubers
Turf-ashes

Tunneric
Turnips

, Tmpentine
Turpentine, oil ot

Urate of ammoma
Urea
Uric acid

Urine
Use of leaves

Use of plants

Usquebaugh
Vapoub condensed

by cold

Vapour in the air

Vegetable alkalies

Vegetable manure
Vegetable, boiling ol

Veins
Vermillion
Vetch
Vinegar
Vinegar distilled

Vinous fermentatba
Vitriol, blue
Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of
Vitriol, white
Volatile, alkali
Volatile oil

Walnuts
Wash, distiHeiB'

Water
[of] Water, action on lead

Water, air in

Water, compositifl^

of
Water, freezing of

Wafer, hard
Water, impurities In

Water, mineral

Water necessary to

plants
Water, New River

Water^ phospfcorf*

acid in
Water, pure
Water, rain

Water, sea

Wfiter, soft

Water, spring

Water, Thames
Water, well

Wax
Weed-ash

Weeds
Weeds, burning of

Weeds, putrefsctaoa

Weeds, spreiid of L»

Wheat grain

Wheat straw

Wheat starch

Whey
Whiskey
Whitelead
White ofegg
Wine
Wine, brandy
Wine, domestic

Wine,fermentati»*
Wine, fining of

Wine, pricked

Wine, ripening «
Wine, vinegar

Wood ashes

Wood spirit

Woody fibre

Wool
Wool^yeing
WooU mill refuse

Wool rags

Wool soap

Wort -

Wort, foxiD#«fl Of

XyloidiXB
Yea**' ^_
YB*st as manur«

Super-salts [limd ^ ^ .-fi.toi

Super - phosphate ofl Yeaist, arUnciax

Super -tartrate ofi Yeast hft*

Swedes [potaab Yeast, dry

Flour, damaged

^PuUiahed by J* Matthbws, at the Office of the Gardenert' Chronicle. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Gai-den, London, W.C. ; and may be liad

TAfiASUEfiB.
Tannin
TanuiuS
Tt-pioca

Zisc ,^ .
Zinc,chlond««
Xinc, oxide of

Zinc, soipbAt^ ^
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SEEDS FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

N B M c H
COVENT GARDEX MARKET, LONDON, W

SENT POST PAID AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES, PER PACKET:

tl

»»

CALCEOLARIA, large flowered section, extra fine, I*., Is. 6d., and 2s. 6d.
shrubby, cluster flowered section, extra fine, Is., U. 6d.f and 2^. 6d.
agents for Dobson's and Smith's, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. 6d.

CINERARIA, extra fine. Is. and 1*. 6d. ; agents for Smith's, Is. Gd. and 2s. 6d.
PRIMULA., extra fine. Is. and Is. Gd- ; agents for Smith's, Is. 6d. and 2s. Od.
STOCK INTERMEDIATE, Covent Garden Market var., 2s. 3d., may be depended upon ; flower-

ing double. Is.

New Hybrid Giant Cape, 5 var., Is. Gd. and 2a. 6d. ; mixed. Is.
Brompton German, 12 var., 2s. and 3s. 6d. ; mixed, Is.
New large flowering Emperor, perpetual flowering, 6 var., 2s. aad

Ss. Gd. ; mixed. Is.

HUNT'S SUPERB SWEET WILLIAM, undoubtedly the best in cultivation, both as regards
shape, marking, and colour, a large portion being what

^ is termed Auricula flowered. Is.

PINK, saved from the most beautiful prize flowers and are wan-anted to give the greatest
satisfaction, Is., Is. Qd, and 2s. 6d.

PANSY, saved from the best and newest named flowers. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. per packet.

ft

GERANIUM. Scarlet section, 10 varieties, 3a. Gd., mixed Gd.
PELARGONIUM, French spotted varieties, extra fine, Is. and 2s. Gd.

Fancy varieties, extra fine, Is. and Ss. Gd.
Large flowered English varieties, extra fine, Ij. and 2s flj,

HELIOTROPE, 10 splendid varieties. 3s. (kl. ; mixed, 6d.
LANTANA, 12 splendid varieties. 3s. ; mixed, id.
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, 4 splendid varieties. 2s. 6d. ; mixed. Is.

CYCLAMEN, 6 beautiful varieties, 3s. ; africanum variety. Is.

MIMULUS, fine, Gd. MTOSOTIS AZORICA, true, 6d.
CALANDRINIA UMBELLATA, 4rf.

WALLFLOWER, double German, mixed, Is.

ANTERUrilNU.M, S varieties. Is. 6d. and 2s. Gd. : mixed. 4d.
CHRYSANTHEMUM INDICUM, large flowered section, Is.

^ )» «* NANUM, large flowered section. Is.
CHOICE aQUILEGTA, CAMPANULA, CANTERBURY BELLS. DELPHINIUM, THANTHUS,
DIGITALIS, GAILLARDIA,.GAURA,LUP1NUS, (EN0THERA,1BERIS. HUMEA,POTEN-
TILLA, &c., &c., Sd. to Gd. per packet. (SEE SPRING CATALOGUE.)

SPLENDID DOUBLE ITALIAN-SAVED CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEEDS.
The following Carnations and Picotees have been saved with unusually great care by our Sardinian Correspondent, and are warranted to produce at least 80 per cent, of fine double flowers
The Perpetual Tree, or winter-flowering varieties (a comparatively new section) merit special attention.

I^p° To meet the greatly increased tastefor this splendid and easily cultivated class ofJioiverSj ice have so considerahly redwed our prices as to Iring tTiem mfh'n
the reach of every lover of the Carnation and Plcotee,

CARNATION, 12 vars. of selfa, 10 seeds of each
5
Plates 10

6
Bizarre 10

5

CARNATION, choice mixed, 2s. Gd.

« I

9f

if

9f

*9

It

>9

4s- Od.
2 6
4
2 6
4
2 6

CARNATION 12 vai-ietie?, fancy, 10 seeds of each , . 4*. 0^.

,^ Yellow selfs^ 10 seeds of each . . 5

t* 5 ,, PI ..SO
Flakes 10 „ „ ,.5

5 .. .. ..SO

at

9f

7f

ft

CARNATION, 12 varieties, fancy, 10 selfa of each
n n tt 5 ,, „
fp ,t Perpetual sel£s 10 ,,

Ditto ditto Perpetual, 2s. 6d.
I

99 FlakVg
5.,
10

»•

tf

t9

, . 45- 0(f-

• .2 6
..4

6
* > 4

2

PICOTEE, choice mixei5, 2s. Gd. ; Ditto ditto perpetual, 2s. Gd.

JAMES CAHTER & CO.
BEG LEAVE TO OTTER THE FOLLOWING

CHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CARNATION, 12 choicest varieties,
BIP;aRRE, 10 seeds of each

Ho. do. FAMEUSE, do
Do. do. FLAKE, do.
Do. do. YELLOW BIZARRE and

SELF, do
Do. do. YELLOW FLAKE do.

PICOTEES, 12 choicest vara., WHITE GROUNDS, do.
„ „ YELLOW GROUNDS, do.

„ .. WHITE MARGINED, do.
PERPETUAL CARNATIONS, do. FANCY, do.

„ „ do. FLAKE, do.

„ „ do. BIZARRE, do.
PICOTEES do. do.

CARNATION, extra fine, mixed ..

PERPETUAL, do

* 4

# 4

ff

Ssf. Gd
4
3 6

4
4
3
4
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
2 6
2 6

» • * • « «

• «

« *

PICOTEE, extra fine, mixed
„ PERPETUAL

HOLLYHOCK, 12 choice prize vavietios ..

„ splendid mixed ,

PERENNIAL PHLOX, 12 newest varieties .".

T. „ finest mixed
WALLFLOWER. 12 double German varieties .

.

,. double German mixed
HEARTSEASE, extra choice
PELARGONIUM, extra choice show and fancy vars.
ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed ..

PENTSTBMON, finest mixed
CALCEOLARIA, extra choice, spotted and blotched .

.

CINERARIA, large flowered, brilliant colours, and
great variety .

,

PRIMULA, finest fringed

2s. Gd.

2 6

4 «

5
1
3

1

2
1
1

1

6

6

G
1

1

1

41

I]orj)tlier Perennials for present sowing, and directions for cultivation of the same, sec CA11TEH.*S
MliCirXW," which will be forwarded post free ou application to

CARTEE W.C.

N EW SEEDS OF
CHOICE CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA,
and fine-fringed CHINESE PRIMULA.

SUTTON & SONS
are now ready to supply new Seed of the above in packets of

la., 2s. 6d., and 5s. each, all equally fine.

SUTTON Sc SONS, ROYAL BERKS ESTABLISHMENT, READING,

CORDYLINE (DRAC-ZENA) INDIVISA.

I
STRAWBERRIES.

(r^HARLER TURNER Iiaving during tlje last two
V_y years been awarded^ both by the Pomological and Hor-
ticultural Societies, their Fii'st Prizes for the best Collection
of this fruity is now prepared to receive orders for strong plant*
of all the leading kinds, to be supplied dming August^ and

I thus insure a crop next season.
For a trifling addition to the charge^ the roost choice kinds

can bo supplied, established in small pots.

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST may bo had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough, adjacent to Eton and Windsor,
and also at Salt HilL

UTHILL'S STKAWliEKRY PLANT^S will be
sent out on and after August 20. Strong fine plants for

bearing next year :—
HIGHLAND MAKY, IZ. per 100; 125. for 60; 8*\ for 25,

IMPROVED BLACK PRINCE, on RICHARD IL, same
price. Both prcat bearers and good forcei-s*

PRINCESS ROYAL of ENGLAND, 7^. 6<?. per 100;
Selected lOtf.

PRINCE OF WALES, 7*. 6d. per 100; selected, 10^-

BLACK PRINCE, 5t. per 100 ; selected, 7^ 6d.

The two first named have been severely tested on my ground
these last three years by hundreds of people, and highly spoken
of in the Gardfnert' Chronicle two years ago- They are early
and late, on account of the numerous trusses continually
coming up. Mr. A. Henderson, Pine-apnle Place, writes :—
"The Imj^roved Black Prince, or Richard II., is particularly
fine, being twice the size of the old sort, fruit large, rounds
and heavy, of an excellent colour, with brisk higli flavour-
Highland Mary is more tapering, after the shape of the British
Queen, but fruit more regular and of a more beautiful shape,
of a good size, with a very sweet and rich flavour. The Im-
proved Black Prince will be most valuable for preserving, the
flavour being so brisk and sharp," Dr. Lindley told me him,-
self, that he never could depend upon having a Strawberry
until he had my breed.
Cuthill on the Strawberry, showing how to obtain early and

large crops ofif a small piece of ground.
Pamphlet on the Potato, with 20 more Articles, 2$.

On Market Gardening round London, <fcc-, Is.^c?- f^*^" ^*»

On the Cultivation of the Mushroom, Killing of Wbodlice,
On the hotter Cultivation of the Vine, Is.

Vegetable Meeting Paper, giatis.

Payable to James Cuthill, Camberwell , London, B.

CHOICE SELE C T ED SEEDS
For Pbesf.st Sowiso.

CALCEOLARIA, splendid hybridised, in sealed packets, 5. d-
with directions for sowing 1^. 6<I,, 2s. 6d.^ 3s. 6tZ., and 5

CINERARIA, from now and prize flowers , . Is. and 2
DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, fine

HOLLYHOCK, 100 seeds . . . . 1
PANSEY, from the best named flowers . . , , is. and 2
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, scarlet, fine
PERPETUAL „ white, very double „ . . 0.

The above are strongly recommended to amateurs desirous
of producing a choice collection. All Post Free.

John Doesox & Soks, Seedsmen, Isleworth, W.

6
6

6
6
6

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LE E ^Tfie <Samnrrj^' Cfiromcir.
Have the pleasure to announce that on the 1st of August they intend to send out the magnifient

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM NEW ZEALAND,
AX ACCOUNT OP WHICH WAS GIVEN BY DR, LINTDLEY IN THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, OCT. f>0, 1S59, Pp. m^.

grand

tntai o-^r^"
'^—y 'vu.ii*iu. Being found at a high eic^

C?lRnvP?!i^^.l??i*^o ^«st of England and in Ireland,CQHnviT*^ .
*"^" "*^^''*>'-'^"Biana anamireiana. , ,. . , , , , . , ,, , ,.

retaLl^«rti;ir .
^ INDlViSA attains a height of from 10 to 20 feet, in an erect and undivided trunk on which the foliage u

ienirt^ flrS f
""^^^ almost to the ground. The leaves are set on to the greatest advantage, and measure from 5 to 6 feet in

crmwAnK °* 6 to 9 inches in breadth. Their colour is of the richest description: a broad and prominent midrib o(

gnr&!^ ia i"^^ through the entire length, and numerous red and white lines run parallel to the midrib : the whole

wholft^iio^^^'*^'*
^'^^^ a rich golden bronze producing an elegant effect. The under side of the leaves is glaucous. The

Kursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmitli, London, "W,

SATURDAY, JVZr 2S, ISQO.

MEETINGS FOB THE E.NSUIAG WKE.1L.

Tva»AT, Jnly 31{^ at St. JUrttn't PiMe Noon

"We have still some observations to make on two
very important kinds of wood which are now used

to a very considerable extent in ship-building,

namely African Oak or Teak and Greenheart, the

latter of which, though of comparatively modem
introduction, bids fair to take a very prominent
place in our dockyards.

The African Teak, though somewhat resembling
Indian Teak as regards the wood in outward ap-

pearance, is far below it in general value, and,

botanicaliy speaking, bears no athnity to it. The
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log of

long

species, so that as regards fungous dry rot the

balance will always be in favour of tropical woods.

Greenheart is by no means exempt from the

attacks of larvsG. Large wormholes not unfre-

quently occur in the centre of logs, where there is

nothing externally to indicate their presence. The

most remarkable case however which we have

seen is that of a very large and extensive cavity

in the heart of a log, completely closed on every

side, produced originally by ants, and we have

seen a case precisely similar in a large

Mahogany,
It has been asserted that the different species of

shipworm will not attack Greenheart, but this

unfortunately proves a mistake.

One great advantage of most of the exotic woods,

aa advantage which was still greater when iron

holts were in fashion, is that they do not corrode

iron like Oak from the comparative or complete

absence of gallic acid. Copper bolts are now
found to be so ecouomical that they are used

almost to the excluaion of iron, especially since

the discovery of a trick which was often played,

viz. the skimming of the cream as it were of the

copper, on the presence of which agood deal of the

tenacity and durability of the metal depended.

This practice can however no longer be practised

with impunity.
For naval purposes it is feared that Greenheart

will be too much inclined to splinter under iire,

and that the splinters will produce dangerous
wounds, hut of this at present there has not been
sufficient, if any, experience.

One important circumstance attending these

superior foreign woods is that they do not really

cost so much as the best Oak, when the

seasoning is taken into consideration.
'

Many other kinds of wood enter into the composi-
tion of a ship, but we have spoken of those only
which are of the most importance, with the excep-
tion of the different kinds of Pine, especially

Larch, of which vessels are sometimes entirely
composecl, "We have not, however, had any
opportunity of examining the dry rot of such
vessels, and the wood is too well known to need
much comment. Mahogany is now largely used
for planking and other purposes, and is daily
obtaining more favour.
A wood known in India by the name of Angelee,

and said to be produced by Artocarpus hinuta,
has lately been much praised and thought to be
inferior only to Malabar Teak. Dr. CLEGiroKN,
according to the Madras Overland Athemmtm,
June 9,_ 1860, reports that considerable exports
can easily be made from the Malabar coast, and
there is reason to believe from Indian experience
of its utility that it is likely to prove a valuable
acquisition,

We venture, in concluding this long series of
articles on timber and the causes oi decay to which
it is subject, to make a few remarks which have
forced themselves upon us daring its consideration.
To whatever causes the faulty construciionof such

vessels as the gunboats or similar errors may be
due, they arise neither from ignorance on the part
of the authorities in our dockyards; nor on that of
subordinate parties in our public offices through
whom the orders may be given. An intimate
knowledge of the subject, a wish to obtain the
most accurate and recent information, and an ab-
sence of all desire to conceal faults, characterised
every one with whom we came in contact during
the course of our inquiries. Political pressure has
doubtless in many cases been productive of mis-
chief in higher quarters, but far more, if we mis-
take not, the absence of proper information on scien-
tific matters connected with the department over
which the actualmoving authorities preside. So long
asappoiutmeutaaremadefrompoliticalmotivesonlv,
and not on account of superior qualification for each
particular post, the evil must remain in a greater
or less degree, especially when there is no proper
appreciation of scientilic merit on the part of our
rulers. Till ignorance on such subjects is con-
sidered^ as disgraceful as bad spelling or false

q lantities, we can expect but little improvement.
But a few years since a taste for science was con-
sidered^ in some quarters as rather lovf and
grovelling, and in one of our legations we know
thit such a taste was pursued under a cloud of
secrecy, from an impression that it would at once
be scouted^by the principal as below the dignity of
an attache. Such times we trust are past ; and if
so, we may at last hope, when scientific matters
shall be considered a fair subject of examination

ofcnldas^aVphi^aTeamourSnnTw^'-r^^^^v^i^^^ ^""^^ applicant for public employment, that
contrary KeatEpE Iv dri.n^

^' ''''/^^
'

^^ '''^^^"» ^^'^^ ^^'^Y ^^^7 appreciate their real
«timulit of Sh^TmaLTn'' ^^ ^^l^^^^'i^erit, will themselves be soVar imbued with prac"4U.UV ui Our northern , fi/ni irir^*«»x«»4.:». j.t-_a j.i • • • i

best account of it is to be founi in Hookeu's
«* Journal of Botany," vol. 2, p. 183, from whence

it appears that the plant which produces it belongs

in all probability to the natural order of Spurge-

worts, beiatj;, as is believed, the OldfieUia afrkana

of Bentham and Hooker. Ko competent botanist,

indeed, has proved the matter, nor does it appear

that any competent observer has himself gathered

the plant which yields the wood. OLDriELo's

plant is, however, the same as Vogel's single leaf,

and there is therefore little room for doubt.

The value of this timber was first ascertained

about the year 1819, and though too heavy for

general use, being from one to two-fifths heavier

than seasoned Oak, it is much used in particular

parts of the vessel and is very durable, provided

it is not eontined, in which case it decays rapidly.

It is particularly calenlated for steamboats, as it

idll stand a great degree of heat in the wake of

fires, where there is a free current of air, and as

the logs are fret^uently of a lar^e size it is avail-

sible for many purposes where length as well as

strength is requisite. In point of strength, in-

deed, it exceeds by one-third either English Oak
or Malabar Teak, though in turn it is exceeded

one-third by Greenheart. The sapwood, however, is

very subject to decay, and requires to be carefully

removed ; we have seen numbers of logs in which
it has been converted, like the sapwood of Oak
exposed to the weather, into touchwood, though
the decay does not penetrate into the heartwood

;

*we hare, not however, found any perfectly deve-
loped Fungi upon it, though the surface of the

logs is often covered with au Alga closely allied to

Scytohema hysscideum. It is also subject to the
attacks of large larva?, and both the heartwood
and sapwood, as in a specimen before us, are

sometimes perforated in every direction with worm
holes, as if eaten out by some teredo.

Greenheart, the produce of Xcctandra Rodicei,

is a plant which occurs abundantly in Demerara,
and belongs to the natural order of Laurels,
and as might be supposed from its affinities

contains a great deal of oil which is doubtless a
preservative against many Fungi, though, as we
shall see presently, it is by no means completely
exempt. Before we had an opportunity of exarain-

. ing it on a large scale, a gentleman of high stand-
ing at Lloyd's was so kind aa to send us the
following information, which we give in his own
words :

—

"Greenheart 13 at present much used for ship-
building in this country, and has an excellent repu-
.tation for strength anci durability. It is to be had
in long lengths, and is therefore chiefly employed
for beams, shelf-pieces, planking, and similar
purposes. I have known the wood well for a long
time, and have examined many specimens partially
decayed after having: been used for a more or less

extended period. This decay, as far as I know,
extends only to the sapwood, and here perhaps is

the only cause of objection against Greenheart, for

the sapwood is so similar in colour to the heart,
generally a shade darker, that it requires a prac-
tised eye to know where one commences and the
other ends, yet when decay of the sap sets in the
line of demarkation is very evident. Dry rot I
have never observed in Greenheart. "We class this
wood at Liom's in the 1^^ or 12-year class, ia
which will be found our best Oak, Teak, &c."
We have had no opportunity ourselves of

examining Greenheart which has been used in the
construction of vessels and subjected to the wear
and tear of long voyages, but we have seen a very
large assortment of logs, both in their state as im-
ported and as worked up, which have afforded some
matters for observation. It appears from these
that Greenheart is by no means free from the
attacks of Fungi, or from some decay similar to
the eremacansfs or chemical decay of Oak even in
the heartwood. We have for instance in the middle
of the £oest pianks, far distant from the
sap, obtained specimens where not a trace

H f^^^ existed, in which the texture
of the wood was quite destroyed, and the
whole turned into a pulverulent mass, which
gave way between the fingers on the
slightest pressure. We have seen moreover logs
in which the heartwood was penetrated in every
direction with brown strings of mycelium resem-
bhng what is commonlj- called Xylostroma except
in colour, and showing that under favourable cir-
cumstances it may become the prey of Fun^i like
our own Oak. ft is however to be remembered

of cnS\Y ?! ^''^^ *"°P^^^^ ^^^Sj ^^^ asimpatieat

exerted in a right direction, so that th« resources
of the country may be properly developed, and
ruinous mistakes avoided,*

" I SEE nothing particular in Hekesiax's pori_
ABLE Hothouses," writes a correspondent ; ** thev
seem very like any other such houses." W"e a"Tee
with him in the second proposition, and disti^ree

in the first. One man is very like another man •

only that the one possesses much intelli;^ence, and
the other very little. One spade is like another
spade ; but some spades will do their work far
better than others. One pen is very like another -

yet you can write with one, and the other oaly
enables you to scratch. So it is with these Here-
man3; they are similar in appcarauee toothers*

but they have merits of their own. These merits
consist in good construction, good arrangement
easy portability, and cheapness.

'

Without anj' pretence to high finisher elaborate
workmanship, which in such structures represenC

a mere waste of money, they are perfectly well
made.

Their arrangement is as simple as ingenuity can
render them. No rafters obscure the light and
make them cumbrous. No sashes have to be
pushed up or let down by ever-breaking hues
and weights or by expensive mechanical con-

trivances ; and ypt all the ventilation requisite in

such buildings is as perfectly secured. This is

effected by narrow doors, fixed where rafters are

usually found, and opening by lateral hinges for

either half or all their length at the will of the

gardener. "When fixed the roof may be adjusted

to any angle that is desirable. Having no side

walls they may be set down on the level ground

or on the edges of banks thrown up for the pur-

pose. When removed they pack up as readily &^

a lady's fan. Therefore if it is necessary to shift

their position in a garden they may be lifted from

place to place as easily as a Wuoden Cucumber box*

By excavatiag the ground beneath them they may
be made to have sufficient head-room even when
the sashes are only 8 feet long.

It is their perfect portability that must give

them a peculiar value in the eyes of the publici.

If we hire a house for two or three years, and are

enthusiastic enough to fix up a greenhouse, it

remains the absolute property of the landlord at

the end of the term. But if instead of fixing up

we drop do\rn one of these Heremans we can

pack it up and remove it along wiLh the waterinfj-

cans, wheelbarrows, and other implements. Jfo

landlord can touch it—a most important considera-
tion for all who have not the happiness to live on

their own freehold. Literally with a Hereman
one may '* take up his tent aud walk."
As to cheapness, we may refer to the advertise-

ments. A span roof, with 8-fo t lights and 40 feet

long, costs only 40 guinea?. Even 100 feet long

with 12-foot lights, a very large house, costs only

150/.; prices which nothing else that we know of,

with similar excellent construction, comes near.

Therefore for 40/. or 50/. anybody may have a

nice efficient portable orchard house, which in

winter might be also used as one for shelter, fl'ere

the sashes covered with thatched frames. That

these contrivances make capital orchard houses is

evident from the state of the fruit trees now

growing in them, which for health and crop canutjt

be surpassed.

In our eyes they want one thing only, and that

is a portable heating apparatus for those who

would not use them as cold houses only. Hot-

water apparatus as now constructed is as much a

fixture as the building it warms. It must be left

behind for the landlord when a tenant (juits pos-

session. AU the portable heating contrivances

which have hitherto been proposed in this country

are more or less unsatisfactory ; even the best gas

stoves, like those of Tnoiisoy, are open to serious

objection. And how few gardens are lighted by
gas or are within cheap reach of it ?

"Whether Hereman's portable greenhouses _

or

the ordinary fixed ones are preferred, this ijuestiou

of cheap heating, or rather warming, is one of as

much importance as ever. The whole race oX

German stoves,. American stoves, or Arnotte

stoves are unsuited to veKetation. Manufacturers

* It 13 scarcely necessary to make acy remark upon a pari

graph which appeared in our Journal hist weefc respecuig
sapwood. It may be true that in some districts Oak tiiuDerw

co^TimouIy squared, and that some timber eatera both P^?™^
and public yards in this condition, but even then thera wni^
a large patch of sapwood at the four comers. Far ^^"^^V^
timber, however, enters into the yards without any ^^".TtS
as our correspondent could at once ascertain hj ocular «^'^'^^^
in any of our dockyards, as for example at Chatham. -^."^
ea:»wood bears only a small proportion to the lieartwooa i^
largo tree, a great quantity cannot enter into the construcw^tnJ^^^ *;^^** : merit, will themselves he so far imbued with prac- ^^/^^^ tree, a greatWtityilnnot enter into the co"sU^^

many ot our northern deal information thafc thpir Pn^po-i^Q w??! v^ !
of any vessel; but oven a small quantity attached to ea^'

(

uai luiuimauoii, mac meir energies will Oe or pUnk is sufficient to produce rapid decay from wutagi<^"-

I

r
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fthouldlook in a new direction if they are to pro-

duce what shall be fit for the purposes of the

multitudes who have or would have their little

plant houses. T^ill they pardon us for suggesting

that the common French earthenware 2^oele or stove

for wood fuel should be taken as their guide ? In

that simple contrivance heat is extremely lasting;

and there is neither possibility of burning the air

nor risk of explosions of gas. No stokehole is

wanted, no dirty ash-pit, nothing but what is

admissible to a bedroom. It is fed by wood, the

burning ashes of which accumulate in the interior

and slowly part with their heat. Although wood

must be used when first lighted, yet afterwards any

(fry rubbish may I e employed ; we should think dry

sawdust mixed with sticks and chips or similar

materials. Possibly even sun-dried bricks, made
of clay and sawdust, no more of the former being

employed than would hold together the latter,

would answer very well.

Strangely enough such articles are not procur-

able in England ; but they might be made ex-

tremely cheap. In France they may be had of

the commonest kind for 30 or 40 francs ; a hand-
some white glazed cylindrical one, complete in all

its parts, and 18 inches in diameter, may be im-

ported from Paris and fixed in London for 10/., all

charges of every kind included. But as they

travel badly, owing to their weight and the soft-

ness of their material, it would be much better to

buy them here in pieces, which a handy bricklayer

could put together, than to import them entirr.

Ifor in their French form are these 2)Geles exactly

what is wanted for a greenhouse. They always

have a perpendicular chimney or colonne : for a

greenhouse the chimney should be horizontal, in

order to secure a proper distribution of heat. If

any ingenious potter were to contrive an efficient

apparatus of this kind we think he might calculate

upon a little fortune growing out of it if he were
prudent enough to obtain legal security for the

quiet enjoyment of his invention.

the Horticultural Society as a native of Borneo.

We, however, see nothing to distinguish it from

the C. spectabile of Java, except colour. In that

species the petals are white spotted with dark crimson

;

here they are of one uniform dull wine red. It is a

YQTy fine plant, with larger flowers than any of the

leathery-leaved species. The leaves are like those of C.

venustum, but distinctly 3-toothed at the point, like a

Lepanthes : a peculiarity which occurs elsewhere in this

genus. The sepals are white, delicately striped with

green. The lip hag the same dull wine colour as the

sepalsj but is marked by deeper-coloured veins.

Some time ago it was mentioned in our

columns that the important duty of obtaining for

India a supply of seed of the Cinchona trees of
Peru had been entrusted to a Mr. Clement
Markham (see Gardeners^ Chronicle^ 1859,

p. 464), We did not feel justified at that time in

adverting to the rumour that this was something
worse than a questionable appointment ; no one
being able to ascertain what qualifications the
gentleman possessed for an operation ** demanding
not only great energy but a very considerable

amount of practical knowledge of gardening, as

well as much botanical experience." Our own
inquiries into the matter had failed to pro-

duce any information upon the subject; but then
the Earl of ELLENBOEOUGn was understood to

have been in some way a party to the

appointment, and it was difficult to believe

that the noble lord would advise so very im-
portant a mission to be intrusted to incompetent

hands. After a time we found that a gardener

had been provided to act aa an assistant under
Mr. Markham's directions ; a rather suspicious

circumstance, seeming to indicate doubts in high
quarters of the perfect fitness of the chief of the

expedition for the difficult task he had under-
taken.

"We now learn, upon what we believe to be

;<iod authority, that Mr. Markham is on his way
lome re infectd ; that he has accomplished nothing

beyond drawing a certain amount of pay for his

distinguished services, and that the whole business

has to begin ap;ain. Thus, it appears that in the

hands of the British Government it has been im-
possible for Englishmen to do what has long since

heen effected by Dutch and French,
AVill no member of Parliament move for papers

nelatiug to this discreditable business ?

On the night of Wednesday last, or more
probably early in the morning of Thursday, the
ihermoTiieter in the Garden ot the Horticultural
Society at Chiswick sank to 34° Fahr, ! In the
same place a radiating thermometer marked 30" I

!

Ilave we any authenticated parallel to this in the
QOg- days 't

BEDDIXG PL.VNTS IN MOSS.

It is now I think some 14 or 15 years since Mr. Fer-

guson, of Stowe, first promulgated his penuy plant

scheme, the secret of his plan consisting in sending the

plants out growing iu Moss instead of pots. Like many
other original thinkers, Mr. Ferguson reaped a harvest

of ridicule, and in some instances anything but mea-
sured abuse for his propositions; but still there is merit

iu the plan, and iu these days when bedding plants are

wanted by the thousand, economy of expenditure as

well as convenience of stowage renders the scheme ex-

ceedingly interesting and desirable. In the autumn of

last year the frost of October overtook me, even before

I had thought of getting my autumn-struck bedding
Geraniums under cover, and the consequence was a

large majority of the plants were killed to the

ground. I had no choice but to make the best

of a bad bargain, and the consequence was
the young plants were taken up, had the destroyed

parts cut away, and were "laid-in" in some light sandy

soil on the border of an early forcing Vinery. Here
they remained looking most deplorable, some rotting,

others throwing a shoot or two fi-om the dormant buds

at the base of the cuttings. Heat was applied to the

house the end of November, and being gradually in-

creased, by the new year I had a stock of young plants

which were daily asking for more room. What was to

be done with them ? To pot them was quite out of the

question, for I had no room for such an array of baked
clay as they would have required, and hence I was
driven to the Mossing plan. When pots are placed to

touch each other it will be found that just 100 3-inch

pots will stand in each square yard ; but of the larger

size, that generally used for bedding plants, only 64
pots will stand in the same space. To prepare pots and
soil, pot and put away 500 plants per day, is not bad

work for two men ; but the Moss being gathered I find

a man and boy or woman will Moss and put away 800
to 1000 plants per day with ease. With pots

each requires a daily examination if not watering.

With plants in Moss a watering once a week is

quite suflBctent, as being bedded in light soil the

roots liave a much wider pasture to roam through
than if each plant was confined in a small pot. Of
the space required by Mossed plants of course much
will depend upon the quantity of soil used to each

plant ; but as a general rule it may be assumed that at

the least one-half more, and frequently double the

quantity of plants will stand in the room which would

be required if the plants were in pots, while the care

and attention required by the Mossed plants will not be

a tithe of what would be necessary if the plants were

in pots.

Given then a quantity of stove plants in pots or

boxes to Moss off, the first thing to consider will be the

place to put them in after they are Mossed. Generally

pots or frames, with a slight bottom heat from leaves or

tan, will be the best for free-growing things ; but those

who have Vineries or other forcing houses may make
use of any vacant space for the bedding plants. I cram
ray inside borders, even under Cucumbers and Melons,

full of them without the slightest injury to the prin-

cipal crop. The place being provided, prepare a quan-

tity of light soil, such as leaf-mould and loam or old

Mushroom dung and loam in equal quantities. Put
this through a half-inch sieve, and place it in the house

ready for use.

Next prepare a quantity of Moss; this, If matted
together, will be better of being prepared by beating

the same as plasterers prepare hair for hair mortar.

All being ready, shake out and divide the plants, then

place a small portion of Moss on the palm of the left

hand, over that some soil, then the plant ; cover the

roots with more soil, and then double the Moss up and
tie securely. For tying, matting or string may be used,

but a much more expeditious and safe plan is to use

thin iron wire. This may be purchased at \d. to Gd.

per lb., and a lb. of wire will tie from 400 to 700

plants, according to its strength and the size of the

balls of the plants. It is not necessary to have the

wire galvanised, aa by the time the wire decays the

roots will have taken such hold of the Moss as to pre-

vent its falling apart. As the plants are Mossed let

vour assistant begin to lay them in the light

soil previously spoken of. The distance at which they

are placed apart will depend upon the size of the plants,

but ffenerally in the row the balls may bo placed so as

to touch each other, and have a little breathing space

allowed between the rows. In this the first station

the plants will stand until they have rooted m the new

soil been stopped, and made new shoots; and if stock

18 wanted it may be necessary to stop them a second

New Plants.
£.60. CpRiTEDiUM SPECTABILE, S.elih. in AU^. Gart

Ztit.j Oct. 11, '56; var. Dayanum.
C. foUis oblongis nebulosis tridentatis, scapo et flore extils

mrrotis, bractea orario tripl5 breviore, petalis elongatis

p!rt^"i
"»^rgine superiore glanduloso, labello oblongo

extus kevi intti^ piloso circa ostium glandaloso, stamine
stenli semicirculan pubescente angiiUs rotundatis margiae
poatico fiaao antico obtuse mucroaato. ii»n«iji^v. - - , - - i.u„ ^„,„«*i ««.rt..-+l, ^l^«
XJnder the name of C. Daifi this was shown 'time. After they have maae the second

g^^^^^^^^* -
^

' „i«„fa are fit to remove to a cooler place, for 1 suppose

that so far they are in a forcing-house. At the time of
removal to a cooler house the soil should be dry rather
than otherwise, so that after they are replanted, packed
with fresh compost and watered, they will feel little of
the check. This shift I suppose to be into a cool green-
house Vinery or pit, and here the plants will remain
until April, at which time they may again be removed
into a cold pit, with temporary covering, or what is now
so much recommended, a Tiffany house. No doubt a
house of this kind would be found exceedingly useful

in every establishment, not only for protecting bedding
plants, but also for Fuchsias, Camellias, Azaleas, &c.,

at the present time, and especially in a season like

this, when it has been almost impossible to trust a
plant of value to the drenching rains we have lately

had. Mr. Standish tells us of the frost-resisting power
of this Tiffany covering, but the frost-resisting qualities

will depend more upon the size of the house than the

material it is covered with. Thus, for illustration, if a

house contained a volume of say 5500 cubic feet of

air, it might, if it was tolerably air proof and was shut

up warm the preceding day, contain sufficient caloric to

resist a frost of 6° or S° below the freezing point, but if

it contained 500 feet only, then it would be frozen

through and through. This is the reason why glass

walls failed in protecting plants though orchard houses

succeeded, and this is the reason why my lord's

conservatory may pass unscathed through a cold night

without fire, while in the small house at the rectory the

plants are all frosted. It is not the heat-preserving

property of the covering, but the quantity of heat

stored up in the atmosphere, which is the real protec-

ting power.

After the middle of April many temporary experi-

ments for protecting plants may be resorted to, such as

earth pits, turf pits, straw pits, and I have kept

thousand of plants with a skeleton framework, support-

ing Fir branches and a ^qw old mats, or a tarpauling,

while the nursery cradle, with good mats, is for bedding

plants a real good covering. It is essential to get

bedding plants thoroughly hardened before planting

them out, but when they are put into the last place

before removing them to the flower beds, the compost

should be tolerably rich and strong. I am inclined to

think these frequent removals by checking the growth

of the plants have a tendency to promote a short, sturdy,

and healthy growth, and at the same time ensure a

floriferous habit, while the facility with which a large

quantity of plants may be bedded-out is a real gain to

the gardener. In bedding-out one man plants, leaving

the soil about the ball and roots quite loose ; a second

follows, and gives each plant a thorough soaking of

manure water; while a third shortly afterwards follows,

firms the soil, and cleans oflf the beds, leaving the sur-

face quite loose for an inch or two in depth. In this

way the plants rarely require'a second watering, but if

they do, the hoe follows the watering pot. A great

saving of labour is effected in having no pots to pick up

and store away. A. P, Jff".

ASCENT OF CLARENCE PEAK, FERNANDO PO.

Thk following extracts from a letter I received thia

week from Mr. Gustav Mann will no doubt be of inte-

terest to your readers. Mr. Mann, it will be recollected,

is the successor of poor Barter, the botanist to the

Niger Expedition, whose untimely death was recorded

in your pages. From the disturbed state of the native

tribes, and from ill health, Mann has been unable to

join the expedition, which is some distance up the river.

He has therefore devoted himself to the botany of Fer-

nando Po. He is the second European* who has

ascended Clarence Peak, a mountain more than 10,000

feet high, occupying nearly the centre of that island.

" I promised befoie leaving Kew, that as the plants

I should collect would be placed under your charge, I

woald give yon some information about their native

habitats, but I have not hitherto been able to do so. I

will endeavour now to give you some idea about those

which I sent by the last mail. I only wrote a short

note then because I was so weak, and all my failing

energy was required to pack my dried collections and

living plants for Kew. 1 think 1 rather overworked

myseU ; I had another attivck of fever, but I am now
recovered. That note informed you that I had succeeded

in ascending the mountain. It was a great pleasure

to me but fraught with many difficulties, for as but one

person bad preceded me I could obtain no information

which could be of service. I started from here (Port

Clarence) on March 23d, and by the close of the first

day had attained an attitude of 1300 feet Here I

found a little liut which the Boobees (n native tribe)

had erected during the dry season; this protected me a

little from the rain. The vegetation even here was

quite different from that I had left behmd ; all the

trees were covered with Orchid^ m-goniiis. and Fema;

Mosses a foot long or more hung from the branches

overhead. I collected as many as I could of your

favouritea the Ferns. The large Trichoman^ which I

sent in the Wardian case grew in the soH, the smaUer

species on the trunks of trees. Here also I found the

larffe Acrostichum and a new species of Draciena. On

the 27th I reached the height of about 5000 feet, and

found on the way some splendid plants of Cyathea, the

fine Calanthe, and the Liliaceie. of which I send sir

bulbs These last were growing on rocks in a httle

stream ; when they are in flower they wiU make quite a

«t the last meeting of the Floral Committee of
\

plants are fit
Capt. Beecroft was the first.
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feature in yonr Cactus house. The large leaved

Antrophyum grows on trees here like Platjcerinra

stemmaria in the tropical part of the island ; you will be

very proud of these if they reach Kew alive. On the

28th I reached 6000 feet, and on the following day

8500. Here the plants were principally herbaceous,

and I was rather too late in the season; mcstofthem
were out of flower, but some of them were in seed. I

stopped at this altitude six days, for I was obliged to

sendoneofthenesroesbackformoreprovisions. There was

not much of what is generally called comfort during this

time, for every day we had heavy rains often accom-

panied by thunder, and only a little shed to shelter us,

4 feet high in the centre and open at the sides, and this

with the thermometer down to 40° at night. I reached

the top of the mountain about half-past two in the

afternoon of the 3d of April ; the temperature at that

time was 54°. Much of the pleasure of seeing the

whole island below me was destroyed by heavy and inces-

sant rains ; but I was more unfortunate still to find that

nearly all the vegetation here had been burnt by the

natives. At the top there is a crater 40 or 50 feet deep,

and some smaller ones lower down; a few of these bad

been filled by the rain and so converted into lakes. The

minimum temperature at night was 39". Vegetation

growa to within ahout SOO feet of the summit, and I

was fortunate enough to find a splendid Erica, 10 feet

high, in full hlossom. A fine species of Hypericum

forms the greater part of the bush.

« I descended on the 4th of April to 5000 feet, and

the following day to 1300 feet. Here I remained six

days, making excursions in various directions and col-

lecting living plants. On the day previous to my
return to Clarence I obtained some Tree Ferns ; it was

very hard tvor^, and I shall be truly sorry if they do

not reach Kew alive. I arrived at Port Clarence on the

13th of April, very much fatigued, and suffering froui

the heat after this taste of cold weather: I still feel

somewhat weak.

"Sir William J. Hooker, yourself, and others caution

me to be more careful of my health—it is very kind of

you; but if one intends to collect the Flora of such a

district as this it is no easy task. There is necessarily

a great deal of exposure ; but I am as careful as I can

be under the circumstances. There would not be many
plants collected if I were afraid of a little rain. The
Consul, Mr. Hutchinson, and his lady, have been ex-

tremely kind to me ; during my attacks of fever they

nursed me as though I were one of their own family."
' There is no date to this letter ; but it was probably

written at Port Clarence about the middle of April.

C W. Crocker, Propagator^ Royal botanic Gardens,
Kew, fFor this interesting communication we are

indebted to Mr. Crocker, one of the most skiKul and
intcU'g^nt practical gardenwB employed in Our great
n&tionnl efttablUhment.]

rot when kept from the air. The old Elm water-pipes

that are occasionally taken up in the streets of London

even now are quite as sound outside as inside. 3. We
doubt whether Teak splinters more than Oak : it is too

stubborn a timber to be easily shattered.]

Bainfall at Broughton, West Riding, YorTcsliirey

January 1st to July 1st, 1860.

—

Inches.

January .. 4.94

Febniary ,- 172
March 3.50

AprU . l.'^2

May
June

3.20

5.31

Total 19.99

P. Daniels.
:Education of Gardeners.—Permit me to bear testi-

mony to the truth of the statements made by " Crosto-

nian," see p. 648 ; also allow me to go a step further,

and give the name of the place in which the system of

extortion of which he speaks is carried on. The place

in question is * * * * the seat of Sir * * * who T

think cannot be cognisant of the facts I here beg to

substantiate. At this place are kept a head gardener,

several under-gardeners, and many labourers. The

wages received by the uuder-gardeners are, as " Ciosto-

nian" states, lis. per weeV for those employed on the

grounds, and 12s, for those in the houses. Out of these

small sums the former have to pay Is. Qd. and the latter

2s. per week, besides a premium of 3^ on entering the

houses. A goodly sura, certainly, is left on which to

live, procure books of instruction, and keep up a respec-

table appearance ! This, too, is done by a man who, in

a pecuniary point of view, holds one of the best situa-

tions in the country. From what I have seen of young
gardeners I fully believe them to be both willing and
capable of receiving instruction whenever it is afforded

them. The material is as good as ever it has been but it is

spoilt in the making, and when we take in consideration

the deductions and tyrannical usage to which they are

at many places subjected, is it a matter of surprise

that so many do that which stocks the market to over-

flowing by taking the first place that offers, oftentimes

before their gardening education is well begun ? I am
aware that the point now in question is the education
of gardeners, and riot a question of wages, but if we
want better educated men, employers must give their

under gardeners better wages and take care to see that
they have them ; they must have more liberal treatment
from head gardeners, and last though not least, as a
reward for years of privation and study, a better
prospect to which they can look forward. It is not
advisable to fix the educational standard too high.
\Vliat is iriore desirable is to endeavour to awaken
a greater love for the profession itself, independent
of its being a means of support, and this can
never be done while young gardeners are
degraded to the level of labourers. Success in
g;irdening is made up ofsmall tilings, and if we aim too
high we shall bo apt to neglect the small things at our
feet, and be like the philosopher who being so intent
on watching the heavenly bodies, did not see the well

Home Correspondence.
UTaval Timber.—Can yon tell me what Oak the Vir-

ginian Oak is ? Some cargoes are now being received
in the dockyards and the description of timber is new
to the officers. It is described to be grown about seven
miles from the sea, which locality is said (I know not
with what truth) to be more favourable for the growth
of durable timber than inland situations. It is heavier
than Teak, and sinks in salt water; but lighter than
Sabicu. It is said to be distinct from both Live Oak
and the common American White Oak, and to be very
superior to the latter; very durable and free from
heart-shake; (the examination of the timber at the
sawpits hardly bears out this). It is very long and
straight, the straightness being a quality not what is

wanted; the great want being compass, or cnrved
timber, for the frames of ships—large ships especially.
Ilie parties who supply this Oak speak of the Delaware
fbrest producing some of the best. It is grown, you will
see, in a hot climate, and in its appearance differs little
from ordinary Oak timber. Some of it is very large.
Can ^ou also give me the reason why the sapwood in
Elm is as durable as the heartwood ? The fact is so,
and long experience has proved it in the dockyards,
where the sap is never cut away from Elm. In addition
to the instance cited by you in a former Number, I can
give you that of one of the shafts of the main keel of the
CMar 90, which became decayed while building and ouLmn tnem. Many ot those persons to mv
w.^J^ ^ m"^ °uv.*''^ ''.V^''^^

^^^""^^ "^« ^^«« ^^^'•t'"" knowledge are men of rare industry andlaunched, and this although it was never exposed to possessed of much practical and varied information

into which he stumbled, and proved his ruin. * ^
I have had a good deal to do with and among gardeners
during the last quarter of a century, and it seems to
me that the whole body may be divided into three
classes:—1. Gardeners who have charge of first-rate
establishments, and do not work. 2. Gardeners who
have a man or several men under them, but are
expected to take an active part in whatever is going on.
3. Men who take single-handed places and work hard.
For the first class men of high attainments are required,
though it would not be difficult to point out many
such gardeners whose original education was very
defective, who, from great perseverance, superior
ability, and strict integrity, have won for themselves
most deservedly the confidence and high regard of their
employers. To prepare a man for such a situation a
sound education is indispensable—but that is not
enough

: he must have a practical knowledge of his
business, which can only be gained by long experience
and close observation. For the second class a similar
preparation is needed, as it ought to be from this
class that the possessors of the prizes in class first
should be taken. The third class generally consists
of men unfit for larger places or unable to
obtain them. Many of those

wet and dry, the shipJjeing built under a shed. Your
correspondent who asks how sapwood can be left in
squared timber, may see that though the sapwood mav
he removed from the sides of the squares, it may be left
aft the anglesofthe trees if thetreesare small. Itis perhaps
not generally known thafcthesapwoodofyoungsraall Oak
timber differs in appearance so little from the heart-
wood, that any one but a very experienced person is
very likely to be deceived by it. The general impres-
fflon in her Majesty's service is that Teak does not
aphnter, and I believe the Minden built of it when in
the action at Algiers under Lord fixmouth made this i

good, and the Asia at Navarino. T, S. P, [1, We
have no means of ascertaining what is meant by
« Virginian " Oak. Not being « Live " Oak, it may
po^ibly be the "Willow" Oak. or the "Rock Chesnut"uak. But t us 18 mere guess. May we hc^e that some
l^tw^^'^-^ ?^*"*^ '"^ ^^« ^"it«*i Stat^ will favour

,
uiTtaia it 13 that the Bap of Elm wood does not

Now a few words on the points obtaining so much notice
just now in your pages. It seems to me that many of
your correspondents quite forget that a gardener is
simply a kind of servant, that his time is really the
property of his employers, and were a man filling one
of the best appointments I have named to spend his
time hunting after plants with his young men, I think
he would very soon have to seek for another place
himself. There never yet was a man of much eminence
in his profession who did not owe his success very
largely to his Own efforts, and thus it will always be
with gardeners also. Where there is a young man of
talent and observation who zealously sets about gather-
ing knowledge and improving his mind, such a man is

certain to meet with persons able and willing to help
him, and in the end, though it may not be so soon as he
could wish, he is certain of promotion. Such men will
always outstrip gardeners who are merely such by rule.
Soatdus, Preston.
May Queen Straxvherry.—I have purposely avoided 1

expressing any further opinion on the merits of this
Strawberry till other persons interested ia the
culture of this delightful fruit have had time and oppor-
tunity to record their experience. My silence however
must not be construed into an admission of its infe.
riority ; on the contrary I am enabled to speak with
increased confidence of its valuable properties. The
question of earliness indeed may now be regarded as
settled. The orchard house and open ground culture of
the present season both testify to this fact, and I can
echo with truth every ^vord advanced by the Rev. W*
A, Leighton some three or four weeks ago as to its beha-
viour under glass and its greater freedom from aphis
blight than any other variety. I do not wish
to make any invidious comparisons, but I may simply
state that I grew the May Queen in the orchard house,
side by side with all the well-known earliest varieties'

and it ripened its fruit fully a week before the earliest

of them, and a fortnight before most of them ; and in

the open ground the difference is quite as evident.

This most remarkable late season T had ripe fruit in an
orchard house with a west exposure without fire heat by
the 4th June in good quantity, and I have no doTibt

that although it has lost its name this year, it will in

an ordinary season ripen its fruit by the middle of

May in an orchard house without fire heat. The size

this year is with me larger than I have seen it, moat
of the berries being as large as the usual size of Keens*

Seedling, and in flavour it is decidedly superior to any
very early variety with which I am acquainted. lam
happy also to speak in the highest terms of two kinds

not yet generally cultivated, plants of which were
obligingly sent me by Mr. Doubleday, viz., Crimson

Queen, and another of Myatt's Seedlings, which for

the sake of distinction (two of the three having

been named Filbert Pine and Crimson Queen) I will

call Myatt*s No. 3 (Doubleday). Crimson Queen is an

immensely large fruit on my soil, irregular in shape,

sometimes cockscomb, sometimes roundish, never-

theless very handsome, of a deep crimson colour all

through when fully ripe, very juicy, and rich in flavour.

The No. 3 is more allied in flavour to Filbert Pine, per-

haps rather paler in colour than that variety, and more

flattened in shape. I like the flavour of this much..

They are both excellent, and where the soil suits as

mine does, will be immense bearers of fine heavy fruits.

The latter quite deserves and will doubtless soon attain

a special name, Oscar too proves a very good sort> and

has not been over-rated by Mr. Turner. It is very early

and a good successor to May Queen, very handsome in

shape and size, dark red in coloiir, remarkably firm in

texture, and very juicy. On the whole I tJiink this

variety a decided acquisition. TV, Moden, M.J)., The

Grange, Kidderminster, July 11.

CrotalaHa Cunninghamii, or SacJc's Pea,—I am
induced to inquire through the medium of your pagt»
if any of your readers have received dried speciniens or

drawings of this new species, which is described as one
of the most gorgeous flowers yet discovered in Australia.

I find by the horticultural report of an exhibition held

in Adelaide on February 29, 1860, in " The Farm an^
Garden," that " a blossom of Crotalaria Cunninghamii or

Hack's Pea, singular,magnificent,andnew,"wasprodaced.
"Concerning this rare plant," writes the reporter,

"bloomed by Mr, M'Ewing of Glen Ewing, Mr.
Francis in a letter to that gentleman says :—You are

before me in flowering Hack's Pea ; I send you the true

name. It has been known for some years as growing
in the central part of this continent, that is, on

the Sydney or eastern side. It differs very

materially from a Clianthus, in having a rooni
hard, smooth seed-vessel; whereas the seed-vessel of

the Sturt's Pea is leathery or coriaceous rather than

brittle, and curled inwards at its two edges, not round.

The name "New Sturt's Pea" is a sad error, ft*

besides its not being a Clianthus either in its flower,,

leaf, or seed-vessel, Mr. Sturt had nothing to do with

it. I think were it hereafter known as Hack's Pea,

it would be a proper designation.'* I received seeds

of this plant from two South Australian friends last

year, which were gathered, I believe, in the newly-

discovered northern district, known as "Stuart'fr

Country," with a description that induces me to beUeve

it to be a plant of rare beauty. Unfortunately, how-

ever, it is very difficult to cultivate; and with one

exception all my seedlings are dead ; and I understand
that in some large nursery establishments a similar fate

has befallen the plants. My remaining specimen is

thriving in a warm Melon pit, which leads me to

imagine it wants more heat; probably a dry stove

would keep it growing through the winter, and lead to

a flowering condition. A Devonian,.

^OiitX\i§^

HoETicuLTFEAX : July 24-—An ordinary meeting
for the election of Fellows and baUot for Plants wj»
held on Tuesday last at the Museum of Science and

Art, South Kensington, by permission of the Lord

President of the Privy Council, C. Wentworth mk^»
Esq., V.P., in the chair, when the following ladies and

gentlemen were elected Fellows, via- r—The Hon. Mary

Trefusis. the Hon. Adela Trefusis, Shiriey Hibberd,

Esq., James M. Venning, Esq., the Hon. Mary t.

Abercromby, Lady Macdonald, Pryse Loveden, Esq.,

MissCox. andSir \V P J^mps "RRrt. A bftUot for PlantSt

\
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thethird and last for the season, tlien took place, after

which the meeting separated.

moral Committee, July 26.—Several interesting

plants were exhibited on this occasion. From Messrs.

Veitch came a variety of DracoBna stricta, called ery-

throrachis, a tall. Reed-like plant, with long orange-rod

veined leaves; to this was awarded a first-class certi-

ficate. A similar award was made to a pretty variety

of Polystichum aculeatum, called coryrabiferum, from

Jjisa Thompson. Three Fuchsias raised by Mr. Banks,

of Deal, obtained first-class certificates; and another

named Garibaldi was commended ; the last was pink with

slate-coloured corolla, large and handsome ; the others

were also improvements in their respective classes;

they were Prince Leopold, a fine-looking flower with

bright crimson top and purple corolla ; Lord Elcho,

another useful kind, resembling that just named, but

darker; and Minnie, a charuiiiig light sort with white

tube and sepals and rosy pink corolla. A Fuchsia

named Negro from Mr. Smith, of Hornsey, was also

commended; it was a pretty dark kind, and good in

habit. Pelargonium Meteor, from Messrs. Parker &
Williams, was commended; it appeared to be a useful

addition to the variegated dwarf scarlet class.

Verbena Liicy Tait, from tlie gardens of the Bishop of

London, was also commended; it was a handsome sort

with a good dwarf habit. Tachiadenus carinatus, a

pietty purple-flowered 'plant from Messrs. Veitch, was
likewise commended, as was also a very dwarf variety of

Clarkia pulchella called Tom Timmb, from Messrs.

Carter of Holborn. The last named firm likewise

showed Linaria macroura splendens, to which a label of

commendation was awarded; it had pretty spikes of

purplish violet flowers, not very large, but for their size

very showy and beautiful. From Mr. Bragg, of Slough,

came PelargoniumMadame Csillag, a small rosy lilac sort,

which was commended, and a boxful of Sweet Williams

possessing all the variety and beauty of the High
Wycombe breed, to which they belonged. Among
flowers to which no award was made we noticed cut

specimens of the extremely pretty mule Pink raised a

year or two ago by Captain Trevor Clarke, and men-
tioned by us in a former volume. It has rich purplish

crimson flowers which last long iu beauty in a cut state,

and in the garden it is very ornamental, being constantly

in bloom nearly the whole of the summer months. It

is a plant well worth the attention of cultivators of

hardy flowers. A pretty Carnation-striped Petunia,

Caladium Wightii, and an orange scarlet Scutellaria

came from Messrs. Veitch ; a handsome Convolvulus
named tricolor monstrosus was also shown by Messrs.
Carter, of Holborn.

HOETIOULTUEAL ShOW AT KINGSTON, CaNADA,—
Kingston lies at the lower or eastern end of Lake
Ontario, in Upper Canada. The first show of the
season was held on the 29th of June. Notwithstand-
ing the severe winter of Canada, exotic plants are cul-

tivated to some extent, and the display would have
beBH creditable to any English town of the same size.

Autumn is, however, the most attractive time for a
flower show in Canada, where annuals are necessarily
the chief ornamental plants in flower gardens. On
this occasion the hall was tastefully decorated with
Coniferous evergreens, and a fountain occupied its

centre, the basin of which was lined with green Moss,
among which large species of Mnium and the elegant
Climacium americanum were conspicuous. The waters
of the fountain showered down upon numerous aide-

saddle flowers (Sarracenia purpurea) and elegant Moc-
casin flowers (Cypnpedium spectabilc), all blooming,
fresh from the forest swamps. These were contributed
by Mr. Thibodo.

For the best collection of Greenhouse Plants the
prize was gained by Mr, G, Baxter, who also obtained
first prizes for Roses in pots. Moss, Perpetual and
Hardy garden Roses, Pajonies, Verbenas, Fuchsias.
double Petunias, Pausies, Phloxes, Balsams, Delphiniums
(perennial), and Pinks. These embraced most of the
sorts usually seen on competition stands in England,
except id the case of Pansies, which were inferior,

heing mostly seedlings. Many of the Roses were of
the newer kinds and very fine. Balsams grow very
well in the open air, and are usually taken up and
potted when in flower for exhibition. Second prizes
were voted to Mr. Baxter for Geraniums and several
other subjects. Mr. J. Lawrence, from Bi'ockville,
obtained first prizes for Fuchsias, Geraniums, bedding
plants, specimen plants, and Stocks, with second pre-
mmirforGreenhouseplants,VaseandHand Bouquets, and
a FloMd Design. Mr: M. Flanagan obtained two second
ijrxzes for Roses, seconds also for Pansies and Phloxes.
J>irB. llanagau carried off first prizes for tastefully

*^^"?r ^^^ ''"^ ^^"'i Bouquets. For Single Petu-
niaa, Mrs. Brigga obtained no fewer than four prizes,
ift itrsts and two seconds. The varieties were good
ana the plants well grown. The best specimen plants
grown m a cottage window were produced by Mrs. B.,
ro Whom two prizes were awarded, and another first
pnze tor an elegant wreath of flowers. The prize for
Antirrhinums was assigned to Mr. Sibbald, who also ex-
^pited Larkspurs and Phlox Druminondi. The first

*^ T^ Ranunculuses and Anemones were both
awarded to Professor Lawson, who also exhibited a
Bcana of French Marigolds, including striped,^ed, and mottled varieties. Mr. OUver exhibited a
Seedling Stock, which received "special mention," For
^Be beat display of Sweet WilUamg, the prize was gained

by Miss AVJlson, ^'ho exhibited a stand of fine showy
trusses of single varieties, and a second premium was
voted to Professor Williamson for a selection containing

some fine double sorts. The prize for the best Cactus
was gained by Mr. Wilkinson. For the best Floral

Design the prize was awarded to Mrs. Litchfield. A
basket of trailing plants (for suspending), such as are

now common in England, was exhibited by Miss

Wilson, a basket of flowers by Miss Baxter, and a neat

shade containing interesting exotic and Canadian Ferns,

by Dr. Litchfield. Mr. Benedict showed a Caper, and
Mrs. S. Smith, a neatly trained plant of Common Ivy
(Hedera Helix), which in Canada requires to be treated

as a greenhouse plant. Mr. Baxter showed a fine

Datura, and there were several other items in the floral

department. The new Dianthua chinensis Heddewigii
has flowered here and given great satisfaction, hut the

blossoms were not quite expanded on the day of

the show.
In the Fruit department, there were %oo^ Straw-

berries, for which two premiums were awarded to Mr.
Briggs. A discretionary prize was voted to Mr.
Skinner, sen., for house Strawberries, and to Mr.
M'Vicar for beautiful Cherries, brought from the United
States. The prize for Cherries (Canadian) was gained
by Mr. Thomas Wilson, and a second premium was
voted to Mr. AVadsworth. Gooseberries and Currants
were unripe, yet prizes were awarded to them,
respectively to Mr. Wilson and Mr. Flanagan, with
second premiums to Mr. Briggs and Mr. Deacon. Most
of the Gooseberries produced were white sorts of very
large size. The Grape Currant seemed to be the
favourite show variety.

In vegetables the display was very good indeed.

Cucumbers were of large size, but of coarser kinds than
those usually shown in England. The first prize fell to

Mr. Baiden and the second to Mr. Lawrence. In green
Peas, Mr. G. Berry obtained the first prize and Mr. J.

Stacey the secbnd. Among the unsuccessful lots were
some of the early kinds most highly valued in England,
such as Sangster's N"o. 1, Early Emperor, and Early
Washington. The season was not sufficiently ad-

vanced for Cabbages, but prizes were gained by Mr.
Whitehead and Mr. Bajus. In early Potatoes there
was quite a spirited competition, at least a dozen entries

being made, and all the lots were unusually fine for the
early time of year. The first prize was awarded to the
Potatoes from Professor Lawson's garden, which were
of the variety called Victoria, originally brought from
the TTnited States by Dr. Sampson, and now much
cultivated about Kingston* Besides being early it

keeps well, and may be used at table 365 days a year. (!)

The second prize was assigned to the Rev. H. MulUins,

for some very fine specimens of Ash-leaved Kidney.
For Radishes the first prize was gained by Mr. Boice,

with fine specimens of a long red variety raised, we
believe, from the Shakers' seed, and a second premium
was assigned to Mr. Wadsworth. For Turnip Radishes
two prizes were given to Dr. Barfier; and for Lettuces,

which were very numerous and very large (chiefly

Cabbage sorts), the first to Mr. Stacey, and the second

to Mr. Berry. Kidney Beans, .very early, first, Mr.
Lawrence; second, Mr. Berry. For root Onions (which
are well adapted to the Canadian climate), the prize

was gained by Mr. Wadsworth ; and a second award
was assigned to Mr. Bajus. For Onions from seed,

Mr. Whitehead and Mr. Mulkins; table Squash, Mr.
Lawrence ; Parsnips, Mr. Berry and Mr. Leckie

:

Carrots, Mr. Baiden and Mr. Bajus (there were numerous
good lots of Early Horn); Beet, Mr. Bajus and Mr.
Leckie; Rhubarb (very larg«), Mr. Wadsworth, Mr.
George, and Mr, Lawrence; Asparagus, Mr. Lawrence;
basket of vegetables, Mr. Leckie and Mr. George, and a

basket of herbs, Mr. Baiden.

There were namBrbus birds from Mr. Dumble and
others, several sewing machines in operation, and other

works of art. Fr&nt our own Correspondenl.

Kottccst of Soolt^.

The Glaciers of tlie Alps : leiiig a Narrative ofExcur-

sions and AscentSt an Account of the Origin and
Phenomena of Glaciers and an Exposition of the

physical principles to which they are related. By John
Tyndall, F.R.S. Murray, 8vo., p. 444.

There arc not many men who for the sole purpose of

setting at rest a few doubtful points in physical science

would go twice up Mont Blanc, twice up Monte Rosa,

cross the Strahleck, ascend the Finsteraarhorn and

visit Chamouni in mid-winter. There are still fewer

men who are both physically capable of such things

and are also possessed of sufficient knowledge and skill

to observe what is before them and to interpret what

they observe. A few such persons, however, there are,

and Professor Tyndall is one of the enviable few.

The work before us is an account of his efforts

to unravel the glacier mysteries, to explam

the laws of glacier motion, and to determine the

causes of the veined structure of glacm ice. The

work is divided into two parts, one chiefly narrative,

and the other chiefly scientific. The first contains a

hUly interesting account of what the author d,d and

,aw whilst the second is by far the most valuable essay

on glaciers with which we have ^^7^n^f\^l^\., ^^
The following extrftct, showing what befel ^he author

after he had succeeded in ascending Monte Rosa aloi.e,

without a single guide or companion, is a fair sample oi

the manner in which the author alludes to the dangers
and difficulties which he encountered in the pursuit of

the objects he had in view.
" I thought of my position ; it was the first time that

a man had stood alone upon that wild peak, and were
the imagination let loose amid the surrounding agencies,

and permitted to dwell upon the perils which separated
the climber from his kind, I dare say curious feelings

might have been engendered. But I was prompt to

quell all thoughts which might lessen my strength or
interfere with the application of it, Ouce indeed an
accident made me shudder. WHiilo taking the cork

from a bottle which is deposited on the top, and which
contains the names of those who have ascended the

mountain, my axe slipped out of my hand and slid some
30 feet away from me. The thought of losing it

made my flesh creep, for without it descent would be

utterly impos3il>Ie. I regained it and looked upon it

with an affection which might be bestowed upon a

living thing, for it was literally my staff of life under

the circumstances. One look moro over the oloud-

CEipped mountiiins of Italy, and I tlien turned my back
upon them and commenced the descent.

"The brown crai^s seemed to look at me with a

friendly recognition, and with a surer and firmer feeling

than I possei-s-id on ascending I swung myself from
CTiig to crag and from ledge to ledge with a velocity

which surprised myself. I reached the summit of the

Kamm and saw the party which I had passed an hour
and a half before emerging from one of the hollows of

the mountain. They had escaped the ledge which now
lay between them and me. The thought of the possible

loss of my axe at the summit was here forcibly revived,

for without it I dared not take a single step. My first

care was to anchor it firmly in the snow, ro

as to enable it to bear at times nearly the

whole weight of my body. Iii seme plaeeff,

however, tl)e anchor had but a loose hold. Tlie

'cornice* to which T have already referred became

granular, and the handle of the axe went through it up to

the head; still, however, remaining loose. Some amount

of trust had thus to be withdrawn from the staff and

placed upon the limbs. A curious mixture of careless-

ness and anxiety sometimes fills the mind on such

occasions. I often caught myself humming a verse of

a frivolous song; but this was mechanical,- and the sub-

stratum of a man's feelings under such circumstances is

real earnestness. Tlie ])rocipice to my left Was a

continual preacher of Caution, and the slope to my
right was hardly less impressive. I looked down the

former but rarely, and sometimes descended for a con-

siderable time without looking l)eyond my own foot-

steps. The power of a thought was illustrated on one

had descended with extreme

for some time, when look-

of the cornice I saw a

at souie distance below me:
these I felt must receive me if I slipped over, and I

thought how before reaching them I might so break

my fall as to arrive at them unkilled. This thought

enabled me to double my speed, and as long as

the spiky barriers remained parallel to ray tradt, T held

my staff in one hand and contented myself with a slight

pressure upon it, I came at last to a place where the

edge was solid ice, which rose to the level of the cornice,

the latter appearing as if merely stuck against it. A.

groove ran between the ice and snow, and along tljj&

groove I marched until the cornice became unsafe and

I had to betake myself to the ice. The place was really

perilous, but encouraging myself by the reflection that it

would not last long I carefully and dtlibcrately hewed.

stops, causing them to dip a little inwai-d so as to afford

a purt^hase for the heel of my boot, never forsaking on©

until the next was ready, and never wielding my hatchet

till my balance was secured. I was soon at the bottom of

the Kamm, fairly out of danger, and full of glad vigour

I bore swiftly down oti the party in advance of me. It

was an easy task to fuse myself amongst them aS if

I had been an old acquaintance, and we joyfully slid,

and galloned, and rolled together down the residue of

the moui t tin,"

One of the most extraordinary phenomena witnessed

by the author in his Alpine expeditions was theluminoua

appearance of dark bodies projected against the sky.

The appearance is thus described by Professor Necker

in a letter quoted by Professor Tyndall ;

—

" You must conceive the observer placed at the foot

of the hill interposed between him and the place where

the suu is rising, and thus entirely in the shade ; the

upper margin of the mountain is covered with wood
or detailed trees and ahrubs. which are projected as

dark objects on a very bright and clear sky, exc*?pt at

the very place where the sun is just going to rise, for

there ail the trees and shrubs bordering the maigin are

entirely—branches, leaves, stem and all—of a pure and

brilliant white, appearing extremely bright and

luminous, although projected on a moafc brOliaiit and

luminous sky, as that part of it which surrounds the

sun always is. All the minutest details, leaves twigs,

&c are most delicately preserved, and you would tancy

v-ou' saw these trees and forests made of the purest

silver with all the skill of the most expert workman.

The swallows and other birds flying in those particular

pots appear like sparks of the most brilliant white."

From such a work as this, interesting and instructive

extracts might be made without limit; but our space

compels us to forbear, and we must refer our leadera

Ito the book itself for the information it contains ou tho

of these occasions. I

slowness and caution

ing over the edge
row of pointed rocks

s
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8uuj*;cc wau vviiicU ic uealp. We can only add tlmt its

value to an intelligent tourist is only surpassed by its

value to the student of glacial phenomena,

Report of the Royal Mijle Match on WimUedon
Common, By John Scoifern, M.B. AVanl & Lock,

London. A Pamplilet.

The National Uiile Association will, we suppose, some

time or other make their official report on the result of

the late gathering at Wimbledon. Since, however,

nearly three weeks have elapsed without a sign having

been made, we are glad to find a good imlependent

judge already in the field. The very able author of a

most valuable work on projectiles, a deer-stalker at

thirteen, a man of science now, and who has the skill

to speak plainly with the courage to speak boldly, is no

mean authority on subjects like that of rifle-shooting

;

and whatever comes from his pen, even though half in

earnest half in banter, is sure to deserve attention. We
only regret that Dr. Scoffern was not retained by the

National Association to prepare their formal account of

the proceedings.

In the lively sketch before us the author first con-

siders the political aspect of the Volunteer movement,

their past records, the quality and bores of small arms,

the nature of ammunition, the shape and construction

bloom from this plant it should be allowed a few weeks

of comparative rest, after, say about the middle of next

month, keeping the roots rather dry, and exposing the

plants as freely to air as can be done without injury to

the foliage or' the health of their neighbours. Brug-

mansia aauguinea is also a useful plant for winter and

early spring flowering when managed so as to have it

pruned, rested, and started into growth about this

time. See that large specimens ot Camellias are not

allowed to get too dry at the root after they have set

their buds, for shedding of the latter is often due to

this cause. Young and vigorous plants however fre-

quently require to be watered rather sparingly at this

period to prevent their making a second growth.

Cinerarias ior early flowering should now be growing

freely, and should be shifted when necessary, for if

they arc to form large specimens for flowering in

winter they must not be permitted to sustain any

check. Remove suckers whenever they can be ob-

tained, and pot them for spring flowering. Calceolarias

will now be beginning to demand attention. Get

cuttings of favourite sorts rooted. Seed may also now

be sown in pans placed on a gentle hot-bed.

good deep digging. Stir the surface of the soil amone
growing crops. This has a highly beneficial effect
Cut Box, and keep every corner clean and neat.

COTTAGERS* GARDEN.
Let Scarlet Bunners be topped once more, if uot

already done. A few Cabbage plants got in now will
be found useful. Green Kale may still be got iu where
blanks exist, and a few Dutch Turnips might yet be
sown ; also a little of the Bath Cos Lettuce, some
American Cress, and a few Turnip Radishes.

STATE OF TOE WEATBEll AT CHISWlCK, NEAR LONDON',
For the Week ending July 26, 1360, as observed Rt the Horticultural GarJem

July.

PlSEMES.'

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Tliose who intend commencing the cuh

7^^,^t^^ ;^:ri. ^ -;^"iz^. ^-n^^—^i^^-^^^e™ r:^ ^^:" t^
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loaders — Whitworths, Lancasters, Enfields, Swiss.

Under all these heads will be found much useful infor-

mation, not the least so being that which relates to

lubricants. Dr. Scoffern entertains much the same

opinion of Whitworth's rifles as we do, and steps for-

ward as another witness on the side of Lancaster's oval-

bored arms. As to breech-loaders he speaks witli

reserve; but points out one fault which must of neces-

sity be common to them all; viz., their inevitable

fouling more or less. "True, the bullet of a breech-

loader must come out when the charge behind it is

fired ; but coming out iB a different matter from going

truly."

Volunteers should study as well as read this little

essay.

Teadz Li3t Received. —Van Houtte (Ghent),

Citaloguoof bulbs and other flowering roots ; 114 pages,

with an index ! an excellent idea.—This is one ofthe first

bulb lists that has reached us, and very rich and com-

plete it is. Buyers of bulbs should remember that

their orders should be given in the month of August if

they wish to be well supplied.

Miscellaneous.
Ti'onderful Caterpillars.— 0\.\\i trees in the French

forests have been attacked this year by a strange

disea-sc. They are covered from the top branches to

the roots with caterpillars, which form a coating some
inches thic^. In some ioculities the municijml autho-

rities have published a notice forbidding children to

enter the woods. These insects, at the approach of a

human being, cover the face, neck, and body. Their

sting has in many instances produced fever. Paris
Correspondent of the Times,

The Caterpillar Changing his Coat,—For some time

previous to changing his dress, even eating is nearly or

quite suspended—the caterpillar becomes sluggish and

rfiy, creeping away into some more secluded spot, and
there remaining till his time of trouble is over. Various
twitchings and contortions of the body now testify to

the mal'oise of the creature in his old coat, which,

though formed of a material capable of a moderate
amount of stretching, soon becomes outgrown, and
most uncomfortable tight-fitting, with such a quick-

rowing person inside it : so off it must come ; but it

leing unprovided with buttons, there^s the rub. How-
ever, with a great deal of fidgeting and shoulder-shrug-

ging, he manages to tear his coat down the back, and
lastly, by patient efforts, shuflles off the old rag ; when,
lo! underneath is a lustrous new garment, somewhat
aimilar, but not exactly a copy of the last, for our beau
ha8 his peculiar dress for each epoch of his life—the
most splendid being often reserved for the last. This
change of dress (" moulting," it is soraelimes called) is

repeated thrice at least in the creature*s life, but more
generally five or six tiuiea. Not only does the outer
husk come off at these times, but, wonderful to relate I

the lining membrane of all the digestive pa.s8Hgcs, and
of the larger breathing tubes, is cast oif and renewed
also. British Batterfics, hy W. S, Coleman.

Calendar of Operations.
(J^or the ensuing tcee}:.)

PLANT DEPARXaiENT.
CONSEBVATOET, itc—Attention must now be paid to

late growing plants in borders; for while in active
growth they require a good deal of water, and insects
are more troublesome than in the case of plants at rest.
Give Luculias especially plenty of water at the root,
and an occasional supply of clear weak manure-water
to old plants that may not be growing freely until they
have made sufficient wood to ensure a good display of
flower. As has been previouslv stated, however,
intoupe water must not be given 'to young specimens

fL^'^'"^^^
health, as in that case it would only induce

^wir^.%^'?"'"';'' condition In which they seldomflower profusely. U order to secure fine heads of

more favourable season than the present. The bed

should be from 18 inches to 2 feet deep, and should con-

sist principally of good rich mellow turfy loam, well

broken up and carefully intermixed with a liberal

sprinkling of clean sand, and a small proportion of leaf

soil or good rich fibry peat ; for when rough turfy soil

is used, and the bed is ever from any cause allowed to

get thoroughly dry, it is very difficult to moisten it again,

as the water passes off through the lumps without pene-

trating them. But if the loam is well broken up and

mixed with some leaf soil, or peat and sand, it will be

found to take water freely enough, and the roots will

be almost as much under command as when the plants

are grown in pots. Persons commencing this method
of growing Pines should also endeavour to avoid plant-

ing pot-bound plants, as these, whether young or old,

seldom strike freely into the fresh soil, and are very apt

to fruit prematurely ; but if such plants must be turned

out, then care should be used to make the soil firm

about the balls, so as to prevent the water passing off

without moistening the balls.

ViNEBiES.—Every possible attention must be afforded

young Vines planted this spring where strong rods are

expected. Let a vigorous root action be secured, and
endeavour to get the wood well ripened. Give air

freely and early on fine days, so as to avoid any risk of

scorching the foliage, but shut up early in the after-

noon, sprinkling the floors, &o., so as to cause a genial i

moisture in the atmosphere, which will be of great

service in strengthening the Vines. If plants are grown
in the house, see that they are not infested with black

thrips, and on no account be induced to regulate the

temperature, &c., of the house for the plants, but
remove these to other quarters, or make them succumb
to the treatment most suitable for the Vines. Keep a

sharp look-out for the appearance of red spider in

houses where the fruit is ripening, and coat the pipes

or flues with sulphur on the first appearance of this

enemy. Indeed it is well to do this occasionally by way
of a preventive, which, in this case as in most others,

is vastly preferable to a cure. Vines in pots intended

for early forcing will now require attention.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Propagation of stock for next season must soon

be commenced and carried on with expedition so as to

secure strong well established plants before winter

and without the necessity of keeping them so close

or warm as to induce weakly and watery growth.

It cannot be too often repeated that to be able to

winter bedding stock safely with ordinary care, the

cuttings should be put in sufficiently early iu the autumn
to allow of having: them well established and fit to be

exposed to -the open air by the middle of September,
Begin with such as are found to be the most tedious to

propagate and prepare for winter. Hollyhocks are

general favourites, but they do not afford cuttings
freely, and are in general not over plentiful about most
places. These should therefore be exa«nined often in
search of any cuttiugs which they may afford, as those
rooted about this time will make strong plants for next
season. Attend to the tying \ip of these and Dahlias,

and go over the masses of Verbenas, &c., frequently for

the purpose of regulating the growth, so as to keep it

orderly and neat.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Winter Onions may soon be sown ; also CaulillowerS

for the early crop next season, a small bed of pickling

Cabbage, Brown Cos, and some hardier sorts of Lettuce
to stand the winter. The tops of tlie early crops of

Onions had better be laid down if they are inclined to

be too rank, going over the bed with a wooden-headed
rake and pressing the tops down sufficiently to check

further growth. Plant ont a good breadth of Endive
on well enriched soil of a light dry nature. Also see to

providing a good supply of Lettuce for autumn use.

Attend to Celery, keeping It well supplied with water

in dry weather, giving it as much manure water as can

be spared for it, and keep the early crop rather closely

earthed up. Vacant ground, or that which can be

cleared of early crops, may be still planted with winter

greens, first giving it a good dressing of manure and a

ao—Orercnst ; very fine ; showery at ninbu
21— ttain; heavy raiu io forenoon-, densfW otercaat.

— 32—Low cloudi; ihoweiy l
ihuuder aud liglitning; very clear at

night.
— 23—Overtast ; [•onstant heavy cold rain ; fine.

— 34—Cloudy; RbowerB; cloudy; clear and cold.
— 2S— Clear; very fine; clear and very nold at niitht
— 36—Clear; fine; Cloudy; very clear at nUht, and cold.

Mean temperature of the week, SI deg, below the averajte.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWiCK.
During the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Aug. 4, 1360.
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The hixhett temperature during the above period occurred on the 1st, J
]S4fi, and 2d, 1866—therm. 92 deg.; and the lowest on theSSlh, 13^3-

thenn.33 deg.

Notices to CoTrespondents.
Diseased Hawthorn : C JV S. It is infeatod by ^cidium

laceratum. See p. 652.

Dky-rot Funods I F SP. TVhat you have sent is a nue speci-

men of the real dry rot in the Xyloatromoid state. Seasoaed

wood is little affected by dry rot if the water does not obtain

access, which accounts for the superior efficacy of felt when

dry. Felt certainly seems to prevent in some measure

the spreading of the evil. Probably Gutta Tercha will he

better than felt, tarred paper, or any other substance, ^f/^-
Education of Gabdeners : J D U. Enough has been said on

this subject. Money taken from young men furtively

without the sanction of the master is one thing, but taken in

return for instruction imp:irted, and with the permission of

the master, ia quite another matter. We insert elsewhere a

note from a known correspondent on the subject, but there

the matter must drop. We have no right to stigmatise

individuals for adopting a vicious system ; which, after aU,

does not bear much upon the question of education. It is

ui>on that point only that we want to elicit the wishes and

opinions of those who are competent to express them, and

none are so competent as gardeners themselves. When wa

find the subject sufficiently ventilated, we shall take the

liberty of offering our own opinion on this important

matter.
EvERLASTiNoa : J ir. Why would you spoil their beauty by the

silly practice of dyeing them? If you must do so use a

strong solution of hot sulphate of iron for green, and hot red

ink of the beat quality for red. The specimens must remain

in the liquid till they are soaked through.
_

Investments: A very old SM»'r«ySii6scTn&fir is advised to invest

his hard-earned money in a Government annuity which, at

his time of life, will afford him a competence for th9

remainder of his days. Any country banker will order th9

purchase to be made for him.
Leaves: T G. Whether the leaf sent us is suffering from an

insect or a Fungus we are unable to say. Probably neither.

Lemon Seeds: FJ. There is nothing uncommon in the pipS

(not pippins) or seeds of the Lemon germinating in the pulp

that surrounds them. They will grow there as well as m
any other place when the time has arrived and conditions are

favourable. In the wild state this must be a very common
occuiTence.

MusA Cavendish: : Northampton. It is admissible as a stove or

greenhouse plant for exhibition, it being a tropical frmt.

Names or Fruits : U C. Your Apple No. 1 is the Eaater

Pippin or French Crab ; the other, too much decayed, is not

known. H
t. ffi

Names of Plants : R H. 1, some Acacia ; specimen not sam-

cient fornaming; it looks like the A. Julibiissin ; 2, Gesuera

tubiflora; 3, Tamus communis.— fF IV S. A miser-ible speci-

men of some Festuca not in a state for determination.— ' ^
Pnums Padiis, the common Bird Cherry.—P /'. Crata'^

orientalis. Double Eschscholtzia flowers are not at ''»^,"°'

common.

—

If M B. Epilobium montannm.—/ H ^^' **'.|t

Cypress is no doubt C. Uhdeaua—^ B. It is a monster wiiu

the calyx changed into leaves.—Gf D. We decline all luquiriM

about the names of mere Heaves. Plants sent for name aiusi

be in proper condition.

—

Perseverer. 1, Buddlea globosa: »
Lythrum salicaria ; 3, Pedicularis p^lustris ; 4, Lyclmis Flo^

Cuculi. Pray look at the notice constantly given, in wtiicQ

it is stated that not more than four plants fur names suouia

be furnished at one time. You have sent thirteen 1— f'
^•

Bmchypodium pinnatum.—/ W G. Lastrea dilatata. —
New Florists' Flowers, New Fruits, New Esculents- wb

must request the raisers to send their specimens to tn=

Committees of the Horticultural Society. Perfectly com-

petent and trustworthy tribunals are now provided by-JJ
Society, before wliich all misers of nnveltiea should S^J*^
receive judgment. J J & JV J Pike wiU bo so P^f^,
receive this memorandum as an answer to their co"^

munications. ,

Plants FROM Central Lvdia: EA M. AUfromsucba cn-intry

require the warmth of a stove. We know nothing oi tue

names. „ ..

Portlandias: Cultivator. We do not find any fignre or ro^
landia cocciuea; and Poi-tlandia rosea we know uowu^^

about. . ^yj
Strawberries : F G. We are unable to say "when, wnera, a»«-

by whoni " Trollope'd Victoria was raised.! .^tirfid
The Spring Rose of Shanghae: C S T. This may heprocuiv-

through Fellows of the Horticultural Society. ^
Vines: WG., Liraerick. Cold at roots no doubt. A fuu ^i^
next week.
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. RANSOMES & SIMS, Ipswich,
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Improved AgncuUural

Jlachinery, including'

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE, &c.
STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOrLKRS.
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.
HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY, DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, .fee.

RANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in their Agricultui-al Machinery the utmost simplicity,

durability, efiBciency, and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the maintenance of these important principles

to everything which they manufacture. '

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application at the

Orweli Works ; or to their London Agent, SHEPPARD RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W.C

GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
E.G.87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON,

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SOTARES.

In. by In.

20 .. 12
20 .. 13
20 .. 14

20 .. 15

Supplied to Mr, Rivers and many Others.
16 oz.

( Common, per 100 feet, 13s. 6tZ.

( Super „ 16s.

21 oz,

ISs.

23*.

In. by In.6.-4
6i . . 4i
7 .. 5

7i . . 5i

In. by In.

Squares in 100 and 200 Eeet

8 6

8i .. e4
9 7

H ^ 74

Boxes.

Per 100 feet.

Comti)on
11«. Gd.

Super.
123. Qd,

Per foot,

l4d.

Inches by Inches.
10 .. 8

lOi .. 8i
11 .. 9
12 9

Inches by Inches

12i .. 9i
13 .. 9
12 .. 10
12i ., lOJ

Inches by Inches,
13 ..10
13^ .. 104
14 ..10
14; .. loi

Inches by incb es.

15 ..• 10
1« ..11
124 •• 114
13 ..11

luchea by inches,

134 - 114

14 11

4ths.
3ds.

2d 3.

Ists.

P. 100 feet.

12s. ed.

Hs. 3d.
iSs.

2ls. 6d,

I

P. foot.

5
16
IT
18
la
14

« •

11 15
11 16
11 17
11 13
12 20
i-J

1
22

* ft

# 4

12
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20
22

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
09

» *

14
15
15
15
16
16

24
20
20

10
17
18

m fr

* «

4ths.

Sds.
2da.

Ists.

13*. 6d.

16*.

19*. 8d.
24a.

2

3

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.
16 oz.—iths, 13(?., 2ti., and l^d. per foot. I 21 oz.—Iths, 2|(i., 3d., and Z^d. per foot.

, 3d3, 2Jd., 24d., and 3t£. per foot. I „ Sds, 3i(/., Ad., and 44d. per foot.

GENUINE WHITE LEA.D
ANTI-COnUOSION PAINT
LINSEED OIL PUTTY

BAnXXiBT'S XKPROVBD PATSITT ROUGH
2^ot accountable for hreakage.

32s. Ofi.percwt. I LINSEED OIL 2*. 4d. per gall.

34 „ BOILED ,, 2 9
8 ., TUKPENTINE 3 3

« *

ff

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c.

C A SON
ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION PAINT,

The Bhitish Government
The French Government
TiiE Russian Government

PATEONISED
H.II.H. THE Prince Consort
Most of the Nobility and Gentrt
The Dock Companies

Raii.wat and Canal Companies
The Principal Collieries
Will Owners, Iron Masters, &c,

The ANTI-COEROSION PAINT is now used extensively for all kinds ofOUT-DOOR-WORK,
Such as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c., and has been proved, after a practical test of 70 years,
to surpass any other Paint; and being peculiarly adapted for Conservatories, B-othouses, and Frames of all

descriptions, is constantly used hy Noblemen, Gentlemen, as also many eminent Sorticulturists.for such purposes.
It is much lower in price, and lasts twice as long as the heat White Lead, and can be easily applied by any
labourer, being sent in various Colours, requiring simply to be mixed (no grinding is needed). The Anti-
Corrosion is a powder, and will keep any length of time.

COLOURS
WMtc Stone

Light Stone
Drab or Portland
Bath or Portland
light and Dark Yellow Portland

Copper
Light and Dark Oak ,

,

34*. per cwt.

]
30r «f

Light and Dark Lead ,

.

Light and Dark Chocolate
Bright Red
Bark Red (or Brick Colour)
Black

285. per cwt.

luvisible Green 42f.
Bright and Deep Green 50#,
Blue (for Carta and Waggons) . . .. 60f, ft

OIL, TURPENTINE AND BRUSHES.
A COPT OF TESriMOXIALS (700) WILL BE SENT UPOX APPLICATIOX TO

WALTER CARSON & SONS (Successors to the Inventors),

9, Great Winchester Street (near the Royal Exchange), London, E.C.

KO AGENTS THROUGHOUT TIIK UNITED KINGDOM.

J
CHEAPEST AND BEST.

UPPS NEW HOUSE and CATTLE FOOD,
35a. per cwt, 195. per J cwt., 10*. per { cwt., in 1 cwt

barrels for shipmeut, 40,?. per cwt., delivered carriage free to
wiy Railway Sution or Port in the United Kingdom. Analysed
ZLaL.

Lelheby, and contnining upwards of SO per cent, of pureana concentrated food. Cash, or a LoDdon reference required
irom unknown correspondents. Agents wantedin large towns." *^ H. JuFp&^o_ fi^ (jro^a Lane, R;vstcbeap, E.C.

Copy of Testimonial from S. S. Alpord. Esq.
• np c

" ^^' Haverstock Hill, N W., June 22, 1860.

»}i» ^Za-^
^^e,—Tour Food for Horses, mixed ocoa-sionally withwe ordinary food, suits my horse; it gives bim vigour, acts

'^fi fi
*'*^^^^>«' assists his digestion, improves his coat, and

^jSiT 1 •
"^- ^^^^ *w^ is required, and no bran or Beaus

^le lakmg it. Piease send me some more.—Tours faithfully,
_ Messrs. W. & R. Jupp ^ Co. "STKFFTEy 8. Alford."^

JiT^^S'^'
POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.

UPFS KICK FOOD FOB POULXUr and GAME.
ftr-uT^H^ ^^^EPINGS, Ss. 6a. per cwt, in IJ cwt. bags;

SVS-i-,^^ ^^'^^* 12a per cwt., in U cwt. bags; DOG
Sp Vt i^' ^*^- l>er cwt. ; OIL-CAKE, per ton only ; RICE
^•11 n^' ^«-6^^-andS5. 6<«.percwt., in 1 cwt. bags, at the
™'ii. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure
dehTery.—W. ii. K. Jcpp. 6, Cross L-ane, Eustcbeap, E.C.

JOHN FOWLEU, Jrx.. 28, Cornlull, London, E.C-
FuU i>articuiai-s of FOWLKR'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

LAND D RA I N A C E.

WORKS OF DRAINAGE of nnv extetit Jire

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, v.hether freehold, eutailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclo.si;is-

tical corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by tbe Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for varioiis

termsof years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowner* desirous to execute any of tbe Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge tbe outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Reerctary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W,

*t

ft

(5

G
5

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
4cc, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennmgb.n, London, S. Analyseeof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phate^ of Lime, Coprolites, &c. , and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen lesirous of receiving instruction in Cbemica
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility andaccommoda-
tion at the College.

^pHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
JL (Established 1810),
Are now prepared to send out the following MAN UFACTURED

MANURES:—
SUPERPIiOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for Con's an'D ROOTS,
CORN MANURE foh SPRING TOPDRESSING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved
Bones, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Root
Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of
the soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO Cdirect from Messrs. A. 'Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATEoF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Pvbskr, Secretary.

BUUNAKD. LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
9UPERPH0SPn.\TE OP LIME; guaranteed to contain.

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelclcer says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal AgTicultural Society, with Testimonial^
Prices, &c., may be had on application' to Bl-rnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Ph'mouth^

I"
AWES'S MANURES.—TIieMannres mfinuFactnred

_J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, ISM, are nowready
for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :

—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6
SUPERPHOSPHATE OJLIME 6
MINFHAL 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8

MANGEL MANURE 8
GRASS ilANURE .. *. 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Latter or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to cost of carriage.
Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Laweh's Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circular, tR be obtained

on appUeatiou at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawe3'3 Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Anmionia, and other Chemical Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C-,

and Liffey Buildings. Eden Quay, Dublin.

TO SCAVENGERS AND 0THE<13.

THE MARKETS' IMiniOVEMENT COMMITTEE
will meet at Guildhall on TUESDAY, July 31, at

1 o'clock precisely, to receive TENDERS from parties willing to

TAKE AWAY the MANURE and SOIL from the Market
Place at tbe Metropolitan Cattle Market, and to sweep and
cleanse the roadways and footways therein and surrounding
the same ; and also to Purchase the Manure made in the layers

at the said Slarket for a period of oneyear.—Conditions may btt

seen and further particulars obtained by applying personally

at the Architect's Office, Guildhall, E.C. The Committee do
not bind themselves to accept any tender. Woqdthobpe.

C
COLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE. 37 and

3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, 8.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branchrequisitetoprepare youth for thepursuitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for iha
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and otner par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

_

OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
GEOLOGY, BOTANY, and RURAL ECONOMY.

Professor Bickmas has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS at

his private residence in Cirencester, -who. besides attending
the Scientific Lectures and Practical Farming, at the College,

may have the advantages of instruction in Geology, Natm-al
History, and Rural Economy.

Apply to Professor Buckman, Cirencester.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL* SOCIETY.—
PONTEFRACT MEETING, August 1 and 2.

PnOGRAMMB:

—

TUESDAY, .luLT 31.—Trial of STEAM PLOUGHS, REAPER.S,
and MOWERS in the Field.

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 1.—IMPLEMENT and CATTLE YARD,
open at 10 o'clock, a.m. Admission 2.^. fid.

THURSDAY, Aua. 2.—GREAT SHOW DAY. Admission U.
For cheap Trains see Railway Bills, By Order,

JoHK Hakkam, Sec.

SATURDAY, JUZT 2S, I860.

MEETI.\G3 FOB THE FOLLOffl-NQ WEES,

TrEsuAT, Aug. I J UigLIaiiJ ?oc ety at DumWrt-

- 3)TaUBaPAT, Yoikshire Sorietyat PontefrmCt.

The sale of Short-horns at Kingsfort,

county Meath, on Wednesflay the 18th of July,

has been another remarkable tribute to the value

ofthei)reed, and to the estimation in which the

"Booth" strain is held! Mr. Challonek's

herd, consisting of 16 cows, 7 heifer calves, aud

18 yearling, two-year-old, and three-year-old

heifers, together with 8 bulls and bull calves, were

sold on that dav by lilr. Strafford, and realised

UhT^. 105., or rather more than 80 guineas each.
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Jlmong them, if indeed every animal was really

parted with, were the following extraordinary

figures :—Miss Warlaby, eight-year-old, lought

by Mr. Waldo for 372^. 16s, ; Bonny Lass, six-

year-old; and Bon Bon 3d, two-year-old, bought

by llr. Malone for 300 and 270 guineas respec-

tively. Sheet Anchor, also a 15-months-old bull,

was bought by Mr. J. P. Tynie for 330 guineas.

The following is a tabular statement of the results

of the sale ;

—

and well chosen spot, and was blessed with weather ! diiced, and the mighty weapons used in the

Realised.
16cowa .. £1621 4
7 heifers .

.

11 yearling heifcra

7 heifer calves .

.

3 bulls ..

5 bull calves

m 4

67S 6
690 18
541 16
455 14
159 12

* P

AvcMKed-
£101 6

96 18
62 It}

77 8
151 18
31 IS

from Miss
d by Mr.

May Queen, a calf two months old,

Warlaby, named above, was purchas
Barxes for 200 guineas.

The following notes on the sale are from the

Irish Farmers' Gazette :
— *' Throughout the entire

catalogue the greaterthe numberof ''Booth" crosses

which the pedigrees exhibited, by so much was the

respective values of the animals enhanced. This
"was shown especially in the case of Misa Wailaby,
"her yearling son Sheet Anchor, and her nine-
weets'-old calf May Queen ; the prices paid for the
three amounting to 929/. 5s, ; although Miss
"Warlaby completed on the day of sale her eighth
year. High as those prices may appear to some,
we consider them as being still under the value of
the animals, and certainly either Miss Warlaby or
Sheet Anchor would have been a decided bargain,
to those who understand what to do with such
first-raters, even if another 100 guineas had been
added to each of their respective prices. "Warlaby
itself cannot turn out purer Booth, and with 250^.
as the annual hire of a Warlaby bull, 346/. 10s. as
the price of a yearling bull of RiCflAaD Booth's
unsullied and best blood cannot be considered
aa its real value; As for May Queen, Mr. Barnes
was bound to have her, cost what she might. He
bred her dam Miss Warlaby, and she belongs to a
tribe which has been and is the glory of Westland,
May Queen has, therefore, only gone home, and
we are glad that Mr. Barnes was allowed to get
her at the money—a fact we scarcely expected
imtil the actual moment where the last ran sands
in Mr. SiRAFFOitD'a glass decided the matter.

" It is satisfactory to find that the principal
lots, and by far the largest proportion of the
Kingafort Short-horns, have been secured by Irish
i.*..^*^.. -^Te don't grudge our friends some ofhtemera.

dry and cool, which during the history of the

Society has never yet been exceeded.
^
Dismissing

however those circumstances over which we have

no control, let us endeavour to compare the

two meetings fairly. To begin with the stock, we

may easily imagine that from the much greater

amount of the prizes, and the larger field embraced

by its operations, but particularly from the former

cause, the show of stock at Canterbury was con-

siderably the better of the two. The Short-horns,

good at Dorchester, were even excelled at Canter-

bury ; in fact there probably never was a better show

of Short-horns in the world than was lately

brought together in Kent, and perhaps never better

animals exhibited than Royal Butterfly, Queen

Mab, and the Duchesses. The Devons and the

Herefords were as good at the Bath as at the

National Show. In sheep, the Leicesters, the South-

downs, and the Shropshires were considerably better

at the latter meeting, whilst as regards the Cots-

wold and the other short- wools the difference was

not so great. The Bomney Marsh sheep were

numerous at the late show, but "were inferior to

the Devon-Notts of the "West and much inferior to

the Improved Cotswold, from which we recommend
a cross to be obtained with all convenient speed.

Tiie pigs were better and more numerous at the

Canterbury Show, and with one exception this was
also the case with the horses. In the latter classes

the agricultural stallions form one of the most
attractive as well as the most important

objects of the exhibition, and this class,

except for two-year-old colts, is altogether

oniitted at the meetings

West of England. We
this evil to be remedied

meeting. The exception we have alluded to is

that of the ponies, which although not so good at

Dorchester as at Barnstaple or Cardifi", were yet
a considerably better class there than at Canter-
bury. Indeed the latter with regard to numbers
were altogether a failure. The horse classes,

although on the whole much superior to those

of the Dorchester meeting, were yet very far

below those shown at Warwick, Chester, Chelms-
ford, or Salisbury. There was no show of poultry
at Canterbury, whilst at Dorchester there was
one of the best exhibitions ever seen.

Out of the yard the mowers and reapers were
better displayed and were more successful at

Canterbury, to which result the weather no
doubt materially contributed, whilst the steam

friendly contest. We have already ventured to
recommend a cross for the Kentish sheep and
we are also bold enough to advise a still stronffer
cross for the Kentish plough, Suffolk or Bedford
will no doubt be most happy to afibrd some suitable
types for the purpose.

The arrangements with regard to refreshments
were very good at both shows,

^
but particulr.tly so

at Canterbury- The large dinner, however, was
far more spirited at Dorchester than at Canterburv,-

Both Societies were fortunate in having enerrretic

directors of the yard. If that of Canterb'ury

backed by the long sway and the strong purse of the
wealthier Society, is like the master of 20 Tegioaa

somewhat despotic and exclusive, that of Dor-
chester, GARiBALDi-like, knows how to apply
the resources at its command to the utoioat

advantage, and is supported by a band of
willing hearts with whom it is at once a
pleasure and advantage to co-operate. It is to
this friendly feeling and active though voluntary

effort that much of the success of the Bath and
West of England Society is due ; and we think if

the Royal Agricultural Society of England were to

enlistmoreenergeticallyinits behalf the sympathies

of its members generally, a still greater amount of

success would attend its career.

of the Bath and
strongly recommend
at the next year's

ourgood things; but fealif in such a oa«=e as this
""""", ."^'^^"""J' ^"""-^^"''cu, wmi«t uie steam

W i« ft/ ».^ „/™ *.

"^ "-^ '" ^""" a ease as cms pioug^mg was executed on a much larger scale,

LZcrLtr ^hTr^i
«^^««^"«P«^^/h« future Ld was^ perhaps on the whole one^ of theprosperity or Miort-huru breeding in Ireland that

r
. _ r

the herd should be retained as much as possible in
the country,

DrurxG the past and present months there have
been held in the South of England two of those
monster agricultural meetings which are at once
the illustration and the stimulant of our Agricul-
tural FrogresB. These meetings were remarkable,
not more for the vast assemblage of costly
machmery and valuable stock thus congregated,
than by the fact that all these results have been
accomplnhed by the unaided efforts of those
interested in the culture of the soil. Without
government assistance or legislative enact-
ments or pecuniar;^ grants, a large sum was
aiinually expended in prizes, and a still larger in
Uie expenses of collecting and exhibiting so vast a
clisplay. It 13 the self-supporting character of our
^atitutions which makes us so justly proud of
them. ^^" i"-J--j .-.-.. •'-'''

SCAB IX SHEEP;
I WOULD wish to bring under your notice some com-

munications I have received on another disease of sheep,

viz., the scab, which shows the effects of ignorance and
prejudice to a great extent both in England and also in

Iceland. In October last, I received a letter and some

other papers from Mr. Lambert, of Manchester, father

of three of my pupils, giving me an account of a Curious

case which had taken place at Lincoln. "A lot of 29

sheep were sent to the market, nine of them were bad

ones, some of them seabbed, the other 20 very clean,

and 48*. per head was refused for them. The policeman

took th.e nine from the man having charge of them in

the market. The person in charge immediately started

for home with the 20 sound ones. When he had gone

a distance on the road, the constable overtook him on

the highway, and seizing the 20 sheep, for wliich 48/.

had been refnsect, th«y were all destroyed. The owner,

Mr. Copland, was fined 20?. and could get no redress."

He was summoned before three of the magistrates of

Lincoln, and condemned under the Act for the prevefl-

tionofthe spread of the sheep-pox (variola ovina) ia

1848, but wliich was not intended to apply to scabbed
sheep. The only Act which has ever been passed

respecting the scab in sheep is the 3Sth George Ill.y

cap. 65, which does not prevent, and was never intended
to prevent, the sale of scabbed sheep» but merely
attaches penalties to knowingly and wilfully stocking

most successful features of the late meeting, not- t
commons, and other open and unenclosed places^ with

withstanding the absence of Howaeds' Smith's gabbed sheep, and so spreading the disease. Mr,

apparatus, -vvhich did its work ao well at Dor-
chester, where the soil of the surrounding district
was not BO favourable for its advantageous display
as in Kent,

"We have mentioned the various points of
superiority which the Royal Agricultural meeting
possessed, but what was there throughout the large
amount of shedding at Canterbury that could at
all compare with the noble display of implements
at Dorchester ? What was there to compare with
that noble line of steam machinery which greeted
the eye at Dorchester on first entering the yard,
and described by one of the speakers as *Mrawn
up in battle array ; prepared, however, to execute
their mighty powers in the interest of peace—whose
mission was not to thrash our enemies but to
thresh our cora and prepare our daily food?"
Nothing at Canterbury could compensate for the
paucity or the absence of such a display, nor for
the void created by the temporary secession of the

The kindred exhibitions of many other
coimtries owe their success to the assistance

?Ll " go^emmeuts, and if the props by which i weU-known firms "who have occupied sucha lead-^are supported are removed they fau'a dead ing position in the agricultur^ world durinl the

&^d^LT^ he'ari:' a^d tlin^/of^^^ '

'''' ^^""^
^
^^"^^- '' '' '^ ''' ^^

cuitunsts, and upheld by thousands of staunch
supporters, possess a vitality which no local
injury or temporary disaster can destroy or
^nouslj injure. Thus, the late meeting of the
Bath and "West of England Society at Dorchester,
although the elements seemed in array against it,
both by deluge and by hurricane, was yet in spite of
dilheuJties regarded a success ; and that at Canter-
bury, though m many particulars deficient,
others unprecedentedly good.
Having been present at both of these

meetings it may serve some good purpose to con-
trast them and indicate their points of difference
and resemblance. The tempestuous weather of the
Dorchester Show was rendered still more detri-

ttitSLtf.^^^
low position of the spot on which

onC^, Cd':4'- 1 ^^f
^-ter'bury meeting

"*ee nana was held on a most convenient

was in

Copland consulted Professor Symonds as to the non-
identity of the scab and small-pox in sheep, and the

following is his opinion in answer to the questions put
to him :

—
1. Do you happen to know whether it was intended by the

legislature that the Act in question (11 and 12 Vict., cap, 107)
should or should not extend to sheep affected with the scab?
Ans. The Act was not intended to apply to any disease flave

and except the small-pox in sheep. In the passing of the Act^
the words, "or any disorder of the like nature," "oxen, bulls,

cows, calves," "either of such disorders as aforesaid," &c., Ac,
were omitted to be struck through. Small-pox is a disease

speoially belonging to sheep, and not affecting other ammala.
Small-pox ceased eutirely in England about three years after

the passing of the Act, and it has had no existence in tiiis

country since that time.
2. Is the scab in sheep *'a disorder of the like nature" with

the disorder known or described as the sheep-pox, or the

variola ovina, mentioned in the act? and if not, in what res^t
and to what extent does it differ?
Ans. Scab in sheep is not of the like nature as the sheep-pox,

nor does it bear any resemblance to that disease ; it is a disease

which depends upon the presence of acari or mites on the skio,

is entirely local, and, although it produces loss of condition in

the animal affected, does not otherwise deteriorate the

quality of the flesh ; scab sheep are, consequently, fit for food.

Small-pox is a constitutional disease higlily infectious, very

destructive to life, and renders the flesh of the animal unfit for

food.—(With reference to the symptoms, both constitutional
and local, of the sheep-pox, see Symonds On Variola Ovioa.)

3. Is not the scab frequently met with in sheep, and does it

not admit of a perfect and ready cure ?
Ans, Scab is a disease of frequent occurrence among sh«p.

Animals having been badly kept, and exposed to wet and
changeable weather, particularly if long-wool!ed sheep, are
thereby rendered more susceptible of the infection ; its com-
munication from one animal to another depends upon the acari
travelling from sheep to slicep. It admits both of a perfect and

l^.^^.^^y*:''
*^e longer the disease has existed, the mw«

difficult It 13 to eradicate.

^ ^j Are sheep slightly affected with scab considered unfit for

food 2—(bee replies to second question).

Professor Symonds further remarlis, as follows:—
Had small-pox existed in this countrv, aud supposing the

animals m question to have been aflfected therewith, then the «

order by the magistrates for their destruction being accom-
panied by a power to dispose of the skius. would have been an
effectual means of extending the disease to other sheap—the
vmis of that disease being located in the skin. No two diseases
affecting the same animal can differ more from each other thap
scab and small-pox, and never was it intended by the

legislature that the Act should ap'ily to any other disease save

and except the sinall-pox, or diseases of the like nature,

-iT^
-

i.- . c
-

X ^ ,. , ,.
supposing they had existence: there are none, in fact.

T.1Jcfhfn? wU*''"^ K-
mention the extraordinary The opinion ofcounsel was taken, and it proved to he

ploughing matches which the Kentish Show pro- so much in favour of the Act of 181S including withio

ety
may say, ** They have grown with our growth and
strengthened with our strength ;" but it should not
be forgotten they have become part and parcel of
British agriculture.

Amongst the many attractiye features of
the Dorchester Show may be mentioned the
very successful display in the Arts Depart-
ment, the unrivalled splendour of the show of
flowers, and the assistance of a military band,
which no doubt attracted many that would not
otherwise have paid their entrance fees. Amongst
its novelties may be mentioned the prizes bestowed
for the shoeing of horses. It should also not be
forgotten that there are various privileges afforded
to members of this Society— a wise and
proselytising policy which the Royal Agricultural
Society altogether ignore.
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itB~provisions scabbed sheep, that Mr. Copland is left

without a remedy for the injury done him. It is clear

from what Mr.Symonds says, that the legislature did

not intend to include scab. It therefore appears to me
"

that the Society ought to look into this Act and get it

amended, otherwise it may happen that some other

parties may have sheep seized and destroyed in far

ffreater numbers on some future occasion ; and

SB I agree with Mr. Symonds that the flesh is not

inim-ed by scab farther than that the sheep are

prevented from thriving, owing to the irritation it pro-

daces, and as the disease can readily be cured, such

wholesale destruction ought not to take place. If

ignorance, prejudice, and fanaticism were allowed to

proceed, as has been the case in Iceland, wholesale, we
.might soon have our hill-stocks thinned, and our supply

of mutton materially abridged. I may here give you

an account of what took place nearly two years ago in

Iceland, from communications I have had from K. M.
Smith, Esq., regarding this disease, during 1857-8:

—

A disease had existed among the sheep throughout that

country for some years, caused very probably by pasturing too

many on th,e scanty herbage, increased, no doubt, by the long
winter of 1856-7, and the want thereby of suflScient food ; but
the wise men of Iceland thought otherwise, being of opinion

that it was a disease imported into the island, not only
incurable, but so contagious that -when any disease was found

in a flock, the whole must of necessity become diseased.

At a meeting of the Althing, or parliament, held every two
years at Reykjavik, the capital, in June 1S57, there being 25

representatives present, it was moved by one of the members,

and put to the assembly—that wherever throughout the

country the disease showed itself among the sheep, the whole
flock should be ahot down. After several days of hot debate,

this extraordinary proposition was carried by a majority of 21

to 4. In vain the minority protested, and the governor, the

inspector of physicians, and one or two others, desired that the

usual appeal should bo made to the King of Denipark,

maintaining that the disease was curable. It was ruled that

this was a matter for home legislation and immediate action,

and therefore the order for extermination was given. The
Sub-Governor ©f the North, fired with zeal for the cause, had
ab^ady commenced the work of destruction. The Sub-
Governor of the West, only a little less tardy, willingly lent his

aid; and even in the south and east of the island, the people,

by a mad infatuation, joined in the crusade, and a number,
estimated by some at not less than 40,000, and by others even
at 60,000, were destroyed. The result of numerous inquiries as

to the number of actually diseased sheep among the number
thus shot down gives an estimate not exceeding 9000 to 10,000.

The number of sheep in Iceland, calculated from the returns
of a small tax levied on the proprietors, is 400,000; but the
number is supposed to be somewhat larger.

The number of inhabitants is about 70,000.

The nature of the disease having been fully explained to
you by the veterinary doctors who were sent out from
Copenhagen by the Government early this year, I need say
nothing on that subject. 1 met these gentlemen in different

parts of Iceland, labouring to overcome the mad frenzy of the
people, by getting them under their directions to cure the
fiheep. In this they have succeeded to a great extent.
From the physician inspector at Reykjavik, I have just

received a letter, In which he says—"The sickness amongst
the sheep has lessoned very much, and the cured sheep are
stronger than before. I have, therefore, won my battle. The
Vetennary Council at Copenhagen has declared that I was quite
right, and that the governors of the north and west of Iceland
were quite wrong,"

It is an open question whether, by curing the disease, and
keeping the same number of sheep on the scanty pasture, or
by killing sound and diseased alike, and thus reducing the
iiTimber, the disease would have been more permanently
eradicated, and one for y(^u to determine. There can be no
doubt of this, that the nuOvber might have been reduced with
gain, not loss, to the country. Take the 40,000 sheep destroyed,
and left necessarilv where they fell, at 2t. 6d. a head, is 5000^.

;

or 30,000 apparently sound sheef* at 5s. a head, or 7500/. which
is a low estimate of the value, "flis freight could be had to
Scotland for 35. to 5«., the latter by steamer, including hay,

—

Yours truly, R. M. Smith, January 5th, 185!).

Prom the couwrsation I had with two veterinary

doictors who visited me, after arriving at Lelth on their

roate back to Denmark, I learnt that the disease with
which the sheep had been affected was the scab, and
that they fonnd it curable by the ordinary remedies.

It is very probable, as Mr. Smith suggests, that the

remote cause of the disease was weakness from the

want of proper nourishment. At the same time, there

is no doubt it is contagions, as it depends on acari,

which readily escape from one sheep to another; but
these are readily destroyed by the ordinary and well-

Vnown dressings, and a cure effected; hence the

absnrdlty of such wholesale destruction.

—

Professor

Dick, in Transactions of MigUand and AgriciiUural

Society,

Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Botang^—Can any of your correspon-

dents (Gloucestershire men would, I think, be most
likely) inform me what are the true botanical names of
the weeds known in that county as Woodwax, Moon,
Fire-leaves ? The writer of an essay which is printed
in the Journal of the R. A. Society, vol. V. pp. 429
^4ri3, encloses "a few specimens of different plants
with the names attached, at least the names by which
we know them in the country." The R. A. S. prints
these names in their Joarnal ; what they have done with
the ^cimens does not appear. Had they sent them to
yoa 1 hare no doubt you would have kindiv given them

ill'
*^/'"^^*= names, which they might have printed in

peir Jonmal. and spared me the trouble of endeavour-
ing (perhaps in vain) to understand, at this distance of
time, what Mr. Arkell meant. [If the secretary had
oeen fit for his office he would have known the names
ot common weeds without our assistance.] The Society
Has now. besides its secretary, a paid editor of its Journal,
a consulting chemist, a veterinary inspector, and a con-

attention to the eradication of weeds; fifth, to promote

the discovery of new varieties of grain and other vege-

tables useful to man or for the food of domestic

animals; sixth, to collect information with regard to

the management of woods, plantations, and fences."

The date of the charter is March 26, 1840, and the

Society therefore has been for upwards of 20 years pro-

fessedly engaged in tlie promotion of the above objects;

let her now retain the services of one of our leading

botanists (the hope that she was about to place Henfrey
in that position was cut short by his early death) ; and

when once it is understood by the members that the

importance of the botany of agriculture is duly esti-

mated by the Council, and that questions referring

thereto will receive fair and proper consideration, tnCre

will be no lack of opportunities for the interchange of

ideas between the practical and the scientific to the

advantage of both, jPublicola.

Sreton Cows.—As much interest is taken in the

Bretonne cows imported by Messrs. Baker, of Chelsea,

and some correspondents of the Agricultural Gazette

have recently referred to them, wilt you permit me to

say a few woz'ds on the subject ? I have endeavoured

to get at the trutli regarding these miniature cows,

and have just obtained one. It stands 3 feet

high, will calve shortly, and promises to have a

"bag" of milk nearly, if not quite, equal to an
Alderncy. She is two years only. My man speaks of

her most highly as a promising cow, and two several

dairymen close at hand have pronounced judgment upon
her to the effect that she is a perfect little wonder and

will be likely to give 8 quarts of milk a day with her

first calf. I shall be satisfied and gratified with less, as

these animals are just suited for gentlemen's families.

They are of diminutive size, hardy, and little eaters,

and furnish pure milk for a family's consumption.

Before I decided upon having one, I put very searching

interrogations to Messrs. Baker, who I must say did not

over-colour their statements, and furnished me with the

perusal of many letters froni purchaser's, one of whom
writes that his Bretonne cows give with their first caU
4 to 5 lbs, of butter per week; another is so pleased

that he has got rid of his Alderneys and has taken to

the Bretonne cows; while a third says, "I find them
as good, if not better, than the Alderney j " while a foTarth

observes that his give great quantities of e:scellent

milk, and ** if yon want to recommend them send your
friends here and see specimens." Judging from the

little that ray cow consumes, the expense of keeping

one even with hay at the present price is very trifling.

Nothing can surpass the gentleness and docility of

mine. I am glad to find that one of your corres-

pondents purposes crossing a Bretonne cow with an

Alderney bull. They are no doubt allied. " Answerer "

speaks in high praise of the Kerry breed, but

surely he outrageously exaggerates when he says,

" I have known one not much taller than a goat give

24 quarts of milk a day." The very best goats will I

ive 3 quarts of milk per day, and these are not the

nglish breed. A Suburbanite,

Guano to Potatoes.—I should feel obliged if you or

any correspondent could inform me what is tbe largest

quantity of Peruvian guano, supposing it to be pure and
good, that could be applied per acre to Potatoes with
advantage, or perhaps I should rather say without
hurting them. I ask this question because in my
Potato crop ihU year all the patches that were dressed

with guano appear to be failing. They looked well up
to about a fortnight ago; as soon as the dry weather
came they began to droop, and now appear to have
given up growth altogether. The neighbouring patches
intermixed that had no guano appear strong and in full

health. I ordered it to be applied at the time of

planting at the rate of abaut 3 cwt. per acre. I find

that by mistake my labourer applied considerably more,
not exceeding however 5 or 6 cwt. The soil is a
gravelly clay, well drained and trenched ; it was a wet
meadow, but now dry and very fairly productive.

Would 6 cwt. of guano damage a crop on such land
under ordinary conditions ? Would the damage not
show itself till so late, and then so suddenly? Again,
would not the extraordinary wet season ,admit of a
greater quantity of guano passing harmless into the soil

than would a dry one such as that of last year ? My
gardener can think of no other reason for the failure

than the superabundance of tins manure, and I shall be
thankful for any opinion from you on the subject for

my own guidance and that of others. A Suhscriher^

Newhurg, [See notice last week.—Perhaps " S." of

luvernes smay be able to give experience on this subject,]

tMittm.

ROTAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

At a Weekly Council held on the 25th July, Mr.

Thos. Raymond Barker. V.P.. in the chair.

The names of candidates for admission were read.

Peize Essays.—The following awards were an-

nounced from the Judges of Essays :-

T -P^inn Bebell Tuckett, 25, Gresham Street. E.G., the prize

* • Sot for the best Re{>ort on the Modifications of the

Four course Rotation which modem improvements have

rendered advisable.

IL Professor Tanner, Queen's CoUege, BirmiDgham, for an

approved Essay ou the best period of the Rotation, and
the beat time of year for applying the Manure of the
Form.

In Class III, the essays are not considered worthy of tho
prize.

The Council then adjourned to its Monthly Meeting
on the 1st August.

ROYAL IRISH AGRICULTURAL.
The anniversary meeting of the National Agricultural

Society of Ireland has just been held in the fair city of
Cork, the capital of the south of Ireland. The Show
opened on Wednesday under the most favourable
auspices and under the most favourable state of the
atmosphere. Taken as a whole there has not been in

Ireland a more successful or creditable show. It has
brought out more perhaps than any previous Irish

exhibition the peculiar elements of Irish agriculture.

Held in the capital of the province in which there is a

large body of intelligent tenant fanners, wealthy, intel-

ligent, and active gentry, and a spirited and intelligent

local committee, it presents, as it ought to present^

those various features which we delight to see, which
should be harmonised at all our national shows--

We went to the Show With high expectations, and we
are bound to say we have not been disappointed, tit

some respects the exhibition cannot boast of any
eminent success ; but viewed as a whole it has beefl

successful. There might have been and ought to tiavfe

been a larger entry of first-class animals. The entries

of well-bred Short-horns, for inetance, fell short ofwhac
the Society and the friends of agricultural progress had
a right to expect. But it must be remembered that

the Royal Dublin Society's Spring Show militates

against the Royal National Show in Ireland. The-"

Royal Dublin holds its Show always in the same place,

the capital of the country and the starting point of her
lines of railway ; the season of the year is favourable

to the stock owner, the farmer, and the implement
manufacturer; and the consequence has been that

a slightly interrupted success has crowned its ex*

hibitions of late years. The Dublin thus has precedence

in the order of time of the National. It often plucks th&
gems of the Irish exhibition animals. Purchases are more
freely made than at the provincial gathering. It iX

then, no great wonder that the collection of Shork-homs

at Cork shonUl in number and quality fall infinitely

short of the April master on Leinster Lawn.
There are many redeeming features in the present

Show, however, that make some amends for the draw-

back in the Short-horn classes. Thus the several see*

tions appropriated to sheep are represented in a manner
unusually creditable. The Leicester breed has bera

brought to a very high degree of excellence in Ireland.

Mr. Owen, Mr. Thunder, and others have, year after

year, brought forward admirable specimens; and this

year as the reader will perceive in our prize list, othfcptf

who have had an eye to business and to the progre«B

going on around them, have stepped into the ring and

deservedly carried off the principal prizes.

And so, again, the horses and sheep, though not very

numerous, include very fine animals that bear creditable

comparison with our own Royal Shows,

The section of the ShoW that has proved most

successful however and most instructive to the tenant

farmer of Ireland is the Implement department. It

has been pretty well arranged, has been on an extensive^

scale, and though there is some of the repetition of the

same implements on different ''stands," yet it bn
proved a choice collection of useful farm machines and

impleraentp. In the Catalogue we were glad to find

many of those leading men and leading firms wha
declined contributing to the Canterbury meeting. We
have the rival ploughs of Howard and Homsby^-

the rival hoes of Hornsby and Garrett ; the steam

engines of the great firms of Clayton, Shuttleworth, &
Co., of Garrett, Ransome, Hornsby, Barrett, Exall &
Andrews, of Turner, «S:c. ; so that we have the leading'

implements of the leading makers.

We should have great pleasure In giving a somewliafe

detailed account of our examinations of those impl^i

ments which in our opinion are best adapted to the

circumstances of Irish farming, did space permit ua.

But we cannot indulge in such a duty j and must, there-

fore, content ourselves with a few cursory remarks on a

few things.

In this Journal favourable mention was some years

ago made of the ingenious contrivance of a working

man—Alexander Macpherson, Carstairs, Lanarkahu:e—

for making portable fencing for cattle and aheip.

Mucpherson's machine is exceedingly ingeniou*, ana
entitles him to the support of those who have occasion

I
to buy such an article as he makes. The price of the

machine he exhibited on this occasion is SOI. ; at the

time of our visit he was dexterously working with the

assistance of a man to give it motion. He was making

a sheep wire fence, with wooden crom or upright haw,

at the rate of 40 vards per hour, every 100 yards having

400 cross bars. Of course metal can be substituted for

wood in those cross bars. The mode in which several

slender wires are coiled into one stout wove twist is fio

less ingenious and simple,
, ,.. , ^ l ix*

When first Mr. Macpherson tried his hand at this

work he employed Flax or Hemp instead of wire ; and a

specimen of fence bo made, that had been in use fonr

years, afforded us proof that it is not as perishable as

might be expected. The i
rice of the wire we saw made

is 6f?. per lineal yard; and in the words of the inanu-

facturerit "is composed of 5 lines of black wire, finely
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twisted on sawn Larcli uprights, 3 feet 4 iia-hes long,

aboat 1 inch sv^nnre, but sawn fliagonally/*

In saddlery we noticed some commendable articles

The farm harness of Mr. Dunlop, of Haddington, botl.

for design and finish deserves a passing word. The pan

of the saddle is so connected with the frame by moan?

of a " hall and socket" that it so moves as to merit the

appelhition " self-adjusting." For this invention Mr.

Dunlop has received several commendations from the

Highland and Uoyal English Societies. We should bo

glad toliiwe the experience of those who have tried it.

The expanding collar is also interesting. The expansive

principle consists of two joints, one at the base and the

other at the top section; and the expansion is produced

b_y sliding up or down (according as we want to cause

contraction or expansion) the two arras that project

upwards like the upper part of a hames. [Here we are

compelled, for want of space, to cut short the remarks

of our correspondent to make way for his condensed

Prize List.]

Short-HORNS.
Section T. Lulls calved on or after Jriaiiary 1, 3S55, and

previous to January 1, 135S.—Ist.'prize, 15^., to W. Tod, Tmnait,
East Lothian, for Stareaman, an anirnal of good quality, with
Bome points deficient. 2d prize, 51., Richard Chute, Trala,

Kerry, for Duke of Leinster, possessing a good outline, is

deficient in hair. In this section we noticed Sir Colin, the

SX)perty of Mr. Barcroft, with which, the reader ia familinr.

o. this occasion Sir Colin was in no wise complimented.
Comet, a very fine bull belonging|to Captain Bunbury, M.P.,

was also passed over without even commeudatien.
Section II. Bulls calved in 1858. —lat prize, 151., Lord

Talbot de Malahide, for the fine bull Clydesdale, of whose
success we wrote some time ago. 2d prize, Mr. Jackson,
near Midleton, County Cork, for Narcissus, bred by Mr.
Coppinger. >

Section III. Bulls calved on and after January 1, ISoO.—1st

prize, 15'., I Mr. Coppinger, Carrigtvo Hill, for Soubador,
which also wins for Mr. Coppingtr the Gold Medal; the '2d

prize, value 51., in this class, has also been awarded to Mr.
Coppinger, for Little Wonder, which at the time of our inspec-
tion w.i8 too listless and exhausted to stand. In this section
we noticed a large number of very inferior beasts, some of
which are not true Short-boms.

Section IV. Cows of any age in Calf or in Milk.—1st prize,

10^, B. Eastwood, Lancashire, for Rosette, the well-known
miza-taUing cow. This animal also gets the Purceil Challenge
Cup. We have often written of her iK>ints. 2d prize, 5/.,

J. Christy, Fort Union, Adare, for Queen Beauty the 2d, a good
cow. Captain Ball was commended in this class for Fidelity,
a very nice cow. Lord Waterford was highly commended for
Queen of Tnimps. an animal that reminds us of the late John
Turner. Hopeful, also belonging to St. John JeflErey, was also
commended.
Section V. Hcifera calved In 1857, in CAT or in Milk.—1st

jwice, HiL, Sir Edward Macdounell, Louth, Co. Dublin, for
The Twin, which has a wretched thigh, but is in other respects
a good animal ; -.'d, Lord Carbery, Castle Freke, Co. Cork, for
Jiag^nolia, an average white heifer.

Section VI. Heifers in Calf or In Milk calved in 1S53.—Ist
prize, lOf., Lord Waterford, for Antonia ; 2d prize, 51, fell

also to the Marquis of Waterford, for Young Gaudy. Both have
Guy Faux blood in their veins ; and it is to be hoped that bis
lordship's success on this occasion will induce him to persevere
In a course that has been so axiccessful. In this section there
were a few other very good animals, and one or two very
Indifferent ones.
Section VII. Heifers calved on or after J.tnu.nry 1, 1859.—

l«t prize, 15/, CnptiUtt Tiiomas Ball, for Hecherchc, got by
MonJc ; 2d j)rize, 10/., W. T. Crosbie, Tralee. for Golden
Vein, got by Lamp of Lothian ; 3d prize, R. Welated, Co.
Cork, for Chaplet, got by Orator; Captain Ball was highly
commended in this class for Nightingale, got by Monk.
We may mention that the gallant captain on this
occasion gains the Waterford Cup, value 100/., for
the three best breeding homed animals. As on former
occasions we find some little difficulty in comprehending
the motives wliich induced the owners to send for exhi-
bition some famished beasts that appeared in this class.
The remainiDg cattle shown we pass over with a few remarks.
Thpy were under an average. The Ayrshires, for instance, were
few and indifferent, and unworthy the race. In the Devon
classes competition cau be scarcely said to have existed. The
Kerry breed made a better show. Young Rory, the 1st prize-
taker and the property of Lord Charlemont, and Desmond,
the property of the Commissioners of Education, to wliich the
3d place was awarded, aro very fair representatives of this
primitive race.

Is it not a reflection on Irish agriculturists when we
say that in Herefords there was not a single animal ?
Lord Talbot de Malahide, as nsual, brought forward his
well selected polled Angus stock. A novel feature in
the prize list of the Local Committee was the offering of
Ittizes for Dutch cattle, a race of which there are a
great many in the South of Ireland, and which prove
excellent milkers.

The Horse show, as already hinted, was not a very
large one ; but it included select animals :

—

Section I. Stallions of any breed for Agricultural Purposes-

breeders would, however, seem to be giving him quick

In Shropshire sheep, Mr. C. W. ITauulton occv.pied a

leading place.
riGS.—Large Breeds.

Section!. Boars under IS inoutbs.—1st prize. Lord "Water-

ford ; 2d prize, W. Joyce. Wuterford.

Section II. Boars between 18 and 36 months.—1st prize,

Lord Waterford ; 2d prize, F. H. Bio.Ierick, Coachford.

Section U\. Sows under IS mouths.—1st prize, l,V..Fiyer, as

above ; 2d prize, T. Blandford, Corl^.

Section IV. Sows over 18 months.-1st prize, J. P. T.vnte,

Co. Wictlow ; 2d prize. W. JoJC^

Smaix Breeds.
Section V. Boars under 18 months.—1st prize, Commissionera

of Education ; 2d, W. H. Massy. M:icurno.

Section VI. Boars between 18 and 36 months.—1st pnze.

Commissioners of Education.

Section VII.—No awards.
Section VIII. Sows over IS montbs.—1st pi i^e. Commi ii sioners

of Education.

and -Air. Giantbiim, of Sturton, dividiii^li^ii^
larly all the prizes for ewes and ewe lanihs.

ses

North liiucoiNSHiuE AGRicuLTrEAt: JTorncasUe,

Thursday, July 26.—This flourishing county Society

lias held a most successful meeting. The weatlier has

been cool and dry ; the attractions both in implements

and live stock, and among the hitter, especially in f^hort-

horn cattle and horses, have heen ample, ami there have

heen crowds of spectators. The previous day was wet,

and some of the implement trials sufiered accordingly.

The mowing machines, Cranstoun*s and Aliens, both

made inferior work ; the latter, exhibited by Burgees

k Key, was perhaps the better of the two, but

no award has yet been made. The prize list for

implements is a very long one, and the judges had

a laborious task. The ploughing brought out con-

siderable competition, the deep work being well

done by Ransorae's, Cooke's, and Hornsby*3 plough;

we did not see Howards' in the field. Tlie prizes were
given to the work done by Hornsby*s and Cooke's; the

tormer being shown by Mr. Lyall.

The following is the prize list of implements :

—

Portable Threshing Machine . . £10 W. Foster, Lincoln
Plough for light land .. ., 3
Second do. 1

Plough for heavy land . , . . 3
Second do. I

Subsoil Plough 2

Ashhy

;

them nc

The pigs were not a very good show; hut the hor
were both numerous and excellent.

The interest of these local and one-dav shows is
greatly increased by witnessing the proce.-s of judging-
and the crowds around the circle into wliich the several
classes of horses were successively brought before the
judges showed how much interest was taken in the
exhibition. The whole affair was over by 3 p.m., and
the stock was nearly all at once removed, the juJges of
horses having such a laborious task tliut most of the
other stock had gone before the decisions on the last of
the horse classes had been made.

In the evening the members of the Society dined
together under the chairmanship of Mr. Banks
Stanhope, and a testimonial—a handsome silver eande-
lubrum—was presented to Mr. Owston, the honorary
secretary, for a long period of useful service.

This Society presents liberal rewards to servants and
labourers for length of service with one master—fof
large families reared without parish help—for skill as
shepherds, tic. ; and there was in the present case a
lariTo number of claimants.

Cultivator
Second do.

Stubble Parer
Second do.

Drill lor general purposes
Second do, .. ..

Ridge Dnll
Second do.

Liquid manure, do.
Second do.

Horse Hoe for Corn
Horse, Hoe for Turnips .

.

GmbSer
Second do.

Harrows (light land)

3
1

S
1
5
2
2
1

2

1

2
1
2
1

Second do. .. .- ,. 1

Harrows (heavy laud) . . .

.

2
.Second do.

Chain Harrows 2
Waggon 8

>)

* t

T. Lyall
Do.
Do.

J. Cooke, Lincolnshire
E. H. Bentall, Weybridj^e
W. Barton, Boston
W. Hunter
E. H. Bentnll
M. Toynbeo
T. Lyall
J. Coultass
J. Clarke
T. Brooke
W. Watkinaon

Do.
J. Spight. Brigg
W. Barton, Boston
A. Thompson
W. Ashton, Horncastle
Amies it Barford, Pete**-

borougb
W. Ashton
W. Hunter
E. H. Beiitftll

J. Woodroffe, Horu&istlc
J. We^t
T. Cell
T. Butters
J. Cooke, Lincoln

* W

4 ft

1
2

2

2 1 Amies & Barford

3 Hy. Grantham
1 Bubt. Marshall
2 Simpson k. Co., Lincoln
3 Ashby & Co., Stamford
1 B. H. Bentall
2 B. Samuelson

Second do.
2 horse Cart
1-horse Cart..
Clod Crusher
Roller
Dressing Machines
Second do.

Com Blower
Chaff-cutter
Second do.

Turnip-cutter
Cake Breaker
General Mill
Second do.

Steaming Apparatus
Second do. .

,

Waggon Harness 2

The Lhe Stock Included 5G entries in the Short-horn

Classes, 46 entries in Leicester Sheep, no fewer than

105 entries in liorses, and about three dozen entries in

the Pig classes. There was also a small show of

Poultry, The Short-horns and the Horses were
much the most interesting part of the exhibition.

And the event of the meeting was the great success of

Mr. Dudding, of Panton, near "Wragby, whasc herd is

shortly to be disposed of by Mr. Strafford. He took the

1

3
1

3
1

Amies and Barford
Do.

W. Barton
Amies ifc Barford
Simpson & Co.

E. Sharp, Horncastle

prize for the best bull in the yard with the Lord of the

-l.t prize, 25^. Lord Sbannon. for a"good"Puff;:ik bred by Mr.! ^^^^^^ ^'"^'^ u^^^'^'^fi^ 'V"J ^^l^"'^r ^^IS^^ J'^'^"*^?Laws; '2d prize, Messrs. Moore, brtjtlicrs, Cabury Co DuLUu, AUrctl, shown by himselt but bred by Mr. Booth; and
for the weil-fenown Sir William Wallace.

Section II. Stallions for Agricnltural Purprw5ea, foaled on or
after^ January 1, 1357.-lat prize, J. Chriaty, Adare. for a
Suffolk ; 2d prize. Lord Shaimon.
Section III. Draught Mare in Calf or in Foal.—Ist prize, A.

Smyth, Tipperary, for an Enf'lish ni;ire: 2d prize. Lord
Shannon, fora Suffolk.
The Croker Challenge Cup, value 50r., with ^51. offered by

Local Committee, for the best weight-carrying-thorough-bred
StalhoD, was awarded to A. Harris, for Planet, bred by the late
George Bentick, and got by Bay aiiddleton.

Leicester Sheep.
Section I. Shear Ram Class.—Ist prize, lOL, to Mr. Lone-

field, Cloyne, Co. Cork ; 2d priae. to G. Thunder, Navan.
Section IL Rams of any age.—1st prize, 10^, to W, Owen,

Bhsainton ; 2d prize, 5L, to T. Garde, Co. Cort ; 3d prize, 31 ,Mr. Longfield, as above.
Section III. Pena of 5 Sbearling Rams.—1st prize, lOZ., Mr.

Longfield ; 2d, 5/., Mr. Thunder.
Section IV. Pena of 5 PZwes, not exceeding five years old,

^ut have reared Lambs up to June 1, ISfiO.—1st prize. 10^,
Mr. Longfield

; 2d, 51., representatives of the late J. H. Smyth
-Barry, Co. Cork. '

Section V Pens of 5 Ewe Lamb.s.—The prize was awarded toMr, Longfield.

J^^^* I^ong-woolled breeds, Mr. Thomas Beale

Prince Alfred, which had been beaten in the general
clnss. He took the second prize for yejirliu-^ bulls with
Lord Alexis; the first and se(rond prizes for yearling

heifers, and the first and second prizes for lieifer calvesi,

both classes being extremely good. ' He took honours in

almost every class in whicli he showed, besiting a number
of first-class breeders, as Lady Pigott, Mr. Baulis Stan-
hope, Mr. Heneage, and others. Amongst other prize-

takers are Mr. Syme, of Stroxton, second for old bulls;

Jlr. Kirkhiim, of Audleby, the only exhibitor of a 2-year

old hull who received the prize for him in that class;

Mr. Marshall, of Elsham, who took the first prize for

yearling bulls; Mr, Smith, of West Raven, and Mr.
Heneage, M.P., first and second for bull calves, and
again first and second for 2-year old heifers; and Mr.
Clarke, of Lincoln, and Mr. Stanhope, M.P. first and
second for cows.

There was a very good show of the Lincoln sheep, the

prizes being confined to that breed; and Mr. Charles

Clarke, of Scopwich, taking nearly all the prizes for
^^wivas usual, carried off a number of prizes. Irish rams; Mr. Dennis, of Greetham; Mr. Griffin, of West

Royal Agetctitural Coliegb Clttb,—The second
annual dinner of tlio above Club took place at the Free-

mason's Hotel, Canterbury, on Wednesday, the 11th
ult, Dr. Voelcker, President, in the chair. The object

of the Society, which was inaugurated at Warwick last

year, is to afford the present and past students of the

College an opportunity for a social meeting and the

interchange of experience from year to year; and as the

annual Shows of the R, A. Society present a very

general rall^ ing point, it was determined to meet at the

Show wherever that might be held. Besides members

the Club was honoured by the attendance of Messrs. E.

Bowloy, J. Niblett, Thomas Arkell, and Scott Burn,

whose name is familiar as an agricultural writer.

On the removal of the cloth the Chairman gave the Queeu^

Prince Albert, the Prince of Wales, and the rest of the Royal

family, both which toasts were received with loyal enthusiasm,

Mr, E. Bowley, in lising" to propose the toast of the R. A»

College, alluded in feeling terms to the noble, disinterested,

and philanthropic conduct of his friend Mr. E. Holland (anfor-

timately unaUo to attend on account of Parliamentary duties),

whc at ft time when the affairs of the Institution were in a

most critical, lie might even say ruinous condition, came for-

ward and advanced at great personal risk a large sum,

of money, which together with improved management wm
the means of raising the College to its present satisfactory

condition ; and it was with heartfelt satisfaction that he

could tell them as an eye-witness that it was prospering.

He had lately inspected the farm and considered it well

cultivated, and offoring an excellent opportunity for studying

economictd practice, whilst the educational department was, he

might say, guaranteed by the staff of professors^ at the head of

which staff stood the world known name of Dr, Voelcker,

whose name he begged to couple with the toast,

Dr- Voelcker in replying thanked the laat speaker for the

flattering manner in which he had mentioned his name in

connection with theCoUege, It might he thought be instructive

to learn the steps by which he came to occupy that position of

which he felt justly proud. It was a common delusion to

imagine that genius was necessary to success. Now he was
thankful to say he never was a genius, neither could he boast

of more than average abilities. If genius was not however essen-

tial he would tell them what was—the constant striving to excel,

whatever position we may be called upon to fiU^ endeavourlDg
manfully to do the very best- The discipline necessary for such
efforts is invaluable. In a humorous speech tlie doctor

det tiled his early school struggles, his chemical apprenticeship

both in Germany and as Professor Johnston's assistant

showlnar that his present position and success was attributable

under Providence to a constant determination to do thoroughly

whatever he attempted- *

Mr, Thomas Arkell, who in earlier days was for some tlm«

manager of the College farm> proposed the toast of the evening,

"Success to the U. A, College Club/' He felt, hesaid, much plea-

sure in being intrusted with this toast* because he thought that

the Society was one likely to afford much profit as wellaa

pleasure to ics members. It must prove very agreeable to

meet old friends and renew friendships formed in earlier days,

but he trusted that the efforts of the members would not rest

at this point, but that they would strive to make these annual

gatherings opportunities for the interchange of practical

experience. Successful practice depended much upon correct

observation and sound judgment, and if we aim as we ought,

to be a little in advance—just out of the crowd, so to say—we

must keep eyes and ears open, and comparing our own obser-

vations with the experience of others, learn to draw sound^con-

elusions, Mr, Arkell said he wished all success to the tlub>

and would couple the name of Mr. Carnegie with the toast.

The Hon. C. Carnegie, M,P., briefly resi>onded, and beft-w

concluding proposed the health of the Chairman, to whom the

meeting was greatly indebted for his kindness in presidmg^

and for the consUtnt interest he manifested in the success ot

the Club. He called upon the company to do honour to the

toast by giving musical honours—a call which it is needless to

say was most heartily responded to.
The Chairman expressed his gratification at the kind he^r

manner in which his health had been proposed and "c^'"**/
whilst taking the greatest interest in the success of the ClUD

his numerous duties prevented him from taking an ictive

share in the management. The work had devolved principaLiy

ui>on the Secretary. He quite agreed with his friend Mr.

Arkell as to the great advantage of eliciting information o»

matters of practice that may have c^me under the notice ol

members residing in different parts of the country. P^-
Voelcker then alluded to the various opinions as to the feeding

value of Cotton-cake, and called upon Mr. Schwann to give tud

meeting the benefit of his experience. . ^
Mr. ScHWAXN, of Stockbridge, Hants, stated that b« .^

largely used and with exceUent effect decorticated Cotton-

cake both for sheep and cattle. Lately, however, he »»« ,^*^^

several lambs which were receiving 4 lb- each per oay-

On refeiTing the matter to Dr. Voelcker he learnt that tne

Cotton-cake was of superior character, and that the ^^P/f;
was probably due to the h*rge quantity of albuminous matier

in Cotton cake, rendering this description of cake, when gi^^^

in such quantities, too rich for such young Iambs- >

Mr Coleman confirmed this opinion, and stated be had ^^
it with perfect success, but never exceeded J lb. per day for nu-

gi-own sheep, -^^
Mr- F. LococK, in rising to propose the health of the mctj

ary, Mr. Co]raan, thought lie could not do better than touu
^

he advice of Mr. Arkell and give them the result of his oo^



Ho had, ;*8 most were
latterly in tlio Ea^t

JuLX 28, 1660.]

-H^ir^S^^h^'d Englisli firming.
.Uionson^

at Cirencester, and
'

He tUoiT-ht that good ninnm^ T'^r?lt'}}!l''^u^il
ians

'^fJw whether the" plo'ughhig was deep or sbaUow

*"Slbe man^igement of manual labour-po3sibly on account

^, .l^^mvlter value of the article-wus better understood
*^^

fiinlv than in the South of England. In tUc matter of

fmnlen ents. e.pec ally aUuding to the use of drilling machmes

SS;l hoes and the double mould-board plough, he considered

r^rictice very superior. The more he saw of other manage-
'^ 1? the hi^^her w;is his opinion of the system pursued on the

P ipVe finn vvhich he considered offered every advautige to

tw student. The toast was .Irmik with honours

The SrcRETARY expressed his best thanks for the knid

TTianiier in whic;h the t-mst had been proposed by hia friend

Mr Locock and responded to by the company. He woind firat

Uv before the meeting the annual report. He was glal to tell

Sem that the names of about 50 members were enrolled, and

he hoped that number would be doubled before tho next

TfiPtiQe Meagre as was the accommodation provided, com-

^^d to what he trusted eventually to see, it had not been

Mcured without much trouble and anxiety, in ^eat measure

omns to the difficulty of making arrangetnonts su far from the

EDot He would draw their attention to a proposition from an

aWnt member, as to electhig a local committee, who^hould

be empowered to make the necessary an-angements for the

nest lueetiug. He regretted that the efforts to obtain per-

mission to erect a tent in the showyard had been unsuccessful.

He trusted however that after formal application the Council

nfthe Royal Agricultural Society would grant their request

and that members would find at the Leeds meeting show-yard

Scommodatimi. In reference to the very ilattering compan-

Jona Mr Locock had made, he felt unworthy of such commen-

Son, more especially as he must own to occasionally nsing

three horses in a Une, according to the old custom, believing

that there were seasons and soils when such an apparent waste

of horse labour was a really economical practice. He washappy

to tellthem that the farm was paying a fair rate of interest,

and that it was worked in an economical manner with a view to

profit and not show. He begged in conclusion again to thank

the meeting for their kindness.

Mr Wedgwood proposed the committee in a humorous

speech, thanking them fov their exertions which he must say

iudzuig by the excellent dinner they had enjoyed, were most

euccessful The Club in relation to the great Agricultural

Society might be compared to a satellite revolvmg round one

of the planets, and he really thought that in reference to this

dinner the smaller luminary had eclipsed the larger. He
begged to couple the toast with the name of Mr. Jacob W ilsou,

one of the most active members of that committee.

Mr. Jacob Wilson stated that he had come 400 miles to be

present on that occasion, and he regretted that others who had

not the same difficulties as fco distance had not made a greater

effort to be present. Still he felt satisfted their shortness of

numbers was attributable not to any falling off in spirit, but

to the position of the show being inconvenient, and the pecu-

liar nature of the season causing pressing home duties. He
quite agreed witii tho proposition for a local committee, and

felt sure that very satisfiictory arrangements could be made for

the Leeds meeting ; he trusted the Royal Agricultural Society

would comply with their rcjiuest. and indeed recognise tho

existenco of the Club, which would be the means of augment-
ing its own ranks. Mr, Wilson then entered on various topics

connected with the rules and management of the Club. A
Local Committoe of tho following gentlemen to act for the
meeting of 18C1 was then appointed—Jacob Wilson, Esq. ;

W. T. Horton, Esq. ; H. J. Marshall, and Lonsdale Bradley.
The health of tho visitors, proposed by the Chairman and re-

sponded to by Mes.^ra. IJowley and Kibiett, concluded the
evening.
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WrARNEirs PATKNT VIlUtATlNG STANoaUU
VV PUMPS. _ „ ,

PATKXT CAST-IROX PUMPS fitted with J. W. & Sons

Patent Ruckets and Siiukers, which cannot clog in action, for

Farm?. Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

Diameter
of Band. Height. £.

2Un. .short 1ft. 7 in.

3
t<

4 „

-a u

long 3 „
ditto 3 ,,

ditto 3 „
ditto 3 ,,

6
6

f1

79

la

rf

Fittedforlea'i, \ 1

cutta percha ' 1gtitta percha
or cast iron 2

flanged , pipe 2

as reqiui*ed» ' 2

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing 2

S. ff.

1

10
4
9
13

(3,
LAS

24 inches long
22
20
18 „

12 inches

16 „

S C U C U M B K K TUBE S.—

is.dd. 16 inches long ., Is. 4rf.

1 10 U „ ..12
.. 1 8 12 ,. .10

16 Made to any length.

HAND GLASSES.
6s. Od. each IS inches . . , , 9s. OtZ. each
7 „ 20 „ .... 10 „
8 „ 24 „ .... 12 „

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses ; they may be fixed, when desu-ed,

under the stixgo.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or country, at the above

prices, orof the Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warkeu & Sons, S, Crescent, Jewiu Street, London, E.G.

Every description of Machinery for Raising liVater by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden

Engines. &c. &c.—Eusrravings sent on application.

- PRICES REDUCED.
HJ. MORTOX AND CO., (lalvauised Iron Works

, 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the che;ipest, most dur-

able, andneatcst Roofing in use; alsoSpoutingatlO^ci.peryard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

Calendar of Operations

JULY.
Wmt Sussex : Jul>/ 23.—Since our last report we have had all

sorts of weather. The first half of the month was all that Ave

could wish, and a great quantity of hay was secured in good
condition during that time, but a good deal of the Clover was
cut some time before that, and suffered from the wet, and the

past week has been very rough and stormy, and there is at

present a good deal of meadow hay lying out, which 'will be
very much injured, so that we cannot report favourably on
either the quantity or quality of the hay crop ;

the biilk per
acre was good, but there has been fewer acres cut, feed having
been so [scarce in the early part of the season. The Wheat,
which stood well till tlie past week, is now very much down,
but not to injure it much as regards the crop, but it will be
more difficult to cut. Respecting its general appearance there

is not much to complain of ; it has improved very much during
this month, and upon our low, rich, land we expect a fair|croi\

Barley, which has grown long and rather weakly, is very much
down, and we may expect that it will not be of the b«st

quality. Oats are a good crop ; but also much down. Jfangel

is very various in appearance, but generally late; during May
r.nd June it made little progress, and much of it is in a very

foul state, so that without a change for the better we must not
look for a very heavy crop. Swedes are also backward and
very foul ; and Turnips are now being put in with the land in

a very stiff damp state. We shall not have harvest so late as

we expected at one time ; I think it will commence about the
F-econd week in August. We have plenty of feed for the cattle

in the fields ; but they do not do at all well, and the conse-
quence is that our market is supplied with beef and mutton
only half fat, and such will bo the case I fear through the sca-

»>n, as few will keep back anything saleable with present prices.

The supply of coi-n to our market is rather above the average
qtumiity at this season, but I do not think there is so much to
threih as uHuaL And there is no chance of prices falling till

the harvest is got in. Potatoes are again affected by the
disease, but they are a good crop. .Work is still behind and

will come upon us rather tfcforc we are ready. G. S.

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five lines of the GalvanisedStrand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2^^. per yard.

,

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind o.

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

baie. Will^not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 5jd., 7i(i.,

and Q!}d. per yard.

Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch meah, 4-'., 5d., and
7d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVAXTSED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS .t CHAIRS.
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS AND ROSfc: STAKES, <fcc.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES fromj.s. per yard.

P.ATENT IMPROVED CAS WORKS,
of nil sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway

Stations, Mills. Collieries, Mines, ViUages, «fec. Works from

10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can bo entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Henry J. ^Iorton & Co. 2. Ba-=mghall Bmldings, Leeds.

AUNAUO, BISHOP, axd KAKNAKDS,
NORWICH.

Reduced Prices of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonics.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron stnUuing post and straining screws

to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per yard. „
The same with GaU-anised Wire Rope, Is. per yard.

Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wire
Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on application.

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

Painted and glazed with 16 oz. Sheet Glass.
If open at top, Is. extra.

GLASS MILK PANS.
12 incTies diameter .. li,Zd. 20 inclics diameter .. 3«. 3d.

14 ,, .-19 09 q a

16 „ .-2 3 24 „ ..4 6

18 ,, -.2 9 26 „ ..5 8

LACTOMETERS, FOR Testing the Quality of MILK.
Four Tubes .. ..45. 6d. [ Six Tabes .. ..6*. 6tf.

With Stands complete.

Wasp Traps, Ss. 6d. per dozen. Glass Tiles, Glass Slater

Propagating Glasses, Bee Glasses.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.,

180, Bishopsgate St. Without, London, E-C,

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY ATfD CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture at prices varying from 2d. to M,

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Pi-ices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES*
to James Het1.et & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardenprs' Chrnnicle of July 9.

LKMlNU'ri S A L r 1 iN U MACHINE FOE
DESTROYING WEEDS on GRAVEL WALKS, Ac—

This most useful Machine has given the greatest satisfaction

wherever it has been Introduced, and it is the only effectual

means of keeping Drives and Walks completely clear of Weeds.

Extract from Article "Trentham," in Gavdcners' Chronicle

of January 22, 1S59.

"And I would observe in passing from these gi-ounda that

the whole of the Gmss and Gravel are kept in the most perfect

order by the aid of machinery ; the n)rnier by a Horse Machine

wherever it can be worked, a small hand instrument being

used in places of difficult access ; the latter is kept in order by
a Salting Machine, the invention of Mr. Fleming, and judging

from the beautiful condition of tho Grivel in every direction,

I should say that it was altogether most efficient"

The Mowing Machines here refen-ed to are Shanks'.

From The Field of April 2, 1859.

"The Salting Machine will efifectually destroy tho Weeds oa
Gravel W^ks and Drives,"

Testimonials with full particular.'? and prices may be had on
apphcatiou to Alexander Shanks & Sos, Dens Iron Works,

Arbroath, Patentees of Improved Mowing, Rolling, Collecting,

and Delivering Machine for Lawns, Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufacturers, &c-

_

OITAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS foe STABLE
REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

patronised by tho English and French Governments, as well aa

by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-

ments in the kingdom. In use at her ilajesty'ti Stable^
Aldershott and Balmoral.

COTTAM AND COMPANY,Winslcy Street, W., arc the original

inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER, Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,

and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which ia

taken to the back of the manger, and works with ease and
reedom up or down the guide bar.

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-

tion to the above fittings, beingsimplein construction, light, and
durable, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results.

COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP
COVE 11, for the above, is a most essential addition to their

fittings ; it is never in the way ; can be placed and replaced in

an nistant ; while its cheapness, simplicity', and utility in keep-
ing the contents of the troughs clean, and reg\ilating the
quantity to be taken, is quite suf&cLont to insure its use.

BAKNAUD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, in con-

sequence of improvements in their machinery for the
/. 1 ,.<• *!,,» nKmrn nf*iMi* VifiXTf li/tAn ^nnlilfwi tn make

Notices to Correspondents.
'^^y^^^Ucai^m-.j ProheH. Burgess and Key's is probably
we best reaping machine. Cuthbert's (Bedale). a smaller
machme, la efficient anvwhere and suitable for smaller
occupations. Cranstoun's'is the only combined mower and
paper, and as such is unrivalled. Burgess and KeyV mower
nas been pronounced the best at Canterbury and elsewhere.
^ranstoun's addrtss is ii^. King William Street, London
ondge. *

Sh«p n? TASMixu: A Frknd says: "Your correspondent

Y°^. ^11 find the Leicester rams the most profitable for
AUatralta. They (imported rams) are often sold at very ex
:™^^»»t prices if good. Southdown rams many person'
lomfc very highly of. but for a profitable investment he
would prefer the former The object is to improve Ihe
tarcase, not the fiecce : it would be difficult to import sheep
tliat would improve the wool of the Jierinns, which are the
sort most general, in fact almost the onlysort in Australasia."

j_r scui....-^ v.. ..... ». V..... ..„..,inery for ---

tnanufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make

a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches witfe .

.

2-inch
2-iDch.

2-inch
l|-inch

1 1-inch

X|-inch
x|-inch

ft

ff

ft

strong do.

intermediate, do.

extra stroncr, do.

24 inches wide -

.

stronL^ do.

intermediate, do.

Galvanised.
5iL per yd,
6
7
P»
64

7i
10

Japanned
Iron,

4d, per yd,
41
54
7i
44
5i
6
8

99

f*

99

$9

99

9f

^l?Uhe ^Ue'SS: c™ttade ;> Vny wi,3th (under 8 feet)
All tneaboye £iua«

.^ ^ , ^ coarser mesh
at P™rrtiona^^:^"Xeduce the ^^^ abont one-fifth.

Strong i^ami
^^^. Pheasantnes, SJd. per

SuI«?ool ^CeNe^tl^g of eve^y mesh from half an inch to

6 inches. .
,

,- .,.„^ rlelivcred Carriage Free to all application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, Win.ley Street,

Wire F«»?'"?.,"!.*^. ^Aon^^
^ ^ Oxfoni Street, W. (opposite the Tantheon).

! the princip^a Railway htations. h

COTTAM'S PATE^-T SADDLE and HARNESS B1?ACKET
combined, can bo used with great advantage where space is an

object as it can be turned up out of the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON' VEXTILATIXG
BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admission of

air to the under parts of tho saddle. .„^„„ .,, .

COTT\M'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, with perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, and

can be easily cleaned out. „ , ., .

GOTTVM'S CAST-IRON SANITARY TRAP, from lU im-

proved construction, gives a full water passage, and does not

allow any smell to ascend from the drain.

PATENT LOOSE-BOX FIITINGS, and every article for the

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvanised, and

enamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, &c.

The New Illustrated Catalogue and Estimates, graVuS, upon
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SHANKS' NEW PATENT LAWN MOWING^, EOLLINO,
AND DELIVERING MACHINE FOR 1860

COLLECTING,

MOWS the GRASS WET or DS.Y,

ON

LAWNS UNEVEN" or OTHERWISE,

In a MUCH NEATER MANNER

than the SCYTHE,

rand at HALF the EXPENSE.

Width of Cutter.

K"©. 1.—48-incH Maclime
No. 2.—42-mch Slachiue

NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE FOR I860
P E I C E S.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Eirections.

£2323 0")
-r,

, jr

Width of Cutter.

No. 3.—36-iiich Machine
No. 4.—30-incli Machine

No. 5.—30-inch Machine

SHANKS

No. 8.—2-1-inch Machine
No. a—22-iiich Macbme

... £22 Braicn ly a Horse.

... 19 Drawn hy a Horse or a strontj Poni/

SHANKS* PATENT PONY AND DONKEY MACHINES.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening-, &c., and Directions.

£15 IS Drawn by a Fony
\
No. 6.—28-inch Machine . £11 10 Drawn ly a Pony

|
No. 7.—25-inch Machine, £12 10 Dravm hy a Don'key

NEW PATENT HAND MACHINES, FOR PUSHING OR DRAWING SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER.
Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &c., and Directions.

•"^IH l\ i:asily worked ly Ttvo Men S*"' J?-~^^-i"'M^r''l'-"'-'... S 7 b) -^ ^ - No. 11.—16-inch Machine...
No. 12.—13-inch Machine...

£7 12 6 Easily worked ly a Man and Soy
6 17 6 Easily worked by a Man

£6 2 6 Easily worked hy a Boy
The Patent Delivering Apparatus if attached to the Hand Maohines, and they are strongly recommended to be so, 20s. extra.SHANKS' PATENT HAND MACHINE, FOR DRAWING ONLY.

Including Box of Tools for Sharpening, &e., and Directions.
Ko. 13.—22-inch Machine ... £7_5_0 Easily icorJcedhy a Man and Boy \'^o.\4..—lQ.mchMtic\i\nQ ... £6 15 Easily worJced ly a Man and m^

£6 5 Easily ti'orJced hy a Man
in Societv at their

No. 15.—16-inch Machine

£< i-S '^®.?J^^^^^'
^^^^ PATENT MACHINE for 1860 has just been awarded the FIRST PKIZE SILVER MEDAL of the Royal DubU

iJiXhibition of Horticultural Implements, &c., held at Dublin last month.
^

*•* The Machines are warranted to ^ive ample satisfaction, and if not approved of they may he at once returned.
Tke Prices include delivery at most of the Baihvay Stations tlirouyliout tlie Einydom.

SOLE
J. B, BROWM & CO.,

AGENTS FO
18, CANNON

R LONDON
STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

PATENT LAWN MOWING AND EOLLING MACHINES

I

SO-inch wide PONY POWER MACHINE, made also of Smaller Size^ for Hand Power.

SAMUELSON'S LAWN
WITH BOYD'S PATENT

MOWERS
PROVEMENTS

9

T
CAN BE USED IN WET AS WELL AS DRY WEATHER.

YEAE'S SALES WERE NEARLY A THOUSAND, EVERY ONE OF WHICH GAVE

descript prices post

Wa: Camion Street, West
DEAITE

Manufactory
& CO.. LONDON BEIDGE, E.G., AND AIL IRONMONGERS.

Works, Banbury.
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SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.

AND M c U
COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

709

H,

SENT POST PAID AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES, PER PACKET:

tr

CALCEOLARIA^ large flowered sention, extra fine, Tj»., 1«- Gd.^ and 2s^ 6'^

shrubby, cluster flowered section, extra fine, 1,'., ^s. 6d , and 2s. 6d.

agents for Dobson's and Stnith's, l.c , 1/f. 6d., and 25, 6d.

CTNEUARTA, extra fine, \s, and )ji- 6d. ; apfentH for Smith's, 1^. 6d. and 2ff, 6d.

PRIMULA, extra fine, 1.* and Is. Gd. ; aijents fnr Smith's, Is. Qtl. and 2,-?, 6d.

STOCK INTERMEDIATE, Covent Garden Market variety, two-thirds may bo depended upon
flowering double, 1^,

New Hybrid Giant Capo, 5 var.. Is. f*d. and "28. 6d, ; mixed, 1^.

Brompf-on German, 12 var, 2s. and 3a. 6d. : mixed, 1.^

New large flowerhig Emperor, perpetual flowering, 6 var> 25. and
3.«. dft. : mixed. 1^. —

HUNT'SSUPERBSWEET WILLIAM, undoubtedly the best in cultivation, both as regards
shape. iTjarkinar, and colour, a largpe portion being what
is termed Auricula flowered, 1«.

PINK, saved from the most beautiful prize flowers and are warranted to give the greatest
satisfaction, Is.j Is. 6d, and 2j!- 6^/,

PANSY, Baved from the best and newest named flowers, I^, 6d. and 2^. 6d. per packet.

99

OERANIUM. Scarlet section, 10 varieties, 3«. 6d,^ mixed Gd,
PELAUGOXIUM, French spotted varieties, extra fine. 1?. and 2s, ed.

Fancy varieties, extra fine. Ij* and 2s, 6*1.

Lar^re flowered Fnelish varieties, extra fine, Ifi, and 25. 6d*
HELIOTROPE, 10 splendid varieties, ^s, 6d. : mixed, 6d.
LANTANA, 12 splendid varieties, 3j»- ; mixed, id.
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, 4 splendid varieties. 2^. M. ; mixed, U *
CYCLAMEN, 6 beautiful vari^^ties, 3^. ; afncanum variety. Is,

MIMULUS. fine, ChL 3IY0S0TIS AZORICA, tiue/6d
CALANDRINFA UMRELLATA, 4d.
WALLFLOWER, double German, mixed, Is.

ANTRRRHINUM. 8 varieties, I.^. Sd. and 2s- 6d. : mixed, 4d.
CHRYSANTHEMUM ISmCVil, Ur^re flowered flection, l.v,

y9 Mt NANUM", lariye flowprpd corvfTon, Is.

CHOTCF AQUILEGIA, CAMPANULA. CANTERBURY BELLS, DELPHINIU\L DIANTHUS
THGTTAH3, GAILLARDtA, GAURA,LUP1NUS, (ENOTHERV.IRFRTS. HUMEA, POTEN-
TILLA, &c., &c., 3d. to 6d, per packet- (SEE SPRING CATALOGUE )

SAFONARIA OCYMOIDES, rose pink, one of the mosfc*beautiful spring flowering plants for rockwork, baskets, small beds, edgings, &c,, 6rf- and Is. per packet.

SPLENDID DOUBLE ITALIAN-SAVED CARNATION AND PICOTEE SEEDS.
The following Carnations and Picotecs have been saved with unusually great care by our Sardinian Correepondenl, and are warranted to produce at least SO per cent- of fine double flowcrs-

The Perpetual Tree, or winter-flowering varieties (a comparatively new section) merit special attention.

Ig^" To meet the ffveatlif increased taste for thi^ splendid and canity c^^ so considerahly reduced our prices as to hring them within

the reach of every lover of the Carnation and Ficotee.

CARNATION, 12 vars. of selfs,, 10 seeds of each

' '

+ +
f9 5 „
Bizarre 10 ^,

t» » M
« •

As. OtJ.

2 6
4
2 6
4
2 e

f 1

CARNATION 12 varieties, fancy, 10 seeds of each
p* ft ^ -f

p, Yellow selFs, 10 seeds of each
5

Flakes 10

5
TV

99

f*

99

99

CARNATION, choice mixed, 2s. 6d. ; Ditto ditto Perpetual, 2s. 6d,

If

J

9*

ft

4s. Od.

2 fi

5

3
5

3

99

t9

CARNATION, 12 varieties, fancy, 10 selfd of each
*» o t* ft

Pcrj>etual bclfs 10 „
99 5 ti

Flakes 10 ,,

5
99

99 99 99 99

PICOTEE, choice mixed, 2s. 6i. ; Ditto ditto perpetual, 2s- G<?.

4s, OcL

2 6
4

2 6
4

2 6

CORDYLINE (DRAC^NA) INDIVISA.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
Have the pleasure to announce that on the Ist of August they intend to send out the magnificent

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM NEW ZEALAND,
AN ACCOUNT OF WHICH WAS GIVEN BV DR. LINDLEY IN THE GARDENERS"CHRONICLE, OCT. 29, 18:>9, Pp. S6S.

Ir is impossible to jfive an adequate description of this wonder of Nature, which Bhonld be seen in its native ^ri*andeur to be
thorotii^'hly appreciated. Specimeus can, however, be seen at this ostablishment which already prove the accounts received of
its merits to be quite reliable. Heintf found at a hi^h elevation it will be a very hardy Conservatory Plant, and will probably
bear total exposure in the West of England and In Ireland,

CORDYLINE INDIVISA attains a height of from 10 to 20 feet> in an erect and undivided trunk on which the foliage in

retained with vicronr almost to the prouiifL The leaves are set on to the greatest adv<intage, and measure from 5 to fi faf^t in

length, and from 6 to 9 inches in breadth. Their colour is of the richest description : a broad and prominept midrib of

crimson brown runs through the entire length, and numerous red and white lines run parallel to the midrib: the wnole
surface is overlaid with a rich golden bronze producing an elegant effect- The under side of the leaves is glaucous. The
whole tree is unsurpassed in its truly noble and unique beauty.

Establishment. Hammersmith.

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM
(present price) 4d. per lb-,

^

with "Practical Hints on its Successful Cultivation," showing how 2 to 3 tons per acre of the most nntpitious

Hay may be secured, the advantages of sowing it where broad Clover is thiii, and its superiority to Tares

as green food.

PAGE & D
having secured a large breadth from the most careful growers in this district—where better crops are produced

than ia any part of England—offer it at the above low rate for cash. Price to the 'Irade per post.

KS^Or TTTRigXP SBEX> ««•

' «

per lb. Is. Od
O 4

ZTAX.IAT7 KYE-GRASS , per bnsli., 5s. to 7s

per lb , 4(Z. to 5<t.

WINTER VETCHES and WINTER OATS as soon as harvested.

PERMANENT PASTTTRE GRASSES AND CLOVERS.

EW CRIMf^ONI. PURPLE. AND WH
These new ranefles, introduced Jy ftsfrom China, are perfectlv hardy, and if sown in August or Septemler

^^ill yield a tupply of deliciousflavour {equal to Spring Radishes) throughout the tvinter, in the open ground.

^' €A. and la. per packet.

CALCEOLARIA and CINERARL\ in pacl^ets of 2.*. 6J. to Is., saved from one of the finest collections in

Europe, and Seeds for exportation to all parts of the world.

Royal South Hants Seed EstaWisliinent, Soutliaaipton.

NEW TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM SEED.

EOVAL

Bkrks

Seed

" Establishment.

SUTTON AND SONS can now supply new seed of the
Italian Crimson Clover (Trifolium incamatum), which

should be sown as early as coaveuient. Present price 4i(t per
lb., or cheaper by the cwt. Also New Italiaa Rye Grass seed
for Early Spring Feed,

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
THi-BKiiiY Aii.Mi.f q< HorticuituraKFloral Committee)lacBUDAi, August 9^ atSt.Martm'Bi-lace Noon

r

i

Lettees from correspondents all over the
country furnisk abundant proofs that in this sea-
son many kinds of crops are not bucceediug well.
Grapes rot ; seeds will not grow ; Gourds cast
their fruit; Cucun.bers gum and curl up; the
earlier flowers of Tomatoes, which usually yield
the best, drop off without setting ; Frenth Beans
make but little progress, and show a yellow sickly
foliage; the more tender Strawberries set imper-
fectly ; Peach and Nectarine trees in many in-
stances died after blossoming, and the survivors
seem inclined to follow them. Trees that never
before dropped their fruit have done so almost
entirely. To crown all Grapes are shanking. Ills

like these can only be owing to the condition of
the soil as regards temperature, or to that of the
atmosphere, or to both combined. The Vine no
doubt is liable to be affected under conditions
wholly unconnected with the soil ; but it more fre-
quently than otherwise is found that when every
precaution has been taktn inside a house to secure
a healthy growth, failure nevertheless occurs from
without. The beat managed Vinery in the world
will do nothing when the soil for the roots is
cooled down too low.
Kot being on the spot it is impo«HbZe for us to

say with certaijitj' what ails the Grapes of wJiioii

English, "WeJsh, Scotch and Irish correspondents
complain. But we may point out some of the
causes which are likely to affect Vines injuriously^

especially iu a season like the present.

The Vine is naturally a very long-lived plant;
under favourable conditions it e:sists for hundreds
of years. Taking all things into consideration,

few exotic plants, if any, are more enduring under
vicissitudes of climate; and in addition the Vine
has too often to suffer great injuries from unskil-

ful pruning. It requires plenty of moisture whilst

growing, but it dislikes soil that ia at any time
saturated with water. A morass does not suit it.

We do not mean to say tliat it was ever planted in
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I natural one, yet artificial compositions h.ve been
j

Owing to this, and the Irosty air at nights, the

very
Under

could be

the principal character of frequently cooled almost down to freezing,

hined with humus. Instead \
uuthriving condition of such plants as are not

formed and placed m
nature of a morass

which is water combined tw^.L »i,^.^..^. — —
.

- ^ ^ . j. i -
i itr good turfy maiden loam the soil for Vine

j

hardy, is therefore not to be_wondered ut

"borders has been composed of rich humus er.rth

with a large proportion of m^.nnre, which ulti-

mately turns to humus. This ia verv like the_ 13 Tery

fiuhstance of a morass; one essential
_
element

only being wanting, namely, water. Dig a pit,

3 feet deep, and throw such a composition into

it. "Water will naturally find its way into

the hole, and then we have a very tolerable

imitation of a morass. In the tame compo-

sition freed from staj^nant moisture the roots of

Yines would exist, if it had been raised, for

instance, aboye the general level of the surround-

ing surface ; but when sunk below this the roots

perish. Vines will thrive in almost any soil if

it be raised iu form of a terrace, and by so doing

much expense in making Vine borders might be

saved, with more successful results than is

obtained by the excavating system. Some may

Tir^e that although their horders axe deep, yet tVy
hi^e drainage still deeper, and therefore saturation

cannot take place. This may be true ; but if

water do not lodge, cold air will do so more than m
a terrace. It might not, however, he possible to

jaise a border in front of Yineries already erected.

But somethino: like an area could he formed in

many cases, like that round dwelling houses, and

it should be quite as low as the bottom of the

border. Into this aroa the cold air, owing to its

greater density, would descend from amongst the

particles of soil in the terrace, and would be

replaced by warmer. The adoption of the terrace

principle will doubtless become general, and it will

tend greatly to diminish the numerous complaints

about the shanking and shrivelling of Grapes.

Yines, however, may be well conditioned at the

root and yet rendered weak by unskilful pruning,

performed in ignorance of the functions of the

leaves. On these not only the formati -n of wood,

but even that of roota depend. A Yine may pro-

duce a good crop of fruit with rather a limited

amount of foliage for one season, but it will be

weakened in consequence, for the growth of fresh

roots will he prevented in proportion to the

undue privation of foliage. Sometimes Grapes

are sour, and this may be owing to the foliage

"being removed in ordtr that the Grapes may be

better exposed to the light. ^Vc have seen Goose-

berry bushes entirely stripped of their foliage by

caterpillars; flie fruit was large; but although

exposed to the sun's rays withtMit being shaded by

a single leaf, it never ripened, and the berries

were as sour as vinegar. The same thing occurs if a

Yine is entirely deprived of its foliage, which is

therefore essential to the ripening of the fruit.

Success or the contrary depends on its healthy or

uniiealthy state. Its extent sb.ould be encouraged

U far as it can be properly exposed to light ; and
on the extent of healthy foliage in one year, the

crop of the next greatly depends.

It will however be found that during the present

uncongenial season the Yine has been suffering, in

common with other plants, from a circumstance to

which it is impossible to draw attention too

frequently : we mean the temperature of the soil.

Look for an instant at the following comparison :

—

TntPEiUTURE OF THE SoiL AT 1 FOOT DEEP iX

such" circumstances no exotic seeds

expected to germinate freely, if at all.

With regard to the unfavourable state of some

kinds of fruit trees, the cause must be traced from

last summer. In July 1S59 the temperature of

the ground at 1 foot deep was between 69^ and 70^,

a hot bed; and in the middle of October it was

still quite as wr.rra as it is at the present time.

Previous to September growth was checked from

dryness ; but in that month abundance of ram

fell ; roots were then in moist bottom-heat, the

weather continued warm, and vegetation^ com-

menced a rapid growth. But whilst it was in this

remarkably excited state, the thermometer fell on

the 21st of October to 23% and to 2V on the 22d ;

but the night of the 23d was most fatal, the tem-

perature being then 35° below freezing, whilst the

instrument cut .off from the influence of heat

from the earth indicated aslow as 21° below freezing.

In consequence of this sudden check of vigorous

growth the constitutions of many trees were seri-

ously injured. Hundreds of young Apricot trees

in the open quarters died in the course of last

spring from this cause, although such withstood

21° of greater cold in 183S ; but that occurred in

January, when the plants were in a condition of

rest and not liable to be affected. From this it is

evident that the effects of low temperature on

plants depend not so much on the actual degree of

cold as on the disparity between that aad the

degree of heat in which the plants are growing at

the time. Beyond the sudden destruction of the

foliage, the effects of the frost in last October on

the Apricot, Peach, &e., were not apparent at the

time ; and it was only when vegetation recom-

menced in spring that the weakened constitution

of these trees became evident. The weather up
to the present time has been ungenial for their

recovery. Notwithstanding the. lateness of the

spring and consequent retardation of growth till it

might have been supposed it could proceed without

interruption, still, after growth commenced, frosty

nights frequently occurred to give repeated checks

to the struggling vegetation; and it ia ouly

by careful attention to summer pruning and
training that we can hope to restore the vigour

of the trees. If warm weather should set in, and
especially warm nights, a healthier foliage will be

produced ; but then great care must be taken of it.

If strong shoots are likely to be produced in some
parts of the trees, they must not be allowed to

monopolise nearly all the sap of the trees, then be

designated robbers and destroyed. "VYhy allow the

sap to take such a course when there are ways
and means of distributing it equally, or nearly so,

among the branches that have to bear the fruit in

the following season ? If this is done the trees

may be reinvigorated ; but treated otherwise they

might as well have p3rished at once from the

causes we have endeavoured to point out.

thermometer marks 40'=*. It is only excessive cold
that seriously affects men who are natives of the
tropics ; anything less acts but locally, producin'*

frost-bites and similar injuries,^ In plants a small
matter will rapidly cause local injury . Water—a drop
perhaps—falls on a tender leaf, and rapidly evapo-
rates in the highly heated atmosphere of a plant

stove. Cold is immediately produced at the spot

where water rested ; then dies the tissue acted on; or

perhaps the vital fluid of the plant, more sensitive

than the skin, receives a serious shock ; its action

is paralysed, and although death may not ensue at

the time, all the functions of the plant become
torpid, with the inevitable accompaniment of

ruined health, if death itself does not ensue. Ask
Yines rapidly forced early in a damp house, if

this is so. Their leaves may furnish a reply. If

blotches disfigure them, they are the mute witnesses

of what the gardener has done.

Such a matter as this is for all to think upon.

The facts are indisputable. Is the inference

wrong ? Let gardeners j udge.

We have before us a very singular

Monster of a Carnation raised by Mr. Wilmah
Clark, in which the place of the ovary is occupied

by a second flower, complete. As the sender says,

there is a pod within a pod. In this instance the

accessory flower is no lateral or axillary produc-

tion, but a direct termination of the axis. The

stamens are much increased in number, and are

all in the form of deformed and distorted petals

bearing pollen cells on their margin, and, strange

to say, one of the lobes of the calyx of the inner

flower bears a long filament below its point on the

outside ! I We remember no similar case. There

was however no change in the pistil, all the parts

of which were normal.
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From this it appears that the ground has been
much colder than last year, except in May, when
we had a heavy fall of rain from the south-west.

But newly raised plants in the open ground, or

ofliers having their roofs near the surKice, must
have hnd them often affected by a much greater

degree of cold than that indicated at a foot deep, for

,in May the temperature on 16 nights was below
40*; on five nights it was at or below freezing;

and on the 9th it was as low as 27*. In June
the temperature at night was frequently below
40* ; on the 14th it was 34*. Even so lately as

the 25th of July it was also 34* ; the radiating

thermometer at the same time indicating 2* below
freezing, a most unusual occurrence in the dog-
days.
heating storms ; on the contrary it has been
for the most part associated with violent currents
.of. cold air, so that the ground has been saturated
with moisture from newly melted hail and sleet.

Rain did not fall in gentle showers or heat-

" Not a drop of water shopld be allowed
TO TOUCH THE FOLIAGE." So says ** J. W. L." in

another column, teaching the way of keeping
Begonia grandis in tine condition. Excellent

advice, seldom given, more seldom taken. Appli-

cable to hundreds of plants with the soft skin and
plump but tender organisation of a Begonia. Did
the reader ever place a drop of ether on his hand
in a bright warm sun ? If he has done so let him
call to mind the sharp cold that attended the expe-
riment, A bit of ictJ \vould not have been more

I sensibly felt. The cold that struck him was owing
to the rapid evaporation of the spirit ; but he dis-

regarded it, partly because there was so little of it,

and partly because the skin of his hand has no
great sensibility. Had he plunged the whole arm
in ether under a hot sun he would not have for-

gotten the efi'ect.

But the skin of plants like Begonias is very
thin, and very sensitive. Small differences in

temperature affect it greatly. Whether this is

owing to the low vitality of vegetable bodies, or to

their excessive excitability, or to any other unsus-

pected cause, the fact remains unquestionable.

Animals of high organisation are indifferent to a

reduction of temperature that kills a plant. A
negro fresh from the Gold Coast is no great

sufferer in a frosty day ; Lascars, as we see, lie on
the London pavements and in the London Docks in

mid-winter, looking for charity, and little harm
comes of it. But the Palm tree of hia native

country which yields the oil that lubricates his

greasy skin is in the throes of death when the

SOUND AND UNSOUND TIMBER.

In a leading article of the 14th inst., the various

experiments which have been made for the preservation

of timber are clearly brought under review, and the

evidence appears to be there impartially deduced from

the fticts stated. "Wlien this is summed up, it seems,

however, that very little real advantage is likely to be

derived from the adoption of any of the preventives

hitherto employed in this important affair. Some are

too expensive and impracticable on a large scale; others

are of doubtful efBcacy; whilst some prove injurious

after a few years ; and none of them, it may be safely

affirmed, can render bad timber equal to that which h

iu every respect sound and well-conditioned.

It is, however, in many cases a difficult matter to

know good timber from bad, judging from appearance.

It is so in one of the most important, that of ship-

timber. In this, it is true, the discovery is frequently

nuide after a brief period, little more than sufficient to

admit of the timber being worked into the vessel, but

then too late. Hence we must conclude that its defects

may escape previous detection although inspected by

the most experienced eye. Probably, by means^ of

powerful microscopic observations and chemical

analyses it may yet be found quite possible and usefully

practical to detect differences between good and bad

timber, which the naked eye fails to do.

There is one circumstance, which, as regards Oak

timber, appears to me of greater importance than any

other, I would even say than all others put together,

and that is the period of the season in which the trees

are felled. Let there be two Oak trees of the same age

and magnitude, and both fairly grown under the same

circumstances. Let one of them be felled in autumn,

and the other when the bark runs easily in spring.

When squared and seasoned both may appear equally

sound ; hut without seeing either in this state I should

without hesitation pronounce the autumn-felled timber

good, and the spring-felled comparatively bad, especially

for ship-building purposes. I venture to make this asser-

tiou from the results of experiments which I have had an

opportunity of making with several kinds of wood, nat

indeed with Oak, but with other kinds in which tbe

analogy of the Oak as regards the destructive etfecta ot

spring felling is but too well confirraed.

In order to ascertain the relative effects of autatnn

and spring felling, I had a limb cut off a Pear tree m
autumn, when the bark was firmly set ; and another

rfmilar limb from the same tree in spring, when the 88^

was flowing abundantly, and the bark could be

easily peeled off. By exposure to the air *"^

spring-cut portion soon became as dry as *'^j*^

which had been cut several months previously. B^ta

pieces were then placed on the rubbish ^o^*^^

by the rotten twigs of faggot wood, and covered

with a quantity of the latter. These circumstances

were peculiarly favourable for inducing decay. IxiVfiO

years the spring cut portion had less tenacity than a

loaf of bread, and could easily be crumbled to dust
;
tae

autumn cut was a little discoloured in consequence oj

the bud situation in which it was placed, but it stiu

retained its integrity of fibre, and when dried prov^a

hard and strong; and although a conaiderable V^^^°

it conld onlv be termed sap-wood, yet that was also

hard. In the spriug-telled portion both heart and sa^
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wood were equally rotten and worm eateit. Occa-

fiioiially under less trying circumstances, the sap-wood

only of spring-felled timber exhibits symptoms of decay,

whilst the heart appears sound ; but in the latter there

is still the latent disposition ready to manifest itself

when the timber is placed in a, situation favourable for

the absorption of moisture. The sap-wood of many
kinds of trees, when they are felled in autumn,

becomes extremely hard; and iu some cases, where
toughness is required, it is even superior to heart-wood

;

but all depends on the season. "Few persons at all

conversant with timber are ignorant that the alburnum
or sap-wood of trees which are felled in the autumn or

winter, is much superior to that of other trees of the

same species which are suffered to stand till the spring

or summer ; it is at once more firm and tenacious in

its texture, and more durable."—*' Knight's Papers on
Vegetable Pliysiology," p. 110.

At whatever period of the year a healthy tree is cut,

whether in mitumn or in spring, it is always found to
be what is termed full of sap. It cannot, therefore, be
the quantity but the quality of the sap at the respective
seasons which occasions the diff'erence in the timber.
Whe!i vegetation becomes active in spring, the sap
acquires a saccharine principle, which renders it fit for

the nourishment of the young buds, if the tree be left

standing ; but when the tree is cut down this saccha-

rine matter affords a ready element of fermentation,

putrefaction, and decay. We have the authority

of Mr. Knight in proof of the change which
takes place in the nature of the sap iu

spring :—" It appears probable," says that great
physiologist, *' that the true sap undergoes a consider-

able change on its mixture with the ascending aqueous
sap ; for this fiuid in the Sycamore has been proved to

bffliome more sensibly sweet in its progress from the
roots in the spring, and the liquid which flows from the
wounded baric of the same tree is also sweet ; but I have
never been able to detect the slightest degree of sweet-,
ness in the Sycamore wood in winter."

When the sap is in full flow in spring before the
leaves expand, it is exceedingly apt to go into a state of
putrefaction if suddenly checked. Vigorous trees that
had withstood very severe frosts in winter have been
completely killed by a sudden frost just before the buds
were ready to burst, and after some unusually hot
weather for the period of the season. Everywhere under
the bark, from the extremities of the branches to the
roots, the natural colour was changed to brown by the
arrested sap, which on the bark being stripped emitted
& sour putrid smell. Such also is the case in many
instances vvhen a portion of a limb is cut off late in
spring; by the consequent interruption to the flow of
sap the latter becomes putrid and kills the inner bark
for a considerable distance below the wound, and a
dead stump is the result of the untimely amputation.
But the effect is not confined to the portion actually

|

killed, for it may be traced from the branch down the
trunk to the roots, the wood being discoloured where the
vessels are more immediately connected with the root
and amputated branch. Often, however, more than dis-
colouration is produced, for along the trunk a portion
having a sectional area fully equal to that of the branch
becomes dead. Occasionally this portioA is overgrown
with fresh wood, within which the dead part decays,
and ultimately leaves a cavity containing only the
humus of what was once sound wood.
From what has been stated it will, I think, be ad-

mitted that in spring the sap of timber trees is in a
condition to enter readily into a state of fermentation
or putrefaction, and that it then acts very injuriousty
on the woody fibre is evident from the facts adduced.
How it does so I cannot pretend to say. Its action on
woody fibre is perhaps somewhat analogous to that of
yeast on flour. In fact, between the elements of the
latter and those of woody fibre there is chemically but
little difference.

It may be urged that sap, however objectionable
its presence is, may be completely got rid of by good
seasoning; and although it pervades the tree throughout,
yet the timber can he entirely deprived of moisture.
This is perfectly true as regards the watery portion of
the sap, but it by no means follows that a portion of
other substance contained in the sap may not remain
in an inspissated state in the tissues, ready to become
soluble on the first accession of moisture, and to
recommence its injurious action on the substance of the
wood—just as yeast may be dried in cakes and kept for
any^length of time till moistened for use.
Cuder favourable circumstances spring-felled timbermay remain for a long period without exhibiting any

symptoms of deciiy, and thus doubts may arise as to its
inienority compared with that which is autumn felled.

L«?n "**^* i'owever, be inclined to give even the
wmujance of a doubt in its favour, especially in the^01 Oak timher for ship-building. Kvidence ought

T ,
oe received with extreme caution. For example,

trt^^ 1 T*^
^^ *^ »'*! ^^"^ which was taken down

^Itl pi f^""""^
^^''^'"-^^ hundred years. Tlie timbers

thJrJ '^^"^^ ^^' ^'^^^^ ^"« exception, and we may
dro^TP P'*-*^""'e that they were spring-felled. Yet the

inf^.1 ""^ ^^'^*^ ^^^-^^g ^« ^«"g ^iglit be adduced

n TT I
5P^i"S-felIing- They were, however, all

abovfl^i 1
^*^^*^'*y*''^ ^^^^^» ^^^^ ^^'^ o"« exception

wT!n*; ^*^ ^°> *"'^ ^^^^ t^>^^*^^ ^^^ the bark ont and

*mbert T''^ ^^ ^'""^ considered by a good judge ofiimoer to have been felled in autumn or winter when

the bark would not run; and hence after centuries, and
after the decay of the others, its sound condition.

Miller, in his "Gardeners' Dictionary," 8th edition,

1768, the last which he himself wrote, has some very
judicious remarks under the. head of Quereus ; and as

they may prove interesting to many who have not an
opportunity of perusing that scarce edition, the follow-

ing extract will perhaps be acceptable :

—

"Before I quit this subject I must beg leave to take
notice of another great evil, which is of so much con

gills are ventricose, ascending, attached to the stem
and of a blackish grey colour, mottled with the dark
nearly black spores. The border of the pileus when
young has white fragments of the veil adhering
to it, which are often perforated in the centre, so that
the whole looks like a little lace-edging to the pileus.
It is distinguished from A., Jtmipuiris, \\'\nch it closely
resembles by its pniinose not smooth stem, and the
absence of any viscid coating on the pileus

This species belongs to the division Coprinarii, dis-
sequence to the public as to deserve their utmost atten- tinguished by the deep hue of the spores, in which
tion, which is that of cutting down the Oaks in the
spring of the year at the time when the sap is flowing.

•This is done for the sake of the bark, which will then
easily peel off; aud for the sake of this I think there is

a law whereby people are obliged to cut down their

timber at this season. But by so doing the timber is

not half 80 durable as that which is fallen in the
winter, so that those ships which have been built of this

spring-cut timber have decayed more in seven or eight

years than others which were built with timber cut in

winter have done in 20 or 30, And this our neighbours
the French have experienced, and therefore have wisely

ordered that the bark should be taken off the trees
standiug at the proper time, but the trees are left till

the next, and sometimes until the second winter, before
they are cut down; and the timber of these are found
to be more durable and better for use than that of

any trees which have not been peeled."

I may remark that when the above was wi'itten by
Miller, the celebrated Duhamel, probably the best
vegetable physiologist of the period, was luspecteur
General de la Marine; and perhaps to this (jircumstance
is to be attributed the superiority of the French ships of
war as regards duration, compared with English ships.

Cepurus.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXIV.
Ag-atiictjs EETiEuais, Batscli.—Few species are more

common than this in rich pastures amongst the Grass
itself, or on dung. At a distance it is a very un-
attractive species, though few will better repay an
attentive examination.

The pileus when young varies from subglobose to
ovate, and when expanded is sometimes hemispherical,
but more frequently campanulate, and of a pallid

cinereous hue. The surface varies greatly in the same
group. Sometimes it is perfectly smooth and shinhig
and minutely cracked into litLle rectangular patches,

but never positively viscid ; sometimes on tlie contrary
it is netted with minute pits or wrinkles, visible to the
naked eye, and very beautiful when examined under
the lens, and in this condition alone it answers to its

name. The stem is hollow, rufous within, between
rufous and cinereous or purplish without and minutely

particular the species which it comprises resemble
the Coprini, differing from them principally in not
having the gills deliquescent, and in the barren cells, or
as they are often called antheridia, though without
sufiicieut cause, not being so largely developed-

A. retirugis resembles very closely A* corrugis iu

external appearance, but that species has diflerently

coloured spores. It is frequently gathered by the
persons who supply the ketchup dealers under the
name of Champignons; but it has no other merit than
that of producing a dark brown fluid which may be
mixed off with more genuine ketchup. It is sometimes
stewed with other species, but whether accidents ever
arise from its use wc have had no means of ascertaining.

This and some other allied species are very apt to
come up in Mushroom beds, especially those which are
made without artificial spawn. If so they should be
carefully removed as soon as they appear, and by no
means be allowed to shed their spores, which are pro-
bably very rapid in their development, and may prove
a troublesome weed in the Mushroom bed.

^
In a damp cold season like the present, with little

direct sun-light, it is very probable that in many
small gardens where everything is trusted to the
manure of which the hot-bed was originally made
without any fresh linings, many Melons, and the
more tender Cucumbers, may have faded. In this

case it is a good plan to inoculate the bed with a little

good nursery spawn, and there is great probability, if

the bed is neitlier too dry nor drowned witli moisture,

that tliere will be a useful crop of Mushrooms during
September and October, which will amply repay the
loss of the Cucumbers and Melons. M. J. B,

Agaeicus RETiRrGiS. From an original drawing.

pruinose througli Its whole length. It la tall aud rather

slender, but tolerably firm and nearly equal except at

the very base, where it is often slightly thickened. The

FLOWER CRICKETS.
jDr. Asa Fitch tlius describes the habits of a siusular cricket
which lives among flowers aud not on tho ground.

Although we believe unknown m tliis country the curious

account of its hftbits given in the third annual report (rf our
learued frieivl utjon tho noxious insects found in the State ol

New York cannot fail to be read with interest.]

The genus CEeanthus, to which this insect pertains»

was founded by"^crvdle upon a species common in the

south of Europe, named pellucens by Scopol'i, for spe-

cimens of which, with many other Euroj)ean Ortho-

ptera, I am indebted to M. Brisout de^Uarneville. Con-
generic with this European insect we have three species

in the United States, which are but little known,
although they were named and described by Degeer
nearly a century af^o, and two of them are so common
in the State of New York that their song is often

heard uppn the Vines and bushes in our yards, night

after night, through the latter part of summer.

In their habits they differ remarkably from other

crickets. The observation of Latreille that they dwell

upon plants and are pleased with flowers, appbes with

considerable exactness to our American species, which
may be met with in autumn quite common upon the

flowers of the Golden Rod (Solidago), and in August I

have noticed then: on Rose bushes, several individuals

being sometimes seen on one bush. It was from this

statement of Latreille that Serville gave the generic

name (Ecanthus to these insects, this name being formed
from two Greek words, implying "I dwell in flowers."

But any situation where the foliage is dense, furnishing

them a cool shady hiding-place, appear to be what they

particularly desire, as they occur quite frequently on
Grape Vines, on ^'oung Oaks and other bushes, where
no flowers are near them. All other crickets it will be
recollected reside upon the ground, in holes under
atones, and similar situations. And it bsa been noticed

of these insects and their kiudred, that a peculiarity in

the structure of their feet appeared to be essential to

adapt them for the situations iu which they reside—the

cat^dids and other insects which dwell upon shrubbery

having soft flat cushion-like soles to their feet, to enable

them to cling to the stalks and loaves of plants, whilst

in the crickets and other insects which reside upon tJie

ground no such structure esista {V tvvood, Introd.

i., 441.) Thefloivercriokotai, however, nppear to present

an exception to this rule. They always reside upon
plants, elevated from the ground, and yet the uudL-r

sides of their feet are simple and merely covered

densely with bristles, like those of other crickets. But
perliaps this is no just exception to the rule stated.

Though they dwell on plants, they do not travel about

upon them, but remuin stationary, each one In his own
chosen abode, day after day. So I infer, from having

noticed the song of one of these insects proceeding

from the same spot upon a mass of Vines or upon a

particular limb of a tree, upon each evening for a

number of nights in succ._-/.on. And it is quite pro-

bable therefore that the simple structure of their foot

incapacitates them for clinging and leaping about from

one ie.if to another.

In the southern part of our State the song of the
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flower cricket begins to he heard as early as the Ist of

August, but it is a week later before it commeucea in

thu vicinity of Albany, and later still in the more

nortbein parts of the State. Perched among the thick

foliage of a Grape Vine or other shrubbery, some feet

Tip from the ground, and as already stated, remaining

in the same spot day after day, its song begins soon

after sunset and before the diiskiness of twilight

arrives. It is distinctly heard at a distance of several

xods, and the songster is always farther off than it is

supposed. Tliough dozens of other crickets and caty-

dids are shrilling on every aide at the same time, the

peculiar note of this cricket is at once distinguished

from all the rest, consisting of repetitions of a single

•syllable, slowly uttered, iti a monotonons melancholy

tone, with a slight pause between. The children

regard this cricket as no votary of the temperance

cause ; tbey understand its song to consist of the words

treat— treat—treat—treat, which words, slowly uttered,

.do so closely resemble its notes that tliey will at once

.recall them to the recollection of almost every reader.

And this song is thus contiuued without the slightest

variation and without any cessation, I think, the whole

night through. I however have sometimes heard it at

the first ommencement of its evening serenade utter-

ing three ByUables resembling the words treat, treaty

two ; treat, treat, two—as though the songster was
supplicating a libation for his voiceless female mate as

well as himself—a longer pause following each third

note. This prelude is properly performed in limbering

•r otherwise adjusting his organs, preparatory to per-

formintr the regular carol, which is struck into in a few

moments.

greased. On examining it therefore with a magnify- able. The former is sickly and about as fragrant
ing glass in a strong light, an appearance like that of

very fine transverse lines may be discovered. And on

being placed in a microscope the real structure of this

part may plainly be seen. What at first appeared like

fine transverse lines is found to be a regular row of little

flat cogs or teeth, resembling the front teeth of man,

but rather more broad than high and slightly narrowed

into a neck at their bases. They are inserted at short

distances apart, somewhat as the nails of the fingers

appear when the end of one finger is placed upon the

top of anotlier in a row. It is but a short portion of

the most projecting part of the vein that is occupied by

these teeth—little more than the 20th of an inch in

length; and in that short distance 21 teeth are inserted,

with intervals between which are more than double the

length of the teeth. The teeth do not stand perpen-

dicular to the surface, but incline towards the inner

margin of the wing cover, and that portion of the vein

which is studded with them is about the 10th of an

incli from the inner edge. We shall now be able to

understand the cause of the several peculiarities in the

stridtiTation of this insect. It will readily be perceived

that its fiddle-bow being drawn against the edge of the

opposite wing cover, and the teeth with which It is fur-

nished grating thereon will cause such a jar in the sash

or frame work of both wing covers as will impart a

brisk vibration to all the little tabrets or membraneous
cells which are placed in this frame work. And the

old Cabbage stump
;
the latter is most agreeable ^^

delicious—yes it is most sweet. Manv of the vallevq i

the South of Adelaide every year as the season f
blossoming returns are redolent with the exou >
fragrance. This fragrance is, however, entirely in'!)
blossoms, for the wood and leaves are scentless
The Wattle or Fragrant Acacia has been (ip=f^„ ,

in nearly all the settled districts for the sake of m
bark. That it might be profitably cultivated is bcvrn^
a doubt. 1st. It yields gall berries of great utilit

'

many branches of commerce. 2d. A most valuahl'^
perfume. 3d. A gum similar to gum Arabic 4a
The bark is much valued by the tanner. 5th It ml
be cultivated on land which also could be used r

^

pasturage. 6th. The seed might be turned to
account. The seed is in pods similar to Peas. Cock^?"'^^
are very fond of them. I noticed flocks of the beau^tiM
rose-breasted cockatoos feeding ofi" the seeds of J)
Raspberry Jam Acacia in Central Australia and l-J

white cockatoos in South Australia used to' com •

great numbers as regular as the season uudeorD-PfW^
selves with the seeds of the Gum Wattle 1 u dT'
vary my dinner which from there being uo fresh n:eat
to be had was chiefiy of salt pork, with a roast of thesp
fellows, but I cannot say much in their favour e^'en
with the recommendation of an Australian appetite
The gum of the Fragant Acacia is used as an article

^ .. .
of food by the Aborigines. I have used it myself and

shrillness of the note of this insect is due to the extreme advised its use by others when hard pressed, and found
ons it extromely^nutritious^. It reciuires some 'little cook-

dulatton is produced. In the crlckel, however, the
hiud legs are much shorter, and here we find that It is

not by them hut by raising its wing covers slightly so

as to rub the under surface of one of them against

the inner edge of the other that its song is caused. As
the fiower crickets have long slender hind legs similar

to those of the catydids, we might suspect their note to
be produced in the same manner. We however find

that in this as in so many other points they are related
to the crickets. And when we come to examine their
wing covers, we are able to discover the very curious
apparatu-s by which their stridulation is produced; and
we find a peculiarity in its structure which at once
exphins why it is that the song of this insect consists
of n sinj^le note always followed by a full pause or total
CCMfttiuu of the sound, instead of being coutinous or
nearly wi nt U is In other crickets.

\n tbi* mn\e« Ibp wing covers :\r*' flat and placed
bori7/mtaUy upon the back, with tl\rlr outer third
turned ["Tpcndicularly downwards and covering the
•Wc5. Hu-y nro n-ry thin mid trarjaparent, Jik« clear

jt'i^''', and mny bf» comp.ircd to a win<lo\r, with the veins
like the miuh divUiiuff them into u number of panes or
coIJs of various sizes or shapes. The four largest of
time cells are placed iu the disc or middle part of the
wing, nud are divided from each other bv three straight
veiiia, crosNing the wing obliquely, thc"two hind ones
parallel Hitli each other, the forward meeting these at
a right angle and forming with them the likeness of a
very fnll-faced letter V impressed transversely. Thev
^thus resemble stout braces so placed in the wing as to i

keep the ribs and other longitudinal veins pressed
asunder, hereby putting on the stretch the delicate
membrane which forms the panes between the several
Toms. Thus each of these panes is like the head of a
little drum or tabor, and when played noon, all vibra-
ting at the samp instant produce the one shrill note
which this insect utters. And to augment the sound
till more, it may be observed that the membrane form-mg e:.ch one of these panes is not a simple smooth
«irtace, but is striated with nuuierous little elevated
lines.

thinuess of the membranes and the violent vibrations

into which they are thrown by the sharp grating which
these projecting teeth of the fiddle-bow with the little

intervals between them produce. As the teeth incline

inwards they act only when the wing covers are shutting

together; when they are opening apart no grating can
occur. It hence results from this peculiar mechanism
that as the wing covers are successively opened and
closed notes and intervals of about eqntd length are

j
alternately produced. The rowof teeth moreover being so

' short, they can causea vibration of only a moment's dura-
tion, and it is not In the power of the insect to produce a

continuous sound or a prolonged note. The reason of the
several diflbrences between the song of this and of the
common cricket, whose stridulation has been described
with so much exactness by M. Goureau (Annals Soc.
Ent. vol. vi., p. 34), are all readily explained by the
differences which we find in the structure of the win*
covers in these two insects. In the common crickets
both of Europe and of this country, the fiddle-bow
instead of projecting teeth is merely furnished with
elevated transverse ridges or ribs, and these occupy its

whole length. Hence its note is more prolonged and
far leas loud and shrill than that of the fiower cricket.
M. Goureau was able in the dead insect to so
move its wing covers whilst they were still pliant, as to
produce the same sound which it utters when alive;
and by merely scratching with a pin a similar
effect was obtained.

ing and bolting to get it down, for otherwise you mieht
get as hungry while eating as if eating Walnuts The
natives would eat 2 to 3 lbs. at a sitting.

The gum is the most valuable product considered as
an article of commerce. Some that I sent to Eneland
as a speculation realised 601. per ton and a portion 637
per ton. The bark realised 151. per ton. My agent'
however, advised me that those prices could not be
maintained. As the gum is four times the value of the
bark and is yielded annually,, while the bark can
only be obtained once (for the tree dies), it reminds one
of the fable of killing the goose. A party of men and
boys out " barking " would destroy a belt of Wattles a
mile in length in a week, and they make no distinctioa
as to whether they are growing on Crown or purchased
land so long as the owner is not located on it.

The gum is used by manufacturers to give an apparent
thickness and superior quality to their goods ; also by
confectioners and many others, A wholesale stay
maker told me that it cost him 150Z. per annum for

gum arable (which after all is chiefly obtained from
A frica) merely to thicken and finish ladies* stays. The
Australian savage eats the gum fresh and pure. Young
England consumes it as a varnish or polish on his ginger-
bread and buns. Louis Fiesse, Calcutta^ April 26.

It now remains for us to describe the curiously con-
structed instrument by which all these little tabrets are
excited mto vibration. Ou the inner margin of the
wing cover, at the anterior end of the V-like mark
above described, will be seen a small thickened or
caTlous-like spot from the fore part of which four veins
extend to the base of the wing. The inner or hind-
most one ofthese is the most thick and stout, and when
particaUrly inspected it is found to he in ^ovoral roapecta
different from all the reet of the vein;*. It first runs
straight inward?, almost truusversely. and then
abruptly tumini: extends with a curve to the base of tiie
wing, this curved portion ht»ing more slender. On the
upper or back side of the wing this vein is pre^^ed
strongly downwards, whereby a furrow is formed in the
surface above it. On the under side it stan<ls ont from
the surface in hold relief, forming an elevated ridge.
JNow it IS this prominent ridge which is applied to the
inner edge of the opposite wing cover, and as it runs
transversely it will at once be seen that when the winr-
covers are slightly spread apart and closed a^.iin. tlie
motion will draw this ridge up and down against the
edge to which it is applied, precisely like the b* w of a
Tiohn playing upon the strings. This vein may there-

1

fore appropriately be named the fiddle-bow, M.dourenu

in tw^ "r
""'^^

^"f
P^"',t'<^»l=»''b' described these parts

^P n^nriWrr'^''' ^i'r^^
^'•^•^» ^ itthecSrre-

no vibr5^^%ft'' "T\' '\?y^^^^*^y could produce

THE RASPBERRY JAM TREE,
OB STINXING AC4CrA (OP CENTEAL AND WESTERN

AUSTRALIA) AND THE GU>[ WATTLE OB FBA-
GRANT ACACIA OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

In my journey into Central Australia (startin<y from
Adelaide), I noticed a species of Acacia growing in the
dry stony beds of some of the creeks (lat. 31° South
and long. UV E<ist), the blossom of which yielded such
a putrescent odour that it has received the name of the
" stinking Acacia."
The leaves yielded no sensible smell when fresh, but

having cut down a few small branches and placed them
in the shade, I noticed that in 48 hours they gave ont
a strong unpleasant odour, something like rotten
Cabbage. I had some branches in my tent, in which
the temperature varied from 100'' to 110° Fahr., and as
at the same time the air was intensely dry it would
appear that the odour is not easily eliminated.
A singular contrast was, however, exliibited in the

wood, which, instead of partaking of the unpleasant
smell of the blossoms or the leaves, was a^^recablv
fragrant. ° ^

On my return to the settlements I found thit this
species of Acacia, though Tmkno^^^^ in South Australia
Melbourne, or N., S. Wales, was known in Western
Au-^tralia as the " Jlaspberry Jam Acacia," from some
supposed resemblance m the fragrance of the wood to
the otiour of that well-known preserve. Tlie wood has
obtained tlie colonial name of " Raspberrv Jam Wood,"
and the specimens from the Swan were" very superior
in fragrance to those from Central Australia. It is of
a dark colour, very similar in appearance to Rosewood
very heavy and sunk in water like a stone, and so bard
when dry as to turn the edge of a saw or chisel.
The odour is probably due to the presence nf a small

portion of oil as is the case with Sandal-wood, only not
30 recherche, and it remains yet to be seen if it can le
turned to profitable account by the perfumer. Let «s
suppose that essential oil of "Raspberry Jam Wood''
or some otiier extract could be obtained, it would not
be a particularly pleasant perfume, but that does not
militate against it, fi>r the same mav be said of musk,
ambergris, and many others when pu're.
The contrast between the odour of the blossom of the

Raspberry Jam Acacia and the blossom of the well-
known Gum Wattle (Acacia decurreas) 13 very remark-

Correspondence.
Mr. Mar7c7iam*s Expedition to Peru.—My attention

has been called to an article in your Paper of July 28,

containing various false statements respecting my
mission to Peru, to obtain plants of the quinine yielding

Cinchona trees for introduction into India. I shall not

notice the temper in which the article in question is

written, but merely beg that you will correct the

statements which are absolutely untrue. 1. Lord Ellen-

borough had nothing whatever to do with my appoint-

ment; nor has he probably ever heard either of me or

of the service on which I am employed. 2. A practical

gardener accompanied me on the expedition, not

because there whs any doubt as to my fitness; but to

assist ill establishing the plants in the Wardian cases,

and to act for me in the event of illness or accident.

3. It is false that I was on the way home on July 28,

having accomplished nothing beyond drawing a certain

amount of pay. On that day I arrived in Southampton
with a large supply of plants of the most valuable

species of Cinchona (Callsaya, var. a and ;3) in good con-

dition ; which \vill be forwarded to their destination in

India by the first steamer. 4. It is untrue that a

similar enterprise has been successfully undertaken by

the French Government. As to my *' incompetence,"
and to the affair being "discreditable," I trust yonr

readers will attach as little faith to such statements
as to those which I have already shown to be wholly
d^^voul of foundation. Clements Markham, Union Club,

Trafalgar Square, August 1. [We have also been
favoured with a copy of an official report made by Mr.
Markham to the India Board, which, in justice to that

gentleman, we slndl fullv notice next week ]MocJc Jiainboio and thunderstorm.—Ahout 5 o'clock
on the nv r.iing of the 28th of July, I observed in tbe
east « remarkable appearance in the sky, which I can-
not account for. Perhaps tho^e of your readers wlio

are in the habit of giving explanations respecting
natural phenomena may throw some light on the sub-
ject. Wbat T saw looked as if part of a primary rain-

bow, as far as the colouring was concerned, had been
placed in a perpendicular manner among the clouds,

not opposite tiie sun like the rainbow, but about the

same altitude and in the same easterly direction a.'? the

sun. How long it had appeared before I saw it I cannot
tell, but it rcinained for some time after I saw it-

During the early part of the day the weather was still

and Warm ; about half-past 12 a sudden change took

place in the east, the clouds were pouring down raiu

in such a manner that for a short time^part of the
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J^jippe.tred to be covered wltli extensive cascades

falling "pon the easterly parts of the Ochils, the

Vale of Devon, and the Saline
_

hills, and to

the observer who was standing high and dry it

had a beautiful appearance. About 3 o'clock in the

afternoon, in the same direction of the sky, another

change took place; there were thunder, rain, and

hail, the hailstones beings of large size, some of

them transparent, resembling ice ; it is reported that

in' some places considerable damage is done to the

leaves of Turnips and other plants having broad

foliage, A fragment of a rainbow is fi-equently seen,

and is looked upon by some persons as a kind of

weather-gauge ; those who have studied the rainbow,

the balos, parhelia, mirage, the colours of the atmo-

sphere, and coloured shadows, may be able to tell

whether the coloured appearance in the east on

the morning of the 28th of July had any connection

with the sudden and varied changes which took phice

in the atmosphere during the day. P, Mackenzie,

Plean, Stirling, mii
Glazing.—I have lately had occasion to repair and

enlarge niy greenhouse, and have substituted for the

old-fashioned description of roof one of squares of 32-oz;.

glass, measuring 2 feet by 3 feet, laying tiat at an incli-

nation of 21". Several of my friends tell me that it

runs great risk of breakage by hail and atmospheric

causes. Can any of your readers give an opinion as to

this, as from observation I notice the Crystal Palace and

many other modern glass houses present an angular

instead of a fiat surface to the atmosphere ? F., T/tetford.

[We don't think 32-oz. glass will break : but unless

very efficient ventilation is provided, such large squares

will be found productive of injury in another way!]

Education of Gardeners.—I did not anticipate when

this discussion began that it would have partaken of

a mercenary tone. That in my opinion should have

been avoided and the subject of education strictly

adhered to. I have always been a staunch advocate

for young gardeners subjecting themselves to a course

of examination in such branches of science as were

connected with gardening ; their acquitting themselves

well in these would entitle them to a certiricate of

competency. No one denies that industry combined

with perseverance independent of every other qualifi-

cation will enable a man to surmount difficulties and

possibly to obtain a first-class position ; but does it not

make a man more useful if his mind is carefully

furnished with the kind of information his daily avoca-

tion* require. Some affect to treat gardening litera-

ture with contempt, and sneer at those who may
happen now and then to contribute their mite of in-

formation. I have heard such men boast that they
never souglit assistance either from books or papers,
and yet they would eagerly read reports of flower
shows or descriptions of new plants in which they were
interested. By what means, let me ask, could we
acquire a knowledge of the past but by books ? We
should not only look upon our profession as a means of
subsistence, but also as one of enjoyment, and this is

only to be doire by making ourselves acquainted with
the causes which produce effects, and thus enable us to

assign a reason for performing even the simplest opera-

tion ; besides, as regards plants, a twofold delight would
be realised by possessing a knowledge not only of their

cultivation but of their structure and the geographical
position of the countries from which they came, the
means by which they were introduced, whether possess-

ing nutritious or medicinal qualities, or only grown for

ornamental purposes. To an intelligent mind such in-

formation would be a source of delightful contemplation.
It is for this that enterprising botanists cheerfully

undergo severe privations in travelling over wild plains,

ascending bleak hills, and wading through marshy
Valleys; they thus aid civilisation by contributing to

the mental and physical comforts of mankind. Let me
advise young gardeners if they wish to expand their

intellectual faculties not to murmur at their scanty

iflcome, as an excuse for not obtaining books, &c.,

but to deny themselves needless luxuiies, such as

Tobacco and the intoxicating draught; these
only tend to bewilder, and men would find at

the end of the year that the aggregate sum so

expended, if saved, would purchase m?ny useful and
Valuable books, which to the possessor would be
property, beside affording u fund of knowledge. It has
been stated by one of your correspondents that Sir
Joseph Paxton owes his present position to perseverance
and iuduatry; true, but if he had never added to his
gardening educutiou a knowledge of di-awing, it is^^e we should never have heard of the Crystal

fW*^'
5«thow many hundreds of gardeners overlook

an ^ f
^'^P'^'-tantbranch of their profession. To acquire

:*i!!. „_ I
*.^^"*^Qtance with anv science requires con-fitoMf 1 v^r- ^"^*' ^^^" any science requires con-

Btant and studious upplication-this the mind is capable

dntip. /T"*f*'^
"^'^''"g then fettered with domestic

woullb^tMV '^P?^^^>^'^lities of after life. If we

™l. ^"^bracethe opportunity afforded us when

In ?L !h ^%^T^ "^ °^^ ^^^°«rs i» af^er year..

iLtk.u;n Ik °^ ^^' .'^^^'*^^«« of ^n Educational

mntil ' .\^''
T^''^""

^^>'« by which we mightW i^ rf ^"r*^^S^' ^^ for iuLnce, circulating

wb^h^n. d
'
*?

"^/^^roscope might also be purchasedwmch would afford at intervals durine the winter

i^isten not tlien to those who wou d decrv snrh nur-8U1U ^ theoretical
; remember that al oL'n'l ideL">ajr he cl.«^d » theory in the first b^Cee, and

afterwards reduced to practice—be not dissatisfied with

your present condition, but let your motto be upwards

and onwards. John F. M'Elroy, Gr, to W. J. Lan-

caster, Esq., Stamford Hill.

Begonia graridis.— Ot the many fine varieties of this

genus which of late years have become common in our

stoves I consider this the most aptly named. Trne,

some may excel it in delicacy of tracing, such as B.

Thwaitesii, B. Marshallii, and others, some in their noble

bunches of rosy bloom at a dull season of the year; and

many favourites might be mentioned, each with a dis-

tinctive peculiarity demanding attention; but grandis

is certainly the finest I have ever grown, and we are

much indebted to Messrs. RoUisson for sending out such

a good addition to ornamental-foliaged plants. To do

it justice in its cultivation I find that it requires

plenty of heat, moisture, pot room, and head room,

careful shading, and not a drop of water should he

allotced to touch tJte foliage. It delights in a rich

porous soil, enricljed occasionally with weak manure

water. This fine variety is of quick growth; the

leaves are very large and showy, and if when in perfec-

tion the plant is so placed that the afternoon sun can

play through and amongst the young half-grown foliage,

the effect is at once as novel as it is striking, almost

rivalling the rich tints of a glorious sunset. It should

form a conspicuous feature in every good collection.

J, W. L.
ShamrocJc.—W\t\\ reference to the discussion as to

what is Shamrock. I would call the notice of your

correspondents to the following extracts from ** Wade*s

Catalogus ftystematicus plantarura indigenarum in

comitatu Dublinensi inventarum," Dublin, 1794,

p. 123:—"Oxalis acetosella: Anglis, common Wood
Sorrel, *fcc. ; Hibernis Seamsog, Samha fearna. Inveni

in sylvis, et ad arborum radices, Luttrellstown, Santry,

Phoenix Park, et alibi ; et in ericetis umbrosis passim."

P, 201:—"Trifolium repens: AngUs, creeping white

Trefoil, Butch Trefoil, &c., Hibernis, Seamair bhan,

Seamrog. Inveni in pratis et pascuis ubique." 1 will not

answer for Dr. Wade's correctness as a botanist or as a

scholar in Latin or Irish, but if he be correct in his

Irish, of which I am no judge, his evidence would be in

favour of Dutch Clover being Shamrock, though that is

not the Trefoil I have generally heard called by that

name. The word Shamrock does not appear in Dr.

Wade's book. The Wood Sorrel is as abundant in the

woods of the Co. Wexford (at the least of the northern

part of it) as the Dutch Clover is in the fields, and

inasmuch as when Irish was the vernacular of that

district the woods were more extensive than the fields,

the probability is that Wood Sorrel was the commoner

plant. W. X.
Spergula pilifera.—I cannot boast of any very exten-

sive acquaintance with this plant, " this little horticul-

tural wonder, this imitation of swan's-down in bright

and lasting verdure " (vide Mr. Hibberd's report,

p. 648) ; but in reply to his inquiries, I will give him
the result of my experience, such as it is. Having in

tlie early part of last year sown several pans of seed of

it in a cool frame, I was soon gratified by the production

of a quantity of heathy-looking plants, which I carefully

transplanted on a border of good mellow-working

garden soil ; in spite however of constant attention in

the way of watering and shading, these made very poor

progress, a fact which I attributed in a great measure

to the hot scorching weather which then prevailed.

Other seeds which I placed simply under the protection

of a hand-glass also grew up, soon tntangling themselves

so as to form a perfect web; of tluse I entertained

great hopes; thi^ little pet Wiis reuUy about

to oppose our venerable English Grass lawns

!

ave, and absolutely to supersede them, so some people

said. My employer now looked on smilingly, he having

first directed my attention to it, and being anxious fur

it to succeed. I cut it tenderly (early in August) into

small tufts, and planted them on a terrace in the shape

of a verge, where they had a considerable depth of good

soil. Tiieir progress there, although slow, appeared

satisfactory, as they well established themselves in the

way of roots, but on the approach of winter they began to

wear a sear and yellow aspect ; as spring advanced again

and genial weather arrived I certainly expected them to

resume their healthy verdure, but no ; onthecontrary they

began to produce myriads of insignificant white blossoms.

Now, if the plant is, as I naturally infer, liable to an

annual recurrence of these flowers, I say, that a

Grass lawn smothered with Daisies is for the time

being equally effective and ornamenlal. Ko doubt

there are sheltered nooks and corners where a more
vigorous habit might be induced as well as less

inclination to flower, and where a greener tinge might

be obtained throughout winter; but if its general

characteristics in open, sunny situations are the same

as here, with a good selection of fine Grasses it can

certainly bear no corflparison. Should it hereafter

he proved that I have done the plant hijustice,

I shall feel most happy to retract what I have said;

meanwhile, however (unlike Mr. Hibberd), I would say

let not ingenious inventors of lawnmowers feel discour-

aged for I anticipate, the dawn is far distant beyond

the horizon, when their valuable aid may be dispensed

with True the little lawn at Forest Hill is reported

to be all that could be desired, and I do not doubt the

correctness of the statement; but it must have been

produced with unusual care, and a similar result has not

attended other attempts to establish the plant. John

Couldrey, Frimley Rill, Paignton.

ociettes*

HOETlCTTXTtTRAL : Fruit Committee, July 31.—

A

seedling Strawberry called Frogmore Late Pine was

contributed on this occasion by Mr. Ingram ; it was

stated to be of a strong robust habit, to ripen at the

same time as the Elton, and to possess the good pro-

perty of remaining long in a bearing state; it was

awarded a First-class Certificate. From Sir. Cuthill came

Highland Mary, Richard the 2d, Prince of Wales, Black

Prince and Princess Koyal, all varieties of Strawben^

of which favourable mention has been made on previous

occasions; the?e were not sent for competition; but

merely as an example of what may be obtained off the

same soil year after year by means of skilful cul-

tivation. Mr. Culverwell, of Thorp Perrow, near

Uedale, sent a Seedling Strawberry named Sanspareil,

to which a First-class Certificate was awarded; it is of

medium size, fine shape, and of good flavour,

Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, again sent examples of

Ingram's Hardy Prolific Grape, a new black kind,

with a pleasant Jfuscat flavour, and favourably men-

tioned in our last report; it was awarded a First-

chiKs Certificate. From Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking,

came a beautiful bunch of Bucklaud Sweetwater

Grape, a variety which, when better known, cannot

fail to be a favourite; the bunch is of good size,

well shouldered and handsome, and the flavour good;

this variety is, however, as yet scarce—not more than

two specimens of it in a fruit-bearing state being at

present in the country, one at the Deepdene, near

Dorking, and the other in Messrs. Ivery's nursery.

Other subjects of exhibition consisted of Gooseberries,

Raspberries, and Cucumbers. Among the last were two

specimens of Turner's Favourite or Manchester Prize,

a useful variety, 23 inches or so in length, handsome

and well fiavoured ; these came from Mr. Turner of

Slough.

British Associatioj? iT Oxford.—Dr. CoUlug-

wood read a paper " On Recurrent Animal Form and its

Significance in Systematic Zoology."—The object of this

paper was to call attention to the frequent recurrence

of similar forms in widely-separated groups of the

animal kingdom; similarities, therefore, which were

unaccompanied by homologies of internal structure.

These analogies of form had greatly influenced the pro-

gress of classification, by attracting the attention of

systematisers, while as yet structm*al homologies were

imperfectly understood; and, as a consequence, many

groups of animals had been temporarily located in a fidse

position, such as bats and whales by the aucitnts, and

the Polyzoa and Forainiuifera in more modern times.

These resemblances in form were Illustrated generally

by the classes of Vertebrata. and more especially by the

various ordersofMammalia—the Invertebrataatfording,

however, raanv remarkable examples. Since no principle

of cradation of form would suflSciently account for these

analogies, the author had endeavoured to discover some

other explanation, and had come to the conclusion that

the fact of deviations from typical form being accom-

panied by modifications of typical habits, afforded the

desired clue. Examples of this were given, and the

principle educed, that agreement of habit and economy

in widelv.separated groups is accompanied by similarity

of form! This position was argued through simple

cases to the more complex, and the conclusion arrived

at that, where habits were known, the explanation

sufficed ; and it was only in the case of animals of low

organisation and obscure or unknown habits, that an^

serious difficulty arose in its application ; so that our

appreciation of the rationale of their similarity of form.

was in direct ratio to our knowledge of their habits.and

modes of life. In conclusion, by a comparison of the

Polyzoa with the Polyps, it was shown that the economy

of both was nearly identical, although they possessed.

scarcely anything in common except superficial

characters ; and this identity of habit was regarded as

the explanation of their remarkable similarity of form.
*'On the Intellectual DevelopmentofEurope, considered ^

with Reference to the Vewsof Mr. Darwin and others*

.

that the Progression of Organisms is determined by

Law,' by Prof. Draper, M.D., of New York.—The object

of this paper was to show that the advancement of man
in civilisation does not occur accidentally or in a

fortuitous manner, but is determined by immutable law,

The author introduced his subject by recalling proofs ot

the dominion of law in the three great Ijuea of the

manifestation of life. First, in the successive stages of

development of every individual, from the earliest

rudiment to maturity; secondly, in the numberless

organic forms now living contemporaneously with us»

and constituting the animal series; thirdly, in the

orderly appearance of that grand succession which m
the slow lapseof geological timehasemerged, constituting

the life of the Earth, showing therefrom not only the

evidences, but also proofs of the domiuion of lajy over

the world of life. la those three_ lines of life he

established that the general principle is, to differentiate

instinct from automatism, and tiien to differentiate

intelligence from instinct. In man himself three

distinct instrumental nervous mechanisms exist, and

three distinct modes of life are perceptible, tba

automatic, the instinctive, tlie intelligent They occur

in an epochal order, from lufaucy througli childhood to

the more perfect state. Sucli boldmg "-^ ^^^ ^^^good for tlte
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individual, it was tlien affirmed that it is physiologically

impossible to separate the individual from the race, and
that what holds good for the one holds good for the

other too ; and hence that man is the archetype of

society, and individual development the model of social

progress, and that both are under the control of

immutable law : that a parallel exists hotweeu individual

and national life in this, that the production, life, and
death of an organic particle in the person answers to

the production, life, and death of a person in the nation.

Turning from these purely physiological considerations

to historical proof, and selecting the only European
nation which thns far has offered a complete and com-
pleted intellectual life, Vrof Draper showed, that the

characteristics of Greek mental development answer
perfectly to those of individual life, presenting philoso-

phically five well-marked ages or periods,—the firefc

being closed by the opening of Kgypt to the Tonians;
the second, including the Ionian, Pytiiagorean, and
Eleatic philosophies, was ended by the criticisms of

the Sophists j the tiiird, embracing tlie Socratic and
Platonic philosophies, was ended by the doubts of the
Sceptics; the fourth, ushered in by the Sracedonian

expedition and adorned by the splendid achievements
of the Alexandrian school, dep:enerated into Neopla-
tonism and nnbeciUty in the fifth, to which the hand
of ILome put an end. ^rora the solutions of the four

graat problems of Gr^ek philosophy, given in each of

these five stages of its life, he showed that it is possible

to determine the law of the variation of Greelc

opinion, and to establish its analogy with that
of the variations of opinion in individual life.

Next, passing to the consideration of Europe
in the aggregate. Prof, Draper^ shovved that
it has already in part repeated these phases in its

intellectual life. Its first 2)eriod closes with the spread
of the power of Republican Rome, the second with the
foundation of Constantinople, the third with tlie

Turkish invasion of Europe : we are living in the
fourth. Detailed proofs of the correspondence of these
periods to those of Greek life, and through them to
those of individual life, arc given in a work now
printing on this subject, by the author, in America.
Having established this conclusion. Prof. Draper next
briefly alluded to many collateral problems or inquiries.
He showed that the advances of men are due to external
and not to interior influences, and that in this respect
a nation is like a seed, which can only develope when
the conditions are favourable, and then only in adefinite

characteristics of his mmd and intelligence. All expe-

riments had foiled to show any tendency in one animal
j

to assume the form of the other. In the great case of
|

the pigeons quoted by Mr. Darwin, he admitted that

no sooner were these animals set free than they

returned to their primitive type. Everywhere sterility

attended hybridism, as was seen in the closely allied

forms of the horse and the ass. Mr, Darwin's conclu-

sions were an hypothesis, raised most unphilosophically

to the dignity of a causal theory. He was glad to know
that the greatest names in science were opposed to this

theory, which he believed to be opposed to the interests

of science and humanity—Prof. Huxley defended Mr.

Darwin's theory from the charge of its being merely an

hypothesis. He said, it was an explanation of pheno-

mena in Natural History, as the undulating theory was

of the phenomena of light. No one objected to that

theory because an undulation of light had never been

arrested and measured. Darwin's theory was an expla-

nation of facts; and his book was full of new
facts, all bearing on his theoiy. Without asserting

that every part of the theory" had been confirmed,

he maintained that it was the best explanation

of the origin of species which had yet been offered.

With regard to the psychological distinction between
man and animals ; man himself was once a monad—

a

mere atom, and nobody could say at what moment in

the history of his development he became consciously

intelligent. The question was not so much one of a

transmutation or transition of species, as of the produc-

tion of forms which became permanent. Thus the short-

legged sheep of America were not produced griulually,

but originated in tlie birth of an original parent of the

whole stock, which had been kept up by a rigid system
of artificial selection.—Admiral Fitzroy regretted the

publication of Mr. Darwin's book, and denied Prof.

Huxley's statement, that it was a logical arrani:fement

of facts.—Dr. Beale pointed out some of the difficulties

with which the Darwinian theory had to deal, more
especially those vital tendencies of allied species which
seemed independent of all external agents. — Mr,
Lubbock expressed his willingness to accept the
Darwinian hypothesis in the absence of any better. He
would, however, express his conviction, that time was
not an essential element in these changes. Time alone
produced no change.—Dr. Hooker, behig called upon
by the President to state his views of the botanical
aspect of the question, observed, that the Bishop of
Oxford having asserted that all men of science were

way; that the time for psychical change corresponds |

hostile to Mr. Darwin's hypothesis—whereas be himself
with that for physical, and that a nation cannot advance

\

was favourable to it—he could not presume to address
i««A«* :i._ .„„!.__•. 1 ^L

^ . , . Ilig audience as a scientific authority. As, however,
he had been asked for his opinion, he would briefly give

except its material condition bo touched,—this havin^
been the case thrnnghout all Europe, as is manifested
by the diminution of the bine-eyed races thereof;
tl»t all

^
orgJuiisinH and even man are dependent

for their cbaractni-istics, oontinunnce. and life
on tho physical conditions under whicli thev live;
that the exiatingappiirenfc invariability presented hv the
world of organisation is tlio direct consequence of the
physical equilibrium, hut that if that should snffer
modification, in an instant the fanciful doctrine of the
immufa'jility of species would he brought to its proper
value. Tiie organic world appears to be in repose
because natural influences have reached an equilibrium.
A marble may remain motionless for ever on a level
table, but let the table be a little inclined, and the
marble will quickly run otl"; and so it is with organisms
in the world. From his work on Physiology, published
in 1856, ho gave his views in support of the doctrine of
the transmutation of species; the transitional forms of
the nnimal and also thj human type; the production of
new ethnical elements, or nations; and the laws of their
origin, duration, a'td death.—The announcement of this
paper attracted an immense audience to the Section,
which met this morning in the Library of the New
Mnseura. The discussion was commenced by the Rev
Mr. Cresswell, who denied that any parallel could be
drawn between the intellectual progress of man and the
physical development of the lower aidmals. So far from
the author being correct with recrard to the history of
weece, its masterpieces in liternture—the Iliad and
Odyssey—were produced during its national infancy.
The theory of intenoctnal development proposed was
directly opposed to the known facts of the history ofman.—Sir R, Brddie stated, he could not subscribe to
tfhe hypothesis of Mr. Darwin. His primordial germ
had not been dpmonfttrarted to have existed. Man had
a power of self-consciousness—a principle differing
from anything found m the material world, and he did
not see how this could ori-Inate in lower orjranisms.
This power of man was identical with the" Divine
Inteiligence; nnd to suppose that this could originate
with matter, involved the absurditv of supponhv- the
source of Divijie power dependent on the arranf^ement
of matter.-The Bishop of Oxford stated that the
Darwinian theory, when tried by the principles of
inductive science, broke down. The facts brone-ht
forward did not warrant the theory. The permancTice
of specific forms was a fact confirmed by all obsen-ation
The remains of animals, plants, and man foundm those earliest records of the human race—the
i:.gyptmn catacombs—all spoke of their identity with
existing forms, and of the irresistible tendency of

TiS' r vT^^' ^ «*'""^« «" nnalterable character,

dStin.r
1^,"^^"*^ ™«° and the lower animals was

lower animS\o";Lr^ ''l^''''>^
«" '^'^ ^'^ of t»»^

i^nL man-^.t ^^*^ \^^ self-conscious infcelU^xont .«Hng, man
,
or .u man to degenerate and lose the high

it. In the first place, Ins lordship, in his eloqnent
address, had, as it appeared to him, completely mis-
understood Mr. Darwin's hypothesis : his lord.sbip

intimated that it maintained the doctrine of the
transmutation ot existing species one into another, and
had confounded this with that of the successive develop-
ment of species by variation and natural selection. Tlie
first of these doctrines was so wholly opposed to the
facts, reasonings, and results of Mr. Darwin's work, that
he could not conceive how any one who had read it

could make such a mistake—the whole book, ijideed,
being a protest against that doctrine. Then,
again, with regard to the general phenomena of
species, he understood his lordship to afiirm that
these did not present characters that should lead
careful and philosophical naturalists to favour Mr.
Darwin's views. To this assertion Dr. Hooker's ex-
perience of the Vegetable Kingdom was diametrically
opposed. He considered that at least one half of the
known kinds of plants were disposable in groups, of
which the species were connected by varying characters
common to all in that group, and sensibly differing in
some individuals only of each species; so much so that,
if each group be likened to a cobweb, and one species
be supposed to stand in the centre of that web, its

varying characters might be compared to the radiatino-
and concentric threads, when the other species would
be represented by the points of union of these; in
short, that the general characteristics of orders, genera,
and species amongst plants diilered in degrees only
from those of varieties, and ivfi'orded the strongest
countenance to Mr. Darwin's hypothesis. As rc-'-arded
hia own acceptation of Mr. Darwin's view?, he expressly
disavowed having adopted them as a creed. He knew
no creeds in scientific matters. He had early begun
the study of Jiatural science under the idea thiit species
were original creations; and it should be steadily kept
in view that this was merely another bypothesis,*which
in the abstract was neither more nor less entitled to
acceptance than Mr. Darwin's : neither was, in the
present state of science, capable of demonstration, and
each must be tested by its power of explaining the
mutual dependence of the phenomena of life. For many
years he had held to the old hypothesis, having no
better established one to adopt, though the progress of
botany had, in the interim, developed no new facts that
favoured it, but a host of most suggestive objections to
it. On the other hand, having fifteen years ago been
privately made acquainted with Mr. Darwin's views,
he had during that period applied these to botanical
investigations of all kinds in the most distant parts of
the globe, as well as to the study of some of the largest

and most different Floras at home. Now, then, that
Mr. Darwin had published it, he had no hesitation in
publicly adoptuag hU hypothesis, as that which ofiers

by far the most probable explanation of all the
phenomena presented by the classification, distributiou
structure, and development of plants in a state of
nature and under cultivation ; and he should, therefore
continue to use his hypothesis as the best weapon for
future research, holding himself ready to lay it down
should a better be forthcoming, or should the now
abandoned doctrine of original creations regain all it
had lost in his experience.

Dr. Daubeny gave an accoimt of some experiments he
had performed on the subject of Equivocal Generation
He described the apparatus he had employed, and
stated that, after passing air through sulphuric acid he
found in the distilled water into which it was introduced
indications of organic life.—Dr. Bowerbank pointed out

[
two sources of error in the experiments : first, that the
bottles used were corked, and, second, that they were
covered with Linseed-meal.—Dr. Ogilyie had performed
a series of experiments of the same kind, but obtained

no indications of life. At a subsequent meeting
Dr. Daubeny stated that Dr. Bowerbank and other
gentlemen had examined the jars in which he had
performed his experiments on Equivocal Generation.

No animal life was to be found, and only a few filaments

of Fungi. These were probably derived from the source

of error pointed out by Dr. Bowerbank, in the cork and
Linseed-meal.

Mr. Westwood read a coramnnication from Prof.

Verloreii, ** On the Effect of Temperature and Time on
the Development of certain Lepidoptera."—A table wag
exhibited showing the period at which the larvse of the

Sphinx Ligusiri were hatched. From these tables it

appeared that the great proportion of the insects were

hatched in the middle of June.
Mr. P. L. Sclater r^ad a paper on "The Geographical

Distribution of Animals."—The reading of this paper

led to another discussion on the origin of species.—Mr.

Westwood exhibited a series of specimens of butteries,

showing the close relationship between the forms of

Australia and South America.—Prof. Huxley stated

that much stress had been laid upon the statement,

that animals changed by domestication returned to

their primitive type when they were allowed to run

wild. He did not think it was the case ; and it was

an assumption that the wild horses of the Pampas of

America were identical in form with the original wild

horse.—Mr. J. Clarke stated that cultivated tulips had

a tendency to run back into the common form of the

wild tulip.—Dr. Wright stated that he had tried ex-

periments on the cultivated Cabbage, and, although it

degenerated, it never assumed the form of the genuine

wild plant, Brassica oleracea.

Mr. T. M. Masters read a paper "On the Morphology
of some Monstrous Forms of Plants."—The paper was

illustrated by a large number of recent and dried forn»

of monstrous plants and parts of i>lants.

The Rev. Prof. Henslow made some remarks on the

growtii of Wheat obtained from mummies. He intro"

duced his observations by reading a letter from Pro£

Wartmann, of Geneva, who had recently found that

seeds might be exposed to a temperature of 198° below

zero of Fahrenheit's scale without losing the power of

germination. Prof. Henslow had himself exposed seeds

to the temperature of boiling water, and they germi-

nated. The question of how long seeds would

retain their vitality was one of great interest; and

a Committee of this Association had reported on

the subject, but they had not succeeded in making

seeds grow which had been kept more than two

centuries. He then showed that all experiments

recorded . on the growth of nniuimy Wheat were

fallacious, and especially noticed the case which had

been relied on so much, of the growth of mnmiay
Wheat by the Rev. Mr. Tapper trom seeds supplied

hlin by Sir Gardner Wilkinson. The mummy Wheat

in this ciise was known to have been removed in jars

that had been used for storing recent Wheat. Hfi

then alluded to the Baspberry seeds from the stomach

of a warrior, found in the neighbourhood of Corfe

Castle, and stated that the old seeds were actually

exhibited at the Horticultural Society on the same

table with recent ones, so that thev might easily have

been mixed, [this is quite a mistake.] A discussi^

ensued, in which numerous cases of the supposed

antiquity of seeds were given, but no case which could

be said to afford experimental proof,

Entomologicax : Julif 2.—J. W. Douglas, E«r-r

President, in the chair. 'Mr. Stevens exhibited a port-

folio containing a portion of a collection of European
Lepidoptera, formed by transferring the scales from the

wings of the insects to paper by a process unknown,
and by which the form and markings of the species

were bountifully preserved ; it was stated that the col-

lection h;id been formed in Germanv by the labour of a

lifetime, and had been forwarded' to this country for

sale. Mr. Jansen exhibited some Scottish Coleoptera,

including Otiorhynchus septentrionis, Scolytus Batze-

burgii, Magdaliuus carbonarius, &c., lately found m
Perthshire. Mr. McLachkn exhibited a beautiful ex-

ample of Chrosis Audoniana, from Darenth Wood, Kent.

Mr. Douglas exhibited some Coleoptera found in the

exuding sap of trees infested by the lar\'a of Cossna

ligniperda. including Tachinus bipustulatus, Omaliom
planum. Homalota cinnamomea. H. hospita, &c,; ^^

also exhibited Conopalpus testaceus bred from rotteu

Oak branches during the present spring. Mr. Bye

exhibited some examples of Laccophilus variegata^.
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iSdTlbumFbTtlie Rev. H. Clarice, near Pevensey,

phila inqn'

be liad found in a nest of Formica flava at Miclileham,

on the 23d ult. The Secretary read a communication

from R. L. Guppy, Esq.. Port of Spain, Trinidad, on

the habits of a species of Ranatra, resembling the K.

linearis of Europe, found in a stream in that island.

Notices of Moifkis.

E.

the volume, consisting of 621 closely printed pages,

contains a systematical description of the Southern

Flora and an excellent Index, To European as well as

North American Botanists, it is difficult to overstate

the vulue of this work, for, with the exception of

Elliott's Botany of South Carolina arid Georgia, a

book now obsolete and aUnost unprocurable, there was

no general account of the remarkuble vegetation of the

vast regions either washed by the waves of the Gulf of

Mexico, or rendered quasi-tropical by the heated Gulf

Stream. A country where Tillandsias and Epiden-

drums grow upon the trees. Yams and Zamias in swamps,

Palms and Yuccas in the plains and along the coast.

the autlior resided long enough to see something

of wild boar hunting; and we have the following

account of what strikes us as rather more interesting

than shooting fiocks of unresisting pheasants in a

preserve :

—

" As ilr. Hill liad been informed that in a wide
extensive plain intersected with Wild Jlyrtle, Arbutus,

and other biushwood, about 10 miles from the capital,

several wild boars had been seen, he decided that we
should have a grand hunt on horsebackj with our guns

and a leash of liis large rough greyhounds. Early next

morning we mustered a strong party, having been joined

by some Pietlmontese noblemen, and all in the highest

while the forests contain Pines, Firs. Arbor-vitses, Hazel spirits in the anticipation of a good boar hunt, and we

ji Guide to the Isle of Wight By the Kev.

Venables, M.A. 12mo. Stanford. Pp. 52G.

In this thick little volume the author undertakes to

furnish the render with "a faithful picture of every part

of the island," and "such information respecting the

history, antiquities, and architecture of the island, as

well [as] the natural treasures it contains, as may
satisfy every taste, and aid the tourist in the pursuit of

his favourite science, whatever it may be." This, it

must be confessed, is a dainty dish. Our favomite
science being the Botany of the island, let us say how
it is provided by Mr. A. G. More, of Bembridge, who
contributes that subject with the assistance of good

local observers. He divides the whole Flora into regions,

the Sea-side, Northern Tertiary, Central Chalk (here we
find"CalcareophiIous," a word to shudder at). Green-

sand Valley, and UntlerclifF with the Downs above it;

while Ferns, Mosses, Lichens, Seaweeds and Fungi, are

siparately dealt with. Eacli region is divided with con-

siderable minuteness into localities, which is precisely

what is wanted in a Guide-Book. As to the species

enumerated we are glad to see so many of the question-

able, or "critical," or as most botanists think them bad,

species introduced; for it calls the tourist's attention to

their presence, and gives him an opportunity of studyirg

the value of the characters upon which their distinctitn

ia said to depend. All this is extremely well done, and

renders the volume a treasure to the traveller in'e

rested in the vegetation of tlie island. We only wonder
that Mr. More should have omitted all mention of

Arum italicmn, one of the rarest of British plants, per-

fectly distinct from A.msicalatum with wliich Bromiield
confounded it, and which most certainly grows at

Stcephill, the only localiiy that we know of. In jnst'CJ

to Mr. More we must qnole his opening chapter:

—

"Owing to the varied nature of its soil, and ihe
endless diversity of its landscape, the Isle of Wight
offers to the botanist a field of the highest interest. Its
position, too, at the cxtreire south of England, and
midwRy between the eastern and western Floras, give
it, with an extended coast i:n«, peculiar advantages;
and now that the vegetation of the island has been so
thoroughly explored by so accomplished a botanist as
Dr» Bromiield, through whose labours its soil may be
almost said to have become classic ground, there is

perhaps no better opportuniiy for studying indii^enous
plants than is afforded by a short stay in this tavoured
locality.

*' From its vicinity to the main laud the Flora of the
lale of Wight does not evince in any marked degree an
iasular character, and ditfers butlittle from that ofHamp-
shire. It is the somewhat larger p oportiiu of species
belonging to the* Atlantic Type' vf'Watson, and the
comparatively smaller number o:' 'Germanic* plant',
which distinguish the botany of the Isle of Wigh^. from
that of the county; and it will be remembered that
the 'Atlantic' or west-country Flora ia of a decidedly
more maritime character than the 'Germanic' (or that
of the east side and south-east corner of England).

"Tliose who have rambled upon the chalk hills ofthe
mainland will miss not only the familiar proves of
Beech, with the two lovely white Helleborines" (Cepha-
lanthera ensifolia cannot with certainty be included in
th« island Flora), and the Monotropa, their sure
attendants (here among the rarest of plants), but strange
to say, Paris quadrifolia, Phyteuraa orbiculare. Daphne
Mezereon, the Convallariaj, Hordeum sylvaticum,
Bip»Gus pilosus, Heileborus viridis, and e\e.i Taxu^
Wcata, are altogether wanting ou this side of the
Solent, though it is hardly to the absence of chalk or of
localities apparently suitable that fliis deficiency is to
be attributed.

^
" iTie paucity of aquatic plants is another remarkable

cu:cutia6i;ince, though less unexpected in a district too
•toll to give rise to any considerable streams."

ftwTi
^* ^^ *^^*= ^^^^ ^^^'^^ branches of Natural History

S^rA Pf?P^«^ With care, and in detail enough to^ a satisfactory g„ide to tourists of all pursuits.

'^A,V£l^^'^^ ^""'^^^ Siaies.containing ahridged
^'^Ptu^ns ^ tU Floiner\ng Plants and FernI of^oHh and South Carolina, Georgia,

JBis^,mppi and Florida. By A. W.
ovo. Kew York. Ivison & Co.

Nuts, Sweet Chesnuts, Oaks, and other northern forms,

yields in interest to no other region in the world. In

placing on record the species it contains. Dr. Chapman
woidd have rendered science a real service, even had his

task been performed less skilfully and conscientiously

than it has been. We, however, bear glad testimony

to its excellence in botli these respects. The work has

placed him among the foremost ranks of systematical

botanists.

A good many new species are introduced into his

pages, and one new genus, Leitneria among M^ricacese,

a shrub from the salt marshes of Florida. There appears

to be a wise exclusion of the crowds of bad species

conjured up into a fugitive existence in the gardens of

England, France, and Germany, But we miss Madura
and the Epidendrum tampense sent irom Tampa Bay,

in Florida, by Torrey. These, however, are all the

omissions that occur to us in hastily running over Dr.

Chapman's pages.

P.

a few mouths' practice

the arm spontaneously,

first-rate shot; this is a

Alabama,
Chapman,
Pp. 621.

Jlemlniscences of an Old Sportsman. By Col. J-

Hamilton, K.H. 2 vols. 8vo. Longmans.

When an author tells us that he has been blind for

upwards of 20 years, and that his pages are only the

fond remembrances of what happened when he was
young, criticism is disarmed- Were it otlierwlsc it

would be ungracious to treat the genial gossip of a fine

old sportsman like the studied sentences of a practised

litterateur. Let rs therefore be content with sayina:

that the perusal of tlicse volinnes has given us much
pleasure, and that we cunUally recommend them to all

who love every kind of field sport except the present

kid-glove system of "slanghteriiig game by wholesale,

as is the modern practice of battues."

Now that youngsters are about to try their hands at

a little shooting, they may be glad to hear the advice of

one who well knows what a beginner should attend to.

"The great fault of young sportsmen is shooting

under tlieir birds ; to obviate tliis Joe Manton, many
years ago, made his guns with elevated sights. In

taking aim at an object, either flying or running, it is

of essential consequence to keep the arm in constant

motion ; although this may not be acquired when you
fiist b 'gin to shoot, after

you will be sure to move
and very likely become a

sine aud non.

"Should yon be shooting in a champaign country, and

have not a marker with you, one very essential point is to

observe the spot where the covey alights ; tlierefore,

when you have kill* d your bird, you should not run to

pick it up, or euiplry yourself in making the dogs bring

It, but keep your e^e (ixel on the covey until you see

tlu m fl ip their wings a:.d se^'-tle, or as far as your sight

can evtend. If you shou d be unable to ascertain the

. xact spot where they have alighted, yet you may have
a to^e -sihly good guess where they are to be found, more
especially if there should be any T'urnips, Cole-seed, or

rougn furzy ground, in that direction. A good marker
contributes greatly to the success of the day's sport, and
I hiwo known sevend ladles, who, after some practice

performed this as well as a gamekeeper. If two or three

perfons are shooting together, and a covey disperse on
risii g each should keep his e}e steadily on the birds

whii-n fly to the right or left, or in a straight line,

aiid, if the marking down is well perfoim^d, some good
si ooting may be anticipated, for, as I before said, when
biidi are disperset\ they lie gererally close.

" When a covey has sometinn b risen 40 or 50 yards

off, 1 have fired both barrels at them, in the hope of

makng them disperse ; this sometimes succeeds.
'•1:1 Norfolk and Suffolk, where partridges are very

niTmerous, they frequently begin to pack early in

November, and in the neighbourhood of Swafl'ham I

have seen 40 or 50 birds rise together in a field; you
have then no chance of getting within shot of them, as

tliev are wild as hawks. Slionld you be much in tvant

of hi ds, and able to guess where to find them, load each

barrel with Eley's cartridges No. 4 shot, and conceal

vourseU" under the hedge of the field, in which you

expect to find the p:ick ; then let a person enter the

ground, walking in the direction where you lieconcealed

;

soon arrived at the champ de lataille. Being all drawn

up in a straight line about 20 yards apart, they

commenced beating, and half an hour had scarcely

elapsed before a wild boar was started from liis lair.

As soon as the greyhounds got sight of him, away we

all went helter-skelter hke madmen, hooting and halloo-

ing. For a short time the boar ran with such extraor-

dinary speed that he fairly outstripped the gi-eyhouuds;

but his wind at last failing hiuj, they came up with their

prey, and a fierce conflict took ]>Iace between the grey-

hounds and the boar. Those horsemen who arrived first

watched a favourable opportunity to fire at the boar

without wounding the dogs. This I also did, taking

aim at his head, but one of the greyhounds having

seized him bv the ear, I unfortunately knocked out the

eye-tooth of one of ilr. Hill's best greyhounds, but at

the same time I wounded the animal in the head. I

felt exceedingly annoyed at this accident, but Mr. Hill,

with his usual good nature, received kindly my apologies,

saying only that he was sorry it had hajipened to his

favourite dog. who was always so fierce and resolute in

his attack ou wild boars. In the course' of the day we
tound another boar, but we did not derive much sport,

for soon after he was started he was shot by one of the

party. We returned to Cagliari higldy satisfied with

our day's diversion. As well as I can recollect, we had

subsequently two more days' boar hunting, and never a

blank day."

Let us' add that Falconry is not overlooked, and that

a good deal of infonuatiuu is given concerning that

difiicult amusement.

M.D.
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vou will then stand a fair chance, as they cross tl»e hedge

i-herc you are, of saluting them with both barrels, and,

rf yon^have any luck, you may probahly bag.fonr or

five birds, or perhaps more. A friend of mine, in Essex,

who has ; great many red-legged j^tndges on his pro-

nertv adopts this uianceuvre.'

P'lf^fll'^w.v the Colonel deals with partridge ,

uuent; and 6, an Artificial

In
grouse,

cock;

d ucks,
'"^ ^ue iNatural Orders. These subjects i\*rm bo-irs to say nothing of "small aeer anu >*^«/»"»»' "'

"M ;i;pages of prefatory matter. Tlie remainde^ "f snortin^^^
In the latter country

.

Mr.

Garden Memoranda.
Mbssbs. Paul's NuESEnr, CnEsnrNT.—The fine col-

lection of Roses for which this nursery has long been

justly established is still in lull bloom, and well worth

inspection; for although most of the varieties cultivated

here were fairly represented both at the Crystal Pulace

aud FluralllaU last week, yet there is a freshness and

beauty about tlicm when seen on the trees in a growing

state and in quantity, which no cut blooms can pos-

sibly possess. Hej-e are acres filled with all the leading

kinds, both in the shape of standards and dwads,

together with a fine collection of coniferous and hardy

trees, fruit trees, and other things usually found iu first-

class nurseries. Young Vines in pots are likewise largely

grown in low span-roofed houses well adiipted for the

purpose. Other glass houses were gay with Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and showy flowering" phmts. Roses are

however at present the principal teature.

The stock of these in pots is large, and in the most

vigorous and healthy condition. Among new kinds

which are considered of more than average merit,

the following appeared to be the best :^

Tea-scented.—^vaevic^, flowers large, pale yellow,

something iu the way of Devonlensis, petals of great

substance, growth vigorous, and the foliage particularly

handsome; Cornelia Koch, another yellow, but more

nearly approaching to the Yellow Noisette in habit and

appearance. Bourhon.—Baron de Gonella, flowers rosy

purple, large, and of goxl form. Bghtld FerpetuaL—
Adolphe Bussange, red shaded with slate colour, very

larLre and full ; Alexandrine de Belfroy, rose shaded with

white, a large, full, and somewhat flatKose; Admiral

Nelson, brilliant red large, full, and of good outline;

Belle de Bourgla-Reine, pale rose, large, full, and of

thehabitcf growth of Piiuce Leon; Buffon, hrilliant

elvety red, not very large, but of good shape and

io-orous growth ; Celine Touvais, bright glossy rose,

very large aud full ; Gloire de Santcnay, dark purplish

rod, large, full, and of good form, one of the numerous

seedlings recently raised from General Jacqueminot;

Leonice JI(jise, fiery crimson, hu-ge and full; L'EIcgaotc^

rosy blush, of fair size and good shape, nnd an abun-

dant bloomer; Louis Gurlino, red and purple shaded,

distincC and gtwd; Lould XIV., crimson, ]ar;^, full

and vtry edec'tive, another seedh'ng- from Ocneral

Jaciiiunn'mot; Afjdamc Boil, bright rose, bla^h .nlgea,

very large and fiiil, an excell^-nt and distinct kind;

afadanie Eugene Verdier, bright rose. large and full;

Mademoiselle Bonnaire, white rosy centre, large iuid

fufl: Marie Dauv. ,
* n' purphsh rose, hirge and

«,od: Triomphede Lynn, dark velvety cnmson, large,

uiul of stout habit; Victor Verdicr ruse »h
.

-
h.

carmine, very Urge and showy, hkely to prove
j.
very

a^t^cti^a Uose in the p.idon, kung unmistakeably of a

hardy nature and vigorous grow th.
_

These nurseries are al>oufc to experience a change of

nianagen^ent. Tbe partnership as arranged by the late

Mr Adam Paul being about to expire wdl not b€

renewed The irround of the ori^'.- d uur^cnes and stock

vU be equally divided between tl^ present partners.
.vdlbe^^eja y

^^^.^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^

v

v
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groumi Willi ail t:iitr<iiicB ii'tmi itie pldltunu ot tiie

Waltbani Station, and this nursery is already in an

advanced state. The principal ftialure is an avenue

extending in a straight line from the tarnpiUe road to

the raihvav about half-a-mile in length: the centre is

Grass with a gravel walk on each side; Conifers and
various hardy evergreens ate already planted and esta-

blished there, and Koses, HoUyliocks, American plants,

hardy Climbers and perennials are intended to he
conspicuous features of this avenne. The soil appears
well suited for nursery purposes, beinp of a good staple

but not too rich, and the situation is admirable.

Of Roses and fruit trees especially there is a good stock.

Several glass structures and seed warehouses are

in course of erection on the new sTound.

Miscellaneous.
Musical Insects.—Whilst residing in the remote and

almost inaccessible village of Taganana (to^^ards Point
Anaga), in the north of Teneriffe, during tl)e spring of

1859, my attention was called to a peculiarity in a
beautiful species of Acalles (I believe the A. argillosus,

Schonh,), which I do not remember to have seen
recorded concerning any other Coleopterous insect
whatsoever. It was on the 22nd of May that my
Portuguese servant (whom I had sent out to collect)

brought me home 11 specimens of a large Acalles which
he had captured within the dried and hollow stems of a
plant growing on the rocky slopes towards the sea, and
which I have but little doubt (from his description) was
the Kleinia neriifolia, DC, so common throughout the
islands of the Canarian archipelago. I had been
accustomed to find such a number of insects in the dead „„^,,.^ ^^ pr^^u.^^ n^ .»u ^.u^c. oc«»u.. «u «« tu i.a»c
branches of the various Euphorbias, that my attendant it in a fit state for use at the right time. Stove plants

by"; alter wUich it tell slowly and steadily during the

remainder of the day and following night. As to the

size of the pieces of ice which fell, two which were
weighed, after having melted considerably, were 3^
and 5 ounces respectively; while I had one piece given

me, a good quarter of an hour after the squall, which
would only just go into an ordinary tumbler. And
one or two persons depose to having seen pieces the size

of a brick. On examination of the ship's sails afterwards,

they were found to be perforated in numerous phces
with small holes. A very thick glass cover to one of the

compasses was broken. Although several persons were

struck, and some knocked down on the deck, no one was
seriously injured." Proceedings of Hoi/at Sochtj/.

+

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSEETATOET, &c.—All kinds of soil used in

potting and shifting should now be laid in without
delay except in cases whore it is very wet and unfit for

storing. Store them upneatly innarrowridgessoasto be

safe from wet and yet exposed as much as possible to the

action of the air ; and as success in plant growing very

much depends upon having suitable soil for potting, no
trouble or expense that may be necessary to procure
this should be spared where well grown specimens are

expected. Loam of moderately good quality may be
obtained in most neighbourhoods, but good peat is

not so easily got ; this is absolutely necessary, how-
ever, for the growth of choice hard-wooded plants, and
should be procured at the proper season so as to have

also had discovered, from time to time, the locus quo of
many a rarity by imitating my method of research;
and, to use his own expression, he was about, in tliis

instance, to throw away these rotten stems as worthless,
when he was arrested by a loud grating, or almost
chirping, noise, as of many creatures in concert ; and on
looking closer' for the mysterious cause, be detected a
specimen of Acalles, from which it was quite evident
that a portion of the noise proceeded. On sliaking the
hollow stem, so as to arouse its inmates, and putting
his ear alongside it, the whole plant appeared musical,
as though enchanted; audit was evident to him. there-
fore, that there were more of the performers within,—
a conjecture whicli proved to be correct, for, on breaking
open the branches, he captured nearly a dozen of them.
So pleased was T with the accomplishments of these
anomalous musicians, when brought to me, that I felt
quite a reluctance (even tliough an entomologist) to put
them to death. I therefore made a compromise with
ray feelings, and kiUed only eight of them. The
remaining tlircts I kept alive for several weeks, and
eren took thcui to 3fjidfira— wlii.'re, however, they

flowering in the conservatory will require attention,

especially Achimenes and things of that sort, which
should be gone over everydayin cloudy weather, carefully
picking off decayed flowers, &c. Any of the twiners on
the roof which have done flowering may be thinned out,
so as to prevent their shading the house too much, for
after this season permanent shade should be avoided.
Young stock in cold pits intended to flower next season
should be exposed as much as possible in order to ripen
the wood.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Those who intend commencing the cul-

ture of Pines on the planting out system cannot begin
at a more favourable season than the present. The bed
should be from 18 inches to 2 feet deep, and should con-
sist principally of good rich mellow turfy loam, well
broken up, and carefully intermixed with a liberal
sprinkling of clean sand, and a small proportion of leaf
soil or good rich fibry peat ; for when rough turfy soil
is used and the bed is ever, from any cause, allowed to
get thoroughly dry, it is very difficult to moisten it

again, ns the water passes off through the lumps with-

rooting of such things as are known to be diffieuiTt^
winter except in the shape of well established plants**
Keep gravel walks perfectly clean and smooth bv
weeding, sweeping, and rolling as maybe necessarv
Keep climbers on walls within due limits.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
It may be advisable to go over such trees as are over-

luxuriant, and stop about half the shoots, beginnine of
course with the strongest, lor a general stopping at
this time would probably be of little further service
than to induce the production of a mass of useless
spray, whereas stopping the stronger shoots or those
which incline to grossness will divert the sap into the
weaker ones, which will be strengthened while the buds
on the shoots that have been stopped will become full
and pump without starting into growth. Should it be
found that the roots after stopping incline to start into
growth, it will be advisable as soon as tlie fruit is

gathered to open a trench at a moderate distance from
the stem of the tree, cutting the stronger roots. Tliis
will be of the greatest service in checking trvoT^-^ij

and will probably do more towards securing ripe
wood than anything else that could be aelopted.

Get the Strawberry plantation intended to stand
for next season trimmed as soon as convenient.

cutting off and clearing away the runner? so as to afford'

the leaves plenty of room. Attend to providing plenty
of Lettuce, Endive, &c., for winter salads ; also see that
there is a good bed of Parsley secured in some
sheltered spot where it can be readily protected in

severe weather.
COTTAGERS' GARDEN.

A few Cabbage plants got in now will be found
useful. Green Kale may still be got in where blanks

exist, and a few Dutch Turnips might yet be sown. If

a cow is kept, Rye or winter Vetches may be sown on
spare ground intended for green crops next year. This

at cutting will leave a fibre in the ground almost

amounting to turf, and moreover will help in a great

measure to keep down weeds.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the Week ending August -2, ISOd, aaobaerved at tlie Horticultural Gardens

Friday 27 9
Satur. 23 lo
Sunday 29, 11

Mon. 30; 12
Tues. 31 13
Wed. 1

Thun. 2

liowevtr.jt ivasaconstantsourceof amusement to nialce will be_ found to take water freely enough, and the

ATerage..

July

O
15

Babometbr.

Max.

29 821
29.721
29.980
30.122
311.016

30.0 15

29.S92

29.912

Min.

29.fi73

29.694
29.739
3ti.041

29.964
29je9
29.8 10

29.S47

Temtkbature.

'Of the Air.

Max.

71
74
7o
7-1

f>8

71
70

Mia.

49
43

51
46
^1

51

4S

Mean

f.0.0

53.5

630
60.0

59.5

61.0
59.0

71.8 43.4 60.1

Of the Earth

1 footi2 feet
deep.

61
61

noj
61^
62

61i
63

61.3

deep.

58
59

58i
59

59i
59
59

53.7

Wind

W.
W.
N.
N.
S.W.
w.
S.W.

06

0.00
1.39

n.oo

00
0.00

ft.02

0.01

1.4-2

these creatures strldulate, or *'sing." as it was usualh
called, which they would invariably do. for almost any
length ot time, when alarmed.—as for instance, when
held between the finger and thumb, and slightly
pinched. In this manner I Lave had four of them
chirping at a time; and so loud was the noise produced
that it might be heard at the distance of many yards
Whether all the Acalles have thU remarkable power, I
wUl not undertake to pronounce; but so far as the
numerous representatives from the Atlantic islands are
concerned; I have but little hesitation, from the general
appearance of the constricted apical region of their
elytra, in believing that they have. And, indeed, tliis
conjecture has been absolutely verified in five of the
Madeiran ones by the direct and careful observations
ot Air. Bewicke, from whom I have received some verv
interesting remarks concerning them. On my arrival
at Funchal, from Teneriffe, in June 1830, I e.-^hibitedmy specimens (then in a lively state) of the A. argiUosus
to Mr. Eewicke, and requested him to listen attentively
to the Aladeiran species, whenever he chanced to meet
with them, during the following summer, in order to
ascertain whether or not they had a similar stridulatincr
propensity

; and I have since been assured by him that
he has heard the music constantly in tiie A. dispar
nodiferus, terminalis, and omatns ; and that « it was
distinctly audible'' in even the minute A. Wollastoni.
9Vo([aston in Annals of Natural RUtorgfor July 18G0 •

where a description of these creatures' curious musicJ
instruments is also given.

i>
^"^ {fA ^i^'"'^'''—^^

described by Capt. BInkiston,

* i~ Jl ?f
^'^^^' *^^ January, I860, when two davs

''f./''!'"', ^i'lBP^ «^ Good Hope, about 300 miles S.S.E.
of it, m Jat. 38^ 53' S., long. 20° 45' R, we encountered

fh-t'^^''^^^'^'"' ?i"^^ ^^ A.3r.. lasting one hour,
the wind shifting suddenly from east to north Ctrue).Darmg the squall there were three vivid flashes Of
lightning, one of which wa^ very close to the ship; and
it t le same time, a shower of ice fell which 1 isted aboul

roots will be as much under command as when the
plants are grown in pots. Persons commencing this
method of growing Pines should also endeavour to
avoid planting out pot-bound plants, for these, whether
young or old, seldom strike freely into the fresh soil,
and are apt to fruit prematurely; but if such plants
must be turned out, then care should be used to
make the soil firm about the balls, so as to prevent the
water passing off without moistening the balls.

Vineries.—Every possible attention must be afforded
young Vines planted thL« spring where strong rods are
expected. Let a rigorous root action be secured and
endeavour to get the wood well ripened.

Cucfm:bek3.—The present season being so unfavour-
able to the growth of these in the open air, renders it

important that more than the usual attention should
be given to those under glass at this season of the year

;

therefore the linings should he renewed, to maintain a
steady bottom heat. Stop and thin the shoots, so that
they do not get matted together ; top dress with rich
soil those that have been some time in bearing ; water
freely and close the frames early in the afternoon;
plant out those sown last month, and sow more towards
the end of this mouth, for the winter supply. Keep
the plants hardy by giving plenty of air.
Melo>'3.—These require plenty of air and moisture

while the frait is swjelling, and in hot weather the
sashes may be drawn off altogether through the day
with advantage. Keep the plants free from all useless
growth; when the fruit approaches maturity less
moisture is needed. If woodlice are troublesome place
the fruit on bricks over a shallow pan of water.

27—QveTcast; very fine: dcBsely overcaat.
28—Uniforinly overcAst; very fine ; severe thunder-fltoma 5—7 p,M,

,

wifh rain and hail,
•* 5fl—Tine

; cloudy tiiroushout. '_!'

— 30— Vt?ry line; densely overcast at ni^lit.
-* 3I-^<>Tercast an^i calm; very line- -^

Au;^ust I—Ov^Tcast; cloudy; overcast ; drizzly.— ^ 2-OTefca»t; cloudy; deneely overca..t and mild; alight drizzle.
Mean temperature ol the week^^i dej, below the averajfe.

_
KECOBD OF THE W'EATHtiH AT CHISWICK.

^During the last i4 years, for the enjuiu^ Week, ending Au^. 11, I860.

August.

Sunday 5.-

Mon. 6,,

Tues, 7--

Thurs- 9,.

Friday 10,,
Sfttur. IL.

3**r ,
I

aj*j .

CO S c * ^^ n
a^ E>C4> fLJ g q^

69.7

69.7
69-3

68.7

68.7
69-7

6S,4

47.1

45,8

47'5

4S.7
4r>.y

-15.5

id a

58.4

57-3
58.6

58-1

587
58.a

56.9

No, of
Years in

which it

Uained.

16

15
11
13
1^

17
16

Greateat
Quantity
ol'Kain,

Prevailing ffinds.

O.SS in-

0.58

0.57
0.50
0.40

1.06

0-78

*

1

1

2
1

1

1

4

6

4

5

7
5
1

^

4

3

2
1

2
3

2
I

rf^

1

1

4

o
4

5

2
5

is

9

10

16

13

14

14

4

8

i

8

3
2

2
I

The highest temperature dQrinjr the above period occurred on the 11th,
1835—therm. 92 deg. ; and the lowest on the 6th, 1SJ3—iherm. 36 deg.

three_.minutes Itwasnothan,hati^^^^
of solid ice. of different dimensions, up to the size of halfabnek The sqiiaU was so heavy that the topsails were let

ff 'thU c!,?.iP/^''fi*^
^'''' ^"^"^ "° P''«^i«*^^ indication

previoLTay 'had htn aTsom ft'
^ "^'^'^ ^'^

l\'
^^"^ ^'^^^^ ^'^^'^ ^^''' neces^^ry, and cuttingback "snch.

o t the 14th ^" S^ ?wi '^- V^k ' ^ ' at 8 A.M. i of the sboots as may incline to encroach upon the edgin-
squall), a^.ss "^h.;' S^?' ^^,

' ^*^ }^ ^^' (^i^ne f f of the beds. Take advantage of liesure hours to i>ut in

FLOWER GAKDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Go over the flower beds frequently and remedy any

defects that may be perceptible without loss of time,
for the bedding-out plants are enjoyed but for a com-
paratively short season; and now that they are in
beauty every means should be used to render them as
effective as possible by maintaining the most perfect
order and neatness. Where the stock ia clean and
growing vigorously this will involve considerable labour,
and it will he necessary to go over the beds, frequently

'^^^ri:^\^^i-X^' -if 1 --^ when thea I Cleared, wmd north (true), 29.76, therm.

put ...

cuttings, and use every possible dispatch with this
work until there is a good stock in a fair way for

Notices to Correspondents.
'*• Correspondents are requerteJ to sildre^s all letters, wlietlier to Editor

ori'ubUsher,41, WemngtoH Street, Covent Ganieo, London, VVX.

Farftcium Grande: A R. This is hardy in all ordinary wiuters,
but it was killed in many places last October.

Insects : Z L. Your garden is infested to a great extent with
the snake millepedes (lulus pulchellus and allies). We know
no better plan to destroy them than to fix decoys, such as
slices of Potatoes, Ac, under ground, and whicL should be
examined daily. The insects (which will congregate upon,
them) must be destroyed.— IF ^. The insect which makes a
spiral case of Rose leaves is one of the Sawflies, Lyda syl-
vatica. Its history, with figures, has been given in a pre-
vious volume of the Gardeners' Chronide.~U a. Your Swedes
are attacked by the black or nigger Caterpillars of the Sawfiy
AthaUa GeutifoiiEe. Turn a brood or twoofyoung ducks into the
field.— 0(rfSu6. The Pear leaves are inlested with the shmy
grub of the Sawfly (Selandria eethiops). Lima water syringed
on the leaves will destroy them.—i>. The grub found under
ground 13 the larva of the green rose beetle Cetonia aurata

;

It is common.—£ F. Your insect like a hornet but with a
bomy tail is the female Sirex Gigas. We have received it

from numerous localities this summer.—/ £. The little
shining beetles which have attacked your Water Cress beds
are the common Chrysomela VitelUuie ; would it not be
possible to sweep them off into a gauze n«t ? W.Names of Plants : Orchid. Saccolabium Blumei.—^ R- I-

Abutilon Ptriatum ; 2, Tacsonia pinnatistipulu ; S, Sipho-
campylus bicolor.—/5. Not a Spergula at all, but Sagina
procumbens; worthless.—(7 WS. The pUnt from Natal is

soiiie Hypoxia, but we are unacquainted with the species-—X Y. Spirrea cuneifolia
; propagated easily by layers. Some-

times produces seed.—/ i>. a Phyaalis of some kind, uot
ascertainable from the specimen sent. As tn Strawberries,
plant Keens' Seedling, Cuthill's Princess Boyal, British

Queen, and Alpine; the latter for a late crop.—^ WS.
Collomia grandiflora. No care you can best*w upon it will

induce it to flower differently from the state in which you
have sent it.—/ S. We have received the plane; but where
are the flowers ?

NcnaERii^: j \y m. The nursery of Mr. Masters at Canter-
bury still flourishes, and we hope will long continue to do so.

Vine Borders : T T. Your Tines are poisoned by the garoage
you have put into the border. We have too often been obliged
to point out the danger of so disgusting a practice aa putting
lumps of flesh into Vine bonlers.
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EANSOMES & SIMS, Ipswich
CONTINUE to give their best attention to the nifinnfncture of tlie most Modern and Improved Agricultural

Machinery, including*

PATENT AND OTHER PLOUGHS. SUITABLE FOR EVERY 80' L AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.
HORSE RAKES AND HAYMAKERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS, ROOT CUTTERS, BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN. OTLCAKE &c.
STEAM ENGINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED. WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS
STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.
HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY. DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS, &c.

BANSOMES AND SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machinery the utmost simplicity,

durability, efficiency, and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the maintenance of these important principles

to everything which they manufacture.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Post free, on application at the

Orwell Works ; or to their London Ag:ent, SHEPPARD RAUSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W.C.

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE MOST APPROVED IMPLEMENTS
MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES AND FUEDK. HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.^ —H— ^ r-i^—— r'-'—^—B*^ —^—

'

'—^^^^^

I860.

A

PLOUGHS.
D PLOUGH, TOR A PONY £2
D D PLOUGH, FOR ONE HORSE 3

• t * •H PLOUGH. lOR TWO HORSES
H H PLOUGH, FOR GENERAL PURPOSES
D D RIDGING PLOUGH, for LIGHT WORK ..

r RIDGING PLOUGH, for GENERAL PURPOSES

HORSE RAKES.
7i Feet Wide, Marked H, with IRON TEETH
T^Feet WiDF, Marked H, -wirH STEEL TEETH
8i Feet Wide, Marked H H, with IRON TEETH
Si Feet Wide, Marked H H, with STEEL TEETH

4
4
3

4

5
5
2
7

15
5

6
6

7
8
8
8

10

10

HARROWS.
LIGHT SEED HARROWS £9
SEED HARROWS ..3
GENERAL PURPOSE HARROWS .. .. ..3
THREE-HORSE HARROWS 4
HEAVY HARROWS 5
DRAG HARROWS 6

STEAM CTTLTrVATORS.
A COMPLETE SET OF

SMITH'S PATENT STEAM CULTIVATING APPARATUS,
Exclusive of Engine . . £241 5

17 6
3
10

6

CATALOGUES^ with full particulars of the above and other Implements mamifactured by J. & F, H-, sent free on application.

ST. PANCRAS lEON WORKS,

FARM BUILDINGS.
I

OANS may be obtained under the General Land
XJ Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full
amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Bodies Corporate, fcc. for the erection of Farm Houses,
Farm Buildings, aud Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown
Agents and sanctioned by the Inclo^^ure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding- 31 years.
No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
The Company furnish desifrns of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
desired by Landownei^.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any vrorks

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclostire Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street, London, S.W.

^

KTIFICIAJ^ MAr^ UKfc&, &c.— Manutar^Lurers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C- Nesbit, F,G.S.>

I ire,, Principal of the Agricultui-aJ and Chemical College,

Kenuin^^ton, London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.,

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction In Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find amplefacility and accommoda-
cion at the College. -

CCOLLEGE OF AGKICULTUKE and CHEMlhTUY,
J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

33, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G,S., KC.S., &C-
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branchrequisiteto prepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College, The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

EOYAL AGRICULTUKAL COLLEGE,
GEOLOGY, BOTANY, and RURAL ECONOMY,

Professor Bi ckman has VACANCIES for TWO PUPILS at

his private residence in Cirencester, who, besides attending
the Scientific Lectures and Practical Farming, at the Culloge,

may have the advantages of instruction in Geology, Natural^
History, and Rural Economy.

Apply to Professor BrcKMAv, Cirencester,

OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PEOPEIETORS OF THE ST. PAN-CRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PAXCRAS ROAD, LONDON,

WEEE AWAEDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Agricultural Society for their IROX HURDLES & GATES,
which, by their peculiar constniction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use-

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 500/.

The Hurdles can be ^een in process of Iflainifactpre at the Works.

GAME WIRE NETTING.
Professor Vamell's Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittings.

These ^Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commeudation and the Silver Medal of the
Royal Agricultural. Society of England and the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the
Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooncr of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, or enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and full-sized staUs and loose
boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.,

OPPOSITE OLD ST PANCRAS CHURCH.

GLASS WARE HOUSE—ESTA BLISHED 1750,

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings.

EiiB ^grtcttltural Bmtttt.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 1860.

ORCHARD-HOXTSE SIZES.
Supplied to

^- by In. 16 oz.

20 .. 13 f Common, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d,
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BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c.

The Yorkshire Agricultural Society have had a

capital meeting at Pontefract during the past week.

Trials of steam ploughs, mowing machines, hay-

makers, horse rakes, root pulpers, machines for

drilling seed and manures, carts, waggons, &c. ; a

good sh()W of horses ; a fair show of short-horns,

which, though short in number, included some of

the very best cattle in the world ; excellent classes

of Leicester sheep ; a good show of the Lirge white

Yorkshire pig—and, as a novelty at agricultural

meetings, but one excxticg the very highest interest

in the locality, a tirst rate competition iu Fox-
hounds !—have been among the many attractions,

of the meeting. And the old town of Pontefract

'

has decked itself out in flags and decorations of
all kinds in honour of the large numbers of

spectators who have been thus attracted.

The district too, independently of the meeting

of the County Society, possesses an agriculturaL

interest of its own. It is a principal localitv of the

Liquorice cultivation :—the so-called romtret

cuhes are liquorice lozenges. And the luxuriant

lupine-like growth and energetic drill culture-

of the plant are among the distinguishing features

of the immediate neighbourhood.
What however is of much more general import-

ance than Liquorice growing, is the prevalence in

this part of Yorkshire of one of the most rigid

systems of tenant right that obtains anywhere ia

the island. A " taking" sometimes involves the.

payment of 10?. per acre to the outgoing tenant.

This is for niereiy agricultural tenant right. A
valuer of the neighbourhood informed us that he
had lately valued the tenant right between the

outgoing and incoming tenants of a Liquorice

field at considerably over 100/. per acre I

But in the case of ordiriary farming the

payments aie very heavy, and the receipts being

so large there ia thus every encouragement to an
outgoing tenant to maintain the fertility of the

soil till the end of his lease; for it is not the

labour that is valued to his successor, but the

actual promise of the next crop, so that it is not

by a mere enumeration of the ploughings, &e.

that he has done, but by their result on

the crop upon the land, that the outgoing

tenant is repaid. The manure which he has

applied is, however, repaid to him whatever its

effect may he. He therefore receives in early

spring, when tenancies determine, the full value of

all n;anures applied to Turnips, deducting 3/. to 4?,

per acre if the crop has been removed. He also

receives half the cost of dressings applied to the last

year's corn crop, two-thirds of bones, one-third of

superphosphate, and half of lime: the guano,
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Rape-dust, aud superphosphate applied to the

previous Wheat are, however, supposed to
^
he

exhausted. In addition, to all this the incoming

tenant pays for all straw, whether in rick or in

manure, and of course for the seed and cultivation

of the growing crops. It is pla:n from this that

a very large sum must change hands with every

change of tenancy ; and this no doubt must check

competition for land at the same time that it main-

tains fertility.

But we must return to the Show. The trials of

steam-ploughs suffered from the land being of too

easy a description, and also from the absence

in the case of one of the plans exem-

plified of a representative of the^ manu-

facturer to take proper charge of it. The

judges acted simply on the specimens of work

before them, and only the first prize was awarded
—50i, to FoWLEii's apparatus ; the second prize,

25/., was not awardtd, the other cultivator not

not having succeeded in doino; its work at less cost

than that at which, in the judgment of the valuers

present, men and horses could have accom-

plished it.

The following are the details of the steam culti-

vation trials :—Fowler's 4-furrow plough turned

over, in the best possible style, 1 acre and 7 perches

of land, 71 inches deep, in one hour's time, using

1 cwt. and 79 lbs. of coal ; the work was valued at

from Ss. to 9s. per acre as performed by horses.

The average period lost in turning on the head-

lands was rather under 20 seconds, and thera were

17 such turnings : there was a little more than one

minute lost in stoppages to wind out "slack," &g.

The cost of a day*s work was estimated as

follows :—
ZahouT—

^
s. (?.

Engineer . . * . . . . ..48
2 men at plough . . . . ..50
Anchor boy 10
Boy for porterage of chain ..10

», d. a, d.

Oil
"Water (1 horse and man) .

.

Half tho cost of ono removal (viz,,

2 houra of all tho above items
= 3«. 4-r)

Coals, 1910 lh«., at 14jt. a ton, de-
Uvert'l on tho ground .

.

Co«t of j^uttinpf up steam (=
I bonr'R consumption of coals)

Bbar«of co«i ol repairs and interMt
OB 7aOi. = ,j^^ of 137i. lOa.* ..

1 3
4 6

11

5 9 IG

1 8

11 8

1 2

13 9

46

One-tenth o£ this is 45, C^/., and rather more
than an acre was done, costing, therefore, one
half of what the same wort would have cost hy
iorse-power.

The other system—using a cultivator and a
double windlass and wire rope going round pullies
at the four corners of the work to be done—the
whole driven hy an ordinary farm locomotive
engine—wa^ not exhibited in a rannner which
would have been satisfactory to its originator. It

accomplished 140 perches of grubbing, barely
7 inches deep, in one hour's time, using 103 lbs.

of coal.

The work was valued at less than 35, ^d. an acre.
A similar grubber with 6 horses and 2 men would
have done 6 acres a day, and the quality of the work
^ once grubbed" was not good. The average period
lost jn turning on the headlands was more than half
a minute, and there were nine such turnings, No
less than seven minuteswere lost in stoppages owiu
to imperfect anchorage.
The cost of a day's "work -was estimated as

follows:—

•

Labour :—
Engineer
2 anchor men
One man at cultivator
2boja

Oil

Water (man aud horse)

Half the cost of one removal (viz.
'2 houra of all the above items,
3*. 7d. + the same time of 3
additional horses. Is. 6d.=5s. Id.)

Coals lO.Sa lbs. at I4s. a ton
Cost of gettiijg up steam (1 hotir's
consumption of coals) ..

Share of cost of repairs and
interest on 52W., viz., l-200th
of 107^. 2^.

7i

10 8

SS 3

One-tenth of this is 3s. 9(7, and only 7-8ths of an
acre was done for this sum, so that it cost more by
.ateam-power than by horses.

^ :jfow let it be distinctly understood, that these
figures are not to be taken as descriptive of the
^!gJEg^Jlig^s_nnde^^ experience. They

?«^SamS>^^;^"^^^-« ;vv.rage of r.i>orts by ex-
Club. **'^- * ^^ spaoer b«fcpe the Centr>.l P.wm«^a'

are to be taken as true simply of the time and

place and circumstances of the Pontefract trial.
_

The judges had no alternative but to decide

according to the records they had themselves

taken, and the result in our opinion proves as

much again&t judgments of short trials on a Show

dav as it does aiiainst the method of steam-calture

witli which Mr. FowLEit here competed.

There was a good trial of mowing machines,

and CiiAXSTOX received the iirst prize,

Burgess & Key the second ; the former

being cheaper, lighter, simpler, and doing

the work at least vs well as the other. The land

was well adapted to the trial of-mowing machines,

and also to the haymakers. Of these, the machines

by AsHBY, of Stamford, and Keaksley, of Ripon,

did very good work—being very like each other in

construction ; and to the iormtr as the older maker,

justly claimiui? therefore most of the credit, the

prize was awarded.
Sixteen horse rakes were tried on the green Grass

just tedded out by the haymaker:^—work evidently

unfitted fur ordinary rakes—and which was done

well only by those on which the workman could

act hy means of a pressure bar, Mr. Coultas, jun.,

of Grantham, was the best of the three which had

these pressure bars, and to him the prize was
given.

The result of the examination of other machines

is given in a prize list elsewhere. And a refer-

ence is elsewhere made to the live stock depart-

ment of the Show—the judgments in which,

reversing as they did many of those at Canterbury,

produced a deal of excitement.

Mr, Hannah the energetic Secretary, and the

other office bearers of the Society, may be congra-

tulated on one of the most successful meetings

which they can remember.

The French Interr,ational trial of reaping
machines took place on Monday last at Fouilleuse.

There were 14 or 15 machines competing. Those
exhibited by English manufacturers were— 1st,

BURGESS& Key*s'*M'Cormick;" 2d, Bell's; 3d,

Cuthbeht's ; 4th, Cranston's *' Wood." The
French exhibitions were by Mazier, Lei^endre,
LAtrRE>T, Robin, Cournier, Ganneron.
The trial ground was divided into portions, some

of whiuU were badly laid, and the corn was still

unripe and altogether unfit for cutting. Burgess
ttlvEv's jnachine cut admirably, and it wasevident
from the commencement that it had nothing to fear

from its rivals. Bell's was a failure ; the horses,

unrble to work it, broke down. At about half-
past 3 in the afternoon the Emperor came, and
several machines were tried before him, but only
two succeeded in accomplishing their task before
he left, viz.. Burgess & Eey's and Mazier's.
The EsiPEROR conversed some considerable time
with Mr. Mackenzie, Burgess & Key's repre-
sentative, and appeared to take a great interest in
the proceedings. The result of the trial is as
follows :—Foreign machines—1st prize and Grand
Medal of Honour as the best of all the machines
tried. Burgess & Key; 2d prize, Cuthbert;
3d prize, Wood. French machines— 1st prize, Dr.
Mazier ; no 2d prize awarded ; 3d, Legendre,
Wednesday was the day of public trial and

exhibition.

and it is plain that the tying and setting up should
keep pace with the machine to derive the full ad-
vantage of its use.

Kow, assuming one of Burgess & Key's reapers
to be used, not as in a match, or for a prize, fco see
how many acres could be cut in a day, but doin
a steady moderate day's work to be maintained
from day to day, the question is what number of
men or of women, or_ of both, ought to keen pace
with the machine to tie up and stook the sheuves
as in ordinary reaping ? The same with Bell's
or Cutheert's or Wood's reaper. When this has
been clearly ascertained, the fair market value or
price per acre would be readily ascertained by
reference to the weekly rate of wages in the par-
ticular district ; and that would apply in every

case, whether the tying kept up with the machine
or was followed at less speed for want of suiScient

hands. X.

9. d. «. i. 9. d.
4
4
2 6
2

12 6
1

4 6
5 6

IS

*

2 €i
6 5

——
- A SHORT report of the Highland Society's

meeting at Dumfries is given in another page.
Among other points of interest at the meeting are
the fortunes of Capt. Gunteu's twin "Duchesses"
in the class of yearling Short-horn heifers. It
will be seen that they are placed 2d and 3d at
Durafries, having been 1st and 2d at Canter-
bury. Tliey are beaten here by Mr. Douglas's
heiter Clarionet,

There will be a very large number of reaping
machines introduced into the fields this season for
the first time.

^
Any of our readers who have had

them in use in previous seasons, and who may
have made a point of observing the number of
hands necessary to tie up and place the corn
immediately after the machine, would do real

service to tFiose who are without that experience,
and who will need such information in the course
of another fortnight, Idy communicating the result

of their observations through the AgricuUnral
Gazette.

Moving about the country during the last

harvest, we saw in some cases an entire field of
Wheat cut by the machine and not a sheaf tied

up ; others in various stages of tying and stooking
after the machine ; but doubtless one great advan-
tage of its use must be the expedition with which

AN- AGRICULTURAL FILGRIMAGE.-No. VIH.

LoiS'Weedon.— Having lately revisited the glebe

which 1ms been for so matry years cultivated by the

Rev. S. Smith on that modifieation of Jcthro Tuirs

method to wliich tho name of tins piivish has been

given, i send you this report of its present condition.

All agricuUirral readers know that fur 15 or 16 years,

commencing at a time when the position of the British

agi-icnlturist seemed almost desperate, tJie clerg^-mau

of tliis parish has annually urged upon farmers the

possibility of growing Wlieat more coustautly and

therefore more abumiantly and more protitaWy on all

" Wheat lands," by a more thorough tillaj^e of the soil

and subsoil during its growth than under ortlinary

circumstances it receives. This he did at the first as a

public-spirited contribution to the necessities of the

times, and this he has conthuitjd to do, notwithstanding

the anuoyance of publicity, urged by an anouaWy

increasing conviction of the soundness of bis doctrine

and his practice, and an increasing coniidence in Ibe

fitness of both to the circumstances of the ordinary

Whccit-growing soils of the country.

It is a marvellous thing that notwithstanding tlie

extraordinary productiveness of his land mider " LDi^

Weedon" management, so few attempts have ka

made to realise his experience elsewhere, atid more

wonderful still it seems to me that notwithstanding the

clear instructions annually published for carrying ont

his practice, any of those who have attempteti tc

imitate it should'have failed to copy his_ methods, and

then have been surprised at not experiencing his resnlfe

Most astonishing of all, perhnp?, it is that IVJat

growers sliouhl declare Lois-Weedon to illustrate M
principle of any value to English agriculture ! Yetthis

was done at a recent meeting of the Central Farrae'"^

Club by a gentleman w^ho is I believe an agriculturist,

and who said that what they had seen at Lois-Weedou

was of no service to them as cultivators of the soil

Consider what the facts are. Here is a iield whka

in 1843 was in Grass no better than the rest of Hie

parish, now let at about 30*. an acre ; that txirf w«

pared 1 or 2 inches deep and carried bodily away; toe

soil was then ploughed 5 inches deep and sown inw

Oats succeeded by Vetches, both crops being c;irnw

wholly away; the field was then set out and soffuwi^i'

Wheat in triple rows 1 foot apart, with 3-feet iatervj^

cultivated during the growth' of the crop as the seed-

bed of next year's triple rows of Wheat, f/Wr 3-foot

intervals being the cultivated stubble of this ye*^*

crop. And so, annually, since that time, has a crop f)

Wheat been grown without manure and heen earriw

wholly from the land without return. The_hind'»^f

been bearing under this rohberv, beginnhig with Is
j

up till 1857-34 bushels of grain per acre; in Ij^/'

it bore 36; in 1858, it bore more than 40 ;
inl*''^'^

bore 2 bushels and 5 quarters of good Wheat P^'^j^^

Arid one practical farmer who has just ^'^*^
.i:.

field (18G0), after 17 years of treatment such as tu*

says :—« There is no better Wheat soil in the cpiJD^^.

And another practical farmer gets up and siiysvirtua
.^

—"Gentlemen, it seems to me that there is ^^"^'"^^5

the practice here, no principle involved, of any i^e

as practical farmers"

The principle involved is that on which he and e^)

other practical tarmer in the country is depenfl«

whether he thinks it or not. ^^
The bread of this country depends more on the l^

ciple which is so efficient on Mr. Smith's weU-calti^

field than it does on any other thing whatever .
^

To what else is tlie vegetable fertility of ^Y!^owing ? The seeds of plants are lying scattered oy

just under that surface which separates or con^m-
^^

earth and air, all over this round ball the worW-

young plants spread their roots throuirhout the to

^
and their branches and their leaves thro'igno"^

._^

latter, and bathed alternately in sunshine an

shower they draw their uourisliment from both.
^^

On the depth of sod and the q^'^^dity of lal^

itmospher' ^hif
digested mineral food. ' On the quantity u^

JoH***
and of freely moving air among the leaves

^

it

1
tbe corn is not merely severed but ready to stack

; ; Lois-Weedon hnt an illustration of the way

depends tiieir ability to draw food t'»<^!^,V.,j8; .-

what does Mr. Smith exhibit to tlie agticuiti .

T.ni=.W^.>rTr.n l«nf fin illncfrntinn of the way »*

f

I

s

\

\

I
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I

1,0th of these principles, on wliicli all agriculture hinges,

receive extraordinary development and so produce ex-

traordinary fruit? He cultivates deeply the soil close

bv the growing plant, and on this deeply cultivated soil

he sows the next year's crop. And the spaces \vhich he

thus leaves hhmk for cultivation are at the same

time so many gangways for the thoroughfare of air and

sunshine amongst the stems and leaves of his growing

crop. The principle involved is that on which ,the

natural fertility of the wilderness depends—still more

jB it that on which agriculture everywhere depends

—

and it is "of use to us as farmers "just in proportion

as our produce exceeds that of unassisted nature. For

the fact that the crop is wholly removed from the soil

at Lois-Weedon does not take Mr. Smith's experience

out of the course of ordinary agricultural history. That

fact, or rather the crop lie gets in spite of it, is the

measure of the force which he depends upon exclusively,

and therefore invokes to its very ntmost; on which
towever other men depend more perhaps than they

imagine, and which they also industriously invoke hy

all the operations of the plough and cultivator. The
ralue of his experience consists in this—that the suf-

ficiency of that force, even when unassisted, is proved
bjit on all ordinary clay soils if full scope be given for

ita action. It may be extraordinary tliat the natural

relations of mineral and air artificially couniiingled

should result in such constant and perennial fertility on

a single clay field annually robbed of its vegetable pro-

duce, but this is not more extraordinary than the

corresponding fact which is dependent on the very

same causes, that this island as a whole bears without

injury, and even annually increases in fertility, notwith-

standing the enormous waste of fertilising material

which its rainfall washes from its soil, and which its

rivers carry out to sea.

That Mr. Smith does not attempt impossibilities is

shown by the results which he has obtained; and that he
does rot teacJi impossibilities is known to every reader

of his books. The soil must contain the mineral food

of the plant; if it be not in that sense a Wheat soil it

will not gi'ow Wheat either on the Loia-Weedou or on
any other plan. This is what he says:—"I suppose at

the outset the land intended for Wheat to be Wheat
land, that is loamy or clay land, containing naturally
the mineral substances necessary for the growth of
"SVheat. Land which does not contain these substances
must be supplied from without. I grow Wheat on both
ilescriptinus of land ; and to my light gravelly soil,

instead of the special manure I recommend to others I
apply what is tantamount, dressings of clay. ]\ry heavy
clay land is furnished already. For I appreliend I am
fully justified in my belief that all clays of fair quality
contain within an accessible depth a store of mineral
food for the Wheat plant, varying, indeed, in amount
and composition according to the nature of the rock
from which they were disintegrated and derived, but
€\\\\n such abundance as to take centuries of cropping
toexhaust it. I do not mean that the time it will last
ia infinite, but merely so distant as to be indefinite when
the supply will cease."

1 shall not quote at any greater length, but will
tecommend agriculturists to rend the book on Lois-
Weedon cultivation,* and to satisfy themselves, as they
may easily do, both of the reasonableness of the explana-
tion which has been offered of it, and of the accuracy of
the Jiccouut which has been given of it.

It only remains for me to say reirardhig the Wlieat on
ttie undunged deeply cidtivated clay soil at Lois-
Weedou, that when i saw it, just before the Canterbury
meeting, it was a healthy, vigorous, upstanding crop,
promising a full, return, which according to the past
three or four years may be expected to be from 30 to
*0 bushels an acre. Compared with a neighbouring
held of Wheat it was of a much more uniform character

;

tnere were fewer undersized eai*s and dwindled
*tems. The outer rows of the triple sets were perhaps
• shade better than the inner, indicating the
^rfue of the agencies on which Lois-Weedon

but the whole plant was vigorous,

what was growing on it, might
*jn be pronounced first-rate notwithstanding its

*' years* ignorance of the dung cart. If I do not at
P^^sent Bpeak of the Bean crop and Lucerne on the
*n»e clay field, and of the Oats and Barley and
^heat on the gravelly field which receives a dressing
^«fly for the provision of those mineral elements in

7^^^ it U naturally deficient, and which has at length
own Withdrawn from public exhibition for experiments
With other dressings, it is not because they are defi-

^t • wu^"^""^ ^^ "'" 5»terest, or because the results

Ms -7^
display in any way diminish the force of

". hmilh s experience in Wheat-growing on the clay,
uuc smiply becanse I Imve already occupied what space
J-oa can afford wie.

J f t

Let nie however conclude with an additional extract

of th I *A

^^
^f^

'" ^^^^^" " **" *^^® original character
e land:—" There are some few favoured snot« in

ngianaso rich that they produce without any dressing

we rw°*^
»<i*^<^es5ion of heavy Wheat crops. If my land

ere iifee that, it would even then be surprising that 40

^ K.^ ^ ^^'^^^^^ ^^ould ever be reaped from the

fc^K- 1
^^'^ ^^^^' ^^^ 1^^ ^^**>' P'^^® ^^ really

Jt.^3"^
but the ordinary heavy Wheat land of the

s TOUtic tormation; and 1 have this year kept open from

end to end a deep trench alongside the outer row of! It consisted, according to Palladius, of a square frame
"" --^ "" -^^ "

--"-'
" " " " '

'''"- on two low wheels with a pair of boards sloping out-
wards, and lowest in front where the teeth were. It
appears to have been capable of being lowered or raised
in front at the will of the driver, and to have passed
over the land backwards and forwards till all the ears
were torn off; the straw being disregarded. In fact it

would seem to have been a trough swinging on a couple
of pinions, and furnished with teeth, like an inverted

rake, on the front edge, which was lowest. To us it

seems clear then that the vallus in question was really

a trough, and had nothing to do with a furrow as the

correspondent of the Builder conjectures. Has not

some machine like this been employed on the plains of

Australasia ? lAnager,

Wheat, for the satisfaction of the curious in this

matter. Thousands and ten thousands of acres of the

same quality extend across the country from the coast

of Dorset to the Humber; and the rent of such land is

under 30*., being lower by 20*. at least than the red

land of the county. In truth were there anything
peculiar in its powers of production, I should think it

idle to take up the subject at all for the purpose of

bringing it before the public," /. C. M,

Home Correspondence.
S-oyal Agricultural Society's Collections.—The fol-

lowing tabulated account of the Society*s collections at

their shows during the last 17 years will be read with
interest:

—

184' Snuthaniptoa . . £2432
1S45 Shrewsbury .. 1682

1846 Newcastle., .. 2168

1S47 Northampton . . 2473

1S4S York- ,. 2514

1S49 Norwich .. . . 2360

1S50 Exeter . . 2493
185 1 Wiudsor .. . . 3297

1852 Ticwes . . £1184
1853 Gloucester.. .. 27S4

1854 Tiincoln .. 3378

1855 Carlisle .. 3260
1856 Chelmsford .. 29SS

1857 Chester .. 6187
1S5S Salisbury .. .. 3447
1359 "Warwick .. . . 5459
1860 Canterbury . . 26S9

Fowls and Pigs Fed on Flesh.—'ihe result of Dr-

Duchesne's observations is embodied in the following

conclusions:—1. Fowls and pigs may bo fed on sound

flesh, raw and cooked; on flesh, raw and cooked, of

animals affected with contagious diseases, as glanders,

malignant pustule, hydrophobia. Sec; and even on
flesh, raw or cooked, in a very advanced state of putre-

faction, without any alteration in their health. 2.

Chickens are reared with difficulty, if their food be

restricted to flesh, raw or cooked, even when sound;

I
and a larger number of them perish than when fed on

I

oi'diuary kinds of food. 3. The eggs of fowls thus

nourished are as palatable as the eggs of fowls nourished

in the common way. The shell however is thinner and

more easily broken. 4. The flesh of fowls and pigs

nourished on flesh, raw or cooked, is softer, more difficult

to preserve, and the fat is yellow and more difiluent.

5. The doctor has still doubts as to the absolute whole-

someness of fowls and pigs fed on animals dying of

glanders, &c., and recommends that the use of the flesh

of such animals should be prohibited for the rearing of

fowls and pigs. 6, The use of flesh in a state of putre-

faction, for similar purposes, should be absolutely pro-

hibited as unwholesome. 7. Fowls should not be fed

too long or too abundantly on worms, caterpillars,

beetles, &e^ as such food communicates a strong taste

to the flesh. 8. The continued use of flesh, otherwise

healthy, and either raw or cooked, ultimately injures

the growth of the fowls, and the quality of tlieir flesh.

9. Tlie best method of rearing undoubtedly is, to give

flesh but once a day, and to finish with a meal of grain.

10. For market use, the use of flesh should be stopped,

and the fowls restricted for some time to the use of a

vegetable diet. Veterinarian.

The Reaping Macliine Tcnoivn to ovr Celtic Fore-

fathers /—I read as follows in the Builder. " Truly,

there is • nofehing new under the sun,' A correspondent

of the Oloitcester Chronicle thus writes as to reaping

ocittits*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

SloNxiiLY CoTjyciL : Wediiesday, Aug. 1.—Present

the Earl of Powis, President, in the Chair; the Earl of

Macclesfield, Lord Ashburton, Sir J. V. Shelley, Bart.,

M.P, ; Hon. A. Vernon, Mr. Amos, Mr. Raymond
Barker, Mr. Barnett, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Frere,

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr, Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Howard,
Mr. Humberston, M.P.; Mr. Milward, Mr. Shuttle-

worth, Mr. H. Wilson (of Stowlangtoft), and Professor

Wilson.

The following new members were elected :

—

Radford, H. B., Stanton House, Burton-on-Trent
King-, Stephen, Old Hayward, Himgerford
Bromley, —., near Lancaster
Camp, J. W, del Campo, North Wootton, King's Lynn
Filrner, Sir E., Bart., M.P., East Sutton Park, Maidstone
Hailiday, Thomas C, Red Hall, Burston, Horley, Surrey
Wedgwood, George Arthur, Batt'sFarrn, Warliugham, Croydon
Brown, Tliomas J., The Moor, Hereford
Fielden, Joshua, Stansfield Hall, Todmorden
Hardwick, Alfred. Hangleton Portslade
Moor, JamcH, 11, Upper Berkeley St., Portnoan Sq., London

Finances.—Mr. Barnett, Chairman of the Finance

Committee, presented the report, from which it appeared

that the current cash balance in tlie hands of the

bankers was 2i87/. 7s. Sd. and at Canterbury 3012Z.

135. XOd. The Secretary's receipts during the past

month were examined and found correct.

General Leeds Committee.—The President read

the report recommending a visit to the trial grounds, a

spot selected for the show yard by a deputation from

the Council. It was unanimously resolved that tho

name of Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P. t)c added to the list of

the committee. It was resolved that Mr. Manning be

appointed contractor for the Leeds show yard. The
seal of the Society was affixed to the agreement which

had been already signed and sealed by the Mayor of

Leeds. On the motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, it was

resolved "that the Press be allowed catalogues of

implements as soon as the trial yard is open; tliese to

be delivered on the representative producing his press

order from the Secretary." At the request of the

Chairman of the Journal Committee thp con sideration

of Mr. Srandreth Gibb's motion, " that in order to avoid

1.:::^—^^;::^;:;: ui^^n: ^p:^;;;3 ^^-rF!^'!-2-tri--^i-i;:r^jt^

«cce#s der>ends,
'"fi looking at

• u
AWordiTiP"a?»or.U) the Farmer; or. How to^ow Wheati WihTil,al^„'"^"^^'^^-tf) the Farmer: or, Howto^o

1
"^"oat. ITtli Edition. Rid^way, 16P, Piccadilly.

I

to your readers to learn that those * utter barbarians,'

as our British ancestors have been wont to be called,

were before us in many of those inventions which ate

supposed to be the result of modern ingenuity. lam
not prepared to say that they had the steam piougb,

but that they had reaping machines there can be no
doubt in the minds of those who read the following

much-overlooked passage of Pliny, wlio wrote between

the years 60 and 70 of the Christian era :

—

* De Messe et Tritico.*
* Messis ipsius ratio varia : Galliamm latifundiis, valli prae-

^andes deutibus iu marline infcstis duubus rotis per aegeteoi
impelluntur, juniento in coutrarium juncto, ita direptaa in

vallum cadnnt spicne.'
' Of reaping itself there are various methods : in the broad

plains of the Gauls, enormouB machines with teeth set in a
row, placed on two wheels, are driven through the staudini;

com, a horse beirg attached to it [them] in A contrary way to
the usiial mode of attaching horses. Thus the cnm, b>:in;^ cut
off, falls into the furrow.'

—

Pliny'a Natural Jlistoty, Book 18,

chap. ^0.

Some question may arise whether we sliould translate

vallum as it occurs in the latter part of this sentence

dilVerently from the sense given that word at the

beginning, vallus being a van or inachine (see Ains-

worth's Dictionary), and vallum being a trench or fur-

row. If we adopt the latter translation, then it follows

that our ancestors had already attained that exoellcnoe

in their machine which was with such difficolty etiected

'

in those of modern construction. If, on the other

hand we translate it as the machine itself, then they

had accomplished that which our modern inventors have
'

not vet succeeded in, for they must have made the

machine not only to reap, but to carry away the com.

TnrP er Mr Riley's translation, "The mode of getting

L^thba^^st varies considerably. In the vast domam.

of the P^vince. of Gaul, a large hollow frame armed

•lU tPPth and supported on two wheels is driven
jvith t^^\;/";;„'jPP

,orn, the beasts being yoked

,

l^rough the stand g
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

\ ^^\'tn ^V^n the frune » To this the following note
'

'"Yi dTv^lei "Sadius gives a long description

' ''p .l^frnntrivance which seems to have been pushed
of tUiS contrivance. «

^,^^^ ^^ ^-^^

forward by the ox
^^^^^'^^^^^^^ t,,, ears and tearing

period at which the Reports mi the Implements

exhibited at the Society's country meetings are

published—in future, the report as soon as ready shall

be set up in the type in which it will eventually appear

in the Journal; and that copies of it be at once issued

(under the usuid regulations) to the Exhibitors, and to

the agricultural newspapers, which are in the habit of

publishin;^ the ordinary proceedings of the Society," was

postponed until the next meeting of Council.

Tlie following list of prizes for Essays and Reports

for 1801 was agreed to:

—

I. Special Prize of 5i)i. offered by the President, the Earl
of Powis, for the best Report on the Improvement
in the Farming of Yorkshire, since the last report

in Vol. IX. of the Journal.

IT. 50f. for the beet Report on the Farming of Hampahire.
111. 10£. for the best Report ou the results of Drainage

at different depths on different soils, as tested by
the wet season of 1S60, including the effect of laying

down drained land flat or in ridges.

IV. lOi. for the best Essay on the best mode of Wintering
Dairy Cattle.

V. lOi. fnr the best Essay on the general principles and
resviHs involved in the Cross Bree^iing of Cattle.

VI. lOL for the best Essay ou the Rearing of Calves.

VIL lOi. for the best Essay on the best Mode of Harvesting
and Threshing Coi-n.

VIII. lOi. for any other agricultural subject.

The usual vacation vvas then granted to the Secretary

and Clerks of the Society, and the Council adjourned

over the autumn recess to Wednesday, Jv'ovember 7.

1

ToHKgiriHE AGKictrrTrEAi. : PonUfiraci, Wedmes-

(lay, August 2.—A tolerably full account of tiie i™PJ*'-

ment trials is given in a leading article elsewhere. The

fullowingis a short statement of some of the decisiMW

in the cattle clashes, with a list of the award:* of the

iudffes of implements.

The iudijes in the Shnrt-hom cImks were Memn.

Druryr.Mavnard, and l>and. They have had ^ven^
bulls to place-and Jioyal Buiterjl^, 1st at Canter-

bury, a r4n of magnificent proportions frr^it lengthy

depth, and symmetry, « »ffain pliced Ist here
;
tb.

2d prize haB gone to Prince Talleyrand, bred by

""Vn^^c'rUn. bulU Sir C. Tempest'. Fnn^ FreS^ru^

3d at Canterbury, U placed Ut-hi^ colour quality.

„n^ «i7.e beimr in hU favour; and Mr. lawkes
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former, before liiin at Canterbury, is unaer mm av

Pomfret. . ,

Among 10 ball waives, Barkatvay, a young roau with

wonderfully thick and deep twist and wide and

prominent bosom, taking Ist prize at Canterbury, is

a^ain Ist here. He already, at 11 months old, girths over

6 feet. Colonel Towneley's Moyal Butterfly 4th ; a red

calf is placed 2d. Three cows competed m their class:

Booth's Queen Mah, beaten at Canterbury by East-

wood's :Roseiia. is placed 1st; Rosetta is not present

to compete with her. Pearl a red cow, is placed -cl;

Boselud, bred bv ilr. Middleborongh, the third, dropped

twin calves about an hour before the judges came

round. One of them is living.
, , -, , r». i.t»

A short class of 3-year old cows had Lady Pigott s

Bucliess of GJoster, bred by Jonas Webb, placed 1st,

and Col. towneley's Fidelity 2d.

The class of 2-year old heifers was first-rate, both in

number and quality, containing Mr. Ambler's 7^ ooti-

rose, and Captain Gunter's Duchess (1st and 2d at

Canterbury). That decision is here reversed; Duchess

being 1st/Qneen of the Vale by Mr. Booth 2d. and

Woodrosenot decorated at all. The award hmges on

qualities which need an educated eye. For Woodrose.

as recards outward form, is the most symmetrical animal

in her class; the D«c7iess, however, in tiuality (indicated

by the touch), in vigour and constitution, indicated by

her coat and general bearing, has carried the day

over her.
. ,

The prizes in other classes must he given next week,

and we are able to report only in a few classes further

of the slieep.
,

The horse prizes will not be announced till late on

Thursday.
Leicester SaF^r.

Shearlinfi Rami C24 entries).—Mr. Wiley, Brandsby, 1st ;
Mr.

Borton. MaUon, 2d.

Old Ramg (18 en tries).—Mr. Borton, 1st and 2^
Pent of Five Ewfs (-2 entries).—Mr. Lovel, Drifbeld, Ist, >ir.

Simpson, Wetherby, 2d.
, -r, i u i *.

Pens of Gimmers (6 entries).—Mr. Wiley. .Brandsby, 1st

and 2d.
'

Short-Woolled Sheep.

^<iin«.—Lord Walsingham, let and 2d.

Pens of Shearling 6'imi/i€rt.—Duke ot Devonshire, 1st ;
and

Mr. Thompaou, 'Id.

PiGB.
'

Boars, large Brted.—'SlT. Dynon. Ist ; Mr. Sidtmarfibe, 2d.

Sowt, Large Breed.—Wr. Gledhill, Ist.

Soan, Small Breed.— Vlr. Harrison, Ist ; Mr. Endeacott, 2d.

Sows, SiiMll Brted.—Mr. Ilatton. Ut and 'id.

Boars of any Breed—Hr. Richardson, 1st ; Mr. TVainnian, 2d.

Stmtotany Breed.— 'Sir. W:unin:m. 1st; Mr. Walton, '^d.

. Three Store Pigt^.-Hir G. WombweU. Ut ; Lord Weuluck, -d.

Towig Boar, Large Breed.-Mr. PyRolt.

Tounif Sow, Lfirye lireed.—Mr. Gavins.

Tounff Boar^ Sma».— Mr. Wainman.
Yomm Sow, SiiidfL—Mr. Gavins.

"
In Yearlinjf IToifers Sir C. Tempest received the 1st prize for

Ilarmlfsf, Jind Mr. \\. Hootli tho I'd U,t tlio Soldier's BrKle.

In iluilor Calvt's Air. LasccUcs had CniciUs Ist, alid Col.

Townelcy Frederick's Giant Daughter, 2d.

The following are the awards of the judges of imple-

ments, Alcsars.Outhwaite, Wells, J. Qlarke, and J. C.

Morton :

—

First ateam PIoiigH £50
Second do. .. ;. -. ..25

JFirat Mower .. .. .. .• lu

Second do 5

H-iymaker 10

florse Rake 5

Com and Seed Drills 5

Turnip Pulper 5

Waggon ..10
CarE .. 10

induce the belief that this host of visitors will be

forthcoming in due course.

The trial of implements was inaugurated tms aiter-

noon with a wetting shower of rain. The field some

time after this displayed a satisfactory appearance so

far as visitors went. The ploughs under tnal Oia

generally excellent work ; although in some points we

noticed a looseness of management, such as the lacK oi

dynamometers and of judges or others to make sus-

tained observations and references.

The judges in the Show-yard were engaged in tiie

afternoon in trying the grain crushers, oil-cake breakers

threshing machines, &c. As usual '^^
"early all the

Shows, the trials we conceive were little better than

trials in name. The trials of the present time may be

relatively valuable, inasmuch as all implements and

machines are tried under the same circumstances.
^

At half-past 8, Dr. Anderson, chemist to the >ociety,

delivered a lecture iu the Court Room to an audience

all too scanty, on « Manures ;» and many eiisily

remembered truths or rules were given and aU of them

sin-ularlvfreefromthe abstruse calculations and intricate

lancuage which too often characterise chemical prelec-

tions. The lecturer, in showing the importance of the

subiect, gave some interesting details as to the j-early

value of manures expended by the farmers of Great

Britain. The summary of these showmg a total ot

4.000,OOOZ. sterling. He afterwards adverted to tins

as showing the immense saving effected yearly by

having good analyses and ready metliods of correctly

estimating the value of manures. After a few remarks

on farm-yard manure, and how in great measure the

farmer was able to estimate its value, he showed that

the case was very different when such complex sub-

stances as artificial manures were employed. Hence

arose the dependence of the farmer on the chemist, and

on the accuracy and simplicity of statement of his

analysis. The following is an analysis which JJr.

Anderson gave as one divested of all unnecessary in-

tricacy :—
Water .. .. • •• •- •• •• ^^•'^

Organic matter and ammouiacal salts . . . - 5"^-16

Phosphates 2.^.48

Alkaline salta J'^I
Sand 1-^®

Mr. Fowler
Not a'^-n.itJed

Mr. Cianstoii
Burgess & Key
Nicholson
J. Coultas, jun.

J. Coultas, jun.
Bent.aU
Trustees of Crosskill

Busby, Company

The other awards will be enumeraled next week.

GREAT AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT DUMFRIES.

? DUMFKIES: Tuesday^ July 31.—Everything bids fair

to make this meeting, if not the most successful, at

least to render it as fairly so as any of the Highla::d

Society's meetings. The entries are nearly double the

number of those brought forward at the last meeting of

the Society at Dumfries held iu 1845. The following

18 a more detailed statement of the result of entries ot

the two Shows :

—

1845

Cattle
Horses
Shuep
Swine
Poultry
Dairy Produce
Implements

* • * *

« 4

297
75
537
62

101
88

14;j

4 *

« V

« «

Tot.lI number of entries 1303

1860

303
159
539
50
216
198
802

•2'HJ7

Tiie Show-yard Is situated upon the Stewartry side of

the Nitli, and is connected with the Ca-stle-Donglas

Railway by a siding which is made use of in forwarding

implements, &c. direct to the Show-yard.

The trial-field is in the immediate vicinity of the

Show-yard, and although the soil is rather lighter than

could be desired, it is in other respects well adapted

for the purpose.

Sammarising the details of the prizes offered, we find

that in tlie Stock Department 1022^ is ofiered for first

and second prizes, 106 Bronze, 37 Silver, aud -4 Gold
Medals. In the Implement Department, 257/. for first,

and S3 Bronze Medals for second prizes—in all, 1279/.
in money, and 230 medals; a list of inducements,
surely, well calculated to bring out a full list of, compe-
titors, and we hope" a host of visitors, to witness the
xCTulU of their endeavoura to carry off the prizes
offered them. Everything wbUe we write bids fair to

100.00

Ammonia , •. • ^^-^^

Phosphoric acid in the alkaline salts = to 5.4-J ^

phosphate of lime -•^**

The lecturer confined his remarks chiefly to an expo-

sition of the qualities, or rather what should be the

qualities of guano and superphosphates. These, in

point of fact, constituting nine-tenths of the artificial

I
manures now used. »

Tlio farmer shoviUl be careful to see that the per-

centage of ammonia is distinctly stated. No analysis

sliould be taken in which the ammonia is stated as

being equivalent to so many parts of sulphate of

ammonia. Let the percentage of ammonia be very

clearly expressed. Agnin, in taking samples to analyse,

let a sample for this purpose be made up of quantities

taken from a number of bags—a fair average sample

will thus be obtained. Space compels us to omit notice

of many important points adverted to by the lecturer;

these however will be presented shortly in a complete

form to our readers.

Wednesday, August 1.—The day is anything but

auspicious. From an early hour this moniing the sky

got gradually overcast, till in the forenoon it began to

rain. A short interval of fair weather allowed many

to get up to our yard. We shall give a complete prize

list next week, meanwliile of the more important depart-

ments we give the prizes. Of steam power portable

threshing machines, Robey&Co., of Lincoln, have taken

the Isfc prize; Wilkinson, Wright, & Co., of Boston,

the 2d. Of threshing machines for horse power, John

Drummond, of Cumnock, Ayrshire, has taken the 1st;

Williamson, of Kendal, the 2d. Of two-horse ploughs,

for general purposes, John Gray & Co., of Uddingston,

Glasgow, have taken the 1st ; James Halliday, Dumfries,

the 2d. In Trench ploughs, Wra. M'Cormick, of Dum-
fries, has taken the 1st ; R. Law, of Shettleston, the 2d,

Of two-horse grubbers or cultivators, T, Halliday has

the 1st ; Calden & M'Kinnel, of Dumfries, the 2d. Of
consolidating land rollers, James Kirkwood, ot Tranent,

has taken the Ist ; and Robert Wight, of Seton, the 2d.

Of land pressers for preparing seed-bed for grain,

Robinson, of Barton-on-Humber, the 1st ; and Smith
Brothers & Co., of Glasgow, the 2d. Of ribbing

machines, the 1st has been taken by James Kirkwood,

Tranent; the 2d, by Mr. Shireff, of Dunbar. Of
Iiarrows for light land, the 1st, by E. H. Bentall; 2d,

by Kemp, Murray, & Nicholson, of Stirling. Broadcast

sowing machines, 1st, Mr. Slnreff, Dunbar. Drillsowing

machines, the 1st, by Mr. Slnreff; 2d, by Kemp, Murray,

& Nicholson. Sowing machines for Grass seeds, 1st, by

Kemp, Murray, & Nicholson ; 2d, by John Burnie,

Castle Douglas. Sowing machines for Turnips, Ist, by

J, & T. Young, Ayr; 2d, by Mr. Shireff. Messrs.

Reeves, of Brutton, Westbury, Wilts, has taken the 1st

prizes for machines for distributing guano in drills or

broadcast. Liquid-manure distributing machines,

trustees of Crosskill, Ist ; James, of Cheltenham, 2d.

Of fanners for winnowing grain, the 1st prize has been

taken by Richardson, of Carhill. Kemp, Murray, &
Nicholson have taken the 1st prize for one-horse carts

with harvest frames. And the prize offered by the Right

Hon. Lord Ashburton, has been gained by Thomas
M*Cririck, of Cumnock,

A Grass-mowing machine was tried this uiorniug oil

thegroundsofMr.Coomblands, Loughside.audwithsatis.

factory results. The machine is that introduced by Mr.
Samuclson. of Banbury. It is an American iuveation*

and gained the first prize at the National Meeting at
Syracuse, United States.

The following is the award in the principal classes of

Cattle, Sheep, and Horses.

CLASS I.—CATTLE.
SHORTHOKN.

Bulls calved before 1st Jan., 185S.—1st prize, 201., Willtao,

Lambert, Haydon Bridge ; 2d, 10!., and 3d, Viscount Strath-

Bull calved after 1st Jan. 1858.—1st prize, 20!., Davii
Ainslie, Blucksbield; 2d, 10!. ; and 3d, Lord KLuuaird. • )

Bull calved after 1st Jan. 1S59.—1st prize. 10(., JolmAtkimon
Newcastleon-Tyiie; 2d, 5/., Messrs. Tunibull, Dumbartoa'
3d Bronze Medal, James Hozier, of C:irlake. '

Best Cow.—1st prize, 15i., James Douglas, Athelstaricford

2d, 8i.. Thomas Atherton, Speko ; 3d, Bronze Medal, Viscount

Strathallan.
. ,^, t r. ,

B^st Heifer.—Ist prize, 10!., James Douglas; 2d, 5^. ; and 3d,

Capt. Robert Guuter. ' ^ . ^7 t t. ,

Best Yearlint? Heifer.—Ist prize, SL, J. Douglas ; 2d. 41. ; 3d,

Bronze Medui.
^LASS II.-H0nSE3.

FOB AGRICUI.TCIRAL PURPOSES.

Old Stallion.—1st prize, 30f., D. Ridd«U
; 2d, 151., W. Kerr;

8d, Bronze Medal, J. Barr.

Three-year-old Colt.—Ist pnzc, 201., Andrew Logan; i:d,

lOi., J. Frazer; 3d, R. Lochhe;\d.

Two-year-old Colt.—1st prize, 15(., James Salmon; 2d, SI.,

Peter Crawford. Stratliblane ; 3d, J. Buchanan.

Yearling Colt.—1st prize, 10/., Mattlicw Kerr ; 2d, 51., James

Proudfoot ; 3d, Alex. M'Lachlan. . „„, , ^ ,

Old Mare with Foal at foot.—1st pnzc, 20i., James louglaa ;

2d 101 , Robert Morton ; 3d, James Salmon.

Three-year-old Mare in Foal.—1st prize, 15/., William Rigg;

2d. fil., John Watson; 3d, James Beattie.

Three-year-old Filly.—1st prize, 101,, John Anderaan; 2d, 0.^

John Muir; 3d, William Little.
.m v ^ ^^ .>

Two-year-old Filly.—1st prize, 8?., Vm. Aikeiihead; 2d,*i.i

John Kerr; 3d, Jas. Walker.

Yeariing Filly.—Ist prize, 61., Wm. Kerr; 2d, Zl, Goorge

Hendiirsou ; 3d, John Frazer.

CLASS IIL—SHEEP.
CHEVIOT. ,

Old Tup.—1st prize. lOi., James Brydon ; 2d, 51., ditto; Sd;

Thomas Brydon. ^ , ,
_ , j . «, -.

Shearling Tup,-l6t prize, 101., Robert Borland, M, 51,,

Thomas Brydon; 3d, James Brydon. rm, „„
Five Ewei-lst prize. SI., Thomas Brydon ; 2d, 41., Thoiii»

C. Borthwick ; 3d, Robert Boriand.
, , . r.. t,^„

Five Shearling Ewes or Gimmers --1st
Pf?^^' °/:'J^f

"

Brydon ; 2d, 41., Thomas Welsh ; 3d, Thomas C. BorthwicL
,

LEICESTER,

Old Tup.-lst prize, 101., James Beattie; 2d, 5f., Thoma

Cockburn; 3d, James Beattie. .

n^.^tM^- 9d M
Sheariiiig Tup.-1st pri^e, lOi., James BeatUe

,
20, K,

Tliomas Cockburn ; 3d, ditto.

Five Ewes.—1st priz3,8i.,JobnCallie.

Shearling Ewes.—1st prize, 8!., George Simeon, 20, *t.

George Simaon ; 3d, Medal, James Melvin. .

LONG-WOOLLED OTHER THAN LEICESTER.

Old Tup.-lst prize, 10?., Edward Handy; 2d, 61., Jom

Gibson ; 3d, Lord Kiimaird. - o^ ri . M
ShearlingTup.—1st prize, lot, Edward Hanoy ; 2d,5!.,».

Lord Kiuiiaird.
'

_ ,, nt tr Tn>if,

Five Ewes.-1st prize, %l., Robert Robison ; 2d, 4i., Joai>

Gibson : 3d. Lord Kinnaird.
. ,

.

,

Shearling Ewes.—1st prize, Si., Robert Scot Skirvmg; 21, i^-.

Lord Kinnaird ; 3d, John Muir.
C^TTTTTnow^

Old Tup —1st prize, 10^, the Duke of Richmond; 2d, 5L, *»

do. : 3d, R. S. Skirving.
, r u- \.r^r^n^'

Sheaiiing Tup.-lst prize. 101., the Duke o/ Rif^^T'
2d. 51., R. Skirving. Camptoun ; 3d, The Duke of R'cJmoDd

Ew4.-lst prize. 8/., Robert Lyail ; 2d, 4L, B. S- Skirvu*

Shcariing Ewcs.-lst prize, 8f., Duke of Richmond .
l'^*^*

R. S. Skirving.

CLASS IV.-SWINE. ^ .. .,

Boar, small breed.-lst prize, 8i.. George Mangles
,

iHr *

-

Joseph Hindson ; 3d, Miss Bell, Woodhouselees. ^ „ ^jg.

Sow, large breed.—1st prize, CL, William Duff; 2d, SH-,*-

Sow, JmSl breed.-lst prize. 6Z., John Maekay; 24 3^-.

George Mangles ; 3d, do.
^ . »a oi Earl cf

Three Pigs.—1st prize, 4L, George Mangles, Jd, -'., ^
Wemyss aud Marcb.

East Lothian Ageicttltitbal Club, Ju?^ ^•

Bomceopathic Treatment of Cattle under -^^'^^^

Mr. S^dserir, of RuchUiw, said :
TheMr. s^useri:, ot xiuciuaw, sum. *"" , ^^e

amount of capital represented by Uve stocK,

^^
vast losses sustained by epidemics, casiuilties,

unsuccessful medical treatment, render ic »,

I

interesting inquiry to tlie agriculturist, « ^
the rate of mortality among live stoct may ^r^

greatly reduced below its present s*-**^^^ *

cgto l

have no tables of mortality to quote witbrejereo
^

tlie lower animals, and we have no statistical
^^^-g^

tion to communicate with reference to deaths

stock ; but all farmers know, aud all novices °^".

that, in estimating the profits of a i^ir^» ^^
margin must be lett for casualties amongst farm

^^^

It has heen deemed sufficiently importaut to a^^^^^

the attention of several insurance companies wlio^^
^^

take to insure stock against losses by death; ^
terms of these insurance companies form one

.^^

strongest inducements to undertake the presen i
1^

for unless we are prepared to resign all P*'** *
^ ^^83

to protect ourselves from loss, I think we can
^^^

ourselves of insurance with any of the ^*^^
f^./juar?

We are favourably situated with respect to ve
^^-j

surgeons in this county, and I am glad to J
^ ^

have always found the greatest attention, ^^
some instances of very skilful treatment in J ^
stock. StUl, much may and must be ^one m ^^

.. of reco?*^-<'
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^r'^;^^^^ wliieh is to sacrifice perhaps a valuable

a^imaf, while injudicious treatment or improper reme-

5jes will render abortive the most sltilful treatment of

the veterinary surgeon when ho arrives. In the hope

ihat the treatment of sheep and cattle will be taken ^^p

more fully by some more efficient hand, I shall confine

my observations more particularly to the treatment of

horses, having had more experience in losing them, and

having therefore directed my attention more to that

branch of the subject.

The horse labour in most parts of the county is very

qflvere ; to keep the horses up to the mark, and be able to

overtake the labour in good season, they must be highly fed.

ffiffh feeding and hard work involve a delicacy of many of the

internal organs, particularly a Uability to indigestion and in-

flamniatory complaints, A change of fodder, more particularly

^m ^hite to Bean straw, a long journey, or a hard day's

nloughing in an exposed situation during cold windy weather,

« frequently followed by an attack of indigestion, spasmodic

or flatulent colic, which, if not checked, runs its course, and

ends in iuflamniation of the bowels. Inflammation of the

]uD?9 is ^^^ uncommon, and cuts ofT some horses- A consider-

ifcblenuTnber used to sink under influenza, but since the vete-

rinary profession have set their face against bleeding, the raor-

lality is greatly lessened—the farmers' own fleams also being

flo doubt more seldom used. Indigestion or colic, however,

sometimes passes into inflammation of the lungs, and some-

times influenza supervenes, wheu a tedious case of obstruction

flfthe bowels has yielded to the remedies employed ; and this

is n case too likely to end fatally. I believe we may safely say

that the deaths of nine-tenths of the horses lost in this county

bavobeen caused through colic and obstruction of the bowels.

En most cases, I believe the animal sinks, after the original

diaease baa been overcome, under prostration of the vital

Dowers. caused by the strong medicines employed, and neces-

aary to'overcome the disease under the system usually and all

"bnt universally followed by the profession. But however

treated, imder what I cull the old system, the horse has to get

better of the medicine after he has got the better of the disea,se,

and we have seen that nature often sinks under the eflort-

process of giving a drencli either with a horn or a glass bottle,
to prepossess you in favour of any system which, can accom-
plish its end in this way. So much for the administration of
the medicine. When a horse is observed ill of colic, he should,
if practicable, be placed as soon as possible in an airy loose box
and clothed, for the surface soon loses its heat, and the cure is

a little more tedious when the horse gets cold. Every particle
of food must be taken from him, and a clyster of plain tepid
water thrown up, I would prefer the funnel enema recom-
mended by Professor Gamgee, as farbetter than the old syringe.
If it will not act it would be dangerous to apply force by means
of the syringe, as, if there is any difficulty, another operation
amiliar to all must first be performed. Plain tepid water,
and in moderate quantity, forms the best clyster. The
longer it lemains on the better, as more of it is taken up by
the intestines. If necessary repeat it in an hour. Meantime,
give a dose of aconite, to be repeated twice at intervals of 15
or 20 minutes. Sometimes the second dose is all that is

needed- The aconite keeps down fever and inflammation,
and unless you are very positive of the absence of all ten-

dency in that direction, you should always commence the
treatment as above. After the aconite give nux vomica, if

it is the food which causes the attack, and particularly if the
abdomen is full and swelled. If the agony is very great, and
the belly tucked up rather than swelled, arsenicura is

the appropriate remedy ; bryonia, if the attack can be
traced to exposure to cold ; colocynth, if to green
food ; cantharides, if to spasm of the bladder. With
these remedies I have had the satisfaction of seeing
every case yield to my treatment, and some of them pre-
sented a sufficiently alarming appearance during their pro
gress. I had one smart case of acute founder, all' traces of
which had completely disappeared the following morning,
without bleeding or jmrging, or any other than the homce-
opathic treatment, I know that statements like these are
usually met by the Faculty with the answer, " Oh, these cases
would have recovered any way—they got better just because
they got nothing,'* If you should be told that such cases
recover better when let alone, than when treated according to
the established rules of medical colleges, dispute it not, but
accept the information and save both your pockets and your
beasts. Such is not my position. My argument is—if I,

without any medical skill or knowledge, have accomplished

The great object of medical treatment must be to economise these results by dint of observation and diligent reading only,

*h^ iHtal nowers while the disease is combated. If the sources h
the vital powers ^ .. n -

of the nervous power become depressed beyond the rallymg

point, every function of life is imperfectly performed, nature

sinks', and the animal dies from exhaustion of the vital powers-

Being strongly impressed with the conviction that harm is

done by the employment of large doses of powerful medicine,

1 resolved on investigating, as far as a non-professional person

can do, the claims of another system of medicine. The prin-

ciple of homceopathy has nothing whatever to do with globules,

or the size of the dose, or the strength of the medicines. Every
practitioner, or every individual who cannot persuade his

veterinarv surgeon to adopt this system, can please himself as

to the dose; and if he does not hit the miirk at once, he will

arrive at a rule for himself, perhaps without any dii:ect fatal

result, if he does not deal in strong tinctures. Every book on
homoeopathy recommends, and every practitioner employs doses

and dilutions differing from one another; and it is a curious

fact, that as experience begets confidence in the powers of the
medicines higher dilutions are more frequently employed- If

any professional gentlemen are now present, I am sure they
will understand that my wish is not to depreciate their ser-

-vices, but to see another powerful weapon put into their hands
tor the public good. I submitted my views to my own veter-
inary surgeon, in whose skill and knowledge of his profession
I have the highest confidence. Having received his disapproval
^f the system, I had no alternative but to adopt it myself, and
to gi'ope my way in the dark with such assistance as I could
"derive from the amall library which I had already collected
,Mpon tlie subject* I had not to wait long for subjects to ox-
periment with, I have had as many cases of sickness as
Wmerly, and where not involving surgical aid, ever>' case on
the farm has been treated homceopathically for the last two and
a half years. In the only two instances in which I have de-
parted from it, 1 have seen reason to regret doin^ so. It is not
to be expected that I am to report a great variety of cases.

The cases coming under my treatment have however been
tnfi6ciently formidable to prove interesting to all who seek to
obtain new light on the treatment of such cases- They are
cotnjprised under the heads of common colds, influenza, spas-
modic and flatulent colic, stoppage of the bowels, and acute
founder, and they have all bieen successfully chucked before
passing into the later stages of these diseases. The fleams,
the blister, and the physic ball have been banished from my
piBmises, to the infinite advantage of the patients who have
heen under treatment, and except in the case of those tedious
colds which perplex ns so much when they come into a large
stable, every case but one was completely cured, and the horse
ready for work in a few hours, and the case excepted w;is

thoroughly cured in 11 hours. Every drug has the power to
produce morbid symptoms on the healthy body, and every
^mg has its own distinct and specific train of symntoms.
These have been made the subject of experiment, singly and
oa healthy subjects^ by Hahnemann and his followers, and
'lave been carefully collected and recorded for the beneQt of
the profession and of humanity. lUie principle on which we
Proceed is, that the drug which produces certain symptoms
''iU cure similar symptoms when present as a morbid state of
the body. On the truth of this principle, homccopathy
^taoda or falls, and the size of the dose has nothing
whatever to do with it, When it is remembered that the
*c«dicine pelected to allay fever is that which produces fever-

iahiiesB—that nux vomica which produces such fearful spasms
*^r arsenic, which produces such internal agony, are selected
to cuve violent colic, it must appear reasonable to reduce the
^086 to auch dimensions as will reduce the likelihood of
violently aggravating the disease under treatment. In prac-
tice it is found that the medicine may be diluted, and the dose
^uced to a point, at which the ag^^ravation entirely dis-

5H>peare. Beyond this point it is found that the dose may be
^U greatly reduced without ini])airing its curative action,
The dlaoaaed organ^ which in health would be utterly insen-
«ible to a sma\l quantity of medicinal substance, responds
iwomptly to the thousandth part of a drop of the medicine, is
iiomiKopatliic to its present diseased condition. This is an im-
roen.^ advantage, for sometimes the svstem is found to be
uruwually sensitive to the action of the medicine, and were we
oonnned to the lower, that is the stronger dilutions, or the
^tuer tinctures, very painful aggravations would often result

nuZrmS^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ curative action of the medicine was
_pparent. For these reasons I advise every novice not to dis-

him^? ^^*^^^^ ^^^ experience of others, and I would advise

fnei?n
*^^^^ ^^ ^'^^'^ ^^^ ^^^ medicine case such dangerous

vomifMk ^ ^ ^^ niother tinctures of aconite, arsenicura, nux
in fh^\ ^^^ centessimal dilution of these meiicines

W^™V^'^^f.'**
tincture he should employ, at lea-t till he has

animT]
^^^^^^^ '"ith the powere of his medicines. The lower

iniin Th" ^^^ nearly so senMtive to the action of medicine as

I rtv*^ if
'

*'^**^^ ^^®® ^^^ ^ iiovse or cow is 10 drops. To cattle

I hutlhfl}^ ^ueglassful of pure water. In the case of horses
fiut d uttie fionr in a horn spoon, drop the medicine upon it,

> onipfVf'^v -P* ^^ ^iiter and make it into a thin paste ; go

f i!riirL\.!!IL^^^^ '*»e animal if he is standing, or go down on

ow much good would be done by our thoroughly-equipped and
skilful veterinary surgeons, if they would adopt this rational
system, instead of the comparatively barbarous weapons with
which they are now too often compelled to wage unequal war
with the diseases of our live stock, I have found that young
calves are very sensitive to the action of medicine, as much so
as man ;and I find that the sixth dilution—the same dose, in
fact, as I administer to a child—is sufficient for a young calf or
foaL The first case I ever tried was a calf, and I think that I

hastened its exit from the world by too liberal doses of the No.
1 dilution. Since then I have had the satisfaction of seeing one
recover under No. 6, after orders had been given at night for
skinning it next morning ; and many others less seriously
afflicted have promptly recovered under the same treatment.
In the treatment of cows, I trust to nothing else than homoeopa-
thic treatment, and with the most valuable thorough-bred cows
in the highest possible condition at time of calving, I trust to
that alone to ward off fever and inflammation, both in sunmier
and winter. From my experience of the power of homoeopathic
medicine to cure disease, and the highly satisfactory results of
the imperfect application of it by myself, I feel a strong con-
victiction that it alone presents the means with which to
combat that deadly disease the pleuropneumonia, which has
hitherto bafSed medical skill. If a few of our members will
take up the subject, and pursue still further the experiments I

have begun, patiently, impartially, and zealously, with a pure
desire to elicit truth, I am convinced that before all your
present tacks we out, you will not have to grope in the dark
when you wish to treat your stock according to this system,
for you will have the best veterinary surgeons that Scotland
can produce flinging themselves heart and soul into the prac-

tice of this, the only system which provides potent remedies
for every disease, without torturing the enfeebled frame with
painful applications and nauseous drugs which leave their

sting behind them, and without depriving nature of one drop
of that generous blood which, under this gentle system, may
be safely reserved to carry her patient through the crisis of

life with the prospect of rapid convalescence,

Mr. Scott, Skinring. Campton, entirely agreed with Mr, Syd-
serff in thinking that to make horses take laudanum, could

onlv be justified on the ground of the disease amounting to

agony; and he was perfectly right in saying that it retarded

the cure of the horse, because it dulled all the vital energies,

As to homoeopathy, he would not venture to give any opinion,

but he might remark this, that the first case of pleuro-pneu-

monia he had seen under treatment was a bullock of his own.

Professor Henderson of Edinburgh happened to hear of the

case, and volunteered to give it medicine at a time when it

was very far gone. The animal lived, but it became a mere
wreck, and was utterly useleaa, and never fattened afterwards.

This, however, was 15 years ago, and since that time homoeo-

pathic treatment might have altered.

Mr, Knox, V.S,, in answer to some calls, said he had never

had any practice in homoeopathy, believing it to be wrong.

If a cow took ill with constipation in the bowels^ she might
get a lb, of salts in Linseed oil and ginger, as it would take

all that to operate on a welUfed animal. Were the animal

treated on the homoeopathic principle, she would get nux
vomica, but the only effect it would have would be that of a

slight J^edative- As to bleeding and blistering horses for colic,

that theory was now entirely done away with. In cases of

colic give nitrous ether with Linseed oil, and perhaps next
morning a slight physic ball; and it would be found no bad
thing to give the animal a good smart rubbing with turpentine

and mustard- One of the most frequent complaints was cold.

If this occurred in the stable, three-fourths of the animals took

the same disease. The best plan was to put them into a loose

box before they got into the stable
;
give them plenty of venti-

lation, and clothe them well ; but as to bleeding, or anything

of the kind, in cftses of influenza, this was very wrong. In

cases of puerperal, or, as it was commonly called, milk fever,

the diaease, now a very prevalent and verj' fatal one, was
br<>ught on by the animals being in too high condition ; and

the fat should therefore be taken off the cow before calving,

and bran mas^ should be given.

Norfolk Farmei^spaper on the need of Arterial Drainage
His chief illustration is derived from the experience of
1852, and he himself quotes from the paper read by Mr.
Algernon Clarke before the London Farmers' Club some
months ago :

—

"In the autumn and winter of 1852, and the spring
and summer of 1853 especially, when the fall of rain was
greater perhaps than had been known for 40 years, the
injury sustained in property of all descriptions, and to
human and animal life, was incalculable and appalling.
Thousands of acres of hay were destroyed in the
summer of 1853, and thousands of sheep» lambs, and
cattle drowned. As you travelled, all the low lands
looked like extensive lakes or estuaries; and so saturated
was the land in the autumn and winter of 1852, that it

was found impossible to sow the Wheat, and an
extraordinary breadth of land was omitted to be sown
with that grain. It was, in fact, only on those lands
which were thorough drained and had a good outfall that
the seed could be got in at all; and so seriously was the
produce reduced by the wetness of the season, that, but
for a lare:e stock of old English, and an equally large
importation of foreign wheat, both of which were
consumed before the following harvest, a famine must
have ensued. The deficiency that season amounted to
11 million quarters, and it was met hy a stock of 6
millions of old corn, and 6 millions of imported, leaving
only a stock of 1 million quarters at the harvest of 1854.

" Had a system of arterial drainage been carried out
previous to that disastrous season, the land would have
cleared itself of water as fiist as it fell; and not only
would much of the damage sustained have been averted,
but the seed Wheat would have been more generally put
in, and tlie crop would have sustained less injury. It
may fairly be estimated that the damage sustained that
year alone, for want of a proper outfall for the water,
would have purchased all the mill power of the king-
dom twice over at a fair estimation. That this is no
exaggeration, the following extract from Mr. Clarke's
paper will show :

—

Ut

aacbulDS.

69, July. I860.
The Journal of Agriculture, No.

Blackwood & Sonp^

The current Number contains, among other papers,

a review of Darwin's book on the Origin of Species,

Notes by Mr. Bum on the Agriculture of Belgium, a

paper on Arterial Drainage by an Old Norfolk Farmer

essays on the Managenient and Diseases of Cattle and

Dr Anderson^ report of proceedings in the laboratory.

mrkne^K.-MV"-— " .......... .-^, ..«. ^... .. As it is a topic which if the wet weather should

^thon^t^A'^'"^'^ continue will doubtless again acquire considerable im-
ui one hand, wipe the spoon upon it with the other and let

coniinae w ui uuu
f^ii^^i^o- Pxtract from th^ Old•^ You have only to see this done, and contrast it with the portance, ^e make the following extract irom in. uax

In February 1S52 the Severn and Wye rose to an alarming
height; the former river, at Gloucester and Tewkesbury, rising
in one hour 18 inches upon the meadows. The lower part of
the city of Hereford was so flooded by the y/^ye, that the
inhabitants were driven to their upper rooms, and ferry-boats*
were established in the streets. In September of the same
year the counties of Worcester, Gloucester, and Hereford were
visited by a tremendous tempest, in consequence of which the
Severn rose at Worcester, in one night, from its low summer
level so much that its banks were overflowed, and its surface
covered with uprooted trees and crops, furniture, and drowned
animals. In the valley of the Teme, which river came down
with a *' head" aimiUr to the " bore/* or tidal phenomenon, on
the Severn, the number of sheep washed away in the parish of
Powick alone was 2000, and some carcasses of the cattle were
drifted into the Bristol Channel. Great damage was done to
the grain and meal in the various mills. At Henwick Mill, a
rick of hay of about 12 tons was bodily moved by the flood.
The Hop j'ards which abound in the Teme valley suffered
greatly- At one Hop-yard^ near SheJsby, poles and Hops were
washed into the stream ; aeveral houses and many gardens
were destroyed; and at Stouesbridgre the Leigrh Brook, rising'

20 feet above its ordinary levels deniolishod a house, drowning
its iiimateg, and scattering it in fragments over the neighbour-
hood. The river Froorae overflowed its banks at many points ;

and numei'ouB snaaller streams, accumulating into rivers,

broke their embankments, flooding hundreds of acr^, and the
Hereford and GloTicester mail, together with one of the pas-
sengers, was lost in the Froome near Dormiiigton. All the
vale of Gloucester, comprising a vast flat district on each side

of the Severn, was one wide spreading sea, the water covering
the fences, leaving only the tops of the trees visible. The parishes

of Sandhurst, Lougney, Elmore, and other villages near the
river, were corapletely'deserted, the inhabitants having fled to
more elevated country. In some localities the houses were
completely submerged, only the chimneys remaining visible.

At Gloucester, the dock warehouses, and even one of the
churches, were inundated, and the city was three nights in

darkness^ owing to the flooding of the g;i3 works. At Tewkes-
bury^ boats were employed to rescue the inhabitants. At
Shrewsbury, the Abbey Church and nearly SOO houses were
under water, and the deluge extended over several

miles of the surrounding country. In December the
Severn, hardly subsided, again roee, the houses in

Shrewsbury again suffered, and the meadows for many
miles were flooded to the depth of several feet ; so that
in many places along the Shrewsbury and Chester, and alflo on
the Shropshire Union and Shrewsbury and Birmingham Rail'
ways, as far as the eye could reach, the land was completely
drowned, to the vast damage of seeds and plants in the ground.
The almost unprecedented fall of rain during the latter end of
1852 produced similar disasters in the south-west counties. At
Bath the river Avon overflowed, the water reaching 10 feet

above the ordinary level, and inundating a great many houses,

the inhabitants taking refuge in their upper apartments, and
receiving supplies of food by boats. In tt\e neighbourhood of
Bristol an immense amount of property was destroyed. The
central basin of Somersetshire, or the marshes and moora
about the rivers Parret, Axe, and Bruc, between Bridgewater,
Wells, and Glastcmbury, wore completely under water, render-

ing all trafhc wholly Impossible, The meadows around
Taunton were flooded; aud at Langport and upon Sedgmoor
the water accumulated to a disastrous depth and extent, to

the heavy loss of the graziers and farmers of that rich pasturing'

district. In Devonshire the rivers Lemau and Teign, at

Newton Abbot, and other places, and in Cornwall the river

Camel, near Bodmin, flooded their contiguous lands, with

gre-'it damage. Few districts are more afflicted with inunda-

tions than the valley of the Thames. In ISlti aU the low Unda
for miles above and below Windsor Bridge were flooded severtil

feet in dei>th, and a great portion of the Home Park of the

castle was completely under waten Again in 1S47, and again

in 1848, manv thousands of acrefl in the axzne neighbourhood

were overflowed by the Thames and the Kennett. In July

185-2 similar floodings occurred, the h»y-fields between Swindoo

and Chippenham being indicated only by the appearance of

scattered hay-making machines and other impleoients. In

November and December of the same year the valley from

Vauxhall to Windsor was a vast lake, Oxford was standing

in a sea of water, the Cherwell and Isis being miles in width,

a vast amount of cattle and agricultural produce being can-ied

away from the vicinity, and several livee lost- It was com-

puted that 6000 acres on the Oxfordshire aide of the Thamea
were under water from September 1352 to February 1S53- At

Maidenhead, Reading, Ealing, Uxbridge, and many oyier

places, the principal com-fieMs were overspread with several

1 feet of water, and the number of houses iaundated. waa

1
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i^^^ons. AtFarrinflfdon the sheet of water was of amazing

extent and at Cricklade, Lochdale. and other places, the farms

were under watnr, heavy losses inflioted, and great numbers of

families reduced to starvation. The Thames is in so choked a

condition, that there have been seventeen floods m twelve

months, and a third of the hay harvest of \S5S was washed

away. Much land in Epsom, Dartford, Lewisham and

Charlton, was overflowed in 1852. On the North Kent Railway,

the valley of the Medway and the marshes along the Ihames

•were one expanse of water for miles. Parts of Chatham,

Itocheater, and Stroud were also flooded. The damage to

property and to health in the neighbourhood of the metropolis :

was beyond estimation. After the excessive rams of July ISod,

the low lands on the South Western Railway were overspread

with water, and thousands of floating baycocks. At Guildtora,

Chertsev, Woking, and Battersea, the flood was several feet

deep Windsor and Reading suffered as usual. At^ewDury.

Soiming, Burghfield. Oxford, kc, many hundreds of acres

were cleared of their hay. Wheat, Barley, and Oat crops were

flattened and spoiled; and at Banbury, for^ miles on the

eastern side, the country was entirely deluged, &c.

" The foregoing is a sample of what occurred in every

part of the country in those disastrous seasons, from

1847 to 185 1, during which it is not too much to say i

that, of property to the amount of many millions which

was destroyed, a large portion would have been saved

had a general system of arterial drainage been previously
|

carried into efi'ect/*

~strip the mother country in the management and work as in the ordinary steeping, under a certain

culture of our farms, it will not be the first time that trol, it is true, but generating, as the decomposition"

we have schooled ourselves under her instruction,^ until proceeds, the same fouljindoffensivegases. These gaseous

the pupil—although it is perhaps scarcely becoming in

him to say so—has actually excelled the instructor"

American Glimpses of Agriculture in Great Britain.

By Luther H. Tucker, of "The Country Gentleman,

&c. Albany.

We have lately had the pleasure and advantage of

leadingthisvery iustructivepamphlet ontbe peculiarities

or characteristics of our Enghsh agriculture as they

appeared to a well educated American eye. While

Mr. Tucker's references to the state of society among

ourselves, and to the interest taken in our agriculture

by foreigners and by our own great men will be read

with satisfaction, it is perhaps chiefly his description of

special farms to which the greatest value attaches; and

extracts from some of these reports we shall hereafter

give in our columns.

The condition of the farm labourer—the statistics of

rent and produce—detailed descriptions of selected

farms—the character and history of our breeds of cattle

and sheep— the permanent improvement of our soils by

drainage, thorough tillage, &c.; and a reference to the

'implements of agriculture as illustrated at our great

annual showg make up the contents of Mr. TuoUei's

pamphlet. The comparison between English and

American agriculture, 'ft-ith which he concludes, is

couched in the following words :

—

" Give the same knowledge of our climatic and other

pecuUaritica that he already possesses of his own, to

sm:h au English farmer as those T had the good fortune

to visit in Norfolk, in Ti'mcolnshire, in Kent, and else-

where, and let him apply himself and his capital to

farming here, just as earnestly its he does at home,

and no more, and it sccnis to me :ilmosfc beyond the

Wgion of doubt that the balance sheet be would

annually prepare so carefully would show, with every

allowance for probablu contingencies, a return consider-

ably greater in any of our moderately fiivourablp farm-

ing districts, than it possibly can, higher prices and all

in view, after the rent has been deducted for the

English landlord, the taxes for the English crown, and

the tithes for the English church—or for anybody that

iai^ns to have inherited the right of levying them.
" This opinion, of course, should be received as it is

given ; it appears to me to be warranted by a general

view of the agriculture of the two countries, while, at

tl^e same time, I cannot pretend to support it with

statistics—the definite record of ascertained facts—for

there are none of our own agriculture, and ^evf that are

available here of theirs. The conclusion to which I was

forced to come is this: that the improved Engli.sh agri-

culture of our day—with that measure of perfect suc-

cess it has achieved, and that measure of certainty that

now attends its successes—has been merely a gradual

and natural growth, some of the causes and features

of which 1 have been attempting to indicate, out of a

confusion far greater than that which now overhangs

our own efforts after advancement ; that, even throw-

ing aside entirely the advantages we have been deriv-

ing for 20 or 30 years from the mechanical skill of our
inventors, the average character of our farming is now
quite as intelligent and satisfactory as theirs was at a

period not very remote—bearing in mind, however,

that England has possessed for half a century or more
the same advantages (although not in a degree so great)

which she now posMsses, in her far greater wealth, her

aristocratic predilections for country life, and her com-

pact population, over the present condition of American
agricolture.

"So that it would be unfair to pronounce ourselves a

score or two of years behind the farmers of Great

Britain, without qualifying the verdict by adding that

oar backwardness, whatever it may be, is largely

owing to the natural circumstances of our country, in-

cluding, as I have before said, that lack of capital from

which we have suffered in all pursuits, the distance of

our markets and the low prices they have sometimes
afforded, a sparsely populated territory, and a too

general anxiety to get away from the farm, and live by
trading or by our wits.

"So that, moreover, there is room to derive en-

conragement and base new hopes upon the compsirison,
no matter bow tUr in the rear we voluntarily rank our-
wlvea at present, provided only we know that we ixre
orfte faurly in the right road to equal or greater deve-
lopment ; and, i£ at length we should overtake and out-

Our Farm Crops. Part X. Blackie & Co.

Professor Wilson's 10th Part contains an elaborate

essay on the cultivation and management of the Flax

crop, including its history, its botany, its management

in Belgium, its ordinary cultivation here, the various

processes for separating the fibre, and the value as food

of the seed, and of the cake which remains after the oil

has been expunged. The following is a passage descrip-

tive of the various methods of separating the fibre from

the bark and gum which surround and cement them in

the stem :

—

"These various processes—which, as has already been

observed, differ widely both in principles and in their

practical details—may be all classed under two heads:

the mechanical, in which the operations are conducted

in a dry state, and the chemical, in which moisture

and temperature are more or less necessary. In the

first, the object is obtained by the different parts

being mechanically separated from each other without

anv changes being effected; in the latter the plant

itself is disintegrated, either by the action of fermen-

tation, which destroys, or of some solvpnt which merely

abstracts the cementing matter by which the several

I

parts of the straw are held together. Of the first but

;
little need be said, as, except for rough goods not re-

quiring to be bleached—as canvas, rick-covers, rope-

yarns, &c.—it cannot be advantageously made use of.

However, as it costs as much to steep bad straw as

good, and the expenses in some such cases frequently

exceed the value of the produce, it would appear that

the mechanical or dry process may be beneficially tried

where the raw material is of inferior quality, where

there is a difliiculty in steeping it properly, or where

coarse fibre only is required.
" The second, the chemical or wet process, is effected

in three very different ways, and must be considered

under three distinct heads, as in each a different prin-

ciple is involved. The first is that where,the separation

is effected by simple fermentation, known as * steeping ;'

the second, where it is due to the abstraction of the

nitrogenised extractive compound by the agency of

chemical solvents; the third, where simply water,

either heated or in the shape of steam, is made use of

for the same purpose.
" lu the first a destructive fermentation is carried on,

either slowly or rapidly according to the temperature.

exhalations, which far and near stamp the unpleasa'^t
proximity of a 'rettery,* have been examined by variou
chemists, and have been found to consist chiefly of oaj
bonic acid and hydrogen in nearly equal parts, with
combinations of both sulphur and phosphorus' wifi.

, , . - 1 - 4-1-1 "^"'g louud.
butyric acid is gennrated in large quantities fn

fact, the fragrant butyric ether, so extensively tisednow
as a flavouring substance, especially in the preparation
of • Pine-apple rum,' might readily be collected in con
siderable quantities from the stinking water of the foul
and offensive steeping tanks or pools.

"The great advantages which this hot-water process
offered over the ordinary system of steeping were dia-

puted by some of the old steepers, so that In order to
bring the question to a f-iir issue, the Irish 'Plas
Improvement Society ' undertook, in 1850, a series of
comparative experiments, in which the following doubts
as to the hot-water system were specially investigated

and reported upon :

—

" 1. That the yield of fibre would be less than by the
ordinary method of steeping.

" 2. Tliat fibre so prepared would be weakened.
" 3. That linen made from the fibre would not bleach

properly.
" In reference to the first objection, the committee

reported thiit the experiments* showed that the

uniformity of temperature had the effect of increasing

the yield of fibre. As regards the second objection, the

results were equally favom-able. In the first experi-

ment, the Flax steeped in the ordinary way spun to

96 lea yarn, and that by the hot-water system spun to

101 lea yarn. In the second experiment, the cold-

steeped fibre gave 60 lea, and the hot-steeped

gave 70 lea. The third objection ^vas sub-

mitted to an extensive bleaching firm, whose evidtnco

in' favour of the hot-water process was very decided.

The committee concluded their report by stating their

belief that all reasonable objections had been fairly and

reasonably met."

Vetennari/ Homceopatliy. Illustrated Ij/ 125 Cam.

Jaine^ Moore, V.S., M.R.C.V.S,, &c. T. Sanderaa^

77, Fleet Street, E.G.

We have here a pamphlet of the kind to which Mr.

Sydserffwould have drawn the attention of the Huddlag-

ton Farmers' Club, had he known of its existence.

Mr. Moore has been 25 years in his profession, and

eitner ^^^;;^ ^l
^^

^^V^'^^y.^J'^^l''^^^^^
^^^

during the past 10 has been engaged in the use of

of the water m which it is steeped, at the expense of ^^_ »_ ...^ ..^.dJp^. and U t.l.u. Pnhltl^d to ^
the extractive matter of the plant, and offensive and

I

noxious gases are generated ; in the second this matter

is removed by the aid of chemical ingredients, which are

costly, and never altogether efficient in their action;

while by the third the separation may be effected with-

out any cheiiiical changes taking place in the composition

of the plant, and all its several parts be left in an

available condition.
'* Of these diiferent processes the first, that of

'steeping,' is the oldest, and still may be termed the

universal method by which Flax fibre is prepared in

every country in which it is grown, the only improve-

ments that have taken place since our earliest records

having been of quite recent date. The only advance

modern times have made is in the substitution of an

increased and regular temperature for the lower and

iiTcgular temperature of the pools or rivers in which

the steeping is commonly carried on. This system,

introduced by Sehenk in 1846, was a great improvement

upon the old, as we are now able to effect the operation

at any and all periods of the year, in a 1-lOth part of

the time formerly required, with far more certainty as

to the results, and, in most cases, with increased

returns from the straw operated upon."

The description of the modes by steeping and dew-

retting is then given in detail, and Schenck*8 and other

methods for the same purpose are afterwards enu-

merated :

—

" The merits of practically employing heated water

for this purpose is due to Schenck, who took out a

patent for it in 1846, though the principle was not at

all new, and had indeed been partially applied for a long

tinie past. The first * rettery * ou this principle was
established in Mayo in 1848; now there are some 20 to

30 at work in different parts of Ireland, besides several

in this country, operating upon from 40,000 to 50,000

tons of stra\v annually. In this the principle of fer-

mentation is the same as in the old process, but is now
totally independent of external temperature, being

placed under the control of the operator, who can easily

regulate the action of the steep according to the quan-

tity of Flax operated upon, or the quality of the

article he wishes to produce. An important saving in

time is effected, from 72 hours for the finer qualities to

96 hours for the cOarser only being required, instead of

from two to three weeksl The work, too, can be

carried on all the year round, instead of only during the

summer months, and a more regular and certain fibre is

obtained. The size and number of the steeping tanks

are regulated by the general working arrangements of

the * rettery,' and these again are mainly determined

by the local circumstances of supply and sale. The

temperature of tbe * steep ' is kept up between 80° and

90°, and controlled at will by the operator. Here, how-

ever, we have the same destructive fermentation at

homoeopathic remedies, and is thus entitled to speak

with some degree of authority of the comparative

merits and advantages of the two courses of treatment.

A large number of cases of pleuro-pneumonia, and of

milk fever, among other diseases are described. Mf.

Moore concludes with the following enumeration of tlie

advantages of homoeopathy :
—" 1, it cures disease. To

cure means to heal. The means of cure attack tbe

disease and not the patient's constitution. The meaiB

are harmless in themselves and do not add to the danger

and suffering which already exist, * * * 2, 2»

increased success. It cures more cases than allopath;.

Such is my own experience and that of others whoiave

tried both plans. * * * 3, its humanity. Every

one knows how horribly cruel all allopathic measures

are. Firing, blistering, and over-drugging a poorl)nitc,

as sensitive to pain as man, and already suffering

acutely, are instruments of torture from which the min"

recoils in disgust. Supposmg that homoeopatliy we"

the universal and accredited system, and that some one

introduced allopathy, with what indignation wooW

every man receive the proposal to perpetrate its

cruelties on his horse, cow, or dog ! Custom, however,

makes cruelty familiar, and familiarity breeds bdiffff-

ence. « * * 4, the single remedy. In to"^*^;

pathy only one drug is given at a time ; its ^^^^^^K

not interfered with by being mixed with different WO

incongruous substances. [This, however, is act entirely

consistent with the account of Mr. Moore sO'^b

practice given in some of the cases he has P^^^'''^^

described.] 5, the giving of small doses. ^
pathy gives monstrous doses of poisonous substance*

..'
' onous effects, such as purging, sweating,^

6, it economises strength. Whatever Iowa*
excite poisonous effects, such as purging, sweating

* * * 6, it economises strength. Whatever lo

strength, robs the body of its power to resist the we*k'

*"Tu oco experiment, conducted at Lisburn by

D ividson, 112 lbs. of Flax straw, after being steeped anflo^

111 tbe usual way, gave 20 lbs. of scutched fibre;
'^'^f^*^

e hot-wr
steeped straw ga^-«^^-;:jja*i

24lb».
of the same straw steeped by the hot-water process g*^?; , J
In another trial, 112 lbs. of cold-steeped straw ?a^'«, ^^„^Jd*i
of dres.sed fibre; whereas the same quantity of straw y

by the hot-water process 17 lbs. 1 IJ oz. Other ^^P^^^ftrU!*-
a larger scale eontirm theae results. lu 10 compai^ ^
made with nine different sorts of Flax, it '^^^''

i-^ Jj^oJ
average produce of 1200 lbs. of Flax straw 8^^^g,t* ^f^
dressed fibre in the hot-water steep, aad only Ho id*.

steeped in the ordinary way. . .^„ Ttriti^

"Dr. Hodges, in a paper read at the meeting of tnej.^^

Association at Belfast (1852), gave a statement. extra*.i*^,

the working returns of the Cregagh rettery (ScbenCK » ^T^
of the changes which 100 tons undergo when treateu

process :

—

" 100 tons of dry Flax on the average yield--
*'

1. By seeding, 33 tons of seed and hmk, leavms

straw 67 tons, . , j ~Mtec
"2. By steeping, the G7 Ions of Flax straw yieW <*'^

straw 39.5 tons. , Atavi ?***

"3. Bysciitchuig. the 3i).5 tons of steeped^i^»^
5.9 tons of dressed fibre, and of tow jfldT-*-'—

"

1.47 ton."

f

c^

Vk.
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enin'^ effects of disease. * * * Homceopatliy does

notlunc- to squander, but everytliing to iireserve vital

finer^v'
* * * Allopathy, by a few heavy blows,

nrostrates the animal, and then, alarmed at the result,

attempts to support it, when sinking. ^ * * 7, it

is economical in a pecuniary sense. Fewer eases die,

so that the value of the animal is saved. The duration

of ilhiess is greatly abridged, so that the expenses of

treatment, Iceep, and the loss from inability to work

are proportionately curtailed. Of course as the animals

^re sooner cured, and require no turning out to Gi-ass,

^c. thev are soon able to resume work. And even

after tiie most severe illness, -they are unimpaired in

Contrast this with what

spring out of them :— I. As to the time for the com-
mencement and termination of tenancies. In consider-

ing this and all similar questions, the object to be kept
in view should be the reduction to a minimum of all

Turnip crop. With' regard however to the 25 per cent.
of land which shall have a Turnip crop on it at the end
of the tenancy, the outgoing tenant should have ample
remuneration for his outlay upon it. There are three
modes of doinsr this :—1. By requiring the bills for seed

arable, meadow, pasture, and orchard land (which is

the constitution of most farms in the West of Enp^land),

it is desirable that the tenancy of the farm should not
terminate at any one time; and that it is ]>referable

that the tenancy of the arable land, of a portion of the

after the most severe iiiness, Triey are unimpaireu m earliest Grass land, of a stable for a team of horses,

value or working capacity. Contrast this with what and of one of the cottages, should terminate at

Jjaupens in allopathy,"
|
Michaelmas—that of the bulk of the Grass land and of

These extracts are of course shortened from their the orchards at Christmas—and tliat of tiie farm-house,

respective paragraphs in the pamphlet. Mr. iloore is
,

yards, bartons, the rest of the cottages, and a home-

a vif^orous advocate of his system; and we conclude field or two, at Lady-d:iy. The advantages of this

fl-ith the following passage relating to the 125 cases ' arrangement are :—1. Tliat all claims by the outgoing

liekiis described: only adding that we are assured by tenant for acts of husbandry are reduced to two: viz,

tlie writer that these cases are "average specimens of the value of brushing in the seeds with tlie Barley, and

the ordinary run of diseases. They fiiirly represent the the preparation of the Turnip crop. S. That all claims

features of daily practice, and are not mere selections for reimhurdemeat of outlay in seed and manure are

published for the purpose of exhibiting the mode of reduced to two : viz. the cost of providing the seeds to

treatment in a light unusually favourable. # # * j brush in with the barley, and the coat of providing

shall be curious to learn what figments will be invented seed and manure for the Turnip crop. 3. That there

to explain these recoveries by those who will uot, or ' can be no claim for an offgoing crop. 4. That the

who cannot conveniently admit the only conclusion to incoming tenant can give his arable land the benefit of

ffliich they point. They will be found rather more autumn cultivation. 5. That there will be Grass for

difficult to dispose of timn similar recoveries in the his stock immediately on his entering at Lady-day,

Imman subject. The opponents of homoeopathy must 6, That the only other subject for valuation will be

however, to save their own credit, explain them away ' the spending value of the straw grown in tlie last

eomehow or other. What have * faith,' 'imagi-
. year of the tenancy. * # * II, As to the cultivation

uaticn,' * dieting,* ' regimen,' ' sisters of charity,' clauses, which shall give security to the landlord for the

'irholesome hospitals,* 'globules,' and all the rest of
]

good cultivation of his farm, and yet ^ not needlessly

it done here ? * Nature,' their forlorn hope on restrict the tenant as to the succession of his crops.'

desperate occasions, will no doubt be called into pl»y. I have marked with italics the wise recommendation

Oil this they will make their stand. If they assert

subjects for valuation between the outgoing and incom-
ing tenant at the end of the former's tenancy. Bear- ' and for artificial manure to be produced. By estimating
ing this in mind, I suggest that in mixed farms of

'

the value of the manure made on the farm and employed
,^.1 ^..^ ^u..>.|^ ^.tu^, 11. 1^. Kjj »-ou»iiniLiiig Liie vault: ut
acts of husbandry employed upon it, and adding to
amount so ascertained a year's rent, rates, and taxe

£rive my
#

contained in the Report of the Committee, The c^m-

that these recoveries were solely due to nature. I shall plaints made by farmers of the restrictions usually found

require to know—1. What is meant by unaided nature ' even in the best-drawn leases are great and well-

CTiring the highly fatal diseases of animals. 2. Why I founded. * # # But without them, how can the

tJiis supposed curative power, influence, or agent, has landlord secure himself against injury to his farm ?

never been discovered till now. 3. Why nature is never ' With them, how can the tenant have freedom of clioice

prated about except when it is expedient to account for ! in the succession of his crops ? In this matter simplicity

the recoveries which happen in homoeopathic practice.
|
is one of the objects to be aimed at, for the compTTcated

employed
on the Turnip crop, and by estimating the value of the

the
taxes of

the land. 2. By estimating the produce of the crop ia
quantity, and the value of the same in money. 3. By
estimating tlie produce of the crop in quantity, and
settling the value at certain prices per ton, to be fixed

by the lease at the commencement of the fcenaucy.

Adliering to the rule of reducing the subjects for

valuation at the end of a tenancy to a minimum, I
preference to the third of these modes.
The quantity having been settled, the next

question is the price per ton. This, as I have before

suggested, had better be settled by the lease. The
price usually awarded on valuations of Turnip crops
between outgoing and incoming tenants is (I beh'eve)

8-9. per ton for Swedes and Mangels, and 5s. per ton for

common Turnips. * * # IV.—Permanent Improve-
ments.—The discretion as to such outlay cannot possibly
be left to the tenant, for the landlord fliay have only a
limited interest in the estate. The atnount also may
be large. That of draining alone frequently amounts
to 5Z. per acre, which may be two or three years' rent
of the land. Few landlords are in a position to increase
their investments in land to the amount of two years'
income, however much they may be able to improve
their land by so doing. In ray own case, and as agent
for other landlords (wherever I am able to do so),

I pay the whole cost of buildings or draining, except
the cost of hauling materials, and I charge 5 per cent,

on tlie outlay on draining during the resid?ie of the
tenant's term. The outlay on buildings is generally
under special circumstances which do not justify a
charge for interest. When tlie lease is renewed, I

charge whatever rent the improved value of the farm
will justify."

4. Wiiether it is probable that the patients would have

recovered as they did, had they been left entirely to

nature or to chance, 5. Why in every instance of

recovery the disease began to subside coincidentally

with the administration of homoeopathic remedies.

6. 'Why nature did not cure, or show any signs of

otiring, until that particular juncture. 7. Why nature,

even when allied with allopathy, failed to cure until

honmeopathy kindly turned the scales. 8. Why allo-

pathists never trust to nature alone. 9. Why bleeding,

blistering, and so on, are resorted to, if nature be
sufficient to cure, 10. Which treatment is the more
likely to place the fewest obstructions in the way of

any restorative tendency that may exist. 11. Why,
even granting that these recoveries are entirely attri-

butable to nature and not to homoeopathy, nature should

not hereafter supersede allopathy, especially as there

wotdd be more success, less expense, and no pain. And
12. Wliy 125 cases are not forthcoming to prove that

when similar diseases are lefi; to themselves (j. e. nature)

the same results follow."

Journal of the liath and West of ^England

Agricultural, Societi^. Vol. VIIT. Part 2. Eidgway.
The editor completes his work at the beginning of

eiicli half year—the first part appearing in January and
the second in July. The latter half of this year's

volume contains a great number and variety of short

articles collected under the heading "Note Book"

—

which, while of comparatively little use to the volume
119 a work of reference—for most of it is extract matter

—yet adds greatly to its current value as a readable and

mtercating "work. Thus Wool, Sheep, Devon Ciittle,

^wii-v?, Ergot, Lois Weedon, Beetroot, Forces used in

Agriculture, Arsenic, Artificial Manures, and Linseed-

VA^jc^ Fish Manure, Oak Galls, Whichwood Forest,

^Vi.els, Example, Freedom for Land, Notes from
^''''' Books, 3(Ir. Acland's experiments at KiUerton,

'Metororology, Statistics, occupy 100 pages. Another
Imndred are filled with papers on Farm Labourers and
^n Cattle Food?, by Professor Tanner ; on the Turnip
^^op, a capital essay by Mr. Spoouer ; and on
J^t.^iiiu-power, by Mr. Clarke, taken from the Journal of
t!ie Agricultural Society.
Mr. P.Dole, of Bridgewater, writes thus on the report

of the Committee appointed by the Council of the Bath
"^- ^\est of England Society about Agricultural
Customs :

—

"The resolutions of the committee primarily affirm
two propositions:—!. That the landlord ought to have
^w-arity for the good management of his estate. 2.
^Uiat tlie tenant ought to have securitv that he shall
'J'lve tune to obtaiu a fair remuneration for his capital,
|»r that he shall be paid the valae of what he leaves for
hi:s successor. And then they proceed to lav down
*5:iie geaeral rules for suidanco in the carrying out of

^
e^? propositions. These rules, however, do not touch

two very important questions : viz. that of the time for
tjte commeucement and termination of tenancies, and
^Uat^ of the ddtivation clauses to be inserted in leases.

AVith the view, therefore, of commencing a

covenants usually found in leases have long been
deservedly condemned, though no satisfactory substitute

has yet been found for them which has come into

general use. Let us then examine some of the most
approved systems of husbandry, and see whether we
cannot extract some general principle from them which
will suffice for our guidance. * # * I need not

incumber this letter with statements of many courses

of husbandry recommended by good farmers in different

districts. The same principle pervades theui all,

examples : viz. that of cropping half the arable land in

each year with coi-n, and the other half witii green
crops to be consumed on the farm. Does this principle

then meet the requirements of the case ? Does It give

the landlord security for the good management of his

estate? And does it give the tenant freedom of choice

as to the course of cropping ? If half tiie firm is

cropped with greeu crops every year, and the same are

consumed thereon, material deterioration in tlie quality

of the farm would seem to be almost impossible; and if

there be no stipulation whatever as to tiie course in

whicli the crops shidl be grown, surely the tenant

cannot complain of being shackled by any unnecessary

restrictions on his course of cu]tiv;ition. The tenant

of course must covenant to keep his crops clean, and to

use good husbandry. If this principle docs meet the

requirements of tlie case, the only cultivation clauses

that need to be inserted in a lease will he:—1. That
the tenant shall crop half hts arable land in each year
with green crops. 2. Tliat he shall not seed such green

crops without licence from the landlord, in writing,

and shall consume them on the farm. 3. Tliat he

shall keep his crops clean, and use good husbiuidry.
* * * III.—Tiie mode in which the outgoing tenant

shall be remunerated for acts of liusbaudry, seed and
manure left on the land, and straw. By the arrange-

ments proposed by me in this letter, the claims of the

outgoing tenant will be limited .to the following

matters:—1. The cost of the seeds sown with the

Barley in the last year of the term, and the cost of

brushing them in. This involves no difficulty, and, in

case the outgoing and incoming tenants are unable to

agree, the amount to bo paid should be settled by
arbitration. 2, The spending value of the straw gYown
in the last year of the term, which the outgoing tenant

will be unable to consume, and the amount of which

must be settled in case the outgoing and the incoinin^

tenant cannot agree by arbitration. Tins involves no

Tlie Resources of Seclaimalle Land, By James
Sanderson, Land Agent, &c., 13^, Cannon Row, West-
minster. Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange.
The author argues the advantage of reclaiming the

large tracts of reclaimable laud which still remain
waste, and proves its profitableness in a number of
recited instances, some of which we have quoted for the
instruction of our reader^

J*

Farm Memoranda.
Reclaimed Laxd in Selkirkshire.—The district

is one in which the writer farms, and the farms noticed

are chiefly in the northern division of Selkirkshire, and
partly in the counties of Midlothian and Roxburgh.
All the farms He contiguously, and form a district at

the point where these three counties converge. For
the sake of distinctness, I designate the farms by
numbers, withholding their names.

IsTo. 1 is a farm which, 20 years ago, was partly in

tlie possession of the proprietor, and partly in the ocea-
pation of a non-resident tenant. The part in possession

of tiie landlord contained 300 acres, lying in pasture,
and divided, into fields, varying from 10 to 30 acres.

These fields had been previously cultivated, and haviAg
been sown out in a wet and poor condition, yielded very
inferior pastures. They were annually let for summer
grazings, and realized low rents, compared with those
generally obtained for Grass parks. The portion of the
farm underlease was a pastoral hill, containing upwards
of 700 acres, having no enclosures, and lying in close con-
tiguity with the Grass parks. On the expiry of the lease
of the pastoral hill IS years ago, both divisions

—

Grass parks and hlU—were let to an enterprising tenaofc,
who, in the heginniuijofhis occupancy of the farm, com-
menced to plough, drain, and lime the sterile Grass
piirks. In a few years these parks presented a
wonderful change. All of them had undergone a
thorough system of cultivation, and, instead of produc-
ing only coarse Grasses, yielded luxuriant gram and
green crops. Simultaneously with these improvements,
extensive operations were being executed on the bill

—

ploughing up the rugged natural lea, picking and
removing stones from the surface, draining, liming, and
erecting substantial stone dykes, 5 feet high, which
formed enclosures varying in size from 20 to 60 acres,

so that what had reoently been a pastoral hlll was in a
faw years traiisforiued into a large arable farm, wholly

cultivated, with the exception of nearly 100 acres on

ditficulty. 3. The value of tire Turnip seed, and of the ! its rocky summit. The results obtained from these

acts of husbandry and manure employed in raising the
,

improvements will be apparent to all, by taking a glance

Tnrnin croD This is the only important and dilfieult
' at the increased products of the farm. Previous to its

* * « The rule T should lay being cultivated, it kept a regular stock of 500 CheviotTurnip crop

subject for valuation,

down would be, that no claim for imexhausted manure

should be made where a corn crop has been taken smce

its application. Where coarse bones are used, they are

sheep, and the 300 acres ofsummer grazings maintamed

for four months from GO to 70 cattle. > o\v the com-

bined farms keep a regular stock of 600 sheep, and the

Z7^^^^^"^r.Z^^Xr^^^^,oZ{on. crop, bu'. as Inrdy but ..all-boned Cheviots have been supplanted

Xant knows generally two /ears beforehand when
|
^y U>e Ur,or.f™.ned and ™ore^^^^^^^^^

Lrgon'to ciui he needs not tou.ethem; and I Before the occupancy of the prescvt tenant the whole

aI S ll\2. it necessary to nialce any provision iu
,

produce of tlie farm consisted of 20 acres of Oatj and

^i, ?, fnAbe re mhn^St of the cost of anv manure Barley, and two or tbree acres of Turnips and Potatoes
leases for

'•'^^Xlbeen taken from the land since it Now it annually raises upwards ot 200 acres of cereal

''!«f.s«on of th^rtwo"nue;tTons*"l b^.-^ to"offer" th: ' waTdreied" w"th it. I have therefore assumed that • crops, produces Turnips which fatten between 50 and 60

Wlowin^. suggestions on tCand on t^^ootherf^^^^^ claim except for the 33 pev c«.t. of
;
cattle, and upward, of 400 sbeep. and supply e.gV.
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weeks' food in spring for the regular sheep stock which

the farm xaaintains, as well as partially furnishes food

for 150 store cattle during winter. Formerly only

eight individuals were engaged on and supported hy

the farm : now it employs and supports upwards of 70

resident persons.

No. 2 was five years ago wholly a pastoral farm of 600
!

acres, and leased hy a non-resident tenant. On the
I

expiry of the lease at that time, tlie farm was offered for

public competition, and let for a 19 years* lease to the

present tenant. From part of the farm having been at

a remote period cultivated, traces of serpentine ridges

•were still visible, and bore ample testimony to the bad

farming ofbygone days. The practice towards the end

S PARMENTER'S PATENT PREPARATIOIT
For Destroying Mealy Bug, Red Spider, Thrip, Scale, Aphis, and other

Insects, also Mildew on Vines, Fruit Trees, and Plants of all descriptions

JAMES CAHTER & CO.,
IN offerinff the above Preparation, are fully aware that they are fulnlling a duty of or.

siderable importance both to themselves and the Public, as it is well known that many Drena^f
have been previously offered and recommended as sure aiiA safe remedies against the aboTO-mentS
pests, and have on impartial trial proved either totally ineffective, or destructive to the lives It^
valuable Plants. J

of the Tast ceStury, of ploaghing isolated patches, and , Although J. C. & Co. have had incontestable evidence of the efficacy of Parmcnter^ Patent Preparation, yet they did 3«»

leaving these when exhausted for nature to cover with
[
ontheiro/n experience alonejeel Justified in recommending^to^t^^ proof^'j^?«J

wild embryo plants,

most rumous imaginable, and encaiiea on coming gene-
;

^^jjch ^lu be duly published. _The followmg is the report ot a series oi careim auu eiauuiuw, expenments by the eminent
rations the most adverse consequences. Barren pastures,

an impovftrished soil, and a secluded district, are some

of its fruits. This farm had undergone the system

Nursery Firm of Messrs. E. G. Henderson &. Son :—

Parmenter'b Preparation-.—We find this Compound effectual for the destruction of White Bug snd Scale oa IsA^^^.fFarmentebb rREPARAiio
_ ._ . y^^,J„^^ E>iX-ianthu.% Rhododendron,^, Tkibaitdiai, &c., m the greenhonlT? ^^

The whole farm previous to its being brought under

tillage presented a very barren aspect ; stagnant

morasses in its valleys, covered with the luxuriant but

harsh foliage of the common Reed-grasses, seared and

stinted pastures, isolated Whin-bushes, and gnarled

Hawthorn trees—remains of former fences—were some

of its more prominent features. The morasses have

been removed by a large main drain of 20 feet deep;

and where formerly sto<Ki these stagnant waters is now
a rich loamy soil. The farm is already nearly ^all culti-

vated, and divided into large enclosures, which yield

abundant crops. Formerly it only grazed 450 slieep,

and their shepherd was its only inhabitant. It now
maintains a more numerous and a better ftock, fattens

30 head of cattle, and five yoke of horses are to be

seen scaling its steep and undulating surface. A new
homestead has been erected by the proprietor, and the

dense volumes of smoke that may he seen issuing from

one of its chimneys indicates the important change

which has been so rapidly effected on the farm. It

might have been interesting to have given, in detail,

the increased value of the store sheep upon the farm,

the number of shee^ annually fattened, the number of

store cattle maintained, and the bulky crops of cereals

and weighty crops of Turnips produced ; but, as these

may be in some measure gathered from the above

outline, I shall only say that anew colony is established,

employed and supported on the farm, and that the

annual produce, which is sold for the purpose of

supporting the general population, has increased in

value 2000i, Mr. Saund^n'son on the Resources of
lievlaimable Land,

Wl
c

^^ilTnom^irodonrJ^''^^^^^ and is ellicacious without injury to the plants. On^pUnuTfTS,,^
arandi/lomm, recently imported from the Coutmont, and completely covered with Scale and. on ArdiMo. crenulata, much infS
%ith the White Baa, the Preparation ah Described was very satisfactory. It also appeara effectual in destrovini^^J
becking the Rid fipiUer and T/inp, by ioimersiug the branches once or twice m a thinner solution oi the Preparation.

On plants with leaves of a less leathery and more porous texture and thin and pulpless, the Preparation cannot be annli^i

suffieiently strong at ona i.amersion to destroy the White Bug or Scale (the most difficult of all plant msects to deatioy) w t

W

iniury to the plants ; therefore it should be made in a weaker solution, aud applied with a soft brush or sponge to the infS
Darts remaining ou 24 or 48 hours as before. For the continual cleanhuess of the plants, a solution of the Preparation S J,^
water for occasional syringing will he found very l>eueficial and act as a check ami pn cmtative. In the destruction of the W^
Buo and Brown Scale upon the class of plants first referred to, Parmenter's Preparation was found more effectual than the GkhH!^
Compound. In its application the following directions may be deemed safe:—

, ,, ^^. , . ,

"

1st. The strength of the application, without iiyury, will be lu proportion to the thick coriaceous or leathery texture of tl«

leaves, their dormant condition or rest from growth, and vice versd. "*«

2nd The injury arising from its undue application will be in proportion to its action on the soft and delicate cellular tifiniw

of the plants, whether in a growing condition or not, but most injurious in the former. "^"^

3rd. As a general rule, plants of the strongest and most robust growth will require it to bo applied of the consistency of
thin paste-like liquid.

4th. Plants of the soft-stemmed class, whether heavy or smooth, will require its application by immersion in 3 mjifu^
proportionately diluted to suit the texture of the plants.

Calendar of Operations.

JULY.
r

Wester Ross, Juhj 23.—The month of June was bo invariably
cold and wet tliroughout that, from the beginning to the end
of it, we had not one thoroughly warm day, consequently the
crops made very little i^rogres:^ Since [the be^nning of July,
however, the temperature ha.s been much higher, and as we
have had abundance of rain the crops have been making rapid
progress. Turnip sowing was completed in good time and in
excellent condition, and as thero were no blanks, and no
Turnip devourers of any sort, we had no second sowings ; and
so nipid has been their growth that on many farms the singling
or first hoeing has been completed. Never perhaps have we
seen the Swedes and earlier sown Turnips more speedily close
over the drills than they have done this year. Unless some-
thing unusually untoward happen, the Turnip crop will now be
very abundant. Nor will the straw be less abundant. Within
these few wesks the crops have stretched wonderfully. Wheat,
although thin nearly everywhere, has lengthened out greatly,
and the straw being stout as well as long will be of considerable
bulk. This crop stands much in danger of mst from the con-
tinued cloudy and damp weather. Barley, although not yet at
its full length, has become so heavy that much of it is already
laid, and from such only an inferior sample can be had, Oats
are unusually promising, abundant in straw, and rich appa-
rently in grain. If well harvested this crop will help to make
up for the sad deficiency of last year. Potatoes on dry. friable
soils are looking particularly well ; on stiffdamp clays they are
thinly planted, and are progressing slowly- Beans and Peas
are not largely grown in this district, but when sown are very
promising. The hay crop occupies a smaller breadth than
usual, is by no means heavy, and has been overtaken by an
unaeasonable harvest time. The pastures are now more abun-
dant than they havy been, aud store cattle have considerably
increased in price. As the harvest must now be late, we are
desirous to have manure carted, and everything done to admit
of autumn Wheat being sown immediately after the crop is
secured.

Extract from a Utter received from Mr. Thomas Riters, Author of " The Orchard Souse" the l^uneriei,

Saiohridgeworthy Serts.

" One AppiiCATioif op thb Cohpositiox uNDiLtrxED TO soiTE Orange Trees infested with thi

Beown Scale efpectuaxi<T dbsteoted it; a small ^ainters^ Irush was used in appli/lng it**

Extractfrom a letter receiced from Mr. Summeks, Gardener to A. Mon^redien, Esq., Sydenham, "t&e Mwf /

ef Spergula pilifera :
"

—

"With EEBPECT to the destruction or insect life, especially of the species and varieties op

Coccus, WE think it fab supEEioa TO the Gishtiest Compound, and ix lacks the teez disagbee-

ABLE SMELL OF THE LATTEB."

Price 2s. and 3s. 6d. per BotUe; Stone Jars, lOs. 6d. each.

To be had of all tUe priuclpal NurserymcD and Seeclsmen throughout the United Kingdom, and Wholeflafe larf

Retail from

JAMES CARTER & CO. (Sole Proprietors). 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

JOHN" BELL'S COMiPOSITION for DESTROYING
MILDEW ON VINES, PEACH. AND NECTARINE

TREES, and every other plant subject to tMs pest-

Sold in Bottles, Is. M., 2s 6d,, and Ss. each. A Is* 6i. Bottle
19 sufficient to make 10 gallons. 2s. 6d. do- 20 gallons, and 5«.

do. 50 gallons fit for use,—10 & 11, Exchange Street, Norwich.

PAGE'S COMPOSITION foe the DESTRUCTION
OF BLIGHT npon Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers,

Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants^ has stood the
test of eight years' public trial, and its great success has led to
numorous imitations, Dr- Lindley, in his leading article ol

October 25, 1S5S, reported 1S2 cases in its favour—^sufficient to
convince the most sceptical.

4s, per gallon, (suffi^cient to make four fit for use).

10 gallons and upwards, Carriage paid to Loudon.

London Agents :^
Henderson & Co., Pine-appie Place, TV-

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, W.C,
Mn Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea, S-W.
Mr. Clark, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.

Mr. Barnes, Caraden Nursery, Camberwell, S,
Mr, Hopgood, Shepherd's Bnsh, W.
Cutbuah & Sons, Highgate Nursery, N.

and the leading provincial houses in the Trade, and of the
Inventors and ifanufacturers, Page & Tooooon, Royal South
Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton,

'^PHE

G ISHURST COMPOUND,
PATENTED,

FOR PHEVENTrKO AND DESTROYISO
RKD SPtDEU
TSRIPS
AMERICAN BLIGHT

MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

Notices to Correspondents.
Artificial Manl-re : Jamaica Pla-nter. A pamphlet by Mr.
Afoule describes the manufacture of an inodorous fertiliser
from clay and night soil (Bradbury & Evans). As to the otlier
substances named—10 of bones, 5 of sulphuric acid mixe-t in
a heap, and the result mingled with 15 of any waste flesh or
night soil, and then thrown together and repeatedly mixed
and turned over, with 70 or more of moist but friable clay
soil, will make the very best of compost, to be used as a
dressing at the rate of 10 to 20 cwt per acre.

Dairv Management: AgHcola. Read the "Handbook of
Dairy Manajfoment" (Is. ed.) published by Longmang. Dairy
produce is disposed of if on a small scale to ueighbours, or on
a large scale to New^te Market or Leadenhall Market sales-
men. It is hardly likely that taking as an entire noveltv to
oairy farming you will succeed, unless you have already hadth^ management of labourers, and know how to choose aud^ thP dTi""^ "^ competent hands. Pleuro-pneumonia

pjtai to fan back upon from entering into dairy husbandry

MEALY BUG
SCALE
ANT3

BED BUGS, Ac,
And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Hag received the sanction of the Gardening- Press, gee
Gardeners' Chronicle of 9th April and 16th July, 1S59, and
"Cottage Gardener," 13th July, and has been favourably re-
ported on, and i^ iised by eminent gardening authorities,
among whom are-

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, ofChiswick House Gardens
Mr. Collinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooling, S.
F. & A. Dickson & Sous, Chester.

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken in supplies,
and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first

trials and small uaes, such as destroying bed bugs ; 3g. for not
large gardene ; lOs. 6d. for large gardens, with testimouials and
full descriptions for use.

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Company, Limited, London.

KEEP YOUR PREMISES FREE FROM MICE AND
SPARROWS

BARBER'S POISOXED WHEAT kills them (only)

on the spot. In Id., M., id., and Sd. packets.-f.
SuTTOSiCo., 10, Bow Churchyard. London, E.G. Agents. Soidby

all Druggists, &c., throughout the Kingdom. Works; Inswich.

LONDON MANUKE COMPAiVl'
(Established 1S40),

Are now prepared to send out the following 5IAND'FACT[JfiEI>
MAXURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LBIE, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONNES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN ani> ROOTS.
CORN MANURE fob SPRING TOPDRE33ING.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bones, as being one of the most certain Manures for the Boot

Crop, aud in which they guarantee every portion, both ol

the soluble andiusoluble phosphate, to be obtained eiitirfiV

from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERCVIAX

GUANO 6-livect from Messrs. A. Gibbs & SonsX NITRATE of

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Maaure of Talue.

116. Fcnchurch Street , E.C. Eow. Pur.-jf.r, ijecrgtag-^

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCEXTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to cocUai

Phosphoi-ic Acid soluble, ectuivalent to 40 percent, ofTnbasL

Phosphate of Lime. '
'

r »,-

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in valQfl »=

the preceding. .

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says :—"These results nia«

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of tb*'^
high agricultural and commercial value which charactenae-

your concentrated superphosphate." t

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and P«f«"
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with TestimM*J'
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Bubsaep,!^'*
& Co., Sutton Road, FU'mou th. —-—"TjT AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures nianufact^
J.^ by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 18^0, are nowrewj

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices ;—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE ,. ;• *;
y, SUPERPHOSPHATE 0/ LIME

J

r .«.^. • MINERAL .. .. •• I
LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE, *

MANGEL MANURE
GRASS MANURE

ned of Mr. hxWES, or -^pomted Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, as J»

varying according to cost of carriage. -bul^**
Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from »J^^

7000 tons Turuip Manure at Mr. Lawes's lactones, anu^
report with analysis are given in full in circular, t# be

9J^on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. La*.^.^
fS'*'*

Genuine Peruviiin Guano direct from Messrs.
*^'P^J' tji*

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical il*

American Cakes at market prices. a^Afft t-^*
Address, J. B. Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London fines''

aud Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

»
tf

8

8

«

These Manures can'be obtained' of Mr. LaWE-=, or hi« "P"

i
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NEW SEED OF FIRST-CLASS

CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS,
AND FINEST FRINGED CHINESE PRIMULA

JAMES CARTER & CO.
are now ready to supply SEED of the above in tliree-sized Packets, all of the same quality,

Is., 2s. 6d., and 5$.

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 28. High Holborn, W.C-

B.^ NEW HARDY PERENNIAL.
JAMES CARTER & CO.

HAVE MUCH PLEASUEE IN OFFEBIXG

Seed of AQUILEGIA CARYOPHYLLOIDES, fl. pi,

which has been Commended by the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society, who
describe it as follows:

—

" This is a very pretty douhle-flotpered variety of the common Columbine. The Jloicers are

whitey variously striped with reddish crimson, and here and there ivith reddish purple, pro-

effective varieyation. The variety teas considered distinct and handsome, and teas commended."

SoTTX DTTRING- THE PRESENT MoNTH tcill pToduce Jflowers ficxt Spring. Price 1*. per packet.

JAMES CARTER & CO., SEEDSMEN, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLEORN, W.C.

dttciny an

Seed

JAMES CARTER CO.
BEG LEAVE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING

CHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING

CARNATION, 12 choicest varieties,

BIZARRE, 10 seeds of each
Do. do. FAMEUSB, do. ..

Do. do. FLAKE, do
Do. do. YELLOW BIZARRE and

SELF, do
Do. do. TELLOW FLAKE do. .

.

PICOTEES, 12 cboiccst vars., WHITE GROUNDS, do-

»,
YELLOW GROUNDS, do."

„ WHITE MARGINED, do.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS, do. FANCY, do. ..

do. FLAKE, do. ..

do. BIZARRE, do. .

.

PICOTEES do. . do. .

.

CARNATrON, extm fine, mixed
PERPEiaAL, do

If

It

#f T #

St.,Cd.
4
8 6

4
4
3
4
3 6
3 6
3 6
S 6

3 6
2 6
2 6

m «

PICOTEE, extra fine, mixed
PERPETUAL

HOLLYHOCK, 12 choice prize varieties .

.

„ splendid mixed .

,

PERENNIAL PHLOX, 12 newest varieties

,, ,,
' finest mixed

WALLFLOWER, 12 double German varieties .

.

,, double German mixed
HEARTSEASE, extra choice .. .,

PELARGONIUM, extra choice show and fancy vars.

ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed
PENTSTEMON, finest mixed
CALCEOLARIA, extra choice, spotted and blotched .

.

CINERARIA, large flowered, brilliant colours, and
preat variety

PRIMULA, finest fringed

25. 6J,

2 e
5
1

3
1

2
1
1
1

6

6

6
6

1

1
I

For other Perennials for present sowiniv-, and directions for cultivation of the same, see CABTEH'S
„ ^yj^jgjj ^yjn ^ forwarded post free on application to

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 23r and 238, Hisrh Holborn, London, W.C.

NEW SEEDS OF
CHOICE CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA,

and fine-frmged CHINESE PRIMULA.

SUTTON & SONS
are now ready to snpplv new Seed of the above in packets of

la., 2s. 6d., and 5s. each, all equally Bne.

SUTTON & SONS, ROYAL BERKS ^ESTABLISHMENT, READING

TEIFOLIUM JNCARNATUM
(present price) 4d- per lb.,

with "Practical Hints on its Successful Cultivation," showiiip: how 2 to 3 tons per acre of the most nutritions

Hay may be secured, tlie advantages of sowing it where broad Clover is thin, and Its superiority to Tares

as 'green food.

PAGE & T G D
having secured a large breadth from the most careful growers in this district—where better crops arc produced

than in any part of England—offer it at the above low rate for cash. Price to tlic Trade per post.

per lb. Is. Od. I ITA1.XAW RTE-ORASS, per bnsli., Ss. to 7».

VGW RAPE ,, Oft I
iaUSTA.RI> P©*" lb, ftU, tO 5d.

. WINTER VETCHES and WINTER OATS as soon as harvested.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASSES A ND CLOVERS.

NEW CRIMSON3 PURPLE, AND WHITE CHINESE RADISHES.
These new varieties, introduced hy usfrom China, are perfectly hardy, and if sown in Anyust or September

^ yield a vipply of dkciousflav<J- {equal to Spring Radishes) throuyhout tU mnU^^^n th^ open ground,

Zb. «d. ana Is. per packet.
.

_ CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA in pacl^ets of 2.. 6c?. to 1^., saved from one of the finest collections in

Europe, and ?eeds for exportation to all parts of the world.

Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

3
9
3

6

s
«

6
6
6
6
G

STRAWBERRIES.
CHARLES TURNER can supply strong plants of

the following select varieties :—

-

Per 100.

—

s. d.

Admiral Dundas(Myatt), large and heavy cropper, se-
cond class in flavour .... . . 5

Black Prince (Cuthill), early, small, but good cropper . . 2
Bicton Pine (Bamea), white, novel, medium flavour . . fi

Britiah, Queen (Myatt), fine flavour . . 5
Carolina superba (Kitley), fine flavour 5
Crimson Queen (Myatt), very large, great cropper, and

fine late variety . . 7

Elton Pino (Kuight), late

Eliza (Rivers), excellent cropper
Eliza (Myatt), good flavour ; syn. " Omar Pacba"
Eleanor (Myatt), very late, laige

Filbert Pine (Myatt), extra fine flavour and heavy cropper
Keen's Seedling, early 2

Nimrod (Pince) .•• ^

Oscar.—This valuable vancty has maintained the high

opinion expressed of its merits last season, having

obtained prizes at the Crystal Palace, Royal Botanic,

Pomological, and Fruit Committee of the Horticultural

Societv. Fruit large, handsome and firm, of good

flavour, early, hardy, and great cropper. One ot the

best for early forcing

Prince of Wales(Ingrara), fine flavour, and handsome fruit

Princess Alice Maud, early, and handsome
SirC. Napier (Smith), large, very heavy cropper, good

for general purposes . . . . . . • . - • " ?
Su- Harry (Underhill) lai^e

^
Stirling Castle, great cropper, small fruit 2

Victoria (Trollope), great cropper, second class in flavour 2
Wonderftil (Jeyes), remarkably heavy cropper, good . . 5

The principal kinds may be bad established in pots at a
small advance in price, thereby insuring a crop of fruit the

next season.

Charles Turner baa been awarded the First Prises given

for collections of Strawberries in London during the last two
seasous.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough (adjacent to Eton and Windsor),

and also at Sale Ilill.

7
3
2

6
6
G

6
6
6
6

INCRAM'S PRINCE ARTHUR STRAWBERRY.

J AND E. SMALL are prepared to receive orders for

• this excellent new Strawbeny. Strong plants in pots for

Forcing will be ready for sending out early in September at

40*. per 100, and 30«. per 100 for ordinary plants.

This Strawberry is a seedling raised at the Eoyal Gardens,

Frogmore, where it is now extensively grown for Forcing as

welfas other purposes.

It was submitted to the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural

Society June 12, 1S60. and the Prize awarded for the best seed-

ling Strawberry. It was again brought before the Committee
July 10, at which time it obtained a first-class Certificate of

Merit. Mr. Marnock, of the Royal Botanic, Regent's Park,

writes:—The Sti-awborry Prince Arthur " beyond all doubt
is one of the best in cultivation." Mr. Glenny also writes "fine

full flavoured Strawberry, different from anything I have ever

seen."—Agents : Mr, C. Turner, of the Royal Nursery,

Slough ; Mr. Dodds, Epsom Nursery, Burrey ; and Nutti-NO &
SoNj Seed Merchants, Barbican, London, E.G.

Colnbrook Nursery, Slough, Bucks.

THE QUICKEST TURNIP KNOWN.

a TJTTON'S EARLY SIXWEEKS
TURNIP may be sown until the end

of August with certainty of a good crop.

Price 13. per lb. or 48«. per bushel,

CARRIAGE FREE. Discount for cash

with order 5 per cent.

Royal Berkshire Seed Egtablishment,

Rcaciing.

NEW GRASS SEEDS FOR PER-

MANENT PASTURE.

SUTTON AND SON'S have a
fresh stock of

PERMANENT GRASS 3BBD9,

Of the most suitable Uinds for laying

down and for improving Pastures.

.The new crops being good, prices will

be reduced.
Also,

NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRA8S SEED.

Royal Bcrk.s Seed Establishment,
Beading.

NEW TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM SEED.

Royal

Berks

Seed

Establish 1IE^-T.

SUTTON AND SONS can now supply new seed of tlip

Italian Crimson Clover (Trifolium iucaniatum), which

should be sown as early a-q convenieut. Present price 4id. per

lb., or cheaper by the cwt. Also New Itahan Rye Grass seed

for Early Spring Feed.
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It has loner been known that the forests in

Peru and Bolivia from which Europe draws har

supplies of FETEa Bakk. or Cinchona, one of

the most valnahle of all dmgs, were becomiag

exhausted in consequence of the supineness of the

eovernments of those countries. Four thousand

quintals a year of Caliaaya bark ei[0-ted from

Bolivia alone canrot fail to render the acquxsitiou

of this precious commodity more and more difficul
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every year in that country, where the hest is found.

It was therefore represented long ago to European

governments that they should seek to establish the

Cinchona trees in their own possessions if their

colonies contained a climate Buitahle
^

for the

purpose. Acting upon such suj^gestions the

French authorities commissioned Dr. Wj.ddell,

one of the most resolute and skilful of

botanical travellers, when in the Cinchona

coiintries to procure seeds ; a commission

which he successfully executed. At a later

period the Ooveruor of the Dutch East

Indies, M. Pahud, sent Hasskahl a very

experienced gardener to S. America for the same

purpose, and was rewarded by supplies which

reached Java in 1853, by which the Cinchona was

securely established in that great island, where it

is said to find itself at home.

All this time the East India Company did

nothing of which we have any record. But the

snccess of the French and Dutch having arrested

the attention of the authorities in Leadenhall

Street, Dr. Koylk was at last instructed to

organise an expedition to Peru; and he had

advanced in his work so far as to have found a

promising collector, when his lamented death put

an end to the operation. At length in 1859 it

became known that the India Board had again

determined to make a serious attempt to obtain

this precious tree, and that they had commissioned

a gentleman entirely unheard ofas either a botanist,

gardener, or man of science to undertake the task.

Considering- how necessary it was that the col-

lector should know how to distinguish the various

kinds of Cinchona trees from each other, for many
produce bark no better than that of a Willow, in

what state to collect their seeds, and how to pack

them so that their vitality might be preserved,

this appointment caused no little surprise among
those who knew the peculiar difficulty of the enter-

prize ; and it was naturally classed among the jobs

which seem to be inseparable from all governments.

"When therefore, a short time since, news arrived

that Mr. MA'EKnAM's attempt had ended in total

failure, a ready credence was given to the report,

and some comments, certainly not complimentary,

were made upon the event. An official paper,

however, which reached us the other daj, and the

inc[uirles that wo have instituted, having placed

the matter m a somewhat different light, wholly
exonerating thia gentleman from the charge of

want of energy in carrying out his mission, we must
in juatico to him aud also to our informant
moke known the real facts of the cose.

Mr. Clements R. Markitam is, it appears, a

junior olerk in the India Office, He was selected

on account of his knowledge of the country to be

Tisited, of the Iam;uage of the native Indians, and
of his natural energy and zeal. Beyond these

qualitications we h6ar of nothing except that having
been appointed several months before starting

he did his best to prepare himself for the

undertaking. In a report made by him to

the India Board in June last, he gave an
account of his proceedings, from which the follow-
ing are extracts :—On the 12th March of the
present year he left Arequipa, a town in Southern
Peru, with Mr. Wkiu, a gardener, and travelling

plains and mountain ranges over which the way

passed averaged a height of 12,000 to 13,000 feet

above the level of the sea, aud one snowy pa<^s

attained a height of nearly 17,000 feet. The season

was one of violent storms, with hail and snow and

constant rains."
** Beyond the river Challuma, a tributary of the

Tambopata, and the extreme point reached by Dr.

Weddell, there is no path of any kind, the trees

are of great height, and the ground is entirely

choked up with creepers, fallen masses of trees

and bushes, and tangled bamboc-s. In many

places, the way led along the verge of a precipice

overhanging the river, which boiled and surged

many hundreds of feet below. Our encampments

were made each night on any stony beach we could

find where there was space to lit^ht a fire and pitch

the tent, and all day we toiled and straggled

through the closely-woven jungle."
'* On the 4th, I made a toilsome and dangerous

forest journey, along the most giddy precipices,

overhanging the river, with no foot-hold but

decaying leaves, nothing to grasp but rotten

branches, every motion a drenching bath from the

wet branches, every other step a painful and dan-

gerous slip or fall."
*' Since leaving Sandia on April 24th up to May

15th we had walked over 174 miles, which may
not, at first sight, appear very much ; butwhenit

is considered that it was chietiy not walking, but

scrambling on hands and knees up precipices or

through dense forests, and that there was not one

day given up to rest, while the supply of food was

exceedingly small and precarious, I think it will

be considered tolerably good work."
'* On the nth of May, I left Sandia, with one

Indian and two mules carrying the plants, and

halted under a splendid range of frowning black

cliffs, near the summit of the snowy Caravaya

range. On the 18th I reached the summit of the

range, and commenced the journey oyer vast

grass-covered plains covered with stiff white frost.

After being 11 hours in the saddle, I stopped at an

abandoned shepherd's hut built_ of loose atones.

The plants, well covered with the tent and blankets,

wero placed by my side during the night with the

thermometer between us, which, at 6 a.m., was at

20^. The days and nights bitterly cold, but very

fine, and generally cloudless. On the 19th I was
10 hours in the saddle, and passed the night again

in an abandoned hut with the plants beside me,
where the minimum of the thermometer was 30°.

Two more journeys of similar length, when the

minimum during the night of the 21st was 21°,

and of the 22d 16^, brought me to Vilqtic, where
I procured an arriero and mules to convey mo to

Arequipa. The sufferings during my six days'

journey over the lofty plains from Sandia to Vilque

were very great. The cold was intense, the work
I had with the vicious unmanageable mules was a

constant source of anxiety, and I had no food

whatever beyond a little parched Maize. Each
day I was upwards of 10 hours in the saddle."

This sort of work shows that if Mr. M^jtKHAsi's
expedition was unsuccessful it was not from want
of energy. But was it unsuccessful ? It is stated

that by incredible labour and hourly danger, 529
plants of Cinchonas of one sort or other, chiefly

inland arrived at the city of Puno, on the banks Calisayas, had been brought down to the port of
of Lake Titicaca, on the 27th, a very painful Islay, of which 73 had perished from cold, or
journey, over snowy heights 15,500 feet above the
level of the sea, in the worst season of the year,
the rigours of which were increased by the debility

brought on by an illness from which he had suffered
at Arequipa, and by the sorochiy or violent head-
aches and sieknesa, occasioned bv the great eleva-
tion of this region above the sea. Iheloftiestpart of
the road is several hundred feet above Mont Blanc.
Thia route was taken with a view to entering from
the north the republic of Bolivia, the head-quarters
of that sort of Cinchona called Calisaya ; a project

which was prevented by weather and the unsettled

fitate of the country. Moreover, he heard that

the Government and people were so jealous of
preserving- a monopoly of "the bark trade as to

render it impossible for him to make a collection

personally. These obstacles, be it observed, were
no hindrance to either Weddell or Hasskarl.
Foiled in his attempt to get into Bolivia Mr.
Markham struck across the country to a place

called Sandia, on the eastern slope of the CordiUera,
within the Peruvian frontier, which seems to have
been his temporary head-quartenr. Of the
agrimens of his journey we have such accounts as
the following,
" On the Toad from Puno to Caravaya

been broken or lost. Of the remaining 456, some
were "large rooted plants without foliage," the
remainder we suppose to have been seedlings. The
whole were packed in 15 "Wardian cases, which
cases have reached Southampton on their way to

India, where it would seem, from a hint in the
paper before us, they are to be established in the
Nilgherry hills. But how many reached South-
umptou alive ? How many will reach Bombay or

Calicut, or whatever other port in India may be
their destination after a passage down the Red
Sea ? We may hope for the best, but fear the

worst.

It would be very ungenerous, after this explana-
tion to deny Messrs. Markiiam and AVetr the

merit of perseverance and intrepid hardihood,
and if those qualities alone could have sufficed,

success would have been certain. But we cannot
conscientiously award them higher praise : and we
must regard the result as being very like a failure.

Jfl'ot a seed has been obtained. Yet the true object

of the expedition should have been seeds—and
seeds only. Nothing was to be gained by
scrambling at the imminent risk of death after a

few seedlings or suckers to be carried to Europe
with little prospect of getting thorn there alive and

there were four broad and very rapid rivers
[
no important advantage from doing so. Dr.

^f^f^S* ^^ ^^^^^^ or long bundles of reed I "Weddell's seeds grew as well as if they had been
BUtched together, while the mules swam. The ! fresh gathered ; thus showing that they would

keep perfeclly. A tew bags ul jsuuii amaU Uo-i^t

seeds as those of Cinchona slung over a maL'a
shoulder would have yielded thousands of youn
plants at Ootacamuud, or Calcutta, or Saharunpi;r
or Peradenia, or Singapore, in every one of whicll
[laces attempts should have been made to raise

them, to say nothing of Sikkitn, probably the
best district of all, if means could be found there
of trying the experiment. But not one seed has
come. The reason assigned for this is that the
season for collecting

^
seed had not arrived

aud that the opposition of the GoTernmtnt
would have made the attempt worse than
useless. Yet others, not perhaps attracting so -'

much attention as Mr. Maukuam in his wild and
unwise expedition, have succeeded, and with
prudent caution will succeed again. There are

charms no doubt in a dashing adventure: but it is
•

wisdom and forethought alone that lead to succes?.

There appears to us to have been a great

want of skill iu planning this expedition. To
pounce at once upon Bolivia, although with the

view of obtaining the best of the Cinchonas, was a
mistake. The physical difficulties of that couatry

and S. Peru were perfectly well known
; and

as to political obstacles we cannot but believe

that Mr. \YiLTnEW, Her Maj-esty's Consul at Islay,

could have pointed them out, and saved the adven-

turers from the annoyance of being literally hunted

out of the country. The true ground to begin

with was not Bolivia, but that much more northern

region comprising the provinces of Huamaliea

and Hiianuco, whence the fine barks, second

onlytoCalisaya, reach us. Seedsof these having been

procured and sent home, it would then have been

soon enough to plunge into the midst of Bolivian

difficulties. Instead of beginning thus himself, Mr.

MiUKirrAM, apparently satiated with the charms

of collecting Calisaya, commissioned a Mr.

PuiTcnETX to look for Cinchona seeds to

the northward, and he trusts that by Sep-

tember he will have been enabled to obtain a good

supply of seeds. "We trust so too: but we cannot

imagine why Mr. Pritcuetx should not have

received his instructions from Cannon Row in-

stead of Lima.
. ,

IS'or can we understand the wisdom of brmging

live plants of Cinchonas in 15 Wardiau case*

from Islay to Panama, thence across the isthmus,

then by way of the West Indies to Southampton,

there to remain for some weeks, next to ship them

for India across the Egyptian desert, down the

burning climate of the Red Sea, till they can

reach some port on the West of India. It looks

as if ttte great purpose of Mr. Markham was to

secure the greatest possible number of obstacles to

success. To persons of a less heroic temperament

it would have seemed more simple to have char-

tend a vessel from Islay to Bengal, by which a

congenial climate would have been secured through

the whole passage. And this we believe is what

the phlegmatic and successful Dutchman did. To

forward live plants to India by way of Panama is

something like sending them to Madeira by way of

the Danube and Black Sea,

"While we have thus endeavoured to do justice

to Mr. Markitam's personal energy, we think we

have also confirmed our correspondent's report that

his expedition has been a great failure, if not a

complete one. Let us at the same time set him right

upon a matter of fact. In the letter from this

gentleman published in our last week*s columns,

he says " it is untrue that a similar enterprize (to

his own) has been successfully undertaken by the

French aovernment." Nobody said so. It was

asserted that the French had been successful, but

no mention was made of the Fcench governtner^

That the French have succeeded is we submit proved

by the following little facts:—!. Dr. Weddell,

who went out in French employment, brougn.;

to Paris seeds of the Calisaya. 2. Some of these

seeds were raised in the Garden of Plants ;
others

in that of the Horticultural Society in the year

1848. 3. Many of these plants were given away.

4. One of them flowered in the Garden of the

Horticultural Society, and a coloured figure of it

was published in the year 1853, in Paxto>" *

Magazine of Botany. An account of it was also

published in the Journal of the Horticultural

Society, Vol. VII., p. 272. 5. On the 16th

December, 1852, a fine healthy plant was packed

in a Wardian case and presented to the East India

Company for transmission to India : we believe

it was taken out by Mr. FoRtc^E, with other*

from Kew, but perished after its arrival. It
J?"'

therefore be seen that Mr. Markham's all«g?;"°^

is by no means supported by facts, althoogn

ought to have been informed of all such circum-

stances before he went on his Quixotic enterprise.
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CUTTINGS IN MOSS, VARIEGATED
GERANIUMS, &c.

AiiO^Ot the many plants considered almost indispens-

able for bedding purposes, perhaps the Golden Chain

Geranium is not the least desirable, and although it has

been pretty widely distributed for some years past, it is

at the present time by no means so generally cultivated

itt quantity as its merits decoratively considered entitle

it to be. What does this arise from ? Is it that it is

more difficult to cultivate than other Geranium??, or is

it that being a little delicate it has been nnrsed and
nursed into a state of constitutional debility from which
nothing but strong measures will reclaim it ? This I

think is the true explanation, and for this falling

off in its constitutional vigour . no person is nnore

to blame than the person who arrogated to him-
Belf the office of sponsor at the time the plant

was first brought into notice. Then and to the present

time nothing short of *' Peat and sand, the same soil

yon would use for Heaths or Epacrises," will do for

Golden Chain, This is the secret of its growth we are

told, while I on the contrary am convinced it requires

no Peat at all, and that nothing more than a good
Geranium soil is necessary to grow it in its best form.
Time was, and that not many years ago, when the Cape
species of Pelargonium and such delicate hybrid kinds

as Moore's Victory and the QuercifoUum could only

lie grown in Peat and sand. But what say the present

race of cultivators? they scarcely use Peat or leaf

mould at all, but use soils of a more substantial nature

to produce the magnificent specimens which occasionally

grace our exhibition tables. The fact is too frequently

we cultivate without thinking, and because plants

of almost all descriptions are known to grow in Peat,

we look to it as their natural aliment, rather than as a

means of growing soft-wooded plants, which should
only be resorted to when other soils have failed,

Tu the cultivation of plants of all kinds two things

are aimed at—first, growth or constitutional vigour;

and second, fruitfulness. That treatment which will

induce a vigorous development of the plant is generally
mimical to the production of flowers, but if we get a
robust and healthy formation of plant, then by a proper
maturation of that growth we obtain a profuse
efflorescence of the most beautifully formed and highly
coloured flowers ; but neglect the ripening or maturing
process, by forcing the plants either by manuring or
fresh potting at the time the ripening ought to
commence, and you get scarcely any flowers at
all, but a gross and useless plant. Plants, how-
ever, at the present time are grown for their
foliage as well as for their flowers, and many for their
foliage only. Among these the Golden Chain Geranium
and allies are the most useful ; and when the foliage
only is wanted then a system of management, such as
I have indicated above, should be followed, and a
vigorous growth be encouraged.

eiTasXcT^S^artegafced ptants are more difficult
to strike or increase by cuttings than plants which
assume n natural hue, and the difficulty of striking
them increases just in proportion as the want of colour
predominates. Thus, for example, a white cutting,
such as is sometimes produced on variegated plajts,
will not strike at all, from the simple fact tliat it
M

_
the green part of tli« plant only which con-

tains or has the power of forming that highly
elaborated sap or organisable matter from wliich
roots under favourable conditions are produced, and
just in proportion as the green parts are absent, either
naturally or by the removal of foliage, will be the
difficulty of inducing the cutting to produce roots. A
cutting of a variegated Geranium now laying before me
contains in five leaves about 12 inches super, of
foliage, but the proportion of green does not exceed
4 inches, so that in reality a variegated cutting con-
tains only one-third of the organisable or root-forming
dement which a green cutting would contain. Hence
the necessity for the preservation of the foliage of such
cuttings, and hence also the desirability of retaining as
many fully matured leaves as possible. Nor is it only
necessary that the foliage only should be preserved ; it is

very desirable that the cutting should not expend its sub-
stance in new growth until roots areforraed, for if thetrue
sap or organisable matter is expended in growth, it will

be almost impossible that it can form roots. Nothing
is more copimon than for persons who do not under-
Btand the principles of propagation, to take cuttings at
the present season from the open air, place them on a
mce bottom heat, with a close moist atmospheric
temperature. They grow and do beautifully for a timem the eyes of the uninitiated, but just when they
ought to be fit to pot off they are examined, and it is
lound that no roots have been formed. How is this?
It IS just an example of what I have previouslv stated

;

the organisable part of the cutting has been used at the
wrong end, viz., in adding to the stature of the cuttiuff
instead of in the formation of roots.
^Por the formation of cuttings various directions are

given
; one man says, take them off with a heel of the

parent branchy a second directs to cut just below a
joint; whUe a third wUl lay great stress upon the
airection m which this sectional cut is made. For my
.own part I pay but tittle attention to any of these
airectiona, for I once knew a gardener who, when he cut
ni8 t'elargonlums down in the autumn, would set a boy
to place the ends evenly and the branches together in
wiadles, and then with a long sharp knife (he used a

billhook) he would cut the bundles into lengths of 3 or I Zealand, about 70 miles from Auckland, on "Bush"
4 inches each, and thus the cuttings were formed, land acquired in March, 1859, under the "free grant"
This may be called the rough-and-ready system, but still

it is near enough for common things and where plants, as

for market purposes, are required by the thousand. Now
if I were pressed I should say there is only one secret in

connection with cutting making, especially of Gera-
niums. All propagators are aware that the great

enemy to successful striking is stngnnnt moisture

either on the cutting or in the atmosphere surrounding it,

and yet at the same time it is indispensible that the
atmosphere be kept so moist as to prevent the juices jof

the plant being cariied oC How is this to be managed ?

If you syringe too much, the water hangg about the

cutting and it quickly rots, and if you do not syringe,

the cuttings flag for the want of moisture. Now if you
take a cutting fresh from the plant and hold it

vertically in your hand, yon will see that at the base of

each leaf-stalk, especially the most recently formed ones,

are two little bracts, no doubt intended by nature to

collect the moisture and hold it in contact with the most
growing part of the plant ; for you will find that as the

branch assumes its full development, these bracts being

no longer necessary wither and fall off. These bracts in

the cutting perform their functions as well as in the
plant, but unfortunately in the cutting they become
organs of destructiveuess; for holding the moisture

around the cutting they quickly cause it to rot; but
remove these bracts and likewise the most vertical leaf,

and then you will see that it is impossible for moisture

to remain upon the cutting sufficiently long for it to do
any harm ; therefore in preparing your cuttings remove
these bracts, and at the same time you remove the

receptacles of stagnant moisture. With the cuttings so

prepared you may syringe daily without any fear of

doing injury-, and indeed of the most delicate fancy

Pelargoniums thus prepared I rarely lose a cutting.

With reference to cutting to a joint that IS not of the
slightest consequence; I like strong cuttings when I can
get them, but if a quantity of a scarce kind is required,

a leaf with the accompanying bud and the inteniode

below it is sufficient for my purpose. Thus iu cases

of necessity every leaf with the bud at its base will

make a plant. I have recommended that with the

bracts the most vertical leaf should be taken ofl'. This
only applies to cuttings of the most terminal part of the
branch, and I think, in addition to removing the recep-

tacle for stagnant moisture, it also for a time, by
arresting further growth, prevents the sap being used

in a wrong direction.

To return to the Golden Chain Geranium. In the

autumn of last year a friend was so kind as to send me
after the October frost some old plants of that variety.

system

:

"Maunga Karamea, March 10, 1860.
"Since I wrote to you I have been, as usual, working

hard on my land at all manner of operations, digging
Fern roots, felling timber, &c., and have never ceased
during the whole of the summer, but have continued
working on during the hottest of the weather
with the thermometer standing at 80'' in the
shade, and it is surprising that here one is able to
do this without fealiijg greatly distressed; there are
some few days on which one feels the heat more than
others, and on these I have frequently had to change
my shirt three times a day, for I can tell you that to

cut down a tree or two 2 feet thick in the blazing sun
is no joke. I have cut down two acres of timber in two
months, besides other work. It is now just 12 mouths
since T arrived out here, and I have been trying to sum
up what I have done. I arrived here on the 16th of
March, and this is now the 10th of March of the follow-

ing year. In that time I have got possession of ray
land, and am the owner of 100 acres of freehold estate

in all the wildness of N'ature*s cultivation, I have a
roof over my head without any charge for rent or taxes,

and everything I have attempted in the way of cultiva-
tion has succeeded far beyond anybody else for miles
round in similar circumstances; and my success in this

respect excites the wonder of every one, although of
course it is only yet upon a small scale. I wish you could
see my Cucumbers, Pumpkins, and Melons, espechUly
the Apple Melons, used here for puddings; some are
already 18 inches long and 9 inches in diameter ; the
Pumpkins, a very important crop here, are very
different from those at home, and make excellent food
for man or beast. Some of the Radishes I saved for

seed were, without the slightest exaggeration, the size

of moderate-sized Beetroots. They say here that seeds
brought from England seldom grow, but all mine have
come up first-rate, Windsor, French, and Scarlet Beans
excepted; these, I am sorry to say, have been failures.

Potatoes may be planted nearly all the year round.

Bees are most plentiful here and the honey superbly
good. Bees' nests are to be found in old trees in every
part of the woods, and as many as 200 lbs. of honey
have been taken from a single tree ; 100 lbs. is a small
quantity. A Mr, , living about five miles

from me, has captured seven swarms during the last

six weeks, and now has them in boxes round his house

I wish you could see me taking my cow and heifer to

their feeding ground, where I usually tia them

;

sometimes 1 find a lot of what is called here

cutting Grass, and with good reason, for the edges of ifc

When received they presented a rather forlorn appear-
|
are literally quite as sharp and cut as severely as any

ance, but the decayed portions were removed, and the razor; I have been cut by it several times. Ifyou were
plants were potted in small pots and plunged in a gentle to take a blade of it and draw it through your hands
bottom heat, the soil used being ordinary Geranium edgeways it would cut you to the bone; notwith-
Boil, with an extra quantity of sand to induce root j standing this cows and horses eat it without risk, they
action. As the roots began to protrude through the

soil, the branches also gave evidence of growth, and
with the assistance of a little weak manure-water and
the temperature of a cool Cucumber house I had by
February a goodly display of cuttings. On the I7fch

of that month the plants were cut down, and when
prepared it was found that we had 619 cuttings.

In prei^aring them the leaf bracts and leaders were

carefully removed, and each cutting was surrounded

with light sandy soil and tied up in Moss as a separate

parceh taking care to keep the leaves as clear of the

Moss as possible. All being in readiness the parcels

were plunged in tan over a hot-water tank, the bottom-

heat being kept rather in excess of that of the atmo-

sphere of the house. The 600 cuttings occupied rather

less than 2 square yards of surface, and on the 17th March
we had the satisfaction of taking out upwards of 600
well-rooted plants. So much for the difficulty of

increasing Golden Chain.

When the plants were taken from the tan or cutting

bed they were planted thinly in shallow boxes in a

compost consisting of loam liberally intermixed with

old Mushroom dung and cow dung. In this, being

kept in heat, they grew vigorously, and when hardened
off and planted out they were the best plants of the

kind I ever saw. In planting, each plant w%i3 sur-

take a firm hold of it on the flat side, and, by a steady

pull drag it out oi the socket ; it grow& 8 or 10 feet high

in bunches, sometimes as much or more than I could

carry in each bunch. When I cannot find cutting Grass

I fell for the cattle a tree (called here the Karaka) ; it

carries a very beautiful dark green leaf, larger and of a

richer colour than the leaf of the Laurel, and cattle of

all descriptions are very fond of it.

*' We have some curious birds here ; it is now past 10

o'clock at night and I can hear one fellow, u sort of owl

I believe, shouting out 'More pork ' as plainly and as

loudly as you or I could speak it ; indeed if you were

here, and not aware of there being such a bird, you

would wonder who it w-as singing out for ' More pork.'

Another sings out * Wait a bit, wait a hit,' though, how
they learn English I don't know,

" None of the birds here sing in the manner we are

accustomed to hear them at home, and in the daytime

you scarcely hear a note from any of them; in the

morning however, about 4 o'clock, just at daybreak,

every bird in the woods appears to utter his own
peculiar note, and the effect is very pleasing ; this may
continue perhaps, and I think except on wet mominga
always does, for about half an hour, and then ceases

altogether; the sound produced is much more like the

tinkling of a vast number of very musical bells than

rounded with a double handful of the compost the song of birds. I received the four numbers of the

previously mentioned, and at the present time many of Gardeners' Chronicle which are a great treat."

the plants are 18 inches through and form at the present The writer of the above also speaks in the higheafc

time two remarkably fine rows of this elegant ribbon terms of the climate of New Zealand, especially as to

plant. Thus I think it is quite clear the best way its being admirably well adapted to English constitu-r

to manage Golden Chain is to pot it in its entirety when tion ; but as I find the letter already occupies more
taken from the flower garden in the autumn, to grow it space than I had anticipated I will not trespass farther

in heat through the winter, and to strike the cuttings on your indulgence upon the present occasion. J^oin

in Moss in the following spring. Treated in this way Jamest 27, Laurence Pountney Zane, Cannon S^., E.C^

Golden Chain will quickly become as common as Tom
Thumb, but nurse it with Peat and sand and ifc will

remain what it always has been, a sickly and delicate

thing.

One remark more, and for the present I have done.

potting ott m the oramary

but strike your cuttings in Moss and these difficulties

vanish. A. P. S, '

VEGETATION IN NEW ZEALAND.
The frequent notice you have tali;€n of matters con-

Correspondence.
Trees and Gas Pipe*.—Situated in an angle formed

by the dwelling-houae, 40 feet high on the west, 20 feet

high on the north, and about 20 feet from either wall,

stands what was a very fine specimen of the Populua

suaveolens, with two trunks, the diameters of which at

3 feet from the ground are 13 inches and 6 inches ; the

one 40 feet high, the other about 15 feet. Both trunks

touch each other, but are not united for about 4- feet

from the ground. Now the largest or main part of the

tree is drooping and apparently dying ; the leav es are

almost all yellow. It promised to flower very freely this
nected with the colonies induces me to send you the almost all yellow ^^P^^^^f^^^^^^^^^ ^f^

^^^f^^^
"^^

following letter received from a friend residing'in New season, but the blossom went otfvery qmckly, and though
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in previovw seasons it used to have such beautiful clusters

of fruit, this season there is none except on the smallest

stem, which looks healthy, and is showing no symptoms

of follouing the other ; a gas pipe passes about 15 f^et

from the tree, would that have any effect or influence

on it ? There has been no smell of gas or anything to

indicate that there is or has been a leakage. I may

state that the soil is light, resting on a bed of wet tiUy

gravel at a depth of 2 feet from the surface. P. Long,

Gardener, Clarence. [Althongli wc arc not learned

enough to know such a plant as Populus suaveolens

"bearing *• beautiful clusters of fruit/' yet we venture to

affirm, without seeing it, that in all probability it is

dying from the poisonous leakage from the gas pipe.]

. Stirling Castle Peach.—Ts^iWiy of your readers ^lU

recollect that this Peach was, a year or two' ago, very

seen, and the opinion

Dunmore Gardens, in the middle of June last. The

tree is one of two in a lean-to Peach house, 30 feet

long by 12 feet wide, and covers a space on the trellis

of 15 feet by 17 feet. Mr. Carmicbael the gardener

informed me that he liad previously picked 12

dozen fruit from it, and that the whole crop

amounted to 40 dozen. He singled out one

square foot where there was a cluster of 9 beautiful

Peaches. The best proof of the quality of this IVach is

that it was, on the 11th June lust, realising 2l5. per

dozen in the market. The fruit is "large, high coloured,

and brisk In flavour- One of the principal fruiterers

in London gives it as his opinion that the Stirling

Castle is "certainly the finest specimen he ever saw,"

and says that there is nothing to beat it. I was

informed by Mr. Carmicbael that the tree was raised

from a stove more than 20 years ago,- and that ever

since it attained to a bearing state the crops have

always been about the same weight as this year. The i

tree looks as healthy as if there had not been

more than a score of fruit on it. It is on

its own roots, but Wr. Carmicbael has budded it

on the Royal George, the Barruigton, and other

Peaches on the open wall, where it is growing vigoroiisly.

It k to be regretted that so valuable a Peach should not

have been given to the public long ago, as I feel con-

vinced we are not in possession of a variety that, in all

respects, is so fine as the Stirling Castle, and that it is

destined to take the same place among Peaches that

the Black Hamburgh has so long occupied among
black Grapes. I may mention that amongst other things

v/itU which I was much interested at Hunniore are

Weeping Silver Tirs. There are about 100 specimens

of the^e from 15 feet to 40 feet in height. I am not

aw.*rc th;it this tree is known in this country, except

to a liinited cxfent, Tliose to which I refer

irerd hnd from Mr. Booth, late nurseryman at Falkirk,

along witli n quantity of the common Silver Fir, and
were phmtod tc^ether on a boggy soil. The \V''eeping

Silver Fir is as distinct in its habit of growth from the

commor, as the Cedrus deodara is from the most rigid

growing Cedar of Lebanon, and the outline presented
by it viewed at a distance is almost the same as that of
an Irish Yew, so much does it weep. 1 measured one
of these, across the branches at the base, 12 feet in

diameter, and it rises to the height of not less than
35 feet, termmating by a gradual taper to a point at

the top. The very youngest growth partakes as much
of the weeping habit as the oldest, and altogether the
tree is an exceedingly pretty and graceful one. David
Thomson, Archerfield Gardens^ Brem^I'f.B,

Sdttcaiion of Gardeners,—
"Hear with charitable heart the reasons of an honest judar

ment."—M. F. TupPER.

I have been cnnously interested and amused whilst
reading the various opinions propounded on this qnes-
tion— interested by the real merits of the subject;
amused at the wide manner in which some auned at it

;

strangely exemplified in the alliterative old proverb,
"Many men, many minds." Amongst the confticting
and almost bewildering opinions advanced, however, I
find none apjjlicuble to a numerically and intluentially
strong body of men in the gardening profession who
cannot boast having ever received a diploma, graduated
in^ the Horticultural Society's Gardens, or received
initiation into the secrets of gardomng at some ducal
eBtablishment ; many of these have, from that in-

explicable love f r flowers which onr Creator gives some
men, entered the profession iate in life—at least,

in manhood—^^efc with that invincible, dogged
perseverance so Jnstly landed by Prestidge the
other week, have learnt from experience, "line upon
line, precept upon precept, here a little, and there a
little," those stern, practical lessons of gardening
wisdom, wlu'cli have fitted them to fill situations of
trust, with honour and credit to themselves, and satis-

faction to their employers. As an humble representative
of this class, I ask, what and how shall this class study,
in order to achieve greater success and advancement ?

I atn too well aware (because I have been made to feel
it) that aristocmtical gardeners—gardeners who can
exhibit an almost interminable list of lordly names
as references—look down upon such as mvself, and
consider us upstarts, and by something more than hints,
convey^ fco ns what ati impassable gulf lies between

fl)r«?F o "i^
^ >'*= ^^^^ connected with amateurflonsta and gardener* in small tiUop^ ir, +1.. ™„!"

facturing districts, and 1 feel proud in being a member
of their body. I never have a richer enjoyment than

when in their company ; one of them will enthusias-

tically enlarge upon the merits of a favourite Rose

another upon those of- a" Pink, a third upon those of a

Dahlia, &c. I envy not then the most dignified

t^ardener his list of titled friends. Most of the schemes

proposed are only applicable to the instruction of men
who are ultimately to design and superintend large

establishments. Now, we cannot all be head gardeners,

with 20 or nioremen under us, howevermuch wemay sigh

for so blissful a position. The majority of places at the

present day are—a gardener and a boy, or perhaps one,

two, or three men, and where the most particular work

has to be done with the gardener's own hands. To argue

that one fixed, immutable plan must be framed for the

education of all gardeners is most absurd it tvould be

about as reasonable to say that we should all wear

broadcloth, and eat bur dinners with a silver fork;

therefore, like "Eoaldus," I propose that they be

divided into classes ; but as my experience is but limited,

i refer their nrriingenient to the horticultural Sanhe-

drim, merely suggesting that a scale of studies be

planned beginning with the most simple, and ending

witb tbe most elaborate ; for, in the case of the head

gardener, there must be more of the artist element in

his education; Avbilst with the other, primarily, and

above all things else, be must have thorough, practical,

manipulative skill, or the best education and infallible

theories will avail him but little. Crude and undi-

gested these ideas confessedly are, but I have endeavoured

to brmg before your readers the claims of a seemingly

tabooed class of men. May I hope that I have not

written in vain. Paid. 1 am of opinion ; 1st, that a

anaaU places, in the manu-

good sound education is necessary for any young man
who intends to be a gardener; 2d, that young men are

generally placed under a bead gardener at too early an
age without being able to read, write, or spell well

;

3d, that they generally add little or nothing to their

education from the time of their entering the garden to

that of their leaving it as head gardener. I think that

a boy that is to be a gardener should be sent to school

as early as possible, so that he can at the age of 12,

read, write, and spell well, and have a good knowledge
of common arithmetic. The next two years let him
learn mensuration, including land surveying, Lindley's

School Botany, and grammar. Let us presume that he
now leaves school. Let him have a certificate of merit
given him by the inspector, stating that he has^lnde^-

gone his examination with credit, and if it be

possible give him a Bible, which will convince

him and others that he has behaved himself well.

I wish it to be understood that the inspector

shall show no partiality nor give him a certificate un-
less he deserves one. Our boy \\ill now be 14 years of
age, and I propose tliat he be placed under a good
gardener, who during his working hours will point out

to him any little thing he seems not to understand,

treating him kindly, and never charging him with a

fault unless it can be proved to be one; and endeavour-
ing always to make him industrious, sober, and honest,

by setting him a good example, chastising him when he
deserves it, and encouraging him when he merits it. At
nights, let him learn geography, and, if possible, Latin,

and lend him Lindley's Theory of HorHcuIture,
Lindley's Introduction to Botany, and Natural
System of Botany. I would let these suffice for

the next four years, when he will be 18. Previous
to his leaving this situation, he should pass an ex-

amination at the vicarage, for I wish it to be under-
stood that the vicar or rector, &c., has instructed our
boy in Geography and Latin ; also let him have a recom-
mendation from the gardener, and the certificate of the
worthy and rev. gentleman above alluded to. [He leaves
and enters one of our first-class establishments for three
years or until he shall be able to pass an examination
on the following sxibjects; viz., 1, Arithmetic; 2, Mensu-
ration (including Laud Surveying, Trigonometry, and
Levelling, the drawing of Geometrical figures, and the
making of Ground Plans; 3, Physical Geography; 4,
Systematical and Structural Botany and the naming of
British Plants at sipht; 5, Vegetable Physiology in its

relation to . Horticulture ; 6, Entomology, * in its

relation to Horticulture ; 7, the Art of Horticul-
ture. Let the gardener instruct him and note
what progress he has made at least once a week
on the above subjects, and also allow him to assist
at all alterations and improvements about the place,
giving him half a day's holiday occasionally to visit

other gardens and for botanical excursions. As for
the examination I would let the first four rest with the
Society of Arts, and the three remaining with the
Horticultural Society ; but I may be asked how a young
man is to get to London to be examined? To this I
answer, have branches from the main stem, say one at
Edinburgh, another at Dublin, &c., or, in fact, where
the Society of Arts hold their examinations let tliere be
a horticultural branch. We will suppose that onr hero
has now passed his examination and received a certificate

of the first class, or second class, or it may be of the
j

third class. If the first, let him have a first class situa-

tion with not less than 85?. per annum, the second, a
second class place with not more than six men under
him, and from 65?. to 85/. per annum wages; third
class, a single-handed place, and 52?. per annum, and
all of them good houses to live in. It would be well if

|

he now spent four years more in a botanic garden
;

nursery, and assisted at the laying out of new

'

gardens under a first-rate landscape gardener
and architect before

,
he undertook a situation

George Abbey, Eorton Hall, Bradford.

Isabella Grey Rose.—I forward three flowers of this
Rose taken from a plant growing against my dwelling,
bouse on a west aspect. It was budded two years ago
on a strong succulent shoot of a Rose I have under the
name of " Queen of the Prairies." I have not seea
Miss Grey at anytime or at any place in finer condition
than I have here this season. It appears to me to
rec[uire planting in a warm sheltered situation, and to
be worked on a good free stock. George Fry, Manor
mirserg. Zee, Kent. [The flowers were very fine
samples of this handsome Hose.]

Vicafs Insect Powder.—When my occupation allowed
of my residing a few miles from town, 1 dwelt in the
midst of an acre of trees, and I rejoiced in the whole-
some pastime of a garden ; now business compels m&
to elect domicile in the midst of an "Acre" of houses
yclept " Long," and a morning stroll through Covent
Garden on market days, is for the most part the onlv
oppottunity afforded me of renewing acquaintance with
my favourite Flora. I also occasionally improve a
leisure hour by the perusal of your Paper, and I was
thus pleasingly engaged the other day when, in the
Number of the 21st ult., I came across an article on
the ravages of the " Tatftip Flea," I could bat have
deplored the existence of this destructive insect, and
my inability to prescribe a means for its destruction

and so far the said article would have passed compara-
tively unnoticed, for I pretend to no wisdom in agri-

culture ; but it happened that a day or so previously I
had had occasion to read in a kindred French publica-

tion, " La Maison de Campagne," a Report of the
Imperial Society of Agriculture, Natural History, and
the Useful Arts, which I think deserves publicity, as it

expatiates on the merits of a certain powder which

appears to me to afford a remedy for the evil com*

plained of. I therefore beg to forward you the follow,

iug translation of the Report :

—

Report of the Imperial Society of Agricultura, JTatural His-
tory, and the Useful Arts on the Insecticide-Vicat Powder,
June 11, 1864.

" The Commission, composed of MM, Jandard,, M.D.;
Sauzet, Court Councillor ; Lecoq, Director of the

Veteriiiary School ; Bouchard-Jambon, and Vezu, Phar-

maceutist, Reporter, with the view of examining

the destructive action exercised by M. Ticat's powder

on most insects, have ttiade, both individually

and collectively, trials from which it results that in

blowing this powder on to diverse insects the effect is

not long in becoming manifest. Gnats, flies, lice, bug^>

fleas, ants, Arelon and Lettuce locusts (Sauterelles),

! moths, and certain spiders, die almost instantaneously-

Cockchafors, maybugs, weevils, &c., die in an hour or

two. Grubs, Vine-frettcrs, green and lanigerous flies

remain a day or two in a state of lethnrGry and tbpn die^

after hflving abandoned the stalk or leaf on which they

had fixed themselves. Certain species of caterpillars

and spiders appear at first not to be affected by the

action of this powder, but after a day or two they die

like the others. In a preceding meeting I told you^

gentlemen, that this powder oflered no danger in its

application, and had no hurtful effect on vertebrated

animals. To-day I once more confirm this innocuouS-

ness. From what precedes it is evident this powder is

destined to render numerous services. The Society of

Agriculture, in approving the use of M. Vicat's Insecti*

eide, will be doing him an act of justice. Signed Ve^fi,

Reporter. The conclusions of this report were put to

the vote and adopted. Signed Jourdan, President;

Tisserant, Secretary," [This powder, we believe, may

be obtained at No. 33. Greek Street, Soho.] I trust the

aboA^e may not be unworthy of notice. 2>. A. Getfliff?,

26, Long Acre,

False Novelties.—Observing in your Xumber fOi*

July 28 a statement, that a so-called variety of Linaria

macroura had been brought under the notice of thtJ

Floral Committee of the Horticnltiu-al Society, I tale

the liberty of forwarding for your inspection specimens

of the common Linaria bipartita or speciosa, raised

from seeds labelled L. macroura. These seeds having

been procured from the firm by whom the specimens

were sent to the Committee, you will not think me rasn

in assuming that the variety exhibited was but one of

the numerous shades into which the L, bipartita sports.

The assumption is indeed a conviction on my part, as

i have good reason for believing that Linaria macroura

is not in cultivation in this country, and from a pretty

extensive acquaintance with foreign seed list?, I doubt

if it is in the hands of any seedsman whatever. I also

enclose you specimens of the well-knowii Silene pen-

dula, sent out this spring as a novelty, under the name
of S. barbata. Surely such blunders in naminp^ as this

demand some notice on yoilr part, that a check may be

given to the manufacture of mis-called novelties. I

could add other instances if J were challenged to do so,

in support of my statement, but the above may perbftps

suffice for the present. Iota. [The Linaria is undoubtedly

L.bipartita, and not in the least likeL. macroura which

has great yellow flowers. As to the SUene it is equally

certain that it is only the common S. pendula.^

Ligurian Bees.—lt may perhaps interest sonie of

your readers to be informed that I have, after many

discouragements, succeeded in obtaining a thriving ana

populous stock of Ligurian bees (the Apis LigusticA ot

Spinola, A, Ligurienne of Latreille). I shaUfeelmucn
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plSsureln'^Sowing thein to any bee-keeper who will

forward me a note expressing liia desire to see them.

W' -ff* Tegetmeier^ Maswell Mill, JS',

HoETiCULTTJRAt : Augtist 9. Floral CommiUee.—

A

first-class certificate was awarded on this occasion to

Glcicheiiia pubescens, a handsome species contributed

by Messrs. Veitch. Similar awards were also made to

a scarlet flaked Carnation, from Mr. Bragg, of Slough
j

to a light rose-edged Picotee from Mr. Turner ; to a

scarlet Verbena named JSTemesis, from Mr. Smith, of

Horaseyj and to a variegated scarlet Pelargonium, from

the last named raiser. The following received labels of

commendation, viz.. Verbena, Pink Perfection, a

pretty rosy pink sort with a lemon eye, from Mr.
Smith; Picotee, Kmpress of India, a yellow light-

edged kind, and Garibaldi a yellow fancy sort, from
3fr.^ Bragg ; Picotee, Conntess of Derby, a pinkish purple
variety, and Qneen of Picotecs wliifcc with very li^-ht

rose edge, from Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury ,- a heavy
purple edged Picotee named Favourite, fi-ora Mr.
Xurnei-, of Slough; a yellow hybrid variety of Honey-
gnckle from Mr. Ingram, and a seedling Spirrea named
Kobleana from Mr. Noble, of Bagshot. Tiie last is

supposed to be a hybrid raised between Callosa and
Bouglasii, and is an exceedingly handsome rosy purple
variety which promises to be a striking improvcmeut on
both parents.

NoKces of iJooRg*
I

The Discovery and Geognosy of the Gold Deposits hi
Australia^ Sfc. By Simpson Davison. 8vo. Long-
mans. Pp. 484
Nothing less than the importance of the subject to

which this volume refers could have induced us to wade
through the indigesta moles of its pages, which remind
us of a Parliamentary Blue Book published on private
account. The matter consists of a long introduction
narrating the history of the author from his youth up
to his return from California to England after an
absence of 14 years ; and this, although prolix, is a
very readable part of the volume; for it throws light
upon the life of an Australian colonist; shows the dif-
ficulties he must encounter and the risks which attend,
or in Mr. Davison's case formerly attended his attempts
to carve a fortune out of sheep-walks and cattle runs.
iheremamder, consisting of about 400 pages, relates
partly to a personal question between the author and
Mr. Hargraves, to whom the Legislative Council ofAustraha have awarded some 20,000/. which Mr. Davi-

t\?
^^,^"V"S^^^ ^t

if
'^«t to have been shared with hira-

self Mr. Hai-graves havmg. we are told, learned what
^fi^O^LgoId^ii^^ from Mr. Davison. I-ji this

juujecfc the pubK^li^inr-taterestr Tlie other pm-fc of
Uic volume IS occupied by a discussion of the theory of
gold formations; and here Mr. Davison's great ex-
pericnce and acute observation demand the attention ofmen of science.

In the narrative portion of the work we haw
graphic descriptions of Californian gold adventures,
wmch,^ as has been observed, are reaUy intercstmg.

"W^ ^ ^^^ example—
"We took a passage in a small schooner for the head

ot navigation on the San Joachim Kiver, where the
rising city of Stockton had lately been established,
i-ms city occupies a convenient place as an entrepot for
tne southern diggings. Upwards of a week was passedon Board this miserable craft, crowded with diggers, ona voyage which steamers now perform regularly in six

SJ*"^*
The San Joachim is a fine large river flowing

tnrough a marshy country overgrown with sTj^imtic
ruslies called *Tules/ uutil nearmg Stockton^ where
i^Ue hanks are elevated, and fertile, with Oak trees and
green sward on each side. At Stockton we found plenty
ot teams, both of mules and of oxen, ready for hire to
convey miners with their outfits or merchandise to the
various diggings. A bargain was soon concluded with
a teamster, one Mr. Reynolds, a ' Hoosier,' as he de-
scribed himself, to transport onr luggage and supplies
to the gold-diggings on Wood's Creek, in consideration
ot a payment of 16 cents. {\s. Gd.) per lb. avoirdupois.
Another teamster, one Mr. Wolf, «a full-blooded Buck-
^ye, as he boasted to bo when asked from what State
tte came, bemg a particular friend of the driver and
owner of the team which we had engaged, agreed to

«w! r^ company with him, so that whenever any^tra strength might be required iu crossing creeks, or

St «l
'^^"^^'"^ getting bogged, the two ox teams

wao^nn ^f
^"s*^f>mary in such cases, yoke on to one

Thf fil.f''? f P"" ^^c'l ^^^'^^ through the difficulty,

over fho -^'t' J"*^"^^^
lay through an open Oak forest,

and w.
'^'^^ ^'^^^ ^^ll^y <>f the River Sau Joachim

callpd . n''''*'!^^^
^^^ fi^-st night near a public house

Sd 1 °T^ ^'^^'^'' ^^ ^^^e'l ^^'''4 tlie night,

^^rhK r;;
^''^ experienced the benefit of the tent.

thA f^ii .
^^^ ^"^"^^ °" ««'' passage up the river. On

th^ c^. "^'i"?
morning the raiu continued to ponr down,

IB ground had become saturated, and the oxen draeeedtne waggon along with great difficulty about six mUes
i\rZT^*

^^^ ^^ encamped again. The rain pouredoown incessantly all night, and when morning appeared
It was declared impracticable to proceed. We were now
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in the midst of a rolling prairie entirely destitute of

timber. This rolling prairie, or open downs as we
should have termed it iu Australia, is lightly covered

with Grass, and situate between the valley of the San
Joachim and the wooded uplands of the gold-diggings

which gradually rise towards the Sierra Nevada. In
this difficulty the Buckeye and the Hoosier put their

heads together, and the result was an agreement
between themselves that the two teams should be yoked
to one waggon to be dragged all the distance through
to the diggings, and that the remaining waggon with
all it contained should be left behind for a future under-

taking. The waggon in Mr. Wolf's charge was convey-

ing a New York Company with their supplies to the

diggings, and to them the first preference was given,

on the ground of their having a sick comrade. Wo ex-

postulated and protested against this proceeding. We
required to be drawn to the timber only five miles

further, so that we might be placed near firewood before

the double team continued its journey of uncertain

duration in an attempt to reach the gold-diggings, for

the task of its accomplishment now began to appear

doubtful, since the pei'iodical rains had set in so pre-

maturely. Our entreaties wore in vain. We were left

without the power of moving, and the rain continuing

unabated rendered it quite impossible for any of us to

proceed separately on foot without an extra tent and
supplies. We had now began to acquire American
liabits, and therefore divided ourselves into committees.

First a wood committee was appointed, then a foraging

committee, and thirdly a cooking and home committee.

I fortunately possessed an excellent double-barrelled

fowling-piece, and consequently I got myself placed

upon the foraging committee. We had previously

elected our officers. Mr. Hargraves was appointed

president, and I was chosen treasurer, Mr. Lawrence
Potts became secretary, and with the doctor we made a

special .arrangement for medical services. We remained
10 days in this miserable condirion. On the second day
a solitary tree was discovered, which supplied us

scantily with fuel. In my foraging capacity, however,

I enjoyed rare sport, and never perhaps had sportsman
a better field. Game was abundant, and consisted

chiefiy of deer, antelopes, hares, rabbits, ground
squirrels, geese, ducks, and the large Californian quails.

Mr. Potts and another young man was assocmfe^l with
me in shooting, and our schemes for surrounding the
timid antelopes in the valleys or follo^'ing the larger

deer afforded us all those exhilarating delights which
hunters only know. My tierces of beef I had left in

Stockton as not being worthy of carriage, and I may
here state that they remained there until unfit for use,

and so were a total loss, but I had brought on the

biscuits, and eventually they proved quite a lucky ad-

venture. On the road we met some of our steerage

passengers, who had been to the gold-diggings and
were returning quite disheartened. They assured us
tlij.: all tlie mining ground was already occupied. I
have since met many so-called unfortunate gold-djggers
o£ tills helpless and desponding order. Since the rains

had ^et in thousands of gold-diggers came tramping
down to spend the winter in Sau Francisco."

This will serve to show adventurers what sort of life

is "prospecting.^' On one occasion Mr. Davison visited

the little known Navigators Islands, of which he gives a

most favourable account :

—

"The group in the Pacific known as the Samoa, or

Xavigator Island?, was discovered by the French
navigator De Bougainville. ' They may be considered

as constituting a subdivision of the Friendly Islands of

Captain Cook. The Samoa group consists of four

principal islands—namely, Manua, Tutuilla, iTpola, and
Savai. The * Orpheus* first cast anchor at Manna,
and of course we landed as soon as possible. The natives

hei*e we found were all Christians, with books printed

upon a phonetic system, in Roman characters, and yet,

singularly enough, there were no white men on the
island, the people having all been taught by native

teachers from Tahiti. There is not perhaps a more
triumphant result than this fact in the annals of

missionary enterprise. The loveliness of these islands

has never been too highly coloured, for it exceeds in

truth all poetic description. Their natural beauty is

surely the nearest approach that can be to paradise

upon earth. All that my youthful imagination had
ever pi(;tured, all that CooVs voyages had ever im-
pressed upon my boyish fancy, and all the glowing
ideas which I had ever gathered from descriptive

books, had never surpassed the glorious reality. I have
generally found the contrary to be the case in other

countries, but here the tropical vegetation, the genial

climate, the smooth sea, the en^ging people, were all

most charming and romantic. After spending an
agreeable week at Manua, we coasted along TntuiIJa,

and then entered Apia harbour rn TJpola. Here we
remained upwards of another week. We took excur-

sions into the interior and visited the farm of Mr.

Pritchard, the Consul, and thence went to view a re-

markable waterfall seven miles inland. We sought for

gold on this occasion, but found no indications.

Amongst the vegetable curiosities of these islands wild

Nutmeo-s and wild Oranges were the most remarkable,

besides°an abundance of the ordinary edibles, such as

Bananas, Breadfruit, Cocoanuts. Yams, Tare, &c. &c.

Leaving Upola the ' Orpheus ' stood off and on, near the

larse island of Savai. Innumerable canoes filled with

who, intending to call again on his retuiu U-oin
Australia, to take in a cargo of pigs and fowls for the
market of 6au Francisco, had now to arrange with the
native chiefs to collect them- I did not by any means
regret this delay. The natives are a most interesting
people, and a very superior race to either the J^ew
Hollanders or the Californian Indians. If a fine
cjimate, simple wants, light labour, and beautiful
scenery ctn produce happiness, then the islanders of the
South Sua must possess that blessing most completely,
Tlie traveller can scarcely look upon their condition
without indulging a desire to forego tlie boastwl benefits
of civilisation, and it really may be doubted whether
average htipplness of man in the civilised state equals
that of these favoured people."

As to the origin of what is called placer gold, he
opposes iiaOHt resolutely the theory that it is derived-

from the breaking down of granitic or slate rocks. On
the contrary he produces what he regards conclusive

evidence as to the gold having flowed in a molten
state over rocliy beds. The form of his theory is thus
stated by himself:

—

"The theory I advanced then wa«—that alhivial or

plaoer deposit gold has been distributed and deposited

horizontally by means of an igneous liquid or perishable

lava, and that qunrtz-vcins as well as some other dykes
traversing constants had been the fissures of diachargo
—the only unchanged existing solid remains of the
ejected matter being gold, quartz, and some few other
minerals, besides clays and lerruginous earths—becauso

" 1. Alluvial or placer deposit gold has often a fused

appearance, and metallic grains frequently presenk-
ragged and irregular surfaces, such as must have been
destroyed by abrasion,

"2. It is found upon slaty and schistose bedding
rocks in such shape and position that no merely
mechanical force could po^jriibly have so placed it,

"3. It is found abundantly deposited along present
rivers, creek% and watercourses, and its deposition in

these places Indicates the configuration of the bedding
rock beneath the auriferous drift to have been nearly
tlie same at the time of its deposit as at the present day.
" 4. It is found richly deposited in the neighbourhood

of ancient volcanic disturbance, and where quartz-

veius and trap-dykes transverse certain slates, sehists,

and granites called constants,
*' 5. Gold is also found encased and enveloped within

a stony matrix of quartz in veins, and quartz-veins are

admitted by high geological authorities to have been
filled from below by mineral matter iu a fluid or

vaporous state." And again

—

"1- Alluvial or placer-deposit gold has been thrown
to the bottom in an overflowing volcanic liquid.

'* 2. The liquid has cooled into solidity, and for the
most part has since disappeared by decay and slight

denuding ibrces, or possibly it may then partly have
dl: ^ ^ areJ as a saline liquid, or even in vapour, without
ever assuming the solid form. I have termed the
substance a peiiskahle lava in any of these cases.

"3. Thp luetulhas often been apparently molted into
its bed, as is well known to every gold-digger ex-

perienced in working gold-deposits upon hard slates.

" 4. The relation of gold to chlorine and oxygen is

suggestive of a particular agent, which may have been
connected with its original deposit, as well as why the
noble metal alone has since remained a pure metal,

wiiile other contemporary metals have oxidised and
frequently disappeared entirely.

J
I "5. Tlie ocean is the ^raud reservoir into which the
perished substances have been received, and the quantity
of salt in its waters indicates what their nature may
h.ive been.

*' G. All the phenomena are refei*able to analogif-s in

chemistry and physics, and compatible with a theory
of volcanic eruptions already proposed by eminent
geologists,

"7. Auriferous quartz veins and other dykes have
probably been fissures of discharge."

This is a question to be settled by geologists, to whom
we refer it; with an expression of regret that a
purely scieiititic matter should have been treated in a
tone of asperity which is perfectly uncalled for. Mr,
Davison lias oifered them a digi^ing, from which by
patient washing they will probably extract ore enough
to repay them for their trouble.

lara -

natives visited us on every occasion. Our long stay at

this group was occasioned by the captain of our vessel.

The Floral Magazine, Part IV., contains figures ot

the double HemerocaUis disticha ; the President

Azalea, a Chinese sort; two superb single Hyacinths,

Lina, red, and Argns, blue ; and Acineta densa.

Tiiere is a capital figure ia the Florist of the new
Kose (H. P.), called Comtesse Ceclle de Chabrilhint,

coBceruing wlilch so much interest was manifested at

the Grand National Rose Show of this year.

iirs, Lankester has added another to the little books

on Uritish Ferns under the name o^A Finn and Fm^y
AecouiU of them (12mo, Harkwicke). It Is pleasantly

written, and illustrated with small coloured figures of

each species,

A second edition of Half-hours tci'fh the Miero-icope

(12!no, Hardwicke) has appeared, with some additions

and alterations by Dr. Lankester, who now avows him-

self the author. The drawings of microscopical objects

by Mr. Tuffen West, of which there are 250, are very

nice specimens of neatness and exactitude. This is the

best book on the microscope which can be put mto the

bauds of beginners.
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Garden Memoranda.
Messbs, Henderson's Nttbbekt, Pine-Apple

Place.—The show house here is at present gay with

flowering plants intermixed with Caladiums and other

things remarkable for the beauty of their foliage ; here

were also some fine specimen Tropjeoliims in pots

growina: for winter decoration, for which they are well

adapted ; they consisted of the more showy and large

flowered varieties of Tropreolum, and when in bloom

will doubtless make a grand display. Another house

contained an excellent collection of Gloxinias both erect

and ordinary sorts, most of which are still in full bloom

and well worth inspection ; nothing in their way can

possibly exceed the beauty of some of these plants,

more especially the upright flowering kinds in llie way
of the old Fyfeana, which modern improvements have

thrown completely ia'o the shade Ferns are grown here

in great abundance and variety; among them we
observed the beautiful variegated Pteris tricolor,

which has recently been brought prominently

into notice at our great metropolitan exhi-

bitions by Mr. Linden of Brussels. It must cer-

tainly be regiirJed as a grand addition to the class

to which it belongs, and a worthy associate of the hand-

some Pteris argyraia introduced by Messrs. Veitch.

Against tbe inside end of a Heath-house was trained

a fine plant of the charming Lapageria rosea, a half

hardy climber, which considering its groat beauty is not

half so extensively grown as it ought to be. Some ex-

nerience considerable difficulty in blooming it, but here

it flowers yeai\ after year in the greatest possible profu-

sion, and even with the most ordinary attention ; all that

lias been done here has been to make it a good border to

grow in ; this is about 3 feet in width and 2 feet deep
or so, and consists of peat, leaf-mould, and loam, well

mixed togetlier, and kept very light and porous,

fbus situated it succeeds admirably; last year it began
to bloom on the 24:th June, and was never out of flower

from that time till the middle of last March; it is now
beginning to blossom again, and by the middle of next
month may be expected to be very gay. It is increased

here by layers, which also bloom freely even in a small

state. When growing it retiuires plenty of water.

One house here is whully occupied with Snow's
Muscat Hamburgh Grape, an excellent kind, whose
merits are now universally recognised. Two of the
strongest Vines are at present bearing fine bunches of

ripe fruit; visitors have therefore an opportunity of
Being what it is. A prize was offered for specimens of

it by the Pomological Society at its last meeting, but
none were produced ; we nnderstand that another prize

of eight guineas will be ofi'ered for it at the Crystal
Palace show in September next. Let us hope that some
good samples of it may be exhibited.

Qreeuhouse pUnts are at present out of doors, where
they will remain for a month or so longer, should the
weather prove favourable. Before tliey wore ftifly ex-

posed, however, they wore placed under a Tifftiny-house
which has been erected here, to harden for about six

weeks; thus managed their leaves receive no injury,
which they are otherwise apt to do, especially in bright-
seaflons. This year there has, however, been no sua to
hurt them. The Tiflany-houae now forms a shelter for
Camellias and plants of that description.

Out of doors were some fine beds of Carnations,
among which were some pretty Clove kinds; of the
latter, the moat striking were Cuthiirs Prince of Den-
mark, a rich dark kind, and very fragrant ; Brilliant, a
bright scarlet sort; Purity, a clear white variety,
together with carnation-striped and other kinds;
all well worth inspection. Associated with them was a
hed of Dianthus Heddewigii, one of the most showy
and useful bedding-plants that has been introduced for
years. The flowers are produced in great profusion,
and they are individually large and striking in colour;
the latter is rich velvety maroon, enlivened by a bright
rosy blotch on each petal. Other varieties are also
cultivated, but this is by far the best ; and in a cut
*tate it will be found to be as much prized as even the
Carnation itself. The yellow Calceolaria aurea floribunda
made an effective bed, as did also the new Annual,
AcrocUnium roseum, an Everlasting in the way of
Rhodanthe Manglesii, but handsomer. In a cut state
the flowers are very pretty, and keep their colour well

;

but when
down for some tune till the stalk stiffens, otherwise they
are apt to droop. It may he worth mentioning that Tro-
pajolum elegans proves to be abetter bedder than Stam-
fordianuin, which was intended to displace it; the latter
thoagh somewhat brighter in colour is a bad grower and at
present ineffective, while the former is full of bloom and
very showy. Among Geraniums Kinghorn's Christiana
is a fine kind, dwarf and compact; its flowers are rosy
pink and very pretty. The large orange-blossomed
Gazania splendons will be found to make a showy
border plant.

^ Some handsome vases were effectively arranged as
follows; in the centre were yellow Calceolarias and
Scarlet Geraniums surrounded by Lobelia speciosa and
Nasturtiums, the latter gracefully drooping over the
js'des of the vase.

It may be worthy of notice that one of ^lessrs. Weeks*
large tubular boilers is being set up to heat several
houses on the one boiler system ; it is intended to do
the ordinary work of six boilers. A wooden tank lined
with zmc is also bein^ provided for striking cuttings

filled up with rough drainage through which the water

is] to circulate. Over that the plunging material is to

be placed.

Miscellaneous.
Moreton Bay Water Lilies,—As our present issue is

*Miomeward bound," we take the opportunity of

inserting here a description of botanical specimens

furnished during the week by Mr. Hill, of the

Botanical Gardens. These were two beautiful specimens

of the Flora of Xorthern Australia. One is the "Nelum-

bium Leichhardtii, or " Sacred Bean of N.E. Australia."

It is a large flower, of a delicate cerise hue, and has a

curious seed veaiel, in shape like an inverted cone, with

cavities at the top containing the beans, and suggesting,

on the whole, the idea of a child's rattle. The second

is the "Nymphsea gigantea,"or "Gigantic Lotus of

N.E. Australia,"—this is, if anything,- a more beautiful

specimen than the other. The petals are of a graduated

violet tint, the calyx being externally green, mottled with

black. The stamens form a bright yellow tuft on a

scarlet base, and the various contrasted colours forni a

rare tout ensemhle. The plant is of the Water Lily

tribe, and its flower measures 1 foot over. Its leaves,

which are 2 feet across, have the property of resisting

saturation, and making the water upon them appear like

mercury. This curious appearance is a striking feature of

one of the ponds in the Botanical Gardens, on the sur-

face of which may be seen the beautiful plant described.

Mo'ie'on Bay Courier^ June 2, 1860.

Cricket Match.—We understand that the first match
between the emplo^'es of the well known West End
firms of Minier, Nash & Nash, and Thomas Gibbs & Co.

will take place b3' the kind permission of Mr. Gibson, at

the reserved ground in Battersea Park,

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoxsEEVATOEY, &c.—No time should now be lost in

completing any repairs that may be required by houses
devoted to the growth of plants, for if such wet weather
as we are at present experiencing continues, the sooner
the latter are put under the protection of glass the
better. Continue to keep the conservatory gay by a
selection from the reserve houses of the showiest plants
in bloom ; carefully tie out the different varieties of
Lilium lancifolium before they come into flower ; two
other good autumn-flowering plants should likewise
have similar attention, viz., Crowea saligna and Plum-
bago capensis ; these are invaluable at this season.
Attend to the proper regulation of clioabers,

and give weak liquid manure to plants in
bloom, to maintain them in vigorous health, and
assist the late flower-buds to open. After greenhouse
plants have been placed under protection, whether of
a permanent or merely temporary character, an un-
limited supply of air must be given them day and
night. Finish the potting of Clirysanthemums, 'and
stake them securely as they advance. The stock of
autumn and winter flowering plants should not be
stopped after this, but have every encouragement to
assist in ripening their wood early, that no difficulty

may arise in getting them into bloom at the time
wanted. Daphnes, Oranges (of different kinds). Myrtles,
and Gardenias intended for forcing should be removed
to a cool airy house to rest,

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vinery.—Ripe Grapes should be occasionally looked

over, to remove decaying berries. Wasps are sometimes
troublesome, and, to prevent their entrance, tack
hexagonal or otlipr netting on slight frames, aud place
them over the sliding sashes and ventilators ; all late
growths should be stopped back, but preserve the prin-
cipal leaves untouched, until they die naturally.

PiNEBY.—Finish potting, both of the fruiting and
succession plants, as soon as circumstances permit, that
time may be allowed them to finish their growth
before the dull days of winter. In re-plunging them
allow plenty of room between the plants for their growth
during the next three months, and keep them aa near
the glass as the form of the pit or house will permit,

first cut thVir heads should be allowed to hang
^

* steady bottom heat at SO'', to facilitate a

lome time tlllthe stalk stiffens, otherwise they ^"^cker growth of the root after potting; it may
gradually dechne a few degrees as the plants advance.
Syringing should be discontinued (unless in dry airy
houses) as the days shorten, except in the case of plants
swelling their fruit, which will require a moist atmo-
sphere. Air should be freely given on all favourable
occasions; but the plants will enjoy being closed np
early in the afternoon at a temperature of 85" or 90**

for three or four hours, giving as much air afterwards
as will produce a gentle circulation during the night.
Water fruiting plants with liquid manure when dry

;

where the fruit is cut from those kinds which do not
produce suckers freely, the stools should be shaken out
of their pots and repotted in deep and less-sized pots,

plunging them in a brisk bottom heat; this will

generally induce them to produce a supply.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIE3.
Cuttings of choice herbaceous plants. Carnations,

Picotees, &c., put in early, should be pricked out or

potted immediately they are struck, to get established.

[Stocks, Sweet Williams, and other biennials "shonM
either be planted out into reserve beds, or where th
are to flower. Commence in earnest the propagation ^
bedding out plants, making notes of desirable new
things. The present will prove a favourable time Z
propagate by cuttings most kinds of Koses. Choose thl
ends of the shoots for the purpose with the botto
part partly ripened. Noisettes, Bourbons, Chinas audmany Perpetuals will strike freely in sandy soW v
selected as just directed. Now, if the weather continue
moist, and during the whole of September and October
is^the best seas:>n for transplanting evergreens.

'

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN- GARDEN.
Potatoes everywhere are reported to be becom'

badly diseased; those on wet soils should be taken^u^
wherever the haulm is at all decayed, to prevent the sound
ones from rotting. Where the tops are still growine
the crop may remain for a time, to stand the chance of
becoming better ripened. Store the sound part of the
crop in small quantities in sheds, loftg, Scc.^ ^^ ^
before attempting to pit them ; for probably many wfll
still turn diseased. Dalmahogs, which had a ereat
reputation last year for resisting the evil, are this
season in some places greatly affected; after Ash leaves
which are ripe, Fortyfolds have stood the best. If not
already sown, lose no time in getting in Cauliflowers
Lettuce, &c. A bed of Onions may likewise soon be
sown thickly, to stand the winter. A crop of dwarf
French Beans should be sown under a south wall for
the chance of a late supply ; and an empty Melon pit
may be planted at the same time, keeping the sashes off

till frosty nights come on. Prune off superfluous shoots
from Tomatoes against walls, that they may not shade
the ripening fruit. The leading shoots may be pinched
out when sufficient fruit is set, which will assist to

ripen the crop. Chilies, in pots or frames, should be
kept free from green-fly ; a little manure water will

help those iu pots.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Where a row or two of Celery has been planted let

it be earthed up when the plants are dry. A few

Cabbages may still be planted 9 inches apart, every

alternate one to be drawn for greens, the rest to stand

through the winter. If a little Parsley has been sown

during summer let it be thinned out so as to afford

what remains strength to stand the winter. Fruit, if

any, should be stored in a cool dry airj' place, and be

handled as little and tenderly as possible. It should

: not be laid on either hay, straw, or Moss, all of which

I

spoil its flavour; on a clean, dry wooden shelf is best.

STATfc OF THE WEATHEK AT CHISWICK. NEAR LO?JDON.
Por the Week ending Auguat 9, 1360, as observed at the Horticultural Gatdeni

AugQst.

Friday
Samr.
Sund«*
Mon.
Tubs.
Wed.
Thurs.

Baboxbtsb..

^Max.

29.721
29.5«6
29.662
29.471
29.7S9
29.818

Mlu.

Tkufbbatdbb.
'onhT^i?:

29.557
29.5 13
29.533

29,7^S
2y.562
29.601

Average.. 29.650 ' 29.5.^3

Max. ] MiD.

70
72
69
B7

68
60
65

67.3

48
33
&0
il

40
4S
39

Mean

59.0
55.0
59-5
04.

U

54.0

54.0

52.0

43.4 f 55J 61.5

Of the Earth

I foot
deep.

62
62
61i
b2

61i
61
61

2 feet
deep.

59i
60
60
59
59
59
58}

59.3 f

August 3—Densely clouded; overcast; ^eryfiiie; rain,
— 4—Cloudy ; clear and fine at nisht; cold.
— 5—Very fine; cloudy; showery at ni;;l»t.

— 6—Cloudy; densely clouded ; rather boisterous, with nun.
— 7—Clear; cloudy ; densely clouded; very fine at night.
— 8—Overcast ; rain during the day ;

densely overcast.
— 9—Overcast; very fine; densely overcast.

Mean temperature of the week, 33 deg. below the aTCrSKe.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Aug. 18, 1860.

"Prevailing Vliais.

~

Aagust.

Sunday 12.

.

Mod. 13..

Tuea. 14..
Wed. 15..

Thurs. 16..

Friday 17.-
Satur. IS

as • «**
* S a a 9 s:

7a.

74.1

72.1

72.8

73.7
73.5
73.'*

u i C

50.9

50.4
51.0
49.9
51.9
50.9
52.'

63.0

62.2

61.5

G1.3
62.8

62.2
62.9

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

12
16
13
13
14
18
12

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.47 in.

1.14

0.79
0.61
0,5S

1.12

0.38

2
1

4

\

W

2
3
9
5

3
2
6

M

1

2
4

4
4
1

4

09

1

3
1

1

2
2
3

00

«
5

3
3
4

5
5

13

13

11

7
9

»

7

z

2 i

i

5

8

13

7

i

4

3

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on

and 13th, 1842—therm. 92 deg. ; and the lowest on the 13th,.1339

32 deg.

the lotb.

—thena.

on.
rr
oT. . (. i. T.
" ' ~ rt —"..^« Early struck Pansies maybe planted out for autumn« la not to be covered with slates : but is to be

.
blooming. Young seedling Walldowers, Brompton

Notices to Correspondentff.
Education op Gardeseks : Cn jeune jardinier. As thero dow

not at pref?ent exist any examining board, so there are n

subjects that cau bo named as required in an examination.

Don't you see, from the letters continually appearing la

these columns, that the subject is still in enabryo ? .

M0N8TE31S : W A L. Now that attention has been drawn w
this instructive class of malformations it is not at all unusual

to find the sepals of the Fuchsia changing into leaves.

Names of Plants: Arcanum. Torilia Anthriscus.—/"'. a.

Gray. It is the beautiful crimaon Spinea palmata, now seWom
seen.—^ Reader. We do not at all recognise the plant. Wbat
flort of aowers has it ? Be so good as to send a much larger

specimen with the youngest berries you can find.---K ^
Astraiitia major.—/no F. 1, Molinia ccerulea ; 2, Avena

ilavescens.—i». No. 1, Cardoons ; 2. neither Sweet Maijoram
nor Pot MaTJoram but common Marjoram, to be gathered on

any chalk hill.

Oaks : F. Z. They are galls formed by an insect out of t^e buds

of the Oak. You will find a little chamber in the ™>^'^^^.J^
each gall, and in every chamber a little grub. See tne

Qardmers' Chronicle, 1860, p. 72. ._
Potato Disease : A Comtant Reader v^m. find in former volumtH

much sUtement respecting the effect of pulling up or cn^^
off the hauJm of diseased Potatoes. Opinions differ as to \os

effect of the operation ; our own belief is that it does mon;

good than harm. But it is by no means free from objection-

Roses: A B W and H L K. Such instances of the ce?^^^^°ie
Rose flower lengthening and carrying along with it ^^^
parts changed more or less into leaves have been oite

observed. They are admirable evidences of the tnitn »

Morphological theory. We have seen none this year awu
London and are surprised to hear that they are commy"
with you.
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RANSOMES & SIMS, Ipswich
CnvTTNTTE to "-ive their best attention to the manufacture of the most Modern and Improved Agricultural

UJOiii^-^ ^ o
Machineiy- including

TJiTVKT AND OTHER PLOUGHS, SUITABLE FOR EVERY SOIL AND PURPOSE.
HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, ROLLERS, AND OTHER FIELD IMPLEMENTS.

nS?PP PUTTERS^ ROOT^CUTTERS,' BRUISING AND CRUSHING MILLS FOR CORN, OILCAKE, &c.

rtAm engines! BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, WITH PATENT OR OTHER BOILERS.

STEAM THRESHING MACHINES, BOTH PORTABLE AND FIXED, AND SINGLE OR DOUBLE BLAST.

HORSE POWER THRESHING MACHINERY. DRESSING MACHINES, CORN MILLS, HORSE GEARS. &c.

DANSOMES AXD SIMS have long been celebrated for combining in their Agricultural Machinery the utmost simplicity,

di^ility, efficiency, and economy of repair, and theu: constant care is given to the maintenance of these important principles

f/i evervttung which they manufacture. ,. i. ^ .-,to ever^ tLu s J
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES. Post free, on appUcation at the

OrweU Works ; or to their London Agent, SHEPPARD RANSOME, 31, Essex St. Strand, W.C.

R I G I N AL
CARSON^
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT,

The British GovERKirE>rT
The French Government
The Russian Government

PATRONISED BT
H.R.H. THE Prisce Consort
Most of the Nobilitv and Gentry
The Dock Companies

Raii-way and Canal Companies
The Principal Collieries
Mill Owners, Iron Masters, &c

The ANTI-CORROSION PAINT is now used extensively for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,
Sucli as Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c., and has been proved, after a practical test of 70 years

I. i.,™.. .,w n+l.pr Paint: and heina 'Deculiarlu adapted for Conservatories, Rothouses, and Frames of all

Corrosion is a powder, and will keep any length of time.

COLOURS
White Stono 34s. per cwt.

liight Stone . . .

.

Drab or Portland
Bath, or Portland
Light and Dark Yellow Portland

* « * *Copper
Ui?ht and Dark Oak f * * »

ft

If

Light and Dark Lead '

Light and Dark Chocolate
Bright Red
Dark Red (or Brick CoJour)
Black

^

Invisible Green 42j.

Bright and Deep Green - • - - - , 50^.

Blue (for Cfirts and Waggons) . - , . 50^-

. 23*. per cwt

If

OIL, TURPENTINE AND BRUSHES,
A COPY OF TESTIMONIALS (700) "WILL BE SENT UPON APPLICATION TO

WALTEE CAESON&SONS (Successors to the Inventors),

9, Great Wincliester Street (near tlie Royal Exchange), London, E.G.

NO AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM.

GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
E.G.87j BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT^ LONDON,

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Byiellmg^'

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SQUARES.
Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many Others.

In. by In. 16 oz.
20
20
SO
20 * 4

12
13
14

15

( Common, per 100 feet, 13». Qd.

i Super „ 16j.

21 oz.

1S».

23».

In. b7 In.

6 .. 4

7 .. fi

In. by In.
8 .. 6
8i . . 6i
9 ., 7
9i ^ -74

Per 100 feet.

Common
lis. 6rf.

Super.
12«. 6tJ.

Per foot.

I4d,

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Inches by
10 ..

104 ..

11
12

#

Inches.
S
84
9

Inches by Inches,

124 .. 94
13 .. 9
12 ..10
12\ .. 10»

15
16
Vt
18
13
14

Inches by Inches.
13 ..10
134 • lOi
14 ..10
\A\ .. 104

. 11 15 .. 12 16

. 11 16 .. 12 17

. 11 IT .. 12 20

. 11 18 .. 12 23

. 12 20 .. 12 20

. 12 22 .. 12 22

13
13
13
13
14
14

Inches by inches.
|

15 . 10
12 11

124 114
13 11

24 14
20 15
i2 15
24 15
20 . 16
22 . 16

P. 100 feet.

12s. 6d.
14«. 3<Z.

18*.

2I«. Qd.

P. foot.

21

1 3«. Gd.
16*.

19«. 8d.
24f.

l%d.
2

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.
16 oz.—4ths, lid., Sd., and 2;d. per foot. | 21 oz.—4ths, 2|d., Zd.^ and Z^d. per
. »t Sds, 2id., 2id., and 3d. per foot. I „ 3d8, 3^.f.. id., and 44d. per

HAKTIilBT'S IMPROVED PATENT

foot,

foot.

GENUINE WHITE LEA.D
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTr

ROUGH
Not accountable for breakage.

32s. Of/, per cwt. I LINSEED OIL
34 „ BOILED „
8 „ I TURPENTINE

BLACK. OREEN. and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES. &c.

2a. 4(Z, per gall,

2 9
3 3

6
«
7
8
9
10

»t

ft

»*

*

It

*l

»f

if

* «

• B

GLASS PRESERVE
Without Lids.

8 inches diameter . . . . Qg. 4irf.
* " 6

8 .. .

10
10
14
18

-.
^

-. .. 3
Intermediate Sizes in proportion

PROPAGATING GLASSES.

J
ins. diameter o' si each

JAR S.-
Wlth Lids.

Qs. Q^d. each.

9
. 11
1 2

* *

1
1

4
8
3
8

ff

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS

of British Manufacture at prices varying from 2d, to 3d.
per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousanda of
which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

liista of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS.
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,

1 to James Hetley & Co-» 35^ Soho Square, London^ W.
' See Qardeners* (ThronicU of Aug^ust 4.

5"

9
10
11

»l

l«

II

9f

U

4
• 54

64
ft

10
1

1 2
1 4
1 6

>*

12 ins. diameter
13 „
14 M

15 o
17,.
18 »
19 M
20,,

99

P>

99

>V

f>

99

1

2

3

3

4

5

6

7

d.

9

6

each

»

rt

I*

tt

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO..HoRTrcuLTCRAi, Glass Merchants.
180, Eishopsgate St. Without, London, E.G.

JOHN FOWLER, Jtt>-., 28» Cornhill, London. E.G.—
Full particuUrs of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained hy applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testtmonialg sent post free.

SMITH'S STEAM CULTIVATOR.—Steam Caltiva-

tors arenow known to be invaluable for Autumn cultivation

and for breaking up ley ground on strong land in the summer.

J & F. HowAKD have now made more than 80 sets of this

anparatus, and having a number ordered for delivery between
;

now and the close of harvest, they would recommend those
^

who intend to avail themselves of Steam Cultivation at the

most useful period, to give their orders without delay, '

If

»f

tt

6
6
5

ap-

AETIFICIAL MAXUr.ES, &c.— Mauuta.!turers
and others engaged in making ATITIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economica'
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S. .

&c,, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kenuington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates of Lime, Coprolites, &e.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Mineriils are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College. ^__ _^_^
ri1HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
I (Established 1840),

Are now prepared to send out the following ilA^; UFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
MANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE roB SPRING TOPDRESSINQ.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bones, as being one of the most certain Jranures for the Root

Crop, and in which they guarantee every portion, both of

tlie soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

firora Bones.
The Lrndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons). NITRATE of

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Mauure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Eow. Purser , Secretary.

BURNATID,LACK, akd CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contadn

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— '/These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late ani present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Bcjrnard, Lack,
&Co.

,
^uUqn Road, Plj'mouth^^

I"
AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured

_J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, ISfiO, are now ready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices ;—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNfP MANURE .. .. £6

SUPERPHOSPHATE Oi- LIMB 6

MINERAL 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE.. 8

MANGEL MANURE 8

„ GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtaitied of Mr. Lawes, or his

pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circular, t» bo obtained

on appUcation at the Oflices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrato

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, Loudon Eridgo, E.G.,

and Liffev Builflinga. Eden Quay, Dublin.

LAND D RA t N A C E.

WOUKS OP DUAINAUK of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, rhether freehold, entailed, mortgag-cd, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may bo made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way of rentcharge on the estate created for various

terms of years so as to adai)t the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

OLLEGE OF AGIUCULTUllE and CHKMISTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE. 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kenninffton. London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and otlier par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.
_

Mil, BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, Iwgs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,
that ho may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as tha Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Bdckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

Oie ^flrtcuUtttal iBmttU
SATUMDA V, A UGUST 1 1, I860.

The harvest of a cold and rainy summer rarelr
proves ao s;ood. on threshing aa it promised to be'

This must be borne in mind hy any one y^ho iookd

on the bulky crops at present on the ground. The
traveller through those easfem and midland
counties of En;;land which are trarcrsod hj the

Great Northern, the Great Western, and the

Manchester and Lincolnshire lines of railway, will

otherwise have an undue impression of the excel-

lence of the coming crops. Barley and Wheat are

in some districts a good deal knocked about and

laid, and the latter is elsewhere thinner on the

ground than usual ; the former however generally

promises an unusually large yield, though of

inferior (quality. Peas and Beans, too, are gene-
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rally clear of blight, with a heavy crop of

straw, well podded. Over the wold district of

Lincolnshir© the corn crops look well ; and

almost everywhere it is a most promising year

for all green, crops. There were never bulkier

crops of Grass, and though the greater part of it

has been badly won, or is still to make, a great

deal of good hay has been saved.

Corn crops are everywhere unusually late.

Harvest, which began in the middle of July last

year in Berkshire, is not now so forward as it was

then ; and our crop returns which were gathered in

during last month in 1859, though a fortnight or

three weeks later this year, are no doubt every-

where a good deal earlier in the season. "We hope

to publish theui next week. They will unfortu-

nately announce in many places the reappearance

of the Potato disease. It has come with unusual

abruptness on the Potato crops in Gloucestershire,

which, with very little previous ripening of the leaf,

are being blackened in rapidly extending patches,

more seriously than in any year since those in

which they were first destroyed in this way,

A CoRKESPoyDENx *' Publicola," at p. 699,

is desirous of knowiut^ the totanical names of

** Woodwax," *' Moon-flower," and *' Fire-leaves,"

Let us therefore 'Offer the following notes upon the

plants referred to :

—

1st. Woadwaxeii (Genista tinctoria) sometimes

called Dyer*3 green-weed, is a very general plant,

especially in poor ** hungry clays," as the tertiary

clays in the east of England, the Oxford and
Kimmeridge clays of Wilts and Oxon, and the Lias

clays of Gloucestershire. It is always an evidence
of poverty, and the pastures in which it occurs

abundantly may generally be pronounced to be as

nearly in the state of waste as any we possess

—

its haymaking power seldom attaining to so much
as 15 cwt. to the acre.

2d. Moon-Jioicer.—In the weed catalogue of the
gardener (Chrysanthemum segetum) Corn Mari-
gold h referred to under the name of Moon ; and
by the farmer also where it occurs plentifully

;

otherwise the white species (Chrysanthemum
leucanthemum), Ox-eye Daisy, will often get the

name, but it is the yellow one only that is usually
so called by the old herbalists. T?oth of these will

be found occasionally in sliifting crops in great
abundance, and in such cases they are no doubt
sown with the crop seeds. In fact, the yellow one
was introduced to this country in this way, for
there is reason to think that it is not an aboriginal
plant, and plentiful as it is sometimes found to be,
it is still confined to agrarian circumstanoes.
The wliite species is more common in poor pas-
tures than elsewhere. It is the pest of the TJ.

States, where pastures (IJ too often are composed
of little else,

3d. Fire- leaves.—In Gloucestershire the name
is given to the leaves of Plantains, more
especially to the Plantago media ; and
we have heard it in Herefordshire used
for the Scabiosa succisa (DeviPs bit), which is very
prevalent on the fiats of the Wye. Both are
named fire-leaves on the same principle, for we
have seen the farmer of Gloucestershire with a
Plantain leaf, and he of Herefordshire with a
Scabious leaf, select specimens, and violently
twist them to ascertain if any water conid be
squeezed out of them. If so, this moisture is said
to induce fermentation in newly carried hay
sufficient to ^re the rick. Both are mischievous
in pasture, because such thick leaved plants take
longer in drying than the Grasses, and many a
crop of hay which otherwise might have been
saved in good condition has had to wait, and so
been rained upon, thus causing not only delay and
.ita consecLuent expenses, but serious injury to
quality.

Ik nine seasons out of ten a pamphlet 0^- Ha.y-
MAKINO published in the month of August would
be out of date for tho agriculturists of most
English counties. There is, however, this year,
still a good deal of hay to make, even so far south
as Middlesex, and everywhere farther north the
mowers and hay tedders have notyet nearly finished
their task. Mr. Baldwin has therefore done well
to publish his prize essay on saving hay ; * though
it be six weeks past the summer solstice.

If ererj blade of Grass could be exposed aa
soon as cut to a temperature somewhat under that
of boiling water until perfectly dry, and then
packed away under a waterproof roof, the hay
would he as good as such Grass ccw^tZ yield. The
^^^ ^^trimentwhicb^the Grass contained would

be present in the hay, undiminished by washing or

by fermentation. Por the best hay there is needed

the best Grass, cut when containing the greatest

quantity of nutriment, and dried rapidly and per-

fectly. To this end the Grass fields of Herts,

Middlesex, and Surrey, where the best hay is

made, are cut soon atter they are in ilower, and

perpetually tedded and shaken out until as dry as

possible. The hay, certainly with a little loss of

colour, is thus simply dry green Grass. It hardly

at all heats when heaped together, and so far as

the food is concerned that was in the field, it is all

and undiminished in the rick. Just in proportion

as haymaking resembles this is it good.

Mr". Baldwix discusses in his essay the best

period of mowing—the best method of haymaking

—the best plan of saving hay—and the losses sus-

tained by the present defective mode of managing
the hay crop. Each of these sections is discussed

in detail, and the following are extracts giving

some of the author's conclusions—
(1). Sest time to Cut Grass.^As all Grasses do not

fiower at the same time, we have to offer the foUowuig

rules :

—

1, In the case of Italiau "Rye-grass, always mow on

the appearance of the flowers, as this Grass is such a

fVist grower that, if cut at this stage, a second cutting

ia obtained equal to the first, and, ou good laud, a

third and fourth very little iaforior.

S, Ordinary Eye-grass may be allowed to produce the

flowers.

3. Clover is beat cut when the heads are in fall

blossom,

4. Mixed meadows should be mown when the bulk of

the herbage is in full flower, or when the seeds of the

earliest Grasses are fully formed, such as Sweet-scented

Vernal Grass (Anthoxanthum odoratuui). Meadow Fox-

tail (Alopecurus pratensis); and the late Griisses, as

Crested Dog's-tail (Cynosurus cristatus), and Meadow
Fescue (Festuca pratensis) are just beginnuig to pro

4s. ed.

J. i

Bid.
6d
9

Gia.

gloraerata) flower during the latter half of .Tune, which,

as these grasses constitute the great bulk of good
meadow land, is our mowing season.

(2). Cosi of Cutting Grass.—We find the cost of

mowing hay per acre to he—
1. By manual labour, say
2. By mowing-machine-

Manual labour .

,

Horse Iribour

Per centage per acre

This gives a paiii of 35. per statute acre. If we assume
the saving ett'ectcd by the machine at 2s. per acre (and

any calculation on the subject is only approximate), we
find that the introductiou of this machine on all the mea-
dow land of Ireland (liuppositig the ground suflficieutly

even for the purpose) would eftect a national saving of

150.000^. annually \

(3). Loss hif Exposure in the Field.—That a consider-

able quantity of hay is lost annually, by being allowed

to remain too long in cocks in the field, is a fact patent
to anybody who has travelled much through the
country. Within the last three or four years we have
made agricultural tours through 25 of the 32 counties

of Irelaud; and from careful consideration of the sub-

ject, and having in some instances used a tape-line and
weighing-machine to assist our judgment, we have come
to the conclusion that one-twentieth of the hay crop of

Ireland is permitted to rot in fiehl cocks. The portion

on the grounil, as well as that on the outside of the
cocks, is too often only fit for manure. And the los? of

aftermath, and of the subsequent year's crop (if

hay or pasture), suffers to the extent of from Qd.

to \s. per acre. If we unite all these sources,

the loss sustained annually in this country is some-
thing serious to contemplate. On an average for

all Ireland, it is 'not under 20 per cent., or a fifth

of, the actual value of the crop. We have about
1,500,000 acres under meadow in Ireland, the average
produce of which, last year, was 2 tons per acre. The

' total hay produced was 3,000,000 tons ; the value of
,
whicli, at the current rate, would be, at least,

^12,000,000?.; one-fifth of wVich = 3ri00,0OOZ., is, as
we T\ave showTij lost by mismanagement to the Irish
farmer.

AN AGRICULTURAL PILGRIMAGE.—No. IX.

PATfTON House, neae Wragby.—This farm lies on
that tract of clay-loam land botivoen the "chft*" and
the "wold,'' in North Lincolnshire, which is fertile and
productive or othenvise, according as it is drained and
well farmed. The road to it from the Bardney station on
the Peterborough and Lincoln line lies fii-st through the

edge C^ the fen, then through a country of atlff clay,

in Grass and small fields, and at length through abetter

farmed district vvhere large enclosures, heavy crops

of Grass, well-fed pastures, bulky crops of Beans and
Wheat, and promising fields of Mangels and of

Cabbages, attest the quality of the well managed clay

loam through which it lies. Seven miles from Bardney

I
we pa^ through Panton House farm, which has been
in tiie occupation of Mr. R. Dudding and his father

before him for a great many years. Two or three miles

. in the same direction farther ^-iU bring us to the chalk

by one oi tnc wcaitiuest and most intelligent
bodies of tenantry in the world. During a ride of
few miles you thus have pass before you in review all
the characteristic features of Lincolnshire ugriculture
The old districts of wild heath, of fenny waste, of rushi
growing clay, of poverty-strickeu wold, have ali by art
and energy, and industry and capital, been brout^hfc
from comparative worthlessness to higli productiveness
within two generations of cultivators; aud there is no
better farming in the island than are here tmd there
along this line, and generally at either end of it
exhibited.

*

It is with one of the farms upon the clay Uud
district that w-e have now to do. Aud it ig ^qJ ^^^
cultivation of it, but the stock upon it that has brought
us here. The cultivation nevertheless is vigorous ^d
iutelligenfc : government drainage 4 feet deep in the old
furrows answers well upon the clay land, and tair crops
of Wheat and Oats and heavy crops of Beans are
promising extremely well. Mangel WurzolandCabban-es
are largely cultivated. The former looks very well and
the latter is quite a notable feature of the district.

The land being cultivated, manured, and ridged, is let to'

a nnvseryniau to plant, and replant if necessary for
about 25*. an acre; a man will plant 7000 Cabbages a
day, 10,000 are needed for an aci-e, and they are sold

at 2«. a thousand. Half the farm or more is pasture.
The stock incUides a first class flock of Lincoln sheep,

Mr. Dudding is well known as a ram breeder, and many
of those best known for their Lincoln flocks, hire of Mm,
I saw a number of his older sheep extraordinary for size

aud vveight aud shape and fleece. In one instance daring
the past season a single sheep has grown 49s. worth
of wool.

Bat the point which most distinguishes Mr. Dudding-

in a district where exceUeuce is general, is his herd of

Cattle. There is hei-c one of the oldest and best

established herds of pure bred short-horn stock in the

country. Mr. Dudding's father, a contemporary of the

Collings, was well known for his herd in days Wore a

herd-book was kept. One lai^e family in the present herd

is descended (^omc of them through eight or nine

recorded generations, and previously through many
imrecorded ones, wliere however equal care was taken)

directly froux his stock ; and the bulls used upon them

as well as upon the other progenitors of the herd

include all the first names in the history of the herd:

Mason, Bates, Lord Spencer, Lord Feversham,Towneley,

Knightiey, Fawkes, Wilkinson, Stephenson, and latterly

Booth. And of many of them histories could bo giveu

which constitute tbe very romance of cattle breeding.

Por Instance a bull named Prince Alfred, one of the

best probably wbich ever left Warlaby, and for the use

of which Mr. Dudding is now paying Mr. Booth 200

guineas a year, was hired by H.R.H. the Prince

Oongort for use at the Flemish farm near Windsor;

after two years* service there he went to the Einperw'i»

herd near Paris, and after getting a lot of calves there

he has returned homewards, and is now at Panton—

suffering the other day by the way a defeat at Horn-

castle, where the Lord of the Manor, bred h^ Mr.

pudding himself^ was placed over him by the judges of

the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society.

Mr. Duddiug's herd is now to be disposed of, owing

to its o^v^ler retiring from business, and Mr. Strafford

will on the 7th of next September, otfer the whole of it

by auction. Xearly 100 animals will then be sold, and

it is therefore a matter of public interest to make known

beforehand the character of tlie herd and the descent

of its several families. The present quality of the stock

was well illustrated the other day at Horncastle, when

the best buU in the yard and the best in the old ball

class, the second best yearling bull, the best and second

best in twoof the most remarkable classes which have b£«n

shown for many a day, viz. the yearling heifeis aud heifer

calves, were all exhibited by Mr. Dudding. The animals

throughout the herd are in admirable condition,

and will no doubt take the eye as well as flic judgment

of the company next month. Let us qo through one or

two of the families of which it consists.

Among the animals sold at Kobert ColHugsJJ^^^

in 1818 was "Cowslip;'* she was by Wellington (W;
dam by Punch (531)

'; she was bought by Mr. I^eighwn*

and her daughter «* Yoimg Cowslip " by Ratify (2481^ \

was bought by :Mr. Dudding many yeai-s agoat jHr.

Leighton's sale. On her and her descendfttil*

there have been used the following bulls =—^^""^5
Plenipo, <tc. ; the first bought bv Mr. Dudding m iS-y

at* the Chilton sale; the second^ bred by Mr. Mayua^'i'

Oq her daughters Plenipo, Childers, Speculation,

Duke of York, and General Washington were used-

General Washington was by Duke of Northrnnberland, a

celebrated bull of Mr, Bates' breeding. On her grauO-

daughters i-itz Harry, Master Charlev, '^^^^^f'^'^
Leonidas, the latter of them from Mr. K. Booth s hew

were employed. On the next generation, ^'^^'.fr?
hope (5968), Leonidas, Eelvidere 4th, Lemnos, ChilU^

Sir Samuel, Superior, and Vanguard were used, sevew

of them of Booth's breeding—Earl Stanhope beiDg

however a Bates, and a prize taker at the York n>e«""*

of the EngHsh Agricultural Society, and Lemnos \mh

bought a calf at Sir C. Kmghtley's sale, '^'^

these exceptions the bulls employed were ^^"*^^\^
Warlaby. On Young Cowslip's gr.-gr.-gr.-daugn^

in four instances, Lemnoa. Sir C. ^^^S^iif-i^Tk
and Duke of York (6947), and Baron Wari»7»

I
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rVr^^h'i;^ere^sed. On the next generation there were

i=ed ill two instances Stamhoul and Sugur-plum, the

ftirmer a Knightly, the latterout ofLord Spencer's Bon-

Bon by Usurer, the 400-guinea hull hought at

his lordship's sale by the late Earl of Dncie.

Wo 46 in Mr. Budding's catalogue, "Lady Sale,'' by

aeneral Sale 2d, is one generation further still from

Youno- Cowslip ; as also is Landscape, whose son, " Lord

Lincoln," a bull calf, is by the Lord of the Manor, the

nrize taker at Horncastle, whose gr.-gr.-g.d. was Sylph

by Sir Walter, the cow from which the *' Clianner " tribe

descended, which fetched such prices at Mr. Adkins' sale.

The following then are young Cowslip's descendants.

I place them in successive columns of which she was dam,

ar.-d., gr.-gr.-d., &c., and I have marked by italics those

which are dead or parted with, by ordinary type the

females in the herd, and by capitals the bulls. The

number in the catalogue, and the date of birth of all

the names now for sale are also given.

Kent show; and Lord of the Manor took the 1st prize

as the best bull in the yard, beating Booth's celebrated

bull Prince Alfred. This family is also related to

"Bonny Lass" and "Bon-Bon 3d," which fetched such

enormous prices, 300 and 270 guineas respectively, at Mr.

Chuloner's sale lately. Bon-Bon was out of Sylph,she was

sold at the Wiseton sale, Mr. Duddiiig bidding up to 100

guineas for her.

There are several other smaller families in the

herd; descendants of "Eastthorpe Rose," bought

at Mr. Botterill's sale, on which bulls of Bates

and Knightley have been used; of "Alice Hawthorn,"

bought at Mr. Parkinson's sale (at Leyfields of " Lady
Salisbury," bred by Mr. Salisbury, a Lincolnshire

breeder, whose descendants have now several crosses of

Booth; of "Miss Spooncer," a cow bought of Mr.

Spearman, of Newton ; of " Laura," bought at Mr.

Cartwright's sale ; of Jacynth, whose grand-dam was

bought of Mr. Rogerson; of Belvederia, bought at

Desceitdants oe Young- Cowslip-

Dam. Gk. d. Ga. Gr. D. Gr. Gr. Gr. I>. Gr. Gr. Gb. Gr. D. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr.Gr. D.

CohmUne, by Cliil- _

dors

i . ™ -1 « .. T- -r>'».„ r3 Cecilia, 1857
Coriancla, by Pie- iCoiethp, by Fitz- J

iiipo _r barry \_,-9 Coiianda, iS53
29 Calycle, 1S5G

3 Canny Lass, 185S

Jemiyna, by Spccu-
L- lation >

Cranberry,
Plenipo

by-

CrtW2aiim!., by DuVe 1^ Canary, 1853
^\ t p ^^ >* L^ '

of York

L

r23 Crinoline, 1&56

-J 44ChmaA8ter,lS5S
L07 Charity, 1S59

by —54 Cherry, 1808Columbine,

Cactus, by General J Lanibton
^ , „ _,

Washington 1 CamiUa, by Leom—S Col. Collin-gs,

das 1859 y

}
Jane,

Ino
by ILadT/ Jane 2d, by \Ladp Sarah,

} Fit z-Harry } Duke of York
hyl Lady Like, by Sugar-

j plum

Lady-lilce's daughter is 46 Lady Sale, 1858, and

her sister by Earl ofSalisbm-y has a grandson 10, Lohd

LurcoLTf, 185&^
, ,, , ,,

This then is the family descendmg through the

female ^nle direct from Robert CoUing's herd. Pro-

bably there is not an animal in the herd which has not,

through the sires employed, Collings' blood in it, but

the families are more'eas'ily traced by the female side,

and we shall, therefore, take another family_ in the

same way, which includes no fewer than 22 individuals

in the Ticrd.

Albina was a cow by Miracle ,her dam, bought by Mr.
Budding many years ago at the sale of Mr. Bower's
stock at Moorgate House, near Retford, Notts. She
was put to bulls of Lord Feversham and Sir C. Knight-

— ley's breeding, and on her descendants have been used
bulls of JVTr. Bates's blood, as Earl Stanhope, son of

Duke of Northumberland; and of Sir C. Knighfcley's,

^"tOKTSpencer's, and Brf","B66tIi's^=TiltTfnately the latter

exclusively; and many of them have two crosses, some
of them three by Sir Samuel and Baron Warlaby, &c.,

from that herd. The following are the descendants of

Alhina in Mr. Dudding's herd :

—

Lord Brownlow's sale ; and of Woodbine, by Noble,

bought of Mr. Wood, whose daughter and grand-

daughter are here ; also several of the same family as

the " Woodbine," sold by Mr. Dudding to Mr. Ambler,

whose daughter Woodrose took the first prize in her

class at Canterbury, beating there Duchess 77.

There are, however, two principal families yet to

specify and enumerate as follows:

—

"Perpetua" was a cow bred by Mr. Dudding—her
descent for six previous generations being recorded in

the herd-book. The following are her descendants:

—

DESCENDANTS OF PERPETT7A.
Dam. Gr. Dam. Gn. Gr. Dam.

r62 Prudence, 185S

rl2 PeUouui, 1854 -\

J i-si Plumblossom, 1S59

2. rUilippa, 1S50 "] 45 Priscilla, 1S5S
i-7a Pkoebe, 18^9

And in addition to these there 18 66, Faith, a daughter
of 24 Teronia. The daughter of Fancy 8, referred to
above, was sold to Captain Ball some years ago and mada
a great price at his sale : her half-sister, Fancy Lady,
74, got by Vauguard, took the Ist calf prize at Horncastle.

I have thus gone through all the families in the herA
sufficiently to enable any one to judge, with the help of

the herd-book, of the descent and quality of the stock.

The present condition of the animaU is first-rate, their

style may be gathered from their success at recent

sliows, and may be anticipated from the great cost^200
guineas a year, to which Mr. Dudding has annually gone

in hiring a first-class bull from Warlaby. There are

thus 12 of the animals In the herd by " Superior," 13 by
Sir Samuel, 12 by Baron Warlaby, 16 by Vanguard,

4 by Leonidas and most of the cows are in calf by

Prince Alfred and Welcome Guest ; soaie also by the

Lord of the Manor and Lord Alexis.

" Lemnos," bred by Sir C. Knightley, and bought a

calf has 7. "The Squire," of Colonel Townele/i

breed and sire of Town'eley rose, a well-known

prize-taker, has 7. "Kalafat," a Sir C. Knightley

bull, for which he was offered 200 guineas before his

sale, has 7. There are also several heifer and bull

calves by Bouth's Sir Roger, which have Thllfin sluee

the catalogue was printed.

The colours are good; out of 97 animals, 50 are roan,

22 red, 13 white, 10 red and white. There can be no
doubt that the descent, quality, appearance, and per-

formances of the herd will attract a large gathering of

Sliort-horn breeders next month. And agriculturists

generally, though not specially interested in the Short-

horn breed may well make the sale the excuse of a

journey. They will see a well-farmed district, k well-

cultivated farm in the vale, and another also in Mr.
Budding's hands in capital order on the wold. They wiU
see good stock of other kinds, a first-class flock of Lincoln

sheep, from which 100 rams are auuually let at good

prices; and, in the district generally, they will see a

prosperous tenantry and contented labourers. Better

cottages are nowhere to be seen, nor generally better

wages given than are the rule all over the estate.

lieturning to the herd, the learner can by inspecti<m

appreciate the influence of particular animals oil theh'

produce. Among the Booth's bulls used, "Lconidaa"

has given great size and quality with quantity of loin

beef to his produce. " Baron Warlaby" again has con-

ferred neatness, width, and prominence of rump ends,

accompanied perhaps, if anything, by rather a shrinking

in the loin.

Being in this neighbourhood visitors will find it to be

their interest to examine the agriculture of the cele-

brated Wold district, and there will be little difficulty

in obtaining liberty to inspect the many other cele-

brated herds of Short-horn stock in North Lincolnshire

ftnd in Yorkshire. J. C. Jf.

r-Ou Pretty
1S5j

PrieciUa, by Earl
__

Stanhope

Maid, __g2 pejjj.]^ js56

r-38 Princess Alice, 1S57

PHfstegg, by Leoni- _
das

57 Princess Augusta,
IS53

( 78 Pnuccss Caroline,
U 1 S'it)

DESCEXDAJJTS OF ALBINA.

Dam. Gr. Dam.

rl Adora, ISIS

Augusta^ by True BlUe -

Gb. Gr. Dam.
j-15 Admiration, 1S55

-1 59 Amelia, 1^59
i-SO Anna, 1S59

Jjffiayt ce

Gr. Gb. Gr. Dam.
75 Autumn Eose. 1S59

A mif, by Eail Stanhope H

plO Ambrosia, 1855
26 ADgerona, 1&50

Agamemnon

Arethdsa, by Baron Warlaby

Anna, by Britiah Boy
r- 4 Alcesta, 1S51

AUct, by Master Charley-
S Alicia, 1S53

11 A^enoria, 1854
Amelia, by Earl Stanhope

>- 5 Augustus. 1Sj9
— 2 Admiral, 1S50
—49 Actres3, IS.JS

37 Alpha, 1857

5 Archduke, 1S5P

4 Actor, 1859
70 Avuiiuiche, 1859

39 AvicG, ISOT

'4 Anenome, 1850

{ Alexander, 1S59

Arabella, by "Lcander 2S Abcona, 1356

And " Abcona" bas'a heifer calf—63 Alboni, 1S50.

Of theae—75 Antumn Eose tobk the 2d prize in the

calf class at Horncastle and Agamemnon, took the calf

prize two years ago at Grantham, and was there sold. Of
the cows named here of conrse most of the produce has
heen parted with. Some have had bull calves, which
have heen sold or let, and others are dead.

There is a smaller family in which no doubt great
interest -will be taken at the forthcoming sale, owing to
its descent from Sylph, a celebrated cow by Sir Walter,
bred by Mr. Arbuthnot, and of which the history is given
in ft past number of this Journal, where Mr. Adkins's
herd of Charmers is described. " Lady Bountifal," a
calf by " Usurer," out of a daughter of Sylph's by
Ranunculus (2479), was bought a calf by Mr. Dudding
at the, Wiseton sale, and she has the following de-
scendants in his herd :

DAif.

13 Lady Mary BounliM
1854, by Baron Warlaby

l«5y ymhdla BmintifnL by
Vangoard (dead)

"

The younger descendants of Perpetua have two crosses

of Booth's bulls in them, and the earlier names are by
Bates's bull Earl Stanhope.

Yet another family are the descendants of Pancy 2d,

a cow by Young Frederick; the mother, Fancj/, was
bought at Mr. Leighton'a sale :

—

Home Correspondence.
Guano to Potatoes.—An experiment which I made

two years ago may affurd some information to your

Newbury inquirer. I have for many years past been in

the habit of using Peruvian guano as my only manure

for Potatoes. The quantity used is about 2i to 3 cwt.

per acre dusted by hand into the drills, before the

tubers are put in. The year before last I had the

curiosity to try the Peruvian plan of a second dressing,

when the plants were earthed up, which was applied to

two rows through a field. The exact quantity was

not ascertained, bat it was probably at the rate of

2i to 3 cwt. per acre. The result in foliage was tlSftt

those two rows cculd be distinguished some hundred

yards off, the plants being twice afe large as the rest of

the field, and tliey retained their green colour for weeks

after the rest began to ripen. The result in roots was

not half that of the other rows ; the Potatoes were

numerous, small, and unripe when taken up. In short,

the plants never came to maturity, though in a fftvoUr-

able summer, and the produce was worthless. The
following year the field was Oats, and a broad green

stripe of luxuriant vegetation marked the place where

these Potatoes had been. So much for the assertion

frequently made that gnano only lasts one season.

The field was on a steep hill-side, facing south, per-

fectly drained, and the soil the atone shattery chert or

opaque ferruginous flint, wliich overlies the lower green-

sand. It was clear to me tliat in the damp climate of

south-eastern England one dressing of about 3 cwt. of

guano is enough for the Potato, /. JZ., Setenoaks*

I>KSCE^^)A^-Tg op faxct 3.

Gb. Dam.

60 Lady Louisa Bountiful,

1S59, by Sir Samuel

^Faac-j 10, by Leonidas
_1 Lord of the Makob, 1850,

by Lemnos

Of these No, 60 took the first prize at the Horncastle
Show, in the yearling heifer chiss. beating there Lady Nr^„^^ 3a, by General^j'^^^jj^r^j,^ by Kegent
Pigott's heifers, who lately too^ tat and 2d prizes at a

\
Washing'

Pam. Gb. Dam. Gil Gr. DaM. Qr. Gr- Gn. pAjo,

p-14 Fancy 1^, 1855

Faithf by Earl Standhopo
|-ijS Fame,

Fm&j 4tb, by True Blue -

1

Fancy 8, by Leonidas

Fancy 5,

Charley
by llastevj

t-Fancy 9, by Leonidas

Ftdi by Leonidas

{74 Fancy L.uly, 1©^J

Another ddV'jliUr

2 Fancy 12, 1S->T

7 Fancy Kins liy2

—i2 Fa-nxt iJoy, 1S50

{
2i Fflrouia, I:

to Flora, 2 £55

{
Baron

Fair Maid,

:

yawii, 1859
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RoTAii AoRicirLTTrKA.L OF Irelaxd AT Cohk.—At
tlie recent agricultural meeting liere the Lord

Lieutenant spoke on the agricultviral statistics of

Ireland. Agriculture hi Ireland is the most important

of all snljecta connected with her material pros-

perty. A^^ricuUure emplnys?, as appears from the

census of the year 1851, more than 53 per cent, of the

whole population; wiiile those occupied iu^trade and

manufucture. some of them again pertaining thorn-

selves to agriculture, only amounted to 24 per cent. It

may he mentioned however that this proportion is

diminished, and that the number represented in 1S51

by 53 per cent, stood as high in 1811 as 64 per

cent. But it cannot be doubted that various occu-

pations are advantageous to the full development of

the talents and faculties of an advancing people. In

sight of this noble harbour and those beautiful waters,

I need not remind you that it is not one branch of

industry or one kind of element which should en-

gross tlie industry and enterprise of an alert and

quick-witted race! Our business however to-night is

specially connected with agriculture. The crops and

produce of any country must depend mainly upon her

soil, position, and climate ; not but that the law of the

market, as well as the law of the seasons, will have a

considerable influence upon the degree in which it may
be advantageous to grow one kind of production

over another, often sometimes at greater cost ^or

under greater comparative difficulties. Now, with

reference, to the climate of Ireland, perhaps some of

you may remember a very beautiful passage in which

the late lamented Lord Macaulay speaks of the un-

rivalled beauty of the scenery in the neighbouring

county of Kerry. He says, in his history— "The
south-western district of Kerry is now well known as

the most beautiful tract in the British isles. The
beauties of that country, indeed, are too often hidden in

the mist and rain which the west winds bring up from

a boundless ocean ; but on the rare days when the sun

shines out in all his glory, the landscape has a freshness

And warmth of colouring seldom found in our latitude.

The Myrtle loves the soil, the Arbutus thrives better

than even on the sunny shore of Calabrisi, the turf is of

a livelier hue than elsewhere, the hills glow with a

richer pnrple, the varnish of the Holly and Ivy is more
gloeay, and berries of a brighter red peep through foliage

of a brighter green." Jhose laws of moisture operate

Upon a wider area than upon the gleaming lakes and
fairy shores of Killarney. The heat of .the land of

Europe exceeding tliat ot the ocean through a great

portion of the year, draws towards it the western sea

breeze; and the atmosphere, thus charged with

humidity, breaks upon the surface of Ireland, which
through more t?ian three-quarters of its extent, con-

sisting mainly of limestone, does not rise above

600 feet over the surface of the sea, and yet it is

fringed by mountains ready to condense the vapour
suspended in tlie air, which necessarily produces a

large allowance of rain, without great mixtures

of extreme heat and cold. Here we find in the

soil and the climate the conditions best suited for

pasture—a pasture frequently of too rich a kind to be
good for several species of sheep, which (I say it in the

face of the splendid show of sheep in the show-yard hard
fey) will often be found to browse better upon such hilly

uplands as Scotland abounds in. Hence it appears

that cattle, above all things, seem to be rendered, by
the conditions of soil and climate, the most appropriate

«tock-ibr Ireland ; and the laws of the market to which
I have before adverted co-operate in recommending
this source of supply. Corn, you all know, can be
brought from one country to another from a great
distance at comparatively small freights. It is not so

with cattle. Hence the great hives of industry in

England and Scotland across the channel can draw
their frequent supplies of corn from more southern and
drier climates, hut they must have a constant depen-
dance upon Ireland for an abundant supply of meat.
Now, the precise test of a very few figures will be
found to confirm these general remarks.

In the year 1S59—I compare Scotland and Ireland—the
number of head of cat'lo ia Scotland was 974,437 ; in Ireland
tliey were 3,030,954. This shows the imtnenae preponderance
of ntile. With shesp, as I have said before, it is the reverse.
awtianJ produces 5,f>S3,06a aheep; Ireland only 3,452,052; but

. It appears that, whether for cattle or for sheep, nearly one half

of the whole surface of Ireland is devoted to pasting. Now, it

is obvious that with this immense amount of your capital

vested in the production of live stocky too much caution and
Tigilance cannot bo taken in providing^ ag-ainst the recurrence
of occasional bad aeasona. such ;i3 tii.it, in .i great raci^uro,
through which we have lately passed, and which I fear will be
found to have inflicted very serious injury, especially upon the
small class of farmers. Xow, the moral of what I am now
drawing your attention to is this—that a country ought not to
be covered with stock merely according to the rae;iasure of the
food which may naturally be produced in one or two very
favourable seasons. For instance, you ought not to calculate
on the abundance of one year very favourable to the growth of
hay at the risk of its being succeeded by another year, which
may prove to be very short in the hay crop, whether
from drought or over much rain. To show how difficult

it ia to c^cnlate upon the same sort of seasons, I may
jnst mention that in 1859 the rain fall in May was less
than the third of the average of that month ; in June it was
below the average ; whereas in the present year, 18tJ0, the rain
fall in May was five times as much as the average, and in June

and forei^^u countries in 177t), said he had seen tburmenma
field hotiiig Turnips in Ireland, and it gave him as much
pleasure a^ if he had seen four emperors. Now, we are very

much in advance of that era ; but still it is very essential to

note that the gi-owth of Turnips and of other green crops doea

not seem to be increasinp: as much as it ought. Ia 1859 there

were 22,000 fewer acro=( of Turnips and 3000 of Mangels than ni

the nroeerling vear. Vetches.- Cabbage, and Carrots showed a

proportionate diminution. Now, thia was but scant provision

for the very cold and mir.vourable winter and spi-ing through

which we have ]n=it passed ; and I think it cannot be too roucu

inculcated on all who have the interests of Irisii agriculture

and of Irish stock at heart, to pay due attention to the en-

couragement of Turnips and green crops ;
for I fear it will be

found when the annual returns of the Registrar-General shall

have been mide up that serious loss will have been sustained

in those particulars The fine old Irish crop-Oats, which was

at one time considered the staple of Ireland, still maintains its

old pre-eminence, it being still the largest tilled cropm Ireland ;

Potatoes holding second place. It is satisfactory to know that

the large extent of J:*otatoes, which used to be grown m much

the greatest proportion upon very small and inadequate hol-

dings, is now generally grown by farmers who can better

susiain the loss to which that very delicate crop is subject.

With respect more especially to the agricnltvire of the county

Cork, in which we are now met together, I am happy to

find that there is reason to congnitulate the inhabitants of this

large and important county upon the general results of the

a':TicuItural returns. Within 20 years there has been an

increase in the county Cork of 100,000 acres of land producmg

food crops of one kind or another. The corn crops have

diminished since 1S47 by 55,000 acres, hut the green crops have

increased by above 70,000 acres. Horses and •sheep have

slightly increased, pigs have somewhat decreased ; but cattle,

to which I call your attention, as being the most appropriate

stock for Ireland at largo—in the county Cork, within 20 years,

cattle have more than doubled. Twenty years ago there were

152,000, now there are 333,000 head ; and the estimated value

of the whole live stock-taking it at prices estimati^d in 1S47,

which would be an inadeqviate way of measuring, because

quality as well as quantity has improved since. The value has

increased above a mil.ion. It would be unnatural to speak of

agricultural statistics in the county and city of Cork without

one word about butter. I find that the number of firkins of

butter exported as short a time bick as 1847 amounted to

253,000. in 1858 they amounted to 420.000, or nearly double,

and the exported butter amounts in annual value to about a

million of money.
With reference to the general concerns of Ireland, I

feel that I am justified in speaking to you, upon the

whole, in tones of congratulation and hopefulness. The
number of persons relieved by the poor rate in Ireland

—I do not assume tlils as an absolute measure of the

number needing relief, but I do assume it as a pretty

accurate return of the wholly destitute—the number of

persons relieved in Ireland form only 1 per cent, of

the whole of the population. In England they form 4i
per cent. In Scotland 4 per cent. The expenditure

for the relief of the poor in Kngland on the whole

population is 6s. per head. In Scotland it is 4y. In

Ireland it is Is. 6d. Then, with respect to those mud
cabins which were formerly the great opprobrium of

the country, and which excited the censure and con-

demnation of all travellers, and also the regret of all

those public-spirited inhabitants who mourned over a

state of things which they were not enabled, at all

events at once, to relieve—the mud cabins of Irehmd

amounted in 181-1, not 20 years ago, to 491,000;

thoy have now diminislied to 125,000. The number of

emigrants, which had been gradually decreasing for some

years, has somewhat increased in the last and present

years, and they are frequently drawn now from a

superior class in life to those who formed the bulk of

former emigrations. They now often comprise many
young people of both sexes who have been comparatively

well educated, and hope to find in a less crowded com-

munity a better market for their industry and a more

adequate demand for their natural and acquired

intelligence. But I conceive that this is not a syinptom,

with' whatever immediate and local inconvenience it

may be attended, at which, viewed at Urge, we ought

to repine. The success of those who go out will prove

a stimulus both to those who are induced to follow them
beneath other skies, and also to those who cling to

their native soil and to their accustomed homes. Wages
in Ireland incline to look up. This is a most hopeful

and agreeable sign of the times; they have generally

and considerably improved, and frequently now rate

three times as much as what they were when many of

us were young. Education has been much more widely

extended, and is improved both in quantity and quality;

and we can gather from official returns, from the

addresses and cliarges ofjudges, and from the experience

of every one of you at your own doors, that with

increasing knowledge we have decrt^asing crime. I

do not pretend to say, my lords arid gentlemen, that

there are no drawbacks to this improving picture—no
scattered clouds amidst these brightening skies ; but I

do tell all the ill-wishers to the country's progress, and
all the disturbers of the country's peace, that we have

better hopes and better omens.

more thaji twice as much. Hence arises the necessity for

^^^ u^'i ^^* ^^^^'^ attention to the production and rearing inferior Grasses

°.'^'^^k¥dl^£^.r^f^„r'^'i ttSfiSPn'r^ilu^ri worthy of notice. This "was. before being reelai.ned. a
rho -wrote Upon the aariciiltjir-Anf Hi.-. HnJfn^ xn^^-^^m nhiin mrwr onvflr

Farm Memoranda.
(Concluded from p. 724.)

Reclaimed Land in Selkirkshire.—No. 3 was

let to its present occupant in 1819. At that time

it was, with the exception of a few small fields,

all pastoral, and contained upwards of 1000 acres of

mixed Heaths and Grasses, Daring the occupancy

of the present tenant nearly 400 acres have been re-

claimed and enclosed. The greater portion of the aoil

on the farm was, previous to its being brought under

tillage, wet and stony, therefore a large expenditure

was incurred in reclaiming it. The land is chPefly of a

moorish character, and yields in its natural state only

One part of the farm is especially

run tor sheep was comparatively valueless : wlnJ^'turn^
up by the plough, the soil was seen to consist of a th
layer of sand, interposing a moorish retentive suhso?
and a shallow surface of a mossy character. Th
varieties of soil, when thoroughly mixed and lim^
produce for several years excellent crops of Oats a

^'

Turnips, The largest crop of Oats I witnessed W
season was in a field on this moor. The yield woul

!

not be short of GQ bushels per imperial acre. Th
produce of this farm iias also greatly iucrease/
Previous to the occupancy of the prnsont tenaut i
maintained only a regular stock of 700 Cheviot'sheeD
and 10 store cattle; now it maintains a reffulfi
stock of as many Cheviot sheep, besides 200 half
Leicesters ;

produces Turnips which fatten 30 head of
cattle, and several scores of sbeep, and winters 100 store
cattle. The altitude of the cultivated laud on thp e-xyn.

varies from 700 to 950 feet.
'''^^

No. 4.—The altitude of the improved land on this
farm varies from 700 to 1100 feet. The highest culti.
vated field was cropped with Turnips, and sown out with
Grasses for permanent pasture, without a cereal crop
Notwithstanding the high elevation of this farm, it has
undergone great improvements. During the currency

! of the present lease, nearly 300 acres have been re-

claimed — ploughed, trenched, drained, limed and
enclosed; excellent roads have been made to its several

fields, and although its slopes are steep and stony, yet

the whole management of the fiirm is so excellent that

it has quite the appearance of a low-lying farm.

Previous to the occupancy of the present tenant, the

farm—which contains from 1200 to 1400 acres—was
almost wholly pastoral, and presented the most dreary

portion of a dreary and infertile district. Now a large

stackyard may be annually seen near the now com.

modious steading, while the stock of cattle and aheep it

maintains has greatly increased, and is likewise greatly

improved. .

No. 5 was let to the present tenant ia 1853, and
contains 700 acres ; nearly 300 acres were under tillage

during the previous lease, and regularly cropped. The

greater portion of this area, however, -f^as considcrahly

out of order for want of drainage, although it produced

fair cereal crops. The present tenant has already

closely drained the whole farm, and added 300 acres to

its cultivated area. This newly-reclaimed portion i«g

likewise been enclosed and limed by the present tenant,

and is producing most luxuriant crops. The cereil

crops it produced last year were, on the whole, tlie

bulkiest I saw in any district in Scotland, while one

of its fields of Turnips (of crop '58) yielded 30 toiy pw

imperial acre. The soil on this farm is rich in vegetabk

matter, mixed with ©lay, and is of better quality than

that of any of the other farms which I have enumerated.

The increase of the stock and produce of the faro

corresponds with its improvements.

No. 6. The present tenant of this farm entered npoQ

an improvlnt? lease in IS 17. Ifc fclien coatainei 4V)

arable and 550 pastoral acres. The arable land occupied

the lowest parts of the farm, and the pastoral land roM

somewhat abruptly from COO to nearly 1300 feet

During the present lease one half of the pastoral hill

has been reclaimed and enclosed. From the nature of

the soil, the different branches of improvements irert

necessarily very expensive, as the large stones it con-

tained not only impeded drainage operations, but ffW

in some spots so plentiful that the expensive operation

of hand-trenching was requisite. Draining was effected

by government money, which has proved a wise outlay

and remunerative to the tenant, as the farm is now

yielding very large returns from its varied products.

No. 7. eight years ago, consisted of 150 arable acres,

and 1850 pastoral ; since that period the arable area m*

been extended to 500 acres, and if the tenant contmaes

improving at bis present ratio, the arable area on tw

extensive farm will preponderate. The improvemena

are wholly eflfected by the tenant. •

I might go on in a similar strain to No. 20, andslio*

similar improvements and similar results to those 1 nf

described. I might tell of the produce of No.
8
Ji^"^

been recently quadrupled; of the stock o^
/"^f

?

No, 9 having through the reclamation of mO. o^^

improved from inferiorCheviots to the best ofLeicestePj

of the coarse and infertile Grasses of No. 10 haviflff o^

supplanted by the richest and most luxuriant P*^"^ '

of excellent Turnips having been grown last yew

No. 11 at an elevation of 1100 feet ; and of an ar*^

farm of 600 acres, contiguous with those, upon wd

are annually fi\ttened from 60 to 70 cattle of the do«^

quality, and a great number of sheep, and
^

^""^yg^

regular herd of breeding ewes has been recently *^°^,
^^^

in number, through the improved manurial ^"^^ ^^

of the soil, in consequence of a sum equal ^^ .®. £^
having been annually expended on artificia

But as this would extend my remarks oeyona

limits which I have assigned to myself, I sb^h^yj
that on 20 farms lying contiguously, nearly ^^^^
have been recently reclaimed. Mr. ^^'*^^^^^'*-xs-AgA
Resources of Reclaimable Land. Effingham "i*"

Royal Exchange.

1

Cfung, w

Notices to Correspondents. .,n(o-
Bablev: Corrtrp<mdent. We have received ^^^^^^^flaSr
rowed, four-rowed, and six-rowed Barley; due n»»«

tunately raialald the in^airy relating to th^- ^ ^
Implement Awards at Postrfbact : R. w« ^ ^^

r ..-. ^«..-,.-.^.^K. ....^^x
,

- , .. . . r. ,
full liat Of awards for Implements at Pomfret.*or j,^

upon the agricvilture of ciie United Kingdom i plain moor, covered With the coursest brasses, and as a
^ application of steam power to the cultivauon oi ww
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—-—r^owler iuu Cornhill, London. The second prize
'"

foot a^a?ied/ For the best gra.s mower. 10^. to Mr ^V

^Tnston Loudon, for Mr. Wood'« Anierican macbme; 2nd

^TJiV in Mr. Cliy for Jfnssrs. Burgess and Key a machmo

J ;]l,M)e^t hay making machine, 101. to Messrs. Asliby and
5^ iAmt-ord For the best liorse rake. 51. to Mr. J. Coultas,

Si' M? Bentall, 5/. for root pulper ; the Trustees of Mr. W
^^riaskill 10/., for waggon; Busby Agricultural Implement

rompany. 1"^' for cart ; Mr. James Coultas, ol for corn dnll

2th artificial manure, and 51. for small seed drill ;
Mr J.

RSer 5^.. for two ridge drill for Turmp or Mangel seed ;
Mr.

S"i?kmson, 5?. for water drUi; Messrs. R. and J Reeves,

s7 for manure distributor; Messrs. Maggs and Hind ey II

for straw tbatchi..^ machine; Messrs. Puckering and Houl-

^^7ll for waggonette and other carnages ; Mr. R. Mason,

S for weighing machines; Mr. W. Pike, 21, for cylinder

iump: Messrs. Mitton and Co., li,. for improved rev^^lving

S screen, and IL. for meal safes ; Mr. Sawney, 2£. for Boby s

Sproved screen ; Mr. T. L. Hancock, 11, for butter machine ;

Wr H Inman, I;, for garden house land rustic seats ; Mr. I.

Sford. H., for w^xshing machine; St. Pancras Works 2/.

for stable fittings; Messrs. H. J. Morton and.Co^. li., for
'

Itraiued wire fencing; Mr. F. Morion, 21., for ditto and

fittinffs : Mr. liarstow, 10*.. for sheep shears and bull rings ;

and the silver medal to Messrs. Bradley and Craven, for

Ijriek moulding and pressing machine.

Imports in the Six Months ending June 30, 1859 and 1S6(). R.

Quantities imported.

£.

WAUNEU'S PATENT VlHilATIXG STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATEXT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitted with J. "W. & Son's

Patent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot clog in action, for

Farms. Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

I

Diameter
of Barrel. Heiffht.

2i in. short 1ft. 7 in. [ Fittedforlead, ^ 1

gutta percha
|
I

or cast iron y 2
flanged pipe 1 2
as required. ) 2

2)i „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing ... .2

2^ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 14

ti2i .. long 3

3 „ ditto 3 ,, 6 „
3i„ ditto 3 „ 6„
4 „ ditto 3 ,, 6,,

8. rf.

1

10
4
9
18

Articles.

ilsT, Articles Free of Duty.

'Animals, living—Oxen, bulls, &cows. No.

Calves '•

Sheep and lamhs
Swine and hogs . . . . _ . • •

Bones, burnt or not, or as animal char-

coal
t°^«

I

Flax Cdi-cssed and undressed), and tow or

codilla of Flax^
From Russia and Prussia

Holland
Belgium
Other countries

18u9 1S60

Total
Guano , " ^^ "a t/™
Hemp (dressed and undressed) and low

Jute and other vegetable substances of

the nature of hemp j,-- • •
••

Oil seed cakes. . .. ^^. •• to^s

Potiitoes .. ^^ -• ••
*^"'*^-

Provisions—Bac»ii and hama
Beef, salt /• •

Pork, saM;

Lard X

l',453
r,619

57,830
1,119

30,490

250,843
51,237
49,895
67,885

Saltpetre
Cubic nitre ..

Seeds—Clover .

.

Flaxseed and Linseed
Rape

qrs.

Wool, sheep and lamhs'—From Hanse
Towiia and otlier parts of Europe lbs.

British Poasessions in South Africa
British East Indies
Australia
Other countries

to 4

t A * *

Total » ft

t *

4 4

f

415,860
39,750

260,888

481,457
35,277

442,348
54,001

121,980
60.142
41,399

168,18fi

218,673
71,765

449,399
151,054

12.311,693
4,855,227
3,802,764

27,6^0,265
4,691,039

17,193
7,965
70,415
2,492

24,503

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or country, at the above
prices, orof the Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, J ewin Street, Loudon, E.G.

Every description of Macliinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden

i Engiaes, <fcc. Arc—Engravings sent on application.

1 PRICES REDUCED.
HJ. MORTON AND CO., Galvanised Iron Works

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-

able, andneateat Roofing in use; also SpoutingatlOid. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

Wool, Alpaca and the Llama tribe
Yeast, «Lri«flL K •-

• 4 • •

2d, Articles paying Doty.
Com—Wheat—From Russia
Pnissia
Deamarlc
Mecklenburg
Hanse Towns
France ..

Turkey and Wallachia and Moldavia
Esfvpt
United States
Other countries

qrs,

« 4

*

Total • •

Barley
OaU
Peas
Be*ns ,.

Indian Com, or Maize

53,770,988

1,361,278
39.479

259,610
290,724
128,277
79, 883
88,924

843,888
37,667

340,530
3,228

176,005

253,019
99,071
75, 707
81,301

459,998
67,448

123,275

370,040
48,660
76,142

191,562
178,656
110,076
141,801
147,165
453,578
180,403
497, 024
89,675

12,839,460
6,326,037
7,228,115

33.509,520
5,374,485

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

I

cheapest, and nealest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with fivelines of the GalvanisedStrand, iron main
' posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2^. per yard.

I

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

baie. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of

this Fencing suppliei.

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mesh, 5^d., 7l[d

.

,

and 9id. per yard.
Grtlvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 4>i., 5d., and
7d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size,

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS,
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS AND ROSE STAKES, &c.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from ?*. per yard.

WTieatnaeal and flour-
From Hanse Towns
^'rance

United States
Other countries ,

.

cwts.

Total .

.

Indian Corn-meal
Hops ..

"r-jTiaions—Butter
Cheese

2,203,736

788,642
567,008
34,638

138,843
419,783

120,479
2,133,792

23,209
40,722

PATENT IMPROVED CAS WORKS,
65,277,617

i of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
SfcatioDS', Mills, Collieries, Miue-s VilLi^'es, <fec. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to
Henry J. Morton &. Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

1,283,724
36,59<i

272,000
434,252
155,056
110,914
63,908
94,679
74.467
34,651

103,852
50,647

B ARNARD. BISHOP, and BARNARD S,
NORWICH.

No.

2,318,202
1,370
1,328

196,206
144,413

89.158,600

1,394,432

1,032,813
832,180
97,929

197,675
742,125

152.190
S74.429
319,387
83.530

Reduced Prices of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, \0d. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, 1», per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wire

Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on application.

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

1,429.536
2.132
491

321,404
165,015

93,1S3,600

Exports in the Six Months ended June 30, 1859 and 1860,

Cheese cwts.
Do., home made

Com—Wheat qrs.
Wheatmeal or flour . , . . cwts.

S^»*> ton^

a^« " " ::
••-'^

Seed—Flax and Linseed
Rape

1860

qrs.

« «

Wool, eheep and lambs', produce of Bri-
UshPoBsmiona-To HanseTowns lbs.
Belgium
FraSoe ;; :;
Other countries ..
Sheep and Umbs", Foreign—To Hanse

Towns ,.

Belgium .. .. \\
France .. \\

" "* '*

Other countries .

."

All » 't

Tot^ Aheep and lambs' wool
and the Llama tribe

4,101
14,861
8,448
8,840

8,246
202

56,461

54,061
79, 192

262,542
1,936,214
5,798.692
935,432

550,043
707. 624
182. 139

3.906.587

14,279,273
66.092'

3,040
13.234

2,902
4,117
16,007

56
12,511
84,933

70.678

220,935
2,308,467
7,953.858

1,458,799

102,390
715,431
115,393

1, 1 70. 153

have been enabled to make
Japanned

Gal vanised.
5rf. per yd.

2-inch
a-inch
2-inch
Ig-inch

11-inch
l§-mch
ig-inch

tt

ft

tt

tt

ft

6
T

Iron.
4d. per yd.

14,045,419
21.365

*r.flTi ^ 'V ^L^ probably the so-caUed AprU Wheat, and an
•wned spnng Wheat.

BARNARD. BISHOP, and BARNARDS, in con-
gequence of icnprovonienta in their machinery for th9

manufacture of the above article, • -
, , .

-

a great reduction in the i>ricefl-

2-incli meali, 24 incites wide - •

strong do.
intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

24 inches wide . •

Btrongt do.

intermediatep do.

^STheaUrSTdfrbetade of any width (under 8 feet)

at PTOixfrUoSItc prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh

KSHK lower it will reduce the prices about one-fifth.

^rong CxSvanised Poultry NettW 8id per yard. 3 feet wjde
BtronK vTAi»

Netting for Pheasautncs, 2Jd. per

^,2??^t ^^wSe Ne^tlSS^i of eve^ mesh from half an inch to

^
Wire "Fencing and Netting deUvered Carriage Free to all

[ the priD'^ipal Railway Stations.

n
10

M

ft

99

99

f

4i

n

8

9P

ft

99

99

99

\

^¥-^
^-^\

LAWN MOWEUS, ROL-
LERS, WATER ENGINES,

%-'-')l CHAIRS, TABLES, and every
description of Garden requisites,

HURDLES, GATES. WIRE
FENCING, fcc.

[

CART3, MOWERS, HAY-
MAKERS, HORSE RAKES^
DRILLS, PL0UGH:5, &c.

STEAM ENGlNKa, THRESH-
ING MACHINES, HORSE
WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, &a

PUMPS, CHURNS, MANGLES, UINS, &c-

Price Lists free upon application to

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO- LIMITED,
Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London, E,C.

PAXTON WORKSm SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738.

SAYNOR ^ AND COOKE'S warranted PHIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Ac-

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchanta m.
the tliree KinBrdoma,

KAUFORD'S PATENT WASHINO MACHIN"!!:
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

*' I very gratefully acknowledge tho
extraordinary patronage I have re-
ceived from all parts of England, Ire-
land, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations," — Thomas BraJ)Fori>,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester,
London Office : 03, Fleet Street, E C.
N. B. My Machines always have,,

and always will be sent on approval^
if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free by post,

OTTAM'S PATKNT INVENTIONS foe STABLE
REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

patronised by the English and French Governments, as well as

by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-
ments in the kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Stables,

Aldershott and BalmoraL

COTTAM AND COMPANY,Winsley Street,W„ are the originaT
inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER, Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,,

and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which ii

taken to the back of the manger^ and works with ease ani^
reedom up or down the guide bar.

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-
tion to theabove fittings, beingsimpleiu construction, light, and'
durable, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results.

COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP
COVER, for tho above, is a most essential addition to their
fittings; it is never in the way ; can be placed and replaced in
an instant ; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep*
ing the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating th^^
quantity to be taken, is quite sufficient to insure its use.

4

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
combined, can be used with ^eat advantage where space is an -

object, as it can, be turned up out of the way when not in use»
COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATING

BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admission of
air to the under parts of the saddle,
COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, with perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, an*
can be easily cleaned out.
COTTAM'S CAST-IKON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-

proved construction, g^ivea a full water paaasLge^ and does not
allow Any smell to ascend ttom the drain.
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTISGS. and every artfcia for the

bamcss-room and stable, kept In stock, plain, gtUvanJaed, aoti
enamelled. Iron gates, feacsng, burdJes, Ac,
The New Illastrat«d Catalogue and Estimates, ^iratis, npon

application to COTTAM and COMPANr, 2, Win«ley Street,
Oxford Street, W. fnppoaite the Pantheon ).

PRIZE MEOAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

METCALFE, BIXOLEY, jjtd CO.'S New Pattern
and Penetratiufir Tooth Bnishes, Penetratfng^ unblanched

Hair Brushes, Improved FIeahandCiQthcsDruefaee,«iidgennine

Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Bnxah, Comb, and
Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thorou(fbiy

between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them meet efFec-

tuallf—the hairs never come iooe*. M.. B., A Co/s new and

delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet tatd the Oxford and
Cambridge Bouquet, in b.tUea 2#. , 3*. W^ ««l 4«. M p<:Aixrt

celebrated Alkahne Tooth Powder, 2*. per box.—^ile Estab-

Ijshment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, Sd and M doors we«t

from Holies Street, London, W.
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w M
SOLE INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY HOT

Y,

WATER
Mark the following STATISTICS :-

THE repeatfid extensions of Apparatus where Weeks'
" ONE BOILER" is adopted render it truly diffi-

cult to define the limitation of its incredible power.

The wonder-working Apparatus of Messrs. E. G. Hen-

derson & Son, which .the Nohility and Gentry are. spe-

cially invited to inspect, has been so repeatedly

augmented that the present Boiler is now most

efficiently Heating the enormous length of houses as

follows :—1 range 200 feet long, 2 ranges IGO feet long,

2 ranges 300 feet long, 4 ranges 600 feet long, 1 range

120 feet long, 2 ranges 80 feet long, 1 range 30 feet

long, 1 range 50 feet long, and 4 ranges 2S0 feet long,

mating a total length of Hothouses and Pits, with

sundry ^Varehonges, Seed Sliops, itc, exceeding a quarter

of a mile, and the total length of Tipe for Heating

same exceeds 7900 feet. Also at the undermentioned

Establishments :

—

^:=«* Mark tlie following TESTIMONIALS'^
J^rom Professor Lindlet, Ph.D.. P Pv S P T o

Acfon Green. ' '
"^^==''.

* «

b *

• 4

• 4

• «

« «

« «

lO.OOO
4,000
13.000
B.lOO

4,500
2,300
1,9S0
1,850

3,500

Mes3i-s. F. & A. Smith, CulTrich Nursery
Mrs. Woodroffe, Harrow Road, Paddington .

,

Mona. Louis Vaji Houtte, Ghent, Belgiiuu

T. A. Smith, B*]I., Tedworth, WiJts • -.

W. Pearson. Esq., Ej^st Bergliolt. Suffolk

Joaidh Spode, Esq., Eugeley, Staffordsliire ..

W. Leaf, Esq., Norwood - -^^m
C. Paget, Esq., M,l\, Ruddingfcon, Notts |||«
W. C. Boden, Esq., Ruddington, Notts. . ^ 7^

AsA many otliers equal in extent ; also Slansions, Churcbes,
Chapels, Srfioois, Drying Rooms, Warehouses, a List of which
may be had on application.

^. Tf. & Co. also mannfacture smaller and loss expensive
Bopera upon the same principle as the ONE-BOIT.BR SYSTExr,
ranging" in size from Noa. 1 to (J, at prices from U. and upwards,

J. Weeks &, Company have also the honour of stating that

tiieir Fruit Forcing Show Establishment, Chelsea, ocaitaUis all

the most modern improvements of the day in the science of

Horticultural Building, Ventilation, and Decoration. Numerous
structures of great variety are there erected to facilitate the

fial»ction of the Nobility and Gentry who may kindly honour
them with their much esteemed patronage.

In many of the above structures is a errand display of splendid
Foreed Praits. consisting of PINB3, GRA.PES, PEACHES, and
other delicacies, fully proving the groat advantages derived
from superior conatniction and efficient ventilation.

look with perfect confidence to the efficleiicv of fi,^
arrangements now about to he effected."

From Messrs. E. G. Hes-derson & Sox. mUiY>f,f^» w
St, John's Wood, "^'"'"i'**'^ ^unery,

the
"Dear SiR,-We have great pleasure in testifying to th.extreme efficaciousness and economy of the Hot wat a

ratua erected by you in our Houses during the vear Kw ^^'^^
-"— '" recommend the same to the notice of any one requiS'Btich.

From Charles Paget, Esq., M.P., R>iddington, near mtingkam
"Gen-tlemen,—Tour Hot-water Apparatus ia workin* v»^

Batisfaetorily, Although tlje Boiler ii placed 200St ft^^L^dwellmg-house, it effectually warms tie hall and someTf SJprmcipal apartments, as well as a Couaervatory. two VinerWand a Forcing House Its consumpiiou of coal is moderate aS

ofUaworSf"
"' ^^ ^^'^ g^^^t. It is always quite maS

* «

From Mr. John- Sakdbrs, Te^worih, Gardener io T, AaaaCToy
Smith, Esq., Author of the wellhnown Sooh on the Vine.

[Extract fro *n a letter in (Ae Cottage Gardener, March 13, 185t]
**I have had ample opportunity of practically pKJTine thevalue aud capabilities of Weeks* One-Boiler System and 1

unhesitatingly admit that, throughout my experience iu the
business, I have never met with any BoiIlt that ^ivillapproacli
Messrs. Weeks & Co.'s in all its various merits. Strongly as it

had been recommended to me, it considerably 'exceeds mv
expectations, now that I see. it in full operation- Curing tlw
late very severe weather we have been enabled to Xr^int^n
any degree of heat we required in. either or all our 14 hocjiaj-

confcaining upwards of 4000 feet of 4-inch pipe, with a mw
economical supply of fuel and a very inconsiderable amouat of

labour and attention."

JOHN WEEKS So COMPANY,
Horticultural Builders, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Engineers, and Ironfounders^

KING'S EGAD, CHELSEA, S.W.
\

* r

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION.
TT" ^T^

PATENT LAWN MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINES.

>'-

B.

30-inch wide POKY POWEE MACHINE, made also of Smaller Sizes for Hand Power

S A M U EL SON'S LAWN M W E R S
WITH BOYDS PATENT IMPROVEMENTS,

CAN BE USED IX ATET AS WELL AS DRY WEATHEE

9

LAST YEAE'S SALES WEEJl iKTEAELY A TFOIISAND, EVEEY ONE CF
TE6TLMONLA.LS expressing eucli satisfaction Imve been kindly sent by some hundreds of tbe pnrcl

^^'itli description and prices of Machines post free on rcceiy

l^ndon Warehouse: 76. Cannon Street.

Y/HICH GAVE THE GREATEST SATISFACTI05-
rcliasers to the Mamtfactnrer, who will he glad to fOTward a c^?.

pt of application.

West Manufac Works, Banburf.

BEANE AND ALL

^ ^
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J'TmNFOWLEU, JUN., 28, Cornliill, London, E.G.—
FullparticularaofFOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

^-,n be obtained by applying? at the above address. CATA-

tOGUES contaiuiug Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

gMITH^Tlmf^trLTrVATOR.—Steam Cultiva-

I^ tors are now known to be invaluable for Autumn cultivation

and for breaking up ley ground on strong land in the summer.

J & F- Howard have now made more than 80 sets of this

apparatus, and having a number ordered for delivery between

now and the cluse of harvest, they would recommend those

who intend to avail themselves of Steam Cultivation at the

most useful period, to give their orders without delay.

'" T^ MILLERS,
BOViLL'S PATENT FOR GRIXDINT. CORN.—

Thegi-eat advantaf^es effected by Bovfll's Patent forgrind-

ins Corn are acknowledged by all who have used the invention.

The saving to the Miller is very great, and all dust is avoided,

Theregistered M( >rtg igees n.re t he only persons to grant Licenses,

which they now offwr with the concurrence of all other

Claimants.—For terras, apply to Mr. G. "W. Swatne, 19, Ab-
church Lane. London. E.C.. Agent tor the Moi-tg-.igces.

PARKES* STEEL DIGGING FORKS.

BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St,, E.G., London,
being the Wholesale and Rebiil Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHOXY'S PATENT AMEaiCAN CHURN.—The FIRST
PRIZE was again awarded to this Chui-n in Competition with

Beveral others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Bubgkss A Key, 05,

Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Chum now in use. Full particulfirs sent on application.

H'
EN HY J. MORTON and CO.,

2, Basinghall Builirmgs. Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses, &c., to contain 50 gallons, '2Js. ; 80 gallons,

30j. each ; and 140 gallons, 3Qs., and fitted with tap, keeping

the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode.

Cisterns of all sizes.

GALVANISED (RON PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, SOs.

and 32j. Gd. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot.

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Fai-m use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 3^«. &d. each.

TO AMATEUR GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN,
AGRICULTURISTS, ETC.

VCLCANIZED INDIA RUBBER TUBING and
GUTTA PERCHA TUBING for WATERING GARDENS.

—Brass Hand branches with Stnp-cocks and Roses, and every
description of Garden Tubing Fittings, sold wholesale and
retail by W. R. Wood, 94, Goswell Road, near the Angel,
Islington, Loudon, E.G. Price Lists may be had on application.

Please to notice the address, 94, Goswell Road London, E.G.

N.B. Speaking Tubes fitted up.

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING FOR WATERING GARDENS
THE GUTTA PERCKA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Testimonial from Mr. J. Farrah. Gr. to Boswell Middlktos
jAr,LA.VD, Esq., of Hohleniess House, near Hull.

"I have had 400 feet of your Gutta Percha Tubing, in lengths
of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the I,i'*t 12 months
for watering those gardens, and I find it to answer better than
anything 1 have ever yet tried. The pressure of the water is
very considerable, but this has not the slightest effect on the
tubing. I consider this tubing to be a most valuable invention
for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us tow iter our gardens in
about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour required."

Manufiictured by the Gutta Percha Comp<iny, Patentees^
18, Wharf Road, City Rrtad, London, E.C., aud sold by their
Wholesale Dealers iu town and country.

"TpRlGI DOMO/'—Patronised by her Majesty, the
X" Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro
fessor Lindloy for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM the COLD WINDS A: MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGI DOMO, " aCauvas made of patent prepf>red Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
aU horticultural and fioricultural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide . , . . 1«. 6d. per yard run.
Pour yards wide . . . . 3s. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2.?. 6rf. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Domo" Netting, 2yarda wide, IsAd. per yard mn
Elisha Thomas Archeii, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. *' It is much cheaper
than mats as a covering."

"East Keal, Spilsby, Lincolnshire, April 30, 1S5S.
" Sir,—T will thank you to send 1"2 yards (at l.t. S /. per yard)

of your *Fiigi Domo,' from King's Cross Station, to be leit at
the Firaby Station, Spilsby, Lincolnshire. After using it (since
1 last got it of you some four years ago) I affirm it to be, in-

comparably, the best and most lasting thing of the kind ever
hitherto manufactured.—T am, yonrs, &c.. Rev. J Spen'CE "

T^LKMING'S SALTING MACHINE pob
X^ DESTROYING WEEDS OS GRAVEL WALKS, &c.—
This most useful Macliine has given t!ie greatest satisfaction
wherever it haa been introduced, and it is the "only effectual
means of keeping Drives and Walks completely clear of "Weeds.

Extract fVom Article "Trentham," in Gardeners' ChronkU
-t;—— of January 22, 1S59.

ihn u^i^
^^uld observe in passing from these grounds that

tne wnole of the Grass and Gravel are kept in the most perfect
^raer oy the aid of machinery ; the former by a Horse Machine
r.^ - *^, ^^ ^^^ he worked, a small hand instrument being
oaea m p.aces of difficult access ; the latter is kept in order by
fr™ *u^u ^*'"^^' ^^^ invention of Mr. Fleming, and judging

l2^ Tf beautiful condition of the Gravel in every direction,
1 Should say that it was altogether most efncient."me Mowmg Machines here referred to are Ha.KSKs'.

"TV, a ... ^^""^ ^''^ ^"''^ of -^P^l 2, 1859.

Om™i w n - ^^''^^'^-*3 will emjctually destroy the Weeds onGravel Walks and Drives."

irJ,^?^?^"^'^ "^^^ ^"^1 partiCTikirs and prices mav be had on
4%.hS D -A-LEXANDER SHANKS & SoN, Dcus Iron Works.
^oroatti. Patentees of Improved Mowing, Rnlliug, Collecting.

M!muS"rsf&f^^« ^^^ ^™' Hot-Water Apparatus

GLASS WARE HOUSE.—ESTA BLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT^ LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings.

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Supplied to

In. by In. 16 oz.

20 .. 12 -fc

20 .. 13 f Common, per 100 feet, 13s. 6<(.

20 ., 14 j Super - 16s.

SMALL SQUARES.
Mr. Rivers and many Others.

In. by In.

20 * # 15
t»

21 oz.

18*.

23«.

In. by In.

6 .. 4
64 .. 4i
r ,. 6

7* . . H

8
Bit ..

9

Per 100 feet
6 \ Common
64 I ll«. 6d.

7 f Super.

74 } 12s, 6J.

Per foot,

li<l.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

nches by incites.

10 .. 8
104 .. Si
11 9
19. .. 9

16 .. 11
16 .. 11
IT .. 11
18 11
13 12
14 12

Indies by Indies
124 •• ^k
13 .. 9
12 ., 10
12t .. Wi

Inches by Inches,

13 ..10
13J .. 104
14 .. 10
14* .. 10*

Inches by inches.

15 .. 10
12 ..11
124 • Hi
13 .. 11

Inches T^y inches.

134 ..114 ^

14 II

p. 100 feot
4ths. 1 2*. 6rf.

3d3. Ms. 3d.
2ds. 18».

Ists. 2U. 6r7.

P. foot.

a*

2|_
Ifl

16
17
18
20
22

* *

• fr

• «

12
12
12
12
12
12

Itf

17
20
23
20
22

4 »

* fc

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
22

« •

14
15
15
15
16
16

34
20
20 « *

Iti

17
IS

4

• 4

4th8.
3ds.
2dB.
iHts.

t * I

13«. 6J.
16*.

198. sa,

24«.

Xf less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a. moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.
16 oz.—*ths, IJcT., id., and_2^rf. per foot.

|
21 oz.—4th8, 22d., 3rf., and 34d. per foot.

I I*»• 3d3, i}d., 24d., and 3d. per foot Sds, 34'/.. id., and44d. per foot.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTTr

HA1tTIii;'S"S IMPROVED P&TBirX BOUGH PZ*a.TS.
I^ot accountahle for hreaTcatfe.

LINSEED OIL 2*. 4(7. per^all.32v. Qd, per cwt.
34
8

*>

»»

BOILED „ .. ., 2
TURPENTINE 3

9

BLACK GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c.

w ARNER^S IMPROVED LIQUID MAXURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PDMR

These Primps are fitted with
Warnf:r'3 Patent Bucket and Vaive,
and cannot clog in action. The barrel

is made of galvanised iron> not likely

to corrode, andean bo raUed or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and may be c;tr-

»ffed with ease by one man to tank or

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail pipe^ fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper , . , . 3 17

Stand and Pump, with plain
tail pipe, for tying on suc-
tion pipe 2 9

2-inch India rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either 10, 12, or 15 ft-,

per foot 2

G L A

3 inches diameter
4

PRESERVE
Without Lids.

5
6
7
S

9
10

tf

ft

3r

I*

ft

t >

tt

Jf

4 *

* -

9 t

t ft

6
8

10
1

1 4
1 S
2

J A K S.-
With Lids.

0*. 6^. each.
9

11

4 f

* «

« 4

1

1

I
o

a

2
4
8
2
8

t

t

t

t

t

I

Intermediate Skes in proportion.

PROPAGATING GLASSES,

5

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or
country, at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Manufac-
turers, J. WarkerASoxs, 8. Crescent, JewinSfc-, London, E.C,

Every description of Machinery for raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Puaips, &c, ; also Fire aud Garden
Engines, &c- Engravinga sent on application

FOUNTAINS IN CAST IRON", from 30*- each.

VASES, PORTABLE IRON CONSCRVAXOlilES,

STATUES, FLOWER STANDS,

PORTABLE HEATING APPARATUS, wiUi TRUSS'S JOINT,

2 ins. diameter
3,t

5t.

7 m
8„
9,t

II t.

3.J each

t> >*

$9 5i i»

I* Ci >j

It 8 t>

10
ft>

ft 1 **

f 1 2 99

»* 1 4 ft

»f 1 6 ft

9.

12 in^^. diameter 1

It

1

i

13
14

15 „
16 „
17 „
IS „

20 „

It

2
2

3

3

4
£

7

d.

9

6

a

each

»»

»

JAMES PHILLIPS <t CO., HanTicuLTURAL Glass Merchaxt*

180, Eishopsgats St- Without, London, E.G.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture at prices varying- froni 2fi. to 3rf

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of
which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILK8, and SLATES, WATER-PiPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to JAMEa Heti.ey &; Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Oardtm'^rf!' Chronicle of Aw^st 4.

C"
ONSERVATORY ros SALE, price 50^., quite
new ; 30 feet long, IG feet wide, span roof and omamentaL

Apply to Hv- FREOfAN, Mare Street, Haeknev, N.E,

1

Please address In full, William Hood. Horticultural En-

gineer aud Founder. *'& Upper Thames Street. London. E.G.

RAl^t'UKU';? iWTKM' WASUINU AIAC'HXNK
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

•'
I very gratefully acknowledge the

extraordinarv patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, aud Scotland, and which has

very far exceeded my most sanj^uine

expectations," — THOMAa Bradpord
Patentee, CathedralStepa, Manchester.

London OfBce : f)3. Fleet Street, B C.

--i^'^Ji ^'-^TfiP*. N-B- ^y Machines always have.
- '*'-~-"^^*'

' ^»1» and always will be sent on approval.

if desired, before payment. Descrip-

tion and Price free by post.

GUEKNHOUSE WANTED, SECOND HAND,
about 18 or 20 feet long.—State lowest price, and

where it may bi seen, to A. B., Mr, Fisher's. ISS, Strand, W C.

THE FiNtST FRUITS IN ENGLAND.
RAYTHORN'S HEXAGON and CHISWICK

. GARDEN N ET3 are guaranteed to protect all kinds of
Fniit frmu Wasps, Birds, Flies, &c. They arc used and recom-
mended by all the principal Gardeners. — For testimouials,

Jpittems, and prices, gratis, by post, please direct to Mr.
tiAYTHORS, Nottinf^bam.

GALVANISED GAMEaxb POULTRY NETI'ING
—By improved machinery at reduced prices. 2-incb

Hexat^on Mesh, 24-inch wide, L^ht, 5d. ; Medium, 6d. ; Strong^
7 i. ; Extra atroug. 9id. per yard. Any other width, .^trensrth,

or mesh, from i to 6 inches, at proportionate raten. Every
description of Wire-work by Thos. P. Hawkins, Mannfactiirer,

27, Dale Eud, Birmingham.

I
POULTRY, RABHIT. SHEEP, and CAT FEVC-
ING. HARE OR BABBIT NETS, on Cords, for Covert

Shooting, 12 meah over, 4 feet wide, 2d. per yard. IS mesh
over, (^ feet wide, :^d per yard. 24 mesh over. S feet wide, 4d.

per yard. Each Edge Oonied, id. per yard extra. Extra Stout

ditto, 18 mesh wide, 4d. per yard, suitat^le far Poultry Fencing

Square mesh Cricketing Net, i6x its full width and length

made of stout cjird, 3d. to 4d. per square yard.

NETTING *OB~8HEEP FOLDS, made of Cocoa Nut
Fibre ; a material knnwn to possess the most extraordi-

nary durability when exposed to the alternations of weather.

It will wear otit several seta of tirre I Hemp netting, and is ao

light that a ber.laman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

Sold in Nets of 50 and 1(^0 yard=i long, 4? inches high, by the

Manufacturer, W. Ccllisoford, 1, Edmund Terrace, BftU'3

pond Rood, London, N,
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W HARDY PERENNIAL.

JAMES CARTER &C CO
HATE iirCH PLKASrEE IN OFFEEINO-

AQUILEGIA
which has been Co:.niE:fDED by the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society, who

describe it as follows:—
" Tins is a very preftu douhle-flowered variety of ilie common ColumUne. The flowers are

He variouslu striped witJi reddish crimson, and here and there with reddish P^mf; f^'<^-

dncing an effective variegation. The variety was considered distinct and handsome, and was commended.

Seed Sottn DrKiira the peesekt Month ivill produce Flowers next Spring, Price 1^. per paclict.

JAM£3
W.C.

JAMES CARTER & CO
BEa LEAVE TO OFFER THE rOLLOWING-

CHOIC ej SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.

* *

i I

CVRNATION. 12 choicest varieties,

BIZARRE, 10 seeds of each

Do. do. FAilEUSK, do.

Do. do. FLAKE, do.

Do. do. YELLOW BiZAHRE and
SELF, do

Do do. YELLOW FLAKE do. ..

PIC0TEi3, 12 choicest vars.^HITE GROUNDS, do,

" "
"WHITE MAROINED. do.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS, do. FANCY, do. ..

do. FLAKE, do.
" "

do. BIZARRE, do.
"

PIC0TEE3 do. do.

CAUNATION, exti-a fine, mixed
PERPETUAL, do

3ff. ed.

1

3 6

* •

»

4
4

3
4

3

3

3

3

3
2

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

* * * #

V

PICOTEE, ext.rn.fino, mixed

„ PERPETUAL
HOLLYHOCK, 12 choice prize varieties ..

„ splendid mixed .

.

PERENJ^IAL PHLOX, 12 newest varieties

„ „ finest mixed
WALLFLOWER, 12 dmiblo German varieties ..

,,
double German mixed

HEARTSEASE, extra choice

PELARGONIUM, extra choice show and fancy vai-s

ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed ..

PKNTSTKMON, Qnest mixed
CALCEOLARIA, extra choice, spotted and blotched .

.

CINERARIA, large flowered, brilliant colours, and
exeat variety

PRIMULA, finest fring-ed ..

« « * «

t *

2it.u
2 6
5

1

3 6
1
2 6
1

1
1

6
6

1

* h 1
1

For other Perennials for present sowing, and directions for caltivation of the same, see CAHTBS'S
"CARDEarEHS' VA3>S mECUM," which will be forwarded post free on application to

JAMES CAETER & CO.. Seedsmen, 937 and 238, Hi?h Holborn, London, W.C.

LAWiNS WITHOUT MQWIN G.

SPEEGULA PILIFEEA.
THE merits of this little Plant for the ahove purpose being now fuUy recoeniise^, and having

Btood th« tegt of six successive Reasons, we have great pleasure in recomraendm^ it to the netice ot

our cUHtomer». Mr. Summers, ite original raiser at the Cry.stal Palace Niirsevy, Sydenham, havmg made

over to us tho entire Stock of new Soed tor the present toasijn ; we now offer it m pacliets ot

6d, Is., 2s. QL, 5s.. and 21s. Or per Ounce.

We be^rto subjoin a i'v^w romaikB upon t!ie culture of Spergtila, a.s practised by Mr. Summcys, premishig

that sewilin^ra snwn last Augu.st and September present now a full twelvemonths gi-owth in advance ot

seed sown lAnt .spriug,

INSTRTTCTIOJrS FOR RAISING SPERGULA.
Choose an open situation for the seed bed, dig the ground m shape of a ridge (to throw off tuo water in winter), and make

the surface firm with rake, roller. &c. ; sprea 1 the seed thinly over the bed, and with a rake gently stir tUe surface, after^ich

ffive a good watcrinff through a fine rose. The bed should then be hooped over and shaded with a mat or piece of Tiffany

doubled the object in shadiag being to prevent tne too rapid evaporation of moisture; indeed from Voc tinie ot sowing imtit

the plants make their api>oarauce, the bed should not be allowed to become dry. When the plants are well above ground they

should be cradually hardened, but if diu-ing the first month the weather should be warm and dry they will require attention

in 8hadin/and watering. Towards the end of March following they may be either planted out to form turf in the reserve

^rden or put in thickly on the intended lawn. Full particulars of this final planting will be given in our New beed

For further information respecting the elegant, mossy, and carpet like appearance of this plant, we beg to refer to Mr.

Shirley Hibberd's notice in Gardeners' Chi-onicle, and to that of Mr. Beaton in the Cottage Gardener. Mr. Summers will at any

time be plaaaed to show the capabilities of the Spergula, or give information to parties desirous of forming a lawn, upon

WJpUcati:in to him at hia Nursery. '

, „

J. C. & Co. would beg leave to caution the piiblia against purchasing sncds of various

Annual'?, large quantities of which have been otfered to tneir notice this season, and represt

Spergula piUfera, (the seed being very similar), but as the whole ttock of new seed will pass throui

wme other than tkat oUained/rom their £itablUfi.m.ent

.

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen. 237 and 233, High' Holborn, W.C.

FRESH IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS

QUTTON AKD SONS are dailvKJ expecting the arrival from Haaik-.n
of one cf the most extensive and rareCoUectiona of '^

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTB
ever imported into this country.
Fi-ices very moderate, as see Urt."

Hoyal Berkshire Seed Establishmeiif
Readin g.

'

a UTTON'S EAUMTm^ii^
>^ AND LARGE DRUMHEAD CAB
BAGE SEED.-Cabbaoe Seeds should
NOW BE Sown for tiansplantlDg in
October and in the Spring.

Sutton & Sons have fresh Seed now
ready. Also choice Cauliflower, Lettuce,
Black S])anish, China, and OUve Radish
Seed for .^tumn Sowing.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment

Reading.

THE QUICKEST TURNIP KNOWN
BUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS

TURNIP may be sown until the end

of August with certainty of a good crop.

Price la. per lb. or 48«. per bushel,

JARUIAGE FREE. Discount for cast

with order 5 per cent.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

NEW CRASS SEEDS FOR PER-

MANENT PASTURE.

SUTTON ASTi SONS have a

fresh stock of

PER5IANEXT GRASS SEEDS,

Of the most suitable kinds for laying

down and for improving Pastures.

The new crops being good, pricsB will

be reduced.
Also,

NEW ITALIAN RYE-GBASS BEED.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment,
Reading.

"-pKlKOblUM liSOAKNATUM
(present price) ^'t. per lb., with

•* Practical Hints on its Successful Cuhiva-

tiou." showing how 2 to 3 tons per acre of

the most nutritious Hay may be secured,

the advantages of sowing it where broad

Clover is thin, and its superiority to Taifa

as green food.

, „ ,
Page & Tocgood having secured a lai^t

fol'' breadth from the most carefvil growers m

I
=c ji this district—where better crops are pro-

i^:; duced than in any part of England—offer it
.

*// at the above low rate for cash. Price to

'"^'^
the Trade per post.

NEW TURNIP SEED .. per lb. Is.dd.

NEW RAPE ,. \
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, per bush., 5a to 7*

MUSTARD . . . . per lb., 4d. to 5rf.

Winter Vetches and Winter Oats as soon as harvested.

Permanent Pasture Grasses and Clovers.

New Crimson, Purple, and White Chinese Radishes.-Tbto^

new varieties, introduced by us from China are perfect?

hardy, and if sown in Augiist or September will yield a supp y

of delicious flavour (equal to Spring Radishes) tiiroughout tne

winter, in the open ground, 2s. 6rf. and 1« per packet.

Calceolaria and Cineraria in packets of 2a. 6d. tp 1»-jf^
from one of the finest collections in Europe, and Seeds w
exijortation to all parts of the world.

Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Soiithampwg:

—

NEW PAMSIES, 1860-61. ,,

DTCKSONSandCO. will be prepared to ofter^^

following NEW PANSIE9 on and ^^fter Oetrb«r I^^

of which they can with conBdence recommend, haun|u«^

bloomed in 1859, and again fully proved dumig the pa:.t bpmw

iTrnvCTIofT-Strawand dark purple. Thlsisal^^^^^^^^^^^

^hi the style of Laing's " CL>louel ^T»f^b^"^^. ^^"^^^^^r 5*.

improvement on that variety ; an exceUeut show i^o^J^l'^^^

BRUCE -Fine yellow ground, with broad belt, ''inj
^"gj^ntv,

of very dark maroon ; a large bold flower of tine qu^" J'

and very constant. 5«.
. , , „i,>uf nurpls

CAROLINE -Puxe white grotmd. with "ch deep violet
p^^^

belt and top petals, very constant, and a p'?'^ j^"'';.

NEW SEEDS.
THE QUEEN' S SEEDSMEN,

CHAN
a large bold flower of fine qnaUty- 5s- . i - ^f

FIRE-KING-—Fine yellow, with narrow belt and top pej^^
bright reddish-crimson, smooth and fine form, tne ,

fipproach to a Red Pansy yet fleen ; very novo*

27,

PETER LAWSON & SON,
GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W,
ARE NOW SUPPLYING NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

The very iiResfc qualities of TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, ITALIAN RTE-GRASS. SIX WEEKS^^LE TURNIP, ALSIKE CLOVER, DWARF BROAD-LEAVED RAPE, MUSTARD, PERMANENTUU&^ SKEDS. »ll carefully selected, and duUvered Carriage paid at moderate rates.

attractive. 5s. ,,, , __, Ae-ra*

GOLDSMITH.-A rich deep yellow self, with firge «

blotch ; a decided impruvement in this scarce class.

MILTON.—Yellow and rich dark maroon belt and toiJ f-

colours clear and well defined ; a fine flower. ;^* .^ g^g
NARCiaSA.—White and light bluish-purple, medium o*-* -

blotch ; a fine flower in every respect. 5"-
„«dfine. 5'-

FLINT.—Yellow and bronze- purple, large, constant, an" ^^.
PLUTO.—A dark purple self, fine eye, form and texcui

rate. 6a. ,, —«ftt aub-
PRINCEOP PRTTSSTA.—Averydark purple sc't.^

5,_

stance, and one of the finest dark Pansies yet i^ •

^ ^^
RANDOLPH.—Pine yellow ground, with narrowtwu

^ ^^^
.

petals of dark maroon, fcr competition P"rP*^;j«5 6*.

this will be found by far the tinest flower in »"
"fTf-j^ Uot

VOLUNTKER.—Yellow and rich gios^ maroon, not » »

an exceedingly eflective flower, fine biotctt.
^^^ p^^

WALLACE.-Alarge yellow ground flower, with brnnw y

belt aud top petals ; fine form and substance. »•

Usual Discount to the Trade-

1 TC-ofo^lrt^ Pln«fl Fdinbtireh.—August la.
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NEW TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM SEED.

KoYAt

Berks

Seed

EsTABLXSHMENT.

SXTTTOX AND SONS c:in now supply new Seed of the

ItalLan Crimson Clover (Trifolium iucamatumX which

should be sown as early as oonvenient, Instnictiong on Calti-

ration enclosed with the Seed, Present price 4^d, per lb,, or

cboaper by tlie cwt-

Also Xe^r JIUSTARD and RAPE SEED at moderate prices.

BUCKLAWO SV/EETWATER CRAPE.
JIVEUY AND SON^ feel great pleasure in re-

• introducing this fine early Wliite variety to the notice of

all Grape Growers, as they feel assured it will give entire

satisfaction. In apxicarance (except in colour) of Bunch and
Berry, it resemblea the Black Hamburgh, but growinj? still

larger than this old favourite under the same treatment, it is

fllio a free setter and of vigorous habit. A fine buncii was
exhibited before the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural
Society, on July 31st nit., which was highly spoken of by
them, and is again most favourably noticed by all the leading
Jourij.^ls, See Report below. Strong plants 10^< 6iZ. and
2U. each.

Copied from Grrrdene^'s' C/ironicIe, August 4, 1830.
*' From Messrs Ivery & Sou, of Dorkings came a beautiful

bunch of Buckland Sweetwater Grape, a variety which, wheti
better kuowu, cannot fail to be a favourite ; the bunch
is of good size, well shouldered and handsome, and
the flavour good. This variety is, however, yet scarce

—

not more than two specimens of it in a fruit-bearing state

being at present in the country, one at the Deepdene, Dorking
(from which this bunch was cut), and the other iu Messrs,
Ivery's Nursery/' (which tliey will feel great pleasure iu
showing any one who may favour them with a visit),

Dorking Kur^ery, Aug. 18.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES IN POTS.
LTJCOiMnK, PIN"CE, AND CO- have now a remark^

ably fine healthy stock of strong Vines, from 6 to 10 feet

liigb, of all the choicnst sorts, fit for immediate i)l<^iitiner, pro-
pagated from eyes, taken from their own experimental Vinery,
which enables them to wai^rant each kind true to name.
LIST3 of sorts and prices maybe had on application to them.

Exeter Hurdcry, Exeter.

+

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1860.

MEETINGS roa THE ENSUING WEEK.
T.,,n<iT*i V *i,D-T,af >! f Horticultural (Floral Committee)TUI.KSDAY, August-^

J at St. Martin's Place Koon

or four plants of the Nohhana form, while the

rest of his crop was true to the parent.
Under these circumstances it is difficult to doubt

that Nohleana is really the hybrid it is said to be.

And most assuredly its appearance is so exactly
intermediate between its two alleged parents as to

lead to that conclusion. One citeumstanco we
have remarked in the specimens sent us, whicii

deserves to be mentioned. The Nohleana sf-nt to

Kew had the calyx hairless inside its tube as is the

case in S. Douglasii; but in that examined
by ourselves the calyx- cup was in pncisely the

same state as that of callosa, that ia to say
ulothed with silky hairs. It therefore seems that

in minute characters Nohleana points fiist one way
and then another, a more likely thing to happen
iu a new production with characters still unstable

than in au oLl species the minutest peculiarities of

which have been fixed by time.

At all events this S. Nohl-cma^ whether natural
or non-natural, is a most beautiful acq.uisition

for the flower-garden in autumn.

So:iiE time ago a correspondent signing himself
**Ebor" questioned the value of certain Cala.-
Diriis sent into the trade by M. C^"A^'r^N. To
the criticism of this gentleman M. Yan TToutte
has replied iu the last number of his Flore des
SerreSj and it is only just to so dibtiuguiahed a
cultivator to let hira be heard.

** Ebor " said that Caladium Barraqidnii is

nothing but hicolor or some other variety ot that
old species dec:irated with a now name. This
M. V, HouTTE peremptorily denies. He affirms

that it has nothing to do with hicolovy the leaf-

stalks of which are green, while they are almost
black in Barraqtiinu, The veins of the leaves in

the latter are also quite different ; and then what
a beautiful rose colour it ha^, set as it were in a
rich deep green frame. Nt ither is the Caladium
called splendens a variety of C, hicolor^ but a per-
fectly distinct sort. If these plants must be com-
biued then C. splendens should be compared to

C Barraquinii, and yet how diffjreut they are.

As to C thripedestrum ("a name spoiled by the
English who have converted it into tripedestrum^'''' i

with the meaning of which name we are unac-
quainted), it is admitted that it is the same as C.

mannoratwn.
M. Van Hotttte also complains of no notics

having been taken of C. Belleymei^ a magnitlcout
soz't with leaves marvellously poivdered and sp^ited
with pure white. Xor of C, TrouhetsJcoyiy a sort
that will grow larger after some eultivatiori, wliose
leaves are all marked with pure white hioroglyphios.
As to C. Perrierii, M. "Van Houtte intiuire.:*

what sort that is like ? Neumannii which agrees in

nothing except the fantastic markings of rose ?

the leaves of C, Perrierii are of a clear dead green
with a dark bluckish stalk, while those of C.

Neumannil are deep shining green with green
stalks, "There is nothing in couimon between
them."

N'ow that the suhjeot of Cal-idiums is before us,

we borrow from a desciiplion of these raodoru
fashionables by M, Vax Houttb the fullowiiig

statement of their comparative heights, a piece of

information th^t will doubtless be welcome to
|

their cultivators whether in esse or in pcsse.

IiioVcs.

Caladium ClmutinU...

Plants, 1.30: total SCO. The number of miles
travelled by railwav, steamboats, and walking was
about 640 ; the largest number of students at an
excursion, 160; the smallest, 25. The greatest
distance travelled iu one day's excursion (Cal-
lander and Ben Ledi) was 120 miles. The longest
walk ia a day, 25 miles. The tutal expenses of
the trips, 23s. lOd. each student.

In addition to other rewards the following sub-
jects received prizes:—An Essay on the Spontet-^

neons Movements which take place in Plants;
Dissections of 10 named Varieties of Cultivated
Barley ; Specimens and Dissections illustrating the
Structure of 10 namud Species of Grasses; A Col-
lection of British Murine Algoe, with Essay on their

Properties ; A ScJiIes of Dried Specimens illus-

trating the Inflorescence of Plants ; A Scries of
24 Microscojiical Preparations illustrating the

Minute Structure of various parts of Plaats, pre-
pared by Pupils oi the Histolugical Class.

At a late meeting of the Floral Committee of

the Horticultural Society, Mr. Noble of Bagshot
produced three of the handsomest itatipy flower-
ing SHKUB5 in cultivation, namely, Spiroia callosa,
Doiujlasii^ and Nohleana^ each lo'aded with masses
of deep ross-coiouTiid blossoms. To th*? tirst we
drew attention some time aj^o (see Gardeners^
Chronicle, ISo7, p. 531). The second is well
known as a plmfc very near the old Spiraea tornen-
tosa. It is of the third that vre would now sny a
word or two.
The fust that we learned of Spiraea Nohleana

was from a coloured figure and des!jri|>vioii pub-
lished last year in the " Botanical Magazine,"
t. 5169, from which the following is an extract:^
*• In the summer of 1830, Mr. Chas. Noble sent
us numerous fine specihiens of three Spiraaas, S,
callosa, S. Douf/lasii, and the presunt, with the
following remarks:— * The third must, I believe,
"be a hybrid between the two above named. The
history of it is tliis. I liad callosa and DoufflasH
growing side by side. I raised young plants from
the seed of S. Douglasii, supposing them to be
true ; hot their growth and flower appear to be
exactly intermediate between the two; and what
appears remarkable is that the whole of the bed,
containing several hundreds, are quite the same.'
A careful examination of the S[>eGi:neu3 seemed in
many respects to cjufirm Mr, Noble's view, the
supposed hybrid having the leaves precisely Inter-
niediate, approaching 2)of/y/aszV in shape and pubes-
cence, but callosa iu tootliing and green nnd.T
surface ; the infloreseoree is intermediate between
the long thyrsus of BonglasH, and broad
cyme of callosa. The calyx has the patent
lobes of callosa and glabrous tuhe inside of
^ouglasii ; and the llowers have the evident
nag of glands of callosa^ but the colour
and stamens of Douglasii, On referring to our
hcibarium, however, we find the wild spt-eimens
trotn William Lobb of the supposed hybrid from
the maur/ \a^ of California, where ^S-. callosa {n
native of Japan) has never been found ; and wliat

tTi tl^ /;;I"*''*^^^*^e, the specimens bear tiie same
Dumoer {o9\) a^ Lobb has attached to S. DouglasiL

W? I"^-^"**"
^'^^'oe arises, may not the seeds of

Tr^A fL
^^ ""1^1^^^ ^^ '^^e packet, and been sown,

tW f!x.
^^^^^^n^-es not having been obseived,

nml V • TnP''^'"^^ ^^^"^ "^^y have been collected
andiaised."

' Number of Lectures, G4; Prar^tical aud Histolo-

rpn f
,^'^^rst3nd, however, that Mr. Noble gical Demonstrations, 60; Monthly Competitive

Z^A f^^^^^^^^'^ have been raised from Eugli^^h 'Esamiuatious, 3; Wce.My Examinations, Vl

;

Wl r P?"^^''*"> and therefore it could not ha^e
'

Z~r ^ ^-^'I'^rnian origin ; and that a correspondentwno also had S, Doualasii and cnmsa growin^r
near each other also obtained from Douglasn three

9t
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To this let us aid, that all these Caladiums are

marsh plants, which, to be seen in their v.hole

heauty, reijuire to he grown in the shade.

We extract from a recent report upon the

BoTAKXCAL Class IN the U:. .... rrr oi? Enrw-
BCKGH the hdiowing iQturt:ftiag facts. In the

season of 18G0, just clised, the number of pupils

In this country one of the most indispensable
qualities of a public servant is to bear criticism.

with equanimity. Such at least was the opinion
of one of the wisest and most experienced ofmodern
statesmen. "Mr, Clesie^jts Makksasi should
think of that, and endeavour to draw an inference
from it. This irascible gentleman is however so

discontented with the account which his own
public letter to Government has enabled us to give
of his Peruvian expedition that he has conde-
scended to prepare tor insertion in our columns a
Ion:; epistle to prove that " in spite of all evidence
to the contrary" we are determined to believe that
his proceedings Iiave ended in failure. Instead of
complaining of unfairness on our part, Mr. Mark:-
nAM should be grateful to us for not having shown
from his own statements that he is wholly desti-

tute of scientific knowledge, the first requisite in

an adventure like his. Perhaps he will find some
IJotanical friend good-uatuied enough to enlighten

him on that point. Judging from the display he
has made of his acquirements in his printed report,

wo doubt whether tliere ia any security that what
he calls Calisaya trees are not something else.

We have no intention of inflicting on our readers

the supercilious communication we have received

;

it is suflicient to advert to one or two points in it,

Mr, MaiuvIIam iuforms ns that the Dutch gardener
Hasskarl obtained his acquisitions, not person ally,

but through the agtncy of one ^e:suiq,vez, who
was imprisoned iu Cjlivia for having supplied
them. That may he so, aud the friends of Mr.
HENEiat^EZ may have cause to regret his fate ; but
as Mr. ilAUKa.viz adds that Hasskarl obtained
400 Ca'isaya plants with which he sailed for Java,
we do not see what we have to do with his agent.
We arc aiso mCormed that Hasseael was two
years and a halt in Peru. Very likely. No doubt
ho stayed till he obtained what he wanted, aud we
humbly presume to ask why Mr. MAEKHAsr did not
also stay till his mission was accomplished. Had
he been on military duty people would have beea
apt to say that he deserted his post.

We are assured that out of his 529 Cinchona
plants 21G are njw throwing out shoots and are
healthy, wliile upwards of 60 more rtitain life.

Gardeners know enough of what ** retaining life*'^

signifles, and would hesitate to take any account
of these 60 moribund planta. We here however
find the rather important admission that only
about two-tiflhs ol" tlie c diection have' reached
Sjuthamptun in safety. For this we are far from
blaming Mr. MAUKiiAii; on tlie eontraiy, his
gardener has done extremely well : but so large a
loss having betu air- ady sustained, we may be
excused for doabting whether many will reach
India alive.

The reason r^ive". for s^.nding the results of the

expedition to India by the extraordinary route of
Panama, Souths mj)ton, tht^ ilediterraaewi, and
tl © Red Sc;i, is a eiiriuu-i one. It seems that there

was no availai le i>le er iu the Pucido ; that is to

eay, the great Indian Oovepomeut which has had
id queaiiou bafure it for years, is so utturly-thid queaiiou

{paving from 3/. 3s. to iL 4s. each) was 247; of of aucce.s achi v^a '* the bocrdary or oiau lor

these 207 were medical, and iO general sfudenta. India iu C>nneil and others whose o.-mions are at

JVumher of Lectures, G4; Praritical aud Histolo- i'^ast as valuable aa that o: tiie Editor ot the Oar-

powerless as to be tm.ible to send a email steamer

from India 1 1 P- - ,on any spec'al servicp how-

ever important. W^ are sorry to hear it. Ia

couclubion, we are Informed that with the measure

of flucccs achi vcd '* the Secretary of State for

O the

Weekly Excursions, 11.

The number of so' cies collected (i'*,nn

Excursions was: — Phanerogamous ^\aut3,^630 .

Ferns and their allies, 40; othtjr Qi-yptoj^amous

dener&' Chronicle are perfecUy s^itisfied. Let

that console our ti-uv<.i]er, wfe» no douht has doae

his best. But berure diamiasiag tUa subiect he

must permit U3 to add the fAlowiug extract trom

a Utter now belore us, the writer of wnich is per-

fectly well acquainted with the couatry thit was
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the scene of Mr. ilAEKHAM's operations, aud with

the Cinchona districts which he did not visit.

"I have read with much interest the article in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of Saturday on the Cinchona

research expedition. The writer of the article on

Mr. Markham's mission has struck the right nail

on the head by showing the folly of carrying young

semi-tropical plants across the Andes, when we

know that it is perfectly needless to do so. I am

at a loss to underatand the sufferings described in

Mr. Maskham's report, for I myself travelled

through the same Andean regions in the cold

season, and although not particularly fond ot

roughing it, when I can do otherwise, experienced

none of the sufferings from cold and hunger which

appear to be very graphically pointed out m the

document alluded to. Had Mr. Makkham con-

sulted either Dr. WEDDELLor Mr. Pentland they

would have told him instead of diving into the

forests of Curabaya, to procted to the Yungas of

Pelechuco and Apolobamba, or to those nearer to

La Paz, where I cannot apprehend he would have

experienced much difficulty from the bark

collectors, or, personal danger from climate, wild

beasts, or precipices."

MYCOLOGY.—:Vo. XXV.

Lactabitts insulsus. Fr.—niii genus Lactarius is

53t separated from Agai'icus, merely on account of its

coutahiing a milky jmce. Severul true A^anos agree

with it in this character, as indeed undoubted Luctarii

occur in which the juice Ls watery uisteud of milky.

The technical character which distinguishes it, together

with Russula from other genera of the gdl-be.irmg

tribe, consists in thej substance which constitutes the

m vinegar.^ ludeed, little discrimination seems to be

exercised in the choice of species. L.piperitus is so

constantly used that it has been supposed impossible

that the Russian species can be the same with ours.

There is, however, little dotibt on the subject, and per-

haps the vinegar in which the Fungfi are preserved

neutralises the poisonous properties of the alkali, which

seems to form the deleterious principle in these vege-

tables. It is very possible, indeed, that many cases of

death occur which pass by unnoticed, as is certainly to

be said of all countries "in which Fungi constitute a

main article in the food of the peasantry ; still the

same species which proves a poison to one, seems not

unfrequently to be consumed with perfect im-

punity by others. The recklessness with which they

are eaten in some districts on the continent

of Europe is illustrated by a circumstance which hap-

pened to Dr. Loudon in Poland. Being on one occa-

sion a prUoner in a fortified town, he amused himself

by collecting and drying every species which occurred

on the Boulevards, but whether supposed by ban to be

wholesome or dangerous, all equally vanished, hem? at

once appropriated as food by the Kussian or 1 ohsh

troops. A similar circumstance liappened in the case

of the Fungi which formed the subjects of the magui-

ficent work of KrombUolz, insomuch that Corda who

designed all the species was unable to preserve the

specimens he had figured.

This might seem almost incredible to a person who

has witnessed the tortures of a dog who in mere play-

fulness has worried a specimen of Lactarius vellerens.

Indeed, so acrid are its spores, that on one occt\sion Dr.

Badhaui having tasted a few was seriously incon-

venienced in consequence for some hours afterwards.

Heat may possibly dissipate some of tlie evil properties,

but we are inclined to attribute more to the condiments

with which the species are prepared ; but in any case we

er

not

may consider them very beautiful ; but when it iskim
that, without either greatei; trouble or expense bet^^
and far more beautiful things can be grown, why
grow them? ' ^

Of what use can it be to grow two or three Imndr J

varieties of Camellia which some of the continenSi
nurserymen profess to sell, when we know there aren t

50 really first-rate kinds among them? Would it nf
bespeak better taste to grow the good kinds only anJ
if a number of plants are required, duplicate with't\
or three of the best variety. Again, of Ericas, tliouM?
in plant catalogues upwards of 500 species are eniime
rated, and the nurserymen have almost as many varir
ties, who would think of growing that quantity for th^
sake of sayiiig. " I have every known kind," when we are
aware that 100 kinds would take the cream of the whole
collection, aud that with 50 more there would be very few
left that a cultivator would care about giving pot-room
to. If, however, selection is so much requu-ed amon<>
hard-woodod plants, still more is it needed among- soft
wooded ones, such as Pelargouiuitis, Fuchsias, Calceo.
larias. Cinerarias, and the like. The vavietiea of these
plants are almost innumerable, and except to those who
are always among them, almost undistinguishable.

Let us however hope the time is coming when tlie

importance of growing good plants only will be
generally acted upon, and then we have no doubt the

importance of growing specimens, as distinguished from
the poor miserable wretches we too often see, will be
generally recognised, and not be confined almost to a

few localities as at the present time. These remarlis

are oifered in connection with the management of

plants and plant-houses, for the purpose of directing

attention to the indispensable necessity of giving ample

room to every plant ; for, without this, success in plaiifc

cultivation is impossible. We all know that if we plant;

a crop of Cabbages too thick, or sow Pe;is withat

centre of the gill lying between its two fruit-bearing

surfaces, and technically called the trama, being

formed of sub-globose cells and not of filaments, a

character which is moreover cou mon to it in general

«p^ththe substance of the pileus.

Aue milky Agarics or Lactarii are, at first sight,

divisible into two sets, with acrid and mild milk, but on

closer inquiry it will be found that there are a few

Ciceptious of species wliich from natural affinity might

be supposed to be mild, though they possess in reality a

greater or less degree of pungency. Indeed Lactarius

rufus, one of the most^acrid, is closely allied to some

of the milder species.

Individual species therefore must be tested by expe-

rience, as in the closely allied genus Uttssula^ before

they can be pronounced mild and free from danger.

Lactarius tmtthus is one of those whose evil proper-

ties will not be contested, for it is as little inviting in

outward appearance as any of the tribe. The pileus is

more or less slimy, of a dingy pallid ochre, marked with

darker zones, strongly depressed in the centre, and
sometimes funnel-shaped, with tlie border waved and
arched, and the margin naked; the stem is short and
blunt, at first stuffed then hollovv, and suuKtimes

marked with tear-like spots or depressions ; the s:ill3

are moderately broad and distant, often forked, and of

a dull ochre like the pileus; the spores are of a pnle

yellow. The milk is white, unchangeable and very

acrid. The pileus varies much in size, sometiuies attain-

ing a diameter of some inches. The species is far from
uncommon on the borders of woods, but is seldom

regular in growth, and ia liable to be eaten by slugs.

With the exception of Lactarius delieiosits and
L.volemuTn^ few species if any are ever used as articles

of food in -England- lu Russia on the contrary such
speeies aa £. pi^eritus, &c., notwithstanding their
Citrtuie acridity, are hugely consumed when preserve a

Lactabics insttlsus, jPV. From an original drawing.

should not recommend English stomachs to make an

experiment on such very doubtful subjects as the acrid-

milked Lactarii.

It should, however, be remarked that in Sweden

Lactarius tormitiosust one of the most acrid of the tribe,

is frequently mistaken for the truly excellent species

Lactaritis deliciosus, ?LniiL ihow^x possessing none of its

good qualities, it is eaten, according to Fries, without

any serious consequences, M. J. JS.

PLANTS AND PLAXT-HOUSES.
The time is now approaching when cultivators will

be making preparations for getting their tender plants

into winter quarters ; and as, even among practical

men, much diversity of opinion exists as to what con-

stitutes good practice la the management of plant-

houses, 1 suspect a few remarks at this season on the

subject will not prove unacceptable. As has been i-e-

marked of flower garden plants, most of the plant col-

lections throughout the country require a severe weed-

ing, whereby they would be cleared of many hundreds

of plants which now encumber them, much to the

advantage of tliose which might be left. Fortunately,

however, all plant lovers begin to see the advantage of

gi-owing selections as distinguished from collections,

aud the recognition of the principle, that good tilings

well managed are capable of affording more real plea-

sure than great quantities of ill-managed, ugly, gawky

plants, ia now becoming pretty general. This of itself

will do muoli good, as the more both gardeners and

amateurs enter into the spirit of specimen-plant grow-

ing, the more will they see the necessity of giving

liouae-room to such plants only as are really worthy of

it, while the thousands of comparatively worthless

plants which now crowd the lists of nurserymen will be

thrown on the rubbish heap. I do not say that all these

plants are unworthy of cultivation, as many persons

allowing suflicieiit room between the rows to admit tbe

sun and air freely among them, that we neither get fine

Cabbages nor yet good Peas, because the plants being

cro^vded together, do not get sufficient light and air tJ

elaborate the juices properly, and consequently they are

not only delicient in flavour but also in those nutritiveaiio

life-sustainini? qualities for which these vegetables are

so much admired. Now, plants cultivated in pota or

under glass, though they may not produce edib.e trmra,

obev the same laws of nature, and to bring tuera w

perfection they must have an abundant supply ot
^

light aud air, and that not by fits and s'*'^''^^' ^'^V .

first-cluss cultivation is aimed at, regularly ^'•y/'yS
Hence specimen plants, whether ititl^O"" or.^J^^'T ij

never be allowed to touch each otlier ; neither snou

they be so placed, especially during the wiiiter mom ,

that they do not get a good share of light on alls^^J*.

With reference to the influence of light as co""^'^

wi
of

ith plant cultivatitm, it would appear that the ine*!^-^

„J its importance is not borne out by practice, inj^
'

as no decided improvement has resulted from iw ->

but, on the contrary, we know some of
g^,ji

practical gardeners in tlie country are decidedly '^P?:"

to tlie use of sheet glass. So far as our own expen
_^ _

enables us to judge we have no great affection
.^

and except for its superior appearance and ecou j
.^

repairs we should not care much about "^"
^^j^j^..

Singular as it may appear, it is not more sinjj" „ -^^

true, that nearly all the best specimens of cota

and plants sent to the Loudon exhibitions are
g^^^^^

r common glass and very frequently
'JJ. .j^n.

es, seemingly ill adapted for first class c>i^»*^^
^^^

under
houses

We have been growing plants under sheet S'T*^
t!i'^

beat quaiit:y (or some time past, and "'^
"V-^^j, id

houses so glazed require much clospr ^"'^"
ji the

changeable weather, and are very Uabie to scort

plants if neglected, -

Where houses are glazed with sheet glass m
r,l
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!?p mornin- especiiiUy in tlie early part of the season

AndTbev shouuf not be shiit up too early in the after-,

.r.n 15 is customary with the common greeuhouses.

T?,e ventilation of horticultural buildings is a subject

if m-eat interest at the present time, and promises to

n^cuDV a good share of public attention. Those who

have cleaned their information on this subject from

their daily practice, know as their fatliers knew before

them how necessary it is to the well-being of plants

that there should be a constant intercbango or renewal

of the air in plant and forcing structures, not only

during' the day but also during the night, and good

^rdeners take care to have a thorough circulafcion of it at

all times, and at all seasons when it is possible to admit it.

The disciples of the theory promulgated by Mr. \\ ard,

in whose air-tight gbiss case^ plants such as Cacti,

Orchids, Ferns, and other Cryptogams, managed to drag

out an enfeebled existence for many montlis, ran away

with the idea some years back that because these plants

lived other plants must grow, and consequently venti-

lation became a very secondary consideration among

scientific men; indeed, we recollect a range of houses,

the top sashes of which were all screwed down, and the

result "was the Black Hamburgh Grapes became red

ones in sueneeding years, and the gardener lost his

situation. To these houses air was admitted by holes

cut midsvay between the glass and the footpath of the

bick wall ; but these holes were never opened except to

lower the temperature of the hou^e. Horticultural

architects, who too frequently know nothing of prac-

tical gardening, soon took up the idea because it was

fashionable ; and hence it would be easy to point to

an increased consumption of fuel; but that we do not

cau'e for so long as we are sure we are benefiting our

plants by the additional expense.

Some modification of this plan we should recommend

to every one who is desirous of excelling as a plant

cultivator, and we would particularly impress upon

amateurs the importance of guarding against currents

in their plant-houses, especially during the winter season.

Taking the precautions previously pointed out and

guarding against over excitement as to temperature,

with due attencion towHteriutj arid allowmtr t^-ti-i'^ plant

plenty of room and thorough cleanliness both^ in the

plants, pots, stages, and houses, success is certain ;
bui

neglect one of these points imd yon will most assuredly

and deservedly pay the penalty of your indiscretion

before another summer dawns upon us. A.

iron-roofed houses built about that time, which were so

badly ventilated as to render it impossible, without

shading in sunny weather, to prevent the plants being

scorched to death. This was one of the reasons why

metallic-roofed houses became so unpopular, and were so

much dreaded by gardeners.

We have always laid it down as a rule that p\ant and

forcing-houses should never be closed during either

night or day except in the most severe weather, but

that " from night to morn, from mom to dewy eve,"

there should be a constant and perpetual interchange

of the external and internal atmospheres. While, how.

ever, we would do everything in our power to secure

this interchange, there are one or two things which

must be carefully guarded against. We all know how
very injurious it is to the animal frame to be placed in

a current or draught, and tliat a current of air admitted

through a broken window will lay the foundation of

diseases which will quickly gather a strong man to his

fathers. Scarcely less injurious are currents of air to

plants, no matter whether they be warm or cold ; and
there are certain greenhouse plants, as, for illustration,

Boronia serrulata and pinnata, Crowea sal sua, the

whole tribe of Gompholobiums, and many o her Swan
River and New Holland plants, which, if placed in a

current, will not only refuse to grow but will positively

die. Even fteaths hate a draught, such as is admitted

by the small opening of a sash, but they delight

in a free circulation of air admitted in a volume
so as to act upon the whole plant at the same time. No
greater proof can be given of the injurious tendency of

currents of air to plants, than the fact that a draught of

frosty air admitted through a broken square will kill a

plant in a greenhouse, the temperature of which shall

never be below the freezing point, while t!ie same plant,

though frozen quite hard but protected from a current,

would be uninjured. This fact we proved several times

during the last severe winter, and so satisfactory was it

to us, that while we admit all the air we can t^onr

plant-houses, we always take care to guard against

strong: currents.

From the preceding remarks it will be seen that the

ventilation of plant-houses is an operation which

requires careful management, and is a point in cultiva-

tion which it is necessary should be well studied. In

congenial weather, of course, air can be admitted at any

and every part of the house, but in severe weather it is

necessary to exercise great caution. Of all the plans

which have come under our observation for winter

ventilation, that of admitting cold air by means of drains

passing from the outside of the back wall under the house

to the" heating apparatus, and escaping upwards anong
the hotwater pipes, is the best, and if some wire gauze or

perforated zinc be placed along every alternate light at

the top of the house, the ventilation can be regulated

with very great nicety, and without any fear of doing

injury, so long as the heating apparatus is kept warm.
The cold air drains under the house should 'be of consi-

derable size, not less than 9 inches square, so that, in

the case of ripening forced fruits a large volume of

fresh air can be constantly rushing in, and as the
quantity of air admitted will be governed by the escape
afc the top of the house, no fear need be entertained of
cold currents, so long as the hack ventilators are
properly regulated. Of houses thus arranged we have
never closed the cold air drains at any time daring the
last three years, and by strangers the atmosphere has
always been admired for its fresh and wholesome feel.

In these houses tbe lower pipe of the heating apparatus
18 laid in a tank, so that the air receives a necessary
supply of moisture, before it passes among the plants

;

and when we require a very moist atmosphere, it also
passes through a coarse, moist woollen net, which makes
it all that can be desired for plant cultivation. Of course
this system of ventilation causes a w^aste of heat and

Home Correspondence.
A Head Gardener's Views respecting Education.—

Do you not think, Mr. Editor, that it is time for the

upper 10,000 to have a say in the matter of educating

embryo gardeners? Some young gardeners, writing to

their credit very good Queen's English, liave by your

permission been allowed to detail their grievances, and

murmur their complaints against the treatment they

meet with from head gardeners, in the matter of

exacting premiums, deducting from wages, and the use

of strono" language to enforce discipline, neglect of

proper teaching, and so on. Without apologising for

these thipg"^, let us on the other hand be just and

examine whether these embryo gardeners, taken in the

aff^regate, are so very immaculate as to be fairly entitled

to^the consideration wliich they claim, and which,

although in many deserving cases accorded to them, is

I fear in too many instances expected, and indeed

insisted upon, without the shadow of a claim. Let us

see whether young gardeners should not look at home
before they begin carping at actions which they are

ready not only to imitate but to justify, as soon as

opportunity offers. The education necessary for gar-

deners may be classed into physical, mental, artistical

and moral. With regard to the three first, so much has

lately appeared in your pages that it would be presump-

tuous in me to endeavour to improve upon the very

excellent remarks therein set forth ; but of the latter,

viz.. the moral education of gardeners, I do not perceive

that any writer takes it into account, and yet

it is the one on which the whole and entire value of

the other three depends. A man may by energy and

application become very clever, skiltul, and ac-

complished ; but if his moral character is tainted, or

even looked upon as of secondary importance, he is to

all intents and purposes a very unfit person to be placed

in any situation of trust and confidence, Tliis is

especially applicable to g^irdeners, who are often called

upon to fill situations irf which to be worthy of trust

and confidence is a sine qua non. The value of

gardeners it ia true .is very variously estimated by

diftereut employers : one may be a valued servant

because he possesses a dogged, hard working persever-

ance which achieves great results, because he con-

centrates all his energy upon the physical part of his

duty, yet if he was questioned on those results it

is a' great chance if he could give an intelligent

answer; nor is he required to do so, his strength

and honest labour is all that is required of

him, and this he gives, often cheerfully, sometimes

grumblingly. Yet as far as he goes he is a valuable

servant, but to be truly so he must at the hot to n

possess a strong feeling as to his moral obligation, which

teaches him that it is incumbent on him to do his duty

in whatever station he is placed; if he fails in this lie

will not long continue in well-doing. Another again

may be looked upon as a valuable man by many of our

mercantile employers, who, seeking value for value with

a keenness which often oveneaches itself, require an

active, energetic, ubiquitous man, able and willing to

extract as much as possible, even to the very last iota,

from the thews and sinews of labouring men ; paying

them tolerably well it is true, but too often casting

tiiein aside when thews and sinews are out of

order, on the principle of no work no money. There

is not much morality here, nor did I ever know

it to stand for long the test of the great un-

popularity which follows upon the carrying out of

such slavish principles. It is well that such mtm

are valuable only to their compeers; their tone of

morality is low, and therefore they are the willing in-

struments of tyrannical master?. Advancing higher in

the scale we shall find that a vast majority of the gar-

deners of the present day are valued by their employers

for their acquirements, not only in their profession but

in many other things which do notT properly belong to

gardenino- ; yet all contribute towards making them
j

intelligent expositors of the principles on which their

operations are conducted, and at the same time con-

scientious servants in whom their employers muy place
,

implicit trust and confidence. And what is the ground-

,

work of all this but a high tone of moral character ?

If that is wantmg. it will ooze out somewhere, and

then, no longer trusted, no longer esteemed, they

: ^' d:;;n^"tr\h;irW am^mg
,
the grumble«

,

who are ever setting themselves forth ^ the m-nsed^^
,

The unappreciated. It is not always want of skill that

is the cause of many gardeners so frequently changing
,

fhPir nlaces on thi wntrarv, it is too often the resu t
^MSA expectant disposition, and from their
;

in-ent)ibl^ acquiring depraved aiul b:id habits, thus for-

feiting the esteem and confidence of their employers.

Does not all this show that the moral education of

young gardeners should be a primary consideration ? If

tliey would but take this as the foundation on which to

raise the superstructure of their future efficiency, their

actions would be guided by a higher principle

altogether, and we should hear less of the constant

bickerings which appear to embitter the exist-

ence of so many of them ; and they would ask

themselves before entering on any engagement,

if they are honestly able to fulfil what is required of

them, and if not, whether they are sufficiently humble-

minded to learn, and inclined to be grateful for

teaching. I am sorry to say that my experience, which

has been extensive, would lead me to infer that this is

not the case with a great number of the candidates for

subordinate situations in large gardens; the first

question they appear to ask is, will this place suit me ?

not, am I qualified to fill this place with credit to

myself and satisfaction to those who employ me? Nay,

some would even lead you to infer tliat tliey are con-

ferring a favour on a head gardener by consenting to

serve under him, because, forsooth, they have been

through this or that great place, where everything

is carried on in first-rate style. On this principle they act

as though places ought to he accommodated to them, but

for them to accommodate themselves to the place is out ol

the question ; I had one young gentleman of this kind

]
who positively refused to carry manure water to apply

' to some Orange trees, on the ground that it was

labourer's work. It is consoling, however to reflect

tbat there are many brilliant exceptions to thismle

;

men who possess that true humility which is the

characteristic of a gentleman, and whose object is to

extract all the good they can from each probationary

move they make, and at the same time yield honest

and flithful service in return for the opportunities of

learning their profession which are placed before them*

In conclusion I would urge them to depend more on

their own exertions, and not indulge in a habit of

grumbling, because those who are put in authority over

them do not spend all their spare time in catechising

them, and drtimuiing into their heads that knowledge

which, with all the facilities a little self-denial would

place at their command, they ought to be ashamed to

owe to anything but their own energy, Avdi alteram

partem.
Podophyllum Eniodi.—Is the fruit of this plant

wholesome? A small plant here in the open air,

about 9 inches high, has five tempting fruit, the twjo

largest of which measure 3 inches in length and 4i in

girth~no bad crop if it be of any use. In taste it is

slightly acid and not very disagreeable, and it is eaten

readily by blackbirds. Although its associates have all

sometliing du louche about them, it is stated that the

small berries of Podophyllum peltatum are made use of

in the United States under the name of Wild Lemon,

S., F'rfe- [Beware i>f Podophynums. The leaf of

P. peltatum is poisonous, the root is a powerful cathartic.

The fruit however is said to be eaten by pigs and boys

(.4. Gray)', and Hooker and Thomson say that that^f

P. Emodi mav also be eaten.]

Love of Flowers on the Continent.—'B.sam^ lately

had an opportunity of observing the great taste dis-

played for horticulture throughout Germany and many
of the towns bordering on the Rhine, I would wish to

ask, why it is in a country such as ours, where such

n)ble specimens of household plants and fljwers are

constantly brought under our notice at our exhibitions

and flower shows, that we do not sec that (I might

almost say) national respect for the science as we do in

those towns and cities of which I am about to speak.

For instance. In Cobleutz, in the midst of the range of
^

public buildmgs, there is to be seen a perfect garden of

Roses. Certainly it is in proximity to the palace ; but

still there is no paling to exclude the humblest person

from inhaling the sweet scent of these lovely Standard

Roses. Then louk at the environs of " Frankfort-on-

the Maine"—such profusion of flowers of all sorts! No-

restriction, any one who pleases may walk in these

parterres; the poorest peasant, the most wealthy

citizen, the wearied traveller, any one, every one, finds

rest and is refreshed by a saunter through those charm-

ing gronnJs. Then I might speak in glowing

terms of the neighbouring town of Homburg,

but every Knglish tourist is acquainted with the charms

of this garden, and, like the others, it is free to all who

feel disposed to enjoy a walk in the early morning, a

lounge in the midday sun, or a cheerful promenade in .

tbe summer evening. Baden Baden is also rich in

horticultural taste; evei-y villa has its pretty garden

laid out so neatlv. displaying such a variety of colour,

and at the same time so much taste in the arrangement

of tbe various trees ; s»-h pretty hanging baskets filled

with Petunias, Geraniums, Verhemis. i^io space is

unfilled; everywhere one turns is to be seen flowers

;

then along the public park overhung by the noble

range of the Black Forest is to be noticed on every side

groups of flowering plants either in vases or m bed?.

I have made it my study for some time to take notes of

the various public coUectiouB of plants, and I must cer-

tainlv. in justice to these towns, attest to their su-

periority in the floral department. There seems to be

an inherent taste among the people for horticulture

;

evervwhere vou turn, from the tastefully arranged salon

of Your hotel to the homely cottage ot the artisan, is

to be noticed a collection of neatly grown and
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EJ case. i^OUKl we UUC nnw^^ Lue t;A|.tiiui»-it'^,

lach vUlftge and hamlet flevote a certnin annual

he laid out upon the " maintenance and clothing"

pretty plants. Ut course our large olties can nevtr

aim at such refinement. No ; we must in them devote

the space we can spare to matters more rcuuniGrative.

But would it not serve to exalt the ideas, to refine the

t^tes of our rising generation, were they permitted to

see snch a display in the open streets; and were they

taught to respect these flowers as our continental

neighbours do? A friend observed to me whilst

enlarging upon the charma of those tastefully laid-out

public flower grounds, those avenues of standard

KoBcs, "Now, were these in our land, there would not

be a blossom to be seen in a week." I hope such is

nob the case. Could we but mal^o the experiment;

could e

6um to be iaia out upon

of the "mair' or public street, I trust our sturdy

labourers, our village school, our homely dame, would

all respect the effort to malte their llowers the pride and

glory of their district. Such seems to be the view

taken by our foreign friends. NVere it not so, of

course we should not have observed so rich a display of

blossoms as those I have tried to hring under the

observation of my friends "at homo." No doubt in

England, and Ireland as well, there is a rapid stride in

tjjis favourite science, but I should be glad if ue could

malte it still more progressive; and in no way can that

be more effectually accorapVishod than by making hoTti-
. , . ^ ..

culture a national taafce, anationul pride, and in this we Wheat harvest will be general in 10 days. Oar winters

cannot err i£ we follow the example of these few towns are severe during the night ; but always clear and

I have brought under notice. E. A. M. bright during day, and never too cold to work out of

JDiseased Araucarias. — The decaying Araucaria doors. The summers are remarkably fine, and it is

Imbrlcata, lately noticed in your columns, is no isolated a curious fjict that in nine cases out of ten "the rain

tirst prize lot cunsisted of picked single berries.

This is a great country for such fruits as will

stand the severity of our winters, as cur-

rants will; all my bushes are loaded and breaking

down under the weight of fruit. Strawberries are

nearly over; I have almost all of the finest English,

and many French varieties, such as Trollope's Victoria,

Triomphe de Gand, and others; but they do not do so

well as American seedlings generally do. I have never

protected mine from frost, and the snow never lies very

deep here. Raspberries, do well, hut generally need to

be laid down and cohered with earth. Grapes also

succeed ; but require some protection. Apples, Plums,

or Pears will not endure the severe frosts at night and

the clear, bright, warm sun during day, but we will

raise seedlings by and by that will. May Duke and

some other Cherries will do. T am simply an amateur

;

bnt an enthusiast in flowers, and the wild flowers of

Minnesota surpass all I have ever seen for quantity and

beauty. Our September show will be very fine, as our

Melons, Pumpkins, Squashes, and vegetables will be in

full order then, and I think no country can excel us in

these, or in Potatoes. Onions. Beets, or other roots.

'llio crops this season aj-e truly splendid, and although

it is only about 10 years since the country began to be

settled, we will this year export hundreds of thousands

of bushels of Wheat, Oats, Corn, and Potatoes. Our

case ; a whole avenue of Arau^ a'ias was affected here

much the same as the one simkcu of by your corre-

spondent. This fine avenue forms as it were a link

between the mansion and deer park in connection with

a new terrace garden now in course of formation, and

my employers were desirous that tlie trees should

present as healthy an appearance as possible. To attain

this object it was decided to lift and replant the whole

qf th^ trees, for it was cle.v tlmt no surfacing would

renovate them, as the roots were in a subsoil unsuitable

^ to the Araucaria, although other trees grow well on

each side of the avenue. To make the case more per-

plexing, the same kind of tree thrives admirably in

another part of the grounds. One in particular,

40 feet high. Is the most perfect specimen of the kind

to be seen anywhere. After carel'ully ascertaining all

that could be learnt of the natural character of the

Arflucai'ia on the Chilian Andes, as well ae the soil and
situation on which the best trees at home are growing,

the tollowing plan of operations was adopted :—Stones

and all sorts of rubbish within reach were carted to

xsiae the ground about 23- feet above the natural level;

on this the trees were replanted, a few cart-lnads of

good freab earth and leaf-mould being added to each

tree as it was planted. All waft well watered aiul agtuu

turfed over, and nothing could be more encouraijing

than the improvement wliicli the trees now exhibit.

jidaiides the raising of the ground, a trench was cut and
cleared out on the upper side of the avenue, iu order

to prevent all underground wet from accumulating
from higher ground in winter. This trench runs parallel

with the avenue at 40 feet distance from the line of

^rees, and is sunk under the pan to a rocky bottom, at

an average depth of 5 feet. Evergreens screen tlie

trench from view, so that although open it is no eyesore.

The Araucaria imhricata will nowhere prosper where
the roots touch a pan, or where there is much under-
ground wet. Nothing could be more instructive than
U*e carrying out the operations just referred to; on

tie open strata was the healthy green tree moiitioned
a!bovc, wliile on the pan was as uniformly to be found
the brown and spotted branches. So constant was this

that in lifting the trees before the ground was opened
the situation of the roots could be accurately described.

No argument is therefore required to show the im-
portance of affording tlie Araucaria an open bottom,
free of vvinter-lockcd water where a good tree is expected,
JSo care will bring it to any size without exhibiting
tiie detestable brown spots and rings complained of if

depth of soil and thorough di-iunn^rc are not at
first provided. Charles McDonald, H'oodsfoch Pari;
Tnutioffe.

HorticuUural 'ExJdhiiiouat Si. Foul, Minnesota, U.S.
'—In th5s far north-western country wc have been able
ia form a Horticultural Society, and have had our first

exhibition imdcr many ditficuUies. The season of the
year was not favourable for a good bIiow; it was too
early generally, but the 4th of July being a hohday we
took advantage of that and have bera most success ful.

Upwards of 1000 people vlsite<l tlie exhibition and
every one was more surprised than anotlier. I exhi-
bited some good Phik^, for ivhich I obtained only a
second prize; mine having been much destroyed by a
itcavy thunder shower the previous evening-, whilst
those to which fii^t prizes were given were untfer glass
and safe. I had some very fine seedling Petunias, both
of the large and small shrubby varieties, and also one
very fine double one; but it was greatly injured by
carriage. I have been very successful in raising I'etu-
Ifciae from seed, and have now four very fine full double
flowers, one measuring 4 inches across, besides very fine
»ingle ones. ^My Ulack Naples Currants measured some
from r-Sths to 15-1 Gths of an inch; Kod Cherry.
nearly as large; White Grape, very fine; bnt !ione of
them quite ripe on the 4th of Julv. For Black Naples
A ooiy got the second prize ; mine were in bunches. The

falls during the night—seldom if ever in daytime.

Why it Is I cannot tell, yet it is so. A. B., July 13.

18G0. 5

Fear'leaf Miner.—My fruit trees on walls are yearly

injured by insects lodging in the leaves. They begin

tiieir depredations about the middle or end of June;
the mischif'f is first seen in the shape of small brown
spots on the leaves. These spots extend their size in a

^i^w weeks, and ultimately spread nearly over all the

leaf, which droops and hangs seemingly lifeless. The
fruit becomes poor in size and flavour. In opening these

black blotches in July a small worm-looking creature is

found. I have clianged the surface soil and replaced it

with fresh earth; this, if done in winter, gives us

healthy leaves for a year or two. Trees not on walls

keep free from injury, and I find that moving the trees

into a glass house, or into pots under glass, has the
effect of staying the disease. I enclose a few leaves on
which the spot has only extended over a small part of

each leaf. C. K.^ Scotland. [The blotches on the Pear
leaves are caused by the raining larvae of a pretty little

moth. These when fall grown form their cocoons upon
the surfiicc of the loaves, so that the best plan for the

destiuction of the insect is to pick off and burn the

infected leaves. Also in winter to collect and burn the

leaves fallen beneath the trees. W.~\

Diagonal Training oJ^JPtach Trees,—!N"ow that the
solar system has been j)roved to be migratory, and that

the sun declines to rise as well as to set over Britannia's

domains, indoor culture becomes of importance, and I

wish to make known some excellent results, arisiing

from the diagonal training of Peaches on the back wall

of the orchard house. Of course the house is a lean-to,

which is the warmest of all, and on this back wall,

33 feet by 12, I have Peach trees trained with three
leaders each, on the diagonal cordon plan, the main
stems of each tree being planted 3 feet from each other.

In this way the wall Is clothed in four years, all the
leaders being at an angle of 45°. These leaders are
therefore 12 inches from each other, and are full of
fruitful spurs 6 inches long (including forerights), re-

duced by successive pinclungs in the summer of three to

two, and then one leaf. The average crop is 2^ Poaches
per square foot; and on this wall, when the trees are
fully grown, t hope to have 500 or GOO fine fruit alone.

This does not prevent my having three rows of trees

in pots, chiefly from Mr. Rivers, all heavily laden ; so

that about 1000 fruits of all kinds may be hoped for in

a year or two. An orchard house, 100 feet long and
15 feet high at the bacJi, ought to produce, on the
triple diagonal system described, 2000 Nectarines on
the back wall and 2000 Peaches, Apricots, and Plums
on the potted trees. The care with which a tree can
be managed, the rapidity with which a wall can be
covered, and the variety and number of the fruits ob-
tained by this method, which is somewhat analogous
to the cordon oblique of the French, has induced me to
describe it. I have some hundreds of trees out of
doors, also trained in this way, promisitig good results.

T. C. B.f Guernsey.
Timl/er.—Your arlicles on the decay of timber will.

I hope, iuduco persmis to give more attention to this
Important subject than it has hitherto received, and
lead those who are practically conversant to give Uie
results of their experience. Will any doubt the advan-
tages of removing from timber as quickly as possible by
either chemical or mechanical means the sap—that
fermenting, putrefactive and decaying principle— then
injecting substances to act on the cellular tissue or any
soluble matter remaining in the capill.try vessels,

no importance to those who
as those who use timber ? I

experience, and have tried several

plans for getting rid of the nitrogenous sappy matter
from timber—that of Dr. Bouoherie's process, noticed In

your Paper on November 23d, 1857, is a simptc tneans

as being of

well

have had some
grow as

3 to torce nuius out and chemicals in and t

%^ T'fl.^^^"
•'^"''^^

v^l'
<^"'*'^^ility> present drvake it fit for imnicdnite use, and less liaW« 7liable to

to obtain my object; but operating on larS^ti^Z^T*
Elm, Beech, Larch, or Fir, I om^lloy a gt^dlnS''^
engine to force fluids out and chemicals in Kr.A
believe ^ "-"-" +1,-.^, .i„„t,i„ :l_ j_. i.... "» '^aq.

rot, mt
warp or get out of place. I use it for buildmff orchaM
houses, forcing pits, making gates, posts, and railing-
and consider I am amply compensated for tliP l;f?i

trouble 1 take in doing it. J. TT.. W. [We hope th*
has been read aright; but the MS. was very difli \l
to decipher. May we ask for information aa to^ti
quomodo of injecting and expelling fluids by means of n
garden engine ?]

'*

JSdtication of Gardeners. — Having followed tli
profession of a gardener for more than a quartpr
of a century, perhaps you will kindly allow ml
to make a few observations on the subieet f
education. In the first place it appears to n
that some of your correspondents are inclined t^
place the standard of educational qualification much
too high for men in the position of practical gardeners
One writer recommends head gardeners to occasionallv
roam the country at the head of theU- stuff iu quest of
native plants to form herbaria, &c. This may look
very pleasant in theory, but I am much afraid that but
few employers of gardeners would like to have the
system put in practice in their own establishments. I
think however that it might he of great service to
young gardeners to have pointed out to them the kind
of acquirements that are likely to be of most hse to
them In after life. And although human knowledee
may, like virtue, be considered to be its own reward
still I think that it behoves men in the position of
young gardeners to give a preference to those branches
which are almost sure to be useful to tliein, over those
which they may or they may not require. My own
experience on the subject is as follows. When yoano"!

strove hard to qualify myself for a first class situation*

whether I succeeded in doing so, or whether I ever snc-

ceeded in obtaining such a situation, can matter little

to the readers of this communication. But while I now
write, my eye can rest on a rather buUiy "llortua

Siccus," properly arranged and in tolerable presetvation,

and iu the collecting of the specimens of which it is

composed I have "wandered many a weary foot," and

since then I have luirsed it about, with me manv a mile.

And now I cannot say that it has ever been of any real

service to me. By dint of great economy, I may almost

say privation, I managed to attend courses of lectures

on botany, chemistry, mathematics, natural philosophy,

&c,, and I also paid for instructions in architectural and

mechanical drawing, mapping, &c. My slight acquire-

ments in botany and chemistry, particularly the latter,

have been of very little practical value to me.

But I have frequently been required to execute ground

work, to measure land, &c., and to furnish plans for hor-

ticultural buildings of various sorts, gardens, ic,

which, without some little knowledge of matheimitie^

I uould hardly have been able to have done. I liiive

said nothing of keeping accounts, as of course every

young man who aspires to be a gardener ought most

certainly to be able to do that. The practice of some

head gardeners exacting premiums from young men

who have already served an apprenticeship and paid a

premium, I entirely disapprove of; but surely yonng

gardeners have the remedy in their own hands. Why
do they take employment in establishments where such

a practice is in force ? But, on the other h:uul, if

young gardeners agree to pay to a head gardener a

certain stipulated sum for instructions and facilities

atforded them by him, for acquiring knowledge in their

profession, if he act up to his agreement I really cannot

see what cause they have to complain. Some yonng

gardeners have complained of the harsh treatment

received by them at the hands of the head gardeners.

When such is the case it is much to be deplored, and

would no doubt be highly disapproved of by their em-

ployers if known to them ; but let me advise youDg

gardeners to take a lively interest in their employment,

and in a majority of instances this will be appreciated

and acknowledged by the head gardeners, who have too

often much to irritate and annoy thera. And a too

frequent cause of irritation and annoyance is the care-

lessness and inattention of those who ought to be their

assistants, A Gardener and Constant Header.

I cannot conscientiously agree with *' Cvostoinau and

"Roaldus" about education. I think they ought not

to have made use of such words as extortion. vV"**

nobleman or gentleman, may I ask, engages a gflrdeuer

under the impression that ho is to instruct young uien
J

Servants gardeners are, we know, but we Ciuinot set it

gitmtuurs, wnicn we all Know is no sman ium«*---

am of opinion that few employers would 1'^*^. *''\ ^-pl

upon themselves such an amount of domestic dati^

as to see that their under gardeners get their wag«

every week. "Koaldus" seems to speuk as if we were
^

present at

their engngements, and Tf they do not receive

not in a land of liberty; young nien are p
their engngements, and if they do not receive ^^hut tuey

agree to get, it is their own fault. For niv part, i

consider payinc: a shiUinir or two a week a If"'*^"'^.? _
advantageous system of remuneration for '"^Ij""'^ ,,{

I firmly believe that in many cases some of ^"*^ ,™^j
promising and energetic young men are fcttereu

crippled from getting into large esttiblishmcnt?. "^''^^ *j

for

ipied Irom getting into large estfimisnmeni.?. " "^
system of paying down at once the sum

^"J^^ ^^
their anprenticeshin or education, and not only t<»*
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*hevai'e^'^""^ to serve their time or sufler the loss;

matters lite these in many cases may be very incon-

venient. It frequently liappens that the parents are

not in a position to pay down the sum required, and

the young nien seldom are themselves; consequently

they mnst remain in the rear. Such difficulties as

these croiite what you may call the half and half men

which over stock the market, injuring themselves

and the profession. There are very few anxious

young men who would not most gladly give the

gardener an adequate remuneration for all pains

taken in his instruction, Kvenings* leisure may

be called the young gardener's golden houis. Show

me a young man who will spend such hours in

nonsense and idle pastime, and I will show you a novice

at his business. I do not hesitate to say that young

gardeners may profit more through the evenings of one

winter with a good share of sound practical instruction

from a good gardener, and with the nssistance of books,

than they will in seven years from tl.cir own practical

method, knowing little more than just about the tem-

perature of the different houses, or parhaps may get

a tolerably good knowledge of training a wall trte and

such like. Among gardeners, as among other professions,

there are both good and b;id, but the former are in

many instances spoilt in making; success is made up of

very small things, but requires very great combination,

commencing with a good education, proceeding with

patience, perseverance, ability, and strict Integrity.

Success will be sure to follow. Charles P., Mr. Mei^i-

detVs Hothouse 'Engineer^ Vine Cottage, Garston, Liver-

pool*

OrcJiard Houses.-—In Xo. 56 of "All the Year

Round" for 1860, it is suggested that a few trips to

SaWbridgeworth should be made by small market

gardeners and cottagers, " as it is not enough to tell

them what may be done with orchard liouses, they

must be shown what is done." I can only say that

poor or rich, or those neither one nor the other—in

short all Who wish to benefit by what they see and

hear, if they will make their way to the Harlow Station

on the Eastern Counties Railway, thence to my Kursery,

may see houses of all kindij approaching to 4-0 in

number, and have all their questions answered.

—

Thomas divers.

SZ.
oclttit^*

HouTicuLTURAX: Fi'uU CommUteey August li.—On
this occasion Mr. Cuthill showed a collection of Straw-
berries, of which some account will be found in another
column. From Mr. Fergruson, of Stowe, came various
dishes of Peaches and Nectarines. Of the former he
had Royal Goorge, Grosse Minrnonne, Bellegardc,
Acton Scott, Early Admirable, Harrington, and Gal-
landej his Nectarines were Klruge, Violefcte Halive,
Red Roman, Newington, and four unnamed kinds.
They were all fine fruit, tlie produce of well managed
trees in an old-fashioned loan-to house.

Koticeg of iJooloEJ,

The Philosophg of Mature : a S^dematic Treatise on
the Causes and Laws of Natural Phenomena, By
Henry S. Boase, M.D., F.R.S. 8v'0. Longmans.
Pp. 358.

" Philosophy/' says Dr., Boase, " is the subject of the
following pji^es, and it may be well to state here the
sense in which this term is understood. Philosophy is

the science of the sciences, the summum geoMS of
systematic knowledge;—a synthesis ot the diversity
mtonnity; —tho universal from which by analysis all

particulars may be developed and demonstrated. It is

the pole-star of knowledge on wliioh the eye of science

should ever be fixett in all its wanderings ; and which
alone can ultimately guide man to the attain\nent of
the ardently desired object of his curiosity—a knowledge
of the Reason in Katnre."
The work, however, " is not metapliysical, that is,

mystical and visionary, in the ordinary bad sense of the
term : on the contrary, it rests solely on the knowledge
of natural phenomena. In it the physical sciences are

referred to the fundamental principles of realities; and
not only so, but even the abstract sciences, which are
commonly ascribed to the a 'priori ideas of intellectual

intuition, are b.ised on the direct interpretation of the
rational forms of nature."

Let as test this statement by some of the author's
definittons. All knowledge is of a duahstie character,
^if'h it nccGSsariiy must be as the interpretation of

uature
; and we cannot express this more simply than

Dy the logical i.lea of correlation, which is a dualism of
correlatives. A correlation can only exist in the union
Of Its correlatives; which are indissolubly co-exTstent

be effected, bnt such an operation couimunlcates no
additional knowledge; but if we change the plus sign,

and also coTivert the equation, we can then express
either correlative.

Thus, AB — B = A.
or AB — A == B.

" For instance, substitute a concrete for this abstract
illustration :

—

Body + soul ^r: man.
Man — sonl := a corpse.

^
Man — body = a disembodied spirit.

" So likewise, Attraction -i- repulsion = matter.
Matter — repulsion = attraction.

Matter — attraction zz: repulsion."
* * * *' Tlie constitution of natural bodies is very
uniform in one respect,— one power, simple or com-
pound, forms the basis or body of tlie dualism, and
another its species or type; it is the latter power which
alters its relations to the former by various accessions

or diminutions of energy; it is the qualitative power,
whilst tho quantitative or basic power remains
stationary." » * # "Jq attempting to comprehend
the nature of vital force, (which may in the same
individual, as in the highest developed organism, man,
produce such diversified operations,) it is requisite to
divest ourselves of the ordinary notion concerning
force. What we understand by force, is any intlaence
which is efficient in prodncing some kind of change

;

but the more common notion concerning force h that
which gives dynamical impulse to bodies, imparting

district in these isUiud^. Tourists would gladly welcome
such assistants.

The fourth part of Mr. Howard's superb work on
Cinchonas {Illustrations of the JS'ueva Q^tinologia p/
Favon, fob, L. Reeve), which has just been issued,
includes the following subjects. Cinchona mag/iijolia
(a plant of the sub-genus Ladenbergia), of which there
is an elaborate critical account occupying nine folio
pages, showing among other things that it and itf
allies either do not produce the alkaloids which are sa
valuable in medicine, or yield them in very minute
quantity, instead of which .they form the substance
called kiuovic acid. To this is appended a translation
of Karsten's Anatomical observations on the true and
false barks. A second subject is C. purpurea, the
Huamalies bark of trade. A third is Q. puhesce%9
without a plate, and a fourth is C ergthrantha, the
bark of which is unknown.

TflADE Lists Received.-
and otlier Bulbous roots

Slessrs, Parker & Williams,

Road.— William Cutbush
Descriptive Bulh Catalogue for 1860.

-A Catalogue of Hyaciuthj
Imported and grown hf
Paradise Nursery, Yiomsej
& Son*8 (of Highgate)

Garden Memoranda.
Mit. Cuthill's, Denma-Bk Hill, Cambebwell.—

Strawberries have been comparatively good here thi*
season, but late. The first dish was gathered on the
7th of June, and ever since then they have continued

some kind of motion, and called accordingly physical
|
to produce abundance of fruit even up to the present

force. Many of the changes which organisms undergo
\

time, making about nine weeks in which they ImivO
are purely physical, variou^y modified by their peculiar
structures; but all subordinated to the vital principle:

thus, various capillary attractions and osmotic diffusions,

also muscular and nervous motions, are mechanically
performed according to physical laws : and yet are so
directed, in subjection to the creature's vital principle,

as to operate in opposition to the law of gravity. In
short, vital foi*ce is not a pnnciple, wliose effects can be
weighed and measured j tliough it is associated with a
material body as its correlative power, which possesses
physical properties : but it is a self-directing and super-
intending principle^ which controls the physical and
chemical forces of its body, turning them to account for

Its own purposes; thereby working out and performing
the functions of its body, according to pre-determined
intelligent designs. It is not, therefore, surprising,
that a force which can act with such authority should
ba capable of developing a body of even considerable
magnitude from a microscopic germ-cell : its successively

Increasing size and strength do not immediately depend
on the continual accession of energy by tlie conversion
of physical force into its own essence ; but by its domina-
tion over accumulated material forces, whose efficiencies

are made subservient to its enlarged requlremefits."

In conclusion. Dr. Boase repudiates "positivism, and
the identity c^ forces; niaintaining that yXl natural
bodies are dualisms of powers; and that ench power is

a reason-direottid force."

Such is the style of this learned volume, our extracts
from which will inform the reader whether or not it is

one with which he desires to make acquaintance.

The Emigrant to S. Australia will find a nseful
guide to the management of a farm or garden in that
country at the office of the Victorian Gazette, in ^fel-

bourne, where it has been published under the title of I horse'dung to tiie depth of from

been in bearing. This could only have been accoHft?

plished with very early and late kinds, both of whiCh
Mr. Cnthill possesses; the first being the Black Prince
and the last the Prince of Wales. The Black Prince
suffered to some extent from the long continued severe
winter and spring, but still bore a fair crop; Cuthill'^

Princess Royal proved hardier, and bore abundantly.
It is a favourite with all who have grown it, being of
good size and flavour^ and a useful kind for forcinc ; it

deserves to be better known than it is- Prince of Wates
however is the variety on which Sir. Cuthill most
depends; it suffered less tlian any other sort this year,

and as a pi'oof of its productiveness we may mention
tliat several hundred lbs. weight of fruit were gathered
off it in one day.

0( seedlings, JIi*. Cuthill has two, both of whlcii
promise to deserve cultivation. It is true they have
not been so fine this season as it was expected they
would have proved; but it must be remembered that
this is a year in which the British Queen itself has been
comparatively flavourless- With a drier season and
more sun wo imagine little fault v/ill be found with the
seedlings in question. Of one which he calls Highlarid
Mary a favourable account appeared in our volume for

ISoS; Richard the Second is the name given to the
second sort. It may be said to be an improved Blapk
Prince, boing fcuice the size of that useful sort, rich in

I

colour, and brisk and agreeable in flavour; like fcJ>e

I

Clack I'rince it is a great bearer, and hardier than
that kind.

As regards cultivation, Mr. CuthlU's plan of surface
manuring in spring has proved of great service this

season. In March his ground resembles, as he truly
says, a large manure heap, every inch being covered
with plants, over which is put a layer of half-rotfcen

1 io 2 inches ; tlirousrh
the Colonial Handbookyor farmers and gardeners.

Lieut.- Col. Alexander, C.B., of the Royal Marine
Artillery, in his pamphlet The Command of the Chan'
net and the Safety of our Shores (Bradhiiry & Evans),
advocates the formation of a steam ilotiila expressly for

dyfensive pui-poses, to be manned by a farce to be called

the " Maritime Militia," for which purpose 11,.000 men
would be sufficient.

" Thaexpenseof tlie proposedfoj-tificafcions isestimated
at about 12,000,000/. ; the cost of 20 sliips, such as are

here proposed, would be less than half that sum. In
the one caw, England would b,j only able to rtsigt inva-

sion, in the other she woald be able to prevent it. It

has been urged as an argument in favour of fortifica*

tiona that ships wear out and become useless; truly,

tlien, we ought to have no navy! But fdrtiflcafcions

also become useless, when, as they often do, they cease

to answer the purpose for which they were erected. Ifc

may be thought desirable to spend miUionain strength-

ening our inner defences, but it should bo borne in

miud that unless the country is equall}- prepared to

strengthen her 'outer lines of defence,' those millions

will be wasted."

Ure^s Dictionarg of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines,

Part X., contains articles on Madder, "Mahoganyj Malt-

ing, Manure, Minerals, and Mines. Valuable as many
; but in a year like the present, wbick it unfavourabI« to

of these articles are we must continue to protest
j
their growth in the open air, some account of Mr. Cut-

ac^ainst tlie slovenly mamier in which som* of those
j
hill's plan of treating tlwmin-doors may not be without

relating to veg*jtablg products are prej»ared. Mace, for
j

intewst. Ho attributes failures generally to the apj;>fr

this the plants gradually force tlieir way, and it helps to
keep weeds down, while during every siiower of rain
that falls it enriches the ground and feeds tTie plants
at a time when they most wai>t support, 'ilus plafl

is greatly superior to the old system of putting
clean straw or Grass between the rows, and it is more
easily carried out, the straw being troublesome to apply
after the plants have grown, besides, it is a bad con-
ductor of heat. Grass is equally objectionable, and it

gives a musty flavour to the fruit. The dung even
during the hcavie;jt storms effectually prevents grit
from spoiling the fruit. Several lumdivd plants ptifc

out in April last year grew remarkably well and bow
fruit ; these were planted with a trowel. Mr. C, nevey
uses the dibble, which crams the roots into a small hole

thereby preventing the plants from pushing vigorouslv.

His plan of making strong runners quickly is worth
attention. As soon as the crop is gathered and tTi*

runners begin to meet between the rows, he throws a
quantity of light mould ovei them ; into this they
strike root immediately, and make fine plants ivi a very
short time. His plants have to furiiish him wilh both
ranners and fruit.

lu bright, warm seasons, when out-door Cucumbers
are good and plentilul, frame oaes are Iittlo sought after

uitneirreaionship"
The following is proposed " as the universal archetype™ all dnahsms:—

Isfc Correlative + 2nd Correlative:^ Correlation,wmcb may also be symbolised by the formula

„ A + B = AB.
- , ^"*J,S"ice the expression of this equation is, in fact,
a aefanitjon or identical proposition, its conversion raav

he till

prepared, and might be advantageously taken as the long ones which take longer time to grow; he there-

Z7a.\ af ftJmilar guides to every ^reat county or Urge ' fore cultivates exclusively his Black Spine, iwhose frmt
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IS ai»out 1 foot in length, and his more recent kimU, the

White Spine and Highland Mary, which also belong to

the same breed. Of tlie latter, 300 Cucumbers arc stated

by Mr. Cuthill to have been cut from a 12-Ught pit in

15 days, and that without any artificial heat whatever.

He therefore uses at all times as little of the latter as

possible. In the case of early Cucumbers the plants

are planted out into the soil over a slight bottoin-hcat.

four being put under each 11-lit ; a short time suffices

-to show which of these is likely to take tlie

lead, when the weaker ones are removed. A stick

thrust Into the soil serves to conduct the young plants

to a trellis whlcli is placed about 3 feet above theui,

Mr. CutiiUl grows wholly on trellises, which he says

answers better than any other plan. As soon as tiie

plants reacli the trellis thtir points are nipped off,

which causes them to braiiLh and cover its surface,

'after which little more artificial management is

required. Liquid manure is freely applied when the

plants are in active growth and in full bearing, and

woodllce are kept down by watermg round the walls of

the pit inside with boiUng water. In this way excellent

crops of fine fruit are secured, wholly free from speck

or blemish.

For the destruction of Green- fly, TlirJps, and Red

Spider au experiment has been tried here, but imper-

fectly, with brown paper prepared as follows:— It was

first ateeppd in a strong solution of saltpetre, and while

still wet there was spread all over it a good coat or

BprinVllug of Cayenne' pepper ; some powdered dry shag

tobacco was then applied to'it. and it was set a-light

under some leaves of Cucumbers infested with Ked
Spider, &c., but far enough off not to Injure them; the

paper burned slowly and produced such a suffocating

smoke that the pesfs just mentioned seemed ill at ease,

but the pit in which the trial was made allowed the

smoke to escape too freely, and therefore sufficient of it

was never enclosed at one time to produce death. The
result was on that account unsatisfactory; but the

eiperlment might perhaps be worth repeating by those

who fiave an opportunity of doing so efficiently. Great

care is exercised here to keep Red Spider in check, but

rope, where It was firmly secured. By these means the

rope could not be drawn tight, as it would when the

harpoon attached to It struck the whale, without crush-

ing the tubes ; the poison wouhl then enter the whale,

and death ensue. The Messrs. Young accordingly stnt

a quantity of tubes charged with the poison by one of

their ships engaged in the Greenland fishery, and on

meeting with a tine whale the harpoon was skilfully

and deeply burled in its body ;• the whale immCiUately

" sounded," or dived perpendicularly downwards, but ui

a very short time the rope relaxed, and the whale rose

to the surface quite dead ; but the men were so appalled

by the terrific effect of the poisoned harpoon, that they

declined to use any more of them. Substquent experi-

ments tend to convince the learned professor that

success will be established in this method of capturing

whiles.—Pharmacetttical Jottrnal.

[^^QtrsT 18, I860.

necessary, removing decayed flowers, and cutting hud
such of the shoots as may Incline to encroach upon tl
edging of the beds. Keep horbateous plants neatl!
tied np, and cut off the flower stems of any that ar
becoming unsightly. Take advantage of leisure hour!
to put in cuttings, and use every possible despatch wit}
this work until there is a good stock in a fair way fo
rooting of such things as are known to be difficult to
winter, except in the shape of well-establishi'd

plants
Keep gravel walks perfectly smooth and neat by weed*
ing, sweeping, and rolling, as may be necessary. Keen
climbers on walls within due limits. ^

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weeh.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSEBVATOTiT, &e.— It Is now time to provide and

encourage an assortment of flowers adapted for bloom-

ing late in autumn and early winter. Camellias, if

forced into wood, will be tolerably forward. They

should be kept out of doors in a good place on cool flags

or cool ashes to prevent worms from deranging the

drainage, Chrysanthemnma should now receive their

last shif^ if possible, using chiefly good fibrous loam for

the purpose with plenty of charcoal. This Is the

best way to keep them stiff in habit and to preserve

their lower leaves. Any necessary amount of strength

may be imparted to them when the tluvver buds are

formed by good liquid manure. Successions of Brugman-
slas, Clerodendrons, Euphorbias, Polnsettlas, &c., should

receive a last shift in order that they may produce a rich

display in the conservatory. Climbers on ornamental

trellises should be occasionally cut back with the \\^\v

of having a succession late in the season when flowers

,.„ .. , , .^ -
, .,..,. become scarce. A batch of such things as Thunbergias,

still It does make its appearance, more eapecially this
j ^^.^ jasmines, Stephanotls, Passifloras, &r., should

season when little water could be applied to the roots
^^ ^^^ ^^ ornamental trellises without delay; Clematis

for fear of creating too much damp, and thereby

inducing disease.

In the growth of Mushrooms ilr. Cuthill is very suc-

cessful. He has two old Vineries 45 feet in length, with

a pathway along the centre, and beds on each side

^ feet widC) and about 16 inches deep. These are made
up of dung and surfaced with mould. He has also a

low span-roofed house with beds on each side, in which
manure is laid to the same depth. In this he manages
to keep the beds long in bearing during summer, by
putting a covering of straw over the roof, which is of

glass. During hot weather the straw is well watered
every night, which helps to Icecp the inside compara-

tively cool, and in this way beautiful JJushrooms are

obtained all sumnjer, and singularly free from bleniishes.

Hia mode oT culture lias been well described in a little

1*. pamj)hlet which he has published on the subject.

We noticed two rows of Asparagus grown by way
of experiment. For this the ground was merely
trenched and the manure dug in after\vards. The plants

stood I foot apart in the rows, and the latter were 4
feet asunder, with a row of Seakale In the centre. Both
Asparagus and Seakale received good soakings of

manure-water in spring and summer. Plenty of salt

was put on in March, and with a hoe soil was dra\tn np
60 as to cover ttie Asparagus to the depth of about

4 incties. Tlie Seakale was also covered with mould,
which is all that was done. This of course Is for late

Seakale, but Mr. C. is of opinion that large plantations

of both these esculents might be made and managed
cheaply enough on this plan to bring them within the
reach of everybody. While Asparagus and Seakale
beds are made as they usually are with enormous quan-
tities of rich material to a great depth, the produce
must of necessity remain dear.

Concerning the fine Clove Carnation called Cutbiirs
Prince of Denmark, mentioned in our report of Messrs.
Henderson's nursery last week, we inadvertently made
a mistake. It is not a dark Clove, as is there stated

;

but a bright scarlet one, striking and effective, with a
strong Clove scent. Cut bloouis of it have also a
brilliant appearance under gas light. It is therefore a
gr«ftt favourite with the public. Mr. CuthUl's plants
of it were all kdled by the gpreat hailstorm ot 1846.
which, it will be remembered, did so much damage in

the neighbourhood of London.

• Miscellaneoas.
Capture of Whales hy mearis ofPrussic Acid.—A very

interesting paper has just been published by Professor
Chrifitison, the result of some experiments suggested as
long as 1831 by Messrs. W, and G. Young, of Leith, for
the capture of whales by'niesns of poison, the agent
being hydrocyanic, or prussic acid. This poison was
contained in glass tubes, in quantity about two ounces.
Among other difficulties, one was to discharge the
poison from the glass tubes at the right time. After
various trials, the plan fixed upon was to attach tirmly
to each side of the harpoon, near the blade, one end of a
strong copi>er wire, the other end^of which passed
obliquely over the tube, thereby securing it in its place,
then thruugh an oblique hole in the shaifc, close to the
«P»«t eod of the tube, and, finally, to a bight in the

bicolor and C. azurea grandiflora force well in early

spring; rest them behind a shady wall in June and
July, and they will flower again in October and
November. Tliese latter plants althoneh perfectly

hardy are well adapted fur conseivatory trellises. Keep
late growing Orchids at the wannest end of the house.

Give air liberally in the early part of the day.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
FiNETirES.—Plants growing in dung pits must be

freely supplied with air to prevent their getting drawn,
and they should also be kept near the glass and not

allowed to stand too closely together, for strong robust

plants need hardly be expected unless this is attended

to, and weakly drawn ones seldom or never yield fine

fruit. Give ciireful attention to such as are swelling;

afibrd them ]ilenty of warmth and moisture, and as

much manure-water at the root as the soil will bear.

Kemove useless suckers and gills as soon as they are

perceived, which, if left, only rob the fruit and weaken
the sucker which it may be necessary to leave on the
plant for keeping np the stoct. Do not allow young
stock in free grosvth In the succession pits to stand too

closely together, nor to sustain any check through
neglect in watering, or the want of pot room. Plants
growing In beds of soil must also be carefully attended
to with water, keeping the soil in a nice moist state.

Where rapid growth Is required keep as warm and
moist as can be done without drawing the foliage, and
give plenty of strong clear manure water at the root,

and the plants will make rapid progress for the next two
months.
ViNEBiES.—See that Vines from which the fruit has

just been cut are free from insects, giving the foliage

an occasional washing with the engine if red spider is

at all troublesome ; and use every precaution to keep
the leaves in health as long as possible. Prevent the
growth of laterals, which only shade and injure the
principal foliage. Late Grapes colouring should be
assisted with slight fires during the present wet and
cloudy weather, especially Muscats, which, after this
season, where they are not already all but ripe, will
require gentle fires, unless the weather should prove
bright and sunny.

FLOWEU GARDEN AND aHRUBBERIES.
In some neighbourhoods green fly has been trouble-

some to Verbenas, &c. Where such is the case tobacco-

water and soap-suds may be used with advantage. The
strength of the mixture should he tested by dipping
some ofthe shoots worst affected into it and using it suffi-

ciently strong to kill the insects, but not so much so as
to injure the leaves. It should be applied in the evening
when there is a prospect of a dry night, using a
fine syringe or finely rosed watering-pot, and giving

enough to moisten the whole of the foliage. Go over
the beds frequently and remedy any defect that may be
perceptible without loss of time, for bedding plants are

enjoyed only for a comparatively short season, and
now that they are in beauty every means should be

used to render them as attractive as possible by
nifuntaining the most perfect order and neatnes?.

Where the stock is clean and growing vigorously this w ill

involve considerable attention, aiid it will be necessary

to £;o over the beds frequently, pegging down where

this time would probably be of little farther "service
than to induce the production of a mass of useless
spray, whereas stopping the stronger shoots or those
which incline to grossness will divtrt the sap into the
weaker ones, which will be strengthened, while the buds
on the shoots that have been stopped will betome full

and plump witliout starting into growth. The only
effectual method, however, of curing a gross habit of
growtli when this is the case lu ordlimry seasons Is

root pruning, or keeping the roots within proper Umlta
by means of shallow, well drained borders. Should It

be found that the shoots after stopping incline to start

into growth, it will be advisable as soon \% the fruit Is

gathered to open a trench at a moderate distance

from the stem of the tree, cutting the stronger roots.

This will he of the greatest service in checking growth

and will probably do more towards securing ripe wood
than anything else that could he adopted. Get Straw-

berry plantations intended to stand for next season

trimmed as soon as convenient, cutting off and

clearing away the runners so as to atl'ord the leaves

plenty of room. Attend to providing plenty of Lettuce,

Endive, *.^c., for winter salads; also see that there Is

a good bed of Parsley provided in some sheltered spot,

where it can be readily protected in severe weather.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
As observed in former Calendars, let all spare ground

from Potatoes or otherwise be followed up with winter

crops of some kind. Amongst the most valuable stand

the old Green Kale and Cottagers' Kale. The early

Ulm Savoy is also very useful, provided It is got m
sufficiently early and on well manured ground. A

sloping bank may also be sown with winter Spinach.

STATE OF THE WEATUEK AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the Weekending Auj^uat 16, 1860, as observed at the Horticultural Ganleni

- ^

TuMPEBATUBfi.
SI-!

August.
BABOMfiTBa.

Frulay 10
Sarur. U
Sunilay 12

M on, \ il

Tuea, M
UeU- 15

Thura, Ifi

23

25

27
-28

Max.

TJrrerAir:

Average.

29,8:^9

2y.350

2^-717

29-680

29.649

MLn. Max.

29.765
29,5110

29.fiH2

29 /^tS
29 f>3 I

29,504
2iJ-^:77

29,565

64
76
65

71
69

G5

68.3

MiD.

47
49
49
50
46
53
16

43-5

Mean

Of the^arth

62.5

57.0
59.0
58.5

61.0
55^

58.4

I foot
deep-

61
61

6L
61
61
61

61^

61.1

2 feet

deep.

Wind

68.7

S.E.

I

jr-

.00

x\
.10

August' 10—Overcast; cloudy; rairi ; constant lienvy rain at niyht.
-* 11—Hain ; thunJer Vl—\ p.m. ; heavy cloutls and shywers.
— 12—Cloudy; overcast ' 8li«bt pbowers.
— 13—Densely and uMtbmly overcast \ cloudy.
— 14—Foggy; fine; outcast; rain at nislit-

— 15—Cloudy; densely clouded; showeiy; rain at nijcht.

— 16—Cloudy ; heavy clouds; showery.
Mean temperature of the week,2i deg. below the avera<c.

RECOllO OF TUK WEATUtK AT CHISWICK.
During the last 34 years, for the ensuiag Week, ending Aug . 25, 1360,

T"reVa I iingWma i.
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« *J =
>- « —
9. E t) P

Sunday 19.

.

M on. 20
Tuea. 21..
W ed. -:2.

.

Thurs. 23..

Friday 24..

Satur. 2:i..

73.2

72.7
72.4

71.5
71.9

71.8
71.6

52.2
ol.7

50.

1

dO.4
49.-1

48.2

ao.9

No. of
Years in
which it

Uained.

62.7
62.2
61.2
61.0
60.6
60.0

6t.2

16
15

12
13
17
15
14

Greatest
Quantity
of Kain.

0.42 in.

0.46
0.62

0.67
95

0.23
0.62

1
2

3
2

2
I

2
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4

2
2
2

7
2

.»

2
3
1

3

3
3
1

*

2

1

1

I

1

tfl

I'lO

ft9

8
4

5

The hi;<heflt temperature during the above period occurred on

1859—therm. S9 deg. ; and the lowest on the 2lflt. l»60—therm. <S-
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B

6_13

the \%^

d«s.

3:

10
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9

10

w
7

3

3

3

I
\

3
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Notices to Correspondents.
".• Correspondenla are requested to addre.a all letters, wliether to E«to

ori-ubUsher^il, Welimuton Street, Coveat Uardeo, London, W-*"

Gardeners : / ff. We cannot undertake the task of ^^^
gardeners. You will easily perceive who are disengaged oj

consulting our weekly advertiaing columns.
Insects: A A. The grubs found in the young Oak trees are

the caterpillars of the Goat Moth, a very destructive si>eciw

which iou must if possible get rid off. Whiflfs of tot»ccu

smoke blowu into the burrows of the liu-v* (the o""^T
„

which must be carefully sought for) will dislodge them,
woea

they must be destroyed.— W U £. Yoxir insect ia noi a"

Ichneumon. It is a female of the wood boring Sirex P?**""
Scnnersa. Yotir insects do not belong to the same fatnuy

«

the parents of the wire-worm ; the latter are ^^^^^
yours are a species of Telephonis.—C £. We do not 0611*"

the minute snails found at ihe root of Potatoes are the c»uio

of the Potato disease, »K. „i,

Leaves : TC. They have been syringed either by water muca

chargad with lime, or with Gishuiat compound not piopertjr

washed off,

Nameli of Plants : / B. Acouitiun ochroleucum ; A. Lycocto-

num ; Gladiolus by2antinus ; and Epiiobium hirsutum.

C H. Your leaf appears to beloug to EUtagnus feiTUgwwj

The beautiful stars on the underside of the leaves are » ij^

of hair called by botanists Upis. We ao not beueve ii»'*

they consist of sildX.—Gai7i«/or^. Common Hemp.
RosE-s '. 6 K D. It lA impossible for us to answer iet«>

privately. Plant Coupe d'Heb^, Any respec:able !»*"
JJ^

supply it. We cannot and 'ought not to recommeu^*

tradesmen. K»ft*
Strawberries : T. Good strong runners are 50 ti^^Ll^J,*.
than old plants, which are never worth planting, oee ^

hill's way of glowing them in another coluiun. _^^
Thitoha Uvaria : T. Keep vour seeds of this in

fj^' T^\i
place, away ^from frost, "in the spnng treat them »
tender annuals. When strong enough plant them out.
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NFW'VKTERINAUY COLLEGE, EDINBURGH.
WINTER SESSION, lS60-fil.—Professor John Gamqee

ill dd^er the 'NT.iODUCrORY LECTURE in the above

Vititaton%n WEDNESDAY, Oct^^^^

^FurSer particulars in future Advertisements, and to be had

on applying to Professor Gamoee, New Veterinary College,

Edinburgh.

nTTK^BtrCKMAX, Pror'ussoi- of Geology aiul Botany

IVI_ in thft Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

ftanded Proprietors and those connected with Agncilture,

fSt ho may be professionally consulted in all matters relatn.g

;^ the Geolojry and Botany of Estates, such as thi Mmeral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water

nShts of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c. -Communications to be addressed to

Profeasor Bpckman, DoUar Ward, Cirencester.

^ii7 ^flrtcttltural Sa^ette-
SATURDAY, AUGUST IS, 1860.

yard mfinure to the -wind and sun for months

together during summer time.*

a minor dia-

loading

—

-viz,,

Ueld heap in

manual labour

\VnEN the soil is adapted to the practice, the

most complete mode of utilising all the elements

of farmyard manure is to ploutj^h it into the

oTOund '
in a recent or fresh state. In this

way there is in loamy soils no loss by putte-

faotion ; but there may on light soils be a

loss by rain washing out of the soil the ele-

ments of fertility as they are generated. On clay

eoils the practice seems safe, as the dueomposition

of the recent manurft renders them more friable,

while they absorb the ammonia, &c., produced.

It is more desirable for some crops than others
;

thus, for Carrots and Parsnips it has been often

recommended, as they do best when the manure

is, at the time of sowing the seed, thoroughly

iacorporated with the soil. For li'xht soils finely

decomposed rannure is best adapted. Turnips

also require well rotten manure, which has a forc-

ing effect on the plants when young ; but a little

artificial manure applied along with undecomposed

farmyard manure would have the same effect.

It appears, then, that for certain soils and

certain ero[ s we must have well-decomposed dung.

The ploughing in of recent manure, too, could not,

at all times, be conveniently attended to as it is

produced, inasmuch as other occupations and

operations may be too pressing. On the other

hand, the occasional ploujihing ia of such manure
economises labour by distributing it more evenly

over a long ptriod. But this object is, perhaps,

on the whole, more satisfactorily secured by cart-

ing out the manure to three or four heaps situated

in central points, or to the fields intended for

green crops. The great advantage of this arrange-
ment is, that the manure can be carted out in
slack working seasons, and so in spring there is

not that overwhelming throng of work whiih
often compels the farmer to employ hired

labour. There is against this

advantage, that in the double
at the farmyard and at the
sj)ring—there is not only more
required, but a waste of horse labour.

Sir. Lawuence, of Cirencester, describes an
excellent method of preparing these field heaps,

which, with some modifications, is as follows:

—The sites selected are excavated about 1 foot

deep, and 5 or 6 inches of earth are laid on the

bottom to absorb the moisture. The manure is

evenly spread as it is deposited from the carts,

which are made to go over the heap. This con-

solidates the manure. The heap is raised about a foot

above the ground ley.l, to allow for sinking

;

and then it is gradually gathered in, un til corn pieted

,

in the form of an ordinary steep roof, slightly

roxinded at the top by the final treading. Within
a day or two after the heap, or a part of it, ia

finished, a coat of earth, say 4 inches thick, in

a moist state, should be plastered over the

entire surface;* and if you have sufl5.cient earth

at command a little should be occasionally spread

among the dung as the heap is in process of forma-

tion. The width and height of such heaps should

not, for convenience' sake, exceed 10 feet and
6 feet respectively,

la the piaetice of applying farmyard manure
great mistakes are frequently made, it is

no uncommon thing to see it lying in the drills

in sumnuer time for days before it is covered
m

; the consequence is', that it ia bleached
and drenched by wind and rain. And sometimes
it la allowed to lie bleaching in the sun for
weeks. If the perpetrators of such blunders
be right, science is at fault, analysis a delusion,
and ammonia and all its kindred a host of impos-
tors.

^
The practice in Syria of making the dung

of animala into cakes, and sticking them upon the
walls of the iioubes to dry in the sun, preparatory
to their ultimate destination as fuel, ia not
much more wasteful than spreading out farm-

OiTR annual harvest-report is given elsewhere.

It is, as might have been expected from the

weather, of a very different complexion from those

of several previous years. There can be little

doubt that the Wheat crop generally is consider-

ably inj ured. Of 1 40 reports received from as many
correspondents in England and Scotland no fewer

than 93 declare the crop to be below an average ;

and if the chief Wheat-growing districts be

selected it will be found that the proportion of

unfavourable returns is quite as large. Thus five

out of six reports from Lincolnshire, three out of

five from Norfolk and Suffolk, and all from the

counties of Oxford, Gloucester, Wilts, Hants, and

Eent, report unfavourably.

Of Brirley again there are everywhere good

reports from Scotland ; and only 22 percent, of

En;^lish reports speak of the crop as^ inferior.

Oats are reported in 31 instances as inferior, in 93

instances as fair, and in 11 instances as excellent.

Of 115 report of Beans, 75 speak of the crop as

good, 27 as very good, and a few as bad.

Peas generally promise well, though latterly,

like everything else, they have suffered from the

rain. Of Grass there has been abundance, and

about one-half of a heavy hay crop seems to have

been secured in fair condition. The rest is

either much injured oris still to make.

The Potato crop is everywhere attacked by the

disease, and generally with much greater severity

than usual. Of 140 returns to our inquiry, all from

the Southern and Midland English counties speak

of the ravages of the disease, which seems to be

progressing rapidly everywhere south of Lincoln-

shire on the one aide, and of Salop on the other.

In Ireland Oats, which are the chief grain crop,

are generally spoken of as promising under aver-

age ; Grass is abundant, and much good hay has

been made—and the Potato disease is generally

making its appearance.

The harvest is everywhere from three to four

weeks later than usual.

The following figures relate to the reports from

Enj-land and Scotland only :

—

Reports of Crops—1860.

Under
Average.

Wheat
Barley
Oats .

Beans
Peas -

* •

93
23
31
13
13

Average.
Over

Average.

46
100
93
75
62

I
14
11
'27

U

Total.
^.

140
137
135
115
89

The economy of food will always be a first-class

agricultural topic. Steam power and horse power

will never wholly displace, indeed they will give

fresh occasion for the use of, hand power ; and

the most economical maintenance of strength by

food will thus never cease to be an important subject

for the consideration of agricultural labourers. Mr.

Lawrence, of Cirencester, has chosen the best

time of the year for calling their attention to it.

Hand power is now worth more than it is during

any other month in the year. Reaping machines

must be amazingly multiplied before the hook is

taken out of the hand of the reaper ; and till then

harvest time will remain the best possible season

for discussing **the real sources" of bodily

strength.f This is accordingly the seasonable

subjtct of Mr. Lawrence's pamphlet. It is ad-

dressed to the labourer, and he says:—
•* I have often tried to convince you of the loss

you sustain in various ways by spending too much

of your money upon beer. I have adopted the

plan ot paying you entirely in wages, instead of

giving part in money and a certiiin allowance of

beer, in order to discourage expenditure in beer,

so far as rested with me, and to t;ive those who

might have sense enough to see how much more

usefully the money might be employed for other

purposes, the opportunity of so using it.

** I have heard labourers talk about the hhera-

Uty of a master who induces them to labour on at

extra hours at night by plying them with beer.

This the men suppose gives them additional

strength, equal to the extra labour required, ^ow,

you c°annot labour under a greater mistake than

this, nor one more injurious to yourselves. Ihia

extra quantity of beer is really a source oUveak-

ness in the end, instead of giving you r6«/.^r^«y^A,

as I hope to show you by and by. Your flesh or

muscle is the real source of your strength.

That is not increased in any sensible de-

the beer you have been putting

Road

gree

13

by

buch scrapings contain no seeds of weeds.
,

3t«ugtr-^hLme^ Suggestions for their Impruvement. By

' Charles Lawhesce. LoNCiiiKs.

into your stomach in the course of the

day. 'Tlie spirit which that contains affects your

spirit ; that is to say, it inflames your blood, and
makes that run faster, which affects your brains,

and induces you to make at the moment greater

exertions than yon ought to make in the course of

the day. It h the permanent nourishment of ike

hody^ not the passin^: influence of spirit, that is the

true source of enduring strengths It is the bread,

the meat, Oatmeal, Peas, Beans, and such like

articles, which build up the real strength of the

body for each day's labour. Beer contains a very

small portion of that material, but an amount

of spirit which, when taken in quantity, tends

only to the improvident waste of that strength,

which is your main dependence."

All this is illustrated by analyses ofd ifferent foods

;

and it is probably the first time that the teachings

of the chemist have been directly urged upon the

agricultural labourer. Mr. Lawrence quotes

the experience of Benjamin^ Fean-klin on this

subject, and he might have urged that of many
other less distinguished men, of equal value

however for his purpose. In his own county

there are instances enough of farmers and their

labourers using coffee and tea instead of strong

beer in the harvest fields to their mutual advantage

;

and we shall be glad to publish their experience

and that of any of our readers on this subject ia

our columns.
Meanwhile, it would be a service done by them

if they should help the general circulation of_ Mr.

Lawbence's tract; and take care to explain it

when necessary to any of the men whom the/

employ. It is not solely of food
^
that the author

speaks ; he gives good general advice as follows :

—

** We wish to see amongst labourers a more

earnest desire for improvement, and to mend their

condition by becoming, thereby, more generally

useful. You must strive to keep pace with the

improving practice of agriculture,—to handle and

manage improved tools, implements, and machinery

of expensive character, and requiring greater care

and skill in the use, and therefore more valuable

labour. Eaoh man seems to be content to go on,

month after month, and year after year, in the same

sort of work to which chance may have first led

hitn. One man can't mow,—another can't make
: a rick,—another can't drill,—another can't safely

be entrusted with a horse-hoe,—another can't

thatch. Now there is not one of those actions, nor

any other required on a farm, that every man on

it might not put his hand to, and do very well, if

he gave his mind to it, and determined to do it ;

a little practice with attention is all that is re-

quired. The wages which a labourer is entitled to

claim, will ever mainly depend on the variety of

work which he is able to perform perfectly.

We referred last year at this season to the

varieties of Trifolium introduced ' by Messrs.

ViLMOEiN, of Paris* ; and an inquiry hj a corre-

spondent about early spring food brings the subject

before us again. The fault of the ordinary Iri-

folium incarnatum is that it remains at its best tor

so short a time; and that when past its bloom it

makes such very coarse hay. A small patch is

thus all that on a large farm is usually Bown—

enough for a fortnight or three weeks' toraire for^

the stable. The sorts now introduced, viz., 1, Trefie

incarnat ordinaire; 2, Trefle imarnat tardif;

3, Trefle iyicarnat tardif a jleur rouge, overcome

this difficulty bv presenting the same or nearly

the same plant coming to maturity in succession,

though sown and cultivated alike, so that the sup-

ply, may be kept up for thrice as slong a time.

The advertisement is illustrated with figures of

these different varieties cut the same day, and

exhibiting three different stages of maturity, so^

that while the common Trifolium incarnatum has

already passed its bloom the secoud variety is just.

at its bist, and the third has not eome completely

into flower. * , •
r-

We have thus a capital addition to the merits ot

a most useful and easily cultivated plant. Sown

broadcast in October (20ibs. per acre) over any

clean Wheat stubble after a shower of ram and

well harrowed in, it will germinate abundantly,

and if the land be in ordinarily s^o<i heart the

plant will find the circumstances under which it

thrives most satisfactorily ; and alargeqiiantity of

most useful provender is thus provided early m
the season at very little expense. If the plot

allotted for this culture be divided into three divi-

sions, and these three varieties be sown one la

each, then the crop wiU continue m P^rfectioa

for many weeks, instead of being available for

little more than a fortnight, ^
^

• ViLMORiM, ANDRiEUX, EX CiE., Quai de la M*gi*»erie, 30,

Paris.
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APPEARANCE F THE CHOPS.
FllOil OUS SPECIAL CO RRE.SP ON DEN TS.

T
COUNTIES. WHEAT.

SCOTLAND.
CAITHKE=i3 ...

INVERNESS ...

BARLEY.

BANFF

ABERDEEN

PERTH

FORFAR

FIFE

ARGYLE

STIRLING

MID-LOTUIAN fe 1

HADDINGTON
AYR
PEKRLKS .,

ROXBURGH

Goo/1
Averse
Light

Average

Fair
» + *

Average

Late ;
poor

Under ftverage

Near average
Thin ; but
average

IAreraere; inferior

Heavy-
Heavy; late

Good

Over avemge
Late, but
average

Not average
Late ; one-third

thin, t^O'thirds
ood
ood

Average
1 4

I>UMFRIES

WIGTOWN ,

t • •

WALCS.
CAERNARVON^,,-,
CAERMARTHEN'.,

ENGLAND.
NORTHUMBER'
LAND

CUMBERLAND

Near average
Poor; thin

Under average

Ravfl average
Under average
Bulky ; not

healthy
Avci-age ; late

Average
Under avera^

Light
Light

Not average

Good
About average
Thin; lato

Average

€k)od.

Over average
Fair

Over average
Average

Fair
Light

Mo3t abundant

Full average
Over average
Full average
Over average

Over average
Spleaidid
Avorago

Good

Good
Average

Full avei-age
Foil crop

Very good

Good ; heavy
Average
Good

Average

Over average
Good
Good

DURHAM

Under average
Average

Not average
VariouB
Average

WESTMORELAND.; Undur avom^-o
Thin; healthy
Under average

YOJlKSJlinE I Under average
Not average

I

Thin; Improved

LANCASHIRE

CHESHIRE

DERBYSHIRE * • * 4

NOTTS

LINCOLNSHIRE

SHROPSHIRK ....
STAFFORDSHIRE.

RUTLAND

NORFOLK

Avcragre ; late

Mostly bid

Under average
Not average
Various

Late and thin
Looka well ; late

Various ; bare
average ; late

Very thin
• • V

Not average
Under average
Under average
Hardly average

Under average
N''»t average
Thin : late

Doubtful

Full crop ; late
Not average
Not average

Average

Averf^^

Average
SUFFOLK, \ Not average

Not average

Average

Laid ; not
average

Bulky; but
blighted
Good

Averag-e

CA MB RIDGE-
SHIRE

AU^'T1NGD0N. ...

NORTHAMPTON..

TTARWiCKSHIRE

Full average
Average

;

blighted
Improved, but
thin and late

Bare average

Much under
average
Various

Good
Good

Average
Average
Average

Good
Good

Fair crop
Over averse

Over average
Average
Average
Various
Average
Good
Good

Full crop
Average

Variouj^; laid

Fair

Good ; late

Good

Avera 1^:0

Good
Fair

Qrilte average
Full average
Nut average

Averacre-

* 4

Average
Average
Average

Avei'flge ; laid

Good
Light
Poor

Good
Under average

Light

Good
Average

Good ; late

Good
Light

Full average
Over avenigo

Average
Good

Hardly average
Heavy

Variable

Variable

Average
Average

Nearly average
FiUi crop

Good
Good

Over average
Below average
Not avera-^o

Under average

Avei-age
Various
Excellent

Good

Good
Good-

i

A verage
Average
lliddting

;

average
Thiu
Light

Average
Average

Under average
Average

Not average
Various

Under average
Good

Very ii;,'ht

Under average
Under average
Fail- average

Fair

Good ; lato

Good

About average
Various

Fair
Averau^G
Very good
Not average

Average
Bad state

Not average
Average
Average

BEA^'a PEAS.

« *

p 4

light

POTATOES.

* » V *

fr «

GRASS.
ROOT
CROI'S,

* ft

f * 4

ft • a

Good
Strawy

Good .

Over average
Bulky ; late

Bulky; poor

Full avciage
Very heavy
Full average

Excellent

Bulky
Bulky

Luxuriant
Very bulky

Good
Very good

Good
Average
Very good
Bulky

Average
* ft 4 ft

« t

« P >

Over average

Full average
Good
* ft B

» * ft

* a ft ft

Good

P t tt

• «

Good
Good

Average

Good
Good .

^ « ft *

Over average

Bulky; late

Average

ft

Below avei'age

Good
Bulky ; not
average

ft *

Good

* *

• ft t «

Fair

Good
Good
Fuil

Good
Fair

Over average

A < «

ft • •

Pretty good

« ft *

« V *

* *

Good

Average
Good

Good

Very good
Capital

Above average
Goo^I
Good

Over average
Aven-?ge

Full

Looks well

Pretty good
Very good

ft a

4 #

Average
ft ft

« #

V *

Capital

* 4

K
Good

Average

* * 4

Strawy
ft 4 » «

Average
A verage

ft * •

Good, except on' FuU average jGenerallygood
clays

Good
Good

Average
Light

Average
First rate

Bulkv
Average
Average

Average

Under average

Average
Not average

Various

Three-quarters
of average
Average

€k>64
Average
Average

Good

Good

Various
Average

Short ; good

4 # 4

Good

* P

Nofc^average
i

Generally bad
Two-thirds of

a crop
Fair

Average

Good on dry
soils; a failure

on wet clays
l"5th under

average
Average

Full avei*age
Avei-age
Good

Generally good

Good
Not average

Average
Full average

'

fr* 4 4

Quite average

Average

Good
Over average
Very good

Bulky

Bulky
* 4 r 4

Average

Good

Not well
podded
Not good
Good

Very good

Oue-eighth
over average
Very heavy

Bulky

Very good
Various

Good
Full average

Bulky

«

A

i over average

Avcrage'^

Good
Strawy

Very good

Bai'e average

Fine
• > 4 *

Not average

Good

Not good

Good
Fair

Injured

Average

Very good

Various

Various
Average

Good
Tolerable

Various

Fair
Vigorous ; late

Good

Very good
Average

Healthy
Good

Verj^ good

Good
Average
promising
Not good

Indifferent
Fair

*

Splendid but
tainted

Very good

Below average
May be good

Healthy
Unequal

;

healthy

Pretty good
Good

Good ; healthy
Bare average
Look well

Under average

Bare average
Bare avera^jje

Very good

Look well

Good
Good, but dis-

eased

Promising
Promising
Varioxis

;

average
Good
Good

Average
Symptoms of

disease
Good

Average
Average
Promising

Well
Look well
Good as yet
Very ^Qod
Promising

Not promising

Not promising

Good as yet
Moderate

Under average
Good
Sound
Average
Look vvell

Good, but dis-

eased
Going bad

Good
Good ; diseased
Good; dis&iaed

Diseased
Diseased

Diseased
Diseased

V ft ft 4

Very bad

Full crop ; late
Diseased
Bad

Fair
Short
Good

Good ; bulky
Very short

Very bad
Scarce

Very lair

Average
Under average

Bare
Bad

Vario\i3
Light

Superior

Middling

Not good
Average

Light
Not full crop

Injured
Very good
Excellent

Below average
Spoiled

Under average

Not average
Bare-
Good

Deficient

Good
Late

Very good
Promisiug
Very goou

Promising
Very good

Promising
First-rate

Very good

Good
Over average
Very fme
Good

Turnips good
Good
Fine

Very fiue

HARVEST
GENERAL.

NAME AND
ADDRESS.

Sept.
Bept- 1

Sept. 15

Sept. 11
:Middle Sept,

Middle Sept,
Middle Sept.

Later

Middle Sept.
SepL 1

Sept, 1

2d week Sept

Sept- 1

Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Generallygood 2d week Bept,

Good
Good

Abundant

Middling
Not good
Good

Average

Varioua

Good
Very promis-

ing

Good
Very good
KxccUeut

Above average
Average

Over average

Average
Good

Very good

Look well

Good
Various

Slept. I

Sept. 1
Sept. 1

J. a. Maclvor, Wick
4. Simpson, Baauly
J. Mackeuzie, M i)

Eileuach *

H. AinsHe, Fort William
J. Barclay, Braea of
Enzie

, Turriff
J. Laing, Peterhead
P. Graham, Keir, Dua-
blane

W". Smith. Brechin
R. Colvill, Arbi-oath
W. Veitch, Kinghom

, St. Andrew's

J. Pitcairn, Kintiaird
D. Barclay, NewUidge
D. Stewart, Cauipbeltou

A. Bucbanmi, White-
houBe

, Stirling

, Shitcfovd

J. Morton, Dalkeith
J, Melviu, liatho

End ofAugust
Sept. 15
Sept.
Sept. 3

Sept. 1

Sept. 3

Sept. 1

Sept. 10
Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Middle Sept.

Sept. 1

J. Steel, K. Borwick.
W. Orr, Beith
J. Lyle, Inverleithen
•f Thompson, &t.Boswells

W- Herriot, Jedburgh
P. Brodie, Charilaw,

Selkirk
W. "Watt3, Grains

J. Little, Langholm
J. O., Baldon

A. H. M'CieaQ.AuchneaV

J. Williams, UandudBO

J. Mviscott, jun.»

Laiigharna

Sliglitly hurt

Badly diseased

Never worse
"Much diseased
Universally bad

Much diseased

Eotting

Hurt

Half a crop

Varioua

Various
Varioxia

Indifferent

Good; hurt
Average ; hurt

Good ; diseased
Fair; diseased

BlUky, but much
diseased

Doubtful

Diseased

Diseased
Going fast

FeariuTly dis-

eased

Bad
Very good

Uudei average
• Good

Hay spoiled
Over average

Good
Heavy
Average

Abundant; half
good

Good; badly
won
Good

Spoiled

"Under average
Good ; well got

Spoiled
Full croi>

Very short
Luxuriant

'Good
Various
Average
Good
Good

Bulky; burt

Heavy
He;i.vy

Good
Good

Plentiful
Good; but hurt

Not average

As usual

Good ; burt

Good
Heavy

Large crop ; balf
injured

Good ; hurt

Heavy ; one-
third well
secured

Abundant

Good
Plentiful

Good ; hurt-
Bulky ; hurt

Luxuriant

Good
Good

Very good

Good
EsceUent
Very good

Never so good

Good
Promising
Various

I
Healthy; good

Good
Good

Promising
Excellent
Proniising
Good

Injurcd

Good-
Good

ProraisiUj

Very gooi

Near average
Heavy

Promising
Good

Well
Various

Under average
Good
Good
Good

Pi'omisiug
Good

Goofi r late

Late

Fair
Promising
Late ; indif-

feren t

Good

Fair

Various ; late
Promising

Late

May reach
average
Various

Sept.
Middle Sept.

Sept.

Middle Sept.
Sept. 1

SciJt.

2d week in
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Middle Sept.
Middle Sept.
Middle Sept.

Sept. 25
Sept.

Sept. 10
Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Sept.

Mid Sept.
Sept. HO

2d week Sept.
Sept. 1

Sept.
Very late

Middle Sept.

Sept. 1.

J. Grey, Bilston

T. P. Dods, Hexham

W. Glover, NewcasUs

J. Laing, CoWstream
Thos. Donald, Linstock

T. Gibbous, Lougtown

3. Rigg, Wigton
T. Wilson, GUeswater

G. Smith, Penrith

a. B. Dixon, DarlbKtOD— , Durham
J. Robinson, WarcOTi

W. Key, K. Lonsditla

J. Crosby, K. Thnre

H. J. Turner, Richmond

J. Hannara, Wetherby

P. Stevenson, Thirsk

rf Briggs, Wakefield

T. Parriugton, Middles-

boro ,

F. Twining. Wigi\a

G. Drury, Holker

G W. Fowler, Liverpo«

R. Robinson, Garstang

H. Tippiog. Northfficli

W. Palin, Cheater.

Middle Sept.

End of S«pt.
Sept. 1.

J. Parkin, Idridgehay

B. Swaffield, Hiurtington

^^^.. .. J. Young, Newark

End of August C. Walton, Newarfc

Sept. 3 IB. Darby, Honiaistle

Sept; 1 U—, "Wragby

Endof August'F. Sowerby. Aylesbj

Sept.l iCSbarplcy, Louth

W. Wingate, Ludford

T. Aitkeu, Deeping, au

Michael . c„tt/in
J. Clarke, Long Sutton

B. Bowen, Ludlow

>, Peukridga

Sept. 10
Aug. 24

Sept. I
Sept.
Sept. 1

Aug. 29

Aug. 20

W. FiUicourt, Emptag-

w!^^-lor, Wyniondta*

End of Aug.

Light

Average

l-3d bad
l-3dbad-

Very short

Good

Good
Late

Bad; late

Good

Late

Dncerfain

Late

Late
Late

l^omiaing

W. Cubitt. N. W^^a»

End of Aug. |T. Brown, Downham

End of Aug. ;H. Edwards, VtOOix

C. Wtou, W. Market.

Aug. -21

Aug. 20

Aug. 25

Aug. 27
Aug. 27

Sept. I

Aug. 20

End of Aug.

Aug. 27

S^t. 1

Aug. H
Ang. 24
Sopt, 1

A. S. Ruston, Chatteris:

R:Beart,Godmanc!.c««

J B Smeaton, Welfor*!

J. VhitweU; Feter-

j.T^U ^tncote

J. F. Tull^. ^^^^

J. H. Barbery,
Kea^'

W.Aitcbeson I3erk«"J-

J. F<«-d, NewD<^a
IWJ
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APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS—Continued.

COUNTIES. WHEAT. BARLEY.

ENGLAND.
WORCESTERSH.

HEREFORD

CATS.

MONMOUTH

GLOUCESTER-
SHIRE

OXFORD

HERTS

ESSEX

BEDFORD

BUCKS

BERKS

SOMERSET

WILTS

.M 1DDLESEX

KEN'T

HANTS

DORSETSHIRE

DEVOX

CORNWALL

IRELAND.
DONEGAL . . .

.

LONDONDERRY

ANTRIM

DOWN ...

ARMAGH

CAVAN .

MAYO
LONGFORD

• « « 4 «

MONAGHAN .

FERMANAGH
GaLWAY
RoacoMiio:^

"WESTMEATH

CLARE

CARLOW .

.

KILKENXY

TIPPERARY

KERRY

CORK

Rather below
average
Average

Under average

Thin
ITot average

Full average

Late ; hurt-

Not average

Xot average
One-fifth under

average
Bare average
Not average

Worst on record

Not quite
average

Thin; late
Average
Hurt ; not
average
Good

Average

Not average

Very fair

Bulky ; defective
Varioua
Average
Good

Average
Variable

Late; uotaverage
Late ; hurt

Good
Average ^

Bare average
Thin ; bare aver-

age
Under average
Under average

Thin ; not aver
age
Not average
Under average

Under average

Average ; late

Laid ; under
average

Under average

Not average
Avera^ej laid

Three-quarters
good ; one-
quarter bad

Oue-fifth under
average

Much under
average

Thin ; late

Under averts
Below average
Under average

Average

Good
Under average

Average

Good

Good
Good
Good

Short ptoduco
Good

Very good
Luxuriant

Good

Heavy on good
land

Laid ; average

Good
Heavy ; laid

Light

Good

Average

Hurt; various
Average

Variable
Average

On the whole
good

Average

Good; laid
Average
Various

Fair
Two-thirds of

average
Not average

Improved

Heavv ; laid
Weak

Not average
Good
Good
Bulky
Average
Very good
Average
Average

Fair
Vario us

• « * *

Fair

Good

Not average
Much under

average
Under average

Good

Over average

Average

Much laid
Average

Average

Average

Full crop

Average

GofKi

Average

Good

Average

Not average
Avei-age

Good
Good

Generally bad

Not average

Good
Average
Average

Near average
Average

Very inferior

Pretty good

Fair
Weak

Not average
Good
"Good

Never better
Late ; average
Very good

Under average

Good
Very good

Good
Good

Good

Generally good
Average

Short

Quite average

Very good

Over average

Good
Full average

Good

BEANS-

Over average

Over average

Good
Good

Average
One-third under

average
One-third under

average
luferior

Under average
Average

Pretty good

;

little sown
Average
Good

Pretty fair

Good

* * •

* t

Good
Light crop

4 « * B

Good
• * • «

• • # •

Gooa
Middling
Very go<^

Full average

Not good
Good

Good

Average

VciT £-O0d

pa**

* * » P

Fair

PEAS. POTATOES. GRASS. ROOT
CROPS,

HARVEST
I

GKNEUAL.
NAME AND
ADDRKSS.

Average Below average

• *

Fair
t * *

Good
.Fair

Tolerable

Average

Splendid
Average

Average

«' a

Very good
Average
Good

Average ; but
doubtful
Good

Very good

Good

Good
Fair
Good

Moderate

Good
Very good

Good

Over average

Good
Fair

Average
Good

Over average

Good
Over average
Below average

Not good

Short
Not average

Poor

Not average
Not average

Fair
Thin ; short
Average

Average
Good ; average

Good
Not average

Various
Not average

Light
Average

Rnther light

Average

Good
Very good

Average

Average

Very fine

Middling
Good
Good
Good

Fair
Good; short

Various

Various

Average
Pretty good

Very good

Bad

Not average

Looks well
One-fourth
over average

Variable
Pretty good

Well

Complaints

Average

Average

Good
Large

Over average

Very
promising
Good

Good ; Jate

Promising
Good

Very good
Very good

Good
Good
Good

Various
Very good

Bad
Good

Good

Over average
Under average

Partly
blighted
Very good

Over average

Over average

Various

Good

Variable

Bare average

Average
Good

Good

Various
Very good

Fair
Good
Well

Average

A verage
Very good

Good

Various
Good

Full average

promising

Good

Bad

Blighted

Tainted

Good
Average, but

hurt
Two-thirds bad

Diseased

Blighted

Diseased
Good ; hurt

Good till lately

Bad
Quite average

Complaints

Diseased

]
Crop good; 1-4th

hurt
Good

Average; hurt

4 4

« 4

BUghted

Good
Good

Good
Very good
Very good

Good
Good
Good

Good
Very good

Not good
Fair

Good

Over average
Not half a crop

Severely hurt

Large crop

Average

Over average

Average
Very large

Good

Very bad

Never worse
Very bad

Much hurt

Doubtful

Middling

Goodiili'lately
Badly diseased
Much hurt

Never worse
Very bad
Injured

Half crop
. Very bad

Diseased
Much hurt

Diseased
Blighted

Good ; hurt

Diseased
Very much
diseased

Much blighted

Good; hurt

Much diseased

Thin ; hurt
Scarcely
Average
Good

Much hurt

Average

Average
Abundant

Plentiful
Good

Good crops

Good

Tolerable
Good ; hurt
Plentiful

I^arge
Large

Abundant;
hurt

Abundant

Good
Average
Abundant

Good
Injured
Fair

Much hurt
Heavy ; hurt
Half spoilt

Various

Fair
Abundant ; bad

Good
Fair; hurt

Good

Good
Large crops

Over average

Much hurt

Good

Improving

Late

Late
Not promising

Various

Looks well

Very lat«

Good
Promising

Late
Good

Very promis
ing
Good

Very late

Good; late

Good

Aug. 27 Ic. Randell^ Evesham.

Aug, 24 H, Hudson, Pershore

Various
Not good

Good; late

Promising

Very good; late

Late; good
Late ; thin
Promising
Late; good
Never better

VarLible
Generallygood
Good ; late
Various

X^ate
Various

Late
Late ; promis-
ing

Late

Good
Good

Late; doubtful

End Aug-

Aug, 22
End Aug.

Aug. 26

End Aug.

Sept,l

End Aug.
Sept, 1

Sept. 1

Sept. 1

End Aug.

End Aug-

Aug, 21
Auk- 25
Aug. 20

Aug- 25
Aug. 20

Aug, 20

Aug. 25

End Aug-
Aug. 27
Aug. 26
Aug. 20
Sept 1

Aug. 15
Sept. 1

Aug. 25
Sept. 8
Sept, 1

End of Aug.
Aug. 27

Sept,
End of Aug.

End of Aug,

Now
Aug, 25

Auir. 27

A third cut

* * * 4

Average

Over average

Bad
Very good

• » p

Bad crop and
diseased
Very bad

Good crop

;

badly hurt
Diseased .

Good ; Iftte 1 Aug, 57

Very good

Abundant [Under average

Average
Abundant

;

hurt
Half hurt

Good

4 « 4 P

4 « # *

T ^

Various

Short; late

Good

Average

Short

4 * *

Very bad

Much blighted

Never worse
Very diseased
Much diseased

Very bad

Very bad

Much huri;

Much diseased
Very bi^d

Very good
;

blight appearing
Indifferent

Not good
Various

Diseased
jBad; late ; hurt

Not good
Good hitherto
Not so good

Late
Good

Late

Hurt

« 4 4

• * •

Good

« 4 « *

« « 4 «

t 4

* 4

4 4 «

4 > *

Fair

4 4 * «

• 4 « *

Fair
:

4*4

No lilighfc

Slight diBtase ;

crop deficient
Good
Blight
Tainted

Not average

Piseased
B;id

Good, but
blighted

Very bad, aiid

badly blighted
Uuch diseased
Good ; but
blighting
Good ; but
blighted
Blighted

Blighted and
sinau
Late

Slightlv blighted
Blighting

Ave I age, but
tainted

SniftU & tainted
Good

Heavy ; bad
Abundant ; hurt

Abundant
Abundaut

Various

Abundant
Good

Not good

Not good

Abundant
Good
Good

Good
Very good
Very good
Various
Heavy

Very good
Over average

Good
Very good

Good
Bad till July

Good
Good
Good

Gocd

Verj- good
Very good

Good

Very good

Various

Good
Good
Good
Good

Good
Very good

Good

Very good

Not good
Impr.jving

Late
Very good

Good

Late
Good
Late

Fair average

Various
Bad
Good

Not avei-age

Good
Fafa-

Various
Fair

Late
Good

Bad
Bad

Viirioxis

Destroyed

Good
Late

Varioua

Late and bad

Various
Very good

Average

Good

Very good

Middling
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Indififereiit

Aug. 22

Aug. 27

Aug. 20
Aug. 25

Aug. 27

id of August

Aug. at

Sept. 1

Aug. 25
Sept. 10

End of August

Aug. 27

Sept. 1

Aug. 23
Aug. 23

Middle Sept.

Sept.
Sept, 10
Sept. 15

Sept. 10
Sept. 10
Sept.

Mid Sept.
Mid. Sf.pt.

Sept. 18
End of Sept.

Sept. 20
Sept. 15

Sept. 1
Sept. S

Sept. 10
Sept. 10

Middle Sept.

Sept. 5

Very late

Aug. 20

Sept. 1

Kept. *

Sept 8

Sept. 8
Bept. 1

P. N. Edwards, Brinsop
Court

J. Mathews, Blakemoro
W. Price, Rosa

T. Beckingham, May
Hill

W. H. Little, Aberga-
venny

H. Pride, Monmoutt

G. Edmonds, Lechlado
J. F. Peacey, Wiuch-
comb

S. Rich, Didmartou
G. N. Hulbert, Bagendon
T. B. Browne, Andovera-

ford
R. Page, Nortb Newlng-
tou—. St. Alban's

G. Webb, Beaumont Hall

W. F. Ilobbs, Colchester

G. Wilkin s, Wix
W. Hutley, Witham

J. J. Mechi, Tiptree

Hy. Trethewy, Silsoe

Edw. Erans, Windsor
W. Smith, Woolston
Vf. «. Duncan, BradweLl
J. Williams, Abingdon
T. Fordham, Newbury
T. Owen, Hungerford
J. Aduanaa, Thatoham
E. J. Lance, Reading
C. P. CoUyer, Dulverton
J. W. Eastment, Win-
canton

J. Stratton, Pewsey
T. Chandler, Aldboume

T. H. Redman, Swindon
T. ArkeU, Penhill

G. Bi-own, Avebury

C. Webster, Uxbridge
H. S. Uayvvard, Fol-
kinton

|j, Brotherton, Roberta-
bridge

M. Sandford <Sc Son,
Dover

W. Manser, Ramsgate

J. Bluiidell, Buraiedon
fter

J. T. Twynam, Winchea-
J. W. Clark, Romsey

Raynbird, Basing-
[stoke

W. J. VosB, Corfe Oastlo

Damen, Dorchester

J. Furmedge, Lahgdon
W. J. Pope, Bridport

jj. Benson, Tavistock
S. Cornish, Kiiigsbndge

R. W. Clark, Plymouth

, Totnes

Aug. S5

Sept--

Sept

1

J. Micheli, Truro
J. Wills, Launceston

Thos. J. Atkinson, Bally-
shannon

3. Orr, Coleraine
C. Pollock, Alagherafelfc

J. Burniston, Kaudala-
town

W. M'Cleary, Fortaferry
W. Bovd, Armsgh
B. B. Hardy, Tanderagee
J. A. Nesbitt, Belturbet

T. Chambers, Baillie-

boro'

G. Hildebrand,WestpOrt
E. Morgan, Kdgworths-
town

J. Smith, Castleblaney

A. Mair. Brookeboro*
G. Lamb, Mountbellew
D. Boyd, Cariick-a-
Shannon

J. Kelly, Brook Lodge
W. Newburn, iliiflingar

M -Cidloch, Dundaflt

E. Bennett, Newniarfcet-
-Pergws

J. De Benzy, Clonegal

Q. Glasscott, J.F.,
Camoliu

D. A. Mil ward. Tullogher

g. B. B. Maaey, BaUy-
wire

J. O. Sullivan, P. P. and
V. G,, KcTima™

J. Creagb, Tarbcrt

H. LaagQeliX Doneraile

D. Clanochy, Charlevilie

J. Byron, Shanballymore

S. PiddeU, Kildorrcry
.Baltina
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BURGESS AND KEVS REAPER.

A3 T bought a Burr^esa and Key's reaper two years

020 and have used it with great ease, comfort, and

success during two harvests (in the course of each of

which I mowed from 150 to 200 ucres of Wheat. Rarley,

or Oats with it). I accept your challenge in last week s

Number of the Gazette to send your readers some

particulars about the quantity of labour it requires to

gather, bind, and stook, alter it. But in the first place

let me advise those of your reader? who have had no

personal experience of this machine to keep your

suggestion in mind, not to expect in ordinary practice

the extent and kind of work which, under very special

circumstances, it may really succeed in performing.

Thus it professes to go round a field in a constantly

narrowing circle or square, cutting all straight before it.

On a nice level field, without hollows, ridges or furrows,

with an evenly-grown crop, strong and upright, which

no prevailing wind has swayed in any one special

direction, and no storm mnterially laid, this kind ot

work innv he, fls it doubtless frequently has been,

accomplished. Even where the conditions are not

, quite so favourable under the skilful management of

an experienced manager from Messrs. Burgess & Key s,

the same work might also probably be done and done

well. But under the prevailing circumstances ot a

British harvest with thick and thin crops, level and

uneven ground, laid or wind swayed, and upright

straw, skilful and unskilful driving and management,

steady and unsteady horse working, I am persuaded it

will generally be a waste of time, a trial of temper, and

or beyond your own powers to use it. There are so many

unwilling labourers about, so many captious and in-

credulous observers, that it is better to start moderately

an4 be successful in what you attempt, and then

proceed by degrees with your trials, than to commence

with a failure tliat puts everybody in the field out of

humour, or out of heart, and raises a laugh among fools

against all new things, and all machinery and experi-

ments.

The first day, now just two years ago, on which we

tHed the reaper, after spending several hours in trying

to put it together (in which we were but partially suc-

CMsfnl, for we had no mechanical head among us),

Messrs. Burgess and Key's man arrived on the ground,

and in a few minutes completed the arrangonumts.

The horses being put in lie thou mounted the box,

nmidst a more serious and anxiously expecting knot of

persons than 1 ever saw on an ordinary harvest

field. Ho commenced according to progv.iinme.

The first difiiculty was in getting the machine

into the field (in which in fact we ought to have put it

topothor nt first) through the fuoIi:iliIy narrow gate.

Xbiii accompIi:jhed, the round begun, the men having

previously prepared horae-room with tlie scythe. Now
the field had been laid down in ridges of 3 yards

wide, according to the inveterate habit of this part of the

country the most foolish habit (where land is drained),

that could be persevered in. These ridges ran up

and down the field, so that the poor machine's first pro-

gress was across the extremities of these stupid ridges

and furrows. Up and down it went, bump, bump,

bump; every one expecting it each moment to go to

pieces from the severity of the process. It held its

ground, however, manfully, proving, as I have since had

ample reason to know, the 8treng:th of its construction,

and its ability to staud an immense amount of hard

usage.

Now, not only were there these ridges and furrows in

the way of the machine, but the crop itself on the

headland was very thin, and far from perfectly ripe.

The consequence was that there was a great deal ol iil-ci;t

•tnbble after two rounds, and the worst part being near

the road (a frequent providential provision, I have
observed, for the cure or mortification of agricultural

vanity), I saw three or four old farmers ride oiTshuking

their heads and jeering at Tlie failure of the new-
fangled machine, and probably at its owner. My
bailiif, who bad always been " against" it, evinced a

grim and sulky pleasure at the disappointment, and the

success of his own prophecy ; and seeing from tbis cir-

cumstance and his subsequent ill hnmour when the

thing began to work well that he was too weak t wish

to learn or improve, I happily soon after parted with

him. As the little knot of labourers and spectators were

retiring (ior it was now past six o'clock in the evening)

I walked over the new stubble and examined it care-

fully. Over some of it the reaper had passed so in-

eflfectualTy as scarcely to take the heads off; some of it

was very higli and rough, but down one side of the field

"the work was done snperbly. I pointed this out to a

faithful old man in my employ, whom I had brought
with me from my own house in the morning to witness

the experiment, and who had been crnelly disappointed

by the general result, and he admitted its excellence,

but feared that the grain was a good deal shed. This
,we found upun careful inspection was not the case, and
T have since observed that far less grain is shed with
tbe reaper than with the sickle, the ears being much
less, and much less ^— "*"^'" '

'""^ ''— *'

—

over a little before the time the work was to begin and

directed the reaper to be driven only one way, that m
which I had found the work to be so well done, which

was down the ridge (not across it), ;ind also m
the direction of the inclination of the head of the

Wlieat, so as to meet as it were the bowing head, anU

take it under the van. This answering, as before,

capitally. I desired the man to throw the reaper out ot

gear for the return journey; and although we have

often since with a promising crop and on laud well lam

down and without ridges tried to work.all roundthecrop.

we have never succeeded satisfactorily ; it almost always

happening that the wind has given a particular mcli-

nafcion to the crop, against which it is desirable to cut,

but with whi(-b the reaper is apt to pass almost over

the head of any part of the crop that may be a little

flattened. Be this as it may with others, I can certainly

sav that according to my two years' experience, and

afier many experiments, I have found it m every way

best to be content with cutting one way. and throwing

the machine out of gear the other.

But it will be argued this is a great loss of time.

Not so great, if anv, as might at first be supposed. In

the first place there is the very rapid, complete.

and satisfactory way in which what is cut is cut;

not only leaving a more even stubble than any

ordinary reaping or even mowing can eflTect and

yielding you a considerably greater bulk of stravv,

but also laving the crop iu such a regular ^^-xi\\ as to

enable the gatherers and binders to do their work

much more quicklv and perfectly, and leaving much

finer raking. In the second place, the horses have

alternate rests, which occasions them to tread much

more briskly when the machine is in action, a circuni-

stance of great importance, as rapidity of step greatly

conduces to the efficient working of the machine; and

SOOO more. At first the price realised was as high as

50Z per ton ground and 201. per ton in the root. But
as the growth extended the price receded. The
admission, duty free, of foreign-grown Chicory in 185i
led to the abandonment of much of the home culture;

and if we are to believe Mr. Gladstone, there are not

now 500 acres under culture with Chicory in Great
Britain.

In 1842 Mr. M'Culloch assumed the growth and con-

sumption of Chicory in the United Kingdom to be

6,720,000 lbs. ; and in a little handbook on " Coffee as it

is and as it ought to be," which I published in 1850, i

estimated from careful inquiries the consumption of

Chicory in this country then to have reached more than
,. •'.1 . _ irj..- 13. ,4- AT- T»..«:*-l ;i- Ti 1

_ . average
The gradual increase

rateu tue a.uiiiiti.i j7ju""^<-*" j .-juu iu.mc julu

powder in England and Guernsey, then as high as

14,000 tons, worth, at 22/. per ton, 308,000/. BpsidPR

which, it will be seen the foreign im

upwards of 5000 tons per annum. ^

of foreign-grown doubtless now replaces much formerly

produced at home.
It was not till the trade returns oflSoG that Chicory

became a distinctively mentioned artick in the imports.

Since then the imports have been as follows :—
Average
price.Tears. Quantity. Valnev

cwts.

1S56 .. .. 81.721

1857 .. .. 03.469

185S .. .. 127,553

The detailed returns

$.

10
10
9

d.

6

7
6

t *

• t

• *

thirdly, which brings me at last to the point on which

you especially desire information, if the machine works

£
42,903

49,461

61,120

for 1859 are not published yet.

The largest quantity received comes from Belgium, the

next from Holland, and a little from Hamburgh and

other quarters.
, « ,r

Mr. George Phillips, when giving evidence before Mr.

Pcholefield*s Committee, in 1855, stated that prior to

the year 1832 little was heard of the use of Chicory in

naVlIlg Ills U>Vll UCAU «3 li- ..v.. I. «.•" --,
, , .

"

obliged to occupy itand fulfil its dutie?,aU laggards being

caught up and detected by the periodic return of the

reaper, which comes like inevitable fate at the appointed

time, and without respect of persons. And while it is

pleasant to see the lazy worker at once detected, it is

no less pleasant to see the active man stand erect,

straightening his back, and resting himself with his

work finished before him for a minute or two between

each return of the reaper ; and my experience teaches

me that with the reaper and the kind of discipline it

introduces into a field, all the workers become active

for all who ave otherwise cease to be well affected

towards the new timekeeper and disappear from the

field. , . , 1 A 1

Being really interested in the subject and truly

cratefu! to Afessrs. Burgess and Key for the intro-

duction of sucli a valuable (I should rather say, sucli an

invaluable) implement. I have allowed myself to

indulge in a most unpardonable prolixity; but if you

think it will be of use to any of your readers who, like

myself, may Imvc io try the reaper as quite a new

thing in their county, Twill finish this detailed account

of my employment of it next week. In the meantime

allow me to say that, under the plan above described,

I have had a field of Wheat of 10 acres all standing at

7 o'clock in the morning, and all reaped, gathered,

bound, and set up in stooks by 7 o'clock in the evening

of the same day, only 10 men being employed in

all. JExile

OX THE CULTURE AND COMMERCE OF
CHICORY.

The cultivation and use of Chicory have now attained

" I have no doubt (he adds), from ray own experience,

that a very large bulk of the pubbc prefer the mixture.

That, however, is a question of taste. The trade contend

that good Coff'ee, mixed with one-eighth part of Chicory

and sold at a moderate price, makes a better beverage

than ordinary Coffee would do at the same price, and

the great mass of the public prefer it. Chicory sold as

Coff-ee yields a certain profit, but probably it equalises

itseU in the general competition of trade. Ihere is a

large quantity of Chicory sold by itself and drunk ass

beverage in the neighbourhood of Manchester and

Liverpool. I believe the price of a pound of the

cheapest kind of Coffee, purchased by the bulk ot the

poor people, and a pound of the mixture, is about the

same. The trade say, where we use a portion ot

Chicory we use a better coffee. I do not know the iact

of my own knowledge. Whether the coflTee sold in mix-

tures is of a superior quality to that sold as a pure

article would be very difficult to ascertain ; it depends

upon the question of taste and ai-oma. The Chicory

itself is not always pure."

CuxTrvATiOJT. — There are many varieties of the

Chicory plant, the greater part of which have bine

flowers ; some are white, and others red. In Bi'uns-

wick they only grow the broad-leaved or native kind, or

the small-leaved which has long roots, and is a native of

Magdeburg. The former is, however, preferred oir

account of its being the richest. In Altona they grow

a medium variety, which has neither very narrow nor

very broad leaves. The plant thrives in all soils tnac

will grow Carrots; indeed, the mode of cultivating ona

is much like that of tne other. The roots seem to grow

best upon a loamy soil, with a clayey subsoil, dp.
THE cultivation ana use or t^nicory iiavf now uLutuieu

;
ucau upv.i <^ tv/«»v =-.., ".-- " r V" " .„ i,oa«r rlav

a very great importance, not only on the Continent but ;
deep, and rich. It very seldom thrives

J^ ^^^^ ; ^
also in the United Kingdom. Dating its extended use

|

land, and never in sand or wet land.
^
It requires lu

_

chiefly from the system pursued by the first Napoleon
^

to substitute home-grown for coloni^il products, it has

gradually become approved and popularised for a beve-
^

rage, either used aUnc or mixed with coffee, in nume-
;

rous countries, where it can be sold far under the price

of even the h>west-class coffee. The manufacture of a
^

factitious cofTee from the roasted root of the Cichorium

Intybus would seem to have originated in Hulland.

where it has been used for more than a centnry. It

remained a secret until 1801, when it was introduced

into Frauce by M. Orban, of Li^ee, and M. Giraud. of

HominpT, a short distance from Valenciennes,

Introduction and Cxjltuke in England.—Ou
the first intro<luction of Chicory into Great Britain a

nominal duty of 20 per cent, was levied upon it. which,

owing to the representations of the trade, was after-

wards increased to the same rate as tlmt then payable

on British plantation coffee. The Idgh duty thus placed

on foreign-grown Chicory ^oon led to its cultivation at

home; but so little was the plant known in England

that the fiinners required the rent to be paid in advance

for the use of their land. In the autumn of 1853 wa.

find it grown in Kent, Surrey, and Essex, where tlie

article was prepared, and met with a great sale. Find-

ing there was an increasing demand for the root, its

„..„.., «..„ ..... „...,£, culture spread to Bedford, Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge

forcibly, knocked together 1 shire, Leicestershire, Clieshire, and Yorkshire. The
Luan ny tde careless Hand of the human reaper,

j
extent of the home production has never been accu-

By the next mi>rning, after some conversation with the
j
rately ascertained. In 1850 there were 3000 acres

inan who was to follow and take care of the reaper, I nnder crop with it within a circuit of 10 miles of the
had made up mv mind how to set it to work. T mHp ^ r.\^^ nf YnrV anrl in nthpr districts there were 7000 or

manure. In preparing the land, deep pl*>W°^^^

recommended ; but unless the soil is very deep it is F"

bablethat subsoil ploughing will answer better, i"

surface must be well worked; indeed, it cnn"^^ ;*

reduced to too fine a mould. As the plants are a long

time in coming up, generally five or six weeks troni ^"

time of sowing the seed, it is necessary th^^^^,
;^.

should be very clean, or the weeds (particularly ^^^

weed) are liable to overtop and smother the you
^^

plants. The time of sowing varies in difi"erent distnci »

in the midland and eastern counties the second or tu

week in May is considered best, for if sown earberuiany

of the plants will run to seed, in which case they ar

called " runners" or "trumpeters," and must ^^^^J~\

fully dug out and destroyed when the time for tflM^

up has arrived; because" if allowed to ^*^*^"'^. ™Lgt
with the bulk they will spoil the sample. ^^^

^^^
crops have been obtained when the seed has been

^
broadcast; but the preference is usually ^^'^^^^gj,

drilling, the crop being more easily hoed and cl^ '

The rows are generally from 9 to 12 inches apart, a

about 3 to 4 lbs. of seed per acre is the quantity iu«^

Most of the cultivators of Chicory single out the pw«
^^

so as to leave spaces between them in the *^**^^^v jg
about 6 or 8 inches long; but there are o*""^,'^Vn^
not do tbis. fancying that four or five small pi

^^
proiluce more weight of root than one arge P^'^^' jj

expediency of this, however, is very q"^*^'o"**.,
Jp-oed

does not allow of the land being nearly so well cie*"-

as when the practice ot singling is adopted. .^^v^^

Habvesting the CEOP.-In Octobt^r or No^emOf
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'^1^7'^v^^ of taking up the roots may be commenced,

and continued during the winter (if the crop cannot be

yrevionsly secured), until it is finished. AHliougU the

roots penetrate a long way dowuwards, they become

too thin below 14 or 15 Inches to be useful, and the

utmosfc care is also required in order to get up that

portion of the root which will prove profitable. In some

cases, Chicory has been ploughed up, aboTit 12 inches

deep,' with a strong cast-iron plough dra\vn by six

horses ; having men to fork each furrow to pieces, with

<jommon Potato forks, before a second furrow is

ploughed upon tt ; and women and children following

to pi'ck up the roots and cut off the tops. But the best

method is found to be that of digging up the roots with

<louble-pronged, strongly made iron forks, the blades

being about 14 inches in lengthy and each fork, with

shafTand handle complete, weighing about 8 lbs. The

plan of ploughing is liable to bring too much of the

subsoil to the surface, and costs quite as much, if not

more, than digging. The advantage which is looked

for in ploughing is to ensure getting tlie roots up from

ii greater depth than can be done by digging, as a

great number break off about 8 or 9 inches long» unless

a boy is employed to assist the diggers, and is very

careful to pull the top at the precise time that the man
presses the root upward with his fork. "When dug, the

tops should be neatly cut off, and the roots conveyed to

the washing-house to be cleaned. Sometimes they are

earthed in pits, but, generally speaking, tliey are taken

to the washing-house immediately, after being dug up.

lu the former case, ou the Continent, the roots with the

leaves cut off are thrown in heaps of from 4 to 6 feet in

length, width, and height, on the surface o? the ground ;

^ome straw and then some earth are put around. But
generally, the growers deliver the roots to the manu-

facturers from tlie latter end of August to November,

by whom they are immediately dried. The root is from

2 to 4 inches thick. 3 to 7 inches long, and occasionally,

in a good soil, 3 lbs. in weiglit. In Brunswick they

i>btain from 4 to 6 tons of root per Brunswick acre.

. The weight of the crop depends entirely upon

the richness or poverty of the soil, the tillage and

manure it has received, and other circumstances. The
fault in England is the striving to grow as heavy a crop

as possible, to the very great detriment of the quality

of the root for powder. In Brunswick the price of tlie

root in the original state varies from 20*. to 40*. per ton,

according as the crops have been good or bad, and an

acre will realise 5^ to 7L The cost for cultivation is

from 3/. 15.V. to 4Z. 10*.; IJ to 2 tons is about an average

crop. Mr. Wm. Stuckney, who has grown and prepared

Chicory for the manufacturer to a very great extent ou

a hirge farm ntmr Hull, estimates the expense of the cul-

tivation of Chicory there at 4/. 5*. ^d. per acre, and if

we add to this 2?. 10*. for rent, manure, &c., it gives

6/. 15*. Crf. The produce on suitable land he states to

he froni 8 to 12 tons per acre, and it requires 4 tons of

greeu root to umke 1 ton of dried. In the dried state

the root is worth from 12?. to 24^. per ton. Take 10
tons per acre, at 2.1. \0s. per ton, and this would leave a

profit per acre of \SL 4s. Gd. Another competent

agricultural authority states that the price of 2^ tons

of dry root for the acre, at 12A per ton, would be 27/.;

deducting 7?. for rent, labour, and other expenses, this

would leave a profit of 20/. per acre.

Prepaeation foe MARKET.—The roots are cut into

«mall pieces of about ^-inch or tl-inch lengths by a

Turnip- cutter, or by hand, the object being to have

the pieces of as unitbrm a size as possible, Tiie slices

are then dried in a kiln; this process wasting the

Chicory from 75 to 80 per cent. It is then marketable,

and is usually sold to the drysalters and grocers, who
roast and grind it as they do Coffee. 2 lbs. of lard or

common butter is used with each cwt., to prevent it

from burning in the roaster and to impart lustre. The
root wastes in roasting 25 to 30 per cent, or more. In

the ground state it may be kept for years, but It soon

cakes. The roasted root is emptied into iron vessels,

and, after cooling, is cruslied in vertical stone mills, or

between iron cylinders. It is then sifted, and during

this operation a small quantity of some red colouring

«ubstance is added to assimilate it more in appearance

to Coffee. The product is tlien weighed off, and gold in

packets or canisters.

The root by torrefaction attains a disagreeable bitter,

and an aroma something like caramelized sugar.

Roasted and reduced to powder, Cliicory is the most

universal substitute for Coffee in the chief continental

<»untries, especially in France, Switzerland, Germany,
Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Russia, and the other

northern States. In Germany the ground Chicory is

iTiftde up into cakes and sold in that form. This root is

not supenor to many others which possess sweet and
mucous principles, but of all the plants which have been
proposed as substitutes for Coffee, and which when
washed and steeped ia boiling water yield an infusion
resembling the berry, it is the only one which has main-
t lined its ground.

CoxxiNEKTAL CoysuMPTioy.—The quantity of the
dried root consumed in France is about 16,000,000 lbs.
-a year. Formerly, they were able to export some, but
now scarcely enough is produced for home consumption.
lu 1835, 1,250,000 lbs. were exported. In some parts
or Germany the women are becoming regular Chicory
topers, makinE of it an important part of their daily
-sustenance. Till within a lew years the cultivation
was carried on principally near Valenciennes; but
lately manufactories have s| rung up in several localities.

especially at Arras, Cambray, Lillo, Paris, Senlis, in
]
horses consuming, annually, the produce of ^re

Normandy, Brittany, &c. Not satisfied with Chicory,
the French have recently introduced Acorn coffee and
roasted Beetroot. The Beet, it is asserted, besides
communicating its hygienic qualities, also helps t(t

sweeten the beverage. The new coffee is called cafi
de betterave, as the old was called cafe chicoree. These
distinctions will become as puzzling as that in America,
which led the Irish waiter to aek if the gentleman
would have coffee-tay, or tay-tay.

Exports of Chicoky fbom BELoiuii.

ad'es

Quantity.

Tears.
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855

« *

« * t •

Kilogrammes,
. 670.624
, 975,162
. 1,550,064
. 1.310,478
. 1.500,022

•

Value.

Franca.
134, 1 25
195,032
310,013
262,090
300,024
595,7022,978,508

In 1858 the quantity of Chicory root imported into

Hamburgh was 24,592 cwts., and ofground Chicory and
other Cokee substitutes 13,000 cwts.

eating up, in fiict, nearly one-fourth of the larmer^s
acreage. Ou this plan one acre will be nearer than five,
for a liorse cannot consume more than one rod ber day
—or 160 days oa one acre, for the first cut. T think
I see some of my frienda on the poor, stiff, undrained
clays opening their eyes rather wide at this statement,
with another indignant disbelief of that Mr. Mechi;
but facts are stubborn things, and I must admit that
it must be hard for the farmers of poor worn-out, coarse
pastures to believe In such things. I intend to go in for
much larger results, by washing in 4 or 5 cwts. of
guano after each cutting (mixed, of course, with salt).

The principal difficulty with this crop is to cope with
the seasons, and adapt consumption to production.
Heavy supplies of rain, such as w^e have recently had,
cause such a flush, especially of the first cut, that I
must at once cut 6 acres and make it into hay

;

although I have 150 sheep, 20 bullocks, 3 cows, 20 small
calves, and 6 farm horses all consuming it. I grow this
year 15 acres, and average about 10 acres. If the hay

The Chicory entered for home consumption in 's to be palatable and nutritious, we must take care to cut
Denmark and the duchies was, iu it C'lrlj, and cart it rather greeu. If full seeded it will

lbs. lbs.
1849 .. 1,601,032 1S51 .. .. 2,187,985
1850 .. 2,228,295 1853 .. .. 2,949,553

Siinmonds in Tharmaceutical Journal,

185G—Mangel.
1867—Wheat.
1858—Beans.
1859—Wheat.

FAIIMING ECONOMICS,—No. V.

Ibeioated Italian Rye - Gkass.—The great
aim of the farmer should be to make one acre

produce as much as five— thus diminishing, by four-

fifths, his rent, rates, tithes, horse-labour, seed and
other expenses— such as distance of carting, gates,

hedges, head-lands, &e. Of course this cannot be done
with corn crops, but witli Italian Eye-grass it can be
done; and, to some extent, also with root, Grass, and
leguminous crops. I Jiave an 8-acre field of Italian

Uye-grass, which, from its first cutting, yields IDO lbs.

per rod—being more than 134 ^^^^ P*^^ acre; or, i/

made into hay, about 4 tons 17 cwt. Italian Rye-grass
contains, when green, 75 percent, of water; when made
into hay, about 16 per cent. X do not think it would
be safe to reckon upon tlie whole produce stated above,
because the crop may somewhat vary in places. 1 have
reason, however, to believe That the first cut frou) the
Edinburgh Meadows, on which the town sewage flows,

will be, tills sprilig, quite 20 tons the Scotch—or 16
tons the English— acre, and I can easily understand how-
Mr. Telfer produced 80 tons per Scotch aero of Italian

Uye-grass—equal to nearly 25 tons of hay. T would
recommend, before my farming friends express their
doubt and disbelief, that they will try the same means
on some small portions of their own land, and then
come armed with their results. I will now state how
the field was treated ou wliich my Rye-grnss is

growing :

—

A heavy crop.
Ditto.

6 qrs. per acro.
Nearly 7 qrs. per acre.

The Italian Rye-grass was purchased of Mr, Dick'n-
son, as usual, sown with the seed barrow at the rate of

3 bushels per acre on tlie growing Wlieat, in the spring
of 1859, and hoed-in at the lust hoeing. When the
\Vheat Was harvested it was scarcely visible—being as

fine as needles ; but having lost its oppressor—the
Wlieat—it soon grew, and gave good autumn feed. I

did not irrigate it, being desirous to keep it backward,
having another forward field. This spring I sowed
upon It 2 cwt. Peruvian guano, mixed with 1 cwt. of

fi:<hery salt, and washed it in with an abundance of
diluted liquid from my great tank, at the rate of 20,000
gallons per acro. The effect was almost magical. In a
fortnight it branched, thickened, and lengthened, until

last week, I cut from 1 square pole or rod 190 Iba,

weight.

On six lands I omitted the guano; the result,

although irrigated, like the rest, showed a deficiency

of nearly one half as compared with that which had
been guanoed. T have treated another field the same*
way for sheep and cow feeding, and the result has been
extraordinary. The fact is, the guano pays admirably,

and I shall never irrigate without previously sowing
it; and after every cutting I did this iu 1855, and kept
ICK) slieep constantly on 6 acres, from April to October.
That field has since carried a Pea and Turnip crop, a
VV^heat crop, two Barley crops, and a white Clover crop
for seed, which produced last year 10 guineas per acre,

and now there is a fine crop of Tares for seed. Tho
fact ta, when you Itye-grass a field for two years, and
produce, by irrigation and high manuring, such on
enormous growth, the subterranean roots are corres-

pondingly multiplied, and the soil and sub-soil deeply

fertilised by ' the filtration through them of such

abundant supjillcs of manure—the roots running down
abuudiintly into the subsoil, which has been enriched

and aerated. Of comae the laud mui>t be deeply

drained. See how Bmall a «paco will supply a fiirm

horse daily. 100 lbs. of green Italian Rye-grass will

contain 25 lbs, of dry matter, and he probably will not

be able to consume more than 112 lbs. in the 2i hours.

Mine have no corn, pnd are in firbt-rate condition with

this quantity,

I assume, of course, that you do not allow your horse-

man to waste it under the horses' feet, but that it is all

eaten. I hope that we shall soon hear no more of farm

I

lose quality, and become hard and strawy. It will bear
stacking in a more crude state than ordinary Grass.
There is a peculiarity about Italian Rye giaa. It will
never scour any animal, however green or wet it may
be; and in this respect compares most favourably with
Tares. It has excellent fattening properties. Where
you can irrigate, it is truly beneficial, but without irri-

gation you have no chance after the first spring cut.

Broad-leaf plants succeed admirably after it—such as
Beans on heavy land. Peas ou light land ; or you may
take Rape before the Wheat. It is desirable to break it

up the second year in September, or early ia October.
If you take W^heat immediately after it you should
plough in 5 c^xi, ot Rape cake, which will kill all the
wire worm, and prevent the destruction of your crop.
If farmers would bring all their drainage and buildings'
water into one great reservoir they might get water
enougli to irrigate a h\\ acres of this Grass, which
would be most useful and profitable to them. Bullocks
will /atten well upon the Italian Ryegrass without any
other Ibod, although I always prefer adding Rape cake,
for obviuus reaeons.

In conclusion, If our clays and other lands, when
drained and improved, can be made to produce even 30
to 40 tons of this Grass per acre, what an immense
increase of meat and manure we might make. If
Mangel is worth for consumption IOj, per ton, Italian
Rye-gruss is certainly worth 20i-. per ton in its green
state, seeing that it contuins 25 percent, of dry matter,
while Mangel only contains 12 per cent. 10 it not
worth while (as Mr, Telfer did) to put on a ton of guano,
at four dr*'sslng:i annually, to produce 40/. or 50/. worth
of food luid manure ? Let the landlords and tenants of
the millions of acres of miserable, worn-out, unimproved,
rough Grass lauds ponder well on this statement,
and draw tlieir own conclusions; and let our Boards of
Health and Sanitary Reformers weigh the individual
and natiunal benefit which would result to the
country if the town sewage were applied to
this crop. I need Iiardly say that if I had access
to town sewage, like Lord Essex, I should save the
cost of gnano. I hear that several of the Scotch
meadows were let this spring by public auction
at 35/. to 11/. rent for one year's Gr^s on one imperial
acre! Prolessor Way's analysis gives iu 100 parts
dried at 212^—

10.10 Albuminous, or flesh-forming principles.
3.27 Patty matttra. <

57.8-i Heat-formiugprincinlos (starch, gum, BUffar, tc)
19.76 Woody fibre.

.6
. * .

9.05 Mineral matters, or ash.

I presume the "irrigated" Italian would (like the irri-

gated meadow Grasses) give even more favoui-able
results.—See Way on "Nutritive Matter of Grasses,"
Momil Agricultural Society's Journal, vol. 14, p. 180.

I need not dilate upon the necessity for procuring
the best and lieaviest clean seed, when we see. by
Professor Buckmun's examination at the Royal Agri-
cultural College, Cirencester, that it is uo uncommon,
thing to get from 500.000 to 1,100,000 weed seeds iu
a bushel of seed Weighing 14 to 18 lbs. Clean good
seed should weigh IS lbs. Very deep cultivation, and
ample manure deeply buried, are excellent preparativea
for Italian Rye-griiss. I almost always sow mine upon
a growing Wheat crop. J, /, Mechi, Tiptree, Juli^ 23.
P.S.—My second crop of Italian Rye-grass, which is

being mowed for home consumption, ia qiite anow
yard long, and must be certainly, 13 to 11 toiia per
acre. Aly greatest dilHcnfty in irrigation has been
with the 200 yards of moveablu or flexible hose. Gutta<
pcrcha (which is still tlie best) It apt to kiuicklti, aud
also ti) melt, if left empty ou a hot day. I paint it

white to prevent this. I have tried for a year, a aand^
wich of strong canvas between two layers of vulcanised

India rubber. This promised to be most durable, and
perfectly successful; but, after a time (owing. I pre*

sume, to some chetnica! action), the liquid found its

way through to the cauvas, rendered it rotten, and
thus destroyed the pipes, I hope shortly to try
Jaloureuux A, Co.'s paper pipes.

The powers of irrigation are, I think, by no means
sufficiently appreciated. Oar cberaista give us the
value of all the elements of manure, but omit to state

the great fact that without water they are worthless aa
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food for plants. Vain is the application of guano,

without a shower, natural or artiticial, to wash it into

the soil and suhsoih What value, then, will chemistry

put upon a jet-fall or arVifieial shower equal to a rain-

fell of 1 inch, which would be 100 tons of water per

acre, deposited nt the right time ? The efiect of ^a

heavy shower in the warm days of May or Juue is

like magic on the growth of plants : no manure, how-

ever strong or costly, would effect this withont water.

Water is, in fact, the only carrier of heat downwards.

The hot soil is robbed of its heat by the rain-fall, whicb,

percolating on drained soil through the cold subsoil,

imparts to it Us heat, and is tiius rubbed of Us caloric

en passant,

The natural heat of the subsoil is, at 4 feet deep,

only 46°; while the surface, on a hot summer*s day,

attains a temperature of 120° to 130". The amount of

increased heat thus imparted to the subsoil has its

hot-bed like influence on the growth of plants. Besides

this, water performs many and various good offices and

chemical agencies in tbe subsoih The enormous rain-

falls of the Tropics (often 144 inches per annum), com-

bined with great solar heat, produce rapidly-grown and

astonishins: masses of vegetation.

crops constantly stirred with the horse and hand hoes,

allowing no opportunity for the weeds to grow—it is

this combined system of culture that will insure a great

increase in the productions of the soil without mate-

rially increasing the expense of culture; and it racist he

a better principle to employ the labour at an earlier

period, so as to prevent the growth of weeds, than wait

till the autumn to destroy them, after they have lived

at our expense and shed their seed, that no means but

the open fallow can be employed to destroy them.

Where no weeds arc allowed to grow, less manure will

be required to produce our corn crops, and we shall

have more for our root crops and pastures, an important

consideration in the present state of the meat market.

B. Raiisleif, ^BerrysfieU Farm, Ojcied, Surrey, Aug. 1.

and they only merit consideration in those cases m
which they are so abundant as to reduce tbe proportion
of other mattei-s. The quantity of water is so far of
importance that it indicates the condition of the
manure, shows that it has not been damaged, and
enables us to see that it is snificiently pulverulent to
admit of its easy application. Provided, however the
valuable matters are not below tbe average, the quan-
tity of water and sand is a matter of comparatively
little moment. Looking to the valuable matters, we
sec that in a genuine Peruvian gnano, more than half
its weight consists of organic matter and amnioniucul

Highland Soctett at Dumtries : Tbe following

are extracts from Dr. Anderson's lecture referred to

last week:

—

.^ i - i

A very few years ago the farmer relied exclusively,

or at least almost exclusively, on farmyard manure, and

so long as he did so, the matters he had to consider

were comparatively simple. Lung experience has taught

the best method of preparing and applying it. In fact

almost all tbe precautions required for this purpose

___ _____ _
,
were known from a remote period. It must be admitted,

Clover Leas— it is injurious enough to pay for decided
|

however, that although these precautions were well

efforts to destroy it. Our Beans have within the last few known to the good and skilful farmei-, they were often

days become affected with mildew, as you see by the but little attended to in practice, and over large districts

Home Correspondence.
Clover Dodder,—Have you ever turned your atten

tion to the annual Increase of the Clover Dodder in our

Bpecimens enclosed. */. W. Clar^, Loefceslet/

Crops in Lancashire.—The accounts of the prf^ress

of country carelessness and waste were the rule, and

the proper management of manure the exception. The

manures.

It may be of some interest if I endearour now to form some
kind of estimate of the sum which is at present expended in

tlii-s country <m the purchase of artificial manures. It is not

possible to do tliis with absuhite accuracy, but an approxima-

tion may be made which cannot be far from the truth. I find,

on referring to the Board of Trade returns for 185S, that the

value of the ffuano imported and retained for home consump-
tion amounted to 3,857,424i. This sum, however, appears to be
above the average of 1859, which was much below this : but,

on the whole, it appears that we were consuming every year

in the crops in this county during the last two months
;
last 15 or 20 years, however, has produced a cbange in

is not so cheering as I wish it were iumy power to give, this respect which aniouuts almost to a revolution, and

In June last there were 20 days more or less wet, with the consumption of foreign and manufactured manures,

occasionally very heavy tlmnder storms. This prevented which during that period has risen from nothing until

the proper working of fallows and caused Turnips to it has attained its present extraordinary magnitude, has

be sown late, and on strong lands none have been sown
|

brought liome to tbe fanner with a force which it never

at all. The Grass certainly did improve, but contrary
, before possessed, the question of the money value of

to custom hardly a crop of hay was secured in that
month. All corn came on slowly, and with the excep-

tion of Beans continued to look yellow and sickly.

July however commenced more favourably ; 16 fine days
ecuved a great deal of the Clover hay, almost all of

which was got in first rate condition, but the stacks are
by no means large. A considerable extent of old

meadow is now cut and all abroad, and that which stands
iiipoiling. The Whjeat has shot full three weeks later

than last year. The ears are fine, but generally the snrnewhere about'2.500,000?. in vahie of giiano. ^Every year

crops are very light and will not exceed an average of I
there are imported nearly 26,000 tons of nitrate of soda, and

aO buahfla of 70\hH thp statutp nrr^ Oit« nnd 1^7.rlpv malting a Uberal Allowance for thequantity consumed for otherAiDUbiuiaoi lUiDB.tueacacuteacre. Uats aiul liuUey
| purposes, we will say that 15,00f> tons arc consumed for agri-

-"* quite an average and Heans above, bat are very
j
cultTiral purposes, which will make an annual value of 2'25.000f.

.- i.1 1 •_ . _ .i-
. _ -

. .1 1 1 ^^ bones there are imported every year 84,000 tons, besides
the quantity collected in this country. Of these, 80,000 tons

are employed for agricultural purposes ; ono-hiilf of it is bones,
and the other half is converted into super-phosphate. "We
find that the vahie of 40,000 tons of bones at 6^. a ton is

240.000!., and that the vahie of 40,000 tons of superphosphate
at 7/. a ton is 420,000^ The consumption of c<^prolites annually
cannot be very accurately estimatei, but I understand it is

about 50,000 tons, which yield 75,000 tons of superphosphate ;

this at 6^ per ton makeg 375,000?. The value of tbe consump-
tion of sulpliate of ammopia is ISO.OOOi. a year; and allowing
for other articles a sum of 100,000^., we have for the total value
of artifcial and imported manvires annually consumed in this

country a sum of 4,010. 000£. It would be very interesting if it

were possible to a-'Certain what relation this larg-e sum bears to

the value of the farmyard manure annually consumed through-
out the country ; but on this point it is impossible to obtain
any reliable inrormation. A kind of vague estimfite might per-
haps be obtained from the number of acres of land under culti-
vation. It is said that the land under tillage on the British Islands
exceeds 24,000,000 acres, and though this is probably above the
mark, it may be adopted without much error. If now we
assume that one-fourth of this is annually manured to the
extent of 10 tons per acre with farmyard manure, the annual
consumption must be 60,000,000 tons, worth about 20,000, OOOi-
It is probable that this estiioate is too high, but it shows that
at least one-fifth of all the manures now used is artificial, and
chiefly derived from foreign sources.

The introduction ofthese new and important elernent^
of fertility has not only altered the whole system of
cultivation, but has placed the farmer in an entirely
new position. Farm-yard manure can alvvavs be recog-
nised, but with all other manures the external appear-
ance is no criterion of their quality, and it is possible
to imitate their character so nicely that the worst
appears equal to tbe best. To avoid the difficulties
by which he is thus heset, the farmer is compelled to
invoke the assistance of the chemist in order to ascer-
tain that the manure he purchases really is what it is

represented to be. At the outset it .must be laid down
as a mle'that the more simply the annlysis of a manure
can be expressed the better. The object of the analysis

being to enable the farmer to eilect a comparison
between different samples and ascertain wljich is the
best, it ongfht to be framed with this view,

<7«<7«o.—Directing our attention then, in the first

instance, to Pernvian gnano, the most extensively used
variety of its class, we find that in its analysis the
results are expressed in the following manner;

—

Water 5S, 73
Organic matter and ammouiacal salts
Phi'.spbates
Alkaline salts

Sand ,.

dirty, there beinpf no time at the proper season to have
them cleaned. Potatoes, Turnips, and Manp:cls, have
g-cncrally su/Iurcd /roiu the excessive wet; they are an
even plant and may yet be ^^od crops. J^arly

Potatoes in a few instances are rotting- ; however at the
time I am writing tliey are selling Is, per 21 pounds,
which is a remunerative price. The general cry is for

sun and hot weather to forward crops. Harvest u!ider
the most favourable circumstances will not commence
before tiiree weeks from this date, and a short supply of
hands for har\e3ting is feared; some of the most ener-
getic farmershaveordered reaping machines, which will be
most useful this year, as expedition will be of great con-
sequence. From the opinion which can be formed at
present, I should say the crops promise as follows. Hay
under an average, | of which will be well got. Wheat
a half crop of both corn and straw; Oats and Barley
not exceeding an average ; Beans, an average, or rather
above. Nothing can be said with certainty of the green
crops at tlio present time. Stock has not done well on
account of the wet season, and the pasture lands look
starved. New hay is thus early in the market and has
lieen sold at from 6/. to 7^. per ton. of 2400 lbs.

Straw will be high as many will have to thresh out to
thatch their corn stacks, and there seems every reason to
suppose that all stock dnring the winter will have to be
kept at a great cost. Francis Tvnmng, ParhoM Hall,
near Wi^an. Aug. 11.

Increase in the CansumpHt^n ofFood.—The labouring
clMs of people being well employed at good wages has
& wholesome effect upon their minds and bodies, and
the effect it has in increasing the consumption and
raising the price of food, is a source of advantage to the
producers, bnt more especially to those who have hoen
at great expense in putting their farms into good
order, for now they have the prospect of being repaid,
and they also have the satisfaction of being in a posi-
tion to benefit all classes of the community as well as
themselves, by lai^ely contributing to the supply of the
provision market; and although we have the' oppor-
tunity of drawing largely our supply from our neigh-
bours abroad, our great object should be to increase the
productions of our own soil, for by so doing we increase
the value of our own property, and circulate the money
here to the advantage of our own people. TJiere are
great advantages to be derived from the employment
of the steam plough, the chief of which is deep culture,
for the expense of stirring the snbsoil by horse labour
has no doubt deterred many from its employment.
Expedition is also of great importanc*^ in ploughing and
suhwUiug in active farming; and it is the constant
a^p.M»tion of the suhsoil plough, with a liberal supply
otj«nttjaid xnannTe, thin seeding and dn1Hng-tn allwWe mtetvals, also by keeping aU the

* # « 4

63.16
23.4S
7.97
1.66

200.00
17.00

2.50

o»B»a4

Ammonia
Pho.<jp}ioric aci<i in aJkaline salts equal to 5.42 >

phosphate of lime ,. J

It is to be noticed, in the first place, that a guano, like

any other manure, is a mixture of valuable and worth-
less matters. Water and sand, of course, have no value,

ey exist in bones
One-tenth is alkaline salts, containing 2.5 per cent, of
phosphoric acid, which is soluble in water, and iii a
condition analogous to that in which it is found in the
soluble phosphates of a superphosphate. If then any
other constituents appear in the analysis besides those
just enumerated, and if the sand is larger, the guano is
certainly not genuine. Three quarters of the value of
a Peruvian guano are due to ammonia, ^ to phosphates
I to phosphoric acid in the alkaline salts, l-50th to
organic matter, and only about l-130th to alkaline
salts. The reduction in value caused by the ammonia
being 1 per cent, under the average, could only be
counterbalanced by an excess of 8 per cent, ofphosphates
and by a proportionate quantity of other constituents*
although it is commonly supposed that the variations

are so slight, that provided it be ascertained to bo
f^enuine its analysis is unimportant. No dou^ th&
importers encourage this view by charging the same
price for all cargoes of guano altogether irrespective of
analysis ; but nevertheless there are very materia}
differences, especially, in the amount of amraojiia, and I
have known samples containing as little as J5, and
others as much as 19 per cent, of that element, in-

volving a difference in value amounting to nearly 21. 10s.

per ton. Such differences, of course, can only be
detected by complete analysis; but if it is merely
djsired to ascertain whether or not a sample is genuine

withont determining its exact quality, it is possible to^

arrive at this information without a complete analysis,,

and it has been customary to rely on such simple tests,

or even to omit altogether any means of ascertaining

its purity. Hitherto the general run of Peruvian

guanos, though varying considerably in quality, have

all been remarkably free from sand and other foreign

matters; and when directly imported, analysis has becu

less important than with other manures, the more

especially as differences in quality are not recognised as

modifying the price.

Superphosphate.—It will be understood that the

term superphosphate was originally api)ried to a iiiLt-

ture of common bones and sulphuric acid. The intro-

duction of coprolites, and more recently of apatite

and various other phos])hates, has rendered the wider
designation necessary. The use of these substances ha&

also entailed further differences in the mode of manu-
facture, sulphate of ammonia, flesh, fi^h, offal, and
various other animal substances being used to supply
the nitrogen in which these materials are deficient.

The consequence of this is that the greatest possible

differences exist in the composition of thismaunre. la

order to render the analysis of a superphosphate intelli-

gible, it is necessary to explain that in the bones and
all other similar substances the phosphoric acid is iu

combination with lime, and the combination is entirely

insoluble in water. But there exists another com-

pound of these suhstances, containing only the third

of the lime, which is exceedingly soluble in water,

and which is commonly known by the name of biphos-

phate of lime. When, therefore, two-thirds of the

lime is removed from tbe former, it is converted into

the latter, and this is effected by means of sulplinric-

acid, which, by its superior attraction for lime, witli-

draws it from the phosphoric acid aud forms with it a

quantity of sulphate of lime or gypsum. We find also

by actual experiment that 100 parts of the ordinavy

bone phosphate of lime contain 46 of phosphoiic acid,

and by removal of the lime it is converted into 6iF^^**

of biphosphate of lime, still containing all the plios-

phoric acid, the difference in welffht behia: due to the

abstraction of the valueless lime, which along wi'-"-

sulphuric acid has produced 110 parts of gypsuaJ- ^i'

the addition of a proper proportion of acld'io bones or

any other raw material, the whole of tbe phosphates

might be converted into this compound, but practically

great diiEculties are encountered in doing so, and in

the case of raw hones it cannot be accomphshetl. It

will be understood from what has been said, that in

the act of making the phosphoric acid soluhle a quantity

of sulphate of lime is produced, and it is important to-

notice this point, because it is very commonly believed

by farmers that the sulphate oflime which forms so hr^^^

a constituent of all superphosphates is deliberatt^'/

added to them by the manufacturer. This, however, i*

a mistake. I believe sulphate of lime is very rarely

added to a superphosphate, aud that the efforts of chj^

manufacturer are devoted to keeping it do^vn ^s inucU

as possible, because it is well known that a large propor-

tion of it excites suspicion and diati^st on tliep;ii-t !|"''

the farmer. It has been alreadpwrid that it is impos.iule

to obtain any great quantityorsuperphosphate of In"^

without at the same timtTproducIng one and a half tiiuc-*

as much gypsurn, but in practice the proportion i^

generally much larger than this, because almost all tiMJ
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raw matoriflls employed in the iTianufrtcture contain u

consiJ t.1. -'--- qu:intity of carbonate of lime or chalk,

whuli Ity the ftction of the ncid is «lso converted into

gulphflte. This is particularly the ease with coprolitcs,

and the consequence is that it is far from uncommon

to finJ the gypsum two or three timc8.M large as the

bipliosphate,

J'aluation of Manures.—The commercial value of

different substances is not estimated solely by considera-

tions of composition. Thus a coj)rolite containing about

60 per cent, of phosphates sells for 3/. \0s. a tun, wliile

a purely phosi^hatic guano containing the same qu;\ntity

brings from 6Z. to 7/. ; in other words, the phosphates in

such a guano bring nearly twice the price they would

do in coprolitcs. In the same way if our inquiry was

the price of bone ash, we find the value of the phos-

phates intermediate between that of coproUtes and

guauo. Another element which must also be coneidercd is

the state of division of the substance, the extent to

which its different constituents are available to tlie

plant, the facility with which it oin be applied \.o tlie

Aoilf &c. lu piuchasing a manure the suhatiuicts which

are of actual value are ammonia, insoluble phosphates,

Boluble phosphates, sulphate of lime, nitric acid (us

nitrate of soda), potash, sodrt, and organic UHttter.

Ammonia and the phosphates, soluble and iusolublv, are

costly. Potash also sells at a high price, but it U rarely

found in inauufactored manures suffit-ient to influence

thi'ir price. The alkali most commonly found in

utifiMHl manures is soda. In order to obtain a iiiir

value for each of these substances, it is necessary to

ftseertaiu the couiiiiei*ciul prii^-s of each separately.

This however cannot be done in all cases, and it is

net iry sometimes to arrive at it by an indirect pro-

cess, in the manner which will be afterwards cxplaiuotl.

Tlie quf'stion we have to solve ii the pric<^ aetually |>ai4

for a Ion of each of these 8ub:*tauees iu a pure state, and

we shall coijtider eaeh in qaci ion. Insoluble phos-

phatea are purcli. 1 in aeveral ditferent formi.

Coprolites ground to a fine powder and containing

58 per seat, of phosphates sell at 2/. IZt. per ton, and a

ton of pure phosphates U consequently soM for A}. 8#.

In this atat« howevtr the prict'

'

o^ly low, bi.tuufie

it is •IkgLMl that the phosphates are in to comjiact a

cnnliMon that the* plant csnnot avail itwlf of iheni, and

they lire only vsed as a raw material f*M* thf mauurao.

ttue of au^arphaaplMitM . Utm^ Mb, omtHliuiig 70 per

mmlt. of ptaaij ' tes, m^ V. lOf. per t»n, and pnr«

j,^ ' • 4 in tliis fonn are f ruforo ftold at (jl. Ht, A
feimilar course may b* ndo^^Ud with pluMphatic gutuioA,

«U4l w* Mmu litul i..^i u t(>u of iucyiuUi: phjvpUabes is

worlli in

OovrolKM Li I0<.

Ti'!ioMh ..OS
riioapbatdd frufinoa .. ,. ,. |0

Tliin diiHpr«ncc U to b« aUritint«il to t)m Iki^xw atnt^ of

d... i>n in which th'*T e«i>t in the guano, nnd rln-ir

,nf'nt acceiwibjhtv to tl ^ " nt. W ud

t' 'mate the mriiiu of i^apphttex in fiudi KUiin<ia

at Ihiit price, althongU as amwrjtMKwl g^nmo, nnch m
Ppf..vian, tht^ are sold At a lower r.it.*, bat for all

other manures of which UiiM and bon* Aah furui llio

\mt^ 71. per ton may l>o taki fair i ' Amn a

it ' ul in coniuuTCC in the shtpo of pulphnte ai

«iam'inia, which at preaent aeU* at from IT)/, to ID/. lOf.

ju^r tun, and making allowance fur the ofdinai^ amount
<ti iitmurliy (G cr |>«r tMlt.) the pric«* of aininoiiia in

thii rTm is al^out 6d/. per tun. liy wlculatiiig from
" ' price of o* ' r substance it appeara tliat th« fullow-

4ug are Uie valnt'S of ammonia per ton :—
' "'Kilo of ammonia £9t
1 11 bouoa .. .. .. •• ..01
In PanxTlan guaoo &T

tlie i^naral average b^iuff 60/. per too, ^Iwoh U thej

prico usiMlly adoped. SulpbaU^ of Ii
" ~

^*t- -

wc iliurefore fii\e a U\h\e eLowlug the values p<^r ton as

adapted by diiYeieut analysts :

—

Insoluble pbosphatw
Ditto in pnnsphatic gnanoB
Soluble phoj^phates .

.

Biphospimte of lime.

.

Alknlino salts

Sulphate ofUme
Potash
Nitrate of soda
Organic matter .

I

£
56
7
7
32 13
SO s
1

1

30 16

1

u

1

£
eo
10
10
30
46 If.

I 5
1 5

20
I ft

£
rtO

8
8
24
37
I

1

$.

8

1

£
56
7
7
35
30
1
1

20

8. £
60
7
10
30

«.

1 20

46 16
1

1

20
16 e
4) 10

The practical application ot these vnUies is very simple'

and will be readily understood by a few examples. Let

us suppose a sample of superphosphates to contain

—

Water 12.3&

Orgnmc matter 14.11

Bisphosphato ofUm© equivalent to 14. 8S soluble
phofiphAtas ©.68

Insoluble phosphates 15.13

Sulph.ite uf lime 3U.4*2

AlkaUneBults ».8*

Sand 5.€0

the oonsoqufncc is he Ciiunot ensure au absolute aad
complt'to uniformity. Even if jou take four or five
gpci'imena of the same manure by the sunie manufac-
turer you will lind that it difiera very much in its com-
positiun ; but ifyou take* small quaiitity from different
bagi *ud mix theui uU together, you get a general
average which, being the make of a good manufacturer,
will turn out to be tolerably unlforiu. A sample,
thertifore, should always be selected irora a few different

ba^^s, niopcrly mixed together, and also the composition
should bti determined. Further, the farmer is to
a5Certain that the analysis he receives is properly made.
The data which I have given you as to the extraordinary
cou&uinptiou of these artidciid manures, and the extent
to which we are dependent upou them, will show how
much the farmers may be misled if they do not take
care to use the proper means of arriving at their com-
position. A reduction, for instance, of 10/. per cent, in

the value of these manures is equivalent to a sum of

4.00,0001.; and you may also readily understand how
^aay it would be to adulterate an article some 10 or 20
per cent., and the dilfercnce never be observed.

»£\)ietos^

100.00
2.10Ammonia . . . . . .

It is obvious Uiat the percentages must represent the

number of tons of each eon^'tiUieut in 100 Urns nf the

manure, and the value is cale^ilafccd in the following

manner :

—

14.11 Tona of or(?unic matter at 10«. per tnn
Boluble phosphates at ^01. do.

tuaotnUo {litoepbates at 71. do.

Btil[:^iate of Uino at 1'. do,

^ItcHiiiiu uilta 'ft ]/ perdu. ..

fi' 'ni:i:it<'i'^ p^i'do. >

14 88
3 5 13

;3

S.H9
2.10

« *

« t

* »

£7
446
105

4
126

Constquently the value of 1 ton is 7/. St. An aver-

affo Peruvian guano calculated iu the samo imuiner

53. It; Toils uf orfrtnlc m«tter. at 10«. per ton

r? IS

£.00

T.n
17.09

If

pbo«}ihAteof litoo aiL
^

iLi.u, at 90L twr do
nlkulfaiQ m1U» At U. |M r do.

aniiiH>ftIji, nt C<V par dn.

4 «

* t

m •

# 4

« 1

101

UO
s

1050

Value oflOdt inn £18«S

of i:t/. It*. l*er tiiU. It iipiMiim, tliePBtf. per tiiU.

with other

1'

or ftt th" rat^

for*, thiit. aii t'onipart'd with other munurofl, T*eruvinn

giiuuu i« A i'ljtap manupo. It mu«tb0un*1prstood, how
tvar, tltat thU \vtt«iD of VAliiution (civesnuly nn it])pri'\

maticn to the pripe, and in mtimaling it exHctly uiuny

other nwtAera must be taken into CDuVider.itiyn, n

MfMCuUIy in ih* 'f manu'' ' ' - - - ^,. ..,

th'^*-" tli«cnndiiitta4»f Abo iwuittra U of the hi^hrst ini-

portanc*. A thtnip, itl-rcduotd luunurt* must nut be

vahiod ttt the y:inu' rati' ai a rarcfVilly niimufacf urod

citni '
. whioh has bv'cn k»rought into a high ttato i»f

diviNion, and the vahr *^r ninut exercise hi« judgment
in thi« inatti^r, and dini....iih or add Ui the vulofltu such

an extent aa hi nuy consider ri^ht under tin' oircum-

stances. Iu Ihi* a^uuo way the proper udjiitittuont of the

relative qunntii' 'ftho dill'ttrent i-oniitiLiirnta must be

taken into account. Thu*, for example, if tlipre bu two
mniplM of av|wrphoftphaia having tU« luUowiug •ooqio-

pit'nn—

WaUr
Ift muttn* ,

.

for ftbont I
Snipufctfloi liuw..

¥
W «

« ri

+ *

I/. p?r ton, and tliia %'alae ii aai^i^iy alwHy » ad / L

ihmi ' loattem in manurci at fcom lOs. to 1/. per ton,

and I shall adopt the lower cfitinuUe. Alkaline nUta,

»->f«N*1ng c»i. *^v of foda, are taken at V. ptr ton; and

potAttU at from 201. to 30/., (b« fenacr bein«r the price

at whirl) it can 1 procare<l in Keip. Ni' of Mia
is a' |ii wil aiiiii at riiniit 1 1/. per ton. or if allowanea

be mide ior Impnritiea, tbe prio«-o< (*" pure aalt ia

.i Mjt !*>'. Considerable ditBcnlty att*,i.«^ the ettima-

tion oX the Yftlue of toluUe pho9plkat«i. I find tliat,

'

t / Mie good aoluUa f^kBpLates only, their ar

. d'lring tlie pcewnt year baa been :

—

^t«r

' ^m|mmUj >'f Uioay aqoiT&lent to 10.41 oluUo
» ..

AlkftHsaBidtji

Ammr-*'*

if t T
^Ci Ung

ua<^<iAAoo
..1 0.»V u^

lo.n
AM

at mlta ,.

* «

*

# t t *

'nba
« « ft « * * •

IU

1 n
4 • a%«ra9» prio* «• abotit $1^ and if so, aolabfe

4.^are sold at 27/. 18w. per ton. If ftbe infirior
had been included so as to give ouo i^rfUci.*.

^4be price woald have baco -stiU bigko'. Tbe
k* pnoa nt whMi they are ent^imated w T^t. per ton,

and 46/. 16>. for bipboipbat« of lime. aUhough

Ic')" . "y **»• formi^r has been rsokoBkod as low a*
25/.

.
with a corresponding r«te for the latter. It is

olTtana Uutt tlw valoes of the different
•at ' -d In vaaaiiraa Mar a mAttcr of

^. oowMawibU ^ifferv^nrea vaoai axial in th«
vaIocs attached to them by Affemrt tiMiividaab, niicl

of tbaae twn maiiorea ba onicnlatad

to the plan j'i«t l.nd donn. No, 1 in fooni

worth 71. pr tn^,^ aitd Ho.^ 11/., ibut pra^bly tht*

value of Uti! last ia by no naans ao hiirh, beraoae it is

found that the c-'mTemion of the whole ot tho pbos-

^t Into A aolnhle form W not attended with cum-
in adva 'n a nnuimial p<»tui, uf view, bni
thnt the heal rp^nUs are < * • nnwl when a raaaonnble
pr'^^'^rtion is ^^^* {r.^..^. :1.1m j^ jKjint of fact a mnnnre
like No. 2tUso!d^^ .^um 6/. ^> HI. lOt., which uiay In-

. >npi4av0il aa htm ^^M-r rata*. Tht! iiain at' whnt I

\\ '1 impresfl upon this miM-tinp;^ U^—In th#* first p!«r.-

the tuoiit »iwp ul matter for yon to attend t" ''^ ^':r- ifc^m ktood Km faad«r iit. the *

i «Uaiaff mauttcv ia to sae ti**t the aJU*-. .appliaa the 1 1 t«»rt I hnvaiwpt a> huihbmi ot «»<«,. pigs ciMi. and

i firmer with an nn«Ui.is of tJia wiannr... .taiiiv oxmtm " i-' I srfl, ami at Uw year's attd 1 kao* Uw tmtk*

j what it. c . U. TlM- Ur^ . V - ^nSil^or I ol»s«» «^ pi||» the «~ ««ni «» the

ouimininf; tins n«Bwa wid dOuttlal .^ v«Uja, I *t tb« market pri- ijf

ftGc«r«»ff to «be ayataw which 1 lia»<; - - expUm- n'.t 'astm. .1.*. nitm Mkmm

ingr should ascinrtnin wbetJ^r 1

The Pig. By W. Youatt. Enlarged and re-written by
Samuel Sidney, editor gf the " Illustrated edition of

Karen's llortie Taming/* &c R >utledge.

'Ibis, though withan old title, is a now boc4t, and
thoroughly s^bdlautial aud complete upou its subject.

Ita topic is one which more than any ot ler will interest

all <' ""
s of agricnUnristg, the farmer of an allotment

as much as he uJ iOOO acres, and ilr. Sidney will thus,

no doubt, seeorc troops of readers for his paged. Ha
says iji hij prclacc :

— ** It i& scarcely an exaggeration to

us^ert, that slntv ilr. Y -lt*a dui'.li, the breeds of i»igs

in this country have been almost reconstructed; many
J»sve l>een oxtinguished ; tlie best liave bccu widely

flpread; all worth notice have been materially improved.

The breeding yf 'stud'pigs is no longer iMufincd to

aiiiiiteur^ but has faan tuk< u un by lormerti hint on
pv'tlit. Wlieii. thoiefore, I nnuertook the tusk of

prepuriu;^' a uew editiuu of ' Youiitt's Tig,* 1 bo|jan by
addrcwting a leritK ' f queittioiu tO my uumurous Ihondif

uutotii; the jjicivbt is I't tha Central Farmers' Club and
the K'Aal Agrieultur.d £k" *< I}', and to all the julii' \ 1

pi^' Iti. < ^ ift uf Ku^huid. The result wiua long corrvs*

pondiuce and u iu.m« of in(ormM''^Ti from fanneri

Rctuidly engaged in bruedipg axuL fk;cd;ng swiiic, which
it luts been my endL...-ur to roiuhnw and

\
d,

uiidor sultttbh- b4uuU»Ai lii^ich (Uipoesibla in the fiigiual

wurdii uf tht» writers. I havo (fivlded the work Into

two parts 1 &u L'«irt I, coutaining twelve chaptctiL

ttcarcul^' MIX pactf hfiKO bccii icUiucd uf *hi* origitMiT

cUitioo^ l*art IT., cdliiMbg tlwi ^u- ' t iiuftorr and
aSi^UuhI Jiiitorv •»( Uut li<J|fraud obapUJn on \> inry

Alt, baa l>een ai>ridgod from tbe Arst edition, v^Ith vc.^

shght additions,"

rtic uork i« well ilhisb ' J. "The new illustni-

ti are tn* i from tbe best sperimens that

could be obtHii d oi ilie brcMtls «'orlh cultivating;

if tit^ are nut vntirely aatisftwtary, it is hoped
that aUowanca will be inade for tlie diiTH a!tlv« in

the wiiy of i»h'dographuig a j^g. 'My hoar.* writ^se

an entbostastio brefl^r, 'ms to have no regard for

his personal ep}w>iirnnc«, and will neither lie uor atand

wlu'ii required.* 'IIm: iUastfaiiutui ictjujicd irum tUo

fltst edition show v^ ' / the bi«iii were at that tiaM/*

On r th4> beat faaturea lo the book is ita full and
abundAiit oullooinn of iha reports of Ux, 8idue>*i

praetieal luinspeaiwits, \^ e uk« one or tu^ ^jUrnolo

Irnm their reporU an PSg fooding.

"A Vorkabire bfHiv and A

fa' d I ke^ pig» *f>r
I

that pays like them; but 1 hti^c iwond a surj^rising

dideraaoe in tUe Ihedtn^ qunlities of tbe ditferent

braediftioMlX am uoi aaluuistied at ~ "> asgrfug pigi

wilt not pal*. 1 i-xpuot in « f<-w ^lamw aao a graiit
' nge (n toe hMOife. as iL wut itot pay in thcMj tiutep

to keep an nnprr>1itnhle animal of any biwd. I have
b^'en selling MNue Xotk L'uiiib«i1tutd*, 'JO stone of
U Uia. at 6(f. tlu: pomsd nitUvut oBJaU aud 7«. *Jd. ^itb
offiil. fnr porkers ; and I ! OMft i

' '^ Yorka of

nrnrly SO * M at 6«. with llus ulUl. 1 think the

roodSnm w\tc pny hotter Unw the Urge bacon hogs; and
1 very nuich doAt wiieOhor dtber the iacse Yorluliire

or tbo Uufkidiiie can U: £ad to a pcoi,U-/ (This is a
iMw^hT of aesall Vorha)

f
*- * i know titmt it is the ganoDsl nphifaw that |M|pi are

f«d at a Joe*. 2 hare hwuti ,^^ ymt ^,lbiA^j UuU,

wntas:—'I am a

1 I have 00 stock

coT il^UiiL iiut for

IK' vahM Ihr

ins money, according to the am4>au which was givea

him. H I'n a«itt to aaoKtaia whaUurr the m«nare

hoH the composition which the S'"'^ profeaees it has.

No'.v, no felianoe cw In: placed upon Uie luiiforraity of

manorea. In tbe produee of varnrta ; ufHtaurtrs

rreat differeueee are ^^mmA, and Ihir reawin ii very

ibviou^ and WBT lOmpV. Mannrc is a c*"--p articW

wbi noiaocuit of that aoonut of expenditure in

the sbiipe of isAwar wWeh tmrntn nniiormitf* The

nianoiacturer must oae a fOBfl»HMid rf-ady-prt^-<*as, and

Mine ^ a f«n« erf aheui mo aaraa-rUU ia ^M^
and half i» Urass. I apand l uMltilW T .J. on

uinohssrdl ftrtd but Utiieon any man«iff%Meept liao

htJi ealt. r maka aU 1 aM, nod aiaka at «Mi. I

(«le«bit« I get my |iig mannre €no^ hvtMt my cattle

manni^.'

"A Berkshire hmiw and 4aify htmtr writes:
—'M) etare% farrowed in March, en falt«d off

by December, making from 10 to 12 aB*rc. nlthou^b I

hove oftoo had th^m mtich heavier. Piga thb weight

are always oaloahU in the L^mdon Newgabe Market at
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6^^ or a Is. por score more than heavier ones. 1 have

sn-o^rn a pi"- of the Berkshire breed over 40 score.

Second litters, coming in about December, at three

months, will do for pork. The so^v- will then be in

again in March or April. The whey runs from my

dairy into a vanlt near the piggery, in which 1 have

laree bins to mix the meal and whey together, allowmg

it to ferment for three days before using it. If I am

well oflf for roots, I have a good quantity pressed,

steamed, and minced with whey and Barleymeal. In

the winter, a few Beans or Lentils, ground. If con-

veniont ffive warm food. Have not more than six pigs

tocrether. Warm sties, clean, and the pigs well groomed

wfth brush and Linseed oil. which will cleanse the skin

and kill the lice with which they are often annoyed.

"* Cookino' pigs' food pays well,' says a lorkslnreman.

' A bushel of Barley will go much further cooked than

raw.' On the other hand, a great Cheshire dairyman

writes
—'We did once cook our roots, and made

Indian cornmeal porridge. Since we have given the

meal dry, before turning the whey or water into the

troughs, the pigs have grown and fattened much better.

We made the change on the advice of an experienced

feeder : it has answered beyond our expectations. \Ve

now only nse the boiler for the bones and flesh of dead

animals!' " Oa this point it is a pity that a full

history is not given of the circumstances under

which such varying experience was realised.

On the value of Wheat as food for pigs a

Yorkshire farmer writes:-" We are now using

ground Wlieat, purchased from the mill about Id.

per lb., which, as large bacon pigs are selling at 7*.

per stone (14 lbs)., leaves a handsome profit for

fattcninrr, even at the present high price of stores.

The farmer who is wise will keep both these prohts m
his own hands. He will rear his stores, and grind up

his own (inferior) grain for feeding them. His pig

sties will not have to carry the profits and expenses of

railway, corn-factors, and millers. If he wants pigs to

pay, he does not starve them" for 12 or 18 months,

leaving them to roam about the fields, robbing liis own

corn-stacks as well as his neighbours' while the pig-hoy

plays truant; consuming as much food among 20 as

would feed 30, rooting and turning over a fold-yard

dungheap ; hut he feeds with the com that will only

cost him in money half its feeding value, and gets the

manure into the bargain. A well-managed pig-feeding

establishment near any great town ought to pay in

times of low-priced grain. Unlike beef and mutton,

every inch of a pig is in demand, and the offals are sold

prices as dainty bits."

Mr. Sidney has given u8 not only a useful but a

most readable hook. His chapters are not only full

of aubatantiftl instmction but they are garnished

with racy anecdote, and with well selected passages

from writers both ancient aiul modern. Tlie vohime

concludes with Mr. Yonatt's recipes and instructions

f )r the treatment of the diseases to whicli pigs are

liable. ^

Miscellaneous.
Is the hot-air bath a cure for Pleuro-Fneumonia in

Cattle ? The results we have arrived at are as follows ;

—That in three cattle baths erected in the neigh-

bourhood of Cork, 25 cows in all were subjected to

treatment. Of these one was suffering merely from

rheumatism, and recovered, and five were sold to the

butcher, at prices varying from Ql. Is. 6d. to 10/. 10*.,

and before the bath had been sufiSciently tested on

them ; thus reducing the number to 19. The result

the experiments on the 19 were as follows :

—

Recovered
Died under treatment .. ^ -.

Died after the closing of tlie bath
Disputed

treated. This latter opinion is in some measure substan-

tiated by the report of the Royal Aerricultural Society's

committee, where it is stated that out of six cases shown

to them two had been bled, and another was dying and

had been neglected, and one cow was on the eve of

recovery. On the whole, we are of opinion that there

are strong grounds for further giving the hot-air bath

a fair trial. It is not pretended that this, or any other

mode, is a certain specific for the disease ; but if taken

in time it may, and we trust will, be productive of good.

A gentleman writes last week that he is losing three

head of cattle per day. Surely, under such distressing

circumstances, a remedy, emanating from such a highly

respectable source, is entitled to a full and fair trial.

Dublin Farmers^ Gazette.

Ham Sales.—"O" stands for Oxfordshire Downs,

and " C" for Cotswolds ; " W" for Wiltshire Downs.

Name.

Mr. J. Roberts, Ciiswell, 0..

Mr. C. Gillett, Bampton, O
Mr. L. Lord, Stanton Har-

court, C
Mr. W. Gillett, Southleigli, C
Duke of Marlborougli, O .

.

H. L. Gaakell, Esq., ..

G. H. Bamett, Esq., O ..

Mr. Hewer, Bradwell, C ..

Mr. J. Gillett, Fawler. C .

.

Mr. Hobbs, Kencott, — .

.

Mr. C. Howse
Mr. Osborne
Messrs. Druce
Mr. Hobbs
Mr. Hitchara
Mr. Ruck
Mr. Rawlence
Mr. Aylmer, Westacre, — ..

Mr. Aylmer, Westacre, — .

.

Mr. J. Godwin, Troy Farm, C
Mr. Rowland. lalip. O

Ram
Lambs.

Shear- Average
lings. Prices.

ft

If

11

tt

O
O
o
G
w

* *

40
28

42
P W

13
8
20

£ s. d.

7 2 2

11 15 10

11

6

6

7

7
9

4 * B V

11
1

9
6

3

3

4 » + >

12 1 6

* 4 r 14 « >

• 4 7 16 9 10 16

« * 6 8 1

• « 5 5 2
k

• 4* 5 2 6
8 9 4

20 7
• # 5 13

56 8 2 9
12 8 9 G 2l"6
B 4 0|17
20 6 18 3 10

25 8 19 10 28 7

17 8 4 10 15 4 6

/COLLEGE or AGRICULTURE and CHEMlvim-
\J AVD OF PRACTICAL and GEKERAX SCIEXCE 37 J
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Keunington, London. 8

*

Priucipal—J. C. Nesbtt, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c."
The system of studies pursued in the College comnriapR

id the Arts;— -J — - , — Universities
Analyses and Assays of every description are t)mm»#i

accurately executed at the CoUege. The terras Mid othp
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal. ^^'

HE LANDS IMPUOVKMENl CoSpaST
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1353

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, g.W.
To Landownctrs, the Clergy, Estate Agents, SriivETftBo s.

IN England and Wales and in Scotland **^*

The Directors beg leave to announce that the "pnm^ ,

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of th??
^^^

lature. The Company now advance monev. unh-mftl^^^^
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Itnnrovpm. '?

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases beiiitr liauMnfr/S '

a rent charge for 25 years. ^ "quKlated bycharge for 25 years

1, Drainf^e, Irrigation and "VTarping, Embank
Clearing, Reclamation, rianting, for any beneficSl
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrio-nH
'arm Roads. Tram —"'' ^-•i---' -

*^*'-"

farming purposes.

'Off, Inclosiniy,

^^eneficial pur-
Irrigat:

or

iga
banks

Most of these sales were at Oxford and Bicester.

Duration of Pregnancy in Domestic Animals.—On
tlie duration of pregnancy, and the periods ofprematnre

and protracted labour, Bauraeisler furnishes the follow-

ing tahle :

—

Species.

Mare

Premature
Labou r.

Regular
Labour.

Protracted
TiA bour.

Cow • • «

11 months or
830 day a.

Sheep and Goat.-

8 montha or
240 days.

114 months or
340 daya

9^ months or
285 days-

14 months or
420 days.

11 montha or
330 days.

4^ months or
135 days.

4J months or
144 days.

Sow t

3| months or
110 days.

Bitob t

Cat

5
If months or
5b days.

4 months or
120 days.

5i months or
IbO days.

II nnnthsor
50 da^s

2 months or
60 days.

I5 months or
55 days.

4i montha or
130 days.

24 months or
70 days.

2 months or
(M) davfl.

JSdinburgh Veterinary Hevt'em,

of

10
s
4
8

Total 19

Of the 10 stated to have recovered, one is disputed on

the ground that she is not recovered; but, as it is

admitted that she is in milk, and grazing with the

healthy stoclt, we must give the owner credit for common
prudence, and look upon the admission as conclusive.

With regard to the four cows that died after the bath

closed, it is to be ob=iervcd that bath No. 2 was closed

in consequence of its having gone out of repair ; and in

the interval of time that elapsed before bath No, 3 was

ready for use, one of the two cows that were then under

treatment died, and the other relapsed, was afterwards

treated in bath No. 3, and died after its closing. This

is the cow mentioned in the report of committee

Calendar of Operations.

AUGUST.
Berwickshire Merse Farm : Aug, 6-—The second month of

Rummer is past and gone, and yet we have experienced but

little of what is looked for as summer weather. Rains, persis-

tent and often heavy, and a cloudy sky, uncovered at night

sometimes have combined to keep thetemperature mucht>elow

the usual point. The abready developed consequences of this

are, a damaged hay crop, a late harvest, a great breadth oflate-

sown Turnips, and an unusual prevalence of weeds among rof>t

crops in general. The Potato disease, as usual, first appears

after such weather, but not until we have had some scorching

sun will the result be apparent. Swedes having been sown in

good season will aooa cover the ground. White Turnips arc

mostly thinner, but at that stage, seem to do badly with much
wet. The vigorous growth of the earlier sowings has exceeded

the force of hand-labour available for proper cleaning, and
where the Couch Grass is only covered, not killed, we fear i'

Will yet revive to give much trouble throughout the rotation

Beans are very strong, but not corny. Winter Wheat is thin in

the ground, but standing well up it will be of fine qualitj'.

Barley is a good crop, and some of the earliest just begin-

ninK to change colour. Oats are nothing extraordinary.

There will be very little com cut this month, harvest being
three weeks later than last year ; rather a serious matter in

our late climate. The heavy showers of the past month have
l^d some pieces of Barley and Talavera Wheat ; but an increas-

ing necessity for reaping machines forces farmers to select the
stiffest atrawed varieties of Wheat especially, while Oats seem
not at all inclined to go down. Since the beginning of July
there has been no haymaking weather, and the greater part of

the crop is still a-field in no good plight. Pastures, having
~ grass ' ' " " ""--' — —"•-

is the cow mentionea in cue report vi uuujuiibLec passed the Kye-grasa season, are oemg weii nuea up who
aDDointed by the Royal Agricultural Society, case No. 4. White Clover, which affords a fine clean bite for lambs. Few

Of the three cases disputed, N'o. 1 is disputed on the

grounds that the animal was not suffering from distemper,

it being asserted by one party that she was merely pining

—by the other, that she was grinding her teeth, and a

plain case of lung disease. She is now in milk, and

grazing among the healthy stock. No. 2 is disputed

on the ground that she was suffering from disease other

than long distemper, and is the case mentioned in

committee's report, No. 6 —she died. No. 3 is disputed

on the grounds that her owner bled her largely while

she was under treatment, and that she died when
actually under the operation. It is remarkable that

while baths No. 1 and 2 were eminently successful,

baUi Xo- 3 seems to have been a failure- This may be
acconnted for by supposing that the cases treated in the
latter were «f a mwe virulent character, or not takenn time, or «1m that the animals were not properly

cattle are grazing, on account of the want of Grass in spring,

and (worse atill) of the money to buy them with ; for the high

prices of meat have left nothing in the feeder's pockets.

Butchera say they are ruined, and consumers form leagues of

total abstinence from beef and mutton. Thus we see the uni-

veraal loss caused by a bad season. Our low country lambs have

shown a deficit of one-fourth in numbers, and an increase of

4*. a head over last year's price, which is equal to a rise of 6j.

for last year's quality. Wool has weighed very light, pnce Sd.

per lb. less from last year. The wind is N.E. affain, and while

I write it pours a very torrent. /. T.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Laboiirers' Cottages and
other Buildings required fur Farm purposes, and the im
provement of and additions to Farm houses and nfw
buildings for farm purposes. "^"^^

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of anv
public or general works of drainage or other improvements
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and chanre
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company heine

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plane
and execution of the Works, which are controlled onlv by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Manatring Director

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

F ARM BUILDINGS.
TOANS may be obtained under the General Land
J Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incvimbenta,

Trustees, Bodies Corporate, Ac. forthe erection ofFarm HowseB,
Farm Buildings, aud Labourers* Cottages designed by theirown
Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix. not exceeding 31 years.

No investigation of title being required or nobices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

The Company furnish designs of every deacriptioD, and

undertake the 'entire responsibility of the works wherever

desired by Landowners.
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclo3ure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, beinj;

charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament

Street, Londtw, S.W.

A RTlFtClAL MANURES, &c.— Manutaoturei*

£\, and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their econorcica

and efficient preparation, byapplying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.8.

&c.. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical Coll^»,

Kennington, London, 8. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silrer, aai

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction In Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College. ______

TO BE SOLD, a tliorough-hred ALDEKNEY
BULL, in excellent condition, 14 months old.—Inquire

of Mr. Cooling, Clarence, Roehampton-

TO PIG, POULTRY, AND CAME FEEDERS.

JUPFS RICE FOOD for POULTRY axd GAME.
—RICE SWEEPINGS, 8*. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt. ba«s;

SCREENED RICE, 12s. per cwt., in 1| cwt. bags; D09

BISCUITS, \U. per cwt. ; OIL-CAKE, per ton only ;
RH^*-

MEAL for PIGS, 65.6rf.and R«. M. percwt., in 1 cwt. bags, attoa

mill. Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to insure

delivery.—W. h R. Jttpp. 6. Cross Lane, Ti;a8t-cheap,_EX^_

AN EX IRA SIX QUARTS of RICH MILK
DAILY (equal to London Cream), through using Two

Pennyworth of THORLEY'S CONDIMENT.
~~ " Steamship Great Eastern, now at Ifew York,

July 27, 1860.
,

...
" T have mueb pleasure in stating that the cows belonging u

the Great Eastern have much improved since partating

Thorlet's Food for Cattle. They a-e more lively, and gi^e

much larger and superior quality of milk. , „

,
" g: H. Allen, Chief Steward.

" Undermount. Bonchurch, Isle of Wight, Feb. 8,
J^j''

"Sir,—I have every reason to be highly satished witu y^

Food for Cattle. I had a cow in very low condition,
^^^^

thriving, hide-bound, rough and penny in her coat, no f*P- l^j.

From the firat day. a little of the Food appeared ^°
.*^"T°l^ij.

whole system ; in a month she was sleek and soft in ''"^ -i^

filled up in flesh, and gave three times the quantity ot V3
*

and much richer, and has contimied to thrive for ^5""^
^ «

12 months. All attempts to underrate the Food are alJ^ura^

"John pRrsGt.E, Bart.

A Pamphlet post free.—Steam Mills and Manufactory, C
.^

donian Road, Kin-'s Cross, London, N. Agents requ'^^
^^

every Town where none are already appoiated. Deiwt-

United States of America, 21. Broadway. New York.

AGKICULTURAL and GEXE.iAL MACHINERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles in.^^^^^

tured, Messrs. Bdbqess & Key, of 95, Newgate 3*^?*^, A^, ani
E.C., invite the attention of the Public to their larg«

choice Stock.

Kotices to Correspondents.
C0MFRKT,&c. : Small Farm. Thecommon Comfrey is S. officinalis.

We do not recommend you to try the Prickly Comfrey.

Vefches, Rye, Trifolium incamatum, are far preferable. See

remarks elsewhere. ,

Crop Returrss; To Correspondent". Several reports receivwl

too late will appear next week, but copies of this week^
paperas containing the great m^ority of the returns will be

eent to all our correspondents.

REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE KEAPER.^^
And the best in the world, is manufactured by iii-w

K.ET, 95, Newgate Street, London, E. C.

LAWN-MOSVING MACHIJ^S—BUKUt.^^ -
KEY'S -1

Machwes are the mosi gimple and effective y^^^^i^Sftr.
the public, and»t a lower price—16 in., 6i.

.J^ ?°_: q^^
22 m., 7*. ; Including box of tools, Ac ,

for sl^aTpening^

aogines and aU kinds of Garden Tools always m stocK.
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NEW SEED OF FIRST-CLASS

CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS,
AND FINEST FRINGED CHINESE PRIMULA.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
arc now ready to supply SEED of the above in three-sized Packets, all of the same quality.

Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s.

JAMES CARTER & CO., SEEDSMEX, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C,

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWING.

TRIFOLIUM INCARIMATUM

TARDIF.

Vide Agricultural Gazette, August 18, 1S60.

P AGE AKD T G D

can supply tliis direct from

MESSRS. V I L MO R I N,

SOUTHAMPTON.

SPEEGTJLA PILIFERA.
THE merits of this little Plant for the ahove purpose being now fully recognised, and having

stood the test of six succeasive seasons, we have great pleasiiro in recommGnding it to the netice of

our customers. Mr. Summers, its oriKinal raiser at the Crystal Palace Niu;3ery. Sydenham, having made

over to us the entire Stock of new Seed for the present aeasju, we uow offer it m packets of

6d., Is., 2s. 6d., 5s., and 21s. Or per Ounce.

We heffto subjoin a few remarks upon the culture of Spergula, as practised by Mr. Summers, Premising

th^t sSings sown last August an/ September present now a full twelvemonth's growth in advance of

seed sown last spring.

INSTRUCTIONS rOR RAISING SPERGULA.
^, .-f,, ,f!^,i for fhp <^ced bed di^^ the srround in shape of a ridge (to throw pff the water in winter), and make
Choose an oP^T^.^^i^^^^^'l^S - spread the seed thinly over the bed, ani with a rake gently stir the surface, after which

the surface firm with rake roUer&c.s^^ >

^^^ shaded with a mat or piece of Tiffany

§lwe?'fho''oblS^i^ shadmg bein^'o pre^^int tt too%i^^ evaporatioS of moisture; indeed from the time of sowing until
doubled the object

."^^ ^^^fj°^ ""-l^^ bed should not be allowed to become dry. When the plants are well above ground they

st,?ldTeSadn^^^^^^^
should bo warm and dry they will require attention

should be gradually ^;^™^^^^» ^^^ ",,,e „„/of March followin- they may be cither planted out to form turf in the reserve

Srd^rorputTn'TS^fkly onTht i^^^^^^^^ FuU particula^rs ot^his final planting wUl be given in our Now Seed

^''*^ForWhefinformation respecting the elegant- mossy, and carpet like appearance of this plant we beg to refer to Mr
«!,- f i"ul 1. r? iIVr-Zr^T^^s' Chronicle and to that of Mr. Beaton in the Cottaoe Gardener. Mr. Summers will at any

w'LlJle^ed'tS'sh^^^^^^^^ o- ^-^ information to parties desirous of forming a lawn, upon

appUeationtohimathisNur^^^^
caution the public against purchasing seeds of various Saginas &c. (which are o^y

-^i;«7.i r.Sin,??n?H& of which have been offered to tneir notice this season, and represented as being seed of the trve

C^iuUm^^^^ beinTve^^sImilarX but as the whole stock of new seed mil pass through their hands they can warrant

none other than that obtained frora. their EUablishment.

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

THE TRUE SPERGULA PILIFERA,
FROM THE CRYSTAL PALACE NURSERY.

SUTTON & SONS
HAVE the satisfaction of announcing that they have secured a con-

j_ju siderable portion of Mr. Summers's stock of Spergula Pilifera Seed of the

present year's savinsf. Mr. Summers having offered his entire stock of Seed to

Messrs Carter and Messrs. Sutton on the same day, and Messrs. Carter having

Durchased it. have accommodated Messrs. Sutton with a portion of the stock,

which can be warranted genuine, as saved from the Lawns so much adinirod at

^'^S«Lf W'^i^/rf now he sotvnfor transplanting into Lawns next sprlnsf. Sv'rio:s'& So5S have New

Seed now ready in packets 6d., Is., as. 6d.. 5s., and XOs. eacH. Post free, with instructions on cultivation^

Also free hy post, packets of extra fine CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA, SINENSIS PIM-

BRIATA, and GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, or PAMPAS GRASS, for present sowing. Is. and 2s. Gd. each.

SUTTON & SONS, Royal Berksliire Seed Establishment, Beading.

FRESH IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS.

SUTTON AJST> SONS are daily

expecting the arrival from Haarlem

of one of the most extensive and rare

Collections of

BULBOUS FLOWER BOOTS

ever imported into this country-

Prices very moderate, as see List.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment^
Reading.

NEW CRASS SEEDS FOR PER-

MANENT PASTURE.

SUTTON AND SONS have a
fresh stock of

PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS,

Of the most suitable kinds for laying

down and for improving Pastures.

The new crops being good, prices will

be reduced.
Also,

NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment,
Reading.

COBDYLINE CDRAC^NA) INDIVISA,

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
Have tie pleasure to announce that on the 1st of August they intend to send out the magnificent

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM W A

TRIFOLIUM INCAKNATUM
(present price) 4rf. per lb., with

"Practical Hints on its Successful Cultiva-

tion," showing how 2 to 3 tons per acre of

the most nutritious Hay may be secured,

the advantages of sowing it where broad

Clover is thin, and its superiority to Tares

as green food.

Page <fe Toooood having secured a large

breadth from the most earefiU growers in

this district—where better crops are pro-

duced than in any part of England—offer it

at the above low i-ate for cash. Price to

the Trade per post.

NEW TURNIP SEED . . per lb. Is. Oi.

NEW RAPE „ 4
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, per bush., 5s. to7«.

MUSTARD ., .. per lb., id. to 5d.

Winter Vetches and Winter Oats as soon as harvested.

Permanent Pasture Grasses and Clovers.

New Crimson, Purple, and White Chinese Radishes.—These

new varieties, introduced by us from China, are perfectly

hardy and if sown in August or September will yield a supply

of delicious flavour (equal to Spnng R.adishes) throughout the

winter, in the open ground, 2«. 6rf. and Is. per packet.

Calceolaria and Cineraria in packets of 2s. 6d. to U., saved

from one of the finest collections in Europe, and Seeds for

e:sportation to all parts of the world.

Royal South Hants Seed Establishment, Southampton.

mxt <gattrenerjS' ©firtinitle*

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1860.

MEETINGS FOn THE ENSUING WEEK.

Friday, Au?. ^I \ National DaUlla at Leeds.

Satdbdai, Sept. I \ National IloUyhock, at the Crystal

MoMUAY. — 3j PalBce.

AN ACCOUNT OF WniCH WAS GIVEN BY DR. LINDLEY IN THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, OCT. 29. 1859. Pp. S68.

IX is impossible to give an adequate description of this wonder of Nature, -h^^^^^^^

thoroughly appreciated. Specimens can. however, be seen at this estabhshmen^ wtncn air^y^^^^
and wiU probably

ita merits to be quite reliable. Being found at a high elevation it will be a very hardy Conservatory riant, ana wiu prou i

boar total expoeure in the West of England and in Ireland.

^
CORDYLINE INDIVISA attains a height of from 10 to 20 feet, in an erect

.^^^"^^^^f^anS'meE^u^^ in
retained with vigour almost to the ground. The leaves are set on to the greatest advantage, and ^^asure fmm a w n ^bce in

length, and fro^ 6 to 9 inches in breadth. Their colour is of the behest description :
a broad

f^^^.
P'^"^^?^"* Sf^^ole

crimson brown runs through the entire length, and numerous red and white hues ran parBJlel to {"^ ^ ?"°
^^^^ ^^^iJ^

surface is overlaid with I rich golden bronze producing an elegant effect. The under side of the leaves is glaucous, me
whole tree is unsurpassed in its truly noble and unique b^uty. ^^

'

Nursery and Seed Establisliment, Hammersmitii, London, W.

The espalier mode of Training Fruit Trees

is one of the oldest employed in this country, and

although still adopted, notwithstanding the intro-

duction of various new modes, -would certainly

have continued to be more general had it not

received a bad character, which, as we shall endea-

vour to prove, it does not deserve. Mensay that

trees grown as espaliers are in many instances

unproductive, that they produce nothing but wood,

that by so doing they exhaust themselves, the

branches becoming naked and dying off, without

perhaps having borne any fruit during the whole

period of their existence. These are the usual

reasons therefore for authoritativelypronouncing the

espalier mode of training a bad one. True enough

the bad condition of espalier trees cannot be

exaggerated in some cases ; but whose is the fault ?

We protest against its being assignable to the

system of training ; the competency of the manager

ought to be first inquired into.

Whatever may have been alleged against

espalier training, nobody can deny that it pos-

sesses some important advantages if properly con-

ducted ; and it requires no very great horticultural

practice to see that its ascribed demerits are owing

to gross mismanagemsnt, arising from ignorance

of the opera',ims of a few simple laws of vegeta-

tion, which are so obvious indeed that it is a matter

of astonishment that they are not more generally

known.
Espalier training is performed in perpendicular

and horizontal lines ; hence trees that are trained

in this manner are very suitable for gardens where

straight lines are prevalent. They harmonise

with walla, and adjacent straight lines of walks.

They occupy little ground, for with the exception

of wall trees they have less base than trees having

an equal extent of branches managed in any oth jr

way ; a mere strip 6 or 8 inches wide is sufficient toT

them', leaving the rest of the ground free to be

cropped with vegetables. Yet, although occupy-

ing so little ground, the leaves have abundance of

light and air; and the operation of training is so

simple that any labourer can perform it without

risk of erring, for he has only to fix the central

leader in an upright position and the lateral

branches in an horizontal one. In ail these

respects the espalier mode of training is superior

to any other.

Pruninf' so as to obtain horizontal branches at

equal distances apart ought to be better understood

than it is. A few words on the subject may
therefore not be unacceptable.

The distance between the horizontal tiers should

be from 9 to 12 inches, according to the nature of
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the soil. Let a maiden tree be cut back, after

planting in Autumn, to 12 inches from the ground

or as near that as three eligible buds can b©

found ; one of the buds, the uppermost, will push

and furnish a fresh upright leader, and from the

bud on each side the tirst pair of horizontal

branches will be obtained. The points at which

these spring from the upri^rht will be less than a

foot from the ground, but the branches should be

allowed to incline upwards till they reach the

horizontal line a foot high. Here it may be

observed, that, supposing the branches are to be

a foot apart, the tirst three tiers should originate

a little below the respective horizontal lines at

1, 2, or 3 feet from the ground; for the lower

branches are the moat liable to be weak, and by

allowing them to start according to their natural in-

clination for some distance before constraining them

to the horizontal position, they grow stronger than

they otherwise would do ; on the other hand, as the

upper tiers of branches are apt to grow too strongly,

they should be brought out horizontally direct

from the stem. A tendency to equalise the vigour

of the branches is thus obtained which could not

bo 80 readily effected by any other means. Let us

now suppose that by shortening the upright leader

every year to three eligible buds for a fresh leader

and two horizontals, the tree is formed to the

intended height, and that it consists of, say sir

tiers of horizontals. A central upright shoot will,

of course, be no longer required. The tree will

have been six years planted ; its side branches

may have been allowed to extend on either side,

and been subjected to the usual summer and
winter pruning ; yet perhaps no fruit has been pro-

duced. The tree is, however, but young ; therefore

we shall leave it for the present and advert to one

that has been similarly managed, for say 12 years.

The oldest horizontal branches of this tree, t'.e.,

those constituting the lowest tier, are ticclcc years

old; the upper ones being only six. Now, one

would naturally expect the oldest to be the

thickest : but in 9 cases out of 10, nay, we might
venture to say 99 out of 100, it will be found

that the reverse is the fact, and that the upper or

youngest tier of horizontals are of greater cir-

cumference and far more vigorous than the lower

or oldest branches. This shows that the sap has

act been equally distributed among the branches,

for if it had they would have ixhibitcd an equality

ot gro^v'fh ill proportion to thhir respective ages.

An eqtial distribution of the sap can only be the

result of skiirul management. Where the distribu-

tion, as proved by the dimensions of the branches,

has been unequal, it is a sure indication that a

proper system of pruning has not been followed

;

the trees consequently bear irregularly or not at

all; but the fault is ascribed to the system of

espalier training itself, instead of to mismanage-
ment.
• All who have had the charge of fruit trees must
have observed that the sap has a strong tendency
to flow with greatest force into the upper parts of

the tree, and into the buds that point upwards.
The consequence is tha{ the highest buds, and
especially those on the upper sides of the branches,

push much stronger than those that are situated

on the lower branches. It was formerly the opinion

that where over-luxuriant shoots appeared there

was a superabundance of sap, and that the best way
of exhausting it was to let these shoots grow and
to even encourage their growth. Hence the cause
of many trees being too strong in some parts and
too weak in others ; for it is a mistake to suppose
that luxuriant shoots will exhaust the flow of sap
towards them. On the contrary, the more they
grow the greater will be the supply ; branches
thicken in proportion to the quantity of healthy
foliage which they bear. If a branch therefore

has a number of vigorous shoots and ample foliage,

a thick layer of young wood will be deposited in

the course of the growing season. But on the

contrary, a branch that is furnished with Weak
shoots and scanty foliage will acquire a compara-
tively thin layer of young wood ; and if measured
in autumn its increase in thickness will be found

to have been very little. But the disparity in the

present season's growth between branches that

are furnished with much foliage and those that

have but few leaves will become still greater

in the next, for the thick layer of young wood con-
tains many more channels for the ascent of sap

than the thin, and it is chiefly through the young
wood that the sap rises. The strong branch has
therefore established for itself the means of
^eooming still more strong. To illustrate our case
better, however, let us take the upper tier of

f^^^^T ""^
""u

^^P'^^ier t^e- All, or nearly all of

u^^fc Allnw thptn to o-row without walled gai-dea with 10 foet walls blown cleiui out cf the
vigorous shoots. ^po;;^_^^h«_^

r?t,i JJ {l .1,' ground daring the equiuoctial gales but I never sa^v
check duriug the first summer. They may be cut

back to 3 or 4 inches in autuma in the following

spring; the buds left will mostly push strong shoots

which will take an upright direction, and will

appear like a hedge all along the upper branches

of the espalier. Some of the strongest of these

upright shoots if not interfered with would

actually form stems ; still however the two hori-

zontal branches from which they sprung will

increase in thickness in proportion to the quautity

of foliage produced on themselves and on all the

vio-orous uprights in connection with them ;
and in

a "few years they would increase to a greater

extent than all the other branches of the espalier

put together, for the sap would not readily flow

into the lower horizontals when it had the means

of ascending into the upper ones ; and it is this

evil which has to be watched and checked by

skilful pruning. A ligature will not prevent the

sap from rising to the upper bud^, altliough by

that means the elaborated sap from the leaves may

be prevented from returning to the roots.

From what has been stated it will be evident

that the growth of any part depends on the quan-

tity of foliage in conubction with it. we can

therefore regulate the growth of the respective

branches if we can that of the foliage. ^To this

attention must accordingly be directed, ia order

that an equal distribution of sap may be effected,

or there will be little fruit.

AVhen the tree has pushed shoots several inches

in length in the early part of summer, let the

points of the most forward on the upper branches

be pinched ofl'; and throughout the whole season

let all shoots on these branches be kept in check,

so that there may be no more leaves connected

with them than there are on the lower branches.

If the latter are weak, permit shoots to grow on

them with little check or shortening. We shall

not trouble the operator with such niceties as

stopping the shoots invariably at this or that

particular joint; all we ask at present is to

maintain an equal amount of foliage on the

respective branches. If there is already a super-

abundance on any branch, let such be reduced

by thinning out the shoots which bear it ; if

the shortened shoots have several leaves on 1

separately

them, let them be still further shortened.

contrary where branches are weak let shoots grow
upon them, and encourage as much foliage as can

be well exposed to light. The same principle

must be acted upon as regards trees that have

been badly managed. These cannot be recovered

in one season, but by pursuing the plan we have
endeavoured to explain, great improvement will

doubtless take place.

It will thus be seen that the fault of espaliers

not being productive does not belong to that mode
of training ; but to mismanagement.

uiuch injury done under the shelter of a good fen-^e,

the reason being that in one case the wind is sifted

through the plants and deprived of its force, but with a

wall the current passes up one side and down the other,

its velocity scarcely being checked at all.

Now iu general garden arrangements I believe those

are the most telling where striking features are episodal.

Thu^, after leaving the artistic p:irt of the gardau

as connected with the architecture of the mansion/ib

is well that you should pass to the rosery. the herba-

ceous garden, the fernery, the pinetum and why not

the fructetum? Here I would concentrate all the

glass houses necessary for the production of fruit, forced

as well as natural, and I see no reason why such an

arrangement might not be made as would be iiighly

attractive and interesting. In Prance and Belgium

we hear of the beauty of the fruit trees trained in tiH

kinds of fancy forms, pyramids, arches, goblets, biiUoons,

tables, espaliers, &c. Thus great variety misht be

obtained, and a garden of great interest aiid Jieauty he

formed ; indeed the fruit garden might become a luuch

more interesting feature in garden scenery than it evor

yet has been in this country. As for the style of

planting, it might be geometrical with arches spanning

the walks, or gardenesque groups of the various tribe's

;

and if in groups tlie protection of the trees either from

frost or birds would be simple and inexpensive. There

is, however, a wide field for ingenuity in cultivation and

training, as well as in the general adaptibility of certain

plants for certain situations.

An arrangement of this kind pushes the vegetable

garden altogether outside the dressed ground. Few

will regret this, as it is quite certain vegetables are

much finer in quality grown in the open Holds than in

any other situation. True, they may not be quite so

early, but let it be remembered we shall be working

with the same conveniences as the markefc-gardeners,

and it Is not usual for them to he much behind in their

early crops. A proposition of this kind is sure to be

voted new fangled and impracticable by those who are

wedded to mediaival customs and practices, while many

of our landscape gardeners, being almost destitute

of cultural knowledge, more especially as relates to

the fruit and vegetable garden, will be at a loss how to

treat such an innovation upon their stereotyped notions;

but if any gentleman contemplating the formation of a

new garden will favour rae with a line through the

editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle I shall be glad to

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
On" several occasions within the last 10 years I have

directed attention to glazed promenades as opposed to

garden walls for the purposes of fruit cultivation, and
it now strikes mo that a little additional ventilation of

the subject may not be out of place. From the perti-

nacity with which designers of gardens stick to bricks

and mortar as a boundary fence for a kitchen garden,

one would really think there wiis something attractive,

or at any rate indispensable, in their ptison-like appear-

ance, instead of their being means to a certain end, that

end being the protection of certain fruits which either

are, or are supposed to be, too tender for cultivation

ia this fickle and ever alternating climate. That
some fruits, such iis Peaches, Apricots, &c., require
the protection of a- wall is quite true, but tliut they
would be much more at home and sure of producing a
crop under gl iss is equally certain. The majority of

j
frnits grown ou walls, as Pears, Pluuis, Cherries, &c.,

|

: where tliey will ripen at all, are mucli fin^r in qnility
'

from standard trees, at least so my experience teaches

me, and I liave ever found such Pears as Glou Morceau,

Winter N^elis, Napoleon, Beurre llunce, &e., much
richer iu flavour from proxjcrly managed standards than

from wall-trained trees. This Is not the opinion of a

! day, a week, or of a year, but dates back nearly a

I

quarter of a century, and I have no doubt that Mr.
Kivers and others of similar experience could and would

give similar evidence. Such being the fact, where is the

necessity for walled gardens? You may say walls are

! necessary for the purpose of protection, I answer,

an evergreen hedge, a wall of glass houses,

or a neat iron palisade backed up on the north,

north-east, and north-west sides, by a good belt

of evergreens is equally secure, for if a person is

iucllned to rob a garden, neitlier walls, nor locks, nor

fences of any kind will be sufficient to deter liiin from

doing so, while in pouit of shelter I contend that a good

evergreen hedge or belt of trees is superior to a wall.

arrange such a plan for him, either for a fruit garden

separately, or for one in connection with the pleasure

Now, in connection with hothouses for the mUi/ofj,

I think it begins to be generally acknowledged tljatthv".

make-shift erections recommended some years back are

neither cheap nor economical. At least T hear com-

plaints on all sides, while even with Mr. Rivers himself

we find felt walls, and Yew, and Hornbeam hedges for

the same purpose have given way to more substantial

erections.

How different arc the houses prepared by Mr.

Hereman under Sir Joseph Paxton's patent. These

are not only of the best material but are manufactured

in the most substautial manner, while the facility with

which they may be moved about, put up and takei

down, offer advantages which cannot be secured by any

other plan. This season I had two short ranges of

these houses, which before ordering I calculated at a

certain weight for carriage, but upon receiving them 1

found each weighed nearly 30 cwt. more than I

had anticipated. This will give an' idea of the strength

of the materials employed, and It also shows there is no

scamping in their construction. The fact Is they Jire

plain good substantial houses, such as at the end of bait

a century, with proper attention iu painting, will be a*

good as they are at the present time. I am aware that

houses may be built more cheaply, but not possessir^

the same advantages as to strength and construct:ont

and therefore Hereman's are strongly to be recoram^ndeu

to all persons requiring a really serviceable building-

From different parts of the country, I hear that several

long atid substautial ranges of both forcing and cold

houses have been put up, and I doubt not, as the smv

pllcity of their construction becomes more known, the

demand for them will be still greater.

In conclusion, I would, in the strongest manner eutef

my protest against walled gardens ; they ought in an

modern arrangements to be numhered among the thin^^s

of a past generation, for with cheap glass their necei*

sity as a means of protection for tender fruit has pa;^s»^d

away. Of the adaptihility of portable houses for other

purposes as well as protecting fruit I niny speak on

soiue future occasion. }K P, Aj/res, August 22.

MYCOLOGY.—m. XXVL
Jif^OGLOSStiM DIFFOEME, JV.—Most of our readers

will have observed about September or October on close-

shaved lawns, or open exposed pastures, especially whero

mossy, a multitude of dark club-shaped fuui;i, from on®

to two inches hltjh, either scattered about without order,

or collected in little tufts and varying in colour from

purple or olive to deep black. Some of them have

regular head with a cyUndrical stem, while others «

gradually thickened upwards so as to present no_pr^

*v^ v.T,a„ „ ., '~r ;-— . "*., v^v iii^aiij mi ui I evergreen neage or oeit or trees is superior to a wan. mineut distinction between head and stem, and m e'

xue Duoa on Uie upper sides of these branches push
1 In Yorkshire I have seen half-growu Cabbage in a case the head may be weU formed with roundetl outuu^ .
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or distorted and deeply grooved or flattened. Some are

perfectly smooth and dry, others are covered with a

short pile of velvety hairs, others a^ain are viscid, or have

little transverse viscid scales or prominences upon the

steia. If the observer's attention be turned to woods

and their borders rather than to meadows, he may find

there another species, distinguished by its metallic green

tint like that of verdigris, thoui^h he will not be

fortunate enough to see this interesting production

very frequently. These plants belong to the genus

Oeoglossum or Karth tongue, of which we have chosen

the commonest of all, though not the neatest or most

interesting, for onr present illustration.

The genus Oeoglossum in outward appearance

resembles very closely some of the Clavari^, with

which it has generally been arranged by authors; but if

any weight is to be given to essential structure they

must be very widely separate. Clavaria has its re-

us to assign an use to org.iuB, which were before con-
templated as objects merely of vague curiosity, or

admired for the gracefulness of their forms and the
brilliancy of their colours, and thus to trace an analogy
running throu2:h all descriptions of flowering plants,

hut it also establishes a before unlooked-for relation

between the animal and vegetable, and tlms indicates

an unity of design perv^iding all parts of the
two organic kingdoms of nature. * * * Since
plants possess sexual organs analogous at least

in function to those of animals, and since the
most complicated and most highly organised class

of the latter was naturally taken as the type of

the remainder, it was concluded, that inasmuch as the
process of reproduction was carried on in the latter only

through the instrumentality of the specific organs
which nature has furnished for the purpose, the same
must hold good likewise in the case of plants similarly

r'^-

GKOOxoggrM JFr. From an original drawing.

productive bodies or sporea seated on little spicules,

generally four in number, at the top of certain of the

vertical cells of which the outer surface is composed,

while in Oeoglossum they are contained eight together

in elongated sacs. In the dark coloured species these

bodies are brown or nearly black, very much elongated,

and have many transverse partitions, and present a very
interesting object for the microscope, both from their

structure and the beautiful manner in which they are

packed in the mother tubes ; in the green and purple

Kinds the sporidia are hyaline and nearly colourless,

but never brown or inclined to black, and at the same
time they differ materially in being far more minute,

elliptic, and destitute of partitions. Tlie resem-

blance, in fact, of Oeoglossum to Clavaria is

merely external, and in our next illustration

we shall have a further instance of a fungus

very similar in form, but with a very ditferent structure.

Indeed the naturalist will not proceed far in any
direction without meeting with multitudes of such

cases of analogy, and many of the mistaken which
occur in careless hands arise from this especial source of

error, or in more technical phrase from mistaking
analogy for affinity. So universal are these cases

of representation, that we find in divisions of

natural science which have no immediate connection

with one another the most extraordinary instances of

outward resemblance, in so much that animal produc-

tions are constantly referred to the vegetable kingdom by

the ignorant and indeed by those wjho profess to teach.

Even diseased structures in trees and herbaceous plants,

whether produced by insects, as galls, or by other

agents, are constantly referred to Fungi, a particular

condition of the external cells in leaves having given

rise to the spurious genus Erineum^ to which especial

toliimes have been dedicated, and of which more than
100 kinds have been figured And described.

Wear© not aware that any of the species oiOeoglossum
•re adaptc<t for economical purposes. They are how-
werso small and unimportant that they seem to have
Ween completely passed over, though it is possible that
tome of them may be quite as good for food as tlie

Clmarif with which they so frequently grow. M»J. B.

provided. As however no one could deny that the

latter may in general be propaguti:d without any such
interference, or indeed that many species are found
to extend themselves mainly in other ways, it was
arbitrarily laid down, that all plants resulting from a

multiplication of parts which had taken place without
the co-operation of the stamens and pistils, should be
regarded as belonging to one original stock, and as

continuations merely of the same individual organism.
Thus, according to the view taken, all the Weeping

zoospores (assuming, with the majority of botanists, the
latter to be homologous to buds and not to seeds), or
lastly, in the case of such as the Ferns, which are fur-
nished with spores light enough to be wafted to great dis-
tances, and capable of disseminating their species without
any previous contact with the male organs, a plant would
in a manner be chained to the spot where it was first

produced, were it not provided with other means of
propagation than with leaf-buds, unless indeed through
the casual intervention of human agency, as we see
exemplified in the Weeping Willow and the Anacharis.
Thus, whilst annuals would have become extinct the
very first year of their birth, perennials could hardly
have survived long, if left to their own unassisted

efforts, and exposed to all the accidents of unfavourable
seasons and external foes, without any means of re-

pairing the injuries thereby occasioned. Hence the
sexual organs of plants are really essential to their

propagation, although in rather a different sense from
that which is generally supposed, inasmuch as their

seeds multiply indefinitely the chances in favour of the

continuation of the species, by hoarding up as it were,

until the conditions became favourable, that vital prin-

ciple, which would otherwise have been extinguished at
the outset. But as this explanation could not be ex-
tended to the case of animals possessing ready powers
of locomotion, it may be satisfactory to point out other
ends fulfilled by the existence of sexual organs, in

cases where the reproduction of the species may take
place without their intervention, and which would be
equally required in the case of animals as of plants.

And here I have only to allude to facts familiar

to every one, as the well-known method of perpetu-

ating favourite varieties of many of our well-kno^Ti

fruits by graftings and cuttings is founded upon the

principle which I am about to bring forward. It is

notorious that whilst a bud, a cutting, or a bulb pro-

duces by its development an organism which is in

general the exact counterpart ofthe stock from whence
it was itself derived, the seed of a plant, or the egg of
an animal, generates a being possessing only a general
resemblance to its progenitor. No one individual animal
or vegetable produced from the e^^ or from the seed
was ever in all respects like either of its parents—in all

cases some divergence from the primitive type is brought
about by the influence of the male organ upon tho
embryo of the female. Thus, without venturing at all

into speculation, it may at least be perceived that in
consequence of this mode of multiplying individuals,
a dull unvarying repetition of the primitive types
created has been provided against, and accordingly we
find, that in those parts of the creation where sexual
union la the ordinary or exclusive mode by which a
species is multiplied, there the varieties are most
numerous, and most remarkable for their divergent
character. Variations in external conditions will indeed.

Willows now spread over Europe, all the samples of las in the case of Perns, produce YQry considerable
the Anacharis alsinastrum which obstruct the ponds diversities in the external form, but it must be recoU

ON THE FINAL CAUSES OF THE SEXUALITY
OF PLANTS.

By Charlrs Daubent, M.D., F.R.S..
ProfesBor of Botany in the University of Oxford.

[At the late Meeting of the British AMOciation at
Uxford a paper was read on this subject, with especial
r«ereiice to ilr. Darwin's work on the origin of species.
Itie substance having just appeared in the form of a
Pamphlet (Parker, Oxford: Bohn, London), we lay
oefore our readers a few extracts from the more striking
PM»ge« in it,]

^

If we were asked to specify the ^eatest step which
SUM ever been made towards obtainmg an insight into
the secrets of the vegetable organisation, there would,
1 conceive, he no heritation in pointing to the discovery
of the Sexuality of Plants as the one best entitled to
that pre-eminence. • • • Not only does it enable

and rivulets of this country, would be nothing more
than an extension of the one individual brought in the
flrst case from the East, and iu the second from
America. This mode of considering the subject led

likewise to a most mistaken view of the relation of

parts to each other, in all plants at least of more than

one year's growth. If followed out to its legitimate

consequences, it would oblige us to regard a tree as an

individual, like an animal, diflering only in the posses-

sion of indefinite powers of growth, sending forth

indeed a progeny in the form of seeds, by which its

kind might be reproduced, as in the case of an animal

by eggs, but still maintaining its own individuality,

whether its parts continued in connection with the root

from which they originally sprung, or were carried

hundreds of miles away to multiply the species else-

where, in the form of grafts or cuttings. Hence
originated the whimsical theory of Knight, that

a graft possessed only a limited term of exist-

ence, regulated by the longevity of the stock

from which it bad been itself derived. # * •

With respect to final causes it is always best to

speak with diflidence, and it often perplexes us to dis-

tinguish between structures which may be regarded as

existing merely as the result of that unity of plan per-

vading creation which we see exemplified in what are

called rudimentary organs, of no use to the plant or

animal in which they occur, and those which are seen

to be necessary for the performance of some specific

function, o( importance to the individual or to the

species. Those who adopt Mr. Darwin's views with
respect to the orisrin of species may recognise in the

existence of sexual organs in the lower grades of creation

a far-sighted provision for the gradual dtjvelopment of

that elaborate machinery wliich would become indisppns-

able for the perpetuation ofthe species, when the bi><her

lected that terrestrial plants could hardly have been
conveyed to great distifcnces, so as to have become
amenable to theae influences, without the aid of spores,
so that here the same principle comes into play. In
aquatic plants, such as the Algse, the variations from
one type are not very striking, notwithstanding their
wide extension, and the Sargassum, which by mere
cellular multiplication extends over so many miles of
ocean, exhibits, I believe, but few diSerences in its

structure and organisation, in comparison with those
displayed in the higher orders of plants which spring
from fecundated seeds. In the existence then of floral

organs in plants, no less than in that of a distinction of
sexes in the lower animals, which nevertheless propa-
gate their kind, even indefinitely, for aught we know,
» ithout any sexual union having occurred, we may at
least perceive a provimon against too great uniformity
in the aspect of Nature, and an expedient for increasing
the number of originally created forms by means of the
varieties in this manner introduced. And this end
seems to be promoted by an arrangement which Mr.
Darwin himself has pointed oat, namely by contriving
that the fecundation of the ovule shall take place mort
certainly, and most effectually, through the agency of
pollenbrought from a distinct flower, and therefore likely
to possess some slight difference in its organisation, • • •

' For my own part, I am unwilling to be set down aa
' yielding an entire and unqualified assent to this

,

doctrine (that all animals as well as plants have
I

sprung from not more than four or five progenitors),
' when puiihed to its extreme consequences j for
' jilthongb 1 mnflt If^veit to natnrniJmts Tnore eqnal to the
task timn myself, to enter the h'sts against an anta-
^onist furnished with so vast an armoury of facts, and
gifted with so singtiLar a power of applying thf>m to the

uurooses of his tbtK>ry, I must demur at omsidering the

distinctive fiicuUies of the beings that stand in tho
races of animals were called into existence. U, as Mr. ;

, ^ t. .- i • * *
mrwin and othere contend, rudimentary parts continne higher ranki of the cr«.t.on ai mere development- of

flirthpir functions have ceaseil. one dot-s not see why those which exwt in the lower. I osn hardly bring
*

2.not aveW^ l^i"^ ^ mys.-lf to believe, that the activity, the quick perccn-

°':*?.^?\r? 11:'^/:' "S P in anticioation ot the tions, the various iDStincts, which we ob«^e .n the
which they were not serviceable, in anticipate

wants of others for which they would be hereafter

rnnnirpd » * * Let US then consider, whether we

cannot suggest certain other purpo^ which this mode

of propag^ation by moans of specific organs of repro^

duction might be intended to a,i3wer. It murt_ be

evTden" that^althou^h perennial plants "^^8^^ multiply

Without the aid of flond organs,^ they require the Utter

nevertheless for their dissemination, since, except n the

^ of aquatic tribes, in that of plants provided with

vertebrate, can have been elabonted oat of the dull

vegetative faculties of the invertebr»I class; and still

less that the reM(», the imagination, the monU sense of

roan, can have been owing U* a mere expansion of the

brain of the Gorilla. It may ind««d be said that we find

individnaU in aU nations, and even whole msas in some,

whose intellects and mond instincU are of so low a

standard that they appear to constitute a kind of link

between the man and the brute. Perhaps, however.
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even in tlie most abject of these, some trace of faculties

which exist in tbe higher orders of inaii, some rudi-

mentary form of these endowments which are developed

in the "true type of tlie species, might be found dis-

cernible; but waving this, a distinction nmst at least

be drawn between the loss of faculties by degeneration,

and the noquirement of them by progressive advance-

ment. The former truth is abundantly established by

daily experience, the latter rests upon no evidence, and

is directly discountenanced by the fact that the earliest

type of humanity of which we have any knowledge,

either from history or tradition, appears to have

teen one of the highest; and that whilst there are

abundant examples of civilised man sinUlug into bar-

barism, nay even of a sort of tendency tbat way mani-

festing itself amongst the higher races, we have none of

a savage by his own unassisted efforts acquiring the

habits and the ideas of civilisation.

In thus expressing my dissent from the Darwmian

hypothesis in the full extent to which the author would

seem disposed to carry it, I am far from wishing to re-

present that any liigher consiilerations than those of

pure science need enter into the field of dlscnssion.

1 do not, for instance, conceive that the cause of natural

Theology would suffer were the doctrine in question

fnlly substantiated; for if those comparatively small

and superficial modifications, which are produced in our

domestic animals, have been brought about only by a

long and intelligent succession of trials, all directed to

a common object by the constant interpositiorl of man,

it would seem to follow, tbat those much wider devia-

tions from the original type, which mast be stippofeed,

if distinct species, and even genera, are to be regarded

as mere varieties induced by natural selection, could

only have been effected under the watchful superin-

tendence of an iutelligent Cause, and not by the blind

efforts of chance.

n̂ot confined to the caprice and power of a single client

or supporter, but to many, so that a kind of cpm-

ponsating balance is kept up in the ramifications

of both professions for their protection. Now, what

would the result be were examinations for gardeners in

existence to-morrow. Take the ease of a successful

candidate and say he gets a situation; he suddenly

finds that he is at the mercy of a single individual, who

has a perfect knowledge that the gardener must be

obedient in all things or take a mouth's warning or less

than that, to fall back on out-door relief in some London

or other nursery, with tbe fact before him tbat to have

a diiirymaid for a wife to look after the poultry or take

a turn at the mangle is vastly more appreciated by

some gentlemen than the store of scientific
_

know-

ledge which stood by him during his examination.

Such are my views of gardening, and my advice to all

who can afford to educate their sons is, bring them up

to something better than a mere out-door servant.

Cotton Twist. With " Audi alteram Partem's" views

I am well pleased ; I trust they will receive the attention

which they deserve from young gardeners, and also

from some of older years who may not be the worse for

a careful study of tbe principles he advocates. There is

unfortunately a want of moral tone in the character of

some even clever gardeners ; and it appears to me that

they are not aware of the hold which it has taken of

them. As an example, I have had inquiries in some-

thing like the following terms:—"I am engaged in

laying out the grounds of Park, and shall want a

lavinn- them in the month between the cheek and gum
near the tooth. I believe that it was brought over

from France. T, M. [It is Auacyclus Pyrethrum, or

Pellitory of Spain.]

Home Correspondence.
Hdiicafton of Gardeners.—To afford a supply of men

such as Mr. Ayres requires, a liberal school education is

necessary. I am glad to say that there arc some who
have had that advantage, but I am sprry to add, such

men are rarely inqnired for. The great pre-requisites

of young gardeners are honesty, sobriety, and industry.

For the sake of the " craft," however, let mental quali-

fititttious be also encouraged. One who can measure

land, timber, &c., take tbe altitude of trees, and tbe

diBtsncos of place*, one who is acquainted with the

grammatical construction of his own language,

nho is acquainted with botany, entomology, and utlicr

us(,fvil sciences, will douhtleae always have a good chance

of j»etting cm in the world. Ijet sucsh young men be

inqtn'reil for, and if at present few are in the market
plenty will soon bo fouinl. As regards Botany, if they

are "Nature's own," they will not require their master

to wander over hill and dale, wearing out his already too

mach taxed frame for their individuT interest; no, they

Tjvill bring hill and dale to him in the shape of plants,

butterflies, moths, and other things, such as the district

affords. This much young men could do without aid.

Committees are formed tor the singling out of good
fruits and Howers ; would there be any reasonable objec-

tion against the forming of a committee for the
felamination of young men ? Let none be afraid that
examinations will place all on one level. Pew, compa-
ratively few, will excel and obtain first class places.

Others, like water, will find their own level. A
Sard-working Gardener, Let me ask what IS

the position in society of even our best gardeners,
or what are tbe emoluments belonging to tbe
office of a gardener ? Are they such as to justify a
man in giving a liberal education to his son to bring
him up to such a calling ? 1 say decidedly not ; and
after all the soul and substance of the matter turns on
this point. The real position of a gardener from
beginning to end seems to be overlooked ; in whatever
way the higher grade of gardeners may classify them-
selves or stand aloof froui their less fortunate brethren,
they cannot divest their situation of its meninl attri-
butes or even elevate their order in the eyes of society
to tbe social status of even a petty-fogging lawyer or a
village doctor; it is not possible to do so,
for the profession will not admit of it, and tbe
better a man is educated the more keenly
he feels his position. True we find many
very intelligent men, and men of sterling common
sense among gardeners, and here and there we hear of
one getting elevated by something like a miracle to
places of trust above gardening, bnt very few have the
opportunity of making a fortune, or of even acquiring
wciUth proportionate with what we see among men
following mechanical or mercantile pursuits; for, how-
ever indnstrions a gardener may be, or however great
may be his educational or scientific attainments,
nothing is added to his fixed income or assists

to raise him from a dependent state to that
of an independent one. As regards examinations.

large quantity of your kind of stock ; be kind enough

to send me your lowest .prices, and the amount of

discount yon will give me." A list was sent, but tbe

amount of discount was not enough, and the master

had to put up with the cheap stock and larger per

centnge of some other man. Now this is not a

fictitious case ; it occurred ; and should the writer see

himself nailed to the cross, let him be more honest for

the future. It is astonishing to what a length this

discount question bus reached. I do not however
blame servants alone. I blame traders for tempting

them ; but then a man turns round and says, " If I

like to give 10 per cent, while you only give 5 per cent.

discount, is not that my affair," True it is; therefore

the only thing T can see at all calculated to lessen so

dishonest a practice is to hope for higher moral training

among young gardeners. Hence it is that I hail with

pleasure the letter of "Audi alteram Partem." Ackland.

Street Gardening,—I was much pleased with the

article by *' E. A. M." on the love of flowers on the

continent. If the experiment suggested by her can
be adopted in any place or places in this country, I

will gladly assist the project. If " E. A- M." will start

the thing fairly and have the ground well prepared, I
will give her 100 Roses to begin with. Ackland.
New Srltl&li Plant ^—I inclose specimens of a new

British plant, Lathyrus tuberosus, found at Fyfield,

New Ongar, Essex, growing in vast profusion in almost
every corn field and hedge-row in that parish, and
also in the adjoining one of Willingate Spain. Old
farmers remember it for 60 years hack. They call it

Tine Tare, it is a very elegant plant, with something of
the fragrance of L. odoratns, and well deserves a place
in the garden. Its large tuberous roots are edible
when boiled, and render its extirpation very difficult if

not impossible. How it can have escaped notice so long
I cannot imagine, as it is very conspicuous in the fields

along the road-side. I call it the Fyfield Pea. Thomas
Cordor, Kimpaton^ Bedford, [This is certainly Lathyrus
tuberosus. Cannot it have escaped from some garden
where it is occasionally cultivated under the name of
Dutch Mice?]
Peath Suds Producing Fruit.—In a Peach house

here two trees cover a back wall, viz., Barrington and
Admirable, both of which are growing very vigorously.
In August last six Peach buds were taken from a small
tree of the Champion Peach aud inserted in the
Admirable; four of those pushed shoots which grew
rapidly; the remaining two produced flowers, one of
which was accidentally rubbed off; the other set and
furnished a fruit which is now considerably in advance
of its neighbours, namely, the Admirable, although the
latter are very fine. The fruit alluded to is round and
lighter in colour than its aasociatea, with red on the
top ; it also promises to be much earlier aud larger than
the Admirable. The buds in question were put into the !

branches where it was intended to cut the latter back to I

next spring. This plan of budding might therefore be
of use on a small scale, where it mi^ht be desirable to
have a few fruits of rare or new sorts without loss of

time. I may add that tbe shoots from which the
buds were taken consi.=;ted of ripe or firm wood, P. Fry,
Gardener to J. W. Stratford, Esq., Addington Place,

Kent,

Scirpus lacustris.—I think I sent you two or tliree

years ago a Juncus with which they bind Vines and
fruit trees in the north of France; you called it J,

sylvaticus. I now send you a rush used for the same
purpose in tbe weat of France, wliich I take to be

ocfetfCiSf*

HOETicrxTuiiAL : Floral Committee, August 23.—
First class certificates were awarded on this occasion to

Dahlia Andrew Dodds, a rich, deep maroon-coloured

kind, shaded with Violet, and to a yellow variety called

Mrs. Dodds. The first came from Mr. Keynes, the last

from Mr. Dodds, both of Salisbury. Lobelia purple

standard, from Mr. Kinghorn, of Richmond, also

received a first-class certificate, and a similar

award was made to the charming greenhouse shrub

Epigynium leucobotrys from Messrs. E. G. Henderson.

This was beautifully ornamented with clusters of round,

waxy, snow-white berries, on tbe tip of each of which

was a little black ring surrounded with five spots of the

same colour. A pale variety of Saponaria calabrica

from Messrs. Carter was commended, as was also

a fine double variety of pot Marigold from

Mr. Whiting, of the Deepdene. From Mr. Kendall

came a useful, dark-coloured Fuchsia, named pyra-

midalis. Mr. Dean sent Achimenes Deaulana; and there

were some pretty Carnations and Ficotees from Mr.

Keynes. One or two new Annuals were shown> but not

in a condition to judge fairly of their merits.

Kottccs of ai?oo{i0.

Islands. By George
Svo., pp. 456.

It is a record of obser-

I think I can clearly show tbat they have no practical Scirpus lacustris. [Yes.] Why are not these used in
effect in the way desired. Take any of tbe professions England ? J. [They are used for making ru ih-bottomed
ia which examinations succeed, for instance that of a chairs.]
clergyman

; when he once settles down in bis snug Cure for Toothache.—I shall be much obliged by
^^tory, while his moral character is good, nobody can your naming the enclosed piece of root. It has been

^ei^i- • K^*^
*^^" ^'^^ diocesan. Bat it is very , rather extensively used amongst my friends as a remedy

a s^^^r^ th*
Sl^raener \ Take again an attorney or for toothache, and has rarely been known to fail after

tionTbeforP aaLf^J r^^ H^'^ respective examina- an hour or two's trial, even in the most severe cases.
attmiited to practice, and their practice is The method of using it is slicing a few pieces and

Gatherings of a yattiralist in Australasia : being Oh'
serrations prtncipallt/ on the Attimal and Vegetable

'

Productions of Nezo South Wales, New Zealand,

and some of the Austral
Bennett, M.D, Van Voorst.

This is not a book of travels,

vations made from time to time during residences in the

Southern world. Dr. Bennett's attention seems to have

been steadily directed towards collecting facts relating to

the animals and plants of the remote regions that came
under hie notice, more especially to the Zoology, which .

forms the principal part of his volume- Of plants hia

notices are slighter, but by no means destitute of in-

terest; especially those relating to useful species or

cultivated crops. He writes agreeably, and his pages

will be perused with satisfaction by all who are in-

terested in our most distant colony, the mineral wealth

of which "has been as yet by no means adequately

explored." But he does not think that attention

should be too exclusively directed to metals whether

precious or base, ox even to coal and other buried

treasures :

—

" In a region so extensive, every diversity of climate

necessarily occurs, suitable for tbe cultivation of the

vegetable productions, and tbe acclimatisation of the

valuable and useful animals of all other parts of the

world, which thrive there most luxuriantly- The
sunny climes of Spain and Italy do not produce

Oranges, and other fruits of the Citron tribe, in greater

perfection than the northern parts of the Australian

continent. Tbe Tea-plant of China, the Cotton-tree,

Coffee-tree, Sugar-cane, and other tropical productions,

the Firs of Canada, and tbe English Oak, thrive

equally well, mingled with the trees of America and the

vegetable products of India."

In describing the habits of birds and animals the

author is especially strong : and his accounts of their

habits while alive are precious contributions to the

knowledge of nonperipatetic naturalists. The strange

Ornithorhynchus, or water mole, which might be better

named duck mole, alone occupies above 50 pages.

Dr. Bennett had some live individuals for a long time

under his observation, and thus acquired an intimate

knowledge of their ways of life. His account of his

young family is amusing':^
" I arrived with my little family of Ornithorhyuchi

safe at Sydney, and as they survived for some time, an

opportunity was afforded me of observing th^ir habits-

The little animals appeared often to dream of swimming,
for I have frequently seen their fore paws in movement
as if in the act. If I placed them on the ground
during the day, they ran about, seeking some dark
corner for repose ; and when pat in a dark place, or in
a box, they huddled themselves up as soon as they be-
came a little reconciled to tbe locality, and went to
sleep. I found that they would sleep on a table, sofa,
or indeed anywhere; but, if permitted, would always
resort to tbat spot in which they had previously been
accustomed to repose. Althongh for days together
they would sleep in the bed made up for them, yet on a
sudden, from some unaccountable caprice, they would
shift their resting-place, and seek repose behind a box,

or in some dark retirement, in preference to their

former habitation. They usually reposed side by aide,

looking like a pair of furred balls, and surly little

growls issued from them when disturbed ; nevertheless,
when very sound asleep, they might be handled and
examined without evincing any signs of annoyance.

One evening both the little pets came out about dusk,

went as usual and ate food from the saucer, and tbeu

commenced playing, like two puppies, attacking each

other with their mandibles, raising fhsir fore paws, and

tumbling one over the other. In the struggle one
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would get thrnst tlowu; and at the moment when the of which nothing is known in this country, deserves as

spectator would expect It to rise again and renew the long a notice as we can possibly find room for. It

combat, it would commence scratching itself, its anta- seems indeed probable that this fruit and tlie Vine have

gonisfc looking on and waiting for the sport to be

renewed. When running, they were exceedingly ani-

mated, their little eyes glistened, and the oriiicea of

their ears contracted and dilated with rapidity ; if

taken into the hands at this time for examination, they

struggled violently to escape, and their leoso integu-

ments rendered it difficult to retain them. Their eyes

being placed so high on the head, they do not see

objects well in a straight line, and consequently run
against every thing in the room dunng their perambu-
lations, spreading confusion among all the light and

easily overturnable articles. I have occasionally seen

them elevate the head, as if to regard objects above or

around them. Sometimes I have been able to enter

into play with then], by scratching and tickling them
with my finger ; they seemed to be delighted, opening
their mandibles, biting playfully at my finger, and
moving about like puppies indulged with similar treat-

ment. Uesides combing their fur to clean it when wet,

I have seen them preen it with tlteir beak (if the term
may be allowed) as a duck would clean its feathers. It

is, indeed, interesting to watch them engaged in the

operations of the toilet, by which their coats acquire

an increased bright and glossy appearance. When I

placed them in a pan of deep water, they were eager to

get out after being there only a short time; but when
the water was shallow, with a turf of Grass placed in

one corner, they enjoyed it exceedingly. They would

sport together, attacking one another with their

mandibles, and ruUiug over in the water in the midst of

their gambols ; and afterwards, when tired, gat onto
the turf, where they would lie combing themselves,

until the fm:* was quite smooth and shining. It was
most ludicrous to observe these uncouth-looking little

creatures, running about, overturning and seizing one

another with their mandibles, and then, in the midst of

their fun and frolic, coolly inclining to one side and
scratching themselves in the gentlest manner imagin-

able.** This description is accompanied by a clever

coloured plate.

During his voyage out the author studied the cause

of luminous oceanic appearances, of which he gives a

full account. In Sydney harbour he foimd it caused

by the presence of halp<St Cleodora, and others

—

**In many species of SalpcE, only a solitary gleaming
spot of light is visible ; but on the slightest agitation

numerous luminous dots rapidly show themselves, and
play about the surface of the body. Any disturbance

is capable of reproducing the effect, until, by repeating
the excitement, exhaustion is produced, and, the phos-
phorescence becoming weaker, little or no luminosity is

afterwards seen. I have no doubt there is some special

organ or organs to which the secretion of this peculiar
light can be referred, and that it will vary at different

seasons, or in certain states of excitement of the

animal."

Xiumiuosity, however, is not confined to low forms of

mollusks ; it also occurs among sharks in the species

called Squaliis fulg^ns, which while swipaming gives

out a brilliant phosphoric light, "and since it is highly

predaceous, and evidently of nocturnal habits, we may
perhaps indulge in the hypothesis that the phospho-

rescent power it possesses is of use to attract its prey,

upon the same principle as the Polynesian islanders

and others employ torches in night-fishing.*'

Nor does luminosity occur in the sea alone. " This

luminous property is also found existing in the vegetable

kingdom among some of the fungoid plants. There is

one, a species of the genus Agarictts, which has been

observed to be vividly luminous. It is very common in

the Australian woods in the vicinity of Sydney, about

the localities of the South Head Road, and among the

scrubs and forests on the approach to the headlands of

Botany Bay, and emits a light sufficiently powerful to

enable the time on a watch to be seen by it. The
eSfect produced by it upon the traveller, when on a

dark night he comes suddenly upon it glowing in the

woods, is startling; for to a person unacquainted with

this phenomenon of the vegetable kingdom, the pale,

livid, and deadly light emanating from it conveys to

him an impression of something supernatural, and often

causes no Uttle degree of terror in weak minds, or in

those willing to believe in supernatural agencies. I

have frequently gathered this Fungus, and on placing

it in a dark room fovmd that it has retained the

luminous power for two successive nights ; the phos-

phorescence, becoming fainter on the second, disappears
entirely by the third night."
Turning from the animal kingdom we find much

information concerning Australian plants that will
interest the reader. Dr. Bennett describes among other
remarkable species the Australian Boabab, one of the
wgliest of trees, of which he gives a clever sketch by
Fitch from an original drawing in the Kew iluseum ;

and the Tree Nettle {Laporfea gigas) growing 120 feet
high, rising from its base " by a series of buttresses of
singularly regular outline," and bearing leaves 15 inches
broad stinging most virulently. He also speaks of the
noble Dammars now growing in the Sydney Botanic
Garden under the assiduous care of Jlr. C. Moore ; of the
beautiful Ceratopetalum gummifertr.n (here figured),
called by the colonists the Christmas Tree, because its
gay flowers are used in Australia as the Holly bush is

attained an excellence fully equal to that of any other

portion of the globe. The greatest of the N. S. Wales
Orange growers there is Mr,. Richard Hill, whose
grounds Dr. Bennett visited, and has carefully described.

''After an agreeable drive of about nine miles,

I arrived at the Orangery. On entering the grounds
the scene was beautiful ; and it is impossible to de-

scribe the efi'eet produced by the mass of bright green
foliage, studded in all directions with golden, luscious

fruits, and redolent with the perfume of the flowers.

The situation of the ^rounds is p"ood, havinp; a north-

east aspect, well sheltered from injurious winds; the

land gradually slopes down to a well-watered creek,

and on the opposite side of this gradually rises again;

on the brows of these sheltered hills the rows of Orange
trees are planted. At the entrance of the garden I

remarked some fine Lemon trees, forming an ngrceable
contrast by the lighter green o( their leaves and deli-

cate hue of the pendulous clusters of fruit, with the
darker tints of the Orange trees in their vicinity; the
branches of these fine Lemon trees were so loadefl with
ripe fruit as to require the support of props to prevent
them from breaking down. The fragrance of the
blossoms attracted muUltudes of insects, butterflies of
various bright tints, and innumerable bees, the latter

imbibing the nectar from the flowers to convey to

their hives, kept upon the grounds of this plantation.

What a combination of beauty this scene displayed

!

what gratification it afforded to the senses/ The air we
breathed was filled with delicious odour, and the trees

around were loaded with ripe and ripening frnit,

" The Mandarin Orange trees are readily distinguished

by the smaller leaf; and I observed that the fruit on
the upper branches had obtained a large size, whilst

that on the lower branches of the same tree was much
smaller. The trees (numbering 800 or QOO) surprised

me by their liealthy luxuriant appearance; and the
absence of weeds evinced the great labour and care that

had been bestowed upon them. The multitude of bones
strewed about pointed out the manure used, which was
the refuse from the boiling-down establishments, and
was found to be a good fertilising agent for Orange
trees. It was applied in the following manner :—

A

layer of the bones was placed in the trenched ground,
then a layer of earth, and lastly the liquid from the
boiling-down establishment was poured over the whole.
This manure was applied every five years, and the
bones left unbroken to decay and nourish the trees. It

was generally found that the tree was coarser just

after being manured, but soon improved, both in its

cjeneral healthy appearance and quality of the fruit.

Powdered charcoal mixed with the soil at the roots of

the trees also increases their health and vigour ; and
the blood of a^iipals or slaughter-ljouse refuse, used
with moderation is considered valuable- It has been
suggested as an improvement to mix superphosphate of
lime with tlve latter. Every two years the eai'th was
dug around the trees, which, by Jtdmittiug air to the

roots, materially benefited their growth and produc-

tiveness. The trenching was carried from 20 inches

to 2 feet in depth, which was always found amply suf-

ficient. Bone-manure is considered effective on sandy

and clayey soils, and the benefit is felt for many years.

On humid and calcareous soils they are of little use, but

on Grass-lands are very beneficial. Bones may be used

ground into dust, or else broken into pieces, small or

large, according as the effect is intended to be imme-
diate, or gradual and prolonged: the bones may he

buried entire*

"The produce of the diflerent varieties of Orange

varies- The Mandarin Orange tree, several of which

in this grove were 20 feet high and 10 feet in the cir-

cumference of their leafy branches, have yielded

annually 350 dozen each tree, and the more common
varieties have produced 280 dozen.

The Navel Orange (a fine, large, and luscious fruit) is

devoid of seeds, or has, at most, a solitary one, which is

always abortive. This is a highly valued variety, but is

usually regarded as a precarious and shy-bearing tree,

very shy bearer is that tree; we can't depend upon

crops from it,' said Murray, the experienced gar-

dener and propagator of the Orangery ; and each tree

usually bears only about 100 dozen.
" Tlie crop of Navel Oranges in this coimtry is very

uncertain, the blossoms not being able to endure the

hot winds so well as ocher varieties, and a large propor-

tion is often destroyed. Nevertheless, from their ex-

tended cultivation, a great number of these delicious

Oranges are sold during the season; and as they obtain

a higher price in the market than others (being from

3^. to 4*. the dozen), this compensates the grower for

their more limited production. The extent of ground

planted with Oranges at this place was 22 acres—the

trees being about 23 feet apart ; many of them were

from 18 to 25 feet high (the latter with a circumference

of branches of 54 feet). The view from nn elevated

spot was charming; the light of a bright sunny day

was playing over the Orangery with a bnlhancy that

must have aroused the most apathetic to admiration of

Orange groves, according to the extent of fruit-bearing
trees and choice varieties ; some of the dealers paying
for the whole of the produce immediately, whilst others
purchase from the growers, paying from ^. to 2s. the
dozen, according as they consist of the rarer or more
common varieties; they are retailed at the rate of from
Is. to Zs. or 4s. the dozen. Jlr. R. Hill has already,
during this year (1858), gathered, and sold for exporta-
tion and home consumption, 40,000 dozen oranges,
leaving about 20,000 dozen unculled."

We suspect that the delicious though slirivelled

Australian Oranges shown a year or two ago at one of
the Horticultural Society's exhibitions at St. James's
Hall were derived from some New South JVales Orange
garden, and not from Adelaide, as the exhibitor had
been informed.

But we must pause. And in doing so express our great
regret that a volume so full of interesting details, which
would render it quite a work of reference, should have
been rendered almost useless in consequence of the
entire omission of an Index. If ever a book stood in

absolute need of one—and a very full one—it is thia.

*A
the crops

the luxuriant scene.
„ ., , , r * 4- t« 4-^

"It is usual among the fruit-dealers of Australia to

purchase the whole of the produce of a plantation, and

ffather the fruit as required for exportation, or for sale

here, and of a great variety of other plants. " " "
in the colony. From 50^ to, 1800/. are realised by the

The account given of Australian Orange cultivation, proprietors as annual mcomes from the produce oi meir

Garden Mepior^-xida.
Templ-e Gardetits.—Although the Chrysimthemnm

may be justly said to be the tlower for which these
gardens are most celebrated, yet during the whole of
the spring and summer months, Mr. Broome contrives

to keep up an amount of floral decoration of another
kind of which he may well be proud; for in few places

have we seen a better display of annuals than
he has had this reason, and his bedding plants
also bid fair to do him equal credit. As a
winter flower the Christmas Rose blooms well in

these gardens, and later in the spring Snowdrops
fiower freely. Next follow Crocuses of different

colours, which bloom remarkably well, and intermixed
with common Primroses make a fine display. As soon as
these are over, their places areoccupied by purple and white
Virginian Stock, which together with other annuals of
different kinds keep up, for a town garden, a striking
amount of floral beauty until the usual kinds of
bedding plants come into blossom. In ordinary seasons
these succeed admirably ; but this year the compara-
tively low temperature and drenching rains to which
they have been subjected have here, as elsewhere, con-
siderably impaired their beauty. In their present
condition, however, they are still worth inspection.

Conspicuous among them was a pretty bed consisting
of Scarlet Geraniums, blue Ageratum, China Astors of
different colours, yellow Calceolarias, and white Verbena,
the whole edged with the little blue trailing Lobelia,
This kind of mixture had an excellent effect, and similar
combinations elijewhere were generally striking and
beautiful. Clove and scarlet flaked Carnations succeed
remarkably well here, and are, as they deserve to be,
great favourites; Stocks have also bloomed freely from
May up to the present time; Dahlias pegged dov^n
close to the ground flower well and make a good bed;
bufc Hollyhocks do not seem to succeed ; at least they
have been a failure this season. Heliotropes do well, as
do also Scai'let Geraniums and shrubby Calceolarias. The
last two flower all the summer and are very gay.
Cuttings of them struck now soon get well established,

and are wintered here in a cold frame, from which
frost is kept by means of a thick covering of mats and
hay. Stocks are sown in September under a hand
glass ; when sufficiently large to handle they are

pricked out three or four together into a 6dnch pot
in a compost of loam and a little well-rotted dung,
still keeping them out of doors and taking
care not to let them have too much water. In
November thej' are placed in cold frames for the winter,

during which period they are never watered except

they show symptoms of flagging. In the end of

February they are planted out into beds in which they
are intended to bloom ; a little frost does them no
harm. Of Scarlet Geranium some are wintered in cold

frames and some in a house ; but as they are liable to

damp off all are kept in asdry a state as possible. To make
sure of his stock from year to year, Mr. Broome plunges

them all in the ground in pots, a practice which in

some measure checks their growth, and induces them
to bloom more freely. At taking up time the old

plants are well cut in and kept for another year. Of
Ageratums and things of that sort cuttings are put in

even as late as October, and wintered in a cold frame.

Verbenas require to be struck about this time, so as to

get well established, or they are apt to die off in winter.

Chrysantheuiuins here promise to bloom finely this

year. They liave been well watered with rain water,

which is what they like, and no mulching has been

required to keep their surface fibres from being horned

by the sun. Manure water is however given them occa-

sionally so soon as they show the bud, until the flower

bu'ls begin to open, when it is discontinued. The pinching

off" of the laterals or side shoots at present requires great

attention, ibr if large blooms are wanted, a con-

siderable amount of thinning is necessary. In this

operation, however, great care must be taken; for

thecroivnhndsare apt to snap off. The work must,

therefore, be performed with a light and steady hand.

An object of interest in these gardens is an old Syca-

more tree, under which it is reported Johnson and Oliver

Goldsmith were wont to sit. This is fenced in with

iron r^nling, and is held together by meam of

hoops. It U dead, however, and has been 80 tor the^e
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last 15 years; and were it not for the evident care

bestowed upon It to keep it from harm and an Ivy bush

wbicb has considerately thrown its green mantle over its

dilapidated trunk, its present appearance would attract

bat little notice.

MiscellaneoTis.
Pyramidal Fruit Treesfor Ornamental TJantlng in

Villa Gardens.—I agree with your correspondent

"Malus" that firait trees in shrubberies ought to be

more abundant than they are, for they are quite as

ornamental as most of our deciduous trees and shrubs

at present in use, both in spring when in bloom and in

autumn when laden with fruit; for who is there who
does not admire either Apples or Pears, whether planted

as standards, espaliers, or pyramids—whether in gardens,

orchards, or anywhere else; besides, the value of the

their growth, these should be placed together at

one end of the house, keeping them sparingly

supplied with water at the root, and giving air rather

freely, which will generally serve to prevent any attempt
at a second growth ; those requiring to be kept warm
and moist should also be placed together at the opposite

end of the house, where very little air should be given,

using every care to keep the atmosphere about them
moist, &c. Allamandas, Clerodendrons, &c., which have

done blooming, may be removed to a Vinery where
Grapes are ripe or ripening, for as these will require

|

very little water, they will not do much mischief in the

way of causing damp, and their room will be found very

useful for other things. See that everything is free

fcom insects, and keep the foliage of such plants as

Ixoras, &c., clean by washing with a sponge and soapy

water when necessary.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pl>*EETEg.— Continue to encourage free growth

STATK OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, WE.\R LONDON
For the Weekending August -2:t, 1860, as obaerred at the Horticultural Gudeni

grow
to be
back,

crop must be taken into account. For villa, and small

gardens in general, I know of nothing to equal either
j where this is desirable, giving the "plants a liberal

Apples or Pears for ornamental planting, either as

pyramids or bushes, intermixed with a few evergreens,

to give 'the garden a furnished appearance in winter.

Plums also look well as pyramids, and produce a nice

effect in autumn, when the fruit is ripe, particularly

the large and high-coioured varieties. Pears are, how-

ever, in my opinion, most striking, but they must not

be neglected ; if they are wanted to look well and be

productive they must be removed every two years or

80, and have a little fresh soil added if the ground is

poor; avoid over stimulant manures; if the trees

too strongly without fruiting they require

lifted annually and their strongest roots cut

carefully preser^'ing all the small fibres; as

the trees get old they will not require lifting so

often, and will produce a good crop of fruit in most

seasons; when young and growing they require

watching, so as to stop all strong shoots, tying them
wherever they are wanted, to maintain a perfect shape.

A fruit tree, well managed, does as much credit to its

owner as a pot plant on an exhibition stage, and is

equally beautiful on a lawn as in a shrubbery. Any one

who does not care about the trouble of training them

can buy large trees fit for immediate effect at most

nursery establishments, and at reasonable prices. By
using fruit trees for ornamental purposes people with

•mall means may in most seasons enjoy a good Pear or

Apple for dessert during the greater part of the year,

merely by t;»king care to make a judicious selection of

sorts. The last place I lived at we had upwards of 70
Pears and Apples in the shape of pyramids and bushes,

planted in a small space of ground, and a most beau-

tiful effect they made, and were admired by every one

who saw them. On trees 5 and 6 feet high I had Pears

supply of water at the root, using manure water for

such as are moderately well rooted, and keeping the

atmosphere warm and moist. Shading will of course

be dispensed with by this time—at least it should be,

as growing plants will require exposure tO all the light

possible, in order to induce fine strong foliage and
a dwarf stocky habit. See that the succession stock is

properly supplied with water at the root, as any neglect

in this respect might be liable to cause some of the plants

to fruit prematurely. Alsokeep the atmosphere moist by
frequently sprinkling the paths, &c. ; syringe lightly

over-head, and shut up early iu the afternoon, so as to

husband what sun heat we have as much as possible

;

be careful, however, in syringing to spare plants

in flower, as syringing these over-head would
probably cause deformed fruit. Give plants

swelling their fruit plenty of clear strong manure water,

and young plants growing in open beds will enjoy an
occasional soaking of the same,
VryERiES.—Ripe fruit expected to hang for a con-

siderable time must be kept cool, for although quality

may be rather improved by warmth, &c., some sorts

soon lose their fresh plump appearance. Give air freely,

and keep the house as dry as circumstances will admit.

Stop laterals in the late house, and keep the foliage

regularly exposed to light, so as to have it a^ healthy

and vigorous as possible. Fruit beginning to colour

should be encouraged with plenty of warmth and air.

Keep thrips in check where at all troublesome by
repeated fumigations, and use every means to preserve

the foliage from red spider.

Peaches.—Give every attention to ripening the

wood, for upon this being properly effected next year's

success will largely depend. Keep the foliage clear of

J
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Au^st 17—Finp; clear and cold at nisr^t; ram.
— 1ft—Rain ; cloudy ; boiHterous wjth rain at mgttt.
— 19—Lisbtly overcast; showery; overcaBt,

— 20—Cloudy; fine throughout,
— 21—Vine; cloudv; densely overcast

,
tieavy rain at ni^t,

— 22—Rain; variable winds; cloudy; clear and cold; slight rain,— 23—Clear, quite cloudless aky; cloudy with very clear iaterrali;
very heavy rain'

Mean temperature of the week, 4* deg. below the average,

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 34 years, for the cnauing Week, eadinx Sept. I, 1S60,
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Sunday 26.,
Mon- 2;.-
Tues, 2S,.
\Ved- 29..
Thurs. 30..
Friday 31..

Satur. 1..
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3
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The hiKhestteTuperature during the above period occ^urredon the Ist,

1843—therm, 35 dcR- and the lowest on the 2dth, ISoVJ—therm, 32 deg.

SB Urge and of as good shape and flavour as ever I insects, and endeavour to preserve it in health as long
ol)tmned from a large tree, and Uiat not one Vmd only

bat 20 or more sorts— pprowinpf on a stiff clay on tlie

north slope of a hill, Tour miles north of London from

the General Post-offipe. This therefore should encou-

rage others to try the experiment. /. R. B.y in Turner

JSf Spencer's Florist, FruUist, and Garden Miscellany.

Calendar of Operations*
(For the ensuing tceeh,}

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

CoKSEfiTATOET, &c.—Preparations must soon be

made for getting tender plants out of doors under

coTcr. Wliere there is proper accommodation for them
under glass there can be no utility in keeping them out

of doors late this autumn, but in cases where they have
to be wintered in Vineries it is often necessary to make
every possible shift to keep them out of doors until the

stateof the Vines,&c.,aUowsof managing the houses with

something like regard to the well-being of the plants.

And with the aid of Tiffany houses or skeleton frames

or pits, constructed so that they will ward off a few
degrees of frost, and a waterproof cloth, old sashes, or

anything for covering that will throw off heavy rains,

m(»t greenhouse plants may be kept safely enough
for some time yet, unless the weather should prove

more unfavourable even than it has been, and will be
found to do much better under such shelter than
<TOwded too tbickty together in houses where fire-heat

must be oaed. Indeed, where plants have to be
wintered under make-shift circumstances, as In furcing-

liouses, &c., which cannot ^always be had in a fit state

for their reception at the proper time, some tempornry

shelter is indispensable to save the plants from drench-

ing rains and cold winds in autumn ; and a very suitable

^one would cost but little and would be found useful at

most seasons. Luculias and other winter flowering

things growing in the border of the conservatory must
be freely exposed to light and air, in order to get the

growth well ripened and insure a fine display of bloom.

. Also see that all plants are clear of thrips, for this pest

is particularly active at this season wherever it is

allowed to gain a footing, especially on Luculias and
such things as are in a growing state. Where there is

but one stove for the accommodation of tropical

plants, considerable care and attention are necessary to

properly manage these at this se;ison, as some having
completed their season's growth require to be kept cool

and rather dry, in order to ripen the wood, while others
in free growth reqvure to be encouraged with warmth

as possible. Give air abundantly, both day and night,

and Iccep the borders as dry as can conveniently be done;
therefore do not leave the sashes down when tliere is a
prospect of a wet night. Any gross shoots should be

stopped, as these, when allowed to grow as long as they
will, induce a flow of sap to them and keep up a

tendency to growth longer than would otberwise be
the case. Loosen the surface of the inside border, in

order to expose the roots as much as possible to the in-

fluence of the atmosphere; also in case of a continuance

of heavy rains, cover the outside border with something
to p! event its getting soaked, which would greatly retard

i

the ripening of the wood.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
That from this time to the end of next month is a

fnvourable period for transplanting evergreens is seldom

disputed ; nevertheless it annually happens that a great

amount of this kind of work is put off until so late that

tlie plants have no chance of pushing a few fresh roots

to enable them to resist the cold d^ing winds of

March ; we would therefore strongly advise all who
intend transplanting to commence as soon as cir-

cumstances will admit, and they will find that shrubs

shifted during this month will require but little atten-

tion in the way of watering next spring and summer.
compared with others transplanted in winter and spring.

Also get ground intended to be planted with young
stock from the nursery turned up as soon as possible,

especially in the case of strong adhesive soils, which are

qnite unfit for planting until thoy have been some con-

siderable time exposed to mellowing influences. Give
diligent attention to the propagation of bedding out

stock, and get cuttings that are suflBciiently rooted

potted off at onee, keeping them close and moist until

they become established. Those that have been potted

off and have got established in their pots should be

gradually inured to exposure to the open air, stopping

the shoots to keep them dwarf. But plants that are

not very strong should be shaded for a few hours in the

middle of the day, or placed in a shady situation out

of doors.

HAROr FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Any of the Peach or Nectarine trees which are

observed to be growing too freely should be gone over,

stopping all the stronger shoots ; and those that were

treated in this way a few weeks ago should also be

looked over again, stopping a further portion of the

shoots if this appears necessary, to prevent the forma-

tion of gross strong wood. Pear, and indeed all trained

fruit trees should also be gone over, removing all super-

flnous wood, so as to expose the trees to sun and air as

! fully as possible, which will be of service towards gettingand moisture. If there is no convenience for re
moving to a cooler touse such things as have made t the fiuit spurs and bearing wood ripened before winter

ITotices to Correspondents.
A Bag of Herbs : Onoma. There is no Savin ; but fragments of

Bue, Cocksfoot^ Yarrow or Milfoil, and some other similar

plant. "
, , rt

Books : Ambition. Study Kemp's How to lay out a Garden ; It

has plenty of plans, and is a capital gardeners* book.—y A* P.
Lindley's Flora Medica, or Perelra's Materia Medica.

DJsyECTED Leaves: Maidstone. We really cannot be made a

medium for procuring materials for preparations of this

kind. They must be sought either by personal inquiry or

by pubhc advertisement.
Emiqrants: / WK We cannot assume the responsibility of
advising you. In any British colony not within the tropics,

industry and good conduct are sure to succeed.

Greenhouses : Omagk. We should use Hartley's rough plate,

provided you can be cert:\in of procuring the best quality.

Some glass which comes into the market under this name is

very brittle. As to a stove for a small conservatory, that is

the great desideratum. Gas stoves are the most convenient,

but are very objectionable ; and, indeed, unsafe in the hands
of careless or unskilful servants. Hot water if you can
manage to work it is the best. Or if the locality suits, a
common brick flue.

Late Rhododendron : M. We imagine the specimen to belong

to some variety of Rhododendron ponticum, flowering thus
. late in consequence of the constant dampness and low tem-
perature. Several of our own are still flowering.

Melons: X T Z. From what you state we should imagine

that your plants are burned at the root ; but whether that

is really so or not can only be ascertained with certainty on

the spot ; your manure bed has possibly been too hot. Your
only remedy now is to try to recover them by means of kind

treatment, t

Monstrous Rhododendron : It H. Very curious. All such
cases, that of the Nasturtium included, prove to the under-
standing of the humblest capacity that flowers and their

parts are merely leaves in a metamorphosed state.

Names or Plants': Eliza. Chrysanthemum coronarium double

;

MeHssa officinalis, variegated; Pelargonium capitatuoi.—

E Bisset. 1, Pelargonium zonale ; 2, P. acetosnm ; 3, P. cau-
califolium ; 4, P. odoratissimum.—Cff?f&.*. A, Oxalis reptatrix ;

B, O. caprina ; C, Acer saccharinum ; D, Tilia laxiflora.—

E Beert. Hibiscus Sabdarififa.—^ S. Not a Campanula, but
Anagallis tenella.—X Y Z. Ervum hirsutum, and some re-

mains o! Galeobdolon luteum.

—

i^ub. 1. Polypodiura vulgare,

v. cambriAm ; 2, Adiantnm formosnm ; 3, Adiantum
pubesceus ; 4, One of the varieties of Scolopendrium vulgare,

apparently digitatum, but perhaps a badly developed

ramosum.— TT //. 1, Helichrysum bracteatum ; 4, Eupato-

rium cannabinum ; 9, Achillea Ptarmica ; 8, Coronilla varia.

You quite forget the condition on which we name plants.

Nectarines : R B. Wo presume that you have watched for the

enemy who gnaws your Nectarines, and have not found him.

Ho is probably some night feeder, and yon must look for

him by candle-light. If a Curculio, then place a white cloth

under the trees and brush them, when the insects may be

swept up and treated to a little boiling water. The flower

is that of a very bad Carnation.

The Cinchona Expedition. We extract from a new letter of

Mr. Markham the following passages:—"!. With regard to

M. Hasskarl, the whole point of my statement respecting

him was that he obtained no Calisaya seeds and fewer plants

than I did; yet you give him the credit of a measure of

success which you deny to me. 2. / lay no claim to identijlc

tnowUiige, as you are well aware frota reading my report

;

and therefore I feel no gratitude to you for not proving that

I do not possess what 2 n^ver pretended to po.^sess; and (deny

that this knowledge vas 'the first requisite for the adventure.'

What I do lay claim to is an intimare knowledge of the dif-

ferent .species of Cinchonre, both from personal observation
and from study, an acquaintance with the Spanish and
Quichua languages—with the country and the people. These
•were 'the first requisites,' and these I lay claim ta 3. la
order to throw a doubt on the truth of my statements
respecting the climate and scarcity of food in the regioa
between Handia and Vilque by the 'despoblado,' lor that was
the route I was forced to tike, you insert n;irt of a letter
from a person who states that he is acquamted with that
r^on. If it is true that he has traversed the same route, be
assuredly did experience the same cnld, though he may have
been better supplied with provisions ; but I think his
memory has failed him. As to his statement that it is need-
less to cross the Andes in conveying plants [the statement
was exactly the contrary Et.] from the montiR.is of Peru or
Bolivia to the coast, anr/ scfioofbo>f co'd.i have told Mni
b€tter[: !] Finally, I did consult Dr. Weddell, and he recom-
mended me to go to Caravaya, in preference to the Yungas
of Pelechuco or any other pai-t of Bolivia ; because from the
latter country *I should have more difficulty »« exporting live

plants.' [Of coin-se.] There were several good reasons for

preferring Caravavo to Bolivia." The itaUcs are our own :

comment is superfluous. The opinion we expressed
respecting Mr. Markham's adventure was one that we had
a right to form of a public act, in Government service : what
ho says confirms its justice—and something more. He no*
informs us that he is about to leave England in a few da^|
w« cnn only" wish him a pleasant aa well as successful

Toyage,

4
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ARTlFlCrAL MANTJRKS, &c.— Manufacturer*

1^ others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
obtain every neoemvj Instruction for their economioftl

"7 efficient preparation, byapnlying to J. a Nesbit F O.a

l^ Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

K^AniaKt.in. Loudon. 8. Analyses of Soil., Guanos. Superpho^

^h^ of Lime, CoproUtoi, Ac. ,and Assays of Gold bifver, and

SfheTMinemls are executed with accuracT and de^^tch

n«ntlemen .icsirous of receiTing Instniction in Chemical

^jialyMS and Assay

tion at the College.

J

TiTkih: LONDON MANl'ItK COMPANY
I (KOTABI-IfiUED 1840)»

ArJ now prepared to send out the followU^ iIA>' UFACTURFD

BUFERPHObrUATE or LIME, of beat quality.

PISSOLVKI) HONES.
CON''T-'NTltATEI> UHATB.
MANciKL MANURB.
U[.(H)l) MANUKK FOB CORX and ROOTS.
CUUN MANURK KOR SPUING TOPURESSINO.

They wotiM call particular attention to the ftrticle Dlsaolvod

Bones, u bein^' oiie of the most certain Manures for thii Root

Crop, and in wtiich they guaraQt«« erery portion, both of

the soluble and liiaolublo phosphata,to be obtainetl cntiruly

The London Manure Company also supply PERCVTAN
OUANO (direct frt.m Mes«rs. A. Gibbs A Jions), NllRAlK or

B0DA.8ULP1! ATKOF AMMONIA, and every Miinupo of Talne.

llfi. Foncbnreh Street. E.C. La/W. Fumbk, 8«J«t*»Tj_

fSuKNAUI). LACK, and CO.'S CONCKNTRATKU
13 BUPKUPllOSPUATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid »oltible. equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosnbaf^ "f I^ime. . . , .

CONCI.N IRATED TURNTF KANURE, eqnal in Talue tc

^J'these Manures Dr. Voelckcr e»ys:-"Thss« »«milt^ murt

be very ifnitifying to you, and are the beet proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial ^voluo which cha

your concentrated auperphoephato." . . , ^ . .

Detailed analyses, with oniiiioiis of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Bodety. with Te^timuulata,

Prices, tc. may be had on application to Bubsard, Lack,

A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LAWES'S MANUKES.—The Manures manufactured

by Mr. Lawes for the present season. 1S60. are now ready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—

LAWLb'b PATENT TORNIP MANURH .. .. £6
BUPERFHOSPHATE o*-LIME 6

MINERAL 5

LAWES'S'BARLEY MANURB 8

MANGEL MANURE 8
" GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can bo obtained of Mr. Lawis, or his ap-

^winted Agents, in all parts of the United Kiugdom. at prices

varying according to cost of carnage. v iw *

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bnlfc of

7000 tons Turuip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circuhu*. te be obtained

on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes s Agf^nta.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; ^ltrato

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawes. 1, Adelaide Place, London Endge.E.C,

«nd LifTey Buildings. Eden Quay. Dublin.

NORTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

HENRY JESSE returns his sincere thanks to Ms
Agricultural friends for the very increased patronage he

is receiving in the SEED, CORN, and MANURE TRADES.

H J. is fully aware of the great importance which attaches

to supplying Seeds aud Manures of the best quality, and

asmres his friends that no exertion shall be spared to supply

Buch articles only as may be confidently relied on.—Railway

Stores, Basingstoke; and 100, Seed Market, Mark Lane,

liondon, E.C.

can be obtained by applying at the ab^tve addreee. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

QMITII'S STEAM CULTIVATOR.—Steam CuUlva-

i^ torsarenow known to be Invaluable for Autumn cultivation

and for broakiug up ley ground on stroug land in the summer
J &. F. now\rtn have now made more than 80 sets of this

apimmtu**, and liaving a number ordered for delivery between
now and the close of harvest, they would recommend thr«e

who intend to avail themselves of Steam Cultivation at the

most useful period, to give their orders without delay.

GIlICnrnTRAl. anu (iENE.tAI. M\rHlNERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDKftS far the beet Articles roanufac-

turod, MoKsrs. lluBOKSs & Kcv, of »5. Newgate Street, T>.ndon.

B.C., invite the attenUon of the Public to their largo and

choice Stock.

REAPING MAClIlNE-rUiZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by BrnoERs ft

KcT, 95, Newgate Street, l»udon, E.C.

LAWX . MOWIXG MACHINES—BTTRGESS awd
KEY'S

MAciiiN'msre the most simple and effective yet Introduced

the public, and at a lower price—16 In., 6i ; 19 in., 61 10#.

S« in., 71. ; Including box ofV>nU. *c , for sharpening Garden

Engines and all kinns of Ganlcn TuoI« alway a jti stock. _
T O M 1 L~L E R S,

BOVILVS PATENT VOli CUINDINO CORN.—
The great advantages e«wted by Bovill's Patent f.-rgrmd-

Ing Com are acknowledged by all who have used the invention.

The saving to the Miller l* vcrj- great, and all dust is STolded,

Thereglstered Mortgsgees are the only i»ereons to grant ULunsea,

which they n^w offV-r with the ccnt-urrenoe of all other

CUImanU.—For terms, apply to Mr. G. W. Swatwb. 19, Ab-

church Ijine. London. E.C. Agent ror the M(

XAWN MOWERS. ROL-
J LERS. WATFR ENGINES.

Cd-VIRS, TABLl:.;^. and every
d'i8criptir.n of Garden requisites.

HURDLE8~GATE8, WIRE
FRNCINO, Ac.

CARTS, MOWERS. HAY-
M.XKKRS, HORSE RAKES,
DK ILLS. PLOUGHS, fee.

STEAM ENGINliS, THU1>H-
INO MACHINES, HOlisE
WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TER.S, tc.

PUMPS, CHURNS. MANGLES. BINS, Ac.

Prioe Lists free upon application to

THE AGRICULTURAL KN^ilNrERS* CO. LIMITED.
8WAK Lake, Upper Thamss bihtrr, London. S.C.

/ ^OLLEriE OF AOKICULTL'UE and LHEMIhTKY.
Kj AWDor PRACTICALand GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. Lon'lon. 8.

Principal—J. C. NESwrr, F.O.8.. F.C.8., Ac.

Thesystem of studies^tursued in theCollege prises every

branch requisiteto prepare youth forthepursuitaofAgriculture,

Bnginesrfng, Minijig, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, aud for the UiiiTsrsltles.

Analyses and Assays o( every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. 1 he terms and other par-

ticulars mav be had on application to the Principal.

I

«
6
5

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
JUPP'S NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD.-

Quality guaranteed by Dr. Letheby'a Analysis, in biga,

•35». percwt.. or \d. per feed of half a pint. Also,

JUPP'S NEW PIG and POULTRY FOOD. 16*. per cwt
,
or

Id. per feed of one pint, in sacks of 24 cwts. each.

Both the above delivered Carriage Free to any Railway

SUtiou in the kingdom. Original Testimonials to be sem at Uu

•Office, and copies sent free on application to

W. & R. Jcpp & Co.. 6. Cross Lane. Eastchg

TOHN BELL'S COMPOSITION for DESTROYING
fj MILDEW OTJ VINES, PEACH, and NECTARINE
TREES, and every other plant subject to this pest.

Sold in Bottles. Is. 6^.. Is M.. and ts. each. A Is. 6d. Bottle

is sufficient to make 10 gallons. It. 6.f. do. 20 gallons, and 5*.

do. 50 gatlonsfit for use.—

1

j^^-^cbftuge Street, ^orwlch.

INSECTICIDE VICAT (Vebmin De3Tboybb).--AU

Kinds of Insects ravaging the gardens are infallibly

destroyed bv INSECTICIDE VICAT. Several reports from

Agricultural! Horticultuml. and other '^'"^"^^ Societies tes^fy

-to its efficacv.-Sold by Sautet & Bobihet, 9. Greek Street.

Sobo S*iiiare.' W., and by thcirjisent^nil"2^o -'*"*^ country.

INDELIBLE GAiiUEN TALLIES.- Mark your

Tallioe of wood, parchment, or rinc for the gresDhouse or

garden, vrith Dr.vN's PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
PENCIL anJ they will be indelible. ReUil at Messrs. BrrLER

& McCcLLocu'fl and Mca^rs. Hoopeb * Co.. Coreiit Ganiuu,

W.C. : J. Cabtfr * Co , 237. High Holborn. W-C. ; T. Briodet,

liailway Arcade, London Bridge. 8.E. ; and aU Nurserjmen

and Seedsmen. Chemists. Stationers, *c. With acrew-holder,

complete Ix 6''. e.ach : will refill for li. ; by port for 19 penny

Btampe. Wholesale by J, Lusher, 19, Holborn Hill, E C.

;

Barclay & Sons, Farringdon Street, E.C. ; or any other whole-

sale house ; and John >! .. kay. liil, George Street. Edinburgh.

Further infomation obtained by addressing Abthcb Drsx,

the Patentee, at the Manufactory, 1, Durliam Place, Dalston

Green, London. X.E.

N.B. These Pencils arc unequalled for marking indelibly on

Linen, Ac, for which purpose a much finer point is made,

at same price, than that contained in the Gardener's PencU,

but this is well adapted for all coarse woven fabrics.

LEMING'S SALTING MACHINE fob
DESTROYING WEEDS os GR.VVEL WALKS. &c.—

This moat useful Machine has given the greatest satisfaction

wherever it has been introduced, and it is the only effectual

means of keeping Drives and Walks completely clear of Weeds.

Extract from Article "Trentham," in Gardemrt' Cli.ro.ticU

of January 22, 1S59.

• And I would observe in passing from these grounds that

the whole of the Grj^s and Gravel are kept in the most perfect

order by the aid of machinery ; the former by a Horse Machine
wherever it can be worked, a small hand instrument being

used in places of difficult access ; the latter is kept in order by

a Salting Machine, the invention of Mr. Fleming, and jufiging

from the beautiful condition of the Gravel in every direction,

I should say that it was altogether most efficient"

The Mowing Machines here referred to are Shasks*.

From T}u Fitld of April 2, 1859.

•*The Salting Machine will effectually destroy the Weeds on

Gravel Walks and Drives."

Testimonials with full particulars and prices may be had on

application to Alexander Sbanks & So.v. Dens Iron Works.

Arbroath, Patentees of Improved Mowing, Rolling, Collecting,

and Delivering Machine for Lawns, Hot-Water Apparatus

Manufacturers, Ac. ^^^

rpHK LANDS IMPKUVEMEM COMI'ANY,—
JL iucorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 165».

2, Old Palace Yard. Westminster, 8.W.

ToLaNDOWNEWI, THEClEBOY, BWATE AOBir«l,flUBVEYORfl4:C.

IK Enoijind and Wales awd in Bootland.

The Dlreotots beg leave to announce that the Company •

Amendment Bill, 1*89, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance mmiey, unUmitea m
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement.

the whole outlay and expenses in all CMes being hquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years.
^

1 Drainage, Irrigation and Warping. Embanking, Inclosing.

Clearing, Reclamation, Phmting, for any beneficial pur-

pose. Engines or Machinery for OraiMge or Imjcation.

1 F;u-.n Roads. Tramways and Railroads for agncultural or

farming purposes. ^, , ,

3. Jetties or Landing places on the eea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes. .

4 The erection of Farm Houses. Labourers Cottages, ana

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and Hdditions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

lAudowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament. Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improvements.

may borrow their proportionate share of the cos^ and charife

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
_

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controUed only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners. , ,. .. ,

For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director.

2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S-W.

L A N D D RA I N A C E.

ORKS OF DRAINAGE of auy extent are

f T EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
' AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
w

i
pcfLv, «uc.^^. *.«. . ~ , mortgaged.

, ticai corporate. ortsoMegiata.

P O U N DAGISHUKST CO
PATENTED,

FOB preventing AND DESTROTINO

RED SPIDER I
MEALY BUG 1

MILDEW
THRtPS SCALE GUEENand BROWN
AMERICAN BLIGHT 1 ANTS ^ ^ I

^^^
BED BUGS, Ac,

And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see

Gardeiros' ChroicU of 9th April and 16th July, 1859, and
"Cottage Gardener." 12th July, and hiia been favourably re-

ported on, and is used by eminent gardening authorities,

among whom are

—

Mr. Jvidd, of Althoqi Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Stiwbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Mr. Collin-son, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. Jas. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons. Tooling, 8.

F, & A. Dickson & Sous, Chester.

Tlie princinaV Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
England, Scotlaud. and Ireland use it, have taken in supplies,
and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price \s. for first

^ri.als and small uses, such as destroying bed bu;;^ ; St. for not
large gardens; 10«. 6d. for large gardens, with testimouiala aud
lull descriptions for use.

Nurserymen aud Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patkst Cakdle Companv, Limited, Loudon.

CUTTA P£RC.;A TUBING FOR WATERING GARDENS.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

Ttstimmtial from Mr. J. Farrah. Gr. to Boswell Middleton
Jalland. Esq.. of Holdernest House, near Hull.

"I h»ve had 400 feet ot your Gutta Percha Tubing, in lengths

of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the la<it 12 months

for watering the.<!e gardens, and I find it to answer better than

anything I have ever vet tried. The pressure of the water is

very considerable, but'this has not the slightest effect on the

tubing. I consider this tubing to be a moat valuable invention

for Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us towater our gardens in

about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour required."

Manufactured by the Gutta Percha Company, Patentees,

IS, Wharf Road, City Road, London. E.C, and sold by their

Wholesale Dealei-s in to vn and country.

,wp„j.^. »j '7 the Landowner as succMslTe

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commis.«ion thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given t

Reversioners or Mortg^igees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation. Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

AppUcations to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Compiiny, 52. Parliament Street. 8. W.

AJEW VETERINAUV COLLEGE, EDINUUKGH.
]\ —WINTER SESSION, 1860-61.—Professor John Gamgek

will deliver the INTiiODUCrORY LECTURE in the above

Institution, on WEDNESDAY, October 31. at 2 o'clock.

Further particulars in future Advcrtisement.s, and to be had

on applying to Professor Gamoee, New Veterinary CoUege,

Edinburgh.

MK. BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology aud Botany

in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agricdture,

that he mav be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing &tr:ita and Water

Rights of E.states and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

MTalyses of Seeds, Ac-Communications to be addressed to

Professor Bdckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

FRIGT DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, tlie

Queou. the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House.

his Grace the Duke ot" Devon.shiro for Chia^vick Gardens, Pro

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton

for the Crystal Palace, Roval Zoological Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartfordr-^

PROTECTION from ths COLD WINDS & MORNING FROSTS
"FRIGl DOMO, " aCaavas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

ftll horticultural and fioricultural purposes, for preserj^ng

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sim. from

wind, from att.icks ot insects, and from morning frosts. To

be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide „ .. 1*- 6f?. per yard ran.

Four vards wide . . .

.

3.^. per yani.

An im'proved make, 3 yards wide, 2^. 6d. per yard run.

Also "Frigi Dorao" Netting, 2 yards wide, UM. per yard run.

Fli=>ha Thomas Archer. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

TrinitV Lane, Cannon St., City. E.C, and of all Nurserymen

SJZ^k throughout the kingdom. - It is much cheaper

Wiit msricultural ©ajette
SATURDAY, AUGUSTUS, 1860,

an
than maU as a covering.

«' East Keal, SpU-'^by. Lincolnshire, April 30, 1858

TLV^^^Ty^u '^:%^;^::^s^: ^^^}?f'±;
L\npa^b}y, th'e best and most lasting thing of the kind 6,,^

hitherto manufactured.-! am. yours, &c.. Rev. J Spence.

All people engaged in practical agricultare

must at some time or other have been pestered with

a '* plague of Thistles." "VThether on plough lands

or in pastures Thistles are sure to obstruct our

path. In distant colonies the English farmer is

still followed bv the Ihistle. Our Antipodes are

overrun with it, and the settler asks, almost in

despair, how he is to get rid of it. Sijsclair, in-

deed considered these plants as a necessity ot

agriculture, and looked upon them as a beneficent

n-Tft to ensure labour and exertion. In the present

day, however, we look on them as enemies to be

eotridof; and as the best way to compasa this

desirable end is to study their modes of growth

and habits, we make no apology for the

following notice of Carduus arvensis^ the Corn
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Thistle, which may he Tie"^ed as the ^vorst of the

trihe, infesting as it does, all parts of the fann,

and not only taking up room but living on the

very fat of the land,

Carduus artensis is described by Bentham as

** the commonest of European and Asiatic Thistles^

accompanying cultivation to all parts of the world
;

extending far to the north, though perhaps not

quite to the Arctic circle." It has a "rootstock,

perennial and creeping, with erect annual stems

3 or 4 feet high ;" and these peculiarities of the

annually increasing stems and the still further

creeping rhizoniata, coupled with some peculiari-

ties in the growth and progress of the young

plants, have contributed to a wide-spread belief

that the plant is wholly indebted to its creeping

habit for its development. Farmers, indeed, uni-

versally believe that it is Hot produced from

seed— a belief so general that it has tended to in-

crease the plant to the extent to which we now find

it, for as the farmer deemed its seed to be incapable

of germirating he did not sufficiently direct his

attention to the destruction of the Hower stems

as a means of preventing the after-seeding by
wliich. the pest is scattered far and wide. Now in

order to test the powers of germination of Thistle

seeds we sowed, on the 2d of September of last

year (1859), 10 seeds which we had a few days pre-

viously collected. By the 21st of the month the

whole had not only come up, but had advanced in

growth to the condition represented in figure 1. In

this state the plants were left without further obser-

vation. For some time however previous to the

advent of cold weather the secondary leaves had
advanced so far as to show indications of the

characteristic prickly foliage of the order.

At the first frost the whole of the plants had ap-

parently died, and so they were left to their fate ; as

the time when the last drawing was made. In

this the secondary bud had grown up to a large

prickly but abortive bud, while preparation was

made in the tertiary buds—fig. 3, a a «, for a

complete plantation of Thistles, which will in

the third year advance some of these very buds

to the flowering state.

In this last condition it is that the farmer

attacks them by cutting them down ; and to

repeat in our pages an old rhyme, it will be seen,

under such conditions, that little or no injury

results to the plant from the process :

—

" Thistles cut in April

Will come up in a little^^wliile

;

If in May
They grow the nest day ;

If in June
They'll grovr again soon ;

If in July
They'll hardly die

;

If in Augjust
Die they must.'*

These words, uncouth as they are, are meant to

express some important facts in the natural

hibtory of the plaut. It may be observed that

with such a preparation of underground buds

there can he no wonder at the quick re-appear-

ance of the plant on early cutting ; at the

same time, if we consider that the whole of

the above-ground parts of the plants would natu-

rally die nt the first approach of cold, we may
conclude that the decree of

" If in August
Die they must."

is more apparent than real. For while the tertiary

buds are advancing to flower they are also active

in providing a still newer growth of rhizomata and

buds to perpetuate the growth of the plant ; and

hence we have no hesitation in saying that never

can this Thistle be destroyed by late cutting of its

above-ground stems. However, eveu at this time

CARDUUS AKVENSIS. Sown Sept. 2, 1S50.

spring came on, however, we observed that young much good may he done in keeping down the
buds were just appearing above the ground, which reproduction of this plant, for by the August
induced us to take up some of them for examina- mowing seeding is usually prevented, thouo-h even
tion, and the figures 2 a and h will show the for this object we should prefer an earlier cuttin"-.
process by which in the apparent death of these If we review this history we shall find that
seedling plants preparation is after all being made
for carrying on the increased life which belonga

to its rhizomatous condition. Here then so far we
cannot wonder that the farmer has never observed

a seedling of this Thistle, seeing that its life in

this condition is so short that the young plant

is scarcely developed in a state to enable the casual

observer to distinguish it from other seedlings

before it succumbs to winter and apparently dies.

In diagram 2 a and b, we may observe the buds
h h, which are destined to be the growing points

of the plant, through whose exertions (if we may
so express it) the advance of the specimen is to be

secured, and its spread and multiplication by
means of the secondary buds a a, is to be brought
about.

Ihe rate at which this second year's growth is

carrifid on may be seen from diagram 3, which
repTesents one of the plants as it had advanced in
IhQ period between February \7th and June Stb,

Thistle^ seeds may germinate everv autumn ; no
sooner are they ripe than the w:nJ carries them
away far and near, and each seed may thus be the
centre of a thriving colony, and all brought about
so quietly that its very growth from seed is hardly
suspected. If we further observe the quantity of
seeds that may be produced by even a single one
of its composite flowers, we shall find that a single

tertiary bud may in one season produce as many
as 150 seeds, and if we have 10 flowers to each
bud, the plant figured (No. 3) having eight buds
may present us with the following sum

—

150 X 10 X 8 = 12,000 seeds as the possible

seed production for the third year of growth of

this individual Thistle, It is not to be wondered at

that sucii elements should occasionally operate to

cause a sudden and unexpected irruption of

Thistles, nor that the getting rid of those which
have taken possession of the ground is a matter
of no small difficulty. These, however, in spite

!

of the rhyme we have quoted, we should attack

not by clean cutting but by bruising tbom, and that

as early as possible ; and thus close depasturing in.

early spring with horses, oxen, or sheep, aids greatly

in-diminishing the pest. Forking in the corn field

13 no bad method of attack. The plough only

divides the root-stcck into sets and so multiplies

the evil at a prodigious rate ; and it is the

single plants thus produced which one so often

pulls up to ascertain whether the individual be a

seedling or no.

It is thus quite clear from our observations that

the TIdstle not only seeds, but, as we fully expected,

that its s:eds have as large a germinating power as

others ; at the same time we would remark, that

much of Thistle seed both of this and other

species is destroyed by weevils, which eat it out

before it scatters, a fact which may have led

the farmer to the conclusion that Thistles produce

only abortive seeds. Again, birds, especially the

finches, are very active agents in keeping down

seed of Thistles; the very method, however, in

which birds feed tends to make a portion of seeds

fly away to a distance, and we have seen with

what possible result.

. From these remarks, then, it may be gathered

that the most efiectual way of dealing with Thistles,

as with other weeds, is not to let them seed.

They should every where be cut down before they

are in bloom, before indeed the flower head is

observed to be quite out, for by that time the first

flower head will most probably be in seed, and

so a plant whose head we have put by to die

may scatter with the first breeze as many as

150 seeds.

And it is not sufficient that this^ should be done
merely on the farm; the way-sides and waste
places should be especially attended to in this

matter. If there be no proper person to look

after the roads in this particular, we strongly

urge upon farmers the necessity of each attending

to his own portion of road ; and as all will

not do this, and the careful man may sufier from

the careless acts of others, we should combine

with Mr. DoNNELLT to obtain some enact-

ment, making it compulsory to keep way-sides

and waste places free from weed mischief, or at

any rate from Thistles, Hedge rows are too often

most prolific sources of Thistle growth, and the

common practice should be universal by which the

Wheat fields have the weeds cut between the grain

crop and the hedges. It is a plan which cannot be too

highly commended, as it not only keeps the weeds

from seeding, but it prevents the Wheat around

the margins of fields from being choked up, and

besides clears a space beneath the hedges along

which the bird- keeper may freely walk.
From the foregoing remarks, then, we may see

that Thistles have a history like all other plants,

and we may therefore gather that if we are to cope

with those plants which we call weeds we must study

what they do and how they do it. From not

knowing this in the matter of Thistles much error

has arisen, and indeed we are justified in conclud-

ing that the vast masses of this plant which one

occasionally may daily meet with are the result as

much of ignorance as of carelessness. Let it there-

fore be understood for the future that Thistles do

grow most readily from seed, and if we are wise

we shall in future prevent as many Thistles

from seeding as possible.

The additional harvest returns in another page

corroborate those which were published last week.

Of 30 reports of the Wheat crop in Scotland and

England, 19 estimate it as under average. Of 33

reports of the Barley crop, 23 declare it to be

average, and seven put it as very good or over

average. Of 32 reports of Oats, four are under
average, 22 are average, and six are over average.
Both Peas and Beans in these supplementary
returns are generally reported as being superior

crops.

The weather which has befallen us since the

date of these returns must however be remembered
by any one who would derive from them his

opinion of the present harvest. In several in-

stances, as from Suffolk, Essex, Cambridgeshire,
and elsewhere, we have had intimation of the

serious injury done ; and though a few only of

our correspondents have sent to correct their

reports, both of the probable harvest time and of

the probable yield, yet everywhere we know the

ripening of the grain is being delayed, and both its

quality and its quantity are being injured by the

constant cold and wet.
This weather, too, is general ; the Times reports

it to be as mischievous in France, in Hollaed, Vi

Holstein, and in Germany as it is in England. 1^
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^jJtSts^lier than our own the question is—How

is the harvest to be got in if we are to have a

continual alternation of rain and sunshine.

" The AYheat in the districts to the south-east of

Paris, where the crop has been gathered in, is more

or less injured by the damp, and the new Wheat

offered for sale in those markets is unfit for millers'

use. The Wheat in the northern and western de-

partments of France, where the harvest is being

commenced, will be more or less injured should the

weather not change for the better. Even in the

south of France it has been found difficult to

thresh out the corn. The rain penetrated the stacks,

which were not made for such unseasonable

weather, and the new Wheat brought fo market

It will be lono; before the
is unfit for storing.

Wheat now being reaped will be sufficientljr dry.

The accounts from Germany are not more satisfac-

tory. It rains in Holland, it rains in Holstein,

and the Wheat harvest is retarded. Rye and
Barley have suffered. Accounts from Berlin state

that the Potato crop is diseased, and that the Rye
and Barley on the ground are in danger of

perishiu!S

APPEARANCE F THE C K P S

FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS,
{Continued from Last Week.)

COUNTIES.

SCOTLAND.
ABERDEEN ...

ELGIN

PERTH

WHEAT. BARLEY.

rORFAR

5IID-L0THIAN .

.

EAST LOTHIAN

# i

RENFREW

LANARK

.

SELKIRK

AYR

BERWICK

ENGLAND.
DURHASI ....

NOTTS

NORTHAMPTON..

LKICESTER

WxVRWICK

GLOUCESTER
SHIRR ^

OXFORD

Good; late

^ ^ ^ ^—

Under average
Under average

Not average
Probably aver-

age on the whole
Thin ; not aver-

age
About average;

late

Under average

Full average

;

late

Under average

Under average

Scarcely average

Below average

Under average

Under average
Small breadth
Much improved;
wellheaded; late

Very bad
Under average

Good crop

Average

Average

Under average

Quite average

Full average

Good
Full average
Full average

Very fine

Full average
excepting clays

Good generally

Over average

Over average

Over average

;

bulky
Rather over

average
Average

Good

Fall average

Good

Average
Large breadth
Veiy good

OATS.

Full average

Very good
Average
Average

Veiy good
Not so good as

promised
Very good

BEANS.

• • • 4

PEAS. POTATOES.

t « «

GRASS.

Bulky-

Good

P *

Bulky

Good; average Bulky enough

Over average

Unequal

Scarcely average

Bulky

Good

Eelow average

Fair average

Average

Average

Over average

Bulky

Full average

Very good

Scarcely
grown

Very pro-
mising
Average

Good

* 4 *

Good

Scarcely
gi'own
Good

Average

Moderately good

Healthy as yet
Look w^ell

Remarkablyweb

Very promising
Not so luxuriant

as jjeneral

Good

Iri'egular

Full average

Average

;

healthy
About average

Under average

Good

Looking very
well

Various

Average

ROOT
CROPS.

Bare throughout Turnips exoel-

thc season
Pretty fair

Not plentiful
Nob plentiful

HARVEST
GENERAL.

NAME AND
ADDRESS.

Sept 20
lent

Good average
Never better
Very promis-

Sept. 20
3 weeks
3 weeks

W- Hay, Ellon

J, M'DonaW, Huntley
, Forres
, Forres

Not very good I Very fine Beginf^. Sept. J-
^^^i^^?^*

^"''^
Light lAlmr.stviniver-llst week Sept.i .

Stratheam

sally good
J

t

BUCKS

MONMOUTH

SUFFOLK

BEDFORD

ESSEX

KENT

Fair

Average bulk,

but late and un*
certa in

Below average
in quantity and
quality
Below average

Not average

Under average

Good

Good ; full

average
Nearly average

Good
Under average

Very good on
light dry soils

Below average

Good

Average

Short straw

;

well headed
Middling

Good on Barley
soils

Bettor than
Wheat

Pew good

Good on light
soils

Avenige

Moderate

Good

Average

Bad
Average

Over average

Average

Good

DEVON

IRELAND
DOWN

Thin, but well

filled ear

Autumn sown
nearly an aver-

age; springsowB
one-foui'th under

average

MONAGHAN.

WESTMEATH

Averuf^e an all

friable soils

probably an
average

Average

Fair

Promising

Generally light

Middling

Good

Good

Average

Short; but
upright

Very good

Good on dry
land

Murh improved,
but in clay lands
very inferior

Good
Vnry

luxuriant
Abundant

Average

Over average

Good at pre-
sent
Fair

Good

Bulky, but not
vfery well
cornud

* * «

Pretty good

Good

Good

Promising

Good ; lato

Very good but
late

Good
Very

luxuriant
About average

Averaso

Good

Various

Bad

Good

to *

» * > *

« * *

A good pro-
mise; the
haulm very
abundant

Pretty good

Good

Bad

Variable

Not good

;

many lost

Very great

Fair

Poor
Very much
dS vised

Prod\ictive : not
diseased

Good crop

;

symptoms of
disease

Luxuiiant

Early kinds
dirseased

Early, very bad ;

late, looka well

Good ; but much
disease^

Productive, but
diseased

Promises well

Much diseased

Very much
blighted |

Bad ; tnuch
blighted

Generally being
diflpas&l

Extremely bad

Great crop ; leaf

diseased

Much diseased

Hay light ; pas-

ture well eaten
Rather under

average
Pretty good

Very poor

Good now

Good

Average

Greatly im-
proved

Now very good

Average

Good ; disease
has appeared

Hay all spoiled
Abundant

Ouethird badly
saved
Plenty

Hay ; mostly
out in wet

Good

Never bettor

Good; but hurt

Moderate

Good hay ; well
secured

Spoiled

Damaged

Good ; but hay
much damaged

Good

Abundant ; but
spoiled

Greatest crop
known ; buthaj'

Npoiled
Abundant

Turnips pro-
mise well

Very promis-
ing

Much over
average
Very fine

Late

Healthy and
good

Scarcely
average

Above average

Promising

Average

Pasturage
good; much
hay spoiled

Good
Very back-

ward
Late ; but
promising
Various

Very good

Good plants J

lato
Wonderfully

well
Fair

Promising,
but late

Late ; but
promising

Indifferent

Good

Bad

Pretty good

Good

Exceedingly
good

Various

Verybackward Alex. Bell, Ferryden

weather Farm.

1st week Sept. G. Edie. King's Kettle

Isfc week Sept.

End Aug.

Middle Sept.

Sept. 11

J. Hialop,Midcaldcr

G. Hope, Drem

J. Gardiner, Xeilston

Geo. Eoyd, Renfrew

2d week Sept. David Gairdncr, Hamil
ton

J. Stalker. Galashiels
Sept. 10

W. M'Jannet, Irdna
Sept.

1st week Sept. G. Logan, Stitcbell

J. Wilaon, ChimsideAug. 27

Sept. 15
Sept. 10

End Aug.

Cannot say

Sept. 1

August 27

W. Bell, Durliam
John Buckley, Nomaan-
ton Hill

P. Love, Sbeep Street

William Gray, Courteen
haU

Thomas Spencer, Kno-*
pingtou

W. Gibbs, Stratford

Uncertain ; a [c L. Denton, St. Briavel

deluge „ ,

Endof August S. Bruce, Eynsbam

t « V

m *

CARLOW^

CLARK
LONGFORD
LEITRlM .

TYRONE .

.

LIMERICK

KILKENNY

WEXFORD

TIPPERAKT
CORK

Good

Good ; but back-

ward
Average
Good

Not average

Not So good as
last year

Good

Average

Good
Good ; little

grown

Good

Middling

Pair

« «
A tolerably

abundant bay
crop

. • • •

De&cient

Very good

Good

Very good

Good
Good

Average

Short

Good ; but late

Very fine
Average
Good

One-third defi-

cient

Better than for

years

Average

Average

Good .

Average

* • * *

Inferior, even
should the dis-

ease not pro-

gress much ; it

jiBnow apparent
generally

]

Pretty good jGood in general

Pi-omising ;

but very late

End of August

Se t.3

August 23

Third week In

August
Aug. 20

August 27

August 22

August 27

August 27

1st week of

Sept., if then

Alexander Erasei^
Steeple Claydon

J. R. G. Relph, Usk

L. O. Cottingham,
Saxmundliani

W. Lavender, Biddeu-
ham

Collinson Hall, Romford

A. Barfield, Dunmow

A. Hardy, Jfaldon

R. M*tson, Wingliam

G. Turner, Exeter

John Andrews, Combet

Going

Good

Good

Very good

Average

Late

Beginning of iRev. Thos. Middlemisa,

Sept. Castleblaney

About Sept. 10

» * >
• * •

• •

• -- •

Greatly da-
maged

Bli^l tt appcariDg' Good
Very fine Heavy

Good
;
perfect Good on eurly

meadows

# * * •

* • »

# * ^4

1

Fair

Fair ; but st
'

now blighted

Ilolding on well

Not ifood. and
disBA^ed
Poubtfnl

.-.lightly blighted

Detlcient

Very good

Good

Good

Good
Short

Middling \
August 27

Sept. 7
Sept.

Sept. 10

Sept. 10

Septamber

September 1

August' 25

Sept. 5
, t. i*

Parti-al

Middling
Healthy

Good ; but
Uto

Good : but not
extensively
grown
Pair

Promiaes well

Good
Under average

George BagnaU, Hilton
"PfLHR

P. W. Mosse, Rutland
House

W. Digan, Rillaloe

J. M. Goodifl; Granard
J, Lindsay, Manor Ha-

miltoa
W, Paterson, Pebble
Lodge

Eraiis H. Gubbiofi, Mil-
town limS

Patrick Grace,
ford

Alex. Prceton, Knni»-
carthy

W. liyall. Ca*hel
Fmacte Alex. Twinamo,
Kauturk

BURGESS AND KKY'S REAPER.
I ^ILL, with your permission, continue the narrative

of my use of Burgess & Key's reaper from the point at

which my former letter (see page 760), which you did

me the favour to publish in the last Number of the

Gazette, left my experiments.

All difficulties of any importance vanished in the

^ ^f fhP first whole day of our use of the reaper,

IX it^S lihl adopted and which I detailed

in m previoTs letter. Everything certainly w«s

weU np on its roots ; the straw was dry and cnsp. I.

the ground hard and firm, the reaper itself ««-

cloeeed. newly oiled and sharp. It a of great

Stan'^e to^ have a start under favourahU c,r-

cnmstances. You are uot discouraged; jon ^
layinK up akili and practice to prepare you fbr

the difficulties when they come, and l^ave had

already such proofs of the usefulness and availability of
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your new friend, as to make ^ou more reiuly to trust

nim, when clouds come on or appearnncos are rntlier

Against him. The one thing which I have found to

xailitate most against the perfect success of the opera-
tion of the reaper, has been a soft and yielding con-

dition in the ground when damped by recent rain.

The machine has then a tendency to clog, the draught
is more difficult and irregular, the work done is less,

and the stubble does not present such an even mown,
nay rather (to come nearer to a true description of its

work when in perfection) shaven appearance. If too

the crop is low and light, such as a thin crop of Oats,

and a little damped by rain or heavy dew, the work of

course is less satisfactory. If there be in addition

decided inequalities in the surface, such as deep furrows
or hollows, the reaper will have a tendency to dip and
dig into the earth, when it must be stopped instantly

and helped out of its troubles. For this reason and
many others I have always found it desirable to have a
man regularly following the machine. It professes,

indeed, in its perfection to deliver the swath itself

—

but sometimes the straw will be six or more feet long,

and will require a little urging and helping off; some-
times there will be some jerk or stoppage which should

be immediately attended to, A constant communica-
tion too can he ke'pt up hetween the driver and the
tender ; the latter being able to observe how the work
is done'and to counsel the driver accordingly, who may
sometimes be going too fast or (more frequently) too

slow. He watches also the arrangement of the
ground and the furrows, and at the turn may arrange
if necessary some delation dictated by circumstances
from the usual course. A sudden "gee" or "haw"
from the tender behind too will help the driver, keep-
ing him, directly he deviates from it, nearer the crop,

if be be driving at all too wide of it; and taking him
off if he is driving too far into it, or stopping tlie team
at once if there be any rooks or shoals ahead. For such
reasons I would always have a man following the

If the field he doiible tlie length you must
allow a little for there being fewer turnings

and the consequently quicker return of the machine.
If again your crop is very lieavy you ninst allow

something more. Perhaps under tliese circumstances
one or even two more men may bo required to keep up
with the machine, lint it is obvious tliat these things

cannot be rei:;ulated with absolute nicety, from the

shape of fields, the varieties in the crops, and the

varieties in the men, who will in one part of Great
Britain do one third more work in a day than in another

part. Where, however, to the best of your power you
have divided the allotments, you must insist upon the

work being done in the right time, for if you once let it

flag and get behind the machine you will never

recover yourself; part of the crop will be left at night

in the swath, part of your men will be wanted to bind

and stook that the nest day, and all your
work will be disarranged. It would be better, if

at any time the work seems hopelessly behind the

machine, to stop it f r a few minutes, and let every-

thing start fresh, than to keep dragging on at (you

may rely upon it) a greater and greater distance from
the machine. But generally there will be a kind of

head man in the field, who will do his own work and
give a lift to anyone who is a little behind. The man
who is following the reaper, as he goes up with it on
its return journeys, and when it is out of gear, will take

up a couple of sheaves under his arms in passing and
stook them, or it will do no harm if even your honour-
able self will act as a supernumerary, and give a help-

ing hand where yon see it wanted. From the above
data I conclude that the reaper, worked as I have
described, will with every allowance manage 8 acres

a day, and if eight men can gather, bind, and stook
after it, then it follows that should you be obliged

at any time to reap without being able to bind, &c.,

or should you be able to reap all round the field, you
may set the gathering, binding, and stooking at an

machine, not to interfere with it, but as medical gen- 1 allowance of one acre a day per man. As I said in my
previous letter, I have done myself 10 acres in a day,

with eight binders and two men with tlie reaper ; but
then the place tor the horses to walk was already prepared
with the scythe, the machine worked all day in the
same field without having to be removed, the crop was
of moderate weight and in a good condition for cutting.

In the mode of reaping which I have practised, I find

it necessary to let the reaper take its return and out-of-

gear journeys outside the work, and some little distance

from the standing corn, so as to allow plenty of room
for the men to bind and stook uninterruptedly ; but of

course fresh spaces for the return journey are per

tleraen say, " to assist nature." And even when all

goes on smoothly, there is a pleasant sense of security
as you watch the steady, rapid tread, the brisk, satis-

fied look, the bright vigilant eye of your tender, know-
ing that though his office seems for the moment or
the hour something of a sinecure, he will prove,
like William of Deloraine, "good at need," and may even
exercise something in the meantime of the functions of
an overlooker, dropping a word as he passes to the
binders or the raker, and certainly being more careful
at the turns. You can do nothing better, therefore,
when you get a reaper, than choose the most active,

intelligent, open-eyed man among your labourers,
!
petually preparing between the stocks, so that the

CBpecially giving the preference to one who has a "bit
of a notion" of machinery, and who has a fancy for new
lights. If you have such a man, or ean get such a
man, or (if the worst comes to the worst, and this you
inust^ do sometimes), make such a man, place tlie

machine at once " under his protection " and care. He
will be proud of it, and think and work day and night
to make it answer. In time he will get to understand
it thoroughly, and take the same pride and pleasure in
it that a sailor will in his own Jiight little boat or scliooner.
Since, in order to keep np a brisk fire of work, you
should change your horses (two of which are required
for the reaper) once in the morning, and once in the
afternoon, so as not to let the same team continue at
work above 2^ or 3 hours together, one of vour carters
will be probably at liberty, and if he is a" fit man, he
might manage the tending of the machine. But it is

better to have a man who can be whole to his work and
not one who has horses to take care of or anything else
to do, least of all, your bailiflT, who, if you have much
land, will have his hands and his head full with regu-
lating the work, helping at the stooking or pitching in
one place while the reaping is going on in another.
For simikr reasons it is best to keep the same driver.

He becomes master of the work and of the team, and if
^ted with confidence and put upon his honour, will
arive on the work and not mind a little exertion to keep
everything moving, and if he does his duty, at the close
of the harvest he should find himself richer than his
wages by half a sovereign or half a sovereign's worth ;
and in the same way your tender, or as they are rather
fond of calling themselves your " engineer," sliould be
made to look bright at a bright sovereign. The driver,
tender, machine and horses being thus arranged, I must
describe how we managed the rest of the work. At first

the binders followed the work loosely, taking up the
swath where they could, after wasting a great deal of
time in treading upon or following eacii other, or
arriving tvo or three at a time at the same bit of swath.
The binding under this system will never keep up with
the reaping, and the full amount of work will never be
done. Yourself, or your bailifl^, or whoever is arranging
the work, must first of all step the length of the field or
the swath, and divide the distance into equal parts, if all

be men, giving a smaller portion to any women or boys.
But in a Wheat crop it is best to have all men. the work
requiring strength, but with Oats and Barley active
women or boys will do well enough. Suppose the field
to measure about 35 rods, or about 200 yards, along the
^urse of the reaper ; divide this into eisht parts,
leaving alx)ut25 yards each to eight men. Se"t a branch
or stick to mark the limits of each man's beat, and keepmm to that exclusively. He can gather, bind, and

cr^?"* ^^i"*""
Wtween each return of the machineen such a field with a moderate crop of 4 quarters

reaper never need be above 20 yards from the crop.

The greatest trouble and delay is in changing the
field, when the machine has to be entirely or partially

taken to pieces, carted, and put to pieces again. When
this has to be done you will often lose a couple of hours.
But this need only take place in case of considerable
distances, rough roads, or narrow gates. I have all my
new field gates now made a good 9 feet wide, and with
this width you have only to take off the cone, which the
tender will carry on hLs back, and you can easily pass
through. With narrow gates of 6^ or 7 feet width, the
delay and annoyance of getting through are consider-
able. It is almost better in such cases to remove the
gate and one of the posts, and put them up again of a
more convenient size at your leisiu-e, than waste the
precious hours of harvest and the strength and time of
your horses and men in lifting, and turning, and pull-

ing the unhappy reaper out of the little 4-acre field

into another through a gate that was never meant to
admit much more than a donkey-cart.

I need scarcely enlarge on the saving in wages and
in the value of the crop effected by the reaper; this
must be obvious to every one ; I know it from expe-
rience. Three harvests ago I had to pay as much as 1/.

an acre for reaping and binding, and 15*. is a very
common price. Even then the work is slowly done, or
not done perhaps at the right time, and the fine

weather perhaps is passing, and the grain is beginning to
shed, and the men you hire see your necessity and
become intolerably exacting and perhaps impudent.
But with the machines you get your work done at
the right time, with a tliird part of the number of men
you would otherwise require, and at a third part of the
expense it would otherwisa be to you. Need I add any-
thirig about comfort and independence ? With us a man
osually reaps and bimls one-third of an acre; a 10 acre
field then would require 30 men. I have done it by the
help of the reaper with 10. ARer perlntps hunting for

men to reap all over the country, it would cost me 15*.

or more an acre. With men and horses all paid for. it

more people in winter when work was scarce. The
curiosity and interest excited by my niachine whenever
it was working near a public road have been extrenie.

For days I never saw a pedestrian, a horse-man, a cart

a waggon, or a private carriage pass by that did not
pull up to watch the machine—which indeed is a
remarkable looking object in a field, as the van moves
round, and the grain bows down before it—reminding
one of Milton's words in the Samson Agonistes, but
applied by him, I am sorry to say, to a laily

—

" What thing of earth or air

Comes hither sailing?"

Mine was then the only one, I believe, at work in some
three or four aiijoining counties. The Hon. Mr. came
to see it at work ; he was expecting one on his own
land, but told me T had got the st;vrt of him by a week.

I would say, before closing, never be without two or

three scythes and a few sickles on the field. The
scythes will always be wanted from time to time when
you begin a ne^v field, to prepare a way for the horses,

and they will also be very useful in mowing down
awkward comers, or parts of the field which may be
laid, and over which when thus mown tlie machine as it

arrives upon them should simply pass out of gear. If,

too, the machine should by any accident " come to

grief" for a time, you can then set your men to

work and be doing something, instead of allowing

them to stand by, jeering and idling, and waiting

the arrival of the village blacksmith, whose verdict is

waited for, or whose skill is tested with the same
anxiety as a doctor's. In truth, however, now my men
would not reap with the hand if they could avoid it.

They all like working with the machine, and would
think it as much slavery to reap with the hook as to

thresh with the flail.

I do not allow my harvest men any beer. Wlieu
they do not get their meals at the farm they are
allowed Is. a day extra for their food, and have in the
afternoon ten minutes* rest and their drinking given
them of milk, tea, butter milk, or more commonly of
the following compound, which they much like. Half a
pint of Treacle in 12 or 14 quarts of water, with a little

grated nutmeg and ginger. Our day is from 7 to 7,
with one hour for dinner, and ten minutes in the
afternoon. This is much better than beginning early
in the morning and leaving off earlier in the even-
ing ; because the men have time to get their

breakfast or come from a distance before work,
and the dew is more off the corn and the ground.
And because often the evening hour is the most
favourable of the day, from the coolness and the
momentum which belong to it, for getting on with
work. On a push my men will stay longer to carry,

but then I always pay them accordingly. Exile.

Home Correspondence.
Valuation of Manures.—In the continued report of

Dr. Anderson's excellent lecture to the members of the
Highland Society, relating to the valuation of manures, -

which appeared in the last Agncultural Gazette, I
observe that whilst the raw materials are valued at the
lowest rate at which such articles can be purchased in

cargoes, consisting of hundreds of tons, and for money
payment, the manufactured article (superphosphate) is

reckoned at the highest rate at which it is sold, packed
in bags, and delivered free at railway stations. Now as

the data for arriving at the proper estimate of the com-
ponent parts of the manure are derived partly from the

one mode, and partly from the other, they must evidently
be erroneous. In order to meet the various expenses
incurred between the first purchase of the raw material
and the final realisation of the manufactured article,

embracing the several items of one year's interest of

cost, crushing, preparing, manufacturer's profit, bags,

freight, railway carriage, and merchant's profit, in-

cluding also risk of bad debts, &c., a margin of some-
thing like 20 or 25 per cent, is required. If this be
correct then, to the valuation of the phosphate of lime,

&c., in the raw materials, 20 or 25 per cent, ought to be
added. This I believe is sound logic, for it must be
evident that we have no more right to value the dif-

ferent substances of a manufactured article in the con-
sumer's hands at the sum at which such article might
have cost the manufacturer wholesale, than we have to
estimate the value of guano in this country at its coat
in Peru. W. C. S.

Calendar of Operations,
wo' «. AUGUST.
West Su^ex.—Weare still in the middle ofverywet weather,stormy and comparatively cold, and nothing makes much

costs me on an average with the reaper 5*. Qd. an acre. ' ETbe^r'tMs ^elk^^^i;
^"* ^^^^-^t l^^rvest will in some

T I /T 1 -t. £ u 1 \ J 'f^i /i-u £ 11
J 1^^'* ?P ^"^-^ "^eek. It IS, where heavy aid, in a very

I have (I know it from my books) saved oOl. (the full
,

entangled stale, and a machine would be but of little use
cost of the reaper witli carriage, duplicates, &c.) in

wages each harvest, and in value and amount of grain

and straw nearly as much more. Two harvest

men came one day to look at my reaper at

work, and I asked them how they liked it ?

Their reply was "not at all," 1 asked why?
They replied " Because it is taking the bread

out of our months." I said on the contrary it

was putting the bread into their mouths, for it was
iTo^^es to\Tp'^ih''^;!-^'''%'^''

use of the '"'^^'^P^,!!^*** 'P^*';^
K .°

, ^ - 1 ,. i-i- J 1- ""^*^3 to keep tt going at ao much per acre, if they choose to
securing, the harvest m better condition and making i employ it ; and if the terma are a little adv^ntngeous for them

among it, and such will always be a serious obstacle to the
introduction of the reaping machine in the rich land along th»
ooaat which IS par excellence a Wheat growing district; «nd
1 ^*u ^-^ ^'^^^ *^^™ for use one year, and be obliged to
lay them aside next ; in that case many extra hand« would be
wanted to cut the heavy crops, and they would not be forth-
coming, as they have a strong aversion to the reaping ma-
chines, and will avoid those who use them as long as possible.
This is a reason with many for not adopting them, but I think
this difficulty might be got over bv contracting with a party

_ _
I

_ . 'antageous _ . _

Wheat more abundant; and while everybody had as there is no doubt they wiU soon adopt it. Though much of

much work as they could possibly do during harvest

time, it left money in tlie farmer's pocket to employ

the com ia laid, yet there is not so much as one would expect
with so much rough weather, and I fear its tops are not so

heavj- as we could wish them, as they rise so readily after thft
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.in Barl^ i^ more laid thm Wheat, and the C!over is grow-

I \in throuo-h it very much, iiufi nuless the hHrve.>it is fine

;;;5ch of it will be hurrfhelag so fall of Clover tl.at it must

we some time to remain in the held after hem^^ cut; the

^nn is ETOod. Oata are heavy, much down, and laid in appoar-2 Peas are a very good crop, biit they have refused to

^inpn- we have cut them quite grreen m the to,.s while the

Stom part of the liaulm is dead and nearly rotten, and many

if the Peas fall out, having ah-eady sprouted iti the pod, aud I

have no doubt but we have already lost 3 or 4 bushels per acre

hTthis way Boaii^'are a fair ciuu in raosr. places, thouc,'h now

md then a little blight sho-vs itself. Swedes and Turnips,

where sown in ^^ood time and not destroyed by the fly or (what

has this year been a greater pest) the t=luirs, are f,^ood but

verv foul and at present we must put them down on the whole

as deficient. Afangel Wurzel, as wo have said before, is very

various; I never saw it more so. Some say tliey have them

h'etter than usual, and others have them very bad. Potatoes

are very much diseased, more so than any one remembers

having seen them ; there is not a green top to be seen, aud the

tubei-s are in some cases already half affected, but as the crop

is good, an average quantity may still be preserved. We havo

still abundance of cattle feed, but no stock does well upon it,

and nothing is brought to market iu the condition it outrht to

be. There is no doubt that hands will be much wanted for

tbe next mouth for both harvesting and Turnip hoeing. G. S.

Isle of Ely.—AVehave tocommenceour present as we clo.sed

our last report, viz., by an allusion to the continued and un-

wonted wot and cold of the season. Few of the younger race

of farmers can call to mind a summer in which there has been

so much cloud, wind, rain, and cold, and so little sunshine and

eenial warmth as we have experienced this year. On several

occasions we have only just escaped frost, the thermometer

fahin'^ more than once as low as 40°, and on several nights it

has longed as low aa 45° and -16°. a temperature more rescm-

bhng that of April than that of July. May and June too wero

extremely wet months, and July has been continuously

showery, although the amount of rainfall has not been equal

to that of the two preceding months. We took an opportunity

the other day when viewing the middle level works to inspect

the register of the sluice keeper at the Outwell sluice to ascer-

tain .the amount of rain which had fallen in that locality

during the mouths of May and June, as shown by his rain-

gauge. We also referred to the same two months of the two

previous years to learn how much the fall tliis year had been

in excess of former years. As these particulars may be inte-

resting to some of our readers we append them, viz. :

—

GLASS FOE GREENHOUSES, &c.

Rest
Seconds*
Thirds ,.

Fourths.

, Sheet
16 nz.

H
2^
2i > *

Glass,
21 oz.

lid, .

.

5

H
3i

in Crates.
26.oz.

6t
Si

3-2 oz
U. Od.

9i
7i

36 oz.

U.Qhd.
1

lOi

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.
In 100 feet Boxes,

Uhy Q, 12 by 9, 13 by 9 14 by 9

Glass cut to any given sizes not on the List.

16 oz.—4th3, 1| ^, 2d., and 2M. per foot

Srds, '2id., 'l^d., and -'Jrf. per foot

21 oz.—4ths, 2}(/., 3d., and Z^d. per foot

3rd3, aid., 4fi., aud 4id. per foot
if

Glass for Orchard Houses,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in.
1

\Qqz.

20 in. by 13 in. f
Common 13«. 6'/,

20 in. by 14 in. f Superior do 16

SO in. by 15 in. ' English Glass . . . . IS

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions.

When Packages are charged, full pnce is allowed when
returned.

# f

* A

21 oz.

£1 Is.

1 3
1 9

12 .,

13,.

18 „
16 m
19 r.

16 „
19 M

10.

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

14.

13
14
15 „

99

19
17
20
17 „
20 „

> f

10,

11.

12,

12.

13,

13,

14,

14,

14
15
16
20
IS

21
IS
21

f f

f I

ft

ft

10.
ii»

12,

12
13
13
14
14

15 „
16 „
1T„

10
11
12

Small
6 by 4

8„ 6

Srds. 4thj).

;; I
Us. Off. i2s.6i(.

36«. Od. Uf.ed.
per 100 feet.« P

» W

Sheet Squares, in 100 feet Boxes.
6i by 4^ 7 by 5 74 by 5J
Si „ 0, 9» 7 9!f „ 7i

10 ,. 8 10^ „ 8i
Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

1

Us. ( d.

12 6

Patent Plate and Polished Plate Glass.

Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation,

May
June

Total 4 * 4 ri

1858. 1859. 1S60.

Inches.
2.5^

1.82

Inches.
3-08

2.77

Inches.
5.85
5.32

4.37 5.35 11.17

We believe the average fall of the rain for the year is about

26 niches ; it will therefore be seen that these two months havo

given us nearly half a year's supply of rain. The effect of this,

with the continued cold and absence of sun, has been injurious

t^ some of the cereal crops, more especially to the Wheat. This

crop is far less promismg than when we last wrote. Blight

prevail*! to a fearful extent, more particularly upon the lands

sown after Clover or Gvaan seed.-;, but it is not confined to

these; on the black lands, where the crop is more bnlky and
laid a good deal, there is a prevalence of mildew which threatens

materially to affect both quality and quantity. On some of

the high lands, and also ou the gravelly fen soils where the
crop is not so much laid, the piospect is better and a fair yield

and qnality are anticipated. Tliere can be but little Wheat cut
before the 28th, and harvest will scarcely be general before the

25th or 27th. The Oat crop i.s generally good; in some in-

stances heavy and much laid, but appears to ripen kindly.

Poland Oats are gelting fit to reap; some are quite ready,

awaiting suitable weather for cutting them. Many will be fit,

and with fair days, cut next week. Peas are a good crop in

the Fens, are well podded, and yield an abundance of straw,

although on the wet hit^h lands around us they are almost

worthle.ss, and in some instances have been mown and used

for fodder. The early varieties are now being cut. The wet-

ness and lateness of the season have filled the land with weeds

until the crop has become well-uigh lost. The Bean crop is

bulky and looks healthy, and in some instances is well podded,

but in many cases it is otherwise. Where sown thick and
followed by a vigorous gi'owth the crop will yield far better to

straw than com. Fen Beaus generally are a very deficient

crop. Potatoes, where sown early and approaching maturity,

are sadly diseased. The later crops are scarcely forward

enough to manifest those symptoms yet. The present threatens

to be the worst season we have yefc "known for disease in this

crop ; the land is so saturated with wet and the temperature
low ; indeed, there is everything calculated to increase its

virulence. Mangels are now growing well, and where well

planted promise to yield an abundant crop. It has certainly

this year been a difficult and expensive one to clean. Cole-

seeds were not planted uniformly well this season. The early

sown are the best, and are growing rapidly. Grass reaping is

abundant; we never remember so fruitful a season. Store

stock consequently realise high prices, and meat is no cheaper.

The corn trade i-s scarcely worth a reference, as nearly all our
farmers have finished selling, and many are impatiently wait-

ing to commence with the new crop, for which, with a fair

quality, we may anticipate remunerative prices. Your fm
Jleporter.

Notices to Correspondents.
Gas Lime : W. PIc'.on. About 2 or 3 tons per acre may be

spread, after lying in compost for a few months with mould,
road scrapings. &:c., and being turned there once or twice.
Itscausticitv isnotd\ie to what ammonia mavbe present in it.

Growth of Flax in Ireland, 1360: R, 136,282 acres; being
a decrease of 8042 acres on last year's crop, but an increase
of 26,584 acres on the extent grown in 1858.

lEMPKRATURE OF THE PRESENT SUMMER: R. ACCOrdJUg tO Mt.
Lowe 8 letter to the 7im^» the greatest heat in June, July,
and August has been T3i% 77% and 73% respectively being 6%
1 Ji .

and 13 . respectively lower than the greatest heat of
«M»e months m 1S59. In iS59 the temperature reached 70"
on 20 days: in I860 that heat was reached on only seven
days. In J^lv 1859 80' was reached on U days ; in 1860 it
was not reached at all. In August 1859. 80" was reached on
fiixdays; in 1660,70 h:w been reached on on!v two davs !

The temperature in 1860 f«U to within 2.5" of the freezing
point m June, to withm 4.5Mn July, and to within 9.0° iS
Augu.st on the Grass.

_
In June. 1860, the amount of rainwas about the average, in July half an inch iu excess ; and in

August already nearly an inch beyond the average for the
whole month. In the last 40 days 35 have been raioy

TuMODRs iNbiDE THE Teats OF Cows : CoT. Thcse are not warts
out generally proceed from Inflammation of the udder
The following may be rubbed in with advantage daily but
whenoneormorequarters of the udder become permanently
indurated, a question arises whether the cow should not be
prepared for the butcher. Iodide of potas.<tiuro, 2 drams •

Camphor iMwdered, 2 scniples ; Lard, 2 ounces. To be
made into an ointment. W S,

LONDON AGENTS FOR HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.

Linseed Oil, Genuine J^hite Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints of various colours ground ready for ii&e,

iaZX.2L PAKS, PROPaOa-XlNG GLASSES, and every description of GX.A8S
KortlcuKiiral purposes.

for

AMES P L L I P S & C

180, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

GLASS V/AREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.
Supplied to

In. by In. 16 oz.

20 .. 12 -x

2i> .. 13 r Common, per 100 feet, 135. 6rf.

20 .. 14 (Super - 16«.

Mr. Rivers
21 oz.

>i

18*.

23«.

20 15

6

7

SMALL SQUARES.
and many Others.
In. by In. In. by In.

..4 8 .. 6

4A 84 .. 64
..6 .. V
.. 6i 9^ - 7i

Per 100 feet,

Common
118. 6ti.

Bnper.
12«. OJ.

Per foot,

li(Z.

\ld.

S(iuares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Inches by Inches. Inches by Inches Inches by Inches.
10 . . 8 r3i . . 9i V.i - - 10
lOi .. 84 13 .. 9 ISJ .. 104
IX .. 9 12 .. 10 14 .. 10

12 .. 9 I 124 .. TO! i 141 .. \0\,

Inches by mches.
15 -. . 10
12 .. 11

124 " "4
13 -.11

Inches by inches.

isf .. 114

14 II

'4ths
Sds.
2ds.

Ists.

P. 100 feet.

12y. &d.

14«. Zd,
IS*.
21-f. f^d.

I

P. fooT.

H
n
2i_

15 .. 11 15 .. 12

16 .. 11 16 ... 12

IT .. 11 17 .. 12

18 .. 11 18 ... 12

13 .. 12 20 .,. 12

14 .. 12 22 .. 1-2

la
17
20
23
20
22

• t

* *

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
£0
22

* *

* *

14
15
15
15
16
16

24
20
20

16
17
18

* i

4ths.

Sds.
2ds.

lets.

13s. d(/.

16s.

19s. sd.

24».

lid.
2

3

16 oz.

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

4t.h3, \U-r 2c?.» and 2\d. per foot. I 21 oz.-4ths 25ti., 3c?., arid 34d. per foot,

3da, 2ld., li^d., aud Scf. per foot. I
Sds, 3K. 4d., aud 44d. per foot.

.J

BARTXi£7'S XAiPaOVBI> PA.T£iarT BOITGB PIiATS

GENUINR WHITE LE\I>
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT

Not accountable for hreaJcage.

m « 32s. Oi^ per cwt.
34
8 9f

LINSEED OIL
BOILED „
TURPENTINELINSEED-OIL PUTTY

BLACK. CEEEN. and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c.

28. 4(Z. per gall.

2 9
3 3

ARSON'
ORIGINAL ANTI- CORROSION PAINT,

The British Government
The French Government
The Russian Goverssiest

PATHONISED BY
H.R.H. THE PRINCK Consort
Most of the Nobility and Gentry
The Dock Companies

Ra-ilwat and Canal Companies
The Principal Collieribs
Mill Owners, Iron Masters, 4;c,

The ANTLCOEROSI^N PAINT is now nsed extensively for all kinds of

., OUT-DOORWORK,
Suok as Tron, Wootl. Stone, Briol;, Coinpo» Cement, &c., and h;\a I.een proved, after a practical test of 70 years ^

to surpass any other Paint ; and being pecuVarhp adapted for Conservatories, Hothouses, and Frames of all

Corrosiou is a powder, and will keep any length of time.

COLOURS:
34s. per cwt.

White Stone

Lii?ht Stone
Drab or Portland

Bath or Portland -. ••

L^ht and Dark Yellow Portland

-• l32«.

. . • » J

*»

Copper •• •
,

Ught and Dark Oak * 4
• ::1

30«.

Light and D.irk Lead .

.

Li^fh; nnd Dark Chocolate .

Bright Red
Dark Red (or Brick Colour) .

Black ..

Invisible Green .

.

Bright and Deep Green
Blue (for Carta and WaggouB)

28«. per cwt-

42a

S0«. *»

AND BRUSHES.

'^
*,VJ. Win^hiSrVJt (tear I. Boy,. E«k^), L..d», E.C.

'

so AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE CMTED KIOTDOM.
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HORTICULTU RAL

M
BUILDERS,

Y.

SOLE INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-BOILER SYSTEIiI OF HEATING BY HOT WATER

t
^EITTi^r-r^

^umm^.

V c

.

^ -

'\

f.

T^^rr^

i^ m\^

t: ^V^
J WEEKS' IMPROVED PATEXT is the only

• ONE-BOILER SYSTEM for saving and econo-^
uiisiii;^ FUEL, XABOUK, aiicl COST in Warming and
Ventilating Greenhouses, Hothouses, Consee-
VATOBiEs, JVIansions, Churches, Chapexs, Schoois,

4

r^^

^^ --.^««™^- -^ ^ VATOBIES, JVfANSIONS, CHURCHES, ChAPEXS, ScHOOIS, '^----^^ .^^^-«>'^.-

Waeeuouses, Public and Private Bl-ixdings, and they refer witii much pride to the numerous flattering testimonials received from many of the Nobility, Gentet,
HoRTicTULTURiSTS, and Gaedenees in every part of Great Britain. In many instances where from 8 to 15 old Boilers and Furnaces have been removed and "WEEKS'
•ONE-BOrLER substituted, the proprietors have announced that a saving of 70 pee cent, in fuel has been effected and 100 pee cent, in labour. These statistics,

emanating from experienced aritl influential practitioners, cannot fail to recommend WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM as worthy the adoption of all requiring

Hot-water Apparatus.
WEEKS^ IMPROVED economical method of constructing PEACH HOUSES has met with the highest approval and patronage as being specially adapted

COTEEijiG Trees when in full growth, without incurring the least risk of damaging either the Tree or the Crop.

for

JOHN W & IVI P A N Y,
Horticultural Builders, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Engineers, and Ironfounders,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, ,W

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLJCATION
MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.

MLCHhas of late been said about BOILERS eoe
HEATING Bv HOT WATER, but these Boilers havenow proved themselves to be the best at i)resent invented

They are adapted for Heating every description of Buildino-,
and are made of various sizes. The price of the

24-inch Cast Iron is £5X05 each
?4-inch Wrought Iron is ,, .. 6 10*
36-inch Wrought Iron is 8 10 "
4S-inch Wrought Iron is .'. .. ,, 12 "

References to Gentlemen and Nurserymen where these Boilers
are now at work The Cannon BoUers are now kept in stock,
audaretobehadonlyofj. JoNE.s,6, Bankside, S. E. Also, eveiy

tTd'S^nXS^
Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-^^r' PipS

Pl.rt^ s^vSS f 1?^
^"'^ ?o'^-'^*ier Apparatus erected com-

•PPUSC^^ So™''rS^i^^^^ ^ Uustnited Catalogue on

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1736-

WNo. 554 i.

ARNEE'S GALVAXISED IP.OX TUB GAR-
DEN ENGINE, with registered Spreader, is strougly

recommended fur durabihty and low price, viz. :—
10 gallons . . £2, 15a. Od. [ 16 gallons . . £3 155. Orf.

24 gallons £5 Os. Ot?.
Larger sizes in either Wood or Iron.
BRASS SYRINGES, from 0«. to 2i«.
Mav be obtained of any Ironmonger at the above prices, or of

JOHN WARNER asp SONS, 8, Crescext, Cripplegate, E.C.^

IVE FISH FOR STOCKING PONDS, AQUA-
J RIUMS, &c.—Carp, Tench, Roach, Dace. Perch, Chub.

Gudgeon, Mmnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, &c. To be had

S^ *^^*^^ Wright's, Fishing Tackle Manufactory, 376,
Strand, W.C. Aquariums sold.

PKI2EWAiiNUK lOT) COOKE'S warranted

^?. PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, *'

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants
the three KinerdomB.

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING HACHI>'E
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFIC1E>CY.

- 1 very gratefully acknowlej^^
extraordinarv patronage i"*. x^q.

ceived from^ parts of fi^gl^^^' \^
land, and Scotland, and f^;" ine

veiy
^f,.'^<^%^^^r,^J^TB^^''^expectations.* — Ihomas ^ v^^^tg.

Patentee, CathedralSteps,M^ff^.
London Office r 63, Fleet Street,

J^
N.B. My Machines alvrays »» .

and ^ways^will be sent on at^
if desired, before payment, i^w

tion and Price free by post.
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CUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS.-
HXGHLAXD MARY, IL per 100 ; 12.s\ for 50; Ss. for 25-

IMPROVED BLACK PUINCE, or RICHARD IL, same

Tirioe Euth great bearers and good forcers,

FBINCESS ROYAL op E^^GLAND, 7s. 6d. per 100

selected, lOs,, fine forcer;

PRINCE OF WALES, 7s. Gd. per 100; selected, 105-

BLACK PRINCE, 5*. per 100; selected, 7«. Gd.

The two first named have beeu severely tested on my ground

these last three years by hundreds of people. They are earl)

and late, on account of the nnmcrous trusses contiunall\

coming up. Dr. Lindley told me himself, that he never could

depend upon liaving a Strawberry until he had my breed.

Cuthill on the StrawbeiTy, showiiig how to obtahi early and

large crops oft a small piece of ground. Is.

Pamphlet on the Potato, with 20 more Articles, 2s.

On Market Gardening r und London, &:c., Is. Od- [itc, If

On the Cultivation o£ the Mushroom, Killing of Woodlice,

On the better Cultivation of the Vine, Is,

Vegetable Jleeting Paper, gratis.

Payable to James Cuthilt^ Gamberw-ilL T.onrinn, 3,

SPLENDID NEW STRAWBERRY,
" CuLVEHWiiLL'S SaNsPARKIL."

HEXRY MAY has groat pleasure in informing Li.

friends and tlie public in t^eueral that ho has purchaseii

the entire stock of the above fine Strawberry of Mr, Culver

well, gardener to Mark Milbank, Esq., Thorp Porruw, ncai

Bedale- Tlie habit of the plant is strong and thoroughly hardy,

the fruit is cone-shaptid, extremely handsome^ of a rich dark

colour, of medium t;izo, and wonderfully prolific. In flavour ir

is wiiat its name represents, without an equal in ripeniug, li

succeeds Keens' Seedlinij and other varieties, A fiist clas?

certificate was awarded to the fruit after ripening under a sun-

less sky (rice Gardeners' Chronicle, pt^e 71:J, for the report ol

the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural Society),

Henby May, the Hope yur;tieriea, near BedaiCj Yorkshire,

INGRAM'S^PRINCE ARTHUR STRAW3ERRY,

J AND E, SMAlilj are prepared to receive onlers foi

t this excellent new Strawberry- Strong plants in pots foi

Forcing will be ready for sending out early in Scptonibor ar

40^, per 100, and 30i. per 100 for ordinary plants.

Tiiis Strawb,rry is a seedling raised at the Royal Gardens
Frogmore, where it is now extensively gi'own for Forcing a^

well as other purpoises.

It was submitted to the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural

Society June 12^ ISOO, and the Prize awarded for the bust seed-

ling Stmwberry, It was again brought before the Committee
July 10, at which time it obtained a first-cUvsg Certificate o:

Merit, Mr. ilarnock^ of the Royal Botanic, Regent's Park,
writes:—The Strawberry Prince Arthur " beyond all doubt
is one of the best in cultivatioiu" Mr, Glunny also writes ''fint

full flavoured Sti'awbcn'y, ditlcrent from anythiiig I have evei

seen,"—Agents : Mr. C, Tukner, of the Royal Kursery.
Slough; Mr, Dodds^ Epsom Nuraery, Surrey; and Nutting &,

SoNj Seed Merchauts, iJarbican, London, E,0.
C(jlTibronk Nursery^ Slon^Mi, Bucks,

BUCKLAND SWEETWATER CRAPE.

JIVERY AND SON feel great pleasure in re^

• introducing this fxuG early White variety to the notice ot

all Grape Growers, as they feel assured it will give entire
satisfaction. In appearance (except in colour) of Bunch au'i

Beiry, it resembles the Black Hamburgh, but growing atill

larger than this old favourite under the same treatment, it is

aldo a Irce setter and of vigorous Inibit. A fine bunch was
exhibited before the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural
Society, on July a 1st ult., which was highly spi>ken of by
them, and in again most favourably noticed by all the leading
Journals. See Report below. Strong plants 10^. 6rf. and
21s. each.

Copied from Gardener^ Chronicle, August 4, 1880.
"From Messrs Ivery & Son, of Dorking, came a beautiful

bunch of Buckland Sweetwater Grape, a variety which, w^hen
better known, cantiot fail to be a favourite; the bunch
is of good eize, well shouldered and handsome, and
the flavour good. This variety is, however, yet scarce

—

not more than two specimens of it in a fruit-bearing state
being at present iu the country, one at the Deepdene, Dorking
(from which this bunch was cut), and the other in Messrs.
Ivery's Nursery/' (which they will feel great pleasure in
showing any one who may favour them with a visit).

^
• Dorking Nursery, Sept. 1-

HEADLEY'S ADOIMiS BYBLCZMEN TULIP.

GEORGE LIGHTLJODY, Falkirk, respectfully
intimates to Tulip cultivators that he is authmised by

RicUai'd Headley, Eaq., of Stapleford, the raiser uf this first-

cl:iS3 Tulip, to otlcr 50 bulbs, on condition that subscribers arc
obtained for the same before the 1st of October next at 42*. per
bulb. Should the list of subscribers Jbe then complete, the
bulbs will be sent by post on or before the 10th of the same
month, AU the bulbs to be sent out are warranted to be in
the finest feathered straTn, all the inferior strains having been
destroyed in my presence- This Tulip is without exception
one of the finest show flowers ever offered, being perfection for
fihape^ purity, substance, and accuracy of marking. As a pan
flower it is indispensable to all competitors, having been the
leading flower in stands shown by Mr. Headley at the Royal
National, Cambridge Horticultural, and London Amatenr
Society. It was the Premier of the exhibition of the Royal
National Society s Show held at Slough in 1S50.

N.B. A small lot of fine show Tulips that have got mixed,
among which are some new and valuable sorts, will be, dia-

poaed of at 20^. per 100 bulbs.

PINUS LOPHOSPERMA.
PINCS LOPHOSPERMA.—The following is the

description of this very beautiful new Califanian Pine,
as given by Dr. Lindley, in the Gav'/eners Ckronicle, January 21,

1860, pp-46, underthe head of "New Plants." The Subscribers
have pleasure in introducing so fine a species, and are now
prepared to offer fine healthy plants raised from seeds at
undermentioned prices :

Per Plant .. ., 7,^67^ | Pev dozen Plants .. 60*.

f^I!*^„'^l!*^'*^''^Z^
^'^ ^^^ obtained by Messrs. Low & Co. of

C^Sf^^i^ ^^^ ^""^ William Lobb, who found it in Lower

J^foW^u '"^^^ of it as a new species which, for beauty

Slie fei\^^^^ ^y ^^y ^tlier kind he had yet seen

thhJ TS ^rS;f l^^ ^** ^^'^1^^« l^^g- It is indeid a fine

the glaucous bJm ofaTS '^ ^ry.trong, and covered with

iint%mUke those of a Ph^aatJr ^^^^^^^^^
are stout, stiff, and

Both crest and wing come away Sther '? ^yT?^ ""^
r^'

neon Low 6 Co., CIspton Xm-sery, London. \ E.

to
of

»

2

2

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

1

with flower budfl» at the set,

1/. liJe.

I
GERANIUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE PLANTS.
ORCHIDS, CHRYSAMTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIu-
CATEO PLANTS. Xa
VTESSIiS. PAKKKR and WILLIAMS beg to inform
J^tJL their friends and patrons that their new priced and
descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Phmts, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and V^iriegated Plants,

Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the

seasun, is now published, and will bo furw.irded post free on
application,—Paradise ^'ursery. Seven Sisters aud Hoi-nsey
Road**, HoUoway, London, y,

^

CHOICE SEED5.
MESSR?=. PAliKER and WILLIAMS beg

offer the following New and Genuine SEEDS, all

which are strongly recommended :— P. packet—«. U^

CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-
more Forcino:, the earliest var, in cultivation- , 1

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties .. -.1
LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's) " 1

Moor Park, extra fine, , ^. ..1
FLOWER SEEDS.

CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed
CINERAFvIA, from finest named Viuiutioa -.

DIANTHUS Heddowigfri
PANSY, from named varieties
PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata
SOLANUM capsicastrum

II pseudo-capsicum ; thisitiquite equal
in beauty for decorative puiix)se3
to the preceding

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGOE of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS, containing all tho best varieties in cultivation,

is published, and will be forwarded post free on application.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornscy Roads, Hollo-

way, London, N.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, NuRSERTMAisr, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to announce that his NEW CATALOGUE

for 1S60-(>1 is now ready and may be had on application to Mr.
L. SiLBJ:itRAD, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C,

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, NuRsrRrMAy, Ghent,
Delgium, begs respectfully to offer the following plants, viz :

Camellias, fine plants, well set with flower buds, per 100» 6L
do. larger plants, per 100, ini, to loi- and upwards,

Indian Azaleas, choice varieties, with flower buds, per 100, 4?,

do. do. stronger plants, 6L
do. do. standiirds, with fine heads, lOL
do. do. his f^evon new vari<jties, including three double

oneSp viz. :

Blanc deneige
Reinc des doubles
Polargoniiflora nova
Vicomte do Nieuport
R^^Siiitlora plenf^

Prince Im[>^rlal

Triomphe de Gand
Rhododendron Jean Verschaffclt, the finest sort in cultivation,

healthy plants with one shoot, IQs-

Bylsianum, extra fine novelty, fine plants with flower buds,
each, 10«.

nylsiaiuun, larger plants, each, 15^
Jasminum grandiflonim, per dozen, 12t*

J. V, invites all persons to address their orders directly to
Jean Verschaffelt, Rue de la Caverne 43, Ghent, Belyiiim.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE, ETC.
Stock of tue late Mr. Robert Mackav, Eden Nubsery,

Stoke Sewingtox Road, TjOvdon, V.

Foil SALE, fine large AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
chiefly double Whites (these Camellias .ind Az,iIo.ifl have

been cultivated for cuttinfi- for market, and are well adipteil
forthat purpose). MULBKRRY TREES, various sizos, STOOLS,
Ac, a few FRUIT TKEES, and about half an acre of
RHUBARB PLANTS—Victoria. Albert, and Impruvkd Vic-
toria (WiTT'a SeedlinqX All in healthy condition. Applica-
tion to be made at the Nursery.

^XO'^ICE.—In consequence of the death of Mr.
S THOMAS HANDASYDE, NursfrymaS and Seedsman.

Glen Nurseries, MasscUiurKh. Mrs. HANOASYDB. his Widow,
respectfully intimates to the Friends of her late husband and
the public in general that she intends to carry on the basiness
of her late busbaud in all its branches, for the benefit ot

herself aud numerous young family, in which she will be aided

by tho superintendence of a well-'iualificd person, ;ind hopes
to secure a continuauce of the favoui-a bestowed upon her late

husband.
The present Stock consista of FRUIT, FOREST, and

ORNAMENTAL TREES. Also a large collection of Everjareeii

aud Flowering SEIIiUBS, with the more rare and interesting

CONIFER^, and is well worthy the inspection of those
intendiut; to plant,

Mrs. Handyside takes leave to intimate that her Clerk,

David M. Webster, has been empowered to solicit orders oi]

her bel;alf, aud to collect the Accounts due to the late Mr
Handasydo, and it will oblige if the same are uuw settled

with him.
Those having clainia against the l:ite Mr. Handasyde nrv

requested to lodge the sanoe, with Vouchers and Affidavits,

with Mrs. Han'Dasydr, or with Messrs. Scott, Rymer, k Euucr,
W.S., 38, Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Glen Nurseries, Musselburgh.—Sept. 1.

NORTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

HEXUY JF.SSE retunis liis sincere tluxuTia to hU
Ai'i'icuTtural friends for the very increased patronage be

is leceiving in the SEED, CORN, asd MANURE TRADES.
H. J. is fully aware of the great imi»ortance which attaches

to supplying 8ccds and ilanures of tlie beat quality, au'i

assures his friends that no exertion shall be spared tosni.plv

such aiticles only as may be confidently relied on.—RtiUv;ij

Stores, Basingstoke; and 100, Seed Market, Mark Lnnt-.

London, E.G.

ETIFICL\L MANURES, &c.— Arannractnreis

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAIj MANURF^
may obtain every necessary iu.struction for their economicii]

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. NKsaiT, F.G.S.,

fee. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College.

Kennington, London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guar.os Superphut

ohate^ ofUme, GoproUtes, Ac, and Assays of Gold. Silver, anc

other Minarals are executed with accuracy and ilespatcfa,

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chennca

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample faciUty and accommodP

r.inn at the College.

TO PtG, POULTRY, AND GAME FEtDERS.

JCTFS KICE FOOD roa POULTRY and GAMK.
—RICE SWEEPINGS. 9s. 6d. per cwt., in li cwt bags:

HCRFEVED RICE, 13«. per cwt., in U cwt. bags ; best DOC

I msCUITS 13*. Gd per cwt. ; OIL-CAKE, per ton only
;
niCl

MEAL for PIGS, 6«.6rf.and 98. Od. per cwt., iu 1 cwt, bags, at th-

mill Orders must be accompanied by a remittance to ms'ir:

Te ive-y-W. t R. Jupp, \ Cross Lane. Kastchcaj;, E.C.

G

KELP YOUR PREtv.lSEa FKt£ FkOivI MiCE AMD
SPARROWS

BARDEirS POISONED WMKAT kills tliem (only)
on the jspot. In Id., 2d., 4:d., and Sd, packets,—W,

SuTTOS&Co.jlO, Bow Churchyiird , London, E.C Agou':3, Sold by
all Drn^^KJgts, &C-, throu;^hout the Kingdom, Works: Inswich,

isaUHiST OOMFOUND,
PATENTED.

FOR PUEVEXTINO AND DEaXROYlNG
RED SPIDER I MEALY BUG MILOEW
THRIPS SCALE GREESand BROWN
AMERICAN BLIGHT ! ANT3 FLYBED BUGS, &c,.

And useful in winter dressing.
Contftius no deleterious inifiedient.

Has received the srmction of the Gardenin;^ Press, see
Gardeners' Ckro^dcle of 9th April and IGth July, 1859, and
"Cottaj,^e Gardener, " 12th July, and has been favourably re-

ported nn. and is used by eminent gardening authoritiofi,

among whom are

—

Mr, Judd, of Altlmrp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edmonds, of Chiawick House Gardens
Mr. CoIUuson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson v^ Co., Edgeware Road
Mr- Jas. Vciteh, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

, Me:?srs. Rolliss 'it & Sons; Tooling, S.

F, & A- Dickson ife Sons, Chester.

The principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen thronghoufc
Ent^'land, Scotland, und Ireland use it, have taken in supplies^
and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first

trials and small uses, such as destroying bed bugs ; Ss. for not
large gardens; 10s. &d. for large gardens, with testimonials and
full descriptif^ne for use.

Nurserymen aud Seedsmen supplied by
Pxuce's Patent Candle Company, Limited. London, _

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS,
BURGESS AND KEY, 95, New-ate St, E.G., London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-
brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require-
ANTHONY'S PATMNT AMERICAN CHURlV_—The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn in Competition with
severalothersat the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society: it has obUiiued the First Prize trivcn by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Boftotiss «fe Key, 95,
Newgate Street, E,C., strongly recommend it as the most per-
fect <^hurn now in use. Full particnliirs sont on application.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREtMHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC,

HETLKY AXD CO. are supplyui^ IG-oz. Sheet Gla^*
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches Inehes- Per foot- Per 10 feet«
Undcr 6 by 4 ut lid. is £0 12 6

From 6 by 4 »f * *i ^ „ 2d. „ 16 S

if ' *J 5 if 8 „ 6 18 9

tf 8 1^ 6 „ 10 ,, 8 » 2id. „ 1 10

,1 10 1, 8 >, 12 „ 9 „ nd. ,. 1 2 11

I*

>
fff ff
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Ijarger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 3d. to 3^d, per sqiuire foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ d^d. to 5t?,

26 oz, „ S^d. to 7^d.

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, ai
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet-

GLASS TILES AND SLATES ma^ie to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Ghtsg,

Propagating Glivsses, Reehivc Glats??^, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water ri]>e3, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass,

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present eitromely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede ail
other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the rf.:i.sh is requirucL

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preserration of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal ot the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates fonv;u*dod on application to

.TAitfr-q Rrtlkv ^ Co,, rjo. S<'hn Hq nare. London, W,

HENRY J. M o rrr O N a
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IROM W^TER CISTERMS
for Cottage Houses, *c to contain 5> gilL^ns. '25$. ; 80 gallons,
:iOs. each; and I4i> gallon'*, 3rK, and fitted with tap, keephig
the water perfectly awo^jt iinJ clean ; vail not rust or corrode...

Cisterns of all sizes.

CALVAWISEO IRO?4 PUMPS
for Liquid Manure or Domestic Use, 3 inches diameter, 30#,

and 32^. 6*^. each ; Tail Pi;*c foi saiac at from lOJ. per foot,

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
fur Garden or Farm use, t-mlaining about 20 gallons, entirely

X 1> CO.,

formed <»f iron. •.2a. *>i£. i-ach.

CUTTA P£RCi-.A TL•Bl!^Ja fOH WATtRlfSlC CAHOENS.
r\^nK UUTTA PKUCVI.V COMPANY have tlie

1 pleasure to acknowledare the receipt of the following

Taiimonial from Mr. J. Farhah, O'r. to Uoswkli. Middletos
Jai.land, Rpq . of HoUhrii^M Route, near Hull.

"T hiTo had 40') feiito' yourOuUa rurcUa Tubins;. in Icnj^hs
of 100 feet eauh, with union joint, in use for the la'»t 12 nioiitha

for vattrins these i^urdens, aud I find it to answer better thai*

anything; I Ikwo over yet tried. Tho pressure of the wuter is

very conaiderable, but this has not the sUglitest effect on the
tublnjf. I coiisuWriUis t'.S.ug lobe a most v.duab'.e invention

tor Oavdenoi-8, intismuch as it enableit us tuwater our t;:irdens in.

ahuut one-half tbc time, and with one-half the labour required."

SIanufactared by tiio Gutln Pt:rclia Compiuy. Paf.entue^

IS, Wharf Tload, City Road, London, EC, aud sold by their

While^ale Dealere iu to^n and coiintyy^
,,

"TJIRIGr DOMO."—Patron' 7 hy her Majesty, (he

Jj Queen, the Duke of ^'ortUumberland for Syon Houm,
his Grace the Duke of Devonshire forChiswick Oar<lens, Pro-

fessor Lindley for tiie Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Plftxtoit

for the Crystal Palace, Koya] Z.MWojficai Society, late Mi-s.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and —Collier, EtKj., of Dartfurd.

FBOTECTIOX FROM thbCOLD WIN'Ds A MORNING FROSTS
"FRIG! DOMO," aCanvas made of patent preimied Uiur

and Wool, a perfect nou-o.ndai:t<*r of Heat and Colo, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and doricnltural purposes, for preserving

Fruitsaud Flowers from the scoicbiu? niyn of the sun, from

wmd, from attacks of Insects, aud from morning frosts. i\>

be had in any rcqnired lengths.

Two yanls wide ,. .. 1*. ^^- Pei" yi'-rd run.

Four yards wido . . • - St. per yi\rd.

Elisma
TMnity Lane, Cannon St., City. E.C., and of all N'^V'^'i'^

and Seedsmen throuarho-it the kiiigdom. It l» tnuchch^and Seed
tlian mats as a covering*

men
aper
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COSDYLINE (DRACiENA) INDIVISA

MESSRS JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
Have the plsasuro to announce that on tho 1st of August they intend to send out the magaiecent

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM NEW ZEALAND,
AN ACCOUNT OF WHICH WAS GIVEN BY DR. LINDLEY IN THE GARDENERS' CHROSICLB, OCT. 29, 1S50, Pp. 868

thorou
its toerits i,vj -^^ -i-*--" -.

, ,. ,-, i

bear total exposure in the West of En^dand and in Ireland.

COROYLIINJE IWDiVlSA attains a l.cight of from 10 to 20 feet, in an erect and undivided trunk on whicn t^e folmge J^

retaiWwiIhvT..uraW^^^ Tlie leaves are set on to the greatest advantage and measure ^.-^"^
^/^f ,^ ^^ ^.

wilh and fr^m fi to 9 i Thoir colour is of tbe richest description: a broad and prominent midrib of

criCnbro^nmnsSi^uffht^^^^ and numerous red and white lines run parallel to the m drib : the whole

surTco is o^HaM w.^^^^^^ broLe' producing an elegant effect. The under side of the leaves is glaucous. The

whole tree is unsurpassed in its truly uoble and unique beauty. ^ '.^

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammarsmith London, W.

CARTER'S 40s. COLLECTION OF BULBS
FOR FORCING.

"ALL FIRST SIZED AND PICKED ROOTS."

2 doxen extr.i fine HYACINTHS, in 12 sorts

2 dozen POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, in sorts

2 dozen single sweet-scented JONQUILS
150 newest Seedling CROCUS, in 50 sorts

1 dozen TULIPS, DUC VAN THOL, red and yellow

1 dozen TULIPS, DUC VAN THOL, scarlet

1 dozen do.

1 dozen Mo.
1 dozen do.

1 dozen do.

1 dozen do.

do. rose

do. yellow
VERMILION BRILLIANT
REX RUBRORUM
TOURNESOL

Salf the above Collection, ZOs.

JAMES CAHTEH & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

THE AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT TO

CARTEE'S GARDENERS' YADE MECUM
(25tli ANNtAL SERIES)

WILL BE PUBLISHED ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,

It ivill contain a 'Xist of all the lest varieties of DUTCH and CAPE BULBS snitahle

for Greenhouse and out-door ^lantin^, with carefully/ ivritten articles as to the best mode of
mUlvatin// the same,

%• FORWARDED POST FREE ON APPLICATION TO
I

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

**-*/j;s-u#r-*

\^^'vi/''^^^'.'^'"

N E W is E E D S.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
PETER LAWSON & SON,

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S
ARE NOW SUPPLYING NEW SEEDS FOR ATXTUMK SOWING.

w,

The very finest qualities of TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, ITALIAN RTE-GRASS SIX WEEKS
C^ASs'^^-rn^''/,''' ^V^P™,

CLOVER DWARF BUOAD-LEAVED RAPE. MUSl^RD.' pIrmYnENTUUAba bLEDti, all carefuUy selected, and delivered Carriage paid at moderate rates.

THE TETJE SPERGULA PILIFERA
FROM THE CRYSTAL PALACE NURSERY.

•i&

SUTTOJV & SONS
AVE the satisfaction of auiiouuciiia: that they have secured a con-
sidcrable portion of Mr. Summers's stock of Spergula PiHfem Seed of the

&es?S f^Pr '""T^
Mr Summers bavii.^ offered ^hia^ntife stock orSeed to

purchased it, have accommodated iies^rs. Sutton with a portion of the ^(S
Mr. Summers's Nur.e^'"'^

"" """ ™^^'^ ^^^'^"^^ ^ '^^^ ^^^^ *^*^ '^^^ - "^"ch ad^ld^at

STJTTON ^ SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishmeift, Reading.

GAZETTE, LSErTEaoEK i, iseo.

FRESH imported" DUTChTBuIi^

just
SUTTON AND SONS hav

received from Haarlem one ofth
moat extensive and rare CoUcctiona of

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS
ever imported into this country.
Prices very moderate, as see

which may be had post free.
List,

Royal Berkshire Seed Estahliahmeiif
Reading. '»

NEW CRASS SEEDS FOR Ter"
MANEiMT PASTURE.

SUTTON AND SONS have a
fresh stock of

PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS
Of the most suitable kiuds for laying
down and for improving Pastures.

°

Tho new crops being good, pricsg ^iU
be reduced.

Also,

NEW ITALIAN KYE-GIiASS SEED.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment
Readinfr.

'

(MEW TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM TARDIF,

ROVAL

Berks

Seed

e.^tabu3hmekt.

SUTTON" AND SONS can supply the KEw eixds of

TRIFOLIUM as sooa as tliey receive tiieir supply from
Messra. Vilmorin & Co,

TlltlFLE INCARNAT TARDIF A FLEUR BLANCHE,
TREFLE IN"CARXAT TARDIF A FLKUR ROUOK
For the roaiu crop Messrs. Sutton recommend the Common

Trifoliutn iucamatum {Trfefle iucarnut batif) of which therhave
a fine stock of new Seed now ready, price 4^'/, per lb. or

cheapar by the cwt- The prices of the now kinia are not yet

fixed. Early orders will be desirable. iNsxnucxiOKs ok 7es
CULTTVATIOy SENT "WITH THE SeED.

Z. TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

TARblF.

Vide JgricuUural Gazette, August 18j I860.

p A.GE ATD TOOG0:0D

cau supply this direct from

MESSRS. VILMORIN,

SOUTHAMPTON.

nplilFOHU^I INCAKNATUM
1 (present price) 4.tl per lb., with
'• Practical Hints on its Successful Cultiva-

tion," showiug how 2 to 3 tous per acre of

the most nutritious Hay may be secured

the advantages of sowing it where broad

Clover is thin, and its superiority to Tares

as green food. , .

Page & Toggood having secured a largo

breadth from the most careful growers m
this district—where better crops are pro-

duced than iu any part of EngUnd-offarit

at the above loW rate for cash. Fnce to

the Trade per post. .

NEW TURNIP SEED . . per lb. U W.

NEW RAPE .. >^ ..I. / *

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, perbush.,??. to. •

MUSTARD .. .. per lb., 4J. to au.

Winter Vetches and Winter Oats as soon as harvested,

permanent Pasture Grasses and Clovers.

TSTew Crimaon, Purple, and Whito Chinese R3<i«be9.--Wffl«

new varieties, introduced by ufl from China, B»'f,i**^"2

hardy, and if sown iu August or September will y»«l^ J^Pf/.
of delicious flavour (equal to Spring Rjidishes) tiiroughout

Winter, in the open ground, 2s. 6d. and U. per pacKet.

Calceolaria and Cineraria in packets of 2«. W. to i^,

«

from one of the finest collections in Europe, and i3ee»

exportation to all parts of the world. ^
Pno-oi s^<^„fl, TT^nfo S-/.H F^fa>>liflhment. Southampton-

_ /

SOW IN AUGUST , ^,r

BOBSON AND SOXS' Splendid Hybridised UAu

CEOLARIA SEED, which is grown «xteu8i«iy j

thousands of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentry, '"^Vi i^ For
Nurserymen and Florists iu nearly all parts of tha Uiotw

Testimoniiila, see last week's GaTdenen' ChronieU. g.

Sent out only in sealed packets, at Is.U., 2s. m.,^^'
and 5s. each; all one quality, with directions for sowmt,-

Woonlands Nursery, I.^Iewortb. W-
.

NEW CALCEOLARIAS, EX. EX. ,

STEPHKN BROWN (lute Bass & S^^o^^'US
received his new supply. The seed ia aumully 9'rJ^t.

from a pnvdte grower for many years renowned wi^/f^
Pi-

rate Calceolarias. The flowers ^vq splendid in colours,

excellent form, and large. Packets U. and 2s. 6^. fl»c*^-

WOOD'S SPLENDID POLYANTilUS-
^^^

iSew seed of this very superior stock now ready, F-^^

6rf., 1*., and 2*. M. each.

PRIMULA FIIIBRIATA, EX. EX. ,,uefortNew seed just received of tha usual first-rate stock as w
supplied, packets, rose colour, Is. each ; white, Is- eat

,

GERANIUil, Ex. show varieties, per packet, U- •>'»•

2s. 6ti.

ft

y>

*•

E3. French, per packet, 3s. 6ii.

finest rose and white horse-shoe, 1^-

,,^ - extra fancy, 1^. ; scarlet, ^-
, ^^^ ot

HOLLYHOCK, 30 varieties, first-mte, separately named, »^
24 Tai-ieties, first-rate, separately namw^^

14 varieties, sepftrate colours, without "

fine, 3j. - » 1- 2i- ^"
%7

SPERGULA PILIFERA, true, packets, 0.^.
f;' "pbct

and 5?. each. Also a largo stock of this eTCcellent ia»^" v-

in lirge plants for dividing into tufts, very ch^ap. upd*A List of Seeds for present and autumn eowmg ^'Upp*^

application. Also the New iiulb Catalogue. „ .;

Pt^phek BaowN, Seed and Nursery Estublisiimcut, ou«

SuiTolk.

Sf- -
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SNOW'S MUSCAT HAMBURGH CRAPE. ,

MESSRS. ARTHUR HENDERSON and Co. be^

'

to remind their Patrons and Friends that the Prize of
;

Pive and Three Guineas offered by them for the flrst and
,

ow^n-nd Prize Dish of the above celebrated Grape, will take i

^Sce at the Crystal Palace Show of the 19th & 20th September. '

N B. The Grape can bo seen in great perfection at the

Nursery, Pine-apple Place, An inspection of the large bunches

-uid berries is earnestly solicited by Grape Growera and Gentle-

men who are fond of fine fruit,

pineapple Place, Edgwai'C Road, London, N.W.—Sept. 1.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCII, JuN„ "Royal Exotic NriigERY,

Chelsea, S.W., be^s to announce that he has received hig

annual supply of BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and is

pleased to say that they are PABxrcur-ABLY fine and in excel-

lent co^JDiTioN. CATALOGUES are now ready and will be

forwarded on application.

J. v., Jun., desires to impress upon those who patronise

him the great advantage of giving him their orders early,

as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great

measure upon their EEiNO planted early in the seasox.

SATURDAY, SEPTE3IBER 1, 1860.

like. Some of the plants are secured to the roof

and uprights of the house, nianv of the Arads
scrambling over each other helow" the ridge, and
all growing in the wildest luxuriance. In the
very middle of this house stands a small square
water tank (^F in the annexed cut), connected with
which at either end, is a stout, ivliite, painted,

wooden shelf or flat stage (c, d). Many plants
suspended at some 4 or 5 feet over the she]f,

throw out stout roots, which interlace but pass
down perpendicularly without branching till they
reach the shelf c, cL Others direct, them laterally

towards 5. None direct them towards ch As soon
as a perpendicular root touches the shelf at a it

creeps horizontally still without branching as far

as 6, which is the edge of the tank ; wh n it bends
over, advances to the surface of the water, and
finally plunges into it, branching rapidly as at F h.

very in tropical Australia, he observed that at the
end of April (our October), in latitude 82° S,,
within 4p of the tropic, at an insignificant eleva-
tion, the thermometer stood at 26° at sunrise, and
was as low as 43' at 9 p.m.; nevertheless, the
country produced wild Indigo, Mimosas, Casna-
rinas, arborescent Myrtleblooms, and Loranthg.
A. degree nearer the tropic in May (our November),
the thermometer at sunrise marked 20", 19^, 18%
17'', 16'', 12°, and on two separate days, even 11°!
On the 22d of May the river jvas frozen, and
yet her! lage was luxuriant, and the country
produced Mimosas, Eucalypti, Acacias, the
tropical Bottle-tree (Dalabechea), a Calandrinia,
and even a Loranth. On the 23rd of May, the
thermometer at sanri?& marking 12% Acacia con-
ferta was coming into flower; and Eucalypti, with
the usual Australian vegetation, were abundant.

Here the question arises, why do the roots take On the 30th of May, at the elevation of 1118 ket,
*^' "^ *u„_o Ttru„ j;. ^1 f..„.

the almost tropical Delabechea was found growingthis course and no other ? "Why do they refuse

to creep from a to d, as well as from a to,6 ? There
is no appreciable difference in the light at one

' MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Horticultural (Election of Fellows

TrESDAT, Sept. 4< and new Member of Council)

t at St. Martins Place 1 p.m.

The cause of the direction taken- by the

EOOTS OF PLANTS is far from being a mere

scientific question. On the contrary it is one

that should engage the thoughts of the most

humble gardener. Why do roots seek out as it

were bits of bone or charcoal, or burnt brick, or

other substances occurring in the soil ? "Why will

roots of potted plants invariably direct themselves

to the outside of the pot ? Why will the rootlets

of seeds always plunge perpendicularly into the

earth ? Why do they find out as it were a chink

in a badly made drain-pipe, or a loose joint in an

old wall, and forthwith bury themselves therein

with an almost irresistible tenacity of purpose?

These are curious questions, often answered, but

seldom if ever satisfactorily.

One philosopher says these are cases of attraction,

or gravity ; another that absence of light is

necessary to the development of roots, which
therefore seek dark places, such as the earth.
Another that they are found in the direction of
supplies of their proper food, which they follow as

far as it goes. A learned French philosopher tried

to reconcile the phsenomenon with his theory of

endosmose and exosmose. By another of no mean
eminence among ourselves it was supposed that the

matter which forms roots is heavier (more dense)

than other parts, and hence their downward
direction. And by others, oddly enough, it has
been maintained that the course taken by roots is

that in which they experience least resistance, if

it be not wholly accidental.

No one tolerably well acqiiainted with the habits
of plants can fail to perceive how unsatisfactory
are these explanations, as men are vain enough to

call them, of an astonishing phsenomenon. Well
might Prof. Mohl term it and others like it, most
wonderful and little understood. We look at it

with careless eyes because it is always in our pre-
sence. Were it but the display of a mountebank
the world would be struck with amazement.

That it is little understood is true in a certain
sense ; that ia to say it cannot be explained with
reference to any class of material causes, such as
light, darkness, gravitation, attraction, dryness,
moisture, chemical action, and other agencies of
like nature. It must be referred to a far higher
power,-^to that power of life—or vital force—the
nature of which is wholly unknown and never can
be known except by its results. To say so is

"^ghly unphilosophical, as those think who require
the explanation of every event in nature to stand
upon some tangible physical base. Be it so. Let
us be unphilosophical so long as we are rational.
iHO phajuomena of life can be fully explained
without reference to a great first cause, mysterious,
un^thomable controlling the actions of the

T^f ;!',
""''!- ""'

r^^i
^^ '^^ Vr^^'^^^st of mankind.

^Knf thl '^'^r^'^^ ^^ given to the root of a

?^«lthn,^rf^*T'1^ ^^^ ^tsfood, and to find

of^plrS'n.'""'^^^
^^ ^^^ - -^^ '^^ -^--^

latelvtMr^'^'ft- T""' "?^^^ ^^^ observation

Sn fhf T- r^ r^ ^' ''^^'^'^ ^^ conclu-sive on this subject. Among the interesting col-lections of Mr. Wilson Saunders, iu'^arm-
2^"Z^T'

at KedhiU, there is' a small span-roof hot damp shady stove, occupied for the mostpart by species of Piper, Ferns, and Arad^of thegenera Pathos, Monstera, Anthurlum, and the

0. Point of departure of root, O ahb. "R 'ot,

c d. Wooden shelf. c e. Side ot Tank. F. Water.

point or the other, nor in the moisture of the
shelf c df which is equally dry at each end, nor in

that of the atmosphere, for the air throughout
must he in a state of saturation with moisture. In
short the roots form under circumstances equal in

all directions ; nevertheless they insist upon
creeping into the water, and will not direct their

course away from it, shunning even the damp and
darker stratum of air below the level of the
shelf. To our apprehension these roots are the
clearest possible manifestation of a power inherent
in themselves of travelling in search of food. Then,
if the roots of Arads have a natural power of this

kind, it would be unphilosophical to deny the
same power to the roots of other plants. And we
entertain a perfect conviction that such a power is

universal. Wo have often ventured to say that
life in plants is the same power as in animals,

although diflTerent in its manifestations, and that
gardeners should never forget that the objects of

their charge have been furnished by the Almighty
with a living force analogous to that which
pervades their own bodies- The recognition of

this fact is the keystone of sound vegetable

physiology.

As regards the travelling and searching power
of roots, it seems thus demonstrated that if food

is within their reach they will find it ; and that a

gardener is under no obligation to place them in
direct contact with the solid materials out of which
they are to extract nutrition. On the contrary it

is better to place it at some distance from them in

the soil. And this is consistent with the expe-
rience of all well-informed cultivators.

with the temperature at sunrise 22" and at 9 P.af.

31°, so that it must have been exposed to a night's
frost gradually increasing through 12^. And this
was evidently the rule during the months of May,
June, and July (our November, December, and
January); in latitude 26° S. am^ng Tri^tanias,
Phebaliums, Zamia^, Hove as, Myoporums, and
Acacias, the evening temperature waa observed to^

be 29"^, 22°, 37°, 29^ 25^ falling during the night
to 26°, 21°, 12°, 14°, 20°; in latitude 25' S. the^
tents were frozen into boards at the elevation
of 1421 feet, the thermometer, July o, sunk during
the night from 38^ to 16°, and there grew Cryp-
tandras. Acacias, Bursaria'*, Boronia^, Stenochiles,

and the like. Cymbidiura canaliculatum, the only •

Orchidaceous epiphj^to observed, was in flower
under a night temperature of 33° and 34°; that
by day not exceeding 86.°. About these tempe-
ratures there is no doubt ; the writer of the present

observations being in possession of the original

meteorological obiorvations made daily during the

Expedition.

But although gardeners should be aware of

these curious facts, tliey should also remember that

both at the Cape of Good Hope and in Australia

the summer temperature is so hi^h as to roast the
vegetation. The effticfc of which ia to harden all

the permanent part^ of. pla^uts, to render the wood
even of a Mallow bony, and to expel every drop of.

superfluous moisture ; the retention of which ia

this cold damp region is the gr^at cause of plants
being impatient of frost.

While therefore we adduce this new example to

show once more the great importance of keeping
down the ni^^ht temperature in winter, it must be
observed that with us plants will bear no such
very cold weather as they support without danger
in their native country, and that gardeners must
not flatter themsi^lves tliat Cape plants may bd
frozen with impunity. All that we contend for ia

that they should hi kept so cold as to be unable to

grow in the winter time. These remarks are the
more noteworthy just now that Cape plants are

beginning to le-establish themselves in the public

favour, and that very large and important impor-
tations may be expected in a few months.

We read as follows in a private letter from
Graham's-town of June 13. " It is much colder

in the winter in this part of the colony than in

the western districts. On one morning the tent

of the waggon was covered with ice. I think if

some of the cultivators of plants were to see them
growing in their natural state, thay would make
some alteration in their treatment of them.'' It

may possibly be necessary to explain tjiat^ this

Graham's-town is not the Scotch village with a

similar name, but a large town south of the Great

Fish River, in Albany, a county of the Cape ot

Good Hope, the native country of Hermanmas,

Pelarqoniums, Pohjgalas, Zamias, Ahej, Stape-

lias, and all sorts of Bulhs, The opinion more-

over is that of a practical gardener. Be it remem-

bered however that the month of June is

midwinter at the Cape of Good Hope.

This is quite a parallel case with another

mentioned in "these columns some years ago

and more fully gone into ^IL^t^%?''^^f^\,^^
the Horticultural Society. AYhen Sir TH0>rA3

Mitchell, the late Surveyor General of New

South Wales, was on his expedition of disco-

OX THE SPECIKS OF CORDVLINE NOW I^
CCLTIVATIOX FUO:d NEW ZEALAND AND
AUSTRALIA.

Bv Jos. D. nooKER, M.D.. F.R3.
,

The arrival in this country of additional materi,d3

towards clearing up the history of the New ZealancT

genus Cordi/Iine (which was left in an unsatisfactory

state in the New Zealand Flora), and especially of

goad dried spcelmens of flowers and leaves, accompamcd
with young live plants of two kinds, all imported by
Mr. Standish of Bagshot, has enabled me to offer the
following important identifications.

It will be seen by the synonymy, that neither BlndU-

cher, Kuiith, Situs, nor Allan Cuaningham, were right

in the references of their species of Forster to the pTiiiits

they snpposed ; that hi the New Zealand. Flora 1 have
been equaliy at fnalfc ; and tbafc the nomenclatnre of
the gcun'9 roqutres :iii etitii*e reconstruction. In doiag

this I shall as far ad poisiblu avoid more change of

name than ia absolutely necessary,

Tha senus Cordj/line may be easily known from

DraccBita by the inflorescence, b^ao^3, anJ numeruus

ovules. Tiie flowers are always solitary, the b^ac^3 are

two in number, but .. ., 1 of tiiree ; one at the base

of the pedicel, w!ir>re it joins the peflnncle, is simple.

ovate or lanceolate, generally acute ; the other, opposite

to it, and oonscqueafcly placed 'u^ the axil of tlje pcaicel

and peduncle, is much broader, shorter, and is doable,

being either bifid or bipartite, always having two

nervea. There arc hci.co normally one bract, and

alternating with it two opposite lateral bracteolc3,

'more or fess connate in the side next the axis of t\>a

peduncle, thaa representing the inner palea of Grapes,

In Dracceni the ftowers ace generally binate, ternate,
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or IwidlJd in the axil of a su)glo bract, ^rul the inner ' ronghened margin., indiaUnct mldril) s^ni^ted wi^^^

tral

arboreous

alwut

contr,, . .

ous Dftridle! veins, of wiiich none are more pvounnont

than the others, midrib obscur-s flowers crovvdotl,

sweet-scented, white; bracts inrmbninous, hirs^e, from

one-half «9 long to as long, as the flowtn- immediately

before expansion. C. aii'^tralis. Hook. fil. Flor. Nov.

Zeland. ; A. Richard, Flor. Nov. Z^.md. 1 19 (non

>k»dlicher nee Hooker nee Kuntb).

Habitat. Northern ishmd of New Zoiiland, ana

chanc'ed Sims' name of Draccena to Cordi/UuP, whioh

it must now retain. This plant may be known at once

from the other arboreous kinds by the slender stem,

narrow short foliage, small bracts and braoteolcs, and

lilac blue flowers of which the outer segments of the

perianth are much shorter than the inner. It is not nii-

northern parts of middle ishmd. ^
penantn are mucn snoriui u uu --- - -^

This species is distinguished from the folowing by
;
common m gard^ms freqnen%^^^^

:* i":l.* ;,. -l.nvf.r ]p»vn« not contracted at the base 6. Cordyhne Fvmih.^, Hf. C.^ stncta nob.
its lar^-er size, shorter leaves not contracted at the ba

in Flor.

wuS''Sr^r^< e.p c i yV t^^ ' N<;;. Z.l. i. 257. non Endl. nee Sim. A small plant.

;'!^r' T!f.:rlrno 'sneelmen! in Forster's Herb. ,
Trunk short slender or none, as tluck ^^ the fin^^^^^^^^

We Iiiive Jit Kew a ' leaves often fi'om the ground, very narrow, lineai andbracts. There arc no spec

Standiah, of Bagsiiot, as Dracana No. 2.

2, CordjUne BanWii, Hook. fil. Ste-n snharboreous.

10 Teet high, simple or sparingly bnmehed ; leaves5_10 Teet high, simple or sparingly nraneneu ; u-«vt:;

very long, linear-lanceolate, 5-6 feet long by 1^—

:

f#et broad, gradually contracted into a petiole 1—2 fee

I stout prominent midrib, and a few slender veins on

each side of it ; panicle very lax, spreading, 2 feet loii^,

with slender branches and few scattered white pedi-

celled flowers, bracts subulate, half as long as the flower

and twice as long as the bracteoles.

lon'tT'cioseiv striate "and also having 6 to 8 very evident t Has. Northern parts of the northern island.

vTin.; ou^a^hsde the prominent inulrib ; flowers loose. I A small low growing plant, with a short fen pro.-

J^ e, br!^ s very much smaller than the flower, not trate stem, or
^^"^V^'^V'^^/r'^kfn^^JlTTs verv"

. * . -^ .. . . •„.. liave a very promment midrib. Ihe panicle is very

slender, with spreading branches and few distant small

flowers that have minute bracts and bracteoles.

'

It is common in woods at the Bay of Islands.

'A. "Cunningham regirded this as a young state of

'

C. ansfrails. I am not aware that it is in cultivation.

The other species of Coi'dyline known tome are—
inalis, Kunth (Asparagus terminahs, L-;

the underground puff*-balls, though in reality more
closelv allied to the Truffles.

The mycelium originates, we believe, always in the

inner part of the f:dse truffle, and is of pale yellowish

olive. This bursts through the coat at various points

several portions gradually becoming confluent, and at

length forming a stem which rises perpendicularly

through the earth, swelling upwards into a club-shapeU

head which is at first fawn-coloured, and then graduallv

acquires a dark brown olive tint approaching to blact

The surface in the yourg plant is even, and then as tiie

club increased it is minutely dotted, each dot indicating

the position of one of the pcrithecia with vhich

it is ultimately studded. The asci which are

contained in the perithecia are extremely loner, and

the sporidia which they contain thread-shaped and

resembling little neckla<;es, and ultiuiatuly breiikin^ up

by transverse partitions into an indefinite multitude of

little reproductive grannies. Occasionally these are

seen escaping from the terminal aperture in the shape

of small white meily specks.

The plant occurs in woods amongst Ferns where the

soil is formed of decayed vegetnble matter, approaching

in character to peat. It is certainly not very common,

but probably it is not so rare as may at first be

imagined, as it is easily
,
overlooked from _ its dln^-

colour, which differs little from that of the soil iu which

7. C. terminalis,

\i\\ part n^ long as it is at expansion

Had. Northern and middle islands of New Zealand.

A smallur plant th:in the foregoing, with very mnch

longer letivos that are narrowed into a distinct long

petiole, nnd have evident slender ribs amongst the

strifp on each side the midrib. Tlic fl)wer3 are

.'nmch more lux, rather longer, and the bracts and

bracteoh's very small indeed. In the Kritish Museum
, . -

. ,: ^.. , v- ^- r- i t „t +v.
collection there is a very imperfrct specimen of Dracaena ter.mnahs, Iltch.), to winch I suspect the

t^is plant, collected by Hank* and Sohuider, but following garden species are closely allied if not all

Without date or locality, and not alluded to in their referable. C. Jacqmmi, Kth. ;
Eschscholzutna, Mart.;

druwin-s and :MSS.: it is called AnthericolJes stricin, ^ heliconmfolia. Otto; rubra, Hugel.

M^^ a°id I have qnoted it under my Cordyiine sbicta, \ A native of Ceylon, the Malayan and Pacific Islands,
-

" be de-
i

also extensively cultivated m all tropical countries.

i 8. C. Siehci-i, Kth., distinguished from C. terminalis
' by the much longer pedicels of the flowers. I have seen

specimens from Borneo and Trinidad only ; no doubt

cultivated in the latter localitj-.

9. C. Sellotinana, Kutith, a species resembling C.

stricta ill most points, but with a tubular perianth,

entire to nearly the top, and its lobes nearly equal.

The only specimen I have seen is from Guyana (Mar-

tin, No. 115G). Kuuth says it is a native of South

Brazil, but perhaps introduced.

10. Imperfect specimens of a voiy small-flowered,

petioled species from Now Ireland.

11. 12, 13. Three species from Bourbon and Mau-

Cordyline inf?»i?«a (Kunth Synop-!. v. 30, nob. in

'. Nov. Zel. i. 258. RiAcjena indivi^a, Forst. IVodr.

which is a very ditl'erent plant, hereafter to

scribed (iw C. Pumilh). Tliis we have re.ieived young

plants of at Kew as* Draccsna No. 1 from Mr. St;mdish,

with u full-sized fTowcring panicle dried, which has

enabh'd me to identify it satisfactorily.

8
Flor

n. 150; VI. lotr. No. 33; A. lUch. Flor, Nov. Zel. 14S).

Trunk simple, nrhoreons, 2—5 feet high ; leaves very

tliiok and coriaceoas, 2—3 feet long by 't—5 broad,

•Cftrckjly contracted at thebjse, with a stout midrib and

uumcrou-i stout par.ilk'l vein,", giaucoiis Ijcnenth, in-

flijreicence u drooping nhnost panicle raceme; flowers

pedicclle<], mwit densely crowded, causing the branches

^ tlio pani«.'le to be as thick as the tlmmb; bracts :
ritlu«, including probably some of the Draccena of

neaidy as bmg as the flower and pedicel. ] Kunth, described from those countries.

Had. Snnthorn parts of the mhldle and mountainous (

parts of the northern island.

Tiiiu splendid plant diflers widely from any of its New
Zealand congeners in the very stout texture of its very

broad leaver, which are glaucous below, and in the

branches of the drooping panicle' being so- densely

crowded with pedicelled flowers as to be -^ to 1 inch in

diameter, with the rachis quite hidden by the flowers.

It is well figured in Forster"s drawings; but tliere are

DO spechnens of it iu his herbarimn at the British

Museum or Tarij. We have a very ynung plant

apparently of this species, and under the sjime name,
from Mr. Lee,
- 4. Cotilyliae liaaeri^ Ilook. fil. C. australi^ Endh
"Prodr. Fl. Ins. Nor f. p. 29, et Hart. Dracffini australis.

Hook. B.)t. Mag. t. 2833, non Forst. 0, ob^ecta,

Graham iu Ed. I'hil. Jcmrn. 1827. p. 175). Trunk
arbort*ous, simple, 4—10 feet high ; leaves lanceolate,

(cnslform, somewhat contracted above the b:i?c, 1}—

2

feet long, 2—2^ inches bread, with a broad midrib
and numorons striate ner^'t's, none more conspicuous
than the rest ; flowers remote, white, very sliortly

_podicellt:^h bract very s-nall, shorter than the amall
hr.icteoles.

l\ .VB. Norfolk Island.

Authentic specimens of the CorduVtne ausfraUs of

14. C. cannrefoUa, Br., of tropical and sub-tropical

Eastern Australia (not in cultivation),

Kewy Aag, I860.

Kiidlicher collecied at Norfolk Isiiind by Bauer

MrCOLOGY,—No. XXVli.

ConDTCEP3 opniOGLOSSOiDts, JFV.—In our last

mycological notice we remarked that similarity of form
does not necessarily imply natural affinity. Accordingly
if the present subject is compared with Geoglossvm
difforme, it will be found, that tliough the form of the
he^id in both is clavate, there is an essential diiference

of structure. Iu the former the whole fructifying sur-

face is composed of a uniform stratum of close packed
fertile Cells or asci, mixed with slender barren threads
or paraphyses, the tip=5 of whieh are perfectly on the
same levelso as to form an even hvmenium, while in the
latter, on the contrary, the surface is studded witli little

waits, each of which c msists of a cellular sac slightly

narrowed above, and pierced witli a distinct dot-like

orifice, while the c:ivity is lined with a gelatinous stra-

thmofasci and paraphyses, agreeing perfectly in character
with tliose of th&Geofflossum. The Geojlossum, therefore,
if we suppose the whole plant to be drawn iu from the
tip like the horn of a snail, so as to form a hollow sac
coated with the barren stem, contracted above and
leaving a punctiform tcrmiu-.d aperture, would form a

himself, enable me to identify this fine plant with the structure exactly comparable with one of the little

Dracaena ausfralis of the Botanical Magazine and of, warts which render the surface of the CorHi-jeps rough
.our gTirdens (not of Forster). It isatonce distingnislied and uneven. It is clear then that the CorcUceps is a
£ II J.1. . _ . 1! I._, ?i_ 1 \ .\. . L \ . _ 1 . _ _ . 1 . 1 1 1. . ...

plant exists in Allan Cunningham's Herbirinm, kindly again, it has an analogy of fonu.
Tent me by Mr. Hew:ird; it is apparently fro-u a spect- Cordiceps opJiioc/fostoides ha=
men impr-rted to the Sydney Garden by Frazer. tere.st, wliii-h arc

6. Cordyline j/ivV^ff, Endl. Synops. *FIor. Ins. Ocean, 'of the highest forms of which the plants comprised by
istr. ill Anii. Wien. Mus., i. 1(52 (Kunth Svn. v. n. 33 '

tlie older authors

as several points of in-

tere.st, wliii-h arc worthy of remark. First, it is one

under the genus Sjjhceria are capable
in part), non Cnming noo nob. in- Flor. Nov. Z.dond. ' of attaining, the siinpWr species cou»i=:ting of nothing
€. speciabilis, Kth. & Boucher, Nov. Icon. Mort, Herol. i more than a single wart or porithecium sueh as we have
18 iS; Kib. Syn. V. 30. C. congesta, Eudlicher, Gon. ' described above. Siicondly, it is remarkable for tlie

151; Kuiith En 1. c. C. angnstif'olia, Kunth, I. c. great development of the spawn or mycelium, which is

I>rafnpna stricta, Sims' Bot. Mag, 2575; Lindh Bot. repeatedly branched and of a firm substance and atring-
Reg. t. 965. Chavlwoodin gtrlctn, Sweet's Flor. Au^- like form, the upper purt passing gradually into the

stem, Tliirdly, it is worthy of notice, togettier with a

nearly allied species, for being always parasitic on some
species of JElaphom'/ces, a genus which we hope
some d.iy to iiUutrat-i. agreeing in general habit with

generic

CoBDICEPg OPHTOCLOSSOIDES, Fr.—From an origm:il

*" drawing,

it takes its origin. It differs greatly in size and heigH

according to the vigour of the false truffle which supports

it, and the depth to which it is sunk in the esrtli.

Sometimes only a single strong head is produced, some-

times several as in onr plate.

The allied species Cordicep.t capitata is far more rare,

and is calculated to draw attention more rapidly, trom

its thick, juicv, yellow stem, and brighter colourei

head. Tills, ws believe, grows uniformly on a ditttren^

species oiElapJiomures, but we have never found.it om •

selves, and have had two opportunities only of exam: .-

ing recent specimens. , m.^,

A good deal of controversy has existed aho^i^
_

neric name, but the word, according to '"'"^*'^":^

sent us by letter from Fries, and spelt as above accon^^

ing to his own etymolosry, is derived from *^te. .^
words cor, a heart, and" caput, a head, and intiaia

that the head of the Fungus or club is that whicli c^u-

stitutes the reproductive part.
.

We know of no peculiar medical or economical p^^^

perties counci^ted with these plants, though one speci^^

of the genus which grows on caterpillars is co"®^''^"^!.

as a useful medicine in China, while one of the fcl«c*

and almost corky Fungi of a closely allied genos

eaten when young on the borders of Thibet. M- J- •^'

A PE.VR ORCHARD IN Tili5 UNITED STATE .

The past week we visited a very extensive F^'_^

orchard in this county, perhaps. the largest 'i^ J^fV
'

New York, planted by Messrs. Staiks and
^^*'"ig';^

embracing 45 acres, on which is growing
""^^^J.*^^

young standard Pear trees, all healthy and nv\K'n»^^

good growth, and many of them bearing iiuit.
^^^

well pleased were we with the a)>pearance d
;

orchard, tliat wo made a rather careful ^^'""'^^
],,,,;

and gained some facU, which may be of
"*'Yi^^pe t^

profit to our readers. These trees were from t»'*^j|,

Ave vcars old when planted, which w^u done diirini;

winter of 1857 8. The winter being unusually mdJ, p-
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224 Doarborn's Seedling ,. 58

112 Gauserri lierganiot .. 50

231 CoUiinbia 58

1000 lUevirr^ Diel 29 J

27 Winter Nelis .. 58

270 Lawrence Sll

1340 Glout Jlorceau ,. IV'

58 Vicar Winkfield 373

151 Easter Beurr^ .

.

70

JMO- wiuchcoin tiieiiced in JJecember,WiiscouUuuiia through

January, February, Miirch and April. Occasionally,

ireeziuff we;itUer would pufc a stop to the work for a

few dips. No difference is apparent in the growth of

the trees between those which were planted in the fall,

< spring or winter, and not a dozen out of the number

died. The varieties are as foUo^vs:

Flemish Beauty
Rostiezer
lyjiiise Conue de Jersey

Bartlott
Doyenne Gris d'Hiver

Seckel .

.

. •

Vii-galieu

Onondaga ..

Sheldon

The soil is a clay loam, or as the proprietor expressed

it, a "limestone loam" for 8 to 10 inches or more, sub-

soil clay, though not very stiff, having an admixture o(

loam, with a little sand, the whole resting upon fossil

lime rock. The ground was prepared by subsoiling, about

18 inches deep, and the trees planted 20 feet apart eacli

way. In setting them out the roots were covered with

eartli to the depth of about 1 inch, over which was

spread something like 2 inches of stable manure. The
remaining portion of the opening was then filled with

earth to grade. The planting being completed the

tipper portions of the roots were about 1 inch below the

average grade of the soil. About one half a bushel of

earth was placed at the foot of each tree, in a conical

form, immediately after planting, which wns allowed to

remain until the middle of May, and was then levelled

and the earth spaded as deep as practicable without in-

terrupting t!ie roots, for a space of 6 feet in diameter.

In the fall of 1S58 a mulching of about 2 busheis of

manure was given to each tree, over which was placed

earth in pyramidal form to the depth of 1 foot, to

protect from mice and severity of winter. This was

allowed to remain until the 1st of May last, when all

waa made level, and spaded as before over an area

7 feet in diameter.

The trunk of every tree, from the ground to the

branches, is covered with a brig made of cotton cloth,

sufficiently large to admit of three or four years' growth,

the cloth being fastened to the lower bi^mches, and
fastened to the ground. This the proprietors believe

protects the trunks from the sun, and from sudden

changes of temperature, and in a great measure pre-

vents blight and other evils, such as the hardening of

the bark, the contraction of the pores, thu? preventing

the free flow of sap, necessary exhalation, &c. Two
Cedar stakes are driven by each tree, to wliich it is

fastened, preventing swaying by the wind, in any
direction.

The rows run east and west for about three-fourths
of a mile, nnd are as true as it is possible to plant trees.
At the western extremity is planted a belt of Norway
Spruce, across the entire orchard, consisting of two rows
10 feet apart, and the trees in the rows 20 feet apart,

those in one row being opposite the open space in the

other, leaving the trees 10 feet apart. Two similar

belts are planted through the orchard, at abont equal

distances, though tiie highest points of land are selected

for, the purpose, and these it is thought will afford all

necessary protection from the wind, as the trees are

made to head low.

Now for the result thus far. The trees are healthy
and vigorous, and making a fine growth, many having
already made shoots from 3 to 4- feet in length.

Although having had but one season's growth since

planting previous to the present, many of the trees are

bearing fruit. On one Seckel we counted 131 speci-

mens, and on the Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, &c., iuily

as many as the trees should be allowed to bear. On
removing the cloth from the trees we found the bark
glossy, smooth, and soft to the touch, yielding under
the pressure of the finger. No blight has ever been
seen in the orchard, and this exemption the proprietors

think is mainly attributable to the protection afforded

the trunks by the cloth.

The proprietors are entitled to great credit for their

enterprise, and we hope to see them amply remunerated,
as we have no doubt they will be before many years.

Mr. Mattison is an.experienced nurseryman, who knows
how trees should be grown and cultivated, and practises

himself the thorough course that he recommends to

others, of which this orchard gives abundant proof.

Nearly every tree he has grown from the seed ; and
here we may say that Mr. M. claims an improved
method of cultivating Pear seedlings, by root-pruning
during growth, thereby securiag a larger number o!
fibrous roots, which, to some extent, prevents leaf
bUght, and ensures greater s;ifety in the removal of
trees, even when large.

This orchard, if well cared for for a few years longer.
must yield a pimcely revenue. Moore's Sural mw
1 orker.

Home Correspondence,

^A-'^/T^^J' ^/ .^"^'^^f
*— I fear that amid such a

dl^erslty of opuuoii as has lately been made public on
this matter, tlie young gardener will be puzzled. One

-
lays down a programme of the various branches of
science connected with his profession. Another advocatesthe very opposite-when doctors differ who is to decide ?Much that has been written is valuable, even if it
effected nothing beyond showing that gardeners
generally are n.en of good attainments; exceptions
there are I grant, but I fear that even after all the

disuussiou itiiit iiiUi talieu place, tiie question of

education will remain just the same as it was. We are

not all alike ; it will ever be a fiict patent to close

observers, that one will shine in a certain department,

whilst another differently constituted will distinguish

himself in another. All cannot have the knowledge
possessed by a Lindlcy a Paxton, or other great

men. You may place some young men in the first

establishments in Europe, and under the most

skilful gardeners, but even all this may fail to

make them good men or ornaments to their pro-

fession; if their whole hearts are not in the matter

all win be unavailing. A kind of intuitive knowledge

is absolutely requisite in all men who purpose pursuing

the profession of a gardener. But what is knowledge

without a good moral character ? Let a man's other

qualifications lie ever so brilliant, if he does not possess

good moral conduct when weighed in the balance he

will be found wanting in the most essential require-

ment. A gardener with a good moral character un-

tainted, will sooner or later assuredly be successful;

the two are inseparable. John Edliri^ton, Winch
HousBy Seacomhe, Birkenhead,
Diagonal Training.— Perhaps your Correspondent

T. C. B., Guernsey, will be kind enough to give some
further explanation of his Diagonal cordon mode of

training the Peach tree, such as the distiuice apart be

trains the frui.-bearing shoots for spurs ; the liumber of

spurs on each shoot ; whether or not all the fruit

and bearing shoots are trained upwards at the same
angle as the leaders or principal shoots ; to what
extent he knife prunes in the winter. And if after the

spurs have fruited they are entirely cut away to make
room for a new shoot to take its place, as on the long

rod Vine system. Perhaps he will also further state

whether or not it be intended that the shoots 6 inches

long (including foreright) should be finally pinched to

ont leaf to form the fruiting spur, or be left the whole

of that length, viz. 6 inches, to form a quantity of

fruiting spurs. It is presumed the latter. And are the

leaders, in order to cover the wall quickly, allowed to

grow the whole season without being shortened. 1

think there were some diagrams on this or a simdar

system in your pages some time since—can you refer me
to them ? A Young Gardener. [The diagrams to which

you allude will be found in our volume for 1853, pp. 36
and 101.]

Size of Trees.—The following list of measurements
of the circumference of trees growing at Rossana, in

the county of Wicklow, may prove interesting, and I

cannot help thinking that it would be very much so if

the example was followed in other localities. All the

measurements \vore taken at 4 feet high except Yew,
which was measured near the ground :

—

45 , 50", una 5i4', se.dum higlit;r. J£. li.. Uardeii,

Size. Feet., In. Plan ted.
Oak .. 22 7* ItiOQ

Spanteb CUe^nut 21 S 1713
A^Sil « 4 p« .. 17 8

L

Horse Chesimt ,

.

.. 12 S

.. 10 9

.. 16 0* 1713

8 4 171.'

4

.. 14 r
Kverj^rcen Oak .. .. 10
Scotch Fir 9 114

12 Si
.. 12 9

F. T.

Tlie Season in Lincohuhire.—The present season has

been a most extraordinary one indeed. As regards agri-

cultural produce, all farmers here say if the weather is

propitious they are right—if not soon, as a matter of

c urse they will be wrong. They stand as it were upon

a pivot. Turnips and Mangels are good. As respects

garden produce Grapes are very much shanked j but

how could they he otherwise with the temperature of

the earth only 57° at 1 foot under the surface, while in

other years it ranged between 75° and 80" in August.

For these two months past the thermometer never rose

above 63*, and that was only once. About 5 o'clock, a.m.

I have generally found it about 47° and 52". As to rain,

we have had it every 21 hours without exception till

yesterday. With me Strawberries and Currants have

been a good crop ; Pears and Apples are not half their

usual size. In flavour they are also deficient; for no

sun no sugar But that is not the worst; there is

next year to look to—no sun no ripening of the wood,

and therefore little or no fruit. Apricots are ripening

very slowly, and as for Peaches I do not think that they

will ripen at all. Tomatoes are a blank ; Kidney Beans
the same; Vegetable Marrows very poor; Cucumbers
on ridgo useless; Peas and Beans unusually tall;

Potatoes a failure, owing to the disease, wliich is

worse than it has been fur years. Flower gardening,

as far as Verbenas are concerned, is a failure— for

17 years I have liad a blaze of flower which has been the

admiration of all who have s^en it; but this year tlie

display is poor indeed. Grass has grown so stroni^rb'

that it defies our Shanks' machine. 1 am greatly afraid

that after such a severe winter and drenching rama the

soil will be of little use till it is thrown up to the

winter's frost ; it is quite inert. I used, when working,

to be burdened with even shirt and trowsers ; but this

Year we have been able to wear our winter clothmg all

the season through. Ou Au-ust the 3d the tempera-

ture of the earth, 1 foot under the surface, was 57^^ ;

Auffnst27t1i, the same; while in other seasons, as has

been stated, it has been 77' and SO". I hav« never left

off tiring houses. One morning about 5 o clock the

thermometer stood at 42^ I bavc found it often at

Lincolnshire. [We are surprised to hear that the
temperatuie of the ground was so high in 1859. Near
London, at 1 foot deep, the thermometer reached GOi-"

on July 30, but went no higher.]

Elder V. RabJjits.—F'mdhv^ that Elder is the only
tree that rabbits do not bark, I am anxious to raise

more of it than I have, and shall be obliged by your
saying what is the beat way of raising it. Our Nur*
seryniiiu docs not seem to keep it. It strikes readily, I

believe. M. P., South Lincolnshire. [You may strike it

in any quantity by means of cuttings put in in the
month of March in a warm sunny place. If you can
strike them under hand ghtsses they will root so much
the quicker. No plant Is more willing to grow in this

manner except Osiers.]

Street Gardening,— 1 CAiniot permit the kind offer

made by "Ackland'* (see p. 774) to pass unnoticed. I

should feel much pride in being able to accept his

liberal donation of 100 Roses, which, with his permis-

sion, I shall keep in abeyance until I can consult some
friends, whose inffuence may carry more weight in the

forwarding of the desired end than mine could be ex-

pected to do. Should I be successful, "Ackland" will

l)e reminded of his liberality through your columns.

E. A. M., Avgu^t 28.

Preservalion of Timber.—Complying with your re-

quest for ijiformutlon as to my mode of using a garden

engine with fluids, to save trouble I will refer yoa to

the plan adopted by the Permanent Way Com-
pany, which was given in one of your former volumes.

Having a sliort piece of pipe (letter a in the woodcut

referred tu) i eady for use, to this I add a stop-cock and
strong India-rubber bag for an air vessel that may hold

two or more gallons of fluid, and then connecting a

small force pump used as a garden engine, giving a

power of about 50lhs. to the square inch.I can effectually

empty the siqj vessels and force chemical fluids in more
easily than by any other process I am acquainted with.

One advantage in this process by the force pump is, you
can operate on large trees where they are thrown, as

I have done with an Elm of nearly 100 feet in it, giving

an hour's attention for two or three days, and the t^ee

throughout was effectually saturated with the solution

ofsulphatc of copi>cr I then used. For a tree of a f<&ot

diameter, I sometimes use a vulcanised India-rubber

cap secured to the end of the tree, having a tube to

connect the pump-pipe and st<ip-coek to it, I have also

tried a plan of fixing a piece of rt-ood by screws to the

end of a tree, but the joint is not easily made water-

tight. /. If. [The woodcuts illustrating the mode of

operation here referred to, together with further cx-

phtnatory matter on the subject, will be found at

p. 756 of <mr volume for 1856.]

Tom Tkumh Letluce.—This is certainly a

useful Lettuce, and for frame purposes very

as it occupies little space. I have it planted in a bed
7 inches apart ; a more compact Lettuce is not to be
found. G. Bond.
Dianthus Chinensis Heddetmgii.—No flower garden

ought to he without this charming plant; had the
season been fine tliere would have been few things to

compare with it for variety and brilliancy of colour. It

may be freely propagated by means of cuttings like the
Pink. O. Bond.
Flums.—l forward for your inspection specimens of

Kirke's Plum, 'grown on a south wall covered with
glass— a kind of glazed piomenade of wliiih we hear so

much noW'O-days. I think yon will agree with me
that the flavour is far superior to out-door grown fruit,

and in all resiwcts surpassing what we can accompKsh
out-doors, especially in such a season as we have^
txperienced this year, thus to some extent showing
the necessity in this our fickle climate ol something
more than a hare brick wall. John Edlingtony Winch*
House, Seavombe, Birkenhead. [These are ot qoito •

unusual excellence for Kirke's.J

good and
desirable.

Societies*

EyTOsrOLOGiCAL: August 6/A., J.W.Douglas, Esq,

'resident, in the Chair.—The President exhibited

pecimens of the rare raoth Statbmopoda pedella,.

showing the remarkable manner in whu:h the legs are

porrected when at rest, taken at Lewisham among
Alders, also the rare beetle Phloiotrya ruflpes from
rotten Oak wood at Lcatherhcad. Mr. F. Bond
exhibited specimens of a new British Trochilium taken
at Torquay by Mr. King, agreeing with i^pecimen» of

Tr. Phihwithiiorme received from Spain bv J. II. Hmd,

.

Ksq, Mr. Westwood exhibited some speciniCMS of the.-

liirvsB and pui)3e of Papilio Machaon, received frum Dr.

Verloren, proving that the diversity of colour of the

pupa is in no wise connected with the difference of sex

as had been asserted. Mr. Janson exliibitcd scvenU

new and rare Uritish Coleoptera collected in Perthshire

by Mr. Turner; vari lus new and distinct species of

British Coleoptera, heretofore confounded w^ih other

-

si)ecie3, were also exhibited by Mr. G. B. Waterhoasc..

Mr. Waring exhibited Acidalia ruhricata and Litho--

stega nivearia from Brandon, Norfolk, collected by Mr..

,
Dunning, and Mr. Scott exhibited various rare

L'piiopteia and Coleoptera from different localities.

' Other new and rare moths (chieflv Tineida;), were
' exhibited by Mesws. Mitford and Miller. Mr. Walker
' exhibited a 'remarkable variety of llipvarcVia Megtera

captured in Guernsey. Mr, Tegetmeler annour.ced that-
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"le had succeeded

liive bee (Ap

. He al30 stated

wlxich tended to pi

not occur in tlie common luve bee, and consequently

allowing that the hive hoe did not afford an instance of

the pure hreed being preserved without crosa-hreedmg

from other communfties. Having found that the male

bees will freely enter into any hive at the mouth ot

which they are phiccd, he powdered a number of the

males as they left one hive with flour, and observed

that at least one third of these whitened individuals on

returning from their Jli-ia entered other hives. Mr.

of periodicity in the development of ms

SDliiiix LifTustri, as contrasted with te

sects, especially

Sphinx Ligustri, as contrasted witn temperature, the

result being similar to that obtained by M. Vilmorin in

his experiments ou plants published iu the Comptes

Eendus for ISSU.

BOTAKICAL OF EDX^BtTBGH : Juhj 12. — Prof.

Balfour, Y.P., 111 the chair. The loUowmg com-

muiucations were submitted to the meetuig :— I.

" Vegetable Morphology . its gcnend principles," by

the Kev. Dr. M'Vicar.—II. "Observations on some

Bisexual Cones occurring in the Spruce Fir,'* by Alox.

Diclc^on, Esq. The author dcserlbod some abnormal

spruce cones which he had picked in Peebles-ihire. In

these, the lowur part was covered with stamens, whilst

the terminal portion produced briicts and scales, like an

ordinary female cone. The stamens of the lower

portion were serially-continuous with tlie bracts above.

Some of tlio lower scales of the female pnrtion were in

the axils of tlie ujjpennosfc stamens^ wliiijh hist were

somewhat modified, the anther ccl!s being diminished,

whilst the scale-like crest had become more elongated

^nd pointed—iu fact, more or less resembling the bracts.

The autboz', reasoning from this abnorimdity, as well as

fi'om a consideration of the iiormnl morphology of onr

ordinary Conifera?, curae to the conclusion that the male

cone (as consisting of simple stamens developed on one

common axis) must be regarded as a single male flower.

With regarded to the female cone, Mr. "Dickson was

inclined to hold with Schleiden, that the scales (as

being simple axillary structures) are flattened

shoots, comparable to those of Kuscus, &c. The
author accordingly could not but call in (piestion the

btiitenients of Professor Lindloy— 1st, that each

male amentum " consists of a number of , monai^-

dvous naked male flowers, collected about a com-

mon nxva;" and %\, that "each anther is formed

of a partially couvertu.l scale, analogcus to

tlie indurated carpellary scale of the females."

—

JI(. " Oil tlie Movementii in the Cells of Anachan's arid

A'uIIisueWa." By S. J. JVIeinljes, jun,, Ksq. Tlie author
stated tbat the cells of tins plant are hrtelc-sliaped, and
formed of a single wall. The marginal cells contain less

granular matter than those nearer the midrib. TheSe
granules when in motion line the circumference of the

cell, never actually touching tlie wall. When in a

favourable state the granules move regularly round the
cells—some in one direction, others in an opposite one.

The movement is a slow, rolling motion along the sides

of the cell; when tlie angles of the cells are acute the
granules are jerked across, and on regaining the oppo-
site side, resume their steady progressive movement.
Sometimes a granule is sent out with a jerk from the
true course, but it immediately returns, and continues

its course. All these phenomena are seen under a

.power of about 300. When a higher power (650) is

used, a thin wave-like line is seen lining the whole of
the cell, and in actual contact with the granules when
present. This at first seemed an optical delusion, but
repeated examinations plainly showed this line to be the
free margin of a row of cilia. F. Branson, in a paper
published in one of the numbers of the Microscopical
Journal, pointed out this some time ago, and without
being at the time aware of Mr. Branson's paper, Mr. M.
veritied all his statements. The conclusion he arrived
at is that the motion of the granules is due to the
(presence of cilia. The way "in which these cilia

act is peculiar. l?eing set at an ww^.^^ to the cell wall,
their action takes place iu the direction of their angle

;

when set iu motion they create a alroug eddy in the
ceU. This eddy, by its centrifugal force, drives the
granules to the side of the cell, and, coming under the
influence of tlie cilia, they are carried along the side.

Owing to the shape of some o^ tlie cells, a secondary
carreut is produced in the acute angles, and, when the
granules come under ^\g influence of the two currents,
they are thus rapidly conveytnl across the angle— hence
the observed jerk. Another effect of the iiregnlarity
of the shape in the cells is tliat the eddy can never be
perfectly circular, and, tins being the case, its force
cannot be equally distributed. This inequality causes
the outer edge of the eddy to act with gi eater force on
some parts of the cell than on others, and the lighter
granules being sent with a greater force against those
parts, rebound. The elasticity of the cilia increases
the lepuhive power, and uicreases the force of the
rebound ciiused by the action of the eddv. — IV.
"Account of Professor Balfour's Botanical Trip, with
FnpiU, to Moncreiffe and KinnouU Hills in Perth-
anure. By air. J.
of ahoQt 160 hot
toeBMnxung

Chemistry and Natural History in Queen's College,

Kirston^Cm "On the Effects of Lightning

0^1 au Asir tree." By D. J. A. Smith. Mr. Smith re-

marked- "I send a splinter and piece of bark ol an

Ash tree, which may perhaps be considered worthy ot

a place in the Botanical Musenrt,. The tree was

domnlishcd by lightning on Saturday, the 16th June. 1

e'^n d the^ree and found it had been about 2 feet

diameter at the base, and formed one of a oug row

trees of a similar kind (none of which werem

injured ex^lpt^UsdOon the farm^ofHollyde^^^^^

parish of Bowdcn, Roxburghshire

apparen
t i5owuen. ..w....^......... It had been struck

tlv at the upper part of the trunk (the branc^hds

not being stripped of their bark), and the tree was

cloven in two to the very root, two stnmps only remain-

iuff in the ground, and these were shattered agam m a

lat^era direction, as if the bolt had exploded in the

tree and blow^ the trunk into numerous fragments

some of the pieces being picked up at the distance ol

50 vards or more. The wood of the tree seemed quite

sound, and- the fragments ^hen examined were
' - - , . 1— Could the sap

tree so effectually into fragments? The tree was

cloven to the ground, one-half of the root itself being

raised out of the earth, and the ground was ploughed

up in a straight line for TO paces to the north, and the

same distance to the south of the riven stump of the

tree This adds another instance to the hst ot Ash

trees struck by lightning. No doubt the Ash is a

common hedge-row tree, still it seems to have

rather a dangerous attraction for the electric tluid. —
VIT "Notice of &omc Plants, specially Orchids, found

in Kent," by G. C. Oxenden, Esq. Mr. Oxenden says
:

—
*'I have seen some very fine sights this May and June

—viz., vast tracts of steep picturesque Grass hills ex-

tending for some miles, and throughout their whole

length decked and garnished with one or other of the

following plants : — Ophrys aranifera and mucifera.

Orchis ustulata, a lovely Orchid, and Habenaria hifolia

—all this vast range of hill slopes to the south and

south-west. The east side of the same range is all

forest ground, and it affords in abundance every variety

of Orchis fnsca, from a dull white to a very deep mul-

berry colour, and in size over 20 inches. These same

woody banks yield a few specimens of the strange

Lathrtea squamaria, and more to, the eastward I

find the truly curious Monotropa Hypopitys. Near

the place from which T write (Broome Park, near

Canterbury), grows the monarch of Orchids, Orchis

birciua, th*e Lizard Orchid
;_
and within 50 yards of my

bouse I have one growing, which at this moment
(25th Juno. 1860) is 29i inches high, and with nearly

50 ** Lizards" upon it. Next month (July) will afford

me very fine specimens of Ophrys arachnites, and if you

have never seen the wonderful varieties oF this Orchid,

they will astonish you. Some of the varieties of the

Bee Orchis are aTso' exceedingly curious. In August we
get Herminium monorchis in abundance, very minute,

very fragrant, and under the microscope the most
beautiful object imaginable. In July and August we
have Epipaclis latifidia, and E. purpurata in tolerable

abundance.—VITL " On the Stem or Axis as the Funda-
mental Organ oftheVegetable Structure," By C. Dresser.

—Mr. Scot Skirving seiit specimens of Grass which had
been observed by Dr. Scott, of her Majesty's 79th
Eegiment, when in the Crimea, to withstand the

utmost rigour of the severe winter there. He states

that cattle ate it, and fattened on it. The seeds had
been sown in East Lothian, and had produced an
abundant crop. Ilie plant was Bromus maxiums. Dr.
Borie, of the Dundee Asylum, sent specimens of Cabbage
leaves, exhibiting peculiar hollow pitcher-like appen-

dages at their extremities.

across; and other specimens including a mao-iiifi.

cent one of the beautiful Nephrolepis davaUioides'
with fronds 3 feet long, the plant itself being 4 fee{

across. Other kinds exhibited were Polypodium
effu-

sum, Lygodium scandens, &c. Perhaps the finest spe-
cimens were in a miscellaneous collection of 16 plants
contributed by G. W. Binns, Esq., and which contained

lovely examples of Trichomanes speciosum, and Todea
peUucida, each over 2 feet across; Hymenophyllumg
crispatum and Tunbridgense, Lastrea hispida, Dick.

sonias antarctica and culcita, Cyanophylhim, Pandanug
Saccolabium, Gleichenia flabellata, Dracaena, Caladinm'

argyrites, Pteris argyra;a and a lovely little example of

Pteris tricolor. The rarest plant however in this collec-

tion was .Trichomanes scandens. It was growing on a
young living Alsophila, and had on it about 15 fronds

from 9 to 12 inches long, and the base wassurrounded
by

a new Hymenophyllum. The same exhibitor obtained the

prize for the best Wardian case of Ferns, not exceeding

1-4 inches in diameter. The kinds were beautiful

specimens of Trichomanes crispum, Hymenophylluma
demissum and hirtellum, Todea peUucida, and aMosa-
like Hymenophyllum. Vegetables, fruits, and cut

blooms were excellently shown, considering the weatlier

we have had. Some very good Grapes were exhibited,

and a few Pines. Of Apricots, Peaches, &c., there were

hardly any ; but abundance oi Strawberries, Pears, and

Apples. Cucumbers were very good, the best

being a brace from Mr. Praser, Gr. to Capt.

T. P. Crosland. It was a kind called the

Kirklees Hall Defiance, raised by Mr. Ramsden,

gr. to H. "VV. Wickham, Esq., of Kirklees Park. Of

Dahlias, in the shape of cut blooms, there were very

few; Hollyhocks still tctrcer; Asters, Stoclcs, and

Marigolds very good. Verbenas in pots were well

shown. A yellow seedling Dahlia was exhibited by

Mr. Gill, of Mu'field, and was awarded a first-class

certificate.

Kcrttce!? of ^oofts^

Fragmenta FhytograjphicB AustrallcB ; by Ferd. Mueller.

M.D. Vol. I., 8vo. Melbourne. Pp. 252.

In this volume Dr. Mueller, the learned Botanist to

the colony of Victoria, describes in scientific

language a considerable number of Australian plants,

new or rare, which have come under his obserra-

tion in his official capacity. The language is

worthv of the best days of systematical science, the

critical remarks are those of an experienced naturalist,

and the lithographic plates (of which there are 10) are

equal to some of the best in Europe. Perhaps some ot

the new genera and species may not prove upon further

examination to be previously undescribed; and we

must object to such a name as iV'eu'casieiia, which we

would suggest might have better been liovocaMha;

but the accuracy of the observations will render even

errors in synonymy valuable, as giving a full descnptiou

of whut may havebeen previously insufficiently descnDeo.

A second volnme has commenced, and its comp etion

will be anxiously looked foiv In the meanwhile we

cannot but express our admiration of the smguiar

industry of Dr. Mueller in bringing out works ot tms

kind in the midst of a multitude of other official occa-

pations.

h itSl^l
^'^^'^^^^'- '^^^^ extraordinary number

IIVDDERSPIELD FXOEAL AlTD HORTICITLTUEAL :

^«9. 25.—This took place on tlie parade ground of the
Ritle Corps, and proved entirely successful. Consider-
ing the lateness of the season and the dark wet weather
we have had for some time back, the articles exhibited
were very good. Among stove and greenhouse plants
were same fine specimens of Dipladenias, Stephaubtis,

Allamanda, Crassuht, Pleroma^ Meyenia, and Ericas.

Among variegated and fine-foliaged plants were some
beautiful examples, including several nice plants of

Cyanophyllum mttgnificum, splendid specimens of Cissus

and Dioscoreo, Begonias and Caladiums.. Of Orchids

some f{.'\y specimens were shown. An Aerides odora-

tum, witli about 20 spikes of bloom on it, and a good
variety of Odontoglossnm grande, were furnished by
Mr. Smith, gr. to J. W. Crosland, Esq. Saccohihlnm

Blumei, with two spikes, was contributed by G.W. Binns,

Esq. ; and several }ilaiits of Oncidium flexuosum were

shown by other exbibitors. Some fine specimens

of Ferns were exhibited, both British and Exotic.

Among British kinds were Scolopendrium crispum,

Atliyriuin filix-foemina var., Xastrea filix mas cristata,

Polypodium Drvonteris. and manv others. Of

Why the Shoe Finches (Edmohston & DougW,

Edinburgh; Hamilton & Adams, London) is atransmj

tion by Mr. Stirling Craig of a German dissertation oy

Dr. Meyer, of Zurich, on the evil consequenceg oi

wearing badly-made shoes, and on the Proper obaF

those articles of dress. The views of the learnea

anatomist are illustrated by wood engravings ;
an"

sav with Peter Camper, "All horse ^o^^ors^ and n^
fanciers are interested in the shoeing oj t^^""" ff^
numerous papers appear thereon, avid shall^we no

cern ourselves about the foot-gear of man?'

Index Genertm Algariim-, or a Systematic
^^^^J'^^

A
the Genera of Alg(P-, marine <i^^^ f^^^^^TZLnrnt
an Alphabetic Key to all the Names and ^^^^^
by W. H. Harvey, M.D., F.R.S. London, ^^
8vo. pp. 22 & 8. of

So much uncertainty prevails about^ the ge"
^

gae, from the carelessness with which new n

ibed, and tbe
Alg:

ted

r

have been applied to genera ah-eady descr

recklessness with which species have been ^^P*^
j^^

Tinder distinct names without a single good
^^^^^^^

to justify the separation, and sometimes indeed

there has not even been distinction of spt'cief, t^J^

^
things can be more useful to the algologist tn

^

systematic view of. what ;-eally appear to *^„,
.^ ^q.

genera, accompanied by a list of synonyms..
-J

cordingly has been supplied by the little "^1?"^^^^ iS
work whose title is given above, and whicH m j

^^
had from the publisher Van Voorst, at the c^^

^^^
25 postage stamps. Dr. Harvey has arrangea '^^
genera under three series, the Melanosperuiese, ^

Dryopteris, and many others.

j
exotics a collection of 12 was exhibited by Mr. Barra-

,
. ^ . , ., j

clough, gr. to J. WTiitacre, Esq., containing admirably

of twTm V"" 1 1'**^ Edinburgh on
|

grown Adiantums tenerum aiid cuneatum, Asplenium
e i.v,cu .jaue la.t for Bridge of Earn, ' drversifolium, Selaginella Willdenovu, a plant 2 feet

j

thes^
spermese, Chlorospermese, in 32 famihes,

distinctive characters are given. And """'^'•y«to
ajjpear first the names of genera, which he

<^"^J ^
be well founded, and theu in italics mere ^yij^^i^^^^

such genera as have been advisedly separated ^
mother gentis, without any sufficient ^l^^^^n-ac-
Harvey's judgment iu this respect is so ^"^^^^f ftUia

kuowltdired that it is ahnost needless to state ii>»
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matter has been carried out with acluiirable effect,

while he has shown not the slightest indication of

neglectinj^ or despising such characters as really depend

on essenti'ai difference of structure or fructification.

He has not, however, relied on his own judgment

only, hut has been kindly assisted by Bonder and

Leiiormand, and he is indebted to Brebisson, Prof.

"Walker Arnott, and Mr. W. Archer, for revising the

^st 0^ i'iie BesmidiaceiB and Diatomacece, to which he

lia3 paid himself less attention than to other families.

The work is printed on one side only, so that it can

be cut up for labels, while a separate copy will serve as

an index to the Algological department of the herbarium.

Guide io Corfe Castle (Longmans) is an intelligent

companion to the Traveller in Dorsetshire, and " is

specially devoted to the illustration of the most ancient

town and fortress in Great Britain. The author

presents it to the public with confidence that it will

meet with a favourable reception, because, although he

is conscious it is marked by many defects, he feels he

has done his utmost to prepare a really useful hand-
book, in strict accordance with the principles that

should guide the composition of such works. Nothing
but the facts of history is drawn from oxtraueous

sources; everything that could be ascertained by

perspnal Inspection and careful research has been so

investigated, and these pages are thus in great part the

transcript of careful notes made whilst viewing the

scenes they describe. To one feature of this volume he
begs to invite the attention of the public more espe-

cially. The venerable Palace Fortress of Corfe has

never before been described with fulness, nor even with

tolerable correctness. The author has here brought his

practical professional pursuits to bear in the illustration

of perhaps the most interesting and valuable example
of British stronghold in the empire, and he trusts that

the detailed descriptions in the body of the work, and
the r^eferenced plan and glossary, will enable the most
unacriuainted witli architectural and engineering ques-

tions to understand and enjoy the exquisite features of

Corfe, and aid the learned to a more perfect and
rapid review of them." Although this is the autlior's

statement we adopt it, because it seems to us a per-

fectly fair description of the manner in which Mr.
Brannon has fulfilled his task. The little volume con-

tains clever views of the ruins as they are, and a
ground plan of the castlo as it was, lestored by tbc
author, whose experience as an architect may be sup-
posed to have rendored him an authority in such a
matter.

slowly and deliberately, but inevitably; and in the long

record of the earth's histery, the whole human period,

so far as it lias yet run, counts but as yesterday. The
law, however, seems to be motion and progress,—what
has been is not to be. Climates and creations grow old

and pass away; they are but the garment of the
Eternal, and as a vesture does He change them."

Garden Memoranda.
ARCnEEFIELD AND DlELETON CaSTLE GAUUEIfS,

—

These are situated on the coast of the Firth of

within a mile or two of North Berwick,

east nook of East Lothian or Haddington-
about 24 miles from Edinburgh, a locality

may be said to be the Devon of Scotland,

Forth,

in the
shire,

which
very early and fertile. These gardens, together with a

valuable estate surrounding them, belong to the Hon.

Lady Mary C. Nesbit Hamilton, who witli great gene-

rosity throws them open to the public once or twice a

week, and judging from the number of visitors (nearly

500; one day last week, we think that this kindness is

duly appreciated.

Dirleton Castle, which has long been in ruins, is said

to have been destroyed by Cromwell, and never to have,

been repaired since. A great deal of it is still lofty and
mantled with Ivy. The Ir.rger of two flower gardens

adjoining these magnificent ruins is seen to great advan-

tage from the eminence on which they stand. The
larger one is in Box—the smaller Jin Grass. Let us

first notice the larger one, which is bounded oij one side

by a wall covered with Myrtles, Magnolias, Camellias,

Jasmines, and Fuchsms, and one Glycine sinen,sis run-

ning along the top of the wall just under the coping for

60 yards. On the other side of tlie garden is a high

Hornbeam hedge. Tlie promenade round it is 7 feet

wide; the walks between the beds are 5 feet; a light-

coloured sea gravel is nsed for the walks. The massive

and prodigiously large beds strike the visitor the

moment he enters. Some are 60 yartls in circumference,

some 30 yards, most of them about 50. Last year some
were planted witli Verbenas along, and took 1000
plants. This year every bed has three kinds of plants

and colours, and one uniform system is carried out

—

viz., a centre, a stripe, and a border. The border is 3 feet

wide, the stripe 1 foot or thereabouts, and of course the

width of centre depends on the size and shape ofthe bed.

In the centre stands an ornamental shrub, to give

relief and reposo to the eye and contrast to the whole.

Entering by the north door the following are the con- of Hollvhocks : next Zelinda Dahlias, another row of

21. Verbena Defiance, Purple King, "and Goldei^
Chain Geranium.

^
22. Dahlia Zelinda, Cineraria maritima, and Prince

^of Orange Calceolaria.

On a border against the wall was the new panel
style of bedding. It was this panelling especially last

year which took people by surprise.

The first border, 200 feet long, has at its back a row
of Glendinning's Seedling Geranium. Another row of
Flower of the Day, with its flowers, and next comes the
ground-work, 6 or 7 feet wide, of Purple King
Verbena, running the whole length of border, and
in front of this is a row of dwarf plants of Flower
of the Day in bloom. The panels are inserted or

indented as it were in the ground-work, and consist of

Yellow Calceolaria and Geranium Brilliant, alternately,

about 5 feet apart, with a nice Irish Yew in the centre

of each panel. This makes a charming picture. But
the other border is even better. Of this Lobelia

speciosa forms the ground-work, andJIangles'Variegated

Geranium figures largely in the panels. As a whole
the effect of this arrangement is excellent. Behind
,the Hornbeam hedge lies a fine bowling ^rem%
and to the right of that a splendid flower garden in

Grass, with some very fine plants of Avancaria, Deodor,
Cupressus, Y'ews, (fce. The beds here are much raised

and-very large, and number about 20, with 10 vases,

all in good condition.

The 9 or 10 beds on the north side were like the

9 or 10 on the south side ; with this difference,

that feijou Geranium took, on the north, the place

which Mangles' took on the south. 1. Alyssura and
Lobelia speciosa. On either side of this \vas a bed
filled with Punch Geranium and aurea floribunda

Calceolaria. Next central bed is filled with aurea

floribunda and Geranium Brilliant. 5 and 6 were
full of ^Tangles' Geranium, and Lobelia apeclcsa.

Tliese make a first-rate bed, but for chr\stenes3 Bijpu

ig better. Variegated Geraniums and Lobelias ^o well

together. 7. Trentham Rose Geranium and Alyssum.

8. Golden Cliain and Baron Hugol Geraniums. 9 and
10. Purple King and Cerastium tomentosum. For
effect tiiosG two beds would bo liai;d to beat.

Archerfield Hou^e and kitchpn, gardens arc about 1

mile distant from Dirlelx>n. The house is large but
plain-looking; tlie kitchen gardens are extensive and
productive. Facing the hothouses are three broad

borders; on these we have the Panel style again. The
centra! border is 17 ft^et wide. The hack row consisted

The Tiveeddnh Prize K-isar; on tJie Hainfall, by
T. P. Jamipson (Ulackwoods), is a pamplilet of 51 pao-es,
forming the prize essay offered by the Marquess of
Tweeddale for the best reply to the question—
"Whether the amount of Rainfall in the Western
parts of Europe, and more particularly in Scotland, is

less now tlian; it formerly was.'* Mr. Jamieson's
intiulries loud him to reply in the negative, after con-
sulting such registers of weather as he has been able to

examine. To a question put so loosely, Mr. Jamieson's
reply is sufiacient, if the meaning of the word
''formerly" is "within the last century." If it has

a wider signification, then a much larger range of

nquiry should have been instituted. Upon turning
over the paofos we observed that a chapter was devoted
to Cattsesof Variations in the Climate^ but we confess to

disappomtment when we found this great question dis-

missed in three pages, one-half of which forms the fol-

lowing quotation:—
"Geology teaches ns that wonderful changes, have

token place in the earth*s climate. In Greenland,
Scoresby found C04l strata showing Impressions of tro-

pical plants; and here, in our own country, we find

Britain to have been at one time aland of Palms and
Cocoa-nuts, with monkeys climbing amongst the

branches ; at another, the seat of giant glaciers and
perpetual snow, where no living sound miglit have been
heard but the hoarse baying of the reindeer, or the gro\\l

of the nortliern bear. The passage from one extreme to
the other was doubtless very gradual; indeed, we have
proof that the rigorous climate of the drift period came
on by degrees, and did not at once attain its full seve-
nty ; ages, we, have reason to boUeve, passed away, and
wiuJe tribes of animals fiourlslied and decayed, Tlie
cftnse of these mighty changes is still wrapped in obscn-
J^.^y, but seems to have had some connection with the
nlfttlva di^lributiou of land and water. Whole conb-
nents have v' i and sunk, mountain-ranges have been
lifted np within the snow-line, and have subsided again,
until their summits alone remained as a set of islands
in the midst of tlie sea.

" The changes that have taken place since the dawn
Oi: Instory are, however, sligbt, and cpnftned within
narrow limits Indeed, it is still doubtful whether any
perceptible difference 1ms been established. The same

?rS '/m
'

'
^ f^«<^tenstic of the oonntries that

Wu'ff .^ nv '
^^li H^- ^^ ^^°^»- '^^« geographicalWs of the Olive, tbe Vine, and the Palm t?ee, seem

to be the same as they were 3000 years a-o; audaseven a sight alteration would affeel the Vmn- oftheir frmts, we cannot suppose mucli change to haveoccurred Seedtime and harvest hav^ reiSained tC^e so for as we can discover, neither has the vinta-e

^k^\ •^ ""W.point to very similar. climatic cwi-^wna m the early days of our race. And this is S)bto be wondereil at. for the great world-clock moves

with Geranium
Cineraria mari-
Verbena, "The
GIendinnin'2*s

tents of each bed in succession

1. "Brilliant" Geranium for centre, stripe of Pm-plc
King Verbena, bordered with Alyssum and Cerastium
tomcntosnm.

2. Centre well filled with Golden Chain Geranium
with all its fiowers taken off"; stripe Baron PFugel
Geranium, with Lobelia speciosa for a border. A cliarm-
ing bed,

3. This is 5S yards in circumference,
" Gleudinning*s Seedling" ip centre;
tima for stripe or band, and a new
Duchess of Buccleuch," for border.
Seedling is an enormous trusser, and bright scarlet.

4. This is GO yards in circumference, and most
gorgeous—Yellow Calceolaria in centre, banded with
Perilla Nankinensls, and bordered with Tom Thumb
Geranium.

5. One of the central beds, containing thx-ee kinds of
dwarf Dalilius, and bordered with Flowe^* of the Day
Geranium and Vei-bqua venosa. mixed.

6. Heliotrope, Perilla, and Mignonette.

7. Verbena venosa. Geranium '*Shrubland Superb,"
and white Mint. This Geranium is a good one.

8. Trentham Rose Geranium, Verbejna venos;i, bor-

dered with Trop.ieolnin Stamfordlaninn. Troproolums
answer for variety, not for brilliant effect.

9. Calceolaria (aurea floribunda), Geranium Brilliant,

and Lobelia speciosa. A splendid bed,

10. Mangles' Variegated Geranium, Pnrple King and
Miss Trotter Vejbcnas. A most beautiful bed:

11. Mrs. Holford Verbena, Geranium Cerise Unique,

and Verbena venosa.

12. Ageratura, Cineraria maritima, and Geranium
" Commander-in-Chief."
,

13. Geranium Shrubland Superb, ^Tangles' Variegated,

and Lobelia speciosa.

14. Perilla, Yellow. Calceolaria, and Verbena St.

Margaret.^

15.. This, bed is 30 y^rds round, and is filled, with

A^erbena Lo^d Ragtau' and venosa, bordpred witli

Cineraria maritima, and then comes the ground
work of Tom Thumb Geraniums, 10 feet wide,

and Mangles' Geranium for front row. The panels

are in circles here, and consist of a plant of llumea
cTcgans in centre, next Yellow Calceolaria and Purple

King Verbena. Between the panels is a parallelogram

of Flower of the Day.

The two borders on each side of tins are 12 feet wide;

the back row consisfs of Hollyhocks, second row Ze-

limla Dahlia, next Venosa Verbena. The gronnd-work

is Alyssum, the panels Geranium BriUiapt and Purple

King Verbena alternately ; and the front row is Lobelia

speciosa. Tlicse borders alone are worth going a g;reat

distance to see.

Stepping into the range of hothouses at the west

door we find that Mr. Thomson's energies are not all

expended out-doors. TIic first liouse is 05 feet long and
planted with Vines from eyes last year, some now in

bearing. The Vines that are to bear permanently are

not allowed to fruit this year; but between these were
planted some which are now in fruit and will be
removed when the crop is cut. Tlie Vines to remain
here are Lady Dnwne's Seedling and* West St.

Peter's. The second house, which is to be a Peaeh-

house, has at present pot Vines in it; third.

Vinery for Hamburgh and Rivers' Sweet Water. Those
in bearing to be removed. A. Pi

>»

Miscellaneous.
Mufilcal Fis-Jiea.— In Sir KmersouTenncnt's " Cejion

I find the following notice of the musical sounds heard

in Chilka Luke, a salt-water creek close by Batticoloa,

o|i the eastern Bliorcs of Ceylon:—" 1 dijitinctly heard'

t'.ie sounds In q^ucaiion. They came up from the water

like the gentle thrills of a musical chord, or the faint

vibrations of a wine gla^s when its rim is nibbed by a

wet finger. It was not one sustained note, but a mul-

titude of tiny, sounds, each cleaj;' and distinct in itself;

the sweetest treble uiinjjling with the loavegfc' bass.

On applyinjj the o.ir to the wood-work of the boatMangles' Variegated Geranium.
16. Calceolaria (aiirautia multifiora), Brilliant, and

; thp vibration was greatly increased iu voUime hy con-

Alyssum. A very showy bed, 42 yards round.

17. Flower of the Day, Purple King, and Tro-

pajolum.

18. Verbena renosa, Alyssum, and Miss Trotter Ver-

bena. Perhaps the most chaste and pretty bed in the

warden. , -r , i.

19. Alyssum for centre, ^Iiss Trotter, and Lobelia

speciosa. This bed we consider second best; bn(?

vvherever Miss Trotter Verbena and Lobelia speciosa

are used the effect is ^ood; We have no Verbena equal
|

to Miss Trotter. It likes a very rich soil, which, it ib

ffets it, will disappoint no one. We saw it on the same

day at Dalkeith Park, where it is used extensively, and

with striking effect.

20. Crimson Stocks, yqtj fine ; Alyssum and Misa

Trotter, a very good bed.

duction. The sounds varied considerably at different

points, as we movfd r , ^^a the hike, a* it" the number

of the animals from \vhii;h.they proceeded wasflfreategt

in particular spots; and occasiouidly we rowed out of

hearing of them altoge' :*, until, on rotunnng to the

oriffinal locality, the s jutkIs were at once renewed."

will your readers oblige me by comparing this with

the following note I published, of Mu-sicid Fishes in a

salt-water creek near Bombay, in the Jiomhft^ Time^^^

.January, 1847:-" A pariy lately crossin-^' from the

promontory in Salsetto called the 'Neat's Tongue,' to

near Sewr«»e, were, about sunset, struck by hearing

Ion.'* distinct sounds like the protracted booming

of "a distant btiU, the djin;; cadence of an iEoVvan

harp, the note of a pitch-pipc or pitch-fork, or any

other long-4rawu-uufc musical note. It was, at first,
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fcuppo.M 10 bumuMctro,u l\u-oll ttoating at interva •

ou the breeze J
th.>n it wns percuived to cume troni iiU

directions, almogt in equal stiengUi, and to arise fitym

the surface of the water all around the vessel, llie

boatmen at once intimated th-.)t the sonn.ls were pro-

duced bv fi^h, ahoundln- in the ninddy creeks and

8hoal3 aronnd Bombay and SaUette ; they \vere per-

fectly well known, and very of; en heard. Aecord;n:-ly,

on inclining the ear towaidd the surface of the w-ater,

or better still, by placing it close to the pVmks ot the

%-cssel, the notes appeared loud and distinct ancl

followed each other in constant 8U(;cession. Ihe boat-

men next dav produced specimens of the fish~a crea-

ture closely "resembliii-,- in size and sliape the fresh-

water perch of the north of Kurope -and spoke ot

them a.> plentiful and perfectly well known. It is

hoped they may be procured ahvo, and the means

afforded of determining how the musical sounds

are produced and emitted, with other particulars

of interest supposed new in Ichthyol-vy. We sli.iU

be thankful to receive from our readers any infor-

mation they can give us in re-ard to a phenomenon

which does not appear to have been heretofore noticed,

and which cannot fail to attract the attention of the

nataraViat. Of the perfect accuracy with which the

singular facts above related have been given, no douht

will be entertained when it is mentioned that the

writer was one of a party of five intcUii^cnt persons.

by all of whom thev were most carefully observed, and

the mipres'tions of all of whom in regard to them were

uniform. It is supposed that the fish arc confined to

particular localities—shallows, estuaries, and muddy

creeks, rarely visited by Europeans; and that this is

the reaflon why hitherto no mention, so fiir as we know.

musical Hshes do exist in abundance; and as it is very

difficult to conceive in what way the sounds are made

under water, it would be well to have the subject more

minutely inquired into. Dr. Bulst in the Aihenanm.

Calendai of Operations.
[For the ensuing tceek.)

PLANT DKPAUT:MBNT.

closely to those which are intended to supply a floral

display under glass during the autumn and winter. Let

the stock of Begonias have another shift if not already

hy
has been made of tlie peculiarity in any work on

Natural History." Now, it was nearly impossible for

Sir EuicrsonTenncnt to have scon this, as it was alto-

gether impossible for me to have known in 1817 any-

thini? about his visit to the Chilka Lake the foUowiug

year; and both descriptions, wlilch, so far as the sounds

of the fish are concerned, are in perfect harmony, are

those oi independent observers speaking of the same

phenomenon, which I doubt not in both cases admits of

the same solution. In 1S5S, the present Governor of Cey-

lon visited Chilka Lake; he was obviously not aware of

what Sir K. Tennent had heard or soen 10 years before;

his book wag not published till 1859. He gives the

following account of the music in the water, which

u as nearly as possible the same as had been pre-

viously given. Mr. Ward being once more a per-

fectly independent witness :~"1 ought not to take

my leave of Batticaloa. which T may not have an

opportunity of revisiting, without mentioning the

natural phenomenon for which its lake is remark-

able—the singing fish. I was too ill during 1113' stay in

1857 to expose myself in thc'nfght air upon the water;

and 1 confess that, in spite of tlie impression then made
npon my ft-llow travellers, amongst whom were Major-

Gen. Lockyer and Capt, Gossot,' I went out upon the

present occasion with a considerable amount of in-

credulity, and was tlio last to believe the evidence of

my own senses. Dr. Johnston being satisfied as to the ' shut up early on the afternoons of bright days. Wliere

rlumbago capensis are ijoln Muu.iuit; ullhiiiwi-u.-^ j,

plants, and the latter is almost indispensable for cut

flowers. Attend to Clirysanthemums, water freely with

liquid manure; good specimens shoidd be aimed at

rarher than a few fine blooms. The earliest winter

flowering Heaths and Epacrises should now be

placed under glass, as it will forward their blooming;

give air, however, freely. The potting of Hyacintlis,

Narcissus, &c., for forcing, must soon occupy attention;

about equal portions of good soft loam and decayed

leaf-mould with silver sand will be the best soil for

them if for forcing, but well-decomposed cow-dung

must be substituted for the leaf-soil when the bulbs are

intended for late flowering. After pottin;:? place them

on a dry bottom and cover the pots 2 or 3 inches deep

with old tan or ashes, preserving thom at the same

time as much as possible from heavy rains; under this

treatment they will fill their pots with roots, and will

be in readiness for forcing when wanted.

FORCING DEPARTMKNT.
PiNEBlES.—A rather dry state of the soil about the

roots and also of the atmosphere is essential during the

ripening of the fruit where high flavour is an object,

therefore be careful not to over-water plants on which

the fruit is approaching maturity, and it will be advis-

able to use slight fires during the present dull rainy

weather, so as to allow of giving sufficient air to prevent

a stagnant state of the atmosphere, for fruit of first-

rate quality cannot be expected from plants growing in

a sodden soil or a damp unhealthy atmosphere. Endea-

vour to afford growing stock a steady bottom dieat of

about 85", and keep it well supplied with manure-

water at the root, but avoid getting the soil too

wet. As fire-heat will soon be necessary to a

considerably larger extent than has been the ease

during the summer, cure must be exercised to secure a

properly moist state of the atranpphere, keeping the

evaporating pans or troughs re.nilarly supplied with

water, and moistening the flooi-s, &c., frequently, as any
sudden change from a moist to a dry state of the atmo- tve^* l\\

sphere would be most injurious to growing stocky and
J!")!"-

S--

also to plants swelling their fruit. Be as sparing of

fire-heat, however, as circumstances will allow, and

Chrysantheuinnis, spring struck Pansies, or spring

flowering bulbs. As recommended last week let all

evergreens in unsuitable situations be moved as soon as
possible; where transplantation is intended the present

is the best time of the year for the opeiatiun. Deciduous

shrubs and trees, as a matter of course, should not be
transplanted until they have shed their leaves. The
roots may, however, now or soon be cut round pre-

paratory to removal.

HAr.DY FUUIT AND KITCHEN GABDEN-.

The earliest Apples and Pears should be gathered

as they ripen. Early fruit more particularly is the

better for being gathered a few days before it ripens

on the tree, as in the hitter case it usu^dly turns mealy

directly. Protect Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and

Figs from wasps. Peaches and Nectarines should like-

wise be gathered a day or so before they are quite ripe.

Earth up Celery as it advances in growth; plant out

Cabbage sown last month fur Coleworts. Ilnnvn Cos

and hardy Cabb;ige Lettuces -shonUl be sown forsprincr

use, and prepare a rich piece of ground in a sheltered

situation, and plant out those sown last month. If the

season is not too severe they will be useful through the

early part of the winter. Finish pbintlng Broccoli

and all winter Greens. Sow Chervil, American Cress,

and Parsley in a sheltered situation ; it is a good plan

to make a sowing under trees, which will be a slight

protec'.ion through the winter. Sow Early Horn

Carrot to remain in the ground for winter use. Cut

herbs, if not already done, and when dry keep tlio

hoe moving among all growing crops.

STATE 07 THE WEATHEH AT CHISWICK. WEAR LONDON
For the U eek enJing Aiisust 3<t, 1850, as obscrii-ed at the Horticultural GariJeirs

- 1
TEMFRRi,TORK.

2* Baromktbr.
1 Uf tLe Air. lUf theEjirtli

Wind

•

August.

a'*

8
9

1

1
,
Max.

1

Min. Max. MiD. Mean I foot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

Satur. 2iy 39.687 1

29.5":^ '

29.6115

59
63

52
48

55.5

56.5

59
61

5S

58
S.W .H
S.ff. .«

SunJay 26f 10
;
29.759 1 29.746 ' 69 49 590 62 581

Tues- 28 12

29.810 2y.593 69 45 570 fi2 58| V .Ot

29.819 29.613 68 4Q 58.5 60 58 S.W. .22

^^

B-B ^r ^-B

^

^^^
^^^

Wed. 2^ i:t 29.497 29 .-129 69 &0 59 5 1 60^ 58 W. JB

Tburs. 30 14 29.397 29. 27s 63 -19 5S.5 61 Ml S-ff. JM

Average..
!

i 29.677 1 29.^fil ' Rf^A 43.8 57 -fi 60.9 ' aS.2 1-18

AUKuat 24—Pfirliany overcast; constant rain; boisterous at niaht.

— -2^—Densely overcast; beavyrnin; boisterous with Ueavj- showers.

— 26—Clesr; cloutiy and fine; rainatni^hi.
— 27—OTtTC.iSt; lowwhitc e oud*; sliji'it min.
„ 28—Fine; rain; densely overc ar ; heavy rain.

_ 29—Densely floud*'d; hue; showery; fineaimslif.

— 30-Clear and windv ; fivin^ clnudi with clear interralB; fine.

Mean temperature of the week, 3 1-lU deg, below the average-

BECORD OF THE WElTHEll AT ClIISWICK.

Purinx the last 34 yeara, for the ensuing Week, endinjr Sept. 8, 1360.

fievuiltajf Vluids.

September.

Sunday 2.

.

UoD. 3
Tues. 4..

existence of a sonnd apparently proceeding from the

water long before I conld realize it. But after cbaug-

iHg the position of the boat once or twice, there could

be no doubt about the matter. Tbe sonnd rose and

flwcUed, and absolutely vibrated about us in a manner
that left no question as to the fact, whatever may be
the causes. Its character is indescribable. It is not

like any other sound. It is only hearJ at night. It

has nothing harmonJons or musical about it. There are

no modulations, no variety of notes, except what the

incrciise and decrease in strength produced. As to its

origin, nobody knows anything. It may be the fish, to

whom it is popnlarly attributed. It ma^' be the rush
of air through rocks partially hollowed. There is

nothing but conjecture to guide us in this re-

pect. The results all can vouch for. And these

results are certainly mo^t distinct within a limited
dratftnce from the shore, though heard occasionally
in deep water. I am no naturalist. 1 can only state

what I personally saw and experienced. Others must
expUiu it. Something simlUr, it is said, occurs in the
Bay of Naides, It is strange that between Naples and
Batticaloathereshoald be this one point of resemblance."
Sir Emerson Teunent describes th« same thing as heard
by him at the same place inlSiS; but he doubts if

the sounds proceeded from fish, and ascribes them to

shell-fish. The following is an extract from a letter

(Keb. 18t9) I received a few weeks after the first

notice had been pnblishe I :—" Musical Fish.—Sir,— In
a late number of tlie Times I noticed some remarks
respecting the musical fish, as they have been rather
aptly termed; and it may be interesting to the
readers of the Timen to be informed that the
existence of a similar phenomenon has been long
known to the residents at Vizagapatam. I have
heard the musical sounds, like prolonged notes on a
harp, when rowing on the back water at that station;
and they were generally supposed to proceed from the
fish coming in contact with the sides of the boat. To
the best of my recollection, the sounds were never heard

^ a distance from \t," — Bombay Times, Feb. 13.
Viiagapatam, on the Curomamlel coast, is 498
mv\^ nortVi of Madras the shores abounding with

Ir.lP oT 'S^^*'»**^ *^^««fe9. like those on the e.istem

1 think wr«rt T^ *^^ '"^^"S ^^'« ^^^^^^'^' co^-^t.
X xumk that I have very clearly made out that

Satur. 8

^ % ^
o 5 :j

70,3

70.3

70.2

fi97

69.5

47-6

48.0

45,3

47.7

47^

58.9

59.2

5S.5
58.4

57 S
a8.fi

58.1

No. of
Years in

wliieli it

Bainctl.

13
13
la
IS
15

17
14

Greatest
Quantitj
ofEaiQ-

The highest temperature during- the above period omm^J
"^e^.! JJ'

193.i. 5thriS13, and ;th, 1843 and 1845-thenu. 33 deff i
and the lowest

the 7th, 1355-therm. 28 de;;-

yonng stock is grown in dung-pits care must be
exercised after this season not to get the plants weakly'

through keeping them too close and warm, givini:^ air

freely on every favourable opportunity, and snfUcient

command of warmth should be secured from the

Unings to allow of giving a little air at night and
on warm cloudy days.

VrtTFET.—Inspect ripe Grapes and remove all di'cayed

or unhealthy berries; keep the house well aired and
free from moisture. Maintain a moist growing tempe-
rature in the late house; if mildew appears, dust
sulphur over both fruit and shoots, it may afterwards
be washed off without injury; but perhaps the best

preventive of this pest is heat and moisture regularly

maintained from the time the fruit is set till it begins

to ripen. Encourage the growth of Vines in pots by
frequent waterings with liquid manure ; stop them as

soon as they have attained the desired length, and cut
out all lateral shoots as the wood ripens. When the
crop IS cleared from early Vineries, the wood ripe, and
the leaves beginning to decay, the sashes may be
removed altogether.

FLOWEU QAROEN AND SHKUBBKUIE3,
Aa the season is now considerably advanced, it can-

not be too often repeated that the propagation of all

the more important bedding-out plants should be
pushed on as quickly as possible ; late struck cuttings

are bad to keep through the winter through having an
insufficient amount of roots and ill-matured wood. Let
Scarlet and other Gieraniums struck in the open ground
be taken up and potted immediately they have made
roots; they will require a close frame for a week or

two, when they should be placed on a dry bottom in

a southern exposure to harden them for the winter.

For the same purpose Verbenas, Petunias, &c.,

struck in pans and intended to be kept in them
through the winter, should be placed in

the same time stopping the

It should in fact be a
as hardy as possible by fully exposing

them, until they are placed in their winter quarters.

Mignonette for winter and spring flowering may yet be

sown. Phloxes and other herbaceous plants will now
be making a tolerably good show, and shoald have care

bestowed on them. Let the borders be cleaned and
neatly raked over, filling np vacant places with spare

Notices to Correspondents.
%• Correspondents are requerted to addre.s all

^f.^^^'^f
^*' j"

ff c.
or i'ublisUcr, 41, Weliingtou Street, Coveut Uftrdca, London, n.^..

Books : F II. Bonn's Hortus Cantabrigiensis.

Exchanges : J M. We will consider your suggestion , o^J^^.

i8 S to send anything to / 3/? Letters and parcels mil noi

find their owners if directed with initials only.

ExcaESCESGES : W. The appearances are not due to tne i^
,

tion of a gall, but to the presence of the fungus caliea

dlcidium laceratum. v^oTiMTds
Fungi : J D. The Fungus which spreads over your 'i"ie oa

is a Mvcelium known under the name of '^^oamm aMUW"*

It is not exactly ascertained to what per.ect
P.^f°^ ,

^

lium belonrcs. Tlie Alga i3 <>^(^^'^^''^^^^pfl^,^:

to thoroughly

Mycel ^ . ^

which name you will find it described in

and in " Hooker's British Flora." M J B.

Ghape Mildew: Learner. All you can do is to t^^^Agn
cover the parts affected with flowers of sulphur, ^^ .^|

pruned for the winter to clean the rods as much m po5»
.

and then paint them all over with a mixture of ^my,

suap. and sulphur in a sufficiently thict statp. to stich.
^^^

wood. Aa to books, Sanderg on the Vine will po^s^" ^

ba theyou best-t
'

. .

Names of Fruits: CSV. Tour Plum appears v>

Glob*

situation, at

the shoots.

keep them

a shuilar

points of

point to

MirabellePetite.il
, , „ fhp niotw

Names of Plants; R. Echinops sphmrocephaius, mc
Thistle.—///. Stevia fastiRiat;!, a greeuhouse plAn^-—

/.^^^j^

Habrothajoouus roseua.—Gito-nsey. Serophularia
, oiTnoni'^

and Armeria maritiraa.—.ff K It ia some kind of
^^g^gf,

(not Tecoma) ; but the specimen does not enable
"^
J*

-,fli

mine the species.—X Y Z. Tlie Oncidium cannot °^^^0
from a single withered flower. The Cactleya is ^^^y f /.
us ; it seems to be a very fine variety of C. superba. ^. ^^
You are right ; it is Galeopsis Tetrahit. The fi^V^moria;
was not properly determinable.—CJi'. 1, V;i!erianeUa^"'j^^^

2, Aponogaton diatachyon ; 3, Coronopus Rii^^^''''~!r!flora —
Fuchsia falgens has no rosencblance to F. corym°^^

rff.
E.iio. Tilia alba.—^ S W. Francoa appendicidata. «

It is the Venetian Sumach, or Rhus Cotious ;
sqnieu

called the Wig tree. . a-i\Ao& in
Neapolttan Violets : Lidy J. W. They should be ai>'^

^^^
May and planted out on a cool border, ^*^*^'^-^-. lifted

remain till October; they should then be c^remny ^^
with a trowel and placed in a frame set on a ^^\?\^ juu*
leaves, or on a spent hotbed. While out of dfwra

'J"*-? ^^
be carefully attended to with water if the '^^.*'^^^^frame-
and similar attention must also be paid to theni lu tnc ^
Thus managed they will flower freely all ^^'^^''"""-Iwct ^
and spriug. For further information on the s^"i

p. 99 of our last year's volume. J , j u -n fine th»*

SPEARsnNT: ff.p/r. No wonder your Mint should M»""^ be

ye^r in the midst of clouds and drizzle. It s**.^^^.*
«irV

gri.wn in a shady wet place, unless you want it " ^^ij^ttio
The Tiwthache: Sufferer The root of Auacyclua fy^ jj

is sold by druggists under the name of PelUtory ot at»^»-

will not hurt you, un'ess you swallow it
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^^TIkGK of AGRTCULTrRE a5:d CHEMISTRY,
n.vD OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

^T ^^-Pr Kenninetnn Lane, Kcnniiigton, London,. S.
38, Lovver Kennmg_^^

^ ^,^^^^^^ F.G.S. F.C.S., &c.

The system of studios pursued in the College compnses every

brl^chrequisitetoprepareyouthfortbepursmtsof Agriculture,

ESeering, MiniW, Manufrictures and the Arts; for tke

vS and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

acfurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

^(ilara mav be had on application to the Principal.

rfniK LONUON AlANUilE C O M i* A iN Y

I rEstablish F.D 1810),

rZ now prepared to send out the following ilAM UFACTURED
* ^ MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONKS.
CONGENTRATEU URATE.
3fANGEL MANURE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for SPRING TOPDRE^SINO.

They would call particular attention to the article Dissolved

Bonos, as being one of the most certain Mauurea for the Root

Crop, and in which they guanintee every portion, both of

foe soluble and iusuhible phosphate, to be obtained entirely

froni Bones.
The Lcndon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO r-lirect from Messrs. A. Gibb.^ &, Sons). NITRATE of

SODA. SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of vaUio.

116. Fcnchurch Street, E.G. Epw. Pursf.r. Secretary. _

=QURNARD, LACK, a>^d CO.'S CONCENTRATED
J3 SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime. , . , .

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding. ,,^ ,, .

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker say5:-"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

hi^ agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate." ,
, , , .

Dettiled analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,

A Co.. Sutton Road, Plynioutb. -_

I"
AWES'S manures.—The Manures manuracturod

J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 18R0, are nowready
for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. . .

£6
SUPERPHOSPHATE o^ LIME 6

MINERAL 6

LAWES'S RARLEY MANURE 8

MANGEL MANURE 8

„ GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his _

pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to cost of carriage.

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawe.s'3 Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circular, t« be obtained

on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawf.s'3 Agents.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Measra. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Aroorican Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.C ,

and Liffiiy Buildings. Eden Quay, Dublin. _^_

It
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMl'ANY.—
Incorporated bv Special Act of Piirliamcnt in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To LANDOWNrRs, THE Olrroy, Est.^te Agents, Surveyors &c.

IN England and Walf^ and in Scotland.
^

The Diiectors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill, 1S59, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unhnuted in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in aU cases being hquidatd by

a rent char^re for 25 years. t i •

1 Drainage, IiTigation and "STarping, Embankmg, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Pl.inting. for any beneficml pur-

pose, Eu'^incs or Macbinevv for Drainage or In-igation.

2. Farm Roads. Tramways and Railroads f. a- agricultural or

farming purposes.
*i a, i „

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea roast or on the t)anU3

of navigable rivers or lal^ea.

4 The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers Cottages, anrt

other Buildings required for Farm purpose.^, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farmhouses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
_ , i #

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commi.«sion. in respect ot any

public 01 general works of drainage or other improvements,

may boirow their proportionate share of the cost, and chiirge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
_

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with tiie plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For farther information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Mamiging Director,

•2,_01dPaliiceY;u-d, Westminster, S.W,
^ .___-

M'R. 'BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany

in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as th3 Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water

Kights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Profe.ssor Btckman, Dollar W^ird, Cirencester.

ANUHESTKli AND LiVEKrOOL AGKICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL

SHOW of Homed Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Pigs, PouUry,
' Vegetables, Seeds, Roots, Cheese, Butter, Cottagers

Prod-ice. Implements and Machinery, Ac. &c., will take

place at Bolton on WEDNESDAY the 12th. and THURr^-

DAY the 13th of | September. Premiums amounting to nearly

lOOof (including considerable Special Prizes) will be competed

for on this occasion. (Entries of Stock, &c., closed on the

I5th instant )' The show yard will be oi)en to the public by

Tickets on WEDNESDAY, the 12th September, from Ten to Six

at 2.9 6d. each, and on THURSDAY, the 13th, from Eight to

Four (when the Show will finally close), at Iff. The PUBLIC
DINNER will take place on the first day of the Show, near the

Show Ya'd, at 2 30 p.m. Lord Newport will preside. Tickets,

3s 6d each, may be had from Mr. John Brandwood, of the

Commercial Hotel, Bolton. T. B. Rydf.r, Secretary.

2, Elliot Street, Liverpool, September 1. ..^_

iiitcaor kinds of Barley are grown. Much of

our land, particularly in Sor-tland, is Unison the very

verge of the profitable cuUivation of "Wheat* The
amount of summer heat is of paramount importance

to the crop, and the present cold season has

brought all the groat W'beat-grovriiig districts of

England into eircuui&tances ot" climate nearly re-

sembling those of localities naturally unsuited for

this grain. That this is really the case, is shown by

the records of past harvests, 'i he mean summer
temperature for 65 years up to 183C wa^ 61^

; and

Mr. Whitley, in his e:^say on the "Climate of

the British Islands in its effect on Cultivation"

(Roval Agricultural Society of England Journal,^

voL^xi.), gives a tabular histoiy of the harvests of

peculiar abund:nce or doriciency durin^: that

period, from which we extract the following

iiiforniation :

M
particuliira, apply by letter, post paid, to H. B., 2, Villiera"
Street, Strand. W. ^_____
THE GENERAL LAND DUAIWAUK and

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
OfEces, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

Directort.

Hkkrt Ker 5EVMFR, Esq., M.P., Chairman.

Sat John Villiers Shklley, Bart., M.P., Deput!/-Chmm.iin.

George Thomas Clark, Esq. i Edward John Hutchins, Esq.

John Chevallier Cobbold, Esq., Sir Samuel MortouPeto, Bart.,

MP. M.P.
Henrv Currie, Esq. William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Fieher Hobbs, Esq. William Wilshere, Esq.

Under this Company's Act Landowners may effect the

loUowing Improvements on their Estates, and charge the Out-

lay and expenses thereon, to be paid by Half-yearly Instal-

ments, viz. :—
I. All works of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping, and Em-
bankment.

II. The erection of Farm House*, Cottages for Agricul-

tural Labourers, and all kinds of Farm buildings.

Ill The construction of Roads.
IV. The Grubbing and cleaning of old Woodlands, Enclos-

ing, Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed, are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees m
Poaaession, Guardiins, Committees of Incompetent Persons,

Married Women. Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-

ceeding 14 years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal, In-

cumbents. Sequestraiors, Charitable Trustees. &c.

The owners of Estate^ not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also charge their Estates with an outlay under the simple
and inexpensive process of the Company's Act,

The term of years for the Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-
owner, so as to adapt the amount of annual payment to the

circumstances of the Tenants, the term for Building Works
being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvemcnis
bwng capable of extension to 50 years.
No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not

being affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are in-

curred.
The arrangements for carrying into effect Improvements are

threefold—
Ko^ I. The Wnrks may be designed and executed entirely
by the Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed
°^ly Jto snpply the Loan and conduct the matter through
all the official forms for charging the outlay on the
•tate.

^"^
J'r'^® Company will supply Plats, Specifications,

and fcstimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Landuwner'8 Agent, as under No £ In each of
these cases the Landowner will be solely under the con-
trol of the Inclosure Commissioners.

^*'?:.,*.**-^i*^*^"'l*°y "^^^l undertake the entire responsi-

r,
^^^'^

,
^^^ Iniprovement, prepare the Plans, execute

the Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actual
amonnc expended with their Commission approved by
the locloeure Comniiasioners.

Variation of tlie

Summer Tem-
penituve fro.

a

the Mean of
65 years.

17S9
1791
1792

17&-5

1709

ISOO

isoo

Above.

Beg.
1 2

2.3

• »

0.7

Below.

B.^g.

State of the Wheat Crop.

2.6
0.5

1.6

2.2

2.3

« 1

ISIO
ISU

1S12

ISIG

worKs or Uramage and other Improvements are also
executed on CommiSi^ion for Landowners who merely require
the skill and experience of the Company's OfBcers and a Staff
In constant practice.
Applications to be uddreased to William Cliffobd. the Secre-

tin, mt the Omoes of the Company, 52, Parliament Street
O.W., Lond(m. '

Eht ^flrtrultutal (Bmtttt.
SATUBDAY, SEPTEMBER 1. 1860.

We have to annottnce that '* C. D. " has placed

in the hands of Dr. Lindley the Fifteen Paunris

offered by him for essays on the cultivation of

small farms (see Gard. Chron., August 11, ISOO).

"We remind our readers of two important

sales of pure bred Shorthorns to take pTace on

Friday and Saturday of next week (Sept. 7th and

8th). Mr. Straffokd will on the first day dispose

of the herd of Mr. R. Ditdbtn'G, at Panton, near

"Wragby ; and on the second day of the herd of

Mr. Dixon, of Caistor, North Lincolnshire. Mr.

Dudding's herd was referred to some weeks ajjo

in this Journal; Mr. Dixon's is described in

another page. •

" How AKE TOUR WHEATS ? " is the salufaUon

irhich the farmer is now or has been meeting

everywhere from anxions inquirers with great

coats or umbrellas ; and the reply is of a gh>omy

character,— the crop is undoubtedly deficient, and

great loss and even total ruin (in some districts)

is all contingent upon the behaviour during the

next few days of the rain and storm and the

thick canopy of cold clouds which shut out the

ravs of a ripening sun.

'In order to see what may be the probable result

of the harvest, even if fine weather come for its

in-galhering, the experier.ce of^ our present

extraordinary season may be considered as alcin

to Wheat-growing in a wet and chilly climate,

and there is abundant evidence to show how

Wheat always fares in such circumstances.

Wheat and Barley ore acclimatised exotics, pro-

bably natives of Palestine and Syria; they have

been spread over the temperate regions of Europe

as farnorth as rigour of the climate will pern.if, and

our country is situated toward the northern boun-

^nrv of the cereal zone. There is no other part of

' of 54^ to 64 , ^f^T^^;^»
j^,.ij, , the Wheat crop to lull

1818 4.3

1.3

8.7

1.7

3.8

4.S

1822

1825

1S:6

2.2

2.0

4.0

1834
1S35

• t

t *

2 5
2.0

183G 0.3

t «

Plentiful harvest.
Season of ^reat fertility ; the crop

one-fourth above a medium.
Very deficient crop.

Abundant crop.

Inferior harvest; much injured by
wet.

Very defective crop, followed by a

dearth, in which many of the pcor
perished.

Wot, cold summer ; much grain in-

jured and destroyed.
Bad crop, partly saved in Endand.
Iq Scotland much corn did not

ripen ; destitution and famine

followed. Much rain.

Deficient crop: the rain set in in

July, and cuntinned till October;

Wheat suffered from mildew and
sprouting.

Bad, scanty crop, but well got in.

Five eighths of an avtrage crop.

High winds at blossoming time,

and little snn and heat at harvest.

Defi-ctive and bad crop. A famine

year.
Great deficiency in quantity and
quality. Heavy rain and stormy
winds in July, until harvest.

The crops on the Continent also

very bad. A famine year at Paris.

A remarkably dry hot summer; no
rain for four months, fruni middle

of May. W!eat an average crop

in the eastern counties ; very
heavy and abundant in the west.

Hay came from New Tnrk, and
,

Barley from Con st antinoi>Ie.

FuU average produce; quality
universallv good.

Unusuidly 'early and promising

Rcm^irk.ably early harvest; crop

and condition very gn.id. Very
dry in the west, and crop ex-

cellent.

A most productive harvest.

Great bulk of straw ; much laid hy
niia in June. On the whole good
crop.

Medium crop In Kngland. In Scot-

Land very c Id, with rain in July

and Au,nist. Crops remarkably
backward: a portiou never

ripened.

From tills Table we infer that the summer tera-

prrature of the British Islands is, on a whole,

within a very few degrees of the mimmura tempe-

rature required for the perfection of Wheat; a

deHciencv of 2° or 3'' of heat placns the whole crop

in the utmost j-opardy, there being almost in-

variablv a great falling oif in quantity and quality,

which i's most severely felt in Sc thmd, the north

of Ireland, and in the west of En<;land. Those

years in which the summer temperature has beeu

in excess are noted for the abundance of the

Wheat crop, and the perfection of the gram. An
occasional high wind during the flowering time,

or a sudden change of weather at harvest, may
sometimes do injury, but generally the height of

the thermometer has been a good indication of the

productiveness of the harvest. We seldom suffer

from an excess of heat ; and even aft r the drought

of 1S18, thou-h the straw was remarkably scanty

in the eastern districts, the ear was crowded

with grain. An average amount of beit occa-

sionally produces a good "<'P^ 5' ^"
l'^^^[

but then it must be acccmpanied by a dry

season. In 1840, the summer temperature m the

w'st of England' was a trifle below the mean

Tut there was not much more than half the

ural quantity of rain fell ; and «> a finer

harvU has scarceiv ever occurred there,

the Wheat crop befng above an average,

and the Vield excellent. Scotland however, is

extemel/ lensitive to the least <iei>ressu>n of
exiremrij

ahown bv the bummers of 1800

^^'n^'fi^h^n the Wheat wa, sav. d Lu tulerable

iSn'ifEnVland, .hile a lar.e portiou of the
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crop was completely lost in Scotland. A cold wet
summer is followed, as we see from the table, by
the most lamentable consequences ; a deficiency

of only 2° of heat falls with a withering influence

01^ the harvest prospects, while a summer tempera-
ture^ 3^ or 4'' below the mean, brings dearth and
famine. Those summers which have been more
than usually cold have generally been accompanied
by a large fall of rain ; the rain, in fact, being
rather the cause than the effect of the low state of

the thermometer. And such a season has
always tended to produce a large amount of

straw, which, in a continuance of damp
•weather, is peculiarly liable to be attacked

by disease ; hence in the wet years of 1809, 1810,
and 1811, inueh damage was done by mildew.
Cold wet summers are much rarer than unusually
hot ones ; as in the 65 years iacluded in the table,

the summer temperature fell seven times below the

mean 2° or 3°, and only three times did it fall I

more than 3" below the mean ; but, in the same
'

period, the summer heat rose eight times from 2°

±0 3° above the mean, and fi.ve times exceedtd 3°

above it.

Mr. WniTLET states, fron^ long acquaintance
with the west of England, that Wheat in general
fails to come to that perfection which justiRea cul-

tivation, at a height of 600 feet above the sea;

and as the average summer temperature there

is 60°, the allowance for altitude shows that 58**

iSi the lowest heat adapted for perfecting this

grain. In confirmation of which it is found that

a deficiency of 2° in summer heat (that is, a tem-
perature of 58"^) is followed by a great deficiency of

crop on the lower lands. On the eastern plaiu of

Englaud, our great corn-growing district, when
the summ9r temperature has fallen to 58°, the
crop has been invariably defective; in the year
1812 it fell to 57. °2, and the nation was on the

verge of faraiue. In Westr Lothian Wheat has
bepn aucocs^fuUy cultivated, though the average
summer heat of 26 years is somewhat below 58°.

The crop has been pushed so far to the north qf
Scotland, that the mean heat of the season is only
56^, But then it is only in warm sheltered vales
irhere the harvest can be relied on. Thus the
minimum amnuntof heat necessary for the ripening
process under our cloudy skies, is'in Scotland from
66i°to5"J?; and in the south of England, -where
the aumraur daya are shorter, and, othf?r things
being equal, the amount of solar heat in the same
time is Jl - •, 0$° are requisite,

^
Sow in c.H(imatfng, from these data, the corn-

rinening quah'ties of the present season, we will
take one great Wheat-growing district, the South
Lincolnshire level, in which the mean summer
heat (of many years* avera-

.

; is 62°,

During the present summer, observations have
shown the mean temperature to be as folIows,~for
the weekending June 9th, 52^' ; for the week end-
ing Juue 16th, 64h° ; week ending June 23d 54^;
week ending July 14th, 57"; week ending July
21st, 60="; week ending July 28tb, 54i<'; week
ending August 4th, 58^ ; wetk endin- August
nth, 55°; week ending August 18th, 56°;
the average temperature throughout the
summer being 55i°; no U.a than 64" below the
mean summer heat of a number of year,", and 24°o^w the mnmum tiecessanj for the ripening of
hheat, Tho thermometer "has been and is at
a considerably lowjer mean than any of those in the
foregoing table which produced such deplorable
results; and if pas^t experience be worth anything
at all, we can look only for a very great loss of
yield and general failnre of the Wheat crop, which
wiU be but partially averted even should the sun
at once burst forth with wonted power upon the
cold and saturated harvest fields.
And the low mean temperature has not been

mitigated and relieved by any short gleams of
extTcmoly hot suusliue; the highest temperature
of June was 7^'', 01; 3^^^ below the two hitherto
lowest years, ISIJand 1852; in July it was 77^
the same maximum as in 1^3 ; and in August it
has reached only 73^ as yet, being 13^ oolder than
last year or 1^" under 1845, hitherto the lowest
rear for this month, In June the temperature

oc /?v *>* *?^ '''^^^ P^^^^'^t month to within
9° of the Ireezing point.

Still further, there have been very few days of
the greatest heat low as it was ; in June, the heat
attained to^ 70° for only 7 days, instead of 20 as

ntXr^^'i ^^ ^''^^' '^ ''^'^ *'^
'
^' ^^ ^ ^'^y«> instead

^28 as last year ; m August, it has risen to 70-
Oft 2 days, instead of 25 days as last year An
i^Sthlfll

'^" temperiture woul'd b; \t
uuer respects. But the number of rainy days and

the amount of cloud has been most excessive, and

as far as we may expect from the above Table,

exceedingly damaging and alarming. Of the

days from July 15th to the 21st of the present

month, 27 have been rainy days ; and the q^uantity

of rain fallen has also been large ; in June, about

the average ; in July, half an inch in excess ; and

in the present month already a much larger

amount in excess of the usual fall.

Examining the crops themselves we find every

appearance to confirm the experience recorded in

our table. Throughout the entire flat district of

fen and marsh land, the Wheats have become

seriously and mischievously affected during the

last six weeks ; though up to that time this district

considered itself favour^ d with heavy and healthy

crops, bidding fair, indeed, to yield almost the

only good harvest in England. But the continued

absence of the solar rays has left the lodged and
storm-broken Wheat and Oats still green and
juicy, while the flag has decayed, and the soft

kernels refusing to harden into solid seeds of

starchy flour must be left to dry and shrivel in

the exit sheaves. Field after field lies a prey

to the insidious mildew ; a vast extent of

Wheat being by this disaster reduced, to all

appearance, one half in value. Blight and red

rust, and other enemies active against a sickly

Wheat crop are also rife in all quarters ; and the

heavy rains and, rough winds having prostrated

almost every tolerable piece of corn, the incessantly

pouring showers have caused sprouting on a very
groat scale, and the Wheat may be seen " growinij

by handriils" before it is reaped. The Oat crop is

in a very, s^d plight ; beaten doxyn flat, and
kept constantly wet, it has become *' thorough-
grown" to an estcut hardly ever known before, a
young crop of green stems already in " shog,"
growing above the original Oats, so tha't mowing
or reaping is troublesome work. Farmers, despair-
ing of a ripening-time, are beginning to cut the

corn jjreener than usual, but harvesting will

only be general next week (the first in Sep-
tember), which is three weeks behind theusual time.

Peas are out and well corned-; but owing to the
wet are considerably damaged, and will suffer

great loss iinless fine weather at once supervene
for carting. Beans are a fair crop, but not well

J

podded. Potatoes are blackening and rotting more
rapidly and extensively than ever.

As far as tho wide locality in question is con-
cerned, there is no doubt that (he hopes inspired
by an exceedingly fine and well-grown Wheat
crop, will be utterly disappointed, and the result
of the thrashing will, in most cases, confirm the
prediction of deficiency in produce and inferiority
in quality involved in a summer thermometer
many degrees lower than its average standard, and
several degrees under the minimum temperature
necessary for successful Wheat culture. LA. C.

[We must add that while in the earlier districts
of the country the above gloomv picture will be I

generally recognised as true; it' will be found by

'

the reports in other columns that there are lar-^e
districts in the country which have not hitherto
been seriously injured, but may yet yield fair crops
of good corn. The whole, however, is now in a
very critical state, and another week of inclement
weather would be generally disastrous,]

BeJale, in Yorkshire. This machine is au iinprovemeiit
on Hussey*s,

2. M'Cormick'a reaping machine, improved bv
Burgess & Key, attended by one of the servants of the
firm.

3. Wood's Americftn machint?, exhibited by Cranstone
of London, with a labourer to put off the shesives—

a

machine which had previously obtained a prize aa a
mowing machine at Loosduiuen, in the province of
Holland.

4. Dr. Ilazier's machine, a French reaper, already,

mentionedi .

For comparing the merits of tlie competing madnues
the judges iu the first place directed their attention to
the cost of working them

—

No. 1.

Cutlibert.

No. 3.

Burgess &,

Key.

22
The price* of each delivered in £
London is

Twenty per cent, allowed for

wear and tear, or for replacing
the machines after six years

The machines luay be used
for 40 daya in tho year, so

that the daily cost on ac-

count of wear and tear,

&e., is

Guthbert's and Wood's require

each two labourera, relieving

one another in time to

gather up the grain ; the
labour on the former being
heavier thau on the latter,

at per day .. ..

Burf^--ess & Key's requires au
attendant., at per day

Drivers per day

a.

4 3

4 • « t

9 2i

5

42
5.

10
(L

8 10

4 3

i t

2 5
2 6

6

The average power exerted by
the horses measmed by a
dynamometer of Becker's (of

,
Arnhem) is equivalent to inj

' iraperiul stones *

.The horse iu. Cathbert*s
maobiue working in shafts,

the total power could not
be ascertained by the dyna-
manieter; it was estimated at

A horse working ten hours a
day cannot exert a force
equivalent to more than
IJ cwt, so that relays win
be required for each, day's
worlc, and the horse powex
needed will cost, at 1^^ Sd a
day for a horse

The total of tbcso suTns ac-

cordingly make an outlay
per day of

Twenty Netherland roods-

(i au acre nearly) marked
off for each cooipetitor were
cut in ,, „ ' .,

L

Calculating 10 hours' work per
day, the cost of reaping one
acre is for eacli machine -

.

But since at each tinae one side
only of the grain was cut,
that which, was laid being
passed over, the cost will
be about one-lialf this
amount, therefore ;.

And on an average the actual
cost will be ,

.

cwt st-lbs.

, 1 7 10
'-

1
cwt. St. lb,

6 0. 10

No. 3.

Wood.

£. <- a.

35

7

3 6

4 2

2 fi

INTERXATTON-AL
TRIAL OP REAPING MACHINES

I
OF THE

ROYAL AaRICULTUEAL SOCIETY OF THE NETHESLAXDa.
PCESUAKT to the notice already published in tkia

Journal, a competitive trial of reaping machines took
place in the Wilhelmina Polder, near Goes iu the
province of Zenland on tho 10th of this mouth.

\

Some disappoiotraent was occasioned, in conseqaonce
of no steam plovigU being entered to compete for the
prize of 1200 florins (100/.), offered for the best machine
of that description, as well ,13 by the nnfavour^ble state
of the weather.

The 10th however turning out dry, the machines
worked in tho morning before the public, whilst the
competition before the judges and the members of tlie
society took place in a field of Wheat at 2.30 in the
afternoon.

;

Only three machines took part in the competition ;

one of Dr. Mazier's invention, exhibited by Peignat, of
Amsterdam, having got out of order after arrival on
the ground; while a aCth, Huss^y*s reaper .with Dray's
improvements, already in use for the tiiree last years in
the Wilhelmina Polder, did not compete. Several
others which were entered did not come.

"

The competing machines were :—
1. A one-horse machine, with a labourer to gather

np the sheaves ; exhibited ^nd worked by Ciithbeit, qf
the firm of R. Cuthbert & Co., of Newton-le-Willows,

In the fi rsb case there
would be cut in acres psr day

In the second case, do.
And on an average, as moat
Ukely will bo the ordinary
case

, g|
The machine of Burg-ess <&

Key, and of Wood have
** boards " to bring the grain
to the cutter bar ; Cuthbert's
has none. B. & K. has besides
three Archimedean screws for
the side delivory of the cut
grain.

The weights of the mac- cwt.st.lbs.

2 7-8

£ 5. d,
6 S

»

6 Olft

t i

£ 8. d,

13 4-

£ s. d.

13 4

10 ^
4

k

L

^ k

1 2 i : 1 3 6

£ s.

2

1

1
acres.

13

1

1

1

£ g. dt

3

1

1 ! 6

7
r

2 3

£ s.

3

d.

5

acres.

15

Hi

bines is

Tho breadth of the entire
macbiae

The reapers cut the 20 roods
(^ acre) each in turns

6 7 1

ft. in.

8 3
Uims.

15

cwt.sfc.lhs.

14 1

ft. in.

9 10
turns.

12

(X 1 Si

2 7;

acres.

13|

10 1-

cwt st. lb.

ft. in.

9 8

turns.

14

The two first put the knives out of gear with ease by

a lever ; it is more difficult in Wood's. , -

The raising of, the cutters is effected In Cuthbert'fl oy

a screw on the shaft;, iu. Burgess & Key's. by a lever on

the outside, and a screw on tlie inside ; in 'VVood's, by a

lever on the inside with equal facility in each case.

Burgess and Key'a makes its turns more Qfisily ^
settiri- iu motion the little wheel on the ouUlde by

the lever.

^The teeth of the knives are jagged in Burgess i

Key's, with a clean cut iu the otlier°tffo.
These peculiaribiee, however, are not of such a natiire

as to give a preference to any one , of these machmeft

much over either of the others.
The height of the stubble left was equal in each ca3^^»

and was as low as was possible for the sickle to ^^^/^ J^

'

Where there were furrows in the field, or corn 1»^^'
^^

stubble was somewhat longer, and all the machm^
overcame difficuUiGs occasioned by the state of tlie

corn in a similar manner.
There was, however, much difference inthejv^yj^

* In this report, as received from Wilhelminadnrp, ^f^^%t
py weights and measureaP'our be!

tho coi

terms.
try
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,-;lSrn^^l^i^^r^^^^^i^it' ^^'^^ 1^"^ on the grom d.

With Burgess & Key's the grain was laid with the

trreatest regularity in one swathe without any of the

ftalks re naiuing ia the stubble. Two binders were able

to bind 35i sheaves of uniform size, the produce of the

20 roods a acre) in 2 hours 24 minutes.

With Cuthbert*s on the other hand the sheaves were

imequally formed and thrown across one another, while

many stalks remained scattered in the stubble, and were

accordingly not bound. This defect in an equal, if not

Weater degree was observed in Wood's. For Cut-

bert's two binders bound 390 irregular sheaves in

2 hours 14 minutes ; for Wood's, 273 large, very irre-

gular sheaves, in 1 liour 45 minutes.

The laying of the corn when cut was so much better

performed by Burgess & Key's as, in the opinion of the

fudges, fully to compensate for the greater cost of

working that machine than Cuthbert's.

Assuming that the other two machines lay down the

grain equally well, the lower cost of working Cuthbert's

decides the preference in its favour. Hence it resulted

that the judges proposed to award :—
The 1st prize of 50011. to Burgess & Key's machine.

The 2d, a Gold Medal, to Cuthbert's.

The 3d, a Silver Medal, to AVood's.

This report was laid before a meeting of tbe Society

held at Goes, the next day. The President, Mr.

Gevers van Endegeest, opened the business of the meet-

ing with an address explaining the object and tendency

of° the association; remarking how the constantly

increasing demand for labour rendered the use of

machinery more and more indispensable, while in the

lono- run it was impossible to carry on competition with

foreigners without the saving of time and money effected

by such means. On tbe other hand experience proved

that there need be no apprehension that the demand

for labour would be less than the supply. Tlie use of

reaping machine's in England, America, and elsewhere,

ho maintained was regularly increasing, and proved

that they supplied a real want. The report was then

read and agreed to, and after thanks were given to the

managers of the trial, the members of the Society went

to a place out of the town, where an exhibition of

agricultural machinery and implements took place, and

where the prize reapers were decorated by ladies.

The first prize macbineofBurgess&Key was bonghtby

Mr. Van den Bosch, for use of the Wilhelmina Polder.

At 4 o'clock in the afternoon there was a very animated

dinner of the members of the Royal and of other

agricultural societies, which terminated the proceedings.

AN ACraCULTURAL riLGRlMAGE.
No. X. Caistob.—On Saturday the Sth of September

Mr. Sfcraffard is to sell by auction the entire herd of
Short-horned cattle belonging to J. G. Dixon, Esq., of
this town and neighbourhood. This gentleman and his

family have long been known in North Lincolualiire as

energetic agrlculturi^its. His brother, Mr. Dixon, of

Holton—one of the largest farmers in England—occu-
pies bet^veen 8000 and 4000 acres of his own land,

which, lying below and on the edge of the AYolds,

exhibits every variety of soil—chalk and sand, and clay.

No man lias had longer or more successful experience

as an improver of poor sandy soil. Thirty years ago,

we are told by Mr. Caird, when he came into possession

of tbe estate there were 600 acres of rabbit warren on
it which the tenant refused to rent at 50/. a-year. Mr.
Dixon took it into his own hands, and improving it by

covering It with clay and by under draining it, he now
considers the same land worth 16*. an acre, or 400/.

a year. Further from the hills the land is a strong

clayey Wheat and Beau soil, suUablQ also for Mangels and

Cabbages. Two hundred acres are this year in Mangels

alone. A flock of many thousand sheep is kept, and

everything is on a correspondingly extensive scale.

Mr. Dixon's father, the former owner of^most of this

estate, was one of the most public spirited of men.

Long before such institutions were co'mm'dn he bad esta-

blished Sunday schools in all tlie parishes in his neigh-

bourhood; and long before the necessity of the new

Poor-law had been generally realised he bad success-

fully used his influence in order to carry out tbe per-

mlBsive Act which enabled pnrishcs to unite for the

manageme^nt of their poor. Forty years ngo he pub-

lished " lieports of the several Institutions of the Society

of Industry" which he had established at Caistor in

IBOO for the better relief and employment 6f tbe poor

«tid to save tlie parish money."* And the three
volumes of which the work consists relate a long
iBi^etience of Sunday schools, of mutual friendly socie-

j

ties, of houses of industry, of savings banks, ot adult
^ools, of classes for teaching psalmody, and of paro-
HH* benevolence generally, half a century before this
present time, when at length such words are familiar.
Mr. J. G. Dixon, to whom on the death of his father

ttife "niainteiYnnce of all these benevolent institutions
had been committed and bequeatlied, inherits tbe pub-
lic spirit and philanthropy by which they had been
established ; and as chairman of bis union, and as visitor
Of its schools, he has exerted himself successfully for
their continuance and improvement; and besides their
general influence for good, many an instance every riow
ftnd then occurs in which poor children of his ueio-h-
bonrbood have, through the advantages thus open^to
thera, gained intelligence and wealth and station in
their manhood.

• C. & J. IUvinjj[Con, Londou.

Besides the enjoyment of the success which he has

thus achieved, he has lately been gratified by a splendid

testimonial to the esteem in which he is held. Some

months ago a committee, representing the inhabitants

of Caistor and its neighbourhood came to bim with
^

several liuudreds of pounds which they had collected as

an expression of the gratitude which was due from them.

By his own disinterested suggestion this sum h'\s been

expended in the erection of the noble schoolrooms for

the market town of Caistor which havejust been opened.

I make no apology for occupying your columns with

this account of the unselfish, laborious, and benevolent

career of an English yeoman, for whether it be a

strictly agricultural subject or nob, it well deserves

agricultural publication.

It is in the large schoolroom just referred to that

Mr. Dixon will next week entertain those who may be

present on the occasion of his sale. And it is to the 1

herd which will attract them that I must now direct

the attention of your readers.

The herd is of many years* standing. Mr. Dixon was
|

a purchaser at Robert Colling's sale in 1820, and large,

numbers of his cattle are descended directly from

"Strawberry" and *• Pomona" which he bought then

-

and there. He has also purchased cows of other well-

,

known breeders since that time. From Mr, Watson of

Walkerlngham he purchased ** Marlon," who has 9,

descendants in the catalogue, and " Mary Braham " who

;

has one; from Mr. Watson of Waldby, he bought

"Moss Rose," having 5 descendants for sale next week ;

from Mr. Hutton of Gate Burton, he had "Buttercup,"

which with her two descendants is in the catalogue.

Mr. Smith's (ofWcstRascn) "Rosette," has7 descendants,

and Mr. Skipworth's *' White Charity," 4 descendants

in the herd. These with 18 descendants of " Straw-

berry " and 3 of " Pomoiui," the tw^o Colling's cows, make
up nearly all upon the list for sale next Saturday. On
these' cows and their descendants bulls have been used

bred from Mr. Colling's stock, and from that of Mr.

Cropper, who used the following bulls, Barmpton, 51;

Rob Roy, 157; Roseberry, 567; Old Major, 397;
Prince of Waterloo, 528 ; May Duke, by Old Favourite,

252 ; and Midas, tbe sire of Rosette. Many other

bulls of first-rate breeding have also been used, as

"St. Leonard" (8524) and "Fairfax Royal" (6987)

bred by W. Torr, Esq.. from Booth's blood, " Lincoln"

(10,422), bred by Mr." Stanhope; "Hatclitfe" (12,997),;

by Mr. J. Grantham; "Gen. Cavaignac," of Bates's!

blood ; " Effinell" (14,439), bred by Sir C. Knightley ; and
'

"Rembrandt" (13,587) and "Precursor" (16.706), bred

by Colonel Towneley. Besides these, several bulls of his

own breeding, by their use upon the cows just named,

have also been employed in the herd; and particularly

a tribe to whicb the c;\pital name of "Orthodox" had|

boon given, of which Nos, 1, 5, 8, 14, and 10, have been

used, numbered respectively 4624, 13,435 and 8, and

16,061 and 8 in the herd book.

Tlie herd which thus through upwards of 40 years has

been formed by Mr. Dixon, has been treated no better as

to food and accommodation than any ordinary cattle*

Indeed tbe Wold farm on which they have been

reared has given no opportunity for pampering ; and

tbe consequence has been that annually, for many
years, about 20 young bulls have been let out

from this herd, uniting first-class pedigree with

unequalled constitution. They are hired by farmers

all over North Lincolnshire, who, keeping cows

for dairy purposes, and for breeding cattle to sell as

steers for^^rajAng elsewhere or as in-calf heifers at 2 and

3 years old, find tiiat an increase of 21. to 3^. a-piece in

their value at that age can be obtained by employing

a well-bred sire; and this pays well over 30 or 40 cows

for the hire of a thorough-bred Short-horn bull at

such prices as those for which Mr. Dixon has^ annually

let them. The cows, good milkers, are in a fine

healthy breeding condition, but not forced for sale,

having been chielly straw fed during the winters,

which has tended to the production of a hardy constitu-

tion, and it has not interfered with the produc-

tion of as symmetrical a growth and perfect form

as well-bred Short-horns can exhibit. The, young

bulls, for example, Orthodox 23, 24, 25, 26, and 28—
tbe three last by Orthodox 14 (16,662), and the two first

by Rembrandt, a bull bred by Col. Towneley—are a re-

markably handsome set of yearlings, and good aa to

size as well as in respect of quality and colour.

The point in which filr. Dixon's herd, or at least the

largest family it contains—is distinguished from perhaps

any other in the kingdom, is its nearness to animals

of Charles and Robert Colling's breed. ^
There is a four-

year-old cow to be sold next Saturday whose grand dam
" Strawberry " was bought in 1820 at Robert Colling's

sale; a thing which probably cannot anywhere be paral-

leled. Her dam, '* Lady Hawthorn," out of Strawberry,

by Remus, died at 27 years of age, and was a rare

specimen of a profitable cow both for the dairy and for

breeding. " Young Strawberry," also out of Straw-

berry, by Rex (whose grand dam "Countess," soldfor 41OO

guineas at C. Colling's sale), has many descendants in

Mr. Dixon's herd. She was calved in 1827, and was

shown in X813 at tbe North Lincolnshire Agricultural

Society's Show at Caistor, when she received a prize in

the extra stock class—one of the judges, well acquainted

with the herds of the Messrs. Colling, recognising thehr

type in her, and declaring that he could have believed

her to have just walked "^out of their yards. She died

at 23 years of age, having bad 15 or 16 calves. To

illusti-ate the nearness of some of these cattle to tbe

very originals of the Short-horn breed, 1 give here the

pedigree of " Holly," tbe last of Lady Hawthorn's

calves, and now a 4-year-old cow.

3Dam aad^iRE. Gr. Dam and Sire. Gb. Gb. Dam aud Git,. Gfu Gb. Dam and SiftE.

SiBE.

"Lady nawtborn

'Strawberry (R . Colling) -
i-FAVOtTRITE 252

-"Wild Ail- n
F

-Comet la^ -*

r
i-^ELLfenTO?r (CSO) -[ }-botU by Favourite 25^

>-REMtrs(Jl»:32)

Rosette ^
L-MrpAs 1230, got by R. Coliing'*i bul

Grazier (1085) -T
»-MiDAsJS3(R, Colling)

r-Cowslip
T-Baros Warlabt (7813) biwi by Mr. B. Booth

uHatcliffk (12,997)

"Harriet

General Oavaignac
(I0,2y5)

Ii[lpa

4tb D
( Bates)

OF KoniHiniBERLAVU

-2d CLEvF,LANt> Lad ('MOS) bred by Mr- T. Ratas

This is the pedigree doubtless of oue of tlic nearest

of the descendants of any of Robert C^Uiug's cows now

living. There are no fewer than 18 in the lierd of

various affiultles to her, as the following table of her

descendiuits will exhibit, those of which she \vas dam,

gniud dam, &c., being placed iu successive columns--

those which are dead being printed iu italics, and bulla

in capital letters ; and the date of birth being also given,

DESCENDANTS OF 3TEiWBEUllY BOUGHT AT THE BaEMPTON SALE, 1S20.

Dam Gb. Dam.

Protection
^i'j

Or. Gr. Dam

P
4 Uyacinth, 1853

I- 12 SivcetBixu-, laZO i

Gr. Gr-Gr. DAiL

25 Hepatica, 1S58

fs Ruby, I9W

42 K ifli/lSffa

27 Halcyon, I85S

-S3 Uearu. ..c. I

/ Hawthorn, by Remus

Yomg Strawberm by Rex

Haul, by Lincola

1 Harfbdl

Lu Holly, U:0

— Mosi Rose, by FrcJorick

— 10 E a, 1S5.5

— 36 Gem, IS59

_ C OBTHO&oi 26, T859

P Patti/t by St. Leonard

LiJoja. by Primus

3 Ot.^"-"- ' ^^^''

— 20 Lucy, 1S37

pSl KoaaSd, 1S57

L ifatUda, by Protection
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others (cows and heifers) Rembrandt h;\s two; " Liiicnhi."

brel by Mr. Banks Stanhope, two; *' HatcliftV," bred

by Grantham, of Hetley, has two, " Effinell," Sir C.

Knightle.v's bull, lias three; " Protection." bred by Mr.

Smith, of West Rasen. has one; and "Orthodox 11-

and 20," have five. Any one in search of the old

CoUing^s type of Short-horn will find in this family

animals nearer to the great originals of the breed than

h^ mil find elsewhere.

Tlie eow "Pomona," bought alon^? with "Straw-

berry " at the Barmpton sale, has only throe descendants

in the herd—a 5-yoar-olcl and a 3-year-old cow and a

yearling bull.

Anotlier considerable family, descended from

"Marlon," bought by Mr. Dixon of Mr. \Vat:>on, of

Walkevin-ham, goes hack to the herd of Charles

Colling, whose cow «* Cathalene," calved in 1802, had

ae.ilf "Maria" when it was It years old, by Windsor

(698), from which "Marion" was the third generatiun.

The following are lier descendants:

—

Dam.

1 Ifyrtlo, 1S46

DESCENDANTS OF MAKION.

6 Mary, 1854

T- r Eqauty, lS5t

Lhzy, by St. Leonra'd -

Gb. Gr. Dam,

— S ORTilODOX
2S, 1S59

p41 Diamond,

J ^^^'^

") 2 Orthodox
u 22, 1S53

onr Wheat crops are looking- worse than at

{io Ai^nes, 1356

22 Frolic, 1S57

And 15 Agnes has a yearling heiior calf, 37 Vtuus,

also in this t^ale.

All oi these are of the best colours, 7 out of the 9

being roans. Yet another family may be mentioned

descended from Rosette, bought of Mr. Smith of West

Uascn in 1S29. and bred by Cropper of Lacuby. She

Wiis the grand-dam of two cows, "Virginia" and
" Mogo-y," from which there are 7 descendants in the

catalogue of next Saturday*8 sale.

DESCENDANTS OF KOSETX33.

Gr. Dam. Gr.Gr. Dam,

Roit^ by Prutection

VlrQ'.nla, by Frederick

^ioijfry, by Thornton

i-Suaan, by Protection

laurel, by Protection

Gb. Gr. Gr. Dam.

piioi« qf Sharoi^-, by HatelilTe

1-38 Lily, 1S59

rR''nr>€f, by ITalclifFB

t/iost/ Gan, by Lincoln
35 Red Uose, 1S59

—34 Jane, 1859

Gr. Gr. Gr. Gk. Dam.

13 Petunia, 1856

30 Blush Rose, 1859
14 Fuschia, 1856

And beside these (li) Fuschia has a calf, 31 White

Rose, 1859.

I need net p irsne the clflssification farther. The

particulars ^W^n illustrate flufficiently the descent of

the stock, and its nearness to animals of Robert and

Charles ColHng's herds, from which it is sei>arated by

generations in which bulls bred by Messrs. Bates,

Fn«kefl, Grantham, Smith of West Rasen, Torr and

Colonel Towiieley have been used. The cows and heifers

are chiefly served by Colonel Towneley's Precursor

16,706; Orth.)dox 20, 16,668; and Rubens, 16878.

The sale of Mr. Oudding's stock, of which an account

was given at page 739, will take place on Friday of next

week. On the following day nt Caistor within a few

miles of I'anton, this herd of Mr. Dixon*s will be dis-

posed of. No doubt thetwoBak's will combine to attract

a lar[»e number of purchasers, and thus help each

otlicr. /, C. M.

THE WE\THER AND THK CROPS.

BntKauiKK: Htwlvwy^ Antg^ 27.—llurvcet prospects liere ftrc

^ory Rlooray. The inoewant rain keep* the coni from
ri(w*uinjr: it is much latd and bcKinnin^j to sprout ; BCiircely

A (icid in cut, A CMjJaidurablo quanuty of hay is yd out and
Tery niuch tluina^ed- Never would fine we;ither be more
acceptable to the anxioiLs iarnier than at the present time.
John Aduaum,

BucKiNOMA V6UIIIK : Stouy Strat/ord, August 27.—I do not
think the weather ha* done any injury to the ^'oneraUty of
the crops in this neighbourhood. Some few fields that are
lodged are nffocted to a ccrLain degree. All that we seem
to want ifl dry weather with sun ; the ears of Wheat, Bailey
and Oats are very fine generally, I never remember Mangel
so small, the temj erature of the ground has not been hi-;h
enough to make them swell—np to &iturday night there
were vory few acres of Oats or Wheat cut hereabimts. To-day
is so genial that I diire say farmers will begin. Labour is
very abtmdant as you may suppose. W, 6. Duixcm,

CAMBRiDGt:sniRE: Chaiteins, Awju^t 2S.—The continued wet
and culd weather has had an injurious cflect upon the
Wheat crop, causintr blight and milde;^' to a wnnsidcr:^b!e
extent, especially whtire the crop was bulky, and conse-
quently laid a good deal. The injury sustained would
aoubtless have been far more serious h^vi we not been
favoured with alow tcm^wratiire and strong gales of wind
These combined have checked the grain sprouting, except
in some cases where the crop was so near the ground and
grown through with weeds, that the ears Iving up,>a the
ground were unable to benefit by the searclnng winds, and
consequently began to vegetate. I have seen some Peas
sprouted after they were cut when they were thick upou the
ground, and the wind could not get well at thera. The last
two days have been finer, and we have been stacking Oats
in good condition, but somewhat discolonved by the frequent
raius- Fine we;ither would now be of gr<3at service, both to
rii>en and to enable ns to gather in the croE>, Wind and sun
would tend materiany to biighten up the late Wheals as
they ripen, but we fear many are too much mildewed to
yield anythina: but an inferif^r quality and a deficient
quantity of grain, T^nnight we have indications of a return
to rain. The barometer la fallitig and the wind has dnwn
back to the south, and the clouds betoken a quick return to
bfttl weather. Afjrtii S R^nion.

CuJESHiftJi; Ta^^in, ^i/yia< ES-^Constant wet weather for the
last tiiree weeks has had the effect of laying the green crops
to a scrfou-5 extent, and wo fe^ir has increased the mildew in
Wheat; the yiuJd too will be diminished considerably, and
its ripening retarded a week or nine days, therefore we
cannot calculate upon the Wheat harvest becoming general
before the week commencing the 10th September. inUiani
Palin,

Devonshire : Tavistock, Aurr, 28, The harvest projipecfs of this
immediiite neighbourhood are not materially altered sincemy repi^rt; being influenced considerublv by the proximitv
of Dartmoor we are always later than the country 10 or 13
miles north, south, and south-we^t of us; and I imacnne
thftt in tl.ese earlier districts much dama^-^e must ahx^idv
have ansen from the continued raii.s- Hereabouts there will
be a comraeucemcnt of harvest about the end of this or
beginnmgof next week, weather permitting ; hutmy repprt
incluiing a considerable district adjoining the Jfoor. I do not
thmk It wdl be earlif^r than I stated in my report as a general

7 1
" 1? t^ *^^^ weather now take up I do not think that

X should alter my report, though as yet we ha^e a continu-ance of wet weathi-r and much damage must arise unless we
^d^.V^^/ alteration. Hay m all the higher district is

Jv^^J * i
*=f^*^"^S <^^ the land. On the wholetho prospect very gloomy lor the wiuUn and

t
think that consequently i>toro stock must come downin pnce-

John Btnson.
. . ^, - .

East Norfolk : AuguH 2T.—The weather has not m this part

of the country yet serioasly affected the crops, save here

and there a field beaten down by storms. Peas are the only

crop whi<:h have really yet been much irjured. Wheat
cutting will generally commence this week ; the corn is not

fully ripe, and should the weather speedily settle wc still

hoi>e to secure an avei-age crop in fair condition. The
Barleys will be the most troublesome to harvest, the

Clover and other Grasses being so extremely forward.

Yesterday (the 26th) was fine and dry ; this morning we had
light rain, but it cleired before noon, with a drying breeze

from W,S W*; the sky stlil looks showery, but the tempe-
rature is warmer, and wc trust better weather is at band,

IK Cubift.

EtaEX : Tiptree Hall, Aug. 28-—In reply to your inquiry I con-

sider this a very di3:*strous season for the poor, cold, stiff,

unimproved clays, full of -stagnated water. With a low tem-
perature and absence of sunshine the crops have struggled

for a bare exie*tence, and arc late, lights and full of weeds.

Hand-hoeing has been very expensive and ineflcctive ; and
horses standing still in the stables, it being impossible to

make a summer fallow. With increased expenses and dimi-
nished returns, and a protracted period of harvesting and
threshing, I feel that the farmers on such poor, stiff, un-
drained soils, are in an unpleasant and an unprofitable con-
ditiun* The prospect of getting in seed for the future Wheat
crop is by no means promising. The light and friable and
well farmed lauds have this year the best of it, and on
mellow good soils the crops are abundant; but the weather
is entirely against harvc^^tiug, and scarcely any thing ia

carted, wliile there is an immense breadth waiting to be cut-
Oa forward lands the Wheat in sheaf has sprouted con-
Mderably, and even where dead ripe and not cut it is said to
have grown as it flto<Ki. Peas arc much injured by the
swelling or rotting, or shelling out of the cri»p, where it is

pressed down close to the ground. The Clover in Barley
grows so strong that it is mastering the Barley, and will
require much making. Beans are a very heavy crop, but
want dry weather, the lower pods burating. Much hay hai
been spoiled, and white Clover seed must be ruined by the
continued rain, Oats and Barley, which looked badly in the
spring, very much improved later in the season on the
lighter lauds, and even on the heavy lands where drained
and deeply cultivated. Mantjel on very stiff unimproved
clays are a failure compared with L%st year's crop. Potatoes
very bad. My own crops are generally good for the season,
but my Wheat, Barley, and Oats will be certainly one
quarter or more less than last ye;ir, and my Mangel will not
be equal t/i last year's. I got up my Clover and hay in good
order without rain during tlie fine fortnight, and n>y Gar-
rett's horae-hoe, vigorously applied during the dry intervals,
have kc[>t my farm clean for the sciu^-m- I have only 16
acres of Wheat cut at present, and the ground is too wet to
use the reaper. Much logs must have arisen to uudrained
heavy land farmers by the washing away of their manures^
and soakings to their exposed dung heaps, /. /. MtchL

GLOUCKSTERsaiRE: Cirencester, Aurr. 26,— The almost constant
wet weather during the last fortnight, together with the very
low teraperriture for the time of year, his much retarded the
ripening of the corn, and the Wheat is very generally
affected by blight ; and though this has appeared too late to
be very injurious, yet sufficient mischief is done to prevent
a weighing, yielding crop, even when the plant is good,
which is rather the exception Wian the rule on the Cotsw^ Id
hills. The early Barley on the light land is fully ripe ; the
late sown fields are not going off kind, and the quality wiil
be less ^ood than was expected. A continuance of wet will
be most injurious, as, eapcLially if the weather be warm, the
corn must grow out where it is ripe. We sliould recommend
cutting with all despatch on the first opportunity, as the
Wheat will rapidly becon:e dead ripe, and owing to the
blight the ears will be likely to snap off; this hus already
been noticed in some instances. We have Oacs still lying in
swath ;is left by the reaping machine cut a fortnight to-
morrow, and Peas that have lecn cut as long, both crops
much injured; but owiug to commencing when quite gre n
they are less damaged than would have been expected. At
present our district hris sufft^red less than many that are in
a forwarder sttte; and should the weather improve from
this date we may hope that little if any corn would be
actually spoilt. The value of the reaping machine will be
especially ftlt in this aImo<»t unprecedented season- The
crops gti!ieraUy stand up pretty well, which is another point
in our favour. The remarks of your correspondent *' Exile,"
in rtforencc to the use of the reaper, appear to be applicable
only to laid com ; for though the stubble is always left better
when the machine meets the corn^ yet if up-standing and
suflficiently stout very fiir work is made all round the field

;

and m this way we cut 150 acres most satisfactorily last

season, tying up, atookiiig, and raking tlie ground for the
sura of is. €oE. an acre, at which price the hands got good
harvest wages ; about 12 to 14 hands, men, women, and boys,
tied up 10 acres a day, wo of course finding horses and a
driver, JohnColemnn,

Hampshtrk : W^ncktMrr^ Angi'H 2S,— I am soiTy to say that
iiidepeudent of continued rain, and its certain consequences.

the last

ing that
uud^ir a« <*-x..*.^w j -«.— , *«— *

'"^t""*
•^ ""' "" "'j^«i j *ioin rain

pince tutting, but very soon will be if the wet coutuiues
The early Barley, which is good in sample, will very mx.j, j

"

receivhig injury. The Oats are good, and will be consider tb'v
over an average if the backward sown, of which th^re -iij

many, should ripen well, but of this there is m»^ch doubt
Potatoes svor^e and worse, and the root crops muehO^trauTj'
for want of hoeing. /, T. Tici/iiam.

'^^

Kknt : Dover, AvgiU 27.—I do not think the wet weather has
duue any serious damage to the corn crops in our ncighbom-.
hood ; they are all much driven, but they are not flat nn the
ground as we often ^ee t^iem. The Peas, I fe.ir, must be at
the lowest calculation h:ilf-spoiied, and Potatoes contiuuelo
get worse, but I hope if the weather clears we should llRd

the corn quite an average ; but the harvest must bo even later

than was anticipated. I should aiy if the wcfith^r jirtyre

favourable, Wheat cntt'ng cannot become general in Itss thuu
a week or 10 days. M. So^nojord, Jun.

LANCAsana:: Wiyav, Aug. 27.—A greatquantityofliay is out^
and so much injured a»> to be of little value. Cutting corn cubi-
menced near Liverpool last week, but the unsettled weaihtr
prevented progress. I do not think that the crops are
iiyured by the storms beycnd being a good deal blowuabout.
Fine weather alone is wauted to secure the grain, without
which the loss to the couutry will be very great- /rc^icii

Twining,
Nouthumberland: fli^aAnni, Aitgust 27,—So far the rain Iws

done the crops in this disirict no further harm than tanglih'*

and laying them very much, wheieves the crop ia lulky*^

We had a few iine days last week and got a start witu

Barley cutting- To-day is again wet, and work stopped.

Should we however be favoured with fine weathur uow,

except being from three to four WL-uky later the crops w.3
not be otherwise injured, Thoi, P, Dods

NoRiH Lancashire: Seujlon-in-Cartaielt Aug. 2S,—We do not

appear to have sun sufficient to ripen the Wheat; agraat

deal of it is turning brown and rusty, but it does not aj^penr

riper than it was a month ago. Oats and Barley are riptniDg

very well and are a good colour ; we shall finish cutting tbtm
before any Wheat is ready. If we had good weather a great

deal would be cut this week- Turnips are doing well. Man-

gels want sun. Potatoes are pietty good^ though I heArsomo
reports of disease. Geo. Drury^

North Lincolnshirk : AylesWry^ ^ii£?uv( 28,—Wo harenotbad

so much rain in North Lincoliiskirc the past week as there

has been in mauy parts of the kingdom ; with the cxMptton

of Wednesday which was a very wet day, the week »as

tolerably fine. Our heavy crops of Wheat, which are the

exceptiun, are very much laid, and have been for some tirat

;

the s;imple upon those must be very small and coarse, the

lighter crops certainly appear filling better than we cofild

think under such unfavourable circumstances lis we have

had for some time. The wet dull cold weather has retaitted

tlie ripening of crops very much; we shall not get ^ell

started Iiarvest before the lat of September ia tUis neigh-

bourhood. I still hope and trust, should the weather b&

favourable from this time, of which I think thtre is a reatm-

able prospect, the crops may not have sustained the amount

of damage we might suppose. I spent the greater part of

last week in the county of Durham, they will not begiQ

Wheat harvest upon the cold clays for a month, F. Soictroy.

North Wilts; Axig. 28,—From the 14th July nntil the

25th August inclusive, we have had 33 days in which rain

has fallen sufficient for meaburemeut in tbe ram gnage.

Although we had not much rain in July, 1-375 uiche^ the

latter part of the month was stormy and very cloudy \% iMj's

out of the 13. In August we have had 21 rainy d lys out oi

the first 25, with a fall of 4.31 inches of rain; I'^falUnRW

the 23d, 23d, 24th. and 25th, which has caused another mff&

flood on the Thames. Since then we have had three flne

days, until this evening when rain has again commencta.

and is now raming steadily. Reaping commenced in sevenu

instances last week, and is now become geueral- Ihe eany

Wheat and Barley has stood the weathi^r much better^uan

anyone
and ripened
on nioory and some other soils that have J

blight there is a great change for the v?orse smce my retnni

on the 11th in.st. ; in fact 1 have si:cn some, and have nwnj

of more that will hardly be worth the hi^rve^ting and tDrt»n

ing from being mildewed and blighted ;
caused I

»"^1!?;;'J
the four days nearly continuous rain before "^^^"^i^
Altogether harvest prospects appeared in a very cnncai^i-w

up to tlie L'Sth iust., but with a contiuuauce ot such weawj

as the last three days, which I hope and trust w^e s^^*^^.
u*

there may be sufficient corn with the help of coiu^*™""'

importations to carry us on until another iiarvest. i- -*•

Quekn's Countv : Balh^^xanus, August 26.—Whwt K^^^^. *

jured since the beginning of the month. Barky gooa,v

injured; Oats bad and n.uch injured; Potatoes J^
certainly bad ; hay—much lost entirely with A^'O*^'^^^^
injured by bad weather ; root crops good- Harvest ge

Sept. 1. Michael Dunne* ^iw
Somerset: Brendan Hill Iron "'orU ^WJ7- 29.—The harve_^^

thispartof the country was last year timshed m tne ij
^

of August, and now it is but partially commeuoeJ. *^^ ^^
least five weeks later, owing to the humid ^*^^ —aia
atmosphere and the want of solar heat. Not only "^j^^^j
suffered, but fruits of all kinds, from the same cau^^^
will not attain to their usual size and flavour, i^^wby
crop though very backward and in some places ^*^^v^
the late heavy storms, will, should the weather uo^y

^^^
up and becoiue fine for haivest, prove an average ^''^P' ^
same may be said of Barley, but Oats will he ^^j^^i
average, for although well topped they aie thin- ^^ ^^
Beuns have not suffered as might have been exp«cteu,^^

the Potatoes except the early planted are very oad'^.^er?
not average halt a crop. Turuips are a good plant ^u^,

g^.
late, and like all other produce, want sun and dry ^^^ a
with this, should the winter not set in so early as ^\f.^^
full average may yet be expected. The hay *^^^P}^iiagt ta
spoilt Mangel, like the Turnip, lafe and iu wrant«>Jo^
bring it to maturity. Cider will not be so p^entifm » * «
time imagined : the Apples are very small and '^^^^laj^
so juicy as in good seasons. The harvest though P^ ^^^
commenced will not be general for another ten ^*^%^-ed to
observed that the swallow and martin has not pro

^^^
plentiful by nearly half their usual numbers this ^^^' ^^
not this in years to come be a guide to prepare ^T^^not
summer, and consequently a biickward harvestT i H ^^^^t
seen any remark of this, but should others mo j^.

localities find that it is so with them, it will be ww
vestigating. U'e^t i^omcrieL vhboUJ*

Suffolk: Framlingham^ August 27.—Some of mv ^^^^^y^ I

begun their Wheat hist week; but with ram
®".7-t*tf*'

have deferred it. There is no time lost, lookmg ^^J^Z^^pO^t
maturity, although every one hits some ready to begin

and the remainder will all be ready in suet ^^"- ^j
will also be mature to follow the Wheats, few ^^"tj bsii

at present—we have that course half with "^ --(j vil^

without ; those in Clover arc beaten by it in grofftn ^

^nd Barley has stood the weathi^r much he":^^J^"Z

could have expected, and has come to a very fine Derry

med tolerably kind, but in the later Wheat, ^P^f^/^
.^tr ^^^A cr.xwt^ r^tK^r ^.ni'ft Miaf. have a tendency w

I

r

I

1



-^r^:^-— .:,
— „f „„^ '

Vrnr fine fodder if well harvested.
-tTTsniaU c^^P

°f,„^°\f^'rSV l^e con^^ rain., 9on.e of

The 13eaB3 are
ff^;"f,^^,l^g^^^ ^^^ the Beaufl within them

*^«
^SfbS Ol^e- ^-" ^^^^

*'V?
^'^.[''"^^'

*"T rf rottincr on the frround. Some second math Clover is

"*"? WtS/muc)! harm-no great damage in com has

iluen place Sf present, but every one is very anxious for

«"^*'''„H'.r-'^S.f'rilt is no ea.7 matfer to give a

^'""'i^t r" plv" af to
"^ How the weather is affecting harvest

'^.neci h? our neighbourhood?" At the time we wnte

CeTs cer ain"y in the ascenaant. for we ha^e had more

n?,hne and fewer shoTvers than for a week past.
_
The

nndsalao ook higher, the swallows are not slammmg so

£e to the gronnd. and t!ie wind is thoroughly drying

i.m the S W ; bJt we have yet a low range of the

f mlVer and we can only exoress a hopeful, though not

i orfident beU^^^^
The cutting of

^r«nd Barlev is well forward, f.r both these cereals have

dptne while Wheat has been standing sill. Farmers are

Sly timid as having the Lent corn lying about ooae on

fcco ntof the unsettled state of the weather, and hence a

iS proportion of the Barley is being tied in sheaves as

w'u as the Oats. A few sluUings per acre extra is money

^e expended for such an operation. We must express the

opi ion formerly given, that Oats and Barley are both good
^'k*" .* -, "^ V, i_j„-j ^^A *K« Qf»..jTtr T^nf sn sweet as
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of Bronius mollis and Triticum repeiis." May we nslc

wliat became of tl\ese in the second sample ui which

r" little Helens" was the only ohjt^ctionable Grass r-

Probably the shaldiig in question had converted these

seeds into Holcus ! Please also explain how you recon-

cile the fact that you pronounced the first sample^ as

"quite an inferior one," and the second sample " a

better mixture than usual for good meadow land?

Two move opposite opinions could not be conceived

the first making the seeds out to be very inferior,

the second very superior. Using

we should further wish to

your first analysis was made

the quality and cleanliness of

the mixture
with respect

Analyses to

average/' if

Reaping has

"i^^to^rr.^ew^i^eilnrwilTbVmorc common befove

iltp olose of the week Lodged crops are not very general, at

le«t ii the een rafdistricU Warwickshire ; but rust and

Itldew both show themselves in thin crops. Veiy few

Peas are Ktea"-ied ; they have lain on the ground so long

Uvit routing and shedding have gone on largely. A few

"intefSs have been cnt-a mildling crop; but spring

•yarietie* are yet luxuriant ai ever. Koot crops are

mending. T. B.
F

THE SEED TRADE.

Absence from home has prevented our roplying

s^ner to your remarl^s on the "Quahty of Grass

S,.cd«'' inserted in your impression of 21st J.ily,

pn-e 679, to which we ask your readers to refer.

Taking your remarks in the order in which they occur,

H-e be- to say th.t we did not attempt to arrogate to

ourselves the position of being the "only honest

members of the seed trade" as you would msuniate,

but we are proud to know that there are as many high-

minded honourable men in the seed trade as m any

triule or profession in the country, and all we claimed

for ourselves wiis to he-inclnded amongst this number.

What you are pleased to term the ** little trick prac-

tised by us, we hold to \m^Q\i^QW9."rusedegiierre

lierfcctly fair under the circumstances. It was the only

maaus we had of showing what we have done, that, on

your own admission {ride %\ analysis), your first

analvBis was an incorrect one. We know from the

superior quality of theseedsused in the mixture sent by

"J, S." that your report upon them must he incorrect,

and we should have been very much to blame had we

J)iissivcly borne the reproach you cast upon us by con-

demning tlie seeds, in th^ unqualified manner you did,

witho\it putting ynur analysis to the test, for which

purpose the tTiipllcate samples were sent you by

"A H " at our request. Before going further allow us

to say that the permanent seeds in question consisted

of 30 ll)s. Neural Gi-asses and 11 Ib^. Clovers (in all

41 lbs.) per acre. T.et us in the first place then, com-

pnre your reports upon the Clovers :

—

Ist Report to '*J.S."—"The Clover seeds contain in a pint

2d Reiwrt to "A. H."—" Clovers very good, but intermixed

^i-h Plantain to the eittent of 17 TOft of this V}»fV^;^V^ll^'
ThU had in -dll probability been added a-? a desirable pasture

A^wc abited in our former letter we introduced lib.

i:ib Grass amongst the 11 lbs. Clovers (= 1 >>- i" f}
'*^s-

of the whole seedintr). Knowing as we did that it was

snitahle to the soil in question, and although you sti

hold it to be little better than a weed, we stiU

liuld it to be a valuable pasture plant on certain

B.-.il.s. We will not concede either that the difterence

hrbvoeu 2i,960 and 17,000 Plantain seeds (the fonnera

thir.1 more than the latter) estimated to a pint, might

.0 accounted for by the <» shaking" you refer to
;

but.

your own argument

be informed why
with reference to

the seeds of which

was composed, and the second analysis

to the "species put together*' only.

/^.«..oc=, .^ be of the least value should be con-

ducted in one uniform manner, and with one definite

object in view, and not in a loose off-hand style (which

can bo varied at pleasure), regardless of the serious

and unjustifiable injury which hasty or careless

analyses of minute seeds must inevitably involve. Ihe

sweeping and scandalous assertion with whicli you con-

clude, viz., that " the best seeds are as seldom used for

mixing as a publican would use 1820 port for negus,

is we consider a direct libel on all the respectable seed

trade, in whose name, as well as our own, we give it the

fullest and most unqualified denial, and will comfort our-

selves and them with a knowledge of the fact that there

are many of these gentlemen whose integrity and hotiour

are too well known to be affected by such contemptible

insinuations. Francis ^ Arthur Dickson S^ Sons,

Chester, [We publish this communication at once,

without waiting for any further explanation which may

yet be offered of the particular analyses which Messrs.

Dickson thus condemn. Meanwhile it is plain that the

two reports upon the Clover seeds which convey to

their mind " directly opposite impressions," are as

4thly.—Because the land ploughed by steam does not

retain the water on the surface, as is well known to

clay-land farmers, it is hardly possible to avoid its

doing under ordinary' management in some sefisons.

On this point the following stutement of Jlr. R.

Stratton, of Broad Hiuton, is most important:—"I
mav mentioii one field in particular, which is of a

remarkably wet and unkind nature; so wet is it, that

whenever it hiis been put to AVheat, it has been thrown

up into ridges with a furrow every 5 yards, and even

then, after anything like a wet time, water invariably

stood in the furrows, sometimes for mouths together,

which, of course, seriously injured the crop. This year

it is again in Wheat, after being j^loughed by steam,

and although, we have had such a wet season, water

has not been seen to stand upon it for a single day, and

the Wheat there looks as well as any we have on the

farm." This fiict, recorded by one so well known and

esteemed, will tell home to many a heavy land vale

farmer as of immense value.

It is also of advantage— Sthly.—Because it enables

resources immediately after

of his hind. This, I am

^^^^ The autumn cleaning of his

stubble's saves the' farmer a great deal of hibour and

perplexity in the spring, and when he can foel assured

of having his land ploughed by steam before Christmas,

or even later, during moderately dry weather, he may

c:)ucentrate his energies on the cleansing of the land m
tlie autumn, and look forward to getting in his green

crop seed in good time, and witli little labour in the

spring. On this point, Mr. Burmiston, of Henley-on-

Thames, says :—"The greater portion of our root crops

this \ear will be grown upon land only once plouglied

for the crop, and that will be the system generally

adopted when steam-ploughs are more thoronghly

patronised." mi «* i

The introduction of steam cultivation will aflect

the farmer to apply all his

harvest to the cleansing

certain, is most important.

I

!

seeds, between the farm; for instance, Mr. Redman since using steamthe same bag before and after ajourney

purposely or unconsciously, always, to some extent, be

given relatively to the research which may be occupy-

ing the mind of the analyst at the time ; and it is ^inite

possible thnt a mixture which, when di^cus«ng the

proper combination of specie? in good Grass seed, he has

pronounced "better than usual," might, at another

time, when his attention was directed to the quantity of

dead and worthless admixture present, be declared

"an inferior sample." Surely there is such a thing as

an " inferior sample" of even good Grass seeds; 2d, it

must be recollected that the sample sent by J. b.
^^

not the same as that aaerwards examined for "A. M,

though both are allegetl to liavo been taken indis-

criuuuately from the snme bulk j and 3<1, all these

samples came anonymoi^sly hefovQ the reporter, waose

sole object it has been to arrive at the truth regarding

the seeds supplied to farmers; and there is no oppor-

tunity whatever given for the operation of any possible

bias. The "scandalous assertion" to whicli our cor-

respondents refer wouUl bo more properly described as

the assertion of a scandalous truth, and it can no more

be called a libel on respectable seedsmen than the

verdict against a criminal can be described as coudcmn-

inff honest men. Messrs. Dickson, of whose jntegrity

we have no manner of doubt, will consult their reputa-

tion more by joining us in trying by exposure to defeat

the rogueries which do exist, than by angry protest, as

if when condemning these wc were attacking fehera.J

in all prob.ibdity been introduced as a 'desirahle pasture

plant.'" Weed or no weed, we maintain that the two

reports convoy a directly opposite impression, and are

thus calculated to mislead your correspondents and do

serious and nnjnstifi ible mischief. In the second place

let us compare your reports upon the mixed Grasses.

, 1st Bcport to J. S.-" Tlxe s.imple of Grab's seeds w estiinnfed

tftoo-,tainas mnr.y aa 102.400 weeds to the bushel, hesideS a

^tolemble admixturo of Bromus mollis and Tnticum repens.

It mav bo proimunced as quite an inferior sAinplo.

4d Report to A. M —" The Grasaes with thU mf>.y be pro-

ti I as a het-ter mixture than usunl for gi>od meadow
Ivid. ItoiitniusaUbtle Holcus, but much less than is gene-
r'.!ly the c^uw."

T'.ieiP GralM«Oike the Clovers) were thoronghly and
carefully mix*'d before they were sent to " J. S.," and
we can prove that both Bamples analysed were taken
indl*erim!m.tt.'ly from the hulk, and were not ** cau-

tiou-ly t-.tkcu from the top," as plausibly suggested by
yon jw the c:>use of the discrepancy in the two analyses.

A)f^in, any one who knows anything of natural Grasses
iHittt admit liut when such are oncti mixed and packed
tightly into sacks for t)ic convenience of carriage it is

impo«sih!o tVat any atnonnt of shaking; could cause the
ohj€ctionahle Grns-sps named in your first, report to sink
t** the bott'im tir si alter the sample as to account for

Iha difference in your an.alys(a. It is exceedingly easy
fopropound a theory of this kind to suit your own purpose.

THK GT/)UCESTEFvSHIUE STEAU - PLOUGH
COMPANY.

It appears desirable that those interested in the

Improvement of agriculture should have the objects

and prospects of the Steam-Plonsb Company pretty

clearly laid before them. The obieot aimed at m the

formation of the Steam-Plongh Company, I believe to

be a thoroughly sound and desn-ablc one. I teel

convinced that it originated with the patriotic hope

that it would prove of immeose importance as a spur to

acrriculture. apart from the mere selfish view of its

hivve

ve

111 Ml.' first sample you report a *' tolerable admixtare

initiative in the formation ol the company uu «u «..u

the simple desire of beuetitiiig the agricuUnrist. As

a farmer of a small quantity of arable Und in the A ale

of Gloucester I hailed the prospect of being able, by

I means of ftns company, to obtain the aid of steam for

the cultivation of my land, for with my small occnpn-

t on I should not, under any circnms ances, have been

iistified In purchasing a steam-plough; I might hav.

Cited long before Wf indlvuUials would ha

ven

^7r-Becau,e tl.e wo., en be ^--t -h^^
rate per a«-e ^^jS"."' /!=^','.,Xi. resulting from the

work is more effi';"^""y " "'^«" \'- °
j („enrlv

doubh-) at w.ucu ,,... bating the soil as it w
tUorougbly shaWam^d^^^^^^^^

to executed

t^lltwrit t 1V-ble to elVectby Uor.e-,ov,cr.

"^.11^.^^^ steL cultivation U ^van-

and now works his farm with 10 horses. Mr. Salt-

marshc proposed to reduce his horses from 25 to 15.

Jfr. Stratton, of Broad Hinton, considers that by the

steun-plough his work is in better place than if he had

had 10 teams of oxen instead of it. Mr. Holland finds

lie can dispense with eight ont of 20 horses. Mr.

Eurmiston, working a farm of 1000 acres, says he will

be able to dispense with 10 out of 2-i horses. It seems

to me that the employment of steam will not m every

case enable the farmer so to reduce his stock ot

horses. I do not anticipate being able to do so at all.

I find that by the employment of horses in mowing.

tedding, horse-rukiig, and hauling, 1 have the greatest

demand for horses during the hny li.irvcst.
^
I cannot

therefore cilculafce on much saving from this source.

The benefit I shall derive from steam cultivation (and

I mention the case because I think it is sim'lar to that

of many dairy fanners) will be in the more tliorongh

cultivation of the land, and the facilities it will afford

for early sowing my root crop<^. These advantages may
appear to some problom.itical when there is no saving

of horses, but I feel the greatest confidence that the

rp?5ult of a trial will convince the most sceptical,

especially on the heavy la-ids of the vale of Glouct ster.
_

How does the comparison stand as to the cost of'

ploughing between steam and horse-power, and what

niar^-iu Is there for mutual benefit to the shareholders

of the rmnpnny and the farmers? The first item to

determine is the cost of ploughing hy horses.
^
We may

fairly put the expense of keeping a horse, the incidental

expenses, and diminution of its value, at 30Z. a year, or

2?. a day, upon 300 days in the year. This is hardly.

however, a fair basis to estimate the cost of horse-

power per d:.y upon. It is evident that it depends

entirely upon how many days in the year the horse is

emph>ycd, just as much as the constant expenses of the

steam-plough must be divided among the number of

days it is actually at work. And, judging by the

evi lence of the gentlemen given above, it would appear

probable that as the remaining work of the farm is

accomplished by the very reduced number of horses,

those dispensed with were, excepting dunng the

nloughing season, comparatively idle. If this were

fairly estimated the cost wonU be what is u=?nally

allowed, viz., 4j. per day per horse, including the

nlou^-hman. It is generally admitted that our ordinary

2-ho?se plou-liing mny be taken at Ss. per acre,

reckoning one acre to be ploughed per iUy
-,

tlio

3-horse ploughing, reckoning about I of an acre a^

a d.iy's work, at 14*.; and the 4-hor3e ploughing at

Now, Apart from the superiority of the work, at what

rate could the^e operations be perforiiwi by steam ?

We have tolerably accurate data to lead us to a f iir

egtimate The constant occasional expenses of a st^?am

plough and tackle may be estimated as under:

Eotdneman
Ploiigfi'oan •- •• '*

One new rope per annum . . •

Malatenonci. orwindlftss and tacklo

Maintenance of eteam engm*

luteresl on 8001. at 7 per cent ^ •

£54
4d
70
25
15
21

6J

Tlr.3 sum a-.va.d amon,' tKe n 'nV^r of day. W^e pV)o;l.
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1

14
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ia actually at work during tlie year, and again by the

number of acres ploughed o^ any particular day, will

live the fair proportion of cost per acre done that day.

t is evident that the greater number of days the

steam-plough is actually afc worii the less will this

charge amount to per day, and that a plough let out to

hire and well supported by the farmers is more likely

to be fully employed than one worted by an individual,

'

except he farms very largely. It has been estimated i

that there will be employment for steam-ploughs for
^

200 days in the year.

This gives as the daily expense from this con-
stant source the svitc of 1

Besides this there would be one man extra

per day, at 2# 9
Three boys at 1«

Oil
Coal for 12-hor3e Engine—18 cwt. consumed

in 10 hours at Canterbury, say at 15j. per
ton

Water-cart, boy, and horse
Kemoval ..

--'

2 18

ITow, Mr. Fnwler's engine (which by the way wns
^

incomparably the best exhibited at Can terbury )
ploughed

,

light laud seven inches deep at the rate of 11 acres in
,

10 hours, or, according to the above, at a coat of about ',

5«. per acre. This work would have taken three horses,

costing 14ff. per acre. Again, it ploughed heavy land

the same depth at the rate of 6^ acres per 10 hours,

Winch, according to the above, would cost abont 8s. 6d.

per acre, and as the draught was double that of the

former it would require atj least six horses to do it, at a

cost of from, 24*. to 30*. per acre. These comparisons

are barely rt^liable for steady everyday wort. I might,

however, adduce abundant evidence besides to show
that plongiiing can be done by steam more cheaply

than by horses. This, however, seems sufficient to

prove that there is abroad margin for profit both to

the shareholders of the company and to the fnrmcrs

and the prob:ibility is the prices of plojghing would'

range from 7*. Gd. to 15*. an acre at ordinary depths

and under ordinary cirouiustauces. It will be to the

advantage of the company to work as chenply as

possible so as to encourage employment, and it will be

very desirable that the farmers should go hand in hand
with the company, and endeavour to give as much
work to their ploughs as lies in their power.

One point is well deserving of the farmers* attention.

They arc the people who should become the shareholders

in the company, and thus ensure to themselves all the,

benefit to be derived from the introduction of steam,

either ns shaiehoUlers or employers. About one-fifth of

the capital is subscribed, and it is desirable that the

whole amonnt should be gubscribed for soon, though it

may he a fuw yeai's liefore it is all called up, ^3 the
enginod »ln>'dd onlj be purchased as profitable employ-
ment corild htj fomid for tiiem. In order to ernible you
to form some idea of the extent of laud upon which a
qtoaui-plough co'ild find employment I may mention,
that takuig only one-third of the land :is arable, a space
of 34 miles square would snpply 1200 acres to be
plonghed, supposing only one-half of the arable hind to

00 steam-ploughed, and at six acres a day would find

employment for it for 200 diiys iu the year, and the
ploiigliing couM bo done at a moderate rate to the
farmer, and so as to pay the company a fair amount of
interest. John Thornliill Marrison, Frocesier, Court,

iifly VMt 1860, in the Qloucestershire Chronicle.

all stocked by half-past 5 on the same evening, by the

staff I have mentioned. I find the above number of

hands most suitable for the system of taking up corn

which I pursue ; but my south country friends may
fancy that my baud-makers are unnecessary, and that

et^ch sheafer should make his or her own band, but in

that case there would be a loss of time both to the

sheafer and binder, and consequently a waste of money,

A woman with a sheafing-rake can make a sheaf quite

as quickly as the child can make the band, which is laid

at the stubble-end of the swathe, immediately opposite

"n-here the intended sheaf is to be placed, and the sheaf

by a clean hft of the rake and an artful elevation of the

foot is neatly deposited on the band-^the binder being

close at hand soon ties apd stocks it, and the process is

complete. I am fully aware that the women in my
'country (Northumberland) work much more on farms

than they do in the south; and perhaps it will not be

out of place here to mention how we always have a

constant supply of womaji labour. Our ploughmen are

hired once a ye.ar at about lf>s. per week, with a house

found on the farm, but bound to find a "woman-
worker " at lOd. per day for common work, and 1*. 6d.

for harvest; by this means, therefore, we have a host

of labourers within ourselves, and always able at im-

portant seasons like harvest, to get onr work done in a

more satisfactory manner and at a cheaper rate by our

I

(iwn " happy family," than when obliged to employ
those interlopers from the "Emerald Isle." At the

rate of wages which I have mentioned, and allowing a

child 1*. per day, T find that the taking up of my corn

—exclusive of cutting—costs me on an average 4*. per

acre. I trust that this information, though meagre,
may be of service to yon, and tend to solve the difficulty

which at present exists on the subject to which it

specially refers. M. U. A. C [Many thanks.]

Harvest time in ^Rutland.—The following table ex-

hibits the beginning and finishing of harvest on my
farm of Empiugham, Rutland, during the last 41 years:

Home Correspondence.
Surgcfif! 4* Kf^y^s Heaper.—^As you have invited in-

formation respecting the number of hands necessury to

take up the com immediately after a reaping machine,
I send yon the result of an experience of two years on
this important subject, I u^e a Burgess & Key's
Mftpcr, which during the last two seasons has cut from
600 to 700 acres at an average of I3i acres per day,
though in some exceptional cases I have cut 19 acres.
My corn is all sheafed by long-tootlied rakes, which is

nach easier for the labourers thap having to stoop and
Ufb the sheirf with their hands, besides leaving a much
deauer stubble, and doing a greater quantity per day.
My staff ot huuda consists of my usual farm staQ", viz.,

27perB(>n8—nine ' or girls, nine wo n ami nine
men, be^idct the man and boy with the machine.
These work in ganga of three, and are arranged in syste-
matic order, as follows :—1, a boy or i;irl to make
bands; 2. ft xvonmu to sheaf the corn; 3, a man to
bind and stook. JRy this means nine swatlies are taken
up at once^ and aa the machine generally w.)rk8 around
the Cu^Ut they also go around, but in the opposilie

,
dircctfon. Tn a nicely deJivered crop of Wiieat it is a
beautiful sight to see how cheerfully the work goes on,
and the Jargo qnnntity that can be done in a day. I
Lave watched tiii.^ latter point narrowly, and I:ave
found that a gang (a boy, a woman, ami a man,) can
sheaf and^ stook—when nicely laid—2 acres per day;
there are insfances of course where in an entaiigled and
heavy crop which has not been evenly delivered, that
not more thiin 1 acre can be satisfactorily done; but I

am perroctly prepared to say that my staff take up on
average an a^re and a half per day each, or 13 acres per
day together. I c 'I. j^ive. many instances of large
quantities beins: taken np, h^t one will suffice, where
on an an-^nioon ilurins: the harvest of 1858. I myself
Cttt 9 •AcrQg of Wheat ((-* nuarterspov (icre) from half- ,

pfcst i« ^ jwon to 5 oV-locx in tlw evenitig, which was

1820
1S21
1822
1823
1831
1325
1826
182T
132S
1829
1830-

1S31
1832
1833
1S34
lfi35

1S37
1S3S
1839
1840
1S41
1842
1843
1844
1S45
1S46
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
13.'.T

issa
1859

* t
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THE rTA?>DENERS' CHEONICLE AND AGEICULTUEAL GAZETTE. [Sepie^ibeb t, 1^
a supply from them in a week or two. Sutton~Fsonin
^oyal Berlcs Seed Estahlishinent^ Heading.
The JHetv Varieties of Trifolium incarnatujn,~~yo-

beg to present you oiir best thanks for the mention von
had the kindness to make in the last Number of -von
interesting Paper concerning the new varieties of Xr^
folium incarnatum we have advertised. We think It

useful to call attention to a mistake owing most nro
bably to the printer of your article which mentioned
three sorts, viz., Ist, Trefle incarnat ordinaire-

2cl

Trifle incarnat tardif; 3d, Trfefle incarnat tardlf i
flieur rouge. While our advertisement mentioned the
3 vars. as follows :—1st, Trifle incarnat ordinaire Con
hatif); 2d, Trefle incarnat tardif {h fleur rouge, onl
vous aimez mieux h fleur incarnat) ; 3d, Trefle incarnat
tardif a fleur blanche. Strange as it may appear to
some people that there should exist a white flowerinfr

crimson Clover (Tr^f. incarn. flore albo), the thing is

nevertheless quite correct. We have thought it well
to point out to you the mistake. Vilmorin, Andneux A-

Co., Paris.
Carduiis arvensis {Boar Thisth\ Creeping Thistle.~~

In 1849 when I went from Lontlon to reside in the
country, there was a meadow dlTlcled from another
meadow belonging to a different owner by a ditch or
drain about 9 feet in width ; on either side of this ditch
there was an abundance of the Creeping Thistle. At
first, about the month of May, a lad was set to work to

cut each Tl'iistle stem off at an inch beneath the surface

of the ground, and then to put a pinch of common salt

taken with the thumb and two fingers on to each cut
stem ; the rhizomes put up fresh shoots, and these were
similarly cut off and salt used about the end of Sep-

tember. In 1850, Thistles (but much diminished in

quantity and strength) again appeared, and in that year
as soon as the Thistles showed bnd—and after rain to

soften the ground— each stem was so moved as to open
the surface whence it grew about an inch; then the

Thistle was pulled up with a steady pull, with abont

4 to 6 inches of root attached, and the salt, doubled In

quantity, put into the opening whence the Thiatle was
drawn. The same process was adopted in antumn. In
1851 scarcely a Thistle appeared,' but whenever ob-

served was treated as in 1850. For the last seven or

eight years not a Thistle has been seen on the side of

the ditch thus treated, and the opposite side belonging

to a different owner still shows a most luxuriant crop.

On the Growth and Storing of Mangel.—The practice

of leaving Jfaugel late before pulling and storing it

last year occasioned serious loss from the frosts of the

23d, 24th, and 25th of October. In 1848, commencing
in August, I ascertained the growth of Mangel by

measuring the circumference weekly, and found that

after the 4th of October it made no increase, whilst

Swedes grew the same year up to the 11th November

;

it therefore appears desirable that Mangel should be

stored in September or very early in October, both a^

securing from frost, and that they may be stacked when

perfectly dry. Between the 20tb and 27th of September

of the same year, a cold week, it did not grow at all.

The experience of the last autumn will not be soon

forgotten, yet it may not be generally known, that as

a rule, ilangel grows nothing in size after September,

Thomas C. Br'oivn, Cirencester.

I>ray*s Bea-ping Machine.— Tn yonr Number at

August 4, a request is made to any of your readers who

have had experience iu reaping machines to communi-

cate such knowledge as they have acquired through

the columns of your Paper, for the benefit of many who

are starting with machines this year. ^Having had

two years' full working of one upon my farm, cuttmg

100 acres of corn each^year, I am in a position to cxpr»

ao opinion upon the subject. I made it a rule to tie

up and stook the corn as we went along, and aswy

machine (Dean & Driiy's) has only a back delivery, it

was compulsory to remove the com each time round

even if not tied np. Only this removing is dor

many in this neighbourhood, but I consider it amistake^

Complete your work as you cut your corn, and in this

opinion one of my most intelligeiat neighbours, who na*

used a side delivery for three years piist, coincided last

season ; he took his side delivery offand would only u^e the

buck delivery and finish as he went along. My "^^^"J^®
on an average cut for me 6 acres per day through the

harvest, requiring a pair of horses, a driver, a ram »
sit on the machine to put off the corn, and four sets ot

gatherers and binders, eacli set consisting of a boy or

girl 8 to 13 years of ago, to nuike aud lay the bands,

a woman with a rake to gather the corn betwccD

the rake and left foot, cantin<^ it on to the

biMid laid by the boy or girl, and a man to hind up atler

the woman. These, with a man to stook, are all thit »»

required even if the machine can cut four sides of the

field ; if only three sides of the field can be cut, fro"*

being laid or otlier causes, the same number o'',^*"**?

W W

t •

* *

* »

Beginnixo.
August 5
August 5

August 22
July 27
August 22
August 20
Au^st 8
July 25
July 30
August 2
August H
August 16
August 5
August S
August 5
July 28
August 6
August 11
AiigUEt 16
August 23
August 22
August 10
August 16
August
August 18
August 10
August 23
July 21
August 9
August 7
August 21
August 15
August 15
August 6
August 18
August 17
August 20
AuRiist 11
July 27
July 26
Auifust 1

« •

t #

•

• w

FiNISHIXO.
August 27
September 11
September 29
Augtist 29
September 23
September 25
September 6
August 15
August 30
September 8
September 28
October 11
August 30
September 25
September 13
August 26
September 7
September 3
September 23
October 8
October 8
September 16
Septemberl7
September 13
September 21
September 21
October 27
August 27
September 9
September 10
September 22
September -17

September 17
September 14
September 30
September 16
September 20
September 16
August 31
August 27
September 1

W. F.J E}npingham, Aug. 8.

Slugs.— I see that the Clover crops have been dcm
stroyed by slno^ and fly. Why not use my manure,
which has kept my fields and garden quite free for
more than 15 years :

—

1 part salt £i o
2 parts lime 14
3 parts riddled ashes .. .. .! 9
ExpoDSos .. 07

^ For 6 ton ^62 10
Tt must be well mixed under cover for some months.
I sometimes put it on twice, at i of a ton each time.
I have, I know, put down too much for the ashes and
expenses. H. B, J. [Blackbirds must be shot or
8cared.3

Trifolium incarnatum {titne of soioing).—In yonr
article on Trifolium in the Gazette of Saturday
Iflsfc (p, 757) you recommend sowing in October,
which we think a mistake; and as the article is so
judicious in other respects, we are anxious vour readers

I

should not be misled as to the time of sowing-. Havinpr
for many years grown the common Trifolium incart a
fum, and last year some of Messrs. Vilmoriu's new
white-flowered, we have fonnd invariably that August
and September are the best months for sowmsr, and
that if a plant is obtained by sowing after this time it

almost invariably is destroyed by slugs and frosts. If
harrowed into a clean Wheat stubble as soon as the
com is carried it very rarely if ever fails, and wo Ijave
known it sown with great success on Barley as well as
Wheat stubble while the com was standing, the tread-
ing during harvest work being sufficient to ensure it*

genuination. The harvest being late this year renders
this mode worthy of further trial. Messrs. Vilmorin's
new sorts being later, the seed cannot be procured finite
30 early as the common kind, but we expect to receive

13 donelJJ

1

wdl be kept employed by the increased bnlk va»

difficulty of gathering it. llie next question is that W
expense. Now I do not consider that we ou^ht to charge

for horses; we have them on the farm in 99 cases doing

nothing at this season of the year, the men bemf

eng:iged hoeing Turnips until harvest commen^
when of course they are x-equired and not the bors«fc

and therefore I consider if the horses, in v]^^^^
eating their Grass for nothing, can aasaBt in cuttmg^
corn it is so much the better. We give seven ^^'^^.

per day, four women 2*. each, four boys or girUlJ.^^
total, 33j. for 6 acres, or 5^. 6d. per acre without •»*
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..^v^Ps I luive made inquiries auiongsfc my neighbours

wl o iave Tised other machines, and our expc-nence

r^ees upon 5^. 6rf. to 6s. per acre as the working

pfnense of reaping machines in Cleveland.^ T have used

nne of Samuelson's mowing machines this season upon

Plover and Grass ; it has answered admirably ; cutting

with one man to drive and anotlier to open out—cut

corners, &c., with a scytlie-from 5 to 7 acres per day.

H, B. S.

Mr.
the

Br. Hodges*
sample.
90:415
8.84S

0.737

CHEMICO-AGRICULTURAL, tTLSTEB.

At the last montlily meeting of the Society,

Miller directed the attention of the meeting to

report of some observations made at the police courts

on the trial of certain persons accused of selling butter-,

inilk diluted with water. He had lately made a series

of examinations of buttermilk, as prepared on his own

farm, and also of samples to which he had added known

quanties of water. He gave the meeting an account of

his experiments, from which he concluded that tlie

magistrates were entirely in error in concluding that

because a sample of milk showed iu the tubes used by the

market inspector 40 per cent, of water, that it was of

bad quality and shamefully adulterated, as he had found

eeuuine buttermilk to show, when examined in a similar

manner, so much as '50 per cent, of water. The m-

spector should get Dr. Hodges to show him how to exa-

mine milk.
1 . 1 , 1 J J

Dr. Hodges said that the remarks which he had made

on a iato occasion, in reply to the inquiry of llr. Miller,

were intended to show that serious mistakes might be

made, and innocent persons falsely accused of fraud, by

relying upon the indicationsof the tube lactometer. Some

years ago he had made a number of chemit^l examina-

tions ofsamples of buttermilk prepared in his own hoa^e,

and also of samples famished by a member of council,

Mr. John Andrews, and of specimens from the Albert

Farm, Dublin; the normal amount of water present he

found to average about 90 per cent. As examined after

staading'at rest in-the lactometer, some of these samples

showed only 4 degrees of clear liquid, but after a longer

period the clear liquid had increased to 30 degrees.

The compobition of the sample supplied by Mr. Andrews

and of that prepared by Dr. Hodges was as follows hi

the 100 parts :—
Mr. Andrews'

sample.

Water .. .. 91.235
' Caaeind (curd), butter, &c. . . '8.151

SalU O.OU

'100.000 100.000

Dr. Hodges repeated his former statement, that with-

out a proper knowledge 'of the variotfe circumstances
which influenced the subsidence of the curdy matter and
the qualities of the milk, the ordinary method of exami-

aation was liable "to serious objections.

'Concretion fo'^nd in the Sto7nach of a Kor^e.—'Dr.

Hodges exhibited to the meeting a large concretion

which had been taken from ; the stomach of a horse

belonging to Messrs. Andrews, of Cotnber, It had a

round shape, with a somewhat undulated snfface, and

weighed more than 1 lb. On being cut across, it pre-

sented a number of concentric rings, and appeared as if

composed of a fine granular matter. Messrs. Andrews,

Dr. Hodges stated, had lost three horses from the

formation of coocrlSiBns ofa sitailar kind. The appear-

ance of sections of the ball under the microscope was

exhibited to the meeting. It appeared to be made up

of fragments of theliusk of beans, portions of the fine

hau-a of the Oat husk, and a crystalline matter and

particles of sand. Dr. H. said that the horses had been

fed on bran, brutsed Oats, and Bean meal. The
chemical examination of the crystals proved them to

consist of the phosphate of magnesia and ammonia,

wSich is a frequent materiiil in intestinal concretions.

The horses had suffered much agony, and were observed

crouching down upon the hind legs. Purgatives,

Linseed oil, &c., had been administered without any

benefit. One of these concretions was found to possess

the following composition in the 100 parts:

—

WatCT 85.85

Oiganic toatters S0.93

Sulphate of lime • ^-^^

Pbwsphate of magueaia .. .. .. - •• 14.37

Soluble silica 7.32

ia&oluble sjlicioas matters and oxide of iron .

.

11.50

100.00

Manurefi of the present yeai\—t>i\ Hodges reported
that, nu the present year, 36 samples of guano and
artificial manures had been submitted to chemical
examination in his laboratory. OF these he had found" " '^•I'jwirtturjr, wi tiiese ne nau louuu
only three iiamples adulterated. Jj'our samples of
•uper-phosphates were of inferior value, and had
ovidenlly been prepiu-ed by persons unacquainted with
the precautions requisite to obtain a compound contain-mg a proper amount of phosphates i-a a soluble form.
*ie had much satisfaction in reportincr a decided im-
provement in the quality of the manures offered for
««e«m the present season.

Crystal

Game and Hainburghs. A large show of Pigeons, and

capital specimens of Rabbits were among the attrac-

tions. The following are the names of the first prizes

taken :

—

Spanish, Class 1.—1st, J. H. Craigie, "Woodlands, Chigwell,

Class 2 : 1st, C. Atkius, Thames Bauk, Pimlico. Cocka : 1st.

C. Atkins.
DoKKiNG (Coloured). — Isl, W. Bromley, Acock's Green.

Pullets : 1st, C. H. "Wakefield. Malvern Wells.

Dorking (White).—1st, Capt. J. Beardraore, H.A., Fareham.
Dorking Cocks (Coloured and ^N-hite),—1st, Mrs. F. Blair

Balthayock, Inchture, N.B.
Cochin China (Cinnamon and Bull).—1st, T. Stretch. Marsh

Lane, Buutle.

Cochin China (Brown and Partridge-feathered). — 1st, P.

Carbwright, Oswestry. (White) : 1st, W. Dawson, Hopton,

Mil-field. (Coloured and White) : 1st, T. Stretch.

Game (White and Piles); let, T. Whitaker, Melton Mow-
bray. (Black- breasted aud other Ruds) : l;5t, "W. H. Swann,
Farnsfield, Southwell. (Duckwings and other Greys and

Blues) ; 1st, S. Matthew, Chilton Hall, Stowmarket. Cocks

:

1st, E. Archer, Malvern.
Hamburgh (Gold-pencilled).—1st, R. R. Clayton, Hedgerley

Park, Slough. (Siiver-peucilled); 1st, R. Oxloy, "Windsor,

Berks. Cocks (Gold-spangled): 1st. G. Brook, East Parade,

Huddersileld. (Silver-spangled) : 1st, J. Robinson, "Vale House,

near Garstang. (Gold or Silver-spangled) ; 1st, H. Carter,

Upperthonf?, near Holmfirth.
Polish ^owl (Black with White Crests).—1st, G. TTay,

Minestead. Lyndhurst, Hants. (Silver): 1st, G. C. Adkius.

Cocks ; Isfc, G. C. Adkins.

NoKTHUilBEELAND.—At the recent annual meeting

of the Society, his Grace the Duke of Northmnberlund,

K.G., Patron of the Society, occupied the Chair, and

prop.ised the toast of the evening, "Success to the

Northumberland Agricultural Society." He said : * I

must coiigi-.itulate you on the splendid shoi-^ which we
have seen to-day j no exhibition of short-honied stock

. htis ever been superior to the one we have seen to-day.

I must congratulate you on the steady progress of this

Agricultural Society. It began in tlie year 1836, aud

during each succeeding 10 years it doubled the number
of its members, and nothing can be more satisfi.ctory

as showing the interest taken by the Northumberland
farmers in the society. The county m^y be separated

iuto two distinct divisions, the moors and the cultivated

land,—or in other words, the pastoral and agricultural

divisions of the county, of both of whicli the society has

taken charge. "Very little need be Baid of the im-

provement of the pastoral part of the county, since the

exhibition we saw to-day is a proof of its improvement j

and for the agricultural portion we have yet to do

much. The whole value of the agricultural produce

of "the arable land is about two millions attdahalfa

year, and of the grain crops about a million and a

quarter j therefore, it becomes a very important point,

to consider how we can iucreiree this value.

The very great improvements which have taken

place have been in draining, and this particularly

in the last ten years. It U reckoned tliat during

that period 170,000 acres -have been drained at an
expense of 5^. an acre, which is about one-fourth'Of the

whole of the arable land of the county. WifcU tlie

addition of other permanent improvemenfs, such as

follow upon draining, and which will probably double

the amoniit, tt&re will have bfeien 800,000^. or more
spent within the ten years upon draining, and probably

as much, or nearly as much, upon other improvements,

such as, for instance, those that are necessary after

draining. The result has been a larger produce, more

cattle to be fed, larger farm buildings, and other perma-

nent things; so that I think this county nifty be well

satisfied with the improvement, so far as it goes, that

has been made during the last ten year-. I might go

far back "beyond ten- years; but I think the present

momeitt is the one which is most interesting to ns.

There are other improvements still going on in the

county, and very important improvements they are,

altliougli tlicy are on one side rather, and do not so

much concern those who cuUiVate the tand. Oners the

very great improvement of the farm houses, the hinds,

and other farm labourers. There has been an increase

in their wages of something like 18 per cent, within

ten years. There has been a general improvement in

their cottarres ; there has been also a very consider-

able increase in all the—1 may call them—luxuries

of life, becaiffie, from the peculiar manner of pay-

ing the hinds and farm, 8ei*vant3 in this county,

they get, besides their wages, all the necessaries of

life; therefore, what there is beyond their tea, aud

coffee, and sugar, and soap, and candles, aud dresses,

and a variety of other things, may be called the luxuries

of life. I think, then, that the position of the hinds anld

farm servants in this county has much hiiproved within

the last 10 yeare. I onght not to omit to say that ih

schools, and certainly in religious attendance, chapels

included, they have also had the advantaj^e of great im-

provement; but, then, I must mention that there is

another side to look at. If the farm servants liave

additional wages, tliese are paid by their etnployere,

and, therefore, the expenses of cultivation h.n-emcrcased,

and it is now the problem which is to be «<> ved-.t is

one of the diffirulties connected witii the cultivation Qt

, the soil-how can the productions of the agricukun.t te

niore economically raised, the land he preserved i^

Us present good state, and everything kept up *
tbeWel in which it is at present? We Enghslun^.

no^sel always the energy and the determuiation to Jo

thru u^'e^ssary ; and 1 have no doubt that meaiis wS

—a sentiment which is, that whatever happens. Ma
God speed the plough.

I7ie Sistory and Froperlies of the different Varieties

of Nat-ural Guanos. By J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., C.S.,

&c. Rogerson & Tuxford, 246, Strand.

We have here in a shilling pamphlet a great mass of

information on a very important subject collected

during many years of a useful professional life as agri-

cultural chemist, analyst, aud lecturer. Mr. Nesbit

describes the composition of plants, the relations of

manures to vegetable growth, and tlie rules for calcu-

lating the value of a manure fbunded on its composition

as declared by analysis and on the Value of its several

ingredients in tlie market. He then in successive

chapters enumerates the different kinds of guano, gives

many of the analyses of each which he has himself con-

ducted, and estimates by the rule already given the

intrinsic as compared with the commercial value of the

articles thus analysed.

He classifies guanos under three heads :

—

"1st. Those which have suffored little by atmo-
spheric action, and which retain nearly the "whole of

their original constituents, such as the Angamos and
Peruvian guanos,

" 2d. Tliose which have lost a considerable portion of

their soluble ingredients; of this class are the Tchaboe,

Bolivian, andChilinn guanos. They contain a suflScient

quantity of nitrogen to distinguish them from the

third series.
" 3d. Those which have lost nearly all their ammonia,

and contain but little more than the earthy phosphates

of the animal deposit. Many of these are largely con-

taminated with sand."

The greater part of the pamphlet is occupied with a

description of these several imported manures—with a

list of analyses of each—alid with instances illustrative

of their liability to adulteration. The following pftVa-

graph contrasts Peruvian guano with various home
manures :

—

"The following table contains analyses of various

manures made by Boussingault and other well-known

chemists, and also an analysis of an ordinary safeple of

Peruvian guano

—

AnaCtses of Farm-Yard Dukc. &c.

Moisture
Organic matter
Inorjfanic matter 6.67

51.25
^0.40

„ Palace Poultry Show.—Six or seven what is uecessary; anu x imv^ ..-""---- -^-^^
bundred^ pens of young bifds have been exhibited be produced, cither by steam or by horses, or by 80u^

"

ery.comprisi,^ other means, for cultivatmgthe^land;^andJ_caji^onKduring the past week in the North Gallerv, comprising
small dasses of Spanish, a good show of Cochins, ah
admirable collection of Dorkiuga, -And good clasees

other means,

sa

feel

:y\h:rth ;o i; one seuth^^t which 1 am sure all wji

eel, not duly in thi. room, but everywhere in the couni)

100.00] 100.00, 100.00 100. OO 100.001 100. 00

Nitrogen (equalto; ,.
I

0.41 0.65' 0.36 0.61 0.B4 1;,,:;

Ammonia .. . [ 0.49| 0.78| 0.43| 0.741.. 1.14 16:85

Boussingault, Payen, and many others of oar leading

practical Agricultural Chemists, have come to the con-

clusion that the value of different manures varies

nearly in proportion to the amount of nitr^en they
contain. There may be cases to which this rule is not

exactly applicable; but in many natural manures, an
increase of nitrogen is accompanied by an increase iu

the phosphate of lime, and every oth'ervaldable manur-
ing elem(*nt. In the above table, for instimce, the

13.88 of nitrogen in the guano is accompanied by 30.4.0

parts of inorganic matter, of which 23,60 parts (or more
than tno-thirds) is phosphate of lime.

** If we take the per-centage of nitrogen, then, as a

correct indication of manuring value, we shall find that

one ton of ordinary Peruvian guano is equal to 33^ tons

of farm-yard dung, 21 tons of horse dung, 38i tons

of cow dung, 23^ tons '6f pig dung, aud 14^ toils of

mixed human excrements.

"Let those who farm in hilly countries, and other

places where carriage is expensive, ponder well the

above facts.

"Though a good fanner will produce as much manure
as he conveniently can, yet even farm-yard dung may
be bought too dear ; and it ia certahi that on numbers

of farms the cartage of dung is so expensive an item of

management, that the introduction of gaaiio, for those

parts at the greatest disfcin^'c- frofc the homflRtead,

would be productive of the same fertility at a cousider-

ahle saving of expense.
"Instructions are given for tlie application of this

vahiable fertiliser to the various crops. The following

paragrapii relates to the preliminary preparation of the

manure for drilling.
^

"For drilling, it miat first be mixed with four to six

times its weight of the ashesf of wood, turf, or coiil. or

with the same qimntity of well-sifted n\c\M. ChareoaT,

• These analyses were made in the Labomtorias of the

*t Home varieties of woo'i ashes, which contain a r -.iGrablo

araouQt of free alVali. dre not suiUbie for mixinff with ff^no,

M th«y liberate the ammonia. Thw *« ewiiy be "ho^by
mixh^al^vel-fuU of the ashes wi^ tLe

?if»«J«S^^?JIWt^ Tf a stmni? ammoniacal odour be imm«a»tely

iTeWcd, the aah^ are not fit to l>e
"""l-i!ll,»f«»«?-

^he

Seofjriparation here described rfiould be t»jjd.w|^.hBh«ht

variati6n«. according to circamstftucM, for ftU fWietlea of

i crop*!-—J- C. N*
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in powder, eUlicr fro.Ki peat or wood, is also a most

excellent article to be mixed with the guaiin, m the

pVopottions iudlciited. Its great porosity allows it to

retain the volatile ammouia, and dry weather to absorb

considerable moisture from the air. This is of materwl

benefit to pUuits in their early growth.

« Before mixing, the guauo must be finely pulve-

rised which may easily be done with a common g:u-don

roller upon the floor of a barn or shed, or even by

beatiu- it with a common shovel. A layer of the ashes,

&c., is then spread evenly upon the floor, and a quantity

of the fine gaano sifted over it. This is followed by

another Uver of mould or ashes, and another of gmmo.

until the requisite quantity of both is used. The whole

must then be repeatedly turned with the shovel unt.l

Sioronghly mixJcl, If time will permit, it is now pre-

ferable to leave the mlxtiire for eight or 10 days. It

must then be again sifted, when it will be ready for use.

" In using guano with the drill, care mu.t be ta.:en

that the mixture falls below the seed, and tliat an inch

or so of soil intervenes between them, otherwise the

strength of the guano will kill the seed. Oarretr s

Hornsbv's, and other modern drills, are well adapted

for deiiositing gaauo and other concentrated matiurc?.

"The above mixture is generally sufficiently damp to

fall exactly where the hand directs it. When this is

not the case, a small quantity of water should be add.d

;

the field must be sown with the mixture intheordniaty

manner, and the manure harrowed in ; the seed is then

drillei as usual.
, , , . i i i.

"PL-rhap3 the preferable mode would be to broadcast

two-thirds of the guano appUed, and to drill one-third

with the seed. The young plants w<mld then have

enough manure under the drills to serve the early

stages of growth, whib the guano sown broadcast

would supply the wants of the plants in a more mature

state, when the roots would have spread in every

direction in the soil.

Mr. Nesbit also refers in general terms to the adul^

teration of guano :
—

"The demand of the farmer for cheap manure, acting

upon the trade through the mediam of the uuscru-

palous de.der, has given rise to a fraudulent and

hitherto successful business.

"A most extensive and profitable trade is at present

carried on by parties who practise the compounding of

specions-louking articles to mix with guano; these they

supply to dealers in that manure.

"The materials used to sophisticate guano are

numerous. Saud. marl, clay, chalk, limestone, bricks,

tiles, gv psum—ground, when necessary, to a fine

powder—constitute the materials for which the fanner

ia destmtdto pay 8(. or lOZ. per ton. These, mixed in

pi-oportious to counterfeit the colour of guano, are

:^old to rnguirth dealers in town and country, who
introduce a little genuine guano to give the necessary

odour. Some recent iictions brought agalnsfc parties

who have sold adulterated guano, in which heavy

danmgcs were obtained, have contributed souie little to

arrest this nefarious traffic. One remedy lies with tlie

farmer, who ought to prosecute vigorously those who
impose upon him.
" Another system of deception Is often practised by

men v.hose consciences are perhaps too tender to sell as

first-class guanos those they know to have been manu-

facturi.d in England: these parties, however, have no

objection to sell as first-cUss guanos im^rtatlons of

very hiferior quality. What they sell is iio doubt

guano, but it is not the guano the buyer wishes to pur-

chase. All purchasers should therefore require the

invoice to expressly dechire on its face the name and

quality of the guano bought, such as Peruvian, Boli-

vian, <kc. The parties will thus render themselves liable

to severe punishment in case of fraud.

"Though numerous unprincipled dealers exist in the

manure trade, yet there are certaiidy many others,

Uoneat men, upon whose fair fame there hiis never yet

been a breath of suspicion.
" We advise the farmer, therefore, to purchase his

manures from men of established reputation, who have
a character to lose, and who will not demand from hUn
more tlmu a fair and ve«8onablc profit.

"The bcflt safeguard, however, ngaiust fraudulent

dnderf) U never to use a manure of any kind without
hav'mjj; n samjAe aualysvd by a competent authority

.

Indueil in* u of real intcUigeuce aud business habits now
rcgulnrly call to their as^tstauco the science of the
analytiail chemist to ascettaia the real agricultural

value of artificial manures,"

GLASS FOR GREENHOUSE &c

Slieet Glass,

* *Best
Sec.inds,
Thirds .

.

Fourths.

16 oz.

2i

• *

21 oz.

5

3i

fr *

in Crates.
32 oz.

. . Is. fid.

.. H

.. 71

26 oz.

9id.

5i

36 oz.

iB.Oid.

1

lOi

Glass cat to any given sizes not ontlie List.

16 oz.—itUs, 1 J '., 2.;., aud 2ld. per foot

Srds, 'lid., 2irf., aud Sd. per foot

21 oz.-4th3, 2iJ., -id., aud 3irf. per foot

3rds. 3Vi., -IcJ., and i^d. per toot

9f

rf

Glass for Orcliard Houses,

As supplied l>y us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in.
)

1® <'?-,

20 in. by 13 in. [Common H V'
"

20 in. by 14 in.
I

Superior do iO " ••

20 in. by 15 in. ) BnglisU Glass .. . .
l» w -

The above prices include the Bo.>.es. with but f^^ -^^l^i^PX

n

When Fackiges are cU.u-cd. luU pnoo is allowed when

retonicd.

12
13

H„
18 »
16 „
19
16 „
19 „

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.
3rd3. *

4th«

::
luo/. 12,.

11 by 9. 12 by 9, 13 by 9

ft

10,

n,
12,

12,

13,

13,

14.

13 mH„
15 „
19 „
1T„
20
17 „
20 ..

>>

10,

11.

12,

12,

13,

13,

U,
14.

14
15
16
20
18
21
IS „
21 „

3f

10.

Ill

12,

12
13
13
14
14

14 by
15

16
17

9»

>r

9
10
11
12

W.

m «

per 100 ftet

Boxes included.

21 oz.

£1 1*.

1 3
1 9

ENGLISH GLASS of the above sizes 13s. per 100 feet.

Small Slieet Squares, in 100 f^et Boxes
6 by 4 6iby44 7 by 5 74by5Ji „

8i » 6i
'^

!
11. ..

10 .. 8 lOJ „ Si 13 *
Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

Patent Plate and Folished Plate Glass.

Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation.

t^oticet to CorrespondenH.
Books: J O H. Morton's Cyclopedia of Agi-iculturo (.Martin)

p'lblishfd six or seven years a^ ; and Stephens* Book
of the Faim, of which a second edition was published about
the Mnie time.

DnsrHUCTios o*- Weeds : R. A bill has been brought into the
House of Commons by Sir William Somerrillo and Mr
BoIIl-w, to provide for the destruction of certain weeds it

Ireland. The weeds speciQed are Thidtle". Docks, an'i

BiLg-weeds, and it uuthorisea the occupier of Lmd to serrc .

notice on the occupant of any n'ljoinlng field, or in au}
adjoiiiing cemetery, or upon the sidos of any adjoiniug raiT

way or etnal, requiring him to auise such weeds to be cu
dovvn and destroyed. And in case of neglect to cause sue
weeds to be ciit down within 14 days, a penalty ensue
not exceeding hL ; aud if not then cut down, a secoii'

notice iniiy recf^ver a second pi.nidty of double the first.

Dtiv.N IlKiib ItooK: AnE'mH I'tui-j* f«&. Captain Davy is w
bfeUeve.the e<iitor of it, and we presume tliat any booksellt
can i>rfK;iira It for jou.

H^TbuT WuKci: R ir. ilake small sheaves, and if the Wbe '

Is not actually w©t nor actually green put them up at ontt

inwSdi
*" P™*"""^'-' °^*^ws ^f oo« i»ea^ radius, the can.

LONDON AGENTS FOR HARl'LErS niPUOVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.

Vmsted Oil, Gemthie WkUe Lead, Carson s Paints, Faints of various colours ground readyfor use,

P^OPA-GAXiUa GS.AS3E1S, and ©very doscrlptlon of OtASS
'

"
Horticultaral purposes.

for

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO., 180, Bishopsgate Street Witliout. Loadon, E.G.

GLASS WAREHOUSE—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON
87j BISHOPSGATE STREET W LONDON, E.C.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and g

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SaiTARES.

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many Others.

In. by In.

20 .. 12
20 .. 13
20 .. U
20 .. 15

16 oz.

I Common, per 100 feet, 13«. 6tl.

I Super M 16«.

21 oz.

ISs.

'2'Ss.

III. by In,

6 .. 4

7 .. 6
7J -

.

5i

8

9

In. by In.

6
64
7
74

Per 100 feet.
* Common

11J. Gd.

Super.
6J.

Per foot.

111.

Stiuares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes,

Inches by Inches.
10 .. 8.

lOi .. 8^
11 .. 9
13 .. 9

Inches by Inches
12^ .

.

H
13 .. 9
12 .. 10
121 .. lOJ

Inchea by iucbes
15 .. 10
12 ..11
12i .. lU

Inches by inches.

13^ .. Hi

13 11

"I

14 11

4ths.

3d8.
2ds,
Ists

P. 100 feet

I2s.&d.

Ui. U.
ISs.

21.» fid.

« •

14
15
15
15
16
16

24
20
20

* *

16
17
18
« *

4ths.

3ds.
2ds.
lats.

If less (iuantity than 100 feet is taken, a modei-ate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO AXY GIVEN SIZES XOT ON LIST.

16 oz.-4tb9, \U; 2tZ., and 2^d. per foot. I
21 oz.—4th9, 23t«., 3d., and Sid. per/oot.

»» gds, 2iri.> 2id., and 3(Z, per foot *» 3da, 3H-. id., aud 4id. per foot.

HARXIiGT'S

GENUINE WHITE LEA.D
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUTl'Y

IZ^PROVBD PATSNX ROUGH PIiATB.

yot accoatdalle for hrealcage.

32i. dd. per cwt.
34
8

Tl

if

LINSEED OIL
BOILED „
TURPENTINE

is. 4d. per giJ^

2 9

3 3

BLACK. GREEN, and a\\ other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c.

ST PANCRAS IRON WORK?
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, W

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.

13i. U. U(&
Ifia. t

19«. Si ^
Us. 3

L

(_

l PANCRAS
WXBB ATVABDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of tke Royal Agricultural Society for their IRON" HURDLES & GAT£-

which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and duraLle us those in ordinary use.

Lists per post ou aitplication. Gates from 30,y. to 500/.

The Hiirdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the Works.

GAME W NETTING.
cfessor Varneirs Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fitting^

These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver ''^f^^- th«

Royal Agricultural Society of England and the lloyal Agricultural Society of Ireland, are ailoptea J
^^

Royal Veterinary College, and Trofessor Spoouer of that Institution states tliat they should be used by

'led. , 1.,^

-sized stalls and \o^

ADDRESS—THE MANAGERS ^
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON^ N>

OPPOSITE OLD ST. PANCPAS CHUKCH.

»
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CARTER^S 40s. COLLECTION OF BULBS
FOR FORCING-

"ALL FIRST SIZED AND PICKED K T S."

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

2 dozen extra fine HTACIN"THS, in 19. sorts

2 dozen POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, in 9 sorts
2 dozen single sweet-scented JONQUILS
150 newest Seedling' CROCUS, in 50 sorts

1 dozen TULIPS, DUG VAN THOL, red and yellow

I dozen TULIPS, DUG VAN THOL, scarlet
1 dozen
1 dozen
1 dozen
1 dozen
1 dozen

do. do. rose
do. do. yellow
do. VERMILION BRILLIANT
do. REX RUBRORUM
do. TOURNfiSOL

Half the above Collection, 20s.

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWIN G.

SPERGULA PILIFERA.
THE merits of this little Plant for the above purpose being now fully recoCTnised, and having

stood the test of six successive seasons, we have great pleasure in recommendiug it to the netice of
our customers. Mr. Summers, its original raiser at the Crystal Palace Nursery, Sydenham, having made
over to us the entire Stock of new Seed for the present season, we now offer it in packets of

6d., Is., 2s. 6d., 5s., and 21s. Or per Ounce.
"Vfe beg to subjoin a few remarks upon the culture of Spergnla, as practised by Mr. Summers, premising

that seedlings sown last August and September present now a full twelvemonth's jn-owth in advance of
seed sown last spring.

INSTRirCTIONS FOR RAISING SPERGULA.
!>,. ?^£^t Sr^^^^^'*'"?*^"'' ^?'' *i^

^^""^ ^^^.* .?^ ^^"^ ^™"^ ^" ^^^P« ""^ ^ "^^^ f*o throw-off the water in winter), and make
the surface firm with rake, roller Ac. ; spread the seed . thinly over the bed, and with a rake gently stir the surface, after which

?«;fwi'';^rnl'?°f^-'^^'?,"^^^ ^
l""^

""^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^""''^^ *^*^" ^^ ^"^P^'i ^''^^ ^^d shadid with a mat or piece of T7ffanydoub ed the object m shadmg being to prevent the too rapid evaporation of moisture; indeed from the time of sowing until

Ihould^^±a ?v w^^ -^^^^^ should not be allowed to become dry. When the plants are well above ^^diheyWWw^^ i7
hardened, but if durmg the first month the weather should be warm and dry they wUl requke attenUon

™^^of nn.Tn Sw^nT^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^"^^^ P^"*^ ont to form turf in the reserve

ffl^for 1S61.
^ intended lawn. Pull particulars of this final planting wiU be given in our New Seed

ShirW H?hWH'i wT51°? respecting the elegant, mossy, and carpet Uke appearance of this plant, we beg to refer to Mr.S 4 Dieted iS«h^^^^^^ ^l^
^"^ *?^*^ ""^ *^^- ^^^**^° ^ thVCottage GarderJr. Mr. Summers will at any

a^^cSifnThim^^at Ms Nu^^^^^^^
"^ '^^ ^^^^^^"' ^' ^''' i^^^^^ation to parUes desirous of forming a lawn, upoi

^im"L& We rrnUt^et^of''wW purchasing seeda of various Saginag, &c. (which are only

^S^We?aThe seed Sei^ \^?' "".^'^" ^^ ^«^^^' *^^ represented as' being seed of the tr^
S"A«-Cn^Lj'o^^^ P<^^ through tkdr haruUthe^ can warrant

CARTER

N E W SEED S-

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
PETER LAWSON & SON,

27, GREAT GEORGE WESTM W *^r'

ARE NOW SUPPLYING NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING^

Wr^ir®!?;.^''^'*^
qualities of TRTFOLTUM TNCARNATUM, ITALIAN ETE-GRASS, SIX WEEKS

GRASS wr^F.i^' ^^^F^, CLOVER, DWARF BROAD-LEAVED RAPE, MUSTARD, PERMANENT
_ ^^ oi^b.Ds, all carefully selected, and delivered Carriage paid at moderate rates.

JAMES VEITCH. Jun-, Royal Exotic Ntteseet,
Chelsea, S.W.> beg^s to announce that lie has received his

annual supply of BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and ia
pleased to say that they are particularly fine and in excel-
lent CONDITION, CATALOGUES are now ready and will be
forwarded on application.

_J. V,, Jua., desires to impress upon those who patronise
him the |?reat advantage of giving^ ^^^^ their orders earlt,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great
measure upon their be:no planted early tn the season.

CERANIUrvlSj HERBACEOUS AND ALPliME: PLANTS.
ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, Xc.

MESSRS. PARKER ATn> WILLIAMS Leg to inform
their friends and patrons that their new priced and

descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants^
Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the
season, is now publiahed. and will be forwarded post free on
application,—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters aud Homsey
Roads, Holloway, London, N.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
^""^^

THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORICUL-
TURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIBTTS GRAND

AUTUMN EXHIBITION, will be held on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, September 12 and 13, Prizes to the amount of
350^. are offered for Plants, Fruits, and Cut Flowers, including
the Railway Cap, value 10 giiineae, offered for the best
50 Roses, particulars of which may be seen in the Schedule of
Prizes, which can be had on application to the Secretary^
96, St. James's Street ; or of E. Spakv, General Superintendent
of the Exhibition, Queen's Graperies, Brighton,
CoNVEYANCE OF Plants, &c,—Through the liberality of the

Directors of the South Coast Railway, the Committee have the
pleasure to announce to Exhibitors—that Plants, &c.^ for
Exhibition, will be conveyed to Brighton from all Stations and
back whence they came, free of charge-
The Plants, &c., from London must be delivered at Brick-

layers' Arms Station, Willow Walk, Bermondaey, not later
than S P.M., on the day preceding the Show, to be delivered to
the Exhibitors early on the following morning at the Brighton
Statical.

Where Plants are loaded in the owners' vans and carriages;
trucks will be required ; of which notice should be given to the
Superintendent at London Bridge or Bricklayers' Arms, at
least 24 hours before, to prevent cOsappointment.
No van for transit on a carriage-truck, must be loaded more

than 9 feet from the ground,
N,B.^-Vans will be in readiness at the Brighton StaKon on

the morning of the Show, to C4>nvey plants, &c., to the Pavilion,
Exhibitors accompanying their boxes from London Bridge

and Pimlico must have them booked previous to their
departure for Brighton, ^ward Cabpenter, Sec.

BRACKLEY, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

A GRAND FLORAL aio) HORTICULTURAL
^OW, open to all England, without any entrance pay*

ment, will be held at Brackley, on FRIDAY, September 21,
Prizes to the amount of 120t. are offered for the best specimens
of FLOWERS, FRUIT. VEGETABLES, aud MODELS of
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS. The laat day for entry is
FRIDAV, aeptember 14.

Thk following Prizes are Opex to all Classes :—
list Prizej 2d Prize.

For tne best collection of 24 Dahlias, self-i £ 9,

coloured, in varieties -

.

. . , . I 5
For the best collection of 12 Fancy ditto,

j

in varieties.. », ., ,, ..| 3 | 110
For the best 50 Roses, in varieties, three
trusPMofeach

I

For the best 24 ditto, ditto
For best 24 Verbenas, five tnissea of each
For best 12 Stove <v Greenhouse Plaats
For the beat 12 Ornamental Plants
Far the best 6 Fuchsias •

For the best 24 German Asters .

.

Forthebest 12 Spikes of Hollyhocks ,,

For the best 8 varieties of Phlox Drum-
mondii, in pots 10

For the beet 12 PerennkU Phloxes cut
UoomA, in varietieft 10 )

For the best Model Garden ,, ,, 2 \ 1
For the best Model of any Horticultuiul
Building ,. 4 | 2

For the tiest Bouquet of Wax HoweiB
ffor ladies ouly) 10 f 10
The ANNUAL MBFTTING of the NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

AGRICULTURAL SQCIETY will be beld at Brackley on
September 21.

Brackley has a first-class Station on the Buckinghamshire
Railway,— Further particulara and Schedules may be ob-
tained of K, J. RuawtL, Manor House, Brackley-

£ 9,

2 10

5
s
2
3
2
1
I

1

2
1
1

2
1

10
10

10
10
10

10

5

CORDYLINE (DRACiENA) INDIVISA.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
are the ploaanre to announce that ttey have now ready to send out the raagniac^nt

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM
A000U2JT

impow

W ZEALAND,

/^^« ^'t P*'^**'^ ^^ *'^^^ wonder of Nature, which should be seen in its native f;frandenr
^'^n* However Ka q^a^ ^* i.^: t_i_i' i ^«*- ,„v,'^u .^i^^^a^ ».^t-» *.v,« ^^^^..^^^^ «.^»»£.

Being found at a high eleraUon itVuHbr'a ^^y Coasaivatory PItot-«,««5«~u.-S.rw«t^^'Krain^^U|'

%^» i;"«;Zi!^5^ mrougn tne ent

53rj!„?^"^**^ '"th a rich gold^«» two U uiwurpa,^ iQ its tSy

m
of

Nursery and Seed Establislimeiit, Hammersmitli. London, W.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TuEaaAi, Sept. uP"^'^"!^] /^'t Committee)"

t «t St. MarOn a Place Nood
XarunAT — n f Horticultural ( Floral Committeeli.flU»«D*T, — 13( at St. Martin's n«ce Koob

_ #

I
Two or three years ago a plant of one of the

arborescent Aloes, whose leaves were blistered with
dark red spots, was introdoced irom a great public
garden into a private collection ofsucculent plants.

Though the stranger was not perfectly healthy, it

was admitted without the slightest apprehension,

but after a short time, to the surprise or the culti-

vator, other Aloes in the collection, especially

thoae related to A, arborescen$, were similarly

afected, and the disease is still spreading.

Succulent plants, however, of other genera are not

attacked, and those in neighbooriDg houses are la

perfect health.

The progress of the disease, • far aa we can

ascertain from the specimens txansmitted, without

a pcraonal in&pectioa of the houses in which it has

occurred, seems to be as follows : The upper

surface of the leftTW u eprinkkd with mlnate red
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But the Indian farmers

m they for^^flatUsh -sed pust
u^^^^

to -^-^^o^
^^

^y ^^
P

amon- them. It is this which it has been no parttwo lines in diameter. In this condition a few of

the external cells only are affected, the contents

of which are of a bright vinous red, as are also the

walls in a slighter degree, the discoloration

extending even to the minntely granulated

membrane or true cuticle, with which the epi-

dermal layer is covered. Proceeding from the

surface towards the centre, the granular contents

of the cells first show an inclination to collect in

iitUe strings, and ultimately to be coagulated;

and if iodine and sulphuric acid oe applied, t^e

tint which they receive accords almost exactly

with that of the contents of the more highly

affected cells. In some cases these mtercellalar

passives are enlarged and filled with red matter. I

In this condition the malady is confined very

much to the surface, but after a time the pustules

lose their convexity and collapse, and then it a

slice is examined, not only are the contents found

to be affected down to the pulpy tissue which forms

the centre of the leaves, but the walls themselves

exhibit that brown tinge which seems almost the

universal concomitant of decay in the vegetable

world, arising from a chemical change which takes

place in the constituents of the cellulose of which

they are composed.

At this stage the edge of the leaves, even where

there are no pustules, acquires a pink tinge ;
dark

depressed spots appear on the under side, ac-

companied by white dead patches with a dark

annular border, and it is at once evident that the

vital energies of the leaves are nearly exhausted,

and that death must soon ensue. .

Had the disease originated in the house,_ we

Bhould at once have been inclined to attribute it to

some defect in the cultivatioa or to some ungenial

condition of the atmosphere, which might be very

difacult of control even if discovered. But it

appears so plainly from the history of the

case, that the plants must have been atl'ected by

contagion, that we are constrained to form some

Burmise how it may have been communicate 1.

Now it appears on a minute examination of the

cuticle of the diseased plants, that the disease

commences in the stomates. When all the

neighbouring cells aie perfectly healthy, the

granular cmtents of the two cells of which the

stomates are composed are frei^uently of a vinous

red, and from thence, if we mistake not, the evil

ipreads to the surrounding cells, so that at first a

little patch appears conjeiating of a very few cells

only with the stomate in the centre. These cells

are soon elevated above the rest, and as the

affection spreads the full-sized pustules are com-

pletely developed. If this be a correct view of

^heir origin, it appears very possible that on

the decay of the leaves in the plant originally

diseased, some of the diseased contents of the cells

may have been set free and admitted by the

aperture of the stomates, and that these acting as

a slow ferment, the first effect was simply to

induce a bright tint in the contents of the cells,

similar to that which occurs in the autumnal

tinting of leaves. To this succeeds a stimulation

of the vital energies of the cells, inducing increased

growth; and then, as the condition of their con-

tents and of those of the intercellular passages

becomes altered, in turn reaction takes place, the

cell walls become diseased, and then death ensues.

The case is clearly one of much interest,

especially if the view we have taken be correct.

la such a case it ia not poswble to suggest any
remedy except the isolation of every diseased

}'lant. A nseful lesson however may be derived

from it, namely, that we should never introduce
I iato a healthy *tock any plant which exhibiis

marked indications of disease. This would be
obvious enough if the malady arose from parasitic

Vungi, but there is no such pretence in the instance

before us. It is clear however from what has been
stated that even where the tissues are affected by
iatrinsic disease, there may be danger ; and it is

possible that the introduction of a single diseased

Orchid or Pine into a house, may immediately
afiect every one of its neishbours. M, J» B,

of the^'duty of Government to supply.

At last our Lancashire friends have roused

themselves. They now perceive the soundness ol

the advice which has been so repeatedly
_
given

them Mr. Bazley has convened a meeting "Ot

spinners, merchants, and capitalists, for the pur-

pose of discussing the propriety of forming a

Joint Stock Company, Limited, the chief object ot

which shall be to buy Cotton in India of an im-

proved qualitv, and ship it to this country, it is,

moreover, recommended that a Model Farm shall

be established in the East Indies for the cultiva-

tion of superior Cotton for coarse spinning ;
and

another Model Farm in Australia where all

Cottons of the Brazil, Egyptian, and Sea Island

qnalities can be produced. The Mayor of Man-

chester has offered the use of the Town Hall for a

meeting on this important question, to ba heid on

Friday, the 14th inst., at 11 a.m.

The proposed Company is to raise a capital

of 100,000/. in 100/. shares. Of this capital

nine tenths are to be applied to the East

Indies, and one tenth to Australia —a wise

resolution. For although success in India is

certain, it must be a question whether Australian

prospects are so favourable. Of the capability ot

Australia to produce excellent Cotton of the long

stapled and fine classes, equal to Brazils, E-_y^-

tians, and Sea Islands, there is no doubt, but it is

by no means clear that it can do so prohtably.

Colonial workmen are costly, Australian natives

are lazy, so that unless some new supply of cheap

labour can be found, it is to be fearod that the

Cotton districts of N. Holland may be unremune-

rative. AVe look to the result of the proposed

meeting with deep interest, fur the question to be

decided is nothing less than Imperial.

long and thick ; berries delicious, bright red, very

large. A vigorous productive variety, and the

latest.— FcrsatV/ai'se. A very fine variety, raised

by M. Bertin_; bunches long and well filled up;

berries large, light red.

These are all that the French recognise evea

now ; and out of the 9, three are old sorts, and 2

only of any particular merit occur among the

more recent acquisitions, viz. the Victoria, raised

in England, and the Versaillaise in France, both

of which have been for years in the Garden of the

Horticultural Society. The g:reat stride in Cur-

rant breeding which Mr. Prince thinks the

French have made, amounts in reality to having

obtained four new sorts, three of which, th&

Gondouins and Cherry, are of doubtful merit.

Mr. Prince mentions, indeed, several others

of French origin, viz., the Chasselas, Attrocar,

La Caucase, Imperial Koujce, Imperial Jaune,

Fertile de Palluau, Blanche Transparente, "White

Provence, Red Provence, Gloire des Sabloas, Belle

de Fontenay, Belle de St. Gilles, Cerise a longues

Grappes, and Fertile d*Angers.

But we submit that English gardeners maybe

excused for not knowing anything about their

names, seeing that they are unreelgnised in the

Bon Jardinier, the only French authority in the

matter. Mr. Prince says they are ** estimable."

We shall see. A good m^ny varieties caUed

new have been this year added to the collection

at Chiswick, and will be reported upon in due

time. Should any prove to have real merit, Mr.

Prince may be assured that we are not so blind

to our own Interests as to neglect them.

OX SMALL VINEPvIES.

In the present season, so remarkably cold, wet, and

sunless, good dessert fruit can scarcely be obtained

from out of doors ; and in orJinary seasons the supply,

without the aid of glass, is precarious. The owners of

small gardens have not uufrequently to send to a con-

siderable distance before they can procure a dessert for

We find it stated by Mr. Prince, of FlusWng, I -y P-tieuUr occasion. To many who have expenenced

in Moore's Rural New Yorker, an American

Horticultural newspaper, that we know nothing in

this country about the progress that has been made

in improving the breed of Currants; and that

Ti years after three new sorts, very little better

than the Eed Dutch, had been raised by the late

Mr, Knight, only one new variety, the Victoria,

had been produced in England. On the other

hand Mr. Prince mentions the names of 60 sorts

known in the Gardens of the United States, 20 of

which have been obtained by the French, and

3 in the United States.

Undoubtedly many names are to be found in

Catalogues of what are called Currants, especially

if the mawkish varieties of R. floridum and

aureum are included. But in this country we

reject all such plants from the class of eatables,

and confine ourselves to varieties of Ribes nigruin

and ruhruyn; and we suspect a critical exami-

nation of the subject would show that as many

really valuable sorts of Currants are to be found

in England as in any other country.

In one or two points we may take the liberty of

setting Mr. Prince right. He states that the want

of progress in obtaining new varieties of Currant

arose from the circumstance that Mr. Knight

and the Horticultural Society had remained quite

ignorant of the existence in Prance of very

superior varieties, of which Mr. Knight should

have availed himself when comraenciag his opera-

tions. But Mr. Prince forgets that when Mr.

Knight set about improving the breed of Currants

good

dessert "fruit mav be produced in a small garden so as

to furnish, not an occasional, but a daily supply for &

considerable period, may prove acceptable.

PresumUig that a small glass structure can be ertxtoa

the questioi>,Ji^^^ecidfidau.Ji^^_ar4-li]jce
IS t^

species thSF^^ be most easily grown in it to mo«

advantage as regards supplying
^^^«/*^^f

^. ^L;t^
others the Vine is certainly to be prefermijtstu,^

well ripened, is aWays acceptable; it atfnrds a Ion?

supply, for from the same Vine r.pe l^^;"^^«^^"^^^jj

cut for many weeks, whereas from a Peach or Nectmn^

tree the produce ia over in a few days. T^"^ ;W^
are easil/ grown, and may be had

"^^f.^^^^f^^^";;,'^

they require much fuel, and
tl^^^'^.^^^^^^trrof sm^

coniequintly be too expensive for the o^vn rs of smaU

gardens. The Vine, on the contrary wjU n^^
fruit under glass by the sun's rays with the oc^^

assistance of% little fire-heat, and the ^^r^"'^
not difficult, provided some essential P^ °^;P'%.y

known and acted upon, and if such be <ioue the quj^J

11

In short the Vine maybe considered
^^

J'^^
i^to

limited space a more valuable PJ^^l'^^f' ;TlnIy,
account L quantity, quality. ^-i^lXu^'i^
than can be obtained

equid extent of glass

^•f^r^VoTherplaj^-trM
equ.il exrenc 01 gias«. In a small ^^'i^^^J;/ "

ually

long and 12 wide, there might be prodaced an^^^

100 lbs. of Grapes, such as the owner could not parv

for less than 4s. per pound.
„„nntrh aPOtD

The expense of erecting substantially enoa^. ^.
Vinery may be estimated at a sum not e^^^"

.
» ^^

it may be done for less. The fi"'st/*ost
having

^^^

calculated upon, future economy »*^^^"J,^^- in ffb'cb

consideration. It will be affected by the_torra^^^^

f'

\

Knight set about improving tue breea 01 (^urranis consiueracion. ic wui uu a.uc^'^^^ -j , ^^^ jjubb

he bad only the Black, Red, ^hite, and Cham- the^houae is constructed, chiefly as reg
j.^^^afi*

•

pagne to work upon, with a sortcalled the Ferine
; oLl^ll^^f K^^.'^^^.^jr/i^t^nVln

•fi*

"Whenever the question of increasing the
supply and improving the quality of Indian
Cotton has been discussed in these columns, we
have insisted upon the absolute necessity of the
manufacturing mterest seconding the efiorta of
the Indian Government, instead of quarrelling
with it. There is no doubt in the mind of
tho-e who are capahle of forming an opinion, that
India 13 o&oable of nrfM^nmncr t'Mt^n nf a^ good

so that we do not quite see how he is to be blamed

for not having availed himself of what had no

existence in France or elsewhere.

Even now, in 1860, the Bon Jardinier men-
tions only eight sorts, exclusive of Black, viz.

Blanche de Hollande, or White Dutch. Fruit of

excellent quality, transparent, and as large as that

of the Cerise or Cherry Currant. The latter is

described as bavins: large berries, but the bunches

are short.

—

Groseille a fruits roses. This is the

Champagne Currant, and well-known in England.

— Gondouin a fruits blancs. E^.rlier and more

productive than the Common White ; berries rather

small and acid.

—

Gondouin a fruits rouges.
^
A

late variety, with long bunches ; but the berries,

though more numerous, are smaller than those of

the Common Red.—i/iJ^^Vt de Berlin. Avery early

variety raised by M. Rerun. Bunches well

formed; berries deep red, very transparent, and

very sweet.— Queen Fietoria. Baaches loose, but

span-roofed house than for one with an eq"'*^^^ ^^
glass in the lean-to form. It does not aPP^^' ^^
experiments have been made to bear '^'^^T^' gg* »0O

point; but it is certain that a l^^^^*^, ^""^ faciii^
square feet of glass facing the south, and ^w ^^^^
north, requites much more fuel to

n»«»"^Yeep »* ^

'oTS

all facing the south; besides in
P^^?''''^'^"Vre"V'tten'»5

weather a span-roofed house requires nn
^^^^

than a lean-to one ; for. supposing '^"^
^^^^r** o^^

no fire is thousht necessary, bat in tne
^^^^ ^^^^^

sua
night or tow^ds morning a suua^u

j^-^ ^^^
vegetation in ftrtain stages

^'^"^'i„rcomP*r>*!!S
injured in the span-roofed ^^^^^'V'V'.Joiheai^
safe in the lean-to, owing to the radiation 0^^^^
the back wall. Supposing that m a le<in-i ^^5^
the back wall is 60% that of the air of tue

^.^^
whilst the temperature outside the g^!""

^ack ^^1
if the air of the house ^oseB^O^J'l'^X ^^
medium so manv degrees colder ^^'^l^^^rr^eri^
side, it gains 10^ from a surface so much >- .^

c^nal'y as "that of 'the U^Stote's. 'When'^Ver rema^Ubly loirrberHes' 'red, la"rge aii^ of good otTerr Yn thVback wan of a lean-^Lo w^^^

txiK:nmeutshayebeen tried ju^ciously, this has <^xiBMtj.^Rougede IIoUande,^dVatch. Bunches of heat which greatly counteracts tbc en
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bvlhe ffUiss. Hut the case is very different as regards

a span roof. With glass so cold as 40'' on both sides,

and no comparatively hot wall from which heat could

be derived, tlie internal air would soon he cooled

down to nearly 40% or nearly equal to the temperature

of the external air, however low that might be. It

may he observed that the back wall of lean-to facing

the south will acquire the mean temperature of the

internal air, less the amount of radiation from the

outer or north side of the back wall. That amount

will be very little if there is a close shed or other

building at the back. Such there should always be

where circumstances will permit, or otherwise it would

be well to build the wall hollow, or employ other means

to prevent, as far as possible, radiation of heat from

its external surface ; and if this be done its temperature

may even be raised higher than the mean of the air of

the house, in consequence of its absorbing heat from the

san's rays. The heat absorbed from this or from any other

source is retained by the wall till such time as the air

of the house becomes colder ; then, as it is the property

of all warm bodies to radiate heat to the adjoining

colder, the heat stored up in the wall is given out to the

air of the house, thereby rendering the use of fuel

unnecessary in many instances when otherwise it would

be absolutely essential.

From what has been stated it appears that a lean-to

roof is the most economical as regards fuel, and at the

same time it counteracts to a very great extent those

vicissitudes of cold to which Vines or other plants under

span roofs are liable, unless placed under more special

management than could generally be afforded to one

small Vinery. Forone of this description the lean-to form

is therefore to be preferred.

The dimensions of the structure must be determined

according to circumstances ; the width should not be

leas than 10 feet, otherwise the Vines would have too

little scope for their growth. However, that width by
20 feet long would answer tolerably well; but 12 feet

by 24 would he much more desirable; for although by
adopting the latter dimensions the first cost might be
increased, perhaps about 10 per cent., yet the advantage
to be derived from the additional surface of glass would
be equal to 38 per cent., and this not for one year only,

but for as many years as the Vinery would stand.

The site should be chosen so as to command a southern

aspect. The structure may face due south, or to the
sun at any point most convenient between 11 A.M., and
1 P.M. If the whole of the southern portion of the sky
can be seen as low as the horizon, so much the better

;

but this can rarely he the case. Vines cannot have too
much light. If the sun's rays can reach them over the
tops of trees or walls, the height of these is of no con-
sequence 80 long as the sun shines; but when this is not
the case, and the action of light is dependent on the
diffused rays, then the effects are diminished in propor-
^on to the extent of sky that is obscured by trees or
other objects. Mr. Knight found by his experiments,
that the formation of alburnum, or layer ofyoung wood,
4iminished in proportion as he shaded the leaves

;

therefore, in the absence of the direct rays of the sun
the leaves of the Vine will elaborate the sap in propor-
tion to the amount of diffused I'ght, and that this

amount depends greatly on the extent of sky to which
ihey are exposed may be proved by a familiar example.
If before dusk a person is in a room with the window
blind so far down that he can only see a limited portion
of the sky, he may nevertheless just see to read ; and
when he can only do so » ith difficulty, by drawing up the
blind and exposing a larger portion of aky, he can again
see distinctly. This shows that the greater the extent
of sky to which an object is exposed, the more light such
object receives ; and with regard to the Vine, the more
I'ght it has the better it will succeed, for although some
slants are adapted for thriving in the shade, the Vine
« not one of those. A Vine should therefore be place<l
where it will have as full an exposure to the sky as the
nature of the situation will admit.

||

{To be cOTXtinued.)

MYCOLOGT.—No. XXVIII.

AoAEiCTTs L05GIPES, Bull,—Few objects in Nature
*re poftsesaed of more beauty than the subject of our
P'^'ent illustration, though till a very recent period it

"^ not been strictly distinguished from Agaricas
fodieattUf the subject of a former notice, from which
though nearly related, it is clearly distinguished by a
multitude of charucteristic marks-l
Tbe pileua is from li to 2 inches across, or vwy rarely

of Urgep dimensions, and by no means as a general rule
atUmmg the size of A. radicaiu». It is convex and
often mchned to be conical. As it advances in growth

^
"

A^ Ml^'^'^'t
^""^ expanded, nor has it

always a decided umbo, though the boss is some-
tunes very strongly marked.

. The cuticle is dry
a^d even, not gelatinous and wrinkled, and spar-

Itf^^i. 'PfV "i °f
°^^/l^ velvety with short

stiff bristles, which are of a more or less tawnyh^ as IS also the pileus. The border i, occasionally
slightly grooved or striate. The flesh is soft,
yielding, and of a pure white. The stem varies ex-tremely m length and is attached to fallen sticks or

\ri\^ T^.^T ""^ ^^ ^"^'^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^> sometimes
to the depth of 1 or 2 feet, from which it springs in
latle fwcicles or solitary. More rarely it growS on
exposed stamps, rooting into them deeply like^i. radh
««•«. The surface is densely vcjlvety and at length

striate, while the bark is quite distinct from the sub-

jacent substance. The gills are pure white, distant,

and rounded behind, sometimes remote from the top of

the stem, which is sunk into the substance of the pileus

(Ag, collariatus, Corda), but sometimes, where the

transition is more gradual, they reach the stem, and
are slightly adnexed, but not in the slightest degree

decurrent.

The dry and hispid pileus and velvety stem are the

prominent distinctions between this and A, radicatusj

and there are moreover minute differences in the inti-

mate structure of the gills, which were first pointed out

to us by Corda.

The cartilaginous coating of the stem in this and
several allied species is the distinctive mark, in conjunc-

tion with the absolute or comparative freedom of the

gills, on which Fries founds his sub-genus CoUybia,

though a few Agarics are associated with them from

habit and vegetation, in which the substance of the

stem is softer.

A* longipes is not sufficiently common anywhere to

make it matter of inquiry whether it be wholesome or

AcHBlCtra longipes.—From an original drawing.

not. Its principal merits reside in its intrinsic beauty,

and no admirer of nature can gather it without a cer-

tain amount of pleasure. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
The Toma^o.—Bushels of this are annually imported

into our markets, and it is scarcely possible to find

another fruit «hich can be used in so many ways.
^
A

few years ago it was principally grown for making

sauce ; we find it now employed in many culinary dishes,

forming a most delicious auxiliary. My late employer

used it extensively in salads—some eat it raw like an

Apple. In America it is universally eaten so. A
gentleman who resided some years in the States informs

me that the best way to eat Tomatoes is raw. with a little

pepper and salt. Another method frequently employed

is to stew them gently and serve up like any other

vegetable. Ripe Tomatoes may be had at table nearly

every month in the year. Of course such results can

only be accomplished under glass by means of judicious

management, and where plenty of heat is at command.

I gathered ripe Tomatoes early in June from a plant

grown in a 32-sized pot wintered in a moderate

temperature near the glass iu a Vinery. The

seeds were sown about this time of the year, thus

securinjr good sturdy plants, which, with means at

command, may furnish ripe fruit as early as April, or,

at the latest. May. A most important point m the

cultivation of the Tomato is the stopping process, other.

wUe the plant will never set its fruit freely,

IZA "OtW but strong shoots. I stop at the

fir^Toint above the fruit, never allowing laterals to

m"ke any progress. The Tomato reqmres a tolerably

^
I mUt In ordinarv seasons there is no difficulty

["riSit out of doors in England, but reports in

you?co umns from time to time indicate it to be a

Sure to a large extent this season. In this corner of

Sre which is probably as early and ^J^rtde
^

anv other, we generally succeed well with sued

things, bat this sefson the Tomato looks sickly. Kever-

theless, i saw ripe truit oi» a soutti wall tUe other day. 1
have for some years grown the Tomato successfully in

two Peach-houses in any vacant place, either on the
front or back trellis, planting one, two, or three,

according to the space at command, I keep them
closely pinched in ; they occupy little room, and I thus
secure first-rate crops of weU-ripened fruit. John
Mdlington, Winch Kouse, Seacombe, Birlcenhead.

Education of Gardeners.—I consider the remarks of
" Cotton Twist " to be the most sensible that have yet

appeared upon this question. Much that has been
written appears to me absurd, unless we can strike at

the root of the evil and eradicate it, which I greatly

fear can never be done. I am not one who undervalues

education ; but unless educated gardeners can be

assured a better appreciation of their talents, a higher

remuneration for their services, and have accorded to

them a higher "social status" than they now enjoy,

I fear that it will be impossible to bring about a better

state of things. If employers are desirous of having

better educated men, let them prove such to be the fact

by holding forth suitable inducements to intelligence,

and educated men will ere long be found. As it is

gardeners may strive to elevate themselves ; but they

will ever find it up-hill work, for those who meet with

a due appreciation of their talents are few and far

between. If you educate a man possessed of good

morals you elevate his mind, his ideas, and render him
more sensitive to slights and injustice; and woe to him
who becomes so, for he will often be made to feel

keenly and deeply. Such, indeed, has been my case,

and I write from long experience. A gardener often

meets with less consideration than a footman or a

groom, and in fact, is more likely to lose his situation

from some trivial circumstance or other than either of

the two persons just mentioned. I confess to having

held different views in my years of probation, and

plodded on hard at my studies, thinking that reward

would assuredly follow; but no, I find too often that

the best informed are equally subject to the whim or

caprice of their employers, with the

most ignorant of labourers, or evea
more so, and that he is even less

secure in his situation. That I have
not been unsuccessful in the prac-

tice of my profession may be made
apparent by the fact that during the

last eight years of my servitude I

was awarded at the London and Pro-

vincial Shows between 200 and 300
prizes; yet I never made showing a

primary object, and I had to labour

under considerable difficulties, having

an extensive place to manage, with a

very insufficient amount of labour at

command. I effected many improve-
ments, and made the garden partly
self'maintaining, being only allowed a
limited sum per annum to keep up the
place. Yet I found at last that
neither my knowledge nor my exer-

tions availed me anything, and my
dismissal was most unjust, as I could
easily show, were this the place to
enter into explanations. When I left

my situation, I left it in disgust, and
the profession at the same time. I

now serve the public, and I find it much more agreeable
to serve many masters than I previously found it to serve
one. If I had a dozen sons I should be sorry to see one of
them become a gentleman's gardener. To show how some
gentlemen estimate the value of gardeners, I may men-
tion that before I left my last situation 1 advertised

myself as a first-class gardener, fully competent to
undertake the formation of new gardens, the renova-
tion of old ones, the erection of horticultural buildings
on the most approved principles, and act as steward if

required. I had two replies to my advertisement.
One gentleman put me to the expense of going to

London, and never gave me one farthing to help to
defray expenses. I could not in justice to myself accept
his situation, and it was, to say the least of it, unfair for

him to write to me at all. The other gentleman wrote
for my character to my employer and found it fully

satisfactory ; after nearly two months had expired and
everything had been settled except terms, which I
stated at what I considered much too low a figure, his

agent wrote me word that the gentleman did not intend

giving more than 50^. a year. Whether he blushed
when he offered it I know not, but I even now almost
blusli as I write it. An Sx-Oard*ner.

Streptoearpus Polt^ajUhus.—The two plants o£ tbiif,

No. 1 & 2 enclosed, were raised from seed produced by-

one and the same plant, sown in February last, and
have been growing together in a large pan ever since.

No. 1 has been in flower for two months, the other has

hot yet produced a blossom. Three weeks ago a second

leaf made its appearance on No. 1, which induced me to

think that your correspondent at Kew, who a few '^^^
ago, communicated the result of an experiment with the

seed whilst vegetating under the microscope, was not

quite correct in saying that seeds of the said plant

when sown, produced a pair of cotyledons; one of which

remained dormant or perished, and the other became

foliaceous. If you will be good enough to inform me

whether or not 1 am right in thinkmg the f^^}l
produce a superior and an inferior cotvledon, both

becoming under favourable circumstances fohacecu%
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M in No. 1, and whether it is not likely that

No 2 13 a plant or part of one from an inferior

cotYledon. the superior having by some means been

destroyetl, it will greatly oblige. No. 3 is a second

leaf with flower stalks on it taken from another

plant. Luna. [Questions like this can only be answered

aafcisfactorily by watching the development of parts.

It is too late to ascertain whether the second leat is a

second cotyledon developing at last. It may be, or it

may be a new leaf.] ^ ,

Grape$.-ln August, 1859. 1 sent you a few remai-ks

on a crop of Musc-.it Grapes; I now take the liberty ot

-troubliiiir you again with a few observations on the same

house ofMusclts, grown by Mr. Beddard at Tehidy

Park, the seat of J. F. B^^sett. Esq. Last year I

stated that the crop was the best I had ever seen. I had

the pleasure of calling yesterday on ray annual visit.

and was delighted to find (if possible) a superior crop,

both as regards number of bunches and size ot berries.

Mr Beddard thinks the weather this season the worst

for'ripening Grapes he ever recollects. I was much

pleased to find the Vine border covered with glass,

which I think a move in the right direction ; if that

had not been done this season, the roots would have been

chUledby the Ute extraordinary rains that we have expe-

rienced. In my remarks on Tehidy Gardens last year 1

mentioned a house of Cannon H-.dl and Bowood Muscats

which I expected to have seen this season. Mr. Beddard

found, as otber gardeners have before, that to grow

Grapes and Pines tc^ether to perfection is not possible.

I remarked a house and full crop of West's St. Peter's,

which is one of the best late black Grapes; yesterday

I tasted the Muscat Hamburgh Grapes, beautifully

coloured bkck. and fine Muscat flav6ur; and a few days

. ago I tasted the Golden Hamburgh, both of which I

think are first-rate kinds. I find the Barbarossa Grape

not much liked. I am sorry that none of your readers

have answered my inquiry about a Vine sent to me by

the name of " Abie," which I cultivate, but have not

seen the fruit. These remarks relate to the west of

Cornwall. Alexander Tontey, Plymouth,

Orchard ffoitses.—Xs I live in a district where

orchard houses are decidedly the ra^e, and where con-

sequently I have continually the opportunity of

, watching them under the management and treatment

of other people as well as my own, I have thought a

few stray notes of their condition at this season might

be acceptable. There has been generally a great deal

of blight, both aphis and red spider, which has in

some cases crippled the present crop, and damaged the

next season's wood. -Notwithstanding, there is now on

the trees, both in pots and on trellis or walls, a good

crop aa regards number both of Peaches and Necta

variety of tree, Vine, plant, &c., which is contained m
the old and long established nurseries of Europe is

oTown here in the greatest perfection. I am informed

too that the demand is equal to the supply, and that

trade generally is gradually increasing.
^

Whilst visiting the grounds of Messrs. Starks &

Mattison T noticed that these cultivators were parti-

cularly successful in the management of standard Pear

trees. In an orchard of 45 acres, containing about

4800 standard trees, I did not discover even a bhshted

Ira- eh. This is the third season since they were

planted, and most of the trees are in fruit, and many

of them even promise to produce half a bushel each.

Such an early and abundant yield is generally supposed

to exhaust the tree ; but owing to the skilful cultiva-

tion pursued, even the trees now loaded with fruit are

at the same time making vigorous and healthy growth.

That Mr. Mattison is a clever cultivator will be seen by

the article you have published from Moore's Itural

New Yorker last week.

Of seedling Pear-plants grown by Mr. Mattison, 1

send you specimens. Some of them, as you will see,

have been cultivated in the usual manner, others on a

different plan. The latter are root-pruned during the

first season's growth, but not transplanted. You will

at once perceive that the root-pruned trees have, com-

paratively speaking, plenty of fibres, while others not

so treated have only the tap root during the last

spring. Mr. Mattison planted an extensive standard

Pear orchard at Jefferson city, the capital of the State

of Missouri, nearly 1000 miles south-west from

Rochester. Choice varieties of Pears at Rochester

usually command from 9 to 12 dollars per barrel for

shipping to New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Montreal,

&c. At this rate, therefore, the possessor of an ex-

tensive Pear orchard has sufficient remuneration to

make him satisfied with his labour. James ^. Ashley,

15, Ampthill Square, London, N,W. [The operation of

cutting the roots of Pear-seedlinga in early summer is a

dodge we cannot comprehend. We only know that

if we "operated" on young seedling Pears we must

have a hot-bed to make them recover from the shock

to their systems. Seedling Pears in English nurseries

do not make those long tap roots, but in France in the

valley of the Loire they do. If it answers in the

U. States it is a good practice there.]

ocfetfesf*

HoETiCTJLTTTBAX.—^A Special General Meeting was

held at 8, St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square, on

Tuesday last, C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq., V.P,, in the

riikee, but^tbe size is univeraolly deficient, and the 1 chair, for the purpose of electing a new member of

flavour inferior. It ia needless to speak of the cause.

Tliere haa not been sufficient sun to develope the

Sftccharine juices. In one of my houses I Jiave kept a

Iftrge stove burning each n'ght for three weeks past,

ana improved the fliivour immensely. Some gardeners

complain of the fruit dropping before it is quite ripe.

I have had some few instances, but owing, I think, to

the woodlice and ants eating the fruit where it joins on

to the stalk, and thus causing a premature decay of

that part. Apricots are rather scarce. I have, how-

ever, ft fair crop of small gize, and should doubtless

have had more ifthey had been kept drier when stoning;

at that season they dropped very fast. FluuiJ^ are very

abundant, and promise to be very fine. Pears in some
cases a failure, in others a heavy crop. I have observed

that the trees which accidentally or otherwise were
exposed in the open air to the severe frosts of last

October have more or less failed to give fruit this

Beaaon. S, M., Alton, [We venture to ask whose fault

it is that apiiis, red spider, woodlice, and ants kave
injured this crop. Surely not the fault of the house.]

SffecU of the Weather near Cirencester.—All gar-

den produce has become much blighted within the
last two or three weeks ; the foliage of Roses, .\.ppleSi

Pears, Cnrrants, &c, has become almost black. Flowers
everywhere are scarce ; Asters, Stocks, and nearly ftll

annuals are a failure, and show the effects «f a kte
spring. The nights are cold with a north wind,
producing ffuat. Some young Larch plants growing
freely are quite brown at the points. Evergreens are
getting firm in the young shoots, and will transplant
well, eatablisbiTig tbemselvea before winter. W, /. J>,

Council in the room of the late Rev. L. Vernon
Harcourt; and also for the election of various candi-

dates who had been proposed as Fellows. The Right

Rev. the Lord Bishop of Winchester, who had been re-

commended to the Fellows by the Council to fill up the

vacancy, was balloted for, and unanimously elected a

member of Council. The following candidates were
afterwards balloted for, and elected Fellows of the

Society, viz., Mr. W. Baxter, Mrs. J. A. Beaumont, Mr.
T. Castle, Rev. J. Cook, Mr. J. Cuthill, Lord John
Manners, M.P. ; Mrs. Moffatt, Lady Adeliza Norman,
C. Rickards, Esq. ; his Grace the Duke of Rutland ; C. J.

Selwyn, Esq., M.P., Q.C.; Karl Somers, and Lady
Louisa Wells.

Noticed of JJooltg*

Poreig^n Correspondence.
PsAR Gbowing in trb ITnitbd States.—Daring

a late tour la America I spent two weeks in Rochester,
Western New York, and visited the surrounding
neighbourhood; from what I have seen I think I can
ifely say that this is the garden of America ; the soil

being naturally fertile. Vegetation of all kinds is most
luxuriant; owing to the proximity to Lake Ontario,
and the many cataracts on the Gunsee River, which
flows through this city, the atmosphere is always more
homid, and the climate much milder than that of other
localities of the same latitude. There is no place in the
States where a greater variety of fruits tan be success-
fully grown than in the neighbourhood of Rochester.
These great natural advantages do not pass Bnimproved,
&r here, where but 75 or 80 years ago the pautbcr,
bey, and other wild boasts of the forest maintained
Bninterrupted powession, we now find upon an area of

JS
di»mt:ter upwards of 5000 acres of land com-

pactly covered with nursery stock. Almost every

Salmon Fishing in Canada, by a Resident; edited by
Col. Sir Jas. Alexander. 8vo. Longmans, pp. 350.

This volume, which the gallant editor assures us

comes from a very experienced hand, who otherwise

appears to be an Irish gentleman, is written in a serio-

comic style, and illustrated after the manner of Punch.

The author begins by some account of himself, and how
he became a fisherman. After a preliminary educa-
tion in fly-fishing in the waters of Wicklow, he passed
over to Wales, where he succeeded in losing his first

salmon and incurring the indignation of his companions,
a disgrace speedily wiped out by the capture of another,
"a fine fresh salmon wcig^bing 10 pounds."
From Wales w© are suddenly transported to Canada,

where the writer was fishing for 17 years, a period long
enough to enable him to declare whether or not there
is salmon-fishing in that part of the world. The answer
is of course In the affirmative, orjthere weald have been
no need of the assistance of Sir Jas. Alexander in

making the public acquainted with the author's adven-

tures. He, however, complains that in the St. Law-
rence, as well as in other noble streams, the fish are

disappearing owing to the snpinenera of Governments.
" It is a melancholy fact that the extermination of

this noble fish has been commensurate with the

civilisation and settlement of the country. A very
few years back every stream on both sides of the St.

Lawrence from Gaspe and Labrador to the Falls of

Niagara abounded with salmon ; and it Is no small

reflection upon the legislators of the country, that they
have suffered such a valuable article of commerce to be
so wantonly and recklessly destroyed. The spear of the

Indian would never have accomplished this ; the gill net

of the settler woold never have effected it ; the fly of

the angler would have revolted from such an outrage

;

the whole evil has arisen from neglect in thelbrmation
of mill dams. No man in his senses will say that in a
young country any obstruction should be thrown in the
way of the erection of mills; but every man of reflec-

tion will grant that where they are built the rivers

should not be so completely blocked up as to prevent a
single salmon from ascending them,'*

Having premised thus much the reader is introduced

to the main purpose of the volume. The flies that mu^t
be used, the rivers to be fished, and how we are to

reach these rivers, occupy a large proportion of tbe

volume ; to which is added a chapter on whale fishing

in the St. Lawrence, the whole being closed by2
appendix of miscellaneous matters related to salmonine.

We select a whale story as an example of the authors

style. He is describing the chase of a whale ia tiie

St. Lawrence.
" For a considerable time the chase was continued

before either of the boats could approach sufficiently

near to the leviathan to enable the harpooner to deliver

his deadly weapon. Never did I experience more
tremulous anxiety than during the time that the whale
appeared to be coquetting and alternately alluring and
disapjjointing his pursuers; sometimes displaying his

unwieldy bulk on the surface of the water, lyin?

apparently in a state of insensibility, then diving out of

sight, leaving the blue waters foaming white behind him.

"The instant he descended into the water both boats'

crews rowed with all their might towards the spot where

they deemed it probable he wouM again rise to take

breath. This occurred several times, till at last, upon

his rising from his dive, which he did within a few feet

of the boat nearest to our yacht, he received the harpoon

deep into his flesh. Then arose a shout into the skie?,

and the stern cry of * Back all ' from the successful

boat, was answered by a chant from the other,

*' * Laugh at fear !

Plunge it deep, tbe barbed spear I

Strike the lance in swift career

!

Give him line ! Give liim line

!

Down he goes through the foaming brine.'

The instantaneous rush of the infuriated and wounded

fish, tearing the little boat freighted with hnmaft life

through the hissing waters, was terribly sublime. Sudi

was the velocity with which it flew that itliteiallj

cleaved out for itself a channel through the deep, 'a

wall of waters on the right hand and on the left/ whisb

was sufficiently high to conceal the adventurous fishftr-

men completely from our view till they had attwoed i

distance from us of, I should say, about two miles, when

the huge fish beginning to become exhausted, com-

menced to move in a circle and so to return towards qb.

** At this period we perceived that, beside the isdiale

in which the harpoon was fixed, there was anoth^ of a

much larger size which accompimied_ev^j:motrt)n

m

the forttrcrr-tmis'^^TO'^ubieqSiiinyT^^ oM

or cow whale, whose disposition is said to be nnlu and

inoflensive, except when its young is attacked, when i.

is as bold as a lion and manifests an affection which »

truly interesting. On this occasion the old whale «*-

tinued to swim round the young one, to roll over m tte

water as if to allure it from its pursuers evmcmg tbe

tenderest maternal solicitude. T hen as if aware ot Uifi

impending peril of her inexperienced offsprmg, as tte

boat drew near she would swim round her catf m

decreasmg circles, showing the utmost anxiety to ^sw

it seaward, failing m which she
^^^ji^^f*^

**^%^^

waters into foam with repeated blows of the tremendoa

flukes of her powerful tail, causing reverberatimis mi
thousand thunders; and to my astonishmeBt, tor ina«

never heard or read that the whale had any siich aml*^

jumping as high out of the water in proportion wd«

size, as I have ever seen a fively salmon or a spsu-^

trout.
, , ij,—

*

Before taking out all the line from the boat « crwr,

.„!.„?. :« .^\.\^y, flip harnoon was mrnij
the young whale, in which the harpoou -

fixed, beg^n to ascend towards the surface, ^^f^'^
was then hauled in by the men and coiled away m

tub kept for the purpose by the
f
eersman ^

moment the whale came up so as to be e"am«"

breathe and blow, *he went smoking oB ^^-^,.
^^

motive with an express.' The men held ou manmiy^
^

the line, and with oars peaked ready to be seize
^^^

moment, away again they dashed m the trac*

whale. Had they been yoked to a team ot ^ji^^"^
travelling over glassy ice, their rate of

^^^^^'^^^^^gjl
not have been quicker. Aa they flew along

*?.j7^Bk
of the monster, they could see nothing but a wm
of foam, which rolled np before them higher *^.^
bow of the boat, threatening each monaent to over

them,
. ^^

"At length tbe unfortunate fish ^I*»«^^f'^^''iS
when the men hauled up to him and the "^"^^
adroitly darted his lance, a pointy weapon as snwp^

a needle, deep into his flesh; again the poor ^^
made a desperate but short race, at *^*

^ f ggiKtr
he was met by the second boat, which had tep -^
as possible during the chase, and from which ^^,^
another wound with the piercin- ^"^""^ ^lance.

\

I

I

I

f

r

*

t

with loss of blood, which was now spontea lo^ ^
his huge nostrils in torrents, the subdued tnon»^^^^^

became passive, and his captors lay off at sale ^
to wait the last straggle. This was soon ^^'^^'^06
a few moments of convulsive ^"^^""^Vu ^"--oaiidJt«
final spasm which was terrible to see. The surn;^^

waters were lashed into foam, and all P^*"^^., «(>»-

tions of the huge fish's power were as
JP^^^'JIeftit

pared with the incredible strength put forth m
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'flurry/ which however gradually subsided till the

dying monster wearily elevated his monstrous head con-

siderably ahova the waves, uttered a groan loud beyond

conception, and lay a lifeless mass upon the waters,

-which were deeply tinged with his blood.'*

Lovers of fishing, proceeding to Canada, will not fail

to pack the volume among their piscatory memoranda.
r

The Uses of Animals in Relation to the Industry oj

Man. By E.Lankester, M.D., F.R.S. .First Course.

Small 8vo. Hardwicke. Pp. 165.

A very entertaining and instructive book, consisting

of clever familiar Lectures on various matters, delivered

at the South Kensington Museum. The object was to

teach uninformed persons the nature and application of

common things; and extremely well it lias been

executed. The subjecta embraced in the little volume

before us are Silk, Wool, Leather, Bone, Soap, and

Waste. The manner in which the subjects are treated

may be explained by taking a case. We will say

Leathef, Firstly, the nature of skin in general is

explained; then the structure of certain peculiar kinds

of skin ; next we have its chemical condition ; and an

account of the processes that convert it into leather.

I'd expl^n this the operation called tanning is illus-

trated, and the plants which furnish the astringent

substances called tannic and gallic acid employed

in the process. (Here, by the way, a figure

of the Sumach tree, or Rhus Coriaria, is

by a typographical error made to apply to Rhus Cotinus).

Then comes an account of the sorts of skins— skins,

kips, and hides—and the purposes to which they are

applied. Let us quote one of Dr. Lankester's pages, in

order to show how he manages his materials.
" A tree is used for tanning in the United States

known as the Hemlock Spruce (Abies canadensis). It

belongs to the Pine tribe of plants, and is an excellent

substitute for our Oak-bark; but I fancy it colours

the leather. The Larch, another plant of the Pine

tribe, grows abundantly in Scotland, and is used in

tanning J but the leather is a second-rate leather. I

may here remark, that it is always worth the while

of a manufacturer to make a second-rate article, pro-

^^ded he does not obtain by deception a first-rate prize.

Willow-bark, Ash-bark, and the bark of many other

British forest trees, contain tannic acid, and have been

employed for converting hides into leather. There is

a bark brought from Australia, the Mimosa or Wattle
bark (Acacia), which also contains tannic acid. These
are very important facts for people to know in this

country; for you know that we are none of us going to
live the whole of our lives in England. We all contem-
plate one day emigrating; if the Reform Bill is not
pa«se(J, or the paper duties reppaled. or something else
not done as we hke, we make up our minds to emigrate
and large nnmbm of us do emigrate ; and therefore it

is of the very greatest consequence that we should
take with us a knowledge of the arts and sciences, and
the great principles on which our manufactures are
founded, to our colonies. If we had done so at first,

we should have earlier found gold and copper in

Australia, and gutta percha in Hindostan; and many
more colonial manufactures would have been esta-

bhshed, and the trade products of our colonies would
be much more numerous than they are now. Then,
T say, let us educate our boys now, so that when they
go out and see a thing likely to be useful, they may
not pass by it as if they possessed no more sense or

intelligence than the wild animals of the region. By
the diffusion of a knowledge of such facts as these
amongst our population, we shall contribute alike to the
welfare of the colonist and the wealth of the mother
country."

Bat perhaps the Lecture on Waste will be the most
interesting to the general reader. Hear for example
what is said about Wool. After describing the way in

which the " flock " is prepared for the manufacture of
flock paper-hangings. Dr. L. adds:

—

"I would here say one word with regard to the
colouring matters of flock-papers, as it is a matter of

importance. They should not be mixed with poisonous

substances. The greens are mostly made with arsenite
(tf copper; and instances have not been rare of persons
living in rooms where these green flock-pupera have
been used; and the consequence has been, that when
the paper has b^n brushed, the particles of arsenite of
copper have got into the air, have been taken into the
lungs, and {Hoduced injurious effects on the system. I
do not Itttow that it is so deadly a thing as represented,
but xt oeems an imprudent thing for people to live in
rooms corered with theae green papers. Wherever
the«e flock-papers are used, they accumulate a greater
quantity of dust than other papers, and consequently
require to be bnwhed oftener. It U undoubtedly much
the mo«t wue and prudent plan iu ti.e case of paint,
and in the caro of all substances employed in rooms
where persons live, that they should not contain poison.

Thia arsenite of copper has been the source of a
wiety of suffering in many directions. It is some-

rVi? "^-Ti*^^ ^'^T
^^"f«*^t»^^«7' and I have known

children tilled by it. The green fields and green trees
looking Bo pretty, with the white sheep feeding on the
top •£ twelfth-cakes, have been kuown to contain
wsenite of copper. I recollect a case of a nnmber ot
people being poisoned at a dinner-party by eating some
woe m>oeo lUme mange, which had been coloured with
WBCmte of copper. With yeUow orpiment, a sulphide

of arsenic, some boys were recently poisoned by eating

Bath buns made yellow by this substance." <

He next proceeds to the article called " shoddy," a

substance employed for low-priced woollen cloth. "A
material is produced under the name of ' shoddy,'

which is extensively used in the manufacture of clothing

of common quality, such as pilot-coats, ladies' mantles,

druggets, and the cheaper kinds of carpetlnj^. This

material is not made of new wool, but of wool that ha^

been worn and afterwards torn to pieces by machinery.

This shoddy has various prices in the market, according

to the substances from which it comes, and you will find

the specimens Of the material under various names,

such as * black and grey army clippings.' I STippose

tliey are the tom-up clothes of soldiers, who, probably,

have been in the field of battle, and having come "back,

have sold their clothes second-hand. Then we have
* seamed middle white.' I do not know what kind of

cloth that has been. Tlien 'scarlet cloth.' Then there

is * Hamburgh blue-stocking shoddy,' and shoddy from
* black stuffs,' from * brown stuffs,' from * white serge,'

from 'druggets,' and 'carpets.' I mention these names
to show you what a variety of substances are thus torn

up, and made again into new cloth. Some forms of

this shoddy afe called • mungo.' Thus we have 'blue

raungo,' 'brown mungo,' 'grey mungo,' 'claret and
white mungos;' and there are now shoddy marktts.just
as there are woollert markets, and the shoddy tnarkets

are increasing every day. One principal seat of this

manufacture is Dewsbury, in Yorkshire. It has, how-
ever, found its way into Leeds, Wakefield, and to all the
large woollen-manufacturing towns. Those who are
skilled in the knowledge of real woollen cloth can easily

distinguish between it and shoddy. This trade has been
sometimes objected to on account of its appearing to pro-
duce an article of a snpeiior kind with an inferior raw
material; but, after all, you will find that these shoddies
are not sold at the price of superfine cloths, and are good
substitutes for them. The cheap clothing of late years
has depended upon the introduction of this shoddy, and,
provided the price is not larger than gives the fair

profit to the manufacturer, vvc cannot object to it, as it

enables many a man to put on, at least once a week, a
decent-looking coat, who othenvise woald not have a
cloth coat at all; and if the wear only answers to the
price given, I do not think any one can find funlt.

However, I have heard a gentleman say he objected to
stockings of shoddy, which he could not put on' without
putting his feet through them, and to coats that split

up the first time they were put on. In this case the
purchaser mustjudge for himself, for there is no attempt
to sell them a superfine cloth—they are sold as shoddy/*
Thus we see that sliod^ly has .i worse reputation than

it deserves, l^ow can there be a doubt from what we
have said that the treatises before us form an uncom-
monly good shilling's worth P

TaADfi Lists Receivbd.—Loais Van Houfcfc<>, Prix
CowatU, &c.. No. 82 (Price list of Stove Plants), Ghent.—Parker & Williams' (Hollo^vay) Catalogue of Orchids,
Show, Fancy, and Spotted Pelargoniums, Herbaeeong
and Alpine Plants, &c, &c—Vilmorin, Andrieux, & Co.
(Paris), Catalogue des 0^no»Sj &c. [List of Klower
Bulbs and Strawberry Plants now for sale ; the latter

to be in delivery after October 15.] Also Catalogue of

Flower Seeds to be sown iu September,—Hooper & Co*8

(Covent Garden) Autumn Catalogue of Dutch, Cape,
and other flowering Bulbs.

down near tiie lake is another rockery of larger dimen-
sions made of artificial stone, some 12 or 13 feet iu
heiglit. On this are Ferns, Potentillas, Roses, Spergula
pilifera. Variegated Vine, Cotoncoster, Magnolia,
Tropaeolums, Cupressus, and other Conifers, with
here and there water flowing over the locks in
quite a rush. From among the rocks a column of
water also rises some 20 feet in height, giving life

and beauty to tliis department. The walks are
led along the banks so as to catch here and there
views of the water and house. On the undulations
beyond are planted fine specimens of Conifers, Ailantus,

Holly, and evergreens, mostly of Ifirge siKe. These
have been transplanted at all times of the year, and
without the slightest traces of having been shifted.

Masses of Yucca gloriosa, with fine columns of bloom,

formed conspicuous objects near the water. An Arau-

caria which cost 80^. is to be planted here in a few days.

The grounds generally are neatly managed as far as

effect is concerned, and the excellent state in which
they are kept does (xedit to Mr. Rogers, the gardener.

The kitchen garden lie3 up above the house, and
forms to all appearance a pttt-tion of the pltafUre

grounds which surronnd it ; over the intersections of
the v/alks are trellis work and wire arches, covered with
creepers. The centre walk is bordered with Spergula
pilifera on each side; then com»s a ItordffT of Roses
festooned to standards, and aborderoflow flowers, with
dwarf Pear and Apple trees behind them, thus

hiding the vegetable cropping from view.

The Spergula had been sown in July, 1859,

and planted out in September. The ground Was not well

covered ; it appeared to have suffered from the wet,

but hopes were entertained that it would ultimately

cover the ground and be effective. At the end of this

walk is a fine range of houses raised on a terrace, with
a broad walk in front of them and a wavy border of

Verbenas, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Martynra, Age-
ratum, &c. The range is 150 feet long, and is shaped
something like the letter E, the two ends being span-

roofed. The east end is devoted to plants such as Heaths,

Azaleas, &c., flowering plants and climbers. Here were
some fine Grapes; Muscats in particular were g(5od, but
here, as elsewhere, not ripe, owing to the dull weather
we have experienced. Other bouses contained Black
Haraburghs, West's St, Peter^s, Peaches, &c; the west-

end span was devoted to Plums and Apricots, Tliere are

arrangements for a double front in all the Vineries ; the

Vines can therefore be stored in this in winter, and the

houses used for plants ; behind is another long range of

lowstovesforthecultivationof Melons, CucumbcTS, Pines,

&c. The latter are turned out into the beds and locked
well. The Melons were planted in Seakale pans on the
top of the beds, to prevent them from damping. Both
garden and pleasure grounds are well furnished with
water-pipes, with taps, at convenient distances, for
hoses to reach. -iP.

I

Garden Memoranda.
Beeby Hill, Taplow, kkab Maidenhead, thb

Skat op Johk Noble, Esq.—This aflbrds a good

example of successful transplanting and furnishing a

lace in a short time. Four years ago the gardens here

ad little pretensions to distinction, their extent being

little more than 3 acres, and as regards glass that was

confined to one or two McPhail pits. The grounds now
consist, however, of upwards of 15 acres beautifully liiid

out, and contain as fine specimens of Pines and other

fiivottrite trees and shrubs as can be found in places

that have been established for centuries.

Tlie house is situated on level ground about half way
up Taplow Hill, and is set off to good advantage by

means of fine plants studded about in vases, boxes,

baskets, &c. On the south-west side is a verandah

covered with Roses; on the arches are hung baskets of

all shapes and sizes. A glass corridor forming the

entrance from the road, and the entrance hall itself, are

both kept full of beautiful specimens of -^schynantlms,

Woodwardia, Tuberose, Fuchsias, Humeas, Geraniums,

and other seasonable plants.

The general appearance of the new grounds, viewed

from the south side of the house, is vpry pleasing,

advantage having been taken of a fine meadow

in front on the south-west side, to continue the plejisure

ffrounds all round, beginning with a lake of 4 acres.

The soil removed in the formation of the latter was

used to undulate the opposite part, and to raise the

^und where necessaryto block out any ni«nghtly objects

from view Near the house are various beds well uUod

with the usual kinds of bedding plants; in the head ot

t^o S Seds forming supports to a shell

f^^^^l^^^^^^^
saw Gazania splendens, in ^^'l^t.ful condition ; also

some of Centaurea argentea, a fine thing but a httle

'rrse. Next came ft neat r«:kery plated uith

EnXh Ferns, to be covered in with gUss, after the

1 f2i^ ofS of Mr. Veitch, at Chelsea. Lower

Abchekpield and DiaLETOJT Castle Gabuens.— It

was omitted to be mentioned in last notice of these

Gardens that the fourth hothouse from the west end in

the kitchen garden was planted last year with "ayes"
of Muscats farced on a little in pots and then planted

into the border. These young Vines grew prodigiously

strong ; some of the canes measuring 3 inches in circum-

ference, and now there are on them bunches that would

not be a disgrace to the best exhibition in England.

One Vine of a Bowood Muscat, 4 feet long, showed

60 bunches. The Bowood Muscat is a great favourite

of Mr. Thomson's; such promising Vines as those under

notice are certainly seldom seen—not one house only,

but a long range. The bunches and berries are large,

and the colour of both white and black sorts excellent.

Tlie borders frliich Mr. Thomson has made consist

principally of rough dbiy loam, with one-iiftb of half-

decayed leaves, a large quantity of inch unboiled bones,

and a little mortar rubbish. The borders of the early

Vineries ere wisely made inside. To be as brief as

possible, let us say that thia lange of seven Vineries,

three Peach houses, and a greenhouse in the centre, is

very full of promise, indicating energy and skill iu the

manageinunt of it. From Pine pits there are produced

annually about 120 finit. Taken as a whole th* Pines

are perhaps unsurpassed for excellence. Many of

the truit of Queens and Black Jamaicas will wei^h from

3 lbs. to 5 lbs., and the smooth Cayennes from 5 lbs. to

7 lbs. A new kind of Pine, "the Hurst House Seed-

ling," is grown here. It is dwarf in habit and is

reported to produce very large fruit from small plants,

Mr. Thomson is endeavouring to fruit some 12 of this

sort, which lie ha^i lately bought with a view to get a

stock of it. A. P.

Miscellaneons.
De^Hko/Ur, Bobert Errin^fon.^We have to record

with regret the death, afwr a lingering illness, of this

excellent gardener, which took place on the 27th ult, at

Oulton Pai-k, near Tarporley, the seat of Sir Ptihp de

Malpas Grey Egerton, liart.. M.P., whom he faithfully

served for 32 years. To other good quaktwi Mr.

Errineton added that of a sensible and clever writer on

most suhjecu cottoected with practical gardening ,-

horticultural UteVatnre, therefore, not les» than a wide

circlo of private friends, fcas susUined a severe loss by

'"Vjr-^fi/^W «. Arabia.~ir it will .fford any com-

fort to those in Ceylon who are suefenng from the
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ravages of the bug. white or Hack, we can assure them »^«f»l '%'";^";s
"7dew7pDear'"on"any of the soft-

1

that'm Arabia tSe effects of the « blight ' have been bous^e S^""^*
-J-^f^fXh the floJers of sulphur.

fitUl more disastrous. From a Report on tlie Trade of

Aden for 1859-60, which is generally of a satisfactory

character, we gather that the Coffee trade has heen

almost annihilated. The value fell from more than

100,000?. to 6000/. Captain Playfair thus records the

fact and traces the cause :—« In 1858 59. there was a

fallino- off of upwards of 10 lacs in the value of Coffee

exported and imported, and during the year now under

review, there baa been a further decrease. This is in

consequence of a blight which attacked the plants, just

as the berry approached maturity. This disease is not

confined to the Coffee plant; the Vines and other fruit

trees are similarly affected." Periodical T^l'^l^ts in

articles of large cultivation seem inevitable, bulphur,

saltpetre, or lime dusted over the trees and tar ouned at

their roots seem to be the best remedies, liut the

application of each—save in the case of the tar—is very

expensive. Ceylon Ovei-land Observer,

Textile Materials.—The collection of Bbres prepared

bj Mr Duncan, Director of the Botanical Gardens,

captivated the serious attention of the public. Several

were remarked for their strength, and what must be

most encouraging to those who would be mclined to

direct their attention to that branch of industry is.

that the richest fibrous matter is yielded by these very

plants which are most common and thrive in the poorest

soils. Then the Aloe, the Pine Apple, the numerous

species of Sida or Mallows, vulgarly known as herhe

*a halai, herhe a panzer, faux the, &c., which grow m a

wild state in every part of the island, even in the streets

of the town, are the plants which would yield the best

fibres and could be easily procured. The Sanamer

graines, which attains such an enormous size, is accord-

ing to Mr. Duncan, the kind which yields the strongest

fibre. We have already communicated to the Society

the results of experiments made, we believe in 1854 or

1855, by Mr. Nathaniel Wilson, Director of the

.Botanical Gardens of Bath, in Jamaica, to ascertain the

quantity of fibres which could be raised on a given

extent of land planted with Bananas. Now that the

gabject appears to have excited more interest we think

it sufiiciently interesting to refer to them again.

According to Mr. Wilaon an aero of land planted with

Bananas at 10 feet apart will contain 435 plants

yielding the first year as many bninclies of fruit

worth M. each, or •• , •*}5}I5
Each stem would also yield 1 lb. of fibre, worth 6rf. . . 10 17 6

£21 15

:^^Mr[^r^^\^nJ^^ i^the show
I

together. Stir the surface of the soil deeplj^m^
useiui lor lui-vnig « _ & J

. _i< iu^ „«o-_ I growing crops to admit air to the roots, and keep down
weeds. Recently planted Strawberries will be benefited

Total for the year

We may, says the author, during that year plant

between the rows of "Bananas, Yams, Maize, Peas,

Swe*»t Potatos, &c., worth at least 20/., which would

raise the produce at the first year to 41Z. 15«. 'Ibe

second year each stem will produce fresh shoots which

will double and even treble the crop of fibre. It is said

that the quality of the fibre is much finer if the

Banana is cub down before it has borne fruit. These

estimates appear to us rather exaggerated, for Mauritius
'

ftt least. Perhaps the Aloe, which may be planted

'much nearer than the Banana, would yield on the same
'

ex'ent of land, a 1 r^^er quantity of fibres. And we are

of opinion that plantations of Aloes and Pine Apples

would be most easily made and most likely reach to the

attainment of the desired result. The Aloe grows in

diy arid places, where other plants would only be reared

with great care and plenty of manure. It is not the

same with the Banana, which requires a rich soil and

moisture. It has also been remarked, that far from ira-

poverishing the soil, the Aloe improves it considerably,

and were it not for the difficulty of extirpating it, would

form an excellent rotary crop previous to replanting

Sugar Cane. As to the fibre, the samples exhibited last

yew by Mr. Deiperlea and this year by Mr. Duncan
prove the excellence of its quality, which however has

ftrtig been known. It only remains to be ascertained,

and that experience alone can show, if labour is not so

expensiye, and if the prices obtained in England would
leave a remunerative profit- According to our corre-

spondent in London, Mr. J. Morris, it is worth 50^. the

ton. On the other hand the fibre of the China Grass

(Boihmeria nivea) which grows vigorously at Pample-
mouweft Garden, Is estimated to be worth in Iiondon

These, however, will yet be mostly out of doors where

mildew is seldom troublesome, hut they must

be guarded against getting too wet at the root.

Get Azaleas that have set their buds tied into form, m
order to give them a neat appearance. Attend also to

staking and training of other things as leisure can be

found for that purpose. Look carefully after red spider,

or anything found to he liable to its attacks, and see

that it is eradicated before the plants get disfigured.

It is easilv got rid of by laying the affected plant on its

side and well washing the under sides of the leaves

with the engine, applying the water with as much

force as the foliage will bear. Shake out and repot

Pelargoniums that are sufficiently advanced after having

been cut back, keeping them rather close and moist

until they strike into the fresh soil. Plants however

that are fairly established after repotting can hardly be

too freely exposed to air or kept too cool. Let Cinerarias

also be kept cool and moist, and attend to repotting

such as may require it. Primulas must also be carefully

attended to, in order to encourage them to make rapid

growth, particularly the double varieties.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.

PiTfEEXES.—Any of the stock in pots which may

appear to require repotting should be examined and

shifted at once, if that is found necessary, in order that

the roots may get hold of the fresh soil before short

days and long nights set in, when it will not be safe

to encourage growth. And any necessary re-arrange-

ment of plants growing in the open bed should also be

effected as soon as possible, as with a little care this can

be done at present with very little risk of checking the

plants, so as to throw them into fruit, and there is also

plenty of time to get them well ^tablished after

removal before the dormant season. Encourage plants

expected to show fruit next January to make vigorous

growth, for these should be sufficiently advanced by the

middle or end of October to allow of keeping them rather

cool and dry through November and December, so as to

check and thoroughly ripen their growth, as unless this is

attended to there will be considerable risk about getting

them to show fruit at that season. Plants which have

been prepared for fruiting, and which it is desired to get

up at once, should be encouraged with a moist warm

atmosphere, keeping the soil about their roots in a

healthy state as to moisture. Some dislike to apply

water at the root in the case of plants that have

been kept dry for a time to check growth, and with-

hold it until the fruit is perceptible; but this is a

mistake, causing loss of time as well as injuring the

plants, as unless root action is encouraged, plants

cannot be expected to start freely. If artificial treat-

ment must be resorted to in order to get the plants

to fruit at the desired time, there is no method^ so

certain or so little injurious to the plants as keeping

them cool and dry for a month, exposing them to as

much sunshine as the foliage will bear without scorch-

ing, and then affording them a moist warm temperature

and a brisk bottom heat, giving sufficient water at the

root to properly moisten the soil. Take off and pot, or

plant out suckers at short intervals, as they can be

obtained of sufficient strength, for having a regular

succession of plants is the most likely way to secure a

regular supply of fruit.

ViNBBiES.—Take advantage of the present compara-

tively dry weather to give air freely in houses where

the ripening of the wood is the object aimed at, and if

a little fire-heat is used, with air, this will be much more

efficacious now than later in the season.

by occasional applications of manure water. Get spare

ground manured and dug or trenched for another crop

whenever time can be spared for that kind of work.

C0TTA.GER3' GARDEN,

High cultivation amongst all green crops will amply

repay any extra labour it may require.^ Hoeing or eveu

forking amongst growing crops, provided the roots are

not injured, is highly beneficial to the plants and will

prove a sort of fallow for successive crops. As has been

before recommended, sow every spare bit of ground

with Rye and Vetches, which, where a cow is kept, will

be found useful.

STATE OF THE WEATHEK AT CHTSWICK, NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Sept. 6, IS60, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeui

Auifuat.
and Sept.

Baboh

FrirUj 31 O

STIB. I "Of the AJT.

HPBBATDItK.

t

Satur.
Sunday '2

Mon. 3
Tuei. 4

Wed. 5
Thurs. 6

ATerafce.

.

15

16

17
18

19

20

Max.

29 541

2'J.764

29.9-20

3l).05'J

30.157
30.199
30.348

Mia.

29.4S2
29.7-;7

29.842
3i).o:u

311.1X5

30.175
30.301

29.956

Max.

fi9

71
7i

71
69
70
63

Min.

40
37
42
44
38
53
37

Mean

.U.5
54.0

56 5

57.5

53.5

61.5

50.0

e^artb

I footja feet
lieep deep.

69.1 ' 41.& t 55.3

61

60
60
6ii^

601
60
61

60.4

58

58

hi

5S

58:

58i

Wind

SSJ

S.W.
W.
S.W.
N.
N.W.
W.
N.E.

a

M
.00

.00

M
.00

.00

'10

August 31-Finc; rery fine throuffhoat,

Sept. 1-Heavydew fine; clear and cold.

— 2—<;iear; quite cloudless; fine; cloudy ; liKBtDiBK at ni^ht.

— 3—Fine; very flne; clear.

— 4—LiKhfly OTPrcflst; veryfinci cold at nijrnt,

— 6— Fine; cloudy and calm; overcast.

— 6—Uniformly overcast; fine; aliKntly overcast; cold.

Mean temperature of the week,:ii deg. below the aTcrane,

KECOBD OF THE WEATBER AT CHISWICK.

Daring the last 34 years, for thelenaumK Week, ending Sept. U, ISSO.

September,

Stinday 9.

-

Mon- 10,^

Tues, 11"
Wed. 12-.

Thura. 13,.

Friday U..

55^

<a * g

Satur. 15.. 167-1

68.7
69.7

68.4

68.7

67.7
66.7

Aj ^ U

48.7

46.9
45.5

46.3

45.9
46.4

46.5

58.7

58.3

56.9

57-0
56S
56.5

56.8

No. of
Tears in

which it

Kained.

15

18
10
14
15

17
16

Greatest
Quantity
of Kain.

1.09 in.
1-27

0.68
0.49

4t)

0.84
0.63

"WbJT"

tH

2
4

2
I

1

^

&

4

5

5
3
5
5

b3
I.

2

4

I

1

7
6
51 3

3

1

3

4

21

OQ

6

6

4

1

3

'i

7

10

9
7 i

i

6(814

41 a &

i

9

H

The highest temperature during the al)OTe period o^nirred on the l|tK

isis-therm. S6 dee.; and the lowest on the 9th, 18al, Uth, ISj4, iiid

12th, 1848-tberm 31 dey.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIE3.
If it 19 found that anything in the way of cuttings is

insufficient for the demand likely to be made upon it,

not a day should be lost in getting in more cuttings of

it. If howeTer there is a reserve stock of strong plants

in pots, which is safe practice where a large quantity of

bedding material is required, and where there is proper

convenience for growing and propagating in spring,

these will furnish a large quantity of cuttings next

March, which will form equally good plants by turning

Notices to CoTTespondents,

Cherbt Leaves : 5 ff. They have all the appeamtice of haiing

been grown in some heavy wet undrained or lU drained

land. The insects are male aphides, which have done no

harm.
,

Fuchsias : WJG- Next weeic.

Fungi : SCO. Your Fungi are so withered and so completely

incorporated witt the cotton that they ^^^^^"^^.^/^^^^
recognition. One of them, however, seems ^^^.'^^^'^

a preventive. M J B.
. j p „ v».««

intensely bright scarletflowers, place it at the bead or an

hardy flowers of the autumn.
_!,„„„« ^^Tifl

GLADIOLI : T. Some species are hardy, some greenhouse, now

atove plantH- . , . /

HEATiKo: Ryde. We do not ^^-P-^^^^
^^.^J^SK

the plan you propose to adopt Any small nouer

buy the cheapest: and V«\*-*"°\rP^;n it
boiler, whatever you use. is tboyo"^^ J ^„lhuni nlMnat

Ice-houses: Country Sub. You w 11 find three excell«itp^^

p. 6 of our volume for 1S57. We will go mto the subject nex

La"^? Stbawberktes : Peterborough. CuthUrs rrin^^^^^^^^^^^

may perhaps
and is a very
Strawberry grower) states. " i nav« «-"-r-

ji^ j^
CuthiU's Prince of Wales to-day {3ept. 1} ,

it « ^"

I have.":
^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ natans.-.?('f«**'

OF

mouasea Oarden, is estimated to be worth in London ^^^ time as cuttings put in now. In the case of such
Warn ftOr to

\20J
the Ion. Trajuactions of the -Koj^«2 things as Ageratums. Heliotropes, and dwarf Lobelias

Society

**

Calendai of Operations.
{For f%e ennting wee};.)

« PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoySBHTATORT, &c.—Hyacinths and other Dutch

bulbs should be procured and potted for early forcing,

and even, as we have before stated, where that is not

intended tliere will be a better chance of getting good
bulbs now than later when all the best shall have been
selected by early purchasers. Small Orange trees in pots

for forcing for winter decoration should now he fully

exposed in order to get their wood well ripened. The
Mandarin being a free grower with a dwarf bushy habit

and small foliage, and a most abundant bloomer, is pro-

bably the best for this purpose ; but any of the varieties

flower profusely provided the wood is thoroughly ripened
in autamn. These and Daphnes should be grown largely
wherever sweet scented flowers are in dcmtind in
winter. Take care also to have nlentv of Salvia

I things as Ageratums, Heliotropes, and dwarf Lobelias

I
it la useless wintering young stock, as these grow so

' freely in heat, and are so easily propagated from soft

cuttings that a few good sized old plants which require

but little room or attention in winter will furnish a

very large quantity by turning-out time. See however

where there are not plants to furnish spring cuttings

that, as has just been stated, plenty are got in at once,

so as to provide while it can be done against the risk

of being short of stock at planting-out time.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Take advantage of dry days to get Celery earthed

up, first thoroughly soaking the rows with manure
water ; also apply quicklime where slugs are trouble-

some. On heavy soils it is sometimes necessary to

surround the plants with sand or sifted ashes to prevent

their rotting off" in winter, which they are apt to do if

surrounded with soil that holds much water. Where any-

thing of this kind is necessary it will be advisable to defer

earthing up till late in the season, as frequent soilings

of this sort would be very troublesome. Also pull up

Onions where ripe, and get them thoroughly dried.

Thin young crops of Turnips, Spinach, »S:c., before they

become weakly and drawn through standing too closely

-. i^i-A^: J £™. i-otamo^iu.
Vspenum B«»-

Hemiock-Conium maculatum.-C Q. /-SP'*"'
La,tre«

muraria.-i? L. 1, Lastrea •PV^"!?^^: ? fdJ: 5 ptfirii

criatata: 8, Lastrea dilatata : 4, Lastrea Filix-mw , .

aquilina; 6, Athyrium Fihx-fcemma. - ^t-
j^^ ^e

amethystoglossa. and Polychilus Comu c«m. » P^^j,^

never saw alive before.-S Devon. 1' *
S,,nelU tuiW •

dioica; 2, Geranium Robertianum; 3- ^"^'^epeta. u^
4. Scolopendrium officinarum.—i^om. ^^ ?"™®A™2um; %
determinable without leavea : 2, Cerastium ^^^^,
Atriplex hortensis. We should P^^^L^'^ulthrt*
Pernettyas. Vacciniums. Cephalotaxus ar"P^^„e pontica.

Shallon, Aucuba japoniea. Daphne cne> rum, uap"" r ^y
PwiTS Benthamtawa : CP. As your plant ^p^^iJ^ dr»«*

certainly replace the leader by gradually and
*'»"J."^i next

ing upwards the strongest lateral that is to oe i

mjcw
the dead leader. Both I-aurus Sassafras and ^*fvj. f^Ddon:
phylla arc perfectly hardy in the neighbourhood 01 **

and will doubtless be equally so in your countv.
^.^j ^

Thi Princess Frederick William Strawberbt (^^i^^^rrj

Mid by Mr. Thomas Shortt to be the best e^iyfij^bemef-
in cultivation and earliest, and an extraordinary ^^.^

This corresponds with the statement in ^"'"{'I^rcJnj,
new Catalogue, where it is recommended for ^'J\,

^^
j^rt

Vine Mildkw : A. M. Last year your Vines are s'Jrnotiritb-

b«en mUdewed, and are this year as badly
^.^I^-Jgt'a Coc»'

standing your having applied, in spring, ^'.^°
t^rt h*i

pound, 4 ounces to the gallon; and you "^^"-7 prope"?
sulphur. The latter is an infallible remedy "^ ^^
applied, that is in good time, and in "P^.*^ "- pnm^^
evil is done for this sea-^on. But when your

^"^*7„iph[ir, »*
wash them with a solution of soft soap ana su t ^ ^^
powder them all over with flowers of sulphur as

^.j,^
buds begin to break, and subsequently. ^^ "^. ^^^,l
mildew makes its appearance ;

you must P^^JT^ Mu-hr«"*
WoonucE: Wdwmi. Mr. CuthiU stat^ss that m ^^^^t

houses he finds boiling water to be ^^^^f^^^^U^et^SL
must, however. on\v be applied round thead^

t« ^^
bed and the wall or it wiU kill the Mu«h«^'"^ "?«»**»
should be rounded a little in the middle so a« WF*

running on to them..{

f

{
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MANURES. &c.— Manufacturers t

A 'lid othVrT^ga^in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES '

-^
obt^ ev?ry Itcessary instrSctio^ for t.hair economical

^nd Chemical College,

ienninEfton, London, S. Analyses oi poils, Gu-)^no9, Snperpbos-

BhSes^ Lime, CoproUtes, Ac. . and Assays of Gold Silver, and

&r Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch

Semen desirous of receiving instruction m CheziW

Sysls and Assaying, will find ample faciUtyand aceommoda-

tion at the College.
^

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
^'^ ^ - MANURES :-

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best q^i^lity.

DISSOLVED BONES, asd BONE MANURE fob

PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE fob AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article ^/SSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both ot tne

soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

The London Manure Companyr also supply P^^^^JJ.^^^
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRAlfcjOF

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

na. Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw Fcrseb. Secretary.

BUKNARD, LACK, and CO/3 CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

phoBpUoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tnbasic

Phosphate of Lime. , . i ,„ *.,

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal m value tc

^^oKseMlnuresBr.Voelclcer says:-"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the ve^

high agricultural and commercial^ value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the
^^^^ ^^^J^^.^^

Chemists to the Royal Agi-icultural Society ^'^h Testimonials,

Prices, Ac., may be had on application to Burnakd, Lack,

A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

I
AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manufactured

J by Mr. Lawer for the present season, 18^0, are now ready

aiiTTOT^ at. hi« Viif^hnries at the following pnces :—
r>

6
5

for delivery'at bis Factories at the following prices

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE •• ^.
'• ^^

SUPERPHOSPHATE Ci- LIME 6

;; MINERAL I
LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE «

MANGEL MANURE »

GRASS MANURE «

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-

pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to cost of carriage.
, , - u. ii. «f

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk ol

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their

report with analysis are given in full in circular, te be obtained

on application ut the Ofi&ces, or of any of Mr. Lawe.s s Agents.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American Cakes at market prices.

Address, J. B. Lawes. 1, AdclaidePlace, London Bridge, E.C ,

Alid LifiTey Buildings. Eden Q'-ay. Dublin.

" NORTH HANTS SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

HENKY JESSE returns his sincere thanka to his

AericuUural friends for the'very increased patronage he

is receiving in the SEED. CORN, anh MANURE TRADES.
H. J. U fully aware of the great importance which attaches

to supplying Seeds and Manures of the best quality, and

WBures his friends that no exertion shall be spared to supply

«uch articles only as may be confidently relied on.—Railway

Stores, Bamngstoke; and 100, Seed Market, Mark Lane,

London, EC.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.
TUPPS NE\V HORSE and CATl^LE FOOD.—
t) Quality guaranteed by Dr. Letheby's Analysis, in b^gs,

35«. per cwt. , or Id. per feed of half a pint. Also,

JUPFS NEW PIG and POULTRY FOOD, 16». per cwt., or

\d. per feed of one pint, in sacks of 2i cwts, each.

Both the above delivered Carriage Free to any Railway

StitioEi in the kingdom. Original Tegtimonials to be seen at t/ie

Offiee, and copies sent free on application to

W. A R. JuPP & Co., 6. Cross Lane, Eastcheap, London, E.C.

GENUINE T03ACC0 PAPER FOR FUMIGATING.

H APPLEBY (Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son,

• Dorking) takes this opportunity of informing his

Patrons and the Public that he has now a FBEan Supply of the

above on hand in packeU 4 lbs. each, at U. 3d. per lb. A
Uberal discount allowed to the Trade. Testimonials that

will guarantee its quality may be had on application.

Sheet Iron Pota for fumigating. 3#. U. each.

N.R. All orders to be accompanied with a Post Office Order

pavablo to Hesbt Appleby. Dorking, Surrey.

o u

JOHN FOWLER, Jttn.. 28, Cornhill, Lonaon, E.G.—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CAIA-

L0GUE3 containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

AGRICULTURAL atjd GENERAL MACHINERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. BUBOESS & Key, of 95, Newgate Street. T/mdon

E.C, invite the attention of the Public to their large and

choice Stock.
^^

REAPING MACHINE—PRIZE REAPEPv,
And the beat in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &

Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

LAWN -MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS anb
KEY'S

Machines are the most simple and effective yet introduced to

the public, and at a lower price—16 in., U. ; 19 in., 6L lOJt.

;

22 in , 11. ; including box of tools. &c., for sh.irpenuig. Garden

Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always m stock.

RANSOME AND SIMS. Ipswich, continue to give

their best attention to the manufacture of the niost

Modern and Impr:>ved AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
R &S have long been celebrated for combining m their Agri-

cultural Machinery the utmost simplicity, durabitity. efficiency,

and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the

maintenance of these important principles ™^^veT7thing

which they manufacture. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
post free, on appUcation to the Orwell Works ; or to their

Londou Agent, Shefpard Raxsome, 31, Esaox St., Strand, W.C.

TRANSPLANTING MACHINES.
~

WANTED, bv the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
OP LONDON, a TRANSPLANTING MACHINE, that

will carry 10 tons ; also a smaller one that will carry 6 tons.

Address, stating price and particulars, to Mr. Geo. Eyles,

Kensington Gore, W. .pa
N.B. Second-hand ^Tachiues, if in good condition, preferrea.

AWN AUnVEUS, ROL-
LERS, WATER ENGINES,

CHAIRS, TABLES, and every

description of Garden requisites .

~^URDLES, GATES , WIRE
FENCING, Ac.

CARTS, MOWERS, HAY-
MAKERS, HORSE RAKES,
DRILLS. PLOUGHS, &c.

STEAM ENGINES, THRESH-
ING MAOIUXES, HORSE
WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, &c.

/-COLLEGE OP AGRICULTUHE and CHEMISTRY.
\J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 3T and

38, Lower Kenningtnn Lane, Kennington. London, 8.

Principal—J. C. Nbsbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., .fcc.

The system of studies pursued in the College compi-ises every

branch requisite to prepare ynnthforthepursiiitsof Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for 'the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promv'^ly '^^d

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

K. HUCKMAN, I'rofessor of Geolocry and Rotany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consviltedin all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thi Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water

Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements m Pasture,

AiuUyaes of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor BrCKMAN, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.
'

~ TO A R C H I T E C T S.

T70RKSHIRE AGRICULrURAL SOCIETY. 1860.

X -The Council of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society offer

the following PlilZES for DESIGNS and PLANS of COT-

TAGES and FARM BUILDINGS :—
Cottages.

1 For the best Plan of a Double Cottnge, containing

not less than 3 Bedrooms in each; the cost not

to exceed 220/. the pair .
• •

2 For the best Plan of a Dotible Cottage, contammg
2 or 3 Bedrooms in each ; the cost not to exceed

1801. the pair •• •

3. For the best Plan of a Single Cottage ; the cost

not to exceed 1201 .-- ,'• "^

4. Tlie best Phm of a Pair of Cottages, of irregular

design ; the cost not to exceed 2101 10

For the second best ditto • „°„p„
Plans to be sent in to the Secretary on or before NOV tiM-

BER 15. ^ o

1. For the best Plan of Farm Buildings, adapted for

a Farm ofnot less than 500 acres.. .- •. -^0

N.B.—TlJO prize in this class will not be

given to any plan which docs not provide

for the use of steam power.

2. For the best Plan of Farm Buildings, adapted for

a Farm of 200 acres -^

Plans tf» be sent in to the Secretary on or before DECEM-

Forparticulars and conditions of competition, apply to

John Hannam, Secretary.

Kirk Deighton, Wctherby, Sept 8.

£ s. f?.

26

25

t. d.

PUMPS, CHURNS. MANGLES, BINS. Arc.

Price Lints free upon application to

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO. LIMITED.
Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.

1 1 S H U R S T C O M P
"PATENTED,

FOR PREVENTING AND DP-^TnOTI^O

G N D.

RED SPIBER
THRIPS

ERICAN BLIGHT

MEALY BUG I MILDEW
SCALE GREEN and BROWN
ANTS FLY

BED BUGS, Ac.

And useful in winter dressing.

Contains no deleterioTia ingredient.

Hafl received the siinctlon of the Gardening Press, aea
Oantjmrr$' ChronieU of 9th April and 16th July, 1359, and
•Cottage Gardener.** 12th July, and has been favourably re-
ported cm. »nd la used by eminent gardening authorities.
»mong whom are-

Mr. Judd. of Althnrp Gardens
Mr. Rivere, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr. Edrannds, ofChiswick House Gardens
Mr. Colliuson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgeware Road
Mr.Jas. Veitch.jun,, Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

GREEN'S PATENT PAR-
VUM MIRACULUM. deli-

vered free at all the principal

Railway Stations and Shipping
Porta m England. Price to cut

12 inches, 41. 10«., including pack-
ing case.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN
MOWERS have proved the best

in all cases of competition, and
have carried off all Prizes given.
See previous Adverti-'^ementa in

the Gardeners' Ch rov icle and
"Cottage Gardener" the early

part of the year.

For Illustrated and Price List;

apply to Sniitbfield Iron Works, ^ . _.

I^eda ; or 2, Victoria Street, Holborn HiU, i^.-ndo». W.C.

LAND D^A T N AGE,
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way of rentcharge on the estate created fur varioua

terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

tethe circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation. Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a aimilar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. 8.W.

ryiHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMI'ANY.—
1 Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 13j3.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Lasdownkr-s. the Clergy, Estate Agents, Slrvetors ic-

IN Enolakd and Walks and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company**
Amendment Bill, 1359, has receivecl the !*anction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being litiuidatcd by

a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Driinage, Irrigation and Warping. Enibunking, Incloslncr,

Clearing, Reclamation, Plnnting, f<»r m\y beiiefitial pur-

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigiition.

2. Farm Roads, Tmmwiiys and Railroa-ia f^.>r agrictiUunil or

farming purposes.
«u k i

3 Jetties or Landing pl.ices on the sea coast or on the banks

ofnavlgable rivers or lakes.
. ^ ., j

4 The erection of Farm Houses. Labourere CottAges, and

other Buildings required for Farm purtMwee, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purpose*

M"
ANCHESTER AND LIVEKPOOL AGIMCUL-
TURAL SOCli:TY.-The TIIfRTEENTH ANNUAL

SHOW of Homed Cattle. Horses, Sheep, Pigs, ^P*;;i'itry,

Vegetables, Seeds, Roots, Cheese. Butter, Cottagers

Produce. Implemente and Machinery, ^^ "fee., wi Uke
place at Bolton on WEDNESDAY the 12th, and THURS-
DAY, the 13th of September. Premiums amounting to neariy

lOOOi., (including considerable Special Prizes) will be compe ed

for on tliis occaaiun. (Entries of Stock, i-c., closed on the

15th instant.) The show yard will be open to the P"W>c ^y

Tickets on WEDNESDAY, the 12th September from Ten to Six

at 2,. 6d. each, and on THURSDAY, the 13th, from Eight to

Four (when the Show will finally close), at }«. The PUBLIC
DINNER will take place on the first day of the Show, near the

Show Yard, at 2 30 p.m. Lord Newport ^lU preside^ickets,

38 6tl. each, may be had from Mr. John Brandwood, of the

Commercial Hotel. Bolton. T. B. Rvdeb, Secretary.

2. Elliot Street. Liverpool. September 8.
.

rr-^HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
I SHOW. I860.—The TWELFTH GREAT ANNUAL EX-
mBmON' or CATTLE. SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, and BOOTS, will be held in ^ingjey Hail, on

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, .-md THURbDAl.
December 3 4 5, and 6 ; when PRIZES, CUP.i, or other

S-tX of Silver Plate, -ind GOLD and SILVER MEDALS,
to the amount of 1236/.. will be awarded.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry may be obtained from

the Secretary. The ENTRIES close the Ist of November next.
(,u« ^•=^ J

j^^^ ^ Lythall, Secretary.

Offices, 14, UpperTemple Strtct, Birminghana^__
^

OMITHFIELD CLUB CATl'LE SHOW, 1S60.—

8 The annual SHOW or FAT CATTLE. SHEEP
a^Fd pigs will take place on December U, 12, 13. and 14, at

the Bazaar. King Street. Portman Square, W.

The LAST DAY for Certificates for both Stock and Imple-

ments to be received by the Honorary Secretary is rHURSDA\

.

November 1. a ^a
The following forms of Certificates are now ready, .and

intending Exhibitoi-s in applying for them n.ed only quote the

letters and state how many of each letter they require --

PATTI E. SHEEP.
1.AX 11.1:*.

y^^^ D.—Pen of three Wethers
Form A.—Oi or Steer

^^ £.—One Wether or Ewe

B.-COW or Heifer 1° extra stock

PIGS.
Form F.—Pen of three Pigs

G.—One Pig iu exti-a

stock

Pi-ize Sheets, with Rules and Regulations, and Forms ot

Certificates aa above, may be obt^uncd "f

B. T. Bravdreth Gibbs, Hon. Sec.,

Corner of Half McKm Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

N B -All commnnicatinns on the Club's busine-sa should

have the words - S.mithfieijj Club- outside, to distinguish

them from private letttira.

*9

ft
C—Ox, Cow, or Heifer

in extra stock
ft

JEht ^gncitUural ^mtttt
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBERS, I860.

Me??ira. Rollissnn i Sons, Tooling, S.
F. <t A. Dickson & Sons, Chester.'

The pnncinftl Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout
Kngland, Scotland, and Ireland use it, have taken in supplies,
and are now prepared to sell single boxes—price Is. for first
t^Ha I A '^ T^n ^Hk^iE ««A^^h n«^#^li n ^ n^h^^ «*^^»*^ m-^ ^^ L« ^ _1 1 ^^ ^

B garden
descripi

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Pwcs'a Patent Casolc Company. Limited, iLimited, London.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

r, r IJnf Roval Charter, or Commission, m respect of m.y

Sk or geSworks of drainage or other improve.nents.

^L^w their Dropori:innate share of the cost, and charge

Ji^s^mTwith fhe^e^p'^^nses on the lands improved.
I me siBie

reauired. and the Company being
No invest.gal.on of '"^^^ ^l^"^™

f„t„fe,e with the plan.

°^d%«c«tot of"tLl tZ., which are coutroll^l only by th.

«"J"rrthL^';*™aU™Tnfr?o"m, of appli»tion. apply

to''rhe'%'on^"*wrC.u*x N*..kh, Managing Director.

2 Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

MEBTINGS FOB THE POLLOWrNO WTIEIC.

W.p:.E.BAr, S.pt. 15-M«f!iMter«d LWerpool .1 BoIWD.

Ten davs of fine wf.ither have done a

CTeat deal towar"ds ripening the crops in the north

and 'aving them in the south. The reports g.vea

fnanXr'page are for the ">-' part one week

old and -were written, therefore, while we were

:ll Ckin, gloomily on -ted and sprouU^

fields. We give them, nevertheless, just as Iticy

reached ns, hoth because the opinions which they

express of ihe condition of things a week ago are
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still of some value directly, while indirectly they

may correct a tendency to over-estimate our good

fortune, to which we are prone in good harvest

weather, j ust as much as we are liable to exa;^-

geration of misfortunes under other circumstances.

The reports tabulated a fortnight a-jjo are, we
believe, as trustworthy as estimates can be. They
put the Wheat crop at considerably under an

average—Oats and Barley bulky, and generally

abundant, though good qualities of the lattc-r will

not be common—Beans a heavy crop—Peas i^ood,

but spoiled by the weather in harvesting—Fotalocs

almost universally diseased.

The new number of the English Agricultural

Society's Journal has at length appeared. It

contains two descriptive articles— accounts of

Berkshire Agriculture and of Whittles-'a Mere;
and several more definite papers— contributions on

the Chemical Properties of Sails, on the Condition

of Soil best fitted for the Germination and the

Growth of Seeds, on Dairy Practioe, on the Agri-

cultural Uses of Straw, en Stock Feeding, on the

Moveable Steam-engine, on the Four-coixrse Rota-
tion, on Kohl Rabi, and on Mangel Pulp. There

is also a paper on the Composition of the Blcod by
Professor Simonds.

There is thus (juite as much, variety of topic as

tlie volume usually exhibits, and the subjects

cover as wide a surface of the agricultural

field. AVe do not see, indeed, that the

new editorship lias resulted in any altera-

tion whatever of the work as it has been
hitherto conducted. And as most of its contents

were provided early in the spring by the prize

essays of the previous year, there seems no reason

why the whole should not have been in the hands
of the members months ago.

If, however, it be as full as iisual, it is also as

deficient in matters of timely interest. The Can-
terbury show for iuatance is not once referred to

in the body of the volume; and there are no
reports of the implements or of the live stock

exhibited at a meeting held so long ago as early

iu July! Tlie mere awards, indeed, of prizes,

but not always in a recognisable form, are given
in the Appendix.—But apart from what may
be called the agricultural news of the year, which
the reader will look for in vain, what is there in
tlxis number to tell ua what our agricultural
leaders arfe about ? Where ia there any account
of recent experience with the reaping machine,
for example, which might have been of use
had the Journal appeared at midsummer ; or
with the steam-plough, which would have been
of service now. By and by everybody will
know what has been done in the steam cultivation
of the soil, without the help of the Society and
their editor; and it will be too late then for any
purpose of guidance or of warning to collect an
account of it for the instruction of the members.
Last year too we had an unprecedented failure of

Mangel Wurzel and Turnips, and cattle and sheep
were on short-commons, to the great injury of the
country— why has not so extraordinary an expe-
rience as that of last winter on a subject of such
great importance been gathered together and pre-
sented for our instruction now ? there is, indeed,
a detailed account—an extremely detailed account
—of his own cattle feeding by Mr. Fkeke; but
considering that it relates both very extraordinary
treatment and very limited illustrations of it, and
considering too, we are bound to add, that no one
in the agricultural world [ever b-,ard of this
gentleman before, we imagine that he might
have selected and described an experience better
worth reciting, and more likely to command
attentlun.

M' the olofie of the eaaay, it is declared that
the object of the paper had been to establisb the
following points :

—

" lat. That biillwka purchased loan for the purpose
of fatting leave a greater deficit in the balance sheet
than the worth of the manure made will compensate,
when corn is at present prices.
" 2d. That bullocks may be steadily and economically

reared and fed so as to avoid a loss, and gain the benefit
of the manure.

" 3d. That a ewe flock leaves a good profit when well
managed, with a liberal allowance made for keep at
received rates.

whatever, much leas one elaborated* over 40 demy-

octavo pages of small pica type.

An instructive essay on the feeding of stock

would have been of the greatest service at this

season ; but it should have described a_ larger

experience of more recent practice in the

various ways now used of economising foGd,_ of

turning it to good account, and of adapting

it to the quality of the feeding aaimal. And

it would not have been necessary in the course of

it to commend the use of 'UiioiaET's food, to

sneer at Professor Voelcker's opinions, or to cover

so much space with the working-out of simple

arithmetical calculation.

There are many other essays in the Journal

which will be read with interest and advantage.

To Dr. VoELCKER*s elaborate paper on the chemical

properties of the soil, and to Mr. Laaves' and Dr.

Gilbert's full and excellent account of their

researches on the growth of Red Clover, we shall

hereafter direct attention.

Notwithstanding the comments just made, the

faults of the number certainly are not, generally

speaking, those of inefficient or too ambitious

authorship. The papers lor the most part are

evidently written by men of authority and

experience.

THE WEATHER AND THE CROPS.

Berkshire: Newbury, Se^ji. 4.—The splendid alteration in the

weathoihas done wondurs to the crops in this neighbourhood.

The Wheat here, heavy and excellent, began to look a little

dark ; but the sim having glistened over our cereals has dis-

pelled the gloom that was faytgatheringupnn the farmer. Now
the fields are gay with active reapers, and ahould it coutiuue a

few weeks the ingatheriug will not be so bad as was generally

thoughc. The Barley has suffered most, the constant storms

of heavy rain laid many acres; the greatest part spoilt for

all purposes except grinding. Oats look remarkably well,

and bid fair to be a good crop. Beana witliiu this last week
have dropped some of their luxuriant foliage, admitting the

sun's rays to ripen the crop, which is well podded. Peas
will not bo so good a sample as we could wish ; but if a little

field room and attention is piiid thera, will still be very

useful. Mangels are much mending, the absence of warm
weathsr tells greatly upon this useful plant ; having six or

eight weeks still to grow may swell many tons yet per acre.

Swedes and Turnips, where the weeds have been kept down,
are doing well, and that useful crop. Carrots, never did

better. One neighbour made a Wheat-rick yesterday,

another to-day, and before the week is out most farmers in

this locality will show in their yards new ricks. TUomas
Fordhar.i, SaHls luore.

CumbBrla-nd: Lin?tock, Ai'.g. 2Q —I have, I am sorry to .say,

only an unfavourable report to make. The general character
of tUe weather in Cumberland, during the whole of the
summer—witb the exception of the two first weeks of July,
which were Tery fine and warm—has been showery and
wet,, with a low temperature, but it would appear from
reports that it has not been anything like so wet as in the
south of England. Notwithstanding the long continuance of
Wet weather there were no thorough drenching rain.s, so
little so that the ditches never get fairly to running, nor
was there any discharge from drains that were not fed by
springs. Indeed the weather could not be said to be
decidedly bad until the.se last two or three days. Saturday
the"25ch inst. was a very tine day, and hopes were raised that
the weather was about to settle. But before niglit un-
favourable appearances were to be seen, and rain fell during
the night. The next day wa.s showery, but with Monday
morning came a set-in rain, and near mid-day a tremendous
thunder storm passed over the neighbourhood of Carlisle,
accompanied by a deluge of rain. Again yesterday morning
there was thunder and much rain, which continued all the
forenoon, and the weather wears the worst appearance it has
done this season. The crops must necessarily tatse more or
less harm according to the continuance of such weather.
Wheat was much of it thin and late, but not much laid until
lately. On rich loamy soils it has been considerably beaten
down by the recent rains, and when it is so, it is beginning
to wear a dingy grey-green colour, with thinner standing
patches in the same field, beginning to wear a yellow healthy
hue. But, as none of it is yet eo near being ripe as to be in
danger of sprouting, should the weather take a favourable
turn, there would not bo so much harm done as present
circumatanoes would lead one to fear; but this depends
entirely on the weather during the coming month, and the
result will be a good or bad harvest accordingly. Oats are a
very fair crop on good loamy soils, the crop will be a full
average, and appears like yielding well ; on cold stiff soils the
straw is short and thin, but it all has a corny appearance,
and looks like being productive of grain. Barley on dry soils
is a good crop, on colder soils it will be deficient. A month's
fine weather will be the harbinger of plenty ; but if bad, as
the Ui^t few days, I am unwilling to guess at the consequences.
There i» not much complaint yet of disease atnongat the
Potatoes ; this may perhaps be owing to their being late and

• Those who had hoi>ed at length to r«ad good and lucid
English in the pages of the Journal cannot congratulate the
new editor on his first essay on agricultural literature. Take
the following sentences from the two first pages of his "leading
ai-ticle; "—"The object which I have in vie°w in the following
article is to speak of those modifications m the management of
stock which the experience of the Ia.st eight years, in connec-
tion with the changes of the times and the gleams of lio-ht ca.<^t

upon the subject by scientific research, has induced me to
adopt, reserving for a futiire occasion an account of those
changes in the culture and cropping of the land which were In
unison with, if not a necessary consequence of the system
adopted.

" Stock.—I eive the precedence to this branch of 'farm
management, because of late years it has been the surest staff
on which the Kirmer could lean, because rotations and cultiva-
tion must accommodate themselves to this object, and because
though all are conscious that we can no longer rely as hereto-
fore on the corn-crops for paying the rent, perhaps none of ns
have been able sufficiently to throw off the trammels of
custom and association, which led him to look for profit first to
the stack rather than to the stall ; a view which the unreason-
able custom of taxing the Turnip-crop with the duty of doing
all the scavenger's work for the whole rotation, besides leaving

_
4th. That a dry flock may be kept without loss, or

with a moderate profit, accordhig to the season, if the
Turnipg consumed be valued at 6s, Sd, per ton."

^
We venture to assert that none of these propo-

sitions can be "established" by the limited expe-
neiice described—that the truth or untruth of the
first hinges altogether upon circumstances to which
no reference IS made—and that the 2d, 3d, and4th —. .are propositions of which no one want*; an-r nrnnf ? aj'^ssmg of manure behind without any allowance made,«i^c TTBiiin aujr piuui tended greatly to foster.

**

not having reached that stage of their groMh whentbev
liable to be attacked with disease. 2'. Donald, ^ ^^

Derbyshire : Harlington, Aug. 29.—The extreme wtt weath
is seriously affecting this neighbourhixid

; we have h^^'
ruins nearly eveiy day, with scarcely an hour's sunshmp ^
any time. About one-fourth of the hay ia secured in \St
condition ; the remainder nearly all mown and totally rotwT
The Turnips from the contmual drenchmg are beginning r
look extremely unhealthy, Potatoes showing the dliSs
Oats and the principal graio crops hoi e full on thegromfrf'
many root shot, and under the most favourablecivcuoiata^
caunot be ripe before the middle of October Smu^
Swa$kld.

^^^^
DoRSETsniRK : Corfe Castle^ Anrj. 39—The weather hag ^etvmuch retarded the harvest in this neighbourhood, but I ^
not think any serious damage is done yet ; the Wheat k
generally fit to cut, and a considerable portion cut, both
Wheat and Barley are much laid where the straw is hpavrT
IT. /. Voss.

^•
Essex: Kelvedon, Aug. 2P.—More rain, and the drains in oor
yellow plastic clays still running. Between the showers we
bag our Wheat, the clay sticking to the men's bootsas though
it were winter. The straw still greenish, although the head
is sufficiently f«irward for cutting. Beans will be ready for
catting in a few days ; they are a heavy orop Unless we
get a change, carting the corn ofif our atitf tenadous chys wid
bo no easy matter. Close drainage has the advantage this
year. Italian Rye-grass is rather improved than otherwise
by BO much rain. Its masses of roots appear quickly to
appropriate it, but more sunshine would be still further
beneficial. The constant saturation of our clay even on our
drained land goes far, this year, to prove Riron Liebig'g
word:?,—" Common potter's clay forms generally very sterile

soils, although it contains within it all tlie conditions for the
luxuriant growth of plants ; but the mm-e presence of these
constituents does not suffice to render them useful to vege-
tation. The soil must be accessible to air, o.xygen. and
carbonic acid, for these are the principal conditions to favour
the devolnpmont of the roocs." This is distinctly proved ia

the same field, where on the tenacious tile eartb. Mangels are

at a stand-still, while, on the less tenacious brick earth, they
look more floiuishing. Farmyard manure, by its mechanical
subdividiug action, has this year an advantage over guaao,

by admitting more air to the soil, with a more free passajje

for water. We pay bl. 10s. per m;m harveat wages foraeemg
on the stack 10 acres of corn, being at the rate of lit. per
acre. La^^t year thecost was Is. 3(i. per acre more. JJ. Medi,

GLOucESTERsniRE: Cirencester.—The last few days having baen

more sunny the farmers arc reaping Wheat, which is a

pretty good crop and not much injured if weather keeps iine

and suuny. Tlie Barlej- is also an average crop, but bad in

patches. Oats fair. Apples and Pears in the cider districts

are plentiful, but very small, and fruit generally has not its

usual sweetness. Potiiti>es ara being generally dug, but
much diseased, tothe extent of at least half; Flukes appear

less infected than any others. W. J. B. [Our correspondent

also gives the effect of the weather on garden produce in

another column.]
Hami^hire : Souihamptorij Aug. 30.—The Wheat uncut ia con-

siderably beaten down and of course injured. About one-

fourth to one-thirdof the Wheat is cut. and some of it grown.

The crop I consider is about, or rather more than, three-

fourths of an average. Barley and O.its a good crop, but the

former very much injured by the wdather. Peas a good crop,

but much mjured. Beans good. Turnips good, tho>igh late,

on light lands; bad on heavy lands. Mangel very much
retarded by rain, low temperature, and weeds. ^. C. S.

Lincoln^shire: Grantham, Aug. 30.—The great amount of rain

which has fallen in this neighbourhood has done considerable

damage to the growing crops ; the Wheat crops are below an

average, and in many instances are mildewed, and where
the cro[)S are heavy are very much laid, and in some cases

are rotting on the ground. Barley and Oats are average

crops ; but the rain aud winds have beaten them about in all

directions. Mangels and Turnips grow very slowly on

account of the cold and wet weather, but are loeking wdl

generally speaking. Potatoes are very bad and small, the

disease having attacked them earlier than usual. Hay and

seeds almost entirely spoiled by the rain. Store cattle ana

sheep are falling in value. On accDunt of the cold unseason-

able weather, harvest will not be general here until about

September 10. Edw-trd Darby. * ,

Lincolnshire Pens : Spalding, Aug. 29.—I am sorry to say that

sincel sent you myreportof thegrowingcrops, tbatowiogw

the cjld wet weather the present prospect of harvest is not

nearly 80 favourable. In the first place general harve»ti8

fully eight days later than I stated, and the ^heats m
light Fen soils will be very much injured by blight ana

mildew—it is more especially the case where it follows seeda

or coleseed; on the heavier Fen soils where the Pe;ituau

worn ofT it will be i fair crop. The heaviest crops of uau

have been so constantly wet that the straw is very mucn

injured, and the com will be much lighter than we espeowou

Beans are promising well. Potatoes very bad, never £ne«

them 80 much injured. Thos. AitHn. ,

Norfolk: Wijmojidham, Aug. 29.—In reply to 7^""
°^i?!:

I beg to say that as far as I can judge there will be giw

complaint this year on account of the Wheat ^^"^."'JJCiJ:
akin and flour weak. The wet weather is causing the wmie

Wheats to turn dark at the Ipm"6, some almost fit. to st.m. »

apprehend there will be deficiency in the weight as w«i«

quality. What will become,.of the Barley s'^^^^^.^r!;
with the Clover layer I know not, as they will r^q^ '^"g

grouud;ige, which there will be but little time for. ^J^J*^
the blight Oats are not yielding so well as was expecteo, u.

rains causing them to weigh hgh t and to be a^col^i^-

Peas wiU be an indifferent sample, there ^^^^^^^^jSi
green ones when cut, and the rains are "^T^t
to swell and to discolour thera. Beans I cat^noj^jy

anything of at present, save that they ripen very awwy.

The root crop is doing better than might ha^.^J*!-
expected. I fear there will be more corn sp^"^

the
the stack than in the field, through the impatience oi w
farmer. It is stated that a gentleman in this neighbouinn^

has been offered 601. for I acre of seed Wheat, and om

refused the offer. W. H. Taylor.

Warwickssibe: WeUeshournf, Aug. ^S.— There can be^
doubt now as to the disiistrous effects of this long "ontrnw*

succession of wet weather. The anxious hope that ere nw

a change would have taken place had led one to ^^"'^Tl C^.
matters were not so serious as others stateti them ^ '

and the advent of a new moon, ushered in t«tween iw^
magic hours which are said to be pregnant with

«|^°fy,roJj.
and blue skies, had inspired us with the belief *"*^^"

ei«
forebodings were at an end, and our harvest laboo" j

really about to commence. But how little do
^l^^^-^ieA

the decrees of Providence, and how futile and short-sis

are the calculations of scientific men. TScientific m^^^;
nothing to do with ''astro-meteorology."| ^f" „«onder
nothing else is seen or talked of but rain. 4*^** °VL .^^
either, when we tind the corn actually aproutiug oeK"^

cut down. We have seen this in several fields, =^.y"; ijii

sequence is that farmers are cutting t^^*^." "^i**.„ -,ch "0
ripe ; in fact no one can remember seeing it cut in s ^
unfit state. The question naturally arises—when wm^^
corn be fit for the market? to s-iy nothing '".j^^^^Wi
niary loss which such a forced proceeding entai.s »y*^Jjyg
the farmer and the community. Reapmg Js now dow—

I
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:^;i7^eral, and there is no lack of hands There appears

to be a full average of straw, and though the yield cannot

T^Bsiblv be a Kood one, it promises better now than it did a

m<mth affo There is a larj^e breadth of Barley cut down,

with very little prospect of any being harvested. Both that

which is cut and uncut are ranch damaged by the rams, and

fl fine sample of Barley fit for the Burton ales will be a
"
nira avis '' indeed. The Oats and Peas are partially housed,

hut in very poor condition; and the Bean crop is as yet

untouched. The root crops are both very small and very

backward. There has been such a thorough absence of solar

heat this summer that these roots could not progress, and

the consequence is a very deficient crop. From all we can

hear and see, we are satishtd it wiU bea most disastrous and

xinfruitful harvest.

Yorkshire : Hkhmond, Jug. 30.—Since I wrote 1x) you for

your general report on the crops of this year the weather has

been unusually gloomy and wet ; the consequence to com has

been shown in its having made much less progress in ripen-

iug than I had expected, and harvest will not be general in

this district before the 10th September. The grain is in many
places much beaten down, but I do not tbiuk it has other-

wise suffered from the wet weather. During the last two

weeks I have been over a great portion of Eogland. and my
former opinion has by a close inspection and after much dis-

cussion with fanners iu various localities, been confirmed,

that the general crop of Wheat is below an average. In the

southern counties I found the harvest this week general—the

weather very unsettled and hindering the work, but I do not

the crop much injured by the rain. H. J. Tut-ner. WHhetby,

Aug. 29.—Since I sent you my report a few weeks ago of the

state of our crops, our prospects have become much more
gloomy. Violent storms of lain have beat down the crops,

and frequent showers have kept them wet for the last three

weeks. The quality of grain is unquestionably deteriorated,

and should the showery weather continue another week the

whole crop will be irretrievably injured. Mildew and rust

are prevalent enough, and in many instances the laid Wheat

and Barley is much sprouted. The sUnding corn will no

doubt shortly begin to sprout in the ear. /. Ilannam.

Wexford : Aug. 29.—The hay crop, after Grass, cmd pasture

land generally, have been luxuriant; the hay in some

instances, however, has been harvested with difficulty, and

in a few cases damaged. The indolent habit of waiting

for the harvesting of late meadows, in order to collect the

early and late hay crops in one rick, results throughout

Ireland, it is said, in a loss of at least 5£. in the lOOi. The
surface under hay cocks left on the field, often during many
weeks, is rendered unproductive, and the surface of hay
withered into innutritious straw by long exposure must
also occasion much loss. Auturan-sown Oats, though
partially laid, and harvested during frequent interruptions

from rain, are excellent in quality and above the average in

quantity. On the whole Oats will prove an abundant and
remunerating crop- Barley will possibly be a very full crop ;

the prime malting samples maybe scarce. The proportion

of laud under Wheat in this district is not considerable. The
low temperature has been very unfavourable to this crop.

There is neither smut nor mildew, however, and the straw
stands up well ; the ear is large and full. A dry fortnight

would leave us little to complain of with regard to any crops
excepting Potiitoes. About the iOth of July the appearance
of the drills was highly promising, though the playue spots
had been seen. In two days afterwards every field had
both the full appejirance and the smoU of the disease. Of
the two sorts iisually cultivated here those called Primroses
and Scotch Bown-s the former (the earlier variety) have been
the more severely smitten ; the latter, though with decom-
poslngfoliage.haveraauysoundtubers; yet manyofthesenow
apparently untainted ones will decay long before the spring.
Iu wot and cold clay soils the yield is very trifling, and it is to
be feared that of tlie whole crop one half will have failed, and
the remainder will he of bad quality. During March and
"iSTiTil Beans had a miserable appearance. The rains in May
and Jnufl served them surprisingly, and they grew apace.
1 have rarely seen them so high and yet fully podded as they
now are ; with sungliine to ripen them they will give a large
return ; but they are now quite green. I have yet to

notice the moat flourishing of oar crope. Wecda seem to

have esUiblished themselves on the fixity of tenure principle

more decidedly than ever before. Martin Doyle.

THE VALE OF STRATHMORE.
FOLLXD AsGus Gattl"e. — Maiijb ok Kellt Herd akd

General Manaqement.

{Caniinued from. p. 683)

In regard to manure management, and the culture

of root-crops, Mr. Bowie holds a position second to none.

He has, for several years past, carried off the first prize

of the Angus Agricultural Association for Turnip grow-

ing, in the southern district of Forfarshire; while his

reports to the Society have proved alike interesting

and instructive. Last report, in particular, is worthy

of far better treatment than a simple epitome in

passing. Some of the ideas are singularly at variance

with nine-tenths of Scottish practice, and more nearly

accord with the tastes of some of our hest English

fanners. "Under a six-course of cropping experience

yearly teaches me that the less the plough is used in

spring the hetter; and were the land so free from

weeds as even to dispense with the use of the grubber.

I am not clear but the better would be the braird and

the better the crop of Turnips—always of course

bargaining for the deep and dry autumn stubble fnrrfiw.

When welooV back to old methods, repeated ploup^hings,

it is difficult to state rea-sons why an opposite course
may now be the better one. I will hazard a few, which
may be taken for what they are worth. May not one
fault of the modem Bix-conrse be that the land gets
little or no rest? May not repeated ploughings in
April or May to lands manurially rich not only cause
the loss of moisture but also of ammonia? May the
pulverised surface soil that has come under the action
<A the winter froeto, and the spring drought and
warmth, not be the most suitable in which to
deposit the Turnip seed? May not the autumn
stubble soil turned down by the plough be the ex-
hausted soil of the previous Wheat crop, and unsuitable
for stimulating the young Turnip plant ? May not the i

aril then turned up be the one enriched by the rains
of winter washing down a goodly proportion of the
better properties of the manure applied to, and not
required by, the Wheat crop ? Moreover, may stubbles
not be better placed below, and left to decompose and

act as a manure to the Turnip root as it goes down in

search of food ?
"

His crusade against the gutiuo monopoly, as shown

in the economising of home resources and the manufac-

ture of a "speciJil mixture" partly therewith, we also

prefer giving in the words of his report. It is worth the

copying by any farmer on either side of the Tweed.

" The home-made heap consisted of household ashes,

the manure for a year of 10 to 12 dozen fowls,

night soil, stale nrlne and bone dust, in the pro-

portion of about 1^ cwt. of the last, mixed with

3 cwt. of the other materials—the bones of course being

the chief cost of the whole ; these added, and the mix-

ture turned the first time about the middle of March,

and after receiving two more turnings at intervals up

to the period of Swede sowing, great heat was supenn-

duced. It was then riddled throu£;h a f-iuch sieve, and

was in excellent condition for mixing with, and damping

to a proper, extent the dry Peruvian guano, and making

the mixture suitable for distribution by hand over the

drills. Every time the heap— in form like a Potato pit

—was tnrned, great care was taken to consolidate and

smooth down closely its surface, in order to prevent

escape of ammonia. The materials collected on the form

had been previously turned before applying the

bono-'lnst, but without creating much heat. No
sooner however were the bones turned in than m a

few days intense heat was created, and timeous

and copious supplies of urine prevented the- heap

from becoming too dry—thereby rendering it rich and

friable—care being taken in the urine appliance to have

the whole in a proper state of dampness for mixing with

the guano. It is thus I have been practically led to

approve of bone-dust, partially dissolved, in preference

to dissolved bones proper. And were the use of guano

lessened, or discontinued altogether, I would recommend

the home-heap to be mixed three or fom- months before

being required." But there is no great fear, as far as

his example goes, that Peruvian guano will speedily be

a drug in the market ; for we saw in his manure house

—an old earth Hoored barn, 42 feet by 16 feet, which

had been transformed from Its original purpose— piles

on piles of guano bags, as well as other fertilisers. Some

8 or 10 tons of the genuine article annually enters this

domicile. At the time of our visit a couple of

men were actively engfxged riddling and mixing

the home-made heaps, with Somerville^s and the

Glasteriaw artificials — the allowance for each

field being put in separate heaps on the floor. As to

tlie aforesaid heap, we could not help being struck with

its evident value; and a shrewd Forfarshire farmer

who was with us said that " he would rather have that

heap on his farm than a hundred pounds." Nor is kss

attention paid to the other manurial resources ; but into

these we cannot now enter. Hedges are neatly trimmed,

and a nice Gorse hedge or two show themselves around

those fields nearest to the sea, where the Thoru or

Beech could hardly be reared.

A nice plant of seeds and Clovers in several fields

go a long way towards making amends for the total

latik of permanent pasture. The roads, too, are ex-

cellent; the buildings, plain and old-fashioned, but

spouted and in good condition; the horse-mill-course

snugly thatched with Carse of Gowrie Reeds ; and every-

thing, down to the old cur looking out of his kennel,

wearing an aspect of peace and plenty. T. BotcicTc.

THE SHORT-HORNS AT PONTEFRACT.

Whatever may have been the origin of the bovine

species, it is a fact that something very different from

"natural selection" produced our present improved

Short-horns, the most profitable for their eai-ly

maturity, superior meat, and fine milking property.

The " Britishers," whom Caesar found so addicted to

beef and new milk, did not possess a Short-horn among

their wild or domesticated cattle; and there is no

decisive evidence whether the breed was at first im-

ported from the western shores of Europe in the

I7th century, the era at which so many good things for

field and garden found their way to us, or whether the

and some 7000 head of these pure-bred animals are

registered every other year in Mr. Strafford's Herd-

book—the "Peerage and Baronetage" of hoof and

horn. Independently of their own intrinsic excellence

and profitable (qualities, the Short-horns have the grand

merit of improving every lireed their blood may mix

with ; and thus tliey are sought by the breeders of

France, Belgium, Italy, Prussia, Russia—indeed, of all

Europe, and are exported on a great scale to America

and to our colonies of Canada, New Brnnswick, New
Zealand, and Australia. We sell 50,000Z. worth every

year by public auction, and an enormously greater

amount by private transactions—the almost fabulous

fancy prices obtained by our craf:k breeders being

seconded by a regulai- commercial market at handsome

fio-ures. Short-horns can boast of celebrated sales,

such as that of Charies CoUing's, in 1810, when the

animals averaged 152/. per head ; of Robert Collmg's,

in 1817, when the average was 129/. per head. At the

revival of the rage for good breeding came Earl

Spencer's sale in 1846, where 123 animals made 69^.

each; then Mr. Bates's sale, in 1850, at an avenige of

QlLi and Eari Ducie's, in 1852, when 62 animals

realised 151/. per head. For long prices o( smgle

animals we have Charles Colling's Comet, sold 50 years

ago, at 1000 guineas; his world-famed "Durham ox,"

refused for 2000Z. ; Earl Spencer's Exquisite, sold for

370 guineae; Mr. Bates's Duchess 59iih, at 350 guineas j-.

Earl Ducie's Duchess 66th, at 700 guineas; and Colonel

Towneley's Master Butterfly, at 1200 guineas.

A Short-horn is not only a Short-horn, but it is also

of a certain tribe or family, or derives its meritorious-

qualities through some particular strain of one of these

families, claiming peculiar virtues of aristocratic

descent, as a " Duchess," an "Oxford," a "Butterfly,""

and so on . Yorkshire is the very centre of the northern

district in which these elite of the pure breed have

been perpetuated. After the celebrated herd of Mr.

Bates, of Kirkleavington, had given to the world the

best Short-horns it had ever seen, the Booths, of

Killeihy and Warlaby, began their brilliant career with

the herd which they had been long forming under the

shelter of the Hambleton Hills. Of honours from the-

Royal and the Yorkshii-e Agricultural Societies they

have won an unparalleled number, since the illustrious

twins Bracelet and Necklace, with others, carried off

hosts of prizes nearly 20 years ago. Mr. Booth does

not sell, but lets out his bulla on hire at 100 to 300-

guineas the season ; and the merit of possessing " Booth

blood" always runs up the price of other breeders'

Short-horns at the public sales. At the present show-

Mr. Booth's cow. Queen Mah, takes the first prize in

her class, and the silver cup given by the Earl of

Harewood for the best Short-horn cow in the show.

She was second at Canterbury to Mr. Eastwood's

Rosetta, of Mr. Wetherell's breed, this cow being now
absent at the Royal Irish meeting at Cork, where she

hns taken the gold medal and Challenge Cup. Mr.
Booth's 2-year old heifer and yearling heifer alfio got

second prizes.

Captain Gnnter perpetuates on the banks of the-

Wharfe the glories of Mr. Bates's Duchesses and

Oxfords, under the guiding skill of his steward, Mr..

Knowles, formerly Eitrl Ducie's herdsman, and it was
with some of the Duchess tribe from Earl Dncie, and
from Mr. Tanqueray, of Hendon, that the Captain

commenced his herd. The splendid twin yeariing

heifers which won such honours at Canterbury are not

here, having gone to the Highland show, but the beau-

tiful Duchess 77th, justly carries off the first prize in

the class of 2-year old heifers.

Mr. Marjoribanks, who wins the first prize here, as he

did at Canterbury, for bull calves, with a son of his

celebrated Great Mogul, and exhibits heifer calves of

rare merit, began Short-horn breeding about 17 years

ago on his farm at Bushcy Grove, Herts, and his Great

Mogul, only seven months old, was bought in at his sale

for 400 guineas. Mr. Ambler, one of our most succ«s-

ful breeders, commenced his herd near Halifax about

20 years ago ; and, though he has exhibited compara-

tively few animals at the Royal shows, he has carried

ofi" many prizes, and can display a splendid group of
DnVpa of Northumberlnnd had bred and improved,— j ^ , - , - .- -, v n . -

° em a fulf century before. It Is clear that the red,
\
cups and medaU._ Hi, ^f-^-t^rTJ^^^^l^rJtZ:

red and white, and roan-coloured cattle were, at the

close of last century, better on the fat pastures of the

Tees than anywhere else; that the brothers CoUmg

were practically the founders of the breed; and that all

our best Short-horns claim descent from their

" Hubback," a bull purchased for 8/. out of a bye-lane,

inst as our best horses on the turf boast the blood of the

Godolphiu Arabian. The genealogy exists in an un-

broken line; and, though at times the breeding has

been very close in blood.relationship,it do^^n not appear

that this "in-and-in" system has any tendency to in-

aisease, provided mongrel and

are avoided. The onion of

everybody's daughter," is not

on which to found a family

duce degeneracy or

cross-bred animals

"nobody's son with

a satisfactory basis

ling, in a

^f cattle; but P«<^>S^^%^^^ ^/?.7,^frb„
the highest importance-the abil ty of a bu

fn trmsmit valuable chan.cteristics depend

!f mpTsure upon it having inherited these properties
great measure, «PO" *

oncestrv Folismbe, grandson

anK of Favourite ; «nd, again, this produce of half-

wit" nd.s^erh^^^^^^^^^^

markahly good ; his yearlingbuUalso ran the prize animal&

very close in that class ; and his most beautitul two-year-

old heifer Wood Rose is so meritorious that some very

heavy bets were depending on her competition with

Captain Gunter's, which takes the first prize; and

certainly it is a general opinion that she should have
' had the second prize, instead of being beaten, according

I
to tbe strange decision of the judge, by Mr. Booth's

Queen of the Vale. M]f.,Fawke8. of FaraJey. another
' great breeder, at whoee periodical bull sales the average

; price is commonly 80^. per head, takes the second pnze-

for yearling hulls, as he did at Canterbury, feir Charles

Tempest wins the finit prire with his beautiful ^earlmg

heifer. Lady Pigot shows lome very fine animato. The-

Towneley herd, now so famous. » an example of what

may be accomplished by a HI eral master and manager

of the highest skill, judgment, and energy; as little

more thaf ten years have sufficed for Mr. Eastwood

and Mr. Culshaw (agent and bailiff) to PUce

Colonel Towneley at the head o *»l»"^t-^;7^'f^^-
TI.O nn'M silver cups, t mepieces, and goW ana

Iwer'm^als in tir'TowneW plate chest are

a sight to be Been; and most of thcfj-plend^^^

honours have been won by the Butterfly tnbe,
nonours "»'' ,^__ „ ^i».t^,mv,. heinff dasoended.
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through Biunpton Rose, direct from Comet. Tiie world-

famed Master Butterfly, sold for 1200 p:uinens, was her

second calf, by Frederick, a magnificent ball, never

shown, but which is tho sire of almost all the Culouers

prize-takers. Royjil Butterfly, the present hero of

Short-horn circles, is Butterfly's fifth calf, by Frederick,

and the Colonel has refused for him a bid of 1200

guineas, which sufficed to purchase the brother. For a

portrait and biography of this perftict bull, one of those

noble specimens of the breed which are rarely produced,

we may refer to the present month*s Farmer's

Magazine. Several of the Canterbury decisions are

reversed, as in the yearling-bull class, where the Royal

third prize bull is here placed first, and the Royal first

in the same class is here put out of the list of prizes

altogether; but. of course. Royal Butterfly maintains

his kingly rank, and has now further laurels left to

strive for. Ten animals of this herd are shown in five

classes, taking two first and four second prizes, the

second-prize bull calf being Royal Butterfly's son. As

an additional proof of the superiority of the h-ibe, it

turns out that the prize yearl'ng-bull at the Highland

Society's Dumfries Show, this week, is a son of Frederick,

and therefore half-brother to Royal Buttertly; so that

this grand old bull's pros;eny win at the three great

meetings of the Royalf Yorkshire, and the Scotch

Societies.

Frederick's Fidelity, the white cow which gained first

prize at Warwick two years ago, is here second to Lady

Pigot's fine first prize cow, mainly owing to her having

become reduced in flesh by being such a good milker.

Pearl, a magnificent cow, most beautiful in form and

proportions, and possessing every requisite in quality

and delicacy of handling, has been placed second to

Queen Mab, a cow 13 months older—an award which is

very generally criticised as erroneous. The final con-

test for the silver cup lay between Queen Mab (the

winner), and Colonel Towneley's Emma, which took the

prize in the extra stock class, and an additional judge

was called in to determine the adjudication, but a con-

siderable diversity of opinion exists as to its correct-

ness. In the heifer-calf class, again, nobody can under-

stand why it is that Mr. Lascelles should have the first

prize, while at least four others—namely. Colonel

TowneleyX two of Mr. Marjoribanks*, and one of Mr.

Jolly's are considered to be better animals. It is per-

haps difficult to find really good judges of any breed of

cattle, who are perfectly free from predilections in

favour of certain strains of blood in that breed. Times,

observed tiiat cows eat the withered Thistles when

mown in a pasture greedily—so no doubt they are a

good food for them also. W. D. Fo.v.

Cost and Quantify of̂ ll^ork tvUh Burgf>ssSfKefs

Jleaper.—l have read with interest tlie contributions of

your various correspondents in last week's Agricultural

Gazette to the settlement of the above question, per-

haps with not the less interest because, from various

parts of the country, and under varying management

and circumstance, they appear to confirm tlie state-

ment I made to you in the last Number of the Agri-

cultural Gazette, that the cost of reaping, binding, and

stooking with a Burgees & Key's was ^s. Qd, per acre,

including every expense; and that one man would

gather, bind, and stook an acre tn a day. Thus your

correspondent "M. R. A. C." says, "the taking up of

my corn—exclusive of cutting-costs me on an average

4s. per acre." Now allow Ss. for the wages ami keep of

two men—driver and attendant—in harvest time (and

with me it would be often lOs.), and 8^. more for four

liorses (which would certainly be required to cut down

13i acres a day), and you have a total cost of a little

more than 5*.'2rf. per acre. As few pcnple, I fear, can

ma<Kige so well and so much as " M. R. A. C," the

average cost would prove to most the full 5*. Qd. As to

the quantity which can be done by one man in a day,

"M. R. A. C.'s" experience may be considered as more

exactly confi.rming mine, as with him one man,^ one

woman, and one boy, "can sheaf and stook, when nicely

laid, 2 acres per day/* which, taking the woman and

boy to be equal to one man, would give us 1 acre per

man a day. In like manner your correspondent
" E. B. H." calculates the expense at 5*. 6(f. an acre,

but without the horses, and only cutting an average of

6 acres a day, with Dean & Dray's. But this is a very

low average of work. With Burgess & Key's reaper

you would do more, and thus pay for your horses.

indeed, weak in constitution, predisposed to lung disease

and sterile in fattening propensities. AnimaU with
weakly-formed hands, have always small appetites
often narrow shoulders, and small loins, and the widtU
of these parts will always be found in an exact ratio

with the strength of the het^d. The nose, instead of
being long and fine, as Virgil, Aristotle, and several

other naturalists recommend it, ought to be in mv
opinion thick, strong, and near tlie ear as possible, [f

only in proportion to the size of the frame. Thickrie3s

of nose and thickness of chest are often twins, anil so

are thin, meagre, irregular noses and consumption.

Small, snipy noses oft sniff the air into frames of small

capacities, and are joined to mouths that can crop but

very small morsels at a time. These observations I hare

found to be applicable to any of the kinds of oattle

shown at Newcastle market, but besides the shapes of

animals, the age and class must always have especial con-

sideration,andbeadaptedaccording to food and situation,-

otherwise, the realization of remunerative profits will be

uncertain. In warm sheltry valleys, aboun<liiig with rich

fine succulent herbage, T do not think there is any class of

animals whatever can equal the Shorthorns for growino-

and making pay, and most assuredly not any for Tur-

nips in folds in winter. I would choose for Grass in

spring heifers or steers quite filled up with lean flesh,

and not less than two and a half or three years old;

and for Turnips in winter, the same class of animals as

regards freshness, but from three to four years oU, or

otherwise large stirks possessing all their calf Ufe;

such stirks are decidedly preferable to small slender two-

year-olds for Turnips, and do infinitely better for the

grazier on the same amount of food. For seven-eighths

of the summer pasturage of England, however, the

Shorthorns are found to be too good, and when judi-

ciously alloyed with the Irish and Galloways the produce

has been found for several years to supersede the Short-

I

•

which surely you ouo-ht to do. At least I know horns in their purity. The half Irish breed excels the

1 i_i __ -It. „- '? _ „-^^:«.,« ni- lin.trnof i >>alf nollnwov cMn nU.itndpH drv and arid, and t,hp bl^fpp

Home Correspondence.
Carduus art}ensis.—All your readers will thank you

for the interesting article upon this plant in No. 34 of

your paper. It gives us all some most useful hints how
to eradicate this pest to farmers. When a boy it used
to puzzle me what could be the use of Nettles and
Thistles, the first of wliich used to punish my fingers

and the other prick my le^. As I grew older I became
reconciled to the Nettles as being the means of painting

our landscape with the beautiful tortoiseshell and
peacock butterfiies, as well as feeding many a poor
man's pigs and cows. At Criccieth this spring I saw
tnnnmonible ducks almost reared upon the two chopped
with the smallest possible amount of meal, and any
cottager knows that by careful feeding you may rear
turkeys to a certainty upon Nettles and Docks chopped.
But it is to Thistles that I mean to draw your atten-

tion. Some 30 years or more ago I observed the
cottagers and small farmers in Carnarvonshire feeding
their cows upon Crorse; and remarking how sleek they
looked and how well they milked I adopted it for my
^wn, and have ever since found it the best winter and
spring food for cows and horses. This year I was
visiting a farmer in the same county, when he was
wiled out, and on his return said "You will be amused,
air, at what a man has been to me to purchase. I have
two fields with a good many Thistles in them, and he
has come to buy them for his horses." This certainly
was quite a new idea to me in farming, and I determined

horse-labour with me is very precious at harvest

time, and is much wanted for finishing the work

on the half (bastard) fallows, and ploughing (the

earlier the better) for the Wheat, Except when pushed

I keep my deep plough or harrow, or cultivator, at work

all harvest time. But mine is heavy land and requires

early cultivation and sowing, and perhaps "E, B. H.'s"

is light, and therefore he may be able to afford his

horses a nittle holiday in this, to me, precious season.

Mr. Coleman reports from Cirencester that he "cut

150 acres most satisfactorily last season, tying up,

stooking, and raking the ground for the sum of 4*. 6rf.

an acre." In this Mr. Coleman does not include

"horses and driver," which we may therefore reckon

at 1*. an acre more, bringing up the total cost again to

5*. 6tZ. His experience seems also to confirm my esti-

mate that a man (or the equivalent of a man in cost

and worth) should gather, bind and stook an acre a day

;

for he says, " 12 to 14 bauds, men, women, and boys,

tied up 10 acres a day." I think, therefore, that

as nearly as varying circumstances will allow us

to get at a common result, your question in the
AgriciiUural Gazette of the 4th August is answered

—

every man, or the equivalent of a man, should bind and
stook an acre a day, and the cost of harvesting per acre

with a Burgess & Key's will be one miUi's wage per acre,

and the expense of horsing and working the machine,

I am glad to find so many of your correspondents can

work the machine round the field. Mr, Coleman
thinks that my mode of working (only one way) must
be in consequence ofmy crops being laid. It is not exactly

so ; but living as I do near the coast, and exposed to a

prevalence of north-west winds, my crops usually, by
harvest time, have so decided a leaning in one direction,

that while it makes good reaping easier against that

leaning, it makes it impossible with it. Exila,

oclctiesf.

NEVCAaTlH : Choice of a Sreed,—At the last
to examine into it. I found alF the farmers and

]
monthly meeting of this Club Mr. Hedley read a paper

cottagers about regularly feeding their horses upon
chopped Thistles, and I never saw animals look better
or more up to their work. At a farm where they kept
six large horses, I saw the servant girls coming home
vith long deep baskets at their backs very much like
those the Swiss women use, filled with Thiitles, which
they cut in the com fields with a little hooked knife at
the end of a stick. These they took to the stable, where
they were chopped, and the horses ate them greedily.
When I got home I walked round my small farm hoping
to find a crop of this useful plant, but could not discover
any—I however afterwards found some in an orchard
«Bd had them mowed. The looks of my carter's face
when I sent them in a wheelbarrow and told him they
were for his horses, were inimitable. He evidently set
me dott-n as a fool. However T saw them chopped and
had them eiven to five horses, all of whom were upon
excellent Tares and Oats, They would not touch the
latter till they had finished every bit of the Thistles—
and then the broad grin of the same carter was as
amusing as his former looks, I have now my eye upon
a bed of Thistles some miles off which I mean to fetch,
and have another trial of them now they are old and in
•eed, and will send yon the result. I have no doubt
that in stiff lands where Thistles grow abundantly they

on cattle, from which we make the following extract:

"We now arrive at the third part of our subject,

namely, what kind of animals to select to be most
remunerative to the graziers of this country ? In my
close identification with fat cattle for several years I
have always found that the best animals have the most
massive heads, most capacious chests, and strongest
spines. I have, therefore, evolved a few rules to go by in

the purchase of lean ones, and scarcely with one excep-

tion I have found them to be applicable. The head
of any of our bovine races ought to have the first con-

sideration ; that is the true index to the vital acumen,
and even bodily construction; and will be found to

foreshadow all of good or bad that may be accomplished.

Thus an animal possessed of a broad, full, spacious

skull and strong evenly-bent deflective horns will be

found to have a thick neck at the base, wide thorax,

and strong nervous system; while one with long,

narrow, contracted skull, and puny, abruptly bent
horns, will be characterised by weakness, wildness,

and slowness to fatten ; a small, dull, sunken

*?ye betokens hardness of touch and inaptitude to

fatten; and a bright, large, open soft eye, vice

versa; a starting, dark, fiery eye often accompanies a

small forehead and hereditary wildness, and when

half Galloway on altitudes dry and arid, and the latter

the former in marshes low and humid. The Irish ox ig

the truest type of the old breed, the stripe along

the back not having yet disappeared. The Gal-

loways are the hardiest race known, and the only

one that appears quite invulnerable to lung diaeaaes,

and when well crossed with soft-backed Shorthorns

are better for Turnips than the half Irish, and

nearly equal to the Shorthorns themselves; but the

half Irish as a body quite excel the half Galloway3

for Grass, being often of more suitable ages, and hence

easier fattened. As there is little surplus, however, of

the Galloways in those districts where they are bred,

we generally have few on offer, and these often too

young and high in price, so that the attention of

graziers has been chiefly turned to the half Irish. And

I do not know how the rapidly increasinsr demand for

beef in England could possibly be satiated if it were not

for the vast ranges of gross marsh-land, and the fine

undulating sweeps of endless green hills in Ireland,

held by its people at nearly nominalrents—thus enabling

them to rear cattle, and bring them here at from two-

and-a-half to four-years-old ages, when then- dispositions

are positively to become obese, at half the prices we

could afford on the poorest of our lands to rear them,

or any other kinds, 'to the same ages. It is marvellous

to contemplate the rapid increase in the importations

of this kind of cattle within the last 70 years. In

1790, I perceive from statistics, the heads of cattle

brought to England and Scotland were 19,460 ;
m IS^

about 58,000; in 1835, 98.000; and if the increase np

to 1860 has been upon the same ratio as between the laac

two periods, our importations this year will amount to

about 209,000-a stupendous item in the supply ot tne

staplefoodofthls country. Amongst the many advantages

bequeathed t' eieby there are, however, some drawbacKs

and disadvant^es to contend with, the most formia-

able and deleterious of which are the immense prev^

lence of calves, and the devastating epidemic ealiea

pleuro-pneumonia. The latter, however, may m a grea^

measure be avoided by a strict observance ot lae

anatomy and healthful appearance of the animals yo

buy ; but the former, being totally hidden in its earnest

stages, and if manifest at all only to allure m i"^

improved gloss of the skins, I shall endeavour m tu

the fourth and last part of my subject to suggest a le

of the means which have occurred to me as calcuiaieu

to obviate the calamity to some extent. It is, ''^"^^^j^;

necessary to form a synopsis of the evil complamwsynopsis

of before prescribing for its cure, and I ^^'
.*

may appear of sufficient importance to engaj^e tn

attention of the gentlemen present, and also ^"',i
graziers generally; and should any one be kind enougo

suggest a more efficient remedy I shall feel '*•
j^'

f^
obligation, and be happy to co-operate with all t

means in my power to get it properly applied. ^*^
ing the preponderance of heifers and cows over stee^

in 209,000 (the total number <»lcnlated to be '^^f^^Z
this year) to be 20 to one, the quantity of t^'^

animals wiU be 198,550, and in that number we may
«^^

m calf. This will make~99,275 calvers,
*°^.^^fX*h

pect to be quite within when we say the half turn

in calf. This will make 99,275 calvers, a°^^^
g^.^,

calves. Supposing, then, these calvers by lack o
^^^^

and price per stone, on account of the lateness, to

3Z. 10s. a-piece less for the graziers, and 2/. l^' *"".-_-

in worth of flesh less to the consumers, a"er deauu "»

the value of the calves dead and alive at 2»J. ^'V^

.„ „ -.r — -J ,

- - ., . "»^" for veal, there is a clear loss to graziers of 2^. 5*- a-

wtll prove a very useful food for horses—and this has ' combined with small drooping horns, and a chin with or an aggregate of 223,369/., and to the c/»"™
r^.

orooght to my mind that any farmer must have ' no loose skin hanging from it, is a very despicable animal !l24,093Z., equal to 360,000 stones of beef when ^

T

r
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. « "w^hTtheiu it 19 wortU while to emleavuiir

^r/evlseso 'e st^nul^ to the breeders of. a.ul dealers

f n Ipto trvto brit." «s them f.ee from calves.

1^" way effectual is for the Ciubs ot the pro-

vfciar towns of Enghuid to offer good Pr^.e

I heir prineipal faU-s to the persons who wdl

, • tl,„ first second, and third best lots of

o";fvo. l-a-lu?f ort'reo-year.old unbilled he;fe>-sfc,r

rale the prizes to be 20? . Vol., and 101 and not to be
'

a'rded until the lots are proven q">te barren the en-

trls of competitors to be made one full day before the

ft s by paying a small a.nount. The ots for compe i-

1 iight be set off at one side, and he sales m,gt

'o on simultaneously with the adjudications. Adjud.ca-

flstothesiK best lots might be -"^de. ^"^. '-'-S.

those to whom the prizes were adjudged to go to the

otl>er three; but, falling them, to ^^vert back to the

fands. The funds X think would be easily ra.»ed by

smuU subscriptions from graziers, raembm-s and non-

members, and it would also be onnd a, I I'jve shown

by calculation, to the interest of all classes of the com-

munity to subsoiibe. as a means of cheapening tl e i

food by a greater supply of it, and also equalising tie

prices by regulating the quantities brou^4it fo

market."

GLASS FOR GREENHOUSES, &c.

Best

Thirds -

.

Fourths.

Srieet

33

2i

4 4

Glass
21 oz.

5

Si

i
in Crates.

32 oz.

1^. Od.

9i
7i

2t5oz.

6i

5i W *

* *

W «

36 oz.

l«.Oid.

1 m
not on. the List.

Glass cut to any given
16oz.-4th9, 11 '., 2d., and 2ld. per foot

Srds, 2id., 2^d., and U per ^>ot

21 oz.-4ths, 2ld., 3d., and 3J(l.
per foot

„ Srds, 3ii«.. U., aud i^d. per foot

Glass for Orchard Houses,

As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in. \ ^.f/^
20 in. by 13 in. [Common i« n '

20 in. by 14 in.
f
Superior do ^^ "

20in bv 15in. / Eiiijlish Glass .. - i=> "
'
Theabove price, itclud. the Bo.e.. with but f-v exception.

When Packag-is are cUarged, tuU \n-ic-i i.i allowed wncn

returned.

11 by
12

13
14
IS
16
19
16

19

f9

tt

tt

rr

>i

Slxeet Glass, Stock Sizes,

9> 12 by 9,

10, 13 „ 10,

11. 14 „ 11.

12. 15 „ 12,

12, 19 ,. 12,

13, 17 „ 13,

13, 20 „ 13,

14, n „ 14,

u. 20 „ 14,

13
14
15
16
20
18
21
IS
21

by 9

10,

11.

12,

12
13
13
14
14

9t

it

9t

it

77

ft

14 by
15
16
17

.}

If

»»

9
10
11
12

16 oz.
Srds.

lis. Od,

4ths.

12«. Qd .

* * ]6«. Od. 13s.6d.

per 100 feet

Boxes included.

4 4

21 oz.

£1 1*.

1 3

1 9

6 by 4

8 „ 6 6

ENGLISH GLASS of the above sizes 18*. per 100 feet.

Small Sheet Squares, ia 100 feet Boxes.

6iby44 7 by 5
J*

^^ SH lU.td.

*" ^ 10., 8 10*.. 8i 12

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

Patont Plate and Polished Plate Glass.

Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation.

Kt^fiofi to Correspondents.

drisTngat the rate of 10 to 20 cwt. per acre.

IHPORTATIONS DUEIStt SevF.N MONTHS, ENDING AuQ. 1: S- :-

LON^DON AGENTS FOR HAUTLErS IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.

Zi.see3 Oil, Genuine jrUUe Lea.l, Ca.-so.^s Paint.. Paints of various colours .round read,for u.e.,

P-'OPd.Oa.TxnO ai.aS3ES, an* every description of OlASS for

Horticultural purposes.

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without, London. E.G.

z

Articles,

Animals. living-Oxen, buUs.&cowa. No,

Calves .•

Sheep and lambs
Swiue and hoga . . - - -

Bones (whether burnt or not, or as aiu

mal charcoal

Importations,

1359 isno

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-ESTABLISHED 1750.

tons

qra,
Corn :—Wheat, froni Russia

Prussia
Denmark:
Meuklenburgh
Hause Towns
France ; ,, iV •

*"

Turkey aud Wallachia and MolaaTia .

.

J^Kypt „,
United Stites

Other countries

Total

Oats
Peas
Beans
Indian Com, or Maize

19,051
11,5'fO

8!t,924

2,103

33,348

313,651
375,764
139,656
93.731
43,5-29

1,029,788

4'i,341

342,631
3,228

195.362

THOMAS MILLINGTON,

Wheatmeal and Flour—
From Hanse Towns
France | .

-

Spain
United States

Other countries . •

• * cwts.

• %

2,530,631
SS3,£9S
701.438
42,433
160,307

489.878

135,290
2,409,087

A 4

Total
Indian Corn-meal

24,863

53,851

23,838
9,810

98,073
4,631

31.064

328,436
6i9,934
183,618
127,668
79,114
111,853
95,343
43,448

200, 227
S3, 099

1,903.790
1,262,800
1,333,."122

15S.,015

224,974
1,028,686

176,331
936,110

S3'4,195

250,509

87, BI3H0PSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

Supplied
16 oz.

SMALL SQUARES.

to

In. by In.

20 W 13 I Common, per 100 feet, 13«. H.

20 .'.* 14 i Super •
20 .. 15 )

Mr. Rivers

21 oz.

and many Otliers.

168.

ISs.

23a.

6

61
7

7i

In. by In.

4
44
6

.. 5i

In. by In.

8 .. 6

84 .. 64
9 .. 7

9i « n

Per 100 feet.

)

Coramon
118. %d.

Super.
12a. ea.

Per foot-

\id.

nd.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Indies by IikjIios.

10 .. 8
lOi . . 8i
11 .. »
12 .. 9 .

Inches by Inches

12i .. 9^
13 .. 9
12 ..10
\2\ .. 10*

Id
16
17
IS
13
14

11
11
11
11
12
12

15
16
17
13
20
22

* t

1-z

12
12
12
12
12

Inches by Inches
13 . . 10
13i .. lOi
14 -.10
]4 t .. ^"*

,. 13

Inched by iuclios.

16
17
20
23
20
22

13
13
13
14
14

Inches by iiu:hea.

13i . . Hi

11

4ths.
3ds.
2ds.
Ists.

p. 100 feet.

1 2s. 6d.
14g. 3d.
ISs.
21*. fid.

16 \ 4tha. 13*. 6d. Ud.
17 1 3da. 1 6«. 2

18 y 2ds. 19». Sd. 2i
W V 1 Ists. 24i. 3

m m

1

Flax, dressed and undressed-
Russia and Prussia
Holland
Belgium
Other countries -

.

Total , •
Guauo *°"^

Hemp, dressed and undressed-

- Russia
Aust'-ian Italy
British E:\st Indies
Philippine Islands
Other countries

cwts.

2,623,091
1,3S4

377.629

54,853
52.773
60,231

545.486
52,516

160,615
93,356
20,602

112,06

'

20,453

1,897.195
2,630

3S8 734
107,406
82,165
34,453

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

612,763
75,070

62,866
57,369
14.250

37,405
4 730

«T,ASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

, « , i^ . IrTf
^ ^

I 21 oz.-4thB, 2|rf., Sd., and 3id. per foot.

16 oz.-4th8, \ld., 2d., and 2id. per foot. ^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^

Sds, 2irf., 2U., and 3d. per foot. _ J ]2 :-^—

HAILTI.BY'S IWIFIIOVEB PATENT ROUGH PI.A.TE.

liot accountahle for breakage,

GENUINE WHITE LEAD .. -. 32.^ OJ. per cwt,

ANTI-CORROSION PAINT .. -. 34

UN.EED.01L inirrj^
^^^^^^^

--^
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ VAUNISHEg. BRUSnES. *e.

LINSEED Olli
BOILEO „
TUiirENTINE

2». 4d. per gall.

2 9
3 3

CARSON S

« «

* •

Total ^ .••

Jute and other vegetible substances

of the nature of hemp
Hops #••.'•
Oil .seed caken . .

*™'*

Potatoes : • cwts.

Provisions—Bacon and ham's

^ B--«f, Siilt .

.

Pork, salt .

.

B'ltter
Cheese
Eggs No. 102,892,200

lArd cwts. 53,484

TWce, not in the husk . 375,054
Saltiwtre 219,32^

Cubic Nitre 2S7,743

Seed*—Clover 73,565
Flaxseed and Linseed .. ,. qrs.l 530,630

Rape
I

184,431

407,080 176,620

ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION PAINT,

699,241
1.418

43,951

468,613
66,439

153.051

99.442
230,803
183,478

453,481
543

53,715
125,629
222,115
206,506
120,849
3S8,205

22U312
110,651,400

159,714
488,865
174,206
51 S. 083
184.166
606.799
109,396

The British Goternmkst
The Frknch Govbrnsiest

TtlE RU3SIAK GOVERSUENT

The AUTI-COH^OSnN
o u

pATTlOTs'ISED BY
H R H THE Prince CossohT

Moot of THE NOBIUTY AND GENTRY

The Dock Cohi-anics

R\n.wAT AND Canal Cohpanibs

The Principal Collieries

Mill Owners, Ikon Masters, oc.

PAINT is now used exienslvely for all kinds of

T - D O O R :u3WORK,
Such as Iron. ^Voo.1, Sto,.e B.cW. Ccnpo. Cedent ^e-^;!,'-

^^r/J^^'^r/X^^^^^^^ W^i
to surpass any other

f-"' ^/f */f>L^;"'^;^i^l"Sr,»a»y .^
descriptions, is constantly, used bj,Job^^^^^

^^^^ VVlfite Lead, and can be «-'[..ir ^^e A^i^
be mi-ted (no grmdnig is needed). The Anti-

':Z^^-Zeii, yobl^n. GenfU^en, ^ also ,na., enUneni RoHlcMurUtsJ^or^^rpose..

rir»;:ciriower in price, and Usts twice as long as the be.

I atoure" boino; sent ia various Colour, req...nnga,mply to

Y^^l is a powder, and will keep any lenijth of tunc.
Corrosiou is a po\\

Wool, sheep and lambs'—Prom Hanse
Town»»ndotherpartsof Europe lbs.

British Pns='«>.-ions in Soutli Africa .

,

Biitish Kast lucUet
Australia .. "

I 39,103,280
OtUur couutries 5.997. 238

16.917.813

6,056.665
5,488,975

73.563,971

16,327,230

7,167,988
8,212,580

42.210,517
6.286,839

80,205,154

Wliite Stone

COLO
31*. per cwt.

Light Stone .-

Drab or Portland

Rath or Portland - • * ,

Ught and Dark Yellow Portland

*»

Total
Wool, Alpaca aud the Llama tribe ..\ 1,661,3111 1,556^133

Balk or Devon Stock and LEtCKSTER Sheep: 3f J C. We
direct attention to the advertisement in another column of

the sale of Mi. Turner's stock at Barton, near Exeter, We
shall refer to it at p-eatcr length next week* The prizes

which have been taken at national, metropolitan, provincial.

and local shows, are proof that the herd stands at the very
top of the scale of merit in its own particular biectL

Copper - • ;
Light and Dark O^ik

1 3 Of. •f

T U R

U R S :-
^ ^

Lurht and Dark Lead .. •

Light andDark Chocolate
I «8*. per cwt.

Briirht Red •„•,* s

Dark Red (or Brick Colour)

Black
IiivIsiWeCrGon
Bright and Deep Green .

.

Blue (for Carta and Waggoni)

RUSHES.

ilK tf

Mf. »p

50i. tt

OIL, ^ u K P E N T I N E A
j^^ppucATios to

-^--nToNrsONS (Successors to the Inventors),

^
Vereat Win'isfer'sJrfet (tearL Koyal Exchange) Loadon, E.G.

'

K^AGEN-TS THROreHOi:! THE CNITED KINGDOM.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION.
SECTION.

ORMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER
9 now allowed to be the best ever invented, and is the only Upright Tabular Boiler protected by Patent law. All otber. may be manufactured by

*°^Tbro^e-Boller System carried out to the fullest extent on the most scientific principles, and with greater security ^^^^^
*=^;;J^^^^-^J^^^ ""Z^^^l' i'^''.

The largest Establishments Heated by One Boiler. Conservatories, Winter Gardens. Vineries, Pineries, Orcbard Houses, and Hortlcnl-

tnral Bulldlnss of every descrlpUoa manufactured by Steam-power IWacblnery. Best materials and lowest possiuiecnarges.

Peacb Walls covered with Glass at a very small cost. Ventilation on the best known principles. Entire Fronts and Koofs opened by Machinery

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTITMEATES FKEE ON APPLICATION.

HENEY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder and
STANLEY BRIDGE, KING^S ROAD,

Water Apparatus Manufacturer
w

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS. PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738 B ARNARD, BISHOP, AifD BARNAEDS,
NORWIcg.

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUXING and BUDDIXG KNIVES, SCISSORS. Ac-

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen aud Seed Merchants in
the three Kinjrdoma.

MrCH has of late been said about BOILERS toe
HEATING BY HOT VVATER, but these Boilers have

iiow proved themselves to be the best at present invented.
They are adapted for Heating every description of Building,
and are made of various sizes. The price of the

24-inch Cast Iron is .

.

24-hich Wrought Iron is

3f)-inch Wrought Iron is

4S-inch Wrought Iron is

« #

• w

..£5 10s. each.

.. 6 10
.. 8 10
.. 12

>>

**

tt

Ueferencea to Gentlemen and Nurservmen where these Boilers
are now at work. The Cannon Boilers are now kept in stock,
and are to be had only ofJ. Jonks. 6, Bankside, S.E. Also, every
description of Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-water Pipes
and Connections at prices lower than those of any other house
in London. fetim:^te8 for Hot-water Apparatus erected com-
plete In any part of the country, and an Illustrated Catiilogue on
application to J. Jones. 6. Bankside, Southwark. LoncUn. S.E.

"PUSTIG WORKS (established 30 years) for durable.

^i^,?^T^"^^'^^''^' ^^"^ Portable RUSTIC SUMMEU-HOUSES.-GARDEN SEAT;:>, FANCY TABLES, &c. Carriage freeUo to Trotman's, Upper Hnllowav. London, N. Sketch aud
rprice on appUcation. ready fur delivery.

WARNER'S PATENT VIRRATING STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATENT CAST IRON PUMPS fitted with J. W. A Son'3
ratent Bucn:eta and Suckers, which cannot clog in action, for
Farma. Cottflgea, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

Diameter
of Barrel. Height. £. g. d.
2Mn. short 1 ft. 7in. /Fittedforlcad, \ 1 1

2,J „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha / 1 10
3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ 7 or cast iron
3i„ ditto 8„ 6,. flanged pipe
4 „ ditto 3„ 6„ \ as required.

2i „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing ... .2 00

2} in. long ditto ditto <Utto2 14

B RADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE.
SUIPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

" I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester.
London Office : 03, Fleet Street, B C.
N. B. My Machines always have,

and always will be sent on approval,
if desired, before payment, Descrip-
tion and Price free by post.

Reduced Prices of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

,

Five wires, 8 feet 6 inches high, pronged StandanlB, » te^

apart, one wrought iron straining post aud stTaUung screws

to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOrf. per yard.

The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, la. per yawL

Illustrated Catiilogues with prices of every variety oi nue

Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on ^^plicatioiL

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED >WIRE NETTING.

PRICES REDUCED.
H.T. MORTON ANB CO., Galvanised Iron Works,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-
able, andneatest Ruoflnt? in use ; also Spoutingat lO^d. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

BAKNAUD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, in cOT-

in their machinery for tM

2 4
2 9
2 18

Th6 short barrel Piimp is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash'houflep with snft water from under-
frround tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stag^e.

May be obtiiined of anv Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or country, at the above
prioe% orofthe Patentees and Manufacturers,

John WiR^ER & Sosa, 8. Crewont, Jewin Street, London, E.G.

«f^r^,*^^^"P*^^ ^^ Maf^hinery for Raiding Water by means
Bn^nt«\^r' ^^^^^ P^i^H>% &e.

;
al^ Fire and GardenEngines, d:c, tc—EnirravinMiietitnn ftT^t^Ur«fi^«

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,
cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or ^^et out of form Iry trespassing u^on or
over. Price, with fivelines of tbe Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, I5. 2^^. per yard.

This fence in far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of
iron fencing; aud possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of
this Fencing supplied,

GALVANISED CAME AMD POULTRY NETTINC.
Galvanised, 24 ins, wide
2-inch mesh, 5jrf., TJJ*,
and O^d. per yard,

GdlviUiised, 24 ins. wide,
3-inch mesh, 4'',, 5rf-, and
7d, per yard. The Netting
niade any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVAXISEHIROX CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS,
POULTRY POUNTAINS<t FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS AND ROSE STAKEi, &c-
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from ?s, per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS,
of all sizes, for the use of Private Hnuses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills. Collieries, Mines. VilLiges, 4c, Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to
an ordinary labourer,—Apply to

nE¥RT J. MoRTo:^ & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, LeedSv

sequence of improvements
manufacture of the above article,

a greftt reduction in th^ prices.

2-inch mesji, 24 inches wide . •

strong do:
intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide . •

strong, do.
intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch

1 1-inch
ll-inch
1 1-inch
Ig-inch

f9

99

ft

99

have been auabled tp»^

Galvanised.

.. 6d. peryd.
.. 6

7

74
10

f»

»t

It

ft

t*

Iron.

id. per yJ'

43

6i
7i
4i
H
6
8

It

It

I*

ti

t*

it

ft

All the above kinds can be made of any width, (tinder ° <^

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a c^ar^er m
than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-firth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, Sid. per yard, 3 fe^j 'r
Galvanised Span-ow-proof Netting for Pheasantnes, ^^T^^^q
square foot. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an

6 inches. *
i? oa fo ftU

Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage 1 reo w
the prinoipal Railway Stations. ,_
VISITORS TO THE SKASIUE, 'i'^^^^^^lfVKDS'

TRAVELLERS will find the application of R0»^^^
KALYDOR, both cooling and refreshing to the f^ce^hum,
allaying all heat and irritability, removing eniptimis, s^ ^^
freckles, and tan, and rendering the skin soft, t-

. ^f

healthy. Price 4.«. 6il. and Ss. 6d. per bottle.
J^^^g^jy to

summer also induces a dryness of the hair, *^
**, \, *h- u«e o^

its falling off, which may be completely obviated i>y V^ fifier

ROWLANDS* MACA9SAR OIL, an invigorator and nta^^y^

of the hair beyond all precedent, ^"^e 3s. •>«.,<••» ^U
bottles (equal to four smaU), 105. 6d. ; ^^J^'l^^rc^^mio^in'
ROWLANDS' ODOXTO, OR PEARL DENTIFRICE, conjF^^

ded of oriental ingredients, is of inestimable ^* ' ?.
"^ "Jteness

and beautifying the teeth, imparting a Pey^'^^^^.h BW^t
strengthening the gums, and in ^ndenng t^^J'^^ 4 goss.

and pure. Price 2*. 9J. per box. Sold byf.?°^^t^t8 and
20, Hatton Garden. London. E.C.. and by Chomww

Perfumers. Beware of Hpury>u5 ijnitatxooa. J
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c
improved' BLACK PHINCE, or RtCHARD IL, same
'
pricL Both ^.at be.w^^^^

.er 100:
PUkJcESS Rf>VA.L OF ESGLAKD, 7«.

P^f^fE''oJ'wA"ES?7r d.. per 100 ; seleetei 10.

ELA.CK PRINCE, 5s. per 100; selected, Ts. 6d.

The two first named have been severely tested on my ground

theseS throe years by hundreds of people. They are eaiy

And late on Iccoiiut of the numerous trusses continual y

^ming^lpDrLindley told me himself, that ho never could

deoenf upon having a Strawberry until ho had my breed.

Shin on the Strawbeiry, ahowiug how to obtain early and

large crops off a small piece of ground. U.

Pamphlet on the Potato, with 20
^'^^%^)^'-^f^%',^'>-

r ^^ ^^
On Market Gardening round London, &c., Is. 6tf. J.W' i*-

On the cXatiou It the Mu.shroom. Killing of w'oodUce,

On the better Cultivation of the Vme, is.

Vegetable Meeting Paper, gi-atis.

Payable to Jamej Cothil^ Cagabarwell. London^
SPLENDID NEW STRAWBERRY,

" Culverwell's Sassparril."

HENRY MAY has great pleasure in informing liia

friends and the public in general that ho ^^^^
P^J^^^^f^f

the entire stock of the above fine Strawberry of Mr. Culver-

well? gardener to Mark Milbank. Esq ,
Thorp ^^VV^^^J^TJ

Bedall The habit of the plant is strong and thoroughly haMy^

the fruit is cone-shaped, extremely handsome of « "«^J^^^
colour, of medium size, and wonderfully proliha I"

^fj"^^^
ij

is what its name represents, without an equal in npenmg It

succeeds Keens' Seedling and other varieties. A nist class

certifrcate was awarded to the fruit after ripening under a sun-

less skrP^'"'^^"^'^' '"'*'-^«'^'^ ?^^« V^' ^^!^^ "^'"'

the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural
'''^^^.^f/^orkshire

HESRvMvv,Jtw HopaNurseries. near Bedale^orkshire^

—

—y^^T^RA^S PRINCE ARTHUR STRAWBERRY.

J AND K. SMALL are prep^ired to receive orders tor

. this excellent new Strawberry. P^«7 P^^^lV/^ P^^'/^J
Forcing will be ready for sending pat early in Septembei at

Afiff .-.ArlftO and 30s ner 100 for ordinary plants
*
t£s Str!mber?y is^a sJedling raised ai the Royal Gardens

FrogLrrwhere itis now extensively grown for Forcing as

"f *
assulm^3 to\he Fi-uit Committee of the Horticultural

Society June 12, 1860, and the Prize awarded for the best seed-

ling Strawberry. It 'was again brought before th« CommiU

Jufy 10, at which time it obtained a arst-class Certticate of

Merit Mr. Marnock, of the Royal Botanic. Regents P^irk

writes :-Tho Strawberry Prince Arthur "beyond all doubt

iT one of the best in culttvatiou. " Mr. Glenny a so writes ' * fine

fall flivouved Stravberry. different from anyUnng I have ever

saen"-^^^^ Mr. C. Turner, of the Royal Nursery

Hough; Mr. Dodds, Epsom Nursery. Surrey; and Nuttikg &.

Son. Seed Merchants, Barbican, London, EC.
CoUibrook Nursery, Slough. Buccs.

OTHAVVBKKilY PLAK I'i.—Now ready tor sending

O out. fine strong healthy Plants of all the newest and most

approved varieties in cultivation. The plants are such as wi 1

give every satisftiction to all purchasers, including the lol-

lowing well known varieties.

GENERAL TTAVELOCK. — The finest early Strawberry

grown. To a grower for market this Strawberry is invaluable

;

it comes in before any other known early vaviety, the t>erry of

jroo-l form, large size, a splendid cropper, first rate for early

forcing, and not to bo surpassed for preserving, being of a beau-

tiful rod colour throughout. It ia the hardiest known variety

grown, having flt<iod the severitj^ of last winter without failing

in a plant, or the alightest injury to its early fruiting.

lOi. per 100.

RIVAL QUEEN.—The fmcst flavoured of any variety, 5s.

per 100. ^ ,

WIZARD OF THE NORTH (Robertson), true, a first-nite

late variety, 10*. per 100.

CONIFER^.—A fine Stock oi* very handsomely

grown Plants of various heighU-see AUIUMN CATA-

LOGUE, just published, sent free.

50 fine CONIFERiE, of good size, for .. £5
25 fine do. do. for -• ^ 10

The names and heights of either lot may be had. Early

planting ia recommended. If 20s. and upwards, free to all

stations in London,
Stephen Brown, late Bass & Brown, Seed and Nursery

Establishment, Sudbury. Suffolk.
, .

NKVV HOIWE-SHOKLEAVKIJ GEKANIUM
"HILLSIDE BEAUTY" (Stuart).—This variety is a

sport from the Countess of Warwick, has been grown here tor

two years, and proved to come true. It has the most superbly

marked foliage of any in its class, and has been seen and ad-

mired by the most eminent florists. The trusses of bloom aie

large and abundant, and altogether it will from its distinct-

iveness, prove a welcome addition among tine foliaged plants tor

Greenhouse or Conservatory decoration. Small plants, os.

each: larger sized, 10-?. 6(i.
- ^ -vr -d

John Mack. Hillside Cottiige, Cliirnside, N.B.

C £.

KEEP YOUK PREMISES FREc FKOM MiC£ AND
SPARROWS.

B
SuTTON&Co.,10. BowChurchyard,London,E.C. Agents tioldby

all Druggists, &c.. throughout the Kingdom. Works : Ipswich.

G I S H U U

TRADE N O T I

P̂
d the I'r'ade generally that he has left that Establishment

and removed to Newtovvn Park, Black
^^^.^^l'^^^^,;^'''^^^

doing business on his own account. His Thorn Quicks and

Forest Seedlings arc very fine this season. Price, &c on

application to P. Edwards, Park Nursery, Newtown Park,

Black Rock , near Dublin. ___^ -

WIN'lER BLOOMING PLAN Iri.—Purchasers are

respectfully invited to inspect the very large stock of

the Subscribers. CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, i-^^lCAS E£A-

CRIS, CYTISUS, and aCACIaS, can be seen in thousands.

Fine grafted Jasminum grandiflorum, well set with flower.

Otaheite Oranges in fruit, <tc.

Hugh Low & Co.. Clapton ^ursery. N.E

WANl'ED,a Urge quantity ot young
TAL TREES, EVERGREEN and

OHNAMEN-
.. - - DECIDUOUS

SHIlUBV';'alsoafow"FRUiT TREES, all excellent of theirkind.

—Particulars of size, age, and price Carriage free to a Railway

Station in London, to be sent to Mr., Andrews. Isleworth,

Middlesex, W.

i^OXSERVATOllY FLAN I'S, &0., WANTED.—
KJ ORANGE and ACACIA TREES from 4 to 6 feet high,

al^o a few SUCCESSION PINE-APPLE PLANTS. Any
gentleman being overstocked with the above can meet witb a

purchaser at moderate prices by addressing Mr. Coopi;a, Alpha

House, Coburg UoaJ . Old Kou t_Rojul, J. B;_

TRANSPLAMTIIMG MACHINES. ^^^„^,^
WANTED, by the KORTICULIX'RAL SOCIKTY

OF LOMDOJJ. a TRANSPLANTING MACHINE, that

will carry 10 tons; also a smaller one that will carry 6 tons.

Address, stating price and particulars, to Mr. Geo. Eyles,

Kenshigton Gore, W.
, ,._ . .

N.il. Second-hand Machines, if in good condition, preferred.

Per 100—s. d.

7 6

« t

Oscir (Turner) ..

Cremont*s Perpetual
Adiwhal Dundas
Ma;?nura Bonum
Prince of Wales
Carolina Superba
Oraar Pacha
Keens' Seedlin^j

Sir C, Napier
Fertilised Hautboy
Eleanor 3

* *

* *

5

3
4
4
3
7
3

6

6
6
6
6

Per 100— J». d.

Victoria 3 6

Prolific 3

Bicton Pino
Myatt's Eliz;:X

British Queen
Black Prince

Filbert Pine

Elton Pine

Sir Harry
Myatt's Surprise

4 4 W P

» •

• « • •

A f

4
S

4

S

4

3

3

3

6

6

6

6

C

CUTTA PtRCilA TUBIIMG FOX WATERING GAKOEiSIS.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have the

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the fallowing

Tatimonial from Mr. J. Farrah. Qt, to Bosttell Middletos

Jalland. Esq.. ofHoMerne^s Hou.'^e. near Hull.

"
I have had 400 feet of your GutU Fercha Tubing, in lengths

of 100 feet each, with union joint, in use for the la^'t r2 months

for watering these gardens, and I find it to ans\ver better thar

auTthing I have ever yet tried. The pressure of tjie water

i

very considerable, but this has not the slightest effect on the

tubin-. I consider this tubing to be a mflst valuable uivcntinn

fir Gardeners, inasmuch as it enables us to water our gardens in

about one-half the time, and with one-half the labour required.

Manufactured by the Gutt-* Fercha Company, Pawntees,

13, Wharf Road. City Ri>ad, I/ondon, B.C., and sold by their

Wholesale Dealers in to rm and country.

ST C O iSl P O U N O.
PATENTED.

FOR PREVENTISO AND DESTROYING

RED SPIDER MEALY BUG 1 MiLDEW „„^^„
XtiRlPS SCALE GREEN and BROWN
AMERICAN BLIGHT ANTS | FLY

BED BUGS, fee,

And useful in winter dressing.

ConUiins no deleterious ingredient.

Has received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see

Gardners' C%ro..icle of 9th Annl and 16th July. 1850> a«d

"Cottage Gardener," 12th July, and has been favoumblyTe-

porUd °on. and ia used by eminent gardening authorities,

*mong whom are-

Mr. Judd. of Althorp Gardens

Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth
Mr Edmonds, of Chi.-iwick House Gardens

Mr Colliuson.of Baton Hall Gardens

Messrs. A. Hendersun A Co.. Edgeware Road

Mr. Jna. Veitch, jun., Chelsea
* Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens

Messrs. Rolli.'^snn & Sons, TooLing, S.

F. & A. Dickson & Sons. Chester.

Tlie principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen tbronghout

England. Scotland, mid Ireland iiso it have taken m Bupphee. -

and are Aow prepared to sell single boxe^pnce l.t. for first

triairanTsInaU uses, such as destroying bedbugs; 3,. for not

large gardens; 10*. 6J. lor large gardens, with testimouials and

full descriittirns for use.

Nursorvnien and Seedsmen supplied by

Prick's Patent CAs-pr.E Cqmpaxv. Liimted. London.

CLASS FOR COMSERVATO.^IES, ETC.

HETLKY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture at prices varying from 2d. to 3d

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate dehvery.
_

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,

to James Hstley <& Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardtmi's' C/tr/>>ac',g of Siptom'-ier 1.

u miUtil DOUO."— Piitromaed by her Majesty, the

Jh Queen the Duke of >forthumbiriand for Syon House.

hU Grace the D.Ike ot Devoushira for Chiswick Gardens, I^o-

felsor LTndley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, ate Jtfrs,

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and - Collier, E<*q., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE COLD WINDS ^ MORNING FROSTO

-FRIG I DO MO." a Canvas made of patent prepW Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of HeatandCold keeping

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

I^l horUculturar and' aoricutturaPpurposes, /^^ pi^eymg

:

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sim. from

w"i 1, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts, .o

bcj had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide .. -. 1«- ^'^ per yard run.

Four yards wide . . . • 3"- P**^ y*'^'

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2.. &d. per yard run.

A1.0 -FrigrDomo" Netting. 2yards wvie. UAd. per yard r,m.

Elisha Thomas Archer. Whole and Solo Hanuracturer, 7,

rn-n'tyLHue; Cannon St., City. B.C., *^d of all Nurserymen

i,"dSeedsm'mthro.ighontthe kingdom. " It is muchcheapor

than mats as a covering.'*

CORDYLICfE (DRAC^NA) INDIVISA

ESSRS JOHN AND CHARLES LEK

And all o'ther 'varieties worthy of cultivation at equally

""LORD^kETYON'S FAVOURITE CUCUMBER.-Tlie finest

gr iwn for eariy forcing or winter culture ; 1<. per Packet.

HOLLYHOCK SEED from all named varieties; U. p packet.

The true old BATH COd LETTUCE SEED. th. be^^t ever

cultivated. l3. per packet. „•„».„... „^n •

GRIFFIN'S ALMA LETTUCE stands the winter well,

requires no tying ; l5. per packet.
«w7z.«, f..^r»i

A remittance is exi>ected to accompany all orders ftom
unknown correspondents. , T3«T«n.c-r
EDWARD TILEY, Nl-rservman, Seedsman, and Florist.

1 4. Abbey Church-yard. Bath.

YOUELL AXD^Co/s gWeUAL ANT) DESCRIP-
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

ready, and will be sent free on application.

It conUins detiulcd Lists of Greenhouse Pl^^^^^ ^"n^rs

Shrubs, as well as all the newest introductions m Soft-«oodcd

Plants.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

TO PLANTERS OF "cONlFERS. _ .„,,

YOUET.L AND CO. can supply 50 species of IlAUh

ASD HARDY C0NIFF5RS hi good plants for r,l., package

included, and cirriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester. >ew.

o«tte-on-Tyne, Hull. London, Peterborough, or to any K;ulway

Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.
A LIST of the above can be had on application.

^___ Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.
.

CLAuiOLUS BRElMCHLtYENSlS.
YOUELL AND CO. beg to inform the Trade they

are in a position to supply strong flowpring BULBS of

the above variety, unequalled bv any other for the brilliancy

of its colour. See report by Dr. Lindley in Gardeners' Chronicle

of Sept 8, pflge 1 ifi. Price per 100 or ItWO on application.
Royal Nursery. Great Yarinouth. Norfottc.

TO POTATO GROWERS.
WANTED TO PURCHASE, f„r Cash, from 1 to

3 Tons of each of the following sorts of POTATOES,
true to name and free from disease :

—

nave the pleasure to announce that they have now ready to send out the maguincent

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM NEW ZEALAND,
AN' AOCOUS'T OF WHICH WiS GIVEN" BY DU. LTN-DLET IN THE OAaD,NS.S CUHOSICLE, OCX. -20. 1850. Pp. 869

b.ar total exposure in the West of England and - I-^--^-
^^^ ^^^.^.^^ ^^.,,t, ,„ ^^,,, the foll.^-e is

CORDYLINE INDIVISA attains a height of from 10 to
^^ ^f^^^'^^J^^^^^ and measure from 5 to fi f-et m

retained with vigour .almost to the ground. The leaves are set on to the grtatcst aiv g .^ ^ ^_^ _,.„„,.„fr mHrih of

Nursery and Seed Establistoent, Hammersmith London, W.

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE MOST
MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES AND FREDK.
BRITANNIA IRON V/ORKS,

APPROVED IMPLEMENTS

HOWARD,
BEDFORD.

I860.

P S.
£2

Aahle;i,f Kidney
Fluke Kidney
Flourball

Shaw's
Soden's E;uly Oxford
York Regents

Fortyfold
Red Ashleaf Kiiluey
Early Frame

. . _„^
Address by letter, stating price per ton, delivered free to any i gT Feett

rithe London Railway Stations, to Mr. W. Brows, 10, Florence
Kottd, NewCrosB, S.E.

LOTJGH
D PLOUGH, FOR A PONY ..

3
n II pr.OUGH. FtjR ONK HORSb

HAKES.
WITH IROX TKETH
ZuH STF.FJ. TF.ETH

5
5
2
7

15
5

6

6

HARROWS.
£-2 n

LIGHT si^n HA nnows .. -• ••
_•; 3 3

HORSE
7i FrxT Wide, Mabkfd H,

74 FEET WiDF. MaKKKD H ^|- -—^- ^pp^U

^IKS To^. M^kkS hS; ^Zn STEEL TEKTH

I

8
8
8

10

10

3
4
5

10

6

6

CATALOGUES, withL paXi- or t.e .!,<.« ana ot.e. Implements n,an

THRKKIIOrtSF: iTAn^<i>\s ..

HF.AVY HARRnWri
DRAG HARROWS

STEAM CULTIVAXOES.
A COMPLKTE 8KT OF

SMW'S PATENT STEAM CULT.VATINC APPARATUS.

KxcLrsTVE OP EsoiNK ,. -t-so

.ifactured by J. & F. H. -^nt free on appHclV^''-
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FKESH ir^JPORTtD DUTCH BUL3S.

SUTTON" AKB SOXS hav.^ jvist

roceived from Haarlem one of tlae

most extensive and rare CoUuctions of

BULB0U3 FLOWER ROOTS

ever imported iuto this country.

Pricea very moderate, as sec List, ^,

which may be had post free.

^ Koyal Berlcshire Seed Establishment,
Reading.

'

tRIFOUIUM IIv:CARrJATUM

CHEAT.

THE AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT TO

CARTER'S GARDENERS' YADE lECUI
(25tli ANNUAL SERIES)

"IS JUST PUBLISHED.

SUTTON" AXD SO^'S CiiU sup-
ply NRW SEED rERY CHEAP in

large i^uautities, the crop being l;u-go

this season.

Lowest cash price ("according to quan-
tity i-eqiui"td), may be hud on applica-
tion.

B contains a List of all the hest varieties of DUTCH and CAPE BULTiS suitalU

for Greenhouse and out-door plajitinj, with carefuUy written articles as to the best mode of
culticating the same,

*^,* FORWAKDED TOST FREE ON APPLICATION TO

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, Hi^h Holborn, W.C.

IUUrULlUM.l»

Roj-al Berks Seed Establishmeut,

Re.idiPK.

TAUDIF A FLKUK 15L\Ni:UE
,, „ ROUGE

(much, recoranieuded for succession by
Vilranriu of Paris).

CIIMMON OR INCARNTATUM, 3<r to 4<?.

per lb., with pract-cal Hiuts on its suc-
cet^sful c\iltivatii'n,

ITAKIAN KV'R-ORASS, per bush., 55. to7it.

COW CABRAGE, 3*. M. per Ib,

fflXIER VETCUES, WIMER OATS,
AWD RVE,

PEKMANEN'T PASTURE GRASSE3 and
CLOVE KS.

SEEDS FOR EXPORTATIOM,
specially selected aud p:icked to arrive in

good condition.
GUERXSEY & iJELLADOXyA LILIES,

Blooniiner Rulbs^ 4*. per dozen*
Just impnrttid, a fine collide tioa of

DUTCH BULBS,
Page & T00G00&, Southampton*

CARTER'S 40s. CDLLICTIOIT OF BULBS
FOR FORCING-

"ALL FIKST SIZED AND PICKED ROOTS,"

*2 dozen extra fine HYACIN'THS. in 12 sorts

2 dozon POLYANTHUS KAUCI33US, in 9 sorts

2 dozen single sweet-soenttjd J0XQU1L3
150 newest SeeJUng^ CROCUS, in 50 sorts

1 dozen TULIPS, DUG VAN THOL, red and yellow

1 dozen TULIPS, DUG VAN THOL. sCJiHct

do. do. rose
do. do. Teilfiw
do. VRRMILION BFilLLLVNX
do. REX UUiiRORUiX
do. TOUKNESOL

1 dozen
1 dozen
1 doeen
1 dozen
1 dozen

Kalf tbte above Collection, 20s.

JAMES CAETER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 233, High Holborn, ^.C.

SNOW'S MUSCAT HAMSURCH G^AP£-
MESSRS. AUTHUll HKNDERSOX and Co. be^

to remind their Pitri -us and Friends that the Prize of
IFiTe and Three Guiueiia oflfered by tbem fm' the first and
second Prize Dish of the above celebrated Grape, will take
X)lace at the CrvHtal Palace Show of thu 19tli & iOtn Septem}>er-

K. B. The Gnipo can be seen in great perfection at the
Wirtcry, Pine-apple Place. An inspection ^^Pthe large bnnchcs
ftnd berries is enruestly s'^Ucited by Grape Growera and Gentle-
man who are fond of fine fniit.
' Pl&ti-Appl^- Pljlcc, El2rware U->\d, London, TT-W.—3t>pt. 15.

SPL£iMai J GRKt'E VINES.
WILLIAM UAUNES ha^ mMcli pleisuro in an-

Ui^uncinsc that he ha^ some very fine Grapo Vinos in pot^^,
Qownftdy to send uut, of the followiniz kiuda, viz. :

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWING.

SPERGULA PILIFEEA.
'^flHE merits of this little Plant for the abovf* purpose being now fully recognised, and havings
JL stood the teat of six snccesaive seasons, wo have ^eat pleasure in recoramendiuf^ it to the nt^tico of

our customers. Mr, Summers, it^ original raiser at the Crystal Palace fCursciy, Sydenham, having mada
ovor to u3 the entire Stock of new Seed for the present cas'>n, we now offer it in packets of

6do Is.^ 2s, 6d.t 53,, and 21s. Or per Ounce.

We b?g to subjoin a few remarks upon the culture of Spergula* as practised by Mr, Summers, premising
that seedlings so vsrn la3t August and September present now a full twelvemonth's growth in advance of
seed sown last spring.

White Muscadine
niiick H imhiirifh
Whitti Hweetwatcr
Black Prince
IIlackTrif>->Ii

Btack ftirbaroflsa

MuflcatofAlux'Ui'Irii

WInte Frontignac
Black Do-
Grizzly Do.
Mdt Llill Hamburg)
Royal Muscitdine
Champiun Ham
burgh

iBowood MTi.^cat

[
Gulden Drop
Muscat Hamburgh
Lady Downe'8 Sced-

linj? fwater
Buckland Sweet-
White Tokay
Trenthani Glack
Muscat Mascadino

.Mii8car,ofAit;xin'inii Dur^li
Cannon Uall Miiscan Purple Constantlne
West's St. Peter's I Golden Hiimbnrgh
Moat of the canas avorage from 8 to 10 feet long, arc very

fttron^jT, anl the w.>o<i well ripened, eyes plump, aad would
brintj a fine crop next year in pots.
There are also scTEral of tho varieties prepared for Orchurd

House Culture, being formed into nice bushes with, apura upon
each side. Prices can be obtained upon application.—Camdeii
yur^icry, C.imherwen. 3., Sept 15.

SUCKLANO SWetTWATER Cr<APt.
JIVEKY AND SOX teei great pleasure in re-

• introducing this fine early White variety to the notice of
all 6ra)>d Growers, as they feel assured it will give entire
Mtiafaction. In appearance (except in colour) of Uuuch and
Borry, it resembles the Black Hamburgh, but growinR- 8tiU
larger than this old favourite under tlie same treatment, it is
aUo a free setter and of vigorous habit. A fine bunch was
exihihited before the Frait Committee of the Horticultural
Society, on July 31st uU.. which was highly spoken of bv
tKdm, and is again m^.st favourably noticed liy all tho leadin
"Journals. S« Report bdlow. Strong phnts 103. Qd. an
«X». each.

Copied from Gardenen' ChrO'ikle, August 4. 1860.
* From Messrs Ivery & Son, of Dorking, came a beautiful

bouchof Bnckland Sweetwater Gratio, a vadoty whioh, when
potter known, cannot fail to be a favourite; the bunch
« of good size, well ahouMnrod and handsome, and
nis flftvo«r good This variety is. however, yet scarce—
"ot more than two specimens of it in a friiit-bearin;» state
twing at preaeut in the country, one at the Oeepdene, Dm- Ang
(from w>in;h this bunch wad cut), and the other in Mossra
iTerys Nuraery." (which they will feol great pleasure In
showing any one who may favour thfim with a visit).

______^ Dorking Kursery, Sept 15.

CHOICE SEEDS.
MKSSIl^. PAHKKR axd Wlf.LrAMS be^j

offer the following Neiv and Genuine SEED3, all
whiofa are stroafirlv recommended ;— P. packet—

j

CAULIFLOWER. Sow Kirly .UainmoMi or Frog-
more Forcinif, the earliest var. in cultivation,. 1

CUCU-MBERS. all the best varieties .. .1
LErrUCE, Alma (GritHu's) 1

„ Moor Park, extra fine., ,.
'

1
FLOWER SEEDS.

CATjCROLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed
, CINERARIA, from finest named vai-i;jtiea
DIAVTHUS aeddewiggi
PAMSY, from named varieties
PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata
SOLANUM capsicastrum "

„ p-«udo-.:apsicum ; this is quite equal
in beauty for decorative purposes
to the precedi.ig \ n

A PRTOED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGJE of VEGE

?2^^M*'''^ "^"V^
forwarded post free on application.

INSTRirCTIONS rOR RAISING SPERGULA.
Choose an open situatinn for the seed bed, dig the ground in shape of a ridge (to throw off the water in winter), and maka

the surface firm with rake, roller, &c. ; spread tho seed thfnly over the bed, and with a rake gently atir the surface, after which
give a good watering throiigh a fina rose. The bed should then be hooped over and shaded with a mat or piece of Tiffatiy
doubled,^ the object m shading being to prevent the too rapid evaporation of moisture ; indeedfrom the time of sowin? until

I to becom
weather s

, -,.,,. T , o t'lsy oiay be either planted — _„
garden or put in thickly on the intended lawn. Pull particulars of this final planting wUl be given in om* New Seed
Catalogue for ISGl.

* foe,
cv. foJ",f^t^er information respecting the elegant, mossy, and carpet lite appearance of this plant, we beg to refer to Mr.
fehu-Iey Hibberd s notice m Gardeners' ChronieU, and to that of Mr. Beaton in the Cottagt Sar'tener. Mr. Summers will at any
timo be pleased to show the capabilities of the Sneimaa, or give information to parties desirous of forming a kwn, upon
appUcatuu to him at his Nursery.

<=
.

f

J. C. &Co. would beg leave to caution the public against purchasing s^wds of various S\Tinas, &c. (which are only
Annuals), large quantities of which have been offered to tneir notice this season, and reprdsented as being seed of tho true

»pergula piltfera, (the seed being very similarX but as the whole stock of new seed mit pass throivjk their hands they cm Iparrant
none other than. thcU obtainedfrom their Eatablish'/}unt

.

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsma:?, 237 ani 238, Hi^li Holborn, London, W.C.
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n:e w seeds
THE QUEEN'S SEE DS M E N,

PETER LAWSON & SOi\
27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER,

ARE mow SUPPLYING JvEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN' SOWIXO.

s.w.

The very finest qualities of TRIFOLIUfil IXCARNATUM;, ITALTAX RYE-GUASS. SIX WEEKS
E TURNIP, ALSIKK CLOVER, DWARF BHO.VD-LEAVED RAPE, MUSTARD, PEKMA^'ENTSTUBBLE

, ^_, ^ ^
GRASS SEEDS, aU carefully selected, and delivered Carnage paid at moderate rates.
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CHOICE BULBS. _
rNTFPHEV BROWN'S CATALOGUE (l^tc Bass
^lfirnL<^^

free on application. It contmna one^ & Brow^O «"PPl e^^^^ BULBS.

ll^cnS^r^l anfrsc;iS- -'^tter is' this year greatly

I^llr^S and pvicas are very moderate

*''^^iSnamed Hyacinths, 6... 9.. and 12. per doz.

Seed and Nursery ristaHlishmcnt, Sudhviry. Suffnlk.

' DUTCH FLOWER R~0 O T S.

CTT\-RLES TURNER, the Royal Auhserie^,

sioueh has just received his u«ual large consi^raents

from HolUnd and is gratified in being able to state tlm the

IX are very fine, and in the best condition. The ANN UAL
cI^ALOQUE^is just issued, and will be sent froo to any

"^^Af^succeasful cultivation depends in no inconsiderable

de^ee npnT earV planting, the great advant.^ge of giving

fm'Se^iat^e order/is%vinns.-The R^yf Nur.enes, Slough,

a^ i acent to Eton and Windsor, and al>^o at Salt Hill.

~
5 U T C H FLOWER ROOTS.

TAAIES VFTTCH, JuN., Royat. Exotic N^.^^serJ,

pI Chelsea S W be-s bo announce that he has received hia

i^nu^tfpply of BijLBOU. ROOTS /-m ««^1-|^; ^^i^.
Dieted to say that thev are PVRTfcuLART.v p»-^^. ^"^ "^

^^n>o
Efnt cosnmo;^. CATALOGUES are no^v ready and will bo

forwarded on application.
r.otr(>niqp

T V Jua de'iires to impress upon those who patronise

hii the g^e; alva'ntage of ^giving 'him their obdbrs ear.^.

^°ihe sSIeessful cultivation of Bulbs depends ma great

measure upon their br ng pr.AXTEP E^aLV in the season.

SEDUM FABARIA tar. RUBRA,
^ .

T CARTER ANT> CO.. have much P^^f
^'•^

>^X?"^^^J . this handsome and ^ee flowenng Sedum^ the trade^

"WELL-KNOWN HYDRANGEA.
Price per dozen. \2s. ;

per 100 upon application.

James CAKTeR& Co.. Seedsmen, 237 and 23S. High Holbom.W.C.

Eiit ©attrenerjS^ ©iironicle

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1860.

MEBTINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.

Wb&:(BaDAV, Sypt. 19 ) CryHtal PalACe Dahlia and
TuuRSDAT, — 20 J Show.

Among the Colonial Possessions of the British

Crown there is one of which little is known in

Europe, and which nevertheless holds out so fair a

prospect to men who understand gardening and

farming that we are glad to be able to give a per-

fectly accurate account of what it is, founded

upon unquestionable authority. Those who from

time to time consult us as to the best country

POR EMIGRANTS can now judire for themselves as

to whether Vancouver's Island suits thera. Of

this young colony the town of Victoria is the

capital. Official returns show that the imports for

the last quarter amount to the large sum of

694,54fi dollars, and that the amount steadily

increases. This gives some idea of the quantity of

business done there ; but, it is material to observe

that it largely c .nsists of an export trade to Puget

Sound and other American possessions, and to

British Columbia. The consumption m Van-

couver Island al.ne amounts to about one-

third of the sum above given. The reason

for this large export trade exists m the

fact that Victoria and Esquimalt its grand harbour

are free ports. This cij-cumstance alone will most

assuredly render Victoria a large commercial

emporium, destined to grow more or less rjpidly

accordinn- as the American possessions and British

Columbia fill up more or less quickly; and there

can be no doubt that, sooner or later, Vancouver

will export rich produ>'^e not only to the north and

south, including San Francisco, but also to places

in the east, to China, Japan, and the Russian

settlements at the mouth of the river Araoor.

In looking over the details of the statistics of the

present trade one is startled by the immense
amount of eatables and drinliahles imported ;

such

as live stock, poultry, together with timber in

the foriQ of lumber and shingles, slates, and
numerous other articles. This state of things

is accounted for by the smallness of the agricultural

population, their want of capital, and what is

worse, of energy. No doubt there are exceptiong,
but the rule is certainly as we have stated it.

In taking rides in Vancouver Island, it is found
that agriculture is for the most part confined to

what are termed Victoria, Esquimalt, Melchosio,
Saske, Lake, and Saauitch Districts, and the
extent of these districts may be, in some measure,
caleulated, when it is known that in t'uree days an
equestrian may visit, not only the districts, hut
nearly every farm in them. Victoria district is

Vancouver Island, although possessing beautitui

meadow land, good soil, a splendid climate, and

magnificent scenery, is pretty much m the same

s'-ate as before colonisation took place, and the

productions of farmers would not anything like

support even the inhabitants. About 80,000 acres

of land are said to have been sold, but we^have

reason to know that hardly 2000 acres of .this are

cultivated—the land, for the most part, being held

by speculators, who, not cultivating the soil them-

selves, only await an improvemeat in prices.

Another strange fact is, that although this

island abounds in wood of the finest description

for spars or lumber, only one saw mill exists,

and that one even cannot turn out more than

5000 feet per diem. This accounts for the large

amount of lumber imported from Paget Sound,

and of redwood from California. Before the gold

excitement two mills existed, but one having

been burned down, has never been replaced, so

that in this respect Vancouver Island has been

retrot^rading. There is said to be a small mill in

British Columbia. Slate is found in abundance,

but slates are imported. Limestone abounds, yet

lime is sold at a dollar and a quarter, about 5s.,

per barrel, but none is exported. Sandstone of

the best quality for building purposes exists, but

no notice is taken of it. Coal may be had at

various places, but only one mine is worked.

Fish of all kinds abound^ but no more are caught

' than are consumed here. There is not a single

' manufactory, but there is one foundry, and at

what are called Craig's Flour Milts, Oatmeal and

pearl Barley are made. Cement stones and fire

clay are to be had wnth little trouble, but are

entirely neglected.

This picture does not say much for the wisdom

of the Home Government ; 'but it shows how large

afield there is for industry, skill, and capital—

especially for the two first : for here, as in Canada

W., the best capital a man can possess is health,

strength, and aknowledge of rural economy. If we

ask how this state of affairs has been brought

about in one of our most important colonies, we are

assured that neither the Vancouver Executive

which merely obeys the orders of the Secretary_ of

the Colonies, nor the Legislative Assembly which

possesses little power, is to be blamed, and that

the evil undoubtedly arises out of the pornioious

land system of the Home Government, whereby no

one can settle, excepting he first purchase the land.

The natural effect of this system ha^ been to

keep down an agricultural population, which the

distance of Vancouver from England and the

places whence emigration takes place would eff^'ct

,>..«v .^ ... — Society _ . . ^

the existing advantages of unioD with this Society in

consideration of the pnyraent of 21. 2.?. fro a tht; pro-

vincial unions, but the Society relies on the olno rs of the

provincial unions fur a careful discrimination of those

bodies which oupjht, from those which ought not. to be

expected to subscribe scparutely for the advantages of

the union with the Society of Ai'ta, and the Council

i
reserve the power of ro-coiisidering the arrangeincnts,

'

if It should be found that bodies not contemplated

herein are enabled to avail themselves of what is

proposed.

Examinations will next year be held la the

following subjc cts by the Examiners whose names

are added. (We onlv enumerate those which

4. Geometry

speciallv apply to our own class of reader?.)

1. Arithmetic R^-v. Alexander Wibou.

2. Book-keeping John Ball, Esq. .

' Uev. B. M. Cowio, one of

H. M. Inspectors of

Schools.

J. Sykes, Esq., Assistant

Secretary to the Com-
mittee of Privy CjuneU

on Education.

f"

Rev. Jonathan B<i^es, M.A.,

Vice-Priucipal of the

Diocesan Iranung Col-

lege, Cliester.

T. M. Goodeve, Esq.,- Pi'O-

5. Slensuvation

9.

10. Practical Jlechanics

13.

14

15.

16.

fessor of Meclianics at

the Koyal fililltary

Academy, Woolwich.

A. "VV. Williamson, E^q.,

Professor of Chemistry,
Chemistry <^ University College, Lon-

don.

John Marshall, Esq., Lec-

turer on Anatomy in the

Government Dopartmont

of Science and Art.

Potuny 'Dr. Lindley.

A'7ieultiire -J- C. Morton^Esq.

Animal Physiology (in

relation to Healtli)

19. Domestic Economy

20.

25. French

26. German

27. Freehand Dia^ving ...

under the wisest management. It is understood

however that the land system is on the eve of a

change, and then, there will be no place under the

sun that holds out such seductive prospects as

Vancouver Island. Even now, with all its dis-

advantages, any one with the smallest energy and

capital can do well; the natural productions of the

Island are abundant and untouched, yet home

consumption, in the shape of food,^is obliged to be

supplied from foreign ports. With capital, for-

tunes will be made from the coal, lumber, lime,

and building materials alone.

Since writing the above a volume on the subject

of Vancouver and British Columbia, from the

pen of tlie Surveyor-Goneral of the former colony,

has reached us, which we shall notice next week.

The Societv oy Arts has issued its annual

programme of the Examinations for the year 1861.

Now that the subject of Gardeners' Edueation is

exciting so much discussion, it will be useful to our

distant friends to know something more ot t.ie

plan alopted by the Society for extending the

advanta-e of Examinations to country districts.

Any institution, or union of institutions, desirous of

entering into mnou with the Society of Arts, mtist hll

up, si-n, and return to the Secretary, a printed form of

declaration, accompanied with a copy of its rules. Wh^^^^^

selected will ^"0°^,?",
"'^-^''to' jfg own instilatioi., fo

will, at the same t'™^' 6
^^

,

^'tiJ^.^^e offi-^' in it. the

,, ng as he jt^^-^j^^^ ^'^
the Wter c^, the insti-

£S;^U rS the aava„t.,es of the u.ion,

Tiie Very Rev. Richard

Dawes, Dean of Here-

ford.

fWm. Hughes, Esq., Pro-

Geoirraphy \ fessor of Geography in

[ Queen's College, London.

TAlphonse Marictfce, E--q.,

J Professor of French,

[ King's College. London.

r Dr. Bernays, Professor of

J German, King's Coll^fe,

[ London.
F. S. Ciiry, Esq.

{Thomas Bradley, Esq., Pro-

fessor of Geoniolrical

Drawing in King's Col-

legCj London,

The terms of admission te the Exa-nina^ions aro

extremely easy, as appears from the fullowing

regulations :—
Candidates must be .adinittod through a Local

Educational Board connected with the Society of Ar^s;,

and must be at least 16 yo;<rs of age.

[A.) Students of classes in Institutions m 1 p^.^.,_

direct union with the Society of Arts ... J

(fi.) Students of classes in "Small In.';titu."|

tions" only in Indirect union with the ^_ 2a-. Qd.

Societv, pay a foe of ... ... ... J

(C.) In districts where there are no Institu-

tions, or only smull ones, Local Boards

paying one giihioi a year to the SiK-i.-ty,

miiyadinitcandidatesonpayiTjent of ateeot

(Z).) Persons of a liigher class of society, 1^^^ ^j
pay a fee of ... • •• V -', ,.

It will be seen that, in any locality, wh^'thcr tuere

be an institution in union w\t,h the Sociely or not,iiio

first thing to be doie in order to enable any person to

take a(\vantage of the examinations, is the fortaalion of

a Local \\mx^\. ,,,,,. ^ ?

"The final Examinations must bo held svnziWineoutlif

on the days, and at the hours specified in the fofioicm/;

Time-tabfe, at thL».s? places where Loral Baaids are

estiibllshed:—

2s. C T

Tuewlay, Weiite«d;ty,

tl)0 SOth April,; the 1-t v

From 6 30 to {
From 6.t.

9 m p M. 9 so p M.

ThuB'l«y,
tho 2d .Mav.

From 6 SO to

ft, SO P.M I

t!icyd>r-

Pit

Ari^limetic.

Agriculture.

Mecliaiiical

Drawing.

[iook keei*-

i n x*

Clieii.* ' y.

Uomostic
E.^.:ony

Tractical Me
clonic.

Physiology.

j
Ireiich.

l»ijrman.

G • rv.

^ r

JBoUiiy.
(*(*>"* MpHy.
Fre''Ii;ind

Further details gi von in the So-' >; => O. kA\fl**-k

Programme, w , 4n^ , * i- V e ohtd!n»d up^-n appii f^ —
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tion to the Society of Arts. Adelphi, Lmdon. We
most strongly recommend its periis>tl to all who

are iaterested in this important question.

It appears from a recent official report to the

Royal Society o\' the Maurilius that the aathuri-

ties of thy isitind are alarmed at the streams

which were once bo copious gradually drying

up. ** We have," says the Secretary, ** at dif-

ferent periods in the course of our labours

called the attention of the authorities to that

important fact. "We will not here raise the

question so often discussed as to whether the

cause is in the destruction of the forests ;
we will

merely state the fact, for instance, that the river

which supplies the t->wn with water and was lor-

merly so abundant, is now otteri dehcient. In

some places it is checked with the Gr-iss, which

has overrun it, and in otliers it is completely dried

up at certain seasons of the year. What can be

the cause of such a state of things? Is there a

remedv P and if there is, why is it not applied r"

The question is of sufGcieut importance to occupy

the attention of the members of the Society_ as well

as ofthe N\hole community. At the s.ime time that

the water in the rivers has diminished, the torests

have heen thinned to a considerable extent, and

we will now put the question as to whether in

the view of public utility the functions of

Guardian of "Woods and Forests should not he

converted into those of an officer charged with

replanting trees to replace those ttiat have disap-

peared, aud keeping the rivers sufficiently char to

enable the water to flow freely. Let u^ cast our

eyes on the barren and naked miiuntains which

surround the town of Port Louis, and when the

sun retleets its burning r.iys iu the depth of

summer, and let us at the same moment pieture

to our^^elves those mountain i covered, as they were

formerly, with trees spreading sh;de and coolness

at certain seasons of the year. The coast as well

as the mountains is entirely denuded of trees, and

the Con^:ervator of Woods and Forests has very

judiciously suggested the idea of replanting that

part of the coast known as the * pas geometriques,'

andoccupyin;;a considerable space of ground around

ttie island. This measure, in our opinion, would

be more rational than keeping up a numerous
ebtabliahmeut to look afttir a few acres of forests

constituting the Crown lauds, and ^vhe^ein the

Creoles and vagabond Indians each day add
to the number of treus destroved,"

If the island should in time become barren,

instead of remaining one of tlie must fertile in the

waters of Airica, it will only undergo tl.e fnte

which universally attends the destruction or

absence of forests iu countries exposed to great

solar heftt.

distinguished from similar species of Agarieus, or indi-

gestion if not something wor^e will be the consequence.

A, dryinus, when well grown, is an elegant species,

and is sure to command some degree of respect from

the practised Mycologist, iudependeut of its compara-

tive iufrequeucy, from its presenting one of the rare

instances iu which species of the sub-genus Pleurotus

ffb the depth of 15 inches, level the bottom, and pl;,ce

on it a lawyer of 2 inches of small stones, or any siiniiai-

material 'that will serve to ensure good drainage.' Ou
this hiy a thin covering of well-decayed mai.ure, and
then fill in with the prepared compost, making tlie bed
4 or 5 iuches above the surrounding soil to allow for

settluig. Arrange the colours according to taste, and

AoAEicrs DETiNrs, Pers,

are furnished with a distinct veil. Its white spores

alone will prevent its being confounded w'liXi A. euosmoSt

iu which they are of a dLdicate rose colour, independent

of a host of other characters. Should it occur plentifully

to any of our friends, we should certainly recommend a

fair trial of its qualities, and we are rather sanguine as

to the result. M. J. B,

MYCOLOGV, No. XXIX.
AaAKicrs DRYiNrs, Per*.—The trunks of living

trees yield a lich Imrvest of Fungi, and those which
do not grow upon the dead or dec-ayed portions of the
bark, ure mostly distinguished either by the absence of
Ui^item at all, or if present, it is for the most part, if

not quite, rudimeritary, hitend or exceutric.

In our present subject, which in this country is more
common on Ash or Willow, than upon the Oak from
which it derives Ub name, the stem is more centnil than
in most allied species, and is sometimes furnished with
a distinct ring, though, as in the specimens figured, it is

often very fugacious, and traces of it merely are seen
when the pileusia expanded on its margin.
The pileus is about 3 iuches across, seldom larger,

convex at first, but soon flattened, witli tho border
depressed and more or less involute. The surface is

dirty white or greyish, cither villous or broken up into
concentric brown adpresaed scdes, wluch as usual are
more marked in the centre. The Seah is white and
tolerably firm, conBuent with the stem, and apt to
HMume a yellowish tinge when cut or biuioed. The stem
Tftries extremely in U'ligth, uud when growing from a
hollow tree is iometimes ranch elongated ; it is solid,

coloured externally hke the pileus, and t'ithcr minutely
t^mcntose or scal^f. Thu gilis vary in width, are very
deourrent and iirched, being strongly attenuated m front,

at first of a pure white, but changijig as the plant grows
older to a pale dull yellow, 'j'he taste is like tliat o^
the common Mushroom, almost a sure indication that
the plant is wholesome, though it is in general so un-
common us not to afford opportunities of makino-
experiments.

Some of the trnnk-borne whitc-gillt'd Agarics arc
undoubtedly wholesome.thoughnone perhaps will reckon
as first class articles ol food, ami caution is requisite, as
A. euosvios, was nearly proving fatal, being mistaken

;

f^r A. ostreatus. As a general rule um^-h will depend
upon the rav>idity of growth. In dry seasons, the
substance is bo tougli as to be scarcely dlgi'stible,
and the Bpeciea of I'anus, which diSft-r principally in
their coriaceous texture, iu c .nsyqueuce of whicli they
iVry up withotjt becomiiig putrescent, miut be cautiously

CULTIVATIOX OP THE HYACINTH.
In (glasses,—Nearly all Hyacinths are suitable more

or less for cultivating in glasses, though, in making a

sclectiou for that purpose, a larger number of single

varieties should be chosen, as the certainty of success is

much greater with them than with the double kinds.

In ordering, special careshould thereforebe taken to state

for what purposes the bulbs may be required, that proper
varieties may be selected. The selection being always
made by persons who well understand them, if such care
be taken and the directions stated below followed out,
there need b« no fear as to the successfvd result. It is

the natural tendency of all roots to grow downwards,
avoiding tho light, consequently dark coloured glasses
are preferable for the growth of Hyacinths. Let tlie

bulbs be obtained as early as possible after their Impor-
tation, though the time of putting tliem to the water
may range from the middle of September to the end of
November, the earlier however the better. Fill up the
glasses with soft clean watur till it barely touches the
bottom of the bulb. Then stand them in a dark cool
cupboard or cellar for at least a month, to enconrafc
the roots to form plentifully before the bloom buds
appear. Examine them occasionally wliilst iu the dark,
and carefully remove any part that may be decaying, at
the same time not injuring tlie young roots. Should
the water become foul clmnge it, but not otherwise.
When the buds and leaves have made a little growth,
they should be bronglit into tho full ligljt of a window;
if in a room where a fite is kept, let them stand in the
window farthest from the firej a cool place is best for
them. Never under any circumstances allow them to
stand on the mantel piece, a practice often followed,
but highly improper. As the flower head rises, a
support should be applied; these sliould invariably be
ordered with the glasses, in order tliat they may be at
hand as soon as required—they may be had from 2*.
per dozen upwards. When coining into flower, a little
stimulant may be added to the w^ater with advantage.
Sulphate of ammonia will be found to add considerably
to the intensity of colour in the flower, aud also to the
vigour of the plant—a small pinch between the thumb
aud finger just dropped into the water will bo sufficient.

^
Tnpots.—'Vhe soil used should be rich, aud not over

I

light ; good loam and leaf-mould, with about one-fourtli

j

of well-rotted manure, and a liberal addition of sea,
river, or silver sand, would be a good compost. For
one bulb, pots 5 inches in diameter at tho top should
be used; three or five bulbs may be planted iu one
large pot or pan together with good effect. Let the
pots be well drained, and the soil and bulb placed iu
firmly, but the bulb not quite covered. AVhen potted
give a good watering, and plunge them in any out of
the way place out of doors, covering them with a layer
of spent tanner's bark or coal ashes to the depth of 3
or 4 inches above the top of the pots. Here they may
remain till they are required, bringing them into
warmth and light accordmg to the time they are
intended to flower—the less forcing tliey have, how-
ever, the finer the flower is hkely to be. Wlion brought
into a room let them be stood in the window. All
Hyacinths succeed well, and come to their grcatt-st
perfection, wii'iu grown in pote.
In beds.—The soil for tiiis purpose should be rich,

light, and deep, and above all ^ell drained. Excavate

From an original drawing.

plant the bulbs 9 inches apart, and 3 inches deep frotu

the crown. The time of planting may range from the

beglnnin^j of October to the middle of November. It

will be found advisable, as very severe weather ap-

proaches, to cover the bed with a layer of any protect-

ing material. Mooter 4* Co.*s Catalogue.

ON SIVIALL VINERIES.
{Conlinued from p. 812 )

In a previous article the size, form, and sltiia-

tiou of a Vinery were taken into consideration. A
lean-to form was recommended on account of its belnf;

most economical as regards fuel and management. A
situation from which as much as possible of the soutiieru

portion of the"" sky could be seen was considered the

best, as ensuring for the Vines the greatest amount
of light obtainable in a lean-to structure. But it

may be argued, that if light is so essential to the

successful cultivation of the Vine as it was staled

to be at the above reference, it might be better to

forego the advantages attributed to the back wall, and

adopt the span roof, under which the Vines would have

light from two sides instead of from one; and moreover

the fact may be adduced, tliafc many kinds of plants

can be better grown in a span roofed house than in a

lean-^o one, and it might be concluded by inference,

the Vine likewise. Some explanations with regard to

these points are necessai'y.

Light acts chiefly on the upper surface of leaves,

and that surface generally faces the sky. If a green-

house plant, for example, is so situated as to have light

only on one side, the leaves thrive on that side, but not

well on the other, and the plant consequently grows

one-sided; but if light falls equally upon it ou both

sides its growth is equal, and what is termed a well-

balanced plant Is the result, and to obtain it a span-

roofed bouse is required. The Vine is by no means au^

exception to other plants as regards the disposition ct

its foliage towards the light, for if it were trained to an

upright pole in the centre of a class dome, with light

and heat equal on all sides, its horizontal growths would

be equally good in all directi(ms ; and If the object of its

cultivation were to grow it so as to represent a low

column, or a pyramid, the forms being regulated by a

httle pruning and training, then a span-roofed housu

would be as preferable for it as for other plants.

But supposing a Vine were trained upright in the

centre of a house with a span roof, its foliage, except

near the top, would be too far from the glass to admit

of the rays of light from any side being sufficientl.y

effective ; and when tbls is the case good fruit cannot

be expected. Besides, the Vine being trained uprighl,

the. buds ou the lower part would not readily brealc,

and so, partly from this cause and partly from bein.i;

too distant from the glass, the Vine would exhibit nlti-

inately only a naked stem up to nearly the top. Such
mode of training is therefore not suitable for the Vint-.

It is well known that when light falls on
of glass a portion of the rays is reflected;
that are transmitted are refracted, and do not proceed

in tlie direction of the same straight lines that they

followed before entering the glass. Owing to there

circumstances the rays of light in passing through gWs
are paralysed to a considerable extent as regards tlieir

action on vegetation, and their beneficial efl'ects become
weak in proportion to the distance which they Iiave to

traverse before they reach the foliage afte'r passing

through the glass. 'Hence the necessity of training the

Vine s:> that all its leaves may be as near the glas"* i^>

possible, without being so close as to touch it. This

can only be done by training the Vine rods parallel to

the slope of the roof; and whilst this arrangement

insures equ:d proximity to the glass, the inclined

a suriaci-'

and thojt'
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position of tlio rods favours the development of Uie

lower buds, wliich is npt not to take place if the Vine

is trail ed upright.
^

It will linve been observed, that vhen Vines are

trained nirninst a wall, the upper surfaces of the leaves

are tun cd aw;w from it. If in nailing up a shoot some

1 aves liiippeii to be turned so as to face the wall, they

will agan turn their upper surfaces to the light. On
iiispectit g a VHne shooLof the preseiit summer's growth,

fniintd i nder glass in the usual way, it will be seen that

leaves ptsh from points on all sides of that shoot,

and that the petiulos of the leaves elongitte directly

towards Ihe glass; but it will also be observed that the

petioles cf the leaves which originate on the opposite

side of the shoot turn either to'the right or left so as

to present the upper surface of the loaves to the glass.

When the Vine branch is older and spurred, and the

leaves in a given spa(;e more crowded than on a single

"shoot, they do not all turn (0 the glass, owing to the

latter being obscured by the intervention of other

leaves ; but in general the leaves of Vines face more or

Jess dir.ctly the glass nearest to which they are trained,

whether that has a nortii or soul h aspect ; consequently,

in a span-roofed house with these aspects, half the most

efficient leaves face the south and half the north.

When the Vines grow up so as to fully occupy the south

side they form a screen which intercepts most of the

rays of light, and those that do pass through openings

of the foliage are so wealc on reaching the opposite side,

after being refracted in passing through the glass,

tliat the Vines on that side prefer turning

their leaves to the nearer light, although that is

towards the northern portion of the shy. The
question now is whether it would be better to have

half the foliage to face the north and half the south, as

in a span roof; or the whole to face the south as in a

lean-to, the total area of glass employed being equal in

both cases; in other words, whether half the quantity

of leaves, and fruit it may be added, should be against

the shaded side, and half against the sunny

side, or all against the latter. Certainly that

next the sun is to be preferred; and consequently

a lean-to with a southern aspect is better tlian a span-

roof with half the surface of glass facing the north.

When the latter is adopted, it must also be recollected,

that half the number of Vines must have their roots

iu a north border, cold and shaded ; and this is an
insuperable objection to that form of Vinery,

In front of the Vinery 10 or 12 feet shouUl be allowed

for the border, or rather for the base of a terrace for

the roots of the Vines. It should be raised to the height
of 3 feet, to alhtw for settling to about 2j feet above
the general level of the adjoining ground. In a terrace
the roots of the Vine will thrive in almost any kind of
soih ^Preferably it should be subdtantiai, but not so
adhesive as to bo impervious to water. Rich fibrous
loam is very good ; and there are some loams without
fibre which have the property of continuing porous when
thoroughly wetted, and when dried are still friable; such

loams are excellent for the main constituent of the soil

for Vines. They may even be mixed with a consider-

able portion ofany good garden soil that may be at hand,

charred earth or charred rubbish may be used. Some
fresh horse- dung may be mixed with the other

materials, which will absorb the ammonia, and this will

produce a healthy green foliage. If the natural soil is

good it may be thrown out to the depth of a foot and
replaced with any coarse materials, such as rubbish of

old buildings, or with chalk, wdiicli can now be readily

procured by rail to many places.
I|

(To be continiud.)

ICE-HOUSES.
Seveeal correspondents having made inquiries of

us as to the best mode of constructing ice-houses,

we reproduce the following plans from former vohinies.

One tiling must be borne in mind, whatever plan is

employed; the water formed by the melted ice must
be made to drain away without the possibility of air

entering at the drain hole. The best way of securing

this is to use a bent pipe as at c in the first figure.

In the first plan, A is a well 8 or 10 feit

are representations, have also been published in our

columns, chiefly in those of our volume for 1841

—

In Fig. 1, A B is a conical hole in the ground,

c B are stones or rubble 18 Inches deep to act as

Fig. 1.

a drain ; A D are slabs 4 feet high above the surface;

E is the door; F is a trap door to answer a similar

one on the opposite side, to be opened in a dry

air, and carefully closed when the circumambient

•*

e •

/* W

Fig. 2.

atmosphere is damp. This plan is stated to be at once

cheap and efficacious.—Fig. 2 is a bouse of another

description. In thiscase o (Fig.A) isthecentreof a circle

10 feet in diameter. At this point a post is put up,

deep, by the side of
a ditch deeper than
the well ; B are fag-

gots at the bottom
of the well ; c is a
curved lead pipe 5 or

6 feet long and 1\
inch in diameter; r, earth from
the well to make it higher. A par-
ticnlar point in the construction of
this house is tlie curvetl pine, which
is always air tight. The sides of
the well should be lined with dry Barley straw,
and the ice firmly paclied.

Other plans of ice-housos, of which the following

Fig. 3.

which stands 15 feet above the level of the ground, hh

are fifteen posts 9 feet high and about 2 feet apart;

7cc\re 5/ posts. 6 feet high. The space between

these two rows of posts is about 4 feet, and forms a wall

of straw ; e is a passngc tlirouirh this wall, d is the out-

side door of the pasflage, / being that of the inside.

Make the straw walls very close, so that if the wall were

cut across as at n n iu section B, the ends of the straw

would present a compact face. The roof (C) is covered

with clean well prepared Wheat or Rye straw, 4 feet

thick,— Fiir. 3 is a section of another contrivance for

In this A is the ice, B a wall of Fern
in thickness, and C the tluitch. The
up in the first instance, and then
secured by hurdles. A little clean

straw is first strewn over tha top ; Fern 18 inches in

thickness follows, and after that it is made waterproof

by means of straw thutch. This kind ot house is found

to answer perfectly when placed on an incline so that

water may naturally drain away.

It should bo remarked that excavations for ice-bousea

should bo made in dry soil, and where, if i>ossible, the

shade of overhanging trees can be obtained. An open

drain should also surround the house to carry off

surface water.

preserving ice

from 3 to 4 feet

walls are built

shored up and

Home Correspondence.
Bougainvl7l(eas.— \ was much pleased to see by late

numbers of jour Paper *hat the beautiful 'RougainviUaea

spectahilis has been so successfully flowered in England.

Here it vrrows and flowers in the greatest luxuriance

and beauty. I received a plant of it about 10 jears ago.

It was planted in the open ground and has never been

trained, but allowed to grow in irs natural shape ; it has

now become very mncli of the form of a dwarf round

hay stack, about 15 feet in diameter, and about the

same number of feet in height. It throws up from

near the root every year during the hot season, a

number of sfrong shoots ; they grow to about 25 or 30

feet in length ; owing to their own weight, and having

no support, they take a curved form, bending down over

the shnots of previous years, until their points reach

the ground. At the commencement of our cold season

they nearly stop growing for a time, until the weather

begins to get hotter, when they throw out lateral

shoots on each side nearly their whole length, and these

lateral growths are soon covered with charming mauve
coloured bracts, which continue in beauty about three

months. Nothing can well surpass the appearance of such

a mound of agreeable colours. I have been often asked

by ]jartie3 visiting these Gardens to send plants of it to

their friends in England, and could with difficulty

persuade them that plants could be had there at very

moderate prices. I have distributed between 300 and

400 plants amongst the inhabitants here, so that the

plant Is by no means rare in this island. But however

beautiful Bougainvillaea may be in a climate like this,

where it can have plenty of room, I do not consider it

to be the best species for growing in hothouses in

England. My princii al object in addressing yon is to

draw attention to another species, equnlly beautiful, and
which I think will not be found difficult to flower even

in England. Between two and three years ago I received

from South Ainon'ca two plants of Bougrainvilla^as ; one
was named Bougainvillaea splendens, and the other B.

Brasitiensis. The latter is a strong growing plant, in

habit very like B. spccta'bilis ; the bracts are dark red,

and the flowir very pale, nearly white. The former

(B. sptendens), which is the species I would beg to

draw attention to, is a slender growing plant

with small glabrous leaves; its bracts are nearly

of the same colour as those of B. spectabilis,

but larger, and each leaflet of the bract is of a more
round form, and what adds so much to its other merits

is that it appears to flower throughout the whole year.

As an instance of its free- flowering habit, I may
mention that I have a plant growing in a 48 pot that

flowered lately without any particular care having been

bestowed u(>on it. The mother plant was planted

against a trellis in front of m^- house soon after T

receivt'd it, but being in a very sickly state, it made
but little progress during the first year; as it began to

grow it was trained to the trellis, and now covers »

space of abcmt 8 feet by 10 feet. About IS months

back it began to flower, and has continued flowering

ever since. It has been the admiration of every person

who has seen it, and has conseciuently become the

favoni'lte species, even here ; and I ti ink there can be

no question that it would be the beat for growing in

hothouses in England. Certainly a more beautiful

plant it would be difficult to discover. I find the

Bougainvilla-as grow well in any kind of soil, provided

It is of an open porons nature, and rather dry than

otherwiae. Tiie temperature here is very rart;ly lower

than 68* Fahr. in the cold season, and seldom higher

thi\n 90° Fahr. in the hot senson. Dnring the hot

geason there is but little variatipu of temperature

between the day and night. I h;ive two Mjidngnscar

Orchids be»ntjfully in flower at the present moment,

viz ,
Angrwcum superbum and Angnecum sestjulpcdale;

of the latter I have two varieties. I have alpo two

fine plants about 10 feet high each of Mr. Fortune's

Azalea pftpvYifem in flower; the immense numbera of

globular white flowers that cover the top of the plant

make it very ornamental. James Dvncan, Boyal

Botanic Garden, Afaurlfivt.

Dunn\f Marking Ink PendL-l have made such

great improvement in the texture of my Gardeners

P,.ncil that I am niduccd to smd ynu one tor tmJ.

It issonmch harder than the one you former1,v had,

and wri-es Fo much b. tter upon 7ino. that I think joa

will find it all that can be dcsirwl. 1 find that for
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wiA-ufU u.n.es Mutlung is better than just aau.pniK tbe

^nrfHce with the finger wet ^vith the toi^gue; thus

treated the writing peneirates fuithor into the wooa

than whei-e soda is usctl ; t\ie only precaution necessary

is to expose the labels to light to fix the marks before

rain falls on thciti. and not to make the suriace wet but

only damp; indeed merely breathing on the suriace is

almost sufficient. The marks on wood with this hard

pencil are not quite so bh^ck as with the softer one,

ihnply because so much does not rub off, but they are

much more durable and stand such an amount ot rough

usage that 1 find the hard pencil generally preferred.

It also writes well on unglazcd porceltnn parchment,

&c. and it will write very fairly on any ^Iry ^[d;"^^

paper. Arthur Dunn, Dahton. [We confarm all hut Mr

Dunn states in this letter. His pencd is really much

improved, by being harder, without losmg its marking

^Tc^Vl^ Calamtts, a Cure for ^^«^:-I"„^'^^f"^^'
where it is plentiful, this is cajlud " Sweet &eg" (bedge),

and was formerly much esteemed as a remedy for ague.

Dr. A. T. Thomson (London Dispensatory, 10th edition,

1844). speaks of it as a v:luable remedy, and as too

seldom prescribed." Witb.n these V s^ 18 mouths there

lm« been much ague in this parish (where no c^se had

previous Y occurred for 20 i ears), and m East ISTorfolk

Kenerally. I have given the Acorus with great success.

I make an infusion of 1 oz. of the fresh rhizome in a

pint of boiling water, add seven grains of qumme, and

Use a wineglassful every six hours. In no case has

more than one fit occurred after taking this prescription,

while I have givtn two and even three scruples ot

quinine, without Acorus, unsuccessfully. Although I

have known the plant 18 years I have never seen it in

flower, nor has the promise of a shilling to marshmen in

places where it is abundant, for a flower of it, procured

me one, though many of them say they have seen it m
flower, and one has described it pretty well lu accord-

ance with the figure in Sowerby's English Botany, m
which, by the bye, the leaf is not well drawn. As it is

said to grow wild in the Levant, I have thought that

-perhaps forcing in a h(.thouse might induce it to flower.

Do you think this likely ? What was done with the

Urge quantities of Acorus formerly sent to Loudon from

Norfolk ? A chemist and druggist tells me he has sent

up a ton weight iua vear. Hi: fuuiid that the gatherers,

either framUilenHy "or ignorantl^, sent roots of Iris

Pseud- Acorus with those of the real Acorus. This may

account for its falling into disuse as a medicine; or

perliJipa it maj lose its virtuts wlien kupt too long. Dr.

Thoineou (art. Leech) says that " this plant, the Acorus

CHlamuB, is supposed to yield nutriment to^ leeches,"

and refers to Horn's Avchiv. fiir mediziniache, &c.,

Juu. 1826. Is theie an) fuuudatiou for this statement?

I should hiivij thought that l.eches lived i-ntirely 6d

ftntmn! food. X G. HunJiam Vicarage, [It flowers

•bumlantiy on the banks of the Thames, I

, U> perfmne hair powiier.]

GUhurat Com^ovnd.~h\ "Xofices to Corresponileiits'*

in last week's Piiper, it is siod that Vinc3 treated in

spring with Gishmst Compound, 4 ounces to the gallon,

»nd "which had sulphur," were still mildewed. Will

you allow me to tall attention to the fact that the

i printed directions as to the use of Oishurst, give "at

least 8 ounces to the galluu " for the dressing of trees

ftt rest. Several Vines in an old fashioned greenhouse

• 'Du Wandsworth Common had fur the two last years, in

ifpite of sulphur anointing of tlie hot water pipes, almost

all thuir bunches made worthless by mildew. At my
auggestion the giirdener first rubbed the loose bark off,

then thoroughly washed stems and shoots with 8 ounce

aolution of Gishurst, and finally smeared them with a

composition made of sulphur, linu?, and Uishurst made
into a paste. 'Thi:j year, in sp!

how I^^^i^Tdi^iT^water get to the under^de of- the

eaf? If' amateurs or gardeners won d have a syim^e

whh a crooked nose, or a moveable joint, and bring it

close under the tree which they syringe, so as to dr.ve

the leaves upwards with the force of the stream such

notice" auit would always be effectual as regards
^^^^^^

red spider. But so obstinate are some men, that unless

he master makes a particular point o this and of en

sees it done, the gardener will slork it. Ihe Golden

Hambur-h Grape has been mentioned severa times by

!w corr"espondents-may I ask them how it bears with

them ? I have not yet fruited it in my bouse, though

I have some fine cane's which pvo--.e well for next year

But I have grown it in pots and m heat side by side

with Black Hamburgh and Sweetwater ; and ^hllst

these latter have broken so thickly that I have had 4€

or 50 bunches to fling away, the whole crop of the

Golden Hamburgh has amounted to three or four ami

only one ol thcfe a good bunch. Have others been

more fortunate, or is this fine Grape a shy bearer ?

An Marly Friend of Orchard • house CulUue.

TThe Gulden Hamburgh has fruited beautifully this

vear at Chiswick. See report in another coluuin.J-—

My Orchard houses have been most successtul. ine

trees have borne abundantly, and as fine fruit as I ever

gathered from a wall. The difference in the appear-

ance of my tr*;es under glass and not under glass has

been and is u.ost striking. I do not allow my trees

to root through into the border, but confine them to the

pots and boxes, following in a great measure the

excellent directions given by -Sigma" m your paper

about three years ago. 1 think it very impoHant

to repot the trees immediately the Iruifc is

gathered. I feel no doubt that in a few years-all our

best fruits, with the exception perhaps of Pears, will

be grown under glass, and very probably planted only,

without pots or boxes, which I am much disposed to

think are not required, as the size of the trees may be

and Martigny. "From Geneva it is easier of access than

the valley of Cbamouni ; it may be reached in one day

from Cbamouni or from the valley ot the Rhone, and

its attractions are second to those of no Alpine valley I

have seen. I had always heard it spoken of as a place

where there were a great many waterfalls,—a sort of

laint praise which seemed to imply that there was not

much else to recommend it. It was therefore with

something of the pleasant surprise of" a new discovery,

that when chance took ine into the valley, I found it so

beautiful that thenceforward I hardly knew how to

keep away from it."—"The little vilhige of Sixt, from

which the valley takes its name, lies at the base of the

northern spurs of the Buct. It is nearly doe north of

Cbamouni, and across two ranges of mountains, the

Breven and the next chain behind the Breven, the

Chaine des Fys, a mountain chain of great wiklness and

ruffled graiuleur, of which the extreme point to the

west is familiar to every traveller to the valley of

t was used

re-ulatcd by root pruning. 1 tee one of your corre*

spSndents complains of aphis, ted spider, &c.,bat under

glass a gardener has power tQ keep these pests down, and

if he tails he has himsult to blame. nW.
Edgmas.—\\\-i^n at Versailles in June last I saw

that the walls of the terrace were surrounded with

edgings, some about 4 feet through, and the smaller

terrac^es about 3 teet through. 1 brought a sprig o

each plant, which 1 enclose you ; the smaller leat tormed

the edging of the small terraces, the larger that ot the

higher. 1 have shown them to two or three >ursery-

men. who cannot tell me what they are. I wish to

plant one kind or the other around a terrace garden

wall. Will you be pleased to inform me where those

plants are to be obtained, their names, and if you think

they are suit.ible for our climate for the purpose

required. T.R. [Ooe is Tree Box, the other Dwarf Box.]

^ te of the unfavourable

seasoti, the Grupes are perfectly healthy. It might be

expected tliat, 8upp(»ing sidphnr be the remedy against

mildtw, that the sohible state in which it exists in Gis-

hurst, should make the action on the wood and pests more
'eertain than when the sulphur is only alminis-

tered mechanically as a powder. This opinion has

been confirmed hy some i-ecent trials by Mr. Juild, uf

Althorp GariU'us. 1 Wiis not l^ug buck in communication
'with Mr. Eiviugtoii, w\»usc lamented death is an-

.nouncv.d in last wtck's Qatdensnt* Chronicle, with a
v»cw to settle the qui^stiou whc'.lier ttie substitntioii o!

Gishurst Comp*mnd for the soft eoap be not in all

caii«.'0 an important improvement in winter and spring-

dresninij com^tositiuud. TAe Inventor of GUhurst.
Su^.\he*s ilct&ria Fear,—"At Hill's Court Xiirsery,

Exeter, there is now in full bearing a very fine tree

ef the famed Hiiyshe Victoria Pear. The btautiful

growtlj of this tree is much admired by lovers of horti-

culture, ^y. John Ivnott will have much pleasure in

abowing it to any party that may favour hiiu aith a
visit." The above has appeared in the Exeter papers.

(

Tlie

HoKTiciTLTcrKAL : Fruit Committee, September 11.—

A few good I'eaches were shown, on this occasion by Mr.

Ferguson of Stowe, and a seedling variety of Peach

came from Mr. Salter of Hammersmith. From Mr.

Thompson, gr. to Lord Stamford, at Enville, came

specimens of the singular looking Beau called Tow-cock

(Uolichos sinensis), the pods of which could not measure

less than 2 feet in length; they grow in pairs, andin

appearance are transparent and tender. Their native

country is the hottest part of China, and therefore

they cannot be usefully cultivated out of doors lU

England. In great gardens, however, like that at

Enville, they might be grown under glass as a rarity.

The specimens in question are the produce of Chinese

seeds which it will be remembered were sold at Stevens'

this spring.

Sept. 13, Floral Committee.—X hanJsorae new

Gymnogramma called Wetenballiana, was exhibited at

thi3 meeting by .Mr. Kelly, gr. to Mi-s. Redway of

Boltou-le-Moors, and was awarded a tirst class certifi-

cate ; a similar award was also made to Dahlia

Marquis of liowmont, from Mr. Dodds, of Salisbury

;

it Whs rosy lihu: in colour, large and excellent in shape

;

a rosy purple Dahlia called Masterpiece from Mr.

Keynes was commended, as were also Dahliiis Nora
Creii» and Elegance, from Mr. Turner, of the Royal

Nurseriti, Slough. These were both {nrctty varieties;

the first orange and yellow tipped with whitish lilac;

the last white tipped with lilac and ttaked with dark

crimson. Dr. Saiikcy contributed a white Phlox with

a rosy eye, which received a label of commendation.

Cbamouni as the Aiguille de Varens, the precipitous

peak towering just above St. Martin. Sixt may be

approached from Cbamouni by a straiglit cnt over these

intervening ridges, practicable only for pedestrians, or

by a mule-path which leaves the high road half-way

between Cbamouni and Sallenches. Prom Genfeva

there is an excellent carriuge-road, passing through

Bonneville, whei e it diverges from the road to Chamoani.

The Cbamouni road crosses the River Arve, the road to

Sixt keeps along its right bank. Everyone who has

been from Bonneville to Cluses, will remember that

between those two places the Arve flows in a valley

often several miles wide, inclosed between two parallel

ranges of mountains ; those on the right of the traveller

to Cbamouni being steep and lotty, those on the

opposite or eastern side of the valley being lower, more

cultivated, and in many piirts luxuriantly wooded. The

valley of Sixt lies behind this eastern boundary of the

valley of the Arve, and the road from Bonneville to

Sixt crosses the range nearly opposite to Cluses."

In the, year 1857 Mr. Wills first saw tins romantic

spot, in 185S when he returned, it bad lost none of its

fascinations; on the contrary the charms of the distnct

eventually induced him to purchase ground for an

"evrie " at 4300 feet above the sesi,—nearly the height

of the top of Ben Nevis-which received the name of

" the Eiigle's Nest." A graceful view from it, executed

from a sketch by his accomplished companibn and wite,

now alas no more, is o-ne of many charming pictures ot

Swiss scenery, with which this very pleasant volume la

enriched. .„ « a • t „+ :„

The lover of Alpine adventure wdl find interest m

every page, whether Mr. Wills describes the scenery, or

the dangers of ascents, or the manners a.'cl appearance

of the people, of whom, in the valley of S.xt, i^e sp aks

'in enthusiastic terms. There had been fJ"« -^^^Xv
in obtaining permission to purchase, land m the vaney.

and considenible opposition to the proposed. But

matters having been satisfactrTily ^^^^V"?^"* Tf
Wills returned to Sixt in the autumn «*

^f°: ,
'.

wrote to Balmat to meet me at Sixt on the 15th oi

August, but took no other steps to ^^«^^??"/=^ "^
^^^^^^^^^^

Meed knowing the dissensions to which ^ P^^P*;^^

h.d given rise, 1 felt Inclined rather to sneak m un

observed than to proclai-,n my coming beforehand,

reached Samoens. about two hours' walk f^om =;^^

between three and four o'clock in the afternoon of the

15th of August; and as my friends were "O^^^;;^^^'

than I had°tbrmerly been with the b-auty o the pki^.

we determined to sleep there and go
f»/^^ .^i^

morning. Before dmuer could be served, 1 ^vas

that a deputation from Sixt wished to
^.^^

"^^ > '"';^

fnnn^ ihvL nv foiir of the councilmeu waiting to assu
found three or four of the councihnen ..^^ .

„.picoiiie

me. in the name of the commune, that a Ji^-'arty
vs

would be given to us by all parties, and t*^**^J; "T^^^at
fear the slightest unpleasantness m consequence m

had taken place. The most resolute of my anWg
^^^

they said, had opposed me on public
gf^"^^'^ ^.y

becLse they thought it would be better torthevat^^

that I should not establish myself t^ere; bat na
.^^

matter was once decided, their only wish W(W to r

us as friends, and to offer ns every faciht} ror c
j^^^^

on our operations. They had come
^fiif'^-pression

wife and myself the exp

1 assurances were very plef

A Rose riamed John Hupper (H.P.) was shown by Mr.

Ward, of Ipswich; Messrs. E.G. Henderson furnished

a Bouvardia called Hogarth, with small rosy dowers,

and we also noticed several plants of Dianthus " '
^

wigii, Balsams, and Fuchsiiis. From Mr. Crow
Hedde-
der, of

more

" The above has appeared in the Exeter papers. JV^"'
Balsams, and 1 uchsnis. Irom Mr. Lrowder, ot

tree in question has upwards of 150 fruit on it,
i^^i-"t'^stle. came three pyramidal examples of \e^v,

tiian 50 having been taken oif. Mr. Huyshe saw ^vl"cli were stated to be more compact and upright in

it yesterday, and pronounced it the finest hi England,
Any of yOLU' subscribers visiting Devonshire would be
•glad, I ain sure, to see this tree, wjiich is \vfcll worthy
6f inspeitrion. John Knott,

Orchard ffomes.—The letter on thU suhji-ot in
yuur hiat Number shows how few people who possess
these contrivances know how to manage them, even in
a distnct where they are the rage. The red spider
ought to be an unknown thiug iu ^ \ ti lu.use, and I - . ^think 1 cun paiut out the reason wh.y it is iwt. Tiie The Valley
phrnU, i doubt not. are wtU and re .^ularly sj ringed, but ( volume before

growth than the common kind, of which it was said to

be a variety.

Xotues of i5oo&?(.
_^ —

The Fagle's Nest in ihe Valley of Sixt; a Summer
Jlome among the Alps : together with some Excur-

sions among the great Glaciers, By Alfred Wills.

8vo. Longmans. Pp. 327.

The Valley of the Sixt ? Wliere is that ? From the

us we learn that it lies between Bonneville

ot tUeir goodwill, ftucn assurau'-ta "<^»" ---.' •,..

and affurded no little relief to ^^y
^^''^i^' ". ^^ol

much fancy settling amongst a population to w
^y.

might be objects of dislike. This was not all, now^
^^^

that evening, to cur great surprise, as we sa
^^^^^

balcuiiy, we were serenaded by an ^*'^*'^f a^^nfins
composed of pretty nearly all the
and the neighbourhood. My
Pasquler, played the trombone,
of the Syndic of Samoens— one
proprietors of the district—was ^^^ ^,
found, uDon my thanking these genf^^°^^."„,^

as »

r arrival was vie«ea^
^^^^

in

the leader.

for

I

the

honour they did us, that our
j,^^^ ^„.

matter of deep interest, inasmuch as it ma
. ^^ed

triumph of liberal views over exclusive and
^"^J^tetf

prejudices. The serenade was followed "5:
^.^g^^ork^-

cannon, and by a Tery pretty display ot n
g.^.

The next morninL-f we found that our friends iru^^
^^

had quite correctly represented the '^^i'"^.^„ from

people towards us. We were met
P*'/.

'
l^tlv ^

Samoens by a deputation consisting "^^^'^^^ ^ we

supporters and opponents, and welcomed ag » ^^.^j

crossed the boundary of the commune, in tne
^^^.^^

and gratifying manner, while the rocks at i
^.^^^ ^^

passage of Les Tines rang and rang aga"^
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grand eclioes ofanother salute. Similar Tionnnrs awaited

us as we passed flirong'h tbe market place at Sixt, and

an excellent lunch was provided for us by our hospitable

frfends/'
,, ,,

The charms of this 'Muippy valley" are by no means

confined to magnificent views of terrific scenery ; on the

contrary it is described as having a vegetation scarcely

alpine, owing to the unusually small proportion of Fir

trees on tbe mountain sides. "Generally amongst the

Alps there is such a predominance of the Fir tribe, that

one often tliinlis of a'n Alpine wood as a synonym for a

Pine forest, but thronghout this district it is far other-

wise. The Beech, the Birch, the Elm, the Walnut, the

Ash, freely mingle their foliage with the darker green

of the Fir, or the fresh emerald of the Larch. In this

particular spot the fine growth of the trees is as remark-

able as the picturesque and varied aspect of the wood.

When I passed through it I was accompanied by my
friend Auguste Balmat, who, like myseU, visited it for

the first time, and he told me then he thought he had

seen nothing like it among the Alps ; every stem was so

tall and straifrbt, and well grown on every side. I

remember p;\rticularly his admiration of the young Fir

trees, which he thought would make alpen-stocks of

matchless, qu^dity. Above the top of the fall we came
upon orchards, and upon arable and pasture land of

excellent quality and great extent. There was an

ample stock of fruit trees laden with autumnal produce;

cows and goats were feeding about, and all the piizns of

agricultural industry displayed. We got glimpses. of

pastoral valleys leading high up towards the mountain

tops, and offering scenes of great beauty, which it

would be well worth while thoroughly to explore. The

quantities of wild fruit, Strawberries, Raspberries,

Blackberries, and Bilberries, that were growing on the

mountain side were astonishing. We could pick them

abr every stepj and M. Pellet's son, wlio was with us,

bought a h\rge basketful, containing two or three

quarts of fruit, some of whicli embellished the array of

my evening meal, for four sous. He made no secret of

the price, and I found no notice of the addition to my
tea in the bill. Elsewhere, I should never have heard

what was paid for thera, but, I. should certainly huve

found out that they were not to bo had for nothing at

an inn."

This is surely n very enticing picture.

Elementary Examples in Practical Meclianlcs. By
the Bev. John F. Twisden, M.A., Professor of Mathe-
matics in the Stall' College. 8vo, pp. 319. Longmans.
Numerous as are our works on mechanics, the want

of a good, elenicntary introduction to the study of
applied meehanles has long been felt, as well by
teachers as by ftudents. This want appears to be well
supplied by the present volume. Professor Twisden
assumes tlie student to be acquamted with the elements
of geometry, algebra, and plane trigonometry ; and
those who, having sufficient knowledge of these subjects,

wish to study the principles and practice of mechanics
will find the Professor's work extremely useful. Hjs
examples are numerous and well selected, and the prin-

ciples on which their solution depends are neatly stated

and demonstrated.

12th parts of Sir Wm. Hooker's very important Species

Filicum (Pamplin), completing the third volume, which

now gives a complete history of Lomaria, Blechnum,

Sadleria, Woodwardia, Doodia, A^plenium, Allantodia,

and Actiniopteris, and of the swarm of new genera

which recent writers on Ferns liave thought it desirable

to separate (rom those we have named.. The present

volume is enriched with 70 capital plates; and another

is announced as likely to be soon commenced.
The Floral Magazine, No. V. (Lovell Reeve), contains

figures of the Houble Carnation striped Columbine;

the Amilcar Rhododendron, a dark purple hybrid

Catawbiense; Gazania splendens, very handsome and

invaluable for indoor decoration; a new Cactus in the

wav of speciosissimus, called Cereus Claudiana [us].

Tire's Dictionary of Arts, S^c, Part XI. (Longmans),

has reached the article Ores. Among its contents are

good reports upon Mortar, Nails, Naphtha, Nitre,

Nutrition. Oils, each of which concerns matters of deep

economical interest.

Of Montledge's lUustrated Natural Mistory, the

part for September comprehends Owls, Goat-suckers,

and Swallows.

Mr. Murray has added to the list of his invaluable

Handbooks one for Travellers in South Wales and its

borders, including the river Wye. It forins a email

volume of 140 pages, has a good map, and is as rich as

possible in authentic information concerning the

matters about which travellers want information.

A 5th volume of Mr. Stainton^s very elaborate work

on the Natural History of fhe Moths called Tineina, is

before us. It contains 24 species of the curious leaf-

miners called ColeopTioray of which the 4th volume
also contained 24. The plates continue to give

faithful representations of the transformations of these

curious little insects, of which the world in genenil

knows nothing except the mischief they commit upon

the leaves and branches that become victims of their

attacks.

Trade Lists Recetted.—Transon-Forteau k Sons*

(Orleans, France) Trade List for 1860-61.—Jean Ver-

schalVelt (Ghent), Prix Courant pour VAuiQmae 1860,

et le Priiitemps et I'Ete 1861.—Butler & McCuUoch's
(Covent Garden) Autumn Catalogue of Dutch and
Cape Flowering Bulbs; also of choice varieties of Caiv,

nations, Picotees, and I'inks. — Catalogue of Dutch
Bulbs imported by Samuel Yates, 16, Old ilUlgate,

Manchester.

Dr, BirTchech Nevins has printed an essay on the

Pliyfotype or Archetype of the Floiveriiig Division of
the Vegetable Kingdom, read last December before the

Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool. The
conclusion drawn by the author is—

-

"That the Archetype or Phytoiype of a Jloiceriny

plant consists of a spiral vessel surrottuded by cells—
the ^jOfVa^ being simple or midtiplied and hranching

;

and the cells being of various forms and strength,

according to the purpose they have to. serve.

"Thus ii^ the soft, rounded,. and succulent leaf of the
Sedum the cells are circular and delicate iu strncture,

and snrround a slightly ramified spiral vessel; whilst in

the germinating Acorn the cells are dense and elongated,

hard and woody, and already show tlmt the insignificant

phiumle and radicle are eventually to become British

<^k. In the delicate tapering staminoid organ in the

stork's bill, the spiral is single and unbranched, and the

cells are also tapering and slender ; whilst iu the
various leaves which have passed under examination
the spiral has been simple or branched, aijd the cells

delicate or strong, according to the st,ige of growth and
the habit* of the plant. But in all these parts, as well

win the stum of the Duddcr, and the delicate organs of
a flower, we find tlie same essential character, viz., ' the
spiral t9tel gut rounded by cells.*"
We do not ourselves perceive the valne of this idea,

^ich it must be owned is obscure tnongh to satisfy
the most ardent lover of speculaHve science. Some
ru4e Bk^Ptchw, borrowed from various sources, accom-
pany the letter press.

Henderson 4 Illtutrated Souquet, Part IX., has figures
Of a purple Clematis v" ' Uu, called venosa. with very
Urge flowera; a fine vnriegafed cVuibmg plant, called
^l^hmrofltemm marmoratum, introduced by Mr. Low
from Borneo; iuu^ varieties of Tydsea : igneseens, Lur-
2?®/ ."**"' ^"^ Countess of Ilchester; the old
fctokesia cyanca, u hardy Xorth American perfnnial.
JOBg-iott^ and now reintroduced, useful for its bluewwewthe size of those of a China Aster; ami Port-
' aa platantha, a stove shrub with large ivory white
tU»wer«, r^stu.blin;; Purtlaudia griuxliflora.

Vfr have4« annoniK-o the appearance of the lltb and

Garden Memoranda*
IIORTICrLirRAI, SoCIETY^S GARDEN, TUBUHAH

GEEElfl".—To Grape growers, the importance of paying

a visit to the great conservatory at this place,at the

present time, can h:u'dly be overrat*id. It will be re-

membered that some time ago the ornamental plants

which it, contained were removed, and that ifc was
planted with Vines ; the latter ariG, now for the most
part in full bearing, and the crops, which on most of

them are ripe or nearly so, are unusually fine. Some of

the Black Hamburglis especially are large, both in

hunch and berry, and beautifully coloured; oa the

Biirbarosga are some enormous bunches ; and the beauty

and size of the Golden Hamburgh fully bear out all that

has ever been said or written in its favour.

Of vaiietiea in a good hearing, stiite which thifr

house contains, tie following is an cnnme ation :~
Black Ramburgh. — Branches niodt-rate in size,

shouldered; berries roundish-oval; colour black witli

a fine bloom ; skin thin ; flesh tender, melting, an4
rich. This is what is called the true old Black

Hamburgli, and though smaller both in bunch and

berry than other varieties, it is stated to be the best in

quality, Warner's Hamburgh, the Hampton Cour.t,

and the Kichmond Villa Hamburgh are, synonymous,

kin<ls.

Dutch JS'amlurgh.—ThU is found.to be tlhfi same, as

Wilniot's Blai-k Hamburgh. Bunches medium-pized,

compact, not much shouldered ; berries large roundi&li-

oblate, indented as if hammered on the surAvpt* an<l

often so much so as to appear misshjipeu, black, covered

with a thin bloom ; skin thick, adheiing closely to the

flesh, whici is somewhat coarse. This differs from the.

Black Hamburgh in having larger berries, more de-

cidedly round, and marked like a hammered bullet ; tlie

flesh is much firmer, but not so juicy nor so sugary ; , IbA

leaves are also less pubesceuL

MUl Dill namburgh.~T\ih is reported to he the

same as Dutch Hamburgh.
FrankenthaL^To this the Fruit Cpmmltbeo have

referred the. Bope and Victoria Hamburglis. and the

Black Tripoli of Welbeck. Bnnchee large, strongly

shoulderetl; berries roundish, frequently oblate, and

rarely roundish oval somewhat indented or hammcrod-

like, but less so than theDntchHambnigh,bIack.cover.:d

with a thin bloom ; skin thick. This is a fine looking

Grape of vigorous growth, but less rich and highly

flavoured than the true Black HamhHrgb, though

superior in these respects to the Diitch Hamburgh.

Pope Eamburgh.~S^me as Frankenthal.

Victoria Bamhurgh. ~V\tto.
vi 4i „

Purchardfs Amfer C7«*^.r.-Thjs resembles, be

Muscadines in an^li^X- ^^^ has oval b£me« like b

Clusters. Berries middle-sized, decid. dly oyal, amb.-

CO

fl

oloured* or yellowi&h-white ; skin moderately thin;

eirsugary and rich. It U «^n-' to be earher Umn

the Royal Muscadine, and this, combined with good
quality, will render it a first-rate early white Grape.

(Eillade Precoce. —Bunch small, longisb, loose;

berries about the size of those of the Royal Muscadine,
roundish, or but slightly oval, rose-coloured. '^^^

Savignon Plane.—Bunches and berries about the

size of those of the AVlnte Fmtitignan ; berries oval,

yellowish white; skin thick; flesh sweot, but not so

rich as that of the White Muscadine. A wine Grape.

Ward's Farly Muscadine.—Bunch long, rather loose;

berries round, about the size of those of the Royal Mus-
cadine, and of the panie colour and flavour.

PidtcitVs Seedling.—Bunches and berries nearly as

large as those of the Black Prince ; berries small, round,

bluish black with a fine bloom ; skin rather thin ; flesh

tender, melting and juicy, but somewhat acid.-

Pnrchardfs Prince.— X^nwch^?, long, tapering, about

a foot in length, larger than those of the Black Prince,

which in their long, tapering, slightly shouldered form

they resemble; berries round, sciircely so large us those

of the Black Hamburgh, compared with which it ^s

later, romidlsh-oval, black with a thick bloom; flesh

firm, juicy, melting, rich and vinous. A good hanging

Viiriety, but requires a g-ood deal of h»*at.

Qneen MuscateL—l^kfi the White Nice.

Tretftmna.— Bunches shouldered, long and tapering,

but loose ; a showy white kind, hut coarse..

' Golden Damhitrg7t.—lh\wMes large and well shoul-

dered; berries large, oval, or sometimes roundisb-oval^

pale yellow, or when highly ripened, pale amber; skfn

thin; flesh tender and melting, very juicy, rich and

sugary. This, as has been stated, fully maintains tbft

high character it has received, and is in all respects «

first-class Grape.

Plemhiy's P;-?'rtce.—Bunch Inrge, loose, long, slight)^

shouldered ; berries oval, larger than those of the

Black Prince, to which they bear considerable reeenri;

blnnce; skin very thin, bluish-black, with a co^hobs-

bloom ; flesh tender, juicy, remarkably rich, and sugary.

An, excellent Grape.
" Morocco Prince.—X needling betn-ecn Bl^u-k Prince

and Black Moror^cn. Bunche^^ about the si^e and form

of those of Black Prince; berries also similar in siz^

oval, but with a thinner skin, which is tough, reddish

black, with a slight bloom ; flesh firm, juicy, melting,

and, sugary. A useful late Grupe.

Panse /c/kk^.—Berries hn-ge, oval, or somewhftt
.

ovfite, pale yellow in colour, like a well ripened Musoatr

of Alexandria; flesh rather firm, sweet but not rich.

Qros Pouge de Provence.—Bnuch long, taperin^^

loose; berrieis small, slightly oval, black; skin tlrin:

flesh juicy with a Froutignan flavour.

Mnscat Noir de 7wr«.—Bunch long and tapering,

sliijhtly shouldered, larger than that of the Black Fron-

ticnan grown under the same circumstances; berries^

about the size of those of the Black Prince, slightly oval,'

black ; flavour resembling that of tlie Violet

Frontignaii, being- only slightly mnsky. Later than

the common Muscat Noir or Black Prontignan.

Alicante Preta.—-'Like the Large Bhtck Ferral, and
not siiitiible for a conservptory temperature.

Slayk Parharossa.—Bur)c\i very large and strongly

shouldered; berries large, roundUh oval. A valuable

late Grape, some of the Imnchos of which at the present

tiTiie measure at least 18 inches in length.

Malaga.—Like a White Muscadine.

Siderilis.^'Bnuches very large; berries of the largest

size, oval, reddi&h black, unequally coloured; deficient

in juice and flavour. A stionggro-ver.

Black Monnlka.—Bunch ne.trly thcfize of that of the

Black l*rince; berries rather small, of a peculinr oblongtr

ovate shape» stonchsa; skin black, thick; flesh sweet,

but not riclu This will probably prore a valuable

Grape for purposes of commerce.
Precoce Malingre.— V,nr\^ lies small ; white.

Blits^ard Noir tardif— Munch small and rather

loose; beirics middle s'zed, slightly oval; skin blacky

tolerid>ly thin; flesh juicy, and sweet. A strong

grower; and rather earlie than the Block Hfimbnrgh,

bfit a bad bearer. The Blnssard Noir is said by th«

commlltee to bo very similar to, if not identical with,

Black Hamburgh.
Catalaticna Nera—A late kind, not unlike Black

rrince both in form of bnnch and heiTy.

Oldakei-'.f St. Peter's.—One of the bestof the finer

kinds of late Grapes.

£a7uitfe.— Bunches hivge; herries white, with a rosv

tinge on the osposed side. Of this a full account will

be found in the Jotirnal of the Horticultural Society,

It is tlifi s;ime as Ahhee, the variety nboiifc whicli Ml".

Pontey inquires at p. 814 of our last wcek'ti Number.
Orovf-nd -^ <r/rr.—A fine white variety; not-

j
vet rit)e.

'' IVun^de nt,\!ul{.— Jl\iwch9}yont the size of tbnt of

the Violent Fryntigniin; bt-rriofi nliont the •me bJs^,

somewhat oval, bluish blucfc, with a fine bloom ; bM
Hdhcring closely to the flesh, which is firm and ricMy

flavoured.

Mouge de PoU^.—.\ small, bluck, ffweet Wme fir«^,

too sma^ to be ndmitted into vinery cuUnre.

irA/Vc iVVw.—Bunches hirge, imJ showy, bat like

those of the Pvrutn. pome^ha* coarse.

Chasselas Mu^qt^r.— Onp ot the beat of the smaller

kinds of White Gt s; buf in this instance ..^...^vfljat

cracked. Thiswas ripe Amxt ihe muldleof ' month.

Mifi^rat ofJlexandria.-Sot yet ne«rly ripe.

rerdal.-A while variety i ' S.g hweetw»ter.
^

AV/^5' ' —^ ' ^ * nu'hts '"'^, pvhmin
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^irTndT7th^i^mpact ; flavour like that of n Musca-

dine; not yet. liowevcr. quite npe.
_

MuscateL—'Sot yet nearly ripe; requu-es opparentlj

more lieat than that of a greenhouse to bring it to

perfection. , , i • .

Sed Muscat of Alexand^a.-lim^ch(^&UTge; berries

oval but not yet half ripe. Seems to require more heat

than that of a conservatory to bring it to perfection.

Chasselas de FontainUeau,'-'l\n^ proves to be a good

variety of Roval Muscadine.
. ,

Cahral-^ot ripe ; bunohes large berries oval, like

those of Cannoa Hall Muscat.

Chasselas Vibert.^ ^ ^'^cy and tolerably rich, but not

mualcy; sVin thin and transparent, does not cracK;

bunches 5 to 6 inches long.

Rai-nnde Ca/a6;*^.- Bunches large and li'^^-^some,

but deficient in flavour. A good Vind for hanguig long.

without sbrivellinera^'tcr becoming ripe.

r^roi6' Cainl - Bw ches and berries small ; the latter

ovate, luicy. and sweet, but a little watery.

T'i:>lel /ronii^nan.-I.ike the Black Fi^nt.gnan ;
but

unlike that fine kind deficient in Muscat flavour.

These Vines were started in March la.t :uul bad fiie-

heafc applied to them till about the "uddle of

June, when it was disconUnued tiU about t\,e

end of July, when a lUtle was givn them nhen

thev were cnlouring. and agam at the pro-

stnfc time when ihey are ripening. They may, however

be said to have been treated very much on the coo

svstem. They are growing partly in an outside, and

partly in an inside border. The largest of them, which

are chiefly those in the outside border, were planted m
Auffust, 1857. so that tlioy have hud but three seasons

irrowtb. Many of those which were planted in the

hiBide at the same time, were rejdaced by more suitable

varieties, during the autumn of 1858, and spring ot

The outside border was prepared in the end of July.

1857 It is i feet wide and about 2 feet deep, includ-

ing drain^.ge. the latter consisting of several inches

deep of brickbats and rubbish, so that the depth of

prepared soil is about 18 or 20 inches; it consists of

Wimbledon loam, and chopped turf, ohtaintd from the

surface of the van-ground, a little charred earth, and a

small quantity of manure. These outside borders have

had no water, except the raiu which fell on them. The

inside ones, being very shallow, vequiroil the earthen

pipes placeJ at intervals along them to be filled occa-

sionally with water and aUo with manure wuter; and

throughout the sutnmer months, and until the Grapes

began to colour, the whole of the inside area was

watered daily, the evapoudion from which contributed

to moisten the air of the hou-iC.

'g
Thannot in good condition, owm

weather to which they have ^*^^» /"Ifff "
.,^ ,^„,

G-i/ mia snlendcns, wh=ch is favourably aduded to m our

"Notices to Correspondents" to-day. no better bedding

or border plant has been introduced for years *or

borders Burridge's three coloured varieties of single

Chrysanthemum are very pretty; but grow too tall

^' Among Trop^ohnns the Crystal Palace -^^1 Car' er^s

Tom ThSmb varieties, both orange, scarlet and yellow,

have proved the best for outdoor cultivation.

*^ ^tl.r^TifAvourable " fruit thoroughly to the air iu order to prevent it being
to the unfavourauie

^^^
^^

n^^^r^^^
^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^ Strawberry

plantations, and be careful to injure the leaves of the

plants as little as possible, and avoid deep digging be-

tween the rows, which is of no further use than to

injure the roots, as the Strawberry rather prefers a

somewhat firm soil.

COTTAGERS' GARDKN.

Calendax of Operation*.

(^For (he eyisidng weeTc.)

Follow up cleanly cultivation, and stir the soil

amon^ all growing crops. Employ leisure time iu

collecting materials for manure; remember that all

deci-ying vegetable refuse is valuable in this respect,

especially after having been well watered with the con-

tents of the cesspool.

PLANT DKPARTSIBXT.
CoxsFETATOET, &c.—Where valuable stove plants

have to be kept here in bloom they will require careful

management to prevent their being injured by damp,

and they mubt not be over-watered at the root,

a^ stove planis are soou injured in a low temperature

if kept too wet underground. Give air freely on

bright days, but if the house contains many stove

plants it will he advisable to sh\it up rather early

in the afternoon, so as to retain a little warmth fi>r the

night, and in the event of wet cloudy weatiier

^ettincr in again it will probably be found necessary to

use a Tittle fire heat to di.-^pel damp and preserve the

blossoms of tender things; and this should he seen to

before handsome specimens get disfigured or ruinedfor

the season, for these in bloom are not over plentiful

about most places at this season of the year, and are

therefore worth caring for. Keep everything m this

house as clean and neat as po?sible, removing decayed

flowers and leaves, &c.. immediately they are perceived,

and examine pot specimens frequently, particularly

such as may not occupy the most suitable places,

turning them partly round in order to expose all their

sides equally to light and air.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—As has been liefore stated, a rather dry

condition of the soil about the roots and also of the

atmosphere is essential during the ripening of the

fruit where high flavour is an object, therefore he

careful not to over-water plants on which the fruit

is approaching maturity, and it will be advisable^ tn

use slieht fires on dull days, ?o as to allow of giving

sufficient air to prevent a stagnant state of the

atmosphere, for fruit of first-rate quahty cannot be ex-

pected from plants g:rowing in a sodden soil or a damp

unhealthy atmosphere. Endeavour to afford growing

stock a steady bottom-heat of about 85", and keep it well

STATfc OF THK WEATHKK AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON
For tUe Wee" en.li..gSopt.l3.1S60. as observed at tUcHorliculturalGardeM

Sept. z<

Bahomktfr-

Satur. & ^'

Sunday 9, 2S
Mon- 10| 24

Tues. Ill 25
v\e<i. V2 26
Thurs. U
Average*

,

27

Mait.

30J>^4

3o.-:e7

;H).3i5

Min.

e*i Til

:^0 035

29 766

30.l^a ' 30,03,1

TSHrKHATUltK.
1

Wind

«

Onhe M r.

Mean
1

Of the Earrh S

». ) \ foot 3 feet ti
Max. Mill. deep deep.

n.s 40 54.0 CO 58 NE. .00

72 47 h\i.b 60 58 N.E. -01

60 31 45,5 fiOi 58 N.E ,00

58 32 45.0 59 : 574 N.E. .00

64 •2S> 46.0 59 574 >i.E. XH>

6f> 28 47.0 57 57i S.E. .00

70 38 54.1) 57 56 S. ,02

65.4 ! 313 50.1 58.9 ' 57.5 •03

Sept. 7-UKl.t cloiuls and fine ;
very fi"^= oj^^^^""

'
l'^?'

i_ «_H«?v verv fine; overra.*t: sligut ram.

Z ?_ Oyll\lx^oUii V..^ in.l ; overca.t ; sli^bt fro^t.

_ lo-Fine low v. Kite i-louds ; dear and cold at niKht.

— 11-Fine coldacd d.y ; <--l«^ar and roWl
;
f'oaty.

— 12-SlUlit haze; tine; verj" c)r«'' ""4 *^"1«;. 'r^.^tJ-

— IS-Fine; vervHne; clear; slight ram at ni^Ut.

Mean tempeiature of the week,75 deg. below ihe average.

,

BECOROOF THE WE.^THEU AT CHISWICS:.

Durin- the last 3J years, fov the ensuing Week, ending Sept. 22, 1860.

4>*d , 0) 4J •

SB
S&4

No. of
Yeats in

which it

Rained.

GreateBt
Q,i\antity

of KalD.

PreyailinglVinds.

Sept.

i

be- a

1

3
1

2
4

3
2

*

6
h

7
8

6
4

3

1

'A

5

6

2
3
3
6
9

1

2

1

1

3
3
2

.1

ui

9

2
2

a

3
6
3

en

3
11

9

6
6

6

9

6
4

6

A

6

6

5

*

Sundav 16»-

Mon, 17

Tues. IB.,

«e<L 19..

Thura. a*--

Fridav 21..

685
69.0
P6.6

66.R

6fi7

48.2

46.6

45.0
45.6

44.2

45.1
4fi.?

53.3

57 8
5-1.8

56.1

55.5

55.9
hti 6

14
13
16

i

16
15

17
ir.

0.50 m.
0-90

0.76

U,60
45

0.50
0.40

I

3

S

3
4

The UiKheai temperature during the above P^7«f 0""'T!i°"45eiJ''^'
ISW-iherm. &4 de^ ; lUiJ the lowest on the i^iti. ISjG-thenn .9 de(C.

Notices to Correspondents.
o.Hlenls are requested to .ddrc.a all l^V^^'

'^f
^/\" *V^{J*°'

or Publisher, 41, W eianston Sireet. Covent Garden. London. W.C.Corresp

It may he prnpyr to montinu that the conservatory g^ppi^p^^ith manure-wafer at the root, hutavoid petting

hero is elevated on a terrace about 2 feet above the -

the soil too wet. As fire-heat will now he necessary to

a constderahly larger extent than has heen the case

durinj? the sainmer, care must he exercised to secure a

properly moist state of the atmosphere, keeping the

evaporating pans or tro'iglis regularly supplied with

water, and moistening the floors, &c., frequently, as any

sudden change from a moist to a dry state of tlie atmo-

sphere would be most injurious to growing stock, and

also to plants swelling: their fruit. Be as sparincj of

fire-heat, however, as circumstances will allow, and shut

up early on the afternoons of bright days, so as to hus-

band tiie sun's influences as much as possible. Where
young stock is gi'own in dung-pits, care must be exer-

cised after this season not to get the plants weakly

through keeping too close and wstrm, giving air freely

on every favourable opportunity, and sufficient com-

mand of warmth should be secured from the linings to

allow of giving a little air at niglit and on cloudy days.

FLOWRU GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where cuttings of Verbenas and such like things

have yet to be put in, they should be inserted rather

thinly in deep pans or .shallow pots in which they can

be wintered, as they will be got established sooner in

this way tban would be the case if they were to he

potted off before winter, and we have frequently found

late cuttings managed in this way to winter fully as

well as stronger plants; and except plants intended to

furnish cuttings in spring it is very immaterial how small

bedding plants are l)etore wjnter, provided they are
well rooled without liavinpr been got up In a close

warm atmosphere to render them sappy and tender.

Many through anxiety to secure large plant,3

keep bedding -out stock close and moist until late in

autumn, and frequently in frames on dung beds, where
size is soon obtained; but plants treated in this way
are necessarily so soft and tender that it is almost

impossible to carry them over the winter without

serious loss. Therefore avoid keeping such things too

warm afler this season, and if they are placed in bottom-

heat give air whenever it can be done without the

cnttings suffering, so as to prevent weakly growth.

The frosts of the last few nights have impaired in some
places the beauty of Dahliiis and other tender plants.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look frequently over any varieties of Pears ripening,

and gatlier those that are fit ; for if allowed to hang
after they are ripe, birds are sure to find them and
will attack the fruit before it is fit for gathering, so

Aiming TitriegHLKu \jeraiiiiuiia »„imnLeds ui v>arwn;K that the crop will proltably be spoiled unless it can
appeared to be most attractive; it is a liorseslioe kind

j
be netted np. Where Currants are covered with mats

—

wiUi lea-vea edgtd with white and brilUant scarlet | which by the bye are very inferior to cliMe nets for this

^Jf"- ^
purpose and much more expensive— the trees should be

general level, and the outside borders are of course on

this elevated sur/ace. 'J'his firrangeincnt, which

entirely prevents tlie accumnhition of superfluous

moisture in the soil, is one to be highly reconnnended

in the formation of Vine borders, more especially in

iuch a season as the present. The curvilinear span roof

and exposed position of the house, both favourable to

the free admission of light, have also no doubt bad an

influence on the excellence of the crop. The treatment

throu;:liout has been that of an ordinary Vinery.

To the orchard bouse at present considerable in-

terest is also attached. Of Apples, Pears, and Plums

there are abundant crops even on trees potted last

March. Peaches and Nectarines, both of which were

good, have been gathered. Tlie trees are in excellent

health, and hid fair to bear equally well next year.

Peaches and Nectarines on the open wall have heen

tolerably good, considering the comparatively bad con-

dition in which the frees were in spring, owing to the

froflts which they experienced in October la-t. Acton

Scott and some of the earlier sorts have already been

gathered.
Crops of Pears on walls, and orchard fruit in general,

are go«)d. Even young standard pyramidal trees trans-

planteil last spring are ripenirg fair crops. The
foUowiuic viu\etie« of Pears and Apples have already

been gathered, viz.— Pears: Jolivet, Citron des Carmes,
Muscat Robert, Jarsotielle, Franc Real d'Ete, Summer
St. Germain, iUtw>dK»>od, Vreuch Jurgnnelle, Summer
Rom. Apph'«: Rnmnu-r Golden Pippin, While and Red
JuDeatiuus White A-*lracha«, Summer T'uorle, OoUu,

Bed Qiiarrciiden, and Karly Harvest.

Among out-of-door flowers the collection of Cidna

Asters, now jn full bloom, is perhaps what will attract

most attention. The Chrysanthenmni floweretl sorts,

especially, Iiaving blossoms unusually lar^e for the size

of the plants^ are wry sliowy, and tlie Houquet kinds

are eqnaUy pretty. That great improvement has fiuen

made in Asters o^ late years is fully exemplified, not

ooJjr by these two fine kinds, but also by othurs with

which they are associated.

Of Verbenas, perhaps the most showy were Annie
Grey, violet with white eye; Fair Star, blul.sh purple

With white eye; II Trovatore, scarlet with white eye;

Leviathan, puridish violet with wiiite eye; and Cynthie,

rosy purple. Of older kimis Geant des Batailles and
General Simpson are still among the best and most
effective.

Among Variegated Geraniums Countess of Warwick

Cabbages: R B. It is nothing more than a Pomeranian with

the side buds started-probably in conaeqneuce of the long

rrTDMBEM^-''wo have received from Messrs. Siittnn, two'

^"fni oT their Berkshire Champion,, weighing; .together

45 lbs • each 2 feet 2 inches long, ano Irom 6^ to ,
mches m

circumference at the neck. These were still fit for the table.

it is a very handsome white-spiued sort, with narrow augles.

and a rather long neck. .

,

Gladiolus Bowiknsis: T, Barnes. StottmarUt Itis %ery hte

Brenchleven sis. but is rather more salmou-cclonred.
,

GLArCovERfi) GakDen: Enthmia^i. It is scarcely possible to

antwer your questions wholly. The form and magnitude

depend ^^^11 convenience, taste, and the «urrou"dmg

arch tecturV-and also upon the length of yoar pu«e.

The external form of the greenhouse figured mMacmtosh

It 5^) S what we shonld select ; but the mtenor

^a'r^ngements wonld not suit you. We should lay o^m^
' ^ ^^^ in Yit^^ as if it wera out or doors, piritnuig

nothlngTtregrmmd'but keeping everything in pots for

U?e ionvcnienci of shifting. With glass to the ground you

ventu'tora Grotv iu it plants rtat just require shelter

ITX2: but have no ^tove P'ants "nle- oc<^--f
f

Kr^uA^T -This plant Is n,is- describe.! in Stevens' Catalogue of

''nexiTuesSy^ sale. It is not an Orange but a v^y ac 4

S vS'fn ».%<^u^^ f
arltS- Jo' tS? J-

CHll fasciated ; a rare circumstance among Roses, ano f

bahly brought about by the wet snnimer
commonly caUed

Mummy Oats: Phjmpton. Tti^^i^T^ ^ J^^-i^^^^'want A^^
Animal Oats, and are produced by a

^^^i'^^^^"
^'^^^^^^ duo

sterilis. Their apparently spontaneous movements are

to the hysTometric:U property of the beards. ^^
>-AMEs or Plants: Sxeter. Gladiolus psittacmus^ioi

gr..w the sorta c.Uled Gandavcn..5 ^^ J^" !^J?,V"irity.
effect.-/ C Stenomessonbrevifl..ram: a very great r

^^
~L W., Manchester. Comptonia (*«Plen;ft>l3^

-/'^Ys Gaaini*
pUnt of which your gardemr has lost *>?« ^«" .̂1%^^ cold
Eplendens, an excellent bedding-out plant, evpu in tn^

^^

summer. Its great firm golden fio v era close in t^^aua

of Sim. but when they do open they are ^'espl'^P^^";
'.^gt

when cut tor indoor bouquets they f^.rm a charming c.>j.^^

with other flowers used f..r the same purpose.—/ "•
.^ ^j.,

must be some mistAke about your specimens ^"^^ V, aware
tainly Asplenium fmgrans, not known, that we are

^^
of. as a native of New Zealand, though you say au y

are from the northern lsl*nd of New Zealand.
"J^" g.

16, and 18, are some of the many puzxhng
J"'-g^i.

diate forma between Asplenium bulbiferuro a^^J;; ^ith
dum, which without the caudices, and even .^'^^^i^tive
them, It is difficult to refer confidently to tjieir resp^^^

species. We should take No 15 to belong tx> A^cciau.! ^.^
Nos. 16 and 18 to belong to bulbiferum ; the wcff^ ^^^
the var. gracile of some wiitera. Send them ag^' ^^,

morea.1vanced.—/£. Rubua odnratus and ^?"^^J^,unium
L.ta.—r e. It appears to be a white variety of

f^^^^j^g^^
rosenm.—^ S. Angelica sylvestrls not J^icut^

Soi-wood. 1. hpergula ^aginoides ; 2. S^'R^"* P^i^ve.
SAUROMATrM FEROx: If S S This phmt requires ast

jjjg

Strawbehries: A Cmis'ant Reader. We do "^'^
J**' of tke

interest you find in the account you have sent ^^
Strawberry. The statements are P«,^^'j ""' „ 'Don't

partly, if at all tnie. i^-VP^^^^^\ ^'^l^^i^^^
imagine everything to be sciL-nce whicb ^^^^^^\^ the "-

Trade Mkmorandum: A P JL Vouj corresp.mi^t^^ i^
putHtlon of being a swindler ; and we behcva he desc

reputation.
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A'^uTrPICliL MANUUES, &c.— Manufacturers

^aL others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURR^^

Xtin every necessary instruction for their eeonomi^ 1

^rc \rinpri1a are execiiterl with accuracy and despatcb.as S;lirous of receiving instruction In Chenjical

SSy^sand Assaying, wiUSnd amplefaciUtyandaccommoda-

uon at the College.
^ ^

mHE LONDON MANUllE COMPANY
_£_

(Established 1840,)

ire now prepared to send nnt the following MANUFACTURED

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for

PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
DOSES, in which they guarantee every portion both of tlie

soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entu-ely

from Bones.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs A. Gibbs & Sous). NITRATE of

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Feuchurch Street, E C. Edw Pursbr. Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCKXrKATKD
HUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribaaic

Plioaphateof Lime.

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.

Ofthese Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"Those results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate,"

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Socioty, with Testimonials,

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
fcCo.. Sutton Road, Plymouth.

I'

AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures iTianafactured

J by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 18i>0, are nowready
for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6
SUPERPHOSPHATE Oj!- LIME 6
MINERAL 5

LAiraS'S BARLEY MANURE 8

MANGEL MANURE 8

GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
Viiryiiig according to cost of carriage.
Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lavvks's Factories, and their
report with analysis are given in full in circular, t« be obtained
on application at the Offices, orof any of Mr. Lawes's Ae-nita.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibba; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Amorieau Cakes at market prices.
Address, J. 13. Lawks, I, Adelaide Place, London Bridge, E.G.

a^ii 1 rjffoy Buildings. Eden Qiay. Dublin.

CHKMICAL AtANURE WOIIKS. -An opening
(owing to continued ill health) offers itself to an active

partv of moderate means, about Oo miles from Londno. Prin-
cipaU, with real name and a-ldress, may apply to A. A., Mr.
BlackweU's, 9, Cranbourne Street, Leicester Square, W.C.

JOHN FOWLEIl, JiTN., 28, Cornhill, Lnndon, E.C.-
FuUparticulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the ab.ve address. CATA-
L0GUE3 containing Prices and TcatimoniaLi sout post free.

"a gkicultT:ral and oexe :al mach ixery.
XX —As PRrZi-:iIOLDERS for the best Articles manu^'ac-
tured, Messrs. Borokss <fc Ket, of 95, Newgate Street. liOndon.
tc, invite the attention of the Tublic to their lar^e and
choice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE -PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manafactured by Burgess &
Kcv, 93, Newgate Street, London, E.G.

LAWN . MOWING MACHINES -BURGESS and
KEY'S

Machines are the most simple and effective yet introduced to

^ pubUc, and at a lower price—16 in., 61. ; 19 in., 61 10*.

;

-«in-, 71. ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpeniDg. Garden
•ogines and all kinds of Garden T<x>ls always in stock.

ft

G
6

5

RA^SOME AND SIMS, Ip3vvicli, continue to giee
their best attention to the manufacture of the most

jodem and Impr.ved AGRICULTURAL MACHINRRY.
*• * S. have long been celebrated for cimbiuing in their Agri-
cultaral Machinery the utmost simplici'y, durability, efficiency,
^u economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the
^iintenance of these important principles in everything
Which they manufacture. ILLUSTR.VTCU CATALOGUES
P**t free, on applicitiou to the Orwell Works; or to their
wndoti Agent, Sheppard Rassome; 31. Essex St., Strand, W.C.

FARM BUILDINGS.
LOANS may be obtaineil under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Esta tes. Incumbents

Trustees, Bodies Corporate, &c. for the erection ot Farm Houses,

Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by theirown
Agents and sanctioned by the Indosure Commissioners.

The loans are repaid by a Rent Chavgo on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix. not exceeding 31 years. ^

No investigation of title being required or no:,ices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses arc incurred.

The Company furnish designs of evei-y description, ai

undertiike tbe entire responsibility of the works whcrev

desired by Landowners,
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclo-^ure Commissioners, with a eoramission thereon, benig

charged in all cases. „ ,.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament

Street, London, S.W. • ^

and
or

rnaE LANDS iMb'ROVb:MENr COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Lasdownkrs. the Clergy. Estate Agexts. Scrvetors Ac.

IS England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill. 13-59, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Comnany now adv.mce money, uuhmited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years. x i •

1 Drainage. IiTieatiun and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Cloarinc^, Reclamiition, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose Eno-ine^ or Machinery f«>r Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farai Ro^uis, Tramways and Raibroads fur agricultural or

farming piirposes. .,1,1
3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navig ible rivers or lakes.

4 The erecH^n of F.iriu Houses. Labourers' Cottages, nnd

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provonient of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowner-' assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Cliarter, or Commission, in respent of any

public 01 general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proporti'mate share of the c^st. and charge

the same with the expenses on -the lands improved.

No investigation o- title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Govern.nent Rnclnsure Commissioners.

For further information, and for forms of api>lication, appiy

to the Honourabfe William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Oil Pal if^ T ir l WRqrmi'>gt-r S W

ClOLLblGKoF AtJlClUULl'tMii': aNd CHKMI.vrKY,
J and OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kenuington Lane, Kennington. London, S.

Priucipat—.1. 0. Ne-sbit. P.G.S.. F-G.S., *c.

The system of studios pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuitsof Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for '-he

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the Cnllego. The terras and other par-

tifular-i mnv be had on apnlicatinn to the Principal.

ll. liUOK.VlA.V, I'rofessor n\ tireolocry and IJotuny

iu the Royal Aiiricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agricdture,

that ho may be profes-*ionalIy consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Esta'es. .such as th : Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Wa^tr

Rights of E^^tate3 and Farnis. Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds. Ac. —Giimmunic itions to be addressed to

Pr. tfessnr Br'CKMAN. Hollar Ward. Q i reneeater.

QMII'HtMKLt) CAjUH CvirLW SHOW, ISBO.-

O The ANN^UVL S'IOVV of F VT CATrLB, SflEEP.

AND PIGH will take place on Deoember U. 12, L3, and t4, at

the Bazaar. King Street Portman Square. W.

The LAST D\.Y f'>r Certi*icat.i3 for both Stock and Imi>le-

menU to be received by the Honorary Secretary is THURSDAY,
November 1.

The following forns of Gertificates are now ready, and

intending Exhibitors in applying f.r them ufed only quote the

letters and state how many of each letter they require :—

C\TTLE 8EEKP.
Form D.—Pen of three Wethers

Form A.—Ox or Steer
^^ E.—One Wether or Ewe

B.—C.)W or Heifer
" ^ »" extra stock

FIGS.
Form F.—Pen of three Pigs

„ G.—One Pig in extra
stock

Prize Sheets, with Rules and R .-gulations, and Forms of

Certificates an above, may be obtained "f

B T. Brandrktii GrBB<i, Hon. Sec.,

Corner of Half Moon Street. Piccadilly. London, W.

N B -All coramuni'^ations on the Club's business should

have the words "Smitufield Club" outside, to distinguish

them from private letters.

M

Ki>rNAiKD's Bell's reaper, (2) Cranstoun'^
WooD*s seU-dblivering reaper, iu whicli a rake

peri(Kiically traverses the platform on wbicli the

corn falls ; and (3 to 7) five hand -deliverinp; muchines

shown resi>ectively by Brigham & Bickkkston of

Berwick, Gardneu & Lindsay of StiiUng, Jack
& Son of Maybole, Trotter of Newcastle, and

Ceanstoun of London—the four last being com-

bined reapers and mowers. The competition resulted

in the award of the prize for s«lf-delivering

machines to L(^rd Kinnaird's Bell's reaper, and

tbe first and second prizes for hand-delivering

machines to Messrs. Gardnek & LiNDS.n', and

Me-ssrs. Jack & Son. Mr. Cransxoun's machine cut

well ; but the sheaves were not well laid.
•

At the North Lincolnshire trial, near Korn-

castle, Cuthbert's Wood, Spencer's of Don-

caster ; and Burgess & Key's reapers competed,

cutting U acre of Wheat eaob, and afterwards a

land of Barley apiece. The Wheat was cut

pretty evenlv toi^ether as to time ; hut the quality

of the performance, both there and iu the parley,

led the judges to place Cuthbert's machine first.

At Pontefract last Monday, no fewer than

11 reapers made their appearance upon a large

field of Whea% partly laid, on the farm of Mr.

Taylor, of Darrington.

The following is the list :

—

1. Spencer's, of Doncaster, costing 22?. without

tippiu}? board, or 27?. wilh Bray's tippin-: board,

with Hussey's cutter 5 feet lon^ iu 20 teeth,

driven by Wr.vy's patent worm m tion.

2. R. Cuthbert's, of Newton -le- Willows, near

Be^Iale, 1 or 2-hor3e machine, costing 22/., with or

without a side delivering attachment, with

Hussey's cutter 5 feet long, in 20 equilateral teeth,

drivin by multiplving wheels, and making about

20 oscillations in 9 feet forward motion, the knife

hung Q.^ its near end in an oscillating sling.

3. J. & T. Cuthbert's, of Bedale, costing 20?.

without any extras, with Hussey's knives 5 feet

Lmg, in 20 equilateral teeth, cuttiui^ against the

upper edi^e of the finger guards, worked by multi-

plying wheels, and making about 16 revolutions

per 9 fc' t forward.

4. Cranstoun's Wood's combined mower and

reaper, costiuir 35?., with revolving* fans and

Httssey's cutter 4 feet 10 inch.es long, in 16 teeth

sh

wh

Hussey's Inivcs 5 feet long, in 20 rectang

»l

»w C.—Ox, Cov^, or Heifer
in extra stock

CO.,

I

TJENRY J. MORTON and
*• 2, BaaiughaU Buildings., Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNSw Cottage Hmwcu. Ac., to contain fif) gfillnns. 25s. ; 80 gallons.
'V$. each; and I40 gaUonii, 3«»., and fitted with tap, keepinir

oi^T^f^iS^ *"eet and clean
; will not rust or corrode.

^ r

GALVANISED IRON PUWPS

lSd^i2"^^h"^.';!'J^'''"r"^ ^"^
*J°*=^«« diameter. SO*.Mid 82i. 6(i. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from lOd. per foot

GALVANISED IRON SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farni use, containing about 20 gallons, entirely

formed of iron, 3 2*. 6a. each.

PARKES' STEEL DICC^ING FORKS

. #Y5^^^^
^^'° KEY,95. Newgate St., E.G.. London.

i;^T?5.f^\^'***^?*^^ *"? ^^^^ ^^"^ f"^ these cele-watedTOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from whichweir L^ustomerv may aelcct what they may require
AKTHOSY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURX.-The FIRSTnuzK waa again awarded to this Chum in Competition with

J»e^lotherB at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
"jwaty: U has obUined the First Prixe ifiven by the Society
5,,^*7 *'««tittK "Ince 1850. Messrs. Bcroe.s3 & Ket, ys
'Tjate Street, E C. , atronjfly recommend it as the moat per-•^ Lhuru aow in um. full particulars sent on application.

B

teeth, worked by Wray's parent worm motion;

the knife hung in an oscillating sliug, which is

drivcQ on Kearsley's patent from a point nearer

to t!ie attachment of the sHng, so that a smaller

crank motion makes an equal oscDlation.

6. B\mlett's, of Pk-iohmond, costing 23/. as a

reaper, a"d 33/. as a combined r^ aper arid mower,

with Hussky's knives 5 fuet long ia 20 equilateral

teeth, worked by multiplying wheels. Its dividing

sliield, by whica the cut corn was separated from

the standing corn, ultimately brought it to a stand

by gath^ ring uncut straws.

7. Coate's, of Middleham, costing 18/. 155.,

^vith Hussey's knives 5 feet long, iu 19 (-harper

than equilateral) teeth, worked by multiplying

wheels niakiui; 20 oscillations per 9 feet.

8. Bkckwith*s, of Papon, costin;? 11>/., with

Hussey's cutter 4 feet S inches long, in 10 (sharper

tliaii equilateral) teeth, and making above 20

oscillations per 9 feet forward.

8. Wray's, costing 22/., with Hussey's knives

5 feet lonz, in 19 rectan-ular teeth, and making

ahout 16 osc nations per 9 feet forward—worked

by his own pat- nt w'orra motion.

flPM.-. 'n^^.^.al4-a^-vf ia-r-^»«-^o I
9. U. CcTttBEUT's two-horse reaper, the same as

CTiie HSClCttltUtal ©ajCtte. Jno. 2, but coding 24/., und furnished with a

right-haniled cutter.

10. HF.UGn'&ofNewton-le-WillowB,co&ting25(.,

with Hussey's cu'teri 5 feet long, in 20 teeth, and

oscillating neai ly 20 limes per 9 feet of motion.

11. Burgess & Kei's, costing 42/., with

M'CoRHirCK's serrated knife, 5 feet 8 inches long,

cutting in 17 interval^ making ab »ut 16 oscilla-

tions per 9 fuet forward and furnished with revolv-

ing fun.s, with self-delivering screw roBerg, witti

Conical diviJerfor ECparating the c:it corn froni

the standing crop, and with many means o£

atljustment to varying work.

All of these, excepting No. 7, provide brasses for

all the bearings of fast motions, that is tor aU,

pting the hearings of tlie driving-wheel si^aft ;

e ot them, it will he seen, get up their ubcilla-

SATURDAr, SEPTEMBER 15. 1860.

The adjourned triaU of reaping machines in com-

petition for prizes off red by the Royal Agricultural

Societies of Engknd and of Scotland, and by the

Yorkshire and the North Lincolnshire Agricultural

Societies, have all taken place within the laat

fuW days. , - t i. i

At 'Canterbury several of our best known

machines were tried-and ultimately one of each

Iss namely Burgess & Key's M'Corm ck,

Cuthbert's, and Dray's Hu.sey, were selected.

The third broke down, and the q^^^^ion w.s tn^n

one of precedence between Burgess and Cuth-
'

Td ultimately, after trials in Whea .
und exoe

and Burgess second.

At Dumtries the trials included (1) Lord plicity and its qmdnes, compared with the rattle
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their

Key,

ofthe multiplying wheels-
^ - •

* x „^
of the power emi»loyed, and requires constant and

liberal oiling to mate it efficient, and moreover

generallv necessitates a less number of oscillations

than is desirable in a given forward motion. The

ohvious result in the case of Wrat s own

anachine, No. 8, was that the corn being b.^th li^Ut

and standing where it worked, and so permitting

it, the horses were driven at a trot to get up the

speed of osoiU^tlm which was desirable.

The machines were all tried upon laid corn,

Tvhile pitces were cut out by scythe
_
for the

fiuhsequent time trials ; and this preliminary test

end.d in the withdrawal of Kos. 6, 3, and 2. Ihe

fir&t became choked and could not proceed ;
the

third, though doing fair work, cutting however

Vith about ha f the width of its knife, was not

believed to present sufficient distinction of con-

struction from the machines of older makers with

which it competed; and No. 2 and No. 9 being

both exhibited by one maker, the latter was

chosen by the judges as the better of the two.

The remaining nine machines were then set to

work in plots of about three-quarters of an acre

each, and most of them accomplished their work

in about 40 minutes. The plots differed a good

deal in the condition of the corn.

"Wkay & CoATES were fortuna^.e in

plots; CuXnBERT, CKAIfSTOUN, BUKGESS &
Kearrlet, Spencer, and Beckwith, were Atss

fortunate—though of these Cuthbert^s was

decidedly the ea.siest. They were de-ired to cut

these latids as they pleased—Cttthbert's cutrotind

and round and did it well, the others all tried it

and most of them continued to do it, but they all

made extremely bad w^ork on the return journey,

».«., where the corn was bent from them.
_ ]

Mr. CitAXSTOUN wisely resolved after the first

trial to cut only one way, doing as he would have

done had the "Wheat been his own, and he made

accordingly good work, taking however 1 hour and

26 minutes to accomplish it. Burgess & Kky s

reaper worked round and round, and one halt ot

the Btuhble was accordingly left in a dis$rraceful

conoition, one which no farmer would have

tolerated ; and this was the case, though we are

hound to say not so much so, with most of the

other''.

CirnniETiT^s, Coate's, "Wray's, and Hetjgti s,

were chosen afterwards to try their skill on some

"Wheat laid as hudly as it could be laid, close by

Beckwith^s lot, which had already been cut

continuously round and round in a very workman-

like manner, and Cuthbert's made good work.

Its perfurn^ance was such that we have no hesita-

tion in saying that, working it slowly and taking

little at a time wherever the com wns in a

specially tangled state, we would undertake with

it to out any corn we ever saw, without the aid of

the reaping hook or scythe.

In the end Cuthbert's, "Wrat's, Beckwith's,

and Bfrgess's reapers were taken into the Barley

field, and excepting Wray's, they all made unez-

ceptionable work. The judges awarded the first

prize to Ctttttbept's, the second to Beckavitr's;

they hi^'hly commended the performance of

BiTBGESS & Key's machine in the Barley field, and

they commended the performance* of Coate's

machine in the Wheat field.

It is fair to add that while the "Wheat, lay all

one way, the trial lands lay hardly parallel with

that directiun, and right-handed cutting machines

thus had slightly the advantage of the iMft-handi-d

machines, which iu cutting round and round had

to contend with ears which slightly over-hung,

and BO aggravated their difficult side, while they

hung away from the difficult side of Ccthbert's
and of Beckwtth's iraplpmentp, Nevertheless

the first prize was, we believe, nnquestionably

tarned by Ctitubert's machine, on the

•core both of simplicity of construction and of

cheapness as wtll as by the exctllence of its

performance ; and considering that judges are

bound to determine, not by the known results of

previous ULihj nor by the reputation and /Jfi5^ per-

iQrmarces of any machine, but by the actual

work of the actual implement before them, they

could hardly have done otherwis? than give the

second prize to Becktvith's implement—one of

the cheapest on the ground, and one of the most
efficient under the difficult circumstances in which
it was placed.

The general result of the trials of reaping
machines this summer has been to increase the re-

putation of the cheaper class of implements on

* Coatk's tnachine waa the cheapest on the ground—l)ut
while its performance wliere tried was good, its noise indicating
thftir«ar of itft parts was nnhearabte—and not beinj? swppliel
wtth brMBea it could not ho recommended on the gT'-'un-l of ita

is att'achahle, Stands now probably as high

as an V fur work both iu the Wheat and m
the Barley field. In the former we would not use

the side deliverv, but gather the sheaves up at

once and st.ok it out of the way of the returning

machine ; in the latter the side delivery is best, as

in all cases of corn containing Clover or other green

stuff, when it may be well to let it lie unbound lor

a while.

Some weelis ago we gave in these pages, by the

kind permission of the publisher, several illustra-

tions of cotta-es tr m a recent number ot tne

*'anarterly Review," in which the labours ot

PANTKV li.o'x r'a*

eoppEP

KrrcHiM
r

(io X it.o

borough, and is therefore designed for stone wall^^i?,"

it will be seen that it may be built with 14 \^r\r!'

9 inch brick walls, without in the least altering
tli^

arrangement, t >,„i;«„« *!.;« ^m^-^^^ 4.„v. .. s f

enough for

coal is not ^ . — „ ,„^y,

will not thaiik you for giving him too large a room to

keep warm ; hut this plan can be altered to the extea'

of adding 2 or 3 feet to the length or breadth, or botC

of the kitchen, without very materially altering the

whole design. In the reporb on the plans of cottaffji

which were shown two years ago at the meeting of the

Yorkshire Agricultural Society, I gave no elevaUQnfor

t

f

'/.iy.yW ftU'xa'.*^

(I X (0

GEOTJND PLA-Iir.

Mr. Steickland, of Hildenley, near York, in con-

nection with the subject, were especially eulogi.-^ed.

We have now the pleasure of laying betore our

^3

D

V

Chamber Pla:?.

the plan which I attached to it, becajise my rMNafci4i^

that report were entirely confined to the quertion-of

what was the best arrangement of the two tijor '

I

f

Frost Elevation.

readers some ac^ditional illustrations of the same

subject, drawn by that gentleman, and accompa-

nied by the following explanatory letter :

an

Esr> Elevation.

I enclose a tracing of the plans of a pair of labourers'

cottages, nearly the same as that referred to iu the

n . r

Back Elevation.

the staircase, and my plan waa only me?-nt to referto

pluis ou the scale ot those reported on and to itlu&trw

those remarks. The elevation seat ^
with is for a stone-wall cottage. Ib^ cluB-

ney stack has four flues set square, and ok

at each end set diamoudwise, as accompft^;

ing woodcufc. The corbels 8«PP0''ting tbe

spouting ai-e formed of bevelled ovm4
cndedbricksataverytnflu>gexpei^e,l)j^tt^

add considerably to the 1<«^U ot the oot^

, „ The roof of this cottage If
« f;;?"^j!tir

flat lead gutter, which is ohjectiouaWe (this msj

ever be partly avoided by roofing het^-eeutUn^

gables, in the direction indicated by the dott»
hut besides this manner of roofing. I enclose r^<rt»

mod.s of roofing the same pair of pottages* ^bVj^

3, and % all simple enough. No. 1 is ^^^ « .fT
but there is something rather awkward lun

^^
pearMice. In a stone cottage a break m

by two or three course, of ^^f^.^XlS^m
dews and the roof, adds much *o..f'^^^Jt^t:

without much adding to the cost. btiU "^^"^^.^^^

plinth 2 or 3 feet high, finished with **,co«r8e oi

bricks.. Cottages buUt with9 i"c,^^^^'«"^^"fi.t -^

have such a pU»th of H- inch walls. There i^ ple'"'
•

-

I

" Quarterly Review." I think that the accompanying
plan has all the advantages of that one; but the cot-

D

to be learned in the art of building a ?^'L iluvt
^'^

and handsome cottage, and I am happy ^^ -

""V. '

FiO. 3.

tages are rather smaller, and could be built for a

moderate price. [See the named figures, viz. ground

Fjo. *.

Yorkshire Society has allotted -.- . ^,
prizes for plans of cottflgee of fUCtrf

712. to b. ^fi^
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rom "those ^vhicli were the subject of Mr. BenUe/s

..nze ami ..Inch will, I hope, produce a show of plans

nextjear at L.eds, as interesting and "^^tnicUve as

land, Eildeuley, Aug. 8.

We add that a fi.st-rate competition may be

expected in Cottage plans at the §reat Leeds meet-

inlnext year. The following is the list of the

prizes that have been offered :—

1 For the best plan of a double cottage,
*

containing not less than 3 bedrooms in

each : the cost not to exceed 220/. the

1-^
~

A ^ ^« ^r+V« Kaof n.inlif-v of beef! by Mr. FuUarton (now of Ardestie), was got'by the
quality as pjoducers of the best quality Ot Deei

j^.^^^^^^^ g^^^-^^y's Dundee prize bnl^' Old Pamnure,"
they are unrivallea, • ?«^. rr.i •_ v..ii —i.:u:i_j i

—

ti.- „„i.i^ i,...^ ..u^.r^

£ s. d.

pair # « * • t 4 A 4 * t lit 25

25

25

i * W

%'% ^

m I t

« 4 •

^ i

* i t

10
5

3 For the best plan of a double cottage,

containing 2 or 3 bedrooms in each;

the cost not- to exceed 180/. the pair ...

g.-For the best plan of a single cottage;

the cost not to exceed 120/

4 The best plan of a pair of cottages,

of irregular design ; the cost not to

exceed 210/.

For the second best do.

N.B. The Prizes of 10/. and 5/. for the best and

second best design for cottages of irregular plan, are

aiven by C. W. Stricliland and R. J. Bentley, Esqrs.,

wintlv, and refer to pairs of cottages of any kind of

plan not included in the above -such, for instance, as a

pair of cottages with 3 bedrooms in the one and 2 ui the

other • or a bedroom or a parlour on the ground floor of

the one and an upstairs bedroom in the other; or to

-cottages with one of the bedrooms over a pantry sunk

in the ground, and entered part way up.

COSDITIONS OF C6MFETITI01T.—It is intended tbiit the plans

and estiumtefi will be made for cottages to be built of bncks

of the ordinary size used in Yorkshire. Cheapness of con-

struction wiU bo a Oiateriid element in awarding the prize;

the price fixed being the maximum price allovNed It js hoped

that the e&timjited cosb ot construction will be considerably

betow the maximum prices named. The cost specified does
^
not Include building ground or garden. A f^eparate specifica-

tion for each kind of cottage will be required. The specifica-

tion to include fixtures and a separate privy to each house.

A list of quantities and schedule of prices of each kmd ol work

tobedone must^e furnished with the specification. I neks

to be calculated at 248. per 1000—delivered. The position and

extra cost of a pigstye to be shown, in case such should be

thonght a desirable ad'Htion. An elevation of each of the

four 6kl«s must bo furnished. Various elevations for the same

grouud-pUin may bo shown at the option of the architect. All

plan*, efuvatious, and sections must be on the scale of i of an

inch to the foot. The plans must be sent to the Secretary on

or before the 15th of November, ISGO.

. Anothee fine week has facilitated harvest

operations greatly, and everywhere along a cir-

cuitous route of several hundred miles by the

Great Northern, North- Eastern, Lancashire, and

North-Western Railways, we have seen the woricof

carryingcorn satisfactorily proceeding. The general

opinion amon^ valuers in" Yorkshire is that Wheat

has been considerably injured, and must have

sufftred from the exceedingly late and cold

summer, while Oats and Barley are generally

believed to be great crops. Considering the actual

crop on the ground, and the process of harvesting

it, as two diiFerent things, the report must stand

as it was originally given some weeks ago Dy our

correspo*ndents—that the Wheat is on the whole a

somewhat inferior crop, in great risk at the end of

August of being harvested in wretched condition,

whfch risk, however, it has happily escaped—that

Barley is a bulky crop, much laid and grown

through by the Clover, and otherwise certain to

yield coarse and poor samples—and that Oats and

Beans are above the average.

THE VALE OF STRATIIHORE.
{Conchtdtd from-p. 819.)

One or two notes more respecting Mr. Bowie's farm.

Beiugnearatown Potatoes— chiefly secondearly varieties,

such as Dalmaho^ s or Regents-are found to he apaying

crop, as well as a good preparation for Wheat. These

are gro^^n in 29-inch ridges and a foot betwixt the sets,

A breadth of about 40 imperial acres looked iu the

highest state of cleanliness, and by receiving the

constant working to which we referred in a former

article, the land had a garden-like freshness about it.

Of course their planting and culture demands some

amount of manuallabour, and accordingly we observed

a companv of 10 female outworkers fully employed m
,f.. '' ^ ly... n ..1-T.. ,:..:„„ T « oQol. r^of Hnv Tins

in 1844.. This bull, exhibited by the noble lord above

named, was believed to be one of the finest polled

beasts which had then seen the daylight. He has left

his impress very strongly on his descendants, and from

his blood the 'Mains of Kelly herd has sent forth

almost an unlimited supply of prizetukers. So much so

that Mr. Bowie's breeder's medals are a study iu them-

selves. He has been repeatedly beaten with stock of

his own breeding—a fact which speaks instructively as

to the difference between rearing the purest blood and

getting the same up into the highest show order, so as

to attract the attention ofjudges and visitors, liut he

has no special reason to complain, for at Pans, as well

as nearer home, he has obtained a full share i.f sUowyard

honours. By the way. the " Angus doddies took the

tastes of the Parisian sightseers amazingly. ^^ans

horns! Sans horns 1" said a French lady,^ whde she

lovingly and playfully poked Mr. M'Combies bull m
the head with her parasol. But horns or no horns, the

docile beast did not relish such attentions, and a rush ot

the bull, with a scream from the kdy, iornsed a sufiicient

" beware" for other passers by.

The present number of the herd, including all ages.

is about 70; of these 30 are cows, or cows and in-calf

heifers. All are in a beautifully natural and healthy

condition—many of each separate class being as like

their fellows as are Peas in a bushel. The calves were

a fine lot as could wt;!! be, all nearly in butcher's order

;

and few of them but what already showed a lew white

hairs in the middle of the tail (a distinctive feature

which is duly recognised as " Bowie's coat of arms ).

A white tick inside' the hock also appeared to prevaiU

The heifers come down in calf at 3 years old, and the

calves are of course reared at whatever season they

may come. This season heifer calves largtdy prepon-

dei-ated, only about three out of each 15 being bull

calves. Tbere ia something singularly attractive m the

carriage of these jet black, well-bred animals. As a

whole they are particularly good in the tbigbs and

twist, fore-quarters fine and full, setting on of the

shoulders pretty much akin to those ot a Leicester

On Friday and Saturday of last week the

bales of Mr. "Dujjdino's and of Mr. Dixon's Short-

horn herds were presided over—the one at Panton
-and the other at Caistor—by Mr. Strafford.
The former quite ranks with our firat-class illus-

trations of the value of the breed. Among the

prizes realised were 120 guineas for " Lady Mary
Bountiful," bought by Mr. Torr; 270 guineas for

*'Lady Louisa Bouutifnl," bought by Mr. Cha-
LMfER ; and 90 guineas for " Lord of the

Manor," bought by Mr. T. GaEEinAM.^ These

are all of one tamily, descended, like the

"Charmers" of Milcote, from "Sylph by Sir

Walter;" having in addition to this merit

several crosses latterly of Booth's blood in them ;

and having moreover since the Milcote sale proved

-

ladependently of these, however, there was a very

high average price maintained throughout the day;

the 80 females and the 14 bulla both selling for

aa nearly as possible 50 guineas apiece.

On the following day Mr. Dixon's herd was

brought to the hammer, and 53 animals realised

the average price ot as nearly as possible^ 30/.

•piece. ** Holly," the 4 year old cow mentioned

in our former account ot the herd as being the

Bearcat to CoUing's blood of any in the country,

making the top price of 70 guineas given by

' We remind our readers of the sale of Mr.

Turner's celebrated breed of Nortli Devon cattle,

a« well as of his almost e<iually distinguished flock

of LeicesU:r shei-p, which is to take place at Barton,

near Exeter, on Tuesday, the 18th September. The
btrd has during the past few years won 60 prizes

from the Koyal Agrio»iltural Society, 35 from the
B«h and West of England Society, 3 this year
irom the Irish Society, besides 10 at the Paris
ehow, 20 from Sniithlield and Birmingham Clubs,
and more than 100 from local societies. This
Is M good a testimony to the quality of the
^tock as any stranger could desire ; but there are
^ew who have not long known Mr. TruNEk's name
aa diilinguished on the list of our chief breeders ot
DtTon cattle.

Among the piize animala for sale is tlie heifer
"Beafiwing," which took the first prize at
Iforchester, and Canterbury, and Cork ; also thebuU
*'Prino«FrederickI." which was first at Doreh«ftter
and 2d at Canterbury. The Devons are probably tlie
ftM^* bre*d, «.*., as having a traceable and

one of the fallow fields, receiving 1^. each per day. J Ins . ... ^....^ .--- -- ,-

is 2^ per dav above the Kinnaird outworkers; but the sheep, chine excellent, and girth euual to ^^ ^ ell-bar-

muUum in parvo cut of the Devon about them. In

gome cases there is a tendency to coarseness at tho

setting in of the tail, and the pelvis houes not so well

up as is desirable.

Mr. Bowie is now using " Young Panmure, got by

Mr. McCombib's prize bull " Hauton," and there are

also a pair of spare young bulla to fall back upon if

required. But " Young Panmure," notwithstandmg

that he is in capital training for the Highland Society's

Dumfries Meeting of the present year—where he will

prove a tougli customer for all comers—is as active as a

yearling, and a sure stock-getter. He is nearly three

years old, and ghtjjs 7 ieet 8 inches; tlie leugtii from

the shoulder-jomt to the setting on of the tad being

5 feet 10 inches. In condition he would pass as "prime

fat/' in 6pite of plenty of work and short ratioiis—

"straw and water be is fed on." " Kli
!

then there

must be somethius puill. .0«i4y-rich m the Mams of

KelTT^^^erT'jocnlarly retorted an Angus bret-der who

was looking him over at the same time as ourselves.

r. Bowick, . ^^ __

N.B. Since these remarks were penned "Young

Panmure" has taken the chief bull prize at the lor&r

meeting of the Angus Agricultural Awociation. He

was also adjudged to be the best beast ot either wi m
the yard. He appears to bo of a most genJe and

docile temperament. He has got some ot the best

blood in his veins, tracing back, in a tew generatioi^,

to Mr. Watson's famous bull " Old Jock," which stands

No. lin the rolled Herd Book. "Young Pam was

bred by Mr. M^Combie, of Tillyfour. in 1857, his sire

being "Hauton" (228) bred by Mr. Bouie; gran^nre

"Pit" (2M) which was got by No. 1 above rcterred to.

Thus we^see that the purest blood, and the longest

prices are pretty closely associated, as well in thiB as m
other breeds. And the Keillor herd has probably been

noted among the Polled Angus, for pure bluod. longer

than anv other. Mr. Watson has the credit of having

sold, neirly 30 years ago, a bull for 100 guineas, and a

lot of breedmg heifcis for some 10/. each. At a

clearinK s»le on a farm of which Mr. Bowie was givmg

up possession, in the early part of 18B7.
^J^^

f
o)^;?

' *^^g^^

from 40/. to 67/. per head, and the bull "Standard

Bearer" (229) was bought for ^he Ti. yf. ur herd at

one sovereign out of 90/. At the H.gbland f^ocx^y »

Berwick sLw iu 1854, a J.alf b-ther^ ot^^is

latter receive one choppin daily of new milk, and the

freedom of the bothy into the bargain. No Mangels

have hitherto been grown by Mr. Bowie, but we had

much pleasure in early spring in ohtaining for him suf-

ficient" seed for five Scotch acres, the variety being of

tlie truest English grown Orange Globe. With the

gev.uine eaution of his countrymen he would not take

any one's word, not even .Mr. Scott Skirviiig*s in his

Gold Medal Essay, as to the proper depth for depositing

the seed in his special cusc. But in the garden, by a

sheltered wall, he had tried three experimental rows,

with equal quantities of seed, but deposited at i iucli,

1 inch, and li iuoh respectively. Wheu we saw them

the first lot were a fine full phmt, the second equally

full but a trifle stronger, and the third a long way

behind, both as regards the numbers and streuijth of

the plants. "Hence," said he, " I sow next week at I

inch in depth.'* The field where they were to be sown

was as fine a kind of tilth as you could wish to see^ the

Wheat stubble having been only oucc ple«ghed with a

deep autumn furrow. Before the Wheat was a crop of

Potatoes sold at 22/. per acre clear on the ground. Of

Wh*at, about 3i bushels is usually sown per focotch

acre, a pair horse drill prebser being aluiost invariably

the public°e.timalion of their value in an extraor- used for consolidating
\^%«^!f;,^f^^^

dinary way at Mr. Chaloxer^S sale in Ireland, laud, as he well remarked.^ the Fosser is themeotof

it." In one field where the Beans were grown on

ridg.'9 24 inches wide, and 3 bushels of seed used per

Scotch acre, there was also a bushel of Tai.es sown at

the same fime, so that in the event of "hhght, which

is not uncommon on the poorer sandy clay, some

produce might be available. Both Beans and Tares

looked promising so far. All the Grass fields, especially

those of the first year, showed a fine full bottom, and

free from weedy admixture. The aeedmg costs 16*.

per Scotch acre, or thereby, viz., 8 lbs. Red Clover,

3 lbs. White Clover, and 1 bushel of finest Ayrshire

Rye-grass; and as the spring was backward all had

received a stimulating dose of 2 cwt. per acre of Peru-

vian guano, which was teUing well notwithstanding the

dryness of the weather.
^

AU the implements looked of a useful cuaractcr, and

included a horse-rake of the newest construction; an

East Lothian horse-hoe, specially intended for the eradi-

cation of Wild Mustard iu the grain crops; a Grass

seed sowing machine, 18 feet long; rick stands well

finished, and thatched to save tliem from the weather;

Z^'^{:Cc<^i"on. guinea euc'h, .nd .n.ving w.H on ,
'-" -lised 100 |uin«. ^-_.-- -^^ ,. .. ^,

tLir Pnsines • a fixed home power tlirealnng mncli ne ; of price* tiaa ruiui ^ ^^^

Xougf a portable machine and engine are hired
j

P-'"-^,^,^" ,.Tj™a «te« vJ^r, ing fn™ 25 to 40

:Sra,v i^ wanted for t.,atch,ng Z^Z"^^ l^ull'" olJe^W n.ore -vith re.j^ct _to^^,^r. Uo.. .

ttldMt

field an acquisition wUicli many, ouuu .^
""*—

'

S otolli. .>Uld gladly hail. A conpie ot cott^

-^y '»"T2w'/Xerttai::'olthire::^;dtofthe

^^gC^nlwers^re SsoVn the fann.
- "

greater distance fr- the
J.

-est ad.

thiB

feet

but at a

One" word more with r«Jtpect -- ,.._.

bull " Vouu^ Panninre "-^.ich will in >^\^^^^^^^

ha 4 caivief the Dumfries honoar. ere tt^ note,

f^e from the pres.-aad we return from

dimen.si.n, are str.k.ug. The be^
X,Ll.t l» wiaW

:

-».«ii, ore«a, t.e., as naving a uaocable and ticular, are n.deDrea .or «..".".-"--„,,. j^j
»uthcntio history, in tho island; and lor their [male si. Ip. Mr. Rome's famous old govt, IJuecn,

greater distance from the bomesieau.
„„u,;iy

i

dimension, are striking. Ibe neau «f /;"'^7„i^d
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race that will be hard to beat wherever he shows his

face. .11
On the female shle we also find his bull gomg back

to Mr. Watson's "Jock" tribe. His tlam Cnnohne

(204), f*>rmerly "White Legs," bred at Tilly four, was

got by Victor 3d (47). He again was got by Monarch

(44), which was bred by Mr. Fullarton of Ardestie, out

of Julia, by the uoted old bull "Pannnue." Here

we fail to trace the connection farther back;

but if you take YouTig Panmnre's grand dam

Charlotte (203) you verv speedily find your way to the

Keillor pastures. Thus Clmrlotte (203), dam Lola

Moutes (208), sire Angus (45); Angus (45) bred by Mr.

Watson. Keillor, sire Jock 2(1 (2).

We should r.ot have troubled the render with these

details, but for the interest appertaining to those

animals which appear to give a marked impress to a

herd or breed. And we would wish, too, very respect-

fully to urge on breeders of polled stock the ViiUie which

a well arranged herd-hook necessarily imparts. The

proof sheets of Mr. Ravenscroft's Vol. L are now before

us, and we wouM add a few remaiis thereon; but

reserve the same until we are favoured with the perusnl

of a perfect copy. We regret to have learned that the

apathy and indifference of many breeders, and the

tardiness with which needful infoim\tion has been

imparted, have tended much to enhain e _the_ laborious

work which has been needed in its crmp'lation. Had
it not been for the zeal of a few, including the Karl of

Southesk, Sir Joliu Stuart Forbes, Mr. Bowie, and i' r.

M'Comhie, the work would not have been so far

advanced as it is.

Meantiuie, having finished our journey to the land of

the Angus "doddie3,"we must thank those who have

thus far accompanied us, and bid all good bye tor the

present. T. BotcicJc, Sioneleigh Abbey Jfarm, Kenil-

worth.

IITt^hi^U always be remembered that the st;^te of the air

!^i '';..„ ,.Lfh.. r^thprthfin shows the weather that

HOW TO FORETELL WEATHER.
TnlE following mnnnnl of the barometer 1ms been

compiled by Rear-Admiral Fitzroy, and published by

the Board of Trnde:

—

" Fanjihar as the practical use of weather gla.=^ses is, at Pea as

well ae on land, only those who have long watched thtir indi-

cations and compared them carefully arc really able to conclude

more than that the rising- glass* usually foretells less wind or

rain, a falling barometer more rain or wind, orb'-th ; a high

one fine weather, and a low the contrary. But useful as these

general conclusions are in most cj^ses, they are sometimes
erroneous, and then remHrks may be rather hastily made,
tending to discourage the inexperienced,

"By attention to the foUowmg observations fthe results of

many years** praetico and many persons* exprrience) any one
not accustomed to use a barometer may do so without di Rieulty*

••The barometer shows whether the air is getting lighter or
heavier^ or is remaining in tho same state. The quicksilver
t'JiXn as the vAr becomea lighter, rises as it becomes heavier^ and
remainft at rest in the glass tube while the air is unchantrcd in
weight Air prtsses on everything within about 4u miles of
the world's surface like a much lighter ocean, at the b<)ttnm of
whic?i wo h've. not fech'ng its wt^ight because our bodies are
full of nir, t but feeliiig ita currents, the wjud^. Towards any
place from which the air has been drawn by suction, { air

pre«i«ea with a force or weight of nearly 15 lbs, on a square
inch of surface. Such a pressure holds the limpet to the rock
whcTij by C'^ntracting itself, the fish has made u place wi'hout
air§ under its sLdL Another familiar instance is lliat of the
fly, wliich walks on the rRilingr wirh feet that stick. The
barometer tube, emptied of air, and tilli^d with pure n:orcury
is turned down into a cup or cistern contiiiniiig tho same
fluid, which, feeling the weight of air. is so pressed by it as to
balance a column of about 3U inches (more or less) in the tube,
where no air presses on the top of the column.
"The words on scales of barometers ehould not be sn

much regarded for weather indications as the rising or
falling of the mercury, for if i\ stand at Vhanj^eable' and
then rise towards 'fair' it presages a change of wind or
weather, though not so great as if the mercury had risen
higher; and, on the cnntmry, if the mercury stamt ribnvo
fair' and then fall,. it preaiges a change, though not to so
great a degree as if it had stood lowei ; hcsi_ie>? which, the
directi'^^n and force of wind are not in any way notio d. It is

not from the point at which the mercury may stand that
we are al<me to form a judtrment of the sta\e of tlie weather,
but from ita rising or fallings and from the movements of
immediately preceding days as well as hours, keeping in
mind effects of change of directi'm and dryness or muiature,
as well as altef ation of force or strength of wind.

*'By a therm^^meter the weight of air is n-^t shown. No
^r is withiu the tube. None can get in. But the bulb of
the tube is full of mercury, which contracts by c*dd and
swells by hett, acc-»rding to which efEect the thread of metal
in the sm dl tube in drawn down or pushed up &o mafty
degrees, and thus shows the teroper-itun-

j]"U A Iherniomeler have apiece of Unt;n round the bulb,
wetted enough to keep it damp by a thread nr wic*? dipping
into a cup of water, it wVU show lew heat than a dry nn*-, in
Yroporiiim to th<3 drvncsB of the air and quieknej^s of drying %n very damp weather, with it before nun, fug, or dew, two
•uch thormometeriB wdl l>e neaily alike,

'' f*or a«cfrtainitig the dryness or moisture of air tlio readiest
ODd surest meth.^ ia the compaHson of two thermometers,
one dry, Ihe other just moistened and kept so, 0«'led bv
cv.iponitioM Jifl nuiL-h as the state of the air admits, the moist
(or wetjbulb therroameter shows a temperature ncarlv espial
to that of the other one when the atmosphere is extretuely
damp or moist; but Inwer at other tiiuis, in pP)pnrtioM to the
dryness of air and cnnwquent ev;>(>orKti'in— as far as 1l" or IS''
in this cliij.ute, :iO' or even more elsewhere From 4""to 8' of
difference \^ nsufti in England, and abuut 7^ is considt:red
lieftlthy for hj habited rooms.

'Briefly, the baromt^ter shnws weight or presstirc of the
; t' e thermometer, heat and cold, or tt mperature ; and the

wet therm KTieter, compared with a dry one, the degree of
moisturel or dampuesH**

Olise, biriMwettT, column, menury, quicksilver, nrhand
f Or atmosphere, or the atmospheric fluid which we

OTOatbe-
"5 A Tacnnnn.
**

X ^^T lXh:iUStl013.

••a Thirty-two deirreea ig the point at which water begins
to fre^'xe, or iee to ihaw.

*viV '^^^
V*'^ *^"* combined makmg a hrcmmetcr- for;*Wch some k-mds of hair. Grass, or Seaweed may U a make-

foretells coming weather, rather than ^^<^^^
t*^\^^^\^i^i^

8 present-an invaluable tact too often overlooked, that the

oiS-r the time between the signs and the change foretold by

hS the loug^ such altered weather will last ;
and, on the

Sary, the less the time between a warning and a change,

the shorter will be the continuance of such foretold weather.

<4o know the state of the air, not only barometer and

thermometers should be watched, but the appearances of the

akv should be vigilantly noticed, ^ • -n- c-^^

-If the barot^eter has bi^en about its ordinary height, say

near 30 incht;s (at the sea level), * and is steady, ^^ risings

while the thermometer falls, and dampmss becomes les^

north-wt^stvrlv, northerly, or north easterly wmd, or iesa

wm.i, less minor snow may be expected.
, ^; -^^ fi,pr-

-Ou the contrary, if a fall takes place with a ^^^^^S *^^y^

mometcr and increased ^ampnoss, wmd and rain niay^^

expected from the south-eastward, southward, or aoutb

westWitrd.
. ^ , ^^ ^

•* A fall with a low thermometer foretells snow.

'Excepticms to these rules occur when a "^F^^"^^^^^^^

wind, with wet (min, hail, or snow) is ^^Pf,^
"^^.

^^^^^^^
which the barometer often rises (on account of tl^c d>rect^^

of the coming wind alone) and deceives person^ who troui

that sign only (the nsing) expect fair weather.
'- When the barometer is rather l^elow its ordinary height,

say down to near 29i inches (at tiie sea le*el) a rise fore-

tells less wind, or a change in its direction towards the north-

ward, or less wet ; but when it has been very low about .9

inches, the first rising usually precedes or indicates strong

wind ; at times heavy squalls from the north-wesiward, ijort i-

ward, or north-eastward,—after which violence a graduaily

rising glass foretells improving weather if (he thermometer

fills ; but, if the warmth continue, probably the wind will back

(shift against the sun'a course), and more southerly, or sOuth-

wes^terly wind will follow, especially if the baruuieter rise is

su<ld*3n. 1, T. J X
•'The most dangerous shifts of wind, or the heaviest

northerly gales, happen soon after the barometer first rises

from a very low point ; or, if the wind veers gradually, at some

time afterwards.
-'Indications of approaching changes of weather and the

direction and force of uinds are shown less by the heigW of

the barometer than by its falbng or ri>ing. Nevertheless, a

height of more than thirty (300) inches (at the level of the sea)

is indicative of rme v^e^ither and moderate winds ; except from

east to n!^rth, occasionally,
" The barometer is said to be falling when the mercury in

the tube is siiiking, at which time its upi>er surface is some-

times concave or hollow; or when the hand moves to the left.

The barometer is rising when the mercurial column is lengthen-

ing ; its upper surf:ice being convex or rounded, or when the

hand moves to the right,
" A rapid i-ise of the barometer indicates unsettled weather ;

a slow movement tfio conrraiy; as likewise a steady baro-

meter, which, when continued, and with dryness, foretells

very fine weather,
**A i-apid and considerable fall is a si^n of stormy weather

and rain (or snow). Alternate rising and sinking indicates

unsettled and threatening weather.

*' The greatest depressions of the barometer are with gales

frnmS.E., S., or S.W. ; the greatest elevation?^ with wind from

N-W., N., or N.E., or with calm,
" Though the barometer generally falls with a southerly and

rises v-ith a northerly wind, the &>ntrary sometimes occurs;

in which cases, the southerly wind is usually dry with fine

weatiier, or the ncrtherly wind is violent and accompanied by
ndn, snow, or hail ; perhaps with lightning

" When the barometer sinks considerably, much wind, rain

(perhaps with hail), or snow will fi^Uow ; with or without
lightning- The wind will be from the northward, if the ther-

mometer is low (for the seas^on)—from the southward, if the
thermometer is high, OccaMOually a low gliss is followed or
attended by lightning only, while a storm is beyond thehorizrm.
"A suthien Ull of the barometer, with a westerly wind, is

sometimes fi>llowed by a violent storm from N-W,, or N., or N-E.
" If a gale sets in (rom E, or B E-, and the wind veers by the

S„ the ban>meter will continue fdling until the wind is near a
marked change, when a lull may occur; after which the gale
will soon be renewed, perhaps suddenly and vL Gently, and the
veering of the wind towards the N W,, N., or N.E will be
indicated by a riKing of the barometer with a fall of the ther-
mometer,
" Three causes (at lea55t)'' appear to affect a barometer:—
" t. The direction of the wind— the north-east wind tending

to raise it most—the south-west to lower it the moat, and wind
from points of the conipnss between theui proportionally as
they are nearer one or the other extreme point.
" N,E, and S.W, may therefore be called the wind's extreme

bearings (ra'her than poles).
** The range or difference of heieht shown, due to change of

direction only, from one of these bearings to the other
(supposing strength or force, and mi^isture to remain the
same), amounts in these latitudes to about half an inch (as
i ead uil'X

" 2. The amoun*—taken by itself—of vapour, moisture, wet,
rain, or snow in the wind, or cunvnt of air (direction and
strength of wind remaining the s;ime), seems to cause a change
arnountmg in an extreme ouse to about hnlf an inch

"3. The stre gth i-r to ce alone of wind, from any quarter
(moisture and direction bing unchanged), is preceded or fore-
told by a fall or rise, according as the strength will bo greater
or les<i, ranging in an extreme Gise to more than 2 inches-

*' Hence, sup^iosing three causes to act together—in extreme
casen—the height would vary from near 31 inches (30.9) to

the earlier part of settled weather it usually staudalii^haT^
stationary, the air being dry. K audii

" Instances of fine weather, with a low glass, occur how^*..
rarely, but they are always preludes to a diuatioa of ^J!^
rain, if not both- ^^^^^

^' After very warm and calm weather, a storm or squall irfl;.

rain, may follow
;
likewise at any time when the atniorSl

is heated much above the usual temperature of the eeason
"Allowance should invariably be made for the previ

state of the glasses during some days, as well as some ho^
because their indications mav h^ affRf^fpH hxr rii^^^^i. .. ^^

1
may be aflfected by diHant canseT^

by changes close at hand. Some of these clningei^ may oqp^tZ
a greater or less distance, influencing neighbouring rfpoMhS
not visible to each observer whose barometer feels their effeM
"There may be heavy rains or violent winds beyond tt^r

horizon, and the view of an observer, by which his insjj!f

ments may be affected considL-rably, though no particSc
change of weather occurs in his immediate locality,

"It may be repeated that the longer a change of wind sr
weather is foretold before it takes place, the longer the presairS
weather will last, and, conversely, the shorter the waraiMtS'
less time, whatever cau^^es the warning, whether wind or a fan

of rain or snow^ will continue,

"Sometimes severe weather ftxim the flouth\^atd, not
lasting long, may cause im great fall, because followed bya
duration of wind from the northward, and at times Uie
barometer may fall with northerly winds and fine weftthtr
apparently against these rules, because a contAuuance of
sovitherly wind is about to follow. By such changes as th«e
one may be misled, and calamity may be the consequence, if

not duly forewarned
" A few^ of the more marked signs of weather, useful alike

to seaman, farmer, and gardener, are the followiug:—
"Whether clear or cloudy—a rosy sky at sunset preags

fine weather ; a red sky in the morning bad weather, or much
wind (perhaps rain) ; a gray sky in the morning, fine weather

:

a higli davt^n, wind ; a low dawn, fnir weather*
*• Soft looking or delicate clouds foreteU fine weather, witli

moderate or light breezes; hard edged, oily looking cloudli,

wind. A dark, gloomy, blue sky is windy ; but a light, brigk:

blue sky indicatert fine weather. Generally, the softer dooda

look the less wiud (but, perhap?, more rain) may be expected:

and the harder, more 'greasy/ rolled, tufted, or ragged, the

stronger the coming wind will prove. Also, a bright yellow

sky at sunset presages wind ; a pale yellow, wet :—and thu by

the prevalence of red, yellow, or gray tints, the coming

weather may bo foretold very nearly, indeed, if wded by

instrument-', almost exactly.
'^ Small inky-looking clouds foreteU rain :—light scud cloiA

driving across heavy masses show wind and rain; but, if

alone, may indicate wind only,
'• High upper clouds crossing the sun, moon, or stars, ia*

direction different from that of the lower clouds, or the wild

then feit below, foreteU a change of wiud.

"After fine clear weather, the first signs in the sky od
coming change are usually light streaks, curia, wisps, or

mottled patches of white distant cloud, which increase, m
are followed by an overcasting of murky vapour tlut growl

into cloudiness. This a|)pearance, more or less ouy, or

watery, as wind or rain will prevail, is an infallible sign.

'Usually the higher and more distant such clouds seem l^

be,—the more gradual, but general, the coming change .^

weather will prove.
,^,

.. ,^

** Light, delicate, quiet tints or colours, with soft, UMi-

fined forms of clouds, indicate and accompany fine weatber

but gaudy or unusual hues, with hard, defimtely ouUJiw

clouds foretell rain, and probably strong wind,
- Misty clouds forming or hangingon heights ^^low wmaaM

rain coming—if they remain, increase or descend, n taej rw

or disperse the weathei will improve or become fine.

- When sea birds tly nut early, and far to seaward, modern

wind and fair weather may be expected ;
when they ^^^^^^

.i__ ,_ , ;i. is ^ fl,.iT.rf inland- exoect a stronf

r

{

I

i

I

f
r

1

u

:l

ti

^ln

n

the land, or over it, sometimes flying mland, expect

wind with stormy weather. As many crc^^tures t«8irtj^ b^
are affected by the approach of rain or wind, s^^h ind.caUoM

should not be slightld by an observer who wishes to form

weather- . ,
. ii,p. TrMthr

" There are other signs of a coming change
^ ĴJ^ ™ft„

known less gen erally than "lay be desirable and the«w.

worth notice ; snch as when birds of long fi^SJ^;- ,^'";]o.

i

when pigs carry straw to their sties: ^;^^"JXdurLffll°')^
neys does not aJcend readily (or straight upwards during

oi ttiese Iwo lormatioiis wuuia ^n^y^^ •".— ii „ -niifla away, s-

there is much wind. One sees fog
'^'^'^^''^^j'^Jj; trhilc it »

it were, by wind-but seldom or never formea wuu

bltiwing.
, „_„_ »He hori**

" Remarkable clearness of atmosphere near i^ ^^^
h

air

about 27 inches (iT 0), which has happened, though rarely (and
I
even in tr'^pical Intitudes)

*' In :eneral, the three canaea act much leas wtrongly* and
are less in accord ; so that ordinary varieties of weather occur
much in^re frequentlv than extn-nio changes.

'• Another general rule requires attention ; which is,
that the wind usuaUy appears to veer, shift, or (fn r u:id with
the sun (right-handed, or from left to right)4 and that when
it does not dn s \ or backH, more wind or biid weather n^ay be
e *|)ectod instead of hnprnvement.

*',U i.s not by any means intended to discourage attention to
what is Uvsually c iHed ' woath<T wisdom/ On tho contrary,
every prudrnt person vvillcnmhine -ibservation^if rhe elements
with ftu.-h indicatimis as he may obtain from inatiuments ; and
wili find that ihe more accunitely the two ftnurces of fi^rekuow-
ledL'C are compared and combined, the more satisfactory their
results wilt prove,
" A baron}e^r betrins to riJ^e cons^iderably b-^forf^ the conclvi-

Pinn of" a gale, sometimes even atitscimmenceinent. Altiiough
it falls lowest before hi^ih whida it frcMU'-ntly sinks very ranch
i>efore heavy rain. The bamnieter falls, hut not always, on
the approach of thunder and lightnintr 5 Before and during

d, in sheltered harbours, m ,^.^'^^J'^ind,dcni*

ground, there is usually a marked dirninution n
^^^^^^

part of the night, and a dispersion of
*^l^>^'i^;,^.^nded bodyf

an eve on an overlooking height may sec
''fj^^^^^^^^

wUci

vapour below (rendered visible by the cooling oi u*k

see^TS tn check the wind, • j^^c! W*'"^
- Lastly, the dryness or dampness of the

y^^^erei 'jl
perarure (for the season) should always Ĵ^' . ^ind **

other indications of change, or contiuuauco

weather,"

Correspondence^^^^^

*-

Q — .. .^, v« quality huu ^
i,- 1 of 1^^^

your correspondents have adverteil to tna

>
•*

It diflFers. or fiUixls lowt^r, fibmt a tentli of an Inch
for each liiO feet oi height dirt-ctly upwards, or vertically,

above the sea
;

its avor>tge height being 29 9-t Inclies at the
meau sea level in Buglaiid. Al owaticea iimat. therelure, be
ma '6 for bamnietera on hiyh land or in buildings.

''t Electriciil effects are yet nncei-tain.

**t With watch liands in the northern hemisphere; but the
contrary hi south latitule. This, howtvur. is <»iily apparent;
the wiiid is actu;il!y circulating in the contrary diu ctiin,

'*
§ Thunder clouds ri«ing from n^rth eastwari, against the

wind, do not usually cause a full of the biiromtter.

good boUi as to quality

bearing a strong resemblance to our pns^
^^^ ^.yrf

^

I CAn confirm this from my own e^iP*^''^"^; fromtk*
'

diflference being that then the rain was w^^J'y ^^ »
East, whereas now it is generally *r<>m * ^^^^ig

S. West; ihe baiometer in the f^'^'^f » ,vhodo»»
unusually high, to the astonisliment ot au ^^j,
take into account the effect of an easterly 'J\i ]t^

a rainy Reason, in keeping: "P .^''^.'"^^ me to'''f

!n<*
«f

I

such id the opinion n»y observation has lea ^^
on the question. But be this as '^ I"*^* - ni*

object is to poinc out what_Lci^'"J£L3^, '^.^- A • high dawn
;
is when the ^r-t iodij^^"

^ y^
are seen above a bank of clouds. A *""- . str«*"*
drty breaks on or near the horizon, tno «"-

being very low down. . r_,;„howB ("
t Frapnient. or pieces (^ it were) of mnbow

called • wiud-gallfl ') s«cn on detached clouaa.
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making the best of a hixd job. In this same harvest of

181B "l happened to have a 20-acre field of Wheat in

hock (luring the wettest part of tlie harvest.

Frora'the general dryness of the climate, the practice

of hood^g 01' capping the sheaves in the field, is but

selJom resorted to in tlio eastern districts ; so in the

.npiit ofa ralnv season, we sufler, as perhaps we ought,

for running so great a risk as to leave our shocks

uncovered. In my case the outside ears soon showed

svmptorasof su-elling.then of sprouting, and finally the

chaii'^e to my great annoyance became visible enough,

shoff'Tn'' in an unmistakable manner the mischief which

«a3 going on. Tired, and, to say truth, somewhat

ashimed of this state of things, indicating a rapid

progress from had to w'orse, I resolved on making an

Jsperiment, which, to say the least of it, was a bold

«ne, and I believe, iu the eyes of my men was regarded

fig little short of insanity. I got up a load, wet as it

ffas, to the barn, put the horses to the threshing

machine, and found to my no small surprise and delight,

that in spite of its soddened condition, the grain left the

car pretty fi*eely ; and more than that, the after

operation of separating the cbiiflf from the corn was far

more effective than I had expected. Altogether it was

;iboit as queer a job as ever I was concerned with ; but

it succeeded; and if in one load why not iu all? The
tieki was soon cleared, the crop threshed and dressed

;

the only point now left being how it could best and

Jckest be dried for sale or keeping. Fortunately the

ileigliliouring malt kilns were disengaged, and in a very

few days baek came my Wheat, I do not think much
the uorse in quantity, and as to quality perfectly safe

for any length of time. On passing it again through

llie dressing machine, the longest of the sprouted

,Taiii3 were easily separated from the bulk, and, with

» sniiill proportion of Barley malt, found the family in

table beer the whole winter. To give an idea of the

relative value of sonud and danifiged Wheat at that

fime (for the kiln-dried could not be reckoned otherwise

than damaged), I sold the part harvested dry for 142*.,

t!ie kiln-dried for 90*. per quarter. Samuel Taylor,

QlovoesteVt August 29.

Dfjicienct/ of the Soot Crops.—The present wet cold

lertson will have the effect of greatly diminishing the

«)t crop; the hay heing also a good deal damaged it

vill be desirable to feed a portion of the roots with the
u)- to keep the young stock in an advancing state of
ondltion ; but the greatest difficulty will be felt in the
arly part of the spring, previous to the growth of the
prinx feed for sheep. Then with the view of econo-
liiing the conauuiptiou of roots, I should suggest lay-

iff up some portion of our pastures from the present
:me. A dressing of good manure applied now would
icrcnse the qu;mLity and improve the quality of a good
lefnl milk-prodncing food for ewes ai'ter lamhing. S.
'.aaSi'et/, Perrhjield Fanny Oxted^ Surrey.
Seei' of a General Drainage Act,—T\\Q Agrieul-

»rat Gazelle heing now so fairly established as a
oeJiuiu for atfurding valuable information to all
ili9 desire to derive profit or amusement from
he caltivation of their estates, that it mav
nost be considered one of our " institutions,"

^v me, as a hmdowner as well as a farmer, to solicit

raw powerful aid in urging upon the Government the
""pssity of preparing before next session a General
'^u\my;ii lliU for the United Kingdom. Most unfor-
jte it is this step wtis not taken before the five

m» were lent for drainage and the Drainage Act
P***©"* Urge sums would then probably not Lave been
'*»ted. Estates have been and are still attempted to be
™ed, without reference to the land above or below
™, instead of in districts, the large outfalls being cut
|ijj and the works Ciuried upwards, and the fall ad-

[y^ to the whole area capable of being drained, In-
^adently of the want of union amongst laiidowners,
* ciri-uiiistance deeply to be regretted, the

u!^'
*^ ''^stroyed by local Acts, one of which

*« you as a specimen; this is an Act passed in the* rurliamcnt of George III. fur draimige and navi-
'• as if the two could be combined, in a fiat

' t. The owners in the locality are hampered by
Vet at every turn, and if they try to avoid this

"^Ua thfy fall into Charybdis, another Act in force
l>j'

; thns the whole district is, at present, incapable

_, drained, though thousands have been laid out

^ "• III asking (or your co-operation, however,
.n^^t confine myself to a consideration of the evils

•>' from these two Acts alone; I speak of England
"ly. I have examined manv crops of corn this

^er. and havt: iuvaj-iably found that where the drain-
pwROod «ud the cultivation deep, they are muchpr than could be expected, but where there is little
"^ dnunage the result U miserable indeed ; an enor-
fu .un, Will thus be lost thiB year from the want of^dramnge we might have had. ^^ There iJlo

J.

'**»« tchistUnff to going fo plougit:'

will produce less by 150/. than last year." And yet
prices are 50 per cent, higher this year. The difference

between drainage and non-drainage is this year painfully

apparent; the crops continuing green and exhibiting

an unequal ripening, and certainly delaying harvest

14 days, perhaps more with an irregular sample.

Tlie removal of the crops has caused tlie laud to dry
rapidly and very hard, and it shows ample evidence of

having been thoroughly washed and impoverished by

the frequent heavy storms. On hilly fields much of the

fine surface has been washed awiiy. /, /. Mechi,
Tiptree Hall, Sept. 3.

Potato Disease.—H. B, J. feels quite certain that

the lime, salt, and ashes have prevented his Potatoes

being as bad as his neighbours*. Many about him hdd
out 40s. per acre on their hay land. He liad fully as

good a crop with 8*., (it does not cost him as much). He
also thinks it prevents corn laying so much as is often

seen, and strengthens the straw.

Btirges9 and Kei/*s Reaper.—Myself and no doubt

* •

* % 4 *
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other farmers who have used Burgess & Key's reaper

for the first time this season, are greatly indebted to

your correspondent "Exile" and others who have
responded to my invitation to such comnumications as

have since appeared in the Agricultural Gazette. We
have had no call upon us for that patience and perse-

verance under temporary embarrassments of which
** Exile" forewarned us. On the contrary, we have cut

all our Wheat and Barley without any let, or hindrance,

or accident. Where the corn was laid in patches (for

it generally stood very wull), a man preceded it oa
those occasions with the handle of a rake, and raised

the corn a little off the ground, and the machine then
made clean work of it. As the land in Barley was wet
and soft, and the Clover half way up the corn, we used
three good horses, and changed them twice in the day,

for the work was unusually severe under those circum-
stances. We put a boy on the first horse, and drove
the two behind with reins. To enable me to offer some
contribution to the information given in theAgricultural
Gazette on this matter, I had an exact account kept in

res])ect of one field in which the work was carried

straight forward, and which was as follows :—The
field was Wheat, and measured \0\ acres. The work
comprised mowing round the field a patli for the horses,

the cutting, tying, and stooking the sheaves. The
hands mentioned cjmprii^e the driver and boy, with
the hoises. The time occupied was seven hours:—

8 men, at 4*. per day
4 women at 2;?.

3 lads, at 2s. 61/.

2 boys, at la. 3ti

£2 11)

The hands provide their own beer.

—X., Sept. 12.

Wheat, to raise a varletg suttalle for Cold Seasons
and Late Situations.—Tlie very peculiarly wet and
cold season with little sun, whieli we liave had, offers
great opportunities to search the crops of corn, pitrticu-

larly Wheat, for plants showing greater mifuiiiy in

the grain ; in fact, such as would be the especiid variety
for cold laud and latesituaHons. The plants grown from
seed sown at the same time, grown under the same cir-

cumstances, and yet evincing, in spite of the unfavour-
able season, a disposition to perfect its grain and pro-
duce a straw which can stand, must be of a variety whicli

has suffered less from tlie low state of atmospheric
warmth than the others in the same field. Those
being collected, should be sown by themselves, wlien

next year the same process of selection will need to be
applied. This season, however, being so contparatively

sunless, and so below tlie average warmth, offers every
opportunity to observe any plant wliich has struggled

best to fulfil its destiny, and the favourable chanre
should not be permitted to pass unprofitably. W.
Wooler.

Small Sheaves of Corn.-
Agricultural Gazette lately,

more rapidly by dividing them into smaller portions, is

I find, during a rapid run through Belgium, in common
practice, the sheaves being often not Imlf the size of our
ordinary ones. The process of drying is moreover
quickened by arranging the sheaves apart from each
other. This is chiefly done in the Hop districts, the
Hop poles being fixed horizontally, at about the distance

of 3 feet from the ground, by means o( cross sticks

placed at each end, and the sheaves are made to rest

a^tainst the long pole facing each other in pairs. In one
place I saw a very ingenious manner of fixing six

sheaves in an open block, but could not detect how they
were secured, /. O. Westwood.

Berkshire: The Harvest of 1860.—Great fears are

expressed for the harvest of this year. As I have lived

in one of the most fertile corn-growing disfricts of tlie

midland counties for 30 years, and as I have from habifc

and inclination watched the phases of every harvest

food for cattle it would he hard to imagine. It is true
that very much hay was destroyed in the valley
of the Thames and its tributaries; suffice it to
say, that the state of the Thames as a main outfall
and carrier for the drainage of a large part of
Midland England is a disgrace to a civilized country.
The fnrmers in the valley of the Thames tried to
beat out the sediment of the floods by passing their
hay through a thrashing-machine, and they may have
to rej^eat the experimout, if the landowners will not
combine to improve the waterway of the father of
English rivers. Now as to the corn harvest. My own
observation, and such information as I can gain from
others, lead to the conclusion that there is no deficiency
in any grain crop. The Wheat was thin in the spring;
a piece which I condemned to be ploughed up will
yield nearly, or quite, 4 quarters per acre. The Barley
and Oats were sown under very favourable circum-
stances ; the time was favourable for the Wheat
blossom. Tlie ears are full, and all that was wanted
was fair weather. If the weather had been hot, as far
as we can judge, the corn would have ripened short of
its maturity ; as it is, though slow, the maturity is satis-

factory. As yet, hereabouts nothing has been spoilt.

Last year early in August the Wheat and the Barley
had sprouted, the latter especially ; up to the present
time nothing of the sort has been seen ; and, comparing
the two years, on my own small farm, composed of soils

varying from light gravel to clay, the value of the corn
crop is at least 10 per cent, in favour of 1860. Here,
at least, we have neither cause for fear or complaint.
The quantity of rain has been, month by month, about
equal to 1852, the wettest year I ever remember.
Heavy rains just now would give an excess not to be
expected. Wheat, Barley, and Oat ricks are springing
up to-day in this parish, and, with the blessing of a
fortnight's fine weather the harvest of 1860 will be
abundant and well secured. /, C. (7,, in the Times,
Ahingdoi'j Sept. 1.

T/ie effect of a want of Sain in causing tlie Abortion
in Barley,—Some year ago I observed a piece of stand-
ing Barley growing upon light sandy land had mostly
only matured its lower grains in each liead. This year 1
gre\v a few Barley plants in pots in the greenhouse so
as to have entire control over them for the purpose of

-

noticing the effect of want of water upon their pro-
ducing proper seed, and just as the heads were
shooting I abstained completely to give water. The
result is seen in the enclosed specimens, which
show that whilst a few of the grains at nearly
the bottom of the heads were matured, yet
those of the top portion are abortions. It will be
remarked in one there are two grains like the whole of
the top so imperfect as to merely have a shrivelled skin
with the awn, whilst alternating with these two are
two filled grains not much inferior to those more at the
bottom. Tite imperfect seeds will be seen to bo almost
only so by tlie non-development of the flour, for the
skins and beards are not greatly diminished in size in
comparison with those which are filled. It will also be
observed that the y^vy bottom grains on both sides of
the heads are abortive, I had intended to have
examined if the want of water at the peculiar epoch of
tiie growth of the plant had caused the non-develop-
ment of the pollen cells and thus prevented fertilisation,
but unfortunately being engaged neglected doing so.
However I suspect, from the power the plants had
to 80 far perfect the skin and beard, that the non-
fruiting may result from the non-production or other-
wise of immature pollen cells. W. Wooler,

Tne plan suggested in the
of drying corn in siieaves

oc(e«csf^

nOVAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLA^'D.
Sept. 4.—Tlie following is a copy of the award of the

jndges of reaping machines at the late trial at Canter-
bury, which was deferred until after the meeting iu July,
at that city :—

September 4, 1860.
II

reaper.
crm^iilcr the reaper exbibitcd by Burgess & Key worthy of hiirh
comraendati' n (Signed)

"P. S. PuKNtnr, "Thos. Rammell,
"Thos. Abbott, "H. P. Austin."
•*Frki>. Murton,

during that period, I venture to give an opinion as to |
competition w i«, " that all articles 1

the present agricultural prospect. First as to hay and
,

the roanufiicture of the exhibitor."

root crons The cold and backward spring reduced the ' were, Mr. (iray, of Belfast; Mr. Gray,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMKN'T.
At the hipt eoimcilmpetlng, LordT:dl>ot deMalahldeia

tlie chair, Messrs. Shekleton, of Dimdalk, and Gray o(
HeUiist, Iixlgetl uhjections againat the award of the
Farmer^ 6' z^ffr Challenge Cup to Mr. Gray, Qi
Uddingston, Glasgow, "for the best collection of agrt-

cultural implements suited to the agriculture of Ireland,

and manuhictured by exhibitor.'' The condition for

articles shall bo hand fide
The exhibitors

of Uddingston

^^Ueri

*v

on the
th^ .,, .

— unimproved stiff, cold,^We wdl be. as compared with last year, a gre-lt

;i K^um crop, and an almost total failure of

romije to be above average. A neighbour^
Hi to me " On my 100 acres tU^ corn cr^j^

'l^l^^^ ^"^ """^^ and carted, and must have a stock of old hay to a m/wifflMTn. The heavy rains of May :
to whom they awarded the cup; Mr. Shekleton, of

,

e«We mftnence on our markets. I am. however, and June forced an unusnal crop of upland, meadow, ' Dundalk ; and Messrs. Perrott & Co.. of Cork. The

*?br^th ;*r "^"f
""'*\ '"

r^ ^P'"'""* ^^'^^ ^^ the and artific rGrasses. which weiv, as a general rule, steward, of the yard brought before the notice of all
^<»rendth of uudraincd and uuimnrovpH .v.^ .... rriirkabWm in in the unusually fine July; the Uhc exhibitors the clause specifymg tlmt the articles

wet'Au^-nst forced a second crop, and established the
,
should be their own manufacture and they reqm red

Toot crofvfhere the aotTvHy of the farmer enabled him that each exhibitor should hand them a written Ut.

to take advantage of the alternations of the weather, which the secreUry had, of the .mplement« winch be

To what extent the meat market would have gone up ' proposetl to use iu competition for the challenge cup

iu the eSg wiater but for this timely supply of . taking out the other article.. Perhaps they would
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a rotation of six or seven years, but it is not adtiercil
to

with any particular care. Wheat which wastobeuaeii

for the challenge cap. t* ivi» ...v. , - rr^Up-.p ^-.^ a

"^hTSr/rTad'the following letter from Mr.

W.TJniackeTownsend:--
eircnm-.tanco. that

to IJae several exbibitors ^^
'^ffJ^^^^Zd^each to ha^e a list

petin^ for the challenge cup and req^et^^^^^^^
ready

Sf the several "^P'^'^fl'^.t^^f.hour I called andreceived al.st

for me at 3 o'clnck.
^^^"\Vnf Sir John Gray, of Glasgow ;

hia

frwi^^t^r^dl^rS'.^tS ttVafter and subse,u.nt to the

^^Fg^^^^T^^^ aad s^-rds W in^^P^
e^„>^,%^^^^^^^^^^^^

Gray'e implements,
thev ^f.^^ ^''^

J'^f'^'^however, returned (he-

GuJgow. I^^f^Xhn GravT for the P^^pose of asking: Mr.

fore we siw ^'- /^'Tin^pit^entehe exhibited were of hus own

plouQhs. and Professor '^"'PI'J ^"l^v.^ ^^me of Wilkie, as __ ^

SUlo -ould-board ^lou^^^^^^^ ., ^, ,Ken ^^if^rs
alleged. 1 also ^-er.xjched. ^^ut

^^^«^_ ^^^^ werecoming.t^wards ^^^^^^

nataber

nn thp Liverpool meeting; and as a wnoie >^«>^

said to blthe best which the Society has ever had The

first meeting of the "'"'ed Society m 1847. w
^^^.^^^

S;t\a"e\crmnlatrontL^nt-,et.V
Sn^t^S %^|^'^5;rSs^!^^

I

;^«r;^:™\hrno^;;nd-.e p;^^^^
Lount of money taW^ at the

''f'';*';;"^"^^ receipts I Cheviot male upon Le.ceste,- ewes He mack abargaiu

the attendance was 2000 persons. Thoavcni erec i
^^.^^^ ^^^^ butclier for his lambs this year m one lot at

am told tnat, juugiug "j lAAn/ fliis vear The
"-y n\otJt"450^ 'Xl:iLTJiJtUo7^^s the

Itnda ce"tlh t^ibitron has been computed at no

ress^"1,an 20.000. ,
When there is an .nerea. of 10 to

for seed, Mr. H. did not house as soon as thereat
i,,

order to allow it to dry and mature more thorougM?.

Tiie particular interest of the place centres
more'iii

its live stock and Grass fields than in its crops, however

and of these we will begin with the sheep, no as todefeJ

the cattle and dairy matters for our conclusion. Mr.H
generally pays in the vicinity of 45s. sterlin

11.25 dollars' per head for ewes in Octoher,
t

number of 60 or thereabouts. Fifty-nine of the numoer

parchased in the autumn of 1858 had brought liimtli^

106 lambs he had to dispose of in 1859, Tliey come

I

24y (six dollars each) fatted, a few begmning to go off

early as Mav, when only four to six weeks old, and tm

purchaser being allowed in tlie bargain to di-aw from the

number according: to his wants—the whole to be takea

before the end of July. What were left on hand at tb

end of June were at that time weaned. The ewt?

alleKed. I also
'J'-^J^'J^^i

,""
p"rtv who wereooming towards

r'^I^rt[i^o*r/ota GrarhS'aot .een u, sctclung the

as we had »-.he

r^S^htiaav that this portion of th^ plough
reepect to that, I ^

;^ ^ f*J ^^^m) w=is made by Wilkie^

plough before us a"'- a"a ^ .j
j ^^^^ became apparent,

-i^rXX^ -Sb^e^^: ^ii^^liii^i^'u^e

*°.V\t1S"'B^^™a.'s plough, one w.as exhibited bearing

Ban-owma^'» :«u,e clearly
•"^[^^"^"(Jn'iacke Tows.k%-i>.

.. Au.. 2S, 1S60."
••Srahil.,Ki.a„ane.

The following are a few of the romarl^s which en-

sued in the course of the conveiBation on the sfject =
-

« ir .i,„..=»™ • 1 distinclly assort, bcc.iuse I saw the olongh,
Mr. ^='^'^7'™ l!,* nt w [kie . tt w;l8 indistinct, but you

*^1^''«X Is «"t it waiT^uch longer n.me than that of
cotild ««ly«* ^"'^.J. -r. «=f;nni« whether vou can con-
Gray

AnZiadditi
; t-^o'ThesTthe're are an immense number

offered by the local committee for cattle horses p.«s,

cheese butter, seeds, and roots. These latter hsts in-

elude^ery respectable entries in the cattle chisses, and

very large entries of horses. There was also a fiur

Ihow of butter ; a poor one of cheese; a good show of

roots. Some extraordinarily fine specimens, shown by

Mr. Palin. of Taryin, easily took the first prize.

Tlie implement show was a very good one-Messrs.

Richmond'& Chandler, of Salford ; Croskill. oj BeveHey

;

Ashby & Co., of Stamford ; Pecksley & Sons of Leigh

and other mkers in the counties around, had large and

well filled stands. ._, , . . , ^^ ^c

Mr. Thorley too was there ^^^h Ins p.ctur^ of

country life as it was, and as, by the aid of his "food.

'

In'th'e evening there was a good dinner, and a capital

speech from Lord Stanley, who concluded by saying

"We cannot all of ns afford costly machinery, or aftord

what is the most expensive of all thiugs-to try new

experiments; hut there are ^,r« "riltl^^lt'lTr

quite an icem ; uuu v^; i-i^-^ ......v..^ ..^.v,.. ^uv:

duced and reared—a return which it requires no argn-

meut and little arithmetic to show must be coosideralily

beyond the labour of caring for her, audtbecostoE

what she has eaten.

Turning now to the cattle, we find that Mr.Horsfkll

buys the bullocks he fattens in April or May, grazes

them through the summer, finishes them up in the

stables, and "sells in November; milch kine being fonad

to pav better for winter care. It is the custom, ilr. H.

remarked, with the London dairymen to buy in fresh

cows as fast as others run dry and aresnld, or whenever

they need to increase the quantity of milk for sale. It i*

his system, as T remember what he told me to keep fc
20 cows constantly in milk. He generally buys abont

the time the first or second calf comes in; bn if He

finds the right sort of animal, say at three, or atiU more

frequently at four years old, he ?»d not seem «.p

ticSlar as to the season of the year ni wh.ch she cam
f

r'^ t!^?r.nr.; ?h ',uo,tion irwhetb-r- ;Su ca,i con- '^^J^ZZr who vor h his salt . e.n h.ve. whether

?S™ U^'n^r^^-Sh^wtderSe has got- this be;,^ fences, cleafi crops, thorough draining, and plenty of

xnanur^tur^ I wouldbe.^^^^
<=°-"^ ^"

Siff the beam b,;? consi^tJof it being a " turnwrest"
havmg %° "^'^

'

ij find that no iiiiplemeiif, manufacturer

C'7*^ rPrvthlL r^de inhiB own yard. Mr. Gray of Belfast,

h±eTf he wLTd boYou-id to sly, contracted for a preat

5 T^{ hirmateri^ils A man bought a beam and m^ke a

-^TOJ^^st^ ploVi^h and the " t«r^wrest
';
plough was his.

-

M^BoX We ba?e it on his owu admission that the forged

S^of this implement belonged to another maker. I think

PifT-?mS!^ sufficient—Mr. Trench: Tbe words of onr list

[«\L^ple e
;'

tt'^cup is preaented by the Messrs. Pardon

-7or the^ best collection of implements j^J."«f^J«t"-*^^„^^^

PTWbiSr "-Lord ClaiiCirty suggested a resolution to thn effect

fjStlS council was of opinion that the artieU wis not manu-

i^,,r«^ bv exhibitor -The Chairman asked if thepidgos had

^*^"i?l^^f^^^««t best lot' "The Secrctarv said that Mr.

^"^AlSu w^ h%v commended ; bufhe stood e^xctly
Gray, ol uouas^ w»b uit, y . ,

^^ ^is own manu-

^etur-Mr^FS^^n sa?d\tatGq's.of Belfast were, in

theS opinion, good articles, and
}^f%^^}f^^%^'^^: ^^Wtion was not sufficiently vaned. -Mr. O. I'- ^ray was not

SXd^th the decision of the council. He ^eh^^ved that

Mr Gray hs^ made a bad ca.e out in his letter ;
but he did not

Mevr4.t he ever came deliberately into the yard to deceive

fh« U?dffes- and if the judges had done, as they di i once

Slore & «und one by Sue and asked him how much of

Sch art^^ was hU own manufacture he would have to d

?b^m.-Lord Clancarty did not beheve that Mr. Graywilfully

intended to deceive ; and if that were the question at l^-^ic he

Lbi^ild certainlv have given Mr. Gray the credit of not having

Sota^nSi He thought the facts bi-ought before thom were

^ffiS to waTrant th*.m in that behef ; but, at the same time,

JSnaidering the conditions for com,Tetition. he conld not bnng

iSSf to beUeve. nor would the trade beheve, that they

were properly dealing with the case if they were to confirm

The ftwa^ He woull, therefore. B.ay that w the Messrs.

gAv did not comply with the conditions, they were dis-

quahaed.-Mr. Feth.-rston af««i ^^^h
.
^he noble lord

Sn one point-namely, that Mr Gray did not wiUingly

intend lodecelve : aud if that was tbe case he was entitled

Jo the cup He would say that if he stood aloue.—

Chairraau : If we award the cup on thi<; occasion, for the Mture

we can never infliat on an implement being nnde by the

eihibitor.-Mr. Grav thought it a pity they over should.

—Loni Clancarty moved and Lord Clonbrock seconded a

, resolution to the effect "that Messrs. Gray & Co. have not

complied with the conditions, and are thorcrore. disquahfied

^ tUe ftwaM of the Fanners' QaMUt Chiillenge Cup."-Mr.

Fetherston: My lord, I riao. if I stand alone to move an

araendmetit to that resolution, because I conceive that a person

exhibiting so many implement.^ of so varied a character and so

well manufactured should not be charged with friud. I.

therefore, move as an amendment -that Mr. Gray get the

CUD."—Mr. C. G. Grav seconded the amendment.—The Chair-

man put the amendment, which was negatived.-The ongm^il

resolution was then put and carried.-tt wag then resolved

-'that the award of the judges of the Fo i Gazette Chal

iTOge Cup to Mr. Gray, of Uddiugston. not having beea con-

firmed by the council, on the ground of disqualification, the

council are of opinion that the cup shaU be con.^i-lorjd to havo

lapsed to the society for this year.
"

I an improTciiicuii. n =", n^^ m a. n**^^ "» ""

has got "this be\m among f^^^gg ^leau crops, ...-...^^ - -o- ^ ^ ^,.-

of the plough being his own
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ i fcake it, if a man has these four things

.disqualify him.- Mr. C. G.
^^.^ ^^^^ ^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^t at least,

to hold his own againct any competition, native or

foreign, with which he is likely to have to struggle.

In the show yard the cattle chisses were not par-

ticularly well filled; though the well known names of

Ambler, Peel, Atherton, and others were among the

e\-hibitors. The horses—including both the local and the

general classes—contained upwards of 200 animals.

There was a very por>r show of sheep—but many g-XKl

animals in the pig classes. The best boar of a small

breed there, shown by Mr. Harriwm, of Stockport, is

probably the best boar in England, having talteri the

first prize at Canterbury and many other meetings.

The prize list would fill e-everal columns of our Paper,

and we are therefore unable to find room for it. The

secretary and office-bearers may be congratulated on a

very successful gathering.

64
106

Farm Memoranda.
Mk. Hoespall's Farm near Oilet.—The farm

^..,^ , includes not quite 60 acres along the bank of a pretty

question at is.^ue, he little stream, either the Wharfe itself, or flowing into it,

credit of not having j ^^^ certain which. Forty-three acres, or fully

ht before thom were
^^^^^^f^^^^hs of the whole, are in Grass. The stock upon

the place, at one time aud another during the season, had

been as follows :

—

Heifers aud bullocks . . . . 21 Two tups and 62 ewes

Milch cows 20 I
Lambs .

.

Likewise four piga, two horses, and a pony.

Making a total of small cattle and large, numbering

218 head—a tolerably heavy stock for 60 acres to carry.

The laud not in Grass was employed as follows :
—

Wheat, 2i acres j
Oats, 34 acres

Kohl tlabi, 1 acre I
Mangels and Swedes 31 acres

Beans, 3 acres -1 acre of Winter Beans, and 2 of a long-

podded garden variety.

The Winter Beans sown in October were then,

Au-^. 17, just harvested, and had turned out apparently

a good crop. It is one of which Mr. H.ia quite fondjit is

ont of the way sooner than Spring Beans, so that the

TFOund may be more readily prepared for a sncceedmg

crop of WhcJit. This is sown without manure, the land

neinir already .so rich that it is difficult to give the straw

stiffiTess enough to stand up till harvest. On the W heat

field of this vear (3.^ acres). 15 cwt. of salt were^ sown

in the spring upon' those parts where the gram was

mast liable to lodge; the amount of seed sown "P^^n the

whole wa^ onW 2^ bushels, and the yield had been 200

stocks of sheares-th^n not threshed, so that I have no

other data for estimating the product obtained. After

the Wheat a Rape crop for spring feeding would be

two to three months in tUe year, am. "{ - "
,^ ";ii„

..election, they average ahont 20 qu^' ts per (^ ^^
fresh Mr. H. appeare.l, like some of our bes oaiq >

fermCT. to prefer a cross breed to a P«re; he saj '

^

w™t he alw'ays chose when
P?'i;f"^-^.t'lf wSf

half Short-horn and half Highland ^i^ot^- °
,

™
;

so t, in that part of Yorkshire, there are gene.^^-«

to be found. A, ftn illustration of th value of «.cU»^
J

as he would select in that part of^E^^™;],^ .^ 1

tion that the week P'^ev.ouslyhelmdpurc^^
;:,

,.

head of these Yorkshire Short-honis for iol- i

dollars apiece.
'

„„„i„nllv infooiorift

These railkinc: cows he keeps
constintljn^.,

and maintains that much of his
^-ff.;'^,™ tfeU

ing has been due to this
^f-t^f

>^ "^^ „rti

ranked as one " leading feature ot hu
J

,

Accordingly, when the cow runs d y m net

q ^

she has been gradually g^ V"|/^|
""

iiithe ;^<

some time back, and a month s
^'^^'^% „f beef. H' ^

is all that is necessary to.'"t'^<'''Vh't b„ tliUoetta-

does not breed any to raise hunself, bat by u.^^
^,,^ j,,

• ' -^ which J

Ject, as

Tfl^ftVu^iToth the milkman's and the

profit out of the same animal.

%s we go out now to ook^-- tl

"'t

s"ome farther particulars of wh'ich I am abo

accomplishes the double object, a* one nn^^^y,
^ _,5.:„, u.i». M.P milkman's audtues^

,ow to look oy^x^S;fS!^M"^
meadow lands, we ^^^^^^^

^^^^^^f l^^^^
Horsfall's out-door ^^^'f^T^l^tp^^
tion of his stables wiU ead to th.t^a ^^^

^

operations connected with f^^a ig, «^^ ^^^^, \

.limp.e of his dairy ^ 11 cnligh eu
J^

,,,,e*o<i^^,

manipulation of what it is the business

establislimeut to produce. whioh»"-V'
We saw li acres of ^^^adow then, ,

20 cows and 24 sheep, from the tune tu
^.^^j^

,,.^i

up until the middle of October, wita>.^^e8,e.

auce from other sources. Another wt
,^ Kpr

yard and foot of which is S'l^^^.t^^^y;"
t\dl to"^

of it. has usually supported. ^,^-
J^g^eep 'f'^^^

buUock and one and a half head ". ti^eca^'

lambs, to each acre. To t^'®^?^ P
^ M av 16^^^ P"*

sheep are generally admitted al>**J*^
*
^^'^ n»eiiii-* "j

to that time grazing upon^ the
J^^?

*

^ ^
g^i >:*

and thus allowiug the pastures to i

^^ ^^-ju,.

the best possible security,
^J-u meadow i« ^\ .,

by subsequent drought. The u>
^^^^ ^^ ju

close early in the season, but by '
j-aUv ^^'Z^

cut 2i tons of hay per acre, and
f^.^i^M^^^

a second crop and an aftermatu. , t
]
, • ^,^

meadow I saw a fine stack, ana .^..

referred. I think, to that P^^^^^^^f^^'y^the ^t^,,,

which every tiaveller notices at once
, .

^.u
.

. _
* -

» 'Mavchesteb and LiTKfiPOOL: SoUon, Sept. 12.

The confusion aud diaa3t«r of last year's annual gather-

ing of this Society are amply atoned for by th • com- J"e >T»e:ii> » ^^v- ^-^v '"A .:r';^^hans fSUowed by
plLn«s of the arrangemiite thx. year and by their Ukely to follQW. and t^^^^.f^^^P^^^Pf^.^^^^^

iatire success. Mort of the^differit departments of 1 Wheat again, aud then roots or Beans. Ih.s wouia oe

ices i^^ ^"7 I,

of the grain and Gras-s so tuai
^i^^„ce.

-

.tructed and beautifully thatched e^
^^

.

nnd skill form a ™»t promi lent t^
^,,^^

farmstead-a staek cut
«'>»'^""'"o feet i"

'^

to measuring 33 feet in length, 20

T
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14 feet in heiglifc, and supposed to conUiin at least

, to thesq papers are "extremely defective, and a greater
30ton3. Mn^H. estimated the wciglit of oi-dinary hay

j

absurdity was never ^^^^^ t'nau the hgure, of about the
o

..
,1 .1 ... gjxeof a capital letter, which is presented in page 88

of a shovel curd breaker.
Dr. Voelcker next rep.orts on the value of Mangel

Wurzel and of Mangel pulp. The conclusions to which

ftt 16 stone (14 lbs. each, I suppose) per cubic yard, or

.>2i lbs.; but his early cut hay he said, was exceedingly

(impact in the stack, so closely packed indeed that he

had repeatedly found it by actual trial to weigh „ ^. ^^. ^^..j. ^uc cum
28 stone per cubic yard, or 392 lbs. This is remarkably he is led by his analyses are

—

heavy. He finds great advantage, he thinks, in early "1. That weight' for weight, pulp similar to that
cutting, never letting the Grass get into full flower. analysed bv me cannot possibly have the same feeding
The best pasture is a deep alluvial loain, but the value as good Mangel Wnrzels.

meadow, which is irrigated, is naturally a tliin soil and - —
a strong cfay. The irrigation comes from a little brook
into whicli the sewage of the village of Burley flows, and

M3 simply performed by being admitted at the highest
point, a gentle knoll, whence furrows having a very
gradual descent carry it over the whole, the water then
tumei3 on trickling out from these channels through the
Grass. It is allowed to run through the winter until

ilarcli, when, as I have already mentioned, the meadow
is grazed until May, and then another irrigation ensues
to give a start to the hay-crop, and after mowing a third
flowing takes place.

(To be concluded next v>€e1:.)

Journal of the ^nglisli AgrlcnUnml Sot-let^,

J. Murray.

Before giving a detailed report of any of the papers
in this number, it may be well just to characterise
them in succession, and give a few iUustrative passages.
Mr. Spearing, a most intelligent Berkshire farmer,

^ .3 the number with an account of the agriculture of
his county, describing its climate, its geology, its soils,

its tillage lands and Grass lands, its principarfarmg and
..;in buildings—its stock, machinery, and labourers. On
this hist point he is especially fitted to give an opinion,
for no nifin takes moie benevolent interest in the
fortunes of those whom he emphiys, and the following
iithe conclusion to which he is led by the details which
he quotes :

—
"From all the facts, which I have felt it my duty

to give, inimy may infer that the general condition of
^^c labourer is so satisfactory that ere long we may
Iwk for extraordinary results. I should be sorry to

ite sudi an erroneous impression, and distinctly state
!hat I anticipate nothing of the kind until the moral
one of that class immediately above them has reached

I

higher standard. Where that bond of sympathy and
neiulship which should unite the employer and era-
loyed does not exist, or only in a very small degree
re often find that farmers do not scruple to discharge
Jeir laijomera when work is srarce, and they can do
ithout thein; and, as a matter of course, in the
ammer, when the labourers hii\ that thev are Of
upoftancc to the farmers, they either strike for higher
*yor tiikg their labour to a dearer market. Surely

.edies ma^ be found for this state of tilings. In my
lumWe opinion, the first h to provide constant employ.
Bent for a regular stiiff of labourers, and. by a judicious
^-roduction of macliinery, so to eciualise the work on

-
fiurm :is not to require extra hands in the summer

'^"J "*^xt, to let the labourers feel that thev are not
«*ed upon as mere machines, who are only valued for
'lie amount of work they can perform, but that they
Wtrasted, treated kindly, helped and respected, in
jnporhon as they help and respect themselves. We
QWl then find that our interest will be theirs, and that
^tacihties now aff-orded them for improvement,
JWthvnig, find the formation 6f industrious habits,^be more appreciated and more productive of good

"2. That such pulp, however, is a refuse material
which possesses high feeding properties.
"To prove that the pulp examined by mo is not equal

in nutritive value to the good Mangels, I need only
state that the latter were found to contain neai-ly 3^ per
cent.

^
more dry matter than the pulp. In materials

containing so much water as exists in Mangels or pnlp,
this difference alone is sufficient to settle the question,
whether a ton of pulp is as nutritious as a ton of
Mangels. The average percentage of dry matter in
the two Mangels examined by me is 12.05. A ton of
Mangels therefore contains 270 lbs. of dry substance in
round numbers. Ou the other hand, the mean of the

!

water determinations in the two specimens of pulp la

91.31, which leaves 8.69 of solid matter in 100 putts of
pulp. A ton of pulp accordingly contains 194^ lbs. of
solid matter. In 1 ton of Mangels there were thus
76^ lbs. more of solid feeding-matter, or more than
one-third more feeding-matter, than in 1 ton of pulp.
Unless therefore the dry matters which compose the
pulp are greatly superior in feeding properties. Mangels
must have a decided advantage over the pulp which I

'

analysed.

"It is not diflicult to prove that this is not the case
I

sheep were accurately weighed. The'ahe.^p Jn
itid with pulp, weighed

—

Sheep No. 1 i^l lbs.
2 " • .. .. 151

f • • .. .. 145
4 -- -- 137

813

iiot r..

»j

ff
it

>f

* •

Total weight . . . . 658

"The sheep in Lot II., fed upon Mangels, weighed
Sheep No. 1

2
3
A

• • isa lbs-
134

170
136 ti

503Total weight ..

"The experiment began on the 22d of March, and
terminated on the 10th of May, when no more pulp
could be obtained, the distillery huving stopped its
operations.

" The first lot received per day 1 lb, of Linger d-cake,
4lbs. ofClovor-hay-chaff, or i lb. of cake, and llUofhay
per sheep, and as much pulp as the slieep lelt inclined
to eat. The second lot received per day the same
allowance of Linseed-cako and Oover-hiiy chaff as the
first, with as much of sliced Mangels as the sheep could
consume. Both lots were fed three times a day. At
7 o'clock in the morning Lot I. got pulp mixed with
2 lbs. of Clover-hay chaff; Lot II. got sliced Mangels
and 2 lbs. of Clover-hay chaif. At 12 o'clock each lot
rece'ved 1 lb. of crushed Linsccd-cake— Lot L mixed
with pulp, Lot II. with sliced roots. The sheep were
again fed at 5 o'clock in the evening; Lot I. with
2 lbs. of Clover-hay mixed up with pulp; Lot II. with
2_lbs. of Clover-hay mixed with sliced Mangels. In
mixing the Clover-chaff' with pulp, sliced roots, and
cake, a limited quantity of pulp and roots were used, in

these substances than in the pulp. The latter indeed
hardly contains any sugar; and i question mul'h whether
the soluble non-nitrogenised substances m the pulp have
the same practical feeding value as the sugar and other
soluble non-nitrogenised substances in the root itself.
However, leaving the question as to the comparative
value of tlie soluble non-nitrogenised matters of the

' » —

"

ghs constantly supplied with pnlp
respectively, so that the sheep could help tijemselves at
all times to as much pulp and roots as they liked. The
pulp and Mangel which were given to the shetp were of
course weighed,
"The ioliowing quantities of food were consumed

during the whole experimental period of 7 weeks:—
pulp and of Mangels undecided^ we have at all events r</' ^'^i

^'' 1 "'if''?/*;? "^2". ?''^^'' consunied 196 lbs. of

38 per ceut.^of fattening and very readily-digestible
I aiXoTV^^^^

upon Mangels, consumed
49 lbs. of Linseed-cake,

"It will be observed that the she^^p in the first lot
consumed 1 cwt. 30 lbs. more pulp than the quantity of
roots eaten by the sheep iu the second lot. Each sheep
was ^^eighed on the 12th of April, 26th of April, and

i periods,

subjoined

Table shoifflm/ the W^gU of each Sheep in lbs. at beQinning of
ExpertmcTU and at di^erent timts of ExpeHmeiital penod and
Final Increase.

Lot l.—Four Sheep fed Ui>on Mangel-pnlp.

3 o
a,

3^

<
5*

3

a>

u
o3

Sheep No, 1 weighed

3
4

9f 9f ..

Jji the course of this essay Mr. Spearing refers to a
P^jce which prevails of sowing Peas and Beans

'-ttwr, on which the editor remarks, " I consider this

IbL!^'''?^^
f'lrming." He might as well have con-

J?*M the growth of Peas altogether, for it is cer-

jy the cleanest way of growing iAai crop that exists.

Ikt n
»**' ^^ presume, has arisen from his supposing

J«ilie Beanaand Peas are sown together broadoaet.

ifcjlr''*^^^^
together the Peas are supported; and the

"^•»oe can work between the rows till a Uto period
•JM 8«.ison.

^

_
i»U and instructive prize report is given by Mr.
Jj ou the condition in which the soil should be
lue seed ia committed to it. We extract a^e roTatmg to the growth of winter Beans, to^ a tcntion should he at once directed;—

tfia^ed'S^^^^^^^^^ °; the land sh-'ould

««fe has been taken to get the grourd fir.n t •

Uf flnnnes, in the soilf and iatfstvfn.^o^Vin^^^^^
•.ttntt have prejudiced the minds of m^ny a^Lw">nnre e,t,„dea growth. A firm sTe^lXaTa
i^^Jf!;' «^f'"^^''^^

°^ ^^^ ^^^" «^ we have ^enke ^r the Wheat erop. but this point is fr.n 'entW^. la sowing this variety of Bean, the xv idor

iri':iiKlu\'^ T ^-y^ P-^'t-e. to which

n^ 1^^;-
attention. They describe recent

^•^^

"w.naker^Sf^7.''''^'
^^*'^"^"'*^ the use of•^naker, btrutt's cheese-turner, the aeeto-kej 8 cheese apparatus &c. The iUustrationa

Total

Iba.

121
151
146
137

lbs.

130i
142
152
1*7

558 '

I 57,H

Iba.

133
1391
154J
143

lbs.
138J

I62|
150

lbs.

in
—3

13

•" "" '^B 'tvmoer. nud a month
SI"";',,'".?"'<!• .

1'b« seea should be

more than the roots. The question, thorefortf, would
appear to resolve itself simply to this: Is 7 per cent, of
albuminous compounds, and 30 per cent, of crude pulp-
fibre, as valnuble as 38 percent, of sugar? But it is
not really quite so simple; for, in comparing the crude \T"\n?\'"'^rv^' -^TT c" 'Y'"/

*'^''" \'- ^1"'^'«»"-

fibre of the root with that of tlie pulp, we Imve assumed '

? T }2^-'' ."\^ l^^'^l^t of each sheep at these periods,

that both have the same feeding value; which ia not ?,,
^^^'^ ^"^'* lucreasc, is given in the subjoined

the case in reality. Of the crude fibre contained in the
' '

Mangel, a much smaller portion is Woody indi-'-estib'e
fibre than in that of the pulp; for it includes insoluble
pectinous compounds, which, under the action of sul-
phuric acid, employed in Beet-root distilluries, are
readily transformed into sugar, and thus rendereil
soluble. The fibre of the pulp, after deducting the in-
soluble albuminous compounds which remuin attached
to it, consists almost entirely of w(^dy fibre. Weight
for weight, therefore, the crude fibre of Mangels is more
valuable than the crude fibre of the pulp. But even
supposing the crude fibre of the pulp to be equally
nutritious with the crude fibre of the not, I am not
the less convinced that this 38 per cent, of soluble
non-nitrogenous matters (consisting chiefly of sugur)
contained in the latter will go farther in producmg
butcher's-meat than the 7 per cent, of alijuminous
comivounds, together with 30 per cent, of fibre found in
the former; and for this renson—becau'^e we have
already seeu that the Mangel in its natural state con-
tains more than a sutficient quantity of flesh-forming or
albuminous substances to meet the requirements of the
animal system.

"It is for these reasons that I consider Mangels more
nutritious than pulp. We shall presently see how far
these specuhitions are boi'ne out by actual ex[>erience.
I may however be permitted to combat in this place the
opinion, which appears to be pretty generally enter-
tained by French writers, that little or no feeding valne
is to be ascribed to sogar, and that, chiefly on this
account, the pulp may he considered to be as nutritious
as an equal weight of roots. In my opinion the sugar
is by far the most important constituent in our root
crops; and those fanners who judge of the quality of
their Stvedes or Mangels by the more or les5 s-.vcet taste

.
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Lot it.—Four Sheep fed upon Mangd*.

Sheep So. 1 weighed
2
3
4

I*

it

It

If

^

T. .till

lbs.

163
134
170
ISO

1-
<

April

lbs.
:

lbs.-

134 J 164
136^
Ul

145JI

181^
140 14««

)s

«

IbB,

ITOi

1 '4

563
i
602 i 680^ 1 6 ., I 7U

tiieir btveues or Mangels by the more or les5 s-.vcet taste
|

which they possess, maybe s^-tisfied that instinctively

they rely on a trustworthy test."

We extract further the account which he gives of

actual trials of this food in sheep feeding, by which the

laboratory results are fully borne out ;—
"I shall now describe the experiments which I insti-

tuted with a view of testing practically the relative

feeding value of Mangel and of pulp, the latter being

the refuse of a distillery iu which LepLiy's syatom was

adopted.
" Eight Cotswold sheep were divided into tiro lota.

Before the experiment began, one lot was kept for 10

days upon Mangel Wurzel, Clover-hay, and a little Lin-

seed-cake; the second lot was fed for the same period

upon Mangel pulp. Clover-hay, and a little Linseed-

calte. This preliminary trial was made 'to accustom

the sheep gradually to their diet, After 10 days the

"It appears thus that the 4 sheep fed upon Mangel
gained 30i lbs. more in weight than the 4 sheep fed
upon pulp, although the latter consumed 1 Gwt. 30 lbs.

more of pulp. One of the sheep in the first lot, it will
be noticed, lost 3 lbs. in weight. This is due to the
sheep having been affected with scouring after i% had
been fed for some time npon pulp, '/he ptilp, u'Jii^h is

I
very acid, is apt to produce this disorder. It onght
therefore always to be given with a g<ood deal of dry
food.

"These experiments, though deficfettt in sdme
respects,' I think titill confirm safficlenlly i\w. theoretical

opinion to which I have been led by the anulysU of the
pulp and of Mange! Wurzel."
We shall return on another occasion to the other

p'lpets in this Part of the Journal.

Miscellaneous.
The Breed of fiffrw#.—The hor»a» arc OiUn the

woaktwt class in the shows of the society. It was

greatly to bo regretted that too little attention was

paid' to the breeding of horses—an absftiu^e of correct

principles too frequently prevaih*. Ue v?eU rcmeu:.'
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fc^IVlSw years since, wbcn officiating in the s.une

capacity ns he had fiUed that week, at a groat agncuU

tural meeting in Ireland, the jmlges, on tuking a pre-

liminary survey, observed in the class for "ngncultural

stallions" one animal, the lightness of whose crest and

general docile appearance, awakened the suspicion,

which on examination proved to be the case, that in

certain essentials to the discharge of his avocation he

wag deficient. On turning to the Irishman in attend-

ance on the horse, with that look of seventy so

becomine in judges, they asked how he could thmk ot

attempUng so burefJeed In imposition ? The Irishman,

not in the slightest degree abashed by the^ rowns

replied with aU the coolness in the worUl, " Och, your

hmiours. he was such a nice-nn we thought you would

overlook it." (Great laughter.) He mentioned that

anecdote not merely for the purpose of raismg a merry

laugh, laughable as the incident may he. \V heuever

the lame, the old, and the inarm, instead of tiie young

and the healthy, are devoted to the stud merely because

they are unfit for any other purpose?, or w-hen a fanner

possesses a vahiable mare which he wishes to breed

from, and accepts the services of the first wee.ly or 1

faultv brute who may chance to look over the tann

Kate, in such cases as these the owners act on the pnn-

ciole of the Ivi-hman, and fancy that nature will kimUy

overlook it. (Laughter.) Nature, however never

overlooks- never forgets; it was e^"^|Jy,^^^"%;"

physiology, a=i it was in morals, that the faults ot the

parents should be visited on the children ** down to the

Siird and fourtli generation."—3fr. Spooner, at

Dorchester Meeting.

Calendar of Operations.

SlIPTEMBER.
Wester Ross, September 8.-The weather up till the 2nd mst

continuedimn^* mlly wet and cloudy, and the crops cous.-quently

Sev^y little pmgresa. The rainfall for the mouth waa

^40 inS. The heavier crops, particularly Barley, have been

^uch laid. Since the bc^nning of the month, however the

weather has much improved bemg: ffroatly ^^^^^f^jf^'^J^
and the crops have improved correBpoudnigly. ^^\l'^;t vvhich

presented a 5ark impronu«ing colour, has greatly br^^htened up

Snd with a coutinuaSiice ofgood ripouii.g and harvesting weather

mSl't yet cheer the farmer with u plentiful yield ot gmin of

fair quality. From the unusual length of ear we do believe

that the return will be abundaqt. but from the prevalence of

^et. and the presence of rust and blight, we do not expect the

qaaiity to be first-rate, whilst we anticipate au uuusuallv

ikrge proportion of dressings. Barley is ripcumg well 13 a full

averago crop, and where not prematurely aid, and

where safely ingathered. will be of good
l^^.f

'ty. Oats

are ripening slowly and unequally, but with paUent

waiting Ihcy will prove a very abun.Jant crop. Not long

ago. in companv with a brother farmer, we msiwcted a held

0? Oats, and brought tlierelrom three stalks, each of them

pecnUarin itn way, Ou the first there were upwards of 300

iraiuH of Oats ; the second was feet 2 ine\ies long, and the

third had two eaift. As wo had never heard of, or seen before

any stalks with two oars, we learned ujion inquiry that they

are now and then, hut rarely, to bo found, and are the result of

some peculiarity in the soa-son. Wo do not thm< that the

Mcond ear f^-om Its lateness in presenting itself, would come to

maturity in time to save the first from being shaken and lost.

Pens are of great luxuriauco, but being yet in bloom, are ni

danger of being overtaVon by frost. Turnips are progressing

atififactorily, and promise to be an abundant crop. Potatoes

are abundiint also, and m yet are scarcely touched with disease.

Barrest has been coimnenced on many farms in this neigh-

bourhood, and next week will be quite general. A mouth of

sunnv, bree^^y weather, would be a national and invaluable

bleeatng.

Notices to CorTespondents.
MvKOEL Wckzel: a ConJttant Header says "I changed ray

local seedsman this vcar for a London one, and I now find

that I have a great many more runners in my Mangel crop

than I ever had before. Can you inform me what you thiut

can be the cause of theoi running to seed causing such a loss

in the crop •"—The simple answer to this ia Degeneracy! The

seed in question is from a degenerate stock which was

perhaps badly grown in the first rlace, and then seeded

without due selection of good examples for the pnriKiso, We
have ill our own garden a patch of Beet, more than half of

which has run to seed, and this tendency is acconjpanied

with fingered and toed and otherwise malformed roots. This

•eed was prob^^^ily grown by putting all the Beet roots which

did not sell (and of course the best are chosen for sale) into

the soil for 8ee<iing, and we know from experience that in

planU as in animals the progeny has a decided tendency to

be like the parents ; this we have satisfied ourselves about

from obaervation. but this spring we selected some ugly roots

of Swedes and Parsnips, and having Uken their pt)rtr;ut3 wc
planted Uiem for seeding in order to test the nature of the

crop.-*nd we have no doubt that in the main the next year's

production from this will be even more malformed than the

eeded stock. Running to seed however is not always

accompanied by root malfonnaUona, though this part of the

plant 18 seldotn fully developed when this propensity occurs,

but neckiuesB and a multiplicity of buds in tho root will

usually result in this defect in the next generation, and

hence this evil (should be avoided in choosing seeding

examples. - « i

Polvconcm: UrtJ Betters. Tho two species of Folygonum.

viz., P. Persjcaria and P. Pennaylvanicum (P. amphibium),

to which yonr lortlship refers, may iwrhaps bo pronounced

as harmless ifthey should be cut up with the Bean stalks and

steamed as proposed ; at the same time it should not be for-

gotten that they both possess decidedly astringent proper-

ties, and hence the early exhibition of food in which they

are mixed should be watched.
Small Farms : B ginnfr. U you want a continuous supply of

green food tiiroughontthe year, then, after having put half an

acre in Lucerne, of your remL^iiiing five acres let one-sixth be in

Vetches, stjwn in May ; one-sixth in Rape, sown in May ; one-

fourth in Turnips, sown in June ; one-sixth in Swedes, sown in

June ; one-fourth in Mangold Wurzel, tninsplantod tin June
after : one-fourth Rve, sown in September ; one-fourth Vetches

gown in September before the Turnips ; one-sixth Italian Rye-
grass, town in September, before Swedes ; besides this, you
will have half an aero which mav be in early Cabbage, trans-

' planted in September, and late Cabbage to follow. If you
need straw, you mnst either purchase it, or you must
diminish the e:i tent of your green crop by the quantity of
land put to Wheat. Ton will probably make 14 tons ol
grecu food per month by tbe above nlan.

GLASS FOR GREENHOUSES,
Sheet Glass,

* •Best
Seconds

.

Thirds .

.

Fourths.

16 oz.

32
24
2i W «

21 oz.

6

3i

in Crates.
26 oz. 32 oz.

6i . . 9i

5i . . Ti

« P

1 «

36 oz.

1

lOi

Jt

9 t

Glass cut to any given sizes not on the List.

16oz.-4th3. U /-. 2.?., and 1\d. per foot

3rds, 2i<i., 2i.i., and M. per foot

4th3,2K, 3.;., and 3i^. per foot

3rds, nd., 4ce., and 4i<i. per foot

Glass for Orchard Houses,

21 oz.

Uby 9,

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

U.

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes, 16 02.

^"^- '

4thi

12
13

u „
18 „
16 „
19 M
16 „
19 ..

12 by 9,

13 „ 10,

14 „ 11,

15 „ 12,

19 „ 12,

17 „ 13,

20 ,, 13,

IT „ 14,

20 „ 14,

13 by 9
14 „ 10.

15,.
16 „
20 „
18,,
21 „
18 „
21 ..

11.

12.

12
13
13
14
14

14 by 9
15 „ 10
16 „ 11
1T„ 12

> «

« •

* «

As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers

20 in. by 12 in. "j

20 in. by 13 in.

20 in. by 14 in.

20 in. by 15 in.

21 oz.

£1 It.

1 3

1 9

16 oz.

Common .. -• Jf'-^''
'

Superior do \\ ^ "
Un Dvioxn. BuglishGlass .. -• 1« " ••

The aLve price, include the Boxes. wiU> ...t f- --P^ea
When Packages are cliarged, full puce i3 aiiowou

returned.

per 100 feet

Boxes
included

ENGLISH GLASS of the above sizoa IS?, per 100 feet.

Small Sheet Squares, in 100 feet Boxes
6 by 4 ?i^yt^ I ^^2 UbySi
8 .. 6

?0J ." H 12 ti

10 >, 8

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full prj'^.

Patent Plate and Polislied Plate Glass.

Ornamental and Coloured Glass,

Perforated Glass for Veatilation,

LONDON AGENTS FOR HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.

Zi,>seed Oil, Gemdne mile Lead. Carson's Paints, Paints of various colours ground readyfor «,..

MIM PAWS PaOJ-AOATINO CiASSBS. and every description of OLass fcr

MII.K paws, JC--t«
Hortloultaral purposes.

JAMES PHILLIPS & "coT^lBOrBi^hopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

GLASS

87,

WAREHOUSE—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

Supplied to

16 oz.
In. by In.

SO
20
20
20

*

12
13
14
15

I Common, per 100 feet, 13*. Gd.

i Super M 16«.

SMALL SaUARES.

Mr. Rivers and many Others.

21 oz. In. by In.

6 .. 4 8

6J .. 44 84

7 .. 5

7i .. 5i H
ISs.

23«.

In. by In.

6

H
7

„ 74

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Inches by Inches.

10 .. 8
104 •• 81
11 ..

12 ,. 9

I

Inches by Inches Inches by Inches.

124
13
12
12\

« •

94
9
10
lOJ

13
134
14

10
lOi
10
lOA

Inches by inches.

15
12
12 V

13

10
11
114
11

Inches by inches

134

14

* « U4

11

4tTis.

3d5.

2ds.

Ists.

Per 100 feet.

Common
11*. M.
Super.
123. 6J.

P. 100 feet

1 2j. 6d.

lit. 2d,

18«.

21.*. 6<J.

15
16

17
18
13
14

* *

> «

* 4

« •

« •

11
11
11
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
20
22

12
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20
22

m «

# *

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
22

14
15
15
15
IS
16

24
20
20

16
17
18

4ths.

Sda,

2d a.

Ists.

Itif.

l*l(.8(i.

24*.

P.te,

N

IK
1

»

lfle88 quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

16 oz.-4ths. 13^., U., and 2M per foot.
|

21 oz.-4ths,_2jd.,.3.f.. and 3id. per^foot.

>i Sds. 2i(i., 2id., and 3d. per foot.

-4tbs, 'iirt., 3*1., an^ ^2"" r^' -;
SdB, 34rf..4d.,aud4id. per foot.

GENUINE WHITE LEVD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
UNSEED-OIL PUTTY

Not accountable for ^^^^^f;
32s. 0(f. per cwfc.

-«""" ^^

34
8

LINSEED OIL
BOILED „
TURPENTINE

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kUids of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c,

2 9

3 S

ST. PANCRAS IRON
OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD,

W R KS»

W

i
IRON HURDLES^ FENCING, AND GATES.^^^

THE rEOPRIETORS OF THE ST. PAXCRAS IRON WOKKS. OLD ST. PANCRAS KOA ,

"VTEBE AWARDED THB , /j^^

SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Agricultural Society for their IRON EUBI)!'^^,^^^

wliidi, 1)y their peculiar coTistmction, are more than twice as strong and dnrable as those in

Lists per post on application. Gates from 30*. to 500/. .

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Manufacture at the

i-4

\

GAME W NETTING.

Varnell's Enamelled and Wrou
These Patent Mangera and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation ana n

Royal Agriculturnl Society of England and tl^^J^oJ'-ll /gj.«^"jtura\
^^<>^'«^Jy

,^

Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution Btalos that
^^V^y «!^^

value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be 1^*^^ Pl^^".,g^iy«"?f^'/" T^^u-si^ ^^
A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable turnitore, ana lu

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works,

•lied

ST. PANCRAS IRON
ADDRESS-THE MANAGERS ^mdOK,^-
WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONU

OPPOSITE OLD ST. PANCPJi.S CHURCH.
!

I
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CARTER'S 40s. COLLECTIO
FOR FORCING.

OF BULBS

"ALL FIRST SIZED AND PICKED ROOTS."

2 dozen extra fine HYACINTHS, in 13 sorts
2 dozen POLYAXTHUS NARCISSUS, in 9 sorts
2 dozen single sweet-scented JOXQUItiS
150 newest SeedUng CROCUS, in 50 sorts
1 dozen TULIPS, BUG VAN THOL, red and yellow

1 dozen TULIPS, DUG VAN THOL, scarlet
1 dozen
1 dozen
1 dozen
1 dozen
1 dozen

do. do. rose
do. do. yellow
do. VRRMTLION BRILLIANT
do. REX RUBRORUM
do. TOURNESOL

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
rj^ARLKS TURNER, the Royal NuRSERm,
f^ TT^n^^H i"^^* '^S''.^^

^^« ^^«=^' '^'•S^ consignments
from Holland, and is gratified m being able to state tl.at the

n A t1?nJnJ ^''' T^ '"^
^i*^

^^^^ condition. The ANN VAL
Sm^^ss ^ ^^ '

^^'^ ^^ ""^"^ ^""^^ ^ ^y
As successful cultivation depends in no inconsiderable

degree upon early planting, the great advantage of giving
immediate orders is obvious.—The Royal Nnrserifls Slough*
adjacent to Eton and Windsor, and also at Salt Hill

D U T C

Half tbe above Collection, 20s.

s.

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen. 237 and 238. High Holborn, W.C.

THE AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT TO
CARTER'S GARDEMRS' YADE MECUI

(25tli ANN IT A L SERIES)
IS JUST PUBLISHED.

li contains a List of all the hqst varieties of DUTCH and CAPE BULBS suitallefor Greenhome and out.door planting, ivitU carefully written articles as to the he^ mode ofcuitvoaimg tke same, ^
4

*#* FORWARDED POST FREE ON APPLICATION" TO
JAMES CARTER & CO., Seeasmen. 237 and 238, Hi^li Holborn, W.C.

v»

JAMES VEITCH, Jun., Royal Exotic Nursebt,
Chelsea, 8.W., begs to announce that he has received Ijis

animal .supply of BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and is
pleased to say that they are particularly fin'e anti in excel-
lent coxniTiON-. CATALOGUES are now ready aud will be
forwarded ou application.

J. v., Jim., desires to impress upon those who patronise
him the great advantage of giving him their orders e.a.rly,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great
measure upon their be.no planted eakl'^ ik the season.

IRIB^OLIUM TARDIF'A ELKUU BLANCHE
„ „ nouGE

(much recommended for succession by
Vilmorin of Paris).

COMMON OR INCARNATUM, StZ. to W.
per lb., with practical Hints on its suc-
cessful cultivation.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, per bush.. 58. tons.
COW CABBAGE, 3^. 6rf. per lb.

"WINTER VETCHES, WINTER OATS,
AND RYE.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASSES asd
CLOVERS.
SEEDS FOR EXPORTATION,

specially selected and packed to arrive in
good condition.

GUERNSEY & BELLADONNA LILIES,
Blooming- Bulbs, 4^s. per dozen.

Just imported, a fine collection of
BUTCH BULBS.

Page & Toooood, Southampton.

27,

N E W SEED
THE Q U~E E N'S sTe D
PETER LAWSON & SON

GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S-WARE NOW SUPPLYING NEW SI^EDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

TRIFOLIUM lIMCARNATUrVt SEED
CHEAP.

SUTTON AXD SONS can sup-
ply NEW SEED very cheap In

larjire quantities, the crop beiu^' large
this season.

Lowest cash price (accordinE- to quan-
tity required), may be had on appliija-
tiou.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment,

Reading

uuAb^ !5l!,KDS. all carefully selected, and delivered Carriage paid at moderate rates.

->^J^-kmaim jij> i

BULBS FOR THE SEASON.
E. G. HENDERSON
EESPECIFULIT INPOKJI THEIR PATEOyS THAT THEIB

THE TRUE SPERGULA PiLlFERA,
From the Crystal Palace Nursery.

SUTTON AND SONS have ^ew
Seed now reaiiy, save-1 fmm the

Lawns at Mr. Summers' Nursery in
packets, Gd., \s., 28. M., bs., and lO*.
each. Postfree, loith insti-uctions oit. aUti-
vaUoiu
Also free by post, packets of extra

fine CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA
PRIiUULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.

SUTTON ANT) SONS,
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

ANNUAL BULB CATALOGUE
Will be duly forwarded to Amateurs on application.

A Guide to the Selection of Miscellaneous Ornamental
Flower Bulb? and Tubers

WILL BE EEADY BY THE END OF SE FT EM'BEE,
and will be 6ent in a separate form on the receipt of 13 postage stamps and on tbe Ptiplln« r,r lo

Coloured Lithographed Plate of the' WELLrnGTOrNURSERY will LTncS ™'' '

SPraGnirplLVFE^R\^?rf° u'^^ 2.. 6^. per packet

WELLINGTON ITORSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD. LONDON, N.W-

EARLY aPKlNG FEEU.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS SHOULD
NOW BE SOWN.

I

MESSRS
CORDYLINE (DS^CJENA) INDIVISA

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE

UTTON'S IMPROVED
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.

New Seed now ready. 7s. per bushel,
or cheaper in large quantities.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

___^ Readin{3r.

NEW CRASS SEEDS FOR p£R-
MANENT PASTURE.

SUTTON AND SONS have a
fresh stock of

PERilANENT GRASS SEEDS,
Of the most suitable kinds for laying
down and for improving Pastures.

Tlie new crops being good, pricss will
be reduced.

Also,
NEn^ ITALIAN RV£-GRASS SEED.
Royal Berks Seed E^tablLiiiment,

Rcadingf

C O R nv7 ^
^^^^^^ ^ announce that they have now ready to send out the magnificent

AN ^ccoasx o™H?/aivSx^ D ' V ' S A ^^^^ ^EW ZEALAND,
_2^^f^_^y^R. LINDLEY IN THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, OCT. 20, 1S59, Pp. 868.

Ita"™ "^?^^
iippreciated. ^^clmX^cln^^nS'^iT °u

*'"^ wonder of Natnre, which should be seen in its native grandeur to beW .!S 1
^"^ ^^ "^"^^^^ reliable. Being found It II'- u f

^° ^^ '*^^" establi:jhment which already prove the accounta received of

CORaVU*"-^
in the West of England aid in I^eland'^*'^^^"'^

'^^ ^^^^ ^® ^ '^^^ ^^^^ Conservatory Plant, aad wiU probably

wil^^ w^th vigour almost to^the^^unr^^Vvi?""" ^^ ^^ 20 feet, in an erect and undivided trunk on which the foliage is

Sj.'n^ '°°' ^ ^ » »»ches in breadth ThJ^^^V ^""^.^^^ «° ^^ ^^^ greatest advantage, and measure from 5 to fi St inSS irr'':'^*^'^**"ff*»<^l'« entire length an H^'*''''
'^ *^^ '^« "*^^^^*^ descriptiou : a hzx^ad and prominent midrib of

'Sol? t^?"""'^^ '^'^^ * "«b golden Ke' nroHn
""'^'^"' ^^ *°^ ^^^^ ^'^^^ ^"" ^""^^^^ ^" *^^ i"'^"*^ tbe wnolefinie tree is umurpaased in its tfuly nobir^nd un?qu b * T ^ °^°*' ^^^""^ ^^^ ''°'^" ^'"'^ "^^ ^^ ^^""^ '^ glaucous. The
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MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Thiirsoat Spnt "rf Horticultural (Floral Committee)iHuasBAT, sept, .t

( «t St. Martin's Place Ifoon

^shment

WHATEVER maybe the success which is destined
to attend the attempts at producing green Roses,
we can at least congratulate our friunds upon the
appearance of an entirely new and extremely
beautiful race of florist's flowers, not likely to yield
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to either Dahlias or Chiua Asters, and certain to

become rivals ot* the best of the latter, even when

brought up at Erfurth.

It is well known that the common purple Zinkia

does occasionally produce dower-heads larger than

ordinary, and even semidouble ; but that no per-

manence has been secured to such sports.

Growers have iu Tain attempted to fix the chang-

ing habit, and a purple Zinnia remains a purple

Zinnia still : all that has proved noticeable being a

greater disposition than formerly to break into

other colours. This greater disposition than

formerly has, however, proved in Zinnia precisely

what it has proved in so many other cases, the

turning- point between wild nature and domestica-

tion. By degrees a greater and greater tendency

to vary has come over the constitution ot Zmnia,

till at last she has broken out in an entirely new

A^os from Paris reached us the other day filled

wUb what at first sieibt appeared to be a new race

of Double Dahlias. "Upon being unpacked, how-

ever the box displayed a collection of Double

Zinnias of the most beautiful form and colour.

Four-and-twenty flower-heads were there, some

nearly double, the greater part as completely so

as the best Pompone Chrysanthemums; mostly

3 inches in diameter, some 2J inches, a few but

2 inches. Purple, deep rose, light rose, rose

striped, red, orange red, orange, buff, and various

shades of these colours formed a bouquet of

singular heanty, especially when illuminated by

a rav of that sunshine which has been so rare this

• vreei. The metallic surface of the Zinnia then

displayed a brilliancy which none of our autumn

flowers can equal.

The specimens were forwarded by Messrs.

ViLXORiK & Co. of Paris, who, by patient watching

for several years, have succeeded in so far fixing the

new condition of Zinnia that it comes as true from

seed ES China Asters, the different colours separate,

and the double forms atill double.

That the florist is thus provided with an entirely

new field in which to exhibit his skill in trans-

mutation is certain. The first step has been taken

by Messrs. YiLiioai]!^ ; the refractory flower is

thoroughly broken in, and it remains for others to

improve it further atill. We do not entertain the

smidlest doubt about its flower-heads becoming as

large and as double as China Asters of the tirst

class, even as those beauties called Dwarf Chrysan-

themum-flowered. And with this introduction

to the public we for the present rest content.

We should add that the same box brought us

a tuft of a very pretty Lobelia, looking like Clin-

tonia, with a^ure blue corolla white in the centre.

It is to be called Lobelia marmorata ; but it seems

to be a new garden form of L. ratnosa.

Can beauty be added to the Rose? Can its

colours be rendered richer or more delicate, or its

fragrance be increased ? Can it be so changed in

aspect as to look no longer like a Rose ? In short,

has the power of transmutation reached its utmost

limit in this glorious flower ? We do not ask the

question with reference to the small variations in

colour and form that are incessantly rewarding the

raisers of Roses. We all know what is happening

in that direction. The question now put may be

reduced to the simple inquiry, can an entirely new
race be expected as different from those we now
have as a China Rjse from a !N'oisette. Who can

tell ? The word impossible has long ago disap-

peared from the Gardener's Vocabulary. And it is

^uite possible that some fortunate experimentalist

may become the founder of a new regal family of

flowers. At all events the child is borne which may
be the progenitor of such a princely race. It

is true that the child has as yet a very plebeian

appearance, but the noblest families of England
iave sprung from a ^Norman rabble.

There is to be found in French Rose Catalogues

a certain i2. Bengale verte, which we seek in vain

in those of England. In the Prix Courant for

1857 of GuiLLOx Pere & Clemext, of Lyons,
mention is made of a certain Rosa Yiridiflora,
** i fleurs vertes, fl. moy., vert fonce, couleur du
feuillage," first introduced into the world in the

autumn of 1856, price 2 francs. Some thought
this an apocryphal announcement ; most believers

formed an opinion of the new comer by no means
complimentary; a very few resolved to judge for

tbemselves. At last the infant has shown its

face in various places between Ptoss-shire and
liondou, and a very strange face it proves to be.
Conceive a China Rose with every part bright
men, deep on the outside, pallid in the middle,Xhe calyx wholly unchauged ; the five natural
petals transformed into five small broad green

leaves, and all the rest of the centre consisting of

pale ffreen straps of various degrees of narrowness,

spreading evenly round the middle and forming a

creen star with innumerable points. Such is the

Rose Bengale verte. Scent it has none, nor does

it show even the feeblest inclination to exchange

its verdure for a rosy hue. It is however quite

regular in its form and greenness, no change hav-

ing been remarked in it since the year of its birth.

It is now a well-established 5-year-old with a

fixed habit. , ,

It must be owned that a green-eyed monster

like this is not inviting. Nobody except the lovers

of curiosities would think of nursing it. -Never-

theless it is a really important question whether

out of such a beginning something beautiful may

not one day spring. That event is by no means

improbable. Although misshapen, Bengale verte

13 not hopelessly barren. Upon turning over the

folds of its flower we found in one instance

two or three perfect ovaries with their style

and stigma in a natural condition. Suppose

some Rose with glowing colours could
^
be

persuaded to fertilize it. Seeds thus obtained

would cerUinly exhibit some departure from its

primitive features — maybe a great departure.

And then, by the ordinary methods of breeding it

may be expected that a new race would be secured.

The experiment would cost nothing ; and if suc-

cessful would secure a rich reward. Will no fair

gardener try? It is ladies' work, and to those

lovers of all that is new we commend it. How
delightful it would be to find a young Rose with

double flowers streaked with red and white and

delicate green. If such a flower is to be found

this Bengale verte points the way to it.

CURRANTS.

Mr. Pbince, Flushing, Uuited States, has quite a

talent for cataloguing. If we may judge from his cata-

logue of Strawberries, which contains the names of 158

select varieties besides some fourscore " rejected va-

rieties/' among which are "Myatt's Eliza and all his

other seedlings." Poor Mr. Myatt ! Mr. Prince's cata-

l(^ue of Grapes rivals his Strawberry catalogue in the

number of varieties described. I flattered myself that I

had been for some years rather energetic in collecting

and proving varieties of Currants ; but if, as you state

in Number 36, Mr. Prince euuraerates 60 varieties,

I am as compared with him slow, very slow. The
cittalogiies of tlie large French Nurserymen for the year

1859, enumerate about 20 sorts, exclusive of three

or four kinds of Black Currants. I am therefdVe quite

at a loss to account for the fact of my transatlantic

cousin having got together such a collection of Currant

names. Some of your readers may not know that

although Currants do not differ much in their nature

—

for they are nearly all too sour—they do in their names,

and so 1 will venture to give a list of varieties, all of

which have borue fruit here :

—

21. Napoleon Red
22. Cense ^ longues Grappes,

or loDg-buncbed Cherry
23. Gloire de Sablons

WHITE CURRANTS.
24. White Dutch
25. White Grape
26. TraaspareutWhite(Blanche

Trailsparente)
27. Imperial Jaaue
28. Napoleon White
29. Attractor
30. Cerise Blanche
31. White Gondouin

BLACK CURRANTS.
32. Black Naples
33. Ogden's Black
34. Black Bang-up
35. Yellow Fruited
36. Caucasian (La Caucase)*
37. Common Black

RED CURRANTS.
1

.

Red Dutch
2. Long-bunched Red Dutch
3. Long-bunched Red
4. Red Grape
5. Wilmofs Red Grape
fl. Victoria, or Raby Castle

7. Prince Albert
8. Knight's Sweet Red
9. Knight's Early Red

10. Knight's Large Red
11. Champagne
12. Striped-fniited
13. Fertile de Palhiaii

14. Fertile d'Augers
15. Red Gondouin
16. La Hative
17. La Versaillaise

18. La Fertile

19. Cerise, or Cherry
20. Imperial Red

Mr. Prince beats mo by 23 sorts. I should hke
much to see hia list, and I hope you will publish it in

your columns so that we may dissect it. I could, I

think, make up a list of 60 names, for I have about 250
seedlings, raised from the Transparent White, some of

which have produced red fruit, and others white and
yellowish fruit of varied characters. I might have
named some 20 or 30 of these, and thus have beaten

Mr. Prince, but I prefer to be slow.

As we are reproached for having produced so few sorts

of Currants, it is perhaps quite proper that a few words

should be devoted to the above list, ^o point out the

origin and qualities of some of the varieties enume-

rated, and particularly to show Mr. Prince that he

knows but little about English Currants.

No. 1 ia probably of Dutcli origin, as I have received

it from Belgium under the name of Rouge de Hollande

and Rouge d'Anvers. This is probably the best sort

known, as it is (for a Currant) very full flavoured when
coolced, and a most abundant bearer.

Nos. 2. 3. 4. 5, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10. 11. and 12 are all

English varieties, more or less remarkable. Nos. 2, 3,

4, and 5, produce large berries and ' remarkably long

bunches; they are very ornamental, but on the whole

• I h&ve this moment been told by on American friend that
the sort known in America as La Caucase is not this kind, but
the same as \a, Versaillaise.

too acid. It is probable that thti brigla skies of
America may improve them.

No. 6 is now a well known variety, rather lute m
ripening, and valuable as succeeding the Red Dutch
No. 7 is a €ort with no particular tlavour or quality'

except being much like No. 6.
''*

No. 8 deserves much more attention than it has ever

received. It is not sweet, but its acid is much less

powerful than that of other Red Currants, and tliig

quality may probably be more fully developed if seed-

lings are raised from it. A Red Currant, sugary m^
yet piquant, would set our cooks raving.

No. 9 begins to colour and become fit for use some

8 or 10 days before No. 1, and about the same time aa

No. 16, which is larger iu its berries but more acid.

No. 10 is a fine large sort, giving bunches and berries

nearly equal to No. 17.

About 30 years since the Horticultural Society

distributed cuttings of the Striped-fruited Currant;

this is No. 12, which gives pretty but small worthless

fruit. No. 21 is eitlier the same or a seedling tram %
and was sent out at rather a high price by MousiauJ

Gloede, a nurseryman at Sablons, France, three or fow

years ago, and is also worthless. IVos. 13 and 14 are

most abundant bearers, but intolerably sour. No. 15 is

a remarkable sort, its leaves are so large aud its habit

so peculiarly robust ; it would serve as a stock on whicli

to graft the more weak-growing sorts, as half standards;

it gives abundance of fruit, which are late, and so sour

that the thought of eating a bunch forces one to make

a wry face.

Nos. 1'6, 17, and 18 are varieties raised from No. 19

by M. Bertin, of Versailles. No. 17 is a most robiist

grower, and gives very long bunches and large berrie*.

If it were less acidand likeNo.l in quality,it would be the

finest Cutrant known. It is however quite worthy of

culture. No. 18 deserves its name, for it is a proiHgious-

bearer, but like its congeners and its parent. No. 19,

is too acid. Nos. 19 and 22 are both alike; they give

short bunches and very large berries, which are very

acid. Nos. 20 and 21 are alike ; they give bmicliee and

berries of moderate dimensions, and are not worthy of

much notice.
.

'Of the White Currants, No. 24 is one of the-

best; 25 Bometimes produces larger berries, which

are paler in colour ; the tree is more horizontal in its-

growth than No. 24. No. 26 seems to be a seedling

Faised from No. 24 ; when highly cultivated it givts

bunches and berries of a very large size, but under

ordinary culture it cannot be distinguished frora_ it.

Nos 27 and 28 are the same as No. 24. No. 29.ift a

curious variety with deeply cut leaves, which I presume-

are the attraction, for its small bunches ^and smaU

berries are not so. No. 30, which should rival its r^

namesake No. 19, is a worthless variety, g^'^S ^^'"^

of the smallest size, and No. 31 comes under the same

'"ofUie Black Currants No. 32 is by far the sweetest

and best flavoured ; it is not however a good bearer, a^

seems to require a warm soil .and climate
;

in tto

respect No. 33 is greatly its superior, ^os. 35 and^

are names that tell in a list, for they count
f*^

varieties. No. 35 gives berries of a d^" J
^^^^^J

S^^L"

scarcely eatable; a ™^^ ™««t be in a dry ho hn^^^

place to enjoy them, and those of No. 36 .^^uMjWt w

eaten by an/" human" even under such cream t^^

I have written this (I fear , too lon,^ article

^
disabuse your readers of t^ie^^^P^^^T^.^lJdbTit
might give them, that we English h^f ^^^
few varieties of Currants, and know ^"^

^f.^^^
them. It will be seen on referring to my Iwun

^
have originated as many (or even "^«^^

7^';;^^*
Currants as our neighbours ^f

*
'^^'^'=,V 20 and 21

as we should do, Nos. 13 and 14, 1^ and 2- 20 a

27 and 28 to be the same kinds under different v»^

Thomas Miners,

\

I

The

ON SMALL VINERIES.
(Cb«c/iM?cd/?-om p. 833).

-gtan? »

.^. quantity of materials nece^ry }^^^^,
terrace 12 feet wide and 3 feet high m fron^

jf

Vinery 24 feet long, will be about 32 cubic va^
^^^

means are at command for obtaining tiie "
. ,\^\i^

it will be as well to do so ; but should tUfttiw
^^ ^^

case, one-half, or 6 feet wide from the rro
j ^

Vinery, may be raised, say in this J^'*' **
.v-aidbe

width completed in the next. The tc'^r^^^^Ln Vine

made with only a Uttle slope outv^ards; ^'^^^^^^^
borders were made with a steep slope, the su

^^^f,/^

all but the most gentle, ran off hy tue ^
and the soil had to be moistened ft'*'^>^'

^ tfctf

quently with water of a lower tempe^^jftr
that of the rain which was allowed to c^^^g. la

which, consequently, a bad substitute w
| ^^ tbe

many cases the artificial supply ^^ ""r,?i- igioo^

wants of the Vines. This, in June and J" .'.^ ^y^
than the quantity of rain which usmUl} " ^th»i*
months in this climate on any given f^^^jUoitf P*

a border 24 feet by 12, it is abo^\7^^, or *"

month; but if the season is hot and dr^^^^
jrallous would not be too much if

I

3 V inw "vli^
up so as to fully occupy the house. '^JV^'^poi;

«*
J..« .^..r, l,i been generally ealcuh^ °p

as not supplied there have o^^
abundant in the consequent ravages o

^ _
snider more especially. ^»^,. . / j- ***

u|j su tia Lu luiij uui-u^j w"'^

more than had been generally ca

that it was not supplied there have ^
abundant in the consequent ravages or

^^^

the red spider more especially. ^" - uj'

terrace should, therefore, be very w»g

of iD«o*^^ t^
:*-
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tJiat tlie rain may sink in when it is desirable that

it should do so. It should be just enough to allow

the water to run off by any covering that may be put

over the surface, when the absorption of cold rains would

prove injurious.
:, ^ ^ .

Some that have a ^ood command ot dramage may

object to the formation of a terrace, on the ground that

with a drain as low as three feet below the surface

level of the adjoining ground all superfluous moisture

would be thereby carried off as effectually as if the soil

had been raised to that height. It must be admitted

that such drainage will prevent stagnant water in the

soil, whilst the drainage remains perfect. But drains

are liable to be stopped from various causes. The roots

of plants are not easily kept out ; even those of the Vines

are apt to insinuate themselves by such crevices as are

necessary for the water to pass into the drains, and once a

root gets in, a mass of fibres commences to be formed,

which ultimately chokes the drain. Nothing of this

sort can possibly happen if the terrace system be

adopted. Moreover, the soil of a terrace is compara-

tively free from the mechanical effects of temporary

saturation to which the soil of a border is liable. The
latter is in contact with other soil, which prevents it

from expanding horizontally when pressure from satu-

ration takes place; and this on a height of 3 feet is

very considerable. Suppose a certain level area were

enclosed with a wall extending to the depth of 3 feet

Let the soil be filled in close to the wall inside, but

entirely removed from the outside, so that externally it

may have no support. When the soil inside is only

moist it will almost rest on its own base, and conse-

quently the wall will have but little pressure to resist

;

but the moment complete saturation takes place the

enclosing wall has the pressure due to 3 feet of water,

that is 62^ lbs. per square foot for every foot in

height. On a portion of the wall 1 foot by 3 deep, the

average pressure in round numbers, omitting the

fractional i lb., will be as follows :

On the 1st foot, reckoning from the top
0+62

On the 2nd do.

On the 3rJ do.

do.

do.

2
62-1-124

2
124+186

lbs.

31

93

Total pressure on 1 foot run of waU=:279

That in front of a border, 24 feet long, would be

about 3 tons.

This outward pressure being resisted by the wall,

if precautions have been taken to build it strong

enough, it is evident there must be an equal amount of

compression on the mass inside. On every particle of
substance of which it is composed, the pressure in pro-
portion to the bulk of the particle and the depth it is

from the surface, is the same as that against the wall.

The roots of the Vines must of course bear their share
of it. If there had been no wall, still the adjoining

ground, equally saturated, would have offered a similar

resistance, and the soil of the border would have been
subjected to the same degree of pressure. But the
sides of a terrace offer no resistance, and consequently
no horizontal pressure can take place, even if the soil

should at any time become saturated, which indeed, is

not likely to occur. The soil of the terrace being at

liberty to swell outwards, it is always more open than
the same kind of soil would be if condned. If Soil is

80 stiff that when level Turnips will scarcely succeed,

yet if the same soil is put up in ridges, which are easily

pressed outwards, good crops of these roots are ob-

tained. The soil in ridsres or raised drills is not com-
pressed horizontally, and is consequently much more
easily penetrated by the roots of plants; and so it is

with the soil in a terrace.

From what has been stated it will be seen that the

terrace should not be enclosed by a wall, however
desirable that might be in some cases ; at all events if

a wall is built it should be formed of perforated bricks.

Nothing is perhaps so good as turf for the sides of the

terrace, which may he sloped at an angle of 45*.

With regard to the construction of the house,
the width being 12 feet, the hack wall may
be raised 7 feet above the front. The pitch of the
roof will then be a little more than 30'. If
the back wall ia 8 feet higher than the front the
angle of elevation will be 33" 41', and the length of the
rafter about 14 feet 5 incbes. The front wall, in order
to save materials, may be formed on arches ; or it will
he still more economical to build piers, one under the end
ot each rafter, fot the support of the wall-plate.

It mnstbe admitted that the terrace system occasions
moreoutlay in brickwork, as the whole basement has to
be raised 3 feet higher than would otherwise be the
case. Ibis elevation however has many permanent
advantages, as already pointed out. In confined situa-
tions it is more especially important. For example, a
small Vinery might be erected where a boundary waU
9feet high IS only 30 feet distant

j then by raising the
front wall of the Vinery 3 feet the same effect is pro-
ouced with regard to exposure to li^ht as if theboundary wall in front had been lowered'to 6 feet

Having thus stated the essential points which should
De attended to m the construction of small Vineries itwiU be seen th<it such structures may be erected' at
8mall_ expense ; and if the principles which have beene^lamed are properly carried out, it may be safely
affirmed that the results will bo satisfactory as

regards the quantity as well as the quality of the pro-

duce, provided a rational course ot management be

adopted for the Vines themselves.
||

HITCHAir LABOURERS' AND MECHANICS'
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Secost> Show for 1860, Postponed from Sept. 19 to Oct. 3,

ON ACCOUNT OF THE LaTKNESS OF THE HARVEST.

8 to 10 A.M. Specimens received on the Rectory lawn,

12, Marquee museum ready for inspection. Lectures

as opportunity offers later in the daj'. Among
additions since the July Show, observe :

—

1. Photographs of highly magnified objects of

natural history; among which are a fly's

tongue and eye, parasites (lice) of man and
ox, spider's claws, saws of a saw fly, fossil Fora-

minifera. N.B. The chalk (in round numbers,

1000 miles in length, 500 in breadth, and

1000 feet thick), has been mainly produced by
these microscopic creatures ! Section of Pine-

wood with circular disks on the cells, 2.

Magnified representations of 151 forms of

snow crystals. 3. Case containing living spe-

cimens of our smallest British mammal, the
harvest mouse. 4. Pearls from four British

moUusks, viz. oyster, periwinkle, pearl-muscle,

freshwater clam. 5. For the sake of children,

young and old : A case containing a " heap "

of shells and corals ; also, under a glass shade,

a new device from the last horticultural show
in ** Fairy-land."

1 P.M. Show booth ready for inspection.

Prizes to village botanists of the first class, for

(1) Wild fruit posies, (2) Dried Grass posies.

N.B, The species to be named in each case.

(3) Herbarium specimens. School report.

Allotment report. Prizes distributed for (1)
Superior culture, (2) Hatcher sweepstakes, (3)
Specimens exhibited at this Show. Thanks to

the judges, donors of prizes, and all others
aiding and abetting our proceedings. Begin
to remove specimens from the booth. Not to
forget to restore cheque and prize tickets to

the stewards. Ready for tea, Ticketless

babies (0 to 2 years old), and ticketed ditto (2
to 4 years) admitted as heretofore.

God Save the Queen. Good night. May the occa-

sion prove a blessing, without a single instance of

offence against the laws of God or man.

n

Home Correspondence.
JEucliaridium^.—Herewith I take the liberty of send-

ing for your inspection two new varieties that I have
raised from "Eucharidium grandiflorum ;" they are more
profuse bloomers, more compact In habit, and quite
distinct in colour from the old variety. I shall esteem
it a great favour to have your opinion upon them, also

perhaps you would kindly name them. W, J* B.. Dun-
nett, JEast Souse Faring Dedham, JSssex. [One of
them is white, or nearly so; the other is stained with
pale rose. They are pretty and distinct ; but we can-
not undertake to name them.]

Guide to the Isle of Wight.—My attention has been
called to a notice of the recently published ** Guide to
the Isle of Wight" which bears my name, that
appeared in your Paper of August 4, While I beg to

thank you for the generally favourable opinion you have
passed on the work, especially for that portion for

which I am indebted to the pen of my able friend Mr.
A. G. More, T must request that you will relieve him
from the charge of having neglected to mention
perhaps the most important member of our Island

Flora, The omission of the Arum Italicum by so

excellent a botanist, and one so intimately acquainted

with the vegetation of the Isle of Wight as Mr. More,
would indeed have been a matter of astonishment.

But the fact is that it stands recorded no less than three

several times; p. 495, and twice on p. 498; once in

connection with Steephill, which you mention as the

only locality known to you where it is to be found

;

and once in connection with the cliffs near Niton, " in

the shaded recesses of the more wooded parts" of which,

Mr, More truly states, that this rare plant so often

confounded with Arum maculatum grows. It is to Mr.
Albert Hambrough, of Steephill Castle, that this

remarkable addition to the Flora of the Isle of Wight
is due. Mdmund Venahles, [Peccavimus, We had
missed the places referred to ; but we must add in our

justification that the Arum is not mentioned in any of

the lists in Mr. Venables* Guide, and we hope to be

excused for not having read every sentence inhis volume.]

Irritability of Drosera.—In Lindley's Vegetable

Kingdom (p. 433) it is stated that the leaves of Drosera

lunata " close upon flies and other insects that happen

to alight upon them." Can you refer me to any pub-

lished account of the movement of the viscid hairs or

leaves of this Indian Drosera ? C. JZ. Darwin, Down,

Sept 15 [Dr. Royle is the authority for the statement

in question. In his Illustrations of Himalayan Botany

the?e is the following .passage :-" D. lunata occurs m
the mountains from Silhet to the Sutlej. This I have

found in the small valleys enclosed within the different

,

lateral projections of the Mnssooree range, where the

ground is rather flat, and the soil moist. In such

situations it springs up and flowers m considerable

*

quantities, but only during the ^^my season w-hen the
|

' thermometer has a range of not more than W, between

60" and 70^ and the hygrometer always indicates a
degree of moisture approaching that of saturation.
This species, which in my MSS. Catalogue I had
named D. muscipula, from the glandular cilise of its

viscous leaves closing upon flies and other insects

which happen to light upon them, is remarkable, as in
this respect resembling Dionaea muscipula, which is

placed in the same natural family."]

yew Fruit and Flower Gatherers.—1 send you the
following novelties in garden implements :—1. The
Flower Gatherer.—This has a hollow tube handle about
2 feet long, by means of which a flower can be gathered
on the top shelves of a conservatory without climbing

or injuring other plants ; after the flower is cut it ia

held by the spring until it is released by the hand.

2. The Peach Gatherer.—This holds the fruit without

disturbing the bloom or injuring it in any way until

released by pressing the spring at the bottom of the

handle. This handle can be increased in length if

required. 3. The Fruit Gatherer, with or without the

net.—This is fixed on a long handle, and fruit can be
gathered from a tall tree without trouble or injury to

the fruits; it is very light; none of them are liable to

get out of repair. William Siddell, 42, De Seativoir

Square, Kingaland. [TheSte little contrivances are neat,

and will probably be acceptable to ladies or the owners
of small gardens.]

Sagacify of the HurnhJe Bee.—^To be equal to the
exigencies of new and trying circumstances is a proof
of the possession of capabilities of no common order.

If this be conceded in the case of man, endowed with
reason, and gifted with a capable and an expanding
intellect, we may claim for any manifestation of inde-

pendent action under novel circumstances in the lower
orders of creation, at least singular instinctive sagacity.

An instance of the instinctive capability of bees has this

year been very noticeable. The cold and wet season

we have experienced has retarded the development of
flowers out of doors, and in consequence our more
choice exotic plants collected in greenhouses have been
more than commonly frequented by hungry bees.

Humble bees have been unusually pertinacious in their

pursuit of food ; and in the case of Achimenes longi-

flora, grandiflora, and others, which presented a diffi-

culty in the lengthened tube of their flowers, the
coveted nectar of the flowers being unattainable from
the mouth of the flowers, the bees have cleverly

taken the Alexandrian way of solving a difficulty, and
have cut through the tube of the flower just above its

stored riches of sweetness, so that the attainment of

their food is easy. I claim then for our English bees the

triumph of overcoming a difficulty, for surely the

parent bees, a few years back, never saw these bright

South American flowers, W, I., Belvoir, [Referred to

the consideration of Mr, Darwin.]
.^^ucca Gloriosa,—In May or June 1859 an In^^ry
was made as to the best means of preventing a Yucca
from flowering, so as to save the plant then showing-

bloom. The advice then was let it alone, as after

flowering it would throw out plenty of young plants
Tlie history of a Yucca in my garden may be suggestive

of some experiments. When my plant was just

approaching full flower, with a spike 9 feet high, and
many hundreds of flowers open and others at the top

in progress, an unknown enemy cut it down a little

above the base of the flower spike, leaving only two
small side spikelets with a few blooms on each, thus at

once disappointing many visitors who wished to share

the delight that hundreds had enjoyed on the preceding

days in viewing it. The remaining flowers were of

course allowed to be on the plant till they withered, and
they were then cut off, together with the base

of the flower spike. In the spring of this year

I was pleased to see two off-shoots from the base

of the old flower spike, one towards the side, the other

almost straight up ; the former when fit for a cutting

was cut off; the centre shoot now remains, and the
whole plant is nearly in the same condition as before,

except that there are some eight or nine suckers at th e

base which shall be removed shortly. Now does not

this suggest the propriety of cutting down the flower

stem just before it had exhausted all its resources ? This
is a step which doubtless many will be unwilling to

take ; still, if they would thereby preserve their plant

for the sake of its foliage it might be worth the trial.

D. U, [It is perfectly unneeessaiy to do so,]

Stocks for Apricots.—On talking with a clever

experimental and experienced gardener at Cambridge,
about Apricots and the best manner of growing them,
he informed me that if it is desired to cultivate the

Moor Park successfully, to secure large and good fruit,

and to avoid the frequent vexation of seeing dead
branches, the tree roust be grafted or budded upon
the Almond and not upon the Plum Stock. I shall be

glad to know whether there be any truth in the

assertion, or whether there Is really any great good to

be gained by going to the expense of changing my
trees for those worked upon the Almond stock. F. J?.

[The Almond is a better stock than the Plum, but it

will only answer in warm calcareous soils. A better

stock still is the Apricot itself (seedling) provided the

border is not too cold for it.]

Diagonal Peach Training.—FeAT of obtruding on •

your space will prevent my giving "A Toang Gar-

dener" the information he seeks. Tl»e diagram at page

36, vol. for 1853, while suggestive, gives but a meagre

idea of the system which I am practising, and it is only

a representation of the character of the tree at one
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stage ot the proceeJing. Having stuaied it on the spot

with the iiutiior, I may he allowed to sny that he is

aware of this fact. The trees which were in my gardens

trained in this way bore well, but the system was

sns^ceptihle of much improvement, and after many

experiments I have decided on adopting three leaders

on the same space as the one shown. Tlie laterals,

instead of being 12 inches or 14 inches in length,

I reduce by summer pinchings of three leaves, tuo

leaves, and one leaf, on the lower sides, and of two leaves

ahd one leaf on the upper sides of the leaders, to

6 inches in total length by the winter. There are two

shoots on each spur; one is left about 5 inches long for

fruiting, and during the ensuing summer is pinched

back just as much as will nourish the fruit, and, after

bearin'^, it is at once cut back to two buds. The other

shoot on the spur Is cut short to two buds, and these

also in the ensuing summer, develop two more shoots

also pinched in, also cut buck—one long for fruit, one

short for wood. In 'this way, wood of the second

year is produced in abundance, and havmg tins alter-

nate bearing and rest, no shoot has the duty of

making both extension and fructification at one time.

The trees trained on the dingonat method just described,

hore, on the back wall of the orchard house, at tlie rate

of two or three Peaches per square foot. Some Peaches

were 9 inches iu circumference, and the trees promise

quite as well for next year. 1 have spiral and vertical

cordons on this same plan, equally fine. As to the

advimtagos of the diagonal leaders, they are—rapidity

of clothing a given wall, simplicity of pruning, immense

crops, as great variety as in potted trees, ease in de-

taching the whole tree (like a Vine) from the wall for

cleansing the back, &c. Try Stanwick Nectarines and

Pavie Peaches on this method; these were the finest of

all. I sliall he happy to reply to any inquiry. Address

iev. T. C. Brehaitt,^Jlichnond Bouse, Guernsey.

Abies Donglasii at Bropmore.—The magnificent

specimen of this tree which we have here was raised

from seed early in 182S, and was planted out the

following year. Iu the year after that it was taken up

and ri-pl mted. Its pieseut height is 78 feet ; girth of

trunk, 3 feet from the ground, 7 feet 10 inches;

diamtter of brimches, 56 feet 3 inches; the soil in

which it grows is poor, subsoil pure gravel. I have occa-

sionally top-dressed it with the rakings and cleanings of

the flower garden, when sufficiently decomposed, which

has very much assisted growth. Our fine Arancaria

imhricata is now 42 feet in height ; there are two trees

here as near aa possible of the same height—the largest

is producing cones. P. Frost.

dcieticg^

CETSTAt Palace Horticfltfrax Exhibition".—
A Dalilia and Fruit Show was lield Iiere on Wednesday
and 'i'hursday last, and was tolerably well attended.

The display of both was large; but some of the fruit,

owing to the unfavourable season which we have expe-

rienced, was not in good condition. Grdpcs, especially

black sorts, were, however, all tliat could be desired.

Of Miscelliuieous Collections of 8 dishes the best came
from Mr. Bailey, gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes,

Bucks, who had good examples of Bowood Muscat and
Black Hamburgh Grapes, a Providence Pine, weighing
8 lbs. 1 oz. Red Roman Nectarines, Noblesse Peaches,

Moorpark .Vpricots, Washington Plums, and aMelon. Mr.
Henderson, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, at Trenthara,

sent beautiful specimens of Black Hamburgh and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Trentham Green-fleshed

Melon, a large oval kind; a good Queen Pine Apple,

Barrington Peaches and Violet Hative Nectarines, and
a nice dish of Morello Cherries. From Mr. Dawson,
gr. to Earl Cooper, Panshanger, Herts, came very fine

Black Hamburgh Grapes, Violet Hative Nectarines,

Moorpark Apricots, Kirke*s Plum, and some good
Peaches.

In the class of six dishes Mr. Henderson, gr, at
Trentham, gained the first prize with fine examples of
Wlute Tokay and Black Hamburgh Grapes, two Queen
Pine Apple**, Chaucellop and Barrington Peaches, and
Trentham Hybrid Melon. Mr. Bailey sent Bowood
Muscat and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Moorpark Apri-
cot, Red Magdalen Peach, and a . good Prickly

Cayenne Pine Apple. From Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L.
Beits, Esq., Preston Hall, Maidstone, came beautiful

Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, a QutJen Pine
Apple, and Moorpark Apricots.

Of Pine Apples the best Sraootli Cayenne came from
Mr. Cameron, gr. to the Duke of Richmond, at Good-
wood ; the second best a Jamaica from Mr. Surnion, gr.

to H. W. Dobell, Eltham ; the third from Messrs Weeks,
Chelsea. The best Queen in the opinion of the judges,
came from Mr. Solomon of Peckham Rye, but it was
thought by many, that that which was placed second,
should have been first. The last was shown by Mr.
Austin, gr. to Hon. R, Cuizon, Tooting. Mr. Spivey,
gr. to J. A. Houblon, Esq., showed a good Ripley Queen.
Of Grapes, the best baskets of12 lbs. Black Hamburgh

came from Mr. G. B. Shoulls, Finchley ; Mr. Harrison,
We^Vbridire ; Mr. Hill, gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall,
Staffordshire; Mr. Frost; Mr. Kay, Finchley; Mr.
^lomon. Peckham Rye ; Mr. Monro, Rabley, near
Ba^ift

; Mr. W. J. Childe; and Mr. H. Fuyue, gr. to
J. Bedall, Esq., Bmomfield Lodge, Ctielmsford.W M* t"^ 2^ *,™^/"^s**«^« of Grapes the best came
froia Mp, Hill, Keele Hall, who contributed very fine

bunches of Black Prince and Black Hamburgh; Mr.

Little, Stoke Court, and Mr. E. Sage, gr,, Atherstone,

also had good exhibitions.

Of White Grnpes, which were as a whole not ripe,

the best came from Mr. Frost, who showed six beautiful

bunches of Muscat; Mr. Roberts, gr. to the Hon. Capt.

Burry; Mr. Little, Stoke; and Mr. Reld, Sydenham,

also showed Muscats.

For the largest bunch of Grapes the 1st prize was

awarded to Mr. Payne, gr. to J. H. Bedall, Esq., Chelms-

ford. This was a BUck Hamburgh and weighed

8 lbs. 14 oz.; it was, however, not one bunch, but four,

all springing from one eye.

Among comparatively ne\v Grapes were beautiful

examples of Muscat Hamburgh from Mr. Bristow

Broadwater, Sussex ; these were large, both in bunch

and berry, and finely coloured. Mr. Spary had some

good bunches of Marchioness of Hastings, but """pe

;

and frt)m Messrs. Ivery came fine fruit of Buckland

Sweetwater. Messrs. Lee showed Escholata superba.

Of Peaches and Nectarines there were a great many

exhibitions; both were tolerably god, but small,

especially the Nectarines. In the class of four dishes,

the best came from Mr. Robinson, gr. to R. Benson,

Esq., M.P., Reading; Mr. Morris, gr. to J. White, Esq.,

Weatherfield, sent Royal George and Barrington

Peaches, and Newington and Elruge Nectarines. From

Mr. Kaile, gr. to Lord Lovelace, ciime Barrington and

Noblesse Poaches, and Pitmaston Orange and Elruge

Nectarines. Two very fine dishes were furnished by

Mr. Dwerrihouse, gr. to V
the sorts were Violet Hat
Peaches; equally good dishes also came from Mr.

Smith, gr. toC. Child, Esq.. Bromley, who had Elruge

Nectarines and Red Magdalen Peaches; Mr. Solomons

sent two nice dishes, as did also Mr. Little, Stoke Court;

from the last came Miller's Mignonne Peach and Elruge

Nectarines. Mr. Ingrain, gr. to J. J. Hlaiidy, Esq.,

sent Violet Hative Nectarines, and the same named

variety of Peach ; and from Mr. Reid, gr. to J. Hunt,

Esq., Sydenham, came Barrington Peaches and Elruge

Of Melons there were several fin-> fruit, especially

from Mr. Bailey of Shardeloes; Mr. Potter, of Wood-

bridge, and Mr. Elliott, of Lee. Among the best were

Scarlet Geni, Egyptian Green-fleshed Orion and

Bromham Hall.

Some remarkably fine Figs were shown, chiefly of the

Brown Turkey and Brunswick varieties. These came

from Mr. Robinson. We also noticed fruit of the White

Marseilles from Mr. Spivey.

Cherries, large and fine, came from Messrs. Dawson

and Snow ; the kinds were Florence and Morello. Mr.

Spivey likewise had good dishes, as had also Mr. Hen-

derson, gr. to the Dnke of Sutherland, at Trentham.

From the last came Morello and Elton.

Plums were plentiful and good. The best came from

Mr. Snow, wlio had fine fruit of Jeferson, Kirke's, and

Greengage. From Mr. Smith, Bromley, came Goliath.

White Egg, and Washington ; and from Mr. Kaile

Magnum Bonum, Goliath, and Washington,

Apples, both dessert and kitchen sorts, were shown in

great numbers. Of dessert kinds the best came from

Mr, Frost, Preston Hall, whose varieties were Cox^s

Orange Pippin, Duchess of Oldenburgh, Kerry Pippin,

Scarlet Nonpareil, Devonshire Quarrenden and OsUn.

Mr. Holder, Reading, had Braddick*s Nonpareil, Vic-

toria, Ribston, Small's Golden Pippin, and Scarlet

Nonpareil. From Mr. Spivey, came Golden Reinnette,

Gravenstein, Downton Nonpareil, Kerry Pippin, Red
Astrach&n, and King of the Pippins.

In the class of Kitchen Apples the best came from

Sidney Herbert, D'Israeli, Miss Pressly, Dukeof Ro^
burgh. Miss Watts, Wallace, Lord Palmerston, Lilac
Queen, Sir G. Douglas, Commander, Royal Lilac, George
Brown, Lady Popham, Lady Franklin, Lord Clyde, Mra
Pigott, Rosebud, Chairman, Earl of Shafte/burv"

Mauve, Grand Master, William Dodds, Pandora, ihi*
Vyse, Lady Douglas pennant. Masterpiece. Seedling
Jenny Austin, Midnight, Dr. Gully, Malvina, SeedHne
Rosa Bouheur, Touchstone, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, Lord
Cardigan, Mrs. Critchett, Mrs. Church, Lollipop

Triomphe de Pecq, Tippy Bob, Compacta, Seedling, ani

ggefour others. Messrs. Harrison, Edwards, and Le
also showed in this class.

In stands of 24 blooms :\rr. Turner again ob-

tained the first prize with Mr. Stockin, Chairman, Earl

of Shaftesbury, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, Warrior, Seedling

Lilac Queen,' Pioneer, George Elliott, Village Gem*
Mrs. C. Waters, Lady Popham, Lord Palmerston, Miss

Pressly, Princess of Prussia, Seedling, Golden Drop^

Pluto, Rosebud, Duke of Wellington, Heroine, Jenny
Austin, Seedling, and Dinorah. 2d. Mr. Keyne^
with Golden Drop, Royal Lilac, Duke of Roxburgh,

Jenny Austin, Rosebud, Lizzie Herbert, Pioneer, Cherab,

Masterpiece, Mr. Critchett, Lady Douglas Pennanfc|

Mrs. Vyse, Mr. Boshell, Mauve, Seedling, Chairman,

William Dodds, Andrew Dodds, Earl of Shaftesbmy,

Lilac Queen, Mrs. Pigott, George Brown, Seedling, and

Mrs. C. Waters.

In Class 3, 12 Fancies, Mr. Turner took the firet

prize with Harlequin, Lady Paxton, Empereur de

T^iscountEversley, at HeckfieUl";- Maroc, Queen Mab, Seedling, Elegans, ElizabeUi,Xorah

ative Nectarines and Noblesse Creina, Countess of Bective, Pluto, Gloire de Kain, and
>-- ^-— ^T" a Seedling. 2d, Mr. Keynes, with a Seedling, Souter

Johnny, Lady Paxton, Seedling, Harlequin, Seedling,

Fairy Queen, Jessie, Queen Mab, William Corp, Pigeon,

and Alice.

AiTATErKs' Class.—In stands of 24 blooms, the first

prize was [awarded to Mr. Dodds, of Salisbury, for Mar-

quis of Bowmont, Golden Drop, Mrs. W. Faweett, Chair-

man, Lollipop, Mr. Eckford, George Brown, Seedling,

Mrs. W. Pigott, Seedling, Lady Popham, Seedling, Jenny

Austin, Rosebud, Mrs. Church, Duke of Roxburgb,

William Dodds, Seedling, Lady Douglas Pennant,

Seedling, Cherub, Royal Lilac, Pioneer, a Seedling,

and two others; 2d, Mr. Cook, Notting Hill.

In 12 Blooms (Amateurs), Mr. W. Corp, Salisbury,

was first with Chairman, Lord Palmerston, Golden

Drop, Jenny Austin, Lady Douglas Pennant, Warrior,

Cherub, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, Triomphe de Pecq, Lilac

Queen, Mrs. Pigott and Sir G. Douglas.

In Class 6, 12 Fancies (Amateurs), Mi*. W. Dodds was

first with Highland Mary, Lady Popham, Cleopatra,

Souter Johnny, Mary Lauder, Garibaldi, Seedlini",

Leopard, Seedling, the "Flirt, and two SeedJiugs. Sad,

Mr. C. J. Perry, Birmingham,
As regards Seedling Dahlias a Certificate of Ment

was awarded to Beauty of^Hilperton, crimson edged

with lilac, a large bold flower. This came from Mr.

T. Dickenson, gr. to B. J. Edwards, Esq., HilpertoiL

Trowbridge. Ditto to Joy, pale lilac, heavily tipped

with purple : a small flower of good form, and very

novel. This was shown by Mr. George Rawlings,

Globe Road, Bethnal Green. Ditto, to Marquis ol

Bowmont, a large bold lilac flower from Mr. Doddf^

of Salisbury. Ditto, to Masterpiece, crimson, with

lilac tips : a small, compact, well-formed flower, clw»

high centre, and novel, from Mr. J. Keynes, of balis-

bury. Ditto, to Andrew Dodds, a crimson flower

from Mr. J. Keynes. Ditto, to Princess of Prussia

from Mr. Turner, of the Royal Nursery, Slough.

Exhibitions of Asters were numerous and extreme^

in uie Class u. iv.Luneu z^i-p^c. .... ^..u ....... .^^ interesting, and there were ^i^^^^^^'^^J ^°/?®,
^°?f 'J^^in

Messrs. Heather, Dwerrihouse, and Mortimore. Among
,

blooms of Hollyhocks; hut these shouia oe suo

the kinds were Golden Noble, Celina, Gloria Mundi,

Hoary Morning, Codllu, Flower of Kent, Hawthornden,

Alfriston, Hollandbury, Bedfordshire Foundling, and

Yorkshire Greening.

Of Pears, Mr. Harrison, of Oatlands, Weybridge, sent

as he always does magnificent iruit, consisting of

Marie Louise, Gansel's Bergamot, Gratioli, Duchesse

d'Angouleme, Hacon's Tncoaiparable, and Louise Bonne xveme, oouaLurre, jjuuhcss ul x-^ui.w.^,
^y^

of Jersey. From Messrs. Hally, Holder, Rattray. \
Odier, Mdme Cambaceres. General Jacqueminot,

._. ,v.-L _, n__ f_„:^ i™.:,.: !,:.«„ ic Griffith, General Castellaine, Niphctos, and Devonit-i^s.

J

spikes to be able to judge correctly respecting their

merits. Verbenas were also plentiful.

Of Roses, Messrs. Paul, Keynes, Francis, and oUiot

sent boxfulls, in which were blooms of Souveuir ac

Malmaison, Prince Leon, Baronne Frevost, ^'^T^
Masson, Auguste Mie, Jules Margottin, Pius the ^^^
Duchesse d^Orleans, Ge'ant des Batailles, ^afranot. i^

Reine, Solfaterre, Duchess of Norfolk, Glou-e de W"r

and Frost also came fine fruit, consisting chiefly of

Williams* Bon-Chretien, Chaumontel, Marie Louise,

Passe Colmar, Beurr6 Diel, and Duchesse d'AngoulCme.

The best flavoured fruit was Louise Bonne of Jersey,

from Mr. Hftwes, Oxon.

Among Miscellaneous articles were some fruit trees

in pots from Mr. Kaile, gr. to Lord Lovelace, and we

also noticed a nice exhibition of Orange trees in pots.

Of Dahlias there was a large display, and the blooms

generally were in beautiful condition; those from

Messrs. Turner & Keynes especially were very fine.

In the Class of 50 dissimilar varieties, 3Ir. Turner, of

Slough, was first with Lilac Queen, Pluto, Seedling,

Deutche, Norah Creina, Seedling, Dr. Gully, Mr. Stockin,

Harlequin, Sir G. Douglas, Duke of Wellington

(Turner), Chairman, Warrior, John Dory, Earl of

Shaftesbury, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, Lord Palmerston,

Jenny Austin, Lord Cardigan, Golden Droi>, Com-

mander, Seedling, Pre-eminent, Miss Pressly, iMoneer,

Mrs. Pigott, Lord Taunton, Bravo, Cherub, Sidney

Beautiful" Bouquets""of"Ciiadio'li were 8*^^^'^,.^

Messrs. Youell, Standish and others, and w^
arranged in lines on both sides of the tables t J

made a fine display. The sort was chiefly Brenchi^'

ensis, which it will be remembered Wiis favooraw^

noticed in oar columns at p. 816.

Kottcesf of J5oo&!5.

Facts and Figures reUting to Vancouver ^^^^ff^l m
British Columbia, shotmng what to expect ^^l^ar-
get there. By J. Despard Pemberton, ^^^^

General. 8vo, Longmans. Pp. 171. ^
At last we have an authentic account o^*'''®. ^?Jll^t

and most distant, but very far from the leiiflt ^"'P^^t
of our Colonial possessions. Situated at the

^^^^
northern part of the north-western coast oi ^ ^
America, hi a climate altogether British,

^^^^gj^

Midnight. Heroine, Grand Master, Lady Popham, i frontier of the United States, and o^'^^^'^VJ^t to^
Madge Wildfire, Seedling, George Elliott, Seedling, Mrs.

|

northern Pacific, Vancouver must become a ^^^ jtg

C. Waters, Village Gem, two Seedlings, Princess of
;

flourishing part of the empire, both on **'*^....^ j^-

Prus8ia,Etona, Hon. Mrs. Lindsay, Dinorah, and a Seed-
1

geographical position and its immense poi ^^
Ung. Mr. Keynes sent Golden Drop, Pioneer, Cherub,

;
portance. As soon as a direct communica

f

I
i

i

I
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JEurope shallliave been opened it will be tlie liighway

from Europe to IikVui through British possessions. In

the meanwhile its njitural resources, exclusive of tlie gold

of British Columbia, must, nnder a wise Governmen^,

render it one of the most thriving stations in the

New World. In a notice of it in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of last week, while we drew attention to its

present value to emigrants acquEiinted with cultivation,

the drawbacks that just now retard its progress were

pointed out; and we find our information wholly con-

firmed in all essential points by the valuable work
before us.

Mr. Peinberton's position as Surveyor-General of

Vancouver has brought hira acquainted with everything

connected with land, and, although his official obliga-

tions must operate as some restraint upon saying all

that he could say, yet an attentive perusal of his volume
convinces us that it is a faithful statement of what an
emigrant has to expect. He describes the country in

considerable detail, points out its mineral and other
riches, criticizes its legislative actions, and shows how
the impediments to its ac^vance with the speed of an
American State may be remedied by a better apprecia-

tion by Government of the wants of settlers. In an
Appendix he has given some interesting reports upon
surveying excursions in the country, to wliich are added
the laws of land salerfin the colony, and four excellent

maps of the island itself and the adjacent continent,

showing how roads and eventually railroatls may be

carried from the mouth of the Fnizcr Kiver to ilont-

real.

The immense importance of Vancouver to navigators

is shown by the striking fact, that between San
Francisco and the fine harbours of the island, a coast-

line 600 miles long, there is not a single respectable

port. The mouth of the river Columbia and Huuiboldt

are the only two harbours, and both of them are

guarded by an extremely dangerous surf. As to the

rest they are mere open roadsteads.
" In area British Columbia, as the boundaries are at

present arranged, is about three and a half times as

large as Great Britain, and Vancouver Island about

hilf the size of Ireland. With a coast-line of 500
miles, and 400 miles in width, varying in elevation from
nothing to 10,000 feet above the sea, and composed, as

this country is, of lake and mountain, forest, marsh,

and prairie, frequently alternating ; in these colonies,

as might be expected, the greatest diversity of soil and
climate ia met with. As the latter has been justly

termed the decisive condition on which the future of a
country must mainly depend, I shall have occasion to
discuss it pretty fully in another place; it may there-
fore be sufficient here to say, that in the southern
portion of VanuoQver Island, and in parts of valleys of
the Frazer, Lillooette, Columbia, and Thomson rivers,
a climate quite as mild as that of Devonshire \a indi-
cated by birds of bright plumage, humming birds,

Cactuses grovving in the open air, &c,
" Of the land in either colony, the portion occupied

(soma thousands of acres out of 150 millions), is so

small compared with the whole, that a considerable
time must elapse before settlers arriving shall find it

difficult to obtain farm sites containing a sufficient

quantity of open land. In addition to this an ample
supply of timber for building, fencing, &c., is indis-

pensable in a farm; and the quantity required for fuel

only is surprising. Of Vancouver Island the southern
portion only has been examined, and it is found to con-
tain 100,000 acres of valuable farming land in the
immediate vicinity of Victoria, extending to Cowichan,
which again is found to contain about the same
quantity of open land, which adjoins some 30,000 acres
of open land at Nanaimo, and plains at intervals are
found extending to Cape Mudge; that is to say, for

150 miles measured along the coast Vancouver Island
has been explored, and the capability of this portion of

,

the island to support in affluence a large population is
'

admitted, while a conclusion the very opposite to this
'

is arrived at with regard to other portions of the island .

which have not been explored.
]

" The soil, where it is richest, in the river deltas, the
valleys, and the plains, usually consists of black vege-
table mould, 6 inches to 3 feet in depth, overlying a
deep substratum of clay, gravel, or sand ; it is generally
covered with a luxuriant crop of Fern, which is very
^fficult to kill and tedious to eradicate. The native
Grasses of the country are of a poor Alpine character,
springing up early ia April and dying away in Sep-
tember; swamp Grass excepted, which supports the
8t(Kk ot the country in winter, but which is too coarse
and woody m the fibre to fatten them. This deficiency
IS, however, to a great extent counterbalanced by native

SiS^t!"^'' '
""^'"'^ ^'' ^ ^^^^ localities.

Such is the accoiint given by Mr. Pemberton ofwhat culUvators have to expect, and private informa-
tion enables us to endorse his testimony. That the^^try IS first rate for gardening and faruiing isincon-
t^table, nor can prices fad to be high for a long time
to come, ^ow and for many years there must be avery large unsettled population connected with the
^at^oldfieldsof British Columbia, which are found
to be richer and richer as they are explored, andalreadvnval those of Cahfornia. But miners, while they arelarge (X)usumers of food, and willing to pay hi-hlv for
It, produce absolutely nothing. Farmers and c.S-dpnPr<;

visions—but fresh provisions must be grown on the

spot. Cattle, poultry, vegetables, forage, require local

rearing, and for this no country is better suited, or can

hold out stronger inducements to agricultural settlers.

The great obstacle in the way of that greatest

and most necessary of all classes has been the law

which regulates the acquisition of land. Mr. Pember-
ton assures us that the fertility of the soil in the ncigh-

j

bourhood of gohl-bearing rocks is very remarkable ; and
these rocks would seem to exist everywhere. A pari o
the following statement takes us by surprise; although

; true enough in an account of California. "Turnips
i
as large as ha.ssoeks, Radishes as large as Beets or

iVTangels, and bushels of Potatoes to a single stalk, are

nothing astonishing. At the house of an ex-consul at

San Francisco I have seen Oregtm Pears, to demolish

one of which required the united effor's of five guests;

the Apples bt-mg large in proportion. Orchards in the

colonies will be very remunerative. Those in Oregon
have the disadvantae-e of being situated in the centre of

the state, and fruit has to be carried to the Willianiette

River, and thence by steamers from Portland. An acre

of land planted with 200 Apple trees would, at the end
of three years, on a minute calculation, cost a pro-

prietor 30Z. to 4^0?., and the lowest selling price on the

coast of an acre of Apple trees of that age is 200Z. The
intermediate trees are chopped out with an axe as the
orchard becomes too crowded. Hops grow well in the
country, and a brewery on a large scale would pay well,

as any one interested may satisfy himself, by noticing the
cargoes ofbottled ale and stout sent from England to that
coast. The profits arising from the cuUivation of grain

crops and Grasses are fjir from inconsiderable. The cost of
clearing an acre of timbered land may be taken at 8/.;

of the other descriptions less, varying with the locality.

An acre of laud produces from 20 to 40 bushels of
Wheat, or a corresponding quantity of Oats
or Barley, and 'continues to do so for some years
without matmre before it is exhausted; hitherto.

Wheat has sold in the colony at 8^. the bushel, Oats
at Qs. Hay pays remarkably well, varying in price

during the year from 8Z. to 16^., or more, per ton."

The law of land sales which paralyzes tlie agricultural

industry required to develope in Vancouver such great
resources is about to be altered. In future, "any
British subject may acquire 160 acres of unoccupied
land, in anticipation of survey, in any part of British

Columbia: excepting only such portions as are reserved

by Government for public purposes, such as town sites,

Indian reserves, or as may be required for mining. To
acquire a good, inalienable claim to a perfect title, it is

only necessary for the claimant to take possession as

soon as he makes his selection, reporting the fact in

writing to the nearest magistrate, with a description of

the boundaries. On taking possessiou, he pays nothing
for the land, but has to pay a small fee for recording
the claim. When the land shall have been surveyeil

by the Government, the claimant or his heirs acquire a
title from Government, on payment of a sum not to

exceed 10s. per aero, but which it is expected will be
reduced to 5j. per acre. This will of course
depend on the decision of the Imperial Government.
With a view to encourage improvement, a person
in possession can sell his land as soon as he shall have
eflfected improvements to the value of lO^. per acre;
this condition complied with, he can pass a good title

to the purchaser. The claimant can, in addition to the
160 acres so acquired, purchase at any time any ad-
ditional quantity of land he pleases, at a price not ex-

ceeding 10s. an acre, of which S^.per acre is paid down,
and the rest at the time of survey, if demanded. As a
considerable time must elapse before these lands can be
surveyed, persons taking up land prom[)tly, may be
years in possession before they are called upon for

payment. Land so takt^n up and afterwards
abandoned, may be claimed and taken up by any other
person on the original terms, even if improved by the

first occupant. Persons so occupying laud have the
same legal remedies of action of ejectment and trespass

against intruders, as if they had paid for the land and
obtained an indenture. Questions of boundaries or

disputes with neighbours, are referred to the nearest

magistrate to be disposed of in a summary way, but
with an appeal to the higher courts."

It is most important that these facts should be
known; for they appear to offer every inducement to

emigrants, and we entertain no doubt that those who
study Mr, Peinberton's book will rise from its perusal

with a conviction that a magnificent field of enterprise

is open before them. But not tor aU. " All theprofesfcioos

': are overstocked ; this, of course, includes the bar, the

church, engineers and surveyors, &c. Private tutoi-s,

governesses, and anybody that can teach any thing

would do remarkably well in the country. I am not

aware of there being any ladies* school in the island,—

a want much felt."

As to capitalists we have only to add, that ' money

in Vancouver Island can be lent on good security, at

rates ranging from 25 to 30 per cent, per annum
;
and

the opportunities for investment are so varied, and the

field so immense, that I should altogether exceed limits

allotted in attempting to speafy,"

found of practical use. The plants designated under
their Latin botauieul names, will be arranged in
alphabetical order, followed by their English, French,
Italian, Spanish, and German names. To this will be
added a special alphabetical index, in each of the above
mentioned laisguages. The woik being intended for
the use of young persons, the Authoress has drawn it

up with the most scrupulous care; and as it contains
information gathered from sources unfiiniiliar to
ordinary readers, it is hoped it may also be appreciated
Iiy the general public. The work will be puhlLshed by
subscription. Price to subscribers lOs. Subscriptions

to be paid to Messrs. Herries and Farquhar, 16, St«

James's Street, London, to the account of Countess dl

tian Gic'g'o,

Air- Lovell Reeve announces the speedy publication

of a n. w work by the Bev. M. J. Berkeley, under tb«
title of Outlines of Jf'uyjgolof^ij. It is to be an octavo

volume of 480 p.iges, containing characters of above a

thousand species of Fungi, and a complete list of all

that have been described as natives of the British Isles,

The plates, 24 in number, are crowded with original

coloured figures, with dissections, and, where necessary,

magnified portions of about 150 species, all drawn at

Kew by Mr. Fitch during the past year (which on
account of the continued wet has been especially

favourable to the growth of Fungi) from specimens
supplied to him by the author and his various mycoio-
gical friends.

Mr, Murray has issued another of his excellent

Jlandhoo/i-s—for Berkshire., BucTcinghamshirey a/nd

OxfordshlrBy in which the tourist will find a capital

description and map of Oxford, in addition to a caro-

I'uUy drawn travelling map.

miscellaneous.
The JVei Season oflSGO.—Having anxiously noticed

the quarter from which the wind blew from the 20th

to the 2Gth of last JIarch, at the end of that month I

stated to several persons in this town my anticipations

that for the follovviuir six months the weather would be

generally wet, stormy, and ungenial. Some of my
friends, in order to test their correctness by the issue,

made a special note of these " forebodings," as they

termed them, which have, unfortunately, been too well

verified. The wind during the seven days above named
was, for the most part, south and south-west, with occa-

sional showers—a condition which almost invariably

indicates excess of rain for the following half-year.

Your readers will have an opportunity of judging

for themselves respecting the truth of this rule, if it

may be so called, by marking the point from which
the wind blows from the 20th to the 2Gth of the present

inonih. Should it be froni the south or south-west, a
continuance of the late weather may be expected. If,

on the other hand, the direction should be any point

from the north, a dry autumn and bracing cheerful

winter may bo looked for. It is not meant to be
afiirmod that in either case the season will be alto-

gether wet or fine, but that it will be ao charac-

teristically. The rule as to the direction of the wind
about the time of the equinox was laid down by some
acute observer long, I believe, before I was born; hut
having for more than 30 years kept a journal of the

weather, and having marked its general correctness, I

may be allowed to speak of it with some little confi-

dence. May I add, that probably we are entering

upon a series of years characterised by more than
usual moisture ? It has been observed that for a

cycle of seven years the winds have chiefly been
westerly, with more or less rainy seasons and indifferent

harvests, and for an equal period easterly, with dry
seasons and good harvests. It may be remembered
that many years since, during the discussions in Par-

liament on the Corn Laws, the late Sir Robert Peel

adverted to this as an established law in connection

with some statistics, embracing a period of, I tliink, more
than a hundred years, published by the late Mr. Tooke,
showing the prices of Wheat as high or low, and as

accurately correspomling with the character of these

cycles. ^, H.f Cheltenha^n, Sept. VI.— Times,

Malits of the Kite.—The Kite may be known, even
on the wing, from all other British birds of prey, by its

beautifully easy flight, and the long forked tail. Indeed,

while flying, the Kite bears no small resemblance to a

very large swallow, excepting that the flight is more
gliding, and the wings are seldom flapped. Despite the

ill savour into which the name of the Kite has fallen,

it is really a magnificent specimen of the Falconida?,

and deserves its specific title of " rcgalis," or regal,

quite as much for its own merits as from the fact that

it had once the very great honour to be chased by
royalty. It seems that tlie later kings of France were
in the habit of marking the Kite as the quarry which
was specially suitable to their regal state, and were
accustomed to fly their hawks at Kites, instead of

herons, as was usmdly the mode of procedure In the

noble sport of falconry. The Kite is therefore termed

regal, not on account of any innate royalty in the bird,

but simply because royal personages chose to pursue it.

The Kite was in former days one of the commonest of

the British birds, swarming in every forest, building its

nest near every vill-ige, and being the greatest peat of

uersare the people to feed them. Supplies of 'fooTmay
indeed be mnorfpd fV^f ;« f^ .n„ a

i^wi may *

has
The
sci

be imported, that is to say flour and salt pro- ' up in ordinary knguage, in. the hope may
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were accustomed to liaunt tlie streets for the jjurpose

of eating the offal wliidi was so liberally flung out of

doors in the good old time?, and which, but for the

providential instincts of the Kites, would have been

permitted to decompose in the open streets of our
j^ggigte^ ^.jth a warm moist atmosphere, for it is difficult

obtusely-scented ancestors. In consequence of the
^^ . pj^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ properly after this season under

services which they rendered, the Kites were protected
j^^/ circumstances, and unless the atmosphere can be

which have set well for bloom, should now be kept as

cool and hardy as possible.

rORCING DEPARTMENT.

Pineries.— Plants swelling their fruifc must be

by common consent, and were therefore extremely

familiar, not to say importunate, in their habits, settling

on the butcher's blocks, and bearing oflf pieces of meat

almost within reach of his hand. In the northern parts

of Africa, where they absolutely swarm, the Kite bears

the same character for cool audacity, having been often

known to sweep suddenly down, snatch a piece of meat

from a man's hand, and disappear with its booty before

he could recover from his surprise. In the present day,

however, the Kite is comparatively seldom seen in

England, and when observed, is of sufficient rarity to

bo mentioned in the floating records of natural history.

A correspondent of the " Zoologist " states tliat one of

these birds was seen flying over London on June 24th,

1859. The bird passed over Piccadilly at a supposed

elevation of 100 yards, and flew with perfect steadiness

over the vast expanse of smoke and chimney-pots, which

must have presented a strange contrast with the green

fields and leafy forests of its country home. Advancing

civilisation has done its work with the Kite, as with all

other destructive animals, and driven it far away from

human habitations. Man chooses to be the only des-

tructive animal within his own domains, and, eagle-like,

permits no inferior to poach on his territory. The trap

of the farmer, and the ready gun of the gamekeeper,

have gradually expelled the Kite from farm and pre-

serve, and it is now to be found only in the wide wooded
district where it can remain comparatively free from

persecution. The flight of this bird is peculiarly easy

and gracofnl, as the wings are seldom flapped, and the

Kite sails through tlie air as by the mere power of

volition. From the gliding movements of the Kite

when on the wing, it has derived the name of Gled,

from the old Saxon word glida. When in pursuit of

prey, the Kite sails in circles at a considerable height

from the ground, watching with its penetrating gaze

the ground beneath, and sweeping with unerring aim
upon any bird, quadruped, or reptile that may take its

fancv. Should it pass over a farm-yard, the whole
Cftablishmcnt is in an uproar, quite inexplicable to any
one who did not observe a certain little black speck

sailing about in the heights of air. As soon us one of

the smaller birds sees a Kite, it crouches to the ground
and lies there motionless, as if transformed into a stone

or a clod of earth. This instinctive movement is of

great service, as it affords the only means of escaping

the keen eye of the rapacious foe, who hovers above the
spot, and is sure to notice any object that gives the
Iciist sign oT life. Taking advantage of this habit, the
fowlers mate use of trained Kites or falcons to aid them
in securing their prey. When they have marked down
a covey of birds, they loose one of their trained hawks,
who flies over the spot where the birds are lying, and
causes them to crouch to the earth, heedless of any-
thing but the foe above. While their attention is thus
occupied, the fowlers come up with their nets, and
easily secure the whole covey, Kven in ordinary
sporting, where the birds are very wild, a common
paper kite is employed with great success, and in a very
simple manner. The kite is raised in the air, and
allowed to take out 100 or 200 yards of string; a boy
then takes charge of the kite, and walks over the land
where the partridges are known to be. The birds
mistake the paper kite for some soaring bird of prey,
and permit the sportsmen to come within gunshot
before they rise. Sometimes in making its stoop upon
the poultry, it avoids their gaze by making a detour
close to the ground, gliding suddenly over the wall or
hedge, pouncing upon a chicken, and disappearing almost
before its presence has been discovered. These raids,

however, are not invariably snccessfnl, for the Kite has
been often foiled in hig stoop by the watchful care of
the mother bird, who has seen the enemy coming, and
valiantly waged successful battle in defence of her
young family. Routled(je*s Illmtratei Natural
Hittory,

Calendai of Operations.
{^For the ensuing iceeJc.)

DEPART3IENT.

CoNSEEVATOBV, &c.—Whatever watering may be
necessary here should he done early in the day so as to
allow of getting the superfluous moisture dried up
before night, for there is much more danger from damp
Among plants in flower at this season than from a rather
low temperature, and on cold dull cloudy days it will be
advisable to use a little fire-heat with air during the day
30 as to secure a moderately dry state of the atmosphere
l>efore night. Use fire-heat very sparingly, however,
and only when it may be necessary to prevent injury
from damp, or to prevent the temperature fjiUing below
40', or where things are brought from warmer houses
it will hardly be safe to allow the night temperature to
ATexage below 45" ; but in houses containing a mixed
collation of plants there is more danger to be appre-

wir "" .* I'f*' °^S^*
temperature than from keep-

the inmates. Azaloaa which have ceased growing and

kept warm and moist they will make but little progress

Therefore use sufficient fire-heat to secure a night

temperature of at least from 65° to 70°, and 75° by

day, allowing it to rise considerably with sunshine, and

admit a little fresh air during the day when the weather

is mild, using sufficient fire-heat to allow of doing this

without lowering the temperature; and if there is the

means of admitting fresh ^r so as to bring it into con-

tact with the pipes on its entrance into the house, a little

may be admitted with advantage in all states of the

weather, and in the case of houses which have to be

kept warm in winter there should always be some con-

trivance for admitting fresh air under or against the

heating apparatus so that it may get warmed before

coming into contact with the plants, and with proper

arrangements a moderate supply may be admitted con-

stantly without requiring any extra amount of fuel to

keep up the temperature. Also endeavour to secure a

steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and endeavour to keep

the soil about the roots in a properly moist state, giving

clear, rather strong, manure-water when necessary;

but if the atmosphere is kept properly moist the soil will

not require much water for some time. It is very

difficult however to get Queen Pines to swell properly

after this season, and any plants of this variety showing

now should, unless in cases where ripe Pines of any

size or quality will be valuable early next spring, be
kept cool and dry as soon as they have done flowering,

until the middle or end of January, and then be afforded

a brisk moist temperature ; and treated in this way, we
have often found them to swell off"exceedingly well, and
where ripe Pines in winter are in demand Cayennes,

Black Jamaica, and Montserrats should be grown to

furnish the supply from November to April, for those

not only swell better in winter than Queens, and the

larger sorts of blacks, but are also less liable to be hard
and inferior in quality. Fruit approaching maturity
must also be kept warm, but the atmosphere should be
kept rather dry, admitting fresh air freely on every
favourable opportunity, for anything like moderately
well-flavoured fruit will not be obtained at this season

without a liberal use of fire-heat. If any of the young
stock in pots appear to want shifting examine these at

once, and shift such as are found to he at all pot-bound,
for young plants if kept short of pot room through
the winter will be apt to start into fruit instead of
growth in spring. But in repotting at this season be
careful to have the balls and soil to he used in a healthy
state as to moisture, and place the soil where it will get
warmed before using it so as to avoid checking the
roots.

ViKEEiES.—Use gentle fires when the weather is

damp in houses where the fruit is ripe ; but only just
sufficient to keep the atmosphere dry. Use brisk fires

in houses where the fruit is not yet ripe, giving air

freely, and be careful to guard the foliage from insects,

particularly where the fruit has to be kept for any
length of time after it is ripe.

Peaches.—As the trees will now be freely exposed
to the air day and night, very little attention will be
required here for the present. The foliage should,
however, be kept clear of red spider, by an occasional
washing with the engine where necessary, so as to
preserve it in health until it has performed its functions
and decays naturally,

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Tender plants which it may be intended to winter

for use next season, must soon be taken up and placed
in safe quarters. Plants, however, which are still in

good condition, may be left for some weeks longer;
variegated Geraniums will not bear much frost, and
where the plants have to be wintered in situations
which are not very suitable for them they should
be taken up before they are at all injured, as they
will be much more liable to damp and die back in
winter if the wood is at all touched by frost. Unless
where there is a sufficient stock of these they should not
be cut back, an is usually done with the old Scarlets,
but should he kept over the winterjust as they are lifted

from the beds, and cut back early in spring after start-

ing them into growth, when the cuttings will root
very freely In heat, and in the case of Flower of the
Day, or other free growers, will make useful sized
plants by turning out time, and even the strongest
growers of these do not cover a bed very quickly unless
planted thick, and the plants should therefore be
wintered in as large a state as the accommodation will

permit. The autumn rooted stock of Verbenas, &c.,
must be well attended to, keeping them perfectly clear

of greenfly, and exposing them freely to the air on
every favourable opportunity, so as to prevent any-
thing like growth after this season, and keep the plants
hard, In which state they will be much less liable to
fog off under a week or two*s confinement in winter
than if they were kept in a growing soft state until

overtaken by severe weather. Things which are not
sufficiently established must, however, be treated some-
what^ more kindly, for there is but little chance of
carryin;^ such things over a severe winter unless they
are at least well rooted, and these might with advan-

tage be placed upon a geutle,bottom-heat to encourage
the roots, but do not keep the atmosphere close ^d
moist, for growth should not be encouraged after this
season.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look frequently over any varieties of Pears ripenin?

and gather those that are fit for storing. Where
Currants are closely netted up the trees should be un,
covered occasionally on fine dry days, so as to expose
the fruits thoroughly to the air, in order to prevent
their being injured by damp. Trim and dress Straw-
berry plantations, and be careful to injure the leaves of
the plants as little as possible, and avoid deep digein»
between the rows. Take advantage of dry days, when
the ground is in working order, to take up and store
Carrots, Beet, Parsnips, &c., and stack them in sand in
a cool place where they will be conveniently got at
when wanted for use.

Sept. 14—Flying cloud? ; fine ; very clear at night ; rain.— 15—Cloudy; overcast; Bbowery,
— 16— Fine ; rain ; boisterouB at Dijrht.

— 17—DeDflcly overcast ; rain ; heavy rain at nifcht.— 18—Drizzly; hazy; overcast.
— 19—FoRtcy ; overcast ; very clear an3 cold at ntg^ht.

— 20—Overcast; very fine; overcast; rain at nisht.

Mean temperature of the week, I deg. below the averase.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last ai years, for the'ensuing Week, ending Sept. 29, 1860.

1 WW •

1 c a No. Of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
olKain.

PrevailiDjc Winds,1

Sept. *

2
2

1

1
•
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4

4
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1

1

1

7
3
3

6
4
4

3
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2

1

2
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1
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6
a

6

8

6
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7

i

7
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10

10

10

8
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1
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Sunday 23..

Mon. 24..

Tuea- 25.

,

Wei 36..

Thurs. 27.-
Friday 28„
Satur. 29..

66.6 1

66.0 1

66.0

6o.4

65.1

64.9

66.2

46.9

45.4

44.6

4.5.1

45^
44.4

45.1

56.7

55.7
55.3
55.2
55.2

54.6
56.2

16
15
15

17
20
17
22

1-21 in.
075
0.30
1.6S

Ofi3

0,8lJ

0.46

1

I

3

3

3
2

The hiifhest temperature during the above period occurred on the 25tli,

1832—therm. S2deK.; and the ioweston the 27tli,132S—rherm.-ldej.

Kotices to Correspondents,
Books: Liverpool. Asa Gray's First Lessons in Botany and

Botanical Text Book. Lindley's School Botany and Dea-

criptive Botany, and the same Author's Vegetable Kingdom.

—CCC. Bee books are too learned for the poor. There w
an old book by Wildman (on bees) which might suit them,

or you may try Wood on Bees (Routledge) which coaU a

sbilliug—but the best adviser of an ignorant cottager la one

who understands the matter.
Double Cucumbers '. J D. It is very fine, certainly ;

o"tjuany

such twins reach us. The two fruit must have touched eacH

other when very young and never after separated. TMs

shows how attached one Cucumber may be to anotber.

Grapes: Curate. The Josliu's St. Alban's Grape is the same as

the Chasselas Musqu^. It is excellent, but apt to cr^=--

T N E. Nothing better than Black Hambur-h and wmw
Sweetwater for out-of-doors. The Miller's Burgimdy, BUCt

Cluster, Precoce de Malingre, and Muscat d AoQt are earuer,

but the bunches are very small. . ,

Hot Water : Dido. The water is forced out of your air p ps

because the apparatus is too full. Let it run o^er UUm
more flows, and it wiU not do so again. For so miicn_work

as you have to do we advise some tubular boiler, lite «eeiw

—if you are dissatisfaed with your saddle boiler.

Names of Fruits : J L A. Tour Peach, having uniform g^M
on the leaves, is certainly not the Bellegarde. The fr^t waa

decayed. The Plum resembles the Wine-sour —y ^. l*

/^J.'
the others are worthless. No. 4 is a wild Apple, watery

»

the core like some of the crabs. || « . 1 rrr+i^
Names of Plants: A Subscnhtrfrom the

-^«"«""^/.^'„irM
mium falcatum ; 2, Asplenium Belangeri or Veitchianum, w

it has also been allied. The frond appears to ^^^ been m

fested by thrips, which may be destroyed py«P^„%^
gaUons with tobacco. There are several sorts of r«m

granate, single red. double red, yeUow flowered, &c. i^^

seldom fruit in this country; when they do they are rt«w|J

by a fierce sun in the autumn and forced rapidly "»* " %^
damp stove when they make t^^eir early growth, i^^

their flowers without artiBcial assistance. But theymi^
very freely ventilated.—^ B. Rhipsaliscassythoides.-^"^

A B. Plants cannot be named from leaves
•'^i'^'^^^;^

*>
Scirpus maritiraus ; 2, Carex olongs^t^.—Holand. nap'^i^

cumbena.-^ Coiistarit leader. Platanus onentalis.-^" ^

Constant Readtr. Acer hybridum.—TS f. ^"«* "^"J.^ b»-

Statice auricula; folia. E. vagans has stamens prt'J^'^y.

yond the mouth of the corolla.— P. Probably 01*>^"^„.
flora.—3/ C, \, Nephrodium molle ; 2. Blechnum oocw

tale; 3. Pleopeltis (or Drynaria) pustulata. , ^
Seed Adulterations: XXX. Such things are benewn

^ .. Tin 1 ^^ tn ahnse his case "_r

w
rub

men who circulate it think it worthy of their cmw^

we have nothing to object.
. iv-nnen»i'''

3MATOES : Ericson. None can ripen this year m tw »i ^^
'

lit plenty may be had in the shops, where t^^y ""« ^^
ay from Algeria. The Spanish way of '^^f^^lrloP^P-
jb them through a sieve so as to re^iuce tbem ^ r^^

Then to beat the pulp up with eggs, to add butter, r-fr

and salt, and to heat in a SLiucepan. j^^ fjcook

Vineries: / Q Concrete your Vine border; ^^,Jt.ed bon««
18 inches to 2 feet of good loamy soil upon it. ^-'^^ burnt
and soft bits of charcoal, as much as you like. *

ncrtt«»
limestone mixed with gr.ivel will do for makmgtue ^-^ ^^
which should be put over the pref=ent s"i"'*^*f

• 7i,e !««• o'

Vine border may lie on the top of it. The
^^^^^'^f^rt n*«

glass the better. Don't putty the laps. •>"% '^ or tfc«

enough for condensed water to run througn ««r* ^^
glas7wiU be broken in winter. IJ,y?,« P" Hl^k to^Wlftii

care that it is done thoroughly. Of aU thmgslooK w

uZ'lTr^o cannot solve ladles. Po«iblyth|^^

STATE or THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK-, NEAllLn\nnv
Forthe Week ending Sei)t. 20, lS60,a8|oibaerveid at the Horticultural Gwdcai

• FSKATUaB. 11

1

Sept. 5^
a-

28

Babometkr. qj ^Yxt Air. Oftbe£artli

i

s.w.

Max. ' Mtn. Max.
1

MiD. Mean 1 foot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

56

1

Friday 14 29.605 29.49* 67 46 56.5 57 M
Satur, 15 • 29.493 29.485 65 47 56,0 57 56 8.

PVm

Sunday 16 1 29/>62 29.582 65 &4 59^ 58 56 S.W.
nr4

,13

Mon, 17 n̂ 29,625 29.505 62 51 56.5 59 574 S.W. .40 1

Tuea, 18 3 ^9.457 29.417 60 37 4fl.5 69 56| i\. Sii

Wed. 19 4 '39.537 29.ay8 62 38 50.0 5^ 5Ci N.E.
Thura. 20 5 29.795 29.708 67 43 57.5 58 1 56 W.

83Average.

,

29.596 29.513
1
64.0 46.3 54.9 ' 58.0 56Ji [

may be '

Weiaze.*'

90Dg
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A"
KTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
„„ obtain every necessary instruction for their eeonoinical

id efficient preparation, by applying to J. C Nesbit, F.G.8.,

*c Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennin^ii* London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

phates ofLime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

o^er Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction In Chemical

inalysesand Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
,ioD at the College.

AUTUMN SOWING.
THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD

MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant
Farmers, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

CAair/Jian..—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridge.
Works : Plaistow, Essex.

ODAMS'S BLOOD IMANURE for WHEAT (Autumn Sowing)
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for ROOT CROPS,

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
PRICES, with particulars for use, may be obtained at the

Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, E.G. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABUSHED 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACJTURE

I

MANURES:—
SUPERPHOSPHxVTE or LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE ror
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of th'

soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained enti^el^

from Bones.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIA^
GUANO(dirGct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE oi

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value

116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATE]
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed tocontaii

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasi.

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value t'

the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelclcer says:—"These results mus
be very gratifying Bb you, and are the best proof of the ver\

high agricultural and commercial value which characterise

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and presem

Chemiats to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials.

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack
A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LAWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manuracturer'
by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 1860, are now read}

(or delivery at his Factories at the following prices ;

—

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. ..£6 6

„ SUPERPHOSPHATE OJLIME 6 6
MINERAL 6 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE 8
MANGEL MANURE 8
GRASS MANURE 8

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap
pointed Agents, in aU parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to cost of carriage.
Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a bulk of

7000 tons Turnip Manure at Mr. Lawes's Factories, and their
report with analysis are given in full in circular, t» be obtained
on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Sulphate ofAmmonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.
Address, J. B. Lawes, l,AdelaidePlace, London Bridge, E.C .

and Liffey Buildings. Eden Quay, Dublin.

CHEAPEST A N D BEST.
JUPP'S NEW HOUSE and CATTLE FOOD.-

Quality guaranteed by Dr. Letheby's Analysis, in bags,
35i. per cwt., or \d. per feed of half a pint. Also,

JUPP'S NEW"PI'G andPOULTRY FOSi), 163. per cwt.. or
W. per feed of one pint, in sacks of 2^ cwts. each.

Both the above delivered Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in the kingdom. Original Tatimonials to be seen at the

Office, and copies sent free on application to
_W. & R. Jupp & Co., 6, Cross Lane, Eastchoap, London, E.G.

''^'PKACTICE WITH SCIENCE" is the golden
-tr motto of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

and this is just the kind of testimony now being received in
favour of THORLEY'S FOOD FOR CATTLE; for Agricul-
turists and other owners of Stock are, by the successful use of

this Condiment, beginning to experience that the value of food
depends upon how it is digested. Chemically, its constituent
elements m«y bo of the highest value, but if imperfectly
digested, what is its value to the animal which eats it ? The
testimony just referred to proves that hay and straw properly
basoned with this Condiment is more nonrishing than un-
seasoned food, although the latter may contain a much greater
amount of alimentary matter. Write for a pamphlet, which is

sent post free.—Address 77, Newgate Street, London, E.G.

If

G 1 ti H U K ST CO
PATENTED,

M F O U iS 1),

FOR PREVENTING AND DE.STROYIKO
MILDEW
GREEN and BROWN
FLY

Has

RED SPIDER
I
MEALY BUG

THRIPS SCALE
AMKBLCAN BLIGHT

1 ANTS
BED BUGS, &c..

And useful in winter dressing,
_
Contains no deleterioMS ingredient.

n ^ received the sanction of the Gardening Press, see
ffontoi^-. airo.ade of 9th Anril and 16th July, 1859. and
1^!?^1 ^"""a^"^"- ^^^l

'^'^'y' ^Qd has been favourably re-
ported on, and is used by emment gardening authoriUes.among whom are

—

* au.-.u.-'i.^ij.o ,

Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens
Mr. Rivers, of 8awbridgeworth
>fr. Edmonds, of Chiswick House Gardens
Mr. CoUinson, of Eaton Hall Gardens
Messrs. A Henderson A Co., Edgeware Road
Mr. J.as. \ eitch, jun., Chelsea
Mr. Spencer, of Bowood Gardens
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, S
F. & A. Dickson & Sons. Chester.'

The iirincipal Nurserymen and Seedsmen throiiffTimitEngland, Scotland, jmd Ireland .ise it. have takenin™Sand are now prepared to sell single boxe^pnce Is. fo?Striala and small us«s, such as destroying bed bugs ; 3» for n^t

Nurserymen and Seedsmen supplied by
Price's Patent Candle Compant, Limited, London.

SHIRREFF'S RED WHEA T.—
The Subscriber, in calling attention to the First of a Series

of Improved WHEATS, which he has long been engaged in

propagating, reminds Agriculturists that the Mungoswells and
Hopetoun varieties originated with him. The former, after

having been cultivated in its native county for upwards of 30

years and paasinsr under various names, is now the fashionable

Wheat of East-Lothian, having lately eclipsed Fenton Wheat in

public favour. But whatever may be the properties of his early

productions, he flatters himself that his more recent attempts

have given rise to Wheats still more worthy of cultivation. For
two years past, practical farmers have selectedthe grains of these

Wheats as the finest in a collection containing nearly 100 kinds,

and during the present summer they have pronounced the

crops superior to old vai-ieties growing contiguous under a parity

of circumstances. Having been selected and manipled by him-
self, sown in spring and autumn on various kinds of soil and in

different localities, and having been tested by the wet harvest of

1S57, and the rigours of the past winter, they are warranted con-

genial to the climate of Britain. The advent of these Wheats
may encounter the envy, cupidity, and prejudice of interested

parties, but time will allay aud ultimately overcome all

opposition.

SHIRREFF'S RED V. HSAT, which was selected m East-

Lothian ^ 1S50. has giain large in siM and fine in quality. It

,^ an autumn v^ety. ripening eariy. tiUenug freely, not apt to

1^™3 characterised by a long beard. This appendage seems

Ifft e been^^Sed to the ch^ffof the original Wheat plant,
to na^ e neen ^iw«-

varieties over the globe are found to

WheatTr^ents the wind shedding the grains at the apex of the

ear ^d by admitting air into the sheaf, the sproutmg of the

^n^£ checked in wet seasons, aud the hardenmg of them

promoted in fine weather. Under no circumstances is the
beard found to be injurious, and in the fickle climate of Britain
it is highly advantageous.
The crop of the present year is secured in the stack in a dry

state, and may be expected to be in fine sowing condition by
the middle of October. Intending purchasers may have an ear
of this Wheat transmitted by post on remitting 53. which will

be deducted from the amount of all orders of half a quarter and
upwards. Also if desired, an ear of the most beautiful of
British white Wheats, which will be sold in 1S61, will accom-
pany the red ear. Price delivered at Duntwir Station of the
North British Railway, 100s. per quarter, single bushels 15«.

Bags 1«. 6t/. each. Orders to be accompanied by a remittance,

or by a reference to a person in Edinburgh.
Haddington, Sept. 22. Patrick Shirreff.
N.B.—Grain purchased on Commission in the Stock Markets

of the neighixiurhood.

LAND DRAINAGE,
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of i>ro-

perty. whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property

improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various

terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge

to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigatiort of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desiroxis to execute any of the Improvements by
their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street. S-W.

HE LAM)S IMPROVEMEXT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S. W.

To Landown-ebs, the Clergy, Estate Agents, SuRVEYORa, to-

IN England and Wales and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited m
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being hqmdated by

a rent charge for 25 years. „ , , t i •

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embankmg, Inclosmg,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads. Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.
^ 1.1.1

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

ot navigable rivers or lakes.
, ^ ,

.

j
4 The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
. * ,

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Pariiament. Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
^

No investigation of title is required, and the Company bemg

of ft strictly financial character do not interfere with the plana

and execution of the Works, which, are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forma of application, apply

to the Honourable Willjam Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

i'^OLLEGE OP AGRICLLTUHE and CHEMISTRY,
\J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE. 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, S.

Priucipal-^T. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S.. Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisitetoprepare youth forthepursuitsofAgriculture,

Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-^

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

K. BUCKMAN, Professor ot Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as tho Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water

RighU of Estates aud Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, Ac—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Bdckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

QMITHFIELD CLUB CAITLE SHOW, I860.—
The annual SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP,

AND PIGS will take place on December 11, 12, 13, and 14, at

the Bazaar, King Street. Portman Square. W.
The LAST DAY for Certificates for both Stock and Imple-

ments to be received by the Honorary Secretary is THURSDAY,
November 1.

The following forn^s of Certificates are now ready, and

intending Exhibitora in applying for them need only quote the

letters aud state how many of each letter they require :—

CATTLE. SHEEP.
„ . rt c, L FormD.—Pen of three Wethers
Form A.—Ox or Steer

^^ E.—One Wether or Ewe
B.—Cow or Heifur in extra stock

PIGS.
-Pen ot three Pigs
One Pig in extra

stock
Prize Sheets, with Rulefl and Reffulatxona, and Forms of

Certificates as above, may be obtained of
B. T. BBA>nKf:TH Gibbs, Hon. 80c.,

Comer of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B.—All communications on the Club's busineaa should

have the words "Smithfikld Club" outside, to distinguish

them from private letters.

)t

** C.—Ox, Cow, or Heifer
in extra stock Form F.

Wilt ^flrtcttltttral (Bmtttt
SATVBDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1860.

An interesting correspondence has lalely been

published between Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons,

a{!ent3 of the Peruvian Government for the sale of

guano in England, and the representatives of the

Ayrshire Agricultural Society, »^
Tf «r.ni.nr« nPi-nrdini? to Mr. M*MUETRIE;]M
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Secretary of the Association, that a great majority

of the farmers of that county have used Peruv an
guano extensively since its introduction amongst
them. They lireferrtd it on account of its supposed
uniformity of quality. This season, however, their

experience has bten different. A part uf the cargo

of the " Alice Couitce," wUich was brought from the

Clyde to Ayr, and sohl to the farmers of the dis-

trict, has bten proved to be of very inferior

quality. The directors of the Ayrshire Agricul-

tural Association were memorialised on the sub-

ject, and they found that meruhanta ia Ayr
purchased fiom Alciisrs. Citoss, Glasgow, ab ut
270 tons of the ca:go of the ** Alice Cjuiice," when
that vessel had just reached Port Ghisgow direct

from Peru ; that the 270 tons of guano were
transhipped at Port Glasgow, and conveyed in

lighters to Ayr about the end of January last; that

the guano was delivered to farmers froin that time
till the end of Fobruavy, partly at fir^t from the

side of the vessel, and afterwards entirely from a

store in Ayr, A careful exaiiiiu;Uioa led to the

concluiion. that the meichauts in Glasgow and in

Ayr had acted in good faith. Anumher of analyses

ot samples of this cargo made by Professor An"-

DERSON ' for ci'Uutry gentlemeu and farmers
in the county, showed the guano to contain from
10 to nearly 14 per cent, of ammonia, and from 9
to nearly 18 per cent, of sand'. Additional samples
were then drawn in the most careful manner.
Each was taken from portions of several bags

;

they were sealed up in tin on the spot ; and dupU-
cates o{ the samples were taken to be ready for
sending to diilerent chemists, if it should appear
desirable to do so. Four of the samples were sent
to Professor Anderso.N", Glasgow, and the follow-
ing are his analyses of them :—

uniforniity of Peruvian guauo, which is what you appear to
apprehend."

The conclusion of the whole matter is that 30s.

per ton have been repaid to all the purchasers of

guano out of the ** Alice Counce ; " and the

committee of the Association, to whom the sub-

ject had been remitted, express througii Mr.
DuEXiS"AN, their convener, their conviction that,
*' this case should convince farmers of the pro-

priety of obtaining the as-istance of the chemist

more frequei.tly than they have hitherto done.

With all the circumspection of Messrs. Gibbs, it

seems thit they may be deceived. Wo believe

that the facts brought to light ity this investiga-

tion will lead to greater care in future ; and the

honouraule manner iu which Messrs, GlEBS and
their correspondents have acted, must enhance, in

the estimatiou of the agricultural pu'dic, their

previously high reputation for rectitude of conduct.

But iu such a vast business as the annual impoita-
tiou and sale of about 300,000 tons of Peruvian
guano, the utmo=t vi;4ilanoe and the firmest inte-

grity may not be able at all times to guard against

I

mistiikes. .Science affords a c^eap, ready, and
effective security to farmers in making theii" pur-
chases. The real safeguard of tlie purchaser must
consist in obtaining analyses from respectable

chemists."

Water
Organicmatteraudumrao-

niacal salts
Phosphates
Alkaline saltB

and
W *

Xo. 1. N"o. 2.
1

No. 3. No. 4.

13.42 13.99 12.43 11.98

41.16

21.02

10.37
13.43

42.66

23.93

8. r)3

lO.SS

100.00

l:i.u7

47.51
1S.88

13.98
7.23

100. 00
14.40

37.77
19 S7
12.31

la.07

100.00
10. S3

100.00

12.67

2.77 ;

6.01
2.42

a. -22

4.34
9.40

2.48

5.37

Awmnnia
PhuHphuricacid iu alkaline

^ salts
T^^uaI to phospUateof lime

—

'
—-^

'
—

J ^b

Dr. ANi>-Eiisoy says :
—" In reporting upon these

samples, it is scarcely necessary fv.r me to remark
that they are all inferior to the average of good
Peruvian ^--uHno, as they all contain a quantity of
sand sti/ficient to produce a material diminution of
their value. No. 3 is [he best of tJie four, and it is
within 11. per ton of the quality of average Peruvian.
Kos, 1 and 2 are so similar that they might!
almost Iiave been tnken Jrom the same bag, and
they would have been still closer Lad not JS"o. 1
contained some small stones about the size of a
Bean, which have raised tiie proportion of sand.
Their value is from 21. to 21. 6s. under thu average.
No. 4. again is very iuferiur, as it contains
18 per cent, of sand, and less than 11 of ammonia,
so that it must be estimated as worth fully 3/. 106.
less than the average."

Towards the end of his letter Dr. Axdeeson
reports his opinion that this is an infetior Peruvian
guano, imported with the sand in it, and, should
this opinion be confirmed, it will prove a matter
of much importance to the farmer. He adds that
the practice is to sell Peruvian guano without
analysis, on the ground that its compo^^ition is so
unilorm as to render it unnecessary ; but that the
facts now_ brought out will cause some alterationm this opinion.

Mr, M'MuRTiUE, in reporting the whole case to
Messrs. A, Gibbs & Sons, states that the inevitable
conclusion of the examination is that the cargo
of the " Alice Counce " has been greatly inferior
to what has long been regarded as the average
quality of Peruvian guano. And it is a serious
reflection to the agricultural community that such
inferior guano may have at other times come into
their hands without its qudity having been tested
by analysis. Messrs. Gibbs reply as follows :—
JtJit^^J^

been made quite a^vare, by our correspondence
with the buyers of the cargo of guano ex * Alice CouDce,' that
a part of it was inferior, and we liave no doubt whatever thatno adulteration was practised, the inferiority having originatedm carelessness at the time of shipment, in not setting alide, or
in shipping after setting aside, certain portions of the surface
g-aano, which, as its name indicates, is exposed to the deterior-
ating influences of the weather, in addition to the larger per
centage ..f aand it is usually found to contain. The quantit v of
surface guano is, of necessity, very Urnited as compared with
the remainder, and great care has, generally speaking, been
takMi at the islrmdB to prevent its shipment. When such

SJiJ^.^V
does occur, we ought to be informed ofthe fact to

^^nnf .^•^1-"'^. ^^^^ ^^'? ^ ^^^ °^ *^"^ ^^Pots. ^bero similar

Si^^^, I
"'''' description is landed apart from the usual

o3Sii^ lb t^V? ''"'^w***^
^^^ ^'^^^t^ afterwards on its

t??b« Tx^JtionJ" n^;
^'91^'^ exphuiation before you as

tt^AUciSfin^i'™^*''"'*'"* ^^« inierior portion of the carffo

v<« cMiuaenw, «f the agricultoriat Iu the trenerS

— ATe hear from many quarters that the

season has not been warm enough to bring the new
Sweet Sorghum to maturity. It needs a summer
like that of 1809 to ensure its reaching either

quantity or quality of produce. The juice of the

plant is bitter while the shoots are young; but
when ripened they are sweet : Dr. Yoelckek found
no su^at in it during August, while a month after-

wkrds he found nearly 6 per cent, of sugar in its

stenis. It needs a summer of more than average
temperature to develop the valuable qualiiies
which in a warm cliinate it exhibits.

Thus a correspondent writes as follows:—"I
have for three or four years had fi(ie crops of this

new forage i)lant, and began to hope its reputation
was established as very valuable for feeding stock
in August and September, for my horses annually
fattened on it, although, strange to say, horses
belonging to some of my neighbour?, who culti-
vated it expressly for them, would scarcely eat it,

and an old pouy here actually and truly always
turned up his nose at it, grinuing with disgust.

"

** I obsuf Vfcd last summer, during the cool,
moist weather we had in Augu.st, that it looked
uuhai)py, as if it did not like such weather, and
so I half suspected that it would fail us iu a wet,
cold season. It seems to have done so this summer.
I soj\ed my seed in some well prepared soil, ad-
joining some which has hitherto produced very
large crops, oh the 20th of May ; for many, many
weeks I paid 'a visit,' but could not find a plant.
At last, early in July, a few stragglers made their
appearahce, which are now looking yellow and
sickly, and are about 6 inches high. It is, I hear,
almost an equal failure on the Couttneut, where it
has hithdrto been cultivated extensively."

[Septehbeh 22, 18G0.

require it are turned inJh^vats7^h^tSfSu8[^
ot the day ceases until milking in the eveninl
the servants breakfast at 8 o'clock and th'
comfort of the Sabbath day is enjoyej as it h(
ought to be) in other houses where cheese is d fmade at all. Oq Mondays the business of the d
is precisely the same as on the four foUowin^
ones, only that there is one meal's milk more to hfmade into cheese than the ordinary quautltv •

ili

the ordinary Suuday's labour in cheese-aiakii^
establishments isdivided between Saturday eveainf
and Monday morning." ^
He adds : *' Wiih regard to the avoidance ofSunday cheese-making, I can truly say that

having dispensed with it for 26 years, nothiaa-
could induce me to report to the practice ao-ain
Formerly there was scarcely any differenee^in a
farm-house between the six working dars and the
Sabbath day ; now there is as much comfort to the
servants and the rest of the household as there is
in other houses not connected with cheese making
The business of the Saturday evening is orer fy
11 o'clock, and the servants rijiing as usml on
Sunday morning to milk the cows, have every
opportunity of attending a place of worship twiw
a day."

The avoidance of unnecessary work on
Sundays is a great advantage, as well as duty. It
is, however, difficult of accomplishment on farms,
and there is a difficulty, especially in dairy districts,
in making sufficient distinction between the first
and the other days of the week. That the thing
may be done, however, we have the assurance of
O'ir correspondent, Mr. PaliN", ot Stapleford Hall,
Tarvin, Cheshire, who is well known as a leading
practical farmer in his county. The following is
the routine of operations in his dairy from Satur-
day until Monday :

—

" The cows as usual are milked at 5 A.ii. on
Saturday, and the milk is put into vessels to
remain until the evening, and the milk of Friday
evening also having been kept in a cool place
remains in the tin par.s undisturbed until it is

wanted. It is added to the former with the
Saturday's evening produce, thus making three
meals iu one. During the day the dairy servants
are employed in turning cheese, cleaning the
dairy offices, and making everywhere comfortable
for the Sunday. Milking is commenced an hour
earlier on Saturday afternoon, say 4 o'clock, and
the milk is all prepared by half-past 5 o'clock,

when the process of cheese-making commences.
By 11 P.M. the business of the day is over, the
utensils being all in their places and the dairy
kitchen washed down. On Sunday morning the
cows are milked at the usual time, and the milkers
generally have a little assistance from the team
men, and others who have no particular occupa-
tion on that day; after milking, the cheese of the
preyious evening and any others which may

N'OTES ON" SUSSEX.
By Professor J. Bl-ckman.

In my notes on the agriculture of tlie Susses cmt I
took occasion to describe the kinds and condition of
prevaiiiug crops. I purpose now, however, to look into a
set of matters and objects which may be said tooccapy
an intermediate position between cultivated and wild

nature, between the true aboriginal denizens of the soil

! and those which the farmer grows for profit ; and heoce

as partaking of this class we may have a little to say of

hedge-row fences and their weed concomitants, as well

as of field weeds iu geuerah Firstly, then, as vegartU

hedgerows; in no district have I seen better or worse

hedges, a fact accounted for from the cucumstance tl»at

the soil is admirably adapted for the growth of the usual

plant employed for this purpose, namely, the Wliite-

thorii (Crataegus oxyacantha), which when newly

planted quickly takes root, and in a fewj^ears a vigoroua

young fence results ; they are here, too, planted with

more than usual care, and closer than is generally done,

and this with the view of keeping up an impermeable

fence by constant clipping, which is often done twice a

year, without that system of plashing which is

elsewhere so general.

Still, good as are young hedges in a district where

wild vegetation is so rife, and especially of hedge-row

weeds, they do not long retain their beat character-

istics, but Briars and Brambles soon make their

appearance, at first only here and there, and confined to

the hedge-row, but gradually sending out shoots which

take possession of the hedge bank, and not content

with that cross the ditch, and there entangliu?

Blackthorn, Woodbine, Maple, and weeds, meet over kbe

ditch and form a broad-topped hedge oftentimes yards

across—and it is most remarkable, that while the

greatest pains are taken to clip all this to a level topped

mass large enough and thick enough to bear a bed fla

the top, yet no care Sftems to have been taken at any

period to keep out the rubbish, but rather to cut it

into shape as though it were wished to be retained; and

so the want of repellant properties in the hedge,

which if such stuff was kept within due and proper

bounds it would possess, is made up by breadth, »
that in truth a formidable barrier is presented by

even a bad hedge on either side of a deep ditch, whicii

is not an uufrectueut occurrence in the district under

In a botanical point of view it is curious to mark ii

this tertiary valley, with its admixture of clays andsanfls

of the subsoil with the drift, pebbles, and allavmm W
which it is so much covered up, the entire absence «

the hedge-row plants of limestone district, asth|«tnc

following plants were not at all observed, aud it pre-

sent, must be very scarce :

—

Rhamnus catharticus, Buckthorn.
Euonymias europieus. Spindle Tree.

Viburnum Lautann, Mealy Guelder Rose,

„ opulus. Common do.

Clematis Vitalba, Traveller's Joy.
Their places are supphed by scrubby remnants pro-

bably of hedge-row timber treis, in which, of course,

the Elm greatly prevails; BLicktbom,
^^'f^'

^

Brambles, festooned, as we have seen nowhere else, wi^

complete masses of

Bryonia dioica, Wlilte Bryony
Tamus communis, Black do.

Convolvulus sepium, Great Bindweed. ^
jath the hp'^"'"' «•«/„.- fv.n ncnai mass of weeas

^

every description-

Beneath the hedges grow the usual mass

Thistles, Docks, Wild Carrots, CoucD.

and others, but to do the Sussex farmer justice, i"
°^jj.

of the country have we seen these pesta more syte
^^^

cally kept from any great amount of seeding, tor i

period which nsnelly occurs between the hay^^^
harvest, the whole hedges are clipped with ^T^.^-g
aud not satisfied with this the space ^^^'X^'^".!['u Jil*
and the crop is carefully cleared of all ^?*. ? j» |, on
clear passage thus made nil round the tieW. ^
this account, united with the ch-cumstance ^^^^
absence of Ume may always be marked by a

f
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ij^t^f wilt? plants, that the weeds of the arable are

certainly not so tronblcsome as in most districts.

Jlan^-els and Taruips are seldom smothered in their

early" start by Chickweeds, Chenopods, Polygonums,

Mustards, and the like annual weeds, to say nothing of

thcperemiial Rhizouiatons Grasses, as Couch, Fiorin,

and creeping Poas. The Tliistles. Hardheads, Coltsfoot,

and Docks, thoncrh a little disturbed by the ploughing,

still leave enough behind to tease every farmer on the

limestones and chalks; but it is not so, however^ to any-

thin^- like this extent in Sussex; and hence the roots wbicli

are on the flat can easily be hoed and regulated at one, or

at most two operations; whilst the farmer of calcareous

soils has to be constant with the horse-hoe ; and then tlie

notion that his fields are "clean as a dower garden" is

after all a fiction, meant to express how he would have

it if he could. But even here the careless fiirmer

hangs out his banner, which on the sandy soils is parti-

cularly conspicuous in the blazon of Red l*oppies (Pa-

paver Rhceas) that will be found in every crop ; these are

the result either of tlie plants seeding in the soil from

want of eRicicut weeding, or else of refuse and dirt

finding its way to the farm from the dung heap ; but

in either case they have been allowed a seed tnne on
the farm only to be still kept up in consetjufucc ; not

that this view is at all believed in, for with the wild

Poppies of Sus'^ex as with the Charlock of the Oottes-

wolds, we are told that it is " natural to the land," a

theory which will go far to present convincing evidence

of its truth as long a^ it is so earnestly entertained.

Still the arable part of a farm in the Sussex tlats, as

everywhere else, always presents a sufficient quantity

of what may be termed agrarian weeds, or such as

track cultivation almost everywhere. These do so

because shifting crops are necessarily cultivated from

seed; and hcuee where cultivation upon the system of

courses prevails, tliere w\\\ be found to be a won-

derful acrieement in the kinds of weeds. Thus

our American cousins, with a widely different

aboriginal flora, have yet our own agrarian weeds, a

fact which can doubtless be well recognised in most of

our colonies ; this can only be accounted for from the

feet that they are sent over different parts of the

world with the crop seed, and thus it is that Couch
Grasses, the various varieties of Lop—Bromus mollis

and its congeners, Ranunculus, Selfheal, Bastard

Alkanet, Sandworts, Daisy, and Plantains, are looked

Upon as natural to ''seeds." So universal indeed is the

Daisy as to be called the " White man's foot," whilst

Plantains, which arc so co nmon in fields in New York
and Pennsylvania, are stated by Beck in his Botany of
the United States, to have been introduced from Europe.
Now as regards the Ribwort Ph\ntain, Plantago
lanoeolata, we are quite aware that it is not un-
frequently viewed as a valuable fodder plant, but be
this as it may, if we pay for Clover seed we do not like

a mixture of Plantain therein, for in this way we have
seen a field become all Plantain, and so Clover he
quite a secondary matter; in such cases it is true
the sheep, will eat it, as what will they not
eat rather than starve? At the same time, both
in its effects upoii the crop with which it occurs either

by accident or design, as also upon the animals which
ex,clusively feed upon it, we have seen sufBc^ient of its

deleterious nature to convince us that it is one of the
most mischievous weeds of seeds, and ought never
designedly to be mixed with Clovers, and still less

should Clover be seeded in which it occurs plentifully,

which is too often the case, "because* it is the most
profitable way of dealing with it."

In some seeds in the neighbourhood of Chichester we
noticed enough for a crop of Gnaphalium Germanicum
(Cudweed varieties), which though seldom entirely sepa-
rated from any sample of seeds, would yet not be seeded
for sale as the Plantains, as its seeds are too light, and
it would not pay. Plantain seeds however are heavy,
and so weigh well ; they are comparatively large, and
so fill up the measure. It is a seed, too, grown more
e^ily and with greater certainty; and hence, then, we
view either way of sending it out with Clover, wliether
as harvested with Clovers, or as purposely mixed with
them, as a highly reprehensible, if not too frequently a
dishonest act. But of all the plants which are spreading
through the medium of seed, none at present have the
interest of the two parasites of Clover, namely. Dodder
and Broomrape; both these are gradually but surely
spreading amidst the Clovers, especially the red kinds,
in Sussex.
The Dodder of Clover, some of our readers will well

know, 13 a parasite whose wire-like tendril-formed stems
twist around the plant which Is to be its foster parent,
and there by constriction become attached to the
ceUular system thereof, and indeed so closely united
therewith, that from that time the cellular tissue of the
parasite IS supplied with nutrition through the cellular
tusue of the Clover to the destruction of large patches
of the crop, for if Clover can hold its own with so much
difficulty as m so.ne soils scarcely to be capable of
cultivation, how much must those difiicultiea be in-
creased by having such a tyrant as the Dodder to feed.

• 1^ ^^^ ^'*'*^^^ ^^"^^^ °^ ^^*® introduction of Dodder
in the Clover seed, as we have traced it in several
samples; and though it is a disputed point whether the
agrarian Dodder, the Cuscuta trifolii of Bablnffton is
truly wdd in England, yet there can be no doubt of the
tact of Its being new to some districts within our own
tune, and that of late yeara it has spread wider and
wiaer. A correipondeut to the Agricultural Gazette in

I

August, 1860, asks : " Have you ever turned your

attention to the annual increase of Clover Dodder in

our Clover leaa; it is injurious enough to pay for

decided methods to destroy it." We are quite of the

same opinion, and tlie best means to this end will be

pure seed. We observed this pest in a few Clover leas

in Sussex ; at Pagliam, both this and the next plant to

be described, were found in the same fiehl.

The Broomrape (Oi'obanche species), like Dodder, is

rapidly progressing throughout English farming, but

no where have we seen it in so many fields as in Sussex,

thongh in Wilts, Berks, and Gloucester we liave

occasionally met with larger masses in a single field.

We have lately seen a quantity of 0. minor in some

Alsikc Ch)vcr, in which case every root of Clnver it had

setMed upon was completely killed. We have lately

been informed that most of the fiirmers at Reading

market knew the plant, hut they consider it wild, and it

wouldalao appear that they " take no no account of it."

Xow, that it is occasionally wild in England is certain,

but then its appearance all over a field in a

shifting crop, where it was never seen before, can

only be accounted for on the supposition of its

having been brought with the seed ; if so

it could scarcely be detected by the most curious

observer, as they are scarcely so large as the dot to an i

in the print of tliis article, and so numerous that pro-

bably more than 1000 arc contained in a single capsule;

and as some specimens before us criHfain an average of

20 capsules, we may thus make the following sum for a

single flovs-er stalk of Broomrape :—1000 x 20= 20,000.

How these seeds germinate, and how they get attached

to the roots of the Bi-uoinrape, is a subject upon which

we are now experimenting with the hope of getting

some interesting matter, to which end specimens in

seed of all the species are most earnestly solicited. No
doubt their enormous fecundity is on purpose to meet
the diiBculties of attaching themselves to their future

nurse ; still circumstances will in such instances be not

unfrequent where these difficulties are removed, and
then we have such an alarming accession of an evil

as it would appear is necessary to convince some people

that the evil exists at all.

As regards its injurious tendency we shall have more
to say at another time ; we need only now remark that as

it kills the plant on wiiich it feeds, and is itself a plant

of strong medicinal properties which cannot act as food

for cattle, we cannot help thinking that it is injurious in

proportion to its quantity.

We now conclude our notes on the limited district we
proposed to comment upon, and in conclusion we can

only hope that although we have not touched upon what

may be termed the economics of firming, yet that

our remarks upon agrarian botany have not been with-

out interest. Cireneester, Sept. 15.

reduced prices. Eighteen-stone Wheat will not be the
rule this year, and though upon the whole it will be
more productive and of better quality than last year,
yet the fen Wheats will barely reach an average.
Barley is heavy but discoloured, and where secured in

good condition will doubtless make very tolerable malt;
it will be an average crop. Oats yield well and weigh
well, and will be more than an average crop. /. /F".,

FeterhoroKgh.

cciettesf

Correspondence.
Harvesting IfJieat in Wet TFeather.—On the three

days, August 30, 31, and September 1, expecting the

wet weather to continue, I had 30 acres of Wheat
reaped and placed under cover in barns, hovels, cattle

and implement sheds, &c.,—in fact, in everything that

hadaroof toit,—setting each sheaf upright on the ground,

thus exposing the whole of itjto the action of the air. Each
acre of sheaves occupied an area of 400 superficial feet,

j

The Wlieat was cut when dry and carried immeiliately ;

it is now in excellent order, and ray people commence
thrashing it to-morrow. Had the wet weather con-

tinued, the whole might have been removed in a few
days, and stacked either out of doors or under the same
roofs, making room in the former case for 30 acres, and
in the latter case for at least 20 acres more^ To show
that in the extreme case of the weather not permitting

the Wheat to be cut dry it might still be saved, I may
,

mention that two waggon loads of shenves standing in
|

the field throughout the wet week ending the 25th of!

August were carried on that day in the pouring rain
|

and placed under cover. They were .then soaked

,

throughout, and are now, September 10, fit to thrash.

;

I had one field of 10 acres dried in the straw on three

kilns in a malthouse, each of which was 25 feet square,

and contained upwards of an acre of sheaves. Frederick

F, Halletty the Manor Souse, Brighton^ Sept. 10. [We
extract the above from the Times of Sept, 12.]

The Harvest, I860.—A large quantity of Wheat has

been secured in good condition ; the continuance of fine

weather for more than a fortnight has somewhat abated

the hurry and alarm that two or three weeks since

seized some of our oldest farmers. The commencement .

of cutting being fully 3 weeks later than usual, seems

to have impressed many persons with the idea that corn i

on^^ht to he ripe, and forthwith they made havoc of it.
;

some because it was laid, some because it was blighted,
j

some because they thought hands would be scarce, and :

some because they did not know what to do with those
,

thev li^fi engaged for harvest work'; the end is that

;

very much corn has been cut a week or ten days too ,

soon, drying of a green colour, and considerably less m
;

bulk and weight than it would have been if allowed
;

to stand longer. We regret to say that blight and
,

mildew has extended more than was anticipated, so that

,

some of the best crops, looking bright and upright, have
,

nevertheless a considerable proportion of thin and

deseased kernels in the sample ; but of the laid and unripe

crops, which have been not only reaped too soon, but

thrashed too soon, in some instance great difficulty

has been experienced in effecting sales, and only at very
^

Royal Xokth La>*ca3HItie. — The 14th annual

meeting of this Society took place last week at Born*
ley. In all there were about 937 entries of implements^

cattle, &c., and premiums and silver medals, amounting

to about 500/., awarded.

Tlie trial uf Implements included ploughs, harrows.

Turnip hoes, churns, &.c. The following account is

given in the Freston Herald of the reaping machine
competition.

The machines at work were—Messrs. Crosskill's of
Beverley; M'Cormick's, with Uurgess & Key's patent

platform ; Messrs. Gardiier & Lindsay*s, of Stirling

(shown by Mr. R. Atkinson, of Lane House, Ulverston)y

and three of Wood's reaping and mowing machines;

shown respectively by Mr. JBiUlngton, Preston, Mr;
Parrar, of Thornholm, and Messrs. Richmond & Chand-
ler; and Mr. A. C. Bamlett*s steel mowing and reaping

machines combined. Wood's, Bamlett's, Gardner &
Lindsay's, were the machines that appeared to be the
favourites with the spectators, as they appeared to be
the least liable to become choked or impeded in action-

And Wood's prize combined reaping and mowing
machine, shown by Messrs. Richmond & Chandler, of
Manchester, obtained the Society's prize of 20/. and
silver medal. Better and clearer work we could not

wish to see done, thongh, we believe, the judges had
some little difficulty in deciding between it and Bam-
lett's to which they awarded a silver medal.

The trial of Churns concluded this part of the pro-

gramme, which took place about 4 o'clock, in front of

the " Lord's Farm," adjoining the field on which the

implements had been tested, each, irrespective of size,

being supplied with 16 quarts of cream. A tolerable'

number of spectators were in attendance, who appeared

to take much interest in the matter. There were only

four churns in competition, viz. :—Williamson's barrel

churn, shown by Mr. James Hartley, Ighton Hill Park,

Burnley, which produced 12f lbs. of butter in 14
minutes; Mr. Thomas Standing's four gallons sun and
planet churn (Preston), which produced butter in 37
miiiutus, weighing 11^ lbs. ; Mr. James Eastwood's IS
gallons churn (Blackburn), which obtained 11 lbs.

13 ozs. in 14 minutes; and Messrs. Summerscales &
Son's churn (Keighley), which produced butter in 26
minutes, weighing 12^ lbs. Of course the first men-
tioned apparatus having produced the greatest quan-
tity as well as quality, it received the prize—a silver

medal or 2>l. }i^ some it was thought that if all the

churns iiad been of one size the trial would have given
more satisfaction, those who had larger churns, owing
to the small quantity of railfc with which they were
supplied, labouring under some disadvantage ; but upon
the whole tliey were highly commended.

Discussion on Manures^ — After the trial of the

implements, the Council proceeded to the Bull Hotel,

where lunch had been prepared. After partaldng of
the refreshments, a conversation took place on manures
and their applications to ci'ops,

Mb. Habtlet said the subject was of immense importauce.
The best manure he bad P>und yet, considering its benefit and
adaptutiou, was the night soil they derived from Burnley.
There was a great expense incurred in carting- it, and at tho
same time an objection on the part of the men to be engaged
in accumulating it. It was very desirable, especially in tho
preaent state of tbe labour market, to have a manure of a less
bulk, aud at the same time, of a less price, and with tho
same benefits. He had tried bones, and he had tried pbosphatOi
and on two occasions they succeeded remarkably well. This
year, however, he considered phosphate almost a failure, but
ho believed that was to a great extent owing to the wetness
of the season. He could find this year that there was an
advantage to be derived from guano, in comparison with bonea
and superphosphate. Another year perhaps this might be
reversed : therefore, under the present circumstances, he
thought the society should, by experiment, obtain informa-
tion and publish it to the country.
Mr. Baxter gave it as his opinion that night-soil ought to be

taken in boxes from the places where it was deposited without
ashes. Boxes ought to be adopted in all towns, both for
dwelling-houses and mills. It ought to be conveyed withont
being mixed with a«he*», and they should use either Mac-
dougal'a or some other disinfectant. Night-soil, so collected,
wa^, in his opinion, ono of the best manures, but, as Mr,
Hartley had observed, the expense of removing it with tho
extra bulk of aahes aud cinders mixed with it, prevented it

being beneSciat for farmers to use. He found that if it was
Liid in heaps and mixed with aahes after collecting-, and then
had to be carted four or five miles, it comparatively destroyed
the benefit of using night-soil. There was another thing- he had
observed in his practice as to ni^t soil, and that w»s that

if it remained in heaps mixed with ashes for a few montlu it

became almost worthless—the cinders ate up the tertilisiiMr

properties, and the detehomtion was very great. But if used
immediately after being collected from houses and mills it was
a ready and excellent manure for Gra.ss, or roots, or any other

crop As to other artificial manures, he had used bone-dust to

the amoimt of about 8 tons last season, and he found that thO

present effect from it was very consKlerable, and it was an

Snquestionable fact that bone-dust was a manure^which lasted

a considerable number of years. He hiid tried koona Moona

guano ; he bad tried salt, and Peruvian guano, bat it w» hia

nnoreBsion that the cheapest manure was night-soil, and if thej

paid the same attention to it in the shape of coe*"* P™P*f?115
M they did to guano and bone dust, for the former of «rhioh tbey

paid 131. 125. or Hi. pei'ton,aBd bone-dust at nottew th«n «. pw
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'on, that wa8 for half-inch bones—it would amply repay ihain.

He had made some experiments during the last year or two in

gas lime, and he was perfectly satisfied with the results of the

trials. He used last season about S5 tons, which he brought

down to his farm from Bradford, at a cost on being delivered

at the station at his farm of 4«. 4d. per ton. The way he used

it was, he hafl put a man into the railway truck, and he there

crushed out the lumps as fine as he could. It was then leaded

into the cart and another man spread it upon the farm at the

rate of three or four tons per acre. He had tried it both in

his meadow and pasture lands. He tried some at tlie latter

end of April or thff Vginning of May, on meadow land last

year—which year would be remembered by all agriculturists

for some time to come with respect to its results to meadow
land—and he had the best Grass, with the excejition of that to

which liquid manure was applied from the farmstead, than any

other he had. If it was used at a greater rate than from three

V) four tons per acre—he should prefer under four to over—he
did not think the benefit would be so great. He had not tried

it on ploughed laud in any way so as to give an opinion of its

^ects, though in regard to other lands he had had some little

chance of i)roviug the merits of it, for he had used S4 tons last

year, and he could only say that in his meadows it had
given him the best Grass he had had this year. The after

Grass was particularly good, and any gentleman who
Hnderstood the colour of Grass or its quality need only

to see it to be convinced of the utility of this manure.
He laid it on from October to the latter end of April, fresh

from the works and smoking hofc. The greatest objection

made to usin£i- gas lime was that it destroyed the Grass for the

time, whether laid on in winter and summer, but after it began

to operate the Grasses came up dark green and luxuriant. The
Grass had been eaten better off tbe soil by the cattle where gas

lime was used than it had been for the last 20 years. The land,

too, was wet and very rushy, but anything was picked up
where the lime was laid and where it was not rushy, and it was
astonishing how the cattle and sheep eat it up. TLere was a
great variety of land on his farm, but the principal part laid on
a kind of mongrel, stiff, tenacious clay subsoil, betwixt lime-

Btone and grit. It appeared to answer best on deep, strong,

loarav land, and it was his impression that where land was in

a hien state of cultivation it would pay far the most for being
iMea there. But it answers equally, and above his expectations
on strong and wet land. He had tried it on land not worth
more than 10*. to 17j. per acre.
Mr. Taixant said he knew a farmer who put gas Itni* on his

land in greater strength than that named by Mr. Baxter, but it

destroyed tlie vegetition for three successive seasons. He put
on at least S tons per acre.
Mr. Hartley said he had used a largo quantity of ashes from

Burnley—hundreds and hundreds of tons—and he considered
that when they could be had, as labour was before this last
year or two, it was the best manure he could get, especially for
clay lands. On one portion he used nothing more than
ashes and night soil, and planted cabbages there, and he could
have shown the judges the effect of that six years after. He
had the beat crop of Clover also from it, but whether it had
generally a good effect on crops of that nature he could not
explain.

Jir. Howard said there was an objection to ashes, for in the
course of a few years they got worked into layers or beds. He
had seen such manure used on strong soil with the expectation
that it would tend to make the soil more open and porous, but
after three years' time they had to plough it up three limes
In one season, and to engage a numljer of boys to pick the
Mhes off the land.
The Chairman : "What size were the ashes?
Mr. Howard : The ordinary size. Cinders he would not

apply to any land ho had, though fine ashes might be
aervicoable.
A short desultory conversation took place on this point, after

which 3Ir. Howard said bo had a field of about a dozen
fltatute acre*, which was well manured with ashes aud night
soil, well worked in with the plough. It had since been well
laid down and thoroughly drained, and any manure put upon it
would scarcely make any return ; and wlien they dug into the
oil about 3 or 4 inches IxjIow tiie surface, they found a bed of
ashes. But what were generally termed ashes here he looked
upon as cinders, and there was a groat deal of difiFereuce
between ashes and cinders. The ashes he agreed with the use
of were really ashes, but dnders ho would not allow to be
brought upon his land upon any account. If he could have
them crushed in a mill he should have no objection to them.
. Mr. Baxter said—His opinion was that cinders were in-
jurious, and he still adliered to theargument he had advanced,
that if night soil could be got clear from cinders, it was one of
the beat manures they could get, and he was decidedly of
opinion that where cinders were used with it the land would
"become impoverislied unless some othermanure was employed,
and if it was Grass land, in a few years it would become
Terypoor. Night soil was what they wanted, but he really
believed that if they could have it without cinders it would be
much bettor. Fine ashes he did not object to.
Mr. Ukthank said he bad used ashes on a small scale him-

JBeir, and he differed with some of those gentlemen who had
spoken, for he thought that when ashes were applied either for

g-owing Turnips—and he meant ashes—or as a top-dressing for
rass land, they were very beneficial. That had been his ex-

perience. He need not say a word about cinders, for all were
agreed upon that subject, that they were injurious, place them
as they liked. He was inclined to think that no mamu^ would
produce a better crop of Grass than ashes not mixed with any-
thing, but just as it came from the fire. That was so far as he had
bad exoerience, and especially Rf> in bringing forward thegrowth
of White Clover. He only considered that that manure lasted
for a year, and if they had to fetch it a distince of 4, 5, or 6
miles it was a consideratiuu whether it would pay them to lead
4t that distance. He was at that distance from ashes, and he
doubted whether they would pay bira to fetch them. Allusion
had been made to ga.-* lime, and he had had a little experience
in that also for the last three or four years, but his mrtde of
applying that had been rather ^iiflerent from that of the gcn-
^cman who introduced the subject. He made his into a com-
post in tbe autumn. He had two parts of soil or clay mixed
with one portion of gas lime, and he used it at the rate of
about IJ ton per aero. He did try the experiment of using
more—somethmg like 3 or 4 tons—but as he observed that when
-he put it upon the Grass even in winter, when the Grass was in
a dead atite, he could see that it injured it then and for a con-
considerable time afterwards. If he were to give preference to
any manure it was to the sulphate ofammonia, which he applied
At the rate of less than two cwt. per acre. He would not wish
for a better topdressing than that, which would produce as
much as any other compost or any other manure that he had
tried, and he had used guano, and bones, and various other
manures. This was the first year he had tried sulphate of
ammonia, and from the good e'ffecta he had seen from it, he
should try it on a larger scale next year, for he was fully con-
vinced that it was a very valuable manure for the toj^ressmg
"™"* ***^*^- When his servant man sowed it, it was in such a

small quantity that he said if that did any good, they might as
well sow it with snuff ; but now the man said he could by the
crop t«ll to an inch where he had sowed that manure. They
«n»a. It in three places, and it had tbe same good efl'ect in each.

«nri^ J/"**^*^ **^^ *^*^"^ was a difference of opinion as to theTOp«nortty of raw and '^ •* '
~ -^

two, but lie iliongiit it Wits m iiivour ul bulled boiieri. iJuruig the

past few years he had seen very different results from the pre-

parations of boiled bones, but he felt justified in saying that a

return of capital would be seen next season after the applica-

tion of this bone dust. He would bring before them at once

the mc^lu of preparation, and he would wish to evoke discus-

sion. The bones m this preparation were boiled first until all

fat. c,'rease, and gelatine were completely out of them ;
they

were then thoroughly soaked in .sulphuric acid. They

must be thoroughly soaked and put out to dry, and then they

are very easily pulverised—they are put under a mill and

ground to a very fine powder, until it would crumble to dust

under their fingers. This coi\ld be sown at the rate of 2 or 3

cwt. to the acre, and it had been found that the very next

season this rtpplication of bones produced a complete return of

the capital expended. It seemed to him that by this mode the

bones were immediately reduced to that condition that the

plants could immediately feed upon it ; but if they put on

bones nob so pulverised, they would find it the same year after

year.
Mr. IIktiiaxk said he should say that all farmers ought to

disscilve their bones, for it was more for a landlord than a

tenant to apply them unboiled and uncrushed. It was a very

slow process to get the benefit out of them when sown

unground, but ho bad no doubt that in the end the result

would be the same, for they would last a generation if sown m
the pure state. His mode had been to dissolve them with

sulphuric acid. He was only occupying his own land at the

time, and therefore he did not expect to be turned off in a

year or two, and he thought that if he did not get so good a

result at the commencement, ho mightliveto see the benefit of

it another year, and therefore be did not go to the same
extent in preparing his bones as he had alluded to.

The CattUy Horses, Sheep, and Pigs.—In the live stock, the

exhibition was most excellent in almost every class. The
Short-horns comprised u])ward8 of 100 entries. Lieut. -Colonel

Towneley's Royal Butgerfiy got the first prize for the best two
year old or upwards , and Bow Bearer got the second prize.

Mr. Thomas Atherion, Liverpool, showed some capital stock-
bis roan cow. Moss Rose, sire Sixth Duke of Oxford, which got

the first prize for the best cow in calf or milk, was a splendid

animal, as also was red heifer Red Blossom, by the same sire,

and the one shown by the Rev. Mr. Wood, of Singleton Lodge,
Kirkham. in the same class, which carried away the second

prize. The following comparative statement will show, at a
glance, the sum obiained for admission to the grounds, and the

amount of subscriptions and donations received each year since
the formation of the Society :

—

L
w Receipts Amount of

Places of for Subscriptions
Tear. Admission. Admission. and Donations.

1847.. . . Lancaster ,

,

£ 63 IS .. £525 11

184S.. . . Preston ..140 14 6.. ..540 17 3

1849.. .. Lythara ..91 S 6 : ..537 8 6
•1850.. , . Burnley .

.

..209 IS 0.. ..489 18 6
1851.. .. Tiancaster .

.

..Ill 16 7.. ..613 10

1S52.. . . Preston .

.

..140 11 G.. ..493 12 6
1 853 .

.

,. Blackburn ..141 15 6.. ..380 9
1S54.. . . Burnley .

.

..128 2 10.. ..528 7 2
1855.. . . Lancaster .

.

..112 11 10.. ..365 9
1856.. . . Preston . . 95 13 8 .

.

..513 13
1857.. . . Lytham .

.

..138 0.. ..398 16
1S58 .

.

.. Ulverston .

.

..239 4 8.. ..397 9 6
1S59.. .. Blackburn.. ..253 4 3.. . .523 1 6
I860.. . , Burnley ..307 9 0.. •

)LS^J:li^
""" ^^ ^"«i *»°e8. Some differed, and he

oSSrS^ Zl?'' r^'l "*'Y*=^V •^*' ^««»> »°d ^o knew equally^^ STL i.^H"'"^ {^
^^«^ ^^^*- Tbere wasve^ little«WM, •« far a» he c^,uld see in hi. experience, between the

dlBta

Much Went-ock Agriculttjkal Reading Society,
Aug. 22. — Lieut. -Colonel Sir Herbert Benjamin
Eilwardea delivered an Address to the Olympian Class

on the occasion of their annual meeting for athletic

{
sports. He said :—" It is a great pleasure to see such a
gathering as this for making a holiday. There's a
great deal too much work in tbe world—too much work
for our profit, I mean ; for of working for others—of
self-sacrifice and self-devotion—there is never too much.
Men are too much slaves to their occupation now-a-days.
There is a perfect idolatry of labour, which leaves no
margin for home, or holiday, or the inner life. I rejoice,

therefore, to see tliis thorough determination of the
good folks at Wenlock to have a regular game of play
once a year at any rate. This Olympian Class is a great
idea, and it does honour to your public-spirited towns-
man, Mr. Brookes, Long may you live to enjoy these

games ! And long may he live to have the satisfaction

of seeing you enjoy them. 1 find that this Clas-s is one
branch only of a larger institution, the Wenlock Agri-
cultural Reading Society, which ha.s a lending library,

a drawing class, a music class, a class for chemistry and
botany; collects photographs, autographs of distin-

guished men, and fossils; and has a working men's
branch besides. Looking through the Olympian Class

for this year, I find prizes offered for no less than
12 manly sports, to which are added prizes for six

different exercises of the mind; and lastly, two prizes

for womanly industry in plain sewing and knitting.

Now it is impossible to read this list of objects promoted
by the Wenlock Agricullural Reading Society without
at once according it our hearty approval, and saying
"Here is a society really doing good. Here, in
the heart of a midland county, out of reach of the
great centres of learning, arts, politics, and fashion,

in a quiet nook of Old England, here is a little knot
of English men and women banded together to do
good to themselves and others, and help as much
as in them lies, not only to make Old England what she
is, but better than s^ie is." It improves the mind,
strengthens the body, invigorates the race, affords inno-

cent amusements, and so keeps men from bad ones, for

amusements men must have; keeps men out of beer-

shops, and from lounging about doing nothing, and drags

them out into the fresh clear air of heaven to get health

and fun together ; it tends to make men sober, and adds

to the general happiness and morality of the town and
neighbourhood ; and, lastly, it draws all classes, rich and
poor, together in true English fashion. This is a

thorough English society ; and Wenlock may well be

proud of it ; and I rejoice to hear that the other leading

towns ofShropshire are desiring to extend the circle of its

influence. The annual expense of these games is very

great. Let the cost and the enjoyment go round the

county ! I would venture, if you will allow me, to sug-

gest the selection of another name for this particular

class. The name " Olympian " is a good name iii^otT
respect, it classically expresses that union of mental
and physical training, and mental and physical compe-
tition, which is your object, and which was th*
characteristic of the renowned gaincs of Greece. But
why should England adopt a heathen r.nd u foreien
name. Let me advise you then to call this thoroughly
English class by a thoroughly English name. Call it

the Shropshire Class of British Work and Play, or any
thing else yon will; but let it tell of English men and
women, English boys and girls, English labours and
English holydays, English earnest and English fun
Again, I see among your sports the practice of the bow-
Now let no Englishman speak slightingly of the "clotbi
yard shaft," which ere now has measured tbe length
of many an enemy on foreign soil. But there is a
time fo*^ all things, and the time for archery as a martial
exercise has gone by for ever. We live in days when
the whole art of war has been revolutionised by the
rifle. It is impossible then that the arrow can ever
fly again in a foughten field. And if unfit for real war
does it not become unfit for athletic sport? Does it

not lose its interest as an exercise for men ? To them
the very charm and life of any sport is its imagery of
earnest ; and the earnest has gone out of archery. For
the future, then, I would say to the men of Wenlock,
"Resign your bow and quiver into gentler hands; truat

these innocent weapons to the fair, who, when tbey aim

at human hearts, mean them no harm." For the stem

men of England henceforward the national weapon is

the rifle. And I am glad to see that this year you have

for the first time introduced rifle shooting among your

Wenlock games. This is giving it its true place.

The Volunteer movement will never be safe till rifle-

shooting has become the national game of our day,

as tlie popinjay and archery of yore. It is a more

reasonable and intelligent weapon, less dependent

on brute force, but not on that account less manly,

for its practice requires great discipline of all tbe manly

qualities. It develops individual intelligence, self-

reliance, patience, thoughtfulness, and sobriety, for no

drunkard will ever do anything with the rifle. The rifle

is only domesticated in countries renowned for national

liberty and individual independence. If, men of Wea-

lock, you wish to bring about this result in your own

town, I would counsel you to apply to some one of your

many tried and liberal friends among the landed gentry

to rent you a piece of meadow land to be the play-

ground of your town. It does not do to he always

borrowing a field. Rent one, and be independent; w
that any day of the week, except Sundiiy, you may be

able to practise yonr rifles, or have a game of cricket or

foot -ball. And now, my friends, I wish you a good day.

May your Wenlock games long flourish. May they ex-

tend all over Shropshire, and make Shropshire men still ^A
better and stouter than they are." ^^

f
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Calendar of Operations.

SEPTEMBER. _^

,

.

Isle of Ely : Sept 12. We commence our report by a reier-

ence to tlie glorious change which has taken place in tw

weather since our last was written. We were then appretien-

sive of danger to the com crops from the continued r^ms
,
ana

we were doubtless on the eve of a fearful calamity. A lew

days longer continuance of such unpropitiou^i weather woiua

have occasioned the com to sprout, whether cut or uncut, mu

rendered it unfit for immediate use. But a gracious Fro™^
has interposed, and when our fears had well-nigh overwtieimw

us deliverance came. For two weeks we have had pe wkiidb

as favourable for harvest operations as could be desirea. ni"

and sun with a low temt>erature have enabled our f^""*"
J"

make rapid progress, and several arc just finishing the "^"ff?'" .

ing of all their white com crops. Labour has been Plentih".^
the low temperature has occasioned the crops to ."i*'\..Vj

slowly; we have therefore experienced no dif&culty P»;" "*

the com cut as fast as it became fit. Tbe last two "^g.^"i^
been intensely cold, the thermometer on the former lauii^

low as BT in a sheltered situation, and last night -^ 'o* ^^'jj:
These frosts indicate an early return to winter. ",5"!iJy«Ki
writing we can see the rime laying upon some ?>'^j*™l_j.

stubble; we therefore fear the backward com wui oepi

turely ripened, and will consequently be considerably ^J^^
We have not yet seen many samples of new "^'",',';

.^^g^
few we have seen have been very inferior, ^^P^J^i^k.^
grown on black fen lauds. Indeed we never reniemt>eT w "•

seen such wretched quality. Two samples we
*»f• ?! " ^

very dry and hard, weighed we believe under 15 """^ *-
c >omb. Whether these are to be regarded a.s fair ana »> ^
specimens from these soils for the year we can ^^"r '

,oo
II they are, our prospect is a mournful one, and we "^^^
much reason to fear it will prove so. On our high ana sw"-^^

lands the SLimpIe is much better, but by »" "®*'^t?^ In tbt
conceive there will be a diflference of Hi*. P^'" *!"*

, hiioiitad
prices this year between our best highland and worst ^K

^^
fen land Wheats. The Oat crop has cut up well, a"*^ P^^ wtt
a good yield. The few samples which have apP**"^.^
been favourably reported of Beans are still unfit to ^r-J^
bably these frosty mornings may hasten them.

"J?" ^ ^^gg

as bad as they can be in nearly every instance.
-\J° , ^^ g^

driest and best soils may have to some extent ^^^'^m^^^
the majority of lands the disease is extremely vinileut. ^!>
aresmatl, and the late sown and those resowuloofc "np^l

^ ^^
and complaints are now heard diily that these wul '^.^—coo*
smaU bulbs, especially should the present cold ^r^tri**
tinue. Grass keeping is plentiful, and stock of all

"RJ^^j, ^^
well. Coleseeds are not uniformly good : on cold wei

^^^^^
plant looks sickly, and the late-sown crops P^'^i:^^' lower:
of the earlier sown on dry lands are very tine. *?" . Turnip
but with bad Mangels, inferior Coleseeds, deficiOTv^*^^^

crops, and ill-gotten hay we cannot anticipate t^^
another winter and spring. The corn trade ".^^f^^he «*
great irregularity in prices prevails,

f**."^ „Vitracrtir-pf»-
crop comes more largely upon the market, ana

i^otor
ducing properties are ascertained, we shaU lia^! ^.^u £2 irt

trade and more settled prices ; what those P"™Lr^^nnoi b«
venture not to predict, but for good quahues iney »—

—

very low. Your Fm Reporter. «.„«J«. aiida*?
South Essbjc: Sept. 10. Strange to write, Mangwj^j; ^/.

other growing crops, since the rain cea«d are JPPJf^ tb«

fcring from cold nights, and areM if m want oi » »"^

r
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- . '-rn;r^7^^dbdilFca^ or completely plastered, luiril
'

surface of tlie lam bemg c PF ^ atmospheric air for the

and dry so as not to admit
^

^^i
^^^ ^^^^^^ .^

^otlets to ^breatlae
- «^^^^^^^ ^^^^ indifferent,

f"ikfout anVsparTth^^ root crops.' I Btill contend that corn,
to eke out '^^'^"'V" p^^^^^^„ precautions we>-e put iu practice to

^rtC^rnVrgetrcle: Sas "deop cultivation/; the first

meet the emergi- ^ »__,„,. gg^j^ndly, "early and rational
' * arrowing'

idiciously

manured ;*'-that notwithstanding all the sudden, vxnexpected
"^

^ rlneated casnnlties of cold, wet, and wnid, they have had

J^ enTounter at the time, and IToni the period the corn

was sown tm U sLuld be' fit for ttie sickle ;
yet I repeat

XreTll the necessary provisions for the worst events had

Sn circumspectly witched over, and put lato practice

Sher on our own lands or on others, and moreover

whe her on drained or undrained land, corn is good

;

Tnd where imperfect tillage has been the rule-uuavoidab^

fadmit for want of means in m.iny cases, and not Irom

aheer neglect-crops deficient in quantity and quality arc the

ScepSorbut yet, in the main, there will be an average crop,

gme Wheat, in trutb. is not only good, but '"^U^^
*tively fine

compared with crops in ordinary years, and if it pleases

Godfine weather should continue, better samples will be sentto

market than in the last preceding years, when corn was pre-

maturely ripened before the usual time for harvest and more

Srioratcd^by wet during harvest time than ^^ the prescn

B^son I fear however that for want of patience ftnd fear of

further derangementiu harvest operations, much has been incan-

tiou^lvcuttooearlv ; also unnecessarily and hurriedly earned to

the garner in acondition not sufficiently dry. Many other crops,

to
of

CHOICE SEED3.
MESSRS, PARlvIia AND \VILLtA^r> beg

oifor the followia? New and Geuuine SEEDS, all

which are strongly recommended ;— P. packet— «,

CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-

- more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation..

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties

LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's)

, 1
Moor Park, extra fine

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed
CINERARIA, from finest named varieties

DIANTHUti Heddewiggi
PANSY, from named varieties

PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata

SOLANUM capsicastrum .. .. - •-

paeudo-capsicum ; this isquite equal

in beauty for decorative purposes

to the preceding

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGE-

TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

a published, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, HoUo-

way. Loudou N. .

PINUS LOPHOSPERMA.
[NUS L01*U()Sl*EUMA.—The following ^^ tlie
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however, not indigenous or inured to our latitude, and which are

considered of but little consequence by cousuraers and disinte-

rested persons, though they are in reality of the greatest im-

^rtence to those who have to produce them, are decidedly

S- such are various tender fruits, flowers seeds, Peas and

^t'cia ly P^^^ ; some of the former are fully half spoiled and

Satterthree-fourtbs. and in many cases are becoming tota y

extinct Fruit, as I observed on a former occasion, especially

Apple
'"
a« a Partial crop, but in some districts are very good

;

and what is better, winter fruits are excellent and freer from

Highland insects (thouK'h at present small) than they have
P"?"^A^„J:r^o^,.« T^ast : hence, if a fine autunm intervenes

PIf description of this very beautiful new Califoruian Pine.

as ffiven bv Dr. Liudley. in the Go.r-ien^m Ckromcle, January 21,

?L?. ,.n 7fi under the he-ad of " New Plants.' The Subscribers

hav^e pLture"hrinrr"oducing so fine a species and are now

prepared to offer fine healthy plants raised from seeds at

undennentioued prices :

—

Per Plant .. .. 7^.6-2. \ Per dozen Plants .. 60«.

This acquisition has been obtained by Messrs. Low & Co. of

aapton, through Mr. William Lobb, who
'^'""'V^''' wnf^

California, and speaks of it as a new species w^^^ch for beauty

of foliage is uu.surpii3=ed by any other kind he had yet seen.

The leaves are from 8 to 10 inches long. It is indeed a fine

thine and perfectly distinct from all the species hitherto

.i<>«pri'hpd Its vouuff wood is very strong, and covered with

K-for many years past ;
hence, if

^^^^^^.J^^^^^^^.^^^f,^'^ \^^ thfgUucous bUm ofa raisin. Thc^leaves are stout, stiff and

between this and the olden time for gathenng fruit, VIZ., the ruu g
Pinaster, but its most remarkableS of October, tl^eirkeepiag qualities w^^^

St-ac eJs^ are to'be found in the cones and seeds. The coues

and must consequently be too cheap for the Producer (ana win
^ ^,

. ^ ^^^ ^^ ^ Stone Pine, but are larger, and the

it not be the same with com ? seeing the matter of a deficient
'^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ the scales) are more erect, and distinctly

harvest here has been so much
"'-^^^f"f^^.^t^ .^'^^Xth^ ; troFedged. The seeds are like those of P. Lambertiana, Ac.

whose exports now and at^all^times '"'^ie ojir markets whethe^
h^? thev are furni-hed with a thick-rounded comb or crest, of

32 oz

GLASS TILES, i-inch thick, packed in cases containing 50,

1/. 1$3. 6d. per case nett.

,»--in. caseof 60 .. £2 2 3
|
H"cli case of 60 .. *1 17 6

*
Cases 2s. each extra, returnable at full price.

Glass Tiles and Slates will be found invaluable for OuthouseS|

F arm Buildings, Stables, and Factories.

JAMES PHILLIPS,
180. Bishopsgatc Street Without, London, E.G.

^t^ne^eatl^rApples in July. Lamma-s Pears or Au^^ist-

eating in September, &c. This will also be the case with many

other autnilin crops. Mangels for instance must not be

expected to be fully grown and fit for storing and keeping aj

they were last vear by Michaelmas ; and as to the probability

of such sudden and severe October frosts visiting us as in 1859,

to iniure them, there are 50 chances to one if such an occurrence

of early sudden, and severe frosts, will happen again for a long

time to come. As we have no records of the like in years past.

it will be better in my humble opinion to cast off those

apprehensions, as though such an occurrence had never

happened. Slight autumnal frosts have seldom hurt such things

only in a small degree, from which they have quickly renovated

on return of warmth, being inured to cold by frequent

horse collar. The species is therefore inte,

between Endlicher's sections Pinaster and Pinea.

A LIST will shortly be published of other novelties received

from Mr. William Lobb. This List will be sent to all applicants.

Hugh Low & Co.. Clapton N'ursery. London, N. B.

GEORGE SMITH be^s to inform his friends and the

nublic that he is now prepared to send out the two fol-

lowing' SEEDLING GERANIUMS. G. S. has the greatest

coufid°encc that they will prove First Cla.ss Varieties, viz. :-

GERANIUM ARGUS (SmithV—A robust growing variety,

similar in habit to Countess of Warwick, foUage medium size

centre green, surrounded with a d^irk zone, margined with

Exposures, and only slight attacks, though nipping frosts have pink, and edged y^ji^l^, ^^l''^^^
i^J^'^l^.^^^^^^^^^^

frequently occurred in my remembrance from September to
,

stalks, well above the foli:i^e, very abundant bloomer
,
flowers

Guy Fawkes'-day ; hut notwithstanding this I have known vermiUon scarlet, with white eye. fine form. *
"^^^ff,^, °^^f;T^J, ™ ia' T^-i-i- ^.» 1 1 ± i.i__^l .. .„j «j.i,^« A^^^^^¥\\'^ Tmrimcipft rnis will Drove a \iiiuaDLe

time in full grow
Warwickshi

fins ^76Rt^tl6F *.ii.^PL ,*^^xv ^.-^w

Peas were carried by theStb, andOats finished' in the follow- class Certifteate. 10s. 6d.

ingdayortwo. A goodly portion of the Barley crop is also in GERANIUM SNOWFLAKB (Smitr).—Clear white, occa-

the rick, although being full of Clover it has not stored readily.
; gjo^ally slightlv suffused with blush ;

flowers extra large

We may be excused making a digression, to remark that on
^ ^ tmsses large, on strong foot-stalks, well above the tolu

one field of Barley, we have (by reaping the cereal above the

Clover, and mowing the remainder) managed to get fully a ton

per a-^re of prime Clover hay, mixed, of course, with the Barley

stubble. Little of the Bariey has got its usual plumpness, or

fine colour, and a considerable proportion must pass as grinding

samples. Wheat is well forward iu cutting, and some of it has

come mider the sickle in a very green Bt;ite. A portion is also

carried, but not in prime condition ; and what is already in the

rickyard will have to see the month of May, ere it is fit for the

miller. There may be exceptions, hut not in the neighbour-

hood whence we write. And the grain, even after being a week
in the shock, still handles soft and milky, where we had
expected to see ifc dry and firm. Hence, we suspect that

shrivelled corn will be a common sample in our local corn

markeU. Some little quantity of old is still on hand, but the

millers are not buying ao readily as a few weeks back. Cattle

. and sheep are doing better than during the wet weather.

Grass is abundant, and green crops are also growing apace.

Potatoes, in the general run. arc sadly diseased ; Flukes and
other late varieties alone being comparatively safe. T. B.

fine

ige.

profuse bloomer'; good habit, with dark horse-shoe leaves.

Plants exhibited At the Royal Botanic Society s Exhibition, m
June were awarded a First Class Certificate. A great improve-

ment on all varieties in cultivation. 10s. 6d. each.

Money orders are resp'-ctfuUy requested from unknown
correspondents.

Tollin^ton Nursery. Hornsey Road, Islington, London, N.

t?*»«*
Wff©^^

Notices to Correspondents.
Guano : An. Old Subscriber. We understand that Messrs. Gibbs

retain the agency of the Peruvian Government, so far as

retfards the sale of guano iu England.

Poultry: M J N. Your bird is either suffering ranch from

moulting, or else he has picked up something that has inter-

fered with the functions of the gizzard. I would recommend
a dose of one tiblesi>oonful of castor oil given at night ; and
that instead of any whole corn he should be fed on wetted

bread or meal mixed slackly with water. The castor oil

and diet to be continued until a change takes place. If the

bird does not improve, wet the bread and meal with a little

good beer, and give a few grains of bruised Hemp seed with
It. etill avoiding all whole corn ; and be particular that he
does not always have water by him. The bird should be shut
up from the other fowls in a shed or a coop with an earthen
flr>or, not bricked or paved. Ho should be well supplied
with rough gritty gravel, and fed iu small quantities many
times in the day. As he improves, the dry scurf may be
washed from his comb, which may be rubbed with a little

^/<
""^^^^^i^:^-^^

^Hl JByTKtt

1845.
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,

Nursery and Seed Establish-
MFNT, Dumfries.

THOMAS KENNEDY
AND CO. beg respectfully

to announce that at the proper

seasons ti.ey will be prepared

to execute orders for AGRI-
CULTURAL, KITCHEN
GARDEN. and FLOWER
SEEDS, from large and care-

fully-selected Stocks procured

from the leading Seed Growers
at home and abroad, all of

which, with certain limitations

(for particulars see Catalogues),

,^wiU be delivered Free of Car-^ riage to the chief Railway
Stations in Great Brit'un, and
to the principal Steam Forts

in Ireland.

T. K. & Co. would Bpecldly direct the attention of Agricul-

turists to Kennedy's MIXTURES for laying down land to

Permanent Pasture, which continue to give the highest satis-

faction. A brief description of the leading varieties of Seeds

comprising these Mixtures will bo found in their ** Priced

Cataiogue of Agricultural Seeds," which is published on the

1st of March of each year. Also to their Stock of TURNIP
SEEDS, to the purity of which they have for many years past

paid special regard. The greatest care bein;:: taken in the

procuring and perpetuating of a pure and select stock of the

difierent sorts, which, being snved in various parts of England

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES,

HETLEY AND CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture at prices varying from Id. to 3d,

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands, of

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES. WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardeners' Chronicle of September I.
^

Ucj ilC WORKS (established 30 years) for durable,

Ornamental, and Portable RUSTIC SUMMER-HOUSES,
GARDEN SEATS, FANCY TABLES, &c. Carriage free.

Go toTROTMAN's, Upper Holloway, London, N. Sketch and

price on applicarion. ready for delivery.

TRANSPLANTING MACHINES. _
WANTED, bv the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

OF LONDON, a TRANSPLANTING MACHINE, that

will carry 10 tons ; also a smaller one that will carry 6 tons.

Address, stating price and particulars, to Mr. Geo. Eyles.

Kensington Gore, W.
N. B. Second-hand Machines, if in good condition, preferred.

I>ANSOME AND SIMS, Ipswieli, continue to give

\j their best attention to the manufacture of the most

Modern and Improved AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
R & S have long been celebrated for combining in their Agri-

cultural Machinery the utmost simplicity, durability, efficiency,

and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the

maintenance of these important principles ^^ e^^ythmf
which they manufacture. ILLUSTRATED CATAL0GLL3
post free, on appUcation to the Orwell Works; or to their

London Agent, Sheitard Raksome, 31 . Essex St., Strang, >y.v>.

IiVUELlIiLE GARDEN TALLIES. — Mark your

Tallies of wood, i)archment. or zinc for the greenhouse or

garden, with Deri's PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
PENCIL and they will be indelible. Retail at Messrs. Biitler

fy McCullocf's and Messrs. Hoopkr & Co., Covent Garden,

W C : J. Carter & Co., 237,, High Holborn, W.C. ; T. Brtoden,

Railway Arcade. London Bridge, 8.E. ; and all Nurserymen

and Seedsmen, Chemist, Stationers, &c. With scrcw-holdcr„

complete, U. ed. each ; will refill for Is. ; by post for 19 penny

stamps. Wholesale by J. Lusher, 10, Holbom Hill, E.C. ;

Barclay & Sons, Farringdon Street. E C. ; or any other whole-

sale house ; and John Mackay, 121, George Street. Edinburgh.

Further information obUined by addressing Arthur Ddnn^

the Patentee, at the Manufactory, 1, Durham Place, Dalston

Green, London, N.E.

NB These Pencils are unequalled for marking indelibly on

Linen &c., for which purpose a much finer point is made,

at the same - price, than that contained in the Gardener a

Pencil. Expos'ire to light or beat renders it permanent.

GUTTA PERCHA TUBINC FOR SPREADING LIQUIO
MANURE.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have been
favoured with the following Letters relative to the use of

Gutta Percha Tubing in spreading Liquid Manure. ^
From James Ken-nkdv, Esq.

"Myremill, by Maybole, AjTshire.

"I have received your inquiry as tomy experience in the use

of Gutta Percha Tulung. 1 had 350 yards of it from your firm,

and I have used it for the last few months in distributing

Uquid manure from my tanks over my fields, having often a

pressure of 300 feet on it ; and have been able to get the liquid

from the end of the Tubing, by the pressure from the steam

engine, upwards of 40 yards. I have 350 Scotch acres laid with

metal pipes under ground for the conveyance of liquid manures
over my farm, and your Gutta Percha Tubing has given me
great facility in spreading it over the surface of the land. I

likewise think highly of the Gutta Percha Union Joint."

Every variety of Gutta Percha articles manufactured by the

Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, IS, Wharf Road, City Road,

London, E.C., and sold by their wholesale dealers in town and
cnnnfrr.

sweet oil. Should he. as is cnnstimtly the'case with fowll and Scotland; ' enable them to give to their re^Pecti^^
^^"j"

when out of condition, be infested t"thvermin?threeo^ ^"— throntrhout the Three Kmgdoms acamplete chang*

drops of sweet oil put under the feathers between his shoul-
ders will have a very good eflFect. '

The Crops in United STATt-i: R. The following is from the
Atw YorkHeraUl~"'So cue can tell within 50,000.000 bushels
how much Wheat is produced in the United States or within
200,000,000 bushels how much com. People 'talk of a
maximum crop of 200,000,000 bushels of Wheat and
700,000,000 bushels of corn ; but these are mere rough
guesses. It is, however, pretty certam by this time that the
crops of I860, whatever may he the aggregate amount of
each, will, without exception, be the largest ever raised in
the country. Lands which in 1858 yielded 5 bushels Wheat
to the acre will this year yield 20 ; and land which in theame year gave 15 to 20 bushels of com will this vear
45 to 60. We believe that, as a general rule, Potatoes

rxr^wh^^isot^^^^^^^^
IorfIt FRUIT "ndORNAME^ TREES. DECIDDOyS

Ivn IvERGREBN SaRUBS. ROSES, &c., adapted either for

PTtensire planting or for giving immediate effect m tue forma-

tS:Zl\^^o.-J,ofOnSrn.nt.l Parks, P»---""^^^
PRTPPn r\TVLOGUES OF FARM and GARDEN aEEDS,

FOREST, FRufT,A^^^ ORNAMENTAL TREES. &c., sent

posUge free to any address on application.

Dumfries having now become a centre of railway comraum-

caSr^ most fa?mirably siuiated for the ^P^^dy transm.^io^

in the ^^'^^Kif to any pari; in the United Kingdom ;
and as the Port-

^ gi^e ''IS^T in- of Railway will be opened for general traffic m

Jfco^/sfdl^ll'/al!.^^ ^nlX^e'-^^
'^^' ^^^'^^^^ ^"^^ ^^' ^^^^ i^ aTw hours toThe :iorth of Ireland.

1

" TT'IUGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty, the

Jj Queen, the Duke of Northumberiand for Syon House,

his Grnce the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton

for the Crystal Palace, Royal ZooIn;,'ical Society, late Mrs.

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE COLD WINDS & MORNING FROST*
"FRIGI DOMO," aCanvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purjioses, for preservmg

Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from

wind, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. T«

be had in any required lengths.
„«,.^«ir,.n

Two yards wide . . • .
J'-

^^' perjard run.

Four yards wide .. •• ., 5'' V^/ y^^^-
, ^

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2s,

6<J.
per yard mn.

Also-Frigi Domo" Nettmg, Syards wide. U.id. per yard run.

EL13HA Thomas Archer. Whole and Sole Mani^acturor, 7,

Trinity L^e, Cannon St., City. E.C., and of all hurs^rjm^n

ind Sidsmen thro^u^hout the kipgdom. " It Ifl much cheaper

than mats as a coverinc."
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GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, f.C.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings.

ORCHA.RT)-HOTTSE SIZES.

Supplied to

16 oz.

I Common, per 100 feet, 13?. 6d.

Super „ 165.

SMALL SaUAEES.

Tn. by Tn.

20 .. 12
20 .. 13
20 .. 14
20 .. 15

Mr. Rivers
21 oz.

and many Others.

i

18*.

235.

6

7

n

In. by In.

4

6

In. by In.

8 .. 6

8i .. U
9 ..

7~

Per 100 feet.

Con:!men
lU m.
Super.
12s. 6d.

Per foot,

lid.

13f?.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Inches by Inches.
JO .. 8
lOi .. Si
11 ..9
12 .. 9

Inche3 by Inches

12i .. Oi
13 .. 9
12 ..10
12 V .. an

Inches bv Inches.
13 . . 10

13i . . lOi
14 .. 10
144 .. lO-V

Inches by inches.
15 ..10
12 ..11
12i .. Hi
13 ..11

Inches by inches,

13^ .. Hi

14 11

4ths.
ads.
2ds.
Ists.

P. 100 feet.

129. Gd.

Us. 3cl.

ISJ.

21a. 6c?.

16
16
17
18
13
14

« «

11
11
11
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
20

12
12
12
12
12
12

16
17
20
23
20
22 « *

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
22

* «

14
15
15
15
16
16

P. foot.

IK
U
2i

21__
Us. 6./. Hd.
16s. 2
10«. Sd. 2i
Us. 3

16 oz.

»•

If less quantity than 100 feet is takon^ a moderate charge made fur package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SlZi^S NOT ON LIST,
ths, l^d., 2d., and 2',d. per foot. I 21 oz.^Jths, -I^d., 3d., anrl Z^d. per foot,

3da, 2ld., 2^^., and 3d. per foot.
|

„ Sds, S^d., 4d., and i^d. per foot.

BAJKT^BT'S ZMPaOVSD PATEBTT HOUGH P^ATS.

GENUINE TTHITE LEA.D
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
LIN^fiED-OlL PUTTT

2^ot accountable for hreaJcage.
32s. Of/, per cwt.
34
8 ft

LINSEED OIL 2s. 4c?. per gall.
BOILED „ 2 9
TURPENTINE 3 3

BLACK. GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c.

C A H S N s
ORIGINAL AN Tl -C O R R O S I O N PAINT,

The British Goverkmevt
The Frknch" Government
TiiE Russian GovERr^MENT

Til

PAT-RONISED BY
H.R.H. THE Prince Consort
Host of thh Nobilitv and Gextry
The Dock Companies

Railway and Canal Companies
The Principal Collieries
Mill Owners, Iron Masters, &c.

ANTI-C0IlROSIf)N PAII^T is now used extensively for all kinds ofOUT- DOOR WORK,
Such as Tron, Wood, Stoue, Bridv, Compo, Cement. *tc., and haa been proved, after a practical test of 70 vcars
-to snrpa.ss any other Pauit; an^ leing fecnWarhj adapted for Conservatories, Hothouses, and Frames If all
^sonptionft, IS constantlu used bg Nohlemen, Gentlemen, as also manf/ eminent Horticulturistsfor such purposes
It IS inucb lower in price, and lasts twice as long- as the best Wlnte Lead, and can be easily applied by anv
,I,ahoiirer,be!n;r sc'it in various Colours, requirincr simply to be mixed (no grindin- is needed). The Autf-
Corrosion is a powder, and will keep any length of time.

v o o j

« •White atone

Iiij3rht Stone
Drab or Portlnnil
Bath or Portland
Light and Dark Yellow Portlmd

Copper .

.

Lig-ht and Dark Oak

COLOURS
345. per cwt.

325.
« •

>»

+ *

light and Dark Lead .

.

Light and Dark OhocoUte
Bright Red
Dark Red (or Brick Colour)
Black .. .. .

M m

m J ]
30^. >

I

2S5. per awt,

Invisible Green 40^
Bnght and Deep Green ,"

5o>\
Blue (for Oirta und Waggons) „ , . 60.^

OIL, TURPENTINE AND BRUSHES.
A COPY OF TESTIJIOXIALS (700) WILL BE SENT UPON APPLICATION TOWALTER CARSON & SONS (Successors to the Inventors),

9, Great Winchester Street (near the Royal Exchange), London, E.G.
KO AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM.

TAWN MOWERS, ROL-
J LERS. WATER ENGINES.

CHAIRS. TABLES, and every
deacriptiim of G irdeii reqnis itea.

HURDLES, GATES. WIRE
FENCING, &c.

CARTS, MOWBRS. HAY-
MAKERS. HORSE RAKES,
DRILLS. PLOUGHS. Ac.
STEAM ENGINKS, THRESH-

INO MAGHTXES. HOUSE
WORKS, MILL^, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, &c.

PAXTOM \NOZKZ, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738

PUMPd. CHURNS. MANGLEsTlMNr&U:

Price Lists free npon application to
THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO. LIMITED.

SWA.V Laxe, Upper Thamks Street, Lo.vdos, E.C.

GREEN'S PATENT PAR.
VUM illRACULUM. deli-

Tered free at aU the principal
R«Uvay Stations and ^hippine
Ports in England. Price to cut
12 inches, 4;. 1C«., including pack-
ing case.

*^

JtOW ERS have proved the bestin all cases of competition, andhave carried off aU Prizes gi™
fieo previous Advertisements in

Co^e Gardener" the early
P*Jrt Of theyear.

For llhistrated and Price Tlsta

2S^ -*1^^„W. i^ Wo\^

'?>^l^.^k^r.-'^''
COOKE'S warranted __

il-l?^'^^^^^*''*^ RUDOING KNIVES. SCISSORS, Ac-
^I't by all rospoct,ahle Nursorymen and Seed Merchants ii;

,
or

-, \xctona Street, Hollx>rnl^:lSl.douS. C.

BRADFOItO'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE
siMpLicrrr and wonderful efficienct.

•' I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patrona°re I have re-
ceived from all narts of England, Ire-
land, and Scotland, and which haa
very Sir exceeded my moat eangnine
jxpectations."— Tho>us Bradford
Patentee, CathedralSteps, Manchester.
London Office : n;!. Fleet Street, E C.
N. B. My Jllachines alwavs have,

md always will be sent on approval,
''

if desired, before payment, bescrip-
^^ion and Price free by post.

ICROSCOPIC PHOrOGRAPHIO NOVELTIES.
.,i>r.T"^"^^

published. GARIBALDI and the KING of
S.UiDIMA. 2» Qd. ertch ; or post free for 32 stamps. Jnst
pnbhshed, Second Edirjon, an ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIP-
nr^^^i^kl')-^^^^^* coutainin;? the A'ames of 1300 SIICROS-
COPIC OBJECTS, post free for six stamps.-Joseph Avadto.
Phrogmorton Street, EC.

EARNER'S PATENT X^imu^HS^^
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS fitted with J w a cPatent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot clo^'in^ ? ^^^^

Farms, Cottages, and WoUs not exceeding 25 feet
'^"^°. for

Diameter
of Barrel. Height.
2im- short 1ft. 7 in.

2.J „ long 3 „ 3 „
3 „

4 ..

ditto 3 .. 6
dittos,, 6..
ditto 3 „ 6 „

fFittedforlead.u'/;
gitta percha i ij 3

cast
flanged p7pe f| Has required. oisJ

2i „ slinrt, with 15 feet of Lead vit "

attached, ready for fixing « « .
2Un.long ditto ditto ^ ':'-'2 N

ditto 2 14

The short barrel Pump is verv r>Ar,^ .

for fixing in situations of UmYtS heiJh?"^J^ace for the supply of coppers aud^nl!Wash-houses with soft water from »«
''^

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcii,. aM pl^'^:

SSlieX:.^^^'
'^ '-''^-^^

pSe'r^n^^T^^JJ^ortS^^^^^^^ or

prices, orof the Patentees anSlanuKS
John Warxer & Sons, 8, Crescent, J cwiu Street, London ErEvery description of Machinery for Raising Water bv m««

'

of Wheels Rams, Deep Well Pumps. &c. ; also FireLdoS
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings seat on application

P R ICES REDUCED.
HJ. MORTON AND CO., (ialvanised XronWnrl-

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds. '

GALVANISED IRON R O O F I N

c

for Farm Buildings and other Roofs; the cheapest mosfcrln^
able, andneatest Roofing in use; also Spouting at lO^rf p&vaS'

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING
'

(formed of Twisted Wii-es like a rope or cable), the strotigest,

cheapest, and neaiest fence in use. will resist the largest cattle

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five hnes of tlie Galvanised Sfrand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2^d. per yard.

This fence is I;^r cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of
iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwiirds of 1200 miles of

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTINC,
Galviinised, 24 ins. wide
2-iuch mesh, S^rf., TJif.,

and 9^d. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh, 4rf., 5rf., and
7d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with

openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS.
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED DAHLIA
ROUS and ROSE STAKES, &c.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9.3. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED CAS WORKS,
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway

Stiitions, Mills, Collieries, Mines, Vilhiges. &c. Works froin

10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted t.'

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

VI Henrt J. Morton & Co . 2. Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

AllJS'AHO, BISHOP. AND BARNAliDK,
NGR^VICH.B

Reduced Prices of "WIRE FEXCING, and GALVANISED WIRt-

ROPE FENCING, suitable for tlie home trade or tbe coloniw,

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, Meei

apart, one wroxight iron stmining post and atraimng screws

to each 100 yards of Pencingf, lOd. per yard.

The same with Galvanised Wire Rope. 1^. per yard.

Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety or nm
Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on appUcatioiL

MACHINE MADE CALVAN'S^D WIRE NETTING.

AKXARO, BISHOP, and EARXAT^pS. in conj

D sequence of improvements in their ^^'*^5\^J?Joftlc«
manufacture of the above article, have been enablea w^^
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide -.

2*inch
'2-inch

2-inch
! 1-inch
i;§-inch

l|-inch
ig-inch

99

ft

99

strong do.
intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide -.

strong, do.
intermediate, do,
extra strong, do-

Galvanised.

5d. per yd.

6

« 4

«4

10

M

•*

iron.

74
44

8

99

All the above kinds can be made of any wMth(iindcr ^^
it proportionate prices. If the upper haU'i-^ of a co*P«

.'luare foot. Wire Netting of evcrj- mesh from half

> inches. ^ *V(m»
Wire Fenchi!? and Netting dehrered Cam-ige tree

hp principal R lilway Sta; ^.

^ I
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CARTER^S 40s. COLLECTION OF BULBS
FOR FORCING.

"ALL FIKST SIZED AND PICKED ROOTS."

2 dozen extm fine TTYACINTHS, in 12 sorts

2 dozen POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, in sorts

2 dozen single sweet-sceuted JONQUILS
150 newest Seedling CROCUS, in 50 sorts

1 dozou TULIPS, DUG VAN TUOL, red and yellow

1 dozen TULIPS, DUG VAN THOL, scarlet

1 dozen do. do. rose
1 dozen do. do. yellow
1 dozen do. VERMILION liRlIXlANX
1 dozen do. RKX: RUBRORUM
1 dozen do. TOURNESOL

BaXf the above Collectioa, 20s.

JAMES CAETER & CO.^ Seedsmen. 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

C

THE AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT TO

CARTER'S GARDENERS' YADE MECUM
(25tli ANNUAL SERIES)

IS JUST rUBLISIIED.

It contains a List of all the hest varieties of DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS suHahle

for GreeiiJioxuie and out-door jplanliii^j with carefaUy xm'ittein articles as to the best mode of
ciiUicatltig the same,

*#* EOHWARDED POST FREE ON APPLICATION TO

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238. High Holborn, W.C.

EARLY FLOV/ERING BEDDING TULIPS.
TEE FI>^£ST COLLECTION OP THE ABOVE AEE DEZCEIBED AND PlilCED IN

E. G. HENDERSON & SON^S
BULB CIRCULAR,

wliicli may be had on ap^ilication (postage free), also notices of the folIo\\ in

CROCUS ALETTA WILUELinXE.—The largest aud most
beautiful variety known,
LILIUM GIGANTEUM-—The most stately of all Lilies for

the consci vatory

.

CORDIFOLIUM.—Similar m style,

but blooming in later succession,

SPECIOSUM(LANCiF0LIUM)GRANDIFLORA.—
By far the most splendid variety in its section.
AMARYLLIS. — A splendid collection of this magnificent

Lily-like tribe,

CYCLAMEN",—The finest collection of this charming winter
aijd spring plant for forcing in Europe.
SCILLA SfUIRICA,—The moat brilliant blue early spring-

flowering- bulb known,
A PKICKD LliST OF A]i>ine and Garden Plants with silvery

foliage.

jj with variegated foliage-

,, with ornamental do.
very early Spring-flowering Alpine and
Garden Flants,

New French blotched Panties*
GY'NERIUM ARGENTEUM, per 100 or 1000.

LADY EMILY PEEL- (Surp^sing Shrubland Rose, Mar
quis de la Fert^, and Countess of Ellesmere).—A beautiful
bedding variety, with blos-soms of a rich violet-rose ground
colour, with a clear white centre. The individual flowers are
even in their expansion and perfect in form, having a Con-
volvulus-like outline. Its dwarf^ compact and free growth
throughout the summer, with a long auccession of its brilUant
blossoms, will prove its adaptation for flower-garden decora-
tion, and also for pot-culture in the cool conservatory, prome-
nade, or on terrace verges. Plants ^s. 6ci. each.

AJTXIE KIEy. The greatest novelty of the season in
Petunias. It produces numerous well-formed bloasomg of a
rich purple ground colour, with a double white centre, whilst
the large even surfaced dark outer guard-petals are also belted
or margined with white. Its habit of growth is free, dwarf,
and compact, of a rich green leaf-verdure. It is a profuse
bloomer, and is admirably adapted for greenhouse aud conser-
vatory decoration by pot culture during the early siiring and
summer months, 3^, tti. each.
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XEW VARIEGATED GERATJIUMS.
CLOTH OF GOLD.—A most beautiful vaviety, with Urge

and handsome foliage, each leaf beconui*g (with the exception
of about one-fourth of the centre), a rich golden yellow,

GOLDEX FLEECE,—In this variety the leaf is entirely
yellow during the summer, without centre or in.irking of ntjy
other colour. It will, therefore, be most valuable lur bej^
masses, &c,

TJi€ above Summer JSettdivff GeroMiuni^ have proved to he the
Unest of all i-aritties in their faction— surpassing the Goldeti
Cftain and others in their close and derive habits richness of teaf-
tinty and piclure^qtu f'Jfect^ presenting a more even and imhroktn
surjaci of golden verdure than ang other ktiown plants.

CAMELLIA TRICOLOR IMERICATA
PLENA.

Figured in Part VII. of '* The Illustrated Bouquet."
Plants are now ready, at 21*., 31*. 6d., and 63«. each.

1

D
SOW AT ONCE FOR FINE BLOOM

OliSON-AND SO.XiJ' Splendid Prize CALCEO-
LARIA SEED

; la. 6(7., 2«. Grf., 3s. U , aud 55. per packet
sealed.—Woodlands Nursery, laleworth, W.
UNEKAKIAS.—The best kinds only in strong

plants. CATALOG UES post free on application.
JoHy DoBSQN & Sons, Woodlands Niireery. fsleworrh. W.

PELARGONIUMS.
TOHX DOBSON and SONS beg to invite the at-
fj tention of intending purchasers of the above, who will
bo liberally dealt with. A choice Relectiou sent at a
moderate price. NEW CATALOGUES now ready, post free.
•^— Wor>cilandn Nursery, laleworth. W.

VTEVV 1 UCHSIAS and CHKYSANTHEMUMS of
.L.1 1800.—12 New CURYSANTHEJIUMS for 9«. ; or 50 vare.

for II. 5«.

12 New FUCHSIAS for 9«. : or 25 varieties for 16».

CATALOGUE may be had on application.

—

Joseph Courcha,
Wftllington Row. Hart Lane. Bethn.il Green Road. London, £,

WINTER IJLUOMING PLANTS.—Purchasers are
respectfully invited to inspect the very large stock of

the Subscribers. CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, LltlCAS, EPA-
CRIS, CYT1SU3, and aCACIAS, can be seen in tbousands.
Fine g'raftod Jasminuni grandifloruui, well set with flower.

Otaheite Oranges in fruit, &c.
Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nursery, N.R

NEW GOrOEM STRIPED ARBOR-VlT/E.
(TUUJA VER.VAENEANA.)

A VAN GEEUT, Ntjiisep.t:man, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to announce he is now ready to send out the

above very showy novelty, of which he has puiuhased the
entire stock of the obtahter, M- Vervaeue, of Ghent,

Price Is. 6d- each ; one over for every three taken,

CATALOGUE. '

YOUELL AND CO/S GENEKAL axd DESCrUP-
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

ready» and will be sent free on ajiplication.

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifers,

Shrubs, as well as jdl tho^iiewest i!)troductioDs in Soft-wooded
Plants,—Royal Nui>ery, Great Yarmouth.

TO PLANTERS OF CONIFLRS.
YOUET.L AND CO. ran supply 50 species of RARE

AKD HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for :>/., package
included, and cnrriage paid to Liverpool, JlancheKter, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Hull, Loiidoii, Peterborough, or to uny Railwajf
Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.

A LIST of the above can be ha/i on application.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

G L A D I 6 LUS BREIMCHLEYEWSIS.
YOUELL AND CO. beg to inform the Trade they

are in a position to supply strong flowering RULEK of

the above variety, unequalled by any other for the brilliancy

of its colour. See report by Dr. Lindley h\ Gardeners^ Chrcnicle

ofScpL 8, pngeSlfi. Price per 100 or 1000 on application*

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmontli, NorfolK,
~ ONE YEAR SEEDLING LARCH.

"

EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkcaldy, beg to

offer a few hundred thousands of really good one year-

Ing I-ARCH, thin sown» and grown without stitnidauta-

Price Ss. per 1000 ; in large quantities by special bargain,

CRAPE VINES FROM EYtS IN POTS.

LXTCOMBE, PiNCE, and CO. have now a remark-
ably fine healthy stock of strong Yiues, from 6 to 10 feet

high, of all the choicest torts, fit for iminediate planting, pro-

pagated from eyes, taken from their own experimental Vinery
which enables them to waiTpKiit c-ich kind true to name.
LISTS of sorts and prices may be had on application tothem*

. Exeter Nuraeiy. Kjtetar,

SEOUm FABARIA var. RUBRA.
^

J CARTER AND C0-> have much pleasure in offering

• tliis handsome and free flowering Sedum to the trade,

The following report of its nients is from the '' Proceedings yf-

the Horticultural Soclt-ty " for November 1S59 :—
Sedura Fo.baria var, rvbra^ a rosy Woe powered kinrJ^ marly

related to the British S. TfUphiv.m^ and a very us^ul autumn
Hoic^riva i^Jont for gree^hoiU^edecoraiioir, producing large fuads

of its star->haped jlomr^f^ liMCLATiNO tue SKOWi>'EtiS of the
WELL-KNOWN HrDRANGP:A.

Price por dozen, 12-'-
;
per 100 upon application.

James CABT£E&Co-,Seedsmen, 237 and 2^8, High Hoi born,W.C.

WELLIKGTOJr NTTRSERY. ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON. N.W-

,^ OTICE.—The subscribers, DAVID and GEORGE
-1-1 LAIRD, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Cupar, Fife, N". B.,

have on hand a veiy fine stock of the following to spare to the
Trade, viz. :—1 and 2-years Transpkaited LAUREL BAY8,
1 and 2-year8 Cuttings of ditto, 2-yeara Transplanted EV£K-
GRFEN PRIVET, 1 and 2-year3 Tnuisplanted LARCH.
Cupar, Fife, Sept 29.

CHOICE BULBS.
STEPHEN BROWN'S CATALOGUE Q&ie Bas3

& 13row."j) supplied free on application. It contains one
of the finest collections ftf DUTCH, CAPE, and other BULBS.
The cultural and detcriptive uiatttr is this year greatly
enlarged, and prices are very moderate.
Finest named HyacintliB, 6»., 9s. and I2s. per doz.
Fine, in colours, without names, 3s. per dozen.
Assorted Collections of Bulbs, either greenhouse or hardy, at

103. Qd., 2\3., i-2g.,bZx., Sis:, and 100.?.

If 20s. and upwards, free t,o all stations in London.
Seed and Nursery Eatabliwhment Stidbnry. Suffolk.

T^H^'n*^^'
BULliS, an immense quantity.—Mixed

,-^<,*^"*^\^P' l|«^rei- ^000. 1« 3d. perlDO; SNOWDROPS,
n.'^^L^^^«'

HYACINTHS, 3*. and 4,. i^r dozen: finest

ORAvrp-rSr^Jl'^r,^'' ' /"^^ ^^^ other Bulbs equally cheap.

and-^^.'^pe'^r'dL^;;^
^'^^^^^'' ^^^"^--^ P^-^^' 1^., 21...

R. Gheen, 154 Kmg.land Road. N.E. (55 doors from^_^ Shoietlitch Church).

D U T C O O T S. SATUMDAV, SEPTE:iIBER 29, ISGO.

J
DUTCH AND OTMtK hLOWERiNG BULaSOHN CATIXLL'S CATALOGulTVKbove

BULBTha^/.^eXIL^Sr^^^^
of hi8 own growing will be found some go<S usefJ^ticlesucb for_ instance as LiUum lancifolium iiT^S v^eties

'

Lilmm gigauteum, and several other specieT GUdlSus ofK.ita mclu-Ung a magnificent collection of Hybiids raS^d fromOandavensis, of almost every shade of colour A snSid on?^lon of Hybrid Amaryllis, Double Yellow Daff^ircrocus^^Winter Acomtes, and SciUa Sibiriea, may be had by theS^d very reasonable in price, as are also the Dut^h bX

JAMES VEITCH, JuN., Royal Exotic Nubsery.
Chelsea, S.W,, be^s to announce that he h;iH reeeiverl bis

annual supply of BULBOUd HOOTS from Holand, and is
pleased to say that they are particularly fine and in excel-
lent CONDITION, CATALOGUES are now ready and will bo
forwarded ou application,

J. v., Jua,, desires to impress upon those who patronise
him the great advautnf^e of glvinpf him their orders early,
as the successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great
measure upon their EEiNG planted early is the season,

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
CHARLES TURNER, the Royal Ntjesebies,

Sloug-h, has just received bis usual larg« consignments
from Holland, and is gratified in being- able to state that the

bulbs are very fine, and in the beet condition. The ANNUAL
CATALOGUE is just issued, and will be sent free to any
address.

We have to announce that at a Special MetUng

of Council of the Hoeticultural Society, held

yesterday, it was resolved that the NEW GAitDEN"

AT Klnsixgtox shall be formally opened iu May
next. The day selected is the "Wednesday that

shall intervene bttweeii the great meetiLga at

Epsora and Ascot. A schedule of prizes offered for

fruil and flowers on. this grand occasion will

appear iu the course of October.

** What is the temperature, Mr, D., of that

Tine border of yours?" inquired a hoxticultural

visitor of one of the grtatest Grape -growers ot

Enicland, pointing to a ebimney pot plunged in the

immediate orders is obvious.-The Royal Nureeries, Slough ;

adjacent to Eton and Windsor, and also at Salt Hill.

H Y A C

idress.
, ,.. ^. j j ; „ i ™i i 'border uu to its neck and cuntaininff a ther-

As successful cultivation depends m no inconsiderable
i

^^*"^' ^ mi - * - » i i
• *i. r*

de^ceui^n early planting, the great advantage of ^ving , mometer. This was at o o'clock IU the afternoon
- • ""'^ "—

'
xT.,„„^„o Gi„..„i, •

' Qf a^ rainy day, and the Vine border was 600 feet

above the sea in one of our soutlitru counties.

The thermometer is drawn out of its bulttrranean

chamber and maiks 75". Seventy-five degrees

on the top of a high hill, while a thermometer

2 feet deep in tho vailey of the Thames could rise

no hio-her than 5(3"—adifftrence of niueteen degrees

about the difference bttween Algiers and Lanca-

shire in the summer time,

" Now, Mr. D., will you have the goodness to let

me look at vour Grapes ? " The inquisitive visitor

is introduced into the Viuery. And what does he

Single Blue,
Red
White
ofallcoloiirs

J*

INTHS FOB BEDS,
Good and veiy cheap.

Double Blue per doz. 2*. Oti.

Red ,, 2 6

White ., 2 6

per doz. 2.<. Od.

2 6
** _

2 6

..3

it

of all colours ,,3

13 good named Hyacinths for 4».

And many thousands of other choice Dutch, French, and

En^lidh Flower Roots, at least 20 per cent less than London

catalogues p:raiis on applicaUon to 'Wiixiam Barratt,

Seedsman to the Yor'^shii-o Agricultural Society by Special

Appointment, Wakefield,
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find on the hilltop after this inclement summer ?

Muscats green, shrivelling, and shanking? or

ripe and insipid? Quite the contrary. Is"ot a

blemish can be detected in the beautiful bunches.

Berries the colour of amber and deliciously sweet,

such as are found in those Southern Tine gardens

where luscious Muscatel raisins are cured hja
Mediterranean sun — such are the Grapes in

the Hill-garden at * * *. As for the Black

Eamburghs they are scarcely less sweet than the

Muscats.

It -will of course be asked how this has been

brougltit about. Not by any wonderful materials

put into the border ; for it is of a very moderate

<iomposition resting on a bed of concrete. Not by

the method of pruning; for although excellent it

is no better than may be found in many another

Yinerv. Not by some new device in hothouse

teiUding ; for although constructed skilfully,

others are built as well without any remarkable

success having been achieved. The secret lies in

the warm border under which hot-water pipes are

carried in a hollow, chamber—not however m
warmth alone, but in warmth accompanied by the

management of a capital cultivator. The Muscats

at * * * are obtained in the same way as were

Hutchison's famous Black Hamburghs at Castle

Malgwyn, which weighed between 5 lbs. and 6 lbs.

a bunch.
Experience thus confirms the views that have

been expressed in the Gardeners* Chronicle for

these 20 years past, that the great point in fine

Grape growing is to secure a warm border, as, on

the other hand, the constant cause of bad, colour-

less, shanking Grapes is a cold one. "We hope to

see the time when a heating contrivance for th^

border shall be regarded as indispensable as a

glass roof—perhaps more so. It is certainly more

important than a heating apparatus inside the

house, unless Grapes are wanted early.

butable to the peculiarities of the season. We
have seen no other instsmces however of the same

condition, but it is highly probable that the

greater part of the fruit of the present year will

never rinen perfectly, and will decay very shortly

after it is stored. The only chance is to spread it

;is thinly as possible, and to cover it simply with

sheets o*f thin paper.

Thouo"h we could trace no mycelium m the cells,

it may''not be amiss to state that two of the

specim'ens were studded with a very pretty species

of Fusisporiumyfhich we have not before' observed,

remarkable for the contrast between the snow

white mycelium and the pallid tawny spores.

The parts of the Apples where this appeared were

deeply affected, and the tissue much decomposed,

but the mycelium did not traverse the whole of

the fruit as in ordinary decay. The occ^^rrence

of this parasite, though possibly favoured by the

peculiar weather, is evidently independent ot the

dropsical condition of parts of the tissue, as it is

equally developed on the dropsical and non-

dropsical parts. It may on the contrary be worth

inquiry whether it has anything to do with the

Caries above mentioned, and to this we purpose

directing particular attention ourselves, while we

recommend the subject to the notice of more

intelligent correspondents. 31, J. B,

A COLD wet cloudy season like the present,

deficient alike in heat and light and overcharged

with moisture, may naturally be supposed likely

to produce some peculiar forms ot disease. A
very curious case has just come under our notice

which deserves attention as a striking example of

the dropsical condition which sometimes takes

place in plants during wet seasons, described

under the title Anasa.bc\ in No. 110 of the series

of nrticles on Vegetable Pathology in this Journal.

The case occurred in a single branch of a liibstone

Pippin, in which the leaves were not altered, but

in. which the fruit presented that transparent

waterlogged condition which is so common in

Jungi, and which is known in that tribe of plants

uudtr the name of " hygrophanous."

The Apples in fact exhibit in part their

mnal appearance, sometimes marked with
those little discolored depressions so frequent

in this variety of Apples, as also in some
others, and which &re described under the article

Cakies in No. 98 of the series just mentioned.
The rest of the surface has a transparent.waxy
appearatiee, resembling that of a frozen Apph,
aud when pressed is found to be exs^eedingly hard,
A section exhibits flesh of the ordinary type,

affected here and there with caries, accompanied
by transparent patches of a totally different aspect.

"Lnder the miseroscope there is not the slightest

difference of structure in the sound and
affected parts ; the cell walls are not more

in the other

;

fungous threads,

the comparative
either case, the

folded m the one case than
there is not the slightest trace of

nor is there any difference in

number of starch granules in

granules being in both instances almost entirely

confined to the cells nearest to the cuticle. The
only point of difference which is apparent, is the
comparative absence of air in the dropsical portions,

to which circumstance doubtless is attributable

the iccrease of weight and density, for the walls of

the cells are not thicker in one ease than in the
other, nor is there such difference in their grumous
contents as to add anything appreciaLIe in the
respects just mentioned.

It is quite certain that the additional portion of

moisture U not owing to water introduced through
anj lesion of the cuticle. It is due apparently to

a peculiar congestion, induced by the almost total

cessation of evaporation in consequence of the long
continued moisture of the atmosphere, Tiie flavour
exactly resembles that of Applet which have teen
lying a long time on the ground exposed to rain,
being wholly deficient in aroma, but on the
contrary vapid, and approaching the flavour of
individuals which have been bletted.
^Q

FLOWER GAKDEXIXG,
The season of 1860 now chawing to a close will per-

haps in a decorative point of view be the most

romnrkable which has occurred since the introduction

of the grouping system of flower gardening, for look

where you wiU, east or west, nortli or south, anything

like a decent approximation to the usual completeness in

flower gardens is quite out of the question. You may

see here and there a fair bed of some particular

plant, as for example Calceolaria amplexicaulis and

Dahlia Zelinda at Kew, but a group of beds, large or

small, all equally good and complete, is not to be found

in any garden that I can hear of. That it should be so

is not surprising when we consider the extraordinary

season we have passed through, sunless to a degree

which has prevented all out-door fruits from attaining

their proper flavour, and so damp and cold that strong

plants of delicate things turned out in May are in many
cases positively less at the present moment than they

were at the time they were planted out, while even

among comparatively hardy plants there has been

[nothing like the usual vigour; even Tom TUumh baa

failed, while Harkaway and similar delicate varieties

look as if tJiey had lind the small-pock. True we hear

0? the fine foliaged Begonias growing vigorously

planted out even in Yorkshire, but we see them looking

miserable under greenhouse protection in the south of

England, and therefore I feel disposed to act upon the

good old axiom, and to believe what I see rather than
what I hear. Begonias may under peculiar circum-

stances of warmth and shelter make bedding plants, but
I must confess I have little hope of seeing them suitable

for the flower garden. Years ago I saw in Yorkshire

Hedychium Gardnerianum bloom in the open garden,
but it was an exceptional case, and the seasons will be
exceptional, such as that of 1859r.when our tender
stove plants bloom or grow well in the open garden in

thisdulland fickle climate.

Judging by the present season, we require to look for

plants suitable for our cold climate rather than for

plants which may under favourable circumstances
become passable in the flower garden, and if a corre-

spondent or two in each county would give a list of
those plants which have succeeded the best in his

locality, stating the peculiarities of soil, subsoil, and
climatic influences, I have no doubt good would result

from it. It WDuld also be desirable to know what
heibaceoua plants have been the most continuous
bloomers, or indeed to have the names of all plants
wliicl) have been found valuable for decorative pur-
poses in this unusual season.

Roses generally are said to have bloomed superbly;
with me they have not been so good as in 1859, but
then 1 was enabled to water freely, while tliis season 1

think the plants have had more moisture naturally
than was conducive to their well-being, and the result

has been strong rampant growth rather than a profusion
of regular well formed and finely coloured flowers, I

am aware there have been many noble exceptions to the
verdict I am obliged to pronouuce upon the season ; but
I imagine they have occurred in places not remarkable
as Rose soils rather than in situations generally re-

swarded as the most suitable for the growth of tV»e

"Queen cf flowers." This surmise is borne out by the
fact that fortune has not smiled upon her usual
favourites among the trade growers; Mr. Keynes, of
Salisbury, an outsider, having carried off all the prin-

cipal prizes, while Mr. Cranston, of Hereford, who, a
year or two back was considered invincible, had at the
Xational show some difficulty in getting placed at all.

As. I did not see the blooms I ciui only consider the
cause to be attributable to what I have before stated,

viz., too much rain for the Rose soils properly so called,

and just sufficient for soils of a light aud sandy nature,

upon. While, however, the weather has been suitable
for the more hardy kinds of Roses, so nmch cannot be
said for the Tea and Bourbon varieties. Tea Roses
have not been fine anywhere that I have heard of, while
Souvenir djj Malmaisou wherever 1 have seeu it baa
been worse than I ever remember to have observed it

during my -whole experience. True I have seeu some
beautiful individual flowers, but not a quantity upon a

plant all equally good aud striking. It would be
interesting to know how the Manetti stock has
answered this season. At Sawbridgeworth the other

dav I saw the quarters of stools were growing with
wonderful vigour, but had not the curiosity to ask Mr.
Rivers whether this dripping season had been favour-

able for the Roses worked upon it, and the few I have

are insufiicient for me to pronounce an opinion, espe-

cially as that opinion from my limited experience would
be adverse to its cultivation. I have, however, found

its shoots soft and watery, and certainly less disposed

to produce flowers than tlie same varieties budded on
the J)og-rose, or on their own roots. Report snys Mr.
Keynes* beautiful flowers have been prodwced from
plants on their own roots, and if so, it is a stron'^'

argument against the growth of standards.

Dahlias though late are good, the damp season

having kept them clear of thrips and red spider. The
beds of the old Zelinda at Kew the other day were

most brilliant, but to render this kind really effective

it should be planted in masses of several Immireds

together, and then, for a few weeks, ifc is a sight worth

seeing. The scarlet and white Zelindas are not so

effective as the old kind ; but Jlr. Dodd*s alba multi-

flora is said to be a really good thing. I mention these

varieties only to show their suitability for ribbon purposes,

the four enumerated above would make a good ribbon

of themselves, thus—Zelinda White, Zelinda Scarlet,

Alba floribunda, and Zelinda Purple. Put a row of

orange Calceolarias in the front, and dark Sweet Peas

or branching'^Larkspurs at the back, and you would

have a most effective arrangement. The great draw-

back on Dahlias is their liability to be cut off by early

frosts. When, as is the case in some seasons, they stand

until November, they are really useful and desirable

plants; but considering the trouble we have with them

throughout the spring and summer, to have them cut

off in the end of September or early in October is quite

dishegrtening. Hollyhocks generally have been fine

this season, though I fancy not quite so double as usual.

The improvement in form is not so marked as a year or

two back, but still, superb kinds have been added to

our stock; the prevalence of the disease, a sort of

blight or murrain, renders their cultivation impossible

in some places. I know a garden "where for four years

it has been found impossible to get a plant to grow, and

now the attempt has been al)andoi»ed in despafr. In

point of cultivation a little seed sown in heat in March,

the plants grown on and planted out in May, come m
very usefully for blooming in September; and, indeed,

a few late plants of the most brilliant kinds grown in

pots are not objectionable for mixing with Chrysan-

themums in the conservatory early in winter.

Of new bedding plants the season has been too cold

for their real merits to be brought out, and from the

materials in the Horticultural Gardens I should imagine

the Floral Committeewill experience some difficulty m

making^a, report. T^ikgn generally, I thought the ef-

perimental plants very poor, and a large pi-oportiou ot

them certainly not worth growing ; tiie most striking

plant certainly was Gazania splendens, while in Lfinca-

shire T have seen a very nice bed or two ot m
Variegated Tussilago. The Cr^'stal Palace Nasturtium is

better than I could have expected in such a diipping

season, but certainly tlie most chaste and beftut'tiH

edging that has come under my notice was tiie

Cerastium tomentosum at Kew. ThU is really a

superb plant for ribbon'work, aud cannot be too muca

praised. Perilla Nankinei^i^' combined with Cineraria

maritiraa or other li^ht foliaged or variegated ijanw

is a very eflective plant. Some may consider it cw

dark, but strong contrasts are in son?^ cases o^*^",

'

and then PeriUa and Sea Ragwort are usetul. i^i

Cheshire the Crimson Linum grandiflorum had cone

well sown in the open ground. A. wet season ^PP^*!

to be desirable for this plant, and if it could ahvft;»o«

depended upou it would make a most valuable ribDO

plant. Here is another proof of the injury ^^^^
new plants by over-nursir>g. When first introduced tn

seeds were to be soaked in manure water before^ sowing

and other equiiUy absurd and unnecessary directions

were given for its manngement ; but here "'*^ *"^ A
flourishing as was to be expected under the doo*

natural circumstances, so natural that anotlier ^^'^^^
should not be surprised to hear- it had grown

^'"^JTj'fy
sown seed. Depend upon it more plants are

^'''f*^'-
over-nursing on their first introduction than by anj

other cause whatever. r- „
Among. Scarlet Geraniums the great novelty acc^^j'^

to a contemporary appears to be the Crystal 1- -

Scarlet; the origin of this said plant being a*^^^
modern as the Crystal Palace Dahlia,, which turne^ ^
to be as old as the hills. Of course this pUnt (.Uj^e

good things I) was raised at SiirubUud,
J'^^**^un^er

parentage was. usurped by the Trenthatn "*'*'*."
.jon

the name of " Trentham Scarlet," Among.a couec

of bedding plants sent me some years *^ ««^_tj«'«
Tillyard, from Heckfield, was one- c^Ued i^^

^^
btti;*.ra frv 4- 4.1 tr A- :— ,. - «iiu juat bumcieut lor sons or a iigac ana sanuy udiure, Seedling,** which I immediately recogmsecl, ^ ,

Deueve tuat the atfeotion la entirely attn- auch as Mr, Keynes (if I mistake not) has to grow ; done several things from the si^.e^lQcali^y beforer«»«
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old~friend under a new name; the plants were put

out and resulted in proving to be a kind wliicli had

been grown in Kent under the name of Prizefighter.

It is more pubescent in the foliage than Tom Thumb,
produces numerous small trusses of flower?, and might

not inappropriately be called an 'upright-growing

variety of Tom Thumb. Thousands of plants of it have

been sent out by the Loudon trade for Tom Thumb,
and I have reason to know that Mr. * 'f *, failing in

the necessary supply of the real thing, sent out some
hundreds of this Prizefighter, Nor did he do much
wrong, for if not superior it is certainly quite equal to

Tom himself, while in constitution it is much stronger,

and not so liable to become diseased or yellow in the

whiter. I first received this variety ft*om Mr. Fry, of

Lee, and it so happened that iu the first season of

planting out at tjie Crystal Palace application was made
to the writer to send a few hundreds of blooming
Scarlets for " Sir Joseph's garden." This he did, a pro-

portion of them being Prizefighter, from which no doubt
the present stock at the Crystal Palace originated.

Poor Tom Tliumb has this season soon fallen into the

"sere and yellow leaf;" the ground has been too cold

for it, and it has in consequence suflfered much from the
spot. A few seasons more like the present, and Tom
will cease to be the universal favourite it has hitherto

been ; still for general usefulness, for forming a specimen
as well as filling a bed, perhaps it will be difficult to

find a plant superior to Tom Thumb.
Of variegated kinds Alma threatens to displace

riower of the Day, while Jane, Perfection, and Bijou

are pushing hard at Alma. All these are exceedingly

useful, but perhaps not more so than Brilliant. It is

singular that this kind has retained its variegation more
this year than usual. One would have expected this

damp season to have increased its disposition to become
green, but such is not the ease, Manglesii still holds

its pkce, and Golden Chain and Lady Cottenham when
properly grown are not likely to decrease in public
estimation^ but as they are so generally seen they
certainly cease to be worthy of a place in the flower

garden. If, however, gardeners will give up the
coddling system. Golden Chain will really become
worthy of its name.
Of Verbenas I would recommend Lord Elgin as a

most distinct and desirable variety. The colour is deep
purple maroon, the truss large, and it stands the wet
weather well. Lady Palmerston in the wayof Leviathan
I have also found very useful. The want of growth in
bedding plants of all kinds this season is most remark-
able; t)efiance not more than a foot high when it

usually gets 3 feet, and other kinds in the like propor-
tion. Even manure has made no difference, and to
speculate what to do for another season is quite out of
the question. All that we can hope for is that another
season may be more favourable, and that the ground
may attain something like its wonted temperature.
Tlie want of bottom-heat has been the great drawback
this year; we have neither had heat for growth nor
light to produce flowers, and the consequence has been
a general failure in our floral display. A, P. W,

HOW TO DESTROY SCALE ON PINES.
This pest is one of the greatest the gardener has to

contend with, and when once established in a collection,
the usual recommendation is to commit the plants to
the flames, the total eradication of the mischief being
considered an impossibility. It was my misfortune, a
few years ago, to make an exchange, and on the arrival
of the plants I received they were examined, and
believed to be perfectly clean ; a few weeks, however,'
sufficed to prove that such was not the case, and although
the newly-acquired plants were thrown away, and every
care taken to prevent the scale from spreading, the
whole of my stock eventually became fearfully infested.

Various experiments have been tried during the
present year to eradicate the nuisance, and with what
success the following report will testify :

—

Early in February, before my fruiting plants were
started, I requested my foreman to prepare a strong
solution of Gishurst Compound, say about 6 oz. to a
Spllon ofwater, and give the plants a thorough cleaning,
thinking, from reports that have appeared from time to
time in your columns, that it would prove a perfect
antidote for the evil.

My hopes, however, were illusory, for while the whole
of the lower leaves were destroyed from the effects of

fll^+
°^^"^*'* *^® enemy soon again appeared, and

n^nfi f""
'^"^^^rs as formidable as before; subse-

PntJ/n -^>"'^' ''^'^ immersed for a short time inPage's composition with no better result.

c.h^mpd?f ^'^"'I'^^r'^^^Pf^^^P^'^"^^^ ^ ^^«il confess.^ Wp^"7 'V'.V
"''*^ '^'""^"^ been informed that it

^th wi^i. "^
T^^f

.'*'""*^ ***^*= t^« ^'"^es at StokeEdith were lousy. I determined to eradicate the npst
even at tlie risk of sacrificing my sS I allude to
succe«,ion plants, and in this fver^y nearly suec eded

faifeli ri. '"^°^"^, T\ ^"^''' eompSsition having
tailed I next resorted to hot water, and immersed aqnantity of plants at 125° for 10 minutes, iTThe earlypart of June The scale and plants were alike cXd-^cpenment Number 3 was consequently a teaz^rfwas somewhat perplexed, and did not know wher; tofind a practical Punai^e doctor.
A short time afterwards I received an intimationthat a cold solution of soft soap ai.d sulphur wouldLave the desired effect ; a quantity was -It once pre-

pared, and my few remaining plants were submerged in

the liquid for about eight minutes. This also proved
unsatisfactory, for at the end of a fortnight scale was
again visible on every plant.

On the 31st of July a further mixture was made in

the following proportions; viz., 8 lbs. of soft soap and
4 lbs. flowers of sulphur were incorporated together;

16 gallons of boiling water were added. When the

temperatiire had receded to 112°, by which time the
soap had dissolved, the plants were immersed for a
quarter of an hour, and afterwards placed in a sunny
position to dry. They are now perfectly clean, and
considering the ordeal to which they had been sub-

jected.'tolerably healthy; they should be potted the fol-

lowing day.

To those who are placed in a similar disagreeable

position, the foregoing information, I trust, will be of

some utility. If the advice, given is implicitly followed

I can vouch for the result, and where plants are in-

fested I recommend its early adoption and candid pub-
licity of subsequent reaulfca, 2i, SobeHson, Stoke Edith
Park, Ledbury,

authors it should seem that they have not tue
same excellent qualities as the true Clavarta Jlava,
with which they are frequently coqfounded. The
present species at least may be pronounced doubtful,
its unpleasant taste indicating qualities which it should
seem would make it unacceptable to the palate. It
should however be remarked that Vittadini says of his
Clavaria Jlava, which he assigns to the ochre-spored
series, though it is clear, from his referring C. Botrt/tis
to the same series, that he is not to be trusted im-
plicitly in this respect, that notwithstanding its lU
savour when raw, it acquires a delicate taste when
cuoked, and is then quite equal to Clavaria Botrytis, so
that even C*. ahietina is not quite beyond hope. M. J, B.

MYCOLOGY, No. XXX.
Clavaria abietina, Schum.—The species of Cla-

varia are often very difficult of determination, in con-
sequence of the vagueness of the characters on which
their specific distinction depends. Indeed, without
attention to the colour of the spores, species which are
naturally remote from each other, though strictly

analogous, cannot be safely determined. The best way
perhaps of ascertaining the point is to place a fresh

specimen under a bellglass, allowing it to rest on a piece
of paper half of which is black and half white. jUulti-

tudes of spores will be deposited in a few hours, and the
colour on a comparison of them as deposited on
the black and white ground, satis factorily ascer-
tained. The use of the two grounds will be found
of some importance in difficult cases amongst the dark
spored Agarics, as the tint will sometimes vary a little

CXAVABIA ABIETINA, Schum.
Copied by permission from GreviUe's Cryptogamic Flora.

according to the ground which is used. This being
premised there will be no difficulty in the determination
of Clavaria alielina, though it varies a good deal in

different localities. It grows amongst loose fallen Fir
leaves, and where it occurs at all, it is usually abundant,
though it is not an universally distributed species. When
of a large size and well developed it is one of the most
beautiful of our Fungi, A little white cottony matter
sometimes running into branched strings forms the
mycelium or spawn from which arises a thicldsh trunk
clothed with white down at the b«se and divided

above into a few principal branches, which are

again divided and subdivided into numerous crowded

straight branchlets whose tips are forked and rather

acute. The branches, when dry, are longitudinally
j

wrinkled. The colour is a yellow ochre, and

iu some specimens, especially in an early stage of

growth, when bruised the wounded portions assume a

greenish tint, but this is by no means universal. The

only species with which it is liable to be confounded, is

Clavariaflaccida, but that i3> nuicli more sknder

species, and the mycelium is more decidedly developed

into struig-like processes, though this perliaps is not a

decisive character.

The white-spored ClavanK are,we beheve. all excellent

articles of food. Whether any of the jen(^.8p^)red are

as good we are unable to say. From the evidence of
|

ORCHARD TREES IN BELGIUM. *

Os ArocsT 25th, 1860,

In the gardens of Brussels and its vicinity, as well as
in other parts of Belgium which we have just visited,

the standard fruifc trees are everywhere bearing
abundantly. The fruit is generally best in soil which
is rather dry than moist or strong, and in situations
where the aspect is somewhat westerly. From the 10th
to the 15th of May the observer might see masses of
fruit set on the trees. Since that time the fruit of the
hardier varieties has retained its hold on and swelled
where the trees have been moderately pruned and kept
clean. The less hardy varieties when badly pruned, or
in a manner unsuitable to then: mode of growth, or*
when planted Avithout previous preparation in a
soil which is cold, stiff^^ or moi^t, or lastly, if left a prey
to the ravages of insects and caterpillars, have
dropped, if not all, at least a great part of the fruifc
which they had set. The following are the conclusions
at which we everywhere arrived on visiting at leaat 30
more or less extensive collections of fruit trees.

The question may probably be asked—to what causes
do you attribute the large crops borne hj well-managed
trees after a spring and summer of such an unfavourable
character as those of the present year?

There are several causes which may have a more or
less immediate connection with this result. The con-
tinuous drought iu the years 1857-1859 having pre-
vented an excessive degree of vigour being developed in
full-grown trees, these were in conse(iuence naturally
di.*posed to fruitfulness, and this is generally admitted
by practical men as one of the causes of an abundant
crop.

When the sap was solidifving towards the end of last
September, and from'that time till March, the barome-
ter indicated at the wane of each moon, rain, wind,
heavy^ rain, or stormy weather, especially in autumn
and winter. The fall of the barometer was succeeded by
an abundance of rain, or snow fell, penetrating the soil

and subsoil to a great depth, and thoroughly moisteniug
the roots of the trees. This had never taken place to
tiie same extent iu the preceding three years,
and the consequence was that the cellular tissue
having become filled with sap, the partially
formed organs of fructification swelled even during the
autumn and winter. Thus in the beginning of March,
notwithstanding the frost, the appearance of the trees
was extremely promising, and the fruit buds were very
large. Another and more immediate cause of the
excellence of the crop was the unusual duration of the
winter, which prevented the flowers from expanding
till the occurrence, between the 20th of April and 10th
of May, of such fine weather as we have not enjoyed
since. Further, about the latter period, and subse-
quently we have experienced high winds which have pre-
vented insects from going about and depositing their
eggs in the flowers and young fruit, and especially the
moth of a very destructive caterpillar, to which in 1859
a great portion of the crop fell a prey.

These, then, are in our opinion the different causes to
which, taken in combination, we owe the enormous
quantity of fruit seen on our trees in the middle of May.
The swelling of these must likewise be attributed in
some measure to the alternations of rain and wind,
with occasionally, though rarely, days of bright sun-
shine. An observant practical gardener, in watching
since the 10th of Slay the fluctuations of the barometer,
which has never remained steady at Fine for the last four
months; the thermometer, which sometimes during- the
night fell as low as 39^ \A\ 46°. 48^ Fah.. althou|h it
might rise to 55^ 59% IT in the day ; and the direction
of the wind, which, with the exception of three days
and four nights, has constantly blown for the last four
months from the south or south-west, cannot but have
felt uneasiness at times as to the perfect swelling of the
fruit; indied, in the case of Apples and Pears tJiis did
not take place till the last foitnight iu July.
The roots having a moist medium to grow Iu, and

the supply of sap being conMqtieiitly plentiful, tho
fruit of full-grown and young bearing trees has
attained a high degree of perfection; and at the
present time Apples, Pears, and Plums (and it has been
the same with Cherries) are in as great abnndance as the
trees can nourish. If no hail-storuis or high winds occur
before the end of St'ptember. and if we have a few days of
bright sunshine, the crops of fruit will be extremely
abundant both here and without doubt in simtlar

climates.

As regards the Pear, which is generally looked upon

here as the king of fruit trees for sUMlard culture, the

more I study its numerous varieties the more I am
convinced that it is absolutely neccao-jry, when the
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actual worth of an> of these has to he detormiued

tate into consideration not merely the qnnlities of

fruit hut other properties as welh In my opinion it is

only in trees from 15 to 20 years old that these proper-

ties are sufficiently marked to he determined with

certainty. On seeing a tree of this aije bearing

from 200 to 300 fruit, or more, and another of

the same age, hut of a different variety, with a crop

averaging for five or six years not more than 10, 15, or

20 Pears^ to which of these varieties wouid the prefer-

ence he given ? Undouhtedly to the more productive one,

even should the fruit not come up to the other in point of

flavour. In fact, the profit attached to the latter would

he like that of Lafitte wine, whilst the return of the

fbrmer would he like that of Medoc, which is not less

remunerative when of good quality. This observation,,

which is likewise applicable to other species of frait trees

besides the Pear, concerns the productiveness of the tree.

The healthiness, hardiness, and the fine but not

excessively vigorous habit of growth are the other

properties which, we imagine, constitute the real merit

of every variety of fruit tree, the fruit being of course

possessed of beauty, sufficient size, and other indis-

pensable qunlities.
. ii ^ •

Itiaat the foot of a full-grown tree in the hearing

season, that these properties can alone he finally

settled ; it is there that the sort of soil in which the

tree is planted can he considered, as well as the more or

less favourable nature of the situation, and the mode of

pruning and training which has been adopted for a suc-

cession of vears. There, too. it may be seen whether

the variety bears its fruit in preference on the spurs

with which the principal branches are studded, or on

the laterals, which have been subjected to pinching or

breaking for two, three, or four successive years. Does

the fruit present a uniformity of shape and size ? Does

the skin remain smooth, or does it crack without any

cause existing in the stock, or in the soil being of too

cold, close, or moist a nature ? Does the fruit In pro-

portion to its size withstand the wind well before

ripening ? Before all these points can be determined it

must be evident to any one that several years of close

observation are necessary.

In dry soils, in the present season, Pears and Apples

hang better on the tree than in the preceding

three years, because the rain has soaked deeply into the

ground, and the roots have therefore been kept in a

moist medium. The frait which fell without being

shaken down by the wind, was, for the most part,

previouslv damaged in some way.

Having observed that in 1857, 185S, and 1859,

and those interested in the great staple trade of Lancasliiie and
;

mechanical agency whatever we fi^a that »* the present time

?Se' t^nV^rEWand, to^onsider the question of Cotton
I -Xc^lSL^^SS^
extent. We have an industry employing, in fixed and floating

supply, and how beat to encourage its growth. I come among

you, therefore, rather as repie.senting the trade t^a«™yf^lt.

I confess my regret that, having sent out about 1000

circulars, there are not more gentlemen present representing

the lai^e spinning and mannfftctuiing establishments of this

city But there are many gentlemen from a distance here, who

come among im sympathising with our object and whatever

„ v^ tha ™onU. nf finr deliberation and action this day, l reei

investments, and in all the ramifications where Cfipital

can be applied, connected directly and indirectly with this
industry—a sum probably of not less than 150,000 000?

Now, with a trade of this magnitude; with a trade that
has risen from not having had an existence at all a century affo

to the present moment, when we find that we have fouror

now are periormiug an iiupuiL.*i.i- y^.^^.^ «^- -—-

—

-

Pprhaos vou will permit me to glance momentarily at me
orig?rort^ns im^rtant indasti^ in wh^ch Lancashire is one source of^u

Pn^afred It is singular enough that precisely a century ago part of its iaw mater

?Sfl?^esIfomf;:^^^^^oTOTt^ff a^d^s^rS: ?^^i^::^^^^t.. states of America
; if a revolt "shi^^

S^Sy^atrtfi^J^i^e^^n^

^^a^e^nlS^^'conrprete^^lre ^fi^i^riZ^en^iVn^t*^^^ traders, manufacturers. .acd_spi-i..r3, ab*ut the negligee

to produce yam, that machine being known by the name ot

the^'-jennyf" About the same time ^rkwright was en^ged

in endeavouring to produce another ^^^hme called he water

franiP"and now ffencrally known as the "throstle. Ihese

rw^mach^nes wlreTought out almost simultaneously, about

Jbey"aitm7andl769.°ln 1775 Crompton ^PPL^J ^^^^^"^^^^^

the '' mule." which, as we kno^well, is «mply the combma^

finn of the two previous machines, the "jenny and the

'"Sro'stle
•• But i^tTook bim 10 years to mature that importan^

machine ' and in 1785 the "mule" was completed What was

Sfei^entTthe population of Manchester at that time say a

ccntuiV^o? I bdieve there were not 30,000 people located m

„ _ great raw umLcurti i ^iJ"o^**-^'l—.--«./ iucu toeques
tion arises, what is the duty of the trade under auch circum-
stances? What ought to be done? Your Chamber of Com-
merce has often endeavoured to provide a remedy. Tke Cotum
Supply Associatiou has been cilled into existence, and has
been most indefatig^iblo in spreading and sowing seeds tor

future supplies ; but the efforts up to this time have been in-

adequate to the exigency of the position in which we are

placed. And now 1 submit, the time has arrived for more
active efforts. It has often been sngs-ested that the Cotton

^ "*^^ ^^"^ ^^'');'-"'-';;^r"r-;^yX"~ih\rP rHearl Inl78iafew ceeded from Lancashire to complain about the apparent
...portant manufacture ^"^0 Lancashire^ (UcAr)^^^^^^

lethargy of the Indian Department of our Government. " Why
sample bags of Cotton came fn^m the U^^^

don't you take an estate in India and cultivate Cotton, and
and,a9if mspi^red bysome nrophet^^

^^^^ ^^^^, ^^^ Cotton can be produced and that you .re pre-

mp^ving and'dTXing tte Te'fourTes^f vapour, and P-ed _to^receiye_sjich^^supphes^^^^

applying that vapour to the steam engin^ About that time

ns*; the steam engine was matured, ^ell may it be said

that'such a century of inventions "^^^T ,^^1^;;! i^'^^.^.is^i^o
history of trade and commerce as the period from 1.60 to ISbO

/ i^^ln^t^M Well, if we look at the extent of Cotton consumed

I fear that on many occasions the quality of the Cotton that we
have received from the E:i3t Indies has been very unjustly

depreciated. From my own knowledge very excellent Cotton

can be had from the East Indies. I know that as good Cotton

,- , -^ „ -r i^K o^th^Pvr^nToriJOLLoiiuLmsixi^^.^ can be had from the East Indies as from the United Statca of

(AppUuse). WeU.ifwelookatthee^^^^
^^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ Only a. few days ago I saw at a meeting of

by human hands, we
^^'^J^i^^.f^.i^^j^''^^^^ be con- the Cotton Supply Association a very beautiful specimen of Cot-

bist^ century probablyone miJlion pounds weigutmiijui, u^ -^w.^
„„„ii f„ n.o Mass mn^t iir^oW p.nn«n>Y.,*H Af th^ v^n,

sumed. But in 1800, which was only the dawn of the

mechanical Cotton trade, the consumption ha_d_nsen to

50,000,000
urgen

several fniits of the Bezl Mai were blown down hy the

wind, I thought I onght to mention that peculiarity in

the account of the variety given hi the Gardeners'

Chronicle of Fehruary 11, 1860 j hut this year the

nntnhor of fruit was reduced in the middle of

June to BO, by thinning out more tJiau ISO of

those u'hich had set, and siacH then not a single

one has fallen' up to the present time, although

the tree liiw been violently shaken. I have, therefore,

thought it my duty to correct, on the first opportunity,

my previous statement on this point.

Some degree of doubt may he felt as to whether the

crop will ripen, and whether long-l<eGpinp^ winter fruits

vrill acquire their full size and flavour. Tlie solution of

these questions will depend on our having ten or a

dozen days of bright sunshine, and we trust that we
shall enjoy this advantage in the course of this month.

With regard to other descriptions of fruit, Straw-

herries have heen very fine, of good flavour, and

abundant from the 10th of June to the 20th of

July. Ont of a collection of more than 60 sorts

La Constante has, during the last four years, proved the

best on account of the abundance, beatity, and flavour

of the berries. It is not only an excellent dessert kind

hut a^sT one which is well adapted for the ma rket, and

as such a large plantation of it may safely he made.

Raspberries and Currants have snceecded extremely
well: and so have Cherries. Amon^ tho varieties of the

latter La Transparente still holds a plnce in the first

rank. It is highly to he recommended on account of

its great productiveness both on the Wild Cherry and

Mahaleh stocks, as well as for the heanty and flavour

of its fruit.

Some kinds of Gages and other Plums crack and
decay on the tree, others are uninjured. Early Pears

and Apples, although they have attained their fnll si?:e,

are late in ripening.

Tourists who may visit the markets of Brussels, that

0^ St. Gcry, the principal wiiolesale one, at daybreak,

and thut of La Madeleine between 9 A.^r. and 4 P.M.,

will be convinced that the capital of Belgium is a srreat

centre of fruit production, and that its population con-

sumes a large quantity of fruit. J. De Jonghe, Brussels,

Sept. Z.

SJEETING OF PROPOSED COrrOX COMPANY
AT THE TOWN HALL, MANCHESTER.

Thb Meetiog- on this subject, which we announced lately,

took place m the Manchester Town Hall, on Fiiday, Sept. 14.

Amongst the gentlemen present were Mr. Hugh Miison
(Mayor of Ashton under-Lyne), Mr. Thomas Clegg-, Mr. J. D.
Crewdann, Mr. Wright Turner, Mr. Harold Littledale (Liver-
pool), Mr. Higginbottom, Mr. Makant, Mr. R. A. Barlow, Mr.
Robert Rumney, Dr. Forbes (Indw), Mr. Rossaerts (French
Consul). Mr, John Fleming (BorabavX Mr. G. R. Haywood,
Mr. W. Cross, Mr. J. Warren (Birmingham), Mr. A. C. Brice
g^on-lonX Mr. Price (London), Mr. L. Vi. Brown. Mr. Stephen
Bourne (London), Mr. Bum, Mr. David Chalwick (Secretary
pro tern.), &c. &c v .»

THoa. Bazlkt. Esq., ILP. was elected to proside. On

^^^ lbs. In 1859. when the trade was known to be

u.K...tly requiring Cotton, the import am r.unted m round

numbers 1^1,^00,000,000 lbs. The early s^PP^'^^
°f ,f^"°^

which were used in this country came from the British West

Indies, from tho French and Spanish co^nies, the Dutch and

Portuguese colonies, and Smyrna and Turkey. These early

soured of supply are completely exhausted. America at that

period did not iend us any Cotton atall; and now we are

almost exclusively depende.it upon the United Staes for our

great consumption of this necessary article. Protection to

Sugar. I believe, expelled the cultivation of Cotton from the

British West Indies and the British colonies. Protection, the

root of commercial evil, has much to auswer for, and I

deliberately attribute to the mistaken policy of our Govern-

ment at that time, the great dependence that we now owe to

America for the supply of Cotton. The Cotton cultivator has

had many disheartening causes of complaint, for when C(>tton

was first needed, the prices of it were exorbitantly high but

now they are brought down to very moderate rates indeed.

Just for the purpose of refreshing our raemoriee, I \vill reter to

the course prices h;ive taken from 1807, the time of the most

authentic records, up to the present moment, lu 1S07 tho

American Cottons had essentially displaced ah others, and

Bowods and Orleans in that year were w..rth iOd. per lb.

We have no record of the price of East India Cotton, known by

tho name of Surat. In 1803, the price of Boweds and Orleans

had risen to 30d., or 2«. Qd. per lb. In that year. I believe

there were pohtical influences at work-the French navy and

other causes rendering imports difficult—to make the pnee

Hnusually high. In the same year, Sirat wasat 2id , or 2«.

per lb. From lS-20 to 1S24, the prices ranged from \1d. for

American, to 9d. for Surat. In 1825, a year of groat excite-

diiposition to revive the growth of Cotton. There isageiitle-

is trying to form a cO'^P^pyJ^^^^'l^/?'-^^

of Cotton in Jamaica; and it is very rera;irkable that duringman pre^sent who

VVilS Oil'., Oil I i»l< iji*. , A'j-j > , *• ""u. .....•» , — ~-_- .---, _-_.,

Amoiican 9 /.. Surat. 6d. ; 1857, American 9d., Surat M. ; 1859.

American T^ti.. Surat bU. per lb. Of course these prices are

approximate, because there were fluctuations in the respective

years that might be quoted to disprove these figure?^
;
but, I

believe, they have been fairly selected. But durmg the latter

few years there have been extraordinary fluctuations. At some

periods American Cotton of fair good quality has b.?on sold as

low as ZS>K to 4rf. per lb., while Surat has been at 3(Z., or even

nnder. Now with these extreme diSiculries, I believe that the

Cotton planter has not had legitimate encouragement, and that

a steadier rate of prices might have impelled him to proceed lu

the cultivation of this important article. Still, we have had an

increase ; but, depending as we have been on one or two sources

of supply. I believe that the irregularities in price ar-3 to be

attributed to that verv limitation. (Hear.) But coming to

the consnmntion of Cotton during the last year, we find that

America supplied us weekly with 36,625, the lirazils with 2046,

and Egypt with 1800 bags, making our foreign supplies into

40,531 bi^s. Last vear we used weekly of our Indian Cotton

3504 bags, and of West Indian only 132 bags weekly, making of

British supply 363f> bags weekly ; showing a total weekly eon-

sumption of 44,167 bags, or in the whole year a consumption
of 2.296,700 bags; tho total weight being in round numbers
1,000,000,000 lbs. Of this" quantity four-fifths, consisting of

800.000,000 lbs., came from the United States of America ; from

other foreign places 120,000.000 lbs. ; whilst, from the colonies

and dependencies of Great Britain, we only received 8 per cent,

of our consumption, or 30,000,000 lbs. Now the Cotton in-

dustry is of amazing pecuniary importance to this country. The

aggregate amount of productiveness from the labour, capital,

and material embarked in it, is at the rate of upwards of

7(;,000,000Z. sterling per annum. Tlie commercial return

exceeded that last year, and, I have no doubt; it will exceed it

this year It is not a Utile remarkable that the industry of the

Cotton trade, with its vast return, precisely indicitea the

amount of taxation to which the people of this country are

subjected, our public revenue being a little in excess at the

present time of 70,000,000^. sterling. Therefore, when people

talk of the amount of our taxation, they will easily remember

that our great Cotton industry just indicates its extent. (Hear.)

But the trade is of wonderful extent in the employment it

affords to tho people of this particular district. I compute that

in the spinning, weaving, mechanical, and other factories,

including bleach works, printing works, and all the auxiliary

trades that have immediate connection or sympathy with the

Cotton trade, we are emploj-ing In thU country not fewer

probably than one million persons, men, women, and chUdien

:

and that four or five raiUion of persons have direct or indirect

interest in this industry. We have in fact a number of people

in this country dependent upon the Cotton industry equal to

Che population of the kingdom of Bolaium. (Hear.) >\eii,

indeed, may the Americans say that " Cotton is king, for we

the present week the Cotton Supply. A<soc,atiou have received

an importnnt communication from a gcntk-man of the name oi

Fletcher, a missionary, who has addressed 'H';.^'^i'^T^ fol.

Secretary of the Jamaica Cotton Supply Association, in tue loi

^'"'riiavrsii^o my arrival here last -"onth been hringinj

the subject of Cottbn growing bcforo the attention of our

sm^ill native farmers, and I am happy to st^ito tliat tliey sewn

deeply interested in it. Application is made f^'J^ f^?
^''^

for Cotton seed. The people have
"'^/V? I f f.^ L to what

OrowUg of Cotton, but they are somewhat
f->"'^*/'fi^'^'„^^i

to do with it after they have grown it. I
^^.T*' '^'S^^^

them that they have again and again been disappomt^ ^^

parties who urged then, to grow Cotton, tor which tbey^^^^^

U a birthing. The people have never h.d
'^7^^ ^^^^^^^^

^or Cotton, nor gins, &c , for preparing it ^^\^^^ J^'^l^C ^^j
in not^ few cases their wholo labour h.s been iv^^^^^^

it will take a little time to nurse their fuU coufidencc m
scheme. Let me have two gins as soon as y;^i; ca», t^

.^_

people may see that we are ready for their Cf*"*-,'^'/;!^!

patiently waiting for it. I have the «t^«'«^**=,''';^!^^^ot blawe
success, if we only take tho right. Certainly I cannot

^
the people for not growing Cotton, for they

^J^^^^jj.^'*^*.
encouragement to do it until now; and. as with Cottou 6

i
people

Unas-

We know -well that the West India Islands could s'M'P'> "^jj^
much more Cotton than this country requires, or that tc

world requires ; for, as I have had occiision to rem
^^

formerly, the county of York, if in a suitable chmato^ .^

suitable soil, could produce more Cotton than ^^^gp^^tain
Great Britain ; and surely there are hundreds "^.^^ j ^Aiirfftiit

British territory
; yet we are in the miserably "®^ g^jgd

po.'jition that I have seated. (Hear.) We have hopes c^P^^of
with Africa, but it is not my intention to bring ^ ,® ^eifrica
Africa before your attention this morning. I must '*^ jjere

in the hands of my good friend Mr. Clegg. ""^l^^^f^P^^fl of the

this morning is very cheering to us. With *-
... ij^ made.

misaionaries there, I hope that good progress will ^.^ ^^

and that at some distant day the African f^^'^lS^are «"'

emancipated from that degradation to which tney
^.^j^gi

fortunately suhj GCt. Africa has grown P-"^^^,**] Jipno re»»o'»

a new trade within the last thirty years, and 1 *^ ^mptioo
why Africa should not contribute largely to the ^o^J.^ ^ *"
of the Cotton of the worM, therefore 1 say to ^^,''^,3 ma*'
Clegsr, that I wish him all success. (Hear, ^^^ar J *"

jg j».

be the great field of cultivation. There are sucu ^ .^^.

sources there, that if roads be form-id. i^
?'\f^ere be a f*?

proved, if irrigation be had recourse to, and " '"^ jtal, wi*"

land tenure, and the employment of '^^^"?° ^1 (&' do
^"^^^

the exercise of some energy and industiy, thi;
from >

bnt great success, triumphant success must re^= ^^^ <^
vating Cotton in India. (Applause.) From tw i^,^*!?*

ncctcd with the intended improvement ol tr.$ tv>^

ton quite equal to the class most largely consumed of the New
Orleans production ; and this very murningthe Secretary of the

Cotton Supply Association has brought into the room a very

beautiful specimen of East Indian Cotton. The thing only wants

grappling with. We have more land in the British possessions

capable of yielding an abundant supply of Cotton than any

other country possesses. The United States of America, whore

Cotton is grown, do not yield that Cotton because it is indi-

genong to the soil. The United States did not produce that

Cotton from Anglo-Saxon or European labour, bnt they have

imported African labour, by which they give us the imraen.^

supply of Cotton that we now receive. The Araericins, by

their extraordinary energy, will probably receive in the coming

year not less than 50,000,0001. sterling for the industry which

has originated in so extraordinary a manner from seed planted

in a iiew soil, and cultivated by imported labour. Surely

Great Britain and thi; sons of England can do what their friends

and relatives have done acro.s3 the Atlantic. There h:J3 been too

much supinencss on this question. I believe that the spinners .

and manufacturers of this country can supply themselves with
|

Cotton abundantly from other parts of the world at as cheap a

rate, and of as good a quality, as they can ohtun from

America, or any foreign source whatever. (Applause.) At an

times I express the obligations which this country la under to

the United States of America for the supply of the raw maten&l

that we have so abundantly received ; for without that snpniv

oftho raw material, and seeing the apathy that has prevail^

in English laws and regulations, we should not have had this

vast and profitable industry that it is the fortune of this cnim-

trv to Dossess. I am glal to find that in Jamaica theiewi

1

t
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we leaiu thiit vu the banka ot tbat river excehtjiit Coiiuii cau
be bought from the natives at the mndefate firice of only one
peniiy per pound. We learn from S!r. Mackey's "Tour in

India '* that in the Mahratta country, Cotton can also be had at

the low price of one penny per pound. Colonel Grant, of the
Bombay Engineers, says that from Ahmedabad, Kaim, Broacb,

and Surat, Gotten may be laid down io Bombay at 'z^d, to 2^d,

per lb. ; and from Kandeish, Belgaum, and Dharwar at l{d, to

Ifd. Dr. White states that Cotton can be landed in Liverpool

at 3id. per lb. We have other eminent authorities who confirm
this statement. I am glad to see Dr. Forbes here this morning,
for he can personally confirm the statements I have made, as
well as other gentlemen, Mr, Shaw, who has written and
gpoken very eloquently and very effectually upon this subject,
confirms the statements that I am raaliing. Spinners and
manufacturers no doubt feel surpri-sed that good Cotton can
be had from the cultivation in India at the low price of from
Id. to 2^d, to Sd. per lb. There can be no question that the
native cultivators have to combat serious difficulties in having
to contend with native dealers, who are exceedingly extor-
tionate; with bankers, who bike securities upon their crops,
and who inflict upon them extravi*gant rates of interest, from
10 to 30 or even SO per cent, sometimes- There is an immense
amount of the present price of Cotton absorbed by what may
be called the Indian extorti^mera—the middlemen. (Hear,
bear.) It wiB be the object of such an association as this I am
now advocating to go to the planter, and to say—" If you will
grow for us good Cotton, we offer to take it, and pay you a good
market price for it/* They might thus be encouraged to grow
Cotton as good as New Orleans or Boweds, which they may do,
and we should offer the price that we can buy those kinds at,

allowing a fair charge for transpc»rts, and the yielding of a fair

remuneration on so large a capital as 100,000i. The question,
I rejKiat, only wants grappling with, and if by some energetic
regulations, and by an efficient executive, the natives are in-

formed that there is a good market for Cotton, they will be
stimulated to produce it, I believe they will welcome the
introduction of our improved cleauitjg machinery, our im-
proved gins, and that the Cotton will come in as perfect a
condition from India as it has ever come from the United
States of America. (Hear.) I am exceedingly glad to learn
that upon the whole Cotton is now coming in as good con-
dition from British India as it comes from the United States

;

and I grieve that the Americans have so far fallen from their
high rank as a comraercial people, as to commit the frauds that
they have done in adulterating their Cotton so largely with sand
as to depreciate its value 25 or even 30 per cent. (Hear ) But
remonstrance will set all these things right. Connected with
the trade of this country there really has been a degree of
apathy that is not creditable to us as a commercial people.
(Hear,) Our exports to India are very large; we send an
immense quantity of Cotton yarns and manufactures there

;

and if we can only stimulate the people to grow more Cotton,
they will receive from us much larger quantities of our manu-
factured producti<ms, and we shall have a more legitimate, and
I believe a more exten.sive trarle from India than we can obtaia
from any other country. The few millions of slaves who
exist in America are not the great consumers of British manu-
factures. We can never expect a slave population to be great
consumers of the comforts and elegancies of life ; we must look
to free men in free countries for an extensive and an extending
trade. (Hear, hesir) Therefore I do look cheeringly upon the
prospects of our increase of commerce with India. I was glad
to see my friend Mr. Littledale, of Liverpool, enter the room
just now ; it shows that the sympathy of some of the Liverpool
merchants is with us ; and I hope that the sympathy of all the
trade will he with ua in the objects which we are now humbly
advocating. Singularly, last evening I received a most im-
portant communicaUon from a gentleman with whom I have
the pleafiure and privilege of being aequaluted, Sir GeorgeBowen, the Governor of Queensland, Australia. He wrote mealong letter upon this subject, but he has marked it "private."otherwise I would have read to you some very inUrenuAg
portions of it ; but X can tell you that it is full of the greatest
possible encouragement. On the 2ud May, Sir Geo. Bowen, in
addressing Ilia Legislative Council in a most enlightened speech,
makes use of this very important remark:—"The land
question is at once the most comprehensive and iratwrtant
with which you have to deal. Queensland embraces a
territory blest with a salubrious climate and a fertile soil,
equivalent, at the lowest estimation, to nearly three
times the area of Franco, and nearly ten times the area
of England and M'ales, Along the'eea coast and banks of the
rivers you pass millions of acres, which bear the same relation
to the Cotton and ^ugar which the great j>astyral districts of
the interior hold to the woollen manufactures of the mother
country," He said, "Queensland embraces a territorial area
more in extent than two of the principal mon trebles of Europe.
This great portion of the earth begins its political life with the
noble principles of freedom, order, and prnsi)erity." (Hear.)
This, recollect, is only one of our Australian colonies, more
than the size of two of the largest monarchies of Eurcpe ! I
learn with infinite pleasure that the coloni^t^ are interesting
themselves exceedingly in the cultivation of Cotton. Sir
Geo, Bowen was kind enough to send me a copy of the Wide
Say and Bwnelt Times, published June 12th. in which I
find in a leading article—"The period is quickly approach-
mg when, as we a short time ago prognosticated, our town
must become a hive of industry, and our wharves busy
scenes of commerce—the home of the enterprise from every
clime, the entrepot of the world. Glorious in the annals of
young Queensland will be that day when our first shipment
of Cotton is despatched to Old England from the fertile banks
of our beautiful river Mary; to our mind, proudly must the
jeabel beat its precious burden that has the honour of plnugh-
hig the ocean to a distant clime with the first fruits of the
Ihiryborough and Wide Bay Cotton Growing; Association
Plantation." Conjointly with oiu- ])rescnt exports of woo).

tbeirown country to Keek their lortuue. They are willing to
engage in a new industry, but they want—what all great
intlustries must have—some capital to commence with.
Therefore they are appealing to this country for support,
though, so far as their small company extends at the present
time, I believe they are essentially finding funds for them-
selves. Perhaps if we should be able to form an association
this morning, we could not do better than take a number of
shares in that company, because they could conduct an experi-
mental farm for us. In the prospectus which was forwarded
\o every gentlt^man to whom my circular was addressed it

was stated that it might be desirable to establish a model farm
in India, and another in Australia, In India the great bulk of
the useful Cottons can be grown ; and if the natives were
shown the best manner of cultivating Cotton, cleaning the
fibre, and irrigating the land, no doubt they would ff^Uow the
example when they saw that such imitation would be pro-
ductive of great profit In Australia, there are rtsources
f(»r the supply of the better qualities of Cotton to an Indefinite

extent. Sir George Bowen has said to me that in his own
immediate neighbourhood he has a piece of ground much
larger than France that he knows can grow excellent Cotton,
but there is no cultivator to till it ; there are no capitalists to
embark in the cultivation upon a large scale, and the resources
of the country remain dormant. Now I would ask, when we
see the princely fortunes that have been made by this great
industry of cotton manufacture, whether there are not many
individuals who feel disposed to enaancipate the trade from
that uutortunale degradation thrit is associated with it in the
stained production of much of the Cotton, coming, as it does,

from slave labour? Should not, in the spirit of gratitude, a
number of the enriched capitalists of Lancashire, and of the
Cotton trade, come nianfuUy forward and say—*'This trade
shall be less subject than it has been to serious exigencies ; we
will put it out of danger; we will encourage the sending tons
of cotton from all the resources whence supplies can be
obtained, irrespective of country," (Hear, hear.) Though I

am at the present time enforcing the necessity of paying atten-
tion to the British colouies, I by no means am disposed to
say that I am not prepared to welcome Cotton from every
field where it can be grown. Therefore, I do hope that the
spinning, manufacturing, and mercantile classes of this country
will seriously deliberate upon the position in which the trade
is placed, and that they will join in soure great act of emanci-
pation for labour, for capital, and for industry. The trade is

gniiigun extending and increasing in every possible direction,
and looking at the mills we see in the course of erection at the
present time, I may venture to assert that there is a possibility
of the consumption of Cotton in the course of a few years,
amounting to fO,000 bags per week. I hope I shall not he mis-
represented on this occasion. When I stated a few years ago
that the consumption of Cotton was approaching to 40,000 bags
per week, I was accused vt a gross exaggeration, but I waited
patiently the aiTival of the fact, when I wasjustified. I d<f not
Bay that the consumption of Cotton is now 50,000, but, from
certain indications, I believe that it will be at some no distant
day 50,000 bags per week. Therefore, I say we should make
efforts commensunite with this increase for the supply
of our raw material. I must do justice on the present
occasion to the efforts of many individuals who have during
the last few years endeavoured to promote the cultivation ot
Cotton in many new fields, I see some gentlemen present this
morning connected with the British Cotton Growing Company.
They have, in a very generous and confident spirit, stated that
they are willing to be absorbed in this newly proposed Cotton
Growing Company. Probably, some of their directors will
join the board that is proposed to be constituted, should the
new cooipany be called into existence. We are much obliged
to those gentlemen for their services, and for their willingness
to be associated with ua ; and, if we can form a great and
strong company, I believe that success will be the result of our
labours. There is ample room for 20 such companies
Aff this we are pixiposing, CHear.) There is no reason
why Liverpool should not originate a company, and Loudon^
Glasgow, Paisley, and other manufacturing towns as well,
especially as those individuals who are connected with
West Iiniia property, which at the present time is unproduc-
tive. {Hear, hear.) There is no reason why such places and
individuals should not form Cotton growing companies. There
is a wide field open, and instead of the price of the slave being
continually increased from the increasing demand for Cotton,
perhaps a more healthy state **f thini(S wruld prevail in the
United States of America, and that preparation would be made
for the ultimat^freedom of the negro, instead of preparation
being made for his continued degradation- X have great
diffidence iu commending a new ^project to my friends in
business, because, on many occasions, Cotton S[?inner8 have
replied to me on this question of growing Cotton, that it is

their business to consume it, and not to cultivate it. But when
we see this great industry placed in the very questionable
position that it occupies with respect to the supply of its raw
material, and whtn we r;:collect that the capitalists of this
country, yes, and Cotton spinners too, have investments in
foreign railways, in foreign sugar plantations, in the cultivation
of ludigo, of many dyewoodH, and niuch foreign prmluc**, I

ask, shall not a few c;ipitalists be found among us who will at
once remove from the trade the stigma under which, I confess
that in my opinion it resta at the present time ? (Hear.) With
a discreet and economical directory, I believe that reasonable
profits may be obtained- Statements have been placed before
me that would show that in soino cases profits to the amount
of 40 or 60 per cent, might be obtained. Of course, what I

.regard as exaggerations I am not disposed tv> advocate, or to
commend to your notice ; but, I believe that there is a reason-
able probability of the profits from the buying and the Indirect

encouragomentTof the cultivation of Cotton ultimately yielding
fair profits of from 10 to 25, or even 30 i>er cent. If your direc-

tors are supported as they ought to be, and if they manage
tallow, and hides, a happy future awaits this district, for upon their duties economically as they ouffht to do, I anticipate that
our successful working out of the problem of Cotton growing
depends our great position as a commercial community; and as
far as has been apparent, there is not the slightest shadow of a
doubt of the probable success of this undertaking, (Hear,
liearj We know that one-third of England's (Commerce is
dep«>ndeut uiK>n Cotton, and that Cotton, next to com, is her

the resxilts of the company will be all that we could wish, I

have to ajMjlogise to y^iU, gentlemen, for the great length of
time that I have been speaking this moi-ning. (No, no.) I
have simply ftlt that we have a duty to perform among our-
selves, and, if we fail after the attempt, we shall at all events
have the consolation of feeling that we have endeavoured to

Xi^-o n.M^¥^^ n — '.' '^ ^^^ preliminary report of the "Wide serve our age and generation to the tm^test extent of ourJ»y i^ton Growing Company," it is staUd that the directors humble ability.
,

J
, . , . - be built, f

which IS eignt and a half miles distant by water, arid more byland ; and • Mr. King
out in tMimuian „f th. f"^^' 'l^f board that although he was

n«t ncL people. They a« peoi>le of enuh>riBerw^ Ce left

ty, (Applause.)
The Chairman said— I have the plca;^ure of beJng^ supported by

my excellent fiiend the .Muyor of Anbton, and 1 beg to call Uf>on

him to move the first resolution. (Hear.)
The Mayor of Ashton-under-Lvnk (Hugh Mason, Esq),

said—Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I beg to move —
j •' That the draft prospectus now submitted for the

formation of a Joint Stock Comp. n/ (limit^Ml) be approved,

'and that the company be considered as formed when

one half of the proposed capital of 100,000i. shall have

been subscribed, and that the following gentlemen be requested

: to act afl provisional directors, and they are hereby empowered

1 to carry out in every respect the object* of the proposed corn-

Hugh Mason, Ashton-under-Lyne ; Mr. J^siah liadcliffe,

and Mn T. Emmott, Oldham; Mr J. Marshall, Stockport

,

Mr, R Piatt. Stalybridge; ilr. J- Mayall, Mossley; Mr.

J, WaHcer, Bury ; Mr. T. Barnes, Farnworth

I have great pleasure in moving that resolution, and m our

lileSt member Mr. Bazley has, I think, almost exhaufiled
exce
the whole subject, I fihaU occupy your Ume 00I7 for a moment

or two. Perhaps it ought to be stated that even Cotton
spinners are not indifferent to the attractions, at this particular
time of the 5ear, of grouse shooting, Doncaster races, and the
seaside, and probably that may bo some reason why we have
no; a larger number of Cotton Rpinners present. (Hear, and
laughter,) My reason for coming forward on this occasion and
identifying myself with this movement, which I do moat
cordially, is, that having from the commencement been a
member of the Executive of the Cotton Supply Association, I
have often felt that we have been put in a position of very
great difljculty indeed in the course of our experience as a
Cotton Supply Association. We have been waited upon and con-
sulted by many gentlemen from various parts of the world, re-
questing that we would afford them all the aid we possibly could
in carrying out the objects which our association had in view,
viz., increased and improved supplies of the raw material which
keeps tliis great district of ours in operation. Well, I think
the Cotton Supply Association have pursued a very wise
course in declining to be absolutely identified with an^ par*
ticular company for the promotion of the growth of Cotton ; at
the same time I, as an individual Cotton consumer, have felt

that we were hardly going so far as we ought to do. (Hear.)
We see j to have stopped at this partictiUr point. Gentlemen
have waited upon us, and have said, '* We are willing to supply
a certain amount of money and to go to the Cotton fields to do
what we can to improve the quality of Cotton and incre^ise the
supplies." We have listened to their statements—we havejust
said to them, in point of fact, " Be thou clothed, be thou fed,
be thou housed," and there, gcntleniei, we have stopped-
When they have asked us to put our Handa into our pockets
and to bring out our money, and to risk our capital in the carry-

i ing out of these ideas thi*t we have so often preached about,
we have said, ''No, gentlemen, thus far we have gone, and
no farther will we go/' (Hear.) Our excellent friend Mr*
Bazley, in common with other gentlemen connected with that
association, have seen the difficulty that we have been placed
in ; and though I most cordially approve of the course that the
Cotton Supply Association have pursued ao a Cotton Supply
Association^ I still think that those who are friends of that
movement are bound to go somewhat further. (Applause.) I,

as an individual, am prepared to go further than the Cotton
Supply Association can go. Hear, hear.) Now gentlemen, I
am sure I have no need to say a single word on behalf of joint
stock companies. We have not many joint stock companies in
this part of the country engaged in Cotton Spinning and
manufacturing, but I would ask you where should we be as a
country but for joint stock companies? (Hear.) Where should
we be for our water supply, our gas supply, our great railroads,

our great trans-Atlantic steamers, and a great many other
things, but for having brought into active and successful
operation the principleof combination? (Hear, hear.) In fact,

gentlemen, I would ask, at this very moment where would
India have been but for a joint stock company ? (Hear.) Very
well, gentlemen, I am sure you will agree with me that this is

a fair and legitimate thiiiff for a joint stock company to take
up. (Hear.) We have heard a great dtal within the past 12
months ofour enormous crop of Cotton from the United States
of America, It has been no doubt an unprecedented crop in
quantity, and as a consumer, along with a great many other
consumt-rs, I know that it has also been unprecedented in its

adulterations. (Hear.) I believe, gentlemen, that if wc got
one or two other strings to our btiw, and increase the competi-
tion in the supply of this great raw material, we shall by that
means alone, put a stop to the very extensive adulteration
which has takt'ii place during the last two years, in the Cotton
sent from the United States- (Hear.) But, gentlemen, do not
let us plume ourselves too much upon the great Cotton crop of
the past 12 months. We know that one very large crop has
been succeeded by a diminished crop, and, for anything wo
know, everything in connection with this crop being a matter
that is looming in the distance, the forthcoming crop, which at
this moment appears favourable and promises to be very exten-
sive, may be really one of the smallest that had been grown
for several yesre past, I find from lookiug at the Brokers' cir-
culars that on the lJ9th of June last, the stock in the port
of Liverpool was 1,300,000 bags. Since that date, up to the
Slstof August we have imported about 300,000 bags. At the
beginniu:; of the present month, our stock iu Liverpool was
about 1,000,000 h;^;*. The Cotton trade, continued Mr, Mason,
took, in July and August last, 430,000 bags ; and Liverpool ex-
ported to the continent of Europe 130,000 bags, making a total
of 560,000 bags. On the 1st of the present month, the stock in
Liverpool was a little over 1,000,000 ba^s. Some time since
Mr. Bazley marie a ntatemunt to the effect that, ere Jongr, the
consumption of Cotton would be 40,000 bags per week, and be
had seen that fulfilled- He had since stated his belief that it
would soor* a]>proach to 50,000 bags per week, and he (Mr.
Mason) was prepared to endorse that statement. The average
q-iantity taken by the trade from Liverpool in 1859 was
4^,000 bags per week; and the quantity taken this year was
on an average of 47,000 bjigs x>er week. Then they had the
people themselves turning joint stock manufacturers; and no
one knew what quantity of machinery was being made by the
machinists. One h;id told him that he was turning out 27,000
spindles per week, which were suScient for a decent-sized fac-
tory; and another was turning out 18,000 new spindles per
week. When they Kaw what was going on in the increase of
Cottori factories— if these new factories were to be brought into
operation, and the present ones continued—they would find
Mr. Baxley's proj.htcy of O'^ouO bales per week hilly verified.
(Hear.) Tliere was what would appear to be a large stock of
Cotton at Liverpool, but how nitich of it w;is downright rub-
bish they could hardly tell; but they knew that a large por-
tion q\ it was absolutely unusable by a great portion of the
trade. It would be theobjectof the company to turn its attention
to the great continent of India, first, because it was a part ofour
own great empire, and secondly, becatise there was no falavery
in India. (Hear, he^ir.) All productioiis were the result of free
labour. Although India was increasing the home taxes, yet,
he thought they wnuld not like to dispossess theraselvts of
India. He thought the reason of its being a tax was the want
of proper and good government; but now that the attention
of Lancafihire was turned to the question, they liad a right to
expect that good results would ensue. It had been urjred as
one reason why more Ci>tton wa-s not produced iu India, that
when America produced alarge supply, India waa thrown over-
b<:>3rd and ncg'Iected, That was a udr ground for complaizrt;
but the reason was, that India did not compete with America
iu tlie quulity of the raw inateriiil ; but he bclitvod it wae
capable uf being brought to compete with it in tt^e material,
Mr. Haywood, tlie excellent tiecrcttry of the Cottr>n Supply
ABSociatioti, hud >shown liiin a sample, recently recaired from
India (ginned in the room) grown from Egyptian seed,
and ho (Mr. Mamao) wotild be gtad to give IM. per lb. for

any quantity of it. (Hear.) It h-id been grown, he was
told, without any particular asaistancer and that India
could produce a oonnderable quantity of that etoes of
Cotton- He then read extracts frcuo a letter received from
Mr. Hcugh, at Etawah, between Lucknow and A^fra, in

the Presidency of Bentmh The letter stated the want
of merchants to purchase the Cotton which could be pro-Iuced-

He bugge8tt:d that there i«ught tx> be persons of r^jionsibility

to purchase, and that superior machinery for ^ igand
pecking the Cotton should beempU^yed. If they wanted betUr

Cotton to be grown thtre he (the writer) would reco«»meudthe

Cotton consumers to put their hhoulders to the wheel, and ceaM
memorialising Government. Now in that he (Mr. Ma»t^n)ftUly

concurred. He did not think tlvat private enurprtee would

meet the difficulty, and they were bound, as consumers, to tfo
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^ theFcould to aacortain the cause of this deficiency. They

had had accounts of the increas-i of Cotton spmnmg m India,

and they could not advert to the nen- tariff whk-h was to be

btwught about in India without feelings of melaucholy and

rejn-et that the eminent man whom they had not long ago

h»ni in that room, Mr. "SVas^'n, was nowno more. Whatever

their opinion as to his acts in India, there could not be but deep

regret respecting his removal. He (Mr. Mason) looked upon

it as a settled fact that the obnoxious Indian tariff must be

repealed; and he mu3t express his regret and sur-

prise that Manchester had done so exceedingly little

respecting that protective scheme. If Mauchescer had

set iU shoulder" to the wheel, the measure could

not have gone so far. The Cotton trade with ludia

could not be sn^tained if that tariff were maintained. It was a

fact that the Parsee* and joint-stock companies m India were

prepared to go to America and purchase Cotton. How could

be EngUsh Cotton manufacturers &\rry on their trade rguust

a protection of 15 or 20 per cent, on I'ati^^i^^^^^,^^'-V;™iLHnn
utterly un-Englisli. and c- .ntrtiry to the spirit of the legislation

of late yearsf and if the Chamber of Commerce rom^^ned

apathetic on the subject he hoped the trade generally wo d

take the matter into their own hafids, and insist upon the taiiti

being repealed. Ifmills had been called into existence lu Lidia

by prohibitory duties, they would go out ^^ existence when

thoie obnoxious duties were withdrawn. They co Id "ot

forget the VO.OOO.OOOr of taxation impased, and it behoved

them to bestir themselves to make their ^^^^^^
/j^f^^"

^e

firmly believed that the proposed company T^ouId 1'^} ^ost

hindlnmely, and he dki not think the 25 per cent, ^^nied™
byany meansanexaleration; but ^^

^fy
could prove to Man^^

Chester capit:ili.ts and Cotton spmuers thatit vsoutdpay 1^ pei

cent., the money would bo forthcoming to ^T^^e "fniost extent

that would be required. He begged to offer his thanks to ^Ir.

Bazley for caUincfthem together ; they all knew that nothmg

could have inuuenccd him lu

MP. lOOOh; JttUu'Cheetham. Esq., iOOO/.; Hugli^Ma^on.

Esq.; lOOoS.; John Pender, Esq., lOOOr. ; Tliomas Etnmott,

Eeq., lOOOe. ; John Piatt, Esq., lOOOi.

Home Correspondence.
Fibre from Jlolli/^iocks.—Since Malvaceae contain a

great deal of useful fibre, a trial of the fibre of Holly-

hock would be of some interest. The plant is so easily

cultivated and propagated in this climate, and the length

80 considerable that a great produce might be raised,

and the present season, when Hollyhocks will soon be cut

down, would be a convenient time for the experiment.

The\ will not be too dry this year, and green fibre is I

believe, best for production of strong thread. Perhaps

the hint may be useful. I.

Cucvmhers.—l intend erecting a span-roofed house

30 feet long and 13 feet wide for Cucumbers. I wish

to have it heated on the very best principle yet known.

Will some of your correspondents therefore inform

me which, in their opinion, is the best plan, and

where I can go to see it in operation ? Old Sulscrlher,

Snrnham, Windsor. ,

Almond Tree in Fruit—There is now here, at an

elevation of 500 feet above the level of the sea. an

Almond tree in full bearing. Is this usual in England

or Wales ? C. C. [Not very uncommon.]

Seech Trees never struck hu LigTdning.—VMVvn^ an

^U Se^bTrtlverof p^ill 1
excmVLoa in the north of .EngLmd. I was infbrmed by

philanthropy and pitriotiam.
_
(Loud applause.) IIo had great

pleasure in moving the resolution.

Mr Harold Littlkdale* of Liverpool, was called upon to

second the motion, and in dning so he expressed the great

interest he felt in the object of their meeting. He had been m
the Cotton trade about 40 years. Some 20 years ago, he wrote

to Sir Robert Peel, and told him that at some time a Cotton

famine would come, and that it would be as bad a^ a com
famine. (Hear.) He was very much struck with the feasibility

of the plan .sketched in the prospectus for their operations in

India as well as the formation of model farms. Being a bit of

fl farmer himself, he could testify to the advantages of good

example. (Hear.) Everything would depend upon the manage-

ment. If they could rely upon thp people of India, lie was

quite stu-e that it was one of the finest fields ia the world for

auceessful Cotton growing and the labours of the philanthropist.

The examjjle of then- model farm would be copied, and they

would soon find the natives producing Cotton of the best kinds.

(Hear.) Example w;W all-powerful, and such a company would_

l>e a new era in the hl-^tory of Indi;i. It was impossible to

predict the extent to which Ct-->tton would be required. China

and Japan were opening to us, and if their inhabitants wanted

ooly a cotton nightcap apiece, the consumption would greatly

exceed 50,000 bags a week. (Hear, and laughter.) It was to

their own interest to move in this matter, and if they put their

Bhouldcrs-iO the wheel with energy, the company would be

.sure to prigress satisfactorily. If there should be a bad crop

in America this year, lot theni calculate what they would have

to pay (Hear.) He wa.*? certain that with -competition be-

tween America, India, and Australia, the bread stuffs we
retiuired would bo more than paid for by tlie low price we
Bhould pay America for her Cotton. (Hear.) He wished every

WQcoeBatotho company, and very much regretted that Liver-

pool should he BO apathetic in the matter. It behoved every

'man who would do good to his country, and who wished to see

India fionvirtb, to aid this movement. (Applause.)

The CuAmjLAN' :—I have, sini-O coming Into the room, received

ajettcrfj-om my friend the I:itu mumbtr for Soutli Lancashire,

Mr. CheotJiani, which I will read—
"I 'regret my absence from home will prevent mc being pre"

sent at your moetinff to-morrow and taking a part in its pro-

ceedings. I fully sym]iatliise, hoivever. in the olyect you have
in. view, and shall be gliid to join as a shareholder in

the formation of the proposed company, for the pur-
chase and promotion of the growth of a superior <iuaUty of
Cotton in India, The quality of Cotton now received from that
couutiy is so inferior, as materially to limit its consumption
heie, and to prevent its entering iuto competition with Cotton
grown in the Duited States of America. To remedy this state
of' things, by improving the quality and extending its con-
sumption, is an object of the highest importance to the manu-
facturing interests of this country. The information obtained
by the Cottoa Supply Asaociati.in shows that a quality of
Cotton fully equal to that grown in the United States may be
grown in India ; but that, to promote its growth, a more direct
intercourao with the Indian ryot or cultivator than now exists
is requisite. I know of 110 agency by whit;h this cin
be effected otiier thm by the action of a, joint-stock
company such as you pi opose to be formed. I hope the response
to your proposal wilt be general on the part of those in-
terested, and that the attainment of an object we have so
long desired m ly be achieved."

I have also a letter from Mr. Dunlop, of Glasgow, who ex-
presses great sympathy with the object of the meeting. (Hear.)
The mQtioii was put, and carried nuanimoualy.
Mr Bazley having vacated the Chair, it was taken, on the

motion of Mr. D. Cu.iDwicK, by 51r. Thomas CirGo.

Mr. Wrtoht Turner moved^ and Jlr. Makakt seconded, a
vote of thanks to M-r- Bazley for presiding.

Mr, Clego said he could not put the resolution to the meeting
without stating how cordially he rejoiced in the movement.
He thought it would be the f lult of the directors an-i those
connected with it if they did not make this into a second East
India Company, under more favourable auspices, for thq re-
generation , of that country and the benefit of onrs.
(Hear, hear) It was jnst the thing that India wanted;
but he thought it wi>uld be a great mistake if they
became Cotton cnltiratora on a large scale ; they might have a
mode' farm or so, and otherwise set an example to the natives.
But when tb^y .considered the price Cotton sold for on the spot.
It must prove unrem iinei-afive if there were heavy cliarges for

management. In India and Africa it w:i.'* impossihij for Euro-
peans to compete with native labour, but it would be like a
great banking company. Some thought that he was a man of
one idea, and that Africa was hi.s crotchet, but he was not for
Africa alone, he was for the whole world, and for getting
Cotton wherever it would grow. He wa'^ a great believer in,

averages, and as Indian Cotton ranged at a lower figure in the
market, they must not e.xpect their Indiiui samples to be such
as those from Australia, which produced Cotton superior to
that of any other part of the world. Hedidnot wish todispirage
the movement ; it was his full belief that it was their duty to
o forward^ and that if properly managed, the scheme would
le highly profitable. 80 far from Mr. Bazley discouraging

Cotton-growing in Africa, he had been his (Mr. Clegg's) best
friend, and he trusted that Mr. B;izley's exertions in this
niatter would be crowned with success. (Hear, hear.)
The vote havmg been unaniraouslv accorded, Mr. Bazley ex-

pressed hia thanks to the meeting" and the proceedings ter-
minated We learn that the following gentlemen have already
?^^!?*®*^ *^^^^ '^^^^^^ to be placed on the List of Shareholders

a person of great experience in such matters, that

although he had seen many trees struck by lightning,

he had never known an instance of a Beech tree being

A suiferer. Has this been observea by others? And

has any reason been discovered why Beech trees are thus

free from the attacks of lightning ? C. T
Education of Garde^iers.—l am of opinion that some

of your correspondents have departed rather far from

the subject that was first commenced under this head;

from education it has taken, the form of pounds,

Bhillmgs, and pence. I quite agree that ou the whole

gardeners are badly paid for the duties required of

them ; and that it is nnwise for any man to educate his

sons well in order to make gardeners of them, for if he

can afford to give them a superior education they

would he sure to find far more remuneration in other

professions, such as law or medicine. But to take

gardening as it stands, the majority of gardeners are

the sons of poor labouring men, who could not afford to

pay high premiums for a trade or profession; to these

gardening is a promotion in life and oircamstances. It

may not be well to discourage these young men too

much, for there must be gardeners, and many if they

were not gardeners would be worse off. Would it not

be better to encourage young gardeners of the present

day to luake themselves proficient in the knowledge of

their business and all brandies of edncation connected

therewith'; then, if they see an opening in something

more remunerative, their education. wiU_be found very

.serviceable, and tljey wiU. derive great pleag.nre in

knowing that it is something they have acquired by
their own industry. But I think the majority of

gardeners liave no wish to leave their profession, not-

withstanding all its difficulties; and to encourage these

to aim at a higher staud, both moral and intellectual,

would in my opinion be the noblest deed that could be
performed iu their favour. Perhaps it may not be well

to fix, too high a standard of education, f»r many young
gardeners possess great advantages over others in pro-

curing knowledge, but encourage them to pursue know^
ledge, aud as a natural consequence the more they know
the more they will want to know. A Young Gardener.

Oishurst Compound.—I know this from experience to

be a perfect cure for the Grape and Rose mildew.
During the heavy rains and low night temperature
which prevailed about six weeks ago mildew made its

appeariinccou.some Vines in a low span-roofed house,

here just as the berries were finishing stoning, and it

began to spread with such rapidity over the berrie?^

foot-stalks, and even leaves, that I became apprehensive
that if not clieeked it would soon spread over the whole
house, and ultiniately destroy the crop, or render it

unfit for table. I, therefore dissolved about 6 ounces
of Gishnrst iu a gallon of boiling; rain water, and
after allowing it to cool down to a tepid "fetate, towards
the afternoon,, when I could shut up the house with
safety, 1 stringed thoroughly eacb A'ine afTccted with
the- pest, aud after allowing them to remain in that
state for 24 hours, I found on examination that the
Oidium hud turned quite black, and had dried up. 1

then gave the Vines a good syringing with clean tepid
water, at the same time raising the temperature, and
keeping up a constant supply of fresh air night and
day by leaving the lights at top and bottom open a

few inches, and I am happy to say thtU up to this

moment the evil has not reappeared. Tlie berries

though checked in growth are colouring and progressing

favourably, and I entertain a hope that iu the end all

will prove satisfactory^ I have also dipped some Roses

affected with mildew in the composition, and with the

same result. Geo, Kerr, The Gardens, Sidhain^teoji

House, 'iiear Reading*
Bees.—Your correspondent " W. I," mentions, at

p. 853, a remarkable instance of sagacity in the humble
bee. And such it truly is, but I have for some years

thought it to be the comnaon practice of our English

bee to pierce the tube of flowers. in order to reaqb the

honey within, iu case« where the tub©^ is not large

enough to admit the botly of the insect. I know that

common out-doqr flowers, which I think your corre-
spondent may prove by referring to his rows of French
Beans (Runners). IVIy attention has often been arrested
ou obsei'ving the bees fastening themselves to the base
of the flower tube of Scarlet Beans, instead of entering
or attempting to enter the tube iu the usual way, anif
"find on just now examining the flowers of some h^e
that nearly all are pierced in the manner spoken of. J
conclude, therefore, that the practice is not peculiar to

one particular season, or confined to hothouse flowers

G. E., Ford Alley, CMrd. [No. But the questioa

is how Bees know^ that they can obtain from exotic

flowers which they never saw before, wbat they obtain

from such as they are familiar with.]

£ovgainvillcEa.—Ur. Duncan's laudatory remarks oa
Bougainvillaea splendens, in a late Number, induces me
to state that we have a plant of it m flower here, which

was treated as follows:—In April last it was potted

into a 6-inch pot, in a compost of turfy bam, turfy

peat, leaf-mould, and a little silver sand; and again in

June it was shifted into a 10-inch pot. After it had
made 10 shoots, from 3 to 5 feet in length, it waa
removed into an intermediate house, and exposed moie
to sun and air; it soon began to show flower; from

thence it was removed to the conservatory, and will last

in bloom for a considerable length of time. This noble-

looking plant is not near so much cultivated as it should

be ; when in full bloom it ranks foremost amongst Stove

plants, both on account of its glossy light green foliage,
"

and beautiful light-red coloured bracts; it is eaaily

propagated by cuttings of half-ripencd wood. /. ?„

HoWiam Gardens.

ocictics*

HoETicrxTrEAL : Sept, 27, (Flo-ral Commtttee.)-

At this meeting Messrs. Vilmorin & Co. of Paris, and

Afessrs. Carter of Holborn, showed specimens of the

beautiful double Zinnias mentioned by us last w$ek.

Messrs. Carter state that their Zinnias " were raised

from seed received from a Correspondent in the East

Indies." They were less double than Messrs. AHlmorin's.

To both were awarded first class certificates. A

similar award was also made to Mr, Crowder, of Horn.

castle, foran upright.pyramidalgi-owingvarietyofTaxus

baccata, mentioned by us on a former occasion. A first class

certificate was likewise given to a fine bold purple

Dahlia called Beauty of Hilperton from Mr. Edwards of

that place. A rosy lilac Dahlia called Juno from Mf.

Rawlings was commended,a3 were also Dahlias Princep

of Prussia, yellow, and George Parker, white tipped

with lilac, from Mr. Turner of Slough. A similar

mark of distinction was also bestowed upon a purple

Dahlia called Lord Derby from Mr. Pope of Chelsea.

A large showy yellow CEnothera, from ^dessvs. Carter,

was likewise commended, as were also Tropffiolum

Garibaldi, a rich Orange criiasou sort from Messrs.

Garaway and Co. of Bristol, and two beautitul

Gladioluses named Herr Rosenberg and Mrs. i^ipunt,

from Mr. Standish of Bagsbot. . Other fine varieties ot

Gladiolus were also shown by Mr. Standisb, and some

beautiful stands of Dahlias by Mr. Tmner.

E^VTOiroLOGiCAX: Sept. 3.-H. T, Stamton Es^

Vice-President, in the Chair. Mr. Waterhouse exhib t«l

living examples of Tricodes hispidus ^^ t^^^J^^'^^i^Pj}

and imago states, forwarded to l^^^^^.^^J' ^^"'/l?:"^'

Leicester, and Dorcatoma clirysomehna ^ ^^^\
bred from rotten wood brought fr*>f

^^^'f^f?r^iJ!fn'
the species Lad not hitherto been 'l^^t^^^^fj^™^^
Mr. Stevens exhibited two specimei :.

ot i^^^^f
!f^^

germanus, recently found alive in the town MJ^
Mr. Pelerin exhibited some fine Coleoptera, incladmg^^

beautlfuLvariety of Staphylinus C?sareus,M
pubescence entirely fulvous. Mr. Kmg e^l^'^^^!^^^";

series of Crambus paludellus, and other X^^pidop^

from Horning Fen, Norfolk. Mr, Stainton_ exhibit^

the living larvffi of Nemotois scabiosellus ^-eceivea ^^

Herr Hofmann, of Batisbon. Mr. Janson exhibitfa

specimens of Donacia Comari, taken in Perthshire,

pointed out the distinsjuisbing characters ot
^^^^l^-^^

which had hitherto only been found in
^^^J^^y'^^^

j
Rye exhibited a specimen of Aleochara ruficornis, i

-^

by Mr, Solomon in Campsee Glen, near Glasgow,
^^^

Bagous, which he believed to be distinct from su

described species of that genus. The Secretary r^
communication from Walter Elliot, Esq., of ^]^''^^

Kawick, NJ5., ou the injury done to Lwch ^n^.^P'^jije

Firs by Hylobes abietis, the writer considering

ravages of this beetle to be the chief cause of tne

creasing mortality in plantations of those tree^*

ia-

Kaltces of UmU
Le Jardiii Fruitier du Jiluseum, ott__, „^ , .. ^'^^^^f'^.

de toutes les especes et varietesd'arhres fr^tt*^^^^^

fives dans cet etahlissement, &c. &c. Par ''• ^
4to. Ptuis, Fii-min Didot. Pmts 25 to 36.

This splendid work, which has been a^'*^^'^TgJ i|i

ioned once or twice iu our columns, ''*''.
^^J**^^.:«|id

forthcsximaappendedtotheirnames:—Thomas Bazley. Esq,, I they pursue this plan in the cage of some of our most
|
high by many on

36th number; and the portion ^e ^'® J"f ^^^ttccd-

maintains the high character of that «1^^4^
j ^]^

Tiie plates are beautifully executed, and •'^^'^^i'^^i^

colourineof some of thi fruito may be consioerru

this side of the Chanuel. 1^ "^
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doubtless true to nature aa regards fruits produced iu

the last two bright summers in France, We have even

seen fruits quite as highly tinted in this country when
grown on a chalk soil, near the sea, on the south coast.

The contents of the parts before us are of so much inte-

rest that we propose to examine them m detail, espe-

cially as the work can have very few horticultural

readers in this country.

GroseilUr de HoUande a gros frnifs Manes.—This

appears to be the same as our White Dutch Currant.

It is sijated that, as a general rule. White Currants are

not so much grown about Paris as red ones, the market
;ardeners having found them less productive, and the

Pruit, from the thinness of its skin, apt to become
spotted and russeted so as to lose its brightness for the

market.
Groseiller a frtdts carries, the Champagne Currant.

It is described as intermediate between the red and
white. Opinions differ as to the value of this variety.

Some contend that it is superior, others that it is infe-

rior, to the White Currant. Prof. Decaisne is of the
latter opinion, having always found the fruit more sour
"than that of the white. On the other hand it makes
jellies which keep better than those from the white,
And with less boiliog. \I. de Bavay has seen this

variety bearing red bunches on the same plant, and
thus showing a tendency to revert to its original type.

Winter Bon- Chretien, Poire Bon' Chretien.^ Flesh

white, firm, breaking, more or less gritty round the

corej juice abundant, sugary and perfumed when the

fruit is very ripe. It is better to train the tree against

K wall than as a pyramid in the north of France,

'there is a variety with striped fruit. The Winter
Bon-Chretien has a very long stalk, and must not be
confounded with the Bon-Chretien Turc and Bon
Chretien d'Auoh, which have very large fruit, with a
very short and thick stalk.

The introduction of this variety has been attributed,

PrOf. Decaisne knows not with what foundation,

sometimes to St. Ilartin, who is said to have brought
it'frOtn Hungary in the beginning of the 5th century;

(Kwnetiffies to St. Francis de Paula, who died in 1485.

Panciroli supposes, and with a greater degree of

probability, that Bon-CJu'etiea, is a corruption of BoU'
CMsHfnenien {cMstammfii), Kabelais says, *** Vous
mangerez de grosses Poires Crustumenies, des Bergua-
mottes, une Pomme de Courtpendu.'* The Winter Bon-
Chretien, though not held in such high esteem as the
Belle-Ang(!vine [Uvedale's St. Germain], du Cure [Vicar
of Winkfield], &c., which, on account of their size and
colour, constitute the great ornament of the winter
dessert, is sold, nevertheless, in Paris at the end of
^vihter by the principal fruiterers at the same pri
fine Easter Bemrc Pears, or at 2 or 3 francs €

but this price was niucii exceeded in the l<5th artd I7tli
centuries, when, according to Pierre de TEtoile, as
much as a crown apiece was given for these Pears on
•OTtie occasions. We nMMt a.W, th.i*, nltltmigh t\:
Pear was formerly a good deal grown on Avails in
Eagland, it now succeeds so badly in comparison with
many newer eorts that it is no longer deemed worthy
df cnUivation In oQr climate.

Poire CrottSe.—This is a variety of the Doyenne
julanc, apt to crack and speck. It is considered the
same as the Louise de Pi*usse of M. Bivorfc, but dif-

ferent from that of M. Willerniuz.
Poire Boyale d'Kiver.—In Italy tins bears the names

of Peru Spina, P. Papana, P. Casentina, &c. In
France it is often confounded with the Poire Muscat
Lallemand ; and Prof. Decaisne considers it identical

with the Poire Louis- Gregoire and
Bivort, The flesh is firm, yellowish
perfumed and of a peculiar, very agreeable flavour,

resembling that of the Portunce de Parmentier, but
Imb astringent; season, November till March. This
Pear cannot be recommended for cultivation in "Eng-

land, where it has been tried. The Louis- Gregoire,
and /. B. Bivort are stated to be synonymous with it;

the former to have been raised at Joduigne, iu 1832,
and the J". B. Bivort to have fruited for the first time
at Gee'st-Saint-"Re'ray in 1847. However that may be,

it is certain that the Koyale d'lliver is a very old Pear.

Vermilion, or Bellissime d'Automne is a long Pear,

S^enish-yellow on the sliaded side, red next the sun.

Sprinkled with numerous white aiid deep red -spots.

Fl^h breaki^ with a Sweet, somewhat perfumed,
•lightly vinous juice, ripe iu September.

Poire Colmar d*Bte,—Fruit small or middle-sized,
turbinate; skin smooth, sprinkkd with brown dots;
iW^traight, more or leas fleshy; flesh firm or half-
tti<«*g, jmcy. ft^e«t, pei-fumcd. "prof. Decaisne fetains
the name ofCulmard'^te given to this fruit by Van

;u ^ /
sfcaus that it moat not be confouuded with

the t^o^ifww-d £te de Strashmrg, which is the same as
^\fOire^ufdeCygne, nor with the Colmar d'Automne,
•jM.

JN d crmoz Us done. The Colmar d'kte is con-
a#red only of Second-rate tpiality by Prof. Decaisne.
In the iiertfe Sorticole, which he quotes, the flesh is
described as meltmg, but somewhat g.itty; juice
abmidaut, and very eood ; ripe in Octobe?. According
J^Ps-^vost (PomoLSetne-Inferieure), the flesh is rather
Hhe, very tender, half-melting; juice abundant, v
sweet and perfumed. Ripe in September
The coltivation of the Colmar d'fite has not been

»tenMvein England and therefore we cannot say
whether it will prove buitable to this climate or not.
'Ve can, however, coi.

Flesh white, break

Season, December.
According to Prof.

generally mistaken

ice us

each;

and we may remark that the latter is not the same, nor
so good, as the Swan's Egg Pear*

Poire Bonvllle.^Fiuit large, oblong, swelling out in

the middle, flat at the eye ; stalk very long, stout, a
little curved, generally thickened at its insertion ; skin

yellow, tinged with brownish-red next the sun, sprinkled

with numerous brown dots, and marked with pale-

brown russet spots near the stalk,

ing, very sweet. A baking Pear.

The tree is an abundant bearer.

Decaisne, Pomologists have been
with respect to the Poire Donville, Some have made
a new variety of it under the name of Chaumontel
anglais or Beige ; others, from the similarity of tlie

name, have taken it for the Martin Sire or Renville,

M. Willermoz has erroneously made it synonymous with

the Chaumontel ordinaire. At Bourdeaux, according

to Catros, it is confounded with the Petit Bateau. It

was described by Merlet in 1667 as the DonviUe, or

Calot, or Poire de Provence, According to Poiteau it

is much esteemed for preserving and confectionary.
(To be continued.)

An eighth edition of Bivers' Orchard B^onse has

come out (Longmans), -It is somewhat extended but
seems to be little altered from the last edition, good
evidence that the management of such buildings is

' brought-very nearly to a certainty, Th6se who have
them this year must congratulate themselves, for iu

them, and no where else except in heated buildings,

has fruit acquired either colour or flavour. In Orchard
houses, however^ the wretched summer has been scfirccly

felt. We add Mr. Rivers* own prefatory remarks to

this new edition.

**In this (the Eighth) edition, the *^ Vineyard under
Glass' is a new idea likely to be of great intetest,

offering as it does a most agreeable method of culti-

vating the Vine, I have also extended my directions

for cultivating the Tangerin Orange, one of the most
delicious of our autumnal fruits. I have in like manner
suggested the extension of Orange culture, so as to

include the Maltese 'Blood and the thin-rinded St.

Michael^ Orange, which require the same treatment as

the Tangerin, and of the latter of which I have im-
ported young trees of the true sort direct from the
islai\fl. I feel a firm conviction that ' Orange-tree
houses for the production of fruit Only, and nOt as

formerly for their cultivation as ornamental trees and
shrubs, will ere long be in every good garden.

"Iu the management of Apricottreesinorchardhouscs,

it will bo seen that, writing from recent experience, I

have 'dTftctcd syringing the trees to be nearly or quite

discontinued. I have also made some change in the
mode of summer pinching, which will be found advan-

tageous. In the summer pinching of Peach and
Nefctarine trees I have also made some trifling change
as to the time when it should bo dificoiitifiuc'd. I have,
in fact, g-ivcn all the fmi^s of my experience ap to the
time of publication.

"I may, I think, venture to suggest that "Tiffimy
houses," as employed by ' Mr. St-andish, may he
found very cheap and useful in the culture of
Plums, Cherries, Pears, and even Apricots iu pots.

The trees may remain iu the house 'till tlieir fruit is

quite safe from the effects of our spring frosts, say the
first week in June, and then be placed in the open air

to ripen their fruit. With the ripening power Ofj
* Tiffany houses' we are at present unacquainted. If

they can be made to serve as efiicient protecto'-s of the

blossoms of such kinds 6f fruits as will rii>en in the open

SUDBTJBT, Suffolk ; also a Catalogue of Dutch and
Cape Bulbs and other flower root^ from the same
grower.—List of Bulbs and other flower roots cultivated
and imported by E. G. HEXDEasoy & So>% Wellington
Road, St. John's Wood.

centre six or seven feet. The tiffany for the roof

should be fixed; that forming the sides should be loose,

so as to a^lmlt of its being turned up daily for the

admission of fr^sh air."

Miscellaneous

-

Roto to Teach a Garden Bog his Work.—Let the
lessons be one at a time, and amazingly simple. As to
cleaning a piece of ground previous to digging, teach so

much of the botany of three or four of the worst weeds
as that each may be known in a crowd, or at any
distance. Let it be a rule that these are to be taken
up as carefully as a crop of Beet, and laid aside, that it

may be seen how little injury they have sufiercd in the

act of uprooting. The ground being thus cleared, let

it be understood that digging means lifting the earth

to the depth of 15 inches, and laying it upside down,
the common substitute for whicli is a mere disordering of

the same surface that was uppermost blTore ; hence the

wetness and coldness of soil, the late iiowing and little

reaping, together with the waste of manure, which
occur in the gardens of tlie pcasantr}', a loss sustained

through life for the want of a single lesson. To secure

good digging, see that a furrow or trench of the
specified depth he opened on the one side of the plot

to be dug, and the stuif wheeled to the other. Let this

furrow be 2 feet wide and cut straight down, and let

the boy understand that when it is filled iu the process

of digging he must leave another as wide and as deep,

and maintain Such openness of trcJicii all the way
through the plot. Pointout the different colours of the
soil that comes up, and show that his work, if rightly

done, will all the way present tlie same appearance. ' If

such a colour id exhibited, the depth is good, the
annual weeds fall, of course, to occupy'lhe lowest place,

and neither the rake nor the genial sun will bring' them
to light anymore. The manure is by this means also

j

duly deposited, and not wasted by frost and e\'tiporation,

,

#-•* '# Tlie wire I'iddle makes a rdle for itself, and is

admirable for giving exactness of idea to the worker, 'da

Well as of finish to his work. You Watlt a piece of
ground made fit for small seeds, and you give Ordefs to

have it well cleared of stones. But your words do not
convey your idea ; the boy takes his notic-ns from a

Clover fieM. Show him the riddle and savtl at'the soil

to a given depth must pass thi-ou*h its wires. They
have no latitudinarian notions, andyOurboy so furnished

is as perieet a workman aa the first in a palace garden.

The work is a nnisterpiece, and never did hand of thrifty

wife print with inoro pleasure her store of new-made
meal than you will araonld of s»ich aptitude, whether
for receiving the fine fibres of a flowur or the fairy

heads of the Amaranth. At such a work your boy is a
treasure; you have him at any rate, and the work,
fhong-h slow-, is sweet to -the eye when done; but ifc

might lose some of its sweetnes-s on settling accounts
with the other hands at the rute of 2^. per day. 1 shall

notice little inure than one other sort of work, to
exerriplify the methods of turning your hoy's hands to
gootl account. 1 allude to one which he can do per-
fectly, which will never fail in supplying fi.ir-weather

employment, and by the pei-sevorance of which the
manse garden will show the best crops in the parish.

Let not prejudice as to the inadequacy of Stren^-th

prove a hindrance. Nothing but ignorance of the spade
and of muscular exertion can make the name of trenciU-

Icones Morphologic<x atque Organogra^hicee I'ntroduc-

iionem sgnopsi muscorum eiiropeeorum prrsmissam

iliustrantes. By W. Ph. Schimper. Stuttgard,

1860. 4to.

This is a quarto dissertation upon tlie structure of

ilosses, written in Latin, German, and French, and

illustrated by 11 excellent plates filled with details of

structure. We do uo^ remark anything novel in the

statements, nor any attempt to explain the analogy,

with the organs of other plants, of the very blugular

apparatus called the theca or capsule in JIusses. But
for the purpose whicli the author has iu view— dinger
les premiers pas du commen^nt dans cette hranche de

la Botanique—it is extremely well athtpted.

Weddeirs Chlorls Andina. The 12lh cmnber hiis

reached us, contaniing 6 plates and lettor-presd from

Scrophulariaceffi to the beginning of BignoniaCtfJe. Ot

Alpine Calceolarias alone 34 species are described.

Some time ago Mesdrs. Longmans commenced

a graduated series of Reading lesson books for all claaues

of English schools, to be completed in five 'books.

Book the second has now appeared, and contains capital

extracts from authors of established reputation or bits

by the editor. The contents consist of Stones of

'Animals and Adventure and Miscellaneous subjects,

and very entertainiu;,' stories they are ;
remarkably

weU suited to the understanding of little folks,

,,,,.. ^rate 7w.'Ve^i8VieW^^^^ Tkade Lists R£C£1VED. - Catalogue of Choice

ment that it is dllTtreut from the Poire (Eufde Cggne ; Nursery Stock oflfered'for sale by biEPHEX BuoW>,

ery

ing sound harsh as work fOr a boy. The work is

in fact as easy as any other: severity lies in quantity,

not in kind. A man to make 2*-. must trencli 24 sqmtre
yards ; and if your boy do one-fourth of that number,
ufither is he ovtrwrought nor xlo \, ou keep him for
nothing; and even at tliis'lowly rale it is surprising, so
little do we notice the progress of dirte, how great the
amount will appear after a long perloil. Supposing you
have a trench opened, and the work proeeods, the pro-
gress, though marked by small ad^Utions, is still an
object in dreary winter. But a snowfall has shut all

up, and yet the sky ia delightfully serene. For want
of maiiiigement in such a season, your boy, having
nothing to do, would ceitainly be oif, spending his

pence on gunpowder, and jiolniiig a grr-up of rascals

about the hedges, idly shooting at bird*;, swearing either

at a hit or miss, tmd contracting an intolei*able itch for

u lile of poaching, and hence of drams, to be had by the

easy-won price of a pheasant, or'tailhii: tha% by other

acts of theft. Keep your boy from such as^x>ciutes, as

you have to answer f^tr his rml. Man.*e Lruruen.

More about the Uahits of the Kite.—The food of

the Kite xs rather }^vA\yivA in its nutnro, consibt-

iOg of "Vririom (jandi upid-s, ynrfrr'g rahbits, hares,

rats, mice, and moles, ui which JuLfer uimidaIs

no Il-ss tliHU 22 wore (liMrrered in the nest of

a aingl." Kit, allowing Imw rapid and noiseleM uidst be
its mnvem<»nts when it can secure so wafyand kfren-

eared an animal a« a mole. It dora not • the -^v. ift-

winged birds thrmii»h the air, but
\

fs on many a

partridge as it sita on the ground, and ib ronmrkably

fond of taking yonnsr a»d nnflcdged birds from their

nesta; reptiles' of u...^. out kindi*, such :l
' _',frOfjs,

lizards, and ucwts als«j iorni part of its i' 'hI, and It will

not ilisdain to pick up a bee or a gnwriitnipor when it

can find no \Xr\ffit prey. The Kite ia also a good fisher^

Wasrh.g nearly Od successful war ,.„...- -le fiiiiiy In-

habiUuLb of ihc rivers or po ' is Hu' -sprcy itidJ';

aweeping suddc "
. do^'n niiou Itic lish as '' y irUtfto
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in dry sheds, &c. Hard-wooded shrubs, such as IxorJis,

that have not made their wood after flowering, should

be encouraged with a warm moist temperature, syring-

inc^ them lightly overhead, and shutting up the house

early in tlie afternoon. Get any growing plants that

require more pot room shifted as soon as convenient, in

order to get them well rooted into the fresh soil before

winter. Keep a sharp look out for insects, especitdly

thrips, which are often troublesome at this season on

such plants as are growing in a close warm house ;

either fumigate or remove the affected
^
plants

and thoroughly clean them immediately this pest

is perceived, for if left to its own way with growing

tender-foliaged plants, it soon disfigures the finest

specimens.

ronCINQ DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants now showing fruit will require

some attention. Let them be kept rather warm and

dry until after blooming, when they will not be so

readily injured by a damp or low temperature. Tliose

who grow Pines in pots shonld gather all those showing

fruit togetlier, so as to be able to treat them more judi-

ciously than can be done when they are scattered

throughout the whole stock. Plants that have been kept

cool and dry for some time past, in order to prepare them

for fruiting, should now be placed in a brisk heat, taking

care to thoroughly moisten the soil about their roots, so

as to get the fruit fairly set and safe before Njjvember.

Continue to afford young growing stock a warm moist

temperature, with plenty of manure water at the root j

but use fire-heat sparingly, and avoid drawing the

plants by a high night temperature. Wit,h proper

management and convenience, 70° will be quite safe if

the weather proves favourable. Successful growers in

times gone by recommended a low temperature and

dry atmosphere, in order to prevent growth after this

season, and under their circumstances this was the most

judicious practice, but tan beds and dung linings have

given place to hot-water tanks and pipes, and small

squares of glass, with wide black laps and heavy sup-

ports, have been replaced by roofs which hardly inter-

cept a ray of light, and to adopt the practice of former

days would only be a waste of meavs. It is liEwdly too

much to say that with modern facilities we ought to

produce two crops of fruit in the time that was neces-

sary to produce one under the old style of houses^and

heating, but this cannot be done by those who are

afraid to keep their plants growing after the decline of

the season. Growers, however, who have still to

contend with the disadvantages of dung pits, will do

well to regulate the temperature so as to avoid

weakly growth, and this must also be attended to under

any circumstances.

ViNERiEg.—Take advantage of dry weather, should

it occur, to get the wood of young Vines well ripened

;

use moderate fires, with a free circulation of air, and

where the object is to ripen the wood keep the atmo-

sphere as dry as possible. Late Grapes not yet ripe

sliould also be assisted with fire heat and a free circula-

tion of air, in order to forward the ripening. Keep
ripe fruit cqpl with plenty of air, to prevent injury'

from damp, and cut out any decaying berries directly

they are perceived. Houses in which the wood is

thoroughly ripe can hardly be kept too cool, and the

ventilators of these should be left open night and day
in dry weather. This will prevent the continuance of

growth, and is the best means of getting the Vines into

a dormant state ready for pruning. The border of the

early house should be covered with something to pro-

tect it from wet ; for although under ordinary circum-

stances tliere would be no immediate necessity for this,

it will be better done now than later this wet season.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Tender plants in borders must be covered when there

is the slightest appearance of frost. As has been often

recommended, give careful attention to young stock,

and recollect that sturdy, well-rooted plants are innch

easier to winter than large plants with long-jointed soft

wood. With good convenience late-rooted cuttings

may still be potted off; but unless they are very thick

in the cutting pots we would prefer wintering them in
PLANT DEPARTMENT. these to shifting at this season, for they occupy much

CoKSEEVATORY, &.C.
—

"Be prepared with specimen \ less space in the cutting pots, and having more space

the surface in search of food, or in their occustDmed

gimboUings, and beariug them away to the shore,

where it settles down and eats them in peace. The

nest of the Kite is chiefly built with sticks as a founda-

tion, upon which is placed a layer of moss, wool, hair,

and other soft and warm articles. The locality which

ia chosen for the nest is generally in some thick wood,

and the bird prefers a strong, forked branch for the

resting-place. The eggs are generally two in number,

and sometimes three, of a gre>'ish or hght brownish-

white colour, speckled with reddish cbesnut blotches,

which, as is the case with so many hawk*s eggs, are

gathered towards the larp:or end. The Kite still breeds

in several parts of Great Britain, a recent instance

"being mentioned by the Hon. G. Berkeley in a commu-

nication to the Field newspaper, whicli, as it illustrates

sometliing of the disposition of the bird, shall be given

in his own words. *' I discovered the fact of a Kite's

nest in one of the woods in my possession, while at

Harrold Hall, in Bedfordshire, near which I could not

secrete myself sufficiently to witness the return to it of

the old bird, because she soared jibove the wood, and

did not consider the cover safe until I had taken my
departure. One day I took my keeper with me to the

nest, when the Kite, as usual, took to the skies. I then

concealed myself, and sent ray keeper away. The Kite

soared over him, or 'watched' him safe away, and

being unable to count even two, she boldly, and with-

out further precaution, came back to her eggs, and I

killed her." A curious incident connected with the

Kite is mentioned in the " Journal of a Naturalist."

On a winter's evening a heavy fog came on, succeeded

by a severe frost, and actually froze the feet of a

number of birds to the boughs on which they were
roo.sting. Among them were several Kites, which were

thus fastened into the icy stocks, and no less than 15
of these birds were captured by certain adventurous

youths, who climbed the trees in spite of the frosty

coating, and made easy prey of the poor prisoners. It

is a strange circumstance that so many Kites should

have been found togetlier, as the Kite is not a gre-

garious bird, and associates only in pairs. The same
author draws a very neat distinction between the flight

of the buzzard and that of the Kite. "Though we see

it sometimes in company with the buzzard, it is never

to be mistaken for that clumsy bird, which will escape

from the limb of some tree, with a confused and hurried

flight indicative of fear, while the Kite moves steadily

from the summit of the loftiest Oak, the scattered crest

of the highest poplar, or the most elevated Ash—circles

round and round, sedate and calm, and then leaves us."

Tlie Kite is possessed of a very docile and agreeable
temper, and is easily tamed. Mr. Thompson records

an instance, where a pair of these birds were taken
from a nest near TiOch Awe, in Argyleshire, and were
so thorounrbly domesticated that tuey were permitted
to ily at liberty every morning. When thrown into

the u;j-, they always soartjd aJoft in tlietr graceful
cfroTrng nights, displaying tijeir wonfh'rAiI command of
Wifig, and exulting in its e.^ercise, but still so affec-

tionate in tlieir nature that they always returned to

the hand of their owner when called. They were
generally fed on rats and mice, and were very fond of
catching the former animals as they were let loose from
a cage. The bird has even been trained for the purpose
of falconry, and has been found to perform its task to
the satisfaction of its owner. A rather curious " lure"
was etnployed in order to induce the Kite to return to
its master after its flight, consi.sting of a living owl
with a fox's brush tied to one of its legs, partly in order
to impede its flight, and partly to make it more attrac-

tive to the gaze of the wanderer. The extraordinary
dislike which is felt for the owl by most of the day-
flying birds is well known, and it was probably on
account of that aversion that the owl was used as a
decoy.—Houtled^e'8 Illustrate! Natural Histonj.

should be proceeded with in the most expeditiou
manner.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCEEN GARDEN.
Take advantage of the first dry state of the ground

to get Celery earthed up. On heavy soils it is some-
times necessary to surround the plants with sand or
sifted ashes to prevent their rotting off, which they are
apt to do if surrounded with soil that holds much
water. Thin young ci-ops of Turnips, Spinach, &c
before they become weakly and drawn through standing
too closely together. Stir the surface of the soil deeplv
amom? erowinir crops to admit air to the roofa n«^among gr the roots, and
keep down weeds. Get spare ground manured and
dug or trenched for another crop, whenever time can
be spared for that kind of work.

STATK OF THE WEATHEK AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Sept. 27, 13(30, as obBcrveJ at the Horticultural Gardens

Temfshatdrk.
Ha&ometer.

Fri<iRy 21 1 \(

Sfttur. 22( 7
Sunday Ca; 8
Mon. 34| 9
TuBB. 25 1 10

»ed. S6( U
Thurs. 27

Sept.

12

Max.

29 .173
2').rty4

29.7S1
29.759
•W.7S8

29.676

29.7Sft

Uin.

29.89-2

29. G 16

29.fil«

29.487
29 523
29.611

29 62ti

Of tlie AiT.

Max.

29.6:i3

fiS

fi2

59
57
5S
fid

66

60.7

MiD.

42
41

34
39
29
37
47

:« 4

Mean

TTTtH;

53.5
51.5

46.5

48.0

42.5
4S.5

56.5

1 foot
deep.

57
56
55
55^

40 5 \ .iR3

J feet

Jeep,

56

56

56
55

541
54

55.4

VTind
n
"2

.02

-01

M

21—LlsLt cloud'* ; very fine; sliffhtly overcast,

K— Rather boislcroua; drizzlin;; rhin ; heavy rain at uijht,

33_OvfrcaBt; tino ; »U>;htly overcast ; coldatniy:ht

24^Fo2(jy ; overcflst ; very heavy rain during; the mffht,

35—Boisterous with rain; densely and uniformly overcast; clear;

35_PoKKy; fin** '"^ forenoon ;
lieavy clouds and showers; rain-

27—Fine; heavy showLTs and sultry intervals; overcast; fojifsy;

rain a» niirht

Mean temjierature of the weelc,6J deg, below the average.

BECORU OF THE "WEATIltU AT CHTSWICK.
Purine the last 34 years, for the cnsulny Week, ending Oct. 6th, 1360.

No. of
Years in
wbich it

Rained.

Create Bt

Quantity
of Uaia.

Prevailing Hmos.

Sept,
and Oct.

B ** - cd u ab •( c
a —

3
2
2

2

4'

1

2
2
3
3
6

3

3

3
3

\

1

2
2

5

31

2

1

1
'6

1

5

7
9

11

7
6
4

5

9
14:

10

10

16

12

10

1

s

4

6

4
it

5

6

Sunday 30.,

Mon. I -

Tues. 2..

Wed. 3..
Thurs. 4,.

Friday 5,*;

Satur. 6..

64.4

63.2
64.2

63.D
64-0

62.9

61.5 1

43.6 1

45.2
439
44,5

44.0

41.2
44.0

54.0
54.2
54.0
54.0
64.0

52. ir
52.7

1

21
17

17
16
18
17
19

0.53 in. 1

0-53

0.48
1.01

1.06

0.82

0.78

1

1

3

2

1

1

2

The bitfheat temperature durinff the above period occurred on the 4th,

1859, and 5th, iSaJ-therm. 5U dcR ; and the lowest on the 2d, ISaS—

Iherm 27 dejt.

Notices to Correspondents,
Canaba : W B. The clim^ite of Cana-Ja being the same as that

of the N. United States, books on cultivation in the latter

apply to the foimer. Probably Beecher's Plain and Pleasant

talk on Fmits, Flo-wers, and Farming (Sampson Low ft Co.,

London') will give yovi the information you seek. Lists of

Nurserymen in those countries are notcirculated here, butyoa

may possibly hear of them at Charlwood's, in Covent Garden.

"We know nothing about secrets for rotting live stumps, and

cannot advise you to believe all you may hear upon such a

subject. Salt is as likely to destroy them as mythmg.

Plenty of books on Farming and Gardening may be had m
^Tew York. v\.-i-

Ebratom.—In our report of the Crystal Palace exhibition

under the head of Melons read, Mr, John Pottle. Beaimgs,

Sutfoik, instead of Mr. Potter, "Woodbndge.
Heating : A Subscrib.r. We suppose it is possible so to con-

struct a gas stove as to heat a small greenhouse witbout

hurting the plants ; but all yet contrived aeem to turn out

iU. Can't you heat yours by a small ho^water pipe con-

veyed from the kitchen Iwiler ? It would be certam to

answer, and would not hurt the plants, -^ny hot-water

apparatus maker would put it up ; and 3-mch pipes woma

probably suffice.
, , .,, ^i,^ v^^a(l

Insects: Ji L. Your Pear leaves arc infested "With the Dia«

- slimy larvse of a small black winged Saw-fly CJentiireao

cerasi). Dust the leaves with lime, or syringe them wiCQ

tobacco or lime-water, i*'. ,, , .t.

NAMI3 OF Fruits : C W D. The largest Pear from a ^'^^i »%^^
IJonne d'Kzee ; the Apple is the Kentish Codlm.

^"«J*"
small Pears are not known in their present unriye stace.H

NAME.S OF Plants: Geo. Davics. Barleria Gibsom is ngnui

named. It must have been very rec-eutly introducea. "j

never saw it before.—i)evonia». Eremophila oppo^^'^"°"„„

.

A S. 1, Bromus sterilis ; 2, some Poa-very
^i^%^-^^Zi'-

3, Lolium perenne ; most miserable scraps.— ir A. ii "

Calendax of Operations.
{For the eniuin^ tveek.)

possible to identify such miserable specimens ^iS
tuose «u

without fructification. No. 2 is Adiantum CapiUus-veneni

4. NiphobohLS Ungim.— Sub. Whitehaven. 1. Polysticnu
^

angulare. 2. Adiantum pedatum. 3. Ptens aemilata. «

Blender form of Lastrea dilatat.a, if BritUh. If not senu

more perfect form. „ ,. , „„,, vive
Oak Galls : J ^'. A full account of the galls '^^ ^^^c'?,^^^j

sent specimens will be found in our volume for the piw"-

A

plant.s in flower to supply the places of such as may he
going out of bloom, if early CameUiiis are wanted let
some of the most forward bo placed in a rather close
house, to induce the'u to open their buds, giving them
a r^ular supply of manure-water; and some of the
earliest Epacrises may be placed in a close part of the
greenliouse, wliere tliey will soon open their blossoms

;

also Daphnes and many other plants, provided their
flower-biids are prominent. Aim at keeping the
atmosphereof this house rather dry, nsing just enough
fire-Iieat on damp cold nights to allow of giving
sufficient air to keep the atmospliere in motion, so as
prevent damp being injurious. Twiners on the roof
of stoves shonld now bo more than ever kept within
bounds, cutting back all shoots that Iiave done flower-
ing, and tying the others so as to obstruct light as
little U3 possible. Place specimens ripening their wood
in the coolest pa-^t of tlie house, and water sparingly
at the root. Acliimenes, Gloxinias, and Gesneras, that
are properly ripeiu^I off may be stored away in any
dry place where they will be secure from frost, but
take care to place tliem where they will be free from
damp, and they should not he exposed to a lower
temperature than about 45° or 50°; many valuable
plants of this kmd have been lost through storing them

for their roots, they are frequently more healthy
and require less attention in winter than those
that are potted singly. Square pans 13 inches
wide and 5 inches deep are very suitable for winter- ^ _

. ^

ine cuttings of Verbenas, Lobelias, and other plants 'Pea^: Stirling. Box received ; contents next week.

which can be kept in a small state. One of these ^^„^Sfl™„?±^^L?J„J?^J^^JJ/.tJl^^f^^^^

Orchard Houses
year, see p. 73. J ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ you to adopt

j^
^)lans recommended by M

new"(3th/edition of his Orchard House. Hi^ "-"-
«piy

result of experience, and is far more in detail *1^^0^
^"'/^jth

everv respect tlic plans recommended by Mr. R]^?"^
. ^-ug

Tio,ir /«*!. ^ o^in^Ti rif Vi.'e /it-/>i-.<ii-H TT.-iii>;ft_ Hia advice la

for which we could dnd room. The position of the house

respect to the points of the compass is immaterial.

will hold some 20 good plants, and with care, to

prevent their being injured by damp, they will winter

quite as well treated in this way as if potted singly in

4-inch pots, and a vast quantity may be stored in a

small space. Where things of this kind have to be

kept in cold frames or pits, the plants should be potted

singly, as they would be very liable to damp off, despite

every care, if placed thickly together in pans, and put

U'here it may be impossible to give air for weeks
together. Let us, however, protest against the system

of wintering bedding stock in such unsuitable places.

This practice is generally adopted from some mistaken

notion of economy ; but if a fair calculation of th^ time

required to attend to plants wintered in this way could

be made, and all the losses, &c., taken into account, it

would be found to greatly overbalance the trifling cost

of putting up a proper heating apparatus and
furnishing a few bushels of coke or coal annually.

Where alterations are projected or in hand, these

guide are the last edition of Donn's Catalogue and pouac^

Hortus Uritannicus. That which you mention is of no soij

of authority It must however be remembered that son"

names are spelt in more ways than one, and each is ^^^^
Thus Linnseus and Linneus are both right, **,*'? j,(jt

adjectives thence derived. Jerdonise is correct ; ."^^ .^^ht,
for the reason you have given. Erica Shannoni;ma *^,"r^
ShaiiuoQi and the two others wrong. There is a rnW tua~

when a plant is named after the person who first «3*^\^ j\.

it or brought it into notice the genitive is «9ed (Shanno^^

but when named incompliment only the adjective """^"^ilV
is employed (Shannoniana). But it is often di^'^^IJ^Tno
The word Giovanni is not Latin, but mere Italian, a'^^^r" ,
business with a Latin termination. As to Partueutit^

,

Belgian cultivator, all speUings except this are ^^?°?V^ the
The Lee Chee or Litchi : jy Doig. This fruit tree is "^"^^j^^

Bouth, not north of Cbiua, and requires a hothouse. .
jt_

good sized tree. You are not Ukely to do any'^^,'"^ J**^^ qJ
It has however fruited in the collection of the 1/'^

Koi-thumberland As to quaUty it is escjllent.
adrico

Vancouver's Island : (? G i?. We can give you no d«"^: "
e^fc.

than is contained in Mr. Pemberton'a boob, nof''^'^*^ f!!! It l«

On no account truiit to Government for employmem. ^^
not to be had and would not be worth Uavmg ix 7"^

get it.
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RTIFICIAli MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers

and others engaged in malcing ARTIFICIAL MANURES
'*'<ip' obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

Sid eScient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbtt, F.G.S.,

tc Principal o'f the Agricultural and Chemical College,

ggj^Qhirton, London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

ohate^ of Lime, Copi-olites, Ac., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

^Balysas and Assaying, will find amplefacility and accommoda-

tioD at the Coliege.

AUTUMN SOWING.
THE PATEXr NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD

MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant
Fanners, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairrdan.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Carahric3ge,

Works ; Plaistow, Essex.

0D\M3*S BLOOD MANURE for WHEAT(Autumn Sowing)
ODAMS'cJ BLOOD MANURE fob ROOT CROPS,

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
PRICES, with particulars for use, may be obtained at the

Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, E.G. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

THK LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1S40,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best qualitv.
DISSOLVED BONES, asd BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
JIONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
floluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.

The tiOttdon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

BURNAHD, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

tke preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Det:iiled analyses, with opinions of the late anl present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Button Road, Plymouth.

I'
AWES'S MANURES.—The Manures manuFactured

-i by Mr. Lawes for the present season, 1850, are now ready
for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. . £6

SUPERPHOSPHATE o# LIME 6
MINERAL ., 5

LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE .
" " o

MANGKL MANURE 8
GRASS MANURE .. .. ',[ ['. 8 ^

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or his ap-
pointed Agents, in all parts of the United Kingdom, at pricSvaryinpr according to cost of carriage.

buuui, av priLca

Dr. Voelcker and Professor Way have sampled from a hnlt nf

^Sr'r'^.h^""/'
Manure at Mr.^LAWH.s's rKrli?and tW

raport with analysis are given in full in circular, t« I^e obtained
on application at the Offices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agonts.
Genume Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate

of Soda, Suli)hate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American Cakes at market prices.
Address, J. B. Lawes. 1, Adelaide Place, London Eridee. E.C ,and Liffey Buildings. Eden Quay. Dublin.

FARM BUILDINGS.
T OANS may be obtained under the General Land
-Li Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full
amount required by the Owners ofsettled Estates, Incumbents
iruateea.Bodies Corporate, ifec. for the erection of Farm Houses,
rarm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their own
Agents and sanctioned by the fnclosure Commissioners.
.

/''^ *o*^ns are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any
cerm the Landowner may fix. not exceeding 31 years.
no investigation of title being required or notices given to

Keveraionersor Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

A It. Y^^^^^^y furnish designs of every description, and
unaerteke the entire responsibility of the works wherever
oesired by Landowners.
..^^ profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works
|ney execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.
Applications to be addressed to "William Clifford, the

''f^tary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
^^rggtOgndon, s.W. ___JTHE LANDS niPKOVEMEXT COMPAXY.—
-*- Incorporated br Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.
'

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Cleroy, Ehtatk Agents, Sttrtetors, &c.

IS England and Wales and in Scotland.

A.«
j^^'^®^*'^^ ^^S leave to announce that the Company's

^mendinent Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

«m*'* e
Company now advance monev, unlimited in^ount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement.

Tiiri V
°'^*^'?y' *"^ "P««se3 in all cases being liquidated by

« rent charge for 25 years.

'"
^Si^Sf;^J?^P^'"'\f"*^ ^arping. Embanking, Inclosing,

SS^FncM^^^"'L"'*V'.
P^^^ting. for any beneficial pu?

2 rSJ^'£X T^,^^^""^T S""
DnUnage or Inigation.

fa^u^^^''^^"^"^ Uaihroadsfor agricultural or

'
'oVL^avJ^fevf^^^^^^^^^ the banks

*• '-hrBtifdi^u'^.^

^ a stnctly financial character do not interfere with t^„ Z^^
Wnmeni^^.^^ '^« '^^'^'' "*^^^ «rL c'ntr" iTd on y b? ?he
p ^ t Enclosure Commissioners ^ ^

to tL Hnnn'"^'l''."'''S'"'
^"^ ^°'" *"°"°« °^ application, apply

6
6

5

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUKE and CHEMISTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIEXCE, 37 and

3S^ Lower Kennington Lane, Kennincrfcon. London, S,
Principal—J, C. Nesbit, F.G-S., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite toprepare youth forthepnrsnitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are prornvtly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

K. BUCKMAN, Proressor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural Colleg:e, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agrictilture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating
to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as th'3 Mineral
Prodiicts, Economic Materials. Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to
Professor BncKMAK. Dollar Ward, Cirencester-

NEW VETEKUNAKY COLLb^UE, KUIlNI^L uUtl-
—Authorised in Terms of the Charter of the Royal Col-

lege of Veterinary Surgeons under Her Most Gracious Majesty's
Sign-Manuftl.
WINTER SESSION, ISfiO 61.—Introductory Lecture by Pro-

fessor John Gamgee, on WE DNESDAY, OctoberSl, at 2 o'clock.

Classes open on THURSDAY, November L
DescriptiveAuatomj^^^ ^ Mokastieb

Practical Anatomy )Dr. A* Monastier and
Anatomical Demonstrations .. ,. (Mr. Jamk^Law
Physiological Anatomy and Physi- ) Professor John Gamgee

siology r and Dr, Monastier
Chemistry . , ,

,

. , , . ^
Analytical Chemistry > Dr SxEVENsONilACADAM
Practical Chemistry .

,

. . . , )

Materia Medica and Practical Phar-S
macy, applicable to Veterinary pur- v Mr. James Law
l)Q"C3 V* •« •• t4 mm/

Vtjterinary Medicine and Surgery . . Professor John Gamgee
Principles and Practice of Shoeing . . Mr. Gamgee, Sen.

cubical instruction (Daily) . . ..{ ^^.tf^TfoJZ^Zl
For further particulars apply to Professor John Gamgee,

New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

MITHFIELD OLUB CAXTLh^ SHOW, 1S60-—
The annual SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP,

AND PIGS will take place on December 11, 12, 13, and 14, at
the Bazaar, King Street, Portman Square, W.
The LAST DAY for Certificates for both Stock and Imple-

ments to be received by the Honorary Secretary is THURSDAY,
November 1.

The following forms of Certificates are now ready, and
intending Exhibitora in applying for them u^ed only quote the
letters and state how many of each letter they require :

—

CATTLE. SHEER
-Ox or Steer

Form D,-Pen^three Wethers
„ E.—One Wether or Ewe

-Cow or Heifer ^ in extra stock

-Ox, Cow, or Heifer PIGS,
in extra stock Form F.—Pen of three Pigs

jf G-—One Pig iu extra
stock

Prize Sheets, with Rules and Regulations, and Forms of
Certificates as above, niay be obtained of

B. T. BRANnRETH GiBPS, Hon. Sec,
Comer of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

N.B,—All communications on the Club's business should
have the words "Smithfield Club** outside, to distinguish
them from private letters.

Form A.

B_

C.

yf

ft

Etit flttntltural (Bmttte.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1860,

We regret to see, by epeoimens forwarded from
Brignj, that the fungus called Ergot is very
abundant amoagj the Rye iu that part of Lincoln-
shire. This affection of the grain has now become
so rare that it is to be feared lest the formidable
consequences of Ergotised corn when eaten may be
forgotten. It is in reality a dangerous poison if

taken into the body mixed with food, producing
violent spasmodic convulsions and dry gangrene.
If taken in doses of as much rs two drachms,
giddiness, headache, and flushed face are produced,
together with pain and spasms iu the stomach,
nausea and vomiting, with colic, purging, and a
sense of weight and weariness of the limbs,

Seinc, a German writer, states that on one occa-
sion, in the kingdoms of Wurtemburg and Bohemia,
he saw what is called convulsive ergotism raging
to such an extent that 200 patients died out of

500. In severe cases the very limbs of men and
animals rot off.

J, 1— - M__M—H_^— *

Theke are just now two enormous eai'3 of

Wheat figuring in our advertising columns. One
represents the Giant lied Wheat of Major Quentin,
Waterford ; the other the new Ked Wheat of

Mr. Pateick Shirkeff, of Haddington. To the

merits ot the former we have the following testi-

mony of Mr, Fawlett, of Beeston, Bedford-

shire, who sends the annual report of his

experiments with Whtatij to our contemporary,

BeWs Messenger,

The present crop, although belter than last season, is

below the average of the six preceding years, by about

tann th:iu Grace's W hite ami the Browick Ked. I,
therefore, did not sow many sorts last season, and only
one new variety, viz., the Giant Wheat, which I pro-
cured frem Major Quenti^, in Ireland, at a cost of
upwards of two guineas per bushel, which appeared to
me then a very high price, but I am amply repaid by an
extra produce. 1 did not get this Wlu-at until late in
the autumn, and not in time to try against ray best
sorts of white, nor to sow on my best land, as it was all
planted before the Giant Wheat arrived here. I wps,
therefore, obliged to drill it after Cabbages, very late in
November, on light moory lantl, which has grown
Wheat every other year during the last 20. It was put
in at 8 inch intervals by the side of the Browick red,
at the rate of only 4 pecks of seed per acre, being
desirous, on account of the high price it cost, to make
it go over a fair quantity of land. The result has proved
as follows, the value per acre having been computed at

the price the Wheat is now worth to the miller:

—

Quantity
per Acre.

Vaino
pel' qr.

Major Ql-kxtin's Giant
Red ..

Browick Red .

.

bush, pk. [ *. d.

48
39

2
3

5«
56

Value
per acre.

£ 8. d.

16 10
13 19

6

I was anxious to know whether the Giant Wheat
required to be sown thin, or moderately thick ; there-
fore, 1 drilled an adjoining plot of land at the rate of

7 pecks of seed, which produced 52 bushels per acre.

This experiment shows an extra yield of 9 bushels in one
case^ and 12 bushels per acre in the other, with a clear

profit of more than 3/, per acre over the Browick Red,
I believe the produce would have been larger had the
Wheat been sown on good land, in proper time, and
after a better preparation ; and would, under favour-

able circumstances, in a good season, readily produce
60 bushels per acre. The quality, however, of the
Giaiit Wheat is not equal to the Lammas, nor the
Golden Drop, but about the same as the Spalding and
the Browick Red. It grows about the same height, but
mucli stronger in the straw, with a very large ear, and
tillers, or stools out, more than any Wheat I have
met with.

I have only another small experiment worth record-
ing, made with three kinds of Wheat, drilled on the
11th of October, at 8 inches asunder, at the rate of

7 pecks of seed per acre, after a White Clover ley, the
produce of which I found to be as under :

—

Grace's "Wluto
Comer's White
Browick Red • « t *

Quantity
per Acre.

Value
per Qr,

buah. pk.
44
43 1

41 3

9.

60
62
56

Value
per Acre.

£ s. d.
16 10
16 15
U 12 3

This experiment was made on some of the best land
I have, on a good preparation, and will, T think, induce
Tiie to giVe ttp ^ow\n^ the JJrowick Red; as I find
White Wheats generally suit my land best. I intend
to sow about an equal quantity of Grace's Wliitc and
Corner's White, as T do not yet know which is the
most profitable; the former yields the best, but the
latter is of the best qualitj'. I shall, however, grow a
large breadth of the Giant Wiieat, as it has beaten the
Browick Red in profit from 3/. to 4^. per acre, and is by
far the most productive kind I ever met with.

To the merits of -Mr. SninTiEFF^s Wheat we
have the testimony of Judges' of the Highland
Society, who have awarded him their medal. And
we have the still higher testimony of Mr. SniR-
EEFr's own past services to agriculture in this

particulartlnpartment. We owe to him the Hope-
toun and the Mungoswells White Wheats and the
Hopg-toun Oat ; and a remarkably luxuriant
sort of "Vetch; and these are all proofs of the
untiring patience and assiduity with which he has
cultivated this tedious branch of agricultural
research ; and they are pledges of the value of
this his latest contribution to agricultural progress

and improvement. We have not the slightest

doubt of the propriety of recommending Mr.
SniKRErr's Wheat for extensive trial.

not have so much by about 3 bushels per acre of each

sort ; and, from what I can learn, the \\ heat crop will

be equally deficient in quantity generally m this neigh-

bourhood. During the la.'st 20 years I have tried nearly

60 sorts of Wheat, of the most productive kmcls that 1

could meet with. Kone has answered better on my

The three weeks at which, three months
ago, we estimated the delay of harvest time by
the weather of April, May, and June, have been
doubled at the least, by the weather of July,

August, and September, We are now, over

most of the southern counties, no nearer the

completion of our harvest than we were in

the middle of last month last year. Halving

traversed many of these counties during the

past ten days, we are bound to apeak of the la-

mentable consequences which are now at length

following upon the perpetual rainfall of many
weeks. There is everywhere an immense extent

of Barley either lying in swathe upon the ground

or beaten flat amidst the Clovers which are

growing through it. A great deal of Wheat, too,

remains uncarried on all the higher lands. And
the high prices realised for the few good samples

in the market show how general is the opinion of

the iniury which has be'-ili sustained.

Beaidea the com upon the land, there is, we
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believe, more Water standing on the surface now
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when 8ucli had been made and perpetuated, to Secure

an excellency at once instead of waiting for snch a long
^^f ^^ -^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^v -H -n -I- -«- -^ — _____ H H ___ ^ ^ ^

than there has been at any time for many preyious an excellency at once instead of waiting for snch a long

yea^s. And beneath that surface the whole sub- time to do this by selection. Greyliounds are not the

stance of the soil is water-logged and saturated ^^^^ ^'^l^^.*^ ^^^^^
. ^^"'S descended, from Snowball.

more generally than has been known since most of

our drainage engineers commenced their operations.

We cannot doubt that during the coming winter

the contrast between drained and undrained land

will be more obvious than ever. And the disous-

Bions of our agricultural journals will turn almost

exclusively upon the anomalies of drainage legis-

although he was the Vesnlt of a successful experiment
of Colonel Thornton's in crossing the originalwith the
English bulldog. As respects the points, I am happy
to see they are received in a candid spirit. I court
criticism, so that they may be rendered perfect and
acceptable to the public generally. The great difficulty

is to make this role brief, and at tlie same time suffi-

ciently distinct for use.—I am, &c., John Chrisp, mCA.UXUOIVCAV uj-ivii uiic uuvuictiicis v". vAi€*iiii».g^/ xv^ij— \ji\muij <.iiai.iiiv.u lu* wac* jl «iij, ulu., uurtit \^iii tnu, bit,

lation ; and the practice and the principles of \)[\& \ the J ôrth British Agriculturist^ JS'ewcastle -on-T^ne.

operation it professes to promote. 1 1- Major Rudd, A.D., 1816.—" The bull Hubback was

We must add that the coldness of this wet de&cended fro^ the stock of Sir J. Perinyman, Bart., of

widely different, must ^^^^^^3^^^^^^^^,
interest, and we therefore purpose offerh'^ '^
notes collected during a month's resfd^nee 7fortnight m July and in August of the n

^*

sent year) lu the south-east of the county oF?
^''^'

Those to ^vhom' the country is familiar wyLl^^^
that the coast line from Brighton to ChichestPr 1 r'^*"^
Portsmouth is exceedingly llat, fdrminrSde dl "''

level tract, having the sea as a boundary linltAj^
south, and backed by the elevated ridse of fh!«

^®
hills, the highest aU'^"'i" -* .^"^- -

^^le bussex

900 feet on the north

"Weather, while it has delayed or diminished the

injuries sustained by our corn crops, has greatly

retarded the growth of all green crops, and a drip-

ping season has not proved so beneficial to the

growth of Swedes and Mangel Wurzels as might
have been es-pected.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF IRELAXD FOR
iTHE YEAfeS 1859 A^^D 1860.

Abstract of Cereal Crops.

1859. 1860. \ Increase. Decrease.

Wheat ^

.

Oats
Barley
fiere and Rye
Beaas aad Peas

» #

'Acres.

464,175
1,99-2,662

177,894
13.398
24,«51

Acres.
469,643

1,961,384
180,964
12,822
12,745

Aci-es.

5,4€7

3/070
* •

A'eftes.

21,273

876
2-. 106

^ J Total . ... .2.652.780
! 2.637.557J ._ 8,537 .l/23;760

Decrease in Cereal Cropa iu 1860 :—15,223 Acres.

Abstract or Green Crops.

IS59. IS 60.

Potatoes ..

Turnips .

.

Manuel Wurzcl A
Beet Root

Cabbage . . .1

Can-ote, Parsnips,
Tft other Green
Crops .

.

Vetclies »fc Rape .,

i

Total -

.

Acres.
1,200,347
322,137

27,054
SI J 680

"5tr97l
33,243

Acres.
1,171,837
318,691

;>

Acres.

32,060
22, 749

'&1,630

40,533

5,006
# *

1,636,432
I 1,607.483 12. 296 1 41. 245

7,290

Decrease.
4

A cres.
- £8,S10

3,446

8,931

353
* A

Decrease on Green Crops in 1860 :—28,949 Acres.

GEiiERAL Summary.

'V •

*r

jf

16,223)
28,949 V..
7,838 j

Acres*
157,375

52,010

iTftrentee on Meadow ttnd <^loVer in 1S60
Decrease In Cereal Crops

j.
Do. Greea Crops

.
Do. Piax

Total increase iu the extent of land under crops In
^860 .. ,_ 10536fl

irOTAL ExTftNT, IN STATITTE ACRES, 6f CeREAL AND GrEEN
;• croi^j

1859. 1860

• * *

iTBeat
£>ata

Barley .

.

Bare and Rye . , .. .'.

Beans and Peas
Potatoes ,

.

Turnips ... . . . . \\ \\
Vangel and Beetroot \
Cabbag-e .

.

Carrots, Parsnips, and other green
crops .

.

Vetchea and Rape . , V
F!ax .. .. ,, .. ;;
Meadow and Clover .

.

464,175
1,982,662
177,894
13,198

^14,851

1, 200. 34 7
322,137
27,054
81,680

21,971
33,243
136,282

1,437.111

469,642
1,961,384
180,964
12.822
12,7^5

1,171.837
318.691
32,060
22, 749

21,613
40,533
128.444

1.594486

Return of Live Stock.

18«0

Horses.

629,07.'5

620. 938

Decrease.
8,137

Catlle.

3,815,593
3,599,235

SBeep.

3,592,804
3,537,846

F5^.

Decrease.
216.363

Decrease.
54,058

1,265,751
1,263,590

Increase.

2,839
-r^illiam DonneUij, I^^gistrar- General.—AgrieuUural
Statistics Office, Sept. 10, 1860.

tlUEBACK'S PEDIGREE.
In defence of my opinion respecting the crossing of

"I^J"!P^^^**^ S^"^tlit)'""s, I send a series of pediCTees
of Hubback <.ollectea in 1822 by Mr. Hutchinson, of
bockbum. Iheae, with the account of this animal in
^ntish Cattle, compared \vith the description given by
George Cully, of the Teeswater, about 1790, makes my
inferences highly probable. Clmrles Colling seems,
hke Bakewell, to have carried on breeding Hke trade,
as an "art and mystery;" it Is known he refused the
nse of Hubback to his brother IJobert and Mr.
Waistile. and you wiil find it stated in the introductibn
to the Amencan "Herd Book" that Charles declined
to give a peai^ree to a purchaser of stock, under the
plea of havmg made it a rule never to do so, though
this rule was broken into at the sale; and I am afmidMme of the early pedigrees are far frOm certain. That^ alloy or Galloway blood v^as introduced into theKetton breed IS quite certain, as the cow Lady, with
on^e.ghth of that breed, was sold at the sale iii 1810

Wrn^"^ 1 fi"'^Vf T^" "' '^™^ ^'f ^^^ produce, which

wS?^J; 1^^^^^^^^^^^^ P^the /rst-class herds.

Ormsby, iu Cleveland, Yorkshire, who about the year
1770 paid -mudi atteotiou to the improvement of the

!

Shorthorned cattle, and purchased the best bulls and
^

cows he could procurp. He purchased several cows of

;

Sir W. H. Quinton, of Scampston, who was then
celebrated for his breed of Shorthorned cattle. It is

probable that Hubback was descended from this breed,
but the fact cannot be ascertained."

2. The late Mr, Robert Coiling, A.D., 1818, thus
gives the pedigree of "Juno," No. 3 tn CatalogTia-^^—
" Her grandam by Hubback, g. grandam by sire of
Hubback, g. g. graudani by Sir J. Pennynian*s bull,

descended from the stock of the late Si/WUliam H.
Quinton, of Scampston," and this is all we liaVe' frchn
either this gentleman or his brother either directly or
indirectly on the subject of Hubback's pedigree. They
were, however. Major Rudd's authorities for what he
published Sn 1816—origin and pedigrees of the Sockburu
Shorthorns, by John Hutchinson.

3. Major liudd, A.D., 1821.—"I am in possession of
evidence which establishes the fact that the dam of
Hubback owed her propensity to fatten to an admix-
ture of the Kyloe blood, and perhaps this letter will for
the fii-st tinye communicate publicly that the^re of
Hubback had an hitermixture of Alderney 6r Normftn
blood. Hubback, therefore, who was the main root of
the impTOved Sborthorns, united tliree crosses, viz., the
Dutch, or old Shorthorn breed, tlie Kyi oe, and the
Alderney. The sire of Hubbadk was descended from
the stock of Sir W. H. Quinton. I was intimately
acquainted with Sir J. Pennyman's steward, who has
repeatedly {issuf&d me that Sir James told him this
breed was a cross hetw^een the Shorthorns and
Alderney. 'Such then being Tlie pedigree of Hubback,
it follows that all the improved Shorthorns are a mixed
breed, the result of judicious crossing."

4. Major Rudd, A.D., 1821.—"The sire of Hubback
belonged to Mr. George Suowdon, who had been a
tenant of Sir J. Pennyman, and by that means derived
his bull. It is certain tliat the late Mr. R. Colling
believed the descent of that bull to be from the stock
of Sir J. Pennyman and Sir W.' H. Quinton, for in his
catalogue of his stock of 1818, he deduces the pedigrees
from their stock. Of these proofs I was not apprised
when Iffy former notes were published."

5. George Bnker/Esq., November 9,1821—"Attempts
havmg beeri-made-^by hearsay evidence, And otherwise
—to question the blood of Hubback, I send you his
pedigree. I have the authority of Mr. Charles "Colling
to say he always considered him a thorough bred
Shorthorn bnll. Mr. J. Hunter, of Hurworth, who sold
his dam with Hubback at her foot,' to Mr. Basnet, of
Darlington, says his father bought her of Mr. Stephen-
son, of Ketton, and that she was a pure bred Shorthorn.
Mr. Alexandei- Hae, of Shiraton Banktop, who lived in
that neighbourhood, and remembers her and her calf
perfectly well, says she was of a beautiful colour and
handler, and when she got on to good land near Dar-
lington she got so fat she would not breed again.
Hubback, he says, was got by Mr. Snowdou's bull, a son
of Mr. Robson's bull of Dimsdule, who was bred by old
*fr. Waistell, of Burdon, a very noted breeder, and got
by Mr. James Masterman's bull, of Coathara near
Darlington, and was a tnie bred ShorthOm. I consider
the improved Sliortliorns to come from the breed of I

Hubback arid Mr. Magnard's cows, which from time
!

and judicious crossing have brouglit them to their

;

superior excellence. No cow or bnll can ever be ealled
a Shorthorn with a cross of Scotch blood."

6. John Hunter, as reported to J. Hutchinson. Esq.,
Nov. 30, 1821.—"Sir,— According to your request, I
called on the 23d inst. on John Hunter, bricklayer,

'

Harworth, who informed me that bis father Was a tenant !

under Madam Bland. About 50 years ago, as nearly
ns ho could recollect, he left off farming and came to
Harworth, having sold off all his cattle, except one little
beautiful Shorthorn cow, which he brought along with
him. She went ever after iu the lanes, he having no
hind. On calving to a bull belonging to Mr. Geo.
Snowdon, of Harworth, a bull calf, she and her calf
were taken to 'Darling, and sold to aQiiaker, who the
same day sold her and her calf to a Mr. Bflsnett, timber-
merchant. He farther said that a great number of
gentlemen had lately made the same inquiries, and had
received the saiiie answer. CJias. Foss."

altitude of which does not e^Sth; the irregularity of the outlia ofmil and sea-shore causing a varying width of ?
reaching as much as eight miles. ^^'"^

The geological structure of the bills is whoUv .p
chalk, arid hence they are called the Ciialk Downs • ti
cretaceous strata dip uuddrneath the valley wh
they are overlaid by the eocene of the tertiary and tw!
valley, which is remarkably flat, offerS'aTnOre or 1m
stiff soil, which is more tractable than it would oth
wise be from the circumstance that tbe substrata

^^"

to a greater or less extent covered up with a nn*"?
tertiary debris, derived partly from the retirement ofthe sea wbich once seems to have extended to' the foot of
the hills themselves, and so there is left behind a mixture
of sand, sandy clay of an alluvial character, and partlv
an intermixture of shingle With iflint pebbles deriri
from the degraded chalk.

™
The coast line is at present so low that an in-

Ordiridtely high tide washes away large masses of the
shore, and so the geologist has in these phenomena-to
review a long history in the-ele^-ation of this tract
from the sea, and the constant endeavour of itareHlfess
waters to get back this lost territory of old VatKer
Neptune.
Bogn6rls a father Interesting sea-side town, "welcome

to the summer searchgrafterhfealth from its deUciousJy
cool breezes which, when coming from tlie sea, even iu
the hottest weather are sufficiently refreshing, anrl
when coming from the land the sweep across the Dowm
renders the ftir'cmisiderably cooler than it would other-
wise be. While however theheatofsummer is tempered
by these methods, yet this is not an inordinately cold
part of the island even in winter. This is attested
by the convparatively early state of the crops; Wheat
being already cut in the first week iu August
of this late season, and besides, even by the sea-side ttte

Myrtle and Fuchsia Avill be found to stand winter aft*r

winter, and so to get of a sufficient size to occasionally
cover the fronts of the houses. From Bognor, thfiii,

our excursions were almost daily towards the base of

the hills in every direction, arfd, 'as might be expected,
onr first observations were As to the nature aad
promise of the crops, and we shall therefore dirett iirst

attention to oiir notes thereupon.
The following, then, is a summary of the kincTs ot

agricultural
. crops in"gGiier^I cnltivuti6'n, with their

quantities as nearly allocated as our _iudgmeut will aliov,

so that it must not be taken for more than au approxi-

mation to the truth; still it will serve the purpose 'of

more forcibly explairiiri'g what struck us as' peculiar to

the district under review.

1. Pasture .

2. Seeds
3. Red Clover
4. White Dutch
5.
-6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11. Manfjel Wurzel
12

Table of Crops, &c.
Per cent.

? \ Fodder plants, Ac.

3}

12
2
5

»

Vetchea .. *. .. 2—Soiling plants
Bekns 5 > „ 1

Peas .. ., ,.
12!^"^''

Wheat 20 )
Barley - . .- . .

,

' 4 vCereal plants
Oats 10J

ft A

t4

* 1

1. Manuel Wurzel .. .. 2oIt,„ .„

2. Turnips 5]
^°^^

100

ir

M

AGRICULTURE OF THE SOUTH COAST.
By PaoFEssOR J. Buckman.

The peculiarities of agricultural management in
.or ao 1 L7tt?^vt'"to!' wiurtl'e'K I'o"'^"? J i f' P""'^'^''''^ ^'''''''' ^^'^^^^^ ^^ - attentive oisVrve;
sudi be proveO, lessens the vllnVnV tl,!.

^y'oe, could f,o„, a dietanco, especially when the circumstances of
.
e-sensthe value of the descendants

, the new scene and those of his old observations are

The items in this tahte arc somewhafc_remarkable,ai»

therefore deserve a short description.

1. Fasttire.—Its paucity when compared with tjjs

arahle land (vould at first appear somewhat rcmarkfiwe

for a low land district of heavy land ; bdt we innst bear

m TOind that here the land is very g^ootl, and will'tW

the best of arahle cropa ; and that rivers are not at lU

frequent, so that with the exception of a fe\v acres on

the banks of the Aruu, which is a tidal river fort»

district under review, there is indeed very' little laj*^^

way of natural pasture; it is'not ther&fore a oiu^

country to the fullest extent, though we miiy
^^J^

that the peculiar Sussex cattle prevail, and theprod**

of butter and milk is of superior quality.
, ^

2. Seeds.—Wh^t in the Midland ComiHesofEngbu^
are known as "seeds," that is a mixture of Ky^;-^"^

and Clovers, as lied, Dutch, and Trefoil, are here com-

paratively seldom to be met with, for in **^^„, ^
unmitigated clays or the stronger lands, hroad CloV^

is used alone, arid In the lighter soils, where t^'^^
drift has left a thicker covering, the White mtw
Clover is mostly grown for the purpose of 9"^
feed, the kinds of sheep being for the most part vie

South Downs. . —
and we ^,^^

„p the ciui^

-rape) "jas ^^^

general ; cms, tiiougti cauea smaii, i^i unly *> '** ,^
parison with the 0. elatior, as it is sOTnetihiesneW^

foot in height, and -from its rapid advance
^^"^"^^f

takes hold it often proves ruiuous to a second cofc

the Clover, and it is in this that it generally "i^*^r,j^

appearance

3. Ited Clovers are commonly gwwvw,
much interested to find that in this crop

parasite Orobanche minor (small Broom
general ; this, tliough called small, is c

parison with the 0. elatior, as it is som^-

foot in height, and "from its rapid advance

"Id it often proves ruiuous to a second cai-,

er, and it is in this that it generally "i^**-

ice. We first?'Knv thU in Sv. x'. tiear lin^"*^

/

!
4

\
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^^d^terwards traced H near Bognor in several fields

about Alnwick and Pagliam. We had previously seen

most of it, or perhaps the O. elatior, in the Isle of

Wiffht, and have met with it in Gloucestershire, and in

Wilts within a sliort distance of Stonehenge, so that we

are convinced that this pest is spreading over the

country at a rate mnch more rapid than agreeable;

though it must be confessed that as yet few farmers

jrnow much of its presence, and even the botanist is but

ill aequaiuted with its natural history, how it is first

developed, and how it becomes attached to the Clover

roots, and hence experiments upon this interesting

subject are much wanted.*
'4. Butch Clover is usually confined to the lighter

soils, on which it is depastured principally by sheep, the

favourite breed being the Southdawn.

5. Vetches yield large crops, but it is mnch to be

regretted that this is such a weed-growing county that

they are far too much intermixed with whole masses of

anything but the crop plant, such as I*apaver Rha^as,

red Poppy; Sinapis arvensis. Charlock; Agrostemma
githago, Corn Cockle. The latter being, indeed,

common everywhere in Vetches, arising from the fact

that its seeds are large and dark in colour ; and so the

casual observer does not detect them in a sample of

seed, though we have seldom examined a sample of

Vetch seed without it, and in one instance to the

extent of 204S weed seeds to a bushel of the crop seed.

6. Bea^is are looking tolerably well where they stand,

but the crop will bo deficient, among other reasons for

the loss caused by the protracted winter. Amongst
Pulse they form but a small proportion, considering the

heavy nature of so much of the land, which would seem
to be admirably' adapted to this crop.

7. Peas. They are grown everywhere, and their

luxuriant appearance everywhere we almost fear will be

opposed to a good kidding, as the moist season has made
them run too much to leaves ; still the vast extent of

grey Peas here cultivated strikes a stranger as somewhat
curious until he finds out that to a great extent they take
the place of Beans as a feeding crop, and besides this that

Peas are even now used as an article of food amongst
the poor to a greater extent than at present pertains in

most parts of England. Go where one will the

huxters* shops will be found to exhibit a large pan of

fried Peas, in the centre of which is a half pint measm*e,

indicative of the manner in which they are retailed to

the poor, and a good and sensible food it is.

This is a matter of no small importance when we
consider their value in a muscle-making point of view,

and, as,we observed that the Potato plots are diseased

all over this district, we are led to hope that the labourer

will set a due estimate on the value of Peas, and that
the farmer may be induced to spare him some at a
moderate price wlierewith to eke out his subsistence in
what is likely to prove a dear winter to most of us ; and
if it be known that 1 lb. of Peas is equal to about 20 lbs. of
Potatoes in real feeding and strength-giving properties,

no county need regret the loss of the latter fickle plant

which has lately proved to be what the countryman calls a

"casualty crop," if it lias good store of Peas to fall

back upon.f
Peas seem to be well grown in this county, the

soil is carefully prepared, and the crop kept remark-
ably clean ; where however weeds have over-run the
fields, and a general one which here occasionally does

so is the Papaver Rhseas (Red Poppy), the amount of

deterioration is enormous.
8. Wheat is here remarkably tall and more even,

with more straw upon the ground than is usual

this season, but with all this there is reason to anticipate

a smaller yield than usual ; still, however, the ears are
|

long, and there is less of the small or " bee Wheat

"

than one finds so often in a season of drought ; but when
we come to look more carefully into the structure of

even the best ears of Wheat in Sussex, and more espe-

cially near the sea-side, it is seen that each
of the small bunches which range in two opposite

rows on the rachis or termination of the stem, so as

to form the complete ear, will, when full, possess

tw perfect grains of corn, and one or some-
times two smaller ones, which will he separated
as "tail." This is the condition when fertile, but when
not so none of the grain will be better than tail. This
is an important point in estimating the prospects of a
crop of Wheat, and no less so is that of examining the
lepes and straw to ascertain if it be much^ affected

with mildew, Puccinia graminis, and other epiphytic
*' blights," as if these be present to a large extent,
which happily they are not this season, most of the grains
will bd poor and starved ; and plump corns will thus
be the exception and tall the rule.

9. Barley.—Thi^ crop is not cultivated to the
extent which it usually, is in a ligliter soil, and the
present season fully justifies this course, as all the crops
we saw were tall and weak in the straw, and hence the
gales of the present season have almost flattened it to
the ground, thus injuring still further what before did
^ot promise to be a first-rate sample. With regard to

* We would here remark, that fis we are desiro'oa of investi-
^ting the natural history of these parasites, auy specimens of
Orobauche in seed, and especially if attached to their foster
parent, will be especially welcome, and these, whether they be
on crop plants or on the wild plants to which some of the
species. attach themselves. [Specimens should be sent to
Professor Buckmau, the Royal Agricultural College, Cireu-
cesterj.

tit should hCTe be noted that Potatoes are not much
«tutivated as a farm crop in the district under review.

of Barley on heavier land, where a part must
»e occupied with this crop, we know that if

the growth
sometimes be

_

the soil be good it usually grows too mnch straw and

leaf. Would it therefore be advisable to experiment with

a view to alter this? We have seen salt used with aWheat
crop to cause shortness and cleanness in this respect,

and have certainly seen much benefit from its adoption,

probably from the alkali entering into combination with

the silicate, which in the shape of silicate of

alumina— clay—is not otherwise separable. As weak
straw is generally deficient in silica, it may follow that

salts of soda and potash may be useful in aiding its

separation from soil in which it occurs in small quantity,

and so help to carry it through the circulation for

the use and growth of the plant.

10. Oats are largely grown, and the white Tartarian

and Potato tyi)es of Oats seem to be generally preferred;

they are very tall and promise well, hut it is curious to

observe that On these soils the Oat is the latest grain

in ripening, and indeed, taking Wheat, Barley, and Oats

in this respect, they seem to ripen in the order in which

we have placed them, whilst on lighter soils it usually

happens as follows : Barley Oats, \Vheat.

11. Mangel Wurzel.—We have been astonished at

the great spread of this crop in this part of the country

when compared with the midland counties. Every-

where this crop is increasing in breadth, bu^ here the

Turnip is not more than a quarter of the quantity that

the Mangel presents. This preference is accounted for

from the fact that the farmers of Sussex did not suffer

the loss of this root nearly to the extent of those in

the middle of England, the generally early and

warmer climate allowing them greatly to escape the

first frost of last w^inter, which was elsewhere so

destructive; but on the other hand the Turnip crop

suffered here as elsewhere from the protracted alterna-

tions of wet and cold.

The Mangel crop, except on . the very cold and badly

drained lands, is progressing more favourably than the

ungenial weather could have led us to suppose. The
seed is usually drilled on the flat, much care is taken

with the regulation of the plants, which however the

late hay-making in too many cases caused to be delayed

to their prejudice. Vacant spaces are mostly filled up
by transplantation, which this year has answered
remarkably well.

12. Turnips.—The small amount of land occupied

with this once favo'^nte crop and in a district appa-

rently favourable to the growth of both Swedish and
common Turnips, has doubtless resulted, as before inti-

mated, in the comparative abandonment of these roots.

Where they are grown they promise as well as we have
seen, but the wet has caused them to perish where
draining is inefficient. Turnips in this district are all

drilled. on the flat, but if it be necessary in thin soils,

as in the Cotswold district, to ridge roots in order to get
a greater depth of soil below them, it would seem to be
"also of advantage in a stiff soil, and especially so in a
wet season, in order that each ridge may sq far act as

a temporary drain and keep them from perishing of
cold and wet.

While on this class of plants it may be remarked that

the Rape is beginning to be employed, but still not in

sufficient quantity to attract any decided attention.

Kohl rabbi was not observed at all, though we feel sure

that the district would be favourable for its growth.

Cabbage, Carrots, Parsnips, and Potatoes are rarely

grown as farm crops ; however as esculents we can

state that thoy are of good quality, and much of the

district under review would admirably suit kinds of

these as farm produce.

As stated at the outset tl^ese are only a. few com-

ments upon such notes as a month's residence enabled

us to glean. J. S. ['Ihe above paper should have

appeared before the " Notes on Sussex," published last

week.]

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AND
THE IMPLEMENT MAKERS.

The defection from the list of exhibitors at the

recent Canterbury meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society of most of the leading agricultural implement

makers having called forth severe animadversions from

the leading daily and weekly papers, we think it but

fair to those who have declined to take part in the

public competitions which the Society has for the last

20 years so earnestly and successfully fostered to make
known the reasonswhich have induced this defection

—

not that we desire to become the champions of the

firms wlio have struck so serious a blow at the

Society from which they have,unqncstionably derived

great pecuniary advantages, and to the interest of whose

annual meetings they were therefore under a tacit

obligation to contribute—but that the public may

understand that it is no slight matter which has drawn

forth this strong protest, which if firmly adhered to.on the

one hand, and resisted on the other, must eventually

reduce the annual gatherings to mere exhibitions of

live stock It is no secret to those who have mixed

much with inventors and makers of agricultural imple-

ments. that for years past they have expressed dis-

content at the frequently recurring contests, where they

are expected, like prize-fighters, to be alwajs ready to

jeopardise their hard-earned reputation, by entermg

into competition with all comers. 1 he mental labour

I
and anxiety attendant on the eftbrt which firms of repute

Ifelt it necessary to make, to retain theu: position, not

merely asmanufactnrers of the best implements in tbeif
several specialties, but also of those that could win prizes,

superadded to the ordinary cares of a large manufactory.
were found to be so wearing, to say nothing of thp
inconvenience which personal attendance at the shows,
and consequently absence from their works, occasioned,
that a deputation of manufacturers brought the matter
for consideration before the Council of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England, so long ago as November,
1855, when a plan of triennial, instead of annual, trials

for certain classes of implemeuta was adopted by the
Society, the prize sheet being divided into three

sections, viz.:—1. Implements for tillage and drainage.

2. Machines for the cultivation and harvesting of crops.

3, Machines for preparing crops for market and food for

cattle. In addition to this movement, a memorial signed

by all the regular implement exhibitors at the annual

shows, with the exception of two dissentients, represented

to the Council the general feeling of the manufacturers to

be opposed to the existing system of money prizes for

competition. ** We object," says the memorial, *' to this

system, on the ground tliat it operates as an nndue

stimulus to competition, tending less to the production

of useful and practical machines than to the develop-

ment of ingenious peciriiarities, by which, with the aid

of highly skilled manipulation, the prizes may be won;
but more especially is our objection taken on the ground
of the unfairness of its operation." For special objects

it was proposed to reserve the money prizes, in order

to encourage experiments tending to the attainment of

practical results altogether beyond the powers of

I

existing mechanism. This, be it remembered, was in
' the year 1855. In a pamphlet issued by the Association

of Agricultural Engineers in 1857 entitled "The
Manufacture of Agricultural Machinery considered as

a branch of national industry," the author, who
signs himself "A Manufacturer," and who may
be assumed to give the views of the Association,

in condemning the practice of competitive trials at the

gatherings of local societies, says—" Any advantage to

be derived by local or district societies from a persist-

ence in prize-giving, is very questionable. The slight

benefit it may confer upon the small tradesmen of the

neighbourhood is surely purchased at too dear a rat^
by the tendency which it has to repel from the gather-

ings of such societies those makers of established repu-

tation, by the exhibition and working of whose
implements the local maker and farmer could not fail

to be benefited." Here is a significant hint, and made
in the year 1857, of the feeling engendered in the
minds of manufacturers by competitive trials. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the year 1860 should have
witnessed that demonstration of feeling which has
excited so much indignation. It would appear that the
trial at Canterbury, under the countenance of the Royal
Agricultural Society, of implements other than those
which were, in the accepted order of rotation,, to have
competed for prizes, was deemed an infraction of the
rule acted upon for the first time last year, by which
the trials for the several classes of implements were
made quadrennial ; and this, with other grievances in

the background, sufficed to precipitate a course to
which most of the leading firms are now committed.
The following is the list of manufacturers, who have
withdrawn their names as exhibitors, viz. :

—

Barrett, Exalt., k Andrews,
CiiAVTON & 8Hunxir*PORTii,
Croskill & Co.,
Garrett & Sons,
HORN3BY & SONg^
J. & F. Howard,
That manufacturers of such repute as most of these,

commanding not only extensive capital, but, in their

own persons, inventive talent of a high order, should,

from a petty feeling of jealousy of unknown or rising

men, subject themselves to the taunts, evil surmises,

and active opposition of those who have chosen to take

the side of the Council of the Agricultural Society, is

simply ridiculous. It is possible they may be in fault,

though we by no means wish to insinuate that it is so;

but that they had at least honourable reasons for

adopting the course which they have taken, ought, in

the absence of facts to the contrary, to have been

assumed. From what we can gather, the following are

the reasons which mainly dictated the proceedings

which deprived the Canterbury Show of so much
attractive machinery, viz. :

—

1 . That the Society has broken faith with, the exhi-

bitors, in departing from the quadrennial system of

trials mutually agreed upon. 2. That the prize sheets

are so indefinitely worded, that makers are in the dark

as to the kind* of machines the Society desires to en-

courage. 3. That the trials are unsatisfactory and the

awards capricious; inasmuch as the time devoted to the

trials is necessarily very limited, and no fixed princlplea

ofjudging are laid down for the guidanceof the judges.

4. That the exhibitorsjiave no power to object to the

appointment of the judges, whether on the ground of

their incompetency, or their business relations, or to the

choice of the consulting engineer, who stands in the

position of umpire. 5. That the reports of the trials

are meagre, inaccurate, and incomplete, and published

so long after the show as to be of little service either

to the public or, the. trade. 6. That the expenses of

exhibiting and coippetlug for prizes have increased so

crreatlv. that the business resulting from attendance at

the Royal Agricultural Show is not commensurate with

*
These^are. one would think, tangible objections, and

W. H. NrcHoisox.
Raksohes & Sims,

B^ Sauuli-so^-,
Smyth k, Son^
TuxFORD & Sons,
Whitehouse ifc Co.
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destTvu.g tut; rf8i.ev;Lrul consideration of a Socu'ly

professing to promote the welfare of agriculture ; but

if a true indication of the feeling of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society is to be gathered from the speeches ileli-

vered at the annual dinner, war is to he proclaimecl

against the delinquents who have dared to assert a right

which no one would dream of denying to nianufactureis

in Buy other branch of industry. When the experience

of successive years shows prizes apportioned, not accord-

ing to real, but presumed merit, and a style of manu-

facture adopted solely for the purpose of excelling at

competitive trials, it is time for honest men to speak

out. In the pamphlet before referred to, the writer,

quoting from the Society's own Reports, shows that, in
j

respect of agricultural engines, this system was so

generally recognised, that one well-known class was

denominated " racers," from being designed solely with

the view of performing great feats, not however witliout

the nicest skill being required to bring out the result.

There has, in fact, been imported into agricultural machi-

nery (by reason of the tests of merit bein^ determined

solely by the amount of steam generated from a given

quautity of fuel, or of powder consumed, as indit;ated

oy the dynamometer), a system almost identical with

that of light weights, which has found so much favour

with the Jockey Club ; and if among the council of the

Royal Agricultural Society there was no Lord Rtdesdale

to expose the folly of the system, it was time for the

leading RgricuUural implement makers, who saw but
too clearly the danger to which it tended, to make a

stand for the cause, which its acknowledged advocates

had, to some extent, forsaken ; for no one can seriously

Buppose that to produce macliines utterly unfit for the

rough work of the farm, is to promote the welfare of

British agriculture, however satisfactory may be the

results of those machines, in the hands of trained men,
in the show yard of the Society. What the implement
makers ask for, and it is no outrageous demand, is

"that trials of agricultural machinery should be of
longer continuance than Iieretofore, and conducted a:*

much as possible in the manner, and under the same
circumstances, that such machinery will be used, in the
ordinary practice of farming." If this be granted,
racing engines and machines will quickly disappear, for

they would break down or blow-up under actual work

;

but if refused, manufacturers of established reputation
are justified in discountenancing the distribution of
prizes under such circumstances. Again, they have a
right to know, now that implements have arrived at a
certain stage towards perfection, what are the precise
points of improvement which the Society desires to see
embodied in future implements. Rut at a recent con-
ference, the Implement Committee refused to explain to
adeputation of manufacturei-s, who waited on them, the
views of the Society as expressed in their prize sheets.
Considering the amount of good which the Royal Agri-
cultural Society lias already con/erred on thv country,
and admitting, as we do, its ability still further to
benefit ngricultuie, we are sorry to see this antagonism
among its members; for, if not removed speedily, it

must have a serious effect on tlie influence for good of
the Society. At tlie samethne, we think the connection
of the Society with agricultural implement trials had
better cease altogether, than that the makers should be
dragooned into a service which must draw olf their
attention from following out substantial improvements,
and entail on them snch expenses as must necessarily
enhance, instead of cheapening, their implements. We
trust, however, for the sake of all, that tlie breach may
be healed by a tim. ly concession on the part of the
Society; and that no such attempt, as has been
threatened, will be made by the squirearchy, through
exclusive dealing, to put down the little band of pro-
testors; for they may find that they are tilting at a
power, which, whether viewed politically, or couaner-
cially, is not to be despised, yticton's London Journal
of Arts.

Swedes, Mangels, Carrots, and an excellent di^play of

cheese.

The classes of the Short-born breed included 1 old

bull, 6 yearling bulls, the distinctions going to Messrs.

Langsto'^, Hewer, and Holland; 13 bull calves, the

prizes going to Messrs. Ruck and Lane ; 8 entries under

the heading of " bull, cow, and offspring," a most ex-

cellent and interesting class, Mr. Langston taking the

first prize; no fewer than 14 breeding cows, Mr. Lang-

ston and Mr. Stratton being first and second; 20 2-year

old and 14 vearlingheifers, and 14 heifer calves, the prizes

being awarded (1st, 2nd. and 3rd) to Messrs. R. Stratton,

Earl Radnor, and Morris—Messrs. R. Stratton, Game,
and R. Stratton. and Mr. Game respectively. Besides

these 90 entries of short-horns, no fewer than 61 in the

Hereford classes competed for the Society's prizes.

The theep classes included 38, the pig classes 25, and

ihe horse classes a dozen entries.

There is as much interest and quite as much instruc-

tion derivable from a good meeting of any of these

more quiet county Societies as from the mass and tur-

moil of a national gathering; and first-class Short-horn

breeders are now so generally scattered over the

country that large numbers of the very best stock are

to be found at every local exhibition.

tasks, and the great improvement that harUttTT"
taken place in their construction (adopting them t^
every description of farms), the judges would con<.rat^
late the agriculturists of the county in having uiti

•

their reach an implement the use of which tends
'^

much to the speedy and economical ingatherine''of\)!**
(Signed) Tweeddale. Alex. wIlltecrops,

Qcfctiesf.

Gloucesteb: Thursitat/, Sept. 27.—The agricul-
tural reputation of the late Eari Dueie, the establish-
ment ot the Royal Agricultural College, the celebrity of
Its dairy husbandry, and of its wold tarming— have
always secured a considerable rank in the aKncuHuial
worid for this county. More lately it has been taking;
the lead in the establishment of a Steam PlouehinS
Company and in the revival or estahhsh-
mcnt of district faiiners' clubs. The Kingscote dub
lias been distinguished by the publication of
several excellent pj.pers from its members; and at
the meetings of the Vule of Berkeley Society, Messrs.
Hornsby <t Howard meet with as keen a rivalry as at
matches of natmnal importance—their plouj^hmen,
iirown and Hulatt, competing for the local prize,
Which was this year won by Mr. Howard's man- John

Irl TT'^'^*^
"^ *''^y "^"**i at Warwick or at Leeds.

Ihe County Association—now a union of tlie hill and
vale Societies, has just held its annual show in
Gloucester, and first-rate classes of Short-horn and
Hereford cattle have been exhibited, along witli a
small «how of good implements, including Snowden'swe l-known paring plough, Bentall's pulpurs, Hornsbv

chafr^.r"''
1^^"']^*'^' and a good collection of drills',

chaffcutters. &c. slown by Kell of Gloucester. Thereiias been aUo a good thou^U small show of ronf.

East Lothian : JS.eaping Machines Competition at

Longniddry.—The following is the report by the judges

of the competition with reaping machines at Longniddry
and Hoprigg on the 4th inst. :

—

The following is the list of the owners of machines
which appeared for competition, numbered by lot ;

—

1. Mr. Dune. Stiiidingstone—Crosskill's Bell's.

2. Mr. Halliday, Haddington.
3. Messrs. Kemp, Muiray, & Nicholson, Stirling-,

4. Mr. DonglaSf Duiuiikier, Kirkcaldy,
5. Mr. Calder, Tanderlane—Burgeas & Key's.
6. Mr. Baird, Kerse Mill, Stirling.

7. Mr. Gray. Brownrigg—Gardner & Lindsay's.
8. Mr. Henderson, Lougniddry—Burgees A; Key's.
9. Mr. Hunter of Thurston—CrosskiU'a Bell's.

10. Messrs. Gillespie, King's Barns, Fife.

The trial fields of Wheat and Bailey having been
inspected by the committee and divided into numbered
spaces, almost square, and of about equal size, each

machine took its own number on the fields. The grain

in the intervening spaces having been cut and carted
aivay prevented confusion, and allowed ample space for

inspection by the judges and tli« public. The time

that each machine took to perform its allotted task was
accurately noted ; but as the spaces varied slightly in

size and also in form, as in the case of No. 4 in the
Barley field, much importance was not attached to it.

Besides, taking everything into consideration, there

was little difference in time between any of the

machines, particularly those which made the best work.
After these allotted spaces had been cut, the machines
which did their work best were tried for a time
on new spaces of Wheat, nnd also one after

another on the same space of Wheat, and also of

Barley, The latter was a particularly severe trial, the
Barley being much laid and twisted; yet it was cut
and taken up in a superior manner, and even better
than it would have been done by the hand in ordinary
working. The machine which most unitbrmly through-
out the day made the best woik was No. 7, a Gardner
& Lindsay's, belonging to Mr. Gray, and to it the pre-
mium of 10^. was awarded. No. 3, belonging to
Messrs. Kemp, Murray & Nicholson, and No. 6, belong-
ing to Mr. Baird, were the next best, and premiums ot
hi, were awarded to each, as they were so equal it was
impossible to decide between them. The raker on No. 3
was awarded a premium of 1^, for the superior way
he handled his rake in forming and removing the grain
in sheaves from his machine. A premium of 1/. was
also awarded to each band of gatherers and binders
attached to the machines Nos. 3, 4, 7, and 9, for the
excellent manner in which they performed their duties.

It will be observed that the three machines to which
premiums have been awarded are all of one type—viz.,

modifications of Hussey's original machine, with a back
manual delivery ; while five, or. one-halt of the machines
in competition, were made to deliver at the side by the
machines themselves. Without pretending to settle

the respective merits of the two classes, the judges in
this case had no doubt that the smaller machines, with
manual delivery, made the best work ; but, over and
above this, they wereohviou.sly much lighter of draught,
and from the grain being put off in sheaves it was
more easily gathered, and from then* simplicity of
construction they must be less liable to breakage
or to get out of repair. The judges see no reason
why the whole of the small machines miglit not be
brought to work equal to the prize machine, as there
appears little difference in tholr construction. Of the
machines with side delivery, No. 9— Crosskill's Bell's

—belonging to S.r. Hunter, made the best cutting,
though the judges considered it perceptibly inferior to
tliat made hy the machines to which premiums were
awarded. Tlie machine No. 4, belonging to Mr. Douglas,
and made by him, possessed considerable novelty from
its simplicity^ andai>parent lightness of draught. For
tliese reasons the judges are induced to notice it, and
express their hope that in future competitions its

delivery will be so far improved as to entitle it to take
a higher position.

In conclnsion, the judges would only further remark
that the trials were careluUy made, long-continue<h
and severe. From the superior manner in which the
larger portion of the machines performed their difficult

Geo. Harvey.
Mathew Buist.

Geokge Uovzi

Time the Machines tooe to cdt an Imperial Acre
Wheat. 'Barley^

Ha.Miu. STMb.
Not counted.

i« 1 2a,

32 I 39

1
1
\

\. Mr. Durie (Crosskill'tt Bell's) .

.

2. Mr. Halliday, Haddington
3. Messre. Kemp & Co., Stirling..

4. Mr. Douglas, Duimikier, Kirkcaldy.

.

5. Mr. Calder, Tanderlane (Buigcas &
Key's)

«. R. Baird, Kerse Mill, Stirling .. 1
7. Mr. Gray, Browurigg (Gardner &

Lindsay's) 1
8. Mr. Henderson, Longniddry (Burgees

& Key's) 1
9. Mr. Hunter, of Thurston CCrosskill'a

Beir.s) 1
10. Messrs. Gillespie, King's Batds, Fife 1

T*

Not coimted.

10 X 30

13

8

10
25

1 U
1 IS

1 20

Abstract of Trial of Reaping MacMnti at LoTignUtdrif

idptttnbtr 4, I860, Qti the li'htat JUld.
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No. 9 left the ground by special authority of
^
J^^ iJ^JS^jnar

just in tirue to get the macume ana nonsts ''"V""!" "„«> hoff*
wick (not Inveresk), otherwise they could not .n»^« ^' ,ri«
that night, and i/ there had not been a delay i" ;*J'iS{^
the Wheat, and the conditions hid been ad?'™^^^^^ ^bc*
cich machine was to cut haJf an acre for tnal. *c

•
«*" ^

might have been finished, and plenty of time
J*' »^^j b»tt

tniin and return home. The Barley left by
>J.» '^'^W

been all cut in another 15 mioutea, which " ;^^rl.T" Sbiw
time 55 minuUa in cutting the acr^-T^t^J°*fLnrk tb*}
73 minutea- The horsea and men with

* Left before cnishinj.

I

I
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i.";^^^i^77^ii7an thron^h the harvest (weather permitting). There

iTo report from judges as to which lot was best stocked

No Sn go on cutting down without the necessity of 14

oeUns iu attendance to remove the cut com before the

Sine comes back ag.ain, and these 14 people are busy cut-

r,ul down other fields, or tying up what was cut the day

w3re at the rate of 9 for No. 9 and 14 for No. 7 per acre.

No% only requires the gate of field opened to commence

Sork nnd grain cut by it is generally in the stack in

about 3 days shorter time than when it is tied up at once,

wn 9 has a great advantage for farmers, tiz., that it must be

Vent at its full width of cut, and idle men cannot shirk when

Hie master's back is turned, as it stops immediately that they

trv to lessen their cut of 6 feet 6 inches. The horses that

worked No 9 at this competition were at their usual daily

Jrork with the machine next morning. The numbers in each

eohimn within parentheses denote the relative position of each

machine under the different columns. Expenses are calcu-

lated at the rate of 12«. per day for two men and two horses

wi'li each machine, and 2s. per day for each binder and atooker.

By computing, it will be seen that while the prize machine in

order to cut S acres per day requires to travel at the rate of

u miles per hour, No. 9 only requires to travel at the rate of

4 miles.—Thurston, Dunbar. 6th Sept., 1860. fit ^ill be

observed that our correspondent has estimated the points

differently from the usual course—the smallness of the

numbers indicating superioritv.l NoHh Srituh AgricuUurist.

Neck ., -

Neck vein
Shoulder and crops

Farmers' Clubs.
KEwCASTLE-rroN-TTNE.

—

The Teesioater Short-liorm:

—Mr. Chrlsp laid before this Club the following

Supplementary Paper: Having dwelt at such length

oil the origin of the improved breed of Short-horns, I

gladly comply with the wishes of tli© last meeting to

give a continuation with a reference to a scale of the

points of a perfect animal of this breed, which may lead

to determining their relative value, and the establish-

ment of a set of rules for the guidance of judges of

c.ittle shows, as well as the more general satisfaction of

the competitors. Perhaps the uncertainty, if not the

<:apricious decisions of the present practice, cannot be

better shown than by the award made at Darlington in

Marcli, 1797, when Charles Calling's bull Favourite,

then a two-year-old, was placed second with the mini-

mum prize of two guineas ; the indignity of the posi-

tion must have been felt severely by the owner, as he

never showed another animal at the Durham Agricul-

tural Meetings. We must not forget that Favourite

was tlie sire of the celebrated Durham Ox as well as of

Comet, and must be considered as the great progenitor

of the present breed of Short-horns, through whom
Hubback's blood is claimed by many herds. It is

acknowledged at the conclusion of the 18th cen-

tury a breed of cattle appeared on the banks of

the* Tees, surpassing all others in beautiful symmetry
of form, aptitude to fatten, as well as fitness for the

btitcher—consequently both pleasing to the eye, as well

a.* profitable to the grazier. As the spirited quick

stepping liorse was about this time supplanting the slow

nnd patient ox at the plough anS team, the object of the
-cattle breeder was no longer to obtain large bone and
wiry -sinews, consequently C. Colling and his compeers
had only to look for delicate beef and plenty of fat in

tlie produce of their herds, and that those joints should

weigh the most which brought the highest price in the

aljambles. Nor has the mild and docile temper of the

breed rendered them less a favourite with dairymaids,

whose well filled pail renders them grateful for boun-

tiful returns of good feeding and good treatment. I

must not pass by tlieir qualifications for the dairy; no

sUher race could come near the older breed for quantity

of milk, and we have on record many instances of large

quftutities from the improved Slioi't -horns; though the

breeder often loses sight of this merit in selecting his

flams. I therefore nrge in making points of perfection

that tiiis object ought to be kept in view, as I hold

v.ith many autliorities that a tendency to lay on fat is

cot iucouiptible with a good dairy cow, if due attention

is given to her food and other treatment. Many
instances could be given of a heavy milking cow
becoming fat in a short time when freed from the pail.

Although most butchers like a large carcase, which
brings down the scale, yet they also prize the

greatest quantity of beef on the best joints.

Therefore great size is discarded, as leading to over-

grown ungainly animals, difficult to fatten. On the

other hand, little dwarfed stunted animals are equally

to be avoided in breeding. The Shftrt-horn bull must
have a symmetrical form, of medium size ; body (in-

cluding quarters and neck) rather long than short;

bones fine, legs short; all choice parts well covered
with gelatinous flesh, and fat mixed, not patchy ; skin

medium thickness, mellow to touch ; hair fine, silky,

thick set, long in winter, not wiry; head well set on to
neck ; scalp wide ; face dished a little, rather long than
fthort, fine muzzle, open nostrils ; horns medium size,
fine, clear, and waxy, free from black stains ; the eyes
prominent, bright, but placid; the neck a little elon-
gited and arched, well set on to the shoulders, which
ou:^'ht to slope backwards, be broad and level, deep.

more feminine appearance, answer for the cow, thougli

I should add full development of udder, not fleshy,

well-set teats, good milk veins, and perhaps a hereditary

character for good milking qualities. The following

points are the work of a young friend who has kindly

helped me. Perhaps the best way to treat them is for

a few of our members to take the pleasant labour of

trying the prize animals by these rules at our local

showsj and reporting the result :

—

cohite What constitutes goodness.

Head 4 Moderate length, wide, and rather
dished, with clear horns, and flesh-

coloured nose—not black.
,. 1 Being well sprung from shoulders,

and slightly arched.
. 2 Prominent and ftiU.

. 6 Former being well thrown hack find

wide at top, "points" well covered,
and not prominent. Crops being
very full.

Breast 2 Coming well forward, wide, and full.

Back 3 Breadth and levelness.

Loin .. .. ..4 Breadth, and being well covered, not
low.

Hocks ., ^. ..2 Breadth, and being at right angles
with back bone.

Rumps 2 Not being drooped.
Quarter .. ..2 Length, levelueas, and being well

filled up.
Thigh 2 Length ;ind fineness, and being well

beefed inwards.
Twists 3 Coming well down.
Hoclc 1 Being well bent, and not turned in.

Flank 3 Full and coming well forward.
Back ribs . . . . 3 Well sprung from back, and round.

Fore ribs . . . . 3 Round, and coming well down.
Quality and hair . . 4 Skin not being too thin, but soft and

mellow, hair long and silky.

Colour . . . . 1 Roans and reds.

Under and milk vessel 3 Well formed teats and udder, large

milk veins.

Mr. Atkinson said he agreed with most of the points

which I\rr. Chrisp had named in the paper, but thought

too much stress was laid on a long head. Nor was he

in favour of a very long breast, for it indicated a

deficiency of weight.

deep and full at twist ; arms full above, fine'' at
knee ; flanks deep and full ; tail well set on] at right
angles with back, and not thick or coarse; colours
roan, red, white, or flecked—black, or shadings of
black on skin, hair, horns, or hoofs objectionable.
Altogether, the animal ought to have a gay and
'stylish" appearance ia gait rs well as in form, which
breeders consider betokening high blood, and which
l^^st animals of the Short-horn tribe have more or
Ivsa, The same characters will, with allowances for the

Farm Meznoranda.
DHTSTtiNE.—On the bank of the river Finnow and

about half a mile to the eastward of the town of Mill-

street, stands Drishane Castle, the seat of Lieutenant-
Colonel Henry Wallls, D.L. The Drishane estates are
now entirely managed by the Colonel's only son Mr,
John R. S. VVallis, the gentleman who in 1857 filled

the office of High-Sheriff of the county. A great deal
of this land is let in farms varying in size from 20 to

200 acres, the greater number of them averaging 100.
The houses of the tenants are remarkably good, and

.the general appearance of the inmates that of a thriving
contented class of people. Mr. WalUs is now engaged
in fitting up a reading-room for those in his employ-
ment, where newspapers and agricultural perlixlioals
will be supplied, and each man will have the privilege
of introducing another. Those now engaged with him
are a very intelligent class of men well able to second
his efforts for their amelioration. Mr, Waliis now
retains in his own hands 800 acres, 400 acres cultivable

land are worked by him on a five-course shift. The
plan generally adopted is the Norfolk four-course, that

is lea-ploughed up for Wheat, followed by Turnip?, a

portion of these fed off by sheep and Barley laid down
with Clover seeds. The plan adopted at Drisliaue is,

taking the Norfolk four-course as a basis, to alter it

into a five-course, and thereby get three corn crops in

five years instead of two in four years, as is the regular

custom. Mr. Wallls ploughs up his lea and has O.its

put in the first year. This is foUoived by Turnips in

the second, Oats or Wheat in the third, Oats or Barley

laid down with Gi-ass seeds, top-dressed with 200 cwt.

of artificial manure in the fourth, and the fifth year the

Grass mown. Every crop gets manure if required

either directly or indirectly, th:it is farm yard dung or

artificial manure. Of the Phospho-Peruvian, as supplied

by the Messrs. Purdon of Dublin, Mr, Waliis is much
in favour, and he used 20 tons of it this year. He finds

it preferable for Turnips to Gibbs' Peruvian. He finds

it equal weight for weight with Gibbs* best Peruvian,

and has the advantage of buying it at a cheaper rate,

the Phospho costing 12Z. a ton, while the other costs

14?. The 400 acres are tins year under Turnips,

Mangels, Wheat, Oats and Barley. Wlicat is sown
after Turnips and Mangels, at the rate of 6 stone to

the acre, by Hornsby's 11-row corn drill. Last year a

field of 15 acres had put into it by tlie di'lll seed at the

rate of five stones to the acre. This, at the current

price of seed Oats then, 15^. 4(?. a stone, amounted for

the 15 acres to 46/. 13?. 4^. By the old system as

pursued of putting in 14 stones to the acre, the seeding

would cost 133^., showing a saving In fiivour of the

drill work of over 86?, in the seed. Now, the cost of

the drill was 40?., so that in this one crop of 15 acres

of Oats, the drill was paid for and a saving of over 4BI.

realised in the seeding alone. In other words, as com-

pared with the old, Mr. Wallls had his land seeded, a

sum of 46?. placed in his pocket, and the possession of

the drill itself, the only set off against this being the

outlay for those engaged about the implement.

Oats are grown with 2 stones of seed to the acre.

This complete reversal of the 14 stone plan astonished

the farmers who came to look at what they considered

the folly going on at Drishane, and they strongly

which Mr, Waliis has successfully fought with the
natural obstacles of the ground. One large tract
forming part of the bog, has been reduced to cultivation
It is now in a sort of transition state from snipe-feeding
bog to corn-growing land. Drains were cut through it,and
the water passing slowly off; the surface was wet and
slippery. It is now what the cultivated fields to the
eastward were little over three years ago, and they are
now what that slippery surface over which one could
with difficulty make his way will be in a similnr space.
Pipe tiles have been used in the drainage of the land
reclaimed. These stood 28^. a thousand, and the total
cost of the draining was 5?. an acre. At this rate
200 acres of the lands of Drishane have been drained
within the last three years. The aid of machinery and
implements, too, has been largely secured at Drishane.

Under shcd3 in one of the yards was a very fine

collectioTT of agricultural appliances. Hornsby's com
drill ; Smith and Ashby's hay tedding machine and
rake ; Young's, of Ayr, Turnip-sowing machine

;

M'Pherson's machine for making wire fences ; Wood's
combined reiperand mower; Howard'sprize ploughs, «Sc.

Smit!i*s Steam Cultivator, obtained through Mr.
T. M'Kenzie, local agent for the Messrs. Howard, is in

practical working at Drishane. The apparatus as it

stands in the field ready for work comprises three
principal parts, viz., n stationary steam-engine, an iron

windlass, and an instrument something like the body of

a plough, and some minor parts consisting of anchors,

snatch-blocks and porters. On a stout oak frame like

a cart stands the windlass. This consists of two iron

drums hung horizontally on independent axles, but
placed close together: one hauls in the wire rope by
which the implement is drawn, and at the same time
the other drum, yielding to the strain of the rope,~

turns the other way and pays out. When the imple-

ment reaches the end of the furrow over which it was
to go, a man attending on the windlass throws the
drum that last hauled the implement along out of gear,
and brings into gear the drum that before was paying
out, and so reverses the action of the implement. The
cultivating implement consists of a very strong frame,

in which are fixed three shares, the central one being in

advance of the others about 30 inches. In front is a
pair of wheels with cutting edges, by which it is easily,

guided, and about the centre is another pair, by means'
of which the deptli is regulated. When adjusted to the
required depth, and the shares set to break up, say 8
inches deep, the points of the shares become imbedded
in the soil, and the whole mass, about a yard wide, is

torn from its position, and more or less mingled
together, leaving for the most part the weeds and
Grass which it is desirable to destroy near the surface.
When the apparatus is set to work, the steam engine by

a band turns a driving wheel at the side of the windlass.
Tills causes the drum put in gear to haul on the wire
rope; the Juaplemant, which iu. this first process has

j

three tines sunk in the soil, is dragged along, and, as
already stated, tlie earth is torn from ifs position and
the mass mingled together. After this the land ia
crossed by the five tines, and then the ground only
requires to be harrowed, and is ready for the reception
of the seed, it being considered that the value of the
work wlien performed dry is superior to two ploughings,
or one dragging or scarifying. The ropes adjust them-
selves to any lengtli, and triangular or crooked pieces
of land can be almost as easily and quickly worked as
square pieces. The implement adapts itself to unequal
sarfuce.a, through hollows, and over hills, no matter liow
deep or steep. A great advantage connected with the
apparatus is that if placed in a central position it will
break up 40 acres without either the engine or windlass
being removed. The apparatus at Drishane was worked by
an 8- horse power double cylinder engine manufactured by
the Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth. On Tuesday last

the work was commenced. A piece of bog about 20
acres in area, which Mr. Widlis rents from Mr. Morris,
because it runs into his land, was selected for the
purpose. It is called Tullig bog, and until last year had
within the memory of man been devoted to the feeding
of snipe. Such a marsh was it that the former tenant,
some of whose cows often fell into it, had to summon his

neighbours and pull the animals out with ropes. This
was drained last year by Mr. Waliis, and he is now cul-

tivating it for Rape. On Tuesday the apparatus was got
to work and was kept going on that and the following
day and up to two o'clock on Thursday, at which time
20 hours of its action had shown their results. In that
space five acres were gone twice over, straight and cross

to a depth of from 12 to 14 inches. In the recrossing it

is customary to use a five tined implement, but in the
present in-stance only three tines were used, as five were
considered too heavy for that land. The five acres

twice over in 24 hours was equal to one acre twice over
in four hours, or one acre once in two hours. This wag
considered by many practical farmers as being most
extraordinary work, taking into account the nature of

the place. It would be utterly imp05sib!e to get horsrs

into it, and were it not for the steam cultivator it should

lie there until next Spring to be then worked for Potato

gardens by hand labour- The cost of this would be

startling. To get it into any sort of condition by hand

labour would cost at the very least 30*. nn acre.

During Tuesday, Wednesday, and the part of Tliursday

that tlie apparatus was at work, the furnac« consumed

at the rate of five cwt. of coals in twelve hours. Tliese,

at 1.?. a cwt., cost 5*. Employed abont the apparatus
nredicted that there would be no crop at all.

, , , ' . -j xi -• i *. ^ **. «j f«
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the windlass and anchors, were ten men. These cost 10^.

for the day, and this sum with the 5^] for coal makes 15^.

for the three acres gone twice over in the 12 hours, or

BIX acres gone once over. But that was higher than the

general cost. Six men are all that are really required

in fair stubble land, but in the hog of TuUig the

additional men were placed to mind the anchors, which

were in some measure liable to be dragged from the

Tiel^ng soil. This would reduce the cost to Us. for the

six acres. Of course to this must be added interest and

wear and tear, which it is estimated brings up the total

expense to from 45. to 4^. Gd. an acre. The same work

performed by hand labour,^as already shown, would be

30s. besides the delay of waiting until next spruig to do

it. On Triday the implement was also got to work, and

the same results &s the preceding days were gained.

The ease with which the difficulties presented by the

land were overcome, and the ready way in which the

men were enabled to work the tackle without other aid,

ivas a source of the greatest surprise to the faraierswho

had come to see the work. The engine cost Mr. Wallis

250/. and the cultivator with its appurtenances 241/.

To go against this he will he able to dispose of five

horses, which will bring 20/. each on an average, making

a total of 100/. The feeding of each of these stood 237.,

BO there is at once 125/. a year saved. Putting this

100/. and 1257. together, it will be seen that in little

over a year the cultivator will be paid for, and in a

similar space the cost of the engine will be cleared off.

It is objected to these machines that they are to expen-

sive for farmers, but there is no reason why a number

of farmers should not join to procure one, or large

fafmi^rs might purchase them and hire them out.

—

Abridgedfrom the Cork Constitution,

^Mz\xy&

^ke'Meat Manufacture; a Practical Treatise on the

Searing and Feeding of Live Stock. By R. O.

Pringle ; co-cditor of the Irish FarmeW Gazette.

Simpkin, Mar^all & Co.

'Ihis is a' remarkably Cheap shilling's worth— full of

sensible advice and well written information on a topic

which is jnst ndw of the very greatest importance. Mr.

Pringle describes the practice of well known agricul-

turists, and the researches of many distiugui?hed men
in the acieutiiic world, on the points which his subject

includes ; and accordingly we have analyses, and

recipes, and details of all kinds given in abundance,

along with a great deal of useful commentary and

advice, evidently the work of an experienced man.

ihe followiiig passages illustrate the nature of the

work and the manner in which it is put together.
" Grain, ^c, as Cattle Food.—When grain bears a

comparativeJy low vuJue, or when it has been injured by

the effects of the wcutliCr, it may still he usefully ein-

pTOyed Irr'the preparation of cattle for the butcher;

and those who send their beasts to the market in a

half-fat state, owing to their supply of roots running

short, whilst they are at the same time selling their

grain at a low figure, may learn a lesson whicli may
iCfiult in retaining their cattle and grain at home, using

the latter m finishing the former, and thus realising

better prices for both articles— cattle and grain—than

is done when both ore sacrificed, as we find often to be
the case. It is when cattle are approaching ripeness

thit they make the greatest improvement ; and thus

it often happens that beasts are sold at a loss to the

feeder, because sold in an unfinished state, whilst if they

had been kept on but a short time longer they would
Lave shown more satisfactory results. But the man
whose stock of Turnips is getting short, and who does

not 'mlderstand that he may profitably eke out that

stock hy naiDg his low-priced or damaged grain as

feeding stuff, is compelled to sell his cattle often just

•when they are at the turning poiut between a dead
Ibss and a reasonable profit. In this manner/therefore,

the intelligent farmer sees means of turning the
iJiaterials at his command to profitable account, which
would never occur to those whose ideas cannot travel

out of the ordinary jog-trot ; and whilst the latter' iire,

perhaps, grumbling over their apparently hopeless con-

dition, their more quick-witted neighbour is ever on the

alert to avuil^himself of everything which is tikely to

minister to his success; thus enabling him, not untre-

quently, to ride out the storm which leaves them help-

less wrecks. Beans are also valuable food for fattening

beasts, and wlieu used for this purpose they ought to be

ground into meal and mixed with chaffed liay or straw.

A bullock which will weigh from 7 to 8 cwt. may get

from 3 lbs. to 6 lbs. per di\y of Bean-meal; but it is

usually mixed with crushed oil-cake, equal proportions

of each—say 6 lbs. of the mixture given at two feede.

In like manner Peas are a highly nutritious description

of food, and a valuable auxiliary when used in conjunc-

tion with roots. Grinding must also be resorted to in

the case of Peas, and the coarse meal thus produced
may be mixed with chaff and oil-cake, in the same
manner as we have mentioned in the case of Beans.

Linseed oil-ciike has been long used in England as a
feeding material for cattle, Ac, and its use is now
bSecome more general also throughout the rest of the

result is that a proportion of the food is lost as such,

serving only to enrich the manure. This is especially

the case in England, where we find that 10 to 12 lbs. a

day, and even larger quantities, are very frequently

given, with few or no roots, the only other food used

being hay. It has been ascertained, however, that

fatteiiing cattle receiving 5 lbs. each a dry of oil-cake

paid better with half Turnips than they did when fed

on a full allowance of Turnips alone (Transactions of

the Highland and Agricultural Society, vol. xiv., page

61) ; and in Mr. Templeton's prize report on fattening

cattle, which is contained in the Transactions of the

same Society, January, 1853, he states *that the lots

which had 3 lbs. of Linseed-cake each per day made a

fair return for the value of the cake consumed.* The

cattle in the latter case were divided into six lots,

treated in the following manner :—' Lot 1, in hammels

or boxes with a small yard, with 3 lbs, of Linseed-cake

each per day. Lot 2, in ditto, with no cake allowed

them. Lot 3, in stalls, with 3 lbs. of Linseed-cake

per day. Lot 4, in ditto, with no cake allowed them.

Lot 5, on pasture, with 3 lbs. of Linseed-cake each per

day. Lot 6, on ditto, with no cake allowed them.' It

is as well to remark that, in tl^Js case, the daily

allowance to each of the cattle during winter was only

84 lbs. of Turnips—yellow Abcrdeena or Swedes-

together with 14 lbs. of hay, and the feed of 3 lbs. of

"Manufactured Cattle Jbo(/.-^Mr. Lawes was the

first to show, by a series of carefully made analyses, the

true nature of these made-up kinds of food, and he has

since been corroborated by Drs. Anderson and Voelcker,

and latterly by Dr. Cameron, of Dublin. Those gentle-

man have proved that the prices charged for such food

are very much greater than their intrinsic properties

would warrant, purchasers paying from 40/. to 50/. per

ton for a material which is not worth more than 7/. or

8/.. Professor Voelcker*s report to the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England is very strongly

condemnatory of such preparations. He says :
—'Most

samples of cattle food which I have hitherto examined

contain large proportions of Hice-meal (the refuse of

Rice-dressing mills), Oat dust, and the sweepings of

flour mills, mixed with spoiled and inferior flour. The

bad taste and fusty smell of the latter are concealed by

strong-smelling drugs, such as fenugric, or Anise, or

Fennel seed, and also by bitter sulstances, anch as

Gentian. In one particular sample, much recommended

as food for pigs, I have found the bulk of the meal to

consist of crushed Carrots, Beans, Rice, and Barley-

meal; this food also contained some sulphur and nitre,

as well as fenugric, and a little Aniseed; it was, in

fact, a regular medical powder.' We would therefore

recommend all parties to use only such &rticles as they

really know the value of, or which will bear the test of

examination : for while such preparations as those to

whicli we refer do possess a certain amount of value, it

has not hitherto been at all equivalent to the price

amoB,
means such a variation in the rate of increase
the six lots, when it is thus calculated in rehr***""^
their respective weights, instead of per head '

e^-***

even in this respect the Cotswolds stand the first
come the cross-breds, then the HampshI --*

^^^

Leicestets, and lastly the SussexDowns. It
^ and

of observation that, excluding the Leictsters the^^^?^'''?^
which the different lots gave increase - in relat""*'^^"^
their weight is obviously pretty nearW thp \nJ^'^

^
that of the quality of the mutton. That 1.?"^ °^

IS to

in
say,
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those which have given the greatest increase m Dr
tion to their weight yield the coarsest mutton ^^i
those which give the least increase in relation to'tt

'

weight th& finest mutton. Consistently with this
'

the Leicesters, however, fall somewhat short in th
^'^7*

of their increase, considerhig the somewhat 'infp-
quality of their mutton, compared with that of fJh^
cross-bred and Hampshire sheep.' Li the seco fl

division of Mr. Lawes' summary he gives the varioM
particulars of the consumption of food hy the diffe f
lost of sheep. These were as follows :—

charged.— ?:t

"Mr.Lawe^ Experiments on S/ieep Feeding.—The
following tabic exhibits the results of Mr. -Lawes'

experiments :
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Without aUuding to the other items in the tahles, vre

shall conclude this part of our subject with ' a short

enumeration of useful and practical facts relating to

sheep-feeding/ which Mr. Lawes considers have beec

brought out by his experiments :

—

« Consumption of Food.^^heep of different Iretdl

consume quantities of food in proportion to their respec-

tive weights when at an equal a^e, stage of feeding, '«;

that is to say, three she^p- weighing 100 lbs. each wiU

consume the same quantity of food as two sheep 01

150 lbs. each. Sheep on good fattening food-sort

as cake or corn, with chaff and roots—will cod*"^

weekly about 4} lbs. of cake, 4i lbs. of hay, and abort

70 lbs. of roots, for every 100 lbs. of their live ffei^

AVhen fed as above, they will consume every weekaW

one-seventh of their own weight of the dry substanc^

food; that is, after deductmg the moisture it con«Ofc

*'Eate of increase.—Shec^ well fed and under cova

will increase about 2 per cent, per week upon tu^

weight; that is to say, 100 lbs. live weight ^"l^i^f/^^T

from 1! lb. to 2 lbs. per week. To increase 100
11^^

live weight, sheep will consume about 2i cwts. 0'^|^

or corn. 2^ cwts. of hay chaff, and 1^ to H tons too*

The increase of a fattening sheep is at the rate ot aw

1 lb. live weight to 8 lbs. or 9 lbs. of the dry subscww

of the food consumed.

"Zive and Dead WeigUs, cj-c—Hoggets or tej

(under 12 months old), and in a lean or store co'^*"^

will contain about one-half of their weis^bt ca^**^'. **-

about one-half offal. Shorn sheep, sufficiently "^ "j

the market, will contain about 56 lbs. of carcase m e*^

100 lbs, of the unfastened live weight. Sheep «»
^

ordinary state of fatness yield from 7 lbs. to 1*^^
offal or loose fat per head, according to breed *"°^^^
tho long-wools giving the least, aud the ia'*^

the most."

Upon this part of the summary Mr. Lawes remarks :—

It is seen that of the six lots that have been

experimented upon, the Cotswolds give
_
by far the

largest avoriige weekly increase per bead; indeed a1>out

„ „ half as much more than either the Sussex, Leicester,

kiugdoni. When given along with Turnips at the rate I or cross-bred sheep, and nearly one-fourth more than
of from 3 lbs. to 4 lbs. or 6 lbs. per day, there is not a the Hampshires, which are the second in order of rate

qiMetion but that it is remuutrative ; "there are muuy, of increase per head per week. The increase per
however, who give much larger quantities, and the 100 lbs. live weight per week does not show by any
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5^^'been at more than four

Packet, fi-om Bee. 30, 1795,

The qr. of Wheat ^vaa—£ s.

times the present price,

to Janu:iry 1, 1791}.
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4 «
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2
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d.

6
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4
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^
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'
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Before harvest rose to
After harvest fell to

London

£ 8. d.

16
8

16 8
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8
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4

4

4
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After harvest
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1

10
8
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5

2 16
14
3 4
2 16
2 13 4
4
4
5 4
2 8
3 18 8
4 5
1 6
3 14
1 16
3 4 8
16 2
3' 7 8
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Thus, from the experience of ag-es, we loay expect to see
Wheat as low as it has formerly been, in proportion to the
value of labour and money : and the change in many of the
above examples appears to have boon very sudden.

Calendar of Operations.

SEPTEMBER,
BcRwrcKsniRE Merse Farm, Sept. 17.—The present is a sin-

gular harvest, as well for its lateness^ as for the distinct
aepai-ation of the different cereals in their dates of ripening. In
truth, but little corn has been permitted to reach the state
usually termed ripeness ; for farmers were impatient to begin,
after waiting 10 days beyond an average of seasons, and three
weeks later than last year. A few early places had a week's
shearing in August, but cutting was not general till the first of
this mouth. Operations were somewhat precipitated by the
advent of. our Irish friends in unusually large numbers, and by
the consequent moderation in wages—rates seldom exceeding
2s. a day, with victuals. First came Barley harvest by itself

;

a capital crop, and in a fair state of readiness, but more Clover
in it than is good for winnmg. This disposed of, Oats were
still green—much of them very green—but the work must pro-
iceed, when once begun. So folks just shut their eyes, and
went at it. The like was never seen. In many a field the
stooks rose as green as Leeks ; and even those who acted more
prudently must have had their own doubts, on surveying their
day's work. The third harvost yet remains ; Wheat and Beans
^eem determined not to turn ripe. As with the Barley, some few-
are making a small beginning ; but, of the general crop, it
would be difficult to say when it will be ready- Wiuter Wheat
is thin m the ground, but shows a good head; but much of,

the spring-sown has hardly anything in the ear yet. Beans
Soniised splendidly in spring, but have not proved, corny*

ost likely there will be a desperate onset, with hooks and
machines, about the end of this week, by which time we hope
to see a considerable portion of spring corn safe in stack. The
weather at first was dull, grey, and coldish, with occasional
showers ; but last week we had some drying west winds,
though the sun seldom- showed ftico. On Saturday, however,
we had showers from north-east; and yesterday it rained all

eveniiig steadily from south-west- This afternoon has been fine
and airy, but the barometer continues low. If the weather im-
prove, ihere will be full employment for this week, insecurin
what is cut as fast as possible, Afew samples have appears
!n the local markets, but they cannot be held to represent the
crop, for tbcy are in such poor condition as is seldom seen,
having been threshed damplrom the stpok, or heated in the
stack. Swedes are bulbing splendidly; and even the late
Turnips are growing, well, though next month will be well
gone before they are fit for use, Mant^els, from want of sun,
have not come up to expectations ; and Potatoes, more or less,

show signs of blight, after so wet a^eason^ Pastures have been
close eaten all summer, and young Grasses, though strongly
-planted, are not yet available. i*ambs, thriving hitherto,
negin to feel the want of some such change of food. From this
lack of meat, the price of lambs has not reached the high
X»oint anticipated from the shortness of their numbers, /, T,

JOHN FOWLER, Jtjn., 28, CornhiU, London, E.G.—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address, CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

AGRICULTUriAL and OENI^^ATTmA
—As PRIZEH0LDER3 for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. BuitGKSs & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, liOndon,

E.G., invite the attention of the PubUc to their large and
choice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE—VKIZK REAPER;
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C,

LAWN -MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS and
KEY'S

Machtkes are the most simple and effective yet introduoed to

the public, and at a lower price—16 in,, 6i. ; 19 in., 6^- 10«.

;

22 in., 7L ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. Garden
Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always in stock.

DRILLS FOR THE APPROACHING SEASON.

R GARRETT and SON are prepared to supply,

• with punctuality, any of their well-known SUFFOLK
LEVER CORN DRILLS, which are sure to give entire satis-

faction,, while an experience of 40 years' standing enables them
to send out Drills in every way adapted to suit the peculiar

requirements of different localities.

STEAM THRESHING AND DRESSING MACHINES.
R. Gakeett & SoN" have great pleasure in confidently

recommending their New Patent Machines, which prepare
all kinds of grain for market expeditiously, economically, and
finish completely.
R, Garrett & Son also persevere in introducing every im-

provement that practice or science may suggest for adding to

the already, well-approved eificiency of the other Mftchiue^ of

their m^^nufacture,
Machines of all kinds can constantly be seen at the Workfl,

and by receiving two clear days' notice will be shown in

operation. CATALOGUES sent, post free to any address.

Early ordera are respectfully solicited.

Address, R- Garrett & Son, Leiston Works, Suffolk.^

N.B.—In order to prevent the disappointment that

imavoidably occurred in former years in the supply of Drills,

R. G. & Son beg to assure their friends that with their

preseut enlarged facilities, they can undertake to supply any
kind of Drill in six days from receipt of order.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.C-, London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-
brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which
their Customers may select what they may require
ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—Tlie FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
several others at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; it has obtained the First Prize given by the Society
at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Borgess & Key, 95,
Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recommend it aathe most per-
fect Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on application.

ALVANISL:!) GAME and POULTRY NETTING
—By improved machinery at reduced prices, 2-incb

Hexagon Mesli, 24-inch wide, Hght, 6c?. ; Medium, Gd, ; Strong",
7d. ; Extra strone:, Oid. per yard. Any other width, strength,
or mesh, from i to 6 inches, at proportionate rates. Every
description of Wire-work by Thos. P. Hawkins, Manufacturer^
27, Dale End, Birmingham,

WATERPROOF CAPES, 3 feet deep, 3*. each, for

Gardeners, Carters, Gamekeepers, Watchers, and Farm
Servants ; same kind, lined with Woollen, 5s. each ; may be had
with Sleeves, 5s. 6rf., and Lined, 7s. 6d. each. Leggings, Ss. each,
WATERPROOF GARDEN FRAME COVER. — Tarpaulin,

6d per square yard; Transparent Sheeting Waterproof, near
2 yards wide, 1^. per yard run; thick Canvas do., Is, per
square yard. Horses Waterproof Loin Cloths, 7s. each ; Driv-

ing Aprons, 79, each, lined ; Waggon and Cart Covers, Is. and
2*, per square yard.
WIRE WORK, U, per yard, 6 feet high (other widths in pro-

portion), of 15 Gauge Wire'; Sheep do,, 4-inch mesh, 8 ft. 6 in.

high, 4((. per yard run. ; Rivbbit Proof, rather more than 1 inch
mesh, lOd. per square yard; Poultry Wire Work, 9d. per yard,

6 feet wide.
FISHING NETS, SHEEP NETS, RABBIT NETS,—Ail

kinds of Fishing N eta very cheap; Sheep Neta, nearly 4 feet

high,' 20s. per 5Q yards, made of thick New Zealand Cord;
Rabbit Nets, on Cords, 50, 80, and 100 yards long. All kinds

of Garden Nets, Bird Nets, &c.
R, Richardson, White Horse Fiictory, Bidborough Street,

Judd Street, W, Office : 99, Euston Road, London, N.W.
EIGHT THOUSAND YARDS STRAINED WIRE FENC-

ING, 6 wires deep, S^d. per yard run, including Straining

Bolts. Sample of the Wires sent.

R. RiCHAansoN, 99, Euston Road, London, N.W-
* *

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE MOST APPROVED IMPLEMENTS
MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES AND FREDK. HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.

I860.
PLOUGHS.

D PLOUGH, FOR A POS^Y £2 5
D D PLOUGH. FOR ONK HORSE. 3- 5
H PLOUGH, FOR TWO HORSES 4 2
H H PLOUGH, FOR GENERAL PURPOSES .-4 7
D D RIDGING PLOUGH, for LIGHT WORK .. 3 15
P RIDGING PLOXKJH, for GENERAL PURPOSES 4 5

HORSE RAKES.
7i Feet WroE, Marked H. with IRON" TRETH 7 10
r| Feet Wide, Marked H, with STEEL TEETH 8
8iFEET Wide, Marked H H, with IRON TFKTH 8

SiFEBT Wjde, Marked H H, with STEEL TEETH S 10

6

6
e

HARROWS.
LTGHT SEED HARROWS £2 17
SEED HARROWS 3 3
GENERAL PURPOSE HARROWS 8 10
THREE-HORSE HARROWS 4
HEAVY HARROWS 5

DRAG HARROWS , .. .. ft 6

6

STEAM CULTIVATORS.
A COMPLETE SET OF

SMITH'S PATENT STEAM CULTIVATiNC APPARATUS,
EXCLUSIVB OF EWGINB- £S50

CATALOGUES, with full particuUrs of the above and other Implements manufactured by J, «Ss F. B^ sent free on application

.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c.,

2, WIIJJSLET STREET, LOXDON, W.

A SHCV^: ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE,
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

Notices^ to Carrespondei^ts.
liAMBs :OTA. This disease in lambs is often termed Red Water.

It is in fact ^aci(M or dropsy of the belly, and supposed to
arise from lying on wet ground covered witli boar-frost.
Remove to a drier locality, and give dry food and linseed-
cake with a view to prevent fresh attacks. W. C. S.

^EEDs
: Corretpondent. The plant is Ranunculus arvensis,

Com Crowfoot or Corn Buttereup—the " Hungerwced" of
the midland counties' farmer. Its usual habitat is that of
stiff, cold, and poor arable, and it is well distinguished whenm seed from its spinous carpels, or seed cases. This peculiar
lorra of the seed causea it to adhere to other refuse seeds
when wmnowed from the threshed com, so that it is certain
-to be thrown away with the refuse. It thus eets to themuck heap, and is thence carted to the field. But perhaps
Its more general method of propagation is from seed grown^n the spot, where much of it is yearly ripened, especially iaBeans, Barley, and Wheat, n which when but thin k excites
Jittle notice

; but as each plant may produce from 200 to 300seeds and of a kmd which insects and birds refuse, theynisually all germinate ; and in this way, no doubt h S hZi
produced the quantity sufficient, as our correapon^^^^
to overrun a few fields. The best method to^get rid of it^never to let a plant seed; hoe the Wheat two or < hree Umel
if requu-ed. Hoeing will benefit the crop in other ways
besides driving out an enemy, and if it should cost "no
«h^nM r*' '5AT^ °^ ^^'^ ^^""^ '^^ ^^''^'^ ^«d so itecostflhould he added to successive crops. Once keep it from
seeding, and the check upon its increase is immediateThus the old saw of— "**W*

"One year's seeding,
Is seven years' weeding."

May be ba matched by another

—

" There ai*e no weeds to reap or mow,
But sow themselves ; or ourselves aow."

COTTAM AND COMPt. having bar! upwards of 40 years* experience in the arrangement aud construction qf

every'description of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATIN'G bv the CIRCULATION of HOT WATLR, are
11 ijE^j i- .,!.«« *i.n vvavfaAf BVdnnHnn of imw wrnrts int.nisit.«d tn them in the erection of

Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass Walls

for the protection of plants

or ripenjng wali fi^uit

Apricot and Peach.
Tropical Fruit Houses
Forcing Pita and Frames
Cucumber aud Melon ^igjoa

well qualified to guarantee the perfect execution of any works intrusted to them m the erection of

Summer Temples- Orchid Hmisea
Arbours, &c. Conservatories for Window or

Greenhouses B^dcony Gardening
Orangeries Vineries

Drairinff and Estimates free upon application.

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS.

Iron Hurdles, Strained^ Wire Fencing, Game Netting, ^.

Even/ description of Plain, Ornamental- Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire Work.

SEE 8E.PABATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM &,COMEy , I?en Work|^
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HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
S I R

ON THE PRINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

JOSEPH PAXTON, M-P.
COMBINING SIMPLICITY, CHEAPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DUEABILITY.

BEING CAPABLE OF FULFILLING IN THE MOST PERFECT MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF HORTICULTURE.

Fig. 20.

The prices of Le:in-to Houses complete are as follows:

Ft. In. 8 ft.

in length £12
in length 16

41 11 in length 20
in length 25
in length 30

73 11 in length 3

1

in length 39
in length 43

20
31

52
63

84
95

7
3

7
3

7
3

105 11 in length 4.S

Lights

10
18
12 6
6
12 6
6
19
17 6

10 ft. Lights 12 ft.

£16 £21
21 2 6 26
26 18 6 33
32 15 40
38 10 47
43 15 53
49 11 6 60
55 10 67
60 12 6 73

Lights

10
7
5

2
7
5
2

6

6
6

6

14ft.Lights

£28 10
37 12
46 14
55 16
64 18
74
83 2

92 5

10 . 101 10

lert.Lights

£34 5

45 IS
57 7
68 18
80 10
92

103 11
113 2
126 13

The prices of the Span-roofed Houses, with AVater-lr

^ ^

*
complete, are as follows :

—

Ft. In. 8 a. Lights lOfb.Lights 12rt.Light9
7 m length £24 0""

oughs. Doors, and Ends

20
31 3 in length
41 11 in length
52 7 in length
63 3 in length
73 11 in length
84 7 in length
95 3 in length

105 11 in length

33
41 16
51 5
60 12
69 5

78 12
87 18
97 15

£32
42 5
53 17
65 10
77
87 10
99
111
121

3

5

£42
53
GG 15
80 10
94 5
106 15
120 10
134 5
147

14 ft. Lights
£57
75 4
93 8

111 12
129 16
148
166 4
184 10
203

16ft.L!ghts

£68 10

91 12

114 U
137 IG

161

184
207 2

230

253
4

6

If only one end is required a corresponding tledactiou will he made. The 14 and 16 feet lights are made stronger than those of less di

The above prices do not include package, railway freight, heating apparatus, or erection.

mensions.

CAN

SAMUEL HEREMAN, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

BY HER MAJESTY S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION SECTION

ORMSON'S PATENT JOINTLESS TUBULAR BOILER
Is now from Practical Testa allowed to he the best ever invented for Efficiency, Power, and Eccnoroy, and from the following Pacts it will be manift^'

. _ safe for carrying out the One Boiler system than any other TrprS^bt Tulrnlar Boiler, ^'or

msfcance, the ordinajy old-fashioned Jointed Upri^bt XubaJar Boilers made by all other manufacturers, having 20 tubes for the Boilur, snd 12 tubes for tlie

Waterway Furnace bars, would have Gi joints made of cement and rope yarn all exposed to the direct Ac

to every person's understanding that it must he infinitely more

Action of tlie rire, whereas in Ormson's Patent tbcre 1*

not One Joint upon wliich the Piro can act, hence the great advantage and security of this Patent.

These Boilers are made of various sizes so as to suit the amateur or for heating the Xargrest Establtsbments on the One Boiler System.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHlNEFvY.
r

LOWEST PRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.
I

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES IFEEE ON APPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Builder and
r

Water Apparatus Manufacturer

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, W
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DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
CHARLES TURNER, the Roi'Ax Nueseeies,

Slougb, has just received his usual large consignments

from Holland, and is gratified in being able to state that the

bulbs are very fine, and in the best condition. The ANNUAL
CATALOGUE is just issued, and will be eent free to any
address.
As successful cultivation depends in no

, inconsiderable
degree upon early planting, the great advantage of giving
immediate orders is obvious.—Tiie Ruyal Nurseries, Slough

;

.adjacent to Eton and Windsor, and also at Salt Hill.

CHOICE BULBS.
STEPHEN" BROWN'S CATALOGUE (late Basb

& Drown') supplied free on application. It contains one
of the finest collections *f BUTCH, CAPE, aud other BULBS.
The cultural and descriptive matter is this year greatly
enlarged, and prices are very moderate.
Finest named Hyacinths, 6s., 9s. and 12$. per doz.
Fine, in colours, without names, 3^. per dozen.
Assorted Collections of Bulbs, either gi'eenhouse or hardy, at

10s. 6d., 2U., 42«., 635., S4s., and lOO*.

If 20a'. and upwards, free to all stations in London.
Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suftblk-

~~ ROSES—ROSES—ROSES.
Important to all who Gkow Them.

WH. DAVIS begs to inform liis uumeroas con-
• nectiou and the public genenilly that his CATALOGUE

OF ROSES is now ready, aud will be forwarded gratis to any
address ixpnn prepaid application.
His unrivalled collection comprises all tho best Show

Tarieties grown in extra strong healthy plants, and such that
cannot fail to give the greatest satisfaction.

None but really good aud strong riunts will be sent out, and
at very low prices.

Plants given to compensato for distant carriage.

Early orders are rospoctfuUy soUcited.
Rose Nurseries. Newbury, Berks.______

JOHN CRANSTON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE OF ROSES FOR 1860 AWD 1861 -will be, ready for

distribution in a few days. It will be forwarded as usual to

all customers aud free to all applicants.

J. C. flatters himself that his Catalogue will bo found a
useful guide to all purchasers, likewise to every one interested
in the cultivation of the Rose.
The descriptions of New Roses will be found copious and

faithful, so far as was possible to make them from the expe-
rience of one season.—Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford,

OWE YEAR SEEDLING LARCH.
EDWARD SANG ani> SONS, Kukcaldv, l)eg to

offer a few hundred thousands of really good one year-
ling LARCH, thin sown, aud grown without stimulants.

Price 3a. per 1000 ; in large quantities by special bargain.

TO PLANTERS.
BOY A^'D BELCHER have to offer transplanted

SCOTCH FIR, from IJ to 2J feet ; and BEECH, from

li to 2^ feet. The above arc very fine, andpricL'S are moderate,
vrtiich may be had on application.

Feny Hill Nurseries, Aberdeen.

NOriCE.~The subscribors, DAVID AND GEORGE
LAIRD, NuRflERTMEiN and Seedsmen, Cupar, Fife, N.B.,

faave on hand a very fine stock of the foUowiug to spare to tlie

Trade, via. ;—1 aud 2-year.s Tranai,lanted LAUREL BAYy,
1 and 2-years Cuttings of ditto, 2-years Transplanted EVER-
GREEN PRIVET, 1 and 2-years Tnuisplanted LARCH.
Cupar, Fife. Oct 6.

CUTHILL'S STRAWBEREY PLANTS.—
HIGHLAND MARY, II. per 100 ; 12s. for 60 ; 8s. for 25.

IMPROVED BLACK PRINCE, same price. Both great
bearers and good forcers.

PRINCESS ROYAL of ENGLAND, 7s, 6d, p«r 100;
selected, lOs., fine forcer.

PRINCE OP WALES, 7s. 6d. per 100; selected, 105.

BLACK PRINCE, 53. per 100; selected, 7s. Gd.

Tho two first named have been severely tested on my ground
these last thi-eo years by hundi-eds of people. They are early
and late, on account of the numerous trusses continually
coming up. Dr. Linrlley told me, that he never could depend
upon haviug a Strawberry until he had my breed.

Cuthill on the Strawberry, showing how to obtain early and
large crops ofif a small piece of ground. Is.

Payable to James Cuthill, Camberwell, London, S.

DANIEL ROBERTSON'S WIZARD OF THE NORTH.

RS. YATES begs to infomi the numerous appU-
• cants for the above, in accordance with the terms of his

former advertisement, that he has forwarded to each (with one
exception frooi near Bristol, whose address was mislaiA ; they
shall be resent ou application), and has taken a, receipt from
the respective carriers. Should any of them not have been
received, having yet a quantity left, they shall be sent if

apphed for forthwith.
Mr. R. S. Yates, St. Ann's Square, Ifanchester ; and Sale,

Cheslurc.

2-YEAlt SEEDLINU IIOIjLTWO, ifer.— IIHJ PUP-
sciibers b^-gto offer to the Trade 200,000 2-year SEEDLING

HOLLIES, stout plants and beautifully x-ooted, at^lO^. per 1000,

Sample thousand on application. Also a few thousand 2-year
andS-year EVERGREEN OAKS, very fine stuff, at 30a. per 1000.
FRAKcm & ARTdUP. Dickson & Hows. TJptun Nurseries, Chester]

OMMON LAUKELS.—About 2p00 fine healthy
Plants, from 3 to 6 feet. The Advertiser being over-

stocked offers them in small or large numbers at a very mode-
rate fignre.—Charles Soutuby. Nurseryman. Clapham, S.

M. AND C. O'KEEFFE, Nt'RSERYaCEN, Heytesbury
Street, Dublin, beg leave to "say that they are extensive

Growei-B of SEEDLING and TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES, THORN QUICKS, &c., to which they direct the atten-
tion of the Trade, PRICED LISTS on application.

TO PLANTERS OF CONIFERS.
YOUELL AND CO. can siipply 50 si>ecies of RARE

Ai(D HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for 5;., package
included, and carriage paid to Liverjiool, Manchester, New-
castle-ou-Tyne, Hull, London, Peterlwrough, or to any Railway
Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.
A LIST of the above can be had on application.

__^ Royal Niirsery, Great Yarmouth.

CONlFERiE.—A fine Stock of very handsomriy
grown Plants of various heighU-see AUTUMN CATA-

LOGUE, just published, sent free.

5<t fine CONIFERiE, of good size, for .. £5
25 fine do. do. for . . 2 10

The names and heights of either lot may be had. Early
planting is recooimended. If 20». and upwards, free to all

tatioBs in London.
Stephen Browx, late Bass &, Brown, Seed and Nursery

I^stabliahment, Sudbury, Sxiffolfc.

PLANTS OF HUNT'S SPLENDID SWEET WILLIAMS.

JHOADE AND SON beg to offer nice health/
• plants of the above (true stock), free by post, IS for

13 stamps. Also a few packets of Seed la. each.

Addlcstone Nursery, Addlestonc, Surrey.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Kubsertman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to announce that his NEW CATALOGUE

for lS(i0-61 is now ready and may be had on application to Mr.
L. SiLBEiiR.\n, 5, Harp Lane, Great Towei* Street, London, E.G.

LUCULfA GRATISSIMA, ETC.
FRANCIS AXD ARTHUR DICKSON" aisd SONS,

Upton Nurseries, Chester, have a large stock of the above,
fine clean healthy plants, 6 to 18 inches high, which they offer

to the Trade at 30s. to 42«. per dozen.—Also DRAC^NA TEH-
MINALIS, about 1 foot, fine plants, 24s. to 30«. per dozen.

GLAD!OLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.
YOUELL AND CO. beg to inform the Trade they

are in a position to supply strong flowering BULBS of
the above variety, unequalled by any other for the brilliancy
of its colour. See report by Dr. Luidley in Gardeners' Chronicle
of Sept^ 8, page SI6. Price per 100 or 1000 on application.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

ANDROMEDA FORMOSA.
Wir. ROGERS holds a large quantity of the

• above very beautiful hardy crergi'cen American shrub,
which ho can oSct 6 inches high at 505. per 100; 12 inches
high, fine strong plants, 125. per dozen ; and selected single
Bpecimen.s, 2,?. 6c(. each.—Red Lodge Nurseiy, Southampton.

LILIUM CIGANTEUIVI (Flowerimo Bulbs).

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium,
begs to offer a few large and splendid Flowering Bulbs

of the fine LILIU.M GIGANTEUM. Prica 21b. each.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE. - -*

i^EORGE JACKMAN and SOX'S PRICED AK3>
VJ DESGKIPTIVE CATALOGUE foe 1860 and SPEINO
1861, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plsinta, Choice and
Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
and a fine Stock of Ti-ansplanted Forest Trcoa, &c., can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

WILLIAM PAUL (Son and Successor to the late
A. Paul), Cheshiint Nurseries and Seed Warehouse,

Waltham Cross, N.
BUTCH BULBS, RUSSIAN MATS, MUSHROOM SPAWN, &c.

Please Address William Paul.

CATALOGUE.
YOUELL AiTD CO/S GENERAL aitd BESCRIP-

TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now
ready, and will bo sent free on application.

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Coniferi,

Shrubs, as well as all the newest iutroductiuna in Soft-wooded
Plants.—Royal Nui-sery, Great Yarmouth.

E\V FUCHSIAS and CHRYSANTHEMUMS of

ISOO.—12 New CHRYSANTHEMUMS for Qs. ; or 50 vara.

for li. 6«.

12 New FUCHSIAS for 9s. : or 25 varieties for IGs.

CATALOGUE may be had on application.—Joseph Coubcha,
Wellington Row, Hart Lane, Bethnal Green Road. Londnn, E.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR PLAfSITINC.

JOHN IVEUY respectfully invites inspection to kis

superb stock of EVERGREENS. DECIDUOUS TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, «tc. All have
bsen transplanted within the last year. Evergreen Oaks,-

4 to 7 feet; Phillyrea, 2 to 6 feet; Irish Yews, 3 to

5 feet ; Arbor vitfe, 'J to 5 feet ; Cedrue deodara, 1 to 5 feet

;

Laurestinus ; Sweet Bays ; Laurels, common and Portugal,

HoUyer's variety; Lj-gitstrum, Box, and all other varieties of

the beat description. Large specimen Weeping Limes and
Elms, Acacia, Laburnum, Mountain Ash, and Forest Trees.

Various Lilac, Guelder Roses, and other Flowering' Shrubs in

gi-eat quantity, Irish and other Ivy, Climbing Ro?es, hardy
Climl>ex-a in great varioty in pots; also a choice collection of

Greenhouse Creepers, Emits, large and trained Peaches and
Nectarines, Apricots, Morella, Cliwry, Pears, Plums, Ac. Alio

dwarf-trained of the above vaiioty, very fine. Large standard
Pears, Apples, Plums, Cherry and Gooseberry, Currants, Ra^>-
berry and Strawbei-ry in groat variety.

J. I. also informs his friends tliat his BULBS have arrivedin
good condition. CATALOGUES to be had on apphcation.

Hanover Nursery, Pcckham, S.E.

INTER BLOO.MING PLANTS.—Purchasers are
espeetfullv invited to inepoct the very large stock of

the Subscribers. CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, ERICAS, EPA-
CRIS, CYTISUS, and aCACIAS. can he seen in thousands.
Fine grafted JASMIXUM GRANPIFLORUM, well set with

flower. OTAHEITE ORANGES in fruit, &c.
HucJH Low &. Co., Clapton Nursery. K.E.

INTER FLOWEIUNG PLANTS.—We have a
large stock of fine healthv plants, well set with bloom,

of the best varieties of AZALEA INDICA, CAMELLIAS.
EPACRIS, and ERICAS, and will be glad to quote prices upon
application. Also very nice grafted plants of JASMIN CM
GRAKDIFLOllUM.

James Dickson «fe Soy;'^, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

BUSBY'S STOCKWOOD GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.

W^;

f tr^V M GtCAfMTEUM-
MKSSKS, PETER VAN VJELSEN and SONS,

Florists, Overveen, near Hciarlem, Holland^ heg to offer

strong Bulbs of tlie above* Price, per doeeu, in Holland:—
3 years old, 485. [ 2 year.s old, 36^. | 1 year old, 20s.

London Agents:—BETirAM & Blackith, Cox's Quay, Lower
Thames Street, E.G.—Oct, 6.

NEW GOLOEM STRIPED ARBOR-VIT/E.
(TnuJA Vervaexeaka.)

A VAN GEERT, NrESEKYMAN, Gbent, Belgium,
• begs to announce he is now ready to -eeud ont the

above very aliowy novelty, of which he has purchased the
entire stock of tho obtaiuer, M. Vervaeue, of Ghent

Price 7s. GtL eauli ; one over for every three taken.

'^
LARGE SPECIMEN WELLINGTONIAS.

JAMES BACKHOUSE avd
offering 12 to 15 very handsome

mens, frc^m seed, of this noble tree, 6 to 5J ft hi^rh, and 12 to

14 feet in circxiniference. The above have been grown in the

open ground without the slightest protection aud will remove
with perfect safety.—Tork Nurseries. October 6.

TRICHOMANES ELECANS.
JAMES BACKIIOL'SE AifD SOX offer fine estnb-

iisbed plants of the above rare and beautiful FERN, at

42* and 6^«. eadi. A faw extra fine specimens at 105s. eaeh ;

and small plants at 21*. to 31s. Oci. each. They cau also supply

good plants of

—

JAJttES VEITCH, Juiu, cau with confidence recom"
lYiend the aboVe as being- without doubt the B£St light

GRAPE OF ITS CLASS in cultivation. It will be found a mofit

valuable acquisition, supoeeding well under the same treatment

as the Black Hamburgh, and certainly no Vineey should be

wiTHOCT IT. It has also proved to be a most excellent

VABIFTV Fon FBUITINQ IS POTS. That SO fiuc a fruit may be

univerdallv i)lantcd and enjoyed, J. V. Jun. now offers good

established plants at the following prices :—
Good well ripened Canes, 7s. 6d. each.

Fine do. do. 10s. 6</. d».

Extra strong Canes for frmting iu pots, 15*. and 21.«. each.

N,B. Parties wishing to see this variety in perfection esee

particularly recommeneled to visit the large Conservatory at

Chiawick Gardens, where it is at this time in a high state of

J excellence, and J. V. Jun. will be happy to forward cards of

1>

39

If

D A R A, &
3 feet to 8 feet

5 „ 10

U ,* 4
2 „ 6

1 ., 3

C.CE D K U S DEO
CEDRUS DIIODARA, from

LEBANI
CUPRB3SUS LAWSONII
PIN US EXCELSA
TfclUJA AUREA

The abcrve aro handsome well-Rrown specimens. PRICES,
"wtileli are very moderate (for cash only), will be forwarded on
appUcntion.—Wood & Co.. Barboume Nurseries, Worcester.
' TO THE TRADE AND OTHERS.

''

TO BE DLSPOSED OF IMMEDIATELT, 20,000
Evergreen Privets, 2 to 3 feet ; 60,000 Scotch Firs, 1 to 2

feet; 80,000 Spruce Firs,! to I4 feet; 50.000 Larch, 15 to 20
inches ; 15,000 Larch, 2 to 8 feet ; 15,000 Spruce Firs 15 to 20
inches ; 60,000 Rhododendron ponticum, 2 years, 1 yeai- trans-
planted ; also a quantity of Standard Roses.—For p'articulai-s'and
price, apply to W- 31aeox, Loudon Road, Maccleafleld. Cheshire.

TO THE TRADE.
SEEDLING AND TRANSPLANTED FOREST

TRKES.—Upwards of 12,000,000 1 and 2-year Seedling
Scotch Highland Pine, Tyrolese Emd Horae-grown Larch, Nor-
way Spruce, Ash, Elm. English and Turkey Oak, Beech,
Norway Maple, Plane or Sycamore, Thorns ot Quick, all strong
and of first-rate quality. About 3,000,000 1 and 2-year Trans-
planted Scotch Highland Pine, Larch, and Norway Spruce,
rtiroiag healthy plants. Samples and prices ok application

;through rates by Rail and Steam to London, Edinburgh and
Glasgow. Parties requiring large qivmtities may have special
offers for plants delivered in cither of the above places.

R. Morrison, Nurseries, Elgin, N.B.

Trichomanes spicatum
anccps
scandeus
alatum
attenuatum
crispum
Kaulfu^sii

II

Trichomaues venosum
trichoideum
eiuuusum

Hymenophyllum ciliatum
polyanthOS
denikssum
crispatum
birLelluni

J*

I*

it

floribuudum

Aud mftny other varieties of both genera.

Tork, October 6.

TIUTOMA UVAUIA GLAUCA. — Nothing can

excel the beauty of thi^ truly magiii6ceat hardy ITer-

biceoua Plant. Some of the old-established plants hare had

this season from 20 to 30 spikes of beautiful orange-scarlet

flowers and it is certaiuly the most efi^tive and showy plant

among the tribe of perennials.

Blooming Plants. 12s. perdoz. 1 One year youngor, 6s. per doz.

Orders of the above will be executed on receipt of a Post-

office Order, or Postage Stamps for the amount.

James Kitlev, Lyncombo Vale ^ lu-scry, Bath.

PINE GROWERS.—Wanted, souic fine strong

^,«i,flwKi Affh*» undermentioned BOits, Tbs. :—

PrNE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC
PINE PLANTS, FRDrnKG and SvcoKsmoK.
GRAPE VINES, from E^-es fob. Fepitingm Tota, oa PiAwnw*.

JOHN W^EEKS A>-i> CO. can suoply any quantity

ofvery firehealthy Pine Plants, either FruitingorSuccession.

GRAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEKKS AND CO. '8 Horticoxtura l Show EffTAHBrsH-

MEST is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing of

GRAPES, PINES, PEACHES, FIGS. CUCUMBERS, aud other

choice Fruite. The wbolc open for inspection, thereby showing

tho most imni-oved plans of Hortioultubai. Ucii.DistB with

the VEKTILATISG and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in fuU

operation. , ^ ,

,

. tt 1.

JOHN WEEKS ASD CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues free ou appUcation»

SATVItDAY, OCTOBER Q,1SQ0.

IIEETINOS FOR TITt ENSUING WEEK.
-, rt.K „rllorticultiirol (Fruit Committee)
Tli«BBi.T, October ^^ MBt-Mwtin'B PI««e Nooa

„ ( Borticuhunil ( Flormi Committee) ;

Thcbsoat, — II
( at St. Uartiu'iFlAce Horn

T
Prickly Cayenne about

Smooth-leaved do.

Black Jamaica
New Jamaica
Green Providence . -

Plants, t

.. 12

.. 12

.. 6
6
6

* t

Plants.

Broad-leaved Queen . . fi

St. Vincent's . , . . 6

8agar-loaf, either Brown
or Brown-leaved - . 12

Trinidad -3
. Td^esrrr W. FH^atc Ba,, Post Office,

^-^f
d. XotU^

Any party havihg only one of the abo^eeL^ts wUl receive

attenUoato his ofUr, staUng »ffe, 8i2«, and price.

Bad as the past sea&on has been it has at least

had the merit of showing what hardy fruits can

be relied upon for a crop and for ripening when

summer temperature is lowest, sun the feebleat,

and air tho dampest. It is from this point of view

that gardeners should look at the result of the

summer. If thai is done we may not douht that

some opinions formed upon the produce of the two

kst exceptional seasons will be considerably

i modified; and that we shall know better than
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t^fo^riiponrwhat to rely wheu weather is at its

"worst. ., . ,, , ^,

Innotliiug is this more striking than m the crop

of Plums. Ot that valuable fruit how few have

proved worthy of their reputation. A sprinkhng

on even those reputed to be sure bearers is all that

has stood ; IJullaces, the hardiest of
_
PJums as we

had supposed, are in many places missing ;
Goe s

Golden Drop, ^Yashington, and the Ga-es them-

selves, whether green or purple, remain incurably

sour. Amidst this general loss of reputation
,
two

varieties hav3 shown incontestably most excellent

qualities. They have been good when others have

proved bad. We do not mean that they have

formed sugar like a Greengage, but they have

proved good ia a had season as well as m a hne

one ; in any season they are always first-rate

kitchen sorts, and in warm dry summers they

claim a high place in the dessert.
_

Men should have seen these Plums m the

grounds of Mr. Feaxcis Daxceu of Turnham

Green, one of the great market gardeners of the

metropolis, at a time when all others were utterly

imiipe, or so few and far between as scarcely to

"be visible among the leaves. There stood rank

upon rank DENYEu'sYictoria and Mitcuelson's

(which might be better called Da^^cer's Improved)

bamson trees, with their branches breaking down

by the. vast profusion of their crop. "Week by

week were the trees picked over for the markets of

London and Manchester, and for many a day

without any perceptible diminution of the q^uantity.

Venyer's Victoria Flam is well known about

London. It is a large oblong fruit, in size between

a Magnum Bonum and an Orleans, of a reddish

salmon colour ; I»r. Hogg describes it as a culinary

variety, but ** very juicy, sweet, and pleasantly

flavoured." That is to say it is a good table fruit,

but chiefly valuable for preserving or cooking ; an

opinion in which we concur. It is therefore of

great importance in small gardens where there is

no room for variety.

As to MUclidson'sy that is scarcely known to

any one ; and can hardly be said to be in the

trade. It is oval, almost as large as a Victoria, of

the deepest purple, with the peculiarly agreeable

acid and sweetness which render a ripe Bamson
so great a favourite. As a table Plum it is

certainly not so good as some others, though far

from being untit for the dessert. As a fruit for

Qookingt bottliog, preserviug, or makiug jaui, and

jelly it is unaurpassable ; for in addition to its

other excellent qualities it rivals the Red Currant

itaelf ia the rich colour of its juice. To our taste,

indeed, its jelly is preferable to any other for serv-

ing up with roast meat. As to its produce, imagine

the branches to be loaded with fruit as closely

packed as Onions in a rope, and some idea may be

formed of its fecundity. Its history is unknown;
who raised it has been forgotten. We believe,

however, it appeared originally in the hands of a

Mr. MiTcnELSON, whose name it bears, but how it

Massed into his possession has never been recorded.

)r. Hogg himself makes no mention of it in the

body of his Fruit Manual*, Very likely it is some
foreign variety, a point that we feel no anxiety to

investigate. We are content to know that an in-

valuable fruit has been acquired, without looking

curiously into its origin.

A CASE of poisomng from the use of deleterious

Fun^i has lately occurred at Ipswich, in which the

verdict given by the jury is such as to require some
remark. Appended to the more ordinary form of

verdict ** Death caused by the eating of poisonous

Mushrooms," is the following recommendation :

—

"That great caution should be exercised by per-

sons eating Mushrooms, inasmuch as Dr. Alfred
SwAiNB Taylou has in his work on medical juris-

prudence, an extract from which was read to the

jury, stated 'that there do not appear to be any
satisfactory rules for distinguishing- those Mush-
rooms which are wholesome from those which are

poisonous. And that ia some persons even the

edible Mushrooms will 'produce disorder of the

stomach and bowels by the effects of idiosyn-

craey.'

"

Dr. Tatloe's more recent work on Poisons,

published in 1859, contains but little on this par-

ticular subject which did not appear in the former
treatise. Unfurtunately the part relative to Fungi
is not done with that care which is so remarkable
elsewhere. It is clear that Dr. Tatloe had little

knowledge of Fungi, and he does not appear to have
submitted what he has written to any one possessed
of more information. He states for example, in
the beffimunsr of the artii»1p. whioTi is vprv aTinrf

that Agancus~campesfris and escuknim
^J®

P^^"

haps most commonly employed as articles of tood.

iS"ow -4- esculenius has not yet been found in

En-land at all, though it is said to be not uncom-

mon in Scotland, and if so is we beheye never

eaten there. It is moreover a very small species,

and used more as a condiment in Germany than as

an article of food, and is not to be compared with

many other species, tisAcf.arvensis, or Ag, oreaUes

for instance, in point of frequency of use. it

is observed again that » all Mushrooms that are

hi-hly coloured or grow in dark shady places

are generally poisonous," a statement which is at

variance with the fact that some of the best species

occur in woods, that several of these are highly

coloured, and especially that the most wholesome

of aU Fun^n. the Bed-Mushrooms, are mostly

produced in°total darkness. He speaks moreover

of the Truffle as Morchella esculenta, whereas he

ou-ht to have said Morell, a Fungus of a very

different form and nature.
^ ^ . i

These matters are however important only^ so

far as they indicate the necessity of not confining

our studies to the modicum of information respect-

in'^ Funo-i which Dr. Tatlou has placed before us.

The especial point to which we would direct

attention is the conclusion drawn by the jury from

the statement that there are no satisfactory rules

for distinguishing wholesome from pmsonous

Mushrooms. The statement is true enough, but

it amounts to no more than a like assertion would

with respect to phtcnogamous plants. No person

can r^ive any rule which shall distinguish a

poisonous fruit in Solanads from one which is

whohsome, as for example the Brazilian Cherry

from the fruit of the Deadly Nightshade, and the

same may be said of other natural orders. Several

persons were poisoned some years since with the

fatter, which was sold instead of Bilberries, a sub-

stitution made in ignorance, exactly as the root of

Aconite is sometimes substituted for Horse-radish.

The discrimination of wholesome from unwhole-

some phajnogamio productions is matter of expe-

rience, and no one is safe in the use of any vege-

table substances whatever, without such a degree

of information as shall preclude all reasonable

chance of error.

* See p. 894 for Dr, HoGo'a deacription.

It may be very well then to caution persons

against gathering Fungi without a proper know-

ledge of what is wholesome and what is poisonous,

but to go farther is toproscribe theuseofVungi alto-

gether. In dangerous or fatal oases it is scarcely ever

possible to ascertain precisely what has caused the

mischief. A few poisonous individuals may have

been intermixed in the general mass, and if the

whole of the gathering has not been used, none of

the poisonous species may remaia. It is very true

that a few constitutions may be such as not

to admit of the use of Fungi at all, exactly as

Shellfish or Love Apples, and some other allied

fruits, are a positive poison, or at most unwhole-

some to a few. Such cases are however quite

exceptional, and the person who has once suffered

will not in all probability be foolish enough to ven-

ture upon such food again. Where however there

is proper knowledge, cases of disagreement are far

from numerous, and where they do occur we have

no doubt that it arises mostly from dressing speci-

mens which have entered upon a state of decompo-

sition. In England we have never heard of a case

of poisoning from the true A. campestris, and the

particular variety which is for the most part cul-

tivated artificially is on all hands acknowledged to

be perfectly safe ; and as in this instance no mis-

take can well be made, it is almost the only

Agaric which appears for sale in the Paris markets.

In the London markets, on the contrary. A, arcen-

sis is far more common than any other species,

and its use is extending of late^ years in districts

where it w»a formerly most unjustly condemned

because it acquires a yellow stain when bruised. As

this species, however, is very thick and fleshy, it

requires in general far more stewing than the com-

mon Mushroom, and we can easily conceive that a

hungry person partaking of it largely without

proper mastication might experience disagreeable

and occasionally fatal consequences; but this is

no more than arises in isolated cases from a too

hearty meal of ordinary food. Tatlor*s work

above quoted, at page 152 will furnish cases in

point-

The observations of the jury, then, should have

been directed not against the use of Fungi in

general, but against the ignorant use of them, or

rather abuse. It is from ignorance alone that so

much valuable food which is spread in profusion

around us, and has been aptly termed the Poor

man's Manna, is utterly w^asted, and that so much
prejudice exists on the subject. M, /. B,

GRAPES AND GRAPE GROWING.
The accouut you have given at p. 835 of the Grapes

in tlie Conservatory of the Horticultural Society at

Chiswick is very inleresthig, but still wlieu crifcaHy

examined it shows how limited the number of varieties

is which are really worth cultivating, or which can

rank with, not to say supersede the established kinds.

As your reporter appears to have adopted tlie nomeu.

clature of the " Fruit Comuilttee," and as I feel con-

vinced that in several cases they have either judged

from improper materials or have erred iu their e=tima!e

of the ditFerent varieties, you must pardon me while I

endeavour to point out the errors they have fallen into.

It may appear a bold step to call in question the con-

clusions of a committee of experienced men, especinlly

when those men have no interest, except that of the

public, to serve in thejud^nnent they pronounce ; but

when we consider how difficult it is to form an opinion

upon mere casual examination, it certiiiiily appoars that

a man who daily observes the progress of a p\aut ov

frnit from its first budding to ultimate and complete

development and maturity, ought to be the hist able to

form a correct estimate as to its distinctive character

and value. If, judging from such premises I have

arrived at a conclusion different to that of the Com-

mittee, however unfortunate it may be, it showa that

either they or I must be wrong.

Judging by the success of my own plants as premiated

by learned societies, through most competent censors, it

will be easy to prove that the most useful plants are

not always those which receive the highest prizes. Ot

course I am speaking of new things. Now, among

tliese, I raised some years back several sets of Fancy

Pelargoniums; some of these received first-class eeiti-

ficates. some were certificated, and others had labels of

commendation. But where are they now ?
^
Many of

them have disanpeared from the catalogues ot nursery,

men- but the stubborn fact remains, the two varietioa

regularly exhibited, and recommended by myself and

my foreman, viz.. « Celestial " and •* Cassimh'a, uever

received a prize at all; yet go into any g^^rden m the

country, and if it contains Fancy Pelargonmms at al^

you are safe to find one, if not both these varieties. It

would be impossible to enter an exhibition tent without

finding them, even Mr. Turner with his magnificent

collection being unable to pull through a season

without the aid of these two varieties. I might

enumerate two more sent out at
^^l^ S'^^^^^^r"

"Conspicuum" and *' Electra," neither of them

preiniated plants, but both for several years leading

exhibition varieties. To show however the impropriety

not to say impossibility of judging from mere casual

inspection: I may mention another vario y, « Nil Despe-

randum." This, though as near perfection as need be

wlieu cftufrl't risKt, wug sn UxcnnnUuK had sacU a pro-

pensity for producing its flowers deficient in petaW

that for weeks together you would not see a perfecfc

bloom upon it ; but one morn ing it was sheeted with

beautiful flowers, and attaching the above commemora-

tive name it was sent for exhibition and returned m the

evening with a " first class cei tificate." I admit that

lud^inlfrom the plant put before them, tlie censors

coufd not have done otherwise, but had I or my foreman

been required to sign a guarantee that the plant was

constant in its habit of blooming, we should ia\e

declined the responsibility, and have told the judges

it was worthless. I mention these facts to show that

mere certificates originating with occasional observen?

are not a safe guarantee of the value of a plant or &uit

;

they, the plants, may be as they appear at the time, or

they may be, as was the case with Nil Desperandom,

mere plants of the day, and otherwise, or beyond that,

quite worthless, , ,
» .t r

In the matter of the value of a new plant or trait, i

am still of the opinion I expressed some nine years

back, that no man can be so good a judge ot its F"

perties and value as he who has the daily care of it, aua

if at the same time he is a conscientious judge ot t a:

properties necessary to constitute a good
f
^wer or trair,

I w'ould rather trust to his opinion and recommetida

tion than that of all the occasional ol>sei:vers m
^.^

country. It may be thought that I go.^f^".^^f'f,"?;

censors altogether; but such is not ";y "l^^^.^^I^^^i, bat
willing to take their opinion for all that it is "<^^th, Dul

to render it really and truly what it ^is T^fP^'^-'^^^Ji^^

be, it must be backed by a declaration on the partoM.

exhibitor that the premiated plant is at aU "

worthy of the judgment that has been passed upon
^^

I would thus in every case, before awarding a P"^'*
^|^

a new plant, have a form of declaration setting!

its merits, drawn up and submitted to the P^P^^^^'

and if he refused to indorse the merits ^ ^^^^'Vus
then the prize should be cancelled i^^togetticr-

^^^^

person acquainted with the progress of »*'''^"^"'
^^t

could point to numbers of both fruit and flowers

out within the last 20 years, and at the
J^^^^^'j^^e

nounced to be great acquisitions, but no^;"*-
jj

they?-gone clean out of cultivation
.

^'''^ .
i^r.

not be. and would not be if censors were "i«^%P^f ^^nts
and exhibitors were held responsible ^^r^'^^.Jc^e.
they send out. instead of, as is too ^^^^^^^^^^^

jufuty of

sending them into the market on the responsibiUiy

the censors, ^ ,,, v^roceed to

With these preliminary remarks T ^mH
P'^^.eiTe

notice the Hamburgh Grapes. Here i,^ ^
Warner^s Hampton Court and

^f^^"^ Richmona
given as synynymes of the Old Hamburgh. Kicc
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Villa- I juclged several times at the metropolitan

exhibitions before it was sent out, but never found it of

first-class quality, and hence never awar led it a prize.

It is, however, a singular fact that when grown in a

honse with other kinds, if the wasps get in they will

strip this Vine before they touch any other, thus

showing there must be some difference in its qualit}', or

why tills selection ? Of the Diitch Hamburgh I see

Wilinot's and the Mill Hill are given as synonymous;

the Dutch Hamburgh, as far as I have ever seen it, is

a coarse and inferior kind, but the true Mill Hill, as I

received it from Mr. Fleming, and have grown it for

some years, if not first-class, is certainly not an " in-

ferior kind," The "hammered" appearance is given

as a cliaractcristic of the Dutch Hamburgh.
This is an error, as the hammered appearance

is not confined to the Dutch Hamburgh, but is alike the

mint mark of good cultivation in all the Hamburghs,
the Golden being no exception to the rule ; indeed it

is not an unusual thing for clever Grape growers at an
exhibition, when noticing really fine Hamburghs, to say
"Ah! those have been well forged," meaning that the
"hammer mark" of a first-class cultivator has been put
upon them. I am convinced the Mill Hill and Dutch
Hamburgh are not the same; the Dutch I never con-
sidered worth planting, but the Mill Hill I should
not hesitate to introduce as one of a choice collection.

To the Frankenthal is referred the Pope and Victoria,

Hamburgh, and Welbeck Tripoli. The Frankenthal
I Tiave not grown for many years, but I always con-

sidered it inferior to the Hamburgh, and, consequently,

it must be less valuable than the "Welbeck Tripoli. I

have reason, however, to believe there are several

varieties out under this name. Through me it was that

it was first introduced to the London trade. Mr,
Tillery kindly sent me some cuttings from which a
number of plants were raised; part were planted by
myself, and the remainder were given to Mr. Glen-
diuuing, of Chiswick, and Mr. Ivery, of Peckham. Of
the plants I planted myself only two or three turned
out to be the genuine Black Tripoli of Welbeck ; and
hence I have reason to believe that some of the
plants distributed by Mr, Glendinning and Mr, Ivery
must also have been wrong; and hence also, as the
plants at Chiswick were probably procured through
Mr. Glendinning, the genuine Tripoli may not bo at

Chiswick at all. I believe the Pope and Welbeck Tri-
poli to be identical ; but the Victoria Hamburgh is a
coarser Grape, and under the same treatment will
neither break into bud nor ripen so soon by ten days or
a fortnight as the Tripoli. I am speaking of the Wel-
beck Black Tripoli in its genuine state, and as I have
grown it for years. In the Hamburgh class it has no
superior eitlier in point of size, quality, colour, or
flavour; in fact it and the Mill Hill Hamburtyh are the
only Black Hamburghs I should think of planting as
permanent Vines.

l-aoWgo back to^he exhibition of the orticultural
Society in St. James's Hall, when so much was said,
and deservedly so, in favour of the magnificent Mus-
cats exhibited by Mr. Drewett, of the Denbies. I have
not the report of that meeting at hand to refer to, but
if my memory does not deceive me. Muscats so called
were exhibited by Mr. Drewett, R. Crawshay. Esq.,
and Jones Xash, Esq., of Bishops Stortford; the
bunches of Mr. Drewett were described as remarkable
for their size, compactness, and perfect amber colour, the
superior growth being attributed to the bottom-heat
with which the border was at all times supplied. Bat
was it really so ? From Vines which I have fruited,
raised from eyes supplied to me by Mr. Drewett, I have
but little doubt the Muscat at Denbies is not that of
Alexandria at all, but in reality was generally known as
the Charlsworth Tokay, now fortunately very generally
grown as the Muscat of Alexandria. This Charlsworth
Tokay T believe to be identical with the variety known
as Barnes's Muscat ; the original plant, now nearly or
quite 100 years old, fills a large Vinery, and produces
splendid crops in the garden of G. W. Norman, Esq.,
Bromley Common, Kent. Tliis is also, I feel pretty
certain, the same as the Pass Muscat] of Mr, Pontey, of
Piymouth, and the Bowood Muscat. ' At least I fruited
plants of the Charlsworth Tokay and Bowood Muscat
sw3e by side this season, and was quite unable to dis-
cover any diSereuce, as likewise were numbers of gar-
deners who both saw and tasted them. Now from what
I know of Mr. Nash's Grapes, I hpve no doubt it is
the Muscat of Alexandria, long, loose, irregular bunches,
and Mr. Crawshay's are in all probability the same, but
the Charlsworth Tokay ia a free-growing, free-setting,
and excellent variety, setting freely at a temperaturemuch below 60% and ripening witl/less heat than the
Muscat, Tins Charisworth Tokay is. I believe, of York-

«iT iT^""'
*^^^ "^ts >>eing generally in that county

called Tokay
; at least M was there nearly 30 years ago

H .
'in ^^^^^^Sf""^*^

acquainted with the Muscat under
the name of Tokay, and I am rather surprised that

WV ^ ?f' ^^'i™^^,*^
^"q^iry about it some time

back, should not have known it under the same name
in that county.
Of the Vines at Chis^^ick the general appearance was

eertamly very fine and though some of the buncheswere good, one could not but desire that a lighter crophad been taken, so that the bunches might have
aUained their fullest perfection. I fear t^e vfues
ysdl sufler from the crop they are now carrying;and considering they have still much growth toroake before they reach the top of the bouse it

was not right to take so heavy a crop this season.

The success of the Vines planted inside in a shallow

border, a few inches deep on the old stone pathway, is

very remarkable, but how long they will remain in the

same condition will depend in a great measure upon the

nature of the treatment they receive. With timely and
judicious watering they may stand for years; but let a

crop in the growing season once know the want of

water, and the chances are it will be ruined for ever.

The experiment, however, shows the success which is

likely to attend shallow borders, and it shows also that

an approximation to the natural rocks of the Vine may
be imitated with considerable chances of success in its

cultivation. Shallow borders with hollow and im-

pervious bottoms were adopted many years ago by Mr.
Mearns, at Welbeck; I assisted to make many of these

borders, but did not remain sufiiclently long at Welbeck
to see the result of the experiment, nor did I ever hear
that any remarkable success attended the practice.

Experiments of this kind require very careful super-

vision, and to make an expensive border without devot-

ing the necessary attention to it to bring the crop to

perfection is just a waste of money; yet how frequently

in gardening do we run to wild expenses in the first

formation, and then begrudge the few pounds necessary
to keep the machinery in working order after it is

formed.
The only kinds at Chiswick which struck me among

I

the novelties as being desirable was Burchardt's Amber
Cluster, and Keinsheimer Blanche Precoce, both of which
appear likely kinds for early work or pots. The bunches
are small, but tlie fruit in both cases is rich and pecu-

liar in flavour. Burchardt's Prince also promised to be
an excellent late kind to grow with the Muscats for a
late supply. I was very much surprised to find the
Golden Hamburgh, though fine in bunch to be
deficient in flavour; at least it was not anything like so

good as it had been with me in Somersetshire, Here
it was the best (always excepting the Muscat and Fron-
tignan) white Grape I ever tasted, and well deserving
of extensive cultivation. It is however constitutionallv

very delicate. One night the down pipe of the gutter
which took the water from the roof of the house got
stopped, which caused a heavy night's rain to overflow
just upon the root or collar of tlie Golden Hamburgh.
Within a week it showed evidence of injury, and at the
least one-third of each bunch shanked. With some
this variety is considered a delicate grower and shy
bearer, Mr. Spencer and Mr. Turner, of Slough,
having told me that strong Vines with them had not

shown a single bunch. With me every shoot produced
two to three bunches, 12 of which were left upon a

strong Vine for a crop. Another person tells me it will

not fruit in pots, all attempts to induce it to do so

having failed. Why this should be so T cannot under-

stand. A well-grown and properly matured Vine

_ i>roduce fruit in pots as well as in the open
er, and until it fails under my own management T

sh^U not believe it will not do so.

The Muscat Hamburgh I saw in fine condition at Pine-
apple Place, This is a really good Grape, certainly much
finer than I had been led to suppose it was, I hear
Mr. Mayer, at Sir R. Eulkeley's, in Anglesca, has it

much finer, and I hope to see in the course of the
autumn.
Looking through the Grapes at present in cultivation

it appears that all purposes of a regular supply will be
attained with the following varieties :—White—White
Frontignan, Golden Hamburgh, and Charlsworth Tokay,
Black—Black Frontignan, Welbeck Black Tripoli,Muscat
Hamburgh, Mill Hill; and for late work, Lady Downe's
Seedling, Oldaker's St. Peter, and Burchardt's
Prince. If more Vines were required I should rather
duplicate with some of the best of the preceding than
plant a larger number of kinds. W, P. A., Se^t, 25.

bodies or sporangia are examined they are tbunU to
consist of a cellular mass inclosed in one or more coats
of variable thickness, and by careful manipulation under
the microscope, it will be found that in the centre of
the mass some of the cells are elongated into sporo-
phores, which are either simple or branched, and bear
at their tips four hyaline spores.

It appears then that the true afiinity of these
apparently anomalous productions Is with the Fungi
of the naked spored series; their closest relation being
with some of the false truffles. Intermediate links have
not however at present been discovered, so that the
group to which they belong is more or less isolated.

The exotic species are numerous. In Great Britain
we have three species only belonging to two distinct

genera, and all of these are more or less widely distri-

buted.

Cntcihnlum vulgare is not uncommon in woods on
fallen twigs, or chips, but its favourite habitat is old

Fern stems, on which it sometimes assumes a very
attractive appearance. Tlie genus Crucibulum is dis-

tinguished i)rincipal]y from Cyathus by the compara-

MYCOLOGY, No. ^

.^CEtrciBijLtrM TULGABE, Till.—There are few observers

of Nature who liave not admired some one, or more
species of the curious group to which the subject of our
present illustration belongs, though perhaps in some
degree uncertain to what part of the organised world
they should be referred. Naturalists of soine pre-

tensions have sent them home from the tropics as the
nests of some species of spider, and there is a little

excuse for their doing sc, as they are so utterly unlike

anything else in the vegetable kingdom.
Their general appearance is that of a cylindrical or

bell-shaped cup filled with eggs, wliich in an early stage

of growth are immersed in jelly. Sometimes the outer

coat is smooth or slightly tomentose; sometimes on the

contrary it ia densely scaly; its inner surface is at

times smooth as if varnished, but in some species it is

deeply and regularly grooved. Sometimes the edges

meet so as to form a continuous covering to its contents,

but sometimes again there is a distinct lid or oper-

culum quite difl'erent in appearance from the rest of

Wh^ the contents are examined, after the jelly has

been absorbed, the fiat lens-shaped bodies which fill the

' cup are found to have a little dimple, by the centre of

I which they are attached to a footstalk of a complicated

i structure, but always more or less elastic, by means of

i which they adhere to the w^iVs of the cup. Before

however the true peduncle commences there is a

CnrCIBULTJit VULGA.BE.

Copiedbypermission from Dr. Greville's Scottish Crypto*
' gainic Flora.

tlvely delicate peduncle of the sporangia, and the less

complicated structure of the walls of the cup.
" The other two species which belong to the genus

Cyathus are so remarkable that our readers will pro-

bably be glad to have characters by which they can be

readily distinguished. Cyathus striates then will be

easily recognised by the scaly outer surface of the cup,

which is of a bright brown, and by the deeply grooved

inner surface. It occurs on Fine chips, amongst sawdust

&c., but it is not confined to Conifers, It is found also

occasionally on the ground itself, and when well grown

is very beautiful, the bright brown being of a peculiarly

rich tint, not to mention the elegance of form and
sculpture,

Cyathus verhicosns is perhaps the most common of

the three, being frequent in stubble fields on the ground
itselfand onhalf decayed manure. It is not uncommon also

on the soil of garden pots, where it seldom fails to call

the cultivator's attention, though apt in such cases to be

soiled with minute Algse. The colour is generally of a
mousegrey or lead blue ; the outer surface tomentose

and the inner polished. The form is moreover more
graceful than in the two preceding species, in the former

of which it is mostly cylindrical and in the second obconic,

while in the present it is campanulate. We know of

no use to which they can be applied, their principal

merit consisting in their beautiful form and curious

structure. Af. J. JB.

Home Correspondence.
Destruction ofXnsects.—The gardening world ismnch

indebted to Mr. Robertson (see p. 871) for the candid

and strnightforward manner in whicli he has eiplained

his difficulties in overcoming the white scale on h\a

Pines - for the result of unsuccessful experiments is

quite as useful as an account of more fortunate issues;

and whatever the merits of any particular composition

may be, it is evident that we have not yet discovered

an infallible cure without incurring injury to planti. It

has generally been believed that water heated to aT>ont

130° was fatal to insect life, and that such plants aa

Pines would withstand that amount of heat. Mr.

Robertson*8 experiment however proves otherwise; and

I shall be glad to hear of other parties trying similar

experiments and reporting upon them, for white and

brown scale, mealy bug. thrips, and mildew, are such

pests as to require active measures to keep them m
check, and whoever can discover a cheap, easv, and effi-

;=»;Sr'Srr;fK™W ' s.T.,.r3».5i™™.=«;*. -u.

len^Hh and variously convoluted.
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plants, will be conferring a great benefit on tlie com-

munity > and althougli I repudiate tlie idea that insoctg

of any tiud are produced spontaneously, they certainly

multiply with great rapidity where circmnstances favour

their doing so. Take for example a Fig tree in autnmn,

and see how quickly ita leaves become covered with

scale. The question therefoi-e is, where doe3 the pest

come from? This I leave for others to answer, certain

it 18 that many Fig trees are affected In this way, and

how to prevent them being iu that condition, or to stop

the enemy with any moderate amount of labour when

Beech tree being so struck. A gentleman present

(JTr. Brand), gave an instance of a Beech tree in

Aberdeenshire; and I am told that on Tbinnigrove

Common, near Nettlebed, Oxfordshire, one Beech tree

out of three or four that were growing round a pit was

shattered by lightning about the year 1840. I have

aUo a note of several sheep having been killed under a

Beech by lightning at Booker, about 2^ miles west

of High Wycombe, but how many years ago I cannot

say. Enquiries in the chair-making district about

Wycombe and Henley-on-Thames might probably dis-

cover other instances. Diss. T beg to inform yoTir
he has once effected a lodgment, is a subject I should

, . .^ . , , xi t> -
i. ^ x vi -

like those who have considered the matter, to come correspondent that several of the Beech trees at this,

forward like Jlr. Uobcrtaou and give us the benefit of

their cspovience. /. J?. T am glad to see that Mr.

Kobertson had published the receipt I gave him last

Jnly for the destruction of scale on Pmes, the discovery

of which I was fortunate enough to make after various

attempts, and I have used it witli great success. It

appears from his letter that he has found it to answer,

and I hope that all who have to contend with such a

pest may find it equally efficacious. George Cairns,

Gardener to :E. Griffiths, Esq., Neii'court, Hereford.

I can vouch as to the certainty o£ soft soap and

sulphur destroying scale, as well as most other insects

that annoy the gardener. I however add Tobacco-

water, and have never used it so warm as recommtnrled

"by Mr. Robertson, having generally employed it for

Stove and Greenhouse plants. Fruit Trees, &c. The

quanUty TiEed will be found in a prize essay on

Orchards, published in the Journal of the Bath and West

of England Agricultural Society in 1859. W. H,
Vonhle Zinnias,—We observe that in your report of

the last meeting of the Floral Committee of the Hor-

ticultural Society (see p. 87i), you state that the

blooms of Double Zinnia elegans exhibited by us "were
less double than Messrs. Vilmorin's.** As Messrs. Vil-

morin's and our blooms were both awarded " first class

certificates," we think that the difierence could only

exist to a slight extent, and we take the liberty of

stating that our blooms having been grown in England
were exposed to the very unfavourable weather we have
experienced during the past season, which has been so

trying to all descriptions of half liardy annuals. We
have no doubt that had our plants been raised in as

favourable a climate as those of Messrs. Vilmorin, they
would have proved in every way equal to them ; and we
have every confidence in this year's harvest of seed

producing first class blooms next season should we
happily be favoured with a better summer. Jaraes

Carter cf- Co., 237 <Sc 238, High Holhorn,

Monstrous Pea.—We have sent yon what we consider

to be rather a carious production. It is taken from a
plant of a robust healthy looking dwarf Pea 3 feet high,

which was sown in March last. The Mhole plant is

covered with such *' blossoms '* as we send, and towards

the top they are as dense as ft iine crop of Lops and
very beautiful. The grower of this curiosity has been

watching It week after week in ttie hope that it would
produce flowers and pods like its neighbours. W.
Drummond Sf Sons^ Stirling. [This is an exceedingly

curious deviation from ordinary structure. What should

be flowers are accumulations of small ovate green scales

packed one over the other, till they resemble the head
of a Hop. And what is not a little remarkable most of

these scales have other accumulations of scales in their

axils. So that in the first place all the parts of the

Pea flower assume the form of green scales, and secondly

every part pushes forth from its axil a second brood
like the first.]

Sagacitg of Bees.—T beg to add as a " pendant " to

this subject the fact that many years ago, when a boy,

I observed a similar instance to that described in your
Paper of the 22nd ult. in the flowers (as far as I recollect)

of the common Snapdragon. Tlie Bees being unable to

force their way into the corolla, had perforated its base,

just above the nectary, and extracted the "liquid sweet/*
I have uo idea what species of Bee it was, but I have a
perfect recollection of the fact, which interested me
much at the time, A. /., Roxburglishlre,

Hint to Nurserymen.—1 complain that nurserymen
when advertising do not distinctly state whether
plants are hardy or not. Plants may come from Peru
and be hardy if near the snow line. I planted Lisi-
anthus Rnssellianns out of doors—you can guess the
result. I planted a dozen Tiitomaaurea last year in
a border" and left them after blooming; not one has
appeared this year, although said to be hardy. F. B.
Almond tree in ^ruiL—There is a paragraph in yonr

paper (see p. 871) relating to the fruiting of an Almond
tree, beginning "There is here," &c., but where here
is your correspondent does uot state, or what sort of

place have been struck by lightning; they are, however,

growing on the keep, which is rather exposed. J. K. U.
Castle, WaUingford. Your correspondent is in

error in saying that Beeches are never struck by

lightning. I have often heard the same thing stated,

but during a heavy thunder storm it was observed that

one of the large Beeches iu the noble avenue leading

from Marlborough to Tottenham Park, the seat of the

Marquis of Ailesbnry, was shivered to atoms even

io within a few feet of the ground, and I believe the

stump now remains. It is near the Marlborough
entrance on the right hand side. W. S.

Plants used as Sadges.—^omd time ago one of your
correspondents made inquiry respecting certain plants

used as badges. In thp course of my reading I met
with the following list, wliicti may perhaps furnish the

information wanted :

—

Plants wiircii form Xatiokal Balges.

NaTTies of Plants.
The T?oso, Rosa sp.

The Thistle, Cnicus lanceolatua
Tte Shamrock, Oxalis AeetoSella, according'

to Mr. Bicheno; but commonlyconsidered
to be the White Clover, TrifoUum repens

France . . . . The Fleur-de-lis, Iria sp.

List or Plants which form the Badges of the
HroHLAND Clans.

These plants, many of :?hich are trees and shrubs, are
frequently planted over graves by Highland families

settled abroatl ; they are also oeeasionally planted in

gardens both abroad and at home, and in some cases they
are sculptured on tombs. The authority for the follow-
hig list is Blackwood's Magnzine;—
Names of the '

Cl;uis.

Buchanan
Cameron

to come. It flowered in the month of FebruaryThii
year, after which I put it in the East India Orchid-
house, more with the view to encourage growth than
to set flower buds. T observed its prominent tendencies
early in the season, and set it out of doors iu the middle
of July, v.-hen five weeks aflcrwarcls it opened its firafc

blooms. Jos. Anderson, J^eadoio BanJc, Xlddingston
Glasgoic. *

Native Plants..—! am asked to send the foUowins
native plants to a distance of 400 miles ; viz., Tvpha
angustifolia, Eutomns umbellatus, NupLar lutcfi, Saffifc-

taria sngittifolia, Stratiotes aloidcs, XJtrioularia vuVaris
U. minor, Hydrocharis morsus-ranie, and Vilfarsia
nympha^oides. The last six of these I shall have no dif-
ficulty in finding (except perhaps the very last) ; but
since the death of your valned correspondent, Mr
David Cameron, no one appears to have favoured the
world, through your columns, with " Extracts from a
Note Book ;" and I do not observe in what Mr. Came-
ron bequeathed to us any information as to the removal
from their habitats, conveyance (inchuliug packing) or
subsequent treatment of any of these plants. 1 sia\\
be obliged if any one will favour mo with their expe-
rience. Diss.

Countries.
England..
SeotlaiK] .

.

Ireland .,
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Almond it ig. We had in the Garden here (in tlic

neighbourhood of Andover) a Yucca in floxver this
season^ The plant is about 4 feet high, and the flower
stalk 9 feet long aud beautifully covered with blossoms
though owing to the season, I suppose^ it did not all come
into flower at the same time. I have now had the
stalt cut off—is that the best thing to do with it?
I>eodar. [Yes,]

Meech Trees and LigTiining.—lji answer to '* C. T./*
p. 874, Mn McNab informed the Botanical Society of
Edinburgh (June 13, 1850), that some years before,
while on a tour ia America, he observed (particularly in
Canada), that during thunderstorms the workmen
resorted to the Beech trees for protection, from an idea
that they were not liable to be struck by lightning;
and he added that be himself knew no instance of a

Names of the Plants used as Badges,

BetiUa alba, the Common Bircli
Qiiercus pedunculata, W. (Q. Robur, L.),
the common British Oak

Myrica Gale, the Sweet Gale, or Dutch
Myrtle

Alnus glutinosq, the Alder
Corylus Avellana, the Common Hazel
Ssmx caprea, the great Bound-leaved Sallow,

or any other native species
Ilex aquifolium, the Common Holly
Digitalis purpurea, the Purple Foxglove
Populns alba, the grreat White Poplar or
Abele

Cytiflus scoparlas, the Common Broom
Taxus baccata, theYew
Hedera Helix, the Common Ivy
Daphiw Lftureola, Spurge Laurel
Vaccinium oxycoccus, the Mareh Whortlo-

berry, or Cranberry
Phodiola rosea, the Rose root
Fyrufi Malus, the Crab-apple tree
Erica cinerea, the Pine-leaved Heath
Erica Tetralix, the Cross-leaved Heath
Calluna vulgaris, the Common Ling
Kubus Chamremoms, the Cloud beny
Pinus syivestrig, the Scotch Hue
Buxus sempt.rvireus, the Common Box tree
Lichen rangiferinus, the Reindeer Lichen
Hypericum pulchnira, St. John's Wort
Pyrus ancuparia, the Quicken tree. Mountain
Ash, or Rowan tree

Empetriim nigrum, the Black Cranberry, or
CrakebeiTy

Vaccinium Vitis Idsea, the Red Whortle-
berry, or Cranbeny

Rubussaxa tills, Roebuck-berry
Fucus vesiculosus, the Se?i ware
Buxns serapervirens variegata. the Variegated
Box tree

Prunus spinosa, the BLickthorn
Lyeopodium alpinum, the Savin-leaved Club
Moss

Scirpua lacustris, the Bulrush
Fraxinua exceka, the Ash
Eagle's Feathers, or, according to the Vesti-

ariu-nk Scoticum^ the Juniper
Juniperuft communis, the Comrnon Juniper
Crat«egu8 Oxyacautha, the Hawthorn
Acer campestre. Common Maple
Pteris aquilina, the Common Brake
Rosa canina, the Briar Rese
Arbutus alpina, the Black Beanberry
Lyeopodium clavatum. Common Club Moss
Cnicus lanceolatus. Spear Thistle
Phleum pratense, the Cat'a-tail Grass or
Timothy Grass,

StrelUzia Hegina,—! am told that this plant is a very
shy bloomer; with rae it sends out its noble flowers
(frequently double) in great abundance, and it may be
useful to state tliat the plant, having three or four
years a^^o burst its pot, is now growing- in the common
sand which originally formed its bed, and which seems
to suit it exactly. Perhaps this is the secret of its

luxuriant growth. /. A". J5^., Castle, Wallingford.

Odonioglossum grande. Double White Azalea,—^Tlierc

13 at present a variety of Odontoglossum grande here
sending up three flower-spikes from the base of one
bulb ; upon these spikes are 19 fully expanded flowers,

a specimen of which I inclose, along with a couple of
blooms of Azalea magnifica alba plena, taken from a
plant which has been in" flower since the middle of
August; and which will continue so for a few weeks

Campbell

Chisholm
Colquhoun
Cummiug

"Dmnunond
Farqviharson
Ferguson

Forbes ..

Fi*?*zcr .
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Gordon .,

Graham
Grant .

.

Gunn •,
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.
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MacDoneU
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Xottcejj ef 3l5ool{«f»

I'he Frxiit jffamial ^ containing tlie Descriptions and
Sgnonymes of the Frtdfs and Frvit Trees coni-

monly met ii'itk in the Gardens and Orchards of
Qreat Britain^ with selected Lists of those most
worthy of Cultivation. By Robert Hogg, LIj.D.,

F.H.S. 12mo. Tp. 2S0.

Time was when tlio work of Forsyth, a poor affair^

was the standard authority in this country for cul-

tivated fruits. By degrees his errors were corrected,

and omissions supplied. The end of :N'apoleon tlie First

brought the cultivator of the soil a sudden respite from
the first of all necessities, that of self defence. Swords
were converted into pruning knives and bayonets iafco-

troweTs, as is now literally taking place in the disarmed
districts of British India, and men began, of different

nations, once more to hand together for proirtoting the
arts of peace. Then began that intercourse with the
gardens of Europe which has never since been in-

terrupted ; and with intercourse canie a better know-
ledge of the fruit trees of the Continent. It was dis-

covered that more men than Knoop and Duhamel had
written upon their distinctions and qualities ; and the
names of Van Mons, Oiel, Parmentier and others took
their place in the literature of Pomology. At last

appeared Sabine's Catalogue of Fruit Trees in the Gar-
den of the Horticultural Society^ a dry skeleton ofnames.
This was succeeded by Mr. George Lindley*a Cfuide
to the Orchard and Kitchen Garden, the elaborate work
of an accurate and very experienced cultivator, which**'
will never lose its value. Then came Thompson's
famous descriptive Catalogue of the horticultural

^ Society*s Collection ; and from this tim eE ngllsh Pomology
has stood upon a firmer basis than that of any other
country. It is, however, nearly 30 years since the last

of these works appeared, and during that time the
knowledge of fruits has made such great progress
among us that a new book which might be also a new
standard authority, was urgently required.

This want has* been well supplied by the little voTnme.
before us. Its able author has long been practically

familiar with all that concerns our hardy fruits, and by
a judicious exclusion of bad, or unimportant, kinds he
has been able to compress his matter within less than
300 pages, his work forming a companion which gftf-

deners may carry in their pockets as constantly as a

pruning knife. But we must allow Dr. Hogg to speak

for himself. "I have not," he observes, " attempted io

enumerate all the varieties of fruits kuown to exist in

the country, but to describe those only which either are

in ctiltivation, or are worthy of being cultivated for

their superior merits. In some instances there are

sorts mentioned, not because of their excellence, but

because of their popularity from long usage, aud in such

cases I have stated their true character in comparison

with others. 5fy object has been to prepare a con-

venient manual of reference for amateur fruit-grower^

nurserymen, and professional gardeners, and to con-

dense in a space as small as possible all useful informa-

tion respecting the vai-ieties of fruits mentioned, I

have been particularly careful in regard of the syno-

nymes; and at the end of each of the kinds of frnits

I have given selections of varieties for limited gardens,

and for different situations aud aspects. In most cases

I have given a synoptical arrangement of the different

fruits by which to facilitate their identification; and I

trust that the pains which have been bestowed upon the

work generally, will secure for it a favourable reception,

and an indulgent consideration for any en'ors that in-

advertently may have occurred."
We trust so too ; for the volume commends itself to

everybody interested about fruits, and the price (3*. 6^')

places it within the reach of all. The selections of

sorts adapted to various latitudes in Great Britain will

be found particularly useful. As an example of the

manner in which fruits are described, we select froni

the author's supplement the account of Mitchelsons

Plum, referred to in another eolumn

—

*' MrrcHELSON'a.—Fmit above medium size, OTal, not ™ar«a
with a suture on the side. Skin black when fully "Pf^°2S
with a few very minut« fawn-coloured dots, and covered w»n
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TVery thin bluo bloom. Stalk half an inch long, stout, and in-

serted in a depression- Flesh yellow, tender, very jnicy, sweet,

and of good flavour, separating from the stono. ShoQta

^ "An 'excellent preserving Plum. Ripe in the beginning of

cientei^^^' ^^ general appearance it is like the Diamond, but

**;maller, and does not possess that very brisk acidity which
characterises that variety. It Ls a prodigious bearer, the fruit

being produced in clusters, and it is invaluable as a market

plum/'

Ze Jardin Fruitier du Museum, ou leonographie

de toufes les esphces et varietes d^arhres fniitiers cul-

iives dans cet etahllsseiTient, &c. &c. Par J. Decaisiie.

4to. P^.ris, Firmin Didot. Parts 25 to 36.

(Contmited from p. 875.)

Toire d^Aretiherg.—Fvmt large, or very large, turbi-

nate, obtuse, swelled out in the middle ; stalk slender,

obliquely inserted, the fruit on its upper side forming

projections more or less prominent; skin yellow, very

smooth, spotted anci marbled with fawn or pale russet,

and tinged with red next the sun ; eye middle-sized or

small, placed in a deep irregular cavity, surrounded with

obtuse folds. Flesh white, melting, very jni<^, sugary,

with a slightly acid, and somewhat astringent peculiar

flavour. Season, November to January. The tree is

an abundant bearer. This excellent variety was named
in compliment to Louis Prosper, Due d'Arenberg, who
was born at Brussels in 1735. It appears to have been

found, without a name near Louvain, on the estate of

Heverle, belonging to the Due d'Arenberg. It was

introduced by the late Camnzefc into the nurseries of

the Museum under the name of Colmar d'Arenherg, and

was exhibited in 1852 before the committee of Agri-

cultiu-e and Horticulture of Bourbourg (Nord) under

the name of Beiirri BachcUer, According to Prevost

(Poniol. Seine-Infer.), it was sold in 1839 with the

designation of Ardente de Frintemps, and, in 1810,

with that of Colmar d'Arenlerg. To the above extracts

from Prof. Decaisne's wort, v/e may add as our own
remarl;g, that Colmar d^Arenherg is the name by which

the sort in question is known in England, and that it

is one of the recently introduced varieties which has

proved worthy of cultivation inour climate ; the speci-

mens we had an opportunity of tasting were ripe in the

end of November, and very good.

Toire Sonne d*£.zee. — Fruit above middle-sized,

obtuse-oval; stalk thick, fleshy, straight or oblique,

slightly sunk at its insertion ; eye placed in an even

shallow depression, with the segments of the calyx erect

or spreading. Skin smooth, pale green, faintly tinged

with red next the sun, and sprinkled with fawn-coloured

spots. Flesh white, melting, remarkably sweet, scarcely

acidulated,very slightly perfumed,but not musky. Avery
good fruit, bub not high flavourecf. Season, September
and October. It was found in 1833 by M, Dupuy
Jamin, a Parisian nurseryman, at f:zee. Department
d'ludre et Loire. The tree is a good bearer. Prof.
Decuinno^ eie^^rs-tihnt ^ln Pnnr <i*liftrloo gi-jgo^iij M^Jp^.a^^

to be the same as this; the form, colour, time of ripen-

ing, and flavour being absolutely the same in both. We
should recommend the Bonne d'J^zee for trial in England,
where it will probably succeed in the open ground.
Judging from what we have seen it appears likely to
prove a good boarei' in this climate.

Foire Lechasserie.—Fruit middle-sized, obovate or
obtuse-pyriform ; stalk thick, of medium length with
generally a fleshy wrinkle at its insertion ; eye level,

the segments of the calyx spreading in form of a star

;

skin green, yellowish green, or yellow when the fruit is

ripe, sprinkled with ftiwu spots. Flesh fine, wlute,
melting; juice abundant, more or less musky. Season,
November, December. The tree is a good bearer.
According to Prof. Decaisne this variety has been
described and figurctl by Loiseleur under the name of
Besi de Heriej whilst Langley has cited the Besi de
Herie under the name of Lechasserie. It is an old
Prencli sort, having been described by La Quintenie
in 1692.

Poire des Veterans.—Fruit large, pyriform, thickest
about two-thirds from the stalk, and more swelled to
one side than the other; stalk remarkably long, curved,

thickened at its insertion; eye in a very shallow
depression, with the segments of the calyx spreading,
forming a sort of star. Skin yellowish, sprinkled witli

fawn-coloured spots, which are most abundant near the
stalk. Flesh white, half-melting, very juicy, but
partaking a little of the flavour of the sap. Season,
October and November, The tree is a very abundant
bearer. Prof. Decaisne agrees with M. Willermoz in
t^e opinion that the Poire des Veterans and the Poire
nameaux described by M. de Bavay, arc synonymous,
and that the Poire des Veterans is inferior to many
other vaneties which lipen at the same time. He also
^tes that he received this same Poire des Vett'rans
from M.^ A Royer, President de la Commission de
Pomologie Beige under the name of Bouvier Bourg-
r^ftre, Ifc is also very generally designated Besi des

\

juice abnndant, acidulated, sugary, a little astringent.

Season, winter and spring. The tree is a good bearer.

This sort, according to Van ^lons, is said to have been
raised by M. Hardenpont atMons, where it is called thij

Beurre Hardenpont du FHniemps ; other pomologlsts,

on the contrary, assert that it was raised in Hainault,
at a vdlage named Eans, or Kance. Pi*of. Decaisne
quotes the English description given of this Pear in the
5th vol. of tliG Transactions of the Horticultural Society,

published in 1823, from which ifc appears that speci-

mens of the fruit were first received by the Society from
M. Farmentier, of Enghien, in 1820. Ifc is now so well
known in this country that we nee<l only remark that
ifc does not succeed on the Qnince Stock, or if it docs
exist upon ifc for some years its fruifc is apt to acquire

Bonaefching of the astringency mentioned in the above
description ; and, again, when grown to a large size

against walls in very rich borders the flesh is coarse and
watery. In order to have it rich and sugary it should
never be gi'own above medium size.

In connection with the account of the Beurie Ranee,
Prof, Decaisne gives the following quotation witli refer-

ence to the Begmont Pear, which will doubtless prove
interesting to many of our readers :

—

Beymont.—"Tlie aspect of the tree ia identical with
that of the Beurre Ranee, its wood and fruit likewise

correspond. I regard it as a sub-variety of that sort,

more vigorous and more" productive as a standard in the
climate of Belgium. The frnifc resembles that of a Bon
Chretien from the open ground- Its flesh has the same
texture as that of the Beurre RaTice ; that is to say,

gVeonisli white, granular, full of juice, which is more
sugary than that of the above-nametl sort, grown in our
strong soils. Its maturity takes place from Febi'uary

till April. We presume that the Beymont has sprung
from a seed of the Bonrre Ranee. Nor would this be
the only instance amongst Pears of the reproduction of
varieties almost identically the same as the original

;

thus the Beurre Esperen is very nearly a reproduction

of the Doyenne d'Hiver [Easter Beurre], and for this

reason it has been withdrawn from the trade. Bivort,

Album Pomof.
(To le continued.J

The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Complete Guide;
By Marksman (12mo, Longmans, pp. 225), is intended

to teach novices how to manage a shot gun. With
rifle shooting it does not meddle. There can be no
doubt that if its instructions are attended to, sporting

would be more skilful and more safe. But we fear that

there are men too careless, and we venture even to say

too stupidly conceited, to pay attention to the precepts

of eitlier wisdom or experience whenever the subject of

firearms is introduced, everybody imagining himself to

he perfectly acquainted with everything belonging to

them. Unfortunately such self-conceit ia in this case

extremely dangerous to others as well as its possessor;

otherwise it "mTght be as well to leave the latter

fate. In the volume before ns the author

gun be very smooth and clean inside, or if the waddings
be tliin, or the edges greasy. It is scarcely necessary
to add that, as a natural consequence in the event of
the shot moving from its position, and so creating a
vacuum in the barrel, it will be almost certain to buret
on discharge. Also if you happen to fall whilst carrying-
the gun in that improper position, and the muzzle
should pitch on the ground and cause the gun to
explode, the barrel or barrels exploded will assuredly
burst, and the chances are ten to one but you would be
killed. I once had a narrow escape of an accident of
this nature. On stepping out of my grmning-pnnt in
frosty weather, with a loadetl double-barrelled°shoulder-
piece under my arm, and my hands and pockets so full

of wild fowl that I fancied I could not carry the gun in
any other than that unsafe position, with the muzzle
pointing downwards, though I had taken *he precaution
to put the hammers at half-cock, I accidentally trod
upon a piece of ice and slipped, when, having heavy
water-boots on, I could not recover myself; and falling

forwards the muzzle of ray gun struck into the ground,
both barrels plugging up with the sand; fortunately
neither barrel exploded, or, as an inevitable result, I
should probably have been killed on the spot. On
drawing the gun out of the ground I foand the muzzle
had penetrated several inches, leaving holes in the sand
resembling those made by boring pieces out o£ a cheese
with the tasting-knife. One of the most common
causes of guns barating is that of accidentally stopping
the muzzle with clay or snow, through carelessly and
improperly carrying the gun with the muzzle down-
wards, and so climbirig hills, hedges, and ditches. A
gun may also bo instantly burst by firing ifc oif whilst
the muzzle is thrusfc several inches into the water."

These extracts show that Marksman's volume is

worth the study of spoitsn^cn, whether young or old.

We particularly commend to the former the attitudes
represented in the plates that accompany it.

Teade Lists Received.;— Louis Vxk Hofttb,
a Gand (Belgique). Prix-Courant de Plantes do Serre
Frolde, contenant les Azalees de I'Inde, les Camellias,
les Rhododendrons et les Conlfcres de Serro froide, leg

Foujr&res do Serre froide, les ChrysnT\th?nies, Crasstxles,

Dahlias, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Salvia et lesTropajolums
tuberculenx et herbact^s; Calotxilaires (graine et plant),

Cineraircs (graine et plant) ; des Araliag nouveaux, de
forts exemplaires d'Erica, lo maguifique Myosotidium
nobile, le nouveau Pimelea elegans, &c., &c.

were i

to his

explains the structure of fowling-pieces and their locks,

gives good advice as to the manner of choosing them,
points out errors, and shows how to avoid them, deals

with the peculiarities of dogs, partridges, pheasants,

grouse, blackgame, woodcocks, hares, and rabbits. He
even touches upon dog-breaking, and dips into the

mysteries of pigeon-shooting, concerning which we have
tlio following piece of information :

—*' Ifc may be

worth while to caution the inexperienced against

being drawn into a match with 'professional pigeon

shooters,* some of whom, I am sorry to say, are mere
'professional cheats.' They generally stipulate that

each person shall find his own trap; and among their

contrivances for unfair advantage is that of using a
* spring trap/ which is neither more nor less tlian a
' cheating trap.' In appearance it resembles an ordi-

nary pigeon trap, but it contains an ingeniously

contrived spring, which, on the trap being pulled,

causes the bird to fly in a particular direction, snch as

the * professional' is most practised in shooting ; and so

he seldom fails to kill his bird. And they sometimes

induce country sportsmen to shoot a pigeon match with

them without any stipulation as to guna or shot ; and
then, perhaps, on coming to the ground where the

sportsman expects to meet his opponents on equal

terms, and he is provided with a gun of I^fo. 12 caliber,

they have guns of No. 6 gauge, from which they fire

4 or 5 drachms of powder, aiid 2 ounces or more of shot.

Another of their well-known but more recent con-

trivances is that of using loaded waddings ; these to all

appearances are mere thick paper waddings, but on
opening they will be found to contain nearly a quarter

of an ounce of shot. There are many other equally dis-

graceful tricks which are sometimes resorted to by
* professionals j' and I need scarcely say that such are

the practices which bring pigeon-shooting into disre-

pute. For these reasons gentlemen-sportsmen generally

refuse to shoot with strangers, lest they should be 'pro-

fessional tricksters.'

"

Another and more important warnmg is the follow-

—"It is awkward, improper, and dangerous to

carry a loaded gun with the muzzle pointing downwards.

Such a practice has been the cause of more accidents

tlirough barrels bursting than anything else; a charge

of shot is like a small heavy weight m the^ barrel

pressing upon a moveable gun-wadding ; apd with the

withK.. •! A -r.i -e-cu .uigeu, least ja?, whilst the muzzle is po.ntmgdownwards.it

the ^n?r' '^*^-1^^*^ ^^!
f;*"-

*^^^^^ ^*^>t^ towards is very apt to force its way from^ the powder and move
tUe centre, greenish next the skin, granular, firm •! the shot-wadding from its position ;

particularly if the

Patre de Bance.-Vrmt middle-sized or large, pyri-
form sometinjes almost cylindrical, frequently Obtuse
at the end and contracted near the middle; stalk very

f^ft' n!?'P 1 °f '"''"'^''''^'^f
in the axis of thefmt orahttlc to one side amidst some small plaits;eye m a regular shght depression, the segments of the

r^^hS^'f' m'^ f'^^''"'-
SI^i",«omewhat reticulated!

''^^hlZ^l'}''J''^'*?'f^ ^' Wnish-green tinged

ing

Gzirden Memoranda*
Jardin de Botanii^ue et Zoologies Antwerp,-^

The entrance to this is near the Uailvvay Station, in a
pretty part of Antwerp. It is approached between rows
ot Limes, reminding one foi*cibly of the Duke of Devon-
shire's road at Chiawick. At the back, ou each side, was
a good hedge of Avbor-Vitie, and right and loft were
numbers of the corkntoo and prrrrot tribe. The grounds
are pretty and undulating. In the centre of the garden
ia a small lake, and here and there were groups of Loni-

hardy Pophn* and Weeping Willow, togetlier witli pyra-
midal Yews. The principal garden attraction at this

time is a fine specimen of Anserican Aloe in bloom ; ifc

has a stage up to the top of it, and is about 25 feet

high. We noticed some good standai*d Bays in tubs;
also Amaranfchus tricolor in a bed, producing a very
good effect, and a good bed of Lilinm lancifolium

rubrum ; a pretty bed of Hollyhocks edged with Petu-
nia and having Verbena outside; also a bed of tall

Prince's Feather with Petunias covering the ground; a
good bed of Dahliiis, and a nice specimen of Weiling-
tonia. The lawn here was not in good keeping; the
men appear to mow in a very awkward way, with the

handle of the scyttie laying upon the left arm, Ilcre,

as in other places, the want of gravel seems to give thp
ground an unfinished appearance. The zoological part

of the garden ranks higher than the botanical, there

being several good specimens which ai'C well kept and
housed and cared for.

Boyal Belgian SorticuUural Society'sgarden.—This
forms a long square from the Boulevard de Laaken,
to very near the Railway Station. Here is a fine range
of conservatories, consisting of a lofty centre and long
side wings. These occupy a commanding position,

looking towards the best part of Brussels; the contents
however are not equal to what might be expected from
outside appearances. We saw but few rare Palms,

and those mostly hartUer sorts. We noticed some
pretty suspended red earthenware pots planted with

various Lycopodiums, Tradescantia zebrin;;, &c., which
had a pretty effect; also some good plants of Enpa-
torium and Jasminum odoratiftsimum, the Iatt«r beiujcr

half standards; some good plnnfcs oi V^-ochcix tL\\cAtA and
Clorodcndron fnigrans. The centre contained Phoenix
spinoM, Zamin gUuca, together with Ferns, Begonias,

&,e^ among which fe;v>- were remarkable, Tlie other
wing or the one nearest the station was mostly occupied

with aqnariuma, to which the water i» laid on, and
each has its supply and waste pipe ; thesa had a good

and very clean appearance. The ground appeared

capable of being made Into a series of beautitnl

terraces, being a gradually rising slope. In saveral

instances I noticed scarlet Nuciturtium, producina a

very pretty effect. Tlie hardy herbaceona ground had

once been arranged in natural orders, but it now
contains a mixture of annuals and perennials, tre«s

and shrubs.

The "MarchS atuc FUurs*' repreBenta our London
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Covont Ganlen. It is a large "buiiaing in a central ' Salvia splenden?, so as to preserve the plants in a

part of tlie town, the ground floor being the vegetable " '"^" ^ ^ ^^ ^^
"~"

nmrl;et, the gallery the flower marlvct. In the floral

department we noticed good plants of the following

in potp, viz., Rochea falcata, Eupatoriuiuodoratissimum;

sonio good perpctnalCarnations,Gernian AsterSjFiichsia?,

Neriiiui splondens, Vallota pnrpurei, Veronicas, and

smaU-U'.aved Ivy, trained both as plants for snspending

and on trellises ; the former in many instances had a

very pretty effort. The bouquets were tastefully made
up, varieties of Fern being much n3i:;d. In the

vegetable marlcet the great feature of difference

between tins and London, is that in the former we

see large quantities of Chicoree h feuillea de Laitue

(Batavian Endive) and small curled Chicoree de Rouen,

both well blanched ; also large quantities of Chervil,

Sorrel, Tiirragon, and the large Blick Radish; the

Potato<>s generally wore small, and at table appeared

very yellow; hut they were very good in flavour.

Cauliflower was good and abundant, aUo Haricots. J.H.

Miscellaneous.
Cotton in India.—Proceedings of a special meeting

of committee of the Agricultural and Horticultural

Society of iladras, held July 5th. Read the following,

which had been received through Mr. Goldingham, from
"Mr. G. H. K.Thwaites.—" It is well known that there is

not an absolutely perfect resemblance between the in-

dividuals produced from the same plant or animal ; and
this want of perfect resemblance may consist not only

in dlflTcrcnce of form, but also of constitution, or the
capability of resisting the effects of an 'increased

amount of heat or cold, drought or moisture, and as,

moreover, this tendency to vary is largely taken advan-
tage of in Europe, in the iniprovenient of breeds of
cattle, and of plants, tlicrc can be no doubt, that it

might, under patient and skilful hands, be also cm-
|)_lo/ed in the improvement or acclimatisation of Cotton
in India. Mr. Jaffrey's observation " that there may
probably be found in afield of native Cotton, one variety
of a more robust habit, and producing better Cotton
than the others," is very much to the purpose, and well
worthy of being borne in mind and acted upon. Experi-
ments might be made of raising plants from the seed,
of such a variety, repeating the process with the best
of the seedlings so raised, and going on in this manner
for several generations of seedlings. It cannot he
doubted that a very decided improvement would be the
result. But I would also suggest another mode of pro-

ceeding. Let it be ascertained by careful observation
whether amongst a number of plants of the better
description of American Cotton, any exhibit, in even a
slight^degree, a greater capability than the others of
enduring or thriving under the climate of the Cotton
districts of India, Let plants be raised from the seeds
of such, and some of these wonld probably exhibit a
still further tendency to acciimiti-sation. liy selecting
in each generationso raised tliemost thriving and healthy
plants to raise from again, there is little doubt of
obtaining in time a stock of plant.'? possessing complete
adaptation to the conditions of the climate in which
the process has been carried on. It will probably be
urged, against this system, that it is not unlikely that
with the acclimatisation of the plants there may seem
to be also a degeneration of the quality of the staple.

This may be the case in some instances, but it is not
likely to be so, to any great extent, in all or nearly all,

and therefore this should be kept in mind in the selec-

tion of seed. If an improved variety be obtained under
either of the three systems suggested, it must of course
be kept up by careful cultivation, and selection of seed.
Under careless cultivation an improved variety would
doubtless degenerate." G. H. K, Tliwaites, Paradenia,
CeyJon, Feh. 1, 1860.

Calendax of Operations.
{For the ensuing tvee}:.)

PLANT DKPARTMEN'T.
CoySETiVATOiiT, &c.—Su-muer flowering twiners,

which usually become unsightly by this season, should
be cut back rather freely, as also

' any others that will
he&x Una treatment. Shade can now" well be dispensed
with ; therefore not a spray tbat can be spared should
be Ittft to obstruct the light. Acacias, and other winter-
flowering plants having been subjected to a period of
compamtively dry trt>atmont, to ensure their blooming
profusely, should now be >retty libVrally supplied with
water at the root, in order to get tliem Into flower
during the dull season, when they will he much more
esteemed than in spring, when flowers are becoming
plentiful. Manure water, if it can be used, should be given
frequently to Chrysanthemums. GIveair freely on favour-
able opportunities, avoiding cold draughts agiiinst plants
that have been brought from a warm house, and guard
against damp by using gentle fires with a little top air
on wet dayp. Let pot specimens in bloom be frequently
re-arranged, so as to make the most of these, for
the finest specimens become too familiar to be interest-
ing when allowed to remain too long in one place. Be
careful not to over-water things brought from the stove, ^. - .-.. „.. ^and also to use the water in a tepid state ; as watering I weeks after housing, and these should he removed as
tender plants with cold water after this season injures

|
soon as perceived. Keep the fruit room cool and airy,

the young roots, shortens the duration of the blossoms, in order to allow of the escape of moisture given
ana Often rums the pUnt. Use weak manure-water for off" by the fruit, which is considerable for a few

vigorous state, and keep them blooming as long as

possible. Give attention to securing a plentiful succes-

sion of things for maintaining the gaiety of the house

during winter,

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
TriNERiES.—As has been frequently mentioned plants

swelling their fruit should be assisted with a brisk tem-

perature, say from 65° to 75" at night, regulating this

according to the state of the external temperature,

keeping the house rather close on sunny days and

allowing the thermometer to rise to 80^ or Sh°

before giving air freely. Also endeavour to proportion

the moisture to the temperature, for a high dry tem-

perature is not favourable to the swelling of the fruit,

and there is no chance of getting well swelled heavy
fi'uit without plenty of warmth and moisture. Main-
tain a steady bottom-heat of about 85^, and use

every care to keep the soil in a healthy state as to

moisture. When watering is necessary, use clear

manure-water, and give sufficient to moiaten the whole

of the soil, and avoid frequent dribhlings, for when this

system of watering is practised it is nearly impossible to

keep the under soil, where the principal roots should be,

in a healthy state. Use the syringe very sparingly, and
only to dew the plants, as heavy syringing after this

season is apt to keep the surface soil so moist as to

render it diflicult to judge as to when water should be

given. Any young plants growing in pots which may
require re-potting should be seen to at once so as to

allow of getting them established in their fresh pots,

while they can be kept moderately warm. See that the

balls are in a proper state as to moisture before repot-

ting, as neglect of this is a frequent cause of young
stock fruiting prematurely. Keep moist and rather

warm for a time after shifting, so as to encourage the
formation of fresh roots.

ViNERtES.—Should wet weather continue we would
again advise covering tlie borders of the early house
with dry stable litter, Fern, or whatever can be obtained
most conveniently that will answer the purpose of
keeping the border dry. Nothing answers better for

this purpose than clean straw, provided the border has
a proper slope from the front of the house ; in that case
it is easily thatched so as to throw ofi" the wet entirely.

But the straw is too valuable in most parts of the
country to be used for tliis purpose, and wooden shutters
would be found cheaper in the end. It will also be
advisable to cover the borders of houses in which it is

intended to keep ripe Grapes for any length of time, so

as to prevent the soil getting saturated about the roots.

Look over ripe Grapes frequently, particularly in damp
weather, cutting out any tainted berries immediately
they are perceived, and keep the atmosphere as dry as

possible, using gentle fires when necessary with a free

circulation of air ; but a warm temperature is nearly
as injurious as damp, therefore use no more fire-heat than
may be absolutely necessary. Let no pot plants requir-

ing watering remain in houses where the Grapes are

ripe and expected to hang for any length of time.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

Unless where alterations are in hand the principal

work in this department for the present will be mow-
ing and clearing up; and if anything like neatness is to

be maintained, sweeping up of leaves will soon require

daily attention ; also see to getting gravel walks

thoroughly cleared of weeds and Moss; roll them fre-

quently when wet, to keep the surface hard and smooth.
Continue to afford young stock in pits and frames the

most careful attention, and endeavour to get it well

rooted and strong without keeping so close or warm as

to render it soft and liable to fog off on the first

approach of winterly weather, as is the case with

stock got up in heat late in autumn and then stored

a\vay in cold pits for the winter. Therefore admit air

freely to all plants that are sufficiently rooted to

bear it without flagging. Newly potted-oft" things

should, however, be placed on a gentle bottom heat

which will impart a little warmth to the soil and
encourage the formation o*" rots, but sufficient air should

be given to prevent anything like weakly growth.

Cuttings of Calceolarias, Scarlet Geraniums &c., may
still be put in where the stock is deficient. Scarlet

Geraniums will root almost anywhere, but Calceolarias

are not quite so accommodating, as cuttings t^ken from
plants in the open ground are very liable to damp oft"

in heat ; these will be found to do very well, however,

in a close pit ^or frame where there is the means of

applying a little warmth when neccs^aryto dispel damp.
See to secnring as mmy cuttirgs as possible of any

scarce plants which it may be desirable to increase while

there is a fair chance of rooting them, and also be pre-

pared to protect Scarlet Geraniums and other things

which ft may be intended to take up and winter, for we
may expect frost any time after this season, and if such

things can be protected so as to prevent the foliage and
young wood from being much injured they are much
more easily wintered. .

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
As formerly recommended, look over fruit remaining

out of doors frecjuently, and gather it as It becomes fit.

Also examine that stored in the fruit room, as there

will occasionally be found a few decaying for a few

weeks at first. Where it is intended ~t^^l^^
fresh plantations of fruit trees this season, the ground
should be prepared at the earliest convenience, and anv
fresh soil to be used for planting should be thorouc.hlv
exposed to the action of the weather so as to haveTt in
a mellow state when wanted for use. If not alreadv
done clean and dress Strawberry plantations, cleariu?
away all useless runners, giving a good dressiuff ofmanure when necessary, but be careful to select thatwhich is thoroughly decayed, and which can be covered
without the necessity of digging deep or injuring the
roots. The principal crop of Celery should now be kept
rather closely earthed up, using quick lime and soofc
freely to destroy slugs, and if these are troublesome go
over the lines every morning for several successive days
and apply quick lime or pick up the pests.

*

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Follow up cleanly cultivation, and stir the soil

among all growmg crops. Employ leisure time in
collecting materials for manure; remember that all
decaying vegetable refuse is valuable in this respect
especially after having been well watered with the
contents of the cesspool.

STATE OF THE WEATHEK AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON
?or the Week ending Oct. 4, ISGO, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens

m

1"-
Baboheter.

TE.MrtRATURE.
1

1 t

Sept.
Of the Air. |U1 the Earth

Wind
and Oct. S< Max. Min.

+

Max. Min.
1

Mean 1 foots feet
deep. deep.

s

Friday 29 13 29 755 29,fi94 57 44 50 .5 a? 54 N. .09
Satur. 29[ U 29/1-28 2^.851 58 36 46.5 56 54 N. .01
Sunday ao: Q 29.101 30.027 61 44

,
a-2.5 56 54 W. .09

Mon. 1 16 30.2110 30.167 60 33 !
4!).0 56 5! N.ff. .on

Tues, 2 17
Wed. 3^ 18

30.279 30.225 64 40 52.0 56 64 W. DO
N.W. jOO30.203 30.075 64 30 47.0 5S 61

Thurs. 4 ' 19 30.364 30.256 59 40 49.5

49.5

56 ; 54

1

an

Ayeraife.. 30.119 30,042 60.4 337 56.1 54 .19

Sopt, 28—Rain; very boisterous at night.

— 29—Overcast, unsettled sty ! clouds; overcast; cold at nijTit.

^ 30—Fine ; overcast throughout.

Oct, 1—Ilazy; cloudy; clear at dight,

— 2—Fine; cloudy and fine; fog^y at night,

— 3—Partially overcast, and rather boisterous; fine; alight frost,

— 4—Quite clear; clear, cool, and very dry air; clear and fine-

Mean temperature of the wee^,43 deg. be'ow the averasfe.

RECORD OF THE WEATHEK AT CHlSWICKr
During the last 34 years, for the'ensuing Week, ending Oct. 13th, IS60,

4»«£ . OJ «.* • * Prevailing Winds,
aa Q, ST. (C Q. Art. No- Of

Years in
;

which it
'

Kained.

Greatest
Quantity
ofKaiu,

K

'

Oct.
»> S p
« g S

Mpai
Temi

z;

1

. 1

w

~6

•

3

1

2

4

3 14 4Sunday 7., 62^ 1 44.2 1 53.2 ' 17 0.58 in. 1

Mon. ^.. i 60,8
1
41.6 51.2 17 0-55 1 5 3 4 5 7 8 1

Tues. 9,, £>9.8 1 43J 5L5 ia 0,52 -^ 6 2 1 5 13 6 1

Wed, 10,, 6L.1 43.6 52.;t 19 0,68 2 S 4 —

.

7i 9 6 4

Thura. U.. 61^ ' 43,2 52.5 17 0,34 2 4 2 2 4 10, 5 5

Friday 12.. 60.2 42,2 1 5L2
1?

LOO 4 3 3 ' 1 Si 6 7 3
Satur. 13. J 60-2 ! 43-2 I 6K2 1 003 2 4 .4 \ 4! s; 8[ s

The tii;;Iicsl [L-mprraturp during ilit; ttUuvc iienoii occuncd on the 7tW
1834. andStb, 1839-therm.74 deff.; and the lowest on the 8th and 11th,

1858—tbenn 26 dez.

Notices to CoTirespondents.
Grapes: St. Oraer. The Richmond Villa is a Black Grape,
what you have sent seema to be a piece of Muscat of
Alexandria. Tlio Tokay weighing 3 lbs. isa fine specimen of

Grape growing, and is the same as what is so called here.

Manures : An Old Subscriber. Nothing is worse than mowings
of lawns, unless they are reduced to charcoal, when they are

usefbl.

Names of TRnrrs'.—A. Jtf. 1, Hanwell Sonring; % Ked Col-

ville ; 4, Beauty of Kent ; 5, Nonsuch ; 6, Old English Cod-

lin ; 7, Marmalade Pippin; 8, like American Sops of Wine;

9, is perhaps the Reinette dii Cana'la ; 11, C>'urt-pendu PUt.

—/ A Leicesttr. Labels mostly detached from the fruit. 4.

Oslin ; 6, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 7, like an early Red Margaret;

but without the usual colour, probably owing to the season.

Another early Apple ; the flat round one is the S immer
Thorle. The largest Apple, Alexander. The large blacfc

Flum is the Diamond. Another appears to b«

Pond's Seedling. No. 4 Plum is a sort of Damson.—
EF F. 1, 2, Flemish Beauty ; 3, Uvedale's St. Germain; 5,

Forelle; 7, Duchesne d'Angoulfime; 11, St. German; H
Burgerraeester ; 26, 44, 69, BeurrtS de Capiaumont; 27,

Ambrosia? 31, Belle-et-Bonne ; 32, Seckel ; 39. Beurr^Diel;

47, Easter Beurre. The fruit being yet too green, the names

of the other Pears cannot be now determined,

—

G W, Rc'd)^-

ford. Your Pear is the Louise Bonne of Jersey, from pi^-

tably a rather late blossom.]]—Correspondents should no'
^^

unreasonable. We cannot undertake to name baskets fall of

different sorts. In future we must make it a rule never to

naioe more than six sorts, whatever may be the number

forwarded.

Namesof Plants : David Davies. 1, Variegated AT.vssnra mariti-

mum;2, Udlopisf^Acili^.—Megrs Carta- tk Co. We believe your

CEoothera to be the ffrandijlora of Lamarck, but not of tii8

Hortus Kewcnsis. But to speak pucitiveiy it is neGaiaury}^

see the root-leaves and stem-leaves. Flowers alone are in-

sufficient— Trc T. Phalarisarundinacea.—at"nrCT30. Potcn-

tilla anserina.—y S. Cotoiieasteraffinis. The Clarkia to «ry
pretty. Send it to the Floral Committee of the Horticultnrai

Wooiety.-Sit6. 1, Adiimtum pubescens ; 2,
Gymnogramnia

ochracea ; 3, Woodwardia (Doodia) aspera ; 4, Fhleb<xn«m

aureum.—(? G. Yonr sketch looks like Pontedera crassip«-—
R 1. Monardadiiyma; 2. Comptoniaasplenifolia; 3. Poten-

tilla fmticosa.

Notice to Quit : J^urmyman. Consult a solicitor. ^V^*^^
mon live under the same law as other people, and require tne

same notice imless there is a special agreement.

ROSERY : An amaUur, All depends upon general "^**f°i'°^,f^
the character of the s'lrrounding objects. No rale can nc

given. Generally 4 feet is found enough for each.

Wort : T D. This seems to mean root (or, by a figure "CfP**^
a part being taken for the whole, plant) ; it is aPP"e«i °^
to gronpa ot plants havia^f common charactera. .^J^^^^IX
wort, signifies a plant used instead of soap; a»d»«pw'«

all plants of the same natural order.
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ABTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers

and others eng-ajjed in making ARTTFICIAL MANURES
ma/ obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesett, F.G S
*c.. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Kennington, London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phate? of Lime, Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Ckntlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Che-^nical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

AUTUMN SOWING.
milE PATENT NiniO-PHOSPHATE or BLOODX iVlAXURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant
Farmers, occupying upwards of 3[),O0O Acres of Land.

Chair.nan.—JonAS Webb. Esq., Babraham, Cambridge.
Works: Plaistow, Essex.

^^-^^^^T?. ^IPJ^Sr
^^ANURE FOR WHEAT (Autumn Sowing)

0DAM3'S BLOOD MANURE for ROOT CROPS.
ODAMS-S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PRICES with particulars for use, may be obtained at the
Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, E.G. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

TUB LONDON MAJS^URE COMPANY
(Established ISiO,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, of best quality.

^^T?*2i?SSc ^'^''^^^' ^^'"^ BONE MANURE for

CONCENTRATED URATE,
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTSCORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, m which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones, .

•'

IChe London Manure Companv al^o supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Edw Purser, Secretary.

IIKNARD. LACK, and CO.'S CONCEN'mATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribaaic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.

Ofthese Manures Dr. Voelcker says:— **These results mnst
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal AgTicultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Bur-n-ard, Lack,
^-^'_SuUonjtoad, Plymouth.

LAWES'S MANURES.—The Mnnurea mannractured
by Mr. Lawes for the pre.sent season, ISf'O, are now ready

for delivery at his Factories at the following prices :—
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE .. .. £6

„ SUPERPHOSPHATE O?LIME 6
MINERAL .. 5LAWES'S BARLEY MANURE.. 8

„ MANGEL MANURE S
„ GRASS MANURE .. *.". " " g

Tliese Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, oV his ap-p:>mted Agents, m all parts of the United Kinirdom at pricesvarvii.^ .iccording to cost of carriage.
^"S^om, ac prices

897
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choice Stock.

REAPING MACHIXE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burge.ss &Kef, 9i>, Newgate Street, Loudon, E.C.

iNO

'ectors.

s..o^^^;Ss-J^fe,K;.S;-S„.

ANDLA^VX - MOVING MACIIIXE3-BURGES3
KEY'S

Machixes are the most simple and effective yet introduced to

Sll^"?/ '''•''"(^^- a^^er price-16 in., 61; 19 in., 61. 10s.;
22 in., n. ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. GardenEngines and all kindsof^Oarden Tools always in stock

HORSES PREVEISrfErrRrJNyiXG AWAY by
. .

using the PATENT SAFETY SPRINGS, buckled to any
driving or ridtng rem, which act iu.stantly on a curb or CMfney
bit. Invaluable for tender-mouthed horses that will not face
a curb bit and occasionally run away, 1000 in use, price 8s. to

Gutta Percha Anti-crib Biting Stran, IHs. 1000 in use

;^<.
*! L^^'"'^^''*

Jockey for breaking Honscs easy mouthed,
£>bs. to 60s., or on hire 2s. a week. 2000 in use.
Springs for girths, rollers, &c , 2s.
Metal SpriuL^s for roinn, chains, ropes, &c., from 9d.
Fetlock, Speedy, Leg, Knee, Ring Boots, <fec.
Blackwell, Patentee and Manufacturing Saddler &c

259, Oxford Street. W., near the Marble Arch
"^''-''°'^' ^"-^

N.B. Lent on approval without charge

pOTTAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS fok STAHLEKJ REQUISITES, awarded .-^ Prize at the Paris Exhibition
patronised by the English and French Governments, as well asby the pnncipal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-
mentB in the kingdom In use at her Majesty's Stables,
Aldershott and Balmoral.

George Thomas Clark, Esq
J.ChevalIierCobbold,E3q.,M P
Henry Currie, Esq.
William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.

6
5

,
COTTAM AND COMPANY. WinsleyStreet,W.. are the original

inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER, H^iterTrough, and Wrought Iron Ruck, united to an iron top-plate
and forming one complete and useful fixture, having CoTTA>f'«
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which istaken to the back of the manger, and works with ease andireedom up or down the guide bar
COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED BOX, an impori^ant addi-

tion to theabove fittings, beingsimplein construction, light and
J^xll'

promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results

PrSPJ^^^^'^.^^l^^T PERMANENT ATTACHED DROPCOVEn, for the above, is a most essential addition to their
fittings

;
It IS nover m the way ; can be placed and replaced inan instant

: while its cheapness, simplicity, and utilitj- in keep-
ing the contents of the troughs ele.an, and regulating the
quantity to be taken, ia quite sufficient to insure its use

-r •- -.-"......J 010 ciit: s'vmi 111 mil m circular, tia he obtameion application at the Oflices, or of any of Mr. Lawes's Agents.Pennine Penivian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Nitrate
0! aoda, Suljihate of Ammonia, and other Chemical .Manures.Ame -lean Cakes at market prices.

Bnd Littoy Buildings. Eden Quay. Dublin.JC H E A P EST AND BEST ~

tlPP'S NEW HORSE and CATTLE FOOD—
Quality guaranteed by Dr. Lethebv's Analysis, in bigs

ttPoI^^^^'xV
"^ ^'^^ Pc^ ^^^'^ ^f ^^^*^^ Pi"^- Also,

^

l/S r^i^?^ ^^^ ^""^ POULTRY FOOD, 16^. per cwi- or
ia. perfeedof one pint, in sacks of 2i cwts. each.

Hfini^- fv'^V^''^^'^*'''''^'"^'*
Carriage Free to any Railway

nm } t^e. ^'^ng<^"ra. Original Testimoniah to he sem at the
wirtcg, and copies sent free on application to_W. & R. Jupp & Co., 6, Crosa Lane, Eastchcap, London, E. C.
"OANSOME ani> SIM.*^, Ip.^wich, continue to gireAt; their best attention to the manufacture of the mostModern and Improved AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
«. fi S have long been celebrated for combining in their Agri-
cmtural Machinery the utmost simplicity, durabilitv. efficiency.Mid economy of repair, and their constint care is 'given to the
maintenance of these important principles in evRrythin?
wuich they manufacture. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
post free, on application to the Orwell Works ; or to their
^^
^on Agent, Sheppard Ransome, 31, Essex St., Strand

, W.C.
TORN FOWLER, JuN., 28, Comhill. London, E^O^
t/ Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
r^nTTr,^^*^'""®*^ ^y applying at the above address. CATA-
i^yi^bEScontaming Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

.TRANSPLAMTINC MACHfNES.
Y\7"AXTEn, by the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
wm^"^^*^.^'^'^^, ^ TRANSPLANTING MACHINE, that
will can-y 10 tons; also a smaller one that will carry 6 tons

Kens^^'^on Gorr,Vr''
^""^ Particulars, to Mr. Geo. ^^^^,

K_B. Second-band Machines, if in good condition, preferred

PRnTrrTinvV V.
" ~ "''' fi^> of Dartford.

I'ROTECTION FROM thbCOLD WINDS ^t Mnox-Tu.^
"FRIGI DOMO," aCanXa-^raadenft?? ?^^^^^f^O'^T^

and Wool, a perfect noi^co'l, tuc^or^of'nrat and f^^T^ ?^^^
wherever it is applied, a fixed temper^TnL ,1 ^"''"l

»^eeping,
a^l horticultural ^and floricnitumf pTr^ses for

^^^^^"^ ^**"

Praitaand Flowers from the scorching ^St^jftLP'"*''?'^^^
J^ni, fi-om attacks of insects, and from mornin^r^"'?'

^""^^
bo had in any required lengths.

°»''»'Qing frosts. To
Two yards wide .. li ft^ «
Four yards wide "

\; ^l* P^ Ĵ^^d run.

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
Sp^ai W'?.n\"\^'^ ""?

great advantage where space is anoDiect, as It can be turned up out of the way when not in n^P

BrTcK^T n' l^^^«^^;^^
W^iOUGHT IRo5 VENTlliTlTd

raP^'^^'^^ m'^^^^^I^'^ surface CUTIER, with perfo-rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidentr, "ndcan be easily cleaned out. '

COTTAM'S cast-iron SANITARY TitAP, from its im-proved constniction. gives a full water passage.' and doci Ziallow any smell to ascend from the drain
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for tTie

e^'HtT^V*"*^ ^^'t^\ ^"P* ^" ^^'^'^l^' Pl^in,^alvanSed%udenamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, &c.Ihe
ft^^ ,1'lustrated Catalogue and Estimates, gratis nnonapplication to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2. W nslev StrretOxford StreeVW^(opposite the Pantheon). ' "^"^^^y ^^^^gt.

rpiIE LANDS niPUOVEMEXr~COMPANY -
-I. Incorporated by Special Act of P-iriiament in 1353. '

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminister, S.WTo Landowners, the Clepoy, Estate Agsn-t.^. Suhvetors &cinKxolandandWalesandisScotlaito.
^°'^^''^^-

Ihe Directors beg leave to announce that the Corananv'a

lature The Company now advance monev. unlimited inamount for the following works of Agricultura Impmvement
L';.;\^ta^;e^^?;^.f,^^^^^

'- ^'' eases being U.ruida^i^"b$;

prtse. Engines nr Macli
2* Farm Roads, Tnuu ways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes-
3. Jetties or Lindino- places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or likes,

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings reqnired for Farrn purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farmhouses and other
buildinors for farm purpose*.

Landowners assessed under the provlsionj^ ef any Act of
Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate sliare of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title ia required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners,

For further information, and for forms of application, apply
to the Honourable Wiluam Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S,W,

Edward John Hutchins, Esq,
grS Morton Peto, B:irt,,M.P.
WilhamTite, Esq., M.P,

TT«^™ *u' --,
-, '"^^- William Wilsbere Esq

J; ^^l^o^'^'s orDrnma.,;^, Irrigation, and Embankment."
II The erection of Farm Houses. Cottages for Airicul-tural Labourers and all kinds of Farm buUdings

^'"'
III. The construction of Roads.
IV The Gnibbing: and clearing of old Woodlands. Encloa-

rvu r
"

'
*^"ci^Sr. and Reclaiming Land. -

j.««l f'!?"''^'^^^'^^'''"
any of these Improvements may

pL fc-^^'^^'''"^7'^'"^"*'
^"""^ ^'^^' Trusteed Mortgagees in

m3S' w* ^''^^?f
"^' Committees of Incompetent Persons,Married Women. Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ei-coeding 14 years, Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal. In-

cvimbents. Sequestrators, Charitable Tnistees, &c.

. J-Zfr'"'"'*''
"^ ^-^^^tes. not entailed, who may be desirous toavoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, mayal^ocharge their Estates with Improvementl under Che simpleand inexpensive process of the Company's Act

Ihe term of years for the Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-owner, 80 as to ad=ipt the am^^unt of annual pavment to thecircumstances of the Tenants, the terra for Building Worksbeuig limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements
being capable of extension to 50 years

\.^.?JlT^!^fu'^ T^ '^'^H
^^'"^ reqnired, and the charge notbeing affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are ia-

The aiTangements for effecting Improvements are threefold-

V ;v T ^^r^^^ "^^y be designed and executed entirely
by the Liindowner's Agent, and the Company employed
^1 ^v.

/"PP^^' ^^^ ^^° *^^ conduct the matter through
all the forms for charging the outlay on the Estate.

Ji. Ihe Company will supply Plans, Specifications,
ana Estimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Landowner's Agent, as under No. I.

In each of these cases the Landowner will be solely under
the control of the Inclosure Commissioners.

K-r
'^'^^ Company will undertake the entire responsi-

bility of the Improvement, prepare the Finns, execute
tlie Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actual
amount expended with their Commission thereon
approved by the Inclosure Commissioners.

Landowners may thus obtain what asaistanse thoy rcquiro

w 1^ 1"^'*"^''^"'^"''™°*'®' ^n effecting the objects fnviow.
Works of Di-ainage and other Improvements are also

executed on Comrai3>ion for Landowners who merely require
the skill and experience of the Company's Officers and a Staffm constant practice.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the Socre-

tary, 52. Pariiamont Street. 8.W.. London.

r^OLLKGK OF AGlUCULTUltl-: and CllKMl.vrKV,
V>' AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIEXCE, 37 and
38, Lower Konnington Lane, Keunington. London, S.

Principal—J . C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.8., Ac.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts: for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and otlier oar-
ttculara may be had on application to the Principal. ' —

H. BUCK.MAX, Professor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,
that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating
to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Wster-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, «!i:c.—Communications to be addressed to
Professor Bpckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

SMITHFIKLD CLUB CAITLK SHOW, 1S60.—
TiiE ANXCAL SHOW of FAT CATPLE, SHEEP,

AND PIGS will take place on December 11, 12, 13, and 14, at
the Bazaar. King Street. Portman Square, W.
The LAST DAY for Certificates for both Stock and Imple-

ments to be received by the Honorary Secretary is THURSDAY,
November I.

The following forms of Certificates are now resdy, and
intending Exhibitors in applying for them nred only quote the
letters and state how many of each letter they require :—

CATTLE. - SHEEP.
Form A.-OX or Steer Form D.-Pen of three Wethers

„ E.—One Wether or Ewe
in extra stocktt

tt

B.—Cow or ^cifflr

C.—Ox, Cow, or Heifer
in extra stock

»f

Pica
Form F.—Pen of throe Pigs

G-—One Pig in extra
stock

Prize Sheets, with Kales and Racrul-^tiona, and Forms of
Certificates as above, may be obtained of

B, T. RRANDRKTif Gtbbs, Hon. Sec-»

Corner of Half Moon Street, Picca lilly, Li^ndon, VT,

N,B-—AU communications on the CluVa businesa should
have the words "Smithfield Club" outside, to distinguish
them from private letters.

TIIE IJIUMINCIHAM CATTLK and l^OULTKY
SHOW, 1860>—The TWELFTET GREAT ANNUAL EX-

HIBITION OF CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
PODLTRV, AND ROOTS, will be held in JJingley Hall, on
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEONE-OAV. .ind THURSDAY,

i"A MuiiMug-, iifnoankmg, Inclosinff ( December 3. 4, 5, nnd 6; when PRIZES, C0PS, or other
1, Planting:, for any beneficial pur- articles of Silver Plate, and GOLD and SILVEIS MEDALS,
linery for Orrxinag-eor Irri^i^f m, j

to the amount of I?;t6A, will be awarded.
3 and Railroads for agricultural or ( Prize Lists nnd Certificates of Kutry may be obtaine^i fr-nm

' the Secretary. Tlie ENTRIES close the 1st of November next
The principal Railway Compaaiei* will convey Stock homo

free ifunsoM. John B, Ltthali^ Secretary,
Offices, 14, Upper Temple Street, Birmingham,

Eiie ^Qvicultnval iBnitttt
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6. 1860.

Foreifjn OfficeTVe have been favoured by the ^ _ _

with copies of aiditional letters on the subject of
Pates for cattle food, from the various vice-coa-

sular stations on the north coast of Africa, which
LordJoHxRtrssELL has beentindenoushto obtain
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in reply to the (questions addressed to liim last published aeherae^ ought, on the confrfiry, to he

capable of almost indefinite contraction or expan-

sion according to the merit of the animal under these

principal head?.

As it is you give 10 perhaps to yigonr, 2 to the

shape of the horn, 3 to the setting on of the tail,

Bpring-.

It appears that at Safli, on the western coast of

Morocco, 400 tons of inferior Dates could be

annually procured at 4^. to o^. a ton. And the

freightaj^e of them would not exceed 30.s. a ton.

Dried black Barbary Figs could also at present be

obtained at the same price. In both cases, how-

ever, any additional demand would raise the price

considerably.

At Mazagan llr. Stokes, II.M.'s Yice-Consnl,

reports that a small quantity of the poorest^ Dates

are obtainable as lo^Y as iSs] a ton, and freiglit is

20s, a toD. We are not told if there be here,

as elsewhere, any duty charged on export.

Nearly 300,000 quarters of Beaue, upwards of

40,000 tons of Maize, and 6000 quarters of Peas

were shipped for English ports from Mazagan
in 1858 ; but exportation is now prohibited.

At Mogradore the poorest Dates are now worth

o5s, per ton ; but there is a heavy duty on export,

amounting to a prohibition.

On the whole the returns present but little

probability of any considerable import of inferior

Dates as cattle food from the coast of Africa, at

prices which are likely to compete with those of

other feeding stuffs now used.

It appears from recent reports in these

columns that judgment by ** points" {e.'>ch

having a certain numerical value, and iumishing

the total merit by simple addition) is new being

advocated and practiced, whether the subject be a

Guernsey coWy a Short-horn bull or a reaping

machine. A lecturer on cattle breeding at the

Newcastle Farmers' Club, and a committee of

Scottish farmers judging reaping machines at

Longniddry, equally adopt this as ihe best plan of

estimating the absolute or the relative excellence

of competing live stock or of rival implements.
It is of the first importance that correct judg-

ments be given atcattle shows and implement trials.

The whole influence of agricultural societies is

wielded by the judges ; and if they place it in the

wrong scale the whole labour of the year is not

merely thtown away and lost—it is rendered
mischievous, and had better not have been. We
should be glad therefore of the opinions of our

readers on this subject. The question is an alter-

native:—Whether is it better that judgments
should be the almost instinctive verdicts of expe-
rienced men who arrive perhaps unconsciously at a
conclusion after inspection—or the simple arith-

metical result of a valuation, within prescribed

limits, of 20 or 30 specific points, supposed to

include the whole character of the subject under
examination.

If the latter be a possible process there can be
little doubt of its superiority ; and where it is a
simply mechanical object or result that is under
review the process may be possible enough. If it

be a threshing machine, for instance, that is being
tried, and 100 marks be held to represent per-

fection, it may be reasonable enough to say that

30 shall be given to perfectly clean straw,"l5 to

perfectly whole grain, 10 to the entire absence of

chaff, 20 to facility of performance, 15 to cheap-
ness of machine, and 10 to the simplicity of its

construction. Or some other scale of figiires

may be selected, and it may be possible to

defend the chosen valuation of the different
** points" against all cavillers, and thereafter
to assign the number under each head to the
performance of any given machine that is being
tried. And it is possible that this may be also
practicable and advisable in the case oi the reaper
and the mower. But when a living animal comes
nnder review wo venture entirely to dispute the
possibility of any such method of adjudication, and
therefore the fairness of any results to which
attempts on snch a principle may lead. Two
animals shall, we venture to say, appear to be
of equal value under any possible system of
"points/' by separately estimating each, which
shall really be of very unequal value indeed. And
of two animals thus compared, it is perfectly
possible that the one with the smaller aggregate
numerical valuation shall be the better of the two.
That this maybe, must appear to any one who
considers that the valuation of a given set of points,
proper to extreme strength in one particular feature,
may be entirely unfit and inappropriate if in that
particular the animal be weak. Take for instance
such cardinal points as vigour of constitution, and
excellence of pedigree; it is plain that the valuation
of the other 15 or 20 "points" enumerated ought
to binge entirely on the quality of the animal
nndeT these leading features—and the relative
values -which are rigidly given to each under the

drainage in tlie earlier ripening of the corn is due to
the higher temperature of the soil as the depHi is in,
creased, and which at 1 feet is found to be 2" lusher
than in undrainel land at 2 feet.

°

I do not mnlvc these remarks to provoli^ discussion
upon the oft-disputed pohit» the proper deptli of under-
drainage, but to draw attention to the data afforded iuor you adopt some almost equal absurdity, so that
^i.e present season for determining the nkture anS

mere details are enumerated and added up, which -

shall be able possibly to swamp, certainly to

palliate or excuse, defect in one or more cardinal

points without which the animal may be naught

? ^
promised, and daily

aired, for the imnrovp-

cxtent of a measure so long

becoming more and more roqunfu, lor me improve'
ment of outfalls. The floods that have 'covered the
valleys and silted tlie Grass, and spoilt thousands of

We should like to have seen Captain Gutter's
j

acres of meadow hay, have given self-evident proofs of
'' Duchess," and Mr. Ambler's '' Woodrose," com-

|

the necessity of remedial measures with respect to the

pared either at Canterbury or at Pontefract under i

"^^dn artones. By the various unconnected works of

any possible scheme of separately valuing ""^^^^'-^'•^;"'"^ ^\T=^^l:^,*^^f"^^^^^

-points." The probability is that the judgment of Jf-y f™?"
proportion o what will some day represent

r
I i.

•'j
1 1 1, 1, i

the dramase ot this country, vent has been a ven in
our best Sliort-horn breeders would have been

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ previously dispe.-ae.l by driWets anl
upset, and evidences of vigour and vitality would
have been overborne and beaten, by an accumula-
tion of petty advantages in little matters— to the

discouragement of true merit.

L.VKD DrvATNAOE AND OUTFALLS.
As the season for the county agricultural meetings

is commenced and county members are looking about

them for topics to speak upon, lillow me the opportunity

of suggesting a theme which may save them from the

necessity of touching upon forbidden political matters.

The ohjeot I am about to suggest is not, it is true, so

seductive as the forbidden ones, but as it has consider-

able bearing upon the first steps in agricultural advance*

mentj and concerns nearly evciy lauded proprietor in have to contend with' in underdraiiiiige itself, from the

eviiporatlon. They have converted hogs and beds of
free soil, in which water stagnated, into filters of rapid
action, and have compelled tenacious clays to let go
their Jiold of water, which had hitherto l)eeu c\a\raeil

solely by the atmosphere. These waters of driuna^e
have been got rid of regardless of the fact that crater

set free from above commits iuinry below, unless it be
securely guided to its ultimate discharge'; and thus it is

that uuderdraiuage, at certain seasons of the year, has

augmented the floods in particular valleys, and will

continue to augment them still more, as the praclioe

(which may be said to be only commenced) extends.}

But I do not desife to occupy your space at this

moment by dwelling u|x>n this branch of the subject.

I prefer confining iny observations to the obstacles we

the kingdom, it is possible it may find some advocates

who will not be daunted by its magnitude and difficul-

ties. I refer to the crying necessity for a general

measure for the improvement of outfalls. Last year at

this time several popular speakers endeavoured to

amuse the tenant farmers who assembled to hear their

speeches by declaring that the drought which then

prevailed in the Midland and Eastern Counties was the

result of the over drainage of England ! and they
|

Englan"d, where'we talk of Drainage as the foundation

elicited a cheer by this direct evidence of wbat they ' of our superior agriculture, we cannot convey the water

were pleased to call, with a sneer, the " misapplication
|

of drainage to the natural outfallp, if the land of an

of science to agriculture." One year has sufficed to objecting landowner intervenes ; nor can we deepen or

show bow short-sighted such observations were. It is straiten a public watercourse passing through a

impossible, in fact, to conceive a more perfect answer i neighbour's property, nor can 99 proprietors desirous to

than the frequent rains of the last 12 months liave
\
improve an unprofitable unhealthy marsh, effect their

want of effective outfalls where no onaineerinw difficnl-

ties present themselves, hut where the rights of inter-

posing private property, and the weakness of the law

with respect to existing public ditches, impose a positive

veto to sound and creditable works. In Lombardy,
where irrigation is carried to perfection, every irrigator

has the right to bring water through the property of

his neighbour upon payment of due compensation. In

given to that piece of after dinner philosophy. It

would not be surprising to find these same speakers

this autumn pointing out the insufiiciency of the

drainage they before ridiculed, and gaining even

object if one negative voice is raised. Ought we not

to have some general and facile means of overcoming

such patent evils as these? It may be the opinion of

many that each evil should command its own remedy,

more emphatic cheers from their audience by i and that a special Act of Parliament should be obtained

reversing their former declarations. And in doing so for each bit of district drainage and each separate

they wou/il be very inuch nearer the facts, for, in trutli, outfall, but those who have bad to pay for such Acts

the frequent rains of the past summer have served to and/those who have tested the practical difficultiea

exhibit results which earnest students of scientific facts resulting from the incompetent character of the tribunfils

will do well to study. before whom such measures are brought, will agree

The drought of the summer of 1859 was the result with me that confusion will only become worse con-

of a comparatively dry summer succeeding a winter , founded If we be left to such remedy.

(October to March inclusive) in which only 6^ inches of The statistics of the cost of parliamentary proceed-
. «„ . ., _ ^.-ii___j. _„j T^_„i.— /^, .___!..„ ^1.— -^ 1

jj^^g jj^ ^|j^ matter of drainage are not inviting. The

cost of the Norfolk Estuary Acts was 40,112/. 10*.,

while Messrs. Peto and Betts' contract for the works

was 142,000/. ! Tlie cost of the Neve Valley Drainage

Acts has been 30,083/. 0.?. 10(/. ; the extent of land

proposed to he benefited is 16,000 acres, so that nearly

2?. per acre has been expended in parliamentary pro-

ceedings alone. The average cost of underdraiuing is

5^. per acre, as it is executed under the Drainage

Commissiou, the administration of which docs not exceed

2*. per acre—a cost it will he well to compare with the

...w. ••»» - -
I

Parliamentary expenses I have quoted, when it is eon-

immense advantngo of under-draining the cold retentive ! sidered Tioio the remedy is to be applied. /. ^(2«^i/

clays of which this country has so large a proportion, ' Denton, Woodjield, Stevenage^ Sept. 24^/?, 1360.

Undrained lands of this description have produced crops

rain fell in the Midland and Eastern Counties, the rain-

fall of the 12 months ending .Tune 30, 1859, closely

approximating 21 inches (taking the mean of the

Midland and Eastern Counties). How different has

been the state of things in tlie 12 months ending the

30th of June, ISGO ! The fall of rain during the last

winter(1859-BO),-was nearly double that of 1858-59, viz.,

12 inches, and the total rainfall of the year ending

Juno SO last will be found to exceed 33 inches.

Nature is a sure pay-inistre?s, and will not

rest till the balance is struck. Tlie pist sum-

mer has shown with unmistakable decision the

which are literally not worth harvesting, if they are

ever in a state to be carried, whereas Innds of precisely

the same nature, but which have been drained, have
produced some of the best Wheat and Beans, and have

allowed of the Wheat crops being already cut and
carried, and, in some cases, threshed and sold. I know
of several Instances in which the difference in vahio of

this year's produce of the same land, drained and un-
drained, would pay the whole cost of draining.

But however great the simple difference between
drained and undrained lands, that difference has been

greatly increased where the land has been deeply culti-

vated and the furrows got rid of, Wliere the furrows

have been retained, the water has been occasionally

seen in the growing crops, even on some of the best

drained lands, udiere the natnral form of the ground

leads to its collection; but where steam cultivation,

or conviction of mind, has led to the flattening

of the surface, no such evil has existed. The
past summer has also proved with equal clearness,

though not with the same difference in valms of

the crops produced, the' superiority of deep over

shallow drainage. In one particular case which I

;

have examined, the difference was as much as two to

i

one in quantity in favour of the former, and as much as

I

a week or ten days in point of time; and having myself

100 acres of corn now standing in the field with every

I
prospect of being spoiled, I can speak feelingly on the

THE AGRICULTURE OF BERKSHIRE.
BY THE EEV. J. C. CLTJTTEKBtJCE

OF LONG WITTESHAM.

I. The Thahes.—In describing the geoI<^ical and

physical features of the Royal county, the fiither ol

English rivers first claims our attention. It tortiw

half the boundary and receives the whole ofthe drainage

of the county.

Before the construction of the Great Western

Railway it was the principal carrier of heavy goods,

including timber and agricultural produce ; the tratnc

on its waters is now comparatively insignificant.

Though from this cause the works necessary to j»
navigation are in danger, though the mills driven oy

its -n'aters may yield to the increasing competition p

steam power, it is, and always must be, the main drw"

to several of the midland counties. The present ana

future condition of the river, having refc: cs to

inability of the Thames Commissioners to improve ibb

present water-way, or even to maintain it in its F^ -

condition, must therefore affect the interests oi a^

culture in some parts of the county. UAnpfit
The Qood water of the Thames is known to ttcnt

the meadows which it overflows, by supplymgferti"» 6^

substances equivalent, ns it is calculated, to ^^,^,
manure, provided that the water does "^^^V^fjv^
upon the surface. With a continuance of tiooa g^,

wet spring protf-
advantage of a week's advance at harvest. There can

,

damage is done, especially when a wet ^P*^"^ *i ^^
be but little doubt that the superiority of deeper

^
the duration of the floods, as sometimes happens, tV
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^yer overflows its banks from Leavy summer rains.

In the former case the surface is covered nith a film of

decayed vegetable matter, which hinders the springing

of the Grnss. In the latter the crop already in growth

]§ gerionsly injured. To illustrate the extent of the

first many years since a considerable tract of meadow

near Faringdon was covered by the vegetable matter

macerated by the wearing and wovliing of the flood

water into a mass resembling coarse brown paper. A
farmer, to show the toughness of its substance, appeared

at market in a coat roughly made of this natural fabric;

specimens were handed about at the time, and probably

some might still be found preserved as curiosities, and

as tokens of the effect of a protracted flood. In the year

1853, immediately following the extraordinary rainfi^U

of the preceding autumn, when 5.11 inches in excess of

20 years' average wa? registered at tlie Oxford
Observatory in the months of October, November, and
December, and 11.68 inches excess in the whole year, a

the passage of drift-wood, rushes, &c. and per-

petuate the damage done by floods—nor is this all.

There are other impediments natural to the stream.

Rivers subject to floods have a tendency to shift their

course. As the current sets on a bank and washes it

away, the "debris" accumulates where the reflux and
eddy causes a comparative stillness. In manj places the

Thames in the memory of uinn or within tlie limits of

recent tradition has changed its bed; that is now
meadow which was once water, and vice versd. The
progress of accumulation is as follows. Suppose a

rush bed sloping to the stream : this is gradually silted

up, the accumulation goes on in a greater ratio at the
water's edge and leaves a depression behind it. Willows
and Osiers are planted on this newly formed bed, and
the water-way is permanently narrowed.
The formation of ice at the bottom of the stream is

another cause of obstruction. The ground ico when it

rises under the influence of the sun lifts the stones and
Committee sat at Oxford under the presidency of the

j

gravel to the surface ; these masses float down the
late lamented Mr. Pliilip Pusey, to consider and report

upon the inundations of the Thames. A meeting was
also held at Faringdon to consider the mischief arising

from floods along the upper part of the river. It

appeared that in the Faringdon district, extending
about 10 miles from Lcchlade to Newbridge, at least

1000 acres were covered by the floods from September
1852 to Februnry 1853, to the entire destruction of the
after Grass on that land. The calculation proceeded to

sum up the whole drowned land as 12,000 acres, the

value of which would be increased by improved water
way 10^. per acre. It was further stated that much
more land, though not actually covered by water,

would be greatly improved by any material reduc-

tion of the flood level, because the under drainage

is impeded, if not altogether prevented, by the

flood water standing in the ditches into which
the drains are cut. The injury here spoken of

applies in a greater proportion to Oxfordshire than to

Berkshire, but these facts could not well be omitted in

speaking of the river with reference to the agriculture

of the county.

The remedies suggested were, first, a plan proposed
by Mr. Saunders of Oxford, comprehending the City of
Oxford sewage, and having reference to the sanatory
condition of that important city, estimated at a cost

of 14,000/. ; and secondly, a plan for enlarging the
existing water-way by Mr. Treacher, the surveyor to the
Thames Commissioners, at a cost of dOOO?. Nothing up
to the present time has been done, the rainfall from
1852 to the end of 1858 has been under the average;
therefore there has been little flood, and consequently
not so keen an interest taken in the subject. Passing
from the very unsatisfactory state of the Thames as
a main outfall above Sandford, which as regards the
immediate neighbourhood of Oxford might in a great
measure be remedied by an increase oi the present very
confined water-way, we proceed to trace tlie course tf
the river.

From Lechlade to Sandford the river finds its bed in
the Oxford Clajx at the latter place it pasises through a

stream till they lodge in certain localities and increase

the natural obstructions. This ice docs not usually form
except under a te.npernture below 20°, as in January S;^^:^J^^^]^?S ,„ p,i„,-eos, ^^c.
1857 and Docember^ 1859. The costhness of works on

as practised by the opposition agent, as most absurd7
and invites me to a trial on a neighbour's farm, which,
however, the weather has at present prevented. Two
of my neighbours are having a similar experience ; with
one of them the agent has utterly failed to do any
decent work ; the other is still waiting for the trial-
Another reaper in the vicinity has cut a good deal for a
landed proprietor in a slovenly style that no tenant
farmer would tolerate, but there is capitral stubble left
for the proprietor's partridges. The destruction of the
Clover by the little land-wheel would be very serions
in a dry season. The impossibility of doing anything
with two horses is generally admitted ; the agent laughs
at the idea ; one reaper, a few miles off, has four
regularly; and the Duke of , close by, has used
15 hoi-ses in one day, five changes of three each. Of
course an extra horse requires an extra driver. As a
rule, taking one day with another, 10 acres would be a
good day's work, even where it does better than with ua.

I should put the figures thus :

—

1 man, 5s. 6d. ; 2 boys, 4*. ,

3 ]iorse3, at 2s. 6d. each
Extra help getting through gates, mowing corDers, Sx.

a large scale, the difficulty of engaging proprietors in a

common action, are hindrances not easily overcome.
Yet we are not without an example of the manner in

which the banks, with nil their tendency to self obstinic-

tion, may be efficiently an<l permanently improved by a
judicious application of labour. In Windsor Home
Park between the Victoria and Albert Bridges, the
banks of the lliames have been, under the direction of
Mr. Ingram of the Royal Gardens, not only improved in

appearance, but so formed as to increase the water-way.
Formerly they were in a rough and broken condition,
subject to disintegration at one point, and undue
accumulation at another. From an open fence about
25 feet from the water's ei^ge, they have been carefully

sloped, beginning with a true inclination for about two-
thirds of the space, then presenting a slight convex
nearer the water, with a total fall in all of about 6 feet.

Thus no salient point is presented to the current, nnd
the gradual inclination gives an increased way to the
rising waters, which here pass smoothly and silently

between the banks, which both belong to the Crown.
We have thus a practical example of the improvement
of the main outfall of the drainage of this and the
neighbouring counties ; and in drawing attention to it,

we take leave of the father of English rivers as it quits

the Royal county.

• •

9s. ed-
7 fl

4
10

31 ft

narrow gnp in tho'lHTcR]
Clay, turns the escarpment of the Iron sand at Culham,
touches the Gault Clay at Long Wittcnham, whence
it passes over a shelf of the Iron sand in the bed of the
river at Clifton Hampden; returns to the Gault,
enters on the Upper Greensand near its junction with
the Thame stream, and finally enters the gorge in the
Chalk at Moulsford, which forms its bed till it passes to
the London and Plastic clays as it leaves the county,
of which throughout this course it defines the geological
hmits. As the carrier of the drainage of so large a
tract of country, it must be looked on as ruling some of
the highest interests of agriculture. With the ex-
ception of the district above Sandford, the damming of
the stream for navigation and mill power inflicts httle
injury on the land which it bounds. It always must
Ming down flood waters from the Oxford, Kim-
ineridge and Gault Clays. That the floods are
accelerated by agricultural drainage is beyond dispute

;

the effect of tins on the perennial flow of the river as
derived from springs, whether on the Oolitic, Greensand

^ chalk formations, as well as the weepings from the
arift, is not so easily determined, but the artificial
drainage of moorland such as Ottmoor and other
oistricts must run off' the water within shorter limits
than when in a state of nature. The perennial springs
m the Oolitic or Chalk formations, which are the chief
sonrcea, can scarcely be affected by the surface drainage
of impermeable strata, though the lesser springsw^mg oat in some localities when tapped by drainage

Zt • rr^^j;
^ew channel probably diminish the

perennial flow, before these sources are replenished by
the autumnal and winter rams. Before the decrease ofW '

fl
°'' ^}'^ ^r^^'' ™^^y improvements werem^e m the system of turning the water for navio-ationand the use of mills i;iie shutting tackle as it U named

IS composed of a sill laid to the lowest available level
upright posts called rymers fitting to the sill andremoveable

; and two sets of moveable floodgates callpd
ground gjtes and overfiUls, the one fitting above the

thp""; .^«"^">l^'f tackle is in. the water stands atihQ height required for the navigation; when allremoved, a clear way is given to the flood waters.wnen these arrangements are perfect the water-wav is
Efficient; but in many instances old weirs fitted with
SMketB for fishing purposes, or old tackle with fixed
PWw, as at Sandford, contract the water-way, obstruct

Home Correspondence.
Heaping Machines.—My experience of a reaping-

machine this year is as follows:—A bolt breaks from
being ill made; the littlo ground wheel stops from
having no oil-hole, a great defect; and the washer and
colter are ill adapted for what they have to do; the
pole snaps at the shoulder, where the yoke fits on, and
is seen to be not good tough Ash but a piece of common
Elm, fit only for coffin boards, and not sound either, but

crtTTge"^p:Trtl3r r'.>Uen. At last we start it under the direction
of the agent for its sale, on commission T presume. All
goes pretty well on a piece of our lightest and easiest

Oats, except that all round there is a line of stalks not
cut but left dragged duwn, which the agent refuses to

acknowledge as a defect, and complains that I am too
particular. In an hour he leaves ua, declaring his

satisfaction at the performance of the reaper.

In a few hours more the Oats are rather heavier
and inclining a good deal, we get on very badly,

frequent stoppages, and at last it takes three or four

hours to do an acre, stopping every few minutes. Then wo
try on Barley, a nice fair crop, with a good plant of
Clover under. The reaper is carefully set according to

the instructions, but it won*t do where the corn hangs at

all away from the machine. We spend five hours in

of the reel and the platform use-

up ; then write to the agent to tell

but get no answer for more than a

a neighbour, also an agent for the
I'cnper, hears that there is a stoppage, and kindly offers

help, sets to his own fancy, and drives on with the work
for two or three hours. By this time the corn was
riper, and cuts a little better, but the reel will not
bring the laid corn upright, and a terrible long stubble
is left, and a great many heads are cut off and fall among
the Clover. My friend is a brilliant theorist, and con-

trying alterations

lessly, and give it

him the difficulty,

week. Meantime

Or about 3s. per acre. Of course I am very liable to
correction on this point, not having worked it for-

several successive days. Tliere are cases near this where
the machines are doing well, but I think there is

evidence enough to show that they are not yet perfect.

I do not give my name, as it is not required from those
who praise the reapers. I know of one case in which
an anonymous eulogist is financially interested in their

success. A Wonld-he Seaper. \_X known corre-
spondent.]

Qiiiiits*

BiE3liNGHAir: Seti'age Manure.—An interesting con-
ference lately took place on the invitation of the Mayor,
between gentlemen farming in its neighbourhood, men
of science interested in Agricultural improvement, and
public spirited men who like the Mayor himself wished to

see the accomplishment of anything tending to the public
health and prosperity. Tlie topic was one which more
than any other combines these two objeets^ viz. the
utilisation of Town sewage.

Mr. Lloyd, the Mayor, said that in Birmingham they
had a system of sewerage by^which the contents of cess-

pools, (tc, were collected, and after it had passed'

over the filtering beds, the Corporation of

Birmingham turned ,it into the Tame. With such
levels as they had, he saw no reason why it should not,

instead of being turned into the Tamo, he carried along
the banks of the river so as to enable farmers to have
the scwUj^o at a more trifling cost than aiiy that had
yet been supplied throughout the kingdom. When
they became aware of the immense ndvnntage which
had attended its use in other localities, it would be fof

the landowners and farmers he now addressed to say

whether they would lend a hand in helping to achieve

the same results here. Mr. Llovd then read statements
showing the result of sewage irrigation at Ashbarton,
Malvern, Mansfield, Edinburgh, Rugby, &c. In proofofthe
real value of irrigation in this neighbourhood, the Mayor
also referred to the legal proceedings taken agains« the

Corporation by ?iTr. Wheelwright, of Erdington Hall,

who showed that by being deprived of the irrigation of-

55 acres, his loss on two years* crop was 400/. This,

he considered, was in itself sufficient to induce the
farmers along the valley of the Tame to take the
matter into their aerious consideration, and make
arrangoraents for sharing in such obvious advantages.
Mr. Adderley, M.P., said he was sure he need not

waste time in expressing that which everybody must
feel—their great sense of the public spirit which had
induced Mr. Lloyd to bring them together. The
Mayor had no private object whatever. He saw that
a great public good might be effected, and he felt as

eveiy Englishman holding a high and distinguished
position ought to feel—that it was his duty to do all in
his power to have this object carried out. He appre-
hendeil that the question before them that day was
what they were to do with the overflow of sewage after

leaving the various filtering tanks. The main point to
be considered, therefore, was the actual value of thia

overflow for agricultural purposes. When Rugby wa9
referred to, it should be recollected that there the neatsoles me by the assurance that on a farm there is no

waste, that thb stubble is quite aa well on the ground
j
sewage itself was applied to the land, and not the

as in the stack, and that as to the heads they will overflow of tanks in which all (he solid matter wa»
sprout and grow and the sheep will eat them. At this - deposited. If they had chemical analyses sliowing

moment a ton of that stubble is worth 4 cwt. of guano, ;
what this overflow contained, and wliat would be its

and the heads of Barley arc safe in the aprons of the effect upon Grass lan<I, then their way would be clearer

gleaners, who are loud in their blessings on the reaper, than it was at present.

Wlien in due time I am favoured with a reply from The Mayor said there was no reason why farmers

Barley (although he had seen and approved the very

crop where it failed), and requests the favour of a

check for his money. I reply that the machine is his

and at his risk, and that I have nothing more to do

with it, but will not refuse to cart it back to the

station for him. A few days after he calls on me.

remarkably bland and aft\\ble, hopes we shall be able to

inake splendid work on the Wheat, assures me of his

diluted. They wouM, however, have an opportunity of

hearing what Dr. Voelcker, an authority on all such

matters, had to say on the point very properly raised

by Mr. Adderley. , , ^ .

,

Dr. Voelcker said there could be no doubt the

Corporation were taking a step in the right direction,

as he believed that the idea of extracting solid matt«

from sewage, and converting it into a cheap portable

own good intentions, laughs at the setting of the reaper,
^

manure, hBi becoming a thing of the past As to
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thTM^^ibilitT^a advantage of avpbn.g scwrige in a

liquid state there could not to a doubt. Ihe only

Question which had been raised that day was, what i^

the comparative value of t\ie matters in solution and

the matters which subside in the tanks ? In F.)hruary

last he made a careful examination and analysis ho.U ot

the clear liquid and the deposit. He found that by iar

tlie largest amount of the various fertilising matters

were contained in the sewage in a state of solution;

that a very Insignificant quantity of valuable fertilising

matter was removed in the tanks; and that^ the clear

sewage was equally well adapted for irrigation as the

sewage before it enters the subsiding tank^ and was

indeed in some respects better on forced Grass lands.

Birmm-liam sewage, he might remark, ditlcred trom

til at ofother towns by being much more diluted, owmg

to the quantity of water used in the manufactures, and

bjecontaining extraneous matters which were ^ot found

els where, such as copper, zinc, and iron, chieHy in

combination with sulphuric acid. The amount of these,

however, was so inconsiderable that he did not believe

they could do the slightest harm. Remembering,

indeed, that fanners steeped tlioir grain with sulphate

of copper, sometimes with arsenical solution, soinetimes

witb sulphate of zinc, it was ridiculous to trouble them-

selves with regard to the small quantities of metallic

compounds which the sewage contained. He believed

that instead of doing harm they would do good to the

land along the valley of the Tame, as they would

prevent injurious exhalations.

Mr. Richard Fowler said that there was no doubt on

the mind of any farmer that the sewage of the town

was a mine of wealth if properly applied ; but m its

application there were great difficulties winch it would

take a long time to overcome. The first thing the Cor-

poration had to consider was the mill-owners. How
would they deal with them? The nuisance in the

Tame would never have been what it is liad the land-

o^vners and tenants been allowed free access to the river.

which they could not have, because of the mill owners.

"With all respect for Dr. Voelcker, he must deny that

the water was of the same value before as after the

solid matter was taken out, and in proof of his assertion

he referred to the Tame, which was highly valuable for

irrigating purposes near Bilston, Walsall, and VYednes-

hnry, but had lost its value when it got two or three

miles lower down. At his own farm, also, he had found

the water used on a higher field was of no value when it

came to a lower.

Dr. Voelcker said that when he spoke of clear liquid

he simply spoke of water which had been deprived of

Buspended matter ; but there was still left in solution

matter more valuable as a fertiliser than that which

had been deposited ; and as land possessed the strange

power of removing not only matter in suspension, but

also matter in perfect solution, the rnnsequenoe was

that when the clear liquid was applied to the iaiid, the

soil retained the matters in solution, whatever ulti-

mately became of the water from which they were

taken. It was only lately that this remarkable power

Marshall), who were both in favour of the estiiblishmeiit

of a northern agricultural college—a project from \ylnch

he dissented on the ground of expense. He believed

ihat the best teaching of agriculture was to be found at

t.he present time in Cumberland and Westmorolan.l.

Applications had repeatedly been made to him by great

landowners in the south to lecommcnd to them from

these two counties persons qualified to maniige large

estates. When he was one of tlie sorvants of the Crown,

the Prince Consort asked him to recommend a person

capable of managing the home farm at Windsor. He

ofTcred the appointment to one of his own tenants,

whose father was dead. He had been trained upon a

large farm. He was the right hand of his mother, who

held one of the best farms on my estate. But what was

the feeling he maiiifL-sted ? Ho was not flattered by

the offer ; he was not attracted by the position. But

he said : " I feel that I am of use to my mother and

S'sters; I am happy whore I am; I thank you for the

offer, but lot me have a share in the lease; let my

nane be associated along with my motlier's. and I

would prefer to remain in Cumberland," and he then

procured a farmer from Dninfriesshire to undertake the

duty. When he left to manage the farm of the Duke

of Itichmond, in Sussex, the Koyal family greatly re-

t^retted his loss. Now, he was satisfit;d that the home

Sf the Cumberland farmer afforded a better education

the system of agriculture than any college.

sent agreed with him. But when he considered that
within the last 20 years upwards of 300,000,0C( ?. of
capital had been invested in railways, and that not
leaving the country poorer but richer, he thought they
need not trouble their heads about where the capitid

was to come from. Moreover, he was happy to know-

that many landed proprietors had ample means to drain

their own land, and those who liad not might obtain

assistance by application to the Inclosnre Commis-
sioners. Wcutioning the Inclosnre Commissioners

reminded him of a circumstance to which, after the turn

the meeting had taken to-day, and on which he con-

gratulated them—he alluded to the introduction of

freedom o^ speech—he might be allowed to advert, as

he thought it of some importance; and he should do so

because he felt convinced that he was not infringing in

any degree on the rules of the society. He hoped he

should not be considered wanting in respect to the

opinion of the gentlemen who have seats in what the

Americans call *'the mighty House of Commons," when

he said t!iat in his humble opinion the Lands Drainage

Act under the provisions of which the luclosure Com-

missioners were empowered to advance money for drain-

iuo-, was the only rual boon which the agriculturists of

this country had received at the hands of Parliament

within the scope of his recollection.

He had always been favourable to these agricultural

meetings. They were convivial and useful, because

there was an assemblage of all classes—landlords,

yeomanry, tenants, were all drawn together in a

harmonious meeting—harmonious because not political.

The great advantage was, that notes of their practical

experience were compared from time to time. As to

draining, if ever there was a year when the advantage

of draining was palpable to the senses and experience of

men, it was the present. Tliey had suffered little in

Cumberland from tlie wet weather, but they might

trace the fields which had been drained and those

which had not been drained. In the former the crop

was ripened, in [the latter it was green. The necessity

for draining was now generally admitted—the only

difficulty was in finding capital to carry it on

spirit and eificiency.

The Chairman (T. Sackold, Esq.) said he was

that the right lion, baronet had given a controversial

character to these meetings which formerly they did

not possess. The right hon. baronet disapproved of his

suggestion that the time had arrived when an Agri-

cultural College might he established for the northern

district of England, and he had attempted to prove the

fallacy of it, first by showing that some person who
wanted an agent in the south of England applied no

doubt to the best man, considering the way in which

the Netherby estate is managed, for a gentleman to

manage his estate. Did that prove that the Agricul-

tural College at Cirencester was not an entire suc-cess?

He contended that it dhl not. Then the right hon.

baronet told them thattheson of one of his farmers who

with

glad

lTl,eJ\lZ2kl7 n^;Z^'^::J:;:^. \

was « wiao.-, n„„ m. so„ the ngl, t hand of his mothor,

I'ctlv satisfied re-^A^ding it. Mr. Fowler was there- '
preferred to take a shave in the ense of ^ ^fl'^'-bj-

fo e Lrreet when he said that sewage water lost its fer- 1

iarm rather than hecon,e nn "g-'^^ -™ /'-^''fj'-
tUisin, qualities after heing used on land. He was only

,

gentlernan
'^l^-;J^^^-:^

^onso: t. ^.1.
ow, he

for who would not rather have a lease of a Netherby

farm than become the agent of any man ? Did that

prove in any degree that the Agricultural College at

wrong when he said that this was because the mere

solid matter was removed.

Mr. Adderley said that, on the Mayor's suggestion

he had much pleasnre in moving the formation of a

committee to consider the best method of bringing

the Corporation and the farmers into close contact in

this matter. It would consist of the Mayor (whom he

lioped to see acting in that capacity another year). Mr.

Standbridge, Lord Bradford, Mr. Adderley, Mr. King.

Mr. Wheelwright. Mr. Coachman, Mr. Potter, Mr. R.

Fowler, Mr. W. Fowler, Mr. Dixon» Alderman Cox, Mr.

Twamley, and Mr. Hutton.
Mr. Fowler seconded the motion.

Towards the close of the conference, whicli lasted

nearly two hours and a half, the Mayor read a letter of

apology for non-attendance from Mr. Alderman Mechi,

©f Tiptree Hall Farm, in which he said :
" Could I

attend, T should endeavour to enforce upon the meeting
- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 'W^ 1 • * 'i 1 » T

9Utbteti3S.

Hints to Landlorch, Tenants, Labourers, 8{C.

By S. G. Finney. J. Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly.

This is a curious collection of odd chapters and

shrewd remarks—suggestive and stimulant rather than

instructive—but containing, nevertheless, a great deal

of information, the result apparently of considerable

personal experience. TliQ following passage may be

read with advantage at this time of the year, when

speecli making at annual agricultural meetings is

common :

—

"The real object of these societies ought to be to

produce the greatest amount of corn, roots, and meat at

the least cost—to produce anything at a cost beyond its

value is, to me, the height of folly. These societies

should be for the instruction of the farmer; and who

better can do this, at these dinners, than the men who

gain the various prizes ? Under this impression, I

will just throw down a few toasts for an agricultural

dinner :
—

" 1st. The Queen and Royal Family.
" 2nd. Success to the Association.

" This toast should be given to a man who would base

his speech on the advantages of such societiss.

*' 3rd. The Sf.cretaey.
" It would be his duty to introduce the rise and

progress of the society, and the advantages that have

been derived from it," with its future prospects and

success.

4th. The He-^lth of the Judges.
*' Which should be replied to in dilating on the various

ftrticlca and slock that have obtiiliied prizes; and they

sliould point out any improvement that might benefit

the locality.

**5th.' The First Pkize toe the best Ox.

"The gainer of this prize should r.'ply to this toast,

giving every particular of the ox and the food con-

sumed, with his opinion of the best sort of ox to

&;riri^=%^==.=^ s »;..». -*» «ai ;-s^j!
that the Duke of Newcastle applied to the right hon.

baronet for an agent, and instead of going to the Agri-

cultural College at Cirencester, lie, like a discreet

gentleman as he is, selected a gentleman from the nort i

of the border, and for the very best of reasons. They

knew that Scotchmen were excellent practical farmers,

and in venturing to recommend to the meeting an

agricultural college he took care to tell them that he

did not in the least undervalue the practical know-

led'^e which came from actual experience, but on

the° contrary, that he considered it the most indis-

pensable of all. But who would have gone to the

Agricultural Colh-gc at Cirencester in order to get an

tha\;">;rm of 5TO "acres' near Eainbn'rgh. whLch wal i
agent for the D.ke of ^'^«'««'>^- ^l';"

^''^g ^'^^
- - - •

jved by that none of the students remained thereafter Id J
ears

lue appucHMuu u. .ue .u>... .c«»^« u. a portion of age ? Kow would it not be
f/

?^^^'^^"^=lSe ^^^^^^^^

of EdUurgh. that it now produced an annual farmers of this country to send their sous to college.

-* " " • 'where they might attain analytical knowledge ot^tbe

soil they were destined to till", and where they might

also lejirn the component elements of the various

worth only 500Z. per annum, has been so improved by
tlio application of the town sewage of a portion

__ _,500Z. Some portions of the

oldest irrigated meadows were let this year by public

auction at a rental of 35^ to 44?. ppr imperial acre, the

average of the whole letting being 27/. per imperial

acre. The character of soil near Birmingham being

friable and sandy, renders it peculiarly eligible for

irrigation purposes, and if it can be purchased at a price

not e.xceeding 200/. per acre, a great individual profit

most result from flooding it abundantly with town
sewage. Tlie cows and horses of Birmingham would

then rejoice in an abundant sxipply of green herbage,

and the good people of your thriving city would receive

a quality of milk that can alone be derived from land

enriched by liuman excrement. I speak practically on
this matter, from every day observation on my ow^n

farm."

plants they were required to cultivate, and by that

means be able to apply the'mcans best calculated for their

successful gTOwtli ; where they might also learn the

component parts of the various kinds of food used for

the different kinds of stock, and be able to dis -riininate

between their fat-producing, their muscle-forming, and

their bone-creating properties? Did the right hon.

baronet mean to suggest that such information would

not be of benefit in after life? He was sorry to dis-

ft^reeVith the right hon. baronet, and still to entertain

the opinion he had formed. The right hon. baronet

had also introduced tlie subject of drainage. Last year

was the test of the advantage of draining; but the

difficulty is to obtain capital. It was his lot

to be thrown into conversation with an eminent

statistician, who told him that he had estimated that

000 000/. might yet be invested profitably in

drainage. The right hon. baronet appeared to c n-

EaST Cumeerland : Agricultural Education,—At
the annual meeting of this Society the other day.

Sir J. Graham spoke as follows on the subject :—He
was sorry also to differ from the chairman and from untiuHge. a"c *.jj..u ««... -». -^f-- -

one of the representatives of East Cumberland (Mr. sider that a lar^e sum. and he had no doubt many pre

giving it. so that the most meat may be obtained for

the least money.
" 6tli. The Fiest Pkize tob the best Horsb.

" The gainer should reply witli every particular re-

lating to the horse, and his opinion of the best descnp-

tion of horse for the various descriptions of soil.

« 7th. The Piest Prize foe the best Pe^ 07

Sheep.
" This should be replied to in the same way as the ox.

<• 8th. The First Prize for the best Pi*-

« This should be replied to in the same way as the ox

and sheep. D/^/^fw
"9th. The First Prize for the best hoots.

" Here is a wide field for the gainer of this pnze to

enlarge on the best description of root to grt>w-tde

best sort of that description—the best sort of lana i"

grow it on—the best way to feed it-the best system o^

cultivating the land for it -that description or t<m

that will grow the best qualitv—the best tune lor

solving—the best time of \ear for the plants to
gW"

the most saccharine matter—and the best way and iini«

of storing them. error
*' 10th. The First Prize fob the bbst bACs vt

Wheat-
" 11th. The Fir3t PaizE fob the best Sack of

B ARLEY. (, *Tl Qj
" 12th. The First Prize foe the best -a*-*-

« These three tj be replied to in a similar way to

the roots.

«13fch. The Chairmak. . -j

« He says what he likes, but by so doing dom u

waste the evening. , „ fbe
" 1 think by adopting a rule or cours^ sucfa as

above you would much enlarge the societies. atiQ»^

more farmers would rally round them, and
^^^^|^

attention to their business, ^^^^^^^^^'^^^ JrJletheni:
have the desired information thrown ^°^» *^^^^!1^
, . T 1 • V Ai „ M^== nf men who are part^
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"hrly tenacious about receiving iufonuatioti from any

but their own botly, consequently evary enconragemcnt

should be givcu to bring their own liyU out."

Miscellaneous.
AVe <Trcatly regret to learn the death of Mr. Thomas

Harkness, lute secretary of the lioyal Agricultural

Society ot Ireland, and formerly a frequent agricultui'ul

correspondent of this Journal. We take tbe following

paragraph from the Dumfries and Gallot'jnij Standard.

**Mr. Harkness was fond of agricultural pursuits, and

had no small share in popularising the ' hioh farming'

system with which Mr. Caird's name is identified. Soon

after hi^ i-emoval to Stranraer he established an agricul-

tural cUib for the discussion of rural affairs, and

promotion of agricultural improvements ; and so well

were his labours appreciated, that before leaving Wig-
townshire he was presented by the members of the

club and other friends with a superb piece of silver

plate, value lOOZ. In 1852 Mr. Harkness was elected

secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland,

having been promoted to that post in preference to 54
other candidates, natives of the country. The society

flourished under his management; but, we believe, there

were more thorns than roses in the appointment, and he

eventually resigned it and removed to Harrow on tbe

Hill, in the vicinity of London—attending there to the

careful upbringing of two young relatives consigned to

his guardianship, and still indulging at times in literary

and agricultural recreations. The death of bis wile

about three months ago was a blow from wbicb lie never

recovered: it loosened his hold and lessened his love of

life— preparing the way for tbe stroke of apoplexy under

wliich he expired. He will be remembered for tbe

strength of his friendships and the extent of his

charities as a private gentleman, and for the good
public services he did to the town of his adoption, and
the cause of Progress throughout the land,"

Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
"West Sussex, Sept. 25.—There is nothing for us to report but

wet, wet ; since the 14th we liave not had a day fit for harvest-
ing, and no sicms yet of improvement, and the short time that
we had of 14 days fine from, the 30th August to the 14th iust.

was not sufl&cient for carting all the corn. In this immediate
locality the Wheat is nearly all in ; but there Is still some
Barley and Oats, perhaps one-third of them out, and the
continued damp of the past 10 days has caused some of the
Barley to eprout, and especially the Wheat that is out. As
might have been expected, most of the Wheat has been har-
vested iu a damp state, and will not be fit for grinding by
itself for a long time. But still there are many lots ofnew in our
market, and mostof thetu in a very badstate, both as to condition
and quahty. The best s-imples, with few exceptions, little
better than last year's tailing ; and we hear—which we may,
judgmfirfiom the quality, believe—the yield is very bad. Some
*?i**^i?"^r^*'^

^'^ Wednesday last was sold at 40^., whUe good
old Wheat was worth from 6Sj. to 72a. ; the best average of
n«w Wheat was worth from 00s. to 56j?. Good Barley will be
scarce, as much of it was laid, and the Clover growing up
above it, and part of it is now out and suflfering injm-y from
J"^weather. Oats are a good crop, and the quality promises
to be good. Of Peas we had a good crop, bxit they were much
damaged, layuigSiy lonjT »" tuq g i uuml bcibi c w o -mrrcr 7rt>fa-

to cairy them, and many dropped out and were left on
the ground to be picked up by the pigs. A little
further back on the higher lands harvest is not far ad-
vanced, and few will finish before the 29th, even in the n)ost
forward districts. And Wheat sowing will get rather behind,
and will be heavy work, and unless frosts set in we may look
forward to having the young plants destroyed more or less by
sUigs. They are already making inroads upon the young
Tnfolium, and have in some spots defied our being able to grow
Tuniips. The young Clovers all look well, and there is abun-
dance of pasture Grass, but still no stock does well. There are
still sad complaints of the Potatoes ; some say they will hardly
have the seed safe. There is yet no sign of the weather clear-
ing- We have had during the past night the heaviest fall of
nin that we have had during the season, accompanied by a
hurricane of wind from the north and north-west, and every-
thing looks in a sad plight. 0. S.
Northumberland, Tyne^ide, October 1.—After five weeks

of harvest the cutting of the corn crops has been concluded on
few of the earlier farms in this usually early distric. In the

gijeat majority of cases, however, the later varieties of Oats, and
all the Wheat are still uncut, and in cold and undraincd
Situations It is doubtful if they will ever fill and ripen properly.
Oa the warmer class of spils, in fair condition, Oats and Barley
are above an average in bulk, and the former show a plump
'^nd heavy sample, wliile the finer qualities of malting Barley
^'^h be scarce ; Wheat has cut up a light crop of straw, but the
heads are large and well developed, indicating a produce within

^ per cent, of an average. Turnips on such soils promise a
wtter crop than we have seen for several years, though the

"^Vi^""^
wet season has retarded the bulbing of the Mangels

;

While Potatoes are a good crop and nearly free from blight.

fi^\A^^
^sii^s are very various ; we have seen two or three good

«eld8, and are now preparing for another sowing. The great
Duilc of the soil in this district is of a cold ungenial description,
nowever, and a very dieferent report must be given of its

F^iJ,";?;^ 7^ v^°
cerc^als were stunted in their growth by the

fwTh^ ^*^"''^?^ ''/ "'"^^"^' throughout the seasonfan.i

S^ addM^rfhn.S^'^ir^^'^^
prevailed from the 18th t^ 23d

Set of the nrnd?r^^^ ^^^ %^^f the gniin„there is every pros-

K^D *. r P*^"^^"« bemtf found seriously deficient TiiniinsandPototoes on such soils have all alon| hS a starved3
SJ^TwLlTtoTt'^t fo^^^,

'^^^^? already^nlLV4XtuTre
^^nt^oi.1 mn^^l f/''^-'"'"^'?*

^'"^ * ^^^"ge from the
Fw f: : ^^^^ weather is anxiously looked for in orderthat what remains in stock may be gathered ia V C T
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CHOICE S£ED9.
r.VRKKU A.vD WILLIAArS beg to

X>J_ offer tlie following New and Gennino SEEDS, all of

which are stronglv recomraendod :

—

P- packet

—

i. d,

CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-

more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation..

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties

LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's)

„ iloor Park, extra fine. . .

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed
CINEUAIUA, from finest named varieties

DIANTHUa Heddewiggi
PANSY, from named varieties

PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata
SOLAXUM cap.sicastrum 1

„ pseudo-capsicum ; this isquite equal
in beauty for decorative purposes
to the preceding 10

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOOaE of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

is published, and will be forwarded post free on api>lieation.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, Hollo-

way. London N.
^

JEAN VKR-SCUAFFELT, Nubsebtmax, Ghent,

Belgium, begs respectfully to offer the following plants, viz.

:

INDIAN AZALEAS, choice vars., with fiowor buds, per 100, i.1.

Do. do. stronger plants, (>/.

Do. do. scandards. with fine heads, lOi.
" Do. do. seven new varieties, with flower bud.s,

includin' three double ones, viz. —

6

6
6

6

Rosfefiora plena
Prince Imperial
Triomphe de Gand

The set li. 10*.

Blanc de noige
Reiue des doubles
Pelargoniflora nova
Vicomte de Nieupovt

LILIUM BROWNII, flowering bulbs, 6s. each.

ARUNDO DONAX VERSICOLOR. 2*. each.

RHODODENDRON JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, the finest sort

in cultivation, healthy plants, with one shoot, 10«.

BYLSIANUM, extra fine novelty, fine plants with flower buds,

10«. each; larger plants, 15s. each.

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, 15s. per dozen.

J. V. invites all persons to address their orders directly to

Jean Versch.^ffelt, Rue do la Caverne, 43, Ghent, Belgium.

A
NEW AND USEFUL PLANTS.

VAN GEERT, NuasERYiTAN. Ghent, Bolgium,
be^ to offer the following interesting plants :—

Hai'denbergia ovate-rosea, s. d.

very distinct . - . - 7

Cobocascaudctas foliis ar-

genteis variegatis, 5*. to 10 6

Pteria tricolor

Cyattea mediiUaris
Acrostioum criuitum . -

Bcgoiiiii quadricolor

„ Alexander von
Humboldt

Dniciena punctata
Stadmannia Pindaiba ..

RhopiUa crenata
Zamia conciuua
Vitis Vitiginea

* 4

15
7 6

10 6

7 6

7 6

15
42

.. 6^0
5», to 10 6

.. 15

Rhododendron Prt!sident s. d.

Vandenheeke, the finest

of the hardy tribe .. 21

Clematis venosa, 3s. Qd- to o

,, lanuginosa, strong
plants ..perdoz. 24

Pieonia Mnutan, Triomphe
de Gaud, very large
cherry coloured flower,

the finest of the tribe.. 42
Mahonia Calereensis .. 7 6
Quercus nigra .. .. 5
Viburnum macrocepha-
lum, strong plants - . 7 tt

Yucca argyrophylla, fine 5

INDIAN A.ZALKAS, with flower-buds of tbebest vars., p. 100. 5L

ASCLEPIASTUBER03A, strong roots .. .. per 100, 21*.

RAYNIUUD AND CO., Seed MERCHANxa and
CrBowen^ ii^-'^'IfiyiUlft -'"^1

>!^r
Mt-f^d ALiiket- Mark Lane,

London, EC.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton fead Cakes, tc, of best quality at Market Prices.

««^«=^4<

^4iIiii_WIlEAl\—About 100 quarters FENTON
iO PROLIFIC WHITE WHEAT; 160 do. RED CHAFF do.,

grown by the Subscriber, all of crf^) 1859, newly threshed, and
of fine clean quality ;

present price Eighty Shillingfs per quarter,

including backs for quiLntities of not lesa than 10 quarters, and
put free on the rail, Edinburgh, or on board at Leith.

Orders executed in the order of application on receivhig a
remittance or reference to a respectable party in Edinburgh or
Leith-—Apply to Johk Gibson, Woolmet, Dalkeith, N.B.

ESTABLISHED 1787-
NufiSERY A^j> Seed Establish-

ment, DUMFRIIB,

THOMAS KENNEDY
AND CO. beg- respectfully

to announce that at the proper
seasons ttey will be prepared
to execute orders for AGRI-
CULT URAL, KITCHEN
GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS, from large and care-
fuUy-selected Stocks procured
from the leading Seed Growers
at home and abroad, all of
which, with certain limitations

CS^' (for particularsseeCataloguea),
^S AMIS fc ^'^ ^ wxil be delivered Free of Car-

*^4»/t.
'^:^Tifjf ^.,sa^ riagG to the chief Railway

*''«NDACRicutTUiw^ stations in Great Britain, and
to the principal Steam Ports
in Ireland,1845*

^Notices to Correspondents.

Ec?nom^^^^ ^F.^' -Stewart's SUbTei=-conomy, •' White s Compendium of the Veterinarv Arf-'» a

& Co"^f! a t '^" ^"'' "'^ '""^ ^ published' byLt^a5

^wJ f ^<»*^^«™- Tl^o Ppocimen you sent is Bromus seca-

£^^i«f ,S*'"'"n''
'^^'"'^''^ ^'"^* probably wild in the district,as It IS generally diffused amidst corn and other croDs itsspread having been accelerated by being so often mixed ^th«e<ta; hence Saintfoiu, Vetches, and seeds, i.?., mixed

artihcial pasture, will commonly be found to conUin a email

S!^*"^^* ^^ ^ *^ ^ '"''^ proUfic the great accession oneBometimes meets with is accounted for.

T. K. & Co. would HpeciiiUy direct the attention of Agrical-
turiats to Kenkedy's MIXTURES for layint; down land to
Pormiuient Pasture, which continue to give the highest satis-

faction. A. brief description of the leading varieties of Seeds
comprising these Mixtures will be found in their " Priced
Catalogue of Agricultural Seeds," which is published on the

1st of March of each year. Also to their Stock of TURN"IP
SEEDS, to the purity of wliich they have for many years past

paid special regard. The greatest care being taken in the

procuring and perpetuating of a pure and select stock of the

different sorts, which, being saved in various parts of Englnud

and Scotland, enable them to give to their respective cus-

tomers throughout the Three Kingdoms a complete change

of Seed T Kennedy &, Co. would also direct the special

attention of Landed Proprietors and others to their NURbERV
STorK whicli is one of the largest in the kingdom, comprising

FOReVfRUIT. and ornamental TREES. DECIDUOU§
AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS, ROSES. &c., adapted either for

extensive pUntmg or for giving immediate effect m the forma-

?i^n and improving ofOmamenUl Parks, Pleasure Grounds. Ac.

PRICED CATALOGUES of FARM and GARDEN SEEDS,

FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES. &c, sent

posUge free to any address on appUcation.

Dumfries having now become a centre of raUway commum-

cation 4 most favourably situited f-.r the speedy transmission

SfgWs to any part in the United Kingdom ;
and as the Port-

mS-ick Line of Railway will bo opened for general traffic m
fheTarlyTa^t of 1861, eW facility wm then be afforded for

sending goods in a few hours to the North of Ireland.

I
SPERCULA PILIFERA TURF .

The true Soi\t as Grown at Sydenham, a Sample Free
roH 6 Stamps.

STEPHICX BROWN (late Bass & Brown) is now
enabled to offer this excellent Lawn riant at greatly

rtduced prices.

TURF, each cut 15 inches in circumference, Zs. 6d. per dozen ;

25«. per 100 ; 101. per 1000. Each of these Turfs will divide
into lar^e quantities of Tufts, and a large lawn may be made
at a small cost, as see Catalogue. The SEHID in packets Cd.
and upwards.
The BULB and NURSERY CATALOGUES suppUed free on

application.

Seed and Nursery Establishent, Sudbury, Suffolk.

EORGE SMITH begs to inform his friends and the
public that he is now prepared to send out the two fol-

lowing SEEDLING GERANIUMS. G. S. has the greatest

confidence that they will prove First Class Viirieties, viz. :—
GERANIUM ARGUS (SiUTH).—A robust growing variety,

similar in habit to Countess of Warwick, foliage medium size,

centre green, surrounded with a dark zone, margined with

piuk. and edged with white ; trusses large, on strong foot-

stalks, well above the foliage, very abundant bloomer ; flowers

vermilion scarlet, with white eye, fine form. For large beds,

vases, and other decorative purposes, this will prove a valuable

acquisition, being superior to all varieties of its class hitherto

sent out. Plants exhibited before the Floral Committee ofthe
Horticultural Socii^ty, in August last, were awarded a First

Class Certificate. 10s. Cd.

GERANIUM SNOWFLAKE (Smith).—Clear white, occa-

sionally slightly suffused with blush; flowers extra large, fine

form, tiusses large, on strong foot-stalks, well above the foliago,

profuse bloomer, good habit, with dark horse-shoe leaves.

Plants exhibited at the Royal Botanic Society's Exhibition, in

June, were awarded a First Class Certificate. A great improve-
ment on all varieties in cultivation. 10*. Od. each.

Money orders are respectfully requested, from unknown
corresponde uts.

ToUington Nursery, Homsey Road, Islington, London, N.

"1-HE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUIMT, HERTS.

GEORGE PAUL, eldest son of, and many yearg
partner with, the late Adam Paul, and of late years the

senior partner in the firm of A. Pal'l & Son, respectfully

informs the public that the PARTNERSHIP IS NOW-
DISSOLVED, and that in future George Paul will carry

on business in Cheshuut Street, as usual, mider the name of

PAUL & SON.
G. Paul earnestly solicits a continuance of the kind ai-d

liberal patronage so long bestowed on the late firm. ^

Address Paul & Son, the " Old " Nur?;erics, Cheahunt, Hertg,

WJE, THE UNDERSIGNED, hereby give notice

that the Partnership hitherto existuig between

GEORGE PAUL and WILLIAM PAUL. Nurserymen and

Seodamen, of Chcsliunt, carrymg on business in the name ot

*• A. Paul & Son," is this day dissolved,

Commmiications intended for George Paul should in future

be addressed "Paul & Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshuut

Street, Herts, N."

Communications intended for William Paul should be

addressed "William Paul, Cheahunt Nurseries, ^altham

Cross, N." GtoitOE Paul.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, Sept. 29. William Paou

CARD.SAMUEL N. M c G E R R O W,
— GlINEKAT. "HOE.TICCLTUHAL BUIUDEK,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout
Great Britain and Ireland.

TWO ERAMING PITS fob SALE CHEAP. 56 feet
long, 5 feet 6 inches wide, each heated by Hot-Water

Apparatus, nearly new.—Apply to Mr. TKOa£V, 34, Squirriea
Street, Bethnal Green Road, N.E.

lOR TABLE TERRA GOTTA STOVES ros GREEN-
j_ HOUSES are the safest and most economical that can be
used, require no attention, will keep a room 18 feet square at
temperate heat 24 hours for one penny. Prices, 35*. plain

;

50s. ornamental.

Apply to John Roberts, Upnor, near Rochester, Kent. In
use daily at 9, Rathbone Place. Oxiord Street. W.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FITTED in every
description of Hothouses, Mansions, Churches, Chapels,

&c., on the most approved principle by J. Meredith, vino
Cottage, Garston, near LiverpooL

N.B., First class references may be had on application .

HOT-W^ATER PIPES at Wholesale prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and cast iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and
ElUptic, from 24*. each. Boilers and Iron Stands to use
without brickwork. Valves from 12s. 6d. each. Furnace
Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, and Builders' Castings
of every description in stock, at Mr. Lykch White's Iron
Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriai-s Bridge. London, 8.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE WILU.OM
Hade by Steam Power at

J LEWIS'S HoETicuLTUEAL WoRKS, Stamford
• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a

much bettor and stronger principle than those manufactured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper.
A. apan-roof measuring 30 ft, by 16 ft., with two glass ends £

and doors complete SO
Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. B9>

Do. do. 60 ft by 24 ft. do. do. 90-

LIST OF PRICES of any sUe forwarded on application to-

J. Lewis.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS ANO HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Eensal QBKSsr, Harrow Road, Loxdov, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, V'ir-eries, Green-
houses, Ac, combining every improvement with elegance of
design and durabihty of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the FronU and
Roofa of Houses has given the highest wtiBfiwition. Churches,

Chapeb) Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, Arc, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner.

J T & Son have great pleasure In referring to numbers of

the nobility and gentry by whom they »re extensively ensaffed,

IVE FISH FUR STUCKINU POND5, AQUA*'
RIUM3, <fec.—Carp. Tench, Roach, Dace Perch, Chub

Gudifeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish. Eela. Ac. To be had

at Charles Wright's, Kshing Tackle ILuiufiwtory, 376,

Strand. W,C. Aquariuma sold.

P
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w
SOLE INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY HOT WATER
PATRONISED BY H. R. H. THE PRINC E CONSORT.

"WEEKS' ONE-BOILEE SYSTEM.
.^y*; WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEH,

LIVERrOOL BOTANIC GARPENS.

The extensile alteratlous and ad'Htions at the above

iJartleus, in removing all the old gigantic Boilers and

Furnaces, and substituting them by WEEKS' PATENT

lilPROVED'OXE-BOILER SYSTEM, are now cora-

plete and can be seen in most successful operation.

This Apparatus is the largest ever adjusted to one

Boiler In the neighbourhood of Liverpool, and from its

novel and greatly improved coastructiou is specially

T\'orthy of miRute inspection.

Every house in tlie Garden is heated from this one

Apparatus, and by the ingenious arrangement of a

series of valves hot water can be distributed in any

portions of the Stoves, Greenhouses, &c., or withheld

at pleasure, and the temperature regulated with the

r

greatest nicety to meet the requirement of any par-

ticular department.

For full description see account in the Liverpool

Mercury of May 30, 18G0.

The Niarserics of INlcssrs. Arthur Heuderson k Co

Pine Apple Place, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son

Wellington Poad, both of St. John*s Wood, and raulc-

ing among the largest Establishments in England, are

now Heated on WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

At the latter the Apparatus has been in use upwards of

five years, during which period many additions have

been made, and it now comprises nearly two miles of

piping. The working of this Apparatus has been most

efficient, and given the Proprietors the greatest satti-

faction. They will be at all times happy to give every

information to visitors, who will be well remunerated

by an inspection of the same.

Mr. Arthur Henderson expresses himself thug:—

"I am delighted and more than satisfi.ed with tie

pleasing results produced by the superior arrangements

of WEEKS' ONE-BOILEll SYSTEM, and shaU be

most happy to fully explain aini i-ecommend it to all

who may honour my Establislunent with a visit."

JOHN W & M
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, AND IRONFOUNDER S, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, I

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION
,W,

O^Y Ho^

OP

^/HOT WATER
APPARATUS

SUPPLIED OB

ERECTED COMPLETE
o in aiiy Part of tlie

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
ALEXANDER SHANKS & SON

"cv COtlNXKlT.

(Patentees and Manufacturers of the Celebrated Lawn Mower,)

RESPECTFULLY inform the Nobility. Gentry, Tfurservmen, and Gardeners tliat they will be glad to furnisli

PLANS ANO ESTIMATES fob HEATING by HOT WATER, VINERIES, GREENHOUSES, PITS, &c, in any part ot

the Eongdoaa as well aa abr(>aii. . ^^
A. SHANKS AND SOX have a staff of experienced workmen for tliis particular land of work, and in every cise guawnW

a satisfactory worting Apparatus at a very moderate cost.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES fob ERECTING HOT-WATER APPARATUS complete in any part of the Country, aau

PRICES OF TOILERS, PIPES, BENDS, &c., in Loudon wiU be furnished on application to

ALEXANDER 6HANKS & SON. Dens Iron Works, ArLroatb, T"

HEATiNG BY HOT WATER

JY^x?T.I -, WATER APPAJtATUS.
JONES beg* to offer a complete HOT-WATER

. APPARATUS FOB GREENHOUSES, at the following
prices, delivered free to any Railway Statioa iu EngUad ;—

Cylinder Boileb. Saddle Boiler.

Si»e of Housa WitK Cylinder Boiler. With Saddle Boiler
20 feet by 10 feet . . £S 10 . . ige
25 „ by 12 „
SO „ by 12 „
30 „ by 15 „
40 „ by 15 „
60 ,. byK „

The above prices Include Boiler^ strong Fiuiiace Doors, Bars,
8«ot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Conneo-
taons. Air Pipes, !ic., all ready for fixing, and of the best
«aUty. Further particulars will be aeob on application
Parties ordftring must aend plana, ahowing <loorw«TB, poeiti.:*
of boUer &C.--J Jowaa, Hot-water Appiuritua Mann&cturer,
€, RTiniirtdt^ 8MA^:wHrk, London, B. B.

'

25 „ by 12 „ 10 10 10
SO „ by 12 „ 11 10 12 «
30 „ by 15 „ 13 10 14 10
40 „ by 15 „ lt> 10 17 10
60 ,. byK „ 18 10 20

,„.:„!I1.I3LJ«^ .-^, . i-^^^,,

iMii.'L'H il

iUHil"

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.—Much has cf
late been said about BOILERS for HEATING by HOT

WATER, but these Boilers have now proved themselves to be
the best at present invented. They are adapted for Heating
every description of Building, and are made of Tai-ioas sizes.

The price of the

a4-inch Wrought Iron is £6 10
36-inch Wrought Iron is 8 10
48-inch Wrought Iron is 12

Ijirger sizes if required-

References to Gentlemen and Nureeryraen where the^e Boilers
are now at work. The Ctinnon Boilers are now kept in stock,
and are to be had only of J. Jonks, 6, BaiiksMe, S.E.

Also, every desci-iption of Saddle and Cyliuder Boilers. Hot-
water Pipes and Connections at prices lower than those of any
other house in LondcwL Estimates for lIot-w;iter Apparatus
erected complete in any part of the country, or prices for the
materials, and an Hiustrated Catalogue on application to
J. Jo:^is, 0, Bankj^lde, Southwark, London, S.E.

LAWN MOWER.^, IWL-

LERS, WATER E^GI^E^
CHAIRS, TABLES, and e"^^

description of Gardearaqii^A^*

"Curdles, gates, ^IRb

FENCING, fcc. ^
carts: MoWmT.^^'

MAKERS, HORSE BAE-*^'

DRILLS, PLOIJGHS^jc^

STEAM ENGINES. XHJJf^^g
ING MACHINES «<>*«j"

WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF tUi

TERS, &c.

PUMPS, CHURNS. MANGLES, BINS, &c.

Price Liats free upon application to

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO. LlMIT£i>»

Swan Lake, Upper Thakes Street, Ln^I>ON. E.C.

PAXTON WORKS,„SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738

SATNOU AiTD COOKE'S w^^S!ltii.Tl^*?-
PRUNING and BUDDING K^'I^r^'^^'SSSi ia

Sold by all respectable Nurawrymeu and ooea mwv—

—

the three Kingdoma,
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

B TIER N D
Descriptive Bulb Catalogue and Amateur's

McCUL LOCH'S
uide to Winter and Spring Gardening

NOW READY, AND MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION OR SENT POST PAID.

npHE number of genera, the numerous species and varieties the ahove Catalogue contains, combined with the Descriptive Notes, Cultural Directions, and Hints on tlie
-*- Distribution and Arrangement of Bulbs, nialie it perhaps the most valuable and comprehensive of the season, eitlier to the Amateur or Practical Gardener.

Tor General Index of the above Catalogue, see Adveriisement on page 828 of Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 15.

All Orders 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid, no charge made for packings or package.

COLLECTION "D" for CONSERVATORY DECORATION, 42s.,

Contains 24 gplendld HYACINTHS in 24 sorts, 12 splendid POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS^Tn 12 sorts, 3 splendid JAPAN LILIES, exfra large roofs, 30
beautiful Single TULIPS in 10 varieties, 18 beautiful Double do. in six varieties, 18 Single DUG VAN THOL do., 12 SCILLA SIBIRICA, 12 Double and 12 Single

Sweet-scented JONQUILS, 100 new Seedling CROCUS in 10 beautiful sorts, 12 IXIAS, 12 SPARAXIS. Ha f of the above, 2U.

COLLECTION "E" for THE FLOWER GARDEN, 42s.,

Contains 40 REX RUEROEUil Double Scarlet TULIPS, 40 TOURNESOL Variegated do., 40 YELLOW ROSE Sweet-scented do., 40 LA CANDEUR White do., 50

SCARLET RANUNCULUS, 50 CITRON do., 40 GOLDEN do., 30 Mixed HYACINTHS, 100 GARDEN NARCISSUS in G sorts. 25 ENGLISH IRIS, 6 CKOWN
IMPERIALS, 25 FRITILLARIAS, 200 CROCUS in four sorts, 100 SNOWDROPS, 40 SCARLET ANEMONES, 40 Mixed do. Half of the above, 2U.

SUTTON'S
COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER BULBS.

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE FREE EXCEPT VERY SMALL PARCELS.

FOR OPEN GROUND.-COLLECTION No. 1. £2 2s.
24 Double Hyacinths
50 Scarlet Ranunculus
24 Double Anemones
12 Pheasant Eye Narcissus
24 Van Thol Tulips
12 Double Scarlet Tulips

12 Choice Irises

100 Double Snowdrops
6 Crown Imperials

300 Crocuses, in 6 colours
100 Mixed Ranuncuhia
24 Single Anemouts

12 Double AVlnto Narcissus
12 Parrot Tulips
12 Double Yellow Tulips
12 Gladiolus
12 Campemellc Jonquils
24 Fine Mixed Tulips

Collections Ko. 2 and No. 3.—The above clioice sorts in cxnantitics proportionately rctluccd, 21 5. aTiil 10*. 6^,

SEEDS FOR EXPORTATION.

NE"W SEEDS, GROWrn OF ISOO,

SUTTON A^D SONS will shortly
be prepared with their New Feed

of thiij year's growth fur export orders,

Messrs, Sutton's mode of packing iB
most effectual and economical-

Tor terms, kct.^ ^VV^J ^^ RuTTon A
Sons, Royal Derkshire Seed Establish-
ment, Reading.

FOn POTS AND GLASSES.
32 Hyacintlis, by name
32 Polyanthus Narcis^sus, do.
12 Toiirnesol Tuhps
12 Single Van Thol Tulips
6 dozen named Crocu^a

1 Liliumlancif->liura speciosura

1 Liliumlaucifolium album
1 Amaryllis formosissima
1 Cyclamen persicura

COLLECTION Ho. 4,

12 Double Sweet Jonquils

12 Sweet Persian Irises

24 Double Van Tliol Tulipa

12 Rex Rubrorum Tulips

£2 2s.
f"

6 Gladiolus, by name
12 Ixias, choice sorts
6 Dog's-tooth Violets
3 Fritillarias

3 Achimenes

SATURDAY, OCTOBER l^, IB60.

Collections N'o. 5 and No. 6.—The above choice sorts in quantities proportionately reduced, 21s. and 10^. 6d.

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
is now ready and will be sent post free on application. In this Catalogue prices are affixed to every article,

The best 12 Eyacintlis, by name, for pots or glasses, 9s. ; Double do., for beds, 3s. 6cl. p. doz.

JVoHe lilt fresh imported !Bulhs are Tcepi on the premises.

ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISEMENT, REAEmO.

NEW SEEDS
THE QU E E N'S SEEDSMEN,
PETER LAWSON & SON,

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER,
AKE NOW SUPPLYING NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

s.w.

WEEKSTlie very finest qualities of TRIFOLIUM INCARNATU^f, ITALIAN RYE-Gr.AP?;. .,... „..„...
STUBBLE TURNIP, ALSIKE CLOVER, DWARF BROAD-LEAVED RAPE. MUSTARD, PERMANENT
GRASS SEEDS, aU carefully selected, and delivered Carriage paid at moderate rates.

We are asked for information oonceminfj a fruit
tree called Yang-mai, which 5Ir. Forttoe has
introduced from China, and which now appears in
the Catalogue of Mr. Noble ot Bagshot. Unfor-
tunately all that is known on the subject is what
follows: — la old KiEMprER's Ajnmnitates ex-
otk<B mention is made of a Joobai, or Jamma
m<5rau, a tree allied to the 'Arbutus, folio non
serrato,' of Caspar Bauhiu, and further described
as a wild Peach (Molus persica sjlvestris), with a
reddish granulated fruit, a roundish oblong stone,
&c. The word Momu, it further appears, is the
Japanese name of the Peach itself.

This plant Dr. Wallich rightly identified with
a small tree found in the valleys of the North of
India. In his Tentamen he gave a figure of it
under the name of Myrica sapida^ and a 100*^
botanical description, from which the following is
an extract:— '* In Nepal, I found it growing
wild, and also cultivated in gardens. The fruit
ripens in the rains, has a pleasing appearance, and
a refreshing, acidulous taste. It is known there
only by the name of KobuRi ; to the westward it is
called Kaephul. Its wood is hard, of a pale brown
colour. The leaves, on being rulbed, have
aplea>antly aromatic, though faint smell."

It is in Fortttxe's account of his visit
island of Chusan that we first hear of this Yakg-
MAI, which he describes ns '*a scarlet fruit not
unlike an Arbutus or Strawberrv, but having a
stone like a Plum in the centre "

{ Wanderings in
China, p. 6S), adding nothing further, except that
from the manner in which he introduces it wo are
led to belieye that he thought it good.
Some years latfT, being ngnin in Chusan, he

once more mentions the Yang-mai. '* I must r;ot
"

he says, " tail to notice a fruit which is cultivated
on the sides of the hills here, and in various
parts of the province of Chekiang, ft \a called
the Tang-mae [the spelling is now altered], and
appears to be a species of Myrica^ allied to the
Himalayan M. sapida, noticed by Feazee, IlorLE
and other writers. The Chinese variety is, how-
ever, much superior to the Indian, 'indeed I
believe the Chinese have both, bnt use the Indian
one as a stock for grufting ui>od. There is a verr
large plantation of this tree in Chusan, and the

to the -
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fruit was bpginiiing to be brought to the market
|

during my atay there. It was sold at a very

choap rate, and was considered a great luxury by

the natives. I had freciuently seen the trees of

the Yang-mae, but never when in Iruit, so I

determined to visit one of the plantations. Starting

very early one morning, I crossed over the iirst

range of hills, and found myself in the centre of

the island with my view bounded by hills in all

directions. On the sides of these inland hills

there were large quantities of the Yaug-mae. The

trees w^ere bushy, round -headed, and from 15 to

20 feet in height. They were at this time loaded

with dark-red fruit, not unlike, at first sitrht, the

fruit of our Arbutus, although very differently

formed and much larger. I observed two kinds,

one with red fruit, and the other with fruit^ of a

yellowish colour. The trees forraed most striking

objects on the hill-side. The natives were busily

engaged in gathering the fruit and packing it in

baskets for the markets. Large quantities are

consumed in the city of Ting-hae, the capital of

Chusan, and a great deal is taken across to the

main Jand. The streets of Ning-po used to be

crowded with it during the season. The gatherers

appeared delighted to see a stranger, and offered

me liberal supplies of this fine fruit. It looked

very beautiful and inviting, both upon the trees

and also as it lay crowded in the little baskets."

/ Tea Districts of China, p. 345.)

This we believe to be all that is known upon the

subj e ct.

It will have been observed that Mr. FoKTUX£,
although he speaks of the fruit being ** fine,"

does not say whether he found it as good as the
Chinese, or whether it was only fine looking. On
the otlier hand, his remark that it is much
superior to the Indian kind described by "Wallich,
leads to the inference that by the word *'fine" he

]

meant good. "In conversation moreover he always
mentioned it as an excellent fruit. It now remains
for gardeners to answer the question experi-

mentally by growing the plant; not however in

the open air, although probably hardy, but in an
|

Orchard-house, or a Peach-house, or some such !

place.

"We have scarcely seen a single crop of Grapes
this year, where the roots are planted externally
and deeply seated, in which the fruit is not in the
spotted condition observable in some bunches of
Grapes just received from a correspondent. In
some houses there is not a single bunch whicJi is

iree from spot, and in cases where the spot is

absent, there is either shanking or the berries

become discoloured and turn acid without ripening.

On the contrary under better cultivation We have
seen a whole range of houses in the most healthy
condition, without a trace of spotting, shanking,

or discoloration ; the fuliage green and healthy,
and the Grapes themselves peculiarly fine in
spite of the comparative absence of external
heat and direct sunlight. This shows how much
may be done under very unfavourable circum-
stances. It has long been clear enough, that
the bad condition of Grape crops in nine ca'ses

out of ten depends upon the state of the roots,

and cultivators are now pretty well aware of the
fact. The fine conditiun of the crop above
mentioned is attributed by the excellent culti-
vatur under whose care it has been produced to
the fact that the roots have been encouraged to
spread at the same time both within Uie house and
Without; in the latter case every care being taken
to secure them from stagnant wattr, and to keep
them properly aerated, while the soil within t!ie
house is such as prom.,tes a healthy growth iu that
direction. The consequence of this treatment is

that when the Vines first push forth their buds the
moisture is supplied piincipaUy from the internal
roots, the temperature of the soil iu which they
run buing such as to promote a healthy growth
without toa great distinctioa between the tem-
penituiv of the air with which the young leaves
are bathed, and the sap with which they are
Bupplied. Under this inilueuce the fruit is set,
and just when an additi«»nal supply of nutriment
is wanted, the roots on the outside of the house
come into active operutiun, the fruit bwells
rapidly, and the healthy ct)ndition of the whoL is

in consequence beyond all praise.

It is imperative indeed to attend to the internal
condition of tlte house. Cold draughts will be ^ura
to cause rust, and drops of water reding too long
upon the tender fruit will induce dt cay, not to
mention the production of aerial roots on the
branches, si.ongy sjiots upon the leaves, and other
5!f^^*5^,c^aditions, The mam point however is
oejond doubt to have healthy roots, a point which

cannot be secured without proper draining and

aerating, nor can it consist with the application of

putrid manures, or of compost into which undecayed

vegetable substances enter as sticks, strong stalks of

leavesorothergeueratorsof fungous spawn, whiehis

as sure a cause of death as the most acrid mineral

I

poison. "With every care, however, if the^ Tines

,
are planted on the outside of the house, it is very

^

: difficult to secure a proper condition. The best

way therefore is to plant within, with liberty to

the spreading of the roots in every direction.

With such conditions we shall hearlittle of spotting, I

shanking and a host of similar affections which

are now the torment of the cultivator. M, J, B,

One of our correspondents complains that his

I
Mushrooms are " all wrong " this year, and that

j
the plants came ** heels upwards." On examin-

I ing the specimen which he forwarded, we are

not surprised at his consternation, though a very

little cbservatiou would have shown what was
really the matter, and we have little doubt that by
this time he is aware that Tares have been
accidentally sown amongst his "Wheat.
The production of Avhich we give a figure is

simply the young state of Agaricus rhacodeSj a
species which not unfrequently makes its appear-

ance in hothouses, though we have not before

heard of its usurping the place of true Mushrooms
in the bed. Had its very near ally Ar;. procerus
been in question, the substitution would be of

little comparative constquence to an " expert," as

it is one of the very best of our esculent Fungi,
A, rhacodes however at present has too doubtful

a reputation to make its use justifiable without
distinct experiment. We fear that the presence of

this Fungus in the bed may prove a source of long
annoyance, and that the evil may not admit of

remedy. The only probable plan of getting rid of

the plague is to dig out carefully every patch of the
intruder the moment it appears, and to put a little

pinch of quick lime or salt into the hole from
whence it was removed. If this does not answer
the ease is hopeless, and the bed may be destroyed
at once.

Aqarictts rhacodes : young.

The dark globe which in the specimen before us
looks liko a piece of India Rubber is the future

pileus ; the larger cup-shaped swelling below
forms ultimately the bulb of the stem which at

present is concealed within the pileus. The true

root consists of a few string-like branched threads,

the whole of the part above being the fructification.

M, J, B,

Chis'w^ce:, Oct. 12. Tejnjjcrattire this morning^
25°, and by the Radiator, 22^

THE BRIAR AXD ROSES OX THE BRIAR.
[We extract the foUovviofi capital practical article on a subject
most important to Rose growers from our able contemporary,
the Florist.

\

1. Freliminartf 055erra^j"o?i5.—I have received thanks
for my Manetti paper, and I am induced to write an
article on the above subjects, that a fair balance may
be held between the two stocks, and that I may not be
quoted as an enemy to Briar Roses. I have never been
an enemy to them, properly planted, in a suitable place,

j

in a suitable soil; or to them, when hi^ihly mulched
and well watered in soils, otherwise too hot for thorn,

in very torrid summers. This summer has been pecu-
liarly favourable to Briar Roses here ; I never know
them do 80 well. Mildew and black blight have, how-
ever, touehod severely many Roses on either stock.
The Manetti Roses have now finished their first series,

having been cut for the 30th of June; and some of
them have the new buds of the second series formed.
This will account for my not being able to " put in an
appearance" at the National exhibition. Few of the
Briar Roses here, though they have good centres, are
large enou'^h to satisfy the requirements of the judges,
who look, 1 think, too much to size and too little to

I

other qualifications. Some of the remarks made in my
' Manetti article will api)ly to Briar Roses, and need not
be repeated.

2. The Foundation,—A& the foundation of a building

is the most important part of it, so the Briar is the
most important part of Briar Roses. If this be bad
the Rose united to it cannot prosper. Hence the
necessity of looking well to the roots, the rind, the
spine, and the head of the stock. If these are all 'o-ood
when they come from the nurseryman, you mnst'^not
complain, if they do ill afterwards. The roots are
easily examined, and should be pumped upon on their
aiTival, and should never be sutfered to become dry.
The spine in the centre should be firm, and the rind
should he fi'ee from dark stains. Light stains ai-e not
so material as dark ones. Caries and ultimately death
commence with black stains in the rind. Examine the
head of the stock ; it should be healed over the maro-in
at least. If, however, it should not be healed, or^if
there is an aperture between the skin and spine, cut it

afresh, and wash it with Robinson's liquid glue, or with
gutta percha dissolved in chloroform. I have been
using these two on Briar stocks (204), now budded, and
they heal and grow fast. Cut always with a sharp
knife. If a surgeon cuts off an arm with a hluut knife
he will hurt his patient; and, if he neither cauterises

the cicatrix, nor bandages, nor ties the bleeding vessels

defith will ensue. The Briar may not do so, but it will

sulfer detriment, which will manifest itself hereafter.

The rind lias an infinitt; number of vessels, invisible to

the naked eye, from which the sap will exude. Pro-
, brtbly Friar's Balsam might not be bad for the purpose.

: Tliere is a great analogy running through the field of

j
nature. Trees, vegetables, animals, and men, are but

i different links in creation; and, as fiir as the analogy

lasts, the treatment for one will suit the other. Let
me, then, repeat once more, that the healing of the

vessels at the top of the Briar is most important, espe-

ciallv when a dwarf-habited Rose is budded thereon,

and that the cause of failure in Briar Roses is us often

at the head as in the roots.

8. The Cut at the Head of the Briar.—This should

be as sloping as possible, that wet may not rest on the

Briar-head. It should be cut close up to the budded
branch, that frozen dews, when they thaw, may find no
lodgment at the base of the budded Rose. I lost several

Roses last winter from this cause, and from their wood
not being ripe, and from their rind not being hardened.

4. The number of Briar branches to he budded.—It

is safest to bud three, but one branch with the best

shoots should only be left. Where two parallels are

budded, both may be left. Where distance intervenes

between them there is always a fighting for the

mastery, and neither will be good.

5. The branch end of a budded Briar.—This should

be cut close to the budded Rose, when it starts, and it

should be healed as above.

6. Staking and Binding.—When you plant, stake

and tie the Rose to the stake loosely for some days,

till the ground has pitched, or you will hang up the

Rose. After the ground has pitched, tie the plant to

the stake firmly, passing the bast, like a figure of 8,

between the plant and tlie stake. It will keep the stake

from galling the tree, and from preventing circulation

in the rind.

7. The height of the Stock.—Being so exposed to

S.W,, W., and N.W. winds, I prefer standards about

2 feet or 2^ feet out of the ground. Moreover, they

are not so expensive to stake, can be viewed more
easily, and be shaded with less trouble, for exhibition.

If the quality of the Briar is good the height is imma-
terial; if bad, or only moderate, of course the less you
have of it the better. If the stock is good I find deli-

cate Roses, such as Masson and Magnan, do better on

4 feet standards than on dwarf. I have two each on

first class standards, and they are doing admirably.

Delicate Roses should not be nearer the ground than

2 feet. If they are in valleys, where damp prevails,

they win be healthier on 4 feet standards. On low

stocks I have lost many of the above Roses. Look not

so much to the height of standards as to the quality.

The qualitas ret is of more consequence than the

qualltas vocis, to use a term in logic.

8. General and Cultural Directions.—You cannot

do better than buy Mr. Rivers' charming hook, and Mr.

Cranston's truthful little brochure. Would I had

bought them before T bought my experience

!

9. Selection and digging up Briars to bud on.—
Choose tho^e that are young and yet firm in their

spine or pith. Choose them ef a good hard green in

the rind : they are best when thev have lost their

prickles. In autumn or winter pay your servant some-

thing extra to take thum up carefully with their small

web roots on; and if he does his work well praise him,

and give him a good supper and some beer. The nearest

way to the human heart (in England at least!) is down
the throat ! No man will scratch his face, tear his

clotiies, and dig up carefully Briars for a penny per

stock. My noble ones, thus procured, have just been

budded by Mr. Gill, iiurscryman, of Blandford, and tied

by his lad, and I hope some day to be able to say, that

, Briar Roses do as well here as those on Manetti have

just done,

10. Position in the Garden.—K Rose that will do

nothing in one situation, will do well iu another, even

in the same garden. Bourbons of a dark colour, here,

usually do best near a north wall, where they get heat

without being burned by the sun. In the sun they

I
are apt to crack and fuse their colours. Reveil and

Aurore do Guide, for instance, have done so thu ^^^r.

Lepreatre, a noble Rose, blooms freely exp< -- ^^*
G. Poabody, a fine purple crimson, hiis ulio opened
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freely. It is useless planting in windy situations slosy

growers or delicate Roses. Triomphe de Rennes,

Noisette, will do well with protection in the open, but

it will do twice as well against a wail. Paul Joseph,

Proserpine, and Mons. Ravel, all bloom best under a

north wall. And hardy, vigorous Acidalie will bring

her blooms to greater perfection on a south wall. The
Bev. Mr. Helyar told me, when here, that the south

wall is the proper place for (H. P.) Napoleon. Eliza

Sauvage, here, is blooming beautifully in the crux of a
nortli-east wall in the yard, with an abutment to the
west, but open to the south. These will serve for

illustrations of right Roses in right places. A right

Rose on a wrong stock, and in a wrong place, has pro-

duced mucli disappointment in many Roseries.

11. A Uriarfallacy.—T have lieard people say that
because a Briar grows finely in a poor hedge, where
the soil is thin, and the substratum is dense chalk, that
poverty and chalk are good for Roses on the Briar. I

admit that where lands burn, chalk (where clay cannot
be got) may bo beneficial as a retainer of surface mois^
ture, in the same way as popple stones (cobbles). Grass,

or mulching; but, it is not good as an under soil.

At the back of my house, half way up a steep eastern
chalk hill, the fields and hedges are mine, and from
them I have dug up the finest Briars, some 10 feet high,

and fit, at that height, to bud " Pulgens," as a weeper

;

but, on examining them, I found that, though they had
some small web roots of their own, their main depend-

ence was on a very large deep-rooted stool, to which
they were attached by a strong cord. The strongest

laud produces, on the whole, the finest Briars, and suits

"generally " Roses on the Briar. Attached to such like

stools I dug up from swamps last winter fine Briars.

There is one other reason why Briars grow finely even

in poor liedgerows, viz., their roots are protected by
fallen leaves, which suggests mulcliing. 1 have found

here that Briar Roses in lawn holes do better with a 6-

inch radius free from Grass than with a larger one. As
far as my eight years' experience goes, I have found

mulching good for Roses, and also conducive to success

on Briars just budded, which should also be as well

staked as established Rose trees. If Briars were kept
well watered before budding and after, I firmly believe

that they would " take " quicker, and more certainly in

hot weather than cold, because the circulation is

quicker.

12. Afew Hoses that toill stand gales of tcind ,' and
•which, though beaten to shreds, tcill, upon being cut

back, break again and bloom.—Triomphe de la Duchere,
Jules Margottin, Cambaceres, Triomphe de TExposition,
William Griflfith, Lafittc, Baronne Prevost (the
"Colonel" is best fiir, but not for a windy corner,
much less for a tempest), La Reine, William Jesse, Pius
the Ninth, Bouquet de Flore, Acidalie, Aimee Vibert,
Bachmeteff, Caroline de Sansal, Triomphe de Paris,
Angleterro, Maxima?, " !Pftxton, M. Trudeaux, Mont.
Carrael, Louis Odier, Duchess of Sutherland, and
Duchatel. These stand gales best here ; they have
good constitutions. T know that better Roses than
some of them might be named, but observe the place
for which I name them. I for one cannot afibrd to part
with Baronne Prevost, La Reine, Pius the Ninth, and
William Jesse. Let what will happen, I get something
out of them every year. Four-fifths of the trash that
comes out every year may well give way to them, and
to their fine and lasting constitution. These four were
among my first 40, and they are " younger " and better
than when I had them eight years ago. Alas ! how
many deaths of other Roses have I witnessed.

13. Moses that do well on a Briar here, hut which
require shelter from wind ; they should be i» every
garden.—Raglan, the Geant, Alphonse Karr, Lamar-
tine, Beaux Arts, Prince Noir, Patrizzi (both lovely
dark Roses), M. Phelip, Toujoin^ Pleuri, Avranches,
Lord Palmerston (both hold colour under sun better
than any others that I have; the petals of the last are
very thick, the colonr is distinct), M. Rivers, M. Porte-
mer, Eveque de Nimes (both lovely), II. Masson, Louise
Magnan, M. Massot, Col. de Rougemont (the nobl^t
and most elegant of all large Roses, but requires an
extra good Briar) ; M. Heraud, Alice Leroy, Sir J.

Franklin, Prince Leon, and Madame Vidot. These are

all nice Roses for protected situations, and some of them
are the finest in the world for form and quality. There
is nothing for quality and form saperior to Prince Leon.
The following Manetti Roses I can now confidently
recommend : General Jacqueminot, Bncbesso d'Orloans,
Louise Peyronny (Peyronny in Verdier's catalogue),
ComtA dc Nantcuil, Vidot, Prince Impe'rial, A. Fon-
taine, and Prmce Leon. These last seven do well in
dry ground, but near the river they do not do well.
The foUowmg Roses ne^v, or new to rae, I can most
highly recommend. The two first are noble show
Roses, and are m their second year, or first year of
bloom, viz., Anna Diesbach, Madame Vigneron (both
nearly 5 mches in diameter, and of good quality; the
former I thmk win show an eye), Louise d>AutHche,

moved every three years; but when they are old, and
have been many years in the same place, it is better to

root-prune them, and renew the soil around them care-

fully. In lawn holes they may be cut in a radius of
8 inches every year with a Grass edging knife; and
new mould and dung should be given to them, and an
equal quantity of soil must be taken away.

15. Side-hoimd.—Scoring the bark, like Apple trees,

is the only remedy. I have found it succeed with both
stocks. Manetti stocks, with their tough thick skins,

when exposed, are very liable to be hide-bound.

16. The Briar*s affinityfor Clay.—W^\Q found the
poorest clay do good. I put a double handful of poor
yellow clay to a Briar Rose, and found, that above the
radius of the roots the stock threw out abundant
filaments.

17. One Word to Propagators.—Send out good Roses
only, and on good Briars. Weed out all trash from

,

your Rosery. Do not bud large quantities of unproven
Roses. In your Catalogues describe the Roses nega-
tively as well as affirmatively. Charge a good price for
a good article, and remember that a bad Rose, or a good
Rose on a bad or unsuitable stock, is not worth accept-

plants of a really ornamental or nsefnl character and
will bear the fullest exposure. The sub-classes will be
separated by gravel walks 12 feet in width, and the
natural families by turf 3 feet in width. The shape of
the ground to be thus appropriated being an irregular
pentagon, a mathematical division of the bed is not
practicable; but the natural families are ingeniouslv
separated by the intersection of a number of graceful
curves.

These appropriations will, ^vhen finished, add
materially to the completeness of the gardens, and
although the scieutific division may not be properly
appreciated by the public it will be of the greatest
value to those who may wish to study botany. The
larger number who last season attended Mr. Moore*a
lectures at the Botanic Gardens than during any pre-
vious season, may be regarded as an indication that the
taste for this interesting science is on the increase
Whether this be the case or not it is clearly the duty o
the Government to furnish the proper opportunities and
encouragements for \\\e study of botany, especially in
connection with an institution where that study can be
so conveniently and agreeably pursued. The Botanic

, ,, ^ .,, , -, .Gardens are frequently visited by accompHshed
ance; and that with many persons it will impede tlie naturalists from Europe, and from the adiacent colonies.
purchase of Roses that are really good,

18. One Word to "Purchasers.—Do not call nursery-
men hard names because a Rose dies or does bad. They
strive to please us, go to great expense, and often sufifer

great losses. As regards new Roses, they are ohliged,
by your haste for novelty, to sell by the characters
which they have received with them from the raisers
before they have had time to prove them. When you
get a novelty don't neglect it, and don't kill it with
kindness.

19.

—

One Word to &7iihilors.—C\ii your Roses for
show with good stalks, and exhibit them with their
buds and leaves fairly; and remember, that "Roses arc
not Races !" Fraud, under so fair a flower—a national
flower— is a national sin, and a " transgression in a sin."

Never use stiletto, pincers, gouge, or glue ; but go and
return from the show, winner or loser, with the inward
satisfaction of an honourable man. You will never,
then, have to regret, that you have partaken of those
unworthy frauds, which are an injury to the public and
the incipient "caries" of so good a cause.

20. A Ueslraining Thought.—
** Be this the closing tribute of my strain !

Be this, fair Rose, of charms thy last and best I

That when the Sou of God for us was slain.

Circled with you he sweetly sank to rest,

—

Not the grave's captive but a garden's guest,
So pure and lovely was his transient tomb I

And He, whose brow the wreath of thorns had presfc.

Not only bore for us Death's cruel doom.
But won for us an amaranthine bloom."

W, F, Madclyffe, Uushton,. July 12.

THE BOTA:^^ gardens, SYDNEY.
The improvements that are being made in the Sydney

Botanic Gardens are so gradual in their operation that
they probably do not attract from casual visitors that
attention which they deserve. Those, however, who
remember the size and condition of the gardt-ns a few
years back will recognise tlie desirable alteration that
has taken place. The improvements have been
numerous, but perhaps the most noticeable is that in

the lower garden, where a large quantity of additional

land has been reclaimed, part from the bnsh and part
from Farm Cove. Some four or five years ngo the
Botanic Gardens contained about 28 acres ; since that
time three acres of land have been added and partly
cultivated, and as in process ot time the gardens extend
to the Governor's bathing house, about three more
acres will be obtained.

A large portion of the reclaimed ground is about
bcnglaid out; one part of it will bo artificially laid

out, and another will be devoted to a scientific arrange-
ment. In the ornamental part a large pond of an
irregular shape has been formed; in this it is proposed ^^'^ finches, 21 varieties.

to grow various kind of aqua' *
, especially the larger Although the collection is a

Water-lilies, including the beautiful Nelnmbium, the
Lotus or Pythagoraean Lily, and the Nymphfca gigan-
tea, the pink and blue Water-lilies of the northern
lakes and creeks. The pond in its narrowest part will

be crossed by a small rustic bridge, and its sides will bo
ornamented with rockwork and suitable trees. The
surrounding ground will be planted with new or rare

trees.

The scientific part of the new ground u ill be occupied
with an extension of the natural system of arrange-

ment, on a similar plan and scale to that already adopted

on the ground adjoining. Tliis plot is to be devoted

exclusively to the illus^^ation of Exogenous plants, or

those witli leaves veined like network. Tliis class

being a very extensive one, it will he divided jnto four
^

and these ought to be able to carry with them, the
report, not only that specimens of all the most beautiful
and commercially valuable plants are to be seen in our
gardens, but also that their properties and classification
are understood.

Moat of the visitors to the Sydney Botanic Gardens
express their admiration of the beauty of the trellised
enclosure along the eastern boundary of the upper
garden walk, being for about a length of 100 yards
encircled by Roses, Woodbines, Passion flowers, and
other popular varieties of climbing plants, which
are trained around the trellis work, and cluster in
graceful profusion. The attractiveness which the
leafy shade, the gay colours, and the delicious
scents of these flowers have imparted to this
beautiful retreat, will now be further increased
by the construction of an aviary in the centre of
the walk. Shortly before leaving this colony, a ^^vv

months since, Mr. Alfred Denison, brother of the
Governor-General, ofiored to hand over to the public
his collection of birds, on the condition that a suitable
aviary should be built for their preservation. A sum
for this purpose was placed on the estimates for the
present year, but, liko many other public works, its con-
struction was unfortunately for a long time delayed, in
consequence of the frequent Ministerial changes.

The erection which is now in progress for the recep-
tion of the birds is of wood, with stone foundations. It
is 64 feet in length, and 14 feet in width, and is divided
intn oiy-ht cnmpartments, ior various dpffrription'^ M'
birrj^. The fr>nt and about one-t!n*rd of t\\<i roof, as
well as the divisions and the ends, are enclosed with
wire work. A small stream of water is conducted
through the several compartments, and each division is

fitted with perclies and breeding boxes.

"^Q subjoin a list of the birds now in tlie public
aviary. AVe regret to learn that since Mr. Denison
left the colony, owing to the imperfect accommodation
afforded at Government House, no less than a third of
the number has been destroyed by rats. The collection

now consists only of 71 birds, which are classified as
follows:—Pheasants, two golden (cock and hen), and
two common Chinese, both from Cliina ; partridgee^
one Indian tree, from India, and one Chinese, from
China; quails, nine Chinese from China; teal, three
Chlupse ducks, from China ; pigeons, one Great YLctoria
(cock), one bronze wing, four Wonga Wonga, two dagger
breasted, one Nicobar Island, two Navigator Island,

and one crested; doves, tliree ring streaked and two
speckled: rails, one wingless, from New Zealand, and
three other kinds, from Captain Denham; satinbird,
one (cock); cockatoos, three great white and one
crested, \\'i^\ Western Australia; parrots, two lowries
and one green; goatsucker, one large tailed; sparrows

Although the collection is a comparatively small one,
it comprises some of the choicest of those gorgeously-
plumaged birds for which the Australian bush is so
famed. Besides adding a new feature to the Botanic
Gardens, the exhibition of these beautiful creatures,
in well-constructed cutres, and in a convenient spot, may
be not uidikely to in<hiee those who have rare or
beautiful live birds to jtresent them to the avmry. We
believe that a large iiortioii of the Zoological Soolety'a
( " flon in It* _ '< Park consists of presents from
travellers who, havinj^ brought homo strange animals,
preferred handinir them over to those wjio made it

their pn>f_ .'^w to sfudy their habits and natural food,

to riiniifng the rjsk f^f fhfir thriving by keeping" them
in their own pos<"*"<?ion. There will be more indnce-
mont to ntakiiitr ^tu-h presents to the Sydney Aviary

sub-classes, according to the method of Professor
,
than to th-' Z m>Io^'tc:iI Gardens in London, a's here the

planted this spring, and I cauonly speak of them as nice
Koses. Tlie last IS very dark and rich; the two pre-
ceding it are good dear crimsons free from purple stainand well shaped. Comte de Beaufort disappointed me
iast year, which shows the necessity of pktience with
tender pot novelties.

14. Jiemoval of Briar Hoses.—Yojnx^ trees may be

Lindley. exhibition will be free to the public, and open every
_ These four sub-ola - are named and

chrinicterised as follows r—1. Hyiw>gynou8—plants inj^iay in tiie week. A-* tite care of the birds will be

whose flowers the sfeameRS do not adhere to either the entrusted to compt-tent persons, under the direction of

calyx or corolla. % Pengynous—having the stamens

adherine to either the calyx or corolla, and the ovary
,ng

superior. 3. Epigynous— having the stamens con-

nected with either the calyx or corolla, all adhering to

the ovary, which is inferior, or nearly so. 4. Declinous

—flowers that are unsexmd. Each of tliese suh-classes

Mr. Moore, and as the building can bo greatl}' extended

without spoiling ifs symmetry, we may hope that the

present will he only the nnclens of a collection which
shall as admirably illustrate the feathered aboriginal

tribes of Australi i as tlic well-arranged plant*? and
flowt^rs do its botanical products. Sydney Morning

wi 11 be illustrated by as many natural flmilies as include i Herald,
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Home Correspondence.
Virte Mildew.—In bolting over ii recent Kumber of

the " Coniptes Rendits " of the '.French Acadeuiy of

Sciences, 1 observed a very interesting ytapei- of il.

Merciewl, on a new mode of treating the Vine disease.

The plan suggested by the author appears to possess

many advantages over the ordinary local treatment

hitherto adopted, and as it may pcrliaps be of interest

to your readers, I venture to send you tlie follow^ing

brief abstract :—" M. Mercieul, member of the Vine

Disease Commission, has made, during^ the present

season, some interesting experiments on diseased Vines-

He selected a number of stocks whicii tlio previous

year had been so seriously attacked by the Oidiuni that

not a single Grape could be giithered. He divided

them into two etjual groups. Tbe one he submitted to

treatment, and tlie other he left for the sake of compa-
rison. In the be-finniijcf of August the O'ldium began

each bottle should contain 2 lb. of syrup; and altera

hive is weighed, the required number of bottles

should be labelled and set apart for that hive only.

The dlstiibutiou of the food amongst the several stocks

of an apiary may thus be regulated with certainty.

Tliere are many methods of feeding, but I prefer feed-

ing at the top of the hive. The feeding-dish should

seldom be placed on the outside of the hive, as robbing

and fighting often result from the practice; but outside

feeding in small quantities may be resorted to for a

short time at least, when all the stocks of an apiary are

fed simultaneously. Each stock should, in other cases,

be supplied with from 1 lb. to 4 lbs. of syrup at a time

;

and if the bees do not rapidly appropriate the food, it

should be warm when it is offered to them. A good

stock can now appropriate 2 lbs. of syrup in 36 hours.

In the absence of a better thing, the syrup may be

given in a straight-sided dish, containing pebbles or

floats (bottle corks, for instance) ; but whenever floats

—As allusion

your corres-

me, in June,

to appear on both groups. On the l6Lh Jic submittod
[
are ustid in this rnse, the surface of the syrup should be

removed completelv covered with them, to prevent the drowningthe first group to the foUowIng treatment : he

the earth around the stems of the Vines a distance of

about a foot, and ofa depth to lay bare the small rootlets.

Into each excavation thus made he put a largo handful

of flowers of sulphur, heaping it up around the

stems. This being done he replaced the earth and
watched the Vines daily. On the 20th of Sep-

tember the Vines of the first group were in excellent

condition, and the Grapes presented a fine

appearance. The mycelium (fungus) had not disap-

peared from the berries which were attacked at the

time the sulphur was applied, but tliey were not farther

diseased, and he had every reason to believe that they

would come to perfection. He particularly observed

that none of the other berries became diseased. The
second group was in a most pitiable condition. The
Oidlum had made rapid progress, and there appeared
every reason to fear that not a single Grape would be

saved. Tlie author recommends this mode of treatment
to be adopted during the winter, as the sulphur would
-then be ready to act on the sap at tlie moment of its

4i3cent in the spring. The question the author proi)osed

to himself is this : Does the morbific principle of the
Oidium act locally or upon the sap ? A series of com-
parative experiments lead to the conclusion that the

Vine disease (Oidium) is a general and not local disease,

and requires constitutional treatment such as is here

indicated.'* Henrij MedlocJCf 20, Great jTarlhorouj^h

Street, W,
Bees.—The gathering season of ISGO has hitherto

been so unfavourable for bees, that very few, if any,

stocks can be found in any part of the country which
are sufficiently provisioned for the approaching winter;

and nothing but the most liberal treatment on the part

of beekeepers will enable them to preserve their stocks

from imminent destruction. In a 3 ear in which spring,

summer, and autumn liavo all alike been bad, no bee-

Icocper can feel surprise attlie impoverished condition of

his stocks at this time; and it is likelv we shall hear in a

few months of the destruction, through famine, of uine-

tentha of the stocks now alive, if they do nob soon

receive an ample allowance of food for winter consump-
tion. To prevent, if possible, the occurrence of such a
disaster, I beg to furnish some directions for feeding.

The first duty of the beekeeper is to weigh every stock

intended to be carried through the winter, so that he
may know how much honey or syrup is required to

be given to his bees; but if he does not take the

precaution of weighing his stocks, he should ac* on tbe
assumption that every one of them requires to be fed,

and he should immediately supply a suflicient quantity of

food, Thegross weights ofhives mentioned below must be
considered as their weights on the 1st of October next,

and the quantity of food afterwards allowed for each
stock is intended for its use between tlie 1st of October
aad the iilst of March. The average consumption of

fool in that period by every stock is 1^ lb. per mouth

—

say, 10 lbs. per stock; but in my apiary I generally
increase the allowance to 12 lbs. per stock, as I do not
like my bees to be stinted of food when they are most
dependent for it on my assistance. A common cottage
hive should weigh 20 lbs. ; if made of thick bauds, or
eked, 21 lbs. or 22 lbs.; but these weights do not allow
for tloor boards. Other desortptiouti of hives vary so
much that it is ImposVible to state their weiglits ; but
von may easily calculate sueh weights by taking the
following estimate for your guide. The estimate is

especially applicable to storifying bar hives:

—

Wtiiifht of stock section (iucladiug body, top, lbs.

screws, and seveu bare) . . . , . . . . 7
Weight of contents of stock aectiou (lucludia^

10 lbs. of food) 18
Weight for floor board 4

oz.

4

Gross 2l> 4

Every hive that falls below the given standard should
have its tenants fed without intorini^^sion, until the
required weight is made up in food alone. They may
be fed with honey, or with syrup made according to the
following recipe :—Sugar lib., honey, i lb., mild ale

1 pint; boil for n minute or two. 1 have sometimes
added to this mixture, on its cooling, a tablespoonful of
rum. Mr. Pa>ne, author of "The licckeeper*s Guide,*'
gives another recipe. He saya :

*' :\Iy experience has
proved to me that a most excellent and chejp liquid
food maybe made in the following manner :— lib. of
loaf sugar, a quarter of a pint of water, and 4 oz. of
honey, boiled for three minutes." For convenience, the
syrup should bo kept in light coloured glass bottles-

pletely coverea witn tnem, to p
of bees. Carelessness in this respect would ensure

the destruction of hundreds of bees. The feeding of

bees in the depth of winter should be avoided; but

if it should become necessary, sticks of barley-sugar

may be put amongst the combs of stocks requiring food.

Stocks should also be fed from the beginning of next

April, so long as they continue to accept the offered

food. An ounce of food per day will be a sufficient

allowance for one stock. When you consider that

every stock should have 10 lbs. of food in the hive on

the 1st of October—that six stocks should have 60 lbs.

of food—eight stocks, 80 lbs. of food, and so on—this

business of feeding bees is not the trifling matter it is

generally considered to be by persons who have had no
experience in bee-keeping. Ten pounds of syrup is an
immense quantity of liquid for such tiny things as

bees to store in their hives; and tlie bee-keeper who
has to sujjply each of his stocks with so large a quan-

tity of food should not delay its administration for one
hour, for the cold weather of October will soon make
it impossible for him to feed thein in the mode I have
recommended. Jo7m Loive, Broad Oah, Accrington.
Almond Trees,—A correspsndeut asks if the fruiting

of the Almond tree is uncommon. The Almond must
be more hardy than its congener the Peach, because
though always a standard it fruits so often as it does,

probably always in the south of England in sheltered

situations ; at least I remember two near Windsor, at

the top of Egham Hill, that rarely failed when I was a

boy. Probably it is more rare so far north as this
; yet

I have one entirely exposed on every side except the
north-west, which set a very large crop of fruit, the
season being so late and the wood so well ripened last

autumn. But the storm of May cleared it of all

but a few fruit, which are now slowly ripening. Tiie

tree stands alone on a lawn, and is the Jordan variety.

Q. Jeans, AJJord Vicarage, Lincolnshire.

Beecli Trees and Lightning.—The question as to the

immunity of Beech trees from lightning was solved

during a thunder storm here, in June last, when two

labourers, who sought for slielter under a Beech tree,

were struck by lightning. It 13 singular that the

men, leaning forward on their hoes, were only struck iu

their legs, and experienced only temporary paralysis.

Tbe tree docs not appear to have been injured, Thomas
C. Broivn, Further Barton, Cirencester. At Cobham
Lodge there is a Beech wliich was struck by lightning

before February 6. 1839. The Beech was forked 10 feet

from the grour.d, and was split down to the ground so

that light was seen through the split. It being an

ornamentid tree it was recommended to have the

forked stems chained together with a strong iron

chain, and this was done high up, and now, October,

18G0, may be seen the filling up between the cleft in

the bark on both sides. Af., Cohham, Surreg.

Badges of Scottish Clans.~~\ am obliged to '*P. 11."

for his answer to my appeal ; it has cleared off all my
inquiries except the following, which perhaps some
kind corre3i>oudent may yet supply. Is Scirpus laeus-

tris (the Bulrush) the badge of Mac Kay or of Mac Ray ?

Is Calluna vidgavis the badge of Mac Donell or of

Mac. Douell? And what is the badge of Mac Dougal?
Diss.

Monstrous Fuchsia,—I beg to send you two sepals

from the blossoms of a seedling Fuchsia I have. You
will observe a small horn-shaped process on each. One
sepal on each flower has this peculiarity. I shall be
much obliged by your informing me if this Fuchsia
cornuta is a novelty. C. Af. Voif^ell, Mimter Souse,
Cheltenham. [We never before saw the like.]

Spergula pilifera.—Some time ago a reactionary feel-

ing set iu against this little plant, as, indeed, was not
unnatural. And in the last Number of Curner &
Spencer's *' Florist" a very deci*led opinim was ex-

pressed against its ever doing for lawns. I think it is

premature yet to decide either way. Mr. Shirley

Hibberd is sanguine as to its performing all that was
promised of it. I am inclined to think it may, but
though I sowed my seed a month before Mr. Hibberd,
I require more time yet to be sure. And the soil on
which it grows makes as much difference to it as to any
plant I know, A stitf clay well enriched suits it per-

fectly. But the writer In the " Florist" is mistaken in

supposing the pa<*t moist season favourable to its growth
or even life. Patches put in of tbe same size, and at

tiie skum distances, and at the same time last year,

tilled up their spaces iu oue-third the time they hiive

taktju to do it this. I have an oblong bed containin
about 25 square yards, that has nearly reached its velvet
condition, while another put In before it in lighter soil

and about six ti mes the size, nearly square, will
hardly be ready for inspection when the writer in
the " Florist" comes here. However, they will both
be left untouched for his critical oxumination. Our
principal botanist here is of opinion, from the state of
these beds, that it will be superior to Grass for lawns
in many cases. George Jean^, Alford Vicarage
Lincolnshire. [We are obliged to add that on our stiff

clay we can make nothing of it.]

After Treatment of a Blooming Yucca.

has been made in last week*s Paper by
pondent *' D. U." to advice asked for by

1859, as to the best means of preserving a plant of
Yucca gloriosa, then coming beautifully into bloom, from
decaying, which Yuccas often do after blooming, allow
me to inform •* D. U." that the advice given in your
columns was strictly adhered to j the spike was allowed to
grow and expand its many hundreds of blooms, and was
cut down as soon as the beauty of the flowers was over.

In spring, this year, several suckers appeared at the

base of the stem, and were removed immediately. Iu
two or three weeks afterwards a fine strong shoot

pushed from the base of the flower stem; it is now
developing leaves, and in a short time the plant will

look better than it did before blooming. By following

your advice, therefore, we not only enjoyed the large

spike of bloom, which we were afraid would be the

destruction of the plant, but we find that the plant is

none the worse for it. The suckers ought to be taken

off as soon as they make their appearance, as by leaving

them on they exhaust theoldplaut. G. Archer, Finedon

Mall.

Management of Peach Trees,—There have been

many failures In Peaches this year, and as I have been

very successful in obtaining excellent crops of both

Peaches and Nectarines, it may be interesting to know
my mode of treatment. Three years ago I found that

the Peach trees here had become almost worthless; the

roots had gone down into the subsoil, and the trees pro-

duced nothing but long succulent shoots which would

not ripen. The consequence was I had no fruit, I

immediately set to work to remedy tbe evil. I had all

the trees taken up, the mould removed from tbe border

to the depth of 2 feet, and 9 feet in width from the

wall ; the soil being very bad I had it wheeled on to the

quarters of the garden. I next had the bottom made
smooth and hard, with a gentle fall from the wall to the

outside of the 9 feet, which was to be the width of tlie

border, where a drain was made 1 foot deep the whole

in this way : a drain tile was placed at the

and above that were laid rubble stones and
bricks up to the level of the bottom of the

over these were put C inches of the same
material from tiie wall to the outside of the border;

then the first spit of a pasture field was placed over the

whole with the Grassy side downwards, then filled up

with a good porous maiden loam and about one-sixth

part half rotten leaves, tbe whole being previously well

incorporated together. The soil was raised 8 inches

above the level to allow for settling down. The trees

were then taken from where they had been laid in by

the heels, and such roots as they had, which were very

bad, were pruned and spread out iu very shallow boles,

and covered with about 6 inches of soil. All was then

made smooth, and the trees were mulched to keep off

frost from the roots. Some of the trees that were dead

were thrown away and were replaced with new ones.

The old ones did but little the first year, but last year

they had a very fair crop, as had also the young ones.

This year both old and young trees were literally covered

with bloom, and almost every bloom set, so that the fruit

had to be severely thinned several times, which is better

than doing it all at one time ; although the season lias

been so unfavourable, every tree has ripened a fine crop

which is nearly gathered. Tlie young wood promises

well for next year, as it is thoroughly ripened to the

point, which is the grand secret in Peach culture, au"

which is only to be obtained by means of well drained

borders. During this last vear I have hardly lost a

branch on a wall 1000 feet long, planted with Peaclies

and Nectarines In the manner described above.
^

i-^

autumn as soon as the wood is ripe and the leaves begin to

fall, I lift all the young trees, prune their roots and

replant them, whicii operation prevents the trees from

making over luxuriant growths and keeps the roots

from penetrating the subsoil the old trees do notrequne

to be lifted, except they appear to be growing too

luxuriantly. I merely shorten the roots by digging

round at a distance of five or six feet from the stem.

The situation of these gardens is low and damp, being

nearly surrounded with ornamental ^^'^^*^I,* .?

tl-.erefore suffer much from late spring frosts. For the

protection of the bloom in spring I use a coping mnae

with three quarters of an inch Fir boardi. fixt'il V^7^^
the coping of the wall; it is made to project 18 mcues

length,

bottom,
broken
border

;

tne VI

from the wall, with suffident fall to throw off" ram.

is set on brackets so as to he taken down when t »

fruit is safe from frosts. I put .it up just
^^^f''^^.,^

bloom begins to swell, and take it down about the ^u^

of May, by which time the leaves are so far advauceu *»

to protect the young fruit. I fi»d this coping i*^

preferable to canvas nets, or any other covering 1 u»

tried, as it keeps the bloom and shoots quite ciry

wet weather, and being dry the frost does no narm^

Besides the advantajro it aUords to the setting 01
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fruit, 1 tiud the coping Loaids .of great service for

protecting the borders of iny late Vineries from ruins;
they are made in lengths of 12 or 14 feet and are easily

fixed over the Vine borders with a few stakes and poles.

J, Bethell, Ashhurnham Plaee^ Sussac.
Oishurst Compound.— I tried tliis upon insects

pliiced under a good microscope. I began with mv
greatest pest the thrips. I found that the slightes*t

touch with a camel's hair pencil dipped in a solution of
2 oz, to the gallon of water was instant death, as they
turned black and shrank up. With aphides of all sorts
I found it oqusilly destructive, but I should recomnieud
3 oz. to the gaUon; they certainly lived longer after
being dipped than the thrips. lied spider was as quickly
destroyed. Mealy bug required a much stronger
solution, and it was much longer before life was
destroyed; but after leaving it under the glass for
half an hour, it was completely dried up. 1 should
use quite 6 oz. to the gallon of water, and where only
applied upon hard wood or strong leaves, I should not
wash it off for some time, if at all; scale that adheres
closely to the leaf is certainly more difficult to kill, and
I should not be satisfied unless it was removed with the
brush T use the mixture with, and in all cases, both of
mealy bug and scale, I should use a second application
where it can be followed. The best plan is to dip the
plants in the solution, and for this purpose I have a
large zinc tub, in which I also clean the plants after-
wards, by immersing them in clean soft water, which
removes the otherwise disagreeable appearance the
plants have owing to the compound sticking to thera.
Peach trees and Vines are benefited by a dressing of
it after pruning, adding enough clay to make it of the
consistency of paint ; it saves the trouble of making tlie

old mixtures of soft soap, sulphur, soot, &c- George
Sond, Walcott Gardener.- 1 have had this in use
all the summer, and I must say that as far as my ex-
perience goes many thanks are due to Mr. Wilson from
the gardening world, as the inventor of so cheap and
efficient a remedy for the destruction of all insects
injurious to vegetation. My own impression is that
a liberal application of this mixture during the autumn,
after the fall of the loaf, and again in spring, before the
buds expand, would almost, or at all events to a great
extent, annihilate insects, and thus render fruit trees
comparatively free from them during the summer
months. I conclufte that under these circumstances
the Compound might be used with impunity at any
strength, and Mr. Judd's experiments seem quite to
prove such to be the fact. <<". Brewin, Wortletf, near
SheJJieJd. As regards dressing trees in a dormant
state with my Compound, Mr. Rivers, in the 8th
edition of "The Orchard House," under directions for
January, (p. 12), says, " Paint the trees (every shoot and
bttd) with G.shnrst Compound, half a pound to the
gallon of water," Geor^n IT ilson, Jiel,noM£^j;:^u.rh<*iL

Anevefts impress Eugenie Strawberry.— Passing
hastily through Covent Garden Market one day during
the past summer, I noticed this beautiful looking
Strawberry in many of the shops. One of the principal
fruiterers however informed me that he did not exhibit
it, aa^ the flavour was deficient. I have subsequently
been informed that it is a very superior kind in every
respect, and in a fruit catalogue now before me it is

described as "juicy, sweet, and richly flavoured." As I
do not recollect any allusion having been made to it in
your columns, I shall be greatly obliged by some of
your readers stating what its merits really are. A. S.

"Yi^^*"^'^
o/" Grapes and P/wes.—Your correspondetit

" W. P. A." having commenced sifting the varieties of
Grapes, and pointed out that those fine Muscats which ^ ^.v...... .

wo have admired in Loudon are not Muscats at all, but iairly entitled to
'
it.

Charlsworth Tokay, one is led to inquire liow it is that
onr judges at metropolitan shows have never pointed
this out to the gardening world before. Surely this
must be a fault that requires looking into. Country
gardeners find their way to at least one great show in
the year, and this they do with ah eye to improving
themselves and their masters' places; they admire and
endeavour to imitate, but can it be true that what we
imagine to be one thing is in reality something else;
and will the matter end with Grapes ? Let me hope
that some master hand will take up Pines ; they are
now largely grown, but go where you will they are
wrongly named. Who, for instance, can point out the
difference between the various kinds of Queens, or
where can you find a work that will give the informa-
tion required? It is. 1 know, to be found in one of the
hrst volumes of the Transactions of the Horticultural^lety but how few have access to these ; anl if theyhave, there must now be occasion to put a " W. P. A."

TraTnlle ' '*" '^^ °" '^' ^"''j^^^- ^- ^<>^"'-^''^

nn^r/r;T^^''"?'^^''^o'"'^%*^
^^'^ ^^^"^^1^3 (Sept. 29)on the Colmar d'Ete Pear, 1 beg to say that I receiveda tree w.th tins name from Mr. Rivers in 1852 othe Quuice, which is planted on a south wall. It has

Sr^dantl?Yn T"^ ^^ •''''''' ^"^^ ^-^-1 timS
aW H ^ considering Its size. At present there are

tWnV ;f
''

""T ."""'^l"'" f^'^ P^"^ ^^Pon it. I

period of /nr-"^
'•''''='"'* '^''^''' to colour and

dLTrrnnL ^T^^' i""'""^
corresponds with Decaisne's

description The colour with me is very bright yellowwith red cheek and almost transparent, and^the^perdof r.pemug is October or November. ' Another Pear^cetvod at the same time from Mr. Rivers calledBeurre d'Aumalis, has succeeded admirably here It

has never failed to produce fruit, and this year I have
upwards of 200 Pears on a standard not very much
larger than a large Gooseberry bush. This Pear is

generally large, but owing to the wet season not so this
year. J. C, Speijmouth, FocJiahers, N. B.

Burchardt's Amber Cluster Grape.—'iie'mg about to
erect an orchard-house, I should teel obliged if any of

I

your subscribers could inform me where tljis Gi*ape can
be purchased. I am not aware that it has been offered
for sale, or that it is in any nurseryman's list; but I

apprehend from the favourable way you have spoken of
it, as well as your last week's correspondent "W. P. A.,"
that it would meet with a ready sale. B. F,, Woking.

Golden Hamhnrgh Grape.—In your paper of the
6th inst. is an article on the Vines at Chiswick by
" W. P. A." and as the writer is in error in one or two
instances I will endeavour to set him right; first then
with respect to my seedling the Golden Hamburgh,

' W. P. A. says " the flavour is not so erood at Chiswick
as with me." Now the difference is tins ; it is planted
outside at Chiswick, and tiio season being so wet has
influenced not only the flavour of my Grape but also
that of others. At a nobleman's in the country where
a whole house of it is grown planted inside, it was
actually considered to be t^o sweet and luscious. This
statement can be proved by half a dozen of our best
practical gardeners who tasted the fruit from the above

'

earned house. Again, W. p. A. says—« but it is con-
stitutionally very delicate." This I can with the greatest
confidence deny; I will guarantee it to be not only as
hardy as the Black Hamburgh, but as any other Grape
known. If the collar of a Vine is allowed to be
saturated with water greatly at variance with the
temperature inside, and shanking occurs, is that
to be considered the fault of the Vine ? That
it is very prolific, the Vine in the large conser-
vatory at Chiswick is a proof, and it is a free grower
and a great bearer in pots. In short I can most confi-
dently and strongly recommend it, not only from my
own experience but from that of several otliers. I will
just mention an instance or two that came under my
own notice this autumn. At the Cheltenham Horticul-
tural Show in September, a nobleman's gardener in the
neighbourhood gained the first prize with the Golden
Hamburgh for the three best bunches of white Grapes.
Ditto for the best collection of fruit, wherein there was
a large dish of Golden Hamburgh. All of these were
gi-own in pots. At the Great Malvern Horticultural
Kxhibition the previous week to the above, for the best
dish of white. Grapes the Golden Hamburgh beat the
Muscat ofAlexandria. Surely, then, all this will be enough
to put a stop to the pros and cons of persons who
always attribute blame, if any, to the subject at issue
rather than to their own carelessness. M. Busby^F.H.S.,
27, Alfred Moad, Wesihourne Green*
The late Cry-stal Palace Fruit Show.—1 must admit

that I am greatly surprised that none of your corres-
pondents have before this time noticed the apparently
unjust award of prizes that took place at the September
exhibition ; mistakes were so conspicuous to me and
many others that I feel I should not be doing my duty
to allow them to pass over unnoticed. In the first place
in Class L Mr. Samuel Solomons was awarded a 2nd
prize for two dishes of Peaches and Nectarines, when he
should certainly have been disqualified tlirough
exhibiting but six Nectarines when the schedule
distinctly stated eight. Again, in letter D, the Queen
Pine Class, Mr. Solomons was awarded a first prize for a
fruit which in my opinion and also that of many others
should have been last, unless the prize was awarded for
the largest crown; in that case Mr. Solomons was

In Class I., Scarlet-fl*;shed

say that the Dahlia ought not to have the highest prize,
but I do think that there ought not to be such a
wide difference between it and Hollyhocks. Some
people advocate showing the Hollyhock in spikes more
than it i^ but they forget that besides being more
tiouble to convey to the exhibition, when the spike'is
once cut off the beauty of the plant is done with for
the season; and there are not many amateurs who
would like to cut their Hollyhocks for the prizes
offered. At the Crystal Palace nearly as much money
again was offered for Dahlias as for aU other cut flowers
put together. Tliercfore, why should Dahlias be thus
liberally rewarded at the expense of other flowers ?

A Constant Beader.

otkike*

Melons, the same want of judgment took place; a
Green-fleshed Melon under the name of Sciiilet Gem w:is
awarded a second prize; this should likewise have been
disqualified, there being a separate class in letter K for
Green-fleshed Melons; the fruit in question therefore
should have been disqualified according to the rules.—
In the case of Flower judging one groat error in my
opinion also occurred, viz. in the first prize Verbena
stand, Lizzy was exhibited twice; the second time it

was called Seedling, but so exactly was it like Lizzy,
that no one could distinguish the difference; this there-
fore was another case for disqualification, for granting
that it was a seedling it was sa like Lizzy that the
two under any circumstances could not be exhibited in
one stand; the schedule plainly stated that there must
be 2i distinct varieties. For my own part I do not
approve of the exhibitor's name and ctird being attached
to fruit or flowers until after the prizes have been
awarded. Neither do I approve of dealers and Covent
Garden salesmen being allowed to exhibit with growers
and gentlemen's gardeners. The former of course have
the picking from the productions of the three United

Kingdoms. F. Bennett, Osherton. Having taken a

great interest in floral and horticultural exhibitions, I

have been much surprised at the unfairness (I should

call it) of exhibition schedules, as regards the prizes

offered for different kinds of flowers : for instance, at

the late Ci^stal Palace Show, 5/. was offered for 24

Dahlias; while at the same show for 36 Koses, 3 trusses

of each, 3Z. only was given; for 24 Verbenas, 5 trusses

of each, only IZ. Last year the same society offered for

24 Dahlias U.\ and for 12 spikes of Hollyhocks only %l.

In one schedule I have seen for this ye,ir, was oflered

21. for 24 Dahlias, and 1/. for 24 spikes of Hollyhocks

;

another offers U. for 2i Dahlias, and 1/. for 12 spikes

of Hollyhocks. Other schedules are also faulty, i do not

TToRTicrxTFRii, Oct 9 (FnriT Committee). —
Collections of Grapes were shown on this occasion by-
Mr. Hill, gr, Keele Hall, Staffordshire, and Mr. Hender-
son, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland at Trentliam.
Among the varieties were Cannon Hall Muscat, Barnes"
Muscat, Rowood Muscat, and Muscat of Alexandria,
Sahibee, Black Prince, West's St. Peter, Lady Downes'"-
Seedling, Black Eagle, Muscat Hatif de Saumur, Black
Hamburgh. Old and White Tokay, Bidwell's Seedling,
Golden Hamburgh, Pope Hamburgh, and Barbarossa.
Of these Muscat Ilatif de Saumur promises to be a
useful white sort. It has a small round juicy rich
berry with a true Muscat flavour; Bidwell's Seedling
is a showy black kind, but in this instance disagreeably

I earthy in taste. What was called Tokay appeared to
' be some wine Grape not unlike White Portugal. Several
dishes of Seckle Pears were produced, among which the
best camefrom Messrs. Bain k Park; of White Doyenne
considerably the best came from Mr. Ma<!nn, and
Mr. Spivey, gr., Hallingbury, Essex. Of Fondante
d'Automne, the best were shown by Mr. Whiting, gr.
at the Deepdone, near Dorking ; and the second best
by Mr. Snow, gr.. Wrest Park, Bedfordshire. Marie-
Louise was contributed, but so unripe that it was con-
sidered best to send it to the Garden at Chiswick for
a time, and bring it forward when in proper condition
at a future meeting. Among other sorts ofPears the best
proved to beGansersBergamot andthesocondbest Beurr^
d'Amanlis. These were furnished by Mr. Kalfe, gr.^

Mount Felix, Walton-on-Tharacs, and Mr. Whiting
of the Deepdene. Among Pine Apples was a Seedling,
a cross between the Queen and Montserrat, sent by
Mr. Oats of Stoneleigh Abbey, Kenilworth. It was-
a good-looking fruit, 7 inches in length and 13 inches
round, with circular flat pips, and on being cut
proved extremely well flavoured; a certificate warf
awarded it. From Mr. Bailey, of Nuncham, came a
green-fleshed Melon, round, yellowish green, and
prettily netted, which came up by accident in one of
his frames after a crop of Trentham H^'brid had been
taken from it. It proved to be delicious in flavour, rich

and sugary, even in this sunless season. A certificate

was awarded it. Messrs. Veitc'i sent fruit of two
kinds of sweet-kernelled Syrian Peaches, both of which
were considered highly promising; they were however
not in a condition to judge properly of their merits.

( From Mr. Webster, of Gordon "^Castle, came a
distinct looking Plum, said to be a seedling from the-

Jefferson; butveryinferiorto its parent in flavour. Frog-
more Late Green Gag(j Plum from Mr. Ingram proved
excellent. It was stated to be three weeks later than
the Gi-een Gage. Keine Claude de Bavay and Coe's
Golden Drop Plums from Mr. Snow were excellent
specimens of good cultivation, and the last was ex-
tremely well riavoui'ed. Among other fruits were
seedling Grapes from Exeter and Reading, but no
a%vard was made to them. The last, which came from
Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Bland^', Esq., was very black in
colour and sweet; but deficient in juice and somewhafe
tough in the skin. It might probably be worth growing
out of doors.

October 1\.—Floral CommiVf^e.—A first-class certi-
ficate was awarded to Mr. Standish, at this meeting,
for Gladiolus Rev. Joshua Dix, a very bright crimson
scarlet showy kind. A special certificate was also
awarded to Mr. Dancer, of Fulham, for a finely
flowered plant of Stenocarpus Cunninghamii, Holly-
hock Advancer from Mr. Johnston, Terregles, was
commended ; it is a salmon-coloured mottled variety,
remarkable iov compactness and fine ^orm.

Kotices of Uoo^0,

Le Jardln Fruitier du MuxSnm, ou Iconographie
de toutes les eip^ces et tarietes d'arbres fniiiiers cuU
lives dans cet elabHssement, &c. &c. I'ar J. Decaisnc.
4to. I'aris, Firmin Didot. Parts 25 to 36.

{Continuedfrom p. 895.)

Poire de Chaumontel.—[The figure represents a fruit

about the size of those imported from Jersey.] The
ChaumoiitL-l was much in vogue in the time of

Louis XV,, :ind it is stUl much esteemed at the present

d;'.y. The average price vanes from 10 to 12 francs pes

hundred when they are plentiful in the markets, and
when their size is scarcely half that represented by thje

Jl
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fiffure- but fruit the lull sizrof the latter is usuall}"

sold at a frunc each iu the miadle of winter.
^

" La Poire de Chaumoutel est un gros Bo^uro d Hy ver,

aasez lonf?, d'un gris brun et rouge, qui est f^dante et

de bou goust ; son eau est encore un peu acre, venaut

d'un vicil sauvagoou tout ^piueuse. Ce Iruit estant

cuUiviS et mis sur nne bonne Coignace [gratced on a

sood Quince stocl^, sera plus dous et oxcellent
;
c est

la clemiere et la plus tardive des Poires btcurees. Merlet,

AhregS des hons Fruits, 1GG7. [U appears from the

same work, ed.lG90, that the original tree of the Chan-

montel was found at Chaumoutel, near Lu^arcbes.

Merlet Bays:] "Ce fruit estant veuu depuis pen

d'anne'es siir un sauvageon a Clmuinontd, tiuijaylait

rafraischir. lo grefiant sur le Cognossier, la suite des

anuses le roudra encore meilleur, et en fera un de nos

proniiers fruits' qui j*ay niang^, sortant de sou sau-

vageon, vers la I^entecote."
*^. lb appeiirs from Aferlet'd statement that the original

tree was old iu 1667- Prof. Dccaisne mentions that

lie was informed by M. Letlamaud, mnjor of Luz-

arches in 1857, and then 02 years of age, that tlie old tree

of the Chaumoutel described by Merlet, and which

belonged to M. d'Assilly, consciUer ^^ la cour des

Aides, died in the memorable winter ot 1789.

- Poire Dlicliesse de Mars.—V r:\x\t middle-sized, obtuse,

in form of a Doyenne; atalli short, thick, straight,

slightly sunk at its insertion; eye very largo, open;

skill yellow, with red more or less brilliant next the

sun, and russeted near the stalk. Flesh whitisli,

somewhat granular, firm, juicy, very musky. The tree

is a good bearer, but grows weakly on the Quince,

a'Hardenpont des Beiges, which is, as has been shown,

the Poire Marquise.
,

Foire ^iwee.—Fruit small or middle-sized, very long,

pyriform, tapering into the stalk, which is long and

slender, straieU or oblique ; eye in a slight depression,

the segments^of the calyx spreading ; skin bright yellow

on the shaded side, brilliant red next the sun, mter-

mi^ed with numerous spots of darker red. i^Jflv!;';^

or breaking, yeUowish-white, granular, with little

iuice sweet, somewhat astringent and musky, beasoti,

October. The fruit answers for stewing and also tor

makino- rolres tapees [dried in an oven and flattened at

the same time by pressure]. Merlet has described

Poires Fusees of various seasons :—1st. the Fusee hattve

which ripens in July and corresponds with one of our

Bellissimes ; 2nd, the Fusee d'£te, ripening a tortnight

later probably the Grosse Cuisse-Dame [Jargonelle] i

3rd 'the Fvse'e de Mi-aout, another BeUissime; 4th,

that of Lomhardie; 5th, the BouUne, similar to the

Foire de Saint- Sansoth of the month of August; 6th,

the JFrisem-, which is our Vermilion ; 7th, the Fusee de

Novemhre, il queue courte ; 8th, Fusee d'Hiver, one of

the latest, and probably allied to one of our Torgidn

According to CI. St. Ktienne, Wouv. Insir., 1670, the

P. Fus^e -was by some called Gros-Uoland, or Chesne-

galon. Prevost {Pomol. Seijie-Infer.) states thvxt this

must not be confounded with a very good Pear for

compote, which is also called Poire de Fusee, but which

is better known at Rouen hy the name of Foire de

Margof.
Foire Gresilier.'-Yvxxxt middle-sized, roundish-tuibi

This variety, inferior to many others ripening at the

same period, has nevertheless the great advantage of

beinf? every year very productive.

Foire Nain Vert.— Fruit small, or middle-sized,

oblate, or Apple-shaped; stalk slender, variable in

length, curved, deeply inserted; eye in a regularly

formed depression ; skin yellowish green, spotted, and
marbled with russet, which is rough to the touch,

especially near the eye and stulk. Flesh white, firm,

half melting, juicy, sweet, but not rich. Season,

October; a tliird rate fruit. Tbe tree forms a bush

between 3 and 4 feet high. It is remarkable for its

dwarf bahic, and its erect, thick, fleshy branches. It

was obtained from seed about 20 years ago by the late

M. de Nerboniie at Iluille, and it is ^stated that the

original tree may be seen in the collection of the Hor-

ticultural Committee of Angers. Prof. Decaisne sag.

gests that if it can be easily propagated it might per-

haps be employed as a stock for dwarfing Pear trees, in

the same w^ay as the Paradise stock is employed for

Apple trees,
(To 6 continued.)

altltou^gh vigorou; enoulh on the Pear stocl<. Some nate, or Doyeune shaped ; salk short, ilesh)w.;reguW

Eurserfmen confound the mohesse de Mar, wl>ich
,

bearmg traces ot some bracts; eye level with the fru^

riDens in whiter with the Poire de Montigny [or Besi or placed m a very slight depvSss.on, the segments of

de Montigny], of which the period of maturity rarely

extends beyuud tbe end of the year. I have received

from M. A. Ruyer a Pear under the name of Comtesse

dc Lumay, which does not appear to differ from the

ihtchesse de Mars, neither as regards its external

characters nor its period of maturity and musky

flavour. [The Duchess^ do Mars and Besi de Mon-

tigny are perfectly distinct; but they very much re-

semble each other in their peculiarly musky, terebinth-

inous flavour, which to manyjs very disagreeable.]
^

Poire Gros Certcau d*Ele.~l\'mt middle-sizoJ,

pyriform, stalk long; eye level Avith the end of the

fruit ; skin smooth yellow, tin.:^ed with red next the

sun. Flesli yellowish, half-breaking, astringent, juicy,

perfumed. Of second-rate quality, " Le Certeau d*Este

Skin yellowish-green,

flesh remarkably fine

the skin, juicy, with a

Season, beginning of

the calyx spreading or erect,

tinged with red next the sun;

and melting, a little green next

very sugary perfumed flavour,

September. The tree is very productive. The

synonyms of this excellent Pear have been hitherto

completely misconceived. I have retained, says Professor

Decaisne, "the name of Gresilier under which Prevost

first made it known to us by a good description accom-

punied with figures. The French nurserymen have

confounded it with the Foire Naguette or Bergamotte

FievSf which is very difl'erent, whilst the Belgian

poraologists have designated it under the name
_
of

Seigneur d'Fsperen without foreseeing the confusion

which this name would entail as we have already the

1^ nne IVu-e longue, belle k peiudre, qui vient par I

Poire Seigneur or fip.ygne, the Poire Seigneur or

tfochets. et est plSs belle ,ue b<Lie. ^.r^et.AJ>.des
;

Doy^nri^. t>>ePoireB Seigneur dOr.uS.

hens Fruits, 1675." [It proved unworthy of cultiva-

tion in England.]

Poire HagtieUe.—Fvwit Apple-shaped, small, or

middle sized, depressed; stalk short, thick, inserted iu

a regularly-formed cavity; eye very large, in a shallow

depression; skin greenish yellow, sometimes slightly

tilled with red next the sun, sprinkled with large

rasset spots. Flesh white at the centre, slightly tinged

with green next the skin, fine, melting, juicy, sugary,

with a little acidity, perfumcJ, but less so in the large

fruits than in the small. Season from the middle of

August till tlie middle of September. The tree is a

good bearer. The fruit is sometimes met with in the

streets of Paris under the name of Poire d'Oiguon. It

belongs to a particular group of varieties, which the

pomolo'gist of the 17th CLMitury designated Caillot

or Poire de Bose. Tlie sort above described has the

synonyms of Caillot-llosat a eourte queue, Gros

Oignonneiy or Oignon Allemande. To these, modern nur-

serymen have added the Bergamotte Fierce, which they

have confoumled. notwithstanding their difiorence, with

the Poire GresiUere of Prevost, which is synonymous

with tlie Bergamotte Lucrative, or Seigneur d'Esperen.

The Poire Naguette was described by CI. Saint-litienne

in 1670. Mayer, Pomona Francomca, 1801, states that

it is Wi'lUknowii iu some cantons by the names of

Poire d^Herbe, Poire I>i>:que.

Seigneur Everard de Seneclauze. Seigneur d'Hiver, or

Poiie de Pcntocote [Easter Bcurre], and finally the

Catalogue of Van Mens contains a Petit Seigneur, liiu

name of P. Gresilier, given by Prevost, besides its right

of priority, appears to me to have the great advantage

of being clear of such confusion for the future.

Foire d'Alejicon.— yiintmiddlo-shed, obovate; st^^lk

very short, thick, straight or slightly bent, sunk at its

insertion, eye not sunk. Skin smooth, greenish-yellow,

marbled and spotted with russet. Flesh white, melting,

very fine, sugary, perfumed, slightly astringent,

excellent. Season, November—March. The tree^ is

vigorous and succeeds well on the Quince Stock. The

Poire d'Alen(^on appears to have been discovered iu

1310 by M. Thuillier, a nurseryman at Alen9an, iu a

hedge on the farm of Ratterie. commune of Cupsey,

Department of VOrue. This excellent Pear has been

described by M. Prevost, under the name of Doyenn6

d'Hiver, but he distinguishes it from the Bergamotte

de Pentec6te [Easter Beurre]. On the other hand, M.

Willermoz has given as a synonym the name of Saint

Michel d'Hiver, which equally applies to a Pear de-

scribed by Duhamel, and of wdiich (continues Prof.

Decaisne) I have myself given a description. Bivort,

Album Pomol, states that many cultivators have given

it the name of Doyenne marbre, in cousequence of the

regular and decided niarbUng of its skin ; and that it

Poire de Parthenag.-Yrmt large, obovate, swelled also bears the name ot Dogenne d Mirer muveau.

out in the middle ; stalk straight, slightly sunk at its

insertion; eye slightly dopre^siid; skin clive yellow,

dotted and marbled with brown. Flesh firm, sweet
with a lltLlc acidity, and somewhat astringent. Prof.

I>ccaisne states th-.it some pnnioh^. ' Is clrtS3 the Poire de

Parthenag among the baking Pears ; but lie believes

with M. "de Liron d'AiroUes that it may be justly con-

sidered a second-rate tabic fruit. Season January to

May. The tree is a good bearer. Tiiis variety was dis-

covered by PoiiaaU, a laeicbaut at Partlienay (Doux-

Sevres), where it is still cuUivatpd in the open ground

imdcr tbe name of Poire de PoiraitU, or Poire a
Poirault,

Poire Delices d'Angers.— ¥rait middle-sized or large,

rouudibh-oblong, depressed at the eye and stalk, like a

Doyenne; stalk short, thick, with fleshy foldi at its

insertion, often thickem^d at its junction with the

spur; eye iu a regularly formed shallow depression,

segments of the calyx erect ; skiu thick, golden yellow,

more or less marbled with olive, bronze, or ferruginous

rosset. reddish brown ntxt tbe sun. Fle^h firm or half-

thelting, juicy, sweet, somewhat mu-sky and very
agreeably perfumed. Season, end of October, November.
This must not be confounded with the Poire Fomme,

Poire Fpine Hose.— Fruit small or middle-sized,

round, flat, Apple-shaped; stalk very long and slender,

sunk in an even cavity ; eye large, si gmcnts of the

c<ilyx reflexed; sklu green or olive-ycUow, brownish

red next the sun, sprinkled with brown dots. Flesh

whitish, coarse, gritty ; juice abundant, sweet, perfumed.

A fruit of secand-rate quality. Season, August, The

tree is very productive.

Poire Duval.—Yvmt largo, obloncf-pyriform ; stalk

straight, hut obliquely inserted, the fruit projecting on

its upper side ; eye nearly level with tlie fruit or in a

slight ilattening; skin very smooth, greenish yellow,

sprinkled with dark-coloured dots, with a little marbling

of russet, rarely tinged with red. Flesh white, some-

what granular, firm or half-buttery, juicy, sweet,

acidulated, perfumed, with a very agreeable fiavour.

Season, November. The tree is very productive.

When the P. Duval acquires a tinge of yellow and red

it might be easily mistaken for the Louise Bonne

d*Avranches [Louise Bonne of Jersey]; but its period

of ripening is nsiially two months later.

Foire Oignonet de iVoccnce.—Fruit small, round;

stalk long, slender, straiglit, or slightly cmved; eye

level with the fruit, the segments of the calyx erect;

Over Sands to the Lakes, by Edwin Waugh (Ireland,

Manchester), is, in the form of a pamphlet, an excellent

guide book to the lake district, wiih many a clever

woodcut illustrating places and scenery. The "sands"

spoken of are those of Morecambe Bay, forming " the

most impressive gateway to the Lake country," and

dividing the districts of Funiess and Cartmel from the

rest of Lan(!ashire. In an old Lancashire ballad of

Flodden Field, the two last places are spoken of:—
" From Silverdale to Kent sand side,

Whose soil is sown with cockle shells
;

From C:irtmel eke, and Couuyside,

"With fellows fierce from Funicss fells."

but few knew of their existence till our railway days

which have brought travellers acquainted with places

once inaccessible. Mr. Waugh speaks of theni thus:—

"Furness is indeed * a laud whose stones are iron, and

out of whose hdls thou may est dig brass;* but the

wild fells and green valleys of Cartmel know little of

the bustling world, save whut belongs to their purely

agricultural and pastoral character; and the primitive

race of mountnin folk dwelling therein clings to the

manners, language, and traditions of its * fore-elders

with an aff"ectiou little disturbed by communion with the

great changes of modern life. To the scholar and

student of manners, to the lover of nature, and the

man of science, these secluded bills and glens teem

with rich and rare interest." In days gone by these

places could only be reached by crossing the "sands

in question, and an exciting sort of crossing it must

luive been:—"The channels are constantly shifting,

particularly after heavy rains, when they are periloualy

uncertain. For many ccutuiies past, twu guides havo

conducted travellers over them. Their duty is to

observe the changes, and find fordable points. In all

seasons and states of the weather this wiis their duty,

and in times of storm and fog it must have been fraught

with danger. These guides were anciently appmnted

by the Prior of Cartmel, and received synodal and

Peter-pence for theii- maintenance. They are now paid

from the revenues of the duchy. Ilie office of gmJe

has been so long held bv a family of the name of Carter,

that the country people have given that name to the

office itself. A gentleman, crossing from Lancaster,

once asked the guide if 'Carters' were never lost on

the sands. 'I never knew any lost,' said the gniae;

* there's one or two drowned now and then, but they re

generally found somewhere i'th bed when th' tide goes

out.' A certain ancient mariner, called Nuttall, wbo

lives at Grange, on the Cartmel shore, told me that

< people who get their living by " following the sands,

hardly ever die in their beds. They end tbeir days on

the sands; and even their horses and carts are genera)

lost there. I have helped,' said he, Itopull horses and

coaches, ay, and guides too out of the
^f^^' l\^

channel,' he continued, ' is seldom two days togetIcr m

one place. You may make a chart one day, and, beiore

the ink is dry, it will have-shiftod."

In this agreeable manner the traveller is carried aioHo

rouo-h 50 pa-cs of instructive local information.
thr

Ure's dictionary of Arts, Mamfactures, and 3^^^*

stands now at the 12th part, only three more i-e»^^^*^"2

to cnmnlote the work. The principal articles are tno«

on Paper, an important one by Mr. Hunt himse»,

Peat, Purtumery, Photography, Pottery and P''^"" *'

the latter a pretty complete history of the
^n^^Yiwd

and explanation of the art in its mumte P^^^'r;

details. Under an article contributed by Mr.
"f^l

Williams, Potash (Nitrate of, or Saltpetre), we hna .u^

following curious statement, which is doubtless ne

all except prorL;^v'd chfiui&ts :

-i. i u-h we
" 2. Tbe second mode of preparing mtre *"'"

, ^

shall consider, is from nitrate of soda aud .*:hlonu

potassium. On dissolving equivalent quantities oiiu

two salts in water, and salting down, double deoo^P^

tiou takes place. The chh>ride of «od^um ma^^^

removed from the hot concentrated fliud u> i»

shovels, while the nitrate of potash, being
P^^^^^i^j^

soluble in hot than m cold water, ''^^^^^"Vl^^tioi
but crystallises out on cooling. The ^^^^._
takes place in accordance with the

»^"f^^f^***"''^ NaO,XO^+KCl=NaCl+ KO.M> .^.

"The above reaction ia one of great »"^™\rjayiaB
portance, inasmuch as it enables u. to concert laav
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or cubio nitre, as nitrate of soda is sometimes called, condition is not satisfactory. Both bunches and berries

into the mneh more valuable salt, nitrate of potash,

paring the last war with Russia it was found that large

nuantilies of chloride of potassium were exported, and

found their way into that country. For some time no

notice was talien, because the salt appeared too harmless

t^ be declared contraband of war. Eventually it was

found that it was entirely used in Russia for the

purpose of aflbrding nitrate of potash, by the process

described. It need scarcely be said that the (gunpowder

made through the medium of our own chloride of

potassium, was employed against our troops in the

Crimea."

Tkade Lists Received. — Louis Van Hoittte,

a Gaud(Belgique). Prix-Courant de Pluntcs rnstiques

de plein air, contenant les Arbres et arbrisseaux de

pleine terre, les arbustes grimpants, les Coniferes de

pleiu air, les Rosiera; les articles de terre de bruyere,

tels qu'Andromeda, Azalees de pleine terre, Erica,

Kalmifi, Ledum, Magnolias, Pivoines en arbre, Rhodo-

dendrons rustiquea, etc. ; les Plantcs vivaces de pleine

terre, ainsi que leurs Specialites telles que : Collections

d'Althaoa rosea (Roses trumi^rcs), Bellis (P^qaerettos),

Chrysanth&inos, Dianthus ((T^illets), Filices (Fougferes

rustiques), Iris a RhizSmes, Paeonia (Pivoines herbacees),

Phlox decussata, et Fiualemeut quilques nouveaut^s en

poiriers et autrcs articles.

are smaller than they have been in former seasons, and
judging from the wood it has made, next year's crop

may be expected to be even w'orse than this. Let us hope

however that we may be mistaken.

Jardin Royal de Zoologie et d'HorlicuUure.—This

only will last from 20 to 30 years without needing any

manure, provided only that they be regularly and care-

fully pruned and disbudded (which with the generality

of Vine-dressers will be the case), and the ground kept

well stirred and clean, so that weeds may not help to

exhaust its strength. This is more particularly true of

the species which yield red wine ; those which give white

is near the Luxembourjr lUUway Station, Brussels; the wine being of a stronrrer species, exhaust the soil more

great attraction here appeared to be music, if one may
judge from the large quantity of chairs placed round a

raised circular platform of brickwork surrounded by a

border planted with Verbenas. Geraniums, &c., with iron

girders supporting a canopy or shade ; these are covered

with Hops. At the further end of this garden are the

residence and hothouses of M. Linden; that gentleman

was from home, but wo were shown through the houses

by his brother-in-law, M. I'unck. The iirst place we

entered might he called the show house; it contained

Palms, Ferns, &c., of the large class; these were well

and tastefully arranged, also several good Tydffias. One

of the most showy and remarkable plants in this house . _

was Cibotium princeps, a very beautiful and magni- soap maker (which is principallj

Hcent tree Fern, having singular furry red wool on the would be found ot great value. I know a gentlemaa

stem leaves, and fronds; also some fine plants of who haa a small Vineyard planted with the Burgundy

Ceroxylon ferruf^ineuui, a very handsome Palm—this varieties of Vines; he has not manured it for 30 years,

hou=e is about 80 feet long and 22 feet in width. still it bears yearly a good average crop, and produces

rapidly, and the land would therefore sooner require

manure. However, manuring will, in all cases, materially

alter the flavour of the Grape and the taste of the wine,

and manures of different sorts will have different effects.

The Vine-dresser should guard ai^ainst the strong

manures of the slaughter-house; decaying leaves, the

shoots taken from the Vines, straw, horse and cow-

dung, mide "nto a heap, with a large quantity of earth,

and kept so for 12 months, being during that period

turned over two or three times, applied in small quan-

tities, will be the beat for general use. To soils which

are deficient in lime, crushed bones, if they are suffi-

ciently plentiful and cheap, or the waste lime of the

soan maker (which is princinaUy carbonate of lime),

Garden Memoranda.
has
and
gar-

Hampton Court Palace Gardens. — Tliis

been a season of little else than grumbling
disappointment with the generality of flower

deners, and really in many places there has been

reason for it. Not so, however, at Hampton Court.

Here the wet weather seems to have been favourable

for many things. Verbena beds in general are as well

filled and as heaUhy as ever we remember to have seen

them, and are even now one mass of flower; Purple
King, Andre, I^ord Raglan, General Simpson, Ariosto,

Mr. Holford, and iladeline appear to be favourites

here, and deservedly so, for they really make charming
masses. Calceolarias were also very good ; conspicnous

among them were Kayi, angustifolia, integrifolia,

aurea floribunda and amplexicaulis ; the latter mixed
with dwarf Tagetes looks extremely well, and when in

3uxtaposition with Madeline Verbena has a fine effect

;

Perilla pegged down covered the beds it was in beauti-

of the Day Geranium ; of all white beds, however,
none equals Variegated Sweet Alyssum, when grown
in the same perfection as it is here, ^mong Scarlet
Gfiraninms Tom Thumb seemed as good as any,
especially under the Yew trees which line the principal

walks. The dwarf Zelinda Dahlia also does well pegged
^own under trees. In short, so well have out-door
plants succeeded here this season, that it is difficult to
say what has done best. In front of the Palace, to
fill up two triangular corners, are what may be termed
two rainbow beds ; each of these consist of seven rows
3 feet in width, planted thus—First, i.e., next the
Grass, Tom Thumb Geranium ; second. Variegated Sweet
Alyssum; third. Purple King Verbena; fourth, Cal-
ceolaria angustifolia ; fifth. Purple King ; sixth, Varie-
gated Sweet Alyssum ; and next the Grass again,
Tom Thumb Geranium. Tliese two beds are very
effective, being literally one mass of bloom, and as

ITo.ise No. 2.—Here wc saw Pteris villosa, Angio-

pteris ascensionis, both fine specimens ; Pteris sp. nova,

having a peculiar serrated edge to the leaf.

In House Xo. 3 was a new Cattleya from San Paul's.

In Xo.4 the beautiful Rhopala glaucophylla, remark-

able for its stately appearance and handsome leaves;

also R. crenata, which is new and originally from tlje

mountains of San Paul's; also R. montana, Cupania

fimbriata, together with beautiful specimens of Theo-

phrasta imperialis, T. mncrophylk, and T. nobiUs, all

plants of extreme beauty ; tlie last variety is very

rare. A new Tecoma from Brazil, with peculiar woolly

stem and leaf, was also growing here; likewise Aralia

Lindeniana and A. reticulata, though not new, yet

beautiful. Of Cresccntia regalis there was a very fine

specimen; also Stadmannia sp. from Brazil; Cataleuca

rubicunda, having beautiful silvery under-aidc of leaves;

Isotypus rosiflorus, remarkable for its beautiful silvery

leaf and stem ; Guarea macrophylla^ a very fine speci-

men, with handsome foliage; Gomphia Theophrastae, and

Colea Commersonii.
In House No. 5 were magnificent specimens of

Plectocomia spectabilis and Thvinaxelcgans,a small and

very pretty Palm. "We also noticed about 20 varieties

of Pandanus, of which elegantissimus was the mostfully; Tropajolum Lobbianumelegans likewise was very
good,asvvasalsothe oldStachyslanata, mixed with Flower attractive." " '^ "* "

- - ...
- - - House No, 6 is pHnripany occupied with Orchids,

among-̂ wTjir-h we noticed the foHowfng in bloom, viz.

Odontoglossura Bictoniense, Miltouia spectabilis, Epi-

dendrum prismatocarpura, Odontoglossnm hastilahluui,

Sobraha violacca, a good specimen ; some good Cypri-

pedlum?, and the rare and very handsome Anajctochilus

eldorado, having irregular gold lines finely dotted; also

Cattleya amethystina.

No. 7 is devoted to plants either officinal or

medicinal. We noticed a fine stock of the rare

and curious Galactodeudron utile, or Cow Tree, and the

new Columnea erythrophEea, with handsome long

scarlet flowers.

In House No. 8 we found Aralia integri-

folia, remarkable for its long and handsome leaves;

a new Fuchsia, called cinnabarina, somewhat of

the habit of F. serratifolia ; a peculiar climber from

New Grenada called Muti^ia Clematidis, bavinir ten-

level on the top as if they had been clipped. Beyond (jnig ^t the end of each leaf, the habit of a Passiflora

and composite yellow flower ; and Dractena Veitchii, the

leaves of which have a central red line-

House No. 9 was mostly occupied

among which was a new Asplenium

Musa EnSete.

these every other bed consists of self colours; mixtures
have only been planted for the sake of contrast. Each
colour is arranged with a view to efloct, both near and
at a distance. The border, half a mile in length, which
i-uns in a line with the east front of the Palace, and in

which there is nothing to obstruct the view, is

arranged so as to match the beds on the opposite side of
the walk. Here each bed represents blocks of distinct

colours, Perilla is placed between Tom Thumb Gera-
nium, and whites always between blues, purples, or reds.

Out of 32G beds, three or four, although planted the
same as the others, and with similiir plants, were not
quite satisfactory. Upon inquiring the reason of this

we were informed that these " seedy" beds, as "Mr.

Donald termed them, had not been trenched; all the
other open beds had : two or three times during these
last five or six years. Tn the bottom of eacli trench
waa put a g<x>d wheel-barrow loid of leaves, not rotten,
but just as tliey were swept from under the trees. Tiiis
wa8 done as soon as the frost destroyed the plants on
the beds, which were also put into the trench
along with tlie leaves, a practice which saved the
trouble of wheeling them away, and in many cases
moving them back again when they became rotted.
This mode of management has its advantages. In a
dry season trenched ground retains moisture much
longer than when left undisturbed; this was abun-
dantly proved here last year. This season the trenching
afforded excellent drainage, and the putting a layer o'f
leaves in the bottom of each trench favoured the
speedy carrying off of the superabundant moisture
which has been experienced this year. Vegetable
matter thus ijuried also turns up the following winter
in just the right condition for plants to thrive in it.
This plan of flower-bed management therefore cannot
be too extensively practised.

Aa regards the great Vine, we regret to say that its

with Orchids;

and the great

the choicest wine in his cellar, which shows that the

Vine, if properly cultivated, will not very soon need

manure." I\Ir. Belperroud, another prize essayist,

writes as follows on the same subject :—"The winter is

decidedly the best season for manuring, after pruning

is done, and before the fork-hoeing; the beneficial

effect of it will be evident the first year, and the Grapes

will come sooner to maturity; and the second year,

double the quantity of bunches may be expected : full

crops too will be borne for five or six years afterwards*

The variety of manures suitable for the Vine is so great,

that it would be tedious to emimerate them, but I may
briefly mention that bones, skins, refuse of breweries,

ashes, lime, mortar, leaves and small branches of ghruba

or trees, guano, are all good. The rubbiah of an old

house {dehlals d'ttne maison\ lime and ashes well

washed, beyond all other m:innres improve the quality

of tlie winewithcertainty, particularly when applied in a

strong clayey ground. Common salt suits Grapes very

well, particularly Muscatels, and I suppose every kind of

Muscat. The murk of Grapes coming from the still, or

from the press, is an excellent dressing for every variety

of soil. Guano has been tried at Herramongo for the

Gouais ; the first year of its application it had no visible

eftecfc on the stocks, the second it produced much wood

and large berries, but no increased quantity of hunches ;

but in the third year it was astonishing to observe

tlie great diiference between 12 rows that had been

manured with guano, and other 12 rows that had not

been manured at all—the former looked healthy, dark

green, had long strong branches loaded with large

bunches of fruit, and lar more advanced than other&m
their neighbourhood; it yet remains to be proved,

however, whether it will stand long, or if it will Increase

the quantity of the fruit, without injuring the fine

qualitv of the wine."

Hahits of the Kestrel.—The common Kestrel is one

of the most familiar of the British Ilawk.^ being seen

in almost every part of the country where a monse, a

lizard, or a beetle may be found. It may be eiisily

distinguished while on the wing from any other hawk,

by the peculiar manner In which it remains poised in

air in a single spot, its head invariably pointing

towards the wind, its tail spread, and Its wings widely

extended, almost as if it were a toy kite raised in the

air by artificial means, and preserved in tlie same spot

by the trammels of a string. While himging thus

strangely suspended in the air, its head is bent down-

wards, and its keen eyes glance restlessly in every

direction, watching every blade of Grass beneath its

In No, 10 was a beautiful plant resembling Clssus,
j

ken, and shooting down with unerring certainty of aim

called MIkania splendeus, and a pretty AUoplcctus

Schlimii.

In No. 11 was a very fine stock of the remark-

ably beautiful Pteris tricolor, which we venture

to predict will become one of the most beloved of

Ferns, being handsome and distinct in appearance;

the three colours are beautifully blended and

variegated, the rib being of purplish red, as also the

young partially developed fronds ; it has a broad silvery

stripe down the centre of each leaf, and a portion of the

leaf is dark greun. This Fern looked very striking to

the eye. At another place it was not so bright in

colour, which was said to be owing to the plant being

impatient of syringing. In the same house was the

Canipylobotrys rcgatis, a plant of singular hpnuty, and

large variegated leaves of the colour of Beg,.mia Rex;

with Saccolabium violaceum in bloom. Here were also

thelbeautiful Amectochiius (Macodes) petola, and Cen-

tradenia grandiflora. , „ . ^, ,^ en
No 12 was devoted wholly to the culture of Bego-

'

It contained several very fine plants of B. Rex

Leopoldi. and B. Duchesse de Brabant, the last a plant

of extreme beauty. /T". J'

mas.

Miscellaneous.

Manuring Vines in Tine^/ards.-We find the follow-
j

ing in a prize essay by Mr. Pettavel upon the_cu t.vation

of the Vine in the Colony of Victoria {S. Holland) :-

" Vines n this country will not require manuring /or except dv

mJnv vears^ for those w'hlch are grown for wme-making ,

existence.

upon any unhappy field mouse that may be fttolish

enough to poke his red face out of his hole while the

Kestrel is on the watch. The marvellous powers of the

Kestrel's eye may be easily imagined by any one who
has any experience of the field-mouse and the extreme

dilficulty of seeing the little creature while it is creeping

among the Grass straws. Its ruddy coat blends so

well with the mould, and the Grass blades bend 80

slightly under the pressure of Us soft fur, that an

unpractised eye would fail to detect the mouse even if

its precise locality were jrointed out. The number
of field-mice consumed bv this hawk U very great, for it

is liardJy pos(*i'dc to oj)cn the stomach ot a Kt.^trol

without finiling the remains of one or more of these

destructive little animals. On account of its mouse-

eating propensities, the Kestr ' '. a most l^nl bird to

the farmer, wlio In his ignorance eonfoaocU all hawks

to«-ether, and shoots the Keetrel because the kite

ste^als his chickens. Not tliat the Kestrel is whoUy

cuiltless of chiL-kt-n-stoaling, or even of the greater

crime of pmrhing on the preseives. Like all ammala^

it occasionally char-^^s ite diet, and pounces upon a

chicken, a young plieusant, or a partridge. One of

these birds has actually been shot with a young

pheasant hanging in its claws, and the legs of young

Jrame have been found strewed beneath a n&st whese »

Kestrel had rearetl her young. Ytxmg r. ^ ™
h ires have sometimes Ulen victims to th^ hunger of i)m

Kestrel, which is, however, unable to carry thera awijf

pvPPnt duriuL' thrir earliest stages of uiOependent

preptiles of different kinds, such as ftOgl»

many years.
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small moles, and newts, ave also a favourite prey of this

bird, which has ofteu bceu known to snatch fish out of

the water by a dexterous sweep of its ready claw.

When the Kestrel lives among the roclvs upon the sea-

coast, it haunts the shore at low water in search of

food, and makes many a meal on little crabs, shrimps,

small fish that have been left in the rock-pools of the

receding tide, and many other marine creatures. In

the use of its claws the Kestrel is remarkably quick and

ready, and being also a swift-winged bird, it is in tlie

liabit of chasing cock-chafiers and other large beetles on

the wing, and catching tlieui neatly with its claws as it

shoots past their course. Witliout pausing in its

flight, tlie bird transfers the insect from the foot to the

mouth, and eats it without taking the trouble to

alight. With such eagerness does it pursue this kind
of prey, which we nmy suppose to be taken as a dessert

after a more substantial meal upon mouse-flesh, that it

continues its chase far into the evening, and may be

seen in hot pursuit of the high-Hying beetles long after

dusk. Caterpillars and other larva3 are also eaten by

the Kestrel, which does not disdain to alight on the

ground, and draw the earthworms out of their boles.

Sometimes, but rarely, it attacks the smaller birds,

fchoosing especially to pounce upon them as they are

gathered together in little flocks, and are so confounded
at the sudden appearance of tlieir enemy, that they fall

easy victims to the desti'oyer. On this account, the

Kestrel is ofteu seen in the winter months hovering
near the farmyards, in hopes of making a successful

dash among a plump of sparrows as they congregate
over some fresh straw, or settle among the fowls for the
purpose of picking up the grain which was intended for

the poultry. Mice, however, are always its favourite

diet, and sis the multiplication of these little quadru-
pedal pests is much increased by the abundant food
which they find in cultivated grounds, and stacks and
barns, the Kestrel has learnt to attach liimself to human
residences, instead of becoming self-banidhed, as is

the case witli almost every other hawk. There is

hardly a village where the Kestrel may not be seen
hovering with outspread wings, and surveying the
fields below. In general, however, it troubles itself

little about feathered prey, unless it can pick up a very
young pheasant or partridge, as is indeed seen by the
conduot of the s^wrrows and other small birds. If a

sparrow-hawk, merlin, or hobby should appear in

sight, the little birds are at once in an uproar, shrieking,

chattering, darting from place to place, and expressing

Uieir alarm in a thousand ways. But when a Kestrel
comes into view, they display hardly any uneasiness, and
do not suffer themselves to be disturbed by its presence.

Swallows, however, trusting to tlieir speed of wing, are

very fond of mobbing the Kestrel, and are so imperti-

nent that even a single swallow has been seen suddenly

to turn the tables on a Kestrel which wag pursuing it,

and to attack its astonished opponent with equal skill

and audacity. On one occasion when a Kestrel had
caught a sparrow, its cries took the attention of a

number of swallows, which made a united attack, and
forced the hawk to release its frightened but unhurt
victim. With the aid of a good telescope, every move-
ment of the bird may be discovered as it hangs in the

air, and the sight is a very interesting one. Its wings
keep up a continual shivering, its widely spread tail is

occasionally moved so as to suit the slight changes of

the breeze, the spTrttcd little hf.ad is in perpetual

motion, and the dark-brown eyes gleam with animation
aa they keep their restless watch. It seems from
various observations that each Kestrel has its regular
heat or Iiunting-grouuds, and maybe observed punctually
repairing to the same spot at the same hour, much after

the manner of the golden eagle. S.otitledje's Illustrated

Natural Sistortf,

Calendax of Operations.
(^For the ensuing lueeAr.)

PLA.NT DEPARTMENT.
CossxavATORY, &c.—ITyiicinths and other Dutch

bulbs, if not alreiidy got, should be procured and potted
without delay. Orange trees meant for forcing in
winter for the decoration of this house should also now
be attended to. These and the fragrant Daphne indica

are invaluable for winter blooming, and should be
largely grown for that purpose. Also see to having
plenty of Salvia splonJeu-s which is useful for mixing
among Clirysanthenmins. It is a (food practice to place

the largest plants of Salvias in a shady situation out of

doors for a few weeks in autumn; plants so treated will

be found to bloom more strongly, and last longer in

beauty than others run up in a warm house. Look
carefully after the watering of large specimen hard-
wooded plants in pots, especially He.iths, which are soon
injured by being either over or under-watered. Exa-
mine the specimens often and carefully, and where they
Are found to be dry water thoroughly, so as to moisten
the whole of the ball ; also look sharply after mildew on
soft-wooded Heaths, and dust the plant with Bulphur
directly the enemy is perceived. Get Azaleas tied into
form as soon as can be done, in order to give them a
neat appeitrance. Also attend to the staking and train-
ing of other things aa leisure time can be found. Look
carefully after red spider on Bosslrcvs Chorozemas. and
anything else found to be liable to that peat, and see
that it is eradiciited before the plants gel distigured.
Aed spider is w£Xj got rid of by laying the affected plant

on its side, and well washing the under sides of the leaves

with the engine, applying the water with as much force

as the foliage will bear. Repot strong growing Pelar-

goniums; plants that are fairly established after re-

potting can hardly be kept too cool. Also keep

Cinerarias as cool and moist as is consistent with safety,

and attend to repotting such as require it; fumigate

immediately aphides are perceived upon any of the

plants. Primulas must also be carefully attended to, in

Older to encourage them to make rapid growth,

particuhirly double varieties. Keep Tree Violets clear

of their great enemy, red spider, by a liberal use of the

syringe, and give them plenty of manure water, which

will assist in keeping them in vigorous health.

FORCING DEPAUTilENT.

PiNEElES.—Any of the stock which may appear to

require repotting should be examined and shifted at

once, if this is found necessary, in order that the roots

may get hold of the fresh soil before dull weather sets

in, when it will not be safe to encourage free growth.

And any necessary re-arrangenient of plants growing

in the open bed should also be effected as soon as pos-

sible, as with a little care in shading and keeping the

atmosphere moist, this can .be carried ont at present

with very little risk of checking the plants, so as to

throw them into fruit. Encourage plants expected

to show fruit next Januiiry to make vigorous growth,

(or these should be sufliciently advanced by the

beginning of next month to allow of keeping them
rather cool and dry, so as to check and thoroughly

mature their growth, for unless this is attended to

there will be considerable risk about getting them to

show fruit at that season. Plants which liave been
prepared for fruiting, and which it is desired to get up
at once, should be encouraged with a moist warm
atmosphere, keeping the soil about their roots in a

healthy state as to moisture. Some have a dread of

applying water at the root in the case of plants that

have been kept dry for a time to check growth, and
withhold it until the fruit is perceptible ; but this is a

mistake, causing loss of time as well as injuring the

plants, as unless root action is encouraged, plants

cannot be expected to start freely. If artificial

treatment must be resorted to in order to get the

plants to fruit at the desired time, there is no method
so certain or so little injurious as keeping them cool and
dry for a month, and then affording them a moist warm
temperature and a brisk bottom-heat, giving sufficient

water at the root to properly moisten the soil. Take
offandpot, or plant out suckers at short intervals is

they can be obtained of sufficient strength, for having

a regular succes^iion of phmts is the most likely way to

sicure a regular supply of fruit.

Vineries.—Take advantage of the present dry

weather to give air freely in Iiouses where the ripening

of the wood is the object, and if a little fire-heat is used,

with the air, this will be much more etficacious now than

later. But except in the case of young Vines with a

very gross habit it will hardly be necessary to use fire-

heat while the weather continues dry. Keep the

surface of the border in a free open state, so as to

encourage evaporation, for keeping the roots too wet is

the main cause generally of the wood being backward

in ripening at the proper time.

Pigs.—Where any are ripening keep the atmosphere

as dry as can conveniently be done, and also let the

trees be on the side of dryness at the root, but avoid

such a degree of drought as would be likely to injure

the foliage or the bearing wood for next crop. Keep
the shoots thin and neatly tied in, so as to expose them
fiiirly to light and air, but avoid stopping at this season.

Keep the atmosphere moist where the fruit is swelling,

giving the foliage a good washing with the syringe

frequently to prevent red spider, and give plants mpots
or tubs a liberal supply of manure water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Cuttings should be carefully looked over to see that

nothing has been omitted, and that a sufficient quautity

of everything is in a promising state for making nice

plants before winter; it should be borne in mind that

things which are at all difficult to winter rooted after

this season may be considerably thinned before spring,

and also thi\t they will not be sufficiently strong to

furnish muny cuttings for spring propagation ; conse-

quently a larger quantity tlian would have been necessary

had the cuttings been put in a month ago, should be

provided. But if there is a reserve stock of strong

plants in pots, which is a safe practice where there is a

large quantity of bedding stuff required, and proper

convenience for growing them and propagating In

spring, these will iurnisli a large quantity of cuttings

next .March which, as has been formerly stated, will

form equally good plants by turning out time as cut-

tings put in now. In the case of such things as Agera-

tnms. Heliotropes, and dwarf Lobelias, it is useless

wintering young stock, as these grow so freely in heat,

and are so easily propagated from soft cuttings that a

few good-sized old plants which require but little room
or attention In winter will furnish a very large quantity

of plants by bedding out time. Attend to the potting

of cuttings sufficiently rooted, and give every after

attention to these in order to get them well established.

Persevere with leaf-sweeping and other routine work.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Pay every attention to getting the wood of Peaches

and Apricots well ripened, by exposure, shortening, &(;

Prepare for planting all kinds of fruit trees, by getting

the ground in good order for the different kinds. On
cold stiff soils it is advisable to plant on hillocks, 1 foot
or 18 inches higher than the surrounding surface.

The trees will not grow so fast in consequence, and
will require more attention in summer in the way of
mulching, but they will form short-jointed, well ripened
fruitful wood, which is the best preventive of canker
gum, &c., and will save the labour of resorting much to
root-pruning. No opportunity should now be lost for

getting Potatoes, Parsnips, Carrots, Beet, &c., out of
the ground, and stored up in a dry condition. Potatoes

may either be kept in niirrow pits, with a little dry
earth sprinkled among them, or in airy dark sheds.

Pull Caulitlower before it gets too large, and prepare a
shed or pit to plant a quantity on the first approach of

frost. French Beans may require a slight protection

at night. Eemove those growing in pots, where they
can have the protection of glass; lay down strong
growing Broccoli, so that the stems may be covered

with earth ; plant out Lettuces and Endive for spring

use. If planted on the sloping sides of wide ridges

they will stand better, damp being quite as destructive

as frost. Take tlie precaution of securing a quantity

of both in pits or frames, or have the means of protec-

tion in readiness. Remove the leaves from Rhubarb

and Seakiile, that you intend forcing very early, and

keep a look-out for slugs and weeds.

STATE op THE WEATHfclH .\T CUISWICK NEAR LO:)fDON

Porthe Weekending Oct. 11, 1850, as observed at the Horticultural Gardena^^^

!.-
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Ortobf r.

[ETER. Uf tlie Air. 1Of tbe (forth Wind
1
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1

1 Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 foot 2 feet

deep. deep.
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Friday 5len 30,0i>3 30.017 1
62 41 51.5 o5 54 TV. .00

Sarur. 6 21 i 30.267 3 J. 139 68 44 56.0 55 531 JiiO

Sunday 7 '^ 30.1ftS 30.118 69
*S

51.5 i 56 54 w. M
Mod. 6 23
Tuea. 9 24

30.138 £9 931 62 ' 39 50.5 1 56 51 "W. .01

30.0^9 29.914 54 30 42.0 1 55i 54 N.W. •01

Wed. W 2h 30.U5 'i9.488 54 40 47.0 54 53 S.W. JUi

Thura, 11j26 :j0.50i -2 1.418 49 25 37.0 53i 1

1

53 .16

Average, • SO.OfiS . 20.875 59.7 37.0 43.3 f 55.0 ' 53,6 .54

Oct. 5—Pft'-^i-'liv nvf^rrnst r^nd windv: ripar at niKht.
— 6—si g \t fofc; eiceedinKly fine thro ighout.— 7— O^cicasi; v^^ry line ; overcast*— 8—FiDP: very fine, with 'l*'V ftir; alijarlit r;>'n,

mm 9—Clo* dy; l.oisterou^ and cold; cltjar; slig t frost,

—

*

10—Fine; overcast; haroui. enlumn rem^rkaOiy hollow; cold rAifl-

— 11—OvtTCHsi ; cqW, wirh constant rain; sharp froat at night.

Mean temperature o£ the week, 4 deg, below the averaf^c-

RECOBD OF TUK WEATUtilt AT CUISWICK,

DuriBK the last 34 yeais, for the ensuing Week, ending Oct- 20tli, ISflO.

I'rrTailuig Windit-
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Tuea. 16..
Ued- 17..
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16
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Greatest
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01 Uain.

-

O.0O m.
1.04

o.;si

0.85
0.61

0,34
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The hiijlieat tempsrAture durin? tbe aTitiire period occurred on the 14tb.

1345-iherm. 76de(r.; and the lowest on ihe 19th, IS43, and 20th, 134:.

— therm 22 dec-

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: J H. Thompson's Gardener's Assistant.

—

One interesUd.

We do not know the price. If booksellers would only print

the price on the covers of their books it would be far more

convenient to the public. Enquire of your bookseller.—j< M.

Outlines of British Fuugology. By Berkeley. The other

Rork you seek for is that of the Contessa di San Giorgio,

about which you must apply to Messrs. Herries & Farquhar,

of 16, St. Jatnes's Street, Xjondou.

DiiViNAGE : CP. Di-.iin the land 4 feet deep if you can ;
if not

as near that depth as may be. Mr. Fortune's two ChesUiuU

are in the country, but we know not in whose hands. They

were dispersed at Mr. Glendinning's sale ; audthe "Castanea

chincnsia" is probably one of tbem.

Gkapes : J L 0. There is no decided diffurcnce between tne

Muscat of Alexandria and the Charlesworth Tokay. It i»

nuestionablewhethertheyarenotthesame.il , , ^„
GUNNERA SCABRA : C M F. XUis is a very large leaved baray

herbaceous plant, with a noble aspect when growmg on tne

top of a damp mound of stones. It is not a water piani.

Certainly it would be superb in Hampshire. .

Names UF Fruits: Correspondents should not be unreasoBabie.

We cannot undertake to nama baskets full of different sons.

In future we must make it a rule never to name more tnau

six sorts, whatever may be the number forwarded.--^

Snbsc^nber. The Peach is the Royal George. 1. \V i^ahin^on ,

2. Jefferson; 3. Ickworth Imp^ratnce ; 4.
?^}^^^^^^,

Yiolette : 6. Louise Bonne of Jersey ;
"• JJ^^rre d AremDerK-

—JF. 1. Diamond Plum; 2. Resembles the \Vhitton.

W. H. JVe^terhani. Not known.|[
a i Are

Names OF Plants: JRS. 1, Solanum vescum ; 2, 3^na *iw

no doubt Parsouaias; 5, Clematis hexasepala. we caoi'^

undertake to name seedliugs not inilower; and J'^^pTi,..

forgotten the regulation about numbers.

—

Arcanuiii. co y

pnnum lapathifolium. —M. Hibiscus lilacinus. ~-0 ^•

Teucrium Scorodonia, a weed in the soil.—John T.
JJ^^'Some

hemispherica. — ./ i>. Symphoria raceraosa.— tf' AT /. ^
Acauthaceoua plant, not in a state for determination.—« •

Panicura capilUue.—vi Y. 1. Folypodium Dryoptenfl

,

Lastrea spinulosa. , „«_(_ ifc

Silver Beet : ifrfa. If by this name you mean Charci i*^w

may be forced like Scakale ; but it has a disagreeable ea"^_

t^ste. which renders it unfit for the tables of persons oi ^

tivated taste. , hacau
Vinery: The Cottage.—U yon cannot get <5eep enouga o^^^
of water, you cannot warm your border artificially- '

,,|,
better cover the exi.^tiug border with a good bed ^^ i"" ^^
so inclined aa to allow water to drain away,

f^'i'^hftck,
' concrete raise your new border 18 inchf^s deep^^^ Qt

sloping to the front so as to catcU all sun-hm P?f^"L'th»t
you may have the border inside the house : ^^J^^ ^^ the

case you must take measures to render it impossiu^^ ^^
roots of the Vines to get Into the ^^)ter; an<l

yj^j^e.-
do that best by following the .f«^'"fu. titchen
£P. Whether or not you can ^^^^^

,'^^.,V^,^
"

tion. T*

y^^lTi.,i.. we aLal. bo happy to «^nune it

.J^
seemed idenUcal with our Ul-ripened MuacmU oi w*« t»

Mrfin. : FuU Drice will be given for No. 9, 1858.
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RTIFICIAL MANITJIKS, &c.— Manutaniurers

n. ana others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
-^^Kt.!in everv uecessaiy instruction for their econoimcal

fl eSnt prepa^tion. hy applying to J . C N bsb.t F G.S..

t Princiual of the Agricultural and Chemical College.

S^iniiton. London. S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos Superphos-

Ss of Lime. Coprolites, Ac.and Assays of Gold Silver and

Lher Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch

Slemm desirous of receiving instruction in Cher^ical

i^yses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-

tion at the College.
^

AUTUMN SOWING.
THEPATENr NITK0-PH03PHATE on KLOOD

MANURE COilTAXY (Limlted), consisting of Tenant

Farmers, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman.—JosAS Webb, Esq., Babraham, Camljridge.

Works: Plaistow, Essex.

OOAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for WHEAT (Autumn Sowing)

ODAMS'd BLOOD MANURE for ROOT CROPS,
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PRICES, with particulars for use, may be obtained at the

Officai. 109, Pencliurch Street, E.C. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABUSUED 1S40,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MAN'UREJ:—

SUPERPIIOSrilATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE roa
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE,
BLOOD MANURE FOR CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE fob AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

from Bones.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs <& Sons), NITRATE of

60DA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

]16, Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw Purser, Secretary.

BUKNAIiD, LACK, and CO/ri CUNCENrRA'rb:D
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in valuo to

the preceding.
Ofthese Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These result.<i must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

iiigh agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Bubnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LAWES'S MANURES.
LAWBS'R TURNIP MANURE £6 6

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME ..6 6

„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME ..5 5

„ BARLEr, GRASd, and MANGEL MANURES 8
Wheat Manure ; Peruvian Guano is proved to be the b^'st and

<;heapest aitificial manuie that can b© xised for Wheat at
autuiuu sowing.

Peruvian Guano direct from Mtisars. Gibba ; Sulphato~of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Pl.ice, London
Bridge, E.C., and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

KEEP YOUR PREMISES FREE FROM
SPARROWS.

LAND DRAINAGE.

MR. SCOTT has completed his arrangemtnts for t le

season, and is now prepared to undertake work to any

extent by Contract or on Commission. No charge made lor

Plans and Specifications under any circumstances.

18, Parliament Street, London. W.C —Oct. 13. _

ANEW METHOD of IIAUVKSTiNii in Wet or

doubtful Weather, whereby Grain or Fodder can be

secured for general purposes without removal from tbe ueias,

and with less expense than usually attemis the
«;J_"?° ^^^^f"^

weather. Threshed Grain can be dried in bulk with the same

appUances without Fire or Solar heat.-Apply to the Pjtentc*

John Robkrts, Upnor. R..che8t.r, Kent. Carpenters and

Agricultural Implement Makcra wanted as Agcuts m every

Town in the Kingdom. ,

ANSOME AND SIMS, Ipswich, continue to give

MICE AND

BARBEU'S POISONED WHEAT kilU them (only)

on the spot. In id, 2d., 4/., and Sd. packets.—W.
SoTTON&.Co.,10, BowChurchyard, London, E.C- Agents Soldby
-all Druggists, &.C., throughout the Kingdom. Works : Ipswich.

A SILVER MEDAL has been awarded to Mr.
Thobley for his famous CATTLE FOOD CONDIMENT.

The following ia a copy of the letter from the Keighley Agri-
cultural Society on the subject :

—

"Keighley, Oct. 3, 18G0.
"Sir,—T am directed by the Committee of tlie Keighley

Society to forward to you the Society's Silver Medal on account
of the Cattle F<K)d you exhibited at their Show on the 5th Sept.
I forward this letter and the Medal by the same post.—I am,
^ir, yours truly, "R. FAWCErr, Secretary."

" Mr. J. Thorley, London."

JOHN FOWLEli, JUN.. 28, Cornhill, Lon:lon, E.G.—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Pi-icea iuid Testimonials sent post free.

AGRICULTUUAL A^^) GENERAL MACHINERY
—As PRIZEH0LDER3 for the best Articles manufac-

tiu-ed, Messrs. Bcroess &, Key, of 95, Newgate Street. Ijoudon,

fi-C, invite the attention of the Public to their large and
choice Stock.

HEAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &
Kev, 35, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

R
Mode

^ilttml S::cVincryThTnrmVsVsrmp"hci^ durabrhty, efficiency

and ecouou^y of repair, and their constant care i. g'^^" t«]he

maintenance of these iniP'^-rtiint pnn-^<>le^
r taV oPriEf

which they manufacture. ILLUSTRATED t^^TALOUrULS

post fi-co. on applic^.tiou to the Or^ed ^^orks ,
or to their

London Agent. Shefpard Raksome, 31. Essex St., Suand, W.C.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS.

BURGESS AXD KEY.yS, Newgate St., E.G., London,

being the Wholesale and Retail Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which

their Customers may select what they may requure.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.-The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Churn i» Competition with

severalothcrsat the Chester Meeting of the Royal ^f
icu tural

Society: it has obtained the First Pnze given by tlie Society

at every Meeting since 1S50. Messrs. Burgess & Key, y5,

Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on apphcation.

IGHLAND AND AGRICULIURAL SOCiEir.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The E.'camination for the Society's AGRICULTURAL
DIPLOMA will be held towards the Close of "^t^e ensuing

Session of Edinburgh University. l"f5"^'*"«'^,':T''i'n?r be
Course of Study, and th« other conditions ^vlncli must be

observed by Candidates, may be obtained by applymg to 3lr.

Hall Maxwell. 6. Alhyn Place. E.iinhnrar''.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, GAL WAV.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The COLLEGE SESSION for U60-61 wiU commence on

TUESDAY, October 16, when the Supplement;il and Scholar-

ship Examina. ions will be proceeded wiih as laid down m

^^The first'Satriculation Examination for the Session will

^^i^£J^rS^I^ion^-i-tions will take place before

^^uthtd1p^'tnrt-of Agi-iculture Four Scholarships of the

value of 15^ each are appropriated; two to ^t^denU of the first

year, an-i two to Studo,>ts of the second year.
^
The College is

also empowered to award at the same examma nni Two Prizes

of 101. each to Students of the first year, and Iwo of lOf. each

to Students of the second ytar.
p^hnrf*

In addition to the Scientific Education given m the Lecture

Rooms of the College, the most ample means are now pos^es^^ed

£fL"t4 prT^^^^ instruction to Students in Agricul ure

The Professor will exhibit on his own Farm, as well as cm a

large property of which he has the management, the best

.^aaiples of land improvement, and superior cropping on waste,

worn out bog and mountain laud, witn specimens ot the crops

raised thereon. . , , i- i- *.^ (.u»
Further information may bo had on application to the

Registrar, from whom-Copiea of the Prospectus may be

obtained. By Order of tho President,

-Qct 13 WiLLi\M Ldptos, A.m., Registrar.

i^^OLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE atsd CHEMISTRY,
V^ AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., P.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

braiichrequisitetoprcpare youth for thepurauitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promjicly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

MR. RUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and RotEUiy
in th« Royal Agricultural College, Iregs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agrlc ilture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Str.ita and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

xVnalyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Buckmas, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

rpHE RIRMINGHAM CxVlTLE ani> POULTRY
X SHOW, 1860.—The TWELFTH GREAT ANNUAL EX-
HIBITION OF CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, and roots, will be held in Bingley Hall, on
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
December 3. 4, 5, and 6 ; when PRIZES, CUPS, or other

ai-ticles of Silver Plate, and GOLD and SILVER MEDALS,
to the amount of 1-236/., will be awarded.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry may be obtained from
the Secretary. The ENTUIES close the 1st of November next-

The principal Railway Companies will convey Stock home
free if unsold. John B. Lythall, Secretary.

OiUees, 14, Upper Temple Street, Birmingham.

MITHFIELD CLU15 CAITLE SIlOVV. I860.—
The ANNUA.L SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP,

AND PIGS will take place on December 11, 12, 13, and 14, at

the Bazaar, King Street, Portman Square. W.
The LAST DAY for Certificates for both Stock and Imple-

ments to be received by the Honorary Secretary is THURSDAY,
November 1.

The following for.n^.s of Certificates are now ready, and
intending Exhibitoi-s in applying for them need only quote the

letters aud state how many of each letter they require :—

CATTLE. SHEEP.
Form D.—Pen ofthree Wethers
„ E.—One Wetlier or Ewe

B.—Cow or Hcifi r in extra stock

Form A.—Ox or Steer

C—Ox, Cow, or Heifer
in extra stock

PIGS.
Form F.—Pen of three Pigs

„ G.—One Pig iu extra
stock

prize Sheets, with Rules and Regulations, and Forms of

Certificates as above, may be obtained of

B. T. Brandbeth Gibbs, Hon. Sec,
Corner of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

N.B.—All communications on the Club's business should

have the words "SMrnitit;LD Club" outside, to distinguish

them from private letters.
^_^

mit SifirtcttUural iBKmtt
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

LAWN -ilOWING •LURGESS ANDMACHINES
KEY'S

Machines are the most simple and effective yet introduced to
tha public, and at a lower price—16 in.. Gl. ; 19 in., 61 10«.

;

^2 m , 71. ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. Garden
E'lgmes and all kmds of Garden Tools always in stock.

CUTTA PERCHA TUBINC FOR SPREADtNG LIOUID
MANURE.

THE GUTTA PERCIIA COMPANY have been
favoured with the following Letter relative to the use of

Guttii Percha Tubing in spreading Liquid Manure.
From Jame-s Kenxfdy, Esq.

.
"^yremiU, by Maybole. Ayrshire.

"I have received your inquiry as to my experience iu the use
of Gutta Percha Tubing. I had 350 yards of it from your firm
and I have used it for the last few months in distiit '

engine, upwaras ot iu yards, i nave dot) Scotch acres
metal pipes under ground for the conveyance of liquid ma'iures
over my farm, and your Gutta Percha Tubing has given me
great facility in spreading it over the surface of the land I
iikewise think highly of the Gutta Percha Union Joint."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles manufactured by the

Gotta Percha Compan-y, Patentees, IS, Wharf Road, City Koad,
liODdon, E.C., aud sold by their wholesale daalers in town and
^iountry.

' FARM BUILDINGS.
LOANS may be obtained under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

amount required by the Owners of settled Estates. Incumbents

Trustees. Bodies Corporate, &c. fortheerectionof Farm Houses,

Farm Buildings, aud Labourers' Cottages designed by theirowu

Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.

Tbe loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix. not exceeding 31 years.

No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Revcrsionei-s or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are mcurred.

The Companv furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibiUty of the works wherever

desired by Landowners.

No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

they execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the

Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being

charged in all cases.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament

Street. London. S.W.
^ ^__

THE LANDS TMPKOVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament m 1353.

2 Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Lan-dowk*i-iw. the Clergy. Estats Agents. Surveyors, &c.

IN England and W.\le3 and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment lidl, 1859. has received the sanction of the Legis-

Hture The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement.

?^ whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 yesirs. « , , v i •

1 Drain^e, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

cSig, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur

D^e Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2 Far n'Ks. Tramways aud Railroads for agricultural

3' jS o?Sng places on the sea coast or on the banks
•

of navigable rivei^^r lakes.
^^^

or

^ay borrow ftejrpr.n«rt.™ata,^^ ,^,
the same with the "P*^'''' ""L\^^,i ^nd the Company being
No investif^tion o '•'1« "Jfl^'^^^; interrere with"^ the plaua

°L%«c^'tLnT?;^ ^.twM^h" are coutroUed only hy the

JTo've^^rent «->o.^^<^„';;3-rfo™s of appHc.i™, app„

j's,r^Zo::^y^^4\7^ ""^''"'' '''"'"'

2 Old Palace Yard, Westmmster, a. W.

A GREAT deal has beea written in this Journal at

different times respecting Er^ot, yet, im^mrtant as

the subject ia in several points of view, it is quite

certain that agriculturists in general are not

familiar withit-^^^^
As Ergoted gialn is very prevalent this year in

some districts, and the consequences which arise

from its prevalence are often very serious, we

think it a good opportuaity of bringing the matter

before our readers in such a form that they can

scarcfly be indifferent to it in future.

Ergot, then, is an affection of the beeds of many

species of Grass, including those which are culti-

vated under the common name of corn, by which

they are converted into a hard, dark, spur-shaped

body, generally much larger and longer than the

seed, though sometimes, as in "Wheat, nut differing:

very materially in size. Externally it is slightly

ruU'h, varying in tint from black or brown to

purplish, with frequently a white mealy wash in

parts, and at fir^t if not permanently tipped

with a little irregular scale-like process. When
examined under the microscope it exhibits, on a

section of this upper poition or the parts adjacent,

little spore-like bodies seated on the tips ot short

straight threads vertical to the surface of the maas,

which are supposed to have the ofEoe of impreg-

nation, while within it consists of a white cellular

mass ricSi in oil globules.

Such is the condition of the plant the season in

which it is produced, or till it has remained for

somo time on the ground, or is lightly covered

with soil after the lapse of some months in a

common garden pot. A very curious chan-e then

takes pUoe. A little pin-shapei pmplish Fungus

sprouts iu greater or less qu^iutity from the

sides the head of which is studded wjth litt.e

receptacles containing linear transparent sacs lilled

with thrtad-like sporidia.
.

The Er^ot then, aa generally ku.wn, la merely

a transitional form, or rather the lir.t .tage in the

existence of the Fungus, endmg with the proJ action

ot minute bodies, which are either reproductive, or

as is more probable, serve for the impie^nation of

'"Vhr^r-insTa large variety of Grasses are

subject to become ErgoteJ, and Lrgoted grains have
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the farmer finds them prevalent he should not only

refrain from pasturing the grounds in which they

prevail, but should carefully cut down the affected

Bents and burn them. If this is not done now

the Ergoted grains will fall, and in the spring

when the perfect Fungus appears the seeds -will be

carried by the wind and aifect other Grasses. In

like manner, if Ergoted corn is sown, the Ergot

will fructify in spring jast as the ear appears and

ilso been observed in the genus Eleocharis,

•which belongs to the order Cyperacea). Amongst

the Grasses, besides the cereals Rye, Wheat, and

Barley, may be mentioned Couch-grass, Darnel, ,

Rye-grass, Cock's-foot, Foxtail, and Keed. The
,

Ergot of the Keed, and blue Melic (Molinia

Cffirulea) so common in moors, does not pro-

duce the same Fungus as that of the other

Grasses just mentioned, and that again w^ich

springs from the Ergot of the Eleocharis is

specidcally distinct. The seeds of the common

Heed are' peculiarly subject to Ergot, and the

heads of flowers when blown off by the wind lie

upon the damp soil for some months before the

Ergot is properly developed. The Fungus of this

Ergot may be raised artificially by placing the

head upon damp sand covered with Moss, or if

they are placed with the stalks constantly im-
mersed in wafer the Ergot will in time produce its

Fungus. If any of our readers wish to see the

Ergot of Rye, Barley, or Wheat developed, they

have only to cover them slightly with soil about

the month of April, keeping it moderately moist

with rain water, and they will be pretty sure to

have a crop. . And they will raise exactly the

same Fungus from the Ergot of Rye-grass, except

that in proportion to the size of the Ergoted grain,

the resulting Fungus will vary in size and number.
The reproductive bodies of this Fungus are

extremely minute, and as said above, appear
nnder the form of very slender threar^s, which
may be waited by the wind and carried to the
young spikes of corn or Grass. The development
of these bodies has not been observed. The first

indication, however, of the disease is the presence

of a thick, sweet, honey-like, colourless matter
upon the spikrs, which is filled with granules,

resembling somewhat those of yeast ; and it is

snpposed that the grain becomes Ergoted in conse-

quence of their presence. This was supposed by
UlTECKETT to be the perfect Fungus, and was
called by him Ergotetia atortifaciens, the ergot

being supposed to be merely a diseased condition

of the grains induced by the Fungus. The
granules which appear at the upper part of the

Fungus must be distinguished. They differ in

form, and probably have the function ofimpregna-
tion, though this scarcely admits of proof.

The main point, however, which interests the

farmer is the deleterious effect of the Fungus. In
itye Ergot is often so common as materially to

affect the sample, and where it forms a large pro-
portion of the crop, woe to the persons who habitually
partake of the bread made from the flour. Serious

derangement of health is sure to take place, and
ultimately gangrene, very difficult of cure, the

progress of the disease being slow and painful,

and the patient sinking under the weakness caused

by the successive loss of the extremities. The
specific action of Ergot on the womb has long

been known, and it is accordingly employed con-

stantly by medical practitioners in cases of difficult

labour with the most beneficial results. It is also

given by country herbii.lists to procure abortion,

and where the use of the decoction is long con-
tinued, dangerous ulcers and even death have been
not unfrequently the result.

Barley and Wheat are seldom affected to any
dangerous extent, and as the use of Rye bread is

confined to certain districts the deleterious effect of
Ergot is only partially known. It is however
quite certain that the Ergot of our pastures is

frequently most injurious to cattle and sheep,
causing them to slip their young. This casualty, _. ^.__
it is well known, is far more common in some

^

species, yet still one that was by no means wanting

**^u^\ ^ ^^ ^^ others, and its prevalt-nce accords
j
in iiealth and vigour. lu some oases our concUi-

will affect the new crop ; and even in the absence

of Ergoted grain the crop may be diseased from

Ergot in the neighbouring pastures which has

been produced upon the Bents and has not been

destroyed. Our figure represents Ergot on Rye-

grass of the natural size, and upon a foreign

species of Elymus ; and in the left hand corner two

Ergoted grains are given with Cordiceps purpurea

springing from them. 3/". J". S.

our
the

We have great pleasure in laying before

readers the accompanying lists representing

fecundity of as many as a hundred species of such

wild plants as usually go under the denomination

of weeds, and in doing so we may remark that we
have for a long time taken advantage of opportu-

nities as they have presented themselves, for

the second. Many of our examples are the result
of absolute counting of seed by seed.

The importance of inquiries of this nature must
be manifest. Although, as must be evident to
all, wo cannot hope to arrive at absolute accuracy
yet the evidence obtained is near enough to truth'

and sufficientlyclearin its teachings, to offerusmany
a salutary lesson against allowing a weed to seed
wherever it can be avoided. Of the evil of this

we have daily proofs in our gardens : on one spot

ft thousand seedling Groundsels will appear, or a

patch of Shepherd's Purse has just come up, or, a»

in our own private walled-in garden, the broad-

leaved Willow Herb has spread to every nook and
corner from a little neglected bunch which Avas

allowed to seed in the *' wilderness." Or «gain,

if we go over the farm, we shall see in the Clover

field the isolated patches of young weedlingg of

various kinds all in circles around the old plant,

the seed of which was in all probability sown as

part of the crop seed. Whence then come these

seedlings ? Of course the only rational answer is

—from seed ! There can be no other way, get there

when they may ; and when a farmer tells us that

such and such a weed " is natural to the soil," for

he is sure he kept it *' clean as a flower grrden,"

let him look at the appended list and see if he

allowed one weed plant to seed, what might be the

consequence. Nay, if he only seeds a single flower

of some plants, he may prepare for a future colony

of 500! In illustration of the manner in which

weeds suddenly appear on a farm or in a particular

field, we relate the two following cases.

1. In the spring of this year a farmer in

Gloucestershire requested us to examine his Wheat

fields, which had as he stated " become suddenly

filled with a Parsley-like plant," which he was

fearful had been sown by some enemy in order to

poison his cattle. Upon going over the fields we

found immense patches of ^thusa ajnapum^

Fool's Parsley. This he stated was nowhtre else

on the farm. However, we were not long of

finding it in many other places, nor of convincing

ourselves that the quantity of young plants which

we saw was the result of the seeding of this weed

on the ground the year before.

It was in going over this farm that we observed

in the " seeds" a most curious exhibition of the

Bromus mollis, the soft Brome or Lop Grass. In

straight lines over a great part of the field this

plauf occurred in quadrangular patches arranged

in re"-ular rows. These patches of this annual

Grass^were so distinct that they had a most curious

appearance, from their luxuriant growth invfhat

we might term " poor seeds," and we aj:c eTtahled

to give their history. Turnips had'^en fed off

two years before by sheep, served with seed hay,

put in the usual wooden sheep racks : and this, like

too much of the fodder of the stony Cotteawolds^

was full of Lop. But all the Lop we saw was not

from the seed then sown, as that had come up

with the Barley and sown its seeds before the

Barley was harvested; andhencethe *' seeds" like-

wise sown with the Barley crop presented in their

first year the peculiar appearance indicated.

2. Another ease has been this week hrought

before us by the following letter from a corre-

spondent-

Will you oblige me by some notice in your nextJ^jimtMsr^^

iitfiel

iney nave presenceu vueiust^iv^s, lui
|

— -
-^^-^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^.-f^u^^^^^ '^^'^'''''wS

makintr an estimate of the number of seeds which I ^jth the yeiiov^ floweris thick there is scarcely aaj >vatw

*' Will you ODUgc mo fjy bumi.- hulivo ii* jv-v.. ^v-- _- ,,

the weeds inclosed herewith? That with the «^„^l
f.^^

flower has made its first appearance^ this year
i^j^^^J'^J'^^^eed

a single plant may furnish. To this end we have

usually endeavoured to obtain, though not the

Other parts of the field having a very good crop.

Of the weeds sent o£ie was Bartsia odontites,
usually euutavuurtrLi lu uutaiu, tuvLigii. xiuu \>^^ ^». »-"v^ -

, - .^i^ino-

largest example which misht be found of each
j
B,ed Bartsia, a very common weed, whicn jua«

2200

with the frequency of Ergot. lu some pastures,
where the lienta have not been mown off, the
greater part of them, especially where belonging
to Kye-grass, are afiected. A dram or two
devoured by a sheep, is sufficient to produce
abortion. The exact quantity, however, has not
been ascertained.

It would be madness, therefore, to turn the
iregnant sheep or cows into a pasture so affected,
'inee, however, the continued use of Ergot is pro-

diictiye of an ulcerous condition, it may be no less
injurious to feed off any pasture in which the
Bents are much Ergoted. "We have known a
•whole herd more or less troubled with gangrene,
and we have no doubt that the cause might be
traced up in many cases to Ergot; and even
where the etFect is not visible in external ulcers,
we have no doubt that health is seriously
affected. Instances cf this kind have been placed
before us, and there is reason to believe that
they would be very numerous if agriculturists
were better acquainted with the fact. Tt is easy
enough to find Ergoted spikes now ; and where

Bions have been arrived at by counting the number
of seeds to one capsule or ilower head, and mujti-

plying by the number of capsules or flower heads
ot the -whole plant, as for examples taken at

random from our note book :

—

Sinapii ninra, 800 Siliqiias X 10 seeds in each .. = 8,000
Papaver Rhceas, 500 seeds in each capsule x 100 capsules ^50,000
Silene inHata, 900 seeds in each capsule X 40 capsules = 8,000
Sonchus oleraceuSt 250 seeds to each. Load of flowers
X 100 heads of finwers .. .. , =25,000

Sonchv.?; arvensis, 190 seeds to each flower x by 100 heads
of flowers =19,000

Chrymntheviium leucanthemuTa, 300 seeds to each head of
flowers X by 45 heads of flowers . . . . . . -=13,500

This plan much simplifies the calculations,

though of course it must be conceded that in this

as indeed in any other plan, one may be liable to

error. In order to ensure a fair average report,

many of our calculations are founded upon the

mean of the estimate of several plants.

from the mutilated specimen sent we

conclude would have deposited no less than

seeds per plant for the continuance^of its race.

The other was Lapsana coinmitnis, Mpple yfj
which had either seeded in the fallow and leu

a probable progeny of 2800 for each plant, or

had been introduced in any manure that was

employed on the field. The note would seem

to indicate a patchy method of propagation,

and such patches we have no doubt V^^^^fTT

as usual from a central seeded plant, ^^^"^
great astonishment when seen in q^uantity, tnoa«

a few specimens would pass unobserved. ^^

yet it is a few that produce the ^^"5'i
^i^

the more indeed in a new locality, as a

soil and habitat, with even a weed, tend to a mu

luxuriant growth—a position amply provea oy^

amount of injury the weed has done in this ca^j-

ae
I On looking over the Table, there are

In , families which will well repay especial c^^,'^;^^

some cases we have preferred to give the results of
j
ation ; but we shalldirect attention to o

^^ ^^^.^

examinations of two specimens, as will be seen in namely, the Composite. It will be seen
^^^

the list where the name is prefaced with figures ;
' natural order is not only nch in weed «P^^^^; i^gc

these will show that however startling the first
; as a rule its individual plants are more p^ .

placed number may be, it ia still far exceeded by than those of other orders, they are
-
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rur rlwfrihuted. Of course these results are

fr£&S^r.truciure, and in this we see

le aVsohite^ necessity of all in one ne.ghbour-

h„nfl making common cause and working to

?hrsime efd. The difficulties of the clean

farmer are g«atly enhanced by. not having a

carXl neighbour; and all are iniured by the

nellec of waste places, roadsides and dirty hedge-

rows Let, then, the subjoined Table be care-

fX examined and duly tested. Let him once

count the number of seeds of a big Dock, or

evea of a single capsule of a Lyohms

ra Poppy, and we confidently predict that

the farmer will have applied Euphrasy to his

eves to some purpose.
-i. 4.

However formidable may be our figures, it must

not be forgotten that they give the reproductive

rate of one generation only ; and although it is true

that most of the plants seed only once in a year

and some, indeed, only once in two years, yet it

must not be forgotten that many species produce

seeds two, and even three times m a season.

Examples of these latter will be found in various

Speedwells, Chickweed, Groundsel, Shepherds

Purse, and that gardener's pest, the annual Poa.

Now, it may be true that a hard, or, as lately, an

intermittent kind of winter, may all, as it did

last winter, a great number of seedlings, yet long

fro t so binds up the seeds of a number of species

that birds are left to starve, whilst much ot their

food escapes to germinate, so that on the whole we

see little difference in the amount of weeds between

a severe winter and a mild one. But et the farmer

set to work steadily to prevent weeds seeding on

the farm, and he will soon see a diminution ot his

enemies, and more especially if he looks narrowly

into the seeds that he buys, to be sure that he is

not introducing pests by this means. We now

append the Table, upon which we may make more

extended remarks on a future occasion.

TABLE OF THE FECUNDITY OF WEEDS.

TABLE or THE FECUNDITY OF VfETiiiii-Contimtd.

BoTAiJiGAL Name.

fr « m i

ft

1»

* *

« •

4 «

# *

* *

« '

t «

* «

Botanical Name. Common Name,
NO. OF
Seeds-

RAHUNCVLACE-i:-
Eanvinculus repcns

PAPAVERACE-E.
Papaver Klicoaa

,, dubium -

.

FUMARIACE^,
Fumaria cai^reolata

Crucifer.*:.

Thla^pi arveusG

• *

Creeping Crowfoot or But-

tercup

Red Poppy .

.

Longsmooth headedPuppy

Fumitory

Penny Cress

Capsella Bursa-pastoris . JSheplierd s Purso
« *

Erysimum alliaria ,

.

fciinapia arvcnsis
nigratf

Raphanus lUphauistrum . -

1, Sisymbrium officinale..

2. ditto ditto ..

Cardaminc birsuta .

.

IlE*5El)A0E-t:.

Reseda lutca

Jack by tlie hedge-.
Charlock k t w *

Wild Radish.

.

Treacle Mustard .

.

ditto ditto

Hairy Bitter Cress..

Wild Mignonette .

.

Dyor's Green Weed

• *

]

«

Carvophylle^,
1. Silene uifiata

2. ditto ditto
Lychnis dioica
Agrostemma Githago
Stellaria media
Cerastium visoosum

„ ai vense
Arenaria serpylllfolia

Ltnace-e,
1- Linum catharticum .-

2, ditto ditto ..

Geraniace^t:.
Geranium molle -.

RoSACEyE.
CeuEQ urbanum
Poteriuni sanguisoroa

Onagrace-e.
1. EpUobiummoutanum-

.

% ditto ditto ..

Pastlnaca sativa
Dancua earota

Bladder Campion ,

.

ditto ditto

Catchfly
Com Cockle,

,

Chickweed -

.

Common Mouse Ear
Com ditto - - - -

Thyme-leaved Sandwort -

.

Purging Flax
ditto ditto

Soft Craiiesbill

Common Avena

« «

1,500

50,000
60,000

J^OO

4,000
4,500
4,320
4,000
S.OOO

5,400
27,200
3,750

20,000

S.OOO

24.000
3,425

2,500
5,000
18,500
6,000
6,000

475
525

Arctium Lappa
Carduus nutans

iauceolatus
arvensis
acaulis

ditto ditto

1. Centaurea nigra

2. ditto ditto..

3. ditto ditto..

1. ditto Scabiosa

2. ditto ditto

1. Tussilago farfara

2. ditto ditto

Seiiecio vulgaris

1. Chrysanthtmum leu-

canthemum
2. ditto ditto

Antlicmis arvensis

J,
cotula . -

Matricaria chamomilla .

.

Pyrethrum Partlieniuni ,,

ditto ditto

Convolvdlacea:.^
Convolvulus arvensis

Cuscuta epilinum .

.

TrifoUi .

.

BOBAGINE-E.
Slyosotis arvensis .

.

OROBANCHEiE.
Orobaiiclie miuor .

.

SCROPHULARINE^.
1. Veronica hederaefoUa

2. ditto ditto

1. ditto agrestis

2. ditto ditto

ditto polita

Digitalis purpurea..

1. Bartsia odontites

2. ditto ditto

Linai-ia vulgaris

Labiate.
Lamium album
VlOLACE^,

Viola tricolor

PRIMULACE.E.
Anagallis arvensis .

.

Plantagjn'e^e.
Plautago media
1. ,, var. major
2. ditto ditto .

.

„ lanceolata

Chenopode^.
1, Clienopodium album
2. I. M
Atriplex angustifoUa

1, ditto patula

2. ditto ditto

Common Name.

« t

Burdock
Musk Thistle

Spear Thistle

Com Thistly
Stemless - • - - • •

do. with stems (cultivated;

Hard-head
ditto
ditto

Great Ilard-hcad .

,

ditto

Coltsfoot

ditto
Groundsel .-

No. OF
SEEPd,

# «

Ox-eye Daisy
ditto ditto

Com Chamomile
Stinking ditto

Mayweed ditto

Fever few .

.

ditto

# #

• »

V *

«

* V

Com Bindweed
Flax Dodder, clinging to

I
one Flax plant .

.

Clover do. iu a circle of 1 ft.

Field Forget-me-Not

Lesser Broom.rapc.

.

21,520
3,750
30,000
5,000
600

3,500
700

3,000
10,800
a,ooo

4,800
1,800

48,750
6,500

5.500

13,600
10,500
40,650
45,000
125,000
150,000

600

392
1,000

900

20,000

* *

« i

w »

Ivy-leaved Speedwell
ditto ditto

Green procumbent ditto .

.

ditto ditto . -

Grey-field ditto

Poxglo\'C

Red Bartsia
ditto

Common Toadflax .

.

White Dead NetUo

Pansy

Pimpernel

Plantain
Great Plantain
ditto ditto-.

Narrow-leaved # *

F f

Goosefoot
ditto

Narrow-leaved Orache
Common ditto

ditto "iltto

POLYGOiJACE^.
I , , . -r. 1 T t

Polygonum convolvulus . . Climbmg Buckwlieat

II
Persicaria

r tLvic

Bumex obtusifulius

,^ crispus

Eupuorbiace^.
Euphorbia helioscopia

exigua .

.

if

-rr

Persicary
Knot Gi _

Blunt-leavet
Curled Dock

Sun Spurge . -

Dwarl" Spurge
Petty Spurge

« m

4 f

450
750
600

1,000
450

640,000
4,800
5,150

47, 200

1,200

455

4,000

5,600
24,000
30,240
3,600

3,000
10,500
6,000
2,000

10,800

3,000
2,000
1,500

13,000
10,500

972
1,500
1,200

* *

Broad-leaved Willow herb

ditto ditto

750

1,620

Urticace^.
Urtiea dioica

Aroide^-
Arum maculatum

A,SPE10DELE-E.

Allium vinealo

JxracACE^,
Juncus bufonius '-.

Gbamine^.
Alo[>ecurus agrestis

Holcus lanatus

Avena fatua... ^

1. Brouius mollis -

2. ditto ditto

ditto sterilis

.

Common Stinging Kettle

Cookoo-pint

Crow Garlick

Bog rush

• t

^ •

Blackbent . -

Soft Grass .

.

Wild Oat
Soft Brome Grass Lop

ditto

. , Sterile Brome Grass

t

4 4

Topco

goo

240

5,000

800
600
750

4,000
6,200
1,0S0

* «

I

JEthtisa cynapiut»
1. Chaerophyllumtomulen'

turn
?. ditto ditto

.

Torilts nodosa
^p AntliriScua _

,

Scandix pecten-veneris
Anthrificiis sylveHtris

Heracleum Sph

RCEIACE-t.
GMium tricome

,, aparino
Sherardia arvensis *

.

DlPSACE^.
Bipsaeus syWesti'is

Knautia arvensis .,

COMPOSIT-E,
Uelmintbia cchioidea
Souchus arvensis •

.

», oleracea ,,

1, Leontodon Taraxacum
2, ditto ditto
Apargia antnmnalis
1- ,, hiapida
2, ditto ditto
Crepid virens
Lapaaiw communis
Tragopogon pruteasid

Wild Parsnip
. , Wild Carrot . .

Poors Parsley

Wild rough Chervil

ditto ditto -

.

, i Knotted Hedge Parsley .

-ICommon Hedge Parsley •

. i Shepherd's Needle.

.

- .
I

Beaked Parsley
ylium, Cow Parsnip

Corn Bedstraw
Goose Grass Cleavers
Field Moddcr

,., Wild Teazel.-
. .IField Scabious

Ox Tongue 3,900
Com Sow Thistle
Common ditto

Dandelion ,

.

ditto
Autumnal Hawkbit
Hairy ditto

ditto ditto

Smooth Crepia
Nipple-wort..
Goat's Beard

r 4

THE PROPER OFFICE OF STRAW OX A FARM.

Stbaw is used on most farms, both as fooa for stock,

and as a bed for them to lie on; I shall therefore en-

deavour to assign to each of these uses its proper value

The roquirements of the farm-yard necessitate, as I

. 000 believe, certain modifications in the use of straw ;
and

; 0§ the sykem of letting the cattle « eat tl-jr h
W^^

from the crib, and tread the rest under foot, though

still finding favour in some secluded districts, may be

'"'xhe^present high price and growing demand for

meat will make us all look inquiringly at our straw-

stacks, anxious to know whether all their value depai ted

with the grain, or whether there be not beet and

fl'fs diff^r^lrsituated^ "How shall I get straw tor

""^fh toteZ, a mistake in any <^e to be too anxixms

a medium for
^?^l^f^^ td f ^.ttle. Taking its

farm-yard inakmg a dry b^
^^^^^ neighbourhoods it

market value ^^ 1^-
P^^J ^^^^ .^^^h of guano,

The using of straw for the sake ofgetting rid of it, is

a miscalculation, and any covenants w nch "ece^^^^^

this by withholding permission to sell it, are surely

founded in error. - ti.tnn-c

I shall now turn to a more common state ot things,

where straw is not in excess of the ordmary require-

ments of the farm ; first examining "^l\«t appears to be

the most important, because the most mdispensable, ot

the uses of straw, viz., as litter. All the larger aninaals

require litter of some sort. A warm, dry, and bOft bed

is quite indispensable for their comfort As an ex-

pedient for siving straw, T once put 12 three-y-ear old

oxen on boards to fatten, and found li a very cruel

experiment. The animals were always m a state ot^ dis-

tress i one of them refused to lie down, and remained

standing four days, until the muscles of the th>gh

swelled from the unnatural tension. A comfortable

layer of straw soon set all right again, and as the

spaces between the boards allowed the ™«'^;tui-e ^o

pass into a drain, a great saving of litter was eflfected.*

A wish to save straw occasionally leads to a sparing

use of it in the yards, always resulting
^TT^'^Cf^t

immediate discomfort of every head ot stock. In tact,

the best of food, and unremitting attention, wiU not

compensate for the want of a comfortable bed. V requent

supplies of dry litter in sheds and y ards are absolutely

necessary. Those who arc accustomed to a well stocked

farm-yard are aware how entirely success depends

on attention to details; the omission of any of these

mars all. A comfortable bed is one of the most

important. _ , ,„

It may be asked, "Is it the proper use of straw to

be spread over the wet surface of a yard to be soaked

by rain, and then covered up by a ft-esh layer, and

finally 'trodden' into indifferent dung?

This question hrings mc to the subject df covered

vards. The desire to spare straw led to the erection

on my own farm, and on another under my ^^^ectim,

of sheds covering a considerable space of yard besides

cattle boxes, It° vould be qmtting the present subject

to expatiate on the various advantages derived trom

these arrangements; I may observe, 1'0^^«^«\
JJ^'

one great advantage is the saving in straw which they

^
With regard to live stock. I have seen them thrive

as well in warm, sheltered yards, open to the sun, and

well supplied with litter, as in the best appointed

stalls, boxes, or covered yards But he htter i^

wastefuUy used, the manure less valuable, and the

amount of cartage greater.

The quantity- of rain falling in a year, on a yard

50 foet by 40 feet, at 25 inches per annum, amounts

to 25.967 gallons, weighing nearly 116 tons. During

heavy rain a large quantity runs off, carrying with it

trLlable portions of the manure; but alter making

dtie allo.vuncc fbr ??niporation, there will ren>«m many

tons absorbed by the straw, costing nearly Jd.
per ton

if carted a quarter of a mih%t I" covered yards the

dung is concentrated; it is never washed; and cartage

—that costly Item— is reduced to a minimum.

The quantity of straw required to keep open yards

-in-^H^Jimiortable state, depends of course on the

vveathcTPS^ara^ ^x..JaiaJdnd of food g.ven to the

stock. Turnips and green lootr-4«nreii»e tire-secretion

of urine, and litter is needed in proportion.

In ordinary years, and in open yards, with sheds,

50 head of stock require, as litter, 300 tons of straw in

nine months, from September 1st to June 1st. This

reckoning supposes 10 horses to be kept in the stable

whose litter Is thrown daily into the yards; the rest

beins cows and lattening cattle. The amount of straw

used daily per head is 48 lbs., or twice as much as xs

required under shelter.

It is stated in an excellent paper on manure, in

» Morton's Cyclopedia," that 20 lbs. of stravv per day

are required to litter an ox, m a box containing 100

square feet. This agrees with the q"^»tity used m
,„y own boxes, in each of which I hnd after six

months fatting, 8 tons of dung, 6 tons 8 cwts. of which

1S,400
10,000
2,400

12,000
19,200
1,800
3,240
600

9.600
5.000

1,100
1,250
480

10,000
4,500

13,000
25,000
2,040

8,500
2,250
600
864

10,000
2,800

GOO

influence on light sandy soils. On such soils guano is a very

SmtraXlitute for farmyard-manure Moreover m the

c^c before u3, 50 tons of straw must be taken to represent a

We number of tons of inferior manure. On farms where aSw of stock is economicaUy fed. it must be qmte mi

S^pSu case if there be any superfluity of «t^-
^ ^^J^^^^

where the land is strong and the climate mo..t «j>
*^f

^ a grwit

bulk of straw i>er acre will be grown, there will geuerally be a

consid rlb^e admixture of pasture with the amble land
;
wh^

fhP land is litrht and the cUmate dry, and the lai m almost

""t^TheCo^c'o^nut matting used by Mr H.r.fall tn his.cow-

.f.n« mav bTfound ser>-iceabIo by other faruicrs who aa in hi»
stalls "?*/ .^,^3.^„ neiKhbourhooda where straw is both dear

fnd scS^e^'Ttl^ouM" nSt, however, be .isod to the same ad-

vantage for stew^ as for cowb.—i .
u. r

.

t^i3 cost of r<Z. per tou:i.th._i3 estimated:- *- d,

•^ men to fill 3G tons.. -. •• ." * *

^ Sf™« and 4 carts <a trace-horfeo beius
^
emToyed to drag the load om to the

heap) at 2«, 6d

2 laia to drive

" trod into dung."
*

not applicable iu all cases Is^ ^^^g^ „^,^ jt eon-

1 man at the heap

12
1

2

6
8
2

2«

20

36

d.

20
= — ^7ijl. nearly.

-H.E.
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are ueiived Iroiii tue ox, imd 1 ton I'l cwt. trom tlio

litter.* About 24 lbs. per head are used m the covered

yards, which are occasionally treated to a dose from the

stable-tank.

Fifty head of hcast, fattened in covered yards, will

produce in six months

—

Tons.
-.325
..100 nearly

Voided by the animals
Licter (24 lbs. per lie;id daily)

4:5

425 tons of dung, fit to plough into the ground at once.

The same stoclc in open j-ards will produce

—

Voided by the animals 325

Litter (4b lbs. daili) 200

Water ?

general rule can be suggested for determining their

relative value, or any detiuite rules be laid down for

their improvement ; except drainage where it is

required, and a liberal after treatment to compensate

for the natural ungrateful character of the soil.

The aspect is considerably altered for the better

where the Loudon clay amalgamates with the overly-

ing sands. The outcropping beds of this clay occupy

a lart^e portion of this district, and for the most part

form irregular slopes with a varied surface of low

is exemplitied in tlie many swallow bolus iie;ir

Tilehurst and Brad field, the outlying portions of tlie^o-
strata in situ. The cutting on the Great M^'estern
Kailway at Sonning, and on the Hungerford bnuicli
as w^ell as the numerous briclifields, expose tlie geolol
gical features of this formation, the brealiinf*- up of
which has added so much to the fertility of tlie cliaU-

625

£25 tons of mixture, to be carted to a heap and fer-

mented. Tliis is exclusive of a groat weight of water.f

In six months fatting of 50 head of cattle, in covered

yards, the amount of straw saved is therefore 100 tons;

worth, at Mr, Horsfall's estimate, 35*. per ton, to

convert into butter and beef!

I conclude this part of the subject by observing:, that

the proper use of straw as litter is, to i>rovide n

comfortable bed, and to. absorb the excrements of the

stock. These conditions can only be fully secunjd when
the bed on which the animals lie is covered, Mr. Sver-
slted in the Journal of the AgricitUural Society,

(To be continmd.J

over-hanging tlie Kennet to the sonth-western crops, and the production of corn. It is known that an

boundary* of the county. Where divested of a effectual remedy is found in a liberal application of the

covering of drift it "forms a strong tenacions : chalk, which in most cases may be reached by sinking

Boil, affording useful pasture and yielding good thronirh tl;

THE AGrvICULTUllE OF BEKKSIIIRE,
BY THE BET. J. C. CLTJTTEriEXJCK,

or L0N6 WITTENHAM.

II. The Forest District.—The natural divisions of

the county, recognised by Mavor, are the Vale, the
HiiJ, and the Forest. The Vale comprises the portion
bounded by the river Thames to the nortli, and the
chalk rarge to the south. The Hill is limited to the
chalk downs and chalk district hounded by tlie Kennet.
The Forest, with a sliglit exception, is bounded by the
Kennet and Thames to the north, and the counties of
Suri-ey and Hants to the south. We have the I5;igsliot

sands, the London and Plastic clay, representing tlic

tertiary series, in the Forest. The Chalk, Upper (jreen -

sand, Gaulb clay, trace of iron sand, Kimmeridge clay,

middle oolitic rocks, and Oxford clrt3', representing the
secondary geological series, in the Hill and Vale. These
witli gravel and other drifts have distinctive agricul-

tural characters, and comprise within them the main
differences to be observed in the cultivation of the soil

of the midland counties of England. We purpose to

adopt the order suggested by the geological features of

the county, beginning with the higher or tertiary, and
descending in the order of stratification to the lower or

flecondary series, and thus bring- under notice some of

the characteristics of the farming of Berkshire, as

practised upon and suited to these various soils.

T?ie Forest District first claims our attention.

Windsor Forest was of old very nearly if not exactly,

co-extensive with this district. We learn that Windsor
Forest once extended up the Vale of the Kennet to

Hungerford, and that the traclc waa dUAjrested by
charter in 1226. The b«jundary was afterwards con-

tracted till the Ijoddon was its limit, until in the

Ciclosure in 1S13,
We have already stated that this district consists of the

Bagshot sands, the London and Plastic clay formations.

Tlie Bagshot sands, which take their name from the
wild and barren tracts known as Bagshot Heath, and
of which they form either the surface or subsoil, extend
east and west along the smtheru boundary of the
connty. The aspect of this district bespeaks the
poverty of the soih The different beds, from a sharp
sand to a tenacious clay, frequently covered with a

flinty drift, offer little attraction to the labour or
capital (if the agriculturist. In most cases they
require the preliminary of thorough draining. This
indispensable step to improvement must necessarily

begin with the landlords. In many cases It is under-
taken by them, together with the erection of suitable
buildings at a per centage of 6 and 5 per cent, re-
spectively. Some considerable breadths of land have
been brought into cultivation, and fair root crops,
preparing the way for the growth of corn, are obtained.
Very much is evidently held by persons with iu-
flufhcteiit capital, which gives a miserably piverty-
strickeu appeanuice to a large portion of the district.

Hnch is still otcupied by Fir and Lnrch plantations
and barren and unproductive heath. The fact that it

was proposed to gather the water for the supply ot
London from tliese sands and gravels bespeaks its

springy character. Though certain leading features
rule its geological condition, and the divisions into
iipper, lower, and middle beds are recognized, no

* Mr. Lawesinformsmethathetakesfromliishoree-boxes. of
the same size, 6 tnus iu 6 months. The one HtaU-raeut
corroborates the other, or rather Mr. Lawes show^ quite as
Btnall a decrcHse as I should have anticipated from the horse
being out .it work during so many hours. As fjir as I could
ascertain, the supply of straw given to the horse averaged quite
as much as S.Ubs. per day ; and if this be the case, the horse
would contribute abcut two-thirds as much as the ox to make
up 6 tons—P. H. F.

t The exact weight of water left in the dung cannot easilyM estimated, aa a [ ortinn evaporates and some runs off; but
itllbtoiisporiinnum full on a yard 60 feet by 40 feet, and if
eight such yards are needed tor 50 head of stock, and if thedung be expoMd during 6 months of average rain-fall, the
fi-5 tons of duug wjU be soaked by 464 tons of water.—H E

hay under careful and liberal management. When
properly drained and worked it boars good crops

of Wheat, Beans, and Oats, as well as heavy root crops,

which from the nature of the soil cannot be fed upon

the ground in winter. Many parts of this stnitum,

either covered with Ihnt, gravel, drift, or on the s'leer

clay are farmed in a slovenly and inefficient manner.

The want of drainage in either case tells its own tale.

There are many exceptions where small holdings are

judiciously and economically farmed by persons whose

industry compensates in some measure for want of

capifalj other portions are well fsirmed by amateurs,

but the general rule is small an^ irregularly shaped

enclosures surrounded with ill-conditioned fences, with

large quantities of hedgerow timber, which varies from

Oak. Ash, and Elm, and thrives on this and the stratum

beneath it as the variety of soil either promotes or im-

pedes its growth. In many cases the value of the

timber must equal if not exceed the value of the land.

The district thus retains much of its 'original forest

character. The farm lately owned and occupied by the

late Sir John Conroy, presents a striking contrast to

the cliaracter of the country around it, being entirely

cleared of timber, a process which if repeated by many
large proprietors would change the aspect of, and iu

doing so destroy the charm of a neighbourhood which
is the favoured residence of very many persons whose
wealth and presence has made them the great improvers

in the cultivation of a naturally barren or stubborn
soil. Mr. Caird has said so much of the farm in ques-

tion that it chUs for some remark. It has no natural

attractions for the investment of capital. The portion

adjoining the Loddon consists of a deep hungry flint

gravel, which requires all the help that the ample
stock once kept upon the farm by Sir John Conroy
could give it. Not kindly for Swedes or Barley; there

must have been a marvellous application cf extraneous

fertilisers to extract from such a soil the large crop of

that grain spoken of by Mr. Caird. It will carry sheep,

hut much of their food must be grown elsewhere, if the

stock kept is materially to influence the production of

the land. The upper part of the farm, a rather strong

clay, is a more gratelul soil, and is on an average with

the surrounding land, which is well farmed on a liberal

thougli rather old-fashioned system.

The farm buildings with their modern and scientific

appliances are designed for high farming, and a large

feeding stock, whicli was the system carried out by its

former owner. If persons reading the accounts of this

farm should be tempted to invest largely in land of a

sence and
;ie sard, to which the disease owes its pre-
intensity. Here as elsewhere it may be

traced tln-ough the geological stratum on which it is

prevalent. This is so in the iron sand in Oxfordshire,

where it is found in its most destructive form in those
spots where tlie sand is not covered by calcareous drift.

If the chalk can only be reached on the spot, at a hva]
at which it is surcharged with water, or where the

sand is inconveniently deep, the carriage of the clmllc

becomes a question of expense; in this case it has

sometimes been found more economical to apply burned

or quick lime, of which the same quantity is only half

the weight ; the chalk or other lime stone becoming

lighter by the evolution of carbonic acid in the process

of burning. It has been found better to mix thehma
with the parings of banks, the scrapings of roads, &c.,

to let it remain for a time in clamps before it is applied

to the land. When Anbury is due to the soil, the

remedy seems rather to belong to the landlord than the

tenant. Lime in any form is effective, especially the

scraping of roads formed of calcareous gravel.

Mavor makes the valley of the Kennet a distinct divi-

sion of the county : though it calls for a separate notice

we will include it, for convenience sake, in the foresii

district. It has been already remarkeil that this valley

occupies the place due to a great part of the Plastic clay

formation. It is filled with deep beds of drift and peat

which give it a peculiarity of character. Of old these

peat beds were of great value, as a supply of fuel and

ashes used as manure. These old peat beds have been

partly filled up and now grow sedge or rushes, or are

more profitably planted with Osiers. This gives a fen-

like aspect to the valley. In some places, especially in

the higher parts of the valley, water meadows are laid

out; in others the natural character of the soil torbida

their formation. The geological section of the bedl

which form the subsoil over the chalk are peat nllU"

vium, shell malm^ and gravel, varying in their several

depths. In some places the land under arable cultiva-

tion is so little raised above the drainage level tha>

inconvenience must accrue from the impo^ibility of

lowering the subterranean water to a sutKcient depth

below the cultivated soil. Where the soil in the valley

is sufhcieiitly raised it is equal to the laud on the slope?

of the hills.
^ ---rr''^

The neighbourhood and ancient town of VTSKinghara

in the Forest district is noted for the number of fowle,

mostly of the Dorking breed, which are bred, reareJ,

and fatted, and find a ready sale to London and other

dealers who attend the weekly market. This branch of

agricultural produce has found a place here for a long

tune past; the nature of the ground, lately disforested,

the number and smallness of tlie holdings, the little

capital it requires, and the easy distance from London

have probably had their influence iu introducing the

similar character, they should be careful thoroughly to

investigate the natural qui»lities of the soil, before they

trust their capital upon it as a commercial speculation.

The lowest of the geological series of the Forest ^ ^

district is the Plastic clay formation. It has been called practice of breeding and rearing poultry iu a loohtj

by high authorities the Woolwich and Reading series, -" ..--.^— .- i-

—

:-~ i m. The

fixing it as characteristic of a part of Berkshire. The
town of Heading stands on the escarpment of this

formation, which is covered more or less with the

argillaceons flinty gravel so widely spread over the

surface of the tertiaries and ch:dk beneath them. The
clay and sand of which this series consists may be

traced more or less from Maidenhead to Hungerford to

the south of the Kennet, though it is not limited to

this boundary. Outlying portions are found capping
the hi;j;her ehvations of the chalk ; this makes it very
difficult to define its extent on any map, or to determine
where it is in situ, or merely a deep clay or sand
drift, traces of both these are found as far north as the
summit of Sinodun or Wittenham hills, where there
is a capping of chy and stind to the depth of 10 feet

and upivards, resting on traces of the lower chalk.
But speaking generally it belongs to the Forest, of which
it forms the most fertile portion. It is to the amalga-

1 ma'ion of the sand and clay beds mixed with the flinty

drift that the very valuable land near Reading is due,
a condition of soil extending along the banks of the

{
Thames, near Maidenhead and Pangbourn, and on either

i

bank of the Kennet. Indeed the valley in which this

I

river finds its bed seems to have been formed by the
eweeping away of the loose sand underlying the tenacious
clay. Where these are found in ;«/«, their juxta-posi-

tion facilitates the manufacture of bricks, pottery,

and other ware, in a locality where there is no
stone for hnilding purposes, and where draining is

essential. When the surface of these clays is covered
with gravel, water is upheld in sufficient quantities for

ordinary purposes; when necessary to get rid of this

water for agricultural drainage, it may often be easily

disjiosed of by piercing the clay and reaching the sand
or chalk beneath, and so finding a ready outfall. This

not very attractive to farming on a large scale.^ The

tracts occupied by the Bagshot sands, which overlie the

gently undulating surface of tlie London cUy, are well

fitted for the formation of artificial sheets ot water by

leading the drains which carry the discharge from

springy ground, or agricultural drainage to one point

This has been done at Bear Wood, where a large lake

is formed by the construction of a dam penning bacs

the water in a valley beneath the house. The hand-

some piece of water thus formed serves the double pur-

pose of ornament and turning a large overshot-wbee»,

which drives a corn and saw mill, threshing, and other

agricultural machinery. In speaking of this adaptation

of drainage water to farming purposes, we cannot omi*

to notice the good and liberal cultivation of the rather

unkindly soils of the Bagshot drift and London cUys on

the farms to which this machinery is ***^^^*
'f^u,

which may be quoted as a good practical example of to

improvement of which such land is Capable, by ^^]^
age and well ordered cultivation. It has been o^*^'*^'^

already that improvement in this district must co

from the landlord. The first steps are of such a costg

character that no tenant, with the longest tenure, cotu«

be expected to sink his capital in chalking, drainwgj*

other operations which permanently benefit the 1*" •

(To be continued,)

or

A PICTURE FROM AX AMERICAN RAIL^^^
TRAIN. .

f
The countrv between Hamilton and Detroit is »

a long time, like all the land of Upper Canada, ric"^
well cultivated—even where the black gnarlettsta^

of burnt Pines stick up like tombstones of the torw^

looming dark and niournfally upon the upstart gro
^^^

of Indian Corn beneath. Sometimes it is mow'
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stacked togeuier iiKe hliuw lculb, aim i

covered witn briglit orange Pumpkins nut

which the inexhaustible fertility of the

,.„u with the ragged zigzag fences of lopped trees

fitiewn loosely between the fields,—sometimes a long

tract of corn is passed, witli the massive sheaves

stacked together like straw tents, and the ground
* ^ ' ' - -.d Squashes,

land has

nurtured" between the ridges of' Maize. Then come

acres uud acres of orchards, with trees heavy and over-

borne with their rich burden, drooping down like

Willows to the ground, and their red and yellow fruit

sparkling softly in the evening sun. All the barn-doors

of the clean, white farm-houses stand wide open, show-

ino- heiips of corn piled high within, and across the

clearings oxen come slowly along with mounds of other

sheaves in rough wooden carts, dragging a plenty for

which the farmer has no room in the timber outbuild-

iiio-s which ordinarily accommodate the harvest. On

every side are such signs of bounteous abundance,

there is such a calm in these wild, clean, fruitful

homesteads, there are such signs of progress and of

energy, even in the forests hacked aside to make room

for cultivation, that one can not but gaze with linger-

ing astonishment upon the scene of rising prosperity,

and think of that vast class at home whom Bumble

denominates as " able-bodied paupers" going supperless

to bed for want of work. Why, hero are niillions of

iicres of such fertile land as Kuglish farmers never

think of getting without draining, manurts, and top

dressings and all the scientific agricultural slang which

mark the presence of poor land. Here are nidlions of

acres still chid in all the savage grandeur of the wilder-

ness, and seeming to call—in their rich matted growth

of timber and luxuriant underwood—for some one to

clear an overburdened soil, and let the natural fertility

of the earth have scope to show its proper might and

usefulness. Where the lumberers fell timber in the

Upper Ottawa they scatter handfuls of Indian corn

amon? the ragged stumps, and lo, in some six

weeks* time, a harvest for a few in number, though

enough in quantity to keep an English parish. Yet

meu^break stones in England for 8(?. a-day, and cost

ihe country lOd, more while doing it, and farmers

here cry out for labour and get it for a few

short months, till their servants have saved enough

to better themselves and buy land, when at once

the law of Canada steps in with restrictions which

-drive them in hundreds and thousands yearly to

the fiir west of America. It is not to be supposed

that the active fully which drove the States into

snauly insurrection and independence will ever be

repeated t>y the Home Government; but one sees

each hour such slimy traces of red tape Barnacles

over Canada, such signs of its being left to the miseries

of short-sighted legislation, such checks upon its growth,

as no young colony, however naturally vigorous, with-
stands for long. Thera is a mig-hty future for Upper
Canada if emigration to its iertile soil is only fairly

encouraged and developed by the Government afc home
—if they will only hold out such real inducements as

Ameiic\n agents hold out falsely, and who manage to

persuade people, even when half "settled in TJftttsh

iluminions, to make another and a final move for prairie

htnd. In truth and honour, and as one responsible for

every written word, I cannot help saying that, land for

land, the prairie is better than even the picturesque

valleys of Upper Canada, but there is not at all that

<lilTerence between the two which would lead a farmer

-to prefer 100 acres out West to 150, or even 120, round

Hamilton or London. Enable emigrants to buy three

stores in Canada for what they would only get two in

Jlichigun, Illinois, or Wisconsin— let a man buy
10 acres or 1000 if he pleases, or as his means permit,

Jiiid there would be no want of settlers in Canada.

The value of uncleared land in Upper Canada varies

from 2 dols. to 4 dels, an acre; yet sometimes, during

the prevalence of speculative epidemics, 600/. sterling

per acre has been oflered and refused, and as much aa
^

12,01. per foot of frontage tendered in vain for by-streds
'

in small towns.
Towards dusk the Royal train quitted^ the cleared

farm hmds, and entered' upon a tract which the^ tre-

mendous Canadian forests hemmed in close, casting a

peculiar sombre gloom, unknown to autumn evenings,

over the little line of rails between. There is something
ia the ponderous stillness of these forests—something
in their wild, torn, mossy darkness, tlieir utter solitude

and mournful silence, which impresses the traveller in a
new aspect each time he sees them—which awake ideas

''f melancholy which I wish I could describe, though
I cuuuot fo.-get. In Upper Canada the endless hills

4)f Pines give way at last, or at most stand thinly
intermingled with gigantic Beeches, tall Hemlocks,
and Ash, with Maples, Birch, and wild Sycamore, the
Tunlcrwood of these great leafy \11ll3. Mile after mile
and hour after hour of such a route was passed—a deep
black solitude, with here and there a vista opening up,
sliowing the massive truuks, gray as cathedral ruins]
which bore the rich canopy of leaves aloft. I call it
loaves,^ for even the hurry of writing would not excuse
iU being called a canopy of green. The winter is
closing in fast upon the sombre glory of the forests, and
*^iuy stand in such glowing tints, such deep rich
6rariet«, .IS if the leaves were steeped in blood; such
I'ii.'s of glittering yellows, of pinks, and quiet fiided
mellow Imes, that you gaze, lost in admiration, as hill
•jftor hill opens out in sheets of burning colour, like the
*-|st grand sliower of Nature's pyrotechnics before they
^'0?c iu frost and snow and darkness for the winter

season. Crossley and other artists may paint an

American autumn, but who can describe it ? Look at

the monstrous Pine, that was barked last year, and
which, all dead and white, seems to spread its lean

shrivelled arms abroad like flc:ililess bones, trying to stay

its fall. Over the trunk a creeper comes, which, turned

to pink, to purple, gold, and scarlet by a few nights'

frost, droops in festoons of colour like ragged, brilliant

drapery ; but so bright, so wild, and graceful in its quiet

curves, that it seems at once both more and less than

natural—the work of a decorator in its arrangement of

colours, such as only Nature's colours ever give. In the

foreground stands a cluntp of trees, clustering round in

piles of gold, intermixed with wild Sycamores of light

quick green, red, purple, crimson, and almost blue.

Behind are trees of every shade of autumn glory, from

faded gold to almost black, while above towers the

massive deep green Pine, unchangeable in its solemn

features as Canada itself, with a host of umbrageous

deserters round it in wrinkled brown and faded leaves of

all hues, rustling to the wind with a sharp dry crackle

as the "fall" comes on them. Let any one who can

from such poor description imagine miles upon miles of

this forest scenery bathed in all the tints of a stormy

sunset, with hill and vale, mountain and river bank,

deep swathed in sjorgeous robes of hues like these, and

he can then form a poor—though but apoor—ideaofwhat
North American scenery is during the Indian summer,

that bright, quiet, treacherous forerunner of the

severest winter iu the world. Correspondent of The
Times.

occasioned by its

it could travel

are another con-

Home Correspondence.
leaping Ifac/iine*.-Information being desli-od re-

specting these important aids to farmers, we gladly

put in our mite, as there arc so many and such contra-

dictory opinions afloat about their merits. Last year

was a most expensive one for cutting Corn, added to

the anxiety that was so prevalent from the scarcity of

labour and the aptitude of Corn to shed. This induced

us to order a machine, and in July it came to hand.

It was first tried upon a seven acre field of Barley,

which took a day to finish, cutting, tying, and stooking,

four horses (two at half a day each, hard work) and

10 men. Part of the work, about an acre, where it was

laid left a long stubble, but altogether as a beginning

we felt satisfied. In removing it to the next field for

operation some distance on the road, the heavy wheel

got fixed, and two hours' delay was

examination and alteration before

further. Ordinary 9 or 10 feet gates

siderable cause of delay, which we generally shortened

by taking one of the gateposts up. However, we at

last reached a 11 acr« fieM of heavy Wheat, round

which two swathes had been mown; we here had

pi*epared a heavy ring and chain to adapt a third horse,

so this day employed six horses (lialf a day each, that

is three at a time), and they made far easier work of

1t. We also had two additional hands and a boy to

drive or ride the fore horse. We made very good work

of this field, and completed cutting before night and

tying ; but it took two men two days each to stook

and drag rake it. The men averaged 5*. a day each,

besides beer, therefore their labour came to 4/., it being

a heavy crop would not this year have cost less than

12*. or 14^. an acre; so if we say, 30*. for liorses, beer,

&c., we shall have a total cost of 5/- lO-s. against 6/. 12*.

or 11. 14*. Last year such a crop would have cost 16*.

oris*, an acre, or even more. We afterwards completed

two other fields of Wheat, one under extremely favourable

circumstances, it being a clean standing crop, the whole

of it making good work; the other was difficult, being

partly much laid. The'one, about 11 acres.was completed

in arlay all but dragging; the other, 7 acres, took more

than a day to cut. The last attempt with the machine

was on an 8-aere field clogged with Chickweed, much

laid, and in a damp condition ; of this we cut with diffi-

culty rather more than half, the remainder was mowed

by hand. We learn that our neighbours did not fare

so well as ourselves; in fact all kinds of reaping

machines in tliis neighbourhood seem to have been

failures, fro;n the abundance of weeds, from the imma-

ture condition of the crops, and Irom the laid and

twisted state of them. From our own experience this

year we feel much confidence in their utility liereafter;

still there is room for improvement in Burgess and

Key's; they appear to he too heavy, and they are too

wide to be easily removed from one field to anotlier;

they are not adapted for small occupations, the number

of horses and men being only available on a good sized

far-T) and they do not seem likely to be in demand ns

hired machines in their present shape, as what with

nreoarin<r for their use and fimshmg off work after

them they keep anv one busy as fast as the crops may

rinen People should not expect too much from them;

th s one condition will alone recommend them-that

without making any farmer independent of labourer^

Thev do enable farmers with a moderate nmnber of

Ss to secure his crops wUhin a reasonable time.

iC are not much cheaper than mowing or reapmg

bntUev are equally beneficial to a man's regular stock

of labourerif they are allowed to earn as much as ours

hllt^re this haivest-four at the rate of B. a day fo^

a month, and six at 5*. a day with beer Other band.

i at various rates, according as they worked by the great

: or by the day. /. ^.. Peterhorongh.

CnEMlCO-AGEiCTTLTUBAL : l>airy Produce.—Vro-
fcssor Hodges said that he had jusfc returned from
Dublin, where lie had been engaged in delivering a

course of lectures to the pupils of the Albert Training
School. He reported the condition of the crops on the
school farm as most encouraging. The Potato disease,

however, had made considerable progress in some
varieties of Potatoes—fully 20 per cent, of the kemps
were diseased. The Wheat crop was considerably

above avera^^e. Mr. Boyle, the agriculturist, had placed

in his hands some exceedingly interesting tabulated

returns of extended experimental investigations which

liad been carried on for some time on the farm. These
would be published in the Journal. The following is

one of the returns referred to :

—
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On referring to this table, it will be observed that the

milk produced when the cows were fed on Italian Rye*

griiss alone produced more butter than when the feed-

iiio- was principally on Clover. W. Boyle^ Albert Model

Farm, August 31.

Farmers' Clubs.
Pembroke: Welsh Biitt€r.~A.t the last dinner of

this Society, Mr. Bagnall, who had acted as judge of the

dairy produce, said—" You will remember that at the

last meeting I had occasion to state that I was dis-

appointed vvith the quality of thehutter then exhibited.

Tlii;! was fully accounted for by the peculiar character

of tlie season, for as we cannot expert a man to make
bricks wititout straw, we cannot e-cpect farmers to

make butter without Grass and water. Last year the

season was attended by a remarkable drought. This

year ifc gives me very peculiar pleasure to state that

I have been pleased with the butters which have been

exhibited to-day, I notice a very decided improvement

in the quality. I always believed that the Pembroke-

shire butter was over-Mlted, and that I think has been

entirely re noved. I am glad to hear, from information

which I have had from merchants in this town, that,

upon the whole, the Pembrokeshire butters of the

farmers are much improved. You may have noticed a

controversy in the London papers with regard to the

exorbitant\rices of butter, but I do not tbxnk such

compLuuts have been well founded. I^ ^^« ^ays of

free trade, and in a place like London, with its severe

compeUtion. I think it impossible for any trader to

obtain exorbitant prices, i remember two years ago a
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one case lias an ani:ifial cvci' Ibeen cured: the disease is I

sometimes arrested, but never cured. It often happens ,

that cattle arc sold appearing well ; when alanghtered, I

the lung is found diseased. Sometimes, in the centre of
|

an apparently healthy lung, a diseased portion is found

which is dead and insulated by nature from the living

part, being surrounded by a layer of lymph. In no case

was the mischief done by the disease upon the lung

ever repaired. Wlien does itc contagion cease? is a

question upon which there has been much discussion,

and which is still undecided. As soon as the animal

sickens the disease is contagious. If it was arrested, it

was not easy to say how soon the animal might safely

mix with others. The Icgislaturemight, with much benefit

to the country, take this matter up. On the (tontinent,

the measures taken by Governments had done much to

stay the ravages of the disease. In some countries, if a

herd were aflected, it was compulsory to separate it

immediately; the propriotor was compensated by the

Government, M-hose officers took possession of the herd;

those badly diseased were slaughtered, and those that

were not affected or had recovered were branded on the

horn so as always to be known. By the adoption of

such measures as these much has been done to lessen the

severity of this scourge. The principles of treatment:

gentleman connected with a firm in this town—not
one of the oldest firms—mentioned that he could

always pass off his butter to the London market, and

that he had a vent there for all his butter. I was

surprised at this, and as I failed in my previous efforts

to open a market in London for Carmartlien butter,

made a purpose journey to London, and attended

Lcadenhalh Newgate, Hungerford, and other markets.

I also called upon a large firm at tlie bottom of Ludgate

Hill; I saw the principal, and I handed him my card,

and introduced my business to sell Welsh butter

—

Carmarthen butter. He turned round, and said, ' Your

butter will not suit the London market.' I asked

•Why?' and he replied, *They are too good for our

market.' As we are not often complimented for having

an article too good, I thought he was 'chaffing me,' and

I began to think that as ? was fresh up from the

country, perhaps he might have seen something green

iu my eye, and although I could stand a little chaff, I

did not like practical jokes. 'I am not joking,' he

said : ' I repeat that your butter is too good.' The
Londoners, or Cockneys, have a peculiar taste for

butter : they don't like a wholesome honest butter, but

something that will cut hke clay—something that will

spread stiffly over bread, without permeating either

into bread or paste, and therefore butters are prepared i
These could only be properly put into operation by a

in a peculiar manner for the London markets. They 1
veterinary surgeon. As a farmer himself, and addressing

adulterate it with oleaginous and farinaceous sub-

Whitfield Farm, thus:—"Not to refer to bv^onT^;;?
mates, I will only note that Mr. Morton, in "his reop ?
article, vol. xix. of Journal, p. 464, speaking of the ho^
labour performed on Whitfield Farm, s])eaks of I^qq J^
of dung being carted where only 120 acres of corn a^^
grown. This would give 10 tons of dung as the n
duce of 1 acre of straw; or, supposing the litter
assumed above, to contribute one-fifth of the bulk

*

^l
no straw at all to be consumed otherwise than as litt^
we should require for this result an average yield f

corn

n

stances, and make it thick and hard : it is thus a very

inferior butter, for while it sells for 84^. in the market,

Pembrokeshire butter will realize from 100^. to 105s.

We can, therefore, go on improving without fearing any
competition from Dorset, Carlow, or Cork."

Ipswich : Tleuro-pnewnonia.— After a paper on
" The prevalent diseases in cattle and sheep," by Mr,
C. Shorten, of Ipswich, Professor Simonds said they

Iiad two subjects before them—pleuro-pneumonia, and
the diseases ot lambs. First, as to pleuro-pneumonia,

he might say in the outset that this was a misnomer,

and the erroneous name had done not a little to mystify

the subject. The name of a disease should always
correspond with its nature. Pleuro-pneumonia signifies

,

inflammation of th& pleura and the substance of the

lungs; the disease itself was really not of an inflam-

matory character. We have but too strong evidence

thiit it is contagious, and, unhappily for the country,

this fact has been too much lost sight of. In fact this

farmers, he would recommend, when the disease was
decided, to spend nothing in physic. Get rid of the

beasts as soon as possible ; the first loss was the best.

There were some preventive measures which might
be put into operation with advantage. When it

entered a herd much might be done to prevent its

spread, by remembering the contagiousness of the

disease, and that a certain state of the system
was necessary before it was taken. Sometimes it was
dormant in the system a long time before it broke
out. ^Vhen this was the case the morbific matter
nnght be got rid of. In this respect this disease differed

from all others. The first thmg to be done was to

remove the healthy animals; this was decidedly better

than removing the affected, as there might be some-
thing in the place where the disease first appeared to

induce it. In altering the circumstances we might
remove some secondary causes. Next, as to bringing
the system into a healthy condition, and, if possible, to

rid it of the morbific matter; first, a mild purgative

should be employed, to induce action of the bowels

;

second, some agent to act on the urinary organs. The

tk

t

On

k

ip«

disease was an epizootic. In August, 1842, just previous

to the alteration of the tariff; the disease came to us.
I

nitrate of potjtsh {{ to ^ an ounce daily, for two or three

It was then new to us, but it was not a new ]

tlays) was as good as anything for this jiurposc. Thus
disease in foreign countries. Owing to the
coincidence of the outbreak of the disease with
the free admission of foreign cattle, it has been thought
by many that it was an imported disease ; but
such WHS not the cnso, it wns nn epidemic. It hail

raged throughout all Wie continents of Europe, Asia,

and Africa; but until the last few years it had not
appeared in America or Australia, Recently, it had
appeared on those continents also; and its arrival there

the system would be gently cleansed. Third, for the !

encouragement of the production of pure and healthy
blood, some kind of stimulant might be used, as

sulphate of iron, or the oil of turpentine. Fourth, feed
the animals generously. The early adoption of these
means would often rid a herd of the disease. To sum
up, the disease is contagious ; it is an epidemic, or
epizootic; it is never cured; it had many secondary
causes. Amongst these he would mention the

from fair to fair, and were most likely to catch it in one
place or another. He would recommend when fresh

beasts were brought, that they should be kept entirely

away from other stock for three weeks, by which time
the disease would manifest itself. If it broke out, let

it be remembered that it was a fatal disease.

could be traced to contagion. Many diseases were :
travelling of animals. Irish beasts were often driven

disseminated both ways. The morbific matter entered ^" ^~^-^- ^- • ....i-ii^i. ..j.* -^
-

the system, and when seated there poisonous exhalations
were given off. This was the case in small pox : afterthe
disease had reached a certain stage, pustules were formed,
and each pustule contained the same morbific matter
as was originally inhaled. It was not the case that all

animals exposed were infected, any more than it was
with man. Tliere must be a susceptibility as well as a

cause. Some constitutions would resist more than
others, just as men were differently affected by strong
th'inks; what would intoxicate one man would take no
effect upon another. This opened the way to speak of
secondary causes, and how farmers might help nature to
resist the disease. Animals were rendered susceptible

by over-crowding. Hence, in the London dairies the
disease was more rife than anywhere else. Damp and
wet yards were also to be avoided, and keeping cattle

in places where much muck was fermenting, especially
if animal matter was present. There were some
pastures which in dry weather were unexceptionable

;

the same pastures in autumn, when exposed to fogs and
damp, would engender it. To use plain hmguage, we
must have our wits about us. The malady itself : it

was not an inflammatory, but a local and specific one.
The morbific matter enters into the blood by respira-
tion, and then concentrates itself in the lungs. This
affection was iu many respects very peculiar. It is an
eminently fatal disease. We are often twitted with
our inability to stop its ravages, ivlille cases were
reported in which some ignorant cow-leech had treated
it successfully. In explanation, we might say that it is

not every farmer who is able to recognise the presence of
the disease in its early stages ; indeed, they were not
easily distinguished by the regular practitioner. Iu those
cases where these marvellous cures had bfen effected, the
truth was, tlie disease had not been present at all; but
the farmer was not sufficiently acquainted with its early
symptoms to be able to detect the deception of the man
who said that the affection he had cured was tliis

disease. Pring any of the boasted remedies to a genuine
case—one fully established to be such by the testimony
of competent persons—and they invariably failed. Both
in cattle and in man, nature is unable to remove the
deposits caused by the disease, and to substitute sound
tissue in the place of that destroyed. It always wa^ a
fatal des«ise, and it always would be: the more we
know of it, the more positive we were of this. In no

The Journal of fhe Hoyal Agrleuliiiral Socieiy of
Ungland. Vol. XXL Part 1.

The latter half of the volume contains articles by
Dr. Voelcker, on the chemical properties of soils ; by
Mr. Wells, on the drainage of Whittlesea Mere; by
Mr. H. Evershed, on the office of straw on the farm

;

by Mr. Herbert, on the meat supplies of London, of
which an extract will appear elsewhere; by Mr. Lawes,
on the growth of Clover; by Mr. Frere, on the moveable
steam-engine and the feeding of stock ; by Prof.

Simonds, on the composition of the blood; and by Mr.
Tuckett, on rotations of crops.

Let us look at Mr. Evershed's essay on vStraw : the
reader will find the first part of it in another page. It
is followed in the volume (indeed there is ft running
commentary throughout the essay) by a review from
the pen of the editor, commencing with the following

sentence, intended, we presume, to signify an approval
of the performance:

—

" From the conflicting opinions of scientific men,
based on chemical analysis, as to both the feeding and
manuring value of straw, and the almost contradictory
statements of other writers on this subject,—the large

promises of direct profit held out by some from the

combination of straw-chaff with richer food in cattle

feeding, contrasted with the assertions of others that

however higli may bo the true theoretic value of straw

for feeding, still it will not answer to buy rich food for

the purpose of n^ixing with straw-chaff,—we turn with
satisfaction to the practical good sense of the author

of the present essay."

During the prolonged ciaminatlnn of it which ensues,

Mr. Frere reviews the "estimates" of previous writers

on the quantity of farm-yard dung made under different

circunistanct'.-, v'/.. from a glveu quantity of straw.

Among others he refers to Mr. Morton's account of

require

2 tons of straw to the .acre on autumn and sprint
alike—assuredly a very high average." °

On this it must be remarked that the 3200 to
are not an estimate but a fact—that in many success'*'*
years upwards of 2000 cubic yards of manure were mid^
on that farm, and that more than 120 acres of co

^

were grown annually on that farm ; but that Mr. Fr^e
is wrong in quoting the case as having any bearin?
whatever on the question, how much dung ig xa^
from so much straw ? Mr. Morton's reference to the ^'
subject was in order to asce^-tain the quantity of cartage '"''J

in the cultivation of a given extent of land, and the *

'

dung heap contained earth and every kind of fettilisiW

matter available on the farm, besides the soilecl Httw
of the vards and boxes.

But it is to another remark in the course of Mr.
Frere's review that we direct attention. In explanation

of the usefulness of straw as food under certain circum-

stances he uses these words :

—

" It may be that the admixture of some other kin^s

of food with straw may conduce to the development of

these gastric juices, and to some extent exercise a con-

dimental influence on the digestive process."

The word "condimental" is a new one coined within

the last few years for the express purpose of effecting

the sale of outrageously costly foods in order to the
profit of enterprising adventurers. The sentence just

quoted which contains it is one of several in the course

of the Journal which will be quoted with triumph by
Mr. Thorley and his friends. Nay, they are already

glorying over the fact that the leading authority in the

literature of English agriculture is at length to lead

public opinion aright. The following is from the

columns of a contemporary at Hull.
*' It has been observed that most great discoverltt

have gone through two or three stages before tbey have

met with general consent and acknowledgment.

First of all, we have the stage of ridicule; the thing

is too absurd to have reason wasted on it. It is so

easy, too, to laugh, that there is required no argumeut )in

or thought about it. But the discovery, if good,thir

survives the ridicule stage, and comes into that nf abti^e. e fa

There may be some shadow of truth in the thing, hoty al

it is overweighted with that which is bad. Either th^rTU

man who made the discovery is nobody, or his discover via

is worse than nothing. It is bad : it is impracticabk:*-iii

it is useless : it is dear : it has all the faults that can bi^r>

brought together in one point, and therefore cannot- ^iic

right. But the abusive stage leads directly to tie fn f

argumentative stage, and then if there be merit in tl* ^^
thing debated it sppodily cnvnon to be ncknowifidgW M ;tt e

a great truth, and admitted among thingslTnown and t tbi

approved. Instances of the truth of these observations -
pi

will occur in plenty to the minds of every one; bat we :Uei

have in our own time a memorable illustratioD. Xv

Thorley's Food for Cattle has reached the argnmentt- ^Ihi

tive stage, if it be not already coming out even of thi^

It has been ridiculed, and abused, and argued upon, BOd

it will end in being believed in. How near it appwjw

to this point may be seen in the Koyal Agncultnrti

Society's Journal just published. There is in it a

lengthy and able article by the new editor, Mr. >ra^»

in which he details his experience in cattle feeding^

he unhesitatingly says that Thorley's Food is gooa.

Take the following extracts from pages 231 and^^-

' I gave them some of Thorley's Cattle Food,
f\^'

bound to say that it appeared to produce a satisracw^

effect when the beasts were off their feed. I"^",

this drawback, however, to its use, that, " wwmer^

it should not be discontmued.' * * * 'I*
**'"fS

probable that straw chaff will play an »"^P«^^f"\^1^
this economical manufacture of beef, we see tnac ™^_
improvements have much diminished the cost otcuj^ftj

that the attention of both scientific and P^ac^wi
^^

is actively directed to the discovery of means w
^^

render this substance more digestible j
that a^ ^

fermentation seems conducive to this end, *^",
^jjj^ r-j»|

economical, whilst it is probably as efficacious a? n
, ( ^

by steam. The digestion of the straw jtspU^^n^
promoted by the admixture of other li5"''%^V!^e »W
plying those juices in which straw is * f.^'^^v V;
compared with Grass or hay. Even ^^ J,"^ ^^^i; ' .

cannot be procured from ordinary kinds of t<x^^^ %^
feeding prices, attempts will not be wanting w

k

am

t

ff'
f

the defect by medic'inal compounds,
''''^'if^Jl^^

* I

long, result in procuring us a good, well
^•JlJTiii

article at a moderate price. This is to id| ^'^^jalt
purposes the very highest encomium "«'cn

passed upon Thorley's Food."
The writer adds:— , ,.^ flttac**^
" But the Food is scarcely yet heyond ^^V,„^

dull people. The Editor of the <5W*^ h« ** fe
has been marked by the obstinacy ^^•^'''"'

»^ f^ M
resisted evidence of the utility of Thoriey

^^^^ ^
Correspondeutu, in his own paper, have

"^ ^e^^
by him for admitting that there mighty ^^wr
in the condiment; and now he f^'^', 7"' ™ '* ^ '

of the Agricultural Society's Journal tor v^^
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craise ifc. I" trying to stay the progress of Tborley's

e^lcondiiueiit, tlio Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle is

3cenl very much in the position of the elderly dame who

endeavoured to keep back the waves of the Atlantic

ffith her house broom !

!

"
^

ffc have no hesitation in saving that there is not a

tit of evidence on the subject of Thorley's Cattle Food

rras that has hitherto reached us, that has not been

^!jjjJ^,\,lished in our columns. Dr. Voelcker, Professor

itter Amlersoii, Mr. Luwes,
_

Dr. Gilbert, and Mr.

ildoi Piirtlett have all spoken in our columns on the sub-

foraV'^t, giving their judgment and experience. Mr.

fSpooncr and Mr. firown, veterinary professors, have

toiij '"iveu their opinions, and "the waves of the Atlantic'*

Sfiive biive had unrestricted flow, unhindered by any "house

Bade iroora'* here whatever.

corn Let us however state the case orce more. Mr.

"Vere fhorley uses in his compound, according to Dr. Hassall,

mm tlie best grain and pulse, and according to a recent

uad^ "ial the best oilcake; and besides these it contains

)tlie t-'didnal compounds as flavourers. Kow these mcdi-

ts^a^ .al compounds cannot be a very large proportion of

. the '^e whole, for if they were, their medicinal influence

iiiflff ft'oulil he excessive; the whole of the large remainder

itttr iien is paid for by the farmer who buys the food, at the

fate of 35^. or 40/. a ton (whatever the charge may be),

rbereas he can get them in the market for less than
ne-third that amount. That is the point to which we
ftOuUl fix his attention. And not only this, but if he
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mends 40?. on a ton of Tborley's Food he will obtain at

fcost %l. or Zl. worth of extra value in manure

;

liereas if he spends it on 4 tons of oilcake be will get,

Mr. Frere would put it,

f
£2 ) f £8

.(,. 4 X < or ^ = S or
'itb

I £3 i ( £12

'^^^H .u the manure derived from its consumption, besides
".*''* the beef or mutton which in cither case he may make,
^j''*! On both of these grounds then we shall not cease to

'oimeiecommend feeders to buy known foods at their fair

P'^V market prices, instead of mysterious compounds at a

^'^J price which has to cover excessive cost of advertising,
"^ *lit iiid no doubt a natural desire for profit, besides the
* '^ expense of materials and of mixing.

It.

I

I stated

the pas-

Farm Memoranda.
(Continued from p. 843.)

Me. Horsfail's Faem neab Otlet.-
^ number of animals kept per acre on
.es, with the qualification of "some little assistance

>in other sources." This assistance only consists

gMd,ithink in a little cooked food for the milch cows, and in

aV- '" fact that when the pasturage begins to be less hearty,

ig,h!{y at just about the time ol my visit in the middle of
erttpgust, tliey are stabled at night, and receive a
coT*tle Grass in the stall. This Gniss is often
ica^^ained from tlie same pasture with a scythe, for, at
canH^^i-'vals where the droppings of the animals have laid,

inot'si^e herbage will not have been eaton ofl", and a man can

[q t^^on cut enough of the rank growth thus produced to
inA*rve for the housed stock, and if not wanted for the
^SJtttle, it is cut just ^.lio aomo nn/I given fp \\^a h^w^a

fa a; ' this way not only the whole growth of the field is

?atiiffl- inpletely economised, but the firass itself is kept in

)at« -tter growing order, as well as in better appearance. In
ratk ^t weather Mr. H. is in the habit ofstabling his animals

oenU- the day and letting them out at night. All the
ftlut*i'^ss land is also subject to further manurings, of
,n,aDd'!iich we shall speak in connection with the stables and
ogchel^^ii' management.
jtnti! Of the Grasses, Mr. Horsfall likes best the Poas and

riJie Festiicas, the former gtmus comprising a number
pirtf varieties, among which what is there called meadow
^jjni ji'ass (Poa pratensis) is perhaps the best known, and
good. «e latter class or Fescues being generally regarded, I
33,>-Unk, as peculiarly suitable for low-lying grounds,
ijtfraunder Grasses, as he called them, and Clovers, he
^jon't care so much. His lands are all drained, the
jgjjjjnesof pipe-tile running 8 yards apart, and from 3 to
ig^lfeet deep, the latter depth being found preferable,

1 :^
Jid having been employed in the drains most recently

pjjit
»ut down.

^ "r. Horsfairs- simplest feeding stable was an inex-

^^fnsive building, of which I had. the curiosity to take
slBtff^.^^^ct measurement, as be seemed to like the plan on

flt«'r'^Y'
'^^ ^^^ P*^^ "P tl^'^te as well as any other, and as

jfi^Mcheupness, moreover, is such as to put it within the

I WTfJ***
of any American farmer. The inside length was

ij^K Teet 4 inclies, outside width 1 i feet 10^ inches. The
^*'*^'waU wa^ of brick, 7 feet 3 inches high, the end

id*rf
"* also of brick with doors. The front of the building,

^g #|vara which the roof sloped, was probably about 6 feet

sapflPV "K"^**^
composed of six pairs of doors, so that this

^t
^'Pole side could be thrown open if necessary. The roof
-».^of slate and thatched underneath, a very simple

well sheltered apartment for roots; while the wat»r
maybe added to carry it by one tuin of a spigot into
each stall. I have forgotten whether the last arrange-
ment was already in operation, or whether it was
spoken of as an improvement to be made. One im-
provement was suggested as worthy of attention in
erecting such a stable, viz., the provision of slides in
the doors for better ventilation, or what was thought
perhaps preferable, the hanging of the doors in two
parts, so that either top or bottom alone might be
opened or shut at pleasure.

Coming now to the interior arrangement, we find that
a little greater width would allosv an alley-way for

feeding, which runs along the back wall, and ton-ard
which the heads of the animals stand, a little wider and
more "handy," its width now being only about 30 ins.

The building accommodated 11 or 12 stalls, their width
being 3 feet fi inches to 3 feet 9 inches. The manger
bottom is only 2 or 3 inches above the level of the
floor. Its inside width at bottom is 14 inches; the
inside board is 9 inches wide, sloping outwards, and the
back of tlie manger 1 foot 11 inches high, also with a
slight slope, so that its inside width at top is 15^ inches.

In front of the stall a timber runs 3 feet 8 inches high
from the manger bottom, say 4 feet 2 inches outside
height from the ground. This would leave an aperture
of about 20 inches from the back of the nuinger to this

piece of scantling, 8 inches of which is filled by a board
hung upon hinges to the latter, so that when feed is

put in from the alley-wny it opens back for its admission,
while the cattle cannot jmsh it outwards so as to put
their heads through.
The stall partitions are about 5 feet wide from the

extreme front; the cattle are fastened by a chain about
the necli, attached to a ring sliding up and down upon
a stanchion about a foot back from the ninnger in the
side of the stall. The floor of the stall is worthy of
particular description. A piece of Cocoa-nut matting
3 feet square occupies the upper end, having straw
under it, and securely fastened down. Back of this
there are grates opening into a tank beneath, not quite
3 feet deep, 2 feet 8 inches wide, running the whole
length of the stable. The grates are of the same width
as the tank, each one 3 feet 3 inches long, fitting

neatly together and with the rest of the floor, and
capable of removal one by one for any temporary
purpose. The frame is made of 3 by 3-inch timber,
with slats 4 inches wide and 1^ inch thick, and 2i-inch
spaces between the slats. The distance from the
manger to the outer edge of these grates is 7 feet
8 inches.

Of the underground tank there are six extensions,
answering as outletp, one at the end of the building,
and the other five along the side, the outlets enabling
a man to work at any part of the tank in removint^ the
manure more conveniently than could otherwise be
doue, aud tu souiu Aict-.**^>i. eutirtJi^^.^jupoii Wm outside—

a

cart backed up to where he is at work, and no duors
being open to chill the animals. There is a pump to
take as much of the liquid as can thus be drawn off.

No beddjng beyond the mat is used for the cattle. The
more solid parts of the manure are taken away in carts,
and sometimesmixed,especially if theyarenotto beimme-
diately applied, with the scrapings from the adjacent
public road or the cleaning ofthe ditches. But it is'to the
application of this substance to bis Grass lands, almost
without stint, that Mr. H. owes their unflagging, or
rather, I iftay tndy say, tlieir constantly increasing pro-
ductiveness. A dozen good loads spread upon an acrejust
before a gentle shower will be washed into the ground
like a healing ointment, there being no straw or other
coarse material in the way. The time for manuring the
meadows is as soon after the mowing as the weather
suits; for the pastures, during the winter. The liquid
manure is often mixed with the rest for application in
this mode ; it is also pumped into barrels and put over
the pastures in spots where the cattle don't appear to
like the Grass so well, or where it is coarse and wiry,
or on spots a little bare; and three or four doses of th'is

kind in winter or spring are said to bring on the
indeed seem to change its

is an extra supply of the
carried to the source from

Rape-cake
Bran

from the Flemish farmers on the sandy soils of Belgium-
It is undoubtedly true that to ji^c hquid manure to
advantage upon stiif and retentive ground the land
must be well drained and in good order; and, of course
with these pre-requisites, Mr. H. considered its applica-
tion more effective there than aiiywhere else. He
would not apply it in very hot weather, of course; pre-
ferring a murky if not absolutely a rainy day, and
thought that any previous dilution would then be
attended with evil instead of good results. It seems
quite possible, however, that upon drier and lighter
soils, or in a climate less moist, the reverse should be
the case, as Dr. Voelcker argues.
For steaming the food the cattle get Mr. Horsfall

employs cans made of block tin holding three bushels
each, which last in use about two years, and are port-
able and easily handled. His apparatus accommodates
throe such cans, which are filled three times a day for
the 20 milch cows he keeps in winter, the mixture
steamed being composed at the time of ray visit in the
following proportions, tJie quantity mentioned being
that prepared for each cow's daily subsistence ;

—

..5 lbs. I Malt-combs .. .. Sj Ibe,

"^i ,f I
Indian meal .. .. 1 ,,

Straw, cut to half-inch lengths . . 10 to 12 lbs.

This mixture isjust dampened, the degree of moisture
it contains being a very important matter, and one
which experience must determine—the food having a
greater or less laxative effect, according as the water
in it is increased or diminished. Cotton cake Mr.
Horsfall has also employed to good advaritage, and
Indian meal he considers the most fattening food he can
get, if it is properly mixed with other substances

—

indeed the composition of the feed given in winter,
unless I am mistaken, would vary from the above by
the substitution in it of 3 or 4 lbs. of Indian Com
instead of 1. The steam is admitted to this mass for
about an hour, and there is really something quite
attractive in the odour it exhales—an effect which must
be increased in a cold day by its warmth. Mr. Horsfall
modifies his feeding materials of course with changes of
price at different times. He has in past years used a
great deal of Bean meal to good advantage, but at
present it is too dear for the purpose, and Wheat bran
and other substitutes are cheaper, as will be perceived
from the fact that while Wheat has heretofore averaged
565., and Beans 34^. per quarter—that is. Wheat at
1.75 dols., and Beans at 1.06 dols. per bushel, the
former was selling this year at 1.25 dols. per bushel,
and the latter at 1.56 dols. The cooking of the feed
he estimates to cost for fuel only 2d. (four cents.) per
cow per week, while with but little additional assistance
in preparing the food and in milking, one man has the
entire charj^e of the 20 cows. The advantage of feeding
straw, in Mr. Horsfairs view, consists in the fact that

herbage wonderfully, and
nature at once. If there
liquid manure, it may be
which the water used for irrigation is distributed, and
poured in there to render it still more fruitful of good
as it is diffused over the field through the diverging
channels already described. In what I have just said
about the tank I omitted to mention that it contains a

you thus utilise as fattening agents those elements in it

which would t>«KMtpe by i^ermcntation if it were con-
verted into an ordinary dung heap, while the very ones
which alone render it of service as a fertiliser arc those
of which the animal economy can make no use, and
which are therefore thrown off by it, and collected in
his tanks for the same destination they would other-
wise have taken, but performing a double office when
they reach it.

The price at which the milk is sold from this esta-

blishment is four cents, a quart; but there not being
sufl^cient demand to consume it all in this way, what is

unsold is made into butter, perhaps to the amount of
50 lbs. per week. There is an old well at the very door of
the dairy room, employed for the sole purpose, as there
are waterworks which supply all that is used, of cooling
the cream in hot weather, before churning—a can con-
taining it being let down 26 feet the night beforehand,
where the temperature stands at about 46°. The dairy
room is purposely a small one, as the temperature there
can thus be ranch more easily regulated; and upon
maintaining it properly, much of his success in butter
making is believed to depend. There are several tiers

of shelving around the room, hollow, several inches
deep, and lined with sheet lead. A current of water,
cold in summer and hot in winter, is kept in constant
circulation from one to another, and Mr. H. finds that
he can thus keep the thermometers that hang at one or
two different points In the apartment, at from 52" to
56° with great equability. The upper shelf about the
room was covered with an inch or two deep of charcoal,
which had been found to operate most successfully in

ler snmkrly cheap and easy way. In speakinc of
^

roofs,_ I think it is Mr. Mecbi who recommends
itewashing them; because, as he states, the rains ofmer will not carry it off, and the sun's heat is thtu

ted, whde the snow and frosts of winter will at
5 remove it, and then what heat the sun giTcs will

the preservation of an atmosphere constantly sweet and
partition having interstices between the boards just so pure, without such an admission of the exterior air fur
,-,« fr. lof ti.,. Vrr...\A «.»*- 41 1. :.,*„ „ i:^*i . purposes of ventilation as would be necessary without

this precaution. Unless I have forgotten, hoivever, the
sides o^ the room near the top were alsj pro^'ided with
one or two outlets for the esca^ie of any foul air that

as to let the liquid part through into a little compart-
ment with which the pump connects, and retain the
more solid mass behind. Mr. Horsfall estimates the
annual production of manure from cattle, if it is well

preserved, as worth at least 5/. per head.

Dr. Voelcker had then just published in the Iloyal

Agricultuial Society's Journal an essay on liquid

manure, which, as I subsequently read it after visiting

the Cirencester school, appeared to me eminently prac-

tical, sound in its general reasoning, and cautious in its

conclusions. But Mr. Horsfall thought it calculated to

may rise from below.
I was particularly interested in what I saw and

learned at Mr. HorsfaH's, because it showed so plainly
the practical nature of all the CTporimonta he hrre

undertaken, and because the numerous details with
wluch it furnished me became of double value in con-

nection with bis writings, which have already had a

iorbed.

^"ig attached to this building contains feed and a

impede rather than increase the use of liquid mnnure,
!
wide circulation in this country, I may allude very

because Dr. V. classes "soils containing a fan-
^
propor- j

briefly to^oue pointy in ^them^to which^ Mr. ^H. parti-

tiou of clay, especiall}

benefited by its appl

the teeth of the long-

at Barley Hall. Dr. V. also advocates the dilution of

liquids—a thing that Mr. Horsfall never does—drawing
bis argument too exclusively, as the latter thought.

centage they contain of starch, sugar, &c., was rctlnccd

to fat by taking " the proportion as 90 of Starch, saga'-,

&c., to 50 of fat." Sir. Lawe?, from experiments wh.'cli
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I think he has subsequently made, is leil to the conclu-

sion that five to two is a more correct proportion than

that of 00 to 50, which I believe Jlr. ITorsfall thinhs

probably more correct, and explains by supposing that

some oxygen combines in the process of digestion with

the carbon of the food to form carbonic acid gas, and is

thrown off and lost. This does not affect the ultimate

results of Mr. HorsfalVs investigations, but he thonght

it worthy of being placed on record with them. Mr. L.

Tuclcer's American: Glimpses of English Agriculture.

Miscellaneons.
«' The lest oU-fasUoned Winter Feeding of Cattle.—

Previous to removing the cattle from the pastures to

the feeding-houses, they should be gradually ac-

customed to the change of diet wliich awaits them, by

having a few Globe Turnips spread on the pasture for

some days before the removal takes place. There are

some people who make a great fuss, bleeding all their

cattle indiscriminately, both when they put them up

for fattening and also when they turn out their young

stock in spring to the Grass ; but if cattle are in good

health there is not the slightest use for so doing, aiid

the practice resembles that which was once so ranch in
j

vogue, when nearly every one thought that he or she

ought to be bled once a year, 'in order to keep down

the Inimours.' The fattening cattle are fed three times

a day, viz.. in the morning, at noon, and at sunset.

Eegularity in giving the meals is essential, and all

unused food which may be lying before the cattle

must be taken away, and the troughs carefully swept

ought before a fresh meal is given. The quantity of

Turnips given at the morning and evening meals is

larger thiin that which is given at noon, because a

greater interval lias elapsed before the morning feed is

given, and, for a corresponding reason, the evening meal

is also larger than that which is given at noon. The
Turnips arc sliced previous to being given to the cattle,

and when they have consumed their allowance, the

houses are cleaned out, a supply of hay or straw put

before them, the litter freslily made up, and they are

then left to ruminate quietly until the next feeding

time. Light has been found to exercise a considerable

effect on f:\ttening animals, chiefly we suppose, by

rendering them more restless when exposed to it; and

as everything which tends to disquiet them should be

avoided, the light should be as much excluded as

possible after the cattle have been fed. The houses

must also be kep at a moderately warm temperature,

say from 45° to 50", whilst, at the same time, a

constant supply of pure air must be maintained. When
cattle are tied up they ought to be daily dressed with

a curry comb, because they are prevented from cleaning

their skins as they -would do if left loose. This should

not be done, however, whilst the animals are in the act

of feeding, as it rather irritates them. Some people,

especially those who leave their Turnips in the fields

during winter, arc in the habit of giving the roots to

the cattle covered with dirt, just as they come from the

field. We think this is both a slovenly and improper

practice. When Turnips arc lifted during dry weather

for the purpose of being stored up during weather, in

general very little earth adheres to them, and such

Turnips will be found clean throughout the season ; but

whenever the roots are dirty they ought to be washed

before being given to the cattle. Where no other con-

venience exists for this purpose, a large quantity may

be very speedily washed by simply dashing them about

in a tub ; but the quickest and most efficacious mode

we ever saw was that which was adopted by Jonathan

Richardson, Esq., M.P., during the time he occupied

the farm of Ingram, near Lisburn. A small stream

which passed the farm-yard was damned at a little

dietance above the buildings, and the Turnips were

carted, or carried in a wheel-barrow, from the heaps

where they were stored—immediately adjoining the

stream—and thrown into its bed below the sluice.

When the sluice was opened, the force of water carried

the Turnips along with it, rolling them over the paved

bottom of the stream, imtjl they reached a grating

close by the door of the root-house, which prevented

them from going further, and the sluice being shut

down, or the water collected having betn run oft^ the

roots were left in a perfectly clean state, and were

easily thrown out, as the water speedily passed nway,

leaving the Turnips dry. The supply of Turnips

intended for cattle should be drawn and stored con-

venient to the yards, so that there may always be a

proper supply obtainable, whatever the weather may be

at the time. Those ^vllO leave out their Turning and

draw them only as required, not only poach the land by

carting on it during wet weather, but also run the risk

of their supplies falling short should a snow storm come

on, or of being obliged to give their cattle frosty

Turnips, than which nothing can be worse for the

animals. The quantity of Turnips consumed by fiitten-

ing animals generally varies according to their size;

at the same time, even in a level or equal sized

lot, some animals will be found to consume a larger

quantity than others. As a general rule, cattle which
will weigh when fat from 5 cwt. to 6 cwt. will consume
from 11 to 12 stones each per day; and cattle which
will weigh from 8 to 9 cwt. will use 16 or 18 stones

per day. It is of great importance, however, that the

feeder should study the characteristics of every indi-

vidual animal in this respect, so that none be forced to

take a larger quantity than is beneficial, and this is

particularly necessary when the cattle are first put up

to feed, because even a moderate allowance of roots

may prove to much for the digestive powers of some

animals, and thus produce irritation of the bowels, and

excessive purging. Such animals must, therefore, be

restricted in their allowance until such time as their

digestive organs become accustomed to the food, when

the quantity given may be gradually increased. Others

again, will consume a larger quantity than the average,

without injury; and much, therefore, depends on the

good sense of the cattle-man ; for inattention or

io-norance on his part will often prove the cause of

serious loss to his employers. The production of meat

consequent on the consumption of Turnips is, therefore,

subject to divers controlling influences, arising from

various causes, as well as from the difference which

exists in the nutritive properties of the roots them-

selves; because, even the same variety of Turnip, grown

under different circumstances ofsoil,climate,and manure,

will vary considerably in its feeding qualities. As a

general rule, however, it lias been held that, on an

average, one ton weight of Turnips will produce 14- lbs.

of beef and tallow. We would remark further, that all

straw which is given to cattle as fodder should be given

in as fresh a state as possible; and we do so because we

have frequently seen straw which had been threshed for

weeks, and for want of proper house storage built up in

ricks, given to cattle, and this has been particularly the

case when travelling steam-engines have employed to

thresh, because the parties so employing them were

induced to get through a large extent of threshing at

once. Where the motive power is stationary there

need not, in ordinary cases, be more threshed at once

than will be required only daring a limited period; and

by this means the fodder will alwa^-s be kept sweet and

nutritious. At the same time, it is in all cases neces-

sary to have proper sti*aw-barn accommodation, so as

to prevent the fodder from being wasted as well as

damaged. When diflorent varieties of Turnips are

grown for the use of fattening cattle, it ought to be

observed that the least nutritious should be first used,

proceeding gradually to those of higher value. Thus,

if the cattle have been first supplied with Globe Turnips,

the next given will be the Aberdeens, and finally Swedes,

llangcl Wurzel should also be retained to the last, as

this variety of food improves by keeping, losing that

acrid quality which the roots possess, and which pro-

duces purging when these are given soon after being

drawn from the field. There are many feeders, how-
ever, who commence their fattening cattle at once with

Swedes, reserving the Aberdeens and other varieties for

the younger stock ; but in this case a sufficient supply

of Swedes must be provided, for it would be disadvan-

tageous to begin the fattening of cattle with this

variety and afterwards fall back upon Aberdeens, in con-

sequence of the supply of Swedes having failed. We
mention this because there are some who appear to

imagine that it does not matter what kind of Turnip

is ffiven. and that all varieties are alike nutritious."

The Meat Manvfacture^ ly R. 0, Pringle.
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description ofGarden requisite?
HURDLES, GATES ~WTpiFENCING, &c. * "^^^

CARTS, MUWERa ITTv
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DRILLS, PLOUGHS, &c^^'

FUMPS, CHURNS, MANGLKS, BIN S, kc.
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Sw.'Oi Lane, Upper Thames Street, London, e C

r VUM MIRACULUM deHvered free at all the nnv^i!
Railway Stations and L"p£
Ports m England. Price Xo2,
12 inches, 4f. 10*, including packmg case. ^ ^

GRKEN'S PATENT LaYa-MOWERS have proved the W
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See previous Advertisements
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Notices to Correspondents.

ARTTFTcrAL Maxube: Toit'iig Bpginn€)\ A paniplilet by Mr-

Monle describes the manufacture of an inodorous fertiliser

from clay and ni^ht soil (Rradbury & Evans), As to the other

substances named—lOof bones, 5 of sulphuric acid mixed in

a heap, and the result mingled with 15 of any waste f!esh or

niyhtsoit and then thrown together and repeatedly mixed
and turned over, with 70 or more of moist but friable ciay

soiU will make the very best of composts, to be used as a
dressing at the rate of 10 to 20 cwt- per acre.

Cattle Sales : R. Mr. Strafford last week disposed of two
first class herds of Shorthorns, viz., those of Captain Spencer

and of the late Mr. Wilkinson, of Lenton. In the former

case 20 cows and heifers made 151S?. 65., or IbLl^s.^iL

a-piece, and ten bulls and bull calves made 4?6/- 3^^, or

48/. 12jt, 3d, each- At Lenton 32 cows and heifers made
1127/. 145., and 10 bulls 441i., and 21 dairy cows and heifers

made about 500/.

Land Agen'ct: / Bunce. Tour best plan is to reside with a

land agent who is ajso a farmer for a year or two, and so

acquire the necessary skill find knowledge; you will thus

have an opportunity of proving your ability in whatever
business he may ultimately charge you with, and so gradu-
ally acquire a connection which maylea^J to an appointment

LrrERNE: P Q. It is oftentimes raised in a seed-bed and trans-

planted into the field, a practice which has been recom-
mended by some of the earlier autboi'S as producing in rich

deep soils even greater returns than by the ordinary method
of drilling. On such soils it is recommended to nip off the
main tap-root to about 8 or 9 inches long, eo as to induce the
formation of lateral roots that should ramify through the
upper layers of the soil. On the Continent this pi-actice is still

followed in many places ; it can, however, only be admitted
where either the breadth to be >lanted is very limited or
manual labour very cheap ; at the same time a small patch
of Lucerne raised in the garden is very useful to furnish

planu for any blanks that may occur in the field.

Top-DREsaiKo Grassland: Martyn Roberts- To top dress with
2 tons of rotten Fern the land from which you had removed
2 tons of hay, would probibly keep it in heart, so far as the

mere supply of mineral and other ingredients is concerned.

But whether perpetual cutting of Grasses during or just

after flowering will nltimately destroy any of tbem ia

another question, hinging on the habit of the plants them-
selves, and independent altogether of that scientific book-

keeping which merely asks for the balance for or against the

land consequent on the supply and removal of so many in-

gredients and so much of each.
Watfr Drill, *c. ; J, G. StworU Apply to Mr. Chandler, of

Aldboume, Hungerford, the inventor of it. 3 cwt. of

guano and a half dressing of dung is a good manuring for

any crop- An autumn dressing of dung and 2 or 3 cwt. of

guano in spring is the best possible treatment of land for

Carrots. There is no oil that we are aware is used for

attracting rabbits. If you sow soot on Grass they will be

attracted to the new growth that springs np.

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, 4a-

Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in

the three Kingdoma,
' T^AENER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE

OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
These Pumps are fitted ^i;.

.

Warner's Patent Bucket aiid ValTc;

and cannot clog in action. The ban-e!

is made of galvanised iron, not like^

to corrode, and can be niised orloweni
at pleasure on the stand, the legs :t

which fold together, and may be c

:

ried with ease by one man to tank

pond. £ ,^

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail pipe, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper . , , . 3 If

Stand and Pump, with plain ^,
tail pipe, for tying on suc-
tion pipe 2

2-inch India rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, cither 10, 12, or 15 /fe»

per foot 2

IVfay be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town

countiy, at the above prices, or of the Patentees and Slaniifac

turers, J, Warner^ Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin St., Lon<lon,RC

Every description of Machinery for raising Water, by me;*

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c- ; also Fire and GaidUj

Engines, A'c, EngTavintr-s =^ent on application.

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINK.
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

'* I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

laud, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations."— Tho^ias Bradford,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester.
London Office : 03, Fleet Street, E C,
N.B. My Machines always have,

and always will be sent on approval,

if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free by post.

^

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC

ETLEY AXD CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GUS?

*._.u of British Blaiiufacture at prices varying from ^t'-^^g^,

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thnusancB

«rTi!/.ii 11-0 VoTif T-daHTT mi^l-'Ad fnr iTnTYiprfiflte delivery.

H
which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on app'j^*!??',
c.]

PATRNT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, ^la--:

TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, P^^J^^/r A<^e

GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT FI'ATE oua-

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS btii"^|

to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardenfrs' Chronicle of October 6.

" IJIUIUI OO.MO/'—Patronised by her M^l^^J' .

JO Queen, the Duke of Northumberland fo'*^-^'^;' "V
his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Garatu_,

^

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Josepn x*-
-^

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, ia«

pfwcl

Lawrence of Ealing' Park, and . .

PROTECTION FROM the COLD WINDS & MOR>
"FRIGI DOMO," aCauvas made of patent pv

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and V*"''! pte^
',

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature, ly^
nrtserrii'l

aU horticultural and floricultural P^n^o*^^'/?I«%«rfr««
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays ottne»v. „

wind, from attacks ot insecte, and from mornmg u^
be had in any required lengths. _ , „„_j ^nn.

Two varcls wide . . . . 1»- ^^- P^^J^^
"'"

Four 'yards wide . . • - ' 3'- Pfl^'Tard run- j

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2a. QU- T^J^ ^^^ f^^r\.\

Aim "Frigi Domo" Netting. 2 yards
^^l^^' }'-i^^^JJ^uTeT, Tj

EusHA Thomas Archer. Whole and Sole f^fjHJ^ryin'
Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, B.C., a»^,

?/ .^' fuTcfcear
and Seedamcn throucrhout the kingdom. It is miw^

than mats aa a covering."
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GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.UTTON AND SO
SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,

Royal Berkshire Seed Estabushment, Readikg.

N B, G

CRYSTAL PALACE. — CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW. The GRAND ANNUAL SHOW OF CFRYS^N-THEMUMS will be held at the Crystal Rulace on THURS-

DAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, November 15. 16, and 17
Entries close Thursday, November 8. Schedules of Prizes

can be liad on application to Mr. W. Houghton, Secretary to
the Show, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.
""

THE STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY wUl hold its Fourteenth Annual Exhibition at

the Manor Rooms, Hackney, on MONDAY and TUESDAY
12th and 13th November, upon which occasion Four Silver-
Cups, Plate, and Money -Frizes will be awarded. Doors open
at 12 o'clock on the arat day, and 10 o'clock on the second day
Admisaion—lst day. Is. ; 2d day, 6d. Omnibuses run from

the Royal Exchange, and Trains from Fenchurch Street everv
quarter of an hour. W. T. Howe, Secretary.
Rochester Castle. Stoke Newington. '^
^,„^ ^'EW ROSE CATALOGUE FOR 1860-61KEW GENERAL CATALOGUE OF NURSERY STOCK

W^.
,xr^ . ^^^ TRADE LIST.

'

M. WOOD AXD SON will be happy to forward
Copies of the above ^atis on application. Address

Woodlands Nursery, Marestield, near Uckfield, Sussex .

•jC]DWIX HOLLAMBY begs to' inform his Friends

i^T?? nf A "u 'H* ^^ DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATA-
fo?SS^pH « f f^"*'^

?•" 1S60-61 is now ready, and wUI be
^^dP°^*«.?P ^"^ ^^tis on application.

Strawberry Hill Nurseries Seed Establishment, Parade,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

T> OSES.—Tlie finest selection of 1860, and the really

heiUh^^l.?*^^ °^?''°'f'* y^^' are now being sent out fine

veiy cDeap^—Agpjyto^CHAgLEaNoBLE, Bagahot.

E
ROSE NURSERIES, HERTFORD.

nCrr .
,*;^^^NCIS'S NEW DESCRIPTIVE

fnrwarHr/If^**^'^^^ ^^ ^OSES is now ready, and will belorwarded gratis on application.

_ R O S P ^
TyM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

Tnartv '^^^'^i' respectfully announces that his New CATA-
hI;^^^T

^'^ ^OSES is now ready, and contains faithful

Jl^^nH? T.."*^ ^]^.^^^ ^^«t varieties, new and old. His

i^^rl. m *^® P"^^''' generally are respectfully requested to
aaaress William Paul. Cheshunt Nurseries, Walthara Cross, N.

PAUL A>-D SON'S
R O S E S.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED
-, 1- ^A'^'^LOGUE is now ready, and may be had on
appueatioii. — Address, Paul & Sox. The Old Cheshunt
^^ursenes. Herts.

"pOSES.—The DESCKIPTIVE CATALOGUE of
rr,*'^OSES by Thomas Rivers is now ready for delivery, and
^j^jjeaent, free, on apphcation.—Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

Y^^T^^
P'NKS.—October the best Month for Planting.

OUELL and CO. having an extensive quantity of
the above, consisting of the very best show vaiietiea by

»ame, can supply strong and well-rooted plants at Qs. and 9s.
per dozen pairs, or 40s. per 100 pairs.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

^n^ CRYPTOMERIA J A P O IM I C A."OQm^NDs Nursery, Maue&field, near Uckfield, Sussex.
Y\/1I-LIAM WOOD AND SOX having a very lar^^e

inVp«'^,?^i^ -^L^^^ ,''^^^'*^ CONIFEH, varying" from 1*2 to 24

IMPORTED BULBS.
BUTLER AND M'CULLOCH^S DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE OF DUTCH CAPE BULB3, Ac., with
copious cultural notes, now ready, and sent free and post paid,
on application. For general Index see large advertisement on
page b28, in No. 37.—Covent Garden Market, W.C.HYACINTHS, ETC.
WM. CUTBUSH AND SOX be^ to announce that

their unrivalled collections of HYACINTHS, &e., have
arrived m excellent condition, and they earnestly solicit
early orders.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

DUTCH, CAPE, AND OTHER FLOWERING BULBS
of all descriptions.

Annuals akd Choice Flower Seeds for present Sowing.
Roses. Herbaceous and Alpine or Rock Plants, Ferns, &c.TTOOPEK AND CO.'s AUTUMN PRICED CATA--LX LOGUE of the above, with Descriptive and Cultural
Notes, may be had post free on application to

Hooper & Co.. Seedsmen. Covent Garden Market. W.C.
DUTCH AND OTHER BULBS.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-
form their friends and patrons that their CATALOGUE

of the above is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on
apphcation. Early orders are solicited, as their successful cul-
tivation depends in a great measure on early planting.—Para-
disejuirsery. Seven Sisters and Horpsey Roads. HoUoway. N.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON take the pleasure
of announcing that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of

DUTCH BULBS and FLOWER ROOTS is now ready, and
may be had post free on application. Large quantity of
POTATO ONIONS on offer, also of MUSHROOM Sl^VWN.

Seed Eatablishmenfc, 7, Borough Market. London, S.E.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late
A. PaulX begs to announce that he has received his

first importation of DUTCH FLOWER BOOTH in the finest
possible condition, and respectfully solicits the favour of early
orders. CATALOGUE free by post on application.

Cheshunt Nurgeries, Waltham Cross, N.

DUTCH FLOWEU ROOTS.—Hyacinths, named,
68. per doz. ; do., mixed. 3s. 6d. per doz. ; Narcissus.

3s. per doz. ; Jonquils, U. per doz. ; Tulips, of soita, Is. per
doz. ; Crocus, yellow, blue, and white, 2s. per 100; ditto,
mixtures. Is. 6d. per 100; Snowdrops, fine root, 2s. per 100.
A nice assortment of Evergreens, fit for potting, for balconies,
Ac—J. May. 1, Wellington Street, Strand, Waterloo Bridge.

PLANTING SEASON. — Every description
"
of

NURSERY STOCK of the finest growth can be supplied
by W. H. ROGERS, from his extensive Nursery and American
Grounds, extending over 60 acres, a visit to which is respect-
fuliy sohcited.

—

Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.
LILIUM CIGANTEUM tFLOWEUiNO BULB.q).

AMBROISE VERSCIIAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium,
begs to offer a few large and splendid Flowering Bulbs

of the fine LILIUM GIGANTEUM. Price 2U. each.

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED

CATALOGUE, No. 6 (62 pages) of his COLLECTION of
BRITISH an-d EXOTIC FERNS, can he had, post free, for 8
stamps. Gratis to all previous purchasers of Ferns.

Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent, S.E.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of NUKSEKV
STOCK (see another Advertisement),

can be had Free on applying to

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.EORGE GIBBS andSEEDSMEN,
26, DOWN STREET, PICCADILLY,

.

LONDON, W.

C 0.,

(^UilUi'LIiVK iNDlVISA.-See Advertisement the^^ first Saturday in the month.
J. <fc CJLEE,Jfursery, Ha'nmersmith, London, W.

A ZALEA INDICA.—The Subscribers have a fine-C^ healthy stock of dwarf bushy Plants, well set with bloom,which they beg to offer to the Trade; also an immensequantity ot half specimens of all the leading kinds.-Prices onapphcation to J. Iverv & Hoy, Dorking Nurs^.

9'^A'5^.'5'^^"
'''JCHSiAS, AND VERBENAS. OF i860.TAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton NnrS

* l^^l^^li-^J^ ^ ^"® tealthy stock of the above to offer.A DESCRIPTIVE LIST of Sort^. with Prices, which arevery moderate, will be sent on application.

QEEI) WHEAT trom the Chalk.-Selected samplesKJ of all the best kinds of Wheat, supplied by Ratnbird & Co
of Basingstoke, and SO, Seed .Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C

oiiroples and Prices Post-free on applicaMon.
ORCHARD HOUSE, AND MINIATURE FRUlT GARDENA N abridged DESCRIPITVE CATALOGUE ofXX select PEAR3 and other FRUIT TREES, suitable for
Orchard-house cultivation, as well as for productivenesB inthe Miniatm-e Fruit Garden, may now be had pn application toGodwin & Soy, Aslibouine. Derbyshire.

r^^.Vk\T**^"^^° ^**"*T TREES OF BEARING SIZE".rnnOMAS JACKSON AND SON baving a great
-L extenfof walls devoted to Fruit Trees, re-spectfiilly invite
an mspoctinn of their large stock of very superior Dwarf and
btandaid Trained Tives, many of them having fruit on, andby their large size being specially suited for planting in houses
for fruiting the first year.—N uraories, Kingston.^^

J
FRUIT TREES AND VINES.

AND J. ERASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
• Leyton, N.E., respectfully invito attention to their Large

and hue aUxikof the above. A DKdCRiPTlVE PRICED LISTmay be had on application.

WANTED, ix Purchaser for about 70 Strong, Clean,
Healthy, Succession QUEEN PINE PLANTS.—Applyto

Mr. Lewi^ Soloman, Centre Row, Covent Garden Market ,V. C,

JIVEKV A>D SON having a quantity of s
• plants of all the new and old-cdteemed variety wGRAPK VINES, will be pleased to furniih a PRICED LIST

upou application.—Dorking Nursery, Oct. 20.

VINES! VINES' VINES!— A splendid assort-
ment of the above for fruiting in pots or planting out in

borders, may bo had at various prices of J. Meredith, Vine
Cottage, GarstOD, near Liverpool.

J
all the best and newest sorts, in 8 and 12-inch pots, from 8 to
1-2 feet long, strong and fit for forcing early; and others in
2-i-inch pota, strong Plants fit for plautiog out. A PRICED
LIST will be sent free on application,

ED GRAPE CURKANT. NETTLE LEAi\
WHITE CURRANT, and RIFLEMAN GOOSEBERRY

PLANTS.—Several Thousands of these Plants, 3 years old,
and ready for imrfiediate bearing, to be disposed of remark-
ably cheap by taking a quantity.-Apply to Thoma3 IIitton
Lampton near HounBlow. W.

CUTHILL'S STRAWBERUV PLANTS. — FI^
sorts can still be bad. Treatise on the Strawberry, U. ;on the Mushroom, Is. ; on the Potato, Cucumber, Ac., 2* *

Market Gardening, U. 6d. ; Vine, 1*.
'

JAME.S CuTHiLL. Cambcrwell, B.W.

OTKA\yi3EltUlES.-Eleaiior, Elton Pine» and Keens'
^.Kv.^^.».> ^.^i^^^,L-, M^n-iuj^ ^iLtiiTctj, M^.^v^j. "-- Seedling, 15s. per 1000; Admiral Dunda.i, Black Prince

-l-_l_ ready it contains descnntiona of all the best new Hiio m. tr.i«;, ^^^mnn t *t_.,^-„.._ : *^ *wu, ±j>%u>j

7» AVD A. s\nT?r{"^°
FUCHSIAS OF i860.

^ . in ffond m.nf ^.^ ^^? ^^ '^^I'e^ >"ost of the alwve
"-

^aiPTiVE CATMor?-^.^'"'''^'
^'^i^'^^^^yhe had u-ith

DmI™?^^ J-
'"'' application.

Uulwich. Surrey, 8.

Roses, Hollyhocks, Cinerarias, Phloxes, and Pears upon the
Quince Stock for Pyramidal Culture.
Henry Mat, The Hope Nurseries, near BcdaTe. Tgorkshire.

XirHEELER'S IMPERIAL LETTUCE
* V 1*. per packet.
For deicript'ton and testimonials tee ** Wheeler's LUlU Book "

J. C. Wheeler Al Sok, Gloucester.wHEELER'S TOM THUMB
Is. per packet.

LETTUCE,
For descr^Hion and Ustimmiials see " Wheeler's Little Booh "

J. C. Wheeler & So>j, Gloucester.

^^^^ -OLARIA AND^ciNTRA R I A cerrr>F
.1 OfT'l'FT ^^ 1850.p AKD A. SMITH are now semfiS^ ou fc their

colour, dwai'fnabit, and large compact heads of bloom nr^ ,.^many of them are finelv formed and oH^:-/^ '^"^V.^^f^se^ ;

flowers known. A DRSCRimvrCATALOGS^^ kTI^iWh^tioii-Dulwich, Surrey, 8.
"^'-^^^^^UE may be had

GENUINE LANCASHIRE ELUKE~rOTvmU:;
off the AIoss or Sandy lands, lo/o,/ ^r iso li^ \*

PIK-t:A NOBLEAXA. —
opinion, Gardene^^s' Cfirom kUj August 18.s. .

Charles Noblf, Bagshot.

See Doctor LiudJe^ 's
' " — Apply to

P
P

JI P A S OKA
Apply to Charles Noble, Cagshot.

S S,

s s,

A M P A S GRASS, 60s.

RICHARD SariTH,
St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

per 100.

G001) FiliKOUH PKAT loH .SALE.— Appij
R. Marcuant. Bnutttd. near Sev^i Oakt. Kent

LAWNS WITHOUT MOWiNC—SPERGULA PILIFERA.

J A. SUMMERS sappUes strong plants for iuime-

• diate planting, taken from the original stock, at 5j. and

lOs. per hundred strong phints.

Crystal Palace Nursery, Perry Hill, Sydenham. S.E.

XION AND MANGEL WURZEL SEED WAXTKD. ,
=r^—^^o,;.,,^ *u - r ^^ -am

-Growers who have new Seed to offer for cash paj^nent, i

r] IAN GKAlIS, in the immetlitfeCiiethlx

dils, \0t. to 15a. per 1000. Large Laurcstinua, &c.
G>:orge Cqrnwell. Bamct, N.

'

STRAWBERRIES.
RoBERTRO>t*s "Wizard of the North" and "Nonhugh "

DANIEL ROBERTSON is prepared to supply the
above superior varieties, in well-established Plants, at

2U. per 100 each. In pots, 25i.>-Liu8ide Nursery, Paisley-

STRAWBERRlr PLANTS AND CATALOGUE.
WII-LIAM JAMES NICHOLSON reepectfnilv

informs hi.s f " d« tliat he can oow supply good and
true STIMWiiERRV TLANT^ of nearly every known variety
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ntjariy SCO sorts for the

gui'lan'^e of imtchasers msty now be bad.
WiLLfAM JAMK^NicnuLa- N. Eggleacliflfe. Yarm, Tgritohirc.

rj^n li O.SCAR tolRAUUKKUl'.— Tliia vaJmible
has nudntaftied the bifrh opinion exprMMd ofits

merits Unt seaaon, having' at I pri^as at the Crpiite]
Palace, Roynl Botanic, Poir">'^ . , and Fniit CtMamfttee of
the H'Ttic-ultural Hocicty. i?ruit large, faandKHBH^ and flnn,
of gfood flavour, early, hardy, and great eropper. One of the
best for early forcing; i»cr 100, 7*. Bd.: in poU, 1"*. 6d.

Charles Tt'ttKcR, The Royal Nurseries, Blotwh.

to

G"
OOU FIBUUL'S TEAT, i2». per
free at J - . Rrid^'O SUti :., -^m%k

Address JoiiM Cattkll. Westorhara, K^rit.

i! (

or gooa nei

municate by
Seed of last year's crop, are requested to com- , jl i^oy-nt ^araen

p,.=f with S S.. 19. Shaftesburv Terrace. Fimlico. £8. Stauhopc Street,

So
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choice: bulbs.
STEPHEy BROWN'S CATALOGUE (late Bass

A UroWB) supplied fVee on jippliciition. It cout^ins one

of tlift finest c« Sections tff DUTCH, CAPE, and other BULBS.
The cultural and descriptive matter is this year gi'eatlj

eiiUu-gcd, and prices are very moderate.
Finest named Uyacinths, 65., 9s. and I-I-j. per doz.

Fine, in coloui-s. without names, 38. per dozen.

Assorted Collections of Bulbs, either gi-cenliouse or hardy, at

IOj. ed., 21«., 4-2«..63s., 84'., and 100s.

If 20«. and upwards, free to ftU Ftatinns in London.

Seed and Nursery EatablJshmont. Sudbury, Suffolk.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
CHAT^LES TURNER, the Royal Nupseeies,

Blough, -has just received his usual large consignments

from HuUand, and is gratified in being able to state tji^t t"®

bulbs are very fine, and in the best ceudition. The AN N UAb
CATALOGUE is just issued, and will be sent free to any

address.
, , . - -a ^.v.i^ !

Samples and price on application to W. Tee5kdi:n, Nursery,

As successful cultivation dependa in no niconsideratiie
^^^J^^ ^j^^ about 150,000 SPRUCE, varying from 9 inches

degree upon early planting, tlie great advantage of giving ^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^,j pvown stuff.

immediate orders is obvious.—The lioyal ^urserlfls, Slough,
- ^'.^^^ 7:r, ;

r,
—

—

t^^^tt^ . .t. rvnvrv
adjacent to Eton and Windsor, and also at Salt HiU^ . IVJOTIOE.—liiC subscribers, DAVID A.ND OEOKUb— IM LAinn, NuR-SEnviiEN and Sfedsmes, Cupar, Fife, N.B.,

have on hand a very fine stock of the fallowing to sp:ire to the

Trade, viz :—1 and S-vcavs Transplanted LAUREL BAYS,
1 and 2-years Cuttings of ditto, 2-ycars Transplanted EVEK-
GRPEN PRIVET, 1 and 2-years Transjilanted LARCH.

OMMON LAUKKLS.—About 2000 tine healthy

Plants, from 3 to 6 feet. The Advertiser being over-

TO PLANTERS.
KOV AND BELCHER have to otVcr transplanted

SCOTCH FIR, from U to 2^ feet ; and BEECH, from

li to 2J feet. The above arc very fine, and prices are moderate,

which may ba had on application.

Fe rry Hill yutscrica. Aberdeen.

CONLFKR^.—A tine Stock of very bandsonifly

grown Plants of various heights—see AUTUMN CATA-
LOaUE, just published, sent free.

50 fine CONIFERiE, of good size, for ..£5
25 fine do. do. f»r .. 2 10

The names and heights of either lot maybe had. Mrly
planting is recommended. If 205. and upwards, free to all

stations in London.
Stetoen Browx, late Bass & Brown, Seed and Nursery

Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

FOR SALE, terms Cash, 500.000 THORNS, strong

and well-grown fine roots, height from 6 inches to 1 foot.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOWF.RING PLANTS.

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out at reason-

• able prices finely grown plants of Acacia, Azalea,

Aphelexis. Bormriiis^ Burehellia, Chomzeraa, Cineraria. Cactus,

Cytisns, Carnation (Tree). Daphne, Epacris. Ericiis, Eutaxjn,

Gardenias, Geraniums, Hydrangea, Primula, Frostrantbera,

Poinsettia, Folygaia, Roella, Roses, Indica minor, Bcvouicnsis,

Yellow Noisette, Gloire de Bijon, Cramoisie supcrieur, &c.

Trcmandra, Greenhouse Climbers in variety. Also a selection

of njaeinths and Tulips suitable for Forcing in good condition.

Prices with Lists on application.— Dulwicb, Surrey, 8.

THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS.

GKORGE PAUL, eldest son of, and many years

partner with, the late Adam Paul, and of late years the

senior partner in the firm of A. Paul t Son, respectfiilly

informs the public that the PARTNERSHIP IS NOW
DISSOLVED, and that in future George Paul will carry

on business in Cheshunt Street, as usual, under the name of

PAUL & SON.
ff. Pavl ertmestly solicits a continuance of the kind and

liberal patronage so long bestowed on the late firm.

Address Paul «fc Sox, the "Old " Nurfferics. Chcshunt, IlcrU.

WE, TUB UNDERSIGNED, hereby give notice

that the PartncrsJiip hitlierto existing between
QiaORGE PAUL and WILLIAM PAUL, Nurserymen and
Se*dsnien, of Chcshunt, carrying on business in the name of

"A. Paul & S >n," is this day dissolved,

Communications intended for George Paul should in future

b3 addressed "Paul & Son, the Old Niu-scries, Chcshunt
Street, Herts, N."
Communications intended for' William Paul. should be

addressed " Williak Paul, Chcshunt Nurseries, Waltham
Cr69S, N." George Paul.

Niirseiies, Cbeshunt, Herts, Sept. 29. William Paul.

"tran^splanted forest trees.

WOOD A.V-D INGRAM hog to offer the following
extra fine and well-rooted stuff :—

ALDEpS, 4 to 5 feet, 30<. ; 5 to fi feet, 40s. per 1000.

ASH, 3 to 4 feet, 25«. ; 4 to 5 feet, 30s. ; 5 to 6 feet, 35«. ; 6 to

8 feet, 40*. per 1000.

BBKOHr 2 to 3 feet, 25*. ; 3 to 4 feet, 35». ; 4 to 5 feet, 45».

per ICOO.

CHESWDT, SPANISH, 3 to 4 feet, OO.9. ; 4 to 5 feet, 408. ; to

9 fleet, 60.'. per 1000 : 8 to 10 feet, 'J5«. per 100.

EEHS, NARROW-LEAVED ENGLISH, 1 year's Seedling, 5?.

per 1000.

ELare, NARROW-LEAVED ENGLISH, 2 to 3 feet, 25s. ; 3 to

4 fbct, 30*. per ICOO ; 6 to 8 feet, V2s. per 100.

ELMS,- HUXTINGDON, from layers. 3 to 4 feet, 12g,

5 feet, 15*. : 5 to 6 feet. 20*. ; 6 to S feet, SOj*. per 100.

ELMS» HUNTINGDON, from grafts, 7 to 8 feet, 50*..

10 feet, 703. per 100.

FIR, SPRUCE, 1 to li foot, 50«. ; IJ to 2 feet, GO*. ; 2 to 3 feet,

7fl»rtter 100<>.

FIR, SCOTCH, 2 to 3 feet, 25s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30s.

;

355. per lOOO.
fib; larch, 2 to 3 feet, 25jr. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30s. ;

S5i. ; 6 to 6 feet, 50s. per 1000.

HORNBEAM, 2 to 3 feet, 25s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30«.
;

35s. per lOiO,

MAPLE, li to 2 feet, 20s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 25s. ; 3 to

4 to^feet, 353. per 1000.
H&FfjK. NORWAY, 4 to 5 feet, 10*. ; 5 to 6 feet, 15?. per 100.

OAKS, DRITISH, 2 to 3 feet, 30«. ; 3 to 4 feet, S5s. ; 4 to 5 feet,

iSs. ;_ 5 to 6 feet, ffOs. per 1000.
POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, 2 to 3 feet, 25s.

6 to S feet, 50*. ; 8 to 10 feet, 60*. per 1000.

POPLAR, LOMBARDY, IJ to 2 feet, 4s.
;

6 to^.feet, 15?. ; 8 to 10 feet, 403. per 100.
POPLAR, ONTARIO, 6 to 7 feet, 20«. ; 5 to 8 feet, 15s. per 100.

SYCAMORE, 2 to 3 feet, 20s. ; 5 to 6 feet, 40s. ; G to S feet, 40s.

;

8 to 10 feet, COs. per 1000.
WIDjOW, BEDFORD, CERULEAN, and HUNTINGDON,

3'to 5 ffeet, 30s. per lOOO. Prices to the Trade on ax^plication

.

i

W. « I.'s new C.\TALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK, including
Frart, Forest, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreens,
Rows, Ac, is nearly re;idy and will be forwarded free on
am^tcstion.—Nurseries, Huntingdon.
LARGE ornamental TREES, EVERGREENS. AND

SHRUBS, FOR AN IMMEDIATE EFFECT.
JOHN CATTELL "beps to aniionnce that he 1ms a

laf^ Stnck of ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREENS,
vnd HHRl:B^. ?".:tible for producing an immediate effect.
TheyBre all -.ludsomo fine grown specimens, well rooted, and
will foniovc with safety, having been recently transplanted.

J. C. respectfully invites ladies and gentlemen who intend
planting to inspect his Nurseries (in which will be found nearlv
every ttrticle usually grown in Nursery Gardens). No idea can
be formed from an advertisement of the description of plants
(^Ete«d-; among them will be found of large size. Abies
Douglasii, Menziesii, and Morinda ; Araucaria imbricata, Cedar
of Lebanon, Cedms Peodara, Cryptomeria Japonica, Picca
Cep^halonica, Pinus Excelsa and Insignis, Taxodium semper-
vireua. Portugal Laurels. 6, 7, and 8 feet high, and the samem diamster, Common Laurels, 5 to 6 feet high and well
lurnished, Common Yews, 6, 8, and 10 feet high, and feathered-
Rhododendrons of various kinds, Kalmia Latifolia, Andromeda
floribunda, Aacuba japonica, Laurestinus. i:c. Ash of sorts,
Birch, Beech, Horse and Spanish Chestnuts, Elms of sorts.
Limes of sorts ; Oak, English, Turkey, and Scailot American ;Pian^ Poplars ; Sycamore, common, purple and variegated

S^ ' Thorns in great variety, Walnuts, American Weeping
wiUows, Ac. , the prices of these will be found very moderate.

c

4 to

8 to

4 to 5 feet,

4 to 5 feet.

4 to 5 feet.

1 feet. ZOs.

; 3 to 4 feet, 80s.

2 to 2
J
feet, Gs.

stacked offers tbem in small or large numbers at a very mode-

rate figure.—CHAr.LEs SouTnuv, Nurseryman, Clapham, S.

THREE MILLIONS OF TRAIMSPLATSITED QUICKS.

GKORGE CHIVAS offers the above, varying from

Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. A
Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on

receipt of 15.?. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway

Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH; half a

Jlillion of Transplanted SPRUCE ; Ten Thousand Superior

Standard APPLES and PEARS; and a large General NUR-
SERY STOCK.—Chester, Oct. 20.

^

HARLES DALY and SON will Sell two-years

TRANSPLANTED LAURELS, 15^. per 1000 ; PORTUGAL
do. 30,s. per 100; COMMON RHODODENDRON, good fur-

nished plants, 1 to 1^ foot. 20.«. per 100 ; SEEDLING THORNS,
Is. 6d. per 1000; two-years TRANSPLANTED, good. 100s. per

1000, free in Liverpool or Glasgow. CATALOGUE free by

post.—Culeraine, Irelimd.

GREEN" HOLLIES, &c.— Fine repeatedly tiMns-

planted GREEN HOLLIES, COMMON LAUREL,
PORTUGAL LAUREL, YEWS, TREE BOX, MACHONIAS,
and other Evergreens in great quantity, 1, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Prices on application. The Trade liberally dealt with.

—

James
Dickson & Sons, The *' Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

ROBERT NEAL. Ntteseetman, Wandsworth
Common, S.W., begs to call tlie attention of buyers to bis

large and well selected stock of EVERGREENS and FLOWER-
IN G SHRUBS, ORNAMENTALTREES, AMERICAN PLANTS,
FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARF
ROSES of everv desciiption. A large stock of BOX-LEAF
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICHBOGand LOAM for American Beds ;

LEAF MOU LB. The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Clapbam
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Lino.

LARGE T R E E.S, ETC.
WM, PAUL. Cheshunfc Nurseries, WiiUham Cros9,

N., has a quantity of large handsome TREES, Ever-

green and Deciduous, which must be cleared oflF 10 acres of the

old Nurseries very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus

dcodara. Cedar of Lebanon, Yews, Box, Laurels, Arbor-vitfe,

Privet, Red Cedar, fine specimens of choice Coniferfo, Alders,

Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Fruit Trees, &c. All have been

frequently removed and rise with plenty of fibrous roots. Care-

iully taken up and delivered free to any railway station in

London. Further particulars en application.—Please address

William Paul, Cheshunt Nurgcrics. Waltham Cross, N.

ESSRS. WATERER akd GODFREY have a

very large quantity of strong 2-year5 TRANSPLANTED
THORNS. Also about [and 5 ft.

200,000 strong transplanted SPANISH CHE3NUTS, 3, 4,

200.000 strong transplanted HAZEL, 3 to 3^ feefc.

100^000 „ ALDER, 3 to 5 feet.

100,000 SCOTCH, about 13 inches.

200,000 LARCH, 2 to 3 feet.

100,000 SPRUCE, IJ to 2 feet.

20.000 Grafted ENGLISH EL5IS, 4 to 7 feet.

Prices and Samples onj application to the Advertisers, Knap
Hill Nursery, near Woking, Sun-ey. ^__

PLANTS SUITABLE FOR HEDGES.
'

JOHN CATTELL begs to offer the articles enumera-

ted below, as being well adapted for Hedges or Screens.

The plants are strong, healthy, and well rooted.

Prices, which arc moderate, will be forwarded on application :—
Laurel, Common . . 3 to 3^ ft.

.. 31to4
Privet, Evergreen. . li to 2

. . 2 to 3 „

..3 to3i
! Quicks, bedded, strong.

„ large for gapping.
ArborVitfe, Amcricn 5 to 7
Spruce Fir 3 ,

,

to
aU of

6

6
fi

Alder .. 5 to6
„ .. ., 7 to 9

Berberry, Common I4 to 2

Beech

ft.

CHOICE SEEDS.
]\/rESSR?. PARKER and WILLIAMS heg
XVJL offer the following New and Genuine SEEDS, a.

which are strongly recommended :

—

P. packet—s. d.
CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-
more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation. . I

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties . . . . l
LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's) l

„ Moor Park, extra fine X

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed ,, 2
CINERARIA, from finest named varieties . . 2
DIANTHUS Heddewiggi .'.1
PANSY, from named varieties l
PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata 2
SOLANUM capsicastiTim x

„ pseudo-capsicum ; this is quite equal
in beauty for decoi-ative purposes
to the preceding^ 1

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

is published, and'wiil be forwarded post free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, Hollo-
way. London N^ _^__ __^_^_

]Y'fESSRS. WATEREK aud GODFREY respect-

XVJL fully invite attention to this Advertisement. Tlieyarein
a position to offer:

—

Araucaria imbricata, stout healthy plants, about 1 foot, at
61. per 100.

„ „ 2, 3, 4, 5, and feet, from 3s. Gd. to 63s. each;
many hundred plants.

,, „ magnificent specimens 7, 8.10, and 15 feet high.

Abies Douglasii, lO; 12, and 15 feet high, splendid specimens,

moved in the spring.

,, Orientalis, several hundreds, 3 to 6 and S feet.

Picea Nobilis, Seedlings in pots, 71. 10s. pei- 100.

Do. do- stout handsome plants, perfect specimens, 1, 2, 3, and 4

foet high, from 21s. each upwards.

[It is not too much to say our stock of this plant fkr

exceeds anything of the kind to be met with in any
other Nursery. None are gi-afted. J

Picca Nordmanniana, glorious plants in numbers, all from seed,

3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high, and as wide in proportion.

„ Pinsapo, many himdred plants, 2, S, 4, and 5 feet high,

some magnificent specimens 7 to 10 and 12 feet high.

Cedars of Lebanons, several hundred very prime plants, 5, 6, 7,

8, and 12 feet high, move with balls Hke Rhododendrons.

Cedrus Deodara, 2\ to 3 feet, stout well grown plants from seed,

^ 10?. per 100, 80/. per 1000.

„ „ many hundred fine specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,

and 15 feet high,

,, Africanus. 5, 6, and S feet.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, by far the largest stock and the finest

plants to be met with, ftll from seed

handsome and well furnished, 18 to 21

inches, 30s. per dozen, lOl. per 100.

„ „ 2.J. 3 and 4 feet, 3s. 6d. to 21s. each.

„ Macrocarpa, 4 to 6 feet, very handsome plants, moved in

August, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

Wellingtonia Gigantca, li, 2, 3, and 4 feet high, 53.. 7s. Gd.io

Thuja aurea. This originated at our Nursery, and our plants

are altogether unequalled. Wo have large numbers

3, 4, 5. and 6 feet high, 7 to 12 feet in circumference,

perfect matches.

,, Gigantea. from seed in quantity, 3 to 5 feet.

Tbujopsis borealis, 2. 3, and 4 feet.

Yews, Golden and Elegautissima, many hundred plants 4, 6,

and 8 feet high, and smaller 1 to 3 feet, by the thousand.

„ Irish, 5, 6, 8, and 10 feet high.
, ,. ^ . t - t

„ ,, worked with Golden Yews, 6, 8, and 10 fcot high.

,, Common English, an immense stock of fine plants, 4, 6,

8 and 10 feet high, in fine condition for removing.

Variegated White Cedars, li foot, ISs. per dozen ; hundreds of

fine plants 3 to 4 feet high, 60s. to S4s. per dozen. This is

one of the handsomest striped plants in existence.

Junipers, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet, perfect columns.
_

,
Chinese, a splendid lot of plants of all sizes, some

very fine, 10 to 15 feet high.

Holly, Common Green, of all sizes, a very fine lot of plants,

5, 6, and S feet high, moved in Aprd last.

The best gold striped, many hundred fine plants, 2 to

4 feet high, some few larger.
, , . , ^ .

Waterer's Holly, a very compact vanegated kind, admir-

ably adapted for planting in pairs or at points. Many

hundred pairs, matching perfectly, 3 to 4 feet high.

21s. to 3l3. 6d. each. (This is the hardiest of all the

variegated HoUies—is, in fact, never injured.)

Standard variegated Hollies.
, , , ^

Scotica and laurifolia, two most beautiful hardy green

sorts, fine plants, 5 to 6 and S ft. high, in large numbers.

A very complete collection of Dwarf Fii-s, consisting of—

Abies clanbraziliana . ,j^^,q ^^^ -^-^i distinct varieties of the
pumila I Spruce. We have them by hun-
pygmaia h ^^eds, many being from 10 to 20 years

„ Gregoni
J g^o.^th.

,, compacta ,. , „t-

Pinus sylvestria pumila, dwarf Scotch, an extraordinary plane.

„ Etrobus pumiTa, or tabulfeformis, dwarf Weymoutn.

to 2J „

l»

J I

Box, Green,

^

2 to3 „
3 to 4 „
4 to4i
2 to 2i „

f 1

99

9*

}9

9^

1»

9f -- 2^ to 3
Briar, Sweet, stout and fine

Hornbeam .

.

- , 2 to 2J

,, .. ., 5 to G
Laurel, Common _ . 2 to 3

19

IT

II

1

%9 99 1

Yew, Common
99

»»

• *

99

9y

t *

2 t0 2i„
2ito3
2 to 2i
2ito3
3 to 4

tl

It

And \ip to 10 feet.
t9

"Wesferham, Kent, Oct. 20.

TO PLANTERS OF ORNAMENTAL TREES X SHRU3S,
GLENDINNING begs to oiFer the undermen-
tioned well known species, -which have all been

recently transplanted, and may be removed to any distance
with perfect safety.

K.

51

Cedrus deodara
robnsta

„ viridis

,, Atlantica ..

Pinus excelsa
Cembra
Fremontiana

(scarce) •

.

insignis

99

99

3 to 12 a.
1 to 3
Ito 3
2 to 9
3 to 10
3 to 5

9f

99

9f

99

Ito
Ito

3

6

99

99

Picea Nordmanniana 1 to 10 *,

Picea pinsapo . . 1 to 7

Arancnria inibricata 2 to 8
Cupressus Knighti 3 to S

fnnebria,, 1 to 4
Uhdeana,- 3 to 6

,, Nutkaensis
(Thujopsis borealis) 2 to 8
Libocedrus chilCDsis 1 to 4
Biota fflauca , . 1 to 3
lv\^\i Yews • • 2 to S

99

ft.

fl

99

99

99

99

9f

t9

J«^T™^^^^^ '^^^^^ ^^** Shrubs, Coniferre' and Rhododen-
rS^ ^\' f

^' Forest Trees and Shrubs oflercd in quantities :
8,-fiort« Catalogue, wiU be ready in a few days.

Vestcrhoai, Kent, Oct. 20-

Grown to one stem and perfectly symmetrical.
The above is a mere extract from a large collection, com-

prising all the 'species deserving of cultivation.
Planters who require large trees to produce immediate effect

in parks, cemeteries, *c-, or to form screens from imsightly
objects, can be supplied with a great variety of trees from 6 to

20 feet high. Full particulars may be obtained on application.

Chiawick NuiBeiy, Londwi, W,

»9

99

99

9t

99

IJ

AMERICAN PLANTS.—More tban 40 acres of ground are

devoted to the growtb of these plants, and purchasers may

select from a stock of many hundred thousands.

Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and Kalmias, fine Wealthy bu^^^^

plants, from 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, and 8 ft. high, and as much throogn-

Standard Rhododendrons, many hundreds of tbe oldest a^u

finest specimens in the country, as well as of all the nev.*^

kinds. , -.,.j, and
Hardy Heaths and Menziesias, a collection of the hardiest anu

best, good plants, 30'. per 1000.

Andromeda tloribunda, 3, 4, 6 feet high, and wide. ,

The ordinary kinds of Evergreens and Deciduous Trees ami

Shrubs are grown to an enormous extent, and we may espc

cially mention— , „ p.gf

Green and Variegated Box, many thousands. 4, 5,6, ana o iw

„ HoiUcs, 3, 5, 6. and S feet, moved in the sprmg.

Laurels, Common, an immense stock, 2. 3, and 4 feet mgu-

Arbor-vitfe. American and "Wears, 5 to 8 and 10 feet mgn-

Phillyreaa, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet higli. in large <iuantities ana ve*/

handsome. , , -^.^ Viiwh.
Aucuba japonica, many thousand bushes, 2, 3, and 4 «"^^»q£
Yews, common English and Irish, an immenae num'^

fine plants, 2 to 5, 6, S, and 12 feet high.

Planters, for immedi\te effect or to any extent, »™^" 'T: !??«•

will find it to their interest to pay us a visit, tio «"
^^

estabbshment ia Europe offers such a selection, »"?
7 ^

determined not to bs undersold by any respectable no""

the Trade. . ,,^ -.,.,toa^ from
The Nurseiy is readily reached by tram (40 °if"^^^t^ be

Waterioo to YTokiug, and capital conveyances are a^.^^J"
^^^

had there : the Sunningdale StaUon U also 5^1^^°-^'^ coo-
access cf the Nursery. The South-Western I^^^JL-gna (or

nected with almost every other line, and large ^ec»" ^
small in quantity), can be sent ti.i-oughout to ^^^\l ^^oi
of England without change of truck and saving the cg»

package.—Knap HiU Nursery, Oct. 20.
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SUTTON'S
COLLECTIONS OP FLOWER BULBS.

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE FREE EXCEPT VERY SMALL PARCELS.

^21 i!.S„ GliOUND.-COLLECTIOir No. L £2 2s.24 Double Hyacinths
50 Scarlet Ranunculus
24 Double Anemones
12 Pheasant Eye Narcissus
24 Van Thol Tulips
12 Double Scarlet Tulips

12 Choice Irises
100 Double Sno^vdrops
6 Crown Imperials

300 Crocuses, in colours
100 Mixed Raniinculua
24 Single Anemones

12 Double "White Narcissus
12 Parrot Tulips
12 Double Yellow Tulips
12 Gladiolus
12 Campemelle Jonquils
24 Fine Mixed Tulips

Collections x\o. 2 and No. 3.-The above choice sorts in qnantitics proportionately reducea, 21,

FOR POTS AND GLASSES.-COLLECTION No. 4, £2 2s.

«t 10s. 6(1.

32 Hyacinths, by name
12 Polyantluis Narcissus, do.
12Tournesoi Tulips
12 Single Van Thol Tulips
6 dozen named Crocuses

Collections No. 5 and No.

SUTTON'S

1 Lilium lancifolium speciosum 12 Double Sweet Jonquils
1 Lilium lancifolium album 12 Sweet Persian Irises
1 Amaryllis formosissima 24 Double Van Thol Tulips
1 Cyclamen persicum

| 12 Rex Eubrorum Tulips , „ ..v^.^v-....a—The abore choice sores in quantities proportionately reduced, 21s. and 10a.

6 Gladiolus, by name
12 Ixias, choice sorts
6 Dog's-tooth Violets
3 Fritillarias

3 Achimenes

6d

M CATALOGUE
is now ready and will be sent po.t free on application. In this Catalogue prices are affixed to every article

The best 12 ^^^^^^^^^7 name, for pots or glasses, 9s. ; Double do., for beds, 3s. Bd. p. doz'

ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT. READING.

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.

^5^* pF^v^SiJ;^'
FnuiTiNo AND Succession.

^^TTJ ^*
^^'''' ^'^^ ^°^ FfiuiTiN-G IN Pots, oe Plantibo.

•TH^^.^^^^^^ ^^^^ CO- *^an supply any quantity

the belt sorts
^^°^^^^^^^^ strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

JOUN WEEKS AND C0;'3 HoRTicuLTrRAL Show Fstablish-

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspe^^fi^n^hSv shV^'g

operltfon
and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

wft^^f
WEEKS AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

S^J5 ^PP'^'^J"^ *^^i^Vn^^turers, King's Road. Chelsea, London.
Flans. Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues free onapplication.

ROSES—ROSES—ROSIS^
~~~

_^^^
Important xo all who Grow TnEii.

TT/" II. DAVIS begs to inform his numerous con-

rvL l/^a^a'^^°" ^^^ *^f P"'^^'' generally that his CATALOGUE
ij ^^^^ *^ ^°^ ready, and will be forwarded ffnUis to anvaddress upon prepaid application.

^

His unrivalled collection comprises all the best Show
varieties gTown_ jn extra strong healthy plauts, and such thatcannot fail to give the greatest satisfaction,
^ one but really good and strong Plants will be sent out. and

at very low prices.
*

Plants given to compensate for distant carriage
Early orders ai-e respectfully solicited.

Bnse Nurseries, Newbury, Berks.

TOHN CRANSTON'S DESCmPTIVE CATA-
y ,

LOGUE OF ROSES for I860 akd 1S61 is now ready fordistnbution It will be forwarded as usual to all customersand free to all applicants.
J. C. flatters himself that his Catalogue will be found auseful guide to all purchasers, likewise to every one interestedm the cultivation of the Rose.
The descriptions of New Roses will bo found copious and

faithful 80 far as was possible to make them from the expe-
rience of one seaEon.-^ urscries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

CERANIUWS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE PLANTS

?S?ETp\AN%Tir'"^^^"^' "^^-^ V^r]!:

IVTESSRS. PARKER akd WILLIAMS bee to inform
t. *,?S"* /^.^"ds and patrons that their new priced and
descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental lasts of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardv
Plants Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants^
t nut Trees, A'c. (which include the best now plants of the
season, is now published, and will he forwarded post free on
application -Paradise Nursery, Sovou Siateni and Homsev
Itoadu, Holloway, London. N. •

fiEEDS FOR EXPORTATION.

NEW SEEDS
THE Q M

27
PETER LAWSON & SON,

GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S-W.
ARE NOW SUPPLYINa NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

NEW SEEDS, GROWTH OF 186(}.

SUTTON AND SOMS win sliortly
be prepared with their New Seeds

of this year's growth for export orders.

Messrs. Sutton's mode of packiaff is
most cflFectual and economicaL

For terras, &c.. apply to Sc-tton ft
BONS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establish-
ment, Reading.

WAr7 B^I^OAd'SeD Rfp^™ RTE-GRASS, ALSIKE CLOVER,
J

T "^^ DASHVVOOD-b^^TT^^^A.n,- to announce
delivered auri^e paW It modtare k?^^

PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS, all carefully selected, and I A* *^U-„!>-^ ™«==dod. to tbe B^sines/hithorto carried

J
nirxT ,?7^X,..^^^'^'-E''" RHODODENDRONS.
nii^Tjrr,^^^^^^^'^^ ^^^3 to announce that his New
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PKICED and

---- ...... .v.......x.«ui>^ as are annually displayed f,.n
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE fob 1860 ax^^ SPntNG

^St^i'^^^ ?^.^ens,. Regent's P^i^Tw^p^i^S
[ ^^^^S'^^l^tS^ ''Ir'i^^A^^^^^.^Z '^
Rare Conifers, Ever^een and Deciduous Trees knd Shrubsand a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Treea, &c., can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey

on by Mr H. Stroud, and solicits a continuance of those favours
so hborally bestowed on hia predecessor.

Q^tgen's Road Nursery. Peckham, Surrey, 8 . E.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will be elad toJ- receivo TENDERS to supply the following PLANTS fortbe use of the New Garden?, Kensington Gore :—

I^fif n?iiV®
^°™rded on application. It likewise ftirnishcs a

4 fvlF^'^^^,??^^ ^^° **3o be had of Mr. John Keexas,
llgreat^Rugsell Street, Covent Garden. W.C.
TDANsIES.—JBy tlie 100 or 1000, best show varieties.

Z:a J^'^®^^s<= tt^e BEDDING PANSIES, light blue, purple,
i»>!tiP i,^^'

'"^^ gi-own so extensively at the Duchess of Suther-«nd s, Cleveden. Fine for winter gardens.

n.tf'!
PIN'KS, PICOTEES, CARNATIONS, CLOVES, £c.

iJcst show varieties.

^_ W. Brago, Star Nursery, Slough.

J
FINE NEW BEDDING PLANT

AMES BACKHOUSE and SON intend to send
VAm?^*^"^^*^

spring the beautiful AGATH^A CffiLESTIS
nf,!,- 1 -^-^A? ^'J"^^

''*"'™s compact tufts, 4 to C inches high,

ifa ™ T
^^^ ^^^^^ variegated foliage, somewhat resembling in

in ^ V "^^ ^ '^^^ elegantissima. Flowers, bright sky blue,

rS.p v^H
'*'

T-^^^
'^^^'^^^^ ^''^^ ^^'^^ a^^^'c tl^e leaves. It

anH If
a certificate of merit from the Royal Botanic Society,anosee Gardciei-s' Chronicle of October 29, 1859, page 872a

!£Jli^2^ii*^^0^^ei-dozen.-York Nurseries, Oct 20

T-iMT-^?.^^, SPECIMEN WELLINGTONIAS.
J oS^itfo^^i^O^^SE AND SON have pleasure in
mens, from*^8eed, of lMf^nW^^*'"'^ perfectly formed speci-

14 feet in circumfeVence ^t ^IT* \*° ^^ ^- *^*^^' ^°^ ^- *°
open ground without the S.fi^''®

havebeen grown in the
with perfect safety —YnrV w^''^^ protection and will remove

AND

pEDRUS DEODARA, &c.-\U CEDRUS DEODARA, from 3 feet to S feet
LIBANI „ 5 ,, 10 „

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIT „ lA ,. 4 "
PINUS EXGELSA „ 2 ft

THUJA AUREA „ 1 ;,' 3 ,','

The above are handsome well-grown specimens. PRICES
which are very moderate (for cash only), will be forwarded on
application.—Wood & Co., Barboume Nurseries, Worcester.

WM. BRAGG begs to offer the following new and
choice Flowers :

—

YELLOW PIC0TEE3.
This beautiful class of Picotees has up to a recent period

occupied but an inferior position compared with the white
ground varieties both in quality and habit ; but W. B. has
succeeded in raising a new strain with a more vigorous, robust
babit of growth and flowers, with broad, smooth, unserrated
petals. They were exhibited at the Horticultural Society's
Rooms and other places, and commended for growth and
quality, and will prove a valuable addition to all collections.

Per pair—#. d.
\ Per pan-—«. d.

Thuja gigantea, C feet
Phillyrea obliqua ) ^ . . . .

„ media j 2 to a feet

Buxus sempervirens aurea,
about 2 feet

Erica vulgaris Hamraondi
Heaths ai^d Mcnziesias
Laurustinus, 2 to 4 feet
Portugal Laurel, 2 to 5 feet
Rhotlodendron myrtifolium
Green Holly, 3 to 4 feet
Golden „ 2 to 3
Silver „ 2 to 3 „
Common Yew, 15 jjDohes
Golden „ 15 inches
Common „ 4 to 5 feet
Fine Dwf. Hybrid Rhododen-

dron.^, four vars. 2 to 3 feet

11

Irish Junipers, 6 feet
Thuja Sibirica compacta, 6 feet
DwiU-f Standard Portugal

Laurels, 2 feet (stems)
Standard Rhododendixins^
stems 5 feet

Widdringtonia ericoides. 3 to 4
feet

Dwarf StMidard Variegated
Holly, stems 2 feet

Tliuja Warema, 6 feet
Yucca recnrva

( Pyracanthaa, 2 to 3 feet
!
Tulip Trees, 15 to 20 feet
Acacia jnerroia, stems 5 feet

I

Scarlet Thorns
' Alatcmus, 2 to 5 feet

I
Cotoneastera of aorta

(
Evergreen Oaks, 5 to 8 feet

Empress of India . . 10

j
Beauty 10
Canariensis . . . . 7
Delicatum .. ..7
Eleanora 7
Etonian .7
Fairy Queen . . . . 7

good

Trichomancs spicatum
It anceps
t> flcandens
> alatum

attenuatum
cri^pum
Kaulfussii
floribundum

Trichomanes venosum
»• trichoideum

TT.—, " , sinuosum
Hymeuophyllum ciliatum

polyanthos
demiasum

M crispatum
, J »» hirtellumAnd many other varieties of both genera.

York, October 20.

r>

ft

6 Harlequin
°

j
Irtveliuess

Lady Willooghby de
Ereaby

Great Eastern ,

.

6
6
6
6
tf I Yellow Climax .

.

The price of the set of 12 vai'ieties will be 4i.

CARNATION,
SHAKSPEARE, splendid scarlet bizarre, firat class cor-

tificate at the Horticultural Society's rooms, Aug. 0,

per pair .,

PINKS.
AMBASSADOR, certificate at the Royal Botanic Show,
July 4, per pair . , •

BBILLIxVNT, certificate at the Royal Botanic Show,

7

7

7
7

7

Minia
Standanl Portugal Laurels, - Juniperus chiuensis, 6 feet

Ced'^ri^b'ri. 10 to 15 feet '\ ^^S^Crl"""^' ' '^'
Eaonymus Japonica. 2 to 5 feet ' ^^"-^ ^-^
Aucuba Japonica, 2 to 4 feet »aoaodendron hirsutum
Lucombe O.akg, 10 to 15 feet Copper Beech, 15 to 20 feet
Gedrua Deodara, 15 feet Quorcus Fordii, 10 to 15 feet
Cupressus macrocarpa, 6 feet JugUns nigra, 15 to 20 feet
The Council trust to the liberahty of the public for Contribu-

SI' • ^ /> «r ^^"- ErtEs, Superintendent.
Kensington Gore, W.

10 6

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, I860.

5

pair 5

M:ister William
Cloth of Gold

PANSIES.

« * * *

5
5

Volunteer
)n(Vriucheflter)

S 6

Star Nursery, Slough.

Among the miscellaneous information contained
in Prof. DECAlsjfE's \ery Taluable Jardin
Fruitier is a statement respecting the cutxiTATrox
OF Black Cckeants in Fbaxce, which is to ns
quite ne^7. It has been long known indeed that
what is called Cassis was a part of their manufac-
ture of Sjrops and Sweet TVines, but it has beea
supposed to be altogether insignificant. An
amber coloured aromatic Upieur de Cassis is also
to be sometimes found in 'Wme stores, but is rare!/
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drauk in this country. It now however appears

from a statement coramunicated to Prof. Dk-

CAisxE by Dr. Maitxaed, of Dijon, tliat makino:

Black Currant liqueur has become a very

considerable branch of industry in the De-

partment of the Cote-d'Or: It seems that in

the year 1S41 the first attempt at preparing:

Black Currant liqueur wag made, and since that

time the manufacture has so rapidly increased

that at Dijon alone there are now three first-class

houses, producing together 88,000 gallons; six

second-class ones producing 60,000 gallons ;
and

at least 20 others manufacturinr^ a like quantity.

Establishments also exist at Beauno, Chulon-sur-

Saone, and several other small towns in the same
district ; in all 880,000 bottles.

Up to the present time the production of the

article in the Cofe-d'Or has depended upon the

supply of fruit, which has frequently proved un-
equal to the demand, and has had to be brought
from considerable distances. Eren in the neigh-

hourhood of Lyons Black Currants are now cul-

tivated for the Dijon market. For the fi.ist few
years when the success of the manufacture re-

mained uncertain, the owners of Vineyards con-

fined themselves to planting Black Currants here

and there among Yines, and by the sides of roads
and foot-paths, so as not to risk any considerable

outlay of capital or loss of ground , But
the manufacture is now so well established

that landowners are cropping their land with
Black Curran ts alone, the number of plan t s

introduced in(o "Vineyards being also on the
increase. The rage, indeed, for planting was
so great in 1857 that rooted plants sold as high as

3L is. and even 4L ]6s. per thousand. Now,
however, price has found its usual level, that of

16s. to 243. per thousand. The exact number of
plants cultivated round Dijon does not seem to be
ascertainable, the proprietors themselves not
knowing how many they have planted. It is,

however, probable that to estimate the number
near Dijon at 1,500,000 would be greatly below
rather than above the mark. -

In the Department of the Cote d*Or, the centre of
Currant cultivation exactly coincides with that of

the Vine. In fact, it may be said to extend from
Chagny to Dijon in a narrow zone skirting the
eastern slope of the mountain chain of the Cote
d*Or, 18 to 25 miles in length, and from one to

three miles in breadth. Within these narrow
limits are to be found all the great growths of

Burgundy wine, connected by Vineyards only pro-
ducing rin ordinaire. It is among these, and
in land of a similar nature, that the Black Currant
is cultivated. Many of the villages producing
large quantities of the latter, are noted for the

excellence of their wines, as for example—Volnay,
Beaune, Aloxe, Savigny, Premeaux, Nuits,

Vougeot, Chambolle, Vosne, Morey, Gevrey-
Chambertin, Brochon, Fixin, Maisannay, Talant,
Fontaine. Leaving this centre the Currant follows
the Vine in the valleys that traverse the mountain
range towards the west ; there are extensive plan-
tations at Nolay, Plombieres, Malain, Laumes, and
Montbard, and others occur occasionally in the large
and fertile plain which extends from the foot of the
Cote-d'Or chain to the Saone, and in which the
Vine is not cultivated. Finally they are to be
found in the department of the Sa6ne-et-Loire,
particularly in that part of it which adjoins the
C6te-d'0r, Bather considerable plantations also
occur near Autuu and Chalon-sur-Saune.

Contrary to what might have been expected in
fruit with so strong a flavour, there exist great
differences in the quality of the Currants from
different localities. The French liqueur makers
easily distinguish them, and caretully reserve
Currants of superior qualitv for first-class liqueur,
which sells as high as 25. 9f/. per quart, wholesale.
In general, indeed, wherever wine is good the
Currant is also good. By this is not meant the
choice growths but vins onUnaires, the Vines
producing which are frequently grown along with
Currants.

For example, among the villages which produce
the best Black Currants are Grevrey-Chambertin.
where about 70,000 plants are grown ; Vougeot|
Vosne, &e. The Currants of Talant, Fontaine,
Malain, Les Laumes, Montbard, Plombieres, and
Nolay, where wine is of low quality, are considered
inferior

; and those of the plain of Genlis,
Auxonne, &c., where the Vine is not cultivated at
all, are the least esteemed.
The Currant is planted in these districts in

various ways. At first the plants were put in
6 feet 4 inches apart each way. Latterly many
growers have made trenches 4 feet 3 inches apart
and 15 inches deep, in the bottom of which the

I
Currants ate planted 4 feet 3 inches apart. The

after culture" is very simple : in spring the ground

is deeply hoed, ami during the rest of the season

two or three more hoeings are given to destroy

weeds. Pruning is done in spring, at the same

time with the Vines. There is no fixed principle

in its performance, the shoots being cut more or

less short, aceordin;? to the locality, and the

notions of the cultivators. As to soil, chalky

land with a little clay in its composition, such as

prevails in French wine districts, suits it very well.

An important part of the subject is of course the

yield of Blackcurrant plantations, and the aver-

age price that may with some sort of certaiutv be

counted on. The latter is difficult to determine,

because as yet the balance between supply and

demand is not established, and it is evident that it

will vary according to the number of fresh planta-

tions, the abundance of the crop, &c. The average

prices in former years have been as follows :—In

1841, 35. 3t/. percwt.; 18^2 and 1843, 4s.; 1844

and 1845, 8s. \\d. ; from 1844 to 1855 it averaged

12s. 2t7. ; 1856, 1857, 16s. Zd. ; 1858, 30s. bid, ;

1859, 20s. 3(7, to 28s. 4\d.

These are, however, only approximate estimates

;

but it is believed that as soon as a proper supply

of fruit shall be secured the price will average

about t2s. 2d, p^r cwt., an estimate probably not

too high, since some of the most important houses

in Dijon have contracted with growers to take all

their crop for 10 or 12 years to come at very

nearly the above rate. Taking these prices as a

basis for calculation, Dr. Maillard makes the

following estimate of return, allowance being made
for late frosts and other variations of the weather.

It is generally admitted that every bush that
has been planted five years in fields containing
Currants only will yield 3i lbs. of fruit. The
yield of plants growing singly in Vineyards is

much greater. But to avoid errors, suppose that
each plants produces, on an average, 2^ lbs. ; then
if the acre contain about 2240 plants, and the

fi'uit sells at 12s. 2d, per cwt. the value of the
crop per acre would be 26?. 14s. Land in which
the Currant is usually grown is worth from 32?.

to 48?. per acre, and deducting from 4?. to 4?. 16s.

for the interest on the value of the land, there
would remain about 22/. per acre as the annual
return, without counting the cost of planting and
subsequent culture.

Such are the statements made by Dr. jMaillard,
and they seem to deserve consideration among
ourselves, especially by market gardeners whose
land no longer pays as it once did. Unlike the
Vine the Black Currant acquires all its excellence

in England ; and it seems more to the purpose to

try the experiment of growing it for the distillers

than to attempt Vineyard making in a climate
wholly unsuited to the purpose.

In conclusion, let us express a hope that the
owners of Vineyards in the Cote d'Or, will not
take to making Burgundy wine for their new
English market out of Black Currants as well as

Grapes,

Notwithstanding rain and cold, which at one
time threatened the destruction of our com crops,

we have been blessed by Providence with a pro-
digious quantity of orchard fruit. Apples and
Pears are breaking down trees with their weight.
Some of these will of course pass into the form of
Cider and Perry ; many more will disappear under
the operation of the usual daily consumption. But
still there will remainanimportant quantity which
is likely to be merely wasted. Question is, what
can be done to avoid that waste ? In this country,
with the exception of a few Apples dried in oveus
in the city of Norwich, all which are of the acid
leathery coated kind called the Norfolk Beefing
(we are glad to see that Dr. Hogg holds to the
English way of spelling this name), we have no
method of preparing either Apples or Pears so that
thej will keep. Our French neighbours do it for
us ; and the commerce between France and
England in the matter of what are called Nor-
mandy Pippins is something considerable enough
to merit attention.

These Normandy Pippins as we call them are
what in France bear the name of Potnmes tapees,
as dried Pears do that of Foires tapees. The
method of preparing the latter is occasionally
described in French Cookery books : but as far as
we know the former is a mystery not to be
divulged. They obtain this name of tapees hom
the ajtpearance they present of having been tapped
or patted down. Since we find that many persons
now wish to make a trial of the French method of
thus preparing the fruit, we have made some

them to soak in
v\hen they were
m!\ke the syrnp.

We foiiiicl them

,
enquiry whioli has led to the following information
due to the kindness of a correspondent inNormandy'

"I have applied to sevoral frienfls in two different
departments to obtain the re-.il mcthoLl of prcpfirin« our
Normandy Pippins. It was only yesterday I succeeded.
I, therefore, lose no time in letting you into the secret!

1st. Take a certuin quantity of Apples, peel tliem!
2d. Put them by rows and beds on what we call \\[

French des claies, in English mats made of vickcr.
Upon every bed of Apples must be placed a mat in
order to flatten them. To obtain that result, they must
be put into an oven, as soon as the bread is taken ouf
or in an oven lieated on purpose to the snme degree.*

They must be left in the oven^till it is cold. Two or
three days after you begin again the same oporation.

The third time they are baked enough to be preserved!

Put them in dry boxes lined witli paper» and in a drj

place. When you want to eat tliem, they must be
first put to soak in water during one liour: then put
on a slow fire till they become soft. I bought Jialf-a-

dozen pommes tapees yesterday, put

about a pint and a half of water;

nearly done I added a little sugar to

They had been one hour on the fire.
_

excellent. T know not if your fruit in England is like

ours ; in France it has the taste of water."

"We imagine that any sound, kee;>ing, kilchen.

Apple will submit with pleasure t) this simple

process. As to Pears, since French cookerj' books

are little used among us, we add tw» receipts for

preparing them,
1. From Xfi Cvislnier des Cumnic;-s.—VeQ\ your Peara from

the stalk downwards, scrape the stalk, and cub the tip off.

Throw them into cold water and boil tliem till they are soft to

the tou"h ; then take them out with an egir-slice and put them
into cold water. Drain them, and to half a hundred Pears

put 500 ^arames of sugar into 2 litres of water ; when the
sugar is dissolved, put your Pears in, and leave them for two
hours. Then take them out and arrange them, stalks upper-
most, on wicker mats, and put them into a cool oven (aucii as

bread has just been drawn from), and leave them there all

night. The next day you steep your Pears again in the sugar

and water, and put them into the oven as before. Thi;s must
be repeated for four days. The last time they must not be
taken out of the oven until they are perfectly dried. They may
be kept in a dry place as long as you like.

2. From La CmtinUre de la Campagne.—TAke 100 Poussclet
Pears, nearly ri[)e

;
peel them without disfiguring them ; cut

off the tip of the stalk, and throw them into a pan full of cold

water
;
place it on the fire, and boil them gently, try them,

and wheu they are soft to the touch, take them out with an
egg-slice and put them into cold water; drain them upon a
cloth. Then dissolve 2 lbs. of sugar in 3i pints of water in your
pan ; boil it and skim it ; then cover the bottom of your pao
with Pears and give them one boil and no more ; take them out
and put them into an earthen pan ; then add fresh Pears in the
place of those taken out, until they have all had a boil. Let
them cool and arrange them on wicker mats, stalks upper-
most, pressing them slightly so as not to cruali them

; put
them into an oven from which bread has been drawn; next
day steep them in the cold syrup, and rearrange them on tho
wicker mats, before placing them in the oven ^ain, which
Process must be repeated four times. Then pack them in
oxes in two rows, one on the top of the other, put a sheet of

paper over them, then two more rows and so on. Keep them
in a dry place. The remains of the syrup may be used [ax:

fruits in brandy, or preserves, Ac.

BULBS.
We extract tbe following useful article on

tbe employment of Bulbous plants for Flower

Garden decoration, from Messrs. Carter and Go's, (of

Holborn) Vade Mecum, or Bulb Catalogue lately

publisbed. " Without their nsG," say Messrs. Cnrter,

"a flower garden must always look sombre and bare in

tbe spring months. The present system of bedding

has considerably interfered with the culture of bulbs;

but with a little extra attention, the beds may be^made

showy from the time that vegetation commences in the

spring. For instance, in a symmetrical or angle-

bedded flower garden, where a good show of bedding

plants 'is desired with the smallest amount of trouble, a

fine effect at a distance will be produced by having a

nice batch of bulbs—Crocus, Tulips, Hyacintlis, Scilla^r

&c.—placed at the corners. Tlie beds may then be

rough dug in the winter in the usval way fcr the

advantage of the regular bedding plants; and filling

the corners will give a pleasing appearance to the whole-

group in the spring. These bulbs in most cases may

remain for several years in the same place, in fact, jnat

so long that they may not get too deep like an Oxaiis,

or be thrown out of the ground like a Crocus, accordingly

as the new bulbs are formed below or above the old ones*

The beds may be levelled and planted just as if no bulbs

were there; and by the time that the bedding plants

are spreading freely, the foliage of tbe bulbs will "C

decayed and out of sight. Of course such corners m
oval rim or ridge planting, though giving a

^^V^'J
appearance to the parterre, are not to be cnnparcd to

a whole parterre filled throughout with shaded and

contrasted coloui's. But our practice and observation

would lead ns to adopt the cornering or edging system

in preference to planting in beds, if full justice coiild-

not be given to both bulbs and bedding plants :
it may

be inferred from this, that the bedding pb^nts wiii

do well in summer and autumn, and the ^^^^^.r*;
receive m injury from late planting or the_ beddin^

plants being
May. We have ^ . -, . *- r le
rarely with much satisfjiction for the whole ot

J
i|

saason : maliing a liole with a trowel in a bard-crusw"

bulb bed, and there placing a bedding plant, is »^!^"

best way to make that plant root vigorously and d «

freely; and the bulbs are apt to be binned, when

ijnry from late planting or the heddin^

inserted among tlieir decaying f^''^^*' !"

ave seen many beds so managed, but very
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^^^htto censure our own carelessness or want ut tnought.

jV few beds well managed will confer more credit on tlie

cultivator than many beds in a slovenly condition.

Allowing, tben, that 'fidl beds look better, when well

"done, than mere cornering or dotting, how vanons and

beautiful are the combinations that may thus bo easily

formed! Here, for instance, is a little group of clumps

just under the parlour window; the group being of a

circular form, one round bed in the centre and six round

it, brancliing out like the spokes of a wiieel ; plant the

centre with the Queen Victoria Crocus, a lovely white,

about 2 inches apart in the rows and 6 inches from row

to row, and then have two beds opposite with purple,

two with yellow, and two with blue, and how nicely

they will look ! Or, if preferred, border the white centre

with purple, the blues with yellow or variegated, and

the purples with white; or the colours may be sluided

in each bed; perhaps there maybe only one circular

bed near the house that can be devoted to Crocus, per-

haps 9 or 10 feet in diameter ; this would look extremely

elegant if tilled with concentric rings of all the different

sliades of colour, white relieved with purple, purple

with yellow, and edge with blue on the contrasting

system, varying the edging according as the kerb or

path round the bed is of a cold or a warm colour. If the

shading of colours is preferred, the result will et^uuUy

show that there has been thought and design in the

planting : but there is no end to the modes in winch

even a single bed may be planted : we lately recom-

mended a young lady to plant a aomewh;it larger,

rather oval bed witli Crocus in the Lover's-knot style;

and she told us that the effect was charming; the

broadish bands of the knot were yellow, the enclosed

spaces in the centre purple, the space round the bands

was blue, and the striped and white finished the edgings.

We have instanced Crocus as being so easily managed;

but the same artistic arrangements may be as easily

effected with Tulips of the early-blooming kinds, Nar-

cissus, Hyacinths, &c. In all such cases we would prefer

planting as advised under each division, and lifting

every year, but so as to secure the ripening of the bulbs:

we will shortly state how this may be done and yet not

interfere witli a preparation of the beds for bedding

plants. In favourable seasons the beds of summer
things will keep good until the end of October; then

the beds are to be cleared ; and if the bulbs are to liave

justice, the ground ought to be dug, aerated, and suit-

ably prepared. Some bulbs would suffer from being

out of the ground so long ; therefore secure a small

space behind" a fence or any such place, and plant all the

.bulbs rather thickly in sandy leaf-mould on a hard
tiJttom; from this they may be removed in October,

November, and onwards, and planted in nicely prepared

BOil on a cjuiet, dull day. So much for autumn prc-

;|)aration so as to give justice at planting time to bulbs.

• "Such early blooming things as Snowdrops, Crocus,

Scillas, and the earliest Tulips, will have pretty well

ripened their buds by the beginning of May, and there-

fore may be carefully lifted and placed in the reserve

garden, and watered a little before the leaves quite

\\ec\y ; even the early Tulips, all the later and double

kinds, and the best of the Hyacinths and Narcissus

would receive more justice if they were planted in pots

early in autumn, and plunged in pots when the beds

were ready for them ; and then, as soon as the flower-

ing was over, the pots could all be taken tip and
plunged again in the reserve ground until the foliage

decayed; and the beds could thus be properly forked

flud aerated and prepared for the bedding plants. The
pots, thus once obtained, would last with ordinary care

for many years, and the cultivator would have the

satisfaction of feeling that he did everything that he

eould do to promote the healthy growth alike of bulbs

and bedding plants. Unless in late summers. Hyacinths

suffer but little when lifted carefully out of the ground,

and planted and watered, and, if required, shaded

afterwards; but the labour and care would be lessened

if the bulbs were in pots. Tulips need this potting

much (if they must be moved when done flowering, to

give justice to the bedding plants), as they suffer much
for the future if a check is given to the foliage.

** Making a Pitfor Tender Bulbs.—It is well known
that the belladonna Lily, Ixias, Irids of the tenderest

kinds, Alstrocmcriiis, many of the hardier Amaryllids,

Japan Lilies, Agapanthus, &c., bloom well for yearg

when planted at the foot of a fruit-wall of a hothouse,

or even greenhouse. They would do almost equally

well at the foot of any other wall where they could be
treated with plenty of moisture and sun when growing;
and comparative dryness and protection when at rest

;

the whole of these would do equally well in a small pit,

s^y 5 feet wide: the bottom thoroughly dtained, an
open stratum of rubble above that, of 9 or 12 inches,
and a staple of sweet, sandy loam of 18 inches over
all. Tliis would enable all the bulbs to be planted
deep enough, and provided that the bottom was solid
below the rubble, there would not, in the ease of
the larger bulbs, be much chance of their roots
getting too deep; with such a convenience, the staple
«oil could be regulated with peat or rotten leaf mould
according to the requirements of each kind ; and, once
established, the bulba would bloom with a vigour that
could rarely be met with under mere pot' culture. As
•uch a pit would need protecting only in the winter
and spring mouths, the height of its walls need not be
more than 2 feet above the soil inside at back, and one
foot in front, making 4 feet as back altogether, and 3
iu front, the half, if deemed advisable, being below the

surrounding level, so that all may be easily seen and
examined, provided that drainage can be easily accom-
plislied. If there be any difficulty in this drainage, we
would scarcely sink the bottom of the pit below the

surrounding level. The walls will be neatest if of brick,

and, but for the expense, we would make them of 14
inches and hollow : if the wall were only 9 inches, that we
would prefer beinghoUow: the wall-plate all round would
keep all firm and secure, and though it would be best to
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that rested in winter or did not appear above ground
until the spring. Were it not for the expense of the
thing, we would have no objection to have glass all the

way, and wooden shutters, to be used only in ex-

treme weather; keeping economy in view, much
may be done with wooden shutters almost alone.

Of course, in planting, the period of growth should
he considered, so that the winter growing and
summer growing should be kept distinct. The interest

arlijlng even from the ca^-e required to manage such a

pit would be very great ; and the pleasure would be
increased by having something fresh to look at for the

greater part of the year, from a few Hyacinths early in

spring to Gladioli and BuUadonnas.late in the autumn.

Though we have spoken of a brick pit for neatness, that

is not at all necessary; a double wall of stout boards,

with 4 inches between them, stuffed with sawdust, would

be equally suitable. In fact a wall or paling of slates,

backed with Grass turf, as a turf-pit, would be as good

as anyvhing, so far as protection went; but the great

drawback to all such contrivances for this purpose is,

that they would be apt to harbour mice and other

vermin, which might soon destroy the

finest bulbs. On tliis account alone

we prefer brick, as affording no nest-

ling place. A narrow pit of this

kind, some 20, 60, or more feet in

length, according to taste and con-

venience, would, except in the few

dark months in the year, yield a plea-

sure second to none that a garden

could afford; and that pleasure will

be enhanced in proportion to the

skill, attention, and labour bestowed.

Tlie short cultural notes iu the body

of the Catalogue will help the un-

initiated in the ri^ht management;

and such a pit, and such a mode of using it, we heartily

commend to all our correspondents, and especially to

those having suburban residence?, with little ground

to spare for floral display."
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MYCOLOGV.—No. XXXII.

Agaeicus gloiocepualus, I>ec.—The Agaric hero

fignretl is one of the finest of the genus. It is far from

common, but as it is a good specimen of a particular

type, we have chosen it as a subject of illustration,

Afjoricus volvacens, which is nearly allied, may be

found occasionally in stoves, but wc have not had an
opportunity of preparing a figure from recent spccimcus.

It may be easily known from_ the present by its dry,

not viscid pileus, which is besides more or less streaked

with darker lines. It is a much suspected species, aud if

used at all should be used with threat caution.

A. gloiocephalus was first discovered by DccandoUe

in the neighbourhood of Montpelier, and is figured by
Letcllicr at tab. 645, H.L The other figures belong to

A, speciosuSt of which we shall

have to speak presently. A,
gloiocephalus has a convex
pileus about 3 inches across,

with a strong, regular, obtuse
swelling or umbo in tlie centre;

it is of a delicate mouse
grey, viscM when moist, but
when dry shining, quite
smooth; margin striate, in
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consequence of the thlnneM of the flesh. Stem 6
inches or more high, about half an inch thick in

the centre, attenuated upwartls, bulbous at the base,

clothed with a tew slight fil'rea, ewUy splitting:,

solid, rather dingy, ringlcss. Volva loose, vtllous Hke

the base of the stem, pplitting into several unequal

AGiJticrS GLOloCEPHALrs. From an original

-^ Drawing,

have rafters from back to front in the usual «ay. they
,

:"- - "^j .„^ ^^^ ^road, especially in front, uan-ouec
would not be essential. For covermg such a pit ^ye

,

lo es
lJ,SJ^'f ^^^^^^ '^ ^^ y^J^ ^ ^pace round the

would use chiefiy wooden shutters, as the cheapest in
I

behmd, and qmte Jree, w as^io^^ __ j« ^^^ ,^

the end, though covers made of asphalte felt would do

very well, A few glass sashes would he necessary (say

for a third of the length of the pit), in order to give

light to those kinds that grow in winter and very earlv

in spring : the wooden covers would keep all those safe

tips of the stem, white tinged with greyish pink ; mai^in

sliiihtly toothed. Spores rose-coloured. The smell u
strong and unpleasant, with something of the pungency

ot the radish and a disagreeable taste.

It differs from A. t^eciosus, to which it is closely
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*, ill
allied autTof which it is possibly a mere variety

the presence of a lartre umbo, and in the margin being

free from strise. Both ap;ree in smell and odour, and

though A. speclosus is said by ilicheli to be eatable, we

doubt the truth of the assertion much, and should have

fancied that it had been confounded with A. vaginaius,

which is the Couconmelle grise of the French, and con-

sidered very delicate, had not Micheli's report of the

peculiar smell and characters been so decisive. Both

are easily distinguished from A. va^inatus by their

viscid pileus aud pinkish gills, hut more especially by

their rose-coloured spores.

The Bub-genus Volvaria, to which they belonef, is

characterised by the presence of a yolva and pink

gpores. One
abounds some ^, . a t ^

pastures, and may be confounded by saperhcial ob-

servers with the true Mushroom. But a glance at the

volva, which is always present, and the attenuated stem,

is sufficient to prevent mistakes, a poiut of some conse-

quence, as the qualities of all the species in the sub-

genus are to say the least doubtful; and it is very pos-

sible that in some cases where Mushrooms have proved

deleterious, this little species may have been inter-

mixed. Like the true Musliroom itself it has been

very scarce this season, or we should have taken an

opportunity of giving a figure. M. J. B*

drv'shelte'redr sunny corner, where they soon improved .one in Scotland for a mode of converting this fibre into

ill health. Abandoning the idea of again planting an paper. Whether the atteinp^t to utilise it in this way

edging of Spergula, I turfed my verge, and having no

faith in its being adapted for lawns, and being certain

that it would not bear constant sweeping, or ever be

by tne presence oi a vmva «"u v'."^'

species only is common. A, pusilhs, which

; years in autuum in exposed rather rich

NEW GARDEN FERNS.
40. Gtmxogbamma Wetenhaxliana, Moore,

Fronds dwarfish, ramose, the branches as well as piiiuie

corymbosely multiad-crisped at the apex, bipinnate ; pin-

nules obioug-obtuse, deeply pinnatifid, with small rather

distant toothed segments; uuder surface pale sulphur-

coloured.

This plant was shown at the meeting of the Floral

Committee of the Horticultural Society on the 13 th of

September last, aud was awarded a First-class Certifi-

cate as a very beautiful and distinct new crested Fern.

It was exhibited by Mr. P. Kelly, gardener to Mrs.

Ridgway, of Ridgmont, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire,

by whom it had been raised; and liad been obtained,

according to Information furnished by Sir. Kelly, from
spores taken from a slightly crested branch acciaentally

produced by a plant of G. peruviana, which plant

had been growing in company with O. stilphurea.

Whether or not the contiguity of these two plants

had any effect on the produce, it is certain that

the new form, though stated to have been raised from
peruviana, has more of the general character of

sulphurea, and that the ceraceous powder which gives

the colour to the under[surface, is intermediate in colour

hetweea that found on these two well known species.

The conclusion seems inevitable that the plant is either

a sport from sulphurea the spores of the two kinds

having become accidentally intermixed before sowing
(which might happen by the natural process of disper-

sion), or that it is of the nature of a hybrid. It is a

remarkable fact that where two or more kinds of

Gymnogramma are grown near together, intermediate

forms not unfrequently occur among the seedlings

obtained from them, and these have given some coun-

tenance to the opinion that hybrids occur among Ferns.

The Gymnogramma now under notice, forms a dwarf
spreading tuft, the fronds arching outwards from the

crown, and becoming borne down over the pot-rim by
the weight of the tassels, while those occupying a more
central position again arch over these in successive

tiers. The fronds are about a foot in length, variously

branched in the stipes or rachis, as well as divided into

a large spreading corymbose tassel at the end. In one
of the larger fronds now before us the stipes is thus

divided, and one of the divisions again divided near its

base, so that there are three separate branches, each
divided at the apex into a tassel, which when spread
out measures 3 to 4 inches across; these tassels are
densely multifid- crisped towards the extremities, and
furnished below with small pinnule-like segments. The
pinnas are again pinnate at the base, tapering to a
lender rib, wliich is almost leafless, and then spreading
out kito a dense fan-shaped tuft, of an inch more or
less in breadth. The larger pinnules are oblong, half
an inch long or upwards, distant, blunt-ended, deeply
pinnatifid, the segments being small, distant, wedge-
shaped or obovate, and rather strongly-toothed. The
colour of the under surface is a very pale sulphur,
almost white. The colour of the raohis is a light
chestnut brown, becoming deeper-coloured in the
stipes. It 13 a very elegant dwarf tassellod Fern, and
ifl stated to be less affected thau other Gymnograins by
cold and damp. The name is given in compliment to a
relative of 3Ir. Kelly's employer. T. 3f,

Home Correspondence.
SpergtiJa pilifera.—Ahont the middle of September,

1859, 1 obtained 100 excellent plants of this iu 4-inch
pots, from one of the large London nurserymen; I
immediately planted them on a well-prepared edging
120 feet long and 15 inches wide, at about 15 inches
apart In a straiglit line. At the end of the first fort'
night after they were planted, they had evidently got
good hold of the soil; then came a deluge of raiuj
followed by a succession of severe frosty nights ; every
plant without exception turned a pale straw colour, and
being unsightly I took them up and planted them in a

fit for a lady to walk upon, except she had a pair of

goloshes on her feet, about the third week in April 1

planted a portion of my plants 1 foot apart, on a slightly

raised mound 8 feet in diameter, under an Araucaria

that had recently been planted. As the temperature of

the earth and air increased, it grew rapidly. By the

end of July the mound was completely covered with a

beautiful green Moss-like verdure, than which nothing

could be more beautiful, or better adapted for such a

situation. It is now 3 inches thick, aud if it keeps

growing on for half a dozen years as it is now doing

(and I see nothing to prevent it), we may reasonably

expect that it will be not less than 18 inches thick,

springy, and elastic as a piece of sponge, and capable of

holding as much water. For such a position as I have

described it is admirably adapted. As a substitute for

Grass on lawns, or where constant sweeping during the

fall of the leaf is required, it is thoroughly unfit. Thos,

Gell, St. Lawrence, Isle of Wight. 1 am surprised

to observe (see p. 912) that Spergula pilifera does not

always succeed upon stiff soil, I have it upon light

mould ; but it is now as brown as a brick, and I fear

that it will never recover, whilst Spergula sagluoides,

close by its side, is aa green as a Leek. This latter

fljurishes equally well upon light or stiff soil, or even

clay, and will, no doubt, in a year or two supersede

pilifera altogether for lawns. It will grow and continue

of a fine deep green colour equally well on any soil (not

too poor), uuder the drip and shade of trees or hedges, c r

exposed to the heat of the sun on a flat surface or on

sloping banks. I inclose a tuft of each for your inspec-

tion. I also send a leaf of a striped Leek, the seed of

which I saved two years ago from a single plant, and
which I have proved this year to come true from seed.

Is this any novelty or acquisition ? B.^ Staffbrd, [The
Leek is a novelty ; but what is the use of it ?]

Education of Gardeners,—It appears that before we
can be considered competent gardeners, we must all go
through a thorough examination of scholarship, such as

arithmetic, bookkeeping, geometry, mensuration, me-
chanics, chemistry, physiology, botany, agriculture,

geography, French, German, freehand and mechanical
drawing, I readily agree that gardeners should be all

good scholars, but I am astonished to find so many ap-

parently ignorant as to bow the majority of gardeners are

situated. It should be recollected that most gardeners

are obliged to begin business at ages varying from 12 to

14. It is therefore scarcely possible for a youth of that

age to have reached such a point of perfection In educa-
tion. Some may be ready to say that he can learn

while he is an apprentice. I answer, can from 3*. to 4s.

per week (and perhaps a premium to pay out of it) pro-

cure books and teaching ? And we all know (at least

we ought to know) that a journeyman is little better;

as under gardener he gets wages ranging from 10^. to

14s. per week, a sum insufficient to keep him in clothes

and other necessaries, to say nothing of education. I

know many a young gardener who is pursuing his

business with as much zeal and perseverance as it is

possible for a young man to do, and yet had he to go
through examination such as I have mentioned before

he got a situation, I am afraid he would never get on at

all. I believe however that there will still be gardeners

as long as this world exists ; it began with one and it will

most likely end with them. And I cannot help thinking

that it would have been much more to the credit of

some of your correspondents had they encouraged and
sympathised with the young gardener's difficulties

rather than put a stumbling-block in his path. An
Under Gardener,
Rose Showing.—I have read with much interest the

observations copied from the "Florist" on the Briar

and Roses on the Briar, especially the part entitled
" One Word to Exhibitors." If it can by any means
bo made clear to exliibitors that any addition even of a

leaf will disqualify them, it will do away with much
annoyance, I have been an exhibitor for years and
taken divers prizes at the Botanic and Crystal Palace
Exhibitions, I was disqualified this year at the
"National Rose ^ow for adding leaves as I have always
done, neither tied on nor meant for fraud. Iu the same
manner I took the second cup at the National Sliow
last year, at the Hanover Square Rooms, and I find
myself not acting honestly. I only want a good under-
standing and that all boxes of Roses for show shall be
thorongbly examined by the judges, and every schedule
of prizes shall have the following notice appended to it,

viz. :
^
any addition even of a leaf will disqualify

exhibitors. I think that will rectify all mistakes.
/. ff., Maidstone.
Seech Trees and Lightning,—In addition to "the in-

formation already given by your correspondents in pp.
894 and 912, I may state that a Beech tree standing on
the western boundary of a narrow strip of plantation in
the west of Korthumberland was struck by lightning
on the 26th of May of the present year. The bark was
stripped off in several places round the trunk, which
does not, however, appear to be otherwise greatly in-

jured. A. [This notion may now we think be consigned
to the limbo of vulgar errors.]

SolIyhocJc Fibre,—I may mention for the informa-

tZJ^^J:^^ y° considered as identical in the " Outlinea of 1
*^'^^ of your Correspondent (see p. 874), that a patent

Bntisli Fungology," juat publiahed.
** = v^m _ •. . _ .

r
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has proved successful or not I am not able to say ; but
I sliould like much to know, A.

JIampton Court.—I was glad to see (p. 915) that you
have done justice to Mr. Donald and his management.
I have never seen this royal palace look half so well as
it did when I visited it on the 4th of this mouth.
The bedding out of 50,000 plants every year requires
forethought. The arrangement of colours was just as
it ought to be, and every plant was loaded with bloom •

not a weed was to be seen, and the Grass was like a
Brussels carpet. The plan of trenching the beds and
putting such fine drainage below to decay, and again to
be brought up to enrich the surface, appears to be just
what is wanted. Manure of this kind is rich enough
for flower beds when the ground has been properly

trenched. Leaf-mould of this description seems to bring
out colours vividly, and to put a dark glossy green on the
foliage, which is also kept within proper limits. Plants
are propagated here in sand beds by the thousand; all

houses and pits are full for 1861. Many of the older
plants are taken up for propagating from for next year,

as well as for planting out. James Cuihill, Camherwell,

[We omitted to state at p. 915 that the great Vine,

whose condition we were obliged to report as unsatis-

factory, is not under the care of Mr. Donald; but

that of Mr. Turrel, who has had the management of it

for many years.]

Golden Hamburgh Grape.—My remarks, it appears;

hsve stirred up your correspondent Mr. Busby. A
little allowance can be made for a man's solicitude for

the reputation of his pet and only child; hut at the

same time it would be well if people before they rush

into print would consider what they are writing about.

Mr. B. accounts for the deficiency of flavour in the

Golden Hamburgh at Chiswick by the Vine being

planted outside. If such was really the fact, my
Grapes ought to have been inferior (instead of superior)

to those at Chiswick, inasmuch as up to the end of

September we had in Somersetshire nearly 7 inches

more rain than fell in the garden of the Horticultural

Society. Add to this the drenching the border got

from the " stoppage of the down pipe,*' and it will be

seen the cause Mr. B. has assigned for deficiency of

flavour will not bear the test of examination, and is

just no reason at all. Had he said, that considei'ing

the age of the Vine, the untoward season, aud the roots

being in an outside border, it was carrying a heavier crop

than It was capable of bringing to the highest state of

maturation, he would not have been far from the truth,

and would have assigned a cause not less agreeable with
experience than with 'inductive reasoning. Oh, but
'(says Mr. Busby, at Cheltenham) the "Golden Ham-
burgh ^beat the Mnscat.** Just so. Judging for

quality a well ripened Hamburgh may beat an imma-
ture Muscat, the same as when judged for size a Syrian

or White !Nice may take the prize from any other

Grape. At Trowbridge, in 1859, two dislies of Golden
Hamburgh received no prize afc all, being beaten by the

Muscadine; but there all white Grapes were bad, and
the Golden Hamburgh so injured by the use of Gis-

hurst Compound as to render it worthless. The Golden
Hamburgh is a good Grape, but, all things being equal

in point of cultivation, not superior or even equal in

flavour to the Muscats, White Froutignan, or Chasselas

Musque. On the point of its bearing capabilities

I merely " told the tale as 'twas told to me ;"

but with reference to constitutional peculiarities I will

put the actual case, and Mr. Busby and the readers of

this can judge for themselves. If three Vines are planted

side by side, and not more than 2 feet apart, the kinds

being Purple Coiistantia, Golden Hamburgh, and

Welbock Tripoli, and from the intermixture of the

roots in the border, all liable to the same injury from a

deluging of water; and if the first is slightly injured,

the second (the Golden Hamburgh) much, and the

third not at all, can it be said they are all equally

vigorous ? Methinks not ; and I should feel disposed to

class it with the Frontignans and its parent the Dutch

Sweetwater. To say it is as vigorous as any Grape,

or to compare it with the Syrian White Vine, or even

Reeves's Muscadine, is a mistake. To conclude, I may

restate my conviction, that the Golden Hamburgh is a

very good and desirable Grape, and deserving of exten-

sive cultivation, but it will not hear the rough usage of

the Black Hamburgh, nor must it be expected to ripen

so perfectly in a greenhouse temperature. W.'P* A,
Muscat Grapes.—I have sent you a cluster of white

Grapes for inspection and name. I raised the Vine

from eyes five years ago. I call it Muscat of

Alexandria, It is the variety of Grape about which

Mr. Pontey, of Plymouth, wrote at p. 814. He calls it

Paaque Musk. The Vines which produced the bunch in

question were planted April, 1857, and this year they have

borne a crop of 120 clusters; owing to the cold wet

season I have been obliged to fine strongly, which hfi^

very much reduced the size of berry. Menry Bedd^ra,

Tehidg FarJc, Redruth. [This was a fine buncb, con-

firming the statement made by Mr. Pontey, at p. 814» as

to the excellence of the Grapes at Tehidy. It appeared

to belong to the Cannon Hall Muscat variety.]

Grapes without Fire Ileat.—l beg to send yoa a

bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes which has been

grown without fire-heat. As bur Peach and ?^cctarme

blooms annually suffered much from late spring froaw*

five years ago my employer desired me to S^** *^?^
j
was, I think, taken out about five years ago by some ;

stantial protecting material. I at once proposea gm^
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asll^bestand cheapest in the end Accordmgly we

r.rl 1 wall 120 feet long and 13 feet high covered with

Ss rout 5 feet from the wall. In March 1858 1

Wanted 15 Black Hamburgh Vnies along. the front

inside 8 feet apart. Last year Ihad a few nice bunches,

oSi the wood was thoroughly ripened. This season I

have suffered them to hear 150 bunches, and they are

PnuallY ffoocl as the one I enclose, with the exception

of one which has proved to be a Barharossa, and which

I shall use as a stock for Uoldeu Hamburgh. I quite

orrree with you that the best way is to plant withm. I

do not doubt if I had planted outside that the very wet

season we have had would have caused them all t^

shank J. J., Cloverley Gardens, Shropshire, [With

this camo as handsome a bunch of Black Hamburgh

Grapes as the most fastidious person would wish to see

on his table. Capitally thinned, as black as Sloes, and

as sweet as any Grape ever onght to be.]

Cucumhers,—l bog to send for inspection a brace ot

Cucumbers. They were cut from one of two plants

which have been in continuous bearing since March

last, producing on an average 12 per week. What 1

send is hardly a fair example of size and shape. My
plants have had no fire heat given them from the

middle of last May till the present month, nevertheless

under such disadvantage they have produced a most

prolific crop. The plant from which the fruits sent

were cut had at one time on it 14 much larger, all

ripe and well swelled, each varying from 18 to 24 inches

in length. One point in favour of this sort is it never

goes yellow at the handle ; when it does change colour

it does so all over at the same time. One of the fruit

aent has maintained its present length six wccl;?, the

otherfive-Itsprolificnatureandhardihoodofconstitution

is however its host recommendation. I call it Model and

have obtained it from careful selection during many years

cultivation, diaries Jtussell, W, L. Leaf, JEsq., Wood-

lands, Clapham FarJc, [The specimens sent were white

Bpined, deep green, with a fine bloom on them straight

and handsome. We do not see however m what they

differ from Sutton*s Berkshire .Champion mentioned

at p. 836 of our present year's volume.]

Fampas Grass.—V^e hear nothing of this phmt

blooming this year; indeed generally I think it was

too much iniured last winter to be capable of flowering

much this season. Here a fine plant is just throwing

some 50 of its silvery plumes. But this is a favoured

spot, the Ice King rarely putting in an appearance, and

when he does, so mildly as to do but little injury.

Here wc are about to plant the Gynerium for game cover.

Has any one a male plant to part with ? I should he

glad to' get one either bv exchange or purchase. Pen-

d^rt/n, Conway, North Wales. [It is flowering

beautifully on our heavy clay.]

ffeatiny Vine Borders.—In one ofyoiu- late Numbers

was given an article on the advantages attending

heatini^ Vine borders. Will you kindly inform me
if the chamber foe the pipes should be of the width

of the border, or merely of sufiicicnt size for the pipes ?

S:, G. Solient. [The pipes should be enclosed la a

vault, just large enough for a man to creep into it,

for the purpose of examination in case anything goes

Almond Tree in Fruit—I beg to say that the Almond

tree (A. communis) now in bearing, about which an

inquiry was made in your Paper of October 6th, is

growing at Dolaucothy in the north of Cuermarthenshire,

South Wales. C- C, Dolaucothy.

in 1850 the young fruit, just set, perfectly withstood a

cold of (—10'' Centigrade) IS"" Fahr. below freezing, and

which destroyed all the flowers of other Pears^ then in

full bloom."

[The hardiness of the Forelle Pear, in comparison

with other sorts, has been severely tested in England,

too frequently indeed of late years. It blossoms early, as

above stated, aadwe have known it withstand 14° Falir.

below freezing n-hcn it was nearly out of blossom, yet

it set a good crop ; whereas the blossoms of other sorts

of Pears were killed, whether expanded or in the bud.

Owing to its superior degree of hardiness the Forelle

Pear certainly deserves more extensive cultivatinn than

has hitherto been assigned to it in this country.]

Poire Bequesne.—Yi-mt middle-sized, piriform or

oblong; stalk long; eye level with the fruit, the seg-

ments of the calyx erect or spreading; skin yellow,

tinged with red next the sun, russeted about the stalk,

and sprinkled elsewhere with dark-coloured dots.^ Flesh

white, dry, breaking, sweet, perfumed. Fruit a ctdre

oit propre a /aire des Foires tapSes. [A stewing Pear.]

Poire Co^/rtar.—Fruit large, turbinate; stalk straiglit,

obliquely inserted; eye large, iu a shallow, regulirly-

formed depression, on the sides of which the segments

of the calyx recline; skin greenish yellow, sprinkled

with dots and some brown specks. Flesh wluce,

o^ranular, melting or half firm, juicy, sugary, and rich,

with slight perfume. Season, November tflrMaych.

Iho tree requires to be grown against a wall._ Tlie

Colmar is mentioned by Merlet, in 1690, as a fruit, the

most new and rare in France, of exceUent quality, and

which might be eaten all the winter. La Quintinye,

also writing in 1690, states that he received it from a

connoisseur of Guycnne, and from another place under

the name of Poire Manne, and Bergamotte Tardive.

[There is perhaps no such exceUent variety of Pour that

will continue so long in eating as the Colmar. Frnit

from the same tree has been fit for use from December

till the end of March.

Foire de Beurre.—Frxiii above middle-size, roundish

Oval; stalk very short, thick, and fleshy next the fruit,

which tapers into it with a slight contortion ; eye in a

shallow depression, surrounded with some concentric

russet lines; skin brownish olive, sprinkled russet.

Flesh whitish, very melting, juicy and sugary, with a

perfumed, delicious flavour. Season, end of September,

October. The tree is a good bearer, and suitable for

the open ground [in France]. Prof. Decaisne states

that contrary to the opinion of the generality of modern

poraologists, he distinguishes the Bern-re Gris (Brown

Beurre) from other varieties with which La Quintinye

was the first to unite it ; and he states that he never

could meet with the Green, Grey, Yellow, and Red

Bcurres on the same tree as some have pretended to

have done, and that, if under some circumstances the

Beurre Gris acquires a tint more or less bronze, it never

possesses the brilliant red colour, nor the flavour of the

Poire d'Amboisc or Beurre Ilonge.

Poire d'Aiiiboise.—Vtvat above middle-size, turhi-

nate, or short-pyriform ; stalk cylindrical, slightly

sunk at its insertion; eye in a shallow, regularly-

formed depression; skin smooth, greenish-yellow on

the shaded side, and of a fine crimson red next the sun.

Flesh very .fine, melting, sugary, with a delicious per-

fumed flavour. Season, September and October.

Poitcau says tlie Beurre d'Amboise acquires a fine red

colour, and that its qualities are absolutely the same as

the Beurr^ Gris, but more perfect.

(To he continued.)

above width may be 8 let-t wide, 3 feet high at thti sides,

and 5 feet high in the centre.
" The roof of tiffany should be fiistened to the rafters

with shreds 3 or 4 times double, so as to make a thick

pad, and either nailed on with short nailsor fastened with
screws, so that it maybe easily takeu to pieces annually

the first week in June, for till then we arc* not safe from

spring frosts. Tlie Tiftany House should be placed over

the trees the first week in March, unless the season be

unusually early, when the middle of Februiiry would

be better. The sides should be loose, and be turned up

night nnd day in mild weather, while the trees are in

bloom, but in cold sharp windy weather in the blossom-

ing season they should be kept down, and tasteued to

the upright stakes by tying or otherwise.

"A TiUany House 24j feet long and 8 feet wide will

thus shelter %i tiees, either bushes or pyramids ; if for

the latter, tbe sides of the house should be 4, feet, aud

its centre 7 to 8 feet in height. If it be thought desir-

able to keep the trees iu a comparatively small space,

they may be removed biennially in October. If larger

trees are dcsireJ, tbe liouse may be enlarged as the

trees grow. A Tiffany House may be from 1 to 500 feet

in leiii^th, and 20 iu width if desirable, for there are no

particular limits to its extent, only the effects of a

* March wind' must he thought about when lofty and

extensive houses are put up. As measures of econumy

the timber and tiffany should be placed in a dry pla^e

when removed, and the rafters fastened to tha plate aud

ridge board with screws. A Tiifiwy House thus treated

—* kindly and gently'—will last for several years, and

in places where the climate is sufficiently warm to ripen

Apricots, Pluais, Pears, Cherries, and even early

Peaches, in the open air, thoy will, I have no doubt, 'je

extensively cm]3loyei."

Poutledge's lUmlrated Natural History, Part ^^.,

includes Swallows, Trogons, Kingfishers, Bee-eaters,

and tbeir allies.

In the number . of Moore's Floral Magazine tov

October we find figures of the Pelargoniums called

Perdita, Modesty, and Garibaldi (wrong numbered on

the plate), the first and last two flaming red-hot novel-

ties as much ahke as two peas; two single Hyacinths,

Snowball, white, aud Lord Clyde, deep violet; a double

white Camellia, called the Pearl ; and a really handsome

variety of Lyciiste Sklimeri with nearly white lip and

sepals, and rich purple petals.

KottccsJ of J$oaft^»

Le Jardiii Fruitier du Museum, ou Fconoyraphie

de toutes les espkces et variStes d*arhresfruitiers cut-

fives dans cet itahlissement, &c. &c. Par J. Decaisne.

4to. Paris, Firmin Didot. Parts 25 to 3G.

{Continuedfrom p. 91i.)

Poire Tmitie IForelle'], — Fruit middle sized,

oblong, obtuse at the ends, but variable in size and

hkewise somewhat in form, sometimes it is marked with

a alight longitudinal groove ; stalk variable, generally

long, straight, scarcely sunk at its insertion; eye in a

slight depression, closed by the segments of the calyx;

these are oval, obtuse, somewhat fleshy at the b:ise. Skin

thick, of a fine yellow on the, one side, carmine red on

the other, sprinkled with large spots of deeper red, the

centres of which are marked with very small fawn

specks. Flesh white, fine, half-melting, juicy, sugary,

slightly perfumed, with a peculiar very agreeable

flavour. Season, November to January. The tree is a

very abundant bearer.

The Poire Truite is mentioned by CI. Saint-lStienne,

Nout\ Instruct., 1670. According to Bivort, Album
Pomol.j it is known in the neighbourhood of Courtray
by the name of Corille. Prof. Decaisne quotes the fol-

lowing account by Naudin, ijet'ue Rortieole

:

—
" France is the country which has given rise to the

most esteemed varieties of Peais ; the Germans have
announced one which we have long known, namely the
Poire Truit^e, in allusion to its celour and spots. It is

difficult, said Professor Diel, who has described it, to

find a Pear so brilliantly coloured, and with flesh as

rich and melting as that of the Foire Truifie; for

generally these handsome fruits so richly coloured are
sharp and astringent, and can only be used when cooked.
This on the contrary is excellent raw ; the tree is an
early bloomer, but at the same time it is so robust that

In his new Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits, Mr.

Rivers has again weeded out many new varieties of all

kinds, which are now ascertained to be either worthless

in themselves or in this climate. Among other novel-

ties it contains the author's view of what are called

Tiffany Houses, which we are authorised to transfer to

our own pages :
—

"Houses built with stakes or slight timber, and the

roofs and sides covered with timmy, have very recently

been introduced and found efficjent iu protecting lu^lf-

hardy plants from severe frost.

"I now propose to erect temporary houses of the

same materials to protect dwarf and pyramidal fruit

trees while they are in bloom, and I liavc no doubt but

that they will lead to a new era in fruit gardening

Section of Tiffany House.

amon- amateurs, offering, as they
f- ^^^'^^.^J'^^P

TtihnA of nrotection. A border or bed of fruit trees
method of P^^^^^^ ^ ,^„ted with throe rows of

^'^T r 'firlt ^fshown in the above section, one row

^:t^:^^ tLTother rows 3 feet from it and

the treesl feet apart in the rows, thus occupying 6 (eet

"^
«A TiLy House to cover the trees in a bed of the

Garden Memoranda.
Watcohbe, South Devon, the late I. K. Beu-

>'^el's, Esq.—This estate, though no residence has yet

"been erected upon it, has been planted with bo much

judgment and care, and contivius such a fine aud ex-

tensive collection of Couiferai, that a short account of it

will doubtless be interesting to the admirers and culti-

vators of this beautiful tribe of plants. The climate of

this district being so mild and genial, they have

attained a luxuriance aud freeness of growth which is

almost unknown in less favoured localities, and many of

the species usually considered half hardy and doubtful,

here flourish in the greatest perfection and wholly

uninjured. Abies Morinda, for instmice, may be said to

thrive here nearly as well as the Austrian Pine in the

Northern and JEasterti Counties.

The road from Torquay to Teignmouth posses througK

the estate in a cutting, the sides of which have been

planted so as entirely to conceal it from view. 11ns is

so skilfully done, and the plantations are now so much

gro^vn up, that a person unacquainted with the locality

would have no i-^ea of its proximity. Access is gamed

to either side by a rustic wooden bridge thrown across

the road, the appearance of which would be mnch

Improved by the introduction of a few climbing plairts,

such as tbe Virginian Creeper and some Ivy, especudly

at the sides.
. -

*
, ., ^^

Tlie estate is entered at a point about three mil^s

from Torquay, and a short drive conducts to the site

which was selected by the late Mr. Brunei for the house.

The view from here it is not easy to describe, so numerous

are the points of interest. Looking in a south-easterly

direction (which would be the aspect of the principal

windows),along aboautiful wooded valley, the endof Tor-

bay is seen, closed in by hills, and the entrance not being

visible, it assumes the character of a lake, bounded in

the extreme distance by the hills in the direction of

Dartmouth. To the left, the outline is broken by the

old tower of St. Mary's Church (shortly to be replaced

by a new one), and the village of tbe same name, which

crowns the summit of a bill. In this ueiglil>ourhood

are some extensive quiirries of limestone, which, being

of a reddish hue, ant! surrounded by trees, form a very

pleasing addition to the scene. On the right the view

is closed by a loity hill, the planti»tions on v/liich have

bctn very judiciously arranged, large glades being

oeci-ionally left which contrast well with the dense

masses of wood. The effect of the planting of this

eminence is however best seen from a distance, where

the irrccular outline and scatUred groups of planta-

tion produce the impre^iou that thc.e are merely the

outskirts of an extensive wood on the other side of the

\AVi TbU ueighhourhood affords some beautiful

models for the planting of eWvat.d dUtrict^ and broken
mouesiui 1 being densely dotted with

^::r^^F;L^and other lowlhrun the outlmes of

« ch are in the highest degree picturesque. At the

Tud of Watcombe, ncuest the sea, there is an extei»«v-e

J
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patl'li of tmzti piircicaluriy'ileaeiviiig atLeiition, Iroui

its woiukrful variety of outline and surface. Seen from

above it hiis precisely the appeiirauco of a wood in

mUiiature.

Prom the summit of a hill a(ljoining the one just

alUuled to, the prospect is most extensive nnd varies.!,

embracing tbe hills of Dartmoor vvith their numerous
granite tors; tbe coast from tbe estuary of the Exe to

the Bill of Portland; and towards the south the wbole

of Torhay, terminated by the bold promontory of Berry

Head.
Immediately beyond the site of the house the ground

falls rapidly in a south-easterly direetion, and on either

side are steep slopes, which, uniting in the bottom,

form a valley of no ordinary beauty. Tbe sides of

these slopes are i)Tanted with ornamental trees and

shrub?, among which several winding paths on
different levels conduct to the lower portion of the

grounds. On these slopes are some splendid specimens

of Abies Morinda, A. cephalonica, A. Pinsapo, A.

Menziesii, Pinna Cembrn, P. excelsa, P. insignis, and P.

muricata, varying in height from 10 to 30 feet. Ol

Abies Brunoniana and A. bracteata there are also a few

specimens in a very fluurishing condition. The Cypresses

are well represented, C. macrocarpa having in one or

two instances attained a height of nearly 30 feet; C
Ubdeana (very fine), C. Goveniaua, and C. Kuightii,

with Juuiperus excelsa, and several other species, all

from 10 to 15 feet. Of Cryptomeriajiiponica, C. Lubbll,

Araucarias, Deodars, and Wellingtonias, there are many
fine examples, as well as smaller ones of Libocedru?

Doniana, L. cbilensis, Taxus adprcs?a, T. Harringtonia,

and Thujopsis borealis. The last named bids fair to

assume a very graceful weeping habit. Among other

plants in this pnrt may bo mentioned Bciberis atropr.r-

purea, a variety witli leaves almost tbe colour of tbe
.Purple Beech; some beautiful specimens of B. japonica,
B. intermedia, and B. Bealii, and Quercus glabra, an
evergreen Oak with large handsome leaves, forming a

very neat and compact shrub. In a lower part of tbe
grounds are collections of Thorns and Evergreen Oaks,

' embracing nearly all the hardy species. Some of the
latter are very fine specimens, and most of them are
this season producing acorns in abundanoo.

Proceeding across the public road by the brido-o

previously mentioned, the Pinctum is reached. Here
are two walks, one leading to the summit of a high
cliff (known by the name of the Giant Rock), from
whence a view is obtained of the lovely bay of Watcombe
and tlie adjacent rocks immediately below. Tlie views
towards the sea, and of the coast here broken up into
numerous small bays and bold projecting headlands,
frequently richly clothed with wood down the very face
of the cliffs, and occasionally vained by a huge mass ol

isolated rock, compose ft scene of which words can
convey but a feeble impression, and from which, when
seen under the influence of the setting sun, it is dlfiicnlt

to turn away. The other walk passes round the face
of the hill, and from it the prospect Is much varied,

embracing both sea and land views.

About 40 acres on this hill are devoted to the
Rnetum, and a more suitable spot for such a purpose
could scarcely have been selected, though some points
are considerably exposed to the south-westerly gales.
The Austrian Pine, P. in^ignis, Abies cephalonica, and
A. Pinsapo, of all of which there are a large number of
fine specimens, seem, however, to bid defiance to the
elements. It may be observed here that iu this climate,
Pinus insignis is, if possible, a more useful plant thau
the Austrian Pino, as it is unquestionably of much more
rapid growth, many specimens of the former planted at
the same time, having attained a size fully half as large
a^ain as the Austrian Pine. A beautiful specimen of
Abies nobilis, about 10 feet in height, is also thoroughly
exposed to the violence of the gales, but luis withstood
them quite nninjured, although the gardener, Mr.
Elston, states that it has encountered some fearful
storms. Of other Pines deserving particular notice are
P. macrocarpa, P. pseudo-strobus, P. apulcensis, P.Mon-
tezuma;, P. pouderosa, P. Sabinlana, P. Devoniana. P.
pyrenaica, P. Gerardiana, and P. Russelllana; Ab:.es
Nordmauniana, a beautiful plant about 8 feet in height;
A. WebUann, about the same size, and bearing oiie of
its handsome purple cones, and A. Bruuouiana, of vvhich

AbiLS cephalonica, measuring some 40 feet in height,

and thickly clothed with branches from the ground.

There is also here a good thongh small collection of

Pines. J. W. C.

Calendai of OperatiouSt
{For the ensuing iveek,)

PLANT DEPAUTMEST.
CoxsEEVATOET, &C.—As hsis been formerly stated,

summer-flowering twiners, which usually get unsightly

at this season, should be cut back freely, as should also

any others that will submit to that kind of treatment.

In the case of cold pits, if not already done, get straw

shutters or whatever else it may be intended to use for

coverings fur them put in readiness for use witliout

delaj'. Straw shutters if well made are expensive in the

first instance, but are considered by many to be the

most efficient of any kind of covering in use; and taking

into account the time they last they are perhaps as

cheap as any. Expose the stock in such pits freely to

air on every favourable opportunity, so as to check
growth and get the wood firm. Very little water will

be required at the root, but look over the plants every
few days, withholding water until it is absolutely neces-

sary, and then giving a moderate soaking, which is the

only safe method of watering at this season. Heaths
and other things subject to the attacks of mildew must
be closely watched, and sulphur applied the moment the
enemy is perceived.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEKlES.—The trying period for those who have to

wintur their young stock in i>its heated by fermenting
materials has now arrived, for with sunless weather and
cold nights it is a very difficult matter to preserve Pines
in a healthy state, where warmth must be accompanied
by excessive moisture. Keep the linings sufficiently

strong to maintain the temperature at about G5°,

which will allow of giving air rather freely on fine days,

and a little must also be given in all states of tlie

weather, when doing so does not cause the thermometer
to sink under 55°. Tiiere should be no attempt made
at inducing growth with the present amount of light,

but the linings should be kept rather strong, so as to be
prepared against the setting in of severe weather, and
also to allow of giving sufficient air to prevent excess of
moisture. See that efficient coverings are prepared,
and endeavour to keep the bottom-heat steady at about
75% and the soil in a rather dry state. This system of
Pine growing is now, however, but little practised, and
it would be economy on the part of those who adopt it to

supersede it at once by means of a hot-water apparatus.
ViNEKiES.—The night temperature to begin forcing

with should range about 50** by fire-heat, raising it to
60° by day, or a little more with the assistance of the
sun. Also endeavour to secure a little warmtli for the
roots in the outside border, and if fermenting materials
be used watch these narrowly, and endeavour by
timely additions and frequent turnings to secure a

regular gentle warmth of 60" or 65*^ at a foot below the
surface of the soil. If fermenting materials are
employed, there will bo a great saving of labour, &c., by
thatching them with a good coat of somctfting to throw
off wet, and preserve them from the weather.

FLOWER QARnEN AND 3HBU1JUERIE3.
Chrysanthemums will soon be in flower here; let

them be tied out so as to display their blossoms to the
best advantage. Fuchsias and such thuigs if not
already protected for the winter must soon receive

attention. Dry Fern is an excellent material for cover-
ing the stems, Sic, of plants that require a slight pro-

tection in winter. Choice sorts of Hollyhocks, of which
there Is not suflicient stock of well established young
plants in pots, should be taken up, potted now, and
wintered in a ccjol house ; they will be exceedingly
useful for furnishing cuttings, and these if got in early
in spring will make excellent plants for next season. Be
verj' careful to secure transplanted things against wind,
especially large plants, which should never be left until
they are properly staked or otherwise made fast, for
when this is put off It frequently happens that the roots
get injured through the tops being rocked about by the
wind. Get ground intended to be planted with DahliasW nf l^ f

fine specimens. The under side of the
^

and Hollyhocks next season deeply trenched and ridged

H^/W nf M '^l-I '^ '' °^ "^1 \' '"^ "" whiteness n. up so as to expose the soil as much as possible to thethebest of the Sdver Ferns; and the general habit of
the plant is peculiarly graceful. Pinus purailio is largely
used for a low growth. There are several other plauta-
tions in various parts of the grounds containing many
of the species before enumerated.
On an elevated spot behind the site of the house is a

plantation of about 4 acres, consisting chiefly of Pinus
insignis, intersperted with some Austrians and Scotch
Firs, A few of the P. insignis have attained a hel -ht
of nearly 40 feet.

The whole estate contains an area of 113 acres, of
which about 60 are laid out in pleasure-grounds. It lias
been brought to its present state by Mr. Forsyth, actinn-
under the guidance of i^Ir. Nesfield, and is now most
efficiently kept in order by the present intelligent
gardener. Mr. Elston, to whom the management of the
whole estate is entrusted.

ii,^^H^^°" ^^®
'"^J*-^*-"*^ °^ Conifera) and plants of

that kmd. It may be mentioned that at Luscombe,
near Davvhsh, m this neighbourhood, the scat of Charles
Hoare, Esq and one of tbe most beautifully wooded
estates m the country, is a magnificent specimen of

po;
weather, putting in plenty of good rotten manure,
especially where the Hollyhocks are to stand, for these
require a deep rich soil,

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCUEN GARDEN.
The late 6torn)y weather which we have experienced

has blown grcatqnantlticsof Apples off the trecS; these
must therefore be picked up, kept by themselves, and
used first. Continue gathering both Apples and Pears,
most varieties of which will now be fit; at all events
the setting in of such stormy weather renders it inex-
pedient to leave them so long as might have been
advisable under more favourable circumstances. Non-
pareil Apples should be amongst the last gathered, and
tlie 8.nne may be said of Glou Morcean, Beurrd Ranee,
and Easter Bqurrd Pears. If Coe's Golden Drop Plums
be carefully gatliered, wrapped singly in thin paper,
after remaining some days in a dry airy room and then
packed in shallow boxes, they will keep a long time, and
so will the blue Imperatrice,'and the Ickworth Impera-
trice,the latter beiugthemore preferable Plum of the two.
It cannot be too often repeated that all choice fruit
shouM be gathered when perfectly dry, and iu &toring,

wherever an extensive surface of fruit~is~ei^^^
air

must be admitted freely, for at this period exhalations
are most abundantly given out, and more especially hv
the early varieties on their becomiiTg fit for use
These, in fact, ought not to be in the same'
apartment with tbe more valuable late-keepin?
sorts. Peaches in some places are not yet half
ripe; where flued walls exist a little warmth must
therefore be afforded them, not only to ripen the fruit
but to harden the wood. Look frequently over the
fruit room, and remove at once any fruit that appears
to be unsound. Prepare ground for planting
The forcing of Seakale and Rhubarb must soon be
attended to, and where there is a good stock of strong
roots, a supply of these will be easily kept up. M^iere
there is room to spare in the Mushroom house this
forms a very suitable and convenient place for forclno-
these. The roots should be placed on a sllo-ht bed of
warm dung, filling up the places between them with
old tan or the soil and manure mixed from an old
Mushroom bed, giving a good watering to wash it in
amongst the roots. The bottom-heat should not exceed
70°, as too much heat is not favourable to securin»
strong growth, but except for the first crop it may be
dispensed with altogether. Take advantage of web
days for making fresh Mushroom beds, and clearing out
those that are spent ; also collect and prepare droppiniys

for forming fresh beds by spreading them in a shed
and turning them every day until they are sufficiently

dried to prevent excessive fermentation after putting
up. Carefully examine Onion stores, and remove-all in

which there are any symptoms of decay.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CTIISWICK NEAR LONDON
» ^^ ^ ^ P-^^J 1 1 ^^'V^ ^4-ti44«-KM ^»P \S\J^ <&4 u MO^L T LI VA^il U4I,u. UOfUcm*

Ott

Barometkr,
Tkmpkiiatbrk.

*

October. or tbe Air. Of the Earth
Wind '3

Max. Min.
i

1

2J .790

Max. Min.
1

Mean'
1

1

I foot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

T r » ^^ x^

j

1

A

Friday 1?
1 V

:

29.875 53 35 44.5 52i 53 W. -III

Satur. 1H( 28 29.557 ' 2^:wj 54 39 46.5 52$ 5U S.W. M
Sunday u] 29.776 29.5 1 a 1

54 29
,

41.5 53 52 i\.W. .01
Mon. 15 1 '29,763 29.5iK) ' 54 ifi

:

50.0 52
1 5U

5lj
5!*

s.w. 58
Tuea. IG 2 2'Kr*f}S 29.474 SO 4n 45.0 53 s.w. 59
Wed. 1/ ' 3 29.9;i5 •^9,858 1 58 i 37 47 5 '

53i W. i .01

TLurs, IH i 29.7^>0 2J.492 !>6 : 45 50.5 53 51| 1 s.w. .n

.^^verage.. ' 29 7ft-2 29.57:1 1 51.1 ass 45.5 5L6 51.3 .93

Oct, 12—Clear, quite cloudless ; fine; overcast; rain.— 15— Clou'ly; rairi ; heavy showers.
— 1 l—Panially Overcast ; ^li^lit ahtiwera ; very clear and cold; sli^t

frost,— 15—Bain throughout ; boisterous at ni;j;ht.— 16—Rain ; constant heavy rain ; boiatcr»ua,— 17—Clear aud fine; very fine, slight rain.— 18—Overcast; cloudy; heavv rain in afternoon.
Mean temperature of the week,;ii Av^y;, btilow the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATUfcK AT CHISWICK-
Durin;; the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, eadin;^ Oct, 2;th, 1860,

Oct,

Sunday 2L.
Mon. 22 ,

Tuea. 23,-
IVed- 24..
Thurs, 25,.
briday 2R..
Satur. 27^

P^ ^
t
4J ^ ,

1

w ^H H

^^

I'rcvailuiK; Winds.MyO-VHrt-i C^^ No. of
Years in
which it

Uained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Kain.

« 1! s
4) ^ aj

Meai

Temj
4

3 6 3

(A

3

wm

5

CO

7

>
1

*

59.2 39.3 49,0 14 O.fi 1 in. 2
bS.ii 4:t,2 50 9 19 1.96 2 1 4 1 8 u 3 4
57 .»

,

40.3
\ 49.0 13 0.5G 3 1 1 3 4 12 8 s

55.8 1 :t9.3 47.5 15 0,83 1 3 4 — 8 U 6 3

55.4 :ts.o 4fi,7 16 OflO 4 6 3 4 4 b 3
54.9 3ft.6 45.7 13 0,52 5 4 3 2 7 6 i S
W.7 3^.7 467 ' 22 0.92 2 &! 3 1 6 5i 7

^

9

The hiKhest temperature durina; tlie above period occurred on tbe 2Ut,
ISjO—therm. 73 dc^.; an.1 the lowest on theStd. 1839-thenn 17 dt?.

Notices to Correspondents. '

Blue Hvdrangras : A. Ji. Iron filing-s aro aom.timea mixed
with the motild, Sulph:ate of iron ib jiUo used to water it.

All thiit is e^iaeutial is that tbe iron should be in a soluble

form, or capable of becoming so. Alum has been, found to

act like iron.

Books; Trcwi'iden. For the purposes of the planter on a large

scale we advise you to cousult Brown's Forester; foramall
work, like transijlauting Evergreens, Barron's Winter
Garden may be recommended. There is a good useful, thougli

unscientific, recent Catalogue of Coniferous plants, called

Gordon's Pinetum, published by Bohn.

—

C M P. No such

bojk either does or can exist. Be as careful 08 you may ia

inakiug a caUilo^ue, such is progress in this country, that

before the work can eveu be printed plants not included in

it will find th-,nr way into cultivation. The book you have

is as good as any,—W C, Thirty-six numbers of the JardU
Fruitier have appeared, each containing four coloured pbtea,

and costing five shillings. You may possibly see it at sjoia

foreign bookseller's, but we doubt' it.—/ T H, Brown's

Forester- For price, (tc, apply to any bookseller—
Gardener^ Chovreul on Colours will doubtless answer your

purpose-
Fungi : / S P. Your Fungi arc Bulgaria sarcoiJes and Clavarui

Mm6rina, a new specie^, both figured in "Outlines of BriasU

/uugulogy" just published. It is a small state of tbe

species. MJB,
GARDENi:R3' Bknevolext INSTITUTION; A Youiig Suh. Enqumi

ot the Secretary. 14, Tavistock Kow, Covcut Garden,
Insects: / C //. Y'our weevils arc the Ualandra granarix

The i)laus most likely for their destruction are either to stib-

ject the Wheat to repeated shaking, or to place itin a kiln

and so destroy ''he weevil. Both plans have been practised

with success.— r(^; The insects which abound in jour

garden are the spring-tailed Pudura firaetaria, which feeds oa

decayed vegetable matter. If troublesome, water the be*!^

with lime-water or gas-tar water.

—

Anon. We shall be glii t

»

learn the result of the Gi^hurst compound on the aphis of th

Nectarine. IK.

Names uF Fruits: Correspondcntsshouldnot be unreasonable.

We caiuiot undertake to name baskets full of different sorts-

In future wo must make it a rule never to examine more ttian

six sorts, whatever may be the number forwarded-—**
G G, 5, xMinchall Crab; 6, Nonsuch; 7, Northern Greening;

10, perhaps Beurre de Capiaumont; 27, Dutch Mignoime-

Your seedling Apple is much allied to the Alexander, but w
not so handsome.—S H, 1, Alfriston ; 4, Wormsley Pippin -

5. Hanwell Souring; 7. Trumpingtou or Eve; II, Ben"^*

llance- Your Peach w^ich you had for the Walbertcn ^f^l
able is probabl/ correct, the leaves agree with thOM of ttj«

snrt.—A Subscribe, 1, Beurre Die! ; 2, appear^ to bo r>uchM8«

d Angoul6me, from a late bl siom ; 3, Epine d*Et^; 4, J™'
Gratioli; 5, Bishop's Thumb; C, resembles Bon Parents

A sa 1, 5. Beurre Ranee ; 2, Bon Chretien Fondante ; 4r ^
Passe Colmar ; 5, Beurr^ Ranee ; 6. Old Colmar.f

XAJiEi OF Plants; P M P. Fentsteraon aaureua.—tf. i""

broad- leaved variety of Pyrus iutermedui. It iM '^^^j'f^^
do with Pyrus vestita.- jrAT EcheveriSL secnudm.—Aro&m^

Rfaamuus Frangula — Fouii^ Su*. Heliotropium uadaiiiu»
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AKTlFXCIAJj MANUKES, &c.— Manufacturers

and others engaged in making AliTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

Mid efficient preparation, by applying to J.C Nesbit, F.G.S.,

4c Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Keniiin^'^* London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

phates ofLime, Coprolites, (fec.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen ilosirous of receiving instruction in Chemica,!

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tioD at the Cotioge-

AUTUMN S O W I N G.

THE PATEXr NITKO-PHOSPHATE ok BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant

Farmers, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.
Chairman.— JonAS Wkbb, Esq., Babraliam, Cambridge,

ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for WHEAT (Autumn Sowing)
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for ROOT CROC'S,

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
PRICES, with particulars for use, may be obtained at the

Offices, 109, FencUurch Street, E.G. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

STJPERPHOSPHATE of lime, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, A^D BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN 3IANURE fob AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, EC. Edw. Pdrser, Secretary.

URNAltD, LACIC, and CO/S CONGENTRATE

D

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voolcker says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., SuttonRoad, Plymouth.

LAWES'S MANURES.
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £6 6

,, BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIMB ..6 6

„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..55
„ BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat JIanure : l^eruvian Guano is proved to be the best and
cheapest aitificial manuie that can be used for Wheat at
autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs; Sulphate of

Aaamonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C., aild Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay. Dublin.

OTTAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS fob STABLE
REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

patronised by the English and French Governments, as well as
by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-
ments in the kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Stables,
Aldershott and Balmoral.

WARNEK'S PATENT VIBRATING STANDARD
PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS Btted with J. VT. & Son's
Patent Buckets and Suckers, which cannot clog iu action, for
Farms, Cottages, and Wells not exceeding 25 feet.

Diameter
of Barrel. Height.

2J in. short 1ft. Tin.

£. «. d.

2i»
3 „

4

2i

It

long 3 „ 3
ditto 3 „ 6
ditto 3 „ 6
ditto 3 „ 6

ft

rt

n
ft

1

1

r»

Fitted forlead, \

gutta pcrcha
I

or cast iron
)

flanged pipo i

as required, )

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attachod, ready for fixing ... ,2

o

2

2

1

10
4
9

n

IS

2iin. long ditto ditto ditto2 14

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situatious of limited height and
space, for the siipply of coppers and sinks in

wash-houses with soft water from untler-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Phitnber in Town or country, at the above
prices, orof the Patentees and Manufacturers,

John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London, E.G.

Kvery description of ATachinery for Riising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Punips, &c. ; also Fire and Garden
Engines, Ac, &c.*—Enerravin^rs sent on application.

PRICES REDUCED.
HJ. MORTO:^ AND CO., (;alvauised Iron Work?,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Bviildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-
able, and neatest Roofing in use; also SpoutingatlO^d. per yard.

191998;^ WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

COTTAM AND COMPANY, Win9leyStreet,W,, are the original
inventors of the PATKNT ENAMELLED MANGER, Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,
and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's
I>atent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which is

taken to the back of the manger, and works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar.
COTTAM'3 NEW PATENT SEED BOX, an important addi-

tion to the above fittings, beingsimpleinconstiTiction, light, and
durable, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results,

COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP
COVER, for the above^ is a most essential addition to their
fittings ; it is never in the way ; can be placed and replaced in
»vn instant ; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-
ing the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating the
quantity to be taken, is quite sufficitint to insure its use*

COTTAM^S PATENr SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
combmcJ, can be used with great advantage where space is an

COTTAMb IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILVTINGBRACKET presen-es the shape and allows a free admission of
air to the under parts of the saadle.
COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTfER with perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of wiuch prevents accidentL andcan be easily cleaned out.
COTTAM'8 CAST-IKON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-

proved construction, gives a full water passage, and does not
allow iiny smell to ascend fr»^m the drain.
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for the

harness-room and sLable, kept in stock, plain, galvanised andenamelled. Iron gatt.a, fencing, hurdles, &,c.
The New lUustrateJ Catalogue and Estimates, oralis unon

application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, Witiley StreetOxford Strct;t, W. (oppusite the Pantheon); ^ ^ '

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the latest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five linos of the Galvanised Strand, iron main
posts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2J'i, per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bais- Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 12U0 miles of

this Fencing supplied,

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch mcbh, 5^d., 7^;/-,

and 9^d. per yard.
G-^lvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mosh, 4-^,, &rf., and
7t?- per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS & CHAIRS.
POULTRY FOUNTAINS &FEEDEUS,PUONGED DAHLIA
RODS AND ROSE STAKES. &c.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS,
of nil sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mansions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines. Villages, <fec. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to
an ordinary labourer,—Apply to

Hbxrv J. Morton & Co. 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

AKNAKD, BISHOP, and BARNARD S,
NORWICH.B

Reduced Prices of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

Five wires, 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged StiUidards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOJ. per yiird.

The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, U. per yard.

Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wire
Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on application.

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BAKXARDS, in con-
sequence of improvements In their tnachincry for the

manufacture of the nbove article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide .

.

2-inch
2-inch
2-incb

1 1-inch
ll-inch
l|-inch
IS-inch
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tt
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Galvanised,
fid. per yd.
6
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9

6

6i
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10
ft

Japanned
Iron.

4d, pcryd,

5i
7i
4i
5i
6
S

strong do.

intermediate, do,

extra strong, do.
24 inclieawide ..

strong, do.
intermediate, do.

,^ ,, extra strong, do.

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet)

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh

than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-fifth-

Strong OaWaniscd Poultry Netting, 8iti, per yard, 3 feet wide

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2id. per

square foot Wire Netting of every mesh from half an mch to

Wire^Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Fwe to all

the principal Railway Stations.

!

COLLEGE OP AGIIICULTUItE .and CHEMLsTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCfENGE, 37 and

3Sj Lower Iveuning-ton Lane, Kenuiiifrton, London, S.

Principal—J. C, Nesbit, F.ti.S., F.CS., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite toprepareyuuth for thepursuitsofAgriculture^
Engineerings Mining, "Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of*every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be bad on application to the PriuuipaL

11, liUCKAlAX, IVotLSsor ot Geology and Uotany
in tiift Royal Agi'icultural CoUepe, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agric:ilture,

that ho may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as tin jSIiueral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture^
Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Commurications to be addrcascd to
Professor Bitckman^ Dollar Ward, Cirencester-_____

p j^ ;^ , 1^ ^ Q ^
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GKNERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias^

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a comnjisaion thereon, maybe chaiged on tbe property
improved, by way ofrentchargeon the estate created for various
terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge
to the circvimstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mort^agccSj no legal expenses are incurred.

Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grabbing, Road
Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by
their own Agents, and charge the outlay aud expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary
at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, 3,W,

rriHE LANDS IHPUOVKMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament iu 1853,

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landownkrs, tub Clergy, Estate Aoexts, SuBVEvofiS^ &c,

IN England and Wales and in Scx>tland-

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company'^
Amendment Bill, lSji>, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature, The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultui-al Im|»rovement,

the whole outlay aud expenses in all ca^es being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 yoms.

1. Drainage, Irrigfltion and Warping, Embanking, Inclosin;?^

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, EngincH or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation,

2. Farm Roads, Tnunways and Railroads fur a^iricultural or

farming purposes-

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea toast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Ilousoa, Lal>onrera* Cottagoa, and
other liuildings ru(iuireil for Farm i)urpo3es, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses aud other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public 01 general works of drainage or other improvements,

may bon'ow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plana

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.

For further information, and for forma of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard ^Westminster, 3.W. ^

,

THE c"ir.MINGHAM CATTLE a>-d PdULTRY
SHOW, I860.—The TWELFTH GREAT ANNUAL EX-

HIBITION OF CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, AND ROOTS, will bo held in Bingley Hall, on
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
December 3. 4, 5, and 6; when PRIZES, CUPS, or other

articles of Silver Plate, and GOLD and SILVER MEDALS,
to the amount of 1"236/-, will be awiirded-

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry may be obtained from

the Secretary, The ENTRIES close the lat of November next.

The principal Railway Companies will convey Stock homo
free if unsold- John B. Lythall, Secretary,

^^ffices. 14. Upper Temple Street, Rirmingham^
^

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, I860.—
The- ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP,

and pigs will take place on December 11, 12, 13, and 14, at

the Bazaar, Kinj? Street Portman Square, W.
The LAST DAY for Certificates for both Stock and Imple-

ments to be received by the Honorary Secretary is THURSDAY,
November 1,

The following forrt^s of Certificates are now ready, and

intending Exhibitora in applying for them ufcd only quote the

letteris and sUUe how many of each letter they require :—
CATTLE. SHEEP

. ^ o. FormD.—Pen ofthree Wethera
Form A,—Ox or Steer

^^ K—One Wether or Ewe
.. B.—Cow or Heifer in extra atock

i> C—Ox, Cow, or Heifer
in extra stock

T>

PIGS.
FormF.—Pen ot three Pigs

G.—One Pig in extr^
stock

Prize Sheets, with Rules and Regulations, and Forms of

Certificates as above, may be obtained of
B- T RitANDKETH GiBBS, Hon. Sec.,

Comer of Half iloon Street, Piccadilly, London, W-
N.B- — All communications on the Club's busin^w ahouM

have the words "Smitfifield Clcb** outiiide, t6 distinguish

them from private letters-

Eixt ^flrtcitltural (Sunttt.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1860.

"We are now completing a year of very extra-

ordinary weather—the warmest and the coldest

October almost ever known— a cold and wet

November—a very cold December, falling 1o

below the freezing point and ending m warm raiu

—a mUd and dry tirst week m January, foUowed

bv a latter half extremely wet—a very stormy, wet,

cold February-a snowy, cold, wet, stormy March—
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excessive rains and storms in April—a yery wet

and stoimj"May—a cold, "wet, unseasonable June

—dry during the first fortnight of July, but rainy

afterwards and cold througliout — a very wet,

inclement Augnst—a September partly fine and
partly wet, and raiu almost ev«r since. AVe have

had twelve months of unusually low temperature,

excessive rainfall, and tempestuous weather.

The raiQ and cold toj^ether have delayed the

ingathering of our grain crops, in some casea two

months beyond the period of last year's harvest.

They have checked the growth of our green crops

all over England. They have spoiled the hay crop

nearly everywhere, so that fiod for cattle will be

of inferior quality and diminished quantity

during the ensuing winter, and prices of store

stock are in consequence already falling. They
have destroyed to a great extent in England our

Hops and our Potatoes. They have utterly

destroyed many of oxir smaller seeds and no doubt

injured the vitality of all. Our wholesale seedsmen

with large stocks by them will make fortunes, and

our smaller seed growers will be ruined in large

numbers. Already we hear of purchases bjth

here and on the Continent of inferior seeds to kill

and mingle with the small percentage of really

good quality that is this year available, so as to

make the bulk required for the demand. There
cannot be a doubt that both in its isnmediate and

nltimate effects the weather of the past four

seasons will prove when its results are fully seen

to have exerted a very disastrous influence.

We hope next week to give the judgment of our

correspondents all over the country as to its effect

on the main crops of the farm. Its influence, how-
ever, both on the vitality of seeds for next year's

produce and on the fitness of the soil for their

reception remains yet to be proved. But it may
be well to direct attention, as indeed Mr. Bailey
Dentok has already done (see p. 898) to such
means as remain at our command for avoiding or

counteracting the mischievous consequences of

excessive weather. "We cannot help its influence

on the vitality of our seeds, and we can do but little

either to help or to escape its effects on the pro-
cesses of harvesting them when ripe. It is in the
preliminary growth of the plant—in the prepara-
tion of the land for the seed, and in its fitne^iS for

the nouritihment of the young and growing crop that
"we are most able to meet the mischief of bad
weather, or fuUy to avail ourselves of the advan-
tages of good WuatLcr.

^
Land drainage is the only specific for an exces-

Bive rainfall ; and i.>y its influence on the '* bottora-
heat" in which our plants are grown, it is the
only means at our command for meeting the evils
of low temperature. There is experience enough
now of^ its wonderful results in both of
these directions: and a great stimulant will
doubtless have been givcu by the unusual
rainfall of \U^-m io this great permanent
improvement of the land. It is on the rela-
tions of water and soil, where these are difficult,
that its

_
fertility "almost entirely depends.

The chemist tells us that our cold unmanageable
clay soils contain more of the food of plants than
many of our loamy sands Ltting for much higher
rent. It is not the poverty of the storehouse which
causes the starvation of the plants—it is the want of
a key to the stores. Land drainage is that key.
Paciiitate the passage of the rain-water through a
poor ** cold" clay soil, ond it will very soon be
neither poor nor cold. The food for plants already
there will be made available, and by the growth
of a useful rotation of crops which will then be
possible, the store of food for future plants will
be increased, and its accessibility will be increased
as well. All this is now tlie a 6 c of agricultural
Bchooling—everybody knows it and everybody is
ready to put it into useful fruitful practice.

How .important then it ia that no artificial
difficulty should interfere with a process which
would add so greatly to tlie resources of the
country I The icabihty of the tenant for life of
an entailed estate to charge it with the cost of so
^reatan addition to its value has been removed by the
legislature. Money can now bo borrowed on such pro-
perty, and an annual rent charge on the estate for its
repayment can be granted by owners with limited
interest in the land. There are many companies
whose powers enable them to execute all kinds of
permanent improvements—drainage among others—on such terms,

Mr. Bailey Bei^tox,
neer of one of them, did
day by callin«r attention

season, for determining the nature and extent of a

measure so long promised, and daily becoming

more and more required, for the improvement

of outfalls :

—

"The floods that have covered the valleys and silted

the Grass, and spoilt thousands of acres of meadow hay,

hiive given self-evident proofs of the necessity
_
of

remedial measures with respect to the main arteries.

By the various unconnected works of under-driiin-

ing already executed, which form but a very small

proportion of what will some day represent the

drufuago of this country, vent has been given to

pent up waters previously dispersed by driblets and

evaporation. They have converted hogs and beds of

free soil, in which water stagnated, into filters of rapid

action, and have compelled tenacious clays to let go

their hold of water, which had hitherto been claimed

solely by the atmosphere. These waters of drainage

have been got rid of regardless of the fact that water

set free from above commits injury below, unless it be

securely guided to its ultimate discharge ; and thus it is

that underdrainage, at ccrtam seasons of the year, lias

augmented the floods in particular valleys, and will

continue to augment them still more, as the practice

(which may be said to be only commenced) extends.
" But I do not desire to occupy your space at this

moment by dwelling upon this branch of the subject.

I prefer confining my observations to the obstacles we
have to contend with, in underdrainage itself, from the

want of effective outfalls where no engineering difficul-

ties present themselves, but where the rights of inter-

posing private property, and the weakness of the law

with respect to existing public ditches, impose a positive

veto on sound and creditable works. In Lombardy,
where irrigation is carried to perfection, every irrigator

has the right to bring water through the property of

his neighbour upon payment of due compensation. In

England, where we talk of Drainage as the foundation

of our superior agriculture, we cannot convey the water

of drainage to the natural outfalls, if the land of an

objecting landowner intervenes; nor can we deepen or

straighten a public watercourse passing through a

neighbour's property, nor can 99 proprietors desirous to

improve an unprofitable unhe^thy marsh, effect their

object if one negative voice is raised. Ought we not

to have some general and facile means of overcoming

such patent evils as these ?"

A correspondent from the neighbourhood of

Biggleswade directed attention to the same subject

in our columns the other day, and contended for

the same necessity—a general measure for the whole
country enabling majorities to act in circum-
stances where now a single voice has power to stop
measures of great local value. He pointed out
that not only is there no such enabling Act for the
whole country, but that at present local Acts very
often prove direct hindrances to the objects which
apparently they were intended to facilitate. Thus
we have before us a copy of an Act (1772) affect-

ing parishes in the East Iliding of Yorkshire, which
was passed for draining and for navigation too !

—

two objects which are perfectly antagonistic ; and
there are plenty of similar instances—where
localities, if they are not separately the victims of
suicidal measures, are cut off from any possibility

of concert for mutual advantage, by separate
measures inconsistent with each other.

Large areas of first class Wheat land are thus
entrenched, the drainage, such as it is, is isolated,

the Commissioners of one local Act saying, " Oh,
you must not come in here," and others on another
aide, ** You cannot go in there !

" We can refer

to an estate which should have been drained in

an easterly direction. There were two local Acts to

prevent it, the drains connected with which are
not sufficient for their own didtricts ; the conse-
quence was the land was drained due west against
the fall I As our correspondent puts it :

" England
should be drained as one estate, the princds of the
local courts should be mediatized,"

Let us hope that some general measure for the
purpose may be introduced during the next session

I

of Parliament,

We shall be glad to receive and publish informa-
tion bearing on its necessity, of which there must
have been ample proof in the experience of most
of our readers during the extraordinary seasons
through which we have lately passed.

the well-known engi-
gcod service the other
both to the pressing

neeti ot such improvements and of further legis-
lative facihtie* for their accomplishment. He

THE PROrER OFFICE 0^ STRAW ON A FARM.
(Contaiuid/rom p. 920.)

Stkaw as an article op Food,
All cattle will eat a certain quantity of straw if they

can get it. The calf, who knows no stint, nevertheleas
chews straw in his pen, and the pampered medallist at
Baker Street, or liinglcy Hall, astonishes wondering
citizens by condescending to eat a portion of his bed.
Nor is this an abnormal condition of things. Any

one who will visit those beautiful southern counties,

and the sound of the flail may yet be heard, will fii^dtT
fi»ttingcattlestandinjrl,y turns atthc barn door.disposin^
of each choice handful as it is put forth, and whendnlv
satisfied retiring to the shed to chew the cud, showing
every sign of content and enjoyment.* *

The yards of the smaller itarmers, as yet untouched
by modern innovation, often display an interesting
picture of neatness and economical contrivance. ThS
look of comfort pervades them, which is of the first con
sequence to the well-being of stock, and without wliiMi"

"Tables of Nutrition" will be studied in vain.

Tlie analyses appended to this paper show that straw
of various kinds contains rather more of the muscle ami
flesh producing substances, and considerably more of
those which furnish heat and fat, than Turnips. A ton
of straw contains more food than a ton of roots. But
if cattle are fed on the latter alone they will thrive f
and on the former store stock will barely, under any
circumstances, retain their condltlou. This prov^
nothing as to comparative value, but it proves that the
elements of nutrition must not only exist, bat they
must exist in an available form.

An ox fed on oil-cake alone would shortly die, because
the elements of nutrition would not bo preheated to him
in an available form. But it does not follow that oil -cake
presented in some other form could not be di-rested.

The same applies to straw; and, indeed, we should be
led to conclude, from the fact of an ox requirinc so

much bulk in his food, that straw might be employed
to supply that need.

Straw is a cheap article with which to distend tlie

stomach, and we ought to use it in just such propor-

tions as we find, by experience, it can be profitably

used, as a substitute for other and more expensive food.

There are two main elements in our calculation: cost of
food, and value of beef produced. There is auftther:

value of.the manure. liut although nitrogenous uni
other elements are worth something as manure, they

are worth more in the shape of meat. Cattle shouhl be

fed, therefore, so that as little as possible goes into the

manure. In other words, the food should begiveuia
such a form that the animal can appropriate the inaxi*

mum of its most valuable constituents.

There are few farmers who do not use straw to son©

extent as a substitute for some portion of the more

costly articles of diet. Perhaps its most general use, iu

this way, is as food for store cattle in combination wjUj

roots. If 20 lb. of straw and 1 cwt. of roots cause an

ox to thrive as fast as 2 cwt. of roots, then there will be

a gain to the feeder by using the former.

Cost of 2 cwt. roots at 7^. Od. per ton .

.

Cost of 1 cwt of roots . . .

,

= i^U.

And 20 lbs. of straw at 1/. per toncuearly 2i'/.

Gahi

}

4 t

9

aft

2|

This Is a saving of 26^ per cent, nearly.

It is a common plan in grazing districts, whore roots

are scarce, to feed store cattle on about 20 lbs. of straw

and 3 lbs. of Rean-meal. I have found them do better

on straw, with roots instead of meal, even wlien the

supply of roots did not exceed i cwt. per head per day.

Cattle wintered on straw aud meal only become "hide

bound " with starijig coats.

The cheapest, though not probably the most econo

mical, plan of feeding store cattle is to give them whole

roots, and to put the straw, uncut, into racks, making

them, in fiict, cut and prepare their own food. The ob-

jection to this plan is the danger of choking an nnimal

'by a small root, or a portion of one, sticking in the

throat. There is great risk of such an accident wheu

the roots are small and hard. Mangel, being soft and

usually larger than Turnips and Swedes, may be_giv«

with comparative safety. Store animals fed in this way

will dp ^vell, aud perhaps as well as on prepared fow.

probably iu consequence of the more perfect iiMtfW*'

tion and deglutition of food when taken slowly.

lb was one of the advantages of threshing by fbiil t»«

the straw came daily from the barn into the racki •»*

was wanted. Under the present system it will generaHy

be found more convenient to cut a portion of the strt»

stack Into chaff at a leisure time, ami store it awa);lor

future use. It is quite indispensable to store it m_a

place free from damp, for unless kept perfectly sweet it

will disorder the stock, and will not be eaten ffna

^®li*l»'
. ^Afl

A cheap and excellent Boor for a chaff-house w time

with asphalte ; and unless the site is particularly o^*

the interior walls should have a coating of the >tf*

material, reaching 3 or 4 feet from the ground.

The cost of cutting straw into chaff with a machia^

driven by horse gear is 6s. per ton. And it costs qajw

as much to cut it by steam power, unless other ^^^
nery, covering part of the expense, is driven at the sanw

» This picture belongs to the poetry of aJP^ciiJtoy'--

doubt the best-fed beast delights in an occasionalJoc»«i»^
which doubtless is of great service, directly to digww^

^^^
indirectly to nutrition ; but be Ukies it as the cituenoww^
plain-boiled Potato witb bis steak, or the nortiiern "T^^^
thin oftttueal CAke, or singla saucerfuU of P^^^^^aJL ^
But our author shows plainly, further on, ^^^^ r^^g^mm
overrate straw as the mainstay of a dietary, nor

°2\rtfl»fc>»
to consider the natural forra of bfcraw to Iw the mw *^^ ^
form for the general puriwsea of nutrition. _^p
"comfort" which follows ia a word in ""^^'—Vf^ihe tfr"^

t Surelv not alone ? When was thia ^''^^JJ^l^Zi^

k

Fanners, talking in a loose way, may have ""To-

,

beasts on Turnips alone, but thia was ™"*^. F°°*^'
in well-littered yards : so that tbcy spoke tanmg

called atteut on to the da a oCded n tTe .;e^nt f''''"'^^^. I^'^'^'l "i*"* 'JT\ «;"-:"''«- ?"="
,

'SJ^^'^:^^:^'^.^^^^^^,IU I jitj uiiia DHoraea in tUe present tures^iue httle homesteads are dotted about the country, ; auxiliary, ia anfficiently indicated abovc-F. H. l

whicb.

of
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time. Under the reost favourable circumstances a

saving of 25. per ton may be effected.*

It has been suggested that steaming straw renders It

Biore wholesome. On trial I find that a large apparatus

with two "pans" will steam 250 bushels, weighing

1625 lbs., iu ^ fl'iy» ftfc ti cost of 7s. Gd. per ton. This

quantity would be sufficient for 90 head of cattle, sup-

posing each to receive 18 lbs. daily. The expense of

steaming a smaller quantity is much greater in propor-

tion, as the cost of fael and attendance cannot be

reduced in proportion to the smaller quantity of straw

steamed.

The expense of this process is very much reduced,

when the waste steam of a fixed engine can be em-
ployed.

If it cost Gs. per ton to cut straw into cliaff, and an
additional 7^. Gd. per ton to steam it, then it may well

"be doubted whether the cost of preparation is war-

ranted by the value of the article when prepared.

Straw with its 40 per cent, of woody fibre is, at the
best, anything but digestible. And wc Iinow of no
available metliod for converting this fibre into food.

Steaming does not appear to do much for it except to

make it palatable; and I believe, the advantages
derived from steaming may be obtained at much less

cost, by fermentation with pulped roots.

Fatting cattle can be readily induced to eat from

10 lbs. to 14 lbs. of straw-chaff by mixing it with their

cake or corn. Either fatting or store cattle will eat

any kind of chaff when mixed and fermented with

My cows are at the present time eating

daily of straw chaff prepared by this

I have found no difficulty in inducing

whether In his own particular case he cannot profitably

convert more of it into meat.

Compoaition 0/ Wheat strate, air-dried. From 3Iorton's
*' Cyclopaedia."

Nitrogeniscd, or muscle-producing substances .. 1.85
Sub.stances free from nitrogen, lieiit and fat produc-
ing substances 26.34

Insoluble substances 41.22
Mineral substances 4.59
"Water 26.00

to eat Rape-cake, which otherwise they would not

'* by grinding it small and mixing it into the heap

pulped roots.

18 lbs. each

method; and
them
touch

of pulped roots and chaffs.

With regard to the value of different sorts of straw,

any kind saved in good condition is better than any

other kind at all damaged. If at all injured, it should

be condemned for Utter ; none'but the best should be

given to stock. The nearer it approaches to ripeness

when cut, the less wholesome and nutritious it is.

Cattle prefer Oat-straw, or Barley-straw with Clover

in it, and both are excellent fodder. Pea haulm is

eagerly eaten by sheep, and is very serviceable in the

racks of horses and store-cattle in the winter months.

On sheep.farms every handful should be saved for the

ewes and store flock. •

Bean haulm is frequently exposed too long in the

fi^ld, but if carted in good condition, it should be
carefully saved and cut into chaff. For although cattle

and horses will eat it from racks during the winter
months, they will waste a portion. On dairy-farms
E?an-straw is especially useful for the cows, and may
be^ade palatable by fermenting with pulped roots.

It is an interesting fact that well-fed cattle, kept in
open yards, will eat more straw during the winter
months than other cattle kept under the warm shelter

of a roof. The careful manager saves his stock of Bean-
straw until the cold weather sets in, knowing that at

that season its bitter flavour will be disregarded.

During the present winter I compared the quantity
of mixed hay and straw-chaff eaten by six oxen', fattened
in a warm cattle-house, with that consumed by cattle

of the same age and bred in an adjoining yard. Each
lot was fed alike in respect of Corn and roots, and as

much chaff was given as they would eat. Those in the
house ate 14 lbs,, and the others 18 lbs. daily; showing
a difference of nearly a fourth less carbonaceous food,

required by cattle when kept in a condition of artificial

warmth.

This fact indicates the value of straw for maintaining
animal warmth. It would require a long course of ex-

periments to ascertain its value as compared with hay
sand other articles of food. The results of experiment
of this kind are frequently unlike. They are affected

by the age and breed of the animal^ by the kind of food

used in connection with the straw, by temperature and
other circumstances. AVhen animals are much exposed
to cold It may be right to give them a considerable

quantity of straw, and but little hay, in their food ; but
it does not follow that it w^ould be right to give the
same quantity and proportions, 011 removing the cattle

^ a warm house. "VVe have already seen that when
kept warm they require less carbonaceous food.

Straw is not sufficiently digestible and nutritious to
be a desirable addition to the food of young animals.

Having thus pointed out the known value of straw as
an article of food, I now leave it to the reader to decide

. 100.00
*' Barley-gtmw. From iXorton's Cyelopsedia."

Nitrogeniscd substances , 1. 70
Free Irom nitrogen, soluble and insoluble .. S2.12
Mineral 5.24
Water 10.94

Oat-itraxc. By Bouasingault.

Nitrogeniscd .

.

Non-nitrogenised, soluble .,

Ditto insoluble ..

Mineral. . .. .. ., .. '

Water

* fr

100.00

1.8
22.1

43.8
3.6

2S.7

100 00

Fea-itraw. By Boussiugault.

Nitrogeniscd 12 55
Non-nitrogenised, soluble 21.93

Ditto iusolublo . . .. 47.52
Mineral 6.00
"Water 12.00

100.00

Bean-Uraw. By Way, " Royal Agricidtural Society's Journal.''

Moisture . , .

.

14.47
Albuu^inous matter 16.3S
Oil or fatty matter 2.23
-Woody fibre 25.84
Starch, gum, &e Si.63
Mineral 9.45

* •

IGO.OO

1.52
37.10
39.75
2.93

Water 18.70

Rije-stroAo. By BoussiDgault.

Nitrogeuised
Non-nitrogenised, soluble

Ditto insoluble
Mineral

• *

100.00

Clocer-'kay.

Nitrogenous 10.29

Nou-uitrogeuons 62.63

Mineral .. ,, .. . .. 6.08

W^ater 21.00

100.00

White Turaips, Stcedea^ MangeU (l>y Voelcker), and Can-ots.

Nitvogenoiis
Non-nitrogenous
Ash ..

Water

i 4

• •

White
Tiu*nips

.

3.U3
7.799
.623

90.430

I

Swedes.

1.443
8.474

.623
89.460

Carr ots. Maugels.

300.000 100.000

1.48

11.61
.81

86.10

l.ttl

11.19
.96

S6.04

100.00 1 100.00

Gosfield, Hahted.

Details of cost of chaff-cutting :— £
1 man to feed
1 man to supply him -

.

. , 1 !

2 men to straight^jn the hay or straw
1 man to remove chaff to chaff house
1 man to drive horses . . , . , q
2 to bring hay or etraw^ from the stack

to machine ,, ^, ,, •.

1 iLoi^e for ditto
[ !

3 horses to work by turns, two at a
time

For use of chaff-cutter and horse-gear
(10 per cent, on 2M. if iised once a-
week)

s. d,

2
1
3
1
2

3
2

S
4
8

4

6

10
13

If 4 tons are cut in a day the cost is 5j. M. per ton ; it would
iWweTcr, be a long day's work to cut that quantity into short
chaff fit for feeding cuttle with a Z-horse gear. If allowance be
made for abort days in winter, when chaff is most in use, and
Jr the interruptions which sometimes occur, Qs. per ton is not
too high an ealiviate.—H. E.

THE AGUrCULTURE OF BERKSHIRE.
BT

THE BET J. C. ClTTTTEKEtrCK, OF lOXG WIXTEyHAil.
(Continued from p. 920 )

III. The Foeest District.—We cannot take leave

of the Forest without notice of the farms at "Windsor.

The Shaw farm consists chiefly of the Park itself.

A stock of more than 200 head arc bred and sustained

from the Shorthorn cows, -svhich with some Channel

Island cattle, snpply milk to the Royal dairy which is

combined with the management of tliis farm. The
covered cowhouse, with open yards attached, fitted

with every convenience of water supply, drainage, &c.,

for the accommodation of 60 cows in two lines of

double stalls, standing ftco to face with a passage

between them. The stalls for the hiied or home-bred

bulls and weaning calves are also under cover; these

with the pig sties, loose boxei?, and other offices com-

plete the whole establishment, the dairy itself being a

very handsome building, near at hand. The pigs here

are of the white breed, for which his Royal Highness

the Prince Consort obtained prizes at "Warwick, and the

Gold iledal at the last Smithfield Show of 1859.

The young stock when weaned on the residue of the

milk from the dairy, are transferred to the farm build-

ings, whence they return to the dairy as selected bulls

or cows, or if steers, they are fatted with the draft

cows, replaced "by the younger stock. The manure
made in the cowhouse is removed by barrows to a covered

shed, where having received a portion of the tank

drainage from the cow-yards and styes, which is pumped

upon it, it is removed to the land.

The yards at the farm are open and surrounded with

shed« the cattle bedded in part with straw and fern

from the park. The sheep, half-bred Down and Leicester,

are under cover, enclosed in small pens floored with

sparred boards ; the manure as in such cases is collected

in receptacles ben.eath. This practice has found httle

favour generally with feedevs of sheep One ncrson

when asked his reason for discontinuing it, stated that

he was satisfied that the sheep fed faster, but added

many of them became cramped, and many died, besides

which his land was benefited by the treading of the

sheep. It has been fm-ther objected by practical

farmers, that there is a 1 )ss to the soil of the fertilising

properties imparted by the wool when it comes lu con-

tact with the soil. The a^-pect of the sheep is not that

of happiness or comfort, and they contrast in this

respect with a flock of Cheviots at large in the park,

whose produce by a Leicester ram are destined to

undergo the same ordeal.

The hind under the plough is manifestly unfitted to

carry sheep, though capable of yielding heavy root crops,

in exchange for the manure wi.ich it shares with the

extensive Grass land around it. The course of the
cultivation of Wheat, Beans, and Oats is regulated by
that elastic system of rotation, safely practised and
easily commanded, where thorough drainnge is combined
with a liberal snpply of farm-yard dung, extraneous
fertilisers, and deep and clean cultivation.

The large quantities of manure made on this farm are

applied to the Grass as well as the arable land, hy
which large crops of hay, and early and after Grass are

secured, the latter being especially valuable in aflbrding

a bite for the cows, which dm-iug the winter have
generally a run in the park between the morning and
evening milking.

The cattle are fed in the usual way with sliced or

ground roots mixed with cut liay, oil or Cotton-cake meaL
The machinery for threshing, &c., is driven by a
stationary engine.

The establishment is completed by an evening school

in which instruction is given to the young men employed
on the premises.

Though the Flemish farm within the limits of the
Great Park is one of the establishments which owes
its origin to His Majesty George IIL, its buildings

are of modern and recent construction, bearing on the
wall the date 1858. With the exception that all the
milk of the cows is devoted to the young stock, which
promotes their freshness and early growth, the system
is much the same as at the Shaw farm, though here
the stock is exclusively Hereford, reared on the spot

from home bred animals, assisted by a liberal introduc-

tion of fresh blood, as circumstances may require. The
stock appears in the prize list at Warwick. The nspect

of the buildings built of red brick is simple and sub-

stantial, the jambs of the doors and windows are filled

with round moulded bricks, thus no sharp corners are
presented. Tlio whole of the buildings are covered

with Colthurst's patent tiles, fitted with Beudon'&
gutter tiles, by which a neater finish is given to the

eaves than by ordinary spouting. There has evidently

been great attention to all such details as combine con-

venience and economy. The doors are hung on rotating

sheaves, travelling railway fashion on iron rods fixed

above the door, which entirely disengage them from the

door sill beneath, thus preventing the inconvenience of

jamming by stones or any other substance. The racks

are fixed on the partition walls dividing the yard into

compartments. The water is laid on from the source

that supplies the Castle in case of fire. The central

yard is covered and well ventilated ; the necessity for

such a covering in this county is a matter on which
there are various opinions, the majority as far as we
can judge are opposed to it. The cow house and cart

stable are on either side; from the latter the manure is

emptied into the yard. An open cow yard at the back
of the cowhouse and pigstyes make up the buildings

assigned to the herd, which number about 100 head.

The horses and cattle ai'e all littered with straw cut by
machinery, which is removed when sufficiently trodden
into manure immediately to the land. The machinery
for threshing, grinding, chafi" cutting, &c., is driven by
an S horse-power stiitionary engine. The stack yard
adjoins the buildings. The com stacks of moderate
size, on iron stands, are fitted to be threshed in a short

da^'s work. The pigs are of the Berkshire breed, of a
very useful kind. There are no sheep on sparred boards..

The arable land attached is the stiffest on the three

farms, being on the sheer London clay, with exception

of the capping of forest drift on some of the higher

ground ; notwithstanding tliis it is cultivated on the

four-course system, with such deviations in the rot^tioa-

as the judgment of the manager may suggest, a practice-

which may often be profitably indulged in when the
land is liberally fi\rmed with a large feeding stock, but
ruinous when cross cropping and stolen crops are di<;-

tated by the cupidity of the farmer, rather than to-

maintain the balance between high cultivation and the-

exhaustion of the soil. It has been determined, after

experiments with Smith*s and Fowler's steam -ploughs,

.to adopt this new method of cultivation on this farm,

Tlie new roads on this heavy soil are first formed of a
bedding of heather covered with the drift gravel of the

district.

Passing the Queen's Schools for the insti-uctlon of the

children of persona employed or living in the park, we
come to tlie Norfolk farm, on the banks of the streamlet

which feeds the Virginia Water. The soil is here of a
rather lighter quality, the London clay being in some
places covered with the overlying drift of the Bagshot
sands. The buildings are a record of the fiirming of

H. M. George the Third, by whom they were con-

structed as a model farm of the day; they thus form a

valuable and interesting link between the present and

the past. Mavor tells us that on all these farms oxen

were worked instead of horses ; that on the two firms

not less than 120 were kept in work, 40 being brought

ill and 40 fatted off every year; that Herefords

were kept upon the Flemish and Devons on the

Norfolk farm; this is stiU the same, with this

difference that they are now kept as breedmg and

fattening stock mstead of being worked. The horses on

these farms are of a superior character, many Clydea-

I
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dale, some bred 0:1 the premises, a filly of this stuck

gaining a prize at Warwick. Though thehuiUlings are

antiquated, atid not fitted with new and scientific appli-

ances, the quality and character of the pure Duvon

stock is in no viUe inferior to tiie llorefords on the

Flemish farm. An annual hero bred has tnken a prize

In the county whence the stock was orisiiially brought.

Two prizes were also awarded to tliis stock at the

Warwick Show of 1859, and a prize at Suiithfield. The

farm is managed on the four-course system. A part of

the roots are cou^iumed on the laud by a dry Hock of

sheep. Her?, as elsewliere, in the forest district, it is

hot deemed expedient to retain the same sheep longer

than is necessary to feed them for sale, flavor speaks

of a Hock of 450 Southdown awes kept, and their lambs

reared for stock, and a Wether flock of 500 on tlie

Flemish farm. Experience has no doubt shown tliat

the best farming here is to breed and feed cattle rather

than slieep. The large herds of stock of the tlu-ee

..leading breeds cannot fail to become an important

element in tlie production and quality of the stock in a

district in which this high class of breeding is so little

practised. The cultivation of these farms, whether

under horse or steam cultivation, may from the charac-

ter of thtjir soils, be a good pattern for the farming on

the t\ act of laud which lies in a direct line between

Windsor Great Park and Heading, and on which there

13 much room for improvement.

;ist few days he had travelled through the

district lying between the rivers Forth

Tlome Correspondence.
Deep Cultivation.—As a speedy means of substan-

tiating the theory of deep culture of the soil for the

advancement of agriculture, I am resolved this antumn

by way of experiment to bestow an extra threepenny-

wortli of manual labour, on each and every rod of one

ridge in all my fields of corn I sow ftjr crop 18G1,

either with the spade or fork, in addition to other

ordinary preparations and sowing of the said fields.

This to be done just previous to the sowing time, when
all will be sown and treated in other respects alike, and

80 on till the corn is cut. ^loreover, I intend to do it

myself, or assist, superintend, and watch tlie assistant

• Jabonrer whom I may employ to perform it, lu order

that I know the work is done and without any "jibbing,"

-about an equal deptii that the "steam plough" is

expected to perform it. And I do it with almost sure and
^^rtain hopes of success. The weather is now (Oct. 1st)

fine again, after another parenthesis of three weeks*

rain and absence of sun, [Unfortunately the rain has

returned since Oct, 1.] It is a matter deserving our

gratitude that the air and earth has been nnusuidly

-cold, during this unexampled humidity ; or all our corn

remaining in the fields must have been sprouted. Had
the land been hot, and the weather warm as'last year

and some others, with such a super-abundance of rain

as we then experienced, the consequences might have
been much more serious tlian they really are, but
thanks be to God it is not so. I entertain some fears

however that if the sowing of corn is not forwarded
this year more than usual, and the best selected seed is

not sown, much misplant will be experienced. -The

land is now not only wet and tenacious, but too cold to

expect from it free germination of the seed at a late

period. Many seeds usually sown in August and
September for spring supplies, such as Lettuces, Cauli-

flowers, Carrots, &c., have signally failed to grow, and
the seed-growers and seedsmen have been wrongfully
charged with the failure ; and this too does not nn-

frequently happen in other adverse seasons also, when
aluga and insects have devoured them. In such cases

artificial means should be resorted to to raise them,
-and to secure supplies. Some French Eeans, Cucumbers,
and others, sound and new, sown by myself in August
by way of experiment, refused to come up or even
spirt at all. Potatoes are expected by this time to be
proved, and should now be taken up and stored in a
4ry, cool, and ventilated apartment, of course secured
from frosts when necessary. Only about one- fourth
are expected to be good, and must be dear. A. Kardf^,
Maldon,

rarmers' Clubs.
WoSCESTEKSniKE AkSXTAIi MeETIKG AND SHOVf.

—

As regards the show generally It was one of more than
average merit, and the entries in mos^ classes were
numerous. Of Hcrcfords there were 42 entries, and 39
of Short-horns, besides several fat cows possessing con-
siderable excellence. Of sheep there were 18 entries.

Including four pens of Leicesters, but only two of
Shropshires, and they both belonging to Mr. E. Hol-
land, M.P., of Dumbleton. There were about 30 pigs
exhibited, 22 horses. Of both corn and roots there
was a capital supply. The corn included some secured
after the late severe rains, but which was nevertheless
in good condition. The Uiirley likewise was on the
average better than in former years, and the Swedes
shown were vastly superior, the finest perhaps ever
exhibited in connection with this society. Twelve
Swede Turnips shown by Mr. G. M'Cann, and which
gained the first prize, weighed no less than l-ili lbs.

;

the twelve best red Mangtl Wurzels also exhibited by
Mr. M*Cann, 123 lbs.; and the twelve best yellow
ditto, shown by Mr. C. Randcll, 139^ lbs. The samples
of Hops were more numerous and of better quality
than had been expected, considering the season ; the
wool also WU first. riit,^. n.wl fT-iiSf -11 «:, *.

lOisiderod, about an aveiage. There were likewise

some very fine cheeses. The displiiy of implements

eons'sted of really u:5eful nrticlcs, among them Hattas's

American horse-power, with Suowduu*s patent chail-

cutter

At 'the Annuul Dinner Sir J. Pakington said:

Within the 1

agricultural . ^
and Tweed, where he saw most splendid farms,

with fields large and hedges small, where he could

count the homesteads bt:cause of the fewness of trees to

intercept the view; where, too, Ihey could hear the

shrill sound of the steam engine chimney. The crops

there were mognifioent, and under that system rents

were high, beciinse fixruiing was profitable. Farming

there was profitable, because leases were long, and

therefore the farmer who farmed with capital— and

none ought to farm without it—had no fear or hesita-

tion in investing it in the soil. What was the result?

Such rents w^re paid as were never heard or dreamt of

in this county, and it was a connnon thing that the

rents there should be so high that he was afraid to

mention them. He was assured by a friend of his in

Scotland that it was a common thing for farmers to pay a

corn rent equal to two, and in some cases even three,

quarters of corn. He must confess that, as a Worces-

tershire man, he should^ be sorry to see all the Oaks,

Elms, and Apple orchard's in the county stripped from

the ground, and their fields left as bare and fruitless as

in the district he had named, for he saw there many
liigh steam engine chimnejs, but he looked in vain for

a lofty tree. Tlie agritnlturists of this county might,

however, effect much i.nprovenieut in their land before

making such a complete alteration as he had named,

and he woidd recommend tliem to study the question

whether it would not be well to carry out the hnprove-

ment.
SirT. E. Wilmington, M. P., said : Like his right hon.

fiicnd Sir John Pakingtor, he had also been travelling

lately, and had visited the counties of Norfolk and
Suffolk. There too he saw tall chimneys intermixed

with rural scenery, and there too he saw steam-engines

used. Although they had such implements to assist

them in their operations, they must not forget the hand
that guided them. The labourers required more intelli-

gence and instruction than formerly, and then no
doubt they would see the agriculture of the county and
England generally advance in an equal ratio.

Mr. Lakin, the Secretary, then read the committee's

report, which was as follows:

—

" The committee, in making their report, beg to eon^atu-
latc the society on a most successful exhibition. The animals
in the show-yard were much more numerous than on any
former occasion, many of them of remarkably good, ciuality, and
it waa remarked th:it the total number of animals entered for

exhibition in 1802 was 90, whereas in 1860 they were 155, and
of the increase 54 were in cattle alone. The competition for

corn was larger than usual, and some of the Bamplea of re-

markably fine quality considering the ungenial weather the
farmers have had to contozid with. The exhibition of jiigs was
believed to be the best in quality that has over been held in

Worcester. Tlie roots, notwith-standing the season, were more
numerous, and equal in quality to any former year, and we
beg to call attention to the Kohl Rabi exhibited to-day as a
root worthy of especial attention. As regards the exliibition

of fruit, the Apples and Pears were nDt more in quantity or bo

good in quality as last year, with the exception of tJie Old
Nonpareil, which was particularly fine, and .supports its cha-
racter as one of the best eating Apples of the day. The
ploughing and digging took place yesterday, and there waa a
spirited competition, especially among the diggers ; and con-
sidering the variable luitiire of the subsoil the work was con-

sidered to be done in a very superior manner. The prizes in

the respective classes liaving beeu affixed in *the show-yard,
and will again appear in the local papers, the committee feci

it unnecessary to enumerate these."

Mr. Hudson thanked those gentlemen who had had
the spirit and courage to offer silver cups and high
premiums to induce the fanners of Worcestershire to

try artificial manures, to the nse of which, nnder God*s

Providence, he attributed 'their having such splendid

crops as conopared with other counties. It was a great

thing that, in a season like the past, when it had rained

continually, they should be ahle to produce about the

finest samples of corn that he had ever seen. Cut there

was another and very dark side of the picture.

Although in Worcester there were fine corps of Wheat
and Beans as well as IJarley, the most fatal hliglit ever

known lud attacked their root crops, nud particularly

their Potatoes. Almost the entire growth of small
gardens and allotment grounds w;i3 gone, a circum-
stance which they must ull deplore, and which must fall

heavily on the working cla-sses. lUit whilst supposing
that they would be almost obliged to give up growing
Potatoes, suddenly he was surprised with an announce-
ment in one of the Scottish papers that in one of the
most beautiful paits of Scotland a farmer had sold his

entire crop of l*otatoes at 57/. per acre, producing to

him altogether a sum of about 1000/. That farmer
might afford to give a vary high rent for his land— and
really there were some parts of Scotland so productive

from the nature of the climate and depth of the soil

that few could be comp»ired with them. He had not

himself been into Scotland, nor had he seen that crop

of Potatoes, hut he had seen one belonging to a farmer
in his own village which was as luxuriant as any crop he
had ever witnessed, having a bed of as green foliage, with

blossoms as rich and beautiful, and roots as good and
productive as could be found, and they were, he believed,

of the same description of Potato as was grown in Scot-

land. He was glad to see so many of their repre-

sentatives in the House of Commons present, and he

felt it his duty to ask them seriously to think on

the subject of blights, and suggest to Parliameiifc
the appointment of a committee to inquire most
particiibr'y into the subject. A commission of
figriculturists, chciuists, geologists, and practical
farmers, to go into Scotland, through Ireland, and
different parts of England, comparing the diilerent

kinds of manures, soils and roots, would, he believed

be of great advantage, as they might obtain such know-
letlge as to put the farmers in a much better pcsition

as regarded the growth of their root crops. They
found, for instance, the parish of Leigli productive of

Hops, and almost all the samples shown at that exhibi-

tion had been brought from thence. Another parish

was productive of Potatoes free from blight^ and iience

he concluded that there was something peculiar in the
quality of the different soils. AVould not the establish-

ment of a commission to consider these matters and
discover the relative merits of soil, change, and climate,

be of service ? He thought the Government should take

the mutter up, and provide a commission, and then he
had no doubt that in a few years great advautnge would
be obtained.

Mr. Curtlcr said : Mr. Hudson, he thought, had pro-

posed a very difficult task to the hon. members present,

and to the Government, to legislate on the subject of

blights. What the preamble of the Act of Parliament

was to he, and what its title was to be, he could not

tell, but they were asked to consider an Act of ParUa-

ment for the destruction of blights. They might as

well attempt to stop the rain and the wind as to stop

blights. He should be very curious to see the Act of

Parliament for the purpose ; although by whom it was

to be introduced into the House of Commons he did not

know. StiU it might he very easy for unyon? to doit;

cull in Mr. Hudson's assistance, and the thing would

be done.

Lord N"orthwicH^ said that inquiries had been made

by Professor Lindley on the subject of blight, and also

by other learned men, who all agreed that no cure for

the Potato disease was known. The only principle on

wliich to act was to admit air between the rows of

Potatoes, to plant them on a dry soil, and not to un
aramoniacal manures. He had followed that system

many years, and had generally obtained a far better crop

than his neighbours, and without disease.

Mr. Curtler said he knew that Professor Lindley and

Professor PUiyfair had upon investigation declared it to

be impossible to find out a remedy for blights, and that

farmers must therefore trust to Providence ; but inas-

much as Mr. Hudson had found out a specific they did

not want a commission. They would be obliged to Mr.

Hudson to give them the results of his experience, and

the whole tiling would be done. Much abridged frovi

the Worcester Kerald.

iRcljIctog.

*

Scientific Farming made ^asy^ or the Science of Agri'

culture reduced to Practice. By Tliomas C. Fletcher,

Agricultural and Analytical Chemist. Routledge,

Mr. Fletcher has compiled a useful little book, and the

little original matter which it contains seems to be

trustworthy and instructive. The volume is in two

parts—on the Soil and its Fertilisers, and on Cattle-

feeding respectively. That mistakes have been com'

mitted is plain from the following instances. A table

is given of the constituents in pounds avoirdupois con-

tained in one ton of several manures, and among them

is nitrate of sodn, which is declared to contain 8 lbs. 3oz.

of soda, and 364 lbs. of ammonia! At page 123, too,

is a synopsis of our breeds of cattle, in which we see the

" Dutch ! or Short-horned" breed described as having

" hide thin, horns short, little hair ; colour red and

white nearly equally mixed; tender constitutions,"—

all which is simply ridiculous. It was perhaps hardly

to be expected that "an agricultural and analytical

chemist" should know- much of the characteristics ot

our domesticated animals, but then he should not uuaer-

take to instruct farmers on such subjects. And as to the

composition of manures, on which he mag speiik with

authority, greater care against blunders should have

been exhibited. We extract in illustration of ^"^
author's performance, instructive passages from each ot

the two parts in which he has divided it,

(1). Adulteration of 3fanure.—" X manufacturer of

an excellent artificial manure complained, the other

day, to the author, that in Ids trade it was hardly worth

while to be honest ; for he found that the manures pro-

duced by certain other makers, which he knew from

analysis to he vastly inferior to his own, were just as

readily bought by the farmers at the same pnce. m
illustration of this, I wiU mention a fact that came

under my own observation in a Yorkslure market,

saw a respectable manufacturer of superphosphate,

whose article I had examined, and knew to be genome,

offer it to a farmer with whom he had done husmess lor

eight or nine years; but the latter objected, as ne

thought the price (7/. per ton) was too high,
^^f^^^

after an agent offered him a superphosphate for b/. P^
ton. He forthwith bought of him 7 tons. I "^^fr/r
a sample from the bulk, analysed it, and "unJ it'

contain, among other matters, 67.53 per cent, otgjr

sum, worth in that market 10s, Gd. per ton. ^^
Advertised Cattle Food». - " I h^^^ ^>^

(2) ordinary
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formnhi for maliing a ton

advernscaofth-se fooils:

of one ot'the mo^t cxrcusivciy

Carob O^cnst) Bean,

finely ground .

.

IiidLiu Corn
Linseed Cake
PowJtred Turmeric

Sulphur

# •

* «

* mSaltpetre
Liquorice .

,

Ginger
Aniseed .

.

Coriander .

.

Gentian .

.

Cream Tartar
Carbonate of Soda
Levigated Autimonj
Common Salt

Peruvian Bark .

.

Fenugi-uek (Trefoil)

4

* t • »

* «

«>

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

6?. per ton
71. „

lot. „
6d. per lb.

H<i.

Sd.

8(Z.

7d.

Is. M. ,,

Ad. n
6d.

id.

7^/.

1*

n

»»

ft

it

It

t. qr. lbs,

6

3
40
40
20
27
3
4

10
10
2

6
30
4
22

"Wiiolcsaie

cost prico-

£. s. d-

1 16
3 3
1 10
10

5
7 6

12 6
16
2 8
6 S

5 10
2 6

2

3
8

12
12 10

RAYNMUUl) AND CO., t^EED iMeijcuants aud

Guov.'i:ns, Basiiigstuke, and SO, Seed Market, Mark Lane,

^
b^vnplefand Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEKD CORN', sent post free on ai>plicatinn
^

i'eruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Ca.;es,

Cotton Seed C.ikes. &c , of best qu dity at Market I'ricea.

fTARDrS SELKCTEl) SEKO WHEAT,
_LX OCTOBER, ISGO.

PIPER'S or IMPROVED SMOOTIIY, red, GO lbs. to tbc bushel-

HARDY'S „ PROLIFIC, „
ROUGU CH-VFFED ,, wluto , . .

Term? 10s. per bushel ; sacks, Is. id. each. Free to London

or any station on the Eastern Counties Railway. Cash, per

Post Office ordera. Samples sent ou receipt of stamped and

addressed envelopes.

A. Hardy &, Son, Seed Growers and ircrcbants. Maldon. itpscx.

n^O GAKt>EN¥uS.—The AdvcvtHer will be glad to

N lJli?^KUYMKN supplied with the bt^st aKNUINK
N TOBACCO PAPEU at 4L percwt. ; 2i. per half cwt ; any
fin^ity less tb;\n hnW a cwt. 10</, per lb. The alM)vG article

i9

ty

9f

99

99

99

I

Total 20 11 13 8

•'The above articlos arc put down at the ordinary

T\-liolesale market price, but if purchivscd in large quan-

tities, might be got much cheaper. Tlie use of the best

Linseed-cake is also assumed, when it is by no means

improbable an inferior description is often used. How-

ever, be tins a> it mny, a profit of 200 per cent, ouglit

to afford the use of none hut the best articles. Inde-

pendently of the slight colouring with turmeric and

flavouring with lif^uorico, coriandor, aniseed, &c., and

the medical compounds as before set foi-tli, the main

balk of these manufactured foods is composed of the

Carob Bean. Indian Corn, and Linseed-cake. These

form nine-tenths of its substance; and it is worthy of

note, that of these by far the most valuable, in point of

both price and feeding quality, is Linseed-cake, and this

18 used in the smallest proportion. If, however, the'

farmer chooses to pay three or four times as much :is

the intrinsic value of an article, it is, of course, at his

option to do so; but, inasmucb as the main object of

farming is a remunerative profit, it passes my compre-

liension to under.^tand bow that object can be gained

by feeding animals on substances that cost from 40/. to

50/. per ton.

"Tlie above ingredients, throwing aside all the

medical and flavouring compounds, give, upon analysis,

the following results :

—

WKt^r 13.01

^Nitrogenous (or flesh-forming substances) .

.

14.97

Fatty matter 5.7S

Starch, suprar, &c 54.40

Indigestible woody fibre 6.2.5

Mineral matter, ash .. .. 5.59

100.00

*EqUftl to Nitrogen . . . . 2.36

"Such a mixture as the one represented by the fore-

going analysis could be made by a mixture of Barley-

meal, Beans, and oil-cake, at less than one-fourth of the

price charged for the before-mentioned cattle food. As
to tlie stimulating properties contained in these foods,

I am inclined to think their constant use is very ques-

tionable, and very likely to be productive of hnnn.

make exchanges witk any ™e luivnig cuttrng^ or o

idant^ from borders to spare of the foUowmg GEUANIU-Mb .—

Flower of Day, Mountain ot Lisht, Countess of Warwick, Alma

Golden Chain, Lady Cottingham, Brilliant, Baron Huget,

Boule de Neige, Hender^oni, Ilark-away, Trentham Rose,

Roval_Dvvarf, &c.—

A

, 0^ ,
^ostjOffice,_Chestcr fi el<1

.

C"ORDON.TUAININGl of FRUIT TREES, DiaGronal,

Vertical, Spiral, and Horiz .ntal, adapted to Oi-chard-

hou«i.i and Open-air Culture, by tbe U.v. T. Com.isgs BRfeHArx,

will be publislied shortly by Mecsrs. Longman & Co.

GLASS FOK COIMStKVATOKlES, £TC.

HETLEV AXD CO. supply 10-oz SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture at prices varj-uag from 2d. to 3(i

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS.
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Heti.ey & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardeners' Chronicle of October 6.

quan'^uy less man nrui a cwt. io</. per .„.

warranted genuine.—Address Tom Bryant, William Jackson it.

Sons, Tobacco Manufacturers, Leeds. | -t,^,,^^^

INTER DRESSING pob OROHAUU HOUSli
AND OTHER FRUIT TREES.

Extractfrom the Eiglith Edit'^ti

of ike Orchard Uvuse. By
Mr. Rivert.

''January paint the trees

(every shoot and bud) with
Gishurst Compound, half a
pound to the gallon of water.
This will destroy the eggs of
Aphides."

Vines and outside wall trees

should first be -washed, stem
and shoots, with 8 oz. solution

of Gishurst, then smeared
with clay and Gishurst, (see

GardenfTi* Chronicle Oct. 13),

or with lime, sulphur, and Gis-

hurst, made into a paste. If

the smell be disliked, make the
solution 48 hours before use.

Full directions as to the use
of weaker solutions against

mildew and insect pests in spring and summer, with parti-

culars of the experience of many great gardening authorities,

are enclosed witb the boxes of Gishurst. These are supplied

retail through any nurseryman and seedsman at 1«., S«., and

103 Qd each, wholesale by Price's Patent Candle Co., Limited.

POK TABLE TERRA COTTA STOVES roR GREEN-
HOUSES are the safest and most economical that can ba

used, require no attention, will keep a room 18 feet square at

temperate heat 24 hours for one penny. Prices, Zbs. plain

;

50*. ornamental.

Apply to John Roberts, XJpnor, near Rochester, Kent. In

use daily at 9, Rathbone Place, Oxtord Street, W.

GLASS FOR GREENHOUSES &c
X

Sheet Glass,

• dRest
Secnnds

.

Thirds .

.

Fourths

.

lOoz.
5irf.

H
2i

* *

21 oz.

7i-i.

5
31

3

in Crates.
26 oz. 32 oz.

9id. .

.

1*. Oti.

6i .. Si

6i .. 7i

86 oz
Is.Oid
1

lOi

Glass cut to any given sizes not on the List.

16 oz.—4ths, 12'/., 2J., and 2\d. per foot

Srds, 2i(i., S^.f., and -.Ul. per foot

4ths, 2J(?.,
-id., and SU'- pcr foot

Srds, 3i<i., 4d., and A\d. per foot
21 oz.

Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
LAMMERMCm Sheep Farm, Oct. 10.—We are now In the

midst of harvest, andraiu and snow have this day been falling.

Cutting is not yet finished in the district, and much grain was
Bbakeu by the wind of last Wednesday. The gale was so

terrific thaC the wonder is not that the com was shaken, but
that any was left in the straw at all. One field of ripe Barley

in view has scarcely a head left on it. Where however from
the situation the fields were sheltered from the west, the loss

ia not so ijreat as might bo supposed. On the earlier farms a
good deal of corn has been stacked, but on the higher lying and
later ones, little more than a beginning has been made.
Meadow hay, though it cost much labour and anxiety in the

working, was got in in good order. It was a capital crop, a
matter of no .sraiUl consequence to hill farmers, and which a
winter such as last renders invaluable. Turnips also look well,

and we should think that after the experience of last winter,

ex-erv endeavour will be made to secure them against frost,

either by storing or earthing up in the drill. The latter

practice however, though serviceable in an ordinary winter, did

not prove sulhcient to protect them in such a winter and
spring as last. We have heard another method recommended,
iz. pulling 3 or 4 drills together, running a deep trench with
the plough in which to place them, and again with the plough
covering them well up. Our bill flocks have now again in

great measure regained their condition, as the Summer has
l»een a good one for hill pastures, and keep abundant. But we
1'iestiou very much how they would st;md a second b;id

winter. Lambs have brought high pricei this year, but the
inimbers have been sadly deficient. Draught Ewes have also

•old at hicrh piices, though not so estreinc as many people
anticipated from the losses of last winter, it being undei-stood
th,at much of the usual off-going stock would have to be
retftin«d to fill up the blank*!. J. S. B.

tt

Glass for Orchard Houses,

As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in.)
^^oz

20in. by 13 in. (Common ;?«
20 in. by 14 in.

f
Superior do J»

" •

aoin. bylSin. ; BuglishGlass .. .-IS .

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions^

When Packages are charged, full price is allowed when

returned. .

21 oz.

£1 It.

1 3
1 9

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes,

11 by ». 12 by 9, 13 by 9 14 by 9

12 „
13 „
U „
18 „
16,.
1!) „
1«„
19

10,

11.

12.

12,

13,

13.

14,

14.

13.,

15 .,

19 „
17.,
20 .,

17.,
20 „

10,

II.

12,

12,
13,

13,

14,
1-1,

».

It

14
15 „
16

20.,
18,,
21
13
21

99

99

10.

11,

12.
12
13
13
14

U

15
Hi
17

tt

II

99

•

10
11
12

16 oz.
Srds. 4ths.

U». 0^. 12j. 6(f.,

#

* •

t t

• «

*

If^s. 0(?. 13«.6<?..

per 100 foflt.

Boxes included.

"eNGHSII glass of the above sizes 13s, per 100 feet.

Small
6 by 4

8„ 6

Sheet 'Squares, in 103 feet Boxes.

6i by 44 7 by 5 7i by !>\
\ „ ^^

84,, 6i 9 „ 7 8i„ 74 i

"'•'^'^

10., 8 10J „ 84 12 6

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

Patent Plate and Polished Plate Glass,

Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation,

LONDON AGENTS FOR IIARTLErS IMPROVED PATENT KOUGH PLATE.

Linseed Oil, Oenuine ifhite Lead, Carson's Painfs, Paints of various colours ground readyfor uie.

MII-b: PAwrS. propagating glasses, and every descripMon of OLA8S for

Hortlcultaral parposet.

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO., 180, Bishopsgate Street •Wiihout, London, E.C>

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-E STAB LI SHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwelling

ORCHARD-HOTTSE SIZES, SMALL
Supplied to Mr. Rivera and many Others.

In. by In, 16 oz.

20
20
20
29

12 -i

13 I Common, per 100 feet, 1 "5. Cd.

14 I Super - lt'«.

15 )
»»

21 oz.

IRs.

23«.

In. by In.

6 .. 4
5V .. 4i
7 .. 6

7i . . 5i

In. by In.

« •

* •

8
84

9i ^

6

7i

Per 100 feet.

Common

Super.
12«. Qd.

Per foct

I4ff.

Sq^nares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Notices to Correspondents.
AvttKBts : W H G. The Southdown breeder whom you name is
long since dead- He resided at Glvnde, near Lewes

Books: W F P. NicboU's Shillin?^ Book on Farming; O. O.
Roberta' Hints on Agricultural Economy as the Antidote
to Affricultural Di.'itrcsa ; Blackefou Pmail Farms. Apply to
any bookstller. Where the rows of pUnts are so wide apart
.OS to show tbe spaces when the plants are forming seed, itis
better that tbe rows be north and south, so that both sides of
each row may have equal share of sinisbine.

L\MP«: 8 TT. This disease In lambs is often termed Rk'I Water.
It ia in fact AscUes or dropsy of the belly, and supposed to
ariae from lying on wet ground covered with hoar-frost.
Remove to a drier locality, and give di-y food and liiiseed-
cake with a view to prevent fresh attacks. IV. C S.

Teas tor Potatoes: Mrs. Tozer, Jec. We shall have rem arlts
next week on this su'-ject, to which attention was lately
called by Professor Buckraan.

Rte: i>. Your Rye is affected with ft disea-se quite distinct
from JBr^ot. We will notice it next week. It is very curious.

Inches by Inches. Inches by Inches
" o 10

I

nt
10
lOi
11

8
84
9
9

I2a
13
12
12\

04

10
104

Inches by Inches. ; Inches by inclies.

IJ
134
14
14*

It)

lOi
10

15
12

12i
13

* « 10
11
lli
31

Inches bv inches.
13* .. U* 1

14

16

ir>

17
13
13
+

* t

« «

« *

11 15

11 16

11 17

11 IS

12 SO

12 9-2

* «

IJ
12
12
12
12
V?

IH
17
20
23
SO

13
13
13
14
14

24
20
2J
24
20
22

14
15
15
IS
16
Ifl

24
SO
20

11

I«i

17
IS

) P. 100 feet. r. foot.

4ths. 13f. 6t/. i IH
fids. ]4«. S(f. \i
Sds. 1S«. 2i
Iwta. i 21* ^^^25

4ths.
3d«.
Sd«.
IsU.

13«. Sf/.

lOf. M.
Ut.

Jid.
2

3

* *

II ie»s quv^.,..., v^..» 100 Icet is Uken, a moderate charge made tor pwkage.

nr 4^«? rUT TO ANY GIVEN' SIZES NOT ON LIST.

t*
3d3.'21<f.i 2:rf., and Zd. per foot.

8ds, 3i'/.. 4 a., and 4^d. per foot.

EARXLIiT'S

GKNUINR WrilTR LK\D
\NT1-C0KR0S10X PAINT
LINSEED-OIL PUni'

ZmPR0V£O TA.TENT ROrOH PlftTE.

JS'ot accountalle for Irealajje. . .j .. _i-
82,. 0./. per cwt.

I

LINSEED OIL S*. 4i par ffidx.

g n \ TURPENTINE 8 8

,

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kin-Is of PAINT9, VARNISHES. BRUiflES Ac.
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SOLE INYENTOKS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY HOT WATER.
PATRONISED BY H. R-H. THE PRINCE CONSORT.

"WEEKS* ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

The extensive alterations and atLlitions at the ahove

Gardens, in removing all the old gigantic Boilers and

Furnaces, and substituting them by "WEEKS' PATENT

IMPROVED ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, are now com-

plete and can be seen in most successful operation.

Tills Apparatus is the largest ever adjusted to one

Boiler In the neighbourhood of Liverpool, and from its

novel and f:frcatly improved construction is specially

worthy of minute inspection.

Every house in the Garden is heated from this one

Appriratus, and by the ingenious arrangement of a

series of valves hot water can be distributed in any

portions of the Stoves, Greenhouses, &c., or withheld

at pleasure, and the temperature regulated -vvith the

greatest nicety to meet, the requirement of any par-
*

ticular department.

Eor full description see account in the Lherpool

Mercury of May 30, 1860.

JOHN

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM,

The Nurseries of Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co.

Fine Apple Place, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son

Wellington Road, both of St. John's Wood, and rank-

ing among the largest Edtablishments in England, are

now Heated on WEEKS' GNE-BOILER SYSTEM.

At the latter the Apparatus has been in use upwards of

five years, during which period many additions have

been made, and it now comprises nearly two miles of

piping. The working of this Apparatus has been most

efficient, and given the Proprietors the greatest satis-

faction. They will be at all times happy to give every

information to visitors, who will be well remunerated

by an inspection of the same.

Mr. Arthur Henderson expresses himself thus-.—

"I am delighted and more than satisfied with tie

pleasing results produced by the superior arrangements

of WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, and shall be
q I

most happy to fully explain and recommend it to all

who may honour ray Establishment with a visit."

WEEKS «& COMPANY, 1 +

HORTICULTURA.L BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, AND IRONFOUNDERS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W,
+

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION.

s
A R D.

A M U K L N- M c G E E R O W,
General HoRTrcrLTcnAi- Builder,

Knotty Asbi near LirerpooL
Reference permitted to the Kobility aud Gentry throughout

Great Britain and Ireland,

HOT-WATKR APPARATUS lUiTEO in every
description of Hothouses^ Mansions, Churches, Chapels,

Ac, on the most approved principle by J, ilEREDiTir, Vine
Cottage, Garston, near LivcrpooL

N.B-, First clasg references may T>o had on application,

HOT-WATER PIPES at Wholesale prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tec Pipes, and every other connection.

"Wrought aud cast iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 2U, each. Boilei-^ and Iron Stands to use
-t^'ithout brickwork. Valves from Vis. Gd, each. Furnace
Doora, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, and Builders' Castings
of every description in stock, at 5Ir. Lyxcpi Whitens Iron
Wharf, Cpper Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge. London, 9,

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Made by Steaii Power at

J LEWIS'S IIOKTicnLTUEAL WoRKg, Stamford
• Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a

much better and stronger principle than those manufactured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper,
A apan-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends

and doors complete
Bo. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do.
Bo. do. 60 ft. by 24 ft. do. do.

liTST OF PRICES of any size forwarded on application to
J. Lewis.^

ALE
OT-WATER APPARATUS.
A NDER SHANKS & SON

(Patentees and Manufacturers of the Celebrated Lawn Mower,)

RESPECTFULLY Inform the jS"oI>inty, Gentry, K'urserymen, and Gardeners that tliey will be glad to furnish
PLANS AND ESTIMATES for HEATING by HOT WATER, VINERIES, GREENHOUSES, PITS, &c., in any part of

the Kingdom as well as abroad.

A. SHANKS AXD SON have a staff of experienced workmen for this particular kind of work, and in every case guarantee

asfitisfactory working Apparatus at a very moderate cost.
PLANS AND ESTIMATES for ERECTING HOT-WATER APPARATUS complete in any part of the county', aai

PRIQ.es of boilers, PIPKS, BENLS, &c., in Loudon wUl be famished on application to

ALEXANDER SHANKS & SON, Dens Iron Works, ArLroatb, N.B.

AGENTS: J. B. BROWN Sc CO., 18, CANNON ST., CITY, LONDON, E.G.

£
30
fiO

90

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kexsal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.
JOHN TAYLOR and SOX beg to call the attention

of the nobilitj and gentiT" to the very superior manner ia
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c., corabinmg every improvement with elegance of
design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Housea h»s given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, Ac, heated
with Hot-Wiiter Apparatus in a moat economical and efficient
manner.

J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of
-the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively emraged.

RANSOME AA-D SIMS, Ipswich, continue to giye
their best attention to the manufacture of the most

31odeni and Improved AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
R. & S. have long been celebrated for combining in their Agri-
-cultural Machinery the utmost aimpUeity, durability, efficiency,
and economy of repair, and their constant care is given to the
maintenMice of these important principles in everything
which they manufacture. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
post fre^ on application to the Orwell Works ; or to their
Loudon Agent, Sheppard Ransome, 31, a»«xSt., Strand, W.C.

LAWN MOWERS, EOL-
LER3, WATER ENGINES,

CHAIRS, TABLES, and every
description of G.irden requisites.

HURDLES, GATES. WIRE
FENCING, fcc.

CARTS, ilOWERS, HAY-
MAKERS, HORSE RAKES,
DRILT.S. PLOUGHS, &c.

STEAM ENGINKS, THRESH-
ING 5IACHINE8. HORSE
WORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-
TERS, &c.

PUMPS, CHURNS, AIAiNGLES, BINS, <tc.

Price List.s free upon apjjlication to
THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO. LIMITED,
Swan Lane, Upper Thajies Street, London, E.C.

o
PAKTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, tSTABLlSHtD 1736-.

rPvizESATNOTl AND COOKE'S warranted
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Ac—

Sold by all rospectabJe Nurservmeu and Seed Merchants in
the three Kingdoms,

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES.

ROSHERandCO. beg'to invito attention to their

varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-
EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta. Terro-Mettllic ware, and

Earthenware. They present advantages over Box or Grass-

edging in that they alTord no harbour for slugs. &c., take up

less room and are less expense aud trouble to keep in order.

They may be had of various patterns at R. & Co.'s premises.

Albion -Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ;
and

lungsiand Road Wharf, near the Canal Biidge, N.E.

N B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on

application. Ornamented Flower Boxes kept in.stock. _

RXAMENTAL PAVING TILES for CONSER-
VE' VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES, &c.,

as cheap and durable as Stonp, in blue, red, and ^^n ^^^.
and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also ^'fj.J;
TILES, highly glazed, for Lining Walls of Baths, I*^^^'

Kitchen ranges, Larders, &c. To be obtained of Bosher & ^o-»

at their premises as above.

BRADFORD'S PATE:??T WASHING JIACHINE.
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

*' I very gratefully acknowledge the

extraordinary patronage I .^YrlT.
coived from all parts of fngland, Irt

land, and Scotland, and ^hich MS

veiy far exceeded my most ^^^^^
expectations." - Thomas Bbadf^.
Patentee. Cathedral Steps. Manjh^-
London Office : fiS. Fleet Str^, ^^
N.B. My Machines always h»vc.

and always will be sent on aPP^^!
if desired, before payment. JJeacni

tion and Price free by post.
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H£ATINC BY HOT WATER.

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.—Mnch has cf

late been said about BOILERS for HEATING by HOT
WATER, but these Boilers liave now proved tliemselves to be

the best at present invented. They are adapted for Healing

every description of Building, and are made of vaiious sizes.

The price of the

24-iucb Wrougbt Iron is £6 10

36-inch Wrought Iron is S 10

4S-incb. Wrought Iron is 12

Larger sizes if required.

ReFercnccs to Gentlemen and Nurserymen -whore thcje Boilers

are now at work. Tiie Cannon Boilers are now kept in stock,

and are to be had only of J. Jones, 6, Banksldc. S.E.

Also, every description of Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-

water Pipes and Connections at prices lower than those of any

-other house in London. Estimates for Hot-water Apparatus

erected complete in any part of the country, or prices lor the

inateiials, and an Illustrated Catalogue on apphcation to

J. Jones, 6, Bankside, Southwark, London. S.E.

H OT-WATER APPARATUS.
J JONES bcfTs to offer a complete HOT-WATER

• APPARATUS FOR GREENHOUSES, at the following
prices, delivcicd free to any Railway Station in England:—

Cyunder BOILKIt Saddle Boiler.

Size of House.
20 feet by 10 feet

With Cyh-ndcr Boiler. With Saddle Boiler

25
30
20
40
60

It

>>

tt

by 12
by 12
by 15
by 15
by 15

f f

9J

m

£8 10
10
11 10
13 10
IS 10
13 10

fr 4 £9
10 10
12
14 10
17 10
20

The above prices include Boiler, strong FLimacc Doorg, Bars,
tJoet Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Connec-
tions, Air Pipes, &c., all ready for fixing, and of the best
quality. Further particulars will be sent on application.
Parties ordering must, send plans, showing doorways, position
ot boiler, &c.—J. Jonesj, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturer
^. Bankside, Southwark, London, S. EL

'

TOHN FOWIiEII, JuN., 28, Coniliill, Lonaon, E.C—
O Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
«m be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials seat post free.

T\ESIGNS FOR FLOWER BEDS a^T) GARDENS.
J--' The Second Edition of Second Series of SO Designs is now
ready, and will be forWiirdei to any address on receipt of 24
postajje s^amp3by J. AIarshall, 2, Goldsmith St., Nottingham
CUTTA PERCHA TUBINC FOR SPREADiiMG LIQUID

T„_
^, MANURE.

HE GUTTA TERCHA COTvIPANY have teen
favoured with the following Letter relative to the nso of

Gutta Percha Tubing in spreading Liquid Manui-e.
Frwn Jakk Ken-nf.dt, Esq,

.
"^'^lyremill, by Maybole, Ayrshire.

ROUEN DUCKS roE SALE.—Superior Dralios and
Bucks of this esteemed breed, large and well feathered,

and of this year's hatch. A Drake and three Ducks, 3/. 'is.
;

single Drake, U. U. ; single Duck, 15s.—Apply by letter, posfc

paid, to Miss Ellen Baldwin, Briarley, Aigburtb, Liverpool.

FARM WANTED, in Surrey. Sussex, or Kent, from
100 to 500 acres, with good 'House and Buildings, the

Shooting to go with the Farm.—Address, with full particu-

lars, F. Ravekscp.oft, Esq., 29, Southami^tou Buildings,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C. ^
WANTED, a small FLORIST and SEED

BUSINESS, with Dwelling House, in a good neighbour,

hood. Suburbs of London preferred.—Address, with fu/;

particulars, to S., 3, Clara Cottages, Clayton Koad,

Peckham, S.E. ^
TO BE LET, witii immediate possession, the old

DERBY NURSERY being advantageously situated in a

fine position. Stock and terms moderate.—For particulars
|

apply to Mr. Nuttino, Seedsman, Barbican, E. C. ; or to Mr.

Geokge Paul, Nurseries. Cheshunt, nert»|^

CROWiM LANDS.—H AIM AULT, ESSEX.

TO DE LET, by Tender, by order of the Hon.
Charles Gorr, the Commissioner in charge of Her

Majesty's Land Revenue in England, about 03 acresof ARABLE
and GRASS LAND, with Farm buildings, in the Parish of

Barking, Essex, together with a valuable Common right. The
Farm is near to Cbigwell Row, and about 3 miles from the

llfora Station on the Eastern Counties Railway. TENDERS will

be received on or before Mo3;dav, Nr'vember 5, addressed to the

Hon. Charles A. Gore, 1, WWtehaU Place, Westminster, S.W.

—Particulars and lorms of Tender may be had on apphcation

as above, of Mr. John Clttttox, 9, Whitehall Place, S,W., and

of Mr. Thomas Skinner, North Street, Bomford, where a plan

of the Estate may be seen.

ix\t% Ijfi Euftiou

CONSIGNMENT FROM GHENT FOR ABSOLUTE SALE.

IX/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and I^IORRIS are directed

IVX to Sell by Auction at the Mart, on TUESDAY, Oct. 23,

at 12 o'clock, instead of the l7th, as previously announced,

being unavoidably postponed, about 500 choice Double Camcl-

lins and Azalea indica, fine bushy plants, and well furnished

with bloom buds ; 400 Lilium lancifolium rubrum and album ;

300 Asclepias tuberosa ; 200 fine hardy Rhododendrons by
name; also about 200 very handsome Standard and Dwarf
Roses of the best kinds ; Glieut A^^aleas, Kalmia latifolia, &;c.

On view the morning of sale.—Catalogues had at the Mart, and
of the Auctioneers and Valuers. Leytonstono.^'ssex.

TO GENTLEMEN, IMURSEKYMEN, FLORISTS,
AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. RROTHEROE and MOBRIS will submit
to public competition by Auction, at the Mart, Bartholo-

mew Lane, City, E.C, on FRIDAY, October 2(;, at 12 o'clock,

a first-class Collection of DUTCH BULBS, consisting of the
finest Double and Single Hyacinths, Narcissns. J onquils,

Anemones, Crocus, TuUi)S, &c. ; also about 400 handsome
Standard, Half- Standard, and Dwarf Roses of the best kinds;
selected American Plants : comprising Ghent and otherAwdeas,
Hybrid Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Andr'^mcd;is, &c., well set

with bloom buds, &c. On view the morning of Sale.—Cata-
logues had at the Mart ; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

SALE~OF EVERGREENS, STAMDARD ROSES,
BEARING FRUIT TREES, ETC.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AXd MORRIS are in-

structed by James Thorno, Esq., of Sfawboy House,
South Lambeth, to Sell by Auction on the promises, on
THURSDAY, November 1, at 11 o'Clock, (in consequence of

the Land being required for building), all the fine SHIiUBS
and TRE ES standing thereon, comprising Green and Variegated

Hollies, from 3 to 10 feet in height, tine bushy Aucubas, 3 to 6

feet, Rhododendrons, 2 to 6 feet, Box, Arbor- vit;es, Euonymus,
&c., fine Standard Roses, Dwarf and Standard Peaches and
Nectarines, many in a bearing state ; Pyramid Pear Trees,

GoosebeiTies and Currants; a Greenhouse 60 feet long, new
Hot-water Boiler and -Pipes, Summer-houses, Gai-den Seats,

Statues and Vasea, Iron Fencing, two Leaden Pumps, several

handsome Rabbit Hutches worthy of notice, and other effects.

—May bo viewed three days before the Sale. Catalogues {Qd.

each, returnable to purchasers), may be had of Mr. Chasuler,
Horticultural Agent and Valuer, 28, Priory Road, Wandsworth
Road, 8. ; at the vai-ious Seed shops in London, and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone. Essex, N.E,

IMPORTANT AND EXTENSIVE SALE OF
NURSERY STOCK.

To NOELEMFHs", G ESTT.EXEN, NOESKRYilEN, AND PCEUC
Companies ekoaged is Planting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE a>'D MORRIS have re-

ceived instructions from Mr. F. Hopgood to submit to
an unreserved Sale by Auction, on the Premises. Acton Vale
Nui-.sei-y, near the 4-niile stone on the Uxbridge Road, and
within 10 minutes' walk of the Acton R;iilway Station, on
MONDAY, November 5, and following days, .it 11 o'clock each
day, the Lease having expired, the whole of the valuable
NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a large assortment of Evcr-
gi-eon and Deciduous Shrubs, ranging all sizes, and many fine

specimens suitable for immediate effect ; very handEorae
Standard and Dwarf Rosofl, iuclufling the best kinds; Orna-
mental Fruit and Forest Trees in great variety ; strong Vines,

Ivies. Clematis, Virginian Creepers, IIonoy3\ickles, fiic , in pots,

together with a very choice collection oi Greenhouse Plants.

Full particulars will appear in future Advertisement. May
be viewed one week prior to the sale. — Catalogues
may be ha I (6rf. each, returnable to purchasers), on the pre- I

mises ; of the principal Seedsmen in London ; and of the
;

Auctioneers. American Nursery, Leytonstone, F. ;. I

' STOKE N E W 1 N G T O N.

To Noblemek, Gentlemen, and others Plaktino.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AXi> MORRIS have

received instructions to Sell by Auction on the Premises,

Albion'^ad! StoUe Newio^ton, on MO.NDAY and lUE.^

LEYTON GRANGE.
MESSPiS. PROTHKUOE akd MOKUIS are ia-

structed by tbo British Land Company (Limited), to
Sell by Auction, on the premises, Leywn Grange, near the
Church, Leyton, Essex, and within 10 minutes walk of the
Leyton llailway Station, on WEDNESDAY, Ncvemberl4, at
11 o'clock, the large EVERGREENS and FLOWERING
SnUUBS, including fine specimen vaiicpated Hollies, 10 to
12 feet ; Lanrestinus, Aucubas, Rod Ced;*r3, Arbutus, Rhododen-
drons, Kalmias, Azaleas; choice Standard and Dwarf Roses,
very handsome ; Herbaceous Plants, &c. ; fine Dwarf-trained
fruit-bearing Peaclies, Nectarinea^ Apricots, Standard Plums,
Apples, Cherries, Mulberry, Gooseberries and CuiTants; about
400 yards of Holly Hedge, 10 to 12 feet high ; several beds of
strong Asparagus for forcing ; a large quantity of excellent Box
Edging ; two Greenhouses, Pit, sundry Li;j;ht8, capital 4-inch
Hot-water Pipe Boiler, Compost and other effects. May bo
viewed four days prior to the sale.—Catalogues had on the
prennses; at the Lion and Key, Leyton ; and of the Auctioneers
and Valuers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

BLACKH£ATH.—To GKNTLfiiiEX, NuaSEEYiiLN, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEUOE and MORRIS have re-

ceived instructions from Mr. Hitlly to sell by Auction on
the premises opposite the Railway Station, Blackheath, Kent,

on PRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 16 and 17, at 11

o'clock each day without reserve, the ground being taken for

immediate Building purjioses, the wliolc of the valuable

NURSERY STOCK, including a large quantity of Evergreens
and Deciduons Shrubs, Ornamental Fruit and Forest Trees in

great variety, and comprising tlie usual aasortment; also

choice Greenhouse Plants, consisting of fine Double Camellias
eet with bloom buds ; Ericas, Epacris, Geraniums, &;c.—May
he viewfcd one week prior to the Sale ; Catalogues had on the
Premises, of the principal Seedsmen in London, and of the
Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

IMPORTANT SALE AT THE COLDWORTH NURSERY,
WOKIWC, SURREY,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen en jaoed in Ornamental
PLANTIKO, NimSETtYMFN, A^'D OTHERS,

MR. J. C. feTEVENS is favourca witU histructiona
from Mr- Robert Donald, whose lease has nearly expired,

to sell by Auction, at the Goldworth Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

on MONDAY, October 29, and following days, at half-past 11

precisely each day, a must VALUABLE and EXTENSIVE
COLLECTION of SPECIMEN CONIFERS and other ORNA-
MENTAL PLANTS, all of which have been well i^repared for

transplanting, forming a large proportion of the Homo Nur-
sery, It includes magnificent specimens (besides many others)

of the following well known sorts :—
Arai:c:triaimbricata, 6 to 8 ft

Cedars of Lebanon.. S to 10

Cediiis Africanus .. 5 to 8

Deodima ..10 to 15
Atlautica .-10 to 12

Pinus Austiiaca .. 6to 8

Bentbamiaua 4 to 8

99

tt

ft

9f

t»

4 ft.

If

T»

S$

*r

91

99

Cembra
Excelaa

Lemonii
Siuclarii

• )9

O

8 to 10

,10 to 15

, 5 to 7 „
. S tolO,,

Taxodium semper-
virens -• -.20 to 30 „

Cupressus Lawsoni-
ana . - - , 2 to

Cryptomcria japo-
nica -. ,.15 to20„

Picea Pinpapo . . 3 to 6 ,,

Juniperns Chinensis 8 to 10 „
WellingtoniagiganteaS to 6 „
FiuusNordmanuianaS to 6»

Brumoniana.. 6 to 8 ,,

Douglasii -.10 to 15 „
Insignis ..10 to 15 „
m?ifrncarpa , .10 to 30 ,»

Smithii ,.15 to 20,

»

Yews (Irish) .- 8 to 10 ,^,

99

99

>f

99

11

Also vai-ious fir&t class Evevffrccns iind Deciduous Trees of

numerous sixes. Fine dwtirf trained Fruit Trees, Standard

Fruit Ti-eea, Dwarf and Standard Roses of the best kinds, and

a variety of other hardy plants.

May be newed one week before the Sale, -when Calalognes

(15. each, returnable to purcha^:er.i) may be had at the Nursery,

at the principal Inns in the neighbourhood, and at Mr. J. C.

Sterens' Auction Kooms and Offices, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C.
Approved Bills at three months vnW be taken of purchasers

above 50t The Gnldworth Nursery is one mile from Woking
on the South Western Railway, where a van will meet 9.40 train

from Wn,terIno to convey parties to the Sale .

WALLS COURT, NEAR BRISTOL.
EXTESStVE AND ImI'OUTANT SALE OF SllOKT-UORNED CATTLE,

Horses, PiGti, Implkments, «S:c.

MR. STRAFFORD is entrusted by Thomas
Proctor, Esq. (who is retiring- from Farming in conse-

quence of ill-health), with the Sale by Auction, withoxit

resei-ve, of the whole of hi.s valuable STOCK, on TUFSDAY.
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, October 23, 24, and 25
next, consisting of upwards of 200 Head of Breeding, Fat, and
Store Cattle, many ofthera of fashionable and pure blood, also the

very superior Team of Hoi-scs, Figs, &c. with the whole of the
Agricultural Jlachiuevy and Implements, which are of the most
modem character, and have been selected from the best
makers, without regard to expense.—Catalogues and Pedigrees

and other particulars may be had on application to Messrs.

H. & T. Proctor, Cathay, Biistol ; or Messrs. Proctor &
Ryi.AXD, at Biruun^'V.am, Chester, or Warwick ; and of Mr.
Strafforp, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W.

BATTERSEA, SURREY, Ne.\r the York Road.

li'Tl\. W. T. ATW'OOD has received instructions to

iYX Sell by Auction, on THURSDAY, October 25, at

12 o'clock, on the premises (late in the occujwitioTi of Mr.
Andrew Symonds). the LIVE and DEAD STOClv of a Market
Gardener, comprising strong useftil Horse. Mftrket, and other

Carta; 23 ."i-light Roxes and Lights, Dried Herbs, Garlick,

quantity oFSeetU, He?ps of Manure, Turban and other Ranun-
culus Roots, Tools, and other useftd articles.—May be viewed
the day previous to Sale ; Catalogues had at the Inns in Covent
Garden ; and of Mr. Atwood, Mortlake. 8.W.

ULLESHALL.—Two miles frosi Newi-ort, 5 from Wel-
lington, Salop, and 1 from DoNnjriTos Station on the
SuROPSHiRE Union Railway.

To Noblemen, Land Agents, Ndrserymen', rLAKTEBS,, and
Others.

"TTTR. R. pooler will Sell by Auction on TUKS-
jA_L day, October ZO, upwards of 200,000 truly valuable

Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Ti-ccs ; splendid Ever:green8,

choice Shrubs, strong Transplanted and 3 year-old Quick,
HoHio^, Privet, Ac, the property of Mr. Thomas Adams. The
Slouk is finely grown, well-rooted, and for the extent not to

be excelled by any nursery. Those from a distance are specially
invited to arrive in good time to view the Stock. Lunch at 10
o'clock, and Sale to comn^enco at 11 to a minute.—Catalogues
may bo obtained, on application, to the Auctioneer, High.

Street NowxMjrt, Salop.

from the end of the Tubing, by the pressure from the steam
engine, upwards of 40 yards. I have 350 Scotch acres laid with
metal pipes under ground fur the conveyance of liquid manures
over my farm, and your Gutta Percha Tubing has given me
great facility in spreading it over the surface of the land I
likewise think highly of the Gutta Percha Union Joint."
Every variety of Gutta Percha ai-ticles manufactured by the

Guttapercha Companv, Patentees, 18, Wharf Road, City Hoad,
")ndon, E.C., and sold by their wholesale dealers in town and
country.

P?fvet &c.; a choice a.ssortment of Fruit Trees, comprising

Standard and Dwarf Trained Peaches Ap^coU^ecta^,ne8,

CherneV^ Plums. Pears. Gooseberries, Currants, Grape Vmos,

&c
'

fine SUndard. Dwarf, and Climbing R««. Amen^n
,

pfant^ inching Azaleas. Rhododendrons and Andromeda,

flSudl well set with bloom buds. May bo viewed prior to
,

the Safe -Catalogues had on the Premises, of the prmcpal
.

Seedsmen in London, and of the Auctioneers American

N,Se^ Leytonstone,'Essex.-N.B. Tl.e L«u« of the above

f Ground to be disposed of by private contract.

M
IMUrtSERY STOC(« FOR SALE.

R. DUNCAN MACFAKLANE, ArcnoyEirE, wUI
__ Sell by Pubh3 Roup, at Taybank Nunferies, by Perth,

on MON DAY and TUE3 1>AY. November 5 and commendngr

eS;h day at U o'clock, the whole NURSERY STOCK Ac..

belonr^ng to Mr. William Stewart, const-ting of jj^reet Tr««.

Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Rushes, &c In the course of ^^%
there will also be exposed a Pair of Fanuera, two Owes of

Drawers for Sec<i.s. a number of Bushel Measures Mid Weight,

Sieves and Riddles. Office Desks. Garden I ramo, and Garden

fmplements. &c.-For Catalogues and other Pj^ictilarsapp^

to Jamk PporridWOoDF, Solicitor. 25. George Street, Pertb; or

Mr. John Clark, Gardener, at Taybank Nursery.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

B U L E AN McC LL C HVS
Descriptive Bulb Catalogue and Amateur's Guide to Winter and Spring Gardening

NOW KEABY. AND MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION OR SENT POST PAID.

THE number of genera, the nnmerons species and varieties the ahove Ctitalogne contains, combined with the Descriptive Notes, Cultural Directions, and Hints on'th
Distribution and Arrangement of Bulbs, make it perhaps the most valuable and comprehensive of the season, eitlier to the Amateur or Practical Gardener.

For General Index of the above Catalogue^ see Advertisement on page 828 of Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 15.

All Orders 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid, no charge made for packing or package.

COLLECTION "D" for CONSERVATORY DECORATION, 42s.,
Contains 24 Fplendid HYACINTHS in 24 sorts, 12 splendid POLYANTHUS NAPvCISSUS in 12 sorts. 3 splendid JAPAN LILIES, extra laro-e roots 30
beautiful Single TULIPS in 10 varieties, 18 beautiful Double do. in six varieties, 18 Single DUG VAN THOL do., 12 SCILLA SIBIKICA, 12 Double and 12 Single
Sweet-scented JONQUILS, 100 new Seedling CROCUS in 10 beautiful sorts, 12 IXIAS, 12 SPARAXIS. Half of the above, 2\s,

COLLECTION "E" for THE FLOWER GARDEN, 42s.,
Contains 40 REX RURRORUM Double Soavlet TULIPS, 40 TOURNESOL Variegated do., 40 YELLOW ROSE Sweet-scented do., 40 LA CANDEIJR White do 50SCARLET RANUNCULUS. 50 CITRON do.. 40 GOLDE>i do., 30 Mixed HYACINTHS, 100 GARDEN NARCISSUS in 6 sorts, 25 ENGLISH IRIS 6 CRoW
IMPERIALS, 25 FRITILLARIAS, 200 CROCUS in four sorts, 100 SNOWDROPS, 40 SCARLET ANEMONES, 40 Mixed do. Half of the above, 21s.

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

10.

n.
12.

13.

14.

15.

le.

CARTER
COILECnOSTS OF HYACINTHS.
lOQ in 100 extra fine sorts
100 in 50 extni fine sorts
lOO in 25 extra fine sorts
The best 12 Hyncinths for exhibition, with
lar^e trusses of bloom and extra strong bulbs

The best 12 Hyaciutlijj for glasses
The best 12 Hyaciotbfl for pots
12 Hyacinths for pots or glasses (good sorts),

.

COLLECTION OF BULBS.
£5
4

5
4
S

15
\-l

10
S

2^0. 4.—80s. Collection of Bulbs for Conserva-
tory and Out-door Planting.

No. 1.—80s. Collection of Bulls for Forcing.
50 Extra fine Hyacinths, in

25 sorts
54 Polyanthus Xarcissus, in

fi sorts [qiiils

25 Single 6weetpcented Jun-
25 Largest Double Jonquils

300 Newest Seedling Crocus,
in 50 sorts

3 of each of 12 iK-st v.irietiep.

Single Early Xuhpa

No. 2.-49S. CoUeption
2 dozen extm fine Hya-

cinthfl, in 12 sorts

2 dozen PoIy:inthua Narcis-
sus, in 9 sorts

2 doaenSingle Sweet-scented
Jonqnils

150 Newest Seedling Croons,

in 50 sorts

12 Tulips Due Van Thol, red
and yellow

13 Ditto ditto, scarlet

12 Ditto ditto, rose

12 Ditto ditto, yellow
12 Ditto Double La Candenr
12 Ditto ditto Rex Rubrorum
12 Ditto ditto Toumcsol
12 Ditto ditto Yell<5w Rose

of Bulbs for ; Forcing:.
1 dozen Tulips. Due Van

Thol, red and yellow
1 dozen ditto ditto, scarcct
1 dozen ditto ditto, rose
1 dozen ditto ditto, yellow

^ 1 dozen ditto Vermillion
Brilliant

1 dozen ditto Rex Rubrorum
1 dozen ditto Toumesol

4 dozen Border Hyacinths,
in 3 colours, double or

3 dozen very fine TTyacinths,
for Pots or Glasses, in 18
sorts

1 J dozen Poly.anthus Narcis-
sus, iu 9 sorts

100 Su-eet^scented White Dutch
Narcissus

50 Narcissus Poeticus
12 Single tSwcet-scented Jon-

quils
250 Rlue Crocus
250 Yellow Crocus
250 Purple Crocus

No. 5."

250 White Cix)cus
100 Due Van Thol Tulips
50 Sing-Ie mixed Tulips
25 Rex Kubrgiuiu Double

Tulips
25 Tournesol Double Tulips
25 Splendid mixed English

ns
100 Splendid mixed Simnish

Iris

100 Finest Single mixed Ane-
mones

100 Scarlet Turban Ranunculus

No. 6.

100 Double Mnowdrops
100 Single Snowdrops
12 Dog's ToothViolets

40s. Collection of Eulbs for Conser-
vatory and Oat- door Planting^,

Half the above quantities.

-20s. Collection of Bulbs for Conser-
vatory and Outdoor Planting^.

No. 3 —20s. Collection of Bulbs for Forcing.
n.ilf the abjve quantities.

1 dozen Border Hyacinths,
in 3 colours, double or
single

1 dozen very fine Hyacinths
fur pots orglas'scs, in 12
sorts

6 polyanthus Narcissus, in
rt sorts

25 Sweet-scented Wliite Dutch
Narcissus

12 Narcissus Poeticus

IQ Yellow Crocus
50 Purple Crocus
50 White Crocus
25 Due Van Thol Tulips
25 Single mixed Tulips
12 Rex Rubrorum Tulips
12 Tournesol Tulips
25 Finest mixed Spanish Iris

25 Scarlet Turban Ranun-
culus

25 Double Snowdrops

No. 7.—80s- Collection of Bulbs for Outdoor
Planting.

Six Dozen Hyacinths for beddingf, consisting of 1 dozen each of
the following colours :—Crimson, rose, purple, blue, white,.
white with purple eye (double or single, whichever may be
prefeiTcd.)

12 Gladiolus Ercnchleyensis
50 Splendid mixed English

Iris

50 Splendid mixed Spanish
Iris

250 Large Double Snowdrops
12 Finest mixed JIartagon

Lilies

100 Splendid Scarlet Turban
Rauunculu?

60 Finest Single mixed
Anemones

100

100

500
600
250
100
50
25

Sweet-scented white Dutch
Double Narcissus

Pheasant-eye crimson and
white single Narcissus

Yellow Crocus
White Crocus
Purple Crocus
Single mixed Early Tulips
Double mixed EarlyTulips
Finest mixed French Seed-
ling Gladiolus from Gan-
davensis

No, 8-—40s. Collection of Bulbs for Out-door
Planting.

2 dozen mixed Red Hya-
cinths, double or single

2 dozen mixed Blue Hya-
cintha, double or single

2 dozen mixed White Hya-
chitbs, double or ^ingle

100 Swect-sceTi ted White Dutch
Double Narcissus

250 Yellow Crocus
250 White Crocus

50 Single mixed Early Tulips
25 Finest mixed French Sea-

ling Gladiolus from Gan-
da.vensi3 [Iris

25 Splendid mixed English
50 Splendid mixed Spanish
100 Large_ Double Snowdrops
12 Finest mixed Martagon

Lilies
50 Splendid Scarlet Turban

Ranunculus250 Purple Ciocus

No. 9-—20s. Collection of Bulbs for Out-door
Planting.

Half the above collection.

t

For further particulars, see

THE AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT TO
CARTER'S GARDENERS' YADE MECUM,

whicli will Le forwardeJ post free on application to

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 & 238, High Eolborn, W.C

EARLY FLOWERlNC BEDDING TULIPS.
The finest Collection of the above are described and Priced in

EG. HEKUEUSON and SON'S BULU
• CIRCUliAR, which may be had on application (postage

free)» also notices of the following :—
LILlUil GIGANTEUIL

.» M CORBIFOUUM.
BPECIOSUM (LWCIFOLIUM) GHANDIFLOUUM-

.AMARYLLIS-—A splendid collection
CYCLAMKN".—The finest collection of thii? charming plxnt.
SCILLA SIIURICA—The most brilliant blue spria^-tlowerJ
A PRICKO LIST OF Garden Plants with silvery foliage.

with variegated toliajje.

with ornamental do.
early Spring'-flowcrin^'" Garden Plants,
New French blotched Pau>ics.

GYNERIUM AUGEN^TEUif, per 100 or 1000., each 6d.. £>rf.,

to %^. U.
LADY E^f^LY PEEL PETUXLV, (3nrp«sin(f Shrubland

Rose, Marquis de la Ferte, and Cotintess of bllesmerc).

AX;SIE KIEN, The greatest novelty of the season in
Pctutdas.

CLOTU OF GOLD and GOLDEN FLEECE,
Tki ahaice Summer Bt'ldinp Gaxiniums have p^^ovnl to he He

iinea of all varittits in iheiy ifc(ion—furpas$intf th^ G^hlen
Chain avdofher$in their do'^e and detue habit, richness of Ua/-
tint^ and picturefgue effect, prtgmtinff a move even and unbroleyi
swface of ffoldm verdure than any other tnoirii plants,

CAMELLIA TRICOLOR I.HBRICATA PLENA-
Wellinffton Nursery, St John's Wood, London. N.W.

9f

1

1

II

Nl;W HARDY RHODODENDRON-
R. NAPOLEON BAUMANN.

JOSEPH BAUMANN.NxjRSERYMAN.Ghent. Belgium,
begs to announce that he la sendinpf out for the first

time his new SEEDLING RHODODENDRON. It is a good
grower^ free flowering^, pyramidal truss, bright rose, all the
petals dotted over with deep crimson spotp, very fine loliage

;

alto^ther excellent. It received the first prize at the great
Ghent Show for best seedling. Good plants with three to four
shoots, 1/. ; stronger plants, 2^ Free to London (Custom
House). One over for every three taken,

J- B.'s NEW CATALOGUE, with the figure of this Rhodo-
denrlron, may be liad on application at the Ghent Narsery,

J"()SEPH IJAUAIANN, Nursoryuuui, Ghent, B
begs to offer the following plants

;
packing and

free to London (Custom IlouseJ;

—

100 Hardv Qlient Azaleas* ^ith names and good sorts
full of flower buds

100 Stronger Plants do. do
100 Very Strong Plants do. do
100 Azalea infiica, best sorts with flower buds .

.

100 StroTiger Plants da do
100 Himalaya, Assam, and Bhotan Rhododendrons .

.

100 Stronger Plants ,.

100 Hardy Ghent Rhododendrons, 2 years old . -

100 Camellias, 2 years old

)
100 Lilium laucifolium album, sti

100 „ „ rubnim
100 Aficlepias tuberosum . , ., ,.

100 Welliugtonia gigantea, 1 foot high
100 Kalmia pumila, glanca^ and angustifoUa

* t

elgium.
carriage

£ 8.

5
8

12
4 10
8
5
10
7
5
3 5
3 5

1 ]0
10
3 oi

WINTER BLOOMING PLANTS.—Purcliasers a
-j

respectfully invited to inspect the very large stock oi

the Subscribers. AZALEAS. ERICAS, EPACRIS. CYTISUS^
and aCACIAS, can be seen in thousands. ...

Fine grafted JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, well set witn

flower. OTAHEITE ORANGES in fruit, &c.

Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nursery, K.E-

WINTER FLOWERING PLANTS.—We have »

large stock of fine healthy plants, well set with Woom,
of the best varieties of AZALEA INDICA, CAMELLIAS,
EPACRIS, and ERICAS, and will be glad to quote P^ces up"0

application. Also very nice grafted plants of JASMI>^-™
GRANDIFLORUM.

James Dick-wn & Soys, Newton Vnrspries. Chester.

SPLENDID NEW INDIAN AZALEA MAGNET.

WILLIAM BARNES is now prepared to send out

the above splendid AZALEA, which has been mncn

admired this season by many first-rat© judges. It was '*'^^™Tj
a Prize at the Crystal Palace on Jlay 26, where tt WM ^^'^^^^
in the class of new and rare plants in bloon). It *".*Ly
exhibited before the Floral Committee of the HorUcnltuw
Society on June 28, and there received a Certificate or co^
mendation. Mr. Moore, the Secretary, describes i^

J*""!^—
"Colour, deep rosy tinted salmon pink, marked <>^^^^^
segment with rose purple spots; it is of remarkable dw«J^
constitution, and free flowering, small plants being i^F™ '

covered with bhxjm." Tlie plants now offered are all 8™^™^
clean healthy stems, and each plant has from 50 to 100 niuuK

shoots upon it. Price 15jr. each.

Camden Nursery, Caniberwell, London.—Oct. 20.

^!!li!i!)^'NV"*'^**?W^V**'"'^'P'^' WobumPlRce.an^l Prediiiio Mclikxt Etasb. of No.CO. Quf..^ii> Road VTest, both in the Parish of St. P«ncrat.ln the Co- of MiiJle-
«<wB«>n] swirccort ©r tt buef-i»r« Cnjrof UdOoo, and publJihci by thein at the Offl'R, ."Vo. 41, WelUuKtci St., Carish of St. FauTi, CoTtnt Gap4«n,iD the wicl Co.— Sircnoil. t

^x.Prinf^n. at the!r OSet.

4 k
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G E R A L IMPLEMENT

SPECIAL SELECT LIST OF THE MOST APPROVED AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

In the present day, when hoth Gentlemen and Tenant Farmers so liberally stimulate and encournge tlie Inventive skill of manufacturers of Agricultural Implements and

Maclilnerv, the taJk of intelligent selection on the part of the Farmer is oftentimes one of no little difficulty. Among the variety of rival claims (and more especially

when there is a degree of excellence, in some point or other, in almost every claimant for pre-eminence) it not unfrequently happens that the chief diflieulty is to fix a

thoice which shall prove to he satisftictory.

It having been suggested to Messrs. J. B. BkOWN & Co. that a very useful Department ml-ht be added to their business by having carefully prepared Lists of thb

Most Select and Approved Ijipleme^tts and MAcniNES, such as have fully proved themselves to be the best of their class, and may always be depended upon to give

the fullest satisfaction, Messrs. Brown k Co. have much pleasure in now commencing a series of such Lists, every article in which they have the fullest confidence in

guai-anteeing in every respect. They beg now to submit the following—

No. l.-S ELECT LIST OF BEST PRIZE PLOUGHS.
HOWARDS^ CHAMPION PLOUGHS.

The demand for HOWARDS* CHAT^IPION PLOUGHS has this year been considerably larger than at any former period. The Ne\v Ploughs, H and 11 If, arc the

best Messrs. Howard have ever yet manufactured; they are less liable to breakage, lay the furrow in a better form, leave more edge on the wort, and draw hghtcr

than any former patterns.

* * IMPORTANT PLOUGHING MATCH, GLOUCESTER MEETING, Oct. 3, I860.—The Sixyer Cup in the Farmers' Sons' Class, the Srivzn Medal to tlie

*
best Ploughman, and Ten other Peizes, including the Fiest Pkize in Three Classes, were won with Howards' Champion Ploughs,

HOWARDS' NEW PATENT H CHAMPION PLOUGH FOR TWO HORSES.
This Plough and the one following are believed to be not only the cheapest hut the lest and most durable General Purpose Ploughs yet produced. The above Plough,,

marked H i» suitable for both light and heavy land, and while light enough for two horses, is strong enough for four. Some thousands of these New Patent Ploughs Iiav«

been made since the Warwick Meeting, 1859, but not a single instance of breakage has come to the knowledge of the makers. Price 4/, 2s. 6d. Skim Coulter, 5*. GJ,

HOWARDS' NEW PATENT HH CHAMPION PLOUGH FOR GENERAL PURPOSES-
TliU Plough gained the FIRST PRIZE as the BEST PLOUGH roa GENERAL PURPOSES at the Warwick Meeting. 1859, beuig the Chief Prize for Plought--

awarded by the Royal Agricultural Society of England, at this Meeting. Tlie above is exactly on the same principle as the H Plough, but is a size larger, and is intended

'or general purposes. It is more suitable for deep work and for ploughing at matches than the smaller sizes. Price 4^. 7s. Gd. Skim Coulter, 5*. 6rf.

HOWARDS' POTATO RAISING PLOUGH.
With a pair of horses 3 to 4 acres of Potatoes can be raised in a day; it leaves fewer in the ground than wlien dug by hand, and raises the roots without bruising cr-

tchinff the skins. It may readily be converted into a Ridging Plough by adding a pair of breasts. Price 3^. 7*. 6d. With breasts complete, 5/.

Orders are received by Messrs, J. B. Baowx & Co. for every description of Agricultural Implements, and of any make, at the Manufacturers' prices ; and

great care is taken as to the proper execution and prompt dispatch of all orders entrusted to them.

AGENTS
J. B. BROWN & CO., 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.

- wTt

M02IEO'S CiNSON BOItEE.

CTLINDEB EOILEIiS

OP vauioijs sizes.

SADDIE BOILEIiS OF
WROVailT A>i> CART IROyj

or ALL eiZES,

THE LARGEST STOCK OF

HOT-WATER PIPES CONNECTIONS, BOILERS fee 9

OF THE BEST QUALITY .VXD AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

THE WHOLE OF THE ABOVE KEPT IN STOCK READY FOR IMWEDiATE DELfVERY.

rRICES WILL BE SENT OX APPLICATIOST, OR ESTIMATES FOR

T-W A T E R APPARATUS
ERECTED COMPLETE IX ANY FART OF THE COUXTRY.

J. JONES, 6, BANKSIDE, WA Di Jfrt
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CARTER COLLECTION OF BULBS.
Ko.
No.
Ko.
No.

Ko.
No.
No.

COLLECTIONS OF HYACINTHS.
10. 100 in 100 extra fine sorts £5 5

11. 100 in 50 extra fine sorts ,

,

. , ..44
12. 100 in 25 extra fine sorts 3 3

13. The best 12 Hy:icinths for exhibition, with
large trusses of bloom an<i extra strong bulbs 15

14. The best 12 Hyacinths for glasses .. .. 12
15. The best 12 Hyacinths for pots .. ,. 10

16. 12 Hyacinths for pota or glasses (good sorts). . S

No. 4—80s. Collection of Bulbs for Conserva-

tory and Out-door Planting.

No. 1.—80s. Collection
50 Extra fine Hyacinths, in

25 sorts
54 Polyanthus Narcissus, in

9 sorts [quils

25 Single Sweet-scented Jon-
25 Largest Double Jonquils

300 Newest Seedling Crocus,
in 50 sorts

3 of each of 12 best varieties.

Single Early Tulips

No. 2.—40s, Collection
2 dozen extra fine Hya-

cinths, in 12 sovte

2 dozen Polyantlius y^avcis-

ST13, in^ sorts

S dozen Single Sweet-scented
Jonquils

150 Newest Seedling Crocus,

in 50 aorta

of Bulbs for Forcing
12 Tulips Due Van Thol, red

and yellow
12 Ditto ditto, scarlet

12 Ditto ditto, rose

12 Ditto ditto, yellow

12 Ditto Double La Candeur
12 Ditto ditto Rex llubrorum
12 Ditto ditto Tonrnesol
12 Ditto ditto Yellow Rose

of Bulbs for [Forcing. 1 No* 6.

1 doacn Tulips, Duo Van
Tbol, red and yellow

1 dozen ditto ditto, acarcet
1 dozen ditto ditto, rose
1 dozen ditto ditto, yellow
1 dozen ditto Yermilliou

Brilliant

1 dozen ditto Rex Rubrorum
1 dozen ditto Tournesol

4 dozen Border Hyacintbe,
in 3 colours, double or
single

3 dozen very fine Hyacinths,
for Pots "or Glasses, in 18
sorts

IJ dozen Polyantlius Narcis-
sus, in 9 aorta

100 Sweet-scented"WbiteDutch
Narcissus

50 Narcissus Poeticus
12 Single Sweet-scented Jon-

quils
250 Blue Crocus
250 Yellow Crocus
250 Purple Crocus

250 White Crocus
100 Due Van Thol Tulips
50 Single mixed Tulips
25 Rex Rubrorum Double

Tulips
25 Tournesol Double Tulips
25 Splendid mixed English

Iris

100 Si)londid mixed Spanish
Iris

100 Finest Single mixed Ane-
mones

100 Scarlet Turban Ranunculus
100 Double Snowdrops
100 Single Snowdrops
12 Dos's ToothViolets

Ho. 3 20s. Collection of Bulbs for Forcing.
Hali the above quantities.

No< 5.—40s. Collection of Bulbs for Conser-
vatory and Outdoor Planting,

Half the above quantities.

20s* Collection of Bulbs for Conser-
vatory and Out door Planting,

£0 Yellow Crocus
50 Purple Crocus
50 White Crocus
25 Due Van Thol Tulips
25 Single mixed Tulips
12 Rex Rubrorum Tulips
12 Tournesol Tulips
25 Finest mixed Spanish Iris

25 Scarlet Turban Ranun-
culus

25 Double Snowdrops

No. 7. '80s, Collection of Bulbs for Out-door
Planting.

Six Dozen Hyacinths for bedding, consisting of 1 dozen each of
the following colours :—Crimson, rose, purple, blue white
white with purple eye (double or single, whichever mav hn
preferred-)

100 Sweet-scented white Dutch
Double Narcissus

100 Pheasant-eye crimson and
white single Narcissus

500 Yellow Crocus
500 White Crocus
260 Purple Crocus
100 Single mixed Early Tulips
50 Double mixed EarlyTulips
26 Finest mixed French Seed-

ling Gladiolus from Gan-
davensis

maybe

12 Gladiolus Breuchleycnsis
50 Splendid mixed English

Iris

50 Splendid mixed Spanish
Iris

250 Large Double Snowdrona
12 Finest mixed Martagon

Lilies

100 Splendid Scarlet Turban
Ranunculus

50 Finest Single mixed
Anemones

No. 8.—40s. Collection of Bulbs for Out-door
Planting.

2 dozen mixed Red Hya-
cinths, double or single

2 dozen mixed Blue Hya-

1 dozen Border Hyacinths,
in 3 colours, double or
single

1 dozen very fine Hyacinths
for pots or glasses, in 12
sorts

6 Polyanthus Narcissus, in
6 sorts

25 Sweet-scentedWhiteDutch
Narcissus

12 Narcissus Poeticus

cintbs, double or single
2 dozen mixed White Hya-

cintbs» double or single
100 Sweet-scented White Dutch

Double Narcissus
250 Yellow Crocus
250 White Crocus
250 Purple Ciocus

50 Single mixed Early Tulips
25 Finest mixed French Seed-

ling Gladiolus from Gan-
davensis [Ins

25 Splendid mixed English
50 Splendid mixed Spanish

100 Large Double Snowdrops
12 Finest mixed Martagon

Lilies

50 Splendid Scarlet Turbau
Ranunculus

No. 9.—20s. Collection of Bulbs for Out-door
Planting.

Half tlie above collection.

For further particul^s, see

THE AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT TO
CARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUM,

which will ho forwarded post free on application to

JAMES CARTER & CO., Seedsmen, 237 & 238, High Holhorn, W.C.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

B L E A N McC LL H'S
Descriptive Bulb Catalogue and Amateur's

+

Winter and Spring Gardening
NOW READY, AND MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION OR SENT POST PAID.

rriHE number of genera, the numerous species and varieties the above Catalogue contains, combined with the Descriptive Notes, Cultural Directions, and Hints on the
-*- Distribution and Arrangement of Bulbs, nialce it perhaps the most valuable and comprehensive of the season, either to the Amateur or Practical Gardener.

For General Index of the above Catalogue, see Advertisement on page 828 of Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept, 15.

AU Orders 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid, no charge made for packing or package.

COLLECTION "D" for CONSERVATORY DECORATION, 42s.,
Contains 24 splendid HYACINTHS in 24 sorts, 12 splendid POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS in 12 sorts, 3 splendid JAPAN LILIES, extra larse roots. 30
beantiful Single TULIPS in 10 varieties, 18 beautiful Double do. in six vaiieties, 18 Single DUC VAN THOL do., 12 SCILLA SIBIRICA, 12 Double and 12 Single
Sweet-scented JONQUILS, 100 new Seedling CROCUS in 10 beautiful sorts, 12 IXIAS, 12 SPARAXIS. Half of the above, 21^.

COLLECTION "E" for THE FLOWER GARDEN, 42s.,
Contains 40 REX RUBRORUIM Double Scarlet TULIPS, 40 TOURNESOL Variegated do., 40 YELLOW ROSE Sweet-scented do., 40 LA CANDEUR White do., 50
SCARLET RANUNCULUS, 50 CITRON do.. 4Q GOLDEN do., 30 Mixed HYACINTHS, 100 GARDEN NARCISSUS in 6 sorts, 25 ENGLISH IRIS, 6 CROWN
IMPERIALS, 25 FRITILLARIAS, 200 CROCUS in four sorts, 100 SNOWDROPS, 40 SCARLET ANEMONES, 40 Mixed do. Half of the above, 21*.

I{EW HARDY RHODODENDRON.
R. NAPOLEON BAUMANN.

JOSEPH BAUMANN.NuESEHTMAN.Ghent, Belgium.
begg to announce that he is sending- out for the first

timehia new SEEDLING RHODODENDRON. It is a good
grower, free flowering-, pyramidal truss, bright rose, all the
petals dotted over with deep crimhon spots, very fine loliagc ;

altogether excellent. It received the first prize at the great
0b«nt Show for best seedling. Good plants with three to four
shoots, \l. ; stronger pUmta. 11. Free to London (Custom
House). One over for every three taken.
J. B.'s NEW CATALOGUE, with the figure of this Rhodo-

dendron, may be had on application at the Ghent Nursery,

CHOICE SEEDS. "

MESSRS. PARKER axd WILLIA:MS beg to
offer the following Now and Genuine SEEDS, all of

which are stronprlv recommended :

—

P. packet

—

s. d,
CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-
more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation..16

CDCUM BERS, all the best varieUea . . ..10
LETTUCE, Alma (Griffin's) 10

^ Moor Park, extra fine.. .. ,, 10
FLOWER SEEDS.

CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed ., 2 6
CINERARIA, from finest named varieties .. 2 fl

DIANTHDS Heddewiggi 10
PANSY, from named varieties 10
PRIMULA sinensis fitnbriata .. .. ..2
&OLANUU capaicastrum .. .. .. ..10

„ pseudo-capsicum ; this is quite equal
in beauty for decorative purposes
to the preceding . . . . . , 10

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGE-TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,
IB published, and wid be forwarded post free on application
ParadiM Nursery, 3«tea Siaterg and Homaey Roftds, Hollo-

mur, London N.

N E W SEE D S.

THE QUEEN' S SEEDSMEN,
PETER LAWSON & SON,

27, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S-W.
ARE NOW SUPPLYING NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

The very finest qualities of TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, ALSIKE CLOVER,
DVVARP BROAD-LEAVED RAPE, MUSTARD, PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS, all carefuUy selected, and

delivered Carriage paid at moderate rates.
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*

ROSES.
I

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.

JOHN CRANSTON'S DESCRTPTIVE CATA^ pine PLANTS, Fuditin-gand Si-ccessiom.

rnOUB OF ROSES for 1S60 axd 1861 is now ready for

distribution. It will be forwarded as usual to all customers

^^rrfiattirs^himself'that his Catalogrzo will be found a

.cpFnl miide to all purchasers, likewise to every one interested

Pxu. cultivation of the Rose.

The descriptions of New Roses will be found copious and

< ifhfiiL so far as was possible to make them from the espe-

^nce of oneaeason.-Nurscric3. King's Acre, near Hereford.

NEW ROSES.

A VAN GEEKT, Nuesertman, Ghent, Belgium,

• begs to recommend the following New Hybrid PER-
-prTUAL ROSES, sent out for the first time :—

MME- AUGUSTS VAN GEERT (P. Robichon).—A very

iretty well formed Rtriped Rose, 12s.

'^TRlOMPHE D'AMIENS (Mille Mallet). — Extra well

formed, beautiful red (reloutc;), spotted with white, 2l8.

fiained the Gold Medal at the Exhibition of Amiens, 1859.

K£1NE DE3 VI0LETTE3 (Mille Mallet). — Large flower

(forme coupe), deep violet colour, ISs.

One over for every four of a sort taken.

CATALOGUES.
LANE AND SON'S CATALOGUES for tlio pre-

GRAPE VINES, from Eyes for Froitisq inPots, orPlanxikg.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO, can supply any quantity

ofveryfinchealthy Pine Ph^nts.eitherFiuitingor Succession^

GUAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varii;Lies, all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO.'S Horticultural Show Establish-

ment is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing of

GRAPES, PINES, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing

the most improved plana of Hokticultupal Boildinos with

the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in fiill

operation. , tt i,

JOHN WEEKS AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues^froeon apph^tion.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYtS IN POTS.

LTJCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now a remark-

ably fine healthy stock of strong Vines, from 6 to 10 feet

liigh of all the choicest sorts, fit for immediate planting, pro-

pagated from eye.s, taken from their own experimental Vmery
which enables them to warrant each kind true to name.

LISTS of sorts and prices may be bad ou application to them.

Exeter Nursery. Exetor-

H.^^l^^^^i^-^^^^Knf^ O-^^^^JU^^Ji^^
their customere as usual. The following may be had upon
application :—

CATALOGUE of ROSES,
CATALOGUE op TREES and SHRUBS,
CATALOGUE OF FRUIT TREES.

The Nurseries, _Grcat_Berkhamstcad, Herts.
~ C A T A L O C U E.

YOTJELL AND CO.'S GENERAL and DESCRIP-
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now

ready, and will be sent free on application.

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifers,

Shrubs, as well as all the newest introductions in Soft-wooded

Plants.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.
' WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
nEORGR JACKMAN AND SON'S PRICED and
Vjr DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1800 and SPRING
ISCl, comprising Fruit Trees of all the leading kinds, new and

selected Roses, fine varieties of American Plants, Choice and

Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,

and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had

free on application.—Woking Nursery. Surrey.

WINTER BLOOMING PLANTS.—Purchasers are

respectfully invited to inspect the very large stock of

the Subscribers. AZALEAS. ERICAS, EPACRIS, CYTISUS,
and aCACIAS, can be seen in thousands.

Fme grafted JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, well set with

flower. OTAHEITE ORANGES in fruit, &c.

Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

INTER FLOWERING PLANTS.—We have a

large stock of fine healthy plants, well set with bloom,

of the best varieties of AZALEA INDICA, CAMELLIAS,
EPACRIS, and ERICAS, and will be glad to quote prices upon
application. Also very nice grafted plants of JASMINUM
GRANDIFLORUM, ACACIA GRANDIS, PULCHELLA,
AGROl'HYLLA IjONGIFLORA MAGNIFIGA, and others.

DWARF OTAHEITE ORANGES, beautifully set with fruit.

James DrcKsoN & Sons, Newton Nurseries. Chester.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.

• able prices finely pTO' -, __, ,

Aphelexis, Borouias, Burchcllia, Chorozema, Cineraria. Cactus,

Cytisus, Carnation (Tree), Daphne, Epacris, Ericas, Eutaxia,

Gardenias, Geraniums, Hydrangea, Primula, Prostranthera,

Poinsettia, Polygala, Roclla, Roses, Indica minor, Devoniensis,

Yellow Noisette, Gloire de Dijon, Cramoisie sup^rieur, &c.

Tremandra, Greenhouse Climbers in variety. Also a selection

of Hyacinths and Tuhps suitable for Forcing in good condition.

Prices with Lists on application.—Dulwich, Surrey, 8.

' CARNATIONS AND PlCOTEES~

JOHN KEYNES is prepared to send out Six 'Sew
and Splendid CARNATIONS and Six: New and First-rate

PICOTEES, the 12 pairs for 3i.

CATALOGUES now ready. The Silver Cup was awarded to

J. Keynes at the National, where some of these Seedlings were

exhibited in his Stand, which will not easily be forgotten by
those amateurs who saw them. There being but few pairs of

a sort, early application will be best to secure good plants.

Salisbury, October 27.

NEW GOLOEiM STRIPED ARBOR-VIT/E.
(Thuja Vervaeneana.)

A VAN GEERT, Nuksebtman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to announce he is now ready to send out the

above very showy novelty, of which he has purchased the

entire stock of the obtainer. M. Vervaene, of Ghent.
P rice 7s. Gd. each ; one over for every three taken.

CRIMSON PERFECTION RHUBARB^

ROBERT SALT aoraln begs to offer the above excel-

lent variety of RHUBARB, feeling confident that it will

continue to give every satisfaction. It is very early and pro-

ductive, and the interior of the stalks a crimson colotir.

Price—1-year old roots, 8s. per dozen ; 2-year old ditto, 12».

;

S-year old ditto, ISs. , with usual discount to the Trade.

Longton Staff. Oct. 27.
_

BUCKLEY'S NEW CRIMSON RHUBARB.

JOHN BUCKLEY, Gaedeneb and Seedsman
Saltisford, Warwick, begs respectfully to offer to the

public his new RHUBARB, the quality of which snrpaa.ses any
other yet out. Specimens have been sent to Dr. Lindley for i

his opinion. 8oe the following in the Qardeners' Chronicle of
February 26, 1859:—
••John Buckley, your specimens are very handsome, rich

rose, red quite through, and and are evidently derived from
Bucks, the true Rhenra undulatura. When cooked they were
remarkably delicate and free from strlnginess."

It has also been exhibited at Messrs. Hurst & M' Mullen's,
*t, TjKidenhall Street, London, where plants may be had
Whotesale an
to the Trade.

ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
GATED PLANTS, Re.

TO THE TRADE AND OTHERS.

PAMPAS GRASS and SPERGULA
PILIFERA.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to inform

their friends and patrons that their new ijriced and

descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added

supplemental Lists of Fuchsias. Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy

Plants Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Viuriegated Plants,

Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the

season is now publit^hed, and will be forwarded post free on

application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey

Roads, Holloway, London, N.

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.

JOHN WATERER beg3 to announce that liis New
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and

other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed

at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published

and v?lll be forwarded on application. It likewise furnishes a

List of all popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most

desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.
. , ,

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunmngdalo

Station, South-Westem Railway.

The CATALOGUE can also be had of Mr. John Kehnan,

4. Great Russell Street. Covent Garden. W.C. __^
CHOICE BULBS.

STEPHEN BROWN'S CATALOGUE Q^te Bass

& Brows) supplied free on application. It contains one

of the finest collections *.f DUTCH, CAPE, and other BULBS.

The cultural and descriptive matter is thi.g year greatly

enlarged, and prices are very moderate.

Finest named Hyacinths, Gs., 9s. and 125. per doz.

Fine, in colours, without names, Si. per dozen.

SUTTON AND SONS invite ia-
spection of the Pampas Grass now

in bloom in their Nursery, from which
the photograph was taken last season, as
published in their Amateur's Guide.
They have also on sale strong plants in
pots at moderate price if taken by t)ic

dozen, hundred, or thousand.
Also SPERGULA PILIFERA TUFTS

AND SEED.
Reading, Oct. 27.

THE BEST SHOW HYACINTHS.

sUTTON'S SELECTION.

HYACINTHS, choice sorts, by name.

9*. per dozen. Ditto ditto, good, 6s. per

dozen.

Also, all other kinds of BULBS, good

and cheap, as see SUTTON'S PRICED
CATALOGUE, now ready, post free.

Royal Berks Seed Establisbmen

Readin g.

FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE FOR 1860-61.

JAMES VEITCH, Jun., hep's to annonnce that his

CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES, comprising a selection

of all the best known varieties in ciUtivation, isnowready, and
will be forwarded on application.

J. v., jun., would respectfully solicit early orders, as owing
to the late severe winter a larger demand than usual is antici-

pated, and the earliest orders have invariably tbe best plants.

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.—Oct. S7.

SUPERB HALF SHRUBBY SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS.

JAMES VEITCH, Jun., having a good Stock of stronp

young established plants of the above, more than he

requires for his own bloomhig, begs to offer the surplus at

Gs. jier dozen, or 42*. per 100.

The Seed being saved with great caro from fine shaped
Fine, in colours, without names, B». per dozen.

flowers of the richest and roost varied colours, tbe Stock now
As.sorted Collections of Bulbs either greenhouse or hardy, at

^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^.^^ ^^
!<, R^ 01 e d9» fi.'ljl.. S4i[.. and lOOS. ... ... -^TT,rT,. -r^r Tr<,-i . vtCIDs. 6d., 215., 42s., 63?., 84!.. and 100s.

. , 4
If 20s. and upwards, free to all stations in Ix>ndon.

Seed and Nursery Establishment. Sudbury. Suffolk.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
CHARLES TURNER, the Royai. Nurseries,

Slouffh. has iust received his usual large consignments

from Hollind, and is gratified in being able to state thatUe
, ,, .c^ -"d iu ^ "^ oudition- ThoANiNUALi

issued^ ana will be eont free to any

As successful cultivation depends in no inconsiderable

degree upon early planting, the great adv.antage of giving

immediate orders is obvious.—The Royal Nurseries, faiough ;

adjacent to Eton and Windsor, and also at Salt Hill.

D

D
20 early Tulips, 20 Double Tulips, 12 Jonquils, 20 Iris,

12 Anemones, 100 mixed Crocus, 12 Gladiolus, 50 Snowdrops,

25 Ranunculus, 12 Fritillarias.- Wm. Denykr, Florist,

82, Gracechurch Street, London, E.G. ___^__

J. v.. Jun., has also a larger quantity of HUMEA ELEGANS-
established in single pots, than it is convenient for him to

winter ; these he offers at 9s. and 12«. per dozen according to

size. -Royal Exotic Nuraery. King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.

EVON AN I) EX ETEU BOTANICAL AND
_^ HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.-HUYSHE'S VICTORIA
PEAR—A PRIZE of TWO GUINEAS, presented by the

Rev. John Huyshb, will be awarded for the best TWELVE
SPECIJIENS of the above mentioned Fear, to ba exhibited at

the Devon and Exeter Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Show at Exeter, on FRIDAY, the IGth of November next.

Non -subscribers to the Society to pay au entrance fee of 2s. 6d.

Notice of intention to exhibit must be sent to the Honorary

Secretary not later than Saturday the 10th November, and

specimens may be transmitted to him on or before Wednesday
the 14th, with the entrance fee.

Exeter, Oct. 25th, 1860. T. W. Gkay, Hon. Sec

IMPORTED DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS.

EP. DIXON will supply the following on receipt

• of Post-office Order for 21s., viz. :—100 Crocus, 20 vars.;

12 Double Narcissus, 12 Poeticus Narci*>sus. 12 Due van Thol

Tulips, 12 Toumesol Tulips, 12 Rex Rubrorum Tulips, 12

Finest mixed Fritillarias, 12 Spanish Ins, 12 English Ins,

3 Jacob«a Lilies, 6 Crown Imperials. 50 Scailet and ^.0 Yellow

Turban Ranunculus, 12 Parrot Tulips, 50 Double Snowdrops.

12 Grand Monarque Narcissus. - 12 Doubie Anemones, and

6 Choice Hvaciutha.—57, Queen Street, Hull.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, imo.

it8 may be had
liberal allowance I

~DALDRY'S SCAULET DEFIANCE

growers

_ is now the best
I

sort in cultivation, either for market gai-deners, private
|

r,— ars, or forcing. It was awarded First Prize, May 2, 1S60,
by the Pomological Society of London, when 18 varieties were
exhibited, a portion of each kind was examined. Baked and
also a portion examined Green. The Society report that it is
unquestionably a First Class Variety, very stout in habit,
roMium in length. Pulp very deliquescent, high coloured and
richly subacid, excellent for market as well as for private
Brrowers. Mr. Baldrv of Enfield has a very lai^ quantity of
roots (strong crowns), to sell at 12s. per half dozen, H. Is. per
oozen, or U. 6*. per hundred, to includo package, on receiving
Post-office Order.—Address to Mr. William Clark, Seedsman
Bishopagate Street Within, London, E.G., the sole Agent

THITOMA UVARIA GLAUCA. — Nothing can

excel the beauty of this truly magnificent h^dy Her-

baceous Plant. Some of the old-established plants have had

this season from 20 to 30 spikes of beautiful orange-scarlet

flowers, and it is certainly the most effective and showy plant

among tbe tribe of perennials.

Blooming Plants, 12-f. per doz.
I
One year younger, 6s. per doz.

Orders of the above will be executed on receipt of a Foet-

oBice Order or Postage Stamps for the amount.

Jambs Kitley, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath^

EARLY FLOWERING BEDDING TULIPS.

The finest Collection of the above are described andj*riced in

EG. HENDERSON and SON'S BULB
• CIRCULAR, which may be had on application (postage

free), also notices of the following :—

LILIUM GIGANTEUU.
GORDIFOLIUM.

\\ SPECIOSUM (LANCIFOLIUM) GRANDIFLORUM.
AMARYLLIS.—A splendid collection

CYCLAMEN The finest collection of this charmmg plant.

BOILLA SI Bl RIGA —The most brilliant biue spnag-flower.

A PRICED LIST OF Garden Plants with silvery fohage.
^

,, with variegated foliage.

,, with ornamental do.

early Spring-flowering Garden Plants.

New French blotched Pausies.

GYNERIUil ARGENTBUM, per 100 or 1000., each 6d., 9d.,

*\^1dY EMTLY peel petunia. (Surpassing Sbrubland

Rost Marquis de la Fert<^. and Countess of Ellesmere).

At^NIE KIEN. The greatest novelty of the season in

"*

CLOra OF GOLD and GOLDEN FLEECE.

TKe al>ove S.an^ Be<ldin,aeraniM.nskave^^^^^^ ^e^tU

9f

cSelIiA TRICOLOR IMBRICATA PLENA.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London,

It 13 to be doubted whether there is any subjec'«

whatever in the Gardening world that has been so

long debated to little or no purpose as the prepa-

ration of A BORDER FOR YiNES. Forgetful of the

i first principles of cultivation, men have lost them-

t selves in strange conceits, which are as remote

from anything in nature as truth from falsehood.

The golden rule in gardening is to follow nature

exactly; or at least with no further departure

from her guidance than may consist in providing

more food for a plant than the savages of vegeta-

tion can of themselves procure. Of course, in

laying down this broad principle, it is understood

that Uie nature which is to be our guide is nature

in her mobt perfect s*ate. It is not meant, because

certain plants may be fuuud wild in jungles and

copses that they are therefore to be compelled to

crowd each otiier in a garden ; nor because some

species stra^;;Ie beyond fliG great limits of their

race, tha*; therefore such extreme cases, however

natunil they may be, are to be maie the subject of

slavish imitation.

The grrat difficuliy that occurs in applying this

principle is to determine what art' the most favour-

able conditions in nature. It is not everybody who

when he sees an object or observes an event, knows

what he is beholdin-. To observe is an art which

few men car. exrcise with anything approachm^

accuracy. It demands a lon^and «k.lt^ cu|Uva-

ha it called " juranin- to a conclusion, which is

the f oiish i-ai ent of horticuliural error.

In nothing is this truth more apparent than m

accuracy. It demands a Ion- ana «k.uui cu.v

tion of the senses and reasoning faculties. Ai

all things it requires a stnct avoidauce of that
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imigmethe subject ot* the present remarlis. Men
that the Yine must like a soil which exists in no
place where it naturally ^tov^o. They see a Cab-
bage thriving on a dunghill, and straightway they

conclude that a Yine must love a dunghill also.

They see a Cucumber drinking up pailsful of water,

and luxuriating in warm mist, and down goes in

their memorandum book the axiom that a Yine
must like a heated swamp. Hence two of the

grand errors in Yine cultivation.

AVhen we look into English gardening books we
find as many ingredients required for a Yine
border as for a magical incantation.

" In the poison'd entrails throw.
Toad, that under a cold stouc.

Days and nights hast thirty-ono
Swelter'd venom sleeping" got,

Boil thou first 1' the chai-med pot .'

Fillet of a fenny snake,
In the cauldron boil and bake :

Eye of newt, and toe of frog,

Wool of bat, and tongue of dog,

Adder's fork, and bliud-worra's sting,

Ijizard'a leg, and owlet's wing.
Scale of dragon, tooth of wolf

;

'Witches' mummy ; maw, and gulf.

Of the raven'd salt-sea shark ;

Iloot of Hemlock, digg'd i' tho-dark ;

Liver of blaspheming Jew ;

Gall of goat, and slips of Yew," ic, &c., ttc.

"VYe beg pardon of our learned friends who
patronise Yine-border mixtures ; we are far from
insinuating that they are conjurors, or capable of

bewitching anything; but really the w^itches' pre-

scription is too much like some of theirs to be for-

-gotten. Sweepings of pavements, road scrapings,

rotten Oak leaves, old tan, bricks, lime-rubbish,

shell marl, mild lime, gravely bone dust, pigeons'

•dung, sheep droppings, Bean straw, brown loam,
woolj woollen rags, limestone, hoofs, horns, trim-
mings of hides, hair, the entrails of a sheep,

a cow's leg, a hog's head, a dead horse, are
all recommended in turn by one ingenious
writer or another, to say nothing of other
unsavoury ingredients. Ana yet a Yine is simple
in its tastes, clean in its habits, and abhors gar-
bage. It loves free air, a warm rocky soil, and in

the latter part of its season a lierce sun. Give it

that and it has all that its constitution demands.

If we look around we find examples enough,
some record of which is to be found in our own
columns. The fine Grapes grown by the late
John \Yixmot, of Isleworth, had their roots in

*clay, cinders, and hard rulihi^h. Mr, George
'Chawsiiay's Vines grew in a gravel walk. Those
of Mr. Glendixxing, at Turnham Green, had
notiiing to feed upon except a pathway of

stiffish clay and common black garden mould.
The great Yine at Cumberland Lodge, near
"Windsor, perhaps the finest now in England,
draws its supplies from a bed of hard sand. Nor
do we believe that when in its glory the old Yine at

Hampton Court was better fed, fur the notion that

its roots were in a sewer is, as far as we have been
ab?e to discover, wholly unsupported by eTidence.

A still more recent example of the error in suppos-
ing that the Yine requires the amazing mixtures
that have been prescribed for it is aflbrded by the
plants now growing in the groat conservatory of

the Horticultural Societ}' at Chiswick. "We suppose
that no one will deny their being in the highest
health, or their crop all that can be desired ; there

are those indeed, and men of no small authority in

such matters, who pronounce it too heavy. And
in what have their roots been growing ? At first

in loam and chopped turf with a little charred
earth and some manure, just to give them a
start; and now in a bank of gravel, the pebbles
of^ which are held together by soapy loam mixed
with garden mould. To be sure, the bunk is warm
and dry, and high above the surrouudiu^ level

:

"but that is precisely what the Yine really does
require ; and into it the roots have already
penetrated for 10 fec-t. . The fact is that any
naturally good soil affords a Yine all the food it

wants, provided the ether conditions of vigorous
growth are carefully ensured and skilfully
maintained.

country the summer heat of which is equal to that

of Southern France.

It now appears from a statement in the Daily

Teleffroph, the best conducted of the penny daily

press, that this opinion has already received full

confirmation. We condense the account given by
our able contemporary, based upon an article in

the columns of the Breslauer Gewerhehlatt ;—
Recent experiments have proved Indian Corn

to possess not only all the qualities necessary to

make a good article, but to be in many respects

superior to rags. The discovery to which we
allude is a complete success, and mav be expected _^ _.,^

to exercise the greatest influence upon the price of other uses. All (hut a small proportion in boxes)

paper. Indian Corn, in countries of a certain of
. t^^fe trees were planted out, some being

degree of temperature, can be easily cultivated to *f!"P^
^'^

,*^^f,

^'"^^^
fT! Vv "

i

''{ '°?'^'^ ^°^-

1 df^^rflP mnrP thin miffiMpnt to ^itisfv the utmost P^^*^*^^-'' '^''^^^ *^® systematic regularity of the besta degree more than sutUaeut to satibty tne utmost
^^.^^^^^^^ p^j^^,), tree; others were trained on table treldemands ot the paper market. J>esido3, as rags '• . .. , .• ... •"•"^'^ "u-

cultivation. It is rather a slur upon the progresTot
horticulture to say that the Orange is not so well
cultivated iu England at the present time aa it wjl
nearly half a century ago, but such is the fact, fori
have now before me a drawing of two China Oranges
grown in Derbyshire iu 1813, weighing 2 lbs., and 4cU
girthing 13 inches ; and these not Oranges to look at
but thin-skiuncd fruit, rich and luscious, and such as
were used daily for dessert iu that establish raeiit
These Oranges, in fact the different species and varieties
of Citrus, were grown for use as well as cr.iament-
and from two large houses exclusively devoted to the
cultivation of these fruits many hundreds of dozem
were annually taken both for confectionary knd

I ^

TilE readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle do not
require to be reminded how constantly we have
supported the opinion of those who believe that
the vegetable world produces other substances fit

for TAPER MAKING besides rags. It has alwavs
appeared to us inconceivable that no other vege-
table refuse should be discoverable, which could be
as profitably used up in a paper mill as the remains
ot tattered garments. Among the materials pro-
curable in limitless quantity we have on more than
one occasion pointed to the exhausted leaves and
husks of Indian Corn, which, although not articles

are likely to fall in price, owing to the extensive

supply resulting from this new element, the

world of writers and readers would seem to have
a brighter future before it than the boldest

fancy would have imagined a short time
ago. This is not the first time that paper
has been manufactured from the blade of Indian
corn ; but, strange to say, the art was lost, and
required to be discovered anew. As early as the

seventeenth century, an Indian Corn paper manu-
factory was in full operation at the town of Rievi
in Italy, and enjoyed a world-wide reputation at

the time ; but with the death of its proprietor tho
secret seems to have lapsed into oblivion. Attempts
subsequently made to continue the manufacture
were baffled by the difficulty of removing the flint

and resinous and glutinous matter contained in the
blade. The recovery of the process has at last been
efifected, and is due to the cleverness of one Herr
MoiiiTz DiAMANT, a Jewisli writing master in
Austria, and a trial of his method on a grand scale,

which was made at the Imperial manufactory of
Schlogelmuhle, near Gloguitz (Lower Austria),
has completely demonstrated the certainty of the
invention. Although the machinery, arranged
as it was for the manufacture of rag-paper, could
not, of course, fully answer the requirements of
Herr DrA5iA:NT, the results of the essay were
wonderfully favourable. The article produced
was of a purity of texture and whiteness of colour
that left nothinor" to be desired ; and this is all

the more valuable from the difficulty xisually
experienced iu the removal of impurities from rags.
The proprietor of the invention is Count Gaul
OcTAVJO Zu LiPPE "\Ykis3ENF£ld, and several
experiments give the following results:

—

1. It is not only possible to produce every variety of
paper from the blades of Indian Corn, but the product
13 equal, and in some respects even superior, to the
article raanufacturod from rags.

2. The paper requires but very little size to render it

fit for writing purposes, as the pulp naturally contains
a large proportion of that necessary ingredient, which
can at the same time be easily eliminated if desirable.

3. Tiic bleachhig is effected by an extraordinarily
rapid and facile process, and, indeed, for the common
light coloured packing paper the process becomes
entirely unnecessary.

4. The Indian Corn paper possesses greater strength
and tenacity than rag paper, without the drawback
of brittleness so conspicuous in the common straw
products.

5. No machinery being required in the manufacture
of this paper for the purpose of tearing up the raw
materiiil and reducing it to pulp, the expense, both in
point of power and time, is far less than is necessary
for the production of rag pnper.

Count LiPPE having put himself in communication
with the Austrian Government, an Imperial manufac-
tory for Indian Corn paper {maishahn papier, as the
inventor calls it) is now in course of construction at
Pesth, the capital of the greatest Indian Corn growing
country in Europe, Another manufactory is alreadj in
full operation in Switzerland; aiul preparations are
boing niiide on the coast of the Mediterranean for the
production and exportation on a large scale of the pulp
of this now material.

Such are the statements made by our contempo-
rary, withwhom we join in the expression of a fervent
hope that a great traffic will spring out of this new
material, and that English vessels will shortly be
freighted with shiploads of books and paper in
embryo. \Ye cannot however agree with him in
believing that Indian Com will ever be grown in

England for the supply of paper mills. It is to be
hoped that English land can be applied to more
profitable uses.

Or.AXGE TREES AND ORCHARD HOUSES,
Calling a short time back at Sawbridgcworth I was

delighted to see the large provision which Mr, Kivers

Of En-iisraTricultArP^^'rp
;*^;»"^^g" not articles has made and is raakiiig for the introduction of the^usu a^TicaLture, are producible la every Tangier and other sweet Oranges into orchard -house

lises, while a large proportion wore standard and dwarf
bushes, and trees of larger size than any in the country
at the present time. From these trees being planted
out it will be seen they were not exposed in the open
air as is the custom at the present time, and this no
doubt was the hinging point of success iu their culti-

vatiou. But the object in their cultivation wag
two-fold; first, ornament, for which they fulfilled the

requirements of the proprietor in the most satisfactory

manner; and secondly, the supply of the table, which
was accomplished in a style which rendered the desserts

not only the most rechercTies but the best appointed

I have ever seen, even up to the present time.

A dish of full sized and thoroughly matured Orangea,

cut with a small twig, a leaf or two, and sometimes a

few flowers adhering, and tastefully dished up, is really

a sight worth seeing, and for effect on the table not to k*

surpassed by any fruit in cultivation. But if you require

fruit of that description, the conditions necessary for its

production must be fulfilled, and these will not be found

in exposing the trees to the open air through the summer

and autumn months, no more than the conditions of

first-class Grape growing would ba carried out by

planting the Vine to pole, as in its native Vineyard,

and then grumbling at the seasons because the Grapea

do not attLiin the same amount of perfection.

What, then, are the necessary conditions, and howare

they to be attained? First, we must have, a8neara3\ve

can get it, an Italian summer, with abundant raoistare

and the temperature varying from 45' to 70' by night

and from 70"^ to 100° in bright sunshine during the

d;^y. With this fine growing moist temperature we

must get the fruit swelled to its fullest proportions, flirl

then we must have a tree circulation ot air, and a

drier but not dry atmosphere to perfect its maturation-
If you want a thick skinned, woolly, juiceless, bitter

Orange, and about as good to eat as a fresh gathered

Medlar, follow the prevailing fashion of exposing

iu the open air from June to October, prida

yourself also on the number of years the plant

has been iu the same pot or tub, and also on

the small quantity of water or manure it require^ and

your object will be attained to the fullest extent; hu:

if you want an Orange with the skin little thicker than

a shilling, take 'a young healthy plant and treat it

much the same as you would a spring started pot

Vine, thin out the fruit, allowing just sufficient tor

the plant to bring to maturity, supply it liberally

with weak manure-water, and you will prpdace ^

fruit with the juice almost oozing through the

skin, and equal in point of flavour to the best Orange

ever imported from Italy or the Azores. In ^af^

they are better, for an Orange fully matured upoji

the tree is more brisk and sprightly in flavour than it w

possible those can be which are gathered while they ar^

yet'green and ripen during the voyage to this conntry.

While Oranges can be bought in the streets of g^
quality at " three a pinny, three a pinny, real Chany, it

may be thought a bold step to attempt to grow them

as a mercantile speculation in this conntry. ^^'

Rivers thinks it would pay, and I have little doubt hot

he is quite right, for on" the same principle that tbo

raouied classes—the purchasers ot luxuries—wi

give 5^. to 105. per lb. for hothouse Grai^

in preference to Lisbon at 1*. to 1^. 6rf.. so^ w<3u

they pay a remunerative price for the finer *i""^

Oranges, when they discovered how really superior tlie

are ; while the blossom, for perfumery and the supply o

Covent Garden and other markets, and the thinnings o^

green fruit for confectionary purposes, will pay mosti

not all the expenses of cultivation.

I know nothing in the liorticultural "^rW m^^^

enchanting than a well managed collection of Ontng'j

trees and their allies. The great variety among ^'^

Oran-es, the gorgeous fruit of the Citrons ^^
Shaddocks, the splendid foliage and the rich pej™'"^

of the whole, render these trees especially '^^"''j'^jj^

cultivation in this countiy, and trees, too, '**''"*^"
-

most uninitiated in hortxiUural matters may ^
learn to manage successfully. Ri»er*

Glass houses, too, are cheap enough; '"' J| f^et
showed me an excellent span-roofed house, iW
long, 25 feet wide, 5 feet hij;h at the sides, and i-

to the apex of the roof, which he had had put up
^^

spring at an expense of 130^. or just 26^- P^^ y
forward. This was not a make-shift house but one

^
put together and fit for the garden of a nobleman, o;

^^^

house would be just the thing for the cultivation ^
^

Orange. All that would be necessary wouia

t

\

1

1
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].^atiiig apparatus to expel frost and to assist tlie trees

a little at the commencement of the growing season,

X couple of 4-inch pipes running all round the house

uonM he sufficient for that purpose, and they could he

nut there for little more than 30/., boiler included,

ladeed a really substantial and well appointed house of

the preceding dimensions could be put up on Mr. Rivers's

plan and heated perfectly, with considerable architectural

ornament added, for less than 200/. This would not be

an extravagant sum for such a purpose, and if the time

bIiouUI ever come when the fruit garden is treated as a

separate establishment, then the Orange-housa willbe

considered one of its greatest luxuries, I had intended

when I commenced, to have offered some detailed ob-

gervatious tn the cultivation of the Orange, but space

admonishes me, and they must be deferred to a future

opportunity, as well as some remarks on the general

appearance and management of Mr. IUvcrs*s orchai'd-

housea. W, -P. A.

4000 feet.

4500 feel.

Rain-fall 120 in.

M. Temp. 68.*

4800 feet.

B600 feet.

Bain-fall and
Hean Temp,
not known.

6060 feet
-fall 55 in.

TEA CULTIVATION IN INDIA.

We find the following interesting statement in the

Proceedings of the Revenue Department of the Madras
Government J from the report of Dr. Cleghorn.

Localities where Tea Plants are growing,

I. Sheyaroy Hills.— There are

several well grown trees at Yercaud,

introduced by G. Fischer, Esq. ; these

have not been picked or pruned, and,

indeed, have been left to nature, but

are growing vigorously nevertheless,

II. CooRa.—A case of plants was
brought from China by Colonel (Lieut.-

Gen.) Dyce in 1843 ; these (now trees)

appear to me over luxuriant, producing

a rapid growth of leaves and not bearing

seed with regularity,

III. NuNDiDROoa. — A number of

plants have lately been sent to this

Hill Sanatarium, they were beginning

to droop in the Lai Bagh Garden,

Bangalore, but there is hope of their

thriving in their new location. ** The
mean temperature of Bangalore is 75°,

and the average rain-fall 35 inches."

The climate being too dry and too hot,

the plants necessarily become dwarfed.
IV. Bababooden Hills. — Four

plants from General Dyce'a stock were
received from Mercara in 1847, these
grew well without care. A packet of
fresh China seeds was sent last year

;

Colonel For ter. Superintendent of
N"uggur, raised 23 plants above Ghat
near the Sirear Buu^folow, aud a num-
ber of seedlings have been planted out
about a thousand feet lower by Mr.
Denton, Coffee Planter,

V. NiLOiEi Hills.—a. Coonoor.—
A full report of Captain Manu's planta-

tion is recorded in Proceedings of

Government, No, 1273, dated 21st

September, 1859.

Besides this, there are a few plants at the under-

mentioned places.

h. Ootacamund. — Introduced or

raised by Mr. Mclvor, Government
Gardens, from Saharunpore Seed and
by General F. C. Cotton at Woodcote.

c. Kaiig.—Introduced or raised by
Sir S. Lushingtou and Lord Elpliiu-

stone.

d, Kulhuttg,—Introduced or raised

by Mr. Rae.

VI. PrLNi Hills.—Major Hamilton
reported that a considerable number of

Tea plants at Kudaikarnal, were an
inch or two above ground and appeared

fresh and healthy-

VII. CuETALLAir.—I have received

flowering specimens from the old spice

garden, which correspond with tlie

stiindard figures of Thea Chinensis.

The shrubs are 20'years old, 12 to 15 feet

high, and where the seed came from is

not known,
VIII. Trayancore.

^Tea trees grow
luxuriantly in Messrs.

Binny & Co.'s planta-
tions (formerly Mr.

^ - ^ .,
Huxham's), 40 miles

eMt of Quilou on the road to Curtallara, and from
whence •ome plants were procured 10 or 12 years ago,
which were planted at Vellymallay, near TJdagiri,
1800 feet, and at Athaboo near Tinnevelly frontier,
3200 feet At both phices they are growin" luxu-
riantly.

^

These facts are taken from General CuUen's letter to
the Madras Government, and I may state that some
seeds received from him were planted and throve on
the Nilgiris at an elevation of 5500 feet.

4. In Tea, as in all cultivated plants, there are
variations, the discrimination of which is of the utmost
importance commercially, and also in an economical
point of view, but I have not materials for attemptmg
» precise definition of these differences. This, however

7350 feot.

Rainfall 60 in,
M. Temp. 58*.

nOO feet.

1200 feet.

Caldoorty
Tallymallay near

Udagiri
Athaboo near
TinneTelly

Altitude Rainfall
Feet liicucii

tiTOO

1800

3200

160 to 200

80

40

sev

Java (under Equa-
tor), Siam and
China 10" to 31°

N. L. (Fortune).
Rio do Janeiro 22^'

8. 1i. Tang-cbow-
foo 36° N. li.

(Reeves).
Principal districta
between 27° aud
Sr N. L. (For-
tune).

is known, that the seed having heen obtained from
different parts of China, the introduced plant varies in

stature exceedingly, from a bushy shrub of 3^ feet to a

ramous tree, 25 teet high.

5. Tliere is a vast difference also between the narrow
leaved forms and broad leaved specimens in some of the

localities mentioned.

6. At present the leaves are taken indifferently from
i'eral sorts, which should not be done, when preparing

Tea for commercial purposes ; and the means of manu-
facture are of the rudest description.

7. The Tea shrub of commerce,

though long confined to Eastern

Asia, is now cultivated far bejond

the limits of China, and Japan, in

Java (under the Equator) in Assam,

the North West provinces of Hin-

dustan on the banks of the Rio

Janeiro, and recently in Noi th

America. From the published

reports of Mr. Fortune and Dr.

Jameson (Selections from the rc:iords

of the Government of India, Xo.

XX III, 1857), it appears to prefer a

climate probably of 67° to 73" mean

temperature. Such is nearly the mean temperature

of the hill slopes r.e ir Kunur, Kotagii i, and of many

of the valleys in the Eastern and Northern slopes

of the Puhu and Nilgirl Hills, and also of the Baba-

booden range in Mysore, and of Kudra Muka in

South Canara.
8. It ought also to be observed, as illustrative of the

hardiness of the Tea shrub, that the cultivation extends

over a great breadth of latitude (from the banks of the

Rio Janeiro 22i° South Latitude to the province of

Sban-ting in China 36i North Latitude), and that as

we recede from the Equator, the lower latitude com-

pensates for the difference of altitude. The Chinese

cultivate on the lower slopes of the Hills, whilst in the

North West Provinces, the culture is carried on between

2000 and 6000 feet.

9. This valuable plant has been found wild in Upper

Assam and Chacar, while its congeners abound on the

Nilgiri and other mountain ranges of this Presidency.

Its cultivation, therefore, might be attempted with

good prospect of success in any of the localities men-

tioned in paragraph 7. In the case of Captain Mann's

plantation near Kunilr, we have the opinion of four

competent judges— Mr. H. Eicketts, B.C.S.; Mr.

Stanisfortb, B.C.S.; Major R. Strachey, Beng. Eng.j

Captain Impey, Beng. Eng.—that the expermient had

entirelv succeeded as regards the grow of the plant.

It now only remains to prove the merchantable

character of the leaf, and this 1 hope will soon be tested.

RECElWfe AOT EXPENDITURE OF
ROYAL FORESTS,

For the Yeah Ending March 31, 1860.

From the :iSih Report of the Commitsiimej-i of If'ooi

HE

U, d-c.

Receipts. Expenditure.
Windsor Forest £ s. d. £ «. d.

and Parka .

.

G626 4 7 18,313 10

1^,9U 1 7

£ t.d.

New Forest 22,554 10 Pr<dU, 9641 8 5

Dean Foreet^excL
r

1

of Mines) 14,865 6 3 9205 9 6
,

ProjU, 5659 16 9

Highme.^dow
Wood .

.

3578 8 6 2481^ 8 4 ProJU, 1092 2

Alice Holt 1496 8 11 1146 3 Profit, 350 5 11

Woolmer., -- 1290 10 5 808 2 Projit^ 982 10 3

Bere . « .
.

'

3016 17 3 1061 IS 6 ProJU, 1954 18 9

Parkhurst ,- 819 12 813 18 10 LoBtt 24 6 1

Hazleborougli
Wood .

.

251 1 6 272 7 7 loss, 21 6 1

Salcey . , ..' 1357 13 6 945 9 9 Proit, 412 3 9

Delamere 420 10 8 1085 4 10 Lots, 65814 2

Chopwell Wood . 101 8 2 470 18 2 \Loss» 369 10

true of the Fungi wlilch are allied to them; and what
then is to be said of such species as Thelephora sehacea
which closely agrees with Tremella in structure, but is

altogether independent of the substances on which it

indiscriminately grows without the slightest organic
union, or without deriving from them a particle of

nourishment.

It is now known that in the parasitic Fungi such aa

Wheat mildew, the condition of the plant, as it appe; ts

when the Wheat is ripe, is not that ultimate stage in

which the true fruit is produced. The jointed

bodies supposed by Sir Joseph liauks and others to be
either capsules or seedd, send forth filaments at a later

period which bear upon them cells v^rhich are the true

reproductive organs. The parasites on Juniper have

precisely the same structure, but the gelatinous element

f^mf.

Tkemeula mesentzrica, Hefz.— sketch.

From an original

MYCOLOGY.—250. XXXIII.
Teemella. mesentbeica. Metz.—Fevf objects in

nature'are more beautiful than the bright orange lobed

and folded gelatinous masses which are so common in

autumn on dead hedges, consisting principally of Sloe

or Whitethorn, and on fallen branches of Oak in our

woods. The substance of this and similar productions is

so different from that of Fungi in general, that they

were formerly associated with Algce, to some of which

they have a certain resemblance. Since however the

structureof these plantshas been better known,they have

quietly dropped into their true place, and' are by all

reckoned as Fungi. Several British species are recorded,

several of which are remarkable objects from tlieir colour,

which varies from white to various shades of pink and

yellow, thence to purple and bright orange, and finally

to mulberry-red and chocolate, while some are of a more

dingy cast and pass through several shades of brown to

IiIacIc

Whathowever renders these Fungi of the most interest

is the carious way in which they connect the lower

grades of the higher Fungi, as the species of Corticium

(No XIX, p. 481) with the parasitic Fungi which are so

common and destructive to our corn, but especially

with the gelatinous species which are so conspicuous on

the different species of Juniper. These parasite? are no

longer isolated beings ; and every pretence is now taken

away for considering them as mere luxuriant develop-

ments of the cells of the mother plant, consequent on

superabundant moisture and a peculiar condition of the

atmosphere. At least if this theory of Unger's ho d

good with respect to these parasites, it mu-st be equally

is so developed in them that they are much more

exposed to the naked eye, projecting as they do an inch

or more from their matrix, and exhibiting a bright

orange or rufous tinge.

Now the Tremellffi, which agree with these Juniper

parasites perfectly in outward aspect, possess a structure

just intermediate between that of the lower Hymeno-

mjcetes and the above mentioned parasites. The
hymenium in Tremella; docs not consist, as in most

Hynieiiomycetes, of a closely packed stratum of parallel

fruit bearing cells, all as nearly as possible of an equal

height, but the fertile threads radiate in every direction

and bear, at unequal heights, swellings at the tips of

their branches which accord with the jointed bodies in

Wheat mildew usually supposed to be the spores.

These swellings are moreover frequently lobed and

divided into fours, like the quarters of an Orange.

From these lobes proceed long waved delicate threads

which produce the true spores at their tips. These

spores again produce in Bome cases at their surface

little cells which are supposed to be the male organs,

and as if analogy were to hold good throughout, it

appears from the observations of Tulasne, that the

same thmg happens in some of the corn parasites, or in

nearly allied species which grow on plants belonging to

different natural orders.

The Tremellae sometimes occur in great abundance

on dead branches. Whole trees of Sallow are some-

times covered when dead with Txidia recisa, and we
have seen Ash and Oak trees equally prolific. Birneola

AuHcula Judce is common on Elder and Elm trunks,

and is the only species considered of any use, but its

utility as an ingredient in gargle for sore throats is

quite problematic, and depends probably on some

fancied resemblance between its surface and that of the

iufiamed fauces.

In conclusion it may he proper to state that in

Tremella, as also in the gonus Dacrymyces which is

closely allied to Tremella, one species of which must
strike every one when growing on damp Fir pales

where it is almost universal, phuits frequently occur in

which no true fruit is produced, but in its stead re-

productive cells known under the name of conidia, and

analogous with buds and other anomalous reproductive

organs in Phanogams. Should any of our readers

therefore try to verify our observations with a

microscope, they must be prepared to meet with

individuals which will not answer the normal con-

ditions, but those only which we have just mentioned.

It may be well also to state that there is a fine species

of Tremella which occurs in this country, though rarely,

in enormous masses at the base of living Oaks. M. J. -R

Home Correspondence.
The Pear and the Mountain Ash.—lucio^Qd I send

yon what I consider an extraordinary deviation from the
usual laws of Kature. The inclosed Pears are gathered
from a tree grafted on the Mountiun Ash, i^rus
aucuparia. You will observe that the fruit is quite

diminutive (though those sent are a picked sample,

many being mucli smaller), and that they iiave

assumed in a great measure the colour of the

Mountain Ash berrv ; the flavour is very similar

to that of the fruit of the ilouataiu A«b. X

have no means of ascertainins? what variety of Pear

was grafted on the stock in question, as it was grafted

some 20 years gir:ce 1 y a labourer who is now UeaO.

The Pears in the same orchard in which th:a is growing

are with two or three exceptions " Perry frmt varietiea,

which are of no use for any other purpose. The tree is

nnw mnrp tkm 20 feet hidi, and in good health, and as
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tar as 1 can leani the peculiarity is peniiauent. There

are other trees iu the vic'm'ity worked on the Monntain

Afib, but the fruit has no peculiarity about it. Is there

not a qxiestion involved in this case ? Whether the

quality of our " worked fruits " may not be improved

or deteriorated, according to the nature of the stock on

wbicb they are worked ? It is a question I must leave

to wiser iicads than mine, but the case in question I

think clearly proves the possibility of such an occur-

rence. C. C.y Radnorsliire. [This is a striking instance

of the danger of admitting what is culled pi oof in

Natural History. Our correspondent has made a veiy

precise statement, iu perfect good faith, and yet there

18 no truth in it. The tree he sends is not a Pear at

all, but it may have been worked on a Mountain Ash.

It is nothing moro than the well-known Pyrus BoU-

wylleriana, which is no more a Pear than an Apple, but

a curious and distinct wild species.]

Variegafed Araucaria,—Permit me to enclose for

your inspection some leaves taken from a seedling

Araucaria imbricata, growing in the pleasure grounds

here. Ton will observe tliafc some of the leaves are

green, others striped green and yellow, the yellow

predominating. The variegation is iiot confiued to one

braacb or portion of the tree, but extends over fully

one half of the entire foliage, alteruatiug, with tlie

green, from a few inches to a foot or more in length

;

the effect is exquisitely beautiful and very striking.

The plant is now about 7 feet in height, and nearly the

same' in diameter. ^rc/ii6a?(i Fowler, Or. fo the Barl

of Stairy Castle Kennedy, Stranrae;\ [We presume
that the variegations in question are owing to the un-

usual amount of wet we huve had this season, added to

a naturally wet lo a ity.]

Late Feas.—^\ti have this day (Oct. 19) forwarded

you a box containing samples in variou* stages of

what is to us a new Pea. If not new, it is a

Tcry distinct and fine variety j the watted appear-

ance of the pod is natural to it at all seasons of

the year; of this we are certain from our acquaintance

with it for the two past seasons. Wo think it will

prove a valuable acquisition, as the plants from which
the sample in question were gathered, are now about

7 feet lii>^h, and have been bearing from about 2 feet

from tlie ground. A dish of such Peas as those

inclosed at the present season of the year would disgrace

no table, and their having been gathered from plants

that have been bearing for the last two months will

make the kind more valuable. The following extracts

from our friend's letter will confirm the truth of

A'hat we have stated. Parlcer ^ Williams,
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sister.f I^oad, HoUoway.
" We are still furnishing beautiful green Peas, and those

that were so broken with the wiud are curling up their

tops and blooming, and are londed with pods; they
*ill be fine for V% days yet. Some of the earlier rows
that were ready to pick two months ago are yet yielding

a dish every morning, and I have not 3'et gathered any
from our latest sowing. To-morrow I will forward you
a box with a Small dish of them; I could send more
in 10 or 14 days, but frost may set in ; we have had 4**,

but nothing is touched." [These Peas reached us on the
21st Oct., and perfectly agreed with the foregoing
description. They seem to be different from Knight's
Tall Green Marrow, There however remains the

question whether their lateness and productiveness

are inherent qualities, or are owing to the unusual

wetness of tbe season. It is certainly an unexpected
circumstauce that Peas sown on the l4th May should
still be bearing on Oct. 20.]

Gloire des Sahlons Currant.—In Number 3S of your
Paper (p. 852) Mr. Rivers publishes a very interesting

article on Currants, in which, however, I notice a mis-

take which I beg to correct. Mr. E., in speaking of ray

Beedllug Currant, states that it is either the same as

Ko. 12 (Striped-fruited), or a seedling from it, but equally
worthless ! It is neither the one nor the other, being
raised by myself in the year 1854 from seeds of the old

champaign or flesh coloured Cun-aut, The seedling

tree is still in my garden, and fruits not onl^- abun-
dantly but is well worth the description I at first

published of it. If therefore :Mr. Rivers finds it

'worthless ov identical with another sort, he cannot
pcKess tbe true one ; at any rate he has never been
supplied by me direct. Ferdinand Glocde.

Sose Shozrhf/.—^o fur as tlie Xational Rose Shows
are concerned, tbe remarks of " J. H., of Maidstone "

are as superfluous as his extra foliage. Every schedule
of the N, R. S. states plainly and prominently that
"any addition will disqualify.'' S. JR. H.
Golden Barihiryh Grape.—As W. P. A.'s remark

on the Golden Hamburgh " not being expected to
ripen as perfectly in a greenhouse temperature," is

contrary to my e^cperieuce of that variety, and calculated
to deter those from planting it that might otherwise
kare done so, I beg to state that the Golden Hamburgh
ripened here a week earlier than the Old Black Ham-
targh, in a house where some thousands of beddin
''stuff" were kept, until the middle of April. It
ripened about the end of the iirst week in September,
no fire wns d until the Black Grapes began to colour]
ffld it might any ordinary season be expected to ripen
fcf that time, without the aid of tire heat. Thomas GelL

Pleroma elegans.—l never fail to bloom this plant tom^ entire satisfaction. I generally dry and harden
wff my plants in the autumn, when some of the older
folwgtf turns a reddUh brown and falls away. I am
laformed that plants are exhibited at London well

bloomed, and with the foliage perfectly green and

healthy from the bottom of tbe plant to the top. If this

be soj I should be grateful to any of your correspond-

ents who would kindly inform me how to accomplish

this object. Crypt,

Pampas Grass.—A plant of this is now in full

blcom at Cintra Lodge, the pretty bill residence of

Mr. Martin IL Sutton of Reading. It has been in

beautiful condition for the last fortnight; a similar

specimen iu Messrs. Sutton's Nursery at tbe bottom of

the hill in question, half a mile nearer Reading, is also

just coming finely into flower. As is so commonly the

case everything is found to be earlier and the tempe-

rature higher on tbe hill though exposed to strong

winds than the valley in which the last named plant

is growing. M,
Itainfall in September 1860 :

—
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The fall of rain during tbe month has been (almost for

the fiVst time this year) little if at all in excess of tlie

average. Tlie amounts registered at the several stations

bearing nearly their usual ratios to each other, it may
be inferred that the amount of rain has been distributed
over the country with considerable equality. Some of
the abovo stations having been only recently established,

it is impossible to compare the amonnts in tbe fifth

column with the mean annual fall at each place ; but
there is reason to believe that in the southern and home
counties as much rain has fiUlen in the nine months
ending September 30, as usually falls in tbe wliole year.

G. J. Symons, 129, Camden Moad Villas, N.W,
The Dodder, and a remedy for it.—I read as follows

in a morning paper. ** There are few agriculturists

unacquainted with the pernicious eff*:ct3 of the parasi-

tical plant called Dodder (Cuscuta FuropcEo) in fields

of Clover and other similar kinds of fodder. In shoot-

ing up from the seed it entwines its capillary roots

round those of a neighbouring plant, while it creeps up
the stalk of the latter. Having eifectually prevented
any nourishment from being absorbed by tbe roots,

which it keeps iu its tight embraces, it soon causes

its supporters to wither away, and remains sole master
of the field. Thus, by the vigour with which it spreads,

it will in a short time destroy a whole field. M.
Forgeot, an agriculturist, has just published a remedy
against this pest. It simply consists in watering the

field with a solution of 2lb. of sulphate of iron for

every 10 litres of water. Dodder is easily recog-

nised by Us thin yellow filaments encircling tbe
plant, to which it clings by means of certain minute
claws or thorns with which it is armed. As soon as its

existence is ascertained, the infected place should be
separated from the rest by an enclosure, and the plants

in its immediate vicinity should be pulled up by the
roots. This done, the above solution is abundantly
administered; the Dodder dies awa^', and the Clover,

freed from its enemy, regains its natural vigour." Can
you tell me where I am to look for such Dodder as is

here described. Its habits are not those of the English
parasite. Gradgrind. [What the writer calls capiUary
roots are evidently the steins of the plant ; as the
"claws or thorns with which it is armed (!)

" are the
roots. Wiiat is meant by its preventing nourisbment
being absorbed by the roots " tcHch it keeps in its

tight embraces" we are unable to say. The descrip-
tion is doubtless a specimen of literary muddle.]

Lifting and Storing Potatoes.—The unsettled state
of the weather will, I fear, prevent Potato grower,^
from lifting and storing their crops in as satisfactory a
state as they could wish; but as there appears no
alternative but lifting the tubers at once ai,d
storing them away tbe operation must be effected.

In places where large open sheds, barn floors, and
such accommodation can be afforded for drying the
tubers, it will not be very diffieuU to get them in a
proper state for storing, especially if a good current of

heating, and it also greatly improves the quality of the
Potato, No doubt it absorbs much water from the
tuber itself, and consequently Potatoes thus treated
boil more mealy than those pitted without lime ; such
is my experience in the matter. The Potatoes should
be allowed to remain in the small pits just mentioned
for at least a month ; by that time all danger of over-
heating will be past. They should then be put together
iu one or more large pits, and large baskets containing
lumps of lime should be inserted in the pits about
every 12 or 14 feet apart, to absorb any moisture yet
remaining; the Potatoes should also be well dusted
over with lime as recommended for the smaller pits.

Perhaps of all the methods that have been from time
to time recommended of storing the Potato, there is

none equal to tbe old earth pit now spoken of, provided

the tubers are properly cared for. Before covering
them in, a good coating of straw should be placed next
the Potatoes, a few open pipes should be placed in the

sides of the pit to allow any moisture to escape, 6 or

8 inches of mould should then be laid firmly and uni-

formly over the straw, finishing the pit with a thatch
all over. The Potatoes at Osberton so covered kept

perfectly free from frost during the past severe winter,

Fdtoard Bennett, Gr. to G. S. Foljamhe, Fs^.^ Osherton

Hall, Worksop, Notts.

Fmpress Fugenie Straivherry,—In reply to " A. B.'s"

inquiry respecting this variety, I beg to say that he

will find, on reference to the back Numbers of the Gar-

deners* Chronicle, that this Superior Strawberry has

been frequently mentioned favourably. Some few years

ago, when Mr. Henry Knevett, sen,, the raiser, first

i utroduced it, it was highly spoken of by the Pomolo-

gical Society (see p. 486, 185G), This called my atten-

tion to it, and whilst in London, in July, 1857, 1 called

upon Mr. Knevett at Isleworth, who not only with his

usual politeness show^ed me through bis grounds, but

otfered me plants of his favourite to take home with

me to Prance. I had thus an opportunity ofjudglugit

fairly, and I can boldly assert that we have not many

Strawberries equal to it in every respect. It is to be

regretted that Mr. Knevett never advertised the

Empress for sale. During another stay in London in

July last, I again went to Isleworth to test once more

the fruit in question on the spot, and I thought it par-

ticularly good, considering the unfavourable weather

we then experienced. Mr. Knev'ett took me to a piece

of ground of 7 acres, planted exclusively with the

Empress, which was in full bearing. It was a magnifi-

cent siglit. I beg to add that in spite of tbe wet and

cold season the fluvoui" was exquisite, and as a proof I

mention that I took a few overripe berries in a bottle

along with rae to the Rev. Mr. Eadclyfl'e, at Rushton,

in Dorsetshire, who, although having them only the

following evening, pronounced them quite first rate.

F. Gloede, Les Sahloas, Morel-sur-Loing, France. '

Is tlie Quality of Peaches knoivn hy the Leaves ?—
I am induced to ask an answer to this from experienced

cultivators, as I find the following confident passage In

a new work apparently of some authority:—"The best

varieties of Peach trees may be known by the leaves

having the serrated edges perfect, for, should they be

smooth, the quality of the fruit will be found to be

inferior. It is also remarked that the late Peaches

blo.ssoins early, and the early Peaches have their blossoms

later; these iacts I have frequently noticed." (Dr.

Bennett's " Gatherings of a Naturalist in Australia,"

p. 317). If these are facts, they should be of consider-

able practical utility in the raising of new varieties.

/. M., Seathhanh, Forfarshire. [Ideas like this are

born of fancies. The leaves of Peach trees are eitber

serrated, without glonds, or comparatively smooth, being

only crenated with glt-bose or reniform glands

at tlie base. Thus by their leaves^ they are

divided into three classes. Whilst it is -rtic

that some of the best kinds arc included in the class

with serrated leaves, for example, the Ro^^al Geoj^

and Noblesse, yet there are excellent ones in the other

Masses, of which the leaves are not serrated,^ ancU

as the Grosse Mignonne, Bellegarde, and Late Admirable.

In the class with crenated leaves and reniform glands

the sorts are not generally of so fine a quality as those

in tbe other classes, and consist chiefly of yellow-flesUea

and late Clingstone Peaches. With regard to the eari.^

Peaches blossoming late and the late ones early, suci

is not the case in this country.j|]

Foreign Correspondence.
Camden Pauk, New South Wales: Aug- 20-—

Bougainvillma. — '^evhi\^^ a few bints fr?"*.,?^

antipodes on the successful cultivation of BougamvUiflw

spectabilis may not be unacceptable to your readers.

am glad to observe that at length the attention^

gardeners in England is awakened to tbe singu

beauty and easy management of this magnificent pl«i »

but they do not seem yet to have made out aU that ct

air can be allowed to pass amongst them; but in places be effected with it; that it can be flowered in ^X |j

quantity only (certainly not more than a cart load) to

be placed together iu small pits, in the centre of which
should be placed a lump of lime about the size of a
man*s head ; and before covering tbem in, a good dust-
ing of quick lime should be distributed over the heap

;

the lime absorbs the moisture during the sweating of of the range by a story, and thus

the tubers, and by so doing prevents them from over- {or full meridian aspect, to such branches as ma.

Deen nonnsmng wicn ns nere uetwecu -v-"«-- w

I received the original plant from Messrs. Loddige^ aii

not long afterwards caused it to be turned on; w
sheltered phice. against a lofty blank wall, shutting*

a range of offices, with a due eastern aspect; but »»;

the angle of a central building which overtops the re^-

r.c *i.«X.o»«^ w o .f«..v n.»l thus offers » duo oorty.

1
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extended far enough from the ground to be trained

under the cornice of the second story. So long as the

Bougninvilltea was confined to the eastern wall it pro-

duced hut a few stragglirig imperfectly coloured

blossoms. But when its branches had extended them-

selves along the northern flank of the building, throw-

ing their shoots in wild confusion over the cornice, they

at each returning spring became one rich mass of

glowing colour for many weeks. Before the view was
intercepted by growing trees, tlie brilliant hue was dis-

tinctly perceptible at considerably more than a mile.

The branches open to the fall morning sun on the

eastern wall scarcely ever flower, and never in profusion.

Some years later a second plant was turned out to

occupy, with Petrea volubilis (a plant seemingly of very
similar constitution), the gable end wall of a gardener's
cottage with a full meridian aspect. This site being
less sheltered from frost than the other, the plant is

trained close to the wall until it be well filled up, and the
numerous laterals are repeatedly shortened in during
theixj succulent growth so as to get the plant completely
furnished from the ground upwards with young spray,
not extending above 10 or 12 inches from the wall.
Even at this distance they are sometimes cut off

when the fully exposed thermometer falls below 24° or
a&°. From August to Xovember this plant also becomes
one sheet of magnificent bloom, and before the bracts
completely fade we often find perfect seeds. Now it

seems evident that it is the influence of certain con-
ditions upon the young shoots and foliage which is the
cause of the free flowering, and not any particular state
of the roots. In both the above cases the foundations
of the walls against which they are planted were
" pigeon-holed " beneath the surface, to permit the roots
to pass through to revel, during the heats of summer,
in the cool damp earth beneath the floors. The original
plant has a considerable extent of surface trainedj as I
have said, with an eastern aspect, wliich hardly ever
flowers; whilst every bit of spray which turns the
angle of the building so as to get the full influence of
the meridian sun in the winter months, covers itself
with rich blossom. Your readers may be here reminded
that in this latitude, a full meridian aspect against a
wall u by no means the hottest during the summer,
especially if there be eave, cornice, or other slight pro-
jection above; in sncli case the sun's rays being so
neai'ly vertical, the plants as well as the wall are nearly
always in shade, and never sufler. Very different is
the

^
case with an eastern or western aspect. Our

origmal Bougamvilljea with the former was somewhat
indiscreetly too closely cut in dtiring the hot weather,
and the mam stem, suddenly deprived of due shelter.
a hon|h above 30 inches in circumference, was nearlykdled through a short distance from the ground.Some years smcc I had about a do^a^W *a^U of
Bougamvilliea growmg Ui pots, from 8 to 10 inches in
diameter. They were not immediately required for
plantmg out, and we did not wish to give them a larger
shift; so they were put on one side—neglected, in fact—
untd their growth was quite stopped for want of water,
and the leaves nearly all fell otf. They ware barely
kept alive throughout the winter; hut getting a season-
able drenching during a rainy period, we noticed that
they began to show blossom-buds. They were at this
time plants with stifi" upright stems, 2 or 3 feet high,
requiring no support, furnished more or less with spray
and long flexible shoots. They were placed under a

mon frame with their tops brought close to the
glass, and as their pots were filled with roots thev
were liberally supplied with weak liquid manure. BV
the end of five or six weeks they were perfectly beaii-
tiiul; being nothing from the rims of the pots upwards
but growing heaps or festoons of the richest shades of
purplish crimson.

In this case the roots had been starved from want of

already been introduced, but I have never learned from
whence. At this moment I have a fine plant of each in
12-iach pots, which promise in a few weeks to be
covered with bloom. They are each from 4 feet 6 inches
to 5 feet high, and something more, through having
been trained into fan shape to admit of their being
placed close to a wall for protection. They are plunged
in fiict at the foot of the large plant of the old
Bongainvilliea described above as being trained against
the north end of the gardener's cottage. They have
been starved since the summer by want of pot room
and moisture, but within the last 15 days have been
well supplied with water and liquid manure. Already
on the stronger branches at each axil, clusters of 12 to 20
and more of blossoms in embryo may be distingnished.
In colour they are already very different (being much
more brilliant) from the blossom buds in the same stage
of advance upon the old variety growing close by.
Should it prove to be worthy of a place along with the
other I will write again by the next mail, and no doubt
it can be obtained In Paris,

Witli our two large plants it is usual every year,
after the flowering, to cut the secondary branches hard
back (so as to leave barely foliage enough to protect the
bark from being scorched), to encourage the production
of young shoots all over; and these are again
shortened or stopped as often as requisite; only we do
not like to continue this system more than alisolutely

requisite after the autumn is well advanced. The
growth will not he stopped even by two or three
degrees of frost. Wni. Macarthur.

com

Nottceja! of J^ooRjEf.

Le Jard'm FruUier du Museum, ott Iconograpliie
de toutes les especes el variHes d'arhresfruitiers cul-
tures dans cet etahlissementy &e. &c. Par J. Becaisne.
4to. Paris, Firmin Didot. Parts 25 to 36.

{Continuedfrom p. 935.)

Voire Saint- Germain Panache.—The fruits are
generally smaller than those of the type, and taper
more regidarly to both extremities; their skin, of a pale
green, with very little russet, exliibits yellow stripes,

more or less broad, which extend from the stalk to the
eye. The nature of the flfesh and the period of the
maturity of this variety is the same as in the common
Saint-Germain,

Groseillier Versaillais (Versailles Red Currant).

—

Tliis variety is superior to the Red Dutch as regards the
size of the berries. The bunches are always very com-
pact, consisting usually of 15 berries, as large as a wild
Cherr3^ glossy, ofa fine red colour, and all ripening at the

Gondoin, Imperiale, Victoria, Knight, &c., are not
sufficiently distinct to deserve separate descriptions.
For preserving Currants on the bushes as late as
November, it is necessary to remove part of the foliage,
and to wrap up the bushes with straw, as soon as the
fruit has approached maturity. A very dry day should
bo chosen for this operation. The fruit is thus pre-
served from the action of the surf^ which would other-
wise dry it up, and from the pillage of certain birds
that are very fond of it late in the season. Tiie fields
of Currants which are cultivated in the vicinity of
Paris, in the communes of Croissy, Lonjumeau, Louve-
ciennes, Montreuil, Noisy-le-Sec, Hiieuil, Soisy, &c.,
have given rise to a very considerable commerce for
making preserves, immense quantities of which are
consumed in Paris. The fruit, when it is produced
near railways, is also exported to England,

QrosellUer Cassis {Rihes yiigruni) var. Gros Cassis de
Naples [Black Naples Currant, figured, but not specially
described].—The Black Currant, in its wild state,

water and by confinement, but had received no unusual grows in the woods of Central Europe, in Kamtschatka!
stimulus from heat. They had been confined in fact Thibet, the Himalayas, Candahar, and in Cashmere, atthroughout the winter, and the maximum temperature
rarely rises above 60^ in the shade, whilst the mini-
aium IS very often from 2(r to 30% sometimes several
degrees lower. I think, then, I may fairly assume that
strong bottom heat is by no means requisite to produce
the flowering state, but that it may be induced even
"1 specimens quite small by having their roots cramped
'or pot room, by withholding water after the end of
summer

; and by exposing them to the strongest light
possible, when it is desired to bring them into flower,

«ZJh i^^.ii^^^'^l treatment at root, I am uer:

Xcpi In » ""' intelligent gardener could hardly fail of

men as a Je'ni^T ^'\ *^ ^'''''' ^^^^^ l^^^'^V «Pe^i-

kcT^me b^n.^ r^'
'''^. ^' ^""^"^^"^ ^^°™ it. I recol-i^some being flowered at a very small size but theparticulara I have forgotten '

t^^^Jl}'^^^^^- acquaintance with the

an
odour

village of Xe.5 Trois Tours near Vilvorde, by M. Meuris,
Van Mons's gardener. Prof. Decaisue states that he
has seen fruit of it from a wall which measured
upwards of 5^ inches in length, about 4 inches ia
diameter, and which weighed 2 lbs. 3^ ounces.

Poire du Tilloy.—Vv\\\t small or middle-sized, oblong,
blunt at the ends, a httle contracted in the middle;
stalk straight, thick, especially at its insertion ; eye
open, not sunk; skin olive yellow, more or less covered
with ferruginous specks. Flesh white, very fine, melt-
ing, juicy, sngary, with slight acidity, perfumed, but
not musky. A very good Pear. Season, end of
October and beginning of November. The tree
assumes a pyramidal form of growth, and is very
fertile. This variety appears to he the same as that
described under the name of Belle Julie by M. Bivort.
Poire Senriette.—Fruit small or middle-sized, turbi-

nate, or depressed globular; stalk long, curved, thick-
ened and_fle8hy at iu junction; eye small, more or less
sunk; skin dull greenish yellow, marbled and spotted
with russet, obscurely tinged with red next the son.
Flesh firm or half melting, very juicy, sngary, and
high flavoured. A very good fruit. Sea'son, November,
December. This variety appears to have been obtained
at Audenarde, Belgium, by M. Van Cauwenbergbe,
according to the Catalogue of the Horticultural Exhi-
bition of Brussels, 1858 ; but, on the other hand, in the
Annales de Poniologie Beige, it is attributed to Bouvier.

^
Poire Muscat Lallemand.—Fruit rather large, tur-

binate, swelled out more to one side than the other;
stalk middle-sized, curved, thickened at its insertion;
eye level with the top; skin olive yellow, sprinkled
with dots and patches of russet. Flesh firm,
yellowish, juicy, porfutned, but not musky, somewhat
astringent, with a little of the Crassane flavour, but less

agreeable. Season, November till March. Tree
vigorous and fertile. This is included among the
good Pears by La Quintinye; it may be distinguished
from the Poyale d'Hicer^ with which it is often con-
fused, by its eye being on a level with the end of the
fruit, instead of being sunk, as is the case with
that of the Royale d'HIver. The Poire Alexandre
LanibrCf described in the Annales de Pomologte
Beige, 1854, appears the same as the Musca£
Lallemand, but difl^erent from the round Pear described

and figured under the same name in the Album
Pomologique of Bivorfc. Prof. Decaisne further

remarks, that the Muscat Lallemand of Knoop has no
analogy with the sort described and figured in the
worlv before us, but resembles the Martin Sec; and as

to the figures published in the Pomona Austriaca, as

well as iu the Jardin 2' J•M^7^eJ• of Noisette, they are, as

usual, copied from Duharael.
Poire De Doyenne jRowx.—Fruit middle-sized, of the

sauiiffuruiiut the coiumou Doyeun^ obtuse, uid slightly

depressed at both ends ; stalk short, thick, straight or
a little curved, sunk at its insertion ; eye in a regularly

formed shallow depression; skin smooth, ferruglnons

brown, becoming red as the fruit approaches maturity.

Flesh white, very fine, juicy, sugary, perfumed, but not
musky, with a peculiarly rich, agreeable flavour. Season,

Novem]>er. The tree is a good bearer. Prof. Decaisne
states that the Poire Fmilie Bivort is closely allied to

the above, if not identical. I In England the Doyenu4
Rous, which is the same as the Doyenne Gris, is higher
flavoured than the Doyenne Blanc, although the latter

is excellent under favourable circumstances. When
grown in a very rich border and trained against a wall.

the Doyenne Pears are apt to be coarse-fieshed and
comparativelv flavourless.]

{To he continued.)

Plato^s Doctrine respecting the rotation of the EartA,
By Geo. Grote, Esq. (Murraj'). In an essay of 35
pages the author carefully examines with all the learn-

ing and acuteness of a profound Greek scholar the three

following queatioits :

—

1. Whether the doctrine [of the eartVa rotation is affirmed or
implied in the PLitonic Timaena?

2. If affirmed or imjilied, in what sense?
3. What is tho coamical function which Tlato assigns to the

earth in the Timieua ?

The result of tho quiry is stated as follow a :

—

*' Plato conceives the kosmos as one animated and

a distinct species of Bougaiuvin;ea.Tl/d 'w^^^^^^^^ the

approaching to vermilion iH cobur anrheTd^d' Z'^,more beautiful. I think also Le mentioned that in ?heBrazils, whore he had been collecting, there are ,evera^other specie^ or varieties with blossoms of diff-erent hues

Plwfll''^' '-^"1"^ ^' ^5?^- ^^---« I obtained apmnt of this species to bring hither, which I succeeded

iiiat either the same, or anotlier species very like it, had

elevation of 10,000 to 13,000 feet. Its penetrating
lur arises from an essential oil contained in the small

glands with which the surface of all parts of the plant
is furnished, and which likewise exist in most of tho
species from the north-west of America {Rlhes san-
guineum, B. palmatum, &c.). Some interesting par-
ticulars, to which allusion is made elsewhere, are given intelligent being or god, composed of body and soul.

respecting the extent to which the Black Currant is
'^ ' ' ' - * ^ "-- "^- -' - '* '

'-

cultivated in some parts of France.

Groseillier Bouge {Ribes ruhrum) [common Red
Currant].—This is met with by the sides of riviiltits,

and in places somewhat moist and shaded. It Is a
native of Northern Europe, the mountains of India, at

from 6000 to 9000 feet of elevation, and hkewiiie of
North America. This species has given rise to the Red
Dutch, White Dutch, and other cultivated varieties.

Poire Diet.—Fruit very large, variable iu form,

turbinate, pyriforra, sometimes oblong, obtuse. Stalk

curved or straight; e3-e in a regularly-formed cavity,

segments of the calyx erect, fleshy at the base, pubescent

;

skin citron yellow, sprinkled with brown dots inter-

mixed with russet specks. Flesh white, half-melting,juicy,

Buo-ary, perfumed. Season, end of autumn. An abundant

bearer. The Poire Diel [or Bourre Diel] was named after

Auo-ust - Frederic - Adrian Diel, M.O., a celebrated

Gennan Pomologist, author of several valuable works,

and among others, Versuch einer systematischen

Beschreihuug der iuDeutschlandvorhandenenKemobftt-

Its body is moved and governed by its soul, which is

fixed or rooted in the centre, but stretches to the cir-

cumference on all sides as well as all round the exterior.

It has a perpetual movement of circular rotation in the

same unchanged place, which is the sort of movement
most worthy of a rational and Intelligent being'. TJie

revolutions of the exterior or sidereal sphere (Cirde of
the Same) depend on and are determined by the revo-

I
lutiona of the solid cylinder or axis, which traverse the
kosulos in its whole diameter. Besides these, there are
various interior sphere30rcIrcles(Circlesofthe Different),

which rotate by distinct and variable irapoUes ia a
direction opposite to the sidereal sphere. This latter

is so much more powerful than they, t!iat it carries

them all round with it; yet they make good, to a

certain extent, their own special opposite movement,

which causes their positions to be ever changing, and

the wliole system to be complicated. But the grand

capital, uniform, overpowering, movement of the

kosmos, consists in the revolution of the solid nx'ie,

which determines that of the exterior sidfTL^l sphere.
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venerable of ititra-lcosmic doitips,' pi\clied round the

centre of tlie axis, and liavui;^ for its function to guard
and regulate those n'volutions of the axis, and through

them those of the outer sphere, on which the succession

of day and night depends—as well as to nurse mankind.
•* In all this we see that the ruling principle and

force of the kosmos {rh Tjys^oviKhy tov k6(T}.iov) is mada
to dwell in and emanate from its centre.

" When we come to Aristotle, we find that the ruling

principle or force of the kosmos is placed, not in its

centre, but in its circumference- He recognises no solid

revolving axis traversing the whole diameter of the

tosmos. The interior of the kosmos is occupied by the

four elements—earth, water, air, fire—neither of which

can revolve except by violence or under the pressure of

extraneous force. To each of them rectilinear motion

is natural; earth moves naturally towards the centre

—

iire moves naturally' towards the circumference, away
from the centre. But the porlphcinl substance of the

kosmos is radically distinct from the four elements:

rotatory motion in a circle is nahiral to it, and is the

only variety of motion natural to it. That it is moved
at all, it owes to a pnmtim rnovens immohile impelling

it : but the two are co-eternal, and the motion has

neither beginning nor end. That when moved, its

'motion is rotatory and not rtictilinear, it owes to its

own nature. It rotates perpetually, througb its own
nature and Inherent virtue, not by constraining prcssnre

coramtinicated from a centre or from a soul. If constraint

were required—if there were any contrary tendency to

be overcome—the revolving periphery would become
fatigued, and would require periods of repose; but.

Since in revolving it only obeys its own peculiar nature,

it persists for ever without knowing fatigue. This

peripheral or fifth essence, perpetually revolvinof, is the

divine, venerable, and commanding portion of the
kosmos, more grand and honourable than the interior

parts or the centre. Aristotle lays this down (De
Ccelo, ii. 13, p. 293, b. 10) in express antithesis to the
Pythagoreans, who (like Plato) considered the centre

as the point of urandeur and command, placing fire in

the centre for tEat reason. Tlie oartli has no positive

cosmical function in Aristotle; it occupies the centre
because all its parts liavc a natural movement towards
the centre; audit is unmoved because there innst he

something in the centre which is always stationary, as a

contrary or antithesis to the fifth essence or peripheral
substance of the kosmos, which is in perpetual rotation
by its own immutable nature."

For the evidence that is produced in support of this

view wo refer to the pamphlet itself.

Bescripiii'fi Botany ; or the art of describing Plants
correctly in Scientific Langv.nje. By Prof. Lindley
(Bradbury & Kvans, \s). A second edition of this

little book, written iurself-lnstructiou and the use of

schools, has just apj^eared with a few additions and
corrections.

The Fate of Fi-anJcUn, by R. D. B!ackmore (Hard-
wicke), is a poem written " in aid ot the Spilsby fund
for erecting a statue of Franklin in his native town."
Th3 purpose of the author is so good that criticism is

disarmed.

On the Climate of Worthing. By W. G. Barker,
M.B. Lmd. 12tno. pp. 72, and li meteorologic.il

tables. CUurchiU, Dr. Barker is Medical Officer to tlie

Worthing Dispensary, and, as in duty bound, has a
strong opinion that the climate of this well known
watering p!:ice is remarkably well suited to consump-
tive patients, especially in the winter. In one respect
"it stands unrivalled, viz., the extent of its exercising
ground. From the sea to the hills the country is a
perfect level, and invalids are CDabled to take a great
ariety of rides and drive?, should their health permit,
without passing Into a diflferent atmosphere."
He states, moreover, that in consequence of the

operation of sanitary works, of which Worthing was,
it must be owned, wofully in want, the annual mortality
has fallen from 16.5 per 1000 to 11.5. We rejoice to
bear it, and recommend invalids to read Dr. Barker's
work, which will enable them to examine bis statements
for themselves.
A Treatise on tlte Tine, By S. Caulfield, Richmond

Nurseries, Dublin. A pamphlet ; and a very dear one.
About 30 pages of loosely printed matter equal to less
than six columns of this Journal would hardly he 1

worth half-a-crown, even if they contained information of
use to a gardener, which this does not. It is a poor
affair.

The Great Eastern^s Log. Bradbnry k Evans. A
shilling pampldet, by one of the officers of the ship,

giving an account of ivhat happened to her and her
passengers during her lute voyage to the United States,
It is interesting whon the narrative is serious, and
amusing when it is not; as in the log of the great
Picnic, as kept by the reporter to th? Xew York Herald,
during the excursion to Cape May.

Trade List Receittd.—Ambeoise Veeschaffelt,
Ghent, Prii Courant. No. 67, pour TAutomne 1860 et
le Priutemps et Etc 1361.

Caleudai of Operations,
{For the ensuing icee]^.)

PLANT DEPAUTJIEN-T.

M 2^^\^''^}7'~^^
P'"'^ P^*^^^ Chrysnntheranms

- Lr^V ^^ ^^*^ ''^'''^ f^*^^"^'^ ^f attr^ution, andHere these are largely grown, which they sliould be

ivhenevcr there is a demand for flowers late in autumn,
they make a fino display, and arc worth every necessary

attention to preserve them in beauty as long as possible.

They are very impatient of a close, rather warm atmo-

sphere, and if the house contains plants requiring this

treatment, the Ciirysauthemums should as far as prac-

ticable be placed in the coolest part, where air can be

given freely on every favourable opportunity ; for

except they can be rather freely exposed to air their

foliage soon gets attacked and disfigured by mildew,
especially if the plants are bushy and well grown. See

I

also that they arc kept well watered at the root. Use
fire-hent only when absolutely necessary either to pre-

vent the temperature from falling too low or to dry

the atmosphere. If such things as Geraniums, Cine-

rarias, and Calceolarias must be wintered in the same
house with Heaths and other hard-wooded plants, they
should be kept as much as possible by themselves, as

they will require a somewhat dasr^r temperature tlinn

I

bard-wooded plants, but where circumstances admit of
it tliese should occupy a house or pit by themselves.
Ciricrarias and Geraniums intended for late flowering
will do very well in a cold pit if the weather should not
prove unfHvourable, but those intended for flowering
early should be placed at once where fire-heat can be
used at will, so as to be able to preserve the foliage
from damp. Roses for early forcing should be pruned
by this time, and placed where they will at least be
safe from heavy rains. Where American and other
shrubs are used for forcing, these should be taken up
and potted without delay, placing them in a cold pit
until they arc wanted for forcing, or in a turf pit where
they can be protected from severe weather by straw
mats, shuttei-s, or other covering.

FORCING DEPARTIirENT.
PiNBitiES.—The plants expected to show fruit early

next year will be greatly benefited by being kept in a
comparatively dry state for a few weeks previous to
subjecting them to a warm moist temperature. The
atmo.spliere should be kept diy, also allowing the soil

about tlie roots to become as dry as can be done with
safety; do not, however, subject the plants to a very
low temperature, but keep this at from 60° to 65° by
means of fire-heat, for although the plants will bear a
considerably lower temperature without any apparent
injury, those not subjected to any nnnecessary extremes
will produce the finest fruit; and a short period of
comparatively dry treatment will ripen the growth, and
just as effectually induce a tendency to show fruit as
checking the energies of the plant "by an nnnaturallyt
low temperature, and without any of the ill effects o
the latter method. liittle dependence can be plnced on
t\ie weather after this season, therefore see to plants in
pits with insufficient means of heating being well pro-
tected by means of covering at night, and niiiintain the
command of a rather high temperature by frequently
renewing the linings, &c., so as to be prepared for any
sudden decrease of the external temperature ; avoid
anything approaching excess of atmospheric moisture
among young stock, whether in pits heated by linings,

or in better arranged structures, which only tends to
pro:note a too free rate of growth for the amount of
light, and weakly blanched foliage is the result.

VlNEEiES.—Wliere forcing is about to commence
attend to previous directions as to keeping the atmo-
sphere moist, as there will be some difficulty in getting
Vines to break freely except this is attended to. If
circumstances allow of having a bed of fermenting
manure inside the bouse, this will be found the best
means of keeping the atmosphere regularly moist, but if

this caimot be used the house must be sprinkled with
the syringe frequently, and the evaporating troughs kept
full. Also sec that the roots are afforded a steady gentle
warmth, until the buds are fairly swelled; keep the
temperature about 50^ by fire-heat at night, and 60" by
day, letting it rise to 70" on sunny days.

PLOTTER QARDEN' AND SHRUBBERIES.
Wliere land is not too wet alterations of grounds

and planting of Evergreens should be carried on with
dispatch, but on no account attempt planting where
the soil is in a state of puddle; the drier soil is when
placed round the roots of newly planted shrubs (pro-
vided they are judicionsly watered in) the sooner tliey
will emit fresh roots. Mulching is, however, requisite
to keep out frost, and earlier in the season to prevent
evaporation. As tree leaves are always in request
eitherasafermentingmaterial or for leafsoil, they should
becarefully collected. Ifthey arerequircd only as a manure
they may be stowed away in any bye place and left to
rot ; but if, as is generally the case, they are in demand
as a cheap mode of furnishing bottora-heat to Pines as
well as for forcing different kinds of vegetables, some
pains should be taken to keep them dry. For this
purpose they should be stacked op in some back place
or behind the garden walls, where access can be had to
them at all times, and after allowing time for them to
settle, put on a coat of thatch to effectually secure
them from rain. By these means they will be found in
a state fit for nsc for a twelvemonth to come.

HARDY FRUIT AXD KITCHEN GARDEJf.
Pruning and nailing may soon be proceeded with

even though it should delay some of the other work,
which can be done with more comfort in bad weather
than nailing ; it is most important to get nailing done
while the weather is favourable. Look over fruit stores

frequently to see that all is keeping well, and remove
any fruit that may show symptoms of decay, so as
to prevent the mischief from spreading; attend to gather-

ing fruit as directed last week. A good stock ofLiuuS
fit for use should be put into cold frames or turf pita
where they can be protected from frost by means of
straw mats or some other efficient covering; also take
care to secure a good snpply of Kndive for winter use
Cauliflowers coming in must be frequently examined

•'

those not wanted for use should be taken up and stored
till wanted, for these cannot be safely trusted to the
weather after this time. Take advantage of favourable
weather to get manure wheeled on quarters where it
will be wanted, and get all spare ground trenched aud
ridged as soon as possible.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Follow np cleanly cultivation, and stir the soil

among nil growing crops. Employ leisure time in
collecting materials for manure; remember that all

decaying vegetable refuse is valuable in this respect
especially after having been well watered with the*
contents of the cesspool.

STATK or TUE WKATHRK AT CHISWICK NEAR LOr^DON
For the Week en ling Oct. 35, 1360, as obBcrveil at the Horticultural Gardens

"
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Average. •
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30.078 ) 29.910 60.7 ' 40.7 50.7 53.7 ' 51.6 1 .10

Oct, 19—Lightly overcast; densely clouded; boisterous,
— 20 -Very clear; quite cloudless; fine bdt.wmdy; clear; sliyht frost

,

— 21— Slight haze; tine tlirou":hout.
^^ 22—i-iiie ; very fine ; BliKhtly overcast,
-* 23—Overrast; densely clouded; drizzly ; rain at ni^ht,
— 24—Uniturmly overcast; very fine throughout.
*- 25— Overcast; exceedin-^ly fine; densely overcast ; rain,

Mean temperature of tlie week.H deg* above the average.

RECORD OF THE AVEATIlliR AT CHISWICK,
Duriag the last 34 years, for the ensuinj; Week, ending Nov. 3, I860.
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The hixheBt temperature durins the above period occurred on the29fh

and 30th, I8it3—therm. 67 dt;«. ; and lUc lowest on the 3d, 1815—tnenn.

20 dejir.
.

Notices to Correspondents.
American Blight: G P. Simple washing will not destroy if.

The bark muat first bo well scrajjed, ospeciaUy all crevices

and when the trees have shwi their leaves, paint them with

the following compoHition, viz, hall" a peck of quick lime,

half ft pound of flowers of sulphur, and a quarter of a pound

of lampbltick mixed with boiling water, till it hia assumed
the cousistoncy of thick j) liut. Any primings or scraping

removed muat bo burned. Jt

B(K>Ks: leedt. Loudon's Hortus Britannicus is a catalogue

which with its supplements goes down to March 1S50, and

includes Cryptogamic plants. Loudon's Encyclopaedia of

Plants is a work illustrated with wood engravings, with

supplements going down to March 1855, and does uot include

Cryptogaioic plants in them.
CoToiiEAsrER: Norn. This and the Apple tree bark are ali^e

with the common mussel scale insect, described at p. 735, of

O'lr volume for 1S43 ,
They are iu such a state that we feM-

the only euro is burning them and the surface earth m which

they grow. As to the wall, which we suppose to be an old

one fuU of nail-holes, it must be grouted with Portland

cement ; or the successora to the Cotoneaster will pensn

Crackkd Pears: A G. Fruit cracks because it receives from

the branch that bears it more water than it can throw on oy

its surface. Then water accumulates in the intenor ot toe

fruit, the skin is distended, and at last gives way as you

see. We had no cracked fruit last year ; this year, in some

places there is little else.
. .

_
FuNOi: J /Foster. Your Fungus is Bidr/aria iHqv.inans. lour

" black dummies" arc not tempting enough to mduce any

one to trv their culinaiT properties, except it be tne t-tuMse.

who eat'such trash as the Nostoc which covers our gravei

walks after rain, or some species very like it. ^fJB.

Gbeen Roses: CMF. It is only four weeks
fS'^

(«« P"
l^"/!

that we gave a full account of these productions, to wrnta

we beg to refer you.
,., j„„fjnn on

Insects r MTB. We believe the Coccus-like production on

Oak branches on the ground is fungoid, and not t^uKm^

NAM^ioF Fp'oits: Correspondents should not be unreaaonab^-

We cannot undertake to name baskets full of different so^

In future we must make it a rule never to e^atmue m __
than six sorts, whatever may be the number fo^*;*™™:!.

WDF. Your Fear, supposed to be the Beurr6 de Capwumonu

is Napoleon.—i H W. The variety of Pear of "'^njch tQs "^
bore upwards of 6000 fruits in 1S5S is the Black A^^

f
Fobins&n. Your Seedling Apple, yellow, m»ddle-9izeo^

quite an oval form, with the eye and stalk in 7f^„^!^
cavities, has a rather brisk acidity, but Is not rich eno"8J

for dessert.—72^ D G. The Seedling resembles in wze »»*

form the Fearn's Pippin. The flesh is soft, ple*sant^miE ^^
rich.—iV Core. 1, Alfriston ; 2, Like a »"*•• ^P?°*?!.SjJn
Rymer ; 3, Waltham Abbey Seedling ; 4, Hughes s ^''J;^
Pippin; 2, Easter Beurr^ ; 3.01d Colmar.—/-^ ^- 1- °5\"^.
Pippin; 2. Veiny Pippin; 3, Alfriston; 4, London ^m'*
1, Beurr6 d'Amanlis ; 2, Duchesse d'Angoul^me O^I^^'T'JI

from a late blossom).—^n Old Sub. B appears to m
Hawthomden, late and small ; the other is not known-

j
Names of Plants; BWC. 1, Populus canescens. *, ^*

densis?; 3, candicans ; 4, nigra. As to No. 5,
'^"i^^p" ur

yond the prescribed number, it is the White Ef>:P2*chSan-
of Nurseries, and some variety of P. nigr*.—SyWw- ^

thes farinosa. „. _ Tf Is re-
NuT.s: REB. Tour Cobs are pierced by the Titmo«fl«-" ^^^
markable that this binl h:w confined its »ttentionJ w^^^
and has neglected Filberts-at least in »me piaLcs—

with us. , ... . norafitic
Pkab Leaves: WCE. Tour leave j are in feated with a p»^^
Fungus, Jioettelia cavcettata. Tour only chance ol Br"-*rt«
of it is burning the leaves as soon u thoy «PP?""* *"''rr:,«l

tb»
mcud you to bum every iniectea iw au^*

''"/»''h*KMacli«»-
ground for 6 feet beyond the circumference of UW oi»»

MJB.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Mamifacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbtt, F.G S
iic, Pnucipal of the Agricultural and Chemical College
Kennington, Loudon, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Snperphos-
phatos ofLime, Coprolitea, &c., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Geutlomen desirous of receiving instruction in Cliemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

AUTUMN S O W I N C
THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE ou BLOODMANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant
Farmers, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.

Chairman.-JONAS Webb. Esq., Babraham, Cambridge.
Works : Plaistow, Essex.

OOAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for WPIEAT (Autumn Sowing)
ODAMS'S BLOOn MANURE for ROOT CR0P3

ODAMS'S SUPiilRPHOSPHATE of LIME.
PRICES, with particulars for use, maybe obtained at the

Offices. 109, Fenchurch Street, E.C. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

THE LONDON MANL'RK COMPANY
(ESTABLiailED 1S40,)

Are now prepared to scud out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERpriOSPITATE of LIME, of best quality
DiasOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
"ASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATB.
BLOOD MANURE foe CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Bfanure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value

116, Fenchurch Street, E C. Eow. Purser, Secretary.

UHNAKD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to conUin

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Ofthese Manures Dr. Voelcber says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Fnces, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, LvckA Co.. Sutton Road, Plymc^uth. '

LA W E S'S MANURES
LAWES'S TTTRVTP MAWirnw £g g

6 6
5 5

W E S'S M A N U R
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE op LIME
„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME . . „ „
„ BARLEV, GRASS, asd MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure
: Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and

cheapest aitificial manuie that can be used for Wheat atautumn sowing.

\^t^n.'^ii\^f''''r .^^""^J"^
^''^"^ Messrs. Gibbs; Sulphate of

rX and n^!^nlr°^?°5^'/^"^ ^^^ Chemical Manures. Linseed,
ri^^'.f

Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplj-market prices, by Mr. J. B. lawlj. i, iiutiii]uu I'/ltftT
Bridge, E.G., and Liffey Buildinga, Eden Quay, Dublin!

JOHN FOWLEU, Jfn., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C—
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES containing Prices and Testimonials seat post free.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGlTl^
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.
Directors.

HF.snY TvFH SKVMh-R, Esq., M.P., CTtairvian.
Sir John Villiers Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputi/'Chav-iiinn.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTCRE and CHEMISTRY,
and OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

33, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, S. '

Principal—J. C. Nicsbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., be,
Ihe system of studies pursued in the College comprises even-

hranch requisitetoprepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
iNaval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assaj-sof every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The tei-ms and other par-
tieulars may be had on application to the Principal.

li. BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany
T ,

^*1>*^^" Royal Agriculttn-al College, begs to acquaint
Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture
that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating
to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as thj Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to
Professor B[JCK>fAN, Dollar Ward. Cirencester.

niHK AGRICULTUHAL HALL COMl'ANVX (Lihited). Registered pursuant to the Joint-Stock Com-
panies' Acts, 1S56 and 1S57. -——

"

Capitiil 30,000^., in 3000 Shares of 10/. each.

Dh'ectors.
Jonas Webb, Babraham, Cambridgeshire, Esq , Chairman.
Joseph Shuttleworth, Lincoln, Esq., Vice-Chairman.
John Banister, South Street, Fi-isbury, London, Esq.
John W. Brown, Uffcott, Swindon. Wilts, Esq.
John Clayden. Littlcbury, Essex. E.sq.
William Collins, St. John's Street Road, Clerkenwcll, Middle-

sex, Esq.
William Cox, Harley Road, St. John's Wood, Middlesex, Esq.
Joseph Druce, Eynsham, Oxfordshire, Esq.
Richai-d Garrett, Leiston Works, Suffolk, Esq.
John Giblett, Lower Clapton, Middlesex, Esq.
James Howard, Bedford, Esq.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk, Esq.
Robert Morgan, Camdeu Road Villas, Middlesex, Esq.

With power to add to their number.
-Messrs. Fuller, Banbury, & Co.. Lombai-d Street.
Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, Essex Street, Strand.

Secretary.—Samuel Sidney, Esq.
Offices: 23, Essex Street, Strand.

The principal object of this Company is to provide a suitable
building for the Annual Christmas Exhibition of the Smith-
field Club,
The want of an appropriate building for holding the Annual

Exhibition of the Smithfield Club has been long felt, in con-
sequeoce of the very insufficient accommodation afforded by
the Bazaar, Baker Street, hitherto used for the purpose. It
was some time since determined by the Club not to renew
their term for those premises if a more convenient building
could be obtained. Accordingly at the General Meeting held
on December 6, 1S58. a Committee was appointed to inquire in

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANV.—
Incorporated by Special Act of ParUament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergt, Estate Agents, Survetoes, kc.

IN England and Wales and ts Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance monetr, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years. ^

1. Drainage, Iri'igation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any b»neficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainaste or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Raih-oads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes,

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the proviafona of any Act of
Parliament, Royal Cliarter, or Commission, in re.spect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and cLarga
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
;ind execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Euclostire Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace YardjWestmin.ster, S.W.

Banl:ers.

Solicitors.-

Cfeorge Thomas Ciark, Esq.
J.ChevallierCobbold,Esq.,M.P
Henry Currie, Esq.
"WiUiam Fisher Hobbs, Esq.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
SirS. MortouPeto, Bart.,M.P.
William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Under this Company's Act Landowners may effect the
following Improvements on their Estates, and charge the Out-
lay and expenses thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid
*>y Half-yearly Instalments, viz. :—

I. All works ot Drainage, Irrigation, and Embankment.
II. The erection of Farm Houses, Cottages for Agricul-
tural Labourers, and all kinds of Farm buildings.

III. The construction of Roada.
IV. The Grubbing and clearing of old Woodlands, Enclos-

ing, Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be ezecuted, are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in
Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons,
Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-
ceeding 14 years, Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal, In-
cumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Tnistees, &c.
*-The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to
avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Leg^ Mortgage, may
aUocharge their Estates with Improvements under the simple
and inexpensive process of the Company's Act.
The term of years for the Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-

Owner, so as to adapt the amount of annual payment to the
circumstances of the Tenants, the term for Building Works
being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements
oeing capable of extension to 50 years.
No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not

^Sfd. ^ Incumbrances, no legal expenses are in-

^
No^T'^Th^w^^v''''

effecting Improvements are tbreefold-

bVthel!.nd?w^"'.''^.^'^f'^''^'^ ^°^ executed entirely

onlv to^mn^rfK''?
Agent and the Company employed

S thefS for .b^r^ ^1? ^'*"^^^*^^ ^^« "^^"er throughail ttie forms for chargins? the outiav on the EstateTio. II. The Company will sunnlv Pi.rT^ a -c i.-

and Estimates for /ny Imp^^^^^eS tn hf^^''^'?^^^^
the Landowner's Agent. af^nde^No ? ^

^'^"'^'"^ ^^
In each of tneae cases the LandownA^ ^;ti \.^ ^ ^ j

No^NSr^frV^'^^"
I-^^'^rTSnl^^. ''''''' ^'^^

III'
The Company will undertake the entire responsi-feihtyof the Improvement. nrcDarn tiia pi ^ ^

the Work,, and/finally cw|eT ftl'^^tatTthf.cm'alamounc expended with their Commi^if^ Zi
approved bv- the InclosureCommissiCneTs

^^"^
^

'''^''''

Landowners may thus obtain what asslstanee th^v r^nnSr**irom the Compani^ and no more, in effecting&^^,S inTew
^^.% of Drainage and other Improvements are al«executed on Commia-ion for Landowners who merdv rLnS
L'^Cotli^'p^SSr^^ "' '"^ ^""^^^^^'^ ^^--^^^^

what wfiy the requirements of the Club could best bo supnlicd.
After 18 months' deliberation, and having fully considered
several propositions which were laid before them, the Com-
mittee came to the conclusion that the site known as Dixon's
Layers^ at Islington (which had been secured by the pro-
moters of this Company), was most advantageous for the
Annual Exhibition ; and recommended that, if a responsible
Company were formed who would enter into an agreement to
erect a suitable building thereon, and pay the Club the sum of
lOOOi. per annum, the Exhibition should be leased to them, for
a term of 21 years, commencing 1862; and the Committee re-

Mifriifl to the Club to tii^it eflect- . . _ ..i jj< ^
This Report has been adopted and confirmed in the fullest

manner by the SmithfieMClub, and the terms of the agree-
ment finally decided on, by which the Club agree to hold their
Annual Christmas Show in the Agricultural Hall for 21 years,
commencing with the Show in 1S62; the Company to pay them
1000^ annually; the terms in other respects being similar to
those made with Mr, Bulnois, the owner of the premises iu
Baker Street. The Smithfield Club is not a chartered or re-
gistered body, and the agreement will therefore be signed on
their behalf by two of their Members who have ^ku no-
minated, by special resolution, for the purpose.
The site of land on which the Hal! is to be erected contains

between 3 and 4 acres, immediately faces Islington Green.
extends westward to the Liverpool Road, and is within a few
hundred yards of the '* Angel," at Islington; it will have
entrances from all sides. Its central position, as regards the
various Railway Termini (with all of which it is in direct com-'
munication by moans of the New Road), renders it peculiarly
adapted for the purposes for which it is intended. No less
than 1100 Omnibuses pass daily by one of the proposed en-
trances, and ISOO by the "Angel/' The site has been secured
for a term of 21 years, with an option of extending it to 60 years.
The area of the Agricultural Hall will contain about 100,000

square feet^ exclusive of the galleries, exceeding in extent the
accommodation agreed to be provided for the Exhibition of
the Smithfield Club, with the addition of Committee Rooms,
Salesmen's Room, Offices, and convenient Refreshment Rooms.
The Hall will not occupy all the land, but a considerable por-
tion will remain available for other purposes, and for the en-
largeme»t of the premises, if at any future time further accom-
modation should be required for the Christmas Show.
As the Hall will only be occupied by the Cattle Show for a

fortnight in each year, it is projwsed to u£e It for various
public purposes, from which, it is confidently anticipated, a
considerable rent will be realised. The want of a large covered
building in the Metropolis has been long felt.

With regard to the financial prospects of the undertaking, it

is estimated that the profit arising from the visitors to the
Cattle Show alone will be more than sufficient to pay a dividend
of 5 per cent., after making due allowance for the lOOOi, a year
to be paid to the Smithfield Club, and for all other expenses-
This dividend will obviously bo greatly increased by the profit

derived from the various other uses to which the premisea will

be appropriated.
The capital of 30,OOOZ., one-half of which has already been

subscribed by members of the Smithfield Club, will, it is

believed, be amply sufficient to cover all tlie contemplated

outlay. It is proposed to raise the amount in 3000 Shares of

lOl each; K. a Share to be paid on application, and the re-

mainder as it may be required for the purposes of the building.

A month's notice of such call will be given.

Prospectuses and forms of applications for Shares may be

had at the Offices of the Company, 23. Essex Street, Strand,

W.a, and should be addressed to the Secretary on or before

Monday, November 5,

Form or AppLrcAXiojr for Shares.

To the Directors of the Agricultural Hall Company (Limited).

day of - 1 f^t^

RUGBY a:nt) BUNCHURCH CATTLE SHOW,
November 2D.—A prize of FIFTEEN POUNDS is open

to all England for the best FAT BEAST of any description, the
property of the Exhibitor for six months prior to the Show.
Entrance 10s., to 3lose on November 13. For Forms of Certi-
ficates, &c., apply to Messrs. W. &. E. Harius, Secretaries,
Rugby.
N.B. Covered She-Ja will be provided for all the Beaais shown.

THK BIRMINGHAM CATTLE aho POULTRY
SHOW, 1S60.—The TWELFTH GREAT ANNUAL EX-

HIBIXrON OF CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, AND ROOTS, will be hold iu Bingley Hall, on
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
December 3. 4, 5, and 6; when PRIZES, CUPS, or other
ai-ticles of Silver Plate, and GOLD and SILVER MEDALS,
to the amount of V236I., will be awnrded.

Ptize Listd and Certificates of Entry may bo obtained from
the Secretary. The ENTRIES close the Ist of November next.
The principal Railway Companies will convey Stock homa

free if unsold. John B. Lythall, Secretary.
OfHcea, 14, Upper Temple Street, Birmingham.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, I860.—
The annual SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP,

AND PIGS will take place on December 11, 12, 13, and 14, at
the Bazaar, King Street. Piirtman Square, W.
The LAST DAY for Certificates for both Stock and Imple-

ments to be received by the Honorary Secretary is THURSDAY,
November 1.

The foUowinBE forms of Certificates are now ready, and
intending Exhibitors in applying for tbom need only quote tho
letters and state bow many of each letter Iboy reqxure *-—

-
r ATTT.T, ^ SHEEP. ^—..

c- _ , f\„ „„ o*««* Form D.—I'en of three Wethers
Foi-m A.-Ox or Stecf

^^ jj^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^
B,—Cow or Ucifer in extra stock

C—Ox, Cow, or Heifer PIG3-
in extra stock Form F.—Pen of three Pigs

„ G,—One Pig Ifl extra
stock

Prize Sheets, with Rultfs and Resni^ations, and Forms of
Cortificatoa as above, may be obtjiined nf

B, T. Brandketh Gibbs, Hon. Sec,^

Comer of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W,
N.B.*-AU commnnications on the ChiVa business should

have the words "Smithfield Club" outside, to distinguish
them from private letters-

C^UYS TA L I'ALACE.—AGHlCULTCliAL ROOT
J SHOW.—The Show of AGRtCULTURAL ROOTS and

other Produce will be held on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, December 11, 12.

13, 14, and 15, ]SGO, behig the week of the Smithfield Club
Cattle Stiou'^ and the Crystal Palice Winter Poultry Show,
The Entries for the Poultry Show close Saturday, Nov- 10;

and the Entries for the Agricultural Root Show, Saturday,
Nov. 24-

For Schedules of Prizes, apply to Mr. W, Houghton, Secretary
to the Poultry and Agricultural Root Shows.

rr

ft

Eiit ^flricttltural (Baiette
SATUHDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1860.

Gentlemen,

„^ _. , 1860.

-Having paid to your Bankcra the sura of £ ,

I h'erebyTeViest you will allot me —— Shares (or any less

uumber) in the Agriccltural HxLt Company (Limited;, and

I imdertake and agree to accept the same, subject to the

irSs of A^ocmtlon, to pay the CalU thereon, and to sign

an Acceptance thereof, when called upon to do so.

Name in full •

Proleasion or Calling

Address
Date of Application

TnE reports in other pages "will enable oar
readers to ascertain the judgment wMcli has been
formed of the past harvest, after a longer ex-
amination of the crops than was possible at the
date of our last report, and after soma trial of them
by the threshing machine. It is plain that our
former statement of the case, complained of by
some as presenting too g\oomy a picture, has erred

in not being dark enough. There was a bulky
crop of bot!i Oats and Barley on the ground, but
both—the latter especially—haye been injured by
bad weather. There never was the promise of aa
average crop of Wheat, and what there waa ha«
also suffered much.
As a general rule, Oats will still be a fair crop.

Good samples of malting Barley will be extremely

rare, and Wheat will yield unusually below ita

average produce.

Of green crops, we have to report that Potatoes

are almost universally a failing crop. Turnips

generally are very poor, the exceptions in both

cases being found in the northern counties ; while

Mangels are universally inferior and unproductive,

and pood Hay is both scarce and dear. Both man
and beast will have to draw on whatever may ba
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stored from former years for tlieir food supply

during the coming winter.

Let U3 remind intending exliilDitors at the

forthcoming Exhibition of the SmithfieldCluh, that

all entries for the Show must be sent to Mr. Bhan-
DEETH GiBBS, the Hon. Secretary, at the corner

of Ilalfmoon Street, Piccadilly, W., on or before

the 1st of Kovember.

composition of any and every kind of grain and
Qsed as food.

Kow in order to illustrate this matter we would

direct attention to the ** case" with Potatoes in it.

We saw models of some of our best kinds of this

tuber, and then side by side were arranged in neat

little partitions specimens of the following com-
ponents of 100 lbs. of Potatoes:

—

Table I.—Fercestage Composition of Potatoes, arrakged Ag

Ip the present cold wet season has not been produc-

tive of the usual number of Pungi, it has at least

been proliEc in species which do not usually make
Iheir appearance in this country. Amongst other

curious matters which have come under our

inspection, is an affection of Rye, which, if it were

general, might be of serious consequence. The
glumes and seed are infested with little patches

of a bright red jelly which is generated beneath

the cuticle, from whence it at length oozes out, and
forms at first distinct and then effused spots,

resembling very closely those which are so common
on dead Nettle stems. On examination under the

microscope, the whole mass is found to consist

of curved spores very obscurely if at all

articulated. The seed of the Uye is in consequence

much exhausted, and the general effect upon the

crop extremely injurious. There is no doubt that

the little parasite is Fusariwn lieterosporium of

Kees von Esenbeck, who found his plant on the

glumes and seeds of the common Eye-grass. It is

true that I find no globose bodies intermixed, but

this is merely a circiunstance which depends upon
difference of condition and not upon structure.

The disease is apparently due to the damp con-
dition of the atmosphere and absence of direct

sunlight for so many weeks, and is therefore

beyond the control of the cultivator.

We have long been on the look out for this species,

which we have never before been able to find, and
we now think it probable that the very singular

parasite belonging to the genus Fusisporhun which
Pries found in Sweden on Oat and Uarley stubble,

in a very wet August, may turn up in England.
The stalks are clothed with long white woolly
hairs standing out in every direction and bearing
in the midst a mass of yellow jelly. The spores

are far longer than in the Fungus before us, and
the plant itself is superhcial and does not, as in

the present case, rise from tlie internal tissues of

the matrix,
other Fungi upon the glumes and
Kye, but sucli only as have clearly

them after their health had been
the FusanuDi, The. crop in which

the parasite appeared was one of seven acres on a
high and dry chalk hill in the neighbourhood of
Arundel, and the greater part of the ears were
affected. M. J, B,

Flesh Formers (gluten?) 1.4

Starch
Dextrin
Sugar . . , . ,

Fat
Fibre
Ash&s

15.5

0.4

3.2

0.2

3.2

0.9

24.8

f riesh Formers ..

=-< Heat givers

( Mineral matter .

.

1.4

22.5

0.9

Here then we trace seven substances that enter

into the composition of the Potato, which united

make up 24.8 lbs. out of the hundred ; what then

is the rest? why absolutely 75.2 lbs. out of the

bundled are icater ! and we shall not readily forget

the huge buttle of water we there saw to illustrate

part of the composition of good average Potatoes.

It is then worth while to go to the Kensington
Museum to be satisfied that out of every 100 lbs.

of Potatoes, which now cost from 6s. to 10s., 75 lbs.

is water, and the rest but indifferent feeding

matter. However all cannot go to this Museum,
and we would, therefore, recommend the purchase

of "A Guide to the Food Collection in the

South Kensington Museum, by Dr. Lankestee,
Superintendent of the Animal Products and
Food Collections "

; price 6rf., from which
we now construct the accompanying Table, in

order to at once put the reader in possession of the

difference between the components of Potatoes and
other *' food-stuffs," summing up the matters, for

the sake of brevity, into water, flesh-formers,

heat givers, and mineral matter.
Table II.

—

Cowposition of 100 Parts o»

Water
1

Flesli Heat Mineral
Formers. Givers.

22.5

Matter.

Potatoes .

.

! 75.2 1.4 0.9
Rice 13.5 6.5 70.5 0.5
Wheat 34.0 14.6 6'i.8 1.6
Barley 14.0 13.0 69.5 3.5
OatR {Oatmeal) .. 13.6 17.0 60.4 3.0
Maize, ludiun Coiii 14.0 12.0 73.0 1.0
Kye l:i.O 13.8 71.5 1.7
Peas .• 14.1 23.4 60.0 2.5
Lentils 14.0 26.6 58.5 1.5

There are

seed of the

grown upon
impaired by

The Potato crop has so completely failed this

year that the small amount saved cannot but
render their price extremely high. From this it is

to be inferred that the poor man who has been a

degree more fortunate with his crop than his

neighbour, will be induced to part with a portion

of his store for so much coin that he will be in

the same condition as he who has none. For with

both the question will be a pressing one. "What are

we to eat as a substitute for the Potato ? And
again it will not be the poor man only to whom
this inquiry will be interesting, but others even in

better circumstances will ask—are Potatoes worth
what they cost, or in bujing them at the present
high price are we not paying dearly for what is

not bread ? In fact all consumers of Potatoes,
not as a luxury merely, but as food, are already
on the look out for a substitute which shall

contain aa much nutritive matter at a less

cost than is likely to be the case with the
Potato, at least for the present season; whilst
with some it is indeed a subject of thought
as to whether an esculent so uncertain in its yield

and lately so liable to disease should be so impli-
citly trusted to, aa heretofore. Now in order to

aid inquiries in this matter, we purpose oflering a
few remarks on the relative values of the different

Jdnda of vegetable substances commonly used as
food, to which end we shall proceed to lay before
OUT readers a table of the comparative qualities of
foods as laid down by some of our best chemists and
physiologists, the materials for which any one near
London may readily investigate by looking over
the lood collection of the South Kensington Museum,
where he will find not onlv specimens of all
feeding substances in their natural state, but each
kind of food separated into its proximate prin-
ciples, placed side by side in a case separately
aevoted to each ; viz., specimens in their relative
quantities of all the materials that enter into the

Now it will here be seen it these conclusions are
to be relied upon, and we have no doubt whatever
of their general correctness, that no other feeding
substance contains so much water as the Potato,
and none so small a percentage of heat givers^ that
is those substances which, through the heat engen-
dered by their chemical decomposition in the
animal, tend to keep the body warm ; whilst the
flesh formers, or those matters which build up the
muscle and so restore the animal strength, are
ridicuIoui?ly small in a food to be so much trusted
as is the Potato.

Put in order to put this in a still clearer light
it may be well to state, that it has been ascertained
that as much as 5 oz. per diem of flesh formers is

necessary to restore the daily waste of say a labour-
ing man, so that the following Table will show the
relative amounts of the foods just tabulated it will
require to make up that quantity, and an
approximation to the cost of each :—

Table III.—O^ Relative Quantity and Prices op

Potatoes
Bice .

.

Wheat Flour
Barley Meal
Oatmciil ,
Maize
Rye ..

Peaa .

.

Lentils

Quantities. Average cost-

lbs. oz. g. d.
20 1.3 7
4 13 I 2
2 1 4J
2 6

;
44

1 13 4^
2 9 7^
2 3 6
1 5 2|
1 3 54

This Table assumes that the average price of
Potatoes is somewhere about 7s. for 2 cwt., but
this year this price will be nearly tripled. Bread
too may be a little dearer this year than our Table
states ; still the price of Potatoes, judging from
their real amount of food, will be far dearer than
even bread of the best quality. To those then
who will have to buy Potatoes it follows, that
unless these tubers are indispensable as a luxury,
they are in reality the dearest kind of food at
the present moment, taking into consideration
their qualities and capabilities at the price.

If we look at our various kinds of grain we
shall find no great dissimilarity between them
either in properties or price, so that with all the
English predilections in favour of "Wheaten bread,
we may at once see that with the present dearness
of Potatoes, bread, even though it has advanced
in price, is not more than halfthe price of Potatoes;
and as the latter are so dear we may reckon that
our loaf will be even more 'proof,' (the country

word for nutritive), in that the baker will not
afford the amount of Potatoes for mixing as when
these are cheaper.

Judging from the facts established in Table III,
Oatmeal would appear to stand high as a feeding
material, a fact indeed proved by all who habit-
ually partake of it.

But of all the vegetable productions there are
none so rich in muscle-making matter as the Pea
and none upon which life can be so cheaply
maintained.

In fact, as a general food, the Pea is open to the
objection of being too concentrated, and conse-

quently too stimulating for exclusive use, and
indeed we should conclude that any vegetable is

unfitted for constant consumption exclusive of all

others, and the only wonder is that the Potato
should ever have been so entirely relied upon.
Taking then the Pea with its known properties and
its comparative cheapness, we would now advocate

its use if not as a substitute for the Potato, yet as

the vegetable best adapted not merely for sup-

plying the void create'd by a failing Potato crop,

but as affording the poor man an opportunity of

supplying himself and family with a more hearty

food, and at a far less cost even in average seasons

than that of the Potato, taking, of course, the

position that he has to buy his Potatoes ; though if

he should be a successful grower, it is after all not

clear that he had not better sell this esculent to

those to whom they are wholesome not altogether

as food, but as a diluent of the more stimulating

meat diet.

So fully are we satisfied of the value and im-

portance of Peas as a common article of food, that

we have ever regretted its neglect in favour of the

large cropper, the more easily grown, but still the

water-logged Potato, and further we have been

long convinced that the moral and social well-

being of the British labourer has declined just in

proportion as he has relied upon this tuber, to the

exclusion of better feeding plantg—a subject upon

which we hope to enlarge in a future article.

However this may be viewed by some as specu-

lative, yet we see that the Potato is at i)rescnt a

failure and cannot be bread to the poor man or

any one at its high market price, and hence then

he is of necessity obliged to seek some feeding^

article in its stead. Let him use Peas as one of

the best and cheapest that can be obtained ; use
them not exclusively, but to eke out other feeding

matters, for which purpose he will find that there

are different sorts which can be used iu various

ways, viz. :

—

Whole,—In this form the gray Peas as being

softer are well adapted for parching or frying with

a little butter or fat of any kind ; in this form

too they will he found in every huxster's shop in

towns and villages of the Sussex coast, and in this

shape they are constantly partaken of by children

and others as an agreeable halfpenny or penny-

worth of ** tuck."
mole or Split.—In this shape boiling Peas are

necessary ; and a village soon finds out where the

best boilers are to be got ; indeed in former times,

every farmer and workman knew the peculiar bits

of land which would grow *'good boilers.

These of course are indicated for use : 1st, as

boiled Peas, which with a bit of pork or bacon or

meat of any kind, may well eke out the Potato,

Cabbage, Green, Parsnip, Carrot, or other garden

vegetable.

Here perhaps it may occur to some to quote the

observation of the princess who said *'How silly

were the poor people!" she would "rather eat

bread and cheese than starve." True, some may

say all these things are good enough with meat,

hut to the poor this is not always accessible ;_
still

tho answer is that Peas are even as nutritious

as meat itself, and indeed much more so than por^

or bacon. But we are advocates for variety in food

and flavour to the fullest possible extent, but

surely he who wholly trusts to the Potato gets but

little of either.

2d. Pease pudding* we hold to be food for a king \

however, the rich man wisely abstains from too

freely partaking of it, for to him with hia me^
diet it would be living twice over, and he "^^r"
suffer from plethora unless he diluted his

meal, and to him then the Potato i» a^

object of importance, not as his diet, but as a

wholesome diluent thereof, as well as of the meat

that he usually takes pease pudding with, namely,

Pork, d.meat of highest heat-giving but lowestfesn-

forming properties ot any kind usually employeo-

3rd. Ground Peas. Pease Meal may be used as no

bad mixture in baking, as an addition to orotn, 0^

mixed with a little boiling milk and water, anu

For recipe, see Notices to CorrespondenU.
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flavoured with salt, or any favourite condiment,

will afford a most nutritious meal, which even the

invalid or infant may safely partake of; but it

fehould be borne in mind that in all cooking of

Peas soft or rain water should be used, as hard

water prevents even the best Peas from cooking

properly, and they should be soaked in water

for some time before cooking.

These remarks then are meant to show that in

Peas we have a substantial article of diet ; this was
proved by ages of their use as the most general

food of the people, with the exception of the bread

made from Barley or Wheat. However the facility

with which the Potato can be grown and the

amount ^t filling xi]) which it unquestionably is

capable of has led to it3 adoption to a mischievous

extent, for its constant growth in the same soil

has ruined the constitution of the Potato itself,

whilst on the other hand the people have so relied

upon it that they have done considerable mischief

to their physique in consequence, and the failure

of the crop leads to food panics which are very
serious in their consequences.

In this state of afiairs we would recommend at

least a partial reversion to the older diet to meet
the present emergency, and for the future we
would strongly urge upon the cottager to plant a

portion of his Potato allotment with Peas, and the

rest perhaps with Potatoes—in other words only to

grow half his usual breadth of Potatoes. We find

that even with the advanced price Peas mav be

be at this next planting season, yet that the land

can be sown with this crop for about 25s. an acre,

and for this purpose the Early Emperor and the

old dwarf White Marrowfat are well suited, as

both are prolific, and the former coming in early,

the poor man may make a few shillings by selling

some of them green.

At the meeting of the Worcester Agricultural

Society on the 10th of October, the subject of

*' Blights" was brought forward by Mr. Hudson
of Pershore. His observations were directed prin-

cipally to the experience of the present year as

regards the Potato murrain, and inasmuch as

great differences in this respect exist in different

parts of the United Kingdom, he thought the
county members ought to urge on Government the
appointment of a scientific commission to inves-
tigate the subject generally.
His proposition wag received with mingled

cheers and laughter, and a member after some
observations which were certainly not warranted
hy anything which fell from Mr. Hudson, remarked
''You may as well try to stop the wind or the xain
as to stop blights."

I^ow ^Ye have no great liking for commissions in
general. The members generally set out with
strong prejudices on the subject they have to

investigate, and their report is usually a mere
statement of a foregone conclusion, supported by a
iQ\T partial facts. Such commissions are far more
frequent on the Continent than in this country,
and we cannot find that they either lead to any
good practical results, or even to much new
information.

If the word ** Blights" be taken to comprehend
the mildew of the Vine, Hop, and Potato, it must
be extended to Wheat mildew, smut, bunt, rust
and other maladies, and the commissioners^would
have enough upon their hands to investigate

thoroughly only one of these maladies.

Mr, Hudson however speaks of ** Blights" as if

there were no knowledge on the subject. He
believes " there is a cause for blights." Why, not
only is there a cause, and that well known, but for

three of the blights mentioned above there is a
remedy* The Erysiphe of the Hop, the Oiilium of

the Yiiie, and the Tilletia of Bunted Wheat, are all

under the control of every good cultivator. The
mildew of Wheat is not capable of cure, because
the Fungus {Pucch.ia graminis) which produces it,
»s closely attached to the straw, and therefore is
not affected by the same treatment as Bunt, whose
epores are set free in the course of threshing; the
same remark applies in great measure to Rust

;

and m bmut the spores are all blown away by the
wind long before the harvest. Specific powders
maybe advertised for the cure of these complaints,
put from the very nature of the case they must be
inel^ctutl, however their virtues mry be vaunted.We come now to the Potato murrain, which was
more immediately in question. The cause of this
amiction is as certainly ascertained as that of the
Hop or Vine mildew. Why then is it not under
the same control? Simply because the little
-Botryits on whose presence it depends has a totally
different habit from the F.rysiphe and Oidium.
J-he young threads of these, save in a fuw excep-

tional cases, creep on the outer surface of the

leaves, so that any powder or solution which may
be efficacious can come immediately in contact

with them ; but in the Potato murrain the spawn
of the Puugus traverses the inner tissue of the

plant where no remedy can be applied. The most
hopeful suggestion, as regards topical applica-

tions, in consequence was the powdering of the

divided sets with sublimed sulphur, and this

treatment, which at present has not been auffi.-

ciently tried, has been said to have produced good

results. Wliether however the sulphur acts in

such a case by coming immediately in contact

with spawn of the Boirytes which may exist in

the tuber, or whether it is destructive to the spores

which have fallen upon the surrounding soil, is a

matter for consideration, and the more so, because

in the Vine mildew it has been found a good prac-

tice to lay bare the roots and powder them ^Yith

sulphur. Now as there is no pretence that the

spawn of the Oidium traverses the tissue of the

roots and stem, the good if any must depend upon
the destruction of the spores, thus preventing their

development on the surface of the roots and of

lower portions of the stem.

All the good we believe which has been achieved

with respect to any of these affections has been

accomplished by private individuals- The [need-

ful investigations require more time and patience

than can possibly be at the disposal of
_
any

commission. If a commission is to be established

at all, it should be not to investigate the cause

of these Blights, which is already ascertained, but

to discover it possible the circumstances of soil,

climate, aspect, cultivation, &c. which are favour-

able to their development or otherwise. Some
information of value on such a point might
possibly be elicited by a few weeks' examination of

the crops in different parts of the country. The
circumstances however which control these plagues

are so nice as to be often far above our powers of

observation. In the same plot, under apparently

precisely the same conditions of outward elements,

contiguous patches will frequently be healthy and
diseased ; and if we are baffled here, much more
are we likely to be so in examining similar tracts

in different' localities. The peculiar constitution

of the plants of which the crop is composed, the

source from whence the seed or cuttings were
derived, the manures with which they were

satisfactory ingathering of our crops. In chronicling

the harvest of 1356, one of much difficulty and loss in

Scotland, I wrote thus : " For the energetic prose^

cutioQ of the labours of harvest 1 believe that 'reaping
by machinery ' is becoming a necessity. Each year
shows increasingly the delay caused—the expense
incurred by reaping by the hook. The scythe is some-
what more expeditious, doing more of the actual work
of cutting by a given number of bands, and the gather-

ing of the cut corn leaves it in a state that in ordinary

years sooner fits it for stacking, but in such a year as

this it causes the stocks to be less able to keep out the

wet, and has a tendency to retard the ingathering

operations by the occupation of the farm servants in

cutting when they might and should be ingathering."

Though thus decided as to a machine, I was un-

decided as to the machine. The results of trials as

reported were conflicting; and the testimonials sent

out by rival makers puzzled rather than convinced me-

In 1859 I witnessed the competition trial for the High-

land Society*;^ prizes at its Edinburgh meeting. What
I then saw, joined to the testimony of Mr. Hope, Fenton

Barns, and other well-known Lothian flu:mers, led me
to order the " combined reaper and mower" of Gardner

and Lindsay, of Stirling. It was delivered to me in

June. 1860 ; coat, including two cutting knives, 26^ 5ff.

I thought that with the directions sent along with

the machine there would be no difficulty in at once

putting it to work. My first trial in cutting Grass

was unsatisfactory ; the knife cut well, but the machine

clogged often, and fastened iu the ground at the far-

off side. As the best method of getting out of this

difficulty I requested the makers to send a person

accustomed to its working. They promptly sent one

of their inteUigent foremen, and in an hour's trial after

his arrival I discovered that the imperfect working

arose from imperfectly carrying out the instruction?

given, and I may remark, in passing, that I belleVe

that tlie want of an experienced person to direct the

first day's working of a reaper is olten the cause that it

is never satisfactorily worked. I cut 34 acres of heavy

Grass at the rate of 10 acres per day; the labour

employed being one man driving the pair of horses,

another attending the working, and four women to

remove the cut Grass out of the track of the machine

at its next round, this last being so much towards the

making of the hay.

My harvest of corn and Beana extended altogether

to 144 acres, 132 of which were cut down by the

machine in a more satisfactory manner than could be

done by hook or scythe; the other 12 acres were put

by these instruments in consequence of their falling

ripe when the reaper had full work on other fields.

Tliese 132 acres occupied the reaper 203 hours, being

local miasBiata, and a ntirntreated,

circumstances, of which we can obtain no account

whatever, may all be important items in the

matter. Still 'it is possible that a commission

might obtain some valuable general rules, showing

that some conditions are, on an average, almost

certainly destructive and others favourable ; and

above all what especial varieties of Potato most

effectually resist the murrain. Beyond this we do

not believe that a commission would effect any

good, and the prospect of beneficial result even in

this limited point of view is so very problematical,

that we think it very unlikely that Grovernment

would feel inclined to speculate on the subject.

M. J. B.

otfeer^^OeWi^
The all

We have to lament the death of the Duke of

RiCH3iOND, K.G., which took place on Sunday
last, at the family mansion in Portland Place.

A life of great public value and of especial

usefulness to the Agricultural interest of the

country has thus come prematurely to a close,

for it had not reached the period of threescore

years and ten. The late Duke was one of the

founders of the Koyal Agricultural Society

of England, of which he had twice been

President ; he was also President of the Smith-

field Club. His popularity among agricul-

turists, both those immediately connected with

him as tenantry, and the general body of the

farmers of this country, was unbounded ; and

it had been fairly won by the readiness with

which at all times his time and services were

placed at their disposal, and by the cordiality

with which he welcomed every occasion of

association with his brother agriculturists.

F^PERIENCE IN MOWIXG AXD REAPING BY
^ MACHINERY.

Z^, t K'rttrrlp.bU.Ies of U.e one I

"se Thougli well satisfied with it I shall be glad to see

H surpassed by others, as I have no doubt, m process of

time, it will be.

more or less lodged and twisted, and was, therefore, cut

only in one direction—against the lie—the machine

returning out of gear. This accounts for the daily

average work being, as stated, a little short of 7
acres. Our best work was in a field of spring-sown

Wheat in which we cut 12 acres (about 4 quarters per

acre) in 15 hours. This was towards the end of the

harvest, when the workers were more expert; and I

have no doubt that in another year, even with lodged

and twisted corn, we shall come up to that—say 8 acrea

^j\s a daily average. But I do not expect to have

often a harvest in which from continued wet all the

corn is lodged ; I hope to have years in which we shall

have standing corn, and then shall cut round the field

and do at least 12 acres per day.

The cutting, binding, and stocking of the work per-

formed as above occupied in all 8 men and 6 women

;

i. e., one man driving the pair of horses, one man on the

box with a rake to deliver the cut com from the plat-

form in sheaves, six women to put the corn into sheaves

and make the bands, and six men to tie the sheaves and

put them in stook. The horses were not overtasked by

a continuous yoking of five hours ; but as all the farm

horses were idle at the time we changed them generally

at the end of two-and-a-half hours. In cutting all

round the field the draught would of course be cou-

,

tinuous, and I should then think it imperative to change

! the horses as above, and the numbers of gatherers and
! stookei's would require to be increased to niuci that ia,

I

cutting one way, 8 acres per day, takes eight men and
'

six women ; cutting all round, 12 acres per day, would

take eleven men and nine women. This work keeps

them fully occupied ; but the labour is light compared

to that of cutting with hook or scytlie. The raking

after the gathering can be performed by a boy with a

horse rake, going over the spaces between the stocks;

the line of tlie stocks to be raked subsequently to theic

being carted ofl*.

I had only one breakage of any importance, after un-

derstanding the woiking the joiatof the driving crank.

To repair it took half a day's work. The machine

being now fully tested I anticipate ievr if any deten-

tions next season.
" Men should not dispute but whisper results to each

With disputes as to the merits of rival ma-

Lve nothing to do. Into discussions with the

>..u.... or rather apologUts, of the hook and scythe

both dJomed to disuse except in such Bmall occnpan-

cies as the flail still holds a place m-I do not and shaU

not enter. I have given above a pUm unvarnished

tale of the experience of a season in which ' reaping by

;, 11 wuL uc.
. , 1 .1, w .in^fmii nf ' michinerv " has been tested under great disadvantages.^t;-r:^Srr
S"

o't^^:^ l

S^'^eU out or the orde.. .. ^.^«.^
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REPORTS (October 20) FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS

COUXTIES.

WHEAT. BAELEy.

SCOTLAND.
CAITRN'ESS.

ABERDEEN .

Quantity. QUATJTT.

* «

INVERNESS.
ELGIN

Not average
^ * *

« 4

" FORFAR-.

Small breadtli

Not average
Ijarge

Much under
average

Not average
Xot near
average

l-4th uuder
average

Inferior

Quantity

4 fe * «

Very deficient
Inferior
Inferior

Very inferior

Rather soft

Under average.

Indifferent

Not avcratre

Full average
Goud

Great crop
44biisb. p, acre

Average

Quite average

FulJ average
Full crop

OATS, BEAN S.

Good
Good

Good
51 lbs. p. busli-

Not avenige
Stained
Fair

Good
Fair

Average ; light

Over average
Fair

Abundant
40bush.p.acrc

Average
Not average
Full avenige

Over average
Good

3 PEAS, rOTATOES. TURNIPS- MANGELS.

4 * *

Abundant

» *

Full nverage ; oSIbs. p. Lush I
-Full areraf^e ;

« * 4

AvcrngC

» •

« •

Inferior in
quality
Inferior
Good and
healthy

Fair and good
Fair; healthy Not average

Very ^^ood

Excellent
Good

Si)lcndid

NAME AND
ADDRESS.

• «

» « •

ft • *

3t)buah,p-acre 4Sbusb. p. acre]

MID LO-
THIAN

HADDING-
TON

STIRLING ..

PEEBLES-, w

Under average
Much under

average
Short

Ne;ir average

Bare average

Full
Average

Inferi'"»r

Inferior

Inferior
Middling

Bare average

Averflge
Average

Full average I Good ; soft

• 4 * • * •

feELKIRK .. Under average
ROXBURGH- j2*2bush-p.acre

SHIRE j|

23 bush. p. acre

Inferior

Over average
Full average

Lar^e
Average

Over average

Over average
Very good

Over average

Full average

Good
llucli very

good
Good

Average

Stained

Average
Very good

Exoellent

Full average

1

Average
Over average

Good
Full average

Qvir average
Good

Good; late

In the field

Over average ;i Over average
much out

. Average ; good
Good

Coarse; sound 33bufih- p,acre
Over average Over average

RENFREW..

AYR

BERWICK-
SHIRE
WIGTOWN.-

DUMFRIES-
BHIBE

ENGLAND.
NORTHUM-
BERLAND

Average

Average
Not average

;

3j qre- per acre
Average

Average
26 to 30 bush.
Nut average
Barely average

Injured

Deficient

Some still out
Not average

Generally in-

ferior

Not good
57 to 61 lbs-

Sound but raw
Inferior

Not first-rate

34buGh.p, acre

Average

Avcrnp^e
Average

» *

36 to 50 bush.
Average

* » *

Good

Souiid

* * •

Fair

Fair
Soft

4

5S to 56 lbs.

Good
* • *

Injured

CUMBER-
LAND

WESTMORE-
LAND

DURHAM ..

I

20busli.p.acrc Not first rate

p <

Average, but Fair
fchakeu by

wind
Not average Under average
Pretty fair

Not average
HiU-dly avtT-

Not average

Not averag:e

Not average

;

much shaken
by wind

Not average

Middling
Full

CoarFe and soft

Inferior

Soft and iu-

ierior

Very soft

40hush, p. acre

Full average

Full average
Good

Average
Best ever
known

Full average

Not average
Average

Abundant

Average

Not first-rate

but Bonnd
Fair

Fair

Over average

Under average
36 bush., and

good
3Sbutih.p.acre

Bulky, but
fair

Bulky
Variable ; very

late

Good

Near average
50 to 60 bush

-

Over average
Full average

Good after lea;
poor after

fallow

Average

Good and full

Over average
Good; late

Over average

Over averrige

Bulky

Still in the
field

Good
Large ; late

Good : still out

40 bush.
Over averagei

Inferior

Under average

« * «

Green when
cut
fit*

Good

Good
Not average

Good

Very good
Good

Over average,
and the

soundest crop
for many a

year
Over avei"age

Goud

Large crop
Full ; sound

crop
Great crop

Aver, ; sound
Abundant and

good
Good

Average
Large

Very good

Very good
Over average

Average

Seeded

- < t •

Poor

J. S. Maclvor, Wit:k

W, Hay, Ellon
J.NicuU/Iurriff

J. Laing, Peterhead
J. MacDonald^Huntlj*
J, Barclay, Enzie

. Inverness—• Forres

* « * «

m M •

Uuder average

J, Grigor, Forres
J, Hauiiltun, Forrca

W. Smith, Brechin

* V «

« * • *

Average
Various

Very heavy
Fair

Full average

Full crop
Good

Excellent

Average ; Over average
healthy

Average ; goodl Full crop
4 tons p, acre ; IS tons ;

good
good

4 J tons p. acre 19 tons p. acre

Not successful R. Colvill Chance Inn

Not good

Poor

Seeded

Moderate

Not good

* •*

« • «

# * • •

« •

Inferior

Not good

A. Bell, Moutrose

J. Morton, Dalkeith

J. Melvin, Rtitho

J. Hislop, Midcalder

G. Hope. Drem
J. Steele, North Ber*

wielc
i. Buchanan, White'

house Farm
J. Lyle, Iiiverleithen

J. Stalker, Galashiels

P. Brodie, Charilaw

* » ^ ^

Average

lORKSHIREjl Not average ' Unequal ; in-

terior

3 qra. p. acre.l-^th sboit of 1 i^rs. per acre

flour \ !

L A N C A-
&H1R£

24 to 28 bufth.

per acre
2-3aaof a crop

Not average

Not average

Bulky

1

Very indif-

ferent
liad

Inferior and
damp

Pooranddamp

Moderate

Poor3i qrs.

CHESHIRE. , 1 (Under avemge) Not good
|.25 bushels perllnferior tolast
acre ; 1-Hh t^jyear in c^nulitj

lll-4th less than*
lafit year

Not average
Good
Fair

Average

Various

Inferior
Good

Half unmar-
ketable
Average

Dark in colour,

but good
quality
Rough

Average

Various

Stained

Fair

Good

Good

40bush.p, acre

Average

Average

Under average

Short

6 quarters

Full
;33 bushels perlVariable ; not

acre 1 good colour

Average
Good
Good

Not average

Good, but
much out
Good

Under aver.
Ehakeu

Average

Various

Good

Tolerable

Average

Average

Fair

Various

5J to C qrs.

;

good
Very good

Gocd; various

Average

Good

Average
• •

GocKi

Inferior

Poor

Not Average

Good

Good
Average

;

sound
Good

Good
5 to G tons

Good & sound
Half diseased

Fine crop,
and sound

Under average

Good

Not average

Average
Not average

Deficient

Not average
15 to 20 tons
An average
Bare average

Various

r. Thomson, St. Boft-

wells

Not average J. Gardiner, >cilstou

Not average
Not average

Bad

Not average
12 to 15 tons
Vety poor

bmall

W, Bovd, Bent'rew

A, Kiilstou, Lagg

W. McJannot, Irvine

W- Orr, Beith [Mains

J. Wilson, F^ingt^u

G. Logan, Stitchell

W. H. M'Cleau,.Strau-

raer

« 4

Good

• i

Bad

Some damaged

Average

tFull average
Good

Average
Good

Average

Not average
Poor and dis-

eased

Good, but
light

Average

Average

Various

Nothalf acrop'j. Little, Langholme

Full crop; not
yet cut . . , , -

Good, butlateiBlighted; bad^I-lthofa crop

Heavy

Good

Average

In the fields

Average

4 # * *

Light
Good

«

Average

Average
Very fair

Very good
Good

Regular

Average
Not good

Good

Hardly aver-

Half a crop

Light

Not good

Inferior

Not average
« « * *

Average
Good

Light

Average

Toor

Average

Light

Light

Half of last

year
Half crop

J. Grey, DUaton

J. Laing, Coldatreanj

T P. Dods, Hexham
T. Wilson, Ulleswater

T. Donald, Carlisle

J. Bigg, Abbey House

J. Crosby, Kirkby

Thiire

J. Rubin3-»n,Warcop

G. Crofton, Kiniljles-

^orth

G. Bell, Durham

H. J. Turner, Bicb-

niond
J. Clurke, Hestle, near

Hull

p. Stevenson, R^ton

T. Taylor. Poutefract

Fine

* * *

« *

Not very bad

Average I^te, but
aveiage

Not average; 'Not halt a crop

Defid^nt'^and'NothalfaeropNothalfacrop'G. Wj Fowler, Li"'"

Poor and very'P^^Eobinson, Garetang

late

F. Twining, 'Wigtin

diseased
Good samples

DERBY-
BHIKB

• * •

NOTTS

"l6to 20bushels
per acre

2-3rds of crop

Generally bad

Under average

LINCOLN-
HHIRE

Bad

^
3 to 4 qrs.

8 buehels per
acre

3^ qrs. per
acre

20bu6beU per
acre

20 bushels per
acre

Near average

8 H R r
btUBE it

I'Sd short

Uuch under
nvprac^

Various
L

Light and
mildewed
Various

Inferior
Bod

Very inferior

Bad

Bad

Various ;

iDJurud
Deficient

Indifferent

« * * •

Average

463 quarters

Bulky

Average

6 qrs.

44 bushels

5 quarters per
acre

5 quarttrs

4 quarters

Full average

Full crop

Good

Very deficient

Stained

Coarse

Rough

Stained
Pretty good

Inferior and
stained
Bad

Good

Very good

Part injured

Good

Bulky

DeGcient

p * *

5 or 6 qrs.

Bulky; light

Average

Average
« < B

Good but not
likely to be
harvested

364 quarters

Good ; but out

Average

Good
* * * *

Average^ but ; Average ; but

* • «

hurt
Bad and half

cut
Average

Full crop

Full crop ; net
well harvested

Good

cut
« * a *

4 quarters

XcYj bad

Average but
Forouted
Very bad

Not average

Straw

I

• a a

All out

Good; some
out

Uncertain

•

• . #

6 tons

Light
110 bushels
per ucre

Very tad and
poor

Diseased

Small and bad

Very bad

Bad diseased

Very bad
Very much

diseased
Badly diseased

Worse than
ever

DifiCa^ed

Bad

Losses

BiscAsed

15 to 30 tons

Very fine

12 to 14 tons
per acre

Nearly a com'
plete failure

Half a crop

Very late

Hiddlixig

Under average

Bad
Very bad

Light

Very light

Small

Small

Improving

Half crop

10 to lo tons G. Drury, Holker

'h. Tipping. N\«^'^'*
W. PuUn, Tarvm

Various
12 tons per

acre

Half a crop

Very bad 'b. S^'affield, Harting-

Ij. F^kiD, Idridgehay

J. Toung, Newarlc

-, Southwell

G. Walton. Clifton

T. Stafford.
Mamham

F. Sowerby, Aji^»°J

W, Budding, Wragby

W. Wingate,
JIarkft

^^^, Hor^castlc

J. Clarke, Long
£«**«*

J. G. Dixon, Caistor

E. Boweu, Corflon

Small

Very bad

Uuder average

Bad
Light

Very light

Not ripened

Light

Small

Nothalfacrcp
F

Two crops

^^F^P^^^^^^^^B^™-^ ' W i__^—^
1

* " In UU situa^XM, and in the upp« diatricU of lhi» cmmty, there ia much of the Oat crop uncut, iu varioujs aUgea of ripening, the produce of which, if anything, it
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COUNTIES.

WHEAT. BARLEY.

Quantity,

ENGLAND.
RUTLAND .

.

>'ORTEIAMP-
TON

LEICESTER.

WARWICK .

.

HEREFORD

Avemgo

Probably
average

Rather nuder
avenge

About average Very inferior

Quality,

Inferior

« t 4

Much inferior

QOAKTITT, QUALITT,

l-4th under
aveiuge

Jtuch under
average

Under average

Not average

Mucli under

Unripe and
liKht

Very inferior

Very inferior

Various

Thin and soft

average
Very deficient"
on Keavy soils; tiuna not fit

for use

Larpre proper-

J

Very various

Various
Not average

35 bushels
per acre

Not average

MONMOUTH 25 bushels per
acre

Not deficient
Average
Average

30 bushels per
aero

Much under
average

16 buabela per

WORCES-
TEaSHIRE

GLOU-
CESTER

OXFORD

Thia

6enerallygood
Inferior

62 lbs. per
bushel
Good
Damp

Various
Fair
Good
Good

Inferior

Inferior
acre

: Under avera<?e'M"uch inferior

w »

-BERKS

l-5th nnder
average

254 quarters

20bu>ih.p,acre,
Not average

_ +24 to 30 bush,
per aero

Not average

Deficient

Not averaire

OJEDFORD

4JUCK3

HERTS

3 qra, per acre

is buihcia per
acre

3 qrs. per acre

Not much
threslied

3i quarters

Average
Average

Under average

Verj' bad

Inferior

Not good
Indifferent

Inferior

Inferior

Inferior

Damp

Light and
damp

Bell

Variable

Very variable

Average damp
« * * 4

Inferior
Raw-

Various

Average

Probably
average
Average

Average

l-5th nnder
average

Not quite
averajje

Quarter xmder
average
Average

Average

Full average

Various

Fair
Average

40 bushels per
acre

Over average
25 bushels per

acre
Good
Good

Not average
50 bushels

Average

36 bushels per
acre

Full avera;^e

Coarse

i > *

Over average

4 quarters

SObush.p.acr
Average

Very little

good
Very bad

Much hurt

Under average

Various

Various

Medium

Stained but
diy

Not average

Half inferior
Various

Fair

Good
Stained

Injured
Rough
Good
GotJd

I'lump but
washed
Good

OATS. BEANS.

Good

Probably
average

Full average

Average
;

much hurt
l-6th under
average
Average

Good

PEAS, POTATOES. TURNIPS. MANGELS, NAME AND
ADDRESS,

Average

Not yet in

Full average

Fall but out

Over avci'nge

Spring sown
good

Large crops

Average

Bare average

Very bad

Half under
average
Failure

Haifa crop

Good crop but
diseased
Very bad

Not average

Never so bad

Average ;

2-3ds rotten
Very much
diseased

Not good

?

Various

Very bad

l-3d of a crop

Not good

* t

Small

Very bad

Haifa crop

W. Fancourt, Empiag-
ham

W. Gray, Courteen,
Hull

J. "Whitwell, Peter-
borough

J, B, Bmeaton^Naseby

P. Love, Northampton

Very bad j Under average J-Buctley, Normanton
Hill

Much diseased l-3d of a crop Late & small J, F. Tullocb, Wroxhall

Good Good but out

* m

5 to 7 qrs.

Middling
Avera ire

« * # *

30 bushels per
acre

Average but
out

Good; 3-4th5
out
Good

Average ; very
late

30 bushels per
aero

Very bad

^Averaire [Average ; bad, Much diseased, Under average
quality

"All but a total

failure

Cerain failure

* * •

e

32 to 34 bxish.

per acre
Under average

Average

Average

4 2 qrs. per
acre
4UUMI..M

;4-5thsof aver, 2-3d3 inferior

AverageHUNTING-
DON

,t

CAMBRIDGE :^8 bushels defi-

SaiKE

NORFOLK

SUFFOLK

ESSEX

cient

;4 bushels defi-

cient

3 of aveiage

6 bushels defi-

cient
8 bush- under

average
i2ito3iqrd-por

acre

KENT

fr «

Deficient

SUSSES 4 « I
I

3i qrs-

[22 bushels per
acre

Not average
Not average

i
; l[uch -under

I {
average

Half a crop

HANTS
i

Much under
average
4 injui'cd

\

DOnSET * f •

SOyERST^T-

1-oth under
average

Not average

23 bushels per
acre

1 3d under
I

average

j

l-3d under
' average
20 bushels per

acre
3 sacks short
Half of last

|! year
-i bushels per

) 1 aci^

Not good

2 stone per
coomb below

average
liiferior

Very inferior

Not much
complaint

Bud condition

Damp

Damp

Bad

Very poor

Half injured
Damp

Inferior
Various

40^. to 72^. per
quarter

Thin and hgbt

Light

Over average

Very vaiious

5 quarters
* * «

Full average
Average

Under average

3 '4thsof an
average
Average

Injured

Damp and
stained

Much stained

Not good
Good; stained

Various

Variable

Staiucd

30j, to 50*. per
qiaarter

Stained

iJitajna^ed

Average
60 bushels

Average

Good

Good

Over average

Average

iObush, p. acre
Good

Late : still out

Strong
Not avei'age

40 bushels

Very variable

Very good
(out)

Various (out)

Average

Average (out)

Not good
Good

Good : out

Pretty good

Failure

Very bad
Good

Very poor

Much under W, Gibbs, Stratford-on-
Avon

J. Ford, Ne TvboldVaccy
average
Fair

Worst ever
known

*

«

Late and in- Spring sewn
fcrior

[ S*^^*^' ^^^ ^^'^

Over avcra^re ;|Over avcraire
badly got
Very good

O^ I

out
la field

7 qrs. per acre 5 qrs, per acre

Fair

Average
• fr • *

Fair
V;trioiW

Various

Bulky

Gocd

Pretfy good
crop; badly got
Over average ;

soft

Various

Blighted
Average

Good

Injured

Good, but
hurt
Good

4 J qrs. per
acre

Good, spoilt

Half diseased

Never worse
Sadly diseased

Total failure

Diseased
Much diseased

Very bad
Very bad
Very bad
Nearly all

rotten
Haifa crop

Vei-y bad

Very bad

Not more than
half a crop

Not average 2-3rd3ofcrop

Bad

Failure
Not good

Bad

Late ; small
Leaves

Veiy poor
Middling

Total laiiuro

Half crop

Late and small

One quarter
last 3'ear'scrop

Inferior

Small

Very bad
Pretty good

Very good

Avei-age
5 ton per acre

Middling
Fair

Pretty good
Ttvo-thirds

crop
Small

Bad

J, C. Adkins, Milcote

T. Bowick, Kenilworth

W. Aitchison, Coventry
P, Norman Edwards,
Brinsop Court

W. Price, Ross
[more

J. Mathews^ Blake-
H. Pride, Monmouth

» Abergavenny
R Smith, Droitwich

'

H, Hudson, Pershoro
T, Cobban, Whitfield.

Not so good

Small

J.Coleman, Cirencester
[don

/. N, Hulbert^ Bageu-

-, Stonehouse

Worse than
i Generally bad, Not half a crop

ever before j

l-2rd bad i Various
Bad

Much diseased

Very bid

Diseased

Scarcely aver-
age

Light

G(»od
Average

Inferior

Late ani light Generally bad

Good

Not good

Small

Good

Half a plant

Small

Good

Not average

6 bushels defi-

cient
None good

2 to 4 qrs.

3[uch hurt

Inferior

Inferior
• * * •

Verv bad
Tolerable

Generally
stained

Half injured

Stained

Excellent

Good but out

Good but late Good, but
nearly all left

in the field

:6 qrs. per acre Good crop, but
out

5 quarters

7 quarters
p

t • «

Various

Part good

Inferior

^ery ligb t

Very inferior

Variable

Very bad
Very bad

Middling

Average on
light land
4 quarters

4 quarters

3a quart ei-3

Poor crop
Over average

Good

Nearly aver.

Under average

l-4th injured

Good

Various

Coarse and
stained

Much very
bLack

Not fit for
malting

Stained and
damp
Injured

Good ; early
carried

Half good
Damp

Very various
Good; out'
standing
l-Sd fit for
malting
Various

Inferior

A verage
Not average

Average

Average

Good

Good generally
r J

Gocd

4 qtiarters

* m

Over average
Abundant

;

out
y^ry good

Fair; still out

Very good

Good

Good

* * • t

* ' ^ 4

Very bad ;

never worse

Diseased

Small

Inferior

Generally bad

Bad

^ ^ ^ ^

Very bad
Haifa crop
Nearly all

rotten
Not average |

Badly diseased

S. Rich, Didmarton

G- Edmonds, Lechlade

C. L. Denton, Coleford
U- Page, North New^

ington
S, Druce, Eynsham

E, W, Moore, Coleshill

E. J, Lance, Reading

F. Fordham, Newbury

J. Adnams, Thatcham

W^Jlijimq lhit>g^^on

T. Owen, Hungerford

-, Bedford

Small
Bad

A. Eraser, Claydon
Small W. Smith, Woolston

But i avemge'E. Evans, Windsor
Under average Under average W ^- Diincan, Brad-

well

3d defi-cient

Various

Good

Indifferent

Not average Good ; still out; Fair ; injured

DamagedBare average Good ; still out

Average

# t • *

Indifferent

Avei-age

6 quarters

Over avemere

Quite average

Still out

Soft

Good ; still out

5 quarters

Average

Not average

« * *

Bad

36 bushels i>er Pailly good
acre

\

, .,, Fair; still out
Very good

|

Great crop
;

still out
V ery good

Average

;

hurt
Good ; but
much lost

Half crop
Bad

Tolerable
Much hurt

Wretched

Much diseased

Good deal
diseased

Very bad

;

never woise
Total failure

Never so bad

Very bad

Diseapcd

Bad

Very bad

Very bad

None
Failure

^ Very bad
Not^hulfa crop!

Light

Very late

Light crop

* « *

J L

Gencrallv
light

"

Small and late

Fair Swedes

Light

Various

Light

Very small

Small

Half a crop^

G.Webb, St Albans

-, St. Albans

P. Purves, Brampton

A, S. Ruston, Chatteris

W. Cubitt, North Wal-
sham

T, Browi*, Denver

Faitial Over average i
Half diseased

i

VaiiousAveriige

Over average JHalf damaged

Damaged

Very much
decayed

SadJy blighted,

NearJyaveroge Nearlyaveragc Nearly all

I failed

Good; still out Next to
I notliing

l-4th injured ,
Full average;, Full average;' Won^e than

j
hurt I

hurt ever known
Avernfre; half Good ; still out Average I I-3d eatable

light

30 bushels per
acre

Over average

Average

8 to 12 sacks

Good
Equal to Aug.

report
32 bushels

Irregular

Much good

Much injured

3-5ths stained

Over average Very good

46 bushels per,£0 bushels per
acre

Full average

Good

Generally good
Injured

Stained

I

Good

Very good
Not all har-

vested

acre

• * *

Good
Good ; still

oitt

Good: still out

Largo aop;
damaged

'26 bushels per
aci-e

Diseased

Bad

Very poor

Fair; late

Not good

Not good

1-4th crop
Bad crop

Bad
Not good

Half crop

Bad

Small

Good ; innnll

Veiybad

Small

3'4th3ofacrop W. H. Taylor, Wymond-
ham

L. O- Collingliarn,
Saxmundham

G- Edwards, Fram-
lingham

Small iHardy & Son, Maldon

Half a crop

Poor

Not good

Improved

Half crop
Nqt half

Bad
Small

W.F, Hobbs» Colchester

W. Hutky, Witham

C. Hall, Narcstock
J. J. Mechi, Tiptrce

A, Barfield, Dunmow
W, Manser, Kamsgate

Hidfcrop \R' Matson, WIngham

Generally
small

Yery small

Small

Small

Small

Average ; hurt

Spoilt

Good
Bad

• * t

Notmoretban Half a crop j
Haifa crop

[H, Seott Hayward,
Folkington

\J. Brotherton, Hurst-
pier;M>int

|J, W- Claik, Romwy

J. T. Twynam, Win-
chester

H. Raynbird- Basimr-
stoke

«™^
J. BIundelT, Bursledon

II tf

Great failure

Very bad

Very bad

Unusually b^ '3

Never so bad

Veiy bad
irdeed

Very light

Foul and
small

A verage.

Very bad
Very lad

Bad
l-3d crop

Light ili- Damen, Dorchester

Fouland small W,J. Vos«^ CorfeCaatle

Small T. H. Saundcre, Watciv
combe

Bad |W. J. Pope, Eridport
l-4thof a crop J- Furmedge, Beau-

I

minster

Very small J. W, F^-iatmeut, Wia-
J

canton
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THE HARVEST OF 1860-Continued.

COUMIES.

ENCLAtSlD.
WILTS ....

WHEAT,

QjAKTITV.

Various

QUAtlTY,

BARLEY.

Various

,^

DEVON

CORNWALL

BRECON . .

.

IRELAND.
DERRY

24 bushels per Very inferior

acre
1-4111 less than

ftverage
Under 20 hush,

per acre
Avertig© on

dry landj and
mc€ viirsd

Inferior; some
still out

l-4th under
average
Average

Under average

18 bushels per
acre

Very thin

Damp

l-3d very bad

Inferior

Very thin

Average

Inferior

Inferior

QUANTITT.

5 quarters

Nearly
average

Leas than
expected
Average

Much in the
fields

1-4th under
average

Not average

Fair

24 bushels per
aore

DONEGAL..

DOWN

ARMAGH ,

CLARE

Small

As usual

Average

l-3d under
average
Small

Short
# «

MEATH
ROSCOM-
MON

MOyAGHAN-

Not average

V B R ir A-
NAGH

liOUTH....

SLTGO
LONGFORD
LEITKIM....

TTRONE . . .

.

GALWAY....
QUEEN'S
COUNTY

KING'S
COUNTY

CARLOW . . .

.

Middling

Middling

Indififerent

;

half out
Average

Indifforcnt

Not good

Medium
lufcrior

Soft
Bad

Medium

Largo

t V « «

Good

Short

« * *r

t w

Average

• • «

Not avcrficre

* 4

Good

Inferior

CAVAN ...

MATO

KILKENNY

LIMEKICK .

.

TIPPERARY

Very Uttle

* P * *

l*4th under
average

* * • »

Good

Not; averagre

Various

Good average

Far under
average

Very short

Average

Three-quarters
of average
Average

Small

Good
* • «

*

Average

KERHY .... Over average

Not average

Defective

Inferior
Not good

Inferior

Bad

Inferior

Tretty good

Tolerable

Good

Middling

Bad

Good
Injured

# 4 * •

« t * *

Largo

Full

Various

Full averas:c

Very short

Average

Three-quarters
average
Average

Small

QUAUTT.
OATS.

* * fe *

VariotTS

Various

Various

Badly saved -

Inferior

Tliin, and
stained
Injurod

Various

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Good field

Tarious

BEANS. PEAS.

Bad

Good ; still out

Pretty good

Out

Middling

Good

b * «

Average

Fair

* *

«

Medium
Bad and damp

Inferior
Good

# • • *

* > «

• • * *

Pretty good

Good
Injured

Good

Very good

Good

•

» • *.•

Various

Fair

* *

Xot average

Average

Tolerable

Middliug

Fair

Good

Good
Veoy variable

Late

Good

Average

Much yet to
be cut
Average

Average

Good ; still

out
Much uncut

Good

Full average ;

still out
Very good

Average
Average

Very good
Good; late,

uncut
A little under

average

Not average

Good J out
Average

Good
'

Tolerable
Over avei*age

Average ; very
late

Not equal to
expectatio i

Good
Good ; late

Abundant

;

much uncut
Very good

Full average

Very good

;

late

Average

;

but out
Not average

Average

* *•

cork; Nearly average Tolerable

Not averi-ige

Bad

Inferior

Average

Middliog

Middling

Not average Inferior

Very good

Good
Very good

Average

;

badly saved
Not good ; but

ripening
Short crop

;

and not
ripened
Good

Very good

;

some uncut
Much over
average

* * * «

Full crop

Average

Fair; much
lost

fl * #

Badly saved

# « * »

V P «

• # •

* V « *

» « * •

* t •

Latd

Uncut ; and
out
Good

» * *

4 B

Inferior

* • «

* > «

Average

« # »

*

• * • *

V * * *

« * * »

* t »

« • • fc *

* * *

* * *

• * •

A fr » *

« fr »

t t * •

» t *«

** *•

» t «

« fr

# * * t * *

POTATOES.

Nearly aU
rotten

Half a crop

Diseased

Very bad

Very much
diseased

Bad

Very small

Very bad

Much diseased

Much diseased

TURNIPS. MANGELS. NAME AND
ADDRESS

Very late and l-4th of a crop
small

Very bad.

Small

Very late

Bad

', Swindon

Very small G, Drown, Avebury

Small

Inferior

Small

Half a crop

Bad and half
diseased

Small; but
pretty fair

Half a crop

Not half

Bad

Bad
Very bad

w

Very bad
Very bad

Very bad

Poor
One-third to
half diseased
Half diseased

Bad

Very bad

Indifferent
Diseased
Bad

2-3ds of a crop

Diseased
Very bad

Ifothalfacrop

Very bad

Very bad

Very much
diseased

Average ; and
gfood

Very bad

Half a crop

Bad

Size of Apple

Worst I recol-

lect

l-3dof a crop

Very bad

Not average

Very deficient

Small ; and
late

Inferior

Halfanaver-

Bad

Bad
Bad

Bad
Light

Half last year

Late
Bad

Bad

Half a crop

Inferior

T. Arkell, PenhiU

T. Chandler, Hunger-
ford

G. Turner, Barton

J. Benson, Tavistock

S. Cornish,
bridge

, Totnes

Kings-

Very small J, "WiUs^ Launceston

Very bad

Not average

Half a crop]

Indififerent

Inferior

Haifa crop

Not good

Good
Good

Bad
Very light

Good

Not average
* * * *

Bad
Very bad

Very light

Very poor
Bad
Small

2 3d3of acrop

Not good
Very bad

Deficient

Bad

Thinand small

Small and bad

Average

Very bad

Half a crop

Pretty good
Not average

Pretty good

» A V

V » V «

Inferior

VflHous
Fair

Deficient

Bad

Good

Various

Average

Very bad

Half a crop

Half of a large
crop
Bad

Half diseased
and going
Very bad

Almost all bad

Very bad

Fair crop ; one
third injured
Very bad

Small crop ; i

half rotten i

Small; bad Very good

Middling
Not average

Not average

Bad

Fair

Good
Not average

Good

Not average

Good

J. Mnscatt, Jun.,
Gileatown

C. Pollock, Ifaghera-
felt

S. Orr, Coleraine

T. J. Atkinson, Bally-
s haniion

W. M'Cleary, Porta-
ferry

J. Andrews, Comber

R. B. Hardy, Tande-
ragee

W. Boyd, Armagh
E. Bennet, New-
market-on-Fergus

W. Digan, Killeloe

TV. Newbum, Mul-
lingar

J. Kelly, Roscommon

J. Smith, Castleblaney

T. Middlemiss
A. Mair, Brookboro'

W. M'Culloch, Dun-
dalk

J. Kennett. Boyle
J. M. GoodifT, Granard

J. Lindsay, Carrick-oo-

I'ergns
J. Knox, Strabano

G. Lamb, MountbcUew
M. Punue, Stradbally

E. Bewley,M.D., Clar&

J. De Renzy, Clonegal

0. W. Mosae, Rutland
House

J. H. Nesbitt, Bel-

turbet
G. Hildebrand, West-
port

D. A. Milward, Tul-
logher

P. Grace, Freshford

E. H. Gubbius, EruE

W, Ryall, Cashel

J. OiT, Clonmel

J. B. Massy, Ballywirc

J, Creagh, Tarbert

Small

Bad

Half a crop

Not average

Middling

Half a crop

S. O. Sullivan, P. P-

and V. G., Kenmare

H.Longfield, DoneraiI&

D. Clanchy, Charleville

Prof. Murphy, Queen

College

'&

Home Correspondence.
Curtent Kotes .- Root Storing.—So many of ti^ got

caught by the early frosts of last year, that tliis subject

is not unworthy of consideration at the present moment.
It diTJdes itself into two parts—the getting up, and the

storing properly so called. We proppse offering a word
ortwoon each, and would p^ladlyappreciatcaninterchange

of thotights, whether on matter of opinion, or of fact.

1st, The lifting of the crop. This is generally accom-
plished by hand labour alone. In a season like the

present, when even the best lots of Mangels turn up
with a large mass of roots and fibres at the bottom of

them, the cost of raising is greatly enhanced. Orange
Globe varieties, which grow well in the ground, are

enough to strain the wrists of those who iiave much to
do with them. Can the work be lightened ? It can.

We are running a skeleton plough under them, with
TQuch advantage. A commonwheelplough will answer the
purpose w*ll. Remove the mould-board and coulter,
and put on a new medium-sized share. This lets you
get thoroughly utider the row of plants, a wheel running
on either side. The wheels may be set about level, the
furrow wheel being the lowest, if anything. From 3 to
* inches deep we find amply suffitaent to move the

I

bulb, without cutting more than 1 in 10 ofany tap-roots

worth mentioning. The plants retain a moderately erect

position, and the clearing is overtaken as early as con-

venient, J)ehlnd the plough. The plan ;described

may, to many of our readers, not be new; but there

are others to whom the suggestion will, in so backward

a season, be acceptable. 2d. Storing.—Last year, many
Mangel crops were not only injured by the frost before

taking up, but Jarge quantities were totally destroyed

after being carefully stacked, and judiciously covered.

The loss, however, varied considerably according to the

mode which had been adopted in storing. Where straw,

or stubble only were used, to however great a thickness,

or however carefully laid on, the loss was yet consider-

able : where inefficiently performed, the injury was

proportionately greater. On the other hand, where a

light coating of straw or stuhhle was used, and then

covered with 9 inches of fine soil, little damage was

experienced. We should not therefore be disposed to

trust to thatching only. The more porous the covering

material, the greater the loss. Thus an occasional heap

covered with offal hay suffered less than where covered

with Barley straw; while this, again, was better than

the stubble covered lots. Tlie chief injury was sustained

by the frost striking from the frozen soil upwards ; and

a pretty shrewd friend of ours, acting on the hehef of

this, adopted the precaution of placing a ^^^^^ °

stubble manure round the base of the heap, on tne

setting in of the frost. He thus escaped without

loss. And as regard the varieties of the 3iau-

gels, all did not suffer equally, though storea

under the like circumstances. Henvy crops oi

Long Red were most destroyed, then Tellow GloDC^

while Orange Globe, especially where not grown to

large and coarse, stood the winter best. We happened

to have a field of the latter variety, which was not

stored till the others were completed. They ^

placed in round heaps containing two cartloads ea »

on the ground and slightly covered with straw, u^^^

moulded up. A couple of acres had nothing %[l'^ u

soil, and when the crop came to he folded off m ^^^^

and April, these turned out considerably the sounu

and freshest, not having 10 per cent, of uneatable
r^^j

Adjoining them we stored eight acres of
^"'*^Y;an='

November in the like manner, though in smaUor ue v^

The Swedes came out in Fehruary sound and ire.^^^

in October, and scarcely an unsound root to tn

As is well known, there were few fields ^f
^'"^^^^^ ^

same remark could be made. We hope ^ J- j^j^

lesson here, and to avoid in future covering tuem
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anythinf? besides the article in which they grow. A
fish thrives best in water, and if fclie above case goes for

anything, roots keep best in their native element,

if the expression is allowable. In Scotland we have

known Carrots remain in the ground throughout tiie

winter and be dug up fresh as ever, in open weather

according as req^uired. Hence we respectfully suggest,

where a contrary practice obtains, that the Mangels

and Swedes be covered with soil only. And if you

want to thatch at all, let the thatching be on the top

of the otlier covering. At least in the case of Potatoes,

the air being more effectually excluded, the best results

ensue. Sprouting does not take place in a mild

autumn, and there is a freshness belonging to the

outside tubers which cannot be otherwise retained.

For Mangels, nine feet wide forms a convenient base

;

and if this is dug out 15 inches deep, a good body of

soil is obtained for covering the heap. A little addi-

tional soil, dug from one side, is however needful, for a
uine-inch thickness over the whole of the store. Few
safer or more economical modes can be adopted. T.

Bowickt Octoher 18.

Parsnips v. Potatoes.—Dr. Lankester, of the South
Kensington Museum, thns writes to your contemporary

BelVs ll'eehly Messenger. "In answer to your corres-

pondent in Jersey, who recommends the employment of

the Parsnip in the place of the Potato, let me call the

attention of yonr readers to the relative merits of these

two esculents as articles of diet. They will then be

able to judge as to whether Parsnips at half the price of

Potatoes would be any boon to those whose taste might

not lead them to object to those roots as food. The
analysis of one pound of each of these substances is as

follows :

—

Notices to Correspondents.
An AGRICULTUR4.L Proelfm : A Zandlonl says a tenant has
hberty to sell straw and expend the money in artificial

manures. He selects Rape Cake, and makes liis eliecp per-
form the duties of "a manure distributor." Question—how
far are my interests as landlord protected hy this mode of
application of the manure? I think my tenant looks sharp
alter his own interest, but not having myself even " bowing
acquaintance with science," I shall be glad of the solution of
the question by a scientific and practical agriculturist.
[Your interests are perfectly safe. The tenant might con-
sume the straw if he chose, in like manner as he chooses to
consume the cake ; the exchange of a portion of the straw
for cake will be beneficial to both landlord and tenant.]

Australian Wheat.—We have to thank Mr. Wilson for a mag-
nificent sample of Wheat, weighing 66 to 68 lbs. per bushel,
and unsurpassable for the colour, form, and beauty of the
graiu. It has however a singular aromatic taste, probably
derived from neighbourhood during its transit to some
aromatic drug.

Foreign Plaxt : AR says:—"I received a few seeds in a
letter from Messrs. Nutting &, Sons, Barbican, London, with
the following name, 'Serradilla, new fodder plant for poor
and sandy soils.' This small sample I hadsowii ia_the£jst
week of June, in a very poor-portion of ground ; it nnde but
little progress for some time, but afterwards became very
luxuriant, and now is full 3 feet high, beautifully green and
tender, and not the least hurt by the severe frost we have !

had. It is very much like a Tare when growing. Do you >

know anything about it. From what I have seen there is no

Potatoes. Parsnips,
oz. grains. oz. grains.

145 87
2 200 215

214 210
32 35
27 52

320 1 123
363 70

11 23 53

Flesh forming or nutritious matter
Starch
Sugar
Fat .. ..

Gum -

Woody fibre

Ashes . .

Water

A little study of this analysis will show how very

inferior as an article of diet tlie Parsnip is as compared
witii the Potato.—To begin with—the flesh-forming

matter is only about half what it is in the Potato, a

sixth of what it is in rice, and one twelfth of whnt
it is in Wheat, so that a pound of Potatoes
contains as much nutritive matter as two pounds
of Parsnips, while a pound of rice or of Wheat
flour contains respectively as much nutriment as

6 and 121b. of Parsnips, The next substance we arrive
at is the starch, which in plants which are not
consumoc'l, as the Parsnip and Potato are, for their
nutritive value, is still more importimfc, «nd hfn-e we'
find that the Potato is five times as rich as the Parsnip.

The substitute for the starch in the Parsuip is the woody
fibre, which is not employed in the system as food at all,

and, besides, renders it very indigestible. A pound of

Potatoes contains 11 ounces of water, but a pound of

Parsnips 13 ounces; hence I think w.e may come to the
conclusion that if Parsnips could be bought in this

country three times as cheap as the Potato by weight,

they would still be dearer as articles of food. I write

this in the hope of preventing any of your readers

speculating in Parsnips, as they may rely on it that,

even at the low figure at which tliey may be bought in

Guernsey, they would prove too expensive as a

substitute for the Potato at present.** M. S.

HOW TO BREW ALE, at 7^. per;GalIon, fine as
Sherry, and an aroma equal to Burton Tenpenny. This

new Practical TreatiseJs by a Derbyshire man of 28 years'
labour at the spigot and tun in the best brewery in the
county, ^o brewing utensils required, only those for house-
hold use. This is guaranteed to be the best and cheapest mode
to produce fine Ale ever made pubhc, leaving a profit of U. 9d.
per gallon. The above beautifully printed in large type, can
be had of the sole Publishers for 1-2 Penny Post stamps. Sent
post free to any address.-—Direct to Fisher & Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London, N.E. Established 1S47.—Notice.—Just
appended to this nnivei-sally prized Book, the Publican's Plaa
to produce Gin without Distillation, also all the methods to
make the improved Ginger Beer, Soda Water, Lemonade, all
the Cordials and ' Nectars, together with the Penny French
Ices, the Delightful Temperance Beverages, and all the French
American, aad English cheap fruit drinks.

IlVt: FISH FOR STOCKIIS'G POA^DS, AQUA-
J RIUMS, &c.—Carp. Tench, Roach, Dace, Perch, Chub,

Gudgeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, &c. To be had
at Charles Wrioht's, Fishing Tackle Manufactory, 376,
Strand. W.C. Aquariums sold.

M1CR0.SC0P1C PliOTOGUAPHIC NOVKLTIES.
—Just published. GARIBALDI and the KING or

SAROrXlA, 28 6(i. each; or post free for 32 stamps. Just
published. Second Edition, an ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE, containing the Xanics of 1500 MICROS-
COPIC OBJECTS, post free for sis stamps.

—

Joseph Amai>io,
Throgmorton Street, E.G.

LE SOMMIER EILASTIQUE PORTATIF.doubt but it will come into general use.—His plant belongs
to the genus Ornithopus, or Bird's-foot, "Wc this year had it ' TTEAL AXD SON have patented a method of mulung
sent to us under the name of Serradilla, but our sample,

! XX a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the
which was grown on the forest marble, has so much perished ' usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome.

Calendar of Operations.

O C T O B E U.

Isle of Ely, Oct. 15.—The precarious harvest of ISGO yet
remains unfinished. Here and there we see a field of white
com still exposed to the iuclemenev of the weather, and
looking as though the stack would have been ica best place
weeks ago. Beans generally are in the field, and in the Fens
many are yet uncut, or just being cut. Our report this month
should embrace some facts respecting the quantity and quality
of grain this year's crop yields. We regict to have no favour-
able information to communicate, as regards the generality
of our Pen Wheats. The quality is very inferior and much
weighs very little over 15 stone per coomb ; some of the better
samples reach 16J stones, and ve-y few indeed are as high as
17 stone. The yield is not good—about 1 qr. per acre below an
average. Oats 'are a better crop, and both yield and weigh
well. Beans are a good crop as far as appearances go, but it
will be a long time ere it can be tested by the threshing
macliiae. Those of our Fen farmers who made the most haste
<lurmg the two or three weeks of fine weather we had last
month Tared the best, as they got all their Corn into the stack
in pnrae condition. Those who were less active, however, had

?.?.''^lS^.r'^!?*''-y
^?^^ded them of stacking their Corn in

fa r condition during the first few days of the present month,

?nr?nTi^^•^.T.':^^/"'
^^'^^^o"™*! ^nd' sprouted^ the previous

fortnight 8 almost mcessant rain. Wet has again prevailed and
jii-evented a completion of harvest operations. During a tour

of ^0^^'^?*!^^^?,^^''??^:*' ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ «^^ a good dealof com out, especially Oats. In some hi^-h districts theWheat was just being cut. much being stilf very green andsome too backward to ripen at all this season. Wheat aowSghas commenced, but the weather is unfavoiu-able for maSmuch pvo^'iess. Work generally, through the lateness of thiWest, is very backward, and it will beVusuaUyT/trere the
are

Tamips were- gcnerallF ." w^otdTodTrop"' "somToTtTe SS,
llZ-tii'llf,^''

'"==•=""^'1 Turnip RaSish beds than Tu^ip
winte7 k.nn^^^^ ^""11 '^ ^^^^^^^^ely small. With a severe

?i:^:iJ:ll'l"£^°,-.'^13'"°? !?>?' "e extremely scarce.

r^ J^-
^' 1^ very oacRwara, and it will be unusuallv late ere

T^il' .^""^ "^ ^^^ t?,^ -I"^* refezTed to, we observed

with the wet and cold of this season that we cannot speak so
highly of its merits as a fodder as our correspondent.

FotTR-AcRE Piece : A^uxious. The probkm docs not seem very
difficult. You wiah to have in spring 1 acre planted with
Mangel "Wurzel, half an acre with Rape then getting into
flower, to be followed by Cabbage ; half an acre of autumn-
sown Vetches getting forward for use; half an acre to be
sown with spring Vetches; half an acre sown with Carrots,
and 1 acre planted with Potatoes- Suppose eight half-acre
pieces with the following succession upon them :—1, llanf^el
Wurzel, April till October; 2, Potatoes, February till

October ; 3, spring Vetches^ April till August and September

;

4, CaiTots, Alarch till October ; 5, Mangel Wurzel, April till

October; 6, Potatoes ("early sort), February till September;
7. Winter Vetches, October till June or July, followed by
Rape, August till Maj'j 8, Cabbage, June till Norember and
Dece mber.

Gas LiQuoit : G Jl A. It varies exceedingly in the quantity of
ammonia which it conUina ; 100 gallons may contain from
20 lbs, to 40 lbs, of ammonia. You will find that there is a
very full account of it by Professor Way, in Blackie's
Cyclopaedia of Agriculture, art. Gas TTasto-

Gbass Land ; Rusticus, Your land probably needs drainago-
Youmustteek an outfall for drains 4 feet deep, and place
them if iu clay land 6 yards apart. There is nothing more
tinder our control than the vegetation on our pastures.
Drained land manured with bone-dust and mineral manures
will grow Clovers and rich pasture. If manured exclusively
with ammoniacal manures it will grow the Grasses exclu-
sively. In either case good management and drainage will

get rid of the rushes.

Man^oel Leaves; / W C. The following is the process for

preserving them, as recommended by " an old Norfolk farmer*'

in the Mark Lane Express.—In taking up the roots, which
—.lExuAat'Of A&urfiA ba dona in dry weather, tha topa muflii hf fi^f

off close to the bulb, and carefully laid in small heaps. Cut
trenches as for storing Potatoes or Mangels, but from 12 to 15
feet wide, and of such a depth as the dryness or otherwise
of the soil will allow. If, however, the land is subject to
wet in the winter, it will be better to make the trenches
shallow, and raise the rid^e of the tops above the ground,
than to have them lying in the wet, which would destroy
them. When the trenches are ready, place in them a layer
of tops about 8 inches in depth, and gently press them down.
Then sprinkle salt over them in the proportion of =^ Jb. to
every 4 cubic feet of tops: then put in another layer, and
more salt, and so on layer after layer, bringing them to a
ridge at the top above the ground. When the trench is thus
filled, the sides of the angle must be carefully covered with
mould beaten hard and smooth with the spade, and after-

wards when cracks and fissures appear on the face, which
will be the case as the foliage condenses by the evapoi-ation
of the natural moisture, they must be filled up, and the
bank kept smooth and hard to shoot off the rain and snow-
water of winter. This is absolutely necessary to the success
of the plan. When the trench is failed and completed, a
drain must be dug all roimd it, to catch the water from the
sides, and this must be conveyed to the nearest ditch by a
continuation of the draiu. The lower layers of leaves should
be thicker than the upper ones, otherwise they will, by the
draining of the moisture, receive an undue proportion of the
salt. The evriporation of the vegetable moisture from the mass
and its perfect conservation will tike six weeks, when it may
at once be given to the cattle. The usual quantity given to
cows is about one bushel per day, and those who know their
value will not be more lavish of them. Every kind of
animal are fond of them, and will leave any other food for

them. But they are particularly adapted to milch cows,
both increasing the quantity and improving the quality of
the milk, cream^ and butter. They keep them in health,
which is owing to the salt, and it is found that calves reared
by cows fed upon them thrive and fatten fast. When
thorou^^hly cured the foliage is quite dry, and in fact has the
appearance of dead leaves. The ridges may be raised from
3 to 5 feet above the ground, and even more, so as to have «
steep slope to shoot off the rain. No straw should be used,
as it would be apt to retain moistui'c and rot the leaves.

Thus cured they will keep till late in the springy. The im-
portance of adopting this plan in such a season as the
present, when there is almost certain to be a dearth of cattle

food, need not bo inslstod on. I may saj^ that Turnip t<>ps

can bo rendered equally available by submitting them to the

same process, and thus an immense mass of food may be

saved which is now completely wasted, the necessary com-

sequence of having so large a quantity to be disposed of at

once,

Peise Pudding: N'oi^cicJt. Tielquartof Peas loosely in a cloth,

put them in cold water and let them boil two hours to be

quite tender, then boat them fine with a wooden spoon, with

Aoz of butter, pepper vand salt to your taste ; tic the pud-

din^ up again quite tightly in a cloth ^or an hour with any

meat vouiutend to serve it with ; let it stand m the colander

about 10 minutes, unUe it, and tuni it oiit,^ Peas should

always aUuid two hours in cold water before beuig cooked.

Pease Soitp: Noricich, An excellent soup can be made with

1 pint of Peas, 5 quarts of water, four large Onions stick of

Celenr and three Carrots. W:vsh and cut the vegetables in

$9

»»

£.2 5

2 10
2 15
3

3 5
3 10

The SOMMlhlR ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three
separate parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of
the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool or horse-
hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring
Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, are much below those
of the best Spring Mattresses, viz, :

—

3 feet wide by 6 feci 4 inches long
S feet 6 in,

4 feet

4 feet G in.

5 feet

5 feet 6 in

The SOMMIEIt ELASTIQUE PORTATIF therefore combines
the advjxntages of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, portability,
and cheapness.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-

Room Furniture sent free by post on application.

Heal & Son, 196, Tottenham Court Boad, W.

KrCALFE, HINdLEY, and CO/S NKVV
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Brashes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and evury description!

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet, Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2fi. per box,

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious per-
fume was origiuallydiscovered by one of Titanza's principal

attendants. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy

hands from *'the bank whereon the wild Thyme grows," Tha
authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the same degrea
of certainty as is the existence of Titania herself. It is

now prepared solely by Mktcalfe, Binoley, & Co,, Per-
fumers, &c.p 130 B and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.—la
bottles, 2s., 3<. 6<i-, and 5s. each,

_L The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more thatt

25 years ago by Wilijam S- Burton, when PLATED byth^
patent process of Messrs- Elkington & Co., is beyond all

comparison the very best article next to sterling" silver that
can be employed as such, either usefully or ornamentally, as by
no possible test can it be distinguished from real silver. A
small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for finish and
durability, as follows ;—

» #12 Table Forks
12 Table Spoons *

.

12 Dessert Forks .

.

12 Dessert Spoons
12 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, giltbowl3»,
2 Sauce Ladles
1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls.

.

1 Mustard Spoon, gilt 1

bowl . - . • j

1 Pair of Sugar Tonga
1 Pair of Fish Carvers .

.

1 Butter Knife
1 Soup Ladle
1 Sugar Siilcr M «

Total

Fiddle

or

Old

Silvei

Pattern,

?
>4

LilyPattern.

£ s. d.\£ e. d. £ g. d. £. M. d.

1 13 2 4 2 10 2 15
1 13

;
2 4 2 10 2 15

14 1 12 , 1 15 1 17
14 1 12 1 15 1 17
16 12 1 5 17
10 13 6 15 15
6 8 9 9 6
6 6 10 11 12
3 4 4 6 5 5

1 8 2 3 2 6 2 6

2 6 3 6 4 4 9
14 17 6 1 10 1 12

2 6 5 6 6 7
10 17 17 10
3 3 4 6 < 5

1

5 6

9 19 9 13 10 3 14 19 6 16 4
nerlv at 'the samet price;3. An Oak

^nr^'r^^*'"^
™"°** diseased and about an average crop. Thecorn trade (or good qualities is firm, for low qiuUties ba±Loaa cattle and sheep are lonrer. XQurFen Jl^r^^^ ^^

Cheat to contain the above, and a relative number of Knives^
&.e., 21. 15«. Tea and Coffee Sets, Dish Covers and Comer
Dishes, Crnct and Liqueur Frames, &,c., at proportionate
prices. All kiuda of rc-plating done by the patent process.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.—The n.ost varied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on sale at WILLIAM S. BURT0^"3, at prio«»4fc«t ana
remunerative oniy because of the largeness of the sales, Threa
and a half inch Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high
shoulders, 12#. 6d. i>er dozen ; Desserts to match, 10$. ; if to
balance, 6<i. per dozen extra; Carvers, 4«. S<i, per pair; lai^grer

sizes frnm 2l>*. to 27s. 6d. per dozen; extra fine Ivory, 33*. ; if

with Silver Ferrules, 40*. to 509. ; White-!»no Table Knives;
6$. per dozen ; Desserts, 5*. ; Carvers, 2#. 3d. per pair ; Black-
horn Table Kuivea, 7#. 4d. per dozen ; Desserta, 6'. ; Carvers,

2s. 6d. ; Black-wood handled Table Knives and Forks, 6*. per
dozen ; Table Steels from Is. each. The largest stock in exist-

ence of Plated Dessert KniTCs and Forks, in cases and other-

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

WILLTA\t S. BURTON'S GEXERAL FUR-
NISHING lilOXMONGERYCATALOGUK may be bad

cratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of WO Iltustr*-

tious of his iUimited Stock of Sterling Silver and Electro Plat^

Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods, Dish Covers, Hot-

water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimney Piece*.

Kitchen Ranges, lAmps, Gaseliers, Tea Tngt, Lms, and

Kettles. Clocks. Table Cutlery, Baths. ToUet. Wnre TuniMT.

Iron »nd Bra-ss Bedsteads, Bedding, Bedroom^Cabinet Fur-

more
r ^tpigs

the Peas, and all the
''2^^,l^JX'y\''^.i'i^:^iJ' ^l ' ^f;wman Street; 4. 5. and 6. P«.

r^tt a^ ^^cVeTaiditn^U^h.^^^^^^^^^ ,
Mews. London. 'Establishedim
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SOLE INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY EOT WATER

PATRONISED BY H. R. H. THE PRINCE CONSORT.

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM. WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEIff,

LIVERPOOL BOTAIfIC GARDENS.

Tlie extensive alterations and adiUtions at the :ibcve

Gardens, in removing all the old gigantic Boilers and

Furnaces, and substituting tlicm by WEEKS* PATENT

lilPROVED OXE-BOILER SYSTEM, are iio\y cona-

plete and can be seen in most successful operation.

This Apparatus is tlie largest ever adjusted to one

Boiler In the neighbourhood of Liverpool, and from its

novel and greatly improved construction is specially

worthy of minute inspection.

Every house in tlie Garden is heated from this one

Apparatus, and by the ingenious arrangement- of a

series of valves hot water can he distributed in any

portions of the Stoves, Greenhouses, &c.j or withheld

at pleasure, and the temperature regulated with the

greatest nicety to meet the requirement of any par-

tjcnlar department.

For full description see account in the Ziverpool

Mercury of May 30, 1860.

The Nurseries of Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co.,

Pine Apple Place, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son,

"Wellington Eoad, both of St. John's Wood, and rank-

ing among the largest Establishments in England, are

now Heated on WEEKS' OXE-BOILER SYSTEM.

At the latter the Apparatus has been in use upwards of

five years, during which period many additions have

been made, and it now comprises nearly two miles of

piping. Tlie working of this Apparatus has been most

efficient, and given the Propriiitors the greatest satis-

faction. They will be at all times happy to give, every

information to visitors, who will be well remunerated

by au inspection of the same.
+

jSIr. Arthur Henderson expresses himself thns:—

" I am delighted and more than satisfied with tie

pleasing results produced by the superior arrangements

of WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEif, and shaU be

most happy to fully explain and recommend it to tU

who may honour my EstabUdhment with a visit."

JOHN W & M
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, AND IRONFOUNDERS, KING^S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

PLANS, ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c.,

2. WINSLEY STREET, LONDON. AV.

A SHOW EOOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTUEE.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

GREENHOUSES made of best Yellow Deal at 8(^

per square foot ; if ghized aiid four times painted, from

1* Pit Lights glazed aud four times painted, Sti. per foot

;

uiigLized. 4ici. per foot. One hundred 6 ft. by 4 ft. Lights

ready for use at IC*. each, or 76i. the lot.

N.B. Ready built, may be seen erected, three Houses, a

Lean-to, 24 ft. by 12 ft. 6in.. 33i. ; Span, 23 ft. by 12 ft. 4in., 34^

Also an unglaztid Lean-to, 29 ft. long by 12 ft. 9 in. wide. AU

materLils warranted good.

T. Smith, Pine Cottage, >.ew Road, HammersmxtD. w- _

LAWN MOWERS, ROL-
LERS, "WATER ENGI>'ES.

CHAIRS, TABLES, and every

description of Garden requisites^

llURDLES, GATES. WIRE
FENCING, fcc. ^
CARTS, MOWERS, HAY-

MAKERS, HORSE BAKEHi

DRILLS, PLOUGHS, fcc^

"STEAM ENGINES, XHREBH-
ING MACHINES, ^^"^^^lWORKS, MILLS, CHAFF CUT-

TERS, &c.

PUMPS, CHURNci, MANGLES, BINS, &c.

Price Lists free upon application to ,,„___
THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' CO^^IMITEU^

Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London. E.C^

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738

COTTAM AND CO^rPr. having liad upwards of 40 years* experience hi the arrangement and constrnction oi

every description of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATING by the CIRCULATION or HOT WATER, are

well <iualilied to guarautoe the perfect execution of any wurks intrusted to them in the erection of

Consorvatorics
Conservatory or Glaaa Walls

for the protection of plants
or ripening wall fruit

Summer Temples
Arbours, &c.
Graenhouaes

Orchid Houses
Conservatories for Window or

Biilcony Gardcuintf
Vineries

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fruit Houses
Forcing Pits and Frames
Cucumber and Melon Houses

EXHIBITION

Orangeries

(^^ Drawing and ^sttrnates free u^on application,

PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS.
Game &c.

Sx>€rtf description of Tlahi, Ornamental, Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire WorJe,

SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAH & COMPy., Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W.(oppositeithe Pantheon.)

SAYNOR Aim COOKE'S wan-anted PRU^
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSOR, «<=

Bold by all respecUble Nurserymen and Seed MercnauiB

the three Kingdoms.
.

-"

FORGERY AND FRAUD. - rnderstanding that

there is at present au attempt being made bv soi ^
principled parties in our city to deceive the r"f*^|^, {L^ tb*
inferior Starcli, made up in packets closely fsc^i^^^ our
GLENFIELD STARCH, we consider it our •^«t>,.^f.Y^ ^onJ
(air readers to be careful when purchasing to see tnai;

wotheR-
" GLENFIELD," and tho maker's name,

"^^^/J^f,
"

««^..r " ;. ^J^.-c.y^ ..^^v.ic-P. M none Others arc geDUJUft
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PINE APPLES, GRAPES, ETC.
pTnE'PLANTS, Fruitin'O and Succession'.

GRAPE VINES, from Eyes for Fruiting ix Pots, okPla^-ting.

JOHN" WEEKS AND CO. can supply any quaiifcity

ofvery finehealtby Pine Plants, either Fruiting-or Succession.
GRAPE VINES remarkably strong n.nd fine, 00 vai'ieties, all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO.'S HoRTicuLTtTRA l Show Estadlisii-
MENT is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing of
GRAPES, PINES, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other
choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of Horticultural Buildings with
the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in fall

openition.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues free on appHcation.

TraXOMA UVARIA (Teue). -^Vh^^lanted "in
large beds on lawns, groups in mixed borders, slnnibbcry

borders, or margins of select plantations, the T. UVARIA, with
its long graceful leaves, majestic flower spikes 3 to 7 feet high,
crowned with densely flowered racemes IS to 27 inches long,

|

may well, in such situations, be called the most ornamental of
summer and aut;imn blooming plants. Per dozen, 4,t. 6d.,

8s. Gd., 12*. ; extra strong plants, 18s. For Cyclamens, Liliums,
Ac, see large Advertisement, p. 970.

Bptler fc McCuLLocH, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

JOS. MAY having a considerable quantity of the
following begs to offer them to the Tr.-Kie, and will forward

prices on application : Crown Imperial Lilies, Common White
ditto. Scarlet Martagon, Mixed Martagon, Orange, Tiger
Lilies, Single mixed Ancmonns, Plieasaut-eye Narcissu.s,

Double White Narcissus, Double Roman Narcissus, Paper
White Narcissus, Gladiolus Brenel)lo3'ensis.

1, Wellington Street, Strand^ near Waterloo Bridge, W.C.

R O S E 5 .

JOnJ^ CRANSTON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE OF ROSES FOR 1860 AND 1S61 is now ready for

distribution. It will be forwarded as usual to all customers
and free to all applicants.

J. C. flatters himself that his Catalogue will be found a
useful guide to all purchasers, likewise to every one interested
in the cultivation of the Rose.
The descriptions of New Roses will be found copious and

laithful, so far as was possible to make them from the expe-
rience of one season.—Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

NEW ROSES.

A VAN GEERT, NuESERTitAN, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to recommend the following New Hybrid PER-

PETUAL ROSES, sent out for the first time :—
Mme. AUGUSTE VAN GEERT (P. Robichon),—A very

prettv well fomaed striped Rose, 12s.

TRIOMPHE D'AMIENS (Mille Mallet). — Extra well
formed, beautiful red (velout6), spotted with white, 21s.
Gained the Gold 5tedal at the Exhibition of Amiens, 1859.
REINB DES VI0LETTE3 (Mille Mallet). — Large flower

(forme coupe), deep violet colour, l$s,
One over for every four of a sort taken.NEW ROSES.

TAUCHER, HoKTictrLTETiR, Rue de la Mouche,
J-^ No. 4, Quartier de la Guillotifere, Lyon. On sale the
1st November, 1S60 ;—
BARLOW.—Vigorous; flowers medium size, full, flat.

perfect slKipo, en bouquets ; colour purple to black velvety,
centre violet. A beautiful Rose, seedhng of G^ant des Batailles.
Pnce 20 franca.
GENERAL ZACHARGEVSK Y-—Hybrid Perpetual

;

vigorous ; flowers medium size, full, perfect shape ; colour
rose pink, frequently veined, sweet smelling; grows freely;
foliage somewhat resembling William GriflSth. Price 15 francs.
DARZENS. — Hybrid Perpetual ; vigorous ; thick stem,

covered with thorns ; flowers very large, almost full ; colour
riise tinted chamois, very sweet smelling. This variety ditfers
from every other Rose by its growth and colour. Price
15 fi-ancs.

INl'ER BLOUMIJSG PLANTS.—Purchasers are
respectfully invited to inspect the very large stock of

the Subscribers, AZALEAS. ERICAS, EPACRI8, CYTISUS,
and ACACIAS, can bo seen in thousands.
Fine grafted JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, well set with

flower. OTAHEITE ORANGES in fruit, fee.

Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nursery, N.E.

INTER FLOWERING PLANTS.—We have a
large stock of fine healthy plants, well set with blo^ra,

of the best varieties of AZALEA INDIOA, CAMELLIAS,
EPACRIS, and ERICAS, and will be glad to quote prices upon
application. Also very nice grafted plants of JASMINUM
GRANDIFLORUM, ACACIA GRANDIJ5, PULCHELLA,
AGROPHYLLA LONGIFLORA MAGNIFICA, and others.
DWARF OTAHEITE ORANGES, beautifully set with fruit.

James Dickson fc Sons. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOWtRINC PLANTS.
AND A. SMITH are now sending ont at reason-

• able prices finely grovra plants of Acacia, Azalea,
Aphelexis, Boronias, Burchellia, Chorozema, Cineraria. Cactus,
Cytisus, Carnation (Tree), Daphne, Epacris. Ericas, Eutaxia,
Gardenias, Geraniums, Hydrangea, Primula, Prostranthera,
Poinsettia. Polygala. Roella, Roses, Indica minor, Devoniensis,
Yellow Noisette, Gloire de Dyou, Cramoisie supL'rieur, Ac.
Tremandra, Greenhouse Climbeia in varinty. Also n sf^lcction
of Hyacinths and Tulips suitable for Forcing in good condition.
ftices with Lists on apphcation.— Dulwich, Surrei% 3.

J
CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

OHN KEYNES is prepared to send out Six New
and Splendid CARNATIONS and Six New and Furst-rate

PICOTEES, the 12 pairs for 3/.
CATALOGUES now ready. The Silver Cup was awarded to

l;i^hif!l?i v.- ^J?^*^"?"*^'
'^^^*'® ^^^ °*" these Seedlings wereexlnbited m his Stand, which ^vill not easily be forgotten bythose amateurs who saw them. There being but few pairs of

a Krt. early apphcation will be best to sLi^ goTd^^ants
Sahabury, November 3.~ WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.

'

/^EORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED andVjr DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for i860 and SPRiva
IStil, comprising Fruit Trees of aU the leading kinds new and
selected Roses, fine varieties of American plntTChS aSdRare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees kndSW?sand a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c.. can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery. Surrey.

MELBOURNE, NEAR DERBYEDMUND SALSBURY begs to offer l-year
t. ^i.^^'^JJ"'^

^"'*^^
; 2 and 3 years' Transplanted do. ; l vearsSoedhng Hollies; 1, 2, and 3 years' Transplanted do 3 yeare

gpaJiish Chesnuts, and a Large variety of Lancashire Goose-
berrie"?. mcludirg the large bearere as well as the new prize
varieties. Also Elton and Alice Maud Strawberry plants The
above are held in very large quantities, are of first-class qnalitvand will be offered to extensive purchasersat very low prices

Fnces on application, and no chat^e for samplOT.

EXHIBITION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JOHN SALTER, E.H.S., begs to inform the Public

that his tinrivalled Collection of these beautiful flowers will

be in bloom throughout November and December. He invites

Amateurs to visit his Nursery, where they v/ill see, both under
glass and in the open ground, not only all the varieties in

general cultivation in their natural growth, but very many
SPLENDID SEEDLINGS, large flowers and Pompones, which
he will have the honour to send out early in 1361.

The WINTER GARDEN, which has been considerably en-
larged, will present a *'coup d'ceil" unique in this or any
other country. Free admission every day except Sunday.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
Turnpike, London, W. ^__

GERANIUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE PLANTS.
ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, Xc.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to Inform
their friends and jSatrons that their new priced and

descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,

Fruit Trees, &.c. (which include the best new jilauts of the
season, is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey
Roada, Holioway, London, N. ___^

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER bezs to announce tliat his New

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and
other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published
and will be forwarded on application. It likewise furnishes a
List of all popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most
desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale
Station, South-Westem Railway.
The CATALOGUE can also be had of Mr. John Kernan,

4. Great Russell Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRON.
R. NAPOLEON BAUMAIMN.

JOSEPH BAUMANN.NrHSERYjrAN,Ghent,Belgium,
begs to announce that he is sending out for the first

time bis new SEEDLING RIIODODENDRON. It is a good
grower, free flowering, pyramidal truss, bright rose, all the
petals dotted over with deep crirnson spots, very fine loliage

;

altogether excellent. It received the first prize at the great
Ghent Show for best seedling. Good plants with three to four
shoots, 11. ; stronger plants. 2/. Free to London (Custom
House). One over for eveiy three taken.

J. B.'s NEW CATALOGUE, with the figure of this Rhodo-
dendron, may be had on application at the Ghent Nursery,

C A R L E T R H O.D D E N D R N S.—
Handsome bushy plants, from 1 to 2 feet high and 2 to 3

feet through, 10^. 10.9., mixed with Hybrids, PONTICUM, from
2 to 4 feet, 7i. 10«. per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 2 to 3 feet high, 51. ; 4 to 4i feet

high, 7/. 105.

AZALEAS, large bushy plants, 2i to 4 feet and larger, 51.

per 100 ; best Ghent varieties, 75«. per 100.

CATALOGUES on application.

,Geo. Baker, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey^

NEW CINERARIAS OF 1860.

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out their

m Splendid Varieties of the above, which for colour, dwarf
habit, and large compact heads of bloom, are unsurpawed ;

many of them are finely formed, and others have the largest
flowers known. A DESCRiPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had
on application—Dulwjch, Surrey, S.

NEW COLDEiM STRIPED ARBOR-VtT>E.
(Thdja Vervaeneana.)

A VAN GEERT, Ntteseryman, Ghent, Belgium.
• begs to announce he is now ready to send out the

above very showy novelty, of which he has purchased the
entire stock of the obtaiuer, M. Vervaene, of Ghent.

Price 7s. 6d. each ; one over for every three taken.
~ CHOICE S E E D 5 .

MESSRS. PARKER ajtd WILLIAMS beg
offer the following New and Genuine SEEDS, all

which are strongly recommended :— P. packet—«. d.

CAULIFLOWER, New Early Mammoth or Frog-
more Forcing, the earliest var. in cultivation. . 1

CUCUMBERS, all the best varieties .. ..1
LETTUCE, Alma (Grifl^n's) 1

„ Moor Park, extra fine 1

FLOWER SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed •.

CINERARIA, from finest named varieties

DIANTHUa Heddewiggi ..

PANSY, from named varieties
PRIMULA sinensis firabriata

SOLANUM capsicastrum

„ pseudo-capsicum ; this is quite equal
in beauty for decorative purposes
to the preceding 10

A PRTCED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS, containing all the best varieties in cultivation,

is published, and will be forwarded post Trte-on &pf>licaiTon.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Uornsoy Roads, Hollo-
way, Tjondon, N.

EARLY FLOWERltSlG BEDDING TULIPS.
The finest Collection of the above are described and Priced in

EG. HENDERSON and SON'S BULB
• CIRCULAR, which may be had on application (postage

free), also notices of the following :—

LILIUM GIGANTEUM.
CORDTPOLTUM.

SPECIOSUM (LANCIFOLIUM) GRANDIFLORUM.
AMARYLLIS.—A splendid collection

CYCLAMEN.—The finest collection of this charming pUnt.
BCILLA SI HI RICA.—The most brilliant blue spring-flower.

A PRICED LIST OF Garden Plants with silvery foliage.

„ with variegated foliage.

„ with ornamental do.

early Spring-flowering Garden Plants.

New French blotched Pansios.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, per 100 or 1000., each 6d.. 9d.,

to 2s. 6d.

L\DY EStlLY PEEL PETUNIA. (Snrpassfng Shmbland

Rose. Marquis de la Fert6. and Countess of Ellesmere).

ANNIE KIEN". The gi-eatest novelty of the season in

Petimias.

CLOTH OF GOLD and GOLDEN FLEECE.

The above Suramer Bedding Geraniums have proved to be Vie

Unegt of all varieties in their iectW7i~turpa$ting the Ooldai

Cluiin and others in their dose and dense habit, nchfms of leaf-

tint and picturetfjue ej^ect, presenting a more even and unbrotten

mrfac of golden verdure than any other known plants

CAMELLIA TRICOLOR lilBRIC-A-TA PLENA.

Wellington Nursery, St. John*s Wood, London, N.W.
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SAPONARIA CALABRICA ALBA (Pure White).

JG. WAITE, Seed Mekcttaijt, 181, Hidi Holborn,
• London, W.C, has much pleasure in offering the above

new annual, which is of very dwarf habit, and being pure white
contrasts most admirably ^ith the Saponaria Calabrica rosea,

It produces blossoms in great profusion and remains in flower
durin;? the whole summer and late in autumn ; it is invaluable
for beds, or as edgings for borders. Prices to the Trade only^
to be had on application.

rpHE ASS1(:INEES ot F. Godwin, Sheitield, refer

JL readers of the Ga.rdeners' Chronicle to their Advertisement
in this day's Paper, and also to those of the ISth of October,

having still a large STOCK to dispose of. Also Standard and
Dwarf Rosea, Grafted Rhododendrons, trained Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Apricots, &c-, with other usual Nursery Stock.

Fost-of&ce Orders to be made payable to Fit^HKR GoDWiiJ,

,Tun., to whom all orders are to be addressed at Broadfield

Nurseries, Sheffield.
_

FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE FOR 1860 61.

JAl\rES VETTCH, Jrx-, beg-s to announce tlmt his

CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES, comprising a selection

of all the best known varieties in cultivation, is now ready, and
will be forwarded on application*

J. v., jun,, would respectfully solicit early orders, as owing
to the late severe winter a larger demand than usual is antici-

pated, and the earliest orders have invariably the best plants.

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W,—Nov. 3.

SUPERB HALF SHRUBBY SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS.

JAMES VEITCH, JrN., having a good Stock of stronr
young established plants of the above, more than he.

requires for his own blooming, begs to offer the surplus at

&s, per dozen, or 42j. per 100.

The Seed being saved with great care from fine shaped.^

flowers of the richest and most varied colours, the Stock no?v,

offered may be fully relied on.

J. v., Jun., has also a larger quantity of HUMEA ELEGANSl
established in single pots, than it is convenient for him to

winter; these he offers at 95, and 12s. per dozen according to

size. — Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road. Chelsea, S,W,

VINES FROM EYES \T4 POTS.

MROCHPORD, MATtKET Gardener, &c.. Page
• Green, Tottenham, N„ and Oak Hill, F^st Carnet,

Herts, has a fine collection of the above for sale, from 4 to

12 feet high, propagated from the celebrated Vines at Oak
Hill, Their poteare full of healthy roots, and the kinda will

be warranted true.—Application at either the above places will

meet immediate attention.

CRAPE VINES FROM EY£S IN POTS,

LUCOMBE. PINCE, and CO. have now a remark-
ably fine healthy stock of strong Vines, from 6 to 10 feet

Iiigh, of all the choicest eorts, fit for immediate plantinz, pro-

pagated from eyes, taken from their own experimental Vinery,

which enables tliem to warrant each kind true to name.
LISTS of sorts and prices maybe had on application to them,

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

SATURDAY, NOVE^IBER 3, 1860,

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WTIEK.

T„,.„ = „.» v™ a* Horticiikural( Floral Coraralltee)
Thursdat. ^or. 8^ at St. Martin's Place .\OOtt

The time for Peach tree pKr^rixa is at hand,

and it is time to think upon what there is to do^

and how it should be done. The state of the

tree in a very great number of places gives proof

enough that a little advice ought to be acceptable.

Look at the trees on the walls at Blankfield ; in

spite of the calamity that befel them in 1859 they
are now as regularly furnished with bearing wood
as if they had been made artificially ; no naked

.

rods, no coarse water shoots, not a square iucli

neglected ; and so they always are ; and there

never yet has been a season in which a beautifullv

regular crop of fruit was not provided, although it

does not alwnys ripen. Look en the other hand at

the walls of C'hartington Manor, A grand place

that! Ko end of kitchen garden, and pita and
Vineries and Pineries and conservatories ; and
under the management of a wonderfully clever

gardener, as he takes care should be made known
unto all men. There is a capital foreman who does
the principal work of superinteudence, and every
thing goes right except the Peach trees. These
the Gardener condescends to manage himself,
and an extraordinary contrast they certainly do
offer to those at Blankfield, "We cannot say tha^
the contrast is favourable ; we only say that it is a
contrast. Tlie branches are laid in with mathe-
matical precision ; they are like the ribs of a lady's
fan—long rods that look rather nicely in the
winter time. But the trees have a small fault

—

in summer time they have few leaves, and not
much fruit. It is true that fruit may be found,

if you get a pair of steps and look at the ends of

the rods ; but unless you have good eyes you won't

see it. As for the centre of the trees, where most

fruit is borne at Blankfield, there you iind

nothing but brown bark, with good-sized ulcers

oozing through it.

If from the grand display at Chartmg:ton

you step into the Vicarage Garden at Pewsey

Hollow, close by, you find yet another btate of

things. The living is too small to enable the
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Clergyman to keep a gardeuer, and so he cuts liis

trees'himself. He is a clever man, and a good
observer, and from a solitary old Peach tree he

manages to get a fair crop of fine fruit every

year. But one side of his tree is three times as

"big as the other, aud it has an old stem not unlike

what a ship-huilder calls a ** crook,"

Hundreds of cases not unlike these examples are

to be found all over the kingdom, owing to not

knovring exactly what treatment a Peach tree

requires. If we could but grow it like an orchard

tree, as they do in the warm south, it would take

care of itself; but the Peach is the tendorest of all

our exotic fruit trees ; nothing but a wall will

enable it to ripen oiit of doors ; and when cramped
and tortured out of the form of a great round bush
into that of a wooden screen, nothing but highly

artificial management will keep it in health aud
productiveness. Let us then offer a few words of

advice in this dull K"ovemher weather, when
gardens which have lost their beauty are already

making preparation for recovering it.

TVhen a Peach tree has been perfectly well

"managed it exhibits well disposed branches fur-

nished from bottom to top with healthy bearing

wood of sufficient thickness to produce large fruit

in abundance ; and at the same time each bearing

shoot has from its base a young shoot growing up
into its successor. This is the summer aspect of

the free. In winter it is found that the shoots

which have borne fruit have been cut off, because
they do not bear a second time, and that they are

replaced by the succession shoots. The latter,

however, are not trained in at full length, but
shortened considerably in order to induce them to

push a shoot from thtir base to succeed them in

their turn.

On the other hand, trees may be anywhere seen

of the same age as the last, growing in the same
kind of soil, and under similar circumstances of

climate and aspect ; but instead of health and
"vigour they exhibit symptoms of decay. The
branches are regularly trained like those at Char-
tington Manor. The bearing wood is weak,
because the shoots have been laid in at full length,

for which reason also no succession shoots come from
the bases of Ihose left for bearing. On these

weak shoots the fruit is small and badly fed. J^ow
and then coarse, watery shoots burst out from the
old wood, and the size of the wounds shows that
they had been allowed to grow during the summer
and had been cut back closely at the winter
pruning. The branch in the vicinity of 'the

"wounds pours out gum again in consequence of the
stagnation of the sap which these vigorous shoots
would have taken up had they been allowed to

remain.

Now, when one tree exhibits a healthy vegeta-
tion, and produces abundance of fine fruit; whilst
another is diseased and yields a comparatively
small quantity of inferior quality under circum-
stances eq^ualiy favourable, the difference can only
be ascribed to errors in some essential points of
management. "We shall therefore endeavour
to indicate such of them as we consider
to be productive of the worst consequences,
A few preliminary remarks on the nature of Peach
and Kectarine trees are, liowever, necessary in
order that certain points connected with their
cultivation may be more readily understood.

Under favoizrahle circumstances these trees
grow with extraordinary vigour when young, aud
soon arrive at a bearing state ; but they are not
naturally long-lived. Grown as a standard, in
this climate at least, and not pruned, the branches
become naked, and only produce young shcota at
their extremities; and these push every year less

and less till at last only an inch or two of young
shoot is formed, and a ^ew leaves which are insul-
£cifent to draw sap to keep alive the long extent of
naked branches which they terminate, and the
latter consequently linger and die off, Oceaaioually,
Lowever, strong shoots push directly from the old
wood, and these give the vegetation of the tree a
fresh impulse; but it is irregularly carried on
between lingering branches and sudden outbreaks
of strong shoots. The sap of the Peach has a
stronger tendency to djw into the upright hhoots
than is the case with that of the Apple and Pear

;

andthe greater its upward force the less is it inclined
to deviate into lateral channels, so that the side
branches are more liable to become weak and die
tb.an those \ji Apples and Ptars. In cullivation
this strong upward tendency of the sap requires to

some say also on spurs on older branches, yet on

inspection it will be found that these spurs consist

of short growtlia made likewise in the preceding

summer. It must also be clearly understood that

the slioots which have once borne fruit never bear

it again.

Let us now sec how far these facts account for

the errors to which the bad condition of Peach

trees may be generally traced. These errors

chiefly consist in laying in the bearing shoots at

full length ; in encouraging the sap to rise to the

top of the tree, instead of using means to divert

it into the lower branches; or in disbudding too

much at one time.

If bearing shoots are laid in at full length, the

tree after being nailed looks better than if they

were shortened. The shoots if vigorous enough
will bear very well, and so the trainer at first gets

credit for his work. But next year, when he finds

that the bearing branches have pushed a young
shoot at their extremity, but rarely a succession

one from their base, he once more lays all in at

full length. And by diligently repeating thiswise

proceeding thelengthofthenakedportions increases,

and that of the terminal young shoots diminishes,

till at last the few leaves borne at the extremities

are unable to keep alive the great length of leaf-

less slender wood below them, which of course dies

and then has to be removed. In this way trees

are rendered branchless.

Sap being disposed to flow more into the upper

parts of the branches than into the lower, and the

latter being apt to become too weak from that

natural tendency, it is wrong to render them still

weaker by encouraging the rise of sap upwards.

This however is done whenever in summer the

lower part of the tree is pruned and nailed several

days before the upper ; or when the foliage on the

upper part of the branches is allowed to be greatly

in excess of that on the lower, which is always the

case when lateral shoots are permitted to grow
above but not below ; moreover, whenever the lower
part of a tree is shaded by tall crops in front,

whilst the upper enjoys the full light, a similar dis-

parity of growth must take place with the same
consequences.

In spring the Peach tree produces many more
fihoota than can be trained against a wall, and it

heoomen necessary to thin them, which should

always be done at an early stage of their growth.
It is, however, very wrong to remove at one
thinning the whole of those which may be deemed
superfluons ; for by so doing the early vegetation

of the tree receives a shock from the effects of

which it cannot soon recover.

When we recollect that volume on volume has

been written on this subject, we cannot pretend
to say that the 7nodicum of advice contained in

the preceding remarks explains the whole art and
mystery of the matter. But we do say that with
the addition of a little intelligence and a little

experience it is amply sufficient to prevent such
errors as most commonly lead to the ruin of the

Peach tree.

The evidence before the Committee of the House
of Commons on Gun and Mortar Boats, and the

report thereon, is now before the public, and
though it contains very little that we have not

already mentioned, it is not expedient to pass it

by altogether without notice.

The circumstances under which the boats were
built, the necessity of completing them as speedily
as possible, and the impfta&Ihilitv ^f supplying if

not of obtaining a sufficient numbeT^f piupei
-f;

inspectors to insure good workmanship and mate-
rials without crippling our dockyards, exonerates
Government at least from the blame which has
attached to it on the subject. The use of un-
seasoned timber was in many cases indispensable,

from the enormous quantity which was requisite,

and the real position of the case ia stated in a

manly and straightforward way ia one oi the

answers of Sir BiLBwrN" Walkkk:—
** These vessels were wanted in a sh.ort period;

the vessels ordered at the end of 1855 were required

for the Baltic campaign in the spring of the follow-

ing year. It was of the utmost importance tiiat

they should be ready ; and I say if Government
had been aware that they could not get anything

hut green timberj so necessary was it to have this

description of vessel, that there icas Jiothing left hut

to build them,"

was finished, but even when they were known to
be in the yards every possible plan was taken of
throwing dust in their eyes, that the wilful neo-li-

gence of the artificers, who were almost bevond con-
trol, might be concealed. "We fear moreover that
the foremen in the yards did not always sufficientlv
act upon the fact, that the contractors were in
honour as responsible for good materials and proper
workmanship, as if there were no Government
inspectors. One of them when asked whether
any sap was used, it being admitted beforehand
that instructions were given not to use sap, replied

in a tone whicli certainly seems to throw the respon-
sibility on the inspectors :

** If there was sap used
the Government inspector had an opportunity oi'

*

condemning it."

Still it seems very strange that with anyinspection
such a condition could exist as confessedly existed
in the Caroline and some other boats without detec-

tion. Two principal points to which the inspector's

direction would naturally be turned, would be the

clinch-iug of the copper bolts, together with secu-

rity fjr their being of the proper length, and the pre-

ventionof theuse of sap-wood. Thepractieeofusing

short holts is so notorious that they are known by
the name of devils, aud many disasters have

arisen from the fraud. The following passage

illustrative of the point occurs in Ekexton's hfe

of Lord St. YlKCE^'T, pp. 159-160 : -^ " Every
ship was supposed to have a certain number of

bolts driven to secure the fabric. The tops and

points only were driven in, the rest was carried

away. It is probable that the loss of the York, of

64 guns, and the Blenheim, of 74 guns, was the

consequence. The Albion, 79, we know to have

been nearly lost by this hellish fraud."

As regards the use of sap, the easG is now so

evident in the Caroline to the most unpractised

eye, that the inspector himself fairly declares

that he cannot understand how it can have been

passed over. The only solution of the difficulty

rests on the want of time to make an accurate

inspection, for we cannot suppose that the inspector

could fail to be alive to such tricks as plaistering

the defective places with mud or tar, and the

discovery of some such tricks which were attetnpted,

would only make him more ready to detect others.

There was indeed some mystification before the

Committee about the difference between white and
maiden sap, and the difficulty in some instances of

detecting sap from heartwood. We know that in

the case of greenheart such a difficulty does exist,

and it is one of the objections to its use for plank-

ing that common workmen may neglect to remove

it. The same observation applies to some other

kinds of wood, and there is slight difficulty

occasionally in accurately defining, even in British

or Italian Oak, where heartwood ends and sap

begins. As every separate ring of wood which

succeeds the heart is in a different degree of

forwardness, the whole of the heart having onee

been sap, it is easy to conceive that such a difficulty

may exist, especially when the wood is green. The

difficulty, however, in the hands of persons of any

experience is in practice almost null, and the com-

monest carpenter will seldom fail to give an

accurate judgment. In the Caroline, however,

wood was confessedly inserted where there was

no question between white aud maiden sap, and

in such quantities that it is very suprising that

both foremen and inspector sliould pass it by.

The inevitable consequence of the use of such

wood, when closed in rapidly and prematurely, is

dry rot and decay. ^^^^^^m
In the case of the twgj^orta^ boats whichwere

liroFen up afChathamTnotouly was sappy ^^^r^
used, but the pins or dowels connecting the rite

were so extremely faulty that we are surprised

the subject was not mentioned before the com-

mittee when their condition was reported. This is

a point of as much consequence as the use of short

or unclinched bolts.

It seems curious, again, that not one word was

mentioned before the Committee of the fact that dry

•rot may exist from mere chemical causes, where

there is no fungus. This would have at onoe

explained a matter which seemed ta cause sur-

prise, that rot might exist in one plank withpoi

spreading to the next. It has besides a b^^rm^

, . - * ^ r --a Theexcuse of the inspectors lies in the fact that
be wireiully watched and checked, so that it may thev liad more work on their hands than they could
bediverted mto the side branches which it would possibly accomplish. In some cases their duties took

fr«u!!f*t^^^>* u^^'! ^^^"^"^ ^^ forgotten that the them away for hours, and not only was advantage

rf^G T»«.t^aint «^
Nectarine is borne on wood ta'^en of their absence by the workmen whose pay

01 the prec.dmg summers growth; and although depended u^ou the rapidity with which the wU

upon the vexed question, whether the hauling up
^

positive opinion upon lu^ ^^^^

ject, we may express our conviction that "'7 ,

''
•

-^ * " ' The state ot toe

the

W
3 vessels into dry slips is good practice or not-

ilhout giving: a positive opinion upon the su

was in no ease caused by it> _ ,
i j nn

Coquette alone, which has never been haule<l wy^

• ^ «, . . , .r
^j,^n *^thatnothmg

Of course whether
is sufficient aus->ver to the assertion - that nothmg

else rotted the Caroline." Of l. tJ i,„ve

afloat or hauled up, a fr.^e ventilation would t^f^^

greatly checked if not entirely prevented tue ev ,
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but from the pressure of the service it appears

plain enough that this was impossible.

We have but one additional remark to make. It

seems surprising that men who have spent all

their lives in the navy should be ignorant of such
obvious matters as the diiFerence between sap and
heart, and the nature of the disease to which naval
timber is exposed. One of the officers examined
says, " I do not think that I should know sap-wood
from any other, but it h the business or duty of

an inspector ;" while another speaking of the possi-

bility of rot spreading from, one plank to another,

says, " I am speaking of circumstances of which
I have no knowledge." "We are not surprised at

any ignorance respecting useful matters which
exists in high quarters, from the great defect of our
system of education, and this alone can account
for similar ignorance amongst persons whose iiyes

have been spent amongst our wooden walls, or we
should otherwise refer it to the old case of ** eyes
and no eyes." In our own apprehension a good
commander ought to be well acquainted with
points sa very essential as the quality of timber
and itg liability to decay. We could conceive

many instances in which the want of such
knowledge might be of the greatest importance,

even should it not lead to disastrous consequences.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXXIV.
^PoiYTOHTTS SQUAMOSTTS, Fr,— 'No specics of the
extensive genua Polyporas, which is distinguished from
Boletus by the pores not being easily separable from
each other and from the pileos, is more generally
known than the present, as it occurs on almost every
decayed Ash tree through
the length and breadth of
England, besides makhig
its appearance occasionally
on Walnut, Maple, and
other trees. In the mid-
land counties it is popularly
known by the name of sap-
ball. It attains at times
an enormous size, having
been found 7 feet in cir-
cumference, and many
pounds iu weight. A single
mass has sometimes oc-
cnrrad, weighing more
than 3 stones of 14 ibg.
each. When once it at-
tacks a tree it is the sure
harbinger of rapid decay.
The solid wood soon be-*

comes soft and white, being
converted into wliat is com-
monly called touchwood,
and is traversed by thin
dark plates, which as the
softer substance falls away
by the action of the outer
air and moisture, become
superficial and frequently
hne the hollow tree, having
the air of some species of
Cortlcium. In this state
indeed it has been wrongly
referred to the common
Corticium cinerenm.
The heavy smell, which

is disagreeable to most
persons, and the tough
leathery substance, would
seem at first sight to
mdicate anything save an
esculent species. Indeed
one miglit ahnost as soon
thmk of eating saddle Gaps,
^ Mrs. Hussey obgerves,
as this uninviting Fungus,
Jt is, however, sometimes
eaten upon the Continent,
especially in France, where
it has several popular
names, and Deavanx espe-
cially speaks of a peasant
in Poitou, who made use
of it without experiencing
any inconvenience. He re-

though it could scarcely have been expected to be so
delicate- We confess, however, that these are the onlv
specimens we ever met with which could possibly have
tempted us to make an experiment. All others have
appeared hopelessly tough and unmanageable. There
is, however, one use to which, this Fungus can be put
which is really excellent. If well prepared it mates the
most admirable razor strops, far superior to any that
have been puffed off by the most confident empiric
who could boast "we keeps a poet" The largest speci-

mens for this purpose must be chosen, as free from
worms as possible, and dried carefully so as to prevent
the growth of mould when cut into a convenient shape.
JPolj/porus hetullnus may be used for the same
purpose. Prepared specimens may be seen in the
Museum of the Royal Botanic Garden at Kew, together
with the perfect plant.

Polf/porus squaniosus is at once known by its fan-

shaped plleus, which is of a pallid ochraceous hue, and
ornamented with close pressed darker scales; the stem
is blunt and almost black ; the pores very largo and
broad though shallow, and running some way down the
stem. It varies 'greatly in size and thickness, and the
pileus is not always equally scaly.

When growing in a dark cellar, it sometimes assumes
the most curious form, approaching that of a stag's horn,
and either produces abortive pilei only, or very imperfectp

ones. Occasionally it proceeds apparently from a mass
of coke, but we believe, if accurately examined, it will

be always found to have been in the first instance

attached to rotten wood. Other Fungi in similar

situations produce branched stems only, without any
perfect pilei. Agaricus ostreatiis for instance has been
found bearing a very close resemblance to a Cauliflower,

insomuch that its true nature was not apparent till a

l> *

xshow ever that he took

io":priSe2
'" ^ '°'" '™« '^ ^^t -^ of -y nox.

been in?hl'
"""'"^

f"'^
wholesome food it wonld havebeen in the present year, when it attained a large sizeWith inconceivable rapidity. We have spon ,1-^ «

Mushroom The taste of these when raw was bHnmeans unpleasant, and we could have wishedThat somemore adventurous mycophagist than ourselves shoSdhave made trial of it. ^e have no doubt that by cu^

a^d^t '" ° '''" '^'''- ^'^^P'^g 'hem in boiling water

lie th!f' r.^J-'^f-ne <"sh might have been prepared4e that which IS yielded by ff^dnum repaldum.

POLYPOKUS SQUAilOaUS, ^r.
***

original sketch.

Prom an

r

few imperfect pilei were produced under the influence

of light after it had been removed from the cellar.

M. J. B,

VINE BORDERS.
Feo^T a considerable amount of experience in re-

moving Vine borders made after the manner you have

described in your columns of the 27th October, I can

corroborate every sentence of your withering condem-

nation of all such border-making. I am convinced

that, in a vast number of cases—it were far better for
'

the constitution of Vines, that no attempt at making
j

_ . ^ :, t u ., xi.

borders were made at all. and have no difficulty in ; in cold, heavy, retentive borders. I would much rather

hpliAvm^ hnw_ nndCT the circumstances vou have ' plant in a bed of sand than in many an expensive pte-

snperior to others planted in huge ditches filled up with
the loathsome mixture you have named.

It is questionable if, on any other point connected
with horticulture, the schoolmaster is more needed
abroad than on the one now under consideration.
And the gross ignorance which yet exists as to the food
and mode of feeding Vines is scarcely credible. Not
many years ago I was astonished to find—on visiting a
g:arden not a very long way from London—a ditch
(some 3 feet wide and as deep, running along the
extremity of a Vine border from which spring Grapes
were expected), kept brim full of offal by a special
contract with a butcher. The stench was unbearable,
and I really could not have believed, had I not seen it,

that any gardener was so silly as to think that Vine
roots would live—to say nothing of feeding—near
such a mass of offensive animal refuse. But such waS
the fiict, and this too in September, when the Vines
were leafless and at rest. The wood was as weak as
straws, and stood in need vastly more of the doctor
than the butcher.

Within the last few years I have removed about a
dozen of old Vine borders, the majority of which had
been made of retentive soil and the drainage detective,
while in some of them graves had been made for dead
calves and such quadrupeds. In every instance the
Vines were weak, and the crops had shanked to a
fearful extent. Most of these borders were from
14 to 20 feet in width and 3 to 4 feet deep ; but I did
not find a single root more than a yard from the
pillars on which the Vinery front was supported. And
any active roots that could be seen were as close to the
brick and stone work as could be. This, as well as
plenty of other instances, goes to show that it is not a
mass of soapy, and in many instances stinking matter
that Vines delight in. On the contrary, they run riot

in a shallow, open, and consequently warm medium,
and their chances of fruitfulness and longevity in

borders of the latter des-
cription are a hundred to
ono against carrion borders,

or any other that are deep,

retentive, ill-drained, and
cold.

In replacing these bor-
ders I filled up about from
14 to 18 inches in some
cases with atones, making
sure of a ready outlet for

water. The compost I used
was a light, very turiy
loam, about eight sacks of
unboiled inch bon es to
every 36 cubic yards of
loam, and a sixth part
of half-decayed Oak or
Beech leaves, with a cart-
load of lime debris to
every five of soil. Wheu
I could not get lime debrjs
I have added the same pro-
portion of gritty pit sand.
Vines planted in this in the
spring of 1859 arc now
much stronger rods than
some that had been planted
a score of years in heavy
puttied borders. One house,
planted with Vines struck
from eyes the spring of
1S59, has this year home
a beautiful crop at the
rate of eight to 12

bunches to a Vine ; and some of the bunciies of Black
Hamburgh have weighed ^2 lbs. and 24 lbs. These
Vines are not intended to be permanent, as I do not
approve of heavy cropping at so early a stage of the
Viue*s growth. I only instance it to show what alight
open border will do. Most o/ the shoots on these Vines
showed from three to five bunches each. None less than
two, the majority four bunches, withstalkstothe hunches
not over 2 inches in length ; many were so short-necked,
as it is commonly termed, that after putting the finger

and thumb round them there was scarcely room for the
knife or scissors to cut. The tendency of carrion
borders is the very reverse of this. And so fully per-
suaded am I of the suitability of an open rocky soil fov
Grapes, that in several new borders I have to make this
season, T intend to mix in a quantity of stones with the
soil which I have named above. The lonm I use is

taken from a rocky height, and is very light and fibry,

and though I have watched It for several winters I hare
never seen it what might be termed in the least wet, I
mean when found in its Latural state on the locky and
elevated bed.

I do not think it difficnlt to domonstrato how it is

that in such a poroas medium the Vine will make as

strong a growth with shorter joints, as in a rich mass
of soil. In the first place a far greater prcportion of
active feeders will be made in the open bi^rder, and
these roots will perform their functions with avidity,

while the medium in which they are placed ia an

excellent repository for all that is nourishing and
necessary for the Vine. The reverse of this is the case

believinflr how, under the circum.

describell. the Messrs. Wilmot, Glendinning. and * pared border. In fact the earliest and finest Grapes

Crawshay's Vines, as well as those in the great con-
j
i ever saw had their roots in a bed of black sand, and

servatory at Chiswick, have produced Grnpes vastly ] such forms a most excellent vehicle for nourishment
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when such is applied from top-dresaiugs or waterings

of manure-water. There is an erroneous idea, current

enough yet, that the strength of a Vine U dependent on

a richhorder, instead of on the amount of roots made,in

a congenial medium and on the amount of foliage and

space given to the Vine in the Vinery. Let any one

plant two Vines, one in a " Ciirriou horder" if he

please, and the other in a border such as we recom-

mend; let the former be allowed to make a small

amount of foliage, and the latter a greater amount

;

cut them down at the end of the season when pruning

time arrives, and see which will throw up the most

vigorous and fruitful cane the following suaimor. Such

a simple experiment would help to convince many

that a vigorous, and above all, a fruitful growth is not

dependent on a rich sappy border altogether.

Were I to add the excrement of any animal to Vine

borders it would be horse droppings after they had

been lying in a comparatively dry state for some

months. Horse dung is of a warmer nature than that

of pigs or cows, so frequently used, and it has rather

an opening influence on the soil than otherwise. But

1 think bones the best of all manure for Vines, from

Queen. 49. Striped Queen. 50. Silver-striped Queen

51. Antigua Queen. 52. Blood Red.

DESCRIPTIONS OF SORTS.

1. ScARi-ET Pine.—Syn. Scarlet. Brazilian Scarlet.

Ananassa bracteata.

Leaves remarkably long and flat, rather broad and Saccid,

of a yellowish green, often tinged with pale brown, and almost

destitute of mealiness ; spines very strong, far asunder, ana

rather regular. Flowers large, dark purple, contrastmg

beautifully with the scales which are of a brilliant scarlet at

that stage of the growth. Fruit pyramidal, before ripemng ot

a dullish yellow colour, on its appioaching maturity it changes

to a pale green, and becomes a little mealy ; when npe pahsh

yellow. Pips small and sHghtly i>rominent, being halt coverea

with the scales, which terminate in very long, broad, reflcxert

points, of a dull scarlet colour. Flesh very pale yellow, shgbtiy

fibrous, very juicy and soft, slightly acid without much flavour.

Crown large, leaves rather numerous and erect.

Presented by Kobert Barclay, Esq., by whom it was

procured from Lisbon in 1820. Mr. Barclay received

it from Don Joachim de Paes, who introduced it into

Portugal from the Brazils. It is rather a sweet and

highly flavoured sort, producing fruit from 3to 5 lbs.,

but its great merit consists in its beautiful^fSarance

1 just after the flowers have withered.

their own inherent richness and their a\jsorVmg power. I" 2, "Waveh-leayed Pine.

How frequently do we see the roots of the Vine
j Ananassa debilis.

clinging tenaciously to them as well as passing right

through them, in the prime ofhealth, wherever there is

& crevice for them to penetrate. A Vine Groicer,

Syn. Waved-leaved,

THE CLASSIFICATION OP PINE APPLES.
/At the request of several of our readers we republish from the

Transactinns of the Horticultural Society the paper on this

subject alhided to by our corresDondent, Mr. Morris, on

the 13th of October (see p. 91 ;J. ) It was drawn up with great

care by the late Mr. Donald Monro, assisted by our excellent

correspondent, Mr. James Duncan, of Basing Park, but,

having appeared in a work inaccessible to the majority of

practical Gardeners ,is little known. It is the great authority

Leaves large, flaccid, spreading, wavy, daric green, siigiuiy

mealy above, and stained with dull purple ; teeth reddish,

small, equal sized ; the fuU-grovra leaves are about 3 feet long,

and a well grown fruiting plant occupies a space of about

3 feet in diameter. Flowers pale purple. Fruit oblong, or

tun-shaped ; before ripening very deep green, when ripe dull

yellow, with a greenish cast on one side ; nearly destitute of

mealiness. Pips projectmg, middle-sized, pointed, as long as

the scales, the uppermost of which are nearly destitute of a

point, the lowest have a withered, deeply toothed point. Flesh

yellow, transparent, very tender, delicate, and juicy ;
flavour

extremely pleasant, with a slightly perceptible acid. Core

woody. Crown large, not disposed to become cocks-comb

shaped, or to be proliferous.

First introduced into notice by Mr. Jliller, of the
practical Uaiueiicra ,iM umu KUUWU. H, 13 lho ^icin- i*ih,iiwijvjf x-±iov luuiv^i^uv^^^u luuv/ ».»jui^-i^ tjj iu.». -.*- , -- --

upon the subject up to the time of its publication in the Bristol Nursery; but its origin is unknown, Keadily

.
year 1S31.3

^
distinguished from all others by its flaccid waved leaves.

In order to facilitate their discrimination, I have which never acquire the riffid, erect character of the

first separated the kinds reputed to be species, which

:are readily known by :their peculiar habit, and I have

then distributed the varieties of Ananassa sativa, or

the true Pine Apples, in classes and divisions, charac-

terised by such distinctions as have been found by expe-

rience most permanent. After much consideration it

Ijas been determined to employ the different degrees of

serrature in the leaves as the primary mode of division,

because it is they that cause in the greatest degree

that natural habit of the varieties by which a practised

eve will recognise them without an inspection of the

fruit. The groups so formed are the least artificial

that could be discovered, for the form of fruit and

colour of the flowers, although excellent marks of dis-

tinction, separate varietiea which are almost identical

in their general habit; for this reason such characters

have been admitted as only of secondary importance.

In order to render the arrangement as distinct as

possible, a tabular view has been made to precede the

more detailed descriptions, and I would take the liberty

of recommending those who make use of this report

for the purpose of verifying their Pines, to consult the

table before having recourse to the descriptions them-

selves.

In arranging the synonyms, published authorities

have been referred to in all cases where they existed

;

but as by far the greater number of Pine Apples are

unpublished, it has necessarily resulted that for a very

-considerable proportion of the synonyms no other

authority could be cited than that of Eughsh gardens.

CLASSIFICATION.

Sp. 1. Anaxassa bracteata. 1. Scarlet.

Sp. 2. Ananassa debilis. 2. AVaved-leaved.

Sp. 3. ANAKAS3A xrciDA. 3. King. 4. Fisher-

wick Striped Globe.

«*Sp. 4, AlTANASSA SATITA.
^ * Leaves SpiJtELESS.—a. Flowers purple : 5. Ha-
vannah. *>. Smooth Havauiiah. h. Plowers lilac,

nearly -white; fruU globular: 7. Green Antigua.

Fruit pyramidal : 8. Striped smooth-leaved Sugar-loaf.

* * Leaves witk iiiNiTTE SpiifES (about 11 in an
inch on an average),— a. 'Flowers purple; fruit oval:

9. White Providence. 10. Green Java. 11. Black

Jamaica. Fruit cylindrical : 12. Orange Sugar-loaf.

13. Downton Havanuuh. Fruit pyramidal : 11. New
Jamaica, b. Flowers lilac j 15. J^ew Dtmerara. 16.

Striped Surinam,
* * * Leaves with cuddle sized Spines (about

six or seven in an inch on an average).—a. Flowers

purple
; fruit cylindrical : 17. Sierra Leone. 18.

Anson's. 19. Montserrat. 20. Trooper's Helmet

:

Fruit pyramidal: 21. Green Providence. 22. St.

Vincent, b. Flowers lilac
; fnut cylindrical : 23.

Globe. 24. Lemon Queen. 25. Otaheite. 26. Suri-

nam. 27. Buck's Seedling Globe, Fruit pyramidal

:

28. Brown-leaved Sugar-loaf. 29. Brown Sugar-loaf.

30. ilealy.leaved Sugar-loaf. 31. Black Sugar-loaf.

32. Striped-leaved Sugar-loaf. 33. Triniilad. 34.

BucVs Seedling. 35. Enville. 36. New Euville. 37.

Spring Grove Enville, 38. Lord Bagot's Seedling,

39. Blithfield Orange.
* * » * Leaves with large eigid Spikes (about

four in an inch on an average).—a. Flowers purple. 10.

Black Antigua. 41. Welheck Seedling. 42. Pviplcv.

b. Flowers lilac ; fruit (/lobular: 43. RussiaH Globe.
4+. Kusaian Cockscomb. Fruit cylindrical : 45. Queen.
46. Ripley's Queen. 47. Green Queen. 13, Moscow

which never acquire the rigid, erect character of the

Queen Pine and its varieties. From its peculiar habit,

it has been considered in the work above quoted, as a

distinct species. It fruits in about two years from the

sucker.

3. Kdto Pife.—Syn, King, Grass-Green King,

Common King, Old King, Havannah, Ananas viridis

inermis, of the French.
Leaves rather long, somewhat broad and keel-shaped,

margins destitute of spines and sometimes a little undulated,

of a clear shining yellowish green, and entirely free from
mealiness ; its growth is also very peculiar, the centra leaves

embrace each other very closely, and require considerable

force to separate them. Flowers piirple. Fruit cylindrical

inclining to ovate, of a bright olive colour before ripening,

bright orange when ripe, flesh yellow, opaque, firm, and free

fVora fibre, sweet an<i pleasant with only very little acid.

Crowu large, leaves embracing each other in the centre.

This Pine, according to Martin in his Edition of

Miller's Dictionary, " was raised from seeds taken out

of a rotten fruit which came from the West Indies to

Henry Heathcote, Esq. ;" it is a very handsome middle

sized fruit, generally weighing from 3 to 4 lbs., but is

rather tardy in fruiting. It, and the other smooth

leaved varieties, require less water and more heat than

the other sorts.

4. Fiskerwick: Stbiped Globe Pine.—Syn, Flsher-

wick Striped Globe.

Readily distinguished from all others by its leaves ; in appear-

ance somewhat resembles the King Pine, but differs in the

following particulars- The leaves have weak irregular spines

on their margins, they are rather of a darker green, slightly

tinged with pule brown, more particularly in the centre of the

plants, they are also somewhat thickly interspersed with

silvery specks on the under surface.

Said to have originated at Fisherwick, the seat of the

Hon. P. G. Howard, from a stool of the Globe Pine; it

seems to be an exceedingly worthless variety, having

been six years in this collection without having pro-

duced a fruit.

5. HAyAN:N-Air Pine. — Syn. Havannah, Brown
Havannah, Smooth-leaved Antigua, Smooth Antigua,

Ripley, Ripley's. Old King. Common King, Ananas
semi-serrata, of the French ; Lapete Pine-apple, in the

Island of St. Vincen

Stoves of different parts of England. It was imported

by the Society from St. Vincent's,

7. Green Antigua Pine.—Syn. Green Antigua,

Smooth-leaved Green Antigua, Smooth Green Havan-

nah. Ananas sans epines, and Ananas Malabarica, of the

French.

The leaves of this variety differ from the Havannah in being
considerably shorter, and of a pale colour; they are al£o

broader, more keel-shaped and much stronger than in that

variety, and also entirely destitute of spines. Flowers of a
very pale lilac colour. Fruit globular, sometimes inclining to

ov:il ; before ripening of a dull green, and very thickly covered

with meal, when ripe deep yellow. Pips middle-sized,

roundish, and projecting to a very acute point. Scales cover-

ing about one-third of the pips, and ending in narrow short

points. Flesh deep yellow, transparent, rather stringy, with

a little acidity, but neither very sweet nor highly flavoured.

Crown rather large, leaves numerous and reflexed.

Like the other smooth varieties, its quality would

not warrant the introduction of more tban a very few

plants into any collection. It has been imported both

from Maranhao and St. Vincent's.

8. Steited Smooth-leaved Sttgab-txsap Pine.^
Syn. Smooth Striped-leaved Sugar-loaf, Smooth-leaved

Sugar-loaf.

Readily known by its leaves, which are entirely destitute of

spines, and striped with dull purple. The flowers are very

pale lilac. The fruit is of the same form and appearance as

the other varieties of Sugar-loaf. Flesh deep yellow, remark-

ably soft, with scarcely any fibre or acidity, a little sweet bnt

neither rich nor juicy. Crown middle-sized, leaves very

numcrons.

This extremely worthless variety originated some

time previous to the publication of iSpeechly's Treatise,

and seems now to be almost lost in the country.

9. White Pbotidence Pine.— Syn. Providence.

New Providence, White Providence, Mealy-leaved

Providence, Ananas Providentia of the French.

Leaves large, long, broad and spreading, of a light bluish

green colour, sometimes blotched with a deeper shade and

very mealy ; spines very small, thickly set and rather irregular.

Flowers large, dark purple. Fruit oval or tun-shaped,* nearly

equal in size at top and bottom, very dark green or purple, and

thickly covered with meal, on approaching maturity gradually

changing to a reddish yellow. Pips very large and nearly flat,

sometimes a little depressed in the centre. Scales covering

nearly half the pips, and terminating in shortened blunt points.

Flesh white, opaque, sweet and juicy without much flavour,

slightly stringy and rather soft and melting. Crown large,

leaves numerous and rather spreading.

Some very large fruit of this kind have been grown

in various parts of the country, particularly at Kagley

by Mr. Baldwin, at Stackpole Court by Mr. Buchan, at

Shugborough by Mr. McMurtrie, and at Rheola Vale,

Neath, Glamorganshire, by Mr, Dixon, gr. to John

Edwards, Esq, Mr. Edwards's fruit weighed 14 lbs.

12 ozs., including four gill suokera, and measured 26

inches in circumference, and 12 inches in height ; the

usual size is from 5 to 10 lbs., and although deficient in

point of flavour, it is found to be greatly improved by

being allowed to remain on the plant until quite ripe.

The name of White Providence has been adopted (in

preference to that of Providence given it by Speechly)

in contradistinction to Green Providence.

10. Gbeen Java Pink.—Syn. Narrow-leaved Java.

Readily distinguished by its long, broad, palish green leavea,

with small feeble spines ; they are also very flat, and entirely

tree from any tinge of brown or purple. Flowers large, dart

bluish purple. Fruit oval, sometimes tapering a little to the

aummit, weighing from 4 to 5 lbs. ; before ripening light green,

and lightly covered with meal, when ripe of a fine clear citrou

colour. Pips rather above the middle size and flat. Scales cover

fully one-third of the pips, and end in long narrow points.

Flesh pale yellow, rather soft, juicy and melting with ancQ

pleasant acid. Crowft middle sized, leaves not very numerooft

Presented by the late Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles,

during his residence in Java; from its recent introduc-

tion enough is not known of it to decide on its menU

aa a winter Pine.

11. Black Jamaica Pine.—Syn. Black Jamaica,

Montserrat, Jamaica, Copper-coloured, Tawny, BlacK

Barbadoes, St. Vincent's Sugar-loaf.

Leaves rather long and narrow, sUghtly spreading, a^\^™l'

what keel-shaped, of a dull green, tinged with a dark dto

colour and rather mealy. Spines short, regular, and ^w^'i

Flowers purple. Fruit oval, not much lengthened, ra*^^®^
[:„

pressed at the ends, colour before ripening very darh. oi,

afterwards a dark orange, inclining to that of copper. * i

roundish, irregularly angular, about the middle sim, ra

prominent at the margins and concave in the
^.^"Y

'

Hiened
covering one-third the pips, and terminating in '^Dgx

Leaves narrr.w. long and spreading, of a Ught blimTrgr^,!^^^^^^^
considerably tinged with pale brown, and slightly mealy; ncn. juicy rscna mgn navoureu. ^ruwiJ x^b^, i-

Rplneless except sometimes, when a few appear near the points.

Flowers purx>le. Fruit cylindrical, sometimes tapering a little

to the summit, before ripening dark purple and rather thickly

covered with meal ; when ripe of a darkish orange. Pips large,

flat and a little depressed in the centre ; scales covering about

one-third part of the pips, and ending in a long reflexed point.

Flesh p.Ue yellow, rather solid and without much fibre, juicy,

but neither sweet nor very highly flavom*ed. Crowu large,

leaves numerous, long and spreading.

Origin unknown ; cultivated by Speechly at Welbeck,

before the publication of his Treatise : not a favourite

with gardeners by reason of the spreading character of

its leaves, nor of such excellence as to warrant the intro-

duction of more than a very limited number of plants

in any collection.

6. Smooth Havannah Pine. — Syn. Smooth

Havannah, Green Havannah, Havannah, Ananas

Antigua aurantiaca, of the French.

Thele»ve3 of this variety differ from those of the one just

described, in being of less robust growth, rather more tinged

with brown, and much more mealy. The Fruit is of the same
form and appearance as the Havannah, but is seldom so large.

The Flesh is of the same colour and consistency, but abounds

with a rich, sweet, highly flavoured juice. The Crown is gene-

rally considerably smaller than in that sort.

The origin of this Pine is unknown ; it is not, how-

ever, of recent origin or introduction, having been

grown for a considerable length of time in the Pine

very mealy. - ..

A Pine of great excellence, weighing from 3 to 5 J ^^

deserving to be generally cultivated, and richly ni"*V«
.»

the character given it by Speechly, namely, that

the autumnal months and even during wintCT
J''

P
^

duces a fruit much more swelled and more P®^^*^ j,„ov
any of the other sorts, and not liable to suflL-r by a^^^^^

or imperfection either in the fruit or stalk, as is

with those of the other sorts, in a season when the su

power is not great." The Bipley, however, is a s^^

in every respect equal to the Black Jamaica as a wi

fruit. It has been thought advisable to adopt
_^

name of Black Jamaica in preference to
.^^^^^^"^st

because the former is that under winch it i9 a^^^^^

universally known, while the name ^'^o"*!^^
.,-;etv

usually belongs to a aifferent and very "lienor !..»

^^^
is applied to the Black Jamaica in only a very

places.

12. Orange Sugae-xoaf Pine- , ,nd

Leaves rather long and narrow, somewhat
\^,!:'JjLJed 'with

a little spreading, of a dull green. co°^^J®'?^it:Sv »et,
vid

dark brown, and rather mealy ; spinw short, lamv ^^j^.v.;

regular. Flowers pale purple. Fruit cyimdnc-U^^before^^^^^

* Speechly says it is "incUning to
»J^'^^ui^ty O'

howeJ^the specimens which « 1^^^^'^ 3?,^Kd.
examiruDg. are invariably of the form above descrtww.

I
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very dark olive, somewhat shining, and slightly mealy;
^
what experience I possei^s regarding the merits of this

when ripe deep yellow inclining to an orange colour. Pips
large and flat. Scales covering about half the pips, and ending
in short, blunt reflexed points. Flesh pale yellow, almost
destitute of fibre, very juicy and sweet, with, a rich highly
flavoured acid. Crown middle-sized, leaves numerous and
spreading.

Keceived from Mr. Isaac Oldater ; it is one of a
great number of seedlings raised at Blithfield, the seat

of the Right. Hon. Lord Bagot, and is much superior to

any of the numerous new varieties obtained from that
source.

13. DowNTON Hatannah Pine.— Syn. Knight's
Seedling. A seedling raised by Mr. Knight. It diiiers

from the Smooth Havannahiii nothing whatever except
having small spines on the edges of the loaves. The
quality, form, and colour are precisely the same. Mr.
Knight originally called it Kniglit's Seedling, but the
name now proposed serves better to indicate its re-

semblance to a well-known old variety.

14. New Jamaica Pine.—Syn. Black Jamaica,
New Black Jamaica, St. Kitts, New Jamaica, Brown
Antigua, English Globe, Montserrat, St. Vincent's
Sugar-loaf, M'llae's St, Vincent's.
This differs from the Black Jamaica in the colour of the leaf,

wliich 13 riithcr paler, and in the margins being sliglitly
reflexed. The fi-uit is pyramidal and sliglitly mealy. The
colour black (honco Speechly's name), on apjuoaching maturity
changing to that of a dark orange. Pips ditfcr from those of
this variety by being half covered with the scales, and rather
more prominent and angular. Flesh pale yellow, somewhat
opaque, slightly fibrous, sweet and gather acid, very pleasant,
rich and high flavoured. Crown middle sized, leaves rather
numerous and spreading.

An excellent summer fruit, but is apt to become
deformed during the winter months, it generally weighs
from 3 to 4 lbs.

15. New Demeeaiu. Pine.—Syn. New Demerara

;

Harrison's New.
Leaves strong, very broad and rather long, slightly keel-

shaped and spreading, of a dull green colour, and tinged with
. reddish brown on the upper surface, the lower surface is

remarkably mealy, a feature by which it may readily be dis-
tinguished. [Spines rather minute and regular. Flowers lilac.

Fruit globular, depressed at each end, of a dark green colour
before ripening ; afterwards a dull ochre tinged with red ; very
mealy on the centre part of the pips, which are large and pro-
minent. Scales covering half the pips and ending in narrow
lengthened points. Flesh white and lirm, very juicy but not
highly flavoured. Crown large, leaves rather long and erect.

Received from Mr. Miller of the Bristol Nursery, but
its origin is unknown ; it is a weighty fruit, but very
inferior in point of flavour.

16. Striped Surinam Pine.—Syn. Silvery Striped
Pine, from Surhiam, Striped Silver and Pink Surinam,
Striped Surinam, Silver Striped, Kibbon Grass,
Prince of Wales' Island, Prince of Wales* Island
striped.

This has been described by Speechly to exceed in beauty the
whole tribe of variegated plants, not only in the leaves, which
are beautifully striped with dark green and delicate white,
tinged with a fiery red ; but also in its fruit which is cylindrical
and variously marbled with red, green, yellow, aud wliite.
rips small, rather prominent and covered to the extent of one-
third by the Scales, which terminate in narrow sharp points.
Flesh dullish yellow, very acid and moderately flavoured.
Crown middle sized, of the same character of the leaves.

Although a beautiful this is an exceedingly worthless
variety; it is a very shy grower and requires a long
time to come to a fruiting state. I have known plants of
it eight or nine years old before they fruited, and I have
been informed on credible authority that at some places
so long a period as 18 or 20 years elapses without the
plant showing the least symptom of such a change.

17. Sieeea Leone Pine.—Originally presented to

the Society by the late Mr. Chevalier, under the name
of Wild Pine of Sierra Leone; and lately by Mr.
WTiitfield, under the name of Black Antigua.
Leaveslong, broad and rather flaccid, with revoiute undulated

edges, of a clear bluish green, and from the circumstance of it

being a very free grower, often considerably blotched with a
darker colour. Spines short, middle sized and regular. Flowers
purple. Fruit cylindrical, of a dull green colour tinged with
red ; when ripe, it gradxially changes to a dull ochre colour,
thickly covered with meal. Pips rather below the middle sij:e

and slightly prominent. Scales covering nearly one half the
pips, and terminating in lengthened reddish coloured points;
when approaching maturity it gradually changes to a dull
ochro colour. Flesh very pale yellow, almost white, tender,
abundantly juicy, free h-om fibre; crisp and melting; sweet
without acidity ;

pleasant though not rich. Crown large and
rather sweet, often accompanied by gills at its base, leaves
numerous : it is also inclined to emit suckers at the base of the
fruit, and those on the stem are inclined to fruit before the
other is half matured.

An exceedingly free growing variety and of consider-

able excellence; trom having been sd lately introduced
we are not aware of its qualities as a winter Pine.

18. Anson's Pine.—Syn. Ansons, Anson's Queen,
Lemon Antigaa.
^^^yes long, rather more slender and erect than in the
Otwieite, to which it bears a considenible resemblance, parti-
cularly in the spines and in the flatness of the leaves. Flowers

Sn? :i.
^^^^ cylindrical, before ripening of a darkish green

^fif^ u "^^^y
: when ripe of a bright lemon colour Pips

Xrf^SL^'^^^ S^ middle size, prominent at the margins and

*«Hi^- "^ ^ centre. Scales covering half the pips, and

S?i^f.f .? ''^^^^^I'^^^ts. Flesh white, opaque, entirely

ZS\?^ rr^^""^-^'.,'^^ «^eet «^d pleasant, but without
acidity. Crown middle sized, leaves not%ery numerous.
Ihe origm ot this Pine was not known to any of the

cultivators of that fruit who sent plants of it to the
Society

; It IS probable that it was raised from seed at
Shugborough. It generally weighs from 3 to 5 lbs.,
out is not a sort of much excellence.

(To be continued. J

Home Correspondence.
. .^^^^^'l

^amUrgli Grape,-~lt is not my desire to
mterfere between ^.^^^P-ions of yo«^ correspondents

Jir. uusby, further than to offer
W. P. A. " and

Grape. First, we have it growing in our early Vinery,
between a White Muscat and Black Hamburgh, each
planted in an outside border, where it grows a3

vigorously as the most fastidious person could desire,

and who will say that the past season has not been
more paralysing to vegetable vitality, and prejudicial to
the production of good Grapes, than any that have pre-

ceded it for many years past. Still, with this drawback,
the Golden Hamburgh hns done well here, and proves
equal to all that has been said in its favour. Not only
is it constitutionally strong, but it is highly productive,

producing large and finely formed bunches at each
spur of exquisite flavour. The disease called shanking
is a very unusual occurrence here; but it so happened
that the adjoining Black Hamburgh was slightly

allected, while the fruit on the Golden Hamburgh
escaped without a diseased berry. More than this,

being desirous to satisfy myself as to the quality of the
Muscat Hamburgh I had a graft inserted on a side

shoot of the Golden Hamburgh in 1859, for want of a
more convenient place, when it produced a strong well

ripened cane 14 feet long. At the pruning season the
length was reduced to less tlian one half, and allowed
during the present year to bear three bunches. Up to
the time when the fruit began to colour all went on
well. Shanking now showed itself so severely that not
more than a few berries in each bunch escaped. Were
evidence wanting, what I have said is sufficiently clear to

show that the Golden Hamburgh is neither so delicate

nor so difficult to manage as some persons would have
us to believe. For early forcing in pots it fruits just as
freely as the most productive variety. In our latest

Vinery we have it growing among West's St. Peter,
Muscat of Alexandria, and Lady Downe's Seedling.
Here I feel compelled to some extent to reverse my
opinion; the bunches are smaller, more diffuse, and by
no means so highly flavoured as when growing in a
higher temperature. Such has been the case for two
years past, so that I propose substituting in its place
one of a more uniform character. Whether the fault

complained of arises from its being grafted upon a

Black Barbarossa stock, I am unable to say ; yet such
is the condition of the other Vines, without producing
any injurious effect. The annual growths are exceed-
ingly strong and possibly not sufficiently ripened, which
may account for the discrepancy. A. Cramh, Tort-
worth Court,

Mildew,—-The following are the particulars of a case
that lately came under my observation. I had a plant
of Dianthus Cliinensis Heddewigii in a Vine border,

and as it did not flower all the summer I felt anxious
to see what sort of a blossom it would produce. I

therefore took it up in September, potted it, and
placed it in a cold frame ; here it did well, but to bring
it more rapidly into bloom I placed it in the Vinery,
and I soon had the satisfaction of beholding a very
beautiful flower. After it had done blossoming 1 put
it back in the cold frame again ; here in a i'v!W

days it became attacked by mildew in its worst form,
b«t as I had plenty of young stock I did not mind the
loss of one plant. It will thus be seen that it was my
bad treatment which caused the plant to be affected;
and it is owing to sudden checks such as that I have
just described that mildew attacks plants and fruit
trees, and it is my opinion that the evil exists in the
atmosphere more or less 10 months out of 12, ready to
seize upon any unhealthy plant that has been subjected
to unskilful treatment. The only two months
I consider to be more exempt from it than the

j

others are July and August. In the case of Vines
]

I have always found that a sudden change in the tem-
perature has brought on mildew. I have visited a
number of places this wet summer, and I have found
more mildew on the Vines everywhere than I have ever
seen in all my life before, and in every case the roots

were sodden with wet ; in some instances the borders
were made far down below the ground, level and as flat

as a pancake, so that the rain which fell on them could
I

not possibly run ofi* but was compelled to soak into :

them, rotting off every bit of young root, even if it had
been possible that the Vines could have made any in I

such a puddle. Your articles on Vines and Vine border-
i

making I hope therefore will receive the attention they !

deserve. W, Prestld^fe, Gardenert near Birmingham,
Wellingfonia*—Amongst the numerous fine specimen

Conifeious plants with which the extensive grounds
attached to the residence of the late Sir Charles Lambe,
Beauport, near Hastings, abound is a Wellingtoiiia
about 7^ feet in height, producing two cones which hid
fair to ripen. An Araucaria imbricata, of which there
are also at the same place many fine specimens in the
most luxuriant health, has attained the height of 45
feet. Thomas Cripps, yiirseries, Tunhridge U elh.

BovgainviUcEaspeetahilis,—Underthe impression that
;

two different varieties or species are or have been sup-
j

plied under this name, I would thankfully receive from

jMr. Daniells or any other successful cultivator, a few

leading characteristics appertaining to spectabilia proper,

for I doubt not that many like myself are pushing their

plants along to fit them for slow oven treatment by

spring, that would ill brook disappointment, now that

its successful cultivation has been so clearly pointed out.

I was induced to order a plant Irom a first-class London

nursery, which in due time arrived, a picture of health,

which it still retains. Latterly, having a little leisure

for visiting both nursery and private establishments, I

was surprised to find to all appearance a distinct species

in various stages of growth, distinguished by a russety
hue. very hairy leaf, forming an upright acute angle
with the stem, shorter jointed, with a stiff" short spine.

Opposed to the above the plant in my possession has a
full green, almost glaucous appearance, a succulent
downy leaf, drooping even in its earlier stages to an
obtuse angle with tiie stem, a long slender spine, and
altogether a looser jointed and more rampant grower
than the "true species" of ray wanderings. B. H.

HTnsoat Hamhurgh Grape.—My experience in
growing this is that it requires a' warm house (a tem-
perature for instance between that required for Muscats
and Hamburghs, and not a cold house as some of your
Correspondents recommend) to bring it to perfection.

I should like to hear the opinion of the Exhibitors of
this Grape who were successful in taking the prizes

offered for it at the Crystal Palace in September last in

reference to this point; for myself I consider tliat this

variety of Grape ought to be in every establishment

where good fruit is an object, as jt is a strong grower,

an abundant cropper, a free setter, and not liable to

shank. S. S.

Conifers.—I have talien the liberty of making a few
remarks on a splendid collection of Coniferas (near a
hundred sorts) growing at the seat of T. Wray Harding,
Esq., Upcott, near Barnstaple, North of Devon. I am
sure your readers will be glad to hear that many rather
tender and rare kinds have stood the trial of last severe
winter on a cold high exposed situation, but dry, and
protected from the north (only a few miles from the
sea) by some large trees of Fir and Beech. I was
much struck with the extraordinary size of a splentUd
plant of Pinus inslgnis planted 1845, the top having
been cut off twice to prevent it from being top heavy
and blown down, one tree having been destroyed by a
severe gale a year or two before. I recommended the
top to be reduced and the roots loaded with massive
stones if possible to secure this ; in 18^5, 15 years
ago, it was only 21 feet high, now the tree is above
60 feet high, with branches all round in splendid pro-

portion. This I think one of the largest in the West
of England. Annexed are the names of a few fine

specimens which I think are well worth Coniferse gentle-

men calling to see, about two miles from Barnstaple
station, North of Devon Railway. I am sure the
proprietor will have much pleasure in showing them :

—

Pinus patula, 25 feet, bnshy; P. radiata, 30 feet,

fine specimen; P. muricata, 20 feet, hooked Pine;
P. Dicksoni, 30 feet, full of cones ; P. Hartwegii,

25 feet, grand plant ; Picea nobilisi, 20 feet, had two
cones tliis season ; P. Pinsapo, 20 feet, P. Cephalonica,

25 feet, bushy and fine specimens ; P. religiosa, 20 feet,

P. Webbiana, 25 feet, much injured last season, but
now growing well and is a grand plant ; Wellingtonia

gigantea, 8 feet, planted only three years, a splendid

plant ; Cedrus Deodara, full of cones, C. atlantica,

20 to 30 feet, fine specimens—the latter will prove a

grand tree, growing fast, and upright as Lombardy
Poplar, in an exposed .situation ; Cryptomeria Japonica,

20 to 30 feet, fine plants, full of cones; Cupressus
torulosa, 20 feet, fine plant ; C. Uhdeana, 15 feet, fine

plant; C. sinensis, 15 feet, not injured the least last

seiison, a grand plant ; Libocedrus Chilensis, 15 feet,

very fine ; Abies Douglasii, 40 feet, full of cones

;

A. Nordmanniana, 12 to 15 feet, this will prove one ofthe
finest and most hardy of its class ; A. Brunoniana, full

of cones; Juniperus macrocarpa, 12 feet, very grand
specimen; Taxodium sempervirens, 25 feet, fine grown
plant ; T. distichnm, 20 feet, very fine tree.

The following are fine specimens, from 2 to 10 feet,

looking well generally :—Thuja gigantea, T. Doniana,
T. Wareana, T.pendiilit, T. flagelliformis^T. orientalis, T.
orientnlis aurea nana, T. Nepaulensis, T. articulata, Thu-
japsis borealis, splendid plant; T. dolabrata, a beautiful,

plant from Japan, quite Iiardy, not injured last season ;

Cupressus Lawsoniana, C. Corceyana, C. funebris, C.
M'Nabiana, C. sinensis, Juniperus oblonga pendala,
J. tetragona, J, Witmannia, J. argentea, J. excelsa, J.

recurva, J. Traverslana, J. Chinensia, J. Bermudiana,
Abies PIndrow, A. Jezoensis, Biota glauca, B.
meldensis, B. freueloides, B. dumosa, Cunninghamia
sinensis, Cephalotaxus Fortum, mas., foem. ; C. dmpacea

;

Taxus Harringtonia, T. adpressa, and many others;

Chamaecyparissus Thurifera, and others ; Podocarpus
McKayaua, Fitzroya Putagonica, Pinus fiUfolia, injured

much last season; Pseudo Laris Kannpferi (Goldea
Larch), not doing well; Larix Griffithii, splendid.

tree; Podocarpus coriacea, P. Japonica, P. Tatarica^.

Torreya Huinboldti, T, grandig, T. myristica, Picca,

Frazeri, P. Hudsouica. Alex. Fontey^ Kursergma7t, (|*<?.,.

Plymouth. [We print our correspondent's list as we-
received it; but we confess our unacquaintance with
some of the names he gives.J

Clianihus Da-mpieri and Epigyniuy,i.— Our plant of
Cliantbus Dampieri having turned out very much
better and proved a much finer and handsomer tiling

than we anticipated, we have taken the liberty of
enclosing a specimen for your inspection. We have it

planted out in a span-roofed pit, where it has been
flowering ever since last April, and is as you will see

still growing vigorously, and if we had a little more
sun would look as well as ever it has. Up to

within the last it^fi weeks it has almost invariably

produced its flowers in clusters of 5, but latterly

it has, as you will see, had 6 and 7 in each head..

The plant lias borne since it came into bloom 680*

trasses, and averaaing these at 5 blooms each, wt get

a total of between 3000 and -^1000 flowery. It
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has l)een and is a most bcautitul object, and liiis
i

much attracted the attention and hiterest of

Visitors. lu case you may nob have seen it -we also

send you a specimen of a pretty phint, the herries

of which have rendered it very ornamental for

some time past; both these and the foliage are now
going off, but arc still very effective. It is Epigynium
leucobotrys. Our phmt of Clianthus extends over a

length of about 13 feet, being trained to upright stakes.

JE. G. Senderson cj* Son, IVellingtoii Hoad, St. Johi^s

Wood. [Certainly the large shoot that accompanied

this, with noble clusters of superb scarlet and black

flowers, was a magnificent object; the most magnificent

that the season produces. As to Epigynium leuco-

botrys, whatever its proper name may be, a point we
cannot determine in consequence of not having seen the

flowers, it is a charming shrub, with racemes of snow

"white pear-shaped berries, resembling pearls and as

large as peas. Jewellers and artificial flower makers

Jshould study them.]
Formation of Vine Borders.—In your leading article

of last week a laudable desire is manifested to guard

against the too common error of mixing carrion of every

sort in the soil for Vine borders, and so bright is the

beacon you have placed on the rocks of Scylla that T

fear its glare will drive many into the opposite gulf of

Charybdis, and that they will resort, not to the knacker's

yard for dead horses, but to sand and gravel pits for

ingredients in which to plant their Vines. That this

>vas not your intention 1 am certain, tho\:gh the

instances you quote of very successful Grape growing

apparently in sand and gravel nuiy have that effect. A
pretty extensive acquaintance witli the requirements

of Vines that are to be kept in good health and bear

regular crops of good Grapes for a number of years

convinces me that they require a better border than a

common gravel walk to grow in, as in the case of Mr.
Crawshay'.«, though here 1 am satisfied their growing
in a gravel walk was more apparent tlian real, for such

is the rambling nature of the roots of the Vine, that I

am convinced they would not confine themselves long
to a gravel walk, but pass into more congenial soil.

This remark will equally apply to the clay in Mr.
Glendinning's case, and to the cinders at Isleworth,

for an instance came recently under my observation at

Horden, near Edinburgh, wliero Vino roots had gone
'60 yards in quest of nourishment, and on their way
passed through two gravel walks and under a garden
wall, showing clearly that it is impossible to say where
such roots may penetrate to in the course of years;
'and if proof of this were wanting, those Vines planted
some three years ago in the conservatory at Chiswick
having passed out of their narrow border and penetrated
K gravel bank to the extent of 10 feet, would supply it.

Erom all this it appeal's plain to me that Vine borders
should be made of considerable width, and in addition

that the Vine roots should have easy access provided
for them to pass into the common garden soil beyond,
especially if into Asparagus beds, where they are not
likely for years to be disturbed; and that the border
should neither be made of cinders, gravel, nor clay,

but of good friable loam, with an admixture of
charred earth and wood, on winch, while in the
process of cooling, the cesspools of either cowsheds
or stables have been poured ; some old plaster or

lime rubbish, and a ton of crushed bones for the
border of a house about CO feet in Icugth, In the
year 1847, on the Ist of July, I planted a house of

l^uscats at "Wrotham Park in a border such as I here
describe. In 1&18 the Vines in it bore three bunches on
each rod ; in 1810, 10 on each ; and in 1850, the
heaviest crop of Grapes I ever saw, and from that date
till the present season, when I saw them in August last,

they have borne great crops of line Grapes, and have all

the appearance of continuing to be as fruitful as they
have been for many years to come, showing clearly that
the Vine does not require all the ingredients put into
the " witches' cauldron" to ensure its fruitfulness, while
at the same time it thrives in a good substantial mix-
ture such as I have here indicated. W. Tliomson, J)al-
Teeitli Tarlc.

IRoutledge's Ilhistrated yatural History.—In an
extract from this^»(flork on the •' Habits of the Kestrel,"
^nven In your paper a short time ago (p. 915), I was,
nrust say, not a little surprised to find in tho following

sentence the mole classed as a rcptUe '.
" Reptiles of

<Uffcreut kinds, such as frogs, small moles, and newts,
are also a favourite prey of this bird," &c. T had
previously always considered the mole a true uiannnal

!

A.^ [This is a curious slip for a naturalist, but the
original is as you find it in our columns.]

jSotcood Muscat Grape.—The opinion is gaining
gronnd, that the Bowood and Passe Muscat are identi.
cally the same thing. This I feel to be quite true;
not from hearsay, nor from any contrast n):ulc in other
wardens, but from what has come under my own notice.
We have here both of them growing in one house,
devoted exclusively to the growth of liXuscats. Now I
have observed these Vines attevitivcly for a couple of
years, from the opening of the huds to the maturation
of the fruit, and never could detect the least differouce
between them, either as to time of ripening, outline of
bunch, form or flavour of the herries, and' I have not
noticed that tho one sets its fruit more freely than the
other. A. Cramh, ToHworth Court.

^
£arli/ Fruiting of Grafts.—lf vou think the follow-

ing incident worth your notice, I will mention that
.

-r uiy gardener grafted three grai'ts upon a small

stock cut down to about 4 feet from the ground ; this

year the three grafts produced 20 Apples, 14 of which

I took off the size of Walnuts, leaving six to mature.

The whole six came to perfection, and this autumn
every eye is a blossom bud. The grafts have not

grown in size, but are in perfect health, Geo. TF".

Lenoxy Ynysingharrad^ Ponfypriddy Glamorganshire.

Sor(ctit:5»

Ento:u:oloGICAI, Oct. 1.—H. T. Stainton, Esq.,

V.P., in the chair. Mr. lanson exhibited a new

British species of Haltica taken near Reigate and

Arundel, and Mr. S. Stevens specimens of Diachromus

germanus and Coptodeia Massilienis, both taken at

Hastings, and probably imported individuals; also

collections of insects formed in New Zealand by Mr,

Oxley, and in the neighbourhood of the Cape of Good

Hope byMr.Trimen, the latter included specimens of the

rare Hypselogcnia concava, and an apparently new and

very beautiful species allied to Goliathus Derbyanns;

also a box of Lopidoptera from the same neighbourhood.

Mr. Westwood exhibited a series of beautiful exotic

Lepidoptera which he had recently obtained in Paris,

including Papiho Daidalus, Morpho Aurora, /cthera

Pimplea (both sexes, the male only having been pre-

viously known and differing most strikingly from the

female), Debis Lorqulnii, a new species of Hipparchiidte,

remarkable for the brilliant blue gloss on the wings of

the male; also some beautiful Thecla^ and Erycina?,

and specimens of both sexes of Saturnla cynthia (tJie

Eria silk-moth of India), and of the allied S. Ricini,

and male and female hybrids reared between the two
last mentioned species in Paris, where extensive experi-

ments are being made with the view of introducing

them into the Frencli silk manufac::ories. Dr.
Baly exldblted a series of species of the genus Donacia,

together with preparations of the generative organs,

which he had ascertained to afford excellent specific

characters in this difiicnlt genus, two rare species of

which were exhibited by Mr. lanson. Professor Syme
exhibited a specimen of Sphinx CcnvolvuU reared
on the 15th September, havirig been nearly 12
months in the pupa state; the ovaries never-
theless were very small in this specimen. Mr.
Smith exhibited some parasitic ChalcididiB infesting

Anobium panlceum, and also an individual of a Danish
species of Borabns (B. equestris), which flew on board a
vessel half way between England and Denmark. A
beautiful series of magnified drawings of the larvae of
all the British species of Melanippe reared from the
eggs was exhibited by Mr. W. Buckler. Mr. F. Bond
also exhibited various rare species of Lencania, Agrotis,
and Heliophobns, from Fi-eshwater in[tlie Isle of Wight.
A note was read by Mr. lanson on the economy of
Hylobius Abietis, a large weevil injurious to Fir trees.

Dr. Kuaggs pointed out the distinctions between two
allied species of Xonagria heretofore confounded
together, for one of which he proposed the name of N.
Bondii. A letter was read from Mr. Trimen giving an
account of the mode in which the egg cases of the
species of Mantidse are formed, and whicli he had ascer-

tained simply consisted of a coating of viscous cement
discharged with each separate e^g^ and which rapidly

dried into a mass. He also gave an account of the
habits of the genera Mastigus and Selasia.

Sttdbttrt Cottagees' Vegetable Shq-w- Oe^.23,—
The Sudbury Association for rewarding the deserving

labourers and servants of the farmers in this neighbour-
hood has for some time connected with it ploughing
matches and anniversary for the distribution of its

prizes, and an exhibition of the produce of cottage
gardens. What such encouragement may effect was
most strikingly proved on this occasion. The handsome
and spacious Corn Exchange was the place of exhibition.

A wide open space was left in the centre for spectators
and the approach of the meritorious poor to receive
their prizes. Each one was presented to the President,
N. C. Barnardiston, Esq., by the Rev. Edwin Sidney,
and they received the congratulations of the companj-,
amongst whom were Sir Willianr -mTd-iftdy-J2a£lai,.
'^Taio^ Parker, M.P.,thc Misses Barnardiston, and other
principal persons of the towm and its vicinity. Hound
the sides of the room were placed the specimens of
produce shown. Ou the left were fine specimens of root
crops grown by the farmers themselves, mingled with
Evergreens, Pears in pots, well fruited, and other
plants from the Nursery of Mr. Bro\\-n. On the right
a long row of tables contained the cottagers* vegetables.
That such fine specimens should have been produced in
a season so unfavourable astonished all who saw them.
The Potatoes were as fine as were ever shown, and were
bought for seed of the poor growers for large prices
with great eagerness. Imm'ense pains must have been
taken in theii* cultivation, and several of those who
brought them said that there were not many diseased
ones in the allotments or cottage gardens where they
grew ; their beautiful Kidneys and York Kegents could
not be imagined; they were perfect examples of their
kinds. Carrots were beautifully bright in colour, and
of enormous size, and Parsnips were of extraordinary
dimensions; both were shown in large quantities. Sticks
of Celery were also exhibited of first-rate quality and
great dimensions. As heretofore, the village of Buces,
under the auspices of the Bev. A. Hanhury, greatly

distinguished itself; but the amount of prizes given
induced others to compete successfully with the
deserving cottage gardeners of that place. A splendid
basket of fine green Peas from the village of
Shimpling, was exceedingly admired, and the ^rower
obtained as a prize a handsome wheel-baiTOw offered bv
the Misses Hallifiax. There was exhibited an immense
quantity of Onions of the highest quality, and they
obtained numerous rewards. Besides the regular prizes
many extra ones were offered in the shane of spades
watering-pots, and forks. Six spades were given by
W. Atkinson, Esq., six forks by Captain Bence, three
watering-pots by J. W. Foley, Esq., and some single
ones by the Rev. Edwin Sidney and others, besides
many prizes by the President, and several members of
the Association. These excited great competition, and
occasionally the wives of the cottagers took them
declaring that they were the chief cultivators of
these small but productive plots of ground. Many
good Cauliflowers were shown, with noble Savoys
some of the latter being very large. But the most
interesting portion of the show was a series of baskets
tastefully an*anged, containing each a large variety
of cottage garden produce. The one which obtained
the first prize was a model of neat arrangement, and
had in it many autumnal flowers; Turnips, Radishes,
Carrots, Lettuces, Peas, Kidney Beans, and many other
well grown vegetables. It was an object of o-reat

admiration; and the others which won inferior prizes

were scarcely less so. There were some excellent Apples
also shown, but of course not a bunch of out-door Grapes,
as in former years. Nothing else however was wanting
except fine Pears, and as a whole a more meritorious

cottagers display could scarcely be conceived. It was
evident that the exhibitors were influenced by a laudable

emulation, and that these annual rewards, and the kind
commendation of their superiors, are highly appreciated

by them. Great pleasure Avas manifested in their

demeanour as the Rev. Edwin Sidnev stated the merits

of each, and they were kindly greeted by the President

and company. Engaging the rural poor in such

cultivation of their little gardens has not only been the

means of obtaining such excellent examples of esculent

vegetables, but it has a great moral effect. Their

leisure hours in the long days are thus well spent, they

keep at home with their wives and families, and some

of them are found w^orking even by moonlight. They
most of them keep a pig, and enjoy the profit of it,

besides obtaining an excellent and paying manure,

while the very habit of care and vigilance tends to

their improvement in general providence, A neat

cottage garden is generally accompanied by a tidy

house, aiid both are regarded by a humble pride that

makes liomo happy. We are convinced that the
promoters of such exhibitions as the one we have now
described are doing real good amongst the labouring
classes, and the Vegetable Show at Sudbury this

trying year has shown what skill and industry may
accomplish for the poor man when due encouragement
is given to himby his wealthier neighbours and
emxdoyers.

Xottccs of JJoofeg.

Le Jardin Fntiiier du Mtishim^ mt IconograpMe
de toutes les esphces et varietes d'arbresfruitiers cvl-

fives dans cet etalUssement, &c. &c. Par J. Decaisne.

4to. Paris, Fii'min Didot. Parts 25 to 36.

(Continuedfrom p. 955.)

Poire Figue.—Fruit large, long*pyriform ; stalk

short, thick, fleshy at its junction with the fruit ; eye

middle-sized, placed in a very slight depression ; skin

yellowish-green, sprinkled with small dots, and covered

to a considerable extent with patches of olive russet.

Flesh white, half-melting, sweet, but slightly astringent.

Season, November and December. The following note

respecting this Pear was received by Prof. Decaisne

from M. Leon le Guay, of Alcnvon : "The Poire Figue

is very capricious. It is frequently excellent, but often

in humid soils it is insipid, and sometimes bitter. It

is apt to speck, and the specks are a sure indication pi

its bitteniess.Thisvariety-XMjter found about SO years

ago in a nursefy^elonging to M. Lecomte-Morte-
foutaine, in the commune of Cussay, near Alen^on, It

was sent out under the names of Figue d*Alen^on, and

Bonnissime de la SartTie. Tlie first name is the one

which ought to be retained." The correctness of the

above has been confirmed by M. Dupont, President of

the Society d'Horticulture de FOrne; and there is

nothing in it to the contrary of the Poire Fig^^

having been perfectly described by Puhamel half

a century before its discovery by M. Lecomte-

Mortcfontaine. [We think the l^oire Figue described

by Prof. Decaisne is certainly different from that of

Duhamel : the former, " coramen9ant ^ m^rir eu

Novembre, et se conservant quelquefois jusqu'a la fin

de Decembre." Duhamel states tbat the Poire Figue

" murit au commencement de Septembre." In other

words, tiie one commences to ripen in November, and

will sometimes keep till the end of December ;^the

other ripens in the beginning of September. Now,

although it frequently happens that Pears snch as the

Easter Beurre and Beurre Ranee, which usually keep

till February, March, or April, do sometimes become iit

for use in December; yet we are not aware that anj"

Pear which ripena usuaHy in the beginning of bep-
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tember will kef^p till November, far less till December.

Lont'-keeping Pears will sometimes ripen mouths

earlier than usual ; but no early September Pear will

keep for months after its general season of maturity.

We therefore conclude that the JPoire Figue d'Alenqon

is not the Poire Figue of "Duhamel. Nor is it the

poire Figue of Knoop, which is unquestionably the

Windsor Pear, and is well described by the

author just mentioned. This agahi is different

from the Poire Figue, known also in this country by

the name of Knevitt*s Pear, Holderness Pear, a very

old tree of it having existed at Holderness House ; this

sort ripens in September and is a good Pear, but gives

way at the core in a few days after maturity.

J

Poire Surpasse-Meuris. — Fruit large, turbinate,

obtuse; stalk short, obliquely inserted, the fruit pro-

jecting considerably on its upper side ; eye in a very

regularly-formed shallow depression ; skin greenish-

yellow, sprinkled with dots and russet specks, brownish-

red next the sun. Flesh fine, half-melting, juicy,

sugary, but slightly astringent, and not high flavoured.

Season, August, September. Said to have been raised

from seed at Louvain," and bore fruit for the first time
in 1824. It was named by Van Mens after his gardener.
[This ripens at the time when many better Pears are

in season. It must not be confused with another Pear,

Ne plus Meuris, named after the same person, which
though not so handsome m appearance is very superior

in quality, and from its long keeping is much more
Taluable.3

Poire Cassante d^Sardenpont.—Fruit large, pyri-

form, or oblong, obtuse ; stalk long, straight, or

slightly bent, thick, tleshy, and wrinkled at its juuction

with the fruit ; eye depressed ; skin yellowish, thick,

sprinkled with large spots and patches of russet. Flesh

white, breaking, sweet but not juicy, slightly per-

fumed; a stewing Pear. Season, November, December.
Tree of erect growth, very productive, fThe
name of Hardenpont is attached to various

Pears, of first-rate quality, such as the Hardenpont du
Printemps or Beurre Ranee, &c. The following is the
result of Prof, Decalsne's endeavours to find any of M.
Hardenpont's pomological writings that might exist.]

After having searched in vain in the works of the 18th
century for some traces of the pomological labours of

Hardenpont, I had recourse to the kindness of M.
Morren, Professor of Botany at the University of Liege,
who has favoured me with the following note :

—

"Hardenpont (Nicolas), born at Mons, June 14, 1705;
died December 31, 1774, a clergyman attached to the
church of Saint-Nicolas-en-Havre, has published none
of his pomological researches. He possessed, at the
gates of Mons, a garden, which still belongs to his
family."

Poire Belle de Tho7tars.—¥T\\\t long pyriforra, or
somewhat cylindrical, obtuse at the ends ; stalk variable
in length, straight or oblique; eye in a slight depression;
skin at first brownish olive, changing to a ferruginous
brown as the fruit approaches maturity, somewhat
rough, with russet dots. Flesh white, firm, or half-

breaking, with little juice, and an acidulated sugary
favour. Season, November and December, The tree
is vigorous and productive. Good only for kitchen use.

Poire Nonpareil.—Fruit middle-sized, round j stalk

straight, fleshy, inserted in a small cavity ; eye in a very
slight depression ; skin very thick, green, changing to
citron yellow where shaded, sprinkled with russet-brown
dots, tinged with orange-red next the sun. Flesh fine,

half-melting, juicy, sugary, with a citron perfume, and
peculiar, very agreeable flavour. Season, winter.
Prof. Decaisne refers this variety to the Poire San-s-

Pair, mentioned by Bonnefons and by Dom Claude
Saint-Etienne as synonymous with the preceding under
the name of Nonpareil. It has also the synonyms of
Poir Sans-Pareille, Besi Sans Pareil, &c. [This Pear,
even in good seasons, was found not adapted for the
climate of England.]"

Poire Belle Angevlne.—[Uvedale's St. Germain.]
Fruit very large, oblong; stalk obliquely inserted,

fleshy, cylindrical ; eye in a small cavity, surrounded
with slight protuberances; skin citron or golden
yellow on the shaded side, brilliant red next the sun,
everywhere sprinkled with round dots, sometimes very
thinly russeted on the part immediately adjoining the
stalk. Flesh white, breaking, astringent* without
perfume. An ornamental fruit, and excellent for stew-
ing. Many persons have erroneously confounded this

magnificent fruit either with the Poire d'Angora, or
with the Poire GUofc, to both of which the name of Poire
d'Amour is applied. In order to avoid for the future this
great confusion as regards a fruit which has more
than 20 synonyms. Prof. Decaisne states that he has
adopted the name by whicb it is known [in France] at
the present time, although he savs he has no reason to
behev© that the variety originated in Anion. Hand-
some fi ulte. Uko tlMfc represented, and not much larger
[the one figures! in the work is 7 inches long and 4|
inches m diameter] are usually sold for as much as 7s.
or 8*. They serve for ornament and especially for the
Epergne,^ The Horticultural Society of Tours obtained
a frmt m 1816 which weighed 4 lbs. 15 oz., and
measured 9-^% inches m length, and 191 inches in cir-
cumference, —

CuthilVs BlacJc Prince Straivlerry.—Vvvui very early
middle-sized, conical, glossy, dark red, or almost black

;

flesh reddish, in the first fruits rather dry, but the sue-
cGssional ones become soft and juicy, wlth'a very agree-
able flavour, though not very sweet. The plant is of

slender growth, yet hardy, withstanding cold and also

the heat of the sun. It grows in any kind of soil, and
the plantation will last three or four years. This Straw-

berry is valuable for those who take country houses

near Paris for the summer, and wish to enjoy the fruit

of their plantations the same season. Planted in the

beginning of April, Cuthill*s Black Prince will yield,

two months after, a tolerable produce, such as cannot
be obtained, to my knowledge [says Madame L. Vil-

morln, who writes the article] from any variety of

Strawberry, except the Scarlet Globe.

Stirling Castle Pine ^traivherry. — Fruit large,

ripening in the middle-season, conical, broad, and
cordate at the base; brilliant pale orange-red; flesh

close at the core, fine, bu'itery, with a delicious,

refreshing flavour. The plant is hardy, very fertile,

and frequently produces some fine fruit in autumn.

It was introduced into France by M. Vilmorin in 1851.

We expected, from its hardiness, the advantage which

it presents of setting all its fruits, which bear carnage

well, and above all from their quality, that it would be

a valuable acquisition for the market gardeners. Since

1853, many have attempted its cultivation at Verrieres,

hut all have been obliged to give it up, the pale tint of

the fruit rendering it not acceptable to the Parisian

purchasers. The long duration of its season of produc-

tion, requiring the crop to be gathered at different

times, may be a fault as regards culture on a large scale

for the market, hut becomes a merit with private

growers, for it permits all the fruits to attain, in

succession, their full size. It is one of the best sorts for

preserving.
(To he conlinvAd.')

Ai'cliaia ; or^ Studies of the Cosmogony and Natwra
Sistorg of tlie Kehrew Scriptures, By J. W. Dawson*
LL.D., F.G.S. &c. Montreal, 1860.

[This work not having readied us, and having eluded onr
inquiries, we* gladly avail ourselves of the following notice,

published in a late Nuraher of Taylor's able Annals and
Magazine of Natural History.]

AiiONGST the numerous cosmogonists, and quasi-

cosmogonists, vyho have attempted to reconcile the

supposed "inconsistencies" of the Mosaic and geologi-

cal records, there are not many who have possessed

that accuracy of judgment and thought, or who have
combined a sufficient amount of scientific with theolo-

gical acumen, to make any permanent impression on the

minds of either philosophers or biblical critics. The
consequence is, that, practically, each particular in-

quirer has taken up, more or loss, an independent posi-

tion,—oftentimes caring but little, or even almost un-

conscious, whether or not the investigators of truth by
different, but converging, linos of argument have arrived

at conclusions in harmony with his own! And thus it

is that, in some departments, much valuable informa-

tion which might have been found explanatory of facts

obscurely hinted at in others, luis been either entirely

lost sight of or else regarded as worthless,—and all

through the want of that "happy balance" of un-
biassed discernment which can detect the golden thread
of truth throughoat its countless ramifications, not
merely in Nature, but equally also in thp immaterial
and moral worlds.

Whatever may be the results arrived at by the author
of the clever and ingenious volume now before us, it

will at least be admitted that he has executed his task
with a greater amount of ability and judgment than
perhaps any writer on the same subject who has pre-

ceded him. At once an accomplished geologist, a
scholar, and a sound biblical critic, and possessing

(whi(;h is more Important still) a thorough linowlcdge
of Hebrew and a power of unprejudiced perception

rarely to be met with, it is not surprising that he should
have thrown some new light on many points which
have been hitherto but imperfectly discussed : and we
feel sure that all who are interested in the study of a

subject which yields to none other In importance
(though it has lost much by the injudicious handling of

shallow sceptics and the rampant speculation of literary

dabblers) will thank Dr. Dawison for so able an exposition

of his views.

There is a class of reasoners on the Continent
(happily not very numerous in this country) who
believe the Mosaic narrative of creation to be simply a
well-composed myth. They think that the mind of

England is not yet sufficiently advanced to accept so

hold a doctrine, but that, nevertheless, " for some beau-
tiful moral purpose, Moses tried to palm ofi' upon his

credulous countrymen a poetic fiction di-awn from what
he had learnt In Egypt,"—forgetting that he inserted

in the selfsame book which contains this '* fiction " the

Ten Commandments, and the heaviest denunciations

against forgery and deceit ! To "philosophers" of that

school Dr. Dawson's work does not appeal; but those

who, on other and more substantial grounds than that

which their own hasty and imperfect judgment may
supply, already believe in the integrity of Holy Scrip-

ture, and who can conceive it possible that statements

are not necessarily untrue simply because they them-

selves do not at once intuitively tnadcrstand them, will
j

find a fund of valuable information and suggestions

scattered throughout this pleasantly written volume.^

To enter into the general plan of the 'Archaia'

I would require far greater space than that which is here

^-afibrded; but we cannot better describe it than as a

(
" running commentary " on the early anuonncements of

Genesis, in which a close collation is made of the

Hebrew original with the modern discoveries of science.

Separate chapters are devoted to the " days," or aeons,

of creation, and to an inquiry into the nature of tho

actual facts to which allusion is made in the Mosaic

history of the Cosmos. In his sixth chapter Dr. Daw-
son inclines strongly towards La Place's theory, com-

monly known as the Nebular Hypothesis, as most in

accordance with the scriptural account of the existence

of light before any mention is made of the luminous

centre of our system :
" What, then, was the nature of

the light which on the first day shone without the

presence of any local luminary? It must have pro-

ceeded from luminous matter diffused through the

whole space of the solar system, or surrounding our

globe as with a mantle. It was * clothed with light as

with a garment,*

—

* Sphered in a radiant cloud ; for yet the sun was not.

We have already rejected the hypothesis that the

primeval night proceeded from a temporary obscura-

tion of the atmosphere ; and the expression * God said.

Let light be/ affords an additional reason, since, in

accordance with the strict precision of language which

everywhere prevails in this ancient document, a mere
restoration of light would not be stated in such terms.

If we wish to find a natural explanation of the mode of

ilium inati(m referred to, we must recur to one or other

of the suppositions mentioned above, that the luminous

matter formed a nebulous atmosphere slowly concent

trating Itself towards the ceiitre of the solar system, or

that It formed a special envelope of our earth, which
subsequently disappeared."

The various points which are usually supposed to be
antagonistic to each other in the two records are

examined seriatim, and, as it seems to us, in most
instances answered satisfactorily. According to tbe

Hebrew narrative, "all the earth's physical features

were perfected on the fourth day, immediately before

the creation of animals j" and geological discovery, in

wliicli animals play the first part, carries us back to an
epoch corresponding with the beginning of the fifth

day, which " day," or ceon, would appear *' to incltide

the whole of the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic epochs of

geology." But in tlie Mosaic epitome it will be reraent-

bered that plants are stated to have made their appear-

ance on the third day, and thus to have ]ireceded

animals in the order of succession ; so that " we are

shut up to the conclusion that the fiora of the third day

must have its, place before the Palaeozoic poriml of

geology." "But that there were plants," continues our

author, " before this period, we may infer almost with

certainty from the abundance and distribution of car-

bonaceous matter in the form of graphite in the Azoic

or Laurentian rocks of Canada; but of the form and
structure of these plants we know nothing."

Many interesting suggestions bearing on controverted

points might be adduced from the pages of this treatise,

did space permit. Thus, in discussing the exact mean-
ing of the Hebrew word "min," Dr. Dawson remarks,

"A very important truth is contained In the expression
* after its kind,* «. ff. after its species; for the Hebrew
'm in,* used here, has strictly this sense, and, like the

Greek idea and the Latin species, conveys the notion of

form as well as that of kind. It is used to denote

species of animals in Leviticus i. and xiv., and in

Deuteronomy xiv. and xv. We are taught by this

statement that plants were created each by itself, and
that creation was not a sort of slump-work to be per-

fected by the operation of a law of development, as

fancied by some modern speculators. In this assertion

of the distinctness of species, and the production of each

by a distinct creative act, revelation tallies perfectly

with the conclusions of natural science, which lead us

to believe that each species is permanently repro-

ductive, variable within narrow limits, incapable of

permanent intermixture with other species, and a direct

product of creative power." And, again, whilst

drawing a distinction between the expression to "create"

and simply to "form" or "make," he adds : "We may
again note that the introduction ofanimal life is marked
by the use of the word ' create,* for the first time since

the general crention of the heavens and the earth. We
may also note that the animal, as well as the plant, was
created ' after its kind,* or * species by species.* The
animals are grouped under three great classes—t^e

Remes, the Tanninim, and the Birds ; but, lest any
misconception should arise as to the relations of species

to these groups, we are expressly intbrmed that the

species is here the true unit of the creative work. It

is worth while, therefore, to note that this most ancient

authority on tliis much controverted topic coonficts

species on the one hand with tbe creative fiat, and on

the other with the power c/ continuous reproduction.*'

Jn like manner, in Iiis IGth chapter (on the " Vuity
and Antiquity of 3Liu"), Dr. Dau-sou once more reveres
to the same subject : " The species is not merely an
ideal unit; it is a unit in the work of creation, ^o
one better indic:itcs than Agassiz does the doctrine of
the creation of animals; but to what is it tiiat creation

refers? Xot to genera and higher groups: tl^y
express only the relations of things created;—not to

individuals as now existing : they arf* the results of the

laws of invariability and increase of tbe species;—bat

to certain original indivldu^s, protopUwte, formed after

their kinds or species, and rcpi ating tho powere and
limits of variation inherent in the species—the 'poten-

tialities of their existence,* as Dana well expresses it

The species, therefore, with all its powers and capactiies

for reproduction, is that which the Creator has roadfl^

—His unit in the work, as well as ours in the study.
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* * * Tiie limits of variability differ for every

species, and must bo ascertained by patient investigation

of large numbers of specimens, before we can confidently

assert the boundaries in some \\'idely distributed and

variable species ; bnt in tbe greater number this is not

difficult, and in all may be ascertained by patient

inquiry."

With the above quotation we must conclude our

brief notice of Dr. Dawson's able and interesting work,

merely remarking tbat, if be bas not in all instances

succeeded in entirely satisf^'ing tbe minds of critics, he

baa at least offered more intelligible solutions of the

;reater mass of supposed "difficulties" than have been

iitberto arrived at— and such, we might add, as may
be readily accepted witliout doing unnecessary violence

to either Scripture or science.

Walpers* Annales J^oianices SystematiccE. Vol. V.

fuse. VI., completes tlie volume, wliich is entirely

occupied by Eudogens, especially Palms and Arads.

Garden Memoranda.
W. ScoEEK^s, Esq., Champion'' Hill. Cameekwell.

—Of the many suburban residences which surround our

great metropolis, this is one of tbe most tasteful and
pretty. Situated as it is on a comparatively high hill,

the extraordinary amount of wet which we have ex-

perienced this year has "done little or no injury ; on
that account the flower borders have been unusually

gay, and the neatly-kept lawn and pleasure grounds
enjoyable even when people in less favoured locali-

ties could hardly get out of doors. High cultivation is

successfully carried on; the kitchen garden, which
under old plans of management scarcely produced any-
thing fit to be looked at, now furnishes both fruits and
vegetables of excellent quality. This has been effected

chiuily by substituting trenching for ordinary digging;
by the former plan the surface soil is effectually turned
down and rested for a time; fresh material in an
active healthy state is brought into operation, and
since that has h^an systematically carried out clubbing
and a host of evils which were wont to invade the
produce of this garden while under shallow cultivation
have entirely disappeared- In well managed market
gardens, indeed, clubbing is unknown, a circumstance
to be attributed mainly to deep and frequent trenching.

It is not however in the vegetable ground alone that
improvement has taken place since the garden has been
put under vigorous and skilful management. The
Vineries are as full of beautiful Grapes as could
possibly be desired. Hamburghs and other varieties
of that kind are as black as Sloes, large both in
bunch and berry, thiu skinned, rich and juicy,
and finely covered with bloom; white kinds have
also ripened equally well. What is termed making
borders has been little attended to here ; the roots are
near the surface though doubtless widely spread on a
light and dry soil, and that seems to be exactly what the
Vine hkes. An ample illustration of the ill effects of
applying carrion to borders is liowever to be found here.
Some years ago a dead horse was buried in a portion of
the border, and the Vines in that part of the house have
been all but killed. Early pruning is strictly carried out
here, an opinion being entertained that that tends to
the production of better crops ofGrapes, After pruning,
which usually takes place in November, the Vines are
well washed with the usual mixture of soft soap,
sulphur, lime, and soot, all incorporated together and
made to the consistency of thit;k paint. When forcing
begins, plenty of water is at all times thrown on tbe
pathways and heating surfaces, and after the fruit is

fairly set syringings are freely given ; these keep the
foliage clean and check the progress of red spider.
When the bunches begin to colour, applications of water
are as a matter of course discontinued, and plenty of air
is then given on all favourable opportunities. Under
treatment of this kind, judiciously applied, and
common though it be, excellent Grapes such as have
been described are produced,
A small conservatory is devoted to flowering plants,

and is always gay. Plants also occupy the other houses,
except the centre one of the range, which is employed
for the growth of Mushrooms, Seakale, Khubarb,
Chicory, and small salads.

wish to explain theso results to the Tnembers of the Agricul-

tural Society who honoured me with a visit. The following are

the results :—The four stocks first vaccinated completely eared

the Grapes which they bore, and a clammy matter was formed
in ^he interior of the incisions ; the others subsequently vacci-

nated have produced less successful results, a small quantity

only of clammy matter having been produced, which leads me
to believe that the vaccination should be performed as soon as

the disease appears. One stock which was not vaccinated lost

every one of its Grapes. Another stock did not produce any
clammy matter iu the incision, and a portion of the Grapes
rotted."

STATK OF THE WE.4THKK AT CHISWICK NEAE LO\DOX
For the Week ending Kov. 1. 1860, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

Oct.
and Wov.

BAaoMETxa.

Max.,

FriiJay Ofi, 13
Salur. 27i Vi
SuiiJay is, 14
Mon. 291 O
Tues. :ii 16
Wed. 3lj 17
ThuTB. 1

Average.

.

18

29 921
29.9U3
•.\[)S> 1 fi

30.10ft

so. 162

30.UI
30.030

Miu.

29.885
29R<H
:.'9.953

30.091
30.on I

30.ia4

29.974

TE.MPKRATIIRB.

Of the Air.

30.039 I S9.975

Max.

63
f.l

67
60
67
a2
5j

MtD.

40
39
4-.'

31
3fi

35
.10

60.5 I 36.5

Mean

51.0
oO.O
54.5

47-0
51.5
13-5

42.5

48.5

OftRi^flrt^

1 foot 12 feet
«eep.

j deep.

65
55

54 >
54
53
5J

Wind

54.2

52;

52)

52*
52:

52,

53

5U

52.3

S.W.
S.
s.
E.
E.
N.E.
N.K.

I

as

Mm
DO

JW

-OS

OcU

Nov,

26—Densely and uDiformly orercast; rain ; densely clouded; fine,

27—Pine ; exceedinj^lv fine throughout.
28—Sliijbt foer ; very fine ; fo^icy at ni|fht-

29—Dense fos ; hazy; very tine.

30— Fo^^^y ; hazy; very fine; fog^y at night-

31— Fnj^SCy; overcast; fine; foRKy,
I—Fine; exceedingly fine; very clear at ni^ht ; frosty.

Mean temperature of the weelt>2i deg, above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Nov. 10, 1860.

1

1

1

m ^^^ r-^

Mean
Teuip.

No. Of
Tears in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
,

Quantity
i

of KaiQ.

l*reTBiUiis Winds.
. _

1

Nor. *

2
4

2
1

2
3
3

4

3
4

5
4

3
5

7
3
i:

•i

1

3
2

.

2
4

3
3

3
2'

CO

6
5

5
4

2

5

S

•

CO

6
to

13

U
13

9
9

6

3
4

f>

6

3

2

a;

Sunday 4,,

Mon. 5 .

Tuea. 6,,
Wed- 7-
Thura, 8,,

Friday 9,.

Satur. 10..

51.5

53.3
.13.4

52.5

51.1

50.7
50 9

:7.0
8.7

3S.9
3S.3
35.3
35.2
35.4

44.2
45.9

46.1

45.4

43.2

42.9

43.1

)&

20
19
IS
19
15
n

0.39 in.
;

0.25

0.30
0.62

0,36

0.31

0.33

7
3

3

3
4

a

3

Tbe highest teniperataredurinje the above period occurred on the 5th.

lSo2, and fith, IS34—tUerm. 63 lieg.; and the lowest on the 9th,l*j4—

therm. IS deje.

Miscellaneous.
Tine Mildew no jYot-e/^^.—The weather is magnificent—(juite hot still. The summer in these parts has been

remarkably warm, and the vuitage first-rate; tbe Vine
disease has disappeared, and the wine made is unnsuullj^
rich; the common people think much of thi.s, and con-
sider it a good omen. At Ferrara I was told hy
Professor Benzotii that records exist in the archives of
a similar visitation 150 years ago, when the malaitia
lasted 10 years- This has only lusted seven. Times.

Vine Mildew, Cnrefor.~Colone\ de Golbcrg, of the
38th Regiment of Infantry, has addressed the tbllowino-
letter to the Prefect of the Gironde, explaining the
method Ue has discovered to preserve Vines from the
Oidiam by vaccination :

—

" I had the honour, three months since, to receive a viait fromWTera) members or the Agricultural Society of the department
or tbe Uironde who wished to ascertain from me my methodof vacoiDfttiajT the Vme. At this moment the .sap of the Vine"beginning to cease. I have chosen this period to explain the

^h«l. mcvsions m which I ha.l plucod one or two seeds

^r\od OF f^i,ll"ffv / vamuated 10 Vine atocka within a

ScncemeSt^? tV*^
' '^il?"'* ''^J''^

^'^"^ vaccinated at the cotn-mcncement of the malady pcuduced remai-kable results «,..l T

leaves are off, and see that those exposed to wind are
securely stahed before leaving them. Also get the
ground prepared for fresh plantations, and the trees
planted as soon as convenient. Take every opportunity
of pushing forward pruning and nailing. Give air
f'-eely to Lettuce and Cauliflower plants under Tr]asg •

indeed, the sashes should merely be used to exclude
i'rost and throw off rains, for they will do all the better
in spring for being kept hard over the winter. If
not already done make a sowing of Peas and Beans on
well sheltered dry ground, and do not spare the seed of

Calendax of Operations* the former, for it will be some time exposed to the
{For the ensuing tceeJc.) depredations of mice. Take advantage of the first

sunny day that may occur with the ground in a rather
PLANT DEFARTSrENT. _, . ^ ^ dry state to earth up Celery,

Co>'3EETAT0Er, &c.—Plants getting past their best,

should be replaced at once by something of a more

showy character- When the principal collection of

Chrysanthemums comes into bloom a selection should

be made of tbe best and most usetul sorts, for there are

many worthless varieties in cultivation, and it is better

to grow duplicates of really good kinds than to retain

such as are but indifferent, merely for the sake of

having a long list of names. Give timely attention to

providing a suocesbiou of bloom with which to keep
this house gay, and avoid as far as possible the expense

of hard forcing, which is injurious to most plants. Be
careful not to let things in bloom suffer for want of

water, giving weak clear manure water to Chrysanthe-

mums, Salvias, Camellias, &c., and use every means to

preserve the beauty of specimens in bloom as long as

possible. Damp and mildew are the great enemies to

be guarded against at present in conservatories and
greenhouses, and these must be sharply looked after,

especially in the case of plants that have not ripened

their growth well, and are in a rather soft state. If

damp is troublesome it must be got rid of by means of

free ventilation on mild days, using a little fire-heat at

the same time, and for mildew a dry airy atmosphere
is tbe best preventive, but the plants should be
frequently examined, applying sulphur on the first

appearance of the evil. Very little water will be
required here at present, but the plants should be
carefully looked over about twice a week, so as to make
sure that nothing is allowed to feel tbe want of it. If

not already done, get plants tied into proper form with
the least possible delfly, for it is very difficult to tie a
plant so that it will not look somewhat stiff and un-
natuial, and the sooner all this kind of work is done
the better the specimens will look when in bloom.

FOnCING DEPARTMENT.
PoTERlEa.—Plants in bloom will require very careful

management to prevent their being injured by damp,
and the atmosphere must be kept dry, with a rather
brisk temperature, admitting a little fresh air on every
favourable opportunity ; and if there is, as there should
be, a proper ventilating apparatus or the means of

admitting air over the pipes, so that it may get warmed
before coming in contact witli the plants, a little should
be admitted constantly. Plants in bloom should al^o

be near the glass, and where they will catch every ray
of sunshine. It is nearly impossible to get fruit to

swell anything like properly at this season, therefore

unless a succession of ripe fruit is indispensable, and
cannot be secured except by driving plants that
bloomed late in autumn, these had better be kept
rather quiet until spring. Where an attempt must
be made at present to get fruit to swell, a moist warm
temperature of about 70° at night and 75° by day
must be maintained, allowing it to rise to 80° with
the assistance of sunshine, and tbe bottom-heat must
be kept regular at about 85% taking care to keep the
soil in a healthy state as to moisture. But it is difficult

to get the fruit to make much progress at present, and
a little time lost now will be easily overtaken in spring
when the plants will enjoy a high moist temperature,
and the fruit will increase more in weight in one mouth
then than in two at present.

ViKEEiES.—As soon as the early house is closed for

forcing, be careful to secure a thoroughly moist state of
the atmosphere by frequently sprinkling the floors and
every available surface, but as observed previously, a
regular moist state of the atmosphere is most effectually
secured by means of a slight bed of_ fermenting

| have been the originators'of the mischief. »r.

materials in the house, which will also aft'ord a little 1
Ni«tTO-i*p-FiwjTar Gorrwspondenta should not be unreasoaaoie.

We cannot undertake to name baskets full of different sorts.

In future we must make it a rule never to examine more

than six sorts, whatever may be the number forwarded.

Snwffden. 1, Fondaute d'Automne ; 3, Aston Town ; 4, Mane
Louise; 5, Beurr^ de Capiaumont; 6, Seckel.—^ G. j,

Hughes's Golden Pippin; 4, 5, Oumelow's SeedUng; J^
Dutch Mignonne; 7, Beaton Russet. Pears: 8, Beurre

Ranee ; 9, Louise Bonne (of Jersey).—(7 W ^- The large

Pear is the Calebaase Grosse or Calebassc Carapon ; the other

was sent by Mr. Knight as theDunmore; but itis not toe

true sort.—J?. Appears to be the Bergaraotte Cadet.

A JiH. 1, Beurre de Capiaumopt ; 2, Eyewood. The Apple.

od. is unknown.-ir/^€a7<, 2. Mmch^

warmth, and the moisture from this is much more
congenial to vegetation than anything that can be
effected by the most careful use of the syringe or
evaporating pans.

FLOWEU GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

^
The weather is still favourable for executing altera-

tions; and where these are in hand they should be
prosecuted with the greatest possible despatch. Plant-
ing, or the reinoviil of large evergreens cannot be
finished too soon j for it is of the utmost importance that
the plants should be aflTorded some chance of making
fresh roots before the trying winds of March. See to
even small plants being secured against wind; for
these are often .greatly injured by being blown about
after planting, which a small stake and a few minutes'
work would prevent. Get in a stock of Briars for
budding upon next season. Let the roots be well
trimmed, cutting back closely the strong ones; for
these, if left, will be of little use except to furnish an
endless supply of suckers,

HAKOr FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any transplanting or root pruning of fruit trees

has to be done let this be attended to as soon as the

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : Muke. We most strongly recommend you to study Mr.

Berkeley's new Britisb Fungology, an invaluable work, with

beautiful figures of great numbers of our British Fungi. We
shall take an early opportunity of noticing it at length.

BouoAiNviLLEA \ G H J. You wiU find this in the Vegetable

Kingdom under its more Latin form Bugainvillea. The
name has not, that we are aware of, been applied to more
than one genua, and aa all the species forming it are

scrambling plants, we do not see how they can have been
called trees by Humboldt. Wo have not that author's M
" Aspects of Nature " at band, ''^^^

Calathea fasoiata : Bornton. This plant is very like the 1
common Maranta bicolor. Thereisafigurein the Mitthtihrng^it

des Rusiischm Gartmhauvereins, Part 2, by Dr. Kcimicke.

The flowers are white and inconspicuous. We do not know
whether it is iu cultivation, nor should we place it among
fine-foljaged plants.

Fungi : Leicester. Your Grape is attacked by the common
fenicUlium glaitcum. It appears to have been originally

discolored, and therefore liable to the attack of any common
mould.— .; JCemp. Tbe leaves of Stachys lanata are_ attacked

by aome species of Erysipfie, which is still in an imperfect

state.—i>. The Fungus on the lower part of the butt of a

Sycamore is X^iaria polymorpha.— WirUon. Your Fungus is

Rasteliti cancellata. It has not been recently described in

the Gardeners' CUronicU. The Sphteria on Stachys lanat»

will be noticed next week. M J B. „ j
Garden Walls: Snoicdm, For pointing old garden walls good

lime mortar is better than cement, because in the latter you

cannot drive nails. You may, however, slop the holes m the

face of the bricks with cement.
|| /rr o \ •

Grapes: Ea-msliaw. The Sage Grape of Concord (tJ-J-^, *?

described by Dr. Jackson as a native of the wood of tim
town. Three of its berries weigh an oimce. It seems to be

very acid. _
Gyneritjm : Didvmus, To say that this plant growmg near Kye

is the finest ui England, is not sufficient in the absence ol

measurements, &c., of the plant. , -

Insects : J J>. The insect found on the Green Gage Plum is tno

larva of some two winged fly (Syrphus-?). Weheheyeit

feeds on aphides and not on the fruit IT. - Your Hyacmtu

bulbs were probably injured by the wet. the wounds then

attracting large numbers of minute Poduraj (P. fimetana;,

which ordinarily feed on decaying vcf^ctable matter. A smau

Millepede and a fragment of, apparently, a dipterous pupa

accompanied the Podune ; but none of these appear to us lo

handsome but not good, ua unMiun.!.— »- ..^^-. -, - . ,

Crab.—J* G. Your Grape, although from a cutting receivea

from Italy, is the same as the Morillon d'Espagne.H
Kames of Pi^nts: G A W. Phytolacca decandi-a, so"*^"^^
used to colour port wine.— C. The broad-leaved pia^"

Holly, not so well known as it ought to be ; the leaf jou

have sent of it is rather latger than usual, being 4i incnea m
length and 3i inches in width. ... ,„ .„-i

Spinauh : Hid/ord. This pot herb is the most digestible anu

harmless of all vegetables. What can possibly lead any ouv

to say it is poisonous ? , _-.-_
Sweet Acokn'S : G M. Two kinds of Oak produce Acorn»

sweet hke Spanish Chesnuts. One is Quercus Ballota,^

vai-iety of Q. Ilex; the Acorns are caUed Belotes la Sp«n-

The other is a variety of Q. sessiliflora, known in ^*P^"
un'-ier the name of Castagnara. We believe the first may i«

had in this country ; the second not
., n ^t^r

Misc.—PuU price wUl be given for copies of July *. tlus year-
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufactnrers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

amy obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, byapplying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

^., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates ofLime, Coprolites, &c.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tioaat the College.

AUTUMN S O W r N C.

THE PATExVr NITKO-PHOSPHATE ok BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant

Farmers, occupying upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land.
Chairriia?!.—JosA9 Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridge.

Works : Plaistow, Essex.
ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for WHEAT (Autumn Sowing)

ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE fop. ROOT CROPS,
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PRICES, with particulars for use, may be obtained at the
Offices. 109, Fenchurch Street, B.C. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES :—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
CONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE OF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Pprser, Secretary.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO/S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; ^aranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 per cent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.
Of these Manures Br, Voelcker says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Bubnard, Lack,
A Co. , Sutton Road, Plymouth.AWE S'S MANURES.

LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £6 6
„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..6 6
„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME .. 5 fi

„ BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8
Wheat Manure

: Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and
cheapest aitificial manure that can be used for Wheat at
autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Sulphate of

Ammouia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the

S"? !?.''''•'' V^^"*- *'^^; ^'^^' 1> Adelaide Place, London
Bndge, E-g, and Liffey B_uil_dings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

TEA\V" ON THE FARM moee thait DOUBLED
fUTT^^^T V,4J'?S'' ^^ chopped up into chaff and seasoned with
THORLEY'S CONDIMENT. Mr. Thorlct has great pleasure
in stating that during the past month he has received commu-
nications from some hundreds of the best practical and scien-
tific agriculturists in the United Kingdom, corroborating the
fact that this compound is just what is wanted, especially
during the present wet season, for working off a v;ist amount
of bad hay, making it palatable, and inducing the animal to eat
>t mth avidity ; and by mixing the Condiment with straw-
chaff, animals are enabled to extract more nourishment from it
than they otherwise could.
A Pamphlet post free,—Steam Mills, Caledonian Road,

Kmg s Cross, London, N. Reddced Prices : Barrels contain-
ing 448 Feeds, with measure, 40*. ; Cases, containing 448 Feeds,
in packets. 4ds. Carriage paid to any railway sution.—
Joseph Thorlev. the Inventor and Sole Proprietor.

AGRICULTURAL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

lored, Messrs. Bukoess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, liondon,
E.C., invite the attention of the Public to their large and
choice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE—PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &
K.Er, 95, Newgate Street, London, E. C.

LAWN -MOWING^MACHINES—BURGESS akd
KEY^S

Machines are the most simple and effective yet introduced to
tb.0 pubhc, and at a lower price—16 in., 6L ; 19 in., 6t 10».

;

yin-, 71. ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. Garden
^2£nes^and all ktnds of Garden Tools alwavs m si-ock.

HK

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of jjro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.
Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with A commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual cliarge
to the circumstancea of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
AVorks of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans fortlie purpose.
Applications to be made to William Cliffoi;p, the Secretary

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W,

districts.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ani> CHEMISTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.

Priucipal—J. C. Ne-sbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College compnses every

branch requisite toprepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities,
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

UGBY AND DUNCHUHCH CAITLK SHOW,
November 29 —A prize of FIFTEEN POUNDS is open

to all England for the best FAT BEAST of any description, the
property of the Exhibitor for six months prior to the Show.
Entrance 10*., to 3lo3e on November 13. For Forms of Certi-
ficates, &.C., apply to Messrs, W. & E. Harris, Secretaries,
Rugby.
N.B. Covered Sheds will be provided for all the Beasts shown.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBEn 3, 1860.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
... 6 :p.m.

MoNDAT, Not,
f London Farmers' Club. ,..

5< (Mr. Fisher Ilobbs on Imple-
( ment Trials.)

Old men. declare that although, they have
experienced many wet summers and wet harvests,

LA W E S ' S MA N IT K E^S^ during which grain has sprouted to a considerable

LAWES'S TURNIP MATJURTii _ *fi fi .extent—far more indeed than during the present
season—yet, take it altogether (the continuance of

wet weather and the very low temperature that
has prevailed throughout the year), they have
never experienced such a season before. Indeed
with the exception of two intervals of about 10 or

12 days, we have really had no summer whatever.
In some respect the low temperature has been an

_ advantage ; it has prevented the standing and cut
QTEAW ON THE FARM moee thait DOUBLED Wheat from growing out, which with the prevalent
Kj in value, if chonnpd >in ir^f^ o>,off ^^a c„„„^^^ „.;»u moisturc and a warm temperature, must otherwise

have occurred to a vast extent. At the same time,
to this low temperature quite as much as to the
undue moisture, must be attributed not only the
j^reat deficiency in the yield of "Wheat, but the
diminished weight of the root crop and particularly

of the Mangel Wurzel. And whilst the Grasses
on the whole have not perhaps been deficient in

quantity, yet a considerable portion has been
spoiled or damaged both in the process of
haymaking and in the neighbourhood of rivers by
being sanded by the flioods. The wet weather, too,

has rendered the after Grass deficient in nutriment,
and endangered the health of the animals by the
insect life which it has caused to become rife.

In the locality in which we write, whilst the
rainfall for the twelve months ending September,

1859, amounted to upwards of 27 inches (somewhat
over the average), that ending September, 1860,

has been nearly 38 inches ; whilst for the last six

months it has exceeded the same six months of the

preceding year in the proportion of 5 to 3. The
consequence of such an excess of moisture has

npHE^ANDS IMPKOVEMENT COMPANY.- been to render those diseases rife which owe their

X innnrr.nT-of<.^i.,.sr^^»T.>t inf ^fT>..i;

—

«^f,«ia^» origiu to Gxcoss of humi lity. Ot late years we
have been comparatively free from that dire disease

the Rot, or Cothe, which so frequently decimated
the sheep stock of the country during the last and
earlier part of the present century.

This immunity is to be attributed partly to the

drier seasons we have had of late and still mere
to the improvement in draining generally adopted,

by which the surface water is removed from many
laro-e districts. It would seem, however, that thiH

good luck is to cease, and that the disease will

ao^am visit us and prove as prevalent as ever. The

earlier maturity which our sheep stock now

possess and the artificial means at hand of pre-

paring-' them for the butcher, greatly tend to

diminish the pecuniary loss which used to attend

this disease. Rabbits and hares have been found

to be rotted in numbers, and we are not surprised

at this being the case in low districts or retentive

orn«.fw.fi « .
, V f-.y-«mK lands: we lave also understood from butchers

Jae5^^^iirortl^^^^'^:l^t^^.f^^^^^^ l^ge number of sheep that the, have

Gojernmeut Enclosure Commissioners.
! slau^-htered during the last few monrhs have

te th^'S?'' ^"*'1*7°*S'°'
"^"^

^'l'^
^"^^^ ''* ^^P^'^'^^^^^ the appearance of this destractive

t^^%£^r^:^l\Si^:Zr^^^^'^'
^-^^-^^ ^^- '-'

; mal^^^^^^^ have been grazed in marshy

LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

- % Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.
*<> Lakdownrrs, the Clergy, Estate Aoents, Surveyors, tc.

_
iM Enolamd and Wales and in Scotland.

Ihe Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
J?^«^flcQent Bill, 1359, has received the sanctiou of the Legis-
Mture. The Company now advance monev, unlimited in
amount, for the fonowing works of Agricultural Improvement,
tne wholo outlay and expenses in all caaea being liquidated bya rent charge for 25 years.

^*
^CTi^ri^^^^S^i*"''".-^"'^

Warping, Embanking. Incloaing,

n^rvS%Sf^^"°«^'*?' ^l^^ting. for any beneficial pu?-

9 pJ^ 'S^?^'*'' M^^nery for Drainage or Irrigation.
'•

^fZ^S^l^^r^'^^^^ Raih:oadsf.r agric5tun.I or

^ '?fj^« S?fr?!?r'?fk^el''^
'^ ^''"^ ^'^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^

*
'^^^fhf^r'^Si-''*

^^«^.II^"««3. Labourei^' Cottages, andother Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-provement of and additions to Farmhouses^nd othTrbuildings for farm purposes.
Landowners assessed under the provisions of anv Arf nf

Dubirn?'^°^f ^t^^^'^J
ComiSission. in r^T^t of Inypublic or general works of drainage or other improvements,may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and ?tTrSthe same with the expenses on the lands improved ^

of ASr^"^**^"".^^ 'i^^^
is required, and the Company being

The ordinary warranty of soundness
given by sheep dealers at fairs is understood by
them to apply to the Kot alone ; and although it

is more than doubtful whether such a limitatioa
would hold good in point of law, yet as this is
not only the most formidable disease, but the most
obscure in its earlier symptoms, the custom seems
in some measure to answer its intended purpose,
so that in case of after dispute the question is

limited to the fact as to whether the sheep were
Cothed at the time of sale, and this is ascertained
by the presence or absence of Flukes in the liver

at a short period subsequently to the time of sale.

This then is the essential character of the disease—
Flukes in the Liver ; and although these parasites

may revel awhile in their peculiar abode, the biliary

ducts, without any evident impairment of the

animal's health or any actual unfitting of the

flesh for the purposes of the butcher, yet it is but a
matter of time—the vital functions are gradually
but surely undermined, and even in the earlier

stages the dead weight of the animal is some
pounds deficient. The rot is a disease appertaining

to a wet summer ; it is often, peculiar to certain

spots of pasture, and although there has been much
discussion on the subject, the best and doubtless

the true theory is that it is imparted by the ova
of the fluke entering the system with the food, and in

part reaching their proper nidus, the biliary ducts.

These flukes or plaicej as they are also called from
their resemblance to the fish of this name, vary in

size from an eighth to a quarter of an inch in

diameter, and owe their presence to minute eggs
deposited on the Grass in those spots exposed to

the joint influence of sun and moisture. These
flukes appear to feed on the bile, and so prevent it

fulfilling its proper functions, and thus although
at the commencement the symptoms are by no
means marked (iadeed it is considered that at

first the sheep somewhat improve), yet soon after-

wards an impaired appetite, paleness of the

membranes, loss of flesh followed by loss of wool,

and a flabby feeling of the limbs, indicate the train of

symptoms which have a fatal termination ; medical

treatment is almost thrown away in this disease,

although salt appears to have some effect as a cure,

and still more as a preventative. The grand object

should be to prepare the animal for the butcher as

soon as possible by giving the moat nutritious food,

and more particularly Linseed-cake, which acta

favourably not only by the concentrated nutriment

which it possesses, butalso by the 10 or 12 per cent.

of oil which it contains, and which appears to have
a medicinal efiect, probably somewhat similar to

that of cod-lifer oil in cases of consumption. The
sheep should of course be removed to a healthy

spot, and a few roots with hay sprinkled with.

sa't besides an allowance of 1 lb. of cake should be
daily given. Salt marshes, it should be observed,

are not subject to this malady, which fact certainly

indicates that salt is fatal to the growth or ger-

mination of the ova which produce this disease.

The eff^ect of excessive rain is to diminish the per

centage of salt in the land, and thus the Grasses are

not supplied with the usual quantity. Soda is one

of the elements essential to the animal economy,
and its deprivation or diminution is as fatalto health

as its excessive supply. In a wet season it is well

to remember that animals from the causes we have
stated need a greater supply ; thus it should occa-

sionally be strewed over their food, and a lump of
rock-salt should never be absent from the troughs.

We have dwelt awhile on the most fatal and for-

midable disease due to a wet season ; we propose

hereafterto notice others belongingto the catalogue.

We have to announce that Sir C E-iULES
Domvile's Ist prize of 10/., for the best Essay oa
the most profitable mode of cultivating Small
Farms, as advertised in our columns of August 10,

has been awarded to Mr. "W. J. M, Pococe:, of

Castle Hill, Maidenhead.

Ix the Ttventy-sixth Report of the Commissioners
ofl'J'ational Education, Ireland, thereisembodiedthe

usual annual statement of Dr. Kikkpatrick, the

inspector of Agricultural SchooU under that

Commission. To the educational part of the

statement we may hereafter refer. For the

present we desire to direct attention to the result

of two experiments undertaken at the instmce of

Dr. KiBKPATRiCK, by one of his subordinate officers

Mr. Baldwijt.

The first of these experiments was instituted

with a view of testing the relative merits of the

leading artificial manures in the Irish Manure

markets. The crop experimented with was

SnANNOx's Swede Turnips, a variety favourably

known in some parts of Ireland.

The manures were applied at the rate of 3/. per
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statute acre on the half-opened drills on the 6th ot

June, and the seed sown the same day after the

manure was covered in hy the final closing of the

drills. All the experimental plots brairded equally

well ; and there was an even crop throughout the

entire season on the entire experimental ground.

The crop was saved on the 9th December, and the

result is shown in the following table :—

Ploti Manure.

1. Peruvian Guano
2. Phospbo Peruvian .

.

3. Ritchie's Bono Manure
4. Odams's Blood Manure
6. Lawes's Superphosphate
6, Dublin Manure Co.'s do,

7. Home-made Bone Manure
8. Kooria Jlooria Guano
9, i^tagonian Guano

Price i>er cwt.
*. d.

.. 14 6

.. 13

.. 7 6

.. 7 3

•• .7 6
.. 7 3

.. 7

.. S

.. 7

Frod uce.

tons. cwt.
20 14
19 19
18 S
18 3

IT 13
17 5
17 1
16 1

17 7

costly Peruvian.

soil deficient in

fore incapable of

guano may by the

abed, show in plan the two halves of the trussed beam
—each half is termed a flitch ; ef g h shows a side elevation of

one "flitch "
; i k, end elevation of the two flitches. A central

stud 1/ is placed between the two flitches, and brought tight

up by the nut at its upper end, this pressing on the platel
resting upon the upper edges of the flitch. The lower part of
the stud k' is rouuded off with a grooved edge. Into this
groove the iron rod u ra is passed, the ends being led upwards

in.[
<\ ift'

Fig. 29.

These manures are all so well known that any
reference to their composition is unnecessary.

The result, however, though not contrary to

what might have been expected on many soils,

is in favour of Peruvian guano, and is by no

means without points of instruction when rightly

interpreted. The manures employed may be

divided into three classes :—1st. Peruvian guano,

which contains a high percentage of ammonia
(say 16 per cent.) ; 2d. Phosphatic guanos, or those

containing little ammonia and which depend for

their efficacy on phosphates; and 3d. Manures
(such as phospho Peruvian, Odams's Blood Manure,

&c.) which contain a large quantity of phosphates

Tvith a moderate quantity of ammonia (say 2 to 4
per cent).

Experience has shown that very different effects

may be expected from the application of the fore-

going manures. It is, therefore, of importance to

know the condition of soil and climate under which
the Glasnevin experiment was conducted. It has
been elsewhere shown that when land contains a
large quantity of organic matter capable of pro-

ducing ammonia, a phosphatic guano would, in all

probability, prove more economical than the more
On the other hand, iu a

organic matter, and there-

producing ammonia, Peruvian
solvent action of its aramqnia

on the fertilising matter of the soil, prove the most
economical of all artificial manures. And, again,

on soils iu medium condition a mixture of Peruvian
guano and superphosphate seems, in accordance

with the same reasoning, the most likely to yield

the heaviest crop at the lowest cost* With some
occasional exceptions (and in such cases there

must be exceptions arising from the errors and im-
perfections unavoidably incidental to the mode
of conducting the inquiry) our experiments have
fully borne out this view of the case ; and we may
say the same is supported by concurrent testi-

mony. The experiment under review leans in the

same direction. The ground experimented on was,

by previous cropping, reduced to the state most
favourable to the action of Peruvian guano, and
least so to that of the more mineral manures

—

Kooria Mooria guano, &c. The phospho-Peruvian
gnano, which, as regards the percentage of

ammonia, may be regarded as intermediate between
Peruvian guano and phosphatic guanos, has not
only approached Peruvian guano very closely in

the Glasnevin experiment, but has become a
favourite substitute in many districts of the
kingdom.

It combines in excellent proportions for a great

mass of soils, ammonia and phosphate of lime, the
two leading constituents of manures. And no
4ou*bt if the price were reduced 1/. or 21,

per ton it woTild prove a still more formidable
rival to Peruvian guano.

Perhaps the most significant

and similar experiments teach
very well marked exceptions
received opinion as to the superiority of phosphatic
over ammoniacal manures for the growth ofTurnips,

and passed throug-h iron plates bearing on the ends of the

beams as shown at ^j in the end elevation, and there secured by

bolts and nuts, o o. The two flitches are further secured by

bolts and nuts, as at r r r r. The beams thus trussed wiU

bear a pressure nearly three times as great as a single beam o^

which the thickness is equal to the two "flitches" placed

together side to side.

Fig. 30 illustrates a trussed beam m which cast-iron struts

h

I

l?l

D 1>*

4 k

3 I

ifi
ii

t> V i

Y
J

are emplovcd. In this a central stud, a, is tised, the bead 6

being tightened on upper edges of beam by the nut c. The
cast-iron struts abut at their upper ends, dd, in this stud;

Fia. 30.

and at their lower ends, e e, in the studs, //, which arc

secured by bolts, o g. Iron bolts, h K are provided at bacfe of

studs, // to keep^hem iu their place, when pressed upon by

9 h.

Fia. 31.

'J

the struts d d, e e. In same drawing is given a plan and an

end elevation of the two flitches. Bolts and nuts, i i i *, keep

the two flitches together.

Fig. 31 shows a method of trussing a beam on the queen-

post " principle-6g. 30 being on the "king-post. On this a

straining piece, a, is placed between the studs ^^'^}^^1^^
struts, tie, butting at their lower ends upon studs//, la^

dotted lines show the method of employing a wrought-ironrod

I

h

Fia 33.

in tension, as in fig. 29, the rod passing over the two studs,

6 ff and secured by nuts at the ends, in manner shown in fig.

20 The scale to which the drawings in figs. 29, 30, and 31 are

made, is given in fig. 29. The length of the beam between

supports of fig. 29 is 20 feet; of figs. 30 and 31, 25 feet. A^

space does not permit us to give the fuU leogth, we m
broken off the length, as in the drawing. l„.^.» "as

In adopting the form of trussed beam with struw>.

lesson which this

is that there are
to the generally

IRON" AND TOIBER.
tlte following paper is in continuation of two or three previous
communications from Mr. Scott Bum on Building' M^iterials,
which appeared at page 342, &c.

|

Composite Seams.—A. few notes and iUustratlons on
the use of beams of wood in which iron is employed for

the purpose of strengtheniiig weak beams may be useful.

In many cases beams cannot be easily obtained of suf-

ficient scantling to support a given weight witli a
certain span. In this case the operation of trussing may
l>e resorted to with great advantage. Aa the strength
of a beam may be increased threetold by its adoption,
where wrought iron is used, its position should be so
ai-rauged that the pressure it has to sustain should be
tkit of tension, or that force which has a tendency to
draw asunder the fibres of the iron. Fig. 29 illustrates
A tnissed beam in v.-hich a wrought-irou roll, i-inch
aiameter, is employed.

\

Fia. 33.

(?, €^ fig, 31, care should bo taken to make the hearing sur-

face, as a i, fig- 32, against which the end of strut c d abuts^
to he at right angles to the direction in which the stmt presses,

as a c or 6 d. In fig, 32, which is to a scale of one-fourth the

e

D a

rio. 31.

full size, ee is the plate which is tightened up against the

lower edges of beams by the nut/; g h shows the plan, i being

the groove in which the end a & of stnit c ti is placed.

Whore a wrought-iron trus3 rod is employed, as in. fig. 31, as ness

Ai/g, gff the rod passing over studs at tUe pointa g g, o& at f
\
bott^

iu fig. 29, ft method of tightening the rod is shown j,^ J^'^bo
Therod/i?, gf, fig. 31, is divided into two lengths, /^«^,„
end h being finished as shown at a a, fig. 33, ^^*;, °f^ «ofli^ ft

end elevation in the same figuro, being screwed to ««"
^^jj.

boltrf, the ends e / of which are fuiTiished with ngtt^ »"
^j.

hand screws. The end / passes through a "^^'^j
'J the t^

ing to b. By turning the screw / d a by the head a,^^^^
parts corresponding to « a are brought together.

of fig. 33 is one-eighth full size. . <<gitche^^
'^

Beams are sometimes strengthened by having ^^
thin plates of wrought-iron placed between

*"f
""» ?I- »ecai«*

a a, fig. 34, between the beams b c, the whole '^^"'f
^^^^ iroD

together bv the bolts d d and nnta e e. In
Pjf'^f, ), ^^es Toaf

plate having parallel sides throughout its length, tne
^^ ^j^^^

be paraboHcally curved as in the sketch. The scu^

this drawing is made is 1 inch to the foot. _.«-« »ho«B ^
The dimensions of a cast-iron beam of s«~\

^o baf *

fig. 23. p. 343, at klmn, IS feet lon^,
*^"!i^ 8t4 JoPf

,'

weight on flooring—the floor surface being eAua'^,__^^ ttftai

ficial feet—of 172 cwt. per foot, are as foUows. ^.^,<,bat;

depth of girder 15 inches, width of lower 5*^*^ ,^wer fl^T
width of upper flange mn, H Inches

; ^I'^c^^Hncba* ;
»*•***;

"' ''-. thickest part, 2i inches ; at the «^". «hi*i«1 rib
»J

of the npVer flange, 1 mch ; ^^''^'^^^.^T^^
>m, n ; at top. 1 inch. Dimensions of beams

at its
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depths, and for various spans, and to support IJ and 2^ cwts.
per superficial foot, will be found in a very full ^LTies of Tables
inWeale's Engineers' Pocket Book. The weight of the beam
of the above section may be assumed to be about 25 cwt.,
and the cost of casting to bo from 5^. to 7«.» according to
<;ircumstances.

To find the permanent load—assuming this to be one-fourth
of the breaking weight of the beam, a very safe allowance—of a
<;ast-iron beam, the following rule is given. '* Multiply the
area or superficial section in iucheg of the bottom flange by the
total depth also in inches, and divide the product by the length
of the beam in feet—the quotient will be the load in tons which
may be safely distributed over its entire length, or one-half of
the weight which may be safely suspended from, or made to
bear upon its centre.

The following as to the bearing strength and weights per
lineal foot of rolled wronght-iron beams of section as in fig. 27,
(p. 3i2) will be useful ; they are prepared from data kindly
furnished us by Messrs. Mather, Ledward, and Co., Liverpool,
the makers. Where the total depth of the beam is 12 inches,
and width of flanges 4| inches, the length being 19 feet, the
permanent load in the centre should not exceed 15,015 lbs.,
uuiformly distributed over its surface 24,948 lbs. The weight
per lineal foot of this section of beam is 44 lbs. Where the
dei)th i3 7|. and width of flanges 4ith3 inches, the length being
19 feet, the permanent load at centre is 7700, and uniformly
distributed, 12,810 lbs. The weight per lineal foot of this section
being 34 lbs. Whore the total depth is 4^ inches, width of top
flange 3|, of bottom do. 3 inches; the weight at centre is
1840,^uniformly distributed 30S0 lbs. Tho weight per lineal
foot being 13 lbs. By building the ends of the beams into the
walls a distance equal to three times the depth^ one-third may
be added to the permanent load.

THE AGRICULTURE OF BERKSHIRE,

THE KEY. J, C. CLUITEEBUCK, Of LONG WITTENHAM.
(Continuedfrom p. 940)

IV. The Chalk District is geologically divided
into the upper and lower clialk, characterised respectively
by the presence or absence of flints, Thougli the
limit of the division is not clearly defined on the
surface, the lower chalk for the most part forms the
downs and sheepwalks on the ridgea overhanging
the vale, and is the subsoil of the arable land at the
foot of the chalk escarpment to its junction with the
greensand beneath. The upper chalk, with its clearly
defined bands of flint, may be seen in the Pangbourn
and neighbouring cuttings of the Great Western
Railway j it is exposed in chalk pits, and met with in
shafts sunk at various places to raise chalk for agri-
cultural or other purposes. The southern limit
assigned to this district is the river Kennet, and so
much of that portion of the - county bounded by the
Thames between Reading and Maidenhead as is not
covered by the outcropping London and Plastic clays.
We may also except those outlying portions of these
strata, m some cases bearing traces of the Bagshot
bods, which are found on the high ground to the north
of the Kennet. The centre of this tract of country is
lor the most part cleared or being cleared of wood
land. iiie eastern i>art retains more of the wooded
cbaracter of the neighbouring counties of Oxford and
Bucks, the same character marks the south-west
portion. The whole district is broken into a series of
irregular undulations crowned in some instances with
plateaux of some extent, or iiilling in gentle slopes
tending in conformity with the genCTal dip of the
strata southward; all with the exception of the downs
and ridges is more or less covered with the argillaceous
or sandy flint drift, the breaking up of the clay and
sand of tlie Plastic clay formation before spoken of,
which forms the staple of the soil under arable
cultivation, requiring a different management with the
increased tenacity of the soil, which sometimes requires
draining. It is remarked that the northern slopes in
these undulations, though they present sharper escarp-
ments, are generally covered with a deeper bed of
tenacious soil than those to the south, the higher
ground only being capped with Plastic clay in situ.
There is a feature in the clay drift which adds

to the impervious nature of the subsoil, namely that
the more tenacious particles of the clay seem to have
been carried down by the action of water infiltrating
the surface, thus depositing a dark coating of clay
immediately on the surface of the chalk or on the flints
resting upon it, forming that which Dr. Buckland
called a pargetting, and which according to his state-
nient contained a small portion of oxide of manganese.
^Q the drift in the hollows sarsden stones are often
lound buried. These stones are considered by geologists
to be concretions of the sand of the Plastic clay; their
presence here is rather of geological than agricultural
interest, excepting the fear that if steam cultivation
oe introduced, they may seriously hinder the operations
ot the plough. As we approach the chalk escarpmentmarked by the ancient ridge and Ickfield wav

tilr'T^ ''
'^t

argillaceou! portions of the dHftgives a thmner character to the soil, which often

rtTe drift/nf^fl
'r^t^ '' ^^^^^^^^^ mould res ing

Th! i\l A ^i^^^
^.^^i^l^alk, or sheer chalk itself.

.h^i ^ f^ ^'^ '^^'^^ ^^^^'^^ the limits of thechalk stratum and covers a portion of the greensandbeneath, though its traces are found as wiU hereafterjppear very far down in the vale. A tract of Undbetween Hsley and Abingdon is covered by this drifUothedepth ofmany feet; consisting almost entirelvof finelvcommmuted chalk and small angular flints, it makes agenial sod easily worked and, though Mn^ flat^mturally drained, and is farmed o° thi four cours^

««S: ar^orT^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^-t

*^irst, the great inconvenience of the want of water

from the depth at which the water level in the chalk
lies from the surface; for this there is no remedy.
Sinking wells over 300 feet, with the machinery for
raising the water, must be expensive as a first outlay, as
well^ as the wear and tear and constant labour it

entails. The labour may indeed be lessened by improved
machinery, but the inconvenience cannot be overcome.
The depth at which water will be reached in the chalk
may be made a matter of calculation : in the absence of
a neighbouring well we must take the level of the
nearest known spring or outfall, allow not less than
10 feet per mile, as the inclination of the subterranean
water line to such outfall. This calculation may be
corrected in any chalk district, by the ascertained
relative level of water in any two wells in a line to the
outfall ; the depth to the water in a well sunk between
the two, would be the mean of the level of water in
the two wells. The principle on which the calculation
ia based is that the surface line of the subterranean
water dips towards the nearest vent, and that the
angle of inclination is ruled by the friction, or resistance
enconntered by the water in its passage through the
stratum. It is this natural adjustment of the water
line in the chalk, and the periodical replenishment of
the subterranean reservoir by the autumnal and winter
rains, v;hich causes the bursting of the brooks and
bourns, such as at Lambourn in this county. This is

1650

Lambourn Erook.

deemed an extraordinary phenemenon. The simple
explanation is that after an excess of ram (as in 1841-2,
1852-3, the two last periods of the bourn ninning), the
angle at which the water rose in the soil is greater
than the angle described by the surface wliich the
water reaches a point above its ordmary spring head.

Section sliowiDg the relative Levels of Water at two periods.

The bursting of these bourns has been predicted by
observations on wells, in which the water has risen above
its ordinary level, and by reference to the winter
rain fall.

The quantity of water caught in tanks from the roofs
of buildings cannot meet the wants of man and beast
on large farms. Happily there is a means of supply to
a certain extent, by the construction of dew ponds, even
on the highest ridges of the chalk downs. These
ponds, as their name betokens, derive their supply
from the condensation of the atmosphere on their
surface j the direct rain-fidl scarcely aflects them.
Given the contents of the pond, the depth of rain
falling, the number of cattle and the rate of their con-
sumption of water, the result arrived at on comparing
the water with the drain upon it is a great excess in
favour of the pond, at the end of the hottest part of
the summer. The known faofc ihat a rain gange on
the ground at the Oxford Observatory registered
27.171 inches, against a gauge 22 feet above the ground
which registered only 22.136. an excess of 4.935 on the
rainfall of 1859, leads to the inference that the cold
rain drops attract the moisture as they near the ground—thus the dew pond attracts the vapour to its cold
surface. These ponds are constructed by persons skilled
in the operation. An excavation is made in the surface
of the chalk, either square or round, from 30 by 40 yards
to as many feet ; the bottom, of a bason shape, is then
covered with clay carefully tempered and worked in
portions : the clay is interspersed with considerable
quantities of quick lime, said to prevent the working
of the worms. As the portions are finished they are
protected from the atmosphere by a covering of straw,
then all is covered by a layer of chalk ; water

on the breast. To use an expression of an old Berkshire
shepherd—"It was no trouble to shear they." This
sheep was found in nine parishes on the chalk, the
\\ Utshire horned sheep in 19, the Cotswold in 1, the
Leicester m 1, the Southdown in 12, the Berkshire
Nott, which must have resembled the half breds of the
present day, in 9. The Wiltshire were the favourites,
the Southdown beginning to supersede them. Mavor
remarks, the Southdown seem to be admitted on all
hands to be extremely well adapted to the soil of a great
part of this county ; he speaks of his Majestv's Southdown
breeding stock on the Norfolk farm, and of a capital
breed of 500 Southdown kept by Sir J. Throckmorton

:

(we shall be led to speak of cross breeding hereafter) the
Southdown was evidently then coming into fashion.
The Southdown is properly applied to the Sussex such as
bred by EUman; and whence the peculiar type of the
down sheep known as the Hampshire was derived it
seems impossible to learn; there can be no sheep whose
character is more marked, and this sheep has almost
universally superseded all others in the hill or
chalk district. This shows us how the whole character
of the sheep stock may he clianged in 50 years. The
Wiltshire horned sheep and Berkshire Notts, are almost
as little known now, as though they had never been.
The Hampshire, or, we might say, llsley-down is
evidently fitted for the climate, the farming, the soil
and peculiarities of the district, and forms the chief base
of the improved and cross-breeds in this county. The
improved Hampshire or West country Down is just now
the sheep of the day. The improvement of this breed
is in progress of successful development. The prizes
awarded at the late show of the Royal Agricultural
Show have given to the labours and intelligence of Mr.
W. Humfrey and others a token of the most marked
approval. The hardj race has been improved by the
infusion of so much of the best Sussex blood as to secure
their best qualities. This stock year by year commends
itself to the cross-breeder, and it imparts a marked ira-

provement to the stock in the neighbourhood in which
it was originally reared. The rams bred at Oakash
command large prices for hire; the ewes known to
derive their blood and that of their produce from this
sto:k are eagerly sought for at priees far beyond the
usual market values of a like weight of fleece and
carcase. Cross breeding sheep finds little favour in
this district, so preeminently fitted for breeding and
rearing large and valuable flocks—though there are
cases of crossing the Down ewe with the Leicester ram.
The produce of different flock masters varies little,

except as to keeping a breeding or dry flock. The
downs still furni?5h extensive and valuable sheep walks
on the ridges of the chalk ; such land attached to farms
which grow winter food are necessarily breeding farms.
Lands

^
altogether xmder arable cultivation either

maintain dry flocks, or are cleared early of their
breeding stock by tlie sale of couples in the spring.
The highest class of sheep farming, whatever its profits
may be, is to be found in the maintenance by artificial
Grasses and green crops of a breeding flock throughout
the year where there is no down or sheep walk. The
general details of the management of such a farm will
be the best explanation of this rather difficult under-
taking. —
The farms in the hill district are held by men

of capital, as the holdings are extensive, and the land
cannot be farmed profitably without a large stock
especially of sheep. Such is a farm lying about midway
between the Vale and Forest placed at a considerable
elevation, say 500 feet above the sea. The chalk ia
here so covered with a coating of Plastic clay drift or
gravel, as in most places to form strong if not heavy
subsoil, naturally drained, or drainable into the chalk
beneath. The chalk itself has been extensively applied
to tlie surface, an operation performed by sinking shafts
at convenient distances, raising the chalk by a hand
windlass and spreading it on the surface, for which

is then introduced; if there be snow in the winter f^ooufc two pounds per acre are paid to persons who
the pond is filled with it as saving the carriRge

i

contract forthejob. This farm consists ofabove 700 acres,
of water. Then for years these ponds placed on the of which all are arable except a small portion kept iu
open ridges and spurs of the downs, never ai-e known! grass nithcr as accommodation land for domestic
to fail. The cost of one of the ponds of large size is purposes than as affecting the flum management. The
about 40^. The use of steam power has created a new fences, live or dead, are well kept, the roads conveniently
demand on the stock of water. The increase of these ^^id out and maintained in good repair by the flints, of
ponds on an extensive farm, has already been made the

j

v'hich there is an abundance either raised with the
subjectof arrangement between a landlord and incoming

I

chalk or found on the surface. The fiirm buildings
tenant in the event of the introduction of steam with a good house and offices occupy a central position,
cultivation. giving full accommodation for stock, sufficient for the

Breeding and feeding sheep is the ruling feature of i

work, and maintenance of the condition of the land.
Berkshire farming, especially in the district lying ' The horse labour is performed by active and well bred
between the vale and the river'Kennet; the number of

j

horses bought in as colts, worked with regard to their
sheep annually penned at Ilsley marks this as the

|

JJUproveinent, and the realization of high prices if

centre and great emporium of this ancient staple of sold in tiieir maturity to London dealers. This system.
British produce and wealth ; the sheep at its fairs and

markets are numbered by tens of thousands. Tliey are

frequented by dealers and flockmasters from all quarters,

who buy with confidence from the known healthy and

hardy condition of the stock. Mavor in his report to

the Board of Agriculture gives reports of 62 parishes, of

which 32 are in the Chalk district, of the breeds of

sheep kept at his time ; they are, 1st, Berkshire Notts,

Wiltshire, Cotswold, Leicester, and Southdown. The

Berkshire Notts, or polled sheep, a word still in use

with reference to polled cows, in contradistinction

to those with horns, are so far as we are informed

,
wholly extinct, but are described by those who

(remember them as having a long speckled face, and

legs, rather light in the carcase, and very bare of wool

frequently followed on the best managed farms,
accounts for the working three horses in a plough,
whereby the young horses are spared and broken
into use, the staff of horses being about 2i, Oxen
are not fitted for this locality, as even in the

tenacious portions of the surface clay there are many
flints which cut the hoof and necessitates shoeing or as

it is termed, cueing. The well-bred pig stock of

the Berkshire' breed, amounting to 100, are bought

in young, and being well fed supply the staple of the

farm yard manure. Here as throughout the district

the great feature is the sheep stock. In the farm

alluded to, of late years a breeding flock has in some

measure been substituted for a dry flock. The undue
nf^f^n nf «farp sht^pu has been a temntation to break.
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through the latter practice^ wbicli by many is preferred

to a breeJing flock on a farm witb strong laTid.

On farms of this description, with no natural Grass or

down sheep walk, providing food for a flock of 500 or

600 ewes and their produce throughout the year

taxes the forethought and judgment of the flock

master to the utmost ; as there must be no break in

the moat trying seasons in the succession of food. It is

with reference to this that the rotation of crops is

arranged. "First a brendth of 20 acres of Sainfoin -is

laid down each year, which stands instead of permanent

Grass generally for four years. The Wheat crop is one-_

- fourth of the farm. After the Wheat crop a portion ot

this as soon as the corn is off is ploughed up for Kye,

winter Oats, winter Barley, and Vetches, sometimes

Trifolinm incarnatnm is harrowed in for food tor the

sheep in the spring. Anether portion of tho Wheat

stubble is manured for Mangel?, Swedes, ana Turnips,

After tiie Trifolium, Eye, Vetches, &c. are fed ofl.

Swedes'or Turnips are drilled in with artificial maunre,

superphosphate or guano, and if the season Is too far

advanced for these. Mustard is sometimes substituted.

The ewe lambs replace the yearly draft whicli are

made off being fed on cake, corn, &c. The wether

tion to that population. To meet the demand thus

enormously increased, stock has been prematurely

forced for sale, and in too many instances disposed ot

immediately on its becoming marketable.
_

Here then we perceive a state of things for which

there is no potitive remedy ; and unquestionably it can

only be met by a decreased consumption of animal

food-an event not likely to arise except in periods ot

distress amongst the indnstrial classes, arising irom

foreign competition or from over-production at home.

In proof that high currencies must prevail for a con-

siderable period, we may observe that the rapidity with

which beasts have of late years been disposed of has, to

some extent, reduced the available supplies, not only

in England, but likewise in Ireland and Scotland;

whence it follows that if consumption coutmue to

advance steadilv as it has done of late, any considerable

fall of prices is out of the question. At the present

time the best Scot« »nd crosses disposed of m the

metropolitan market are worth fully 5^. 4d. per _S lbs.

Tliat quotation, if stock were in abundant supply in the

grazing districts, would speedily increase the arrivals

;

but, in order to prove that scarcity really exists, we

may observe that beasts have been purchased in the

H-Hi3S£^2=E£j:;si^=5^5^
by hired tups of the best (luality, a cross of the Hamp
fibire and Sussex down. Sometimes the above rotation

is varied by growing Beans or Peas, which being well

manured prepares the way for growing the best quality

of Barley ; and this, with Oats, occupies the ground

which with the assistance of Sainfoin and artificial food

has sustained the flock throughout the previous year.

Clover is sowti only with a part of this crop, to secure

the land from its repetition more than once In eiglit

years. Rye-grass, though objected to as injuring the

Wheat crop, is suhstltuted for the Clover, generally

being mixed with Trefoil, and sometimes with Honey-

suckle, and the remainder of the shift is made up with

Mangel, and occasionally a Bean crop, which requires to

be followed by manure before the Wheat is sown. Such

is a slight outline of the management of a farm on

which a hrccdlng flock is kept without the advantage of

natural Grass down or slieep walk.

MEAT CONSUMPTION OF LONDON.
Foe many months past the all-important question of

production and consumption of stock in the United

"Kingdom has formed the topic of serious discussion

amongst all classes of society. On the one hand, it has

been contended that there is an absolute scarcity both

of beasts and sheep in the country; on the other, that

this scarcity is the result of a system of feeding which

is calculated to keep prices at an unusually high range.

Wiien we consider tlie great interests involved in the

subject of production, the enormous demands upon the

j'csources of our graziers, and the rapid increase in the

population, together with the increasing prosperity of

the industrial classes, this question requi*'es more than

ordinary attention at our hands. In the first pUce
then, let us inquire into the causes which liave led to

the recent excitement in the demand for beasts, not

only in London, but throughout the provinces ; and

further, whether the grazing community have not

acted upon a false principle, which may eventually be

prejudicial to the interests of the consumers.

Now it may be assumed that not a few of our

original breeds have fiillen off considerably in number
even In our best districts; but at the same time it may
.T)e remarked that they have given place to a race of

animals cross-bred, chiefly between the Scots aud Short-

horns. In point of fact, crossing has now become so

general, that fully half the beasts disposed of in our

'fArioua markets consist of other than pure breeds.

That the new system has paid remarkably well is quite

evident from its rapid extension, and from the enormous
weight which the crosses have attained in a mucl^
ebortcr period than the pure-bred animals.

Early maturity—so long aimed at by the largest

breeders—has certainly made such progress as to

awaken inquiry, if not anxiety, regarding the future
existence of ihose races of stock which for so long a
period have supplied our enormous consumption, \Ve

such an extent that at one period London was abso-

lutely suffering from the deficiency thus occasioned.

Again, owing to the want of food, large numbers of

our second-rate breeds have been disposed of in poor

condition, but vet at such high quotations, that they

did not much influence prices. In all the provincial

markets stock has come forward slowly; enormous

prices have been paid for it, and the jobbers have found

great difficulties in carrying on their operations for

supplying London with food. The conclusion at which

we feel justified in nrriving is, that great inroads have

been made upon the suppl}' of stock; that consumption

is in excess of our past rate of production ; and that

consequently we can hardly anticipate a range in value

much below present prices.

We have now to consider the question of supply as it

bears upon that of sheep. Let it not be assumed that

we profess to understand the flockmasters' business

better than themselves; but undoubtedly there are

questions in connexion with it which require serious

consideration. It is well known that the "in-and-in "

system of sheep breeding has become a pretty general

one, more especially in favoured districts.* It is

equally well known that attention has been shown to a

description of stock exhibiting great aptitude to fatten

;

and in this way crosses have become more and more
numerous. Have they, we may inquire, produced an

increased quantity of meat? Prohably not. We
believe that the forcing system has destroyed large

numbers of sheep wliich, under ordinary circumstances,

would have been kept longer on the land; and, further.

that altiiough many breeders have kept up the shape of

their animals remarkably well, and have in many
instances realised large profits, the end aimed at, viz.,

,

tho production of fat in a brief period, must tend to
j

high quotations. In a comparative sense, the sheep
,

now sold in our markets carry a very moderate amount

of consumable food. Be it observed that we are not

alluding either to Downs or Half-breds, but to Lincolns,

Leicester?, ICents, and crosses between other heavy

breeds. If we could find meat increasing in the same

ratio as fat, we should find it wholly unnecessary to

dwell upon the future otherwise than with feelings of

satisfaction at what has been accomplished: as it is,

there is much reason to apprehend that unless the old

proportions of fat and lean are restored, and the supply

largely increased, we shall not be able to keep pace

with the demand which, at the present time, threatens

to render us more and more dependent upon the

foreigner, whose producing energies are now, if we
mistake not, t.^xed to the utmost.

But how are we to effect changes in breeding and

feeding in order to arrive at results which, nationally

I

speaking, are highly important in their character ? At
tlie present time the feeders of sheep contend that they

are compelled to keep pace with the spirit of the times

;

that nothing short of rapid protluctlon can be a source

of profit to them ; and that to keep stock longer upon

and a teeming population have, we have no hesitation

in saying, not only reduced the available supplies o^'

stock in the country, and introduced a system of breed-

ing different from that of some 20 years since, but tbey

have placed the country in a position from which it

seems difticult to escape. We need not, perhaps, enter

into particulars to prove that wages are now higher,

and that the population has increased ;^but we may
refer to one fact which, at once, is conclusive as regards

our commercial greatness. The " oflticial " value of our

imports and exports of produce and manufactures, in

1859, was nearly 45O,0OO,00OZ. sterling, against about

220,000,000/. in 1S39. In the past six jears we Lave

exported over 160,000,000/. in bullion, uiid fully that

enormous quantity has been imported. Here, then, we
see a state of prosperity without a parallel in the

history of any country. This prosperity must, of course,

" be fed," and it remains for our graziers and breeders

to determine how far, and by what means, they can

increase the supply of animal food to keep pace with

the wants of the times. There h another point to

which we may here allude, as tending to keep up tht

value of live stock, viz., the enormous price of tallow in

our markets. The operations of the speculative class

in Russia, in 1859, prevented the usual quantities of

tallow from being shipped to England, and the resn?t

was, that at one period the quotations for Siberian

qualities in London were as high as 64s. per cwt. The

decline in the consumption produced a fall of fully 10*.

per cwt. ; but owing to the scarcity of home-made tallow

a portion of the decline has been recovered. Rough fjit

has of course fluctuated with the value of tallow. In

the early part of the year the first-named article war.

worth 3*. 4d.t now it is selling readily at 2*. ^d. per

8 lbs. Thus it will be perceived that a refuse has

realised the value of good consumable food in ordinary

periods of abundance. If fat is to continue at a high

figure meat will unquestionably be dear in price; but

much will depend upon the ability of the speculators to

hold tallow, aud the value of money in the discount

market.
Supplies, Demand, and Value, during ihe past Six

jlfo/ii/is.—Notwithstanding that the total number of

beasts exhibited and disposed of in the metropolitan

cattle market in the last six months has been a fall

average one, viz.—114,702 head agaiust 113,373 h'lad

in the corresponding period in 1859, and 111,592 n

1858, prices, from causes to which we have already

alluded, have ruled unusually high. The average vajue

of the best Scots has been 5^. 6rf., agaiust 55. m the

previous six months, and 4^. 6d, in 185S. But here we

may observe that atleast a moiety of the various breeds

has been disposed of in little more than a haU-fat stat«,

and hence the actual supply of meat has been trifling.

The same remark may be applied to siieep, especially to

the long-woolled qualities. Compared with last year-

taking the average of the six months—the value of that

description of stock has advanced from 4d. to 6d, per

81bs., though at one period the rise was much greater,

viz.. Is. to Is. 4d, per 8 lbs. The annexed returns shoff

the total supplies exhibited, the quarters from wh( iice

they were derived, and the prices at which they were

disposed of:

—

^Supplies OF each kind of Stock Exhibited and Sold DURisa

THE FIRST Six Months of tub following Years :—

• •Beasts
Cows
Sheep and Lambs
Calvea
Pigs

1S55.

113,089

1S56. 1S57.

115,115

4 «

d t

2,440 2,977
651,600 636,030

8,tJ10; 6,125

16,59 i' 15.344

112,309
2,682

536,790
8,420

13,241

1858. 1859.

111,692 113,373

2,917 2,977

588,758 668,70:!

8,S7S 7,272

ISOO.

^All

13,096 14,S6£t

662,030

9.5i:^

14,501

*' District " Bullock Supplies.

Northern Districts .

.

Eastern Districts .

.

Other parts ofEugld.
Scotland
Ireland
Eoreign

1S55.

600
54,989
12,530

9, 827
4, 000
13,612

1S56.

900
51,700
13,850
10.008

3,400

7,830

1857.

60,500
14,490

8,860

2,700

9,238

185S. 1859.

4,000

66,890
14,560

S,456

4,820
6.649

4,000

67,460

19,090

10,030

2,217

7.5S0

1S6&

4,000

6S,5»
21,4»
0.03S

1,4"

9,i>^

Average Pbices of Beef and Mutton.

. * i^ - —
; they do not, as we imagine, go to the bottom of this

impression is that, although most of the crosses, question, whicli has assumed dimensions which make it
especmily tliose from Scotland, liave yielded large qj^q of— J.—/ _

if -— » -"• " J ••— ^"- *"*&"
quantities of fat, still if we take any given number of
beasts, and compare them with breeds which were dis-

posed of some 15 years since for slaughtering purposes,
'the weight of meat has not dimiiil:shed in coiiijequcuce

of the increased amount of fat.

How, then, it may be asked, do we account for the
present

cDmpared
hav
vre\

the Continent of every head of stock that can possibly

be spared, and all this without any positive advantage
to the consumers, 80 far as price is concerned. \Ve
must bear in mind two features in the trade which will

M -^ ^ _ _ _

one of national importance.

We do not attach much weight, to the'stated determi-

nation on the part of a portion of the labouring classes

to al)stain from the consuuiption of meat until prices

shall have declined to a lower range. Even as it is,

nearly all inferior joints are disposed of at a rate which

Beef :

—

iDferior
MiddliDg
Prima

Mutton :

—

I n ferior

Middling
Prime

1855. 1856.
I
lSo7.

s. d.

3 2
4
4 10

3 2
4 2
5 4

*. d.

3
3 10
4 8

3
4
5 2

g. d.

3 2
4
5

3 10
5

6

3
4
5

1 late, has hardly derived any profit from his trade. The

rise in price is chiefly due to changes connected with

the comparative prosperity of our artizans ; but tho
niust bear in mind two features in the trade which will burden has fallen even more severely on others than
at once explain our position, and show beyond a doubt q^ tliem
that future prices are likely to rule high: flrst, the! Higher wages, extraordinary activity in coramcrce.
Tapid increase of our nonulution : and. secondlv a con- I

— —;. :—i^—rt:

—

T
anmntmn 1 ,r..» V..x,^^ 1

*,,'''''""' """' stLuiKU \
,

.1 LOU
| ^ ^ not ihls remark apply rather to fancy at^ck. than to

sumption Urge beyond all former precedent in propor- the general hupply on which markets mainly depend ?-P. H. F
I

2 5 10 ** '

From the above returns it will be seen that average

number of beasts has been drawn from our S^^^^
districts; that we have drawn extensively upon ly »j

resources J bat that the arrivals both from 1^1''*°**.^,

Scotland have considerably fallen off. In reference
,^

the value of lambs, we may state that at one periu

was 8*. per 8 lb. for the best Down breeds, now ii i*

Both calves and pigs have ruled high; the *op "fe

for the former having been 6*.. the latter 5?. ^.^
8 lbs. to sink the offal. In a comparative s**^:*'^^^],

arrivals of meat up to Xcwgate and L^^'^^f
,

*
.jave

from Scotland and different parts of Englami,

fallen off considerably. Prices have, co^f*^*i^^" .-"^pr^
pace with the rise in the live markets ;

but our ^

J*^^
sion is. that they have seen their ^'isl'*:'^';'"*"^® Iduc-
jear, and that they will tend to stimulate the pro^

\
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ifoiTS'^t^l^ both in the United Kingdom and onthe

Continent. Mr, Herbert, in the Jom-nal of the Agricul-

tural Societif. ^^__________^

Home Correspondence.
Mangel Leaves.— '^^Q Norfolk farmer describes

clearly enough the buildine; up the layers of leaves, and

the salting, to a height of 3 or 5 feet above the ground,

Headds, *'^vhen the trench is thus filled, the sides of

the angle must be carefully covered with mould beaten

hard and smooth with the spade, to shoot off the rain

and snow of winter." This is unintelligible as applied

to a stack of leaves formed 3 to 5 feet high, with a

ridge roof. If the rain and snow is to he thrown off,

the roof must be covered with earth ; and that involves

the sides and ends being coated with earth to support

'the earth forming the covering of the roof. He adds,

« no straw should be used, as it would be apt to retain

moisture and rot the leaves." On the contrary, straw

is commonly used as a covering for roofs to throw off

rain and snow, whereas earth absorbs it. The more

obvious course would be to raise a wall of earth round

the sides and end of the stack, and to thatch it with

straw ; but it is desirable that the old Norfolk farmer

should clearly describe that protection which he has

fsund practically efficient, as the effectual conservation

of the leaves in the present state of things is very

desirable. L. [The better plan is to bury the leaves in

a dry pit, pressing them hard down and leaving but

iittle above the surface—just enough when earthed and

thatched to cast the rain.]

it is to be "hoped it may receive from proprietors that cordial

and effective support to which its past operations so well

entitle it. We have apain to observe tbat a number of com

The Rev. John Montgomery also read a paper upon
" Over-crowded villages."

The Chairman then intimated that as the papers
netitors have been disqualified, in consequence of their entries '

i • / • m \.:„a +!,«
Sot having been made within the time specified in the society's read were all upon topics of a very similar kind, the

premium sheet." section would now be prepared to hear any remarks

Glasgow, The Bothy System.—At the Social Science
which any member might be prepared to make upon

them.

otittit^*

Ballikasloe : Farming in OaJway.—ki the late

annual meeting of this society, the following report

was read by the judges of Farms, &c.

" In submitting the foregoing awards, which we have made
nfteralengtheuedandcarefulinspection, we have to observe that

though the number of entries for competition was larger than

in former years, yet the increase has not been commensurate

with the extension of the society's district, which now includes

within its precincts, besides a portion of Roscommon, the

whole county of Galway. The number ofcompetitors, however,

da likely to increase as the operations of the society become

more fully understood. •

" Green crops in general are neither so heavy nor so advanced

as at the same period in former years. This is attributable, in a

vteat measure, to the wetness and severity of the season, by

which the cultivation and growth of these crops were greatly

retarded. Indeed, the Turnip crop, in the early stages of its

growth, presented, in many instances, so unpromising an
* appearance that farmers were subsequently led to'.neglect it. A
i;irge proportion of the green crops of this year has been grown
entirely with artificial manures, the scarcity of provender
during the last winter having greatly lessened the supplies

usually obtained from the farm-yard. It is not surprising

from the number and variety of extraneous manures offered

CO the public that some of them should fail to produce the
expected results, and this we have repeatedly found to be the

case. It is, therefore, of importance that manm-es,

whether imported or chemically prepared in this coun-

try, should ba purchased only from merchants of respec-

tability, whose character and position would be a

guarantee that the article vended was genuine: and

the same is also true ia respect of seeds. Though the Turnip

crop generally may be deficient to some extent, it is but right

to observe that we have seen fields where the crop was all that

<ould be desired, and where, by high culture, a heavy return

Imd been obtained, notwithstanding the backwardness of the

season. . , „.,.,.
. "A large amount of drainage has been effected during

the last year throughout the district ; and there has also been

a considerable increase in the number of competitors of every

class for the society's premiums under this head. The drainage

at Moyne, on the estate of John S. Kirwan, Esq., reflects the

highest credit on the engineer (Mr. Cooper, C.E.), by whom it

it has been planned and directed ; and the manner m which

the work has been executed by the contractor is worthy of our

'best commendation. Some instances have come under our

observation where arainage has not been sufficiently effective,

not having been followed in due course by any of the opera-

tions of tillage. We are. therefore, of opinion, that as the

district abounds in large tracts of bog and moorland, the

societv might, with great propriety, offer a few premiums

to small farmers for reclamation alone—the land, in every

nstance, to have been brought by drainage and other means

Irom a stateof nature into cultivation withm a specified penod.

f "Though the harvest has been an imus-ially late one. the

•return of cereals will be much heavier than many mdividuals

have been led to expect. As regards the Potato crop, we

reiiret being unable to make a favom-iible report. The extent

x)f land fnrow n with the esculent is considerably less than last

year, and though the yield is scarcely an average, at least one-

third has been affected by the blight. The loss will be most

severely felt by the smaller class of farmers, who should in

future depend less on a crop which of late years has proved to

be so uncertain.
,. .». t-

•*Tl^e premiums offered by the society for the erection

and improvement of labourers' cottages have not induced that

extensive competition amongst proprietors which had been
tinticipated. This is to be regretted, as nothing can tend
more to the amelioration of the condition of the lower classes

than providing thom with comfortable and comraodious
dwellings. It is time that the unsightly hovels which are a
disgrace to certain districts of the west were removed, and the
peasantry accommodated with suitable residences. We observe
tbat the Earl of Clancarty, Lord Ashtown, and others, are at

.present engaged in the erection of cottages for labourers, and
it is to be hoped that proprietors generally will feel it their
interest to assist thus in the improvement of the country.
"We have not had a single competitor for Flux in the first

^lass at the late inspection. The number of competitors for

the best rood and half rood, however, seems still to be on the
increase. As we have already observed, this crop, which is an
important source of industrial employment to the families of
amAil farmers and others, ia generally grown for domestic uses,

' moc will it be cultivated to any extent in the west of Ireland,
in the absence of stated Flax markets.

*' As we have stated in various reports, much of the useful-
ness of tbe society mtist always depend on the co-operation It

may receive from the landlords of the district. Wherever the
landlord has set his tenantry a proper example, the benefit
conferred by the society may easily be observed, and where
the contrary has been the case, the results are as plainly to be
distinguished, Xow that the society has broken new ground.

gathering,theRev.Dr.Beggreadapaperonthissubject: J. HMl Maxwell, Escj., of Dargnvel, premised that.

He said—Public attention is at length fairly turned to j^ the few remarl^s he was about to offer upon the

the evils of the bothy system as it exists in many of the

richest agricultural districts of Scotland. At tlie same

time,' although the impression in regard to its mis-

chievous and destructive tendency is all but universal

amongst impartial men, some attempts to defend it,

at least as a necessary evil, have recently been made.

Tlie question is simply between the erection of suitable

cottages for ploughmen, where they may marry, if they

please, like other working men, and the present

miserable system of huddling five, six, or eight plough-

men into a miserable hut called a bothy, as a cheap

residence, to the ruin of their morals and of the best

interests of the country. That this latter arrangement

is quite unnecessary, even in connection with the most

improved systems of farming, is proved by the fact

that such a plan of accommodation does not exist^ in

Jlid-Lothian, for example, where the farming is as high

as in any district of Scotland, and that no such system

is known in England. Its origin is recent, and is to be

traced simply to a short-sighted idea of economy. It

may be of some consequence now to look at the question

more deliberately, both in its relations to landlords,

tenants, and the community respectively.

1. In reference to landlords. It is often boasted that the

landlords of Scotland receive the highest rents ia Britain. But

a landlord may receive too high a rent—he may receive more

than his fair proportion. If his rent ia raised by taking

advantage of the helpless—by refusing to famish the necessary

accommodatinn to those who actually cultivate the soil—it is

obtained unfairly, and to the sacrifice of the best interests of

the country. If any plan is adopted by landlords, merely on

the ground of economy, by which the rural population is

degraded, and the country filled with bastards, crinunals, and

paupers, the greatest public injustice is done, and the entire

kiugdom is entitled to interpose to redress the wrong. It

may no doubt be said, the Scotch landlords are often poor,

need all their money, and have no means to erect cottages,

whilst, by the law of entail, they are restricted from borro\vjng

for the purpose upon the security of their estates. The

answer to tbis is that suchanargumentis totally inadmissible;

that in a well ordered community, men ought not to derive the

advantages of holding property who cannot discharge their

incumbent duties ; and besides, that, by an Act of Pariiament

passed during last session, this argument is toUlly inapplicable,

because no longer consistent with fact. The entailed pro-

prietors of Scotland can now erect the necessary number of

cottages upon their estates, and burden the property itself

with a large proportion of the expense. One step more and

our legislation will be complete. What is at present permissive

must become compulsory uoder Government inspection. Ihe

answer to this again no doubt may be. that the landlords of

the kuigdora are strong in Pariiament. and that there is little

hope of obtaining Acts of Parliament to restrain them, how-

ever necessary such acts may be, and however wilhng they

may be to restrain others. Such a statement might be appli-

cable if the evil with which we proposed to grapple existed

over the entire kingdom. Even in that case, however, it

would only prove the necessity of altering the legislativo

arrangements of the kingdom, and placing the power m more
Vttorthy hands.

2. Let us now consider the question of bothies in

reference to farmers. They approve of the system

because they imagine that unmarried servants living in

bothies are cheaper than married men living in cottages.

Even supposing that this were true, they aro not entitled to

make money out of cheap arrangements which are ruinous to

the social, moral, and eternal interests of their servants. To
come to lower ground, there is no reason why the whole class

of ploughmen should be treated as unworthy of the sweets of

domestic life any more than the other labouring classes of the

community. The very idea of such a thing is monstrous, and
calculations of gam based upon such a theory are equally an

outrage upon civilisation and Christianity. But, even if we
were to admit that farmers might set the laws of nature and

of social order at defiance far the sake of gain, it is very

doubtful if unmarried servants will, in the long run, be found

to prove economical. The matter is not yet fully tested jy
experience. No doubt a plausible pretext is sometimes urged.

viz that a certain number of unmarried servants will, after all,

still be necessary, and that for them bothies must still bo

provided. A^ain we answer that the experience of other

districts where bothies ai-e unknown proves the futility of such

an argument.

3. Let us now briefly consider the question in refer-

ence to the rural population of Scotland. Tins is by-

far the most melancholy aspect of the question. It is

only of late years that the bothy system has been intro-

duced, and even now it is extending like a moral

pestilence.

With its extension the moral state !of the peasantry of Scot-

land formeriy high in the scale of intelligence and virtue, m
being gradually lowered to the most abject level of moral

debasement. A spectacle unprecedented in modern times la

witnessed—viz., a rapidly improving agriculture, and a rapidly

degenerating population. Everything done to increase rents

to promote the development of beasts and the capabilities of

the soil, and yet everything done to reduce men to savages and

to r^ back the wheels of civilisation. It is notonous that

loot?and is now becoming pre-eminent for bastardy, crime,

Sn^JuTshod ia th^ ruml districts, are being ent.rely ^Iroyed.

As^time advance

effected, bo grad

utterly to rum us as a PW^-^^^f^^JJ ^y ,,Te-emhient social

Scothmd. once gr^tly
^^^^fj^^l^^^^^^ of the

virtues, a hissing and a byewonlamongs
ti^em.clves

earth. Let us save ^^'^ rropnetore m e^

from the consequences of what is at once a gigoiit

and an unprecedented national crime.

paper read by the Kev. Dr. Begg, it was to be under-

stood that he did not appear here in his official capacity

as secretary to the Highland and Agricultural Society,

but as a landlord from a neighbouring county who felt

an interest in the questions brought before this section.

He was willing to accord most readily to Dr. Begg

credit for sincerity, for candour, and for a desire to

promote the interests of that class of the popula-

tion of this country, whose cause he had so

warmly espoused; but he might be permitted to

express the great doubt he entertained whether the

tone which the rev. doctor had assumed was the

best calculated to forward that course—and he

could not by any mtJans subscribe to the statement of

facts which he had stated, nor to the conclusions which

he had drawn in the paper he had read. Dr. Begg s

paper was characterised strongly with that vague

exaggeration which pervaded every paper and pubhca-

tion which had come under hia (Mr. Maxwell's) notice,

and which treated of this same question. First of all,

the state of tbe farm servant was exaggerated; secondly,

the faults of the bothy system were also much

exaggerated; and, thirdly, the evils of the bothy

system, in connection with the farm servant, was still

further exaggerated. He was glad of being afforded

this public opportunity of denying many of tbe very

absurd and ridiculous statements which had been put

forth from time to time with respect to this question.

He did not hold, certainly, that the Scottish farm-

ser^^ant was to be regarded as a model of perfection

;

but those, like the ladies and gentlemen of a city such

as Glasgow, whojudged of him only from the statements

made in the papers published against tlie bothy system,

could form only a very false notion of his true con-

dition. He believed he was better fed, better clothed,

better housed than his grandfather was, and, taking

him all in all, was a quiet, honest, hard-working follow,

fearing God and honouring the Queen, and making a

good servant to any one who proved to him to be a

good master. He would not proi>ose on tins occasion

to enter upon a discussion as to the relative moral

position of the rural and town populations of this

country, as evidenced by the returns of registrars, but

he would like another test by which to try the position

of the Scottish farm servant. If his condition socially

was so bad as had been described by Dr. Eegg, what

ought to be the nature of the returns relating to the

crime of the country ? But he was prepared to mam-

tain that our criminal statistics would present results

very different from those which would naturally be

expectedafter hearing suchassertionsasthosemade by Dr.

Begg. Mr.Maxwell here read anextractfromaletter from

a country correspondent, desci-ipUve ofthe arrangements

and accommodation of a bothy for unmarried men, from

which it appeared that everything necessary for their

comfort and convenience was supplied to them. This

(continued Mr. Maxwell) is a description of a botay as

it is. He was prepared to admit that a bad bothy was

a very bad thinsr; but this did not necessarily prove

that all were bad, or that the system was deserving of

the condemnation passed upon it by Dr. Begg. At that

verv sitting they had heard gentlemen describing the

evil effects which arose from bad lodging-houses, but

that would never be advanced as au argument, he

presumed, for the abolition of all lodging houses m the

city of Glasgow. What he complained of was that the

opinion of many people upon the bothy system was

founded upon impressions obtained from instances

when the system was abused, but he had read

to them the description of a well managed bothy,

and he could only say that he wished that they had

such bothies in his own county. Let those who were

conversant with the overcrowded state of the agricul-

tural villages say whether the accommodation of the

farm servant then was superior or more comfortable

than that described by his correspondent, and let them

understand that he had no reason to suppose that the

case he had adduced was an exceptional case. What he

thought they should endeavour to do was to induce the

farmers to improve their bothies up to this mark, and

not impute to a system faults which only arose from

negligence and mismanagement. In the next place, he

was prepared to deny that the bothy system wag the

cause of the evils that did exist in the condition of

the farm servant. He would take Scotland over, and

was able to pick out counties which more nearly

approached, although, at the same time, they fell far

short of the fearful state of things which had been

pourtraved by Dr. Begg, and in which the bothy systeoi

was altogether unknown, than in any county where the

system was in vogue. He had not yet cMue to the

point in the remarks made by Dr. U'i^^ upon which he

would have wished to say a few words-Ham. ly, the

attack made by him upon the tenant farmers and

the landlords of Scotland. _
, ^ ,

... ...
The Chairman (Sir John Forbes) here intimated to

Mr, Maxwell that he was afraid he could not now enter

upon this point, as the time allowed to each speaker :n.

the discussion was iu hU case exhausted.
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Mr. Hall Maxwell was desirons of savint!: a word or

two upon the arrangementa enforced by this Association

at this meeting. Instead of their having a paper read

as a Itey iipoa which a discussion might hung, the

greater portion of the time was occupied in listening

to papers being read, and if any person liad a crotcliet

—

The Chairman—I am afraid, l\Ir. ilaxwcll, that

these remark's of yours would he more properly

addressed to the Council of the Association.

Mr. Maxwell—I can only protest against the course

thns adopted.

The Rev. Mr. Clerichew did not doubt but that the

evils of the bothy system had been to an extent

exaggerated; but he was of opinion that the evils which
existed among the farm servants of Scotland were not to

be traced altogether to that source alone—they went
deeper. The bothy system was the result of the large

farm system, which destroyed, by debarring the farm
servant from the prospect of improving his condition,

the main incentive of life. The bothy system was no
doubt essentially bad, but he did not anticipate that its

abolition would touch the root of the evil.

Mr. Colquhoun, of Killcrmont, said with respect to f lie bothy
system, which had received such a castigation from Dr. Begg,
he did not think that it wag alone the source of the e\il3 com-
plained against. Dr. Begff. iii his earnestness against the
system, may have bo magnified the bad results arising from it

that he coxild see nothing else. The question had its difScul-
ties, but ho feU, with Dr, Buchanan, that while the mere
health and physical comfort of the farm servants might, under
•good management, be provided for in a bothy, yet if a body of

young men were continuing under this system, tliey could
-avoid the penalty arising from this outrage upon a naluml law.
He would entreat his eastern neighbours to ponsider well if

other modes of lodging young men could not be devised which
would prove less pernicious to the morality of the population.
Dr. Begg was glad to find Mr. HaJl ifaxweil present on this

occasion, and altliough not here in his official capacity, yet the
immense influence which he possessed in connection" with the
agricultm-al interests of Scotland rendered hia presence at such
a meeting of theutmost importance. Ho did not think he had
exaggerated tiie evils of the bothy system—it was radically
bad ; but he wished to disabuse thfe minds of those present
of the idea that he (Dr. Begg) had spoken disparagingly of the
Scottish farm servant. It was not of him that he complained,
but it was of those who did not treat him well ; and he thought
he was acting the part of a friend when he told the landowners
of their faults- With regard to the question of exaggeration
that was a question of fact, and be was glad to find that in the
forthcoming census steps would be taken to ascertain the
number of apartments in every house in Scotland. He rested
his opposition to the bothy system upon the ground stated by
Dr. Buchanan—it sets at defiance a law of nature, and you
may multiply your accommodation, you may increase your
conveniences, but you can never get rid of this evil. He did
not believe that the large farm system was the cause of the
degraded position of the farm servant. This he regarded as a
Tery superficial view of the question. The working classes
mnst undertake to be their own landlords ere the evUs com-
plained of would be radically cured- Uut the existing
obsfcicles muftt be removed. At the present time some land-
lords will not sell their land ; there must be a legislative enact-
ment to break up this monopoly, and I am glad to find that
the Lord Advocate has at last come over to our side on this
question. No man should have the power of stopping the
growth of a large city, and this point attained rnu must
aboUsh that expensive system of conveyancing which now
exists—wo must have no more payments of 91. or 10?. for a
title to a bit ofground.
Mr. Dunlop, M. P., alluded to a measure he had introduced

last session, which had become law. aud which bore to some
extent on one or two of the points alluded to by Dr. Begg.
This measure affords a precedent upon two points—it estab-
lishes the principle of a compulsory sale, and it also pro-
vided a cheap means of conveyancing, the cost being only some
7$. 6ci. The speaker then alluded to the remarks made by
others who had preceded him, upon the large system of
farming now adopted, and expressed his fears that at the
present day it would bo absurd to attempt checking it. Agri-
culture was daily assuming ranrc and more the character of a
manufacture, and as such it was being gradually recognised.
The steps which led a working man in a manufiicturirig
business upwards were clearly enough defined, but as yet
those by which a farm servant could raise himself in the social
•cale were not so easily perceived*

Mr. William Irvine, of Hawicl;, said—As Dr.Bogghas
made a pointed allusion to a special grievance of which I
have been the victim, and ns the admirable papers of
ilessrs. Keddie, Salmon, and Montgomery have illustra-

the society to improve the conditions of their dwellings
[

had been unavaiUng--so that in a population of 11,000

people we had an excess of mortality over the towns

of the district of 121 people. Again, Hawick is a

progressive commercial town, and its progress is at an

end if ground for mills cannot be obtained. My own
firm has applied to his Grace of Enccleuch for a feu,

and we have been compelled to remove part of our

business to Peebles at great inconvenience and waste

of time and capital. We do not wish to dispossess the

landowners of their property. We simply ask them to

improve their own condition by aiding in the improve-

ment of ours. The Dute gets 16*. an acre annually for

land that the Building Society and the Hawick
manufacturers would willingly give him 20/. an acre

annually for, but that is nothing to his Grace, who
leaves his affairs in the hands of factors who snap- their

fingers in our faces and laugh at our extremities. How
is this to be remedied? Simply by such an Act of

Parliament as enables railway companies to accomplish

their beneficial purposes, Mr. Dunlop has spoken of

the difficulty of obtaining such an Act, but if the

Commons House of Parliament despises the legitimate

claims of the Commons, it is afiirce—and if your Social

Science Congress meets to make fine speeches without

practical applications, it will become only " a sounding

brass and a tinlUlng cymbal." To give a practical

turn to the business of this section to-day, allow me to

suggest that the Social Science Congress recommend
"that Corporations of towns and cities he empowered
to appropriate lands in their neighbourhoods for the

improvement of the dwellings of the workpeople, and
also for the extension of trade, and this without
prejudice to the possessions of the landed proprietors,

and in consideration of such value as may be assessed

by a jury or other competent authority."

Farmers' Clubs.
CA^'^'OCE.—At the late annual meeting of this Society

tlie Chairman, Mr, R. C. Chawncr.sald: It was something
extraordinary that almost everything was talked about
at agricultural meetings except matters appertaining to

farming. There was one exception this year, however,
at Burton-upon Trent, for on'that occasion an old friend
of his (i\Ir. Bass) who occupied the vice-chair, took
the fi\rmcrs to task, and gave them a lesson on pure
agriculture. Sir. Bass said he was anxious to buy
Barley from his neighbours, but could not, as they did
not grow it of a quality suitable for the brewing of

pale ale ; and he suggested how they might improve
it. He also addressed them upon another point—
having derived his information from a paper in the
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, "On the
proper office of Straw on a Farm." He would direct the

attention of those present to what Mr. Bass had said about
growing Barley, and point out to gentlemen engaged in

cultivating the land of this country the position they
would be in if they followed the advice of Mr. Bass.

They knew that in all leases there were certain clauses

prohibiting a farmer from deviating from the esfa-

blished custom of tillage, and in the 'absence of such

clauses a court would take the custom of the country
as the guide of its decisions.

These clauses, he contended, were tyrannical, as inter-

fering with the work of the fanner, because, if he
deviated from the system laid down, he would expose

himself to an action for dilapidation. Tlierefore, that

question was one which must be settled first before

they proceeded to alter their course of husbandry. At
the same time, the greatest authority of the day. Pro-
fessor Lieblg, iiad stated that "prescriptive courses are

the greatest impediment to the progress of agriculture

in England." He contended tliat it was impossible for

any man living to write down a course which should
suit the climate under which they farmed the land

ted most amply the awful condition of the dwellmgs of in England. The nearest approach ever made was made
the working classes, without mention of names or
direct appeal, it occurs to me that a practical turn may
be given to the business before the section by a simple
statement of the facts associated with the social con-
dition of the town of Hawick, my native place. During
the last 30 yenrs oiir population has been Ooubled, and
with the solitary exception of a garden and afield of
about half an acre each, the area of the town has not
been extended. Consequently the huddling system, so
well described by Mr. Keddie, has been carried to such
an extent in Hawick as to arrest and alarm all feelin"-

by Mr. Morton, when he farmed the model farm of

Lord Ducie, Gloucestershire, and the only rule that
practical man could arrive at was, that you must grow
grain and green crops alternately, and vary them as

much as -possible, considering the nature of the soil to

be cultivated. Nothing could better point out that no
rule could be laid down, because there were occasions
when that simple rule might be omitted with advantage,
and there were also occasions whea the state of the
atm(^phere, as they had experienced during the past
year, or the state of the markets, or the demand for

Christian men, to whom our miserable conditions are [produce, might make it more advantageous to grow
familiar. The simple fact that we have 27 deaths
annually in each 1000 of our population, and that the
neighbouring towns of Ga];i3hiels, Selkirk, :jreIrose.

Jedburgh, and Kelso, average only 16 in the 1000,
displays the terrible nature of the dwellings of our
workmen, in which you may find families of 12 and 14
living and dying in one room about 16 feeb square,
and to which all the cooking, eating, and sleeping of the
family is confined—parents and children are condemned
bj our social conditions to sleep in one apartment.
The question arises, what is the cause of these fright-
ful conditions, and the answer is simply that the town
is surrounded hy the property of his Grace the Duke of
Bucclench. Tlie speaker went on to say that a build-
ing society had been organised in Hawick, on the
liancnshire principle, about tea years ago—that no land
was suitable for that purpose but the broad acres of
Buccleuch—that memorials and deputation to his Grace
had been m vain, and ^anseguently the operations of

consecutive grain crops. He held it to be a slur upon
the character of the British farmers, taking their

capital and character into account, that they were not
allowed to farm the land according to their own views,
even supposing they did so for their own personal inte-

rest, as that interest compelled good farming. He spoke
upon this subject with no feelings in favour either of
the proprietors or occupiers of the land, but the honest
sentiments of a man who for 30 years had been engaged
in the honest cultivation of the soil, who was convinced
that until they emancipated the farmer from all tram-
mels, and left him to carry on his work as he thought
best, even for his own interest, they would never have
the land cultivated as it ought to be. Upon the ques-
tion of the use of straw—a question which had recently
been introduced in the Journal of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society—they were told that the straw they used
in feeding was only worth 25-?. per ton, while, if they
sold it to those men who had a demand for it, it would

be worth 3Z. Here, again, he was compelled to~ref^^Q
the restrictions which prevailed throughout the conn-
try. It could scarcely be known that farmers were
restricted from doing anything of the kind. There were
farmers who could sell their straw to great advan-
tage (and it was a great pity there were any restric-
tions upon its sale) where they could procure manure
of a quality that they could not make in their o\Fn
farm yards. But if they sold it without gettino-
the manure in return, what would become of the
land? Lieblg, a great authority, had stated that
the great end of agriculture was to restore to the land
what was taken away from it. If they took away the
constitueuts of the soil, they could not go on growing
the same plants unless they restored the food they
required, and the only way to do this was by the appU-
cation of farm yard manure. If they sold the hay and
straw from the land, and did not bring them back, how
would they be able to go on? They must return the
bulk of the surface crops to the land in some shape or
other. He had no intention to decry the use of artificial

manures, because he believed they contained many
elements of the food of plants which farm-yard mauure
did not ; but ho used them as additions to and cer-

tainly not as substitutes for farm-yard manures. H©
could never believe that by using their straw upon a
farm it was only worth 25^. per ton ; and he would say

to the men who were so anxious to obtain produce of
this kind for their splendid dray horses at Burton, take
some land and grow the straw, and they would then
know more about the land and the value of straw.

llebtelDd.

Thorle^s Illustrated Farmet^s Almanac for 18t)L

contains monthly memoranda relating chiefly to the

management of the live stock of the farm, and a good
deal of matter extracted from the trade pamphlets of

Mr. Thorley and the writings of Mr. Burness, chiefly oa
the value of condiments as food. There is also a full

list of Pairs and an imperfect list of Agricultural

Societies, in the course of which we are told that the

Highland and the Xorth Lincolnshire are the only two

Societies which exclude the exhibition of Cattle Condi-
r

ments from their yards.

The announcement of this Almanac is not borne out

by its execution. The " several splendid illustrations

of Prize stock in Chromo-lithography (six colours)

"

amount to a couple of pictures—the one of a Short-

horn ox, and the other of a " Devon" steer, with a

white face ! And besides these, there is a section of

Thorley's 4-storied mill also given in colours.

The grandiloquent offer to advertisers, of coloured

pages at 100/. a page, and white pages at 50Z. a piece,

has been accepted only by Mr. Thorley himself; and in

this instance, at any rate, his customers will have to

bear the brunt of an enormous expenditure in adver-

tising, unenforced by Messrs. Lawes and Morton, on

whom the responsibility of prices proportionate to this

expenditure has hitherto been laid.

We are happy, however, to find that notwithstanding

our protests (or perhaps in consequence of them), and

notwithstanding the increased expenditure on advertise-

ments thus rendered necessary, the price of manufac-

tured cattle foods is coming down. Messrs. Jupp

announced a cheaper food some months ago, and Mr-

Thorley found forthwith a market for bis waste which

enabled him to reduce his own to 40Z. a ton. And

now, Mr. E. Gripper, of Winchester Wharf, advertises

a horse and cattle food at just one-half this sum, for

the efiiciency of which no doubt ample testimony will

be forthcomins: : and this will probably enforce a

still further reduction in the prices charged by other

firms.

It is hardly possible to speak of Mr. Thorley's

Almanac excepting simply as a trade advertisement,

for in almost every page of the monthly memoranda,

whlcli is its only original part, the reader is directed to

condiments in general, and Thorley*s in particular, as

apparently the only means of ensuring agricultural

success. Thus we are told that

—

.

" Deer parks very frequently require an artificial

supply of food during this month ; and if properly

seasoned withThorley's condiment, &c."

—

The conclusion is everywhere urged as "manifest

that farmers should learn to adopt the economy of food*

the economy of waste upon the body [whatever that

may mean], and the manufacture of a superior quality

of beef involved in Thorley's cattle condiment move-

ment, &c." And it is declared that—" fresh air, cleanh-

ness, shade, and Thorley's condiment are essentiah" ^

The instructions and advice on this " essential " poj^

are overdone ; and in place of a full and well balanced

series of agricultural lessons, ofwhich "100,000 copies

circulated as "a first edition" through the ^o^Jl^J^

would have done national service, we have what will dp

generally felt to be au extravagant and one-sideti

representation of a mere point in the agnculturai

field, of real service to no one but an enterprising

tradesman.

Miscellaneous.
The mrminaham Cattle and PouUrtf S^^-'Zl^;^

show this year is fixed for the 3d, 4th, 5th, and b^noi

December. As far as it is possible at present to lorui
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^^[i^i^i^he prospects fox this year's meeting may

be considered favourable, as we believe that a number

flfneff" exhibitors will enter the lists, while it is rarely

that the old supporters of the Birmingham Show fail to

maice their appearance. The prize list for the present

year may justly be considered the best and most com-

plete in every department which the Council has yet

^ued, the special prizes being unusually liberal in

amount^ Amongst these are a silver cup, of the value

of 261., offered by the president, the l)uke of Marl-

borough, for the best ox or steer of any breed or age,

to be bred and fed by the exhibitor ; and another silver

cap, value 20/., contributed by the vice-president,

Thomas Lloyd, Esq. (the Mayor of Birmingham), for

the best cow or heifer, to be also bred and fed by the

exhibitor. As the three extra prizes of 20^. each, and

the two gold medals, each of the same value, are still

offered by the. Society, the exhibitor of the best ox or

steer may (if the breeder also, as was the case last year)

<^ry off prizes of the value of 75/.; and the exhi-

bitor of the best cow or heifer, on the same conditions,

prizes of the value of 70/. Mr. Lloyd's extra prize has

materially improved the list, rendering it, in fact, as

nearly perfect as possible, although we may hope that

the Council will be enabled hereafter to increase the

ordinary prizes in the cattle classes. There are this

year two additional extra prizes for sheep, the hotel and

innkeepers of Birmingham having liberally offered a

couple of silver cups, value ten guineas each, for the best

pen in the long-woolled and in the short-wqoUed

classes. Two exhibitors of sheep will ea<:h, therefore,

receive prizes amounting to 30/. 10*.—the usual class

prize, 10/., silver cup, and extra prize, 10/.—and we

may fairly expect to see a large entry in this division of

the show. The hotel and innkeepers also contribute a

third special prize, viz., a silver cup of the value of five

guineas for the best pen of young breeding pigs in the

exhibition. There is also, we are gratified to state,^ an

increase in the number of special prizes for roots. First

of these is a silver cup, value 10/. 10*., offered by Sir

John Ratcliff, for the best collection of four varieties,

Long and Globe Mangel Wurzel, Swedes, and Carrots.

Messrs. Proctor and^Eylaiid offer a silver cup, value

5/. 5a, for the best six specimens of Kohl EabI, to be

shown for this prize only, and Messrs. Griffin, Morris,

and GrifHu a similar prize for the best six specimens of

Yellow Globe Mangel Warzel, to be shown on the same

conditions. Midland Counties Herald,

GLASS FOE GREENHOUSES, &c.

Sheet Glass, in Crates.

Best
Seconds

.

Thirds .

.

Fourths

.

IGoz,

31

2i

• »

21 oz.

5

3i
3i

p m

26 oz.

6i
6i # *

32 oz.

Is. M.
H
7i

t *

• »

36 oz
Is.O^d.

1

loi

Glass cut to any given sizes not on the List.

16 oz.—Iths, ll<l, 2rf., and lid. per foot

„ 3ids, 2id., V^d.y aud Zd. per foot

21 oz.—iths, '2ld,, 'id., and Zl^d. per foot

„ 3rds, Sic?., 4rf., and 4id, per foot

Glass for Orchard Houses,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in.
)

16 oz.

20in.byl3in. [Common .. .. -. l^s.Gd, ..

20 in. by 14 in. f
Superior do 16

20 in. by 15 in. j English Glass .. .. 18 .,

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions.

When Packages are charged, full price is allowed when
returned.

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes,

11 by 9, 12 by 9, 13 by 9 14 by 9
12 „ 10, 13

13 ,, 11. 14

1* M 12, 15
18 „ 12, 19
16 „ 13, ir
19 „ 13, 20

16., 14, 17

19 „ 14, 20

99

tt

tr

10,

H,
12,

13,

13,

14,

14,

14
15
16
20
IS
21
IS
21

ft

9t

tf

t t

tf

ff

tf

10.
n.
12.
12
13
13
14
14

15
16
17.,

tt

f I

10
11
12

• i

• «

16 oz.
3rd3. itiui.

Us.Od, 12S.M.

m «

• *

16s, 0(£. 13s.6(Z.

per 100 feet.

Boxes included.

21 oz,

£1 If.

1 3

1 9

8 8s t,

ENGLISH GLASS of the above sizes ISs. per 100 feet.

Small Sheet Squares, in 100 feet Boxes.
6 by 4 6i by 4* 7 by 5 7i by SJ ) -. . ,

61 0„ 7 9i„ 7i{
"*-^'^-

10 „ 8 lOj „ 8i 12 6
Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

Patent Plate and Polished Plate Glass.

Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation.

Notices to Correspondents.
Diseased Rye: Will Sir. Drewitt obliffe by sendinpr further
specimens of his diseased Rye refeired to last week ?

Forage Plants : IV m D. The plant you have sent is the
Medicaffo maculata^ Spotted Medick ; it Is admitted into the
British Flora, but there la reason to believe that it mostly
occiu-s ill the arable land as an. Introduction in foreign seed.

There can be little doubt but that it is perfectly wholesome
to cattle, aud indeed we cannot help thinking that it might
be cultivated as a^een fodder crop. /. £.

<i008E : J B D H. ^lOt at all uncominon.

Guano TO Wheat: Agricola. We would apply some 2cwt. of

Peruvian guano per acre, in moist weather, immediately
before the harrow or the horse hoe, in early spring; over the

young Wheat crop. If your Wheat is liable to lodge and
mildew, this will make it more so. Superphosphate, how-
ever, will not be of much service to it, and guano certainly

will so far improve your promise of a crop that it will in-

crease the.straw, whicli will yield larger and more numerous,
and, if weather permits, better filled ears.

•GuTTA Percha Boots for Sheep; Bamet. Apply to W. R.
Woods, 94, Goswell Road, E.G.

Jerusalem Artichoke : W P. Its yield is about the same as

that of the Potato, aud like it crops of 10 tons, have been
grown per acre, while one-tliird or one-half of this is more
common. It is a watery starchy food, inferior to the Potato,

nnd should be steamed, and may be given to cows. Too much
Linseed in the food will affect the taste of the milk, but a hot
and salt Unseed soap may be thrown over chaff with good
effect.

IdME : Old Si'Jj. It must be hauled out fresh from tho kiln,

placed in small equidistant hAps on the land, covered with
earth and allowed to slake. Then spread just before you
plough it under. Lime is beat i)loughed under with a shallow

furrow. To a poor pasture we would apply 1 cwt. of guano
and 2 cwt. of supei-phosphace mixed in compost with vege-

table mould and applied broadcast per acre.

Night School : Old Subscriber. Xeit week.
'Seed Tornips; C. Donald. Pray excuse the 'delay of a week.

If your stems are already running, it is doubtful if they will

survive the winter ; and if they are of different sorts near one
another they are sure to yield cross-bred and mougrel seeds.

We recommcTid cutting them down, even though they have
riiu to some extent, and transplanting to a dug plot, covering
the Imlbs entirely. They will sprout and seed next summer.
But you must seed only one sort in the saine field.

^ocK : Su^oU; Farmer. A farm of 150 acres, 60 acres being arable,
•' good land inclining to be heavv," is in sufficiently stocked
with '* 10 or 12 cows, 80 breeding ewes, lambs being sold in
June and July, a few calves, S sows, and a few pigs.*' You
ought to grow food for stock on such a farm equal to 100 tons of
jrreen food per month, and that should keep nearly yOO sheep.
A cow. or a horRO, maybe put as equal to 9 or 10 sheep ; a pig,
or calf, as equal to two sheep, and you can easily perform the
calculation.

Tank: An Old Sub. We would not advise any arrangement of
filters. They are sure to require cleaning out, and extensive
replacement sooner or later. Let your flow into the tank
pasa through a small ceswpool in which the sedioicnt may be
deposited, and provide lor its being easily cleaned out.
Then pump from a point a good way above the bottom of
the tank—for that will require cleaning out once a year not-
w-ithatandiiig the cesapool. The easiest way to build a tank
is of the circular form, upon^a brick and cement floor of the
requisite depth—placing one course of bricks around a
circular framework of wood, which is raised as you proceed •

ar.d tho ;-. 5 is to be carefully clayed aud puddled behind
each course of bricks as it is laid.

Tops ofMakgels: A Cottjfanc Reader. They are by exposure
exposed to the same waste as takes place in any organic
matter wUea it is burned. And it is presumed that the
matter thus dissipated is better in the soil than in the air—
hcncc'the advice to plough in leaves, fcc, while still green.

LONDON AGENTS TOU HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.

Linseed Oil, Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Paints of various colours ground readyfor use.

,
paOPA-GATlwrO GtASSBS, and every description of CZ.&BS

Bortlcultural purposes.
for

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO., 180, Bisliopsgate Street WiitiQut, London, E.C,

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-ESTAB LISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings-.

OECHAED-HOtJSE SIZES. SMALL SaUAEES.

Supplied to llr. Rivers and mauy Others.

In. by In.

20 m ^ 12

20 * V 13
20 « ft 14
20 » • 15

IGoz.

I Common, per 100 feet, 13s. 6iZ.

Super „ 168.

i

21 oz.

18s-

23«.

In. by In. In. by In.

6 .. 4 8 .. 6

6i .. 4i 8i .. 6j

7 .. 6 9 •.. 7

7i . . 6i 9i « V.

Per 100 feet.

Common
lis. 6d.

Super.
12«. 6(i.

Per foot,

nd.

iji.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Inclies by
10
104 •
11
12

* *

Inches.
S
Si
9
9

Inches by Inches.

12i ,, 9i
13 .. 9
12 ..10
12* .. lOS

Inchesby
13
ISi ..

1-1 ..

14t ..

Inches.
10
lOi
10
lOi

Inches
15

124
13

by inches.

.. 10

.. 11

.. Hi

.. 11

Inches by inches.

134 ..114 )

14 11

4ths.

Sds.
2ds.

lata.

P. 100 feet.

12s. 6d.

Us. 3d,

18*.

21«. 6d.

P. foot

IK

n
15
16
17
18
13
14 « A

11
11
11
11
12
19

15
16
17
18
20
23

4 *

«

* *

12
12
12
12
12
12

Id
17
20
23
20
22

.. 13 24 .. 14

.. 13 20 .. 15

.. 13 22 ,.. 15

.. 13 24 ,. 15

.. 14 20 .,. 16

.. 14 1 22 . . 16

24 ... 16 4th8. Us. 6d. Hd.
20 .,. IT Sds. 18J. 2

20 .,. IS - 2ds. 19*. 8d. 2i
* > * 4 Ists. 24«.

A
3

»« *• f

1

1

4 m * •

16 oz.

It

If lesd quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.

-4ths, Hd., 2d., and 2^d. per foot. I 21 oz.—4th8, 23rf., 3rf., and 34(f. per foot,

Sds, 2id., 2id., and 3d. per foot.
j

Sds, 34^.. 4t£., and 44<i. per foot.

HARTXiET'S ZMPaOVES PATSTTT ROITCH PX.ATE.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT

^ot accountable for breakage.
32,v. Of/. per cwt.
34 *•

8 »*

LINSEED OIL 2«. 4<£. per galL
BOILED > 2 9
TURPENTINE 3 3LINSKED-OIL PUTTY

BLACK, GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, Ac.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY AND CO. are supplying iG-oz. Sheet Glass

of British Manufacture, packed in bores, containing 100

square feet each, at the foUowing REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches

From 6 by 4

7„ 5
8 >. 6
10 .. 8

»»

t*

*r

Per foot,

at l^d. is

2d.
2\d.

2 id.
2id.

If

tt

»i

> I

»»

Per 10 feet.

£0 12 6

16 8

IS 9
1 10
1 2 11

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

7 „ 6
8 „ 6
10 „ 8

-. ,. - „ 12 » 9 ,. _

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. fi'om 3d. to 34d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ S^d. to 5d. „ „ „
26 oz. „ 34d. to 74d. », ,, .,

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, anc

PATENT PLATE GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, al

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES m;i^-ie to any size or pattern,

either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propa'^atin'' Glasses, Beehive Glane», Cucumber Tube.s, Glass

Milk Pans. Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not

hitherto manufactured in Glass. j *

P4TENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate

Driee of this superior article should cause it to svmersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman s residence. No

alteration connected with the .sash is required,

r T VSS SH \DEH, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure

pS^tace the removal of the exc^duty. redticed one-halt.

List of Prices and Estimates forwai-ded on app...-~ion to

JAM^ Hetlev & Co.,^5,Joho8guareJxmdon^

A R D.SAMUEL N. McGERROW^
Geskral HoeticulTCbal Builder,

Knotty Ash, near LiverpooL

Reference permitted to the Nobility aud Gentry throughout
Great Britain and Ireland.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FITTED in every
description of Holhousas, Manstens, Churches, Chapete,

Ac., on the. most approved printiple by J. ilEi-EDiTH, Vina
Cottage, Garaton, near Liverpool,

N.li., First class reftreucea may bo had on application.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Maok by Sibam Poweb at

J LEWIS'S HoBTlCtTLTUBAL WoEKS. Stamford
• Hill, Middlesex, JS". These Hothouses are made on a

much l>etter and stronger principle than those manofaetured
on Sir J. Pii.\;toji's plan, ood are moredur.ible and cheaper.

A span-roof measuring SO ft. by 16 ft,, with two glass ends £
and doors complete 39

Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. 6©
Do. do. 60 ft. by £4 ft. do. do. 90

The price ofanyother size forwarded on application to J. Lewis.

HOT^ATER PIPES at Wliolesale prices, with

14 Elbows, Syphons. Tee Pipes, and every other connection^

of every description m stock, at Mr. \J^^ ^^^a^t. h
1
WlTrUTpper Ground Street, Blackfmra Cndge, London, S.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Gbees, Haheow Road, Lo5n>os> W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SOX beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very siiperim- manner in

which they Erect all kinds of ConHervatorics, \ ries, Green-

hoiMoa. &c.. corahimnjT every improvement w4th elegance of

designand diuubUity of material* and workawDabip.

Their VEN'TILATiXG APPARATUS for tho Eronta and

Roofs of Hmses hft« fliTen the highest sattefection. Churches.

S^nels SchooU, Entrance Halls. PnbUc BuiMings, *c-, heated,

with Uot-Water Api>ftrattta In a most •«m«Di»l and efficiw*

siauuer. , - ^ i. •

J T & Sos have giMt plMftire bi referring to nuiabeMoS:

*>,i.'T>ohi)itv and eeutrT by whom th«y«M»t«n«M«M"i"t»**-
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w M Y,
SOLE INVENTOES AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY HOT WATER.
PATRONISED BYH. R. H, THE PRINCE C ON SORT.

T^EEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

LIVERrOOL BOTANIC GARDEXS.

The extensive alterations and additions at the above

Gardens, in removing all the old gigantic Boilers and

Furnaces, and substituting them by "WEEKS' PATENT

IMPKOYED ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, are now conv

plete and can "be seen in most successful operation.

TliiB Apparatus is the largest ever adjusted to one

Boiler in the neighbourhood of Liverpool, and from its

novel and greatly improved construction is specially

worthy of minute inspection.

Every house in the Garden is heated from this one

Apparatus, and by the ingenious arrangement of a

series of valves hot water can he distributed in any

portions of the Stoves, Greenhouses, Sic, or withheld

at EJeasare, and the temperature regulated with the

greatest nicety to meet the requirement of any par-

ticular department.

For full description see account In the Liverpool

Mercury of May 30, 1860.

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM,

The Nurseries of Messrs. Arthur Henderson k V

Pine Apple Place, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son

"Wellington Road, both of St. John's Wood, and raiiV-

ing among the largest Establishments In England, are

now Heated on WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM

At the latter the Apparatus has been in use upwards of

five years, during which period many additions have

been made, and it now comprises nearly two miles of

piping. The working of this Apparatus has been most

efficient, and given the Proprietors the greatest satis-

faction. They will be at all times happy to give every

information to visitors, who wiG be well remunerated

by an inspection of the same.

Mr. Arthur Henderson expresses himself thus:—

"I am delighted and more than satisfied with the-

pleasing results produced by the superior arrangemefite

of WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, and shall be

most happy to fully explain and recommend it to ell

who may honour ray;^Establishment with a visit.'^

JOHN W KS & COMPANY,
HORTICULTUEA.L BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, AND IRONFOUNDER S, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.-vf

PLA NS, ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION.
PRrZE LIQUID MANURE DISTRIBUTOR. BAEIfAKD. BISHOP, and BARNARD S,

NORWICH.

w

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-
fj BUTOR OR "WATER-CART, warranted not to choke up or
otherwise got out of order. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill
Crops, or Pasture Land, or for "Watering Streets ; has been
awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obtained of the
Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli W^gon Works, Cheltenham.
N.B.—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either fixed

or portabl e.

AEXERS* IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pmnp is fitted -with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The barrel
is made of galvanised iron, not likely
to corrode, andean be raised or lowered
at pleasure on tbe Btand, the legs of

^

which fold together, and it may be car-
ried with ease by one man. « .

Jb Z, a.

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail piece, fitted with strong
brass union for auction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper . . ..340

Stand and Pump, with plain
tail piece, for tying on suc-
tion pipe 2 9

2 -inch India rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either in 10, 12, or 15
feet lengths . . . . per foot 2 5

No. 43 is a similar Pump to the
above, without stand, but with strong

„ ^ ^ , ,
wrought-iron straps, for fixing towater cart or plank, price 2f. hg.

*

„f^^^^,**^^^"P^oj? of Machinery for raising Water, by means
ofWheels Rams, Deep WeU Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden
ilDgines, <tc.

w^"*^^^*.^^^^*^'^^*^ Catalogue will be forwarded postiree on apphcation. ^

\^^J^^^^^ ™*y ^ obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumberio town or country, or of the Patentees and MWacturers.JOHN WARNER ks^ SONS
c, urescent. CrinnlAcrat» T.,^r.r^/%T, f ^ '

Reduced Prices of WIRE FENCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.

Five wires, S feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet
apart, one wrought iron straining post and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, 1«. per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wire

Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded free on application.

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARBS, in con-
pcquonce of improvements in their machinery for the

manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices,

2-incli mesh, 24 inches wide . •

Na 42.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch
l|-inch

li-inch
l|-inch
li-inch

vv

IF

strong do.
intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide.,
stronf?, do.
intermediate^ do,
extra strong, do.

Galvanised.
bd. per yd,
6
7

5i
6i
7i

10

Japanned
Iron.

4(i- per yd.

41
5i
7i
4i
5i
6
8

PRICES REDUCED.
HJ. MORTON AND CO., Galvanised Iron Works,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING
for Farm Buildings and other Roofs ; the cheapest, most dur-
able, and neatest Roofing in use; also SpoutingatlOicZ. per yard.

WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,

cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,

and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or

over. Price, with five hnes of the Galvanised Strand, iron main

posts, and pronged Standards, la. 24d. per yard.

This fence is far cheaper than* posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing; and possesses four times the strength of solid

bars. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles "f

this Fencing supplied.

GALVANISED CAME AND

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet)
at proportionate prices. Iftheupper halfisof acoarsermesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-fifth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, Sit?, peryard, 3 feet wide
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2Jrf. per
square foot. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an inch to
6 inches.

Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free to all

the principal Railway Stations.

POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide

2-inch mesh, bi^.j r^t^-.

and 9|rf. per yard.

Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,

3-inch mesh. Ad., bd., and

7ti. per yard. The Netting

made any width, and witn

openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAiTP STOOLS Iz CHATRi^
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS, PRONGED PAHLIA
RODS AND ROSE STAKES, &c.
Strong CATTLE HURDLES from 9.s. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS,
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Mausions, R^way
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines. Villages, ie. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to

an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

Hexrt J. Morton & Co. 2. Basinghall Buildings, Leeds^_^

STEAM ENGINES, Por-

table and Fixed, CnmbiDed

and Portable THRASHING MA-

CHINES, DRESSING MA-

CHINES, GRAIN ,,iyj^J
PULPERS, CHAFP CUTTEBN
OIL-CAKE CRUSHERS, HORsfc

WORKS. i^LOUGHS, H.^K-

ROWS, CLOD CRUSHER^.
DRILLS, CARTS. WAGGO>^.
and all Descriptions of Agp'-"

'

tural and MiscBllanec^s Machi-

nery.

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINTIERS* CO. LIMITED,

SwAU Lane, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.
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SAPONARIA CALABRICA ALBA (Pure White).

TG. WAITE, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn,
• London, W.C., has much pie;isure in offering the above

new annual, which is of very dwarf habit, and being pure white
contrasts most admirably with the Saponana Calabrica rosea.

It produces blossoms in great profusion and remains in flower
during the whole summer and late in autumn; it is invaluable
for beds, or as edgings for borders. Prices to the Trade only,
to be had on application.

CONiFEU/E.—A tine Stock of very handsomely
grown Plants of various heights—see AUIUMN CATA-

LOGUE, just published, sent free.

50 fine CONIFERS, of good size, for ,.£5
25 fine do. do. for .. 2 10

The names and heights of either lot maybe had. Early
planting is recommended. If 208. and upwards, free to all

stations in London.
Stephen Brown, late Bass & Brown, Seed and Nursery

Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

TO PLANTERS OF CONIFERS.
YOUELL AND CO. can supply 50 species of RARE

AND HARDY CONIFERS in good plants for 51, package
included, and carriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Hull, London, Peterborough, or to any Railway
Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.
A LIST of the above can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth. ^_^^
GLADIOLUS BR£NCHLEY£NSIS.

YOUELL AND CO. beg to inform the Trade tliey

are in a position to supply strong flowering BULBS of

the above variety, unequalled hy any other for the brilliancy

of its colour. See report by Dr. Lindley in Gardeners' Chronicle

of Sept. 8, page SI6. Price per 100 or 1000 on application.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.
GEORGE CHIVAS offers the above, varying fiom

Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. A
Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on
receipt of 15s. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway
Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH ; half a

Million of Transplanted SPRUCE ; Ten Thousand Superior

Standard APPLES and PEARS; and a large General NUR-
8ERY STOCK.—Chester, Nov. 10.

LARGE TREES, ETC.
W^l. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul), Cheshunt Nurseries, Walthara Cross, N.,

has a quantity of large handsome TREES, Evergreen
and Deciduous, which must be cleared oflf 10 acres of the

old Nurseries very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus
deodara. Cedar of Lebanon, Yews, Box, Laurels. Arbor-vitie,

Privet, Red Cedar, fine specimens of choice Coniferffl, Alders,

Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Fruit Trees, &c. All have been
frequently removed and rise with plenty of fibrous roots. Care-

luUy taken up and delivered free to any railwaj' station in

London. Further particulars on application.—Please addi-ess

William Paul, Cheshunt Nurseries. Waltham Cross. N.

G'^iiEEN HOLLIES, &c.—Fine repeatedly trans-

planted GREEN HOLLIES, COMMON LAUBEL,
PORTUGAL LAUREL, YEWS, TREE BOX, MAHONIaS,
and other Evergreens in great quantity, 1, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Prices on application. The Trade liberally dealt with.
fjAMKH Dickson & Soys, The •* Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

OBEHT NEAL. Nuksektman, Wandsworth
Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well selected stock of EVERGREENS and PLOWER-
INGSHRUBS,0RNAMENTALTREES, AMERICAN PLANTS.
FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, STANDARD AND DWARF
ROSES of every description. A large stock of BOX-LEAP
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds ;

LEAF MOULD. The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Clapham
Common, and New Wandsworth Sta tion, Crystal Palace Line.

MELBOURNE, NEAR DERBY.

EDMUND SALSBURY bogs to offer 1-year
Seedling Quick; 2 and 3 years' Transplanted do.; 1 year

Seedling Hollies; 1, 2, and 3 years' Transplanted do; 3 years
Spanish Chesnuts, and a large variety of Lancashire Goose-
berries, includirtr the large bearers as well as the new prize

varieties. Also Elton and Alice Maud Strawberry plants. The
above are held in very large quantities, are of first-cliissquality,

and will be otfered to extensive purchasers at very low prices.

Prices on application, and no charRC for samples.

' PLANTING SEASON.
WM. UKQUHART a>'D SONS, Dundee, beg to

announce that their PRICED LIST for this season of
FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
BORDER FLOWERS. ROSES, FERNS, and AURICULAS
may now be had on application.—Dundee. Nov. 10.

THE ABERGAVENNY NURSERY GROUNDS.
JAMES SAUNDEKS begs to call tbe attention of

Gentlemen and Planters to his large well grown stock of

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN and
FLOWERING SHRUBS of every description, too numerous
for an advertisement. Catalogues of which are being pre-

pared and may be had on application in a few days.

10,000 to 15,000 grafted ELM, of various kinds and sizes, from
3 to 20 feet.

20,000 POPLARS, several kinds and sizes.

50,000 COMMON LAUREL, from 1 to 4 feet. PORTUGAL
LAURELS, LAURUSTINUS, PINUS, of sorts, varying
from 1 to 10 feet.

A large quantity of fme Siiecimcn Trees and Shrubs for pro-
ducing immediate effect, and suitable for parks and lawns.
The lease having nearly expired on one portion, the land must
be cleared as quickly as possible.—A liberal discount for Cash.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
Y^TJI. SKIRVING begs to announce tbat, in con-
T T sequence of part of the Land of one of his Nurseries

^"^-r
"*1"^*"^^

f*^*"
building purposes, he intends clearing ofi

the Ireesand Shrubs therton as soon as possible; to accom-
plish wbirh, he is wilhng to submit to a irreat reduction un
current prices.

The Stock consists of many hundreds of fine well-grown
specimen p ants of the most choice hardy Coniferous Trees
lately mtrotluced witfc very large quantities of smaller sizes
of the same 1 here is alto a very extensive stock of Ever-
green and Flowermg Shrubs on the land to be cleared, amongst
which are fine large specimen Plants of the varietie^ of Green
and Variegated Holly, the English and Irish Yew, Cedars,

GERANIUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPIWE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY . VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to inform
their friends and patrons that their new priced and

descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,
Fruit Trees, kc. (which include the be.st ntw plants of the
season, is now published, and will be forw.\rded post free on
application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sistera and Homsey
Roads, HoUoway, London, N.

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS. '

JOHN WATERER be^s to announce that bia New
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and

other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published
and will be forwarded on application. It likewise furnishes a
List of all popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most
desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale
Station, South-Westem R;ulway.
The CATALOGUE can also be had of Mr. John Kernan,

4, Great Russell Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

s CARLE T KKODOBENDRON S.—
Handsome bushy plants, from 1 to 2 feet high and 2 to 3

feet through, 10^ 10^., mixed with Hybrids, PONTICU^X, from
2 to 4 feet, 7L 10*, per 100.
KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 2 to 3 feet high, 51. ; 4 to 4^ feet

high, 7/. 10^.

AZALEAS, large bushy plants, 2i to 4 feet and larger, 5L
per 100 ; best Ghent varieties, 75«, per 100,

CATALOGUES on application,
Geo, Ba^ker, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

NEW HARDY RUODODENDBON.
R- NAPOLEON BAUMANN.

JOSEPH BAUMAN]Sr,NuRSEEYMAN,Ghenfc, Belgium,
begs to announce that he is sendinp: out for the first

time his new SEEDLING RHODODENDRON- It is a good
grower, free flowering, pyramidal truss, bright rose, all the
petals dotted over with deep crimson sjiots, very fine (oliage ;

altogether excellent. It received the first prize at the great
Ghent Show for best seedling. Good plants with three to four
shoots, 11. ; stronger plants, 2L Free to London (Custom
House). One over for every three taken.
X B/s NEW CATALOGUE, with the figure of this Rhodo-

dendron, may be had on application at the Ghent Nursery,
" CARNATIONS AND PlCOTE£S.

JOHN KEYNES is prepared to send out Six New
and Splendid CARNATIONS and Six New and First-rate

PICOTEES, the 12 pairs for 3/.

CATALOGUES now ready. The Silver Cup was awarded to

J. Keynls at the National, where some of these Seedlings were
exhibited in his Stand, which will not easily be forgotten by
those amateurs who saw them. There being but few pairs of

a sort, early application will be best to secure good plants,

Saliabury, November 10.

INTER FLOWERING PLANTS.—We have a
large stock of fine healthy plants, well set with blo^m,

of the best varieties of AZALEA INDICA, CAMELLIAS,
EPACRIS, and K RIOAS, and will be glad to quote prices upon
application. Also very nice ^^rafted plants of JASMINuM
GRANDIFLORUM, ACACIA GBANDIS, PULCHELLA,
AGROPllYLLA LONGIFLORA MAGNIFICA, and others.

DWARF OTAHEITE ORANGES, beautifully set with fruit,

James Dickson & Soks, Newton Nurseries. Chester.

^,,,^^, P'NE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
Jilr

P^'^^TS, Fruiting AND Sitccession,
GRAPE VINES, from Eyes for Frciting in Pots, orPlaxting.
JUHN WEKKS AND CO. can supply any quantity

ofveryfinehealthyPinePIiUits, either FruitingorSuccesfiion.
GRAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varietiee, all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO.'S Horticultural Show Establish-
ment is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing ol
GRAPES, PINES, PEACHES, FIGS. CUCUMBERS, and other
choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of Horticoltupal Buildings with
the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full
operation,

JOHN WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
Water Apparatus llanufacturcr.s, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues free on application^

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES IIM POTS,
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now a remark-

ably fine healthy stock of strong Vines, from 6 to 10 feet
Itigh, of all the choicest sorts, fit for immediate planting, pro-
pagated from eyes, taken from their own experimental Vinery^
which enables them to warrant each kind true to name.
LISTS of sorts and prices may be had on application to them.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

EXHiblTIOlM OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JOHN SALTER, F,H.S-, begs to inlbrra the Public

that his imrivalled Collection of these beautiful flowers will
be in bloom throughout November and Decerhber. He invites
Amateurs tu visit his Nursery, where they will see, both under
glass and in the open Rrouud, not only all the varieties in
general cultivation in their natural growth, but very many
SPLENDID SEEDLINGS, large flowers and Pompones, which
he will have the honour to send out early in 1S6L
The WINTER GARDEN, which has been considerably en-

larged, will present a ''coup d'cei.' unique in this or any
other country. Free admission every day except Sunday.

Versailles Nursery. William Street, near Hammersmith
^___ Turnpik e, London, W, _^
]VTE\V CHRYSANTHEMUMS OF 1860.-50 New
X> varieties of CHRYSANTHEMUMS for IL, or 5*. per
dozen. CATALOGUE may be had on application.

—

Joseph
CouRCHA, Wellington Row, Hart Lane, Bethnal Green Road, E.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
H- BIKD, F-H.S., NuESEEYiiAN, i?toke Newingtou,
N,, beers to inform his Friends and the Piiblic that his

matchless COLLKCTIONof the above flower is now coming
beautifully into bloom. Amongst them will bo found some

( beautiful seedlings of his own, wliich will be sent out rarly iu

1861- This beauLiful colkction, not to be equalled in Europe^,
to be seen gratis every day, Sundays excepted.

SATVUDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 18G0.

J.

MEETINGS FOR TRE ENSUING WEEK.

5j.

CHOICE BULBS.
STEPHEN BROWN'S CATALOGUE (late Bass

h Brown) supplied free on application. It contains one
of the finest collections «f DUTCH, GAPE, and other BULBS.
The cultural and descriptive matter is this year gieatly
enlarged, and prices are very moderate*
Finest named Hyacinths, 6^., 9«, and 12«. per doz.
Fine, in colours, without names, S*. per dozen.
Assorted Collections of Bulbs, either greenhouse or hardy, at

10^- 6<i., 21«., 42»., 63^, 84*,, and 100s.

If 20s- and upwards, free to all stations in London,
Seed and Nursery Estahlishment, Sudbury, STifTolk-

D'
OWNIE AND LAIKD beg to intimate that tliey

are now sendin^f out the undermentioned beautiful new
and distinct PANSIES ;— Each.
Rev, H. DOMBRAIN.—Dark shaded with blue, large size

and fine form 5j,

ECLAT-—Dark self, deep glossy purj^le, fine form . . 6^
Dr. STEWART.—Yellow ground, beltedwithbronzy purple,

extra fine show flower . . . -

FRANCIS LOW.—Golden yellow ground, light bron;:y
purple belting, of exquisite form, Ist class certificate

by the Scottish Pansy Society in June ISttO ; and the
onlv flower passed bv that Society this season ..

PRINCE CHARLIE.—Light sulphur,.ground belted with
purple, fine form . . ....

PRINX'E ARTHUR.—Deej> yellow ground, belted with
deep purple, verr smooth, and of fine form

DUCHESS OF KENT.—Light stniw frround, deep pm-ple
beltinff, size large, Tery showy and distinct

LADY LUCY DUNDAS.—Pure white ground, belted with
light prfrple, first class show flower

ISA CRAIG.—Pure white ground, belted with deep blue,
first rate show flower

17, Smith Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

RHUBARB
BALDRY'S SCAULET DEFIANCE is now the best

sort iu cultivation, either for market g-irdeners, private
growers, or forcing. It was awarded First ^ize, May 2, I860,
by the Pomological Society of London, when 18 varieties were
exhibited, a portion of each kind was examined. Baked, and
also a portion examined Green. The Society report that it is

unquestionably a First Cins.-^ Variety, very stout in habit,

medium in length. Pulp very deliqiiesccnt, high coloured, and
richly subacid, excellent for market as well as for private

growers, Mr. Baldry of Enfield has ft very Uv^e quantity of

roots (strong crowns), to sell at 12^. per half duzen, 1/. Iv. i>er

dozen, or fil 6?, per hundred, to include package, on receiving

Post-oflBce Order.—Address to Mr. William Clark, Seedsman,

Bishopsgate Street Within, I>ondon, E-C, tbe sole Agent

MoNDAT, iNov, \1 1 Stoke Newinifton Clir>'BaiUhei£iulir

TuK&DA\t ^- 131 Society's t^xliibition.
,.. j I*<jrticulniriil (Fruit Commlttef)
^*l ft! St Martini FUcem Stiikp Ncwington (Oriicinftl) Chn'^'vn-
15 J tUeiDum Socictj*! £xhibttio&,

1^ VCryit&l Fal&ccChrj&ftDtlienium Show

Ti;k5DAT, —

Thurbdat, —
TmiRai>AT, —
FlllI>Al, —
Saiiijluat, ^

6«.

BUCKLEY'S NEW CRIMSON RHUBARB.

JOHN BUCKLEY, Gakdener and Seeesaian

Saltisford, Warwick, begs res^KictfulIy to offer to the

public his new RHUBARB, thequality of whicli surpasses any
Cypress. Arbor-vit^, and Rhododendronrwith m^Hhom^^ other yet out. Specimens have been sent to Dr. Lindley for

of ordinary planting sizes.
'

1 his opinion. See the following m tne Ganknent Chyonidtoi

W. b. invites the particular attention of Planters of Public February 26, 1S59 :—
^ u j • u

or Private Parks, Cemeteries, Garden or Pleasure Ground^ "John Buckley, your specimens are very handsome neb
to insi>ect the Stock now offered, feclinfr cerSn S^ich^ a ^ red quite through, and and are evidentlv derived from

collection of Trees and Shrubs, for extent and variety has
seldom or ever been offered to the pubUc.

'

At the eame time W. S. begs to ofter Ms large Stock of
Fruit fliid Forest Trees.

_
and several acres of transplanted

?.*Tr^rS^*^T-nV'"*"^
adjoinin^permanentabdnew Nui-series.

(.AJALOCiLES on ttpi'iJealio:!.—^ovviiibcr 10.

Bucks, the true Rheum undulatura. When cooked they were

remarkably delicate and free from strinKineas."

It has alao been exhibited at Messrs. Hur.st & M'MuUen's,

6 Lsadenhail Street, Loudon, where plants may be had

Whole-jftle find Retail. Price 35. 6'f. each. A hberal allowaoce

to the Trade.

The m'ild species of Geape found in Ihe UniteJ
States have tor some years past attracted attention,

partly ou account of their hardiness, and partly

because a singular foxy taste that belonis^s to them
has been imagined to resemble that of Raspberries

or been dignified by a comparison with European
Muscats. Sforeover it has been asserted that some
of them at least produce wine of great excellence.

We have now before us an official report to

the United States Government upon these sub-
jects, and it seems worth while to glance at the
general conclusions of the reporters.

According to Dr. Jackson the Catawba and
Isabella Grapes are of the first quality and are

extensively cultivated for wine making j and he
adds that no varieties which contain less than
15 per cent, of saccharine matter will moke a wine
that will keep without the addition of sugar or
" alcoholic spirit," For this reason the *' celebrated

Scuppernong" Grape must be treated with sugar
and brandy. Nevertheless "the rich flavour of
the Grape renders it peculiarly valuable, the wine
having the flavour and bouquet of the celebrated

Tokay wine of Hungary." Upon looking
to the details of this report we find

that the Isabella contains 16 per cent, of

sacchariue matter, the Catawba
the Scuppernong only 12. It is

marked, that out of 38 sorts of

analyzed only six yielded 15 per cent, of sugar," or
more; viz., the Henshaw, Catawba, Isabella,

Vitis sinuata, Bartlett, and Clinton. Some of the
others contained only D, 7i, and 8 f er cent., and
must, therefore, be absolutely sour. Upon the
whole the ample details furnished by Dr. Jacksox,
of Boston, and Mr. Webee, of M'ashingtoD, offer

no inducement to Europeans to occupy themselves
with American native Grapes, and not much To

Americans to speculate in wine making unless for

domestic use.

It appears however from another report made
by Mr. Williams, who by order of the Government
visited the Southern States of the Union, that in

Arkansas there are Vines apparently of the Vitis

eBHtUalla species, which promise better than the

northern sorts. He particularly mentions one

called "The Mountain," often seen in the light-

loose dry soils of the Tertiary formation. The

berries are as large as those of middle tXzfd

17 to 18, and
also to be re-

native Grapes
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Catawbas, black, and capable, in that climate of

hanging on the Yines till winter. Rai3ins, said to

be of "good Quality, have been made from it.

Another sort called the " Ued River/' is much

like this. ^^^ -, . ,, i

He speaks moreover of the ^'Washita," perhaps

a variety of the Vitis vulpiiia or Fox Grape.

This Grape had been taken to France, where '^ it

had established a reputation for the highest

exceUence." Indeed *'a very intelligent gentle-

man who informed Mr. Williams that he was

from the Hhine, and was acq^uainted with the

Grapes j^rowninthe wine countries, did not belieye

a finer Grape than the AVashita could be found m
the United States or in Europe:'

In addition to this Mr. Williams speaks ot

fruits grown in New Mexico, of which we know

nothing. In the market of Santa Fe he found

excellent Plums resembling ** the wild variety

known in the Southern States as the Chieasaw,

though more sweet and delicious than Southern

Plums, Then there were Apricots, small in size,

but in richness of flavour not to be surpassed."

Moreover he speaks of a certain "blue'' Grape

extensively cultivated in Paso del ]S"orte, with large

loose and branching bunches sometimes weighing

3 lbs., and berries thin skinned, very juicy and

exceedingly sweet ; notwithstanding a very imper-

fect wav ot cultivating the Yines.

Is it not to be wished that these Tines should

be procured for experiment—as stocks—or as

breeders—or, in the ease of the **Blue'* Grape, as

objects of special cultivation ? They would probably

repay the trouble in some way. One might give better

hanging qualities, another might throw vigour

into weak sorts, a third might increase the weight

of the bunch. These are questions to be replied

to by amateurs, to whom we commend them.

A CoERESPOXDENT, **P. G." has cnclosed a

sample of *'Coe's Golden Deop Plum" to show

that this singular season has not been so very

unfavourable to all descriptions of fruit as might

be supposed. The specimens sent were from trees

growing on the north side of a wall 14 feet high,

so that the sun can never have shone upon them

except for a very short time early in the

mornings, and that only during the very

longest davB. Nevertheless the fruit was well

coloured, and of very good quality, although

of course not equal to the produce of a bright

hot summer. We have ourselves had a similar

result. A small tree, forgotten, allovved to grow

wild, smothered with suckers, overshadowed by

branches, and on the north side of a great pile of

wood, nevertheless bore some extremely good

Hums—such indeed as would have been pro-

nounced excellent had they come from any other

sort.

fact seems to deserve being generally

for, now that planting is about to com-

^ it should induce those who have north

walls to cover to select for the purpose something

better than Morello Cherries, Red Currants,

Apples, or the other staple kinds of fruit generally

relegated to that inhospitable climate.

equally discoloured, the contents of the cells of

which it is composed being filled with brown

matter. The immediately subjacent cells seem at

present unafi'ected, but further down diseased

brown patches occur, reminding one forcibly of

the spots in diseased Potatoes. The walls ot the

cells are more or less discoloured, and where ths

disease has attacked the peculiar radiating cells in

the centre of which occur the gritty cells, the

gritty matter is itself impregnated with the brown
.

, _
substance indicative of decay. In either case the at every fourth to sixth leaf, provided such

of Orange trees. Most of these trees were unexcep
tionable in pohit of health, and as far as could then

be judged likely to be finely set with bloom buds. I
noticed, however, the summer stopping of the Peaches

jind Nectarines had not been carried to the extent

which Mr, Rivers's written instructions bad led

many persons to tlunk it ought to be, and hence

histead of having bundles of diminutive branches,

as I have seen in some places, and too weak for

anvthing, Mr. Rivers had by judicious disbudding

in "the first instance, and stopping the shoots retained

cause is equallv obscure, The disease in the

case reported to'ns is confined to a single tree

amongst several others of the same variety, and in

many instances the side of the fruit exposed to the

sun is the only side diseased, a circumstance we

have not observed in Apples. The growth of the

diseased side is cheeked while the other increases,

so that the Pears are more or less distorted.
^

The particular tree, it may be observed, is on a

south wall, but a good deal shaded by a large

Birch in the afternoon, though not more so than

others which are free from disease on the same

waU. If. J. B.

r

We understand that at the late competition

between the Hitcham and Bromborough Pool

allotment holders 12 outof 15 sweepstakes were won

by the former. This shows the importance of

continuous as well as continued perseverance. It

always seems to us a great misfortune when those

who start these little useful rural rivalries fall

away now and then with **no show this year," or

"we'll have another but not next year." When
this is done the spirit of the competitors is damped,

lor they have no certainty that the pains they may
take will be properly rewarded. Surely it would

be better to provide such associations with the

means of having every year a certainty of such

rewards as their industry and skill may entitle

them to. To give them the cold shoulder now and

then acts'more powerfully as a discouragement than

occasional patronage as an encouragement.

This
known,
mence,

OtTR readers are aware that the Horticultural

Society have been for some months in search of a

collector of seeds and plants in foreign countries.

It appears, however, that no one has been found

who possesses such qualifications as the Council

consider indispensable. They have therefore given

temporary commissions ; one to a naturalist in the

Philippines, and another to a collector now travel-

ling in S. Africa, and supplies from the latter may
be expected next spring. He is, however, specially

instructed not to send home such things as Cape
bulbs, Heaths, and other common forms of South
African vegetation, hut to confine himself to

plants with novel features, and handsome flowers

and foliage. If the wishes of the Council are ful-

filled the Horticultural distributions and Jnillots in

the coming season ought to possess great interest,

EvEET fruit grower is too familiar v,ith that
form of disease in Apples which consists in the
partial spotting of their flesh, indicated by little

shallow discoloured pits in the outer surface. It

is that form of disease to which we had occasion to

allude at page 870 of this year's Gardeners^
Chronicle, and which was described under the
name of Caries in No. 98 of our series of articles
on Vegetable Pathology. Hitherto, as far as our
experience goes, this disease has been confined to
Apples, but we have just received intimation that
it ia this year to be found in Pears also.
A small and ill-grown specimen of ilarie Louise

now lefore us confirms this report. The skin is

A Natural History Revietc is announced by
Williams and Norgate to appear in quarterly 45.

numbers, under the high authority of Drs. Car-
penter, M'DoNNELL and Perceval Wright for

Physiology and Histohyy ; Mr. Rat Greene and

Mr. ScLATER for Systematic Zoology and the Distri-

bution of Animals ; Mr. Busk, Mr. Lubbock, and

Prof. Huxley for Human and Comparat ive

Anatomy and Embryology; Prof. Oliver for

Phanerogamic Botany : Mr. Frederick Currey

for Cry'ptogamic Botany; and Messrs. Huxley
and Wyville Thomson for Palceontology. The

proposed Keview will therefore embrace every

department of Biological Science.

Its contents will be divided into—I. Reviews

;

II. Original Articles and Beports; and III. Biblio-

graphical notices and Miscellanea. The first sec-

tion will embrace criticisms of all important new
biological works published either in this country

or abroad. The second will comprise such original

papers, as may be of sufficient importance to

deserve publication, though they may not be of a

nature to demand a place in the Transactions of a

Scientific Society. Careful Eeports upon the pre-

sent condition of particular branches of Natural

History will form an additional important con-

stituent of this section. In the third section will

be comprised notices of all the Papers on biological

subjects read before Scientific Societies ; a biblio-

graphical record of the various serial publications

and works on Natural History that have appeared

during th^ q^uarter ; and, linally, miscellaneous

\ notes.

1 While the last section will form a record of the

daily progress of Soienee, of the greatest import-

ance to the working Naturalist, the two former

may be expected to contain communications of

value, not only to the man of Science, but to that

large and increasing number of persons who take

an interest in the results of the investigations of

the professed Naturalist. •

Under the Editorial auspices we have announced
it is to be expected that the proposed periodical

will take a very high place in Scientific Literature.

I

ORCHARD HOUSES.
REcrKRiNG to my visit to Sawbridgeworth it is

astonishing to see the extent to which Mr. Rivers has

carried the preparation of trees for orchard house culti-

vation, he having at the present time fmit trees of all

kinds, I think I may say by the thousand. House after

house is filled with pot Vines in tlie most beautiful con-

crrowth as when fully matured, as it soon promises to

he, could not fail to yield an abundant show of

blossom and fruit. As a matter of convenience, and as

being easily understood by the uninitiated in the mys-

teries of fruit tree management perhaps, this bush,

training is the best and least troublesome that could be

adopted or recommended by Mr. Rivers; hut where the

object Is fruit of the finest quality, especially of Peaches .

and Nectarines, it is indispensable that it be exposed in

the fullest manner to the action of the solar and other

maturing intluences ; then no doubt the espalier, table,

umbrella, or balloon form is preferable; hut then judg-

ment and method is necessary in the carrying out of

these systems, and that can only be attained by expe-

rience, and such a knowledpie of vegetable physiology

as does not fall to the lot of every amateur cultivator who

gardens for health and amusement. A number of Peach

trees in one of the fruit houses in the garden of the

Horticultural Society trained in the " umbrella " form

are at the present time really all that could be desired in

point of symmetry and fruitfulness. I am sorry I did

not see the fruit upon them, but it had been gathered

and sold at a good price, most of it being sent to Liver-

pool a short time prior to m.y visit to the garden.

These trees, be it observed, are planted out ; and I

noticed at Sawbridgeworth in the fruiting house that

upon tw^o trees planted out the fruit was much finer

than upon any retained in pots. In fact the evidence

afforded by Mr. Rivers's fruiting trees was confirmatory

of all that I have ever contended for in relation to

orchard-house management, viz., that if you want fruit

of first-rate size and quality the crop must be appor-

tioned to the maturing capabilities of the trees, not less

so in trees in pots than in those growing in the open

"•round. Mr. Uivers had some trees of Peaches and

Nectarines with the fruit hanging literally like bunches

of Onions; but to carry the simile a little further it

may be said the fruit, as compared with what it ought

to be, was only of the pickhng size, or more like Nut-

megs than Peaches or Nectarines. I have frequently,

both in print and orally, w'hen questioned on the

subject, stated that a plant is capable of bringing a

certain quantity of fruit to perfection, and that

if more is left on it will be ripened at

the expense of the size and quality which under

proper treatment it ought to attain. But if on the

contrary, the crop is over-thinned, and less are left on

than the tree could bring to full size and maturity, then

yon get fruit of larger size and sometimes unusual pro-

portions. The late Mr. Clement Iloare, in his treatise on

the Cultivation of the Vine in the Open Air, laid it down

as a rule that a Vine should not be permitted to pro-

duce fruit until its stem at the base had attained a cir-

cumference of 3 inches ; then it would mature 10 lbs.,

and I think (I am writing from memory) 5 lbs. for every

inch which it increased in cirnum Terence afterwards.

A rule of this kind may be considered in some measure

arbitrary, as it is well known the Vines with stems of

much smaller dimensions do produce good fruit, and we

sometimes hear of a Vine being planted one season and

producing a heavy crop the succeeding one ; but still I

think it may be laid down as a rule that such Vines

never attain what maybe called a mature old age; they

may produce for a year or two fine crops, but

this premature exuberance is soon checked, and

afterwards they produce fruit of comparatively

inferior quality. This I have noticed in many instances.

A new garden for two or three years becomes celebrated

for its magnificent Grapes, and we hear of the wonder-

ful crops, but this rarely lasts long, and 1 could without

much trouble enumerate a number of places where tins

has happened. On the contrary, if the plants are

allowed to become fully established, and have the power

of maturing a crop fuUv formed before they carry one,

then there'is but little fear the Vines will attain a ripo

old age before there is much falling ofi' in their frmt

bearing capabilities. And so it is with trees of allkinds.

" First catch your hare," as Jlrs. Glasse says, that is form

a vigorous healthy tree, neither weak nor woody, treat

it judiciously as to the crop you allow it to carry, and

vou will be rewarded with fruit of the finest quauty

both in size and flavour. Extremes of all kinds must be

avoided, extreme fruit fulne?s, as well as extreme

luxuriance—extreme root pruning, and likewise extrcire

manuring, but endeavour to get your trees mio a

healthy "fruitful state and keep them so by avoidmg

extremes of all kinds.
r f -f

In Mr. Rivers's home nurseries the number ot m-i^

trees preparing for orchard h^inse and mmiatuio

orchard planting is almost incredible. In some c.

whole quarters may be scon of one variety,^ "-Inie lU

the leading kinds are cultivated by Iimid: s it no

thousands. Mo^t of the trees were tor the sP\»on »

dition ; thrrame" may be"said of the Peach, Nectarine, fine health, and pror. ' d to be more fry' yal next year

Apricot, and Figs, while outside were miniature forests th.m could have been expcoiod. btul ^ *^'"^^^ ^^^
of Apples, Pears, and Plums, and also a large quantity advocate for this extreme dw- -:ig
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amateurs it is very nice to be able to purcbase trees

which with proper manngement will produce a crop
the first season of planting. Pears, Apple, and Plum
trees, little more than 2 feet in heiglit, were producing
abundant crops; but the large pyramidal trees of 20
years or more growth had failed. Tbese are planted ou
retentive clay with a depressed basin roniid each to

receive manure-water, which in ordinary seasons is

necessary to trees whose root-room is so very much
restricted ; but this year these basins had retained the
water to such an extent that the trees looked anything
but assuring as to the crop for another season. These
however are fine trees, and for some years past have
produced fruit equal, and sometimes superior to the best
sent into Covent Garden Market. Of large pyramidul
Plum trees, Mr. Rivers, to make room for his new
house, had been obliged to remove some at the time
they were coming into bloom, but the crop they were
carrying when I saw tlieni was of the finest description,
the branches being positively smothered with fruit.

Ihese trees were some 8 or 10 feet in height, and the
branches 6 feet through at the base; some of them no
doubt carried 2 or 3 pecks, or perhaps more, of fruit,

and these came nearer to my idea of what orchard-
house trees ought to be than the diminutive things so

frequently seen. Tliere is something on the cut and
come again principle in such specimens ; one dish of

fruit does not exhaust the crop. Late in the spring of
this year I purchased some 6 to 8 feet pyramidal Plums
for planting in boxes for the orchard-house. Some of

them had flower buds, and though they were not put
into the tubs until the blossoms were quite expanded,
several yielded very satisfactory crops.

Of the Vineries in the sand banks several of them
contained satisfactory crops, 'and from others the fruit

had been cut. The arrangement of tliese houses is of
the most primitive and novel character, but still they
answer the purpose and produce excelleafc crops. Of
course the bunches are not large, but the berries are
good and the produce such as most people would be
satisfied with. The curate's Vinery contained plenty
of fruit, 'but I feiir the season has been too cold and
wet for it to attain full maturity. On the whole my
visit to Sawbridgeworth was satisfactory, and as I had
not been there for nearly 16 years a good deal of
novelty and improvemeut was presented to me.

Since writing the preceding, I find I was in errar
in stating that Mr. Rivers's large house cost 130^. ; this
was the amount paid by Mr. Rivers to the builder, but
in addition he provided the Oak posts, and assisted with
the nursery labourers in the erection of the house, the
whole of which expeuae would be covered by 20/., tlius
making the actual cost 150^. My correspondent
pictures this house filled with 150 pyramids of the
Peach Apricot, which he calculated would yield 20 to
30 bushels of fruit annually

; just calculate the value
of that quantity of Apricots in Covent Garden a fort-

night before any come iu from the open walls;

recollect too, they would be of the finest quality, and
then no doubt they would bring home a golden
harvest. With the experience of the present season,

scarcely a fruit in the open air fit to eat. Orchard-
houses become a great fuct ; and when iu addition we
know they can be erected more cheaply than a brick
wall, there can be no doubt they must come into

general nse. W. P. A,

ones. The choicer kinds in the collection, falling under
this head, belong to two subdivisions, one ot which has
been called by the seedsmen "large-flowered," in con-
tradistinction to those in which the blossoms are of the
usual or average size. The most desirable of the kinds
were :

—

(a) FlowPTt of itsual or average size.—" Dwarf White" (Carter),
white; "Red brown" (Carter), dull deep brownish-red
or chocolate; "Carmine Dwarf" (Carter), Ught rose-
colour; "Dark Violet" (Carter), deep violet-purpie

:

"Chamois" (Carter), pale coppery-piiik ; "Flesh-colour
dwarf" (Carter), pale bluslu

(&) Flowers above aveyige size.—'' Dark Blue "
f Carter), a kind

of reddish-purple ;
" Light Blue" (Carter), pale purple

or bluish-lilac
;

" Carmine " (Carter), hght rose colour

;

" Rose " (Carter), deep rosy-pink or Peach blossom
;

"White" (Carter), white, tolerably pure; "Crimson"
(Carter), rather deeper rose than the sort called
" Carmine."

§ 2. Dwarf Ten-weehs\-~'T\i\^ group has the habit
and characteristics of § 1, but the plants are dwarfor,
averaging about 9 inches iu height, and they are also
more branclied. The variety sent as " Dwarf Crimson'*
was considered to be one of tlie finest and most useful
varieties in the whole collection. The best varieties
were '' Dwarf Crimson" (Carter), the same as " N'ew

coloured Miniature " (Carter), pale blush ; " Chamois "

(Carter), pale pinkish-buff.

§ 3. Branching^ or Pyramidal Ten-weeks',— The
plants in the varieties referred to this section are
taller than those in § 1 ; they attain an average lielght
of a foot and a half, and they are also more diffuselv
branched. Among the annual Stocks they are at once
distinguishable by their height and more loosely
branched appearance. It is to this group that the
term " intermediate," applied to several distinct forms,
seems properly to belong. The variety called " Wliite
Branching" proved to be remarkably fiue; certainly
one of the finest iu the collection. The most worthy
of notice in this group, of which tliere is also a " large-
flowered " subsection, were

—

(a) Floivers of umal or average sue. — "Victoria Scarlet"
(Turner), very high coloured rosy-carmine. It is sug-
gested that the term "scarlet" should be altogether
discontinued, in describing this class of colours, and
the ward "crimson" substituted. "Bright Crimson
Branching" (Carter), bright rosy crimson ; " White
Branching" (Carter), very pure and fine ;

" Light Blue "

(Carter), pale purplej or bluish-lilac.

(&) Fioicers above average size.—"'New Pyramidal Scarlet"
(Turner), the same as "Light Caruiine Branching"
(Garter), light rose-colour.

§ 4. Bouquet.—^Tho chief characfceiistic of this group,
represented at Chiswick by one variety only, consists in

A GERJIAX FRUIT ROO:vr.
Two kinds of fruit-rooms should always be provided,

one for summer and another for winter fruits; for that
which would be suitable for the Pear would not answer
for the Strawberry ; the former must bo kept in a dry,
dark room, where the air has but little access ; but the
Strawberry should be laid in a place like a larder, cool
and airy.

The winter fruit room requires greater care in its

construction, and is much more expensive than the
summer one. The cost of erecting and fitting up a
winter fruit rcom in as complete a manner as miirht be
desirable would cost about 150Z. ; but a very good one
may be constructed for less money, A room on the
basement or on the first floor may be chosen, with only
a door and window to the south or east. It is impor-
tant that it should be large enough to admit of the fruit
being properly laid out; and that it should be free from
damp, and not liable to great aud sudden changes of
temperature; the latter should be maintained as far
as possible between 41° and 4S° Fahrenheit. The
window and its shutter should be made to fit perfectly
close, in order that neither mice nor air can have access.

If the room is square aud svifficiently wide, fruit
shelves may be put up all round; and in the middle, a
series of round turning stages, 2^ feet in diameter,
supported above each other at a foot apart. The
boarding for the shelves must be sound, dry, and
planed smootli. "Wlien put up tliey must be furnished
with a small ledge to prevent the fruit from rolling off.

For constructing one of these turning pyramidal
stages, take a piece of square timber about 4 inches on
the side, but rounded at each end, and pointed with
iron. To the four sides of this upright post let hori-

zontal pieces be fixed about a foot apart, for the
support of the circular shelves, which should be
hooped with tin or zinc. When these are secured
to the upright post, the pyramid resembles an
upright shaft or axle with numerous horizontal

wheels. The pivot ends of the shaft are so fitted into

copper sockets, which are fixed in the floor and top of
the room, as to admit of the shaft with all the circular

slielves attached being turned round with the slightest

touch. In consequence of the facility which this

arrangement affords of turning round the shelves,

there is no necessity for going up and down a ladder in

order to shift it from place to place when inspecting the
fruit. By means of two hooks which catches against

an iron stay at top, the ladder is secured in a position

that enables a person to reach the whole of the fruit,

by turning round the shelves, without moving the
ladder.

Before the fruit is brou;;ht in, the wood-work of the
its excessively branched dwarf habit of growth. The room should be thoroughly waslied and well aired. The

STOCKS.
[The following Report on Annual Stoebs, grown for trial at
Chiswick, is extracted from the la3t Number of the Horticul-
tural Society's Proceedings.]

A liAEGE number of varieties of this favourite flower

(Matthiola annua) was contributed for comparison at

the garden by the undermentioned seedsmen:—Messrs,

Carter & Co., Holbom; Mr. W. Tiiompson, Ipswich;

and Mr. C. Turner, Slough. Those sent by Mr. Thomp-
son being mixed varieties, though of good quality, are

not enumerated below.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable season a very good
bloom was obtained. It was found, however, that so

little fixity of nomenclature or even of classification had
been hitherto attained, that a detailed report would
have been altogether useless ; and the Committee came
to the conclusion that its attention mi^rht be most use-

fully directed towards making an effort to remedy the
evils just referred to, by endeavouring to group the
varicus.forms into definite sections.. The groups that
have been adopted may, it is hoped, be approved and
employed by English growers; and when the groups

#
j^^^'^^ have become generally recognised, it may be

fonnd possible to apply fixed names to such individual
varieties as are of choice quality, in order to admit of
their being recognised and purchased with something
like certainty. This, at the present time, it must be
considered as almost hopeless to attempt to do.
The seeds were in this case sown on April 9th in

Irames. Ihe plants were " pricked out " and hardened
off m the usual way, and were finally planted out for
flowering on a prepared south border. Thev were
examined and reported on during the first and second
weeks of Augnst while in the height of their bloom.

Ihe classihcation proposed for the various kinds of
Annual Stocks, which were the onlv ones brought
under the notice of the Committee, is as follows :—

§ 1. Ten-tceel's* or German,~ln this group, the
plants grow ubout a foot in height ; the habit is dwarf,
compact, and branching below; and the inflorescence
consists of a longer central spike and shorter lateral

plants form a compact flat-topped bush, about 9 inches
in height, everywhere branching repeatedly, and all

the little brancblets showing flower-buds ; there is

consequently a great number of undeveloped flowers,
aud this, together with a want of brilliancy in the
colour, renders the variety much less efiective than
others of inferior habit. It was called "Dwarf Crim-
son'' (Turner), very free, the colour a rosy-crimson,
somewhat dull, the undeveloped buds and centres
being greenish.

§ 5. Miniature.—This section also was represented
by one sample only, and may not prove constant. The
plants are very dwarf, not more than 6 inches high,
having a short, dense, unbrauched flower-head, seated
closely upon the compact tuft of leaves; "Lazuli
Blue" (Carter), pale lilac or French white.

§ 6- SpiJce-floivered.—These were sent as " ilinia-

tures" along with the variety referred to § 5. Tliey
are, however, of a different habit, being taller, growing
about a foot high ; the stem is almost simple, the few
branches being very short, setting close to the main
stem, and producing a spike-like inflorescence. This as

well as § 5 maybe inconstant, and of doubtful character.

The best varieties were—"Dark Blue" (Carter), deep
reddish-purple; "Carmine" (Carter), light rose, with
greenish centre, which does not open well.

§ 7. WalljlQwer-leaved Ten-weeks.^—This group has
the characters of § 1; but the loaves are glabrous
instead of hoary. There is no other material difference.

The following were very handsome varieties; indeed,
that called "Dwarf Crimson^' was one of the earliest,

richest- coloured, and most enduring varieties in the
whole collection.—"Dwarf Crimson" (Carter), bright
rosy-crimson; ''Sulphur" (Ca»-ter), pale or creamy
yellow, the single-flowered plants being white; "Car-
mine" (Carter), light rose; "FIcsh-coIour" (Carter),

pale blush ;
" Poppy-gray " (Carter), pale lilac.

§ 8. Branching Wallfloicer-leaved.—This group has

the character ol § 3; but with the leaves glabrous as in

§ 7, The only variety in the collection referable here,

and this of good quality, was " Light Blue " (Carter)

;

pale purple or bluish-lilac.

§ 9. Spike-floioered Wallfiomr-leaved.—lVis has a

narrow unbrauched or very shortly branched spikelike

inflorescence, similar to .that which occurs in § 6. The

variety mentioned below was distinct and handsome.

"White Waliaower-leaved " (Carter), white, dwarflsh,

and compact.

The varieties mentioned above under the names ot

Dwarf Crimson (§ 2) ; Victoria Scarlet, and White

Branching (§ 3); D.varf Crimson, and Sulphur (§ 7),

and White Wallflower -leaved (§ 9), are Stocks of first

rate quality and highly deserving of general cultivation.

shelves should then he covered with a layer oi per-

fectly dry JIoss or sawdust.

The fruit should be carefully sorted. That which

ripens first "Should be placed in h'ont, aiidthe side of the

fruit which hag been exposed to the sun's rays shonjd

be placed uppermost iu order that the ripening hue

may be more easily observed.

When the fruit is £\ll taken in and placed on the

shelves, it should be covered with thin paper in order to

protect it from the air and dust. During the first

three days, if the weather is fine and dry, air may be

given for one or two hours in the middle of the day.

After three or four days the fruit must be kept shut up

and in the dark.

Should the fruit become so covered with moisture as

to endanger its sound keeping, recourse may be had

to muriate of lime, which may be placed in any corner

of the fruifc-room. When, in consequence of attracting

the moisture, the muriate of lime becomes liquid, it may
be dried by heat and used again. Sulphuric acid, in an

open jar, may be employed for the same purpose, and

when the acid has attracted moisture to the extent of

saturation, a fresh supply of the substance must be in-

troduced. F, C. Wiliermoz^ TascJienhucJifurPoiiiologeny

Gartner itnd Gartenfreunde, Stuttjartf 1860.

CLASSIFICATION OF PINE APPLES.
{Conilnutd froTii p. 977.)

19. MoxTSEBBAT PiN'E.—Syn. ilontserrat. Copper,

Cape Coast, Bogwarp, Red Ripley, New Rinley, Copper-

coloured Antigua, Cocliincal, Brazil, Old King, St.

Kitts, Malrtcca, Suniatrjt, Ananas Antigua rubra of the

French, Indian Creole, St. Vincent's Cockscomb,

Chevalier's Sierra Leoue.

Easily disting^u-'^lied from all other varieties by the dark
purple colour of the spines, wrhicfi are i-ather small and
irregular; g-ood speciijiens of it will weiph from 3 to 6 lbs.

Flo vers purple. Fniit c; '
' I, sometimes broader at the

top and narrowing dowawards, before ripeninr, d[iric green
and mcalv, afterwards of a pale orange tinged with a copper
colour. Pips middle sizad aod rather flat. Scales covering-

one half the pips, of a deep red towards the points, which are

rather lengthened. Flesh solid, lemon-coloured, semi-trans-

parent, somewh-it me.ily, juicy iind acid, without much flavour

or sweetness. Crown rather large, leaves numerous.

This Pine is pretty generally known in the country

under one or other of the nbove names, but from the

circumst.-ince of its being rather an inferior variety,

few collections contain mure than a very few plants of it.

20. Tkoopeh's Hklmct Pi.ve. — Syn. Trooper's

Helmit, Cockscomb, Hussiir, Broad-leaved JavR.

Leaves rather long, flat and erect, of a pale yellowish green

colour and mealy oii t!io under surface. Spines uuddle-sized

and rccubir. Flowers piu'ple. Fruit orbicularly cyUndrical.

before ripeuing pale iTocu and rather mealy, whea nr.e dark
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^hTTTif^Ti^e, flat, "depressed in the centre and plaited

round the margins. Scales covenrm half the pip% of a whitis i

colonr, and terrninatiug in lengthened blunt points. Mesli

briffht leruou colour, very juicy and hiffh flavoured without

sweetness or briskness, rather of a ccarso and stnngy nature.

Cro^Ti large and spreadipg, leaves numerous.

This is a fruit of great beauty but not of particular

excellence, generally weiglnng from 3 to 5 pounds
;
the

scales being whitish, and the margins of the pips

plaited, cause it to have a novel appearance.

We have received it from Java, under the name ot

Java Broad-leaved and Java Narrow-leaved, and aUo

from St. Vincent's.

21. Green Providence Pine. — Syn. Green Pro-

vidence, Wollaton Providence, Wollaton Green Provi-

dence, New Green Olive, Green Antigua, Royal Green

Providence, Royal Providence.

The leaves of tbis sort are very distinct from all others

;

they are long, very broad, shghtly spreading and keel-shaped

at the base, tapering to a lengthened point, the upper surface

ia dull green with scarcely any. meal, the lower surface is

very mealy. Spines middle-sized and regular. Flowers purple.

Fruit pyramidal, broadiah at the top, before npening of a dark

ffreen, when ripe of a pale orange, slightly mealy. Pips rather

ibove the middle size and slightly promuieat. Scales covenng

one half the pips, with long narrow pointed ends. Flesh pale

yellow, opaque, shghtly fibrous, sweet and pleasant without

much acid. Crovm small, leaves not very numerous.

Thia variety was obtained from seed at Wollaton,

the seat of l*ord Middletou; it generally weighs from

3 to 6 lbs., and is of consid.erable excellence as a

aummcr fruit,

22. St. Vincent's Pinf. — Syn. St. Vmcent s.

Green St, Vincent's, Green Olive, St. Thomas's, Green

Providence, Stubton Seedling, Sugar-loaf Bahama.

This has been described by Specchly to have leaves of the

"same length fts the Queen;" if well grown tliey wiU be

found to be much longer, and differ only from the Ureen Pro-

vidence in being narrower. less keel-shaped, and the upper

surface paler green and rather more mealy. Flowers purple,

middle-sized, Fiuit bluntly pyramidal, shghtly mealy and of

a dull ohve colour, when ripe of a dingy yellow. Pips middle-

sized, flat, and rather depressed in the centre. Scales covering

nearly half the pips ; the tops are short and adbere closely to

the fruit, which givea it rather an even appearance. Flesh

pale yellow, opaque, juicy, crisp, without much- fibre, rich,

aweet, and very highly flavoured. Crown middle-sized, leaves

rather numerous and slightly spreading.

This bears a small fruit, generally weighing from

2 to 4 lbs., but from its being a highly flavoured

variety, a few plants of it will readily be admitted into

every collection; it swells readily during the winter

months.
23. Globb Pine.— Syn. Globe, English Globe.

This sort is readily distinguished by the rigid and erect

character of its loaves, which are rather narrow and slightly

keeled, a bluish green and very mealy, especially on the under
surface. Spines middle-siMd and regular. Flowers hlac.

Fruit globular, somtitimea rather cylindrical, of a dark olive

colour before ripening, afterwards of a darkish yellow, slightly

roe*ly. Pips middle-sized, very slifrhtly prominent. Scales

covering about one-third the pips, aud terminating in rathtir

lengthened points. Flesh yellow, transparent, very juicy and
slightly tibrous, sweet, rich and rather acid. Crown small,

leaves not numerous.

A good variety, and valuable as occupying less room

in the stove than any other sort by reason of its erect

leaves. It generally weighs from 3 to 5 lbs., but does

not swell very readily during winter.

24. Lemon Queen Pine. — Syn. Lemon Queen,

Lemon-coloured Barbadoes, Barbadoes Queen, White

Barbadoes, Ripley's new Queen.

This tolerably good and handsome variety, is easily dl'^tin-

gTiished by its leaves, which are grooved or channeled, and
the margins often involute, of a bluish green colour, with a

considerable qu;intity of mealiness. Spines rather deep and
irregular. Flowers large. Fruit cylindrical, before ripening

of a bright lightish green, when ripe pale lemon-cnlnur, and
slightly mealy. Pips rather above the middle size and flat.

Scales covering about one half the pips, ending in short pomts
which adhere closely to the fruit. Flesh ]>ale yellow, trans-

parent, very juicy, a little stringy, rather aweet and pleasant,

although not very highly flavoured. Crown middle size, often

cockscomb-shaped ; generally weighing from 3 to 5 lbs. ; does

not swell very readily during winter.

25. Otahiite Pine.—Sp\. Otahelte, Anson's.

Leaves long, rather broad and of erect growth, nearly equal

in breadth until near the top where they terminate rather
acutely ; they are also particularly flat, and of a dark bluish

green slightly tinged with brown, and a little mealy on the

upper surface, very mealy on the lower surface. Spines
middle-sized and remarkably irregular. Flowers lilac. Fruit

cylindrical inclining to oval, upon ripening deep olive green
covered densely with a cinerooxia meal, when ripe deep orange
yellow. Pi\'-s large and flat. Scales covering rather more than
one third the pips and ending In short points, which adhere
-cloBely to the pips. Flesh pale yellow, rather etriugy and
slightly acid, with an abundance of juice, but not particularly

wml flavoured. Crown small, leaveo rLithcr few and erect.

Tliis large free-growing and very handsome Pine

generally weighs from 4 to 7 lbs., and where large

and handsome fmit are in request, in preference to

highly flavoured ones, this will undoubtedly continue to

be cultivated, bat in small and select collections it is

scarcely worth having.

26. SUBINAM Pine.—Syn. Surinam.

Leaves rather narrow, long and slightly spreadinjr. of a
bluish-green colour, a little tinged and shghtly covered with
mealiness. Spinw rather deep and riot very regular. Flowers
lilac. Fruit cyhndrical, of a dull grten betore ripening, when
ripe a deep orange and rather mealy. Pips roundish, middle-
sized, projecting and pointed. Scales covering about one third
part of the pips, and ending in lengthened reflexod points,
rlesh pale yellow, tranispirent, rather stringy and very juicy.
but neither sweet, rich, nor acid.

A very distinct, but inferior sort, generally weighing
from 2 to 4 lbs.

27. Buck's Skebling Globe Pine.
Leaves long, rather narrow, somewhat keel-shaped and

spreading, of a bluish green, slightly tinged with brownish
purple and thickly covered with meal. Spines not very strong
but very irregular. Flowers darkish lilac. Fmit cyhndrical,

|somewhat inclining to a globulivr form, bef.n-e ripening of a '

dingy dull green and a Ultle mealy, when ripe darki-^h orange. I

I Pins somewhat below the middle-size and a Uttle prominent.

I Scales covering alwut half the pips, and ending m len-thened

narrotv points. Flesh pale yellow, rather close, hrm and

juicy, with a rich, highly flavoured acid. Crown small, leaves

broad, short and reflexe'd.

This very excellent and distinct variety was sent to

the Society by Mr. William Buct, gr. to the Hon. F.

Greville Howard, s\t Elford, in Staffordshire, where it

was raised from seeds in 1819. It fruited in the Horti-

cultural garden, and weighed nearly 5 lbs.

28. Brown-leated SuGAR-xoAr Pine. — Syn*

Brown-leaved Sugar-loaf, Striped brown Sugar-loaf,

Mocho, Brown Sugar-loaf, Autigua Sugar-loaf.

Leaves rather strong, broad, somewhat keel-shaped, and

shghtly spreading. d;^rk greeti, much tinged with pn^Pl^ii

brown rather mealy. Spines middle-sized aud regular.

Flowers lUac. Fruit cylindrical, of a dingy green and con-

siderably covered with meaUness before ripening ," when npe

dark yellow iuchning to orange. Pips large, shghtly promi-

nent. Scales covering nearly one-half the pips, and endingm
short blunt points. Flesh deep yellow, rather opaque and

slightly fibrous, not very juicy but li'K^]y/^™^«^^,^"^
particularly sweet and rich. Crown middle-aized, leaves

rather numerous and spreading.

This is an excellent variety well calculated for general

culture. Although diftering materially from the other

varieties of Sugar-loaf in the shape of the fruit, yet^lt

has been thought advisable ^o retain its name; its

origin is unknown. Good specimens will weigh from

3 to 5 lbs.

Tt mnst not be confounded with the next sort.

29. Brown Sugar - loaf Pine. — Syn. Brown

Sugar-loaf.

The leaves of this variety are different from all the other

Sugar-loaves ; in appearance they much resemble the Enville,

but are less mealy and more tinged with brownish red ; the

fruit also bears a striking resemblance to that of an Enville,

but is nearly destitute of mealiness. Flesh is rather firm, deep

vellnw, opaque, without much fibre, very juicy, ricu and

highly flavoured, with a httle acidity. Crown resembles that

of an Enville.

I am inclined to think that this is the Sugar-loaf of

Speechly. The Brown-leaved Sugar-loaf does not agree

with Speechly's description, inasmuch as that fruit is

cylindrical ; and his is described to be pyramidal.

A very good and handsome Pine, generally weighing

from 3 to 5 lbs-, and swelling readily during the winter

months.
(To be continued.)

Home Corv*?spondence.
^pergula saginoides.—In tt»e correspondence which

has taken place in regard to Spergula pilifera, all that

has been said against it as a lawn or carpet plant

comes to this—that, like all other plants, you can kill

it if you arc bent on doing so, but even then it is not

an easy matter. Planted in a wet hollow, and covered

with water for weeks together, it survived and grew,

aud proved its merit by its beauty. On trashy London
mould it has made charming verge lines in one season.

Three times transplanted ; first, because it looked

yellow when the frost caught it before it was esta-

blished ; next, because it made the adjoining Grass

look poor by comparison; aud next, for mere whim, it

started away at last and did what was wanted of it

most obediently. Some who pronounced against it,

confess to having got it np in heat, and then coddled

it under glass, till its hardy, fresh air-loving

constitution was broken ; and others wanted it

to make a turf instanter, on worn out, hot,

sandy, or chalky soil, and it failed through

lack of skill and lack of patience. After all

patience is the chief virtue for those who plant Sper-

gula pilifera. It must have time ; it will not come so

quick as Grass, that is, to make so close a turf, simply

because we cannot sow it broadcast by the bushel. Some
day, when the seed is dirt cheap, we may be able to

do that, and then Spergula turf will be possible with

less patience than at present. But one grave objection,

and only one, has been urged against it, and that is,

that when in bloom it has the appearance of a lawn

awfully foul with Daisies. It is true that from the

middle of July till the middle of August it produces

myriads of lovely little white blossoms. But the ap-

pearance is very ditferent to that of a Daisied lawn ; the
blossoms are smaller, more numerous, and look more
like a fall of sleet than a sprinkling of Daisies ; and
this fall of sleet may in some cases interfere with the
colouring of flowei'-beds, and for a few weeks be
objectionable on tliat ground. In any discussion it is

best to admit as much as you can of the arguments
urged by the other side, and in the defence of Spergula
pilifera this is all I am disposed to admit; and I

apprehend it does little to weaken the claims of the
plant to general adoption for outdoor carpets.

My circle of Spergula is not in the best place for such
an experiment ; it is close to the bouse, it is under the
shade of an immense Bobinia, has walls on each side

within a few yards of it, and yet it has thickened now
into a close and elastic felt, and is as smooth as a

billiard table. I do not trust wholly to my own opinion

as to its excellence. It has been seen by Mr. Veitch,

Mr. Chitty, Mr. Oubridge, ilr. Cole, Mr. Cutbush, Mr.
Holland, Mr. West, and a vast number of gentlemen
gardeners, whose judgment in such matters is as ripe

as that of most professionals, and they all say it is a
triumph. I have made up ray miud to the same
verdict. It is a triumph, and those who hold back in

doubt only defer the enjoyment of a new pleasure. I

suggested in a former note on the subject that possibly

Sagina procumbens and Spergula saginoides might be
turned to account for the same sort of woi*k. I have

planted a small patch of Sagina inside a little semi-

circular rockery in a rather damp position, and it looks

as if it would be not long in constituting itself

a respectable feature. But Spergula saginoides has

been well proved by Mr. Summers, and if he does not

offer it as a companion plant to the original, he will be

like one who has put his hand to the plough and then

turned back. I saw this Spergula when I called last at

Forest Hill ; its growth is somewhat different tr>

pilifera, and for certain hungry soils it will probably

supersede it. Spergula saginoides is a British plant,

aud therefore no difficulty can arise in its culture as to

climate. It is almost as abundant in Scotland as the

renowned Heather, and a companion, plant of the

Heather on mountain slopes and rocky hollows. During

winter this preserves its bright green hue unhurt by-

frost or damp, and it is a shade darker in colour thaa

pilifera, and, like it, produces myriads of starry, snow-

white flowers only half the size of those of pilifera. But

its distinctness as regtirds adaption and culture arises

out of the fact that it is as much at home on sand or

o-ravel as pilifera is on heavy loams or clay. In all other

respects what has been said of one holds good as to the

other. Lawns are quickest produced byplantiugtufts,and

the more the tufts are divided the greater is the

economy, and a close turf may be produced just as

quick by planting pieces an inch across, 4 inches

apart, as by using tufts as big as one's hand, at the same

or greater distance, because it is only on the circumfer-

ence of each that it can make lateral growth.

Saginoides is as fond of the roller as pilifera, and the

firmer the ground is kept after the first dressing the

faster will it grow. As a proof of its vitality, I may
mention that Mr. Summers sent me a scrap of the plant

ia a letter in June last. It lay on my table three days ;

I then cut it np, dibbled it in some sandy stuff in little

bits, about the size of pins, in a 5-incb pot, put a bell-

glass over, and every one rooted. There is now there-

fore a choice of two distinct plants for those who are

disposed to venture on a new idea in the formation of

lawns, bowling greens, and verdant ground-work for

geometric gardens, and the chances of final success are

by the proof of S. saginoides, as two to one upon wlmt

S. pilifera had previously brought us to. Shirley

Mihberd, Stoke Newington. [Our enthusiastic friend

is entitled to be heard on this subject ; ht^t J

BougainviUcp-a.—In answer to your correspondent

" B. H.", I beg to state that the true species of Bou-

gainvillsea spectabilis is not the one in his possession ;

but the one he describes so very minutely as having

been seen by him at various estabhshments during his

visits to them, is the true one. I myself visited most

of the principJil London nurseries last June, and a plant

was pointed out to me as Eougiiiuvillaia spectabilis,

which I believe to b^ B. Braziliensis, according to the

description given of that sort by Mr. Duncan, at page

833. I have the three varieties, named by him, growing

here. They are all very dissimilar in foliage. I con-

sider B. splendens to be a very desirable variety, both

on account of its beautiful light green foliage and short

jointed growth, and its being much better adapted for

growing in a pot as a bush or specimen plant than any

of the others. The bracts are of a beautiful bright pink,

and stouter in texture than those of B. spectabilis. It

blooms in a lower temperature, and during the late

summer and autumn months. A plant of it has flowered

beautifully this autumn at Holkbam Hall, the seat of

the Earl of Leicester, under ordinary conservatory

treatment. In conclusion I beg to state, for the infor-

mation of those who wish to obtain the true B. specta-

bilis, that it may be had of Mr. Veitch. Koyal Exotic

Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea ; Messrs. E. G. Hender-

son, St. John's Wood; Mr. A. Henderson, Fine Apple

Place, who have been supplied with stock from the

original plant that bloomed so freely here last summer

;

aud I have no doubt that plants raised from it will be

much more likely to bloom, us tlie plant, from proper

treatment, will have been brought back to its

original state. J. Daniels^ Swyncomhe Gardens. '

I am much obliged to you for your information respect-

ing the spelling of the'^word Bougainvillaea.
_
As othei^

of your readers may have had their curiosity excited

about this geuns, and some of them may not have the

advantage which I have of reference to a library,

perhaps you will allow me to say that it appears thut

Humboldt and Bonpland did meet with an arborescent

species in Mexico. They say " We saw a grove of small

trees only about 18 or 19 English feet high, which.

instead of green, had apparently perfectly red or

rose-colonred leaves. It was a new species ot

Bougainvillsea, a genus first established by the elder

Jussieu, from a Brazilian specimen in Comraerson a

herbarium. Tlie trees were almost entirely without

true leaves, as what we took for leaves at a distance

proved to be thickly crowded bracteas. The appear-

ance was altogether ditferent, in the purity and tre&h-

nessof the colour, from the autumnal tints which, ui

many of our forest trees, adorn tlie woods of tue

temperate zone at the season of the fall of '^^?^, *!*

This I find in the Aspects of Nature. In the Plan?^,

^quinoctiales, T find they say " C'est un arbre tres joii.

"Arbre haut de douze ^ quinze pieds." In t"^.^'''^

Genera et Species Plantarum, they say " Arbor bi- aut

triorgyalis." In the Planta? Novi Oibis. thev say oi

these plants "Frutices ant arbores.'* I think tuei

can be no doubt, then, that the BougainvilU-a .Mexicau^

is a tree, and a very beautiful one. O. M. o.
. ,

Nurserumens Assessments,— i have receivea mi
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income Tiix Kill; 1 am charged lOd. in the pound on
my profits, and also 10c?. in tlie pound on tbe rent of
tbe land I occupy. Two of my neighbours, nurserv-
men, far more extensive than I am, pay the occupation
tax only : a third is charged IQd. on profits and StZ. on
rent. From inquiry I find that these unequal charges
extend all over England without reference to amount
of profits. Would any of your readers therefore be so
kind as to say wliat amount a nurseryman is liable to
pay? A Nurseryman. [You should apply to the
Income-tax Commissioners at Somerset House.]
£owood Muscat Grape.—Ib your correspondent

(see p. 978), certain that he has this Grape ? From what
he states I should doubt it. We grow the Bowood in
the same house with Barnes's and Muscat ot Alexandria

;

we could see no diiference between the two hitter; but
the wood of the Bowood is shorter jointed, the leaf
stalk much sliorter, and the wood, foliage and fruit, a
month later in ripening than the Muscat of Alexandria,
and the fruit is larger both in bunch and berry than that
of either of the others. As it sets as freely as a Ham-
burgh when well managed, there is no White Grape
equtil to it foe size, colour, or flavour. C. a, Ted-
desley.

f'iirnpas Grass.—Among the many fine specimens of
this Grass which 1 have seen near London, none sur-
passed one in the centre of Mr. Turner^s Nursery, at
Slough, which the foreman told me hud been growing
five J ears, and on which I counted about 200 flower-
spikes. Iota, BUhopstoke. Cannot a word be said

large quantities on the borders of cultivated fields and
among corn, and is more or less frequent over the
parish, and the adjoining one of Willingate Spain, an
extent of about three miles. It was stated that there
IS no appearance whatever of its having been introduced.
The farmers apeak of it as growing on their land for
50 years, and ore stated that he liad known it for CO
} ears. They call it Tine Tare. [This has already been
stated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, see p. 774].
LathyruB Aphaca, Lathyrus Nissolia, and Bupleurum
falcatum were stated to occur in the same district. Tlie
following paper was read :—" Introduction to the
Florula of Aden," by Thomas Anderson, M.O. -

Kotlcc?

in favour of the male Gyneriura, which has been con
sidered so inferior to the female erect-plumed plant ?
To me it seems to have far more beauty—of a peculiar
sort indeed, wanting the silvery whiteness of the other,
but liaving more elegance and grace. T. M,

Is Pampas Grass Jit for CoveH ?—I propose to add
rather considerably to mylcovert this winter, and having
some flat land in which I may make some decoy ponds,
I am thinking of planting the Pampas Grass largely.
Do any of jour correspondents know if it has been suc-
cessfully employed in this way ? Any information on
the subject will oblige ^n Old Subscriber, WoolstJiorpe.
Herb I^uddin^.—'lhe following receipt for making

this may prove useful :—Wash, scald, and shred very
fiue a handful of Spinach, Beet, Parsley, and Leeks, or
as m?ny of them as you like. Have ready a quart of
groats or prepared Barley steeped in warm water half
an hour, lib. of pork fat cut into small pieces, two or
three large Onions chopped small, and three sage leaves
weU packed. Put in a little salt, mix all well together
and tie up close. Boil an hour, and the bag must be
loosened whilst boiling to give the pudding room to
swell. An Old Subscriber,

i^ ^

Menanthera^ co(.*6-/«ea.—This is now beautifully inflower here
; its spite measures 3 feet in height and

j4
IC. y niches across. It lias 126 flowers on it, wliich have

On Multiplicity of Ilmbryos and Germination in
Cmleboyt^ne, a Sequel to the Treatise on Fructifica-
tion witTtout Impregnation in Plants. By A. Braun.
4to, pp. 155, tab, lith. 6. Berlin, I860.*

So much has been written about that wonderful
Spurgewort at Kew which for so many years lias pro-
duced abundance of fertile seeds without a trace of any
male flowers, or without ever yielding a single male
plant, notwithstanding the numerous specimetis which
have been raised from seed at Kew and elsewhere, that,
notwithstanding the somewhat arrogant observation of
Kegel that its progress from the blossom to the fruit
has never been observed by. any German botanist,
as if Germany alone were capable of correct observation,
it mieht have seemed almost useless if not impossible
to produce 150 quarto pages on a subject well nigh
exhausted.

Though, however, the treatise before us contains little
that is new or which throws any light en the vexed
question of fructification without impregnation, it con-
tains a good deal of interesting matter on other points;
we, therefore, think it right to direct to it the attention
of our more scientific readers. Much, however, is of a
truly German and transcendental character, and as
remote as anything can well be from practical science.
The talented author's attention was directed again

more especially to the subject by an assertion in the
14th Number of Bonplandia for 1858, that the so-called
embryo in the seed of Coelebogyne is not a true embryo,
but merely a bud, the root not being turned towards
the micropyle, but connected with the chalaza by a
firmer tissue than any wliich surrounds it, and the
supposed albumen presenting none of the distinctive
characters of that substance. A parallel case was
moreover adduced from the fructification of Keens'
Imperial Strawberry, in the seeds of which it is asserted
that there is no true embryo, but a bud similar to that
which it is said exists in Coelebogyne. It became,
therefore, a matter of interest to ascertain what the

commencement of the cycle of development in plants.
d. Is the fructification of Cryptogams a blossom in the
same senseestho fructifying apparatus is in Phienogams.A very lew words on these theoretical matters will
exhaust all the space we can afford for our notice. The
tirst appears to be a mere contest of words. As the
embryo is produced in a distinct female anparatus, it is
a sexual production in contradistinction to adventitious
buds ot any kind which are produced at indifterent
points of a plant. Whether, however, an embrvo
produced without impregnation can in another dh-ection
be truly called a sexual production appears to ua a
mere contest which cannot possibly lead to any conclu-
sion. As to the second question, since the embryo cell is
produced before impregnation, the cycle must commence
with its production and not with the act of impregna-
tion. It seems mere idleness to contend whether this cell
IS an embryo cell, or merely a preparation for an embryo
cell, and whether it is truly an embryo ceil or not
before impregnation. The third point is of more im-
portance; but we have no room for its discussion here.
The whole series of phenomena known in the develop-
ment of the different parts of the fructification,
and the results of impregnation in Cryptogams are
so totally difi*erent from what takes place in Phaeno-
gams, notwithstanding the striking analogies which
are presented in different direction?, that we think it
quite impossible to institute any satisfactory morpho-
logical relations between them. The result of impreg-
nation, and the repetition of the process in Mosses is,
moreover, so different from the same circumstances in
Ferns, where a single act of impregnation, as far as the
production of spores goes, may suffice 'for a hundred
years or more, that we seem to have fallen upon an
essentially different class of beings. The fructification
of Cryptogams, as far as our present knowledge goes,
cannot, we tliink, be considered as blossom comparable
with that of Phaenogams; and such is the conclusion at
which our author has arrived.

en m perfection for these last three weeks- the nianf i
-^ -

- - -, - --. „. .....,..„. „„ „.^.. ...... „„„^ ^^^

18 8 feet high, and is attached to a piece otXWkdSg ^t,^"'^^"^^ /««% -«« .^» C<^lebogyne, for there was no

'4^ '^^^3? ^^^^^^' <^^arles Brockhurst, Gardener to
iV. H. Crawford, Esq., LaJcelandSy Cork.
Rainfall in October, I860.

—

Height of
Rain Guage.

Stations.

Town,

Road]

Little Bridy.Dorset
Barnstaple, Devon
Castletieid, Calne,!
Wilts

Camdea
London

Finchley
London

Pinchley Road,
London .

.

Oundle, North-
ampconshire ..

Norwicli ..

perby
Manchester
North ahields

5o

Ft. in.

4
1

11

4

4

35 4

u

Depth of Rain.

Feet.
348

4 *

20

5
3
1

330

100

270

306

30
170?
106
124

^5

O <D

Ins.

2.00

4.01

L70

1.77

1.63

1.11

1.46
1.75

2.52

3.43
2.24

to o

3S.71

43.07

Greatest Fall
in 24 Hours.

27.02

Depth

Ins.
.51

1.19

.29

.44

Date.

30
10

12&20

10

a

'5

28.39

28.74
31.10
23.80

17
19

14

11

.47

.36

.43

.84

.83

16
16
16
16
15

15
12
20
22
22

The figures in the last column show the total number
of days on which any measurable quantity of rain was
collected; care being taken to exclude days when the
deposition had arisen from dew only. The Finchley
Eoad gauges are of the finest manufacture, of precisely
sunilar size and construction; they have been te.sted byMr Glaisher and found correct; placed side by side

thnn
™y f^^^fandard they read identiaiUy even to the

devatlnn^ t ^" "^'^^^ ^^^^ ^^« ^^^^^ Pl«<^ed at the

^Jth^n« «f ''^- f^*'^' ^" ^^^""^^^ ^"^l ^«»-y favourable

diip fA o« ^,
..-"^"^^^^^^^s "opetithatthe differences

d"termi "ed G J "'<. ^^ ^'^^ '"^^ ^"^ Batbftctorily

Camden Eoad

W.EAN: iVot'. l.-The President lu the chair MrJ. Clarke presented specimens of a new Britisl nimrLathyrus tuberosus. and read a short notice of tf^mwhich It appeared tliat the plant had been catl ereHFyfield, near Ongar, Esse.x, in Au-ust Lt Tf 1^! --
found crowing abundantiv in tlm U^i von A. Briiim. From thet uwing aounaantl^ in the hedge-rows, and in of Sciences in Berlin, 1S59.

opportunity of examining the particular variety of
Strawberry ; and accordingly a fresh examination was
undertaken by Braun, thoutrh this was perhaps un-
necessary after the fruit liad been so carefully examined
by Smith, Brown, and Hooker fil. besides other botanists.
It appears from tliis that the embryo is as truly an
embryo as any that has been stimulated into growth
by impregnation, agreeing with that of other Spurge-
worts, and that there is not on morphological grounds
the slightest foundation for a contrary opinion.

It had already been observed that in the embryo sac,
more than one embryo cell was pretty uniformly pro-
duced, and it now appears from Braun*s observations
tbat^a multiplicity of embryos is almost normal in the
non-impregnated seeds.

From this observation, which is illnstrated by a
series of admirable figures, the author takes occasion to
state all that is at present known about the multiplica-
tion of embryos in plants, each instance being accom-
panied by such observations as it especially suggests.
It appears that the production of more than one
embryo is far more common than is supposed, and that
in some cases, as in Allium fragrans, it is normal. As
this phenomenon is not uncommon in the fleshy seeds
of Amaryllis and some allied genera, he enters upon the
peculiar structure of those seeds, tracing the growth of
the fleshy mass from the integuments of the ovule, trom
which it is derived, and not from the development of the
coHtents of the nucleus.

The question as to the nature of the reproductive
body in the seeds of Coelebogyne leads to a long discus-
sion on the different furma ot buds in plants, and of the
true morphological nature of ovules, which will be read
with interest, though the discussion is not calculated for
our pages. The conclusions founded on it are entirely in

favour of Braun's views as to the embryo in Coelebogyne
being a true embryo, though produced without im-
pregnation.

This is followed by some considerations founded
priuciijally on Cryptogamic plants, upon the subject of
Parthenogenesis in general, and the indication of a few
additional instances, professedly rather suggestive than

confirmative.

The treatise then ends with a long discussion on three

questions arising out of the subject.

1. Whether Parthenogenesis is a sexual or non-sexual

mode of reproduction. 2. What is the real point of

Coilebogy

Nacbtrag zu derAbhandlung tiberPartbenopenesia bei Pflanzen,

von A, Braun, From the Transactions of the Royal Academy

The KoneySee, its Natural History, Habits, Anatomy,
and Microscopical Beauties. By J. Samuelson and
Dr. Hicks. Small Svo.pp. 166. Van Voorst.
The volume before us is not for mere apiarians, but

for naturalisty. Bee nature is the author's theme, bee
management is left to others. 3lr. Samuelson writes of
the habits, of the external members, of the internal
anatomy of a bee; how the little creature feeds, and
breeds, and builds, and othciwisc behaves. All this has
been told a hundred times before : but so well informed
a naturalist as the author adds much that is new to the
general reader, and knows how to invest even so familiar
a subject with renovated interest. Among other
points we find an explaualion of the new doctrine of
Parthenogenesis, and some highly mngnified repreaen*
tations of the microscopical appearance of parts
invisible to the naked eye. For the latter Mr.
Samuelson acknowledges his obligation to Dr. Hicks.
Tlie whole concludes with "two chapters on instinct
aud reason, being an introduction to the study of com-
parative psychology, by the same author : " but by
which of the two authors whose names immediately
precede this sentence we are unable to discover.
Let us see how Mr. Samuelson has executed his

task. As to the antennas, usually called feelers, are
they really for touching, or rather for smelling and
hearmg ? as some say. Our author is of opinion, " That
they are organs of touch is decided beyond a doubt

:

but whether there is combined with this sense that of
hearing or smell, or whether the vesicles are organs that
convey external impressions to the nervous centres in a
manner inappreciable by us, is still an open question ;
for however carefully they have been examined and-
compared with the sensory organs in other races of
animals, no physiologist has yet been able to pronounce
definitely as to their true function."
And ngain, "Whilst its antennae remain unimpaired,

tlie instincts of the bee are wonderfully active and
acute ; but as soon as it is deprived of these mysterious
organs, its whole nature seems to undergo a change,
and its psychical or mental state may then be compared
to that of an imbecile or insane person—to one, iu fact
who has ' lost hia senses.'"

Mr. Samuelson wisely refrains from pronouncing a
positive opinion upon this perplexing subject. "Although
we are not iu a position to state decidoly what is the
precise function of the anteniice, we may mention that
the opinion, derived chiefly from their anatomical
structure, is gaining ground, that they are organs of
hearing as well as touch, and the mode of their applica-
tion leads to the same belief^ The question is however
as beJ'oie stated, stiil undecided, aud it.presents u most
interesting field for research, not only to those wlio
employ the microscope in the investigation of the
anatomy of insects, but also to naturalists who observe
their habits, and in either case the careful student can
hardly fiiil to throw additional liglit upon the inquiry.
There is no doubt whatever that the bee passesMS the
senses of touch, hearing, and smell, or functions corre-
sponding therewith ; the difficulty is to assign to them
a locality."

Then as to the wings, simple folks imagine that
wings are made to fly with, and for nothing else. No.
mistake can be greater. The wings are to breathe

— t with, and smell with, to say nothing of their being
'^" natural fans and the scat of blood vessels. "They are

composed of a double membrane which is covered all

over with fine hair^, and stretched out upon what are
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termed 'oervures/ or nbs,thatrainit*ybetween tbe double

fold. " Accompanying the nervures are also to be found

a set of vessels for the circulation of air (tracheae), and

another set for the passage of blood; and although

the nervures are not so numerous in this as in some

other insects, they are of a firm consistent nature, givinj,'

to the wings that toufrh membranous texture which

characterizes the order (Hymenoptera).
" But you may be disposed to ask ivlnf the wings

of a bee should require to be tougher and more re-

sisting than those of other insects. This would be a

very natural inquiry, and one that we shall seek to

answer satisfactorily ; but, before doing so, let us for

a moment direct your attention to another feature in

connection with these organs. Supposing it to be

necessary that they should offer great resistance to

the atmosphere and present the broadest possible un-

broken surface, this object would of course be greatly

facilitated if the two pairs of wings could be locked

together iu such a manner that it would he impossihie

for a current of air to pjiss between tliem. Well,

then, without rendering them permanently adherent,

^vhich would make it inconvenient foi* the insect to

fold its wings. Nature has, by a beautiful but simple

contrivance, attained this end: for, if you take your

lens and examine the anterior or front edge of the

hinder wing, you will be surprised to find a row of

exquisitely formed hooks ; whilst on the opposite

edge of the anterior wing with which this row of hooks

comes into immediate contact, you will be able to detect

a species of rib or bar, io which the hooks may be made
to adhere firmly, and both wings thus attached to one

another when requisite, presenting the desired unbroken
surface to tlie atnmsphere.
"And now, reader, the reason why these wings are

of a tough resisting nature, and so wonderfully or-

gani5ed, is because they are not only employed in

flight, but also (as we shall see hereafter) in the ven-
tilation of the hive : in the latter capacity the insects

cause them to vibrate xi^v^ rapidly, so as to create
a current; in fact, they operate precisely on the prin-

ciple of the fiiTi. It is hardly necessarj', we presume.
to 'point out to you how inefiicient such an instru-

ment would be if it had a slit down the middle; and
you will now perceive why it is necessary that the
fiwe and hind wings of the bee should be capable of
being locked together, so as to present one continuous
unbroken surface.

** At the roots of the wings, upon what is termed
the sub-costal nerve, there are to be found a number of
pear-shaped ves-cles, of a somewhat similar character
to those described upon the antenna; here, however,
tbey are open within and elevated above the surface,

and not, as in the antenna?, depressed or indented. In
like manner they can only be carefully investigated

when the colouring matter lias been removed through
the z-^QiKf^ of chlorine, and then a high microscopic

power reveals similar bundles of fine nerves leading to

the vesicles, and connected bv a trunk to the central

ganglion or nervous mass. These nerves prove the
vesicles, as in tlie former case, to be organs of sense,

and Dr. Hicks has attributed to them the function of

smell. This inquiry, must, however, still be considered

an open one."

Here, again, we must admire our ingenious friend's

prudence. He leaves Dr. Hicks to fight his own
battle, and to prove if he can that bees smell with their

wings.

As to honey, we all know ho^' hard it Is to find in

cities the genuine article. Mr. Pamuelson assures us
that it is adulterated not only with sugar, and Potato
starch, but with oe/, and with pipe clay ! No wonder
that prudent people insist upon buying tlieir honey in

the comb. Pipe clay above all things ia that which one
would least desire to feed on; and yet it seems that
after all we are too often eaters of dirt.

One of ilr. Samuelson's chapters is chiefly occupied
by an account of the modern curious doctrine of

Parthenogenesis, which he fully explains. It is how-
ever a subject that demands much more space than we
can afford ; and we therefore refer the reader to the
volume itself.

The extracts we hare j^lven are sufficient to slmw the
nature of Mr. Samuelson's book, wliich wo should add Is a
continuation of the same ingenious authoi-'s work on
" Humble Creatures," among which the Earthworm and
Housefly' have already recei\'ed his attention, as will be
remembered by tbereadtr^iof the Gardeners' Chronicle

Dr. Qrisehach's Flora qf the Britis?^ West India
Islands (Keeve)- Tlie third part of this work, complet-
ing the firat volunie» liiis just appeared- It contains
Legununosa:% Mj'rtaceie, ilclastomiiceee, Lauracea% uud
some smaller orders.

1859 : and as tliis may prove useful to our readers

wo give it entire
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The Floral JIaguzine for November has figures of
KinffJiorn's Azalea; Pteris tricolor^ al^enutiful draw-
ing of a beautiful Fern ; an orange blotched variety of
Cattlega Mossi<E^ very like C Wagenen ; and a superb
representation of some viuuelies of the beautiful
I>ianthxi^ Heddeidgiu

Xe Jardin Fruitier du Museum^ ou Iconograph'te

D'Alek^ok.
Doyenne gris d*liiver nou-

d'Alencon [veau

Saint-Michel d'hiver (of

D'Amroise. [some),

Beurre rouge

,, d'Anjou
d'lsaiubert le Bon
de Saintonge
D'Ambleteuse

D^Aeenbkrg-
Colmar d^Arenberg

,,
Artoisenet

KartofFel
Ai'Jente de printemps
Beurr(5 Bacbelier (of some).

Belle Axgevine.
Abbe Mongein (of some)
Amour
Anderson
Angora (ofsome)
Be.iut^ deTerwueren
Berthebim
Bolivar
Comtesso de Torwueron
Ducbetae de Berry d'bLver

Gros fin-or long d'biver

Grosye de Bruxelles
Grosse Dame Jeanne
Lji Qnintinye
Louise bonno d'hiver

Poire d'Horticulture (ofsome)
Poire de Kilo
Royale d'Angleterre

Belle De Thouars.
Belle dc ThouarsC^ -

Conlon Saint-Marc
Belie de Praguo
Saint-Marc
Belle de Troyes

Bequ^ne.
Bellissime de jardin
Asperge d'liiver

BeurrS.
Beurre gi'is

laarabert
Isnmbart

Eokxe D'EzfiE.

—

Belle excellente ^
Belle et Boune d^Ezee
Charles-FriSderic

Bon CHKfiTiEN.
Bon Chretien d'bivcr

,, de Constantinople
Poire d'Apotlncaire

Cassakte D'Hardenpont.
Poire d'Hardenpont
Saint Pierre d'hiver
Poire de fer (of some)

De ChaUmontel,
Besi de Chaumontel
Beurre de Chaumontel
Bou Chretien de Chaumontel

COLMAR.
Poire-Manne
Colmar d'hiver
Bergamotc tardive
Poire incomparable
Gros-Mizet

Colmar D'Erfi,

CnOTTfiE,
Doyenn^ galeux
Saint-Michel crottS
Philippe fitri^

Louise de Prussc (of some)
Passa-tutti

D£lices D'Anger::;.

Duhces d'Hardenpont d'An-
gers

Beunii Lasalle

„ des Hautcs Vigncs
Zepbiriu Gr^^goirc (of acme)

DlEL,
Beiirru magnifi<|ue

Lombard
Diel
royal
du Roi
incomparable
des Troia-Tours
de Gelle
vert

Beurre (Poitean)
Doroth6e royale (of some)
Gracioli d'hiver
Gros Dillen
Guillaume de Nassau
Drijtoren,

Doxville,
Chaumontel bel^e

>, anglais
Calot

DoYENNft ROUX-
Doyeimc rouge

gris
Grey
d'automne

Gansell-Bcrgamote
Late Virgalieu
Emiiie Bivort

DUCHESSE De ]\tARS.

Comttisse de Lumay
Duval.
Roi'Louis nouvcau

^ DwaSl
£ptNE Rose,
Poire de Rose
^ „ Rosate
Kpinay ro0e.

PEARS.
FlGUE-

19

)>

99

«»

J1

Figue d'hiver

„ d'Alen?on
Sylvange d'hiver
Bonnissime de la Sarthe
Petaless

FusfeE.
Albert!
Certeau d'automne
Cuisse-Damo
De Rue
de Rives
Emmanuel (of some)
Gros Roland
Mitre
d'Etoupe
de Chesnegalon

GRfeSTLli^RE-

Seigneur (Esperen)

Gros Certeau D'Erfi.

Color^e d'aoftt

Rouge de Vierge
Belle de Bruxelles (of some)
Certeau d'Ete
Emmanuel (of some)
Courte d'Ersol

Henrtette,
Belle Henrictte
Henriette d'Orleana

LftCHASSERlE,
Besi Lechasserio

,, des Chasseriea

^ ,, Henri'Landry
Epiue lon£ue d'hiver

* Henn6
Verte longue d'hiver

de Villandry
Poire des Chasseurs (ofsome)
„ de Chaase

Muscat d'Echassery

Muscat Lallemand.
Colmar boise

Alexandre LambrS

Nain Vert.
Poirier ?l bois monstruenx

Naguette-
Eau-rose i courte queue
Caillot-rosat & courte queue
Epine ii courte queue
Oignon allemand
Gros Oignonet
Bergamote Fievte
Poire disquo

Nonpareille,
Poire sans pair

sans pareille

incomparable (of some)
Besi incomparable
„ sans pareil,

OlONONET De Provenci.
Besi des chaoips

De Parthesay.
Bergamote de Parthenay

„ Stotfels

Beurre de Parthenay
Poire Pohault

De Rance.
Beurre de Ranee

Bon Chretien
de Noirchaiu
de Flandres
d'hivur
Epine

Bon Chr^Uen de Ranco
Beymont
Hai-denpont de printemps

Royale D'Hiver.
Louis GriSgoire

J. B. Bivort
Duchessede Montebello
Spina di Carpi
Pera Passana

,, Caseutina.

SaINT-GeRMAIK PAN-ACil£.

Surpasse Meuris
Ferdinand de Meester

de Meister

„ de l\Iunster

Poire Demeesten

Du TiLLOY.
Saint Germain du Tiiloy

DutiUcul

yf

vv
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17

77

79

77

Belle Julie

du Tillay
de grames

**

TRriTtE.
Poire Truite
Gniin de Corail
Forellen-Biru
Forelle
Poire Forelle

Yermillon".
Bellissime d*automiie
BeDe et Bonne
Poii-e des Dames (of some)
Vermilion des Dames
FriziSna

Dks VeteRjVNS.
Besi des Veterans
Bouvier Bourgme.stro
Rameau
Baueau
HericiU-t de Thury

Recollections of the Druses of the Lehanon and
Notes on their Religion. By the Earl of Carnarvon
(Murray). The personal acquaintance of the noble

author with the strange people called Druses and with
their singular faith, renders the volume before us

deioutcs les esp^ces et rarictes d'arh resfruitiers cul- peculitirly acceptable at the present juncture, when all

ti^adanscetetahlissementykc.kc. Par J. Decaisne. j
™*^"'s *"^"*^s ^^® filled with horror at the atrocious

4to. Puris, Firmin Didot. Parts 25 to 36. massacres recently committed in Lebanon. The founder

^ iCondudt'i fi-Q),} p. 079.) of the scct is stated to have been Hakem Biamr Allah,
Ihe 36th part of this valuable work concludes with or BemriUah, the sixth Patlm^te Caliph, a man who

% tab.e of the synonyms of the Pears described in ' "has ac^iuired a pre-eminence of guilt amongst some of

the most cruel rulers of the East. He inaugurated his

boyhood by the assassination of his teacher, the com-

mencement of his reign by the murder of his best public

servants, the middle of his career by the death and pro-

scription of his subjects, and blackened the whole of his

life by ruthless acts and insane edicts. He struck off

the hand of one man, then heaped money and honours

upon him, and finally cut out his tongue; at one time

he would break the wine jars, at another he would

destroy the dogs in Cairo ; he alternately banished and

recalled the musicians and astrologers. He would one

day starve the women of Cairo in the baths or in theh-

homes, and the nest day he invited them on false pre-

tences to his palace, where he threw them into the

Nile. Like Caligula, he delighted to wander restlessly

about the streets at night ; like Nero, he kindled the

fires and exulted in the contlagration of his capital.

He lived a madman, he ruled a tyrant, and he died an

impostor. Such was the man iu whom the Druses have

now for 800 years believed, not only as the founder, but

as the fountain and head of their religion."

And what is this religion? Lord Carnarvon explains

it learnedly, and at considerable length. We can only

find room for one passage :—" The imposing doctrine of

faith in one God, in whom there are no parts, to whom

no attributes can be assigned, before whom the tongue

refuses to utter, the eye to see, the mind to understand,

whose very name is ineffable, which crowns the pyramid

of Druse theologv, might seem to remove Heaven too

far from men and their affairs ; and therefore the weak-

nesses of human nature have been well accommodated

by the reflexion and incarnation of the Deity in succes-

sive ages. Nine times previously in India, Arabia,

Persia, and Africa—so Hamzd taught—had the Supreme

Intelligence deigned to reveal himself under the form

and name of mortal men. In the person of Hakem, for

the tenth and last time, God's will was republished,

His forbearance manifested, and a final appeal made to

theobduracv of the -world. For 26 years * the door,

in the fitrurative language of the Druse doctors, stood

open to Christian or Mahommedan, Jew or Gentile; hut

when that term of grace had expired, the work of con-

version was closed, and the world was left nnmvited

and unenlightened for the future, till in the great con-

summation of mortal things, amid the gathering ot

armies and the tribulation of the faithful, when Ma-

hommedanism shall fail and Mecca be no longer sacred,

Hakem shall reappear to conquer the earth, and to give

supremacy to the Druse religion."
^

There are, however, srxid to be secret and abominuWe

practices grafted on the Druse religion, to which a dis-

tinct charge of Devil-worship has been applied:—
" What, indeed, may be the character and the extent ot

that worship; how far it is iu the nature of invocation

or of deprecation, is a question which, howe\;^r in-

teresting, need not be discussed here. The Druses

have been accused of both. Hyde says that they call

Satan their Sheik, or 'Pyr,' and are themselves desig-

nated as Sheitani, or Devil-worsliippers. In the same

manner the book of Seth, before alluded to, is explained

to be the book of Sid or the Devil. Other indications

there are, which, in examining the subject, would be

found to point in this direction; and, if the mformation

which Bishop Pococke received be true, a connection

with the ancient and infamous rites, whose authorship

has been said to be deduced from Cush and the bcythiau

race, might be shown "
, ,

Lord Carnarvon however Is not quite satished tliai:

the Druses deserve the character that has been given

them :—*' There is no charge which has more otten been

made by travellers aiid writers, no behef more hxed m
the minds of the Christians of Syria, than the gros.

immorality of the Druses. But these charges have

rested on popular hearsay, and have been directed Dy

the intolerance of a Christian and Mahommedan

majority against a bated minority, whose habits oi

secrecy, even if they offered a ready handle tocalum },

were, it must be remembered, almost essential to tuo

maintenance of their nationality and independence.

Nor can we forget how often and needlessly, and so.ne

times even how imjustly, similar charges have been

brought against a religion or « race which, ^l^et"!;^

rightly or wrongly, was unpopular. Sucli^accn.ac
^

madrby Pagans against Christians, by

against heretics, against Jews, agamsLhave been
Christians ..j,.....>- , ^

Mahommedans, against Christians themselves.
^

Lordship also refers to the important fact that i."

Druse religion enjoins in all the precision of langua^

the excellence of a pure and unblemished hte; a.

M. de Sacv, the highest that I can quote on such a suu-

ject, concludes his observations on a kindred po^^^ "/^

saying, ' la religion (Druze) telle qu'elle etait ejiseigne^

par Hamza et son fidele disciple filoktana, ctait loin u

porter aucuue atteinte aux mocurs." Niebuhr and coi-

Churchill are equally incredulous. 1.0 fhe
In conclusion he observes that " Wl^atever may be tu^

traces and infiuenccs of heathenism, Cliristianity,wut

derived directly from the Gospel and the cnr
» ^_^

Church, or from the heretical sects which i"!^"
.,

congenial a home in the Kast, has "n^^^^^'^'L^

coloured many parts of the Druse system, s*^™^'
.

we find a mere copy of Christian language ^^^^^r^...^'

whilst at another time the thin lines ^t ^""^^^^

heresies may be seen to cross the network of their

plicated theology. Hamze, indeed, as we have s^^

adopted in his writings the precepts and ^ven ^

phraseologv of the Gospel; assimilating,
«f/*^

" .r

could, his 5wn to the Christian system, in the hope ui
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thus allurinj^ iresh recruiU to his inaBter's standard,
la all the hroad features of the religion, as established
by bim, the Christian oleuient con he clearly discerned,
and may almost be said to bo openly avowed,"
For the evidence upon which these statements rest,

readers \vill of course desire to examine the volume for
themselves.

Sir John Coleridge's lecture nt Tlvrrton on VuhUc
School Educaiion has been republished by Mnrrfiy,
with aJilitious au4 currcctlons from tlie pen of the
Iflftrned judge. VTi^ may refer to it hereafter.

Under the name of Cr " *'•
s of ClrilUaUon, Dr.

Uyutor liOA republished a series of pai)t'rs from the
Quarterly and Edinburgh Ueviews (8vo. Ilardwicke,
pp.535). The subj. _ iire Advertisements, Food and
Its Adulterations, t|j« Zoological Garden:^, lUts, Lunatic
AsyUima, the London Commis^fit-rtf AV,u.].,.;,.», a... i

Lodg

liovvers cannot be insured, aud which can be made by
adding water to horse, cow, or sheep dung (about a
pound by guess of the first, and lialf that quantity of
either of the other two, to a 2-gallon watering-pot),
•hould bo used at least twice a week, but oftener if
possible, untU the flower-buds begin to show their
respective colours, when it should be discontinued, and
plain water only be given until the autumnal rains
render eveu this unuecesaary.

Should it be desired to show large flowers in the
borders, the laterals or side shoots, together with all
but one flower bud on each stem, should be tUiuued
out. In thiiming out, if great care be not tal;en, the
crown buds are apt to Kuap off; this operation phould
be performed therefore witli a very light steady hand,
and with shnrp and fine-pointed sciwori.

It is, perhaps, superfluoas to say that the beauty of
flower borders is mainly dependent on the arrangement
of the plants in them, with respect to their habit of
growtli as regards their height, aud with respect to
their harmony of colour.

To these points great attention is paid by Mr. Broome,

delijrhtful sen

Eleetrie 'IVlegruph, iiraa and Fire Insurance, the Police
nnd the Tlne\

,
^: .rtality in Traded and Protessiona,

r.n:n;S!h^^^^^^^^ anrtrrreruirL'TVvrwaVL'^u^^^^
?r.!JV^":e"^ '' I'^-'^^^ "-^^^ ""y otl- of - very

|

bank of flowers t'u'hi/b/stb^dTis3d t^Hl
be found.

In the Middle Temple Mr. Dale has also a fair dis-
play, eBpecially uf large kinds, under the protection of
mats. This season Pompones bedded out are perhans

ri/!;r%r"%^''^5^^T'**'f^^'^.^^"''^'**^'*^^^- «^^*^'J «« ^""'«^t as we have seen tW n

^riX Il7^ fK^'f'J. J (ifPrjd^ i?..«>». warmer and sunnier autumns; they however Terve
^^^' T^^ U^c^-^ ^^'''fT '^ ^"^"^"" ^-^ ^ ^^ow bow useful a plant the Chrysanthemum is

1^1 if^y- ^-^^^^^-^ ^*"' catalogue of a highly Ukely to become for this kind of decoration, and how

W?^i'«t ti^ 1'"'\ uurseryman po^^ses considerable well it is calculated to render our out-door gardens gay

Vlnrnnl f
^^' conta^iuug as it doeslists of Figs. I and attractive, even long after the beauty of their

«;!?;w f ,^°^^^™ fnnts concernmg which we
j

summer occupants has fled. This portion, therefore, ofare .13 yet much less informed than we should be, as the Gardens is also well worth inspection.
well m the names of varieties of Apricots, Cherries,

^

TitADE Lists Tt^cuvr^Ti.— Stainhnenlo d'Orticoh
imrm di Tj\....nie Bessonfuori Porta Susa, Torino. Cafa-

Peaches, &c., unknown among us. It is also announced
that Orange and Lemon trees, of various kinds, can be
had at from 3 to 8 francs each ; but no list is given.

Garden Memoranda.
CHETSAXTHEiiriis TX THE Teilple Gaedens.—The

remarkable season now drawing to a close, although
highly disastrous in its effects on what are termed
bedding plants, has nevertheless been unusually favour-
able to the growth of certiln kinds of border plants,
among which may be classed Chrysanthemums. These
have succeeded most satisfactorily, and judging from
the display in the Gardens now under notice, bid
fair to be fully equal to what thev have ever been
even in better seasons. Some of the" blossoms, indeed,
such 35 may now be found on Queen of England
and Alfred SiUter. have never hitherto been
surpassed eveu in these Gardens—widely spread as their
lame is lor skilful Chrj-santhemum culture—either for
size or beauty, and all are well worth inspection.
Nothing is now wanted but two or three weeks of fine
weatlier to enable the blooms yet to open to develope
themselves in perfection.

As regards cultivation little can be said that has not
been stated before. As soon as the plants have done
blooming they are cut down, and when they have
pushed suckers an inch high or so, they are taken up
with as much soil adhering to their roots as will stick
to them, and the plants are placed tolerably close toge-
ther in^a sheltered piece of ground previously prepared
for their reception. During severe frosts they receive
some_ slight protection, and in this position they are
permitted to remain until the beginning of March or
April, when tliey are taken up, divided, and replanted
where they are intended to flower. Too great
attention in Mr. Broome's opinion cannot be
paid to the proper division of the plants; to the
unskilful performance of this operation he attributes
the production of small sized sickly flowers; the ball,
he asserts, should never be replanted whole, but should
be thoroughly divided, and in no case should more than
three suckers be put in one place, and each should be
set as free from the other as possible. With regard to
kinds which break late, however, aud whose suckers
are comparatively small, great care should be taken

;

such sorts should not be disturbed until say the begin-
ning of May.
"Wben the young plants have reached the height of

8 or 10 inches, they should be pegged down, which not
only prevents them from growing too tall and over-
running the other flowers which bloom during the
snmmfcr and eai-ly autumn, but preserves the foliage
around the lower portion of the flower stem, and savesa good dea of labour in tying up; of course, this treat-

J^fl^Tf /°^ l^ ,^PP^^^ ^'^ t^^O^^ plants which are
intended to form back rows, or to bloom against walls or

of 1 foot or 18 inches, commence tyine the

purpose and continue domg so until they have reached
their extreme height and show their tiowir buds.

fli"« Vn' flK T?'''' .Y^^''^
^^'^ Pl^"'ts begin to

fl*g and the fibres to show themselves on the surface ofthe ground, a top-dressmgof dung or mould should begiven them, and great attention paid to their watering.

Miscellaneous*
TIi€ Central Park, New York.— Considerable progress

has been made with the Central Park, In 1858. 33 plans
for forming the proposed new park were submitted in
competition, and four premiums, consisting of 400?.,
200Z., 150^., and 100^., were awarded. The successful
design was presented by Messrs. F. L. Olmsted and
Calvert Vaux, and the works were at once commenced
by the Commissioners having the matter in charge

;

Mr. Olmsted,—the author, among other works, of
" Walks aud Talks of an American Farmer in England."—being appointed to the chief position and the
resident charge of the work ; and Mr. Vaux acting as
consulting architect. The cost of land taken for the
park, with the extensions in contemplation, will be

j

rather more than 1,000,000^. The expenditure at
present made on it amounts to about 500,000^., and the
total sum authorised to be expended is about 800,000/.
When the axchitectd sent in their designs they pointed
out that, up to that time, In planning public works for
the City of Xew York, in no instance had adequate
allowance been made for its increasing population and
business; not eveu in the case of the Crotou aqueduct,
otherwise so well considered. This apparently bad
calculation is mainly owing to the fact that, at *everv
census since that of 1800, the city's rate of increase has
been found to be overrunning the rate previously
established. In the allotment of land for the new park
it was determined that this mistake should not be made.
The park is abont 2^ miles long, and \ a mile wide,
bounded on thesides by straight parallel 'avenues,"and at
the ends by streets crossing these at right angles. It is

now enclosed by a rough, dry stone wall, -1 feet 6 inches
high, in which there are gates at conveuient intervals.
The area enclosed^ is about 768 acres, of which
136 acres are occupied by the reservoirs of the Croton
aqueduct, whence the city is supplied with water.
Measures are in progress for adding a space of 75 acres,
which will make the length of the park 13,516 feet,
and its area Si3 acres. The old reservoir covers 30 acres
and stands upon high gromid in the centre of the park.
The embankment is faced exteriorly with dressed stone,
and, except where obscured by the recent improve-
ments, forms a conspicuous object in the view from
ueai'ly all points in the southern half of the park. The
new reservoir, when completed, will cover 106 acres

;

but these are too mueh elevated for the water
within them to form a part of the landsciine. The„„ 1 . ,. ,, ,. ./ . , .,

'""^'- i''^ Aire
, vv «v,»to, ..111, uc aiiniiMc^.!. iii ii» jiatuiai a iDuiiner as

paik IS practically divided by the reser%-oirs mto ' possible, consistently with convenience for study, speci-two portions, the northei-n or upper park, containing mens of every tree and shrub which can be grown upon
160 acres; the lower park, containing 331 acres; and

,
the site in the open air. The hill-side and vafiey

the connecting ground, lymg on both sides of the . between the Fifth avenue aud the east drive of the upper
reservoirs, 135 acres. It will be further subdivided by f park are reserved for this purpose. When the Corn-
four thorougUfai-es (a very necessary consideration), one . mi-ssioncrs made their last report, at the beginning of
crossing it between the reservoirs, one at each end of the year, about 18.000 trees and shrubs had been
them, and the remaining one near the middle of the I planted; 3^ miles of road had been made; 5 miles

nisJi the means of du-tct transit across the park for
busmess purposes, without causing inconvenience to its
visitors. Two of these roads are now nearly completed,
and one already in use. To clear the site it was neces-
sary to knock down many wretched hovels. During
the autumn of 1857, 300 dwellings were removed or
demuUshed by the Commissioners of the Central Park.
together with several factories and numerous "swiU-
milk" and hog-feeding establishments. Large
tracts, partially covered with stagnant water,
wure superficially drained, and 10,000 cart-load«
of loose stones taken from the surface and con-
veyed to the borders of the park, furnishing
materials for the construction, during the winter, of the
present enclosing wall. Even after the removal of the
buildings, aud the drainage of the pools, the lower park
still presented a confu.'ied and unsightly appearance.
Parts were rocky and parts a bog. With the exception
of portions of the two swainpy valleys and the two 10-
acre tmcts above mentioned, and about 3 acres on Sixty-
sixth Street, near Sixth avenue, there was not an acre
in which the great underlying XqH^q of gneiss rock did
not. In some form, thrust itself above the surface. Pro-
bably not a square rood could be found thiougbout
which a crow-bar could be thrust its length into the
ground without encomitering rock. The designers
desired that the park shoulcj as far as practicaWe,
present to the eye a charming rural landscape, such as,

unless produced by art, is never found witliin the limits
of a large town; always remembering, however, that
facilities and inducements for recreation and exercise
are to be provided for a concourse of people, and that
the object of the scenery to be created is only to further
the attainment of this end in the most complete and
satisfactory manner. No kind of sport is to be per-
mitted which would be inconsistent with the general
method of amusement, and no species of exercise
which must be enjoyed only by a single class in the
community to the diminutiou of the enjoyment of
others. Casual observers have been apt to thijik the
selection of the site an unfortunate one, its general
ruggeduess being rather forbidding than expressive
either of dignity or grace. But this was due very
much to the absence of soil and foliage. As these are
supplied, the quality of picturesqueness becomes
agreeably prominent. Grass and shrubbery can be
formed anywhere; but rocks, and those salient forms of
earth-surface which are only found in nature where
rock exists, can never be imitated on a large scale with
perfect success. Although, therefore, it will require a
heavy expenditure to make the park complete, a good
artistic effect may be looked for. In one part is a broad
hill-side, broken by ledges of rock and bestre^vn with
boulders. This, which is to be called the Karablc,
furnishes an interesting picture viewed from almost
any point, but pai-ticularly so from the end of the
mall. On the descent from this to the pond an
ornamental stone terrace is under construction.

At the highest and most remote part of the hill,

as seen from this terrace, a small tower will be
erected ; and this will be the vista-point of the
avenue of the mall. Looking northward from the
terrace it will be the only artificial structure in sight
(tlie reservoir being " planted out " and the rising

ground on the right and left shutting off the city).

The whole breadth of the pnrk will be brouglit into this

landscape, the foreground of which will be enriched with
architectural decorations and a fountain ; the middle dis-

tance, composedof rocks, with evergreens aud dark shrubs
interspersed among them, reflected in the pond; aud
the distance extended into intricate obscurity by care-
fully planting shrubs of lighter aud more indistinct
foliage among and above the gray rocks of the back-
ground. The sunken and tunnelled street thorough-
fares across the park were planned to remove what
would otherwise have been a ceaseless annoyance. Ex-
tending the application of the same expedient, several
mi^e3.of gravelled walks have been laid out, carried by
arched passages under the drives when necessary, by
means of which all parts of the lower Park may be
traversed on foot, without encountering a single carriage
or horseman. The rides are everywhere in like manner
made independent of the drives, but horsemen can enter
the carriage-roads if they choose. It is intended to intro-
duce an arboretum, in which, within a space of about
60 acres, will be arranged in as natural a manner as

iiuscapt, uj (jiiicLiciiitj euccL uuj ui\jsiou were nmsiieu, aiiu eigut were progressing,

of the park. Roads and walks will cross them in such
I

law permits bequests to be made to the

a manner that, when the trees and shubbe?y by their i for the improvement and ornamentation of

side are somewhat grown, they will not be seen by the
j

Central Paik, or for the establishment
zoological tT'irdens,They will be noticeable from no part !

maintenance of museums,

pt at their extremities, where they
\

upon prescribed conditions.

city

the

or

casual observer.

of the park. except ill- tm-ll. tAHici"n-tv.u, nutu; lUCJi
^

Ujjuu inL-ai^nui^ii vuhuiliuils. ijic \^\/iiiiuioai.\Jii, liclVt:

!te with the exterior streets, at a higher grade than already granted permission to place within the park a

The Comm ission Lave

uni

"'"o> "^wxt. wic ouii uaa jjoc any great power, it will be unnecessary to close tne
JUanure water, without copious doses of which fine ! public are shut out from the park They

a:
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tt

87
56

372
3,500
300

2,250

weiiiui, iiuti pupiuatum. It is tit that the virtues

of heroes and statesmen, whose fame is the common
heritage of the country should, in this crowning

work of its metropolis find appropriate commemo-

ration." It is interesting to ohserve the eagernessthat

exists in the public minif for the establishment, within

the Central Parl^, of institutions that will afford the

means of popular cultivation and innocent recreation.

Observatories, museums of natural history, zoological

and botanical gardens, and galleries of art, find offers

of substantial aid for their foundation; and though the

board doubt the propriety of appropriating the moneys

placed at their disposal for these or any kindred
' purposes, they deem it right to aid by all means in

mducingthefoundation ofthem by others. Tliey propose

to establish a system of licences for franchises and pri-

vileges, tliat will yield a revenue to the park without in

any respect obstructing or taxing its free enjoyment in all

departments. Licenses for refreshment-rooms ; for light

and proper public vehicles to run on the park; for

perambulators, or Bath-chairs, for invnlids, to be allowed

on the walks; and for boats on the lake, are all to be

made to yield a revenue, and relieve the city ofa part

of the annual cost of maintaining the park. In their

report the commissioners give the following statement

of the size of the most celebrated European parks

(that of Kcw York consiting of 843 acres).

** Iiondon—All parks in nnd near liondon, ihcluding Acres.

gardens, squares, &nd parudc-grouiids .. .. 6,000

Ditto. Hyde Park 3S0

„ Kensington 2-7

,, Bt. James's Park
Green
Regent's

Windsor—Great Park

„ Little „
Richmond „
Dubhn—Phoenix „ about 2,000

Gardens at Versailles, about 3,000

Paris—Bois do Boulogne 2,158

Berlin—Thiergarten, about 200

Munich—Englischer garteu, about 500

Vienna-Prater 1,500

Magdeburg—Park and garden 120^^

Birkenhead Park, near Liverpool 180"

The central lake was completed in December last,

with the exception of a small amount of work at the

extreme northern point, and the water entering from

the natural sources of supply was shut in by closing the

gate at the dam, T1)0 arrangement of this lake is for

a summer depth of 7 feet, and a winter depth (for

the greater security of persons frequenting it for

skating) of 4 feet. The area covered by the summer
level of the water is 20 acres, and by the winter level

17 acres. All the inlets for the drainage into the lake

likely to bring impurities or turbid water are provided

with filters. Mr. W. H. Grant, we may add, is the

auperintcnding engineer; Mr. G. E. Waring, the drain-

ing engineer. Some dissatisfaction has been expressed

in respect of tlie time occupied and the largeness of the

works contemplated; and, even on this side of the

Atlantic, we have received a letter of complaints on the

subject. The New Yorkers, however, may console

themselves with the reflection that it is much better to

do a thing well thaii quickly. A noble park worthy of

their handsome city is not to be produced now-a-days

out of a stony tract by rubbing a lamp. Slightly

abridged from the £iulder.

Artificial Oldster Breeding.'— 'T\\g "Phare'de la

Manche,'* of Cherbourg, publislies a report from

M. Levicaire, Commissary of the Maritime Inscription,

on the success of the operations which have taken place

in the Bay of St. Brieuc for the breeding of oysters,

agreeably to the directions of JL Coste. The report

states that a recent examination has fully and satis-

ikctorily proved the advantageous results obtained on

the five banks which have been laid down, and which

iave exceeded the most sanguine expectations. Three

.fascines which were taken up indiscriminately from one

of the banks formed in June, 1839, contained about

20,000 oysters each of from 1 inch to 2 inches in diameter.

The total expense for forming the above bank was

221f,, and if the 300 fascines laid down on it be multi-

plied by 20,000, 6,000,000 oysters will be obtained,

which, if sold at 20f. a thousand, will produce 120j000f.

If, however, says the report, the number of oysters on
each fascine were to be reckoned at only 10,000, the

sum of 60,000f. would be received, which, for an ex-

penditure of only 221f., would give a larger profit than
any other known branch of inuustry. The report

concludes by expressing thanks for the services which
M. Coste has rendered to the country, and to the inha-

bitants near the Bay of St, Biieuc. Times.

Calendai of Operations.
{For the ensuing iceek,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoiTSERTATORT, &c.—Ncxt to Camellias, Azaleas are

perhaps the most showy plants that can be had in

bloom early in the season, and where there is a good
stock to select from some of the most forward plants
should be placed in heat soon, moistening them over-
head two or three times a dav. Unless, however,
plants can be had which made their growth and set
their buds early, they need hardly be expected to
flower so finely as under mere natural circumstances
in spring, and unless the buds are plump there will be
some ilanger of the plants starting into growth instead
of flowering. Dntch bulbs should h^ Inrgelv cnlti-
vated where a fi\e diaphiy U reqiirel, and where

hardy shrubs are forced for the decoration of this

house, these should be got into flower as soon as

circumstances admit. Do not forget to introduce into

gentle heat by degrees a good batch of Roses, choosing

the most promising plants of Teas, Bourbons,^ and

Hybrid Perpetuals, which are the best kinds for w^inter

flowering; a gentle bottom-heat will be of service to

these a3 also to most other plants subjected to heat in

order to get them into flower early, and a moist state

of the atmosphere must be secured, admitting a little

air freely on "every favourable opportunity. In green-

houses damp or insects soon do irreparable injury to

soft-wooded plants at this season, and these must be

carefully attended to if they are to be whitered in first-

rate condition. Pelargoniums should be kept rather

cool and dry, giving whatever water may be necessary

on the mornings of fine days, so that the superfluous

moisture may be removed before the evening, avoiding

the use of fire-heat except when necessary to prevent

the temperature falling below 40^ or to dispel damp

when this cannot safely be done by giving air. Calceo-

larias require very similar treatment, except that they

are verv subject to the attacks of thrips, unless afforded

a moist atmosphere ; they must therefore be narrowly

watched, and fumigated lightly two or three evenings

successively if this pest makes its appearance, keeping

the atmosphere moist and giving air on every favour-

able opportunity to prevent the foliage from flagging.

Cinerarias for late blooming must also be kept cool and

airy, and should not be allowed to suft'er for want of

pot room. These must not be trusted in cold pits

after this season, for they cannot endure much frost.

Plants intended to flower early should be encouraged

with a gentle heat, keeping them near the glass and

admitting air whenever it can be done.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEKlES.—If circumstances should render It neces-

sary to subject a portion of the stock intended for

fruiting to a brisk temperature at once to induce it to

start, the most promising plants should be very care-

fully selected, and placed in a small house or pit by

themselves ; and, where anything like a regular supply

of ripe fruit is required, several houses, or separately

heated compartments, should he at command; and

without this convenience no gardener can reasonably be

blamed for having too many ripe at one time and none

at others. It is not by any means desirable to start

more plants into fruit at tiiis early season than may be

absolutely necessary, for they will produce finer (ruit

later in the season than can possibly be obtained from

them now ; and where a separate house cannot be com-

manded for those which must be subjected to a high

temperature, we would advise that the plants selected

for fruiting should be placed in the warmest part of the

house at command, filling the rest of the compartment

witli young stock. The former should he afforded a

bottom-heat of about 85", and the latter about 10" or 15**

lower; the atmosphere should range from 68° to 75" by

fire-heat, allowing it to rise 5" with the assistance of sun-

shine, keeping the young plants near the glasp, and

properly supplied with water at the root. Tiiis tem-

perature will be considerably too high for young stock

at this season, but we have seen tliis system practised

with considerable success; and although the young

plants may get somewhat drawn, they will gain strength

as light increases, and the evil will be less than running

the risk of starting at this early period of the season

the greater portion of the plants that are at command
for keeping up the supply throughout the summer.

ViNEEiES.— Until tlie buds are fairly broken in the

early house the points of the shoots should be kept

nearly on a level with the lowest part of the Vine; and

if this should not be found sufficient to induce the buds

to start equally throughout the length of the Vine, the

rod should be bent so as to bring the most forward buds

to the lowest level, elevating those that are backward.

Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere by frequently

sprinkling the floor and passages, &c. ; and syringe the

Vines lightly at least twice a day until the leaves begin

to appear, when the amount of moisture must be mode-

rated. Give every attention towards securing a gentle

warmth for the roots : turning the litter, and adding

fresh as may be requisite, and keeping it well protected

from the effects of heavy rains and severe weather.

Be satisfied with a moderate night temperature until

the buds begin to push, when it may gradually be raised

to QCf by the time that the leaves fairly begin to open.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
For some of the more tender kinds of Koses some

protection will soon be necessary. iMso get in the

stock of Briars for budding upon next year without

delay, for unless these are planted before spring they

seldom furnish strong shoots for early budding. With
weather like the present, all new work should be

pushed forward with vigour, and if the soil has been

properly prepared by draining, where necessary, as

should always be done before planting, there will be

fewer failures from planting now thun if the work was

delayed until March, Where however the ground to

be planted is of a harsh clayey nature, and in an

unkind state at present, it will undoubtedly be better to

defer planting until spring; soils of this nature should

always be dug or trenched some considerable

time before planting, as neither draining nor any-

thing but exposure to the action of the atmosphere '

will bring them into a fit si a*;e for planting. Roll waki
and lawns occasionally to keep them firm nni smootu.

There will be comparatively little to be done in the

flower garden at present, except sweeping and cleaning,

and any spare time will be well spent in going over the

stock of plants in pits for next season's use, removing

every decaying leaf, and where the surface soil has got

green, removing this and top-dressing with sandy loam.

There is nothing so unfavourable to these plants at this

season as damp, therefore take every opportunity you
can of admitting fresh air.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
As much pruning and nailing as possible should be

done before the approach of spring; lose no favourable

opportunity therefore of forwarding these operations;

for, besides the advantage of having that kind of work

done before the busy season, the garden will present

a much neater appearance after the wall trees are

nailed and the borders made trim, and the small fruit-

hearing bushes pruned and the ground^ among them

turned over. See that standard trees
^
which have been

root-pruned are firmly secured against injnry from

winds, and also get any root-pruning or transpliinting

to be done this season executed as soon as possible.

Endeavour as far as circumstances will permit to have

a erood supply of Parsley under safe protection; for

there is generally a large demand for this, and in the

event of a severe winter like the last it is difficult to

save it by the ordinary protection of hoops and mats.

Lettuces and Cauliflowers in frames should be freely

exposed' on all favourable occasions. Look over root

stores occasionally to see that nothing is going wrong,

and be very careful of any Broccoli that may be fit for

use or turning in. As has been recommended take

advantage of frosty weather to get manure wheeled on

spare ground, and see to keeping a good supply well

rotted and fit for use when wanted. Trench, dig, and

ridge every spare inch of ground whenever the weather

will permit these ooerations to be advantageously per-

formed. This is particularly to be observed in gardens-,

the soil of which is of a clayey nature. .

STATE OF THE WEATHKR AT CUTSWICK NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Kov. 8, 1860,88 obaeneii attiie Horticultural GarJens.

Bahometeb. I

Tbmpkrattirb.

Friday 2
Satur. 3i

Sunday 4.

MoQ. 5

Tues. fi

Ued. 7
Thurs. 8

ATcrRge^.

Nov.

IS
19

20
21

23
24

Of the Air.

Max. Mim Max.

30.025 30,009 51

30A99 30 03:^ 60
30.032 30,0^2 !

45

;ho.U3 3D.096 57
3y,:ss3 30.300 48

:io.46u 30.394 49

30.358 30,244 49

30.217 1 :i0.u5 48.4

Min.

2-2

23
30
3fi

:j5

23
29

28.1

Mean

36.5
36.0

;i7.5

41.5

41.5

3B.0

39.0

Of the Earth

;i8.3

I foot
deep.

52
51
49

4D
49

49.4

2 feet

deep.

IT
5t

49i
484
4S,i

48
43}

Wind

49.3

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
N.E.
N.E.

.5

(A

.00

.00

.00

.00
•01

.00

.00

.01

2~Fine, but cold; clear and co:d at nischt ; frosty.

_ 3—Frosty and fotj^v ; hazy and cold ;
frost ar oijjnt.

_ 4_Fo.,ey; cold haze; overcast; hazy with cold wind.
— 5—Li«ht hazy clouds und vtry culd; cloudy; ovfrcHst ; cold and

— 6—Cold, with uniform liRze; clnmb ; sli^litraln; densely overcwt,
— 7—partially overcftst; fine; very clear; frosty at Bii^iit.

— 8— fcrc*sty ; fine ; lipht rlouiU ;
clear and line iU luj^ht,

Menn temperature of the week,? tleg, below the arerase.

RECOUD OF THE WEATllfcH AT CHISWICK,
During the laal 34 years, Jor the euauinj; U eelc. ernlini; iNov , 17* 186Q'

Frevfliilhji: Winds.

Nov,

Sundayll .-

Men. 12 .

Tues. 13.-

Wed- 14.,

Thurs. Up-
Friday 16..

Satur, 17-.

5L2
50,8
SO.O

47,9
43.3
49.6
48.0

<^

36.1

34.6
35.7

3;i.9

3J.9

33.0

34.5

5^
SS

43.B

42.7
42.9
40.9
41.6
40.8

41^

No. of
Tears in

which it

Kained.

14
15

18
17
16

12
16

Greatest
Quantity
of Kain.

1.02 in.

0.50
0.66

1.24

0.34

0.34

0.40

3

3
2
6
2
6

7

4

S
b

3
h

^

5

4
5

4
3^

1

3

5
3
3
1

CO

i

3
6
2
*

5

6

V3

8
6
4
5
9

7
7

>

i

3
3
6

4

2

1

2
4
4

1

S
3

The hi-hest temperature durinj^ the ahnve period occnrred on the

1841'-thenu.63 de>;.; and the lowest ob the lUth, 1841—therm, lade
r^th.
<'
P"

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: Inquisitive. PauVs "Rose Gai-den," or Rivers' "Ama-

teurs' Guide," will doubtless answer your purpose.

Cold Vineriks ; Mr. Geo. Eley, of Tung, nenr Sittingboiime,

would be glad to hear from Mr. J. J., of Cloverlj trardens,

Shropshire. „ „ - „ ^-nA
Mouldy Gbapes : A Gardener. Tour Grapes are "nvipe and

decaving ; and are attacked by the commou mould-fun^

The "cause is no doubt excessive dampness and the low

temperature of the atmosphere. You would have P^eventea

it by keeping up a good (/ry heat : you have ^mr^^^^f^Jl
attempting to diy Tobacco leaves m the house. The tres is

Photiuia glabra. „„-,ki«
Names uF Frdits: Correspondents should nob be unreasonable.

We cannot undertake to name baskets full of different sorts.

In future we must make it a rule never to examine moic

than six sorts, whatever may be the number f^^^'^™^-^ .

S \V. 1, Alexander; 2, Hawthomden ; 3, Wormsley ^PP^" •

4, Blenheim Pippin.— IK C. 1, Blenheim Fippm ; 2 WyK^ii

Pippin ; 4, Hacon's Incomparable ; 6, Yellow l^gestrit
,

«-

Brabant Belletleur ; 8, Cluster Golden Pippin.—^f--* ^,%''1_

ham. 1. Kerry Pippin; 3, Dutch Mipnonne ; 4, F^^^usi-ip-

pia ; 6, Vicar of Winkfleld ; 6. Boyenn^ Blanc.—T M\} -.

Keswick Codiin ; 3, Barcelona Pearmain ; 4, Easter ^^W^_
or French Crab ; 5. JEsopus Spitzenberg ; 6, Miller's Gioiy.

1, Dutch Codiin— CVnjf^a/ii llcadtr. 1, Louise Bonne (oi ogj

sey) ; 2. Jersey Gratioli ; 4, Passe Colmar ; 5, Gansel s cer

earaot; 10, Chaumontel; 11, Marie Louise. -OS. 1. ^^y^""'.

Blanc; 2, Beurre Diel ; 3, Urbauiste ; 4, Comte doLamy.

7 Seek el 11

Names of Plants : Droitwkh. 1. Photinia glabra ; 2,
^eyc^-

teria formosa ; 3, Turkey Oak ; 4, Evergreen
^^^'-J,

"

Seedling Pteris aquilina.—iVo(« bene. We are sorry to
^^^^^^

cannot iJeterraine the names of i>laut3 from descriptifiu.

Anchusa at Biarritz is possibly not an Anchusa at all.

Sweet Peas : M A wishes to know what is a fau- average w i

per acre of Sweet Peas? „_._i«-mi/iA. fif.

The Horticultural Society's New Garden •P^^^'^^ZL.^e
The gitjund work is nearly finished; the Box scroj a "f

^

for some time been completed in part ; and the P'a°"V«
j^t

commenced by the removal on Monday last f™™
^J^ttng

of a fine Dk)dar 23 feet high. ^wo tnmsp^anu^S

machines of great power are at ^o^^'
*V,," ^^rden will

remains favourable the general features of the oarue

verv shortly become apparent. „«tariallT dif-

White PRtMm.A : / Uaintt,. Pretty, but not matenauy

ferent from others already in cultivation.: . jq
Miac. : WFH. The charge is tVi. a l^e «a^h Ime ^y

vroTti3.-rall price wUl be eiven for copies of Julj .
i

present yeiu-.
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AUTUMN

I

{

a ij I u IT. .-. SOWING.
rr^uv PATENT IsnTRO-PHOSPHATE on BLOOD
1 M\\URE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant
^ ^U occupyiog upwards of 30,000 Acres of Land

^'"^SS-JoIas WEBB. Esq., Babruham, Cambridge.
Chairuiari-.

^^^^^ ^ piaistow. Essex.

.i^ra'd RLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT (Antiimn Sowing)

^^^m^VA^S'S BLOOD MAN^ for ROOT CROPS,

^^ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PRICES witb particulars for use, may be obtained at the

nffices 109 Fencburch Street. E.G. C. T. Macadam. Sec.

^fnOTru N J) O N MANURE COMPANY
'I (Established 1840,)

. no^ prepared to send out tbe following MANUFACTURED
^^"^^^ ^ MANURES:—

CITPERPHOSPHATB OF LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for

PASTURES.
CONCEN'l'RATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE fok CORN AND ROOTS.

CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Thevwould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
ninstS in which they guarantee every portion both of the

S^iible and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

^^bc London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
fiUAVO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of

SODA SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

]16 Fenchnrch Street, E.G. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

T^TaiNAUD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTKATKD
D i^UPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tnbasic

viir.snhate of Lime. . , , ,

CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal m value tc

^^Of^theseMlnuresDr.Voelcker saysi-^These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high a^icultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate." , ^, , . , ,

DetaUed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials.

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Bubnard, Lack,

A Co.,'Bu^tonJload,^lymouth^ .

L~AWES'S MANURES.
T ATirca'a TTTnWTP MA"WT7RT1 £6 6
AWES'S MANUR
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE ....

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..66
"mineral SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME ..5 5

'; BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure : Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and

cheapest aitificial manuie that can be used for Wheat at

autumn sowing. c i t. i *

Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Sulphate of

Ammouia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Lmseed,

Rape and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the

market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, Loudon

Bridge, E.C., and LifTey Buildings, Eden Quay. Diibhn.

STRAW ON THE FARM moee than DOUBLED
in VALUE, if chopped up into chaff and seasoned with

THORLEY'S CONDIMENT. Mr. Thorlet has great pleasure

.in stating that during the past month he has received commu-
nications from some hundreds of the best practical and scien-

tific agriculturists in the Unittd Kingdom, corroborating the

fact that this compound is just what is wanted, especially

during the present wet season, for working off a vast amount
of bad hay, making it palatable, and inducing tbe animal to eat

it with avidity ; and by mixing the Condiment with straw--

chaff, animals are enabled to extract more nouriRhment from it

than they otherwise could.

A Pamphlet post free.—Steam Mills, Caledonian Road,
King's Cross, London, N. Reduckd Pjricbs : Barrels contain-

ing 448 Feeds, with measure, 40«. ; Cases, containing44S Feeds,

in packets. 45s» Carriage paid to any railway station.—

Joseph Thorlev, the Inventor and sole Proprietor. _^_

THE GENERAL LAND DRTANAGE A^^B

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Offices, 5:i, Parliament Street, S-W.

Pirectort.

Henry Ker Seymkr, Esq., M.P., Chairman.

Sir John Villiers Shelley, Bart., M.P. , DepiUy-Chairi.ian.

Oeorge Thomas Clark, Esq. Edward John Hutcbins, Esq.

J.ChevallierCobbold,Esq.,M.P SirS. MortouPeto, Bart., M.P.

Henrv Currie, Esq. William Tite, Esq., M.P.

WiUiam Fisher Hobbs, I'sq. William Wilshere, Esq.

Under this Company's Act Landowners may effect the

following Improvements on their Estates, and charge the Out-

iay and expenses thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid

hy Half-vearlv Instalments, viz. :

—

I. All works of Drainage, liTigation, and Embankment.
II. The erection of Farm Houses, Cottages for Agricul-

tural Labourers, and all kinds of Farm buildings.

III. The constniction of Roads.

IV. The Grubbing and clearing of old Woodlands, Encloa-

ing, Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed, are—Tenants for Life. Trustees, Mortgagees in

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons,

"Married Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-

ceeding 14 years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal, In-

cumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, &c.

The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also charge their Estates voith Improvements under the simple

and inexpensive process of the Company's Act.

The term of years for the Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-
owner, 80 as to adapt the amount of annual payment to tbe

circumstances of the Tenants, the terra for Building Works
being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements
being capable of extension to 50 years.
No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not

beingf affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are in-

currwL
The arrangements for effecting Improvements are threefold—

.

No. I. The Works may be designed and executed entirely
by the Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed
only to supply tbe Loan and conduct the matter through
all the forma for cbai^ng the outlay on the Estate.

No. 11. The Company will supply Plans, Specifications,
and Estimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Landowner's Agent, as under No. I.

In each of these cases the Landowner will be solely under
the control of the Inclosure Commissioners,

No. III. The Company will undertake the entire responsi-
bility of the Improvement, prepare the Plans, execute
the Works, and finally charge on tbe Estate the actual
araouni expended with their Commission thereon
approved by the Inclosure Commissioners,

Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require
from tbe Company, and no moi-e, in eflfectiiig the objects in view.
Works of Drainage and other Improvements are also

executed on Commission for Landowners who merely require
the skill and experience of the Company's Officers and a Staff
hi constant practice.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the Secre-

*ty, 52, Parliament Street. S.W., liondon. i

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &c.

IN England and Wales and in Scotland.
^

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years.
_ t i •

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-

pose, Eiigines or Machinery for Drainage or In-igation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the.sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses. Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm bouses and other

buildings for farm purposes.
, . r

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improven-.ents,

may borrow their proportionate sBare of the cost, and charge

the same witb the expenses on the lands improved.
_

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the AVorks, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners.
_

For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard Westminster. S.W.

WANTED, to ride, a PONY, trom 12^ to 13i hands

hiffh, of small girth, good mouth, and paces, and quiet

to ride Also a second-hand Small SPRING CART, adapted

for a pony 14 iiands high. —Apply to B. C.» Post Office,

Temple Bar, W. C.
. „__

^XHIBrnON Oh- i^OGS AT BIUMINGUA.M.—
Pj The First Great Exhibition of SPORTING and other

DOGS will be held in the Repository of Messrs. Bretherton &
Harrison, Cheapside, Birmingham, on MONDAY and

TUESDAY, December 3 and 4, the first and second days of the

Cattle and Poultry Show. Admission on Monday, the

PRIVATE VIEW, 2s. 6d. ; and on Tuesday, Is. The doors

will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.
. ^ ^. .

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies, and of the Cattle and

Poultry Show. F. Burdett, Hon. Sec.

Bdgbaston, Birmingham.

BIRMINGHAM CATTLb: and POULTRY SHOW,
I860.-The TWELFTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION

of CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS. ROOTS, and DOMESTIC POUL-

TRY will be held in Bingley Hall, Birmingham, on MG^-
DAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, Decem-

ber 3, 4, 5, and 6.
, o . j • «

The Private View on Monday, December 3. Admission-

Monday, 5s. ; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 1*. The

doors will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.

For Special Railway Arnxngcmcnts, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies.

Eiit ^sricuUtttal (Ba^ette
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10. 18G0.

The paper in another page, by Mr, Fisher

noEBS—read before the London Farmers' Club last

Monday—relates to a subject on whicb great

variety of opinion exists, but of which the iraport-

ance is diminishing year by year. In the infancy

of the present prodigious manufacture of a;;ricul-

tural implements, when makers had to be satisfied

with merely local custom, prejudices and ignorance

necessarily prevailed, and there was need of

some central authority whose judgments should

have national weight. But now, when the

machines of a dozen different makers are every-

where to be met with—and they come if not into

direct competition at least into as close contact as

adjacent farms can give them, there is ample

opportunity of forming judgments of their merits

under just those ordinary circumstances and con-

ditions, the want of which at official trials was

the other day deplored.

Nine different reaping machines cut down

nearly 8000 acres this summer in East Lothian

—a small county—whose farmers may thus be

almost called the neighbours of each other.

AYill not a more accurate judgment of the

relative merits of these machines have been formed

in Haddingtonshire, and published in its markets

and at agricultural gatherings, than could be

arrived at or made known by a day at Canterbury

or at Pontefract, at Cork or at Dumfries ? There

is everywhere and always now a contest amongst

rival implements—and it is no longer confined, as

it may have been at first, to a day's central trial

before appointed judtfes. The verdicts of these

ludffes are therefore of much less importance now

than they used to be-and Mr. Fisher Hobbs

was speaking on a point of great importance

formerlv. but of diminished interest now. »o

Jong however as trials are held at all, they should

be conducted under circumstances as fair as pos-

sible, and the suggestions to this end to which the

discussion before the Farmers' Club gave rise, de-

serve consideration.
.

Few things in AgricultoT^^T^ desirably

than a cheap and portable manure of &o«d quality

and of home manufacture, which may como m aid

of the daUy more precarious supply ot genuine

guano. Now it strikes us that there is a perennial

source of excellent compost, which is at present

very much neglected except in the immediate
neighbourhood of our more rocky coasts, the

preparation of which would employ an immense
number of hands, and might in some measure

replace the loss which was sustained some year*

since by so many Highland proprietors, when Kelp

was superseded by the results of the more modern

chemical discoveries.

The peculiarly good quality of the "Wheat in

the Isle of Thanet, and the fertility of the soil,

has been long attributed to the use which is made

of the seaweed thrown up on the shore. Ih

Lewis's History of Thanet, published in 172^,

there is the following passage :

—

^ , •
i.

" Within these few years past, the inhabitants

of the north and east side of the island next the

sea have made great use of the Alga or Sea Woor,^''

which is often east up by the sea in great quanti-

ties under the cliffs. This the farmers carry on

their Maxhills (manure heaps); f where they mix

it with their other dung, which it helps to rot.

In this mixture they observe no proportion, but

endeavour to have one layer of duug and another

of Sea Woor, which they turn once or twice

in the summer, in order perfectly to mix

and rot it. But it's observed that the Sea Woor is

not so k'ind for the land lying near the chalk as

for the colder land; and that where the land is

very cold, the best way is to carry out the dung

rough without laying it in the Maxhill at all. The

st^ch of this weed when first laid on the Max-

hills is very nauseous, but as it is in the open

fields is more tolerable."

This practice is continued up to the present day^

only the seaweed is often put in layers with

earth or sand without any admixture of farm

manure, and it is from observation of the result of

this treatment, when the weed is converted into a

rich unctuous mass, that the proposition we shaU

l^ve to make presently has arisen.

This use of sea-weed as a manure is by no

means confined to one or two localities ;
but its

merits are pretty generally recognised, wherever it

is easily accessible, insomuch that m one ot Jliss

Marxinevu's clever tales, " Ella of Garveloch,

the value of the land is in part expressly set dowa

to its vicinity to the seashore, rendering it capable

of fertilization bv the refuse weed.
.

We are not aware that any perfect analysis

exists of the large seaweeds which abound on the

rocky shores of the Hebrides, some of which

attain such a size as to be almost a fair load for a

man. The enormous mass furnished sometimes by

a single plant of Laminaria bulbosa for instance,

is such as to be scarcely credible to persons wha

have not wandered along those rugged coasts. Ot

the more generally diffused species however, Fucua

vesiculosus, there are many analyses (at least of the

ashes when dry), the mean of which as obtained m
five localities, the mouth of the Clyde, the mouth of

the Mersey, the North Sea, Denmark, and Green-

land, is given by Peeeira as follows :

—

Potash .." \\l\
^^.^^ Jop
\i^^ 953Magnesia J*-^^
Chloride of sodium !» Jf
Iodide of sodium ^-^
Phosphate of iron and phosphate of lime . . »•«
Oxideof iron

^-Jj
Bulphuric acid 7 ^"^

100. 00

In Greenland specimens there is as much as 10

per cent, of phosphates. There is nearly IT per

cent, of ashes (IG.60) oa an average in the^ raw

seaweed. Of the volatile matters which exist in

the plant we have no information. It would have

been satisfactory to have obtained an analysis of

the stuff yielded by the manure heaps as now pre-

pared in Thanet, but we were unable to procure

proper specimens when in the district in June, and

pri>mise3 of a supply have not at present yielded

anv result.

it is, however, clear from what has heen stated,

that we have before us the elements of a very

ustful manure, if it can be prepared in such a

manner as to be reasonably portable, and combining

with the salts some of the fertilising materials

which have been volatilised in the course of

incineration.

What we would suggest is that the seaweed

after being if possible slightly dried, should be

ground into a paste with conical rollers in the same

way in which woad is commonly prepared. The

result most probably would be so soft and gluti-

nous, that it could not be readily made into halU

"• From Anglo-saioi-tkBvTaur. fromiti. wavering toaudtrooa

, the t.p of the water at high tide.

!
t Or MixeM, as they are now callod in the iaUnd.
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like woad. As however the districts ia which the

preparation of such a manure might possibly be

profitable, for the most part abound in peat, it

might be a good practice to convert some of this

into ashea, which might be mixed with the pulp,

till of a consistence to be readily made up with

the hand into balls, which might be exposed to

strong drafts of wind on cratep, under partially

closed sheds. How far it might be useful to have

recourse to somewhat of the practice which is

exercised in the preparation of woad, and after a

time to submit the balls when broken down to

fermentation, is a point which must be left to those

manure." Our opinion was given that whether

or not the tenant had strictly limited himself

to the permission granted by the landlord,

the interests of the latter were perfectly safe.

The former might consume the straw in like

manner as he consumed the cake,, and the exchange
of a portion of the straw for cake would be bene-

ficial to both landlord and tenant.

Our correspondent, however, is not satisfied

with our reply, and he repeats his question in surface drainage, so that'it is uecersai^'eVther to X^^^
another form :

— ** Will a given sum of money ex- I or dig out the furrows, or put in shallow draiTi? \

in Berkshire. The other analysis given wouUl no do 1

lind a parallel. The green marl is not very rich"-
fossils. Ot* the analysis of the lower chalk it need onl"
be said, that we find 2.04 per cent, only of clay and sa *l

insoluble in acids. On exposure to atmospheric chanJ
tliese beds crumble into a fine powder. They then b°^^
a tendency to run together, so that wo have th^
anomaly of a soil with little alumina (3.15 as compared
with 19.06 in the lower gault), resting on a perviou!
subsoil of rubble or rock, requiring a certain amonnf r.t

\

I

"who are willing to make experiments. The whole manures and applied direct?"

pended on Rape- cake and eaten by sheep do as

much good to the land as if expended on artificial

matter is thrown out as a mere suggestion, but we
are sanguine that in good hands it may lead to

very important results. 31. J, B.

A QUESTiojf was addressed to us by a corres-

The answer now depends altogether upon the

manure selected and the wants of the soil. The
money may fertilise the land more by its expendi-
ture on cake than by its expenditure on manure

—

or it may not—that depends on whether the
pondent^the oth^er^a^ as

t^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^I^J^J^^ manure is properly selected. If Rape-cake be
chosen (for it is often applied directly as a manure
to the land) even then the answer may be yea or

night school, on which, from many years expe-

rience, we are able to speak with some confidence.

We recommendJ:hat^a room and }ab_les. _aji^JJ^_™f »
j
nay, according to the condition of the soil. If the
land be clayey we should certainly prefer its being
applied directly ; if it be light and sandy, we
should prefer its being applied by sheep fed with it

and folded on the laud. No doubt it will not in

that case all reach the land, for part of it will be
bumt and part of it will be built up in the bodies
of the animals ; but the remainder will he more
efficacious, owing to the manner of its application.

If, then, the q^uestion be one of literal and rigid

interpretation, the answer must be that the
agreement between landlord and tenant has not
been strictly acted on by the tenant, \ye submit

and warmth and light, and the promised punctual

attendance of one or more teachers for two hours

on two or three evenings of the week being pro-

vided, the announcement of all this being in

readiness for any young men who will avail them-
Belves of it, should be accompanied by the intima-

tion that a charge will be made sufficient to cover

all these expenses. Twopence a week a-piece will

be readily paid by agricultural labourers—and,

where the attendance of only 15 or 20 can be ex-
pected, one penny a night will be needed to pay
lor coals and candles ; when 30 or 40 are in

attendance one half that sum will be enough.
The advantages of a payment are that triflers

will be kept away, that those in earnest will

be the more determined to make use of the

opportunities for which they pay ; and that the

teachers will feel more bound to punctual attend-
ance and earnest work. As to " Rules " none are

needed, beyond the understanding that paymeft
is expected ou the first evening of the week, and
that the doors will be closed a quarter of an hour
after the time of commencement. The maintenance
of order must be the result not of rules, but of the
personal resolution of the teacher.

Where reading is not taught, the work is better

done, as regards each class, if of only one kind
^ach evening. Let the whole of one evening be
devoted to writing—taking copybook writing and
writing on slates from dictation alternately, and
let the whole of a second evening be devoted
to arithmetic. If reading as well as writing and
arithmetic be needed, then perhaps it is better to

Bpend one-third of each evening on the three

lessons respectively. As soon as a boy can write

veil enough to write from dictation, he is master
of an admirable means of his own improvement
and instruction. And there is no more useful

hour than that which he thus spends at the evening
school.

The lads attending the school should be told

ihat a certain degree of scholarship is now neces-
sary ; that if a young man of good character can
write well enough and cypher well enough to

keep an account of farm laoour and of wages, and
at the same time has acquired a knowledge of the
labour which he can thus superintend, he is worth
double the ordinary wages of an agricultural
labourer at once. We have been able within the
last year to send many young men from field and
garden, where they had been earning 2«. a day, up
to places of trust and superintendence of the kind
just indicated, where they have received at once
20s. a week—to rise in the course of time to one-
half more, just because of the knowledge acquired
of them and by them at the village evening
school; and facts of this kind should be made
known on the first assembliug of a school, so as to
convince the lads and working men of the neigh-
bourhood of the immense importance to them of
the degree of scholarship which by patience and
perseverance they may, during the winter evenings,
add on to the skill and ability already acquired by
ttiem in the field.

" Ak Agricultural Problem" was proposed the
other day, and the solution which we offered has
not proved satisfactory. A landlord permits the
tenant of his arable land to sell straw and expend
the money in ** artificial manures,*' He accord-
ingly selects Rape-cake, and makes his sheep
perform the duties of manure-distributors. On
this the former says:—*' I think my tenant looks
Bharp. after his own interest ; but not having even
• bowing acquaintanee ' with science I must ask
others to say how far my interests as landlord are

amount of

prevent injury from the water standing too lone on
the sm-face, though it will gradually sink into the
earth, either ou the land itself, or in the courses bv
which it flows from it.

^

This stratum forms a series of low escarpment-
rounded to the north and jrenerally fallino- ^v'ith an
inclination so regular and well defined to the south as
to indicate the surfiice of beds which have resisted the
action that has swept away the weaker layers with
which they were once covered. Thus the distinctive

green sand is seldom seen in situ, though sufficient

of it is left to enable us to trace its position through-
out the coiinty. The

i
hollows, especially those at

the back of the escarpments, are filled with drift

derived from the breaking of this and other beds mixed
with chalk and chalk marl. In some cases, as at Aston
Tyrrel, South Moreton, &e. the green sand is covered

with the same Thames drift which is spread so widely

over the gault and other strata in the vale. That this

drift came from the north is obvious from the presence

of fragments of the various strata it has passed over

or which were broken up In its course ; thus when it

is found touching the foot of the chalk, it is charged

with frequent fragments of the tipper green saud,

and we notice that this drift is itself covered with a

counter drift of the chalk which must of necessity

r

nevertheless that the permission granted has not have come from the south. It is more necessary to

been essentially exceeded, and that it is for the
interest of the landlord as well as of the tenant
that the sale of straw, which is food as
well as manure, sho'-^ld be allowed when
the proceeds are spent on either ''artificial"
food or * * artificial " m aaure. Xo question
in fact between the two ought to be dis-
cussed in any other than a liberal spirit : it is a
mistake to argue upon the literalities of an agree-
ment when it has been essentially observed. JText
to the farmer himself, the man who is most
interested in the prosperity of the cultivator of
the soil is the owner—no permission or agreement
therefore ought to be construed so strictly as to
hinder a tenant from benefiting himself provided
he does not thereby injure his landlord.

THE AGRICULTURE OF BERKSHIRE.
BY

THE EEV, J. C. CLUTTEIiBUCK", OF LONO WITTENHA:!!,

(Continued frora p. 9S4.)

Y. The Vale Bistbict.—Descending the escarpment
and undulations of the lower chalk, we pass into the
vale—the Vale of White Horse, with all its historic

associations and exuberant fertility. The exact limit of
the lower chalk overlying the upper green sand is not
easily distinguished. The unpractised eye will be apt
to confound the rubhle beds of the latter with the
chalk, except where the seams marked by small dark
granulated particles give a green tint to the soil. The
very simple chemical experiment of submitting portions

of each to the action of dilute muriatic acid, will show

notice this fact, as agricultural geologists have too

readily given up the subject of drifts in despair. Thwr
disposition in localities may seem capricious ; of their

origin and the course they took there seems to be ample

proof. To the agriculturist they have the greatest

interest, as they not only form the greatest proportion

of the soils in the vale, hut (are sources of fertility to

strata which would otherwise have been compara-

tively dreary swamps.
In the depressions of the green sand at and about

its junction with the chalk, not due to this junction, a»

both are permeable strata, but to the natural level at

which the water is npheld and finds its vent from the

chalk, are frequent and copious springs of remarkablj 1

fine water, which as streamlets wear their way throng*'

the undulations of the low hills of the greeu^
receive the drainage of that stratum, pass over the

Gault and Kimmcridge clay, and drive many mui=iii

their passage to their main outfall the Thames. Xi*

district formed by the outcropping beds of the upper

grcca sand call for especial notice, not onlj from tbeir

extent in this as compared with other counties to the

North of the Chilterns, but from their extraordinary

agricultural value. There is perhaps no stratum the

surface of which is so extensively worked without

drift or covering, or which has carried to other strata

the fertility inherent to its chemical constituents and

condition.

Arthur Young called the red land of Oxfordshire the

"Glory of the County;" the inhabitants of the rale

may claim for their green sand as high a title. The sou

for the most part is easily worked. Where covered by

Thames chalk or upper gravel drift, as at Cholsey, its

cultivation is that of a lighter soil. This gives a varia-

tion to the farming where these soils, and the sheer
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the large proportion of matter insoluble in acids in the _,___._
beds of green sand, rubble or rock, as compared with ' green sand, form one or various occupations. Ou either

the chalk. There can be no doubt of a general chemical
i

there is no rigjid adherence to a defined rotation ot

identity between those beds in Berkshire and those of
which careful analysis is given in the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Journal, vol. xii., by ilessrs. Way and
Paine, and which are developed in the neighbourhood
of Farnham. A specimen submitted to the late Mr.
Paine was pronounced by him to be identical with
No. 4 of the soft brown rock above the gault, the
analysis of which we give as an extract:

—

Per cent.
Combined with a little organic matter .. .. 6.3S

Soluble ill dilute acids, 50.8i
Silicic acid (silica) . . . . 26. 83
Carbonic acid 3. 13
Sulphuric acid 0.30
Phosphoric acid . . , . . . Trace
Chlorine Ditto
Lime 5,34
Magnesia 0.S5
Pot-xsh 0.74
Soda 0.31
Protoxide and Peroxide of Iron 7.25
Alumina 6.50

Insoluble in acids, 42. SI
Lime 1.61
JIagnesiii 0.91
Potash 2.16
Soda 0.42
Alumina, with a little oxide of iron ,. .. 7.88
Silicic acid and sand 29.83

crops,

100.00

It is spoken of as one of the richest subsoils of the
whole chalk scries, and admirably adapted for the
growth of Hops, Wheat, Beans, &c. Tliere is no par-

"DTOtpotpd >iV il^;., ^.^A c 1- i- n" rr~ ticular mentioned with reference to this bed of theproiectea by Ua^ flic^de of apphcatioa of the gree;? sand, ^vhich is not applicable to the same stratum

^.^^.. Wheat is followed by Swedes or Turnip,

Vetches, and other green crops, which are also folloffefl

in the same season by Turnips, Mustard, Rape, &c. ;
tuetf

fed by sheep prepare the way for Barley or Oats. Uaa

the breadth 'is laid down to seeds, the rest to Peal,

Beans, Mangels, kc. or on the heavier portions Wheat,

Beans, and a third crop adopted as a matter of j^8'

ment or convenience. On some of these farms l>e»^

the enclosures, now happily with few exceptions ^necj^'

few sheep comparatively speaking were kept; '^^^^

at these times the fallow and yard dung was all ^l*^"?^

given to these naturally fertile soils, ynd even now tw

character of the soil invites a liberty of treatiofi'*^

which too often degenerates into carelessness a*^

neglect. There are instances in which Hops have ^^"^

jately introduced with success ou this stratuip, thong

- 1 is feux-ed that tlie al)sonce of trees as a shelter w*

• nterfere with the adoption of this prtcarious »^

aluable crop. There are many spots in this "^® l^

1 oubled with surface water, of which it is difficult to je

. d. from the naturally low level with ri^ference w

"utfall, aggravated by the blockage of mill dams- ^^^
?8 the locality intersected by the Great Western

>Railway between ?^\ and S. Moreton; the black pca^J

surface soil containsaconsiderablepercentageofvegecft^

matter, and rests on a subsoil of a drift of the g"^°.^
and chalk covering the green sand itself. This s^^^^'J^T^^

charged with water, is consiiiered by many a tcn^
clay. Bidafarmerexamineit: passing it between hisimg.^

and thumb, he will probably pronounce it tobeclay ;t«

by a simple chemical experiment and it will he fo""'*

consist Of about one-lialf lime and the remainder iu«

i
I

I
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^^Hi .;^i^iUtuei^ts"orupper green aand. A very considerable

J ^^t of land here and elsewhere, though not without
'"

£ use, is under rough Grass; by lowering the outfall for
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the drainage it might be improved as meadow, or

broken up for arable cultivation, especially under

Mau'^el and other root crops. A single mill worth a

feft-
hundreds a year sometimes pens back the water on

lands capable of improvement by drainage to as many

tliousands. Though the variety of soils in this district,

co-extensive with the upper green sand, forbids the

yeductlon of its cultivation to any limited or well defined

system, we may take an instance in which with portions

of several of the soils calling for varied treatment, a

^ definite system is as far as may be observed.
^
In

speaking of one farm we wish to avoid all invidious

compLU-rson, and merely select it for the sake of

demonstration.

Take as an example a farm on the upper green sand,

of which the immediate subsoil is either the sheer

-reea sand or the drift by which it is covered. The

farm consists of nearly 450 acres, of which 100 are

Grass, cultivated on the four-course system, with such

variations as circumstauces may require. The general

stock of the farm consists of 18 horses, 12 working oxen

o[ the Devon or Hereford breed, 28 cows, 10 other

beasts, which with a certain number of the working

oxen are fatted and sold off yearly. The young stock,

the produce of the herd of cows, are reared, retained, or

sold as the fodder grown upon the farm is more or less

abaudant. In addition to these, a flock of over 300 of

well bred best country down ewes, to which carefully

selected rams of the same breed, either bred on the

farm or procured from the best breeders, are put. A
certain number of the ewes are drafted every year, and

their places supplied by the ewe lambs their produce; if

these fall short a selection of ewe lambs or tegs from

the best stock is sought without reference to price. About

lOOof thebest wether lambs are sold, the remainderfatted

on the fann and disposed of as tegs. The pigs number

about SO, of whom 20 are breeding sows. The stock of

pigs on this farm bears a deservedly high character,

great care having been taken for a series of years to

retain or procure elsewhere the best and purest

Bt;rkshire blood; no expense to secure this object is

spared, and large prices are easily obtained for the

stock w^hich combine the best characteristics of the

Berkshire breed, especially growth, andaptness to fatten.

The cultivation of this farm Is managed and arranged

with direct reference to the maintenance of the stock,

the object being to sell as much and buy as little as

possible. The corn and fodder for the horses, cows,

oxen, pigs, breeding flock of ewes, is all grown upon the

farm." Providing for the latter without infringing

i^^ou the Grass crop requires much previous arrangement.
*H* Micv the Wheat crop a portion of the stubbles receives a

<lressing of farm yard dung, ploughed In during the
autumn and winter as a preparation for Sweden or

Mangels; Rye for which the land is also manured, sown in

the eiu-ly autumn; Hop clover (Trefoil) harrowed in on

the growing ^Yheat in the foregoing spring; Tiifblinm

incarnatum, harrowed in on the stubble soon after the

removal of the Wheat:—these with a large breadth of

winter Vetches, form a succession of spring and early

summer food, which when fed off by the flock make
way for Swedes and Turnips, to be again fed off in the

autumn and succeeding winter. Thus, with little ex-

ception, the fallow bears two green crops. A part only of

the roots are fed on the ground, a part being used to

supply foodfor the stock in the yards, or the ewes in stand-

ing folds during the lambing season, an additional reason

for this being, that from the natural ricliness of the

soil and high state in which the farm has been sustained

for a series of years, it is found that the consumption

of the wholo crop upon the ground would over-force

the succeeding Barley or Oat crop, and cause them to

be lodged. In addition to these supplies of food, a

portion of ground lying at a low level on a drift of the

greeu sand and chalk, and covered with a black vege-

table mould, unkindly for carrying out a corn crop, is

sown with Eye-grass, which supplies an early feed, comes

twice to the scythe under liberal treatment, and a

second time to be fed. Only half the Barley and Oat
crops which follow the root and green crops, is sown
with Clover to secure its recurrence once only in two
courses ; the remainder, well manured, bears Beans or

Peas, in proportion to the requirementsof the stock by
which they are consumed; Vetches, which may be
followed by Eape or Mustard, or a portion also well

manured for Mangels, a rotation which, on some of

this land, is found a good preparation for the Wheat
crop which is to follow. It is also sometimes the

iji custom to drill or hoe in Turnip seed between the rows
"' of Peas and Beans, or if the Peas are harvested oarlv,

to make a tilth and then sow Turnips, which are
commenced on the ground, and add manure for
the Wlieat crop which is to follow. ilanurino-
the seeds in the early spring as a direct assist-

ance to the Clover crop, and indirect nreparation
for following crop of Wheat, is a practice which obtains

K^ in many farms where the supply of manure is equal to
^^ the requirements of the soil.

In the farm which has led to these remarks there is

a notable departure from a practice too common in this

as in other parts of Berkshire—the neglect of Grass
land. On the green sand, with the exception of the
Headows near the brooks, the only Grass is usually
*3Tnc small enclosures, or orcliards near the homestead.
Even these are often little cared for, but where there is

a greater extent it seems to be looked upon as that

from which all is to be taken and nothing returned. The
cause usually being the uiider stocking the farm, so that

the manure is in arrear of the requirements of the

exhaustion of the soil, the natural fertility of which the farm compels me to retain in use, are very service-
i

_

i _. J. _ ii^;_ : J T_ J.1 ^-.nC-.r,n no oT-ilii fnr* vor-oiviiifT aiifi p.nnvpvirior 'hrvmp tliP oiiviTicra nrtempts to this scourging system. ' In the case before us

the arable and Grass land have both their share of the

ample quantity of manure made by the sheep stock in

the field, or the horses, beasts, and pigs in the yards.

The greatest triumph of farm management is achieved

when the food grown and consumed on his own land

makes the farmer independent of the market of

artificial fertilisers, whether it he corn bought and con-

sumed, or whether it be guano or chemical manures.

barn, is fully equivalent to the waste arising from
grain shed round the threshing-machine, where a small

measure of grain would, if scattered, make a great show.

Some old harvest-waggons, which the hilly nature of
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ON" THE MOVEABLE STEAM-ENGINE.
These notes on the moveable steam-engine are

designed for the information of farmers who reside in

those parts of England where it is not yet natiu-alised;

where, consequently, the prices charged for work done

have not yet been properly ailjusted, or the cost and

liabilities incurred for repairs and renovation adequately

determined. Such readers may gather useful hints

from details which to others may appear commonplace.

They must bear in mind, however, that the experience

recorded has been drawn from a neighbourhood where

the yield of grain is large in proportion to the bulk of

the straw grown ; wheie the land is chiefly arable, and,

therefore, much employment is provided for the

machine in a small circuit ; where the farms, also, are

large, so that the work goes on consecutively for

several days without the delay and waste of time caused

by removal; and where the occupation-roads, though

not good, are passable. Each reader must, therefore,

decide for himself what allowance he must make in

applying the conclusions arrived at to his own neigh-

bourhood.

In the eastern counties the hired steam-engine is

now in such general use that competition has done its

work ;
prices have found their level, and the same

profits cannot be made as rewarded the enterprising

men who first set them going, or even the owner of the

solitary horse-power machine of the district, in times

gone by. Where the engine and machine have been

purchased with judgment, a good model and sound

workmanship have given a fair pi-ofit; but several men,

possessed of small capital and little knowledge, have

lost' money by the speculation, by their want of dis-

cretion. To show how loss is incurred, I may state

that I bought a machine for 105Z., worked it for three

months, found that it was not up to the mark, laid it

by for a time, and then returned it to the maker, Avho

gave me 10^. for it. Bad debts, too, will arise; I have
had one of about 50?.

As regards the amount of work done, 40 quarters of

grain may be considered an average yield from one
day's Wheat threshing from sheaves chiefly mown.
This will increase in a good year up to -15 quarters from
mown Wheat, and 55 quarters from reaped corn. We
onee threshed in a day of 10 hours at Michaelmas, 75
quarters of Wheat. For Barley, a yield of 35 quarters

is reckoned a fair day, anil --^ quarters a good day for

say 8^ hours' work in autumn^tnUTviTTtcrir-oQi ^nai-tewa

'is'our maximum : they were threshed in March.

The regular price of the district was Is. per quarter

for Wheat and Barley, or 35^. a day for the hire of

engine and machine, with engineman and feeder ; but

the price per day has given way to 32.?., unless elevators

are furnished, when the old charge of 35*. is maintained.

These elevators dispense with the services of two men
(or three when the straw stack is high), and are, there-

fore, well worth the extra charge of 3^. Reaped Wheat,

without the use of elevators, would now be threshed at

about lOd. a quarter. Oats are not much grown in my
district : they are charged at the same rate as other

corn, or threshed by the day. We sometimes under-

take to furnish extra labour, besides the engineman

and feeder, at the charge of 1*. Qd. per quarter.
_
In

this case, the work is thus distributed; the engine-

owner finds, besides the use of the elevators,

2 hands for corn- stack.

1 lad to cut bands for feeder.

1 man to tend sacks and clear away cavingS.

The hirer will still provide labour

For supply of water and coals.

For loading carts witti com and driving away.

For stacking straw.
For removinj? cavings, colder, or abort stuff,

Tliis arrangement sometimes suits holders of small

occupations ; but, to the machine-owner, a short job,

even at a higher rate of pay, is not so remunerative as

a good bout of threshing on a large farm. It will be

observed that these calculations are made for threshing

in the field, such being our general practice, based on

the following reasons.
, , .^, ^ v .

,

In the case of Wheat, we now set little store by the

chaff, and can always easily preserve as large a portion

of it as we care to mix with cut straw for the cart-

horses; unless, therefore, we cart straight from the

field into the barn, for early threshing on a wet day m
harvest, the Wheat is mostly threshed where it is

stacked in the field, to save double handling of the

'^ThTiabour of the yardman and odd horse at odd

times, in taking the Utter home to the yard is but

little increased in consequence of threshing m the field

ind that increase is but little felt. The loss occasioned ^^^^^^ ^,,,,, ^. ...„-„.- - --.-^^,^^.^. =, ^^^
bv thP droppin- of the stray ears and locks of corn, ^f eugine-dnvcrspo^wiwd of competent knowledge u> i^dilif

by the dropping ui j , i „„o,i(icd ;f uecessary

—— ^^ — ——— ^ — - - ^ _ - — r — -^—
able for receiviug and conveying home the cavings or

short stuff derived from the Barley for the use of the

stock, nor are they to be despised as moveable straw

stands when the Wheat-straw requires stacking. The
late incendiary fires have unhappily deterred many
neighbourhoods from concentrating their stacks around

the homestead, according to the old practice.

The common consumption of coals is at the rate of 6

cwt. per day when Barley is threshed, or 7 cwt. for

Wheat. The coals are furnished by the hirer, and

their consuraptiou will be a good deal modified by the

kind of water with which he supplies the engine ; with

good soft clean water, drawn from a tank filled from a

slated barn, less coal will be burnt by 1 cwt. or 1^ cwt.

a day than when the water comes from a du-ty pond.

It is a happy circumstance for the owner of the engine

that the hirer has such an inducement to supply clean

water, as the injury done to the engine and boiler (the

tubes of which become furred up and foul whenever

dirty water is used) is a matter ot far more importance

than the saving of 1 cwt. or 2 cwt. of coal.

For some years we have never used a flail. The
prejudice in favour of fresh Ilail-tbreshed straw from

the barn-door, for fodder, lingered on in my bailiffs

mind for some seasons after I had begun to employ

steam-power. Chance removed it in this way. We
generally arrange to use the white land Barley-straw

for fodder, and that grown on Heath land for litter.

One year the fodder ran short, and we had recourse to

some heath Barley-straw, which had been machined and

stacked some time before, to eke out our supply for

food. The stock were observed to eat this straw with

more relish than any of the growth of that year. From
that time the fiail was doomed. The preference shown

was accounted for in this manner :—1st, all the dust

had been well beaten, shakeu, and blown out of the

straw by the machine; and, 2nd, the straw, which

contained some admixture of layer, had been bruised in

threshing, and appeared to have undergone a second

gentle beating atter it was stacked, and to have

benefited by it; but, be the explanation what it may,

we were satisfied of the fact, and have since acted oa

our conviction.

My machines only winnow the corn once ; a single

dressing then fibs it for market. The advantage of a

light machine for draught on hilly ground and

indilierent farm-roads, and the difficulty of dressing at

once, so as just to suit the market, have determined me,

after some hesitation, to abide by the older and simpler

form, in preference to the new double-dresser.

A connexion with steam-power let out on lure la

conducive to the well-being of a farm in several ways:

I —1st, as an encouragement to steady aud intelligent

labourers; these are selected from the farm at first to

feed the machine, and are then promoted to the charge

of the engine ; an opening for advancement is thus

afforded to a class which stands much in need of such

a stimulus.* Secondly, the work of threshing is most
crmtiiraucra-iiTniuirithose luouths in which other labour

is rather slack; it^^afecrcira^?T>-™i the spring advances,

and labourers become more in re^jncBi^nor are the

machines again called actively into play

Wheat is reaped, and the greater part of it stacked.

Some additional hands are therefore made available for

the farm connected with the engine, at the time when,

labourers are most wanted. Again, the occupier of land

is able to superintend the working of a steam-engine to

greater economical advantage than a man of another

class, for he is near at hand, with a horse at command,

aud an occasional hour to spare for inspecting the work ;

moreover, he can, without inconvenience, accommodate a

small farmer with extra hands, if required, and easily

lend one or two horses at an emergency, and when

roads are bad and fields wet, to assist in removing the

machine and engine—a task which generally devolves

on the next hirer,

I shall conclude my statement with a brief abstract

of exnenses for repairs and other outgoings ; 1st, for

one engine and machme,'inthe ^ear ending Miciiaelmas,

1856, and then for two in 1857, 1858, and 1859. In

each case they were in pretty constant employ from

September to Lady-day, and bad nearly half work

between Lady-day and harvest,

Expenses of Steam Engine and Threshing MaclUne,

Expenses ou one Machiue from Michaehuas, 1855,

to Michaelmas, 1856.
£ i. d.

Bills S3 14 6
Wages
Lal^ur, la Ac.

62 2 T
10 19 7

Dtt 16 S
185&—1857.

^r^. ;: :: :: :: :: v.f^ul
lu.surance .. -. .. - •• •• .^ .\^l
Paid for Wre of engine, Urge«, Ac

12 J? „
Wages ^^^' ^

£142 6 S

* To men of this claas, wages of 2». fid mst^ oi u. m^ a

a-iv with some extras, are a considerable direct gain apart

frTm cTntin^endel Iti. the mter^t of the eogiaetnaa to put

Eeeder into the wav of man;i-ingtfae engine, for which ho
tne leeut-r lu-.^ v

^ r^f„m. bo that a succeaoioa

^^^,.SWu^ p;;,.- froxn the stack to the ' provide. If uece.a.y.
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A second machine and engine were at work during
part of this year.

185T—185S (Two MacTiines).
£

^ages ., ,. 81
Expenses 10
Hire of engine 5

Repairs

—

Carpenter 3
Messrs. Ransome 4 1
Blacksmitli 17 7
Clayton & Co .. 16 li
Hurrell (foundry) 3 5
Parker (stvai>8) 13 6

t. d.

8 10
3 2
2

2
4

IS^S—1S59 (Two Machines).

57 10 6

£154 4 6

"Wages
Expenses

—

Lodg-ings, largess,

.

Piircels

Carriage of engines

£
87 17

d.

1

£ s. d.

2 7 6
14

7 6 6

« «

10

2
2

S
16Brasses repaired with patent metal

Cloths
Insurance for one Diachine and engine
Clayton, bill for oil, brasses, and brushes . . 29 17
Extra oil bill

. . 4
Huvrell, for casting files, brasses, &c . , 7
Parker(Btrapa) .. ., 18 _
Mending straps .. .. .. .. ..28
Ransome & Co., repairs, tarpaulins, &c. .. 14 -5

Carpenter .. ,,9 10
Blacksmith .. ., 16 14

10
12
o

•2

9

3
3

^ M M ^m 1 1 ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ,

weight of 31 tons and 80 lbs. per acre. The Swedes:
there are per acre ll,4riO roots; 1-130 bushels, 56 lbs.

per bushel; 35 tons 15 cvvt. The working of my
steam tackle 12 days and of my horses 10 days will

smash up Nos. 1 and 4 heavy land, and 3 and 5 light

land, and put them in the best possible form for the
winter, ready for planting Beans androots'in the spring.

My farm is open to inspection of all. William Smith,

Woolston, Koc, 1.

£208 IS 3

In addition to this expenditure, 10 per cent, on the
prime cost was included in each year's account for
depreciation, without, however, the residue being
regarded as realised profit.

The calculation ot 10 per cent, was adopted as the
usual allowance made on machinery; but, as Mr.
Wells has well shown in his paper on Steam Cultivation,*
the agricultural locomotive engine is exposed to an
unusual amount of wear and tear.

1st. From tlie horizoutal position of the piston,
"whicli, without great care, rapidly becomes oval-
shaped." 2nd]y. From the concentrated form of the
boiler, the tubes of which are difficult to clean, and
wear rapidly away. 3rdly. From the injurious effect of
bad roads during removals, and the coustant oscillation
of the engine when at work. 4thly. (We may add)
From the evil effects of exposure to dust and wet.
Mr. Wells concludes that the wear and tear of a

locomotive must be estimated at fully 20 per cent.
above that of a fixed engine. Considering, however, the
large items already inserted in these annual accounts
for repairs of tubes, boilers, &c., for the engines, and
considering, on the other hand, how improvement is
constantly superseding older threshing-machines, it
appears to me safe to estimate tiie depreciation both of
engine and machine at 20 per cent. Mr, 2\ M.Frei'eJii
Journal ofAgricultural Society.

ocictie^*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAXD.
The Council resumed their sittings after the Autumn

recess on Wednesday, November 7, when a monthly
meeting was held : present, the Right Hon. the Earl of

Powis, Tresident, in the Chair, the Earl of Macclesfield,

Lord Berners, Lord Fevershara, Lord Tredegar, Lord
Walsingham, Hon. Colonel Hood, Hon. A. Vernon, Mr.
Amos, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Barfchropp, Sir. Bramston,
M.P.; Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Druce, Mr. Exall, Mr. Frere,
Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Wren
Hoslcyns, Mr. Howard, ;Mr. Lavvience, Mr. Shuttle-
worth, Mr. Torr, Piofessor Simonds, I)r. Voelcker, Mr.
Jonas Webb, Mr. Burch Western, Mr. Wilson (of
Stowlangtoft), and Proi'essor Wilson.
^Before the commencement of business, the President

wished to call the attention of the members to the
melancholy circumstance of the death of the Duke of
Richmond, which had deprived the Society of one of its

original members, of one who had held the office of
President three times, and who always gave the
greatest attention to agricultural matters. His Grace
had carried off many of tiie Society's prizes, and his
live stock always held a distinguished position in the
shows. He was unable of late years to attend tlie

meetings as formerly, but every one connected with
agriculture must feel the great loss the Society has
sustained by his decease. The names of 28 candidates
ior election at the next meeting were read.
Finances.—Mr. Barnett, chairman of the Finance

Committee presented the report on the accounts of the
Society to tiie end of the previous month, from which
it appeared that at that date the current cash balance
in the hands of the bankers wns 1624^. 18*. Q,d. The
Secretary's receipts had been duly examined by Messrs.
Quxlter, Ball, & Co., and were found correct. During

'\Vallis, of Overstone Grange, Nortbumpton,^';;^;^";^;^^
moualy elected a Member of Council, in the room p
Lord Southampton, resigned. ***

The time for the General Meeting of the Soeietv ^
their house in Hanover Square was fixed for 12 ovLu
noon on Wednesday, the 12th December.
The Council decided that the date of the LppH

meeting should be the week commencing MondT*
July 15, unless the assizes or local arrangements shnnM
interfere. ^^

on

A communication was received from the Fore'
Office, accompanied by a Report of the Committee
Agriculture of the United States respecting tb(v
cattle disease, which was referred to the Veterlmpv
Committee. '

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday the
5th December,

'^

Farmers' Clubs.
Centeax: Monday, yovemher 5.—" The PtilHc and

Private Trials of Agricultural Implements: canth&t
he made more efficient ?^*—Mr. W. Fisher Hobbs read
the following paper on this subject:—I am inclined to
think that these discussion meetings of ours by no means
depend for their success or utility on the introducer of
the subject ; but, on the contrary, that our meetingg
really act up to what they are called, and that the dig.

cussion itself is frequently the most interesting part of
the evening's proceedings. Fortunately for myself I
feel that such will certainly be the case on the present
occasion. My chief duty, as I take it, will be really

confined to introducing the question, enumerating such
as I consider to be the chief points we should dwell on,

and then leaving these to the practical analysis of the
members of the Club ; whether they be the cultivatow
of the soil, the judges at our great meetings, or that in-

fluential body the manufacturers and exhibitors of im-
plements, all of which classes, I am happy to see, atfr

rei)resented here to-night. To show that 1 have already

acted upon this view of the case, I will at once read to

you a circular letter which I have addressed to the

judges who have taken office during the last three

years, to many of the implement makers who have ex-

hibited during the same period, as well as to anamber
of other gentlemen whose opinions and advice I knew
might conduce to a satisfactory development of this

question. There are many, no doubt, I Iiave omitted

Home Correspondence.
Grain Cut hy Reading Machines in East Lotldan,

ini

I send you the ibllowing table from the Nn^-fh n,-;fU.

Agriculturist, sliowing the qnontltj and kinds of graii.

cut in East T.<^n>i.ai, with the reaping machines of
vavT^iio rr^»^icr9 duHug the harvest of 1800. It was laid
the other day before a meeting of the Commissioners
of Supply of that county :

—

the recess, the Committee had met several times ^^ ^^^ ^^' while from several of those I have addressee!

YrenTs ^ ^^^^® received some valuable suggestions j and I hope

that many of those who have not answered my letter

have come here to-night prepared to speak to the

subject :

—

London. October 10, 1861).

Dear Sir,—At the request of the committee I haveconseuUd
to open a discussion here at the next nionthlv meetings/" tu
Club, on Monday, November 5th, on "The Public and iW«(«
Trials of Agricultural Implements—can tlicy be made more,
efficient?" I shall engage to do this as one practical ma&
addressing his fellow members of the Club, with a view toe-
certain how far the trials of machinery have hitherto 6eeii

compatible with ordinary farm work ; or, how such tests luay

be made more reliable and trustworthy. Knowing the

interest you have long taken in tliis subject, and the experienw
you have had of our raoie modern agricultm-al machinery, I

write to request that you will ftivour me with your opinion»

Makers of Machines.

Gardner & Lindsay.

.

Bell ..

Burgess & Key
Halhday
Husfiey
Dray ..

Wood ..

Goodlet
Wight
Variouet

119
16
11

7
2
2
1
1

1

Acres Cut.

to take into consideration the subject of the arrears
of subscriptions, and had thought it necessary to issue
circulars, calling on members to remit the subscrip-
tions due to the Society. The result has been that
whilst many have paid their arrears, about 400 names
have been struck off the list, consisting of those who
from death, insolvency, or misfortune are incapable of
paying. There still remain a great number of members
who have taken no notice of their liability; it has
therefore been deemed advisable to divide England
atid Wales into districts, and a list of those in arrear
will be sent to members of Council residing in
tliem, in the hope that thoy will endeavour to
prrw*nro th« pnymont o£ sucli arrears, and give any „

information in their power to the Secretary as^ to how we should proceed. The chief points, osit strike/me.are:

to the ability or inability of paying, and in order to ^M^ .*^"'^tion of the trials: should more time be allowed to

the preparation of a correct list of members, which it
is important should be ready for insertion in the next
number of the Journal. The amount of arrears col-
lected during the present year is 2258^., and a large
sum still remains due from members in arrear,

of Mr.
he had

Tlie Committee have to lament the death
Huxley, late senior clerk in the office, where
served with zeal and fidelity for 18 years.
Journal.—Mr. Thompson, M.P., chairman of the

Journal Committee, presented suggestions from that
committee on the subject of the cost of delivering tlie
Journal to the members of the Society. The Committee

obtain a satisfactory result? The nature of tbeground, and the

season of the year best adapted for tbe trials ot different kinds

of machinery; the duties of the judges, and the necessity fer

some earlier report from them ; the comparative merits of

public and private trials, and the advantages that might follow

from extending these, or having theui more ireqaently

adjourned to seasonable periods. There are other branch^ol
the subject which may have had your attention, and that

trust you will advise me upon. As, howevur, the time is draw-

ing near, I shall be obliged by any reply you mayfaTOurme
with being forwarded at youi- earliest convenience.—I ii™- ^®"'

sir, yours faithfully, w. Fisheb Hobbs.

I wish to mention here that this subject has long occu-

pied my attention, and if you will turn to my " Report

of the Trials of the Implements at Carlisle, in 1S55, s^«wu. »ai ^xj Liie luciiiuurs ot Liie ^?oc:ecy. Xhe committee ot tUe Trials ot the Implements at Carlisle, ni io^a, '^

take this opportnmty of announcing to competitors given in the 16th volume of the Journal of the Koya^

I 1*^
I
SS^U 1040^ 2200 1 1171 77&'.)^

M.S.
Steam Culture.—-^ir. Smith, of Woolston, has ad-

dxessedthe following letter to the IVm<».y .—I finished
my harvtst, carting the last of my Beans on the 22d of
October, carting all wdl. Heavy ianrf.—Field No 1
Barley stubble, remarka!,ly clean; No. 2, Swedes, very
good land very clean; No. 3, 12 aires. Beau stubble,
smashed up and drilled Wheat, cost of seed bed 7*. per
acre, the eighth corn crop under steam, lays nicely;
Ko. 4, Wheat sfubble, very clean and strong, cutting
the stubble. Light ia«</.-No. 1, Clover ley. 12 acres
mown twice for hay. ploughed with horses, clean!
Wheat drilled, up, and looks well; No. 2, 13 acres
Bean stubble, very clean, smashed up and drilled
A\heat, worked well; No. 3, Wheat stubble, very
clean

; No. 4, Barley stubble, remarkably clean, with a
tine plant of Clover in it ; No. 5, Oat stubble, very
Clean; No. 6, Mangels and S^-edes, all pulled and
BtackeJ. ihe Mangels: there are 858 roots on 22
yards square, weighing 3 tons 2 cwt. 8 lbs., giving a

1860\v Mr"? w n^'^fJ^ V^^ farmers' Centi-al Club. June;

li^SddTy^"
'^'^ "^^ ^^ °^^'^^""' brougbt'for competition at

for the prize to be given for an Essay on the Agricul-
ture of Hampshire, that for the purposes of this prize,
Hampshu-e will be considered to include the Isle of
Wight.

Authority was given to this Committee to allow the
use of the blocks used in printing the engravings in
the Journal to authors and other members of the
Societ}', in such cnsea as they shuU think fit. all cost to
the Society or injury to the blocks being provided
against.

The subject of the late period of the publication of
the K<ports of tlie Judges on Implements exhibited at
the country meetings having been brought forward by
Mr. Brandrc-th Gibbs, it was resolved, after long dis-
cussion, that the times of publication of the two
numbers of the Journal be on the 1st of February, and
as early in August as the Report of the Judges of
Implements can be published, and within one month
after the country meeting.
On the motion of the Hon. Col. Hood, seconded by

Mr. Thompson, it was resolved that at the countiy
meeting the Implement Yard shall be open to the
public on Monday, on payment of 5*., and the Stock

^i\t;u ill tiie iULii vuiuuiL- ui tne juuiiiiu ui f- *--,

Agricidtural So(;iety of England, you will find that I

tlien insisted on the trials of machinery and implemeDts

being more tlioroughly adapted to the ordinary work of

the farm. It is precisely with this vien' thatlnov

entertain the question, and it was in this light that t

recommended it to the attention of the Committee ol

this Club, in December last, considering it to be essen*

tially one of top

Yard at 1 o'clock, or as soon as the iudges have made
their awards, without extni payment." On Tuesday the
Show Yard of live stock and implements to be open
to the public on payment of 5s. On Wednesdav the
admission to the Show Yard to be 2^. 6d. On Tliursday
and Friviay the admission to be Is,
On the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Owen

i

i

i.imijr une ui Liiuse LupicS that migUC 06 Ulol-uoac« "
much advantage by those who, after all, are the mosj

interested in it— the fanners themselves; but I n»^

then no idea of undertaking the duty myself, and it

was not until it was most strongly pressed by the Com-

mittee that I consented, at the last moment, to fil/ op

the gap. The question may perhaps by some be IookC"

upon as rather a delicate one, although I am not pr«'

pared to see it in that light. You must again uiwle^j

stand that it is not as one of the Council of the Ivoy^

Agricultural Society of England, or as an old stewaro

of implements at several of its country meeting^

but simply as a member of this club that I «

now addressing you. The subject on the *^'^» ** ^'?-.

will see, resolves itself into two divisions— the P^^.
^

and private trials of implements; and it may at tn

first glance appear somewhat difficult to separate t&ero^

but I may as well explain at once that the P^^^.^^

trials are those necessarily confined to *^^.^^*^^mi
and exiiiiiination of the machines by the i^^S^^^
engineers; and the public trials are intended i^^^^^

illustrate the kind of work an implement is ^*l"'r

after the judges have in some degree formed tite

n
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oSuiononits merits. I need not say how strongly I

nsiat upon the necessity of these trials under the

inspection of competent judges ; for you must remember

tliat the purchasers are not always the best judges of

the implements they should select; inveterate habit

ind strong custom will frequently induce a ftrmer to

nersevere with implements of- an inferior character,

simply because such are and have been long in use in

Ilia own locality ; then, the influence and representations

of neighbouring manufacturers or active agents are

very great, and as often lead to the agriculturist

adopting a certain description of implement, not so

r* jj^ncli of hia owa choice or for his own advantage, as

; from the self-interested advice of those who are

aaxlous to secure him as a customer. Even the public

gjjiibltion of Implements would lose much of their effect,

but for those reliable and authoritative tests ; for here

too the farmer is equally open to the cupidity of

the exhibitor or his " showman," who may have more
"knack" in pushing a sale than in producing a good

implement ; hence, it becomes palpably necessary that

a rigid examination should be made by impartial

i and able men, who should have every available oppor-

I tunity and ample time to decide which is the best

ninoTigst the implements offered to the notice of the

,

public : in fact, as I said in my report of the Carlisle

Meeting, " the agricultural mind is scarcely yet in a

position to discriminate between the claims of com-

peting machinery, or to form a satisfactory judgment

on its practical value for farm purposes." Of the

illtfereut kinds of machinery, those adapted to field-work

may be witnessed with less inconvenience by the

general body of spectators; while there are certain

minntife and delicate tests in fixed machinery and some
in-door implements which it would be almost impossible

to try in a satisfactory manner, were the public per-

mitted to be present at the time the judges are

engaged in their duties. However, whether public or

private, the great point comes very much to the same
issne, " Can these trials be made more efficient ?" la
other words, can we afford the judges more oppor-
tunity for their inspection, and of coming to a con-

clusion, occasionally, perhaps, more satisfactory to

themselves ? Can we give the exhibitor more time to

develop a really valuable implement, one that shall not

merely aim at the speed of a " racer/' or get through, by
§oine "clever jocl^eyship," a few minutes* or at the most
a few hours* work ; when, without such " nice handling,"
and if once committed to the care of ever so intelligent

a farm labourer, it would most probably break down
in a week ? One of the chief points, then, as I have
^:ud in my circular letter, is "the duration of the
tri:d3;" should more time be allowed to obtain a satis-
fActory result ? I may here quote some of the evidence
with whi(;b I have been favoured on this branch of the
subject :

—
A. remarks that ** tlie trials of many implements and machines

are carried on at a time of the year when such practices
Ui;iy be said to bo out of season." Again bo says, *' But
whether the machine be a little or a great one, it ought
never to be stamped with the ai)provaL of an agricultural
society, without first beinjf submitted to so thorough and
practical a test that no doubt cau exist of its boiug a
useful farmers' implement."

3. Siiys
—"You ploucrh, and the land is ntterly unfit. As a
farmer you would not plough under such circumstances

;

it would be lost time aud madness to do it. You reap
by the same rule, with com as green as Grass, and
totally unfit for operation."

C " The trials of field implements should not take place if

the soil is not iu a fit state for them. How can ploughs
and harrows fiurly work upon land baked as hard as a
stone? Or how can clod-crushers and rollers fairly work
in soft wet land ? Therefore these trials should bo post-
poned, if the soil is unsuitable and the work is unbusi-
neas like. Reaping machiues should be tested on ripe
com only : mowing machines before the Grass is dead
aud tough ; hay-tedding machines immediately the
Gniss is mown ; hay-rakes as soon as the hay can be
winnowed. Steam cultivation should be specially tested
in all its variations, on different soils and under all the
varied conditions of the land."

K. states :
•* I think a much longer trial should be given to the

more complex machines ; as steam-plnughs, combined
thrashing-machines, reapers and mowers, than is the
present practice. The simpler machinery, as cake-
crushers, bruisers, chaff-cutters, &c., have not so many
chances of disturbance in their arrangement, aud there-
fore need Icss-prolonged trials ; these, however, are
generally knocked off far too quickly. In all cases I

would test the different machines at the .season for

_
which, in practice, they are intended to work."

^> m referriug to a puWic trial of ploughs in July, says :
" The

land was baked as if in an oven ; the day was broiling
hot, and the men and horses irritable from excitement
and the heavy nature of the work ; never was patience
more required and given, to decide the contest."

tt. says: "The trials of agricultural machinery arc much
too short, and in all ciises theJjudges should have really
a private trial, ho as to be perfectly satisfied with the
meriLs of each machine ; it is impossible in the short
space of time of five or ten minutes to arrive at a satis-
factory decision. When the judges have decided then
give the public every opportunity of forming their own
opinion, in the second place, the truest mode of testine
each machine individually, would be the working ic »t
the season of the year on the crop for which it is intended "

I
^. * I think that more time should be given to each imple-

ment than is generally the case, particularly in reference
to mills, cako breakers, &c. Care should be taken as to
durability; I have known a prize cake crusher purchased
and all the small teeth smashed at the first trial with
hard cak3, when attached by a strap to an engine."
Time should be given at any meeting, to enable judges
to make such experiments as fully to qualify thcra in

V ,
"'i^ppoi'ting tbeir decisions."

' • ' The public tiiaLs of implements at our agricultural shows
and especially at those of the Royal Agriculturd Societv'
should be so conducted as to give the judges appointed
to decide on the relative merits of the implements which
are brought under tbeir notice the fullest opportunities
of coming to correct conclusions. Otherwise the public

I

can have no proper reliance on their decisions. The trials

of the steam ploughs and cultivators take place under
very exceptional conditions. The generally favourable
nature of the land selected, and the small amount of it^

can give no real testof their capabilities on the generality
of farms. The actual cost and quality of the work on
soils of a mixed and variable character, their liability

to derangement by breakage and other casualties, their
power of overcoming the difficulties incident to fields of
great inequality of soil and surface and aUo irregularity
of boundary, their capability also of completely plough-
ing or grubbing the whole of fields so circumstanced
and finishing them in a workmanlike manner—those are
all points upon which the judges should have the fullest

opportunities of coming to correct conclusions, and are
very essential conditions on which their decisions should
be based. With regard to threshing and dressing
machines, I have seen many occasions on which the
shortnefs of the trials has been very conducive to the
credit which some of them have gained, and which a
trial of proper duration would have altogether negatived*
They start with their riddles, screens, shakers, &c., all

perfectly clean, and are just coming to that point when
they are about to choke and waste the com, when the
trial ends. With regard also to the reaping machines,
the time of trial renders it impossible to obtain fairly

ripened com- The small qunntity of unripe Rye assigned
to each machine renders the trials little better than a
farce,"

The next point is, "Tlie nature of tlie ground and tlie

season of the year best adapted to the dUTerent kinds of

machinery;" smd with tliis I may associate the policy

of having such trials more frequently adjourned to

seasonable periods. There is no doubt that the con-

sideration of this feature must be attended with
considerable difficulty, which would be especially felt

by agriculturists, who, however much they may be
inclined to give up two or three days for an object, will

not be very ready to repeat the sacrifice. Now, if we
had several meetings, at several seasons of the year,

according to the character of thcmachinerv to be tested,

it would be not only next to impossible, even if it be
desirable, to collect together a large attendance, but the
difficulty of obtaining efficient judges would be further

increai=ie(l, and this is already very ^eat. Under the

triennial, or, as it is now, the quadrennial system, it is

so arranf;ed that certain classes of implements only

come on for trial in the same year, and so far the diffi-

culty may be said to he solved ; but, is the month of

July the best time for -testing the merits of some
of our field implements ? If not, it would seem nt

the first blusli that two meetings would be neces-

sary—one for the show of stock and the exhibition of

implements at the usual time, and another for the trials

of those implements whose turn is on for that year, I

fear it would be very impolitic to attempt to organise

two such distinct meetings, and hitherto the difficulty

has been overcome by the adoption of adjourned trials

;

that is, hy deferring the adjudication of certain imple-

ments until the season of the year when they come
properly into use. This has been attempted with some
success in the case of the reaping machines; and I do
not see why such an example might not he adopted
with some other field implements, which might then be
put upon the land at a time whon it Is more fit for

their use, and when tlie farmer himself could more
thoroughly judge of them at work. The third item
in my category is "The duties of the judges, and the

necessity of some earlier report from them." In
touching upon this subject, let me say I believe that the
duties of the judges of implements have been very
ably and conscientiously performed. They are, too,

entirely " labours of love," aud are frequently pursued
under difficulties, annoyances, and an amount of hard
work, which none hut those engaged upon such occasions

can have any due conception of. I believe, moreover,
that the intelligence and fitness of the judge for his

office have generally advanced as the machinery which
he iaspects has itself improved, ^o man, in short, with
his wits about him, serves an apprenticesliip with more
advantage than a judge, or, I may add, a steward of the

implement department. The actual duties of a judge
should.be self-evident. In the first place, he must be a
man of unimpeachable integrity ; he must llkewlsa have
great practical acquaintance with the class of imple-

ments he undertakes to adjudicate upon ; he must under-
stand something of their mechanical construction ; he

must be able to appreciate the wear and tear belonging

to them, and to make a due estimate of their value as

woi-king adjuncts of the farm. Even, beyond this, he
should have that knowledge of the world which will

enable him to allow for the " nice arrangement" aud
"skilled-handling" of the exhibitor and his assistants,

and so to recommend to the farmers* attention only

those inventions which will carry with tliera further

proof when employed every day upon the farm, as wuU
as on high days" and holidays at great agricnltural

exhibitions. There are many gentlemen thus qualified,

and you must allow me to say that I have had many

opportunities of witnessing the earnestness and devotion

with which they will begin their work, and the pluck

with which they will finish it, after several days

of much labour and fatigue. It is not perhaps

in human nature to be perfect, as it certainly is

not for an unsuccessful man always to be satis-

fied- but I believe that the more we hear of the

iudcres the more we shall appreciate their services,

aud'^that when their reports are published at that early

period, much of the idle talk we now sometimes hear

will be corrected. As to implements not always acting

up to that high character obtained for them at the

trials, we must ever bear in mind that any such dis-

appointment may arise from no fault or mistake on the

part of the judges, but simply from the successful tollov^s.

exhibitor having sent a really good implement to the
show-yard, and manufactured an inferior one after-
wards. It is right, I should say, that many of th6'

exhibitors are very desirous to have longer trials for
their " entries,'* but it is frequently attributable to
their own negligence that so short a period is occupied
in the examination of their own inventions; and it

often happens that the judges themselves, in addition

to their other duties, have to assist in putting au imple-
ment in working order before they can proceed. Then
a wheel, a band, a strap, a screw, or a wedge is not un-
commonly found to have been left behind, or some more
palpable excuse is offered for not proceeding in due ro-

tation—the delay being as often the result of clever

"jockeyship" as of mere chance or accident. Let me
offer to your notice the miseries that a judge of many
years' standing has experienced in this way. He says—
"I could complain of the carelessness and inattention of

exhibitors who continually bring untried and unpre-

pared implements for trial. No implement ought to be

brought to the test of chosen judges until it has

undergone repeated trials in preparation; our most
successful exhibitors do not thus commit them-
selves." Again he says—" Now, supposing ex-

hibitors came prepared in perfect order for trial,

then a long ordeal is not at all necessary; but the time
of the judges is often most unfairly drawn upon by the

various adjustments required, and thus the trials are

further curtailed ; this ought not to be, and the first

thing I would suggest is that implements improperly

prepared for trial should be at once tlyown out," You
will gather from all I have advanced and quoted that

the efficiency of the trials of agricultural implements
depends in a great degree upon a sufficient length of

time being allowed for the due examination and
thorough testing of the many articles brought into

competition; this is, as T consider, the main pomt of

the whole question before us to-night. The system

adopted after the Carlisle meeting, of classifying the

several varieties of machinery, and only bringing them
on for trials at longer intervals, should, of course,

directly tend to more time being spent in investigating

their merits. The same principle should also facilitate

the adjournment of certain trials to more fitting seasons

of the year; so that reapers should cut the corn when it

is ripe, the plough go to work when the land is in a

working condition, and the steam cultivator and thresh-

ing machine when they are the daily requirements of the

farm. It is, I think I may say, by no means improbable

butthat this practice will comemore and more into u?te,a3

many gentlemen whoso judgment is generally regarded

with respect have a growing opinion in favour ot

ailjourned trials, and are making efforts in the right

direction for that purpose. It is not my intention to

conclude with any formal resolution, as I find that such

ft custom has grown out of use at the club's discussions;

hut I would suggest that one of the chief topics the

meeting should turn its attention to might be the

suggestion of adjourned trials, and how far they can
be carried out, with due consideration for the conveni-

ence of tlie judges, the exhibitors, and the public. I

have no doubt in my mind that such a system of sea-

sonable testing of certain implements would he much
more reliable, and that the awards would be depended
on by the agricultural world with more confidence and
certainty, I must repeat that I maintain the necessity

for an innual exhibition and trial of our agricultural

implements ; that I uphold the energy and abilities of
the judges; and that I appreciate the ingenuity and
spirit with which the exhibitors have persevered, and
successfully advanced the mechanics of agriculture.

For the discussion which took place on this important
subject, we will endeavour to find room next week.

Tetiotdale.—" Wliat is the lest means a Farmer
can adopt to secure unadulterated artijiciat Food for

Sheep ?**—Mr. Paterson, Greenbanks, said the question

as to what was the best substitute for Turnips, as food

fi)r sheep and cattle, had already been discussed by the

Club, aud they now arrived at another—How was a

good oilcake to be got? This, experience had taught

inost of them, was a most difficult matter. It might
be said it was a very simple question. Go to a respect-

able dealer, offer a good price, aud you will be certaiu

to get a good article. But in the apparent simplicity

of the case the difficulty consisted. When you went
into a market, yon bought from a respectable man an
article represented as genuine, " Genuine as imported "

was the term used; and it meant simply nothing
at all. A farmer might in tliis way get many
tons of cake, so utterly worthless, that he had
better have lost the money altogether. It miglit bf

said, " Submit tlie cake to analysis ;" but this, in a great

majority of cases, would not answer the purpo ©

Suppose ft farmer goes to market, and buys three tons

of cake ; if he ha-* it analysed, he pays 30», of a fee to

the chemist, and thereby increases the price by lO*.

per ton. The turnip crop was now quite inadequ:ite tu

the requirements of the fiirmer, and an auxdiary feeding

substance was an absolute necessity. It was therefore

of the greatest importance that the purchaser shoa'.J be

protected against the adulteration practised by unprin-

cipled dealers. As an evidence of the extent to which

this practice was carried, he would read an extract from

the report of an eminent chemist, lately presented to

the Roval 'Agricultural Society of England. It was as

f«iiftw«'—« Wliilst mferior maniu:e!i 'atc now the excep-
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tion, I regret to say the adulteration of oilcake, and

the employment of bad and foul seed, is a growing evil,

which requires to be checked. The number of inferior

and downright injurious oilcakes submitted to me for

aualj'sis and examination has far exceeded that of really

good cakes." There was cjreat necessity for some plan

being adopted to meet this evil, and it could not well be

met by any man single-handed. Union is strength ; and

unless they united for mutual protection, they could

not prevail against the impostors. If the members of

this Club were to combine, and get all the cake they

required from one dealer, it would be a means of

inducing him to provide a good and wholesome article;

and the propriety of their doing so was worthy of their

most serious consideration. There was another way of

overcoming the difficulty, and that was, by making the

Rapecake themselves. The process, he believed, was
extremely simple, and two or three acres of land might
easily be sown with Rape, which was a very prolific

article. He was quite prepared, for one, to make the

a quantity of the dairy produce ! But of late years con-
[
permitted here to quote the concluding^^i^^enc~^V

siderable interest has been excited by the metamorphoses Dr. Ricliardson's paper. He says :— ^^'

of parasites. In a piece of pork a few yellow specks or

transparent vesicles, which do not appear of the

slightest importance, may in reality be tapeworms in

one stage of development, for the destruction of which

we have to hope for prolonged boiling or efficient roast-

ing. If the meat be eaten underdone, a parasite at

once devolopes in the human intestine, which it some-

times baffles human skill to displace. The veterinary

surgeons tbroughoat the length and breadth of our

land should be accurately acquainted with the parasitic

diseases of animals ; and, however unattractive the

study at first sight may appear, no scientific mind
can fail to appreciate the advantages to be derived

from a more extended knowledge of Helminthology.

Therefore, gentlemen, the sources of disease in man
which are to be discovered by studying the diseases of

animals, arc far from few and trifling, and facts regard-

intrthcm should claim the attention of the veterinarian.

peri

' I. That by experiment it might be proved in who*-
of an affected animal the poisons of certain Bpecifio

^^^^^
are located. 2. JBy what surfaces of the body such rjn'^^^^^^'*^
be received, so as to excite their morbific effects «i

'^^ "^?
the virus of a disease acts in the production of the n>i

^*'"^i'

of the disease, primarily or secondarily, i,e. by its >,
""^^^^

duction and presence, or by the development of annfiT^ ^^pnt-

4. Whether the effect of climate, season, temporatn ^ ^^°*-

ture, and the like, in their influence on the spread *f
^'^^

mics, act by modifying tbe poison which excites the Pn-^^^^*^^'
or by modifying the conditioa of the individual whn io

^°^^^'

to the poison. "While the solution of any one of the n ^^"^^
,

suggested above would be a fact of the time the
^"'"^^°3s.' Iisi'

themselves lie open to the veterinarian even more in'^v^^f^'^
than to the physician. His opportunities are ff^ea^«r r ^^^
-^^^^—1^— n^^ T,;^ ;Ti«..ar.,,,'«™ „«j««— i_ 1 1. ».**^^^ tor such

ffeel

tfiiit

experiment. These were the only remedies which he On this very interesting subject T have to recommend
considered practicable : but be would be glad to hear

and adopt a better, if a better were suggested.

Mr. Haddou said there was a Farmers' Union in

Kelso established for the purpose of protecting the

members from imposition in the shape of adulterated

mannres and feeding stuffs, and its operations had
been productive of great advantage to the neighbour-

hood. The growth of Flax ^as at one time a very
favourite topic with an extensive landed proprietor on
the other side of the Border, Sir James Graham, who
loved to debate on the great advantages of cultivating

it ; but that idea w^as now almost exploded, and unless

Flax was grown on a large scale there was danger that,

while other things would be neglected, it would not be
well attended to. He thought an organisation such as

that which existed at Kelso would protect the fiirniers

of the district from fraud, and suggested that the
Kelso Society should be communicated with.

perusal of two very lucid and elaborate papers by
Dr. Lindsay of Perth, and my esteemed friend. Dr.

Richardson of London. Roth these important contribu-

tions to comparative pathology were published in the
first volume of the ' Edinburgh Veterinary Review

;

'

and I am proud to think that our annals of comparative
pathology should contain the contributions of men so

fitted to act as pioneers in the study of the sciences to

which that journal is devoted. Secondly, the diseases

of mea and animals are often due to simihir causes.

They are the result of cognisable agencies which operate
alike on all living things, and their investigation, though i^""^seif and direct benefit to others, dive into the

researches, and his increasing science is leadino- his DiinH J
day nearer to the appreciation of their worth,'

° ^'^

That Dr. Richardson, imbued as much as any man T

know with a catholic spirit and keen appreciation of
the value of knowledge, does not agree with Veeetin!
in reckoning veterinary science as secondary to and

quently distinct from human medicine, is proTed
conse

by the last paragraph of the essay so frequently
referred

to. He says:—

T7ie Itelatlons of J^eierinary io Social Science, being
the Inaugural; Address delivered by Professor John
Gamgee, Principal of the new Veterinary College,

Edinburgh.
We have received a proof copy of this pamphlet, which

as characterised by the well known intelligence and
energy of its author, and furnishes the reader with an
hour's instr.uction and satisfactory employment. The
lessons he receives are cluefly on the relations of man
and animals as regards health—the commi^nicability of

disease from one to the other— and the sanatory effect

ofthesonnd or unsound food derived from healthy or

diseased animals. On these points we extract the

following passages :

—

Disea-tes of ^fen and Animals.—"In the first place,

men and animals are subject to similar diseases—to

diseases communicable one to the other, and to dise.ises

which spontaneously originate either in man, in some
instances, or in the lower animals in others, and are trans-

mitted irom first to second, or second to first, without
other means of development or propagation. The
study of diseases, in their comparative relations in

different animals, constitutes the science of Comparative
Pathology. It must be obvious to all that the amount
of danger man incurs by livins: amongst animals, under
different circumstances, should be known, but on this

most important subject we need means of determining

the spread of diseases in animals, tbeiv nature, and the

extent to which they are committing ravages. That
there are many unsuspected sources of disease in man,
from the prevalence of disease in animals, is often

suggested, but positive facts arc with difficulty obtained.

I must illustrate my meaning. In different parts of

England, Scotland, and Ireland, cattle are subject to
anthrax, commoidy known as quarter-evil, or by the
more ludicrous epithet, * black leg.' We have to thank
OUT northerii latitude for the rare development, iu these
cases, of the virulent anthrax poi>;nii, which destroys
many human beings in warm climates. So destructive is

this poison, that flies resting on Uie carcases of animals
that have died of this disease,or even on the parts affected
in the living animal, may tlyon to a man's face or hand,
induce malignant pustule, and death in a short time.

Though such accidents are doubtless extremely rare
amongst us, we must not take it for granted that they
do not occur. Dr. Keith of Aberdeen related a case to
me, where disease find death spread through the family
of a man who dressed a carcase of an ox that had died
of quarter-ill j and had wc better means of collecting

Information on these subjects, many similar instances
would doubtless come to our knowledge, A cutaneous
disease of very common occurrence in cattle, and which
generally receives the name of ringworm, is a pustular
eruption communicable to man; and I have often seen
bad boils—a furunculoid eruption—on the hands and
arms of those attending these animals, v/hich has led to
considerable indisposition, and been difficult to cure.
Atra^n, 1 may mention the vesicular murrain so pre-
valent in eow8, attended with the development of
ft virus, which is often squeezed into the milfc-can

almost exclusively engaged in by the medical man,
should occupy the time and attention of enlightened
veterinary surgeons. The evil results of over-work, over-

crowding, absence of light in stables, as in dwellings, of expedient that T should revert to the services which the
artificial diet, of the nature of food as changed by

|

public ought to expect from qualified men cheetipg a
modern cultivation, and the influence of such changes ''""' '^ i— ^i- ;- j-

-•*

-
•

^
™i,

. .

on animals, all constitute vast subjects for inquiry. The
mysterious nature and operation of enzootic as of
endemic influences, of epizootic as of endemic
influences, of miasmata and contagion, should
as constantly occupy the members of our profession,

devoted to the study of sanitary subjects, as the mem-
bers of the profession of human medicine. All these
researches, and in fact, every part of veterinary science.
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" • Reco^ising, as I do, the importance to medicine of evpn*addition to veterinary science and art, and the fact th tmedicine human and medicine veterinarian is as distiiictlv ™!
as the animal creation is 07ie, I feel greatly honoured

ihaving the opportunity of introducing into this new litennwork this brief and very incomplete paper.' '

" Though too modestly estimating his contribotion to
our first Scotch veterinary periodical, Dr. Eiehardson
has proved, by much more than that short article bow-
far and deep the veterinarian can, with great benefit to

mysterious workings of nature.'

Frade in tinhealthy meat.—" In considering, gentle*
men, the relations of veterinary to social scfent* it is

all other dishonest trades, inasmuch as its effect is to

ruin the health of many, though it more directly robs

the poor of their means of sustenance, by selling

innntritious, if not unwholesome food, and this at a

price which, however small, must be exorbitant—the
material being often worse than worthless. It h
been my lot to speak very openly on this subject, and

incur the displeasure of those whose interest it ia b|«''ewe

has a bearing on agriculture. It is a fact worthy of i

keep up the trade. It was even soughc by sometergr^^i
notice, that the Medical Officers of Health of the City prove that I injured the farmers, though in rcalitrjaimoi
/^p T.:ft«,i^« .«^;,i^i. i^i,,,;„ w./^.^*- ;«+rt««^4^:.,™ n,«j :„i-«;«„^« i nong- more than the agricnltnral commimity hYfj'lieS"

an interest in the appointment of such iTispecton,'^^"j"(
]

and this for various reasons :—Istly. Tlie aWuc/i
of a large number of diseased animals >bds ll ^^did

some extent to diminish the price of heaUhy s^n^l *?*^.

of London—amidst their most interesting and intricate

researches as to the influence of sewage emanations, and
a host of sunilar causes that arc to be observed in all

crowded cities, contributing to fill our hospitals and
swell mortality lists—specially allude to the injurious

influence exerted by stables and byres. In these

matters, backed by adequate autliority, veterinarians

should effect much good. The 'Medical Times,' in an
article on the development of sanitary medicine, com-
menting on a report by Dr. Lankcster, says, * Stables

are necessary nuisances. Horses or donkeys we must
have; but then we ought to take especial care that
they be kept iu a suitable and laudable manner

—

i.e.,

up to the level of scientific sanitary requiremeiit. But
how seldom are they so kept! There are,' writes the
Doctor, *few sources of nuisance which are mere con-

If the first were discarded, the second wol
necessarily, in any case, be raised in price. SmV.y.

Every carcase can be proved of far higher value thM

the dishonest flesher usually thinks fit to give^. A verj

common price allowed is 1?., occasionally much larger

sums ; but, as a general rule, the diseased animab

would cover a great part of their first price as lean

beasts, if turned to proper account, for purposes of art

and manufacture. On this subject I hope, on some

early occasion, to speak at greater length, inasmuch b
thousands of pounds are annually lost to fanoer?.

either by the dishonourable trade in diseased beasts, orstantly complained of, than ill-kept and ill-drained

stables.' In his own parish, he. Dr. Lankester, has by the absurd mode of burying a dead animal, and no-

waged great and Garibaldian (successful) warfare procuring from it the materials of great value, wliicli

against these Augean quarters, and reports the abate- are improvidentJy wasted. Srdly. Were well-educated

mcnt of 208 out of 268 stable nuisances complained
of. Happily, as it appears, the owners of horses are

more readily worked up to proper sanitary sentiments in

behalf of their quadrupedal slaves, than householders

usually are in behalf of their biped tenants. As Dr.

Lankester says, * The reference to the notices ofimprove-
ment in the stables showed that the owners were quite

nliveto the value of the health of the animals that lived

in them ; a response which it is sometimes difficult to

arouse iu behalf of the human occupants of houses

loss of
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needing sanitary amendment* Dr. Lankester's ex-

perience is encouraging, and it shows how, backed by
by the inftuence of aathority, a person can accomplish
that which, on the simple advice of professional men,
can rarely be secured. Many of us have waged war
against the denizens of filth and disease in which cows
are kept, hut we cannot boast of the success which has
attended the assiduity of Dr. Lankester as Medical
Officer of HeaUii. Sanitary reformers-in considering
the history of epidemics have of late years disregarded
far too much, in my opinion, the contagious nature of
diseases. Cholera, typhus, 3'ellow fever. &c.—un-
doubtedly most destructive under the influence of defec-

tive hygiene—are maladies characterised by the develop-

ment of a specific poison, which the Germans have
termed the contagiumf or principle by which contagion
is effected. The investigation into the nature of

contaginm, of the many circumstances which influence

and favour, or check it, presents to the veterinarian

one of the most practical objects for inquiry that I am
acquainted with. As Dr. Richardson says, in the article

before alluded to, the production of maladies by the

discovery of their poison, which Dr. Lindsay accom-

*5nsc

Pwtur

Ptetiu-i

mis.

,

pltshed in regard to cholera. Is one of the best means to
as the cow is milked. Such milk, drunk warm, will kill

j
settle questions relating to the origin of disease; and.

calves and pi2», and induce fever and cutap.e»jus eruptions
in men. Why shall it not be attended with dangerous
and fatal conseqnence* when partaken of bv the inf;in-

by careful experiment, much is to be accomplished
which has ever been regarded as obscure, and circum-
stances are reconciled, which, on a superficial observa-

xiie portion ot the population, whicli consume so large I tion, have been regarded as contradictory. I may be

veterinary surgeons to be appointed to slaughter-

houses, they might in many cases, in passing an aniaial

as wholesome which might have been supposed the

reverse, check frauds which are rather common. As a»

instance of this, I may mention a case in which T^^^

called in to condemn an ox for pleuro-piieumonio. 1

found him healthy, though suffering from slight tem-

porary indisposition. Had I confirmed the opinion w

the man who wished to condemn the beast, and said

that the animal had the lung disease, it would har^

been sold at a great sacrifice. Lastly. With the prf^en'

system of meat inspection, diseases are entirely ovei^

looked, or matters of minor importance are regarded*

,
very serious. An organ might be condemned by tw

veterinary surgeon, w^hereas now the whole beast tf.

destroyed, or vice versa. The agricultural comnnJ^V T
has, however, a direct interest that the veteriuMj

'

profession should have the inexhaustible means «

observation, to enlighten him on the diseases of stw;^

which can be furnished by no other means so reaaj^J

as by the appointment of veterinary surgeons, wiw

salaries and authority suited to their stations as ^'

spectors of slaughter-houses and dead-meat "'*''}^!^

This subject, gentlemen, is one which has inrerested i"^

since the days I was a student in the London Veterinsu

College, when I wandered about the London ^^"^j^

and saw the disgusting practices incident id t' the

and consumption of diseased cows :—haw the mo^t nW
products of disease were hashed up with 01 her ni*'_

equally unsightly and unpalateable, to make f"'*^^J
how a lot of the carcases of cows were polift^^" ^

dressed up with the fat of two or thiee ?*^™'^^^j

bullocks killed with them ; and how the flesh o^;"',^r^p
, M

animals not only found its way to the poor man s "?. ' **
but to the tabl'"

"*" ^^^ -^t^^i-. —.j .t»».ior fifljses, i'^*tt wha

the quarter
enough weekly for their own consumptiou- **

n«tV
people may be gratified by the knowledge that jn^\ \

the bad carcases are trucked to London; but e^t .

-liji

only found its way to the poor mau ' "" ^* »4
able of the middle and upper cla-'Ses. iruF «,a

rs sold to the butchers who c-'"^-!."^^^*,!, '^\

kly for their own consumption. K*"^" " -v ( K^
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i)ersoir~wit^ the slightest regard
^
for decency and

humanity must revolt at the unmitigated evil which I

have striven to expose."

Calendar of Operations.

NOVEMBER.
TV'ESTER Eoss : November Z. From time to time we deferred

-f^oortiQff. expecting the conclusion of tlie harvest, week after

wSc Notwithstanding the slowness of ripening and the

^ntitiuauce of rain, the long looked for at length came. We
*^.™menced cutting 140 acres, with 8 scythes, on the 10th

Seutember, and not until the 16th October was the cutting

finisUed. For the first 9 days we had pretty constant work,

losiuK c*^^y ^^^ whole day within that time. Afterwards our

wm-k was very much interrupted, both by unsettled weather^ - On the 24th October carting to the
exception of 4 acres of Peas,

BUI

A.-^

to
I

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE MOST APPROVED IMPLEMENTS
MANUFACTURED BT

JAMES AND FREDK. HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD.

ff^

\^
r

IS andby want of ripe corn. On tl

ji^ stackyard was finished, -with the

which still iio weather-bound in the field. The harvest being

wotmcted, and the crop more bulky than usual, tho expense

is necessarily
increai=ed. A large part of the crop was so laid

.^jid twisted that the scythemen c..»uld not follow each other as

\v^2X, but had to take a ridge each, and cut it up as they best

could! a plan greatly more speedy than at first mipht be
onticipatea. Our half-years serv^mts were engaged in the

w^ork as usual, and the wages of last year were paid the hired

labourers, Scythemen had 35-, binders 2s. 6rf., women for

-rathering, and bqys for raking, Is. 9U. per day, all without

yictiials- The wages of the half-year's servants, and the cost

of horses, are not included. The whole outlay for cutting,

binding, stooking, leading, and stacking is 36^, or a little over

5s an acre- Includod in this also is the cost of re-stooking tho

whole crop a-field after the extraordinary gale of October 3rd.

We have said that the crop is bulky, seldom indeed ar« the

stackyards so full as they now are, and, although the grain

be damp, ajid much of it inferior in quality, the yield will be

satisfactory. It will be some months ere the Wheat be fit for

grinding, the 1 Jarley will be far from reaching the weight of

List year, and the Oats are uncommonly various in quality.

On the wliole however this year promises well for the north

country farmer, and it is greatly nceded^ A few years have
jjassed which added little to the farmers' deposit in Bank,
Potatoes are sound and abundant, and astonishing prices are

offered for them. Turnips have so improved that our stock

will participate in the general abundance of the season, " We
have got about one-half of the Wheat sown, nt which we
wrought in the intervals of harvest labour, and our hurry will

scarcely be lessened until the remainder be sown,

Soum Essex: October 30.—**,Althougf» October has presented

3. very low and humid atmosphere, with but little sunshine,

yet it has rained but very little and has been warm, fulfilling

the old adage " Always 20 fine days in October," At the present

date it is remarkably warm, day and night. Mangels, Turnips,

Grass, and Clover, are growing profusely, and will make up in

some degree for the sad loss of provender sustained by wet and
co;d during the last 12 mouths. The early-sown Wheats are

also progressing favourably ; but many slugs abound, and are
''

flfcommitting their ravages, and will do so more than usual if

cljLU_-"t presented by lime or some other nauseous applications

[V -Jlstrewcd over them. The Trifolium plants have suffered very

much already where preventives have not been attended to;

not merely to kill them, but to prevent their approach. I

r#cannot but believe that the reports in the Agricultural Oazette of

d^fctho 27th inst, i)resent too gloomy a picture of the state of the

Jjcorn crops, and particularly the yield of Wheat. Surely it

^^roust be too much a one-sided statement in tho aggregate ; so
T«#tauch bulovt^ an average was never before beard of- To be
\^ . indid, many of us have certainly known it worse. How

often have we known the com sprouted to a very great
^} ' extent, and nothing but ropy broad could be procured, except

at an extravagant price. This year it is not so ; at least from
sprouted corn. No accounts are given in those reports of tho

^ of seeds, which certainly is greater than ever before
known, and would that all my own land in seed had been of
Wheat as ffood as my ovra, and several others in thia immediate
neighbourhood, bad as they must be acknowledged to be to a
great extent; my loss would have been much less than it

really is, 75 per cent, is certainly not too much to put down for

the spoliation of seeds by wet and cold. I have 30 acres of
various denominations not worth a groat, whilst 50 acres more

j,l are injured to a great extent ; and this is not an uncommon
^^ case, for it is alike throughout the United Kingdom. Out o£

^^ 200 returns of the Wheat crops, there appears to be only one to

f S*^ have exceeded 2S b^ishels per acre. [You have not read tho

]f^ S reports correctly
J.

I myself have exceeded that, and as good

]j|j Wheat as need be grown. That there is below an average I do
^^- not deny, viz. 32 bushels; but to exaggerate the failure will
fi^" tend to no good with agriculturists, this the farmer may depend
liptt upon. What it will do and has done, is to cause an influx of

ujita^ foreign corn, so as to reduce the real value of all our own, both

fliii!^
had and good, so that it cannot remunerate the British farmer

^

J*
in any possible way, nor even will he find a fair market for his

m ^^ own at all, except for the very best," A. Hard]/, Maldon, Essex.
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D
D

PLOUGHS.
PLOUGH, FOR A PONr
D PLOUGH, FOR ONE HORSE

H PLOUGH, FOR TWO HORSES
H H PLOUGH, FOR GENERAL PURPOSES
D D RIDGING PLOUGH, for LIGHT WORK ..

P RIDGING PLOUGH, for GENERAL PURPOSES

'*?^ HORSE EAKES/^^
7i Feet WiOE, Marked H, with IRON TEETH
7k Feet Wide, Marked H, wirn STEEL TEETH
8l Feet Wide, Marked H H, with IRON TEETH
Si Feet Wide, Marked H H, with STEEL TEETH

£3 5

3 5
4 2 6
4 7 6
3 15
4 5

'^^,

7 10
8
8
8 10

HARROWS.
LIGHT SEED HARROWS £2 17
SEED HARKOWS 3 9

GENERAL PURPOSE HARROWS 3 10
THREK-HORSE HARROWS 4
HEAVY HARROWS .. : 6
DRAG HARROWS e 6

STEAM CULTIVATORS.

6

A COMPLETE SET OF
SMITH'S PATENT STEAW CULTIVATING APPARATUS,

ExcLTsiTE OF Engine .. £250

CATALOGUES, with full particul;ir3 of the above atirl other Implements manufactured by J. & F. H., sent free on application.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders. &c.

2. WINSLEY STREET, LOXDON, ^^\

i

C^ A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED E^TTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

SO'

?. i*

h-<

- ^

COTTAM AND COITPy. having had upwards of -10 vears* experience m the arrangement and constrnction of

every descri^tion of HORTICULTURAL BaiLDIN"G3 axd HEATING by the CIRCULATION of HOT WATilR, are

well qualified to guarantee the perfect execution of any works intrusted to them in the erection of

Conservatories
Conservatory Mr Glass Walls

for the protection of plants

or ripening wall fruit

Summer Temples
Arbours, &c.
Greenhouses

Orchid Houses
Conservatories for Window or
Balcony GardenlBg

ViuerieaOrangeries

Drawing and Estimates free upon application^

EXHIBITIOK" PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fruit Houses
Forcing Pits and Frames
Cucumber and Melon Hcussa

FITTINGS.

Iron Hurdles, Strainsd Wire Fencing, Game ITetting, &c.

'E'oery deicripiion of Plain, Ornamental, Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire Wori,

SEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

COTTAM & Cbsri'y., Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, W. (oppo3ite:the Pantheon.)

.";';

. Notices to Correspondents.
Brewing. "The British Wine Maker" is the title of a book
coiitainiug inlormatioii on iilniost all the points you name.
On Hop-growing consult the English Agfricultural Society's

Jom-nal.
^"Jrass Land: Rniticut, No. 2. Apply bonedust and feed the

piistiirea all down: and you vrdi imnieuaely improve the
pa&tuiea. T'ais will encourage Clovers; but we cannot
promise that it will extirpate Agrostis stoloni t'era. Read
Mr. Lawes's experiments on Grass lands, in a recent pJ'umber
or the Agricultural Society's Journal. We shall call attention
to them shortly.

^AXGEL WfUZEL I C DtkX^'k for the experience of others as to

.J^
p'lUing ywes in lamBoa Mangel WurzeU at this scasou. If
pulped and mixed with chaff, we believe it may be safely
df>nc.

*M*'
'' ^^^"^ - -D- ^^ ^'e unable to assist you; apply to the

' m Produce pca Acre : S V. You want us to state the dream as
^'' Well as the interpretation. How would i t be possible to form

' an opinion of the produce of grain without havin::? seen the
crops? Valuers of growing crops form a guess, guided by
tUo oxpeneiice of past years ; valuers of crops in the rick—
either thresh part or all.

Thk Top of the Kohl Rabi : Tkor. Unless accompanied
with a. spring growth, when it is highly nutritious and a
delicious vegetable, it is of much the same use and quality as
the top of the Swede. The bulb, if all^iwed to remain thrnno-'h
the
in

OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND WALES.

VINCENT SKINNKK
(late Partner with J. Weeks

fik Co.), erects Cossekvatoriks,
HoT-HorsEs, and Hot-water
'Appahatus to warm Churches,
Hothouses, &c., -and has fore- ^ rtRt

. men ft-om London to Buperin-f1"«onrCr.^

tend their construction. Upright Pipe Boilers, Plans, and
Estimates.—V. Skinner, Bridewell Street, Bristol.

ri*

S

:&'
remam throagli

i winter upon ths land, seuds forth shoots very luxuriantly
the spring, and early produces a h\r.re amount of gretn

%<i)od, but as this is made at the coat of the bulb, which is
^^hau^ted in the sume way as other Turnips are by their
IT^nvth, Jind as the modern practice of drawing the ro >ta and

- —iiig- in yards, and thus freeiug the land for winter
'^'^ugbin^ir and eariy sowin;? , i^so much more advantageous
^^ cannot bti recommended to lQ.;ve it on the laud for snrinff

^" CtKAX Foul Clover Lea: Constant Rfader. Plough it up
^dbave half-a-dozen men with forks to dig out the Coucti

^pd weeds of each furrow slice as the plough 7 =^33 them.
t sjjring maniu'e it and cultivate it for Tuniips or

-igel Wurzel ; clean it well with horafs and hand hoe during

JJ'^
fiuniTDcr, and lay it down in 1362 with Barley anal

b A R D
M U E t N. M c G E R R W,

Gener.'l-l Hop.ticultcral Butldke,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the 2^obtUty and Genti-y throughout

Great Britain and Ireland.

HOtH3USES FOR THE WlLUON
Made by Stkam Powek at

J LEWIS'S HoKTlcrT/ruEAL WoutT!?, StaTnford

^Hill JTiddle.^ox, N". These Hothouses are made on a

much better and stronger principle than those manufactured

on Sir J Pastoh"3 plan, and are more dui-able and cheaper.

A span roof measunng SO ft. by IB ft., with two fflass end* £
Aspauiuui a

and doora complete SQ

Do 4f>. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do.

Tin* 3d, 'iO ft. by 24 ft. do.
^

do.

ofany other size forwarded on application to J. Lkwis.

HOT-WA"^'" «Kr«R
The price

T E ft A P P A ft A T U S.

50
90

pectfuHy inform the i>oom>^ ^„^ ESXI-

AU?7sTr nJat^ni by ^Hot Water. Vineries, Greenhouses.

flSZX an™t of^he V^^refpe^icedt'oJ'men for
A. SHANKS & Son liave a Staff Of ^^r^^^ry^e guarantee a

this pai-ticular kind of work, and '"^^^^^ .^^te cost.
satisfactory working Apparatus at

^^J^^J^^f
*^'^

'*^tus c
-ri! „.:a x'.^;.„ntpa fnr F.rectmir Hot-water Ai ^i-^^*;

EDENCH, Patent GALVAyisED lEoy Hot
• nousn Works, Kin^r's Road, Chelsea, S.W., has several

Pits and Houses for Sale, at Grauby Nursery, Hampstead
Road, ?r."W., at a very low price, one Conservatory 90 feet

long ; owing: t*^ alterations on the premises,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Ghees, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c., combining every improvement with elegance of

design and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATIKG APPARATUS for the fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, tc, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner.
J. T & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of

thenobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged .

HOT-VVAMK PIPKS at WhoJesale prices, with
Elbows, SvphoDs, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and Cilst iron Boilers, Saddle. Cnuiral, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 24«. each. Boilers and Iron Stands to use

without bricfcworfc. Valves from 12-s. 6d. each. Furnace

Doora, Furnace Uars, Supply Cisterns, and nnilders" CastingB

of every description in stock, at Mr. Lv.vcn Whites Irou

Wharf Upper Ground Street. Blackfriara nrids:e. r.""^"n, S.

PAXTON WOtiKS, SHEFFIELD, LSTABLISMfcD 1738.

this pai-ticular SSd^'if work, and in every^<^e^g^wantee

YO
Estimates im A:.L^K.^^i^ v"" -"

^f nMiiPM Pines
pletc in any part of the country, and pncesoB^^^^^^^^Plana and Estimates for Erectmg

Bends, ^c, in London will be furnished on -Vl>^[f^^^ ^'

A. Shanks & Box, Dens Iron Work., Arbi-oath N a
Agents ; J. B. Browx d: Co., IS, Cannon St., titj,,U>-vloii.

SAYN'OR A>T> COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNINQand BOPDING ^NIVKS SCrssORS, Ac-

PoM by all r hie Nur»erymen and Seed M\;..-..nta la

the three Kiugdouia.
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TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.

»>.

M03fE0'6 CAif^'ON BOILEE.

CYLINDER BOILERS

OF TABIOTJS SIZES.

SADDLE B0ILEB3 07
WEOUGKT AND CAST IKON,

OF ALL SIZES.

THE LARGEST STOCK OP

HOT-WATEE PIPES CONNECTIONS 9 BOILERS 9 &c
5

OF THE BEST QUALITY AXD AT THE LOV/EST PKICES.

THE WHOLE OF THE ABOVE KEPT IN STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

PPvlCES WILL BE SENT ON APPLICATION, OR ESTIMATES FOR

T-W ATER APPARA
ERECTED COMPLETE IN ANV PART OF THE COUNTRY.

u s

J. JONES, 6, BANKSIDE, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.K

w 9

SOLE INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE \m^-

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY HOT WATER t

PATRONISED BY H. R-H, THE PRINCE CONSORT

WEEKS* ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

LIVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDENS.

The extensive alterations and adiUtions at the above

Gardens, in removing all the old gigantic Boilers and

Furnaces, and sahstituting tHem by WEEKS' PATENT

IMPROVED ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, are now com-

plete and can be seen in most successful operation.

Thia Apparatus is the largest ever adjusted to one

Boiler In the neighbourhood of Liverpool, and from its

novel and greatly improved construction is specially

worthy of minute inspection.

Every house in the Garden is heated from this one

Apparatus, and by tbe ingenious arrangement of a

scries of valves hot water can be distributed in any

portions of the Stoves, Greenhouses. &c., or withheld

at pleasure, and the temperature regulated with the

greatest nicety to meet the requirement of any par-

ticular department.

For full description see account in the Ziverpool

Mercury of May 30, 1860.

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM,
.'fc

I

The Nurseries of Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co,

Pine Apple Place, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son,

Wellington Road, both of St. John's Wood, and rank-

ing among the largest Establishments in England, are

now Heated on WEEKS* ONE-BOILER SYSTEM,
j

At the latter the Apparatus has been in use upwards oS

five years, during which period many additions have

been made, and it now comprises nearly two miles o

piping. The working of this Apparatus has been mort

efficient, and given tbe Proprietors the greatest satis-

faction. They will be at all times happy to give

information to visitors, who will be well remunerate

by an iiispection of the same.

Mr. Arthur Henderson expresses himself tlnis.-*

" I am delighted and more than satisfied with

pleasing results produced by the superior arrang'^"'^

of TTEEKS* ONE-BOILER SYSTElf, and sbaU te

most happy to fully explain and recommend it tc

who may honour my Establishment with a visit.

ev&J

/

JOHN WEEKS
EOETICULTURAL BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, AND

& M P A N Y, 41

IRONFOUNDERS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S-W.

PLANSj ESTIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE ON APPLICATION i
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C. .

TIER AND
Descriptive Bulb Catalogue Amateur

McC U LL C H'S
ruide to Winter and Spring Gardening

NOW READY, AND MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION OE SENT POST PAID.

All Orders 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid, no charge made for packing or package.
LILIUil LANCIFOLIUM (JAPAN LILY).—Extra Strong Bulbs, each of wlilcli will produce a quantity of bloom; ALBUM, 15*. 6d. per dozen; ROSEUM,

l&p. 6d, da, RUBRUM, 21s. do., or l^. 6d. and 2s. each. The Japan Lily being perfectly hardy, may now be planted in beds or groups in mixed flower borders.
CYCLAMEN AFRICANUM (MACKOPHYLLUM, LATIFOLIUM OB ROBUSTUM). Strong blooming roots, 1^., 1^. 6d., and 2s. 6d. each; or 10*. 6d. to 30^-

per dozen.

TRITOMA UVARIA.—Blooming plants As,Gd.,Bs,Gd.,12s., extra strong plants 18s. per dozen; or 6^., 9J., Is. 3(?., and 2s. each. The T. Uvaria is the variety
grown at the Royal Kew Gardens ; it is perfectly hardy, and one of the most ornamental of Summer and Autumn blooming plants.

100 in 50 choice named varieties

100 in 50 extra choice named varieties
lOO in 25 choice „
100 in 25 extra choice

it*

4 « t

NEW
3/. 3s. Od.

4 4.

3 8

OF RAMOSUS.
12 in 12 choice named varieties

12 in 12 extra choice ..

« ««

4 t 9s. or 12

GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS
50 in 50 choice named varieties ... Il.l2s.6d.

50 In 50 extra choice named varieties **" 2 2
25 in 25 choice „ ... 12 6
25 in 25 extra choice „ ... 1 1 [ Mixed, 3s. per dozen. List on application,

NEW GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS OE CARDINALIS.—Twelve choice named varieties, 9s. to 12s, List on application.

CHINESEPiEONIES.
50 in 25 choice named varieties 2/. Os. 0<7. I 12 in 12 choice named varieties 10s. Bd.
25 in 25 ,. .. ... ... ... 1 1 6

I
6 in 6 „ ,t ••> ... •-. 5 6

Fine Mixed 50s. per 100 ; 7s. 6<^. per doz. List on application.
» M

COLLECTION "I)," FOR CONSERVATOEY DECORATION, 42s.,

Contains 24 splendid HYACINTHS in 24 sorts, 12 splendid POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS in 12 sorts, 3 splendid JAPAN LILIES, extra large roots, 30
beautiful Single TULIPS in 10 varieties^ 18 beautiful Double do. in six varieties, 18 Single DUG VAN THOL do., 12 SCILLA SIBIRICA, 12 Double and 12 Single
Sweet-scented JONQUILS, 100 new SeedUng CROCUS in 10 beautiful sorts, 12 IXIAS, 12 SPARAXIS. Half of the above, 21s,

COLLECTION *'E,'» FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN, 42s.,

Contains 40 REX RUBRORUM Double Scarlet TULIPS, 40 TOURNESOL Variegated do., 40 YELLOW ROSE Sweet-scented do., 40 LA CANDEUR White do., 50
SCARLET RANUNCULUS, 50 CITRON do., 40 GOLDEN do., 30 Mixed HYACINTHS, 100 GARDEN NARCISSUS in 6 sorts, 25 ENGLISH IRIS. 6 CROWN
IMPERIALS, 25 FRITILLARIAS, 200 CROCUS in four sorts, 100 SNOWDROPS, 40 SCARLET ANEMONES, 40 Mixed do. Half of the above, 21s.

SUTTON'S
COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER BULBS.

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE FREE ESCEn VERY SMALL PARCELS.

FOR OPEN GROUND.
24 Double Hyacinths
50 Scarlet Kauunculus
24 Double Anemones
12Pheasant EyeNarcisaua
24 Van Thol Tulips
12 Double Scarlet Tulips

COLLECTION No. L £2 2s.
12 Choice Irises
100 Double Snowdrops
6 Crown Imperials

800 Crocuses^ in 6 colours
100 Mixed Ranunculus
24 Single -Anemonea

12 Double "VThite Narcissus
12 Parrot Tulips
12 Double Yellow Tulips
12 Gladiolus

I
12 Campemellc Jonquils

I
24 Fine Mixed Tulips

Collections Ko. 2 and No. 3.—The above choice sorts in quantities proportionately reduced, 21». A. lOs- 6d.

12 Hyacinths, by name
12 Polyanthus Narcissus, do.
12 Tournesol Tulips
12 Single Van Thol Tulips
6 dozen named Crocuses

FOR POTS AND GLASSES.
1 Liliuni lancifolium speclosum

1 Lilium lancifoUum album
1 Amaryllis formosissima

1 Cyclamen persicum

COLLECTION No. 4, £2 2s.

12 Double Sweet Jonquils

12 Sweet Persian Irises

24 Double Van Thol Tulips

12 Kex Rubrorum Tulips

6 Gladiolus, by name
12 Ixias, choice sorts
6 Dog's-tooth Violets
3 Fritillarias

3 Achimenes

Collections A^o. 5 and No. 6.—The above choice sorts in quantities proportionately reduced, Zls. and 10s. 6d.

S U T T N'S AUTUMN CATA L G U E
is now ready and will he sent post free on application. In this Catalogue prices are affixed to every article.

The best 12 Hyacinths, by name, for pots or glasses, 9s.; Double do., for beds, 3s. 6d. p. doz.

iVoKe hvtjresh imported JBiilbs are hejpt on the ^premises.

ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

DUTCH AND OTHER BULBS.
MESSRS. PARKER ano WILLIAMS heg to in-

form their friends and patrons that their CATALOGUE
of the above is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on
application. Early orders are solicited, as their successful cul-
tivation depends in a great measure on early planting.—Para-
dise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homscy Roads, Holloway, X.

JOSEPH MAY hegs to offer good flowering BULBS
of the following ;

—

HYACINTHS, named, from 6s. per dozen.

„ mixed, for Pots or Eeda, 3s. per dozen.
CROCUS, per 100. 2*.

GLADIOLUS FLOKIBUNDUS and GANDAVENSIS, 25. U. ]
per dozen.
GLADIOLUS BRENCIILEYENSIS, strong, Qs. per dozen.
12 new sorts of GLADIOLUS, 18». per dozen.

, - TTT „. Bulbs sent to help carriage.
lo, Welhntrton Street, Strand, Waterloo Bridge, W.C.

RGKKEN, having just purchased from one of the
o most celebrated growers a large stock of the rhoiVpif<;REENH0USE ferns, is enabled L offer them at verylow pnces. Tliousands to choose from, in pots varvin^ from

3 to 9 mches. Wardian cases of all descriptions. An infmpnsP
quantity of DUTCH BULBS 20 per cent, nnder th^^^iJ
pnces -R. Green, 154, Kingsland Road, N.E., 55 doors from
ahoreditch Church.

CHOICE BULBS. ~
STEPHEN BROWN'S CATALOGUE (late Bass

& BnowN) supplied free on application. It contains one
of the finest coUectiona »f DUTCH, CAPE, and other BULBS.
The cultural and descriptive matter is this year greatly
enlarged, and prices are very moderate.

Finest named Hyacinths, 6^., 9s. and 12s. per doz.
Fine, in colours, without names, Ss. per dozen.
Assorted Collections of Bulbs, either greenhouse or hardv at

10^. Gc^., 21*., 42s., 63s., S4s., and 100s.
""

If 20s. and upwards, free to all stations in London.
Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

SAPONARIA CALABRICA ALBA (Pure White).

JG. WAITE, Seed Meechant, 181, High Holborn,
• London, W-C, has much pleasure in ofifering the above

new annual, which is of verj- dwarf habit, and being pure white
contrasts most admirably with the Saponaria Calabrica rosea.

It produces blossoms in great profusion and remains in flower

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.

JOHN WATERER begs to announce that his New
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and

other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published
and will be forwarded on application. It likewise fiunishes a
List of all" popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most
desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunmngdale
Station, South-Westem Railway.
The CATALOGUE can also be had of Mr. John Kernan,

4. Great Russell Street. Govent Garden. "W.C.

GERANIUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, Xc.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to inform
their friends and patrons that their new priced and

descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,
Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the
season, is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey
Roads, HoUoway, London, N.

E\V AUTUMNAL RASPBERRIES.—The follow-
ing kinds bear most abundantly all through October

till late in November :—
1, OCTOBER RED, 4s. per dozen.

2, OCTOBER YELLOW, 45. per dozen.

3, BELLE DE FONTENAY, or BELLE d'ORLEANS.
4s. per dozen.

4, AUTUMN BLACK, IS*, per dozen.
No. 2 is a remarkably fine dessert fruit. No. 4 is a dwarf

sort, which gives large dark red fruit- Carriage paid to London.
Thos. Rivers, Nursery, Sawbridgeworth.

EVV DESSERT APPLE, DUKE oP DEVON-
SHIRE.—The Subscriber is now sending out Plants of

the above valuable Apple raised at Holker Hall, Lancashire.

It is a first-rate late dessert fniit, remaining in excellent con-
dition till the beginning of June. Fully described in "Cottage
Gardener" for June 1859, and "Gardeners' Tear Book" p. 102.

Plants Ta. Gd. each, with the usual discount to the Trade.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS and FRUIT TREE CATA-
LOGUES on application.—Robert M. Stark, Edgehill Nursery,
Edinburgh, November 17.

PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
PINE PLA^^TS, FR^JlTl^'o and Succession.

during the whole summer and late in autumn; itis invaluable pT^-pp vi$F?*™wFvF«FORFRnTTiNnixPoT^ onPr ^xrnin
for beds, or as edgings for borders. Prices to the Trade only, ! ^^^^^St ^^r,?^^^

Ruitino i> Pots. or fLANTraa.

to be had on application.

F.
NEW CINERARIAS OF 1860.

AND A. SMITH are now sending out their

splendid Varieties of the above, which for colour, dwarf
habit, and large compact heads of bloom, are unsurpassed ;

many of them are finely formed, and others have the lararest

flowei-s known. •* DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may beliad

on appHcation^DuIwich, Surrey, S.

ED GRAPE CURRANT, KETTLE LEAF,
WHITE CURRANT, and RIFLEMAN GOOSEBERRY

PLANTS.—Several Thousands of tbe.se Plants, 3 years old,

iind ready for immediate bearing, to be disposed of remark-

ably cheap by taking a quantity.—Apply to Tbomas Mitto-v,

Lampton near Hounslow, W,

RHUBARB.
BALBRY'S SCARLET DEFIANCE ;s now the best

sort in cultivation, either for market gardeners, private

growers, or forcing. It was awarded First Prize, May 2, 1860,

bv the Pomological Society of London, when IS janeties were '

exhibited, a portion of each kind was examined, Baked, .^d
,

also a portion examined Green. The Society report that it is

unquestionably a First Class Variety, verr^ stout mhahit-

m^ium in length. Pulp very deliquescent, high coloured, and

richly subacid, exceUent for market as well as for private

Mr. Baldry of Enfield has a very large quantity of

JOHN WEEKS AND CO. can supply any quantity
ofvery finehcalthy Pine Plants, either Fruiting or Successionu

GRAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEEKS ANT) CO.'S Horticvltural Show Estabush-
MENT is entirely devoted to the growth and PorciDg of

GRAPES, PINES, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of Horticoltural Burrj>iNG3 with
the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation.
JOHN WEEKS AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparatu.s Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and IllUiiti-ated Catalogues free on application.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17,1860.
r

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

UoNDAT, Nov. 19-Soiah Metropoiitau ChTTMuirtieBauii I r.M.

Of all the branches of Jv'atural History that

ffi<^(SronTi^:Sg; ?LXrirpe\S d^n.-' u 1.^^^^ residents m the rural districts of this

dozen or U6s. per hundred, to include package, on receivmg country, not one surpasses in importance the dis-

Post-office Ordor.-Add«ss to Mr w.LUA..
tinctions and peculiarities of Fungi ; and none

I
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has beea so imperfegtly illustrated by means

accessible to the mass of naturalists. Hence it is

that everybody shrinks from the study of the

subject, and to this hour there is not one real

Botanist in a hundred who does not look at the

question with something like despair. It is true

that many books of the highest value treat of

Fungi, especially of the large and conspicuous

species. But with all their merits they afford no

great aid to the general observer. Price, in such

a case inevitable, places them beyond the means of

most persons. The great folio work of Sowekbt

with 400 or 500 coloured plates, the beautiful

volumes of Mrs. Hussey, and their 140 plates ;
and

the exquisite treatise of Tttlasne on the

of Truffles [Fungi hypog(Ei) are very

BuLLTARD^s quarto Herhier de la France

^

studying its pages, with an eye to the ordinary

details of his business. Take for instance ^l^^t is

said about the endless questions connected with

the artificial growth of Mushrooms.

**The cultivation of the common Mushroom is

carried on to a very great extent wherever scien-

tific gardening is practised, but nowhere to a

greater than at Paris, where the Catacombs

present all the requisite conditions. Mushrooms

are generally raised from artificial spawn, which is

purchased of the seedsmen, and inserted m frag-

ments amongst mould carefully prepared and

placed either on the ground or on convenient

shelves ; and, where proper attention is paid to the

requisite degree of temperature and moisture, care

being taken to exceed neither, the cultivation is

almost always successful and very profitable.

^&0lJaTes'rkr3:;"r:poXo::f ;Mk^ ;^^^^^^^^^ "'"'It hasTeen- questioned whether Mushrooms

publications of Koques, Badhait, and Gkeville,

with all their excellences, scarcely do more than

touch the rim of the cup of knowledge, to say

nothing of their costliness, Now pictorial repre-

sentations of these productions are indispensable

up to a certain point, seeing that the mere technical

language of Botanists, which it is impossible to

dispense with, can only be interpreted by the

initiated, and not always by them. Hence a work

with faithful figures illustrating at least the

classification and more striking facts connected

with the organisation of these plants has become

an object of'necessity ; and we rejoice to say that

such a work is at length before the world. The

Outlines of British Fungology, by the Kev. Mr.

Berkeley, now supplies the student with all neces-

sary means for understanding the subject. It has

an excellent Introduction of 88 pages ; a systema-

tical description of all the species of frequent

occurrence, written in English, with as little use

of technical lanijuage as the subject will admit of,

and moreover 24 plates from the skilful hand of

Fitch, crowded with coloured figures. The only

point to object to is the employment of so bar-

barous a word as Fungology.

Ignorant persons may wonder what interest can

attach to such productions as Fungi; they

imagine them to be merely what are called toad-

stools or toadskeps ; or if they look a little further

their vision rests upon a Mushroom or a Morel.

When you talk of Truffles, then indeed the lovers of

good eating, many of whom never before heard

that a Trufile was a Fungus, prick up their ears and

begin to think there may be something ia the

study ; but there they stop. Little dream^ they

how vast a part these productions perform in the

economy of nature. Could they only understand

the many forms, and many properties attaching to

such plants, they would cease to regard them with

contempt. Let ua quote a few examples. That

many are eatable, and many poisonous, is known

to all men ; what is not so well known is that they

are among the most deadly and insidious enemies of

mankind. What devastated Ireland, and led to the

regeneration of that country hut the Potato Fun-

gus ; what has ruined the vineyards of all the west

of Europe and Africa but the Vine Fungus ; what

carries destruction into the galleries of silk growers

but the Caterpillar Fungus ; what crumbles to dust

our houses and shipping but the timber Fungus

;

what seizes upon poor human nature in its great

extremity but fever Fun^i ? Our corn shrivels in the

ear ; its enemy is the Wheat Fungus. It becomes

a ball of fQthy soot ; the smut Fungus is present.

The grain that should ripen into nutritious food

becomes a deadly poison ; the Ergot Fungus brines

on that mischief. Our living trees turn pale and
perish standing; root Fungi are their enemy.

Our bottles which once contained a generous

there is no doubt that this sort of cultivation would

succeed. But even supposing it should, it must

more or less interfere with the nice keeping of the

surface, a point of so much consequence to English

gardeners, which would inevitably exhibit here

and there dead patches, the effects of the last

year's growth. And if A. arvensis should be

chosen, which would probably be more easy of

cultivation ia such situations than any other

species, the extent of dead surface would be con-

siderable. There is another very great objection

to the cultivation of this species, which is that the

spawn at times gives out a inost oppressive smell.

During the last summer I was astonished at the

very powerful odour which arose from the large

rings oi Aganeus arvensis, creating at once a sense

of nausea. This, indeed, was so annoying, that

even the labourers, whose perceptions of such

matters are not in general very delicate, observed

it. This observation applies also to
^
the

^
Cham-

pignon, which is one of the most eligible in other

respects for lawn cultivation. The spawn of

A, arvensis penetrates to a great depth, and Mrs.

HrssET relates an instance where the scent was so

overpowering, that it was with great difficulty

that the labourers who had to dig out a quantity

of the spawn which had become a nuisance, could

accomplish their task.
** An esculent species of Agaric is raised at

Naples by simply depositing a quantity of Coffee-

grounds in a warm cellar, No spawn is used, but

the Fungus seems very generally to make its

appearance after a certain time. Like most species

which grow in such habitats, it is probably a

mere state of some common form. A Polyporus

used for food is raised in Italy from Hazel-stumps,

by simply charring them partially, and then

supplying them with a proper quantity of wafer.

Another species, P. tuberaster, springs up in Italy

from conglomerated masses of earth and spa^n,

known by the name of Pietra Fungaja^ or Fungus-

stone, when placed in the conservatory ; and

I have seen specimens raised in Lee's garden, at

Hammersmith, from imported spawn. Attempts

have been made to cultivate a fine variety of Mush-
room from spawn imported from the Swan Eiver.

It is to be hoped that this may be tried again,

and that Agancus fabacexis, an American species,

may also have another trial, A few species of

Fungi occasionally make their appearance in the

soil or on wood imported with exotic plants, I

have seen, for instance, ScMzojyhyllum commune
in great abundance, accompanied by a pretty white

Marasmius. The lovely 3farasmius hajmatoce-

plialus latelymade its appearance at Kew, in a pot

with a species of Carlndovica : the curious Aseroe

came up in the same establishment on Australian

mould, and other species might be noticed of which
I have specimens in my herbarium, and amongst

_ _ _ H * A

f
Battersea market garden to shame. Large Mwede [^h.]

; Turnips, excellent Frencli Beans, crisp Radishes,

Lettuces, Yams, and many other vegetables grew in

great profusion. The fruit was magnificent, Trellised

Vines, whence the ripe luscious fruit hung in mellow-

clusters, reixiinded us of Italy. Peaches, water Melons,

Apples—very like Newtown Pippins— and Pears of
every description, were abunaanc. For six miles
" drooped the heavy-blossomed bower, iiung the heavy.

fruited tree."

2. For a mile and a half did the road wind through

the streets of Ko-ku, no street exceeding eight feet, in

width. The open sewers were choked to repletion with

offal of every description ; what they were unable to

contain lay scattered about the streets. The houses of

mud and straw bore a strong family likeness to those

of Sinho and Tang-kow, aftd the peculiar, faint, sickly

smell, so well known to all travellers in China, greeted

our nostrils from every group we passed.

3. Four miles' march brought us to another town,

Kiang-kia-chwang. near which we determiutid to halb

for the night. A large Acacia [what was this ?] at the

entrance of the village shaded a strip of greea by the

side of some water, and there we pitched our tent.

4. Leaving the town, we came on an extensive plam

covered as far as the eye could reach with Millet

[qu. Holcus] 12 to 14 feet high. For six or seven miles

we rode through this gigantic corn, now nearly ripe for

the harvest. The Millet answers a vast variety of pur-

poses. Its head is ground into flour, and very good

flour it makes, or distilled into shamshoo, the vilest and

most deleterious of drinks. The leaves when green are

eaten by the cattle; when dry they make excellent

fodder. The stiilk serves for fuel, for thatching, for

partition walls, for fences, for mixing with mud for the

walls of houses and for the embankments of the canal?.

It was the only grain we saw on the road. We were

told that directly the Millet is cut at the end of this

month Wheat is sown, which is reaped at the latter

end of June. The Wheat when cut is replaced by the

Millet. . i

5. We have not had one drop of rain for three weeks.

The thermometer has risen to 98° in the shade at

noon, and yesterday we were treated to an Indian

" hot wind," but the nights are cool, and even cold.

[This was in September.]

6. Forcing our way through unsavoury Celestials, we

find ourselves in a small square occupied by the " eel-

pie" and "baked Potato" men of the place. Your

working man dines in the street, and this square is a

favourite alfresco restaurant. Li, on our right, deivla

in meat pies. He has a small charcoal fire below his

oven, and in a trice his pate is compounded and cooked

before the public. Ho, by his side, supplies vegctpWe

diet. Turnips, Onions, Pumpkins, Yams, cut into small

slices and served in the water wherein they are hoiled.

Here is a man with sweetstuff, pastry, and "tuck."

There another with fruit—Grapes, Peaches, Lotus fruit,

Water Melons, Apples, and Pears.

7. Mr. Parkes heard that a committee of merchants

had been appointed by Sang-ko-lin-sin to furnish

supplies for the whole Chinese army in the north.

He sought them out, and explained that, as their

office had now become a sinecure, they must transfer

their allegiance to the Allies. The committee made

no demur, and a tariff of prices Wiis soon arranged.

They rated the Mexican dollar at 1000 cash, which, at

the present rate of exchange, gives 200 cash for a If.

The pound avoidupois is equal to the Tien-tsin catty, lo^

which everything is sold. Bullocks are divided into

three classes. The first weigh about 5001b., and cat

25 dollars (5^) per head; the second, weighing abont

400 lbs., are fixed at 20 dollars ; the third, about 6W

lbs., are 15 dollars each. Sheep of all sizes cost^

dollars per head. Beef and mutton are also sold by

retail, the first at Zd., the second at 4d. per lb. "lea

'-
Is. 2d,, sujrar U., and flour 2id. per lo.J

uuuuiiutiu a. LTBueruua i .* . ' .

beverage gradually are the receptacles of a '}^f!j'jP_"^Jt[":tT/?l''^^^^^^^
filamentous mucilage, and wine becomes a stale

and spiritless fluid ; the mother-Fungi are there.

Infinite indeed is the evil they produce, and yet we
owe our daily bread to their action ; for the substance

called yeast, to which belongs the singular pro-

perty of setting up fermentation, is itself no more
than avast assemblage of living Fungi, too minute

to be seen by the naked eye. What a field there

is here for observation and reflection I what
friends to encourage, and what enemies to destroy !

what food to collect ; and what waste of food to

avert.

Concerning these matters we have now a guide

to which we may all refer ; for the price of Mr.
Berkeley's work is within the means of most
readers ; at least it might be if it were considered

a volume indispensable to public libraries, and
naturalists' shelves, as it ought to be.

which was observed in the conservatory at Chatsr

worth. These, however, are mere accidents, but

they tend to show that many species might orna-

ment our stoves from imported spawn, if their

introduction was desired."

The latter part of this long extract opens out

quite a new field of inquiry ; for if it should be

possible to grow exotic Fungi like other plants, we
shall have gained a new class of objects with

brilliant colours, singular forms, and even noc-

turnal luminosity.

RURAL CHINA.
r

[We pick the following scraps out of the interesting letter of

the Correspondent of the Timei', who accomnanies the Allied

Forces in their advance upon Pokin.J

1. For upwards of six miles we passed through

gardens, the produce of which supplied the garrison of

the forts and the town of Taku. They were admirably»*-w.*i^i,ij*..j uu^nv..-, i*i3 iv \/iAguv liw ij^, j^hq torts ami bue luvu vi j^uku. xiiKy were uiiuju.iuijr

Nor is it confined strictly to scientific details ; cultivated. Little water-wheels furnished an easy

the intelligent cultivator may find his account in
,
means of irrigation, and the vegetables might have put a

Onions, Turnips, and Pumpkins, five cash per lb.;

fowls 9d., and ducks Is. 9d. each. The finest Grapw

may be had in abundance at M. per lb.; the largest

Peaches at Id. each. Water Melons—most refresliirjg

of fruits and large enough for a dozen,—cost 5(i. e«^"'

Ice in large blocks of 25 lb., pure and clear as the hnest

Wewham I.alce, is sold for 6d. a blcck. There is aj^

quantity of forage of every description—hny» •^lyj*'"

stalk, green Grass, Paddy. Peas, lieaus, and Inma"

Corn. Coal costs 4c?. and cbarcoal Id. h pound. Cool'cs

receive Is. per day per man.^ Supplies of everj' 'l^f*^'"^?'

tion are abundsint and excellent. The mutton is >"^

and well flavoured, and no finer Grapes or Peaches ai"e

grown than those ivhich now come to Tien-tsin ninrKe •

A favourite fruit with the Chinaman is the cla^>«

Lotos, in shape like a small Melon [what can this he • J

»

it is full of stoneU'SS kernels, sweet and pleasant w

the palate. Often and often have I eaten them ^ithoB^

experiencing the dreamy sensations they are said v

produce. . ^
8. The banks of the canal are fringed ^-ith very larg"

Willon 9, weeping and upright. Ascending 10
^J^^^^^^

aspect of the country changes. First come top^

large trees, and then what may really be d'gn'n^ '

the name of a wood. We jump on shore and e"J?; "^
tiffin sub tegmine. The timber is large and n"^

Walnut [j«.l Willow, Locust trees [9«.l and immen

Pear trees.
^ ^ i *. ia->« in the

9. Yesterdnv the thermometer stood »\^^- * _- j;^

bell tents and under the awnings of the Orana-.^

[In Sept.]
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MYCOLOGY.—NO. XXXV.

Agabicus campesteis, X., var. vaporariusy Otto.

—

"erhaps ho single species of Fungus is so widely diffused

as the conimoii Mushroom. It occurs in climates of the

most different cliai'acter, and though undoubtedly it is

most at home in temperate regions, it often abounds in

the tropics, and reaches, if it does not pass over, even the

nearest limits of the Arctic circle.

Under these circumstances it is not surprising that it

sliould assume a great variety of external forms, which
will be regarded as varieties or species according to the

views which authors may chance to take as to the

limits of species. The most remarkable and valuable

of these, so far at least as they occur in this country,

will from time to time come nndsr our notice. In this

and the two following mycological notices, we shall give

figures of different forms which occur in cultivation,

commencing with that particular kind which forms the

staple of Mushroom growers.

Every one is acquainted with the characters of the
common field Mushroom, whose valuable qualities are

scarcely to be met with combined in any other species,

and in most cases, this knowledge extends so 'far as to

enable persons at once to reject as doubtful such varie-

ties as do not come up to the recognised standard. The
pileus must be of a pure white or only very slightly

stained with brown, the juice either colourless or

inclined to red without any tinge of yellow, and the

gills of that beautiful red which is known 'par excel-

lence under the name of Mushroom
•colour. Of late years, however, the

true Mushroom has been scarce ; and
•daring the present autumn, though
•we have been unusually wanderers

through the pastures, we have not

-seen a single specimen which would
pass muster with housewives of the

old school. Far the 'greater part

of the Mushrooms which are exposed

for sale in Covent Garden Market
belong to a different species, Agari-
cite arvensis, and these are often in

«uch a state as to bring discredit npon
M-ushrooms altogether. About three

weeks since we saw a basket covered
with the curious production called

Blood-rain ; and as may be easily

conceived, the specimens were in an
advanced state of decomposition,
which would render them wholly
anfit for food.

'At all times of the year there is

however a greater or less supply of
•true Mushrooms raised artiticially,
and.the confidence reposed in these,
from their guneral uniformity of
character, is such, that they are used
without question or scruple, though
as we shall see hereafter, very dif-

ferent forms are sometimes inter-

mixed.
The particular variety here figured

is of very rare occurrence in an un-
cultivated state, and is perhaps con-
fined to dunghills or places strongly
impregnated with horse manure,
which seems indispensable to its pro-
duction. We have no account of
its origin, but believe that it owes
its especial character, and especially
its brown silky pileus and darker
gills, to the coarse nutriment with
which it has been supplied. Certain
it 'is that it frequently comes up in

frames where horse droppings have
heen extensively used, without any
insertion of artificial spawn, and is then nndistinguish-
«bie in cliaracter from individuals raised purposely on
the Mushroom bed.

In old books many receipts are given for the produc-
tion of spawn. Few persons, however, care to trust to
anj uncertain mixture of their own, but purchase the
spawn at once from persons whose business it is to pre-
p:»re it. At Bolvolr, liowever, Mr. Ingram, who is a
very extensive Mushroom-grower, is, we believe, wholly
independent of the spawn dealers. The straw which is

broken into minute fragments in the riding school by
the constant exercise of the Iiorses is simply placed in
«, heap iu the open air without any protection, and
the^ mas^ is soon traversed by innumerable white threads
winch are for the most piu:t the mycelium of llie true
Mushroom. Other species occasionally make their
appearance, but never to such an extent to become a very
seiioua inconvenience. The only precaution necessary
before applyiu- the spawn thus prepared, is to turn the
mass over two or three times, so as to prevent its
undergoing too high a degree of fermentation and
becoming sodden, or in the gardeners technical term
aoor, A* in *ieli a case the spawn would he sure even-
tually to perish. The relative condition of the com-
post is easily determined by the grateful or unpleasant
smell of the white threads which penetrate it in everv
direction. ^

In this coumtry Mushrooms are grown for the most
part either in the establishments of the more wealthy
or for sale by nurserymen, who can always command a
liigk price for the produce. They may however be pro-

duced in small establishments with profit, where two or

three frames only are used, and there is no convenience
for making regular Mushroom beds. Where Melons
are grown it is a good practice to place a few lumps
of artificial spawn in the soil, and in most cases where
the crop is off, there will be a good succession of Mush-
rooms. They do not succeed so well with Cucumbers,
as these require such a free supply of water as may be
injurious to the spawn. The difficulty, however, of
raising Mushrooms artificially is far less than is

generally supposed, and a warm, dry cellar may be
made as available as sheds built expressly for the
purpose.

The Mushrooms of the Paris cultivators, who perhaps
raise more than any other persons in the world, are
identical with our own; but there is at least one dif-

ferent form in cultivation abroad. A. vaporarius, Otto,
seems, indeed, to be the same with ours ; but the plant
figured by Vittadini under that name is very dis-

tinct, the universal veil forming large transverse
scales or rings upon the stem, totally different from
anything which exists in the plant of which we have
given a figure. Other particulars respecting garden
Mushrooms must be reserved for the two succeeding
notices. M. /. S.

Home Correspondence.
Vine Sorders.—Permit me to say that the kitchen

garden here is situated at the foot of a steep hill,

aud on the north side. The natural soil of the garden

From a

AgAEICTTS CAMPE3TBI8, L., Var. TAPORATlirS, OttO.

drawing by Mr. W. Fitch, from specimens forwarded by Mr, BcCHAWAy.

is a strong clay well adapted for making bricks ; in

fact it has been made use of for that purpose. The
houses have a southern aspect and are placed at the
lowest part of the garden, the ground iu which rises

gradually from them in an opposite direction. The
Vines having been in an unsatisfactory state for some
years past, what Grapes they produced neither ripening

nor colouring as they ought to have done, I of course

concluded that the border was too wet and cold for

them, and very probably too deeply made. I

proposed examining it and entirely lifting the

roots, which I accordingly did. I found them down
exactly 4 feet in a very cold retentive soil, long and

naked without one atom of fibre, and in nearly all cases

completely decayed by excessive moisture, so much so

that it is a matter of astonishment how the Vines

could possibly do so well as they ever did, which however

at the best was very badindeed. The bottom ofthe border

itself was good, having a substantial layer of concrete,

which is now in very good order, and draining pipes too

there 'were, but of course they were precluded from

being of service, as by far the greater portion of water

never reached the bottom of the border at all m conse-

quence of the latter not having any draining material

in it I therefore next nroposed that the whole border

should be entirely cleared and reconstructed, and

replanted with young Vines. This proposal also received

the assent of my employer, hut here I found myself in

a dilemma, not having any material at command

to fill the old border up to the height required to form

the bottom of the new one. I therefore next examined
,
way lU

the furnace with which the boiler is heated, for the
houses themselves are warmed by hot-water pipes; and
without in the least interfering with them, I found
that it would be quite practicable to conduct a flue
from the furnace round the border, resting on what
was formerly the old bottom, which flue could be con-
nected with small arches from the houses the width of
the border, the arches of course acting as hot-air
chambers under the new border ; and thus, at compa-
ratively trifling expense, occupy in a very useful
manner the otherwise useless space between the new
and old borders. This was also approved of and is now
nearly completed. The flue I have caused to be so
constructed that with the use of a damper I can when
required introduce some amount of heat into the new
border, which will at certain times prove a great deside-

ratum. Having had the renewing ofthe border in antici-

pation, I have been looking out for suitable materials for

that purpose for these last 12 months, and here I would
wish to state my entire concurrence with Mr. Thomp-
son's plan of making a border, mentioned at 'page 978.
I also heartily coincide with one who designates him-
self" A Vine Grower," in the same ^^umber (seep. 975)

;

there can be no doubt that the use of such unnatural
and offensive ingredients as carrion is fast becoming
obsolete. John Potter, Gardener to the Son, Mrs.
Byrouy Tkrumpton SalU Notts.

Golden Hamburgh Grapes.—As there are so many
opinions with regard to this Grape, I think it due to
Mr. Busby and also to Mr. Veitch, who sold my master

a plant of it, to say that in the
spring of 1858, the Vinery in which
I intended to plant it not being
finished, it was grown in a pot untU
April, 1859, when it was planted

inside, and made splendid growth
that season. This year I had a very
good crop; both bunch and berry
were good, and of all the Grapes
grown here, consisting of the new and
bc^t varieties, tiiere was none more
highly prized than the Golden Ham-
burgh, which quite deserves the high
character it has received. I do not

agree with Mr. Gill that it is as

early as the Black Ilumburgh. I

have it planted in the same house
with the Black Hamburgh, White
Frontignan, Chasselas Musque, and
some others, and it was 10 days or a
fortnight later than Black Hambui^h.
It was ripe at the end of September,

and very little fire heat had been
given it. In short, it had none until

the Black Grapes began to colour.

V James Maclean, Gardener to Colonel

XesHe, 3f.P,, Glasslovgh, Monaghav^
Ireland.

Orchard Souses.—Iu common, I
believe, with many persons possessed
of orchard houses, I have been puzzled
to account for the ill success this year
of trees planted in the ground, in

comparison with those grown in pots
under the same roof and treatment.

I imagined that the trees planted in

the ground, and trained upon the

walls facing the south, would enjoy

all the advantages of those grown la

jpots, and something more; hut, I
aare say I am not singular in finding

my wall trees a comparative failure

(the fruit being without flavour),

while my trees in pots have proved
all that I could desire, even in

such a summer as the last, I think

however that I can now account for the

difi'erence ; and it is with that object I now address yon.

In top-dressing my potted trees, on a sunny day, about a

fortnight ago, I was struck with the warmth of the earth

I had occasion to remove from the pots; and I had the

curiosity to compare its temperature with that of the

earth surrounding the roots of the trees planted in the

ground. The result was, temperature of the atr in the

orchard house, 64" ; of the earth in the pots, 62^"^ ; of

the ground in which the trained trees were growing,

hT ; while that of the air outside was 62° ; and of the

ground at a foot deep, 5*5\ Here we have a difference

iu favour of the pots of 5i*, from an enfeebled October
sun; but, from what I have observed, I cannot doubt
that in summer, surrounded by air heated to SO', and
even 90% the roots of the potted trees rauat have
enjoyed an advantage of 10^ and even 20* over those

growing in the ground. This high ** bottoai-heat," it

strikes me, is a strong ai^ument in favour of potting*

orchard house tree*, and la one of the main causes of

the success of the system. C, Clapham Park.

Bo'cood Muscat Grape.—Your correspondent (see

p. 1001) nn*y safely alloiv his doubts to evaporate, as

l' pos^ss the genuine article ; our original plant

having been supplied by the late 3Ir, Griffin, of Bath,

and came direct from Bowood. The sbort-jointed

wood and the short foot-stalk of the leaves, noticed by

vour 'correspondent, offer bat feeble evidence upon

which to establish a distinction. Such differences may

often be observed on Grape Vines of the Mme kind

crowiDK in the same house, and are attributable to the

wav in which the Vines are grown rather tbau to any
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inherent constitutional difference in the plant, or dis-

1

tinction of the fruit, either ns regards the possession of

euperior or inferior qualities. I have never seen

Barnes's Muscat, and therefore can offer no opinion

about it; but this I do know, that there exists a

decided difference between the Passe Muscat, and the

old Muscat of Alexandria, not however in flavour, nor

the period of ripening, but the Passe Muscat is much

larger in the size of the berry, fruits freely, and is in

every way identical with the Bowood Muscat. A. Cramh,

The Gardens, Tortworth Court.

Alpine StrawberHes.—C-An any of your readers tell

me what is the reason that my gardener cannot fruit

the Alpine Strawberry that I bring hira from Italy,

when those I bring from the mountains of Switzerland

he can irrow well, and they fruit abundantly. The

plants from Italy grow well ; but he says they are a

different sort. The Italians ones throw up single

blossoms from the stool, those from Switzerland throw

uj? trusses. S. W,
Overladen Orchard Bouse Trees.—1 have read with

gome amusement the criticisms of " W. P. A." on my
orchard house trees. It is the old story about precept

and practice. I make It a point to scold every one that

suffers the fruit on his trees to be crowded, and I

utterly forget my own "beam," which happens in this
_

wise. To use the publisher's term. I " reserve to myself

the right" of thim/mg my :Peache3 and :i?ectarines in

the orchard house devoted to my specimen trees,

and am sometimes surprised (as I was last August)

to find trees with very large unthinned clusters

of very small Peaches which have escaped my
eye. This has hou-ever nothing to do with the

size of Peaches that can be grown in pots ; for I fully

believe that Peach trees 10 or 15 years old in 18 or

20-inch pots will, in the end, be found to give Peaches

as Jarge and of finer flavour than can be grown in any

other way. In the orchard-house at Hollingbury

Place, near Bishop Stortford, which is 200 feet long

and 15 feet wide, I saw the past season Peaches of

fijst-rate size on the trees in pots. Each pot was placed

on three bricks, forming a triangle, leaving plenty of

space for the water to escape. The trees had been

twice or thrice dressed with surface manure,

and abundantly watered with soft water. They
were in 13-inch pots, and I have seldom or never

seen such vigour of growth; it seemed scarcely

credible that such gigantic bushes could derive all they

required to support such a crop of fine foliage, shoots,

and fruit, from the small quantity of earth con-

tained in ft pot of that size. In this house we
had an opportunity of comparing the size of

Peaches grown under three different modes of cul-

ture. The back wall was covered witli large old Peach
trees trained to it; the fruit on these was very Targe,

tho crop being thin, those on the espaliers were large,

and those on the trees quite as large as those on the

espaliers. This is the only orchard house in which I

have seen Peach trees trained as espaliers, and the

effect of these, a row being planted on each side of

the central walk, is very charming. In writing these

few lines it must be understood that I have not a word
to say against planting out trees in orchard houses ; where
a large supply is required, or where Peaches &c. are grown
for market nothing can answer better. I only wish to

combat tHe idea that trees in pots must necessarily

bear small fruit. Apropos of this subject an orchard-

house friend has just written to me as follows. " The
Fall Pippin has proved with me very attractive. This

little tree, 2 feet 6 inches high, staggered under nine

Apples, six weighing 1 lb. each ;
" so much for an Apple

tree in a 13-incb pot, T. JR.

sent examples of Pine Apples, the produce of

plants which had been growing and fruiting ever

since 1849. Tliese had been managed on the Hamil-

tonian system ; 50 plants were stated to be growing in

a pit 27 feet in length and 7 feet in width, and off

some of the plants as many as four fruit are sometimes

cut at one time. The sorts were Black Jamaicas and

Envilles. The former weighed 3 lbs. 13 oz., and

measured 15 inches in circumference; the latter

weighed about 5 lbs., and measured 15 inches round

and°12 inches in height. For these a certificate was

awarded. 'Among some late Grapes furnished from the

Society's garden the best among black kinds was found

to be a kind called Morocco Prince, a much better

variety than Old Black Morocco; among white soHs

^Vhite Nice was considered the best. A collection

of Pears also came from the Society's garden,

hut generally speaking they were not of very good

flavour, a circumstance to be attributed to the bad

season for Pear ripening which we have this year

experienced. Among the best were Eyewood, Beun-e

d'Aremberg, Baronne do Mells, Comte de Lamy,

Marechal de la Cour, and a kind called Lewis.

A diah of Beurre Bosc Pears from Mr. McLellan, cf

Barnet,
' was found to be tolerably well flavoured, and

Mr. Stanly sent handsome fruit of Marie Louise. A
large collection of Apples, chiefly kitchen sorts, from the

neighlioui-hood of Malton, in Yorkshire, was shown by

Mr. Strickland, but as they were unripe it was thought

advisable to take them to the garden at Chiswick, and

reproduce them at future meetings as they became fit

for examination.

A Seedling Apple came from Mr. Reld, of Sydenham;
it was a pale yellow kind resembling Golden Noble,

but not nearly so Urge. It was stated to be a good

cropper, and to keep from October till March. Mr.
Webb, of Reading, also sent a Seedling in the way of

Court of Wick; but as exhibited not so good, the

flavour being flat and insipid. From J. B. Glegg, Esq.,

came a handsome large green Apple without name. It

resembled Reinette du Canada, and was stated to be a

good keeper. Cultivators about Congleton, whence it

comes, consider it to be one of the best sorts

they possess for culinary purposes, Mr. Rivers

sent examples of red and yellow Raspberries to

show what can be produced in that way at this

season of the year. They were well furnished

with comparatively speaking really good fruit. Prom
Messrs, Lee came specimens of their new Monstrous
Cob Nut, a large handsome kind well worth cultivation.

Some good specimens of Parsley were exhibited, and
Mr. Turner, of Slough, sent some very large Leeks,

some of which weighed within an ounce of 5 lbs.; the

blanched part measured 10 inches in length and 62
inches in circumference. They were called Henry's

Leek, a variety which has been successfully exhibited in

Edinburgh, but is not nearly so well known in England
as it should be.
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(Floral Committee).—
From Mr. Turner of the Royal Nursery, Slough, came
Celosia aurea in the form of a large bushy plant, loaded
with handsome golden yellow plumes. For this a
special certificate was awarded. Statice profusa from
Messrs. Parker & Williams was commended. This is a
hybrid raised between S. Holfordi and S. puberula, and is

remarkable for the length of time its blossoms keep in
perfection. The plant exhibited was stated not to
have been ont of flower since last Maj-J Chrysanthe-
mum liady Harding from Mr. Salter, received a first-

class certificate ; and another variety named Littlu

Harry, from the same raiser, was commended. The
former had flowers of a pale rose colour ; those of the
latter were shaded orange yellow,

Mr. Rivers exhibited a plant of Tasus baccata erecta,

which was thought to be the same as the Yew ex-
hibited at a previous meeting by Mr. Crowder, of
Homcastle. Some pretty hybrid Gesneras raised

between cinnabarlna and picta were shown by Mr.
Bousie. Mr. Veitch exhibited a specimen of Celosia coc-
cinea, the parent of the crimson Cockscomb. This had
been raised from imported seeds, A fine group of the red
berried Skimmia japonica came from Mr. Noble, of
Bigshot; and a very ornamental species of Cotoneaster,
<»lled Symondsii, of upright shrubby habit, with Box.-
li^e oval leaves, and bright orange-scarlet berries, was
brought for inspection by Mr. Standish. Several New
Zealand Perns were contributed by Messrs, Lee, of
Hammersmith.

Nov, 13.—(JVwif Committee).—Mr. Ogle, gr. to
the Earl of Abergavenny, at Tunbridge Wells,

Nottcesf of IJoofeiEf*

The Six Months' Seasons of the Tropics. By James
Lees. 12mo. pp. 95. Longmans.
In this small volume the author attempts to prove

that in all tropical countries there are two summers
and two winters ; not one summer and one winter as is

generally supposed—" a circumstance entirely over-

looked by other writers, even by those from whom we
might confidently have expected to have received some
account of them—by Humboldt, Linnajus, and Buffon,

as well as by several of our own writers on astronomy,
as Keill, Long, Ferguson, Emerson, Bonnycastle, Wood-
house, and Sir John HerscheU So that hitherto they
have been either totally disregarded, or, at the most,

have met with but a passing notice.'*

After discussing the question in an astronomical

point of view, he proceeds to consider the eff'ect of a

double summer and winter upon the phenomena of

animal and vegetable life.

" One of Sir Isaac Newton's rules for right reasoning
in natural philosophy (besides that already given in

Chap. II.), is the following, namely, that *to the same
natural effects we must, as far as possible, assign the
same cause.' We must therefore assign the same
phenomena of animal and vegetable life to the seasons
in ]jlace3 within tl^e tropics that we do in places beyond
them. Amongst such phenomena may be enumerated
—In vegetables, the casting and renewal of the leaves,

and the blossoming and fruiting of trees and shrubs.
And in animals—The migration, incubation, and
moulting of birds ; the shedding of the horns of deer

;

the lambing and kidding of sheep and goats; the
hybernation of bats ; the hybernation of serpents ;, the
hybernation and laying of the eggs of tortoises, alli-

gators, lizards, toads, and frogs. And as all these
phenomena, or most of them, usually take place once,

and only once, in a course of seasons, the eflect of the
12 months* seasons upon them is to make them occur
once a year ; and for the same reason :—1. The double
seasons will make them occur twice a year. 2. And in

the six months' courses they will take place once between
the December and June solstices, and again between June
and December ; and the eflect upon them of the two
principal features of the six months* seasons will be
peculiar,' 3. In the great and little summers and
winters the phenomena in one of the occurrences every
year will be superior to these in the other in all tropical

places removed from the equator. As, for instance, in
vegetables, the crop of fruit in one occurrence will be
superior to that in the other; or there will be a crop of
fruit iu one, and in the other only a crop of blossoms
the superiority being the greater according as the place
is more distant from the equator. And as the
summers and winters are equal at the equator, every
tree or shrub in that locality will bear two pretty
equal crops of fruit in a year, provided it be in a con-
genial climate and at a suitable elevation, but not
otherwise. 4. The converging of the summers wilt

make less than a six months* interval between the-

occurrences of the summer phenomena in all tropical -

places except the equator, and the amallness of the^

interval will be according to the distance of the place

from the equator."

The author then adduces the evidence upon which he-

founds his opinion, quoting numerous authorities for the
occurrence of two summers and two winters annually

in various parts of the tropics ; and illustrating the .

subject by the phenomena of vegetable life.

" By such proofs," he observes, " the double seasons .

have been shown to exist in no less than 42 different

countries audi slards, interspersed thi oughnut the whole
of the torrid zone, at the equator and in every part of the

northern and southern tropics, in both the eastern and
western hemispheres; thus establishing, almost beyond
the reach of controversy, the important fact of their

universal prevalence. Also, by similar proofs, the

existence of the six months' courses has been shown in

31 countries and islands, or, over a range so extensive

that their universal prevalency can scarcely be brought .

into question. But the great and little summers and

winters, and the converging of the summers (the

latter especially), have not been so largely exhibited..

Nor, indeed, could it be expected ; as instances of them
,

are seldom given, requiring greater care than is usually

bestowed upon observations on phenomena. And there

are only a few proofs from animal life ; for, in fact, not

many are to be met with, since animals move about,

and are therefore not so easily observed as vegetables,

that are stationary. These deficiencies, however, could

speedily be supplied if here and there an individual

who may reside in the tropics, or who may go into

them for a time, would carefully notice phenomena, and.

publish his observations either in a work of his own,

or in any of the scientific periodicals of the day. But

the existence of the six months' seasons is not the only

thing that has been shown. The serviceableness of a

knowledge of that existence has also been made
apparent. It has been rendered evident that such a

knowledge will give to cultivators in the tropics a

proper idea of the manner of the production of trees-

and shrubs ; and will show them that if they do not

obtain two crops of fruit in a year, they are eithar

in an unsuitable climate and elevation, or in a wrong
latitude. It will thus enable them to avoid the great

mistake of the Ceylon Coffee growers, who cultivates

tree in a climate so uncongenial that one of the crops

is nearly destroyed every year."

It is for those who are personally familar with

tropical countries to pronounce a judgment upon

Mr. Lees' theory, and we should like to know what our

tropical correspondents have to say to it.

Koutledge's Illustrated Natural History, Part XXI.,

is occupied by the history of Hoopoes, Sunbirds,

Honeyeaters, and a beginning of the class of Humming
birds, of which little glittering creatures there are

many excellent figures.

The new edition of JJre^s Dictionary of Arts, Mann-

faotures, and Mines, is now complete, in three solid

8vo. volumes ; and we may allow Mr. Hunt, the labo-

rious and very able editor, to give his own explanation

of the purpose he hoped to accomplish in undertaking it.

" The objects which have been steadily kept in view-

are the following :—To furnish a work of reference on

all points connected with the subjects included in its

design, which should be of the most reliable character.

To give to the scientific student and the public the most

exact details of those manufactures which involve the

application of the discoveries of either physics or

chemistry. To include so much of science as may

render the philosophy of manufacture at once intel-

ligible, and enable the technical man to appreciate the

value of abstruse research. To include such commer-

cial information as may guide the manufacturer, and

fairly represent the history and the value of^ such

foreign and colonial productions as are imported in the

raw condition. To present to the public, without much

elaboration, a sufficiently copious description of the

arts we ciUtivate, of the manufactures for which we

arc distinguished, and of those mining and metallur-

gical operations which are so pre-eminently of native

growth, including at the same time a sufficiently

detailed account of the industries of other states.

We think we may say that in all important respects

his intentions have been skilfully carried into execution*

No one will deny that the three volumes before us are

among the most admirable of the works of reference of

the present day. ^^^^^^^_

Garden Memoranda.
HOETICrLTUKAi SOCIETY'S GaBDKN, ^E^J^f^.?*

GOBE.-Oar readers will be pleased to learn tha. tne

great operations connected with the formation ot ini*

new garden are in a very forward state. The neavj
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been completed, and the smaller or lateral drains are
also nearly finished. Water pipes of large size have
been laid down for supplying the fountains and other
ornamental waterworks with which the grounds are to
be interspersed, and a deep culvert has been constructed
for conveying the waste water back to a well placed
behind the conservatory, there to be pumped up by
steam to a level sufficiently high to make it again ser-
viceable in the great operations in which it is^to take
part. Earthworks ai-e also progressing with rapidity;
great mounds of soil that required to be moved in order
to form the proper levels have been put out of the way,
and order and beauty, under the hands of skilful work-
men actively superintended, arc springing into existence
simultaneously in all quarters.

The levels and foundation of most of the main walks
have been completed, and large portions of some of
them are gravelled; others only wait for cartage and
heavy surface traffic of that kind to be finished to be
also gravelled. These walks, varying as they do in
width from 26 to 40 feet, cannot fail when completed
to have a noble and striking appearance. «»
Much of the Box embroidery work is also finished, a

remark which applies more especially to the two great
triangular panels in the first terrace garden. Each of
these occupies about a quarter of an acre, and has, as
might be expected, a very good effect. At the lower end of
each of them are spaces laid down iu different coloured
gravels, and out of these spring what are termed volutes
in the shape of closely planted double lines of Box,
holding in their graceful and beautiful convolutions
gravel walks, measuring from 2 to 3 feet in width, and
flower beds of handsome shape, tying all together in
an [intricate scroll work more easily conceived than
described. These panels when planted and their walks
enriched with difi'erent coloured gravels, which they
will be in spring, may be expected to prove two of the
most interesting features of Mr. Nesfield's beautiful
plan. Other embroidery work 'is also fast progressing
towards completion. Of four beautiful designs in
scroll work—two on each side of the garden, on sloping
banks facing the ornamental water and great central
walk—two are finished and the others nearly so.

These are to be laid down in Box, so as to represent the
Rose, Shamrock, Thistle, and Leek, and judging from
what is finished the effect is excellent, even now
before the different coloured gravels have been applied;
when that shall have been done they may therefore be
expected to look still more pleasing. The ground-
work for green slopes and grassy terraces in the
neighbourhood of these scrolls is also ready for turfing,
of which about 10 acres are required; most of the
principal features of this portion of the garden are
therefore already apparent.
Tree planting has commenced, and will now, if the

weather continues favourable, be pursued with activity.
Some fine- Deodars, measuring from 12 to 25 feet in
height, are already in position. These have been brought
from the Garden at Chiswick, and judging from the
fine balls with which they have lifted, some weigh-
ing nearly as much as 8 tons, no reasonable
doubt need be entertained of their success. In moving
they are dug carefully round and tunneled under so as
when completely free to be able to introduce broad
planks under the centre of the ball. To the ends of these
planks chains are applied, and after well securing and
wrapping the ball in mats, the whole is lifted up by
means of strong screw-power to the centre of a four-
wheeled transplanting machine, which moves the tree in an
upright position to its place ofdestination. Tluismanaged
scarcely a rootlet is injured, and the ball carries safely

without cracking. Various Lime trees, 25 ft. high, libe-

rally presented to the Society by Wm. Gibbs, Esq., of
Tyntesfield, near Bristol, have also been planted so as to
form avenues on the east and west sides of the garden
near the corridor terrace walks. The season previous
to transplanting these had been root-pruned, and they
amply illustrate the benefits of that system, for from
the ends of the whole of the roots cut issued bundles
of fibres of the most healthy description ready to lay
hold of the new soil as soon as covered in,

Of buildings connected with the garden we have to
report that the foundation of the great conservatory,
with open corridor and front, has been laid ; and that
although nothing beyond that has been done on the
spot yet, that the iron work is being put together
elsewhere, and that when brought on to the ground
will be rapidly put up. Arcades, too, are also rising on
all sides with a speed which shows that the contractors
are m earnest. Those on the north-west corner are
perhaps the most forward; but elsewhere bits have
been finished, and their light and elegant appearance,
their bnck piers, and terra-cotta columns, contrast
well with the beautiful objects with which they are
associated. At the entrance new offices have been
built, and are neariy ready for occupation. They con-
tain a Council-room and a meeting-room, a hall of most
graceml proportions, 60 feet in length and 40 feet in
width, roofed with glass, well ventilated, and heated
with hot water. At either end of this are the clerks'
apartments, which are connected with each other by
means of a narrow passage at the back of the
house, and round the ends of these are the
entrances to the garden. The walla of the re-
freshment pavilion are also nearly built. It will
^erefore be seen that with the exception of the two
bandhouses for musicians, the buildings are altogether

favourable, everything will probably be finished by the
time appointed for the opening of the garden to tho
public early in June next.

Mr. Bikd's Chrtsantiiemums.—Seldom have we
seen bo fine a display of Chrysanthemums under glass
as is now on view at Mr. Bird's place. Green L^ne, Stoke
jNewington. We would therefore advise admirers (and
who are not ?) of this most useful of all winter flowers to
pay this establishment an eariy visit. A house of open
and light construction, 00 feet in length, 30 feet in

,

width, and 14 feet in height, is literally crammed full
of plants each of which is loaded with blooms of the
most beautiful description, and of all shades of colour
from pure white to bright red, producing en masse a strik-
ing and excellent effect. Individual blooms are also large
and fine; examples of Dupont de I'Euro may be seen m
quantity as compact and round as a cricket ball ; Noveltv,
a large showy kind in the way of Queen of England, was
likewise conspicuous, as were also Alma, rosy purple,
incurved and fine; Alarm, a large crimson coloured
new kind; Yellow Perfection; Srco Varo, a pretty
lilac variety, incurved and handsome; Negro Boy, a
very dark sort; Golden Queen of Enghmd, large and
striking, but this season somewhat coarse ; Cas^iindra,
white, with beautiful broad petals delicately tipped with
rose; Fabius, rich bright orange; Dr. Maclean, rosy
purple, and a very fine show variety; Alfred Salter,
large and showy; Delight, yellow; Yellow Tor-
mosum, a useful sort ; Lucidum, white ; Madame
Leboise, pmk ; Madame Poggi, crimson ; Mare-
chal Duroc, rose ; Plutus, yellow ; Princess Marie,
rose; Stellaris globosa, and Vesta, the last one of the
best whites we possess. These are all first-class

varieties. We also noticed some fine specimens of
Gluck, a large Anemone flowered sort, and one of the
best of that class. Many others were also in fine
condition, such as Themis, Pio Nono, Madame Andre,
Leon Leguay, Duke, Cassy, Antigone, Prince Albert,
and Madame Clos. Two seedlings raised by Mr. Bird
looked as if they might some day rank as first class
flowers ; one was named Garibaldi, a compact rosy
purple sort; the other was a white kind named
Lady Mayoress. Pompones are not yet in flower, so
that with these and large kinds yet unopened, a good
display may be expected to be maintained even up to
Christmas. Three large Vineries are full of plants
kept in reserve for supplying vacancies as tliey occur in
the show house.

f9

Miscellaneous.
Statistics of i7ie Indigenous Hoots^ Barlcs, i^'c, with

their JProducts^ of the United States.—The following
table, extracted from the American Journal of Phar-
macy, does not include an^ articles but those used for
medicinal purposes—nor ginseng, about 50,000 lbs. of
which are annually received at the port of Cincin-
nati :

—

Table of Reiinoids, Extnicts, J^c , manufactured at Cincinnati, for
the Year ending Maij'ut, 1800.

Eesmoids 150,000 ounces.
Extracts, Inspissated Juices, &.c. ., 26,500 pounds.
Essential Tinctures 4,000
Tinctures, Syrups, &lc 50,000

Of Podophyllin and Leptandrin; about equal quantities
are prepared, and the two constitute more tlian one-
half of all the rcsinoids produced. For the preparation
of the above-enumerated articles, at least 250,000 lbs.

of the roots, ttc, are required. The sales of the crude,
bruised, and powdered roots, barks, &c., we estimate at

310,000 lbs., making an aggregate of 560,000 lbs, soUi

and manufactured in this city during the year; the
average value of which cannot be less than 150,000
dollars, giving employment to a large number of

persons, who are engaged in the collection, drying, and
manufacture of these home productions.

Yellow Poppy Seed Oil.—il, Cloez, of Paris, has
recently, says the Technologist, made known the result

of some experiments relative to the Yellow Horned
Poppy, or Glaucium lutenm, which is found on some
parts of our shores. It is common all round the Medi-
terranean, and up the Western Coast of Europe to

Scandinavia. It expands its handsome yellow flowers

during July and August, which are succeeded by elon-

gated capsules, containing a large number of minute
seeds. These seeds lose only 8 per cent, of water when
dried in an oven ; and, after drying, contain 42^^ per

cent, of a siccative oil, which can be used as an aliment,

or for burning. In its ordinary state the seed yields,

by pressure, 33 per cent, of this oil. The marc, or

residue, constitutes a valuable manure, giving, on

analysis, 6 per cent, of nitrogen, and an ash, amounting

to \\\ per cent,, rich in phosphate of lime. Tiiis oil,

without doubt, resembles greatly the Poppy-seed oil,

obtained from Papaver somniferum, and the plant

might be cultivated for the sake of its seeds on our

sandy shores, where nothing else remunerative can be

produced ; but we question whether it would yield any-

thing like as much seed per acre as the Opium Poppy,

and,°therefore, whether it would pay to cultivate it for

that purpose. Mr. Cloez's results, however, are worthy

of being recorded.

Variegated Fem.f,—Vov several years past there has

been an ever increasing love for Ferns and for beauti-

fully-coloured leaved plants iu the horticultural world,

and it would seem that the same rule obtains in this,

as in the commercial world, namely, that the supply

corresponds with the demand. Until the last three
years few among us would have expected to have seen
variegated Ferns; it is, perhaps, the last family of
plants m which we should have anticipated it, and yet
we have now three very distinct species most beauti-
tully coloured, and there are vague and mysterious
whisperings floating about hinting that these' will not
be all in a few years time. The first variegated Fern
which appeared in the field was Mr. Veitch's Pteris
argyrrea; the still more brilliantly-coloured Pteris
tricolor came the following spring from the celebrated
g;u-den of M. Linden of Brussels; and then the third
species, Pteris cretica albo-lineata, was introduced to
the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, from the mountains
of Java. Mr. Stansfield, the well-known Fern nursery-
man of Todmorden, informed us a short time since that,
while making a botanical excursion with his friend,
Mr. Eiistwood, the latter h;id discovered a patch of the
common Brake so beantifnlly and distinctly variegated
that it had the appearance of being sprinkled with snow.
It is very extraordinary that all the varieerated Ferns
yet discovered belong to the same genus, Pteris; and
that the variegation is no mere accidental marking (as
sometimes occurs in Asplenium adiantum nigrum) is

proved by the gratifying' fact that the plants all come
perfectly true from spores. So far as our experience
goes, not one of these variegated Ferns has, in a single
instance, gone back to the green state which we must
theoretically consider their original condition. Pteris
argyra?a is, no doubt, a variegated variety of Pt. quadri-
aurita; its fronds attain a height of 5 feet (inclusive
of the stipes), which causes it to have an imposing
appearance entirely distinct from the other two species;
it is a native of Central India. The frouds are^
when full grown, about 2h feet long, pinnate with
the pinna; deeply pinnatifid; the two basal pinnae
produce two or four branches from the lower
side—these are pinnatifid like the pinna) ; the second
pair of pinnae have generally small branches of tho
lower side in the same way; a broad silver stripe is

well defined down the centre of each division of the
frond—the form of the frond is altogether very elegant.
This species grows quickly and succeeds well in the
usufil Fern soil, viz., turfy peat and a little loam and
I«af-mould, mixed witli pfenty of good sharp sand. This
Fern and Pt. tricolor both require stove temperature,
but probably Pt, cretica albolincata will succeed quite
as well in a cool greenhouse after the young plants are
established as in a stove ; hut no Ferns, not even our
hardy ones, object to heat while in a young state.

Pteris tricolor appears to be a variety of Pt. asperi-

cauUs, the form of the frond and the general habit of
the plant corresponding exactly with that species.

There is a well-marked silvery stripe down the centre of

all the pinuffi and the secondary divisions of the lower
pair, while the stipes and principal veins are bright
crimson. TIic young fronds are most brillkmtly
coloured ; the parts which, in the adult frond, become
green, are of a bright crimson, while the stripe which
afterwards becomes silvery is a pale delicate phik. A
well grown specimen of this phmt is one of the most
beautiful objects it is possible to conceive. Pt. asperir
caulis is not one of the easiest Ferns to cultivate, and
Pt. tricolor seems to have inherited part of its constitu-

tion. It, however, grows well in a close warm houte,
partially shaded by other plants ; it should be carefully

guarded from draughts of cold or dry air, which cause
the fronds to turn brown at the edges; and it should
never be syringed, particularly through the winter. Ifc

was discovered in Malacca- Pteris cretica albo-lineata
is much more hardy and grows very freely under
ordinary treatment. The fronds are about a foot long
and the stipes 8 or 10 inches; they are pinnate, with
linear lanceolate pinna;; the lower pair of pinnae are
bipartite, or divided into two ; the grey or silvery stripe

occupies about half the width of each pinna. The
sterile fronds are broader than the fertile, and serrated
with small sharp teeth; the fertile fronds are more
upright in habit and rather longer than the others.

The habit of the plant is very graceful, and it makes a
small-growing neat specimen. Delta, in Turner and
Spencer's Florist, FruUist, and Garden Mi^cellan^for
November.

Poisoning hg Aconite.—A case of poisoning by Aconif'e

root is described by Mr. J. B. Brown, in the Lancet
of Oct, Gth, arising from the accidental use ot Aconite
root in tho place of Horseradish. A pound of the
Aconite root wm cut into slices and mixed with a gallcin

of pickles. Four raemhcra of a family partook of the
pickles, and were attacked with violent spasms, and
severe pains, with prickling sensation In the limbsy and
partial loss of sight. Chloric ethor and ammonia were
given in full doses. Two of the patients who had taken
a large quantity of the vinegar suffered more sevorel^-,

and in these cases Mustard poultices were applied to the

chest and b;ick of the neck, and galvanism employed,

in addition to the other remedies. AU the patients
oT!wlii!illv rp^overed. PharmacetUical Journal,

Calendai of Operations*
{For the eiuuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMEN'T,

C05ST.TIVAT0BT, &c.—Attend carefully to specimen

hard-wooded plants, which it may be neceasary to

winter in this house; many of these are impatient of
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fire-heat and a contined atmosphere. Use no more

artificial warmth, therefore, than is nbsolutely neces-

sary, and endeavour to counteract its drying efiects

either by means of evaporating pans, or by spi-inlilinfif

the borders, &c., in order to prevent anything lil;e a dry

parched state of the atmo-sphere. It is in many cases

difficult to maintain a sufficiently moist atmosphere

without cKusing drip, as the moisture in the house gfits

condensed upon the glass, and unless provision is made

by means of inside gutters and pipes to catch the con-

densed moisture and carry it off, it is nearly im-

possible during frosty ^Yeather to preserve the beauty

of flowers for any length of time ; and in cases

where there is no provision made against this kind

of moisture falling upon the plants, the tempera-

ture should be kept as low as may be consistent with

safety, avoiding moisture in the atmosphere as far

as possible whenever the glass is affected by frost.

Plants in cold pits that may have been excluded from

light and air for a few days must not be too sudJenly

uncovered; on the contrary, they should be very

gradually inured to exposure. Take advantage, how-

ever, of mild days to give air freely and keep the plants

very sparingly supplied wUU water at the root so as to

prevent the production of weakly sappy wood. Look

frequently over anytbing subject to the attacks of

mildew, apply sulphur the moment this pest makes its

appearance, and see that everything is perfectly free

from insects. If there is any prospect of a scarcity of

bloom next May, a portion of the Achimenes and

Gloxinias should be repotted at once and placed in a

warm part of the stove, choosing such as have been the

longest at rest ; and a few Clerodendrons, Allamandas,

a plant or two of Echites splendens and Dipladenia

crassinoda, may also be started ; hut unless plants of

these are at comm.md with well-ripened wood, and that

have been some time at rest, there will be nothing

gained by attempting to start them into growth at

present, for in most cases it is difficult at this season to

maintain a sufficiently warm temperature to secure

anything like free growth from these unless the plants

have been well prepared for an early start. A gentle

bottom-heat of about 80"* or 85" will be of great service

to such things in inducing a healthy root action, and if

this can be secured there will be little difficulty about

obtaining free vigorous growth. Let Ixoras and all

other hard-wooded plants that have mi\de sufficient

growth be kept rather dry flt the root in order to check

their growth, and induce a tendency to form bloom

buds; but do not let the soil in the pots get so dry as

to affect the foliage.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNKHiES.—^The supply of ripe fruit from May until

August being usually obtained from plants that start

into fru't without making growth in spring, a fair pro-

portion of the stock should therefore be in a well

matured state by or shortly after this season, and any
sudden changes of temperature which might induce too

many of them to show fruit at once should be carefully

avoided. That portion of the stock expected to furnish

the autumn supply of fruit should not be too much
checked at present, indeed these may be kept growing

slowly all the winter, which is perhaps the most certain

method of preventing their fruiting too early in spring.

•Where the stock of plants likely to fruit without making
farther growth is considered insufficient to meet the

demand until August, the stronger plants of those for

autumn fruiting should be encouraged to make growth as

early as can be done without weakening the foliage, with

the view of preparing them for showing fruit in April.

Examine the soil occasionally about young stock grow-
ing in the open bed, and do not allow it to become un-

healthily dry, for this would probably result in a great

portion of the stock showing fruit prematurely, and it is

also a work of some difficulty properly to moisten the

bed if it is once allowed to get too much dried up. Use
no more fire-heat for the present than will suffice to

maintain the requisite temperature, which, for the

general stock, need not be high for some time yet.

ViNEEiKS.—As soon as the buds in the early house
|

are feirly started the temperature should be iucreosed

to 60' at night and 65" by day, allowing it to rise 10"

on bright days. Take every opportunity of admitting
a little fresh air, but recollect that the foliage will not
bear exposisre to cold drying winds, therefore air should

"be admitted in contact with the heating apparatus*, and
when it may be necessary to give hack air the sashes or

Ventilators must be opened but very little, and if pieces

of netting could be nailed over the openings this would
greatly assist in preventing cold currents blowing into

the honse. Where the border cannot be warmed, see

that it is well protected from wet, &c., by a thick-

covering of dry litter, or whatever more efficient

covering can be recommended. Look over ripe Grapes
often, removing any decaying berries, and aim at

securing a dry atmosphere with the least possible appli-

cation of flre-heat.

Peachks.—Until the trees are fairly on the move do
not keep the night temperature higher than from 40**

to 45° by means of fire-heat; but an advance of 10"

early in the day, with plenty of moisture in the atmo-
sphere, should be secured. Syringe the trees frequently,

and secure a thoroughly moist atmosphere. Also see that
the inside border is in a moist healthy state, and if this
is not the case, two or three applications of tepid water
Ahoold be given. It is becoming very much the ord-^'
of the day to liave Peach trees and most other thin

which are wanted for very early forcing in pots; and

this plan offers the advantage of being able to afford

the roots a mild regular bottom-heat, which is of the

greatest importance in early forcing, and excellent

crops are thus obtained. But the trees must be pre-

pared for tliis purpose by having been grown some

time in pots; and where these are not at hand, unless

they can be purchased from the nurserymen who pre-

pared them, nothing can be done this season except to

procure and pot the trees, and prepare them for next

year.

Strawbehbies.—Where ripe fruit is wanted early,

a portion of the most promising plants should now be

selected and placed in a pit where they can he afforded

a gentle bottom-heat; or if this cannot be commanded,

a Peach-house or Vinery which has just been closed for

forcing will do. They must, however, be kept close to

the glass, for they require all the light that can pos-

sibly be afforded them at this season, and a free

admission of air on mild days, with a low temperature

until the fruit is fairly set.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
As soon as the leaves are down get all borders neatly

trimmed up for tlie winter ; in doing this, places in-

tended for Hollyhocks, Dahlias, &c., next summer should

be prepared by deep digging and working in plenty of

good rotten manure ; there is generally as much time to

spare now for that kind of work as at planting time.

See that coarse growing plants which may be encroach-

ing upon their weaker neighbours are reduced so as to

occupy their proper places. Valuable plants, as varie-

gated Hollies, Rhododendrons, &c., if not growing as

freely as it is desirable that they should do, would be

benefited by a liberal allowance of rotten manure or

well-decayed leaf soil applied as a top-dressing, covering

it with a'little fine soil, and working it into the ground

around the ball towards the extremities of the roots.

But Rhododendrons, and what are generally termed

American plants, bear removal so well that these where

not growing satisfiictorily should bo taken up, the

ground well prepared by a liberal addition of peat or

leaf soil, and replanted. Continue to give careful atten-

tion to half hardy plants in cold frames, taking advan-

tage of every favourable opportunity to expose them
freely to air. Anything of which there is but a spare

supply of plants to propagate from should be placed in

growing quarters at once, taking care to keep them
near the glass and free from insects, mildew, &c., for

soft-wooded plants in heat at this season are very sub-

ject to the attacks of insects. If not already done

Gladioli should now be planted. Choose a warm
thoroughly-drained situation, work the soil well by deep

digging, and add plenty of rotted manure, elevate the

bed, or patch a few inches above the general level,

plant the bulbs 5 or 6 inches deep, and 6 inches apart,

surrounding them with 1 inch of sand hefore covering

with mould; protect during the winter, against

excessive wet and frost, with a thick layer of saw-

dust, old tan, dry litter, an old carpet, thatched

frame, or tarpaulin; the three latter coverings

must be removed during favourable weather, and

the former coverings entirely cleared off when the

plants appear. In small gardens, where the ground

is reauired for Spring flowering bulbs, plant two or

three in a 6 or 8-inch pot, and treat as recommended
for Liliums; immediately the beauty of the spring

flowers is over, prepare for the reception of the

Gladioli ; in planting out, great care must be exercised

in removing them from the pots, not to disturb the

roots. In wet cold soils, the bulbs would be safer if

stored in pots during the winter, and planted out in

May. When done blooming, the bulbs may either be

lifted in patches, potted and treated, during the winter,

as already recommended, or allowed to remain in the

ground, and protected as described above ; established

patches produce a finer display than the bulbs would if

annually disturbed and broken up. Ranunculuses

may also now be planted. The situation of the beds

should be cool and somewhat moist ; at the same time,

there should be good drainage. The most suitable soil

is a hazelly loam. If, therefore, the natural soil be

unsuitable, remove it to the depth of about 2 feet, and

4 feet in width, replacing it with rich loam from an
old pasture ; this ought to be rather firmly trodden

in, and should form the foundation and principal portion

of the bed. On this should be laid a liberil dressing

of well decayed manure, mixing it a little with the

undersoil; and over this, for the top of the bed, should

be laid a layer of soil six inches deep, for planting the

tubers in ; this latter should be stiffish fibry loam,

mixed with well-decayed cow-dung and leaf-soii. Diaw
drills, 6 inches apart, and 2 inches deep, with

a small hoc, and plant the roots 4 in(;hes apart, with

the claws downwards, gently pressing them into the

soil; the crown of the tubers should be at least l\ inch

under the surface of the bed.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEX GARDEN".
Do not let Pears get over-ripe before being used ; also

look over the whole stock as often as time can be spared,

removing any fruit that exhibit symptomsof decay, and

put them aside for immediate use. Any of the choicer

varieties of Pears that do not ripen properly in the fruit

room should be removed to a warm dry room for a few

days, which will be found to greatly improve them. Keep
all fruit as cool and dry as possible ; if frost is excluded

from the house, it can scarcely be too cool where the

object is to preserve fruit plump and sound as long as

possible. Push forward pruning, naiUng, tying espalier

trees, and such like tedious operations as fast as the
weather and circumstances will admit. Get manure
wheeled upon vacant ground when the weather is frosty

and this can be done without injuring the walks, and
get all spare ground turned up, so as to expose it to the

action of the weather. Tor land that has been long

cropped with vegetables a dressing of fresh loam would
in many cases be preferable to manure, and where this

is wanted and can be obtained it should be got to hand,

in order that advantage may be taken of frosty days for

wheeling it upon the ground. Where fresh soil cannot

be obtained, charred vegetable refuse, such as pruning

of shrubberies, edgings of walks, and many things which

turn up in the course of the seasoij, may be cheaply

made to form an excellent substitute.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Kov.15 , 1860, as observed at the Horticultural Gardenn

Baboheter.
TKMFKBATUftl.
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iN.E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
S,W.
S.W.

47.7 ' 45.8

s

.06

.04

.00
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jjov. 9—Overcast, ; densely overcast ; rain at night.

— 10-Rain; fozgy and drizzly; rain.

— 11—Hatv and told; fine; frosty at night.

— 12—Foggy; hazy; densely overraat.
— 13—Foggy ; fine ; densely overcast ; rain at night.
— 14—Foggy; overcast; fine; heavy rain at nighu
— 15—Hazy; fine; very clear at night.

Mean temperature of the week,2J deg. below the average.

BECOUD OF THE WE.\THEK AT CHISWICK
During the last 34 years, for the enauiug Week, ending Nor. 24, I860.

Prevailing Winds.

Nov.

Sunday JR..

Mon. 19 .

Tues. 20.

.

Wed. 21..

Tbura. 22..

Friday 23..
SHtur. 24 .

4S.3

48.5
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4^4

0,1 V
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0..H6

O.hO
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3
1

1

3
3
1

4

tU

6 3
4

i

5
4

5

6

4

2

4
6
3
3

CO

3

3

2
2

CA

3
6
3
4

5

4

II

11

6
10

6

II

9

3

2

«

4

7
6

2:

s

6

\

2

S

The hinhest temperature durinjt the above period occurred on the 20th,

1844—therm. 59 deg. ; and the lowest on the 23d, 1858—therm 9 deg.

S3

Notices to Correspondents.

Boilers; Runticus. For so small a house almoat any boiler ot

low power ought to answer. There are two—Monro's Canuon

Boiler and Lobjoit's—which will f^ive you all the heat you

want. Stephenson's and Shewen'a boilers are, we learn, no

longer made.
Books: Ah Enquirer, Bristol. We have studied Botany diU-

gently for nearly 50 years, and we are a very long way from
having a "thorough knowledg-e" of tlie science. Bo content

thou with the possible; and by way of a beginning make
yourself ma.ster of Dr. Lindley's School Botany and Descrip-

tive Botany. When you have done that we will advise you

farther.^Yonng Gardener. Lindley's School Botany.—f^ter.
We know of no illustrated work on forming flower-beds for

villa gardens. A few patterns are iu iluciutosk's Book of the

Garden.
Edging Tiles: Sanworth asks whether Hogg's edging tiles

answer the purpose for which they are made—especially a«

to their supposed power to resist the effects of frost—and

where they can be procured ?

Insects: Anon. The minute moth-like insects on the leaves of

your Gesneras and Hibiscus, are evidently the Aleyrodes

proletclla. a species belonging to the family Aphidffi,

extremely difficult to destroy in the perfecf state,

and which being very active on the wing will spread over

other plants. They are more tender, and consequently

mora easily destroyed in the larva state by using a wash of

lime-water and soap-sud.s on the leaves. W.
Leather CcTTiNGs: An Enquirer, Bristol. Cuttings of hides, if

dug into the ground, will act slowly like horn, hoof* *c.,

and be useful ; but leather, that is to say, tanned hides, is,

we believe, worthless.

Names uf Fruits: Correspondents should not bo unrensoname.

We cannot undertake to name baskets full of different sorts.

In future we must make it a rule never to examine more

than six sorts, whatever may be the number forwarded.—

Pomona. 1, Duchesse d'Angoulgme; 2, 3. BeurrS Di^; *»

Passe Colmar ; 6, appears to be Jean de Witto ; 5, Hall Door.

£ IK. 1, 2, Blenheim Pippin ; 3, Wormsley Pippin ; 4. ron-

dante d'Automne.—T/. 1, Beurr^ Bosc ; 5, Louise Bnnne

(of Jersey) ; 6, Winter NeUs ; 8, Eyewood ; 10, Beurr^ Viei^

—J B. 1, 5, Marie Louise; 3, Beurre de Capiaumont.H

Names OF Plants: Alpha. 3,Sedum Sieboldi, avery handsomfl

plant. We cannot undertake to name leaves.—XiPCT^MWU

Bifrc-naria recemosa.— ropay. Sericographis GhiesbreKhti:isa.

Peach Pkoninq : EiUamere. Don't you see that the mana^
ment of a Peach tree trained ss a bush for the orchard hoi^

must neceasarilif be wholly different from what is requirea

for a plant trained to a wall. If you apply the orchard house

I plan to your walla you will ruin your trees.

6eei>3 FROM Natal: Dundee. You have recuived nothing hut

common things out of some garden, which you might havB

bought of any nurseryman for ISd. Those who send such

oeds to their friends in Europe doubtless mean well, t"*!

act unwisely. There is probably not one mere garden pla^^

in the world which is not known or has not been known ui

this country. Correspondents should .send their friends here

the seeds of wild plants—and ol nothing else. ,.,

The Pampas Grass: )r. What you describe is hermaphrodite-

This plant does not bear male and female flowers
<*°-J''f

aamn indindual, but on different individuals. We hold to

the opinion that the female is the only one worth growing.

The male is too brown and too much like a reed. r r si

Wizard of the North Strawberry: Mr. Richard ^J"ijj^'
market gardener, Boston, complains that although au-

Yates, of St. Ann's Square. Manchester, offers to *"PP'J

applicants gratuitously with thi^ Strawberry, yet that ne,

Gosling, can get neither plants nor reply to his apphcatiou-

Misc : G 11. If you deal with "travelling" nurserymen masu

up your mind to be cheated. The names you have «nj "

are. to use the plain English tonsrne, so manv lies. •'"^

refer tolthe fifardmn-j' Chronicle of 1857, P*«« ^^4 *?3icrt
what happened to the good folks at Manchester. ,^,'^

"f"»vg

that upon the appearance of the remarks aV^^'^^^'*;^_
gentleman referred to disappeared '»'}^^^"-^^"T^u ot
Is. will be gUen for a Number of Gardentr^ ChrQnu:ie

February 2T, 1838.
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ARTIFICIAL MANUKES, &c.— Manufac^tureis

and others engaged in making AETIFICXAL JIANURES
niay obtain every necessary instruction for tlieir economical

ftiid efficient preparation, by applying to J. C, Nesbit, F.G.S,,

isG.f Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kenninj^ton, London, S- Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

phates of Lime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find amplefacilityand accommoda-
tion at the Coliege.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Tlioy would call particular attention to the articleDISSOLVED
BONES, in whicli they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

from Bones,
The Loudon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs/ A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
ne, Fenchurch Street, E.C, Edw. Purser, Secretary.

AUTUMN SOWING.
THE PATENT NITRO^PHOSPHATE or BLOOD

MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant
Farmers, occupying upwards of 80,000 Acres of I>aud.

Chairman.—JOSAS Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridge.
Works: Plaistow, Essex-

ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for WHEAT (Autumn Sowing)
ODAMS^S BLOOD MANURE for ROOT CROPS,

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIMB.
PRICES, with particulars for use, may be obtained at the

Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street , E,C. C. T- Macadam, Sec.

A N U RLAWES'S MA-NUKES.
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £6 6

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. G 6

„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..5 5

,, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES S

Wheat Manure : Peruvian Gujino is proved to be the best and
cheapest aitificial manuio that can be used for Wheat at

autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs, Gibbs; Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,

Kape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the

market prices, by Mr. J, B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C, and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNARD, lack, and CO.'rf CONCENTUATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
^CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate/'
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Fricea, &c., may be had on application to Burnard^ Lack,
&Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth- ^_^

A^
GRTcurrURATi AKD GENERAL MACHINERY-
—As PRIZEHOLDERS f3r the best Articles manufac-

tared, Messrs, Burgess if Key, of 95, Newgate Street, Ix)ndon^

E.C-, invite the attention of the Public to their large and
choice Stock,

REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &

f:v, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C-

LAWN -MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS and
KEY'S

Machines are the most sinaple and effective yet introduced to

the public, and at a lower price—16 in,, 6^ ; 19 in., 6^ 10^.;

25 in,, 7i. ; including box of tools, &a, for sharpening. Garden
Engines and all kinds of Garden Tnols Mw:u\s in stock.

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
Important to Gardeners-—The Gntta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following

letter from G. Glennt, Esq., the celebrated Florist:—

" 420, Strand, London,

"Gentlemen.—T have worn GutU Percha Soles and Heels

these two vears, and being so much in a garden as I neces-

sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I

would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warming the material at

the fire, and pressing it from tha thick parts to the worn parts,

ts easily as if it were so much dough, I think it the duty of all

persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a

material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would

ftscape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

" Your obedient servant, G. Glenny."

Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Ttibing. Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses.

Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles, Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet

Traya, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,

Calbotype Trays, Ac. manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or

country-—The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, 18, Wharf
Rofid, City Road, London, E C, ^_^^^
^Tj^HIGT DOM O."—Patronised by her Majesty, the
JC Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Grwe the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Societv, late Mrs
Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq. , of Dartford.
PROTECTION from the COLD WINDS & MORNING FROSTS

•'FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heatand Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from
wini, from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide ,. .. li. 6d. per yard run.
Four yards wide ., ..

^ 3*, per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wido^ 2ji. M. per yard run.

AUo **Frigi Domo** Netting, Syarda wide, \$Ad, per yard nm-
Blisha Thomas Archer. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St, City. E,C., and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throucrhout the kingdom. "It ia much cheaper
than mats as u covering.''

THE F0LLO^yING LETTER, addressed to the
MEMBERS of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

appeared in the Times this week, which deserves perusal ;

—

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
My Lords and Gentlemen,—I beg you will allow me the

honour of conveying to you, through the medium of the press,

my grateful acknowledgments of the handsome manner in

which you have responded to my circular of the 15th ult.,

which I took the liberty of addressiug to you-

It is very gratifying to me, indeed, to find that the trial

which has alrei\dy been made by members of your noble
institution corroborates the fact that my Condiment has the
effect of economising and making straw on tlie farm more
than double its value if chopped up into chaflf and seasoned
with Thorley's Condiment- This compound is just what is

wanted, especially during xhe present wet season, for working
off a vast amount of bad hay, making it palatable, and induc-

ing the animal to eat it with avi-Uty; and by mixing uith
straw-chaff the Condiment, animals are enabled to extract

more noiirishraent from it than they otherwise could. Agri-

culturists, and other owners of stock, are now, by the successful

use of this Condiment, beginning to experience that the value

of food depends upon its perfect digestion. Chemically, its

constituent elements may be of the highest value, but if

imperfectly digested, what is the value of food to the

animal which eat3 it? It has been proved beyond a doubt
that hay and straw properly seasoned with my Condiment is

more no\irishiu^^ than unseasoned food, although the latter

may contain a much larger amount of alimentary matter.

Professor Anderson, recently referring to the Transactions of

the Highland Society, illustrates incidentally the value of my
simple theory, now reduced to practice, which I have with un-
tiring perseverance introduced into the management and
feeding of cattle. He writes as follows :—"The effect a food

produces upon the animal is often due to flavour, orto the pre-

sence of intinitesiraal traces of substances which evade detec-

tion. The nutritive matters are the same in all foods, but it

depends upon their flavour whether they are readily eaten, or

whether they are so repulsive that the animal avoids them
nntil the calls of hunger become irresistible. In the latter

case, of course, they fitil to produce that effect \\'hich was
to be anticipated from the amount of nutritive matters con-

tained in th^jin."

I may remark that the Editorial opposition to the use of

Condiment in the seasoning of food for animals with which I

have had to contend, written by literary gentlemen in want of

a subject, has done an injury not so much to myself as to the

farmer; but now I find that 1 have the support of the best

scientific authorities in this cotmtry and America, it encourages

mc to persevere in the great work I have undertaken ; and I

am now proud to he in a position to announce, in spite of all

opposition, that, in consequence of the increased consumption
—contracts for 100 tons per month, to supply our colonies and
many of our first-class agriculturisrs, such an Peter

Annandale, Esq,, of the Shotley Gmve, Gateshead, and others,

who now order it by tons—I am enabled to reduce the whole-

sale pricu to 30Z, per ton^—say, 20 barrels—delivered free by my
own waggons to any railway t^tatiouiu London.*

I venture to invite the particular attention of every member
who keeps horses, cows, sheep, or pigs, to the following ob-

servations, applicable to each of those animals respectively :

—

The ITorse.—No unprejudiced mind, who imderstands any-

thing at all about the physiology of this noble animal, can read

my testimonials without coming to the conclusion that Condi-

ment to the horse is invaluable in his trained state. The small

quantity of food that supports the horse of the Arab in Arabia

and the East ia the surprise of travellers. Now, not only does

his food contain a larger amount of condiment, but the very

water he drinks is seasoned with it. Does not this, then,

account for what travellers tell us about the "Arab and his

horse?" And does not the absence of such condimental
aliment account for the enormous quantities of food consumed
by horses in this country, and the little work vast nmnbers of

them can do for it? It is estimated that in the metropolitan
district alone there 'are upwards of 4T8,600 heads of cattle,

cows, horses, &c,, the varioua owners of which, hy using my
Condiment^ would effect a saving of 45, per week per head,

which would show an aggregate saving of ninety-five thousand
seven hundred and twenty pound3~!>5,720^ ! a-week, or four

million nine hundred and seventy*seven thousand lour hundred
and forty pounds—4,977,4401. ! per annum ! 1

The Cow.—By the use of my Condiment, Sir John Pringle's

cow gave three times the quantity of milk, the quality being
richer; so that upwards of three times the quantity of the

albuminous matter of her food was manufactured into the

casein of the milk, matter which previously went to the dung-
hill. Another cow, by the use of the same Condiment, wtvrks.

up into the milk more than four times the quantity of protein

compound. A proportionally larger amount of all the other

elements of food, including the Condiment itself, is also

worked up into milk respectively in both cases, and in a

thousand cases besides.

The Sheep,—Mr, Baylis, Mr, Hemming, and many others,

who have given my Condiment to sheep, record a favourable

experience of its use. All declare their shee]i to be healthier

and freer from disease, where the Condiment is properly
given, "Writers on the natural history of the sheep unani-

mously mention that this animal prefers Alpine and condi-

mental food; and if the cause of disease in Scotland (for

an essay on which the HiKhland Society now offer^^ a prize) is

a deficiency of condiment in the food of sheep—which is more
than probable—the prohibition of the exhibition of Thop.ley's

Condiment at Edinburgh Ust year places Mr. Hall Maxwell,
I am afraid, in no very enviable position.

The Pig,—Numerous experiments are now being made with
my Condiment on pigs —one or two of which are expre^^sly to

test the value of the Rothamsted experiment, under tbe
direction of persons, some in favour of Condiment, and other*?

against its use ; and up to the present time the pigs on seasoned

food are gaining 29 lbs, for every 12 lbs, gained by pigs fed on
imseasonod fond—facts which speak for themselves. And I

have no hesitation in predicting that iiingley Hall Show at

Birmingham, and Smithfield Show during the ensuing month,

will tell a tale in my favour, Agaiu tendering you my most

respectful thanks for your kind notice of my recent circular,

I am, my lords and gentlemen.

Your most obedient and humble Servant,

JOSEPH THORLEY.

w ^LAND DRAIIMACE.
ORKS OP DRAINAGE of anv extent are
EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE

AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro^
porty, whether freehold, entailed, nioitgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate. ^

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the wovks are completed ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, ofannual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.
No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
"Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to Wiluam Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Of&cea of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

THE LANDS IMPKOVKMEXT COMl'AXy,—
Incorporated bv Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Wcstmiu-ster, S.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Survetors, &c.

IN England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Rill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature, The Comp;my now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being li4uidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

L Drainage, Irrisation and "Warping, Embanking, Inclosing.
,

Clearing, Recl:imation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation,

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the hanks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm nouses and other
buildings for farm purposes-

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament^ Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Wnrks, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners,
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old PaLice Yard Wei^tminster. S.W.

Mil. BUCKMAN, I'rol'essor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Eatates, such as tho Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearin^i Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Comm\niic:\tions to be addressed to

Professor Bookman, Dollar Ward. Cirencester.

OLLEGK OF AGUICULTUKK and CKEMlbTUY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, 3.

Principal—J. C. Ne&bit, F.G.S., P,C,a, &c.
The system of studies ]>urriuod in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepareyouth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College, The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the PrincipaL

EXHIBITION OF UUGS AT^BIRMINGHAM.—
The First Great Exhibition of SPORTING and other

DOGS will be held in the Repository of Messrs. Brctherton i:

Harrison, Chcapside, Dirniingham, on MONDAY and
TUESDAY, December 3 and 4, the first and second days of the

Cattle and Poultry Show. Admission on Monday^ the

PRIVATE VIEW, 2%-. til.; and on Tuesday, 1*. The doors

will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies, and of the Cattle and
Poultry Show. F, Burdett, Hon. Sec.

Edgbaston. Birmintrham,

IKMINGHAM CATTLK and POULTRY SHOW.
B\S60.—The TWELFTH CxRRAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF CATTLE. SHEEP, PICiS, ROOTS, and DOMESTIC POUL-
TRY, will be held in Binplev Hall, Birminghiim. on MON-
DAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, Decem-
ber 3. 4, 5, and e.

The Private View on Monday, December 3. Admission-
Monday, 5«. ; Tuesday, TVeHnesday, and Thursday, 1». The
doors wilt bo opened at 9 o'clock each morning-.

For Special Railway Arranpemonts, see the Advertisomenta

and Bills of the several Companies.

Wixt ^Gttcultutal ©ajrtte.
^SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17. 1860.

The paper on outfalls, in another column, by
Mr. Bailey Denton, will bo read -with general

interest. There is indeed especial interest attach-

ing to its subject at the present time, owing to

the extraordinary (juantity of water which is this

season filtering through imperfect outfalls, to the

great damage of tlie land from which it is tardily

escaping, instead of pouring, as it ought to do,

through unimpeded wEterways directly to the sea*

And additional interest will be taken in these

letters of Mr. Cailey Denton, owing to their

being preliminary to a public^ meeting of land-

owners and others, to be held in reference to this

subject during the Smithfield week in London,

with the intention of urging a legislative inter-

ference with the present hindrances to land

drainage.

DvTEY r. Gillett. This action, which ia of

considerable importance to the agricultural m-
The carriaRe per railway on ton parcels from station to

|

. ^-^ j^^ ^l^g FariBgdon Ptt'y besSlCDfl

inn according to Act of Parliament, is U'i. per ton per mUe. teresi
,
w aa l

Tlie Inventor and SMe Proprietor of

Thobley's Food for Catt-ie.

Offices and Steam Mills, .Caledonian Road, King's Cross,

London, N.

Ketail Depot, 77, Newgate Street, City, E.C.

November 17, 1S60.

station according
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on Thursday, the 8th of the present month. The part of the exhibitors of implements, or the '

plaintiff, a respectable fanner in lierkshire, sued

the defendant, "Nvho is a seedsman, for damages
which he had sustained in the loss of crop from
the admixture of a quantity of Burnet in the

Sainfoin seed purchased from him. It appeared
from the evidence of the plaintiff and his

men that they -were totally unacquainted "with

the Burnet until it Tvas introduced into the

parish in the Sainfoin seed ; and in reference

to the crop in dispute, it was shown by Prof.

BtrcKirA:N' that the Burnet, with some varieties of

Bromus (commonly called Lop), formed somewhere
about a quarter of the crop. The seed for it

"Was estimated to have contained as much as 10
per cent, of Burnet, which had come up regularly in

the drills, and was of the true agrarian or culti-

vated form, much larger and more rampant in its

mode of growth than the wild examples of Burnet,
which, in as far as he could observe, did not form
a part of the native iiora of the district.

For the defence it was attempted to be shown
that the defendant had sold the seed from sample,

and as, therefore, the plaintiff had used his own
judgment, the case could not be sustained. This

plea, however, was not only denied by the plaintiff,

who deposed to paying an extra price for the seed,

in order to get the very best, but it was overruled by
the Court, inasmuch as buying by sample required

that the sample shown should be taken by the pur-
chaser to be compared with the bulk, which was
not the case. The matter then left for the jury to

decide was whether the plaintiff had sustained

damage, and, if so, to assess its amount; and we
are left to suppose that these gentlemen could not
understand the nature of the damage, as their

verdict was for the defendant.
Kow, in reference to this subject it may be a

matter of interest to learn that though the different

seeds were exhibited in Court, yet that both the
counsel and his Honour confessed to a great diffi-

culty in distinguishing them ; a difficulty, indeed,

fully participated in by a large majority of farmers

;

stni, however, they are not only well known by
the seedsmen, but are easily separated, and there-

fore Sainfoin seed cannot be sold as genuine
when it contains tilth of this description ; and
the evil arising out of such a sale ought
not to be left to the decision of those who
confessedly know nothing of the matter,
and further who cannot comprehend either the
nature of the damage itself or the means by which
it has been iailicted. AVe are led to make this

observation because there seemed to be a feeling

in the Court that inasmuch as the Burnet produced
a larger plant than the Sainfoin that therefore it

could hardly be mischievous ; when, in truth, this

is the ground of its injury ; for the Burnet
is a plant of bad feeding quality, and yet grows
so rampant as to smother out the Sainfoin, which
is a desirable plant, from its extremely nutritious

character. In this case it is no argument to say,

as was done, that Burnet seed is dearer in

the seed market than Sainfoin seed itself, as it

was scarcely supposed that the Burnet had been
purposely introduced ; but the complaint was that

it had not been separated, and as we now get most
of our Sainfoin from abroad it is usually very foul,

and all honest seedsmen would use their utmost skill

to separate the weeds from the real seed, as it is just
for this skill and the loss in bulk in consequence,
that they are paid by the farmer a considerable
advance upon their wholesale purchase, sufficient

indeed to make the business of a seedsman one of
great profit and respectability—a circumstance
which has doubtless greatly contributed to the
admission into its ranks of a number of pretenders
•who are slow to believe that honesty is the best
policy.

."We cannot conclude these remarks witUout
eaqpressing our obligations to Mr. Davei' for thus
bringing this matter before the public, as in this
he is only following up what we have been ao

.
earnest in exposing for some time past, and
though he has failed in obtaining that redress
which he has sought, to the evident surprise of a
crowded Court, it must gratifv him to know that
he is legally correct, and that liis right to redress
will be admitted when the case can be rightly
understood.

existence of any anhmis against the Royal Agri-
cultxiral Society of England ; their protest was
against the growing evil of imperfect trinls which
that Society sanctioned. The agricultural mind
had been wrongly informed by the Society's judges,

and instances could be quoted of prize implements
being recalled by the makers of them, rather than
suffered to remain out and damage the reputation

of the firm that had manufactured them, and to

whom the prize had been awarded. Implement
trials should be conducted during the season

proper for the use of each class of imple-
ments. One season was not fit for all, and
as regards the ploughing trials of the Society,

not only are they unseasonable, but they
are entirely unnecessary and useless, ** After
10 years of neck and neck competition, among the

principal rival prize takers in this instrument, will

any farmer tell me," said Mr. Kansome, *'if an
advantage to the extent of 6s, per annum can be
obtained by the use of any one of them over the
other ? " Trials of scarifiers, reaping machines,
steam ploughs, threshing machines, were subjected
to similar criticism, and Mr. Kansome claimed
that those implements "which are in familiar use
should be taken out of the category of implements
to be tried, so that by confining the trials to the
new or the less commonly used machines, time
should be obtained for the leisurely and thoroufrh
examination which all machines require. He
was also convinced that the benefits of competition
at shows could not be secured so long as one prize
crowned the whole. "When six or seven men, all

possessing about the same amount of mechanical
knowledge and ability, had each spent hundreds
of pounds in endeavouring to present a good im-
plement, the fact that if they competed for a prize,
one of them would be sent up to the seventh
heaven of glorification, while all the others would
be nowhere, would naturally disincline them to
exhibit at all.

Mr. Howard, of Bedford, agreed with Mr.
HoBBS in the view which he .had taken of the
implement trials before the Agricultural Society.
Although the Uoyal Agricultural societies had
partially succeeded in the object they had in view,
they had also committed a great many mistakes.
Everyone who had bought many prize implements
must know that such was the case ; every imple-
ment maker, on looking back at the awards made
at various periods, could point to numerous mis-
takes on the part of the judges. He remembered
the deferred trial which took place at Mr. Hobbs's
of the reaping machines. Although that trial

was an extended one, deferred from the Chelms-
ford meeting, it was by no means a satisfactory

one, nor was the award one which ought to have
guided the farmers of this country. The first

prize was awarded for a reaping machine which he
happened to buy—being present at the trial—and
which no doubt did its work best under the cir-

cumstances. He took it home, and it did its work
in a most efficient manner upon the land on which
he tried it—that was to say, land as flat as the table

beforehim; butimmediatelyhetriedit on land which
had a rise of not more than 1 foot in 20, it proved
perfectly useless. A number of farmers bought
reaping machines fashioned upon the same model,
and they were equally disappointed at the result.

He thought that there should be much fuller and
more elaborate reports with regard to the various
machines that were tested. At present the judges
picked out some one machine, and pronounced that
the best ; and that for months was all the world
knew about it. But that was not the best mode
of proceeding, Keports ought to be published im-
mediately of the actual performance of the
machines, apart altogether from the opinion of the
judges as to which, was best.

Mr, Bradshaw, of Guildford, quoted instances
of a similar kind to that which Mr. Howaed had
referred to. Prize carts, prize reapers, and prize
ploughs had all been discarded by him,

Mr. CfiosKiLL, of Beverley, contended that
prizes were not such an incentive to effort as
public competition. As to agriculturists basing
their purchases on the results of trials at agricul-
tural shows, he was confident that that was a state

of things which was rapidly passing away. He
believed that the farmers of England were as
capable as any other body of men of forming
a correct judgment as to their own business and
interests. They did not want engineers or amateurs
in mechanical science to be judges for them as to

At the debate which followed Mr. Fisher
HoBBS^s paper read last week before the London
Farmers' Club, the " dispute or quarrel or what-
ever It might be termed " between the English
Agricultujal Society and the exhibitors at its what implements they requiredlor their farming
annual snows, was immediately brought under operations. As to the second reason ur^ed for the
aiscussion by Mr. Irehoxkais. continuance of trials—that they are the cause of the

JLLr. ALLKN 1U.SS0UE denied any quarrel on the 1 improvements in agricultural machinery, it was

contrary to common sense to suppose that any man
could get his living hj making such machinery
and not be continually improving it.

Mr. Bennett, of Cambridge, spoke strongly on
behalf of the Agricultural Society. He cont'ended
that the protesting manufacturers were in great
error. It might be very inconvenient, and doubt-
less was, to keep up competition, and they had to
pay individually a heavy penalty for their own
popularity, still the community reaped the benefit.

And he would contend that the proceedings of the

Royal Society, ever since its establishment, had
by encouraging competition effected immense
benefit to the country, and was^making British

agriculture the envy and admiration of sur -

rounding nations, S'o one would rejoice more
than himself to see any improvement effected in

the mode of testing the merits of different imple-
ments ; but let well alone, and he begged them
most of all not to cease to encourage the spirit of
emulation among all classes of the agricultural

community.

Mr. SnACKEL of Reading spoke on the one hand
of the advantage he as a farmer had derived from
the meetings and exhibitions of the Agricultural

Society, and declared on the other that some
gentlemen had acted as judges at their meetings

who ** knew no more of pkughing, reaping, or

sowing than one of his cart horses." So far as his

experience went, then, itwould seem that exhibitions

of implements are useful, and that trials of imple-

ments have hitherto been useless,

Mr, Samuelson" of Banbury believed that

the trials before the Agricultural Society had
been productive of very great benefit in two
ways ; first, by directing the attention of that

section of the agricultural public who required

such assistance to the existence of improved
machinery for farming purposes ; and secondly, by
bringing before the agricultural community the

results of dynamometrical and other tests, which

could not otherwise have been obtained. But at

the same time he did think that the awards which

followed these tests frequently partook of th&_

character of a non sequitur. The reports of the

judges might be relied on as a conscientious state-

ment of facts, but the opinions based upon them
might not be of equal value ; and he held that, if

those who were called judges, and who, he believed,

generally discharged their duties with great ability,

and with perfect impartiality, would confine them-
selves to the making reports on trials, leaving

farmers to form their own opinions as to what in

each particular ease would best meet the require-

ments of individuals, those reports would command
an amount of respect and attention, which was not

given to their awards and to the prizes which they

conferred.

Mr. "WiESOK, of Essex, charged the implement

makers present with having spoken and acted for

self aggrandisement at the expense of the Society,

for which Mr. Allex Ransome called him to order.

"What had been said there that evening, he de-

clared was unkind, and in some measure unjust. If

the judges had determined wrongly, it appeared to

him that the system, and not the Society, was at

fault. Who appointed the judges he did not

know. But he believed the Society had always

distributed a large amount ofmoney in prizes, and

found a large field for the exhibition of implements,

as well as a large field where those implements

could be tried; and if the articles were tested

by an improper dynamometer or incompetent

judges, the way to solve that was, not to bicker

with the Society, but at once arraign the decision

of the judges.

Mr. "Williams of Baydon alluded to
^
the

steam culture trials as insufficient, requiring

larger space and longer time than were allotted

to them qt the annual gatherings of the Society.

Mr. Feere was familiar with the competitive

system before examiners at Cambridge, and could

vouch for it that with occasional individual

injustice as its fruit, there was a great balance of

advantage arising out of it, and this must in fact

be the result of a prize system however regulated^

and whether directed towards educational objects

or towards the improvement of agricultural

machinery.

'Ho resolution was arrived at by the Club

—

and the discussion is left to exert what weight

belongs to the several remarks that were made.

It is to be hoped that a conference of all parties

interested in the subject will lead the committee

which has been appointed by the Council of the

Society on this subject to right conclusions as to

the future management of the Society's Implement

Exhibition.
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LAND DRAINAGE AND OUTFALLS.—No. IL

[Mr. Denton's first letter on this Buhject will be found
ia page S9S.]

YoTT closed your recent editorial romarlvs on tills

important subject by soliciting information and facts

bearing upon the necessity of a general legislative

measure such as I ventured to urge in my former com-
munication. Let me add my earnest wish that the
country shcnld bestir itself in iimo, so that the Home
Secretary may feel the necessity of securing an Act in

the next session of Parliament.
Having observed, however, that grievances of this

character are seldom removed by the force of general
opinion, hut remain till one strong hand takes the
matter up, I am afraid we must look to some other
influence than the power of the public voice to secure a
general measure. "What is everybody's business is

nobody's," unless it be that of the Home Secretary, and
may his be the strong hand to take it up and carry it

through.
The object, indeed, is so large if all points be included,

that no private member of Parliament can be expected
to take it upon himself. Lord Morpeth (now Lord
Carlisle), after the very wet winter of 1852, brought
forward a comprehensive measure dealing with rivers,

mills, millowncrs, and all minor evils, and it got as far

as the second reading in the Commons, and was dropped.
ilr, Ker Seymer in 1856 brought in a measure which,
excluding from its operations mill streams, and the
vast and more difficult questions affecting tidal and
navigable rivers, dealt with those minor evils only

which impeded the under-drainage of land. It reached
the House of Lords and was there ejected. Several

attempts at legislation by private members had been
previously made—by Mr, Pusey, Mr. Handley, and
others—but they all failed to reach maturity, owing,

no doubt, to the magnitude of the object, the obstruc-

tions of mill-owners, and the personal jealousies existing

aijiong land-owners themselves. But at the time of

those attempts the vast and profitable results of under-

drainage were not known, and could, therefore, have no
influence upon Parliament, Now we have had 15 years

experience of the operations of the various Drainage
Acts and the very general success which has attended
those operations, has made all* intelligent men, who
before doubted the advantages, converts to deep and
systematic under-drainage; an extending practice which
cannot be separated from, as, indeed, it is greatly
dependent upon, the outfall question we are now
discussing. It was a wet year that forced Lord
Carlisle's bill, short lived as it was, upon the attention
of the legislature, and as there is now from the
late adverse season every probability of agricul-
tural disaster, it is not unlikely that increased
interest in the object may be manifested next session,
for it is our practice In tliis country to profit more by
disaster than by success. Although the winter can
hardly be said to liave commenced, we are suffering

from the effects of a wet autumn following a wet
summer in which the rainfall has considerably exceeded
evaporation, a circumstance so unusual, if it be not un-
precedented, that we cannot calculate its effect upon
next year's produced ^r-Tinderstand our position and
to ancipate the condition of the wet lands next spring,

I may mention that in the month of August lust the
quantity of rainfall in excess of evaporation was
2.562 inches. Last year, when so much was said about
the prevailing drought, evaporation was in excess of

rainfidl in the same moiith 3.218 inches, so that the

difference in the two years was 5.780 inches. Dis-

believers in the advantage of under drainage should

ponder over these figures, and remember that their un-

drained seed-bed is saturated by rain which generally

returns to the atmosphere.

What the effect of a winter on clay lands in this con-

dition will be, remains to be seen.

In my former letter I pointed to the three difficulties

which offer such serious obstructions to sound and
creditable works of under drainage. It is my present

object to bring those difficulties more prominently

before the public :

—

I. The first was the interposition of a neighbour's

land between the drained land and the desired outfall.

The difficulty in cases where a neighbour either objects

to afford egress for the waters of drainage, or remains
passive, is so self-evident that It is hardly necessary to

dwell upon it. The relief to be obtained is simply
some facile means of acquiring an easement or right of
passage through the interposing property upon pay-
ment for the damage done. In the construc-
tion of railways the right to pass through any
description of property h recognised on the ground of
public necessity. Committees of both the Houses of
Parliament will hardly listen to the objections dictated
by private interest. Great Britain, the parent of
railways, does her utmost to encourage her offspriufc.
Ib there not equal reason for granting a passage for
drainage-water, by the discharge of which the produce
of food in this country is so greatly increased ? Does
not every intelligent clay -land farmer look to under-
draining and the amelioration of the soil and the
equalisation of seasons resulting from it, as the only
means by which he can meet the increasing cost of
labour and taxation ; and still, with the example
of Lombardy and its laws with respect to irriga-
tuou before ug, many thousands of acres of
l^nd in this country capable of an immediate increase

of produce of as many thousand quarters of corn are

disabled from taking advantage ot under-draining by
the interposition of a single plot of land which stays

the drainers' works, and bids defiance to the improving
owner who would provide for increasing population

while he would obtain profit himself. A phantom
castle stands in the way; au Englishman's freehold !

which, though it bo but a single acre holding back the
water upon thousands of other acres, we have not the

right to cross, even though we improve the property we
cross.

What is the present effect of this state of things ?

Shallow and inefficient drainage is very often carried

out in lands approaching the outMls under the plea of
incapability of obtaining a proper outlet. In other
cases interposing owners remain passive, in order that
the first promoter may bear the whole expense of the
work; and it very frequently happens that the more
enterprising landowner, rather than suffer an imperfect
finisli to disgrace his improvements, has taken upon
himself his neighbours' work fis well as his own.

II. The second difficulty I would dwell on is the
present unsatisfactory state of the laws as to ordinary
ditches and watercourses. One can iiardly reconcile
our present advance in under draining with
the fact that we cannot cleanse, widen, deepen, or
straiten any public watercourse passing through the
property of another person without his consent, much
less can we oblige him to do it, though its condition
may be known by all parties to be insufficient for the
discharge of the water of accumulated drainage. It is

true we have the Act called Lord Lincoln's Act
(10 & 11 Vic cap. 38, sec. 14), but it is worse than
nothing, for it has the credit of being legally sufficient,

although I believe only one case to enforce the
cleansing of an existing ditch has ever been tried

under it, and that failed to attain the object in

view. The reasons are obvious. The necessity of
giving formal and legal notice—the uncertainty and
delay of obtaining a warrant from two justices in petty
sessions—the personal aimoyance of appearing as an
opponent to a neighbour who, peradventure, may be a
magistrate himself; the disagreeable process of levying

a distress for costs and expenses, and sundry other
invidious discomforts and troubles attending the Act
render it practically nugatory. Moreover it contem-
plates merely the cleansing and scouring of existing

ditches; no provision is made for widening, deepening,

and straitening such as are shallow and tortuous, with-

out which it is waste of money to interfere with them.
The following scene was described to me as one which
was enacted upon an occasion of an effort to bring

Lord Lincoln's Act into operation.

A landowner appeared at the petty sessions of , in

the county of , to obtain a warrant under the Act.

Havinjj stated his case he found that the neighbour
against whom he required the warrant was known to
the three presiding maglstnttes. They all expressed a
disinclination to issue a warrant, and postponed the ca?e,

promising to see their negligent friend and induce him
to clear out the ditch without litigation. When the
landowner attended a fortnight afterwards he was
surprised to find not only that there was no engagement
to cleanse the ditch, but that when the case was brought
on for hearing, the clerk was instructed to search for

precedents, and the case was again adjourned. It need,
hardly be said that as no precedent was found the
landowner did not trouble himself further, and the
ditch remains uncleansed to this day. How often it is

that ditches into which it is sought to empty the
"4 feet nnder-drainiige," now so much adopted, are
often not half that depth ! In my own experience I

have met with instances where the outlets of estates,

of which the inheritance has been charged with the
cost of under drainage have lost their action

within a few years of the charge being created, and in

one case a tenant on a large estate pointed out the
"failure," as he termed it, of certain works of under-
di*ainage at a time when he was himself unable to find

the discharging outlet ! It had in fact been closed by
the silting up of the outfall ditch as perfectly as ever

any cork closed the mouth of a bottle, and on investiga-

tion I found that the owner of the property below
would not remove nor allow his neighbour to remove
the impediment. All this is radically wrong. As we
would cut a single drain, or drain a single field,

by beginning at the lowest end of the one and
at the outlet of the other, in order to give
freedom to incoming waters, so should the drainage of
the entire kingdom be conducted. Every part should

organize with the whole—the tidal sea with the flowing

rivers, the rivers with the main tributary water-

courses ; the main watercourses with the outfiill ditches;

the outfall ditches with the outlets of the main under-

drains, and the mains with the minor under-drains.

Reversing this order of operations, we have launched

into a vast expenditure of money in under drainage,

without any consideration of the general system or

ramification of works essential to an effective discharge

of the water set free,

III. The third difficulty I pointed out was that

which a majority of improving landowners feel when

they find thcv cannot drain a low-lying district m con- eiecatea by tlie

sequence of the objection or disability of a minority. ff«t_-
for capital

With the experience we

anomalous that no such facilities exist enabling land
owners in districts to unite in carrying out ordinary
drainage works under proper restrictions, so as to avoid
the heavy cost and cumbrous provisions of special
legislation.

But as my present object is to draw attention to the
crying necessity for improved facilities for deep and
eftective under drainage, by|an Act of Parliament, secur-
ing a more ready discharge for drainage waters, I
will not provoke objections by enlarging upon the
sphere of action to which a general measure might most
advantageously apply. The clay soils—the "Wheat
growing and 'bread producing soils, which require

parallel under drainage to bring them under subjection,

occupy for the most part the higher grounds, and it is-

well known that the springs that hurst from the out-

crop of strata find vent at high levels. All I would
claim for those who have expended and are still expend*
ing large sums of money in ridding these higher lands-

of injurious waters is, that they should not be debarred

from effective discharge into the natural outfalls by the

interposition of a neighbour's landmark or the insuf-

ficiency of the laws relating to the maintenance of

common water-ways.
In a future letter I will endeavour to point out the

legislative means by which the present difficulties may
be overcome. J. Bailey Benton, M, Inst. C.E, 52, Far-
llament Street, Westminster.

THK AGKICULTURE OP BERKSHIRE.

THE EEV. J. C. CLUTTEEBTJCIT, OF LOXa WITTENHAM".

(Continued from p. 1007.)

The Vale.—Tlie tenacious character of the Gaulfj

and Kimmeridge clays gives a distinct agricultural

character to these strata. They may be spoken of
together because they are found in juxtaposition,

without the intervening Portland oolite and iron

sand as in Oxfordshire, and are marked to a certain*

extent with the same condition of exposed or covered
surfiice. The gault is known to geologists as a bed of
very uniform thickness, it forms a narrow and very
remarkably level band beneath the low escarpments of

the green sand : the Kimmeridge clay is subject to
greater variations in extent and surface. Where these

clays are exposed or covered with drift of the chalk and-

green sand, they are in either case strong, and in the-

latter fertile soils. The gault is exposed among other

places near the Didcot station, and presents a peculiarly

uninviting aspect, the water in winter stagnating on the-

surface of rough and apparently unproductive soil,

though it is a strong clay thinly covered with the green*

sand and chalk drift, with a surface soil containing

much vegetable matter. The low level at which the
land lies makes it very difficult to obtain a drainage

outfall, a difficulty increased by the depth to which the-

stratum is covered with the Thames drift, which rises to

an elevation of several feet between this point and the-

river- A main carrier In such localities cut in a direct

line would improve the value of lai^e tracts of heavy but
useful land. Persons passing this spot would scarcely

believe that the Didcot corn market, lately established

as a commodious corn exchange, is a centre for the sale-

of the produce of some of the best corn land in

England. Numerous and spirited buyers attend this

market to seek the best qualities of Wheat, which they
buy liberally to any amount.
Near the place alluded to is a farm not long since-

owned and occupied by an amateur farmer, which wa»
deep drained on the most approved principles, but with
so little fall that there is very great difficulty in keep-
ing the outfalls clear; added to which, the water is-

pent back by mill-dams on the stream below ; thus the
large sura sunk in draining is of little value to the
present occupier. Some of the land is of the nature-

above described on the green sand, which runs together
and presents a surface which holds the water even-

above deeply seated drains. Happily the sheer surface

of the gault is but little exposed; near the outcrop-

beneath the green sand it is generally covered with the
drift from that stratum mixed with chalk, each of these-

being easily distinguished. Where this drift is deep
the land is very fertile and not difficult to drain, as-

the drift, though of a tenacious character, parts freely

with its water. This condition extends very frequently
to the whole surface of the Kimmeridge clay. As this

clay in many places descends with an inclination raor&
or less acute to the brooks and rivers which are their

natural outfiills, tins laud when properly drained is of
first-rate quality, as in the case of Drayton, Steventon>
Harney, &c., lying between the Great Western Railway
and the river Ock. Here may still be seen that vene-
rable implement, the old Bertghirc wooden plongh;.
and here too we have the instance of an nnenclosed
parish.

The drainage also is too often confined to the-

furrows whicli are shallow drained between wide
spreading and deeply-ridged lands, deceiving the eye
by hiding the water, but not abstracting it to a suffix

cient depth to perfect the cultivation. Tlte expense of

draining in Berkshire is often divided between the-

landlord and tenant, instead of the whole being'

executed by the landlord, with the payment of say 6 per
*' ' so invested. If the division is to be made

witn tne expei.cuu. >>. have had of the beneficial I it would be betterthatthelandlordshouldfindthelabo^^

rork\ng of the General Inclosare Act, under which two- and the tenant the tiles
;
the

^»l«;jj;«.f^"^^j^J^^^^^worKmgoiue
remaining one-third to

j

furrows at 1*. or 1*. 6rf. per chain, which is 1e«

^cLse open fi^
»-^' '' appears ' than the cost of the til«. The tenant has not a.
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hitercst in the labour equal to tbat of the laiidlorJ,

because labour is the element in draimige which gives

permanence to the improvements. It is a sad mistake

to put aside the importunity of a tenant for drainai;e by

a grant of tiles, which may or may not be efFectivilv

used. This condition of the gaulfc is just tbat whicb
has been dealt with at Hinxworth, in Hertfordshire,

under the superintendance of Mr. Bailey Denton, who,

sanctioned by the owner, has invited public attention

and free criticism to this work as demonstrating the

cflBcacy and value of deep drainage in the j^ault, with

the treatment suited to its various conditions. In

speaking of Mr. Denton, it would be a vast improve-

ment to the district now under our notice, if the sug-

jt;estions on road-making contained in his prize essay in

the " Eoyal Agriculturad Journal " could find a practical

application here.

The cultivation is diflerent from tbat on the

green sand; sheep are seldom seen in the fields

daring the winter; though naked fallows have passed

away there is still much old fasliloned—not therefore

bad—farming, much of Wlieat, Beans, Clover, Tares,

&c., though few Swedes or Turnips, and little Barley

—

all under a very elastic rotation. Leaving the lieavy

we come to the light soils. The GauU and Kimmeridge
clays are both covered extensively with the Thames
drift, which is again covered with the chalk and green

Band drift, on the depth of which the fertility of the

soil depends. Distinct layers of green sand, intermixed

with fragments of chalk and chalk Hints, may be seen

miles away to the north of the outcrop of these strata,

distinctly proving the set of the current by which these

vestiges of geological disturbance have been deposited

where they are found as natural extraneous fertilisers.

Without attempting to define the limits of the clay so

covered, we find it on the GauU from Drayton, to

Sutton, Appleford, Wittenham, &c., and from the first

of these places to Abingdon, Kadley, &c., on tlie Kim-
meridge clay, A glance at the country, its four-course
system, rapid succession of two or even three green
erop5 on a fallow, the frequent sheep folds at all seasons,
mark a lightand convertible soil. On such land more than
any other, lambs are bred and fed for the Easter
London market; a profitable trade when all goes well,

but one often, and perhaps justly denounced as destroy-
ing the sheep stock. Ewe and wether lambs go to the
great centre of consumption; when the ewes are fresh
as they must be at lambing to enable them to do their
part, as the Peas and other artificial food, aided by early
Eye, Trifolium, Hop, Clover and Vetches do theirs for the
lambs, the value of the ewes whose condition is main-
tained by corn and cake, tempts the farmer to make
tliem off, at a period when they might breed other
lambs, and so the breeder and the bred are destroyed
together. The lambs trade is rather precarious from
Uie occasional glutting tUa market, either dead or alive

;

tlie former is preferred In the early and colder period,
tlje latter in warm weather for obvious reasons. An
early or a late spring has great influence on this trade

;

in the latter caseit is said of lamb— "there is nothing to
eat with it, or the weather must be warmer to make
ft demand." A hard frost which kills Broccoli or other
garden produce influences the Iamb trade and sometimes
saves their lives. When the lambs are killed in the
country, all is managed between the local butcher and
the London salesman. The business habits and ready
payments of these persons save the farmer umch trouble;
tlie railway affords a ready conveyance either dead or
alive, and these add inducement to persist in this trade.
Tlier.^ is great variation in the breeding with reference
to the lamb trade. Some prefer the Down, some Down
and Cotswold, others Down and cross bred or Oxford
Down; the Down lamb has the preference in the market,
the cross breds In weight ; it sometimes happens that the
lightest lamb will bring home the most money. By
careless breeding inferior lambs are produced which
will not fatten, and they remain as an eyesore to the
flock. The lambs fall at or before Christmas; from 10
to 15 weeks old they go off say at an average of
80*. a piece. The kittening of lambs requires
close attention ; it has been found well to give
the ewes Pea straw to pick over before lambing,
and Bean straw afterwards as most healthy for the
lambs ; before lambing Turnips are used suaringly. The
ewes are retained in yards or covered cotes in the field
during the lambing season ; it pri\cticable they are
allowed to go to and fro daily for part of their food to
the field till they lamb. Wlien the lambs can travel
the couples do the same. In the field the fold is set so
as to allow the lambs the first nibble at the Swedes or
Turnip3, or green crops, by a division in the fold, and
the introduction of a few Imrdles, with upright bars
which^ are made to revolve to ease the growing lambs
in their passage between them ; the same arrangement
is made in the yards, where the Iambs are supplied with
the best of the Clover, Hop, Clover, or meadow hay,
Peas, and other food to make them off as rapidly aa
possible.

Rome Correspondence.
Michaelmas Com Averages.— 1 avail myself of the

return ot the close of the farmer's year to send you a
Btatement of the weekly average ' prices of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats for 53 weeks, ending Sept. 29, 1860,
makinar tbe general average for the year :—

For Wheac . . . . 49s. 9d. per imperiul quarter
TorBarlty .. ., 86 6

,.

.
For Oau .

.

. . 23 11
Dunng the whole of the year, up to the month of

September, the aver:ige price of Wheat has gradually

advanced. The lowest price was on October 7, 1S5D

{4-2s. 1(L), and the highest on September 21, 1860

{Cy2s. llcL)^ being a dillerence of 20^. lOd, per imperial

quarter, or an increase of very nearly 50 per cent. In

the absence of statistical returns bearing on the ques-

tion, it is difficult to form an opinion as to the probable

ran^c ot prices up to the harvest of next year. It is to

be hoped tbat tiio.hu-ge supplies we shall obtain from

America m;iy tend to steady the prices in this country.

IVcclij Average Pnces of Wfieot, Barley, aim? 0-fs in England
and mUesfor 53 IVeel-ji. ending September 29. 1>^(>0.

Per London Gaztite. Wheiit. Bivrlfy. UmCS.
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34 0.099
32 10.256
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35 2.000
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24 2. 4 SO
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26 11.161
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25 5.846
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26 4.160
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26 1.204

28 2.970

27 1.929

23 2.837
27 2.000

27 0.905
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1271 2.977

35 6.499! 23 11.829

Charles M, Willich, Actuary^ University Life Assur
ance Society/, 25, Suffolk Street^ Pall Mall, Nov. 9.

oc(etfe«f.

Thing.—At the annual meeting of this Society just

held three silver cups were awarded for good root crops

to Mr. T. Procter, Mr. J. K. Fowler, and Mr. D. Griffin.

The Secretary read the following communication from
Mr, T. Procter, relative to bis mode of cultivation:

—

** I am adopting the five course on my farm, I take Turnips,
Barley, Clover or Beans, Wheat, Oats. I have only taken this

course for two years ; but, as far as I have gone, I am perfectly

satisfied. I consider there is only one drawback—the keeping
the land clean ; but I think that is to be met by using thelhoe
liberally in the corn crops. Fifty-four acres of my root crops

this season were Oats last crop, and I shall take the whole
season as soon as I can accomplish it. In cultivating my land

T invariably winter fallow deep, but do not always spring

plough. One of my best pieces of Turnip this year was steam-
cultivated twice over, and the seed drilled in on the flat with
one harrowing. I prefer this system when the season will

allow ; -we get a better seed bed. I have not dunged for my
root crop for the last seven or eight years ; I prefer dunging for

the corn crop the preceding year. I have dunged the last two
years for my Oats, and shall invariably do so for the future on
my dry or light land, but n»y dirty or heavy land I think

i it better to manure fnr Beans ; the Clover leas I also dung
for Oats after the Wheat. My dressings for root crops
ha '6 been for the la.st seven or eight years 3 cwt. of

Lawes's niamnv, with 30 bushels of ashes (burnt on the farm)
drilled in with the seed, and 3 cwt. of guano sown broadcast
and ploughed in very lightly, or scuffled in as the case may he,

at the cost of about 3/. per at-re. Previous to this process of

management, I sometimes got n fine seed bed, and in carting

on my dung spoilt all, and h>st ray crop. I think the dung put
on the previous year gets mixed with the soil, and is more
beneficial to tl)e roots ; however, as far as my experience has
gone, I have thus grown a much lieavier crop. My object in

taking an Oat crop, in tlie tirst im-tance, was to pay me for

my outlay for artiticLU manure : but I am also enabled to keep
much more stock in my yards and turn out much more dung,
and, only having to dung my ploughed land once in five years

instead of four, l am enabled to manure my Grass land much
better. I have endeavoured to answer your questions as well

as 1 know how, and 1 hope you will be ablo to write out a

paper from it, which you can read to the society, or make any
other use of it you think proper, as it is the object of these

meetings that we should communicate our experience to each

other for our mutual bcnetit."

Mr. J. IC. Fowler said : At the meeting of the Royal

BacVinghamshire Agricultural Association, Mr. Procter's

roots had met with well merited commendation on all

sides, and he was free to admit that he had been that

day well beaten by Mr. Procter. He waA of opinion

that the quality of the soil should be taken inTo~con^
sideration by the association offering rewards for root
crops, and if he in bis land were to manure for white
corn crops he could not by any possibility produce a
^ood root crop. He thought it was of Importance they
should hear something as to the advantages of manurino-
in autumn, and for his part ho thought deep cultivation
of the greatest advautnge in the production of roots
If he canld avail himself of the use of a steam
plough be would rip , up the soil to the depth
of from 10 or 12 inches, and lay 15 or 16
tons of dung in ridges to the acre; but, as he
hiul not a steam plough he should do it with six horse^^

with one of Howards* ploughs, which would rip it uptcJ
the depth of 14 inches (?;, That would be left tdl
spring, when the scarifier would be passed throunh i^

and the Couch picked out, after which it would be
dunged, and a thorough good dressing with guano or
superphosphate would be given to it from 2 to 3 cwt
to the acre, and for Mangels 4 or 5 cwt. of salt to the
acre, which he had found of great advantage. This
year his Mangels had been comparatively a failure
which he attributed to applying too much salt, accom-
panied by a wet season.

Mr. Thomas Butcher said—When he considered t'le

markets that were open to the British farmer—the
increasing population, and the condition of the atri-
cultural interest abroad and at home, it did his heart
good; but when he heard comparisons slightingly

made as to the importance of agriculture it made his
flesh creep. It made him indignant when he heard
remarks derogatory to the British farmer comparino-
his productions with those which came from alrjad.
Let them look at the immense amount of pio-luce
which this country yielded as compared with that which
came from abroad, and they would come to the con-
clusion that if the home supply were to fail great dis-

tress would prevail, and that they would not be able
to obtain sufficient for their home consumption. There
were in the year 1S53 one million and a half live

sheep sent to theLondon markets, and there were 250,000
head of live cattle, besides SfJ.OOO or 37,000 tons of
meat pitched in LcAdenhall and Newgate marl;ets, the
aggregate of animal food alone sold being 14
million pounds annually. That showed the neces-

sity for the farmers to go on increasing, and
that encouragement should be given to them.
It was scarcely credible that Surrey and Sussex alone
sent to the metropolis two million chickens! Another
article of which there was a vast consumption was milk,

or what was called milk, and of which a great portion
was raised from the pump. Twenty tliousand cows
were kept in London, and it might be reasonably sup-
posed by those who had tasted London milk that not a
little water was required to adulterate the yield of so
many cows. Besides all this, it appeared that three
million quarts of milk were brought to London by the
Eastern Counties Railway annually. Four hundred and
thirteen millions of half-quartern loaves were consumed
in London yearly. If the brewers would allow liim to

say a word he would inform the company that it took
1000 million tumblers of pale ale and porter to wash all

that food down ; which might, coupled with the quan-
tity of milk consumed, account for the springs of
London having sunk a foot.

Farm Memoranda.
MAI3EM0BE.— Passing from Wiltshire to Gloucester-

shire, we spent the day after that of our inspection of

the BroadH intonherd in goingthrough that ofMr. Morris,

of Maisemore Court, about two miles from Gloucester.

We noticed this herd last year as offering an example to

dairy farmeis. We found it in every way prospering.

Mr. Morris's farm is a good one, containing much fine

pasture land, and he has just taken an adjoining farm

which will raise his acreage to 600. The Mftiseraore

Court Farm, consisting of 460 acres, with a modest and

comfortable mansion still occupied by the late pro-

prietor, had just been sold to the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, and the manner in which they deal with the

good tenant they find in occupation is worthy of all

commendation, Mr. Morris has just arranged to take

a lease for 21 years of the farm and mansion, with a

power on his side only to determine it at the expiration

of the first 14 years. The Commissioners are erecting
one of the most complete and commodious Iiomestalls

we ever inspected, and it is carefully adapted to the

system of husbandry pursued by Mr. Morris. In fact,

the details of the plan are in a great measure his own,
worked out under the superintendence of Mr, Clutton,

the agent of the Commissioners. This homestall com-
prises stabling for 12 horses; bulls, calves, and cow
houses, with a barn, corn and chatf houses, in-

tended for the application of steam machinery
to threshing, chaff cutting, and the other re-

quirements of a stock farm. AH is built of

brick, in the most substantia! manner, with slated roofs,

and around two of the outsides of the square the stacks

will be placed. The contrast between the new farm

buildings and the rambling, unconnected, and dilapi-

dated buildings hitherto in use cannot be greater,

whether as regards the economy of labour or the com-

fort of the stock. Fortunate is Mr. Morris that the

old buildings were wholly incapable of repair, and that

I
his landlord is a corporation which did not hesitate to

1 make a considerable but judicious outUy once for alh



IMPKOVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.
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PRICES PEK Lineal Yabd, 24 ixches uian:

Size of

mesh.

2^ inch

2 i iJch

1| inch

1^ inch

Mostly used for

Light.

flares, Dogs, Poultry

Game Netting'

Smull llahVits, Haves, &c.

SmiiUest Uabbita ^d.

Japan-
ned.

Ad.

A\d,

Galvan
ized.

A\d.
&d.

^Id.
Ud,

Medium,
I

Japan-! Galvan-
ned.

A\d.

Aid,

hkd.
7irf.

ized.

Ud.
Gd.

9t?.

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping

Ports in England ; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland or Ireland-

Any width of Netting under 8 feet made at proportionate prices.

W- Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will

be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

Ulastrated Catalogue of Iron and Wire and Ornamental Fencing, Hurdles,^Gaies, Wire Netting,

Garden Hollers and Engines, Fountaim, Vases, Sfc, on application.

J. B. BROWN & CO., 18. CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

GLASS FOR GREENHOUSES, &c.
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IncIceTOf liiudowneis f^ononilly would from tiine to

time erect such sahstantiid liomesteiuls on their farms,

they would iiud it greatly to their own interest, both

by securing and accommodating good tennnts, and by

getting rid of that system of perpetual repairs by which

the incomes of most English estates are so much
reduced.

The additional fiirm of TiO acres,""chiefly good land,

which Mr. Morris has taken, will require an enlarge-

ment of his herd— fur, as we last year mentioned, bis is

a working dairy herd of pure-bred Shorthorns. At
present, every cow and heifer on his farm, with a single

exception, is bred from two cows which his father

bought in 1829, from Mr. Strickland (of Apperley Court,

Gloucestershire, we believe.) Mr, Strickland'ri lierd

was then of lonp: stiindins: and consisted of the best

blood, he having i)een a purchaser at the sales of the

two brothers Colling, and had always used first-rate

bulls. Unfortunately, Mr. Morris's father not being

sufficiently alive to the importance of detailed and
particular pedigrees, omitted to obtain them with

his cows at the time of bis purchase. He was
satisfied that they were pure-bred, and as coming
from Mr. Strickland s herd. As time passed on,

the produce of these two cows expanded in the hands of

the Jlorrises, father and son, to a considerable herd, of

much local repute and very successful in taking local

prizes, and then application was made to Mr. Strickland

for the detailed pedigrees of the two cows he had sold

to Mr. Morris. But no, with an absence of liberality

not common amongst m-jdern Short-horn breeders, Mr.

Strickland refused to communicate these details, and

conseqm^ntly the pedigrees of Mr. Morris's cows, after

many generations of known blood, always end in "cow
bought of Mr. Strickland." The nniform and thorough-

bred character of the herd, however, fully corroborates

the purity of their blood.

Many of the beat cows of the Broad Hinton herd take

their place and do regular duty hi tlie large herd of

dairy cows kept by Mr. Stratton, but at Maisemore the

dairy herd and the Short-horn herd are the same. With
the exception of a few heifers prepared for the

Gloucester Agricultural Show, not a cow or heifer

receives either cake or corn, yet the condition of all is

as good as could be desired for every purpose save prize-

competition. Like Mr. Stratton's, Mr. Morris's Short-

horns are highly prolific, and he seems to have none of

the apprehensions of abortion some of our breeders are

compelled by sad experience to entertain. Conse-

quently, though his chief sales consist of his young
bulls, lie has always heifers of good pedigree and hardy
constitution which may be purchased at reasonable pricts.

Many of the Maisemoro bulls are purchased to go
abroad, but the principal customers are the dairy
farmers of the district, and it speaks well for their dis-

position to improve their stock that Mr. Morris can
readily sell all the bulls he can rear. This is the way
in which Short-horrs are best utilised. Both Broad
Hiuton and Maisemore may be said to produce Short-

horns "for the million." Though Mr. Morris's young
stock are well kept, the economy with which he accom-

plishes it is surprising, and beyond the first cost of the

cattle there is no reasou^why ever dairy farmer, of com-

petent capital, in Gloucestershire and Wiltshire,should not

imitate Mr. Morris in keeping nothing but pure Short-

horns for his dairy. That it would answer his purpose

to do so we have no doubt. For his best young bulls he

would obtain ready sale, while the secondary animals,

converted into steers, would sell well as yearlings.

Many of the heifers would be sure to sell at good prices,

while the cows, when no longer profitable to milk, would

fatten easily on the summer Grass. '
That these con-

siderations are operating widely on the dairy farmers of

the West of England is quite obvious from the improve-

ment their stock is undergoing. A successful breeder is

generally an enterprising farmer in other branches of

his business; and so it is with Mr. Morris. He, like

Mr. Stratton, works the steam plough. He is an active

member of the company formed in Gloucestershire for

providing steam ploughs for the use of members and

others. The company, formed this year, has already five

steam ploughs and apparatus complete; and the day

before our visit one of them had been fixed on Mr.
Morris's farm. T'iie land was then, however, too wet to

commence workluir. The Fconomist,
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Sheet Glass, in Crates.
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Seconds

.

Thirds .

.

Fourths

.

16 07^.

54ci.
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2i

4

¥

21 oz.

lid.
5

3i
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6i
5i

32 oz.

9i
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36 oz,

1

lOi

Glass cut to any given sizes not on the List,

16oz.—4tlis, H'L, 2d., aiul ^jl. per foot

3rds, '2id., n<i-, a'lti 3fi. per foot

21 oz.—4ths, nd; 3(i., and 3irf. per foot

3rds, 3^d., 4^.. und i^d. per toot

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes,

U by 0,

12,.

H„
18 „
16 „
lt> ,.

16 „
19

12 by 9,

10, 13 „ 10,

11, 14 „ 11, IS

12, 15 „ 12, 16

12, 19 „ 12, 20

13, 17 ,, 13, 18

13, 20 „ 13, 21

14, 17 „ 14, 18

14, 20 „ 14, 21

13 by 9
14 „ 10,

11,

12,
12
13
13
14
14

If

t.

14 by 9
15 „ 10

16., 11
17 .. 12

16 oz.
3rd3. 4lhB.

14«. Oi. 12s.6({,

•

» «

* t 16«. Od. 13*.6(i.

per 100 feet.

Boxes iacludcd.

Glass for Orchard Houses,

As supplied by us to Sir,

20 in. by 12 in.
1

t.

Rivers.

16 OS.

I'it. 6d.

16
18

21 OZ.

£1 1».

1 3

1 9

6by4
8

20 in. by 13 in. [Common ..

20 in. by 14 in. [
Superior do.

30 in. by 15 in. / Kn^HsU Glass ...
Tho above prices incliido the Boxes, with but few exceptions.

Wlien Packages are charged, fuU price is allowed when

returned.

ENGLiSU GL.vaS of the above sizes ISs, pot 100 feet.

Small Sheet Squares, in 100 feet Boxes.
6iby44 7by5 ^ by SU ,, -.

8i» 6| 9 „ 7 n „ 74 t

^^'-^"^

10 „ 8 lOi „ Si 12 ft

Boxes 2s. each, retnna»blo at fuU price.

Patent Plate and Polished Plate Glass.

Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation.

LONDON AGENTS FOR HARTLEV'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE.

Linseed Oil. Genuine White Lead, Carson's Paints, Faints of various colours ground readyfor MSe,

GKA.SSES, ana every description of OLABB
HortlcuUaral purposes.

far

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO., 180, Bishopsgate Street Wiihout, London, E.G.

GLASS WA R E H U S E —E STABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87j BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures/ and Dwellings

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SaiTAEES

In. by In.

Notices to CorrcBpondents,
Books: R. Mr. Edwai'd , Ruddock, 40, Wellington Street,

Woolwich, lias published a cheap 'VPocket Jlanual of
Hnmojopathic Veterinary Medicine, " on the diseases of
horses, cattle, sheep, swine, and dogs. A larger Treatise has
been written in reference to disetwes of the same aninialu,
by Mr. Jiimes Moore, Veterinary- Sur>,'eon, entitled, " Out-
lities of Veterinary Homoeopathy ;" and Mr. Wm. Haycock,
V.S., andM RC.V.S, has imblished a volume, "The Gen-
tleman's Stable Manual."

Farming ; Excdtior. Snpjxise you hare suitable weather, you
may have on your light soil six or eight men ranged at equal
intervals in the ^-ake of a plough, and with forks turning all

the Couch to the top in each furrow-slice as it is turned over,
and it may then be burned. The ploughing will cost 8*. per
acre, the eight men 16». i»er acre, and the after mowing say
6*. per acre—in all 30s. And it may be found necessary to
repeat the operation, with, however, halfthe imruber ol men.
aa there will be less Couch. You may grow Wheat after the
land has been cleared ; and if you top dreps it in spring you
may reckon upon a good crop, 94 acres of arable and "13 of
good pasture land will probably need a capital of ISOOf. ; that
is supposing your rcjii to be 270i, Land so good will yield
produce enough to keep a lanje stock.

Gape-s : \V Y. will find the remedy for gapes in the Xo. for
April 8th, 184S, and July 18, 1846. It is often occasioned by
drinking dirty puddle water.
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2 »
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W
SOLE INVENTORS AND iMANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONE-BOILER SYSTEM OF HEATING BY HOT WATER
. PATRONISED BY H. R. H. THE PRINCE CONSORT.

•WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.

LIVEP^POOL EOTAXIC GARDEXS.

Tlie extensive alterations and additions at the above

•Gardens, in removing all the old gigantic Boilers and

Furnaces, and substituting them b^ WEEKS' NT
IMPROV ONE

^lete and can be seen in most successful operation.

This Apparatus is the largest ever adjusted to one

=Boiler in the neighbourhood of Liverpool, and from its

•novel and greatly improved construction is specially

worthy of minute inspection.

Every house in the Garden is heated from this one

Apparatus, and hy the ingenious arrangement of a

series of valves hot water can be distributed in any

portions of the Stoves, Greenhouses, &c., or withheld

at pleasure, and the temperature regulated with the

igreatest nicety to meet the requirement of any par-

ticular department.

For full description see account in the Liverpool

Mercuiy of May 30, 1860.

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM,

JOHN W K S &

The Nurseries of Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co

Pine Apple Place, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son

^^'elli^gton Road, both of St. John's Wood, and rank-

ing among the largest Establishments in England, are

now Heated on WEEKS' OXE-EOXLER SYSTEM.

At the latter the Apparatus has been in use upwards of

five years, during which period many additions have

been made, and it now comprises nearly two miles of

piping. The working of this Apparatus has been most

efficient, and given the Proprietors the greatest satis,

fuetion. They will be at all times happy to give every

informatiou to visitors, who will be well remunerated

by an inspection of the same.

Mr. Arthur Henderson expresses himself thus:—

"I am delighted and more than satisfied with the

pleasing results produced by tlie superior arrangements

of WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM,'^ and shall be

most happy to fully explain and recommend it to ftU
r

who may honour my Establishment with a visit."

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, ENGINEERS. AND
M

PLANS, E 5 TIMATES, AND PAMPHLETS FREE
W

ON APPLICATION.
PAXTOIM WORKS,.SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1733. BAKNARD, BISHOP, and LARNAKDS,

TVORWrrrT JTOWARDS' PRIZE PLOUGHS and HARROWS

S^^r^^x.n ^^'° COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
fl;;i!?^ n^^^-'""^.?^^^^^*^ KXIVES, SCISSORS, &c.-
ISl^h^.^KiSm^^^^ Nurserymen and Seed Mercb^ts in

H~
~ PRICES REDUCED. "

J. MORTON AKD CO., Galvanised Iron Works
• 2, BaainghaU Buildings, Leeds.

'

*.T-
^.^"-VANISED rRON ROOFINC

.or Farm Bmldings and other Roofs ; tlie cheapest most r7„vable, andneatest Roofing in use ; also hpo^AingS^aTeryird
WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

"

S^'o^^^^?.^"*'*'*'
""^^^^^ FEXCIXG, and GALVANISED WIRE

KUt-i^ k EN CIXG, suitable lor the home ti-ado or the colonics.
Five wires. 3 feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, S feet

apart one wrought iron straining post and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fencing, lOd. per ytird.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, la. per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues with prices of everv variety of "WireFcueiug and "\Viie Xetting forwarded free on application,

MACHINE MADE GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

(formed of Twisted "Wirea like a rope or cablel the strmio-fisf^eapest. and neatest fence in .^se. liU resStS4 latest TtK'.
^1 i;?°*' ^^l.V^9^^

out of form by trespa^P npon or

T^l: ^°®' ^-ith fiv«hno8of the Galvanised Strand, iron mainposts, and pronged Standards, Is. 2Jd. per yard
_
This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails," or any kind of

w= w-n^' ?""* possesses four times the strength of solidbars T^Tili not rust nor corrode. Upwards of lloo miles ofthis Fencing supplied.
"*"^o vi

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 34 ins. wide
2-uich mesh, 5hl., 7W.,
and Di(?. per y;m].

Galvanised, 24 ins. wide,
S-inch mesh, 4^/., 5d., and
7d. per yard. The Netting
made any width, and with
openings of any size.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN C\MP STOOm a- rrr \yj7<3

strong CATTLE HURDLES from ?». per yard.

r n .

''^TENT IMPROVED GAS WORKS.

10 to 500 lights estimatedVorThp\i«S' ^^< Works from
an ordinar|ub<Sxre?_Ap{!ly to ^^ "^"^ ^^ entrusted to

Hlsrt J. Morton & Co. 2, Bawnghali Buildings. Lecd.

S T?-\?^^.tll.?HAMPION PLOUGH, for two Horses £4 2 6H H PATENT CHA,MPIOX PLOUGH, for general
P^irpo^es 7 .. 4 T C

^^nw^Ti^^^^ o'^^i^ri^^^^^TERS. 6.-^.ed. each.

wn^'^Snl I'^IW^ ^^I^^IT SEED HARROWS .. 2 IT 6

wnwiSK^ E-'^^^^'^T SEED HARROWS .. ..330
™^4?S?,^^^^^^^T GEXEEAL PURPOSE HAK-KOWS .

,

3 10
HOWARDS' PATENT THREE HORSPi HARROWS 4 Ofn
Asonu : J. B. Brown &. Co. , 1 8, Cannon Street. City. London.

TUShPH HAYWOOD
^ AM) CO.,

ifANUFACTCREFS OF

PRUNING AND BUDDING
KNIVES,

SPORTS:\rAN'S, and aU kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

-OAKXAKD. BISHOP, axd BARNAIIDS, in con--Lf sequence of improvements in their machinery for thomanufacture ot tbe above article, ' ' - - -y
'^'

a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide .

.

2-inch
2-inch
2-inch
li-inch
li-inch
ll-inch
Ig-inch

»»

if

have been enabled to make
Japanned

Galvanised.
5rf. peryd.
6

Iron.
id. perj'd.

ft

It

**

tf

>>

tp

»»

4i

n
5i
6
8

It

ft

tt

It

It

If

strong: do.
intermediate, do. ., 7
extra strong, do. ., gi
24 inches wide.. ,. 5|
strong, do 6i
intermediate, do. ,. 7i
extra strong, do. .

.

lo
,

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet)

f^.^.^r'^''''''*'^-?"'^.?* J*' tlie upper half is of a coarser meshthan the lower, it will reduce the ijrices about one-fifth

CauT^ «alYanised Poultry Netting, Sid. peryard, 3 feet wide

«nn^™f!Si «Pjr^-o:^/Pr?«f Netting for Phca.santries, 2irf. per

eTnches
'''*' ^^^^'"'^ ""^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^'-^^ i^ ail inch to

fhJ^n^>?n?*'°f2^-i^"^ ^^l^'"'^
delivered CarrUi^e F:-se to all

thopnnr'ipal Railway Stat..^i.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, S.vringes, Ac.

Glamukgajs Worj::s,

Sheffield.

BKADFORD't) PATENT WASHING MACHlNii.
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCT.

" I very gratefully acknowledge the

extraordinary patronage I hav6 re*

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which has

very far exceeded mv most sangnine

expectations."— Thomas Bradfobd,
Patentee, GathedniIStei>s, Manchester.

London Office r fiS, Fioet Street, E C.

I ^-^11 J^n N-^- ^-^ Machinw always have,
I '^ -^1 1

—'-'CM and always will ba sent on approrai,

if desired, before payment. Peacrip-

tion and Price frs« by poaL
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CARTER'S LIST OF GLADIOLI.

WE have grerxt plofisnrG in introducing to the notice of our customers the fuUowmi? splendid
coHectioua of GLADIOLI, which have been aelocted by us from the stocks of the most celebrated

J-rench cultivators; we wish also to call atteutiou to the great reductioQ in the price of many of the varieties.
POT CULTURE.—Pot in light turfy loam and sand, with good drainage, mixing tliis compost with well-

rotted leai-mou!d, in about the proportion of oue-third; prepare a bed of litter from the stable, which coverwith tan or any dry and light composition, and place a frame on it, in winch plunge the pots : give plenty
of air, and withhold water, until the bulbs liave made root and the leaves appear : it may then be carefully
given, when there is uo daugcr of frost. Should the winter prove very severe, bank the frame up well withdung or htter, and cover the lights with straw or Bass Mats. If it should not be convenient to carry out the^labove directions, the foUownig will be found a very good method of culUvation :—pot in sandy loam, as

J
above, and place the pots m Greenhouse or Conservatory, near the glass,' taking care that the degree of

f temperature is sufficient to keep out frost.
c

.
& 6

>^ c^^ ^Jl^^ CULTURE.—Prepare your beds or borders by well digging them a spit deep, burying a stratum
/^ of good leaf-mould or rotter manure at the bottom. The surface soil should be rendered open by mixing
r s^»'i with it and bemg well broken iu digging; plant the bulUs in clumps or rows according to fan^y. about

6 inches deep, takmg care to cover them 1 inch deep with sand orevioua to re-covering with mould After
_ the rooto are planted, rake the ground well, giving it a southern inclination if possible: keep free from

weeds, and stir surface occaj^ionally
; m severe weather cover the bed with 2 or 3 iuclies of dry litter or sea-Band. In the laterstages of growth, the bulbs should bo kept moderately moist.

French Seedlings from Gandavensis.
These varieties, from their free-floweHng habit, strong trusses of bloom, and magnificent richness of colour are amoncthe handsomest autumnal ornaments to the garden, and beyond a doubt the finest of all the Gladioli tribe.

B.TTonne Saillard, salmon, red and CJiranno
Berenice, beautiful rose red, variegated.

.

Calendulacous, salmon rose .. .,' ..10
Canari, light yellow, rose striped. . .. ..10
Endymion. rose, tinted purple 10
Eugenie, white, rose and carmins .. ..5
Galath(?e, caruation striped .. .. ..10
Goliath, light red, cariiune striped ,. ..10
H^b^, carnatir.n. striped ciirmine 10
Irapei-atrlce, carnation striped 10
Madame Binder, pure white, rose striped .^ 12
Mathilde de Landvolsin, white, carmine striped 12
Mazeppa, rose, yellow striped 10
Monsieur VincUon, salmon, red and white .. 10

Dozen.
10«. Od.
10

Each.
U. Oii.

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

3

3

12
10

Nemesis, clear bright rose, white stripe
Neptune, red, variegated carmine
Ninon de I'Enclos, carnation and rose ..
Oracle, brillLant cherry rose .. .. ]. .„
Osiris, purple and white .. .. ]] [[ 12
Othello, light orange red, fine . . '/. .'

*

10
P^gawe, carnation and chamois .. .. .,10
P^n€lope, French wliite, carmine striped .! 10
Premices de Moutrouge, brig'itred, large pctab,

good substance jq
Rebecca, white aad lilac 12
Snlphureus. sulph^ir-coloured .. .. .,12
Vesuvius, fine red .... ^

Dozen.
10,t. OJ.

10

Each'
U. Od-

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

6

Newest Varieties of French Seedling-s from Gandavensis.

Achille, currant-red and white .'.
3*

Berthe Rabourdin, pure white, carmine spots .. '.'.3

Calypso, carnation striped rose '.'.
"2

C^r^s, pure white and purple [[
.'.'

3
Cl^mence, satin rose, carmine striped .. ,. !! 2
Comte de Morny, dark cherry- red '.'.3
Comtesae Paul de Segur, delicate rose, striped with carm! 1
Diane, delicate carnation and rose 3
Docteur Andry, bright orange .1Due de Malakof, orange red and Bulphur .. .'. '.', S
Edith, carnation striped . . .

.

. . .

,

.

.

Eldorado, fine pure yellow .. .. ." " .'.' 6
Erato, delicate rose, carmine striped.. ,, ,[

!'
3

Eugfene Domage, deep red, brown stripe . . . , " S
ii-veline Bryfeie, delicate salmon, spotted with carmine. '.

1
iBoline, carnation, carmine spnta .... 2Junon, white striped with lilac l* 5
1. teiHir bnlhant vermilion, spotted with deep carmine 1
lift Quintmic, bright hght omnge . . . . 3Le PouBsin, light red, beautifully marked .'." '

*
'

*

6
Lelia, peach and liLic

,
, " "

'

3
L^on Leguay, beautiful .. ., ." ]* .*.* "_'

Louis Van Houtte. velvety carmine, spotted with purpie
Linne, orange cherry, yellow spots
Madame Basscville, cherry and white
Madame Briot, satin rose, spotted with carmine .

.

* m

« i

I
1

3
3
1

3

6
3

9

9

9

6

6
6
3

9
6

6
6

6

6

Tach—s. d.

..SoMadame de Vatiy, sulphur, white and carmine
Madame Furtado, delicate rose, with cai-mine spots '

*

Madame Haquin, yellow, white and lilac .. .,Madame Hardy, rose, violet spots .

.

Madame PaiUet, carmine, marked with white and violetMadame Poignant, delicate ropy carmine
Madame Souchet, delicate flesh, deep ro-^e spots

"
Madame Victor Verdier, deep rose, spotted with violet
Ciirmine

Mademoiselle Marsault. fleshy white, violet^'carmine spot's
Blarie, pure white, carmine spotted
Mon.sieur Lesfeble, white, purple spots ^
Monsieur PoitCiiu, bright uerise

'

' "9
Napoleon III., bright scarlet, striped
Ophir, dark yellow and purple
Pline, light cherry and white .

.

President Decaisne. bright cerise, cai-mineViwts '!Pnncesse Ctothilde, salmon rose
Princesse Mathilde, light rose nnd caraiJne"
Rembrandt, bright deep sc;u-Iet

" " o
Raphael, deep red vermilion .. ., t
Solfaterre, fine pnre yellow
Solferino, orange scarlet violet
Therfese
Vul6da, light rose and lilac
Vulcain, scarlet purple velvet .

.

2
2
3
1
6
3

1

6
3
5
2
3

3
3
1

3

:, carmine spots

* *

• •

5
7
6
2
2
2

3

3

6

C

6

6

3
3

3

PINFPr^VTi^^
APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.

.t^Ksh FL.A>Tt5. r RUiTiNo AND Succession

Jf^^^^x^^'J^^
^^^ ^°^ FEurTixc IN Pots, on Pi-axting.UHN -WELKS A>'D CO. can supply any quantity

r°(^ A*S vT^V^tf^^y
^'"'^ ^^^"*«' «it^er Frniiingor Succesainii.

the ^9t sorts
I'^n^^rtaLly btrong and fine, 50 varieties, all

JOHN WEF.KS AND C0.'3 HoRTicTLTrRAL Snow Establish-
ment IS entirely devoted to the growth and Forcim? o£GRAPES, PINES. PEACHES. FIGS.^^UCUMBERS and 5theJ
choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
^'® ,^^x^-r'r"rH'^y^,*lP^''"^'*^ HORTICTLTOBAL BUILDINGS with
the VENTILATi:^G and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full
operation.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans. Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues free on application .

LODCEMOOR NONPAREIL APPLE.W FOSTER, Nurseryman, Stroud, Gloucesler-
• Bbire, offers DWARP TREES of the above excellent

Dessert Apple from the original tree, at 2«. 6il. to Ss. 6d. eaclr;
also a few bushy STANDARDS m a bearing state, at 6«. each.

Fruit of the above was exhibited at the Pomological
Society's Meetings, and highly commended as a late Dessert
kind.

CoTTiSH AliBOKICCLTUfiAL SOCIETY,—
The SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING of this Society was

held in the Rooms, 6. York Place, Edinburgh, on Wednesday,
Nov. 7,—Mr. John Maolaren, Hopeton. in the Chair.

It was resolved to offer PRIZES for ESSAYS on the follow-
ing subjects for next year:

—

I. Introduction and Cultivation of the newer Conifene and
other Forest Trees, with special reference to the
Climate of Great Britain and Ireland. (Silver Medal).

II, On the Successful Raising of Two Crops of Scotch Fir in
Succession on Moorland. The Crop reported on to be
not less than 2 years old. (Silver Medal).

III. The best Season for Felling Timber of various kindg

;

with a view to future Durability. (Silver Medal).
IV. The best Method of Rearing and Maintaining Live Fences

;

with an Account of the Plants best fitted for filling up
Gaps in old Hedges. (Silver Medal).

.
V. The Results of Mixed and Unmixed Plantations. (Silver

Medal).
VI. The Species of Timber Trees suitable to the various Soils.

Elevations, and Exposures, and the effects i^roduced
on the diffLsreut varieties. (Silver Medal).

VII. The Rearing and General Slanagement of Scotch Fir,
Larch, and Spruce, mixed and in masses. (SHver
Medal).

^

Pi-esid(nt—His Grace The Duke op Athol.
Vice-Presideiitg^

John J, Chalsiehs, Esq., of Aldbar, Brechin. [shire.
The Right Hon. The Earl of Airlie. C'ortachy Castle, Forfar-
Mr. W. Thomson, Chopwell, Ebchester.
Mr. Robert PniLiF, Aldbar, Brechin.
Mr. John Maclauen', Hopeton.
Secretary—Mr, R. M. Stahk, Edgehill Nursery, Edinburgh,

rr«a.«w;-er—Mr. John Anderson, Nurseries, Perth.
Auditor—Mr. Thomas Methven, Sfcmwell Nursery, Ediiiburth.
Copies of the Society's Trausactious for ISCO, It. M, each,

may be had of the Secretary.
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Fine free blooming varieties from GANBAVEHSIS (for Clumpme)
ThefoUowiugscedlingsfromGANDAVENSISaremorerobustin IiaH*-thant>i*-l?^mr.c„<, • .• ^

all wealr-growing kinds we liave discarded, nnd offer the imder-mentSnrH L.oL.^?i - ? " ^'-i^eHes. and are ri

for centres of beds, phmtiog among ^^oAod.n^lroZVinSS^^^Z's^^^^^^^ ^' unprecodent,

D r 1 . .,. -Per doz.—.«.

Brenchleyenfis, vcrmihon 5
Courantii fulgens, crimson '.*

J* 2
Don Juan, oranco red, y ftllow spots . . .

.

'.\ "5
Emma, bright carmine, shaded .. .. ]]

'.' 5
Fanny Rougct, rose, white and carmiue^:. \

,'. "3
Fulgens aurea picta ".

.

,

.

"3
3 of each of the above 12 sorts, 10s, 6cf.

cher in colour

:

cdly low price

:

d.

6

^. „, ,^^
6 :

Triomphe d'Enihien, caTm7nVvar. '
" * ! * *

'
* ?

; <3 do. do. do., 10«.

Gandavensis, scarktand yellow
do:;.—^ rf.

Miidame Coudfere. carmine, sliaded " " " "' «Madame Henrincci, yellow and lilac
.'."

r
Mousieur Blouet, rosy earmtno IMonsieur Georg^n, salmon ro-so

6

6
6

G

12 do. do. do., 35j,

The following are neuter varieties.

. 3„ . ,. , .
Per doz.— .». d. .„Adonis, yellow and carmine ..... k o r«,.«i« _i 1 , , Per doz s

Aglae, salmon . II Egene. salmon and d.-ivk ro.^e
'' ''^-

%
AWmfede. red. carmine stnped J, " - 5 ^ Rnair'^: ^'^^^^^^^ - "•' 5
Aristote. carnation rose vaii.gated ..

" f M^f^f * A P ""^'^
, 5

Comtesse de Bresson, red .aiigated ^0 if^ "L^^"^ ^^^'W' P^T'^-estripc-d .. .. "J
Daphne, cherry, striped ..-mi:^ ..•

^
[l " I I ^^&^^l::^i::!;:;]^^ - Wl

3 of each of the above 12 sorts, 13... ed. ; 6 dp. do. do., 25..; 12 do. do. do.
47'.

in

JAT^ES CARTSR & CO., Seedsmen, 237 and 238. Hi-h Eolborn, W.C.

the a^ve vi^I';,!
Subscriber is now sending out Plants of

It iaafirstVipiV ->Plej"^-^^<i at Holkcr Hart, Lancashire.

dition tm the iei^^
f^"^'

I'T'T^ '" '^^^^"^"t ^•^"-

Gardener'-for j,nfp iSFo'^^'^^"l^-r. ^'i"-''
descnbed in "Cottage

PI. ^\,^''f
'^""«1*>"9. and "Gardeners' Year Book" p.m.

DF^rm'p^T *-r'^'
^'^^ *^^ ""'"'^^ ^^^^^^'^^t t« the Trade.

LOGUE^nnl'^r CinCULARS nnd FRUIT TREE CATA-

FT;Sf^Th.^^/''*' T'^ profitable of dl Fruit

thepooSsoils^-S W"Tfi*^l*-Tu^"'^
^^ "''^^t productive on

fi^Zrl^T^ i°'*^- Tt»e Prolific Filbert is the most remunera-

19. ' I' ^h ^2'. per doz. ; Fabiana inibricit-

James Ktflkt, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Batb.

trdsia grandi-
ita, 1 ft. high,

Wr do not t!iink much of Aeticeokps in
England, though all gardens of the better class
contain some. But in other eountriea they form
an important object of cultivation, especially for
the sake of the ** bottoms,^' which, when dried
are in great request in France, where numercns
dishes^ are prepared from them worthy of even
fmperial tables. Possibly we do not grow them
so skilfully as wo might rpossiMy we have rot the
best sorts ; probab ly v.-e want the skill to cook
them. A few hints therefore on Perpignan Arti-
chokes, given in the Revite Jlorticole, may lead to
some improTement.
At the district exhibition which was held
1859, at Carcassonne, there appeared among other

produce of the country collections of Artichokes.
In a note which accompanied them it was alleged
that their excellence was oiN-ing to the nature of the
alluvial soil in which they grow, and to the water-
ing they got. The river Lasse, fatiirated, as it
appears, with town sewage, feeds numerous canals,
which are made to irrigate the adjoining garden
ground. Four sorts of Artichoke are* grown
there, the favourite being wh^t they call the
Artichaid hlanc or des quatvc saisons^ elsewhere
named Artichaat gris. This kind is quite as
productive as the Gros vert de Laon grown on a
-rreat scale at Auberviilicrs and elsewhere ; or the
Gros Camus de Tours, cultivated at Xanfes,
Rouen, aid all the c-.ntral west of France; be-
sides which it is in bearing eight months in the
year (this, however, only in the South we presume)
and is much the hardiest known, it having been
the only i-orfc whiuh c-^caped in 1829, an inunda-
tion of the market g^ardens of Perpignan, foHowoi
by intense fro:it.

The ;eitent to which Artichokes are grown in
Frauce will probably surprise Fn£jlish readers.
One market ga:dener grew 10,000 plants ai
long ago as 1826, and tl:e demand fjr the article
continually increascf. It is reported that in the
neijrhhourho.jd of Perpignan alone, in tho year
lSo8-9 (a winter crop, i'r m October to 'Jay in that
warm region) the Quatre sm'so:.s Artichoke

I furnished 3,500,000 dozens, worth 875,000 fr.

sort, which gives large dai-k red fruit. Carriage paid to London. (J^O*^'*''-)* "-^ "Jt/. a dozen
J the whole receipts for

Tbos. RivKn.^!, Xursery, Sawbridgeworth, \ this kind of cro^i LaviDg amounted to 42,200/.

d.

SPLEWDfD CR.APE VINES
(l^ORGE S DODS h... so=.,o very line GRAFF^

T.1 ^Mf ^" ^-^^^ ^^ ^^e following kind^ viz -—
Black Hamburgh

|
BUck Tripoli *Mnsca* of Alexandria I ^ . .

Victoria Ilambun^h West's St. P.
.

Golden Hamburgh
| Pl.ack Prince

Most of the canes arer.age from 8 to 12 feet long-, and fltroijr^
and wculd produce a fine crop next year in pots. Prices ceSJ
be obtained on applicaiinn.—Kpsom Nuraeiy, Sui-rey.

N^\y
AUTU.MXAL RASPBEURIES.—The follo^v.

ing kinds bear most abmidantly all throngh October
till late in November ;

—
1, OOTOBEFt RED, 4*. per dozen.
£, OCTOBEft YBLr.OW. 4.«. per doxen
8, BELLE DE FOXXEXAy, or UELLE e'OP.LEAXS

4*. per dozen.
'

4, AUTCJilN BL.i.CK, ISs. per dozen.

No. 2 is a remarkably fine dessert fruit. No. 4 is a dwarf
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Is there no place in Devouahire or Sussex, to gain
a share iu this considerable market return ?

If our previous remarlo at p. 973 on pruning
Peach and Nectarine trees have been under-
stood, the errors pointed out in that article will of

course he avoided. But we are not to be satisHed

with the advantages of abstaining from doing
wrong, when still greater results will flow from
doing what is rifjht. As a general rule, applicable

to whatever mode of cultivation or training may be
adopted, the maintenance of healthy foliage, and
in sufficient quantity for the size of the tree, is

most essential; for unless that is secured no sound
wood can be formed, nor will perfect fruit

be obtained. The health of the foliage depends
greatly on the condition of the roots as regards

moisture. If this is deficient, the amount required

for the demand of evai^oration cannot be supplied,

and the fuliage will consequently become un-
healthy. Presuming that the borders are well

drained, either naturally or artificially, their sur-

faces should he so disposed that all summer rains

will he absorbed, unless, indeed, the season is

escesMvely wet and cold. If the border slopes

much from the wall, it should be brought nearly

to a level ; drills, however small, ought not to be

formed across it, even such as are often made in

earthing up such crops as early Potatoes, Peas,

French Beans, &c. Such drills should run length-

wise.

Insects, chiefly consisting of red spider and
green fly, must be destroyed as soon as they make
their appearance. It is difficult to keep down red

spider when there is a deficiency of moisture at

the root ; but when this is not the case frequent

syringing will clear the trees of that pest.

Green fly has ruined many trees. , If not

tilled outright in one season, trees have in

numerous instances been rendered unsightly by
its ravages, and so unprofi.table, as to be unworthy
of a j)Tace on walls. It may, however, be

easily and effectually cleared off by the application

of Tobacco dust.

By such means leaves may be kept healthy ; and
as they are the principal agents by which growth is

carried on, all increase of solid parta depend on their

number and efficiency
;
generally speaking, there-

fore, as many of them should be encouraged as can
he well exposed to light. But to this rule there

are some exceptions. For example, on whichever
side of the tree there is a preponderance of

foliage, the formation of wood will be greater on
that side than on the one furnished with compara-
tively few leaves. In such cases, always very

liable to occur, the growth of foliage must be

checked on the stronger side ; but it should be
encouraged to the utmost on the weaker portion,

till both are equally strong.

Maiden plants should be cut back to two side

buds, situated as nearly as possible opposite to

each other. The shoots from these should be

, the tree will then
resemble a Y. The sap will thus be divided so as

to flow equally in two directions. The two main
shoots just alluded to are destined to form the two
principal limbs of the tree. They ought therefore

to increase ia thickness at an equal rate. If at any
time one is found thicker than the other, it is a
proof that previously, in one or more seasons, the
amount of foliage on both sides of the tree had not
been equally maintaiued.

It is natural for the sap of trees to flow mainly
into one central upright stem until this attains its

natural height ; bufm stone-fruit trees, and more
especially the Peach and Nectarine, the sap should
be diverted into two main branches, both inclined
from the perpendicular, because from a central
upright stem it will .not readily ftuw into horizontal
branches, and although these may be crij^iuated,
yet they are apt to languish and die off, the lower
ones more especially,

Whflst the first two shoots are making their
growth they must be watched. If one is teen to
grow stronger than the other it mnst be bent down,
and the weaker one raised. This will give the
young tree a somewhat irregular appearance, -but
it must be endured for a time, otherwise greater
and more permanent irregularities will be the
result.

in autumn, soon after the leaves have fallen,
the two shoots should be cut back to 12 or 15 inches
in length, and trained nearer the horizontal
direction than they were in the previous season.
In the following spring more shoots will push from
the two shortened ones than are likely to be wanted.
Select on each side an equal number of such as
appear most suitable for prolongation as leading
branches. Train them in an inclined position in

trained at an angle of abcut 45

summer, the stronger being more bent down than

the weaker. When the strongest have grown 12 or

14 inches long, pick out the bud at their extremity.

This operation will cause a greater development of

the partially formed buds and insure their breaking

into shoots in the following spring, when otherwise

they would remain dormant, become overgrown
and entirely disappear, unless the branch be cut

back ; and then, in consequence of that operation,

some of the buds on the part left may hurst

through the layers which liaye formed over them.
This mode of obtaining shoots ought, however, to

be avoided as much as possible, and care should be
taken to procure a sufficient number from eyes

developed on young wood. If a shoot is shortened

back at the winter pruning, the buds immediately
below the section will generally burst into shoots,

so that we can by shortening command a shoot

wherever it is seen to be wanted, either tor being
trained on as a leader, or to form a bearing shoot.

The treatment of the latter requires now to be

explained.

In the accompanying figure

—

a. Represents a portion of branch.
b. A shoot of the present year's gi-owth.

c. The succession shoot, also of the present year's ^owth.
d. A. bearing shoot of last season's growth.
e. e. Remains of fruit-stalks, where fruit was borne this

season.
1. The place to which the bearing shoot d was shortened at

the winter pruning last year.
2. The place to which the shoot d should be cut off at the

ensuing winter pruning.

It must be remarked, that if the bearing shoot

d had not been shortened last winter by the cut 1,

it would have now been naked about as far as h,

and no succession

shoot c would have
existed ; and in that

case the long piece of

naked wood must be
trained in order to

obtain a fruit or two
from the small bit

of bearing shoot pro-

duced at the extre-

mity. Instead of

being under this

necessity, the whole
of the objectionable

naked wood can be
removed by the cut

No. 2, and replaced by the suc-
cession shoot c, of the present
season's growth, now become the
bearing shoot from which fruit

will be obtained next season,

and also, if shortened as d was,
a shoot from its base for re-

placing it in its turn.

It will be observed that the
bearing shoot d^ has not only
produced the shoot c from its

base, hut also a similar young
shoot b from its extremity. This shoot, being
well furnished with blossom buds, offers so

strong a temptation to retain it, that few can
resist doing so, not being aware at the time
that they are commencing the ruin of the tree.

Some may say, *'Let us have the two or three

good Peaches which the shoot 5 would yield us,

and then we will cut hack the whole to the base

at 2 ; there cannot he much harm in that ?"

There is. The portion d will be thicker by a
year's growth, so that when cut out the wound
will be so much larger. Space will be occupied
which properly belongs to the then bearing shoot c,

and its successional one, thus occasioning their

foliage to be over crowded. Besides, there ought to
be qriite enough of regularly situated bearing wood
without retaining that wliich produces irregula-
rities. In a full-grown tree there may be 300 such
branches as c?, producing each one or two fruits

;

but reckoning only one, the total produce of a tree
would amount to 25 dozens; and this, year after
year, ought surely to be considered a satisfactory
return.

From what has been stated, and by reference to
the figure, it will be seen that the winter pruning
of Peach and Nectarine trees is an easy matter ;

for in a tree that" has been previously well managed
it chiefly consists iu repeating the cut No. 1 on
every succession shoot acout to be trained in
for bearing, and the cut No. 2 on those that
have borne. The part of a tree above ground
consists essentially cf a stem and branches, and
these parts of course may be of considerable age.
Bat with regard to Peach and Nectarine trees, as
a general rule, 7io icood should he trained in that
(s more than two years old^ or that has existed
during ttoo summers. The branch d for example
having borne fruit in the present summer, and

having existed as a young shoot in the preceding
one, it is reckoned two years old ; and for the
reasons stated in treating of the bearing shoot, and
in accordance with the above rule, it is pruned off

by the cut marked 2.

Occasionally it may be necessary to deviate from
the above rule, as when from some accident a branch
is naked or dehcient of a bearing shoot where such
ought to be. Supposing this should happen in

advance of 5, in that case it is advisable to train

the bearing shoot close to the branch, allowing

the shoot h to extend and bear whtre otherwise

there would have been a vacancy. Such however
will not be of frequent occurrence, if care be taken
to originate a sufficient number of shoots whilst

the branches are young. If this he done there will

be no difficulty in furnishing the tree with both
leading branches and bearing shoots.

In order to take advantage of young wood for

obtaining shoots for leaders, several of the latter

will frequently have to be originated at the same
time ; but although it may be necessary to do so,

yet they should not be all equally encouraged in

growth, otherwise the upper ones would become
too strong for the lower. Of three, for instance,

that may be originated at the same time, the lowest

should be allowed to go on at once as a leader, the

next treated for a year as a bearing shoot, and
the upper as such for two years. In this way the

upper will be kept in check from overgrowing the
lower, with which they will soon make up, not-

withstanding the advantage thus afforded it.
||

It appears in a circular from Messrs,

YiLMORiN" that they aria offering seeds of a
NEW UPRIGHT ToMATQ, wMch requires no support.

This plant is said to be entirely different from
the kinds previously known. Its stem is 2 feet

high or more, quite upright, and so remarkably
strong and stiff as to be strictly self -supporting^-

a highly commendable quality. It branches less

than the common great red Tomato, is less leafy,

and does not want so much pinching. The leaves

are rather curled, much puckered, very firm, ajid

closely placed on the sturdy branches. Their

colour is a remarkably deep shining green. It does

not bear so freelv as the common Tomato, but its

fruit, which is of the same colour, is larger and
more regularly formed:—in cnriiness it is inter-

mediate between the Early Red [rouge hative)j

and the Great Red {rouge grosse). It was raised

from seed by Grenier, the gardener of M. de
Flextrieux, at a place called the Chateau de Laye,

whereibre it is to be called the Tomate de Laye,

Some time since we made mention of a

very extraordinary and quite unexpected change
in the flowers of the purple Zinnia (p. 852), by
which an addition has been made to our flower

gardens not a whit less interesting than that of

Double Dahliais, Before the subject is forgotten it

is as well to put on record what is now known of

the origin ot the new race. Messrs. Yilmorin
make the following statement.

Every body knows that the single-flowered

Zinnia elegans occasionally produces flowers with

a double row of radiant florets ; but beyond

this change Messrs. Yilmorin had never been

able to persuade it to pass ; nor indeed could

they succeed in even fixing the sport such as it was.

At last in the year 1858 they remarked in the

garden of a M. Grazan, nurseryman at Bagneres,

the true double form, grown by him for the supply

of the flower market there. M. Grazan had received

the seeds among others from India, and other per-

sons have procured it from the same source. Thus
we learn that no European cultivator is entitled to

the credit of having raised this remarkable
acquisition. How it came to India is at present

unknown. Possibly some of our Correspondents
there may be able to inform us.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXXVI.

A. CAMPESTRis, X.. var. Buchanani, Berk.—It was

stated in our last notice, that hotbed Jlushrooms are

received every where without the sUgbtest suspiciwi of

the possibility of deleterious species being mixed with

them, and it is on this ground that they are exposed for

sale iu the Paris markets without any question from the

police. It is however far from being the fact that no

other species ever make their appearance in the hea3»

and we now place before our subscribers figures ot

a very marked variety which occurred at Dyrham Park

in great quantities in some beds which were under the

management of Mr. Buchanan. We have since

observed the same form in small quantities in punnett?

of Mushrooms in Covent Garden, and a single specimen

lately occurred in a large Mushroom bed which we had
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occasion to examine. Unlike the ordinary bed Mushroom,
the pileus is perfectly smooth and free from scales or

hairs and looks as if it had been whitewashed or

smeared with wbite paint; it is moreover deeply
depressed and has in general no fragments of the ring
adhering to the margin. The stem is very stout and
solid ; the ring slight and fugacious ; the gills at first

only slightly tinged with pink, and the whole habit

very distinct. The qualities of this species are so good,

and its produce so great, that we have recommended its

cultivation as a distinct and useful variety, a point which
with a little care might in all probability be easily

accomplished.
Directions for the formation of Mushroom beds are

to be found in any book of gardening. We have con-
sequently not thought it requisite to load our pages with
matter easily accessible to all. We believe however
that something yet remains to be accomplished In their

cultivation. At 'present there has been no selection

of varieties, though there is as much difference between
them as between bad and good varieties of Peas. There
is a form for instance which occurs at the Swan River
which is said to be of a most superior character. We
have ourselves attempted to introduce this though at

present without success, and the same may be said of

Agarlcus faha-
ceus, a South
Carolina species,

which is said to

possess valuable

properties. The
attempts hither-

to made at the
introduction of

these species or

varieties have
proved abortive,

probably from
the spawn be-

coming too dry in the course of a

long voyage; but if a quantity of
the soil were brought over in a

Ward's case the mycelium would
probably arrive in a state capable

of vegetation.

Apart however from foreign forms
we have some at home which would
probably "supersede the particular

variety at present cultivated if ex-

periments were made. There is one
for instance, with deep Mushroom-
red gillsj abounding in a rich red
juice, which far surpasses the com-
mon field or dung Mushroom, and
we lately pointed out a magnificent
variety in the plantations at BeTvoir
to our friend Mr. Ingram, which
we trust he will be able to pro-

pagate.

While on the subject of the culti-

vation of Mushrooms, it may be

well to add a few words respect-

ing neighbouring forms, such as

Agaric%is arvensis or the Horse
Mushroom, the tall variety of this

species with a bell-shaped pileus

whon young or half grown, figured

by Krombholz under the name of

Agarlcus eduUs of Bulliard, and
known in the midland counties

under the name of Springers, which
has occm'red this summer by tliou-

ands in a single rin g ; and a large

form, vieing with the Horse Mush-
room in size, but distinguished by
its tui'ning fed and not yellow

when bruised. The spawn of these

may he had in almost any quan-

tity, and if beds were made with
spawn procured from the fields, the

permanence of such species might be easily estab-

lished or overthrown. Other varieties more or less

distinct occur both in our woods and pastures, and
one known as the Hedge Mushroom is of very doubtful

quality. Most of these indeed are inferior to the form
commonly cultivated, but experiment might elicit

useful properties, such as extreme luxuriance, rapid
growth, early appearance, &c. At any rate it is an
interesting field of investigation, and may be conducted
with little waste of appliances, if the spawn is inserted
in the soil in which Melons are planted. Other species
totally distincfe may come under trial, and we may
even hope to import the Italian Agaricus ceesareus,
which for beauty and excellence seems to be the prince
of the whole genua. Jf. /. S,

that they are treated as well and in every way as care- . leaves that all the oarts of the Vine are formed. The
fully attended to as they previously had been in the layers of young wood which add thickness to the stem are
season of their finest production. Still the falling off I formed from sap that mu^t have been elaborated in the
continues, and in order to put an end to the grievance,
endured for a greater or less number of years according
as hopes of improvement are ni'ore or less indulged, the
Vines are condemned and replaced by a young set, for
which a fresh border and other expensive alterations are
usually made. It would of course be desirable If this
could be rendered unnecessary, as well as the loss of

crops during the time that the young Vines require to
furnish the house. Before a remedy can, however, be
properly suggested, the cause of the evil must if possible
be ascertained.

The cause of Vines falling so early from a state of
luxuriant productiveness into one of weakness is not

tissues of the loaves; and the roots do not grow of
themselves nor directly from an appropriation of the
food which surrounds them, but only from this after it

hns passed through the leaves and again returned from
them, in an elal>orated state, by the inner bark of the
shoots and stem. Without leaves the plant cannot long
exist. These simple but important facts, which have
been incontestably proven by physiologists, should be
constantly kept in mind by those who have the manage-
ment of Vines. Many do; but some entertain still the
foolish opinion that the leaves rob the fruit, and of

course treat them accordingly; others say the leaves,

by their shade, prevent the fruit from colouring, but
obvious, and it has accordingly been variously stated. ,' this they do not.
Some, from the appearance of decrepitude which the We shall now proceed to trace the progress of a
Vines assume, say old age; others that itf arises from Vine planted under circumstances favourable to it«

too heavy cropping; or the soil being too cold, too wet,
! vi<rorous growth, the glass roof under which it is trained

or too poor for the roots. With regard to the first of
these assigned causes. Vines cannot he supposed to
decline so rapidly as above stated from »ge, for in a
plant which naturally lives for hundreds of years, the

off from age must be so gradual as to befalUufr

HOW STRONG VINES BECOME WEAK.
It is well known that in many instances Vines which

have borne excellent crops for several years have com-
menced to decline in vigour, and to yield inferior crops
as regards size of bunches and berries, each successive
crop being less than the previous, till at last even the
Black Hamburgh varieties assume the appearance of
B nail black clusters. After Vines have produced highly
satisfactory crops for several years, and after they have
grownup so as to well furnish the Vinery, it is very dis-
couraging to witness their decline, notwithstanding

Agaeictts CAilPESTRls, X., var. BTJCnAirANl, Bei'Jc. From a drawing— by Mr. W. Fitch.

scarcely appreciable during a period of only a fewye;*rs.

Nor can over-croppinp; have much to do in the matter,

unless theVines under fair circumstances have each borne
more thtm the one at Hampton Court has done in the
present and past century, annually as much as half a ton,

more or less. The soil may be too cold and produce
very bad effects, but where the Vines are planted
inside the house, and the soil about the roots just as

warm during the period in which the Vines declined as

it was during that of their most favourable progress,

that declijie must be attributed to some dtlier cause.

As for the poverty of the soil, Vino bor<Iers are

generally made rich enougli, and no one would suppose

that the few roots which are exhibited on turning out

ill-thriving Vines couM have exhausted the mass of

soil in which they are found, more especially where

top-dressing and manure-water have been plentifully

supplied.
.,1 i?

Since none of these usually ascribed causes will suf-

ficiently account for the evil m desirable to be pre-

vented, or at all events modified, it will be necessary to

investigate carefully the circumstances under which tht--

Vines progress to their highest bearing condition, and

those under which they decline ; for by so doing, some

being a lean-to, and the length of rafter 20 feet. The
first season after planting the Vine reaches nearly or

quite to the top ; before winter the shoot is cut back to

several feet from its base, more or less according to

its strength. A shoot from the uppermost bud left

is allowed to grow and
form a leader. Instead
of being distributed in

perhaps 30 buds, as

would have been the
case had the shoot been
left at full length, the
whole flow of sap is

concentrated in one,

and that one conse-
quently pushes with
great vigour, making a
rod 2 inches in circum-
ference by the end of
the season. It may
then be shortened to

10 feet or to half way
up the rafler; above
this point an equally

vigorous shoot will puBh
next season, whilst the

portion below, now in
the second year of its

growth, will produce
laCenil shoots, some of

which may bear fruit.

At the end of the sea-

son the leading shoot

of the current year's

growth is found to

measure two inches in

circumference, and the
2-year old portion below
it 2^ inches. The hori-

zontal sectional areas Of
these two being in proportion to each other as the squares
of their circumterences, are as 4 to 6i; or the quantity of
wood in the 10 feet length ofone-year-old shoot is about
38 cubic inches, whilst that of the 10 feet length of two-
y ear-old wood is 59 cubic inches. Hero it may be observed
that if as great a bulk of wood had been formed on the
two-year-old portion as thei-e was in the one-year-oM
rod, the former would have contained t\vice 38, or 76
cubic inciies instead of 59.

From the preceding data it apxtears that the sectional
area for the flow of sap in the young rod is represented
by 4, and that in the two.year-old portion by 6^; this
is neiirly in the proportion of 2 to 3. Then, if the whole
capacity of the s:\p vessels of the Vine is divided into
three portions, two of these will be required for carry-
ing on a supply of sap to the two equivalents in the
young rod, thus leaving only ode-third for supplying
the lateral spur shoots on the two-year-old wood. Hence
it is the case, that whilst the young rod has the means
of appropriating two-thirds of the flow of sap, and the
lateral shoots below only one-third araOT1^at them, they
are weak compared with the leading snoot, and the
bunches of fruit which they bear are consequently
smaller than those on the leader.

8o long as the leading shoot has room for extension
it will continue to grow vigorfwsly; and its ample
fuliage will greatly contribute to the increase of the stem
and roots. By pruning in the spur sho^jts and shorten-
ing the leader the flow of gap is concentrated on fewer
buds than are auuuully formed, tliat is one In the axil
of every leaf, and tlie < equcnce of this proceeding IS

the production of vigorous shoots, the few receiving the
supply of syp which would otherwise have been shared
amongst the jnjiny. Whilst fetron^r tfhoota can be
produced, large bimtli"-** are p^'nerally obtjiined.
and this may be the caae until the Vine has completely
occupied ita allotted space i and when it h.ta done this

its amount of produce will have rettchetl the maximum;
and from this period may be dated that of ita more or

less gradual decline, and this we now have to notice.

Ttie roots, it is ^. lUed, are itill in the same tem-

perature as before, and from their supporting the pamc

.nrfprpncea loav be discovered worthy of consideration i ^ . .... *. *•lUaerences in.iy "« " '^'^
miitioii ducted 80 that cvt'ry vcar about the same number of

-^T^Z^":^^^^^ ^^ -y bashooU, leaves, and bunch, of_fVuit_are^^

I

Before proceeding

well to premise that it is through the agency of the leaves continue healthy and uniloiiniy perform their
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dfece in elaborating aniiuuUy the same amoimt of sap.

It miglit then be supposed, that under sueU equality of

circumstances no falling off in the crops coulJ take

place. That they uniformly do so, although more or

leas rapidly, is a fact which certainly could obt:iIu many
corroborations; and the tendency to decline being

nnifonn, it must proceed from some uniform cause.

AVhilst the amount of foliage continues to be every

year about the same, an equal quantity of sap wlM be

annually elaborated. But tlie thickening of the stem

and roots is progres'^lve ; and it is evident that as their

thickness increases the layers of young wood must
annually become thinner and thinner. A stem 2 inches

in circumference, and 10 feet in length, has 2 U) square

inches of surface ; but this in a stem 6 inches in cireuin-

Je'renco is 720 square inches, or three times as much as

in the former case ; therefore, with the same quantity

of elahorated sap for its formation, the layer of new
wood cannot be more than ^ of the thickness of that

deposited ou the less surface.

Besides the quantity required to overlay the greater

thickness of stem measured at a regular part, tliero are

large spur protuberances to cover, and likewise wounds
from pruning. All these go far towards doubling the

surface over which the new matter prepared by the

leaves has annually to be spread ; and as the latter

cannot be increased, the further increase of foU-ige

being limited, whilst the demand is continually ou the

increase, it follows tlmt the layer of new wood^ must

necessarily become very thin, and when that js the

case the shoots cannot be otherwise than exceedingly

weak, and the bunches small in a corresponding degree.

Having thus endeavoured to point out a cause which

uniformly tends to reduce Vines to a state of weakness,

it remains to indicate the remedy. Tliis is very simple;

for we have* only to remove the old wood by cutting

back as near to the ground as can properly be done.

The result of this will be a vigorous growth of young
rods which will bear as Vines ought to bear.]|

CLASSIFICATION OF PINK APPLKS.
(C&ncludcd from p. 1000.)

30. Mealt-leaved StTGAB-LOAF PiXE.—Syu. Mcaly-
leaved Sugar-loaf, White Su^ar-loaf, Dominica, New
irealy-lcaved Sugar-loaf, Allen's Seedling, Green Sugar-

loaf, Anson's, Otaheite, Brown Sugar-loaf.

Flowers Ubic, Fruit pyramidal, of a lurid green find ali^htly

mealy, when ripe of a pale yellow inclining to lemfu-colour.
Pip5 rather below cba middle size ; fluttisli scales covering
rather more than one-third of the pips, and ending in lenffth-

euod acute poliitH. Floah very paio yellow, alinoHt white,
'transparent, rather soft and fibrous, aweetirtb. without acid,

sliirhtty aromatic, not Tcry pleasant. Crown smaU, leaves
ratlier nuuioroua. i

This is readily distinguished from all other varieties

by its leaves being' channeled or grooved like those of

the Jjemon Queen, but in a Jess degree than that

variety ; it also di/Fers in being less me dy, and tinged

with dull browu; it is not described by Speechly, but

a2)j>cur!^ to have been cultivated for a con?idoralde time.

Good specimens will weigh from 3 to 4 lbs,, but it is

only an inferior sort, and not worth cultivating to

any extent.

31. Black SroAB-ioAP Pise.—Syn. Black Sugar-

loaf, Copper-coloured Barbadoes,

The fniit ia of the same form as the other varieties of Sugar-
loaf, the colour ia darkish purple. R.nd slightly mealy before
ripening; when ripe light oraitge. Pips rather above the
middle size and flat, sometimes a little depressed in the centre,

and covered to the extent of one-third by the scales, wliich cud
in a Tery short blunt point. Flosii very pale lemou-colour,
rather string, very juicy, and sweet with an agi-eeable pleasant
acid. Crowu rather large, leaves few and erect.

Tliis 13 readily distinguished from all other varieties

of the Pine Apple, b}' the purple colour of its leaves,

which arc long and erect ; it is tolerably good during
summer, but does not swell freely in wlaten

32. Stbiped-leaved Sttgab-loaf Pi5e. — Syn.

Striped Sugar-loaf, Prickly striped Sugar-loaf, Green-
leaved with purple stripes and spines on the edges.

Purple Striped Queen, Green Sugar-loaf^ Green slrlped

Sugar-loaf, White Su;^ar-loaf, Striped-loaved, from
Jamaica, Bird's Eye Bahama, Brown striped Sugar-loaf.

Flowers very pale lilac. Fruit of the same form as the other
Sugar-loaves, of a clear palish green colour and r.ithcr mealy ;

when ripe of a bright yellow. FlesU deep yellow, aenii- trans-
parent, aligktly stringy. Tory Juicy and sweet with aHlight
aroma, but without much aridity. Crown middle-sized, le-wes
rather numerous.

It is readily distinguished by its broad pale green
loaves, with dark purple stripes ; it generally weighs
from 3 to 4 lbs., and is a fruit of cansidcruble

excellence.

It has been received from
Houghton Clarkcj BarL^ under
Bipley.

33. TEiyiDAD PnrE Apple.—Syn. Pitch Lake.
Leaves kcel-sbapeJ, very long" and stragglinjr, broad .at the

bikic, and tapering regularly to the apox, dull green much
tinged with brownish purple, particularly on the spine-s and
inner leaves, under surface very mealy. Spines remarkably
irre^alar and growinsr in clusters, tliey are in the aiiddlo degreo
of strength aud thickly set. Flowers lilac. Fniit of an
clougated conical form, the gTeate-^^- diameter.'? of which are in
the proportion of 12i inches in height, by .'jj inches in breadth ;

before ripening' d,u-k oUve aud lightly cohered with meal, when
ripe dark orange, and slightly tinged with rod on the lower
part of the pips, which are large, of a roujidwh form, and only
ffery slightly angular ; the margins are rather elevated, v/ith
thehc centres depres.sed, excepting the lower part of the fruit
where they are a little promiueut. Scales cover about ha'.f the
pips, aud end in lengthened acute poiuta at the lower-part of
the fruit but near the auinmit they are much shorter. Flesh
pale yellow, soft, with UtUe fibre, ver-/ fragr.ict and sweet

Jamaica by Sir Simon
tlie crroiicoud name of

without acidity, very delicate and highly flavoured. Crown
very small, contributing, in continuation from the fruit,

to give the whole the sharp termination of a regular cone.

The leaves are reflexcd and considerably tinged with reddish

brown.

This Gscelleut and truly valuable Pine was presented

to the Society by his Excellency the late Sir Ralph

Woodford, the then Governor of Trinidad, where it

attains an immense size: the largest of those fruited in

our garden weighed G lbs., but it is reported to weigh

occasionally 26.

31 Buck's Seedling PI^'E.

This vavictv greatly resembles the Trinidad, but differs in the

following particulars. The leaves are not of so robust growth,

they are considerably paler, more mealy, and entirely free from

any tinge of brown or rod, nor are the spines so strong or

irregidar. The fruit before ripening is rather paler aud more
mealy, the scales much longer aud of a dull whitish or grey

colour. The flesh is also Romewhat paler, with a richer and

more highly flavoured juice.

Raised from seed at Elford, and presented to the

Society by Mr. William Buck.

35. En^-ille Pixe.— Syn. Enville, Old Enville,

Cockscomb, Enville Sugar-loaf.

Leaves not very long, but rather broad and strong, slightly

keel-shaped, somewhat recurved, of a bluish green and re-

markably mealy, spines middle sized, thickly set and very

irregular. Flowers lilac. Fruit pyramidal, of a dark puri)le

tinged with a brownish red beforo ripening and very mealy,

afterwards of a deep reddish yellow, with pale copper coloured

scales which cover about one-third of the pips, and terminatet

in lengthenei acute puiiits. Pips generally about the middle

size and slightly prominent. Flesh almost white, opaque, soft

and melting, without much fibre, juicy, rather ricli and sweet

with a peculiar and pleasant perfume. Crown small, often

cockscomb shaped.

Tliis is a very good and handsome Pine, weighing

from 4 to 7 lbs., and swelling freely during the winter

months; it was raised from seed at Enville Hall, the

seat of the Earl of Stamford and Warrington, but at

what time is rather uncertain,

36. New Entiile Pine.—Syn. New Enville.

The leaves of this variety differ from the Enville in

being less mealy, the spines are also stronger and more

regular. The fruit is not only of the same appearance,

but also of the same quality as the Enville. It was

first introduced into notice by Mr. Miller, of the

Bristol Xurscry; but its origin is unknown.

37. Spuing Gbove Enyille Pine,

Leaves short, broad and flat, with rerolute edges of a bluish

green colour, much tinged with brownish purple and rather

thickly covered with meal. Spiues middle sized, rather thickly

set and regular. Flowers lilac. Fruit pyramidal, very broad
at its base ; before ripening dark green aud rather mealy,

when ripe dark yellow. Pips middle sized, rather flat aud
somewhat depressed in the centres. Scales covering rather

more than half the pips and termiuatiug iu very short points.

Flesh very palo yeUow, slightly fibrous, very juicy and rather

sweet, but not hii^hly flavoured. Crov\'n very small, leaves

not numerous.

This Pino was presented to the Society, by Mr.
Isaac Oldakcr. The fruit weighs from 3 to 4 lbs., but

is not of *niuch excellence.

33.' LoED Bagot's Seedling Pine.—Syn. Lord
Bagot's Seedling.

Leaves remarkably short, broad aud flat, bluish green and
thickly covered with meal. Spiues middle sized and rather

irregular. Flowers Hlao. Fruit bluntly pyramidal, before

ripening dark greeuish purple and thickly covered with
moa't ; when ripe pale yellow. Flesh wliite, opaque aud firm,

with scarcely any fibre, very juicy and highly flavoured.

Crown small, leaves not numerous.

39. Blithfield Ohanoe Pine.

The leaves of this variety bear a striking resemblance to

those of tlio Enville, but differ in being much weaker and less

mealy. Tho fruit is rather broader at the top than in that
variety ; tho pips are also somewhat larger and les.s mealy, the

colour when ripe bright ochre. Flesh pale yellow, rather
bofl and melting with a plea.3ant highly flavoured juice.

Crown small. Leaves not numerous.

Presented to the Society with the last, by Mr. Isaac

Oldaher.

40. Black Antigita. Pine.—Syn. Browu Antigua,

Black Antigua, Jagged-leaf Black Antigua, Brown
Antigua, Wortley's West Indian.

It is readily distinguished hy its loaves, whioh are vei"y long,

narrow and acute, rather spreading, of a clear bluish green,

the inner leaves being much tinned with a pale brown, upper
surface slightly mealy, lower surface very mealy. Spines large,

far apart aud regular. Flowers pixrple. Fruit cylindrical.

Inclining to oval ; Ijcfore riijeuiug, of a dull puiple green and
thickly covered with meal, when ripe dark ochro. Pips very
large and prominent. SiKiles covering rather more than one-
third of the pii>3, and termiiiating in short blunt points.

Flesh pale yellow, slightly fibrous, rathor soft and melting,
with a pleasant acid, remarkably juicy, sweet and highly
flavoured. Crown sm:in, leaves few and erect.

This truly valuable and excellent Pine-apple was
cultivated by Speeehly at Welheck, before the' publica-

tion of his Treatise ; during summer it is the most

deliciou.s and highly flavoured fruit with which I am
acquainted, and as Speechly very justly observes, it

should be cut on the first appearance of changing from

green to yellow, an obsorvatlou which is applicable to

iorts abounding with iuice. We have receivedall those sorts

it both from St. Vincent and Maranhao.

Syn. Welbeck41. Welbeck Seedling Pine. —
Seedling, Crown, Prickly Providence.

This sort is rcalily distinguished from all others by its

leaves, which are long, sreader and spreading; broad at the

base and tapering to a very acnte point ; of a dull green and
only filiglitly mealy. Spiues large, far asunder and retruiar.

Flowers small, dark purple. Finiit somewhat cylindrical,

generally broader atthc top than at thebxse, before ripeuingdark

olive ; when ripo pale lemon-colour ; very mealy on the centre

of the pips, which are large, flat, rather wrinkled and depresfel

in the centre. Scales C"veriag nearly half the pit>s, ending in

short blunt points. The flesh is very pale yellow, almost

white, stmi-trausiiarcut, melting aud juicy, slightly acid, with

a rich agreeable flavour. Crowu rather large, sometimes
cockscomb shaped, leaves not vei-y numerous.

A notice of this variety has been made in the Ilort.

Trans, vol. iv. p. 213, where it is stated to be "a small

fruit," this, however, is only very seldom the case

;

under favourable circumstances it will be found to be

a free grower, producing fruit of great beauty, some-

what above the middle size of Pine-apples, and of suffi-

cient excellence to obtain it a place iu every good

collection : its name is sufficient to satisfy Us respecting

its origin, when we consider the great quantity of seed-

ling Pine-apples raised from imported seeds at Welbeck

by Mr. Speechly.

42. Ripley Piite.— Syn. Ripley, Old Ripley,

Montserrat, Heaton House Montserrat, Brown Sugar-

loaf, Indian Black Pine.

Leaves broad, rather long, and slightly recurved, dark
green, much tinged with reddish brown, and mealy on both
surfaces. Spiues in the middle degree of strength and
irregular; margins rcflexed and sometimes a little waved.
Flowers purple. Fruit roundish ovate, Bometiraea rather

cylindrical, sliglitly comjiressed at either end ; before ripening

very deep green, and thickly covered with meal on the
middle part of the pips, when ripa of a pale copper colour.

Pips rather above the middle 8i:aQ and rather prominent, scales

covering about one half the pips aud terminating in lengthened
acute points. Flesh pale yellow, opaque, very swoet and rich,

firm and crisp, not stringy ; and of a very agreeable flavour.

Crown about the middle size, leaves rather numerous and
spreading.

This Pine is readily distinguished from all others by
reason of its being densely covered with meal on tlie

centre of the pips : it generally weighs from 3 to 5 lbs.,

and is an excellent sort for winter forcing, and well

deserving of general cultivation. •

43. Russian Globe Pine.—Syn. Russian Globe.

Leaves rather short and broad, somewhat keel-ahaped, spread-
ing aud a little furrowed ; of a dull greon, much tinged with
a dark brown, slightly mealy. Spines long, thinly set aud
regular. Flowers lilac. Fruit globular, sometimes tapering to

the summit, before ripening dark purplish green and thickly
covered with meal, when ripe darkish orange, inclining to a
copper colour. Pips large, flat and a little depressed in tho
Ciutre. Scales covering about one-third of the pips, which
end in long acute points, closely adhering to the fruit. Flesh

of a clear yellow, slightly fibrous, very juicy aud sweet, with
a rich highly perfumed flavour. Crown rather large, leaves

broad and spreading.

This is an excellent and highly flavoured fruit, gene-

rally weighing from 3 to 5 lbs. It was imported from

St. Petersburg by the Society in 1819.

4i. Russian CocKSCOiiB Pine. — Syn. Russlaa

Cockscomb.
Leaves rather strong, broad, short, aud somewhat furrowed,

sliglitly spreading and rather flat, with revoluted margins of a
bluish green and very lightly tinged with brown, very mealy.

Spines rather strong, far asunder and regular. Flowers lilac.

Fruit globulai', rather tapering to the summit ; before ripen-
ing of a dark green an-l rather mcaiyv when ripe pale orange.
Pips rather above the middle size aud flai ; sometirae3 having
small tubercles at some of the angles. EScalea covering nearly

one-half the pips, ending in long blunt points which adhere
closi,'Iy to the fruit. Flush palo yelluw, rather tran.sparent,

very juicy and sweet, with a rich pleasant acid. Crown rather
small, leaves broad and spreading.

Tins Pine was presented to the Society by ^Ir. Isaac

Oldaker. It is an excellent summer fruit, weighing

from 4 to 6 lbs,

45. Queen Pine.—Syn. Queen, Old Queen, Common
Queen, Narrow-leaved Queen, Broad-leaved Queen,

Ananas Ordinaire.

Leaves very short, broad and stiff, somewhat spreading and
keel-shaped, of a bluish green and thickly covered with r*eaL

Spines srrong, rather far apart and regular. Flowers lilac.

Fruit cylindrical, before ripening a lightish green and mealy

;

when ripe a rich deep yellow. Pips rather below the middle

size and a little prominent. Scales covering rather more than

one-third the pips, ending in lengthened points. Flesh pale

yellow, very slightly fibrous aud melting, remarkably juicy

and sweet, with a rich pleasant acid. Crown middle sized,

leaves numerous and a little spreading.

The origin of this truly valuable and excellent Pine

is uncertain; it is the Ananas Ovale of Miller's

Dictionary, and probably tho sort originally introdiiced

into this country ; in ordinary cultivation it comes into

fruit in 15 or iS months after having been removed

from the stool, and will then weigh from 3 to 5 lbs.

46. Riplet's Queen Pine.—Syu. Ripley's Queen,

Ripley's Xew Queen.
This sort differs from the Queen in the leaves being

less mo:dy and of a paler colour, the pips are also less

prominent. It is a more tender variety tinui the

Queen, over which it possesses no advautage : we ara

not acquainted with it.s origin.

47- Green Queen Pine.—Syn. Green Queen,
The leaves of this variety differ from the two

described above, in their being much stronger, rathei*

less mealy, and often having some parts ot their

margins destitute of spines. The fruit is generally

larger, and the pips are rather more prominent than

either of the other varieties of Queeu, but they seem
to be equal iu point of flavour. I* was first introduced

mto notice by ITr, Miller of the Bristol Nursery, but

its origin is ur.known.

4S. IMoscow QcEEN- Pike.—Syn. Moscow Queen.
Tiie leaves of this sort differ from the other varieties

of Queeu iu being furrow.:d and in the veins on the

under sur-Oice being entirely destitute of mealiness,

thereby causing it to have a striped appearance. It is

an excellent and hi:rhly flavoured fruit, of the same

size as the Q-.ieeu. Received from Mr. Isaac Oldater.

4iJ. Striped Queen Po'E.—Syu. Striped Qaeen,

Striped-leaved Olive.

According to Speochly this is an accidental variety

ub:;a!i:el from the Que-u at Welbeck, abjut 20yc.u-s
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before the publication of his treatise. It differs from
the Queen in its leaves being striped with a pale

grsenish yellow and a little tinged with fiery red, the

fruit is also a little variegated, and of the Biime quality

33 the Queen, but seldom swells so freely as that variety.

50. SiLVEK-STiiiPED . QuEEN PiXE. — Syn. Gold
Stripedj Silver Striped Queen, Silver Striped.

The leaves of this variety differ from the Striped

Queen in the margins being striped, whilst those of

the Striped Queen are uniformly green; they arc also

broader, less tinged with red aiid the s'ripes consider-

ably paler tban that variety. Although both plant and
fruit are of greater beauty, yet tlicy are of much less

excellence,

51. AsTiGtri Queen Pine.—Syn. Antigua Queen,
Black Caraile,Yellow Caraile, LordElHngham'SjAiitigua-
Leaves short, broad, keel-shaped and slightly spreading*

dull green and very much tinged with lightish browu and
very mealy on the under surface. Spints strong, far
asunder and regular. Flowers dark lilac. Fruit cylindrical,
Fometimcs roinidinh ; before ripening dark olive green and
rather mealy, when ripe dull yellow. Pipa rather above the
middle size, prominent. Scales covering about one-third part
of the [tills and tnding in a short blunt point. Flesh white,
firm, rcnmrkably juicy, a little sug.if-y but not highly flavoured.
Crown rather large, leaven numerous and spreading.

We have received it from St, Vincent under the

names of Indian Sugar-loaf, and Herbert's Narrow-
leaved St. Vincent. It is an extremely worthless variety,

being almost always deformed.

There is a variety of this sort with deep yellow flesh

which far surpasses the one now described in point of

flavour, and the fruit is not so liable to become deformed
as that of the old variety, which is seldom otherwise

than mis-shaped: the leaves are also broader, more
spreading, and the spines rather coarser.

52. BxooD Red Pine.—Syn. Blood Red, Blood,

Claret, Ananas Jamaica purpurea.

This Pine is readily distinguished by the purplish red colour
of its leaves, which arc long, broad, and rather erect.

The Epines are large and regular. Flowers lilac. Fruit
cylindrical, sometimes taperiug a little to the sumaiit;
before ripening dark purple and very mealy, when ripe a
reddish chocolate colour. Fips middle sized, slightly prominent
and half covered with tlie scales which terminate abruptly in
very short points. Flesh white, rather soft and melting,
somewhat fibrous, neither very I'uicy nor highly flavoured.

Crown middle sized, leaves rather numerous and erect.

Ifc was imported from Jamaica by the late Major
Morrison of Gunnersbury, under the name of Buck
Pine, and unnamed plants of it were also received from
St, Vincent by the Society.

It is not of such excellence as to warrant the
introduction of more than a very few plants in any
collection.

Ofthe preceding varieties the following will probably
be found the most useful in a very select collection.

The Queen (No. 45) is one of the best varieties at
present known for general cultivation. It grows freely,

fruits early, and although not so high flavoured as

some of the larger kinds is stiil the most valuable for a
small family. Exposed to a very high temperature in

the months of June, July and August, ifc is liable to

become hollow near the core, but early or later in the

season it is not subject to that defect. It is the sort

generally grown by gardeners for the London Market,
The Itijpley's Queen (No. 4C), a slight variety of the

common Queen, is probably the best ; the leaves are

greener and broader, and it does not throw up so many
Buckers.

The Moscow Queen (No. 46) is an excellent variety

but is rather a slow grower ; the fruit is about the same
size as the common Queen, but superior to it in flavour.

The Black Jamaica (No. 11) is an excellent fruit at

all seasons of the year, but particularly in the winter

months, when Pines rarely come to perfection; it cuts

firm to the core, is highly flavoured, keeps some time

after it is fully ripe, and bears carriage better than any
other. It is, however, rather a slow grower, and the

fruit seldom attains a large size.

The Srown Sugar-loaf (No. 29) is the best of the

Sugar-loaf kind; it is a large handsome and highly

flavoured fruit, swells freely in the winter months, its

flesh is firm and juicy.

The Hipley (No. 42) is large, handsome and high
flavoured; it is a good summer fruit, and swells freely

in winter,

^
The St. Vincent (No. 22).—The fruit is not large but

highly flavoured, particularly in summer ; and it is said

to swell freely in winter.
The Black Antigua (No. 40) is an excellent and

highly flavoured Piue if cut when it begins to turn
from green to yellow, but if allowed to remain on the
plant until it is quite ripe it loses all its richness.
The jEnville (No. 35) is deserving of a place in col-

lections as one of the handsomest Pines in cultivation

;

although ifc is neither rich nor highly flavoured.
The Lemon Queen (No. 24) is of free growth, the

fruit is rich, juicy and high flavoured.
The White jProviJence (No. 10) when grown to a

large size, is generally deficient in flavour, but is a very
handsome showy kind. It may sometimes bear prema-
turely, and if in that case the fruit be allowed to become
perfectly ripe on the plant it is equal in flavour to a
Queen.

laid down as a rule that wherever yon meet with a

properly conducted cottagers' society you will also find

cottagers alike prosperous, contented, and respectable

in the positions they relatively occupy. A clean and
well-cropped garden is rarely accompanied by an ill-kept,

untidy cottage ; the bright flowers outside will generally

have a reflex of bright spots inside ; and ifc is equally

certain that these habits of order and neatness will not

be practised from day to day as a part of the household

duties without the mind being similarly influenced; and
hence what was once a neglected chaos becomes one

of those " cottage homes of England," about which

Mrs. Hemans has sung so beautifully, but wliicU with a

few exceptional cases under enlightened and benevolent

proprietors shine more in song than they do in reality.

Cottagers' societies are reallynotso well managed as they

might be. The causes which militate against their

are various, sometimes sectarian, and R
happens that proprietors are not so alive

own interest ns they might be, for

instances within fcLe range of my ex^

perience where application for land for allotment

purposes has been met with the reply "The villagers

are a disorderly and disreputable pet of fellows, and
not deserving of allotment gardens," the short-sighted

proprietor forgetting* that wretched houses and hands
unoccupied are not the least potent causes of the

demoralisation of the working classes both in town and
country. Go into any neighbourhood where there are

comfortable cottages and good gardens, and you will

find the public-house comparatively unfrequented ; but

seek the opposite example, of which I am sorry to say

there are too many in the country, and though the

p?t-liouse be miles away the men will be found

there every night so long as they liave either

usefulness

sometimes
to their

1 1tore are

to farming occupations. These are considered hard
times, but the unemployed found those much harder.

While however t am au advocate for large allotments,

or at any rate allotments proportionate to tlie size of
the family to be employed upon them, I am no advocate
for giving them rent free, as I have frequently seen the
ill effects of such misdirected philanthropy to be gardens
badly managed, and in some cases not cultivated at all.

Provide fair laud and charge a fair price, suflicient to

pay rates and taxes as well as rent, and insist upon the

rent being paid regularly, or the occupation be forfeited.

Allotments sliould also be as near to the occupant's resi-

dence as possible, so that his energies may not be too

mnch taxed in going to his garden after working hours.

I know a man who by moonlight on a winter's night

may be seen digging iu his garden, and I have seeu

him with a child holding the lantern while he dug the

ground. This man had about half an acre of land, and

being quite an adept in cultivation I have no doubt

that after supplying his family of eight children he

made by tlie sale of early Cabbage, Potatoes, seeds, and
Cabbage plants &c., 201. a year from that quantity

of ground. Here is a real and substantial help to a

poor man, a help much more substantial than gifts of

coal, ovcrc^oats, or blankets, inasmuch as the money is

honestly earned, and he has a right to do as he pleases

with it. This enables him to act independently,

dlscouriiges pau^ier-mindcdncss, the greatest ciu^e of

our rural population, and likewise teaches him the value

of industry and of his own labour particularly. Such a
man may, as he has a right to do, demand a full price

for his labour, and who can blame him for so

doing? For my own part I should be glad if there

were more of them in the country, and I should

also be glad if the north of England practice

money or "credit. I am not going to argue that
|

of deserving labourers being encouraged with sufficient

Cottage gardens are a complete remedy for this

state of things, but I fully agree with what Mr.
Morton stated on this subject a few months back, that

cottage gardens and allotments are a "saving bank for

scraps of time," and so considered exert considerable

influence in bettering the condition of the working
classes. Visit any street or village where the cottagers

have poor gardens or none at all, on a summer evening,

and you find the men and boys lounging about smoking,

gossiping, and playing at games of chance, ultimately

adjoining to the public house to spend their winnings;

but give these men a piece of garden to cultivate, and
the occupation will quickly clear the street of such

unseemly appearance. When I say give, I do not mean
that labourers or mechanics should hold land rent free;

there is no charity in that, and I have known such

gardens to be entirely neglected, in fact left uncul-

tivated; but give them laud at a fair price, and
they will gladly avail themselves of it. I know-

instances near market towns where land for garden
purposes is rented at 35*. per acre and sublet

at 15^. per acre. This is of course an extortionate price,

but I believe fair land, according as it may be situated

in town or country, will find plenty of occupants at the
rate of from 21. to SI. per acre, and even at the latter

price, if cultivated with ordinary care, and taking the
produce at town prices, the produce will yield a profit,

to say nothing of the moral good which is sure to accrue

from its cultivation.

* Yes, in a poor man's garden grow
Far more than herhs or flowers.

Kind thoughts, contentment, peace of mind.
And joy for weary hours."

Eefcurning, however, to cottage gardens or allotments

as more immediately connected with a rural popu-
lation, it is a disputed question what quantity of Kind

each cottager ought to occupy. Some say allot him
no more than he can cultivate iu his leisure hours before

and after his regular work ; and I have heard some
employers say, give them no more than thej can culti-

vate after working hours, such mastera claiming a right

to the morning energy of the men ; but this is a very
narrow and selfish view to take. In some parishes

the allotments are under the management of the

Churchwardens, and this is not a bad arrangement,
especially if the minister is a liberal-minded man.
Where the garden land is limited in extent the appor-

tionment of it should be.regulated by size of the family

;

land to keep a cow was more iu practice in other parts

of tlte country. The small cottier system may be

objected to when it extends beyond the keep of a cow
or two, as the class of men who are neither farmers nor

labourers, who have not sufficient work at home, and
who too frequently are too indolent to go out to daily

labour, are not to be encouraged; but a comfortable

cottage and good garden, a pig in the stye, and a cow
in the field, is the position in which I should like to see

every dcservitig cottager in the country. P.

BOTTOM-HEAT FOR VINE BORDERS.
SoiiE short time ago you very forcibly called the

attention of your readers to an instance which came
under your notice of singularly high coloured and
flavoured Muscat Grapes as a striking exception, par-

ticularly this year, to the generality of these, and
accounted for it by the fact tliat the borders iu which

they grew were well supplied with bottom-heat. Cor-

roborative of this there was, if my memory serves me
rightly, an exhibition some time ago, at St. James's

Hall, of unusually high coloured and in other respects

perfect Muscats, said to have been produced from a
heated border at the Denbies, near Dorking, and to this

condition was their superiority traced. My own expe-

rience coincides exactly with the above ; decidedly the

most perfectly coloured Muscats that ever came under
my notice were grown this unfavourable season on
a heated border, while iu the wme locality I
have not seen a well coloured Muscat Grape this year,

although in all other respects equally well managed as-

those to which I refer.

Admitting the correctness of this—and it is a subject

well worthv of discussion and settlement—it becomes
a matter deserving the consideration of those who are

now erecting new Vineries or renovating Vine borders.-

It is a generally admitted fact that Muscats require a

higher temperature than most other Grapes to ensure*

a successful set, and to bring them to anything like a-

passable condition as to ripeness. (The only exception

to this that I have ever met with, either verbally or in*

print, is in Sanders* book on the Cultivation of the

Vine, where he also says that a rather moist and close"

atmosphere is best for setting Muscats—an idea from
whichltotally dissent.) Tew intelligent gardeners will be
found to question the correctness of that theory which
would propoimd a soil temperature corresponding in

thus I know a parish where the parentshave 10 perches 1 degree with that of the atmosphere in wliich most, if

each, and the children 2 perches, and thus a man, his

wife and six children, would liave a garden of 32 perches

in extent, or nearly a quarter of an acre. Others con-

tend, and I incline to their opinion, that no allotment

for a family man should be less than 40 perches, one

quarter of an acre ; this by devoting ono-half to com
enables them to grow a sack or two of Wheat or Beans

not all, plants grow, just because it is found in Nature
that the temperature of the earth near its surface

exceeds by a few degrees that of the atmosphere.

With many things grown in our hothouses bottom-

heat is a point scrupulously and assiduously attended to,

as, for instance, in the case of the Pine Apple and many
other plants. And he who would assert that he would

COTTAGE GARDENING.
It is a pity the success which attends the manage-

ment of cottage garden and allotment societies in some
parts of the country is not more general, for it may be

but the average produce of farm cultivated land is little

more than 20 bushels, thus showing the advantages of

good cultivation, and of spade husbandry accompanied

with the plough. Some again consider that large

allotments render the labourer too independent, and

consequently less under command than he was wont

to be. I am old enough to remember the time,

before the present Poor-law came into operation,

when the "house-row" system was in full practice,

and the unemployed of rural parishes had to go

from farm to farm seeking employment at Is, per

day and many of these being weavers, framework-

knitters, or other poor tradesmen, were totally unused

proved to be correct, wliy not iu the case of the Vine?
Just because, in my opinion, bottom-heat for Vines

has not generally been put to the tcs^, and probably

because some who have adopted it have failed through

other points of mismanagement, in the same way as

some who have ample bottom-heat for their Pines do

not succeed. It is surely not an unreasonable idea to

hold that, if the roots of Vines were acting in suil the

temperature of whicii was two or three degrees warmer

instead of many degrees colder thnn the atmosjjhere in

which the branches and leaves were enveloped, the

chances of first rate Grape?, all other things being

equal, would be increased. And were such couditiona
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cases in the ashes of volcanoes, niul are consequently

suhjecfc to the most intense warmtli> and that the

most inferior are produced from colder tliough more
alluvial soils; surely the merest tyro might conclude

liat the chances of success would he greater in our hot-

houses with the roots of the Vines in an open and warm
border instead of those that are retentive, wet and cold.

The contrary of this is so thoroughly opposed to all sound

i,heory that one is almost astonished to find that the

heating of Vine borders in general has not long ere now
met with more consideration, for you may travel all

over counties and scarcely meet with such a thing as a

border heated from beneath by means of either hot air

or water. Gardeners who are at all conversant with
the early forcing of the Vine are well aware that in

most cases wliere Grapes are required before June,

countries are produced from their sunny slopes, whert.' and coarse lime rubbish, resting on a concrete bottom.

the roots grow in the mere debris of rocks, and in some In the summer of 1859 I kept the rods closely stopt

about 7 or 8 feet above this; the laterals were allowed

to run, a get the Vines well established. Last winter

they were cut back to about 7 feet, and they have this

season produced a magnificent crop of fruit, from 12 to

15 bunches each, averaging 2 lbs., and this in addition

to making a great length of rod. Two other borders

were made of the same nature in 1859, and many of the

Vines this season have made 30 feet of fine strong rod.

/. Sheppard, Jfooherstotie Farle. [The leaves in ques-

tion measured IG inches in length and 14 inches in

width. The wood, which was about the thickness of the

thumb, appeared to be thoroughly well ripened.]

Boilers.—There is one subject whicli at this season of

the year interests all gardeners, and which I should

very much like to see discussed in your pages, and that

Is, what is the more efficient boiler for ordinary pur-

there is an attempt made to supply Iieat to the border I poses, and how can a steady heat be best maintained
by means of masses of fermenting dung and leaves during t!ie long cold nights of winter ? The queries

applied to the surface. Kow, though I would not assert which I would suggest as more important are the

tU4t such an attempt was next to useless in all cases, I

think that in manV instances, wbere the border is left

uncovered till drenched with cold rains in autumn, and
where the only roots of the Vine are along way from the

surface—this practice is next to useless, at all events

not worthy of being compared with a judicious system of

supplying heat from beneath by means of either flues

or hot-water pipes. The first outlay of expense con-

nected with lieating a border sufficiently need not be

very great, and in course of a few years will soon be

saved in labour and in the avoidance of the nuisance of

Luge hotbeds on the borders in the case of applying
heat from the surface; and my impression is that the
day is not far distant when the supply of heat to the

border of the "early house "and that of the *' Muscat
house" will be as general as that of heating the atmo-
sphere, and that a saving will thereby be effected in the

course of time. I know that there are many who
ridicule the idea of chambering and hot-water pipes,

&c., and I was once rather sceptical on the point myself.

No doubt in many instances th^ amount that the
arrangement costs has been unnecessary, in many cases

a sufficient amount of bottom-heat could be supplied at

very httlu expense, and I am about to heat one on a

vei'y simple plan, which will not cost over two or three

pounds, not entiiiilug any material extra consumption
of firing.

The benefit derivable in the case of early forced
Vinos from bottom-heat is magical, in the freenes^

with which the Vines start, and the regularity with
whicli every bud breaks. I could name at the present
moment two Vineries iu wiiich the Grapes are begin-
ning to colour which wore started wifcli fire heat in

September. TJie one broke with the greatest regularity

all over the liouse, and lias now every bunch about the
same stage. Tlie other broke irregularly and tardily,

aiid there is no\v' a great difference in the forwardness
of tlie fruit. And wliy lias this happened ? Because
the former is under the manaiement of a first-rate

h

practical gardener of great experience, and the latter

under the guidance of a mere beginner ? Not
at, all. The case is just reversed. The former
has his border well supplied with bottom-heat from a
flue, and moat of the roots inside the Vinery. The
latter has the roots of his Vine, all or nearly all, in a
cold outside border, and hence the disparity. I have
said that the expense of heating borders from beneath
would he made up in the course of years. And this I
feel certain would be effected, (co sny nothing of more
satisfactory results as to better crops and Vines of
greater longevity,) to such an extent that the market
jBfrower who supplies Grapes in March and April would
find the money so spent a profitablR investment. How
often do we see and hear of early forced Vines hecomin
80 debilitated and unfruitful that they must be roote
out, new borders made, and yonng Vines planted in
their stead. And this is not to be wondered at when
we come to consider that in many cases their roots are
far from the surface, in compressed and soured soil,

and consequently cold, while their very life is being
fgrced outot theminside theVinery. Surely if their roots
were in light soil heated to a teu^peratuce correspond-
ing with that of the atmosphere, it would not be uurea-
sonable to expect that ffrey would make more root and
bear their crops with a degree of impunity which is

not possible under opposite circumstances.

One thing that struck me very forcibly for the last

few years in the case of early forced Vines well supplied
with bottom heat, was the small amount of roots the
stems of the Vines threw out inside the house in the
atmosphere, as compared with what I have generally
observed in the ease of early forced Vines. This dis-

position is not surprising when it comes to be considered
the greater amount of root action secured by the
heated border, thereby obviating the necessity for any
further effort on the part of the Vine to draw support
from any other source. A Tine Grower.

following

Home Correspondence.
vine Borders.—1 beg to forward for your inspection

leaves and wootl from Vines planted i» spring, 1S58 , ,- -.^ — ,

in a border very similar to the one described by Mr. • to its production. A Gtape Vine cannot be raised from
j

1. What boiler has been found to produce
the greatest heat in the shorted time with the least

amount of fuel ? 2. What length of pipe does it heat,

and what amount of fuel does it consume ? 3. How
long can the fire be maintained without attention ?

4. Is it desirable that the furnace door should have
holes iu it for the admission of air, or that it should be
close ? 5. Would it be more desirable to admit air by
a tube at the back of the fire than in front ? 6. Have
any of your correspondents tried the Eev. Henry
Moule's patent of a drawer full of water under, the firCj

and with what success? 7. What fuel or mixture of
fuel will burn steadiest and longest ? If you think it

right to encourage the discussion of this subject, I think
that some valuable information may be obtained. Have
any of your readers, tried Roberts' Terra Cotta Stoves,

and would they not answer well to keep the frost out
of orchard houses in the spring or cool greenhouses in

winter ? An Inquirer.

B.ogg's Edghig Tiles.—In answer to "Hanworth"
(see p. 102 1), I beg to say that I used between 5000
and 6000 of Hogg's tiles here three years ago; I
obtained them from Witham, in Essex ; they form a
neat edging, but will not stand frost. About one-
fouith of them were destroyed by it the first season,
and they cojiUnue to crumble away; now I consider
them a bad bargain. John Mattlson, Addington^
Winslow, HucJcs.

Pine Apples.—There is a slight inaccuracy in the
report of the Pine Apples I exhibited to the Fruit
Conmuttce of the Horticultural Society last week, which
no doxrbt originated tlirough the very slender and
partly verbal report I gave at the time. There are two
pits in which the Pines are growing, each 27 feet long

by 7 feet 6 inches wide. Instead of 50 plants growing
in one of them, it should have been that there are 50
fruit niw in various stages of growth, 23 in one house
and 27 in the other, a dozen or more of which will be
ripe by the end of the year, many of them quite equal
in size to those exhibited. A portion of the plants only
was planted in 1849 ; the last portion was planted in

185i. I exhibited the fruit to show what may be done
at \'cry little expense and trouble; in fact, as your
talented correspondent, Mr. Duncan, observed on seeing

tiiree Jamaica Pines I exhibited three or four years

since afc the Fruit Exhibition at Willis's Rooms, *' I

grow them on the lazy principle," but nevertheless on
a principle that is worth adopting, for I have not been
without ripe fruit for the last three years, and until

within the last three months they had not had one
hour's labour expended on them for two years, beyond
opening and shutting the house and attending to the
fires. Henry C. Oghf Gardener to the Earl of Aherga-
venni/f bridge Castle^ Tunhridge Wells,

Boicood Muscat Grapes.—Mr. Cramb in your Paper,
and others in the various horticultural periodicals, seem
determined to prove—to their own satisfaction at least

— thatBIr. Spencer did not raise the above Grape at
all, and that it is the same as Passe Muscat according to

Mr. Cramb, and a writer in the " Scottish Gardener "

declares that it is the same as a Vine that has grown
at Fynninghame, in East Lothian, for 57 years. Now,
for various reasons, I believe these writers to be mis-
taken, but I know Mr. Spencer is too able a man to

require that I should strike a blow in his defence. What
I am about to remark upon is the mystery that hangs
over the origin of nearly all recently introduced new
varieties, or so called new varieties of Grapes. Those
whose memories carrythem back somel2years remeuiber
how " JosUng*s St. Alban's" Grape came out and sold

well; it is now knowni to be nothing else than the old

Chasselas Musqud, though I think it is quite possible

that Mr. JosUng raised it from seed. Next we have a dis-

puted parentage in the case of Golden Hamburgh,not yet
set at rest by the extent of proof that many require

after their scepticism has been aroused. Now, it is the

Bowood Muscat that is on the card, and I would advise
|

Mr. Snow to be prepared with extracts frpnj the

registries of tlie birth and baptism of the Muscat
Hamburgh, for it \yill be its turn next. Joking apart,

it seems a great pity that such squabbling could not at

once be put an end to by proof which would satisfy all i

concerned, and I cannot conceive that there is any bar
i

seed, planted and fruited for years in a large establish,
meut without such being seen by many competent
witnesses, and this would do away with that suspicion
of commercial immorality which exists in the minds of
many respecting such transactions as they stand at pre-
sent. A Constant Reader.

Linen Covers for Fruit.—From inquiries which I
have made, I am induced to think that the "value
of linen" for the preservation of fruit is not generally
known in this country, although it is customary to use
it in America and the East. Linen, from the porosity
of its fibre, is very " attractive of moisture," the
moisture displacing the air held within its meshes
when in a dry state; the fruit having its moisture thus
attracted from it, ripens equally, and soon possesses
that luscious flavour so necessary for the table. A
"linen" cover entirely protects fruit from frost and
damp. It has also the advantage of not imparting any
disagreeable taste to the fruit, and I think that if its

value were more generally known, an article might be
manufactured of a durable nature, and at a price which
might enable growers to send their produce to market
without the musty flavour with which it is too often

impregnated. M. R., Srompion.
So-called Anchttsa^ from Biarritz.—T enclose a

specimen of a plant whose proper name I am very desi-

rous of ascertaining, and which certainly deserves to be

better known in England than it is, as far as my obser-

vation goes. The blossom struck me at the time it was
gathered, and also when I saw'the A. italica in England,

that they were precisely alike. The flowers are quite as

large, and so thickly set that a clump of them from

4 to 8 inches across is quite as attractive as one of the

lesser Gentian. It was in bloom the first week in May,
and grew plentifully' not only on the road bank leading

to Biarritz, but on that across the Pyrenees to Irun,

&c. The soil is the detritus of that part of the range, and
the plant appears to prefer a high and dry abode, so

that it would require some care in winter to avoid damp;
in other respects it would possibly prove quiLe hardy
here. Nota Bene. [The plant in question is Lithospermum
prostratnm. We have it in our herbarium from

Biarritz itself.]

Golden Kamhiirgh Grape.— Having lately success-

fully exhibited this Grape, pe^'mit me to say a fe.iv

words in its favour. It is now about two years since I

planted it in a Muscat house ; I did not commence
forcing it until the beginning of April, and therefore

did not keep so high a temperature as I otherwise

would have done; nevertheless I exhibited three

bunches of it in August last, to the Royal Dublin

Horticultural Society, and they gained a first prize-

I quite agree with your oorreftpoadeat in hwt week's

I

Paper (p. 1021), so fur as Ids remarks relate to bunch
and berry ; but I have an impression that it will ripen

quite as early as Black Hamburgh, where bothhave
been grown under the same circumstances. Samuel
Johnston, Gardener to Colonel Taylor^ M.P., Ardgillan

Castle, Dublin,
Mushroomsand Charred Bones.—The account given

in your last Number of Agaricus campestris is exceed-

ingly interesting ; of the truth of the remark that an
excellent kind may be nroduced from horse dropping,

I have practical experience, A few years ago I

collected a quantity of horse and sheep droppings,

which I mixed, and covered with a coating of mould, for

the purpose of being applied, when thoroughly rotted,

as manure; the heap became literally crowded through-

out the whole of the succeeding summer with beautifal

Mushrooms, of a bright pink colour in the gills, just as

if a bed had been regularly spawned. Some years ago

I had burned or rather charred about the end ofautumn a

quantity of bones (in order to make superphosphate of

lime). They laid iigainst a bank. The following summer,

to my astonishment, the spot on which the operation had

been performed produced vast numbers of Mushrooms
of exactly the same description, so far as I was able to

judge, as those indicated in the illustration In your

Paper; the top was of a brownish colour, the gills a

deeper red, the size generally larger, the stalks shorter,

and the flavour richer than that of the common field

or cultivated sort. For catsup they were found to be

infinitely superior to any other kind. In former years,

the fields around this locality produced immense quan-

tities of Mushrooms, as well as PuS'-balls, but during

the past season I have not been able to discover any-

where so much as one ofeither of them, or, indeed, hardly

a Fungus of any kind. -Sarcely a butterfly, too, hasbeeu
seen, but slugs have prevailed to a prodigious extent,

and committed, indeed aj*e still continuing to do so,

sad mischief. Black-jack flies, also, have abomided
in an unusual degree, and strenuously co-operated with

the slugs in the demolition of all kinds of Cabbages
while in a tender state. As for ridge Cucumbers I have

had but fpw, and those of very small size. Vegetable

ilarrows with me lyvve been a total failure. Tomatoes

nearly unproductive,"and such as did come to any size I

was obliged to gather in a green state, and ripen them
in the house. In short, both the farmer and gardener

have had incalculable difficuUies to contend against

here throughout the whole of this extraordinary year.

Old Suhscriher, Whitland.
Autumnal Strawberries.—Some of yonr readers will

perhaps remember that a few years ago in the month

of November the Strawberry growers were all startled

by some plants of a kind of Strawberry received from

Belgium under the name of " Delices de rAutomne.

The plants were masses of fruit iu different stage* ot
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growth, and lar^e numbers were imported and sold at
a high price. The following autumn when a crop was
expected no fruit was to be seen, and the plants on

orange sort of considerable beauty.
deservedly awarded the first prize in the class in which in overturmng it.

they were shown. The next best blooms came from
examination proved to be nothing but a mixture of

i
Mr. Wilkinson, of Bow. who had in addition to the

British Queen and Keens*s Seedling- Many surmises
of course arose as to how this autumn-bearing quality
was brought about, I was always inclined to think
that they were plants that had been forced in early
spring and then planted out. I now find that I was
not far from the truth, for on ptissing to-day a bed of
a Strawberry called Triumph, the plants of which were
growing: >n an orchard house in very small pots till the
middle of June last, I found tliem full of fruit. They
had borne some small fruit while in the house, but were
starved and nearly forgotten. Soon after the time stated
above they were planted out in a rich border and grew
freely, and are now covered with fruit, some of which I
now send to you. It would thus seem as if we had arrived
at the solution of the "Delices de I'Automne" ques-
tion, and I have no doubt that Strawberries in
autumn may be had in abundance from any of our
free-bearing kinds, such as Keens's, Oscar, Sir Hurry,
Princess Alice Maud, Princess Frederick William, and
other early kinds, by having plants potted in December
or January (mine were potted in the former month) in
small pots (No. 60), suffered to grow and bloom In an
orchard house, cutting otf their fruit when green and
planting the plants iu a rich border towards the end
of May. Z,

(

octettes*

CHEYSANTHEiTUM.—Various exhibitions of Chry-
santhemums have taken place during these last 14
liys. First were the tvvo Stoke Newington Societies'
Shows; then came that at the Crystal Palnce, and
lastly the South Metropolitan, and other suburban
meetings. At all these gatherings well-grown plants
were produced ; but they were lor the most part insuffi-

ciently in flower, more especially Pompones, which are
late this season. Amosg cut blooms, with the excep-
tion of beautiful collections from Mr. Bird, which
everywhere took 1st prizes, few were in all respects per-
fect, and many were below the average in size. Novelty,
Queen of England and Alfred Salter were, however, in
most stands equal to what we have seen chem in better
seasons. Six blooms of the first of these varieties,
sTiown by Mr. Bird at the Horns Tavern, Kennington,
on Monday last, were the admiration of all who saw
them. They measured nearly a foot in circumference,
were compact and in every way excellent in shape.
lilodmsofDupontdcl'Eure, from the siirae cultivator,
were also unusually fine, as were likewise manv other
Kmds to which allusion was made in our columns of
last week (see p. 1023).
Among specimen plants, at the different meetings,

Prmce Albert was one of the most eOoctive, especially
when looked at from a distance, its colour being a warm
rich red, and nearly as striking as that of tlie hand-
some Pompone called Bob. Among light kinds we
noticed excellent plants of Vesta and Goliath ; Christine
is also a useful sort for pot culture.

Among Pompones Golden Cedo Nulli was shown in
good condition by most exhibitors, as were also
Brilliant, Surprise, Mustapha, General Canrobert and
Duruflet. These were all skilfully managed compact
bustes, and well flowered. Of standard Pompones some
good examples were shown, especially by Mr. Greatorex,
of Hill Street, Kennington—not with flat tops like tables,
but with clean stems, some 2^ feet in height, andlieads
bushy and symmetrical as those of standard Roses;
treated in this manner they had a good effect, espe-
cially when forming a back row to or intermixed with
dwarf kinds. Mr. Wiggins showed at most places
excellent specimens trained on the flat system, and well

kinds mentioned above, Lyslas, Goliath, Versailles
Defiance, Leon Leguay, "Hermione, and Quintus
Curtius. In the amateurs' class Mr. Paxton, Stoke
Newington, showed very fine flowers, as did also Mr.
Wortley, and others.

At the different meetings inspected we noticed
excellent cut blooms of the following kinds in most of
the stands, viz., Queen of England, Anaxo, Arigena,
Cassy, Prince Albert, Dupont de I'Eure, Beauty,
Triomphe du Nord (a large showy red, somewhat
ragged but striking), Cassandra, Novelty (a kind
which bids fair to displace Queen, which it resembles),
Marechal Duroc, Yellow and White Formosum, Goliath,
Duke, Fabius, Alfred Salter, Gem, Madame Andre,
Stellate globosum, Plutus, Alarm, Jardin des Plantes (a

good yellow), Pio Nono, Favourite, Leon Leguay,
Defiance, Picturatum, Trilby, Hermione, Lysias,
Mrs. H. Holborn, Miss Kate, Lucidum, and Comte de
Morny ; the last a small dark red.

Among Anemone-flowered sorts the best w^ere Fleur
de Marie, Gluck, Margaret of Norway, George Sand,
Margaret of Anjou, and Nancy de Surmot.
Of new kinds Lady Hardinge, a variety in the way

of Miss Kflte, but larger and fuller. Lady Mayoress,
a white Hybrid Pompone, and Garibaldi, are all pro-
mising varieties. The first came from Mr. Salter, the
two last from Mr. Bird.

and so forth —
contemplation of

is tlio road now

KoUas of iJoo&g.

The Romance of Natural History. By P. H. Gosae,

F.R.S. Nisbet, 8vo., pp. 372.

So agreeable a writer and accompli ^slied Naturalist
as Mr. Gosse is always welcome; and we dare Say
readers will say never more so than when ushering
into the world the entertaining book before us.

The author tells us that more ways than one may
be found for studying natural history. Among
those ways is the path trod by the poet, " who'looks at
Nature through a glass peculiarly his own; the
ajsthetic aspect, which deals, not with statistics, but
with the emotions of the human mind—surprise,

wonder, terror, revulsion, admiration, love, desire,

which are made energetic by the
the creatures around him." This
followed by Mr. Gosse; a delia;ht-

ful ouc no doubt ; but we fear not quite so safe as that
of Dr. Dryasdust, who classifies, that is to say puts
into order, the observations of the field naturalist.
However, such a work as the ona before us lays little

claim to scientific exactness; and must therefore be
measured by tlie same standard as we apply to a
romance; which it calls itself. In saying this we do not
mean that the statements of our author are untrue;
we only mean that if they are sometimes painted in
lively colours such as fancy breeds, Mr. Gosse in no way
breaks faith with the reader, or deserts the realm of
science. He only renders natural history more brilliant.

The volume consists of a selefction df stories relating
to the habits of animals, collected from thestatementsof
travellers, and of course therefore given on their
authority; with this addition however, that the author
believes in them himself ; and undoubtedly his opinion
is entitled to all respect. The matter is also enlivened
by some extremely clever illustrations, for the most part
drawn by Wolf and engraved on wood by Whymper.
The greatest novelty m'ttie work is ^fn Gosse's

advocacy of the reality of such creatures as the Unicorn
and the Sea-serpent. Of the former, he observes
"It is highly probable that an animal of, ancient

„ A e ce i. \ 1
- , .

renown, and one in which 'EngTahd has for ought toarranged for effect; he was liowever, somewhat unsuo- ^^ve) a peculiar interest, resides in the r«rTon fust
cessful with large kinds, although some of his plants, as indicated (Central Africa). I refer to one of the iuo-Cloth of Gold, were very well flowered, and that, too, in
pots of comparatively small size. Some good pyramidal
Pompones were shovvn, more especially at the Crystal
Palace, by Messrs. Mont and Bennett. Among these
were good examples of Golden Cedo Nulli (on which
some of the blooms had reverted to the white state),
Duruflet, Helen, RequiquI, Adonis, and General Can-
robprt ; the last two, though dwarf sorts, got up well.

Among large-flowered varieties Mr. Hutt showed
some well-managed plants at the Crystal Palace; the
sorts were Golden Christine, Chevalier Dumage,
Detiancc, Voltaire (a good red), Annie Salter, and Dr.
Maclean, the last a fine kind ; these were neatly trained
and covered with blooms even down to the edges of the
pots. Mr. George, of Stamford Hill, also showed good
plaiits, among which the most conspicuous were Prince
Albert, Insigne, AHgena, Vesta, and Madam Camerson.

Cut blooms, especially at the ' (Crystal Palace, were
numerous

; of thesfe Mr. Bird showed a magnificent
stand, which was arranged in three rows of eight
blooms each; the varieties were Alfred Salter, Dupont
de 1 Enre, Beauty, Novelty (the largest of all, and
I»ler than Queen of England), Themis, Queen
of England, Cassandra (a fine kind), Princess
Mane, Marechal Duroc, Lucidum, Alarm (dark
red but somewhat coarse) ; Formosum, Madame
AMre, Anaxo, Madame Lebois, Duke, Nonpareil,
Tnlhy, Plutus, Siellare globosum. Yellow Formosum,
Miss Kate, Madame Meillez, and Fabius, thelast apolished

(Central Africa), i reier to one or me sup
porters of Britain's shield, the famed Unicorn. \Ve
may not, to be sure, find him exactly what the heraldic
artists delight to represent him—a sort of itongrel
between a deer and a horse, with cloven hoofs, a tuft-

tipped tail, and a hoin spirally twisted to a point ; but
there may be the original uf the traditionary portrait
of which this is the gradually corrupted copy." Among
other testimonies he cites that of Mr. Freeman, the
well-known missionary in Madagascar, who reports
the general belief in the existence of a ^oUe-horned
animal existing on the main land of Africa, A witness,

an "intelligent native of a region lying northward
from Mozambique," informed him that "an animal
called the NdzooJzoo is by no means rare in Makooa.

It is about the oiZe of a horSe, extremely fleet and

strong. A smgle horn projects from its forehead from

2 feet to %\ feet in length. This is said to be flexible

when the animal is asleep, and can be curled up at

To these was
|

bulky, the perseverance of the creature usnaJly succeeds
.io=. ;.. «ri.;.T.

. in overturnuig it. His fury spends itself in goring
and manglina: the carcase,' as he never attempts to
devour it.

^
The female is altogether without a horn.'*

This story is not without corroboration :—" M. Antoine
d'Abbadie, writing to the ^Alheneeum' from Cairo,
gives the following account of an animal new to
European science, which account he had received from
Baron Von Miiller, who had recently returned to that
city from Kordofan:—* At Melpes, in Kordofan,' said
the Baron, 'whore I stopjied some time to make my
collections, I met, on the 17th April, 1848, a man who
was in the habit of selling to me specimens of animals.
Oue day he asked me if I wished also for an A'nasa,
which he described thus:— It is the size of a small
donkey, has a thick body and thin bones, coarse hair,

and tail like a boar. It has a long horn on its forehead,
and lets it hang when alone, but erects it immediately
on seeing an enemy. It is a formidable weapon, but I
do not know its exact lengtli. The A'nasa is found not
far from here (Melpes), towards the S.S.W. I have s6en
it often in the wild grounds, where the negroes kill it,

and carry it home to make shields from its skin."
If these stories are true then we shall assuredly sortie

4lay witness the Lion and the Unicorn in our Zoological
Gardens.
As to the sea-serpent, of which there is a figure from

Mr. Gosse*s own hand, a chapter is devoted to the dis-

cussion of wliether such a creature really exists. After
recounting the many stories current from the days of
Bishop PontoppiJaii to our own Captain McQuhae, and
quoting Owen's condemnation of the whole batch, Mr.
Gosse re-examines the evidence, relying mainly upon
that of modern English intelligent witnesses. 'Hiis

examination brhigs him to the conclusion that "the
sea-serpent exists," and that in all probability it is the
last example of those hideous lizard-like creatures whose
remains are found in the Oolite and Lias, and which
"naturalists call i-'wa^/tisaitr/a. "Not," suys iMr. Gosse,
" that I would identify the animals seen with the actual
Plesiosaurs of the lias. None of them yet discovered
appear to exceed 35 feet in length, which is scarcely
half sufficient to meet the exigencies of the case, I
should not look for any species, sc.arci;ly even any genus,
to be perpetuated from the oolitic jterio'd to the present.

Admitting the actual continuation of the order Enalio-
sauria, it would be, 1 think, quite in conforuilty with
general analogy to find impurtant generic niodilicatious,

probably combining some salient features of several

extinct forms. Thus the little known Pliosaur hud many
of the peculiarities of the Plesiosaur, without its extraor-
dinarily elongated neck, while it vastly exceeded it in

dlnicnslons. What if the existuig form should be essen-

tially a Plesiosaur, with the colossal magnitude of a
Pliosaur ? There seems to be no real structural difli-

culty in such a supposition except the * mane,* or vvaving
appendage, which has so frequently been described by
those who profess to have seen the modern animal.
This, however, is a difficulty of ignorance, rather than
of contradiction. We do not know that the smooth
integument of the Enaliosaurs was destituteof any such
appendage, and 1 do not think there is any insuperable
improbability in the case. The nearest analogy that I
can snggest, however, is that of the Chlamydosaur, a
large terrestrial lizard of Austndia, whose lengthened
neck is furnished with a very curious plaited frill of thin
membrane, extending like wings or fins to a considerable
diatance froui the animal." The author is of opinion
that we are not justified in assuming that all these
Marine Lizards have perished:—"A crtrrespondent of
the ' Zoologist' adduces the great authority of
Professor Agasslz to the possibility of the present exist-

ence of the Enaliosaurian type. That eminent palaeon-
tologist is repretented as saying, that Mt would
be in precise conformity with analogy that such
animal should exist in the American seas, as he had
found liumt-rnus instances in which the fossil forms of
the Old World were represented by living types in the
New. He instanced the g:ir-pike of the Western rivers,

and said he had found several instances iu his recent
visit to Lake Superior, where he had detected several
fishes belonging to genera now extinct in Europe."
Moreover there is in the "Zoologist" the following
statement :—" Captain the Hon. George Hope states
that, when in H.M.S. Fly, iu the Gulf of California, the
sea being perfectly calm and traii.spr\rent, he saw at the
bottom a large marine aninud, \^ith the head and
general figure of an alligator, except that the neck wais

much longer, and that instead of legs the creature had
four lai-ge flappers, somewhat like those of ttirtles, th'b

anterior pair being larger than the posterior. Tlie
creature was distinctly visible, and all its moveirtcuta
could be observed with ease. It appoarod to be pur-
suing its prey ut i\\Q bottom of the sea. Its movements
were somewhat serpentine, and an appearance of arinu-
lations or riog-hke divisions of i^e l>ody were distinctly

perceptible. Captam Hope made this relation in com-

I

escape from its fury, is to climb a thick and tall tree
t
Piesiosauri, the supiwsed forms of which so nearly Cor-

out of fii^ht If the enraged animal ceases to see his respond with whnt he describes ashavmg seen ah ve, And

eneniy, he presently gallops away; but. if he catches I cannot find that he had heard of them.-the al^^
sieht of the fu-itive in a tree, he instantly commences ' being the only animal he mentioiied as bearing a part al

an attack on the tree with his frontal horn, boring and similarity to the creature m question. Now, unless^th^s

rinoine it till he brings it down, when fiie wretched officer was egregionsly deceive
,
he s.w an animal

man b preseutly gored to death. If the tree is not very .
which could h.tve been no other than an Enaliosaur,-*
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mariiii; reptile of large size, of sauroid figure, with
turtle-like piJules."
Thas it appears that ancient monsters of the Jeep

may stiU exist ; and if so we shall some day expect to see

a genuine descendant of the very dragon skin by
St. George.

Of Moore's Index FiUcum (Pamplin), we have a double
Numher,*inclnding Parts 8 and 9, completing Athyrium,
reaching as far as nearly the end of Bleehnum, and in-

cluding the 20tU plate. Certainly this will he one of

the most useful hooks in Cryptogamic Botany ; hut its

utility would he much increased were the puhiisher to

be more expeditious in bringing it out. We believe

we are right in saying that the preparation of the
MSS. causes no delay in the publication. The work
began ia 1S57 ; we are now at tlie end of 1860, and the
Index U still struggling through the letter B. Four
parts appeared in 1S57; only one in 1858; and one in

1859. VVe have, however, three in ISfJO, which, it is

to be hoped, is of good augnry for the future.

Tbade Lists Keceived.—Joseph Baumann, (a la

JS'ouvelle Promenade^ Ghent). Price list for the Autumn
of 1860 and Spring oF 1861 ; with a figure of a band-
some hardy hybrid Hhododemlron, called Kapoleon
Baumann, apparently bred from R. maximum. It

received the first prize at the show of the Horticultural
Society of Ghent ia the summer of 1859.

Miscellaneous,
Poisoned Aniseed.—In consequence of a communica-

tion made by the Dutch Government of the existence of

a quantity of Hemlock in the Aniseed imported into
Holland from Leghorn—in some castas in the proportion
of even one-third of the weight—the French Govern-
ment has issued a warning to merchants receiving con-
signments of Aniseed to examine them with the greatest
care before delivery. Several cases of poisoning are
stated to have occurred among the Dutch people, which
may be traced to the undue consumptioxi of Aniseed in

which the lower classes indulge. It is believed, as the
result of inquiry, that this admixture is due to the fact

that in the Roraagna the Hemlock is left to grow wild
with t!ie Aniseed, and great carelessness being mani-
fested in the gathering, the admixture is growing cvej-y

year more and more poisonous, until at last it amounts
to actual danger to the lives of the consumers. As
Aniseed is consumed also in this country, both amongst
the geueral public, in the form of a cordial, and by the
patients of medical practitioners, in a carminative water,
much employed in the treatment of children, it may not
be amiss that we should circulate the caution here also.

Xesser Giow-wonns. — Persons who eat Peaches,
Apricots, and otiier stoned fruit (and who does not ?)
may often find a little centipede about I4 or 2 inches
long, curled up in the centre of the fruit. This inject,

if placed in a glass, and looked at when it is dark, will
be found to be considerahly luminous. Edtcard Jesse,
in '* Once a Week.*'

Calendar of Operations.
{^For the ensuing tceek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Cos-seeVATOBT, &c.—Forcing houses and pits will

very soon require to he kept in full activity to supply
the constant demand that will be made on them for
plants in bloom. Care must, however, he taken
before plants are removed to sitting-rooms to gradually
harden them for a day or two, either by placing
them in^ the conservatory or intermediate house.
In addition to keeping the conservatory gay with
blooming plants, let the arrangement of the house
be occasionally changed, by grouping the plants
somewhat differently, and adding a few striking ones,
as some of the hardiest Palms, &c., for effect. Pay
attention to the plants intended for successive blooming.
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Eranthemums, Justicias,
Luculias, Cape Jasmines, Euphorbias, Epiphyllums,
&c., for forcing should be in readiness when wanted.
Narcissi, Hyacinths, &c., should be protected by a
frame; when they begin to grow remove the
plunging material down to the surface of the
pots to prevent them rooting upwards. With the
a sistan .'0 of a garden frame, some stable manure, or
tan, to furnish a gentle heat, the Hyacinth may be bad
itv flower at Christmas; and with a good stock of
bdbs, the display miy be kept up till April or Mav.
for early flowering, the bulbs should be planted ear'y
III September; those to flower in spring should be
planted during the months of October, November, and
December, The best pots are 5-inch (forty-eights) for
oae bulb, and 6 or 7-inch (thirty-twos and twenty-
fours) for three bulbs. It may be well to add, that three
rwts grown tc^ether in one pot produce a much finer
effect than single bulbs. If smaller pots than the
above be used, greater care will be necessary in
watering. The soil used for potting should be as rich
as possible; such as one-half fresh loam, cut from a
Future, with the turf decayed in it, and well decom-

cWB^n^'"'* Jf*"-'!
'^^.""'"^' '''^^ * ^'^^^ portion of

SrobtZ^;i'\f
"ltermixe.1. If, however. thU cannot^ ^^tained, then the lightest and richest at command

must be employed instead. Fill the pots lightly with

the prepared compost, and place the bulb upon the

surface, slightly pressing it into the soil. After giving

the newly-planted bulbs a liberal watering, set the

pots out of doors on a place Avhere perfect drainnge is

secured, and cover them with about a foot of old tan,

ashes, saw-dust, leaf-soil, or any other light material.

After remaining there for a month or five weeks, the

bulbs will be sufficiently rooted to render it safe to

remove them to a gentle bottom-heat of about 55*,

introducing the pots, in numbers proportionate to the

demand, at intervals of about a fortnight ; a succession

of flowers will then be secured, until those in the open

air come into bloom. We would caution the amateur,

when forcing the Hyacinth, to be careful that the roots

are not allowed to penetrate the fermenting material.

Persons possessing no better accommodation for growing
plants than a room window, will, with ordinary manage-
ment, be able to grow and ilower the Hyacinth as

wc!l, if not to have it in bloom as early, as those who
can command a gentle heat. We need hardly observe,

that plants grown during the dark days of wiiiter,

should be placed near tbe glass, and he freely supplied

with air, when this can be given with safety ; and
tho3e grown in windows will draw towards the light.

unless the pots are frequently turned. A sitting-room

window forms a suitable situation for Hyacinths while

in bloom, and their beauty will be longer in fading here
than in most situations : in no instance should they be
removed from a close atmosphere, or suddenly exposed

in a sitting-room window, until they have been
previously hardened in a suitable temperature to

withstand cold drying currents. We waru the inex-

perienced to guard against this common error,

and to avoid subjecting the plants to sudden
changes at anj' period of their growth. Mignonette
and Neapolitan Violets will require abundance
of light and air to keep them from damping. As
a change from the present to severe weather may
c.ouie on suddenly, be

.
provided with ample means for

covering pits, frames, &c., should it occur. As with
the exception of forced plants most other things are

now in an inactive state, the temperature of plant

houses should fall to its minimum point consistent with
the safety of their various inmates. Nothing can well

be worse for the development of a healthy vigorous
habit in plants than subjecting them to a high tem-
perature at the present season when light, so important
to the healthy action of vegetable life, cannot accom-
pany it. Where Achimenes and Gloxinias are required
to bloom early, a few pots may soon be started by
plunging them in a little bottom-heat.

rORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEUY.—Pin£3 are often deficient in flavour at this

season ; tliis is improved by exposing the ripening
fruit to all tlie light you can command, and giving but
little water. A good supply of air is likewise essential

at all times for high-flavoured fruit, and more than
ever necessary at this time. Continue an increase of
heat to Pines now wanted to start, employing it prin-

cipally by day. Attend to linings for plants grown in

dung-pits and keep the atmosphere in which they
grow dry,

Eably Vinery.—As soon as the hunches can be dis-

cerned on the young shoots the extra buds should be
removed, excepting such as may be required for pro-

ducing hearing wood next season. In leaving these
latter select such as are formed nearest the main stem
to avoid the awkward appearance of long spurs at a stage
further in their growth. Such shoots as have more than
one bunch should have them reduced to that number,
selecting the one likeliest to form the handsomest hunch.
Tying in the young wood should be managed carefully,

bringing the shoots to their proper position by degrees,

to avoid the danger of their breaking. After the buds
are started a few inches the syringe may be gradually
withheld; as too much humidity at this season will

sometimes injure both foliage and bunches, and a
sufficient degree of moisture «an easily be kept by
sprinkling the floors and heating apparatus several

times daily. Regulate tlie admission of air so as to

have a gentle current at all times through the house;
increase, of course, by day agreeably with the state of
the weather. Gradually advance the night tempera-
ture to 60° and then to 65° by the time the flowers are
ready to open, keeping the thermometer from 10" to
IS*" higher by day according to the amount of light you
can command. Keep up the heat in the outside border
by additions when necessary, bearing in mind the inju-
rious eflfects any sudden check to roots , in action will
produce on the coining crop. B; ing succession Vineries
into work as wanted. Late Vineries in which Grapes
are still hanging will require fires daily and air sufficient

to keep the house and fruit dry; remove decaying
berries and dead leaves, and well protect the roots from
frost. For a. late Grape the Barbarossa is found to
possess valuable properties.

Peach HotrSES.—Peaches and Nectarines which have
been forced for several years oftentimes produce a large
excess of fruit buds, and this more especially on
weakly trees; a natural consequence of allowing these
to remain are weak flowers and inferior fruit and wood.
When therefore such is the case the trees will be greatly
benefited by well thinning the bloom buds, leaving
the largest and those most favourably placed ; of course
a considerable surplus will be still left to allow for

casualties. Syringe twice or oftener daily till the
bloom is ready to expand, when it must be discon-

frequently, and
degree or two

tinued. The night temperature may advancu to 45*
with an increase by day accompanied with a pronor
tionate admission of air, ^

Fig House.—Damp the trees over
if wanted early increase the heat a
weekly.

Stkawbeeeies in bottom-heat for forcing will require
air daily to prevent drawing in those eariieat started
when they show the truss of flower they should b'
removed to shelves in the Vineries and Peach-houses^
but the principal crop should be advancing slowlv
as yet. .

•'

FLOWER GARDEN AND SIIRaBBERIBS.
Except in the driest localities nothing more' can Iw

done in this department than paying attention to orde
and neatness. Bedding plants, however, must have
attention, for in all likelihood many things are suffering
from damp, and such plants as appear to suffer moat
should he removed to other quarters where a drier tem-
perature is kept. Keep the stock in pits and frames"
well ventilated and the surface soil of the pots frc-
quently stirred. Dui^t with sulphur Verbenas and
similar plants attached with mildew. Be particular in
keeping the interior of pits containing plimts of the
above description as dry as circumstances will permit.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
|

Figs against walls will require some protecting
material placed over them, more especially in the mid-
land and northern "counties. Some wall trees, as Pears
Plums, Cherries, itc., are often attached by scale, in
which case the infected trees should be«well washed
with a mixture of soft soap, tobacco water, and lime •

half a pint of spirits of turpentine may be added to
each 4 gallons of the mixture when tliey are much
infested. The lime is added to give consistence to the
mixture, and to show that no parts of the trees are
missed in dressing. Let this be applied during dry
weather if possible, thaj; it may remain on for some
time, and before the trees are nailed. Examine fruit

stores often, and remove all fruit which indicates any
symptoms of decay.

'STATK OK THE WEATHEK AT CHISWICK NEAH liONDOIT
For the Week eniling Nov. 'B, 1S60, as obaeirei at the Honicultur*! Gardeni.

Friday Ifi

Satur. 17
Sunday IS
Mod. 19
Tuea. a*
Wed. 21

Thurs. 22

ATerage.

.

3
4
6

6

i)

S
9

BA.BOHIITBa. 1

Max.

29.572
29.4('0

29.880
29.071
2!J.990

29.793
29.460

Min. Max. MId.

^BUFSBATUaS.

OftEe'BMtb

1 foot
deep.

29.523
29.210
29.772
30.019
29.91fi

29.429
29 44S

29.7H8 I 29.616

49
41
40
47
48
51

o3

31
33
30
23
25
31
25

Mean

40.0
.T6.5

35.0

35.0

36.5
41.0
39.0

4Si
48
46
46
M
45

46i

Not. Ifi— Fine; densely oYercatt at niicht; rain.
— 17—Coii»tant rain; overcast: cold wind witli sleet.
— 18—Clear, with cold wind ; slight rain at niKht.

19—Clear; exceedinKly flue for the peason ; Tcry clear; froity.
- 20— Voxgy ; very fine tbrouKhout ; frost at D'uht.

21—LiiclitlyoireicaBt ; fine; rnio ; boLterou*; heavy rain at night.
- 22— Partially overcast; exceedingly fine; sligbt tog; Iroaty.

Mean temperature of the week, 4 l-6th deg. below the averaxe.

RECORD 0¥ THE WEATUER AT CHISWICK
Durinfc the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, endiox Dec. 1, 18M.

Nov.
and Dec.

Sunilfty25..
Mon. 2S,.
Tues. 27..
Hed. 28..
Thurs. 29..
Friday 30..
Sa'ur. 1..

55^

45.0

47.0

46.5

47.8

47.6

47.7
48 3

33 3

33.3
34.8
.15.4

3t.4

35.0
3.V1

5<^

39.6

40.1
4 '.7

41.5
41.0
41.4
41.8

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

»7
IS
16
17

17
IS
IS

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.34 in.

0.70
0.88
1.21

56
0.31

fl.25

TrevaiTfiig ffliair

3
1

1

2
4
4

2
5
5
4

2
3

2i.2

Qd

6

6
4

2

5

2
2

QQ

4

1

I

2
3
3
4

CO

/

4
5

7
a
3
3

6
IS

9

6
10

9

7

3

1

5

7
4

a

3

4

4
4

I

3

Ml
The highest temperature duriQ£ the above period occurred on the Ist,

1337—therm. 62 dejc- ; and the lowest on the 3Uth. 1S6&—therm 14 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Apple Trees : Old Sub. We cannot possibly recommend otW
nurserymau rather than another. You may obtain with
certainty what you want at any great establishment.

AsPAKAGUS : Tuyg. The best time of the year for plantin^j neff

beds ia the month of March—early.
Diseases: A B. Your writing and spelling are so hndthatwo
are not sure that we make out your meaning. The learei

are infested by the common Soot Fungus, which cannot be

cleaned away. When the leaves fall it will go with them-

But if the plants arc smothered by others and hare no

proper circulation of air round them it will come back again-

FuNOi: J S. The thread-like Fungus is Typhulaphacorhiza.Fr.—/. S. Your Fungi are Bulgaria iuquinans andPeziza auran-

tia. M, J. B.
Names OP Frdits: Correspondents should not be unreasonable.
We cannot undertake to namo baskets full of different aort*.

In future we must make it a rule never to examine more
than

6,

Orange Bergamot ia right ; that called the Black Beurr^ iaihe

Black Ochan —^ R H. 1, Blenheim : 3, Court of Wick. The
Pear is the Vicar of Winkfield, for which the past summer baa

been too cold.—^ Ao^iy. 1, King of the Pippins; 2. Dutctt

Jlignonne ; 4, Lemon Pippin. Pear, Doyenn^ Blanc.--

W F W. Your Seedling Apple is tolerably good, but wUi

scarcely rank as first-rate.
I| .

N'AMH.a OF Plants: John Sherralt. Oncidium eicavatum an«»
Sarcanthua, not a Saccolabium, new to ufl, but whethCT un-

published or not we cannot just now spare time t^^™"
mine.—/anc Tai/lor. 1, Begonia acuminaU; 2, suaveolens ,

^i.

dipeUla.-e M B. 1, Spergula arvensis; 2,
Scleranthu*

auDuus ; both are annuals and destrovable without "'"rrrf
by careful tillage ; 3, Pinus nigricans ; 4, Arbutus IJJJ'^
— JVaringatoun. It seems to beJPyrus vestita, the ^epftl***

of P. Aria. ^,
Preservation of Fruit ; HJM says the French are »«a w'P^

tise a method of preserving Grapes for a cpnsiderable time, j

means of enclosing the bunches in paper bags, and *^^,^^
that some correspondent will oblige hira by commumc»i"*

the details necessary to the success of the process- ^
Training; Adrian W. Y'ou will only waste time in tryjx* ^

fancifia modes of training trees, so plentiful .»^ "Sl-ijjii
French gardening Study our good plain sensiDic^ »

methods and at any rate make yourself ina«wr »

before attending to horticultural whimsies.
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AKTIFiCIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

eiay obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

^d efficient preparation, by applying to J. C Nesbit, F.G.3.,

^. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Ke'uuington, London, 8. Analysosof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

pbat&i of Lime, Coprolites, 4c.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with, accuracy and despatch,

(jeutlomen desirous of receiving instruction in Cbemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find amplefacilityand accommoda-
tifm at the College-

mHE LONDON MANUIIE COMPANY
_i. (ESTABUSHED 1840,)

&.re now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURKii:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of TAME, of beat quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
. BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
COliN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
IJONKS, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Companv also supply PERUVIAN"

GUANO (direct from Jlessra. A. Gibbs it Sous), NITRATE or
SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
116, Foiichurch Street. E.G. Edw. Purser. Secretary.

AUTUMN SOWING.
THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE on BLOOD

MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting of Tenant
Farmers, occupying upwards of 30^000 Acres of Land.

CAainJian.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridge.
• Works : Plaistow, Essex.

ODAMSS BLOOD MANURE for WHEAT (Autumn Sowing)

ODAMS'S BLOOD MANURE for ROOT CROPS,
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PRICES, with particulars for use, may be obtained at the
OfSeea. 109, Fenduirch Street, B.C. C. T. Macadam, Sec.

LAWES'S MANUJRES.
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £.^ ^

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME ,. Q 6
„MINER.\L SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME .. 5 5
„ BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure : Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and
cheapest aitificial manuie that can be used for Wheat at
autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Sulphate of

AmmoLiia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C., and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BlIRXARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Piiosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.

Of theseMiinuresDr.Voelcker says:—"Thesa results must
be verygratifymgtoyou, and are the best proof of the very
hitrh agricuUiu-al and commercial value which characterises
your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
LUemista to the Royal A^icultural Society, with Testimonials,
iTTces, &c., may be had on application to Bdrnarb, Lack,A Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

THE GENERAL LAND DKATNAG^ and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, 8.W.
Directors.

Hent.t Ker Seymer, Esq., 3I.P., Chairman.
Sir John Villieus Shellev, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Ckairnian.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
J. ChevallierCobbold, Esq.,M.P
Henry Cutrie, Esq.
William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.

Edward John Hutchins, E-iq.

SirS. Morton Peto, Bart., M. P.
William Tite. Esq., M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Under this CompaHy's Act Landowners may effect the
following Improvements on their Estates, and charge the Out-
Jay and expenses thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid
by Half-yearly Instalments^ viz. ;—

I. All works of Drainage, Irrigation, and Enabankment-
II, The erection of Farm Houses, Cottages for Agricul-
tural Labourers, and all kinds of Farm buildings.

HI. The construction of Roade.
ly. Tho Grubbing and clearing- of old Woodlands, Encloe-
iug. Fencing, and Reclaiming Land,

The Landowners by whom any of these Improvemeuta may
be executed, are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in
Possession^ Gniirdi:ins, Committees of Incompetent Persons,
MaiTied Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-
ceeding 1* years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal, In-
cumbents, Sequestrators, Charitable Trustees, <fcc.

The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to
^void the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
aUo charge their Estates with Improvements under the simple
^nd inexpensive process of the Company's Act.
The term of years for the Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-

owner, so as to adapt the amount of annual payment to the
nrcumqtances of the Tenants, the term for Building Works
being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements
being capable of extension to 50 years.

No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not
bemg affected by lucumbrances, no legal expenses are in-
curred,

^

The ar^gements for effectmg Improvements are threefold—
?: *V T *T"^ ™^y ^ designed and executed entirely
by the Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed
only to supply the Loan and conduct the matter through_ all the forms for charging the outlay on the Estate,

^or^^ir.^^^
Company wiU supply Plans, Specificatir^.

and Estimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Landuwner's Agent, aa under No, L

In each of these cases the Landowner will be solely under
tiie control of the Inclosure Commissioners

w}V^
The Company will undertake the entire responsi-

thAW^5/^ Improvement, prepare the Plans, execute
the Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actualamount expended with their Commission thereon
approved by the Inclosure Commissioners.

Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require'l^ the Company, and no more, In effecting the objects in view

^^1^^ f n^'''^^^^^
and other Improeementa are also^ecuted on Commi&ion for Landowners who merely require

^je skill and experit:nce of the Company's Officers and a Staff•constant practice,

ttl^^n^^'^r-^ ***^^ addressed to William Cliffom), the Sqcre-
*«r. 52, Farliameut Street a.W.. T^nHnT^

THE LANDS IMPKOVEMENT COMPANY,—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53-

2, Old PaUce Yard, Westminster, 8.W.
To Landowners, the Clergy, Estate Agents, SuRVEYona, kc.

IN England and Wales and is Scotland,
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Le^s-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement^
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years*

1, Drainage, Imgation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any benefici^il pur
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or In igation.

2, Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes-

3, Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes,

4, The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
ptovement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the prnvisions of any Act of
Parliament, Boyal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may lx>rrovv their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plana
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managing Director,
2, Old Palace Yard Westminster. 8.W,

MK, HKNKY OVERMAN has a VACANCY for
an AGRICULTURAL PUPIL.—Weasenham, Bougham,

Norfolk,
r

R* BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Bota^
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acqufunt

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,
that he may be professionally consulted in aU matters relating
to the Geology and Botanyof Estates, such as th-j Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to
Professor Bcckmah, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

(COLLEGE OP AGRICULTUKE and CHKMLVritY
J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S,
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.Q.S., F.C-8., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branchrequisitetoprepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities,
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the Collegft, The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal-

XHIBITXON UF DOGS AT iUUMIXUHAM.—
The First Great Exhibition of SPORTING and other

DOGS will be held in the Repository of Messrs. Bretherton &
Harrison, Chcapaide, Birmingham, on MONDAY and
TUESDAY, December 3 and 4, the first and second days of the
Cattle and Poultry Show, Admission on Monday, the
PRIVATE VIEW, 2v, 6d- ; and on Tuesday, U The doors
will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.
For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies, and of the Cattle and
jfonltry Show- F. Buiidett, Hon. Sec,
Edgbaston, Birmingham,

IKMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTKY SHOW,
I860.—The TWELFTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIIilTION

OFCATTr.FJ. SHEEP, PIGS, ROOTS, and DOMESTIC POUL
TRY, will be held in Uiogley IlaU, Birmingham, on MON-
DAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, Decem-
ber 3, 4, 5, and 6.

The Private View on Monday, December 3. Admi^ssion

—

Monday, 5». ; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 1*. Ihe
doors will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.
For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies,

TOe ^flrtcttltural ©ajette.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24. 1860.

MEETINGS rOBTIlE TWO KulLOWING ITEEKS.
MoxpAT, Dec. 3 _

irminKfaam Cattle and Poultry
Show.

MoxpAT, Dec. 3

1

>VKD5BaDAT — 5(
Thlbsdit, — 63

A C031PAXT is bein^ organised for the utilisation

of the sewage of Croydon, and Mr. Suephebd,
C.E., calls attention to the simplicity of his

method of supplyina; it to the land and the cer-

tainty of its profitableness when there. Mr.
Ratvlixson thereupon urges caution on tlie

intending shareholders, declaring that the failures,
** and they have been many, of such schemes
hitherto have arisen from extravagant outlays

on works, or from a mistaken idea of the value of

solidified sewage. He instances Carlisle as a

case where sewage is being profitably applied at

a cost not exceeding 1000/., and he recommends
that the capital of the proposed Company for

Croydon be set at three instead of thirty thousand

pounds.

Mr. Shkphebd's rejoinder characterises the con-

duct of the Carlisle scheme as mistaken, anfl de-

scribes the attempt of the " proprietors" to put the

sewage of 30,000 people on 50 acres of laud, ex-

pecting that they will pay all expenses of steam-

engine, pipes, labour, &c., as little short of insanity.

To this Mr. MacDougal of Manchester replies,

that he is the sole proprietor of the works at

Carlisle, for utUising the sewage of that town—

that his success depends on his havmg applied the

whole of it on so small an area—that a very con-

siderable degree of succesp, that is to say a moderaf e

profit, has been actuallv realised, arid that he

attributes it (1) to the fact of ita being a pnvat ©

speculation, so that no temptation has existed to

excessive outlay ; (2), to the limited area (not

much exceeding 50 acres) over which the sewage
has been applied, and (3) to the permanently
imputrescible character of the sewage after Laving
been treated, as by his patented method it is, with
carbolio acid at a cost not exceeding "one penny
per hcid per annum of the population,"

in the

Plough

.

hitherto

An improvemen t is announced
draught apparatus of Fowler's Steam
Sufficient hold of the draught rope has
been obtained by passing it so many times round
pulleys underneath the steam engine. By making
the grooves in these pulleys angular instead o£

semicircular, a greater bite upon the rope is

obtained, so that a smaller number of turns

suffices for the requisite hold, and less tear and
wear of rope ensues accordingly.

But in place of two or more turns as heretofore,

one half round a single pulley is now made
sufficient by au extremely ingenious method of

fashioning the receiving groove. This in-

stead of being a simple furrow in the block, is

made of two cheelis hinged so as to fall towards one
another, in fact coming nearly into contact when
unseparated by the rope, and forced the nearer to

each other by every increase to the strain upon the

rope which lies between them. The more severe

the strain upon the rope the closer therefore ia the

grip by which it is held from slipping; and a
single half-turn round the pulley is thus enough
where three or four times as many bendings with
all their consecjuent damage to the rope were
formerly required.

Any cheapening of steam culture is of great

public interest, and not only Mr. Fowlek, but
the public generally, therefore may be congratu-

lated on this last illustration of his ingenuity and
skill.

"We noticed in a late Number of the Agricul^
tural Gazette some llye which had been forwarded

to us from the neighbourhood of Arundel, whioh
was seriously infested by a miuute parasitic Fungus
new to this country, and of which we have just

received a further supply of specimens, together

with the important information that the seed from
which the plants were raised was of foreign origin,

while a crop in the same field under no material

difftjrences of soil, the seed of which was of
domestic origin, was entirely free. It is possible

that if the seed had been observed accurately,

suspicious appearances might have presented them-
selves, and the risk might have been avoided of

introducing some fresh troublesome parasite. The
appearances however may have been so obscure as

to excite no suspicion. Even where there is no
external indication mischief may be done, for it

is quite certain that plants are not unfrequently

deeply impregnated with the spawn of Fungi,

where there are no observable outer signs of in-

fection. Fungi strange to this country have been
introduced occasionally by means of the parent

plant.

Lahrella Ptarmica^ has hitherto escaped the

notice of Mycologists in Great Britain, though the

plant which produces it, Achillea rtarmica^ is

common enough. About 20 years ago we happened
to be in the neighbourhood of Lille whtjre the
Fungus ia common, and plants of the Achillsea,

the fresh shoots of which were only just peeping
from the ground, were brought home and planted

in our garden. The first year the plant produced
a large crop of the LahreUa, and a smuUer quantity

appeared for two or three successive years till the

supply was exhausted. Plants of Violet which
have been infested with l*olycystis Viol<x in like

manner will reproduce the parasite for some years

in the garden.
A few years since, again, *a destructive parasite,

Pestaiozzia Guejji'/it, was^introduced into one of our
firat-rate nurseries, to the great loss of the owner,
by means of some foreign CameUiaa from Italy,

and it is all but certain that the mildew of the

Vine and Putato were similarly introduced.

Parasites however may be also introduced by
seed. A curious instauce occurred some years ago

in the Gardens of the Horticultural Society at

Chiswick. Some seed of the common Pyracanihut

was imported from Russia, and every plant raised

frou it was infested with Jlelmint/tosporiu/n

pyroum, while other plants of the same species in

the garden were free. The parasite^ is now the

pest of Pear tree*, but whether it existed in this

country belore the invasion just mentioned we

cannot say, though it had certainly not been

previously observed. That other diseases may be

propagatfcd bv seed we have proved beyond all
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question, by repeated BOwing of diseased Oats, and
|
feet is the result and outward maQifestation of tlie

:

but the loss in this matter would be slight in^Tom-
- *' .

^. ., .. ,, .- c\ f r ^1 . ____i._.. __i_:i_i. _•_ c. i___-j.i.i.„ r— « parison to the gain in other respects.the matter is far more worthy the attention of

cultivators than they are generally aware of.

As some of the Rye "which we have received is

ripe, we hope to be alle to make experiments on

the subject of propagation of Fungi by the seed of

the parent plaat next year. Meanwhile we would

recommend the example of our correspondent in so

readily forwarding ample materials for examina-

tion, to general imitation, as hundreds of import-

ant facts slip daily through our hands for want

of competent authorities to record them, M, J, B.

We have already referred to one disease pre-

valent among sheep in wet seasons, and therefore

now (see page 981). Let us now turn to another.

TVhilst we consider the true rot in the sheep to

consist in the presence of the fluke, fasciolce

hepatie<^f in the ducts of the liver, there are yet two
diseases that are not unfre^uently mistaken for it.

One is a disease of the liver, and is sometimes
called sand rot, from apparently earthy auhstancea
(but really tuberculous bodies) found in the viscus,

and which are erroneously supposed to arise from
eating the earth of the flooded Grasses ; the other

is a disease of the lungs, fhthish pulmonalis (con-

sumption in fact). The lungs are studded with
tubercles, and in the latter stages these run
together, and form vomicce, and then abscesses.

We need scarcely observe that both these diseases
constitute unsoundness, if it can be proved that
they have existed at the time of sale. The dilH-
Oulty of proving this is much more than when such
data as the presence of flukes are afforded, and
this difficulty is the greater from the lapse of time
which often occurs between the commencement and
the manifestation Of the disease. Although
attacking two different viscera, one the liver and
the other the lungs, there is some resemblance
between the morbid appearances of the two organs

;

the liver is studded with hard knotty substances
as well as the lungf?, and these indeed are often
mistaken for sand. In addition to this the liver
often materially diminishes in size, and becomes
otherwise extensively disorganised. Sometimes
both organs are affected at the same time, which is

more particularly the case when the prevalent dis-
ease amongst the flock is that of the lungs.
Some time since a friend of the writer's,

just entering a large farm, purchased his
breeding ewes in the autumn, from two dif-
ferent sources. One flock had no particular
Recommendation, except that they were strong,
useful, hardy sheep, of the Hampshire Down
breed. The other, somewhat less in size, were
from a flock of much greater celebrity, and were
Quite or^ nearly pure South Downs. Both
lots were in lamb, and went on pretty well until
Jambing time, soon after which the well-bred
ewes began to fail to a great extent, the lambs
also suffering from insufficient nourishment. More
than one-half died, and their lungs exhibited the
ravages of most extensive disease, containing
tubercles, vomicae, and abscesses. This was a case of
phthisis or consumption : the seeds of the disease
had no doubt been hereditary in the well-bred
sheep, and a wet season had greatly assisted
their development ; this, however, wag retarded by
the parturient condition of the sheep, which we
find is also the case in the human subject.
None of the Hampshire ewes were affected. In

the flock we have mentioned, in all fatal cases the
lungs were extensively diseased, and in some
instances the liver; and notwithstanding the
lapse of time that intervened, yet the total immu-
nity of the Hampshire sheep under precisely the
same treatment was a pretty sure proof that the
distase existed at the time of sale. Very little
caa bo done in the way of treatment in such
instances as the above, because the owner is gene-
rally in the dark as to the existence of the disease
until it is too late. Were it otherwise, the best
course would be to push on the ewes for the
butcher by means of oilcake, &e., notwithstandin
their pregnant state.

Foot rot is another disease which of late years^has
been less frequent than formerly, but has again
become rife in such a wet season as the present. It is
immediately caused by the almost constant immer-
sion of the feet in moisture, which weakens and
softens the horn, particularly that part between
the clawg and next the skin : reaction follows cold,
and inflammation takes place ; the thin horn gives
wav and exposes the soft vascular tissues below,
and matter otten forms below the horn. This
disease somewhat resembl

fever in the system, whilst in foot rot the fever

which is often present arises frotn the pain and

irritation of the local disease. The cure consists

iu removing sufficient horn to allow any confined

luatter to escape and to apply a styptic or caustic

to the part, so .as to prevent proud flesh growing, and

to stimulate the vascular parts to secrete healthy

horn. A number of medicines have been recom-

mended and with success : muriate of antimony

applied with a feather is a very convenient caustic,

and so are likewise equal parts of hydrochloric

acid and tincture of myrrh: a strong solution of

sulphate of copper is a milder dressing, and tinc-

ture of Aloes or Friar's Balsam is milder still. All

these are useful if applied with discretion accord-

ing to the severity of the case. Another useful

application, as well as a preventative, is coal tar,

particularly if a little creosote is left in or added
to it, A change to a dry pasture or soil is

necessary, and some powdered plaster of Paris

over the tar will assist its drying eftect.

a

do

ON ARTERIAL DRAINAGE.
BY THOMAS ARKELL, PENHILL rAE:M, SWINDON,

However beneficial a perfect dnlinage may be, I
not consider it necessary that it should be obtained at
the expense of other interests that necessarily belong
to the rivers of a country. These several interests of
course vary much in extent on the different rivers, and
even parts ofnvers, but taking the river Thames above
London, and its tributaries (to which my remarks will

more particularly relate), I think the value of the
several interests to be in the following order :—
1st, Drainage; 2d, Flooding or \y'atering Meadows;
3J, Mill Power; 4th, Navigation; 5th, Fishery.

Tn the present state of our rivers, and under their
present management (if management it can be called),

I have no hesitation in saying " that four out of the
five interests above mentioned, do not receive anything

9^ tlip pni^rtrt+i 1,* y,
**^^ *'^^ benefit they might under a proper and well

attacked both mouth and feet of cat^tHh^^^ 'hT^^'^? T''^.
'^ n^anagement," although the

pies- thprp U hr^OT^,-^,. +1,; \L
i-abLitf, aueep auu ft^[,ery department may receive some little muiry, as

aS'ia the latt.r^nt.l
^^ T^^^J

^^^tinction,
,

rushes, fl.^. and other water weeds are piobablywu; mtHe utter complaint the affection of the
i beneficial to the production and preservation of fish,

BEARD'S STEAM PLOUGH.
I HAD an opportunity last week of examining the

working of Mr. Beard's steam ploughing apparatus in

its every-day dress, on that gentleman's farm at Stowe,
which afforded me great satisfaction ; and I think I

shall be doing a service to a portion of your readers by
drawing their attention to it, and to the facilities it

atl'ords tor applying steam to the cultivation of the soil,

in those cases where the use of an ordinary'" threshing
engine can rojidily be obtained, or where the more
powerful apparatus of Mr, Fowler proves too costly in

first outlay for the means of the farmer. The apparatus
is of a very simple descriptiou, but excellent and
substantial in construction, and can be attached with
the greatest facility to any ordinary 7 or 8-horse
threshing engine. The price complete with wire rope,

anchors, moveable posters with pulleys for supporting
theiope^ double plough and spur wheel fitted and ready
to key on to engine shaft, is 110/. The engine which
was working the plough was one of Rickett's double
cylinders, and cost 250/.; so that a complete set of
apparatus can be obtained for 360/., even where the
engine has also to be purchased. The force of atten-
dants engaged was four men and two boys, namely one
man with the engine, one at each end of the field with
the anchors, and one with the plough, and tsvo boys
with the rope and posters. The work proceeded
without interruption, and with the greatest celerity,

although it consi:3ted of giving a heavy winter furrow
to a piece of that stiff ^vaxy clay which abounds in

Bucks, and although the fields liad a sharp ascent.
The rate of motion both up and down the hill I found
to he quite 4 miles an hour, and the work done equal
to 3i acres 'per day. On lighter land with a three-
furrow plough, 5 acres per day is the ordinary amount
of work,

I do not of course, for a moment attempt to depre-
ciate or undervalue Mr. Fowler'ji most beautiful arrange-
ment, than which nothing iu the shape of moving
ploughs by steam on the great scale, can be more
perfect or produce better work ; but it appears to me,
that a great deal may be done towards the more
speedy progress of steam cultivation, by the use of a
simple and cheap apparatus, capable of being readily
attached to, and worked by the numerous threshing
engines scattered aU over the country; while Mr.
Beard's apparatus has an excellence peculiarly its own,
in its extreme portability and the bandiness with which
it can be worked by ordinary fiirm labourers, and set
to drag ploughs, cultivators, harrows, drills, or indeed
any implement whatever, a quality which was turned to
good account last spring, in sowing Beans on land which
it would have been quite impossible to crop in that
manner in the case in question, if horses had had to
walk over the surface of the field, John Qirdwood, 49,
Pall 2Sall, Novemhei- 1860.

My time is employed in agriculture. I shall deal with
the subject principally in an agricultural point of view.

I have placed drainage as of the first importance*
being necessary to the health of man and beast, and
for the increased production of their food. The object
to be obtained iu arterial drainage is, after the raiu
has fallen, and passed through the soil by springs and
drains, and from the undrained clay soils over the sur.
face, for it to pass olf as soon as possible into the ocean*
Of course the best way to accomplish this" is to clean
out, widen, straighten, and deepen the beds of the
rivers, and if economically done the soil and mud
thrown out in doing this should be formed into au
embankment on each side, thus doing double duty as
embanking a river is tantamount to deepening the bed
of it, and tlicse banks being placed some little distance
from the sliore of the river, enable it to carry more
water than if its bed was deepened the height of the
banks. A river in such a state, with no mills, weirs
or other impediments to obstruct its course, and with
an area sufficient to_ carry the highest fioods without
breaking the banks, would be in a state of perfection as
regards drainage, but at the total sacrifice of three of
the other interests belonging to the water; viz.

flooding the meadow hind, the mill power, and tlje

navigation; and I have no" hesitation that such an
alteration would be more loss to the community than
letting things remain iu their present state.

2d. After drainage, nest in importance I consider

flooding and watering the meadow land for the produc-
tion of Grass and hiiy, consequently animal food for

man. I have said nothing to show the necessity of
drainage, as that is acknowledged on all hands to be
beneficial : but I do not think there is that Importance
attached to watering of meadow land in its various

forms as it deserves.

Flooded, or natural meadows, is the term given to

those meadows which flood naturally, and receive their

goodness from the sediment of the water brought down
from higher ground. XoW a good flooded meadow (that

is, a meadow that floods well) is generally mown for

hay every year) cutting a good crop of the first quality

for fattening cattle, and yet stands iu need of no other
assistance for manure but that derived fi-om the floods >

but there is a considerable quantity of tlie land that is

flooded, perhaps the largest half, that receives very

little benefit from it, and a good deal of it is considerably

injured ; and in many cases under present circumstances

it is impossible to amend it, A good meadow is where

the water flows iu at its upper end, and then spreads in

a regular current over the surface, with no stagnatic

at its lower end ; now much of the land that is under

water in a flood does not get a current to run over it,

but the water runs in and back upon the low places,

or flats, and there remains stagnant, or nearly so, until

the ^ooC^ is gone down, consequently the land is starved

instead of being benefited by it. These remarks on

stagnant water, of course, apply where the water is

only moderately rich in sediment, for when the water

is very muddy or receives the drainage of large towns

the case would be diflerent, provided the same water do

not remain on too long.

Water or drowned meadows is the term used for

those that are watered at pleasure, and not dependiug

on floods. These are very valuable in consequence of

producing a good crop of early Grass for March and

April, and afterwards cutting a heavy crop of hay,

though not of so good a quality as the flooded meadows.

These are watered from the clear water streams, and

those flowing from a calcareous soil are the best, as

proved by tlie water meadows in Berkshire and Wilt-

shire from the chalk springs, and those in Gloacester-

shire from the oolitic springs ; but from the continual

penning of the water for the purpose of watering, a con-

siderable injury is done to the drain'ago of the land

adjoining, quite as much in some instances as where

they sufter from floods.

Now, these flooded and water meadows are not only

enriched themselves sufficiently by the water, but their

crop is carried off' and consumed, to enrich other ^nd;

s'o in reality, the water manures nearly double the

quantity of land that is watered.

3d. The mill power I have put as the next greatest

interest on the Thames and its tributaries. This may

not be the case on the main stream itself, for there the

mill power is inconsiderable in amount, not anything

like what it might be, as the water is penned up mostly

by weirs, to assist the navigation ; but some go so far flS

to recommend buying up some at least of the mill pro-

perty, for the benefit of drainage. I do not mean to

say this may not be necessary in particular caseft

but I do not think it necessary as a rule; had not

steam-power become avaihibie when it did, Ihav&flO

doubt we should have seen our rivers and rivulets m a

very different sldte to what they are in at t**e present

time, for it is more than probable that water-power

would have been made available to its utmost extent,

for I cannot suppose Englishmen would not have maae

some progress without the aid of steam, althongh l

admit we should not have gone the pace.

4th. iVaIJ/^7afiOM.—Inland navigation by canals and

rivers was a very different interest before the radway

became general through the country to what it is no ,

£0 I will not make any observations respecting it oc'O*^
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I speak of the subject as a whole, which I will now do
as concisely as is possible to explain myself.

I have before said ray remarks will go to show that

an arterial river may be put in that state which would
very much improve the drainage and the meadow land,

• and, if thought nQccssury, increase the mill-power, and
""itriprove the navTgation, I will then suppose sucli

river to be thoroughly cleansed, widened, deepened, and
straightened, where necessary, and embanked to enable
it to carry ofF the highest floods within its banks; this
willlje necessary to prevent the summer floods from
overflowing to the injury of the Grass and hay in the
meadows. This done, the next important step would be
to place weirs or mills across the stream, ia tlie most
suitable places to turn the winter floods over the
meadows. On large rivers, where part of the water
could be spared for mill power, and sufficient left for
the meadows, mills could be erected to a considerable
extent, but on the smallei- tributaries where all the
water could be beneficially employed on the meadows,
weirs would of course be preferable, so far as the
meadows are concerned, where mills are erected, instead
of weirs, it would be necessary to make it compulsory
to erect sufficient space of floodgates and waste weir, to
pass the summer floods, and the weirs of width and
depth enough for the same purpose.
We will now suppose the mills or weirs erected all

down the river, which would then appear something on
the same principle as a carry in a water meadow, with
stops to turn the water over the difi'erent beds,
only upon a larger scale. I will next state
where the proper place ' for these weirs, &c.,
would be, with a description of the laying-out
and management of the meadows. If we take a
view of the Thames, we see in certain places a wide
extent of low, flat, meadow land, which floods,

not, it may be flooded with proper attention;
again it narrows to a mere nothing, tlic high
approaching almost close on the river, then again
expanding and contracting alternately throughout its
course. This is not the case of the Thames only, but with
all the rivers more or less. Now this formation, if not
actually beneficial, is not at all detrimental to flooding,
and it shows plainly where the weirs and dams should
•be erected for the purpose, which is a sliort distance
below the commencement of these wide tracts of
meadow land, so as to turn the water out on each or
either side in proportion to the quantity of land
to be flooded, and then at the tail of the meadow, to
return again to its course, only again to be thrown
out again and again as often as necessary. The bank
thrown up to help keep the water in its course in the
summer will answer the double purpose of preventing
the water entering its course again immediately afterbemg thrown out for flooding, and when there is not
flutticieut soil thrown from the river to make the
.embankments, it mtrafc he^taken from the meadow
side ot the banks which will Tofm b carrv, and if the
land is higher towards the river, as is often^the case,
than it is towards the middle of the meadow, it will
help to lead the water more regularly over it.

The next important step to take is to divide the
flooded from the adjoining upland. If weirs are erected

or if

then
land

of the Thames there is a great deal of low lying land
that is very much starved and injured by the water
lying too near the surface, the pastures growing a
scanty sour herbage, and the arable land kept in a foul
Grassy state, beside being very liable to lose plant,
especially the Wheat plant, in the winter and spring
months; the reason of this is obvious; it is from the
present watercourses in too many cases emptying
themselves into the river at right angles, or nearly so,

instead of their following more the direction of its

course and the fall of the country. Now, the plan of
cutting open drains close along the edge of the flooded
land, or at high water mark, sufficiently wide to carry
off" the drainage of the uplands, and taken down in the
direction of the river far enough to be efficient, regard-
less of any division of parishes, or other obstacles, will
drain the country as efficiently as though the mills and
weirs were all abolished, and the existing outlets con-
tinued into the main stream. Tiiese open drains
would not require cutting particularly large, as they
should empty themselves often at the tail of the several
mill and weirs. At the lower end of these drains, where
they empty themselves Into the main stream, their
water must naturally come near the surface of the land,
especially when the floods are on the meadows; this

would necessitate the commencing the succeeding
drain a few furlongs above the tail end of the preceding
one a short distance on the upper side, but having no
communication with it.

Now a river and the land adjoining, thus managed,
would I have no doubt pay well for the outlay, that is,

provided it is properly laid out and economically
executed; the loss to the mill power would be trifling;

they would lose a small district of water, as a small
portion of what now flows into the river above their
mill would be carried down and emptied in at the tail,

but to counterbalance this their mill tail would be
much lower from the improved state of the river. They
might also suffer a little more from the summer floods

being kept strictly within the banks, but they would
gain considerably by having the winter floods kept more
on the meadows, thus keeping the water at their mill

tail lower.
fTo he concluded next week.)

THE AGRICULTURE OF BERKSHIEE,

THE EET. J. C. CLTTTTEEBrCK, OP LONG WITTE:^HA5r.

(Contimiedfrom }>. 1028.)

The Vale.—Th{> management of the farms on the

green sand, detailed last week, describes the best farming
on the gault and green sand overlaid by the Thames drift.

The Grass upon the sheer gault is often of a coarse sour

character, much neglected on some farms, especially on
spots subject to flooding, as on the tributaries of the
Ock, whose waters are pent back by mill dtims.

In the western limb of the Vale the Grass assumes an
importance which needs especial notice; the tract in
question lies between "Wantage and Stanford, and is

bounded severally by the Berks and Wilts canal to the
south, and the river Ock to the north, consisting
geologically of the gault and Kimmeridge clay. The

•on a nver, sufficiently substantial to turn the whole of gault, which lies to the south, is maiked by its level
the water for flooding purposes, tliis division may be
carried higher up than where the floods reach at
present; this division is to be an embanked open drain,
the bank to be placed on its lower or meadow side, to
prevent the flood water from reaching the drainage

surface which roughly defines its limits; it is here
covered by the chalk and green sand drift. In an
exposed section at Challow it was noted at 3 feet, rest-

ing on the strong clay, easily drainable ; a fertile soil

under the plough or in Grass, described as useful for

bankments if tolerably level, may not require much
more to be dope to flood well, but in most cases it will
be necessary to form low banks, or wide shallow carries,
in various directions, across or athwart the meadow, to
equalise the current over them, for as I have said
before, it is the regular flow of 'water over the
surface, that constitutes a good flooded meadow. My
father embanked the Thames for about 1^ miles,
for the purpose of preventing summer floods, but
^fc the sacrifice of the benefit derived from the winter
floods, having little coinmand over the river, and that
uttle was sold by the landowner, to quiet a somewhat
troublesome neighbour ; still it had the desired efi'ect, in
several times saving the hay crop ; once it so raised the
envy of some person whose hay was spoiled, that the
sluices were opened by night and the water let into tho
meadows. I mention these things to show the utter
hopelessness now. as then, of cai-rying out improvements

the^aw*"'^*^"*'
^'^^^^^ supported by the iron arm of

I must now return 'to consider the drainage of the
adjoining up or dry land. Itisonthe landimmedfately
adjoining the meadows, whicli lies between wind and

wfnf'."? ^^^^*fT'.'''?^^^ ^^^ ert'at injury for
^^ant of well regulated dramage is done, and whichunder present circumstances in many cases cannot be
remedied, even by those who can see. and are willing to
^0 what IS necessary ; at ttie same time I mean to say

water of the adjoining upland; the flood waters thus h^y or feeding, for which it has generally been
thrown on the meadows enclosed between two era- u^ed with success, as by the late Sir. Findar, of

Wantage, and Mr. Joseph Phillips of Ardington,
whose name of late years has so frequently appeared
in the prize lists of the Smitlifield Cattle Show.
The richer meadows are found upon the Kimmeridge
clay, which rises with a slight inclination of surface

northward from its junction with the gault, and dips
with several rounded escarpments at a greater angle
than the rise, till it thins out under the brook near
Stanford, where it overlaps the oolitic rock beneath.

The surface thus undulating with some exceptions from
the condition here noticed is covered with a coating of

the chalk and green sand drift, in some spots to the
ascertained depth of at least 3 feet, though generally taking*about 12 cows, on their return from'the pasture

determine the identity of the surface drift with the
beds whence it hsis been driven, calls in the chemist to
test its chemical constituents. We have dwelt longer
and more minutely on this point because the most
fertile spots of the far famed Vale of Avlesbury are
geologically identical with the tract in question.
Without attempting to describe the peculiar condition
of the former or its supposed superiority, the beds
above the Kimmeridge clay are there, the iron sand and
Portland oolite, as well as the chalk and green sand.
It is the drift, be its constituents the same or not, that
assists the fertility of both these tracts of land.

This district is ill supplied with water, except from
ponds and the streamlets through it, which have their
sources in the chalk or green sand. An attempt was
made on the formation of the railway to procure water
at the Karingdon Road Station by sinking a well or by
boring; the attempt was relinquished at a considerable
depth. Boring in the Kimmeridge clay must always be
diflicult, from the layers of stony substances which' ife

contains. On geological principles the attempt ought
to succeed in obtaining water from the under-lying
oolitic rock. A comparatively cheap experiment might
be made to solve this difficulty, by sinking a shaft from
60 to 100 feet, half way between the Station and
Stamford, where the clay would probably not be more
than 200 feet thick, and the water would rise to within
a few feet of the surface. This however might be
reduced to a nearer calculation by an examination of
the locality, and its geological conditions,
Mavor speaks of this tract of dairying land as pro-

ducing 1000 tons of cheese annually from a total of
5000 cows; how far this quantity may be maintained
or augmented we have no means of judging. Butter
or cheese is made with the varying state of the,market,
ruled by the supply of milk and the requiretnents of
the seasons. The butter finds a ready sale in a neigh-
bourhood almost exclusively arable ; cream is sent by
railway in cans to London; the cheese, which answers
to that known as single and double Gloucester, is made
from 4 to 10 to the cwt,, and is sought for by factors
for the London or other markets. Some of the dairy .

farms have arable land attached to them, which enables
the occupiers to supply themselves with straw, and
roots for their stock. To speak of a farm entirely
under Grass consisting of about 300 acres : a portion
is devoted to feeding, from which the scythe is

excluded, the remainder mowed for hay once, its after
Grass being fed. The farm premises consist of cow-
yards and stalls, pig-styes, stack Bartons, or yards. The
dairy is under the same roofas the dwelling house, or close
to it ; it is fitted with the cheese presses, churns, c(^per
or tinned cheese tubs, leaden milk stands, all kept with
the most scrupulous cleanliness. The cheese room above
is fitted with shelves, on which the cheeses are ranged
till they are in a condition to be removed. The farm
steads are generally isolated in the midst of the land,
not as in the arable parishes of the Vale clustered in
villages, with the land (formerly common field), at a
distance; this gives these dairy farms a healthy and
cheerful aspect." The stock m*ay consist of 80 milch
kine of the short-horn breed, as much as may be home>
bred, valued more for their dairying qualities than for
their high blood, with two or three well selected bulls
of different ages. The remainder of the stock, equal to
the cows in number, or as many more or less as the
farm will carry, consists of the heifers coming to the
pail, yearlings, stirks, and weaning calves! The bull
calves are seldom fatted, but are sold as they fall.

Cows or heifers which refuse to breed are fed on the
pastures. When the milking qualities of the older
cows are on the wane, if well-bred and large-framed
they are sold to dealers and sent to London,
either down calving, or with their calves at
their sides, where they are milked, dried and fatted:
the refuse of the milk is consumed by pigs, A few
ewes are kept, the run of some of the pastures is suffi-

cient to enable them to rear their lambs with little

trouble and attention. Three or four horses are kept,
very often brood marcs, suffiLTent for the work of cart-
ing the hay, manure, and other work of the farm. The
song of the milk maid has ceased if it was ever heard on
these pastures, as the cows are milked by men, each

I

t

l^A
'' "" T«'y,^reat deal of injury being done out ofnoods reach, which could now be easily remedied if

those whose duty it is to do it. could see and ^^^rewiumg to execute it. but it is so easy to assert (with atnowing shake of the bead) that there is « no fall it is all^a dead level" intheircase,that it is almost useless to, - - .- - .. ^ ,point out a remedy unless it can be easily enforced by aspect of the surface. The geologist notes the undula
^hose who sufler from their neglect, which I shall recora- tions and escarpments as bringing to the surface

mend being done. It is weU kuQwn that on the banks

much less. The top of one of these escarpments is

capped with a bed of this drift so well defined that the
occupiers of the land call it gravel, though it consists

hlmost entirely of fragments of chalk and green sand
rubble with a few small flints. These undulations give a

natural surface drainage, though undcrdraining is found

to benefit the land* When the deeper beds are touched,

the drains draw so freely and drain the surface and

furrows so effectually, that they need not be driven

beyond the margin of the beds. In other cases where

the drift is composed more of the fi-iable green sand

than the chalk, the drainage to be effective must be

carried throughout. Very well defined traces of this

drift containing fragments of chalk and green sand

rubble rock, are found at least 2\ miles to the north of

the nearest escarpment of the latter stratum. A close

examination of this tract of Grass land isespecially worth

the notice of the agricultural geologist, and will solve

the problem of its fertility. The practical farmer looks

to the character of the herbage, the peculiar resistance

of the soil to his footstep, the kindly or unkmdly

various

at 3 in the morning and 4 in the afternoon. Early
rising, industrious habits, great attention, and judgment
in the breeding and management of stock are essential
to the success of the dairyman, as cleanliness, care, and
regularity are indispensable qualities in the females of
the family who superintend the dairy and cheese room.
In some farms making cbeese is confined to the summer
months, in others it is carried on with little intermission
throughout the year. The hay ricks show that more
attention Is paid to haymaking here than in some
parts of the county, where it is performed in
a careless way on arable farms, and where by slovenly
making, and seeking to increase the quantity by
overgrowth, the quality so essential to the well-being

of the stock is sadly deteriorated.

The character ot the soil defines the limits of the
Kimmeridge clay; where it laps over the out-cropping

rock of the middle oolite, the drainage of the land at

the junction of these strata presents some difficulties

from the slight inclination at which the surface of the

oolitic rock dips towards the clay; thus the water in

wet seasons rises in the crevices of the rock and floods

the surface. Here, as in other localities, the mill dams

bed3'''orthrstratumr:^"'5'''^vhen at 'a loss to
j
obstruct the drainage. The ooUtic beds rise with a
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geutle inclination to the north throughout the district

between the Ock as a general boundary, and the rather

bold escarpment overhanging the out-cropping Oxford

clay beneath. To complete the geological description

of this portion of the county, we find on Cumnor,

Hurst, Foxcombe Hill, and other high ground, cap-

pings of the iron sand which is absent in its ordi-

nary position between the Gault and Kimmeridge clay

;

this junction of the clay and sand facilitates the

manufacture of bricks and other kiln ware. The sub-

jacent coralline oolitic rock supplies liuie in the same

locality. The outcropping of the clay on the sides of

tlie hills presents a singularly rough contrast with the

iron sand above and the oolitic stratum below. The

amount of iron sand here developed, though worth

notice, gives no distinct character to the district, except

that so (ar as it extends it is marked by that light and

garden-like cultivation for which it is noted in other

counties.
{To be continued.)

Hosne Correspondence.
Ctdiivation of Stvedes.—An estimate of the expense

of preparing the ground and cultivation of 10 acres of

Swedes :

—

Horse
Labour.

Manual
Labour.

O V

I*

If there be any patches of

Couch in the stubble

after the crop of Vheat,
these should be grubbed
up and burned, and it

loay require a man per
acre to do this •

150 loads of dung, at 3^-

per load
Carting 150 loads of ma-
nure to the field, two
days of three horses and
four icen

Two mea filling Tuannrc,
1 man emptying cartp,

and I man driving the
carta

To spreading the manure
To ploughing manure in

October^ November, and
December

To four times cultivating

in February, lluicUp

Aprils and May ..

To four tlmcft.harrowing',

,

To rolling. Bay one day of

two horses and two men
To drilling or ridt'iiiA'

To drilling manure, bones,
Ac, with the diiU

To 100 bushels of boneSj
at2«. 6d

20 cwt. of guano, at 10*. .

To three times horsfr
hoeing

To twite hand-hoeing .,

o f, ^^ ;- c

£ s. d.

<Li

£ 9. d. £ s. d.

18

10 10

8
4

le 3 10

16
S

22 10

10

10
5

1

5

3

3
1

1

10

6
10

10
5

2

6

0)8 8

1
10

4
10

14

41

w •

12 6

4
40

101

6

4
8
C

12
10

10

10 2 045

41 pairs of horees one day, at 6j». per day. . . . £12
101 days of a man, at 2«. per day 10
Manure . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 45
Seed 8

6
2

Expense of 1 acres
REDUCE THIS TO 1 ACRE.

£ro 8

^lo pairs of horses, one day .. -., ... £1 4 7"

l^Xii days of one man ..10 IJ
Manure, 45/., one-tenth is .. .. .. >. 4 10
Seed 3f., oue-tcnth is 6

£7 Z{

intend importing another cargo. All cattle are

housed at night in Brittany, and therefore care should

be taken to avoid ' exposing them to the extremes of

weather at first. They soon get used to night ex-

posure, for their constitutions are most hardy. If any

of your correspondents require further hiformation I

shall be happy to give them the benefit of my ex-

perience. Breton.

Straio and Manure on WJdtfieU Farm.—J saw

some time ago a doubt thrown on the statement you

made ahout the maiiure you stated to be the produce

of Whitfield Farm. 1 send you the account and

measurement ofwhat was paid to LordDucie the spring

he gave up the farm :

—

2243 cubic yards, at 3s £336

And also the quantity which was afterwards left^ to

Lord Ducie again at the next change of tenantry, viz.

:

179S cubic yards, at 3» £269 14

But besiJos this manure there was then :— •

. 00 tons of 5tangel £42
50 tons of straw 62 10

£364 4

Tbe Mangels may produce i of tlieir weight
in manure, sny

And the straw 4 times its wtiglit,

.

22 tons.

200

2-22

>•

»>

I

1

Tlic valantion made by me when I took the farm was
as follows:

—

Firat plongbing £0
Second ploughing . .

Four times cultivating equal to once ploughing . .

Tour times harrowing, atSti-.. .. .. ^.0
Rolling
Ridging twice .. ..0
Sowing -- •• .. -• .* ,, .,0
Three horse hoeing, at Is. •

,

Twice haud-hoeing " ,.0

8
8
S

2 8
S

4
1
3
6

£2 14
To 90 cubic yards of manure, witli filling and

spreodinir, at 3«. Cii t 5

£7 6 4

J, M.
Breton Cows,—Having formerly seen inquiries in

the Agricultural Gazette \vit!i regard to liretou cows,

I give you my experience. I once had some acquaint-

ance with Brittany and its products, and I last

year resolved to revisit the country, arid having
a vivid remembrance of the dairy qualities of its cows,

I. inquired further and soon made up my mind to

export a cargo of 20, which I did with success. They
have turned out satisfactorily—some have done wonders.
One, so!d liere for 6^. 10*., was (three months after

her first calf) making \\ lbs. of butter a day ; althongh
she would not make more than 3 cwts. of b{?ef if tat.

The

or probuhly 300 cubic yards, making with the quan-

tity moa<;\n-ed up. nearly 2100 cubic yards, as the^

manure left for Lord Ducie, so that I think the half

of the land in roots and fodder crops with the

straw on the other half can easily produce 15 loads

of manure for the roots yearly. J. M,
Ewes on Ma^i^els.— C^w any one give me an answer

to the following question ? Is it safe to give Mangel
Wurzel fresh in the field to ewes in lamb ? Has any

one tried it? 'S\^ ewe flock will begin to Iamb in six

weelis, and I have a piece of Mangel where the bulbs

are very small, hardly worth the expense of carting

and storing; my shepherd wants to fold the ewes on it

as ho would on Turnips, and to reserve what Turnips I

have for the flock after lambing. I fear it would be a

hazardous experiment. My crop of roots is generally

60 deficient I must try to make them last as long as

possible. Would it not be best to stack the Mangel iii

small heaps in the field, and give the tops to cows in

the yard ? [Yes.] The Mangel should, I think, be

sliced with a Turnip-cutter and hay given with it ; but

my hay is neitlicr very good nor plentiful. What is

best to do in this case ? C. D. [We recommend you to

pulp the Mangel and chaff the hay, and mix them.]

I)ibhling and dropping TFAea^.—Dibbling Wheat is

a good custom provided it can and is performed in a

proper manner, for by the dropping process necessarily

combined with it, the surface of the land is consolidated,

and the kneading of the subsoil by horses is avoided,

both being essential for the well doing of the crop.

Dropping the grains, if justice is given to the plan, is

better thaii by any modern implements and inventions

of quickness, whether it is the common drill invented

by " Tull from his oi-gan pipes," or " Sigma's modern
and admirable planter," both of which are good in the

esteem of many; but I contend that they sow the

grains too many at one place, though it may be in

equal quantities, which only gives them credit thus far.

It is, however, to be regretted, and necessary to be
noticetl, that this dropping is generally misapplied, and
done in too confused, hurried, disorderly, and Imperfect

a manner, by idle or incompetent boys and girls placing

too many or no grains at all into one hole, and even by
the most industrious and careful women employed to

do it, the quantity in each plantation are deposited

(especially iu cold and windy weather) too unequally to

end in tlie best results, varying from nil to 20 or more
grain?, whilst I, 2, or 3 would answer the purpose much
better were they placed there in more uniform order,

even admitting the holes to be extravagantly thick or

thin, at the will or desire of the planter. I prefer the

single hand dibble, which an experienced workman can

handle with great dexterity and quickness, and can
occasionally plant with his left hand in its right place

and at its proper depth, more precisely the number of

grains his employer wishes to be planted; or better

still, by two careful women following the dibbler with
small baskets, or measures, and a nnt shell made to

hold any desired number of grains, this nut shell to be
dipped and filled at every plantation, and dropped into

each hole by the right hand as it were by rule, or it

may be by dint of practice and care nearly as exact

with the forefinger and thumb, and this, too, at no
more expense in the end than ordinary dibbling and
dropping in the slovenly and incomplete manner I have

described. Children, however, could do it as well, or

better if they would, and did not the cold prevent

them ; and tlie only way to get tlrem to do it properly,

is by kindness of master and man, and moreover h^

rewards in money for their own use, to the best com-

petitors. As I have so frequently endeavoured to

prove rational and uniform seeding to be better than

irrational and careless thick seeding from 1^^ to 2, 3, or

even 4 or 5 bushels per acre, as is sometimes practised

in Scotland for securing the best of crops, I am particu-

subjoin my calculations for their guidance, and I sincerely

regret I did not do it earlier, as the season is far

advanced. There arc, then, 160 square rods, or 4SiO
yards, or 43,560 feet, or 6,272,640 square inches in a
statute acre of land. There are also of small grained

Wheat about 10,000 grains in a pint, or 20,000 in a

quart, or 160,000 in a peck, or 640,000 in a bushel,

consequently if it were required to be planted single

grains at one inch apart square, it would require 9
bushels to plant an acre. If the holes or plantations

are required to be made at 6 inches apart square, about

the distance practised in the ordinary way, at 1 bushel

per statute aero, it will admit ofjust 1.045,440 holes, and

6 grains for each plantation, provided the whole surface

of the land were to be covered, with no furrows between.

liut as furrows are in most cases required, no seed is

necessary for them, which reduces the number cif

plantations on an acre to about 897,520 viz., at 1 bushel

per acre, 7 grains for each hole at 6 inches apart square,

or 4 plantations on every foot, which if )>1anted with

precision will admit of all casuahdes Ihe Wiieat pknt
may be supposed to have to contend with from bird"?,

rooks, pigeons, partridges, pheasants, rats, mice, shigg,

wireworms, moles, hares, rabbits, and other destructives
j

also frost, rain, and snow, imperfect cultivation, weeds,

&c. But what of the issue when neither of tbtse

mishaps do occur, as they often do not, wlien pLint^l

well with double this quantity of seed or even more?

Some will reply, and I admit with truth, "That it

would ripen earlier and prevent its tillering too much
in the spring, which causes a coarse and uneven sample."

But it then certainly will only eventuate in producing

a puny and rootfallen crop, a weak progeny of less than

one good ear's produce from each grain sown, and not

able to withstand the ills attending it, at least iu such

a climate as ours, so unapt for ripening corn in very

many seasons. I myself contend that one grain only at

a place (though I would not trust to it uidess I could

plant it early in September), is far preferable to niore,

as then that one plant can be best ensured, but it must

be planted early in order that it may tiller in autumn,

and enable it to perform its natural capabilities; thus it

would require only 10^ pints to plant an acre. I mean
where the whole of the surface of the land is planted at

6 inches apart square, or four plants on one foot. I

repeat it (though I do not set it down for a general

rule), that one plant will produce more than the G, or

7, 8, 9, 10, 20 or more would, or could, were they

allowed to be grown at one place. I have proved it

repeatedly by experiments, and others may do the same,

that one plant at a place or in one bole, will invariably

produce more than any number above it, proportiouiibly
,,

from 1, 2, or it may be to 50. I conclude, then, that

whatever quantity ot seed we choose to plant, for

securing the best of crops, and sparing the seed, every

grain ought to be planted separately, in order that

each and all may tell, and not be subjected to linger,

fade away, fall down, or prematurely ripen. As it

proves to be correct practice to do this by experiments

repeatedly made on small plots of land, why, I inquire,

would it not answer the purpose to do it on a

scale? A, Uardy, Maldon, Nov. 12.

broad

owner would not now take 14/. for her. They J larly requested by several distinguished agriculturists

hardy, will do well on the most indiflfereut
,
to publish a recapitulation of my views, what quantityare

food
will

amount of food consumed

are qniet and gentle,
1 believe yield more

can be led by a rope, and
milk and butter for the
than any otlier breed in

I consider is best suited for planting an acre of land, and

at what distance the holes should be dibbled to admit of

ocietce«;«

Ayrshire Agbicultueal : S^oto of Cheese.—

Mr. Tilly said, there was a great deal of very good

cheese shown. He did not know if there was any

cheese which could be called bad. Perhaps tlie entries

were not so numerous as last year, hut he did not think

any other district could have produced so many good

samples as had been exhibited. Ke thought he might

also be allowed to say that the time at which they held

the exhibition was a good time. The Highlaiid Society

made a mistake, in his opinion, in holding their show at

the time they did. He thought if it had been Uter

they would have had a better show, and the Ayrshire

one would have suffered no loss in consequence. He

wished to say a few words about the cheese traae,

which is increasing very much. He believed they had

a demand not only iu this country, throughout Scotland

and England, hut he thought they would soon have the

whole world as a market for their cheese. He thought,

therefore, what they had to do was to stimulate the

production of good cheese. All the markets were

becoming better for cheese. He had been in tbe

business 20 years, and he recollected the time when

there was a great demand for cheese to the hop-pick^'^^

of Kent, and awful stuff was sent down there which

they would not look at now. And the same thing

could be said regarding the Dorsetshire labourers.

They could not get quit of such cheese now; and it was

a question with many what became of such cheese. B"^

thought it was possible for every dairy farmer to ma**

good cheese. There might be exceptions, but tliey

He thought good pasturage ""as muchwere very rare. *^^ i,**vug„w ^.,^^ ^.w. „- .

concerned in forming the chara(;ter of the cheese, bni;

care and attention in the making were better than

excellent pasture. As an illustration of the carelessness

of some dairymaids, he mentioned having found a

butter cloth in some butter which had been churneU

along with it. Speaking of utensils; some "^^re very

imperfect. In the district he came from, lead dishes

were tfoinff out of fashion, and glass and wood were
• ° '°

_ 1 „„„ i>i.«o« 4i>mirs were
from either 1 to 6 or 7 grains to be deposited in each hole,

j
coming into more general use. These thmgs

exiBtence. In feet I am so pleased"with them that I ' at the rate of 1 bushel per statute acre. I will here briefly
j
important. Another thing—after the cheeses
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jnade there should be a good place for storing them.

Much cheese that had been made good, became bad if it

were exposed to damp or to a hot atmosphere. He
was bound to s!iy that the gentlemen who were proprie-

tors in Somersetshire, and elsewhere in England, bad
liberally acceded to tbe wishes of their tenants in

building new cheese houses. He did not say that Isind-

Jords had done so without receiving any return for their

outlay, either in increased rents or interest paid on the

outlay money. He thought the future prospects of the

Avrshire fanners were most decidedly good—they had

a "fine breed of cows, a beautiful country, fine pasture.

„ He did not think there was likely to be much change

Wilson, of Polquhairn, in Ochiltree. While we honour
such merit we hope to see efforts made to rival or
eclipse it at future shows. Let them look to their
laurels. That there is a chance of victory to many others
IB evident from the fact that that none of our Scotch
dairies as yet produce cheese of equal quality to a few
of the best dairies of Somerset. Let no one be afraid
that good cheese cannot be made on particular farms.
Wherever any of Mr. Harding's family settle, there
first-class cheese is made. Ayrshire Agriculturist,

Hamilton : Uppeb Canada.—The annual provincial
show at this town is thus spoken of in the Albany

in tlie prices, as they were not, like dealers in the corn 4 Country Gentleman as to one of its important features.
market, exposed to compete with cheese imported ; nor

was that likely to be the case with them, because the

cheese made from cows upon old pasturage would
maintain its superiority over that from new pasturage.

—As in former years, the Cheddar cheese formed the
great and peculiar attraction of the show. The entries

were scarcely so numerous as last year. For the money
prizes, 67 lots were brought over last year, and 62
this year. The appearance of the cheese was, on the
whole, fully as good as at last show, but we
cannot say that there was a general improve-
ment in quality. The judges thought that a larger

proportion of the cheese of this season had a strong

flavour, and they were of opinion that it might be in

some measure accounted for by the ungenlal character

of the season. There were 29 entries for the gold

medal, 16 of which wore from Wigtownshire and Kirk-

cudbright. The gold medal was offered for the best

lot of cheese of any kind. One or two lots of Dunlop
cheese were shown for the prize, but they were
nowhere in the competition. Mr. Alex. M'Adam,
Kilhilt, Stranraer, had the honour of carrying off botli

the first money prize and the gold medal. This honour
is sure to be followed bysomethiug substantial. In our
remarks on the competition of last year, we said 'there

is something besides honour in such a victory, as the
Collennan kane will doubtless be in demand in future

years.' And the Collennan kane of this season l>as

been sold at "O^. per cwt., or 15-y. per tron stone. The
competition for the gold medal was a close affliir

between Mr. M^Adam and Mr. Polluck, Raws. At the
conclusion, the different parties of judges assisted each
other, anil the result was a unanimous decision in favour

of this very meritorious Galloway dairyman. The
judges thought that Mr. M'Adam had been particularly

puccessful in keeping and maturing the cheese- Mr.
Poiluck's name appears likewise in the Cheddar aud
D'^nlop prize lists, which shows that he is a formidable
competitor. A keen feeling was evidently entertained
by raaijy of the spectators in regard to the comparative
success of xVyrsliiro aud Galloway at the competition.
Last year tlie laurels were pretty equally divided, hut
tliis season Galloway has the advantage. Four of the
six money prizes go to Wigto-wiishire and Kirkcud-
brljjht. In the competition for the medal, Wigtown-
shire was first, Ayrshire second, third, and fourth.

The winners of the second and third money prizes,were
not named in the competition for the medal, which
allows that something depends on the selection of

cheeses for competition. In this the best makers may
be unlucky, like Mr. Cooper last year. It is a remai-k-

iible fucb*^ that the Galloway cheese-makers were
farther behind the makers of other districts a few
yefirs ago than they are now in advance. The
introduction of the Cheddar method of cheese-

raakiiig hag completely changed their position.

In no other quarter has the imitation of the English

pr;\ctic3 been so generally, we may almost say

uniformly, successful. AVith many of the Galloway

makers the old modes are said to have been so radically

had thiit they did not attempt to blend them with the

new—an error into which really good makers of Dunlop
cheese are apt to fall in changing to the Cheddar mode.
Wfi are afraid there is reason for the opinion we have
heard expressed that this error prevents very many of

our cheese-makers from attaining a high standard of

iexccllence. Galloway is greatly indebted to one fanciily

for its honourablo position as a cheese-producing

district. It will be observed that the name of M'Adam
13 the most conspicuous in the lists. The attention of

tlie M*Ad<ims was directed to the improvement of

cheose-makmg before the directors of the Ayrshire

Agricultural Association sent their deputation to visit

tUe English cheese dibtricts. Robert rented the Baldoon
dairy, aud Mr. Caird sent him to Cheshire to learn the
practice Tor which that county is famous. He succeeded
well, and an account of his success, by Mr. Caird, in
1353, n.sslsted to stir np the Ayrshire Association to a
.movement which, judging even by its present partially
developed results, must be acknowledged as by far the
greatest boon which the Association has conferred on
the farming interests of the country. The report of
the deputation tecommending the Cheddar in pre-
ference to other English modes was at once adopted by
the irAd.uns, and followed oufc with intellio-ence and
•uiiuUilty, Hubert has gone to England, but the rest of
the family have been able to establish their reputation
as the first of Scotch cheese-makers. Their kanes are
eagerly sought by metchants from different parts of
the country. This year, Alexander's go to London a
iii;irket which seemed to be closed against Scotch cheese
until the recent production of improvements in the
'nauufacture. The M'Adams are an Ayrshire family.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

The grains exhibited must be classed among the half
dozen prominent features of the Exhibition, in any and
all of which 1 cannot but regard it as comparing most
creditably with any show I have ever seen. As to
extent, an idea may be obtained from the following
summary of the principal entries :

—

Best 2 bushels of Winter Wheat . . . . .

,

83 entncs.
Best 2 bushels of Spring Wheat 84 do.
Best 2 buahels of Barley 64 do.
Best 2 bushels of Rye 21
Best 2 bu3hels of Oats, wMte 53, black 10—total 72
Best 2 bushels Field Peas 79
Best bushel White Field Beans . . . . .

.

29
Best 2 busheU Iiidiau Com, white 25, yellow 40
—total 65

Best bushel Timothy seed 60
Beit bushel Clover seed .

.

17

But more striking than all this, were the 32 entries,

each of 25 bushels winter Wheat, competing for the
Canada Company's prize of 100 dols., offered in the
following language

:

*

'• For the best 25 bushels' of Fall Wlieat, the produce of
Canada West, being the growth of the year 1S60. Each sample
must be of one distinct variety, pure and unniixed. The prize
to be awarded to the actunl grower only of the Wheat, which
is to be given up to and become tbe property of the Associa-
tion, for distribution to the Coxmty Societies for seed."

This liberal premium was wisely supplemented by
the Association with four others, respectively of 50, 40,
30, and 20 dols., the winner of the first only being
called upon to give up his Wheat, but all required to
furnish the Secretary with a written statement of the
nature of the soil, mode of preparation, the variety and
quantity of seed, and time of sowing, manures, (If nny
used,) produce per acre of grain, and any other particulars

of practical importance, before being paid the amount of
premium. As to quality, it is difficult to imagine how it

could have been much better ; probably no premium was
taken by any sample weighing les^ than 63 or 64 lbs.

to the bushel, while I was told by one of the Judges
that the weight of the first prize sample of 2 bushels
was 66^ lbs., while that of the whole 25 bushels shown,
in one or two instances, averaged throughout over 65
lbs. per bushel. The crop has this year, as may be
imagined from the above, been an extraordinarily fine

one in some localities; one farmer standing by stated
that in his vicinity he believed that 40 bushels pM* acre
would be no more than the average yield, while he
personally knew of instances in which 52 had been
obtained. Whatever allowance may be required for

this, as an exceptional case, it is enough to indicate

—

like one or two other matters to which I shall refer in
due time—that our best farmers will have to look to

their laurels.

Farmers' Clubs.
iNVKliNESg.—At the discussion. Is the change from

Blackfaced Sheep and Highland Cattle to Cheviot
and Cross Cattle of advantage to the County 1

Mr. Anderson, Kildrummie, said he supposed he was
the largest feeder of Highland cattle, or probably
cattle of all sorts, at this meeting, and from his ex-

perience he could tell them that, though very few
local farmers took to feeding Highland cattle except
himself, he had always found that, when well fed and
well kept, Highland cattle were the most likely to fill the
pocket. He had about 20 Highland cattle and
12 crosses. The 13 crosses cost for their keep as much
as the 20 Highlanders, and he was paid as much for the
Highlanders as for the crosses. He was a great
defender of Highland cattle; they had never got the
justice which they ought to have got. Ho had sold

3-year old Highland cattle at 34Z. a-plece, and another
lot he liad sold for 29?. 10^. a-piece. His experience
led him to decide always in favour of Highlanders,
which, if they received good attention and were well
kept, would pay better than any cattle in this county.
Mr. Anderson also expressed himself io the effect that
Highland cattle were not rightly used in the Highland
districts by being supposed to be so much hardier than
crosses; but Highlanders get on best when well fed

and warmly kept, and would well repay any trouble

which might be expended on them. Short-horns had

been brought into a number of the Highland district*

as well as crosses. He had Short-horns himaelf, but he

had the greatest liking for the Highland cattle. He
had some Highlanders— four year olds— now at

Kildrummie, worth 30^. a piece. When his Highlanders

were four years old,, he sent them to the London

Christmas market, and he was never disappointed in

the price which they brought him. He had been dis-

appointed with crosses, hut never with Highlanders.

He could not say much in regard to Blackfaced or

Cheviot sheep. Blackfaced sheep would thrive where

not, and he thought that BlackfiicedCheviot would , - t i

^. shonld be the sheep of the Highlands. In
_
regard

Xhoir father was shepherd to the late Mr. Pettigrew
|
to Highland cattle, aud in observing as to their being

]

badly used he remarked that a gentleman from England
I

had asked hnn the other day if he knew where he °-ould
get some Higbhmd cattle to tramp down his straw.
This was pretty work for Highlanders ! lu conclusion,
he advised the members of the Society to rear Highland
cattle, and keep them well—better to keep 10 well
than to keep 20 badly—and they would repay the:n
better than any other kind of cattle.

Mr. Sinclair, CuUoden, said that his opinion of the
change in the eoudty from Highland cattle to cross
was, that it had been too extensive. He quite a"-reed
witli Mr. Anderson that cross cattle had been taken into
many parts of the county where they ought not to be
and for which the native breed was much better
adapted. He cousidered tliat wherever Highland
ciittle were reared and fed well, they would pay better
than crosses.

Mr. Gentle, Dell, in the course of a few remarks,
took occasion to observe that, although the change from
Blackfaced sheep and Highhiiid cattle to Cheviot sheep
and cross cattle had been great, it had been beneficial.
It was no use trying to go against the general change.
The fleece of the Cboviot was worth thrice what the
Blackfaced was worth. He spoke also iu favour of
cross cattle as preferred to Highland, and said that, if
well fed, there was no saying what weight good crosses
might attain to. He spoke, in conclusion, greatly in
favour of the Cheviot, as preferred to the Blackfaced
breed in sheep, and gave his experience on the subject.

Mr. Gr. G.^Mackay, Divoch, said:—The county of
Inverness embraces such a variety of soil, climate, and
pasturage, as must render any opinions enunciated as
to the county generally inapplicable to many of its

districts. In a general view, the eastern portion of the
county is essentially different from the western. The
climate of the eastern section is compai'atively drv, and
its pasturage heidthy and innutritious. The climate of
the western section on the other hand is humid, and
its pasturage green, rich, and succulent. As we are
here situated at the eastern extremity, it is with this
division of jfc that we are specially connected, and to
which my remarks shall particularly apply. Inasmuch
then, as our natural hill pasturage is black and dry, it

seems conclusive, that so lar as we are dependent upon
such feeding foi the nourishment of our stock, we can
most profitably keep such stock as experience proves
adapted to it. Sheep, according to the system of farm-
ing pursued in this county, are mainly dependeut upon
our hill pasturage for their maintenance; and as Black-
faced sheep will thrive on poor pasturage, where Cheviot
would not, I cannot help thinking that the Black-
faced is best adapted to our circumstances ; and that
any attempt to keep the Cheviot sheep in their st«ad
must prove unprofitable. It is a common error to sup-
pose that the temperature regulates the farmer's choice
in the matter. The Cheviot sheep is as hardy, and will

bear cold, storm, and temporary starvation, quite as
well as the Blackfaced ; but he will not fatten on the
same hard ungenial pasturage. It is the products of
the soil nud not the climate that determines where tlje

choice should lie. And as our pastures consist chiefly
of Heather, our stock should be Blackfaced. If further
argument were necessary to prove this, I should adduce
the fact that as Blackfaced sheep are now comparatively
dearer, their mutton more appreciated, and their wool
proportionately more sought for and more necessarv
than ever to the puroposea of the manufacturer, it tis

obvious that their actual yield in the market must
needs be, as it is, higher than their size or weight or
condition in comparison with the Cheviot would
warrant. Taking this in connection with the fact that
we can maintain three Blackfaced sheep where we could
only keep two Cheviot, I am of opinion that the change
from the Blackfaced sheep to the Ciieviot in tliis

county, where it has taken place in these circumstances, is

not au advantageous one. Now inregard to cattle—if our
cattle were, as our sheep, dependent upon our hill pris-

lurage, I should place Highland cattle in the same
category with Blackfaced sheep, and say that they, and
they alone, were adapted to our circumstances. And
where the system of farming pursued is tbe same as it

was a century ago, where cattle are fed on straw during
winter, and on heather in summer, of course a change
from Highland to cross cattle must be a ruinous one
inasmuch as a Highlander will fatten where a Short-'
horn would decline. In short, Highland cattle will
eat Heather but Short-horn cattle wont ; so that if your
food is Heather, your stock must be Highland. If, on
the other baud, you have good houses and feed your
cattle on straw. Turnips, and oilcake, you must have
cross cattle, as such feeding is quite thrown away upon
Highlanders. So far as my experience goes, it resolves
itself into this; if you have good shelter and feed high,
and ivish to be remunerated, you must keep crosses,
but if your summer feeding is Heather, and your
winter feeding the same, with an occasional mouti;-
ful of straw, then keep Highlanders—for I suppoji
habit hiis made them, and them alone, capable of exist-

ence under such treatment. As, however, I beliere

high feeding will ultimately prevail, I approve of the
introduction of crosses ; I believe that the change from
Highland to cros* cattle, when mide Biraultaucouily

with a change from starvirij to feeding, is an advan-

tageous one.

Mr. Fraser, Faillie, had no experience personally lu

regarded sheep, but, from ob-en-ation, he had fo; J

impressions iu regard to them. Mr. Gentle had said

tliat the change from Blackfaced to Cheviot had beeu
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teneficial, but he (Mi. F.) thougUt tbat iu Bome purts
]

of the connty the change had been a great mistake.
'

He thout^ht tliat three BhicVf\\ccd slieop could subsist

where two Cheviots could hardly do so. "From the
impressions he had formed, he was of opinion that the
Blackfaced was the sheep for the county of Inverness.

In regard to cattle, he thought that neither tbcir

severe climate nor their pastures were suitable for

Short-horna. He tcpt Highlanders himself, because he
found the climate was most suitable to support that
kind of stock. He found that the warmer, they were
kept the better they thrived; indeed, he thought that

It was almost useless to keep cattle over the winter
unless they kept them warm. If the cold here was too

severe for Highlanders, it was certainly too cold for

Short-horns. In regard to the crossing generally pre-

vailing in the county, he remarked that it was crossing

Vy crosses. That, he did not think, was crossing. As
Jie imderstood crossing, he thought it was a cross be-

tween two pure breeds. He thonght that a cross

between a pure Short-horn and a pure Highland was,
where circumstances were suitable, better than a
Short-horn — such as in the Aird and some other
districts of the county.

Mr.Smith,Glen-XJrquhart,said that where the pasture
vras hill and heathery pasture, the Blackfaced sheep, he
thought^ was most suitable, but where the farm was
composed of green land and good pasture, the White-
faced sheep was the most suitable. In regard to cross,

Short-horn, and Highland cattle, Mr. S.* spoke at con-
^siderable length, expressing his opinion that some parts

of the county were best a^lapted for one breed, and
some for another, and contending that Mr. Anderson's
experience of the profitableness of rearing Highland
cattle was quite exceptional, for he was not so much a
breeder as a feeder—because he went to all the markets
of the country and selected the best Highland cattle he
could find, and tlien reared them up. On the wliole, he
thought that the cross and Short-horn was just as
profitable for the farmer as the Highland breed.
Mr Fraser, Balloch, spoke decidedly of the Blackfaced

breed as the sheep for this county, and deprecated the
extent of crossing which was carried on iu some parts
of the county between that breed and the Cheviot,
which, he remarked, had been carried on for 20 years
on some farms, probably under the impression that by
cross-breeding the Blackfaced would ultimately become
Cheviots ; but the breed, notwithstanding the crossing,
were again relapsing into tlie Blackfaced. In reference
to cattle, while speaking in favour of the Highland breed,
ho observed the large decrease within the last 20 years
of. Highland cattle iu the county. Strathglass and
Stratherrick 20 years ago used to send more Uighland
cattle to the soutli tlmn there were altogether there
now; and some districts wliere then not n cross was to
be found, were now iu the sjune position in regard to
Highland cattle as thoy then were in regard to crosses.

^ The Chairman (Mr. Simpson) summed up, giving a
resumS of the opinions expressed by the different
peakcrs, tlio general effect of which, he said, was,
that we had to too great an extent abandoned
the native breeds of cattle and shcbp^ and intro-
duced Cheviot sheep and cows or Short-horn cattle In
districts in which tliey could not and did not attain to
anything like perfection. In this opinion, he himself,
to a considerable extent, coincided. In regard to sheep
it was evident, as Mr. Smitli had stated, that the
pasturage determined the stock. Thus Sutherhmd-
shire, in the extreme north of Scotland, was a purely
Cheviot stock-keeping county; Peeblesshire in the
extreme soutli a Blackfaced district. In those coun-
ties the Cheviots and Blackfaces would be seen iu a
state of great perfection. Tiie sheep farmers of this
county seeing the success of tlie Sutherland Cheviots,
and seldom seeing the Peebles Blackfaces^ had, lie be-
lieved too generally, come to the conclusion that the
former should be in every possible situation introduced,
the latter banished. This had led to errors, which,
according to the statement of their Secretary, were
now recognised and iu process of correction. This,
however, referred chiefly, if not entirely, to the high
lymg districts in the centre and southern portion
of Inverness-shire; in the northern portion—in Stra-
therrick, and still more iu Strathglass, there were farms
carrying Cheviot stocks that would bear comparison
with the general run of— if not with the crack-
Sutherland flocka. The green pastures of the west
coast also suited a Cheviot stock, though iie could not
say much for the quality or condition of the majority of
the sheep raised there—but this could, and he believed
would, be corrected. In regard to cattle they had very
valuable remarks from Mr. Anderson, whose experience
was great. He found that beef was made more clieaply
on a Highland than on a cross ox, and that the beef
was of greater value in the London market, wliere its

quality was well known and appreciated. He had seen
a similar opinion expressed by Mr. M'Combie, Tiilyfour,
who stated that he got as much money for a, compact
" polled " (whose flesh comes next in quality to the
Hi^^hlanders) «s he did for a much larger cross ox.
Highland cattle were much in demand for keeping in
the parks of the English aristocracy, where their
picturesque appearance suited the scenery, and doubt-
less their flesh was also relished iu the baronitd halls.
It was also well known that a Highland Iieiter ^a\q
with a Short-horn bull one of the sweetest erosaes
ttiat could be; and were there a large number of
true bred beasts of that churacter reared here, they

would be eagerly sought after; but the herds of true

Highland cattle were really so few, that purchasers did
not think it worth their pains to come to look for them.
There had, however, been an excellent exhibition of
them at the Society's show in August, and he hoped
that by-and-by their numbers would be so considerable

that purchasers would be attracted as they were to

Orkney and Shetland for the comparatively inferior

breeds of cattle raised there. In regard to Short-horn
crosses, he thought them the best adapted for arable
farms in low lying situations, He found, in his own
experience, that a good cross could always be got by
using a high bred Short-horn bull—(liisownis from the,,

stock of Mr. Stratton, of Broadhinton)—even when the
cow was the cross of a cross. In conclusion, he w^ould
endorse the opinion expressed by several speakers, that
either Highlanders or crosses would not only pay for

good keeping — but, iu fact, without good keeping,
would not pay at all.

Nottas of Um^&.
The Journal of Agriculture and Transactions of High-

land Society. Oct- 1860. Blackwood & Sons.

This J^umber includes a treatise on the precious
metals and their influence on prices, a subject of inte-
rest to agriculturists as intelligent men, but having no
special right to a place in an agricultural journal, for
its relation to them as farmers is of the slenderest cha-
racter. There are also notes on novelties of the Canter-
bury show—a review of certain works on meteorology

—

notes of a Belgian tour—a paper on the nitrogen in
soils—a capital essay on the management of bees, and
the agricultural summary of the quarter—on the whole
a lieavy Number.
The Transactions of the Highland Society include the

report of a committee on the engagement of farm
labonrers, to which reference has been made in past
Numbers of the Paper—an account of the Dumfries
show by Mr. Russell, and a paper by Prof. Anderson on
the valuation of manures, containing the substance of a
lecture given at Dumfries—three instructive papers.
We have noted the following passages for extracts :—
Hain Making.—"Our agricultural readers would be

mucli better pleased, we doubt not, to he told how rain
can be made and conducted to their fields, than to be
instructed how it is probably formed some five miles up
iu the clouds, through electrical agency. Philosophers
conversant with electricity do marvellous things by its

means.
^

•! have produced,' says Mr. Crosse, 'atout
200 varieties of minerals, exactly rescmhllng iu all
respects similar ones found in nature, as well as some
others never before discovered in nature or formed by
art.' And, livTng in an age when steam ploughs tlieir
fields and threshes their Corn, and electricity flashes
intcHigence of the market at Mark Lane, or of the
state of the harvest in France, our agriculturists must
not be utterly incrednlous when hearing of Mr. Rowell's
suo-gestiou for making rain at wilL * Extensive fires,

volcanoes, i&c, produce clouds and rain by the rising
smoke, heated air, &c. conducting the electricity from
the accumulated vapour and clouds to the earth ; and I
believe that anything that would conduct the surcharire
of electricity from the clouds would cause rain. And
therefore, in a paper read at the meeting of the British
Association at Glasgow iu 1840, I suggested as a mode
of testing the theory, that the raising of electric con-
ductors to the clouds by means of balloons would
enable the surcharge of electricity to escape, and thus
cause rain to fall; and I have no doubt. that, under
favourable circumstances, clouds may be caused to form
by withdrawing the electricity from the invisible vapour
by similar means.' In corroboration of this opinion,
Mr, Kowell quotes a letter from Mr. \V. H. Weekes of
Sandwich, a distinguished student of atmospheric
electricity. *!,' writes Mr. Weekes, *have from
very early life been an assiduous experimenter with
electrical kites, atmospheric exploring wires, &c. Now,
I bej to jissure jfou that it has several times happened
that when my kite has been raised immediately under
a distended, light, fleecy cloud, at a moderate elevation,
a free current of s^iarks has passed from the apparatus
during some 10 or 12 minutes. I have suddenly found
myself bedewed with a descent of fine, misty rain, and,
on looking up. have seen the cloud upon which I was
operating surprisingly reduced in magnitude.' After
this testimony as to the possibility of tapping a dropsical
cloud, we are not prepared to class a' society for pro-
ducing rain by means of kites, with the famous project
of Dean Swift for extracting sunbeams from Cucumbers.
At all events, the process will be much more economical
tliau that of Mr. Espy of the United States, who iiro-

posed to drain the clouds by the kindling of huge fires

—heavy falls of rain having been observed to result
invariably from the burnmg of the prairies of Louisiana
and the forests of Nova Scotia, This theory must
remain in nuhihus^ so far as c!ie country is concerned,
seeing that we have no prairies, and cannot ailord to
fire our diminished forests, even with the certainty of
emptying a rain-bearing clouth"

On the Nitrogen in the Soil,—" Tliat It is absorbed
by the soil, however, there can be no doubt; and to

determine tlie quantities in which it exists in the soil

at various depths, is the aim of the experiments which
we have alluded to at the beginning of this article.

And here we may remark, that tlie states of combina-
tion in which it exists c ou'd not be determined; but that

all nitrates are excluded from the reckoning. Of th^T"
experiments there were two series—the first* havino- for
its object to ascertain the quantity of nitrogen in^th
surface-soil to the depth of 40 centimetres (nearlv
16 inches); and the second to ascertain the same fact
to the depth of 1 metre (nearly 40 inches). The fields
were at a considerable distance from each other th
soil argilo-calcareous and a little siliceous, deep 'and
such as bore perfectly well Clover, Lucern, and Sainfoin *
That field whose surface-soil alone was investigated
was about 2 hectares (nearly 5 acres) 'in extent. It had
grown during two years a mixed crop of CTover and
Sainfoin. It had been tilled about a year before and
had not received any manure for four years. Holes
were dug at suitable distances, and in eight different
places, with a view to obtain a-^erage samples of soil
and from each of these two were taken, one to represent
the surface-soil to the depth of 20 centimetres (nearly
8 inches), and the other the layer just below, to the
depth of 40 centimetres (nearly 16 inches). Now of
these the former was found to contain, per kilogramme
of soil, 1.659 grammes of nitrogen, and the latter
1.157 grammes; that is, the former contained .1659
and the latter .1157 per cent, of nitrogen in combina'
tion, exclusive of nitrates. Calculating from these data
the quantity of nitrogen which each of these layers
contained per hectare (2.47 -f acres), and supposing the
soil to have twice the specific gravity of water—that is,

2000 kilogrammes per cubic metre— it is found that a
layer of earth of 10,000 square metres, or one hectare
of surface, 20 centimetres in thickness, represents a
volume of 2000 cubic metres, weighing 4000 kilo-
grammes. Consequently, it would contain 4000 times
1.659 grammes; that is, 6636 kilogrammes of nitrogen.
Now, a kilogramme being 2.2+lb. avoirdupois, and a
hectare being 2.47+ acres, we may reduce the French
weights and measures to our own by multiplying by
2.2 and dividing by 2.47, or more shortly, by inuUl-
plying by the quotient of these numbers, that is by
.892. Now this gives for the surface layer no less thrnx
59191b. of combined nitrogen per acre, A similar
calculation gives for the second layer 4628 kilogrammes
per hectare, aud therefore 4128 lb, per acre. The
second set of experiments were conducted in a field of
coarser soil, somewhat neglected, and very stony
beneath. Samples of soil were taken so as to divide
the metre of descent into four equal parts, and therefore
25, 50, 75 centimetres and 1 metre below the surface,
corresponding nearly to 10, 20, 30, and 40 inches. And
here analysis gave the following quantities of combined
nitrogen in the different layers.

Per Hectare.
1 Layer . . . . 8366 kilos
2 „ .. .. 4959
3 ,, .. .. 3479
4 .. ., ,. 2810

Per Acre.
7462 lb,

4413 „
3103 ,,

6U „

Total 19,620 .. 17,491

On this series of experiments the author bestowed
great labour, estimating the nitrogen both with and
without the stones. Nor did he stop his inquiries at
the depth of one metre. He analysed such soil as he
found between the stones at a greater depth, and found
that if that soil were formed into a stratum of 25 centi-
metres, or 10 inches in thickness, it would contain 1433
kilogrammes per hectare ; that is 1279 lbs. per acre.

Nor was it only the actual quantity of nitrogen at

various depths which he determined, but the rate of

decrease of this element at the descent it made. And
in reference to this, he obtained the interesting result

that, supposing all the nitrogen to come from above, it

meets with more obstructions to its descent in the
upper than in the lower strata, a phenomenon not

without analogies in nature. Thus he found that the

nitrogen in the second layer is 57 per cent, of that iu

the first; that that of the third layer is 70 per cent, of

that in the second ; and that that in the fourth layer is

81 per cent, of tha^ in the third, each rising above tlie

preceding by a common difl'crence of 11. * * * But it

is a question whether ammonia may not be developed

out of its elements within the vegetable organisation,

as well as in the soil outside of that organisation;

aud if so, then it must be regarded as a product of

assimilation in vegetables rather than their food, Tlii*

latter view has many arguments in its favour; and if

so, then what is wanted in the soil for the good of a

crop is not solely nitrogen existing already in the form
of ammonia, but nitrogen existing in such a form that,

on the touch of "the living plant, it is ready to resolve

itself into ammonia, either on the vegetable periphery
or in its interior. If we adopt this view, we are then
fully able to account for the well-known value of ammO'
niacal manures. That they cannot be wanted from any
defect of ammonia or nitrogen in the soil follows of
necessity from M. Pierre's experiments, and all others
that have been made on the question."

Miscellaneous.
Adulteration of Manures. — The purchaser of

manure rcqnircs to have all his wits about him in order

to secure a really good and genuine article, and to avoid

loss. The facts already stated regarding the large con-

sumption of artificial manures, will show how nmeh
scope there must be for the sale of inferior and aduHe-

* An account of M. Pierre's experiments, iu all iheir detail**

and in hia own words, will be found in the " Annales de t"
et de Physique" for May I860, p. 63.
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rated substances; and if we suppose the extent of adul-

teration not to exceed 10 per cent,—wbicli is probably

a low estimiite—the loss to the farmer must amount to

400,000?., independently of that incurred from failure

of the crops on which these manures are used, and the
expenses of carriage and application; a loss which
might be completely guarded against by care, and by
an outlay amounting to only a small fraction per cent,

on the value of themanure. Quarterly Journal of Agri-
cuUure.

French Agriculture.Some important agricultural
experiments are now going forward iu, the wood of
Vincennes. Five acres of ground on the plateau of
Saint Manr have been laid out for experiments in the
cultivation of corn, and foreign Wheat of different
countries is now being sown on it. These works are
executed by soldiers^ under the direction of a gardener
from the Jardin des Plantes. Morning Chronicle,
Nov. 19. ^ '

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE MOST APPROVED IMPLEMENTS
MAXUFACTURED BT

JAMES AND FREDK. HOWARD
BRITANNIA IRON WOR BEDFORD.

I860.
PLOUGHS.

D PLOUGH. FOR A PONT
T) D PLOUGH, FOR ONK HORSE !! "
H PLOUGH, FOR TWO HORSES
H H PLOUGH, FOR GENERAL PURPOSES
D D RIDGING PLOUGH, for LIGHT WORK ..
P RIDGING PLOUGH, for GENERAL PURPOSES

HOESE RAKES.

£2
3

4
4
3
4

5
5
2
r

15
5

6

6

HARROWS.
LTGHT REED HARROWS
SEED HARttOWS .. .. .. o

GENERAL PURPOSE HARROWS .. \\

"
3

THREE-HORSE HARROWS .. ..

"
4HEAVr HARROWS .. ..

" " 5DRAG HARROWS ""
'" 6

£2 IT
3
10

6

^

Calendar of Operations.

NOVEMBER.
Vf5t Sussex, Nov. 12.—Wc have now got well into Wheat

mowing, and have had a pretty good season lately, although
at first some was put in rather wet ; and w(trk though it was
likely to get behind has now got up with the season, bo that
soon we shall think ourselves out of the wood. The earlier
sown Wheat has come up slowly and rather weakly, but this
was expected, as the land was so cold, and it has been thoxight
desirable to sow a little thicker than usual, as the seed is not
likely to pos-ess its usual vigour. Where we have had patience
to wait for the dry weather, the land has worked easily, and
we have been able to do witbout the usual number of harrow-
ings, and so have avoided treading the land so much. The
taking up of Mangold has been put ofi to a later period than
usual, as it was backward in growth, and still very gross in
the tops, but I do not think that much has been got by this,
aa the weatlier has continued so cold. It is now being taken
up, and we find it a li^ht crop, and not at all equal to the
appearance that it presented on the ground; and aa Turnips
are almost a failure, we shall have to do very little in the way
of fitting, and good quality beef will be ecurce unless a large
quantity of cake, &c., is used. The quality of meat in our
market is about the same aa it has been all throxigh the sum-
mer, far iuferior to what it usually is, and the supply is per-
haps about the same Prices are high for what is really good,
but the inferior is a very slow sale. Lean stock has come down
considerably, especially full mouthed ewes, which are probably
from 5s. to 10s. lower than last week. Cattle, though lower,
are not so low as we might have expected, but are a dull sale.
The Wheat is yielding badly, and the quality is poor ; some of
It looks as if there could hardly be flour in it. The prices in
our market range from 44«. for new, to 765. for old. Barley is
much wanted for malting, and the best is worth from 46*. to
,.0s., and even niferior grinding samples are dear, and so are
leas; though they have been much damaged and are soft
they are worth from 42s. to 44*. Oats ^re generally good and
about the usual price, 23s. to 26*. Potatoes are very dear, andthe cottagers are tempted to sell out ; and perhaps it is better

STEAM
A COMPLETE SET OF

7i Feet Wide, Marked H, with IRON TEETH 7 10
7^ Feet Wide, Marked H, "Wirn STEEL TEETH 8 1

"' "'
8i Feet Wide, Marked H H, WITH IRON^ TEETH S SMITH'S PATEWT STEAM CULTIVATING APPARATUS
8i Feet Wide, Marked H H. WITH STEEL TEETH 8 10 I Exclusivk of E.vgine .. £250
CATALOGUES, with full particulars of the above and other Implements maniiRictured by J. & F. H., sent free on application

S A M U E L S N'S
PATENT COMBINED REAPING AND MOWING or

H
GENERAL PURPOSE HARVESTING MACHINE

(WITH SIDE OR BACK DELIVERY WHEN REAPING),

Opening

ONLY 25L, delivered at any Radway Station in Grk.4t Britain; and in DtmLiN, Cork, or BKLFAsr-thu^ briugmg it within thereach of every faimer. s s *«• w*i-um luc

It will be oxliibitccl at the SMITHFZEI^B CATTZiE SHOTl^;
At Mr. Samuelson's Country Depots; at the Works, Banbury; and at his

LOTOON" WAREHOUSE, 76, CANNOJf STREET WEST, E.G.

COTTAM & COMPy., Engineers, Founders, &c.,

2, WINSLEY STREET. LOisTDON, W.
J

C^ A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED E:S'TIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICtTITURE
THE NEW ILLUSTllATED CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

Notices to Correspondents,
Cheviot Sheep: ^n inquirer ask».{QXi the experience of any

ol our readers on the murita of this bretJUT Wo ebaU aivc hi
letter and some note.-j on it next weet.

Cream: Farmer's Wife. It is not the weather directly, but its
induect iuflaeuce on the quality of the milk that makes
cream thin in cold weather. The cowa have poorer food find
more of it, probably, is con.'Umed in respiration, 'ihe
remedy, we suppos>3, will consist in improving the quality of
the food.

Manures, Linseed Cake, &c. : .Y. The London Manure Com-
pany report as follows for the past week :—There have been
no arrivals of Peruvian guano during the past week. Linseed
Cakes find buyora at advanced r^tes; the supply is still ex-
ceedingly limited, the imports of American being much
below tho average. Bones show a tendency to advance.

Peruvian Guano, direct from } i£
Importers' JStores^ or ex ^per tonJl2
Sliip J ,

Ditto ditto, under 30 tons
Boues
i)itto, crushed.. ., '.'.

,,
Ditto, half-inch . . . . per or
Ditto, dust

s.

I)

4

6

15

6

to

to

12 10
d.

5 5

to 19 6

Animal charcoal (70 per cent, ) .

Phosphate) . . .

,

. , J
P^^ ^°^-

»

it

»9

4,10 to 5

2 2

pOTTAM A^:^^.^<^\^2^ haW^^^^ of 40 year^^ experience in the arrangement awd constrnction ofV^ every dcscnption ofHORTICULTURA by the CIRCUrAxiON of nOT WATEll, araweU qualified to guarantee the perfect execntir.n of any works intrusted to them ia the erectioa of
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Coprolite, Cambridge, in |
London, whole .. .. f

Ditto ditto, ground
ijitto Suaolk, whole .

.

Ditto ditto, ground
titrate of Soda
'Sulphate of Ammonia
Gypsum .. ',

;

Salt fin Lnndou) . . ..
Sulphuric Acid, concentrated, ) ",.

1.845 .. '
. . I

Pci" lb.

Ditto, brown, 1,712
'.'.

\[ „
onperphosphate of Lime . . per ton.
"(ood Manures .

.

.

.

**is3olved Hones
Linseei Cakes, best Amcri-

)

c in (barrel) ... \

Litto ditto (bag) .

*

'

'

Ditto EngUah ., ','_

Rape Cake [

Cot ton- seed Cake
Toi- DRE^ssiNr. FOR Grass^lands : Wn*(. Jiead^. Boneadiii^m inuriatic acid will be a good top dressing fur Gr^ landsnnled wMlbemoreeaaly di^^olved than faw bonT Theymust be put iu a vessel, wetted till they will tafcfi i,» «^more water, and then have the acid poured over them

^
Tj'^rV ^[y^^^^ ^f^-^y^'^omfnand^l^^- there18 no objection to its use. But wUere it used to h« i.fJhemployed it has no«r long since been abandoned L^
should, in every case of which wo Lve inT kl^ow^^^^greatly prefer to spend an equal sum on any other kind^nfpower. The subject i.-thel.08t and meriu'^of w ^d S>werlor faj-myard purposes.

power
WtNTEa Keeping oi- Horses: R. Carrot-s may be given touursus as a substitute for half the ordinary com and hay«>d MangcU and Swedes (paitionlurly If pulped), may iso &5 ,^' Mt'^ ''i^^'^"^ '

^^^ Cabbage, and RapS are^S^l<^
«-^^ t^i**'''-^'®*'

a portion maybe tried n?ised np w^6 "l^J^l- ^"^ """^ '^^'"^^^ "^° ^^^ if i*^" ^'^^ the horse to^ m cohditiou for work. W. C. S.

til

17

10
10

10

to
to
to
to

12
11

7

15
10

Conservatories
Conservatory or Glass Walls

for the protection of plants
or ripening wall fruit

EXHIBTTIOK

Bummer Temples
Arbours, &c.
Greenhouses
Orangeries

'

IS^" Draioing q

Orchid Houses
Conservatories for Window or
Balcony Qardenin^f

Vineries

Apricot and Peach Houses
Tropical Fruit Housee
Forcing Pits juid Frames
Cucumber and Melon HcoadJ

PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND STABLE FITTINGS.
Iron Hurdles, Strained \yire Fencing, Game IJetting, &c.

Hvery description of Plain, Ornamental, Cast and Wrought Iron, and Wire Work.
BEE SEPARATE LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

OTTAU & COilPy, Iron Works. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street. W. o^pposftethoPantteon.)

A R D.SAMUEL N. M c G E R B ^V,
General Horticultural Builder,

Knotty Asb, near Liv'crpool.-

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout
Great Britain and Ireland.

WEST OF

GREEXilOUSKS.— HKM;Y FKEK.MAX, ilor-

H0U3E Builder and Hot-wateb Apparatus 3Ianc-

FACTUHER, Triangle, Hackney. N. E EstabHshed 20 years.

Good substintially-buik GHKEJJHOUSES, fixed in unj part

of the kiDKdom, (or cash, 42 feet long by 13 feet, 901. ; 21 feet

by 13 feet, 50L ; 12J feet by 10 feet. 30(. A first-rute Conser-

vatory, aO feet hy Hi feet, 130(. A large assortment kept.

Estimates for Heating, or any branch in wood or iron.

HOT-WATElt I'XPKS at Wholesale prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, atid every other connection

Wrought and cast iron Builers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 2lt. each. Boilers and Iron HtanJs to use

without brickwork. Valves from 12s. 6<L each. Furnace

Doors, Furnace Bars, Suxjply Cisterns, and Builders' Caatmgs

of every description in stock, at Mr. Lvspii Whitk's Iron

Wharf, CTpper Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, Loadan, a.

tend their

ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND
ylNCENT SKINNEK

(late Partner with J. Weeks
lA Co.)f ^.recto Conskrvatoeibs,
Hot HouflEs, and Hot-wat«b
ApPARATrs to warm Churchea,

,^ JtoLuousea, Ac., and has fore-
,flnien from london to BUi*erin-

tion. Uprigbt Pipe Boiler^ Jfiaas,

WALES.

EHtimatefl.—V. Hkinnkr, Biidewell Street, Briatoh

J.

HOTHOUSES FOR TH£ MILLION
Made by Steam Powek at

LEWIS'S HoRTiCTLXUBAt WoEKS, Stamford
Hill, Middlesex^ N- These HotbOTUw are nude on a

muchbetter and fltr-onger principle than tboM manuf^ored
on Sir J. Paxton'e plan, and are more dorable and che^>er.

K ipan-roof merwunDjf SO ft. by 16 ft,, with two gTaaa enda £
and doon complete 30

Do. do. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do- do. 5^
Do. do. 60. ft- by 24 ft. do. do. 90

The price ofany otherj^ forwardjMlon applicftUoa to J. Liwx».
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TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.

- w

MoyEO's cAN^'oy boixek.

CTXINDEB BOILEES
OF VAEIOUS SIZES,

SADDLE BOILEES OP
WROUGHT AND CAST IKOK,

OF ALL SIZES.
4 -

THE LARGEST STOCK OP

HOT-WATER PIPES CONNECTIONS, BOILERS,
OF THE BEST QUALITY AND AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

&C.,

THE WHOLE OF THE ABOVE KEPT IN STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
PKICES WILL BE SENT ON APPLICATION, OR ESTIMATES FOR

T-W ATER APPARA
ERECTED COMPLETE IX ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY.

s

J. JONES, 6, BANKSIDE, SO TJTH WARK, LONDON, S.F,.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kexsal Green, Harrow Road^ Loxdon, "W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to cull the attention
^
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conscrvntories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &€., combining every improvement with eleg^^nce of
design and durability of materials and workmaiiship,
Their VENTILATING ArPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofe of Houses hne (jiven the highest eatiRfaction. Churches,
Chapels, bchools, Entrance Hall^. Public Buildings, Arc, htated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner,

J, T. & SoK have preat pleasure in referring to numbers of
the nobility and gentry hy whom they are ex t ensively encrageij.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY ANB CO. Bupply 16-oz SHEET GLASS

of nritish Manufacture at prices varj'ing from Hd. to 3d.
perAquare foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of
which are kept ready packed for i ni mediate delivery.

liists of Prices and Efltimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, fJLASP
TILES, and SLATRS, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMKNTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES
to Jam^u Hktley & Co., 35, Boho Square, London, W.

See Oardeners' Ckroyiicle of November S.

FOR SALE, several GREENHOUSES, quite new,
3 PITS, 78 feet longr, and a handsome 90 feet CON-

SERVATORY to be Sold ininiediatcly^ space being required
for alterations, at Granby Nursery, corner of Granby Street,
Hampstead Road, N,

yusbrii HAiwouX)
AND CO.,

+

jrANUFACXrRKBS OF

PRUNIXG ASD BUDDING
KNIVES.

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden

Shears, Scissors, Syring-cs, &c.

PARKES* STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
BURGKSS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St., E.G., Lontloti.

being- the Wholesale and Retjiil Agents for those cele-
brated TOOLS hare als\-ays a large Stock on hand from which
tlicir Customers may select what they may require.

ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.—The FIKST
PUIZK was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with
several others at the Chester Moctinf? of the Royal Agricultural
Society; it has obtained the I]ii-st Prize criven by the Society
at every Meetioff since 1850. Blessrs. Bcrgess & Key, 95,
Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recommend it as the mo.st per-
fect Chum now in use. Full particulars sent on appHcatioii.

GARDEN BORDER EDCINC TiHs.
"OOSHERAXDCChf- to invite attention to theirXi varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-
EDGING TILES in Ten-a Cotta. Terro-Metullic wiire, and
Earthenware. They present advantages over Box or Grass-
edging in that they afford no harbour for shigs. &c., take up
lesB room and are less expense and trouble to keep iu order.
They may behad of Tarious patterns at R. * Co.'s pi*emiscs.
Albion Wharf. Holland Street, Blackfriars, 8.E. ; and

Kiugsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Biidge, N.E.N B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on
application. Ornameutal Flower Poxes kept in stock.

UNAMENTAL PAVING TILKS fob CONSER-
VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES. &c..

ms cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff cclmjrs,
and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also WHITE
TILES, highly dazed, for Lining WuUa of Baths, Dairies-
Kitchen rsinges, Lai'ders, tc. To be obtained of Rosheu & Co.,
at their prcmisea ns above.

ATENT~^UTTA PECCIIA SOLES.—
LMroRTANT TO Garceners.—Tho Guttji Percha Company

have the plea.siire to acknowledge the receipt of tlie fallowing
letter from G. Glksnv, Esq., the celebrated Florist:—

"i'20, Strand. London.
"Gentlemen.—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-
sarily am in all weathers, and with the ground in all stites, I
would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all time.i by warming the material at
the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts,
as easily as if it were so much dough, I think it the duty of all
persons who must occasinnally wet their feet to adopt a
material that completely dehes damp. Many a gardener woTild
escape colds :ind rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

** Your obedient servant, G. Glknny,"
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Tubing, Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles. Bowls, Cliambor Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings. Galvanic Batteries,
Calbotype Trays, Ac. manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or

^—The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, 18, Wharf
^.ty Boad, London, E.C.J

Cxjimorqan Works,

Sheffield.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1733.

SAYXOR XS'D
PRUNING and

PRIZECOOKE'S wfirraTitecl

BUDDING KNIVES. SCISSORS, &c.-
Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Mt:ichHnts In
the three Kingdomw.

AUNEKS' PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS
for raising Water from Wells not exceeding 25ft. in depth.^

Diameter
of Barrel. Hcicrht. £. *. tt,

2iiu-shortlft,7in. /Flttedforlead, \ I

2J
3

ti long
ditto

3
6

3i„ ditto 3„ 6,.
4 „ ditto 3.. 6..

1

2

2
2

1

10
4
9
18

iTfei

gutta percha
or cast iron
flanged pipe
as required.

24 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, ready for fixing ... .2 00

2} ,, long ditto ditto ditfoS 14
This Pump is fitted with J. W. A Sons*

Patent Vibi-ating Standard Improved Re-
volving Cap, Metal Buck9t.and BrassSuction
Valve. By means of the Revolving Cap the
handle can be shifted to the rigiit or left
band, or opposite the nose, as desired.
Every description of Machinery for ral.sing

Water, by means of Wheels, Rams, Deep
Well Pumps, &c. ; also. Fire and GarJen
Engines, Ac.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue will
be forwarded post free on application.

The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber
in town or country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,JOHN WARNER a.nd SONS,

8, Crescent, CrippTegate. London. K.C.

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHINO MACHINE.
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

•* I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Mancl: ester.

London Office : 63. Fleet Street, E C.
N.B. My Machines always have,

and always will be sent on approval,
if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free by post.

DESIGNS FOB ELOWER BEDS and GARDENS.
The Second Edition of Second Series of SO Designs is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of U
postage stamps by J. Marshall, 2, Goldsmith St., Nottingham.

SLATE WORKS, ISLliWORTH, MIDDLESEX, W, '

EDWARD BECK MANxrpACTUEES in Slate a
variety of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which

may be seen iu use at Worton Cottage, on application to the
Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LIoTd of PLANT
TUBS and BOXES forwarded on application.

GALVANISED GAMEand POULTRY NETTINd.
—By improved machinery at reduced prices. 2-incb

Hexagon Mesh, 24-incli wide, light, 5d. ; Medium, Gd. ; Strong,

7rf. ; Extra strong, O^rf. per yai-d. Any other width, strcnfith,

or mesh, from i to 6 inches, at proportion ;ite r.xtcs. Evcrr
description of Wire-work: by Tuoe. P. Hawkins, MauufactuM
27, Ddile End, Birmingham.
OnnA Yards STRAINED WIRE FENCING,
OwV/v/ fi wires deep, 3Xd. per yard run, incluJIiii;

Straining Bolts. Sample of the Wires sent.

R. RiCTtARD.soM, UU, Eti .ston Road, London , N.W.

WATERPROOF CAPES, 3 feet deep, 3*. each, for

Gardeners. Carters. Gamekeepers, Watchers, and Farm
Servants ; same kind, lined with Woollen, 5«. each ; may be h.iJ

with Sleeves, 5s. &d., and Lined, 7s. 6d. each. Leggings. Ss. eflcli.

WATERPROOF GARDEN FRAME COVER — Tarpaulin,

6d. per square yard; Transparent Sheeting Watcrprtwf, near

2 yards wide, Js, per yard run; thick Canvas do.. Is. Jtr

square yard. Horses Waterproof Loin Cloths, 75. each; Dnv
ing Aprons, 7s. each, lined; Waggon and Cart Covers, Is. ami
2.". per square vard.
WIRE WORK, U. per yard, G feet high (other wi-iths in pm-

portion), of 15 Gauge Wire ; Sheep do., 4-!nch mush, S ft. 6iu.

high, id. per yard run. ; Rabbit Proof rather more th.in I inc^i

mesh, lOd. per sqiiare yard ; Poultry Wire Work, 9il. per j'ard^

6 feet wide.
FISHING NETS, SHEEP NETS, RABBIT NETS.-All

kinds of Fishing Nets very cheap; Sheep Nets, nearly 4 feet

high, 20jf. pqr 50 yards, made of thick New Zealand Cord;

Rabbit Nets, on Cords, 50, 80, and 100 yards long. All kindij

of Garden Nets, Bird Nets, <fec.

R, RicHAHDSoir, White Horse Factory, Bidborough Street,

Judd Street, W. Office : OP, Euston Rwid, London. N.W.

INDELIBLE GARDEN TALLIES. — Mark'l^r
Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the gveenhoupc^^r

garden, with Dusn's PATENT SOMD MARKING IM^

PENCIL, and they will be indelible. Retail at Messrs. BvJi.ti'--

& McCulloch's and Messrs. IIoopkr & Co., Covcnt Garden,

W.C. ; J. Carter & Co., 237. High Holborn, W.C. ; T. Brwdbn,

Railway Arcade. London Bridge, S.E. ; and all Nurseryrnti>

and Seedsmen, Chemists, Stationers, <kc. With screw-holdrr,

complete, I.'J. 6rf. each ; will refill for Is. ; by post for 19 pemi>

stamps. Wholesale by J. Lusher, 19, Holborn Hill, t-U^

Barclay &. Sons, Farringdon Street. E.C. ; or any otlier whow
sale house ; and John Mackat, 121, George Street, Eiiinbiu-gn

Further infoiQiation obtained by addressing Arthur Dc>'»

the Patentee, at the Manufactory, 1, Durham Place, DaL^t- iv

Green, London, N.E.
N.B. These Pencils are unequalled for marking indelibly ot>

Linen, &c., for wliich purpose a much finer point is ^^'^^,'

at the saniG price, than that contained in iho Gardener*

Pencil. Exposure to light or heat renders it permane'-t^

"TTIKIGI DOAKV— Patronised by her Majesty, tb^

JJ Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon ^
his Grace the Duke of Devon.^hire for Chiswick Gardei^ i i""

fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph P^^;'^'

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late flii""

Lawrence of Ealing Park, and — Collier, E'=q.. of DartfbrJ.

PROTECTION FROM TUE COLD WINDS& MORNING ny],'^
*'FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepftreJ

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keep''^

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is ^^^P^*"" •'";

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for prescni^i.

Fruits and Flowers from the scorcliing rays of ^°^^J^^' -r.>

wind, from attacks of insect-^ and from morning trosts.

be had in any required iengchs. , _,_
Two yards wide .. . . l*-^- perrard run.

Four yards wide . . . • 8«. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide, 2^. Gd. P^J y^'^S^i'^jy
AIto "Frigi Domo" Netting. 2 yards vride, 1».4^. I^jy-^f'^ 7,
EusHA Thomas Abciibb, Whole and Sole Manutactur^^

Trinity Lane, Cannon St., City, E.C., and of al^^^T^pcr
and Seedsraer ili ronghont the kingdom. " It Is tnucb c£ie^P«

than mats aa a covering."
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

T L E E AND
Descriptive Bulb Catalog

McC TJ LL C H' S
Amateur Winter ring Gardening

JNUW Kh^AUr. AISD MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION OR SENT POST PAID.^ O^rders 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid, no charge made for packing or package.

BULBS FOR PRESENT PLANTING.
Mendid ^URT ^'Trn TP^^T'^r/T^A"" ^'^Tfl^^'Tf' ^^i^^or".;^"'

^"" ""''^ ^2*. per dozen; Ditto ditto, for beds or masses, 21.. per 100.

T? TTT-S T Vwn^^S^fTTid ?;??;
^'^^ '** ^^*' P^^ ^^' Splendid SINGLE. 55. to 105. per 100.

18. ei do RtTRRTTW 91 J^ ^ "^ iJ ^^PP—^,'^^'^^^'?"^ ^f^^'
'^'^ °^ ^^^*^^ ^"^^ P^^^'^*'^ ^ ^1"^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^"^^ ALBUAf, 15.. Sd. per dozen; ROSEUM,

• TRITO^^
(MACROPHrLLUM LATIFOLIUM). Strong blooming roots, 1... 1.. 6d., and 2s, Gd. each; or 10.. 6d. to 30.. per dozen.lltilUMA U VAKIA.-Bloommg plants 4*. 6d., 8s. Gd., 12... extra strong plants 18.. per dozen; or Gd., 9rf., 1.. 3^., and 2.. each.

ion ;n Kc\ .T,n- ^ • *•
^^^ GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS OF RAMOSUS.

iSo n Is cho ce

""' '^'
'" t ^ a^' o?

-^"^ ^? '.^°^'' "^^^^ ^""^^^^^ - ^^•^2^-^^-
I
^^ In 12 choice named varieties, 5.. Gd., 9.., and 12..^ *'"'*''^

,,^,,, » ,
_••• 2 2 I

2d m 25 choice „ ... 12 6 | Mixed. 3.. per dozen. List on application.NEW GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS OF CARDINALIS.—Twelve choice named varietieg, 9^. to 12.. List on application.

_.^^,. ^ .^. CHlJfESE PiEONIES.
oO m 25 choice named varieties 2?. 0.. Oaf. [ 12 in 12 choice named varieties 10. Gd
25 1^25 .. .. 1 1 6

I
6 in 6 „ „

5*6'
Fine Mixed 50.. per 100 ; 7.. Gd. per doz. List on application.

It i> 4*4

COLLECTIOir "G," for CONSERVATORY and FIOWER GARDEN DECORATION, 42s.; Half, 21s.: ttuarter, 10s. 6d.lan Lihes, extra strong IS mixed Border Hyacinths 30 beautiful Earlv Tulins. I inn «t.ianHi^ n^^w^ Tt,i^r.c i on t^^c« fi,,^ ^Wn,i i « r^iJ:„i„-4 Japan Lilies, extra strong
sorts

24 splendid named Hyacinths

IS mixed Border Hyacinths
12 Polyanthus Narcissus, as-

sorted

beautiful Early Tulips,
for pota^

in 10 varieties

100 splendid Double Tulips
100 Crocus, mixed
100 Ranunculus

20 Ixias, fine mixed
20 Sparaxis, fine mixed
20 Iris, fine mixed

6 Gladiolus
6 Crown Imperials
2 Cyclamens

^^^^H^^2?
'*-^'" Splendid DOTTBLE TULIPS for SPRING GARDEN DECORATION, 42s.; Half, 21s.; ftuarter, 10s. 61

loo TeUow Ro«r'i?;n'.TilfJ T^^^^ I
^""^ °^ "^^ ^hol Tulips

|
100 Gloria Soils, vario^rated Tulipa

100 Yellow Rose, puie yeUow Tulips
1 50 La Candeur, pure white Tulipa

| 50 Touraesol, variegated Tulipa

21s.; Quarter, 10s. 6d.
30 mixed Double Anemones
SO mixed Single Anemones
6 Crown Imperials

12 Gladiolus

COLLECTION "I," ASSORTED for tL

}m ^?^ V "^T>''T;, ^"S^^^ ^^""^^i ^"rl^n^ ^^ ^^^"^ Solis. double variegated TuUp"s
^22 £^,9 Van Thol,_ double variegated Tulips 25 mixed Hyacinths

150 extra fine larg-e Yellow Crocus
50 assorted Narcissus

30 Yellow Rose, double pure yellow Tulips
30 La Candeur, double pure white Tulips

FLOWER GARDEN, 42s.; Half,
30 mixed Iris

30 mixed Fritillarias

300 Scarlet Turban Ranunculus
50 Citron Turban Ranunculus

CORDYLINE (DRACiENA) INDIVISA.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
Have the pleasure to announce that they have now ready to send out the magnificent

CORDYLINE INDIVISA FROM NEW ZEALAND,AN ACCOUNT OP WHICH WAS GIVEN BY DR. LINDLEY IN THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, 001. 20, 1859, Pp. 868.

tho^oughlylyn^^^ description of this wonder of Nature, which should be seen in its native grandeur to be
its merits to brqiterelia^^^^ ^S f^^^'^ *^' establishment which already prove the accounts received of
bear total expos^e in't'S^^est^e!gw'^^d tn^I^elanr^'^"^

it wxU be a very hardy Conservator^ Plant, and will probably

Sfd^'w^Th l!?g^rj?i.^rto^t?r^^^ ^;i- --i -5 -4i-^«d trunl. on whicn the foliage i.

LARGE ORANGES AND CITRONS.
WANTED, to give immediate effect af^ainst the

back: wall of a large Conservatory, Two ORANGE and
Two CITRON TREES 6 to 8 or 10 feec in height. Such as have
already been grown in a similar position will be preferred,
provided they are in a safe state for removal. Any parties
having either the whole number or a part to offer, will be so
good aa to send particulars of height, breadth, and price, to

JAMES VEITCH. J UN.,
Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

retamed with vigour almost to the ground." "The IcaTCs'^rrseTonM \^7l^':^L^'^^
i^muviuea crunic on wmcn the foliage is

length, and from 6 to 9 inches inWdtk. Thiir coToSr is o? the r^hfa? des^rh?J^^\^°^ "^^T""^ ^"^ \ ^ V'^^ »°
crimson brown runs through the entire length, and numerous r^ aSiw^^^^ r'l^,^'''''"!,"?^*

™^^^ ""^

aurface is overlaid with a rich golden broLe' p^uchiTrn elSnt eff^t Th^i^^^^^ .^I^f Ih*" i*^*' ""-^"i^
' ^''''

"^""r^^^whole tree is unsurpassed in its tFuly noble and uniiue beiuty ^ ^'^^ ""^ *^^ ^^*'*^^^ "^ glaucous. The

EA E E
CYATHEA DEALRATA

•CYATHEA SMITHII
ASPLENIUM POLYODUM
LOMARIA GILLESI

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, London, W.

FERNS.
TODiEA BARBARA
PTERIS SCABERULA
POLYSTICHUM VESTITUM
GONIOPTERIS FOSTERI

PLATYCERTTTM STEMMARIA, 21«.
Prices according to size.

J- A?JP C. LEE, Vineyard Nursery, Hamscersmith, W.

NEW CA DEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF i860.

^\it (SarUener-S' Civromcle*
SATURDAY, DECE^IBER 1, 1860.

MZETI5GS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
TuKSDAr. Dec. H^ '^Tl^^i'"^ - '?,';^' Committee)

t at St. Martin s Place

Thuesdav = I3f^'"^l''"l^"™'(?'<'™l*^*»°"°i"ee)
•^ ~ * I at bt. Martin's Place Noon

Royal

Berkshire

CI A L A D
J BELLEYMEI (1860), 21j.

"TTROUBBTZKOY (1S60), 2l5.

•CHANTINI, 5s.

ARGYRITE3, 35. ^d.

1 U M
WIGHTI (1860), 21a.

BARAQUINI (1860), 2l5.

BRONGNIARTI, 5s.

HOULLETI, 7s. td.

s.

The above are the most beautiful and distinct of this in-
>teresting and superb genus.

J. AND C. LEE, VlSEYARP NlTRSERY. HAMMERSailTH, W.

O'
RANGE T K E E S, U.
OTAHEITB ORAXGE TREES, 3s. M. to 5s.

STANDARD AND DWARF MYRTLE-LEAVED ORANGE
TREES, from Is. M. to 31s. 6rf.

iBlGGARADE ROYAL ORANGE TREES,from 5*. to 5 guineas.
STANDARD AND DWARF POMEGRANATES, of sorts, from

5j. to 5 guineas.

_ J. AND C. LEE, Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

SE£I>

Establishment.

o HOICE PLANT
CYANOPHYLLUM MAGNIFICUM, 10s. u.
BOUGAINVILLAEA SPECTABILIS, tboe, 3s. U.

WESTIANA, 5s.

PLOCOSTEMMA LASIANTHUM, lOs. 6<!

GARDENIA CITRIODORA, 3*. <od.

GEMMIFERA, 3». 6d.
IXORA ACUMINATA, fine white, 5s.
BIPTERACANTHA APFINI3, Ss. 6(?.
PASSIFLORA EMPRESS EUGENI^ 3s MpRAC^NA TERMINALIS, 5s. to 10* ^LAPAGERIA ROSEA, 21s.

J. AND C. LEE, Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith TT
NEW~ CINERARIAS OF lieo"

S.

F-*^^ h ^^^}^^. .f^ ^""^ sending out their

»,.K-r
^Pj^"^"^ Vaneties of the above, which fo? colour, dwarf

habit, and large compact heads of bloom, are unsurDassed •

many of them are finely formed, and othera havTth^St
flowers known. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE maySdon application—Pulwich, Surrey, S.

" ^ -^ naay oe naa

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
EORGE JACKMAN akb SON'S PRICED andDESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1860 and SPRTVr

1361. comprising Pruit Trees of aU the leadmg kinds, new luadselected Roseg, fine varieties of American Plants Choice andRare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees knd ShnihsMid a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c.. can behad
free on implication.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

SUTTON AND SONS are now prepared to execute
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and can war-

rant them genuine.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

EXHTaitlON OF CHRYSAIMTHEWUMS:
JOHN SALTER, F.H.S., begs to inform the Public

that his imrivalled Collection of these beautiful flowers
will be in bloom throughout December. Ho invites
Amateurs to visit his Nursery, where they will see, both xmder
glass and in the open ground, not only all the varieties in
general cultivation in their natural growth, but very many
SPLENDID SEEDLINGS, large flowers and Pompones, which
he will have the honour to send out early in 1861.
The WINTER GARDEN, which has been considerably en-

larged, will present a " coup d'ceil " unique in this or any
other country. Free admission every day except Sunday.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
Turnpike, London, W.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

JOHN KEYNES is prepared to send out Six New
and Splendid CARNATIONS and Six New and First-rate

PICOTEES, the 12 pairs for 3/.

CATAU)GUE3 now ready. The Silver Cup was awarded to
J. Keynes at the National, where some of these Seedlings were
exhibited in his Stand, which will not easily be forgotten by
those amateurs who saw them. There being but few pairs of
a sort, early application will be best to secure good plants.

Saliabury, December I.

~ PELARGONIUMS.
CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of

new varieties is now ready, comprising a selection of

those eminent raisers, Foster, Hoyle, and Beck, and Fancy
varieties raised at Slough.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE is in preparation, but plants of

every esteemed kind are now ready.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

EVV AZALEA INDICA— Alba unica, Adelaide

von Nassau, Adolphe von Nassau, Alexander II., Aurelie,

Bernard Andrd, Bouquet de Flore, Comte de Hainault, Director

I Auffustin, Distinction, Flower of the Day, Model, Nathalie,
'

Queen of the Whites, Roi Leopold, Rosy Cu-cle, Schone Mam-
zerin. Teutonia, Thusnelde, and William Luddick. Good clean

planU ;
purchaser's selection of 12, 40s. ; the set of 20. 3i.,

hamper and packing included.

Thomas Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, ia:., Bangston, S.W.

Although tsb state op the weather in any
future season is sometimes conjectured with occa-
sional approaches to accuracy, yet it cannot, at
least iu our present state of knowledge, be pre-
dicted with any degree of certainty. M, Arago,
one of the most^ scientific philosophers of the age,
studied the subject and arrived , at the same con-
clusion, Nevertheless, observations on the vicissi-
tudes of heat and coldj of moisture and dryness,
&c,, which occur in different seasons and locali-
ties, are valuable, not only in a scientific but also
in an economical point of view. To the cultivators
of the soil and to the consumers of its produce, or
in other words to the nation at large, they afford a
means ofjudging of the probabilities of scarcity or
plenty, and the conseq^uent expenditure which
must be made for food. Thus, although, meteoro-
logical observations do not enable us to foretel
what the weather will be for a month, a week, or
even a day, yet by their aid we can arrive very
closely at what conseq^uences will ensue from any
unusual deviation from the ordinary course of the
seasons. It is much to be regretted that it is only
very recently that the importance of statistics

respecting the produce of the land in the United
Kingdom has been recognised, for we venture
to say that when these shall have been
collected for a series of years they will, ii
combined with extensive good meteorological
observations, carried on in different parts of
the country, afford information of the greatest
value in estimating the influence which variations
of climate will exert on different descriptions of
crops, and enable us to recognise with greater
certainty the likelihood of abundance or the
contrary.

It will only be by collecting and comparing the
peculiar features of each successive year, whether
good, bad, or indifferent, that anything like general

rules for our guidance with regard to crops can be
established. There is no proof that the climate

of this country has varied for the last thousand

years. Formerly, as now, there were good and
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bad seasons ; but the general character of the
|

climate remains tb.e same. That the seasons

were formerly not more uniform than they now
are may be inferred from the circumstance that

there were years of plenty, and j^ears of great

scarcity, so great indeed that famines were not

unfrequent ; and the latter appear to have come

on very unexpectedly, probably owing in a great

measure to the want of statistics with regard to

the weather and the crops. We find it recorded

that the price of Wheat rose, some 200 years ago,

from below 20s. to upwards of 120s. in one season.

This circumstance, with the occurrence of famines,

prove that very bad seasons had been experienced,

but not that they were worse than perhaps even
' the present ; for it must be recollected that the

land in those days was uudrained, and in other

respects badly cultivated; and such being the

case, a cold wet summer like the past would

render the whole population dependent for support

on the poor thin sandy portions, those capable of

producing at best but a scanty crop compared with

the strong low lying soils, wben such were not

under water. Without the means of importation

from abroad a famine must have been the conse-

quence. Draining and improved cultivation have

incalculably diminished the disastrous results of

bad seasons ; yet the latter occasion deficiencies

which have to be in various ways provided against.

It would therefore be desirable that the frequency

of the recurrence of extraordinary good and bad

periods could be ascertained. There are not

however sufficient data for this ; for there

were scarcely any temperature and rainfall

observations that could be depended on till nearly

the beginning of the present century, and a longer

series of years is necessary before sufficient averages

can be deduced as regards the duration of good

'and bad periods, and the intervals between them,

or in other words the average frequency of their

^
recurrence.

It will be seen from the following table, and the

subjoined remarks on the weather of the respective

months, that this has been a most^ remarkable

season. As regards wet and cold, it has been

seldom equalled, certainly not within the last 60

years ; and had it not been for the fortnight of dry

"weather which occurred so opportunely when the

Wheat crop was in llower, the consequences would
have been moat serious.

The maximum of

;
on the 27th the

58'. The nights,

below 39°, whilst on the 3d it reached as high as

57°, a point rarely attained in January, and never

during the last 34: years in the first week of that

month. The nights were generally frosty, but

never exhibited any great degree of severity, the

lowest point to which the thermometer fell being

20°; this was on the 25th and 31st. The ground

temperature at 1 foot deep was 3''.21 above the

average of this month for the 16 previous years.

The high temperature of this month was doubtless

owing to the prevalence of south and south-

west winds ; they were from souih three days and

from south-west 17 days. The barometer was

0.306 inch below the average, which is lower than

in any other year for the last 30 with the excep-

tion of 1856. The amount of rain was rather

more than half-an-inch above the average.

February.—^ovth. and north-east winds were

prevalent
;

, the barometer was generally higher

than usual, and very high, 30.526 on the Uth;
the amount of rain was 0.27 inch less than the

average depth. - The mean, temperature was

nearly 3^° below the average,

the days was never below 34^

thermometer was as high as

except four, were more or less frosty ; the lowest

extreme was 18* below the freezing point, so that

frost of unusual intensity was not experienced ;

nevertheless the temperature was so continuously

low as to occasion the average minimum tempera-

ture to be lower by nearly 1° than that of any

February during the last 63 years. The ground

temperature was 3^^* lower than in the previous

January, '

March»—The mean temperature was scarcely a

degree below the average ; the highest, 60°,

occurred on the 29th, and the lowest, 18% on the

3d and 5th. The prevalent winds were, from

south-west 11 days, and from north-west the same

number. Rain fell on 21 days ; the amount was
nearly ^ inch above the average. The ground
temperature was about li^ above the average.

' April,—The mean temperature of this month,
42°.20, was lower than that of any corresponding

one in the present century, with the exception of

that of 1837» which was \° lower* The mean
maximum, 43°.40, was 4°.21 below the average.

In the years 1836, 7, 8, 9, it was somewhat
Ibwer; but in these years the mean minimum
was much higher than in the present, which
was only ^V ; this is 5*'.47 below the aver-

and lower than in any April for the last

63 years at least. The nights, in fact, were
scarcely \ degree warmer than those of January

of the present year. The extreme lowest occurred

en the night of the 10th, thermometer 20°; but no

fewer than 18 of the nights were more or less

frosty. On the 12th and 13th the thermometer

indicated 25<^ ; and on the 20th, 21st, 25th, 27th,

and 28th respectively, 25^, 21% 25°, 23°, 24°, so

that on seven nights towards the end of the

month, the lowest temperatures at night averaged
8° below freezing. This degree of cold so often

repeated would have entirely destroyed the

blossoms of most kinds of fruit trees had their

vegetation been previously much excited ; but as

this was not the case many escaped, although the

young fructification was considerably injured.

liain fell to the depth of scarcely an inch ; the

amount was 0.65 inch below the average.

3/(1?/.—In this month the nights were colder,

but the days were warmer than usual, so that the

mean temperature was very little below the

average. The highest temperature was indicated

on the 2l3t, 23d, and 24th, thermometer 75^, and
this was nearly the highest point reached in the

shade this year. On the night of the 9th the
temperature was 5° below the freezing point.

This was the last of the frosty nights, of which,
reckoning from the 1st of March, there had been

no fewer than 39. South-west winds were pre-

valent. The quantity of rain was upwards of an

inch above the average. Of the total amount

—

3.04 inches—1.14 inch fell on the 12th alone.

This was the greatest fall of rain on any one day

in May for the last 34 years, with the exception

of the 5th, 1843, when 1,26 fell. The ground

temperature was, at 1 foot deep, about a degree

above the average, but nearly as much below it at

2 feet below the suface.

June,— According to Howard's "Climate of

London" and the llegister of Observations at

Chiswick, this was the coldest June that has been

experienced for at least 63 years. The mean

January,—Oi the last ten months this is the temperature was only 54°.66, nearly 6° below the

only one in which the mean temperature was above ^average. The years in which the mean of June

the average. The nights were slightly colder, but I approached nearest to this, in the above period,

the days were, on the average, 4M1 warmer than were 1812, 1814, 1821, 1S41 ; the means of these

iififud. The maximum of the days was never were respectively 55%78, 55°,99, 55°,32; 56°.23.

age,

It may be remarked that one of these years, 1812,

was, like the present, the one immediately succeed-

ing a year in which a great comet liad appeared..

The mean maximum was 7°.l7 below the average,

and lower than in any June within the last 48.

years. In 1S12 and 1814 it was a fraction

of a degree lower. The day temperature of

June was actually lower than that of May
of the present year by 1^° ; the extreme highest

in the shade only reached 73°; that in May 75^

South-west winds prevailed for 18 days, and
brought more than their generally large proportion

of moisture, but were unaccompanied with their

usual warmth. Tliere were only 4 days on which

rain did not fall, and the total amount, 5.15 inches,

was 3.30 inches above the usual depth. It appears

that this was both the wettest and coldest June of

any in the last 63 years. It was of course very

unfavourable for crops generally, especially the

more tender kinds. In the precedinj^ very hot

summers French Beans and Vegetable Marrow*

produced more than could be gathered in many
instances; in the present such things either died

or would scarcely grow.
JtJy.—The 5th of July is the warmest day of the

year on the average of the last 34 years. In this

period and on that day of the month the thermo-

meter has been as high as 97° in the shade. The

same dav proved this year the warmest of the

season, but the thermometer only_ reached 77°,

In no year in this century has maximum extreme

been so low. The nearest approach was in 1812,

when the highest point reached in the course of

the year was 78°. The mean temperature of this

month, like that of the preceding, was loVer than

in aay corresponding one for the last 63 years at

least. The ground was also colder than in any July

for the last 16 years, the period in which we have

comparable observations. The amount of rain was

\ of an inch above the average ; but none fell till

the 15th, a most important period ; for in that

fortnight of dry sunny weather the "Wheat came

into fiower and was set under favourable circum-

stauces. Had the rain continued this could only

have taken place very imperfectly. From many

garden plants that were not in fiower at that

particular period no "seeds could be obtained this

season.

^wz/us^.-This was the coldest August ex-

perienced in the century; and it was also the

wettest, with the exception of the corresponding

month of 1828, 1846, and 1848. There were only

seven days on which it did not rain. The wind

came from south-west during 15 days, but still

without its usual warmth. The nearest to

this month in lowness of temperature were the

Augusts of 1812 and 1817, their means being

respectively 57'=.83 and 57''.84, whilst this was

57°.2l. The ground temperature was between 2

and 3 degrees below the average.

September,—The mean temperature was almost

as much below the average as in the preceding

month, thus making the fourth consecutive one

of which the coldness has been unprecedented in

this century. In the first 12 days there was very

little rain ; but from that time to the end of the

month there were only two days on which raia

did not fall, the total amount being fully \ of att

inch above the average.

October,—The mean temperature was still below

the average, but in a much less degree than in the

four previous months ; the days were even slightly

warmer than usual, but the nights were colder.

Six of them were frosty. So early as the 11th the

thermometer indicated 7'' below freezing, and on

the 20th 5" below that point. Owing probably to

rain with south-west winds possessing more of then"

usual warm character than they did in the former

months, the ground temperature rose more than a

degree above the average. The amount of rain

was for the first time since April below the average.

"When November andDecember shall have passed

away we shall resume and complete thissketchr

and see to what inferences, as concerns cultivation,,

it will lead.
|[

r

•We see by a communication of M. DtxchabtsB

to the Botanical Society of Paris that there is a

great demand for White Lilacs for Ladies

BOTTQITETS in PaHs in winter, and that as the

common White Lilac will not force well and the

fiowers turn yellow, M. Laurent aiofi meets the

demand by causing the purple Lilas de Marly to

expand in perfect darkness at a high temperature-

This variety forces very well, and thus treated

[
produces fiowers of a pure white, which ^o not

! acquire any colour if gathered as soon as brougW

t

into the light. The leaves are apt to turn yeUow,
'

however, which is not the case with the Liia^
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Charles Dix, which equally can be made to

whiten, but with bunches of flowers not so fine as

the Lilas de Marly, The Persian Lilac will not
whiten.

These statements are not only extremely curious

tut qnite unexpected. Why the absence of light

should produce eflfects so dissimilar upon plants so

fiimilar as Lilacs is a question for vegetable
chemistry to explain. It should be verified and
extended in all directions by those who have to
provide winter decoration by inexpensive means ;•

for it is probable that the peculiarities thus said

to exist among one race of plants will be equally
characteristic of others.

It is stated by M. Anbue Lerot that
SEEDS naturally protected by a fatty or oily
PTJiP may be readily made to germinate by
crashing the pulp in potash water and afterwards
rubbing the seeds in fine sand. Those of Magnolias,
Hollies, Yews and the like, which will often lie in
the ground for a couple of years without growing,
-eome up readily after having been thus treated.

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXXVII.
^GABICTTS CAMPESTRI3, X,, var. elongafus. Berk.—We
present here figures of a second variety of the bed-
Mushroom which occurred at Dyrham. It is dlstin-

^ished by its elongated rather bulbous stem, narrow,
convex, not depressed, pileus, smooth cuticle entirely
free from scales, and by the remains of the ring being
^in most cases permanently at-

tached to the border and leav-

ing slight traces only if any
upon the stem. It is far inferior

in quality to Mr. Buchanan's
Mushroom, and has nothing to
-recommend any especial atten-
tion being paid to its cultiva-

tion. The figures indeed are
simply introduced here to give
-additional proof, how much more
variable the cultivated species is

than is usually supposed,

J .; Dr- Badham, we believe, first

^led attention in this country
^the fact that though Agaricut
campestris is so generally re-
ceived as a safe and wholesome
species, it does not pass muster
everywhere without challenge.
Id many parts of Italy thereM a Strong prejudice against

^r. Alicbeli indeed informs us
.that it is highly prized in Tus-
cany, where it lias many names,
whUe Vittadini states that it is

ilittle known in the Lombardo-
Venetian districts, and was only
introduced into the lists of Fungi
recognised by the police in Milan
and Pavia at his especial sugges-
tion. In Rome it is not merely
•despised but is absolutely pro-
hibited from appearing in the
markets, and the prejudice
against it is so universal that
at is, according to Dr. Badham a common saying of
any one who has enmity towards another—" May he die
•of a Pratiolo !" the name by which the common Mush-
room is generally known in Italy.

It is just possible that it may have obtained its bad
character there m consequence of its having been
confounded with other species, but it is equally possible

^hat the difference of quality may arise from local

circumstances which cause an increase of development

<)f the poisonous alkali on which the deleterious proper-

ties of bad Mushrooms depend. Besides, there is a
treatise, to which we have not access at present, though
it was once placed kindly in our hands by Dr. Badham,
iu which death is recorded as having been caused by the
true Mushroom, nor was there any reason to believe
that' the evil consequences were due to an accidental

admixture of otlier species. The Mushroom moreover
ia regarded with suspicion in Hungary and is seldom
copke^,.though Solettts eduliSf Si very inferior Fungus
in our estimation, is largely used. In Vienna on the
contrary, it is used without any scruole. DeCandolle
mdeed tells us (says Vittadini) that all'the Fungi of the
•special section to which A. campestris belongs, which
have a complete or incomplete ring with gills at first
rose-coloured, then ruddy, then brown, and at length
black, are equally wholesome and incapable of being
.confounded with any poisonous species; but Micheli
apealts of one agreeing in sectional characters under the
name of Fungus pemiciofus, whose nature is highly
suspicious.

One of the principal uses to which the several
forms of Mushrooms are applied is the production
-of ketchup, a name of Eastern origin. For this
purpose the allied species or varieties are in general
used indiscriminately, not to speak of more questionable
adulterations, but there is an immense difference in the
quality of the condiment produced from different
varieties. The true* Mushroom of our pastures and

are far the best. The ketchup merchants frequently
keep the Mushrooms salted down in casks for months
before they are converted into ketchup. In general,
however, tlie more rapidly the juice is extracted the
better is the produce, and the more likely to keep. It
is a good practice to preserve it always in small stout
bottles, such as will bear a good degree of heat before
the corks are driven home.

Mrs. Hussey recommends a mode of preparing it,

which she informs us is far superior to that in genera!
use. The Mushrooms, being first cleaned from all

extraneous matter, and those being utterly rejected
which border at all on decomposition, are sliced and
salted, and the juice suffered to run off through a
second colander without any squeezing. It is then left
for a few hours, and after being decanted carefully
from any sediment, placed in small bottles, room
having been left for a little alcohol in which the
proper spices have been previously steeped. This is

AGAllICTrg CAMPKSTIH3, X., var. EL0NGA.TU3, Berh
(From a sketch by Mr. W. Fitch.)

said to keep admirably, and to retain its full aroma»
which is apt to pass off in the process of long con-
tinued fermentation or boiling. M, J. £,

those varieties which afford a red juice when bruised

Home Correspondence.
+

Qishurst Compound.—Much difference of opinion

exists as to the merits of this; one person states that

it will effectually destroy all insects, mildew, &c;
another that it kills or injures almost every plant to

which it is applied, without killing the insects. It is

from extreme conclusions like these (in most cases

hastily arrived at), that many things suffer in general

estimation which are really good when properly applied

and used with caution. Having employed Oishurst

extensively on a considerable nnmber of plants nnder

various circumstances, and affected with most of the

insects with which gardeners are pestered, I have

arrived at a correct conclusion as to what it really will

do and what it will not do. I will commence with the

mealy bug, which unquestionably is the worst of all

insects to exterminate where once it gets thoroiighly

established. We were very much pestered with it here.
Certainly it was never allowed to get to such a head as
IS sometimes seen; but the labour it took to keep it
down was a serious affair. In the spring of 1859 I
made up my mind if possible to rid myself of it. I put
in cuttings of the different kinds of Dipladenias, which
were thoroughly cleaned to begin with ; when struck
they were potted off and placed in a comer of a stove
away from any affected plants. These were grown on
through the summer, and were intended to take the
place of old plants which were thrown away before
commencing to clean the general stock. By the end of
September, when the Ixoras, Stephanotis, Francisceas,
and similar plants had matured their growth, I pro-
cured a shallow tub 4 feet 6 inches in diameter; this
answered to catch the Gishurst as the plants one at a
time, laid on their sides over the tub, were syringed.
By so doing there was no waste, and about 4 gallons
were sufficient to go over the stock. The Gishurst w^as

used in the proportion of 5 ounces to the gallon, and
was allowed to remain a quarter of an hour on each
plant, in addition to the time it took to syringe them.
After that they were washed with tepid water applied
with the syringe. Tliis operation was repeated every
week or 10 days, for two months, and each time all
about ties and crevices in the bark where eggs could
be deposited were well looked over. During the time
the wood work of the houses was well washed, and the
walls lime-washed, old tan removed, and fresh brought

By the above treatment I managed to get com-
pletely clear of all pests. Where, however, there are
only a few small plants affected, diligently going over
them with a small brush would clear them ; but where
there is a number of large plants infested it is im-

possible to manage the matter in any
other way than that described. Here
we have seven houses devoted to plant
growing alone, and every summer during
three years we had bug. It is often said
that when a collection of plants once gets
infested with it, there is no chance ex-
cept to bum the whole and start again
with clean specimens. This I feel certain
is a mistake, as by persevering in the way
I have described they may be thoroughly
cleaned. I have frequently known persona
use Gishurst once or twice very strong,
and then say it would not answer ; they
injured the plants and the bugs made
their appearance again. This would not
have been the case if the mixture had
been used weaker and with perseverance.
I find that it effectually clears brown
scale from such plants as Rondeletias,
Gardenias, at one or two dressings, consist-
ing of ten ounces to the gallon of water.
The plants should be cut back to the old
wood, otherwise they will not stand the
mixture strong enough to kill the scale.
Two and a half or three ounces to the
gallon is quite strong enough for thrips on
Azaleas, Camellias, Ixoras, or any thing
that thrips infests. At the same strength
it is instant death to red spider, and two or
thr*»e dressings with four ounces to the
gallon will generally remove all trace
of mildew. I find it to answer either for
thrips or red spider. Upon Vines of course
it should be used before the fruit begins

to colour, and the mixture should be washed off with
clean water before it is allowed to dry on ; it however
leaves the berries slightly spotted, and therefore would
injure them for exhibition purposes. For green fiy it
requires not less than four ounces to the gallon of water
and for soft wooded plants under glass (and consequently
more tender in foliage than when fully exposed), I
should not recommend its use. I find that to use it
strong enough to kill green fly on Calceolarias,
Cinerarias, and Fuchsias, injures the leaves so much
as to render the plants worthless ; it also completelv
kills the young leaves of Melons and Cucumbers. We
hear it recommended for Orchids applied in a strong
lather; I should be very sorry to use it on them
at all. I know a collection on which it was so
used, and they were very much injured. Neither can
Ferns stand it—it appears to almost poison them.
I tried it for mussel scale on Apple trees in the propor-
tion of 12 ounces to the gallon of water, made into a
kind of thick paint with soot and clay; but it did not
kill the scale. It i» also recommended for dressing
Peach trees; but here it requires caution. A friend of
mine had a Peach infested with brown scale, but he
went cautiously to work and applied it to a single
branch first ; in a few days the scale fell off dead, and
all the buds as well. Taking Gishurst, however,
altogether, it is undoubtedly the best thing in its wav
that has yet appeared; its capabilities in effectually-

destroying mealy bug are sufficient to give it a first place
among insect destroyers; but, as I have tried to show,
it is not by one or two very strong dressings that a
complete clearance can be effected, but by using it at a
medium strength and persevering. T, 3aines, Gar-
dmer, SummerjUld^ Bowden, near ManchpsUr.
Cyanophyllum magnijicum.—We have here a phmfc

of this raised from a cutting struck since last Christmas,

whose largest leaf measures 34^ inches long, and

18t inches broad; it has also several other leaves

nearly as large. The plant has made 14 side shoot» ia
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the tune stated, those I have taten off, and 11 of them

are stnick (some of them nice plants with leaves

IS inches long), the remaining three are just about

rooting. I should like to know if any of your Corre-

spondents have seen a plant of this with leaves so large

as the size just mentioned. 71 Baines, Gardener^ Sum-

merfield, Soicden, near MancTi ester,

Seating.— \ think that a subject more interesting

to gardeners than this could not have been brought

forward, especially at the present time, when bo much

is being said in favour of applying it to the bottom of

Vine borders ; it is therefore high time that the form

of boiler best calculated to produce a certain amount of

heat with a given quantity of fuel should be settled.

This, as fixr as my experience goes, is best attained hy

the tubular form, as it exposes more surface to the

immediate action of the fire than any other with which

I am acquainted. We have now in use one of Ormson's

patent, "ICo. 2," warranted to heat 700 feet of 4-inch

pipe; so powerful is it, that I believe that to be

much below its capabilities. I should not hesi-

tate to attach at least 1000 feet, and this I

feel convinced it would carry with ease if

properly set. The beat fuel for this form of boder is

the hard coke, such as is used in the locomotive ; it

gives out a very fierce heat, and is very lasting.
^
The

tube suggested by your Correspondent, " An Inquirer,"

to be introduced at the back of the fire to create

taught, I should say is a decided improvement.
^
All

cold ^draught beyond sufficient for combustion is so

much lossl the value of Silvestei-'s patent doors can

hardly be over-estimated, as draught can be regulated

at pleasure. Good as I believe Burbidge and Healy's

boiler' to be, there would be a great loss if not fitted

with Sylvester's patent doors. W^e have now two of

Burbidge's boilers at work, one carrying 800 feet of

4riuch pipe, but I fiud it not equal to Ormson's. For

real economy I think we must look to the tubulars.

Allow me to correct a slight misprint in the notice you

toot of the Vines here. It should have been—I kept

the rods closely stopped to about 7 or 8 feet; above this

the laterals were allowed to run to get the Vines well

established. J. Sheppard, Woolversione Parle,

The TTnicdm.—l beg to reject the account which

has been given to the public in your columns of the

"far-famed Unicorn." It is indeed the "Romance of

Natural History." Formerly one Elizabeth Love had a

horn growing from her head when she was 50 years old.

I myself have seen and examined the horn of a sheep.

It was li foot in length, and it grew from the middle of

the sheep's ear, having nothing to do with the skull;

nor did it differ in tsubstance from the horns of other

.slieep, which horna, everybody knows, arc hard and

-ttfagh. But the bom of our unicorn, de«cribed in your

Paper, from the jeport of an "Intelligent Native" of

Africa, possessed the wonderful quality ot becoming

hard and soft at pleasure. Thus it was "flexible "when
the unicorn was "asleep," and became "stiff and hard"

tinder the "excitement of rage." Ay, so stiff and

hard, that with it the unicorn can bore and rip a tree

"till he brings it down." What an utter impossibility!

'No horn on the head of a living animal possesses the

power of becoming stiff and supple, under any circum-

gtances whatever. If an "Intelligent Native" had at-

tempted to pawn such a palpable hoax upon me I would

have looked upon him in no other light than that of an

arrant impostor; and I would have assured him that I

considered his history of the wonderful unicorn an impu-

dent fabrication of his own brain. It would just suit

the well stored shelves of ray old grandmother's library,

where nurserymaids are abundantly supplied with

matter of wonder and excitement for a long and dreary

evening in the gloomy mouth of damp November. I

mu not a believer in the existence of the animal com-

monly called a unicorn. Charles Waterton, Walton
Sail, near Wakefield.

Culture of the Vine.—Notwithstanding all that has

been written on this subject, Vine-Lowing may be said

to be comprised in a nutshell. The three following

points form the root and branch of the whole matter :

—

1, The texture of the border should be such as not to

iiuure, by decomposition or otherwise, the fibrous roots

which tenant it ; whilst the materials of which it is

composed should be of the most permanently nutritious

character. 2. As much foliage should be allowed as can

be well exposed to light. 3. There should be a constant

circulation of air night and day, winter and summer, in

proportion to the season and the requirements of the

plants. It will at once be seen that Vines thus treated

mnst have plenty of good fibrous roots, and sound,

healthy, well-ripened wood. This is the point at which

every gardener should aim. He may rest assured that

if he can secure healthy vigorous Vines they will not

fail to reward him with abundance of first-rate fruit.

A most successful grower in my neighbourhood acts

upon the following maxim:—"Upon the free healthy

growth of the Vines this year depends the supply of

Grapes next season." The late unpropitious weather
has incontestibly proved the soundness of the practice.

The Vines are remarkably strong and healthy, and both

.^luscats and Hamburghs have ripened and coloured

splendidly. An Amatewr,
Tico Summers near the Equator.—Just after reading

your notice of " The six months' seasons of the tropics,"

I lighted on a passage which shows that the existence
of two summers near the equator has not escaped
obflctvation so completely as Mr. Lees seems to think.
One Antoine du Verdier, in his " Biverses Lemons,"

Towmon, A.i). 1610. says, " An Roya^me de Scena ou

Xoa on le Roy so tient, ils font deux cueillettes par

chacuan : car ils out aussi deux estezran,"—for theyha^

surrounds the sovereign Pr^te Jan, Prester John, with

much of that strange halo of exasrgeration which

appears to have formed part of his Majesty's preroga-

tive. The account of the country purports to have

been received orally from one of the Abyssinian friars,

of whom there was then a small fraternity at Rome.

S. J. Moule, Wentworth Woodliouse, Hotherham.

Edging 2V?e5.—Permit me to inform your Corre-

spondent " Hanworth," that perfectly indestructible

edf^ing tiles are to be procured at the DippenhuU Sdica

wSrks, Famham. Surrey ; Manager, Mr. E. Whalley.

I have had some in use for three winters, m an exposed

situation, and they are as good as when they were first

used, and form a neat edging for beds and gravel-walks.

Caroline Paine, Famham,
^ . , t»i.

Ferns.—T:he mention of finding a variegated Pteris

aquUina (p. 1023), induces me to send you fronds of

two variegations of Polystichum augulare found in this

neighbourhood, though many miles apart ; the mark-

ings are alike except in colour, one being pale yellow,

almost white, and to use "Delta's" words, "appears

sprinkled with snow;" the other liffht green; they

seem to be quite constant, having shown no inclina-

tion to throw off their bi-coloured garb. /. M.j

Axminster. [We are unable to discover the varicga-

tion spoken of.]

Botanical Names.—"^. B." will thank the Editor of

the Gardeners^ Chronicle to inform him the rule for

terminating the botanical names, such as Hookeri,

Douglassi, Barwini, &c. Sometimes they are written

with one and sometimes with two i's. The latter appears

to be incorrect. Hooker Latinised would become

Hookerus and not Hookerius, and hence the genitive

should end in i and not in ii. Proper names ending in

y might very properly end in ii in the genitive, such

as Lindleii. [The whole system of names is in so con-

fused a state that we can offer no better explanation

than that of our Correspondent. Nobody in these

enhghtened days of freedom of thought will pay any

attention to rules of construction.]

Sovjood Muscat Grape.—I had no intention of taking

up this subject again, nor would I have done so, had it

not been that your correspondent, ** A Constant

Reader " (see p. 1042), seems more disposed to distort

truth than to enunciate facts. Instead of clearing

away difficulties which he seems so anxious to remove,

each consecutive step he takes renders his position more
assailable and his cause more desperate. "What can your

Correspondent mean hy saying that " Mr. Crarab in your

Paper, and others invarious horticultural periodicals, s,eem

determined to prove, to their own satisfaction at least,

that Mr. Spencer did not raise the above Grape at all ?
"

Surely it is safer to rely on facts than to set adrift un-

digested opinions. I have satisfied myself as to the

accuracy of my statements, and have fearlessly put
them into circulation for the benefit of others, but
whether admitted or rejected the result is immaterial

to me. Will " A Constant Reader " name the person

who has said that Mr. Spencer did not raise the Bowood
Muscat ? I, for one, have never said so. Why then intro-

duce a gratuitous assumption, endeavouring to make the

public believe that I have through some selfish feeling

been trying to lower Mr. Spencer's reputation, a motive
which never entered my mind. Nor have I ever seen

such an opinion expressed in any publication whatever.

My antagonist would have obliged me by adding
substance to the " various reasons " by which he believes

these writers to be mistaken, so that we might have
facts instead of opinions to grapple with, and not swim
smoothly over the surface. Does the case of Josling's

St. Alban's Grape not give us reason enough to suppose

that Mr. Spencer may, like Mr. Josling, unknowingly
have reproduced an existing variety—clearing him at

once from any design to impose upon the public. But
if " A Constant Reader " will visit Tortworth when the
Bowood and Passe Muscat are ripe, and point out the

difference, I will give him credit for possessing a strong
optic nerve. With regard to the Golden Hamburgh,
what object can there be in keeping up a constant irri-

tation as to its parentage, so long as we have got a
distinct serviceable Grape. Much of this questioning
and cross-questioning, I fear, arises from a jealous

disposition more than anything else. A. Cramh,
The Gardens, Tortworth Court,— As a Correspon-

dent in your last Number wishes to know the origin

of tUis Grape, I beg to inform him and your
readers generally that it was raised from seed here

several years ago, and that it was the result of crossing

Cannon Hall with the Muscat of Alexandria; for

although some of the flowers on the same bunch were

impregnated with pollen from the White Frontignan,

nothing observable in the seedlings led me to suppose

that it had taken effect. Some 10 or 12 seedlings in

all were obtained which were subsequently planted in

a small Vinery devoted to growing the Cannon Hall

Grape. One of the seedlings produced a large black

berry of no merit ; all the others (with the exception of

the one now referred to) partook strongly of the

character of the Cannon Hall ; two or three of them

were even superior to the parent in size of bunch and

berry ; but all set their fruit very indifferently, and,

as in the course of some alterations the house was

required for another purpose, all tlie Vines were

thrown away with the exception of what is now called

the Bowood Muscat, which was then only a weakly

Vine, and had not fruited. As however I was then

planting an adjoining Vinery with St. Peter's Grape for

a late house, this Vine was planted with them, and

after growing a couple of years it fruited, and it was-

from this Vine that a bunch was exhibited to the Porao*

logical Society in 1855. Those exhibited to that

Society, the year following, were grown in a low pit,,

but neither had a fair chance of attaining the perfec-

tion they have since done. With me tliis Grape has

never "rown so strongly as the common Muscat, nor-

does it"generally ripen its wood so well. The foliage ig.

also more tender than that of the latter Grape, in which

respect it shows its close relation "to its parent, the

Cannon Hall. But it sets freely in the temperature of

a common Vinery, producing wider and shorter bunches

with larger berries than the Wlnte Muscat, and it is-

about 10 days earlier in ripening than that kind.

I see that one of your Correspondents states that

the Bowood bears a resemblance to the Passe Mus-

cat; what that Grape is I am unable to say, never

having seen or heard of such a variety before,

I do not, however, take upon myself to say that the-

Grape he is fruiting did not come from me ; but 1 can.

state that Mr. Griffin only ordered one plant, and t

hear from other quarters of Bov.'ood Muscats of which

I know nothing. Another of your Correspondents

states that it is identical with Barnes' Muscat, and the

Charlesworth Tokay, which is simply incorrect, as both-

these are synonyms of the Muscat ofAlexandria, on which

the Bowood is a great improvement, both as regards-

the particulars stated above, and its great prolificacy.

I have received so many notices of its superiority and

excellence from eminent gardeners who have fruited it,,

that this explanation may appear somewhat superfluous;

but as I have already stated, I give it for the informa-

tion of your readers generally. John Spencer, Bowood,

—All who wish to see the Bowood Muscat in its true

character should pay a visit to Bowood, where it is

grown in perfection with the Muscat of Alexandria,

Barnes' Muscat, and Cannon Hall, in the same house

side by side. And all who have the least discrimina-

tion about them will see at once wherein the Bosvood

differs from either of the above-mentioned Grapes, in

size, shape of berry, and form of bunch. If the Bowood

is the same as the Passe Muscat, as your Correspondent

(see p. 1022) says it is, surely the British Pomo-

logical, or the Horticultural Society's Fruit Com-

mittee would have identified it as such, for bo^
societies awarded it a first-class certificate. John i.

Mould, Gr. to J. Pladen, Fsq., Saileshoitrne Manor,

Of this variety Mr. Thomson of Archerfield writes

in the "Scottish Gardener" as follows :—" A goodly

number of new Grapes have, within the last few

years, been brought before the public, and, as

all are aware, with very flaming recommendations.

There is, however, no doubt that the merits of the

several varieties are yet, to some extent, to be tested,.

My intention at present is not to detract from the

character given to any of those, but simply to say that

I do not think that what has yet been said concerning

the above Grape has done its extraordinary qualities

justice. Strong as have been its recommendations

already, I beUeve from what I have seen of it that it

deserves all, and more than has been said in its favotrf.

In the spring of 1859, I raised a plant of it from a bud,

and planted it in a house along with a quantity of the

Muscat of Alexandria, putting the Bowood Muscat at

the coldest end of the house. It grew with great

luxuriance and remarkably * short-jointed,' the buds

being 3 to 4 inches apart. By the end of the season

the 'rod* was 2^ inches in circumference, and was

thoroughly well ripened. I mention these cu-cam-

stances tD show that it is not, as I know it to have been

supposed, a weakly growing Vine, and subject to npMi

its wood only in patches. It was cut back to a length

of 5 feet, and this spring that length showed the great

number of 60 bunches of Grapes, which exceeds any-

thing I have ever seen or heard oT in the way of fruit-

fulness. At present the Grapes are just stoning, and

the berries of this variety are a third larger than those

of the Muscat of Alexandria, under precisely the same

treatment. Every berry sets perfectly in a muclvlower

temperature than is considered necessary for the om
Muscat, and in point of flavour they are about equal. 1

tender the above mite of evidence in favour of this

Grape, just because I consider it one of great excel-

lence, and worthy of a place in every garden where

there is a Vinery. So confident am I of its exui^flept^.

that I have this year planted 14 Vines of it.

[There is no doubt about the history of this valuable

Grape; and we cannot open our columns to ftirther

discussion ; unless it be to expose the doings of certain

parties who have been dealing in what they call the

Bowood Muscat.]

Koti«s of asoo&js*

The Sea and its laving Wonders; translated from the

fourth German edition, and partly re-written by the

nnt.hnr Tir- fl Vt^w^^rr T.arcrA 8vO, DO. 427*Large pp.author. Dr. G. Hartwig-
Longmans. .

Dr. Hartwig in his preface expresses a hope that ms

feelings of love for the Ocean may have imparted some

warmth to the pages of the very interesting volumt
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now before us. Upon tliat point he pmst have no mis-

[iving. It is impossible that even the reader who
.lappens to be familiar with the manifold subjects of
which the author treats, can rise from its perusal
without admiring the learning, skilful selection, and
admirable word-painting which, among them, have pro-
duced so romarhable a narrative. Whether we regard
lucidity of style, and a perfect command of our
English tongue, or true eloquence expended upon
philosophical truth, it is impossible to deny that it is

the most important work of the year in popular
Natural History,

Dr. Hartwig divides his subject into three parts.

The first treats of the physical geography of the sea, of
its extent, its waves, tides, and currents, and of what is

called the migration of its waters, that is to say of the
loss of quantity in one place due to evaporation, and
its increase in another because of condensation. The
second part reveals the nature of the more striking
forms of animal and vegetable life which occupy the
ocean, of whales, seals, and walruses, of birds, reptiles,

and fishes, of crustaceans, soft-bodied creatures, and
such as are microscopical j and finally the leaves of
• the giant book of the earth-rind" are opened before
the reader, and the history is told of that ocean of fire,

those disruptions of all solid matter, and of that primi-
tive ocean in the bosom of which appeared the first

dawn of life; and still another, though conjectural,

which "will be peopled with beint^s ranking as high
above the whale or dolphin as they rank above the
giant Saurians of the past." The third part records
the progress of maritime discovery from the days of the
old Phcenician navigators to that of Franklin, M*Clure,
and M'Clintock. Moreover the volume is well illustrated

by numerous good woodcuts and clever coloured plates

as well as an excellent physical map of the globe, in

which are shown the natural features of the land and
the direction of ocean currents.

The author is gifted in a remarkable degree with
the power of clothing even common things in the
brilliant vestments of " words that fire and thoughts
that burn ;" and for the most part this is done with so

much judgment that the realities of nature are not lost

in a glare of poetic language. But, it must be owned
that, like all enthusiastic writers, he does sometimes
give too loose a rein to fancy, and carry figurative
language beyond the limits of good taste. As,
for example, when he describes the gradual move-
ment of glaciers in their downward descent :

—

"It has been calculated," he remarks, "by Agassiz that
the ice masses of the Aar glacier require 133 years to
perform their descent from its summit to its inferior
eitreuiity— a distance of 10 miles—so that their
sojourn in that chilled valley far surpasses that of the
oldest patriarch of the mountains. How i^reat must be
then: deliglit when they at last arc liberated from the
spdl which so long enchained them, and freely
bound along on their way to ocean ! How they must
shudder at the idea of once more returning to
tiieir desolate prison, and long for the perpetual
warmth of spicy groves and tropical gardens."
To say that a glacier is delighted, or shudders, or
longs, are somewhat extravagant figures of speech.

This is, however, but a small blemish. How far

Dr. Hartwig is in general from being haunted by such
dreams will be seen by the following extract, which
ought to induce our readers to make themselves
acquainted with his instructive pages :

—

The Influence of Forests.—" I shall end with a few
words on the influence of forests in attracting or retain-

ing the atmospherical moisture, as it is a subject of
great importance in the economy of nations, and shows
us how much it is in the power of man to improve or to

defeat the provisions of nature in his favour.

"Forests always cool the neighbouring atmosphere,
for their foliage offers an immense warrath-radiatino

surface, so that the vapom's readily condense above
them and descend in frequent showers. At the same
time their roots loosen the soil, and the successive

falling of their leaves forms a thick layer of humus,
which has an uncommon power in attracting and retain-

ing moisture. Their thick canopy of verdure also pre-
vents the rays of the sun from penetrating to the
ground, and absorbing its humidity. Thus the soil on
which forests stand is constantly saturated with water,
and becomes the parent of perennial sources and rills,

that spread fertility and plenty far from the spot where
they originated.

•' The rain-attractive influence of forests did not
escape the attention of Columbus, who ascribed the
frequent showers which refreshed and cooled the air,
as he smled along the coast of Jamaica, to the vast
extent and density of the woods that covered the
mountains of that Island. On this occasion he mentions
in his journal that formerly rain had been equally
abundant on Madeira, the Canaries, and the Azores,
before their shady forests were felled or burnt by the
improvident settlers.

"The wanton destruction of woods has entailed
barrenness on countries renowned in former times for
then: fertility. The mountains of Greece were covered
with trees during the great epoch of her history, and
the well-watered land bore abundant fruits, and sus-
tained a numerous population. But man recklessly
laid waste the sources of his prosperity. Along with
the woods, many brooks and rivulets disappeared, and
ceaae^l to water the parched plains. The rain gradually
washed the vegetable earth from the sides of the naked

I

hills, and condemned them to sterility. When the
snow of the mountains began to thaw under the warm

,
breath of spring, it was now no longer retained by the

,

spongy soil of the forests, and gradually dissolved
' under their cover; but, rapidly melting, filled with its

impetuous torrents the bed of the rivers, and overflow-
ing their banks, spread ruin and devastation far around.

" Unfortunately, forests when once destroyed are not
so easily restored, and it requires many centuries ore
the bared mountain side reassumes its pristine vesture
of shady woods. First Lichens, Mosses, and other
thrifty herbs, content to feed upon nothing, have to
prepare a scanty humus for the reception of more pre-
tentious guests. In course of time some small stunted
shrub makes its appearance here and there in some
peculiarly favoured spot, and after all requires vast
powers of endurance to maintain itself on the niggard
soil, exposed to the full enmity of wind and weather.
This paves the way for a more vigorous and fortunate
offsprmg; and as every year adds something to the
vegetation on the mountain's side, and opposes increas-
ing obstacles to the winds, the falling leaves and decay-
ing herbage accumulate more and more, until dwarfish
trees first find a sufliciency of soil to root upon, and
finally, the proud monarch of the forest spreads out his
powerful arms and raises his majestic summit to the
skies.

_

" While Greece and Asia Minor have seen their fer-

tility decrease or vanish with the trees that once
covered their hills, other countries have improved as
their vast woods have been thinned by the axe of the
husbandman. In the time of the Romans all Germany
formed one vast and continuous forest, and its climate
was consequently much more rigorous than it is at
present. All the low grounds were covered with im-
pervious morasses, and the winter is described by
historians in terms like those we should employ to
paint the cold of Siberia.

" But the scene gradually changed as tillage usurped
the sylvan domain. The excessive humidity of the soil

diminished, the swamps disappeared, and the heat of
the sea, penetrating into the bosom of the earth, deve-
loped its productive powers. Thus the Chesnut and
the Vine now thrive and ripen their fri^its on the banks
of the Rhine and the Danube, where 2000 years ago
they could not possibly have existed. But Germany
would also see her fertility decline, if the destruction of
the forests which still crown the brow of many of her
hills should continue in a considerable degree. Numerous
rivulets would then be dried up during the warm
season, in consequence of the more rapid descent and
thaw of vernal rains and wintry snows, and most likely,

refreshing summer showers would be far less frequent.

Even now the inundations which almost annually
desolate the banks of the Elbe, the Oder, and the
Rhine, are ascribed by competent judges to the exces-
sive clearing of the forests in the mountainous countries
where those rivers originate. These few examples
suffice to prove to us the power of man in modifyiuo-
the climates of the earth, and the vast importance of'

the study of terrestrial physics. By planting or destroy-
ing woods, he is able to compel nature to a more equit-
able distribution of her gifts. In marshy and low
countries, he may remove the superfluous waters by
drainage, and increase the productiveness of arid plains
by judicious irrigation. Thus man is the lord and
master of the earth; but hitherto he has doue but little

to reap all the advantages he might have obtained from
his dominion, or even used it to his own detriment.
Drainage, irrigation, and a judicious management of
forest-lands, are only beginning to be understood even
among the most enlightened nations. A great part of
our damp island still remains undrained, and we allow
the rivers of India to pour their waters into the sea,

instead of diverting them upon her thirsty plains. But
there can be no doubt that as knowledge increases,

man will gradually learn to provide every soil with the
exact measure of humidity that is requisite to make it

bring forth its fruits in the greatest abundance. Views
such as these teach us, that, far from having attained

the summit of civilisation, we are still on the threshold
of her temple, and that most likely our descendants
will look down upon our present condition as we do
upon that of our barbarous ancestors."

intended merely as a Christmas book, and an admirable
one it is; but the entire absence of either Index or
Table of Contents, renders it useless as a work of
reference.

containing
few small

WeddelVs Cldoris Andina, Part 13,
Labiata), Ericaceae, UmbelUfeiic, and a
orders, has just appeared.

Tlie Laboratory of Chernical Wonders. By G. W.
S. Piesse. 12mo., Longmans, pp. 256.

This is one of those books intended to convey
instruction as well as amusement, of which these latter
days have seen so many. What they contain ia not of
much value; hut the intevpst they excite in young
people may lead to serious study ; and when that is so

their importance must be admitted. The old dogma
that a little learning is a dangerous thing, having died
the death of the childish, it has been succeeded by
another, that any learning is better than none; and
Mr. Piesse endeavours practically to prove its truth
by introducing his readers to information, partly h^
means of chemical (or as some Irreverently call them
firework) experiments on PhosphoruSj Gunpowder, Brim-
stone, Saltpetre, and the like, and partly by a little

natural philosophy. All such subjects, skilfully

handled, contribute to the store of intelligence which
the young should lay by for future use* But great
care requires to be takeu not to introduce statements
that are untrue ; for they become fixed in the memory
and cannot be easily forgotten. Mr. Piesse should not
have called the carious " lattice " plant or Guvirandra
from the swamps of Madagascar a seaweed 1 And we
think, considering who his readers are to be, he would
have done better not to overload his volume with such
matters as atomic weights, chemical equivalents and
the like. ^
lUustrathns of the Genus Carex. By Francis Bootfc,

M.D. Part 2, folio.

At length this truly great work approach^ its

completion, with a new volume of 103 pages of letter

press, and 111 plates admirably executed. The genus
at present stands with 250 well defined carefully

distinguished species, forming a striking contrast to

the rabble 800 put upon paper by Prof. Stendel.

This re-examinatiou of Carex has been moat skilfully

performed; it has been the labour of a life, and it

now stands among the works of highest importance
in systematic botany, as an enduring monument of

scientific well directed labour.

.»

Captain CooTc*s Voyages of Discovery. Edited by John
Barrow, Esq., F.R.S. Square 12mo, pp. 633. Black.
Were we asked to name a book that, in attraction for

the young, ranks next to Robinson Crusoe, we should
select Cook's Voyages; those simple narratives of
daring navigation and resolute adventure which first I

brought Europe well acquainted with the great South
Sea and its savage people. Of those famous expeditions,

of the incalculable service they rendered to humanity,

and of the death of the gallant commander in a scuffle

with the cannibal inhabitants of Owhyhee, the history

is one that ought to be engraved on the hearts of all

who honour the brave. In the young more especially

it must always excite the most thrilling interest ; nor

can any degree of intimacy with the now familiar

names of Otaheite, Owhyhee, New Holland, New Zea-

land, countries then the dens of human demons, but

now the abode of Christian colonists, diminish the

feelings of admiration with which their early discovery

is connected.

The edition before us is augmented by numerous

extracts from Admiralty records of no great moment,

and some well executed engravings. It seems to be

Systematic Arrangement of the Species of the Genus
Cuscuta. By Geo, Engeimann, 8vo.

This treatise, which appeared in the Transactions of
the Academy of Sciences of St. Louis (TJ. S.), gives a
very complete account of the mischievous plants colled
Dodders, one of which has become familiar to us on
account of its ravages in Clover fields. The author
admits no fewer than 77 species, after rejecting a
swiirm of—not far off 200—synonyms. Genera formed
of late years at the expense of Cuscuta he refuses to
recognise. Our C. TrifoUi he also rejects, regarding it
as a mere form of the common Cuscuta Epithymum, or
lesser Dodder, thus confirming Mr. Bentham's judg-
ment that it is one of our modern bad species. Of the
habitations affected by these parasites, and of the
peculiar nature of the stem roots, called hamtoria^ or
suckers, we have the ioUowing account :

—

" The different species often have a predilection for
certain plants, or families of plants, for their sustenance j
and I have myself at times thought I discovered an
influence of the mother plant (or, better; nnrsin^^
plant, nurse) on the form and development of the
parasite. But I have become fully convinced that this
influence is very limited, and probably goes not even
farther than the influence of difi'erent kinds of soil and
manure would go with any other plant. If some
species seem very constantly to prefer certain plants to
others (C. Europaea, Urtica dioica; C. Epithymum,
Calluna vulgaris, or Genista st^ttalis; C. chlorocarpa.

Polygonum; C. Gronovii, Cephalanthus ; C, lupuli-

formis, Salix; and, the most marked example, C.
Epilinum, the Flax fields), it is probably because the
kind of soil, the humidity or dryness, the shade or
sun, and all the circumstances which suit the nurse,
also agree best with the parasite. On the whole,
succulent herbaceous dicotyledonous plants suit them
best as nurses ; some few species prefer low shrubs or
semi shrubs, and most of the Monogynellce and a few
others affect larger shrubs and trees, of course pene-
trating only the tender bark of the smaller limbs.

"Cuscuta? are found, also, on acrid or poisonous
plants. I have seen them on Kanunculacea% on
Euphorbia?, on Cicuta and other TTmbelli ferse, on Khus
Toxicodendron, and others; I liave seen them, aisc,

though sparingly and not very thrifty, on Monocotyle-
doncae, stich as LiHacen?, Gramineas and others, and
even on the siliceous epidermis of Equisetum. The
fact is, that when once attached to a nursing stem.
they throw out their branches and coil round any plant

in the neighbourhood, and strike their suckers into the
tissue, and grow on anything that can furnish them
nourishment, even on their own branches and flowers.

This is even the case with the most exclusive species,

C. Epilinum, which attaches itself to all the weeds
growing in Flax fields, and may be cultivated on Vicia,

Impatiens, and many other plants. Kich nourishment

on succulent plants expands the organs, enlarges the
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flowers, increases the whole plant, and thus proves rise

to varieties which at times have been distinguished as
species; C. Epithymum in Clover fields becomes what
has been called C. Trifolii ; C- Europeea, on Vetches,
C. Viciae ; C. Gronovii in shaded miry soil, on Saiivnrns,

\ Saururi ; the overgrown form of C. Africana is C.
Capensis, &,c.

"Thehaustoria (sucTvers) of Cuscuta deeply penetrate
into the tissue of^the nurse, and they, with parts of the
stem imbedded in this tissue, are able to reproduce
the plant after all external vestiges of the stem have
been rubbed off. This the gardeners often have occasion

to deplore iu regard to a variety of C. Epitbyraum,
which has become a pest to some greenhouses in Europe.
I have observed the same fact in different species which
I have bad under cultivation, especially in C, inflexa."

It will thus be seen that this is a valuable contribu-
tion to systematic botany. We mnst, however, protest

against the introduction of such excruciating and
intolerable words as sagittanthera, coined by the
illiterate and forgiven by the good-natured. There is

no necessity for thus offending men of education; but
it is to be feared that unless Linnseus rises from the
dead such evils will continue.

Roses, Sedums, Kalmias, Daphnes, Anne Boleyn Pinks, i drainage is defective, the soil is very apt to become
Du*:ch Bulbs, &c. Unless however they are in proper

trim it will be labour in vain, and no mode of forcing or

form of pit can compensate for this. The great secret of

success, if the heat is wholly composed of fermenting
materials, is to keep down accumulating damp and
raouldiness by an almost constant ventilation, increasing

the linings in order to raise the necessary temperature.

Those who are fortunate enough to possess pits heated
by means of hot water will of course pursue a some-
what different course. Look well to pits and frames
containing stores for next summer, and have efficient

protecting material always in readiness, with which to

cover them whenever the weather is unfavourable.

Garden Memoranda.
Mb. Salter's NuasESY, William Steeet, Ham-

VEBSiflTH.—A prettier exhibition of Chrysanthemums
than is on view here at the present time could not well

be found; two lean-to houses, one placed at the end of

the other in the form of the letter T, are full of these

gayest of winter fiowers, which are tastefully arranged
in groups on the floor surrounded by neatly-kept gravel

walks edged with Box. Against the walls have also

been formed fine banks of plants which are loadei with
large and handsome blossoms of all shades of colour,

from dark crimson to pure white. Cannas and other

plants remarkable for the beauty of their foliage have
likewise been introduced here and there among the

Chrysanthemums with excellent effect, showing what
might be done in a cool conservatory with such mate-
rials even at this dull season of the year.

Among the newer kinds the best were an tin-

named red-flowered Pompone with a golden centre,

which promised to be a fine kind ; a sport from
King, with large yellowish buff blossoms; Little

Harry, a prettily incurved yellow ; Florence, a Pom-
pone in the way of Adonis, but in all respects superior

to that variety ; Lady Hardinge. a showy kind noticed

by us last week ; Rifleman, a large re I sort ; Ariadne,

a creamy coloured reflexed variety with a huff centre

;

and Baron Gros, a large incurved yellow.

Conspicuous among other sorts were Favourite,

Madame Clos, a compact rose ; Alarm, large crimson
(

shaded with violet ; Progne, dark crimson ; Miss Pri\n,

a compact neat yellow ; Lord Elgin, a large crimson

flhttded rose ; Mrs. Holborn, a very fine showy white ;

Jardin des Plantes, one of the most brilliant of yellows,

and Mr. Murray, a new deep violet, in the way of Dr.

Rosas, which is also a good kind. On Novelty were some
fine flowers, but also many bad ones ; for exhibition

purposes in the shape of cut blooms this is certainly one

of the best Chrysanthemums in existence ; but for

ordinary purposes it is defective, many of its flowers

com'ng nearly single.

Among Anemone-flowered sorts, one of the most
strikiDg wag Emperor, a large showy white, with a

yellow centre—a clean-looking fine flower which con-

trasted well with the ordinary compact blooming
varieties, and which for the sake of variety will be found
A useful addition to any collection, however small.

Upwa di of 4000 specimens are stated to be in bloom
here under glass, and perhaps as many more may be
found in borders out of doors ; the latter have, how-
ever, bloomed badly this season, a circumstance to be
ttributed to the wet and sunless autumn which we
have experienced. There is, however, enough of floral

- beauty to render the collection well worth inspection.

Miscellaneous.
Death of Br. Khtzsch.—We have to announce the

.^th of this gentleman, formerly Keeper of Sir. Wm.
Hooker's herbarium, and since, for many years, in

* ?!!2! ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ Herbarium at Berlin. He was a
hardworking naturalist, a good observer and a copious
writer. But he wanted the power of syntheticnl
arrangement, and hence became the inventor of genera
which science can never recognize.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week,)

PLANT
COX3EBTAT0BT, ic—In changeable weather like the

present, this structure will require very careful manage-
ment. The best rlan is to keep as low and dry a
temperature as can possibly be permitted, say from 40°
to 45" at night, allowing it to rise a little in the daytime.
,In mixed greenliouses see that the young stock of Helio-
tropes, Pelargoniums, Cyclamens, and other flowers
grown especially for winter, have nice light situations
and regular attention as regards watering. This is a
good time to introduce the following things into the
forcing-pit. provided they have received the necessary
treatment through the summer : — Rhwlodendrons,
Azaleas, Persian Lilacs, Sweet Briars, Moss and other

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Piyi:ET.

—
"Water plants in pots as little as possible at

this season ; where the general stock is grown in this

manner it is a good plan to cover the pots over 2 or

3 inches with the plunging material; where the bottom-

heat will permit that to be done it obviates the necessity

of watering so frequently. •
ViNEEiES.—Use fire-heat sparingly in houses where

the fruit is ripe, but sufficient must bq used if

the weather should become frosty to prevent the
moisture of the atmosphere being frozen to the
glass inside the house, for if this is allowed to

happen the moisture on thaM^^ing is liable to drop
upon the bunches, injuring the bloom and causing
the berries to decay. Admit air on every favourable

opportunity, and examine the bunches often and care-

fully, so as to make sure ot removing decaying berries

the moment it can be perceived they are affected.

^^^lere forcing is fairly commenced be careful to main-
tain a properly moist state of the atmosphere, and this

must be especially attended to in the event of severe

weather, particularly when the buds are bursting. The
evaporating troughs must be kept constantly supplied

with water, and the paths, bed, &c., should be fre-

quently syringed, and it will also be advisable not to

have the tender foliage too near the glass if the
weather changes. If fermenting material is used for

warming the border, this must be well covered with dry
litter to protect it from frost, and turned occasionally,

adding some fresh as may be necessary to keep the
heat in the border regular. It will be advisable, how-
ever, to have some dung and leaves thrown up to heat,

as there would be some danger of chilling the bed by
turning it in the event of frosty weather, and mixing it

with the dung or leaves which had not commenced
fermenting. Houses which it is intended to commence
forcing the beginning of next month should also have
some fermenting materials placed on the borders so as

to encourage the roots a little before the Amines are
excited, which will be of great service towards getting
the buds to push strongly and without loss of time.

Strawberries.—Where these must be obtained as

early as possible, say by the end of February, a lot

should now be introduced. Any house or pit will do,

provided a temperature of from 45° to 50" can be main-
tained with a moist atmosphere. Let them also have as

light a situation as possible,

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Now that the leaves are ofi" trees, or nearly so, let

awns and shrubberies have a thorough cleaning.

Examine pillar and trellis Roses, and if the weather is

favourable see if the soil wants renewing or the kinds

changing. For choice sorts roomy holes should be
made capable of containing three or four barrow-loads of

well prepared soil. Turfy loam of good quality is the

chief thing ; to this add a portion of rich rotten ma-
nure, and, if at hand, a little sandy peat or leaf-mould.

Crocuses may still be planted; they like a deep, light,

rich sandy soil ; but will thrive in any ordinary soil or

situation. In planting, the bulbs should be covered

from 2 to 3 inches with fine mould ; and if an effV;ctive

display during the first season is desired, plant thickly

—not more than 2 inches apart. For edging borders
and beds, the Crocus is also exceedingly useful ; and,

where planted in lines along the margin of walks, or in

clumps of 3, 6, 12, or more bulbs each, and allowed to

remain in the ground for several years, the effect of the
masses of flower which they produce, is all that can be
desired. We have seen a very effective display in a
flower garden in March, prodticed by each bed having a
broad edging of Crocus, the colours being nicely
arriingcd and contrasted. This may be secured without
interfering with either the spring or summer occupants;
for the bulbs may be planted close to the outside of the
bed, where they will scarcely be in the way, either in

**'&g'"g or in planting. Unless the bulbs become too
numerous, and the leaves spread over more space than
it may be desirable to have covered with them, they
should not be disturbed, as they bloom more profusely
when well established. Care must be exercised,

however, to protect them from mice, as they
are exceedingly partial to Crocuses, especially iu

winter. For blooming in-doors, either in pots or iu

any of the various contrivances that are used instead of

pots, strong bulbs should be selected, planting them in

succession, and keeping the crowns of the bulbs slightly

under the surface of the soil ; place them in any dark,

cool situation, for three or four weeks, to allow of their

making roots, before exciting them into growth. If

pots are used—and these are doubtless the best, if not
the most ornamental—use good rich, sandy soil, and
secure perfect drainage ; for a liberal supply of wateV JS

required during the blooming period ; and if the I

sodden by injudicious watering. When planted in
China bowls or saucers, filled with sand and covered
with Moss, drainage is unnecessary; but the saud must
be kept moist, by placing the vessel in water once or
twice a week, according to the temperature ot the room.
Wliile the bulbs are kept in a dark place, very little

water need be given, merely sufficient to keep the soil.

Moss, or sand from becoming too dry. When the roots
have made some progress, the crowns will soon make
their appearance; and as soon as these are observed,
remove to the greenhouse ; or where this is not
convenient, a cold frame or pit will answer perfectly;-

they will also do exceedingly well in a sitting-

room window. All that is requisite is to allow them all

the light and air possible on mild days, giving water as

may be necessary, to keep the mould, &c., in a moist
state. Green fly is very apt to make its appearance,

particularly when the plants are kept in a rather close

or warm situation ; this, therefore, must be got rid of
directly it is observed.

HARDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Trench, dig, and ridge every spare inch of ground

whenever the \veather will permit these operations to.

be advantageously performed. This is particularly to

be observed in gardens the soil of which is of a clayey

nature. If frost sets in let the manure necessary be
wheeled out for the whole of the spring cropping, laying

it in heaps either on the spot where it is to be used, or

as near as possible to it. What is not required for

immediate digging should be piled in small mounds and
soiled over to prevent loss from evaporation. Never
uncover tender vegetables after the breaking up of

frost until they have become completely thawed, and
even then do not uncover suddenly ; leave a very light

protection on them for a day or two in order to inure

them gradually to light.

STATB OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDOX
Porthe Week endiiiK Not. "IS. I860, as obBened at the HorticuUunl Gardens.

Barometbr.

Max. 1 Hin.

J.tLAlrikMAlLl>B..

OilhTAi?:

Sarur. 2« 11

Sunday 33f 12

Mon. m 13
Tuea. 27( 14
Wed. 2* O
Thun. 29 16

Avera)^,

.

29.fi73

29.757
29.511
29.:i.S 1

29.409
29.-10

29-791

29.605

.

29.510
29 576
29.418
29.356
29.387
29.642
29.635

Max. I Min.

42
43
42
42

47
48
46

34
31
33
32
36
35
39

29.507 I
44"-^ 3t.2

Mean

OftheEarth

1 foot
deep.

38.0

37.0

37^
37.0

41.5

41.5

42.5

461

48
46
Ah)

45j
45 J
46

2 feet

deep.

Wind

39.3 45.S

N.E.
N.K.
N.E.
N.E.
E.
E.
B.

44.6

.00

.00

.03

.00

.02

\-

Wot. '23— nense I0(t; I'o^^i^y tind cold throughout.
— 24—OvercRBt; hazy; foggy-
•-* 25—Sli;^ht fo?; hazy and drizzly,
— 26—OTcrcast; r&in ; cold rain and aleet at niffbt.— 27—Fo-rry; overcast ; h»zy. witli cold wind,— »—FoKsy; hajGy; densely overcait; drixxly.— M^Denac fn^ ; unifonn haze; rain,

UeHD temperatUTe of the week,2 deg, above the averajire*

RECORD OF THE WEATHtR AT CHISWICK
Dnrinff the last 34 years, for the enauiu^ ^Yeek, e&dinx Dec. 3, IdM*

Prevaifins ffinda.

^

December-

o
AlSunday

Mon. 3..

Tuc»- 4..

Wed. 5-.

Thura, 6.,

Friday 7-.
Satur. B.

,

47.2
46.7

47.3
43.1

47.1

47.3
46.2

be fo a.
« ^ -

34.3

35.5

35.9

34.7
35.6

36.0

33.7

9°-

40.7
41.1

41.6

41.4
41.3

41.7
39,9

No. of
Tears in

wbirb it

Bained.

15

18
15
20
19

IS
19

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.51 m.
0.26

0.39
0.25

0.3>l

0..=i2

OJV?

Z

2
1

4

1

4
t

W

3
6

2
2

1

3
1

I

1

5l3

I

I

3
1

1

3
I

4
&

3
6

7

11

u
14

13

14

7
\1

b

10

6

i
S

fr̂

K

7
1

1

s
3

>>

ThehiKhestteitiperaturedurinjc the above period occurred on the 7th.

1856—therm. 60 dejc.; and the lowest on the 5th and 6tii, 1844—therm.

14 de?.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: St. Leger. Ton will find this and many other interest'

ing Fungri excellently figured in Berkeley's new work on
" Fungology." — Henry Terpose. It matters little what
grammars you study. For preliminary study the cheapest

and simplest is the beat. Buy the cheapest. We cannot

however bold out much hope of progress without the assist-

ance, at least occasionally, of a teacher. Whatever you can

do alone you will will do very much faster by a little aid.—

l^ouirer. Hamilton on, the Pine Apple.

HoT-WATEK Pipes: W G. Apply to advertisers ; we do not deal

in such things.
Names or Fruits: Correspondents should not be unreasonable-

We cannot undertake to name baskets full of diiferent sorts.

In future we must make it a rule never to examine more

than six sorts, whatever may be the number forwarded.—
T Jimts. 1, Marie Louise; % EaaterBeurre ; 3, Beurr^ Dioi

'

4, Glou Morceau ; 7, Beurre Bance ; 9, Knisht's Monarch.—
J W S. 1, Flemish Beauty; 2, Forelie; 3 (decayed); 5,

Ormskirk Bergamot : 6, Van Mona* Leon le Clerc.—

Colchester. 2. Wyken Pippin ; 3, Boston Russet ; 4, Goldea

Reinette; 5, Sturraer Pippin ; 6. Golden Pippin; 7. Dutch
Mignonne; PearNo.tl, Glou Morceau.—5 T M. I, Figue ^^

Nupies ; 2, Belle apriss NoSL The seedling Apple partakes
of the nature of the Ribaton Pippin, scarcely so good, hut
certainly much superior to moat seedlings, and deserves
ftirther trial.

II

Names of Plants : IL Some form of Gymnogramma chryso-
phylla. Apparently a slight sport.—/ i). Pteris serrulata.—
/{rnoramus. 1, Myrica cerifera ; 2. Rhamnus catharticus.—
M C. 1, missing ; send another ; 2, Sempervivum barbatum ; 3»

not in the least Uke L. macroura, which has great yellow
flowers ; probably some form of L. spinosa—your specimeu
is very incomplete.—.^ C. This has never come before, and
the specimen now sent is in such a state that nobody can
namo it. It may be Saccolabium ampuUaceum.

—

J)erby. 1»

The common Ceanothus azureus ; 2, Begonia lacioiata : 3,

Geissomeria longiflora; 4, Thyrsacantbus rutiUms.—/S '^-

1, Pinus nigricans ; 2. P. Pinaster, apparently; 3. Hnus in-

flignis.-fi /, A bit of the rare Thujopais dolabrata.—(?W *<?-

1, Pteris tremula ; 2. Apparently young frond of Microlopia

majuscula; 3, Pteris sernilata ; 4, Anemidictyon PhylUtidis.
—JB. Ooychium auratum.-/J?. 1, Asplenium dispersam :

2. Adiantum cuneatum.
Oak Timber: M. If the bark will come off the trees that are

blown down, remove it now to a. dry pUce. If not, .^^"^

them as soon as it will run in the spring. If it will neither

separate now nor then, get it off at once.
Pelarooxiums : Ignoramnt. We see nothing unusual m your

flpecimen, or in your account, as far as wo can underataui "•

or the rude sketch that nccompanies it.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and -efficient prepamtion, byapplying to J. C Nesbit, F.G.S.,

*>. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kijnii"JS^*'"» London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Suporphoa-

poatea ofLime, Coprolitea, &c.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at tlie College.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
fESTABUSHED 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of beat quality,
DISSOLVED BONES, and BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They Iffould call particiilar attention to the articleDISSOLVED
PONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITRATE of
SODA. SULPHATE or AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.

116, Fenchurch Street, E.G. - Edw. Fuilser, Secretary.

LAVVES'S MANURES.
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £6 6

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE OT LIME .. 6

„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME . . 5

„ BARLEV, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

"Wheat Manure : Peruvian Guano is proved to bo the best and
cheapest aitificial manure that can be used for Wheat at

autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Svilphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawf.s, 1, Adelaide Place, Jjondon
Bridge, E.C., and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay. Dublin.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the verj
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on appHcation to Burnard, Lack,
ACo., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

JUPP'S NEW HORSE, CATTLE, PIC, X POULTRY FOOD.
MESSRS. W. AKD R. JUPP AiJD CO. bes to inform

their friends and intending visitors to the SMITHFIELD
CLUB CATTLE SHOW that they will be found .during the
ibur days, viz., llth, 12th, 13th, and Hth December, at

Stand No. 418* where they will be happy to distribute
samples of both their Foods, and afford every information as
to their use, Ac,

HORSE and CATTLE FOOD, 35i'. per ton, 35*. per cwt., or
^^l*?- per feed of half a pint.
PIG and POULTRY POOD, 16*. per cwt., or Id. pw feed of

one pint ; in sacks of 2i cwt. and li cwt. each.
6, Cross Lane, Eastcbeap, E.G.

tSF Messrs. W. & R. J. & Co., in answer to numerous
inquiries, beg to say tbat in the present state of the market
they are unable mnteriaUy to alter the price of their foods,

unless by substituting an inferior article ; and thit iJiey are
determhied not to do. Their customers may therefore rest
assured that the articles they send oat will be identical with
the samples analysed by Dr. Letheby.

HORLEY'S FOOD for CATTLE.

JOHN FOWLER, JuN.. 28, Cornliill. London, E.G.—
FuUparticularsofFOWLER'SPATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address. CATA-
LOGUES^tmXaining Prices and Testimonials sent post free.

RANSOMS AN© SLMS, Tpswicli, continue to give
their best attention to the manufacture of the most

Modem and Improved AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
R. & S. have long been celebrated for combining in their Agri-
cultural Machinery the utmost simplicity, durability, efficiency,
«nd economy of repair, and their constant care is given to tlie

maintenance of these important principles in evcrvthing
Which they manufacture. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
pust free, on application to the Orweil Works ; or to tht-ir
London Agent, Sheppard Rassome, 51, Essex St.. Strand, W.C.

AUNERS' IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted with
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The barrel
is made of galvanised iron, not likely
to corrode, and can be raised or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and it may be car-

w

g. rf.

4

9

ried Tvith ease by one man. «

Stand and Pump, with screwed
tail piece, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper . . . . 3

Bland and Pump, with plain
tail piece, for tying on sue-
tion pipe 2

2-inch India rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either in 10, 12, or 15
feet lengths . . _ per foot 2 5

No, 43 is a similar Pump to the
above, without stand, but with strong

No. 42, wrouffht-iron straps, for fixing to
water cart or plank, price 2/, 5-^,

Every description of Macbinery for raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden
Eng^ines, &c.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue will be forwarded post
free on application.
The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

in town or country, or of the Patentees and Manufacturers,

JOHN WARNER a n n SONS,
8, Cre.'^oent, Cripple;jate. London. E.G.

PRIZE LIQIJID MANURE DISTRIBUTOR,

T Retail Depot, 77, Newgp.te Street, City, K.C, Offices

and Steam ^lills, Caledonian Koad, Kiug's Cross^ N-
N.B.—A pamphlet post free. This Condiment has now

become a great fact throughout the world,

TH R L E Y'S ILLUSTRATED FARMER'S
ALMANACK, 77, Newgate Street, City, E.C- This Six-

pennyworth contains more valuable information to the farmer
than any other Almanack at even double tlie price, and
^up;ht to be on every Agriculturist's Book Shelf throughout
the Kingdom.

THORLKY'S AGRICULTURAL GLEANER.—
This Weekly is published every Saturday, and contains

everything new and beneficial to the Agriculturist. Price2cL
Stamped 3rf. 77, Newgate Street, City. E.C,

AGRICULTURAL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. BDRGP33 & Key, of &5, Newgate Street, liondon,

HC, invite the attention of the Public to their large and
choice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE—PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.G.

XAWN -MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS ~Ain)
KEY'S

Maghittks are the most simple aud effective yet Introduced to
the public, and at a lower price—16 in., fi/. ; 19 in,, 6i. 10*.;
-22 in,, 71. ; iTicluding box oftools, &c., for sharpening. Garden
Kngfaios and all kiuds of Garden Tools alwaya in stock:.

*"|?1UGI OOMO,"—Patronised by her Majesty, the
X: Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

his Gra.ce the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pro-
fessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs.
*,awrence of Ealing Park, and— Collier, Esq,_ of Dartford
PROTECTION FROM THE COLD WINDS* MORNING FROSTS
"FUlGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and WooU a perfect non-conductor of Heatand Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultuml purposes, for preserving
Fruits and Flowers from the scorching rayaof the sun, from
wind, from attacks of Insects, and from morning frosts. To
be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide . . • 1*- 6rf. per yard run.
Four yards wide ,. .• 3.f. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yarda wide, 2*. 6d. per yard run.

Also ^'Frigi Domo" Netting, 2yards wide, luAd. per yard run,
Eltsha Thoma.9 Archkr, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7,

Trinity Lane, Cannon St-, City, E.C-, and of all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom- ''It ia much cheaper
than mats as a covering.'*

JAMES'S PATENT LIQUID MANURE DISTRI-
BUTOR or WATER-CART, warranted not to choke up or

otherwise get out of order- It is thoroughly adapted for Drill
Crops, or Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets; has been
awarded NINE FIRST PRIZES.

Full Particulars and Testimonials may be obt'^ined of the
Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli Waggon Works, Cheltenham,
N.B-—Improved LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, either fixed

or portable.

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro^
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works arecompleted ; or the actual exi^enditurc,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
improved, by way ofrentcharge on the estate created for various
terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, ofaunual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to
Reversioners or Mortg-agees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grabbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard. Westminster, a.W.

To Landownfirs, the Clekhv, Estate Agents, Surveyors, tc.
IK Ekgland and Wales and in Scotland,

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, I85£), has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drain^e, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur-
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposcs-

3. Jetties or Landing places on the aea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes,

4. The erection of Farm Houses, LaboTirers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm i)urpo«fl, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assesi^ed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissionere.

For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable William Napier^ Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard Westminster, S.W.

ST-rV/Tif.
SHOW, BAKER STREET BAZAAR.

rrrON'S CHAMPION swedes, and new
varieties of MANGEL WURZEL KOHI RVBl and

SV\'vn^",5'^.^^lV"\^«°°TS ^v^rbe existed a^^STA^Dd, Baker fetruet Bazfiar, where orders will be taken
for heed N B -As the Stock of Seed is limitei it is advisable
that orders should he given early,

_j Royal Berksbire SeedE^itablishment, Reading.

BOTH THE SPLENDID
PRIZE CUPS GIVES BY H.R.H. THE PRINCE

COXSORT have again been won with fields of SUTTON'S
CHAMPION SWEDES; the Royal East Berks by Mr. James
Sharp, Remenham, and the Royal South Bucks by >tr,
Stephen Pulien, Horton.

;

•

EXHIBITION OP POGS AT BIRinXGHAM.—
The First Great Exhibition of SPORTING and other

DOGS will be held in the Repository of Messrs. Bretherton &
Harrison, Cheapside, Birmingham, on MONDAY and
TUESDAY, December 3 and 4, the first and second days of the
Cattle and Poultry Show. Admission on Monday, the
PRIVATE VIEW, 2s, W. ; and on Tuesday, U. The doors
will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.
For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements

and Bills of the several Companies, and of the Cattle and
Poultry Show. F. BURDEiTT, Horn Sec.
Edgbaston, Birmingham,

RYSTAL PALACE-GREAT POULTRY SHOW,
also AGRICULTURAL ROOTS. Open from WEDNES^

DAY until SATURDAY of the CATTLE SHOW week.
One Shilling admission each day.

PRIZE CATTLE SHOW of the SMITHFIELD
CLUB.—The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PRIZE

CATTLE, SEEDS, ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS, &c., commencea
on TUESDAY MORNING and closes on FRIDAY EVENING,
December 11, 12, 13, and 14< Bazaar, King Street and Baker
Street. Open from daylight till 9 in the evening.

Admittance One Shilling,

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1. 1860^

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOhLOWING WUEKS.
Monday, Dec.
TrKlDAT, —
WrDNK3DAT —
ThI liaDAT, —
MOXDAT, —
TrEapAT, —
TurBSDAT, —
F&IDAT, —

4(Midlfliid CountiPflShow,Binffler Ball.

?f
Birmin^bam.

JLonflnn Fnrmcrs'Club S y.sc.

.-. (Mr Scoti Burn, on the
I Labourer.)

J2f Smithfiel.l Club, at Baker Street
13 ( ifazaar.
14 1

fAsrri. Society nf EnKlanJ Nooo.
WsDNKaoAr,—

12-J
MeetinR on L«nd Drainaje at

t JHanoverSq^uare Booma .. - f.m.

The preliminary difficulties in regard to th.o

International Exhibition of 1862, may at length,

be said to be overcome. The guarantee fund
exceeds 366,000/., and the arrangements already
completed include the appropriation of a part of
the South Xensington estate {vested in the

Comraissionera lor the Exhibition of 1851) as the
site of the buildings connected with the Exhibition
of 1862. There is, as Sir TnoiTAS Phillipps
stated, in his address to the Society of Arts last

week, every reason to believe that the projected

Exhibition will elicit even more valuable results

than were achieved by its great predecessor. The
extension of commerce during the interval, the
progress of invention, the increase of population

and wealth, the increased means of locomotion, the

spread of education, and increased knowledge of

and love for art, will, as he pointed outt

all contribute to swell the numbers of visitors

and spectators—and moat of these influences

will contribute also to the fulness and value of

the collection which is to attract them. AVe cannot

doubt that among those thus drawn by objects of

immediate service to their several interests, agri-

cultutists will be largely represented.

If during the next ten years we receive such a
spur to the progress of agriculture as has been

given during the past by the exhibition of (let

us specify only) the reaping machine in the

Crystal Palace of 1851, the gathering of 1872

(for which provision in the negotiations of the

Society of Arts has already been made), will see ns

forward on our road to perfect and economical cul-

tivation by an even longer stride than has been

accomplished since the tirst great International

sh w. Th at particular item in the agricul-

tural departments of the Exhibition, though
probably originating in this country, was contri-

buted by American exhibitors; and it is to colo-

nial and foreign exhibitors that tre must agaiu

look for th© special lessons which, without

knowing what they may turn out to be, we confi-

dently txpect. The anuual pictures of agricultural

progress in our own country given at the great

meetings of our agricultural societies must be pre-

sumed to be so far perfect that it can be but one

year's progress that is shown by any exhibition of

home agricultural produce or machinery ; but the

colonial contributions which we may expect will

represent and no doubt astonish us with illustra-
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tions of the increased skill and knowledge which
have been attained during the 11 years which, will

have then elapsed since 1851.
Though we cannot anticipate the lessons or

the contributions to our wealth as well as our
intelligence which sucli illustrations must afford,

yet it is certain that a' collection of the natural
proiucts of climates similar to our own must be
of direct use to us as agriculturists. Let us ho^ e

that the same energy which was so signally displayed

both, at home and abroad in 1851 may be exerted

now. If such collections are of use to us they will

necessarily he of use to those who send them. That
is of course the only motive we can urge upon our
readers either here or in the colonies ; but public

spirit and philanthropy needing no stimulant from
us will doubtless also urge them to exertion.

Our Colonial authorities then may well be called

upon to bestir themselves, on their own account as

well as ours, to send complete collections of all

their raw produce. Anything actually employed
as manure or likely to be serviceable in that way

—

all grains and other useful seeds—plants used
either for human food, or as food for cattle, with
their ripened products—woods adapted for build-
ing, or for cabinet work— fibres—mineral and
vegetable oils and other fatty substances—hides,

wools, and furs — drugs, tanning substances,

dyes — anything in short likely to satisfy

a want, or even to create a desire, by which
therefore a commerce may spring up ser-

viceable to the industries, or contributive to the
comforts of either the colony or the mother coun-
try—all such things claim place in an Inter-
national Industrial Exhibition. There was, in the
Crystal Palace of 185], many an illustration

of what goodwill and intelligence could do towards
collections of such a kind as this. The Canadian
department of the Exhibition, and especially the
collection from Trinidad, sent home by Lord
Harris, the then Governor, proved how, by a com-
paratively small outlay, well expended, suites of
specimens of the very highest commercial interest
and scientific value may be gathered, arranged,
and transmitted.

It is, of course, in the agricultural relations of
such collections that we are specially interested,
and the Exhibition of 1851 showed in several
instances that it is important we should know not
only the agricultural products which are obtain-
able elsewhere, hut also the means by which those

assumed that the same causes wouldproduce the same

effects in these as in other fruits ; and I have not

hesitated to feed with Mangels much earlier than

in former seasons. Under the impression that

frost has still further accelerated this change in

Mangels, and having satisfied myself they would

not keep, I have reversed my usual course of

proceeding, and placed all my stock on those

roots, and stored the Swedes. As soon as the

stubbles were cleared, I folded my ewe flock over

them before the plough, distributing the roots

over the ground, merely divided by an iron which
at one blow separates tnem into four quarters, in

preference to cutting them up into troughs in the

usual mode. This prevents the ewes, now getting

heavy in lamb, pressing one another in struggling

for place at the troughs. I have given a limited

allowance of the roots with as much chaff, com-
posed of one-third Barley straw and two-thirds

h ay, as theywould eat. My shepherd remonstrated

;

the ewes were to be scoured to death, and to east their

lambs. I said * We will try ; the mischief will be
obvious enough if you will watch them carefully

in my absence ; and as soon as you perceive any-
thing amiss remove the animals to the pastures.' On
my return, after an absence of some days, I was
glad to see the ewes in their folds, having gone
over a considerable portion of the field, leaving a

very obviously enriched surface to be turned
under, I had anticipated some degree of relaxa-

tion in the bowels, but my companion and myself
were gratified at finding nothing but those well-

defined little black nuts spread over the surface,

denoting perfect intestinal condition, and the ewes
in a very satisfactory state. Our fatting bullocks

have been fed with Mangels instead of Swedes,
pulped and well mixed with chaff, from the time
they were put up, and I never had any thrive

better. This will be some consolation to those

whose Mangels were out in that cruel frost, the

only case in which I have known Mangels injured

before November."
This is a statement of actual experience just of

the kind for which we last week applied ; and it

will no doubt be satisfactory to our Correspondent
who was doubting the propriety of the course
which was followed with the best results by Mr,
La'^n'rexce.

It will however be borne in mind that a larger
proportion of chaff than usual was given along
with the roots—a quantity which may however be

products are tliere obtained. The machinery and ! gradually diminished, until the condition of the
processes of Colonial agriculture ought to be illus-

trated, and our own manufacturers and farmers
would thus derive many a useful liint. Manures,
seeds, and machines, are among the means of
agriculture; and there ought, in the Exhibition of
1862, for the information of our English agricul-
turists, to be specimens of all the natural guanoes
of the world—samples of all the grains, Wheat,
Barley, Oats, and Pulse of all the climates which
produce them, and a collection of ail the agricul-
tural machinery any how connected with their

production.

And English agriculturists, upon the other
hand, with all who provide the means of Eng-
lish agriculture—the manure manufacturer, the
seedsman, and the machine maker — will on
their part be prepared with full illustrations of
the present status of English farm management
for_ the instruction not more of their colonial
visitors than of one another. Minerals, vegetables,
animals—the produce of our quarries, pits, and
mines—of our plough lands and our pastures—of
our cattle stalls, sheep folds, and dairies, ought all
to meet the eye. The way in which such a series
of home specimens is to be obtained, and the
particulars of which the collection should consist,
may be discussed at leisure, but the colonial col-
lections require long time ])oth for their formation
and transmission, and it is, therefore, necessary
thus early to^ call upon tJie leading' men of our
several colonies and on all who influence public
opinion there, to take such measures as may
result in a fair representation of their natural pro-
ducts and their several industries at the Great
International Exhibition some sixteen or seventeen
months hence.

sheep shows that the mixed Mangels and chaff are

together succulent enough.

part, adjoining the neighbouring parish of Leclilade
where it does net act perfectly, Iroin not being carried
low enough down, or for the want of the bed of the
Colne being deepened.

Previous to the enclosure of Kerapsford parish the
drainage emptied itself at right angles in the Thames
from nine or 10 several drains or ditches, instead of
from four as at present, and there is little doubt
but such is the present state of many districts no^r
and the cause of much of the imperfect draiuao-e in
fact. On the opposite side of the river Thames, in Wilt-
shire, there are four parishes which abut against it in the
same distance, and the consequence is the drainage is

in a very bad state for want of drains cut in the proper
direction, being prevented by the different parishes and
the several owners of laud.

When the river was navigated up to Cricklade,
previous to the Thames and Severn Canal being made^
there used to be three weirs kept up in the 4rl miles,

but now two are quite gone, only one being kept up,
aud that more for the purpose of fishing than anything
else, so that at the present time the flooding is caused
more by the foul state of the river than anything
erected for the purpose, and as a natural consequence,

the meadows are not considered so good as they

formerly were.
It only remains now to show how these advantages

are to be arrived at and who shall pay for them.
To expect its being done voluntarily is quite out of

the question, for the envious nature of some, with the

obstinate ignorance of others, connected with the

general subdivision of land by parishes and diflferent

owners; is a complete bar to that ; consequently I should

recommend an application to be made to Parliament fof

a General River Act, somewhat like the General Enclo-

sure Act, that on application by parties interested, any

river and its tributaries, including all rivulets, open

drains, water-courses, and open ditches, shall be put

uuder the authority of commissioners for the pm'poses

before mentioned ; such commissioners (to he chosen by

the several interests on that particular river district,,

for which they are appointed, according to a valuation

previously made for rating purposes), to carry it into

eflect, so that they should represent the drainage,

fioodlug, navigation, &c., thereon. Being thus chosen,

their first step should be to appoint an engineer, or

engineers, to make plans, take levels, &c., to lay before

the commissioners at their meetings, and tal^e instruc-

tions for carrying out the work. The commissioners

should be rather numerous, and selected from the

different localities to be surveyed ; as, unlike an enclosure

commission, their labour would not cease at the com-

pletion of the plans to be laid out and executed, for

they should continue to act as arbiters in disputes, or

in case of neglect to keep the works in order as allotted.

Thi'lr labour would also Include making orders (or givii^

evidence as to the necessity of making orders) for

persons to keep open their several ditches and water-

courses, for the proper drainage of the country.

I should consider it much better to have com-

missioners appointed independent of engineering

qualifications, than to have the two combined in one

as for enclosures, for there are men well qualified from

their practical experience and strict sense ot justice (most

Let us repeat that a meeting of Landowners,
Agents, and Engineers, wiU take place iti the
smaller room of the Hanover Square E-ooms on
"Wednesday, the 12th of December, to discuss the ,.r /-

question of the necessity of a General Outfall Bill
essential quahfications for a commissioner), who may

for England and Wales being prepared by the J^ot be clever at mappuig and levelhng, and on the oto

Government without delay, property to an enor-
mous extent in the low grounds in England being
injured by the absence of a measure that will

work with simplicity and broadly. It is under-
stood that the chair will be taken, not later than
two o'clock, by a noble lord who has expressed
much interest in the subject, and it is hoped the
question will be fully and fairly discussed by
practical and able men. It will be seen that the
meeting is so timed as to take place soon after the
Eoyal Agricultural Society's general meeting on
the 12th, and on the second public day ot" the

Instead of a boon it should turn out a job

c2^i4•u(i^^A n„i+i. ai.
^ ^ Thames commissioners, I believe, m exisl

Smithfield Cattle Show,

A QTrfisTiON" was asked last week as to the fit-

ness of Mangel Wurzels as food for a ewe flock at
^-this season of the year.

We find on reference to last year's volume that
Mr. La^weence, of Cirencester, stated his experi-
ence on the subject. After referring to causes
which had in his judgment induced earlier ripe-
ness in fruits, he said :

—

_ *« Though the ripening process in Mangels, &c.,
la not so palpable to the sight or touch, 1 have

ON ARTERIAL DRAINAGE.
BY THOMAS AEKEIX, rENHILI. FAEM, SWTNT>Oy.

{Concluded fro,a p, 1017.)

I WILL now mention a case in point, that is, of a parish
lying on one side of the river where the drainage is

laid out as above recommended and is tolerably

efficient, when not neglected in cleansing. The parish

of Kempsford, Gloucestershire, was enclosed in the year
1790, The drainage was laid out by a Mr. Webb, of
Stow-on-the-Wold, and for that time it must be con-

sidered the work of a clever man ; it was considered of
sufficient importance to be noticed on the Ordnance
Map, No, xxxiv, but the grand secret of its success in

that day, is the length of the parish, which is between
four and five miles long, the river Thames flowing along

one side of it about four and a half miles; this

necessarily commands a fall sufficient for the purpose,

and in that distance, there are three embanked drains,

as above described, one rather over two miles long,

another rather under, and a shorter one not so efficient

;

besides these, there is a main drain cut through the

parish, about four and a half miles in length, through

a low wet moory soil, lying between the river Thames
and the river Colne, that would be almost valueless but
for this dndn, which answers well, except at its lower

j be charged against me.

hand a clever engineer may not make a good commis-

sioner, as he may lack the general knowledge and

bearing of the several interests to be adjudicated upon,

I am thus particular in this, the most essential bisiness,

the appointment of proper parties to carry it into effect,

as on this depends whether it will answer for the

expense incurred or not, for a plan ever so good may

be worse than useless from badmanngement; and having

seen the waste of money expended under Government

draining inspectors, makes one feel rather chary in

recommending Government commissioners, for fear

improper parties should be appointed to the office, ana

There are

istence whose

duty is principally, if not solely, confined to the naviga-

tion, and no doubt but there are some officials connected

with most of the principal rivers, so that there is the

ground-work of the plan in existence, it being only neces-

sary to increase their numbers and enlarge their powers

to start the thing ; besides, if a Permissive Act was

passed, and the scheme tried in only a few cases, it

would soon be seen if it answered the expectations

I have formed of it. If so, I shall never regret the little

trouble I have taken in bringing it before the public,

as I wish to raise my voice against sacrificing, to the

sole object of drainage, the good that is now derived,

and much more that may be derived, under an improved

management of our rivers. For to see at one season a

mine of wealth flowing by unheeded and uncared ibr,

and at another doing an immense damage, is, to say

the least of it, discreditable to the age we live in, and

ought ere now to have been remedied. I will not deny

but that our rivers would be in a much more efficient

state for drainage ifthose whose duty it is to cleanse them

were even only moderately to do so. From my own know-

ledge, I could say some very hard things on indindual

cases connected with the Thames, but as I am battling

for an improved system, that would remove all sorts ot

injustice and negligence, I will not do so, as there may

be (unknown to me) even greater hardships than 1

could mention, and a feehng of unfairness nng^^^

On the other hand. I gl»aJ>

I

\
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mention two cases where there has lately been consider-

able expense incurred by cutting a new drain and

cleansing a tributary to the Thames, although from the

state of the river tlioy have not reached perfection. One
is in the parish of Bampton, Oxford, wTicre an inclosure

has taken place under Mr. W. Bryan Wood, of Chippen-

ham, where an inside drain has been cut in the direction

of the river and carried down to a lower level ; and the

other is in the parish ofDown Ampney,by Mr.Bravender,
steward to the Earl of St. Germans, where some
water meadows and a mill have been sacrificed for the

benefit of drainage and tillage, and being on a very

porous, gravelly subsoil, it may be judicious to have
done 80.

With reference to the geology of the district to be
drained, I cannot exactly guess at what you require

respecting it; and as to "the more rapid accumulation
of water from the increase of nnderdraining," I rather
doubt if such is the case. Where much draining has been
done, the ditches and watercourses are kept in better
order than previously, and carry off the water quicker,

but in consequence of the draining much of the water
is made to percolate through the soil that before flowed
over it, therefore is longer in passing off. To make
this appear clear, take the case of two different geolo-

gical formations, nearly adjoining each other, in the
neighbourhood of Thames Head, the great and inTerior

oolites and the Oxford clay. The Colne is the principal

river in the former district, and it is scarcely ever
known to flood, except on a sudden thaw of snow, or

from thunder rain. The reason is obvious; from the
porous nature and great depth of the oolitic rock, the
rain passes through it, and issues at the different

sprfngs in its course, which form the river ; consequently

there is a more regular flow of water for a length of

time than if the rain flowed off the surface and caused

a flood. The Oxford clay district, being a very close

tenacious clay soil and subsoil, and a considerable

quantity of it not drained, after getting once saturated,

the rain will pass off the surface nearly as fast as

it falls, and in heavy rains immediately causes a flood;

now I consider under-draining will tend to make the
water flow less rapid, but for a greater length of time,

acting more like springs.

It is possible to get the area of the Catchment Basin
of the Thames, and dividing the porous soils, from
which the water flows through springs, from the close

clayey ones, from which it flows mostly from the
smrface, to give some estimate of the quantity of water
to be discharged, and the size of the river, weirs,

sluices, &c., necessary for the purpose; but I question if

it could be so easily and correctly known, as from those
living on its banks, who have noticed its floods and
passage through the several flood-gates, weirs, and
sluices for many years past.

^
There is one point which I think I have not suffi-

ciently nrged on your notice, that is the necessity of
straighteriing tUaxi*tet», especially in ttiose parts where
they have the least fall, and the floods in consequence

remain out too long ; nothing wouTd remedy this evil

equal to shortening the distance for the water to run,

as it is not only the shorter distance, but there is a

;reater fall in that distance, thereby accelerating the

iischarge considerably.

I may not have been sufficiently explicit for those

who are unacquainted with the subject of watering

meadows, but those who are at all familiar with it will

I think be able to understand my meaning, as in this

paper, being destitute of any maps or plans referring

to the subject, I wish rather to draw attention to my
views, and cause the subject to be canvassed over,

than to lay down the details of a plan that may
be at once acted on.

VILLAGE INSTITUTIONS.
BY THE EEV. JOHX BACON, OP WOODLANDS, BEHES.

The education of the agricultural poor is difficult.

The early age at which they are removed from school

almost neutralises its benefits ; our only chance, there-

fore, is with the adult. The trial has been made with

varying success by night schools ; their benefits are not

Kmited to the learning gained by the adult. Let ns

inquire not merely what he has gained, but from what
has he been withdrawn ? His daily life is known—his

labour done, what has he, poor fellow, to turn to ? In
winter, if he is happily married, and more than usually

domestic, his cottage may shelter him till he goes to

bed; but otherwise, if hired for the year, a carter's

boy, " fogger," or shepherd, his only shelter is the dark
loft common to all, where the best of masters cannot
allow a candle, or a fire to dry his wet-through clothes.
What wonder he betakes him to the alehouse—the
fruitful source of misery and sin; and when he cannot
pay, or may not run in debt, what becomes of him then?
He has uo interests, no resources, but such as degene-
rate and corrupt. Has the night school won himlrom
these accustomed evil propensities 1—the love of learn-
ing A, B, C—of duUy hammering over what he cannot
understand ? Try something in addition more attrac-
tive. Till he can re.ad sufficiently the Lending Library
is useless; and for those who can read well it is not
enough. They complain that they have read all the
books. For both readers and non-readers let there be a
reading-room. The one may read, both may be read
to. The matter read may include the easiest popular
literature of the day, simple and attractive serials,
newspapers, and amusing books. Tempt him to learn,

and then improve his learning. Tlie public reader and
the room may be diflicult to find; yet, where there is a

clergyman and a school-room, their wants may be sup-

plied. Wherever a proprietor resides let his help be

sought, and now then an intelligent farmer will give

aid, pecuniary or personal.

Let the scheme be popular in constitution. Scientific

sul>jecls can be so treated as to interest the rustics.

Natural history they have an inherent love for. In the

writer's parish, sparse and poor, without a village or

hamlet, his children's love for butterflies and cater-

pillars has infected many a smock-frock. Larvae and
chrysallides are brought up to the parsonage, and the

greatest curiosity is evinced to see their changes. The
habits and the culture of plants are specially studied by
country folk. The shepherds know the stars, though
not their names, better than many a gentleman or

lady, and long to hear about them.
The writer has lectured an old woman on the plane-

tary orbits, with a chalk-drawn diagram on her round
Elm table, till the spectacles have nearly fallen from
her nose in wonder. And slie has learned that it was
not profane to doubt the sun's correctness as a time-

keeper, which she had for years secretly suspected as

she daily watched his shadow-Unc on the brick floor at

nonn, and turned to ask her favourite clock if he was
right.

Sitting in a cottage in a thunderstorm, the interval

between the flash and clap has led to explanations

which have rivetted attention. That remarkable ex-

plosion in the air which was heard on the 17th of

January last, caused great astonishment and curiosity

among the rustics here. Tliey listened eagerly to what
was said about aerolites; and, if they did not under-

stand it all, it made them more inquisitive, and gave the

very opening we want—it brushed away that stolid in-

difference which generally bars access to them. In
another village a more formal lecture was given to the

members of the reading-room on hydrostatic^i, hiding of

course the name. The interest was apparent, and next

day three of the rustic audience began to try their

hand at making a peculiar kind of waterclock.

The village reading-room and lecture-room may form
the nucleus ofother entertainments, A musical society,

includmg choir and band, might often be organised.

In several places in the same neighbourhood the old

church choir, in every respect a nuisance, with its bass-

viol, clarionet, and fife, had been extinguished, but has

revived in better form. The singing now offends not

the ear ; and in one poor spot among the downs the

amateur choir is often called upon to sing before the
squire's guests or in the mansion of a neighbouring peer.

Some time ago, in the sequestered parish before in-

stanced, the night school were assembling, and a party
passed with a flute-player among them. The musician
was duly complimented. The rest were asked whether
they would allow London Lane thus to outdo King's
Heath and Inholme's Common ? The hint was quickly
taken, and liencefortli three several awkward squads
were regularly marched in rival triumph through dis-

tant muddy lanes with flute, accordion, and whistlepipe,

and the night school rose at once to nearly forty in a
population of 300.
The Cottage Garden Society, a most useful institu-

tion, fills well the gap which the closing of the night
school leaves. The village cricket club and other
manly games demand our sympathy. Let ns do all we
can to humanize, to give worthier enjoyments than are
within the peasant's reach at present, to bring him
nearer to the class above him ; by social intercourse and
sympathy show him that his ''betters," as he humbly
calls them, have an interest in him, and do not wish to

treat him merely as the beast of burden, toiling mono-
tonously all the day, caring for nothing but the coming
pay, and then abandon him to 6nd his only recreation

in the indulgence of his lower appetites. Itead at the

Wa/rminster Conference : Journal ofthe Society ofArts.

THE AGRICULTURE OF BERKSHIRE,

THE EET. J, C. CXTJTTEBBtrOK, OE LONG WITTENHAM.
{Continutdfrom p. 1048.)

The VAiiE.—It is difficult to define and follow

out the divisions of the middle oolite into the
coral rag and calcareous grit. The former is valuable

as furnishing lime ; the latter gives a light and rather

sandy soil, both little covered with drift. Naturally

drained in their higher levels, throughout their limits

they present a soil especially fitted for the cultivation

of Barley, and the breeding, rearing, and feeding sheep

—the leading feature of the farming of light soils.

The details of farm management on these quick and

kindly soils would be little more tlian a repetition of

the practice on the light soils of other parts of the

Vale and chalk districts. The names of many of its

cultivators are known as successful feeders, and occa-

sionally breeders of horned stock, sheep, and pigs, which

here as elsewhere are usually of the pure or crossed Berk-

shire breed. From its geographical position, climate,

and geological condition, it is marked as a district in

which the cross-breeding of sheep is very generally and

successfully carried on ; we shall therefore with some

diffidence offer a few remarks on this very interesting

and important subject. We must first recur to the

statements of Mavor as to the breeds and crosses of

sheep in the county when his report was written ; he

was evidently fully alive to ^the^ value of any informa-

tion on this subject. " Berkshire," he says, *' lias a
native breed of sheep, strongly marked, though less
valued than formerly, still acknowledged to possess
many qualities which adapt them to their situation?
by crosses it has imdergone several changes, though the
characteristic features of the Berkshire Notts*
are not easily obliterated. The name continues tO'

be given to the various mixtures as long as they
have black faces, Roman noses, black or mottled
legs, and long tails." Referring to an engraving of ar

pure bred Nott wether furnished by Mr. Justice, he-

adds that gentleman*s observations:—"The peculiar
qualities of the Berkshire Nott seem to be its great size,,

height on the legs, and weight when fatted; and I
cannot help thinking that this variety of sheep is well
calculated for the strong lowlands of this county,
though the South Downs at present are much in fivshion,

A very considerable farmer in my parish (Sutton
Courtnay) has made the experiment this last winter ::

he tells me they do not answer his expectation ; that
they are only calculated for high dry lands, and will

not thrive well when confined so much within the
liurdles, as they must be in our flat situations. I am
inclined to think they must again give place to larger
kinds, at least in the Vale.*' Again, quoting the agree-
ment of farmers :

** Whether crossing the breed has im-
proved it is undecided among judges. At the last
meeting of the Berkshire Agricultural Society crossing-
breeds for stocks was generally disapproved of,
* Breed from the best natives,* says Mr. Frost,
(H.M. George IIL*s bailifif), 'cross for fatting.* The
maxim appears to be founded on Nature, and I give it

witliout comment. Crossing, however, is extremely
common in this county, and it is between all

breeds of sheep which have been introduced into
it — between the Notts and the Wiltshires, and
between them and the Cotswold sheep, between the
Leicesters and the Cotswolds, and the Wiltshires
and Leicesters — in short, the mixtures are as
various as the tastes and fancies of their owners.**'

Mavor drew up a paper which he circulated :

—

" Requested, a comparative view of the advantages and
disadvantages of the different breeds of sheep kept in
Berkshire, distinguishing their cost when bought iuj,.

the quality and value of their fleeces, and their im-
provement during any given time, whether sold as
store or fatted, with their respective weights
when killed." This, like other statistical inquiries,

received few answers, and he was unable to accom-
plish his design, though he gives one answer,.
signed Geo. Harbottle, of Eemenham, in full.

He then gives his own notes, from which we gather
that in 30 places mentioned in the Vale, Notts were
kept in part or wholly in 21, Wiltshire 8, Cotswolds 3,
Southdown 3, Leicester 3 ; of these the crosses were
Notts and Wilts 1, Notts and Cotswold 1, Notts and

' Southdown 1. Noted as ranch used, Wilts and
Leicester 2. In the chalk district it was as follows in-

32 places named: Notts 9, Wiltshire 19, Cotswold 1,
Leicester 1, Southdown 12, mixed 2; of these the
crosses were Notts and Wilts 1, Notts and Cotswold 2,
Notts and Southdown 1, Wilts and Southdown 5,
Wilts and Cotswold 1, Cotswold and Southdown 1,.
Leicester and Southdown 2, noted as a good cross.
This extract is given, with the epitome of the
crosses, as a record which cannot fail to interest
the cross-breeder of sheep. The great fact that
we learn is that cross-breeding was then a subject
much discussed ; how far it may have fixed the
character of the Hampshire or Ilsley Down we are
not competent to judge. Mavor mentions the black
face and Roman nose, black or mottled legs, as marking
the sheep still called Notts, saying nothing of the long
legs. Tliis is much the type of the Hampshire Down,
which may thus have sprung from a cross with the
Nott ; we merely offer the suggestion.

The direct cross-breeding of sheep as practised in
Oxfordshire, and which has produced the stock called

Oxford Downs, is one of those problems in the eco-

nomy of agriculture either as to its theory or results

not easily solved, in spite of the long experience of
80 many practical and scientific men. There is a very
great difference of opinion among those whose practical

knowledge entitles them to attention. To confine the
question to the practice of the county, which is

undoubtedly the cross between the Down ewe and the
Cotswold ram :—all agree that the first cross is the
best—the question is how is this improvement in fleece

and carcase to be maintained in its greatest perfection ?
This is not merely a farmers' but a national question in

the face of the high prices of mutton, and an expected
increase in the demand for wool. The difficulty begins
with the produce; if these are fatted, the difficulty

ceases. We often see the flocks of Down ewes with the
flock of tegs near at hand : their abundant fleece, their

grey or speckled" faces surmounted with a well placed

fore-knot, black or grey legs, and general kindly

appearance bespeak their origin; the wether tegs are-

fatted ofl", it is with the ewe tegs or theaves that the

difficulty begins. What is to be done next?
How many Berkshire and Oxfordshire farmers

have asked the question ! One who has for

many years practised this cross breeding, admitting the

value of the first cross, pronounces decidedly against a

* Nott, or polled, is used in contradistinction to the homed
sheep; a' Nott cow is a polled cow. N B. These remarks on
cross-breeding sheep were written previous to the pubUcation

of the article on that subject by Mr. Spoonerin Part 2, Vol. xx.,

Agiic, Soc. Joum.
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feturn to the original blood on either siUe ; lie says,

trust to the maintenance of the distinctive char:icter of

the cross by the judicious selection of animals of the

same class, asserting that (.departure from this rule im-

mediately deteriorates the stocks, and often spoils the

labour and attention of former years—this opinion is

generally allowed to be correct. It is, we believe, not-

withstanding this, a fact beyond dispute, that the most
eminent cross breeders have seen in their flocks a ten-

dency to follow the type of one of the original breeds,

and to obviate this have broken through the rule and
recrossed with the original stock in the opposite direc-

tion, an acknowledgment that after all tliere is no

fixity of type. From the interest this subject is now
exciting, we are tempted to refer ^o a very remarkable

article in the Royal Agricultural Journal, Vol. 14,

Part 1., "On the method of obtaining immediate Fixity

of Type in forming a new Breed of Sheep," by M.
Malingic-Xouel. Translated by Mr. Pusey. The object

of the communication is to detail the dearly bought ex-

perienceof the writer in trj'ingtointroduceacross between

the best Engiisli and French blood. Tiie experiment

signally failed till he hit on the expedient "of pro-

curing English rams of the purest and most ancient

race, and uniting them with French ewes of modern
breeds, or rather of mixed blood, forming no distinct

breed at all." This succeeded. The English sheep

used were new Kent rams, the result was : "From the

dropping of our lambs the strongly marked English

character gave us the strongest hope that they wonld

retain the excellence of the English fathers; and this

hope was not disappointed. The next year the same
cross was tried with the same success. Tlic third year

was still more interesting; our first ewe lambs at the

age of 20 months had been put to the rams that had
been saved. The offspring was most equal in quailt3%
though proceeding from parents which were a first cross.

From that time, now for some years, there has been at

La Charmoise a double set of lambs, one set from the

.new Kent rams and the mixed blood ewes, another
from rams and ewes the result of that cross."

Mr, Pusey adds in a note, "Besides its practical

value, I cannot but think the communication throws
some little light on one of the most mysterious of all

physiological problems, the renewal of the features of
parents in the reproduction of animals." If the facts

adduced by the French writer find a parallel in English
crosses, though a well sustained cross such as the Oxford
might suffer as stated from the introduction of the
original pure blood, it might be worth while to try

experiments on a flock which by mismanagement had
'been allowed to degenerate, by introducing pure blood
from an entirely new source. In many of the flocks where
cross breeding is practised there is enough of the cross
to destroy t\»e beuuty and mar the identity of the stock,
and not to give it any decTded fixity of type.
Though the cross between the Cotswold and Hamp-

shire Down is the rule in this district, as in the Vale
generally, we liave heard of an instance at no
^reat distance from these limits, of a flocTc of
South Downs (Ellman's) crossed for more size

and wool with the best Oxford Down from a known
breeder. The stock thus bred with more fleece and
larger frame leans to the character ofEllman's blood.
TVith a view to further improvements some ewes were
procured from a known breeder of the large Hampshire
Down ; rams bred from these by an Oxford tup have
now been put to the first cross ; we venture to anticipate
that as the lambs fall they will show a preponderance
of the Sussex type.

It must be remembered with reference to tliis question
that the persons who, by fixing a type, have been able to
claim a distinctive name for a cross-breed of sheep,
Tiave accomplished this by bringing great intelligence,
unremitting care, and a judgment matured by long
eiperfence to bear on this subject. Whereas in
negligent and unskilled hands the cross-breeding of
.sheep is a hazardous experiment. Great as is the
obligation owed to those who have succeeded, like the
leaders of this movement in Oxfordshire and elsewhere,
we owe a still greater debt to those who by jealously
maintaining the best blood of the purest breeds,
enable us to ' return to those . sources, and
repair the mischief which may and often does
result from rush and ill-coraidercd experiment.
The breeding of tups on a large scale is necessarily in
a few hands; it is not only the highest branch of sheep
farming and management, but requires the undivided

-attention which few can give, and the knowledge which
fevv possess; 201, or upwards seems a large sum for the
liite of A single tup, but the result will often justify the
outlay; it is not only the fancy farmers who give these

.prices but men wliose calculations have direct reference
to profit and loss. A visit to the sheep-folds where the
tups are to be seen, will generally enable us to account
for the success of the flockmaster on the one hand or
the miserably ill-conditioned state of too many flocks
on the other. All honour to those who in this in Down
sheep, and in adjoining counties in Cotswolds, are
devoting their time, capital, and intelligence to this
all-important branch of the ruling feature of Berkshire
farming.

j

- We cannot quit this part of the county without
observing that here is situated the Pusey pro-
perty. As the great interest attached to the farms
upon it has passetl away with the removal of the late
lamented owner from thus scene of his labours and
osefulness in the interests of agriculture, and as

i\lr. Caird reijOrte.l o:i tlieir condiiiou before this event

we may claim to pass tliem by in respectful silence.

Home Correspondence.
Messrs. Hitrgess Sf Key^s Reaper and Mower.—As I

gave a public invitation to see Messrs. Burgess and

Key's Mower and Keaper at work, it may be well to

give a briefaccount of their operations. Tbe gentlemen

who saw the Jlower were nnich pleased—it was a very

wet day, on a very heavy crop of Giant Sainfoin. I was

not there, but one who waspresent,wholaughed at theidea

of such a machine cutting such a crop, wrote me word,

"Unless I had seen the magnificent work I would not

have believed it ; no scythe on earth could have done it

better." We cut 16 acres of a fair crop of Clover with

it one day, but its groat triumph was in my park,

which has not been mown many years, and we never

could get the men to cut it down low. The Mower
did its work beyond all praise ; this I witnessed myself.

The frost at the end of April destroyed two-thirds of

my Wheat, and consequently it vvas full of long Grass,

and the storms beat it in every direction, yet the

Reaper beautifully executed its work by cutting it one
way. I hope agriculturists will not be led away by
cheapness to get any machine without the side delivery.

I consider all such practically useless, it obliges you to

take off your hands and tie as you cut it, whereas we
let our tying and do not retard our other operations at

that busy season. T, Beale Brown^ Salputon Parky
Andoversfordy Gloucestershire, Kovemler 22.

Farmers' Clubs,
Oxford : Manure Wasted and Land Starved.—At

the last meeting of the Club, Mr. G. R. Clarke said

that having recently returned from France, where he
had been for the purpose of hivestigating how far they

made use of night-soil there, he proposed to speak of

the value of night-soil as a manure, the best method of

collecting it, removing it, and applying it to tbe land.

His mind had been brought to this subject in two
ways; first, by observing the way in which their

streams and rivers were polluted by being converted

into flowing cesspools ; and next, by the enormous
amount of valuable manure lost to the kingdom.
After having made a sewer from his house to a brook,

he saw the error of it, and make a fresh cesspool, in

order that his garden might have the benefit of its

contents. Tn 1858, he addressed a letter to the

Royal Agricultural Society, and suggested that they
should consider the subject under the following heads :

—

Ist. The amount and value of the manure which is lost to
the agriculturist through the ill-construction of cesspools, and
the dif&culty of emptying them. 2ndly. The amount and
value of the manure which is lost to tlie agriculturist, by the
moflcrn plan of conrliictiiig the scw;i^'c into streams and
rivers. !trdly. The effocfc of different kinds of water on the
health, growth, fattening, and leng-th of life of cattle. 4thly.
The effect of sewa<i:e, wlien introduced into water, oa the
health, growth, fattening, and length of life, of cattle.

The following amongst other prizes, might be
offered :

—

I

L

1st. For essays treating of the above subjects generally.
2ndly. For the best moijle of constructing cesspools, both for
privies, and as receptacles for sewage from drains, farm
yards, &c., whether of separate houses or villages; and for
intercepting the sewage passing through existing sewers, 3rdly.
For the best contrivances for emptying cesspools and ponds,
as regards both liquid and solid matters with a view to its use
for, agricultural purposes. 4thly. For the best method of
disposing of the materials when emptied out, whether in com-
bination with other solid substances, or otherwise. 5thly.
For the best plan of collecting the sewage of villages and towns,
and of delivering the same to the agriculturists on equitable
terras, keeping in view the health, convenience, and advantage
of all parties;. and their mutual co-operation, and their fair

rateable contribution towards the labours and expense of the
operation.

As that Society, how^ever, had talten no notice of the
subject beyond aclinowledging the receipt of his com-
munication, he thought the time had arrived when an
effort should be made to call public attention to the
matter. Accordingly he published a pamphlet en-

titled " Reform the Sewers and Rescue the Rivers.

Where shall we bathe ? "What shall we drink ? or
manure wasted and land starved." With these intro-

ductory remarks he should at once proceed to deal
practically with these different heads, in order to show
that he had touched upon no one head which wiis not
practical and of great importance.-—In . Manches-
ter there were 66,000 hou?e^, of which 51,000 were
of the. rent of 10/. and under. Tlie Corporation of
Manchester cleansed the privies of 36,000 of those

houses. In, order to put t!ie inhabitants in a, way of

preserving the soil in the best manner, they combined
the ash pit with the privy, and this operated in two
ways, for the ashes absorbed the moisture, and next
deodorised the soil. It was not taken in combination
as with the earth, but by superHcial attraction ; there

was no combination of ashes with the ammonia and
gas, but they were attracted by the innumerable
surfaces of the ashes. The Corporation exported the

whole of 36,000 privies ; they removed annually fibout

100,000 tons of night soil, for which they charged l*.6r?.

a ton, exclusive of carriage.—He wonld now tell

the result of his investigations in France and Belgium,

where he spent his last vacation for the purpose of

ascertaining what they were doing in this matter. He
was introduced to the firm of Messrs. Reitchie and Co.,

of Paris, who cleansed au immense number of privies

belonging to private houses and public establishments.

He went to their establishment at Bondy, where he
saw a great many acres of land, from 60 to 80 acres
divided into compartments, where the soil was taken
out to the depth of 8, 10, 12, and 14 feet, and into
those receptacles the liquid manure ran from Paris, by
means of a sewer; it remained there until it made a
deposit ; the liquid was then let out to another tank
until it was exhausted. Ultimately there was a great
accumulation of deposit till it was dry enough to be
removed. He saw immense tanks of it, and it was
subsequently packed for Paris; there was notliing

unpleasant or offensive about it, and it smelt to him
like sal volatile or ammonia. He went into theit

cellars at Paris and found three modes of collecting

nightsoil; one was of a simple nature, namely, a tub or

barrel in communication with the closet above, and
when the tub was full another was substituted. The
next was what was called the divided system, namely,
of zinc or galvanised iron, with a strainer on the side

and at the top, and the liquid run out by a pipe on the
side into another tub. The tub with the liquid was
obliged to bo removed four times oftencr than the other
containing the solid matter. The third system consisted

of a similar cask for dividing, but instead of the pipes

being connected with another barrel, they were with a

tank; it was then pumped into pipes or a sewer, and
was thus carried to Bondy. He stood by and observed

all these processes, and never detected the slightest

smell. He had visited a cellar which was a baker's

shop, and found himself among the sacks of flour aud
loaves, and m the same cellar he saw the nightsoil-

collecting tubs, and perfectly free from any unpleasant-

ness. He next visited the public institutions and
prisons. He went to the Military Fort at Vincennes,

where an intelligent officer, an engineer, showed him
that everything went into a tank covered with aflat

stone in the garden ; the contents were pumped into

carts constructed for the purpose, and carried away to

the Emperor's farm two or three miles off,

—With regard to Belgium, Mr, Dolman, of

London, told him that great use was made of

it. There they kept the liquid in tanks, into which

they threw clean straw. A man got into the

tank barelegged, and trampled down the straw until it

was quite saturated : it was then put on sticks, and
placed in carts, carried to the farm, and laid along the

furrows. He had seen enough in France to satisfy him
that the farmers in this kingdom would do well to

appoint some good practical man to investigate these

things, and report the result. The first point for con-

sideration was, how they could make use of this manure

;

and next, as to the best ingredients for mixing with it.

Many processes had been patented for deodorising the

manure ; but the result was, that it destroyed its

properties on this point. The Rev. H. Moule, Vicar of

Fordington, Dorset, had supplied him with the follow-

ing information :

—

He had everything which previously went into a cesspool
received and removed in buckets. *' At first," he writes, "the
contents of these buckets were buried iu trenches about a foot
deep in my garden; but on discovering that after three or four
weeks not a trace of this matter could be discovered, I had h
shed erected, the earth beneath it sifted, and with a portioi?-

of this the contents of the buckets every morning mixed, as
a man wonld roughly mix morter. The whole operation of
removing and mixing does not occupy a boy more than a
quarter of an hour. And within ton minutes after its comple-
tion, neither the eye nor nose can perceive anything offensive.

When all the earth, which did not exceed three cartloads, had
been thus employed, that which had been first used was
sufficiently dried to be used for the same purpose again, and
it absorbed and deodorised aa readily as at the first. A portion
of it is now being used for the fifth time for the same purpose;
and thus all that offensive matter, which otherwise would
have been wasted in the vault, a nuisance to my house and the
neighbours, and a source, it may be, of sickness and disease,

is now a mass of valuable manure, perfectly inoffensive both
to the eye and the nose. I have taken fifty or sixty persons to

see it, without previously acquainting them with its nature,
and not one has guessed it. I have the same day submitted
some to strong fire-heat, and that which unmixed with earth
would under such heat have been intolerable, iu this mixed
state emitted no offensive smell whatever. This advantage of

earth over water for such a purpose is complete. Water is only

a vehicle for removing it out of sight, and off" the premises. It

neither absorbs, nor eff'ectually deodorises. It rather, both in

cesspools and in sewers, aggravates the offensiveness of the

fermentation which soon sets in, and is often repeated ; and
further, it dilutes and wastes a most valuable manure. Where-
as dried surface earth both absorbs aad deodorises the most
offensive matter, and that almost instant ineously : and under
sucli circumstances as those narrated, it seems to preserve iti

full value for agricultural purposes. One experienced farmer
who has visited my garden, is so fidly satisfied of this, that
within a fortnight he prepared a shed that he might pursue
the same course. An assistant of Professor Way in.si»ected the
seven months' heap last November, a few hours after the earth
had been agam mixed with those other materials for the fifth
time. He handled it, and smelt it, without discovering the
slightest offence ; and took some away with him in a deal-box
with a loose cover tied only by a atrmg in brown paper, and in
his carpet bag."

,

i t
»

With these facts before them there was every
encouragement to adopt an improved method of collect-

ing and mixing the manure, which had this additional
recommendation, that it was alwavs at hand, and could
be used when.it was wanted. If that were feasible,

they had discovered the best method of deodorising,
and found out what might be called the philosopher's
stone. By the present sj-stem of sewers ever>'thin^
was carried away into the river, but Mr. Mechi*s plan
was to divert it over the land, which he had done with
gODd result, and it might be done where the natural

I'all permitted it, but at the same time much of the

manuring qualities was dissipated in the water. They
had heard of numbers of acres near large tdwns being

i benefited in this way, but great waste attended it» a*
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manureti oiil^- ubout 300 acres, which showed thiit there

must be an immonsc loss in the strength of the manure
by evaporation and the mixture of water. He found it

difficult to get atteution to the subject, notwitlistandinj;

that they spent 7^ miUions of mouey on the sewers in

London, when the contents of them niiglit be made
serviceable to the land. The people at Manchester sold

their manure for upwards of 6000Z., and though tlie

expenses amounted to 10,000/., tiiey had cleansed 31,000
houses and increased tlie productions of the land.
England did not keep pace with the pojiulation, and
thrtugh they conpratulated themselves on tiie advance-
ment of agriculture, they were not able to feed the
people. Once they were an exporting people, hut now
they imported 12,000,000 quarters of corn, and had
already sent to their colonies upwards of 4,000,000 of
people—a nation, it might be said. 1'he population of
Ireland was much less than it was 20 years ago, and
jet tliey could not grow sufficient to feed the people
who remained behind. Thoy exported at the rate of
200,000 people a-year, and yet they were obliged to
pm-chase 8,000,000 quartei-s of corn, and therefore,
while they continued to waste the manure of the
country, they would not be able to keep pace with the
population. By making a proper use of the manure
which they had at their command, they would greatly
increase the producing powers of the whole kingdom,
and make many a barren field yield an abundant crop.

The Rev\ Mr, Clutterbiu^k had listened with great plertsure
to what had fallen from Mr Clarke, for it was a subject of very
great importance to agriculture, and there was much truth in
the old saying, " Mack is the mother of meal/' With respect
to the arrangements ia France, alluded to by Mr, Clarke, he
bad "R-itnessed the same in Algeria. He had observed at
Nice, where he spent a winter^ that in the vineyards there
were facilities afforded for the collection of night-soil. Experi-
ments h:td been made at Watford for utilising night-soil, which
waa collected in tanks, and the Earl of Essex paid 5o£ a-year
to be allowed the privilege of having the sewerage into his
tanks, and it was then pumped over his park with great
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IMPROV PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.

PRICES PER Lineal Yard, 24 inches high:

Size of

mesh. Mostly used for

Light. Medimm.

Japan
ned.

Galvan-
ized.

2i inch

2 ineh
1| inch

1^ inch

Hares, Dogs, Poultry 3hd.
Game Netting 4d.
Small Rahbits, Hares, &.C 4^d.
Smallest Kahhits Gd.

^d.
hd,

hhd.
nd.

Japan
ned.

Hd.
Hd.
hid.

Galvan
ized,

Hd.
6d.

Ghd,
9d.

Strong,

Japan
ned.

5d.

bid.
Gd.
Qd.

Kxtra strong.

Galvan
ized.

Japan- [ Galvan
ned. I ized.

6id.
7d.

7id.
lid.

Gd.

7id,
Sd.

lid.

Sd.

9id.
lOd.

13d.

Ports

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at nearly all the principal Ridlwav Stations and <i>,;..
• "

s in England; and 200 yards or upwards delivered irec to most parts^f ScoSd oflreLrd
^^^

Any width of Nettmg under 8 feet made at proportionate prices.
'

Kr Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will
be exchanged, or may be returned unconditionally.

Illustrated Catalogue of Iron and Wire and Ornamental Fencing, Hurdles, Gates, Wire Nettina
Garden Rollers and Engines, Fountains, Vases, ^v,, on application. •

J- B. BROWN & CO.. 18. CANNON STRFPT. niTV i oMr»/-.K. •- ^

success.

Mr. Williams (of Northcourt) urged upon tLeru the necessity
of bearing in mind tins fact that they should endeavour to
return to the land what had been taken from it. He had
tested the value of ni^ht-soil as a manure, by having taken a.

farm which waa out of condition and exceedingly poor, but by
tho application of night-soil only he made it produce a good
crop of Turnips where it yielded nothing before, and at a lower
cost than he could have done it with any other manure. They
"Vyeve too prone to consider that this subject should be dealt
with deUcately, and regarded it as rather distasteful, whereas
it WM one of the most important and practical subjects, and
deeply concerned the cultivation of the land. If they brought
all back to the land which they took from it, they would be
enabled to produce suflieient sustenance for tho country at
large. They gave large suras for artlBcial manures, which
produced great results, whereas they had a much more
ottectual manure within their reach, and only wanted the

tS^bSTuse of il"^^^
^^^ coUecting, preserving, and making

J^lr\^'^^^\^F^'''^'^^^ (seedsman) ha3 had considerableexperience of the use and value of aight-sotl, for. 40 years
ago, when he was m Kent, they used to fetch a great deal from
London, starting at six o'clock at ni^ht and returning at six in
the morning. Tliey used it for a crop of Turuip seed, took it
into the field, threw it on the land, and next day ploughed it
in, and let it lay tUl spring. They used it for Beans, Pea-^,
and Oats ; and it suited the latter so well, that they grew
16 quarters to the acre. If they found the manure too strong,
they mixed it with old tan, and threw it into a tank. They
also mixed it with the sweepings from Greenwich, for which
they paid 2*. 6d. a cartload/and they applied it to crops of
fruit, and to fruit trees, and found nothing like it. Ail tho
market gardeners near London used to apply the manure, and
Mr. Myatt, a large Strawberry grower, grew some surprisine
crops with it. It was a lamentable fact that the nightsoil
produced in this city was wasted, notwithstanding that there
was no manure so cheap, or one which answered so well.

PATENT
8 A

COMBINED
UE S N^S
REAPING AND MOWING

GENERAL PURPOSE HARVESTING MACHINE
(WITH SIDE OU BACK DELIVERY Vi'RElH HEAPING).

or

Mr. 8AMUEI-S0N is constructing his GENERAL PURPOSE HARVESTBironTs^rXhTIh^^^^^^^ . «ONLY m., delivered at any Raihvay Station in Gre..t Brit.un ; and in Dublin. Cor^ or bSast M?! k™ *^ ^'

reach of every farmer.
' ' "^ iJelfast—thus bnugmg

It will be exhibited at the SIIiXZTBFZ£U> CATTIE SHO\7*
At Mr. Samuelsox's Country Depots; at the Works, Banbury • and at Ids

LONDON WAREHOUSE. 76, CAyNOX STREET WEST, E,C.

COTTAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS tob STABLE
REQUISITES, awarded .t Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

patronised by the English and French Governments, as well as
by the princiiial Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Establish-
ments in the kingdom. In use at her ilajesty'a Stables.
Aldei-shott and Balmoral.

iUiin the

Notices to Correspondents.
Breton

: W W V. We have sent your own address to him.
Cheviots : JSnijmrei\ Excuse the delay of a week. In the
meanwhile we refer vou to the article Cheviot in Blackie's
*' Cyclopaedia of AjrricuUiire."

Estimates of Labour : M P. Low's estimates we have found
tolerably trustworthy even stilL There is a handbook of farm
labour (Longman) now in the press wiiich may help you.
Low's estimates are if we remember right on the scheme of a
delayed payment of rent. From SI. to 101. an acre are needed
for a well stocked arable farm.

Lucerne: Jtaiuscomb. 12 to IG lbs. per acre is the iisual
seeding. For prices you must apply to a seedsman.—
AgricQla. Sow. in mid April, about 10 lbs. of seed
per acre, in rows 14 inches apart, on deeply tilled and well
manured loamy soil.

ilANGOLD Wup.zKL : G X. Two COWS durins: winter have been
repeatedly, at fortnightly intervals, off and on M^ngitld
Wurzel, flie altoiTiate fortnightly diet being Swedes and
Carrots. Their produce of butter was white and bitter, and
very small on Mangold Wurzel; and of good colour and
taste, and plentiful, on the mixed food.

lIcADow: FaT..-.e-.: The Gmss would undoubtedly manure the

iTwAnUi ^«Tu '''
""V^

""^^^^ *" autumn. But we imagine
It would not have the effect on the ensuing produce thatthe manure of animals fed on it would exhibit. t^caSIe helatter is in a more useful condition

oecause me
To Clean a Foul Pastcre :JO.\i it be a soil of somewhatclayey or loamy texture, pare it earlv in March a^T,!im?tand spread the ashes, and plough it once and iSi^^d^Stlvate It and sow 3 cwt. of superphosphate per acre aS tiWcrop of Turnips cultivated on i-aised drills ^Oi,.!^'-! .

as to admit ot thorough cultivation of the land h ^^''^t
"

growth. Afierwnrds feed these Sn^s on thplln'^'^i^"'"
Grass seeds with a thin seeding of BaSe? next vP^r

^""^^"^

because that is made partly from store stock wSTxSthexr food. Nevertheless brewers' grains are nS^fi^rst Ste
f/^' ^""^ ^^^^^^ ^« expected to yield first-class manure

the seed needed per acre into which an errS h^^°" ? '

^hich need not be corrected in detail except by sa^^'S'*;^in^reaaes the quantity stated to .Ue laeSled^tJo'SS 'the

COTTAM AND COMPANY, WinsIeyStreet.W.. are the original
inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER, Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,
and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which is
taken to the back of the manger, and works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar.

^
COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-

tion to theabove fittings, beingsimplein construction, light, and
durable, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results
COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP

COVER, for the above, is a most essential addition to their
fittings ; it is never iu the way ; can be placed and replaced in
an instant ; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-
ing the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating the
quantity to be taken, is quite sufficient to insure its use.

JOSEPH HAYWOOU
ASH CO.,

"UFACTUKEBS OF
TRUNIN'G AND BVDmy<^

KNIVES.
SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds-

ofPOCKET CUTLERY

Dealers in Gambia Gardeir
Shears, Scissors, Syringes, &c.

Glaworga^ Works,

Sheffield.

PRICES REDUCED
HJ. MORTON AND CO., (Galvanised Iron Works• 2, Basinghall Buildmgs, Leeds.

'

GALVANISED
I R O IM ROOFIWr

for Farm Buildings and other Roofs; the cheapest m^t d„rable, and neatest Roofing in use ; also Spoutingat lOirf.^^y^;
WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

\

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
combined, can be used with great advantage where space is an
object, as it can be turned up out of the wav when not in use.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATING
BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admission of

air to the imder parts of the saitdle.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, with perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, and
can be easily cleaned out.

COTTAM'S CAST-IRON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-
proved construction, gives a full water passage, and does not
allow anv smell to ascend from the drain.

PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for the

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvanised, and
enamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, Ac.

The New Illustrated Catalogue and Estimates, gratis, upon
application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, Winaley Street,

Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pantheon).
|

(formed of Twisted Wires like a rope or cable), the strongest,,
cheapest, and neatest fence in use, will resist the largest cattle,-
and will not bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or
over. Price, with fiveliuesof the Galvanised Strand, iron milln
posts, and pronged Standards, 1«. S^J. per yard*
This fence is far cheaper than posts and rails, or any kind of

iron fencing;; and possesses four times the strength of solid
bais. Will not rust nor corrode. Upwards of 1200 miles of
this Fencing supphed.

GALVANISED CAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
Galvanised, 24 ins. wide
2-inch niesb, fl^d., 7^.,
and !*i'i. per yard.
Galvanised, 24 ina. wide,

3-inch mesh. 4'*., 5d., and
7d. per yard. The Netting'
ni.irie any width, and with
openings ofany si/e.

GALVANISED IRON CHAIN CAMP STOOLS A CHAIRS
POULTRY FOUNTAINS & FEEDERS. PRONGED DAHLIA
RODS AND ROSE STAKE.S. Ac.

Strong CATTLE HURDLES from?.i. per yard.

PATENT IMPROVED CAS WORKS,
of all sizes, for the use of Private Houses, Jfauaions, Railway
Stations, Mills, Collieries, Mines. Villages, <tc. Works from
10 to 500 lights estimated for. The works can be entrusted to
an ordinary labourer.—Apply to

H£>'BY J. Morton & Co. 2, Baninghall Buildings, Lcedi.
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DESIGNS FOK FLOWER BEDS and GARDENS,
The Second Edition of Second Series of SO Designs is now

readj', and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 24
postage stamps by J. Marshall, 2, Goldsmith St., Nottingham.

PAXTON WOflKS,_SHEFFIELD, ESTABLISHED 1738.

r-.-

B

SATNOR AKT) COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES. SCIS&ORS, &a—

-Bold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in
the three Kingrdoms,

RADFORD^S PATENT WASHING MACHINE.
SlilPLIClXr AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

*' I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-
ceived from all parts of England, Ire-
Jaud, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations." — Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, CathedralSteps, Manchester.
London Of&ce : 63, Fleet Street, E C.
N.B, My Machines always have,

and always vrill be sent on approval,
if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free bv nost.

B ARNARD, BISHOP, anb BARNARDS'
NORWICH,

A R D.SAMUEL N, McGERROW,
General Horticultural Builder,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout
Great Britain and Ireland.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kktsal Green, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOPIN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c,, combining every improvement with elegance of
desigQ and dm^ability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c,, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and ef&cient
manner- 7

J, T, & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers of
the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Made by Steam Power at

J LEWIS'S HOETICULTUBAL WoEKS, Stamford
• Hill, Middlesex, N, These Hothouses are made on a

much better and stronger principle than those manufactured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durable and cheaper,

A spau-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends £
and doors complete 30

Do. do. 40 ft- by 20 ft. do. do. 60
Do. do. 60 ft. by 24 ft. do. do. 90

The price ofanyother size forwarded on application to J.Lewis,

TP ROPAGATIN
s. d.

G G L A S

14
16

2 ins. diameter 3^ each
3„ >» 4i „
4 „ »* 5i „
5„ 9* 6^ „
6,. l» 8.,
7.. ff 10 .,

8„ tP 1 „
fl „ 99 1 2 „
10 „ 99 1 4 „
n„ M 1 6 „

METAL HAJ
inches * * • * 6s. 0(i. each

j| • * V * T „
99 4 fr ft • 8. „

79

12 ins. diameter 1
13

15 „
16,,
17

5,

tf

9>

99

it

IS

19

20

rf

rr

tt

»*

t'

If

)»

it

2
2

3

S

4

5

6

7
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HAND GLASSES.
18 inches .*. .. 95.{W.eacb

>t " .. 1020
24

Painted and glazed with 16 oz. Sheet Glass.
If open at top, Is. extra.

12
I*

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

Reduced Prices of WIRE FEXCING, and GALVANISED WIRE
ROPE FENCING, suitable for the home trade or the colonies.
Five wires, S feet 6 inches high, pronged Standards, 8 feet

apart, one wrought iron straining" jxist and straining screws
to each 100 yards of Fenciug, lOrf. per yard.
The same with Galvanised Wire Rope, U. per yard.
Illustrated Catalogues with prices of every variety of Wire

^Fencing and Wire Netting forwarded fi-ee on application.

MACHINE MAD^ GALVANISED WIRE NETTilMC.

HYACINTH AND FLOWER DISHES.
6 inches diameter. Is. each

| 9 inches diameter. Is. Qd each
12 inches diameter, 2s. 6d, each.

HYACINTH GLASSES .. .. 45. 6rf! per dozpn
CROCUS GLASSES 2s. 6d. per dozen

JAMES PHILLIPS &. CO.,Horticultdeal Glass Merchants
ISO, Bishopsgate St. Without, I-ondon, E.G.
GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREEIMH0USE5

PIT FRAMES, ETC. '

HETLEY AND CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glaaa
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing loo

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cashA reduction made on 1000 feet.

Per 10 feet:

£0 12 6

16 8
18 9

1 10

1 2 11

Sizes.—Inches

From 6 by 4

II * II 5

II 8 ,, 6
„ 10 „ 8

Per foot.

at l^d. is

2d.

2K
2irf.

2|d.

99 »»

>9

99

99

99 99

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, in con-
sequence of improvements in their machinery for the

manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Japanned

Galvanised. Iron.
S-inch mesh, 24 inches wide . . . . 5d. per yd. ^d. per yd.
2-inch „ strong do % „ 45
2-inch ,, intermediate, do, .. 7 ,, fii

2-inch ,, extra strong, do. .. 9i „ 74
ii-inch „ 24 inches wide., .. 5i „ 4i
ii8-inch „ strong, do 6i „ 5i
ji-inch „ intermediate, do. . . 7i ,, 6
-^§-inch „ extra strong, do. ..10 „ 8

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under S feet)
at proportionate prices. Iftheupper haffisof acoarsermesh
than the lower, it ^ill reduce the prices about one-fiflh.

- Strong Gtdvanised Poultry Netting, Sid. per yard, 3 feet wide
Galvanised Bparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2Jd. per
aquare foot. Wire Netting of every mesh from half an inch to
6 inches.

Wire Fencing and Netting delivered Carriage Free to all
the priuoipal Railway Stations.

II

I*

it

II

11

II

it

MONRO'S CANNON BOILERS.—Much has of
late been said about BOILERS for HEATING bv HOT

WATER, but these Boilers have now proved themselves to be
the best at present invented. They are adapted for He-iting
every description of Building, and are made of varioas sizes.

The price of the
24-inch Wrought Iron is £6 10
36-inch Wrought Iron is S 10
48-inch Wrought Iron is 12

Larger sizes if required.

References to Gentlemen and Nurserymen where theae Boilers
are now at work. The Cannon Boilers are now kept in stock,
and are to be had only of J. Jonks, 6, Bankside, S,E,

Also, every description of Saddle and Cylinder Boilers. Hot-
water Pipes and Connections at prices lower than those of any
other house in London, Estimates for Hot-water Apparatus
erected complete in any part of the country, or prices for the
materials, and an IlJustiated Catalogue on application to
J. Jones, 6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S-E.

^ OESC^ \

:^/TIOT WATER
APPARATUS

SUPPLIED OR

ERECTED COMPLETE
o
Ik

in any Part of the -^^

V, COUIVTKY. A^^

l^ATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—X Important to GARDKNERa.—The Gutta Percha Company
have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following
letter from G. Gles^y, Esri., the celebrated Flnriat :—

,, - \, , ,
" 420, Strand, London.

"Uentlemen.—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels
these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-
sarilV am in all weathers, and with the ground in all states, I
would on no account be witliout them. As a matter of ocouomy
I would recommend Gardeners to use thera, for they may
repair the worn part at «iU times by warming the material at
the fire, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn parts,
as easily as if it were so much dough, I think it the duty of all
persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a
material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutta Percha Soles.

" Your obedient servant, G. Glknnt."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Tubing. Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottles. Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,
Calbotype Trays, Ac. manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealers in town or
country.—The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees. IS. Wharf
Road, City Road, London, E.C.

"^^alogues
oi^

KS\^.

T U^^vl '^ \^^^ APPARATUS.
fl ^PP.^.S?T%^ ^^ ^^"^^ ^ complete HOT-WATER
Mic'es deulSiT^^ r^ GREENHOUSES, at the followingprices. deUvered free to any Railway StatioA in England :-

Cyllndep. Boiler g^^^^^ ^^^^^^

HOT-WATER PIPES at Wholesale prices, with
Elbows, Syphona, Tee Pipes, and every other connection.

Wrought and cast iron Boilers. Saddle, Conic^, Cylinder, and
Elliptic, from 24a. each. Boilers and Iron Stands to use
without brickwork. Valves from 12$. Gd. each. Furnace
Boors, Furnace IJ;irs. SuddIv Cisterns, ^r^ Builders* Castings

Size of House. "With Cylinder Boiler. With Saddle Boiler

20 feet by 10 feet £8 10 £9
25 „ bvl2 „ 10 10 10
30 „ by 12 „ 11 10 12
30 „ by 15 „ 13 10 14 10
40 „ by 15 „ 16 19 17 10
50 „ by 15 „ 18 10 20

of CTery description in stock, at llr. trscH White's Iron
Wharf. Upper Qroiiud Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London. S.

The above prices include Boiler, strong Fiunace Doors, Bars,

Soot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Connec-
tions, Air Pipes, <tc., all ready for fixing, and of the best
quality. Further particulars will be sent on application.

;
Parties ordering must send plans, showing doorways, position
of boiler, &c.—J. Jones, Hot-water Apparataa Manufacturer,

1 6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S. E.

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

»> * ft ^
n 8 „ 6

„ 10 „ 8

» 12 „ 9
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3^d. per square foot, according to size
21 oz. „ 3^d. to 5d.
26 oz. „ Sid. to Tic?.

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS and
PATENT PLATE GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,'
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass,

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
31iik Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price ofthis superior article should cause it to supersede ail
other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as omaraontal to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-hall.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

OR SALE, several GREENHOUSES, quite new*
3 PITS, 73 feet long, and a handsome 90 feet CON-

SERVATORY to be Sold immediately, space being required
for alterations, at Granby Nursery, corner of Grauby Street,

Hampstead Road, N.

ALLEN'S PATENT PORTMANTEAUS and
TRAVELLING BAGS with square openings.

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING BAGS, with silver

fittings.

DESPATCH BOXES, WRITING and DRESSING CASES, and
500 other articles for home or continental travelling, illustrated

Catalogues for 1S60. By post for two stamps.

J. W. ALLEN (late J. W. and T. Allen), Manufacturer of

Officers' Barrack Furniture and Militai-y Outfitter (see separate

Catalogue), 18 and 22, Strand, London, W.C.

MICROSCOPES.
JAMADIO'S BOTANICAL MICROSCOPES,

• packed in mahogany case, with three powera, condenser,
pincers, and two slides, will show the animalculse in water.

Price ISs. 6ci.—Address Joseph Amadio, 7, Throgmorton St. E.C.

'* It is marvellously cheap, and will do everything which the

lover of nature can wish it to accomplish either at home or in

the open air."—JAc Field, June 6, 1857.

Just pubUshed, 2d Edition, an Illustrated and Descriptive

Catalogue, containing the names of 1500 Microscopic objects-

post free for 6 stamps.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO.'S New Pattern

and Penetrating Tooth,Brushes, Penetrating unbleached

Hair Bnishes,ImprovedFleshand Clothes Brushes, andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, ^d
Perfumery forthe Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thorougbly

between the divisions of the Teeth and clean thera most effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose. M., B., 4; Co.'s new and

delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet and the Oxford and

Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles 28., Bs. 6d., and 5s. Metcalf^s
celebrated AlkaUne Tooth Powder, 2s. per bos.—Sole Estal>-

lishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d doors weat

from Holies Street, London, W.

FORGERY AND FRAUD. — L^nderstanding that

there is at present an attempt being made by some un-

principled parties in our city to deceive the public with an

inferior Starch, made up in packets closelv resembling the

GLENFIELD STARCH, we consider it our duty to warn our

fair readers to be careful when purchasing to see that the vrora

'* Glenfield," and the maker's name, "Robert WotHEE-
SPOOK," is on every package, as none others are genuine.
When you ask for Glentield Starch see that you get it, »

inferior kinds are often substituted.

FINE HEAD OF HAIR.
The Beard, Whiskers, and MorsTACHios.

r>0WLANDS' MACASSAR OIL is unirersally^
\j high repute for its unprecedented success during the 1^

sixty yeara in the growth, restoration, and in beauti^ng the

human hair. It prevents it from falUng off or turning grey—
atrengthens weak hair, cleanses it from scurf and dandrif-H^^
makes it beautifully soft, pliable, and glossy. In the growtn

of whiskers, the beard, and moustacbios, it is unfaihng m n*

stimulative operation. For children it is cspeci^y. ^^^1
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful beaii of hair, ^^"
its introduction into the nursery of Royalty, and the num^w
testimonials constantly received of its efBcacy, aS*^rd }Mi^
and surest proofs of its merits.—Price 33. Bd.Js., 10s. w/-. eq"f*

to four small, and 21s. per bottle. Caution.—On thowrapt^
of each bottle are the words, Rowlands' Maoasbar "IL, ao- „
white letters, and their signature, **A. ROY^^J^-^Sd
in red ink.—Sold at 2fl^Hatton Gofden, and by Ch*!!"**"^
Perfamers.
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C T s.HOICE PLAN
CYANOPHYLLUM MAGKTFJCUM, 10«. 6d.
BOUGAINVILL.EA SPECTA7iILIS, true, 3s. Cd

WESTIA>JA, 5s.

PL0C03TEMMA LASIANTflUif. 10«. 6d
GARDENIA CITRIODORA, 3#. »;</.

GEMMIFKRA, Si, 6d.
IXORA ACUMIXATA. fine white, 5^.

DIPTERACANTHA AFPINIS, 3«. 6d.
PASSIFLORA EMPRK38 EUGENIE, 3*. 6d.
DRACiENA TERMINALIS, 5s. to 10*. 6d
LAPAGERIA ROSEA. 21s.

J. AN-D C. LEE, Vineyard Nl'rseky, Hammersmith, TV.

INDIAN AZALEAS.—The undersigned has ready
to Bend out small grafted plants of the following choice

ItEW AZALEAS :—Cedo Nulli. Ducbesse Adelaide de Nassau,
3>uc de Nassau, Gloire de Ledeberg, Fredrich Brenil, Etandard
de Flandres, Rubens, Princesse Frederick de Nassau, Belle
Jeannetto, Johann Metzer, Goethe, Tiiusuelde. The Set of
12 varieties for 15s., package included.

J. Henchman, Edmonton, London. N.

NEW AZALRA INDICA.— Alba unica, Adelaide
von Nassau, Adolphe von Nassau, Alexander 11., Aurelie,

Bernard Andr^, Bouquet de Flore. Conite de Hainault, Directoi-
Augustin, Distniction, Flower of the Day, Model, ^athali^
Queen of the Whites, Roi Leopold, Rosy Circle, Schono Main-
zerin, Teutonia, Thusnolde, and William Luddick. Good clean
plants; purchaser's selection of 12, 40«.; the set of 20, Bl..
hamper and packing- included.
Thomas Jackson & Sun, Nurserymen. &c., Kinaston, S.W.

BOWER NITRSERIES, MAIDSTONE:—T take
this opportunity of thanking my friends for the liberal

support I have received the last 20 years, and to inform them I
have ramoved to my new Nurseries situate close to the Rail-
way Station, which are cnutiidcrabiy more extensive and
eligible. They are now comjilete with a large stock of the
best things (more especially Fruit Trees) ; the soil is of that
nature as to ensure the removal of all kinds of Trees with great
success. 1 have made a large outlay in the arrangement of the
grounds and also the Show and Plant Houses, which are
entirely new, and coutaiu a very large slock of the best and
leadiug plants of all sizes. My Seed business is carried on as
before at ray Shop in High Street and 'NWirehouses Mill Street. I
have disposed of my Asiiford business to ifty eldest Son. who
I trust will receive the same support I have hitherto done at
those Nurseries. My whole attt^ution will now be devoted to
my Maidstone business, and I respectfully solicit the continu-
ance of that patronage I h^.ve received which will be my con-
stant study to merit. All communications in future to be
addressed Maidstone only.—W. J. Epps, Dec. 8.

FOR 5 M O K I N G CRTe'E~NH~oru S E S.

N
are already used by some of [the leading Gardeners, maybe
obtamedof the principal Seedsmen and Nurserymen, 2a per
pacKet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Niul, Edward Street.
iiirmmgham. Trial packets, Is. each.

TyiNTKR DRESSING pob ORCHARD HOUSE
' ' AND OTHER FRUIT TREES.

ESLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX, W.
DWARD BECK Manufactures in- Slate a
variety of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which

Daay be seen iu use at Worton Cotbige. on application to the
Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LISTS of PLANT
TUBS and BOXES forwarded on application.

ZTT CARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES.
T30SHER andCO. beg to invite attention to theirXt varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GARDEN BORDER-
EDGING TILES in Terra Cotta, Terro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages over Box or Grasa-
edgmginthat they afford no harbour for slugs, &c., take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.
They may be had of various patterns at R. & Co.'s premises.
Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriars, 8.E. : and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Biidge, N.B.
N B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on

application. Ornamental Flower Boxes kept in stock.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES foe CONSKR-
VATORIES, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES, &c.,

as cheap and durable as Stone, iu blue, red, and buff c<ilours,
and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also WHITE
TILES, highly glazed, for Lining Walls of Baths, Dairies,
Kitchen-ranges, Larders, &.c. To be obtumed of Rosher & Co.,
at their premises as above,

GREENHOuses made of good YELLOW
DEAL, at Sd. per foot, if Glazed and Painted, U. Pita

Lights pahited complete, 8d. per square foot, if unglazed, 4kd.
Fifty 6 feet by 4 ftet Lights, well painted, 371. 10«. Also,
ready built, a Span-roof House, 23 feet 6 inche.-i by 12 feet
4 inches, Sil. Lean-to, 30 feet by 13 feet, 41?. Ditto, 24 feet
by 12 feet 6 inches, 33^ Ditto, 12 feet by 7 feet, 13i. Hand-
glasses and Frames in variety, at reduced prices.—Apply to
Josi:pii Smith, Pine Cottage, New Road, Hammersmith, W.
/:i ALVANISED GAME and POULTRYI^ETITNG'.
V_J —By improved machinery at reduced prices. 2-incb
Hexagon Mesh, 24-inoh wide, light, 5d. ; Medium, 6d. ; Strong
7d. ; Extra strong. 9id. per yoi-d. Any other width, strength,
or mesh, from i to 6 inches, at proportionate rates. Everj
description of Wire-work by Thos. P. Hawkins, Manufacturei
27, Dale End, Birmingham.

POULTRY," RABBIT, and SHEEP~FENCrNG,
HARE, OR RABBIT NETS, on cord.s, for Covert

Shooting, 12 mesh over, 4 feet wide, 2r/. per yard. IS me^h
over, e feet wide, 3d. per yard. 24 mesh over, 8 feet, 'id.
per yard. Each Edge Corded, ^d. per yard extra.
BAT-FOLDING NETS for Bird Catching, Ss. each, with

Bamboo Poles complete, 20s. Extra large 25*. complete. ClapNets
for Bird Catching. 10 yards long, 5 feet deep, 15s., with staffs,
pull line, and stop cord, 11. 10s. ; Lark Nets, made square
mesh, any size required,! 3i. per square yard. A Partridge
Trammel, 30 yards long, o yards wide, made square mesh,
11 lis.

; or any less sice, 2d. per square yard.—W. Culung-
FORD, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Poud Road, Islington, London

ARGE WATERPROOF CAPES, 3*. each, 3 feet
deep, for Gardeners, Gamekeepers, Watchers, and Farm

servants ; do. lined throughout with woollen, 5s. ; do. with
sleeves lined, 7s. 6d. ; do. with sleeves unlined, 5s. 6d. Also
2000 Secondhand Police Capes redone up, worst, 18«. per
dozen; best, nearly new, 3G«. per dozen; Hoisea' Loin Cloths,
7s. lined with Woollen ; Driving Aprons, 8«. and 10a. each.
TRANSPARENT SHEETING for Garden Frames, nearly

2yai-ds wide, Is.; Tarpawling, Gd. per square yard; Thick
Canvas Waterproof Sheeting, 1». per square yard : Patent
Felt (M 'Neil's), Id. per square foot ; Waggon and Cart Tar-

S
A R D.

M U E L N. M c G E R R O W,
General HoRxicuLTrRAL Builder,

Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

l'^?°/;1J^f.^^;*l'J!,'^^ ^'^b^ty and Gentry throughout
Great Britain and Ireland,

J

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
"

APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.
Kensal Grecs, Harrow Road, London, W.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobihty and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, Ac, combining every improvement with elegance of
design and durability of materials and workmanshin
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts an I

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, Ac, heated
with Hot-Water Appai-atuB in a most economical and efl&cient
manner.
J. T. & Son have great pleasure fu referring to numbers o(

the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Made by Steam Power at

LEWIS'S HoETicrLTtJBAL Works, Stamford
Hill, Middlesex, N. These Hothouses are made on a

much better and stronger principle than those manufactured
on Sir J. Paxton's plan, and are more durahle and cheaper.
A span-roof measuring 30 ft. by 16 ft., with two glass ends £

_^ .
and doors complete 30

Jo- <5o. 40 ft. by 20 ft. do. do. 5<f
Do. do. t;0 ft. by 24 ft. do. do. 90

The ])riceofanyQther size forwarded on application to J. Lewis

WEST OF ENGLAiMO, IRELAND, AND WALES
A/'INCENT SKINNER
\ (late Partner with J. Weeks

Si& Co?), erects Conservatories,
LHot-houses, and Hot-water

_ -^."^fAppARATUS to warm Churches,

f?^:.«-:-T77rr?^e Hothouses, &c , and has fore- _
'^:-'-^-";i-;*>--:i;J;R men from londou to superin- A^-^n^r."?-'

tend their construction. Upright Pipe Boilers, Plans, and
Estimates.—V. Skinner, Bridewell Street, Bristol.

DESIGNS FOR FLOWER BEDS and GARDENS.
The Second Edition of Second Series of SO Designs is now

ready, and will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 24
postage stamps by J. Marshall, 2. Goldsmith St., Nottingham,

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY A>-D CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS

of British Manxifacture at prices varying from 2d. to 3*2.

per square fbot for the usual sizes required, many thoufiauds of
which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN g£aSS, GLASS
TILES, and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADEd
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardeners' Chronicle of December 1.

Hr. Rivers.
•' January paint the trees

(eveiy shoot and bud) with
Gishurst Compound, half a
pound to the gallon of water.
This will destroy the eggs of
Aphides."

Vines and outside wall trees
should first be washed, stem
and shoots, with 8 oz. solution
of Gishurst, then smeared
with clay -and Gishurst, (see
dardtnen* Chronicle Oct. 13),
or with lime, sulphur, and Gis-
hurst, made into a paste. If
the smell be disliked, make the
solution 48 hours before use.

Full directions as to the use
_ of weaker solutions against

mildew and insect pests in spring and summer, with parti-
culars of the experience of many great gardening authorities,
are enclosed with the boxes of Gishurst. These are supplied
retail through any nurseryman and seedsman at 1»., S*., and
lOji. 6d. eacli. wholesale by Price's Patent Candle Co., Limitbd.

|

' FUMIGATING AND SYRINCINC.
GRIFFITHS AND AVDSS, Tobacconists, Coventry,

call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER. It is simple
in use, safe in application, altogether effective in the destruc-
tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, &c., nominal in price, 12*. 6d.
per dozen pounds, sent to any part (»f the kingdom on receipt
of Post Office Order. To those in the Trade a liberal discount
on 28 lbs. and upwards. The following practical gentlemen
have submitted it to every kind of ordeal, and bear testimony
it is all we represent ;—
Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox
Mr. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe vVbbey
Mr. A.Hendei-son, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland, Trantham
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packiugton Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park
Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Wliitley Abbey
Kr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D. Ryder, Wostbrook,

Hemel IIem])3tead
Mr. Geo. Bennett, J. Beech, Esq.. Brandon
Mr. Jaa. Knackaton, J. R. West, Esq., Alcot Park

«* .
Mountfcrd. H. R Hughes, Esq.. Kiumel Park,

,. J^^- ^^^V^^ North Wales
'

HoddeMon'
°" '^^^^' ^'^' ^^^ G^^^ens, HighGrouuds,

*^- ""

R^^i^^st^S^^
Nurseryman. Seedsman, and Florist,

ll^' T^S°
peeves, Ladbroke Nur.sery, Notting Hill. W.Mr. John Jennmgs, Nu^ries, 8hipston-on-Stour

*^-
'^Ll'mingrn'!?ur.^;V""'""^'

'^''''^' *"^ ^^^^^*'

M^«^^*^^P?rkI?>«T^s'*"' ^i?^^'"*^"-
and Florist. Coventry

"""Florist: Cov:ntty
''"^' ^ul-serymen, Seedsmen, aii

X ^^f
°^» ^'«"t«^- Nurseryman and Florists preferred.NB. Cast Fumigatmg Pots, Tobacco Water for Svriutrin*adTobaccoJii («fnr s:iiP*>.. nrAcci,,--

^^^ ojnugin

Extractfrom the Eighth Edition. ^ ^_ ^ o- u-u^.- ^.^.i,
of tJu Orchard Hovm. B]f

\
^wUng«ri»" and'i*. i^^r 4iia^Vanl

I WORSTED GARDEN- NETS for Blossom, much a|>nroved
All kinds ot Garden Nets. Bainples sent and prices
BABBIT NETS, SHEEP NETS, long Hare and R^ibbit

Netfi, 50, 80 and 100 yards, hung ready for use. Strong New
Zealand Cord Sheep Ncta, 20^. per 50 yards; set Bu-d Nets.and all kinds of Fishing Nets.
Wire Work, Rabbit pr«of, Ig mesh, 15 guage, M. per square

yard; in any width, U mesh, lOrf. per square yard. The
cheapest article in the market, and all made from Swedish
Iron. Sheep Wire Work, 4 inch mesh, Kd. per yard—4 feet
neariy in height.—R. Richardson, White Horse Factoiy Biti-
boroiigh Street, Judd Street, Office 99, Eustou Road Lon-
don, N. *

PAXTOIM WORKS. _SHEFflELO, tSTAttLlSriiiU w-jh.

HENRY J. MORTON and
2, Basinghall Buildings. Leeds.

CO,^,

S^FrJJP^ ^^^ COOKE'S warranted PRIZE
iX, 1^^?^^^ *°^ BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, Ac-Sold by all respectable Nurserymen and Seed Merchants inthe three Kimrdomn.

TOSbPK HAYWOOD
and CO.,

Mandfactdhees of

PRUNING AND BUDDING
KNIVES,

SPORTSMAN'S, and all kinds

of POCKET CUTLERY.

Dealers in Gambia Garden
Shears, Scissors, Syringes, Ac.

Glamorgan Works,

Rhf-ffipTH

'3,

FH?A T^F^JfiP^^^^'TiV'
3ooy;;;^dr^mch hot.

B ,

WA-TER PIPES, and Other connections
; also gome S inchSockets. « and 2 inch F'angc Pipes, a 2-Horse Pow?r stSmEngme, 4 inch Deep Well Pump, smidry Machinery Td

BKAOFORiys PATENT' WASHING JMAi HINE.
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

*' I very gratefully acknowledge the
QxtrftorduiAry patronage I have re-
ceived from all parts of England, Ire-
land, and Scotland, and which h:iB

very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectacione."— Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, CathedralSteps, Manchester.'
Loudon Office : i>3. Fleet Street, E C.

N. B. My Machines always have,
and always will be sent on approval,
if d«sired, bafure paym«a^. : Descrip-
tioD Aud Price free by post.

CALVAIMISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
for Cottage Houses. &c.. to contam 50 gallons. 26#. ; 80 gaUona.
31#. each ; and 140 gallons, 37i., and fitted with tar, SeepinJ
the water perfectly sweet and clean ; will not rust or corrode
Cisterns of all sues.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS
S,^I^S"^ ^^^% 9fi»0'^estic Use. 3 inches diameter. 305.and 32*. M. each ; Tail Pipe for same at from 10</. per foot.

f^^^^y^^^^^^ "^°'^ SWING WATER BARROWS
for Garden or Farm use, containing about 20 gaUons, entirelyformed of iron. .^5jr. Qj. each.

^
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS^

BURGESS ATO) KCT, 95, New-atc St., E..C,, LondoD,
u . S^^^^r*^® ^Vholesale and Retail Agents for these celehrat^d TOOLS have always a Urge StockV hand fixT^bk^

,

their Customers may select what they may require

Pm^^I-^^^'"'^'®-^^'^^^
AMERICAN CHURN.-The FIRSTPRIZh was again awarded to this Churn in Competition wShseveralothersat the Chester Meeting of the Royal AgricuHiu^.Society; it has obtained the First Prize given by tho^S^-at every Meeting since 1850. Messre. Bdfoess & Ke7 SaNewgate Street. E.C, strongly recommendit as the m«rt per-

fect Clmrn^owmjise,_Jull_p^^

T^I^,^^^'/^^ ,
GARDEN TALLIES. - MaTrToar-L Talhes of wood, parchment, or zinc for the greenhoiiee mgarden, with Dunn's PATENT SOLID MARKING ivir

^^I'i^l^^ ^'^^ tV''' ^^^^^^^' ^^^' at sS™^ Bcri^& McCrLLOOHS and Messrs. Hoophr & Co.. Covent GardenW.C.
;
J. Cartkr & Co 2;jr High Holboru. W.C. ; T. Brkidmh

^H rL^''*^V^'^*^^.^"^«'S.E.; and all Nurseryme,^and Seedsmen. Chemists, Stationer.^, ic. With screw-holder

stamps. Whole&ile by J. Lusher. 19, Holboru Hill E.C -

Barclay & Sons Farringdon Street. E.C. ; or any other whole

?^ ^wT,.^^"'^';-*''"' w^^^'^^'-i^^' *^^*^''e^ Street. EdinburghFurther information obtained by addressing Arthur Ddsn

G.^fnno'n1on! ^'l
"-^-'-^V » !>-'-- Place. D^J.

^ the same price, th.an that contained in the G^S^?^Pencil. Expr..nre to light or he:it renders it permaney
pATKNT GUATA PKRCHA ^Ol.m.-
L. tpi^is sro^rge-^!L%rA"o??b:"^^
letter from G. Glen.nv, Esq., the celebrated Floriat:-^
-Gentlemen.-! have worn Gutta Pe^hfs^e^ ^tn..^.these two years, and bein^ so much in a ganlen m 1 owessarily am m all we^ithers, and with the groSd S S stat« 1would on no account he without them. As a matter of^n^i

I would recommend GarxienerB to use them, for tWmaJrepair the worn part at ail Umes by warming'the mat^riS^l^the fire, and pressing it from tbe thick parts to the^a^'as easily as If It were Fo much dough. I think it the duty oTaJipereon.s who mast occa.i< nJly wet their feet to ftaopt -imaterial that completely defies damp. Many a gardenerwo'dd
escape colds and rheumatism by the use of GuttL Percha SoW" Your obedient servant, G. Olknkt -

_ Every variety of GutU Percha articles, such as Mill Baids,Tubmg. Soles, Sheet, Pump Buckets, Fiie Buckets BmM^Union Joints, Fla.sks, Bottles. Bowls, Chamber Vessels ToilS

i-™^" "*-^ -™-" ^j «iv*i nuiiLc^tAic uuaiera m town or
eouirtry,—The Gutca Pen^ha Company, Patentees, 18. Wiurf
Rjad, City Ruui, Loudon, E C.

«,..«-..
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

B
Descriptive Bulb

£ R
ktalogu

AN McC U LL
Amateur's Guide Winter and

H'S
4

ring Gardening
AND

All Orders 21s. and upwards sent Carriage paid, no charge made for packing or package.

BULBS FOR PRESENT PLANTING.
Splendid HYACINTHS for Conservatory or Drawing-room Ciilture, 6s., 9s., and 12^. per dozen; Ditto ditto, for beds or masses, 21^. per 100.

Splendid DOUBLE TULIPS, Ss. 6d. to 10*. per 100; Splendid SINGLE^ 5*. to 10s. per 100.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM (JAPAN LILY).—Extra Strong Bulbs, each of which will produce a quantity of bloom; ALBUM, 15s, 6d. per dozen; ROSEUM
IStf. Gd. do., KUBliUM, 21s. do., or Is. 6d. and 2s. each. The Japan Lily being perfectly hardy, may now be planted in beds or groups in mixed flower borders.

'

CYCLAMEN AFRICANUi^ (iMACEOPHYLLUM, LATIFOLIUM). Strong blooming roots. Is., Is. 6d„ and 2s. Gd. each ; or 10?, 6d, to 30s. per dozen,
r^ TRITOMA UVARIA.—Blooming plants 4s. 6d., 8s. Gd., 12s., extra strong plants 18s. per dozen ; or 6d., 9t^., Is. 3d., and 2s. each.

SEEDLINGS OF
100 in 50 choice named varieties

100 in 2S choice „

t « 4

• * f

NEW GLADIOLI,
Zh 35. Od.

I
50 in 50 choice named varieties

2 2 25 in 25 choice 3f

a « 4

• t

RAMOSUS.
ll.l2s.Gd.

12 6
12 in 12 choice named varieties, 5s. Gd., 9s., and 125.

Mixed, 3s. per dozen. List on application.

NEW GLADIOLI, SEEDLINGS OF CARDINALIS.—Twelve choice named varieties, 9s. to 12s. List on application.

50 in 25 choice named varieties

25 in 2! 7$ 1>

9 •

I «

CHIT^ESE PEONIES.
2Z. 0^. Od.

I
12 in 12 choice named varieties

1 1 6
I

6 in 6

Fine Mixed 505- per 100; 7^. 6d, per doz. List on application.

> «

I

> •

«

* • 4

« • ff J>

It

«

* 4 t

« « i

• • •

•*
lOs. 6d.

5 6

COLLECTION **G," for CONSEEVATOEY and FLOWEE GAEDEN DECOEATION, 42s.; Half, 21s.: Quarter, 10s. 6d,

4 Japati Lilies, extra strong
m>Tts

24 Hplendid named Hyacinths

IS mixed Border Hyacinths
12 Polyanthus Narcissus, as-

sorted

30 beautiful Early Tulips,
for pots,

in 10 varieties

100 splendid Double Tulips
100 Crocus, mixed
100 Ranunculus

20 IxiaS; fine mixed
20 Sparaxis, fine mixed
20 Iris, fine mixed

6 Gladiolus

6 Crown Imperials
2 Cyclamens

COLLECTION ''L/' Splendid DOXTBLE TULIPS for SPEING GAEDEN DECOEATION, 42s.; Half, 21s.; Quarter, 10s. 6d.

150 Rex Rubrorum, scarlet Tulips
100 Blanc Bordb Pouri^rej violet purple and white.

100 Due Van Thol Tulips
70 La Candeur, pure white Tulips I

100 Gloria Solis, varieffated Tulips
100 Toumesol, variegated Tulips

COLLECTION "I," ASSOETED for the DECOEATION of tie FLOWEE GAEDEN, 42s.; Half, 21s.; Quarter, 10s. 6d.

TOO Rex Rubrorum, double scarlet Tulips
100 Due Van Thol, double variegated Tulips
30 Yellow Rose^ double pure yellow Tulips
30 La CandeTXr, double pure white Tulips

50 Gloria Solis^ double variegated Tulips
25 mixed Hyacinths

150 extra fine lurge Tellow Crocus
50 assorted Narcissus

30 mixed Iris

30 mixed Fritillarias

100 Scarlet Turban Ranunculus
50 Citron Turban Ranunculus

SO mixed Double Anemones
SO mixed Single Anemones
6 Crown Imperials

12 Gladiolus

ROYAL BERKSHIRE
P^)^

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, EEADINO;
UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE CONSORT, AND THE

PRINCIPAL MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,

FOE S^PPLXI^G

SUTTON'S HOME-GROWN SEEDS TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.

SE^DS grown in Berkshire and the Soiiie Counties liaving obtained great celebrity, SLTTTON akd SONS have annually increased their Stocks of Seeds to rAeei

the increasing demand. Tbe undermentioned articles are of superior quality, being all genuine Home-grown Seeds. Agriculturists residing in the most remote

pwts of the tingdom can now he supplied with Seeds directfrom the Grotcers, which will be found the most effectual means of preventing disappointment.

A DESCRIPTIVE PEICED LIST MAY BE HAD POST FREE.

ITALIAN RYE GRASS SEED
PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
MANGEL WURZEL
CARROT
FURZE OR GORSE

CATTLE PARSNIP
GARDEN SEEDS
FLOWER SEEDS
COW CABBAGE
FLAX OR UNSEED

SWEDISH TURNIP SEEDS
YELLOW SCOTCH TURNIPS
HYBRID AND OTHER TURNIPS
KOHL RABI
ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVER

PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER
COMMON WHITE CLOVER
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER
COMMON RED CLOVER
YELLOW TREFOIL. LUCERNE

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS.
Gentlemen intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture, or for one or two years lay, are recommended to communicate with us, stating the nature of the soi^

and situation, that we may advise as to sorts of Grass Seeds most suitable. The Alsike, the Perennial White, and Perennial Red Clover are included in oiu" Mixtures,

OLD MEADOWS DEFICIENT of the most NUTRITIVE GRASSES a^t> CLOVERS may be greatly improved by sowing at this season "Sutton's Renovatta^

^fixture " of Seeds, at the rate of 8 to 12 lbs. per acre, price 1*. per lb. Oor finest LAWN GRASS SEEDS are highly useful to improve Garden Lawns.

^e have a very eixtensive stock of Natural Grasses, Perennial Clovers, &c., in our Warehouses, a Priced List of which may be had on application, post free.

*•* SacJcs and Bags are charged at cost price only, aTid thefull amount aJIowed if they are returned.

StiTTON AND SONS have often been requested^to appoint Agents, but they consider it best to supply the Seeds direct to the retail purchaser Carriage Tree.

PRICED LISTS OF SEEDS MAY BE HAD POST FREE.

SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers. Reading^. Berks, Fellows of tlie Horticultural Society of London; Members of the Soyal

Agricnltnral Society of England, and the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society,
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CATALOGUE,
YOXJELL AND CO.'S GENERAL AND DESCRIP-

TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE for this season is now
ready, and will be sent free on application.

It contains detailed Lists of Greenhouse Plants, Conifers,
Shrubs, as well as »!! the newest introductions in Soft-wooded
Plants.—Royal Nurserj% Great Yarmouth.

GENUINE St^EOS FOR THE COMING SEASON.
JAMES S. PIKE begs to announce that although

the past season has been most unfavourable for the pro-
duction and ripening of all kinds of Garden and Farm Seeds,
that by making early ari'angements for a full -supply of Seeds,
he is now prepared to execute orders for all kinds of GARDEN
SEEDS, and can warrant them genuine.
A SEED CATALOGUE is in preparation.

Winchmore HiU Nursery and Seed Establishment, London, N,

HYACl^'THS, finest sorts to name, 6j. per dozen;
all colours n:ixed, Ss. and 4s. perdoz,, 208. per 100

;

CROCUS, 12s. per 1000; SNOWDROPS. 14,'!. per 1000;
TOURNESOL TULIPS, Zs. per 100; VAN THOU, 28. firf.

per 100. A Tcry large Collection of BRITISH and FOREIGN
FERNS in fine condition must be sold for want of space.
R. Green, 3.54, Kiuywlaud Road, 55 doors from Hhoreditch

Church, N.E.

VINtS FROM EYES IN POTS.
MROCHb'ORD, Market Girdenee, Page Green,

• Tottenham, and Oak Hill, East Bamet, Harts ; has a
largo stock of the above from 4 to 12 feet, taken from the
celebrated VINES at Oak Hill. Their pots are full of healthy
roots, and can be warranted true to kinds.—Samples can be
seen at Page Green, and the bulk at Oak Hill. Application to
either will meet immediate attention.RAKE

CYATHEA DEALBATA
CYATHEA SMITHII
ASPLBNIUM POLYODUM
LOMARIA GILLESI

FERNS.
TOD^A BARBARA
PTERIS SCABERULA
POLYSTICHUM VESTITUM
GONIOPTERIS FOSTERI

PLATYCERIUM STEMMARIA, 21s.
Prices according to size.

J. AM) C. LEE, Vineyard Norsery, Hammersmith, W.

CI A L A D
J BELLEYMEI (1860), 2ls.

TROUBETZKOY (1860), 2l3.

CHANTINI, 5s.

ARGYRITE3, 3s. ed.

1 U M
TVIGHTI (ISSOX 21«.

BARAQUINI (1360), 21s.
BRONGNIARTI, 5s.

HOULLETl, 7s. 6d.

s.

The above are the most beautiful and distinct of this in-

teresting and superb genus.
J. AND G. LEE, Vineyard KimsERT. Hammersmith, W.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1860.

Royal

Berkshire

Seed

Establishment.

SUTTON Am? SONS are now prepared to execute
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and can war-

rant them genuine.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Beading.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8. 1860.

atEKTl^GS FOB THE FOLLOWING WEEF,
Tfrcftn4v n^i* 11 i Horticultural (Fniif ComiaittceJx^rESBAT, uec, Uj

at St- Martin's Place
fT-^ncffti* i^f Horticultural KFIorsl CommitteelIHUHSXJAT, ^ XA^

^^ St-Martin'a Place

r

It has already been announced that the Hokti-
CPLTURAL Society's new Garden will open in

form on the 5th of June, "We can now state that

the arrangements for the Exhibition then to be
held are nearly complete, and that there will also

be a grand Kose show on July 3, a grand show
of Dahlias and other flowers on Sept. 11, and a

great display of Chrysanthemums and Fruit on
Nov. G, About 1400?. are we believe assigned

to these exhibitions for prizes. In addition to

them the Floral and Fruit Committees will hold
meetings twice a month, open to all Fellows of the

Society, on a much larger scale than heretofore,

the new offices at S. Kensington affording ample
accommodation for such purposes.

The Schedules are in preparation in great detail,

and it is expected will be issued in the ensuing
week, when we shall point out the peculiarities of

the new arrangements.
It must be obvious that the incessant wet

Weather is a serious impediment to the progress of

the garden works; nevertheless, the planting goes
on, and tenders for heating the great conservatory
and constructing the garden architectural features

are about to be called for.

The office of Assistant Secretary is still open,
and affords to any young active man, well educated,
well acquainted with gardening or Botany, of
gentlemanly address, and thoroughly good business
habits, an opportunity of advancement not often
presented. The salary is said to be ample.

An interesting lecture on the AccLiMATizATroN
of Animals has been lately delivered by Mr. Btjck-
lAND before the Society of Arts, and is fully reportedm their weekly journal. His object was to show
that this subject opens a field of vast extent, and
that it may be expected to lead to consequences of
very great social importance. After referring*- to
the_ proceedings of the French SocieU d'accUma-
tatton founded in 1854, the prizes it has offered,
and the hundred and forty thousand animals of
one kind or another which it mentions as offerino-
among them chances of submitting to domestica-
tion, Air, BxrcKXAND adverted to some examples of

success that has already rewarded the experi-

mentalist.

First in interest comes the Eland or great South
African antelope, herds ofwhich have been founded
in different parts of the kingdom, especially at

Hawkstone in Shropshire, by Lord HiT<L, who
states that his elands are going on very satis-

factorily, notwithstanding the wet and cold they
have been exposed to during the last summer,
having had no shed or indulgence of any kind since

they were turned out in the park in May; they
are, however, now in a large paddock, with a
shed in it. His lordship has been most successful

in breeding and rearing them, not having lost

one. He has now six females and three males,

and hopes four of them are in fawn, which
wiil make a good herd next season. " Nothing,"
added Mr. Bvcxlanb, *'can be more stately

than the eland, leading out his family along
the lovely slopes of Hawkstone, where a great

rocky ridge rises in the midst of the park,
and stretches nearly through it, affording every
variety of shelter. There the pale tawny flanks

of the antelope glisten in the morning light

;

infinitely surpassing the dun deer in colour, while
they rival them in grace, and their great size

makes them immediate objects of attention. Their
clean, small legs, full of power, push them over
hill and dale at a tremendous pace; and if an
obstacle opposes, their faculty of leaping is almost
incredible compared with their weight." Of
this beast Lord Hill had generously sacrificed for

the table one six-year-old male in January last;

and a haunch of it had been " degusted"
by Prof. OwEN" and other eminent gentlemen,
the former of whom sptke highly of
eland as a meat. It would seem, however, that

some difference of opinion exists as to that point,

for we find the Hon. Gr, Behkeley explaining that
no decisive opinion could be formed '* as to fat,

flesh, or flavour," since the eland was not in season,

Mr. Berkeley, however, states that the climate of

Tajmouth suits it, two having been bred in the
park of the black deer there. In addition to this

the opinion of the late Mr. Mitchell was
quoted that " out of forty-two species of deer,

exclusive of the little moose deer of tropical India,

there is hardly one which would not adapt itself

to our seasons." For example, there is the stag of

the Odenwald, the Wapiti, the Barbary deer, the
Barasinghai of .Nepal, the Persian deer, the Tar-
tarian roe, and others, not to mention reindeer and
the moose or Canadian elk.

Bisons were also referred to—" Every one has
read and heard of the vast herds of these animals
that are annually pursued and hunted down, yet
seem hardly to diminish in numbers, English
sportsmen make special expeditions in search of
them, and within the last few months the Hon.
Grantley Bebkbley has returned from an
expedition which he undertook solely to kill such
animals. He has brought home with him the
magnificent trophy which, through the kindness
of the Editor of the Field, I am now enabled to

show you. "What a magnificent animal for our
English parks ; it is not only ornamental, but also

exhibits qualities which would in some persons'

eyes give it greater charms. It is good to eat, and
carries a hump on its shoulders, a taste of which
would be quite sufficient to impress on the minds
of our gourmands the necessity of becoming a
convert to the acclimatization of animals. I need
not refer to printed records as to whether the bison

will live in this couotry or not. It is a fact

accomplished. The Great Northern Uailway will,

with the permission of that noble-minded en-
courager of acclimatization, the Earl of Breadal-
BANE, carry us not many miles from a magnificent
park where we may see the shaggy monster of the

partridges, all to be bred for game. Nor is the farm
yard to be neglected. Are there not Curassows,
ocellated turkeys, colins, crested guinea fowls,
talegallas, gelinottes, Australian parroqueets, the
graceful"Wonga-wonga, and all sortsof ducks, geese,
and swans, cranes, andespeciallythelaughingking-
fisher—our pen unwittingly scrawled philosopher,
but we have scratched it out—of Australia. This
bird, useful if not ornamental, " may be taken as
the type of a considerable group of kingfishers,

which differ essentially in their habits from the
lovely bird which flashes like a jewel along the

brooks and rivulets of Europe. The powerful
kingfishers of Australia seldom approach the

water, but live in the dry scrub, and feed like

birds of prey upon insects, reptiles, and small

mammalia, instead of fish. The laughing king-
fisher is excessively adroit ia catching mice, and
will wait as patiently as a cat at a hole whence he
expects one to emerge. His note strangely

resembles a rude powerful laugh, and the
united efforts of the fine specimens enclosed

in the aviary are heard far and near every
morning. The regularity with which this laughter
rings through the Australian forest at certain

hours of the day, has not been unnoticed by the

colonists, and among other trivial names for the

bird, they have given it that of the Settlers'

Clock." And finally why should not the bustards

of our ancestors be restored to the Norfolk and
Wiltshire sportsman, for the sake of being
coursed.

Fishes came next in order, and we think formed
the most interesting because most practicable part

of the enthusiastic lecturer's suggestions. Cer-
tainly there is no improbability in salmon being by
skill restored to the Thames ; one indeed—aspawn-
ing fish—was taken the other day near Erith, and
it is just as probable that other freshwater species

should be brought to our rivers as that carp should
have been procured for their tables by the clever

old monks.
As to insects the Ligurlan bee alone was men-

tioned. The Manchurian silkworm would have
been -still more interesting, as we hope to show on
another occasion. But the inexorable march of

time expelled from the lecture both insects and
plants, coneerniog which last Mr. Bitciclai^d

thinks that there is an immense opening for the
intioJuction of species that would prove to be of

the greatest use both to the poor and the rich.

May we be permitted to say we doubt it.

In concluaion it was announced that a Societi/

for tlie acclimatization of animals had been started
in London under the Yice-Presidency of the Hon.
Grantley Beekeley, with Mr. Bpckian-d as
Secretary. To the new association we wish all

prosperity ; although we are not . sanguine
about any such vast success attending its opera-
tions as some of its supporters contemplate. As
to *' thousands of animals and birds, domestic and
wild, being made available to the United Kingdom
by the labours of the Acclimat[iz]ation Society," we
venture very respectfully to inquire where is

their food if wild, and if domesticated will not their

acquisition be a gratification rather than a matter
of very great social importance.

An interesting discussion succeeded to the not
less interesting le'etiire. Among the speakers was
Mr. Crawfukd, the late Governor of Singapore,
who remarked that he was compelled to differ to a
considerable degree from some of the premises laid

down by his friend Mr. Bttcklai^"!). He begged
to say that the number capable of being domesti-
cated, both of the feathered tribes and mammalia,
was very small. There were nine species of the
horse family, and they had never succeeded in

domestieatiug more than two of them, viz., the ass

and the common horse. There were, he believed,
prairies cropping Scottish Grass, and watched by 300 species of pigeon, and there was but one which
Scottish keepers, and thriving well (like most had ever been domesticated, and that was the
foreigners) upon the fat of our favoured land."

i

Auroles and yaks, beavers and wombats,
kangaroos, alpacas, and llamas next dwelt on the

persuasive tongue of the lecturer, who concluded

this part of his subject by enumerating the animals

now actually in course of ''acclimatization" in

the garden of the Society in Paris. These are the

hemione ; a mule between the alpaca and an ass ;

pigs, from China; the pecory, from Brazil; the

tapir, from S.iith America ; a flock of llamas and

alpacas, and of yaks, zebras, various kinds of

antelopes and gazelles, geats, sheep, agoutes, and

kangaroos. in. t^* j
Mr. BircELAXD next addressed himself to Birds

;

here the account of what acclimitization has in

stoi-e for us became quite fascinating. There are

Cheers, Monals, Japanese and Ctiinese pheasants,

pucrasses, kaleges, peacock pheasants, and snow

common blue roek pigeon, which existed in every
part of the world he had been in. With re-
spect to the deer and the antelope, he had eaten
the flesh of both those animais, and he assured
them the Indian deer was very bad food. He had
never eaten good venison out of England—not
even in his own country—Scotland. The fallow-

deer beat all the others. The red-deer was very
high-flavoured, but it was never fat, and they
were obli^'ed to add the fat of mutton to make
it tolerable at table. Besides that, where was the

room f 'r all these animals if they could domesti-

cate them ? The deer of this country were kept

as luxuries, and were only to be seen in the parks

of gentlemen, from whence only they fuund their

way into the market, and were sold at a very high

price.

"We should have been glad to hear that the true
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meaning of the term AccIirDat[iz]ation had beea
also examined. Dotnestieation stiikcs us as better

expressing the meaning of the promoters of the
ne'W Society, But to this we may refer hereafter.

MYCOLOGY.—Ko. XXXVIIT.
-*JlYDinTM GEXATiNosrsT, Scop.—The very curious

Fungus which forms the subject of our present iUnstra-

tion was found on old Pine stumps, in the autumn
both of this and the past year, by Mr. Currey near
Weybridge, a place which apparently abounds in rare

species. It is at once distinguished from other British

Hydna by its gelatinous texture, in which respect it

resembles Auricularia, and other pileate gelatinous

Fungi, with which it agrees in its definite hymenium
confined to the mnderside, while in TreyneUa and similar

Fungi with which it agrees in substance, the hymenium
IS equally distributed on all sides, or as botauists term
it amphigenous.
Mr. Currey, when transmitting to us the specimens

from which our figure is taken, called our attention to

the fact, that not only does it resemble the Tremelloid
Fuugi as regards substance, but in the essential point of,

temperature of the earth in the climate of London is

about SI**, but in winter, when the early forcing

of the Vine is commenced, it is much colder, and the

border in which the roots are extended will frequently

be below 40*^, and if we even say 45^, whilst the Vine

has its branches and blossoms in a temperature of 70'^,

still we have a disparity of 25^ sufficient we think to

account for tardy breads, spindly bunches, and general

debility. Hence the importance of covering a Vine

border and making it waterproof early in the autumn,

before the heat of summer has been lost by radiation,

or the cold rains have washed it out of the ground.

For protecting borders sometimes glass is recommended,

but it is not so efficacious in preventing the radiation of

heat in the winter as a good covering of dry fern.

This, if the Vines are intended for early forcing, should

be put on the end of September, to the thickness of one

foot at the least, and then if the border has sufficient

fall to carry the water quickly off, it may be thatched

wifh wheat-straw or rt^ed, but if not a weather boarding

will be necessary. This will be best fixed by laying

rafters at proper distances apart, and then, commencing
in the front, lay on feather edged boards so as to over-

lap and carry off the moisture. A covering of this

fructification; audit is probable that a similar structure

will be found in all the gelatinous Hymenomycetes.

The peculiarity is perhaps a necessary attendant of the

soft elastic substance of which the part which bears the

hymenium is composed.

In ordinary Hymenomycetes the fruit-bearing ceUs

HrDNUit GELATixosuai, Scop> From an original sketch.

description laid on in proper time, before the heat has

escaped in the autumn, will keep the soil at a tempera-
t'.ire of 60" to 65** throughout the entire winter, and I

am not sure that such a husbanding of heat is not

preferable to covering the borders with hot dung at the

commencement of forcing, as dung is irregular in its

which are parallel to each other are all upon the same
\

heating, and In a rainy season the border is liable to

get more moisture than is good for it.

Propagation.—The Vine is propagated by layers, by
cuttings, and by eyes. The latter is the method most
generally practised, and consists of taking a strong

plump bud from a well ripened shoot with about an
inch of wood adhering both above and below the bud.

These buds are potted singly in rich light compost,

consisting of turfy loam, leaf mould, and bone dust,

in large 60-sized pots, and are plunged in a brisk

bottom-heat of about SO^ In about a fortnight the

buds will begin to break, tepid water must then be

cautiously applied, until the buds have made a shoot

from 6 inches to 9 inches long. In about six weeks

from the time the buds are put in, they will have

formed plants a foot or more in height, and at tliis

time they will require to be moved into larger pots,

using as rich a compost as can be procured, and in

pieces as rough as possible. It is a bad plan to confine

the Vine during the time it is in pots, to small and
frequent shifts, as it forces the roots to take a spiral

direction, which is anything but favourable to the

ultimate success of the plants. On the contrary, the

young Vines should be moved from a 4-inch to au

8-inch pot, and from an 8-inch to a 13-inch pot, or

larger if it is required for pot cultivation.

The temperature most favourable for growth is from
65' to 75" in the day time, and rising to 85" or 90* in

sunshine, with an atmosphere loaded with moisture,

and a brisk bottom heat of from 75^ to 85° or 90°.

tXnder such circumstances the Vine grows with the

greatest luxuriance, and if assisted with liquid manure
will produce strong fruitful Vines in one season. As
the plants progress in growth remove entirely the side

sboots or laterals, and when they have made shoots

2 feet long, stop the plants back to 18 inches ; this will

induce the plants to make a second leader, and by
concentrating the energies of the plant will increase

the strength cf the buds. From the second shoot

remove all lateral branches, and stop it back as before,

and continue this practice until the Vine is of the

requisite length and strength. As this is a system not

generally practised or even recognised by cultivators, I

may state that it is formed on the principle of rest and
concentration of the sap, by stopping the plant ifc is

rested until it breaks a second time, and this

concentration of the sap tends much to strengthen
the buds. Indeed by it I have seen Vines of

incredible strength produced in one season. When
the growth is completed, and this should not be
continued later than the middle of August, the

ripening process must be commenced by gradually

withholding atmospheric moisture until tlie wood is

thoroughly ripe and hard. Confeinne however to give

the plants sufficient moisture at the roots to prevent
their flagging, but bring them into a state of rest as

soon as possible. When all fear of their breaking a
second time is over, the plants may be pruned to the

level. These are sometimes separated from each other

by processes which project on the surfaco of the gills,

but these have possibly a function of their own. At

any rate they do not bear female fruit. In Tremella

on the contrary the threads of which the substance of

the Fungus is composed give off branc^hes of very

unequal lengths, several of which swell above and

are more or less deeply divided into four lobes, from

the tip of each of which a long thread is given off whu h
ultimately bears the spore. Precisely the same structui e

obtains in the hymenium of our Hydnum^ a fact wh:ch

may be easily verified by placing a tijin horizontal slice

of one of the prickles of the hymenium under the

microscope in a drop of water, covered with a thin piece

of glass and slightly crushed. Mr. Currej's observation

is of great importance, and may lead to further dis-

coveries in other directions.

Hydnum gelattnosum is a mere object of curiosity,

deficient as it probably is in any nsefal economical

qualities. The pileusis fan-shaped or rounded in front,

attenuated behind so as to make a short spurious stem.

In an early stage of growtii, however, it has no trace of

a stem, and is decurrent at the point of attachment.

The surface is of a bistre brown, uneven with frequent

depressions, and rough at first with little points, bnt

at length nearly smooth. Tlie hymenium is either

pure white, or shaded with a delicate blue tint ; the

prickles straight, of moderate length and very delicate.

In drying, the plant shrinks up extremely, and loses all

its beauty. M. J". J3.

CULTIVATION OF THE VINE.
4 I

At a time when the cultivation of the Vine is excit-

ing so much interest it may perhaps not b*^ considered
out of place to give an abridgment of an essay written
some years hack, and read at a meeting of the " West
Kent Gardeners* Association'* atBIacI:heath,onMarch5,
1845. There may not be much novelty in the article,

but at any rate it will show that sound principles were
fully recognised at that time, and that neither the
theory nor practice of succt^ssful cultiviition has been
much improved since. Divesting the essay of its intro-

ductory matter, and assuming that the natural condi-
tions under which the Vine flourishes most luxuriantly
in its native country are fully understood, it wiU
readily be conceived how necessary it is in this compara-
tively cold and sunless climate, to subject it to condi-
tions approximating as nearly as circumstances will
admit to those to which it would be exposed in its

most favoured habitat, always however bearing in
mind that although we can in 'our artificinl cultivation
produce a tropical climate (as to heat) we cann)t
command its light, and theroforo if we present the
plants with too much nutrinient, we run the risk of
mducmg a pletbotic habit which will result in soft
sfongy wood, rather than a fruitftd Tme. The mean

requisite length, still retaining the leaves on all the
buds left. Expose the plants on a south aspect until
the approach of frost, and then remove them under
cover for the winter.

Formation of Border.— Having now prepared the
plants, we will next proceed to consider the formation
of the border, and here a vast field for controversy pre-
sents itself, one gardener making his borders 6 feet
deep, while a second is content with them 16 inchci-
one gardener crying "give me all kinds of soils an-l
manures;" a second saying, "loam alone is sufficient*"
a third objecting to " any preparation at all ;" a fourth
maintaining that gravel is sufficient, or, at any rate that
"old bricks, old mortar, charcoal, and bones, form the
only mixture in which the Vine can be succeasfullv
cultivated in this country," With these conflicting
opinions and directions before us, what is to be done^
Whose practice are we to follow ? I answer, follow rio
one; appeal to Nature, and see what Nature will direct
you to do. In making a Vine border we ure working
for posterity, and therefore no considerations of co^
venience or expense should divert us from performiTig
the operation in the best possible manner.
The first and most important advantage is to secure a

dry foundation, and therefore the earliest consideration
must be the thorough drainage of the border. To effect

this the surface on which the border is to be placed
should have an inclination of at least 1 foot in 8 feet

with a drain running parallel to the front of the house,
and cross drains 4 feet apart over the entire surface of
the border. If the subsoil is wet, or of an adhesive or
plastic nature, it will be necessary to render ifc iic,

pervious to the roots of the Vines, either by paving it

with tiles or stones, or giving it a good coat of well

compressed concrete. In my own practice I use concrete

6 inches thick, and imbedded into ifc opposite each
rafter, and communicating with the main drain, is a
row of 2-inch drain pipes. Over these drain pipes I
place a few inches of clean gravel, and over the whole
border brick rubbish or stones to the depth of 6 inches,

increasing in thickness over the drains so as to give the
foundation before the soil is put on a corrugated or

ridge and furrow appearance. This drainage ia

covered with Utter from the stables, to prevent the
soil getting into and choking it, and over it are

placed large turves with the grassy side downwards.
In situations where the subsoil is dry, and of a strong

gravelly or sandy nature, as in the valley of the Thames,
it may not be necessary to render the bottom of the

border impervious to the roots ; but if there is the most

remote chance of the plants being injured by their

roots penetrating the subsoil, the bottom of the border

should be paved. On soils naturally wet and cold it

would always be advisable to form the border entirely

above the surface of the surrounding soil; indeed it is

a question whether under every circumstance it would

not be wise to place the under surface of the border

above the level of the garden in which it is situated.

So placed it would be impossible for it to become
surcharged with moisture at any season, while by

placing it so that the surface has a fall of 25^ or 30^ the

sun would have much more power to warm it in the

early part of the season. W,
(To be continued.)

THE SPECIES OF SPECIES MAKERS.
[Freely translated from a paper by Carri&re in the " Revus

Horticolc. ']

In observing attentively diffierent beings, you remark

this fact, that not only their specific type is extensible,

but that their different organs may be altered in various

ways ; and according as man finds it to his interest,

he can develop in individuals those parts which he

thinks desirable. This is done every day in plants,

which we see enlarged or diminished at will, in dimen-

sions, or in any other way that is thought advisable.

Flowers, for example, can be varied either in size, form,

or colour. It is the same with regard to animals, and

with them the power of change seems to be even car-

ried to a higher degree ; in fact, by particular comoi-

nations, especially by judicious crossing, we have sue*

ceeded in varying colour, modifying }orm as well as

size, and developing one part to the detrimejit

of another, which is thought less useful. Such facts

are brought to our notice daily, and upon them it

consequently is useless to say more.
We may consider that all species oflbr a certain

amount of resistance to change, which once overcome,

each individual of which it is composed becomes far

more pliable or more susceptible of being moulded, m^^

consequently yields more readilv to the changes that

are imposed upon it. In fact it is known that some

species of plants w^ich have been cultivafed for a

considerable length of time without varving have at

length shown signs of a slight chance, which in a short

time has resulted in something far more important, aaa

all this without man's having done anything more than

sowing the seeds; such is the case with Dahlias,

Chinese Chrysanthemums, China Asters, &c. But w«a

some other k''inds it is quite different, and these changes

cannot be produced except by taking active measures,

that is to sa V, by fertilising the ttowers artificial^* ;
sue

are Gloxinias, &c. ; but in all these cases it ni"^^^^/;;

marked that this fertilisation has not been f"**^.';.

between different species, as is too otten snpposeu,

between half breds; that is to say* Wween diHt-^
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varieties of the same species. All individuals thus

obtained will breed to any extent.

One proof of the fact, that every species offers a

certain amount of resistance to change, is furnished by
Erythrina crista galli, a plant well known in horticul-

ture. It had been multiplied from seeds for very many
years without producing any varieties, when one day it

occurred to a very intelligent amateur to fertilise the

Jiowers with t\ie pollen from Ei-ythrlna herbacea, whose
flowers are of a deep reddish purple; the result was
perfect; the ovaries enlarged, and by and by the

seeds, carefully sown, produced plants, which from their

look, as well as the form and colour of their flowers,

resembled those of Erythrina herbacea. The clmnge
was effected, the resistance overcome; the seeds

gathered from tbis new acquisition produce varieties

with flowers of extremely different size, form, and
colour, and that naturally, that is to say, without being

fertilised afresh. We must add that all the seedlings

are 'perfectly fertile. The result of this experiment
has an espei:ial interest, inasmuch as it bears directly

upon the question of species, furnishing a new proof

that they htive been excessively multiplied; that Erythrina

crista gafli and E. herbacea are not two distinct species,

as has been thought till now, but siaiply two forms of

the«amc specific type.

We perceive amongst animals facts similar to

those we have stated with respect to plants ; we also

remark in them that certain species vary in very dif-

ferent degrees, some more, some less. In a word, we
observe in both cases species more or less tractable, or

more or less intractable, and that either in wild nature,

or when special combiDations take place, that is to say,

when individuals that possess such characters as it is

desired to propagate are crossed,

Let us add, that what makes this question of species

so extremely complicated, is the much too ready admis-

eicn of so called new species, where a very moderate
amount of careful observation would show that they are

only simple varieties. If all these pretended novelties

were submitted to a strict investigation, the number of

what are called species would be reduced by half

and more, as would also the genera ; and this would be

A blessing to us all, whether men of science or simple

gardeners. Uncalkd for divisions and subdivisions are

a burden to the memory, and quite discourage practical

men. Thev have also the enormous inconvenience of

filling the heads of people and their books with a crowd
of names for whi<;h afterwards no application can be
ifound. The architect's plan remains, but the materials
have disappeared.

Although my object in writing this article was
"nothing more than to express my opinion upon the
-subject of speoiee, I have been obliged to overstep a
little the boundary I at first laid down, that is to say
ray intention of not mentioning the names of persons,m order that the discussion rai^ht not have the
lappearance of a personal criticism. But facts which
•cannot be omitted, on account of their hearing on the
subject, and the force they give to my argument,
oblige me to be less reserved. These facts in confirming
what is here asserted, " that species have been multi-

,plied far too often'" have also the advantage of proving
the slight grounds upon which many of them have
tbeen based. While I declare that this discussion rests

-exclusively on facts, the question is one about things

not about men. However, to prevent all suspicion, I

:give the names of those authors from whose writings I

have taken my information ; they are the " Flore de

France," by MM. Grenier and Godron, the last

edition of the "Flore du Centre de la France," by
N. Boieau, enriched by 500 new species, the observa-

tions and the *' Pugillus ** of M. Jordan, kc.

In the first place let us take the genus Rubus, because

whilst it is a very natural genus, the facts with which it

famishes us are easy to prove, dealini^ as' it does with

plants known, one may say, to all the world. Thus,

out of about two species, Rubus fruticosus and Ciesius,

of Linnaius, Mil. Grenier and Godron have contrived

to ma'ke 22 species; pbout which it is sufficient to say

that ff such fugitive forms are to be taken as types of

species, I will engage to produce from the seeds of any
one of them, an unlimrted number of similai- species of as

much importance as those to which I have alluded.

Thanks to the vigilance and care of M, Decaisne,

Professor of Agriculture at the Museum, who has traced

back to their original source most of these species of

Rubus, which have been planted in the nurseries of the

Museum, where they could be easily studied and com-
pared one with another, I can assure those who are
interested in the matter that Kubi remain in very
nearly the same state as tBey were in the days of
Linn^us. Notwithstanding the munber of species
which have been invented, there is in reality
but two, the very same as those the celebrated
Swedish botanist knew in his time. As to the
others, it demands some complaisance to admit them
even as varieties of more or less importance.
But hi this enlightened age it is difficult to stop on so
pleasant a road. Thus several hotauists have already
improved upon the number 22, and a rumma^^e of the
forest of Retz and Villers-Coterets, has enabled certain
Bramble-mongers to increase it by ab6ut 15 more. M.
Boreau, a still cleverer man, has found out the way of
running up the number to 5 1. Such rapid progress
might have authoi-ised us to hope that, althougli in
time other types might be discovered by attentive

any rate) certain of remaining with the modest number

of 541—Not at all; on a sudden, a German botanist,

M. Muller, of Wissemburg, startled even our Bramble-

mongers by announcing that he had made out 238

species of Rubus ! ! After such a discovery we can only

hope that the question will die out, that it will become

ridiculous, and that French Bramble-mongers will give

the palm to the very keen-sighted German gentleman

;

in a word, that the whole lot of such authors will be

good enough to bury themselves under the prickly

edifice they have created.

And what too of the genus Hieracium, the species of

which have been multiplied to such a degree that at

last they are only to be distinguished by the names or

numbers stuck at their side in herbaria or botauic

gardens. If these names or numbers happen to be lost,

it is in most cases quite impossible to identify such

species, the tiitiing characters of which can only be

compared to those of the pei-sons who established them.

Some idea may be formed of the confusion that at

present exists in this genus, when we recollect that the

Hieracium muroruui and sylvaticum of authors, have

actually "brought forth 60 new species.

Home Correspondence*
Botanical JS^ames.—H J. S, will refer to the Report

of a Committee appointed by the British Association

for the Advancement of Science in 1842. to consider of

the rules by which the nomenclature of Zoology may
be established on a uniform and permanent basis, he

will find the following :—In Latinizing proper names,

the simplest rule appears to be to use the termination

nst genitive i, when the name ends with a consonant

;

and ius, genitive ti, when it ends with a vowel. P. G. H.

[We only wish those who name plants would attend to

this very proper and simple rule. But alas !]

^«APo/e*.—Will any of your readers give me their

experience in the management of Ash poles ? Should

thev be thinned, and if so, at what age is such treat-

ment profitable ? Or is it better not to thin them at

all- Constant "Reader,

Coe^s Golden Drop Plum.—I have a tree of this variety

growing against a north wall 12 feet high, which has

this season ripened a good crop of finely-flavoured fruit;

indeed, I may say the best fruit we have gathered this

season. I think this fully bears out all that has already

been said in favour of this Plum for a north wall. On
the other hand four trees growing against a south

wall have not borne any fruit this season, owing, I

imagine, to the roots having entered the subsoil, which,

however, I think must certainly also be the case with

those on the north wall, though the latter are still

doing well. -E. IT., Kihnore Palace, Cavan, Ireland.

Cyanophyllum magnificum.—'Pevmit me to inform

your correspondent Mr. T. Baiues, who wishes to know

satisfied that 1 have acted according to Nature's laws.

The border is well drained, and at the bottom of it is a

good quantity of rubble; below the rubble a strong

loam resting on limestone rock. The situation is 200

feet above the river Derwent, and about 600 feet above

the Thames at London Bridge. The temperature of

the soil at 2 feet deep in the open ground this Nov. 30,

is 38°, where covered with 2 feet of leaves at 2 feet deep,

60'' ; the latter must be a more congenial element for

the roots of the Vine than the former. Some people

rai^e an objection to fermenting material being

put on borders, but where nothing better

is to be had that must be used; again they will

say " but you begin at the wrong end, heat won't go

downwards." How then does the sun warm the earth ?

Surely not from the antipodes, or it would be warmer in

winter than in summer. Warmth will descend but not

so rapidly as it will ascend, but when once the surface

of the earth becomes warmed, one particle of soil heats

another. I started some Vines the 3d of November, by

placing previous to that time a good thickness of leaves,

with a little stable litter, on the border, and now,

at 2 feet deep, the temperature is 75^ the buds are

just showing symptoms of bursting, and the points of

; inclined to bleed. Last season when I ente:thesboots inclined to bleed. Last season wuen i entered

ray situation in February, the bunches were visible, but

nine-tenths went bUnd from excessive cold and wet.

The border is on the north side, and was made by the

late Mr. Arkwright as an experiment, and very good

Grapes have been produced from the Vines, I have

renewed half the border this year and expect good

results. J. Gaddy Gardener to P. ArkwHght, Esq.,

Willersle?/, Derbyshire.

CutUWs Black Prince Sirawlerri/,—1 am now able

to assert that Cuthill's Black Prince is diflFerent from

Malcolm*s Seedling which is commonly called Black's

Seedling. They somewhat resemble each other in foliage

and fruit, but the blossom is not at all the same ; they

differ a little in flavour, and the Black Prince is a few

days eai-ller than Makohn's. This season has not been

at all favourable for Sti'awberry crops. I have 21

varieties growing here, and the finest crop I had this

season was from "plants of Black Prince, Cuthills

Princess Royal of England, and Prince of Wales, I

had the finest blossom on the Princess Royal I have

ever seen in the north of Scotland, and bad the season,

been more favourable there would have been double the

quantity of fruit. The Prince of Wales is really a fine

late variety. I had plants on a north-east aspect, and.

had them a few weeks later than any other variety;,

Jas. Thomson, Durris Souse, Aberdeenshire,

Sogg's Edging Tiles.—khoxxt five years ago I pur-

chased 3000 of these tiles, and laid them down as an

edging to our kitchen garden walks. They have not ^

been disturbed since, and on looking at them to-day I

find that only about 20 of them have been injured by
frost. We have terra cotta edgings here that stand frost

if any one has seen a specimen of this with larger

leaved than those he desciibes, that there is a plant I well, but I like Hogg's best. J. Morris, Gardener^

here with leaves 36 inches in length and 20 inches in

width, making an inch and a half longer and wider

than Mr. B.*s leaves are, George Thomson, Stansted

Park, Sussex.

Productive Nut Tree.—On the 19th of October last

there was gathered from one tree in the garden of Air.

Webb, of Calcot, near Reading, the astonishing quan-

tity of 107 lbs. of nuts, and since that day 3 lbs. more,

making in all 110 lbs. of this fruit produced in one

year by one tree. If.

Vines and Vine Borders.—After all the discussion

i'.iat has taken place on these topics, especially the

latter, my opinion is that more Vines fail from too

little attention having been paid to the protection of

their roots than from the quality of the material used

in the borders. During the last week I have been

engaged in examining the state of a Vine border which

some years back no doubt was in a good condition, as

very -good Grapes were produced from the Vines which

grew in it. The border is 17 feet wide, with a very

nice ^ope, and the material of an open porous nature

;

from the front of the border to within 3 feet of the

house there is not a mot to be found, but in that space

there is a moderate amount of healthy roots. A stone

pathway extended the full length of the border at

Manor Ho^ise, Wethersfield.
Varieties of the Pampas Grass,—I have the two

varieties of the Pampas Grass, one with narrow leaves

from 4 to 6 feet long, which drooping over stand up
about 2^- to 3 feet high. Its (lower stems carry upright
flowers, and are from 5 to 7 feet high, seldom quite 7
feet. The general appearance of its foliiigc is that of a

Dasylirion. The otlier has leaves from 10 to 12 feet

long, drooping over but standing from 7 to 8 feet high,

rather more than less, and with flower stems varying

from 10 to 12 feet. The flowers partially drooping or
nodding likely the Prince's Feather. Its general appear-

ance is that of an enormous Grass or Sedge. The
dwarf variety flow^fil3 fully three weeks earlier than the

large, and is much more free to flower. My plant has
produced 15 stems the second year after planting,

which was the first year of its flowering. The larger

variety has only 15 stems this year, having been planted

5 years, and did not flower at all till the 4th year. I

should be ghid to know which is the male and which
the female plant. Tlie large variety is a seedling from
the Horticultural Society, the other a purchased plant

obtained by division. J. P..

The Seasons.—liliii extraordinary seasons that have
been experienced during the last ten years, characterised

3 feet from the house, and beyond that not a root, by great heat and drought at first, and subsequently by
'

. . . - , -
, - , . , unusual cold with heavy rain and fioods, have naturally

excited the attention of the public as well as of

astronomers and meteorologists, while many conjectures

have been hazarded in order to account for the

phenomena. As no satisfactory explanation has been

oflered of the cause of these vaiiationsj X. beg leave to

forward you the enclosed work, by a reference to which
and to the chnpter which contains the History of the

Black Death, it will be seen that the same vicissitudes

were experienced during the whole period of the preva-

lence of this disease in Europe. Having inferred that

The house is heated by a flue which is lower

than the front plate, and the border is sensibly

warm Kear the warmest end of the fine, and the

Grapes, which are mostly Muscats, are of better quality

;

they however all shank more or less, but those the

least at the warmest end of the house. The border was
renovated some 14 or 15 years back, and since that time

not a root appears to have entered the border beyond

the pathway. Now had there been more protecting

material or an artificial method of warming the border

resorted to, I believe the case would have been

on the surface, and half of these were blown off by

March. I imagine some strong roots have made their

way downwards, from the circumscribed space in which

healthy roots are found, but I shall disturb them ; by

gentle'treatment, encouraging abundance of foliage, and

light cropping, coax them to take a ramble into the

publication of the above work, that the disease in the

human race would be followed by murrain among the

cattle, and blights in the vegetable creation, with un-

usual atmospherical vicissitiulc^. This prediction has

unfortunately been verified to the letter. Whether the

explanation offered by me of the cause of these various

observatioB, Beverthelesa we were for some time (at ' pcrience, of renewing their wasted energies, and feel

warm bed wMch I 'shall prepare for their roots. By a phenomena will be consideicd satisfactory by you «nd

l^ amount of covering, and either thatching or others is another qm..tu«i, but the connection witn

applying shutters, I feel confident, from former ex- each other cannot, 1 think, admit of any doubt. It

follows, therefore, that as all general pestilences of
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which we have any record have always prevailed for
some considerable period—for one or two ceuturies—
the phenomena that have nccompaniod and followed the
epidemic cholera are likely to recur again and again.
Although unahle to prevent their recurrence, it may
yet_ he ia our power to guard, to a certain extent,
against some of the results that follow in their train.
I allude to the bad harvests, and to the famines that
may hereafter be expericBCed. In the first place, as
the wet and bad seasons are almost invariably preceded
by hot and good ones, as was the case in Pharaoh's
time, legislators and others should follow the example
-of Joseph, and lay up a store in abundant harvests for
the subsequent deficient ones. In the next place, the
cultivation of the Potato should be abandoned, excepting
as a luxury, for as that vegetable appears to be more
susceptible of disease than any other, its continued
cultivation, as an article of food for the million, is

almost a suicidal act. It is not necessary to add more,
as the above will, I trust, be sufficient to induce you to
consider the facts contained in the accompanying book
with the attention they would seem to demand. J.
Parkin^ I^aris, Noi:eyiiber 20. [Dr. Paikiu*s work on
Endemic diseases consists of two parts, pubh'shed by
Hatchard, the first m 1841, the second in 1853. Both
were noticed by ua at the time of their appearance. The
chapter on Black Death alone occupies 38 pages, and is

therefore far too long for insertion here.]
Lean-to Souses.—I beg to forward jou the following

Table relative to the dimensions of lean-to houses.
To gardeners and others engaged in planning and
building such structures, I think it will pj-ove useful by
facilitating their calculations, and saving them much
labour, and, perhaps, some little perplexity. The follow-
ing illustrations will show some of the purposes to which
it may be applied :

—

^ 1.—Given the height of Back-wall 1-j feet, aud the required
angle 40^; what would Jie the Width of the House and
Length of Rafter?

Ft.

it a favour if you would, in your'next week's Number,
under the Notices to Correspondents, give me your
valuable opinion as to which of us is in the right. By
so doing you will much oblige A very Old Siihscriher.

[There can be no doubt that burnt oyster shells will act

better than broken ones.]

Width of HouBo « # = 1.191 X 15

Ft.

Ft.

17.865 or
ft. in.

.
17 lOi

Ft.

23.325 or
ft. in.

23 8^^
J^. 2.—With an angle of 50% what would be the Height of

Back-wall and Length of Rafter, supposing the width of
the House to be i* feet?

Ft,
12

Length of Eafter — 1.555 x 15

IhJight of Back-
':}=

.839

Ft.

Length, of Rafter - 14.3 x 1.305

Ft.
14.3 or

ft. in.

14 S|

Ft.
13.661 or
ft. in

.

18 7.^
Other examples might be adduced, but it will perhaps
be sufficient to state generally that any one of the
three dimensions with the required angle being given,
the others may easily be found from the Table. Also of
existing or proposed structures, if an}' two dimensions
are given or known, the angle and the third dimension
may be found by aid of the Table

—

Table, showing the relative dimensions in Lean-to Houses, of
Wall, Width of House, and Length of Rafters, when the

Augrle formed by the Rafter and Base or Ground Luie ranees
frofi 30' to 60° inclusive.

Anglo of Rafter Height of 3 Width of Length of
with Groimd Line. Baok Wall. Houae.

4 w

Rafter.
1

©*g.
4

l>

30 1 L732 2.000
31
__ __ 1

1.6(54 1.941
32 .. .. 1.600 1.887W ^M 1.539 • 1.836
34 1.4S2 1.78S
35 ,. ..

i

1.42S 1.743
36

^^

1.376 LTOl
37

38
39
40
41
4&
4S
44
45
46
4T
48

fti

62
&9
54
3.1

5ft

57
5S
50

4 *

* t

4 *

* ¥

V ft

4 *

* «

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1.327
1.279

1.234
1.191

1.150
I.IIO
1.072
1.035
l.OOO
.965

.900

.869
.839
.809
.781
.753
.726

,700
.6T4
.649
.6-26

.601

J

I

1.661
1.624
1.589
1.555
1.524
1.494
1.466
1.439
1.414
1.390
1.387
1.3;5
1.325
1.305
1.286
1.269
1.25-2

1.236
1.220
1.206

1.192
L179
1.166
1.154

A B., Chirk,

Oyster STiells for Vine BorJers.—Un^itv the head of
the "Home Correspondence"' in the Gardeners'
Chronicle- of last week, p. 1042, 1 was much struck
with Mr. Sheppard's letter on the use of burnt ovster
Bhells in the construction of his Vine border. On men-
tiomng the subject to my gardener he seemed to think-
that were the oyster shells merely broken fine, and not
burnt, tbey would have a more beneficial effect. I do
not concur m his opinion, and as no doubt the letter
must have attracted the notice of the Grape ffrowers
generally throughout Eu;;iund. Wales, and Scotland,
and as every one is now busy in making new Vine
borders and renovating their old ones. I should esteem

Foreign Correspondence.
Nice, Nov. 26, I860.—The journey to this beautiful

spot has been shortened considerably by the opening of

tbe railway from Marseilles to Toulon. The diligence

from the former place used to take about 25 hours for

ihe transit; by the rail you now go in two hours,

through a most picturesque country on the borders of

the Mediterranean to the celebrated port of Toulon,
and from thence the diligence or malle poste reaches
Nice in less than 14 hours. It is expected that in

two years the railway, now in active progress of
formation, h-om Toulon to this place, will be opened,
affording increased facility. Vegetation seems
more backward than at my former visit, some six

years ago ; tlie Oranges were then almost ripe, now
they are for the nlost part only beginning to change
colour, though the crop is abundant. On one
tree under which I stood a few days since, it is said

there are 2000 at least, but I certvinly did not stay to
count them. I am told that the weather during the
past summer has not been so hot as usual, and though
dry yet a cloudy atmosphere has prevailed, so that there
has been less of the brilliant sunshine for which this

neighbourhood is so remarkable. In fact the climate
may be said to have sympathised with that of England.
At Toulon, I was informed there had not been rain for

two months. The weather here during the present
month has been of the ordinary variable character,

November being considered as the most rainy month of
the year ; still we have had within the last fortnight
nine days of beautiful warm sunshine, quite equal to
wliafc we were accustomed to in the best of our English
summers; one nij7ht there was a slight frost by which
the Vegetable Marrows were partially cut off in the
valleys. There are yet many wild flowers in blossom,
and those in the gardens, more particularly the Roses,

are splendid. Green Peas, Cauliflowers, Alpine Straw-
berries, Figs, Peaches, Grapes, and Radishes, are still

coruniouly sold in the markets. We have just be-

gun fires, which are only necessary when the sun
does not shine. Before I left England complaints were
made of the doughy state of the bread arising from the
damp condition of the Wheat, here, however, it is excel-

lent, and the change is much enjoyed. The natives have a
method of wetting their corn in a bin as we do
Barley, for a short time and then laying it out in the
hot sun on a brick floor to dry, by which the quality of
the flour is improved. I annex an account of the daily

temperature. It may be interesting to some of your
meteorological readers by way of comparison with that
of their own :

—

Thermometer in the Shade at I^ice.

t»

iSTovcmber 11
12
1«
14
15
16
n
18
le
20
21
22
23
124
25

* k

17

L

»'

n
if

*7

tt

f*

I*

»»

Jlean

7 [a.m.

50^

53
52
53
50
52
55
55
40
40
47
45
52
48
41

Midday.

48

55'

59
61

56
59
62
69
61
55
55
56
51
5a
57
59

10J P.M.

54«

53
53
52
62
52
55
45
41
45
44
45
45
50
48

67 49

E. Copland, 21, Promerjade des Anglais,

ocieties.

the chair*

1. " Cata-
w

Batchian,

LiKNEAN : Nov. 15.—The President m
The following communications were read :-

logue of Dipterous Insects collected in
Kaisaa, and Makian, and at Tidon in Celebes, by Mr. A.
R. Wallace, with descriptions of the new species;" and
2. "Catalogue of Dipterous Insects collected at Manado
m Celebes, and in Tono, by Mr. A. R. Wallace, with
descriptions of new species," both by Francis Walter,
Esq. 3. "Note on. the Fructification and Affinities of
Hydnum gelatinosum," by F. Currey, Esq. 4. " Ex-
tracts from a letter from Miss Drew to Mr. Robert
Patterson, of Belfast, on the habits of some singing
mice," communicated by the President. Miss Drew
stated that the inmates of their house had been much
annoyed all winter by singing mice ; " disagreeably tame
or fearless Uttle creatures, who have got into
the beds, run up the cook's shoulders at family
prayers,^ sat chirping on dressing tables, while toilettes
were being made^ and inside the parlour fender for an
hour or more, heedless of several pairs of feet placed on
tlie rail. These creatures have consumed much poison,
which seems to agree remarkably well with them, as

,

they only grow more tormenting instead of dying.
Yesterday they took possession each of a toe of my
ludia rubber shoes, which were Ij-ing in the middle of
the kitchen floor. The shoes were moved a little

several times by the brushing of skirts during the pre-

paration of dinner, but still they sang on unmoved.
After dinner I turned one of them mto a basket (not
having a cage at hand) where it continued its song for
three hours with only a mimite's intermission. When
in the basket it had three distinct notes. The softest re-
sembled the singing of a kettle; the next loudest the
twittering of many sparrows; while the loudest and
least frequent was so exactly the chirp of a cricket as to
deceive tlie nicest ear. The chirping noise appears to
cease only while they eat. Nothing frightens them
and the blows of shoes, Potatoes, bones, spools of thread
and other missiles, do not hurt them. They never
hurry their movements, but chirp loudly night and
day—up stairs, down stairs, on the dressing tables, in
the beds, in the halL The noise keeps the nervous
members of the family from sleeping, and disturbs the
children when practising. In fact, these two miserable
mice are gradually assuming the sovereignty of the
house. Every one, except myself, has an unuttered
fear of them, but I perceive a great rally of courage in
the kitchen regions to-day, where one victim is seen
chirping in a wooden trap box.**

Entomological : November 5.—J. W. Douglas, Esq.

,

President, in the Chair. The President exhibited
Mycetoporus angularis, one of the Staphylinidse, new
to this country, taken in October near Shoreham. Dr.
Power exhibited the same species, which had also been
found near Reigate by Mr. Brewer ; also Sphindus Gyl-
lenhallii, taken in fungus in the New Forest; Lsemo-
phla)us biraaculatus, Heta?rius quadratus, found in the
nest of Formica rufa at Weybridge, and other rare
English beetles. Mr. MacLachlan exhibited some rare

species of Phryganeidi:e, including Limnophilus borealis

and Agrypna Pagetana, taken at Ranworth fen. Mr.
Scott exhibited a number of specimens of the very rare

blind beetle Leptinua testaceus taken in a dead mole -

near Woolwich. Mr. lanson also exhibited various
new and rare British beetles, including three species

allied to Bradycellus harpalinus. Mr. Stevens exhibited

some very fine new Coleoptera, collected in Cambodia
by M. Mouhot, including both sexes of Baladeva
Walkeri (hitherto unique), and some splendid Bupres-
tida;, Longicorns, and Huthribidae. Mr. lanson exhibited

the nest of a Hymenopterous insect (Pelopseus ?)

which had been found in the inside of a pianoforte

returned from India, communicated by Messrs. Collard,

the insects of that genus being often found in apart-

ments in tropical countries, making their nesta of mud
in the angles of the walls, &e. A paper was communi- .

cated by F. Walker, Esq., containing descriptions of ^

new species of exotic Lepidopterous insects in the col-

lection of W. W. Saunders, Esq. Mr. G. R. Waterhbuse
read a paper on the Chrysomelida; of the liinnean and
Banksiau collections, which he had carefully examined
with the view of determining the synonymy of the

species of that family, described by Liunujus aud Fabri-

cius, so far as could be learned by an inspection of the
original specimens examined by those authors, and
which had resulted in the discovery that the major part

of the species were now known under their correct

names. A new Part of the Transactions was announced

'

as ready for distiibution amongst the members.

Royal Hoeticultttral of Iekland: The winter

exhibition of flowers, fruit, &c,, which took place the

other day in the Rotundo, was in every way successful.

Indeed, it could not have been otherwise, for neither

pains nor expense were spai*ed in rendering it all that

could be wished. It may be remembered that last

year the Pillar Room was that selected for the winter

exhibition, but so numerous were the entries upon the

present occasion that the Round Room had to be called

into requisition. The style in which the flowers were

arranged here displayed the greatest taste, the whole

presenting a really brilliant and beautiful appear&nce.

Tbe stages were arranged round the room, with breaks

so as to admit of promenade, and in the centre stood a

large table, bearing an exquisite collection of flowers.

The general effect on entering this part of the building

was very striking, and eUcited many marks of

admiration from the visitors. The stages contained

fine collections of Chrysanthemums, &c., in pots.

In this class the principal exhibitors were the Chief

Secretary, Dr. Nelligan, and Mr. Watkins. The two
first-muned gentlemen were so nicely matched that the

judges were unable to say whose exhibition was the
best, and had, therefore, to award a first prize to each.
Stove and greenhouse plants were numerous. On the
table in the centre, to which we have referred
above, were placed some beautiful Camellias (in

which Alderman Roe and Mr. Gray were the chief

exhibitors), and round these Orchids stood in rich pro-
fusion. In the latter class the successful competitors werB
the Lord Chancellor, Mr. J. Hone, and Mr. O'Callaghan.
In the Pillar-room everything was in equal profusion,

the centre of the stages being filled with some exquisite

New Holland plants, beneath which, on either side, line

after line, were dishes of fruit, presenting a pleasing

and tempting appearance. The collection of Grapes
from the Chief Secretary, who had no less than nine

varieties, besides competing successfully in the classes,

was very fine indeed. Of Grapes, the Lord-Lieutenant,
Mr. Gray, and Mr. Woods, also presented some ad-

mirable specimens. Mr. H. Maunders showed an
excellent Pine Apple. Mr. Woods and Colonel Taylor

exhibited an extensive collection of fruit, la Pears,
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the Lord Chancellor and Captain Isaacs were very suc-

cessful. The attenilunce was numerotis and select.

Towards evening the gas was lighted, and the effect

created was novel and pleasing.

—

Irish Paper,

Notices of MqqH*
Cordon Training of Fruit Trees, Diagonal, Vertical,

Spiral, horizontal, adapted to the Orchard-house
and Open air culture; hy the Sev. T. Collings
BrShaut. Small 8vo, pp. 120. Longman and Co.
This short work, we are informed by the Author, is

the result of much leisure tune, which an enforced
idleness, from over fatigue in the charge of a large
parish, unexpectedly created. Summer after summer,
and winter [after winter was passed hy him abroad and
thus he was enabled to observe the various modes of
fruit culture practised in different countries. Among
other motives which inclined him to give tlie result of
his own experience was the wish to make Icnown the
decided success of a novel method of fruit culture,
called generally " Cordon Training." One form had
heen found extremely [well] adapted for the back wall of
a lean-to orchard-house ; this was the Diagonal Cordon,
with three leaders—a form which may be considered as

the perfection of ;the wliolo method. It has a certain
'resemblance to the single oblique training practised so

successfully at Montreuil, near Paris ; very important
modifications were required, however, before any
practical result could be depended on. " With respect
"to the Kctual results as yet obtained, the back wall of

my Orchard house, which is a lean-to, produced at the
rate of three Peaches per square foot. On this wall
alone the produce was at the rate of GOO fine Peaches
and fNectarines (some of the former Avere 9 inches in

circumference), so that a house 100 feet long and
proportionately broad might reasonably be expected to

produce 2000 Nectarines and late Peaches on the back
wall, and at least as many more Apricots and mid-
season fruits upon the rov/s of trees in pots."

The second chapter of the work treats of the general
principles of fruit culture, briefly of course, but the
maxims may be very usefully acted upon. Although
similar to those we have frequently endeavoured to
inculcate in our columns, we may nevertheless give
some of them in the author's own words.
"The amateur should remember, that the natural

tendency of the sap is to flow upwards and towards the
extremities of the branches, so that without due care,
especially at the commencement, the centre of the tree,
and the lowest branches (in the case of those on walls)
become less vigorously stimulated, and are thus dwarfedm comparison with those higher up. This will cause

t^ "l!*^*^"^'
distribution of fertility, and quickly destroy

tile harmony and symmetry of the tree. The leaves,
according to their number and healthy state, draw up
and attract the^ sap. Therefore a branch once en-
feebled has by its very tcanf of power an increased
chance of decay.

"When then we perceive a commencement of this
want of due vigour in any branch, we must hasten to
remedy it. There are various ways of obtaining this
object, but I refrain at present from mentioning many of
them. One excellent plan is to allow a larger number
of leaves on a weak branch than on « strong one. By
removing a portion of the leaves on a vigorous branch
(cutting them in two is the best), and by allowing as
many as possible on a weak branch, we equalise both.
"Another method of strengthening a weak branch is

to untie it from the wall, and allow it to swing loosely
in the free play of sun and air on all its sides, one at
least of which would otherwise receive nothing. By
pinching off the gi-een ends of branches [shoots] some
time before the others, those first reduced in length are
checked in their growth, because they have not so many
leaves from being shorter."

In speaking of the seasons for pruning, the author
eays, there is no doubt that pruning during the summer
months is too much neglected. There are so many
demands upon the precious hours at this period, that

'

this indispensable act has not often its due attention

;

then, when the winter surprises us, we are apt to find
a huge entangled, overgrown mass to unravel, demand-
ing very much more labour and skill. This is a vicious
custom^ with unskilful gardeners, because a severe use of
the knife is to them the great resource and panacea for
sm

^
evils. All their errors, they think, are thus

obliterated until the next season's wood shall recom-
mence. A tree severely cut back, and tightly nailed in,
looks so very knowing and argues so much forethought.
iNo matter the age or kind of tree, a smart semicircle
IS described over its unhappy limbs, and branch after
branch disappears ^ at one draw." But it is as in life,we can only hope with reason to turn aside the
violence of a wrong bias at the outset. An even
balance should be preserved; no part of the whole

^^iShes
'"''*' ^'""^ ""^'^^ ^^"^ remainder unfau-ly

Cordon training derives its name from its fanciful
resemblance to a cord or chain, A certain number of

i?.^"/ 1

"^'^''
.wS^f^ ^'^^^ *^^ o« them spurs

•re developed, so that the branches look somewhat liketw^t^d cables or chains. Several kinds of Cordon
taking M-e described m the work before us :-Dia-onal,
Spiral, Vertical, and Horizontal, but that which the
author recommends IS ihe Diagonal Cordon on thetriple system, of which there is an iUustration in the

frontispiece. By referring to this, in connection
with the explanations which are clearly given, the
system will be readily understood. Against a wall the
trees, maiden plants, are planted 3 feet apart, and
trained obliquely at an angle of at first 65°. The
laterals on the stem are shorteued to two eyes.

Supposing the stem is inclined to the left, a shoot from
its base, about a foot above the surface, is trained

horizontally to the right. Next season this shoot is

sharply turned upwards and inclined to the left, parallel

to the stem, for a second leader. In the third season a

third leader is trained in a similar manner, and ulti-

mately the three leaders are brought dow n to an angle

of 45**. The framework then of the tree consists of

the original stem of the maiden plant trained obliquely,

and two branches parallel to it proceeding from a
horizontal one. If this horizontal portion should fail,

so must the two branches that are prolonged from
it. But it may be said, why should there be appre-

hension of its failing, any more than one of the
main branches of a fan tree set off in the V form ?

There is, it will be observed, a great difference in the
angles of divergence. In the . V it is abont 45", cor-

responding nearly with that which the branches of the
Peach naturally form. Branches taken directly from
an upright stem at an angle of 90°, that is in a horizon-

tal direction, are not to be depended on in the case of
stone fruits. But in this cordon system the angle is

IBS*", rather a backward turning for the sap to follow.

Then, after proceeding 1 or 2 feet to the right, it has to

make a quick halt turn to the left. We think the
acute angles had better be rounded off.

There are only the three oblique branches for bear-
ing the crop, and they are only a foot apart ; in fact,

the rectangular distance between them is scarcely

8^ inches. The spurs, therefore, can extend little more
than 4 inches on either side of the branch without
interfering with each other, and only 3 inches if the
branches live to become 2 inches in diameter; then,

instead of keeping "the spurs and the growths on
them loiihin six inches" they will have to be kept
within three, and that, even in the case of the Peach,
will be close work.
We shall now endeavour to give some general idea of

the system of spurring recommended, and which is well
detailed iu the work, which those wishing to try the
experiment of cordon training on^ht to consult.

Whether the system prove good or bad, it must be ad-

mitted that the author has clearly explained the mode
of proceeding.

The summer laterals of the Peach are a sort of un-
substantial spray ; their lowest buds are situated about
an inch from their bases, and in this respect they differ

from a shoot proceeding from a mature bud; they are
slender bases to rest future hopes upon. Nevertheless,
they are to be cut down to two eyes at the winter
pruning; and the part left is termed a spur. As soon
as

cordon training ; and it also contains some useful hints
respecting orchard houses.

|[

Moore's Index Fillcum.—We have received from
Mr. Paraplin the following letter:

—

" Although a matter of really small Importance, yet
as two friends have called my attention to your
Reviewer's remarks on * Moore's Index Filicum,' parts

8 and 9, in the Gardeners* Chronicle of last Saturday,

it seems hardly right for me to let the statement
therein made pass altogether unnoticecl, especially as

that statement is exactly the reverse of the fact. Your
Reviewer says:— 'Its utility would be much in-

creased were the publisher to be more expeditious ia

bringing it out. We believe we are right in saying that

the preparation of the MSS. causes no delay in the pub-
lication.' The author best knows as to' thepreparation

of the MSS.,* the publisher only heeds the po$u$sion of

it; and he is able to show by reference to—1st, the

dates on the printer's file of proofs; 2nd, the author's

own written communications to him, that whatever the

cause of delay, it certainly is not attributable to

himself.—iVor. 29."

The Floral Magazine for December has figures of

the President Rose, a noble looking sort with pale

salmon coloured flowers, of American origin; two huge
Petunias with white flowers bordered and blotched

with rich purple ; three Gloxinias, and as many Fancy
Pelargoniums.

Garden Memoranda.
Me. Macintosh's NrESEEr, King Steeet, Hah-

MEESMITH.—Among Chrysanthemums now in bloom
in the show house here the following are worthy of

especial notice, viz. Berthile, a free flowering Hybrid
Pompone, lilac edged with white ; Solfaterre, a pretty
yellow Pompone, bearing from 6 to 8 flowers in a

cluster on the end of each shoot, and one of the hardiest

Chrysanthemums in cultivation, plants of it blooming
profusely this season out of doors when many other
kinds have failed; Helene, a lilac sort, is also useful

for out-door decoration, as are likewise both white and
golden Cedo Nulli, two of the best small flowered kinds
in cultivation, the rich brown eye which both of them
possesses setting off their other colours to excellent

advantage. For indoors Brilliant is a useful Pom-
pone, superseding Bob this season, which has flowered
badly. Heudersoni is still one of the best early yellow

Pompones ; but this year, like others of its class, it has
bloomed much later than usual. Madame Rousseloni is

a good lilac and white ; but perhaps one of the beat in

this way is Madame Fould, which is full flowered and
finely formed, and altogether one of the most beautiful
of Pompones. General Canrobert is a finely formed
yellow and a free bloomer, and the same may be smd
of puruliet, a purplish lilac. Madame Jaquin is a good

the shoots from the two buds on the spur have f
white with a yellow eye. Surprise is perhaps tod Kie

shed in the following spring so as to have sLx leaves, Madame Eousselon to be grown along with that kiitd
.„ : i-^j J ^ _*..„_ 1 __ XL. .1 in small collections; hut for purposes of decoration onthey are pinched down to two leaves on the upper side

of the tree, and to three leaves on the lower side. In
the same season, the shoots thus shortened push a
fresh shoot; when this has made three leaves, it is

pinched back to two; any future growths that may
appear from those pinched, back must be shortened to
one leaf. At the winter pruning one of the two shoots
is cut so as to be within the 6 inches prescribed, " and
the other must be cut short to furnish new wood to
bear alternately ; " but that new wood is pinched in
as above described.

Now, the difterence between the bearing shoots in

this spur system, and those in well managed fan
trees, according to the method we have pointed out at

p. 1038, is this : in the spur system the fruit is borne on
the lower part of shoots that have been continually

pinched back whenever they endeavoured to extend
beyond a few inches. In the other case the fruit is

borne on the lower part of succession shoots that were
encouraged to grow full length, except in some particular
instances where excessive vigour might render a check
advisable.

In the spur. system the shoot is dependent for its

formation on two or three fully developed leaves, and
some secondary ones formed on later growths, resulting
from successive piuchings. Young or partially deve-
loped leaves do not elaborate much sap for the benefit
of the parts beneath them. According to Mr. Knight,
young leaves chiefly appropriate the sap they elaborate
for their own growth. In this climate we require well
developed leaves as early as the weather wiU permit,
for late foliage produces only soft and immature wood.
It is the uninterrupted growth of foliage throughout
the summer that gives size, strength, imd firmness to

the lower part of succession shoots in the ordinary well

managed fan training, and from such vigorous shoots

large fruit is invariably obtained under fevourable

circumstances.

For these reasons we doubt the ultimate success of

close pinching in our climate. It may succeed better in

France, and in Guernsey, where the author made his

experiments. It may answer for trees in pots in

orchard houses, and for such it is strongly recommended

in the work under consideration. Cordon training is

stated to he applicable to the Apricot, Pear, Plum, and

a large scale it will be found worth attention. Orion, a
small yellow sort, is with some a great favourite, resem-
bling as it does in appearance a miniature Sunflower,
Of large varieties one of the best is undoubtedly

Vesta. For pot culture this is exceedingly well
adapted. Progne and Aimee Ferrier are also two
excellent kinds, the former a bright crimson. Amono-
other sorts were Auguste Mie, Vulcan, a late reS,
Sydenham, Plutus, Pio Xono, Phidias, Xe Plus Ultra.
Madame Cios, Golden Cluster, Mount Etna, Cassy, and
Prince Albert, the last a large showy dark red varietv.
Among Anemone-flowered yellow kinds Gluck still

holds the first rank ; it will be found a good associate
for Emperor, a handsome white variety, mentioned in
our report of Mr. Salter's place last week. Pleur de
Marie is also a good white kind.
Of Solanum capsicastrum Mr. Macintosh has this

year a fine stock of plants, the fruit on which is just
beginning to change colour. His plants appear dwarfer
and more prolific than is usual with this kind of Sola-
num. His treatment of it is as follows :—If goodrsized
specimens are wanted in a comparatively short time,
let the young plants he introduced into the warmth' of
an intermediate house early in spring, and as soon as
they have started freely into growth shift them into
larger sized pots; at the same time examine the roots,.

and if they are found to be cramped, or the soil in bad
condition, partly reduce the size of the hall so as to set

the little rootlets at hberty. When potted place them
again in heat, giving little water for a time; hut
syringe overhead occasionally in order to keep the atmos-
phere moist. This should be continued for a week or two
until theroofcs have fairly takenholdofthefrcshsoil. After
that water with water of the s.ime temperature as that
of the house in which they are growing. They will
now succeed perfectly well under the kind of treatment
usually giveu to plants in a groulug st^te, paying
attention to stopping all straggling shoots so as to
induce a compact pyramidal habit. The pieces removed
strike freely, and may therefore be employed to increase

the stock. For ordinary purposes 6-inch pots are large
enough for them ; hut if good-sized specimens aie
required they may easily be obtained with little trouble

and ofalmost any shape that may be desired. About the

Cherry. As these naturally produce fruit spurs, close
j

end of June they should be placed out of doors in as

pinching will doubtless answer better than in the case ! hot and sunny a situation as possible, when they will

of the Peach and Nectarine. This little work will he
\

keep flowering and set fruit better than they would

very useful to those who wish to try the modes of
i
indoors. In September let them be moved under glass.
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where, when covered with brilliant orange berries,

they are extremely ornamental. Indeed Jew plants

can be compared witli this for winter decoration,

and what is important the berries are so permanent
that the bushes bearing them retain their vivid colour-

ing for several months at a time. The soil most suitable

for this Solanum is a light fibry loam intermixed with a

little peat and sand. Associated with capsicastrum
were S. pseudo-capsicum and laciniatum ; the last

has large yellow fruit, singularly cut leaves and in

summer handsome round violet blossoms,
Veronicas are largely grown here for autumn

decoration. Among the sorts were Andersoni,

Violacea, hybrida, meldensis, and Lindleyana, the

last a white kind. Of tliese we noticed beautiful

bushes just coming into flower. We also observed a

variegated variety of Andersoni, which, independent of

blossoms, had a pretty effect intermixed with ordi-

nary green leaved plants. Skimmia japonica was finely

covered with handsome red fruit, and we also ob-

served a double flowered Feverfew with blossoms as

white as snow and as large as those of a Pompone
Chrysanthemum, to which they bore considerable

resemblance. This will he found a useful plant for

winter decoration under glass and also for beds out of

doors in summer.
A mode of laying down Grass verges here may be

worth the attention of occupiers of small places.

It consists in making them of a semicircular form, a

little flattened at the top, bringing the edge flush down
to the gravel. In this way a larger surface of Grass

is secured than could be obtained from the same basis

if they were flat.

Miscellaneous.
Sea- Cucumlers*—^The Holothnrise, or Sea-Cucum-

bers, may be regarded in one light as soft sea-urchins,

and in another as approximating to the annelides or

worms. Their suckers are similar to those of the true

star-fishea and sea-urchins. Besides progression by

means of these organs, they move, like annelides, by
the extension and contraction of their bodies. The
mouth is surrounded by plumose tentacuta, the number
of which, when they are complete, is always a multiple

of five. They all have the power of changing their

shapes in the strangest manner, sometimes elongating

themselves like worms, sometimes contrf.cting the

middle of their bodies, so as to give themselves the

shape of an hour-glass, and then again blowing them-
selves up with water, so as to be perfectly globular.

The great Sea-Cucumber is the largest of all the

known European species, and probably one of the

largest Cucumeriae in the world, measuring when at

rest fully 1 foot, and capable of extending itself to the

length of three. Under the influence of terror, it dis-

members itself in the strangest manner. Having no

arms Or legs to throw ofli like its relations the luidia

and the brittle-star, it simply disgorges its viscera, and

manages to live without a stomach ; no doubt a much
greater feat than if it contrived to live without a head.

According to the late Sir James Dalyell, the lost parts

are capable of regeneration, even if the process of dis-

gorgement went so far as to leave but an empty sac

behind. Considering the facility with which the Sea-

Cucumber separates itself from its digestive organs, it

is the more to be wondered how it tolerates the pre-

sence of a very remarkable parasite, a fish belonging to

the genua Fierasfer, and about 6 inches long, fhis

most Impudent and intrusive comrade enters the mouth
of the Cucumber, and, as the stomach is too small for

his reception, tears its sides, quartering himself with-

out ceremony between the viscera and the outer skin.

The reason for choosing this strange abode is as yet an

enigma.

—

Dr, Hartwig^s ** Sea and its Living Wonders"

Calendar of Operations
(For the ensuing tueek,)

PLANT
'' CoySEBTATORT, &C.—Where there is a good stock of

Azaleas to select from, some of the most forward plants

may now be placed in heat in order to get them into

bloom early ; moisten them overhead two or three times
a day. TJnless, however, plants can be had which
made their growth and set their buds early in the

seMOn they need hardly be expected to flower so finely

ai under more natural circumstances in spring, and
unless the buds are plnmp there will be some danger
of the plants starting into growth ipstead of flowering.

Do not forget to introduce a good batch of Roses,

choosing the most promising plonts for wiiiter flower-

ing. A gentle bottom heat will be of great service to

these, as also to most other plants subjected to heat,

in order to get them into flower as quickly as possible,

and a moist state of the atmosphere must be secured,

admitting a little air freely on every favourable
opportunity. Ptlargouiums should be kept rather cool
and dry, giving whatever water may be necessary
on the morning of fine days, so that the superfluous
moisture may be removed before the evening, avoiding
the use of fire-heat except when necessary to prevent
the temperature falling below 40**, or to dispel damp,
when this cannot safely be done by giving air. Fancy
kinds like the warmth of an intermediate house. Cal-
ceolarias require very similar treatment, except that
they are subject to attacks of thrips unless afforded a
moist atmosphere ; they must, therefore, be narrowly

watched and smoked lightly two or three evenings

successively if this pest makes its appearance, keeping

the atmosphere moist, and giving air on every favour-

able opportunity to prevent the foliage from flagging.

Cinerarias for late blooming must also be kept cool and

airy, and should not be allowed to suffer from want of

pot room. Plants intended to flower early should be

encouraged with a gentle heat, keeping them as near

the glass as possible.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiKEBTES.—If any portion of the stock is intended

for fruiting early, a brisk xemperature must be main-

tained to induce it to start ; the most promising plants

should be selected for the purpose and placed in a small

house or pit by themselves , and, where anything like

a regular supply of ripe fruit is required, several houses,

or separately heated compartments, should be at com-
mand. It is not by any means desirable to start more
plants into fruit at this early season than may be abso-

lutely necessary, for they will produce finer fruit later

in the season than can possibly be obtained from them
now; and where a separate house cannot be commanded
for those wtiicli must be subjected to a higher tempera-
ture, we would advise that the plants selected for fruiting

should be placed in the warmest part of the house at

command, filling the rest of the house with young
stock. The former should be afforded a bottom-heat of

about 85% and the latter about 10** or 15* lower ; the

atmosphere should range from 68° to 75* by fire heat,

allowing it to rise 5* with the assistance of sunshine,

keeping the young plants near the glass, and properly

supplied with water at the root. This temperature
will be considerably too high for young stock at this

season, but we have seen this system practised with
considerable success ; and although the young plants may
get s mewhat drawn, they will gain substance as light

increases, and the evil will be less than running the risk

of starting at this early period of the season the greater

portion of the plants that are at command for keeping

up the supply throughout the summer,
ViNBEtES.—Until the buds are fairly broken the

points of the shoots should be kept nearly on a level

with the lowest part of the Vine ; and if this should

not be found suflicient to induce the buds to start

equally throughout the length of the Vine, the rod

should be bent so as to bring the most forward buds
to the lowest level, elevating those that are backward.

Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere by frequently

sprinkling the floor and passages, &c. ; and syringe the

Vines lightly at least twice a day until the leaves begin

to appear, when the amount of moisture must be mode-
rated. Give every attention towards securing a gentle

warmth for the roots; turning the litter and adding
fresh as may be requisite, and keeping it well protected

from the effects of heavy rain and severe weather. Be
satisfied with a moderate night temperature until the

buds begin to push, when it may gradually be raised to

60* by the time that the leaves fairly begin to open.

Peaches and Nectarines.—It must be remembered
that these fruits will not admit *of rapid forcing in the

early stages of the process, therefore fire heat should

be applied with caution, so that the night temperature

does not exceed 50°, otherwise the blossoms will be

weak and liable to drop ; during the day the tempera-

ture may rise to 60*, with plenty of air on every

favourable opportunity. Syringe the trees, and close

the house early after a bright day; continue this till

the blossoms begin to expand. Cover the outside

border with leaves or litter, for the purpose of exclud-

i.ig frost and heavy rains. Tie in the trees in the next

house, and get all ready for starting by the end of the

month,
Chehbies.—Trees in pots must soon be placed in the

early house, if early fruit is required. Top-dress with

fresh loam and dung, and keep a moist atmosphere,

with a night temperature of 45* to begin with. Admit
plenty of air through the day,

Stbawbkeeies,—Protect the pots from frost and
wet. Some of the early kinds may be placed in the

forcing-house when the heat is moderate—the end of

the month will, however, be soon enough in most cases.

Do not water except they are very dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
If any of the tenderer kinds of Roses are yet unpro-

tected, some covering material should be applied at

once. Also get in Briars for budding upon without
delay, for unless these are planted before spring they

seldom furnish strong shoots for early budding. The
transplanting of any large evergreens which unfor-

tunately hfis been delayed until now should be pro-

ceeded with with vigour while the weather is mild and
open. There will be comparatively little to do in the

flower garden at present, and any spare time will be
well spent in going over Ihe stock of plants in pits for

next season's use, removing every decaying leaf, and
where the surface soil has got green, removing this

and top dressing with sandy loam. There is nothing
so unfavourable to these plants at this season as damp,
therefoie take every favourable opportunity of admitting

fresh air.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
See that standard trees which have been recently

moved or root-pruned are firmly secured against winds

;

and also get any root-pruning or transplanting

remaining to be done this season executed before frost

sets in. Endeavour, as has been previously pointed out,

to have a good supply of Parsley under safe protection

for there is generally a large demand for this ; and \P-

the event of a severe winter it is diflicult to save it by
the ordinary protection of hoops and mats. Lettuces,

Cauliflowers, ^c, in frames should be freely

exposed on all favourable occasions. Introduce

a succession of Rhubarb, Seakale, and Aspa-

ragus roots into forcing -pits; if these :ire forced in the

open ground, the linings should be turned occasionally,

or renewed, so that a good heat be maintained; cover

with mats or litter in frosty weather. Give air to

Asparagus as soon as the heads appear above the

soil. Sow French Beans in succession, and top the

plants as soon as they have made their second leaf.

Cucumbers require every attention at this time of

year to keep them in health; still maintain the tempe-

rature previously advised, and give air every day when
the weather permits. Stop and train the plants as

they progress, and do not allow the leaves to crowd one

another, otherwise they will soon get yellow; water

occasionally with liquid manure; this should be
done when the soil is dry". Keep up a moist

temperature, from 55* to 60*, in the MushrooTa

house. Collect fresh horse-droppings and put them
together in a dry place to heat, in preparation

for making new beds by the end of the month.

STATS OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK WEAK LONDON
For the Week endiag Dec. 6. 1360.u observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

Nov.
0)

and Dec. g*^

Friday 30i 17
SaTur. 1 18
Sunday % 19

Mon. 3( 20
Tues. 4 21
Wed. 5 .(

Baromrtkk.

Max.

ThuTS. 6

Average.

.

23

29.fi88

29.7t;3

29.6 J n
29.-172

2\i^l 1

29.415
29.308

Min.

TBIWrKRATOBB.

Ottht EarthTJilHTAiT.

29.n64
29,);r.5

29A'}9
29.:iii

29-283
29.321
29.100

MftX. Min.

29.514 I 29.390

&0
51
49
»7
50
51
55

33
42
39
41
38
3e
44

50.4 33.1

Mean

41.5

4().5

44.0

44.0

4t.0
40.5

49.5

1 foot 2 feet

deep. deep.

461

474
47
47
13

49
49

Wind

44.3 47.7

45
45
45
45

45i
46
46

45.3

S.
E.
E.
E.
E.
S.

a
"3

.12

.01

.01

.12

.07

.02
06

.41

Kov. 30—Dense fOR; lORsy; fineatniRbt; rain.

Dec. 1—Cloudy; very fine; alixht rain.
— 2—Rain ; aliRht Laze ; dnzily ; rain at Dlscht.

— 3— Fojffey ; hftzy ; rain in heavy sliowers at night.

_ 4—FojKSy and drizzly; cloudy; foggy; rain.

— 5—Dense fog ; hazy ; alijelit rain at nixt't.

— 6—Densely clouded and rather boisterous.

Mean temperature of the week,3 deg. above the average.

HECOKD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
During the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending Dec. 15, 1860.

December. ^-^^

1

Sunday 9.

.

45.S

Uon. to,. 46.0

Tues. 11.. 45.1

Wed. 12.. 45.3

Thurs. 13.. 48.2

Friday 14.. 45.7
Satur. !.>..! 46-3

55^

p.

a

35.8

33.7
32.3

:«.5

32.7

34.1

34J

5^

40.8

39.9
3S.7
39.4
39.5

39.4
40.4

No. of
Tears in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

"Prevailing Winii.

The highest temperature durlne the above period occurred on

1812—therm. 61 deg., and the lowest on the I3th, ISIG—t^er^l
the 13th,

11 dec. g 1

Notices to Correspondents. a^
Araucabia : F H M. The spots that have appeared on your

specimen are owing to the long continuance of wet weather

and the absence of sunshine. You muat hope for their dis-

appearance next season : for nothing can be done.

"liuQBT:" Cirenceder. Thi« consists of swarms ot mealy buga.

We advi'^e you to try the effect of Gishurst Compound made

into a lather with soft water, and applied with a shaving-

brush, or some such thing. But it must be repeated several

timea, as the insects are very difficult to kill, and some will

continue to escape for a long time. The operaUon would be

more easy if the Cotoneaster were pruned " hard m' and all

the cuttings burnt or thrown into boilinq water imme-

diately. To bury them is worse than useless.

CHE9KUT3 : B A. They will not make Hop-poles in such sou as

you mention. . /v j*^
Cinchonas: W T. The statement in the Port of Spain Gazette

of Aug. 4 that " large districts have been planted with these

trees iu the elevated lands of Hindostan," is an entire mis-

take. The learned Editor seems to have mistaken Tea for

Cinchona. We are glad however to learn that steps are

taking to establish plantations of the latter in the moun-

tainous parts of Trinidad. It appears that Messrs. Cruger

and Devenish, by order of the Governor, have visited the

Maracas mountains, and particularly the peaks of Tocuche,

which are the highest iu the Colony, and also the CaDc-

ceras " of Oropouche, in the North-east part of the island, to

see how far these heights might answer the purpose. In the

expedition they were accompanied as far as Valencia by nia

Excellency and Colonel Fanshawe, R.E., both of whom pro-

ceeded farther East to the Oropouche River. One or two

tracts of limited extent were selected aa offering suitaDie

situations for the attempt ; but it will take some time to

prepare the places for the proijosed nurseries, and Mr. Cruger

has this labour now under his supervision.

FcNGi : X Y 2. Your Fungus is, we believe, the spawn ot dry

rot. It is probable that the tall Fungus mentioned 18 a stata

of Polyporug squamosus. A morsel directed by post to M. J. -».»

King's Cliffe, Wansford, would enable him to give a more

decisive answer. Af. J. B. ,

Gladiolus Hebd : R S. Sow in spring in shallow pans filiea

with light sandy soiL Place them in a cold frame, which

should be kept rather close till the plants are up ; after that

prick them out into pots three or four together, or plant

them out in the open ground % ,

Green Paper Hangings : Aliw'al. We have repeatedly warned

our readers against the poisoned atmosphere of rooms in

which these deadly preparations are used. Unfortunately

coroners' inquests are no longer uncommon in consequence ot

people continuing to put up such paper. The green colour

is produced by a preparation of arsenic. .

Names OF Plants; Briitol. Cypiipedium insigne and Cjmipi-

dtum Mastersi.—Orion. Not lUecebrum diffusum but Unza

major.—/A'. Mere leaves cannot be named.—/A ." e a^
others have always regarded it as a form of A. ?^"^^;^^
M C. L. speciosa was misprinted in oxir last L. spinosa ;

tno

morsel may, liowever, have belonged to L. bipartita.--^

Amateur. I, Filago germanica; 2, Prunella vulgaris—^ (r-a-

4. Cotoneaster acuminata; 5. has no flowers, may ob

K ccremocarpua scaber. The box contained nottiingeisfr-

A D. Acampe papillosa—^ Gardener. 1. Epaons ^^iP"^^'

2. Not in flower; should not have been sent; may tw »

Myoporum. ,o-a. Wif -w
The We.\theb : T S P. There was a comet in 1859 ,

but. a«

you correcUy observe, the great comet. Dooatis, aPP^™.,,.

the autumn of lti63. We should have said the year after U3

recent appearance of a great comet.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac.— Manufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbjt, F.G.S.,

ftc.. Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, S. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates ofLime, Coprolites, Ac.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
OeutJeman desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

HB LONDON" MANURE COMPANY
fESTABLTSHED 1840.)

ire now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best qualitv.
DISSOLVED BONES, ani> BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywould call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Boiiea,

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbg & Sous), NITRATE of
SODA. SULPHATE OF AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
116, Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

LAWES'S MANURES.
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £6 6

i, BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..66
„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME .. 5 5
„ BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure f Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and
cheapest aitificial manure that can be used for Wheat at
autumn sowing.

Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs : Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E.C, and Liffey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

BURNARD. LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, ecLuivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic
Phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:--"These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterisee
your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, Ac, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
4 Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

JUPP'S NEW HORSErCATTLE, PIC, & POULTRY FOOD.
MESSRS. W. Al^D R. JUPP AND CO. be^ to inform

,. .,w,'^li^^L^'^^^'^^ ^"^ intending visitors to the SMITHFIELDOLUB CATTLE SHOW that they will be found during the
four day^ viz., llth, 12th, 13th, and 14th December, at
Stand No, 418, where they will be happy to distribute

toTh^ei^ufe^'c
^*''"^^' '''''^ ^^°"^ every information as

PIG and POULTRY FOOD, 16*. per cwt, or Id. per feed of
one pmt ; in sacks of 2i cwt. and li cwt. each.

6, Cross Lane, Eaatcheap, E.C.
iS" Messrs. W. & R. J. & Co., in answer to numerous

inquiries, beg to say that in the present state of the market
they are unable materially to alter the price of their foods,
unless by substituting an inferior article ; and this tJifi are
dete-i-mmed not to do. Their customers may therefore" rest
assured that the articles they send out will be identical with
the samples analysed by Dr. Letheby.

FOODT HO R LEY'S
Retail Depot. 77, Newgate Street. City, E.C.

FOB CATTLE.
.-..-- Offices

^nd Steam Mills, Caledonian Road, King's Cross, N,
N.B.—A pamphlet post free. This Condiment has now

become a great fact throughout the world.

GRICULTURAL and GENERAL MACHINERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manurac-

tarcd, Messrs. Boroess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street. Tendon,
E.C., invite the attention of the Public to their large and
ehoice Stock.

• REAPING MACHINE—PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Bcrgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

TiAWN-MOWING MACHINES—BURGESS "aS)
KEY'S

MACHI^-E3 are the most simple and effective yet introduced to
*-he public, and at a lower price—16 in., 6i. ; 19 in., 6L 10»,

;

^2 in., 71, ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. Garden
Eo^es and all kinds of Garden Tools always in stock.

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.
STANDS 444 to 451.—Dec, 11. 12, 13, and 14.

Ashbt),
following

^P W, ASHBY a>d CO., (late Smith &
^ • Stamford, Lincolnshire, will exhibit the
-HACHIKES at the above Show :—
Smith & Ashbv's Patent Prize HAYMAKER.
Smith &, Ashbv's Patent Prize HORSE RAKE.
T. W. AsHBY & Co.'s Patent Prize CHAFF-CUTTERS.
SiuTH t Ashby's Improved Prize OIL-CAKE MILL.r.W^HBT & Co/s Small Portable Prize STEAM ENGINES.

^".^D^^Tc* ^<*'« ^ew Patent Prize ROTATINGUAnKUW S*

CATTLE

H
SHOW.

To Farmers and Country Gentlkmen.
ORSES PREVENTED RUNNING AWAY bv

. .

using the PATENT SAFETY SPRINGS, buckled to any
dnvingr or nding rem, which act instantly on a curb or Chifney

Invaluable for tender-mouthed horses that will not face
a curb bit and occasionally run away. 2000 in use. Price 8ato 12*. a pair.

Gutta Percha A nti-crib-biting Strap. IS*. lOOO in use
Giitta Percha Jockey, for breaking horwa easv mouthed.

56«, to 60«. ; or on hire, 2». a week. 2000 in use. '

Springs for Girths, Rollers. &c., 2j».

Metal Springs for Reins. Chains, Ropes, &c., from Od.
Ketlock, Speedy, Leg, Knee, Ring Boots, &c.

^S^A^^^l^}^
Patentee, and Manufacturing Saddler, &c..2», Oxford Street, W, near the Marble Arch.

'

N.B. Lent on approval without charge.

JR. BROWN and CO., 18, Cannon Street, City, E.C,
• have an Office at SMITHFIELD SHOW, Baker Street

—STAND 833—where particulars and prices may be had
of their

SELECT LIST OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
AI,SO OF

CHAPLIN'S PATENT PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES,
IRON AND WIRE FENCING, IRON HURDLES,

FENCING WIRE, WIRE NETTING.
SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWING MACHINES, <tc.

STAND 833, and

18, Oiuinon Street, City, E.C., (nearly opposite Switbin'a Lane.)

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH.—
Stands 016 to 621. Smithfield Club Show.

December 11, 12, 13, 14.

The above Machine, with all latoat improvements, will be in
operation near London during the Smithfield Show wtek.
PRICED CATALOGUES, containing Reports from all parts

of the country, can be obtained at the Stands, or of

John Fowler, jun., 28, Comhill, London, E.C.

SMITHFIELD CATTLE SHOW.—STANDS 754 to 756.

CATTLE INSTRUMENTS, PROBANGS, &c.

READ'S PATENT VETERINARY INJECTING
SYRINGES ; Improved HOLLOW PROBANGS for Re-

1

heving Hoven or Choked Bullocks, Calves, Sheep. &c.
READ'S NEW PATENT GARDEN WATERING ENGINES,

MACHINES, & SYRINGES, with all the latest improvements.
Manufactured only by the Patentee, RICHARD READ,

Instrument Maker (by Special Appointment) to her Mnjcaty,
35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London, W.

*»* Descriptions sent post free.

CATTLE SHOW.—STAND No. 452.

REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
BURGESS AND KEY mamifacture the following

PATENTED MACHINES, several thousands of which
are now in use on farms in all parts of the world.
McCORMlCK'S REAPER with BURGESS and KEY'S

SCREW DELIVERY PLATFORM for laying the Com off the
side in swath. It will cut from 15 to iiO acres per day. It

received the two last highest prizes of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, and also the two last highest prizes of the
French Government. Price 42i. 10». 2000 have been sold.

MCCORMICK'S REAPER.—It is like the above, except the
delivery. In this machine a man rakea the Com off the side.
It received the two council medals of the two Great Exhibitions
of England and France. Price 25L
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER.—It will cut lower and better

than the scythe. It received the last prize of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England, and also the prize at Canterbury
this year. 400 were sold for last harvest. Price 302.

COMBINED REAPER aud MOWER ; a combinaUon of
Allen's and Casscy's Reaper, of which latter it is an improve-
ment. Price, two-horse machine, 35i. ; for one-horse machine,
22L lOs. Testimonials sent on application.
Burgess & Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C, Manu-

factory, Brentwood, Essex.
The above prices include packing and delivery at any

Railway Station in Great Britain and the Ports of Dublin,
Belfast, and Cork.

^^SMlfHTlELD~CLUB SHOW, BAKER STREET,
December 11, 12, 13. 14, on Stand 599 will be exhibited

CLAY'S PATENT CULTIVATOR and ERADL
CATOR, Royal (IS59), Yorkshire (1858), and North Lincoln-

shire (1859-fiO) Societies', and Puris Exhibition (1860), Prize Im-
plement. Requires one-fourth less horse-power thanany other
Implement tested by the Royal Societies' judges at the
Warwick fleeting. The Frame of each Implement ia appli-
cable as a Broadshare or Scarifier, Surface Parer or Skim,
Cultivator or Grubber, and Eradicator or Drag Harrow. Price
from €1. 5s. to 121. , according to size and number of Tines,
wrought iron.—Also,

CLAY'S NEW PATENT HORSE HOE.—Price of
this Implement for a single row, 21. 5«. By a veiy simple con-
trivance the width of cut can be instantly varied during the
progress of the horse, bo that all danger of cutting up the pLints
where the rows are irregular mayalwaysbeavoided. Illustrated
Catalogues with particulars sent on application to Charles
Clay, Oakenshaw Iron Works, near Wakefield,

CATTLE SHOW, BAKER STREET BAZAAR.
SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDES, and new-

varieties of MANGEL WURZRL, KOIIL RABI, and
other AGRICULTURAL ROOTS will be exhibited at then*
STANDS, Baker Street Bazaar, where orders will be taken
for Sceti. N.B —As the Stock of Seed is limited it is advisable
that orders should be given early.

Royal Berkahire^Seed^tablJahment, Reading.

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE SEED.—
The crop of Seed being- more than half destroyed by the

inclement weather throughout the last Winter, Springp aQd
Summer, the present price ia 2*, 6d, per lb,, aad to insure si

supply early orders will be necessary. The AdTertisement
which appeared at p. 1072 of Gardtners ChronicU was an acci-
dental republication of an announcement made last December.
~^ CRYSTAL PALACE ROOT " SHOW^
SUTTON AND SON'S EXHIBITION of MANGEL

WURZELS, TURNIPS, KOHL RABI, and other AGRI*
CULTURAL ROOTS, will be seen in the Centre Tramept
during the present week.

Also at the CATTLE SHOW, Baker Street Bazaar.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SWITHFIELD CLU8 SHOW.—STAND 766,

TTTOOD'S PRIZE GRASS-MOWING MACHINE,
V T AND COMBINED REAPING & MOWING MACHINE,

the only successful and practical Mnchino for both Grain
Reaping and Grass Cuttingp will cut from 10 to 15 acres of any
kind of Grain or Grass per day.
Patronised by H. R.H. The Prince Consout, H, M, The

Empekor of the French, H, M. the King of the Belgians,
the Noblemen and Agriculturists of England, Scotland^ aiid
Ireland.

Price of Mowing Machines :

{f-
One Ho^e.

^

£.0.

Price of Combined Mowing and Reaping Machine, complete in
all respects for Mowing and Reaping . . £35.

These Machines liave been awarded more Prizes than any other
Machine in the world, among which may be mentioned

—

The Yorkshire Agricultural Society's First Prize of lOt. as the
best Mowing Machine at the Trial at Pontefract, July, 1860.

The Royal North Lancashire Agricultural Society's First Prize
of 20i., August, 1860.

The Grand Go!d Medal of Honour as the best Mowing Machine,
either native or foreign; also the Gold Medal and One Thou-
sand Franca fis the best Foreign Machine ; and a Special
Gold Medal, at the Great Trial at Vincennes, near Paris,
June, 1860.

The First Prize Silver Medal and Two Hundred Francs at the
Trial at Trappea, near Paris, June. 1860.

Tlie Grand Gold Medal of Honour as the most useful Farm
Implement at the GusCrow, Mecklenburg, Exhibition and
Trial, June, 1860.

The First Prize Medal by the U. S. National Agricultural
Society, as the best Mower, 1850 and 1860.

Prize of Silver Medal at Amiens, May, 1860.

Prize of Silver Medal and Five Hundred Franca by the French
Government, at St. Cloud, July, 1869.

Prize of Silver Medal, Glasgow Agricultural Society, June. 1859.

Prize of lOL by the Royal North Lancashire Agricultural

Society. August. 1859.
"

* ,^ ,

Prize of 101. by the Liverpool and Manchester Agrjcuitural

Society, September, 1859.

And the Prize of 251. as the best Reaper, and 20/. as the beat

Mower, which was awarded thia Machine at the Royal

IAS* Meeting and Trial at Londonderry. August, 1858

;

and at "the Great Trial by the U. S. A. Society, at Syracuse.

July 1857, it was awarded the Grand Gold Medal and

Diploma in competition with about 30 Machines. Also by

the same Society, the First Prize, 1858 and 1859.

About ONE THOUSAND of these Machines have been

put in operation in this country with the most complete suc-

cess as is amply testified by the users of these Machines, mauy

of whom have kindly permitted reference to be made to them.

Conies of testimonials and further particulars may be ob-

tained on application to W. M. CRANSTON, 58, King William

Street. London Bridge, London, E. C.

BOTH THE SPLENDID
PRIZE CUPS GIVEN BY H.R.H. THE PRINCE

CONSORT have again been won with fielda of BUTTON'S
CHAMPION SWEDES ; the Royal East Berks by Mr. James
Sharp, Remenham, and the Royal South Bucks by Mr.
Stephen PuUen, Horton.

,

SMITHFIELD SHOW.—STANDS 191 to 123, First Gallery.

ROBERT P. KEU, who has for the last 20 years
attended the Annual Meetings of the Smithfield Show on

behalf of Mr. William Skirring, Seedsman, begs to intimate
that he will for the future attend on his own account; and in

accordance with this announcement R. P. K. has the pleasure

to acquaint his Agricultural Friends that his Stand will be aa

above, at the ensuing- Exhibition, beginning on December 11,

when he will be prepared to receive orders for all the most
approved descriptions of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

Seed Warehouse, 4, Basnett Street, Liverpool.—Dec. 8.

CATTLE ~S H~0 W.

WM. SKIRVING begs to announce to his friends

and the public that he will attend, as usual, at the

CATTLE SHOW, Baker Street, to exhibit ROOTS and taka

ordera for AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of the most approved
kinds. (Stand in Bazaar, 190.)—Liverpool. Dec. 8.

RAYNBIRD AND CO.. Seed Mkechants and
Growers, Basingstoke, and 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane,

London, E C.
Samples and Quotations of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, and SEED CORN, sent post free on application.

Peruvian Guano, Lawes' Turnip Manures, Linseed Cakes,

Cotton Seed Cakes. Ac, of best quality at Market Prices.

CCOLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY'
J AND or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 3T and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington. London, S.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.O.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studiea pursued in the College comprisea every

branchrequisitetoprepare youth for thepursuitsofAgrieulture^
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for Iha
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Aualy.ses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately e.vecuted at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

K, BUCKMAN, Professor ot Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural CollDge, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,
that he may be profeaafonally consulted in all matters relating
to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as the Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, Ac—Communications to be addreased to
Professor Buckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

:tx ofT30YAL AGKlCULTUKAJj &OC
-L\i ENGLAND.
The GENERAL MEETING of MEMBERS will be held

at the Society's House, No. 12, Hanrfv-er Square, London, on
WEDNESDAY, December 12, at Twelve o'clock.

By order of the Council, H. Haix Dare, Sec.
^London, December, 1 860.

PRIZE CATTLE SHOW or the SMITHFIELD
CLUB.—The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PRIZE

CAITLE, SEEDS. ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS, Ac., commences
on TUESDAY MORNING and closes on FRIDAY EVENING,
December 11, 12, 13, and 14. Bazaar, King Street and Baker
Street. Open from daylight till 9 in the evening.

Admittance One Shilling.

?E:iie ^urtcultitral iBKitttt.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1860.

*

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWIPiO WEEK.
)Looilon Fumipri*' Club G r.M,

..™..— ., >,. .- . (Mr Scoti Burn, on the
I Labourer.)

TVRSDAT, — 11 i

WKDMirauAT,— 12 [ SinitbfieW Clab, at BaVer Street
TuvRxuAT, — 13 C Biitfiar.

t^HIDAY, — 14.1

(AkH. Society of EnitUDil Noon.
WfcDJfiiSDAT,— 12<MeetinB on Land UrainHK^ at

C fiaiiovLT SquMrc Itooau .. S r.M.

DxTKiNO the past week the Birmingham Exhi-
bition of Fat Cattle and other Stock, Poultry and
Roots has been held, and a report will be found in

another page. On Monday evening, Dec. 10, the

Smithfield Club open their Metropolitan Exhibi-
tion of Fat Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs, and of Farm
Implements, at the Baker Street Bazaar. On the

same evening, at 6 p.m., Mr. Scott Bi7RN\s paper

on theconditionof the labourer in ourownand other

countries will be read in the rooms of the Central

Farmers' Club, Bridge Str et, Blackfriars.

On Tuesday the Smithfield Show opeaa to the

public, and the general meeting of the Club is

held for the election of officers at 1 o'clock. Oa
the following day, at U o'clock, the general

meeting of the Enjjlish Agricultural Society will

I
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be held ia Hanover Square, and a meeting for

2 p.m. on that day at the Hanover Square

Kooms, to take the subject of a general Land

Drainage Bill into consideration. There will be

no agricultural discussion this year before the

Society of Arts during the ** agricultural week."

Shows of roots are now the order of the day,

and where the weight of the individual root (illus-

trative of what, by sort and treatment, can be

done) is given, and the weight per acre of the

crop from which it is taken (illustrative of what

any farmer may expect to accomplish) is also

published, and the cultivation, tillage, and gene-

ral management of the crop are described by

which the results were actually obtained, and by

which they may be copied anywhere—there is no

more interesting illustration of agricultural pro-

gress. Some of the Club reports are given and

will be given in our pages. To that of the

Birmingham Exhibition in another column we

direct attention , and others lately held at

Hadleigh and at Ipswich will be described.

An extremely interesting local exhibition of the

kind was held last week at Reading, where Messrs.

SUTTOU, offering annually 201, or 30Z, of prizes for

roots grown in the neighbourhood by their cus-

tomers, succeed each year in collecting for

exhibition on a market day a useful and instruc-

tive collection of roots. The thing might well

fee copied by all our principal seedsmen, so as to

afford in all chief market towns suites of specimens

for the information of those who rarely visit the

greater shows of our agricultural societies.

In the rooms at Reading a very interesting col-

lection of Mangels and of Swedish and common
Turnips of different sorts was shown by Mr.

Bentox, M.P. for the county. And large numbers

of red and yellow Globe and long Mangels, of

Skirving's, Sutton's and other Swedes, of green

and red Rounds, green and 'yellow Tankards, Grey

Stone and other sorts of common Tarnip, of red

and green Kohl Rabi, white [and red Carrots,

Parsnips, and cattle Cabbages, were shown by

other cultivators. On the whole the Kohl Rabi

and the Swedes were the finest roots, as they have

proved generally this year, suffering least from a

^cold wet season, while the Mangels are much
inferior to those of previous seasons. The best

Swedes varied from 12 to 15 lbs. in weight

;

Kohl Rabi grown by Messrs. Sutton them-
selves, weighed IG and IS lbs. apiece ; white

Carrots grown by Mr. Shackel, of Earley

Court, weighed 40 lbs. per dozen. Sound Grey

Stone Turnips were exhibited weighiug upwards

of 20 lbs, apiece. The heaviest Mangels did not

much exceed one-half the maximum weight of last

year.

The collection was exceedingly interesting as a

picture of the differences existing amongst true

Tarieties of roots grown as cattle food.

ing the streams and outfalls on a comprehensive scale, in exhibitions, the rival prize Wheats and Barleys of
which every source of benefit should receive its due develop-

Mgl^^ourne and Adelaide, Weighing 674 Ibs. aud
„..,^ ,nHH.«M.im«nf^uinterest9beeamnvconsidered. Me

^g^ ^^^^ respectively or thereabouts, Samples of

which will be tried in the neighbourhood respec-

tively of Melbourne and of Adelaide. English

farmers will be glad to see specimens of this high

quality at the International Exhibition in 1862 ; and
we hope that the public spirit which is bestirring

itself in Australian colonies for the benefit of one
another may act for that of the mother country

also ; and that in 1862 we shall have ample oppor-

tunity of examining these and all other illustrations

of distant agricultural capabilities.

Mfi, Baixey Bekton's third paper on Outfalls

will be found in another column ; and we direct

to it the attention of all those interested in a sub-

ject which ia, we hope, to receive a full discussion

at the meeting in the Hanover Square Rooms next

Wednesday, at 2 r.:M:. Meanwhile let us name
as also deserving their attention a capital paper on

Eiver Hefurm by Mr. J. Algeenox Clause, in

the Mark Lane Express of last Monday, in which

the proper objects and proper limits ot legislation

on the subject are well laid down. The following

are instructive passages.

First, on the objects of a good measure :

** I hope no one will suppose that we, the dr^ners, arc

seeldnK to dry up all emnals, and send barges by the railway

;

to drain all fish-ponds, and let off ornamental waters ; to

prevent any brook from being conducted over meadows, and
toconfino the use of every river, sircam, and water-course to

the one sole purpose of carrj-ing off spent liquid from 6 feet

deep drain atre-pipes. We say that in the annual downfai upon

Great Britam are received the greatest riches and bless-

ing's ; fertilizing stores for the greedy yet prolific soil

;

•buoyant pathways for the sluggish boat and heavy-laden

bar^e ; cheap, unceasing motive-power for the industrious

milfer and manufiicturor ; moisture for the invalua-

ble meadow herbage and hay ; an element for the finny

treasures of the sportsman to play in; sheets of limpid

flood, to embellish the park of the noble, or the people's

pleasure-ground ; and supplies of *' beautiful water," cleansing,

purifying, sustaining alike the population of city, village, and
open country. We say that, owing to the physical conforma-

tion of hill and vale, the geological stmcture of rocba and beds,

tlie water-sheds and natural channels and springs distribute

these downfal waters in such a manner, and in such directions,

as to cause immense loss by injurious fioodinsrs in some locali-

ties, and all sorts of waste of power and usefulness of water in

others. Nature provides the valuable agent; it is for Art to

appropriate and apply it to the use of man. Art has been
doing this for centuries, and has made good profit by mill-

-wheels, irrigations, navigations, fisheries, and so on; but
then it baa been art applied irregularly, disconnectedly,

and selfishly, with no common purpose or aim, without
reference to the general well-being of the inhabitants of
these realms. Consequently the nation has not secured from

ment, and the claims of all interests be equally

say that tho progress of husbandry, the pressure of a^i "**

creasing population upon a limited area of cultivable land, tlie

necessities of over-grown unhealthy towns and clustering

villages seated in dangerous sanitary conditions, ^\>°^ ^'l^

banks of streams, the growing inadequacy of the channels to

discharge floods that are at the same time continually requir-

ing a more rapid exit as the work of under-draining extends—

that these and other considerations render it imperative, tor

the safety and prosperity of all classes of the community, that

a general and governmental conservancy and supervision ot the

whole hydrography of Great Britain should be at once organised

and inaugurated."

On the means to be employed in order to this

efficient supervision

:

•*
I hope no one will ever be found to advocate the establish-

ment of a board of national drainers, whose duty shall be to

go round the kingdom and put right whatever water-courses

they may find amiss, and make the district or the general

public pay "the piper ".. ..The general Act I wish for would

be intended neither to dictate and oblige districts to put their

waters in order, and force them, against their own mchnation,

to make the best of their water-power and the most of their

low-lying lands, nor yet to over-ride local rights, and proceed

to execute works which Government engineers may fancy to

be necessary, and saddle a grumbling country with a tax for

the outlay. I want a law establishing a central authority,

after the fashion of the Inclosuve Commissioners, with nUes of

action laid down, jurisdiction defined, and so on, with a staff

of engineers, inspectors, &c. ; so that any district desirous

(with a sufficient majority of the interests concemed) to im-

prove itself, could do so by appealing to this constituted

authority, without the intolerable expense of repeated Par-

liamentary contests, and without the victimising squabbles of

rival schemers and swindling speculators.
'*

Mr, Clarke then gives the history of the gene-

ral subject and of the legislation hitherto connected

with it, as well as of iastances showing the need

and cost of it. As he says:— *' It is just becEiuse

districts are left to fight their own battles against

adventurers and schemers, to struggle with non-

consenting or opposing interests, to agitate, survey,

choose plans, pay lawyer after lawyer, and carry on

an enormously burdensome Parliamentary contest,

before a sod can be turned or a sixpence raised

from the lands proposed to be benefited—it is

because this unaided, roundabout, costly proce-

dure is imposed upon whosoever dares to move in

the cause of improved outfalls, that such scandal-

ous cases have arisen, and that such egregious

blunders have been perpetrated in the name of

arterial drainage."

Hence the need of some general measure giving

power to majorities to act within certain limits

prescribed by the best knowledge of the subject

which exists.
** N'obody wants totcompel the drying^of meadows which now

yield good hay. If it ia a fact that they are more valuable in

their present aquatic condition than if well drained and
ploughed, the district in which they lie must surely know this,

and can reject any scheme for the purpose. Nobody wants to

de]>rivo a mill of power, or cut off the supply of water to a
factory, or subvert a navigation, if no balance of advantage
would be gained by such a course. The drainage district must
alone be its own judge of its necessities. Only w^e, tho

drainers, are determined that their case shall be introduced to

tfieir own notice, and remedial measures be submitted to their

judgment—this we shall accomplish by a general Act. And it

is very clear that general rules for regulating compensations,
compositions, purchases, (fee, could be easily framed ; because
our rivers are capable of being classified according as they
subserve the purposes of mills, navigation, simple drainage, or

any one or more of these and other objects ; and the remedial
measures will be of similar character in certain descriptions of

cases. We have already a sufficient number of precedents of

the purchase of mills and canals, and compensations of all

kinds, to guide us iu framing a new general Act, or to direct

the elective Boards or Committees in the drainage districts how
to proceed in dealing^with rights and claims.

Mr. Claeke concludes his most interesting

paper as follows :

—

** I consider that a general Act should embrace two distinct

objects. In the first place, it should enable any drainage
district to remodel, improve, reclaim, by empowering it to

deal with every possible form of water-right for the common
good—to execute works, to raise rates for payment, and to

establish a permanently organised stipervision for the main-
tenance or improvement of the whole system of water-works

in that district. And, in the second place, it should provide

for the case of isolated estates or farms, towns, or other inte-

rests, in districts not needing or not willing to combine in such
general works or extensive supervision. . . In conclusion,

I must declare my opinion that the country greatly needs the
immediate appointment of a commission of inquiry, which
shall examine and report upon the drainage condition of Great
Britain, thus furnishing a body of evidence which would
" prove the preamble " of a general bill, and by the dest;rlption

of cases and precedents enable principles of pnicedure in com-
pensating and settling with conflicting claima, to be drawn up
alike for the guidance of the district drainage boards and the

central commission."

food and ill paid services, while elsewhere

edemandsfor " 1000 drainers," and the like,

Both the South Australian and the South

African papers of the latest date 'contain reports

of the agricultural exhibitions of the respective

colonies.

The Grahams Town paper recomraends a Govern-

ment grant, which has been allowed in aid of

agricultural shows, to be divided among the exist-

ing agricultural societies—so as to stimulate all

alike, and prepare the way for the time, not yet

arrived as it contends, when one great gathering

for all the colony may be possible.

The South Australian paper advocates, on the

other hand, not merely one show for the whole of

the colony, but the interchange and exhibition of

specimens from various colonies. It specifies in par-

the waters those foU advantages which are derivable by treat- tlColar, as havmg CXCUca great interest at recent

LoitD Ebuey has called attention during the

past week to the evils of indiscriminate benevo-

lence, and the pauperising tendency of a recently

proposed scheme for establishing nomas for the

reception of poverty all over London. He recalls

the period when such pauperising schemes were in

full development, in fact under legal sanction, and

when, the lax and what was intended to be a bene-

volent administration of the Poor Laws, paying

wages not according to work done but according

to the size of the labourer's family, &c., produced

its natural fruits, and the peasantry of half our

southern counties rose in insurrection. At the

same time he suggests one way in which tie

benevolent feelings excited by recent publications

of distress, may be put into profitable exercise.

**It not unfrequently happens that while there is a

glut of labour in one part of the country there is a

dearth of it in another, a state of things which is

not always known to those who would mutually

profit by the intelligence. If, therefore, some

central society could be established iu London for

the purpose of receiving intercommunications of

this nature, it might be the means of essential

service to the working classes, especially now when

the means of transit are so easy and cheap that a

job, though at some distance, would not necessitate

the breaking up of a home."
The same suggestion has already been published

in our columns more than once at harvest time,

when the interests of masters seemed to demand

the step. It surely is as deserving of attention

now in the interests of the labourer, who is in

some districts in great distress owing to h^gb

priced
we have
proving the inequality of agricultural condition

which prevails.

— An important game case was lately heard

before the Countv Court at Preston, wherein Mr.

Rome, a farmer near Chorley, claimed damages

for trespasses and injuries by the defendants done

to his farm lands and the growing crops thereon,

by having wrongfully overstocked a large quantitr

of pheasants, rabbits, &c., on or near the mX
lands. The defendants, it seemed, had the shoot-

ing over the farm in question, and in 1857 the

game was entirely destroyed ; but after that time,

in order to have continued sport, the defendants

purchased rabbits, and turned them out on or near

the farm, and ttus caused the injury to the crops

complained of. Witnesses were called who liaa
|

valued the crops in the years 1858 and lo^y.
.

Complaint had been made in both these years, ana \

the defendants were requested to meet the plaintm

to make a fair valuation of the damage <ione, out

no notice was taken of the application. Aiie

allegations of the plaintiff seem to have been

proved. Thus it was given in evidence ^y ^J?/^
with reference to a particular meadow, that it wab

considerably injured by rabbits, as ^^s,-^^°ip°.

from the numerous roads they had made, the gre

quantitv of dung lying in the piece, and the ma^

bare spots in the field where they had W^
feeding.

Three-fourths of the field had been manured "wi^^^^

single-horse loads of compost, and 17 tons of lime. The ora^

on the manmred poi-tion was inferior to that on the wi^™*"iH,it^

part, and that is accounted for from the feeding of the ra^'^

thereon, that Grass beiug sweeter and more palatable toM^
than the other. In an ordinary season the meadow

JJ
have produced from 30 to 40 tons of hay. Probably y «^,
have been destroyed—value 51. 10«. per ton. The^
of Wheat was thin. Twelve wmdles of Wheat have »^
destroyed—value \L per windle. This does not include(W^

.

by rats. The *
' further lawn " was very much eaten by ' ^Vvid

four windles having been destroyed. The " middle law^ ,

a much better crop; but still two windles were »"J''*^i"-n

rabbits. That is not so near the plantation as the^her law^'

but there were marks where the rabbits had been,

tield No. 2 was in bad condition, and even ™f^^=i^S a^^'^^^H^r

for the deficiency of the cultivation, and the faet "^at mj^
ordinary circumstances the crop would not have been bvv*-»

24 bushels, worth 4i., were spoilt.
^ ^

A '* windle," it may be mentioned, is

bushels of 70 lbs., and 10 lbs, in addition, or

220 lbs. of Wheat, Beans, Teas, and Vetches, a^

Preston; or 180 lbs. of Barley."

The defence referred to the law of the master

m
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ratlxerthanto its facts. And the only case bearing oo
it, according to the defendants' counsel, -was a dictum
by Lord Mansfield that if the lord of a manor
surcharged a common to such an extent by placing
rabbits upon it, as that the herbage of the common
should be totally eaten or destroyed, though the
commoner could not abate the evil, he had a rij^ht

of action. That was as between persons havino-
independent rights. But here the plaintiif had no
rights beyond those given to him by the lease.

The rejoinder was that there were two grounds
©faction—a trespass committed by the setting of
traps, anJ_ the damage done to the crops. Putting
it in the light that the increase of the game was
&n. artificiiu one, the defendants might be brought
within the terms of Lord Ma:n'sfield's dictum.
The Judge said the question of the stocking of

the game might be submitted to the jury. The
lease did not give any right to set traps for any
otherpurpose than tijr the taking of game. The
question was, whether there was evidence as to the
placing of traps on the farm, or whether there
was damage resulting from it, and whether the
rabbits were turned out to increase.
After evidence on these points had been given

the jury retired, and in 20 minutes returned with
a verdict of 25J. for the plaintiff, half the amount
claimed.

Flats m Somersetshire-Bow exist, each Commission .Commissioner or Inspector be not competent), to de-stnvmg to reconcile inconsistencies of the worst order, I termine whether any compen^tion should be paid forand to outdo on. «nn..l... .f . .... ;„ t,. .!..„.....„
: the easement^(in many cLes the passage would be by
under-drainage, which, instead of doing an injury
would efi-ect a benefit)—and, if any, wliat amount
of compensation should be paid. The whole case
havmg^ been thus investigated, and compensation
ascertained, the Commissioners would issue an order,
giving entry to make and m^tain the necessary
passage.

It must not be supposed that no legal means exist
for obtaining the object. There are several Acts, for
instance, 10 & 11 Vic, cap. xxsviiL ; 10 & 11 Vic, cap,
cxiii. ; 12 & 13 Vic, cap. xcl, sec 78; andl6 & 17 Vic,
cap. cliv. sec. 63, all which afford means of entry on ad-
joining lands, andthe meansof securing easements for the
passage of drainage water, but, the truth must be told,
they are practically useless in consequence ofthe rounda-
bout and expensive machinery by which they are put in
motion. Ifc is hardly possible to conceive a more im-
practicable Act of Parliament than the first mentioned,
which is, oddly enough, called " Lord Lincoln's
Outfall Act/' and which, although passed m 1847,
more than 13 years ago, has not been fortunate
enough to claim a single case in which its powers have
been found available ! In fact, the only benefit that has
yet accrued from the existence of any of the legal
powers given by the several Acts specified, bas been
that which has resulted from the knowledge that such

and to outdo one another, at a cost in Parliamentary
and legal expenses which Avould represent the fee
simple value of no inconsiderable proportion of the
land under their control.

The evils arising from river obstructions are much
more likely to remedy themselves, or to be overcome
by the superior claims of agriculture, than those which
taint existing drainage districts under Commissioners,
who unfortunately for the public weal are as jealous of
interference as the Emperor of China, and who resist all
approach to united action as tenaciously as his Chinese
Majesty resists the approach of Lord Elgin into Pekin.
The condition of many of these districts will be under-
stood when it is stated that navigation and drainage
are blended and outfalls canalized, and when it is

mentioned as an illustration ofthe accumulating disorder
prevailing that the Commissioners of one district—the
;'Eaubriuk Cut "—after spending lOO.OOOZ. in obtain-
ing eight Acts of Parliament, to make and amend, are
on the point of seeking another Act to repeal the
whole, and, to use the words of Mr. Laurance, of
Elton, one of the first authorities on the drainage of
the Fens—" to establish a system of conservancy
more in accordance with the present state of things.'*

Water-mills are gradually becoming less valuable,
and therefore less powerful in opposition; but as
expiring strength struggles hard for life, eo the millers

The Cambridge Chronicle speaks of a
deep plough lately manufactured by Messrs.
fiowAKD of Bedford, for the special purpose of
turning on to the surface of the fen soils some of
their clay subsoil for weathering there, and so
fertilising the lighter surface vegetable mould.
Hitherto the work has been accomplished by
"rude, home-made, queer-looking things called
'clunch ploughs,' drawn by aii or eight horses,
with as many men following, to throw out lumps
of clunch, &C.J which had fallen back into the
furrow, and which required exposure to atmo-
spheric influences to render them fertile and corn-
producing. These implements, which nearly
killed the horses through their ill-construction,
and the want of mechanical skill in their forma-
tion, were, after a time, thrown on one side, and
deep cultivation was fast going into disuse. Fen
farmers tliough conscious of the necessity and ad-
vantage of deep ploughing were retarded in
their practice of it, by the insufficiency of themplements they possessed." So says our contem-
porary

;
and the need of some more efficient imple-ment which should of itself 2^l^ce the clay where

It was wanted, and thus supersede the necessity of
so inany extra hands to lift the furrow slice or
its fragments, seems plain.
The first trial of Mr. Howaed's new fen plough

was made the other day on the farm of our corre-
spondent Mr. Alpreb S. Huston; and the follow-
'.Dg is a report of its operation :

—

"A man with a pair of horses and a common plough went
tiBt, tunimg tlie soil to the depth of from 2 to 5 inches ; the
deep plough followed, drawn by 6 horses, and carrying a
forrow from 12 to 14 inches deep, making a total depth of
iSmches. Another experiment was also made, the common
plough going first as before, and the deep plough following
irawn by 10 horses, with a furrow from 18 to 20 inches deep,
raakmg- altogether a depth of from 22 to 24 inches. A single
.arrow during the preliminary trial was ploughed even 4 inches
aeeper tban this. Persons not possessing a knowledge of fen

ij'^
scarcely conceive that such an extraordinary depth

could be attained ; but it was done, and successfully too, and
without overtaxmg the strength of the horses. Indeed, the
eaae with which the plough was held, and the steadiness with
wtucii the horses walked uS with it, and the manner in which
^ne furrows were so con^pletely inverted, excited great sur-
prise, and elicited general approval. When ploughing 18 inches

i

^eep, more than once the plough ran 20 yards and upwards
Without being held at all ; and when in the deep work, it was
pot more trouble to hold than an ordinary plough. The plough
"jj^oeavy implement, being very strong, and made entirely of '

wTOQght iron. Some of the • lookers on ' expressed an opinion
joat because it was heavy itself it must necessarily draw hard,
•jut this does not follow, and the walk of the horses at the trial
jj^early testiHed the incon-ctness of the notion. We conceive,
P^aome of our fen districts, this plough might be almost used
JOT claying

' the land, aa in several instances it ploughed upym 6 to 8 inches of clay, when working at the greater depth.

Jr. ,^ ^^ doubt but ultimately it will be brought into
I'cneral use.*'

will continue to resist until convinced of the profit of ' ZT^^ ZZTJT' •
f

' ' ^^^^'^^^^S/ ^^^^^ ^^^^
conceflRion. And f,b»f nprinH i« r.nf. f.. ^l^fn.V rnl l^S^l Pp^^F^ Y*^^« ^° existence, and could be put mconcession. And that period is not far distant. The
cheapness and readiness of steam as a power, and the
efiect of railways in concentrating the corn trade at
stations and in towns, are doing more towards reclaim-
ing the many many thousands of acres rendered un-
productive by mill-heads and dams than all the argu-
ments of agriculturists. Railways have not only
snatched the trade from rivers, canals, and turnpike
roads, and turned the rural traffic at right angles to its

former course, but have altogether changed the position
of the miller. The mills that monopolised the trade
and so pleasingly graced the landscape when viewed
from our country roads, are now only seen from high
viaducts, a circumstance which it is needless to state
implies a mode of transit and approach, detract-
ing very considerably from the miller's profit, and
when legislative facilities are afforded for re-
claiming the lost acres and compensating the
miller, it will be found that very simple figures
will suffice for the calculation. May that juncture
soon arrive. In the meantime let not agriculturists
consider that they have only District Commissioners,
mill-owners, and navigation trusts to contend with,
when seeking a comprehensive measure covering all

the objects, great and small, comprised in arterial
drainage ; they have lawyei's, including counsel, par-
liamentary agents and solicitors, engineers of high
standing, and subordinate placemen, all declaring war ,

against general measures and direct facilities for opera-
tious. How was the 100,0O0Z. expended when the

and Improvement Acts were obtained ?

^
It is the jealousy of these conflicting and uncompro-

sing interests, and the opposition to be expected from
them, which leads me to advocate a separate and im-
mediate relief from those obstacles which now stultify
the best efforts at systematic underdraining.
The allusion already made to the Inclosure Com-

missioners, and the comparatively trifling cost of pro-
ceedings under the various Drainage Acts which they
dispense, will have prepared your readers for the sug-
gestion that the necessary powers for effecting the

force if a landowner was determined to do so in spite
of the delays, doubts, and costs attending the proceed-
ings. Many landowners, in fact, having been informed
of the existence of the powers in question have at
once granted the required easements, while others who
would not be so easily influenced have successfully
denied them. It will be imderstood how inappropriate
are the legal means referred to when it is explained that
all the forms and expenses of proceeding have to be
gone throughin the simple case of passmgan under-drain
through a neighbour's field (which as before stated
may do good instead of harm), as are required in the
case of a railway passmg through an estate for several
miles, inasmuch as the Lands Clauses Consolidation
Act, which was designed for railway purposes,
i8_ incorporated with the several Acts in question
with 3l view of supplying the mode of proceeding

;

and it is not surprisiDg that, with the uncertamty
attending all references to a jury or arbitration and the
heavy costs of proceeding, landowners underdraining
their estates should determine to drain defectively,
rather than not at all, or to delay the work until more
immediate and facile means be granted by the legis-
lature. But the difficulty -which forma a positive
veto in the majority of cases is this: the least
amount of expenses that could attend a disputed case
would so increase the cost of the particular drainage
for which the easement was sought, that no tenant
farmer could afford to pay interest on the outlay ; and
it follows, therefore, that as an owner for life is only
justified in charging his estate with the cost of im-
provements the return from which will exceed the
instalments by which the cost will be repaid m a
given number of years, the powers afforded him under
the Acts specified amount to a negative.

II. We now approach the second point—that of
clearmg, deepening, widening, fitrai-litening, and mam-
tainmg pubhc watercourses. It is suggested that the
difference between a pubhc watercourae or thorough-
tare dram and a private or boundary ditch should be
fully recognised. In many parishes the clearing and

^ _____ — „

—

J ^ ^ ^^^ w^ww„.,.f^ K"^
.

™*i^tainiug of public watercourses or drains rest with
simple objects to which I have confined my advocacy ' the surveyor of the highways, and under numerous
c^.^„^A !.„ —i„A„j i.„ ^1,— mi.- .,.. . ' inclosure awards they are set out to and directed " to

be for ever hereafter maintained by the surveyor of
the highways for the time being." There can be no
doubt that a public water-way or water thoroughfare
is as essential to public convenience and pubhc health
as a public highway or road-thoroughfare. It may be
a question whether the cost of clearing and maintaining
should fall on the parish generally or upon the occu-
piers of adjacent lands neglecting to cleanse and scour

should be granted to them. The success that has
attended the administration of the several Acts for the
commutation of tithes, the enclosure of open and
commonable Lmd^ the enfranchisement of copyholds
and—more appositely still—the underdi-ainage of
lands, points to the Inclosure Commission as the best
medium for dispensing any further general Acts for
the permanent improvement of land.

Reverting then in the same order as in my last letter
to the three objects of my advocacy, T will proceed to '

^^^ those portions of the public watercourse upon which

LAND DRAINAGE Am) OUTFALLS.-No. IIL
It must not be assumed because the removal of

exiatmg impediments to underdraining has been made
the prominent feature in the preceding papers, that
the highly important and much more difficult objectimproved arterial di-ainage, is unappreciated. Wone
interested m agncultural progress can have failed toobserve the vast injury to private property, and the in-
calculable loss to the country at large, which mav betraced to the prejudicial eff-ect of miUs! dams, hatdies^d weirs on our riverB and streams. Kor can any one

^fJrJ'^^'"
directly or indirectly connected witha«tnct dtamages under Local Acts, have failed to

W^? *^/ confused condition m which large
Widths of country—such as Holderness in York-^e the great Fen-levels in Lincolnshire, Huntinc-
<«n6hire, and Cambridgeshire, and the Bridgwater

state the powers which I would suggest should be given
to the Commissioners and the mode by which they
should be exercised.

I. With respect to easements or rights of passage of
drainage water through neighbouring lands. In many
instances the required easement is to be obtained by
simply asking the neighbouring owner for it, in which
case it will only be necessary to obtain his signature to

a printed form of grant, which should be pre-

pared by the Commissioners in accordance with the

their lands abut ; but there can be no doubt that the
surveyor of highways is the proper person to see that
the necessary works of clearmg and maintaining
are done.

It is therefore suggested that instead of attempting
to bring into force the cumbrous and expensive
machinery of the Act 10 & II Vic, cap. xxxviiL,
sec. 14 (which, as explained in my last letter, has
never yet been put in force), the surveyor of high-
ways should be made responsible for the clear passage

Act of Parliament, and would be recognised as legally of all public water-courees, and should be liable to a
binding for ever after. It would only be when the penalty for the non-observance of his duties after
permission was refused or by reason of legal inability proper notice has been given to him by any party-

it could not be given, that the powers of the Commis- injured by obstruction. This suggestion appUea to
sioners would be exerted. In either of these cases it clearance and maintenance only. With respect to
is suggested that the Commissioners should, upon a cases of deepening, widening, and straightening, as
representation from the promoter of the improvement,

investigate the facts of the case through the medium
of an Assistant-Commissioner or Inspector, who should

report his opinion upon the necessity of the required

easement, and the objections raised to it. Upon this

taking
land, and an interference with private property, it is

considered that the Inclosure Commissioners should
have power to investigate the facts of each such case,

and to proceed in the same way aa in the case of an
report the Commissioners should themselves decide

j

easement through neighbouring land, directing their

whether the easement should be granted, and should final order to the surveyor of the highways, who should

appoint an '* able practical surveyor ''
(if the Assistant

^
see that the necessarr works are properly executed by
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and at the coat of the parties promotiug the im-
provement.

"Were the present system of road managemeut likely

to remain as it is, and *' the surveyor for the time
being " to continue to be the squire, the farmer, or the
village grocer, I should not propose to connect such a

system with works of improvement such as are now
tmder discussion ; but as we are doubtless on the eve
of a change by which the management of parish roads
will be consolidated, and competent persons appointed
as surveyors, it cannot be wrong to anticipate the time
when the maintenance of public roadways and water-

ways may with general advantage bo placed under the
control of one and the same person.

IIL Upon the last point, to enable a majority of

landowners to effect improved drainage by means of a

common outfall or combination of works, and to bind
the minority to contribute to the cost thereof, it is

considered that many of the provisions contained in

Lord Carlisle's Bill may be made the basis of pro-

ceedings.

Xord Carlisle's Bill is called the " Drainage and Em-
bankment of Lands Bill." It was introduced in 1852,

and the luclosure Commissioners were named as the
Commissioners for carrying it into operation.

It will be seen that Lord CHrlisie considered that 1

three-fourths in extent should assent to the proceed-
j

ings in order to find the remaining fourth. In the in-

closure of open field lands it is only necessary that

two-thirds in value should assent in order to bind
the remainder, and as the Inclosure Act works most
satisfactorily, there does not appear any sufficient

reason why there should be any difference in the pro-

portions in the measures.

The difficulty I feel with respect to Lord Cfarlisle's

Bill is in fitting its provisions to small districts and to

measures embracing a few proprietors and the simple
every day object of an outfall. It seems too large for

such works and too small for the consolidation of
several districts now under the control of Commis-
sioners, and as we are now encumbered with too
many inoperative enactments, it is not desirable to add
to their number.
The mode of dealing with mills, weirs, and dams,

proposed by this Bill is clear and simple (gee sections 63,

et seq.), and is applicable to any measure of district

drainage which contemplates the removal of any of
these obstacles. It was intended to leave the Com-
mittee on the Bill to settle the extent of improvement
of land which should be considered sufficient to
justify the removal of any obstacle. It was suggested
at the time that the fee simple value of the improve-
meiit to the land should be proved to the Katiafac-

tion of the Inclosure Commissioners to be at least
double the fee simple of the water power to be lost.

Thus, Buppoaing the net renting value of the mill to
be 401. a year, aiui the fee simple value at 22 years'
purchase to be 880/., the increased annual value of the
improved lands should be at least 58/. 13^. id., which
at 30 years' purchase would be 1700^

With these remarks I commend Lord Carlisle's Bill

to the serious consideration of landowners. The
difficulty is indeed great of determining how far any
present measure should go. Experience would show

.that nothing but immediate and inexpensive proceed-

held up to the rest of the world as the first nation in

agriculture, and as leaders in the great work of agri-

cultural drainage.

In closing these remarks on " Land Drainage and
Outfalls," let me appeal for support to the landed

interest who have profited so largely by legislation

during the last 40 years, and who would be so greatly

benefited by the measures now proposed. The pros-

pects of our hereditary proprietors have undergone
an entire change. Instead of the disastrous and over-

burdened condition in which entailed property existed

half a century back, the Poor-law, the Tiche Commu-
tation Act, and the several Acts enabling tenants for

life to charge their estates with the cost of progressive

improvement, have given it vigour and prosperity.

If this change is not overstated, I shall not be deemed
presumptuous in reminding landowners that they are

hardly doing justice to themselves and to their

country by allowing the most important of all agri-

cultural improvements to proceed from the wrong
end. J, Bailet/ Denton, M. Ins, C, E,, 52, Parliament
Street, Westminster, Dec. 1.

this minor and all important object should be lost by
aiming at a measure for which the country is not
ripe.

The uncertainty of the law as to the power of land-
ojvners to drain their lauds is a striking feature iu the
present day. There seems to be no doubt that clay
soils may be imderdrained with impunity; but the
same degree of certainty does not prevail with respect
to the free wator-beanng strata or the diluvial or
alluvial soils which cover our valleys, although they are
equally wet and equally require draining. These
latter are for the most part percolating soils, and are
charged with the water of pressure laterally from the
valley sides and vertically from the bottom in its
effort to fiud ita way to the lowest outfall. In the
recent decision of "Vice Chancellor Stuart, in the case
of Ennor r. Barwell, the important judgment of the
House of Lords in the case of Cha&emore v. Richarda
was disrejipirJed, and the water of percolation was
declared by the Vice Chancellor to be the same as
the water of perennial springs, and that subter-
ranean wafer pervading the soil, if gravitating towards
a lower point in accordance with the inclination of tiie

substratum or the surface of the ground, is not the
property of the landowner but of tlie miller below,
whose mill it would reach were it not got rid of by
drainage, or otherwise appropriated by the owner of the
laad. The House ofLords had adopted the view of Baron
Alderson in the case of Broadbent v. Ramsbottom,
where he decided that "all water falling from Heaven on
the surface of the ground could be appropriated by the !

owner of the land ;" and that of Lord Wensleydale in
the case of Rawstron r. Taylor, in which his lordship
raled that in instances of ** water rising out of springy
boggy land, and flowing in no defined channel, the
owner of the land could get rid of the water in any
way he pleased." I refer to this difference of opinion
prevailing among our judges as exhibiting in conjunc-
^on with the inoperative state of the outfall law, a
very unsound state of tnings at a time when we are

SEAWEED.
YoTT certainly took a step in the right direction

in your ntticle on Seaweed iu the AgriciiUnral Gazette

of the 10th ult. The valne of Seaweed as manure is

recognised wherever it can be procured. On the rocky

coast of Brittany many are the families employed col-

lecting it. Every tide is watched ; every particle

secured, dried, and placed in a heap with a round top to

throw off the rain ; these heaps are periodically sold at

prices which would make the English farmer stare and

button up his pocket.

The French Government has even thought it of suffi-

cient importance for legislation, and has prohibited Sea-

weed being cut from the rock more than once a year.

In this neighbourhood (south coast of Cornwall) we
have at times large quantities of Seaweed thrown upon
the beach after a storm which detaches it from th,e

rocks; in this loose state it is washed about while the

wind blows seaward ; but the moment the wind
changes to any point bearing over the land it makes its

appearance in the surf on the beach there to be left by

the receding tide. This legacy of the storm is quickly

seized by eager agriculturists, who are to be seen with

long wooden rake in hand up to the knees in

water, contending with the sea and their neighbours to

obtain the largest heap ; this is quickly drawn out

of reach of the next tide by numerous carts. "A very

amusing and exciting scene," says my visitor, a stranger

to the sea ; so it is, but it costs money.
Wheu a now beginner you are lured by the words of

your foreman—** Plenty of Weed in to-day, Sir, excel-

lent manure; and all for nothing." Visions of splendid

crops rise before you— manure all for nothing

!

Strange words! You go down to the beach, get very
much excited, your hands itch to take a rake yourself

and dabble too, and if fortunate you retire the happy
possessor of perhaps 50 cart-loads of Seaweed as your
share.

Next day the flush of excitement has past, you count
the cost—so many meals for so many men, extra

drink, your horses fagged to death in the contention

—

and oil, delusion, your Seaweed has already cost you
Qd. a cart load. Next your heap shrinks to half its

original bulk, reducing it to 25 loads, making the cost

\s. per load. Add \s. more for carting three-quarters

of a mile up the hill, and you have just enough for

an acre for 50*., tind it was to have cost nothing!
You have not enough to finish the field, and purchase

guano at a less rate in money's worth per acre to com-
plete the manuring. By this time you have learnt your
first lesson in the chapter on Seaweed. " It will not
pay to carry far."

Seaweed used as a manure by itself has a baneful

influence on Grass land ; it encourages the coarse Grasses
and weeds to the detriment of the finer and more useful

sorts. Cattle, viz., horses, sheep, and cows, will always
leave the part o f a field dressed with Seaweed alone for

that which is undressed or manured with anything else.

Used alone for Wheat it tends to a rank growth of
straw, producing at the same time a most unexpected
crop of Couch-grass, without having any very marked
effect on the amount of grain. For seeded Barley, par-
ticularly when used quite fresh, it is most useful,

increasing the amount of grain and straw, securing
invariably a good plant of Clover.

For Turnips or Mangel especially it is very useful,

either alone or in compost. Used as manure for

Potatoes on heavy land it is most detrimental, and is

barely tolerable on light shallow soils. When used in a

partly decomposed state it has been known to rot whole
acres of the seed. As a decomposer of coarse ill made
dung it is invaluable ; to improve ditch and road
scrapings it is also useful. Caustic lime seemu to have
a most beneficiiU effect on Seaweed. Earth, Seaweed,

and lime, make a most excellent compost for Wheat,
Grass, Apple trees, and Gooseberry bushes, but for

Wheat more especially, I have not tried it on other

crops.

This compost has undeniably a more decided effect

than either of the ingredients separately, even if the

compost be used in less quantity. I would suggest

a modification of this process, viz., the use of lime

instead of peat, spoken of in your article, at the same
time omitting the grinding process altogether.

Prepare a tank made of brick cemented with
Aberthaw ; this tank to be covered with a shed open on
the side least exposed to the weather, and extending
over a surface twice the size of the tank ; let this sur-
face be so arranged that all leakage shall flow into the
tank. Let all the Seaweed that can be collected be
placed in this shed ; as it shrinks add more,
turning it frequently to promote decomposition..

It will very much reduce its bulk, at least

to one quarter. Now apply caustic lime fresh from the
kiln to dry it, mixing it well and picking out the stones,

stems, &c, using no more lime than necessary. It

should now he available for the drill, and perhaps
superphosphate of lime might be mixed with it with
impunity, and so used for Turnips and other green
crops. A small shed and tank would suffice to make
up a large quantity of this manure where Seaweed and
lime can be procui-ed at all times. This subject is a

most important one, and is deserving of a good sifting

iu your columns ; if this notice will but lead to that

end I shidl be much gratified. Breton.

Home Correspondence*
Experience in Drainintj.—The following is an answer

to an inquiry of the cause of a drain stopping, and of the

remedy in future, and to the remark that the evil was

thought to be an objection to 4-fcet pipe draining. "I

examined the matter in the choked 4-inch drain pipe

you sent me, and from its woody fibrous nature am
strongly of opinion that it came from the root of a

tree, notwithstanding that you say there were no trees

near to it, I have known a 6-inch drain stopped in

two years by the root of a Poplar that stood 79 yards

off, and do not think drains safe within 80 yards of

certain trees ; still, as the evil seldom happens, for it is

only under peculiar circumstances that it does, and the

cost of taking up the pipes and clearing them and relay-

ing them periodically in those places is trifling, I do not

think the liability to it for a moment weighs against

the great advantages that such good drainage ai 4-feet

pipe drains afford gives. In all my experience I

cannot recall 30 instances of drains stopped by roots of

trees, and these extend over many thousand acres, and

were nearly if not all from trees of the Willow, Poplar,

and Alder tribes, and were all drains carrying peren-

nial springs; the latter fact probably is owing to the

dryness of the soil in summer, causing the roots to

draw to where they find moisture in the pipes at

hat season. Various attempts to keep out roots have

been made by using collars, and by applying

matter over the pipes that is obnoxious to vegets-

tion, but I have little confidence in any of these

remedies. I know of no way of closing the pipes tfr

roots and affording access to the water at the same

time, for I have repeatedly traced the entrance of the

root to a hole not bigger than the body of a small pin,

and yet the root that has entered by this small entrance,.

has thrown out a brush to fill the pipe in a few months,.

and wholly close it up. The benefit from 4-f«et pipe

drains, properly planned and carefully executed, I may

say is being found too considerable and too necessary to

the cultivation of wet soils, to be prejudiced by such

occasional failures. The practice is so fast iraijroving

and superseding all other that I can see little likelihood

of any check to it, the ones that I have heard of have

been easily traced to failures from want of skill and im-

perfect care in the designing and executing the work,

I am continually receiving fresh evidence of the benefit

of it to tenants ; in many instances this wet year the

land has been seen to have returned the whole cost of

the di*aining in the improvement of this year's corn

crop, and in the facility it has given to carry on the

cultivation during the long wet time we hare had.

I have just returned from the North, where the

harvest is still not completed, owing to the wetness and

coldness of the land, and many of the uudrained farms

still have their fallows not yet eowi., and are without a

prospect of getting any Wheat in this year; while on

the drained land cultivation has not been stopped, ana

the Wheat sowing generally has been finished several

weeks in good condiUon, and I only use the words 1

heard last week from a tenant in Durham to his land-

lord, when I say that draining has been the salvation oi

many tenants from ruin this wet year. SeivUf I^<^^^>

November 26."

Beep Cultivation.—'MvAWWiQm Smith's, of Woolston^

account lately addressed to the Times, and which has

appeared in the Agricultural Gazette, of his excellent

crops, and the superior cultivation of his land by steam.

is all important to be observed. The produce of ais

Mangel crop is particularly worthy of notice in a season

like the present. I myself was just about pvingj*

challenge for 1860 to agriculturists, for showing the

greatest weight on a given space of common ploughea

land, cultivated for the first time by the spade, ana

only common double trenched, when I was encouraged

by observing Mr. Smith's extraordinary' production on

just about the same space of land as my own

experimented plot, viz., 22 square yards by his steam

culture. Is it not a tvpographical error in Mr. Smith*

letter, stating that " he grew " 858 roots on nis

22 square yards, or 3 tons 2'cvvt. 8 lbs., giving a crop oi

31 tons and 80 lbs. per acre ?" [It should have bee"

22 yards square.] Probably the weight per «cre is

correct, but the number and weight for the 22 y^^

sorely must be wrong ? In my own 22 sijuare yar*'-'' ^^
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Single-horse Carts
Two-horse Carta \

Harvest Carts \]

Market Carta on springs .. .. ]]
Miscellaneous awards to agrlcultiiral articles and essential
improvements therein . . . . (lo medals) .

.

Theapphcation of steam power for the cultivation of the

Ditto, ditto, worked by an ordinary portable enciAe not
exceeding lO-horse power .-w ; . . , *'_ '

It is recommended that tlie actual trials of the steam
cultivators shall commence in the third week in June
and that 100 acres of land should be provided bv the

tl^Yellow Globe variety, I had only 36 roots, and they

averaged 15 lbs. each, or 4 cwt. 3 qr. 8 lbs., wliich by

correct computation Is 53 tons 2 qrs. 24 lbs. On another

plot of equal dimensions. Red Globes and Long Ueds,

the produce averaged 10 lbs. each, of 36 roots, equal to

'35 tons 6 cwt. 4 qrs. 16 lbs. per acre. Ordinary crops

of 1860 by horse-power are not one-eighth thus good.

A. Hardy, Maldon, Essex,

ocictiejs;*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Mo'THLY Council : Dec, 5.—Present : The Earl of

Powis, President, in the chair. Lord Walsiugham, Hon.
W. G. Cavendish, M.P., Hon. Colonel Hood, Hon. A.
Vernon, Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barthropp, Mr.
CaMwell, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Druce, Mr. Frere, Mr.
Brandretb Gibbs, Mr. Hamond, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr.
Humbcrston, M.P., Mr. Lawes, Sir. Shuttleworth, Mr.
Thompson, M.P.. Mr. Torr, Colonel Towneley, Mr.
Turner (of Barton), Dr. Voelcker, Mr. Owen Wallis,

Mr. Jonas Webb, and Mr. Henry Wilson.

The following new members were elected :

—

spencer, Right Hon. Earl Altborp, Nortliampton.
Bisraeli, Bight Hon. B., M.P., Hugbenden Manor, Bucks.
Wombwell, Sir George, Newburgh, Easingwold, Yorkshire.

Hanbury, Edgar, Eastrop, Highwortb.
Beale, T. T., 237, High Holborn.
Elkiiigton, H., Woodbrook, Northfield, Birmingham.
Moscrop, W, J., Buscot Park, Faringdou.

Minctt, J. E., Arley, Coventry.
Holloway, T., Sunningdale, Berks.
Zoeporitz, George, Bavensbury, Germany.
Ralston. W. H., Keele, Newcastle.

Posey, S. E. B., Pewsey House, Farjugdon,
Heasman, Alfred, Augmering, Arundel.
Cochrane, James, Harbum, Edinb-irgh.

Campbell, R., Banscot Park, Faringdoa.
Temiant, J., Biddings, Settle.

Barnes, C., Chorley Wood House, Rickraansworth.
Farrer, O. W., Hamilton Place, Piccadilly, W.
Tempest, R. F., Ackworth Grange, Pontefraet.

Rurabold, C. J. A., 5, Pereival Terrace, Brighton.
Daubeny, E., Cleve House. Bristol.

Daubeny, R., King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.
Fox, William, Dunaton, Sleaford.

Jekyll, John, Dunston, Sleaford.

Qillett, J., Fawler, Charlbury.
Wilson, T., Woodhom, Manor House, Morpeth,
TviUick, A., Deepdene Park Farm, Dorking.
Giraud, Edward, Preston, Wingham.
Wicksteed, Rev. C, Hafod, St, Asaph.
Pretyman, A., PlasUnyuon, Llanfair, Anglesey.
:imith, Mr. S., Haddlesax, near Selby, Yorkshii-e.
•Couchman, John William, Tottenham Green, Tottenham,

Middlesex.

. FixANCES.—The Hon. Colonel Hood presented the
report of the Finance Committee, from which it
appeared that the current cash balance in the hands
of the bankers on the 30th ult., was 886^. 18j. \ld.
The Secretary's receipts during the past month were
duly e.\amined and found correct.

The Committee begged leave to suggest that the
thanks of the Council be given to Mr. Manning for liis

active exertions in winding up the affairs of the late

Secretary Mr. Hudson, thus securing to the Society a
large dividend on the amount dua^ The report was
unanimously adopted,

~

On the Report of the Chairman of the Journal
Corataittee, the Council resolved that the following

i-ule be adopted in the case of Reports of Judges of

Implements:

—

That the Editor be reque:^ted to correct any inaccuracies of
sfyle and clerical errors. That the Consulting Engineer be
requested to correct any inaccuracies in the description of the
machinery, or the records of the working of the Implements

;

but that any alteration in the report of a Judge of Implements
which is not included under either of the foregoing iieads,

shall be submitted to the acting Senior Steward and the
Chairman of the Journal Committee, and shall not be adopted
without their approval.

The standing committee for 1861 were then appointed.

Colonel Challoner, Chairman of the Implement Com-
mittee, presented the report, the recommendations of

which were adopted as follows.
r

List of Prizes for the Leeds Meeting :—

•

For the Classes of Drills :—
1 Com or General purpose drills £30
2 Com—for small occupations 10
3 Tuniips and other roots 30
4 Water Drills .. .. 10
5 Drills for small seeds , .

.

10
6 Drill Pressers 10

Two cLasses of Manure Distributors ;

—

1 Distributors ior dry manure . . 10
2 „ for Liquid Manure 10

Horse-Hoes :

—

1 Horse-Hoes for freneral purposes 15
2 Single row Horse-Hoes for ridge or flat 10
8 Horse-Hoes for thinning Turaips 5

blowing Machines for natural and artificial Grasses \ . 20-
Hay Making Machines jq
R-caping Machines :—

1 For cutting, with .«elf delivery ... 20
! For cutting the com, without self delivery " ** 10
3 Combined reaping and Gr;\s,s mowiu'^

'* "20
Horse Rakes °

j
* *

*
'

lO
Pair-honie Waggons in
Other Waggons '_; " ] lo" " 10

10
5

6

20

100

100

Local Committee, who are requested to ascertain imme-
diately what land they can procure, and the condition
they can place it in so as to represent as near as possible
autumn cultivation.

All Cultivators must be again exhibited at work
during the Show under the direction of the Stewards.

Exhibitors intending to send Steam Cultivators shall

especially enter the same, with specifications on or
before the 1st of May.
The preliminary arrangements for the Leeds Meeting

were reported as progressing satitfiictorily.

On the nomination of ^Mr. T. Raymond Barker, the
Duke of Marlborough was unanimously elected to

supply the vacancy in the Class of Trustees created by
the death of the Duke of Richmond.
A Special Committee was appointed at the suggestion

of Mr. Fisher Hobbs for the purpose of recommending
additions and alterations in the Bye-laws and Resolu-
tions of Council.

The Council then adjourned to Tuesday, Decem-
ber 11, at 11 A.M., when it is specially summoned by
the President.

BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY EXHIBITION,
1S60.

BiNGLEY Hall has again proved worthy of its

former fame, and its annual exhibition is evidently
becoming more and more appreciated. Numerically
speaking, the entries have this season been good ; in
cattle and roots ahead of last year. Not a single
standing remained unoccupied among the beasts ; and
of roots the Show was not only good when the character
of the season is considered, but thoroughly up to the
mark of any former year. We subjoin the entries for

1859 AND ISGO.

Cattle 109
Sheep
Pigs
Roots

44
SI
87

110
42
75

118

Total .

.

321 345

The money prizes offered by the Society amount to
nearly 1000/.; and if the extra prizes, cupa, &c., are
taken into account, you get a gross amount of not less

than 1300/. Then the building is so thoroughly a
pleasant one, and there is such an air of comfort and
roominess about it, that we question if its like can be
equalled for such a purpose in the kingdom. It is a
positive luxury to get inside, and to elbow one's way

!

amidst the crowd, and bustle, and crinoline, to handle
'

the fat beasts, or to punch the specimens of obesity in
'

the pig department with your walking-stick—to get
away from the raw English outdoor sort of weather we
have lately had. The state of cleanliness, the white-
washed walla and boardings, the sawdusted floors, the
circles of gaslights, and the completeness of the whole
arrangements, leave but little to be desired. Under
the new and evidently efficient secretaryship of Mr.
Lythall—whose courtesy we would here acknowledge

,
«^.^ ^^^,,^

in obtaining an early admission for the press—matters ' ton'^takes^'thTtead
seem to move admirably along. But leaving an\
other preliminary chit-chat for those who have more
^ine or greater space at command, we must proceed
to take a rapid survey of a few of the leading entries.
The show at Bingley Hall always begins with

The heifers were only represented by three entries, of
which the first prize went to Messrs. James, from
Dorsetshire, for as well furnished an animal as need be
desired.

Short-horns.—Singularly enough—for it has not
often been the case here—these outnumber the Here-
fords, and also take precedence in point of quality.
Among the older steers, a very weighty ox, bred at
Broad Hinton, and exhibited by Mr. Joseph Stratton,
carries the honours of the day. Yet it is questionable
if this approaches some that Mr. Stratton has sent here
before.

^
There is plenty of substance, great depth, a

very kindly mellow touch, and the oftal moderate;
but he is not so level as might be, and our own taste
would be for a lighter cast of head and horns. The
second-prize ox is also a good beast, and the whole
class are very worthily "generally commended."
Earl Spencer is behind his entry of last year, and
to tell the truth, the Althorp steer looked rather
jaded after the toils (and non-success) of the Rugby
meeting.

Among the younger steers, some good beasts pre-
sented themselves. The easel of Mr. Davis, who was
early at work, at once told where the notability was
located. We refer to the Duke of Beaufort's very
choice steer, which held among the Short-horns the
post of honour enjoyed by the Bawcott steer, among
the Herefords of '59. It is as near being a perfect
beast as one cares to see, and both development and
quality are extraordinary for the age. He obtains the
first prize of lOZ., the extra prize of 20Z. as best Short-
horn, and Gold Medal as best ox in the yard. Many
remarks were made as to the President's prize not
coming to this beast also, ^ instead of going to Mr.
Farquharson's Devon ; but it must be remembered
that the Duke of Marlborough's special prize wasl for
the best steer bred by exhibitor. And the Badminton
steer was not bred by the Duke of Beaufort, but by
Mr. Butler, at Badminton. Mr. Langston's ox in tho
same class should not be forgotten.

In Col. Pennant's white Short-horn cow, which carried
the highest honours of any cow or heifer in the exhibi-
tion, another point was made for the Durham breed.
A straight level animal, with a rib and loin of the best
description, shoulder point well finished oflf, and other
points nearly to match, mark this out as no ordinary
beast. And both this cow and Lord Howe's, which fol-
lowed suit, show the value of good blood over mere
feeding

; for these have each some of the best Short-
horn blood in their veins. But speaking of this reminds
us that another couple of highly bred cows, those
exhibited by Mr. Sanday and his Grace the Duke of
Devonshire (from the Holker herd), had those massive
rumps and lumps of fat which aged cows so readily
take on, and which stood a chance of a prize 10 years
ago, but which judges now very wisely leave in the
back ground altogether.
In the Heifer Class, again, we have several leading

breeders coming in competition together. Broad Hin-
Bushey Grove comes next (not

exhibited by Mr. Majoribanks), and Capt. Ganter
follows witli a high commendation. The second prize
was not so ripe as she ought to have been, else Broad
Hinton might have come in only second best.

breedThk HBHE.OK.. These hold ^a high place in ' gonT^Urfi.d t^elr IvT^ t^'fi^lnghr^ ^h^^^^^^the eye of the midland grazier ; but this season the
entries are barely up to the mark iu point of quality
of what we have ere npw seen them. It was, how-
ever, hardly to be expected that a steer such as Mr.
Shirley's last year's beast, should ag:ain present
himself. Such extraordinarily developeti animals are

selection is less numerous than at Baker Street. We
have already noticed Mr. Farquharson's success among
the aged steers, with a beast much heavier than the
general run of the sort. Mr. Overman of Bumham,
Sutton, who has seldom missed sending hither, gained
the second prize. Among young steers we muchnot met with every day. In the older class of steers

,

liked the Prince Consort's beast, with bone almoTSthe ^rl of Aylesford takes the lead, with as level a
beast as need be desired. He was bred near Ludlow,
and is worthily regarded as the best Hereford in the
yard. Much credit is due to his lordship's manager,
Mr. Sharp, for his selection of the beast, when in store
condition. We happened to see him at Packington
some two or three months since, and then fully
expected the results which have since followed. The
thigh, loin, and twist are good, he handles kindly, and

light and clean as you find in a well-bred hunter.
Well ribbed, and of great girth for his size, with
plenty of quality, there could be no cause to dispute
the decision. But he did not show himself to great
advantage, back arched and gathered up together,
apparently from tender feet. The honours of the
heifer class also went to Windsor Castle, though
the competition was a close one. The second prize
animal might be placed first, if both were going tohas a wide level back, broad enough for an alderman to Baker Street. Mr. Umbeis, a Warwickshire breeder
sticks well to the Devons, and sends an entry which is
creditable to his judgment.

LoNti-HoiiNs.—Here we may go on the principle, the
less said the better. They are only represented by
BIX or seven entries, of which the best is evidently the

,

steer of Mr. Reading, of Priora Hardwick. That is
!

about the richest grazing part of Warwickshire, and
the day has been, 30 or 40 years ago, when Priori
Hardwicke Long-horns would find their way to the
Smichfield Christmas markets, and return froiu 30/. to
40/. or more per head, besides clearing road expenses.
But with the extension and improvement of the Short-
horns there seems to have been a proportionate depre-
ciation in the quality of the stock which Bakewell
deliglited to honour.
Other Pure Breeds and Cross-breds.—These

form a very large and interesting collection—larger,
iu fact, than we have previously seen. But we would
very respectfully at^k how it happens that the winning
steer (78), could be called a cross at alL He had

sleep on. The second prize, awarded to Mr. Towers,
also comes from Ludlow, but is not so completely
furnished. Mr. Naylor gets a shade further on than
last year, in the same class, being now highly com-
mended.

In the younger class, Mr. Shirley holds the same
position as last year, though with a beast in many
respects behind the steer he then exhibited. The back
is not so level, though the girth is excellent ; but there
is a decided appearance of over-feeding, which pro-
mises to yield well for the dripping-pan. Yet the
roasting meat will not be awanting, as he handles firm

as may be. Mr. Towers follows Mr. Shirley, and thtn

several commendations to Lord Batemau and other

exhibitors. The couple of young steers, entered by
Mr. Pitt, are both too young for the position they

occupy, but might do well to keep on for another year.

Among the Hereford cows, which formed a good
class, opinions were freely expressed as to the relative

merits of the first and second prizes. Mr. Richard

Hill's cow had decidedly the fuller twist, and better^....M ^-.. J , --- most of the Short-horn characteristics, and might, we
thighs ; while the first-prize cow gained it iu full think, to all intents and purposes have found his place
forehand and depth of chest. Mr. Pitt's cow also had ' appropriately enough in Class Q. There needs to be a
a finer coat and head, though her carriage was hardly

j

little more definition in matters of this kind ; or, at

so good. Mr. Cother had a good cow in this class. I all events, breeders should explicitly say-^as QomQ of
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them did say—what the " cross " is. If we only read
the -words " cross-bred Short-hora " we are as much in
the dark as ever. Whereas, if the cross were quoted,
a useful lesson or two might be learned. A Welsh
steer of Colonel Pennant's takes the second prize in
the same class with the crosses. Among the various
crosses, none seems to answer better, as a whole, tban
that betwixt the Short-hora and West Highland, of
which a good illustration was given by Mr. BeaJey, of
Overstone Grange, with his entry No. 74.
We must make the same complaint respecting the

lat cows, under this division ; for all that we know re-

specting Lady Emily Foley's very sweet first prize
beast, that looks so wonderfully hke a Short-horn, is

that she is catalogued a "cross." So of others.
Scotch Breeds.—"Is that a Scot?" was no im-

frequent remark when lookingat the polled steers along-
side of their W. Highland brethren. For it seems that
a Scotch steer is almost associated in the minds of
some with the shaggy coated and wide-horned denizens
of Argyleshire and and the Grampian regions. But this
season we have poHed and homed in friendly com-
petition together, and a goodly collection they make.
A polled eteer exhibited by that well-knowu breeder
Mr. M'Combie. takes the first prize, and a West High-
lander from Bridgnorth, the second. Mr. M'Combie
had another polled Galloway, which was commended,
and to the taste of some critics would have come in
for the second prize. We would very honestly endorse
the decision of tlie judges, for the West Highlander
was out and out the best finished and loveliest
beast of the two, even if not so heavy as the other.
By the way, how comes it that we find a polled
Galloway from the byreS of Tillyfour 1 Has the High-
land Society's Durofries decision weakened Mr.
M'Combie's belief in the superiority of the northern
polled stock of Angus and Aberdeen. Certainly you
get a heavier beast, but our taste would go for the
other strain by a long way.
Sheep.—We get a few fresh faces among the

exhibitors, some of the old ones have retired, and
others have been beaten by new comers. For instance,
in Leicesters, Mr. Fojambe gets no fai-ther than a
commendation, though perhaps his sheep are hardly
80 good as we have seen them. Some spacious Cots-
wolds are^ shown among the Long-wools. The names
of the prize- takers we need not here enumerate, as
they are given below. But certainly these Cotswold
men have a knack of showing off their flocks to the
very best advantage. Such condition of skins and wool
we don't every day meet with.
Among SHRorsniRi^ the Evesham flock carries the

chief honours before it, with still better sheep than
last year, though hardly ao heavy weights. Mr. Holland
evidently takes up most heartily whatever ho puts his
hand to, and he is now an exhibitor in nearly every
department of live stock. The pen he shows are really
fine animals, one of the Jot a magnificent sheep. They
weigh fully 40 lbs. per quarter. In the same depart-
ment the Karl of Aylesford is commended. South-
downs do not stand in high repute about ** the black
country," as there is too much quality, and too little

quantity about them generally, to answer for the con-
sumption of the million. Such is the beUef here-
abouts ; but probably another reason may exist in the
comparative unsuitableness of the district for them.
Lord AValsingham comes out well as usual. In Cross-
breds, we have two very heavy pens shown ; Mr. Over-
man's (Southdown and Leicester) obtaining the first

prize.

Pigs.—This is always a large entry here. There are,

however, half a dozen fewer pens than last year, though
the absence of fewer rough specimens makes ample
amends. Mr. Morland's name occurs again and again,
with the choicest entries. The Countess of Chester-
field also comes out well ; while Mr. Crisp, of Butley
Abbey, and Mr. Mangles, of Givendale, have all

entries worth much more attention than the time at
our disposal permits us to give. One very noticeable
feature among the breeding pigs (Bcrkshires), is the
success of Sir Francis Goodricke, over the head of Mr.
South, of Henley-in-Arden, who always used to take
the lead in this department. The pigs of Sir Francis
are of the handsomest forms, well backed, short
faced, and with capital chine. Wc ^xaake a remark
which we know to be correct, when we say that the
success of the Studley Castle entry is no chance-work
affair, but is the result of years of peraevering and
painstaking effort. A ready sale was being found for

these five months* old pigs at ten guineas a head.
We were struck with the apjicarance of an indif-

ferently looking pen of pigs, in Class 31, of which the
following is the catalogue entry : — Exhibitor and
Breeder ; Mr. Alfred Francis Appieford, 1 9, Bath
Street, Leamington. Age, 11 months and 24 days.

Fed on bran, stuffs^ and Barley meal, from August 12
to October 22, seasoned with Thorley's " Condiment,"
for two, the third without the " Condiment ;" from
October 23 up to the time of exhibition, upon Indian
corn and Barley flour, seasoned with '' Thorley's."

Over the lot was stuck up a very nicely and artisti-

cally v.Tittea show card, to the effect that such experi-

ment had been made to test the truth of the
Kothamstead Laboratory, and to prove the value of
Thorley's Condiment. A knot of visitors was collected
around, listeniag to the verbal demonstrations of an
individual who appeared to be the cicerone of the job.
Hie reiterations and a6a€vexati<»is were strong enough

certainly ; and he was tolerably successful in directing
the attention of passers-by to the frightfully skin and
bono example of the poor unfortunate pig which
" weighed fourscore less than the other two that had
got the Condiment." The best of it was that neither
of the pigs were worth looking at, compared with
decent looking average pens on either side of them.
But such a style of reasoning had evidently little sym-
pathy with the English public ; and sad to relate, on
passing the 77, Newgate Street stand, with its 45 feet
lineal of enormous board and canvas placarding,
shortly after, we saw the veritable card referred to,

which had been returned by the authorities to its

proper ownership, as it occasioned an impediment to
the on-lookers.

The following is the award of prizes:

—

FAT CATTLE.-HEREFOEDS.
Class I. Oxen or Steers.—1st prize, lOl., and Extra Prize of

201. as best Hereford, Earl of Aylesford, Pftckington Hall, near
Coventry; 2d, 5L, Mr. John Towers, Ludlow; Highly Com-
mended, John Naylor, Esq , Leighton Hall, Welshpool, Mont-
gomeryshire. Age^ 3 ye.irs and 10 months.

Class 11. Steers.—1st, 101., and Silver Medal as breeder,. Mr.
Richard Shirley, Bawcott Tngford, Munslow, Shrewsbury

;

2(i, 51., Mr. John Towers, Ludlow ; Highly Commended, Lord
Bateman and Mr. Taylor, Burleigb Villa, near Wellington,
Shropshire; Commended, Lord Bateman and Mr. W. Aid-
worth, Abingdon.

Class ITT. Cows.—1st, IC^., and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr.
George Pitt, Chadnor Court. Leominster; Sd, 51., Mr. Richard
Hill, Golding Hall, Shrewsbury ; Highly Commended, Mr.
Tiidge, Ashford, near Ludlow; Commended, Mr. Cother,
Middle Aston, Oxford.

Class IV. Heifers.—Ist, lOi., Messrs. J. W. & C. James,
Mappowder, Blaadford ; 2d, 51., Mr. J. Williams, St. Mary's,
Kingsland, Leominster.

SHORT-HORNS.
Class V. Oxen or Steers.—1st, 10/., Mr. J. Stratton, Manning-

ford Bruce, near Pewaey ; 2d, 5/., Mr. J. Manning, Miiton
Ham, Northampton. The Class generally commended.
Class TI. Steers.— Ist, lOL, Extra prize of 201. as best Short-

I

horn, and Gold Medal, as best Ox or Steer in the yard, his
'Grace the Duke of BeauJort, Badminton; 2d, 51., J. H.
Langstou, Esq., M.P., Saraden House; Highly Commended,
Mr. Kichard Stratton, Broad Hintou.

Class VII. Cows.— Isfc, 10/., Vice-President's Prize, '"as best
Cow or Heifer bred by the exhibitor. Gold Medal as best Cow
or Heifer in the yard, and Silver Medal as breeder, Hon. Col.
Pennant, M.P., Penrhyn Castle, Bangor ; 2d, 51., Earl Howe,
Gnpsall Hall, Atherstone; Commended, Earl of Radnor,
Berkshire, and Mr. T. Hands, Canley, near Coventry.

Class VIII. Heifers.—1st, 101 , and Silver Medal as breeder,
Mr. Richard Stratton, Broad Hinton ; 2d, 51., William Wells,
Esq., Redleaf, Penshurst ; Highly Commended, Captain
Gunter, The Grange, Wetherby, Yorkshire. Age, 3 years and
II months.

DEV0N3.
Class TX. Oxen or Steers.—1st, 10?., President's Prize as best

Ox or Steer bred by the exhibitor, Extra Prize as tbe best
Devon, and Silver Medal as breeder, J. J. Farquharaon, Esq.,
Langton House, Blandford; 2d, 5i., Mr. J. Overman, Burn-
ham Market, Norfolk.

Class X. Steers.—lat, 10/., and Silver Medal as Breeder,
H. R. H. the Prince Consort; 2d, 51., Earl Howe; Com-
mended, Mr. J. Overman, Burnham Sutton.
Class XL Devon Cows.—1st, 10/., Mr, W. Farthing-, Stowey

Court, Bridge Wii tor.

Class XIL Devon Heifei-a.—1st, 10?., and Silver Medal as
Breeder, H. R. H. the Prince Consort ; 2d. 5^ J. J. Farquhar-
aon, Esq., Langton House, Blandford ; Highly Commended,
Mr. Walter Farthing ; Commended, Mr. Umbers, Weston Hall,
Leamington.

LONG-HOKNS.
Class XIII. Oxen or Steers.— 5i., Mr. John Reading, Priors

Ha-dwick, Southam.
Class XIV. Cows or Heifers.—1st, 10?., Mr. J. Faulkner,

Bretby Farm, Derbyshire; 2d, 5t., Mr. Thomas Satchwell,
Hernfield House, Knowle, Warwickshire.

OTHER BREEDS.
Class XV. Oxen or steers.—Ist, 10^., and Silver Medal as

breeder, Mr. Aaron Pike, Mitton, near Tewkesbury. (Cross-
bred Short-horn.) 2d, 5L, Col. Pennant, M.P., (Welsh.) Com-
mended, David Ainslie, Esq., Costerton, Blackshiels, Midlo-
thian. (Polled Aberdeenshire and Short-horn.)

Cla.ss XVI. Cows.— 1st, 101., and Silver Medel as breeder, the
Right Hon. Lady Foley, Stoke Edith Park, Herefordshire.
(Cross.) 2d, 5?., Earl of Harrowby, Sandon Hall, Staffordshire.
(Cross-bred Short-horn.) Commended. Mr. Aaron Pike, Mitton,
Tewkesbury (Cross Short-horn), and Mr. J. Camm, Famsfield,
Southwell, Nottinghamshire. (Short-horn Cross)

Class XVII. Heifers.—1st, lOl., Mr. Andrew Longmore,
Rattie-by-Banff, Banffshire. (First-cross between an Aberdeen-
shire Cow and a Short-hora Bull.) 2d, 5L, Mr. Richard Macbirt,
Papplewick, Nottingham. (Cross.) Commended, Mr. J.
Beasley. Overstoue, Northampton. (Short-horn and Highland
Scotch.)

SCOTCH BREEDS.
Class XVIIL Oxen or Steers. —1st, lOl., Mr. W. McCombie,

Tillyfour, Aberdeenahire. (Galloway Polled Scot.) 2d, 51, Mr.
E. Baiuforth, Monkhopton, Bridgnorth. (West Highland

gene-
Overman, Bumham Market. (South Down.) The c]^
rally c .n.mended.

^^^

Class XXVI. Shropahires : Three Pat Wethers, under 09months old.-lst, lOi., and Silver Medal as breeder, E. Hollanii
Esq., MP., Evesham ; 2d, 5i., Mr. T. Mansell. AdcottTsbmn
shire ; Commended. Earl of Aylesford (for two pens) ^"^"P"

Class XSv'II. Shropshires: Three Fat Wethers over 22. Kn^
under 34 months old.-1st, lOL, and Silver Medal as breetW
Earl of Dartmouth, PatshuU ; 2d, 5;., Earl of Dartmouth

'

Class XXVIII. Cross-bred: Three Fat Wethers, undpi- 09
months old.-lst, lOL, Silver Medal, and Silver MedS^ :;
breeder, Mr. J. Overman, Burnham Market. (South Down in^
Leicester ) 2d 5/., Mr. S. Druce. Eynsham, near Qxfe^
(Oxford Down.) "•

Class XXIX. Cross-Bred : Three Fat Wethers over 9f> h,,i
under 34 months old. No entiy.

'
'
^^^

PIGS.
C!lass XXX. Fat Pigs : Three Fat Pigs of one litter, under

10 months old.—1st, 10/., and Silver Medal as breeder G B
Morland, Esq., Chilton Farm, Harwell ; 2d, 5i., Mr. E* Shenl
pard, Roundway Park Farm, Devizes.

Class XXXI. Fat Pigs : Three Fat Pigs of one Utter under
15 months old.—1st, lOi., and Silver Medal as breeder. Countess-
of Chesterfield, Bretby Hull, Burton-upon-Trent ; 2d 51 Mr^
T. Crisp, Butley Abbey, Suffolk ; Highly Commended, Geo B*
Morland, Esq ; Commended, Mr. G. Beale, Froleaworthl
near Lutterworth.

Class XXXII. Fat Pigs: Fat Pig. exceeding 15 months old.—1st, 61., and Silver Medal as breeder, George B. Morland'
Esq. ; 2d., Si., Mr. Mangles, Givendalo, near Ripon; Highly
Commended, Mr. G. Beale, Lutterworth ftwo lots), and llr
Thomas Crisp, Suffolk; Commended, Mr. G. M, Sexton
WhersteEid Hall, Ipswich, and Mr. J. Harrison, juu., Heaton
Norris, Stockport, and Mr, G. Mangles, Ripon.

PRIZES FOR BREEDING PIGS.
Class XXXIII. Berkshire Pigs : Five Pigs of one litter, over

3, and not exceeding 6 months old.-lst^ 10/., and Silver Medal
as breeder, Sir F. L. H. Goodricke, Bart., Studley Castle
Bromsgrove ; 2d, 5^., Mr. W. Cooper, Impsley Farm, Henley-
in-Arden ; 3d, 3i., Mr. W. J. B. Scott, Queen's Hotel, Birming-
ham ; 4th, 2i., Mr. J. Smith, Henley-in-Arden; Silver Medal
Sir F. L. H. Goodricke, Bart. ; Commended, Mr. W. Hewer'
Sevenhampton, Highworth, and Mr. J, Spencer, VilHers Hill*
Kenilworth.
Class XXXIV. Pigs of other large Breeds: Five Pigs of one

litter, over 3, and under 6 months old.—1st, lOi., and Silver
Medal as breeder, Mr. A. Guy, Eaton, Leicestershire • 2d 51
Mr. G. T. Gibbons, White Hill Farm, Kirtlington. ' ''

Class XXXV. Pigs of a Small Breed : Five Pigs of one litter,
overs, and under 6 months old.-lst, lOi., Hotel and Inn-
keepers' Silver Plate of 5/. 55., and Silver Medal aa breeder Mr
T. Crisp, Suffolk ; 2d, 51., Mr. 8. Wiley, Brandsby, Yorkshire

;

Silver Medal, Mr. S. G. Steam, Brandeston, Wickham Market

;

Commended, Mr. J. P. Adams, Malvern, and Mr. G. Mangles,
Ripon.

PRIZES FOR ROOTS.
Class I.-^A Silver Cup, worth 10 guineas, offered by Sir John

Ratcliff, Knt.,forthe best Collection of Long Mangel Wurzel,
Globe Mangel Wurzel, Swedes and Carrots, six roots of each
to be shown, from crops of not less than 2 acres in each case, to
Sir William Heathcote, Bart, M.P., Hursley Park, Winchester,

Class 11.—A Silver Cup (5 guineas), offered by Messrs.
Proctor & Ryland. of Birmingham, six specimens of Kohl
Rabi. to Mr. WilUam Smith, _Woolston, Bletchley Station,

Buckinghamshire.
Class IIT.—A Silver Cup, worth 5 guineas, Messrs. Griin,

Morris, & Griffin, of Wolverhampton, six specimens of Tellow
Globe Mangel Wur?;el, to Mr. James Innes_. Wroxton, neai

Banbury.
Class IV.—Kohl Rabi.—1st, 21. 2s., Mr. W. Smith, Woolston ;

2d., 1^ Is,, Mr. M'Cann, Court House, Malvern; Commended,
Duke of Beaufort.

Class V. Long Mangel Wurzel—1st, 21. 25., Mr. C, Pratt.
Stratford-upon-Avon; 2d, II. Is., Mr. T. Keable, Rowdefield
Farm, Devizes. Commended, Sir William Heathcote, Bart.,
M.P. ; Mr. S. Robinson, |Shaw House, Mdboume ; Mr. John
Moore, Northgate Street, Warwick.

Cla.ss VI. Globe Mangel Wurzel.—1st, 21. 2s., Mr. C. I^tt,
Strat ford-upon Avon ; 2d, 11. Is., Mr. A. H. Johnson, Gunners-
bury. Commended, Mr. J. E. Tysoe, Rumer Hall, Stratford-
upon-Avon ; Mr. T. Keable, Devizes,
.Class VII. Swedes of any variety.—1st, 21. 2s,, T. R. B.

Cartwright, Esq., Aynho, near Braokley; 2d, It. 1«., Mr. W.
Smith, Woolston. Commended, Duke of Beaufort ; Marquis of

Breadalbane, N.B, ; Mr. J. E. Tysoe^^ Stratford; Mr. C Pi'att,

Stratford-upon-Avon.
Class VIII. Common Turnips.—1st, 21. 2s., Mr. G. Mangles,

Ripon; 2d, 11. Is., G. B. Morland, Esq., Harwell, Berks.

Highly Commended, Mr. W. Fletcher, Mansfield, Notts ; Com-
mended, Duke of Portland ; C. Kearsey, Ross.

Class IX. Carrots of any variety.—1st, 21, 2s., Duke of Port-

land: 2d, IL Is.. Mr. T. Keable, Devizes. Commended, 3fr.

G. McCaun, Malvern.
Class X. Ox Cabbage.—1st, 21 2s., Mr. S. Robinson, Shaw

House, Melbourne, Derbyshire; 2d, II. Is., Mr. James Innes,

Banbury.
Class XI. Potatoes.-1st, 21 23., Mr. G. Mangles, Ripon :

2d,

II. Is., Mr. T. Halford, Newbold.upon-Stour, Shipston-npon-

Stour. Commended, Mr. S. Robinson, Melbourne; Mr. J.

Thonipson, Atherstone.

With a few words on the Roots we must no^'

conclude.

Roots.—The large increase in the entries is rather

remarkable in a season like the present. Not only so^

Scotch.) Commended, "Lady Brinckman, Sundome Castle,
| but the quality and weight—especially of Swedes—are

Shropshire (West Highland), and Mr. McCombie, Tillyfour.
(Galloway Polled Scot)

WELSH BREEDS.
Class XIX. Oxen or Steers.—1st. 10^, and Silver Medal as

breeder, Mr. J. Frincis, Manor Farm, Hanging Houghton,
Northampton. (North Welsh.)
Class XXI. Cows or Heifers.— 51., J. H. Langton, Esq,,

M.P. (Short-horn.)
SHEEP.

Class XXII. Leicesters.— Three Fat Wethers, under 22
months old.— 1st, 10/., Extra Prize of 101., Hotel and Inn-
keeper's Silver Plate of lOi. lOsr., and Silver Modal as breeder,
Mr. William Lnvel, Naffcrton Grange, Driffield, Yorkshire ;

2d, 5f., Mr. John Boast, North Dalton, Driffield; Commended,
G. S. Foljambe, Esq., Osberton Hall, Worksop.

Class XXIII. Long-woolled, not being Leicesters: Three
Fat Wethers, imder 22 months old —Ist, 10(. , and Silver Medal as

breeder, Mr. C. Kearsey, Glewstona, near Ross (Cotswold) ; 2d,

51., Mr. T. West, Greenhill Farm, Blechington, Oxfordshire
(Cotswold).
Class XXIV. South and other Down : Three Fat Wethers,

under 22 months old.—lat, 10/., and Silver Medal as breeder.—
Lord Walsingham, Thetford. (South Down.) 2d, 5L, Duke of

Beaufort, Badminton, Highly Commended. Lord Walsing-

ham. (South Dowu.) Commended, Earl of Radnor, ColBshill,

Berkshire.
Class XXV. South and other Downs : Three Fat Wethers,

over 22 but under 34 months old.—1st, 10/., Extra Piiize ot

10;., Hotel and Inn-keopors' Silver Plate, and Silver Medal as

breeder. Lord Walslngham. (South Dowu.) 2d, 51., Hr, J. I

first rate. Appropriately enough, the entries commence
with William Smith, of Woolston, the father of steam

cultivation ; and if his competitive selection of Long
Mangel, Globe Mangel, Swedes, and Carrots, is at all

a fair criterion to go by, steam cultivation will receive

a marked impetus. Some of his Swedes measured as

much round as do the writer and the majority ot tlif

readers of this notice—for the larger proportion tjf

middle-sized men will not stand more than a yard in

girth, below the arm pits. The 10 guinea cup went to

Sir W. Heathcote, of Hursley Park; and although tbe

run betwixt him and Mr. Smith was of the oloseet

character, not even a commendation was suggestecl-

In Swedes and Yellow Globe Mangel, we certaitjy

think that the Baronet had the worst of it, though in

Long Reds, and iu Carrots, Woolatou was behind. Mr.

Smith's entry is so full, and so '^suggestive, that we
make no apology for transferring it :

—

"The Mangels and Carrots were drilled April ISth; thfr

Swedes drilled Way 8th The land cultivated in the autuinn

13 inches deep, by steam power. 10 tons of farm-yard manura

per acre to tho Mangels aud Swedes ; 3 cwt. of guano pflr

acre to the CaiTots ; all appUed in the autumn. The total cose

of preparing the sced beds, IZs. Sd. per acre. The Mangel an<i

Swede land lay in ridges throuab the winter. The seeds wer-

f

4 Ti.

' 1
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Irilled upon it in the spring without any cultivatincf operation,

^cept hand-hoeing the tops of tho ridges just before drilling:.

The Carrot land was worked and drilled upon the flat. Mangels

and Swedes after Wheat ; Carrots after Oats."

WTiatever fchoughta may be suggested as to the advan-

tages of deep and untrodden stirring of the soil to the

(Jepth named—and on these points there will not be two

ooinions—the comparative superiority of old-fashioned

farm-yard dung over artificials, in a wet cold season,

is illustrated both here and in several other entries. In

the Cup class, Mr. Benyon did not get quite up to his

usual standard, and we missed the genuine "Englefield

Globe Manj^jels" altogether. In setting aside, which

p-e did last May, a few acres for experimental purposes,

and then sowing evej-y variety of Mangel which we
could by any means procure from several leading

seedsmen, we found, on weighing, that the Englefield

Globe had the largest weight per acre. And we

I

not be forgotten. Mr. Johnson, of Gunnersbury, was
also behind his usual standard.

j
The competition in Kohl Kabi—for Messrs. Proctor &

Kjland's cup— was very keen, there being entries

from eight different counties. But here steam culture
triumphed, and the cup went to Woolston. Nearly
all the specimens, however, were good, although
several careful growers, such as Mr. Xnnes, from
Wroxton Abbey, have done better ere now.
But Mr, Inues carried off Messrs. Griffin's cup for

Yellow Globe Mangels, with a splendid lot, the entry

for which reads thus—Dobito's ;. sown April 16th to

SOth; after Oats; manured with 15 tons of farm-yard
manure, 5 cwt. of Mangel manure, and 5 cwt of salt

per acre ; soil, red loam.

la the Society's Kohl Kabi competition Mr. Smith
again comes first, and with Swedes second. In the
catalogue Mr. Smith and Mr. Fowler stand side by
side with several entries—the latter being " grown
upon land cultivated by Fowler's steam plough ;" but
unfortunately no appearance was put in from 28
Comhill, and we had not the opportunity of institut-
ing a comparison.

Both the Mangel first prizes were taken by Mr.
Pratt, of Stratford-on-Avon, who has long had his hand
in the growing of prize roots, and who generally
comes off first or second best here. The keenest
competition of all lay among Swedes, for which there
were about 30 entries. The second prize has already
been noticed, the first going to Mr. Cartwright of
Aynho. Then followed commendations to Wiltshire
and Argyleshire, the latter to the Marquis of Ereadal-
bane, on the west coast. The Oban entries were very
creditable

; though not firet-rate, both here and among
the common Turnips, the weights were good. Yet
1^„T?.-„1^°^^^°^ Turnips" the judges evidently

annual meeting, and there has been no falling off in
interest, attendance or quality. We may except from
this that the number of pens was slightly in decrease of
last year, which may, we believe, he accounted for by
the fact that another large show—the Crystal Palace
—which usually follows six weeks afterwards, this year
issued its prize-list for the week immediately succeeding
the show of which we treat. Whatever may have been
the intentions of the first promoters of this show, they
must be gratified by their entire success. If they
wanted the nature and requirements of each particular
breed to be understood, so that a man could choose the
proper fowl for his soil, as he does a plough,
ib can now he done. If the inhabitant of a
town wants a bird that will live in a small yard, he
knows which to take ; the same may he said of the man
who wants eggs, or of him who looks for table fowls.

therefore trust that "tlie variety, if it is a variety, will ^ ormerly a fowl was a fowl. It was necessary the

ison of Gunnersbury was "ondescripts that inhabited the yard should have a
name, and as the poor creatures were left to gain their
scanty existence at the barn door, they were called
barn-door fowls. Birmingham gave the death
blow to them, and by offering liberal prizes encouraged
those who kept fowls to keep some that would be far
more profitable. The question might be almost
treated scientifically by inquiring the differ-
ence in the return for food consumed, be-
cause the "pariahs," the barn-doors of which we
have spoken, were birds of unbounded appetites,
vigorous digestions, and active habits, averse to obesity,
and turning all their food to thew, sinew, and muscle,
not that which is desirable on the table. They were
also small, seldom exceeding 2J or 3 lbs. in weight, of
very dry, coarse, and inferior meat. For this is now
substituted the large heavy succulent Dorking, weigh-
ing double, without any greater consumption of food.
Shows like that of which we treat, have done for
poultry that which the Eoyal Agricultural Society of
England and its pioneers have done for cattle ; they
have substituted the most profitable and choicest
animal, yielding the largest proportion of delicate
food, for that which has a preponderance of coarse meat,
or, to use the technical term, offal.

The benefits do not stop here. These societies supj^
the spur and incentive to experiments. If none such
existed, people would hardly know what to do with a
bird of unusual merit. If its production involved
trouble, or entailed any additional expense, ib would be
prudent to pause before running the risk; but now it
is a certainty that it will Hot only raise the breeder's
reputation, but also make a profitable return for any
reasonable outlay. To this we trace the constant
increase in size, which is now the rule instead of the
exception, and which is constantly adding to the food

takmg the first prize for Dorkings. Many of these
were of remarkable size and beauty. The siime may be
said of Mr Brundrit's Spanish, Mr. Tomlinaon's
Cochin, and Mrs. Craigie's Brahma Pootra.
The Gold and Silver Laced Bantams were the best

we have seen for a long time, and some of the blacks
were remarkable. Game Bantam cocks were numerous
and many of surpassing beauty. As usual the Grey
outweighed the White Geese. Mr. Towle's Cup pen of
three Greys weighed 70 lbs.; Mr. Daft's White, 60 lbs,
Aylesbury D ucks were not as heavy as usual, the Cup
pen of four birds weighing only 31^ lbs.

The Rouens were a more numerous and a beautiful
class, the prize pen weighed 28 lbs. There were 31
pens shown. The Black Ducks are fast arriving at
perfection, and the prize pens of Mr. Beasley and Miss
Steele Perkins were highly meritorious.
The Turkeys gave a cup to Mr. Smith, hut Mrs.

Fergnsson Blair was second, and birds that had travelled
from Scotland weighed 55 lbs. the three against 61 in
the prize list. The first prize for young birds went
also to Mr. Smith.

1'here was a great novelty in a pen of Virginian
American birdsj of a blue feather, spotted and striped
with black.

The show was a success throughout. Visitors and
sales were all on the increase. The members of the
Council and Committee were as usual indefatigable, and
nothing was wanting for the comfort of the birds or the
pleasure of the visitors.

The judges were the Rev. R. PuUeine, Mr. AndrewF,
Mr. Hewitt, and Mr. Baily.

The exhibition of dogs at Mr. Brereton's Repository
included nearly 300 animals of every variety known to
the United Kingdom. We shall give a report next
week.

prize lots. The justice of thia verdict is naturally
questioned by some competitors, because in thia class
of entry we expect to go for weight and bulk, leaving
quality and storing properties for the Swedes.

Carrots and Cabbages were both -fine,^ the prize lot
of thejatter weighing some 290 lbs. the half dozen.
The Duke of Portland came first with Can'ots, a very
different entry of this root to what we remember
seeing from Clipstone Park a few years ago. The
Oban Carrots were a very long way behind, and
those sent from Woolston were not so clean as
might be looked for with deep cultivation.
Potato show was but a small one, and Kidneys
ajain naturally in repute.

The

THE POULTRY SHOW AT BIRMINGHAM.

>n
^^^-^ ^^ found in every pursuit that, although

-0 societies may follow the same rules, and start on the
^me basis, yet that one, or at most two, will eclipse or
Jistance all others. They become national, as are the
Derby, the St. Leger, certain musical festivals, and
some flower and fruit shows. They are associated with
particular dates, and all other engagements are avoided

ij"
they are likely to clash with them. Such' is the

Birniinghara show. We have not to do with the cattle,
but we always see w^ith admiration the care taken of
their comforts, and the luxury of space, air, and clean-
hness with which they are shown, and winch is

peculiar to Bingley Hall.
If we took up a Guide-book or history of Birmingham,

we should think it incomplete if it did not mention
and describe this building ; and when it spoke of the
valueof land sold by the foot, almost by the inch, then
mentioned the extent covered by Bingley Hall, a good
Idea might be formed of the enterprise of a few gentle-
men, who having essayed a small pig and poultry show,
open in a loft for a few hours, not only foresaw such
exhibitions as the present and preceding ones, but
ventured to erect such a building, with no other
aependence than the subscribers to and the receipts

Tf
^".^^"^^^ exhibition of poultry and fat stock.

It would be too much to say their success ha^ been
uninterrupted from the first, but it is a pleasure to be

tion anfon thp In^^^^^^
°"^¥.^' P'"'^"'' P^^^' a™««g ^hem to distinguish the Silvers, which justifiedC T^es?"anttS^^^^^^^^

-.-. .^.j ^..u^ure lor quaUty than for weight as
«^ ^he country

we could name many specimen/that outweighld ihe „ ^^ \^^^^^^ */"^«
"'f Y^"

^«t"^a to this subject, at
pme lots. The justice of thia verdict is naturallv ST/^^"*

"'! ""?' ^eferto the classes of this great Show.
We cannot undertake to name every pen that deserves
it, because it would occupy more space than we can
devote to It. The Game classes show by their numbers
and the interest they excited among the spectators,
they are old favourites with the English people, and
that the prohibition of open cock fighting has not
abated the admiration for, and liking of this old
favourite. The success of Mr. Gilbert Moss, Captain

i
Oban" Carrots were 'aVerv lon^" wn™lbpb1nd. l^a

Hornby the Hon W. Vernon, and Mr. Archer was
remarkable among the winners.

f
The Dorkings still increase in weight and in popu-

wArpl'^"*^
among the aristocracy, as will be seen in the

"'*''*'
I names of the successful. The novelty of the Silver Grey
classes was evidently approved by those who breed
for colour, but it is still plain that feather
^and great size have not yet been combined. The old
Dorking classes brought out two new names ; one, the
Alarchioness of Winchester, took the highest honour, the
Silver Cup; not easily, however, being hard run by Lady
L. Thynne, Mr. Vernon, and Capt. Hornby. The latter
gentleman headed the chickens, followed by Mr. Wake-
field. These two gentlemen took the same order in the
class for two pullets, and Messrs. Hornby and Bromley
tor two hens. The White Dorkings were large
and good, but few m numbers. The adult
Spanish were not so good as usual. Captain
Hornby showed the best hens we have seen for a
long time; the cock was perfect, but small. The
chickens made amends, and added another cup to the
numbers gained by Miss Rake, Messrs, Rodyard, Hyde,
and Teebay also deserve mention. The classes for Hens
and Pullets were not sufficiently numerous. The Cochin
Chinas were most excellent, and gained Silver Cups
for Messrs. Tomlinson and Stretch. Messrs. Cattell and
Kellaway showed excellent birds, and deserved their
prizes. The old cock In the Partridge pen, belonging
to Mr. Stretch, is a marvellous bird. The Wlutes were
good, and although the first prizes went to Messrs.
Chase' and Dawson, we were glad to see Mrs. Fergusson
Blair second. This lady deserves all her success for her
enterprise. The Bramahs divided their fafours between
Mr, Teebay ani Mrs. Craigie; [they were not impartial,

as three out of four prizes went to the former.

All the Poland fowls were good, but it is necessary

among them to distinguish the Silvers, which justified

R , A i^\
•

^-—'""^"^c K. cue auununess or

W;p;^t ^;; "2?:^^ ^^>^ 7P^^;
-J;;e^ M. the Ha.bros.wer^>od, especlalirth^ Golden

^aj- be legitimately proud. ^

V,?'^,?''^]*y^P"s»'»t was once termed a mania, hut it
^'^.outhved thia. B rmmo.hf,ml>^oT.^u u.ioti/ " ,.outhved thia. Birmingham has held its l^th grand

classes and the Silver Spangled. Messrs. Lane and
Worrall are pre-eminent. The Silvers miss Mr. Archer

j

The classes for single Cocks were numerous and good ,

and Lady L. Thynne again achieved the distinction of

'

Society of Aht3.—No agricultural paper Is to be
read during the ensuing " agricultural " week in town.
At the late annual meeting, the Society's Silver Medal
was given to each of the following gentlemen. We
publish the list, as most of the topics named are
agricultural :—
To Mr. R. Thomson, for several novel and ingenious instru-

ments, for use in dental surgery. The Society's Silver Medal.
To Mr. Leonard Wray, for his compound of materials as a

substitute for gutta percha. The Society's Silver Medal.
To Mr. J. C. Morton, for his paper read before the Society
On the Forces used in Agriculture." The Society's Silver

Medal..
To Mr. Leonard Wray, for his paper read before the Society.
On the Means of Increasing the Production of Sheep's Wool

and Angora Goafs Hair." The Society's Silver Medal.
To Mr. George R. Buraell, for his two papers read before the

Society, On Building Stones—The Causes of their Decay and
the Means of Preventing it;" and •'On Buildiug Woods—the
Causes of their Decay, and the Means of Preventing it." The
Society's Silver Medal.
To Dr. Dauglish, for his paper read before the Society, "On

a New System of Bread Manufactme." The Society's Silver
Medal. ^

.J'^J^''' i- ^?f^^.y**^"- ^^^. for his paper i^d before
the Society. "On the Chief Fibre-Yielding Pkuta of India."
TbeSociety 3 Silver Medal.

_
We add here such extracts from the current premium

list of the Society as have any special interest for
agriculturists.

The Society's Gold and Silver Medals will be awarded
for communications on the following subjects:—
For an account of the mode of occuiTence, and of the uses

of Comiah, Devonshire and Dorsetshire Clays, and the
quantities annually worked.
For an account of the different Xatural Stones, whether

hmestoiies or sandstones, used for architectural purposes in
the different large towns in the United Kingdom, atatins-
the comparative durability, price, special use, and gener^
statistics of each, together with suggestions for preventing

For a description of the manufacture of saltpetre and its
preparation for the market in the East or West Indies
For the economical production of Cyanogen Compouada foremployment in the Arts, or as manures.
For the production of Ammonia or Nitric Acid from

their elements, by methods which wauld admit of practical
application.
For the best essay on the theory and practice of fermenta

tion, particularly as appUed to the art of brewing, with an
account of any succeaaful means by which the process of
malting may be modified or dispensed with.
For an account of the processes employed' in the manufkoture

of Starch, the sources from whence it ia obtained, and the
purposes to which it is applied.
For the largest and best sample of Starch, produced from a

non-edible aubstaace, as cheap as any at present in use, and
obtainable in large quantities.
For the best and most economical means of applying Carbonic

Acid Gas to the preservation of Sleat.
For an economical method of rendering the refuse from

Scrolls m making size, and the waste Alkali and filth extracted
from rags m process of boiling, available e-ach sepiirately aa a.

manure.
For an account of the means at present employed in thg

utilization of so-called " refuse products " generally
For the best method ofpreparing Pure Water for Locomotive

Engmea. either by distilling or otherwiae, so as to prevent
incrustation ia the boiler, and the necessity for " blowiu'^ off

"
thus saving fuel and time. * *

For an account of the best machinery for preparing, grindimr
and dressing Barley and Oats into their reepecUTe mau'^
factured constituents, Pearl B;uley, Groata, Ac.
For the best method of converting precipitated or extracted

Sewage Matter loto a dry state, valuable for a^cultural
purposes.

The NoETHEEy Cou.n'ties Fat Stock akd Vottz-
THY Society.—The eighth annual exhibition of this
Society, hitherto known as the " South Durham and
North Yorkshire Fat Stock and Poultry Society." is to
be held on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of next
week, at Darlington. Although the entries for cattle

,

are somewhat fewer thia year than last, the shOw of

Short-horns ia expected to be unusually attractive, ta
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this department there are 51 entries, hist year 81, Of
sheep, there are 19 pens, last year 21 ; pigs, 43, last

year 32 ; and poultry, no less than 470, against 339 last

year. The prize money amounts to nearly 500Z. The
banquet, to be held on Thursday, will be presided over

by Earl Vane.

Miscellaneous.
The Monsell Estates,—We are asked on behalf of

readers in the county of Limerick to announce that

Michael Robert Ryan, Esq., J.P., Temple Mungret, has

been appointed Agent to the estates of the Right Hon.

"William Monsell, M.P. As a Magistrate and Agent in

the County Mr. Ryan has already secured the conlidence

and approbation of all parties; and undoubtedly, his

energetic and intelligent discharge of the duties of the

Mayoralty of Limerick during last year, proved him to

be higbly capable of filling any office where intelligence

and activity are required.

AM UE L S N'S
PATENT COMBINED REAPING AND MOWING, or

Calendar of Operations*

DECEMBER.
Tyneside, Northcmberland : Dec. 4,—Tho weatlier dtiring

NoveTiiber lias been extremely unfavourable for securing the
remaiuder of tbe com crops in this district, and tbere are still

many scores of acres (chiefly Oats and a little Wheat) still

standing in the fields within two or three miles of the Tyne,
both on the north and south sides of the river. The fip^'eat bulk
of the Wheat and Oats, even where secured in fair keeping
order, must stand many weeks in stack before they are fit for

miller's purposes; Barley is the only grain in anything like

condition for use, and consequently damjj and inferior samples
are very much reduced in price from the largo supplies brought
forward. Barley and Data are iu general yielding satisfactorily,

but we cannot say the same of tlic Wheat, which is a poor afiair

altogether. The breadth of land under Wheat cannot be above
halftheusual quantity at this date, much of it put in late and in

bad order, and we fear the seed in a damp state also, so that we
cannot wonder that very little of it has yet shown above groimd.
On the whole the season isa disastrous oneonall cold undrained
floils under" tillage, the usual cast of store cattle have to be
parted with at a low figure. The Turnip crop is a mere trifle

;

much of the fodder is still soaking in the fields where it grew,
and the Wheat crop—which is generally looked tofor meeting the

rent-time—after having a third or fourth part of a poor crop
shaken out by the wind, was first whitened by the frosts, and
then blackened by the continued rains. On warm loamy soils

under good cultivation the case is different^ the com crops cut
up well, and were secured in good time ; and the Turnip crop
is the best we have had for many years, returning as much as

lOi. per acre to the srower in some cases where eaten on the
ground by sheep. The Potato crop turned out a very various

one, but in most cases moderately free of disease. W~ C. r.

Wester Ross : Decembers.—The weather last month, although
Tariable, was on the whole suitable for the advancement of out
door labour. The rainfall was under IJ inch, and the frost

though keen continued not long enough to affect materially
the labour of the field. In the higher districts the harvest has
only very lately been completed; and even in the earlier

districts Peas and Beans have done little more than reach the
fitackyard. From the lateness of th« harvest it could scarcely

tavo been otherwiao than that the crop should have been damp
and unmarketable; but unfortunately after the crop was
stacked, we had a continuation of calm misty weather which
heated and noccssitatod the tuniing of a larger number of
stacks than ha-s been the case for many years. Our grain of

course, reaches the market in miserable condition. Very
little Wheat has been threshed, as it is quite unfit for grinding.

The weight of it ranges from 50 to 60 lbs, per bushel, scarcely

any exceeding the latter figure. Barley is nearly all under the
sUndardof 54lbfl.^ and Oats are variable and inferior in quality

and weight. Last year Wheat weighed from 63 to 66,

and Barley from 55 to 691bs. per busheL Our late

harvest has left us with the usual amount of autumn
work to accomplish with little time for its accomplish-
menL A few additional weeks of fresh weather would
be a great boon. --We have been busy preparing for, and
sowing Wheat ; and» tomorrow, if favourable, we expect to

have itcompleted^ when some 45 acres would be laid down.
Nearly the whole green-crop lot remains to be turned over,

and very few Turnips are stored. Our Turnips, especially the

softer kinds, have greatly improved of late, and are now a full

crop ; the Swedes appeared unable to make head with such a
superfluity of wet- The hogs are now on Turnips, and still

bear the marks of the scarcity of meat for their mothers last

spring. The abundance of railway work for our labourers this

winter bids fair to make up for the idleness and destitution of

last winter.

GENERAL PURPOSE HARVESTING MACHINE,
(WITH SIDE OR BACK DELIVERY WHEN REAPING),

HAS proved Itaelf capable, during the past season, of Cutting Crops of Grass and Grain which no other
Wachiue could attempt. It adapts itself to every irregularity of surface, and may be taken along a lane, or throueh «>

opening only 5 feet in width. The labour of raking is less than in any Reaper hitherto put into operation. ^ ^
Mr. Samuelson- is constructing his GENERAL PURPOSE HARVESTER on a scale which enables him to fix the price afr

ONLY 25/., delivered at any Railway Station in Great Britain ; and n Dublis, Cork, or Belfast—thus bringing it within tlj
reach of every farmer.

IT WILL BE EXHIBITED AT THE SMZTBFZEXiD CATTKfi SHQ-Wi
At Mr. Samttelson's Country Depots; at the Works, Banbury ; and at his

LONDON WAREHOUSE, 76, CANNON STREET WEST, E.C.

V

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGHS.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cheviots ; Cor. Tlie fullowiiig are some of the facts connected

"With this breed. Their home is the hill country of Northum-
berland and Berwickshire. The fat sheep weighs from 12 lbs,

to 20 lbs, a quarter. The fleece weighs from 3 lbs, to 4 lbs.

It is a larger bodied sheep than the Black-faced sheep. They
are not remarkable for fecundity, and the lambs rarely equal
the ewes in number. The ewea are disposed of at 4 or 5

ye^rs oli, having had 3 or 4 lambs. The full history of the
breed is given in the ** Cyclopsedia of Agriculture," by the
late A. T, Wilson, who was practically convei-sant with the
Bubject. The beat fairs for Cheviots are Lockerbie, August 13,

(if that bo Saturday, Siuiday, or Monday, then ou the follow-

ing Tuesdiiy), for kimbs ; Moffat, Friday after 2d Monday of

September (ruros and other sheep); Langholm, July 26

^ambs); September 18 (rams and other sheep); Dunse, 4th

Tuesday of March ("hoggets in wool, and ewes in lamb) ; 3d
Tuesday of May (sheep for grazing); 2d Monday of J«ly
£ambs and wool); 3d Thursday in September (draft ewes);
ftuder, Friday before 12th July; St. Boswell's Green,

July 18 ; Melrofle, August 12; and in Enghind at Stagshaw,
JViday be/ore Whitsunday ; and Brough Hill, September 30,

and October 1, fWe append in full our correspondent's letter

and ask for further information from any of our readers, *' I

should feel obliged by any one conver&int with the breed in

their own loc£uity, stating whether the pure breed is now
anywhere, and vjhere, and by whom peculiarly fostered and
improved. Whether the pure breed is still confined to the
hills, or whether it has been adapted, with due regard to the
preservation of its original purity, to ordinary sheep treat-

ment on enclosed pastures and Turnips- Also whether in

its '* improved " state it has lost its quantity of lean flesh in

an increased tendency to fatten. And lastly, what are the
merits of the breed in respect of quantity and quality of
wool "]

Lamb Plantation : F HS- It ib not in the least likely that
cattle turned out into an old grassy lamb plantation, will

injure the bark of the trees.

LandDkainaoe; J J H. Mr. Bailey Denton's pTiblications.
App^y to any Book»cller. TheEssayin '' Morton's Cyclopaedia
cil Afncultaxe.

JAMES AND FREDK. HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD^

DIRECT attention to some of the ADVANTAGES which their CHAMPION PLOUGHS possess :—

1. The BEAMS are ribbed or flanged at the hinder part, which gives great strength where most required, and"

effectually prevents springing or banding.
2. The FRAME <jr body, to which the lever neck is fitted, is formed so as to stand the roughest usage.

3. The BODY can be removed from the beam, and a Subsoil or Ridging body attached.

4. The BREASTS are so formed that choking in the throat is avoided.

5. The LEVEK NKCK is so boxed in as not to be liable to either wear or breakage.

6. The LEVER NECK is tightened at the end, so that the objection to a lever neck becoming loose through wear

is entirely avoided. ,. , , , ,

7. The WHEEL FASTENINGS are made to tighten in the direction of the strain, and are not therefore Uable to get

loose through wear.

CATALOGUES with full particulars of J. & F. HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGHS, HARROWS. HORSE RAKi8,

tdxd other Implements, sent free on application. Also Reports of Smtth's Steam: Cultivators, from Purchasers
in Twenty Counties of Engliuid, Scotland, and Ireland.

\

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1860.

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COMPANY
(LIMITED.)

r

Wllili EXHIBIT, AMOKGST OTHER ARTICLES, THE FOLLOWING NOVELTIES

—

NEW PATENT PAPER PIPES, for Water or GAS.
BOYD'S NEW PATENT SILENT LAWN MOWER.
BLINKHORN'S NEW PATENT FIRE ENGINE.
DANCHEL'S NEW PATENT FILTERS.
THE NEW SWAN LANE ROLLER MILL.

THE NEW PATENT COMBINED WHEELS ani>

AXLES.
TURNER'S NEW PORTABLE ROLLER MILL.

HORNSBY'S AXD HOWARD^S NEW F^ZE
PLOUGHS,

AT STANDS N o s. 482 to 492.
ALSO

The New Portable Vertical Boiler, 2^-H.P. Steam Engine,
\

ON THE GROUND FLOOR.

L
INSPECTION OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, Ac-, &c.

ANDOWNERS. AGRICULTURISTS, FOREIGNERS, and othei-s desirous of a more leisurely and

careful inspection of Agricultural Machinery tlian it ia possible to make in the crowded Baker Street Bazaar, are

respectfully invited to visit the spacious Show Rooms and Warehouses of the AGBICULTU"A
ENGINEERS* COMPANY (Limited), where the largest and most varied selection of the Manufacture^

of all the leading Makers ever formed can be inspected, and every information obtained. \

EXPORT WAKEHOTTSES

W LANE, LONDON BRIDGE.

I

Just Published,

Price la., in cloth Is. Hd. Free by post for 14 or 20 stamps,

THE MACHINERY OF the FARM,
Being a description, with prices, of more than

SOOO IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES
Used iu Agricultural Operations. Containing all the latest

improvements and inventions.

ILLUSTRATED with 250 WOODCUTS.
Compiled by

THK AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COMPANY
(Limited),

SWAN LA>T:. upper THA^IES street. LONDON.
Sold by W. H. Smith and Son. 186. Strand

;

At all Railway Book Stands, and to be had through all book-

sellers, or direct by post.

SOLD at STANDS Nos. 482 to 492.

On Ist January, 1S61, will be published, the first number
of

THE SWAN LANE GAZETTE-
A JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS,

Containing the latest information upon all new invention

and improvements in Agricultural Machii*«ry, &c- ^'

COPIOUSLY ILLUSTRATED WITH WOODCUTS.

Price 2d. ; Yearly Subscription, po?t free, 2*-

COSD'CCrtD BY

THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS' COMPANY

(Limited),

oar* XT T .xTD TTDOWII THAMES STREET. LOND^'

i
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, CHELSEA,
Y,

S.W.,

_F -«

MANUFACTURE EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

CONSERVATORY, GREENHOUSE, HOTHOUSE AND PIT, in Wood or Iron,

with incredible rapidity, by Sfceam-Power Machinery. Their improved

in full growth without incurring the least risk of dunnage to the tree or crop,

has given unbounded satisfaction. It is well adapted for covering Treetr

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM O F HEATING,
PATRONISKD BY H. R. H- THE PRINCE C ON SORT,

is universally acknowledged to he superior in every respect to any other mode of lieating, and is the only system by which large establishments can he heated by one Boiler

PLANSj PARTICULARS, AND CATALOGUES FREE.

GLASS WAREHOUSE.-ESTABLISHED 1750.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87, BISHOPSGATE STREEt WITHOUT, LONDON,

Reduced Tariff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwellings.

E.C-

20
20
20
20

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES.

Snppl
16 oz.

I Cominon, per 100 feet, 13.!. &d.

I Super ,* 168.

SMALL SQTTAEES.

In. by Tn.
12
13
14
15

1S5.

23«.

In. by In.

4

5"

In. by In.

6

plied to Mr. Rivers and many Others.

21 oz.

6

6i
7

in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

8

9

9i ^
7
74

Per 100 feet.

Common
11«. ed.

Snv>er.

12«. 6*;t.

Per foci.

lia.

12J.

Squares

Tncbes by Inches.
I

10
104
IX
_12

Id
16
27
IS
13
14

- t

S
84

9

Indiesby Inches.

124 •• 9i
13 ..9
12 .. 10
\2\ .. lOj

Inchesby Inches.
13 ..10

. 104

. 10

. lOA

11

11
11
11
12
12

lo
16
17
IS
20

1-1

12
12
12
12
12

Inches by inches.

15 . . 10

12 ..11
124 •• Hi
13 . . 11

I

P. 100 feet. P. foot.

I2t. 6d. IJcf.

Us.Stl. II
IS*. 2i
21 .t. firf. i 22

13
13
13
13
14
14

24
20
22
24
20
22

14
15
15
15
16
16

24
20
20
* «

Itf

17
IS
« *

m m

4tha.
3ds.
2.1s.

Ists.

r.is. 6ii.

10s. 8d.

24«.

IJd.

3

If less quantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for pacliage.

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES ^'OT ON LIST

16 oz.-4ths, 13cZ., 2^., and 2id. per foot. I
21 o^-i^i^^' ^Irf. 3d., ^"^ ^Ad. i>er f^l.

„ 3d3, 2id., 24ri., and 3d. per foot. » 3ds, 34^-. id., and 44d. per foot.

HAHTIitTS I!WPS£OVES> FaTEUT XtOUaH PIATB

GENUINE "WniTE LEAD
ANTI-CORROSION PAINT
L1N3EED-0IL PUTTY

yot arcountalh for hreakar,e:

* m

32s. Od, per cwt,
34
8

9*

LINSEED OIL
BOILED „
TURPENTINE

« m *
2s. 7d. per
3

2 10

gall

BLACK. GREEN, ^d ail other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &c

GREENHOUSES MADE OF GOOD YELLOW
DEAL, at Sd. per foot, if Glazed and Painted. Is. Pits

Lii^hts painted complete, Sd. per square foot, ifupglazed, 44d.

Fifty 6 feet by 4 feet Lights, well piinted, ?.7l. 10*. Also,

ready built, a Span-roof House, 23 feet 6 inches by 12 feet

4 inches, 34/. Leau-to, 30 feet by 13 feet, 41/. Ditto, 24 feet

by 12 feet G inches, 33/. Ditto, 12 feet by 7 feet, 13/. Hand-
(?lasses and Frames in variety, at reduced prices.—Apply to

.rncjFPTi SMiTfi_ Pine CottaL^o. New Roaci. Hammersmith, W,

I3
K O P A G A T 1 X G

8. d.

2 ins. diameter 34 each

3„
4 »
5„
6„

8 „
9 „
10 „
11 „

12 inches
14 „
16 „

9f

ft

tv

METAL

Ah

64
8
10

1

1 2

1 4
1 6

tt

•^5 »»

11

tt

»»

>>

It

GLASSES.
B. d.

12 ins. diameter 1 9 each
13 „
14,.

15

It

It

rt

6^, OtZ, each
7
8

ft

16 „
17 „
1S„
19 „
20

HAND GLASSES.
18 inches . . . . 9«. Od. each

20 „ .... 10

24 12

2
2

S

3

4

5

6

7

%

6

»»

II

it

)>

1)

tt

tt

it

It

tt

11

Painted and glaxcd with \C) oz. Sheet Glass.

If open at top, \s. extra.

HYACINTH AND FLOWER DISHES.
6 inches diameter. 1*. ench ( 9 inches diameter, 1*. 6d. each

12 inches diameter, 2*. Od. each.

HYACINTH GLASSES .. .. 4*. 6d. per dozen.

CROCUS GLASSES 2«. ed. per dozen.

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO.,noKTicULTURAL Glass Mercha.vts;,

180, Bishopsgat** St. Without. London, E.C.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY AXD CO. supply 16-oz SHEET GLASS"
of British Manufacture at prices varjing from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot for the usual sizes required, many thousands of-

which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Li.<!tBof Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PVrKNT ROUGH PLATE. THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS:
TILES and SLATES, \^ATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES. GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES
to James Hetlev A Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.

See Gardt^'^si* Ckromde of December L
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ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTAB LI S H M E NT

UNDER THE DISTINGUISHED PATEONAGE OF

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE CONSORT

N M N H E A R E N
SUTTOFS COLLECTIOlfS OF GARDEN SEEDS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY

(CARRIAGE PREE).

No. 1. A COMPLETE COLLECTION ofKITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, for one whole year's supplyXwith instructions on cultivation) £4
No. 2. A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, in quantities proportionately reduced
Wo. 3. A COMPLETE COILECTION OF KITCBEN GARDEN SEEDS ditto
No. 4. A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS TOR A SMALL GARDEN

*!

«

* • «

« « «

2 10

150
Sent Carriage Free by Rail, and 5 per cent, discount allowed for cash payment. A remittance or reference requested from nnlcnown correspondents.

12 6

QUANTITIES CO]ffTAINED I^- SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS:
£4

Collection

PEAS, the best sorts as proved in Messrs. Sut-
ton's Trial Ground, including Sutton's Early
Champion, Prizetaker, Champion of England,
and others .

.

BEANS, the best sorts for succession, ditto ditto
FRENCH BEANS, Runners and Dwarfs, do. do.
BEET, Sutton's Dark Red^ warrauted the finest

in pultivation

BORECOLE, or Sprouting Kfile, of best sorts for
succession Cincluding Cottager's Kale).

.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, fresh imported seed ..

BROCCOLI, the best sorts for succession, as
ttested in Messrs. Sutton's Sample Ground . . jO large do.

CABBAGE, best sorts for succession throughout
the year (including Sutton's Imperial)

SAVOYS, iine curled .. .. .. ..
CARROT, best sorts for summer and -winter use
CAULIFLOWER, true Walcherpn and others

£3 108. H £1 gs.

Collection [Collection

20 quarts
10 ditto

5 pints

2 ouncee

5 packets
1 large pkt

i

7 packets
2 ounces
14 ditto

2 large pks
CELERY, Sutton's Solid White and others .. 2 ditto
COUVETRONCHUDA.amoatdtilicioufiveKotable
ENDIVE, beat sorts

CRESS, plain, curled, and New Australian

1 packet
li ounce

1^ pint &
"2 packets

CUCUMBERS, the best sorts in cultivatioa (in-
cluding Yorkshire Champion) I 3 packets

LEEK, largo Flag
| I ounce

LETTUCE, SuTTON'ri Superb Cos, and others for

1

# 4

flTicceesion

MUSTARD
MELON, choicest sorts known
ONION, true Reading and others
PARSLEY, splendid curled kinds ..

PARSNIPi Hollow Crown, fine

RADISH, finest sorts for succeasiou

SPINACH, summer and winter kinds
SALSAFY
SCOR20NCRA \\ \\
TURNIP, fmo sorts for Ruccesaion .,

VEGETABLE MARROW, newCnstardnnd others
SWEET S POT HERBS, ofall the useful kinds
RAMPION
TOMATO , _
CAi'SiCUM

5 prickets

1 quart
4 packets
11 ounces
2 ditto
C ditto

1 pint and
10 ounces
2 pints

1 large pkt
1 do. do.
16 ounces
2 Iarg:e pks
ti packets
1 ditto
Idilito

1 ditto

12 quarts
6 ditto
3 pints

2 ounces
«

4 packets
1 large pkt

h

Xdo; do.

6 packets
3 ditto

7 ounces
2*argEpk8
2 packets

1 ditto
2 ditto

5 ounces &
2 packets

3 packets

i ounce

12^. Qd.
Collection

4 packets
1 pint

3 packets
7 ounces
2 ditto
4 ditto

12 ounces

1 pint
1 packet
1 ditto
8 ounces
2large pks
5 packets
1 ditto
I ditto
1 ditto

7 quarts
3 ditto
2pintB

1 packet

3 packets
1 packet

4 pcrt5k-cts

5 larg"e do
2 ditto
3 ounces
1 packet
2 ditto

1 pncket
1 ditto

2 ounces &
2 packets

2 packets
1 ditto

5 pints
2 ditto

' 1 ditto

1 i)acket

2 ditto

1 ditto

3 packets

2 ditto

1 ditto
2 ounces

2 packets
1 packet

2 ounces &
1 packet

1 ditto

That great satisfaction has been given by these Collections in former seasons is
testified by the recommendations given by our customers to their friends; as
also by the numerous letters we receive, from which we present the following':—

From the Rev- M, W. Gregouy, Roade^ Northampton,
\'l lose no opportunity of recommending your Seeds, which are most excellent" and!tlunkyouaredomg us (the clergy especialiyX a great kindness in making up your garden

Frmi the Rev. "W. H. Roach, WUtesUll Parsonage, Stroud.
"I am more than satisfied with the assortment of Seeds you made for me and with thequantity you sent : and I consider that 1 have done better bv leaviae- the ehoinft tn Tm,, *>.->«

selecting for myself."
by leaviDg the choice to you than

From tie Rev. Johk Kirwas, Withycomhe Rectonj, Taunton.

'

3 packets
4 ounces
3 packets
2 ounces
1 ditto

^ 2 ditto
6 ounces

4 ditto

3 ounces
2 packets
4 ditto

1 ditto

" I was so much pleased with the selection of Seeds sent by you, that I recommended two
of my fnends to take parcels from you." ^ ^ -»

From Chas. LAWBE^-CE, Esq., Cirmcester.

*'I nevfeV recollect having received such a numerous collection of Seeds from any house so
good la quality.

From Alex. Cathcart, Esq., Knochdolian Castle, Girvan, K.B.
" I hfiTc had much satisfaction in rocommending your Seeds to various friends, as I Endthey

S'"®.^^'*^
pleased with them

; and you may depend upon my continuing to do so as Ions as I
find the articles you send are good and reasonable in price."

«
From Mr. William Moore, Gardener, the Rectory, Stoke.

2 packets
2 ounces
1 packet
1 ounce
1 packet
1 ounce
3 ounces

2 ditto

2 ounces
1 packet

'*I never bad (previous to yours last year) a lot of Seeds which have all turned out ao
satisfactory.

Fror.i Mr. Bone, Gardener, IIiiTUsham Court, Tiverton.

" I was so much pleased with your collection of Seeds last year, that I leave it to your
selection again this year, both for the Kitchen and Flower Garden."

From Mr. Robertson, Gr. to A. Pollock, Esq., lochjine, N.B.
" I must say that your Seeds have been liberal as to quantity, and excellent as to quality."

From the Rev. C. T. Farley, Moor Hall, Stourport.

'!T^"T ^^^ ^e tiie verj- best my gardener ever made use of. and gave the highest
satisfaction." ° °

From J. Lloyd, Jun., Esq., Dinas, Srecon.
"jnie Garden Collection of Seeds has hitherto beenmost judiciously selected, and of tlie

best description.
- j i

From the Rev. G. E. Walker, Sfiareshill, Wolverhampton.
"Mr. Walker cannot but compliment Messrs. Sutton & Sons on the quality of the Seeds

sent last year, as they were by far the best he ever purchased."

If any ofthe aTjove articles are not required they sliould be named when giving the order, and increased quantities of other sorts will be given in lie^ of those omitted.

By ordering one of the above Collections once a year mucli trouble and expense will be saved.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS (Free by Post).

^•c w\oTeS^"^oit^^^^^^^
"'' respectfu|ly recommended to leave the selection of sorts wholly or partly to us, and we will supply those which^c jcnow to bt rt.ail;y vNoithy of cultivation. Should any sorts of Flower Seeds be already possessed they should be named, that we may omit them.

Tbe

with instrnctions £1
Wo. 2. The best 50 sorts of FLOWER SEEDS, ditto

1

10 6

No. 3. The best 36 sorts of FLOWER SEEDS dittc

Ho. 4. The best 24 sorts of FLOWER SEEDS ditto

No. 5. The best 24 sorts of FLOWER SEEDS, all hai

• • «

«« *

£0 7 6

5

05

SEEDS FOR EXPORTATION.
SUTTON"

gratifying accounts

Ayi> soys are constantly packing Farm and Garden Seeds for Australia, India, New Zealand, Africa, and other Foreign parts, and receive theints of the excellent condition in which tliey arrive, and of the crops produced from their Seeds
b 1 .

«*«« receive zne mo^t

SUiTOX AND SONS deliver the packages free of all expense to the ship's side at London, Southampton, Bristol, and other English Ports. PreDavment isreqaestoJ fur all foreign orders, and a few days* notice for packing previous to the departure of a vessel.
^ repayment is

Also NATURAL GRASSES for LAWNS and MEADOWS, fine sorts of MANGEL WITRZEL, TURNIP, and other Agricultural Seeds.

R.-cA^\f'^? °f
^^^

''"i"^,'*^ ^^f- x""^
«P«'ard.-^ are delivered free to London, or to any Station of the South Western, South Eastern Great Western fas far as

^rxitol, Birmingham and Gloncester), and the Oxford, Worcester, and Wolverhampton Itaihvays. Packages of 40.. valae and upwai^s are SvLd free not on?y b^

Kemittances may be made fty CHeqaes on Town or Country Bankers, or by Post-Office Orders payable to

SUTTON & SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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EARLY PEAS, BEAMS, CARROTS, ETC., FOR
PRESENT SOWIIMC.

TAAIES CARTER and CO. are now prepared to
send out GENUINE SEEDS of the above and other Garden

Seeds for present sowing-. Their
SELECT LIST OF GARDEN AND VXWSl SEEDS

will be published about the 20th of this month, and will be
sent gratis and post free on application.

CARTER'S 'JOLLfc]CT10NS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
No. 1, 12s. 6d. ; No. 2, 25s. ; No. 3, 50s. ; No. 4, U. ; No. 5, 5?.

Each collection contains a complete assortment of seeds for
one yeai-'s supply.
James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 237 and 23S, Hio-h Holborn,

London, W.C. 'RARE
CTATHEA DEALBATA

CYATHEA SMITHII
A8PLENIUM POLYCtoUM
LOMARIA GILLESr

PLATYCERIUJM STEMilARIA, 21s
Prices according to size.

J. AN-D C. LEE, Vineyard Nur.sf.rt, Hammersmith, "W.

FERNS.
TOD.EA BARBARA
PTERIS SCABRRULA
POLYSTICHUM VESTITUM
GONIOPTERIS FOSTERI

C1
A L A D

J BELLBYMEI(1860), 21s.

TROUBETZKOY (1800), 21s.

CHANTINI, 5s.

ARGYRITES, 3s. 6d.

1 U JVI

WIGHTI (ISfiO), 21s.

BARAQUINl (1860), 21j.

BRONGNIARTI, 5s.

HOULLETl, 7s. 6d.

S.

The above are the most beautiful and distinct of this in-
terestiug and superb genus.

J. AND O. LEE. Vineyard NimaERY. HAMMEasMiTH, W-

NEW FUCHSIA, MADAMK CORNKLISSK^J.—
Among the white corolla class, is tbe best double,

deepest coloured sepals in contrast, best reflexod, more pro-
fuse in bloom, and best habit. Plants young and free in
growth, well adapted for making specimens in the coming
season, offered at 3s. 6d. each, post free, 4s. 6d.
PETUNIA LADY EMILY PEEL, 3«. 6d. each, and THE

QUEEN, 2s. 6d.

PETUNIA ANNIE KIEN.—Double crimson, with pic-
turesque white margins, 3s. Gd. each.
TREE CARNATIONS, full of flower and bud.
THE BULB GUIDE, for Amateur Growers, is now pub-

lished, and may be had of Messrs. Hekderson in exchange for
13 postage stamps ; also a Coloured Lithographed Plate of the
Wellington Nursery (22 inches by 15), on receipt of 12 stamps.

B. G. HENDER.SON & SoN, 'Wellington Nursery, St. John's
Wood, London, N.W.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF i860.

Royal

Berkshire

Seed

" Establishment

SUTTON AND SONS are now prepared to execute
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and can war-

rant them genuine.
The PRICED LIST will be ready in a few days.
Hoya! Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Eixt iBKttftmx^' ©firomcle
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1860.

We have now- before us the oflaeial announce-
ment of the line of action to be taken next year
at Kensington by the Horticttltukal SociETr.

Meetings of the Fruit and Floral Committees,
for the purpose of examining; new plants and
fruits, will be held every montli. At these meet-
ings Fellows will be admitted, with their friends.
On the 5lh and 6th of June there will be a grand
Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, upon the plan
of those formerly held at Chiswick. The 3d of
July will be devoted to a grand Rose Show. On
the nth of September there will be a Flower
Show principally devoted to Dahlias, And on the
6th of November there will be a great display of
Fruit and Chrysanthemums,
The Fruit and Floral Committees will con-

tinue to award Certificates of Merit as at present.
The Floral Commh^tee has before it the follow-
ing objects : To examine, and to report upon the
merits of such New Plants and Flowers of all kinds
as may be submitted to its judgment, whether (1)
imported species, (2) garden varieties intended for
decorative purposes, or (31 florists' varieties ; in-
cluding, also, all new plants flowered in the
Society's Garden establishments. The Fruit and
Vegetable Cojiaiittee has the following duties :

^(1) To encourage the production of new and
improved varieties of fruit and vegetables, by
examining and reporting on such as may be sub-
mitted to it for the purpose; (2) To collect and
disseminate reliable information, respecting the
adaptability of particular kinds of fruits to the
varied coudUions of goil, locality «S:c., throughout the
United Kingdom

; and (3) To report on all fruits and
vegetables grown iu the Garden for the purposes
of comparison or experiment.-By both Committees
Honorary First-class Certificates and Commenda-
tions will be awarded, at the discretion of the
majority of the members present, to such of the
novelties exhibited before them as may be thou-ht
deserving thereof. Other meritorious subjects
wiU be rewarded by Special Certificates. All
persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not are
invited to send flowers and fruit for examination.A report of the several meetings, containing an
announcement of the awards made, will be "sent
to the resp. ctive exhibitors as soon as it appears in
the Society'. -Proceedings." In neither com-
mittee can the merits of the subjects exhibited be

discussed or decided on in the presence of the
owners or exhibitors interested in the award.

In the Grand General Exhibition in June,
when the Garden will be formally opened, in
addition to prizes varying in value from \L to
201, for Orchids, Pvhododendroas, Azaleas, Roses,
General Collections, Fruit, and the other usual
subjects of competition, we find the following new
classes: Dracaenas and Cordylines,Sikkim or Bhotan
Rhododendrons, Begonias, Tree Ferns, tuberous
Trop^olums, and Wardian Cases filled with plants
efl"ectively arranged. Moreover, "Special prizes
for the best group of three baskets of fruit and
flowers, for the decoration of the dinner table, are
offered by C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq., V.P.H.S.
First Prize, 10/.; Second, 57. ; Third, 3/. ; Fourth,
21, ^Beautiful arrangement will be the test of
merit in this Exhibition ; valuable flowers or fruit
are therefore not demanded. Each set must consist
of three baskets. Ladies are invited to join in
the competition. The Prizes will be awarded by a
jury of ladies." Here we have a very important new
feature

: and artisticskill maynow distinguish itself
as well as skill in cultivation. Extremely liberal
arrangements are made for the issue of Passes
and Breakfast Tickets to Exhibitors, but ** no
Exhibitor can take more than 8 Passes and
8 Breakfast Tickets."
At the Grand Rose Show in July 14 classes

are formed, with prizes varying between 1^. and
IL Three classes are for Roses in pots, one for a
basket or Vase, and the remainder arc to be cut.
The September Dahlia Snow also admits

Roses, Hollyhocks, German and French Asters,
Gladioli, and Phloxes. The prizes vary from
10s. to 81.

'

Finally, the Chhxsanthemttm and Fetttt Ex-
hibition in the beginning of November, which
willlast for two days, is to consist of 14 classes of
Chrysanthemums, and about 40 of Fruit. Among
the former the prizes run from 55. to 61,

;

among the latter the highest is Gl,, the lowest 10s.
In addition to the ordinary arrangements for a Fruit
Show, prizes are oflferedlor Stewed Pears, Pommes
tap^s, and Oranges and Lemons, we presume of
home growth.
With such arrangements, and the attractions of

its. new palatial garden, the Horticultural Society
promises to have a season unexampled in its
history for brilliancy and public utility.

Gironde a Gold Med ol <*for the beauty, vigour,
and abundant bearirg of his Vines, to be attri-
buted, as the judges believed, " to a pecuHar
manner of training." This method they call
Vignette training {en cul de lampe), the nalire of
which is represented by the annexed fin-ure
About the year 1800 this style of management

was commenced by M. Monxangon on rather
more than 15 acres of Vineyard occupied by white
Grapes, which have never since been trimmed in
any other way. It has the advantage of doing
away with stakes or supports after the Vines are
10 years old, and ensures the equal ripening of
the Grapes. It is stated that every 24 plants
produce rather more than 5 gallons of wine;
which indicates pretty well what weight of Grapes
each plant may be made to bear. As the method
of management is not described the gardener must
judge for himself how to set about it; no very
profound problem to solve. Such plants would
create quite a sensation in an Exhibition. Perhaps
M. Montangon would part with a few plants,
ready trained.

Among what may be called the citeiositxes of
training is the following, which may possibly be

_
Of all parts of the earth in which vegetation is

vigorous, and little known, Japan stands pre-
eminent. Vfith a climate like that of England,
and a half Siberian or Himalayan and half Chinese
Flora, it off'ers the greatest inducement to
Europeans to investigate its productions. But
from the beginning of the 17th century it has been
closed against us. Portuguese who came to grief,
and Dutchmen who held their own, have been
alone allowed access to the land of promise. So
that since the days of Kiempfee, the names of
Thitnberct the Swede, and Siebold the Hollander,
are almost the only ones that are associated with
Japan and its plants. But recent political events
have wrought a change in the unchangeable
government of that secluded country; treaties
have broken down prejudices, and governmental
interdicts ; and, what with England and the United
States, each exercising, by their men-of-war, a
gentle pressure upon Japanese susceptibility,
Europe is at last permitted to look at the North-
eastern lands of Asia.

We already knew enough of this remote country
to be well assured that whoever first set foot in its
interior, with true Anglo-Saxon courage, intelli-
gence, and perseverance, would reap a harvest the
richness of which is beyond ,estimate ; and the

I

dangers and difliculties, real or imaginary, that
;
are to be encountered, have not been long in find-

found applicable to Vines in Orchard-houses.

M. MoNTANGON, of Landourncrie, in the Charente,

has received from the Horticultural Society of the

ing a champion to defy them. We have now the
satisfaction to announce that Mr. Jonir Gotjld
Veitch, the eldest son of our great London
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nurseryman, and grandson of Mr, Yeitch of

Exeter, is in the midst of the country, gathering

together the finest collections of seeds and plants

that have been presented to the traveller since the

time when Dottglas brought from the land of

Chenooks, Calapoosis, and Kyemuses, those invalu-

able novelties with which the Horticultural Society

enriched our country. _ _
Mr. Yeitch, who is a young man, had already lacquer ' ware and porcelain are beautiful and not

paper is very extraordinary. Amongst other things

they make first-rate" waterproof overcoats and hats,

umbrellas, pocket-books, and cases of all sorts, string,

&c. I am trying to find out from what they manufac-

ture it. I fear I shall have some difficulty in getting

hold of this, as hitherto they have always refused to

give any information on the subject, further than it is

made from a tree.* I hope to be able to find out all

about it, as I thiuk it would be most interesting. Their

distinguished himself by his diligent application to

botanical studies at University College, where he

received a Certificate of proficiency. He is also

well known for the excellent business habits that

he had acquired under the direction of his father :

and as soon as it was ascertained that Japan was
open, he eagerly sought the means of proceeding

thither. This was effected some months ago under

the protection ofpowerful persons in this country, by

whom he was strongly recommended to the English

authorities in Japan ; he took his passage on board

the Malabar in the mouth of April last ; was
shipwrecked at Galle in that ill-fated vessel ; lost

all he possessed on board ; immediately after-

wards procured a passage in another ship,
^
and

after a month's passage reached !N"agasaki on

the 20th of July, having visited Hongkong,
Canton, and Shanghae in his way. His modesty,

gentle manners, and resolute determination to effect

his purpose, speedily gained him friends : and at

the present moment he is attached to the British

Consular establishment at Jeddo, in consequence

of which he was enabled to form one of the

first party of Europeans who have ascended the

-sacred mountain of Fusi Yama, the circumstances

attending which are described by Mr. FoNBLAKaTTE,

in a late number of the Times newspaper.

The result of his mission is of the deepest

interest, and we have the gratification of now pre-

senting our readers with extracts from his letters

te his family, in which he gives an account of his

daily proceedings up to the departure of the latest

mail. It will be seen that he will soon have

skimmed the cream of the Flora, and that those

who follow him will have little novelty to gather.

Thus we sliall again see the value of private

.enterprise in English hands, and how far more

efficient it proves than missions entru^^ted to mere

Government a^jents,

EXTRACTS
FPvOir Mb. J. G. VElTCirS LETTERS.

Xo. r. Nagasaki^ July 24, 1860.—I have nuicli plea-

sure in informing you that I arrived liefo safely on

Friday last, the 20th inst., after a beautiful run of 38

hours from Shanghai. The little I have as yet seen of

Japan is exceedingly fine. Nugnsiiki harbour is I think

the finest scenery I have ever mot with, surrounded by

mountains covered to the top with vegetation.

The Japanese in this part are very well disposed

towards us, and far superior in eveiy way to the

Chinese; the people are obliging and seem glud

to do anything for us, but tho great difficulty is with

the officials. It is impossible, as far as I can hear, to get

in this place beyond the limits of the treaty, which

extends about 10 miles round the town. On my
arrival here I obtained a room at a temple in the

middle of the town, and three other Euglishmen are

staying at the same place with me. Strange to say,

they are all Devonshire men ; Mr. Rice, brother to the

musician at Exeter; a Mr. Davy, engineer in the navy;

and a Jlr. Templar. I consider myself very fortum t3

indeed to have fallen into such quarters, and hope to

be able soon to get over most of the ground open to

foreigners. Attached to the temple is a large garden,

and I have prepared a place for getting together the

plants 1 collect

It is jubt now the stmimer season, and consequently

no seeds are yet ripe. My iuteution is to get together

all the plants 1 can, and find out tho localities where
any trees grow of which I wish to obtain seeds, and tu

go to Kanagawa and Jeddo as soon as an opportunity

oHers ; at present there is no vessel bound for the

north of Japan, but we expect one in the coui-se of

two or three weeks.

I have already picked up in an old Japanese garden

one or two nice plants, which I think will prove to be

good things ; from what I have seen as yet I think

there are many good evergreens here, but no Conifers

of note. Cryptomeria japouica is common, but all

the rarer species are further north, and indeed I

would rather find them there than here, as I fear they

wotdd not be hardy. I propose going on to Jeddo Jis

BOon as an opportunity offers, and then probably on to

Hakudadi. As the winter sets in early in November in

the north I shall be able after collecting at Ilakodadi

to return to Jeddo, getting seeds of Couifeno, &c,, and
then, coming hack to Nagasaki, take all my collec-

tions to Hong Kong. From what I can judge I shall

be able to get a good many plants suitable for glass

cases. And I hope to send you some seeds uf new
hardy Ferua in my next letter; but they are not yet
qmte fit.

Tbe Japanese are very indu?trious and clever at
their work. Tbe way they make different articles in

expensive. The people, as a race, are far superior to

any other in the East.

No. II. Hvagasalci, Aug. 4, 1860.—I have just been

informed that the Grenada sails to-morrow for Shang-

hai, which gives me an opportunity of letting you

know how I am getting on. In my last letter, dated

Nagasaki, July 24, I informed you of my safe arrival in

Japan, and of my having obtained a room at Dita-

Couche Temple. 1 also informed you of my present

intended proceedings as regards getting to the north.

Since that date I have been occupied in rambling

over the hills in this neighbourhood, and looking into

all the gardens I can gain access to in the town. The
people are escesyively civil, and in no one instance

have I met with the least hindrance ; on the contrary,

every one gives me any plant I take a fancy to, and

seem pleased to do it. I go about, with a Japanese

interpreter carrying my cases and baskets, at all times

of the day ; and more than once I have retui-ned

through tho town nfber dark, and as yet I have never

been stopped or insulted in any way; the Govern-

ment officei-s and the language are the only difficulties

I have to contend with. The first I fear I can never

get over ; the system of government consists so much
of espionage, and eveiy officer being a spy on the

other, it is impossible to do anytliing with them.

The language I am getting hold of fast, and I thiuk

another fortnight (a month in all) will teach me as

much as I require to make my way. Japane^^e is very

easy. The mode I adopt is to carry a book in

my pocket and write down words as I pick them up ;

for instance, on getting wet through one day during a

thunder-storm, I found out the Japanese for rain,

&c„ and so on.

I have been as far inland towards the centre of the

island as foreigners can get, but have still a good many
hills and valleys to visit. The vegetatlou on the hills

and mountains, the highest of which accessible to

foreigners is 2000 feet, is very varied ; but at this

season of the year there is scarcely anything in flower.

I often walk all day and scarcely get more than 10

glass cases quite bewilder them ; I had some trouble to
make the carpenter believe I was in earnest in ordering
them. They think me mad to try and send plants to
Ene;land in this manner.
The population in this neighbourhood is the kindest

and politest I ever met with. During my rambles
every one has something to say to you, such as " Good
day;" *' Where are you going;" ""Where do you com

^

from;" "What is your name;" "Give me some but-
tons," &c. (English buttons are a great source of plea-
sure to the children.) They are very anxious for you
to sit down and take tea with them, an invitation
which I very often accept. The quantity of tea I
drink is enormous; it is really delicious; served up
hot in small cups without milk or sugar, and refreshes
me more than anything else after walking. The houses
are very clean and all floored, even the poorest, with
bamboo matting. They have no furniture of any kind,
but sit or lie on the matting during the day, and sleep
on it at night, with the addition of a pillow. The
pillows are very curious ; if you take a stereoscope and
put a roll of paper on the top for the head to lay on
you have a fac-simile of a Japanese pillow. They are
very comfortable indeed and cool to the head. The
Japanese never enter their houses with their shoes on,

but leave them outside before going in, and put them
on again on coming out.

I can give you no description of the beauty of the
scenery about here ; we are entirely surrounded by
hills and mountains, so much so that ou entering the
liarbour yyu cannot see anything of the town until you
arc close upon it, and then it bursts upon you all at

once. The entrance to Nagasaki harbour is considered
by persons who have travelled in many countries to

be the prettiest scenery of the kind they ever saw ; the
mountains are covered to the very top with beautiful

trees and shrubs, and you cannot walk for an hour in

any one direction without ascending one of them.
Japanese ladies are quite the reverse of Chinese-

Instead of running away on the approach of foreigners

they are very desirous of seeing you and admiring
your clothes. They all object to our whiskers, con-
sidering them veiy ugly, and tell us to cut thein off

and be like Japanese men. Their hair is jet black, hag
a beautiful gloss on it, and is very handsome. They
take great pains with it. Ladies have it dressed by
professionals every day, and often spend an hour or

two over it. The general form in which it is worn is

called the tea-pot fashion, but they never wear it two
days together exactly alike, always varying it a little.

The men are fine strong fellows, but I have never seen

There are many shrubs seeding, but none a woman more than 5 feefin height. They are all
specimens.
of these are ripe, and I am compelled to leave them
until my return from the north. Amongst shrubs,

Aralia Sieboldi is very common, several sp. of Vibur-

num, Camellias, and numerous other evergreens.^ In

the gardens here I have picked up several nice things,

of each of which before I leave for the north I will

send home a specimen.

The only Japanese nursery near here is about 15

miles distant, and in a part of the country where

foreigners cannot go. I have, however, sent a man
there to bring me what he can find. All the plants I

have hitherto obtained are potted and put away in

my garden here at the temple. I have between 40

and 50 plants, and almost fancy myself at Chelsea

while I am watering them, &c. When I leave for the

north, my friend ilr. Rice (who has been very kind to

me) will take charge of them. I am now getting a

glass case made by a Japanese carpenter, as a sample,

and if it answers I shall order a few to be ready by
the time I return from the north.

1 have been collecting specimens of Japan timber

trees growing in this neighbourhood. I have obtained

33 named kinds, and hope to get a similar collection

at Jeddo and Hakodadi. I think these will be very

interesting, as being the first collection of the kind

made in Japan.

I have now been here just a fortnight, and since my
arrival there has been no mail from China ; therefore

I have not received news from home since I last

wrote. There haa been no opportunity of going to the

north since I came here; but I can employ 14 or 15

days more very well indeed, and then I should like an
opportunity of getting on.

No. III. Nagasaki, Aug* 12, 1860.—Another vessel

leaving this port to-day for China, 1 take advantage of

an opportunity which but seldom ofl'ers here just now
of sending home letters. I have been for a long time

anxiously expecting my letters and newspapers. Tke
means of communication are so very few at present

between China and Japan that no mail has been

received from home since I arrived here. Tiie

latest news we ha.ve is May 26. I have now been in

Japan a little more than three weeks. I have my small

room, about 10 feet by 6, in a Buddhist temple, and

a Chinese servant ; and having become quite accus-

tomed to the peculiarities of the people, I am as com-

fortable as X possibly can be away from home. The
priests are very kind to me ; they take great interest

in my plants, scarcely a day passing without their

bringing me some novelty in their eyes. I always

receive their presents and thank them very much,

although I generally throw them away afterwards. The

* Possibly their Kaadsi ; our Broussonetia papyrifera. the

mode of making which into paper is fully described by

[
KLwrapfer (p. 466> in his chapter oa Chartopceia jfli>onica.

quiet and happy amongst themselves ; you never sea

or hear of any quarrelling or disturbance of any kind
with them ; they seem to have everything they want
and live without care. European ladies and children

are a source of great attraction whenever they appear in

the town. There are two English ladies residing here,

the wife of a missionary and the wife of one of the

merchants. The Japanese frequently carry the English

children along the streets and give them anything

they wish for.

We have warm weather here just now, often 90° in

the shade. The mosquitos are very troublesome at

night; whenever^ my Chinese boy neglects to clear my
bed and I aui awoke by them, I call him up and make

him do it at all times of the night as a punishment.

Our dinner party yesterday (Sunday) consisted of five,

all from Exeter or Exeter born, rather a remarkable

coincidence here at the other end of the world.

{To he continued.)

BOTTOM HEAT-STEAM.
StTPPOSE a furnacs and boiler (placed in a hidden

corner of a giirden), such as to generr.te a large quantity

of steam, and an iron pipe to issue from it conveying

tbe steam, to be laid 3 feet under the snrfiice of the

gromid. Suppose a portion of ground to be laid

with bell-shaped draining pipes, 2 or 3 inches m
diameter, in parallel linos, 3 feet under the surface,

and all to be connected with the iron pipe con-

veying the steam. At the opposite ends of the

earthen drain pipes let there be perpendicular pipes

or shafts coming up to the surfiice, to act as safety valves

and to secure the current of steam, to he licpt open,

or more or less closed by a small wisp of hay. Let the

steam be kept up, more or less, at such seasons of the

year and at such times in each day, as experience and

the objects sought, might direct-

Wliat would be the effect of such an action of steam

on the subsoil and upper soil. Would it not gradually

create a warmth in both, ascending upwards, and wouW
it be to a moderate or great degree, requiring to be rega-

lated aud controlled. The steam would no doubt b^

condensed to a certain extent, and the water wruld

run off in the pipes, which would act iis drains, but the

pipes wonld themselves get hot and communicate a

dry heat to the subsoil; while on the other hand, steam

would escape fr6m each junction of the bell-shaped

earthen pipes, which tit into each other, but are open

to water or steam. This steam would ascend into the

subsQil and reach the upper soil, imparting a moist

heat as it went, aud it would create a moist and warm

atmosphere above the surface of the grouiid. loe

great question is, the degree and proportion in wliic

all these things would happen, aud how far the who.e

action would be considerable and susceptible ot Dem^,
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controlled and moderated, and how far it would be
salutary iu reference to the growth of plants.

That such a system would act well under glass can
scarcely be doubted. It might be regulated so as
only to_ exclude frost, or a little more; or it might
be applied as regards season and degree, so as to govern
all the various objects in forcing fruit. Any excess of
moisture in the atmosphere under glass, might be
corrected by ventilation.

What would be the eifect of such a system applied to
the border of a fruit wall, so as to in'fluence the roots
of fruit trees, and what the efleet on garden culture,
applying the steam at such seasons as should ward off
frost, and such as 'were suitable to promote eai'ly

growth.
But the idea is probably more applicable to fruit

houses, orchard houses, and others, and the scheme
seems to be a more simple mode of applying heat and
moisture than the whole apparatus of hot-water pipes,
and much less costly—certainly in the construction, and
not more so as respects fuel. It seems likely to create
bottom-heat in a more effectual and salutary manner than
any other system, if there be no objections which have
not been apparent. It would seem to be an idea on the
merits of which it is difhcult to decide a priori, and
wlierc experiment is required. It may be observed that
lines of pipes under glass could of course be laid at
«uch distances as might be deemed and found to be
best, and if perpendicular shafts were brought up inside
the houses, thereby diffusing steam, they might be
opened or closed at pleasure. On the ott.cr hand, the
warm vapour rising from the earth inside a howie
might be found sufficient. SUam,

terminations, and euphony is the only safe guide.
Names are meam, not ends^ and rules that lead to

embarrassment defeat the objects for which a nomen-
clature is intended. J. D. H.

Bruce's Banana at Z"eii).—Many of your readers
will be interested to liear that the great Musa Ensete
has ripened a f^v^ seeds in the great Palm house at
Kew. The plant in question flowered in spring, when
orders were given for fertilising the female flowers from
the males, which were then scarcely expanded; the
result has been the maturation of several out of the
many fruits ; one of them containing four large black

,

stony seeds the size of a Hazel-nut. Musa Ensete is a
native of Abyssinisi, where it was discovered by Bruce
and figured in that traveller's great work. Unlike mo&t

raise and fissure it, and he believed that if he had not
extracted it tliQ Mushroom would have forced its way
into the air,]

Boivood Muscat Grape.— K^ you stated in your last

that no further discussion could take place in your
columns in reference to this Grape, unless it was
to expose the doings of certain parties, I send
a few remarks which may tend to throw some
light on the subject. In January, 1856. a
houi^e of Muscats was planted here by the then gar-

dener, and among them was a plant which he called

Bowood Muscat, but at the same time he told one of

the men that he would get into trouble if that

variety was known to be in his possession, as

it was not then in the trade. I am not pre-

NEW GAPvDEK' FERNS.
41. PLEOrELTis INCURVATA, Moore, Ind. Kd. ined.
T^OLTPODIUM INCURVATUM, Bluiiie, Fl. Jav, 151, t. 65.
Fronds dissimilar, coriaceous, margiuate, glabrous ; the sterile

hastate or pinnatifid with ovate acuminate lobes; the
fertile long-stalked, deeply piunatirid, the segments
opposite, liuear-acuminate, with inflexed margins, and
bearing on each side a single series of large approximate
son, deeply saccato-immersed, the sacs forming prominent
tmwrcles on the upper surface ; rhizome creeping, scaly.

This is a very handsome and conspicuous plant,
remarkable for the diversity of aspect in the sterile
and fertile fronds. The rhizome is about the size of a
goose-quill, creeping, clothed with ovate-lanceolate
acuminate scales. The fronds are smooth and
shining, coriaceous, deep green, with a callous margin

;the sterile ones variable in form, simple, with a sub-
cordatfrtriangular circumscription, hastate, or more
rareiy irregularly subpinnatifid, the few lobea oblong-

w\f !%''!k*^^ Z^
acuminate, the intermediate one

argest, and the base of the frond shghtly decurrentmto the emooth stipes. The fertile fronds are deeply
pinnatifid or almost pinnate at the base, larger and
taller than the sterile ones, ovate, with 7—11 long
-narrow or elongate-linear segments, which areadnate and
obliquely decurrent at the base, acuminate, entire, with
mflexed mnrgins.tbe uppersurfacefortheirwhole length
marked witli prominent tubercles, in the hollows of
which the -sori are immersed. The sori are large, in a
single crowded series between the costa and the margin,
roundish, or the basal ones somewhat oval in form!
The plant is a native of Java, from which island it was
received by Mr. Pike, of Cork. Our knowledge of its
existence in a living state, in the gardens of this country,

^ derived from specimens cultivated m the Royal
Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, Dublin, which were oblig-
ingly communicated by Mr. D. Moore.

^^'--^o^'^PODiuir SANCTUM, Swartz, St/n. Fil. 39.
ASPJDIUM SANCTUM. Meilenlus. PHEGOPTEJira SANCTA

,

and P, TEXEIXA, Fie.
J'ronds slender, jnerabranacooug, lanceolate, 3 to 10 inches long,

pinnate
; pinme about 1 inch long, tapering from a broad

base, pinuately-partite, the segments minute, oblong, more or
less confluent upwards ; lower piunfB very much abbreviated -

son small, seated near the margin of the segments.

This Fern was raised from spores in the Olasnevin
Botanic Garden about three years since, and is
descnbed by Mr. Moore as " a beautiful small'-^rowing
epeciea." It is a well known West Indian Fern,
but has not, as far as we know, been previously
cultivated here. The plant has a short caudex,
producing a tuft of fronds, which from their small size
«nd slender proportions, as well as from their minute
division, must have a very elegant appearance. The
average height of the fronds is about 6 inches.

^W^'"*^. '** ^*^^^«^i^ the sori arc furnished with aminute mdusmm, which he describes as being setose.

of its cultivated congeners its fruit is small, dry, in- ' pared to say how he obtained this Grape, if it
„,i.i.i..

,1
^r ___!__ _ /- 1 1 ,, ,yas the true varietv, or whether he had more than

one plant of it ; bnt the following season, when he was

dischaiged, he took the Yino in question up, and sold it

to the Tate Mr. Griffin, of Bath. On this transaction,

as Mr. G. is dead, I will make no comments, but as Mr.

Cramb asserts that he had his plant from that nursery,

and as Mr. Spencer (see p. 1062) states that he sent but
one plant to Mr. G., he may have sold that or some
other to Mr. Cramb, so I shall leave your correspondent

to draw his own conclusion. If Mr. C, is, therefore,

not no* satisfied with the variety, the blame does not

rest with It, but with other individuals who substitute

other sorts for it. If Mr. Cramb will pay me a visit, I

will give hiin the opportunity of getting the informa-

tion I liave jnst given corroborated by the party who
helped to plant and also to take up the Vine in question,

and at the same time show him a Black Hamburgh
among the Muscats, only reaching the top of the house

this season, which was planted in the room of the so-

called Bowood Muscat. Perhaps Mr. Cramb would

then come to the conclusion that it was just possible

that he had got the wrong variety. S, TapUn, Gar-

deneTt Corsham Court, Chippenham, Wilts,

Weather Prognostics,—I should be sorry that the

year 18G0 should pass away without our extracting

from its extraordinary character any benefit whatever.

I was therefore pleased to find that at p. 1059 you had-

mutle some remarks on "Conjectures as to the State ot

the Weather in any Future Season." You are aware

that early this spring I published an antici-

pation of the past summer season, unambiguously

expressed and remarkably realised. I could give other

and similar facts suihcient to throw an air of proba-

bility on the truth of the principle of prognostics I

support, and I would have offered some observations to

you in the spring had I not considered that your notice

of the matter was too late for a prediction to be of use

edible, and ripens only a few very large seeds : the
base of the young flower scape is however eaten cooked,
and is highly esteemed by the natives. The Ensete
was for several years the chief ornament of the Kcw
Talra house from the prandeur of its foliage and size

of its trunk ; the foimer being upwards of 20 feet

long and traversed with a stout red vivid rib;
whilst the latter attained a girth of nearly 9 feet

in three years. The Ensete has no suckers at
the root as ether Bananas have, from which to propa-
gate, and like these dies after flowering ; there are,

however, several beautiful young plants at Kew, which
promise to ri^^al their predecessors. A full account,
with drawings by Fitch, will appear in the January
Number of the Botanical Magazine. /. D. II,

Cross breeding.—Your articlo on Saturday last upon
Mr, Buckland'a lecture upon the acclimatization of
animals, reminded me of an account of an evening
meeting of the Zoological 'Society a year or two ago

,

in which allusion is made to the herd of Leucoryx then
to be seen in the Gardens of the Regent's Park, as well
as also to the adjoining group of Elands, to which the
first fawn had just been added. It is very satisfactory
to hear that the anticipations expressed at that meet-
ing have been realised, through the liberality of Lords
Hill and Breadalbane; as it was then stated that
" the protection afforded to these animals was scarcely
greater than that of a first class feeding house on a
good farm, and there is therefore no reason whatever
to doubt that the breeding of Elands may in a com-
paratively short period from this time be completelv
within the reach of any gentleman who chooses to
make the necessary outlay for obtaining it. May
success attend the future efforts of Mr. Bui kTand and
the Society for the domestication of other animals,
alluded to by him in his lecture. The purport however
of my allusion to this important subject ie to bring to
your recollection that althnuo;b the idea of domesticat-
ing, acclimatizing, or crossing of the breeds of animals
has not obtained mucli attention, yet that with regard
to hcrticnUure—to the introduction{of new fruits, and to
the artificial mixtures of these fruits, our'aneestors as

(the bad weather having set in), and likewise that there

was an air of total incredulity in the notice itself.

Others have from time to time and in various manners-
noticed either the exact period of the vernal equinox

,
, . — . -- ^-^.v-.„. ,.o itself or some time about that period, and have de-

eariyas the tune ot Queen Elizabeth, had directed their rived varying conclusions therefrom. My own attention
attention. In proof of which you will perhaps permit
me to make an extract from an Elizabethan writer
quoted by T. Harland, Esq., in his publication of the
"House and Farm Accounts of the Shuttlcworths of
Gawthorpo Hall," in the Chetham Society's Works
After stating that orchards existed for many ages as
appendages to wealthy religious establishments, and
that tlie Abbey of Whalley possessed many, he makes
the following extract from "Harrison." "Our orchards
were never furnished with so good fruit (tempore
Elizabeth) nor with such variety as at present, for
be-ide that we have most delicate Apples, Plums, Pears,
Walnuts, Filberts, &c,, and those of sundry sorts planted
within 40 years past, in comparison with which most of
the old trees are nothing worth, so have we no less
store of strange fruit, as Abricotg, Almonds, Peaches,
Figs, &c., in noblemen's orchards. I have seen Capers
Oranges, and Lemons, and heard of wild Olives, grow-
ing here, beside other strange trees brought from far,
whose names I know not. We have such workmen as
are not only excellent in grafting the natural fruits,
but also in their artificial mixtures, whereby one tree
bringeth forth sundry frnits, and one and the same
fruit of divers colours and tastes, dallying as it were
with Mature and her course, as if her vvhole trade weie
perfectly known to them. Of hard fruits they will

-_^-^_^ _ ..._ —

^

was thereby called to the subject, and it is certainly

not impossible that after many years of observation
I may be able, somewhat more than the first observers,
to limit and define what is the period of the vernal
equinox to be observed, and what it really care

he depended on usefully to do in the way of
weather prognostics. Our summer seasons are-
either ordinary ones, when it can be of no particular-
use to know the particulars, or extraordinary ones
distinguished by extremes of heat, drought, or-
of cold wind and rain. The vernal equinoctial
period "rightly observed" will distinguish beforehand!
between ordinary and common, or extraordinary and:
extreme summer seasons, and it will give the great

^

characteristics and many particulars of the last, but
!
no particulars at all of the first, but simply the
kfiowledge that the seafon to be expected will be
ordinary. I shall be happy to send you some remarks
on this subject, if agreeable, and afterwards to be
acquainted with your remarks thereon. But in
order that the subject may he viewed with fdrness, or
pursued to any useful conclusion, it will be necessary i^i

the first instance not to attach to the principle powers'
which It does not possess, and then, when they fail, *p
say " "We cannot depend upon it." I noticed some
weeks since in your columns a letter extracted from the

Home Correspondence.
Botanical Zmnes.~^V the rule for Latinizing proper

TlZ^r^^ "*•
^.°"i' l^^ /'^"^ ^^« " K^POH of the

rftr^^'-
"PP^^"^^^, ^y t''« ^ntish Association in

0842, ,s a fair .ample of the code therein proposed.
Tve cannot wonder that it is so lightly esteemed It
fiays. use the termination us, genitive i, when the name«nds with a consonant; and i«f, genitive i/, when it

f^°AlY-^V""''^;.
^" obecHence to this Lindley would

^^^)^e Lindlez/ii
i Jyecmue, Decaisn^ii

; Kirke kirkeii'Munroe. Munroeii, &c,; and on the other hand'^ennett would make -e^fl^^^^.'; hohh, Zohhi; Pptts!

I'tif
&c„ noue of which would, we think, be tolerated!

iiie tact is that there is no practicable rule for such

make tender, of sour sweet, of sweet yet more delicate, Ti.^es under the signature of R. H„ Cheltenham i^

and TL'"""?- '*^!7^''"-.^^^ ^t was sweepingly annoimced t"^^^^^and finally enduing them with the savour of musk, ' noticing the periods of the vernal and autura^
Ftll-"''f '^^'TV''

^-

^

equinoxes from the 20th to the 26trof mS:Ba^pannveforee ofFungz.-A friend says th^t in Ins Uud from the 20th to the 26th of September c^nld
mtr tin. thnv nrp «nn. f reckon on six months of the same sort of weather to

follow each period, and could understand what sorts of
winter and summer seasons were to follow. J dispute
the fact that from the 20th to the 20th March is the
correct period itself for observation, likewise the fact
that anybody without any previous obsei-vatlon could
distinguish an ordinary from an extraordinary equinox,
and I totally deny that the autumnal equinox throws'
any light whatever on the ensuing winter, as I have
for years been trying it in all sorts of ways, and nev^
could get any light from it, or trace the slightest cod,
nection between it and the future season, Thomc^.
Bu Boulay. Sandgate.

Forest Clearances.—rcfernnpf to j*our extracts frOTp-
Dr. Hartwig's work relating to the "humid influence of
forests, the following paragraph taken from my work,
"Emigration Fields," published in 1839, enters a little

further Into the subject :— " These facts do not promise

foundry Mushrooms often spring up ; they are sup-
posed to be generated by the horae-raanure which is

used in preparing "loam" for casting. ]V(any cases
have occurred of these Slnshrooins apparently lifting

heavy castings from the horizontal position. Is it pos-
sible for things so fragile and of such quick growth to

move these cumbrous masses of iron ? W, S. [It is

not unknown that Mushrooms have a very extraordi-

nary power, considering their fragile nature, of up-
heaving solid masses. The late Mr. Andrew Knight
used to mention the following example :—Travelling one
day in the autumn on a turnpike-road in Herefordshire,

when a long drought had reduced the earth to extreme
hardness, he observed what appeared to be an upheaval
in the hardest part of the road. Upon examining the

cause he found that a Mushroom, several inches under
the surface, was struggling to force aside the superin-

cumbe t raasa of earth, and had succeeded so far as to
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favourably as to the tature condition of Australia.
Something might be done by attenti(^ to keep up or
increase the forest cover, whioli has a great influence in
attracting or retaining moisture; but the increase of
sheep and cattle-is exceedingly opposed to the springing
np of woods, and the frequent burning of the withered
Grass is a complete prevention. It is not improbable
that some tiud ot trees may be found more attractive
of dews and rain than others. In the East
Indies it is common, when they plant a certain
productire kind of tree, to plant alon^; side of it

anolter kind, of little or no value of itself, which they
say has -the power to attract moisture sufficient to
support the more valuable kind, which would otherwise
perish. These they call wet nurses; and it is worth
experimenting to ascertain whetlier the wot nurse
really acts in some peculiar way to attract moisture, or
if it merely affords the dampness of shade. If in the
former way, this kind or class of trees might be most
advantageously employed in modifying the climate of
Australia. In some parts of the dry country of Franoe
they have rows of fruit trees, above 100 yards apart, in
the corn fields, which afford considerable shelter to the
crop il-om drought. This plan might be tried in Aus-
tralia, as well with the Grass iieids as with those
under tillage; and the effect of different kinds
of trees might be tried in different districts,
especially the East Indian wet nurse, if it suits the
climate. The condition of Easter lalapd, which, from
the destruction of the forest cover or some other causes,
is now almost entirely destitute of fresh water, and
where a once numerous population is'slnking, should not
be lost sight of by the Australians." See pages 88
and 89. My own observations on the Continent of
Europe, as well as in Britain, are strongly in fiivour of
plantation belts in localities subject to injury from
droughts, and especially where the soil is what is

termed light and porous—siliceous without sufficient
alumina—and the atmosx)here not subject to cloud.
The formation of cloud, at times useful, is perhaps not
beyond human power. I have noticed fiom a large
cleft or re-entering angle of a high basalt precipice a con-
tinued stream of cloud arising and rolling away in the
atmosphere over the country, like smoke from a
great fire, apparently not caused by any difference of
temperature or greater humidity in the rock of the
cleft, or from any air or water sprineps, and which I
could only attribute to a flow of electricity from the
cleft. In the North of Spain during the latter part of
summer, the great Astnrian chain of mountains
running parallel to the coast about 20 miles inland, is

diiring the day generally capt by blue clouds spreading
northward, by which the stripe of comparacive low
country between the mountains and the sea is shaded
from the sun, as by a curtain, rendering the climate of
this lower countiy cool aiid moist, the air near the dew
point, during that season of the year. This obstruction
of light and lieat prevents the Grape and Orange from
ripening in this locality, even upon the low land of
light porous quality only a few feet above sea level.
Hie people of the country informed me that this cloud
curtain was a modern formation, that formerly, some 250
years ago, the sun's rays were not thus obstructed, and that
the autumn was then sufficiently warm for the Orange
and Lemon ripening, but that about 200 years ago they
had been obliged to root out their numerous orchards
of these, and replace them by the'^Poar and Apple, which
are highly productive and of fine quality. 'J'his change
of climate corresponds with the high marks of aration
upon many of our Scottish hills, still further up than we
iiow find it profitable to cultivate, and with the large
size of Oak trees and large acorns found in the morasses
in high and bleak localities of the north of Scotland,
the trees being so large that I have seen a bridge for
carts made of one Iving longitudinally across a deep
ditch

; advantage having been taken to dig the ditch
across under it, as it lay, and to flatten its upper
surface, and the acorns larger than those now grown
in the south lowlands of Scotland, and equal to
those of England, This deterioration of climate is
attemped to bo accounted for by the formation
of peat moss, dumping and cooling the atmo-
sphere and generating mist and cloud. But the
I00B3 itself seems due to the cbuuge. In Norway
the same evidence exists of deterioration in the
hollowed out traces of farm steads higher up the
mountains than is now found practicable for man to
subsist. I have at present little time to follow out the
subject, to po:nt out the effects of the clearances now-
going on in Germany, France, Jhissia, and North
America, in rendering the climate drier, and im-
poverishing the soil, the opening np of the ground
under aration causing the evaporation of the vegetable
soil (the mother. Mutter, Garman;. which generally
ijicreases under forest cover, but I may have a future
opportunity of doing so. Fainclc Matthew, Qourdie
Bill, Carse of Goivne.

Wizard of tJie North Strawherry.—^ly attention
has only just been directed to a complaint of Sir.
Gosling inserted in your columns of the I7th of
November, in reference to this Strawberry. I regret
that he should have been disappointed; I thought that
I had taken every precaution against such an occur-
rence, having taken the trouble to publicly advertise the
matter. Parties having applied and not having received
plants from any cause, should tlierefore, I think, have
re-appUed to me. That would have been the proper
course. I have, however, now despatched plants 'by

train to Boston, and beg to say that I have yet 300 or

400 at any one's service who may apply for

them. Adverting once more to this Strawberry,
Ml*. Ilobertson offered through the Pomological Society

(now about to be dissolved) certain prizes for the best

sample of his "Wizard, to be shown in 1861. I con-

tended at the time, as I do now, that such awards
would not prove it a desirable variety, nor would they
meet the case ; but I will renew my offer through the
Horticultm-al Society (if it will take charge of my
reward) to place 5Z. at its disposal to be paid to any one
who shall produce fruit of Mr. Daniel Robertson's
Wizard, of the North, grown in the open ground, which
shall obtain a First Class Certificate, provided he will

stake the same amount to be paid over to the Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution Fund, In the event of its failing

to obtain the award in question. ^Icliard S. Yates'
Sale, ChesMre.

Mainjall in November, 1860.
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Rainy Days.

At Little Bridy the greater portion of the fall on the
21st occurred between 9 a.m. and midnight. At
Oundle the amount on the l7th includes the product of

a heavy fall of snow between noon and 6.30 r.M. At
Manchester the total fall is O.GO inch less than the
average of the last 11 years. For the sal;e of uniformity,

it has been decided to include in the monthly totals all

the ram which falls before the early (8 or 9 A.M.) ob-

servation on the 1st. In the entry of the greatest fall,

the date is that prior to the morning on which it is

measured. {?. .7". Sj/mons, 129, Camden Jioad Villas,

N.W.
A Few Suggestions to Gardeners.—The position of

under-gardeuers and their require-.uents, together with
their duties and responsibilities, are subjects not un-
worthy of a few remarks, and I trust that I shall be
successful in pointing out a few important duties neces-
sEirily incumbent on head-gardeners and those com-
mitted to their charge. We have of late heard several

complaints that young men after serving a regular
apprenticeship are very defective worhmen, and likewise
have but :i very superficial knowledge of their business.
The reason of their inefticieney is apparently obvious,
and may partly be attributed to the young men's own
negligence and partly to their masters, who otten leave
the training of them almost entirely to their fellow
workmen. Apprentices are obliged to work for several
years at a low rate of wages ; in return they ought to
be remunerated by undergoing a proper training, and
likewise thoroughly instructed in every branch of their

business, and made fully competent to occupy a
journeyman's situation after the term of their appren-
ticeship has expired. During the period of their appren-
ticeship they ought to receive a share of the work carried

on in every department, and be taught to be active

in performing it, for if careless and indolent habits are
at first acquired they are not afterwards easily eradi-

cated. A gardener who undertakes to teach an appren-
tice ought not only to make him an active workman,
but he should instruct him further by explaining to

him the proper seasons of sowing and planting—of
keeping successional crops in the culinary garden ; the
names of plants and their treatment, and a practical

knowledge of forcing. It is likewise a duty incumbent
on all gardeners who have young men under their

training to try to implant good moral habits. It is in

a great measure the forming of their characters; and if

good principles are at first established; they generaltv

lead a life conformable to their beginning. Such vicious
habits as intemperance, swearing, and licentious conver
sation, ought to be strictly prohibited. The improve-
ment of bothies which has recently been made through-
out the country will, no doubt, have a tendency to
induce young men to improve their minds in their
leisure hours, and not to waste their precious time at
cards and other useless and unprofitable amusements.
The study of horticulture, of course, must occupy a
portion of their time, and many excellent works have
been written on the subject. There are also various
periodicals, containing an explanation of every improve-
ment in horticulture as it comes into practice, and new
plants described that are introduced, and their proper
treatment explained. I do not mean however to
suggest that gardeners ought to read no other works
than those on horticulture. I think their reading
should be much more extensive; that they ought to
make themselves acquainted with the standard works
of our most celebrated authors. These they may obtain
from lending libraries for a very small sura. It is of
much importance that gardeners be well acquainted with
Knglish grammar, to enable them to speak correctly an<l
to write an intelligible letter. The harsh incorrect*style

and vulgar expressions of uneducated persons must sound
very disagreeably in the cars of accomplished and
refined society. By study and perseverance how many
self-educated men have arrived at a great degree of
perfection. Hugh ^Tiller, the Cromarty mason, as is

well known, was self-taught, and was one of the most
brilliant men of genius tliat our country has ever pro-
duced. But we need not pass the profession of
gardeners for men who have arisen to eminence.
Before concluding I would strongly impress on gar--

deners to treat their men with civility and kindness,
and strictly observe the golden rule, " to do unto others
as we would they should do unto us," Never vet have
I observed men perform their work any better for being
ordered to do it with a haughty air of authoritv, or
delinquents made better or more attentive to their

duties, by being reproved with an outrageous burst of
reproachful language accompanied with oaths. A
master may, indeed, entertain the idea of his own
superiority by his hideous accents, and temporary mad-
ness, while, in fact, he only degrades and makes himself
ridiculous in the eyes of his workmen, who can only
regard him as a petty tyrant. Keither have I ever seen
a garden any better kept whore the men are obliged

to drudge out-doors in rainy weather till they are

drenched, nor do I see the propriety or necessity of it,

when in-door work might he given them- T am glad to

admit however, that such rigid discipline is seldom ad-

ministered ; that head erardcners as a whole are men of

superior character. D, M.^ Dunc-nib.

otitm%*

HoRTicULTUKAL, Dec. 11 : {Frmt Committee,)—

k

collection of Pears, chiefly from the East Riding of

Yorkshire, was furnished by a local branch of the Com-
mittee formed in that district. Among them were

Winter Windsor, Red Doyenne, Old Colmar, Moorfowl

Egg, Easter Beuire, Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Winter
Nelis, Passe Colmar, Beurre d'Aremberg, Winter

Crassane, Louise Bonne, Beurre Die!, and Marie

Louise; these were mostly from standards, and

though many of them were small and flavourless,

yet some, as Winter Nelis for example, from a south

wall in the neighbourhood of Thirsk, were good

considering the unfavourable summer we have ex-

perienced. Among Apples from the same quarter

were Chapman's Ribston, which was stated to l>e

one of the best varieties in Yorkshire, and upon

being cut it fully maintained the high cha-

racter it has received, being little, if any, inferior

in flavour to the common Ribston. Cnmbeiland

Favourite, and Nelson's Codlin have also the reputa-

tion of being both useful Yorkshire kinds.

. Among Pears from the Society's garden were specimens

of Winter Nelis, from a potted tree growing in the

orchard-house, and also from a pyramid out of doors;

not only did the former have the advantage over the

latter in size, but in point of flavour they were greatly

superior to the out-door fruit. Nothing, in short,

could be more excellent than the Pears shown o*i

this occasion from under glass, furnishing another

instance to the many already on record of the value of

Orchard houses, especially in such a season as the past.

A seedling Pear to which a certificate was awarded

was contributed by Mr. Sl'Keldie, of Torrington. _
It

was a small top-shaped warm-brown-skinned )sX[^6.,

well worth cultivation, the flavour being very good even

in this unfavourable season. The tree was stated to be

a great bearer and very hardy. A seedling Appl^

very like the Blenheim was shown by Mr. M'Laren, of

Bedford; Mr. Graham, of Cranford, also furnished

some examples of Apples, among which were Court ot

Wick, Franklin's Golden Pippin, and Gooseberry

Pippin, the last an excellent variety, not half so

extensively grown as it should be ; for it is an

excellent bearer, free from canker, and in flavour about

equal to a Kibstou.
A handsomely shaped and beautifully ripened Queen

Pine Apple was exhibited by Mr. Loddiges, of Hackney^

It was stated to have been produced by a plant growing

in a pot placed over a tank of water in a house formerly

devoted to the growth of Orchids, and in which little or
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no fire heat has been employed xmtii lately, and even
now the temperature seldom if ever exceeds 60". The
fruit shown measured 8 inches in length, 15 inches in
circumference, and was in every way excellent. Equally
good Pines of other sorts are also, we understand,
grown by Mr. Loddiges in the same manner.
Bunches of White Tokay Grape, large and showy,

were exhibited from Lord Middleton's garden, near
Godalmingj it was stated that this sort did not
differ much, if at all, from the White Porfcu'^al of
the shops.

°

A beautiful collection of varief^ated Kails for
garnishing was shou-n by Messrs. Vcitch; they con-
sisted of sorts raised by the gardener at Dalmenv
Park, near Edmburgh, nnd were stated to come re"-

markably true from seed. The last named cultivator
also furnished some new Vegetables, among which the
most important was a sprouting Cabb:ige, whose little
Side shoots on being cooked proved tender and
excellent in flavour. This will doubtless be a profitable
wmter green, yielding, as it does a good-sized Cabbage
on the top, and aRer that an ample supplv of sprouts
from the stem after the manner of the Brussels Sprout.
It IS, however, quite a Cabbage; people, therefore, who
dislike the flavour of the Brussels Sprout may not obiect
to this.

'

LiNKEAN, Bee. 6.—The President in the Chair. W.
S. Atkinson, Esq., F. J. Farre, Esq., M.D., M. T.
Masters, Esq., and Walter Moxon, Esq., M.B., were
elected Fellows. Sir C. Bunbury, Bart., exhibited a
specimen of Cinclidiiim stygium, a rare Moss, discovered
on Tuddenhem Heath near Mildenhall, ia November
last, by Mr. Edmund Skepper, a zealous and intelli-
gent botanist of Bury St. Edmunds. This Moss is new
to the Flora of Suffolk. Tuddenham Heath was long
since noted as the locality of several rare plants, and
especially of Liparis Lceselii. The following papers
were read :—l. ^'Xotes on Sphsarularia Bombi," by J.
Lubbock, Esq, 2. " Memoir on the Aurantiaceae " bv
Prof. Oliver.

"^

The Wit and Wisdom of the Mev, Sudneu Smith
(8vo., Longmans, pp. 355). The world has long ago
discovered that jesters are not fools, but in many cases
among the wisest of men. Were any proof of this

«F o T . .

"=""'"^» '"«y rami uesiue tue thoughts

nf pfil
7'^''^"^ ^'^ mysticism, and eclipse the wit

ot Kochefjucauld without his misanthropy." As aW "^^''^^"ir '^ '^ i"i'nitable. Had M?. Gladstonebeen reading the following when he delivered hislamoua attack upon our public offices ?
"The world never yet saw so extravagant a

government as the Government of En^riand. Not
only IS economy not practised—but it is despised ;and the idea of it connected with disaffection,
Jacobmism, and Joseph Hume. Every rock in
the ocean where a cormorant can perch is occupied
by our troops—has a governor, deputy-governor,
storekeeper, and deputy-storekeeper,—and will soon
have an archdeacon and a bishop. Military colleges,
with 34 professors, educating 17 ensigns per annum,
bemg half an ensign for each professor, with every
species of nonsense, athletic, sartorial, and plumi-
gerous. A just and necessary war costs tliis country

^ft^5
'^^^' ^ ^"^^"*^«'* whipcord 15,000/.; red tape

7000?.; lace for drummers and tifers, 19,000/.; a
pension to one man who has broken his head at the
Pole; to anotlier who has shattered his leg at the
Equator; subsidies to Persia; secret serviee-monev to
Ihibet; an annuity to Lady Henry Somebody and'her
seven daughters—the husband being shot at some place
where we never ought to have had any soldiers at all

:

and the elder brother returning four members to
Parliament. Such a scene of extravagance, corruption,
and expense as must paralyse the industry, and mai
the fortunes, of the most industrious, spirited people
that ever existed."

or torrid zone, to some central point—so 111 suited Is

their constitution to the change, that diseases will be
generated, and they will be destroyed. With respect
to the superiority of man being in his mind, and not
merely in the provisions of his body, it is no doubt
true ;—but as we proceed, we shall find how the Hand
supplies all instruments, and by its correspondence with
the intellect, gives him universal dominion. It presents

|

the last and best proof in the order of creation, of that

'

principle of adaptation which evinces design.
" Another opinion requires to be noticed. It is

alleged tliat the variety of animals existing in the
world is not a proof of design, or of there being a
relation between the formation of their organs and the
necessity for their exercise; but it is supposed that the
circumstances in which the animals have been placed
are the cause of the variety. It is pretended, that, in
the long progress of time, the influence of these cir-

cuinstances has produced a complication of structure
out of an animal whicli was at first simple. We shall
reserve the discussion of this theory until we have the
data before us ; which alone, without much argument,
win suffice, we think, to overthrow it.

" I may notice shortly anotlier idea entertained by
some naturalists, who are pleased to reduce these differ-
ences in the structure of animals, to general laws. It
is affirmed that in the centre of the animal body, no
disposition to change is manifested; whilst in the ex-
tremities, on the contrary, surprising variations of form
are exhibited. If this be a law, there is no more to be
said about it; the inquiry is terminated. But I contend
that the term is quite inapplicable, and worse than
useless as tending to check inquiry. Why is the
variation in the form most common in the extremities,
whilst towards the centre of the skeleton there
IS comparative permanence? I conceive the rationale
to be this: that the central parts, by which, in fact, we
mean the skull, spine, and ribs, are in their offices per-
manent; whilst the extremities are adapted to every
exterior circumstance. In all animals the office of the
cranial part of the sJcull is to protect the brain, that of
the apine to contain the spinal marrow, and that of the
ribs to perform respiration ; why should we expect these
parts to vary in shape while their offices remain the
same ? But tlie shoulder, on the contrary, must vary
in form as it does in motion, in different animals; so
must the shape of the bones and of the joints more
distant from the centre he adapted to their various
actions; and the carpus, tarsus, and phalanges must
change more than all the rest, to accommodate the
extremities to their diversified offices. Is it not more
pleasing to see the reason of this most surprising adjust-
ment, than merely to say it is a law ?

"There is yet another opinion, winch after perusing
tlie following chapter will suggest itself to those who
have read tljo more modern works on Natural History
It is supposed that the same elementary parts belonif to
all animals; and that it is to the transposition of these
elementary parts that the varieties Jn their structure
are attributable. I find it utterly impossible to follow
up that theory to the extent which its abettors would
persuade us to be practicable. I obfecfc to it as a means
of engaging us in very trifling pursuits—and of divert-
ing the mmd from the truth; from that conclusion
indee<l, to which I may avow it to be my intention to
carry the reader. But this discussion also must follow
the examples; and we sliall resume it in a latter part of
the volume."

concludes, « for by the hope given to the earth we are
saved." In this we cannot agree with the Doctor.
If also, amid much that is Interesting and many things
that are instructive, the author should have occasion-
ally ridden his hobby almost to death, he surely won't
expect everybody to follow him.

In our own more immediate department we might
say that the highly restorative beverage called coffee i«

commonly made from the horny albumen of the seed
and not from the endocarp; and in a rude state it

society It is moi-e natural to suppose that a people
driven to great shifts for food should press acorns, bark
of trees, and other vegetable products into their service,

using them in a variety of ways, and occasionally making
valuable discoveries of food that was palatable and
nutritious, rather than choose those valuable substances
by the "dictate of an innate instinct."

It is gratifying to find that there are some instructors

of medical students who strive to lead the minds.of
their pupils totvards subjects not strictly medical.

Hogg's Gardener's Year Boole for 1861. %]^
favourable opinion we last year expressed of tjt^js

.

Almanac is confirmed. It is undoabtedlv the best
book of the kind that has appeared. It is full of useful
information, has a good monthly Calendar, gives afu

account of the new plants or fruits of the yqar,_g.;jd g^p-
cludes with a long and very complete double list of

Nurserymen in all parts of the world. We would only
suggest that in future French weights and measures ^t
least, if not German and Italian, should be e^fplaiiii^d

in the Introductory matter.

_
Bell on the Hand (8vo. Murray, pp. 260.)—This, the

^nth,_ edition of Sir Charles Bell's famous Bridgwater
Treatise, appears under the editorial superintendence
ot Mr. Alexander Shaw, who prefixes 25 pages of new
matter occupied by "an account of the author's dis-

thnnT r -^ '*'''''''^' system." The following passage,

aZntJ^ri"^*?"''.^^' ^^'" ^^-^S"^^! treatise, may'be

the nresfn^f- ^ **'T^'^
^° "'*^ "°^^*^^ «f the reader at

l7::^\^::t:^''
^^^^"^^- ^^ - ^-«-iy ^-^ted

"In discussing the subject of the progressive improve-ment of organised beings, it is affirmed that man thelast created of all, is not superior in organisatir"; theothers; and that if deprived of intellectual power h^mfenor to the brutes. I am not arguini^rsapnort
the theory of the gradual development and improve

Sv of t^"''^
'"'

""T'r '"'i^-^^e^t to tTtJn-
ZiZ,w Af

^^?"'"^"t>.I ^^^^ not admit thestatement. Man^ is superior in organisation to the
t>nttea-superior in strength-in that constitution-d

SdL V"^
^"•^''" '^";- '^ '^^^* ^'« dtti'ntsTvextending his race m every climate, and living on every^ariety of nutriment. On the other hand Vathertogether the most powerful brutes, from the arctifcircle

Hie Typical Character of Nature. By Thomas A. G.

'

Balfour, M.D. James Nisbet & Co., pp. l-t-7.

The general reader expects to peruse with interest
the lay productionsofan intelligcntphysician.andhewill
not be disappotnted in this book. The subject is one
which must have often suggested itsdf to the mind of
every thoughtful educated person, for we are so
surrounded by the wonders of Nature and dependent

,

on their marvellous agency, that the very sun which
shines upon us, the air we breathe, the rain and the

'

dew, the bud, the blossom, and the fruit, seed time and
'

harvest, all teach us lessons typically ; we need only to
be put upon the track, and we are sure to find ample
fields of profitable contemplation. Dr. Balfour has
treated his subject in a lively, intelligent, and verv
suggestive manner, supplying a considerable amount of
interesting information in a very little book, but
stirring np the student to seek for more : lie makes
continual reference to Scripture, endeavouring with all

reverence to illustrate difficult passages, and"' pressing
science as mucli as possible into the service.

The general reader will perhaps be disposed to think
the subject has been viewed too mueh from the profes-
sional point of view, especially if he cliance to miss the
foot-note at the bottom of the first page, informing him
that this treatise was originally designed as an address
to medical students. In one of these passages, having
spoken of the earth as described in Scripture under the
figure of a womb which receives the dead bodies of

God's saints for a time, and is delivered of them on the
morning of the resurrection, Dr. B. thinks this throws

a flood of light upon that difficult passage in the 8th
of Romans, "the creature itself shall be delivered from

the bondageofcorruptiou,&c.," where hemakestheGreek
word Kriffts mean the "earth," uses the expression

delivered in the midwifery sense of the term, and under-
stands "the bondage of corruption" to be "the hold-

ing the putrid bodies of the saints," and the passage

Boutledge's Illtistrated Naturalist for Deceniher
treats chiefly of Humming Birds and Warblers, Abe
figures of many of which are beautiful specimens of ait.
From this we must however except what is c^led a
gronp of British Warblers, a mere muddle, and a v*y
ugly one, quite unworthy ofthe artists employed ou-.the
work. The letter press is more than usually entertain-
ing, as might be expected, considering the interest that
attaches to the fairy-like creatures of the sun of wliifh
it treats. We extract the description of a bird which
few readers suspect to be their neighbour :—" The UtUe
Grasshopper Warbler has earned its name by its vfery
peculiar song, which bears a singular resemblance to tJhe
cry of the grasshopper or tlie field cricket. It arrives in
England some time in April, according to the weathfer,
and leaves us in September. Speaking of this bird, Mr.
Wliite, the naturalist of Selboruc, says :

* Nothing can
be more amusing than the whisper of this little bicd,
which seems to be close by, though at a hundred yards'
distance ; and when close at your ear is scarce lottder
than when a great way off. Had I not been a litUe
acquainted with insects, and known that the grafls-
hoppcr kind is not yet hatched, I should have hai^ly
believed but that it had been a locusta, whisperiogdn
the bushes. The'country people laugh whenyou tell them
that it is the note of a bird. It is a most artful crea-
ture, skulking in the thickest part of a bush, and will;
sing at a yard's distance provided it be concealed. I
was obliged to get a person to go on the other aide
of the hedge where it haunted ; and then it would run,
creeping like u mouse before us for a hundred yards
together, through the bottom of the Thorns, yet it
would not come into fair sight; but In a morning eaniy,
and_ when undisturbed, it sings on the top of a twig,
gaping and shivering with its wings.' I can corroborate
tins account by personal experience of the bird, and
generally found that the country people entirely denied
that the strange hissing whistle was that of a bird, and
attributed it to the field mouse. The ventrlloquial power
(if it may so be termed) is as remarkable as in the case
of the common grasshopper, for it is almost impossible to
ascertain from the sound the distance or even the direc-
tion of the creature which utters it. The nest of the
Grasshopper Warbler is cup-shaped, and made of
various kinds of Grasses, the coarser being woven ronnd
the circumference, and the finer placed in the centa-e.
It IS so admirably hidden that it is discovered less
frequently than that of any other warbler. In all my
bird-hunting days, I was never fortunate enough to
secure an ^^^ of the Grasshopper Warbler, although
the bird was far from uncommon. A large patch of
Fur/e

^
is a favourite locality for the nest, and the bilfd

hides it so ingeniously among the thick roots of the
prickly shelter, that even when the bird is watched to
its home, its discovery is a matter of very great dlfficnltj',
TIio eggs are from five to seven in number, and their
colour is reddish-white, speckled with dsirk red sptrts.
The general colour of the Grasshopper Warbler ia
greenish-brown, each feather bein^ brown In the centre
and green at the edges, so that its whole aspect pre-
sents nither a spotty or mottled appearance. Tte
under surface is pale brown, diversified with some dark
spots on the neck and breast. The to4al length of tlw
bird is about 5} inches."

Miscellaneous.
Late Blooming Roses.—Jfy attention all this month,

and the preceding one of October, has been drawn to a
bed of Iloses, consisting of a score or two of dwarf
plants, v.hich have had on unceasing succession of
beautiful flowers, far beyond anything I have ever

seen in autumn-blooming Roses. On looking iato

them I found them to be a new variety of Hybrid Per-
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petual Rose called L*EtoUe dn Nord, which was one of
the new Roses of 1860, condetnued as not being up to
my standard, its petals being thin, and the Rose,
although very large, and of a-brdliaut crim.son, seeming
an inferior variety of General Jacqueminot, from which
one would judge it had been raised. As the treatment
of these Roses may be of interest, and lead to a new
and simple mode of cultivating Roses for blooming very
late in^ the season, I will, in a few word?, give it.

The original plants were received from France in

December, 1859, with other new Roses, and their shoots
taken off ia January and grafted on Manetti stocks in

the grafting-house, where, of course, artificial heat is

employed. They grew well, and bloomed abundantly
in a cool house, in April and May, hut, as I have said,

their flowers not being thought first-rate, the plants
were suffered to remain in small 4-inch pots till the
middle of Jane, and then planted out, not being
thought worthy of further pot cultivation. The
ground they were planted in was heavily manured, so
tnat they grew very freely, but were not noticed till

the beginning of October, when the bed was observed
to be a mass of buds and blossoms, the latter quite
globular and of extraordinary beauty, and so they have
continued to be till this day, the 21th November. A
large bouquet of them would have been shown at the
meeting of the Floral Committee in November, but in
the hurry of business they were forgotten. Now this
simple fact seems to tell us that what has resulted from
accident may be carried out by Rose cultivators, and
lead to a method by which our Ruse gardens may be
made more beautiful in autumn than they have yet been.
The rationale of the matter seems to be this. The
plants, from being cramped in their grouth in early
summer, when all their energies are in full play, hasten
in autumn to make up for lost time, and thus grow and
bloom in the greatest vigour. In the Gardeners'
Chronicle, No. 47, page 3042, I have described Straw-
berries as bearing freely in autumn from having been
accidentally treated in the same way as m.v L'Ktoile du
Nord Roses. I should therefore counsel Rose lovers to
pot in 4 and 6-inch pots, in the month of Januar}', free-

growing thin-petalled Roses, such as the above, General
Jacqueminot, Oriflamme de St. Louis, Triomphe des
Beaux Arts, and others of the same nature, so as to give
diversity in colour, and allow them to grow and bloom
ia an orchard-house or greenhouse till the middle of
June, and then cut off their bloom stalks and any
flower-buds that remain, and plant them out in a rich
border. The plants may be subjected to this treatment
year after year, increasing the size of the pots to a small
extent, so as always to stint their spring growth, for

the roots of the plants will of course increase in bulk,
and will in due course require 8-inch pots; it must,
however, be a point observed, to give them as small pot
room as possible, that the early summer energies of the
plant may be arrested. I have, as it will be seen,
pointed out thin-petalled Roses for this culture. I do
this from observation only, for at this moment i have a
bed of the very old Rose Gloire de Rosamenes in full

bloom, and its flowers, instead of being flaccid and poor,
as they are in summer, are globular, from not being
expanded, and quite beautiful. I have also observed
that some of the condemned new Roses growing in the
same bed as L'Etoile du Nord have very double flowers
and thick petals ; these have bloomed very imperfectly.
Thomas Rivers^ in Tanier and Spencer's Florist /or
Decsmher.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing tveek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Co:^3ERvAT0iiY, &c.—At this scason every effort

ahoald be employed to keep up a good display of
bloom here, for this house will now be used much more
than when the weather is favourable for out-door
exercise; its inmates, if attractive, will therefore now
be much more valued than they would be at any other
period, and on that account every possible care and
forethought should be exercised, so as to secure a good
supply of plants in bloom during winter and early
fcpnng. Azuleas which set their buds early will soon
come into flower, if placed in a warm moist tempera-
ture, and some of the early-blooming Rhododendrons
require very little forcing to bring them into blossom
at any time after this season; therefore where there is

a good stock of tliese, and Ghent and otliur hirdy
Azaleas, well set for bloom, a portion of tlie plants should
be placed in heat at intervals of about three weeks, and
as they are very showy and last long in bloom they will
be mvaluable. These, together with Camellias, Heaths,
Epacrises, Acacias, Daphnes, Gesueras, Cyclamens,
Cytisuses, Chinese Primulas, Cinerarias, Jlignonette,
Tree Violets, and other things which bloom naturally
in winter, will aflbrd a go^d display. Monochietum
eusiferum^ is also an invaluable plaut for winter decora-
tion, but it requlies a temperature of from 45" to 50**.

If not already done, trim twiners, cutting back freely
such things as Passion-flowers, and reducing the dimen-
sions of all as far as can consistently be done, so as to
admit as much light as possible. Winter blooming
plants m borders, such as Acacias. Laculias, &c.. must
be well supplied with water at the root, but things

M ar L'^^^t^*
especially deciduous plants, and such

^ot SfV V.^''^^
m the temperature of this house.Wimot b€ kept too dry at the root at present. Kee.

everything perfectly clean. Remove decaying leaves
daily, and rearrange the plants in bloom frequently.
Maintain a temperature of from -iO^ to 50^, and
give air on the sheltered side of the house on
every favourable opportunity, but avoid cold currents.
Cold frames afford the best possible accommo-
dation for the culture of all greenhouse plants in

summer, but unless they are furnished with pipes, so
that a little heat can be had to dry the atmosphere
occasionally, and also to exclude frost, they are not fit

quarters for many things in winter, for plants which are
impatient of damp will not bear being covered and shut
up. as, in severe weather, must be done to exclude
frost; and although in mild winti^rs most greenhouse
plants may with care be wintered in cold frames, such
things as Boroulas. Leschenaultias, Gompholobiums,
&c., should be removed to safer quarters at once. Water
cautiously, keeping all rather on the dry side, but not
to excess. Be prepared with efficient covering against
frost, and give air freely whenever the weather will
permit, especially to hard-wooded plants, as Heaths, &c.,
which it may be necessary to winter here.

FORCING DEPARTilENT.
Pineries.—The supply of ripe fruit from May until

August being usually obtained from plants that start
without making growth in spring, a fan: propor-
tion of the stock should therefore be in a well
matured state by or shortly after this season, and any
sudden changes of temperature which might induce too
many of them to show fruit at once should be carefully
avoided. That portion of the stock expected to furnish
the autumn supply should not be too much checked
at present, indeed these may be kept growing slowly
all the winter, winch is perhaps the most certain
method of preventing their starting too early in spring.
Where the stock of plants likely to fruit without making
farther growth is considered insufticient to meet the
demand until August, the stronger plants of those for

autumn fruiting should be encouraged to make growth
as earl^' as can be done without weakening the foliage,

with the view of preparing them for starting in April.
Examine the soil occasionally about young stock grow-
ing in the open bed, and do not allow it to become
unhealthily dry, for this would probably result in a
great portion of the stock showing fruit prematurely,
and it is also a work of some difficulty properly to
moisten the bed if it is once allowed to get too much
dried up. Use no more fire-heat for the present than
will suffice to maintain the requisite temperature,
which, for the general stock, need not be high for
some time yet.

ViNEKlES.—As soon as the buds in the early house
are fairly started the temperature should be increased
to G0° at night and 65" by day, allowing it to rise 10**

on briglit days. Take every opportunity of admitting
a little fresh air, but recollect that the foliage will not
bear exposure to cold drying winds, therefore air
should be admitted in contact with the heating
apparatus, and when it may be necessary to give back
air the sashes or ventilators must be opened but very
little, and if pieces of netting could be nailed over the
openings this would greatly assist in preventing cold
currents blowing into the house. Where the border
cannot be warmed, see that it is well protected from
wet, &c., by a thick covering of dry litter, or whatever
more efficieut covering can be recommended. Look over
ripe Grapes otten, removing any decaying berries, and
aim at securing a dry atmosphere with the least possible
application of fire heat.

Peaches.—Until the trees are fairly on the move do
not keep the night temperature higher than from 40°

to 45° by means of fire heat; but an advance of 10°

early in the day, with plenty of moisture in the atmo-
sphere, should be secured. Syringe frequently, and
secure a thoroughly moist atmosphere. Also see that
the inside border is in a moist, healthy state, and if this

is not the case, two or three applications of tepid water
should be given,

Cherkies.—Trees in pots must soon be placed in the
early house, if early fruit is required. Top-dress with
fresh loam and dung, and keep a moist atmosphere,
with a night temperature of 45** to begin with. Admit
plenty of air through the day.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRDBBERIES.
Valuable plants, as variegated Hollies, Rhododen-

drons, &c., if not growing as freely as it is desirable
that they should do, would be benefited by a liberal

allowance of rotten manure or well-decayed leaf mould
being applied as a top-dressing, covering it with a little

fine soil and working it into the ground around the
ball towards the extremities of the roots. Rhododen-
drons, liowever, bear removal so well, that these where
not growing satisfactorily should be taken up, the
ground well prepared by a liberal addition of peat or
leaf soil, and replanted. Rose borders should be
well dressed Avith manure, which should be forked in

lightly 80 as not to injure the roots. Keep Grass
free from dead spray from trees, well rolled, neat, and
trim. Now while the weather is open give careful

attention to bedding plants in cold frames, taking
advantage of every favourable opportunity to expose
them freely but cautiously to air. Anything of which
there is but a spare supply of plants to propagate from
should be placed in growing quarters at once, taking
care to keep them near the glass and free from insects,
mildew, &c.; for soft-wooded plants in heat at this
season are very subject to tlie attacks of insects.

HAKOr FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Any of the more choice varieties of Pears that do

not ripen properly should be removed to a warm
dry room for a few days, which will be found to greatly
improve them. Keep all fruit as cool and dry as
possible. If frost is excluded from the house it can
scarcely be too cool, where the object is to preserve
fruit plump and sound as long as possible. Get manure
wheeled upon vacant ground when this can be done
without injuring the walks, and get all spare ground
turned up as soon as possible, so as to expose it to the
action of frost. For land that lias been long cropped
with vegetables a dressing of fresh loam would in many
cases be preferable to manure, and where this is wanted
and can be obtained, it should be got to hand in order
that advantage may be taken of frosty days for wheelino-
it upon the ground. Where fresh soil cannot be
obtained, charred vegetable refuse, such as prunings of
shrubberies, edgings of walks, and many things which
turn up in course of the scason, may be cheaply made
to form an excellent substitute.

STATV. OF THE WEATHTi:a AT CHISWICK NKAR U)NT10N
for the Week eading Dec. 13, 1860, as observed ai the norticultural Gardens.

Bee. be

Priday 7i 24
Satiir. Si 25
Sunday 9. 26
Hon. \U\ 27
Tues. U\2S
Wed. 12/

Thura. 13

Average..

Babombtbb.
'TsMrEEATUKB.

Max.

29.170
23.911
29.105

29.470
2!».a84

29.980
30.(ltJS

Min.

29.-I69 29.a.tl

2.S.889

23 696
2S.8M
29.418
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29.949
;i0,030
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49
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45
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48,3

MiD.
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32.8
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43.5
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38.5
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40.5

38.0

40.5

Of the Earth
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deep.

49
49
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49
48
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4S.0
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deep.
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46J
46^
4BJ
46
4fii

45

46.0

Wind
a
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SW- .11

S.E. ,34

.00

.00

M
•CO
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Dec- 7—Densely clouded; cloudy; rain at injfht— 8—Rain ; densely overcast ; heavy rain at ni^ht-^ 9— llHzy clouds; very fine throughout,
— 10— Fine; very fine; slight frost at night.
*— 11— Foj:ury ; climdy and cold-^ 12—Clear ; overcast and cold.^ 13— Overcast; cloudy and cold; nvercast at niglit.

Mean temijerature of tbe week, J deg, above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
Durin)^ the last 34 yeara, for the enauing Week, ending Dec- 22, 1860.

< u ^ ;:

No. of
Years in

which it

Raiued.

Greatest
Quantity
of KaiD.

i'revailing Winds.

December.

3
3

4
3
2!

3

«

3
i
8
4

8

7
6

1

2
1

4

1

3

CO
1

2
3
2
2
'2

1

2

b 8
5 8
6 9
6 10
5 12

2 114

211)

4

6
5
5
4
2

1
-i

C
h

*

Sunday U;,i
Mon, 17,-1

Tues- 13.,
^Ved. 19--
Tliurs, 30.,
Friday 21..
Satur. 22.,

45.6
1

4.^./

44.9

447
44.4

43.8

46.3

34.1 1

34.1 1

:«.i

34.0

3i.O
3:1.8

39.9
3<1.9

39.0
39.3

39.2

33.8

39.+

Id

16

19

17
13
13
17

0.68 in.

0.37
0.62
0.38
0,76

0.20

0.37

6

5

2
4

' 2

The hi>jbe»t temperature durinj^ the above period occurred on the IPth,

1849—therm- ofii deff.; and the iowedton the 16th, 13d3, aud ii)th, 18a9—

•

tberm 7 deg.

^_

Notices to Correspondents-
American Blight on Apple Trees; G H, Try tlie effect of

painting them over with a strong lather of Gishurst Cora-

pouud. Oare must, however, be tiikeii to brusU it well into

all crevices and cracks, or some of the pests will survive the

dressing and re-establish themselves, aud the work will have
to be all done agnin4

Barley: JM £. We are not acquainted with any proliferous

species or variety, nor do we find one mentioned. Possibly

there may be such a thing in iletzger's book ; of which we
do not possess a copy.

Mushrooms: X T X. Your Mushrooms are particularly fine

and were excellent when stewed. They are the true garden

variety of A. catupe^tris. M, J. if.

Names uf Fruits : Correspondents should not be unreasonable

We cannot undertake to name baskets full of different sorts.

In future we must make it a rule never to examine more
than six sorts, wliiitever may be the number forwarded-—
JDHC. The Pear which you had from France is there

called the Monsieur le Cure; in this country it has obtained

the name of Vicar of Winkfield- It is found that it only

sncceeds well in our finest seasons. The Apple which you

suppose is a seedling is unquestionably the King of the

Pippins,—CAi.t. 1, 3, Beurre Diel ; 2, Appears to be the

Gaiebasse Delvigne. — P J5, Hacon's Incomparable,— ^'*^-

1, Lemou Pippin; 3, Chaumontel; 5, London Pippin, The

others, of very inferior quality, are unknown.—-4 G ^. 1*

Hubbard's Pearmain; 2. Ne Plus Meuris.— (? E. 1, Golden

Noble; 2, Winter Codlin; 3, Norfolk Beefine.H

Names of Plants : J Q N. Your trailing Potentilla-Uke plaut,

which bears a fruit very much like a Strawberry, is probably

Fragi^aria indica.—/ & The word Cyanophylium signifies

blue-leaf; it will not do to plant out in the summer.

Rifles: Derby. Tho Enfield is no doubt good enough for

troops, and in reality is a very good arm. But it seems to ua

absurd to compare it with Lancaster's small bore service

rifle, which is better than any Whitworth or Jacob, and juat

as good as the Enfield for troops.

Roses IK Pots : Reader. These should be shaken out and re-

potted every year. If you do not give them that attention,

the fault will be yours if they do not bloom satisfactorily.!

Scale : R B, The insects that l>car this name are among the

most difficult to destroy. All you can do is to scrub the

branches well with a hahd brush, aud immediately after-

wards apply the strongest possible latlier of Gishurst com-
pound. Twigs which caimot be scrubbed should be cut off

aud burnt or boiled.

ViKERY I J P M. The plan of a hollow wall will answer very
well, but you must not let soot into it because you cannot
clean it- If you do admit smoke you must be careful to

provide ample means of removing the soot. The proposed
border is of ample width. In your cUmate by all means
keep the Vine roots inside—wholly if you cam It ia not
necessary to withdraw thu Vines in winter unless you heat
the house at that season. There are no better Vines for

autumn supply, when much heat is not given, than "White

Muscadine and Goldeu Hambui^h, with Black Hambui^h
and Black Prince, or West's St, Peter's. We attach little

importance to the form of boiler : tubular boilers are in

fashion, and they are very good ones.

Vines; B A, By the "long r^>d" system of pruning you can

obtain larger bunches than by spurring; but by the latter a

greater aggregate weight is frequently obtained- An inter-

mediate system between that of the long rod aud the spur

answers very well, and you may adopt it when you fin<*

your Vines do not produc*; strong shoots the v hulc len^h t>i

tbe rafter
[[
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ARTIFICIAL MANUKES, &c.— Manufacturers

and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES
may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical

and efficient preparation, byappljiugto J.C Nesbjt, F.G.S.,

Ac Principal of the Agi'icultura 1 and Chemical College,

Cei'minfiton, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-

rjhatea ofLime, Coprolites, Ac,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and

other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.

GeuUemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tiou at the College.

HK LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1S40,)

ire uow prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.

DISSOLVED U0NE3, AND liONE MANURE foe
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely

from Bones.
The Loudon Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sous), NITRATE of
:jODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
IK), Fenchnrch Street, E.G. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

A W E S'S MANURES-
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £0 6

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE op LIME ..66
MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME .. 5 5

_. BARLEV, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure ; Peru\ian Guano is proved to be the bTst and
cheapest aitificial mauuie that can be uacd for Wheat at

autumn sowing.
Peruvian Giiauo direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,

Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the

market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes. 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, E. G.. andLitfey Buildings, Eden Quay. Dublin.

BURNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guamnteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

PhoHphato of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must
be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
iiigh agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

Chemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimonials,
S^ccs, fcc, may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.^— —"—^—^ ^ ^ ^ , „_, ^ ,_^ ^

Elve ^Etictiltural (Sa3ette.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1860.

'*5th Duke of Thorndale" by name, a son of

'* Duchess 66," (for which TOO guineas were paid

at that sale) by "Grand Turk," bred by Mr.

BoLBEN, and i.old at Mr. Ameleb*s sale for

300 guineas,

Mr. Robinson, of Clifton Pastures, and Mr. C.

Howard of Biddenham, have also hired of Mr.
TnoitNE, the 2d Duke of Thorndale, got by

"2d Grand Duke" (a son of the 600 guinea cow

at the Tortworth sale) out of Duchess 71, a

daughter of Duchess 66 (the 700 guinea cow just

named) by the " Duke ol Gloucester." Here we
have the pure " Duchess" blood crossing and re-

crossing the Atlantic for the improvement of herds

on both bides of it; and while enormous sums are

paid for the hire of such bulls, there is no reason

why the cost of transit and of insurance should

stand in the way of a still more Irequeiit inter-

change of good offices of this kind.

))

»f

ti

—'— The events of the past week have included
•the meeting and exhibiticn of the Smithfield Club,
reported tuUy in another part of our impression
—the annual meeting and discussion of the London
Parmers' Club, also fully reported elsewhere

—

the Poultry and Boot Show of the Crystal Palace

Comx)any, held on Wednesday and the follow-

ing days—the annual meeting of the English
Agricultural Society, of which an account will be

foTind in another column—and the meeting in

Hanover Square, in promotion of arterial drain-

age, held on Wednesday. In addition to these

the Implement Committee of the Agricultural

Society are holding a meeting as we arc about
to go to press, to consider the communicated
opinions of manufacturers on the scheme of imple-

ment competition lor the meeting at Leeds.

On this point we may congratulate agriculturists

on the great improvement observable in the

•Society's priiie list for next year, published last

week. There is less of that indefiniteness of

which complaint was justly made. There is

a more detailed sptcilication of the imple-

ments for which prizes are offered, Keaping
machines are divided into several classes;

und a prolonged trial is offered to steam

cultivators— to take place some time before

the week of the exhibition. In all these

things the wishes of the implement makers
have been fairly met, and though some
among them may still object to submit their

implements to the award of judges whose reports

are expected to require correction by so many
different departments, as was last week intimated,
before they reach the public

; yet there seems to

us little difficulty now in the way of any manufac-
turer consenting to compete for the Society's awards.
It will at any rate now eimply remain with each a
question as to whether the chance of a favourable
award, and the alleged^necessity of thus keeping
before the public eye, is worth the enormous cost
which is for that purpose incurred.

It is inteiesting to learn that America,
which has hitherto acted as such a drain upon our
best herds of Short-horns in England, with no
small profit of course to their owners, is at length
beginning to restore somewhat of the benefit she
has thus derived. " We understand that Mr. Lang-
STOX, M.P., of Sarsden, has just hired of Mr.
Thohne, one of the largest buyers at the great
Tortworth. sale seven years ago, a young bull, the

A VEiiT successful meeting of landowners and
others interested in the subject of PavEE 11 1:-

POiiM was held on Wednesday last in the Hanover
Square Ilt}oms. The Earl of Komney presided.

His lordship spoke of the evil for which a

remedy is sought, as at any time misch.ievous, but

latterly, with the extent of under drainage, in-

creasing; and now, owing to the wetness of the

season , in many cases disastrous. A mea-

sure is needed which shall give powers capable

of easy and inexpensive use, in the first place,

for obtaining an outfall through a neighbour's

land where it cannot amicably be obtained ; and

in the next place, for removing: impediments,

whether artificial or natural, to the free passage

of water down rivers and streams. Lord Ro:M?fEY

illustrated the long established principle that a

man cannot do what he likes with his owo—that

the property in land is not absolute ; that no right

exists to inconvenience a neighbour, and that the

rights which do exist are continually overruled by

legislation for the general good. Parliament may
therefore be called upon in this or in other cases to

remove difficulties which inflict a general loss. And
there is a special reason for legislation in the fact

that these difficulties are to some extent owiug to

what Parliament has already done. It has lent

money to drain lands—incorporated companies for

that purpose—and so facilitated the escape of the

water from the land, and having thus thrown the

highland waters on to the lower valleys it may
be fairly asked by the owners of property there to

relieve them of difficulties which have thus been

thrown upon them.

The meeting was also addressed by Sir Henky
Yayasoub, who had been one of its principal pro-

moters. He described the predicament in which

the owners of low-lying property now lay, flooded

by hill waters, which now so much more rapidly

come down upon them—and hindered by obstacles

—weirs and dams for mills and navigation. The
occupant of hill land has only yesterday's rain and
that of the day before to contend with. He of the

low land has the water of many weeks pouring

upon him from above, while below lie all those

obstacles to its free passage. The proposal was

that Government should be requested to frame and

pass a measure relieving those who are in this

predicament, and modifying local Acts for the

general good.

Lord RoMNET read a letter from the Dean of

Christ Church, Oxford, intimating his concurrence

iu the object of the meeting, and pointing out the

present condition of the land about Oxford, as

illustrating the need of those powers to obtain

which it had been convened.

A conversation ensued between Sir J. Shelley,

Sir J. Tykuell and others as to the reintroduc-

tion of Sir W. MiLEs's bill thrown out by the Lords

in 1S56, and as to the improbability of any measure

being taken charge of by the Government, and the

policy therefore of placing it in charge of

individual members. The general feeling was

that a measure to be effectual must be introduced

by Sir G. C. Lewis, and that to induce this there

must be a unanimous expression on the part of the

meeting of the need of his action in the matter.
_

Mr. Bailey DE^'TON reviewed recent legis-

lature on the subject, pointing out the failure of

many introduced bills and the uselessuess of those

which had been pasatd. Lord Li>'colx's Outfall

Act, passed 13 years ago, had never once be.n

appealed to. We do not want any more inopera-

tive Acts ; but the actual existence of so many

onlv proves the more that we do need some simple

„„,T ;:,.^r.ATi«ive method of dealing with the dith-
and inexpensive method

culties which they do not assist us to overcome.
^

Mr CluttoK spoke of the immense increase m
the value of estates which would foUow the

removal of these difficulties. His knowledge of
arterial drainage in Ireland enabled him to speak
confidently on this point, and the present state of

the valley of the Thames is a proof how much,
similar operations were needed here.

It was at length resolved, (1) that a general

outfall bill in necessary in the present and
advancing condition of English agriculture; and

(2), that a committee consisting of the Earl of

RoatNEY, Sir J. Shelley, Sir Heney VAViSOiTE,

Mr. Bailey Dextox, Mr, J. Cltjttok, Mr. Heath-
cote, Mr. La^jgston, Mr. J. Algeknon Clakke,
Mr. FisnEP. Hobbs,, Mr. GiiA>^TnAM, C. E., and

Rev. J. C. Cluttehbuck, be appointed to determine

a course of action, and to wait on the Minister

and call his attention to the subject.

Mit. ScoTi Bubn's paper on the coxditiox of

THE Laeofker will be found in another page.

It refers very fully to the important subjects of

cottage accommodation, agricultural education,

hiring fairs, wages, village recreation, and benefit

societies, and it also referred in terms of commen-
dation to the condition of the agricultural labourer,

or rather of the peasant farmer, in some parts of

the continent. It is the condition of public

opinion on these subjects by which we must

"auge our hopes of any improvement being

effected in these particulars, and we are glad to

find that Mr. BxrjaN's somewhat advanced opinions

were well received by a large body of English

farmers. On the first point mooted, it seemed to be

i^enerally insisted on by the agriculturists present,

both farmers and landlords, that the provision of

cottages, while it was a farmer's necessity was a

landlord's duty ; on the second, the remark that

the labourer might be educated too highly

was received with marked disfavour, not, we pre-

sume, as the statement of an impossibility, but

as the expression of a needless fear ; on the third

point the general impression seemed to be that the

evils of statute fairs would die out, and must not

be got rid of by the abolition of the only holiday

which the working man possesses; on the fourth

point little was elicited beyond the fact that wages

have risen, and that the' cost of farm operations

does not ni^cessarily or generally depend on the

amount of wages paid; on the fifth and sixth.

there was little discussion.

A large portion of the discussion, tKough conducted

beforeThe London Farmers' Club, lay in the hands of

gyntlemen from Scotland; the introducer, though,

a SL'otchman, and not precluded by the specification

of his subject from discussing the condition of the

Scottish labourer, did not give that part of his

subject any undue preference ; but we had after-

wards an address from Mr. Saxdersox, a Scotch-

man, which was more an indiscriminate panegyric

upon his country, a eulogium of the intelligence and
trustworthiness of the agricultural labourer, than

an explanation of the returns of illegitimacy, in

consistency with belief in the morality even of those

districts where they are the most flagrant, and a

more moderate approval of the bothy svstem to

which these returns were by others ascribed ; and
lastly we had from Mr. WiLSOX, an English farmer,

an unequivocal assertion of the superiority of the

Scottish labourer to men of the same class in

England. He employs Scotch ploughmen, and

prefers them for their greater iutcUigencd and

their greater sobriety and self control.

To epitomise the discussion : we had the de-

claration of Mr. Eeadshaw, of Guildford, that the

cottage question was a landlord's question—that

though considered as a separate investment,

money spent on cottage building was not profit-

ably expended, yet as part of the general expen-

diture on an estate, and as tendin.; to the provi-

sion of intelligent and respectable labourers on. the

land, it was money well laid out.

Mr. Edwards asserted that the condition of the

labourer hinged on that of the proprietors and

farmers of the land. The owner of a burdened

estate could not do anything—and careless agri-

culturists neither could nor would—even in the

way of seeing that the young men whom they

employ were taught the less common operations of

the farm, such as thatching, hedging, draining. As
a guardian of the poor he believed tliat the pauper

child was better off than that of the indepen-

dent labourer, and he advised that ill drained

and incommodious cottages, the hot-beds of vice

and pauperism and disease, should be *' presented"

by the parish authorities, and their condition thus

brou"-ht publicly under the notice of their owners.

Mr. Beale Brow>'E, of Worcestershire, land-

osvner and the owner of property iu Ireland,

admitted that cottage building was the duty of the

owner of the property, but he declared aa the
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result of a pretty large experience as a cottage
Milder that you might build good houses with a
view to provide separate sleeping apartments
for the sexes, hut that you could not get the
people out of their habits, and they preferred the
old^ plan of huddling together in fewer rooms to
•which they had been accustomed.

Mr. Browne made almost the only practical
suggestions that were offered in furtherance of the
object contemplated by the discussion, and these
were (1) to pay men by the piece, seeing, however,
that the work contracted for was thoroughly done,
otherwise you demoralised the man; and (2) to

give every opportunity to tho intelligent young
man on the farm of working with the tradesmen
whom you employ, and so of acquiring the skill,

and therefore the wages of a higher station.
Mr. Beowxe's head carpenter, having now four or
£.Ye men under his superintendence, was origi-
nally one of his labourers. We then had the
address to which allusion has already been made
as a too indiscriminate defence of the condition
and the circumstances of the Scottish labourer,
who was declared, in comparison with the
Englishman, to be better paid, more intelligent,
more skilful, and as well housed.

Mr. SiDXET declared that while proud to show
the foreigner our manufactories and their per-
formances, he was always ashamed when he had to
point out to them the English agricultural labourer.
He protested however against the system of
patronage, superintendence, and control, under
which all philanthropic efforts for his improve-
ment appeared disposed to place him. And on
the suspicion with which he was ready to regard
all such efforts for his^good, and on the slowness
with which he appreciated them, it was to be
remembered of whom he came—of a parentage
in a much more debased and degraded condition
than his own—and one exerting a much greater
influence on the condition of a generation who
never read and rarely leave the home locality,
than it could have in cases where these and other
quickening and disturbing causes are in operation.
Mr. Sidney warned agriculturists against the
distructivenessaudthe *' radicalism" with which—
to their horror !—they would be chargeable if they
undertook the abolishment of statute fairs and other
holidays, not more abused by the labourer
than by philanthropists, unless they at the same
time provided some substituted recreation which
tiie labourer would e(jually enjoy.
Mr. Walto-V contended that the labourer was

often oppressed by his master, who discouraged
independent bearing and self-respect—tliat while
wages in Hampshire were 9.9. a week, in York-
shire they were 9s. and three meals of
food, <»beef three times a day," and yet
that labour in Yorkshire per acre is cheaper than
in Hampshire; and in answer to the question how
the condition of the labourer was to oe improved
he protested against the svstem of paying labourers
alike, notwithstanding their various merits, and
he declared, amid much merriment, the only
method to be "constant work and better wages."
—Mr. "Wilson- uttered high praise of the Scottish
labourers whom he employs.—And another gentle-
man who contended that wages hinged upon the
price of Wheat — a doctrine that we were
glad to find was utterly denied by the members
present, and who proceeded amid great uproar to
condemn the prevailing opinions on the subject,
was upon the point of breaking up the discussion in '

confusion, when Mr. Bennett of Cambridge, in a
few judicious sentences, recalled to the attention
of the meeting the impossibility of dealing with
the

^
subject as if any one remedy could be

M v^*^'
and the need of patient perseveranne in

all the directions which had been so well pointed
out ty Mr. Btjen.
A full meeting of English farmers, dwindlin^^

however towards the close of the discussion, owing
to the superior attraction of the Cattle Show at
Baker Sfreet, which opened at 8 t.m., has thus had
the condition of the English labourer most effi-
ciently brought under their notice.

THE INTER^ATIO]S^AL EXHIBITION OF 1862.

I READ your announcement in the leading article of
laBt Saturday's Agricultural Gazette with much
pleasure, and was delighted to learn that the Exhibi-
tion of 1862 is to be proceeded with forthwith. No
one can doubt the vast improvements in agriculture
^luch {lave resulted from the Exhibition of 1851, for
had the agriculturists learnt nothing more than tho«» of the reaping machine, that alone is a legacy left
na by that Exhibition, the value of which cannot be
-c»ei««tiEQated.^ But you refer to the Exhibition ofia<>^. and pomt out almost an endless number of

directions in which agriculturists both at home and
abroad may exert themselves as rival competitors at

the next worId*s fair.

Your remarks in my own case have led me to review
the history of progress in times gone by, and to con-
sider what are the directions in wliich agriculture most
needs assistance at the present time. The history of
progress in agriculture is the supplement to the history
of civilisatiou and progress in general. The history of
civilisation is the history of the steps taken to deve-
lop the resources of a country.
In England we may date our start in the race of

progress from the formation of our coach x'oads,

throughout the length and breadth of the land. The
Romans well knew the value of good roads, and
Macadfim may be called the Roman road-maker in

England in modern times. In 1763, just 100 years
ago, owing to the want of good roads, there was only
one stage coach conveying passengers between London
and Edinburgh, and that started once a month, and
occupied from 32 to 14 days in each journey.
Pack horses were employed to carry goods
between the smaller towns ; as the roads were im-
proved carts and waggons came into use ; but at the
close of the last century the cost of conveying goods
from London to Leeds was 13?. per ton. After afFord-
ing protection to life and property, a wise government
can bestow no greater benefit \ipon a nation than by
providing it with good roads, canab, and railways, for
by so domg they diminisli the cost of carriage, open up
reaiotc districts, and bring hitherto distant markets
within reach of each other. In Europe, the countries
where commerce and agriculture are least developed
are those which are worst provided with roads, as, for
example, Spain, Portugal, Sicily, and Greece. In
England, having constructed our roads and used them
largely, the resources of our manufacturing towns
soon^ proved them to be inadequate to the growing
requirements of trade, and to economise the cost of
the transit of heavy goods as well as agricultural pro-

j

duce, canals were developed ; they as time passed on
were found to absorb so much time in transit from
point to point, that many attempts were made to
enable them to compete with mail coaches and fast
vans; bub circumt?tances and the nature of the goods
to be conveyed were prohibitory, notwithstanding
2295 miles of canal were constructed and opened in
England between the years 1760 and 1803 ; conse-
quently we find that in 1825 the first railway was
constructed of iron and stone between Stockton and
Darlington, and the locomotive used in place of horses
for traction. In 15 years from that date, viz. in 1840,
the number of railways begun and finished in England
amounted to no less than 50 in number, and the system
has now extended to 10,000 miles, and we can travel
to the most remote comers of our island by their
means. Our cities are being undermined and tunnel-
railways are being constructed, to relieve our streets of
their ever increasing traffic, the result of increased
means of developing our industries, and the improved
and extended cultivation of the soil—a cultivation and
development so extended as to demand in their turn
increased facilities for bringing their products with
still greater speed into our markets. But, you will say,
what has all this to do with agriculture and the
Exhibition of 1862? If you will bear with me I
will endeavour to point out in what way the
Exhibition of 1862 is, or may be, most intimately
connected with this development of the railway
system. In 1851, in addition to the reaping machine,
we^ had exhibited to our wondering eyes a few
agricultural steam engines, and now in 1860 there are
25,000 of such engines employed on our farms. The
problem which agriculturists have been year by year
trying to solve is how they may employ the power at
their command with greatest economy and effect upon
the land, and in preparing farm produce for the market,
and much'has been done both with regard to ploughing
and many other operations, but still I think we do
not half use our engines. It is true that attempts to
place engines on our land have hitherto not proved
sufficiently satisfactory ; but this, I think, is a direction
in which our engineers may exert themselves between
now and 1862. Successors to Boydell will, I am sure, not
be wanting. Mr. Halkett will doubtless try his combina-
tionof engine and train, and others I understand are pre-
paring even at the present time to combine some modi-
fication of the old chain band endless tram with the
agricultural locomotive. But is this all we want ? I
think not. We may fail to apply our engines on the
land, then let us apply them as we are doing as a
stationary power; but let us also endeavour so to
modify the structure of our roads, cart?, waggons, and
wheels, that we may use our engines upon them, and
draw our produce direct from our farms into the
markets of our towns. You will say this cannot be
done without rails unless we employ traction engines
for common roads. Cannot a modification of Boydell's
engine be used where rails do not or cannot be intro-
duced upon our common roads ?

Is riot, however, the time come for our road
surveyors to step in and lay down tramways on our
common roads between existing railways and our
smaller towns? Such a work does not necessitate
engineering skill, nor does it admit of long bills from
engineers;or lawyer?, or they would have begun long
since. One of the many self-bearing bridge rails at
present in the market, is all that is required to be

laid level with our road, and to unite our market
towns with the railways of the country, and a very
simple modification of the wheels, such as I see has
been lately proposed for the omnibuses to run on or
off the tramways to be used in the streets of London
and our agricultural steam engines may then be made
to draw our produce to the markets and bring back
manure to our farms without necessitating the cost
of loading on the farm or in town and unloading
at the station, as is the case everywhere at present to
be re-loaded into carts again from the trucks at*the
country stations, thus absorbing time and capital to au
unnecessary extent. I trust that the Exhibition of
1862 will see such plans put forward for extending the:
use of our steam power, as will necessitate the
extension of our tramway system through every
town and village in the kingdom, or such modifica-
tion of our traction engines and in the laws afiecting
turnpike trusts throughout England and "Wales as
will enable the agriculturists not only to till

their land more eftectively and advantageously, but
also to bring the products of the soil to market with
greater expediency and economy. If the Exhibition of
1862 helps forward agriculture in this direction I think
that the farmers of England will have as much and
more to be thankful for in connection with tlie second
world's fair in this country, than they had for the
Exhibition of 1851, notwithstanding it developed the
powers of the reaping machine and did much to attract

attention towards the steam-engine. H. G. S,^ H^tlis,

Kent, Decemherj 1860.

Home Correspondence.
Mainfall.—Kain continues, night and day, almost

unintermittingly. Our streams have carried into the

sea more water during the last three weeks than ever j
remember before ; at least on the east side of Scotland.

Our country was much cooled by the north wind and
severe frost in the autumn, and recently the condensing
of the aqueous vapour in the south-east wind is warm-
ing it again ; the Grass and Turnips still are growin}?,

the latter an excellent crop ; but Wheat looks rather
unfavourably, the slug is at work, and in play soil?,

especially in the level Carse of Gowrie, from the in-

sufficiency of the drainage the water is standing half J
way up the ridge in many places. Trusting to the
drainage the old furrows and furrow leaders had not
been opened. From no great fall of water Laving

occurred for several years back, the blocking up of the

ptpe-drams had not been noticed, and now the result is-

to be a serious loss. In this Carse there is not sufficient

declivity in the drain-pipes, which ought at least to be

1 tbot to the 100 yai'ds, and the ditches are not deep or

wide enough to clear the pipe-drains in continued floods

like the present. The consequence is that there is a i
deposition of clay in the pipes, which eventually closes-

them. I do not recollect such a continued tract ot'

rain since the autumn of 1799. But then the rain

came on in the end of August. We had a pretty fair

crop just ripe. The harvest people came home to us on

the Monday morning, and we did not cut five hours dry

for four weeks. At the end of that time the grain was

sprouted in the standing ear, and afterwards when
leading, we had to employ a man before the forker t-o

tear the sheaves asunder. By catching hold of one

sheaf you could have pulled the whole stook after it..

In the barn-yard I remember well seeing the lizards

lying yellow on the ground around the building ricks,

and which had fallen out of the ends of the sheaves.-

This excessive continuance of rain was followed next

summer (1800) by unprecedented drought, and the

effects of the drought were even more disastrous than

the sprout and rot. The two successive crops were so

defective that Oats rose in the early part of 1801 15

&Qs. per quarter ; Oatmeal, 35. 9*^. per peck of 8t lb.

;

with other grain in proportion. JVIuch sickness followed,.

with considerable loss of life by fever, the same as in

Ireland some 13 years ago. May we hope that the

present excessive flooding will not be followed by an-

excessively dry summer. F. M.^ Carse of Goicrie,

oci£titS4

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
There was a large attendance at the annual meeting

held on Wednesdnj' last.

Earl Powis, who was in the chair, referred in terms
of great regret to the death of the Duke of Richmond-
He then alluded to the circumstances of the Canterbury
meeting; to the cost of it, and also to the need of it, a»

illustrated by the agricultural condition of a good deal

of the county. The prospects of the Leeds Meeting
were then alluded to, and the Secretary was calleil on

to read tlie

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.
The CouncU have to report tbat the Society consists at the

present time of

—

85 Life Governors,
9o Annual Governors,

1093 Life Members.
3651 Annual Members, and
IS Honorary Members,

Slakinpr a total of 494 :i names on the Ijat
The members of the Society will have shared with tne

Council their sense of the great loss they have suatAined by tbe

decease of the Duke of Richmond, one of the trustees o^ Jjjf
Society, and will long cherish the memory of oce ^p^^^"
filled three times the office of President, aud always evinooa .1

warm interest in the affairs of the Society.
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The Council have elected the Duke ofMarlborough to fill the

vacancy among the trustees, and Mr. Owen Wallis, of Overstone

Grance, Northampton, to supply the Tacaucy among the

general members of the Council, created by the resignation of

Lord Soutbampton.
The statement of accounts for the half year ending 30th June,

1860, has been approved by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, & Co., public

iccountants.
The funded capital consists of 12,000^. stock ; and it is hoped

that a large portion of the arrears of subscription, amounting

to 1472/.. will be shortly paid up. It is found that many mem-
hers cease to pay their subscriptions under the impression

that in this way they can terminate their membership ; but

the Council desire to remind tliem that by the bye laws all

Members are bound to pay their annual subscription until

they shall withdraw from the Society by a notice in writing to

the Secretary.

Every claim against the Society has been discharged, a com-
plete system has been introduced into the accounts, and the

Council feel confident in stating that the finances are In a

favourable condition. It has been decided that a complete list

of the Members shall be published in 1861,

Since the last General Meeting, Professor Voelcber has deli-

vered a lecture on oilcake, pointing out the composition and

of the meeting to the fact that, it being the general

,

opinion that all who knew the frank, kind, and aniiahle

character of the late Duke of RichmoncI, and who have

observed his career as a gallant and distinguished

soldier, as Lord-Lieutenant of the County of Sussex,

as a zealous supporter of the interests aud improve-

ments of agriculture, as member of both Houses of

Parliament, and in every relation of life, will desire to

record their opinion and express their feelings by

erecting a lasting memorial to his worth. With a view

to carrying out this object the followinp; county geh-

tlcmcn have formed themselves into a Provisional

Committee for West Sussex;—The Hon. H. Wyndham,
M.P., chairman; the High SheriiT of Sussex, the Hon.

J.J. Carnegie, the Kev. Sir George Sliifiner, Bart.;

George 'Parttelot, Esq. ; Eichard Prime, Esq.; Major

Sandham. William Townley Mitford, Ksq., M.P. ; the

Rev. John Goring. Subscriptions, not to exceed 3^. 35.,

to be paid into the London & County Bank, Lombard
feeding value of different descriptions, and the means usually o. ^ p :. branches
adopted for adulteration.

The country Meeting at Canterbury, though instnictive in

the varied character of the implements displayed and the

nature of the live stock exhibited, did not prove successful in

a financial point of view, and has entailed a coiisidcrable

charge on the general funds of the Society.

The Council have to acknowledge the hospitahle reception

accorded to them at Canterbury by the mayor, as well as the

valuable and zealous assistance afforded by the mayor and
cori»oration, and also by the local committee, in carrying out

all necessarj' arrangements.
The Council have settled the live stock and implement pnze

sheets for the country Meeting, to be held next year at Leeds,

and in addition to the usual prizes, classes have been intro-

duced for Sussex cattle and Cleveland horses. The trial of

implements in 1861, according to the quadrennial system in

force, vrill compose drills, manure distributors, horse-hoes,

hay machines, mowing machines, reaping machines, horse-

rakes, carts, and waggons. Prizes, amounting to 200L, will be

offered for the best application of steam jwwer to the cultiva-

tion of the soil.

The Council have fixed that the Leeds Meeting shall take

place in the week commencing Monday, July 15th. The Imple-
ment-yard will be open on Monday morning, on the payment
of 5t. ; and the Cattle-yard will be opened without any addi-

tional charge, as soon after 1 o'clock as the Judges have con-

cluded their labours. On Tuesday aud Wednesday botli yards

will be open at 25. 6d. ; on Thursday and Friday at Is. This

arrangement will afford the necessary facilities to all classes of

that populous district.

The Society have, from time to time, been favoured, by order

of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, with copies of

despatches received by her Majesty's Government relating to

the agriculture of Denmark, which will appear in the forth-

coming number of the Journal, and with others drawing the

attention of the Council to the cattle disease, and to a plan for

economising seed corn. By Order of tiie Council,

H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

In moving the adoption of the report, Mr. Sidney
called attention to the need of occupying new ground
and making new exertions. He named as deserving
the attention of the Society, the excessive fatness of
breeding stock exhibited for the Society's prizes, and
he^ suggested that the subsequent history of the prize
animals should he ascertained, with a view to determine
the effect of over feeding on breeding animals. He also

tilluded to the improvement of the more backward
districts of the country— tothe improvemeutoflabourers'
cottages as among the objects of the Societj ; and to

the propriety of awarding prizes to implements after

trial under ordinary circumstances, and for a sufficient

length of time.

Mr. Arkell, of Swindon, in seconding the adoption of

the report, spoke cordially and well on the prcstait con-

dition of the Society, and the need of infusing occasion-

all^^ new blood into its management.
The next business beibre the meeting was the report of

the auditors of accounts, from which we gather that the

expenditure of the Society from January 1, till June 30,

was : Establishment, 583^. ; Journal, 79SL ; Chemical
grant 325/. ; Veterinary do., 2001. ; and Payments on
account of Canterbury, 1S27^. The full details will be

given next week.

On the call of the President for suggestions from any
member present, Mr. Clarke spoke of the need of

further attention being directed to the subject of

towu sewage.
Lord Powis then ably summed up the proceedings

of the meeting, aud a vote of thanks was passed to

his lordship.

Before, however, the meeting separated, IMr. Fowler

•called attention to the forthcoming steam-plough trial

at Leeds. He said that 100 acres are useless for

trying 10 steam ploughs, and that the time should be

altered from June to May, so as to obtain a larger

quantity of h.nd for ploughing, a thing which could

not he had later iu the season except ut an enormous
cost. The feeling of the meeting was entirely with
Mf. Fowler, and it was understood that his suggestion
would be remitted to the Implement Committee, which
meets on Friday.

Special CorifCiL: Tuesday, Dec. 11.—Present:
the Earl of Powis, President, in the chair; Lord
Berners, Lord Tredegar, Hon. Col. Hood, Mr. Bamett,
Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Braniston, M.P., Colonel Challoner,
Mr. Druce, Mr. Brandretb Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,
Mr. Howard, Mr. Jonas, Mr. Milwnrd, Mr. Pain, Mr.
Pope, Mr. Robert Smith, Mr. Torr, Mr. Owen Wallis,
Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr. Burch Weston, and Mr. Henry
Wilson,

The Eesolution of Council of the 7th November, 1S60,
was then by unanimous consent altered, and the price
-of admission at the Leeds meeting on the TuesdayJ was

The Council reassembled at half-past 11 o'clock, to

which hour it had been adjourned on the 5th inst.,

when the Keport of the Live Stock Prizes Committee

was adopted, and the Stock Prize Sheet for the Leeds

Meeting was finally settled.

The Council then adjourned over the Christmas

recess till the first Wednesday in February.

TUE SMITHFIELD CATTLE SHOW.

On Monday evening this annual gathering was laid

open for a private view to exhibitors. It had previously

received the honour of a visit from her Miijesty and

H.E.H. the Prince Consort and some of the members

of the Boyal family; and on the previous Saturday

Mr. Brandretb Gibhs had the honour of conducting the

Empress of the French, accompanied by the Duke of

Atholl, over it,

A detailed account of the live stock and implements

will be found below. \\ e may here characterise the

former department as without any special merit com-

pared with previous years, unless it be in the Devon

section; and the latter as being without any im-

portant novelty.

There are very large entries of Devons, containing

animals which fairly beat the prize animals from

Bingley Hall. A small number of Herefords: only one

is present in the class of young oxen, while the

corresponding class of Short-horns numbers no fewer

than 14; a contrast which Hereford breeders should

not allow to occur again if they mean to maintain the

equally early maturity of their stock.

The ShoVt-horn male classes were well and

worthily filled. The heifers and cows are as we shall

always be glad to see them, short In number. Of the

Sussex breed a large number of well fed cattle of

unitorm size and quality were exhibited. The iCorfolk

and Suffolk and Short-horn breeds were imperfectly

illustrated. Scotch oxen, both polled and horned, were
well represented—the female classes again being

scanty. No Irish or Welsh cattle worth looking at

were shown,
Tiie cross-bred classes were exceedingly interesting.

The cross of the Short-horns with other breeds did not

as a general rule impress tlie Short-horn character. It

is presumed that in all cases where the cross is with the

Short-horn, the bull is of that breed—but that fact

should be named in future catalogues.

No. 131, the produce of a polled Angus cow by the

2d Duke of Cambridge, is Angus all over—black and

hornless ; 133, a cross Aberdeen and Short-horn, is

wholly Aberdeen ;',135, Norfolk and Short-horn, is wholly

Norfolk. In 136, a well-fed oxen by Mr. Benslcy, the

animal is more evenly affected by its crossed .parentage.

In 137, again, shown by Mr. Ainslie, of Blackshiels, the

cross tends more to the Short-horn ; and 139, a capital

ox shown by Mr. Baker, the mixture of Hereford and

Short-horn is as jjerfect as possible. xVraongthe heifers

again, we have a splendid animal shown by Mr. Beasley,

of Overstone ; it has the body of its Highland dam,

and there are many instances in this class in which the

Short-horn sire has not exhibited that preponderating

influence on the offspring which it was believed to

possess.

The extra stock classes contained many animals of

great value. Mr. Hale's cow (I'he Belle), sold at Mr.

Harvey Combe's sale, has come to the butcher. She

was once beautifully and evenly covered with flesh,

but was reduced, hoping to induce her to breed, and

failing, then fed again, aud she has not this time so

uniformly covered her body as before. She is wonder-

fully wide and level between the hooks, but some-

what meagre and imperfect elsewhere.

Cattle Cxassjes:—This year's gathering lias been

held under the most unfavourable circumstances as

regards the past season for grazing, almost within our

recollection, and it is fortunate for those interested in its

success that the season cannot have much influence upon

the coudltion of cattle kept in an artiBcial state and

under cover. We have ample evidence now that animals

may be made up in first rate condition irrespective of

the weather.
, ., x, i *.

Taking the cattle classes together, the show must

be considered a bai-e average one, for while the

Herefords may be a little under the average of some

former seasons', the Devons are certainly snpenor to late

shows particularlv that of last ^ear; aud in our opinion
fixed at 28. 6rf- instead of 5*. ouvit^, j. ., - ut ;i ]>
Lord Berners requested leave to draw the atttentlon they have never been excelled tor weigtit ana quaui\

whilst the Short-horns, excepting the cows and heifer

classes, may be considered of full average quality, and
the crosses also, many of them exhibit symptoms of useful

progress. Many of the animals exhibited have been
prize wiimers at local shows, which are afinenursei^
for the metropolitan exhibition.

In proceeding to notice the cattle classes we will

commence with Class 1, Devons. This class contained

only six animals, but the whole of them commend-
able, taking age into consideration. Mr. Heath's 1st prize

steer in this class was an exceedingly well made and

even animal, rather bare, however, on the shoulder.

The Earl of Leicester's 3d prize animal was also de-

ficient.

Class 2 is an unusually good one. The 1st prize ox is

rather small but exceedingly good in all his points, at

the same time light in the flank for a first-rate animal.

The 2d prize, awarded to Mr. Farquharson, is for the ox

which took the prize at the Birmingham meeting the

previous week, at the same time winning the prize as

the best ox or steer bred by the exhibitor ; there is, how-

ever, on this occasion no animal in the Devon breed

entitled to the gold medal, and the 1st prize ox

at Birmingham is only second here. Mr. Brake's ox

stands a good third, and had he been better m quality

of flesh would, in oui- opinion, have deserved the 2d

prize.

Class 3. The 1st prize in this instance is a beautiful

specimen of a Devon Heifer, and is fairly entitled

to her position. No. 20, which received the 2d prize,

is a good animal, but bare on the shoulder top, whilst

No. 21, highly commended, is level and of fine quality,

but without seeing them out it would be hard to criti-

cise this decision.

Class 4f. In our opinion the prizes were incorrectly

given here, the 1st prize taken being a very good and

well bred cow, but bare on the shoulder and noi of such

good quality of flesh as the 2d prize cow, which should

have been placed 1st. All three animals winning in

this class were bred by men of high repute and long

standing. The Devons are on this occasion certaudy

equal if not superior to any former show.

The Herefords as a whole are rather under the aver-

age merit of former seasons, and a small number are

exhibited, although we find the Gold Medal Cow
amongst them.

In Class 5 only one Steer is exhibited, but it is a

very good one, and takes the prize awarded below.

The prizes in Class 6 are well contested by nine

animals ; the 1st prize given to Mr. Lewis Loyd's ox

was well deserved. It is an exceedingly firm and good

animal; the 2d and 3d prizes going to good average

specimens of the breed. We cannot however quit this

class without alluding to TVo. 39, shown by Mr. Towers,

of Ludlow, and highly commended, an ox of immense

weight, but wautiug in firmness.

In Class 7 only one heifer is shown, which, although

standing alone, is yet very deserving of the honour.

In Class 8, Mr. Richard Hill's Cow, which wins the

Gold and Silver Medals as well as the 1st prize in thia

class, is of a rare quality ; but we were rather disap-

pointed in her girth, only 8 feet. We may remark

here that the 3d prize cow, shown by Mr. Pitt, of

Dihvyu, was wonderfully fat, but deficient in quality of

flesh.

The SnoET-HOBNS, always in full force at 'Baker

Street, are on this occasion neither wautiug in numbers
or merit.

In Class 9, the first prize for steers is awarded to

No. 64;, belonging to the Duke of Beaufort, the same
steer which took the prize and Gold Medal at Bir-

mingham. It has all the quality of the Devon, com-

bined with the great size and weight for age of the

Short-horn.

The 2d prize steer was a long way behind the Ist

;

indeed we considered that the animal which received

the 3d prize, shown by Mr- Langston, was misplaced,

and should have stood 2d. No. 63, being highly com-

mended, was a very meritorious specimen, the whole

of this class, numbering 14, must be considered a

triumphant illustration of earlj maturity creditable

to the present condition of the breed.

In Class 10 we find the winner of the Gold Medal,

belonging to Mr.B. W. Baker, and taking the 1st prize

against 11 others. This ox, being under 4 years old, is

truly masnificent in size, quality, and breed; he girths

9 feet 4 inches, and reckoned to weigh 200 stones. The

2d prize is taken by No. 76, a good animal in the right

place, shown by Lord Gainsborough. No. 68, belong-

ing to Mr. Joseph Stratton, received the 1st prize at

Birmingham, is on the present occasion a good 3d, and
fairly exhibits the superiority of this class over that of
Birmingham. No. 77, shown by Mr. Duffield, is highly

commended, and being an enormous beast proves that

such weights and value as are here combined, must
nuike the rearing and feeding of Short-homed stock

remunerative.

Class 11. Short-horn heifers have been seen better

on former occasions; nevertheless the Ist prize is taken

by a noble heifer of great weight and symmetry. The

2d prize, awarded to Mr. Richard Stratton, for No. 79,

has almost the quality of a Devon ; we however do not

find in this class such specimens as were exhibited on

former occasions by Colonel Towneley, nor is there

much competition—only foni in number entered.

Class 12 is of average merit, the 1st prize white cow-

being of great size and weight. The 2d prize animal.
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only 2 inches less girtli

of immense weight.
CJass 29 (Cross-bred

interesting display, the
tifiil animal, whilst the

Heifers).—Altogether a mo^t
prize awarded to a very bean-
hip:h commendation is well

deserved by a most attractive cross-bred cow between
the AUltTiiey and the Sliort-horn, and we would observe
that it is a pity that all the cows here eTiton;d were not
named as regards the cross, instead of merely being
called cross-hred, as it ^ives the pnblic no opportunity
of setting their own value on the admixtnre of blood.

Tkf. snow OF SHEEP exhibits but little improvement
upon previous meetings, the Long-wooUed breeds are
no better than usual; the same mny be said of tlie

South-downs, except that they are fuller of flesh, but
they are certainly not so fat as on some former occasions.
There is, however, a vast improvement in the cross
tred sheep, including the Hampshire and West Country
Downs, and tbe display upon this occasion of Sliort-
woolled sheep, not South-dowus, is calculated to make
the breeders of Soath-downs ask themselves some
serious questior.s. wlien the profitable production of
mntton is considered, either in connection with the
interests of prnzier, butcber, or consumer. In making
our observations npon the show, we will be^in with
Class 30. Fat Wether Slieep of an^' Long-woolled breed
(under 22 months), without restriction as to feeding'.

(Pens of Three.)

The pen obtaining tlie 1st prize are of beautiful
quality for this breed, which is usually coarse in
mutton, and tiie great change requisite in the breed is

to improve the flesh, but this matter must rest with
the grazier, who in the Grass districts of tiie kingdom
Las to take into consideration the value of wool, the
quantity of, meat to be made, and tUe sheep bes't

adapted to the soil and climate; and were it not for
the influence of these consideratio/js, the Long-woolled
breed must go out of use, and be succeeded by such
animals as the West Country and Hampshire Downs,
which will presently come nr/der our notice in Class 38,
and which for age are equal in weight to the Longwools,
with 4d. per stone more value on the muttonl Tbe
2d prize sheep in this class we thou-ht fatter than the
1st prize pen, but not equal in quality of flesli, yet of

shown by Lord Kadnor, was placed below the 3d prize i

animal which competed with it at Birmingham, on tbe
score of inferior quality.

In Class 13, the Sussex cattle are certainly rn* im-
provement upon former shows, but it is much to be
doubted whether this breed could stsmd the test of
well-coudueted experiments against some other breeds,
euch as Short-horns and Herefords, although it is con-
fidently asserted that the soil and climate of the south-
east counties is equally suitable to tliem.

Class 14. The prize-takers in this class we consider
more deserving animals than the oxen shown in

Class 13.

Class 15. One ox shown of the Polled Norfolk breed,
a useful animal ; but we are quite at a loss to under-
stand how such stock can be maintained in preference
to the leading fashionable breeds.

Three large useful bullocks wore displayed of the
Long-horned breed in Classes 17 and 18, but certainly

the same means taken to obtain these animals would
tave been more profitably applied to tlie Short-horned
or Hereford breeds, particularly when it is considered
that tliey were produced upon some of the finest land
and best climate for grazing purposes.

Class 19. The Scotch Horned breed.—This is a most
hnportant breed, furnishing as it does the highest priced
teef for the Lomloa market, and quoted in the '^larket

Returns under the head of best Scots; and the prizes

are well contested by eip:ht good animals, the first prize

being a beautiful specimen and well deserving his

honours, but we cannot say as much for tbe 2d prize

(No. 110), because in our opinion the black ox (No. 115),
on the list highl3' commended, although somewhat
smaller in size, girths within an inch as much iis the 2d
prize bnllock, and is certainly much evener, firmer, and
of better quality altogether, and possessing the best flank
of any ox amongst the eight sliown. Again, tlie com-
mended ox in this class, No. 117, is not the quality and
commendable animal as the white ox, No. Ill, shown
by Sir T. Wliichcote, B^irt.

^
Class 20. The three Scotch heifers shown here are a

nice lot, and the prizes fairly awarded.
Class 21, of polled Scots, contains a lot of good stock

and heavy weights, requiring however no couunent.
The Irish breeds were not illustrated, and what

animids of them were shown prove how much alteration
J6 required to improve the native cattle.

In Class 25, Welsh cattle, there were two animals of
ffood quality, the 1st prize taken by a very meritorious
animal, shown by Col. Pennant.

Class 27. Cross or mixed Breeds.—The prize taken
here is by a capital steer bred between the Short-horn
and Polled Angus, of great weight for the age, with
excellent (pialit}'. It is quite ev-.dent that to obtain the
advantages of crossing slock, pure blood on either side
must be used, and hence the necessity of keepinsf and
encouraging the pure and distinct breeds as exhibited
In the diflVTcnt cluseea at the muetiugs of the Uoyal
Agriculturnf and other Societies.

Clflss 28 is a good class; No. 139, shown by Mr.
Balier, of Cottesmore, a 'cross-bred ox of the Short-
horn and Herefoj-d blood, is worthy of admiration, being

than the Gold Medal ox, and

great weight for the age, being estimated over 20 stones

each. No. 1G7, a good third; No. 172, commended,
were heavy, good stock, but still coarser.

Class 31. Fat Wether Sheep (under 22 months), each

sheep not to exceed 220 lbs. live weight. Tbe prizes

are, in our opinion, fairly awarded in this class; but it

shows no improvement upon former occasions. The
restriction as to the weight of the animals is evidently

intended to check size and keep up the quality of the

breed, which is prone to grow large and coarse; in

these long-woolled classes wool seems to he so important

that we can scarcely hope for that improvement which
is so much needed, viz., increased ilesh ; and we believe

that breeders have yet to learn how this is to be eflected.

Class 32. Fat Wether Sheep of any Long-woolled
breed (not Leicesters) under 22 months.—The 1st prize,

taken by a pen of pure bred Cotswolds, is a magnificent

display of early maturity with extraordinary weights

for their age. The 2d prize pen are neat good sheep,

but the 3d prize is taken by animals which are deci-

dedly coarse. j.

Class 33. Long and Short-woolled cross-bred Fa
Wetlier Sheep (under 22 months).—This class is n

famous one, the 1st prize being taken by Mr. Overman,
with sheep of the Down and Leicester cross, which are

of rare quality, the crosses being most judiciously and
hoiuitifuUy blended.

The 2d prize pen is also remarkable in the admixture
of blood, being Down and Cotswold.
We must however put in our veto against the 3d

prize. No. 211; because the highly commended pen
No. 215, are far superior for quality and also as butchers'

sheep ; and had they received the 3d prize the judges
would then have carried out the principle adopted in

awarding the 1st prize in this class, viz., reward ior

quality and well mingled blood.

Class 34. Long and Short-woolled cross-bred fat

Wether Sheep (under 22 months old) each sheep not to
exceed 220 lbs, live weight.—The prize taken in this

Class is obtained by the same breed of sheep as the 1st
prize in Class 33, and although they stand alone,

another pen being disqualified, yet they well deserve
the honours and the remarks we have made upon Mr.
Overnian*s stock in the former class.

Class 35. Fat Wether Sheep of any Short-woolled
breed (under 22 months).—The 1st prize and the Gold
Medal is awarded to No. 231, being pure Southdowus
bred by the late Duke of Richmond; they are of won-
derful quality, exceedingly firm and full of flesh. The
2d prize pen are very good sheep, but somewliat
deficient in flesh, and one animal a long way behind the
othertwo. The 3d prizeistakenby some really good sheep.

Class 36. Fat Wether Sheep of any Short-woolled
breed (under 22 months) each sheep not to exceed
200 lbs. live weight.—This class is well contested, and
the Ist prize sheep, belonging to Mr. Rigden, is an im-
provement upo.i liis 2d prize pen in Class 35. Tlie
2d prize slieep are fur inferior to those taking the 1st,

one animal being quite unworthy of tbe other two.
We must suppose that in this class the exclusion of
sheep over 200 lbs. live weight is intended to preserve
the South Downs in all their purity as light weights.

Class 37. Fat Wether Sheep of any Short-woolled
Sheep. 2years old and under 34 months.— Sir R. Throg-
morton takes the 1st prize here with a pen far superior to
the sheep shown by him in Class 36; they are remark-
ably full of flesh and prime in quality; the 2d and
3d prizes are properly placed, and given to pens of
really beautiful stock.

Class 38. Fat Wether Sheep of any Shortwoolled
breed, not being Southdowns, under 22 months.—This
clnss on the present occasion is the most important in
the yard, as showing the greatest improvement npon
former years; the prizes weconsidcp are fairly awarded,
and are taken by noble specimens of the West Country
and Hampshire Down breeds; the 1st prize sheep are
of extraordinary weight and quality for their age,
21 months, nnd estimated at 23 stones each; they
are certainly a very clever production. -The
2d and 3d prizes are given to pens of famous
sheep, and we would here remark, to show the advan-
tage of good blood over mere feeding, that two out of
the three prize pens of sheep were obtained by tbe use !

of rams from the stock of Mr. Humphries, who has been
so successful witb this breed of sheep at the meetings '

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England for the
last four years. We were also somewhat disappointed
that the Shropshire breed were not represented, for
certainly if they are entitled to the special favour of
tlie Royal Agricultural Society', they should take rank
in this class and show tlieir superiority over the West
Conntrj- Downs if possible.

ft'e must be excused for throwing out a suggestion
that prizes should be given for this breed of sheep as
lambs or tegs under 12 months old, as we often see
them produced at this age up to 12 or 13 stones in
weight, and this suggestion is in perfect keeping with
the order of the day—"early maturity."

In tbe Extra Stock sheep pens nothing occurs very
important or worthy of speciiil notice, except No. 20y,
an extraordinary sheep of the CotswoVl breed, of
enormous weight and fatness, and estimated to weigh
npwards of 30 stones.

The Snow or Pigs may be considered a good average
one liS it applies to both hirge and small breeds.

Class 39. Pigs of any breed, not exceeding 4 months

, old.—The 1st prize is awarded to a pen exhibited by
H.R.H. the Prince Consort; also the Silver Medal as
breeder, and the honours are richly deserved ; the
award of the 2d prize is however a great mistake, as
another pen of really good pigs. No. 281, (shown by ilV,
Gibbons, of Kirtlington,) unnoticed by the judges and
without any commendation, are an excellent lot, and far
superior to those which received the 2d prize.

Class 40. Pigs of any breed above 4 and not exceed-
ing 8 months old.—For the honours in this class there
was a good contest; tbe 1st prize given to No. 286 a
lot of beautiful well bred pigs shown by Sir. W. Baker
of Cliristchurcb, and called the improved Hampshire
breed, attracted much notice. No. 282 was a good
s cond pen.

Class 41. Pigs of any breed above 8, and not exceed-
ing 12 months old.—There were 11 competitors in this
class. The 1st prize and Gold Medal was given to a
pen of black pigs of the Chilton breed, which appears
to be an improvement upon the Berkshires, and well
worth the attention of breeders, being of remarkable
quality. The 2d prize, given to No. 288, are a spotted
sort, and named the Improved Leicesters, and exhibit
some very judicious crossing to have obtained them. Tli's

class, as a whole, is highly commendable to breeder and
feeder.

Class 42. Pigs of any breed above 12 and under 18
months old (pens of three).—This is a fine class of pigs,

and closely contested by ten competitors, the 1st prize

going to the improved Leicester breed, the same stock

as takes the second prize in Class 41 ; tbe immense size

and weight of meat in this penis worthy of honourable
mention, as the pigs, 17 months old, are estimated to

weigh 100 stones each. The 2d prize is obtained by pigs
of the Suflblk breed, being black, but not very large for

their age ; they are however a very nice variety of the
porcine tribe.

Extra Stock : Pigs.—No, 323.—A Berkshire sow
receives the Silver Medal, is 31 months old, weighs
upwards of 100 stones, and is a capital specimen of the
breed,

AWARD OF PRIZES.
CATTLE.

Class 1. Devon Steers, imder 3 years old.—1st prize, 251,
William Heath, of Ludham H.iU, near Norwich ; Silver Medal
to the breeder, James Quartly, South Molton; /id, U., tha
Earl of Leicester ; Comraeuded. Mr. Dunning, of Taunton.

Class 2. Devon Steers or Oxen, above 3 years old.— Ist, 25^.»
William Heath ; Silver Medal to the breeder, William Heath ;

2d, 10/., J. J. Farquharson , Blandfoid, Dorset; 3d, 51., John
Brake, of Pauncefoot Farm, Komsey ; Commeuded, Mr, Bond,
'of Bridgewater.

Class a. Devon Heifers, under 4 years old.—1st, 157., "Richard

Mogridge, South Molton; Silver Medal to the breeder, Richard
Mo£iridge; 2d, 5^. J. J. Farquharson ; Highly Commended,
H R. H. Prince Albert.

Class 4. Devon Cows, above 4 years old.—1st, 201., Walter
Farthing, Bridgewater ; Silver Medal to the breeder, WiiJter
Farthing; 2d, 10/., Henry Bone, of Avon Farm, Ringwood ;

3d, 51., Robert Farthing, of North Fetherton.
Class 5. Hereford Steers, under 3 year.s old. — 1st, 251,,

Henry Bettridge, of Hanney, Wantage ; Silver Medal to the
breeder, William Tiidge, of Ashford, Ludlow, Salop; 2d, 10/.;
id, 5L, no competition.
Class 6. Hereford Steers or Oxen, a1>ove 3 years old.—Ist^

25/., Lewis Lloyd, of Monk's Orchard, Bromley ; Silver Medal
to the breeder, J. G. Alford, of The Thorne,, Leominster ; 2d,
lOi., George Game, of Pointington, Sherborne; 3d, 5/., William
Aldworth, of Frilford, Abingdon ; Highly Commended. Mr.
Towers, Ludlow.

Class 7. Hereford Heifers, under 4 years old.—1st. 15/., J.
W. &, C. James, of Mappowder, olandfnVd; Silver Medal to the
breeder, the late William James, of Mappowder, Blandford';
2d. 5/.

Class 8. Hereford Cows, above 4 years old.—1st, 20/.. Eichard
Hill, of Golding Hall, Shrewsbury; Silver Medal to the
breeder, Richard Hill; 2d. lOf., Wi!lia:n Tudge, of Ashford'.

Ludlow ; 3d, 5/., George Pitt, of Chadnor Court, Dilwyn,
Leominster.

Class 9. Short-homed. Steers, under 3 years old.—Isfc, 23/.,

the Duke of Beaufort; Silver Med>»lto the breeder, William
Butler, of Badminton; 2d, 10/., G. N. Hulbert, of Badgendon;
Cirencester; 3d. 51.^ James H. Langston, M.P., of Sarsdea
House; Highly Commended, Mr. Stratton, Swindon.

Class 10. Short-homed Steers or Oxen, above 3 years old.—
1st, 25/., R. W. Baker, of Cottesmore, Oakham; Silver Medal
to the breeder, R. W. Baker; 2d, 10/., the Earl of Gains-
borough; 3d. 51, Joseph Stratton, of Manning ford Bruce,
Pewsey ; Highly Commended, Mr. Duffield, Abingdon.

Class n. Short-horned Heifers, under 4 years old.—1st, 15/.,

George F. Heneage, M.P., of Hainton Hall, Wragby ; Bilve?

Medal to the breeder, George F. Heneage, M. P. ; 2d, 5i., K:
Stratton, of Swindon; Commended, Mr. Champion, Calcot,
Reading.

Class 12. Short-horned Cows, above 4 years old.—1st. 20/.,

the Hon. Colonel Pennant, MP., of Penrhyn Castle; Silver
Medal to the breeder, the Hon. Colonel Pennant. M.P. ; 2d,
10/, the Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill, Berks; 3d, 5/.. the E;irl
Howe, of Gopsall Hall.

Class 13. Sussex Steers or Oxen, of any age.—1st. 20/ , Geo.
C. Coote. of Tortington, Arundel ; Silver Medal to the breeder,
George C. Coote; 2d, 10/., Frederick Tuppen, of Westbam,
Eastbourne; Commended, Mr. Smithors, Staplehurst

Class 14. Sussex Heifers or Cows, of any age.—Isti 10/.,
P. Gornnge, of Febsham, BexhiU, Battle; Silver Jfedal
to the breeders, the late Messrs. James and Pennington
Gorringe; 2d, 5/., Lord Leconfield, of Petworth.

Class 15. Norfolk or Suffolk Polled Steers or Oxen of any
age.— let, 10/., Robert Cooke, of Livermere, Bury St.
Edmund's ; Silver Medal to the breeder, James Chambers, of
Beechamwell, Swaffham ; 2d, 5/., no competition.

Class 16. Norfolk or SuflfoUc Polled Heifers or Cows, of any
age.—1st, 10/,, Robert Cooke, of Livermere, Burv St. Ed-
munds; Silver Medal to the breeder, James Chamber.*, of
Swaffham ; 2d, 5/., John Ellis, of Artington Farm, Guildford.

Class 17. Long-horned Steers or Oxen, of any age.-1st, 10/.,R H. Chapman, of Upton, Nuneaton ; Silver Medal to the
breeder, John Godfrey, of Wigston Parva, Hinckly ; 2d, 5/.,

W. T.Cox, ofSpondonHall. Derbv.
CIa.ss IS. Long-horned Heifers 'or Cows, of anv ago.

—

I^U
TO/,, J. H. Burbery. of The Chase, Kenihvorth ; BUver Medal
t*> the breeder, thelate S. Burbery, of Wroxhall, Warwick ; 2d,

5/., no competition.
Class 19. Scotch Homed Steers or Oxen, of any age.—1st,

20/, the Duke of Beaufort; Silver Medal to the breeder,

I
unknown; 2d, 10/., William Heath ; Highly Commended* Mr.
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llahifbrthTB^'idgewat Commendtid, Lady Brinckman, Suu-

Class 20, Scotch Horned Heifers or Cows, of any age.—Ist,
10/ Viscount Hill ; Silver Medal to the breeder. Viscount Hill

;

ti^^iLf the Duke of Beaufort; Commended, iU\ Mortiu,

; t ines.

CUi:^s 21. Scotch Polled Steers or Oxen of any age.—1st,
20/-, William M'Gombie, of Tillyfour ; Silver Medal to the

bieeier, David Martin, of Bracco, Dumfries ; 2d, 10^., William

He ithj of Ludbani Hall ; Com[nended, Mr, Cork, Bury,

Oasa 22, Scotch Fulled Heifers or Cows, of any age.—Ist,

lOL, J- & W. Martiu ; Silver Medal to the breeder, Alexander
jl'ffilliam, of Boquharm, Huntly; 2d, 51, no competition.
Class 23. Irish Steers or Oxen, of any age.—No entry.

Class '2i, Irish Heifers or Cows of any ago.—1st, 10^., no
merit; 2d, oL, no competition.
Class 25. Welsh Steers or Oxen (Runts), of any age.—1st,

^lOL^ the Hon. Colonel Pennant, MP. ; Silver Medal to the
breeder, John Jones, of Tyn Llann, Llansadwrn, Menai Bridge ;

:^i, 5f., Francis Neale^ of Paghara, Chichester.
Class 26. Welsh Heifers or Cows, of any age,—No entry.
Glass 27. Cross or Mixed-bred Steers, not exceeding three

years old.—1st, 15i,, Thomas R. B. Cartwright, uf Aynhoe
;

Silver !^^odal to the breeder, Thomas B. B. Cartwright ; 2d,

IJ/,, James & William Martin, Aberdeen.
Class 28. Cross or Mixed-bred Steers or Oxen, above 3 years

old,— 1st, 15i,, Richard Westbrook Baker, of Cottesmore

;

Silver Medal to the breeder, R. W. Baker; 2d, 5^, iidmund
lieare, of Pacson, North Walaham.
Class 29, Cross or Mixed-bred Heifers, not exceeding 4 years

old,—10/., No- 142, AndrevT Longmore, Rattic Banff; Silver
Medal to the bruedt:r, James Lougmor, of Ililtiui, Banff;
Very Highly Commended, Mr, Gibb, Dunster ; Class generally
Couimouded.

SHEEP.
Class 30. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Long-wooUed breed,

1 year old (under 22 months),—Ist, 20?,, Thoma'^ Twitchell,

of Willington, Bedford ; Silver Medal to the breeder, Thomas
Twitchell; 2d, 15i., The Hon. Coloutl Lowther, Oakham ; 3d,

M., G, S. Foljamb3. of Osberton Hall, Worksop; Commended,
Mr. Bmdshai-v, Oakham.

Class 31, Fat Wether Sheep, of any Long-woolled breed,

1 year old (under 22 months), each Sheep not to exceed
2i;iJlbs. live weight-— Ist, 20^, G- S. Foljambe; Silver Medal
to the breeder, G. S. Foljambe; 2d, 15^, C, J. Bradsha^v, of
Al.stoe House, Oakham ; 3d, 51., The Hon. Colonel liovvtiicr,

Oakham ; Highly commended—Class generally.

Class 32. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Long-wool!ed breed (not
Leicester^), 1 year old (under 22 mouths).—1st, 15^, Charles
Keansey, of Glewstone, Ross; Silver Medal to the breeder,
Charles Kcarsey ; 2d, 10^, Thomas West, of Greenhill Farm,
Bletchingtou; 3d, 5L, Williani Hewer, of Sevenhaoipton,
High worth.
Class 33. Long and Short-wooUed Cross-bred fat Wether

Sheep, 1 year old (under 22 months),—1st, loi-, John Over-
man, of Bm-nham Sutton, Burnhara Market; Silver Medal to
the breeder, John Overman; 2d, lOL, John White, of Parsonage
Farm, Rickmansworch ; ;^d, 5i,, Samuel Druce, of Abbey
Farm, Eyn?iham; Commended, ilr. Twitchell, Northampton-
Class 3L Long and Short-woolled Cross-bred fat Wether

Hheop, 1 year old (under 22 mouths), each Sheep not to exceed
t'20UM. Uv& weight.—Ist, lOi., John Overman ; Silver Medal to
the breeder, John Overman ; 2d, 5/., disqualified-

Class 35. Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-wooUed breed.
1 year old (nnder 22 months). —1st, 2oL, John Kent, of Good-
wiiod, Chic^hester; Silver Medal to the breeder, The Duko of
Richmond: 2d, 10/., William Rigden, of Hove, Brighton ; 3d,
51 , Lord Walsingham,

Class 30, Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-woolled breed,
1 year old (under 23 months), each Shoop not to exceerl 200 lbs.
lire wmght,—Ut, lo;., WiUiam Rigdoii ; bilvor iledal to the
breeder, William Rigden ; 2d, 51, Sir R. G. Throckmorton,
B-irt., of Buckland, Fariugdon ; Commended, Mr. Kent,
Goodwood,
Class 37- Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-woolled breed,

2 years old (above 22 and under 34 months),— 1st, 2'»i., Sir R. G,
Throckmorton, Bart., of Buckland, Faringdon; Silver Medal
to the breeder, SirR. G. Throckmorton, Bart ; 2d, lOi., John
and Alfred Heaseman, oi Angmering, Arundel; 3d, 5i., John
Kent, of Goodwood, Chichester, Sussex ; Commended, Lord
Walslngham.
Class 3S, Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-woolled breed

(not South Downs), 1 year old (under 22 months).—1st. 15/.,
William Browne Canning, of Chiseldon, Swindon ; Silver Medal
to the breeder, William Browne Canning; 2d, lOi., Stephen
King, uf Old Hayward Farm, Hungerford ; 3d, 5i., William
King, of New Hayward Farm, Hungerford; Commended,
J. Walter, E^q., M.P.

PIG3-
ClassSO- Pigs of any breed, not exceeding 4 months old-—1st,

10/,; H. R, H. the Prince Consort; Silver Medal to the
breeder, H.RH, the Prince Consort; 2d, 5/-, George B. Mor-
Uud, of Chilton Farm, Ilarweli.

Class 40. Pigs, of any breed, above 4 and not exceeding
8 months old.— Ist, lOi., WilHam Baker, of Farewell House,
Cliristchurch, Hants; Silver Medal to the breeder, William
B iker ; 2d, SL, George B. Morland ; Commended— Class
generally.
Class 4L. Pigs, of any breed, above S and not exceeding

li months old.—Ist^ IQL, George B, Morland ; Silver Medal to
the breeder, George B. Morland ; 2d, 5/,, George Beale,
of Frowlesworth, Lutterworth; Highly Commended—Class
generally.

Class 42. Pigs, of any breed, above 12 and undor 13 months
ftld-^lst, 10^, George Beale, of Frowlesworth, Lutterworth;
Silver Medal to the breeder, George Beale; 2d, 5i., Thomas
Cri^p, ofButley Abbey, Wickliam Market.

Silver Medal to the Exhibitor, for the best Pig in Extra
Stock, John King Tombs.

JUDGES.
Cattle.—Richard Warren, William Bartholomew, Joseph

Druce,
LoNG-wooLLED Sheep AND Pios-—George Turner, Jua. ; N.

C- Stone, William Bennett.
Cross-bred and Suqrt-woolled Sheep,—W- Tanner, Joel

Roper, William Gulliver.

GOLD MEDALS.
Gold Medal to the Exhibitor, for the best Steer or Ox in any

of the Classes, R. W- Baker.
Gold Medal to the Exhibitor, for the best Heifer or Cow in

ftay of the Classes, Richard Hill,
GroXd Medal to the Exhibitor for the best Pen of Long-

w.^olled Sheep in any of the Classes, Thomas Twitchell.
G^ld Medal to the Exhibitor, for the best Pen of 1-year old

Short-woolled Sheep in the 35th, 3Gth. or :^s^h ni^c^^o t-lH,^

Kent,
35th, SGtb, or 3Sth Classes, Johu

Gold Medal to the Exhibitor, for the best Peu of Pigs in any
of th.0 Classes, George B. JJorlaiid.

EXTKA STOCK.
Silver Modal to the Exhibitor, for the best Steer or Ox in

Extra Stock, the Earl of Leicester.

Silver Medal to the Exhibitor, for the be^t Heifer or Cow in
lixtra Stock, Walter Farthing.

Silver Medal to the Exhibitor, for the beat Loutr-woolled
Wether in Extra Stock, G. S. Foljambe. ** wwi^iit-u

Silver Medal to the Exhibitor, for the bast Long-wooUed Ewe
in Extra Stock, Joseph Craddock.

Silver .Mui-lal to the Exhibitor, for the best Cross-bred Sheen
in Extra Stock, John Ovennan. ^

Silver Medal to the Kxiiibitor, for the best Short-woolled
Wether Sheep in Extra Stock, John and Alfred Heasman

Silver Medal to the Exhibitor, for the best Short-woolled
Ewe, in Extra Stock, Sir R. G. Throckmorton, Bart.

The Implement Galleries are as inconveniently
croA-ded both by exhibitors and spectators as they have
ever been, and in om* judgment there was during the
day generally an even larger number looking at the
tools of good farming in the comparatively confined
space allotted to them, and at the roots tmd other
vegetables to u'hose production that machinery had
contributed, than in the yards below, where in more
accessible arrangement lay the cattle, sheep, and pigs
fed on those roots, and h^ many of those imple-
ments. In both departments of the Show, how-
ever, the inconvenience is great enougli to make us
look forward hopefully to the gathering two years
hence in the roomy Agricultural Hall which is preparing
for its reception. We divide the exhibition in the
gallery into two classes—the stands of the seedsmen
and those of the implement makers.

1. RooT3,—The stands of seedsmen include those of
Mr. T, Gibbs, Mr. George Gibbs, Messrs. Sutton, ilessrs.

Lawson, Mr. Skirving, Mr. Kerr, Messrs. Page & Too-
good, and Messrs. Wright k Son, Of these the best
arranged and completest collection, including all the
roots grown for food, is on the stand of Messrs,
Sutton. I'hey include remarkably fine Kohl Rabi, botli

]

green and purple, various well defined and well
illustrated sorts of common Turnips, fiiir Swedes of
Skirving's variety and their own, and a tolerable show
of Mangel Wurzals, Carrots, and Turnips, of none of
which, however, unless it be of the last, is there
anywhere a collection of large roots to be seen.

Messrs. Lawson's stand is signalised by a collection

of no fewer than 87 different kinds of the Turnip,
three or four roots being shown of each kind.
Among them is the Tvveeddale Turnip, which by con-
tinued selection and careful growth under the superin-
tendence of the Marquis of Tweeddale, has been year
by year increasing in density, until, now heavier than
water, it has acquired the specific gravity of 108.

Messrs. T. Gibbs & Co. have a collection of fine Kohl
Rabi, extraordinary Parsnips, very good long and other
Mangel Wurzel, Swedes grown by steam cultivation,

from Woolston, and other Swedes from Northanipton-

I

shire, which were greatly inferior, and c.rtainly had no
place, of right, on a staudofselected roots.—Mr." G. Gibbs
exhibited enormous Drumhead Cabbages, exceeding in
circumference anything we have ever before seen; small
VVurzels, good Swedes, and Kohl Rabi, &c.

Mr. Skirving shows a capital collection
well-known large somewhat coarsely grown
Messrs. Page & Toogood show, among other
some enormous Green and Red Globe Turnips,
stand too were .Fotatoes (sold at 201. an acre),
which, as a mixed growth, had been obtained a full

crop of Turnips—grown by Mr. Blundell, of Burslodon.
Messrs. Wright, of Great Bently, Essex, exhibit some
very large Swedish Turnips.

The general tendency of the seedsmen's stands has
been to illustrate the special fitnesa of the past season
to the Swede and Kohl Rabi—in fact, to the Brassica
generally ; that plastic plant, as the Times cleverly
expresses it, out of whose leaves we have made the
Cabbage, out of whose root or stem the Turnip and
the Swede, and out of whose stalk the Kohl Rabi.

Implbments.—Steam Culture is illustrated by plans
and models on the stands of Mr. Fowler, Mr. Howard,
Mr. Halkett, and Mr. Grafton, At Mr. Fowler's stand
we learned that the new clip pnlley, by wliich

a one-half round of the rope is gripped sufficiently to
enable any pull likely to be needed in the field, will

effect a saving in the operation (a saving both of time
and of tear and wear) to be counted by shilliugs per
acre. Upwards of 50 of this powerful apparatus are
now at work in diflPerent parts of the country, and not
only individual agriculturists but companies—both of
numerous shareholders—and of three^or four adjacent
farmers, are among Mr. Fowler's customers. We
may hope soon to learn from Berkshire a
more detailed account of expenses in steam culture
than has yet been published. Four neighbouring
farmers uniting in the purchase of a machine will be
forced for mutual justice to keep a strict record of
time, use, and wages, tear and wear, and work accom-
plished, which wc hope hereafter to make known.

At Mr. Howard's stand information was to be
obtained of equally encouraging kind regarding the

by the skill of the engineer at either end or keeping
abreast of one another.
Steam cultivation is the great movement of the day,

and 90 claims a special "reference. ^

\ye shall now merely specify the other stands and
their contents, pointmg out such novelties as we have
noticed. Mr, Bornshy exhibited drills, winnowing
machines, and ploughs; Bmly, carts and ploughs;
Smyth, drills ; Holy, his well known screen; Priest and
Woobiouqh, horse-hoes, drills, &c. ; Garrett, Chambers'
manure distributor, horse-hoes, horse works, winnowers
and drills ; Clayton and Shuttleworth, plans and
specifications of steam engines; Barnard ^ Bishop,
Turnip cutter, and graters, and mills ; Turner^ of
Ipswich, mills, corn-crushers, &c.; Paye, of Bedford,
harrows, chatf-cutters, ploughs (of extravagant length)

;

St. Pancras Iron If^orks, stable fittings ; Crosskill,
winnowers, carts, &c.; Isaac James, liquid manure
cart, washing machine, &c.; Coleman, his wcU-known
grubber, and Hanson's Potato digger; Sansome, a
large stand of Biddell's revolving horizontal disc Turnip
cutter, chalf-cutters, and the new rotatory screen. This
consists of two wire cylinders, one just able to
be placed within the other, revolving on different
centres, wliose eccentricity may be increased
or diminished by a simple movement—the sci'eens
being n(;are3t one another below, and furthest apart
above. It is along the lower inner surface that the

of his

Swede,
things.

On this

among

grain of course descends, and by altering the eccentri-
city of the inner screen the nearness of its wires to those
of the outer screen, which is the measure of the screen-
ing power of the implement, may be altered at will.

It seems a very efficient and simple implement.
To resume our list:—^^r. Moivard next exhibits his

ploughs and harrows, rakes, &.c, ; Smith, of Thrap-
stone, hay-mf>ker3, covered hay-troughs for sheep, &.c. ;

Barratt S( ISxall, of Reading, steam engine, chaff-
cutters, thresiiing machines, horse works, &c.; Plenty
Sf Pain, ploughs, rakes, and harrows ; Smith, of
Kettering, horsehoes; Mr. J. B. Broii'n,of 18, Cannon
Street, models of the best implements of all makers,
and an extremely well edited and artistically Illustrated
Catalogue, which deserves mention for its superiority
in these respecbs to many other catalogues in the trade;
Mr. Coyan, glass dairy apparatus; Mr, Brayglns,
of 8, Fish Street, Banbury, exhibits an ex-
tremely ingenious set of gate fittings, including a
couiblned strap hinge above, by which you may
easily alter the hang of the gate (and by which the gate
is locked behind into its place when shut), and a very
ingenious " click-clack " hinge below, providing for its

taking the closed position when at rest. The whole
seems to us very cheap as well as ingenious. Mr-,
Cambridye, of Bristol, shows rollers, winnowers, &c.
Mr. Dell, of Mark Lane, shows a clever win-

nower and smut machine, in which both blast and
exhaust are applied, the one to drive off chaff and the
other to draw off dust after the grain has been well
beaten by a revolving apparatus to break every smut
ball it may contain.

Among the other stands are Cranstoim, Wood's
mowing-machine; Snowden, ^^vm^ plough; hancoclc,
pulverising plough and butter-making apparatus ;
ieeetf, syringes, &c.; Brown ^ Untie, and :Edffington^
rick cloths; M'Neill, felt; Clayton, drain-pipe and
brick machine; -fia^W (32, Ironmonger Lane, E.G.), an
ingenious, simple, and cheap arrangement for hammer-
ing out the edge of a scythe, and so avoiding the need
of grinding. Johnston, of Oxford Street, exliibits
churns and dairy apparatus; Stacey, of ITxbridge,
chaff-cutters; Hill S^ Smith, fencing and gates;
Cottam 4* Co., stable fittings, &c.; the' trustees
of Mr. Crosskill, carts, water-carts. Potato
washers, clod-crushers, &c. ; Bond & Bohinson, of
Halesworth, a simple and cheap paring horse-hoe for
working the surface between rows of Mangels or
Turnips; Sp'igU, of Brigg, his exceedingly cheap aud
ingenious horse-hoe, in which you have the means of
shifting the whole affair laterally, of lifting the whole,
and altering the plane of the hoe—of displacing each
hoe to and fro, and from side to side individually, and
of putting, if needed, three hoes one behind the other
on each coulter so as to take the work piecemeal;
UoUnsOii, of Barton onHumber, exhibited a clod-crusher',
having altcrnL^te toothed discs, wheels of different size
strung on a common axle ; Warner and Fowler
exhibited pumps; fib/mes. drills ; Thorley, Jnpp, and
Henri, cattle foods; Ferrahee, of Stroud, churns and
safety horse works. &c. ; Stchohon, o^ Newark, hay-
makers, c^'kQ breakers, &c., sack elevator aud barrow
—an exceedingly useful tool for the bam; Wood*s
root pulpers, and Philipp's root extirpator, a sort of
abrupt rigidjake; Sail, of Rothwell, ploughs, Boby's
screen, &c.; Samuelson, of Banbury, horse-rakes, reapers,
chaff-cutters.Turuip-cutters.&c; Moody, ot'Wurminsteri
root-cutters; Carson, chaff-cutter, &c.; Bentall, root-

1

popularity and success of Mr. Smith of WooUton's
,
pulpers, broad-shares, &c. ; Amies ^ Barford, root

steam cultivator. Mr. Halkett exhibited the plans and
;
steaming apparatus; Picksley S( Sims, Corbett's root-

models of his "guide-way" system of steam agrlcul- pulper, in which the cutting cylinder is cast in sections,

ture, to which reference has already been made in
!
with the teeth in "chills," and an implement of greater

our columns; and Mr. Grafton, of 80, Chancery Lane,
j
power is obtained for somewhat less money; Tf^ Agri-

P^hibited the X)lan bv which he prO*^'*^*^^ ^'^ nff.^ul , ftilfuvnl. T^.in.ny'»»tii'fP nnYnn/rmi l^ava n liwivfi nnllAnl-lA.. — ff

the advantages of the guide-way syst

expensi of costly guide-way rails. Mr
consizti in the'uso of an endless chain of blocks travel- ' Ashhy, haymakers, revolving harrows, &c. Mr. Ashby
lino- round the 9 or 10 rollers on each side. On which

\

htis patented an ingenious way of putting both barrels

blocks, as on an endless railway, the two engines at
,
of his haymaker into and out of gear at once, in which

pJUo end of the framework are to run, being guided
' he has done away with the hollosv axle and slender
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traversing rod, to -which objections existed; Brtrgess

S^ JT^y exhibit their mower and reaper ; Sitnt^ of

Karls Colne, exhibit their Clover seed macliine, an

ingenious hand drill, &c. Dray tj' Co. exhibit a large

collection^ including reapers, &c, ; SmliU S^" Taylor^ oi

Ipswich, exhibit harrows, Winter^s weighing nnd lifting

machine for sacks, &c. ; Mr. Claxfy of Walton,

Wakefield, exhibits his cuUivatpr ; Clmhh S^ Smith,

late Wedlake, exhibit corn-bins, mills, chaff-cutters,

&c. ; Mr. Maggs, of Burton, Dorset, shows his

thatch-making machine ; a grubbing apparatus on the

revolving fork principle, introduced from Jersey, ;iud

patented almost everywherewas also exhibited by Messrs.

Samson and Jewell. It is somewhat on the principle of

Harrison's potato-diggers, the rotating forks being

placed either across the motion of the machine, as in

that implement, or with it; in either case scattering a

furrow-slice turned over to it-

Down stairs there is a large and magnificent array of

steam-engines and threshing-machines, exhibited by
Marshal], of Gainsborough ; Barrett & Exall, of Kead-

ing; Roby & Co,, Foster, both of Lincoln; Brown &
May, of Devizes ; Proctor, of Lincoln ; Smith it Ashby,

of Stamford; Hey wood, of Derby ; Hornsby, of Grant-

ham ; Turner, of Ipswich; Tnxford, of Boston; Smith,

ofThrapstone ; the Agricultural Kngineers' Company, of

Swan Lane, E.C; Gibhons, of Wantage; Wedlake, of

Homchurch; Catqhpool, of Colchester; Humphries, of

Pershore; Messrs, Hunt, Tye, Holmes, H. Kansomej
Tasker, of Andover ; and Ringwood, of Sutton, Surrey,

Among the points noteworthy here was Barrett &
Exal?s patent open work or perforated threshing drum
or beater.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY SHOW-

A short paragraph must this week suffice to say, that

this is no longer merely a poultry show, but it now
combines stock and roots. Let us speak of the stock

first— Lilliputian horses, con's and sheep—the former

from Africa, the latter from Brittany. The horses

are very small, but apparently as self-willed and stub-

born as those of a larger size, AVo admire the Breton

cows, but cannot say as much for the slieep. Tliese are

poor and out of condition, but experience has taught us

more tlian once that dimiruitive size passes away before

improved keep. So much for stock.

We were in every way pleased with the roots, not as

of remarkable size or quality, but as representing the

many sorts now cultivated. They not only hroughc 216
entries, hut many nohle competitors proved the interest

they took in the question. The Marquis of Breadalbane
and the Duke of Portland were among tlie principal

prize takers- The Swedes iu Classes 1 and 2 were fair,

specially the latter, and we think many may learu a

lewon in competition hy seeing from the awards that

not only is it necessary to send hirge roots, but tliey

must bu syininetriciil, if they are to succeed in the teeth

of great competition. 3fany of the successful may bo

fairly said to liave united beauty with size. There were
30 entries for purple-top Swedes, of which 27 appeared/

years, and what provision he is capahle of making for

that trial in the life of every man, when, however

much wilhngness to work exists, capability to do it fails.

While I shall try to deduce some practical points bearing

Tipon the question, as to how best evils are to be remedied
which wo all so heartily deplore, I shall endeavour to bear in

mind that there is no univeraal panacea for these evils—no one

cure for the disease. As the evils have arisen from a com-
plexity of causes, this complexity must be well considered

before the cure can be discovered. Good cottages, for instance,

with, decent accommodation, will not gjone obviate the evils

;

for vice can be, and is perpetrated in the palace as well as in

the liovei, and disease and death reap their harvest of pain and
woe as well from the one as from the other. Education—the
three R's—rending-, writing, and arithmetic, as they have been
called—will not alone raise the position of the labourer ; for we
know well that along- with the finest condition of the intellect,

a depraved heart, with a vicious life, are too often united,

nigh wages and cheap food will not do all that is required;

for along with them we often find a reckless expenditure of

the one, and a wanton waste of the other. From the persistency

with which one section of this reform, which we thus see to be

so many-sided in its character, has been paraded by some, as

the thing wlilch once carried out is to set all to rights, I believe

much harm has arisen, and the improvement of the social

condition of cur agricultural labourers greatly retarded,

Again, some discuss the subject from a purely philanthropic
point of view; forgetful cf the fact that there are circum-
stances which materially modify the operation of laws, or

which affect considerably the high standard wbich they may
set up. On the other hand, some take a purely practical

view of the subject, referring all the points to the decision of

expediency, or asking themselves perpetually, will it pay
to do this, or to undo that? In this, as in other matters, the
middle course is perhaps the safest one to follow, and likely to

lead more rapidly to the end. For tbe philanthropist is not
entitled to ignore the peculiar circumstances of the position in

which the farmer may be placed, which may absolutely put it

out of his power to obey the high behests of a rigid right; just

as much as the practical man is not entitled to sneer at what
he may call the high ftown notions of the philanthropist, or to

forget that in so far as they ai-e founded upon the principles of
'•right," "justice," and '"mercy," so must they be the
standard to which all should aim at aniving, and by which
all matters mu^t ultimately be decided. Still further, we
often lind the subject discussed, as if all the evils connected
with the condition of the agricultui^l labourer were dependent
on, or caused by the classes above him—and as if the work or

amelioration could alone be carried on by these- This may
appear to be the truth of the case by men who make an
outside or far-off examination of the subject only; but that
it is not the truth, nay, that it is indeed anything but that,

those who know the peculiarities of peasant life know full

well. There are indeed some things which the labourer cannot
do for himself ; but I insist that there are many things which
he, and he alone, can do. And it is just because I have seen,
during the course of a pretty extended experience of working-
men, 60 compaiatively little real desire to raise themselves in
the social scale^such a jealousy, petty and narrow-minded in
the extreme, of those who attempt to show them the value of
such a rise in life, and the necessity that exists that they
should exercise the virtues of self-denial and self-control, in
order to secure it—that I have lost much of the enthusiasm
with which I at one time viewed the question, and that I now
have daily more and more sternly fixed upon me the conviction
that the reform of the social condition of the labourer will be
a much slower process than wo all wish for, if the work in con-
nection with, it Is to be done only by one class, the farmer
or the landowner, itraided by the labourer himself; and I
conceive he is tho truest friend of the labourer, as well
as the kindest, who, while not failing to denounce the sins
and sh jrtcomings of the master^ is no Jess decided in
denouncing those of tho servant. We hear much of the
lack of sympathy between master and man, and I deplore
it OS heartily as any one ; but I protest against the view
which is too often now taken, that the out-flowing of sympathy
from the master to the man is what is only wanted—ignoring
the truth that there is as often a failure of the stream of

moor
seen the cottagers
I believe, for these
the reut is merely

la some

We marked only 6 of them as very good, 11 as fair, ,^ . ._ ^ j. . , ,,

J irt „ • f^ „ riCiu^ ^^« +^^„ 1 ^^1., , . .„ ~„„j sympathy in the contrary direction from the man to theand 10 as infenor. Of the green tops, 1 only was good, ^^.J^^^ ^j ^„, g^^^e thnt those who practically know the
labourer, know that often the motives of the master are3 fyir, and 7 inferior.

Turnips were less numerous and do not call for any miserably misconstnied, and that schemes which have the

particular r,™ar].. We thought those in Classes 5 and 10, j^^-^'T^indXtV,^"S Tj^'^'^^^aon'^To^'^i:^,
j^cen top whites and tankards, the best amon;^ them.

We also admired those in Class 3 belonging to the Rev.

T, Stevens, green top yellop^ turnips. Taken as a whole
the Mangel Wurzel were the worst cla&ses and the

Parsnips were little better. The C.irrots were excel-

lent and the Potatoes better than we expected to see.

We were also much pleased with tlie Kohl Kabi.

It is mnking its way to a large class, and
the usefulness of societies like tliese is never
more shown than in such instances, where that

which was a novelty a short time since is become
a good class, and where the catalogue affords informa-

tion sufficient to enable any one who looks at it to

form his opinion as to the proper mode of culture.

There was but a small entry of Cabbages, not so. many
aa tbeie should have been, or as we expected to see.

Great interest was taken in this exhibition ; and we
confidently look forward to an incrciise of competition
another year.

Parmers' Clubs.
London : On the Condition of the Labourer, Mf.

Scott IJurn read a paper <^xi this subject, which we
are unwilh"n|,'ly forced to abridge :—

T propose foglance at the various phases oi a peasant's

life, in somewhat IJkc the following order :—Commenc-
ing with the earliest stages of his existence, we shall

examine (1) the condition of the house in which first he
sees the light, (2) the condition in which he can receive

his education, and how far that education is calculated

to aid him, (3) the mode by which he cjiu offer his

services to, and in which they will be accepted by a
farmer, thus opening up the discussion of statute fai

out this most iniportaut of social reforms must be mutually
done. And sxire am I that, no matter how much is done by
the raaater, if the servant aces not aid by the cultivation of
habits of self-control, no real or lasting progress will be made.
Having offered these preliminary remarks, not altogether
unsuggestiveas I hope, I shall now proceed to take up seriatim
the suojecta I named in the an-angement proposed.

1. The DWELLING-HOrSE OT the AGRICULXrSAIi
Laboctbeb.

" As the houses, so the men," says an authority upon
sanitary matters: and there is much truth in it. The
development of men in a moral as well as a physical

sense, is undoubtedly greatly dependent upon the con-

dition in which he is housed. No more can physical

health be secured to the man lodged in a hovel, the
arrangement and construction of which is so well cal-

culated to create discomfort and to cause disease, than to

the animal who is put up in a filthy ill-ventilated stable.

And if it Is worth the labour involved in the better
housing of our farm stock. It is surely worth the labour
to house well the workmen who look after them—worth
in a double sense ; fur the labotirer has a higher organi-

sation, which requires to be nurtured, and this cannot
be done where everything surrounding the man is cal-

culated to disgust and to degrade. By simply taking
care of out-door education, if indeed we do that, and
ignoring altogether that of the hearth and home— for

tije cliiUl's most effective training, whether that be
good or had, is the work of the home—no satisfactory

intellectual and moral elevation can result. In a Chris-

tian land it is imperative that our labourers should

have a home fitted to be a Christian home. It is

pitiable to have to say, in this 19th century highly-

boasted-of time of ours, that a vast deal has yet to be
done before this can be realised. I have received a

rs number of comn^unications from various parts of the
and hirincr markets; and (1) the wages which his country, on the subject of cottage accommodation, and
labour will bring him. Having seen our labourer
educated for his work, and how that work isi rewarded,
I shall glance at the extent of the time allotted to him
(5) for rest and recreation, and what is the nature of
the recreation of which he can avail himself; finally
smjuiring (6) what is likely to be his position in advanced

the testimony from all is nearly complete, that it is in

anything but an advanced condition. I here give

extracts from a few of these, which will help to convey
some notion of the condition of the house accommoda-
tion for Iah9urer3 in Scothmd and England,
In Shetland "the house accommodation consists generally

of a but and a ben " (two rooms.^ suUe, the ''but" ^^^^~-^
to the kitchen, or living room, in the cottages of EnS^^n ^
- ben •' to the best, or bedroom), '' with^somluS an .Vbuilt of limestone; earthen floor.s, thatched roof ^^5 /*^''^>

centre of kitchen or but end, but chimnev in bP^^Il ^"t '^
end Very little furniture, seldom a table, in kitcw'' ^^'
uniformly a settle, or wosden sofa, on which a nian ' "^
stretch himself ; one ortwo wooden arm-chairs and Sm; ?^^^

.

a number of sea-chests, arranged as a nlatfm-m. "^'^'S*

walls a pot or two. a tea-kettlo; and the Tei ?'?'^^^? ^^e
uniformly and constantly at the fire. Ben enA liKi '"^l^ost

&c., all wooden: beds, with drawing lids bound V^^^^.
kitchen often one above the other, like ships' berf '^

clothes good. A handsomely-wrought, heavy bpH
^* ^^^'

fancy wools, is the requisite providing of a femnlo ^P''^°^er, in

In my district, the Unched parish, the dwelUngs are i^^"^'-
fast, and chimneys and floored ben ends are nuf P'^^'^^
of the newly-erected houses." The walls are rnnJh^^^u

"^"^^

dows small, the roof of thatch being held dowwf ^^^""

blow fiercely in that wild part of her Majesty's domSnS'i?"
straw ropes, with dangling ends, weighted by heavll t

^
Interior cleanliness is not much thought of, apparent

™^-
h.ive seen the hens perching on the edge of the b^rfK I j ^'^^ ^

the pig lying by the hearth ; indeed, a general grimin.^
""""^

vades everything, from the want of a chimney th i

"

rarely leaving the vent, or aperture, in the rnnf
®.^o^Q

curling in tho interior of the house. Of the cntt-;r,J- P,"*^

remotest districts of the Highlands, as in the neiSh.,;!*^^
of Glencoe, a correspondent furnishes the followinfr dp.;.^^-.

°**^

"The humblest style of cottages, or rather huts S *

structed of a rough frame-work of timber, with Heafli
^^^'

Gorse interwoven, about 2 or 3 feet in thickness. The wall %
they may be so called, are not generally higher than abonf

«

feet ; the roof thatched, with poles laid cross-wise, and boii ,i

to pi-event its being torn up by the wind. In addition to thi
ropes constructed of twigs are suspended, and attached t
large stones, to give additional security; but the wind isf^
strong that, in exposed situations, such aa the
at Coi-pach, my friend !N"ewton has
holding on by the ropes themselves,
places, with a little croft attached,

nominal. These cottages are built of stone
cases, of slate, as in the neighbourhood of EallachiiliS*^
These are laid sometimes in regular fashion. Others are
of rough stones of all shapes, something like a stone wall laid
without mortar, and afterwards plastered in a rough wav
others of river or rounded stones. The height of wall is notmore than six feet ; thatched roof; chimney constructed of a
light framework of sticks, with turf laid against it. There are
never more than two rooms, no ceiling, very often no fire-
grate ; but when there is, it is of the rudest description The
floors are generally bare earth, with perhaps a hearthstone or
so. These have generally a little croft, in which they grow
Potatoes. Oats, &c. For these they pay about 4L a year. I do

' not think the croft system is to be found in many districts of
the Highlands now. Some of these cottages arp anything but
water-tight ; I have seen some of them, during heavy rain,

'

almost flooded, owing to the thatch having been neglected.''
As regards house accommodation in Aberdeenshire, a
value^ correspondent writes me : *' House accommoda-
tion, .n this county, is both far too limited in quantity
and bad in quality. It is the bounden duty of all

proprietors to iuruish a full equipment of substantial
cottages, combining the requisites for comfort and decency,
on all fiirras. Withheld, they stop the onward profp"ess oj

social order, and hold out a premium to vice and degradation,"
In Perthshire, another correspondent informs me, " the house
accommodation is gradually improving. Still, there is much,
improvement everywhere required, as many are still com-
pelled to live in wretched hovels. Unfortunately, when long
neglect and inattention have allowed the cottages of a county-
to fall into decay, it often happens that the extreme the other
way is run into, when new houses are built ; and many
instances of late years have sprung up, where the accommoda-
tion given is far beyond the wants or re(iuiroments of the
class." Iu Inverness, a correspondent informs us thai the
"house accommodation is still deficient, in many cases con-
sisting of one or two rooms only, for a married man and his
family. But almost all new cottages now built contain
three or four rooms, thus giving the requisite number
of rooms for a proper division of the family." Another
correspon'lent in InvernesB-shire writes me ag follows:
" The houses of farm-servants are not generally very good.
Great improvement has taken place of late years in this

department, and is still going on. Wherever now buildings
are erected, attention is given to this ; and I have little doubt
that, by-aiid-by, servants will, on the whole, be comfortably
provided for. .... Cottages formarried men consist generally

of a room and one or two small closets (bedrooms), with a
wooden floor, and neatly plastered. No doubt there are still a
good many old houses very inferior indeed in the district ; but

a great change is going on ; and soon, I ti-ust, it will be com-
fortably housed." In Forfarshire, " house accommodation," afi

a correspondent informs me, "is generally indifferent, and
very insufficient for the requirements of the county. A
family is generally huddled into two apartments, often tf*

the injury of health, and repugnant to modesty. Every

intelUgent farmer, and many proprietors, are now aUve to the

necessity of providing better cottage accommodation. }^^^^^

has been done of late years, but little as to what ia required.'

In Dingwall, "the house accommodation for servants is in

some instances very bad, in others needlessly good. The

subject IS now exciting a good deal of interest, and a great

improvement has been effected within the last few years.

In Dumfriesshire, "Of nearly the whole, although now
tolerably comfortable in fitting-up, certainly too limited. On
an average two apartments only." As regards the house

accommodation in the Lothians, a distinguished agriculturist

of that high-class-farmed district, writes me as follows :—
" Within the last few years a great many new cottages hpe
been built, containing ample accommodation for a family ;

but

a large propoition still exist quite unfit for that purpose.
However, landlords and farmers are now alive to the fiict that

unless better accommodation is speedily provided thcv cami«t
hope toretainthebestservants." In Berwickshire, "formerly the
cottages wereof therudestconstruction—little betterthanhovela
with earthen floors, often damp, and no division in the apart^

mentexcept what was furnished by the box-beds of the cottager.

Recently, however, a great improvement has taken pla^-

During the kst 15 years fully two-thirds of the cotUiges in tni=

county have been erected anew, and, in general, they are

now in a very comfortable condition. The walls are higher,

they have more than one window, and of proper size ;
they

are in two or more apartments, with brick or earthenware
pavement floors ; also garrets with deal floors, which are avail-

able for many useful purposes, and can be made comfortaDiP

slaeping apartments when required. The old class of cottager

are now an excnption in Berwickshire ; also, I believe, lu

Roxburghshire." [Mr. Scott Bum then descnbea t**®. "?j J
system, and his remarks we have extracted for pabhcation

another week, when weshall have more space at our comnian«-4

Time lails me to go over the wide range of English dis: 2,"
a similar manner, T can but give a few sketches fumished^-
In Dorsetshire, "as to house accommodation," says a co"^
pondent, "I believe it is nowhere worse than in this county

The cottages are the greater part mud-built and very sm^ ,

and contain but few conveniences; and there ^remwjr
iustauces where a whole family, sometimes qmte a large w" »

b
y
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have to put up with a solitory sleeping apartment—where the

frher and the mother, the boys and the girla herd together,

to'the tofail destruction of coniraon decency, tind consequently

M the detriment of morality." A correspondent in South

Lincolnshire says, **The poor are pretty well provided as

yeffards home accommodation, though generally their houses

aS too small ; and where a family is at all a large one,

that leads to a fiad state of immorality, from boys and-

drls, young and old, all being crowded together, and yet any

increase of rent at once stops the labourers from attempting to

lessen that seriously improper state of things." In Essex, says

a correspondent, ^'cottage accommodation has been sadly

neglected, but farmers are beginning to see that it is as neces-

sary to have their labourers close at haTid as it is to have their

horses on the farm. Tlieunion of parishes has done away with

the practice of pulling down cottages, or not erecting new ones,

far fear the aged, sick, or infirm labourers should in their

distress become chargeable to the pariah which has had the

henetit of their labours when cajKible of exertion, Land-

loitis and tenants are too apt, even now, to look, for profit

from the housing of the labourer. This is a great mistake ;

for by huiidling together the males and fema es in indecent
propinquityj their health and morals become tiinted, and
react fearfully in various ways on the interest of both hmdlord
and tenant- A suitable proportion of coltiige accommodation
should be attached to every farm, and at least one-eighth of an
acre of garden ground will tend much to the comfort and
morality of the labourer and his family/' " One of the great

I'sisting evils," says a cojTespondent, referring to the state of

mattera in West Suffolk, *'with the poor man, is a w^ut of pro-

per cottage accommodation ; the miserable home, with but one
bed-room and the sitting-room, is most prevalent; and you
may travel through parish after parish, and scarcely find a
cottage possessing three bed-rooms ; and so long as that is the

case, however desirable the father of a family may be, or

however much lie may educate, we shall never find any
moral or material dififcrence; wages may increase, meaiis

of comfort nuay increase; but so long as whole families

hei'd together, there can be no benefit morally- This

I ^mngs me to the conviction that in the attempt to raise the

Dudition of the labourer a wrong start has been made

;

' id if as much pains had bt:en taken with the cottage home as
"

IS been taken to provide school accommodation, much
greater good would have been eifccted," *' Generally," says a
Northumberland correspondent, "a great improvement lias

taken place in their cottages/' ''The home accommodation,"
writes a Bedford correspondent, "is greatly improved in tbis

county tlirongh the enlightened policy of our great landowner
the Duke of Bedford, who has built some hundreds of model

I cottages; some landlords have followed his example, whilst

others allow the rural population to live in hovels fit only for

swine, and in which tho moral senses of the young must
become blunted." "The house accommodation," siys a
Wiltshire corresi*ondent, " of the labourers of this county is far

from what it should be. Of course (as in all agricultural dis-

tricts) many of the cottages are old, and ill-constructed,

having insufficient sleeping apartment for a proper divi-

j
sion of the sexes; whole families are huddled It^gether, to
*be destruction of all moral and virtuous feeling. It is

generally on small properties, and where cottJ^ges belong to
. individuals whose only source of incoilie is derived from the

I
cottages, that wc find the worst accommodation ; still on some
*«f the larger domains there are cottages that disgrace this fair

land; bub on the other band I bear willing testimony to a
much better state of things. 1 could name many influential
landed proprietors who have expended large sums of money
in erecting cottages on their estates, where good and ample
,sleeping aceonimodation^ and every convenient requisite for a
cottage is to be found, and let to the labourers at very moderate
rent^, I may state that there- is ustiallv a tolerably good
tardea attached to the labourer's cottage, "^and the allutmeut
^jdtem id universal."

Ifc would be an easy matter to add to these sketches >

but enongli has "been given to show that throu;^hou^
England and Scotland, the condition of the labonrer's

Ifouse accommodation may be described in one sentence •

Improvement is going on, but going slowly; badly

arrange*! and constructed cottages, with deficient

""^ommodKtion, *' are too frequently, good cottages too

seldom, met with/' but before leaving tliis depart-

ment of the subject^ permit me to advert to two points

n connection with it.

The first of these is ttie system—having its origin in what
,re called " close parishes," where cottage building, from the
iction of the '* law of settlement," has not been carried out

—

if having the cottages of the labourers at a distance from their
york, I lately read in a country newspaper a statement to
he effect that a farm labourer in so many years had walked so
oany thousand miles to and horn his work. For my part, I

\n scarcely find terras strong enough to denounce the suicidal
)Ily and inhuman absurdity of this system. But what shall
say, and how shall I characteriBo that reason, too often given
a both sides of the Tweed, foi^not building proper accommo-

; ^^ation on every fiirm for the labourers who assist in its culti-
vation, namdy, " because it does not pay?" As well and as
reasonably might landlords refuse to build the farm building

;

the one is just as necessary to the proper conduct of the farm
astheothei:-

2- Education of the LABorREE.
Time will not permit me to do more than merely

glance at the leading features of this important de-

portment of agri(;ultural economics. The testimony is

so far complete, that the ordinary branches of educa-
tion—reading and writing—are generally within the
easy reach of farm labourers* children ; more especially
in Scotland, where the excellent and well-known paro*
chial school system gives great facilities to all classes.

Evidence, however^ is not the less convincing, that an unfor-
tunate eagerness exists amongst the parents to take their
children from school as soon as they can obtain work—no

:itter of how trivial a nature. The result of this is, that the
children are only partially educated—iu some cases so partiallv,
that the lessons they receive are so evanescent in their nature
that they shortly escape altot;,ether from the raoraory The !

truth then seems to be, not that education is so difficuft to be I

attaine<i—although we do not ignore the fact, that a vast deal
|

is yet to be done nationally before education can be obtained by
111—but that the time to allow of the education to be com-
pleted, or at least carried on to a useful stage, cannot be
obtained, tir, what is worse, will not bo gis'en. Hence a
movement has recently been commenced, having for its aim
<^he estabUahmcut of the '* half-time system " in rural districts
^TUis idea is boiTOwed from the manufacturing districts of Lan-
^ashi^e, where, by Act of Parliament, not only are boys pre-
<-ti ted from working in a mill under 13 years of age, but by
"^'hich also they are allowed so many hours a day for the
puii^osc of attending school and having recreation. We see
i^^uch in favour and little against this plan. If education is^onh having at all, it is worth while to make such arrange-
ments as will enable it to be had in a proper way
Ajid it certainly is a melancholy fact that agricul-
^^rai labourerft T^ue etlucatiuu so little as to pre-

vent their children possessing themselves of its advantages, labourer increased care of his resources—not induce as
Masters have an immense power in their hands of influencing
agricultural labourers to appreciate the advantages of educa-
tion. Let them make it distinctly understood, that a child
must be able to read and write before be will get employment,
and that in the case of adults, the best work will be given to

the best educated, and the labourer will soon learn to appre-
ciate the value of education—such appreciation being, I regret
to say, not by any means general amongst them. Tiie system
of education—such as it is—obtainable by the agricultnral
labourer, is not as yet t:;enerally adapted to give him
that distinct and peculiar species of knowledge useful
to him in his daily avocation. Agricultural education,
strictly so called, is, in point of fact, rarely given

;

hence, a general ignorance amongst labourers of the very
first principles of the art which gives them subsistence. At
the same time. I cannot conceal what, I find, is the opinion
held by many farmers throughout the country—that this

superior education of the labourer is not required, inasmuch
as it seems—so they think—to unfit him for his work, raise

him above it, in point of fact. If, then, this is the case, and
that a cultivated intellect and the routine of farm labour are

incompatible, let us hope for the rapid realization of the period
when much of its mechanical drudgery shall be done by
the aid of improved modes of working, in which the
work of human sinews shall be done by the untiring
aid of the steam-engine, and the unfL-ttering of the body
of the labourer from dull and dreary work, shall leave
him free to can^' on processes demandiner more of skill

and a wider exercise of his intellect, than is now the
case But, whatever education is, it should not, I conceive, be
that which has reference to the cultivation of the intellectual

powei's only. I do think that the prnsent tendencj' of educa-
tion is too much in the wi-ong direction—getting up the polish

;

the pith of the man and woman is neglected- The heart
requires proper training, as well as the head; and in this

direction, the lessons of the school may be ably supplemented
by the precepts and examples of the hearth—the labours of the
teacher in the school aided by the authority of the parent at
home. To this end, the parent must become himself a ready I

and willing scholar in the school of self-discipline, self-control,

and self-deniaL

3. The Hieing of the Seevaxt.

I now proceed to the next department of my paper,

in whith we glance at two of the principal modes by
which an agricultural labourer can offer his services to

expecting or waiting masters, these being hiiing

marlvcts and statute fairs. In Scotland, hiring or feeing

markets are very generah

They are usually held twice a year, at the county or chief
town of the district ; and as on these occasions a large number
of people assemble, and old friends and cronies meet after
months* absence^ drinking is carried on, and other vicious
scenes enacted. The consequence of this is, that a very
decided and somewhat warmly carried on crusade has
been commenced against these markets : a warm
discussion has been, and is now, going on, eliciting
doubtless a great arrav of facts, verj' dreary and melan-
choly, inasmuch as they show the evils attendant upon
these meetings. Far be it from me to ignore the fact that
these evils exist, or to in any waydetract from the importance
of the measures which propose to get rid of them; but it

appears to me that there i:^ a fault in the mode in which the
discussion is carried on, I refer specially to the jioint which
they generally assume, namely, that all the evils are inherent
in the system, that it is in everyway bad, and that it cannot by
any possibility be good ; ignoring the fact that these meetings
simply give the opportunity, and, I admit, supply in great
mea.^ure the temptation, which enables the labourors there
assembled to carry out their orgies- If with a full sens© of
the dignity of labour and the worth of moral manli-
ness, those attending them would determine that they
would nc't drawn their senses in a flood of drins,
would not the evils altogether or nearly cease ? On
this point one of the moat distinguished agriculturi-sts in
Scotland writes to me as follows, as regards the hiring market
in his own neighbourhood, *' It has been most prejudicial to
both masters and men. Servants are hired not Ibr their
character, but from their height and breadth of their
shoulders; in fact, it is impossible in a market to obtain a
character. No consideration would induce me to hire a man in
a market. You cannot bo in contact with a man for 12 months
without 'affecting him or being affected by him, either for the
better or the worse. Tie will do something to excite your
anger, or you will raise his wrath, without the most judicious
selection. When I want a man I let it be known, and as yet
have always had the offer of service to choo3e from. I have
seldom any changes, whilethose who go to the market get nw
servants almost every year," As regards the ''statute fair^'
and "mops "in England, the same opinion pretty generally
prevails, as I have already expressed in connection with hiring
markets in Scotland. Much of what can be said on both sides

is too often the case, reckless expenditure and waste,
T^'hile on the subject of wages, I venture to hope that ere

long the payment of ''wages in kind" will be abolished. I
throw out this suggestion with considerable hesitancy; for I
am well aware of the conveniences of the practice, and of the
reasons which can be offered for a continuance of it; but it
appears to me that the fairest way is to pay services in the
current coin of the realm, leaving the servant to do just aa he
pleases with his wages. None of us, I take leave to think,
would like to be paid in the way in which some of our farm-
servants are paid. There is a species of constraint and of forcing
about it not consonant with our notions of tnie British liberty ;
for the servant has no choice in the matter—it is not with him
which of two, but this or none—'^Hobson's choice" truly.
We all known how the ''truck " system in the manufacturiug
and mining districts led to evils so great that legislative inter-
ference ultimately put a stop to it. Now the system of paying
wages partly in money and partly in kind, practised in some of
our farming districts, is something of the "truck" system,
modified doubtle.^s, and not capable of producing the evils

which the *' truck" system in the manufactumg districts

produc'ed ; but I nevertheless feel that it would be better
if the simple principle of paying money for services were
adopted in all our rural districts. In connection with
the subject of wages, while on the one hand gladly
seeing the better and daily bettering position of the
labourer, I regret bitterly to see on the other a desire here
and there, on his part, to introduce the baneful practice of
" strikes." Wherever this unhappy tendency is seen to develop
itself—and I much fear that its development will, if things
go on as they are now going, progress pretty rapidly—
every means should be taken to disseminate the true principles'
of economy amongst the labourers ; to show them that
*' strikes " benefit no one, but do an immense injury to both
parties- I confess I am not at all surprised that tliis desire to
initiate *' strikes " should show itself in our rural districts, but
I ain not the less pained to find that it is so. The evil if pos^
sible should be nipped at its early stages, and not allowed to
assume such dimensions as to make its removal a matter of
great difficulty. As regards the rate of wages, modes of pay-
ment, (fee, now existing in various districts of Bsgland and
Scotland, I fall back upon a return given lately in the pages of
the Agricultural Gazette. |_We refer our readers to our Number
for April 28, 1860-1

5. Recreations,

I propose very briefly to advert to the recreations of
the labourer, and to the facilities which are offered him
for spending his spare tune. I regret to say that, sa
far as I have been able to ascertain, these facilities are
very few, and not always of the best character. In
many districts the spare time of the labourer is miser-
able iu amount. Labour, if rightly directed, should
give to him who exercises it, not only wherewith to

provide for the necessities, but also for the rest and the
luxuries of life.

It is gratifying to be able to state that things are rapidly
improving in this respect. The garden, and cottage allotment
systems, the reading-rooms, the itinei'ant libraries, the play-
grounds, &a, which are rapidly becoming common throughout
the country, will in time offer to the labourer recreation of a
high order, and do much to rouse his ambition and
stimulate him to occupy a higher position. The difBculties
attendant upon a right solution of the question are numerous'
—no sooner do yon find that you have got rid of one than up
starts another. And yet 1 foresee one way in which these
difficulties can be met and overcome ; and that way the
speediest and the l>est. It is the application of the prin-
ciples of Cfiristi^mity to the matter, I am no advocate for
the introduction of sectarian views ; I mean the pure
Christianity of the Bible—that Christianity which is broader
than any sect, wider than any so-called church. When
we are environed with difficulties as to our mode of
action, it is astonishing how rapidly thes6 vanish, and how
plain is the path of progress, when wc take the leading
ideas—the main principles of Christianity for our guide,
which tell us in language so plain that he who runs may
read, *' Do unto others as yc would that they should do
unto you." And, again, "He who knoweth to do good and
doeth it not, to him it is sin" These are the touch-stonee
which will test whether the metal we offer is good or spurious—the tnie philsopher's stones, which will turn our dross into
bars of the purest gold. I confess to being ambitious for niv
countrymen. I should like to see the landowner and the
master both vie as to who should do the most in fulfilling the
high requirements of their stations ; but I would not the less
like to see the labourer do his part, by the exercise of a con*-
tinned seU-improremcnt to raise himself in the social scale.
I foresee great things for our niriJ labourei-s when this union
of effort shall be caiTied persistently out—when the endeavours

- ., . K- i,
- 1 ' J • i.1 1- 11 - . .

of the one shall be aided b> the anxieties of the other, and theof this subiect IS nearly comprised in the following extracts progress of both shall be rapid, and know few backward stepsfrom one or two letters T have received on the subject^ ;
- There : \^ that path which can alone lead to true individual hap^^^h^. h^r^n "^^« nn^. -^ ar^s.t dp...rp in nn. .. ...» .^ .h... and reaf national greatness-

apjHness

[After further remarks on the subject and on the
means which the labonrcr possesses of securing comfort
in old age, Mr. Burn then referred to the difficulties in
his way, and concluded with a short accouilt of agri-
cultural labour on the Continent, to which wfe must
refer hereafter.]

ha^ been," says one, "a great desire to put au end to those
hiring fairs, on the part of the clergy and others. They are no
doubt the scenes of grent immomlity and vice, are attended
with much evil, and tend to make servants unsettled in their
situations. Several fairs have been discontinued, and register^
ing offices have been opened in the small villages; but the
alteration has been so lately made, that the effect can scarcely
be stated at present/' As regards the coraparaUvc utility of
these statutes and registers, a correspondent, who while
denouncing statutes as "most serious evils," states that "the
hirers generally want more servants than one, and might not
succeed at the registry oifice, so prefer attending the statutes.
Another thing is, they see the servants and their late master
at the same tinie." The doing away with the statutes, he

Hadlktgh.—At the Annual Root Show of this
Society the long Mangels were in weight far superior to

T ^x. M' ' 1 • i.Y, 1 ^ ^.1 ^ . I

^^^ Globes, the quality being about equal. The Swedefurthevsays, '^ismamlyin the hands of the masters—for if thev i ti ii v ,
^^\y±^^ xuc ^weue

refrain to go to hire, the servants would cease to attctid them;'' - ^^'^^^P^ ^^"^^ geuerally exceedingly good. A remark-
Another correspondent energetically states his opinions thus on ' ^^Q Swede Turnip, shown by Mr. Joaeph E^d^
the sul^ect

;
"A great deiU of bosh has been uttered by a lot of

|
weighed no less than 23 lbs. It was a solitary one iu
a field of Mangel, the seed having been accidentally
deposited there. —The white Turnips were produced
in the nabiral way, and a better quality of this deacrip^
tion of root has never been shown on those occasions.
There was an extraordinary one, of the decanter species

Here, 'if tliere were no statutes, they would atill congreijtvte lorwardert by MiaS Kowley, of Holbecks, which, weighed

meddling clergymen in reference to statute hiring-. They h:»d
far better let us farmers alone. No rer.sonabIe objection can
be urged against the system. Itause is tndeuiable, its sibuse

to be re;^Tetted, and very easily reformed. Tlie grumblers say
young men and women congregating for sucli a purpo.'^e must
necessarily lead to immorality; any gathering of such a kind
for anr other purpose would, I presume, have the same effect.

and have their holiday; and why should they not? Many
farmers in this county keep from 10 to 30 or even 40 yearly

farm-servants ; if there were no statute gatherings, how are

they to be obtained? A register-oflTice is a farce. We already

know that such a system is the curse of the present scheme of

getting household servants, and with ploughmen it would be

incalculably worse."

4. Wages.

There can be no doubt of the influenoe whioh the

amount ot a man's wages exercises upon his position in

societv- It is very gratifying to think that in this

18 lbs. The Cabbages were very large, and* some of
them were of great weight.—At the subsequent dis-
cussion Mr. Poataus, one of the judges, said there were
altogether 24 acres of Mangels shown—12 2-acre
pieces, and he divided them into sixes. The six
lighter pieces averaged 21 tons 6 cwt to the acre, or
without their tops about 16} tons per acre. The
average weight of the six heaviest pieces with their

tops was about 32 tons 11 cwt.—without their tops
about 25 tons. Mr. James Norman's, of Layham,

respect the labourer's position is wontlerfully improved, weighed 44 tons 3 cwt They were very full of

Bnt increased wages- should bring ou the part of the ' growch._He (Mr. Postanal had the curiosity, a moatU
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after the judges had looked them over, they being feeding, both for quality and quantity : the *' beli de-

very near to his, to see how much they had increased

in the time. He found in the root they had increased
up^^'arda of three tons, but very little in their tops,

which had begun to -wither. He thought this

might be interesting to some of the members in

reference to the question -whether they might not koep
their roots growing longer than they sometimes did.

Aa to Mr. Gurdon's transplanted Mangels, he wished
to mention that the judges did not find them so heavy
as others, nor so good. ^ He forgot what was the exact

difference in the weights, but he thought it was about

3 "tons between tbe transplanted ones and the others.

He made the weight of Mr. Gurdon's transplanted

ones 28 tons 10 cwt with, and 22 tons 2 cwt. without

their tops.

The Swede Turnips.—He had classed these just as

IxG had done the others, beginning with the lightest

weights. The lightest they found were Mr. AVallace's,

of Monk's Eleigh, which came to about six tons per

acre. The lot wliich won the prize, were Mr. James
^Norman's, they weighing 19 tons 13 cwt. They were
not very well hoed out, and in an ordinary season the

judges would not hare thought of giving them a prize

at all, as they were no great weight ; but when they

came to consider that they weighed nearly three

times as muck aa the fivat, and that the season had
been so very adverse to the growth of roots, they

thought the pri;:e ought not to be withheld from him,

therefore they gave it to him for his Swedish Turnips.

Otlier Hnds of Turnips.—The first on the list was a

piece of Mr. Tiffen's: they were called the Scotch

Pudding Turnip, and were put in very late, and had

not had time to maVe much growth, and their weight

was only 15 tons. The next were Mr. Gurdon's ; they

came to 20 tons 13 cwt He should tell them that

these Turnips were grown after mown Tares, and the

judges thought there was a great deal of credit due to

the manager of that estate for getting so good a piece

of Turnips in such a season as this after mown Tares.

The next were Messrs. Rand's, at Peyton Hall—

-

24 tons 5 cwt. The next Messrs. Rand's, Layhara

—

24 tons 10 cwt.—and these took the prize. They were

of the bell decanter kind (Mr. Thomas Hawkins'

stock), of excellent quality, and full of growth : no

doubt by this time they weighed 3 or 4 tons more
than they did when the judges saw them, for they

were then growing well on the land and were in fine

condition.

. Mr. Gamham gave an explanation

ment for Turnips after mo-vvn Tares.

first ploughed for in September, with
yard manure—about 20 loads per acre. They 'were

mown off early for horaes, and many of them cut into

chaff with Rye. Afterwards the land was broken up,

Bubsoiled, and scarified, and about 2 cwf. per acre of

Euperphospbate sown, and the Turnips put in. This

was all that was done with them. As to the Mangels,

he broke np the land as soon as be had done Wheat
seeding. It was then late in the spring. He then put

in 13 or 14 bushels of lime per acre, with the stuff

taken off the bauk spread on the field. It was crossed

and subsoiled in between the ridges, then ploughed in,

and about 12 loads of London manure put in per acre

without any artificial.

Mr. Gurdon said : With respect to transplanting

Mangels, he had never advocated the idea of grow-

ing a whole crop by trausplantation ; what he

wanted to ascertain was, whether they could transplant

a root, keep it of good quality, and make it of good

size and weight. This year only satisfied him that he

was more and more correct in his conviction that it

could be done. He was satisfied that transplanted

Mangels might be growu to advantage, profitably, and

to a very considerable size. He had tried the experi-

ment now for three years, and he saw littlo reason to

doubt, at any rate after such a season as we had had,

that transplanted Mangels might be grown almost

the same weight as those which had been shown;
he had not had good plants for more than a quarter of

an acre. They were not raised as they should have

been, with proper mould. He went on planting, but
the plants consequently were faulty, and were filled

up subsequently after an interval of a fortnight or
three wecVa. Thus they got about six weeks too late ;

BO this year should not be taken as a speciraeu of what
could be done by transplanting. Let any gentleman
who had any doubt about it try for himself, aud next

year get some nice loose mould mixed with vegetable

mould. It -was nrcessary, if they wanted a root for

transplanting, to plant it in a loose soil, as they threw
out a great quantity of fibrous roots. Don't break any
of these, as if they did they would not go on well.

Mr. Joseph Riuid spoke on the cultivation of white

Turnips. He made a good fallow by the usual plough-

ing; he ploughed up early after harvest— it was after

as to the treat-

The Tares were
a coat of farm-

canter" he thought was the proper name. He believed

for the introduction of that stock he was iudebted to

this Society, who recommended him to grow it- The
advice to try it came from Mr. Thomas Hawkins, who
furnished him with his first seed, and he had kept the

stock ever since, now 13 or 14 years. As he had said

before, they were very valuable for early feeding, and

for 10 out of 12 years these Turnips had taken the

prize both for acres and half-dozens ; therefore he

recommended gentlemen who wanted early feed for

stock by all means to try it. Where he produced the

Mangels to compete this year the land had been in

Mangel three years in succession. All he did to the

land this year was to stamp the leaves in (there were

12 tons an acre, according to the judges last year), aud

he fed some sheep on it. He fed his sheep with other

food besides leaves, but he did not carry a handful of

manure for this last crop : he congratulated himself

that the leaves were very good and rich manure, par-

ticularly if Mangel Wurzel was grown after. The Man-
gel leaves returned back to the Mangel exactly what
tlio Mangel plant required, and he believed them to be
productive of a considerable portion of the weight he
obtained this season. There was another thing. Going
to judge Mangels as he did five or six weeks since, he
would state that where there were plenty of leaves on
the Mangels, if there was open weather, the more crop

they would get.

Mr. Robert Hawking asked Mr. Rand what he fed

upon his land to produce his beautiful crop of Mangel
—whether there was no cake used on the field or any
part of the previous Mangels used on the land, as he
could not account for tops only producing such
a crop?
Mr. Rand said it was perfectly true that he fed with

cake and tops too, and nearly half the Mangel pro-

duced the year before. (Laughter).

Mr. Sheldrake said, in taking the prize for Cabbages
that day, he must say he bad done what he had never
done before, but it was a legitimate proceeding—that

was, he cultivated in a garden. He had several rods

of ground in his garden, and he planted something
like five or six score of Cabbage plants, and gave them
plenty of good farm-yard manure ; and once, about
the month of June, he watered them with liquid

manure. He did not know any other preparation

than that, or that any other was required. If any one
had had any good ones there, he thought he should
not have had the prize, as his Cabbages weighed only

90 lbs., and he thought it somewhat disgraceful to

show a halfdozen not weighing more than that.

Mr. Gurdon said he thought Mr. Partridge would
remember that he said at that table last year he
thoughthis (Mr.Gurdon's^ Mangelwould havebeen better
if, instead of growing it 30 inches from row to row, and
13 from plant to plant, he had grown it 27 and 15
inches. He took his advice this year. He did not
know he was at all wrong as to 27 inches, but he
wished he had planted it 13 from plant to plant, as ho
had lost 2-1 5ths in the number of plants. With the
smallncss of roots this year he had a great loss. If

they had been large roots, Mr. Partridge's would have
been good advice. If they asked him, he would stick

to 27 inches; and 14 inches from one plant to the

other. He thought 15 inches more than sufficient. If

there was a year of small plants, they had a number of

plants to make up ; whereas if there were a few plants,

and it turned out a year like this, then they were left

behind. With respect to dibbling, he believed Mr.
Garnham would tell them that the moment he got the

dibble from the blacksmith he sent his drill home ;

and he thought that nothing would persuade him to

use the drill again. He was sure the dibble was an
instrument which would hereafter be generally used
for Mangels. He tried the dibble with a cone last

year, and did not like it- This year instead of having

a round cone, he had a blunt edge, 3 inches long.

Tertf much abridgedfrom the Bury J^ost,

2.\ebteh)0.

Barley. Then he gave it a ploughing as soon as he
could in the proper season. After an interval he gave
two crossings, and then only ridged it up once.

Before he ridged it up he gave it farmyard manure

—

by no means a heavy coat, only 7 tons per acre of well
^

adopted in making the Cheshire, Duulop, and Derby-
made farmyard manure ; but he attributed the result shire cheese. The author's own practice is that called

Cliee&emak'uig made easy, or the improved Clieddar
method of Cheese making practically explained, with
remarJcs on various other methods of CheesemaTcing.
iJy Robert M'Adam, Dairyman, Gorsty Hill, near
Crewe, Cheshire, lately in Baldoon, Wigtonshire.

We lately published (p. 1019) an account of an
Ayrshire Show of cheese, and reference was made to

tbe M*Adams of that county as all noted for their dairy

management. The capital essay now published is by

one of them. It was written in competition for a prize

oflfered by Mr. Bass, M.P., and though in the judgment
of the adjudicators unsuccessful for that prize, it is now
publishednn accordance with numerous requests, and it

will, we doubt not, be largely read. In a pamphlet of

40 pages it describes, in full detail, the author's own
practice, and in more general terms the methods

extract may be taken as answering two important
questions :

—

"It may be asked—Does this method of cheese-
making produce as much weight of cheese from tbe
same quantity of milk as other s^'steras ? We unhesi-
tatingly affirm that it does. To ascertain this, we made
comparative trials for five days in succession. On each
of the five days, separate quantities of milk wore accu-
rately weighed and measuied, and made into cheeses
after the Cheshire, Dunlop, and Cheddar methods, in
the most careful and improved mode, and in every
instance the difference was in favour of the Cheddar
method. On the 4th of August of the present year
the cheese produced from 165 imperial gallons or
1634 lbs. of milk, weighed 170 lbs. when taken to 'the
cheese-room. Comparative trials, to be correct, must
be conducted with care, and made on the same day
otherwise they cannot be depended on, as a little varia-
tion in the state of the atmosphere alters the yield from
the milk. Another question is often raised, viz..

Whether cheeses are more easily made from the milk of
cows fed on certain kinds of pasture. We answer, that
after having made cheeses in seven different countieg
and on many varieties of soil,—on the uncuUivated
moor land, and on the highly cultivated farm at 3?. per
acre of rent,—from young Grass of the first year, and
from fine, old, rich pasture that had never been culti-

vatLd in the memory of man,—from land highly-boned
and that otherwise mannrod,— >ve are certain that

first-class cheese may he made wherever good milk is

produced. Wherever cheeses are said not to stand from
too rich pasture, or wherever there is difficulty in

pressing them, the maker may be assured tliat there is

an error in the manngemont, that his ov.n skill is at

fault, and his knowledge of cheese-making defective."

The pamphlet concludes with the following signifi-

cant sentenoe :

—

" We are happy to be enabled to state, that on ilie

25th current, at the Great Cheese Sliow at Kilmarnock,
tbe three principal money-prizes {ZOl. steriing), also,

the Society's Gold Medal, have been awarded to our
pupils. We trust that further benefits will follow our
humble effort to improve a valuable product of our
country."

quite as much to its being a good stock of Turnips as

to the cultivation. For quality he never saw better ;

the "improved Cheddar method," and he has adopted

it after having practised the Dunlop and Clieshire

Calendar of Operations.

DECEMBER.
Berwickshire Mersb Farm, Bee. 10.~lt is now nine

weeks since we have bad any good weather. In October
2.6 inches of rain fell in 20 days, the wiuds being S. and W.,
and in November from the east we have had 3.6 inches in 26
days. Here it will be seen that the anaount of rain can
scarcely be called excessive ; its persistency, varied by dull
aky and fog, must explain the constimt sjituration of the soil.

After a late.harvest work was unusually far back, but mattei-s
are much worse now. Much stubble remains to be tumcii
over, but wet has driven ploughs to the lea. The crop ot
Turnips has turned out well, but is altogether exposed to risk
from frost, which would be particularly destructive on asoaked
soil. We have felt well oflf in being able to secure our weekly
-supply as required, and that by no means so clean as desirable

;

cattle, consequently, have not latterly made much progress,
though assisted by cake and meal. Hogs, when confined to
the Turnip break are merely eking out existence : not having a
dry spot to lie on, nor meat free from mud. Where it har
been practicable to gi^e them their Turnips in a Grass field,

the comfort of a dry lair has at least repaid the trouble, though
imavoidably depriving the land of the treading so much and
justly valued. Just eight years ago we had such a season as
the present. We remember well that wesowed no Wheat until
Ist February, and but little then. The produce was verj'

inferior, but brought a high price. The bare fallows, confined
to a small district, were sown early in October ; as also some
small pieces after Potatoes ; but were we to say that one
half of the usual breadth was now undor WlieiHt, our
estimate would certainly exceed the truth. Potatoes
have proved a large and sound crop ; but ws fear

some portion is still in the ground. Mangels are a mere
trifle, and unusually difficult to lift ; and few have got the half

of them stored yet. A large part of the Bean crop is yet
afield, in a state that may better be imagined than described.
Passing the other day by an unwonted road, in a poor but
not elevated part of the country, we saw what at first was
took for dung hauled out on a stubble field. On nearer inspec-

tion, we discovered the mortal remains of a crop of O.us U
sii%. J. T.

and he never fouad his sheep thriving more than at systems,

the preaent time. He had named at these meetings, r It is not fair to cull much from ^Ir. M'Adam's page.s,

three or four years in succession, that his description
^

which will, we hope, be purchased hy tho^e of our
of Turnip was the very best one to grow for early ^ readers interested in his suhject, hut the following

i

Notices to Correspondents,
liAMF.SESs IS Sheep ; CEO. Mr. Spooner will nest week
report upon it.

Lice: B H N. Hub a decoction of tobacco into the co its of his

heifers, or prepare the following ointment and use it Jn the
same way.

Sulphur vivnm 4 oz^.
Linseed or Train Oil .

.

. . \\ 3
Turpentine " 2 "

,_ Mix and rub in.
Mangel Wurzel : P S, There is a White Mangel. Anv seeds-
man will get it for you. -

Salt C&wtant Reader. Rub on (and in) as much salt as can he
nsed, for seven succcpslre days, applying with the first salt-
ing J lb. of saltpetre to a flitch of 100 lbs. Afterwards rub
t le salt that is lying on the flitch, d;uly for a fortnight. A
side of bacon of 100 lbs. will require probably 6 or S lbs. ot

salt It is a good plan to rub 1 lb. of brown sugar on the
thickest parts the brst dar.

Taote of Milk : A Dairyman will find if he boils all the roots
before giving them to milking cows, any unpleasantness i"
the flavour of the butter made from the milk will bo to a
great extent prevented. Or the mere act of pulping the
roots by exposing the greatest surface to the action of the
air will carry off much of tbe aroma, and so a good tleiu

prevent any taste to buttev, and the day before it is churned
the cream should be put to stand in boiling water and fje-

qtiently atirred, the cream being Icept as hot as it wiii

become in this way for half-an-hour, aud stir it as it cool".

Put into the cream pan before it daily receives the cream.
powdered saltpetre in the proportion of one dessert

spoonful to every gallon nf cream, and no disagreeable fl.ivonr

will be found whatever food the cows take. The cream

should not be churned the same day it is heated

I
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^PINE APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.

PINE PLANTS. Fruiting and Sixces<;ion.

GRAPE VINES, from Eyes for Fruitingis Pots, oaPlanting.

JOHN WEKKS isr> CO. can supply any quantity

ofveryfinehealthy Pine Plants, eitherFruitingor Succession.

GRAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

the best sorts.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO.'S Horticultural Snow Establish-

ment is entirely devoted to the growth and Forcing ot

GRAPES, PINES, PEACHES, FIGS. CUCUMBERS, and other

choice Fruits. The whole open for inspection, thereby showing

the most improved plans of [Ioi-.ticultural Buildings with

the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation.

JOHN "WEEKS AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

Water Apparjitiis ^ranufacturcrs, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Flans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues free on application.

"dWARF^TRAINED PEACHES AND NECTARINES.

WJ. EPPS has a large quantity of fine clean

• grown stuff of the above. Prices to the Trade and
others sent ou application.

The True KENTISH COB NUT TREES, very handsome
plants, 6s. per dozen and upwards.

A GENERAL LIST of FRUITS, ROSES, SHRUBS,
PLANTS, &C-, sent on application.

CHAliLES B. SAUNDERS, Nttrsery:\ian, »tc.,

Jersey, bc^ to olTer the following articles to the attention

of horticulturalists generally

—

Fine Strong VINES, 6 to 10 feet lonpr, and comparatively

strong, of the moat approved kinds, tlio roots of which have
never been crammed or distorted by pot culture.

DWARF STANDARD PEAR TREE on QUINCE STOCKS,
2 to 4 years' growth, most of which are in fruiting condition.

Prices and lists of general stock on application.

MAGNIFICENT STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS,
3 to 6 feet stems, with very fine large bushy beads.

PYRAMIDAL PORTUGAL LAURELS,
handsomely grown plants, 6 to 9 feet in height.

Also well-grown ARAUCARIAS.

WILLIAM WOOD ATTD SON will be happy
fumish prices and all particulars of the above

apj>lication.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Siissex.

to
on

"P OBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
_L\ Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well selected stock of EVERGREENS and PLOWER-
INGSHRUBS,ORNAMENTALTREES. AMERICAN PLANTS,
FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, STANDARD and DWARF
ROSES of every description. A large stock of BOX-LE.VF
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hedges; GREEN
HOLLY, 1 to 6 ft. ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds

;

LEAF MOULD. The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Clapham,

Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Line.

CHOICE BULBS.
STEPHEN BROWN'S CATALOGUE (late Bass

A Brown) supplied free on application. It contains one

of the finest collections «f DUTCH, CAPE, and other BULBS.
The cultural and descriptive matter is this year greatly

enlarged, and prices are very moJerate.

Also, free on application, the CATALOGUE of CHOICE
NURSERY STOCK.

Seed and Nursery Establishment. Sudbury, Sufiblk.

HYACINTHS FOR BEDS, Xc. Xc

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can supply a teet
SUPEEiOR quality of HYACINTHS for beds in skparate

DISTINCT COLOURS—dark blue, pale blue, pink, crimson, pm-e

white, blu-sh, and yellow—at 30». per 100, or 5s. per dozen.

For de.=cription and prices of choice GLADIOLI and other

BULBS, sec their AUTUMN CATALOGUE, post free on
application.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N., only.

DUTCH AND OTHER BULBS.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to in-

form their friends and patrons that their CATALOGUE
of the above is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on
application. Early orders are solicited, as their successful cul-

tivation depends in a great measure on early planting.—Para-

dise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, Holloway, N.

GERANIUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE PLANTS.
ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, Xc.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to inform
their friends and patrons that their new priced and

descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Futhsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants,

Fruit Ti-ees, &c. (which include the best new plants of the

season, is now published, and will be forwarded post free on

application.—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Humsey
Roads. Holloway, London, N.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.

Fand a. smith are now sending out at reason-

• able prices finely grown plants of Acacia, Azalea,
' Aphelexis, Boronias, BarchclHa, Chorozema, Cineraria. Cactus,

Cytisus, Carnation (Tree), Daphne, Epacris. Ericas, Eutaxia,

:
Gardenias, Geraniums, Hydrangea, Primula, Prostranthera,

1
Poinsettia, Polygala, Roella, Roses, Indica minor. Col, Fabvier,

Mrs. Bosanquet, G^ant des Bataillea, Yellow Noisette, Gloire

de Dijon, Cramoisie sup^rieur, Ac Tremandra, Greenhouse
Climbers in vai'iety. Prices with Lists on application.

Dulwicb, Surrey. S.

NEW CINERARIAS OF I860.

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out their

• splendid Varieties of the above, which for colour, dwarf

habit, and large compact heads of bloom, are unsurpassed ,*

many of them are finely formed, and others have the largest

flowers known. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had
on application—Dulwicb, Surrey, S.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1860.

Royal

Berkshirk

Seed

Establishment.

SUTTON AXD SONS are now prepared to execute
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and can war-

rant them genuine.
The PRICED LIST will be ready in a few days.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment; Reading

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.

JAMES VEITCH, Jun., respectfully announces tbat
his CxVTALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER

SEEDS for IStiO, with a List of Implements and other Garden
requit-ites, is now published, and will be forwarded post free

on application.

J. v.. Jun., devoting his personal a-^tention to this depart-

ment of his business, can warrmt his SEEDS true to name,

«nd of the most genuine description.—Dec. 22.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY op LONDON.
FLORAL COMMITIEE.

LIST OF AWARDS, November S.

First Class Certificate.
Chrysanthemum Lady Hardinge, from Mr. Salter, Hammer-

smith.
Commekded,

Statice profusa, from Messrs. Parker & Williams, Holloway.
Chrysanthemum Little Harry, from Mr. Salter.

Special Certificate.
To Mr. Turner, for a fine plant of Celosia aurea,

AWARDS, December 13.

First Class Certificate.
Thibaudia macrantha, from Messrs. Veitch &. Son, Exeter and

Chelsea.
Cypripedium insigne, var. from Messrs. Maule i: Sons, Bristol.

Chrysanthemum Little Harry, from Mr. Salter.

Commended.
Chrysanthemum Caractacu,s, from Mr. Salter.

Chrysiinthemum Golden Hermine, from Mr. Salter,

Chrysanthemum Canary Bird, from Mr. Salter.

Special Certiftcate.

To Mes.srs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for a well-flowered coUee-
tion of Tree Carnjitions.

The next Meeting of the Committee will take place on
February 12, 1861.

THOM.4S MooRE, Secretary to the Committee.

LARGE TREES, ETC.
WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late

A. Paul), Cheshunt Nurseries ^^Itbam Cross, N., I^ c" m^risi^ng'Fruit^T^es of aU new'^d
has a miantity of large handsome TREES, Evergreen

:

JJ*^ ^ ^ | varieties of American Plants. Choice and
and Deciduous, which must be cleared off 10 acres of the «_"'''"Til_•»-.„' t^ „„^ -n„„;^«»„= t..<.« ««^ Qh^„K<.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE.
GEOKGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED A^^)

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1S60 and SPRING

old Nurseries very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cedrus
deodara. Cedar of Lebanon, Tews, Box, Laurels, Arbor-vitae,

Privet, Red Cedar, fine specimens of choice Conifene, Alders,
Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Fruit Trees, &c. All have been
frequently removed and ri.se with plenty of fibrous roots. Care-
fully taken up and delivered free to any niilway station in
London. Further particulars on application.—Please address
William Paitl, Gheshnnt Nurseries. Waltham Cross, N.

THREE MILLIONS OF TRANSPLANTED QUICKS.
/S EORGE CHIVAS ofters the above, varying? from
VJT Good to exceedingly Strong, clean and well rooted. A
Sample Bundle containing 100 of each, 5 sizes, forwarded on
receipt ol »5.s. Truck loads delivered Free at any Railway
Station. Also, a Million of Transplanted LARCH ; half a
Million of Transplanted SPRUCE ; Ten Thousand Superior

Standard APPLES and PEARS; and a large General NUR-
SERY STOCK.—Chester, Dec. 22.

CEDRUS DEODARA.
MAULE A>'D t^ONS still bold large supplies of

this favourite Tree, from seed, which they are offering at

the following low prices :—Magnificent specimens, for imme-
diate effect, from 10 to 15 & 20 feet high, at 2s. per foot in

height ; other smaller sizes, from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8. A 9 feet,

at 1'. per foot. Their Lists of AMERICAN CONIFER and
FOREST TREES for the season can be had on application,

d^ Strong 2-year Gorse or Furze Plants for Fox Covert, &c.,

at 10*. per 1000.

Bristol : Nurseries, Stapleton Road and Stoke Gifford.

N.I N T I M A T I O
Alteration or Firsi and Openino of New Nursery and Seed
Establishment, at Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London.

DOVVNIE A^'D LAIRD, Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
AND Florists, 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh,

sincerely thank their numerous friends for the large amount
of patronage received since commencing Business 12 years ago,

and beg to intimate that they have opened a NURSERY and
SEED ESTABLISHMENT at STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST
HILL, LONDON, S.E.. and assumed as Partner Mr. John
LArso, who has for the last 12 years acted so successfully as

Head Gardener to the Ri^'ht Hoa. The Earl of Rosslyn, at

Dysart House. Fifeshire, and that the Easiness will now be
earned on under the FIRM OP DOWNIE, LAIRD, & LAING.
They respectfully solicit for the New Firm a continuance of

that support so liberally bestowed upon the old. The Business
in Edinburgh will, as hitherto, be conducted under the imme-
diate Management of Mr. Downik and Mr. Laird, and at
London by Mr. Laino.

Stanstead Park is 6 miles distant fmni London Bridge, and
within 5 minutes' walk of the Gatford Bridge Station, on the
Mid-Kent Line, to which there are trains from London Bridge
Station and back upwards of 20 times daily, and about
10 minutes' walk from the Forest Hill Station, on the Crystal
Palace Line, at which trains arrive and depart nearly every
15 minutes throughout the day.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING be^ to intimate
that their NEW CATALOGUES of ROSES. FRUIT

TREES. FLOWER ROOTS, GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL,
and FLOWER SEEDS. &c., are now ready, and may be had
free on applicatiou. Their NEW CATALOGUE of FLORIST
FLOWERS, containing every novslty worthy of cultivation,
will shortly be published. Their collection of HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSIES, PHLOXES, &c.. is this season unusually fine, and
embraces many new varieties of great merit.

Rare Conifers, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,

and a fine Stock of Transplanted Forest Trees, &c., can be had
free on application.—Woking Nursery, Surrey.

CA RLET RHODODENDRON S.—
Handsome bushy plants, from 1 to 2 feet high and 2 to 3

feet through. 10^. 10«., mixed with Hybrids, PONTICUM, from
2 to 4 feet, 7i. 10*. per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 2 to 3 feet high, 5?. ; 4 to 4} feet

high, 71. 10*.

AZALEAS, large bushy plants, 2i to 4 feet and larger, 51.

per 100 ; best Ghent varieties, 75s. per 100.

CATALOGUES ou application.

Geo. Baker, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

HARDY SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERKR beors to announce tliat his New

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY SCARLET and
other choice RHODODENDRONS, as are annually displayed

at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is now published
and will be forwarded on application. It likewise furnishes a
List of all popular Hardy Plants, with a selection of the most
desirable Conifers, with heights and prices.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale
Station, South-Western Railway.
The CATALOGUE can also be hai of Mr. John Kernan,

4, Great Russell Street, Covent Gardea, W.C.
'

N O T I C~~E .

South Eastern Nursefjesand Seed Establishment, AsHFORn.

WJ. EPPS, Jtjn., begs respectfully to state that

• he has taken the above Nurseries of his father, and
has a large stock of ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and well-grown

CONIPER.ffi, consisting of Wellingtonias, Araucarias, Pinus
Pinsapo, Smithiana, Deodars of all sizes ; also a quantity of large

deciduous Trees for belting Parks, Cemeteries, Ac., which he

will dispose of very cheap. An extensive collection of Trained

Eiit (BKvXftmvS* Ciiromclr*
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1S60.

It is a ' far more important matter to keep
cellars free of Fungi than is usually supposed.

The wine-merchant, indeed, is apt to pride him-
self on the festoons of Ahtennaria which hang
down from his roofs, and the tufts wliich invest

his bottles. This, we conceive, arises from the air

of antiquity which they give to the contents of his

vaalts, and the consequent impression made upon
their visitors. Nor, indeed, have we any charge
to bring against this smutty Fungus. It is not,

however, the same with the various white films or
more perfect Fungi which run over the walls and
contaminate the sawdust in which the bottles are
packed ; for not only do they endanger all the
woodwork, but they often seriously affect the
corks, and in consequence the contents of the
bottles. In some instances in private houses
where the walls are badly built, we have no
doubt that the health of the inmates may some-
times be affected. Indeed, we have at this moment
a case before us in which prevalence of cellar

Fungi is a nuisance to the rooms above.

We believe that there is but one way of keeping
cellars tolerably free, viz^, to pay the walls with a

strong solution of some metallic salt, as corrosive

sublimate, white arsenic, or sulphate of copper.

and standard FRUITS, ROSES. &c. I^* however, sawdust is used, there will still be

Every attention will be given to the commands of those who a prolltlO SOUrce of mischief. We believe the
may favour him vith their patronage, and it will be his yarious cases which arise of iuiurv to wiue, which
constant care to merit them.

SEEDLING ASn, 51. per 100,000.

WANTED, a quantity of FRUIT STOCKS, for cash. Sample
and price required.

w.

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SEED
ESTABLISHMENT,

HiGS Street, Maidstone.—Nurseries: Near to asd Ad-
joining THK Railway Station.

J. EPPS takes this opportunity of sincerely

thanking bis Patrons and Friends for the very liberal

support he has received dLiriug the last 20 years, and respect-

fully informs them that he has removed to his NEW NUR-
SERIES, situated as above.

They are now complete with a large Transplanted Stock of

every description (more especially Fruit Trees).

He has expended a large sum in the arrangement of the

Grounds (which contains some magnificent specimens) and I

also in the erection of Plant Houses, Fits, &c. ; few Nurseries

possessing a better orlarger collection.
^ ., «,

The Seed Business is carried on. as before, at the fahop m

The Business at Asbford he has given up to his eldest Son,

who be trusts will retain the same support which he has

hitherto received at those Nurseries.

W J E will now devote the whole of hi.s attention to his

esUblishment at Maidstone, and respectfully solicits the con-

tinuance of tliose favours which it has been his go*xl fortune

to receive, and which it will at all times be his anxious study

^ery article will be sold at tbe lowest possible price, and a

becomes what is technically called "corked," are

due principally to the action of Fungi. The evil

is by no means imaginary, as many a merchant
and private individual have found to their cost.

Jjf. J. B.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh : and Stanstead Park, liberal discount for cash payments.
Forest Hill, London. S.E. 'I CATALOGUES and LISTS forwarded on application.

We find the following in the Mornijig

Chronicle ;—
" In March, 18(59, M". Gcerin-Menetill'B

addressed a note to the Emperor on the intro-

duction into France of a liEW kind of Silkwobm,
living in the open air on a very hardy plant, the

ailante, or Japan Varnish tree, and producing two
crops a year of a strong silky fibre, employed for

centuries past in China to make clothes for the

great mass of the population. The object of this

note was to request the Emperor to provide the

means of making an experiment on a large scale

for the rearing of this silkworm. The authority

was immediately granted, and the Imperial

domain of Lamotte-Beuvron was selected as the

place. The result is now published, and it sur-

passes all expectations. The new silkworms have
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likewise been reared iu great numbers at Toulon,
on the estate of M. Aiguillon, and at tlie chateau
of Coudrav, near Ghinon, the property of Count de
Lamotte-Barac6. More than tliree-fourths of the
worms produced excellent cocoons, though the con-
dition of the atmosphere -was very iinfavourable,
and it is now fully ascertained that the new
worm gives a profit of cent, per cent., and often
much more, whereas the Mulberry silkworm is

reckoned yery successful when it makes a return
of 15 per cent, on the capital employed. The
silk of the ailante worm differs essentially
from^ that of the Mulberry worm. It is of
an inferior quality, well adapted for coarse
fabrics, and cannot enter into competition with
that employed in the rich tissues of Lyons. The
Yarnish tree will gro^- on the most barren soil.

The cocoons may be prepared by the peasantry
themselves, whereas the ordinary silk requires
much skill and care in dressing it. The new silk

will form an excellent substitute for cotton, of
which I'rance annually imports 69,504,000 kilogs.

from the United States. M, Gtjeeix-Meneyille
proposes to call the new silk ailantine, or cynthiane,
in order to distinguish, it from the other kind in

use. He is now studying the best means of

promoting the production and manufacture of the
new silk, which he positively declares will ere long
supply the chief clothing of the people."
We believe the earliest information respecting

this insect was derived from Mr. RuTnEEFOED
Alcock, when acting as H. M. Consul at Shanghae.
About the year 1848 that gentleman sent to the
Horticultural Society numerous pupto and samples
of cocoons as well as of the raw and manufactured
silk. Unfortunately the pupce were all dead.
Suggestions by the late Mr. MixCHELt for the
better transmission of pupa) were sent to Mr.
Alcock, but we do not know whether further
experiment was made. When the Great Exhibi-
tion of 1851 took place the samples of silk and
Mr. Alcock^s papeis were placed in the hands of
the late Dr. Kotle for exhibition among other
oriental products ; but the box containing them
suddenly disappeared, and has never been recovered.
It was thought to have been mislaid, and if so may
possibly exist at the India House. The samples of
woven silk had much the appearance of nankeen,
rather coarse and very strong, and would not have
been taken for silk by any ordinary observer.

It may be as well perhaps to add that tbe
"ailante " on which the worm feeds is the common
Ailantlius jjlandulosa, one of the hardiest of frees,'

but very late in leafing in this country.

EXTRACTS FROM IVIR. VEITCH^S LETTERS
ON JAPAX.

made it describe the sceuery as beautiful beyond
description.

By referring to a map of Japan you will see the
route I mean. We leave Nagasaki 32^° N. lat., round
the most southern part of the Island of *' Kinsin " and
of the Japanese Islands, 31° N". lat., through the straits

of " Van Dimeu," and up through the Buugo Channel
to the Surrinda Sea 34* N. lat. Our course then lies

through the last named sea between the large islands
of Niphon and Sikok to the Island of Awadsi, N. lat.

34^^ We then again enter the Sea of Japan, round
the south point of Japan Proper and the Island of
Osinia, N. lat. 33^-^ and. proceed to Kanagawa.
The immense number of islands met with, and the
continual proximity of the mainland during the whole
of the voyage, keeps up an unbroken line of scenery.

I should veiy much regret losing this opportunity,
and I consider myself exceedingly fortunate to get up
at all, more particularly under such peculiar advan-
tages ; the only drawback is, that I leave my letters
behind. Since I arrived here we have had no letters,

and there appears but a poor chance of our getting
them. Two or three mails must be lying at Shanghai
for us, but what with the almost entire cessation of
business transactions there, and the great number of
vessels which are taken up by the Government as
war transports, there is no ship to bring them over.
When I get away from here the difficulty will be
doubly increased j I am, therefore, quite unable to
answer letters.

Kanagawa is about 17 miles to the south of Jeddo

;

the only -English resident I uuderetand in the capital
is the Consul-General.; Mr. Alcock, and his attacbds,
no others are permitted by the treaty to go there until
1S62. Mr. Alcock, I am told, often invites his friends
to stay with him, and gives them an opportunity of
seeing the town, &c. ; and I have therefore great
hopes, through my letters of introduction to that
gentleman, that I may get up to Jeddo for a short
time.

I enclose herewith a numbered list of the plants
I have collected since my arrival; the greater part
I hope are new, although some may be already in
Europe. I have potted them all and erected Bamboo
houses over them as a protection against the cold
weather during my absence. They are in very good \

health at present, and I am sm-e that Mr. Rice, who
haskin^y taken charge of tbem, will do bis best for
me. I have succeeded in getting a very good glass-
case made, and have left orders for several to be
finished by the time I return. The few seeds I have
collected here I shall take to the north with me, and
make up a box by a later msuL The seed of the two
Retiuoaporas is not yet ripe ; I have, however, made
arrangements to get some picked for me later in the
season.

I have succeeded in getting specimens of the fibre
and wood of the tree from which the Japanese make
their paper ; no flowers or fruit can be obtained. I
have shown them to Mr, Wilford, and we believe it to
be the " Broussonetia papyrifera."

Endless varieties of plants can therefore be had in the
towns themselves, and others I can procure from the
natives as I go on. The kinds of Conifers I am most
anxious to procure appear to me the scarcest ; one or
two Pinuses in the way of our Scotch Pine grow
everywhere, likewise Cryptomeria japonica, but the
rarer species are scattered, and apparently not
plentiful.

{Continuedfrom p. 1104.)

No. IV. Nagasaki, AicfftcstlZ, I860.—Since I wrote
on the 4th inst. from this place I have received no
letters from England, no mail ha^'ing come to hand ; I
have therefore no letters to reply to. Since I last
wrote, my time has been employed in wandering over
the hills in this neighbourhood and looking about the
gardens of Niignsaki. On the whole I have succeeded
as well as I could expect, I think. I am daily picking
up fresh things, and I therefore defer sending a final
list untd I.am about to leave. I send you home by
this mail mil Southampton, a small box of seeds, con-
sisting of the following:— 14 kind^ of Japanese
vegetable seeds, 26 do. medicinal, 29 do. seeds of
herbaceous plants, shrubs, and trees, 6 packets Ferns.
I am unable to give you any description of these"
things, not having seen them in flower.

I have succeeded iu getting glass cases made which
wdl do very well I think. I have a capital place for
my plants, although of coiirse I "lose some from
removal during the hot weather. I have erected a
Baniboo shed over them, and covered it with oiled
paper ^to protect them from sun at present, and wind
and rain in the colder months.

Jfo. VI. ToiiJcnhama, near Kanagmca, Sept. 2,1860.
—As I informed you in my last letter, I left Nagasaki
on the 23d ultimo in Her Majesty's war steamer
Berenice. AVe had a beautiful passage up, with the
exception of being compelled to anchor for a day and
a half whilst a typhoon was iagitig furiously. The
trip through the Inland Sea was very fine ; I longed to
get on shore amongst some of the islands we passed ;

we arrived here on the 31st ult. I have been fortunate
iu obtaining residence with Mr. Keswick, the repre-
sentative of Messrs. Jardiue and Co. here, to whom I
brought a letter of introduction from their house in
China. On my arrival I was informed that Mr. Alcock
was coming down from Jeddo on the 2d (today) and
about to start for the great mountain of Japan, " Fusi
Tama," on the morning of the 3d. I called on the
Consul here, and asked him to inform Mr. Alcock of
my arrival ; and last night I was delighted to receive
an invitation from Mr. A. to accompany him, and be
ready to start to-morrow at daybreak : you may fancy
ho'.v I jumped at this opportunity.
We are to ti-avel there and back on Japanese ponies,

and I believe it will take us a fortnight to go and
return,

iZThis mountain is said to be 14,000 feet high, and is
supposed by the Japanese to be holy. Thousands of

Ko. VII. YouhuTiama, near Kanagawa^ Sept, 22
1860.—On the 19th inst. I received your letter up to
the 9th July, and I am much obliged for all your
kind expressions respecting my losses by the wreck
of the Malabar. I have got on very well indeed so
far, the only things I really want are Negretti and
Zambra's instruments. I shall look forward to
shortly receiving the box you have so kindly sent mo
containing another set of these insti-umcnts, and on its
an-ival I shall be quite set up and have everything I
require.

My letter of September 2nd will have apprised
you ofmy arrival here, the Capital of Japan, and of my
intended trip to Mount " Fusi Yama." Mr. Alcock
arrived here from Jeddo on the evening of the 3rd
inst. ; we started at daylight on the morning of the 4th,
and returned here on the 16th.

In preference to giving you a long account of our
trip iu a letter, I propose sending an extract from my
diary, and a few sketches of that which wo saw. I
regret, however, to say that I have not had time to
complete the diary to send you by this mail; I hope,
however, to have it ready for the next, but I send you
enclosed a few notes on the vegetation of the country
we passed through, and also a Japanese map of the
mount.

I have collected seeds of the Fusi Yama Pines, &c.
altogether about 25 kinda, which are now drying. My
opportunities were very few, I could only pick them
as I rode along the roads and put them into my case
we were not allowed to go off the main road, and you
may fancy I could not do much either in taking notes
or collecting.

Since my return here I have been principally
engaged looking after seeds ; the enclosed packet of
*' Sciadopitys verticiliata " * is a part of my discoveries

.

The seeds sent are the produce of one cone, and I
send them home to you as the first that have ripened.
It is a very fine thing, its habit is perfectly pyramidal.
I am sure it will thrive in Europe. I shall be very
glad to hear you have received these seeds safely.
My movements at present are as follows :—Mr.

Alcock, who is just now taking the baths in the
country, has kmdly invited me to stay with him on
his return to Jeddo ; this will be about the middle of
October. I am now about starting for Hakodadi, the
most northern port of Japan open to foreigners in the
ordinary way. The opportunities of getting there are
very few, and when once there it might be months
before T could return. An unusually good opportimity
has however at this moment ofleiyd, and under the
circumstances I have decided on going there. A
steamer leaves this on Monday, goes direct there,
remains four or six days, and returns direct here ; by
this means I shall, I hope, be able to obtain many seeds,
take a hurried view of the vegetation generally around
Hakodadi, and return in time to visit Mr. Alcock.
In order that no time may be lost during my absence

I have sent four men into the country collecting seeds.
{To he continued.)

1 aua anxious to get to Jeddo, as I expect to find some pilgrims go there every year, and one year in
splendid things there. The Fern seeds I send from
heremusfc be nearly hardy, ifnot quite so. Gleichenia
dichotoma ^n-ows woil here, and ^would, I am sure, do
well in our Hardy Fernery.

IVo. y. 'NaqasalcU August 22, 1860. — I am
glad to infcrra you chat I have just now a most excel-
lent opnortimity of proceeding to '"Tvanagawa." The
mr.n-ofwar steamer Berenice, belonging to the Indian
navy, leaves this port to-morrow at daylight, and I
intend by permission of the captain to go up in her.
This opportunity suits my arrangements capitally. I
have had just a month here, which has enabled me to

- - _ ... - - , 60
females are allowed to go ; this happens to be the
60th year. Our party will be 28 in all, 8 Europeans,
and 20 Japanese attendants, interpreters, &c. W©
shall be the first foreigners ever permitted to go
inland or ascend tbe mountain ; I will give you a full

account of the whole on my retmn here. The
Japanese will allow no one to go who is not attached to
the Legation, and I have therefore to thank Mr.
Alcock very sincerely for having kindly appointed me
(pro tem.) '^Botanist to her Britannic Majesty's
Legation at Jeddo ;

" and as you may imagine I at
once grew 6 inches taller on my appointment. From
what I have seen of the coimtry about here, I shall be

see almost all I could wish, and I thmk I shall get to 1 able to get many fine things, and I hope a goodlyXana^wa at a very good season. The course the i quantity of seeds.
Berenice takes is of itself a great inducemeut for me to

j
The Japanese are great lovers of flowers and shrubs,

!^.u*1 T 1 ^'rr*^
opportunity. We go through the and I find quantities of plants grown by them iu tlieir

so-called Inland Sea, and shall be the fourth Eur^'^^^" t „o,.^^„c ^\i\^\. t „„^^- „ ^_; ^lu ._ ,.. _._ t
'CfiBeV allowed tf» Tnat.» tl.rt Tr^-r-r,«„ Tl,™ r,_ -_i-

have

NOTES ON- THE VEGETATION OF JAPAN,
TAKEN DUniNG A TETP INTO THE INTERIOR TO MOUNT

" FUSI TAMA," THE HOLT MOUNTAIN .Off THE
JAPANESE, IN THE MONTH OF SEPT. 1S60, BY JOHN
G. TEITCH.

The vegetation of Japan is remarkable for the
immense variety of trees and shrubs growing through-
out the length and breadth of the land. Three-
fourths of these may be said to be evergreens, giving
the country' almost as fresh an appearance during the
winter months as in summer.
The country we travelled through during our trip

is probably second to no other in point of general
vegetation ; from the lowest valley to the mountain
summits it is one dense mass of luxuriant trees and
shrubs. The trees of considerable size which we met
with consisted of Pines, Oaks, Maples, &c. Others of
less dimensions, viz.. Beech, Lime, Alder, Chesnut,
&c., give a pleasing variety of foliage. The mam roads
are planted wherever practicable, with Pine avenues.
These trees often attain the height of from 150 to
ISO feet; their liigher branches forming a perfect
covered archway. The splendid effect thus produced
by miles of noble trees, can scarcely be described.

Cryptomeria Japonica (the Cedar of Japan) must
undoubtedly be placed as one of the finest trees found
in the country. It grows throughout the entire
empire, attains a great height and circumference, and
in point of bcanty is truly magnificent. Amongst the
many splendid specimens we met with, I noted the
following as being the most striking :~l6t. On the
main road from Ha-tu-jikee to Hakone, an avenue of
several miles in length, three trees which I measured
in succes,sion were 15 feet, 14|, 13i feet in circum-
ference at 3 feet from the gToun<h '2<\. On the road

* TnU is prob;tbiy the tiueiC Coniter in A&ia, alter tbe Deodar.
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12,000 feet

8000 feet

from ' Messiina to Atame I met with tliree noble

specimens standing singly in the midst of a small

village, about 170 feet higli and 16 feet 6 inches

in circumference at 3 feet from the ground.

Near Atame we passed a forest remarkable for the

peculiar straight trunks of the trees. They had grown

in close proximity to each other and consequently had

lost the greater portion of their branches. The effect

produced was very similar to that of an immeuso
number of ships' masts. Mount Hakone, 7000 feet in

elevation, is clothed to the top with dense forests of

Cryptomeria, Thujopsis dolabrata. Thuja pendula and
orientalis, Retinospora obtusa and pisifera.

The following are

some of the moat
striking trees and
shrubs met with dur-

ing our journey :

—

Abies ieptolepis, A.
firraa, A. bifida,

A. Tsnga, on
Mount Fusi
Yama,

Acer, manyspeeies
growing com-
monly.

Adiantumsp.nova,
Mount Hakone.

Alnus glutinosa

(Alder), the foot

of Fusi Yama
and other parts.

Aralia edulis, near

Atame ; A. Sie-

boldi, common
in all valleys.

Aucuba jnponica,

common ; foliia

variegatis, com-
mon.

Asplenium fonta-

num, slopes of

Mount Hakone

;

and three or four

new"? species.

Azaleas : splendid

bushes, plentiful

in 'all forests at

a low elevation.

Bambusa Metake,
very common iu

low-land forests

;

foliis variegatis,

cultivated ingar-

dens.

Benthamia japonica. Mount Hakone.
Berberis japouica, seen commonly throughout the
journey.

Broussonetia papyrifera, planted on the road sides.

Buddlea sp., ijrown largely at the foot of Mount
Fusi Yama. The Japanese manufacture paper
fromL the bark.

Camellia japonica, splendid trees, common in all

valleys.

Cephalotaxus sp., resembling C. Fortuni, Mount
Hakone; another with foliage very pointed and
sharp, Mount Fusi Yama.

Castanea vesca, near Messima.
Cham^rops excelsa, seen constantly the whole trip

to the foot of Fusi Yama,
Citrus japonica, common in valleys and gardens.

Clematis, 2 or 3 sp., not seen in flower.

Convolvulus major, many varieties, very common.
Corylus avellana (the Hazel), Mount Fusi Yama.
Cryptomeria japonica, in all valleys on Mount Hakone

at 7000 feet ; not found on Fusi Yama,
Cycas rcvolura, common in all temple gardens.

Daphne japonica, foliis variegatis, near Mesaima.
Deutzia scabra, common on the sides of hills.

] Diervilla, two or jthree sp. on Mount Hakone, not

seen in flower.

Eriobotrya japonica, near Omio.
Euonymxls japonicus, a common shrub.

;
Fagus sylvatica J(Beech), foot of Mount Fasi Yama

and Hakone.
Forsythia suspensa, near Kanagawa.
Funkia, two variegated varieties at the foot ofMount

Hakone.
Hibiscus mutabilis, single and double, purple and
•white, common.

Hydrangea japonica, bracteata and hirta.

Illicium floridauuin and religiosum, near Odawara.
Ilex sp. unknown, 10 to 32 feet, near Hakone and

in the valleys.

Iris sp., one red, one white, unknown, near Miuady

;

another is planted on the ridge of the thatch of
cottages in all villages.

Jimiperus sp., 30 to 40 feet, unknown, Atame,
Laurus Cinnamomura, Omio and most forests.
Lilium callosuui, foot of Hakone.
Magnolia sp., Mount Fusi Yama ; foliage similar to

that of M. macrophylla.

Musa paradisiaca, the Plantain, Muryyana and
Messima.

S N'erium japonicum, Muryyana.
Gardenia florida and radicaus, common.

^ Orontium japonicum, common throughout the
woods; a variety, foliis variegatis, grown in pots.

Onoclea sp. nova? foot of Mount Fusi Yama,
Paulovnia imperialis, Muryyana and other parts.

Pernettya sp, nova, habit dwarf, 9 inches, berries

pink, Mount Fusi Yama.
Pimia Massoniana, common, the avenues are often

formed of this Pine ; Piuus parviflora is common
on Mount Hakone and other parts.

Pittosporum Tobira, a common shrub in low lands.

Podocarpus macrophyllus, foot of Mount Hakone
also near Kanagawa.

Poinciana regia, Odawara.

Quercus cuspidata, common ; Q. glabra^ between Hara

Indian com grown in small quantities with variegated
foliage; I only saw one patch of this near Fusi
Yama. Beans, several sorts both dwarf and'running.
Peas, adwarf variety grown largely in fields. Tobacco,
grown in fields.

Carrots, Turaipg, Onions, Pumpkms, Gourds, Cu-
cumbers, Chilies, &c., grown in cottage gardens. Also
many little things peculiar to Japanse taste only.

Cotton, or Gossypium herbaceum, and Thea Bohca,
the Tea shrub, are not extensively grown in the coun-
try we passed through. But occasional fields of the
former, and plantations of the Litter, are met with.

VEGETATI0I7 AS NOTED AT THE DIPFERENT rtEVATIONS OS MOUNT
MOTJKTAIN IN JAPAN.

The Crater.

M,000 feet
-

FTT3I TAMA," THE HIGHEST

Abies Ieptolepis (Larcli), very-

stunted, 2 to 3 feet

Larch (A. I.arix), 30 to 40 feet

Pine Forests.
Abies Firma, 90 to 120 feet

„ bifida, 70 to 90 feet

„ Tauga, 50 ftet

Cephalotaxus spe., 30 feet

JAPANESE ETLUrr.

IX'othing is more
disappointing to Eu-
ropeans visiting
Japan for the first

time than the scar-

city of fruit that

everywhere prevails,

and theinsipid flavour

of what is produced.
No country can be
more favourably
situated for its culti-

vation. The Boil ia

very rich and pro-

ductive. The climate

is all that can be
desired, yet through-

out the entire empire
fruit is scarce and
bad. From the short

experience I have
had during my stay

in these parts I can

scarcely hazard an
opinion in the mat-

ter, butfrom the little

I have seen I con-

sider the secret to

lay in the Japanese
paying no attention

to the improvement
of fruit. The original

kinds have in all

probability been
grown year after

year, and no pains

been taken to im-

prove them. I am
further strength-

and Messima': sp. unknown, foliage very large, ened in this opinion on finding that one or two varie-

between Hakone and Fasi Yama. ties of each kmd of fruit only exist. For instance of

Retinospora obtusa, 30 to 40 feet, common through- Peaches, Pears, Grapes, &c., only one kmd is grown ;

out ; R. piaifera, 30 to 40 feet, common through- if there be a little difference in some, it is merely that

out, they are larger or smaller varieties of the same kind.

Rubus sp. unknown, foot of Fusi Yama. There is no difference in point of shape or flavour. I

Spirxa Thunbergii? common in most valleys; also a feel confident that if a few of our English fruit trees

sp. unknown. Mount Fusi Yama. were imported and a fair trial given them, they would
Smilax sp. unknown, a common plant trailing over

|
prove the soil and climate of Japan to be capable of

slopes. producing fruit equal to any country in the world.

Thea Bohea, straggling bushes througliout ^ our The following fruits are met with .-—Cherries, Ches-

journey ;
plantation near Omio. n^*s. ^'g^^ Grapes, Oranges, Pears, Peaches, Plums^

Thujopsis dolabrata, 40 to 50 feet high, forests on Wahiuts, and Melons two or three kinds.

Beech, Alder, Lime, Mountain Ash, Hazei, &c.

Coarse Grass and Fern

We ascended at this point
SOUTH.

Mount Hakone.
Thuja pendula, Mount Hakone ; T. orientalis, foot

of Mount Hakone.
^Veigela rosea, foot of Mount Fusi Yama ; another

species not seen in flower.

Wistaria sinensis, rambling throughout the woods.

Woodwardia japonica, on slopes of Mount Hakone.

THE AGRICULTUBAL CROPS AXD VEGETABLES OP JAPAN.

The main crop of the country passed through is

Rice—grown generally in low marshy valleys, and irri-

gated as in China. In cases where the ground does

not admit of irrigation, a kind is cultivated which
succeeds in a dry soil. The latter crop, however, is

much less productive. Having both varieties at their

command, the Japanese grow immense quanties. Hills

of considerable elevation are terraced to the top, pro-

I
ducing a valuable crop, and giving the country a most
picturesque and fertile appearance.

Two species of Millet are grown largely. (1),

Dwarf, 2 to 3 feet. (2). Tall, 5 to 6 feet. The dwarf
kind is grown in fields, similar to an English Wheat
field, sown either broadcast or in drills. The tall kind

ia transplanted when young in single rows round the

outer edges of the fields' in which the dwarf Millet is

grown.
Solanum esculentum (the Egg plant) is largely

grown for the sake of its fruit, which is much eaten by

the natives-

Caladium esculentum. Sweet Potato (Dioscorca

Batatas), and Ginger, are all extensively cultivated ; of

the fii-at both leaves and roots are largely consumed.

It would be a point of considerable interest to ascer-

t^n the cause of all the Japanese vegetables being

more or less flavourless. From the little I have seen

of their modes of cultivatiou, I consider it to arise

from too much strong manure being given them when

in a growing state. This causes them to grow rank

and tasteless. Many of our crops in Europe are very

similar.

OBSERVATIONS AT PORT KEXNEDT ON THE
TEMPERATURE OF THE SOIL, &c.

Br Dfl. Walker.

Os the 14th September, 1858, as soon as it appeared
probable that we should winter at Port Kennedy, I sunk
a brass tube 2 feet 2 inches vertically in tlie ground, and
inserted a padded thermometer. The ground at the
time of sinking the tube was frozen from 6 inches
below the surface, and it was with great difficu-ty that

I could get the tube sufficiently far down. The soil

(surface) was similar to that strewn over the land, but
from below 6 inches it was of a yellowish mud. The
thermometer used was one of very small bore, with a
loTis; stem finely graduated (it had been prepared for

taking the temperature of trees).

From the 18th to 29th September, no register waa
made, as the ship was not in port ; also from the lOth
to the 28th March, 1859, as I was absent from the
ship, t'"avolling. The minimum temperature reg'istered

was +0-5» oil -.larch 10. 1859; the lowest may be
assumed at zero, on the 16th March. The reerister was
continued until June 18, when water entered the tube
and the thermometer was frozen to the side, so that it

could not be detached.

Column 2 gives the register of the thermometer.
Column 3 gives the depth of the overlying snow, wliicU
was always greater than the avprnj^eq^nantity over the
land. On the 17th January, 1859, a tube was placed
1 foot 1 inch deep in a mixture of shingle and earth;
in this a thermometer was phiced. The position of the
ground was such that scarcely any snow lay upon it, the
constant strong winds removing it almost as soon aa

deiiosited. Cohnnn l- gives the register of this ther-

mometer. F':;hruary 12th, 1859, a tube was placed

horizontally on the surface ot the ground beneath the
snow lying over the place where thermometer No. 1

was sunk, and the temperature as shown by this

thermometer (Column 5) was registered until all the snow

i
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disappeared. Column 6 gives the mean temperiitnre of

the air for the day ou which the registers of the difierent
-thermometera were taken. Column 7 gives the mean
temperature of the air for the number of days or hours
intervening between the registering of the ther-
mometers.

All the registers of the different thermometers are
corrected so as to reduce thera to that of the standard.
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at the gables. The house is ventilated by means of the
whole of the front lights opening 2 feet 6 inches ; they
are hung on pivots, about 8 inches from the top, and
open at three lifts, consequently one-third of the wliole

length of the house is moved at one lift ; each lift has

a movement rod of 1^ inch round iron, which runs hori-

zontally through the muUions between the front lights,

about 21 inches from the top of the light, esifch light

being connected to the movement rod by means of a

curved stay with two joints in it, one end of which is

screwed to the bottom rail of the light, and at the other

end there is a socket through which the movement rod

passes, and it is secured to the rod with a Icey wedge;
eacii lift is effected by means of a lever 20 inches long,

which has a set screw and staple working on a semi-

circular bar, by which means the lights one-third the

length of the house are thrown open simultaneously,
and set at any distance not exceeding 20 inches, which
is the height of the movement rod from the bottom
plate, the air passing under and over the light.

We next come to the ventilating of the spans. Kach
span has an open ridge, on which the openings are
4i inches wide; on tliL'seisa ridge cap lifting the whole
length of each ridge. When lifted to the full extent
an opening on each side 3 inches wide is left. In the
opening of each ridge are five brackets, to which hino-ps

are attached at the bottom, and the top of the hin^e is
attached to the ridge cap, and works on the principle of
a parallel ruler. The top hinge of each ridge is con-
nected to li inch movement rod by a curved stay with
jointsinit, similar to the one described for the fi-ontlit^hs.

On the biick wall of the house is fixed, 3 feet
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Linnean Socief/s Proceedings.

KIDGE AXD FURROW
TREKTIIAM.

VINERY AT

This house, which was erected in 1S58, was designed
by Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, and built by Mr. Smitli,
of Hanford. StaiTordshire. Its length is 140 feet, and
its width 18 feet inside the walls. The roof is, as will
be seen, ridge and furrow in 26 spans; the ridge and
fiirrows run transverse on the rake at an angle of 21°.
The spans rise one-fourth the width on the upright line

high from the path, a brace and screw lifting appa-
ratus in a frame. The nut of the screw has
horns which are made to work in slides inside the
frame ; to these horns are attached the jaw at the

bottom end of the lifting rod, and the top end of
the lifting rod is attached to a lever 8 inches long,
which is secured by a socket and key wedge to the
1.14 inch movement rod. With this apparatus the

r.dge caps rise simultaneously, one-third the length of the
house. Three of these apparatuses are used for raising
tlie ntlge caps.

°

The top ends of the ridg*; and furrow roofs terminate
atvout 2 leet 2 inches from the back wall ; a hanjrinff
rail runs horizontally the length of the house, against

1 apparatus for lifting top lights and ridge caps. | E. Columns, ar

which the top end of the ridge caps terminates, and the
[top ends of the open ridges are suspended, and under-

neath each of the furrows is filled in with a
gusset light, similiir to one of the gable lights, inverted.
On the top of this hanging rail lays the bottom rail of
the light, which terminates under the coping, Thisligh'

also opens for ventilation the whole length of the housp.
The full extent it will open is 20 inches. It lifts in

sheets the third of the length of the house, with curvet!

stays, movement rod and brace and screw lifting

ap laratus, fixed in the back wall, similar to those already

described. The muUions between the front upright
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lights are Out, 5^ inches by 4 inches; the top ends of

the mulUons are tenoned into a plate; the bottom
end of each naullion is dowelled into a stone cap,

standing on a brick pillar 14 inches by 9 inches, whicli

i-ans down to the bottom of the Vine border; on the
stone caps and underneath the front lights, iron sill

plates with aprons run down between the stone caps
into the Vine border, about 2 inches; consequently
there is no obstruction for the roots. The gutters are
all lined with lead, zt>A empty themselves into an iron 0. G.
eave gutter carried to a cistern provided for itsreception.

The ventilation is so perfect that in the hottest weather
in 1859, we could reduce tlie temperature within 2^ of
•trli&tout of doors; this we have been unable to do with
^ny other structure. This house is heated by means of
two saddle boilers fixed together, so that in cases of
'emergency we can work both together, or in case of
accident we have only to turn the taps and the other
"will do the work. This is a system which I can strongly
Tecomracnd ; it was introduced here by Mr. Fleming.
Beside heating the house in question, the following are
also warmed by the same boiler, viz.:—A Muscat
house, 40 feet long, 10 feet wide, 10 feet high
at the back wtA\, and 1 foot 9 inches in front;
a Cawellia house of the same dimensions, but 7 feet

higK in front; also the young men's rooms, and last

but not least, a bath-room for the young gardenei-s, in

wkich is kept up a genial temperature and a copious
supply of hot and cold water. A. Henderson, Tlie Qat"
^tiSj Trentkmm Mall, Staffordshire,

that would at this season serve to relieve the Pines and its crop of Apples in perfection, and made a shoot in

other Conifers with the genuine effect of summer
;
strength equal to those of any previous year. The

foliage. William Masters, Exotic Nurserif, Caiiterhury, wound of the socoud tree was bound up and left to

Grouping Fruits and Flotoers Jor Table Decoration.
_

chance. The fruit and lenves fell oil" prematurely early

—I would beg to call attention to your leading article of '•" ^""* ^
'-^-^ *• .^ - . • ^ i_-.

last Saturday, as to the line of action to be taketi by the

Horticultural Society of London next year. I would

especially ask the committees of all local societies to

notice the rules laid down for the meeting to be held

in June, when special prizes are offered for the best

in September without making the least sign of a shoot,
but it is still alive and will probably make another
struggle for life in spring, and then lerminate its

existence. William Culverwell, Thorp Perrow.
Mtishroom Culture,—At this season of the year, when

vegetables are scarce, anything in the way of variety is

group of three baskets of fruit and tlowers for the gladly welcome on the dhmer table, and as Mushrooms
decoration of the dinner table. It may te observed

^

may be grown where the advantage of a cellar or out-

that valuable fruit or flowers are not demanded, and '
bouse is obtainable, with a temperature of from 48° to

ladies are invited to join in the competition. It is now
|

55*, I would recommend those who possess that advan-

so usual to decorate our tables with fruit and flowers
|

tagetotry their hand at their culture, I would simply

that it becomes quite an art to arrange them with .
remark to those who may notyet have attempted it that

taste, and we all know that it requires practice to

make perfect ; therefore I think it would be wise on the

part of our friends in connection with all local societies,

to hold out some inducement to obtain a degree of skill

ftnd merit in this art. I for one will be happy to make
u beginning, and to offer a prize of the value of 30s.

to the Kbyal Horticultural Society of Ireland, provided

they adopt the good example set by the Society to

which 1 liave alluded. E. A. M., Dublin.

Peach Trees and TFeeui^s.—Having seen in your
pages in the early part of last summer parties com-
plaining of their Peach trees being hurt by last winter's

frost, 1 expected to have heard whether or not they liad

recovered. Here, in the gardens of Sir William Max-
well, Bart., are eight or nine young Peach trees, which

Home Correspondence.
JSotanieal Na^nes.—As I understand the rule for

LatinisiBg proper names, the termination iv.s, gen. ii,

should be substituted for, and not added to a terminal
vowel ; thus Decaisne would make Decaisnius, gen.
Decaieitii, &c. Terminal g should be treated as a con-

sonant and retained: -e.g., Lindley, Lindleyus, Liud-
leyi. in proper nam«s ending with a consonant the
tenwination «5, gen. l, re added; thus Lobb would make
Lobbus, gen. Lobbi ; Hooker, Hookerus, gen. Hookeri

;

and to my ear these terminations sound quite as har-

monious as Lobbii aiad Hookerii. Tf euphony is to be
considered '' the only safe guide," I think a glance at

our scientific nomenclature will show how little indivi-

dual taste is to be trusted. Take for instance Abild-
gaardia, Forbesoerinus, Agasslzichthys, as examples.
Jf therefore some rule could be generally adopted it

would be most desirable, for we must remember that
liames once correctly given must be tolerated. P. G. E.

Gooseberries in fiower before C/uristmas,—! have
-been pruning Gooseberry bushes to-day, December 13,
cand Iiave met with several of the Champagne variety in
•bloom. As it is a rather unusual occurrence, I enclose
-a few for your inspection. John Marshall, Mount
Gardens^ Whitchurch, Salop,
The Season.—All gardeners agree that the late has

been the most extraordinary season they have ever had
to encounter. Fruits without flavour; the Potatoes
(hereabouts) as ruinously bad as when the murrain first

appeared; Grape Vines (in the open air) with berries

scarcely the size of small shot, and mildew, wherever it

appears, ruuiiing its course unchecked. Garden and
flower seeds have scarcely ripened at all, and in some
instances have not been even formed. Such are remarks
to be everywhere heard, and some even go so far as to

predict an equal scarcity of fruit and flowers for the
year ensuing; thus, say they, "the bulbs have not had
«un enough to ripen them, either in Holland or Eng-
land, The wood of Peaches and other wall fruit is not
iirm and compact, as a stronger degree of the sun's in-

fluence would have made It, and consequently we can
but expect weakly and imperfect blossoms wiien
the time arrives for their expansion." There is

some truth in this, I fear; still we have had no
«arly frost, or such a state of things woulc^indeed have
been most disastrous; and there is seldom a sky So

gloomy as to preclude the feeling of hope. The llose

branches as well as fruit buds are ripening at last ; and
should a frost, now set in, plants are much better pre-

^red to resist it than they were a month or so ago.

As far as the embellishment of parks and gardens is

concerned, the season hiis shown us that we might make
groups of so-called deciduous trees that would retain
their beauty of foliage even unto Christmas. Without
going beyond ray own nursery we have the Naples
Alder in full, deep, rich foliage, 40 feet high. The
Sandy Pear of China has scarcely shed a leaf^ and well
rivals the Naples Alder. But what I most delight in is

the Kfcdbrook Elm, whose leaves from the deep green
of summer have changed to a glowing yellow orange,
and equally profuse as in the height ot summer. A few
days since I passed by an estate where I had grouped
these, more than a quarter of a century since, and even
with the slightest possible ray of the sun the*effect was
magnificent. Still, too.ingreatbeauty wehavethe Azorian
and Alpine R lamni, the Berberis coriacea, the variegated
St. Peter's Wort, and even Almonds are as green as in
October. Nor should the Hawthorn be omitted from
the list of trees and shrubs whose foliage is as perfect
as ever, irrespective of their brilliant fruit. Such are
the Mexican Thorn, the Arbutus-leaved, the true
coccinea, and tlie Stranvsesia. I might increase the list
but feel that I have enumerated enough to show that our
landscape gardeners, by uniting such as I have mentioned
may, when the frost holds off till Christmas, produce
effects that up to the present I have nowhere seen, and

they may be ensily produced by obtaining as much short

dung (fresh from the stables, if to be had, but this is

not of vital importance) as will make a bed 16 inches

deep and any size required. Throw this into a heap for

a few days to heat and dispel the greater part of the

moisture it contains; then spread it out for a day or

two to dry and cool down; after that throw it np
together again for a few days; generally about five or

six will be found sufficient. It will now be fit to make
the bed with, which, let the size be what it may, should

be, as I have said, about 16 inches deep. In making it

take care to tread or beat it firm. As soon as the heat

shall have risen and declined to 75°, it is ready to

spawn, for which I find Cutbush's (of Highgate) Mill-

track the best; 1^ bushel will spawn a bed 10 feot

in May and June lost all leaves from their young wood, square; this, broken into pieces the size of small

except a few on the points of each shoot, and gum was
oozing out. I saw that they had not been in good
health the year before. And one day I asked my pre-

decessor how he got on with the Peach trees. *' Oh,"
said he, " Peach trees will never do here ; that is the
second plantation I have made ; the first all died piece

by piece, although planted in good fresh loam." I made
a plantation of Apples, all young maiden trees ; every

day just as the buds were swelling I observed that they
were picked out, and that the bark in many places was
stripped off quite round the shoot. For some
time I thought that tomtits were the depredators,

therefore made up a compost of soot, sulphur, lime, and
cow dung, with which I painted every inch of the

trees. Next morning I went to see if my friends had
been back, and was quite aggravated to see many fresh

wounds. It struck me then that the Apple weevil was
my enemy. I examined the earth about the roots, and
found six, seven, and even as many as 10 weevils at a

plant, I then examined the Peach trees, but found not
80 many as among the Apples, which may be accounted
for in this way, that they go into the old nail holes

during the day tune, whereas the Apples are standards
and espaliers. From all I have observed I| make no
doubt that it is not the frost which affects the Peach
trees here, but that the depredator is the weevil.* A
Myrtle for instance stood the winter on the same
exposure without the least protection, and bloomed.
The question which 1 wish to bring under notice Js, how
am 1 to destroy these devastators ? I do not think it

possible to hand pick them, as there are some hundreds
of old Apple trees here covered with Moss and rough
bark. I may add that the ravages of these creatures

have not been confined to the Peach and Apple trees,

but have extended to 200 new Roses planted last year.

William Laing, Monreith, Newton Stewart^ N.B.
[Catch them at night when they feed. You may do it

by shaking or beating the branches over a white
sheet.]

NeaCs Pastils,—I have tried these and am so well

Apples, will, placed just in the dung, and covered

2 inches with any garden soil, well beat down, produce
Mushrooms of first-rate quality in six weeks in a tem-

perature of 50°. A bed thus treated, 12 feet long by
7 feet wide, spawned with i bushel of Milltrack, has

produced me above 80 lbs. weight of Mushrooms, many
weighing 4 oz. each, and is now in full bearing. W.
Young, Gr. to JR. Barclag, Esq., West Hill Mouse^
Highgate, Dec. 17, [We have seen these Mushroomst
and the spawn itself, and can bear testimony to the e^:
cellence of both.]

Flowers noio in Bloom.—Thinking it may interes^.

lovers of ont-door gardens in different parts of the-,

country to know how many flowers are in bloom on\
this day, Dec. y, 1860, this most singularly wet season, J

'

send a list of those I gathered at Maes-y-dderweii,

,

Swansea. Of Roses, on a wall and in the open ground, J ^

had good flowers of Lamarque, Glolre de Rosamene,
Safranot, Criu^son Boursault (Spring Rose), common
China, He de Bourbon, Cerise Noisette, Fellenberg do.,

Aimee Vibert, Aoidalie, Souvenir de ilalmaison, Sou- .

venir d'un Ami, G^ant de Batailles, Gen, Jacqueminot,
Dr. Marks, Archduke Charles, Gloire de Dijon, Adam,
Cramoisie Sap^rieur, Fabrier (China), Duchess of
Sutherland, Duchess of Norfolk, Auguste Lelieur,
Madame Desprez ; Chrysanthemums, 15 sorts; Honey- .

suckle. Anemones of all colours. Scarlet Geraniums,
Scabias, Calceolarias, six kinds of Fuchsias, Ver-
benas of several colours, Galilardia picta, Rudbeckia
hirta. Salvia fulgens and patens, Ageratum, Cowslips,
Pentstcmon campanulatum, Phlox Drummondi, Holly-
hocks (poor), several Carnations, Pampas Grass, Apono-
geton (in water), Veronica Andersoni (very fine). Mig-
nonette, Creeping blue Lobelia, do. lilac do., tall white
Campnnula, tall purple Lobelia, two sorts of Buchnera,
three sorts of Heaths, Chinese Privet, Cupheas, two
sorts of Candy-tuft, Scarlet Geum, Sisyrinchium iridi-

oides, Welsh Poppy. Statice, Escholtzia, four sorts .

of tall Phloxes, Double White Feverfew, two sorts
of Periwinkle; Primrose, double, four colours; Primrose,

satisfied with the result that I think the matter worth single, two sorts; Violet, Anemone japonica. Campanula
bringing under notice. I burnt three cakes in a green- garganica, Cerinthe aspera. Purple Auricula, Pyrus
!,.»... 4^ f,„. 1 u„ n PC *•„„*. „,M. HM.. «]„„.«

japonica. Arbutus, Hellebore or Christmas Rose, Vir- .

ginian Stock, Malope trifida, Anchusa Italica ; Linum,
crimson, blue, white, yellow; (Enothera prostrata,

.

Coreopsis lanceolata, three sorts of Erodiums, Arabis -

alpina, Michaelmas Daisy; Alyssum, white, variegated
and yellow; Aubrietia purpurea, and Marigolds, M.
Marryat»

house, 40 feet long by 15 feet wide. The plants were
infested with green-fly. Next morning on examining
the foliage, which was not the least iirjuretL I found all

the green-fly dead, I consider the invention perfectly

successful, as it is not only cheap but effectual. E. B,
Dunn, 10, St, Ja'ines* Street, Weston-super-Mare,
How to Mend Barked Apple Trees.—Different modes

of grafting and inarching have been graphically

described in your former Numbers, and all of them
distinguished by different names. After describing the
following process I must leave your readers to give it

any name they think proper. In the vei-y severe

weather of December, 1859, rabbits came into an
orchard and barked several Apple trees ; two they
cleaned of every atom of bark, and part of the sap
wood, to the height of 10 inches all round the stem.
The loss of one of these two trees was a serious matter,

as it was a valuable kind of some 14 years' growth. 1

therefore endeavoured to save this tree as follows:

—

As soon as the wound was discovered it was bound up

with cloth, and remained in that condition until last

April. Wlien the sap began to move I cut a large

branch from a neighbouring Apple tree, and took the

bark off in strips about 2 inches wide. I lifted the

bark at the top and bottom of the wound with a sharp

knife, and laid the strips of new bark over the wound,

with the ends brought nicely under that which I had

raised at the extremities of the wound. The rough

skin was shaved off the strips where they were to unite.

The whole was then bound tightly round with a strong

cord and clayed over; the process was now complete.

The tree never received the slightest check ; it ripened

• And this opinion is confirmed by learning that 20 years

ago, Peaches were good and plentiful here.

Portable Furnace for a. Portable Hovfie.—In your notice of
Hereman's Portable Hothouses for the million, you expressed
surprise that the manufacturers of heating apparatus had not
long ago provided us with portable furnaces. And it is odd
that when by Sir Jitseph Paxtoii's patent or any other plan,
we have ensured permanent possession of our gla-ss structures,
we must make the freeholder a present of the furnaces and
boilers which heat them by the necessity of fixing in brickwork
on solid foundations. In putting up a house lately on the
portable princi])le—having no lease— I was resolved, if possibli^
to adoDt a mode of heating which should involve no possibility of
future litigation ; and it & portable fui-nace be a desideratum, t
think I may say "Eureka," and invite the attentinn of people
clrcumsUinccd as I am to an inTention known as Musgrave'e
Patent Slow Combustion Stove. I made acquaintance witi
it last year, throuyh an advertisement in the Gardeners'
Chrojiicle, and I ordered one expressly to heat an apartment in
which I keep a number of foreign birds. The bonible frost
of October, 1850, was as fatU to some of my winged [>ets as to
Eugenia Ugui and other nearly hardy pLuita out of doors, and
my observation of the action of the stove in the
dwelling house convinced me that there could be no
danger in giving it a trial among plants. The house
in which I have placed the stove for the coming winter
is a lean-to, 24 feet by 9 feet. There is a sunk path along the
back, and a border of eartii along the front, and the stock is of
a kindthat will require only ordinary greenhouse temperature,
so that all I expect o( the stove is to keep out
frost till March, and then keep the house at 55° to 60'.

The stove is placed in the centre of the house, and stands
without fixing of any kind, on the pavement of the sunk path.

A 4-inch horizontal iron pipe is carried across the border
nciirly to the front veutihtors, aud then along the border to.

the end of th? housej where it terminates in a 4-inch gUze^
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droiu (jipti chimney. Haviu;j; had it iii vise all last winter for
the purpose above named, I tlioni,4it a trial of a week sufficient
in its new position, and with that trial I was so well satisfied
that I wait without fear the advent of frost to tost it under
fair circumstances. A few words as to the peculiarities ot this
invention may enable those of your readers who are iatcrcsted
in the matter to form some estimate of its probable fitness for

mind ; and neither in taste nor ia general appearance
can this species be easily distinguished in the leaf from
our common Hotly. The Government of Paraguay made
a monopoly of the Holly tea trade, and excelled in its

manufacture, but it was only carryiupr out ideas which tlio

Indians inherited from their forefathers and still retain
in the black drink already referred to; therefore it

horticultural purposes. The s::ove consists of five cylindrical
; is not by any means on the Ilex Faraguayensis

or tubular coropaftments, which for tho present may be repre- 1 alone that my arguments are based, as to the importance of
sented by the letter N. Suppose the left leg of the N to be this Tea. Ilex Paraguayensis. I. Dahoon, and I. dinyrena are
the fire box, the cross line a chamber thi-ou;,'h which tho fire all Tea plants of established reputation. I. Dipyrena as before
descends, and the right-hand leg a chamber through which it stated being hardy in our climate, and moreover scarcely to be
ascends to find exit into the chimney. Then between the left leg diatioguished from our native Holly, is therefore the liukin the
and the crossiine, and between the cross line and the right leg, chain to which we must attach our English Holly tea, aud as
aretwospacesinto which atmospheric air is admitted from the this paper may be the last that I may write on this subject, I
perforated exterior of the stove, and this being heated passes : may as well recapitulate here what I have elsewhere said, in
out, and a regular cb-culation of air through the body of the

j
order to render this better intelligible to those who may not

stove is thus kept up. The left log or fire-box is lormcd of fire have heard of the thing before. Dried leaves of Holly, like
cjar> and above it is a boiler, the vapour from which prevents

j

driedberriesofcoflfee.are not fit forfood: theyhave to be roasted
the heated air from becoming at any time too dry. The bottom in a particubr way so as to be neither raw nor burnt,
of the fire box is a solid block of fire clay, auii the draught Bread browned in an oven is the nearest intelligible example
admitted through a small grating in front, can be regulated by that I can give of this roasting process, and I may state that
means of a suspended door to any degree necessary. Ouegi-oat the smell is agreeable when the tea is roasted enouo-h, and very
merit of the slow combustion principle is, that ifproperly made : disagreeable indeed when it is undordone. Any one who has
up With small coke the fire will last 12 or 15 hours witho it passe.i a Coffee roasting establishment will remember the very
needing to be touched, and the stove may b o kept ahght for unpleasant odour of that process. When a deciduous tree
«i mdefinite period by regular feeding nt top twice a day, and; casts its leaf, we see clearly bv the clean wound that its mission
the removal from below of the aslies. The heat is remarkably

,
is accomplished, and that its connection with the tree would

constant, and overheating, even with a full draught, is almost be of no further service ; but it is not so with evergreens • and
perhaps quite mipos^ible, because of the solid bottom of the be^iause their leaves remain for years upon the branches that
hre-box and the check to draught of the descending chamber. produced them, we are apt to think that they are essential to
There is no smell of coke or iron, aud such an economy in the
consumption of fuel that tho fine ia scarcely warmed when the
stove is in full operation, tho whole of the heat generated being
transferred to the atmospheric air which circulates through
the body of the stove. I am told by the makers that they

the welfare of the plant. This idea the history of
the Tea plants and their culture has set at rest; and
as this will naturally be the first obstacle thi-own
in the way of Holly Tea making, viz., that the gathering of
the leaves of the plant in winter or spring would damai^e the

aud the Oak, their value to ns as tea would bo much loss,

for unless we could concentrate all our labour in that
harvest time, the crop would be lost to ns ; whereas
we can scarcely admire enoi^h the marvellous economy
that has stored the crop of even more than one
year in good condition for our use. A familiir ex-

have sold a considerable number for heating greenhouses
;
if tree, I must state that young leaves, like young roots, perform

any pf>ssessors of them will communicate their experiences, a quality of work that old leaves and old roots cannot, and
their information cannot but be of value with the increasing when Ivy, for example, growing against a flower garden wall

fS^^^*^
for portable garden structures. It may be right to where it is frequently used as a background, has been clipped

add that mine cost me six guineas. It ia more ornamental closely in in spring, and not an old leaf left, the youiT^ leaves
than need be for such a purpose, and it might be to the want no assistance, but come forth far more beautifully than if
interest of the patentees to provide amateur gardeners with

I they had been mixed with the old ones ; neither is their size nor
a simpler and loss expensive apparatus. I believe it could be their texture at all altered by this annual fleecing. If the
done lor less than 51., and at that price form a piece of furui-

j
leaves of the Holly were to fall off in autumn, like the Willow

tare that could be carried anywhe^-e and fitted either to heat - - - -

a wall, a study, or a greenhouse, as the possessor might
)-equire. Shirle>j Hibherd, Stoke Newington.

Wheelbarrows.—A few years ngo favourable mention
was made of some wheelbarrows that Mr. ]\I*Ewen

had made for use in the Society's garden. 1 should
j

ample of similar design may be seen in the crow sowing the

feel very much obliged if you would give a few par- ff,*i^^^i^i'*f,fi^^„^^K*^
lone waste, and the adult Fir tree pro-

ticulars respecting them, and if not asking too much, a

working plan of the same; it would probably be useful

to other gardeners who like to see good and useful

tools for the men to handle. A. X. /. [These barrows
did uot justify the expectation formed of them.

Like other showy things they broke down ia actual

service.]

Pumaloto of Amoy.—In a reprint of Letters to the

Times from China, by G. Wingrovo Cooke, in 1857-58,

in speaking cf fruits, it is stated in a foot note that

the " Amoy Pamalow is] the finest fruit in the world."

In comparison with tliis the author says the ilangos-

teen ofPenungis inferior. The only information I can

ducing seed and storing it to feed the planter when the poor
crow would have but short rations, were it not for the corn in
the Fir-cone on the tree top. The abundance of design and signs
of importance manifested in the history of the Holly cannot be
overlooked; a sample which I send you is a beaiitiful sample
of an entire heart-shaped leaf, audit is perfectly level on the
foce, and has neither wave nor spine upon its edges ; now if

this had been the.usual character of young Hollies, I h^ve no
hesitation in saying thfic the species might have been extinct
perhaps 1000 years or more before our time, for as the tree was
good for food and pleasant to the taste of wild and domestic
animals, unless it had -come under the especial protection of
man it would assuredly have been eaten up ; but the kind hand
that gave it, preserved it, and it was therefore set with dagfi:ers

drawn in its own defence until it should attain its adult state,

and then it assumes a milder frtrm and shows high up a gentle-

ness that could not well be trusted lower down. This
cb.aracter we also sec in the Rose plant, for all the natural

Order lios^iceaj are eatable, at least none are poisonous; andfind bearing on the above fruit (if it is the same), is in

the Transiicfcioiis of the Horticaltnnii bocietj ot ^^ should have had the herbage of all Rosea browsed by cattle.

"liOndon, where, in Vol. 3, Second Series, is a A''ery and destroyed, had they not been armed with spines.

interestingCalendurof the Weather, itc, ibr four months
at FoO'Chow-too, hy G. TiMtlescant Lay, K^q> her

Majesty ^s Consul at that place iu 18 J i. Under the

head of "Fruit and Flowers in Season'' for October is

the following :—" The Pumeloos are ripo but small,

unentioinj^, and not well flavoured. They are called

"Paw" here; the rind of the stunted sort is made into

boxes. If the •'Pumalow of Amoy " is a fruit of such

excellence as is represented by the 2V/;z55 correspondent,

it is worth inquiring about. Some of your corre-

spondents acquainted with the products of China may
therefore be able to give some better account of this

•*Pumalow/' Ckas. McDonald, Woodstock Park.

The prickles of the Holly then, like the sting of the bee
and the spines of the Rose, are evidently set for the preserva-

tion of the species ; and whoever will take the trouble to com-
pare this account of an entire Holly leaf with one waved and
pointed with si>ines strong and sharp, will no doubt ap:ree with
me that it is evident this plant has value, from the very care

and design manifested by the Creator in its preservation ; and
enough is already known and proved to show that this view of

the subject is perfectly jiist, and who knoweth but that in a
few years it may rise to be next in ccnjioraieal importaiice to

the bread-stuffs? The history of the bone trade, now a staple

article in our agric^ilture as well as in our manufactures, may
serve to show us how a thing may dog us for centuries and still

be neglected or at least turned to small account, for I have
seen bones picked off the fields along with stones and earthen-
ware as useless. We have had bones always, but we did not
always know their value, and this hint may be useful here-

The beauty of a Holly plantation, the hundreis of happy lives

emplnj-ed in the growing of the plant, and in the harvesting

of the produce, savourofthegood things coming to us ; the shear-

Holhj Tm.—The Chinese Tea leaf and the Coffee berry have
done their work so ^vcU that they have r>aved the way for a
state of ^iugs which 100 years ago would have been considered
visic»narv- Many persons now living can recoUect t. e time iag or fleecing of the Holly in spring will be akin to the

when tea was a curiosity in this country- In the cooking of ' shearing of the sheep at Midsummer, aud the Hop gathering

coffee, chocolate, and the like, there is a total want of that in autumn—a national characteristic, requiring certain

plioity which so eminently ehai^acteri^es the making of tea. ^ tools and appliances like the gathering of wool and

rightly managed, I had some Arum tubers cooked one day for
my dinner (Portland Sago), Arum maculatum, and I told my
sister that she must not eat any part of them raw, but this
warning was not heeded, and;sho very prudently thought that
before I should poison all the family, she would just bite a
smaLl crumb off one raw tuber, and as it proved like fire
in her mouth, she quietly said to the child in a
friendly way, "Don't you touch them, my dear, boiled or
raw, for I have never seen their equal, aud I had not
more than the size of a nut just to taste," Now this is
an example of the way things get treated that are
beyond all doubt good for food—only the reason that guides us
in other matters must be applied in their cookery. We have
the Holly leaves, let us try to roast them, and try with a good
will, in order that the money now used to buy Chinese tea by
the labouring man may be saved, and that he may drink
torrents of good tea without costing him a farthing aa long as
there are Holly leaves in hedges, woods, and waste gi'ound to
be got. In conclusion, I may state that I have grown all the
species of Holly that could be pinchased, and have now given
fearlessly the fruit of my experience ; and few living men have
had better opportunities than I have had of seeing and becom-
ing acquainted with trees and shrubs, for I assisted the late
Mr, Loudon in his great works on these subjects, and
have had the run of all the best gardens in the
country, with full freedom to take notes at leisure, andl have
consulted missionaries and other trustworthy travellers on the
subject—men^who have for ye:trs drunk mate, and any one con-
sulting such as "Johnson's Cbemistry of Common Life," will

beai" me out that I have advanced nothing singular or even
new. I therefore commend this paper to infiuential parties

interested in the welfare of tb&ir fellow men, AUx. Forsyth.

Sim;
In pouring boiling water upon the dry Tea leaf consists all the Hops. Although I have stated spring as the season

for gathering Holly leaves, it is nacrely out of deference to

existing prejudices not to strip the plants iu existence now
of their bonuties for half tho year ; but the autumn will

assuredly be the chief time of tea gathering, aud that early for

the fiuer qualities, althoutjh greater strensrth and weight will

be got froui the spring gatherings, and the economy of thus
employing labour at, different periods will be no small benefit
to the lalwurer ns well aa to the owner of the plantation. I
am glad to find that Holly tea ia already used in Suabia, aud
perhaps iu other parts of Central Europe ; and although its

progress may be slow, it is nevertheless sure. We
read of masting Holly loaves for tea over fires in

I

the open air, much after the fashion of our charcoal
' burners ; the twigs and branches, as well as the leaves, were

bered, that millions are already ''addicted to/' for the habit' hung up over tho fires, aud when the leaves were picked off

artnf its cookery ; there are no boilings, stirrings, clearings,

aud the like wanted, and to the bulk of tea drinkers this is of
the highest importance. Chicory, roa?*ted corn, and the like,

therefore, however cheap, are essentially deticieui in this,

CoSee is seldom well got up at inns, or even by professed cooks.
'

Therefore tea of Aorae kind from this fact al>nc; is bc=t calcu-
lated to meet the views of the million. Holiy Isa iu Paraguay
has already taken told of the people, and they u*io it at every
meal, driUAiug it after their own fashion. This is the Uck Para-
guay*. .^orParagaay Holly, Ihnvefor

; _iiniakin:XOxpc-
rltnents with our native HoUy, Hex aquuuu,;iui,Rndhave already
reported progress in tho Horticultural St^ ' y's Journ J, the
Ganiiucrs* Chronicle^ aud eUowhere, in order to induce people
t^> take to this cheap and excellent beverage—one, be it rcmem-

once acquired iKJcomes permanent, and the "mntfe" drinker
sucks his bambilla in poaceful serenity to the end of his days,
Many bungling attoniptft at Holly tea-making will no doubt
have to be made before the thing gets perfected as in Ghincae
tea manufacturing, but it is of great importance to know that
the highest chemical auHjTrities agree tliat cert^am species of

for carrying home the twigs of course were dry fuel for the
next batch, and this sort of work was said tobe very unhealthy;
indeed it could not be otherwise, as the poor wretches would
bain a constant atmosphere of wood-smoke as well as the
exiialation from the roasting of the tea-leaves. Kiln drying,
roasting, or even burning to any degree, is no mystery to the

Foreign Correspondence^
Nice : Decemher 13, I860.—During the last fort-

night the weather here has been very variable;, in fact,

all along the coast of the Mediterranean an unusual

quantity of rain has fallen. The arrival of the mails

both on the Genoa and Marseilles sides has been fre-

quently considerably delayed. Fine weather has how-
ever ugaiu conimeuced, and the country presents its

ordinary brightness. The common garden Anemone
has made its appearance on the hills; I gathered two on

the 11th inst. Numerous martins and swifts are to be

seen flying about in the a>r, but no swallows-

Butterflies are plentiful and handsome. Though we
have nearly arrived at the shortest day, the sun rises at

7.30, and sets at 4,30, so that we can pee to read from

7 till 5, giving us nearly 10 hours of good dayJight-

In proof of the power of the sun I may mention that

this morning at sunrise the thermometer indicated SS'',

one hour afterwards it rose (in the sun) to 80^ and in

one hour more, at 9.30, to 100^ Not only do ladies

carry their parasols^ but gentlemen also their " sun-

shades,"

The manufacture of bouquets here is quite a science,

and very pretty it is. The flowers are mo&t artistically

arranged, each separate bloom being tied on the end of

a kind of small dried Rush, and brought together so as

to form one uniform surface, many of them presenting

regular floral patterns, sometimes supported with wire,

I lately saw a beautiful large bouquet formed in

circles; outside was Mignonette, then Neapolitan (or as

they are called here, Palermo) Violets, next a row of

Camellias, then a band of Candytuft (Ibens semper-

florens), interspersed with Fansies, and in the centre

blue Forget-Me-Not in the form of a heart. They are

usually sold at from one to three francs, but I have one

now before me which was only half a franc, measuring

9 inches across and containing Geraniums, Roses, Habro-

thamnus elegans; Ageratum mexicanum, arboreum; Ver-

benas, Salvias, Pentstemons, &c. Two of the most con-

spicuous plants in the gardens noware the Habrotliamnus-

elegans, often 6 or 7 feet high, bearing large bunches

of dark crimson flowers, and the Salvia splendenSj with

some others of that family.

In my walks I have met with Aspleniura Petrarch*

on the rocks, a pretty little Fern, between Trichomanes

and Ceterach officinarum ; I believe it is not ii^txh

known in England, being rather difficult to cultivate. If.

however, any of your readers would like to possess it,

and do not mind the postage, I should be happy to for-

ward it (while the stock may last) on receiving a Ime

(post-paid, 4d.) addressed to me at " Pension Kivoir, 21,

Promenade des Anglais, Nice." I could add the

Ceterach officinarum and Asplenium Trichomanes, also

Adiantum capillus^veneris, or either of them, as may be

desired.

Annexed is a further statement of the external tem-

perature. In a south bed-room, without fire, during

the same period it has ranged from 59'to 64°, averages

about or.

Thi:rmometfr ix the Shade at

7 A.M- Middav,

Holly leaves contain ''Theiue/' the active ingredient iu Chinese
|

British workman, who can roast the ore and roll the metal
tea aud African coffee, and that tho article is ahcaiy so exteu- into money value in a businesslike way, and when the leaves
-sively manufactured and u^ed as to leave no doubt as to its of the Holly are once in the basket their future fate is sealed, for

I can hardly imagine that all of us will fliuffoverboard anarticle
so highly esteemed by the most learned as well as by tho rude
native; but it is perfectly marvellous to see how difficult the

becomes to get over established prejudices. Oatmeal is

fitness for human food. The immense range of the Holly in the
ffeogrraphiCL\ldi^tributionofplant?i, is perhaps wiihout a i^arallel;
and t!iia cannot be looked upon as a matter of chance, but
rather as a blesdng^ of no ordniary kind for our use and enjoy-
ment, for if the HoUy leaf is a blcssin>^ iu rarapfuay, let us try

j
not respectable, and I have known a hanker and a clergyman

it in England on the same terms aud for tho same end. ' try their best to {?et poor people to eat it, but no. I have eaten
Beins an evergixcn the leaves of the Holly are to be had ; Poppy seeds myself, and have tried to get others to follow my
ready for roasting all the yeai* round, but the times of: example. The seedof Papaver somnifernra is asgood to eat as

, ^ ^ . plant. _ .

gathered the leaves at variou3 seasons of the vear, and I
nave compared the leaves dried and r.xiated of^thc various
species used aa food, Buch as the Ilex "Dahonn and Ilex dipy-
rena; the latter. growin:r freely in Devonsliire, giVL-s evidence
1131 ^^T^^^''^^^.^^^'^ 1*^^"^, a5* it la a bona fide eatable
in>ecie« uaedm tho - black drink- of the Xadiaus time out oi

1

1

gathering- and the care bestowed upon thoir nmnipulatloa i
the beat "Waluuts, aud perfectly freu from tlie poison in its

mnst alwr\ya uff<:ct the qu.ility of Holly as a tea plant. 1 have ! husk. Some tine day this glorious bread and butter plant will

gladden our homes, for it baa oil a^ well as atsireh in it, but
who will try it first either for a crop of for a meal ? As to the
Jerusalem Artichoke, in the earth as well aa in the air, a root
and fodder, who would bother to bear iu mind that its broth is

not fit for food when the tuber ia boiled, but the tuber itself

nevertheless is as good as the best Cauliflower, aad aswhite when
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It is siiicl Lv some that this place is not favourable for

pulmonary complaints; but it mus^ be evident from tne
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pallid countenanceg continually met witTi, that numbers nothing about the matter. Just as when Mr. Earey,
resort to it

^. Copland,
in the hope that it may be beneficial.

odttlts*

HORTICFLTUEIX : Dec. lZ.~CFloral Committee).—
Messrs. Veitch exhibited on this occasion a specimen of
Thibaudia macrantha, a little known warm greenhouse
shrub, producing clusters of large handsome pendent
blossoms, three and four in a bunch, from the woody
portions of the branches. Each flower, which could not
measure less than 2 inches in length and half as much
in diameter, was angular in form, contracted at the base
and point, and covered between the angles with beauti-
ful oblique wavy lines of a rosy red colour, prettily
interspersed over a white ground. For this a
first-class Certificate was deservedly awarded. From
Messrs. Maulo & Sons, of Bristol, came a remarkably
well grown specimen of Cypiipedium insigne,for which
a First-class Certificate was awarded; and from
Mr. Salter came various Chrysantheraems, the best of
which was Little Harry, a pretty kind, to which a First-
class Certificate was awarded, and which htis been
favourably mentioned by ns on former occasions ; the
following, from the same raiser, were commended, viz.,
Canary Bird, Caractacus, and Golden Hcrmione. Messrs.
Henderson had some beautiful Tree Carnations, for
which a special certificate was awarded.

E^-TOMOLoaICAIi : Dec. 3.—Tlie President in the
Chair. Mr. Stevens exhibited a box containing many
new and beautiful beetles, just received from Mr.
Wallace, collected at Cerani, one of the islands
of the Eastern Archipelago, including the curious
Pascoea Idte, Monohammus Grayi, fine specimens of
both

^
sexes of Eucheirus longimanus, &c. Mr. King

exhibited a box of rare British Lepidoptera, including
Leucanea putresoens. Mr. Hogan exhibited an
apparently new species of Phyllopodous Crustacea,
belonging to tlie genus Chirocephaliis, and sOme blind
well-shrimps (Niplmrgus sp.), from the neighbourhood
of Andover. Mr. Lubbock gave some account of a
remarkable parasite found in the bodies of humble bees,
named Spha^rularia Bombi by Leon Bufour, which liad
hitherto been only known in its mature form, the mode
of its development and the manner by which it cfFects
an entrance into the body of the Bombus being hitlierto
imobserved. Mr. Westwood exhibited a nearly white
variety of Alcis repandaria bearing a large black blotch
near the apical margin of the fore wings, which had been
^ptured by Dr. Daubeny of :'.'Iagdalcn

'
College,

y-vford. He also mentioned tlie occurrence of a
smgular moastron« Eristalis Bimilis, Meiaen, recently
presented to the HOpeinu Collection, in whicl. the head
remamed enveloped in the very thin pelHcle (or true
pupa skin) and was crowned with the lunate-shaped por-
tion of the indurated head of the larva-skin through
which the two horns had been protruded (see Reaumur,
M<5m. iv. pi. 33, f. 6, d d). Monsters of this kind are
i?-ery rare; A. nodua described hy Muller and a butterfly
by Wesmael being the only recorded instances. A
Dyticus however in Mr. Bowring's collection, and an
Emperor Moth in Mr. Stephens' cabinet in the British
Museum, were mentioned as retaining in the perfect
state the head cover'ng of the Inrva. Mr. Westwood
also directed attention to the thin pellide asserted to
cover the limbs of moths on» emerging from the
chrysalis, and which mif,^ht possibly he analogous to the
skm cast by the May flies after their first flight, J\Ir.
G-.R. Waterhouse made some observations on the speci-
mens of Donaeia and Cassida in the Linnean Cabinet,
and upon the nomenclature of tiie British species of
Triplax. Mr. Sam, Stevens exiublted a number of
Staphylinidse recently captured in a small quantity of
Moss, and Dr. Knaggs exhibited some minute eggs
apparently pierced by a parasite, and stated that he
had found the eggs of Trochilium bembeciforme
deposited on the leaves of Sallow stumps.

Notices of V^ml\$.

Japanese Fragments, with Facsimiles hij Artists of Yedo.
By Captain Sherard Osborn, C.B. Square 8vo.
Bradbury & Evans.
Every scrap of authentic intelligence concerning theUna which 18 now becoming disclosed to the eyes of

i^uropeans. is most welcome; and doubly so when pro-
ceeding from so agreeable a writer as Capt. Sbe^ird
Usborn, who morc^over has some personal knowledge
of the country and its inhabitants. In the pretty

the Horse-tamer, first delighted us by accepting ten
guineas each for his secret, we discovered that we had
no idea how horses may be hobbled. This entertaining
volume will enlighten us upon such matters, and as its

lively style will secure a crowd of readers, so may we
confidently anticipate from its appearance a new era in

English horsemanship. It is to be hoped, indeed, that
in due time it will find itself the pocket companion of
grooms and stable boys ; for even they will be able to
see that the gallant author is a thorough master of his
subject, although, as he tells us, "he is not, and never
has been, an inhabitant of that variegated region in
creation commonly called ' the sporting world.' He has
never bred, raced, steeple-chased, nor betted sixpence
on any colt, filly, horse, or mare. He has never seen,
nor been seen by, the Jockey-Club. He has never
been on the turf. He does not belong to * the ring.'

"

" K"evertheless, sometimes in the performance of
public duties—sometimes from private inclination

—

sometimes for the benefit of his health—sometimes for
recreation—sometimes for rumination—sometimes to
risk his life—and more than once to save It, he has,
throughout a long and chequered career, had to do an
amount of rough-riding, a little larger than has fallen

to the lot of many men.'*

Let us see whether the art we have just alluded to,

that of hobbling, does not justify this' statement. Sir
Francis points out that in case of invasion, one of the
most important arms of defence would be mounted
infantry; and ho shows how this kind offeree may
be easily formed provided horses are hobbled. Anion -^

the methods of effecting this operation he points out
the following :

—" Tliroughout Russia, the Cossacks,
—whenever for any reason, small or large, they have
wished to leave one horse, or a regiment of horses, to
stand alone, to ruminato either in the snow or on a
verdant plain—have, for ages, been in the habit of, as
it were, rivetting them to the ground, by tying toge-
tiier their two fore fetlocks by a pair of hobbles, to the
centre of which is affixed a narrow strap that buckles
over the hock of one hind \e^. By this triangular
apparatus (weighing less than 1 lb.), which out of four
Ipgs leaves only one at liberty, the animal physically
and morally is completely paralysed ; indeed, he is not
only unable to move away, but after his first fall is

afraid again to try to do so." " In Mendoza, San
Luis, Santiago, Buenos Ayves?, and all other cities in
the provinces of Rio de la Plata, in Chili, and in Peru,
whenever a young dandy, calling upon his innaraorata.
Is informed that she is * en casa,' tliat is at home, he
dismounts, extracts from his waistcoat pocket a beau-
tiful ]>air of slight liobbles (weighing only 2 ounces),
which by two silver buttons he affixes to the fetlocks of
his liigh-bred horse, who, swishing with his long tail
the innumerable flies that a-.-;;il iiim, and looking at
every animal that canters by Iiim, stands stock still,

until within the house all the compliments of the
Sanson have been paid, and all the songs to the guitar
exhausted. In thosecountriesevery cavalry soldiercarries
a pair of such hobbles for his horse, not in his pocket, butag
an ornament dangling from the throat lash of the bridle.
By this invention a horse is not so thoroughly secured
as by that used by the Cossacks; and accordingly, if he
be overfed, very fresh, and greatly alarmed, he has
pov/er in a very awkward gait to move away. On active
service, however, where hor.ses have more work than

!

food, it would prove efficient for a single horse, and
would completely arrest a troop when connected together
by their collar chains, by which arrangement a move-
ment, however slight, by any one horse would be re-
strained by the vis inertice of all the rest." Tliis con-
trivance has met with a practical application at the
hands of Sir John Burgoyne, and " the result of the
experiments, under the superintendence of Colonel
Henry Sandham, and the able assistiuice of Capt. Buff,
R.E., has proved so eminently successful that any one
visiting Aldershott is now enabled to see slxorei'^ht
horses hobbled at intervals of about 30 feet asunder,
standing motionless, while the riders of the r.est of the
troop to which they belong, with drawn snbres fl?shirj<^

in the sun, are galloping through them backwards and
forwards ; and as of course cavalry horses could be made
to do the same, it has been substantiated that that
noble branch of our army, as also our volunteer
yeomanry, by merely carrying hobbles, which only
weigh two ounces per pair, would at once be enabled, in
addition to other services, to aet, whenever requisite,
as mounted infantry." Only two ounces per pair ! We
should think that such hobbles might be used for other
purposes than soldiering.

But to tnrn from the battle field to the hunting
ground. Hear what Sir Francis Head says about con-
verting a clever hack into a good hunter :

—

"Now to metamorphose 'a hack' into 'a hunter1 1., ^^ p^ M*^
have a lively^ account of the -- i\ow lo meuiu-uipuuse - a uucii into "u uunter- is

rt^LJ^^^ L
^®''^"*^' of their government, nrincipally effected by the bridle, and yet the great

people, manners, customs, nn.l «.....„.= ..
-' difficulty if the art is to learn not how much, but how

little to use it ; in short, a considerable portion of what
the bridle has done has to be undone. Accordingly, in-

stead of being encouraged to travel on his hauncbc:?

with his fore legs lightly touching the ground, the

latter must be required to bear the greater portion of

the burden, which it is the duty of the hind legs to

propel. The head has to be brought down to its proper

level ; and to induce or rather to oblige the horse to

make his eyes the lantern of his feet, to study geology

instead of astronomy, he should be slowly ridden, witli

a loose rein, over every little hole, grip, or heap that

people mannersc^^toms, and scenery ;°
the wholeve^ cleverly illustrated by copies ofJapanese drawings,^me rude indeed, hke hose of the Saxon Chroniclebut others like the frontispiece, executed in a far moreadvanced style of art. For Christmas presents the litt evolume IS admirably adapted.

The Horse and his Uider. By Sir Francis B. Head Bt
Svo. Murray. Pp. 226.

'

(.anT-!^*'"*^'''".'''
""'^^ ^''"^>' ^^'^y *^'*^ ^'^^ because theycan sit upon a horse's back will be somewhat surprisedto learn from Sir Francis Head that they know little or

would be likely to throw a hack down. Whenever Efe
can be made to stumble (if the rider feels that he will
not actually fall), the reins should instantly be dropped.
In like manner he should be walked for several days
over the roughest ground that can be found, particu-
larly land that has been excavated to obtain the sub-
stratum and left in holes. With a perfectly loose rein
he should be gently trotted, gently cantered, and
gently galloped over a surface of this description, the
rider always dropping the rein when he blunders.
Vegetius, in describing the horsemanship of the Par-
thiansin the time of Xerxes, states that in order to
make their horses sure-footed over rough, broken
ground, they placed on a space of level ground a num-
ber of wooden troughs of <lifferent heights, filled with
earth, over which in galloping fchey had many falls.

" Under similar treatment, the strength, activity, in-

telligence, and eysight of the animal will, as in a wild
state, cordially be combined by him to protect himself
from the degradatiou as well as punishment of falling;
and so ample ^\^(i suflicient are these powers, that the
rider will soon find, tliat instead of having to hold his
horse up, it has become out of his power to throw hin^.

down, [n fact, under the guidance of nature, rather,
than of man, * the hack ' in a very short period, and
without going over a fence of any sort or kind, may
thus he made competent to follow hounds across any
country in the United King^dom; while, on the other
hand, the nag that had on\y been taught in a riding-
school or in a dealer's yard to jump neatly over bars,

gates, and hurdles, would, most pai'ticulai-ly to the
neck of his rider, prove to be infinitely worse than
useless.

"Of course a horse is not a perfect hunter until he
has had a small amount (for he does not require much)
of experience in leaping; but as, with the exception of
water, every horse is able, willing, and ciiger to jump,
generally speaking, more than Is desired, his rider has
merely to teach the noble animal beneatli him to add to
his valour just enough discretion to induce him to look^
not hefore, but wliUe he leaps.

"A hunter when following hounds is so excited, that;
if, in addition to his own eagerners, be be hurried at
his fences, he rushes more and more recklessly at them,,
until he gets into needless trouble. On the other
hand, just as ho approaches every fence, if he be
always patted on the neck, and gently restrained, he
feels satisfied that he is to he allowed to do the job ; and
accordingly, curtailing his stride as he approaches, he
does it not only cleverly, but without any waste of
exertion, which, to use a common huntin^r-field expres-
sion, *he may want before the day's over.'*'

In the same manner are described the art of riding
at timber, water jumping, the use of spurs, the manage-
ment of the bridle, the whole treatment of a hunter,
both out and in the stable. To these subjects are added
capital chapters on shoeing and roughing, on shying,
singeing, saddling, bridling, ami a varietv of miscel-

j

laneous matters, among ivhich are offered some very
important suggestions respecting military horse power,
especially the use of the lasso, now practised by the e!
Engineer train and a portion of the Artillery. But we'
must conclude with the strongest recommoncfation to
every man who loves his horse to study Sii- Francis
Head's capital volume; and with his advice upon
roughing, for which it seems likely that there will be
need enough in a iew days:

—

"Although of all axioms no one is more trite and
true than tliat 'there is a right aud a wrong way of
doing everything,' yet our readers will hardly be pre-
pared to learn that the Anglo-Saxon on one side
of the Atlantic roughs his horse in the right way
and on the other side in the wrong way

!

In the United States, and especially in Canada, the'
surface of which for half a dozen months in every year,
white as a bridal plum-cake, is composed of snow or ice,
the toe as well as the two heels of each shoe are
roughed

; and as, in consequence thereof, the horse on
every foot stands upon a tripod, his sinews aud muscles
not only remain in their proper position all the time he
is in a stable, but while crossing a level country the sole
of each foot when it jTesses the ground is paraUel to its
surface. In ascending the hill the front cog, in descend-
ing a hill the two hind cogs, and in traversing a
plain the three cogs, of each shoe catch firm hold
of the ground ; and accordingly the horse, whether in
ascent, descent, or on level ground, works in so true a
position, and is so efficiently""roughed, that out of deep
snow he can, at any gradient, gallop suddenly upon
what is Ciilled 'i^laro ice,' ainio.st as hard as iron, with-
out the slfghtest danger to himself or his rider. Now,
in England, generally speaking, liorses are most
unscientifR-ally roughed on their heels solely, which not
only at once, even in the stable, especially when the
outside cogs are unequally turned up, throwg the
mechanism of their feet and fetlocks out of gear it
not only forces them while travelling on a dead level
into a false position, but, after all this maltreatment,
the poor animal finds out that he is very inefficiently

roughed. F<jr instance, in descending a hill, only the
cog or cogs of the heels of each foot, which can
never be placed parallel to the ground, take hold of it.

In ascending, his case is infinitely worse; for, as it

becomes necessary, especially when he is drawing a very
heavy load, that he should raise his heels oiF the road
in order to stiek into it his toes, he then discovers that
while the hind portion of his shoe which he abstain*

from using has been roughed for him, the tront
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part, wbici], for the ascent, especially requires to
be rougheJ, has been left untouched. Even to
gallop^ a horse, shod in the English fashion, over
level ice, is exceedingly dangerous ; for although,
so long OS by a powerful bit he is forced on
his haunches, the two cogs at the back of each shoe
take hold, yet, if the poor animal be allowed to drop
his head in order to propel himself at his utmost speed
by his unroughed toes, they immediately slip from
under him, and he thus experiences a defect, which it is

astonishing should have been so long perpetrated by a
nation who, at an enormous expenditure of time, intel-
ligence, and money, have succeeded in rearing a breed
of horses, the finest in the world, coveted by every
foreigner, but which they persist hi rudely roughing in
the wrong way.*'

Miscellaneous.
Tacsonias.—These charming climbing plants, allied

to Passifloras, originally brought from JS"ew Granada,
Chili, and Peru, are neither as much known, nor
as extensively cultivated, as they ought to be. It is true
when only seen in a greenhouse, to which the rigour of
a northern climate consigns them, a very imperfect idea
can be formed of their beauty. But ac Nice, where 1
brought the first specimens of T. manicata and T. inol-
lissima, they have found a favourable climate, and are
beginning to be known. It is to increase this extension
that I write this notice. T. z^-^iea—Thismngnificent
scarlet kind, the finest of all, is extremely striking, the
dazzling flowers with whicli it is ornamented forming a
beautiful contrast with the shining dark green foliage.
Its growth is rapid, covering a large space in a short
time, and placed in a favourable situation it yields a
succession of flowers during the entire year. T.
spI^ndens.—This variety produces flowers which uiight
easily be confounded with those of the preceding; it is

an equally rapid growing climber, but differs from ignea
in the colour of its foliage, which is glaucous instead of
dark green. T. moUissima.—This is remarkable for
its long tube and thick petals of deep rose tinged
amaranth ; it blooms freely, and is both carious and
extremely elegant. T, manicata.—'Yha flowers of
this variety' are as brilliant as those of a scarlet Gera-
nium, and the stamens are almost black, producing an
appearance like that of a scarlet Anemone. It Is of
vigorous growth, with dense and bushy foliage. The

Keep stock in pits
and frames well ventilated, whenever the weather will

to9% andvaryrarelyindeed to2''. Generally speaking"
[
favourable temperature is kept!

the degree of moisture of the atmosphere varies
between somewhat wider limits than at Greenwich, and] permit, and the surface soil of the pots frequently
the annual amount of rain and snow is somewhat

|
stirred. Dast with sulphur Verbenas and similar

greater,—about one-twelfth. The temperature of solar
exposure is, of course, very great in summer. A
blackened thermometer exposed to the sun is observed
to rise, on some one day of every year, to a maximum
height of from 130° to 138° Fahrenheit. /. F. W.
Herschel, Collin^icood, Dec. 12. (Times,)

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

r

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSEEYATOfiT, &c.—Forcing pits will soon have to

be kept in full activity to supply the various calls for
plants in bloom, which during winter are more or less in
demand in most establishments. Care should be taken
before plants are moved to sitting rooms to gradually
harden them for a day or two eitlier by placing them in
the conservatory or an intermediate house. In addition
to keeping the conservatory gay with blooming plants,
let the arrangement of the interior be occasionally
changed by grouping the plants somewhat diff'er-

ently and adding a few striking ones, as some of the
hardiest Palms, &c., for eff'ect. Pay attention to the
plants intended for successive blooming. Insects should
be kept down and every means enforced to keep the
foliage clean and healthy. The number of plants
brought forward will depend on the demand and must
be regulated accordingly. Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
&c., for forcing still out of doors should have some pro-
tection during severe weather, or should be removed to
any spare house till wanted. Narcissi, Hyacinths, &c.,
should be protected by a frame, as they now begin to
grow ; remove the plunging material down to the sur-
face of the pots to prevent them rooting upwards.
Mignonette and Neapolitan Violets will require abun-
dance of light and air to keep them from damping.
Cover pits, frames, &c. As, with the exception of fore, d
plants, most other things are now in an inactive state,
the temperature of plant houses should fall to its mini-
mum point consistent with the safety of their various
inmates.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNERT.—Pines are often deficient in flavour at this

are pure white, and so numerous as to look like newly
fallen snow, so abundantly da they cover the plant.
In addition to these is T. Hell&ri, which is described as
being of groat merit, but I have not yet seen it in
bloom. All these plants have hitherto been propngated
by cuttings; but here I must notice an important
fact in favour of the climate of Nice— it is that they, as
well as the Ipomaea Learii, have ripened seeds, and
plants raised trom them may be seen in Mr. Stuart's
garden at Villa Stuart. Saron O. Frost in the Fevue de
Nice, Nov. 1, 18R0.

Climate of FeMn.—I have before me a series of
meteorological observations made and registered by
order of the Russian Government by M. Scatchkort'and
Lis assistants at that capital during every single hour of
every day and night consecutively throughout the
years 1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, and 1855, which
are printed and published in extenso, and which include
every pai-ticuhir of a most complete meteoroi^Ical
register. The work which contains these observations
(amounting, for Pekin alone, to upwards of 280,000
individual entries) is distributed gratuitously, on the
most liberal scale, to the principal scientific institu-
tions, and to many privat^? individuals (myself
among the number) throughout Europe; and, be-
sides these, there are less complete, but still highly
valuable records of similar observations, extending
from 1841 onwards, with occasional interruptions.
These form part, and but a small part, of the immense
collection of magnetic and meteorological observations
which the Russians (ottering in this respect a most
Striding contrast to the conduct of our enlightened
neighbours the French) have contributed to science
from every part of their extensive territory, the records
of which in my possession alone occnpv more than three
cubic feet of closely printed figure work, and which f

at all times for high-flavoured fruit, and more than
ever necessary at this time. Continue an increase of
heat to Pines now wanted to start, employing it prin-
cipally by day. Attend to linings for Pines grown in
dung pits and keep the atmosphere in which they
grow dry.

Early Vineet.—As soon as the bunches can be
discerned on the young shoots tlie extra buds should be
removed, excepting such as may be required for pro-
ducing bearing wood next season. In leaving these
latter select such as are formed nearest the main stem
to avoid the awkward appearance of long spurs at a stage
further in their growth. Such shoots as have more than
one bunch should have them reduced to that number,
selecting the one likeliest to form the handsomest cluster.
Tying in the young wood should be managed carefully,
bringing the shoots to their proper position by degrees,
to avoid the danger of their breaking. After the buds
are started a few inches the syringe may be gradually
withheld, as too much humidity at this season will

sometimes retard both foliage and bunches, and a
sufficient degree of moisture can easily be kept up by
sprinklingr the floors and heating apparatus several
times daily. Regulate the admission of air so as to
have a gentle current at all times through the house,
increased, of course, by day agreeably with the state of
the weather. Gradually advance the night tempera-
ture to 60** and then to 65*' by the time the flowers are
ready to open, keeping the thermometer from lO** to
15° higher by day according to the amount of light you
can command. Keep up the heat in the outside border
by additions when necessary, bearing in mind the inju-
rious effects any sudden check to the roots now in
action will produce on the coming crop. Bring succes-
sion Vineries into work as wanted. Late Vineries in

..... - * ^ - , are which Grapes are still hanging will require fires daily
still in progress. As regards the climate of Pekin, it and air sufficient to keep the house and fruit drv

;resuJts from these observations * that the mean or remove decayed berries and dead leaves, and well pro-
average temperature of the whole year is 52" of Fahren-
heit s thermometer, that of the hottest month (July),
82 and of the coldest (January) 24% each to the nearest
whole degree. The corresponding temperatures for
Greenwich are respectively 49% 63% and 34°; so that
the winters there arp, on an averaee, 10° colder and the
summers 19' warmer than in Lond^'on. Of course, indi-
vidual days occur much hotter. The highest and lowest
temperatures in the shade recorded in each of the six
years (1850-1855) to the nearest degree above zero of
Fahrenheit's thL-rmometer are as follows:—

1850
1851
1852
1S53
1S54
1855

Highest

96
100
9S
101
99

Lowest.
8.

7
2
5
4
9

The thermometer in a London winter seldom descends^ I-

From a reduction uf the four years (1800—1S53>.

tect the roots from frost.

Peach Hofses.—Peaches and Nectarines which have
been forced for several years oftentimes produce a large
excess of fruit-buds, and this more especially on weakly
trees; a natural consequence of allowing these t^
remain are weak flowers and inferior fruit and wood.
When therefore such is the case the trees will be greatly
benefited by well thinning the bloom buds, leaving the
largest and those most favourably placed ; ofcourse a con-
siderable number will be still left to allow for casualties.
Fig House.—Damp the trees over frequently, and if

wimted early increase the heat a degree or two weekly.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Except in particular cases little more can be done

in this department at present than paying attention to
order and neatness. Bedding plaijts, however, must
have attention, for in all likelihood many things are
suffering, and such plants as appear to be hijured most
should be removed to other quarters where a more

plants attacked with mildew. Be particular in keeping
the interior of pits containing plants of the description
just mentioned as dry as possible.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Some wall trees, as Pears, Plums, and Cherries, &c.

are often attacked by scale, in which case the infected
trees should be well washed with a mixture of soft soap,
tobacco water, and lime; a half pint of spirits of
turpentine may be added to each 4 gallons of the
mixture when the trees are much infested. The lime
is added to give body to the mixture, and to show that
no parts of the trees are missed in dressing. Let this
be applied during dry weather, if possible, that it may
remain on for some time and before the trees are nailed;
washing the infected parts with water of the tempe-
rature of 160" is also a good remedy. Gishurat
Compound applied in the shape of a strong lather, has
likewise been proved to be a cure for scale on fruit trees.

STATfc OF THE WEATUEH AT CHISWICK NEAR LONDON
For the Week ending Dec. 20, i860, as observed at the Horticultural Ganiena.

Ji 1 TbmrE&ATuaE.
_ .. I

Dec, ^ Of the Air. OftheKarth^.^^

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 foot
1
deep.

2 feet
deep.

1

Friday 1-1
\ 2 3U.215 30.168 41 26 33.5 46 45 "I.E.

Sarur- lai 3 30.2211 30.154 41 29 35.0 45^ 45 N.E.
Sumlay 16, 4 3(».035 29.746 43 30 36.5 45 44 i N.W.
Mon- i; 5 2a.(iti I 29.392 43 20 31.5 45 44 N.
Tues. IS fi 2i).564 29.477 40 15 27.5 44 44 N.W.
Wed. hh 7 29.413 29;i6S 39 19 29.0 43 43i S.E.
Thura. 2i- )> 29.811 29.692 35 23 29,0

' 31.7

42 43 N.

Arera^e,. 29.849 1 29.742 40.3 : 23.1 ' 44.3 ' 44.1

.00

Mm
.00
-00

.DO

07
Dec, 14—Foggy; overcast ; frosty at ni^ht^^ 15—Dense fos; foi^tcy; densely overcaat; rain.^ 16—Cloudy ; fine ; rain at night.
*- 17—Cloudy; clear sky except a few clouds; riear; frosty.
*- 19—Frosty; cloudy and cold; clear; sharp fro^it.^ 19—Frosty ; fine ; frosty ; very cold ; snow.— 20—Frosty ; snow clouds; aunstiine occasionally ; clear and cold.

Mean temperature of the week,S dc;;, below the average-

KECORD OF THE WEATDEK AT CHISWICK
Durinnf the last 34 years, for the ensuing Week, ending; Dec, 29» 1860.

1 OJ M ,

u * es. B a. No. of
Years in
which it

Itained.

Greatest
Quantity
o( KaiD.

1

JPrevailing- Winds m

December.

<3^
u. » B
•U Z Vi

S au a
2-

5

3

2
3
5
4
2

«

7
4

7
4
4
3
4

2 2

3 2
3 —
3 4
1 4

3 3

1 3

ua

1 11

1 15

2 U
4 9

2 7
3 7
4 8

#

s

2
2
6

4

7
9

J

Sundayia,

-

Mon- 24.,
Tuea. 25..
Wed, 26..
Thurs. 27,,
Friday 28.,
Satur, 29.,

41.3

44.2
43.5

43.1

42.7

41.8
433

32.5 1

31.9
29.1

33.1
29.7

28.9
33.9 1

38.4
."i^.l

:w.3

37-6

,
36.2

35.3

18
15
9

12
13
n
15

1.13 in.

0.30
0.45

0.39
0.40
0.21

0.17

4
4

3
3
4
o

The highest temperature durini^ the above period occurred on the 2<ith»

1827, and ^th, 1856—therm, bS deg. ; and the lowest on the 2Sth. IS63—
therm 8 de^.

Notices to Correspondents.
ACARU3: Ignoramus. Gisharst Conipoimd would probably kiU

this, and likewise the woolly insect you mention ; but on the
other hand it might also kill the Orchids infested with
them. If you do make up your mind to use it, it should
only be experimentally, and with great cautiun. See what
is said about its appUcation to Orchids at p- 1U61 of our
current year's volume. J

Asparagus ; An Old Sub. Plant early in March. Use oue-year
old plants. Three years old are only fit for forcing and
throwing away. Never cut Asi>ar-igiis till it has be«n
planted two years ; or if you do take a crop m the second
year cut very little. If Asparagus is properly dressed every
year with strong manure and salt, it will be as good at the

end of 20 years as at first.

Heating : B, There is no heating apparatus small enough for

your purpose that we can recommend of our personal know-
ledge. We had hoped that gas would supply the want, and
many kinds of gas stoves have been proposed, but none of

thetu answer, A good apparatus that shall be cheap, effec-

tive, easily managed, free from risk, and suitable to little

greenhouses, is the greatest desideratum in modern garden-

ing. A small French poele of earthenware would do if you
can import one ; but the cost of importation is out of all

proportion toils original expense. The subject Ls adverted

to by a Correspondent in another column, who speaks

favourably of a stove called Musgrave's, which we have not

seen. The Clianthus Dampieri was mentioned the other

day (see p. 977) ; it is now common, and one of the

handsomest plants among autumnal greenhouse shrubs —
R Q. Tour house ought not to be heated to 80" when the

external thermometer stands at 40\ If your apparatus

works well it is sutficient for the work it ought to havs to

do. Three-inch pipes, however, are wrong ; they ought to

be 4 inch.
Horticultural Society,—"We find that the Great Eose Show
is not to be held on the 3d of July next, but on the 10th, in

order that it imay not clash with a meeting of the Boyal
Botanic Society,

Investment; C WE. Apply to any banker in the town where
ynii live ; or to your master's solicitor.

Names of Feu its; Correspondents should not be unreasonablc-
We cannot undertake to name baskets full of different sorts.

In future we must make it a rule never to examine more
than six sorts, whatever may be the number forwarded.—
J IL 2, 4, 5, 6, Beurrd Diel ; 3, appears to be Marie Louise;
7, Duchesse d'Angoulgme.—1> i>. The Pear seems not to be
any cultivated variety ; it is small, very gritty and worth-
less- No. 11, the Grange Apple.—T B B. Not known.—
RJ EG. Your seedhng Apple, about the size of the King of
the Pippins, resembles it in flavour. It appears to be worthy
of further trial in a better seaaon.|]

Names of Plants : John Cant. Probably Thelasis pygmiea, a
mere curiosity.—,,4. Blaiine. 1, Five-leaved Pines cannot
generally be named without cones ; your specimen appears
to belong to P, insignis ; 2, appears to be P- ponderosa.—
// if Cork. Colletia apinosa,—CE P. The common bladder nut,

—A Devonian, "What you have sent is not the Kum-quat but
one of the nmbilicated Sweet Oranges, It hais no resem-
blance to the Kum-qnat, which bears a small oblong and
extremely acid I'ruit. There ia an aueoimt of it, with a good
figure, in the Journal of the Horticultural Society, Vol. IH^
p. 239. A good many plants were formerly given away, and
some ought to l>e still in the trade. It is, however, apt to

die unless worked on the Limouia trifoliata.

—

G T. He
must have been a very ignorant person who sold you a

plant under the name of Thuja Thuxura. The specimen of

it which you have sent is not in a cnndition to oe named,

but probably belongs to some Cupressus or to a Juniper

allied to Junipcrus pho^nicea,
Misc : A B. See an advertisement in another column*
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A'^TIFICIAL MANUBES. &c.— Manufaotiu-ers

and otherfengaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

.^ obtain every necessary instruction for their economi^l

°^I ffiSpn t iTreuaration. by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

r ScfpafonhrigJicK^ Conege,

S^^'nirSton London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos Suuerplios-

Sf^L^^Copro^^^^^ &c'..and Assays of Gol^ Sifver, and

ihe? Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch

tntlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical

Sy^s and Assaying, will find ample faciUty and accommoda-

tion at the College^ _^
THE LONDON MANUKE COMPANY

(Established 1840,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES -^^

SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME, of best q^^ality.

DISSOLVED BONES, and RONE MANURE for

PASTURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE fob AUTUMN SOWING.

Theywouldcallparticularattentionto the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee every portion both of the

Boluble and insoluble phosphate, to be obtained entirely

faun Bones. T.Tir.TT»T» * xt
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs <fe Sons), NITRATh of

SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Miinure of value.

116. Fenchurch Street, E.C. Edw. Purser, Secretary.

LAWES'S MANURES-
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £0 ^

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME ..6 6

MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..55
BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Mantire : Peruvian Guano is proved to be the host and

cheapest aitificial manuie that can be used for Wheat at

autumn sowing. ^ , , c i i. i e

Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ;
Sulphate of

Amuiouia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,

Rape and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the

market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C, and Liffey Building.-^, Eden Quay, Dublin.

URNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phoaphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasic

Phosphate of Lime.
UONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value tc

tte preceding.

Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says;—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very

high agricultural and commercial value which characterises

your concentrated superphosphate."
Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present

(Taemists to the Royal Agricultural Society, with Testimomals,

Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,

&Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Landownf-bb, the Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &.C.

IN England and Walfj5 and in Scotland.
,

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company s

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis^

laturo The Company now advance money, unlimitea in

amount, for the followfng works of Agricultural Irnprovement

the whole outlay and expenses in all cases bemg liquidated by

a rent charge for 25 years.
t i ««

1. Drainage. Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur

pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads. Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

3. Jetties' o? LanSng place., on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes. i.l„„^^ anH
4 The erection of Farm Houses. Labourers Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the m-

provement of and additions to Farmhouses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provision." of any Act of

Parliament. Royal Charter, or Commission in f^^^*^^^^
of any

public or general works of drainage or other
1^?^^°;TrS

may borrow their proportionate share of the cos^ and cLarge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.
_

No investigation of 'Jitle is required, and ^^^ Company hemg

of a strictly financial character do not ^^^erfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by tlie

Government Enclosure Commissioners. v *• « «r.«lN7

For further information, and for forms of application apply

to the Honourable William Napier, Managmg Durectt-r,

Old Palace Yard, Westminster. SW.o
"•

It

*>

/COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE at^d CHEMISTRY
(J AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 3T and

38, Lower Kenuiugton Lane, Kcnnington. Loudon, a.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comp^eseveY
branch requisite toprepare youth for thepursmtsofAgncultim,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts, for the

Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are Promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may bo had on application to the PrincipaL

At the special meeliug of the Council of

the Royal Agricultural Society on Tuesday of last

week, Lord Beenees called the attention ot

members of the Society to the movement which

has fitly commenced in Sussex for recording the

'rratitude of agriculturists to the late Duke ot

RicnjioNi). His lordsldp might well feel sure

that all who knew the frank and amiable character

of the late Date, and who have observed his career

as a zealous supporter of the interests and improve-

ments of agriculture, would desire to record their

opinion and express their feelings by erecting a last-

ing memorial to his worth. With that objectm view

a number of country gentlemen have formed them-

selves into a provisional committee for West

Sussex. And the purpose, we presume, of thi^ reler.

ence to the subject by Lord Beeners was, that all

members of the Society might have ^^^ W^^^^^^^^^^

of oontributiog (any sum under 3/. Zs.) to the fund

whichistobe^aised. Snbscnptions ^rereoeiyed

by the London and County Bank and its branches.
^

The Fat Cattle Shows, though less praise-

worthy this year than usual, have not proved less

rtractive. ^The crowds in the ^-^^^^ street

Bazaar were greater than ever before
^^^^^^^ >^^^

of the Birmingham Poultry and Cattle Show, m
Bingley Hall, we have the following statistics .-

receipts.

1857.

^fie ^flrtcttltural ©aiettt

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1860.

Monday .

Tuesday .

Wednesday
Thursday .

Total

£ s. d.

119 10
312 8
366 17
436 10 t)

185S.

£ s. d.

C9 16
240 17
319 4
414 14

1859.

d£ «.

123 5

337 2

300 6
362 12

1860.

1235 5 1034 10 1128 5

£ s. d.

184 10
330 18
323 7
837 10

1181 5

ADMISSIONS.
1857. 1853. 1859. 1860.

H OR LEY'S FOOD FOR CATTLE.
OfficesJ_ Retail' Depot, 77, Newgate Street, City, E^.C.

and Steam Mills, Caledonian Road, King's Cross, N.

N.B.—A pamphlet poet free. This Condiment has now
become a great fact throughout the world.

On Friday afternoon the deputation named

by the late meeting at Hanover Square, waited on

the Home Secretary to urge upon him the need of

some strong and large measure being brought in

by Ministers to enable majorities m flooded dis-

tricts to obtain an outfall for their waters in

spite of obstinate individual landowners, and in

spite of local Acts " for navigation, &c.

Subscribers' Tickets

Paid
Subscribers' Ticteta

Paid
Subscribers' Tickets

Paid .

Subscribers' Tickets

Paid
Working classes

First day

:

Second day

:

Third day :

Fourth day

:

4,002
. 478
895

6,306
793

7,390
2,366
8,800

14,511

3,673
239
756

4,868
390

6,645
1.234

8,473
15,500

4,293
553
939

6,744
751

6,102
1,1T6

7,394
18,005

4,259
767
832

6,618
877

6.567
708

6.750
20,000

We Understand that Sir G. C. Lewis expressed

his willingness either to introduce or facilitate the

passage of a Bill founded on Lord Caelisle s

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX, W.
EDWARD BECK Manufactuees in Si^te a

variety of articles for Horticultural purposes, aU of which 1 passage vi i* x^ixi awi^^^v^ — T- i, l^n^avi^r if
may be seen in use at Worton Cottiige. on application to the

] Act of several years ago, trom wnicn, uuwever, it

Gardener, Sundays ^excepted. JPRICED LISTS of PLANT -^ ^^ ^j^^^, ^^ certain important points pointed Out

as its defects by the gt>ntlemen of the deputa-
(jaraener, ounaays excepn;tx. ixviv^^iv i^.

TUBS and BOXES forwarded on application.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

OfBcea, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

HehrvKebSeymeb, Esq., M.P., Chairman.

iJiR John Villiers Shelley, Bart., ^i.T., DepiUy-ChatJinan.

George Thomas Clark, Esq. I Edward John Hutchins, Esq

J ChevnllierCobbold,Esq.,M.P SirS. Morton Peto, Bart.,M.P.

Henrv Currie, Esq. William Tite, Esq., M^P.

William Fisher Hobhs, Esq. 1 Wilham Wilshere, Esq.

Under this Company's Act Landowners may effect the

ioUowino- Improvements on their Estates, and charge the Out-

lay and expenses thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid

by Half-yearly Instalments, viz. :—
, t, u i i.

I All works ot Drainage, Irrigation, and Embankment.

II The erection of Farm Houses, Cottages for Agncul-

tural Labourers, and all kinds of Fai-m buiidmga.

HI. The construction of Roads.

IV. The Grubbing and clearing of old W oodlands, IfinclOB-

ing. Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.

The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements n^ay

he executed, are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons,

Varried Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-

ceeding U years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Mumcipal, In-

cumbents, Sequestraiors, Charitable Trustees, &c.

The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
aUo charge their Estates with Improvements under the simple

^^^t^riTy\irfS\^^^^^^^^ by the Land- r^wTtraTrardM oTIiffere^^^ discri-

owner. so as to adapt the amount oj annual payment to the
I ^.^^^.^^ between those who had died under

medicaftreatment and those who had died from

being left to themselves.

He mentioned this, because he felt satisfied that if in the

eaHy%tages of disease proper remedies were ^^^^^^^^

tion. There is thus at length some prospect of

a remedy being found for evils which have m
many places this year been disastrous.

At the meeting on Friday last of the

Implement Committee of the Council at Hanover

Square, it was resolved, in accordance w-ith Mr.

Fowler's pVotest on the previous Wednesday,

that 300 acres of unbroken stubble land be secured

near Leeds for the trial of the steam plough and

cultivator, and that this trial do take place as

early as the middle of April. There is thus every

prospect of a satisfactory comparison of the severa

rival methods of steam culture, and of a lull

iUustration of the benefits which we may derive

from them. ,, /. j

The treatment of foot-rot was thus referred

to in a practical speech by Lord Berners at the

annual dinner of the London Farmers Club. His

lordship said :-It had struck him when thinking

of the losses suffered by farmers through epidemics

among cattle, sheep, and pigs, that they might

with Sdvanta-e collect statistics of the number of

Total 45.541 41.778 45.952 47,378

The whole of the tickets which the CouiicQ determmed

upon issuing in quantiUes at a reduced P^;^/. ,f^J^*^3^|Pf^^
accommodation oi the working clasbes, were '^i^posea oi oi

the firTt^V and from 7000 to 8000 more ^erejipplied for ,

' but the exJcutWe body were V opinion that they could not

exLed the member above-mcntionef without inconvemeucc to

their subscribers and the public
, -n i

The sales both at Bin-ley Hall and at the Baker

Slreet Bazaar were as quick as could be desired.

Small breeding? pigs were readily disposed ot at

41 and 5L a-piece- Fat beef fetched from i^d. to

9d. per lb.; fat bogs, lis. 6d. per stone; and

mutton from 7ld. for large Long-woolied sheep, to

8W7 for the best Southdowns. With, we believe,

one exception, all the animals at Baker Street were

purchased before removal.
, r xi.

In the last volume of the Journal ot the

SmVtancerori^^^^ Tenants; the term for Building Works

being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements

being capable of exttnsion to 50 yeara.
, ^, . t

No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not

being affected by Incumbrauces, no legal expenses are m-
curred. .

The arrangements for effecting Improvements are threefold-
No. 1. The Wnrks may be designed and executed entirely

by the Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed
, only to supply the Loan and conduct the matter through
all the forms for charing the outlay on the Estate,

No- IL The Company will supply Plans, Specifications,

and Estimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Landowner's Agent, as under No. L

In each of these cases the Landowner will be solely under
the control of the Inclusure Commissioners.

No. Ill- The Company will undertake the entire responsi-

bility of the Improvement, prepare the Plans, execute

the Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actual

amounc expended with their Commi^siun thereon
approved by the Incloeure Commissioners.

Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require

from the Company, and no more, ineffectingthe objects in view-

Works of Drainage and other Impro'rements are also

executed on CommiSbion for Ltindowners who merely require

the skill and experience of the Company's Officers and a Staff

m. constant ))ractice.

ApplicaUons to be stddressed to "William Clifford, the Secre-

tary, 52, Parliament Street, London. S.W.

de^onoVs^ouM S'avp^^^ -eating of the Royal
deal ot 1083 wmuu w ^

w
^ ^ the liberty of

^'^ndinTtho^wL w^ at the dmner of the
remm^ng ^^^f^^^^^in'l^^embers of that society, inasmuch
advantage of ^h^'fJ^^'''^,?'*l-oken out in their neigUbour-

hood tliey m'gh^ by appiyiug
veterinary professor for

Square, "^^aiu the asMSt^ice oi toe y ^^ ^^^^^
the expense ^^

^f . J^^^fit^-from that assiataoce in a case
received the greatest

^f^^fj^jj^^ He had also received

similar ^^^^S-^fJ^J^fo^o 1000 sheep on his farm, it might
Having fc?°^'?i^5^^Xt he must have^Buffered a good deal

well be
/^^^SJi^f,l^n • but on inquiring the other day

during this wet
^^^J*,' ^^ gVeep in the flock, he was told

whethertherewere anylame^heep in
^^^^^^ ^^ hi^ having

that there was not one i^^ Simonds. Qrst applying
followed the direcUona

^^f^^^^h SScture of mySi, and
lunar caustic, following that up /;''

i-^^^^ion might do good
avoiding all hot apP --tio^ ^.Sf/bfrepeatli. and%he
for a moment ^^^Ji^^^l^Simat.on and prevented a cure

Srluld%eclmend othSs to adopt the same treameut that

I he had done.

Agricultural Society, in a paper on ** Agricultural

Maxima " tte case is described of a steer 22

months old, belonging to Mr. H. S. Thompson

M P which weighed 69 stones 10 lbs. (imp.). A
somewhat similar case of extraordinary precocity

has just occurred at Darlington, where Mr. Booth s

heifer, the " Soldier's Bride," has just carried ofl:

the 100 guineas challenge cup and other prizes

from the Northern Counties Fat Cattle bhow.

She is 23 months old, and weighs, by estima-

tion, at least 70 stone (imp.).
^ ^. ^ , . _ ^.—— Among the lately published evidences ot

the suitableness of the past season to the growth

ofTurnips, where liberal treatment as to manure has

prevailed, few have exceeded the published returnB

of Messrs. Proctoe & Ktla.nd, who annually give

silver cups to the bestcropa grownwith their manure.

In eight instances iu North Wales the crop

exceeded 20 tons, and the prize was aw-arded to a

crop grown by Col. Pennaxt, of Penrhyn Castle,

weiifhinn- 28 tons per acre. In the Chester distnet

the competing crops all exceeded 20 tons, and the

prize went to Mr. Wedge, of Sealand, Chester,

for a crop weighing 23 tons per acre. In one

instance, that of a crop grown by_ Mr. Mat, of

EUord Park, near Lichlield, the weight of a crop

of Swedes tested on October 8, October 23, and

November 20, was 18 tons 15 cwt.. 23 tons 18

owt and 26 tons 7 cwt. per acre respectively,

showing the rapid growth obtained late in the

season*

A DiSCUSSiox of the state of our labourer's cot-

tages opens up once more an old scandal which

cafnotTe too often exposed, for it is only as a

public nuisance that there seems any chance of its

bein- abated. A capital suggestion was made at

the late meeting of the London Farmers' Club, to

r
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the effect that the condition of disffraccfal tene-

ments should be publicly ** presented" by parish

vestries, first to their owners and then to boards of

guardians, so that blame might lie publicly on the

proper shoulders, or at any rate that some formal

instituted for the shoulders on
to lie. The suggestion is a
and Mr. Ttjceer had in fact

carried it into perfect execution in his letter to

the Times (published in our last "week's Paper) on

search might be
"which it ou
very good one

ht

Society is doing its work well, and that the doom of these
,

fi^irs, at any rate as hiring fairs, is fast hastening to a close. In
\

this light, Evesham fair this year was a faihire ; St. John's mop ,

near Worcester was a failure; and at Soliliull not a single
[

servant or employer attended, and at no time were there pre-
,

sent more than 30 persons- Equally disfiTj\cefiil and disgusting
|

scenes were enacted at King's Norton^ Alcester, and Berkswell,
j

as in former years, but in each and all of these places it was !

remarked that there was a very perceptible falling off in the

attendance of employers, and that the amount of hiring

effected was comparatively trifling. To reasonable men the

change already effected is hopeful enoxigh, and the beginning
of the end is already looming in the distance. Let the fairs be

attended only by *' roughs " and prostitutes, to wliom they are

the condition of the COttaCfCS in the Farin2:don now being fast given up. and the police and the magistrates will

Union. The letters which have followed his

account of that neighbourhood are for the most

in a few years consummate the work which, the Registration

Societies have so ably commenced."

(2). Our next extract is from a paper read
part confirmatory of Ma statistics, not merely as

^^^^^ the Inyerness-shire Farmers' Club, in which

together

representing theneighbourhood of Faringdon, but as

'being a fair picture of an ordinary country district.

So far as our o'wti knowledge of such districts goes,

we certainly cannot acfjuiesce in this. Of three

neighbourhoods in different counties, known to us

in some detail, not one presents, unless they be in

such rare exceptions as to hare escaped us, instances
]

of the kind which Mr. Tttckek describes as the

general rule» And though it is no answer to the

_iust outcry which has been raised, it is well to

bear in mind that poverty in towns is even more
miserably lodged than it is in the worst parts of

the country. This evil in the latter case

ought however to be more easily remedied than in

the former, and the blame of its continuance there-

fore is the greater.

The responsibility in the case of " close

"

parishes rests of course simply on the one owner of

the land—elsewhere it rests, in proportions not

easily determined, and therefore more easily

shirked, on the owners severally. Mr. Beale
Beo'wm'e for landowners, and many others for the

tenant farmers, at the late meeting of the

London Farmers' Club were clear and out-

spoken, as indeed they could not help but be,

as to the owners of the land being responsible for

overcrowding cottages on their estates. The
immense social injury whieJi arises out of these

circumstances ought to lie heavily indeed on the

consciences of those who have thus to answer for

them. Let us hope that the publicity given
to the evil and the shame, may tend to their

removal. The remedy seems obvious enough,
"Whether a good cottage can or can not be
built for a rent which the labourer can pay,
it is a V'-ry rnre case indeed that the addition
of land enough, let with* it, will not comiviand a
rent which phiill pay for both. A good cottago

with half an acre of good Jand as a garden close

by, will easily command a rent oiGl. or 1L a year.

Such land will command—it ffenerally does com-
mand—double its asrricultural rent, and in this lies

I

J^/"'^^*'*^ ^^
the margin oiF which tho landlord who borrows

^^oo^^^^^'s ^^

Mr, Penxt, schoolmaster of Nairn, the Secretary of

the Association , thus condemn s the Scottish
j

farmers in connection with the management or
|

mismanagement of the so-called bothy system
j

underwhieh their\inmarried labourers are boarded

in an out-houso with very little

supervision—
" There "was a time when every farm servant was looked

upon almost as a member of the family wliom he served,
shared the same household comforts, around the same family
hearth, and received iustraction and rebuke around the same
family altar, and in every respect was treated as a social and
immortal being. But times are changed. In our eager pursuit
after wealth we cannot spare time or means to secure to our
hard wrought sons of toil those temporal comforts now placed
beyond their reach by the avaricious hand of grasping
worldlyism. Is it not too often the case that farmers would
never grudge from 10^ to 50^ in giving additional accommoda-
tion for animals, because it was well known that, in a badly
ventilated byre, or a badly constructed stable, animals would
bocomo diseasea, and be lost? This loss went right to the
pocket, and it told. Fresh animals had to be bought, and
perhaps also these would die off. How diligentlj'' would not
that man set about means to rectify the misfortune, and, if

need be, expend any amount to secure a remedy. But if a
farm servant, owing to the faulty construction of his dwelling,
become rheumatic, or ill, and unable to perform his work, an
instant dismissal follows, A slight temporary inconvenience
is caused, but no appeal is made to the pocket, and plenty of
others are ready to take the man's place."

This was the prelude to so severe a condemnation
of the existing relation, or rather want of relation-

ship, between master and servant in the district, as

to excite indignant protest on the part of the

farmers present. The fact, however, seems to

remain unc^uestioned, that the bothy system is

generally accompanied by great abuses ; and that,

in the scope which it affords for an almost entire

ignoring of tlie younger men employed as yearly
servants on the farm, it has a most mischievous
tendency.

(^). Talic now the opinion of an employer of

labourers, which he must forc;ive us for character-
ising as extravagant. The following however, is

the judgment of an East Kent farmer of the state

of things around him, and the need of some
I

remedial measures for the improvement of the
ora he employs.

money of the Laud Improvement Society for . '*-^sJ;j^^™'"g. i* is ^^ttie cared for around here
^.,•',.

I? .,
^

-i "^Z-
^V ^"^ !

mcreased rents on every permanent improvement, horse keep,
the erection Ot cottages, can write the extra servants, labour, trade, and necessary expenses, all the
rent (for mere house room) which is to repay the p™cr's produce is swallov.;ed up, and he s well otf, indeed, if

loan, and which lies beyond the means
of agricultural wages. Garden cultivation

can afibrd the higher rent, and would, indeed.

Lave to pay it, though the land M'ere a mile
away. Place it at the cottage door, 'and it will be
at once an immense boon to the cottager, and a
great relief to the landowner.
In this, as helping forward cottage building, and

in the small expenditure by which existing cottages !

may be materially improved, lie the two great i

remedies for the evils which Mr. Tucker lias so

powerfully denounced.

As a contribution to the discussion on the condi-
tion of the labourer, opened by Mr. Scott Bxjrx on
Monday week, let us here reproduce some of the
opinions which have been elsewhere expressed on
•* Bothies," " ilops," and men.

(1). On Statvite Fairs or Mops. The fuUowing
letter, from the Kev, N". SxEroENSON, of Shirley,
near Birmingham, appeared last week in the
Midland Counties Herald ,*

—

" The friends of the abolitiim of stiitutos will be - nitifieJ ou
learning that they hare recently been soundly rated by the
upholders of these fairs, and publicly denounced as inter-
meddlers with the innocent recreations of the people. Tlio
walls of the boroufi-h of Evesham have lately been profusely
covered with a tolerably large handbill, in which the then forth-
comingr mop was announced and defended ; and the efforts of
,the County Registi'ation Society were proportionately decried
^d condemned. The disinterested parties putting- forth the
plicard, unwilling to lose the influence which the publication
of their names would naturally carry with it, veiy properly
appended their signatures to the number of 60. It is remark-
able that amongst these there is not to be found the name of
a single magistrate, clergyman, landlord, farmer, or any except
sauh as are engaged in trade ; and it is also equally remark-
able that, besides sundry eating-house and beer-house keepers,
spirit merchants, and maltsters, there should be found no leas
than 16 publicans in the small town of Evesham, containing
some 3000 population, who of course can have no interest to -^^7- -1 ,, ip -i/..tt
serve save that of the public wad, and who thus hope to "E nave yet to spcak ot several of the QIS-
preserve their town from the moral injury which would be in- eases to which a wet season exposes our live stocknicted upon it by the abolition of the tair. In good truth. theT*.««««*.i. j -jai*. i t_ tj-
s«iaitiv«ne.-s of these pubUcans on the su^ecfc is a sure Iti Cannot be denied that a large number of dis-
proof of thoir being sorely hit, and that the Registration easCS which affect both shuep and Cattle appear to 1

.if
he loses only his living. Horses and labourers perform daily
only half a da3''s work ; the work on a farm is not done at a
time it ought to be done, and consequently the loss is often
very great. We pny onr labourers I4s. a week for doing only

;

half a week's work, whereas we ought to pay them only 12s. a
;

week, and that is at the rate of 4s. a day. You may say this
\

cannot last loug ; but it does last, and becomes worse every '-

year, and ruins farmer after farmer—a kind and good master I

makes bad servants and labourers. They will not work, either I

by day, piece, or task work ; if by the latter it is not half done !

—in mowing, the sharpening of the scythes occupies more than
1

half their time—whatever is done by horses is in that slow 1

manner that it is difficult to get 1 acre of light land, with four
1

horses, ploughed in the eight hours. They will not work for
|any master who looks after them ; they steal half the com
I

which is allowed the horses ; if any bullock is fattened on cake
!

or com, it does not have it half ; If we fatten any hogs with !

whole com, one half is stolen. Can it be wondered that fatten-
ing of stock does not pay. Our labourers keep ponies, donkeys,
cows, pigs, rabbits, fowls—and who keeps them ? On an aver-
age it costs our labourers Is, a week for tobacco—they smoke

]

to and from work, and at work ; the women spend Is. a week
;on snuff. We are beaten by our servants and our labourers.

Our four horses, one man, and one boy, cost us 200i. a vear
and upwards, and what they rob us of, and what tliey wilfully
break, is r.Oi. a year more at the least ; the best of us," the most
persevering, cannot get our work done. Having grubbed up
our wond.i, hedges, taken in waste lands, filled up ditches, and
carried out many permanent improvements, wg do not gi'ow so
much com as we did 20, 30, and 40 years ago, yet we want
double the labourers. It is education which will rnin all our
lower classes. What made so many Pauls, Redpaths, and
Robsong? '^Vhy. education; it whets a man's appetite, and
sharpens his intellect, which enables him with others to concoct
all manner of frauds. The time is not fiir distant when it will
be a difficulty to trust any one." [JJ

We altogether differ from our Correspondent.
We believe that in the long run, and on the

average, a man is served as well as he deserves to

be ; we believe that a good master makes good
servants ; that agriculture and all classes con-
nected with it have improved during the period
referred to, and that education will carry us along
the road still further towards perfection.

be almost independent of the influence of medical
skill. This is more particularly the case with
animals that are left fur the most part in a state of
nature ; in proportion as they are domesticated do
their diseases become controllable, and thus those
of horses are far more under influence than those
of cattle.

With the medical practitioner, and still more
with the veterinary surgeon, the remunera-
tion is often in proportion to the length of the
case, and very frequently in proportion to the
absence of skill by which it is protracted. If the
case is speedily cured the remuneration is but
trifling, and if altogether prevented by judicious

advice it is none at all. A friend of the writer's

many years since succeeded to an old medical
practice that for half a century had been con-
ducted by one of the old school. Amongst the
cases handed over was one of seven years*
duration, which (the patient being wealthy)
formed in itself no small part of the surgeon's pro-
fessional income. The new surgeon cured the

case in the course o-f a few months, much to the
disgust of the old practitioner. This case illus-

trates a very unsatisfactory state of things, which
is still more exemplified in the treatment of the
diseases of animals. The interests of the owner of

animals and of their veterinary attendant are too
frequently opposed to each other. It is of course
the desire of the former that his animals should be
free from disease, whilst it is the surgeon's interest
that they should be frequently attacked by some
malady or other, and if he makes any suggestion
which he knows will have a sanatory effect, he
knows full well that it is against his interest to do so»

It is quite true that in spite of this there are a
number of conscientious men both in the medical
and veterinary profession who never allow their own
interest to interfere in making any sugi^estion that
may occur to them calculated to prevent disease ;

but notwithstanding this the system is bad which
separates those interests which ought to be one
and the same. There is quite as much science and
skill—nay, a great deal more—in discovering how
to prevent a disease than how to cure it ; because,
in order to do the former, it is essential to study
not only the nature and character of the complaint
but also the predisposing and exciting cause ;

whilst the cure is as often discovered by accident ,.'•

and handed down by tradition as elicited by the

revealings of science. Why therefore should not

the former be rewarded as well as tho latter ?

The Royal Agricultural Society of England raalce

a liberal annual pecuniary grant to the Royal
Veterinary College for the purpose of promoting the
study of the diseases of cattle and sheep. We
have not a word to [say against the grant or the

zeal or ability of those who benefit by it, but at

the same time, either from not going far* enough,
from the absence of zeal or rather the stimulus to zeal

in the extremities as well as in the centre, the dis-

eases of cattle, and particularly of sheep, are

greatly neglected and most imperfectly studied.

The diseases of sheep and cattle are to be found in

the provinces, not in the metropolis ; in country
parishes and outlying farms, not in Maryiebone
or St. Pancras ; and yet the aid is never sought

lor—the assistance rarely invoked—of those who
reside in the country who are sent out by the Vete-

rinary College as scientific and competent men,
Comld not a grant, at least equal to the present one,

distributed in the provinces be made available for

collecting and reporting the state of health in

which cattle and sheep may be from time to time,

the existence of any epidemic, the post-mortem
appearances, and the best mode of prevention.

Farmers would do well themselves to enlist the
aid of their veterinary surgeons as respects their
cattle and sheep by contracting (at so much per
annum) for medical atteudence, not only for their
horses but for all thuir animals. The expense of
this need not be much, provided the treatment of
the cattle and sheep be limited to a supply of
medicine and a general superintendence and advice,
not a particular attendance on each individual case.
The object would be attained of making it the
interest of the medical man as well as the owner
to prevent and ward off disease as much as possible.
We have^ been led to make these observations

by considering the nature of a diseasa which is

often connected with wet weather, and which
rarely, if ever, yields to treatment, and whose
fatal termination indeed is often the first intima-
tion of its existence. We refer to that complaint
which so frequently carries off young cattle, and is

known under the denomination of quarter-ill.

Yearly heifers are most frequently affecteii, and
more so when they are left out on wet pasturage late

in the season. Whether it is the cold damp
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frround or the sudden supervention of a hoar frost,

the disease is extremely fatal and rarely yields to

treatment. One of the limbs or quarters appears

to be afFected, and on examination after death

reveals the existence of a black and congested state

of the blood-vessels over a large extent of mus-
cular and cuticular tissue. The part is thought to

be mortified or frost-bitten. The vessels are con-
gested or choked, vitality is destroyed in the part,

I
and the extent of disease is too great for the

' system to throw off, even with the aid of strong
internal and external stimulants.

As little or nothing can be done byway of treat-

ment, can any prophylactic measures be adopted

—

anything by way of prevention ? Yes, nmcli

!

Those persons who house their young animals
early in the winter, or provide them with a dry
layer in yards or sheds, and supply them witii

plenty of food, and more particularly if they give
tKem a little oilcake or Rape-cake daily, rarely
suffer from the disease. Not only are the ex-
citinp; causes to a great extent removed, but the
constitution of the animal is invigorated, and fur-

nished with the means of warding off disease

—

just as a v/ell-manured field of grain will resist

the influence of long-continued wet or imfavour-
able weather. There is no fact belonging to

agriculture better established than the advantage
of supplying young cattle at straw yard with a
<jertain portion ofoilcake or Rape-cake,and theknow-
ledge of this fact cannot be too widely spre^.
Some advise the insertion of setons in the brisKet

as a preventive measure, but we must confess

that we have no great reliance on this harmless
practice.

MANURE FROM THE AIR.

The value of guano and most other concentrated
manures consists to a coiisideiable extent of the
ammonia wliich they contain. As three-quarters of the
atmospheric air consists of nitrogen, and as liydrogen
forms one-ninth of all pure water, if some cheap means
could be found for inducing the hydrogen of water to
enter into combination with the nitrogen of air in tlie

form of ammonia, this valuable manure could be pro.
duced in unlimited quantities, and the agricultural
products of the world enormously increased. The
efforts to do this have been at last crowned with success,
as will be seen by the following abstract of some conti-
nental researches.

^

Since the remarkahle labours of Messrs. Liebig,
Jschaltenmann, and Kulilmann, on the fertilising action
oi ammoniacal suits, the production of ammonia at a
low price has become a problem of the liigliest interest

to agriculture. But to arrive at this result it is

necessary to obtain the nitrogen elsewhere than in the
nitrogenous matters; which may, for the most part, be
employed directly as manures, and of which the limited

quantities and elevated price permits in any event only
restricted and costly manufacture.

Atmospheric air is an inexhaustible and gratuitous

source of nitrogen. However, this element presents so

great an indifference in its chemical reactions, that,

notwithstanding the numerous attempts which have
been made, chemists have not heretofore succeeded in

combining it with hydrogen so as to produce ammonia
artificially. This result, so long desired, has been
reserved for MM. Marguerifcte and De Sourdeval, who
have obtained it by employing an agent of which the

remarkable properties and neat and precise reactions

have permitted them to succeed wliere all others had
failed. This agent is baryta, of which notice has

recently been taken on account of the recent applica-

tions that M. Kuhlmann has made of it in painting,

but of whicli no person suspected the part that it was

to be called to play in the development of the agricul-

tmal riches of our country. The manufiacture of

ammonia is based on a fact entirely new, the cyanura-

tion of barium. It had been believed until the present

time, tbat potash and soda alone had the property of

determining the formation of cyanogen; that the earthy

alkaline bases—baryta, for example—could not, in any
case, form cyanides.

Messrs.Margueritte and DeSourdeval have ascertained

that this opinion is entirely erroneous, and that baryta,

much better than potash or soda, fixes the nitrogen of
the air or of animal matters inconsiderable proportions.
It is already understood, thit for tlie preparation of
Prussian blue the cyanide of barium presents great
advantages over that of potassium, for the equivalent
of baryta costs only about the one-seventh of that of
potash. Thus do we find practically and really obtained
the result first announced by Desfosses and vaiiilv

pursued in France and England, the manufacture of
cyanides fiom the nitrogen of the atmospheric air.

This solution, so important, depends on the essential
ditf^Tcnce which exists between the properties of baryta
and those of potash ; the first is infusible, fixed, porous,
and becomes deeply cyanuretted without loss; the
second is fusible, volatile, and becomes cyanuretted only
at the surface, and suffers by volatilisation a loss which
amounts to 50 per cent. After the cyanide of barium
was obtained, the grand problem for Messrs. Margneritte
and De Sourdeval to resolve was the transformation of

the cyanide into ammonia, by means at the same timer a guinea-pig. There is the nobility of the poweHU
simple, rapid, and inexpensive. The following is the Newfoundland, with his colossal paw—humane saviour
operation

:

In an earthen retort is calcined, at an elevated and
sustained temperature, a mixture of carbonate of baryta,
iron filings in the proportion of about 30 per cent., the
refuse of coal, tar, and sawdust. This produces a
reduction to the state of anhydrous baryta, of the
greater part of the carbonate employed. Afterwards is

slowly passed a current of air across the porous mass,
the oxygen of which is converted into carbonic oxide by
its passage over a column of incandescent charcoal,

while its nitrogen, in preseiice of the charcoal and of

the barium, transforms itself into cyanogen and pro-

duces considerable quantities of cyanide. In effect, the
matter sln4tered from the air and 'cooled, and washed
with boiling water, gives with the salts of iron on
abundant precipitate of Prussian blue. The mixture
thus calcined and cyanuretted is received into a cylinder

of either cast or wrought iron, which serves both as an
extinguisher and as an apparatus for the transforma-
tion of the cyanuret. Through tliis cylinder, at a tem-
perature less than 300'' (Centigrade) is passed a current
of steam which disengages, under the form of ammonia,
all the nitrogen contained in the cyanide of barium. It

is impossible to foresee all the results of this great
discovery. Among other things, it suggests the pro-
duction of nitric acid from the airby oxidising ammonia.
Chemical News : hy MM. Margueritte and De Som'-
deval.

there are
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THE SHOW OF DOGS AT BIRMINGHAM.
Ukdek the presidency of Lord Curzon and the

management of an influential committee, prizes of

large amount were competed for by some 300 dogs, in

the Horse Repository of Messrs. Rrotherton & Harrison.

And the elite of the company who thronged the bays
between the cattle-stalls and the avenues between t!ie

cages of clucking and crowing fowls, also crowded the
alleys between the rows of chained dogs. No such
compleie classification has ever been attempted before.

Viewing the strange diversities in form, capability,

and disposition of the dogs in this whining, growling,

and barking menagerie, we can scarcely admit the

doctrine that the animals are merely varieties of one
species, and that all have been developed by dilTerences

of food, circumstance, and training from a single original

pair; or, as some say, are collectively a tamed deriva-

tion from the lean and savage wolf. In this gathering

of all description of hounds, for instance, what extra!-

ordinary diflerences are observable in the nature and
uses of the several breeds. Whatever of swiftness in

pursuit of nimble game, of miraculous keenness of

scent for a hidden or fiyintf enemy, of untirinij pati-

ence of search, of lithe agility or enduring speed, may
be required for hunting over tbe open field, across the
deep flood, in the burrowed entrenchment or the
recesses of the rock— in short, whatever excellencies

and peculiar instincts are valuable in the mighty
hounds that chase the antlered deer; in the keen,
swift, and sturdy hound that seeks the wily fox; in the
slender, facile greyhound, all elegance and ease in rapid

flight aiid leap ; in the shaggy, half-amphibious otter-

hound; in the terrible bloodhound, with his pendent
lip; in the clever pointer and careful retriever—all are

ilhistrated by perfect and unusually fine examples
among numbers of the highest superiority of breed.

The bloodhounds form a very grand class, to which the

Earl of Ragot contributes the most magnificent speci-

mens, remarkable for their character of head and ex-

pression. The fox-hounds would have been a larger

class at any other season of the year. Xhe Right Hon.
Viscount Curzon and Earl Grosvenor are the prize

wiimers. Harriers and beaeles are but few. The
large rough-coated deer-hounds make a fine show, each

a seeming original of a Landseer picture. There are

some specially fine greyhomids. The large pointers are

the principal class, most of them of great merit; and

the small pointers, especially the bitch class, still more
extraordinary ; the Hon. H. W. Powys, Mr. J. S.

Sorcshy, Mr. H. Gilbert, the Earl of Derby, and the

Earl 0^ Lichfield carrying «£ prixos. The English

setters are liighly thought of. The Irish setters not
so grand as a class, though the prize f\o%% are very fine.

Some setters and spaniels, shown by Mr. Burdett, the

of wrecked mariners from the swallowing; wave; and
there is the antie-lovlug toy terrier, ridiculous for his
littleness, dclightinfr to be caressed upon his lady's
knee. There is the "thick, iron-jawed bulldog, with his
stealthy spring and unrelenting gripe, fierce, unflinch-
ing to the death ; and tliere is the tiny spaniel, whichl
loves to be nursed and dandled, or peeps timidly out of
the shelter of his mistress's muff. There is the active
black-and-tau terrier, sworn enemy of all four-footed
vermin; and there is the lazy, curly King Charles, in
an ungainly state of plethora of good living,
able to waddle after a comely dame or repose
upon her handsome hearthrug. There is the home-
spun, plain, intelligent sheep- dog ; and
the grotesque, negro-featured jmg, and
terrier, lithe like a ferret, and shaggy beyond
recognition of head or tail. Yet veritable dogs all

undoubtedly are, anatomically of one species, and only
differing in character and instincts, whatever may
liave been the unity or plurality of thetr origin.

And mankind, and womankind, too, are justly

grateful to the race for ridding the neighbourhood of
our homes of wild animals, wolves, and badgers, otters,

polecats, rats, and such infestiiiir and troublesome
marauders; for conducing to our health-giving ex-

hilarating sports; for guarding and protecting, like

sentinels, our homes and persons, our flocks and
property, and for the companionship and amusement
furnished by their faithfulness, aflection, and play-

fulness.

The mastiffs are a superb class; the black New-
foundlands equally good; the bulldogs repulsive,

yet interesting from the very extravagance ot" sullen

savageness and latent brutality in their expression,

and for their well-known pluck and prize-ring qualities.

Sheep dogs are fairly represented ; the terriers

attractive, and maintaining the credit of their order.

One "rough customer" of a Scotch terrier is Indeed a

marvel: he is said to weigh less than 3 lbs., yet he is

over two years old, and a day or two ago killed a fierce

big rat, and his selling price is 50 guineas. One inimitably

ugly pug, that as a lapdog would by contrast give

charms to a Gorgon, is priced at 1000 guineas. The
Italian greyhounds and diminutive toy terriers, ofcourse,

attract most attention from the fair visitors. The
Alpine mastiffs, St. Bernard dogs, an awfully rough
Russian terrier, the rare Maltese lion dogs, and the

Esquimaux fox dogs are also a source of great interest.

Comjdaints respecting the management and the mode
ofjudging, we are sorry to say, arose among some of the

exhibitors. From the Times.

THE AGRICULTURE OF BERKSHIRE,

THE KEV. J. C. CLUTTEKBirCK:, OF LONQ WITTElfHi3r,
(Continuedfrom p. 106S0

The Vale.—We have now to-s^ticc'^fte tract xt£ Jand
lying betTTeen the eecai-pn icut of the oolitic rock and the
river Thames, occnpied by the Oxford clay or climch.

At the foot of Wytham hill it is partly arable and
Grass land. We are here reminded that the soil is

clay by the water thrown from its surface in open
furrows. From this point it forms a margin of
stubborn clay, often with a surface of miserable aspect,

till we come to the N.W. boundary of the county.
Along this line the clay forma a series of low undula-
tions and slopes, from its outcrop beneath the oolitic

strata to the low ground spoken of as subjected to

injury from the flooding of the river.

Burcott Park, between Faringdon and Lechlade, is

specially noticed by Mavor. He holds up Mr. Loveden
as one of the " few enlightened improvers of the Vale"
and "his farm establishment as replete with eveiy
accommodation, and a fit model for a farm of such
magnitude." He was a breeder of Hereford stock,

Leicester and Cotswold sheep and pigs, and an en-

courager of new implements.

The draining now in progress on this estate, marked
by the extraordinary rapidity of its execution, the large

calibre of the main pipes, and its depth, must test the

capabilities of the soil for profitable cultivation ; like

the "Windsor farms it is unfitted for sheep, but tmder
Hon.Secretary,are considered unequalled. The retrievers steam cultivation, and Wheat, Beans, and root crops,

with heavy stocking by horned cattle and pigs, manure
from the market town if to be had, and other

are exceedingly good, Mr, Brailsford and Lord A.

Paget nHuning the prizes. Tliere is a good class of

Clumber spaniels, used for cover shooting. Mr. Boales

and Earl Spencer exhibit the most merit-orious. The
two German boar-hounds were much admired for their

strength and handsome appearance.

Turning to the other division of the Show, we
naturally exclaim, can all these marvellous diversified

creatures be simply new kinds multiplied from original

puppies which accompanied their fallen master out of

Paradise, and not from several widely-different pairs

which kept watch and order anion;? the heterogeneous

denizens of the ark ? Here we have the majesty of

the massively-framed mastiff, ferocious as a tiijer to

strangers, sagacious "as a Christian" in detecting

thievery and chicane, gentle as a lamb to tbe hand that

feeds and loves him; and we have the weedy, slim,

Italian grcybound. in form suffering from internal and

extraneous fertilisers, it may become a model for the

cultiration of the stubborn Oxford clay to the north

—

as the Windsor farms show what may be accomplished

on the heavy tertiarics to the south, in this genendly
fertile and highly favoured county.

Smne.^Of the stock kept in Berkshire much has
been said, both as to the horned cattle and sheep

:

a few worda as to the pigs, of which it has its own
breed. There is no part of the county without the

Berkshire pig, generally of good quality. It seems
Buperfluous to quote Mavor, who speaks of them as

having " obtained unqualified approbation from the

best judges," and as then " fiometimes crossed with the

Chinese." The improved Berkshire or crosses of the

best blood are rather bred by amateurs than by

farmery, and are too well known in the Smithfield and

other shows to escape notice. The farmer finds a
p-rtpt-nal stricture, yet all crrace and tenderness; -- - . ., , ^ . • xu

shveriDS at heendof aribavrdor awatcli-cl.ain,and'hardier animal better BUited to his purp^; they

incloabl! of strorger field exercise tl.an the hunting of i
are usually black, with Uttle white oa the nose.
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breast, or feet. They are noted rather for their make a boufire of them." An instance has come under
tendency to growth than for fast feeding qualitieg.

: our notice in which a farmer noted for his absence of

They have a good though not coarse coat. As prejudice, began business with Scotch carts fitted with
stores they find a ready eale, either to local wings, and with a certain number of skeleton carts

feeders, or to be sent into Buckinghamshire and other known as Mr. Hannam's, as having been first constructed
counties in this trade. The tendency to growth con-
stitutes the chief value. A well bred, full-grown
Berkshire sow is marked by a certain ease and state-

liness of movement ; deep in the gammon, which is

carried well to the bock ; lengthy in frame, with rather

a long nose when compared with some other breeds.

The variations of price from various reasons is one of

the drawbacks to breeding pigs. It has been gaid, when
pigs are dear sell all off; when cheap, buy breeding
Eows, as the turn of the market is sure to come. The
pigs fed to 10 or 12 score lbs. are sought for by local

dealers, who pay at the scale and buy freely. The
value set on the manure of pigs as compared with the

under his directions. In a few years, waggon after

waggon was added as his occupation increased, and
any additional one-horse carts he required were built

on the model of the old dung cart- This may be
deemed retrogression, but the fact can only be ac-

counted for on practical grounds. It is often said, if

the homestead were in the centre of the farm, therefore

the distance to the stack yard short, or if the corn

were stacked in the field, carts might do, but with

long distances we should never get the com home.
A waggon is obviously more ensy to load than a cart,

to say nothing of the dislike of the Berkshire labourer

to the latter. This question was fully discussed at

then profit (?) of feeding, was curiously illustrated i the Oxford Farmers' Club in 1859. An amendment to

some years back by a farmer giving a miller 100 pigs

-worth 1001. on the condition that the latter fed the
pigs on the farmer's premises iip to an average named

the original resolution proposed in favour of carts was
moved by a Berkshire farmer—*' That waggons are

preferable to carts for harvesting hay and corn, but
weight. It was said at the time that it was a harm- , that one-horse carts are preferable for other general
less bargain. The farmer offered to repeat it; he
Tvould probably not do it now. The Berkshire farmer
does not usually adopt the practice of feeding pigs in

very small styes with scarcely any straw. Very
oftett pigs are kept in yards throughout the
feeding. At the beginning they are generally

allowed some such run. The aspe ct of pigs so

treated speaks in favour of the custom. Running the
stubbles after harvest is a questionable practice. There
is some risk, and it is doubted whether food so ob-

tained ia any real gain ; much of course depends on
the distance the pig has to travel, the state of tlie

purposes on a farm." This was carried by a large

majority.*
(To he concluded nextweel-.)

SATURDAY J5IGHT.

BY THE REV. J. ERSKIIfE CLA.BKE, OF DEIiBT.

The very name of Saturday night suggests brawls

and drunkenness. In the village and in the town,

Saturday night is the dread of the workman's wife, and
the source of anxiety to the clergyman.

On Saturday night, the workman has his week's

~i.v XT. 3^ '^^ • L
'"

j'i.' '
J- Iv

*~~ "ji^affes; sometimes he is paid in the public house;
weather, the dry or moiBt condition of the gram, and pj.j|„ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ „„ ^^/^j^ ,,„„^,, ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^j,^^

e groun
• and so he takes the tap on his way home. He feels he

Implements,—\ve now proceed to consider the '^ *^

question of implements. In Mavor's report we find

that there is scarcely any implement now in use that

had not its representative at his time—steam of course
excepted, let. Ploughs; Mavor speaks of the Norfolk
and other ploughs, cast iron sharesj &c,, as of recent

introduction. It has been said tliat men have ploughed

has earned a right to some enjoyment. He knows he
needs not to be up to work in the morning. His notion

of enjoyment is almost limited to beer and tobacco, a

song and a fiddle. He finds these and freedom from all

restraint in the public house, and so he spends his

Saturday evening there. Well is it if he does not

spend also the money on which his "missis " is
the earth and oceau almost from the first, and that the - , c .i,« , ,„^i >- i.„.,„„v«, • ^^ •*. -p \,.- ,, , J 1 ' • i./ji 1 reckonniff for the week s honsekeepiiigr—well is it it he
best form o plough and ship ib not yet determined.

{ ^
^

, ^^^^ ^t midnight to h!s trembling wife
So It IS stiU. The old Eerkshire_ wooden plough ,9 ^^ ^^^^ ^t^,^ „„^,_
fast passm? awav. Some still persist that it is better

i . ,. u c i. j * ut u ji *.

., * ^u •" J- . 1 J i-u i.u V Atter such a Saturday night, we can hardly expect a
than any other in dirty land : then comes the question, ' *.. r . c- i „ j „ j- i *.i

ought land to be ploughed when dirty ^ is a well:
, «*^f

^^^^^'^ ^n ^ tT'n «^V ,
"^^^ "^«

drained soil ever dirtv ' The wear and tear of '

workman probably sleeps till noon—then lounges over

,1 , 1 u Ai 'I • ij 1, ' pipe and uaper—perhaps dresses himself for atternoon
the wooden plough more than its unwieldy cha- n^ i i i o i •

i i. *.

racter first led to its disuse - Howard's d1ou48 are
^^''^^^'' ^^"^ ^P^"'^^ Sunday evening where he spent

racter lirst led to its disuse , nowara 8 plou<,ti8 are g^^^^^ ^. ,
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ thousands of glorious

gcneially preferred, though ploughs ot local ^nakers
i ^^^^^^^^''^^ ^.^ oV

are much used. Agricultural ploughing matches have
exceptions to all this, but there are quite enough

kc. which show us that the seeds of improvement . , ., , i „„ ., „„„j „„„ „*• „ 4. i
' 7" ... .. . , , *

ii. a state that, unless the good man ot a two-roomed
were then germinating; there is no reluctance on the

,
__..__,„ t.. „ domestic hero he cannot he exoected to

part o£ r^mora-to adopt any implement that bids fair I

co"«ge De a aomesuc nero, ne cannot ne expected to
^

..t . y . ^ /> , . a _ , 1 . _ ;
Stay in it.

to succeed. Mavor afbo opoak^ of hand and hoi-se-

throshing machines; the former used in some loca-

lities by persons who travel for hire, the latter still

are found.—Steam power is general, the jets of steam
and columns of smoke arising from stack-yards or
isolated stacks strike the eye throughout the countiy,
telling their own talo. Mr. Hart, of Wantage, has

J have devoted myself in my own sphere of work
largely to the improvement of Saturday night, and I

have found it have the best effect on Sunday.

For the six winterly months of 1859 and 1860, on
every Saturday night we had, in a large hall, a musical

and literary entertainment, lasting from 7.30 to 9.30.

obtained a high reputation for th^ perfection of his i

^''"= charge for admission was Id and2<i., with a few

machines, which are extensively used. The work is ^- '«»*^ '" *^'"°"'- ^^ •*" ^'^^^ ^^ ''™'''°- ^^^

usually done for hire, either by the day or

quarter ; it is no little credit to the intelligence

of the Berkshire labourers that they readily learn

to manage the engines without any foreign assistance.

—The steam plough is found in many localities.

Smith's implement has been used to "smaf^h up," to

use the received expression, the soil. Clover leas have
been so prepared for Wheat sowing with a prospect
of success in the coming crop, and instances of 200
acres each of autumn cultivation have come under our
notice. Fowler's plough has been lately introduced
on the Flemish Farm at Windsor. The time is pro-
bably at hand when steam cultivation will be carried
on in the same way as steam threshing for hire. We
may notice that Mr. Hanuam, of Burcott, divided from
Berkshire only by the river (witb the aid of the wire-
rope) several years eince ploughed, ridged, harrowed,
split the ridges,and rolled a field in which Potatoes were
planted by the agency of steam alooe. The frequent
breakiug of the rope was the reason lor relin-

qui.shin^' the experiment. — The reaper has been
little used, the last crop, though labour was short,

was so much lodged that it presented difficulties not to

be overcome.— Chaff cutting is either done by horse
or steam power, but on ordinary farms by tJie old

chaflf-box, which is generally preferred to the hand
machines, especially,by the men. The drilling is much
done for hire, except on the larger farms.

^'^go"3 are preferred to carts in Berkshire for
carrying hay or corn— as well as for market purposes.
There are but few symptoms of their yielding to the
one-horse cart. Arguments have failed to induce the
farmers to adopt a system so highly recommended,
even when supported by well authenticated trials, which
have resulted in favour of carts. Much less are they p

*'"

likely to follow the advice given them in the 2nd Part
™

of Vol. XI. of the Royal Agricultural Journal, ** To
©31 ihelr^waggons while they can, and if they cannot

peopl

never had less than 700 present; and on one occasion

we had 1200, and sent away a street-full clamorous to

get in. Our audiences consisted mainly of full-grown

men. They used to sit in the same seats night atter

ni^ht, just as they would in church.

Our entertainment was after this fashion—an over-

ture by a brass or reed band. Five of these hands gave
tlieir services cheerfully, requiring only some liglit

refreshments. Their names will indicate their com-
position—" Rifle Band," *' Midland Railway Band."
*' Darley Village Band," "The Dun Cow Band,"— after

the public house where they practised—and "St.
Michael's School Drum and Fife Band." After the
overture would follow a song or glee by members of one

j

of the choirs in the town. Then a reading—about ten \

minutes in length, by some gentleman of the town.
Then the bsmd, then another song; then, perhaps, a
solo on tlie piano—(they once listened contente<lly to a
brilliant solo half an hour long!)—then a second reading

by another gentleman— then song, band, glee—a third

reaiHiig, the band, and God save the Queen.
We generally had about 12 pieces, and we went on

sharp from one to the other. Variety, and nothing too

long, was the secret of a successful night. On three

occasions we engaged ventriloquists, and once a

conjuror, hut we still kept our readings in the pro-

gramme. The readings we generally tried to make of

varied character. The first the most solid—say, a few

pages of Macaulay. The second poetical ;
pathetic

ballads, or humorous verse, were most appreciated. The
third reading was generally of broad humour, such as a

scene of Dickens.
Subjects read :—ilr.Duberly Doubtington—Paper on

Probability of French Inv;ision—The Favourite Scholar

The House Fairies—John Bull at Paris—Christmas

How Poll Paid the Rent—King John and the

* Published Record of tbe TraiisaL-tious of the Oxford
Farmera* Club, estabUshed 1;>49.

Abbot of Canterbury—the Village Blacksmith—Maud
Muller—The First and Last Dinner—The Combat-^
The Wife—Won't, Can't, and Try—Mansie Waugh-^
The May Queen—The Cataract of Lodore—Christmas
Storms and Sunshine—The Search after Truth
William Whitehead's Will—Essay on Roast Pig—Uig
Enfield Ritle and the old Brown Bess—Black and
W^hite Slavery—From Adam liede—The Siege of
Calais—The Death of Marmion—Eugene Aram—The
Destruction of Sennacherib—The Lazy Genius—Some-
thing on a indicate Subject—The Guests at the Red
Lion—The Derby Blues and the Valiant Tailors-

Brighton. Tunbridge Wells, and Bath in 1682—Tiie

Three Warnings—The Turned Head—From Richard
IT—William Tell—Betsy Brown—The Violet Boy—Try
Again—The Bashful Man—The Shallow Trust—Little
Jim—The Happiest Time—The Heart's Charity-
Henry of Navarre—The Mourners—The Cannon and
the Press—The Honeymoon—On a Pebble—Original
Paper on Printing, &c.—Malhaussen on the Rocky
Mountains—How the French Fared at Fishgard in

1797—Blucher's Judgment—Dora—Tlie Black Cot-
tage—The Dream of the Reveller^The Three Preachers

—American Poets—Lord Ullin*s Daugliter—Lochinvar

—Misadventures at Margate^-Night before Waterloo
—Hohefilindcn—Arm—The Rifle—Alonzo the Brave—^The Cruise of the Fox in the Arctic Regions—The
Importance of Trifles.

The reading j-equired to be loud and distinct, so that

all could hear \vithout effort. The voice pitched high

and kept up—this was preferred to showy and dramatic

reading In music nothing came amiss, but perhaps

national and patriotic songs were the favourites. One
luatter of detail may be worth naming. The words ofthe

sOTigs were printed on the back of all the programmes,
which were circulated in the manufactories and shop-

windows; so that every handbill became that most
precious treasure to the mass of the working people,
** a song book !" From this cause the bills were eagerly

sought for, and the shop keepers could not keep them in

their windows, they were so pestered to give them
away. The expenses of the 24 entertainments amounted
to 120/. and the receipts at the doors to 150?., leaving a
balance for the Working Men*s Association, by whose
committee of working men the monev was taken at the

doors, and people shown to their seats, and order kept, for

all these nights. The moral results were far more satis-

factory than the pecuniary one. I heard, from working
men, of well known frequenters of the public house

who never missed one of our entertainments, I heard

of men beginning to put into the penny bank, and

getting clothes to go to church, and I heard that tire

publicans complained that we had got all their best

customers. The regret, too, of the working men of the
town when we gave up, and the present anxiety that

\ye should recommence, prove that they fully valued

the opportunity of spending an evening of rationah

enjoyment.

'i'he only objection which was worth refuting, because

made by religious people, was that ours was not the

proper way to spend **the preparation for the Sabbath,''

as they called Saturday night. My reply was that I

af^knovvledged it not to be the best conceivable wa}',

but that it was a thousandfold better than the public-

house way, which to scores wag the only alternative;

and that after all I did not see that our music and

reading diff'ered so widely from the open piano and

conversatiou of the drawing-room. Others said that

the men went drinking after our entertainment. There

was no means of testing this, but I do not believe they

did. They may have dropped in for a glass of beer^

but after two hours in the pleasant atmosphere of

music and song, and congenial company, I believe that

few were weak or vicious enough to commence drinking

to excess. I believe, too, that they would find th»*

companies iu the bar parlours all formed—the games at

cards organised—and the strong period of temptation^

over.

Of course entertainments, on as large a scale as

those here referred to, are only possible in towns, and I

do not suppose that Derby is better fitted with ap-

pliances for them than any other town of equal size.

But I thiiik that something of the same kind might

well be introduced even in the village school room.

Well warmed, well lighted, with a few of the church

choir to sing, and with the doctor, or railway clerk, or

schoolmaattr to read, T think a strong counter attrac-

tion to the allurements of the ale-house might be

secured.

Even during this summer (if any summer we have

had) I have found that a considerable immber of young
men were delighted to come to somewhat similar

meetings, which wo held in a smaller and private

reading-room. As the ale-honse brnehes are not

tenantless in summer, there seems no real cause why
such rational even'iigs should not be carried on in

summer as well as in winter; and many of my working
people wished me to carry on my series of great entw"-

tainments even in summer, but T was afraid to risk it,,

and thought it safer that the audience should leave off

with an appetite,

I trust that I may be pardoned for such an egotistic

paper—but I feel strongly that it would be a blessing^

to the poor if the clergy would direct the recreation o€

Saturday night. Perhaps it would be, now and then,

a blessing to ourselves to be ob'iged to get our sermons

finished earlier, and thoroughly to unbend our own
minds. Above all, I have great faith that if working

f
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^J^^f^i^^re^tided safely over the earlier hours of Saturday

^]it—instead of being left hstless and unoccupied and

uncomfortable, a ready prey to temptation—they would

often have saved, for their high and holy uses, the

blessed hours of God's Day of Best. Mead at War-

I

-'

Home Correspondence.
Toiato Disease : Removing the Infected Sialics.—In

1^45 the following very remarkable circumstance trans-

pired with us, which justifies us iu prescribing this as

apreventlve of the Potato plague. In the montli of

June, 1845, two months before Potato disease was
lieard of or known, either in this country or in Bel-

giam, 01" anywhere else, we had a tolerably large

breadth of Ash-leaved Kidneys, about Imlf matured,

and as in former years, we had recourse to cutting off

their tops, saorificing the iuU development of the

Potato (though by-the-bye, not a plan wortliy of imita-

tion on this account), namely, to give air to Lettuces,

ffliich were purposely transplanted between tliera for

swfling. This was done on about one-half the plot,

and only where the Lettuces were growing, not dream-
ing the least of Potato blight, for it was not then
known. About two months after, a rumour broke out,

first on the Continent, and in a week or two after in

England and Ireland, that Potatoes were nearly all

rotting. People were everywhere taking them up
without dela}-, with a view of saving tlie few ivhich

proved sound, and amongst which were our own plot of

Asli-leaved Kidneys, which were not mixed witli the

Lettuces ; these also proved to be mostly all rotten.

Those «ith the Lettuce seed, however, were as usual left

till the seed was cut, when unexpectedly, and to our

great astonishment, not one tuber on this plot was

iafected, or showed signs of disease, save that the^' were

small as intended to be, for next year's planting. Hence
the origin of cutting offthetops, which it will be observed

was found to be efficacious in saving our crop, and that

it was entirely by accident or chance two months before

the disease was known or heard of. Potatoes, should

now hi cultivated early, with the forwardest varieties,

so as t J admit of cutting off their tops as soon, or rather

before symptoms of disease appear in the foliage, which
now unfortunately happens much earlier in summer
than it did at its first appearance in 1845. Could the

preventive above alluded to have been foreseen in that

year, it is probable that more than half which were
spoiled might have been saved, as then, not till about
August 12, did the contagion manifest itself. To pull

the stalks up is not (in our opinion) right, as this is too
abrupt a destruction of the plant. All the good to be
dj'rived from this expedient, in those late planted, is

that it makes room to transplant Brassicas at their
proper time, which is no mean consideration, as whether
the tops are cut off or not, after being stricken with the
fatal blight in the leaves the tubers cease to grow
larger. A. llardy ^ Son, Maldon.

Ewes on Mangel Wurzels.—Tn reply to " C. D.'s"

inquiries, this is the third season! have kept my Leices-

ter ewes entirely on Mangel from Nov. till about May,
without the least ill effect. This year, the roots being
very small and top large, I am consuming them on the

land as they stand by tegs and ewes, the former going

first, and the latter cleaning up each pen, both doing

exceedingly well. I have never given tops to beasts

without scouring them, and doing more harm than
gMd. Should " C. D.'s" sheep be of a delicate consti-

tution he may find the Mangel scour them. I partly

guard against that by never using a pampered male
animah Jos. M. Rohinson, Ahhey Farm^ near Ilincltley.

\

Mangel Roots in Drains.—The enclosed fibrous

matter was taken up yesterday from a tile drain, 4 feet

below the surface in a field which boie thia year a crop

of Mangel Wurzel. I suspect it is the roots of that

plant, but I should be glad to know whether it is not

unusual for them to penetrate to so great a depth,

especially in so wet a season. Though, at the same
time, as the field was only drained in the early part of

this year, and consequently the soil over the tiles (in

this instance of a sandy nature), had not had time to

become equally consolidated with the rest of the field, the

lines of cutting would afford to the rootlets a much
easier passage than the rest of the soil. Having an

''mple stock of the old-fi\shionod horse-shoe tiles on
hand, I unfortunately used them for the draining in

question, and it appears that the fibres entered tlie

tiles at the bottom, where they had free access to the
interior, which would not have been the case if I had
gone to the expense of buying pipes; and the vegetable
matter has filled many of the pipes up, to the extent of
above half of their area. I will just add that the crop,
consisting of Long Ked and Orange Globe, was very

j

inferior to what I usually grow. I think that it does

ociftits.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
The following is the Half-yearly Cash Account, from Ist January to 30th June, 1860, presented at the

Annual Meeting last week :

—

Dr.

To Balance in baud, lat Jiiiiuary,

I860:—
Bankers
Secretary

To Income, viz. :

—

Dividend on Stock
Subscriptions :— &
Governors' Annual 620
Members* Annual 327(j

Members' Life-

Compositions .

.

s. d.

6

170

£
1339

S

s.

8
4

d.

4

£ s. d.

146 17 6

1342 12 4

Journal :—
Sales
Advertisements

Country Meetings

;

Chester
Warwick
Dividend from

estate of late
Secretary

122
39

9
10

8
9

4066 6

162 5

1

11 16

970 11 10

Sale of Sundries

To Canterbury Meeting,
July, 1860 :—

Amoimt received on
tiiis account

983
46

7
4
10

By Expenditure;

—

Establishment, including
Rent. Taxes, & Salaries .

.

Postage and Carriage .

.

£ 5. d
Journal :—

Printing.. .. 41.j 10
Literature ,. 181
Stitching .. 60 6

Delivery, Adver-
tising, &C. .. 141 12

6

6

2

Cr.

£ «. d.

6S3 6
30 5 2

1

£ 8.

t

d.

11

* r

5401 15 9

2624 1

(Signed)

£9371 9 1

A- N. itooD, for Finance Committee.
QuiLTiiR^ Bali^ Jay, & Co., Accouutauts,

Chemical Grant
Veterinary Grant
Advertisements
Warwick Meeting Arrears .

.

Tetttimonial to B. T, Bran-
dretb GibbSj Esq., Hon. Sec.

Sundries.,
Subscription retnrued

By investment :

—

2000^ New 3 per cents
By Country Meetings :

—

Paid on account

—

Canterbury, 1S60 .

Leeds. 1861 ..

79S 10
325
200

7 1^

40

1

By Balance in hand

:

Bankers
Secretary

* 4 «

200S 9 1

1S75

1827 IS

3660 1 10

9 1£9371
Examined, auflited, and found correct, this 7th

day of December, I860-

(Signed) AViluam Asteurt, ) Auditors on the part
HEnnY Corbet, j of the Society.

BALANCE SHEET, 30th June, 1S60.

LlABiUTlES.
To Capital ;—

Surplus^ 1st Jan., 1S60
Surplus of Income over the
Expenditure during tlie

half-year, viz.;— £ s- d.

Income , , 5404 15 9

Expenditure 2008 9 1

To Balance at Credit of Cantcr-
buiy ExhibiUon, 1S60

£ ». d.

13,264 6 11

3396 6 8

& $. d.

16,660 13 7

796 2 10

Assets.

£17,456 16 5

By Cash in hand
By New 3 per cent. Stock

12.000£., cost

By Books and Furniture, So-

ciety's House, Hanover 9q, .

.

Slem,—The above Assets are
exclusive of the amount re-

coverable in respect of Sub-
scriptions iu arrear 30th June,
1800, which at that date
amounted to 3697^.

* #

£ 8.

3660 1

11,796 14

d.

10

2000

£17,456 16 5

CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY SHOW.

This closed on Saturday after one of the most suc-

ressful meetings ever held there. Whether we look at

tlie entries, the attendance, or the sales, all alike show
progress, all are on the increase. A\'e do not wonder
at it; the poultry mania, as it was called, has long
ceased, and keeping or rearing it is now a pursuit.

Like all others, it requires to be learned, and being

learned there is no difficulty in making it remujiera-

tire. It is the knowledge of this that makes tlie sales

increase as they do here and at Birmingham. While
there is a certam demand for such Spanish fowls as JMiss

Rake's, not only for eggs, but for their beauty, tliere is

also for Dorkings like those of Lady Thyune, Mar-
chioness of Winchester, Captain Hornby, Mr. Wake-
field, and others—birds that fairly weigh tlieir 10 lbs.

each. Success seems certain as the reward of pains-

taking. Miss Rsike took five prizes in Spanish, and
Lady L. Thynne, seven in Dorkings. If it were a hazard,

exploits sucli as these would be unknown, because they

are not due to the absence of meritorious competitors,

but to their own excellence among good birds. With
the mention that Captain Beardmore had equal success

in White Dorkings, we will conclude these classes by
saying we have never seen better Spanish or Dorking
anywhere.

The classes that would next demand notice are

the Game. Every shade and colour were liere repre-

sented, and all were alike perfect in form and condition.

This always has been a popular breed in Englaiid, and
we could almost fancy a similarity between the bird and
the people, at any rate in tastes, Messrs. Moss &
Archer were very successful as usual, as well as the Hon.
W.Vernon. Our old friends the Cochins were in full

feather, both Buff and Grouse. Messrs. Cotteil &
Stretch, and Miss Musgrove, showed birds quite worthy
of the olden time. We consider this breed as improv-

ing, and they deserve encouragement ; but for them,

many a breakfast table would be minus the egg in the

winter, and many a hopeful sitting of Dorking, Spanish,

or Game eggs would be spoiled for lack of an early

forth; the Silver of Messrs. Teebay and Pearte; and
the I'ulands of Messrs. Dixon, Adkins, and Edwards,
entitle them to mention. Malays are a London fowl.

Tradition connects them with the vicinity of the river,

and modern practice confirms it. The East end sends
the best specimens and takes most prizes. They are
landed there by the homeward bound ships, and they
suit the locality because neither smoke, confinement,
nor a paved yard will injure them. Distinct breeds
brought their usual varieties. Silkies, AndalusTans,

Sultans, and another rarity, called a cross between
Spanish hen and red grouse. We can offer no opinion
rei^pecting them. We can speak highly of the Bantam
classes ; all of them, Sebright, Black, White, and
Game, were perfect. The latter were especially

beautiful, and show what may be done by careful breed-

ing. Geese, ducks, and turkeys are called vulgar birds,

and hence they are mainly judged by weight. Let
weight speak then. There were geese that weighed
23 lbs., ducks 7s, and Turkeys 21 lbs. each. Good
liearing lor Christmas. The class for new breeds of
pheasants produced none, but some good Chinese and
Golden were shown. Thejudges were—G.J. Andrews^
Esq.; Mr. Hewitt, and Mr. Baily.

sitter. TheBramah Pontras were beautiful. While

not amount to above 12 tons an acre. If the rootlets
' some however are famous for size, others for their iay-

[Judgingfrom the smell and taste, we believe the fibres 'look at the Black with white top, or the Golden or

•eat to be the roots of the Mangel plant. Your expe-
^ence in the matter is unusual but not unexam-^led.
^t will, we believe, be generally found less frequent in
long drained and well cultivated fields than in newly
^tained pieces where the stream downward of watir
just over the drain is likely to misdirect the roots ot
^^S pliLut growing over the spot.]

Silver, so accurately and beautifully spangled, or the

Hamburgh, both pencilled and spangled, all these

have their points, but they are not purchased by

the sacrifice of any valuable property. The Golden -

pencilled of Messrs. Pierce, Munn, and AVorrall,

the Silver of Messrs. Kerr and Cannan, the

Gold-spangled of Messrs, Laue, Worrall, and Bara-

« Farmers' Clubs.
Ipswich.—At the annual meeting of this Society, of

which a fidl report is given in the JEast Suffolk

MercuryJ an excellent collection of roots was exhibited.

Tiie first pvixe Beet, by Mr. H, Biddell, averaged 13 lbs.

weight per root. The finest single root of Beet was
shown by Mr. G. Hare, of Holbrook ; it weighed 17 lbs.

The Turnips scarcely suffered this season. The Swedes
were very fine. Mt. J. Spurling, of Shotley, showed
some extraordinary Swedes, weighing 141 lbs. each

upon an average. The White Turnips were many of

them of extraordinary size. Mrs. Morgan, of Bram-
ford, entered one rough specimen, with stragglisg^

luxuriant top, weighing 27i lbs. ; although the top was
grown to a surfeit, tlie Turnip was sound, and certainly

not bad. The following prizes were awarded for fields

of Roots :^
FIVE ACRES OF BEET.

Number Average weight p. acre
nf roots

p. acre.
Exhibitor.

Where
grown.

J. Neve
H. Biddell

W. Ourdon
T. Cliirkson

E Packard
G. Hare

Tnddenhnm
Playford
Brantliam
Flaylord
WeaterSeld
Holbrook

8,784
12,760
11,04S
11,13Q

of roots, after heing
topped and cleaned,
tons. cwt. qr. lb.

21
20
13
15
11
13

17
9

14

n
8
4

1

a

a

16
20

FI\E ACRES or iWEDES
Rushmere 2a,(iS0 10. ft

Holbrook -— 10 4 »
The above results were obUirierl by w§i^h^-*%ttarter o^EHk

acTQ a^rictcd as an average of 3 awes.

R. L. Everett

G. Haro
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At the subsequent meetinj:^ Mr. W. Gnrdon, of

Brantbam Hall, said, he bad no doubt if be bad grown
Swedes tbey would baye been finer tban t\ie Beet.

But what bad been the advice given upon the

experience of the last few years ? It was, " give up
Swedes, for they are all fingers and toes, and try

Mangel Wurzel.'* So he had 8 or 9 acres of tbafc last

year, and this year be had 23 acres. When be told

them be took his men off his dibble to cut his upland

acres tbey would be able to judge bow far be was
behind in his farming this year. He was four, five,

ax weeks too late in his Mangel Wurzel, and could not

get on to bis land. He bad now possessed bis f;trm for

more than 12 years, and bad never given a drain pipe

to his tenants; they had never asked him for one. This

year be had commissioned Mr. Garnham to buy biin

50,000. If be had emploved a draining company, and

had drained the farm, perhaps be should have been a
little a-top of Mr. Neve this year,

Mr. Neve: With reference to his success, he musfc

say he had used no special exertions whatever. The
field in which his beet was grown was only cultivated

in the usual manner. With respect to manure, there

to the implement makers, said—As none of his firm had

had an opportunity of addressing a meeting of tliis

kind since last year, in Ipswich, he would say a word

on the absolute refusal of their firm to exhibit at Canter-

bury, at the last show. He thought no firm had a riglit

to adopt the policy which they had adopted in reference

to a national institution, and refuse, when the time

came, to give a reason for the policy which they adopted.

It bad been said their object was two-fold, first to

prevent anybody from climbing by the huhler by which

they had risen, and next that they wished to act in a

troublesome and factious manner towartls the great

societies of the kingdom. To those who knew the firm,

those charges needed no disclaimer from bira. Their

reasons were exceedingly simple. Tbey did not think

it paid them. In this sentence lies the gist of the

matter. He spoke of course only for their own firm.

They found if they carried away a medal, and then the

fiiriners found the machine did not work, the medal was

no use, and lost its commercial value. Then the shows

were held in a busy season of the year, when they

wanted to be getting out their thrashing machines,

and to attend the shows they were obliged to go

cow dung, animal matter—could be mixed and prepared
for use without any such expensive contrivance as "

a
range of 10 towers, side by side and back to back
(that is five in length of range), built upon the (^ronnd
each 20 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 50 feet hio-h—
capacity 500 cubic yards—total, 5000 cubic yards.""

were carried on about 15 loads, and 1} cwt. of guano
}
away and attempt to win fresh prizes, which they

per acre. During the summer he was frequently told

that the field had a better appearance than any in the

neighbourhood, and he was agreeably surprised to find

it so. The cup which be had won he should value as

long as he lived. It was the first cup which had
ever been presented at any club of which he liad been a

member, and he thanked hia stars for his good luck in

getting it.

Mr. James Allen P^ansome said, since their meeting

last year tbey had lost one man from amongst thorn who
might be called the father of farmers' clubs, bis old

friend Charles Poppy, a man who was still held dear by
those who knew him 40 3'ears ago; but it was a great

pleasure to know that the assistance they had rendered

him in his last days bad been the means of bis

closing his life iu comfort. He had looked with a great

deal of interest to the progress of this club. At its

meetings matters were discussed of the greatest

interest to all who had ths privilege of being present

at them. Much could be done in tiiat way, besides the

advantages of prizes and rewards, by selecting good

subjects and endeavouring to get persons well versed

in those particular subjects, to give the assistance of

did not at all value, and be thought the farmers would

prefer their getting their orders out to running over

the world to show their machines. But bow did that

relieve them from the charge of factious opposition?

Well, at the agricultural show three years ago

certain results took place, and the reports were

printed. These reports contained important errors,

which the firm found it impossible, in spite of every

endeavour, to get corrected or taken any notice of.

There was afterwards a meeting at Canterbviry, and

one of the prizes offered was for a threshing machine,

and as no specific kind of threshing machine was named,

they hiquired what specific kind of threshing machine

they wished to encourage. The committee to whom the

power was deputed of answering questions in such

matters said, "Gentlemen, you had better bring a

machine of each sort, and then you will find which is

the most useful." Taking all these things into con-

sideration, they thought it was a great deal better to

stop away. He felt in this room, and in any part of

Suffolk, and in any part of England, he could stnnd up

and say they had never sent out a machine which would

Fnze Kssay of tTie Oxford Farriiers^ Clad, " On the
benefits resulting to the Public in general, ana to the
Agriculturists inparticular,from Farmers' Clubs and-
other Agricultural Associations, for which the first

prize was awarded by Professor Daubeny to yiv
Joseph Plowman, Secretary to the Oxfordshire Agri-
cultural Society, Oxford Farmers' Club, and Oxtbrd
Corn Exchange. Third Edition, Oxford, Published
for the Author, 1, St. Aldate's Street.

We have only recently had the pleasure of reading
this interesting and well written pamphlet, ot whic?i
the following is given as an analysis and table of
contents.

their knowledge and experience; the object should be

not only that those whr» had studied the subjects

should enter into the discussion, but others should ask

questions at all events if tbey could not contribute to

the information on the subject, asking about what they

did not understand, with that simplicity which be-

longed, or ought to belong, to farmers ; for be believed
|

that far more was to be elicited and learned from those

things which were the expression of mere ignorance,

than might be supposed.

The Mayor of Ipswich said there was a question

broached last year, to which he had given a good deal

of attention, wbicli was the utilisation of the sewage of

the town. In Croydon they were attempting to raise

30,000^. to bring the matter to a practical issue.

He found the engineers at Croydon and at Car-

lisle as far asunder as the antipodes on the

question. One said 3O,0OOZ. would not be enough, and

the other said 3000Z. would be too much. Another

gentleman had endeavoured to take all the nightsoil

out of the town of Rugby, but was now free to confess

that he knew very little about the subject, the difficulty

was so great of getting that commodity from the place

where it was not wanted to the place where it was

wanted. Now if this farmers* club wOuld take the

matter up, they might be able to off'cr some advice

which would be a national benefit. The town was suf-

fering every day because they had got that which the

farmers ha<l not got, but which they wanted. An expe-

riment had been made in Edinburgli, and he should like

to see it made if possible in Ipswich. He should like to

Bee 1000 acres of that land down by the river, which

belonged to Mr. Tomle, taken for the experiment. At
Edinburgh a piece of unprofitable land was so titken,

and the nightsoil laid upon it, and it was afterwards let

by hundreds of acres at a time, at \Zl. per acre. It would
be a good thing if a tlionsand acres of Rushmere Htath
could be hrovigiit to a teuancy of the worth of 13?. per
acre. The town would he glad to pay the tanners
handsomely to take this commodity away trom the tawn.
The Chairman said—Let it go, and give it God speed

!

He had tried it, and he bad tried many other things,

and lie had tried pure water, and he had found pure
water the best of tlie two. He did not wish the
.sewer.ige question to be given up, but he always wisli^d

the sewage clean out of Iiie way. If he blocked it «p
to keep it in his yard, he must fresh litter his animals
•three times a day, and t^e straw was become too
valuable for that, so he let it run away, and wns glad
when it was out of his sight. Last year as an experi-

ment, he euiered upon the system of pulping roots.

tHe now gave his opinion that pulping would prove of

-the greatest heni^fifc to agriculture. The result of his

experiment was that the value of tlie root was doubled
tlirough tiic agency of the pulping machine. If they
could, by pulping their roots, produce food, containing

tbe same quantity of nutriment from half tl*e quantity
of roots, they.achievtjd a very gi'eat result. ^We shall

be exceedingly obliged for the experience of our eorre-

fipOTvJents on this important subject.]

Mr. iE..C. Kitusfitne, in acknowledging a.coniplim^ini'

not work, that they had not either taken back or made
it work. They wanted to bring about a better system firmly rooted has this Society become, so well is it sup-

of trial, and they wished the farmers would assist m
refusing to maintain a system of exhibition which was

a monstrous sham.

The subject, its comprehensiveness; reaf^ons for dealin
generally with it. The principle of association and iQutual
cO'Operatiou ; its effects and success wherever applied: the
delay in its application to agriculture; its ultimate and in-
creasing application to that science. The first great national
step in that direction; tho first Board of Apiculture; tte
subsequent operations of the Highlaudj Irish^ and Englisli
Royal Agricultural Societies ; their efforts to raise the charac-
ter of Agriculture by combining science with practice; the
results.

Central Agricultural Societies ; Tlacir nature, objects and
effect on the public generally, and on Agriculturists specially.

The influence of the Royal Agricultural Society of England ;its

fundamental principles aud beneficial eflect on Agriculture
generally : its influence on Provincial Societies ; necessity of
more extended and united action among the latter Societies*
its success, where it has been tried and tested-
Farmers' Clubs. Their functions. The Lonclon Central

Farmers' Club ; its extent, influence and operations ; the agri-

cultural, social and political benefits arising from such clubs ;

their usefulness and success; the general claims which such
Societies have on the support of all classes of the community."

The general argument for the advanta^^es of co-opera-

tion and the iUustrationa of it derived from tlie history

of existing societies, are uncommonly well given ; and at

a time ifhen all our Metropolitan Societies are bestirring

themselves^ it maybe well to give what currency we can

to the opinions Mr. Plowman has formed of them. The
following is wbat he says of the Model Farmers* Club
of England—the London Central Farmers* Club. *'So

3a£btctos*

A Proposed neio mode of Collecting the Animal,

Vegetable, and other 'Refuse of Totons^ and the

Converting it into Compost for Agricultural Pur-

poses, under the Direction of Local Boards of B.ealt\

pp. 40. Whitaker <fc Co.

In the autumn of 1845 and sumtnor of 1846, several

letters were addressed to this Journal by Mr. Liddell,

of Beverley Road, Hull, on the management of farm yard

manure, its proper commixture, ana preparation for the

field. His remarks on this subject will be found in
|

our volumes ior those years. They are characterised by

a good deal of whimsical suggestion along with much
sound sense. The same combination characterises his

present publication. He calls attention to the sanitary

condition tf the town of Hull, and to its visitation by

cholera in 1849, when he was one of a small committee

of guardians appointed to take such steps as might be

thought necessary to stay the progress of the epidemic.

The point wiiich seems to have especially attracted his

attention at that time as a source of polhition, was

the existence of great " muck-garths " (dung yards),

in which all sorts of refuse were collected all through

the year, and whence it was sold to farmers at certain

seasons. On these he says:

—

" We compelled the owners of these great heaps of

manure to clear them off the ground without delay, and

ourselves at the same time proceeded to divide that

part of the town into districts, of a size that one mau
with a horse and cart could thoroughly cleanse before

9 o*clock in the morning. The cost of this mode of

proceeding in surface cleansing, was at the beginning
more than tiie value of the refuse sold to the farmers,

but about tlie time our duties ceased, we had so far

reduced the expense of collecting as to bring that and
tho seliing price of the refuse nearly on a par. The
experience acquired in this part of 'our duties, led us to

believe that it was possible under a systematic mode of

proceeding to sell the refuse for more than the cost of
a

collcotinj^

Suggestions for the division of a town into dis-

tricts for collecting refuse and for the mode of collecting

from house to h.ouse—the selection of stations on the

outskirts of towns, where the refase could be delivered

either into railway trucks or barges—and a discussion of

the ibources of fertility on the one hand and disease on

the other ;— all these are among the useful and practical

cont^ents of Mr. Liddell's pamphlet. Then we come
upon several pages about compost towers, the old fancy

first developed 14 years ago as an adjunct of the farm

>ard, and grown now into a sanitary agent. It seems

to us no necessary part of ilr. Liddell's well organised

plans for street cleaning. The various ingredients he

would .thus ohtaiE—stable dung, market sweepings

ported, and so widely is its influence felt, tbafc it has

earned for itself the appellation of the * Bridge Strcei

Parliament,' on account of its having been the medium

of making known the views and wishes of the agricultn-

ral body, not only on practical matters in coimectiou

with their avocation, but on those legislative measures

which are calculated to affect their interests. Tim
has been of immense importance to tenant farmers,

because, although the landed interest is adequately

represented in both Houses of Parliament, the tenant

farmers have long felt that there is almost a total

absence of representatives of their particular interest,

and the London Farmers' Club has in some measure

made up for that deficiency. The adjustment of the

Durdens on land, and imposts which fetter industry,,

tenant right, corn returns, &c., are subjects to which

the London Farmers' Club has directed its attention,

and, through its instrumentality, the wants and wishes

of those engaged in the cultivation of the soU have been

made known. Upon all practical subjects this Club has

been regarded as a great authority, for a question has

seldom been discussed by it without eliciting the

opinions and experience of many of the most distin-

guished agriculturists from all parts of the kingdocn,

to whom the Society is rendered available. There i»

great reason to believe that the success of the London

Farmers' Club, and the light which it has thrown on

agricultural subjects generally, have done much towards

creating and stimulatinsr a desire for similar Societies

in the provinces."

The Smithfield Club and its labours, likely now to

obtain a fresh extension throusrh the relationship estab-

lished with the Agricultural Hall Company, are hare.y

referred to in the pamphlet, but many of its pages arc

taken up with the history and successes of the Koyal

Agricultural Society of England; and in particular the

objects of the Society as set forth in its charter are

thus enumerated.
1st. To embody such information in a^cultural publicatr-ir

-

and olhei* scientific works as bave been proved by practical

experience to be useful to the cultivators of the soil. "-Jna.

To correspond with agricultural, horticultural, and other

scientific societies both at home and abroad, and to select fro"^

such correspondence all information which, according to ti^e

opinion of the Society, may be Ukely to lead to practical

benefit iu the cultivation of the soil. 3rd. To pay to ^y
occupier of land or other person who shall undertake, at tue

request of the Society, to ascertain by any experiment ho^ '**

8uch information leads to useful results in practice, a reranner-i-

tion for any loss he may incur by so doing. 4tb. To encourage

raenof science in their attention to agricultural impl'3n3eJi''S

the construction of farm buildings and cottages, the aiiplic^^J?"

of chemistry to the general purposes of agriculture. ^-^^

destruction of insects injurious to vegetable Hfe^ and ^-"^

eradication of weeds. 5th. To promote the discovery of n?

varieties of graiu and other vegetables useful to man, or -

the food of domestic animtils. (jth. To collect information W'; J

regard to the management of wood, plantation, and fenees, a-

on every subject connected with rural improvement. ^,^^

take measures for the improvement of the education ot tn"^

who depend on the cultiv.ation of the soil for their supp-'_^^

8th. To take measures for improving the veterinary ajFv^g

applied to cattle, sheep, and pigs. &(h. At the meetini,^oi i-

^
St>ciety in the country, bv the diati-ibuUon of prizes a^J ,"

^^
means, to encourage the best mode of farm cultivation ^.

'

brood of live stock. 10th. To promote the comfort and we

*1
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of labourers, and to encourage tlie improved management of

their cottage and gardens.

We publish this after the general meethij? of the

Society, when the administration of its affiurs has

]i)een subjected to discussion, because it will, we presume,

te generally admitted that on a few only of these objects

lias any great energy of purpose been displayed; while

with reference to some ofgreat importance nothing what-

ever has yet been done. The 1st, 4th, 8th and 9th

are in the first class, the 3d and 7th are, we believe, in

the second. Mr. Plowman's essay is instructive, stimu-

lant, and suggestive, and will luive upon the reader

something of the influence which its motto—" Gee up,

pobbin
! "—exerts elsewhere.

Joiirnal of the Safh and Jf'^est of JSngland Society for
theMncouragenientofAgriculture,ArtSyManufacHires

J

and Commerce. 1861. J. Eidgway, 169, Piccadilly.

We have here already the first part of the volume
for next year. Mr. Goodwin gives us all an example
of promptitude and activity. The reason of so early a
publication is, we presume, to be found in the fact that

the report oF the Annual Meeting has not before been
published. There is less cause for such a delay in the
oase of the 35ath Society meeting in June, than there is

for delays of the English Society's reports wliich relate

to a meeting in July. And it will be an improvement
if the meeting of next year be fully reported, as it ought

to be, in the second part of the volume which is now
begun. The first 48 pages are occupied with the

Dorchester reports, then come papers on the agri-

culture of the chalk districts of Dorsetshire, and on the

liill farming of Wilts and Hants ; shorter papers on
Potato cultm-e, on the Management of Voung Stock.

Essays : on the Agricultural Steam-engine, by Mr.
Morehead ; on Belgian Agriculture, by Mr. Spender ; on
the Use and Economy of Straw by Mr. Spooner. Forty
or fifty pages constitute the "Kote-hook," contain-

ing papers extracted from other journals. We select a

passage from Mr. Spooner's essay on straw, enumera-
ting some of the points established in it.

"1st. That straw Is already used for fodder to no in-

considerable extent, being commonly given as rack-food

to horses, to store cattle in straw yards, and to fatting

rattle and sheep instead of hay. 2d. That Barley or

Oat straw, which is generally used for this purpose, is

not only somewhat ncher^erse, but is often rendered
still more so by the presence of young Clover and
Grasses. 3d. That as Wheat-straw forms, on the
average, only a moiety of the straw grown on a farm,
and as there is a considerable demand for it for litter In

the neighbourhood of towns, where it should always be
allowed to be sold without restriction, the remaining
portion will generally be required at home for the
'purposes of Utter. It is, however, always more profit-
able to employ Oat, Barley, and Pea straw for fodder
than for litter, as it is not onlj- more digestible but
also more nutritious than A\1ieat-straw, winch is better
adapted for the latter purpose. 4th. The practice of
keeping store-cattle in the straw-yard through the
wiuter months, on straw alone, cannot be too strongly

coademned ; as it not only starves the cattle, but robs

the manure. Straw may, however, be advantageously
and economically used, with the addition of a cheap
yet highly nitrogenous food, like Kape-cake, to the
extent of 4 lbs, daily, whether roots are given or not,

as the cake supplies the materials in which the straw is

principally deficient. 5th. That straw can be rendered
available for food to a fai* greater extent than has
hitherto been done. By the aid of concentrated food,
it may at all times he substituted for hay, and thus
supply an equal quantity of nutriment at a diminished
cost. It may thus furnish the dry bulky food of which
all cattle require some portion, and so enable animals
to be fatted on farms where it would otherwise he im-
possible. 6th. That the practice of using straw spread
out on light land preparatory to a sheep-fold, appears
to be justified by experience, whilst the too frequent
practice of allowing It to remain to moulder or decay
in large heaps cannot be too strongly reprobated.
7th. That the use of straw for fodder may be greatly
extended with economy and profit—(1.) By having it

consumed by store-cattle with Rape-cake to supply its

deficiencies, or by sheep with similar assistance; (2.) By
Hsing it in the place of hay for fatting cattle, and also

for dairy purposes, thus extending the area on which
beasts may be fattened. 8th. It is considered that on
the wholej' one-half of the straw grown uuiy be passed
through the bodies of animals for food, and one-balf
iscdas litter J for, admitting that the practice of dis-
pensing with litter altogether, and compelhng animals
tu lie either on the cold bare floor or on open boarding
with a circulation of cold air coming up from beneath,
may occasionally be pursued with impunity, yet the
^ .em is neither consistent with health nor conducive
to the fatting pToces<!, which requires au economy of
warnith, the means of producing which are supplied by
expensive food. 9th, That though, wliere the appli-
ances of steam are ready at hand and J'requently made
it!'e of for other purposes, it may be advantageous to
' ut the straw into long lengths for litter, and short
lengths for fodder so that it may be mixed with other
food, yet it is vfir.y questionable whethei- when only
manual power is available, the advantages resulting
from the practice are sufiEicient to counterbalance the
'xpense , for although it is better to mix roots with
fltber food, the meal or cake is available for this
pUTfose.'*

Society referred to, Mr. Andrews stated that he had
obtained the sand at 2s. 2d. per ton.

There was one point iu which the former manage-
ment at Mount Stewart appears to have been defective,
to ;wit, in the non-application of lime, a substance,
which the nature of the soil— drift overlying grauwacke
—evidently required. That want will now be supplied,
and In the course of tillage carried out in the demesne
the same system of liming will be adopted which has
been followed for several years by the Messrs. Andrews
on their farm, and which we omitted to state. Their
plan is to put hot lime on the Turnips two or three
days after sowing, and this method has been found a
very efiectual preventive against the fly. According to
this system the land is limed once in each rotation.

From the appearance of a well filled stack-yard, the

corn crop of this year at Mount Stewart has evidently

been good ; whilst a large breadth of Turnips, &c.,

showed little of that stunted growth which Is but too

apparent in nearly al parts of Ireland this season.

In the future management of Mount Stewart demesne,

it is intended to keep 200 acres of the land most con-

venient to the farm offices in close cultivation, ibllowing

precisely the same system which is carried out by the

Messrs. Andrews on their large farm. The remainder
of the demesne—with the exception of a part which
cannot he broken up, owing to the thinness of the soil

and the proximity of the underlying rock—will be gone
over with a regular course of cropping, including liberal

manuring, and then laid down to permanent Grass.

The demesne, as we have stated, lay in Grass until

three years ago, when the present renovating changes

were introduced, the operations commencing with

thorough draining, which is now about completed.

Part of the drainage has been done at 30 inches deep

and 21 feet apart, part at 36 inches deep with a similar

charge of the general management of the demesne, is ' interval between the drains, and a portion at 4 feet

remedying the lack of phosphatic material by the use deep, and 30 feet apart. The latter depth and distance
of phospho-Peruvian guano, at the rate of 3 cwt. per has been partially adopted at the suggestion of the
statute acre applied to the green crops, and also with inspector of the Board of Works, in order to test the
bone ash. He has likewise obtained- a quantity of efllects of those different depths and intervals, in

"greensand" from the Co. Antrim, which he intends to
j

a compact subsoil such as that which exists at

apply to some Grass land which cannot be conveniently ) Mount Stewart and elsewhere in the Co. Down.
broken up. The greensand has been mixed for some ' It will be observed that although the drainage has
time with 7 cwt. of salt to the ton of sand, and some been executed under the Board of Works, there has
hot lime in addition, and in this state it has lain for ' been a departure from the very stringent rules which
some months, in order to allow the different materials ' are laid down by that body, for the regulation of depth
to act upon each other. The mixture will he applied and distance apart, irrespective of the natural condition

Farm Memoranda.
The Mottnt Stewatlt Demes^te, belonging to

Lord Londonderry, consists of 1000 English acres, and
occupies a ridge of land bordering upon and overlooking

\
Strangford Lough, about 4 miles below Newtownards.
The surface is considerably diversified by those little

round heights which are so common throughout many
parts of Ulster, and one-half of the demesne is under
plantations, the whole being surrounded by a sub-
stantial stone wall.

Forty or 50 years ago the system of tanning plirsued

at Mount Stewart, under the direction of Mr. Green-
field, was justly considered, we believe, one of the best

examples of good management which could be found at

that time. Great improvements were carried on, and
the cultivation of the land was conducted generally in

a very superior manner. At that time it was laid down
to Grass, in which state It remained until about three

years ago. The stock pastured on the demesne during
the 40 years it lay in Grass consisted chiefly of young
beasts, and the result lias afibrded a very apt illustra-

tion of the exhausting nature of such a course of man-
agement, the feeding qualities of the pasture having
latterly fallen away to such an extent that young
cattle did not show much growth or improvement
when taken off at November, from that which they had
exhibited when put on six months previously. This
was clearly attributable to the exhaustion of the
phosphatic matter originally contained in the soil, but
which being taken up and assimilated by at least forty

successive generations of growing animals, became
ultimately so much lessened as not to afford a sufficient

supply for the requirements of those which were
latterly put on to graze, and hence their non-improve-
ment. Mr. Andrews, who, as agent on the estate, has

at the rate of 3 tons per statute acre.

Our readers may have observed that the use of green
sand as a manure was agam brought forward by Dr.
Hodges, at a recent meeting of that most useful insti-

tution, the Chemico-Agricultural Society, of Ulster;
but as we think it important that the value of this

of the soil, and we believe that the Mount Stewart

drainage is the only work of the kind In which such

alteration of the rules has been sanctioned by the

Board. This has arisen from the strenuous opposition

made by Mr. Andrews to what he was induced to

believe a useless expenditure, judging from the perfect

native supply of phosphates should be as widely known ' drainage which drains 30 inches deep had effected on
as possible, we Ueg to call attention to the iollowhig
extract from a report which Dr. Hodges laid before the
Chemico-Society some years ago on this subject:

—

" In a report whicli, some months ago, I Iiad the honour of
submitting to the council of this Society, I directed their
attention to the important discovery which had been made in

hia own farm and that of Mr. Boyd, the subsoil of

which is identically of the same nature as that found at
!Mount Stewart. Mr, Andrews, however, agreed to

meet the Board half way, by increasing the depth of
the drains in Lord Londonderry's demesne 6 inches, so

T^ ,.-,.. -^ , .
, ,

that the greater part of the land has been drained at
±-np:jana ol the existence of a very lare-e amount of phosphate . o^ • ». j •i.^ • l ^ c n-t i l j ai.
oflimein various rocks, of the formadon to -which the Ir^ni 36 inches deep, with intervals of 21 feet, and the
sand, which is so largely developed ia the north-east of Ulster, ' drainage is evidently perfectly effective. The minor
belongs. . , . . The rocks of the formation to which the ' drains ai'e 4 Inches wide in the bottom, and the largest

f.7n''.-^rhJ? J^fJ7.*'^f/ f^^^^^^""^^ "°-^*'°^?T
'''''" stones used in filling do not exceed 2^ inches. Thesetain, as I have stated in my former report, a considerable per i ,

i.
- ^ *.!. j 7 ii. j i.i_ «

centage of phosphate of lime, but abound in nodules, which
|

s*^°"^3 ^^^ P"*^ in^o the drains to the depth of
j_jx. !..._._ ._ L_.. ,, ,- .. , » g inches, and covered with a sod laid with the grassy

side under.

The minor or parallel drains are filled, as we have
stated, 9 inches in depth with small stones, and the
submains to the same level; the latter being " box

are regarded by many geologists as being the fossil dimg of
extinct animals.
"Having been induced to commence the examination of the

chalk formations on our north-east coast, and having succeeded
in ascertaining the interestint? fact, that our preen sand, like
that of England, was a valuable source of phosphoric acid.

only do our green sand formations afford a considerable per-
;
30 or 36-inch drains,

centage of phosphoric acid, but that, embedded in them, in.

various localities, are discovered a large amount of nodules,
which resemble the coprolttes of the south of England, in con-
taining a large amount of phosphate of lime,
" The phosphatic nodules which I received from Ballintoy

are of a small size- I have not seen any of them larger than
a pigeon's egg. They are usually of a brownish yellow colour,
and very hard. The nodules from Woodbum have a dark
green colour, and are of various sikcs, from a hazel nut to a
hen's egg. They contain a large amount of carbonate of lime, Cutting, per 21 feet

and are not so hard as those from Ballintoy. Two specimens Qnarrying stones per do,

of nodules from Woodbum contiiined as follows :—
Insolable matter. Phosphoric acid, Corresponding tophos-

X^er cent, per cent, phate of lime, per cent.
No, 1. 15.00 22-28 47,40
No. 2, 8.20 24.90 51.34

'• The Ballintoy nodules which I examined had the following
composition :

—

Insoluble matter, Phosphoric Corresponding to phosphate
per cent. acid, of lime, per cent.

10.60 '14.38 £9.66
*' Observation, both in England and in this conntiy, has

proved that soils situated upon rocks rich in phosphoric acid

are of high fertility. If, therefore, this society can succeed in

directing the attention of our northern farmers to the aniirces

of phosphoric acid which the investigatioiis made in its

laboratory have shown arc available in so many places in this

province, a new and hitherto littli; regarded mineral manure
will be added to our stock of fertilisers."

There are millions of tons of this substance on the

coast of Antrim, and we have reuson to believe that in

some experiments which have been made with it, in the

cnltivation of Turnips, it has been found to produce,with-

outanyaddition,as large a crop as an ordinary application

of dissolved bonea- The effect of au addition of common

salt, and also of aunnonlacal salts, in facilitating the

solution of phosphate of lime has suggested the propriety

of 'maldng trials of those substances in combination

with the green sand, from which Br. Hoilges hopes for

good results. At the late meeting of the ChemiCo

Tilt following is the actual co^t of the drainage at iflount Steroart

:

* »

J.

30-incli

drain
21 ft. apart

2.

36-inch
drain

8.

48- inch
drain

Breaking stones, per do.
Carting stones, per do.
Putting in stones and scraw,

do.

Returning the earth, per do.

Total per Irish perch of21 ft.

Nos. 1 and 2 contain 100
I>erehe«, and No. 3 6&
perches, Irish measure, in-

cluding l>ox submainjs of,

stonea, with slate soles, to
the statute acre, the coat o
which is

£ d.

4
1

li
li

1

1

£ 8.

10

part
;
30 ft. apart

1

d. , £ ». d.

6 9
1 n
H ! 2

U 2

1
1

11
1^

10: 15

450 510 "4 19 S

Cutting, per 21 feet .

,

Quarrying stones, do.
lireaking -stones, do, .. ,.

Slates for bottom, do.

Setting the conduit, do,

Puttiug in broken stones and
scraw, do-

Rctuniing the earth, do

Total per 21 feet ,

,

5 e

1

7 1

3 2 2

H u 2
1 1 ' 1

n
1

1}
1

H
1 I I

1 1
.

1

2L
1 1 u 1 _3 9

In accordance with the general plan of improTement

which is being carried on at Mount Stewart, the old

fSnn-yard—a spacious and well constructed set of ofEcea
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in its flay—has undergone a thorough repair, the internal jectionable adulterations of wines and spirits. All these

arrangements being to some extent remodelled. The
cattle houses are commodious, and well fitted up. We
observed that the cattle are tied with double chains,

a plan which prevents accidents, and at the same time
permits the animals to lick themselves. The gutters

behind the cattle are fitted with gratings, by which

the liquid manure is carried direct to the urine pit.

An excellent manure yard accommodates all the solid

material; and the interior of the houses, walls, and

roof are regularly and thoroughly white-washed, a

most important matter, and of great service in pre-

serving the health of the cattle. A steaming appa-

ratus has been fitted up to prepare the food, and every

arrangement is complete for carrying on the system

of cultivation which has been marked out. A very

beautiful 14-horse-power steam engine, constructed by

M'Croskery of Newtownards, drives the thrashing

machinery, which is fitted with Goucher's excellent

patent beaters, doing its work very cleanly and expe-

ditiously; burr millstones for grinding food for cattle,

together with sawmills, &c., are also driven by the

engine. When going through the demesne, we
noticed two cattle yards, situated in different parts

of the grounds, and we believe it is intended to

.put these also in a state of complete repair, the

object being to reserve them for the accommodation of

young stock, whilst the home yard will be filled with

dairy cows and fattening stock. These separate yards

will save cartage of roots and dung, being conveniently

situated at a distance from the home-yard, in that

part of the demesne which will be kept in regular

tillage.

the great extent of plantations at Mount
-which we noticed were being very judiciously

-there is, of course, a good deal of paling and

other out-of-door wood woi-k; and for the information

of those who are similarly circumstanced, we may state

that the paint used for such work is made \ip in the

following proportions :—1 gallon of gas tar, 1 pint tur-

pentine, and 2 ounces of vitriol. These ingredients are

mixed together, and form, we understand, a very excel-

lent description of paint.

In the grounds immediately adjoining the houge, a

similar spirit of improvement is manifested to that

which is visible elsewhere throughout this fine demesne.

The lawns and parterres have been remodelled, and
several new drives, as well as general demesne roads,

constructed.

The kitchen and fnilt gardens alone cover fully

seven acres, enclosed with an excellent wall, being also

laid out into three divisions by two interior walls.

These walls are covered with a variety of fruit trees,

some of which are 90 years old, and yet bearing well.

The vinprics, &.c,, w^hich form a continnons range,

525 feet in length, were erected in 1780. One
bouse is occupied by a single Vine, the White
Syrian ; and a framed label attached to one of the

pillars informs us that " this famous Vine was planted

in the year 1769, by Mr. Adams, gardener, in the Pine

stove that stood in the Castle Gardens, Newtownards

;

and was then taken up in the year 1780, and replanted

by James Wallace, gardener, where it now stands in

the Pine stove at Mount Stewart." It covers 800 square

feet, and still bears heavily. Duhlin Farmers^ Gazette,

From
Stewart
thinned-

Miscellaneoiis.
Adulteration of Food.—Br. Letheby's report on the

practical means of applying within the city of London
the Act passed last session for preventing the adultera-

tion of articles offood or drink has just been published.

On the Commissioners of Sewers, by the statute in

question, the duty devolved of appointing a public

analyst of food, within their extensive jurisdiction,

which embraces the whole of the city of London, and
they recently conferred that appointment upon Dr.
Letheby, who is busily engaged in making all the
necessary arrangements for carrying out the intentions

of the Legislature in the interest of the health of the
civic community at large, but more especially of that
of the poorer classes. He states in his official report,

of which we give the material portions, that two classes

of adulteration are aimed at by the Act— first, those
occasioned by the admixture of any ingredient or
material injurious to the health of persona eating or

may be properly made the subject of analytical inquiry

for they clearly come within the compass of the Act.

It is necessary, he says, that according to its provisions

the different stages of the investigation shall be con-

ducted in a systematic manner. First, in respect of the

purchasing of the article, in all cases the purchaser of

an article suspected to be adulterated shall, directly he

has purchased it, and before he removes it from the

shop, give notice to the dealer, or the person serving

him, that he intends to have the article analysed, so

that ^the dealer may have the opportunity of accom-

panying him to the analyst or of securing the article in

such a manner as to prevent it from being tampered

with. Secondly, as regards the analysis, wherever an

analyst is appointed, any purchaser of an article of food

or drink shall be entitled, on payment to the analyst of

a sum not less than 2^. Qd. nor more than 105. Qd.,

to have the article analysed, and to receive from him a

certificate of the result. He suggests that the Com-
missioners of Sewers authorise their inspectors of meat
and of markets to purchase samples of food or drink

which he sees exposed for sale in the city, and which
he suspects are adulterated.

Farming hy Women.—A strong-minded lady, of

Nigara county, New York, has with her daughter,

takeu to farming. She thus states the result, in a

letter to a friend:—"Farming is not the business that

I should, frcm choice, engage in as a life-pursuit ; but

what we would do is not always within our reach ; and

it is not wise or just for women to hang upon their

husbands, fathers, or brothers for support, and sit down
and do nothing, merely because they cannot find that

to do which best suits their inclinations. As we have

a farm, we prefer to live honestly and independently by
tilling it rather than to he supported in idleness, and
live and spend our time as society and fashion dictate.

We hope also to encourage other women, other mothers

with their daughters, who are now shut up in close

rooms toiling with their needles for a miserable

pittance and a most precarious existence, to come out

and labour on 'the land in the fresh air, and earn for

themselves a more independent living. There is

freedom and health for woman in tilling the land as a

gardener or a farmer, which can be found in no other

employment. That I and my daughters know by
experience. We are free to live out the pure impulses

of our nature, free to breathe the pure air of heaven,

free to think and act for ourselves, and free to be what
God made and designed us to be—true womtn. We
are free in a sense we could not be in any other kind of

labour. We have proved that women can do all kinds

of farm work. We have 5 acres of sowed corn for food

for our stock, 30 acres of Hungarian Grass, 5 acres of

Spring Wheat, 8 acres of Carrots, and 60 acres of Oats.

All these crops are good. We have a fine crop of

Onions. We have some corn (planted for human food),

and Potatoes and Peas that are very good, and some
not so good. We are preparing to sow 40 acres w ith

Winter Kye and Wheat, We have kIso a small dairy

of 19 cows. We have one girl, 16 years old, to help

us, which is all the help we have beside our own
daughters. Occasionally, the men who are ditching,

when out of work on the ditches, help us some. But
in preparing the land, in getting in and cultivating all

the crops I have mentioned, we have had only seven

days* work from men, and that was in drawing the

drill to plant the seed. The rest of the work has all

been done by the five girls and myself. We have

sowed our grain broadcast by hand ; and I think any
good farmer would have said it was just as well done as

any man could have done it—with the same experience.

My heart is in the work to demonstrate to the

mothers and daughters of our country the practica-

bility of employing themselves profitably, healthfully,

and without any sacrifice of true womanly delicacy and
politeness, in cultivating the soil, and making for them-
selves happy and independent homes on the land,"

American Paper.

of a good crop. Ploughing for Oats and other spring cropTMi
the high lands and for fallows on the fen, now occupies the
attention of most farmers and employs their hoi-ses. The Drcit
event of the last month was the trial of Howards' new ploucrli
for deep cultivation at Chatteris. From personal observati^
we are prepared to pronounce the tnal a perfect success
and that Messrs. Howard have once more shown themselvea
competent to produce any implement which the peculiar cir
curnstances of the country may require. Deep cultivation has
become essential to successful fen farming, but until now an
efficient implement for the purpose has not been procurable
We therefore rejoice in tb» success which has crowned the
efforts of those noted plough makers, and would strongly urce
all our friends and neighbours who require such an implecaent
to avail themselves of an early opportunity of inspectino- both
the plough and its work, and they will then, doubtless like
ourselves, prefer to purchase a plough like Messrs. Howards'
than to beg one of those ill-constructed things which are to be
found here and there in the fens. The com trade is bad—
wretchedly bad—and threatens ruin to many a fen farmer who
is compelled to sell at present prices ; 16 stone Wheat
is selling at from 325. to 38ff. per qr., which with a
crop of from 3 to 3^^ qrs, per acre gives a very poor
return, and loses money by wholesale. We are surprised that
more of our farmers do not use Wheat for feeding purposes
rather than buy Linseed-cake at the present high prices.
There would be a double advantage in doing this. First, it

would be cheaper and necessarily pay better ; and, secondly,
it would remove much of the inferior qualities from the
market, and by lessening supplies would tend iu a abort time
to influence prices. We commend the consideration of this

subject to all Wheat sellers. Meat of all kinds continues to
sell well, and lean stock are not so depressed as they were a
few weeks since. The openness of the season, and the
abundance of Grass-keeping, prevent prices becoming lower.

Your Fen Rei^orter.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bone Dust: W W. will find in the article *' Bones "in the
" Cyclopedia of Agriculture," a full account of esperimeuts
with bones applied in the liquid and solid form, dissolved

and imdissolved, coarse and fine, boiled and unboiled—on
Grass, com, gi-een crops, &c , in fact a full discussion of the
subject (by Mr. Haunam, of Yorkshire) proper rather for a
systematic work on agriculture than for the columns of a
newspaper,

BRiTrANr Cows: Manchester. Mr. Baker, of Chelsea, advertisos
them- Considerable numbers were shown at the Crystal
Palace, and at Baker Street last week. Good cows just

about to calve sold for 12Z. or 13/., which may be the liiarkei^

but is beyond the intrinsic ysXwq of the animal.
Coating of Wall; C D. It should be cemented, and rough

cast on the weather side ; no mere wash will keen out rain.

Disease among Sheep in Sussex: CH 0. The disease in ques-
tion appears to be, with some modification, that which imder
the designation of " the Epidemic," has, with the exceptioi?

of the last two years, been so prevalent during the last

15 years, not only amongst sheep, but also pig-s and cattle.

In the latter, the mouth is more frequently affected than the
feet, and the cattle sooner get well than sheep in conse-
quence of the latter being generally attacked in the feet, ami
from after exposure to wet, the disease often degenerating
into foot-ront. It differs from the latter, inasnuich as the

local affection, instead of preceding, follows, and is the result

of the internal fever of which the disease may be considered

to consist. Its cause is probably atmospheric, and all we

can do is to lessen its severity and obviate or modify its (U

effects. Towards the former object we may advautajfeoualy

administer once to each aheep a cooling aperient anrf

diuretic, such as 2 ounces of sulphate of magnesia ai''.

2 drachms of nitrate of potash, dissolved in warm water,

with half a drachm each of ginger and gentian added ; aad

as a local application, the sore between the toes maybe
washed with a solution of the sulphate of zinc—one ounce to a

pint of water—and afterwards secured from undue raoisturt

by a mixture of tar and grease occasionally applied at dis-

cretion with or without the lotion, and also a removal to dry

ground. W C S.

Englefield Mangel Wurzel : C D. Englefield is the home
farm of Mr. Benyon, M.P. for Berkshire. The seed is grown by

Mr. Horsburgh, Mr. Benyon's steward, and ia, we believe, al!

purchased by Messrs. Sutton of Reading.
LrciFEBS : R, The real injury they do is by the carelessness

with which children are allowed to play with them ia

cottages and farm yards. The idea that the quantity of

phosphorus thus used ia a mischievous deduction from tlif

quantity available in bones as a mantire is preposterous.

Manures, Linseed Cake, <fcc.—The London Manure Com-

pany report that upwards of 40OO tons guano have come in

since their last. Bones and bone-ashes are still scarce .wd

dear. Linseed Cakes are slightly lower, the imports being

considerable, viz., 1327 tons, chiefly from America, during the

week. Rape and Cotton Cakes maintain previous rates :—

Calendar of Operations.

»> 4 15

6
17
17

autumn Wheat must now be abandoned. On our feu snils.

where early sown, the Wheat is looking green and healthy, Linseed Cakes, best Amen-

1

o strong and vigorous as has ri-xx'^ ^
J?!*"^ V . " ••*

DECEMBER.
Isle of Ely.—Our report has been unavoidably delayed for

some weeks, but this is but of little moment probably, as the
work upon a farm at this season of the year is very much of a

di^nkino- \f • in<l acM^nTKlW +l,^a^ "o«««™,,v«\. \ V. I

routine character, and there is but little to interest. We con-annkmg It and Becondly those accompUahed by
| tinue to have a Kood deal of rain, and the land is completely

tne mere admixture ot a sabstance not injunous to saturated. Wheat seeding as far aa can be is generally com-
hoalth, but in Trnnd. Aa oxrimples of the first class, he P^^ted, but some of the wet clay high hinds cannot be sown,

mpntions the nse of poisonous pigments for colonrine I i'i'f "-"f "'^.''"'iT'"*'}^
the spring to have the advantage of

^ ,

.

- J I 1 • y^ ^ ° --uiuuiiiig
jjjg winter frosts to pulverise and nt them for workuig, when

confectionery ; of red lead m Cayenne pepper and carry ! they must be sown with either some of the varieties of spring
powder, of chromate of lead In custard powders, and of Wheat, or^other spring com. All hope of sowing them with

the salts of copper in pickles and preserves. Of the
second class, he refers to the addition of inferior

nutritive matters to bread, as Pototoes and Kice;
the mixing of cheap farinas, as Potato starch, the
starch of Curcuma, Wheat, Rice, Bread-fruit, &c.. to
arrow-root ; Chicory and roasted corn to Coffee ; inferior
roots, A;c., to Chicory ; Mustardhusk and farina to pepper;
Flour to Mustard; water to milk; oxide of iron to
cocoa and chocolate, and the various facings or glazings
of inferior tea, A third class of adulterations, he says,

occupy an immediate place; for while they are un-
doubtedly frauds, they are, perhaps, also injurious to
health—as the addition of alum or sulphate of copper to
bread; sulphnric acid to vinegar; plaster of Paris
and chalk to confectionery and Mustard; the various
sophjaticationa of ale and porter ; and the atill more ob*

Peruvian Guano, direct from"p £ *.

Importers' Stores or ex vper ton. (12 5
Ship (30 tons) . . ..)

Bones ..

Ditto, crushed „
Ditto, half- inch ., ., per qr.

Ditto, dust .. .. .. f.

Animal charcoal (TO per cent. 1^™ t_„
Phosphate) P^^

^°°-

Coprolite, Cambridge, )

whole . . . . . . . . 3 "
Ditto ditto, ground
Ditto Suffolk, whole
Ditto ditto, ground
Nitrate of Soda
Sulphate of Ammonia
Gypsum
Suit iu (London)
Sulphuric acid, concentrated)

1.845 .. ., ,. ,. )
Ditto, brown, 1.712 .. .. „
Superphosphate of Lime ., per ton,
Blood Manures
Dissolved Bones

>>

r»

d.

6

6

to 12 12

to 5 5

to
to

4 10 to 5

2 2

19

1»

6

6

per lb.

but many complain that it is not so
been the case in other years. Probably the inferiur quality of
the seed may to a great extent account for this. But very little

Wheat came to maturity last summer, and the consequences
are doubtless daily becoming apparent. The later sown Wheats
even on fen lands grow very slowly, and are greatly complained
of. On the high lands much of the swd has not even
vegetated, though it has been for some weeks in the
ground. A friend who had examined some of these told us
to-day that he was forcibly convinced that much of the seed on
these strong tenacious soils would never germinate, but decay
in the ground. We fear there ia too much reason to apprehend
such results. Doiibtless there will be a smaller breadth of
Wheat sown this year than usual, and if a gortd deal that is

sown does badly, it must seriously affect our supplies of this
grain another year. Mangels are now generally secured, and
upon wet lands and where very late sown, are a poor and
almost worthless crop ; but upon dry lands, and where sown
the latter end of April, are a very fair crop, about two-thirds

Ditto ditto (bag)
Ditto English
Rape Cake
Cotton-seed Cake

« 4 •*•

If

»»

2 13
1 15
2 6
13 10
14 10
1 10

to

to

14 10

la

9

ft

1

5

6
10
5

6 10

11 17

10 15
a
6 10
7

i

6 to

to

to 7 10

12 ^

to

to
to
to

Roots in Drai.vs: 10 ycara Subscriber. The specimen
ceived. The fibrous material we judge by the taste to n»v^

been the roots of Mangels. It is not a common ca*e, ^
neither is it entirely without a precedent. . . -a

Tank: HP. You can easily deliver the water to a cart 50 teei^^

by a force pump through a gutta percha tube. Tonr
^

should contiin one month's storage at 100 gallons a ^^*
(i

it should at least hold 3000 gallons. For which P"''R^!^r
only 5 feet deep it must be 10 feet square, or u ^T^h
11 feet in diameter. It is not easentiai either to mjs

^^^

water, or to keep the liquid tUl it ha,s rotted :
no <i-«^",

jj

the tank is neci.'ssary. The best use you could nwKc
^^^^

would be to soak vegetable composts with it, ana »W"J

mass by-wid-by in dung.

1

)

(
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PIfME APPLES, CRAPES, ETC.
PINE PLANTS, FiiurnsG and Succes^ios,

GRAPfiVl^'E3. FROM Eyes FOR Fruitingin Pots, obPlantixo.

JOHN WEEKS AND CO. ican supply any quantity
ofvery finehealthy Pine Plants, either FniitingorSuccession.

GRAPE VINES remarkably strong and fine, 50 varieties, all

iflie best sorts,

JOHN WEEKS AND CO/S Horticultural Shotv Establish-
KENT is entirclv devoted to the growth and Forcing ol

GRAPES, PI.VEti, PEACHES, FIGS, CUCUMBERS, and other
choice Fruits, The whole open for inspection, thereby showing
the most improved plans of Hokticcltukal Buh-dinos with
the VENTILATING and HOT-WATER APPARATUS in full

operation.

JOHN WEEKS axd CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
Water Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London,
Plans, Estimatets, :iud Illustrated Catalogues free on application-

OBERT NEAL, Nueseryman, Wai^sworth
Common, S.W., begs to call the attention of buyers to his

large and well selected stock of EVERGIIEKNS and FLOWRR-
INGSHUUBS,ORNAMENTALTRr;ES, AMERIGANPLANT3,
FKUIT and forest TREES, STANDARD and BWARF
ROSES of every description. A large stock of BOX-LEAP
EVERGREEN PRIVET, from 1 to 6 feet for hed&^es; GREEN
HOLLY, I to 6 ft- ; RICH BOG and LOAM for American Beds

;

LEAF MOULD. The Nursery is 10 minutes' walk from Claphara
Common, and New Wandsworth Station, Crystal Palace Line,

LARGE TREES, ETC
WM. PAUL (Son and Succ^^ssnr to the late

A. Paul)» Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N,,
has a quantity of large handsome T U E ES, Evergreen
and Deciduous, which nuist be cleared off' 10 acres of the
old Nurseries very shortly, and will be sold cheap. Cednis
deodara, Cedar of Lebanon, Yews, Bnx> Laurels, Arhor-viu^,
Privet^ Red Cedar, finespeoimens of choice Conifeiw, Aiders,
Planes, Poplars, Elms, Limes, Frnit Trees, ifec, AIL have been
frequently removed and rise with plenty of fibrous roots- Caio-
fully taken up and delivered free to any railway station in
London. Further particulars on application,—Please address
"Wiluam: Pahl, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Gross, N.

TREE AND SHRUB CATALOGUE.

JOHN CRANSTON begs to announce to his Patrons
and the Public generally, that his DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of Conifers, Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Deci-
duous Shrubs, Ac, is now ready for distribution, and will be
forwarded on receipt of one postage stamp.

The above contains important and interesting notes with
regard to the height the Trees enumerated attain. Native
Country, date of introduction^ and in tho case of Flowering
Shrubs, the colour and time of flowering.

Nurseries, King's A cre, near Hereford.

ESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE have the
pleasure to offer new seed of their WHITE SPROCTING

BROCCOLI FOR 1860-6L This valuable Vegetable has estab-
lished its character for hardiness by withstanding the late
severe winter, when nearly every other kind of Broccoli was
destroyed. It also produced an abundance of secondary heads
as shown in the Photograph (published the first Saturday in
each month), and was in every way equal to the description
given of it last year. Price 2s, 6d. per packet, to be had of all
the principal Seedsmen.
jTursery and Jgeed^iablishment, Hammersmith, London,"^,

HIMALAYA fITa ME CUCUMBER,
WOOD AND INGRAM beg to offer the above as

the very best White Spine grown by them^ being short
in the handle, very proUfic, long enough for anything, and acta
freely and well at any time of the year. Packets, Ij- and 2*,

each. Also the following fine varieties in I», packets:—Gen.
Outram, Telegraph, Pea Green, ifanchester Prize, Robinson's
Defiance, Phenomenon, Kelway's Prolific, Perfection, Postage
Stamps with order respectfully requested-

Huntingdon Nurseries,

THE BEST HOUSE AND FRAME CQCUMGER,
"WILLIAM BROWN,"— This excellent house and

frame variety is offered not as an exhibition kind, but as one
of the best for general purposes, being a profuse bearer, of very
fine quality, and medium length, such as every Gardener
Would wish to possess who has the daily wants of a household
to meet, or a good marketable truit to supply. It is held in
the highest estimation by all the Gardeners in the neighbour-
hood where it was originally raised- Stock limited. Price Is.

per packet, free by post.

To be had only from James Ty>'an, Seed 'Warehouse, CS,

Great George Street, Liverpool,

VEGETABLE AMD AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, Xc.

MESSRS. PARKER and WILLIAMS beg to In-
form their friends and patrons that they are now pre-

pared to execute with NEW and GENUINE SEEDS all orders
they may be ftivoured with.

Their PRICED ani> DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, contain-
ing all NEW VEGETABLES pkoveo to be good, and all the
beat of the older varieties^ will be forwarded post free on ftp[>li-

cation. An inspection and c(Tmparison with prices of other
firms 13 solicited.

The foUovi-ing are particularly recommended as very superior
varieties in their respective classes, and should be included in
the most select collections :—Beet, Compact topped ; Urocco-
lies, New White Sprouting, Winter Wiiite (true) ; Brussels
Sorouts, Improved Dwarf; Cauliflowers, Early Dwarf Erfurt,
New Early Mammoth or Frograore Forcing; Celery, Imperuil
Dwarf Ked, Nonsiich, Colewort Rosette ; Leelcs, Ayton Castle
Giairt, Hybrid Prize; Lettuces, Alma, Moor Park, Versailles;
Peas, Early Prolific, General Wyndham, Perfection,

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey Roads, Hollo-
way, Tendon, N*

NEW METHOD^ COMBINING ECONOMY AND
EXCELLENCE,

TAJIKS TYNAK begs to invHe tbe attention of
FlonsU and Gardeners to his method of aunplyinff SEEDS

In order to meet the wants of a large class of Amateurs and
Gardeners, he has adopted the plan of making up seeds of the
very best quality in small quantities, so that with the most
economical outlay the small garden may be embellished with
flowers of the greatest perfection and merit This method has
received very substantial approval from Florists and Gardenersm all parts of Great BriUin, in the numerous orders annuallv
received, and the flattering testimonials voluntarilv tenderedGERMAN ASTERS and STOCKS of uneqSd mJrit'BALSAMS, ZINNIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIASPHLOXES and all the new anuuals, both English and foreign
(such as are usually sold in large expensive packets onlvi with
every variety of Garden Weed worthy of cultivation.
The new French DOUBLE ZINNIA ELEGANS ^see Gavdmers Chronicle, Sept. 22, 186a),and the splendid newHYRRinwd other DIANTHUS, at %d., U., and 2s, per packet. Priced

l*i«ts on application.

fiMd Warehouse, 68, Great George Street, Liverpool,

I*
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PINE APPLE PLACE NURSERY, EDGEWARE ROAD, W.
AUTHUR HKNDKUSON and CO. beg respect-

fully to announce that their CATALOGUE of Kitchen
Garden and Flower Seeds for ISOl, with a list of Garden Imple-
ments, &c,, is now published, and will be forwarded postage
free, on application.

They particularly desire to call the attention of the Public
to their *' CELEBRATKD SHORT-TOPPED GARDEN BEET/'
the only variety that really will repay the grower ; colour,

flavour, and quality, are such as to render it worthy of exten-
sive cultivation; aUo " SN'OW'S TRUE WRITE WINTER
BROCCOLL" MOOR PARK LETTUCE; those very superior
sorts as yet but Uttle known, namely, the PALATINE, and
VERSAILLES CABBAG!-J LETTUCES; neither of these are
disposed to run to seed during the hot summer months ; also

the PINE APPLE PLACE WINTER BROWN COS LETTUCE,
superior to Alma; the WHITE AifD BLACK SPINED IMPE-
RIAL CUCUMBERS, HEVDGRSON'S CHAMPION of the
WORLD CUCUMBER, LESLIE'S LONG RIDGE OUT-DOOR
CUCUMBER; thenewSPROUTINGoRFEATHEBSTEMMED
SAVOY, a scarce but most delicious Green ; the '' CHAMPION
CABUAGE/' ".AHTCHRLL'8 HARDY CAULIFLOWER/'
" LESLIE'S LATE WHITE BROCCOLI," '* ROSETTE COLE-
WORT," '* REED^S CELERY," *' HENRY'S AYTON CASTLE
GIANT LEEK," and other striking and first-rate Vegetables,
which may be thoroughly depended upon as heretofore.

VteVv FUCffSIA, MADAME COR.YELTSSEX.—

,

JA Among the white corolla class, is the best double,
!

dcopeJ^t coloured sepals in contrast, best reflexed, more pro-
,

fuse in bloom, and beat hnbit. Plants young and Iree in
growth, well adapted for making specimens in the coming
season, offered at 38, Qd. each, post free, 45, 6d,

PETUNIA LADY EMILY PEEL, 3^. 6d. each, and THE
QUEEN, 23. 6d-

l^ETUNIA ANNIE KIEN-—Double crimson, with pic
turesque white margins, 3^. 6*:^ each,

TREE CARNATIONS, full of flower and bud-
THE BULB GUIDE, for Amateur Growers, is now puh-

lished, and may be had of Messrs. HExnERSON in exchange for

13 postage stamps ; also a Coloured Lithographed Plate of the
Wellington Nursery (:22 inches by 15), on receipt of 12 stamps.

E. Q, Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St- John's
Wood, London, N,W,

^

EARLY FLOWERIWG BEDDING TULIPS.
The finest Collection of the above are described and Priced in

EG. HENDKRSON" and SON^S BULB
• CIRCULAR, which may be had on application (postage

free), also notices of the following :

—

LILIUM GIGANTEUM,
CORDIFOLIUM,

SPECIOSUM (LANCIFOLIUM) GRANDIFLORUM.
AMARYLLIS.—A splendid collection
CYCLAMEN,—The finest collection of this charming plant.
SCILLA SI BI RICA.—The most brilliant blue sprinf?-flower,

A PRICED LIST OF Garden Plants with silvery foliage,

with variegated foliage,

with ornamental do,
early Spring-flowering Garden Plants,
New French blotched Pausies.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, per 100 or I000-, each 6tZ-, 9d.,

to 2<. 6d.

LADY BMTLT PEEL PETUNIA. (Surpassing Shmbland
Rose, Marquis de la Fertu, and Countess of Ellesraerel.

APTNIE KIEN. The greatest novelty of the season in
Petunias.
CLOTH OP GOLD and GOLDEN FLKECE,
Tke above Su^nmer Btdding GeraniMfms have proved to he the

driest of all variatiex iyi their section—siiJ^assinff the Golden
Chain aifxd others in their close and dense habit, richness of leaf-
tint^ and picturesque effect, presentinrr a more even and unbrohen
fx^fac. of golden verdure than any other known plants

CAMELLIA TRICOLOR IMBRICATA PLENA.
NEW WHITE COROLLA FUCH:S1A MADAME CORNE-

LTSSEN. A fine double white corolla with gracefully recurved
deep scarlet sepals, showing prominent oval, white petals, not
too heavy, the beauty of which is considerably enhanced by
the projecting rich violet crimson filaments, anthers, and
styles. The habit of growth is compact and free blooming,
admirably adapted for exhibition specimens. Young plants
now offered will make splendid plants for competition in the
coming year,

BOUGAINVILL^A SPECTABILIS. 5*. each, (The magni-
ficent conservatory climber.)
DIANTHUS CHINENaiS HEDDEWTGI.

„ LACINIATUS.
(Strong jilants for spring flowering, i5s. and 9s. per doz. ; and

new Seed, 6rf,, 1«., and lai^e packets, 2*- 6d. each.)

Wellington Nursery, St- John's Wood, London, N.W.

NOTICE.
SotJTn Eastern Nurseries and SKEDEsTABLTRtT:srENT, Ashford,

WJ, EPPS, JtTN., begs respectfully to state that
» he has taken the above Nurseries of hia father, and

haff a hirpe stock of ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and well-grown
C0NIFI^:R^» consisting of Wellingtooias, Aruuciirias, Pinus
Pinsapo, Smithiana, Deodars of all sixes; also a quantity of large
deciduous Trees for belting Parks, Cemeteries, &c., which he
will dispose of very cheap. An extensive collection of Trained
and SUndard FRUITS, ROSES, &C-
Every attention will be given to the commands of those who

may favour him with their patronage, and it will be hie
constant care to merit them.

SEEDLING ASH, 5^ per 100,000.
"WANTED, a ([uantity of FRUIT STOCKS, for cash. Sample

and price required.

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SEED
ESTABLISHMENT,

Hrofi Strret, Maidstone.—Nurseries: Near to and Ad-
JOINING THE Railway Station,WX KP1*6 takes this opportunity of sinoerelyj

• thanking his Patrons and Friends for the very liberal

support he hua received daring the la^t 20 years, and rcfipect-

fully informs them that he has removed to hia NEW NUR-
SERIES, situated a.s above.

They are now cnniplete with a large Transplanted iStock of

every description (more especially Fruit Trees).

ile has expended a large sum in the arrangement of the

Grounds (which contains some magnificent specimens) and

also in the erection of Plant Houses, Pits, Ac. ; few Nurseries

possessing a better or larger collection-

The Seed Business is carried on, as before, at the Shop in

High Street.
, . ^ ^

The Business at Ashford he has given up to his elaest Bon,

who he trusts will retain the same support which be has

hitherto received at those Nurseries,

W. J< E. will now devote the whole of his attention to his

establishment at Maidstone, and respectfully solicits the con-

EXHIBITION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS-
JOHN SALTEU, iMLS-, begs to inlbrm the Public
O that bis unrivalled Coll«ction of thsFC beautiful flowers
will be in bloom throughout December. He invites
Amateurs to visit his Nursery, where they will sec, both under
glass and in the open ground, not only all the varieties in
general cultivation in their natural growth, but very many
SPLENDID SEEDLINGS, large flowers and Pomponcs, which
he will have the honour to send out early in 1861.

The WINTER GARDEN, which has been considerably en^
larked, will present a *'coup d'ceil" unique in this or any
other country Free admission every day except Sunday,

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
Turnpike, London, W.

HYACINTHS FOR BEOS, Kc. Xa

WM- CUTBUSH AND SON can supply a vekt
SUPERIOR quality of IIYACINTIIS for beds in sf.parate

DISTINCT COLOURS—dark blue, paie blue, pink, crimson, pure
white, blush, and yellow—at 30*. per 100. or 6*. per dozen.

For description and prices of choice GLADIOLI and other
BULBS, see their AUTUSIN CATALOGUE, post free on
application.—Iliyligate NLir:series, London, N-, onl\,

CERANfUMS, HERBACEOUS AND ALPIPdE PLANTS.
ORCHIDS, CHRYSAWTHEMUMS, HARDY VARIE-
GATED PLANTS, Xc.

MESSRS, PARKER and WTLLTA%TS beg to inform
their friends and patrons that their new priced and

dcfteviptive CATALOGUE of the above, to which are added
supplemental Lists of Fuchsias, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy
Plants, Ferns, Ornamental Foliage and Variegated Plants.
Fruit Trees, &c. (which include the best new plants of tho
season, is now published, and will be forwarded post free on
application,—Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Homsey
Roadi, HoUoway, London, N-

F.
WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.

AND A- SMITH are now sending oat at reason-
able prices finely grrown plants of Acacia, Azalea,

Aphelexis, Boronias, Burchellia, Chorozema, Cineraria. Cactiw,
Cytisus, Carnation (Tree), Daphne, Epacris, Ericas, Entaxia,
Gtrdeuias, Geraniums, Hydranf^e.i^ Primula, Prostranthera,
Poinsettia, Polygala, Roella, Roses, Indica minor, CoL Fabvi«-,
Hfrs. Bosaiiquet^ G^ant des Batailles, Yellow Noisette, Gloire

de Dijon, Cramoisie supericur, &c. Trcmandra, Greenhouse
Climbers in variety. Prices with Lists on application,

Dulwiehi Surrey, S.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S-W.

JAMES VEITCH, JrN., respectfuny announces tliat

his CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN ANr> FLOWBR^
SEEDS forlSOO. with a IJst of Ini])Inment3 and other Garden
requisites, is now published, and will be forwarded p03t free
on application.

J- v.. Jun., devoting his personal attention to this depart-
ment of his business, can warrant his SEEDS true to hahi:,
%nd of the MOST genuine description.—Doc. 29,

SATUMDAY, BECEMBBIt 29, 1860.

We have the satisfaction of announcing that
Her Majesty has been most graciously pleased
to permit the Horticultural Society to bear hence-
forward the name of Xm: EorAL Hoeticfltdbal'
SociETT. Consequently the letters affixed to the
names of Fellows will be F.R.H.S. instead ofF.H.S.

The important subject of Gaedejters' edt7CA-
TiON, which of late has slumbered, seems awakenings
now that practical work is ice-bound, and that
men collect round tires to discuss matters specu-
lative. At least our correspondence leads us to
infer that such is the case. Let us then cast a
glance over those many letters that have been
called into existence by a scheme for better educa--
tion propounded by a certain Mr. Ltnager so long
since as June last. His plan was to institute
authorised examinations to which those who chose
to do so might submit. The effect he thought
would be that those who could pass with credit
would stand higher than others before the public,
and would command better places with higher
wages. To avoid the necessity of reference we
reprint Lixagf.r's scheme, adding such explana-
tions as a recent personal interview with its author
has suggested,

T.—PREUMISARY EXAMIN-ATrOS-:
(To be ^.assed at any time Uiiwecu the ages of IS aiid 21 )
1. Wrimg.
2. SjyeUinrr.

3. Arithmetic incIu^iuy:tKX>k keepiaff and timber-o)easurij7e-
4. Lan<l Suirveying.

II.

—

Pass ExAMfNATiON.
(To be passed between the ages of 22 and 23.)

5. Pro.ctical StiU in ciiltivation.

6. Practical Botany &n<\ naruing plants at sight.

Ill,—ElAMI.VATtOJT FOR HOVOTTKS.

7.

(To be passed between the tn^ea of 24 and 25.)
Ve{Kiabte Phynology, in ita relation to cultivation.

8. Ofographjf, so far as relates to vegetation.
9. Climate, in its rehiti')n to vegetation.

10. Jtfa(/tenia(i<ri (optional;, not to go beyond the first boolt of
Euclid.

21. P(»7io/oi?y, naming fniit-s at right.

By this plan Gardeners would have three oppor-
tunities of showing the extent of their acquire-
ments. They could be in the first place examined

frervVanXl^rrwrnifaiJ ^Z^'C^^I^J:"^:^l ^^ writing spelUng arithmetic, and land snr-

tn mprit vevinff ; and those who could go no further wouldto ^erit. veyinff ; ana inose wno coum go
Every article will be sold at the lowest pos.sible pnce, and a jjg called THIRD CLASS MKX.

liberal discount for cash paynaente.

CATALOGUES and LISTS forwarded on apphcation.

Although these-

would be in fact the lowest among educated Otx-
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deiiers, they would btand far above all who could

not pass, and being young men not exceeding

21 years of age would be likely to make further

progress even althouah they should not go into

the next class. Next to this would come an
examination in practical Gardening, and tlie know-
ledge of the names of plants ; and those who
passed it would be secoxd class men". It is to he

supposed that most thiid class men would go into

the second class ; for when a man calls himself a

Gardener, however low he may be, it is expected

that he should know the names of his plants and

how to grow them. Lastly, a much higher exami-
nation is proposed, which none but fii'st-rate c:.n-

didates could hope to pass. Tn this it would he

necessary to prove an acquaintance with Vegetable

Physiology, Geograuiiy, and Climate in their rela-

tion to plants, and with the names of fruits, to which
might be added the rudiments of mathematics,

but not unless the candidate desired it. Those
who passed this would be fikst class jien. The
Tray in -which Gardeners look at this proposal is

upon the whole encouraging. It is true that

some of our correspi ndents see insuperable

difficulties in the way of carrying it out. But let

us see to what they amount.
1. Some say that the wages of Gardeners will

not admit of such an education. They think the

expense of it overwhelming. But what is the

expense ? Surely no one will say that a Gardener
need know less than a sharp lad out of a national

school; or that he can dispense with reading,

spelling, writing and cyphering, which is all that

isrequired of the third class. " Oh! but" some
timid youth exclaims, ** there is book-keeping,

timber-measuring, and land-surveying." If he
reflects a little he will Hud that these are only
applications of cyphering; and surely a Gardener
ought to be able to keep his little garden accounts,

to measure the timber in a tree on occasion, and
at all times to say of how many rods, &c., a piece

of ground may consist. Not being able to do
these things creditably he hns no claim whatever
to the name of Gardener, Nor is there anything
in these subjects which cannot be learned in a
country village. We must own indeed that young
men are to be found, far past the age of 21, who
are deplorably ignorant of such simple matters as

these. We have such a case in our eye. An
extremely weil-conductc-d joung man who had
passed some years in two great gardens, one in the

give him, if he were really in earnest in the

endeavour to improve himself. As to the standard

being too high, it will, we hope, have been seen

from what has already been said that that objec-

tion does not apply to third class men. Neither

does it to the second class, in which most men
will be content to remain. Tor what does this

m

second class scheme require? Satisfactonj proof
of practical skill as a cultivator ; this proof to

[consist of a certificate from some head gardener

admitted by common consent to be a master of his

business. We think it must be allowed that no
gaidener ought to obtain a place unless he can

produce such a proof as this. It also demands a

knowledge of practical Botany, and the ability to

name plants at sight. The meaning of Linager
in proposing this was that a knowledge of common
plants should be insisted on, so that when the

gardener is asked about the trees and shrubs, and
flowers and wild plants that are to be found in every
garden, he should be able toname them correctly. We
appeal to all reasonable men whether it is not dis-

graceful in a Gardener to call a Sweet Bay a Laurel.
A farm bailiff might as well call a Guinea fowl a
peacock, or a gamekeeper a rat a weazel. This
kind of knowledge is as indispensable as that of

pruning or training, or cropping. We are assured
by Linager that his proposal had no higher aim.
And we shall not do young gardeners the injustice

to believe that they would shrink from such an
examination.

It is perfectly true, as a correspondent remarks,
that some of the worst gardeners that have ever
lived were men possessing a good deal of Botanical
knowledge. We admit the fact. We know how
that great garden ia the East was maltreated by
such a gardener, the Yines bearing more bugs
than Grapes, and the Peaches being principally

the repast of red spider. It is perfectly true that
such things have happened within our own
memory, and fur all we know to the contrary
may be happening now. Bufe surely that is a
strange kind of reasoning which says these things
happen because the gardeners know something of
Botany. We should rather say tb.at they hap-
pened because the gardeners knew nothing else.

It ia true that for the iirst class of gardeners
' qualiiicaticns of a much higher kind are demanded
by LiKAGEU ; and we aamit that no inferior men

jjvill poasess the ox. But they are not intended for
inferior men. On the contrary, only men aspiring

you that it is the true Geranium tnodestiim ; not at
all, exclaims a fourth, it wants the peculiar
characters of that excellent species so well pointed
out by my learned friend Mr. Jo>^ES : there can be
no doubt about its being Geranium si77iile. Ah
gently insinuates a young and ardent Pseudo'
dear friends, I really cannot concur in these
opinions ; it is not at all what you euppose *

I should much iKither take it for Geranium
ViUarsiamtm or mcditerra7ietim ; unless, indeed
it should be Gerammn minutijlorum ; it may be any
one of the last, but has nothing to do with the others.
Such is the jargon of the Pseudos, each of whom
admires and eulogises 'Hhe singular acuteness of
his very able and most learned correspondent;"
but cannot quite agree with him, and proposes a
rectification ; which shows that he is himself more
acute, more able, and more learned still.

Nobody has exposed this new heresy more
resolutely than M. CAKraliRE, an excellent prac-
tical Botanist, and a man of sound good sense,

from whom we borrow further examples of {lie

doings of our friends the Pseudos. I'or instance
LiNN^us called our common Buttercup Eajs'ttn"-

CTJLTJS ACRis ; what bUndness ! Pseudo acuteuess
has found that it consists of six quite dis-

tinct (they call them neio) species, viz.,

shpatiis, Friesiannsj BoraamiSy tnijctus^ rectus^

and vulgattts. As to Erodium cicuxaeium
;

LiJN'jTiEus must hav6 been dreaming when
he called that a species ; a species indeed

!

We find it a conglomeration of perfectly-

distinct species, all of which must have new names;
is there not ti-iviahj and hicoloTj and hirsutum
and eornmixtitm y and pallidiflorujn, ond Boraamwi
and Balliij and littorale, and arenarixtm, and
villostiniy and tolosanum, and fallax, and Carioti
and pjroviiiciale f and prceterrnissumj ahd sabu-
licolumy and cameuni^ and suhalhidum f As for
Sainfoin, Onobrychis satita, it Las long

*

peri^^hed and been succeeded
White Clover is transformed
Dandelion into 12, Eyebright

South the other in the Nor;h, obtained an engage- to the great places in the land would be likely to

ment under the assurance that he was very well

educated and perfectly acquainted with common
plants. When put to the test it was found that

he had no notion of the manner of keeping the

simplest form of account ; for 50 he wrote 05, his

pence he called 11, he could neither cast up a

Qolumn of figures, nor express by figures a sum
of money. As for plants, he called the Snowflake
a Snowdrop, took an Alder tree for an Oak, when
sh(Twn a Sweetbriar did not know what sort of

Rose it was, and by way of climax pronounced a
Privet a Myrtle and a Sweet Bay a Laurel, This
be it observed is no exaggeration written for

eifect, but a rather favourable description of facts.

Now this young man had no idea that he was
ignorant; he had announced his acquirements in full

conviction that he possessedthem; and his deplorable

Ignorance was really chargeable to the head Gar-
deners in the great places where he had been so

long ;• for he was by no means uninteliigentj'and

was anxious to learn. Will any one, in the face

of such cases as this, continue to say that the
education of young Gardeners requires no improve-
ment? Systematical examinations—in ordtr to

obtain certificates of knowledge—would render such
inattmces very rare.

come forward; and those who passed the ordeal
'would be sure to secure such places. It may be true
that second rate men would no longer be able to

obtain places requiring first-rate talent. But that
we regard as one of the best results to be expected

I

from the adoption of Likager's proposals.
These seem to be the general kinds of objection

taken to the formation of what in som'e respects
resembles a Horticultural College. In our next
,we hope to examine the question in another
point of view.

wild Pansy into 24
says M, CAEEiiiRE,

he rise from the

he comforted
thg quantity."

since

by seven others.

into seven, the
into 11, and the

-capital new species. What,
** would LiNN"^u3 say, could
dead ? Perhaps he would

when he sa^ the quality of

The Pseudos, however, evi-

j

It is not fair in gentlemen calling themselves
Botanibts to charge Gardeners with an extraya-
GANT mttltiplicaiiok- or NAMES, Seeing that such
Botanists have themselves sfet the bad example.
Unless indeed it be alleged that the Gardeners set
the example which some Botanists have taken to
following. But the latter will hardly, for the sake
of what little credit remains to them, acknowledge
so great an inferiority. We say some; we ought
to have said riaany ; for the evil of preposterous
subdivision among both the genera and species of
plants has spread too widely, is extending still, as
a cancer invading the animal frame, and like that

For the discredit of being ! fell disease threatens to destroy the body itself.

the contrary it is

decadence which
water. Nowhere
handled than in

rebuke or clever

unable to pass would fall not merely on the
rejected candidate, but upon the head Gardener
under whom he hud wasttd the most precious

years of his life. And that would be a result the

importance oi which cannot be over-rated,

2. A second objection taken to Li^'Ager's scheme
is that it fixes au educational standard far too high,
considering the wages usually x^aid to gardeners

;

and that an uneducated man may without educa-
tion, but by industry, till a first class rlace.

Fortunately a small band of men of science who
are really botanists is making a vigorous stand in
opposition to the mischief, and will no doubt even-
tually extinguish it; but infinite harm has been
done, and more may follow. In fact the nomen-
clature of the Vegetable world is becoming
gradually enveloped m a fog of such density as to

be impenetrable by the clearest eyes. Objects
which in the days of LiN"JfiEus were plainly observ-
able have now become mere nebala9, and nobody's

Herein- seems to lie a double fallacy. Without
: vision can separate the confluent gleams of inde-
finable particles.

Take for example that common Herb-Robert,
to be found openinf^ its little rosy eyes at the foot

of every hedge. We once knew it as Geraniitm
Hohertianiim : but now, if a PSEimo-botanist, as

be

such an education as is suggested for third cl

men, no person has a rii^ht to claim tr.e name of a
Gardener; such an education is therefore as neces-
sary as a suit of clothes. Nor will any man with
persevering industry remain uneducated ; such an
event is impossible. Moreover there is little in ' the members of the hair-splitting party must
the t,. ^ fixst parts of Lixager's scheme that any 'called, be shown the plant he

dently think quality xmimportaat if there is

but quantity enough. They must regard the
mighty Swede as a very poor fellow ; and as for
his authority there is no authority but their own.
What a happy thing it is that common sense still

dwells upon this earth.

How the Pseudo race came into the world is not
exactly known. The general belief io that its

dam was vanity, its sire inexperience. And that
may very well have been the case ; lor if not true
it is very like truth. It is to be hoped that since
it is, upon this supposition, a mere mule it willy

like other animal hybrids, eventually dieout;or
become helplessly sterile. In the meanwhile we
see no sign of increase ; on
aiready suflfering from that
alarms our friends across the
has it been more mercilesslj'

France, and if either formal
quizzing wiU accelerate extinction, the day of

tlie catastrophe is at hand when Psfiudos will

belong to Professor Owen's Pala^ontological
museum. ** I cannot but think," says M. De-
CAISJTE, one of the most scientific of French
Botanists, " that Natural History in general after

having been for many years a mere science of

observation, ought to endeavour to become a
scieriee of experiment ; and that Botany in parti-

cular should have recourse to experimental proof
for the purpose of fixing in some definite and
certain manner the chavactersof animmensenumber
of badi^ determined [so called] species. Let me add
that it would be an immense gain if descriptive
Botanists would undertake to condense species by
reducing them to really fixed and natural types
instdad of dividing and multiplying them infinitely,
as has been the fashion for the last ^0 years. This is

not my opinion alone ; it is also that of my excellent
friend Dr. Hooker (see his introductory essay in
the Flora Indica), and I may say of most serious
monographists, who perceive instinctively that the
road in which science is now travelling, and here
I speak of both Zoology and Botany, must sooner
or later lead to chaos, which would be the de::th

of science." Kote sicr P Organogenic florale da
Poirier,

In this opinion we heartily concur. The sah-

. ,,_... may assure you ject has been taken up in earnest in Paris, and
inteUi^ent young gardener cannot teach himself, [that it is Geranium Lebelii; oh, no, will rexdy [ attended with rery remarkable results, as '

witK the aid of a lew shillings for books, aud the another, not at all, it is Geranium semiglahruni

;

Help which ahead gurdc-ntr would be willing to you are ^uite mistaken, cries a third, I assure

rery
NattdIn's curious examination ofbeen showa by .

the races of Gourds, Mvlons, and Ca?umbers.
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And it must be obvious tbat more solid reputation

is to be gained by establishing experimentally a

few positive truths than by conjuring up a Phan-
tasmagoria of vegetable ghosts that vanish as soon

as they are seen. It is true that it will not
minister quite so much to personal vanity, but it

will conduce far more to the honour of science,

and will assist most powerfully in extinguishing

a race of little pretenders.

"We think our correspondents would much oblige

each other if they would communicate the lowest
degree of cold experienced this week in their
respective localities. The variations have been,
as far as already known, most remarkable. Thus
the lowest temperature near London has been 4°;

while in Nottinghamshire (according to Mr. Lowe)
it has fallen as low as 13°. 3 below zerOf near Brigg
in Lincolnshire to 12°.9 below zero, and in
Cheshire near Tarporley to 8^ below zero ; while
at "Wallingford it was not below 0, near Bir-
mingham it was only V below zero, and in Berk-
shire was 2° above. If we receive any sufficient

number of returns, in the earhj part of the
week, they shall be abstracted for general in-
formation. In the meanwhile we give in another
column a few cases for the temporary informa-
tion of our readers.

genera are
which our

\

MYCOLOGY.—No. XXXIX.

^ScHizornYLLTTM COMMUNE, JPa—Few
more curiou3 in structure than that to

present Fungus beloTin;s, and none can exhibit more
clearly the characters of its section. The true gill-

bearing Fungi are distinguished by possessing plates

which consist of two me:nbranes folded together so as

to make one, or which are easily separable into two. In
some genera or species this is more clearly the case than
in others, but if any confirmation were wanted of the
correctness of tlie theory, we have it in Sc7iizop7(,j/lIum,

in which the gills naturally split through their whole
length and breadth into their two component parts, the
free edge of either membrane curling over, and
becoming revolute, so that the hymeniuui seems com-
posed of little close set radiating membranous rolls or
curls. The struchire is moat easily seen in a thin ver-
tical section, and presents a curious object under a low
magnifying power,

Schizophiflhim commune appears under a great variety
of forms, which according to the views of authors are
considered as so many species, or as mere varieties.
The only form which occurs in this country, and tbat
very rarely, except on hnported wood, is of a pure
white or pinkish grey, fan-shaped, with tlie margin
waved or slightly lobed, more or less narrowed be-

hind, so as to form a spurious stem ; the surface
is tomentose, and frequently minutely scabrous, or
rough with little points consisting of small bundles
of threads, and is olten more or less zoned or grooved
concentrically; the gills are of a pale chocolate brown
or pinkish grey. In exotic forms the pileus is often
deeply lobed, the lobes tltemselves being very narrow
and semi-cylindrical, ami sometimes again divided so as to

appear forked or branched. The modifications are
indeed almost infinite, so that it is in general scarcely

possible to select precise characters for the distinction
of species.

No Fungus is more common in tropical countries
than Schizopht/lhim commune, but as we proceed towards
the north or south from the Equator it becomes gra-
dually less frequent till it altogether vanishes. So
rare is it in Eiighuid in our woods and forests, that a
very few botanists only have ever met with it; while
on the contrary, in our stoves it sometimes occurs in

the utmost profusion. In the Regent's Park Gardens,
for instance, we have seen hundreds of specimens at the
same time, and in such situations it forms a very attrac-
tive ornament, lookin*:^ like some curious shell.

As the spores of Fungi are so light and minute they
are wafted by the winds in every direction, and in
favourable circumstances, whore vegetation is rapid, and
the species requires no long time for its development,
exotic species may occasionally make their appearance
in our woods and pastures. The species of warm
climates are, however, in general so impatient of cold
that they do not become permanently established. The
first h-ost kills the spawn and destroys the vegetative
powers of the spores which have been scattered abroad.
In other cases continnod drought may prevent the
establishment of a species which requires long moisture.
It is to these or similar causes doubtless that species
keep within certain limits, while tlie same species
may occur indifferently in similar climates in either
hemisphere. In proptjrtion, however, as climates are
not subject to extremes, there will be often a great ad-
mixture of species, and thus in the equable tempera-
tare of some of the southern islands, we have truly
tropical or subtropical forms mixed with others which
are as truly plants of temperate regions. It is very
possible that in such countries as our own, the spores
of species which are never perfected with us may germi-
nate, and go through the first phases of growth. Several
kinds of myceUum, such as AntUna Jlammea, are of
iJrequent occurr«uce, without eyer proceeding beyond

certain barren condition; and of which, indeed, the
perfect "fruit-bearing state is unknown, and on the
contrary, some species which bear fruit readily in this

country are always barren in others. It is well known
that amongst flowering plants there are many species

which flourish far more luxuriantly when introduced
into other countries than they do at home. Some of
our common weeds for instance, as Rumex acetosella,

in the southeru hemisphere almost bid fair to

drive out the weeds of native growth by their

extreme luxuriance. Something of the kind we believe

occurs occasionally aiuongst Fungi. While it is curious
that on the one hand the Fungi of one season are so

similar to those of another, with the exception of a few
rarely developed forms, there are occasionally exten-
sive and permanent growths of species which have
escaped previous observation. Tlie curious little Fungus
of the Potato murrain is a case in point. It was never
observed in this country till 1845, but since that time
the Potato crops are frequently white with it, as if

iK^^*^

SCHIZOPHTtLrM COMMXTNE, Fr.
Copied by permission from Dr. Greville'3 Scottish Cryptogamic Flora.

covered -with hoarfrost. The Vine mildew is another have preceded them.

case, but not so striking, because in all probability it is

a mere modificrttlou ot some European Fungus, while
the Potato Fungus appears certainly not to have been
in the first instance of European growth, except indeed
it may be regarded as the introduction of a new species
into the vegetable world by the fiat of the Creator

!

Schizophyllum commune is by no means the only
Fungus of foreign growth which occasionally makes
its appearance amongst us. Lenzites sepiaria, for

instance, is an occasional visitant, but though we
have found it in rare beauty and extreme profusion on im-
ported Fir poles, and on the platforms of several railway
stations, we have never seen a single instance in which
it could be supposed to be of native growth. And this

is the more singular because it is developed in the open
air, and does not require protection like Schizophyllum.

J. JB.M.

SIR GEORGE GREY'S ADDRESS
AT THE OPEJTING OP THE NEW LIBEART ATTD

MtrSEtTM AT THE CAPH OF GOOD HOPE, IN
THE PKEgENCE OP PKINCE ALFRED,

At the opening of the new Public Library in Cape
Town, after briefly referring to the early history of the
Northern portion of the continent, as affording a
parallel in previous ages to the efforts now being made
for the promotion of civilisation in the present. Sir
George Grey proceeded :

—

Twice have the inhabitants of Alexandria, in northern
Africa, done that which we have again this day assem-
bled to attempt to do, and have raised up a library
which was an ornament to the world, and twice has it

been swept away. Again, when Alexandria was a
favourite seat of the Patriarchs of the Eastern Church,
was its library once more enriched by a large collection

of books, and again was this library utterly destroyed,
and Christianity itself almost swept from the country
by hordes of invading Saracens. After tbat time,

Alexandria, which had principally derived its wealth

from the commerce of India passing through it, speedily

declined, and this is attributed to the passage to India

round the Cape of Good Hope having been discovered

in 1497, and to a great part of the commerce of the

East having been diverted in that direction. Yet
with apparently such slight encouragement before us,

we here in the South of Atrica have again boldly

entered on the attempt of establishing civilisation and
Christianity in this continent, and of spreading their

blessings through the boundless territories which lie

beyond our borders.

the doctrines of Cliristianity and have adopted some of
the arts of civilised life, and many others are daily
following their example in these respects. But still we
are a small and scattered people, with many dangers and
enemiesRround ns and inoiir front, and with a task before
ns requiring all our energies and well and ripely matured
plans, if we hope to accomplish it. And we do not
doubt that we shall succeed, for the cause we labour
for is the promotion of truth and knowledge and the
carrying out of God's sernee upon earth. We have as
the leaders of our van a race of hardy, enterprising
frontier men, patient of fatigues and want, self-reliant,

and many of them good and pious men, who have
already spread far into the interior. Recent discoveries
have shown, too, that we have much in onr favour. It
is not known that at least almost to the equator a high
plateau exists in the interior of this continent, healthy
and habitable for Europeans, diversified in some spots

with mountains covered with perpetual snow, traversed
by rivers which have their origin in immense lakes,

which wind in some parts

through forests, in others
through pasturage, which
already supports sheep, and
generally through a country
yielding good returns to the
husbandman. This territory is

inhabited thinly by native races,

who form for the most part

only small tribes, who are docile

in disposition, anxious for inter-

course with Europeans and for

trade, and who already in some
parts form caravans, and engage
themselves to carry the loads

of traders through a country
the only present means of com-
munication through which is

narrow native paths.

Such is the territory through
which we hope our descendants

may spread, carrying with them
Christianity and the arts of

civilised life; but we know they
can only do this and become a
blessing to those among whom
they settle, by carrying with
them a knowledGre at least equal
to that which we possess, and
a wisdom which is based upon
the collective experience of all

the previous generations who
Vario'-is are the plans which

many nuble and excellent persons iu Europe and
in various parts of this country are now engaged
in carrying out with a view to this object; and
here in Cape Town that we may do Our part, we intend
to attempt to rear up at one end of these gardens a
university which mny receive into its bosom all the
youth of South Africa, of every race, who may desire to
drink at the fount of knowledge, and which may ulti-

mately pour forth from amidst its students into the
states and colonies which may spring from this parent
colony ot the Cape of Good Hope wise and worthy
men, fitted to achieve their share of the great task
which lies before them. And at this end of these
gardens an attempt has been made to build a museum,,
and to establisli a library, which may perchance rival
that of Alexandria in its extant, and which we trast is
destined to a far more fortunate fate. The museum
yon are all acquainted with, and you know what the
abilities and energy ot jMr. Layard and his associates

have already done to render it one of the most striking
and useful of our institutions. The library which His
Royal Highness is now about to open we hope may
become as it were a great mind for all South Africa, in

which is treasured up the wealth acquired by many
mighty minds of . various races and of many
ages, which may here be consulted free of cost by aU
students who may resort to it, and who in the midst of
tills beautiful scenery may converse at their will with
the poets, the philosophers, the historians of all coun-
tries and of all past times, and here acquire that know-
ledge which may enable them to bless and to earn the
blessings of nations whose names are now nnknown to

us, hut which are to be born in the interior of this vast
continent. Already munificent donors have laid for

this library a substantial and valuable foundation, upon
which we may build with safety, emulating I hope
their generosity and zeal in the effuse of knowledge..
What an effect education nin\' have upon the native
races in Soutli Afric«, and how they can appreciate its

lesults and the advantages which must follow in its

train, you may Judge from a living instance, the actors
in which stand amongst us and which may thus be
brought home to us all in a memorable manner. The
paramount chief of the Galkas, with his principal

conncillors, accompanied his Royal Highness in the
Kuryalus from tlie Frontier to Cape Town. These men
saw in tlieir journey and voyage many sights to them
very wonderfid. But in their eyes the most admirable
of all was the sight of a number of havdvi bare-footed

lads, assisting at daybreak in washing the decks—fore-

most amongst whom in activity and energy was the son

of the Queen of England. The tbllowing are their own
Those who have preceded us here as colonirts bave Lxpressive words on this suhje.-t, iu ;i letter to Captain

done much to lay the foundation for such an attempt j

they liave already spread over a great extent of terri-
TaHeton, the Captain of the Euryalns:

SaudilU and ''hia cnunrillors (?ive thanks. By the inTitatii-a

a tory, large numbers of the coloured races have accepted of the grtat chief, the pon of the Queen of the English peopl*^

1
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aro we this day on board this mighty vessel. The invitiition

was accepted with fear. With dread we came ou board, and
in trouble have we witnessed the danfrers oi' the great waters,
but through your skill have we passed through this trilniLition.

We have seen what our ancestors heard not of. Now have we
grown old and learnt wi.sdoin. The might of England has been
fully illustrated to us, and now we behold our madness in

taking up arms to resist the authority of our mighty and
gracious Sover<?igu. Up to this time have we not ceased to

be amazed at the wonderful things we have witnessed, and
which are beyond our comprehension. But one thing we
understand, the reason of England's greatness, when the son
of the Qvieen becomes subject to a subject that he may learn

wisdom, when the sons of England's chiefs and nobles leave

the homes and wealth of their fathers, and with their young
Prince endure hardships and sufferings in order that they in ay-

be wise, and become a defence to t^ieir country, when we
behold these things we see why the English are a great and
mighty nation. What we have now learnt shall be transmitted
to our wondering countrymen, and handed down to our

children, who will be wiser than their fathers, and your
mighty Queen shall be their Sovereign and ours in all time
coming.

In conclasion, you must permit me to draw from

the past and present an anarui-y for the future.

As you are all aware, I began this buildiiiff anil laid its

fia»£ stone, when I was s^oing down the bill of life; my
plans in reference to it were then vevy imperfectly

understood—public opinion in regard to ifc was perhaps

somewhat against me—the whole project w^^ beset

with doubts and difficulties. Yet many friends stood

firmly and affectionately by me, we Icnew we were

worliingr for the futtu'e, that we were doing tliat which

was faithful and good and true, and this inspired ns

with confidence that our work would be crowned with

success. We respected the feelings of those who
differed fiom us, knowing that they were actuated by

motives as pure as our own, and we believed that they

would ultimately rejoice at \vhi\t we had done, and lend

a willing Jiand in completing the good work which we
had commenced. But never in our brightest imaginings

did we think that I was to be succeeded in that which

T iiatl begtin in doubt and trembling by one so much
brighter, so much nobler than myself; thut I should

have prepared the way for the promising son of the

greatest and best monarch the worhi has ever seen, who
was as it were to enter into our h\bours. Yet so it is,

althoush in our blindness we could not ibresee it. All

this is what I accept as an flugury that that which we
are about to inaugurate this day shall become the

birthright of a brighter and more glorious iige, and that

we are now prepai-ing the means and smoothing the

path which shall lead on another generation, another

time, tlie fnir and promising cliild of Queenly know-

ledge, into that heritage which strong arms and daring

hearts are amidst so many toil:?, dUTicultics, and

dancers, buUdiui^ up for It throughout the wide extent

of Southern Africa. Tliat as the first of the Royal

Family who bore the name of Alfred drove hack

wandering hordes, aided in their civilization, and gave

the peace to England, and established a university, and

transmitted a lasting and permanent impulse to science

and learning, so the second of the Royal Family who

has that honoured name may, by what he has done in

South Africa, have most materially and lastingly aided

in the spreadof Civilization, Christianity, and learning

throughout this continent. From the An^Io-A/rlcan

of September 27.

KEW GARDEI^ FERKS,
43. WOODWARDIA ORIEKTALIS, StOaHz, Sl/il. Fll. 117,^ 315 ; Hooker, Sp. Fit iii. 68.

Fronds large, coriaceous, pinnate
;
pinnm ovate-lanceolate

acuminate, scarcely petiolate, 6 to VI inches lontr, obliquely

wedf<-e-shaped at th^ base, deeply pinnatifid, the segments
Urpest on the anterior side, lanceolate-acuminate, serrated

with cartilap:ino\ia teeth, and producing numerous small scaly

gemtiiiferons buds on the upper surface, the buds sprin^ng
from a point corresponding with the sorus beneath; ia-

dusia vavilted, coriaceous.

This fine addition to our list of garden Ferns has

been lately introduced by means of the apores, which

were collected by Mr. Fortune during bis last visit to

China. The plants have lately passed into the hands
of Mr, Standish, of Bagahot, by whom they are now
being otfered for sale. It is a very elegant large-

growing Fern, remarkable for the niult'itade of small
plants borne on the upper surface cf the fronds, in

the aamo way as those produced on the well-known
Aspleuium bulbiferum, ^With something of the generul

aspect of W. radicaus, this species ditfers in its

narrower much acuminated segments, which are more-

over longest on the anterior side of the pinure, so that

the base of the latter is very unequal, the segments

at the inferior base being either much reduced in si^e

or BUf'pressed fdtogether. The vpins are everywhere

anastomosing, forming small areoles. It is found in

Japan, the lloo Choo Islands, and the island of Formosa.
There are two forms met with in the wild state ; one
larger, more coriaceous, and said to be not proliferous;

the other thinner in texture, more acuminated in the

pinnse, and very proUferous, as above described. This

species does no5, however, appear to be proliferous on
the rachis, as in \V. radicaus, the gemmsc springing

directly from the surface of the segments.H .

44. Aj)iAi(Tu.M* F^Ei, Moore, in Utt.; Id, in Fee,
—- Iconogr. Xouv, 29, t 24, fig, 1.

Fronds tripinnate ; primary and secmdary rachides tomen-
toee with shor^ thick, rufous hairs, tlexuoee, the latter

X remote, divaricately spreading, and curvincr towards the
tlpe ; pinnuleu obliciuelv-ovnte. oronately-inci90<b gliibrous
above, hairy beueath, initiolulato, the stalks clothed with a

felt of short crowded rufous hairs ; indusia broad, pallid,

unequal, somewhat horseshoe-shaped.

This very distinct and handsome species is a native

of Mexico, and is cultivated by M. Linden of Brussels.

The fronds are of considerable size, ovate, with pinnules
of vaiiable size, varying also in shape, and in the
degree of lobing on the margin ; the sterile creuatures
are mucronulate. The flexuous tomentose racbis, and
the divaricate branches, give it a very distinct aspect.

45. LiTOERocHiA AREOLATA, Moore, Proc. JTort.•^
Soc. 245.

Fronds oblong-ovate, glabrous, pinnate-pimiatifid, the lower
pinuaj bipartite, all sessile ; segments olilong tapering,
falcate, distinct, with roun-ied sinuses, the basal anterior
Fegment Hwarfed ; veins forming a series of long arcs next
the rachides of the pinnte, and a series of several broad
rourtdish areoles next the costse of the segments, the rest gene-
rally free ; sori linear marginal ; stipites, rachides, and lower
half of the costffi bright chesnut brown, the rachia proliferous
near the top.

The general aspect of this plant is that of L, tripar-

tita, but the fronds are not three-parted as they are in
those of the same email size in that Indian species.

The venation is also somewhat different, the areoles
in the segments being broader and more rounded. The
bright brown stalks and rachides and more distant
lobing give it a different aspect from that of the other
pedately pinnate-pinnatifid species already in cultiva-

tion. It appears to be of moderate size, and desirable
in Fern collections. The plants have been raised from
spores received from India, by Mr. R. Sim, of Foots-
cray. T. M,

REPORT ON THK ROYAI. BOTANIC GARDEN
AT PERADENIA, CEYLON.

From September 1859 to August 1860, inclusive;
BY G. H. K. TiiWAiTES, F.L.S., Director.

[Extracts.^

1.

—

General ^tate of the Garden and Prera'tset.—During tho past
year a conveniently situated house has been erected for the
residence of tlie Conductor, who arrived in February lasc, to
enter upon his duties here. The drives and walks, ao f-Av as
finished, are in excellent order. The flower borders have been
kept well stocked, with as great a variety of flowering plants
as possible, and an evident improvement'in this respect must
have been observed since tho arrival of tlie Conductor from
Kew. A considerable number of Australian and Indian Firs
have been planted out, and they will, in a short time, add
greatly to the beauty of the Garden scenery,

2.

—

Horticultural Department.—The unfavourableness of the
weather,—scarcely a third of the average quantity of rain
having fallen since the beginning of January—has pi-evented
my doing ao much as I could have wished in the way of garden-
ing operations, now that I have the assistance of an experienced
person, sent, at the request of the Government, by Sir William
Hooker, from the Royal Gardens at Kew. A good deal of
ground has, ho-wever, been cleared for experimental and other
purposes ; and a commencement has been made with tho
careful cultivation of Vanilla. To this it is my intention that
considerable attention shall bo given; since it is found from
information received from France through Mr. E. Rawdon
power, who kindly caused inquiry to be raade ; also
from the Mauritius, through Mr. W. H. Wright of
Peradenia, who sent samples of Vanilla grown at Pera-
denia, to the Exhibition held at the Mauritius last year

;

that the Vanilla produced in this neighbourhood is of a very
excellent character, requiring only somewhat mere careful
cultivation and preparation, to bring it up to the higher
qualities sent into the European markets. This it will bo my
aim to accomplish here, and I am very sanguine in my hopes
respecting it, seeing that the climate is so peculiarly favourable
to the gi'owth of the plant. Hitherto the Vanilla Creepers have
been allowed to attach themselves to trees of different kinds
and heights, at the foot of which they were planted: it is

^ound, however, so difficult in this way to regulate the height,
the amount of shade, and the strength of support, that strong
trellis-work h»3 now been resorted to here, of a convenient
height for the Vanilla plants to grow over; and, as the latter

appear to flourish jiist as vigorously upon the treUis
as upon growing trees, there seems to be no good reason why
this sj'stem should not succeed, provided the roots of tlie

plants are well supplied with suitable nourishment, in the
way uf decomposing vegetable matter. The plants are brought
under much easier management by means of trellises, and if

these latter are made of strong wood, with their ends not sunk
iu the ground, but auppoited upon stone or brick-work, they
will, doubtless, last for many years. Within the last iovf days
a thousand plants have been sent to a gentleman, who Intends
to try the cultivation of this valuable plant on one of his
estiites. As it has been considered de.sirable that the cultiva-

tion of the more valuable species of Ciuchoua (Quinine-pro-
ducing plants) should be attempted in the Island. I have, in
accordance with instructions given me by the Government,
selected a piece of land in the neighbourhood of Newera EUift,

which appears to me in every way suitable for carrying out
the experiment. A first consignment of plants for India is on
its way from England, having recently been collected and
brouKht from South America by Mr. Clement Markham. who
is accompanying them to Bombay. This gentleman writes to
me, that a portion of those will be sent, upon their arrival at
Bombay, by the first steamer to Galle ; so that they may be
expected to arrive here in the course of next month. Mr.
Markham also informs me, that another consignment of
Quinine plants, now being collected in South Ameriai by Mr,
Spruce and Mr. Pritchctt, may be looked for about tho end of
the year. It is to be hoped that a good supply of seeds will

accompany these, as much stronger and healtliier trees may be
expected to be produced from carefully collected seeds than
from young plants which have been transplanted, and thou
subjected to the variety of temperatures involved in the transit
from the higher lands of South America to this countiy by way
of the Isthmus of Panama and the Overland route to India. A
plint of Cinchona Calisaya was transmitted to me from Kew,
by Sir William Hooker, a few months ago ; but, unfortvuiately.

it was quite dead upon its arrival, although every care was
taken of it during the voyage by the gentleman who kindly
took charge of it ; aome other kinds of plants brought in

the Siime smuU case, arrived in perfectly good condition.

Of the three excellent kinds of Tobacco we are so fortunate iW
to possess, viz., the Shiraz, the Manilla, and the Maryland,
every ciire is taken to keep up a good supply of seeds, and a
considerable quantity has been distributed. I have been
informed by a gentlemen long resident in Java, that the
Tobacco prepared in that Island fetches a very much hi^'her

price in tba Em-opean market.s than the ordinary Indian
Tobacco, and that this is owing entirely to the care bestowed
upon its preparation. It would aeem useless to endeavour iu

this country, where labour is 'so scarce and expensive^tocom
pete with India iu the cultivation of Cotton, until we can J,f
a kind of a very superior quaUty, which can be grown with -(J
little difhculty as the common sort ordinarily produced her^As attention is now being pai-tieularly directed m India to tlm
suhject of Cotton cultivation, it may be hoped that by mean
of careful selectionand crossing, a description of Cotton will'S«
long be produced, which will possess the quaUties of th
superior American sorts, united with the facility of cultiva
tion belonging to the common Indian Cotton. It has hitherto
been verj- difficult to keep up a supply of good native Vqu^Z*
ble and Flower Seeds, sufficient to meet the constant dem^fj
for them ; with the object therefore, of getting an abundanoft
of the former, in variety and of the best kinds for distribution
some considerable extent of jungle has been cleared - and tha
ground is now being prepared for raising all kinds of suitah!^
vegetables for 'the production of seed. Tho conductor of theGarden is also giving much attention to the collection of flower
seeds, for distribution, and is assorting them hito packeS
suitable, respectively, for gardens in this country, or for
greenhouse and hothouse cultivation in Europe' Twn
Wardian cases of valuible ornameutal plants have
been received from the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew
since my last Report; and some of them will prove verv
useful for distribution, as soon as they are large enough to
bear being propagated by cuttings: and, iu addition to the
above, I must not omit to acknowledge a box cf roots of
several fine varieties of Achimenes, Gloxinia, &c. From the
Calcutta Botiinic Gardens I have received some excellent
Elauts; and amongst them, a fine healthy one of the very
cantifnl Amherstia nobilis. With this arrived some specimena

of the handsome Musa superba, together with other plants
which were new to us, and nearly all of which are doiiiff
extremely well.

3, Mus\um and Economic Department.—JJu til a Museum
Building is erected, it will not be in my power to accomplish
80 much as I could desire in forming a collection of the various
vegetable products of the Island, available for the instruction
of visitors. In a previous Report, I have stated that a con-
siderable part of my private dwelliiig house is appropriated t*>

matters entirely connected with my official duties, and I may
now add^ that the two large rooms I have given up for the
purpose, are becoming inconveniently crowded. The coin-
parutive scarcity of labour in the I-sland, added to tLa
expense of transmission of bulky articles to tho markets of
Europe, renders it desirable that, if attention is directed to the
production of fibre.s, those should be selected which command
the highest prices, and wliich require care and skill, rather
than a great amoiuit of labour in their preparation. I am
about sending to Mr. Thurstau, at his request, a considerable
number of plants of the kind producing the Chinese Grasscloth
fibre, for cultivation in the experimental garden of the
Industrial School at Colombo. By a well considered and care-
fully carried out system of maceration, it is not unlikely that
this fibre might be produced of very superior quality in the
Island. Since my last report, very considerable additions
have been made to the Herbarium of dried plants : most
valuable contributions of Indian species, correctly named,
having been received from Dr. Hooker and Dr, Thomson. Dr.
Cleghorn of Madras has sent me very useful specimens from
that Presidency. The very numerous specimens of dried
plants now in the Herbarium are arranged in their natural
families and arc at present tied up in parcels, until a sufficient

number of cabinets can be obtained for holding them. Tliejr

will then be much more conveniently referred to, than tbey

can be at present. Every specimen is being rendered secuTe

from the destructive attacks of insects, by l>eing washed m\k
a poisonou.s solution. The draf-tsmwi Iiave been regularly

employed during the year in making drawings of Uving iudigi-

noua plants, either here or in Che jungles, tf. H. K, ThicaUn
Director,

Home Correspondence.
Blanclied Lilacs.—I confirm the statement of Af.

Ducliartre, referred to in your Number of Dec. 1, as to

the method followed in France of blanching the Purple

Lilac Charles X. I purchased one a few years ago in a

5-inch pot, covered with white blossoms. After fading

my gardener cut tlie branches iu to the bottom pairs of

leaf-buds, those only at the extremities of the branclits

having pushed into leaf by forcing. It was shifted into

a larger sized pot and as much of the old soil as possible

removed without disturbing the roots. On being

placed in a cool greenViouae it soon shot out healthy

branches 12 to 18 inches long, ou the ends of which the

flower buds formed. The following year. it was forced

in the usual way practised in England, hut produced

purple blossoms. I was curious to make myseU

acquainted with the mode of producing the change, and

therefore during the following winter visited a nursery

in Paris where early flowers are largely cultivated, ana

was there shown the trees in all stages of forcing. The

treatment is as follows:—They are grown out of doors

to the required strength, and then early in autuiun

potted in 5 or 6-inch pots and placed in a warm

stove so much darkened that some time elapse*

before anything is visible. The flower-buds soon

develope themselves into perfectly white flower?,

and the leaf-buds near the ends of the hraricbes

into yellow leaves. The trees are then gradua"/

exposed to light, tlie leaves acquiring thereby a

delicate green colour^ whilst the flowei-s remained un-

changed. They are then ready for the market, and ut

this time of the year sell readily for 5 or 6 francs each.

Those grown for cut flowers are pruned close back a«

soon as the blossoms are otf, and planted out of doors,

wliere they are allowed to recruit for two years. T^^^^

is no difficulty in flowering them each year under gl^s

by taking the precaution to cat in those branches

early that show no flowers to the bottom pair of leat-

buds. This enables the tree to push out and perf«ct

sufficiently strong shoots for the next year. -*V:
flowering branches only produce strag^img shoots fr^n*

their extremities, they ai-e best removed entirely atter

the blossoms fade, tfstcorth.

Tropical Orchard-houses.—In the interesting^ a«^^'

biography of Lutfiillah it is mentioned that m tne

neighbourhood of Shikarpur, the cold is so great tnac

even on the 26th February water froze in the ^'^v "^

I presume that these vessels were under cover, in-

tent at least. Xevertheless, Mango tree^i Trere ahnn-

dant. This is gi-eafc encouragement to tliose who con-
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template erecting tropical orclmrd-houses, as suggested

bj Mr. Rivers. It proves that it will not be necessary

to J^'eep ^V* ^"""if the winter, the orthodox minimum
of 60^ Possibly some of your readers may be able to

state what is the extreme northern limit o£^ the Mango,
and the winter temperature of the locality. G. S.

Hints to Qardeiiers.—Your correspondent " D. M."
(see p. 1106) takes up the cause of young gardeners in

go tender a manner that I fancy he cannot have had
much experience of their habits. The remarks that

have appeared froin time to time in your Paper
respecting gardeners, their reqairement?, education,

&c., must do good service ; but there is no rule without

an exception. " D. M." however, cannot have had
many very ciireless young men under him, or he would
know that it is no small matter to pl'ea'se youiig gar-

deners, and do his duty to his employer. It is useless

for a master to try to make competent g.irdeners of

his young men, unless their iucUnations are in 'thajb'

direction. I am sorry to say I have too much experience
of the carelessness of under gardeners to be able to

speak so tenderly of them as your correspondent.
There are doubtless some nohle exceptions; but in

general young men do not care to learn their business
so anxiously as they ought, and that is one reason why
there are so many ** poor tools," called gardeners, filling

situations iu different parts of the kingdom. I knovv

that these remarks will not please self-sufficient per-

sons, but the truth must be told before any good can

be effected. I now repeat what I have often said

before, that there are more good places in the kingdom
than there are good gardeners to fill them. I often

feel for respectable nurserymen when they have a good
situation to fill, knowing as I do what difficulty they
experience in finding an efficient person to till it. There
are scores of men wanting places, hut they know that

they are not fit to be recommended, as they only

muddle themselves and spoil the nurseryman's reputa-

tion as a good judge of men's abilities. Suppose these

remarks to be true, where lies the fault? I answer,
indiiference and want of application on the part of

gardeners, both young and old, to make themselves
masters of their business. A man cannot be a good
gardener or a useful servant without great industry.

All the knowledge in the world will not make a good
gardener if it is not perseveringly and well applied.
" D. M." speaks more of apprentices than others. I
fear I can say but little on that head, as I have never
lived iu a place where apprentices were admitted. In
my opinion the system as practised in most places is

bad. In the first place it produces a class of inefficient

persons who overstock the market, more particularly
in Scotland. I bad a respectable young man here who
served his apprenticeship in that country, and paid, I
suppose, the market price for it ; he was a good hnnd at
stokmg fires and a tolerable nailer of wall trees; but in
everythmg else he was inferior to a common labourer;
in fact he had his business to learn after he came to Eng-
land, and hundreds «f others have to do the same. If tlie

apprentice system only extracts money from young men
instead of making good gardeners, the sooner it is at an
end the better, both for gardeners and their employers.
A gardener after taking a young man's money most
likely feels that he is bound to get him off his hands as

soon as his time is up to make room for others, and the
young fellow is either sent to another gardener or to
some nursery, where iu due time he becomes a journey-
man, and is sent to the first applicant in want of such a
person. If he is a good young man, of a teachable dis-

position, he gets on as he deserves to do, but in nine
cases out of ten he has still his business to learn, if ever
lie learns it at all. I have many men. here, not apprentices,
who have every facility to become good gardenere and
good servants, but few indeed avail themselves of it,

and I will never deceive any one by recommending:
them to aiK>ther situation, if I am certain that they
are |not competent. Thus I shall scarcely make one
gardener in a year out of 40 or 50 men employed. Now
if the apprentice-system was in favour here what a nest
the place would be for manufacturing young gardeners;
as, of course, tliey must be got offwhen their time was up
to make room for a fresh batch. I think that it

is fortunate the system is not in the ascendant, as there
is now no pretext to get rid of young men except from
misconduct. My advice to young gardeners having any
pretensions to become good servants is to put aside their

frivolous pnstimes and work in good earnest ; let them
Imrn everything necessary to make them useful servants
and respectable members of society. There are many
U^tle matters connected with a gardener's duty that
are too often overlooked ; not one in every hundred
think of asking why so and so is done, which if they did
might affiird them a good practical lesson, while the
want of such information makes them look stupid in
after years when they are called on to superintend even
simple alterations in some department under their care.
"D. M.'s** remarks in behalf of young gardeners I am
afraid may lead them to feel that tliey are an ill-used
class of men; but that I do not believe; let them put
their shoulders to the wheel and all will go well in the
end, we want more good men and fewer *' incapables."
I quite agree with " D. M.'' that it is bad management
to compel men to work out in wet weather, but I hope
few now a days adopt such a practice. S. T.
The WeatJier,—We have lately had the most severe

frost which has occurred for many years in this vicinity.
At 8.20 on the morning of the 25th, the thermometer
stood at 5° below zero at my door, 5 feet from the

ground. The register for the last few days has been
as follows :

—

>right of the 22d inst., miuimum 20"+
t9

>*

it 23d
24th

*r f9
13'+
5"-

At 5 P.M. on the evening of the 24.th inst., the mercury
ii^dicated 9° + . At 10 o'clock it was 2|ds. + (exactly

corresponding with the greatest degree of cold

registered by the same thermometer, in the same place

during tlie previous winter 1859). During the night
it fell steadily to 3°— at a very early hour of the
morning of the 25tli inst. A slight haze then over-

spread the sky, and the mercury rose to 2**—. About
6 A.M. it again became quite clear and the cold increased

till about 8.20, when the register was S*"— . Till

10 o'clock it remained below zero, and rose very slowly

during the morning, indicating 7° + at 3 o'clock p.m.,

and 9'-' + at 5. Soon after sunset the mercury fell 2°,

and then steadily rose with but little variation through
the night of the 25th to 17°+ at 8.30 this morning.

Shortly before noon the wind (which during the two
previous days had been North-West and North) veered

round to North-East and East; on which the mercury
rose rapidly to 29° + . During the 24th and 25th there

was scarcely any perceptible motion in the air. An
unusually large and brilliant halo encircled the moon for

many hours last night- Jamea Sackhonse, Jun.^ YorJc.

The weather here is extraordinarily severe for this

place. A sharp frost on the 18th was followed by a
heavy snow storm on the morning of the 19th, uearlj^

3 inches of snow falling in little more than an hour,

accompanied by severe frost, which continues up to

this date. Yesterday at 8.30 a.m, the thermometer
indicated 9** of frost, and it did not rise above 33''

during the day. We have now a piercing N.E. wind,

and no signs of the frost breaking up. All flowers out

of doors are killed; and shrubs such as Myrtles,

Hydrangeas, Sweet Bays, and Laurustinuses are terribly

cut. /. J3. T., Torquay/, Dec. 25. The thermometer
in this neighbourhood on the night of the 24th inst.

fell to —6*', i.e., SS'' below the freezing point, a degree of

cold rarely observed in this country. The thermometer
from which the observation was taken is one of CaseUa*B,

and hangs on a S.E. aspect wall at 5 feet from the

ground- It is to be feared that notwithstanding the

quantity of snow which has fallen, evergreens and other

plants have suffered severely, C JD., Holt, Norfolk,

Dec. 26. VViiatever may be the records of the last

]
from ordinary ones. If we insist upon tracing any
particulars ot these last, the investigation will be given
up in despair, as it has nearly been several times by
myself. The reasonableness of what I have jnst said,

and indeed of the entire principle itself, seems to
harmonise so with the following theory or explanation
that I will submit it to you for consideration, as I did
in June last to a meeting of the British Association at

Oxtbrd, viz., that the extreme differences in our
summer seasons are founded mainly on extreme differ-

ences of temperature left by the preceding winter at its

close on different portions of the surface of the northern
hemisphere, varying also every year in depth and
intensity, and therefore in durability—and that if this

is the fact, then we might naturally expect that the
nature of the winds resulting from this disposition of

things would show itseU first about the period of the

vernal equinox, during the interregnum between winter

and summer, and that the weather resulting from

those winds would shoiv itself also in different local'ties

at that time, whether dry or wet, &c. Our summers
vary almost every year, and I know not where to look

for a corresponding variation among the recognised

causes that move the winds, the authors of all the

weathers, unless to the 5"early differences of surface

temperature 1 have alluded to, and which in extreme
cases might be strungly marked enough to last the

entire summer. Such a summer 1 take the last to

have been. Two great streams of air, one movin;; up
from the south west, and one probably rolling off some
unusually cold surface in the distant north west, seem
to have been making this coftntry the principal point

of their meeting during the entire season, and to have

been discharging their contents upon us, and these

winds were very strongly marked at the equinox. The
equinoctial week from the 18th to 25th March is

usually, . that is, almdfet always, entirely separated

or cut off in meteorological character from the

weather which precedes and from that which follows

it. All is usually, as it were, on a reduced scale

and the changes rapid and frequent. The winds

are usually feeble or moderate in strength, short-

lived in direction, and I have not observed as

much rain fall in the whole equinoctial week as has

been observed to fall at other seasons in a single day of

24 hours. I find a remarkable correspondence between

the weather of the 18th of March and that of May,
the whole intervening month of April presenting a

return, though somewhat modified, of those atmo-
1 . , I'l I *ii_ • ;_j.

ten days in other parts of the kingdom, here the ther

mometer re<?istered 17^* as the maximum yesterday Bpheric movements which marked the previous winter.

(24th Dec.), and 8° as the minimum during the night.

The snow lies from G to 8 inches deep; wind from the

N.W., and barometer pretty steady at 29.4. J. St.,

Heathhanh^ 'Forfarshire,

Large-leavedPlants.—Two correspondents hav e given

the size of the leaves of their specimens of Cyano-
phyllum magnificum, but neither of them have stated

whether they include the petiole in their measurement
of length. The leaves of a plant in the aquarium of
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, measure 2 feet

7 inches in length, and 15 inches in breadth, with a

petiole 4 inches long. There are several other very
ornamental plants with foliage nearly as large as this,

Bofcryodendrum latifolium, for instance; and Clavija

macrophylla, whose leaves are more than a yard in

length ; and the beautiful Aralia reticulata. The leaves

of the latter are long and narrow while the plant is

young, but they gradually become shorter and broader,

until they assume an ovate-lanceolate form, 26 inches

in length and 8 broad. There is also an Urticaceous

plant, called Laportea Gaudichaudii, with leaves

27 inches long and 11 inches wide. The plant which
has produced toliage of this size is still quite young, and
the leaves will probably become as large again ; but
they do not possess the colour and silky texture wljieh

distinguish those of Cyanophyllum. But of all arbores-

cent Dicotyledons the plant with the largest leaves

is Grias cauliflora ; these are 5 feet in length and 18 or

20 inches wide. A noble specimen of this plant may be
seen in the Palm-house here, bearing a crown of moire

than two dozen such leaves. C W. C-, Keic.

Mushroom Culture.—In my article (see p. 1129) I
find that 1 inadvertently committed an error as to the
quantity required to spawn a bed 10 feet square with
Milltrack spawn. I should have stated that half a
bushel is sufficient to spawn a bed of that size. In
practice I have never had occasion to use more. W.
Young, Or, to R. Barclay, Esq., West Hill Mouse,
Sighgate.

Weather Prognostict and the Season of 1860.—It is

not to be denied that Che formulas attributed to the
late Dr. Kirwan and others for prognosticating the

ensuing season from an observation of the vernal

equinox, have failed in sustaining public interest or

attention; for the late equinox, the most remarkable

I have ever seen, was permitted to pass without the

publication of a single comment (jis far as I know)

from any one but myself, until the weather itself, much

later, began to create anxiety. I do not think those

formulas adequate for the end proposed, though as to

the time for observation I follow precisely that of

Dr. Kirwan—from the 18th to 25th March inclusive;

and if adequate observation is extended in any place or

district to all those particulars and changes which

constitute its weather at that period, I feel assured we

may find therein a reliable sign for predicting extreme

summers and their nature in the same district; and

likewise for separating extreme sammers to be expected

I mean that the weather prognosticated at the Equinox

begins in May and not before. Now, I have much
more to say, Ijut it is impossible to say it within the

reixsonablecompassof aletter. All my convictionsare fixed

and definite, and 1 do not draw back from a single

thing 1 have written. I kuovv 1 am an acute observer

where I take an interest; but I have not tbft^pKttent

habits adapted to scientific investigation, and therefore

I would wish to present all I have said as suggestions

only lor the consideration of men of scientitic minda.
Meanwhile I purpose next spring to offer to yon an
analysis of the venial equinox prognostics, together

with every ground on whicli they are ibrmed, and thus

to contribute my mite (if haply it should turn out to

be so) to the general fund of knowledge. Thomas 2>«

Boulay, Sandgate.

otitxxt^^

BoTAKICAtdFEoilvBUHGH: 'l^ot. 8.—Tue PresMent
in the chair. The Chairman made the following open-
ing remarks :—Gentlemen, we are now about to enter
on another, the 25th session of this Society, and I
believe we may safely assert that if the matter to be
brought forward during the ensuing nine months shall
equal that of the session which has just past, we shall

have no reason to despair of our present condition or
future prospects. We meet for the cultivation of
botanical science, and it is difficult to overrate the
advantages afforded by such societies as the present.

Thej tend to unisolate the scientific worker, to take
him out of the precincts of his closet, out of the narrow
boundary of his own thoughts, and bring him into contact
with his fellow-workers, so that he may be saved from
forming an estimate either too high or too low of hia

own powers, may be saved also from working ovtr
ground already well explored, and have bis enei^ies
directed into those paths where they may be exerCed
with the greatest chance of promoting the in-

terests of truth. Botanical science at he present
day is a very different thing from what it was
even a quarter of a century ago. The microscope
and the dissecting needle have within that period
done tJieir work, and provetl their power, and Uie
result has been a knowledge of vegetable structure
and function—the determination of the tme attinitici

of plants, and tlie founding of a philosophic systeoi of
classification—all which have given to the botanist ot
the present day an advantage which onr prrdncwioiii

_'ould scarcely have anticipated. To convince ourselves
i)f this, we have only to look back for a few year*—to
look back no further than the days of that excellent

botanist and most accomplished and amiable man Sir

James E. Smith, when tiie Linnean school was still-

paramount in tills country, and contrast the science as-

then pursued with its condition at the present time
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and ^yet tliere wns soinelhiii!^ very cbai-ming iu the
shuHes of the old Liniieaii hotainsts. There was more
field work then, jit all events there wlis less closet
work; and many a botanist even now loolcs hack with
pleasant memories to his return from his day's excur-
sion, wit!i his well-stored vasculum, anil to the
fi\cihties which his flora afforded him of determining
the name of every species, and ascertaining its uses in
the economy of nature. But the Liunean system,
beautiful as it was, and even marvellous "in its

ingenuity and its efficiency for the purpose at which it

aimed, was yet inadequate to the wants of science.
New revelations began to be disco /ered; affinities
of morphology, regarding which the Liunean
system WHS silent; and gradually but surely a revolu
tion worked itself out In the minds ofbotanists resultiiu
in the complete establishment of the natural system in

the place of the artificial. I need scarcely remind you
that the natural system is that of the Edinburgh school
—-it is that of every school which pretends to keep pace
with the progress of science ; and, when we say that,
we say something uiore than what may be at first sight
apparent. Lefc us for a moment consider what it

means. It means that we can no longer view the many
thousands of species which comprise the vegetable
kingdom as so many isolated creations, but that we
must work out their relations and determine their
affinities; it means that the vep^etable organism must
be subjected to a searching anatomy ; it means that the
microscope must be unremittingly plied in the hands
of the hardworking student; it means that the great
laws of morphology shall be clearly enunciated and
rigidly enforced; that the aid of experimental physics
shall be solicited in the investicration of the as vet
but partially understood phenomena of vegetable
physiology, and tliat the resources of cheiiiistry,

organic and inorganic, shall be summoned to the
field. All the great schools of botany in Germany,
the' schools in America, the schools in our own country,
the schools which anywhere take a lettd in phytological
science, recognise tliis as the only true method of
inquiry—the only course which can be followed by
appreciable results. Such, gentlemen, is the course
which lies before ourselves during the session on which

jwe have now entered—and you will see that we cannot
look forward to a session of idleness. But there is no
inducement to idleness; labour itself in such a field is

a pleasure. So excellent is the construction of the
microscopes which are now in the hands of the
naturalist, that the real difiiculty is to withdraw our-
selves from tlio work to which they invite us, and from
the marvels of organisation which they reveal to ns. I
would not venture to propose to the members of the
Botanical Society any particular path into which their
studies might be most advantageously directed darin«j
the session which is now betoi'e us, ior this, of course,

will depend on indii'ichial inclination and individual

a\'oid referring to a
yet to be discovered,

the botanist, Avith all

yet been able to shed

opportunity; bnt I cannot
region where much remains
into which the zoologist and
their united efforts, have as

but a few straggling rays of light, powerless to dissi-

pate tl>e mist which has ever CMveloped it in obscurity.

I allude to a certain class of phenomena which have
never yet received from the biologist a satisfactory

analysis, and whose real significance we have as yet
failed to determine. I allude to that remarkable group
of physiological acts which come under the head of
vegetable irritability— a group whose investigation, is

assuredly one of the highest f)roblenis that the biologist

caa propose to himself ; and one which, whatever may
be said of the value of spontaneous motion, as affording

a- valid ground for the separation of the animal from
the plant, is, I believe, essentially the same in the
two kingdoms. Who can affirm the real difference

between the ciliated zoospore of an Alga and the
ciliated germ of a Vorticella ? The motions of the
sensitive plant, of the Hedysarum, of the Bioncea

—

what is their nature? Why do we not refer them
to the same group of pheuoraena with the motions
of the Vorticella, of the Hydra, of the Actinia ? It is

for no other reason than because the sensitive plant,

the Hedysarum, and the Dionfca, possess in other
respects characters which obviously associate them with
undisputtd plants—while the Vorticella, the Hydra,
and the Actinia,

^ ^ ,il to \is idso by covtain points of
structure— * by the possesfiion, tor example, of a mouth,*
for admission into the animal kinsrdom—it is for these
reasoug only, 1 assert, and noc for anything in the
phenouiena themselves, that we have been in the habit
of mung the motions of the one to belong to a class

of pbeuomena uf a diffi.'ront kind from that to which
wo refer the motions of the other. A little considera-
tion, however, must convince us, that in the present
state of our knowledge we have no grounds for

makmg this distinction. A nervous system can
no more be traced iu the one than iu the other;
and the stretching forth of the tuntaclcs of the Hydra
or Actinia in seaivh of prey, the imprrfoct locomotion
of the Actinia, and the more perfect locuuiotion of the
Hydra, can no more be assumed as an evidence of
aiiimility than the shrinking of the sensitive plant or
the spasm of the Diousea. It is, then, iu something
more than mere motion in the animal, no matter how
apparently spontaneous, that we uiust look for the dis-
tinction which separates it from the plant; and
at this point there opens up to us the whole
question of the diiierence between a phmt and

an animal—a question which, notwithstanding all

that has been said on it, still remains undecided;

for, like the alleged distinction afforded by spontaneous

motion, all the other differentia^ which have been from

time to time assumed as decisive will, after careful

examination, show themselves to be more or less defec-

tive; some by want of universality, while others

—

even though we admit their value and see in them truly

•A deep-rooted and universal distinction—are yet in

many cases incapable of application, and powerless in

helping us over the difficulties which are perpetually

occurring to us in our investigation of the minuter
forms of organised existence. The whole question is

indeed still an opea one, and I have ventured thus to

allude to it as one to which the attention of the

structural aiid physiological botanist may yet be turned

with advanta;::e. The followino: communications were

read:—T. "On Certain Peculiarities in the Growth of

Pine Trees on the East Shore of Lough Neagh, county

Antrim, Ireland." By the Rev. A. C. Canning. Mr.
Canning i*emarked :—It is known to naturalists that

the extensive sheet of water—Lough Keagli, in tJlster

—is connected with interesting peculiarities, botli of

geological and botanical kind, which do not seem to

have received that close scientific consideration which
their nature would appear to merit. These peculiarities

arise partly from the mechanical action of the waters

of the lake and of the rivers and streams which flow

into it, and partly from certain qualities possessed by
the water of the lake itself. The attention of the

writer has been directed from time to time to some of

these, and one of them would seem to be so much a

curiosity of vegetation as to deserve particular notice.

What is alluded to is the peculiar appearance presented

by certain Pine trees (Pinus sylvestris) which are

found upon the east shore of the lake mentioned.
The trees present the appearance of stems sup-

ported on large aerial roots, and thus raised

upon props in a Mangrovedike manner. The soil

is composed of about cue-third common earth and
two-thirds of a fine loose sand, which forms the beach

of the lake, and is easily moved about by the action

of running water. It is probable that, at an early

stage in the growth of these trees, they occupied a
position close to the waters of the lake, but, from the

gradual subsidence of the latter, they now occupy a

somewhat elevated bank at a little distance from the

beach. Were the singular appearance of many of them
the only circumstance to draw attention, it were
perhaps superfluous to make them the subject of

particular remark; but there is something, in the
gradual adaptation to circumstances which is traceable

upon a close inspection of the specimens of vegetable
life, not a little curious and interesting, as prov-

ing what the observer might be disposed to term a
form of vegetiiblu instinct, according to which the
growth and stability of the tree are provided for in

relation to those influences which are found in

different ways to act against both. This the writer

has been much struck with, after a careful eVamination

of the present appearance of some of these trees. In
the case of one specimen he has found that the height

of the aerial roots from the present soil to the com-
mencement of the trunk is upwards of 5 feet, and,

whilst presenting thus a Mangrove-like appearance not
a little curious, he has found that the development of

the supporting and nourishing roots seems from period

to period to have been in close relation to the altering

exigencies of the case. It is thus seen that, where the

mechanical support came from the gradual washing
away of the soil to be most needed, there the develop-

ment of the means of support, and that upon plain

mechanical principles, took place most prominently;
and also as the tree proper came to be farther and
farther elevated and removed from the soil, so the
lower parts of the roots expanded and thickened, and,

as it were, grasped the nourishing soil with still in-

creasing vigour and tenacity. II. "On Bryum Du-
valii (Voit.) as a British species, and the localities

in which it has been found." By IMr. J. Sadler.

III. "Additions to the Flora of Caithness," by R.
Brown, "Esq. Professor Balfour read the following

note, which he had received from Dr. J. A. Smith,
accompanied by a peculiar knot taken from a Beech
tree :

—"According to promise I send you the knot, or

rather excrescence, from a Beech tree. It was taken
this autumn from the boll of the tree by a person who
was attracted by its rounded appearance, and so slight

was its attachment to the trunk that he knocked it off

with a stroke of the hand. It appears to me to have
been fonned at the root of a branch which had died,

with the exception perhaps of a small portion of the
new wood and hp.rk close to its origin from the trunk.

From this part the new wood continued to be gradually

deposited in many a twisted fold, covering the inequali-

ties of the branch, and forming at last a shell or case

enclosing the remains of the branch which had been
broken off, an(3 left only a small portion projecting

from the boll of the tree, and the process of decomposi-

tion had gone on until nearly a complete covering was
formed. Had it continued for a little longer time^ the

branch would have been healed by the remains of the

branch being entirely covered over with the new wood.

Part of the dead branch remains iu the cavity of the

knot ; unfortunately, however, it has been in a great

measure cut out by tlic knife." Mr. Keddie sent a

[specimen of llyssopus officinalis from the walls of the

jold church of Killearn. Mr. WilUara R. M'Nab ex-

hibited specimens of Ooodyera repens from Banff-
shire.

CoAKw-ooD Reading.—The 11th annual metetiiigof
the members of this Society was held on the 8th inst.
After the usual preliminary arrangements Mr. Charlton
of Burnbousc, read the annual report, entering minutely
into the prospects of th'e' Society and state of the funds.
Prom this it appeared that the income for the past year
had been:—From members* subscriptions, 2l.Hs.9d.-
donations, 15s. ; total, 3/. 3*. 9d. The disbursements
for the same period :—Books, 51. 3*. Sd. ; coals and
candles, lls.Sd.; total, 5Z. l4s. lid.; leaving -a defi-

ciency of 21. lis. 2d. To cover this, there was a suf-
ficient balance in the hands of the treasurer from last \.

year, and a start again. The number of members last

year had been less than any year since the commence-
ment of the Society, averaging only 26; but as the
Coanwood Coal Company are now opening an extensive
colliery in the district, a considerable increase of mem-
bers is anticipated. But even now the number of mem-
bers is not a just criterion of readers, as the head of the
house generally takes out the books, while all the family
read. Forty volumes have been added to the library
during the past year,—12 presented, and 28 purchased.
17 are on science, 2 on travels, 3 Curiosities of Litera-
ture, Chambers^s Encyclopaedia, Poetry, and Biography
complete the list. After discussing the report and
appointing officers, the meeting separated.
The Society was established in 1850 under very

cheering circumstances. Donations in money amount-
ing to 21/. 13,?. 6(/., and about 250 volumes, were made
by the inhabitants of Coanwood and their friends.

About GO volumes were new and valuable works.
Amongst the principal donors were the late Hon. James
Hope Wallace, Featherston Castle; the late William
Ord, Esq., M.P., Whitfield Hall; and the late Dixon
Dixon, Esq., of TJnthank Hall. For the encourage-
ment of readers, the admission price for members was
fixed at the low sum of 6d. per quarter, or 2^, a year,
at which price it still stands. It has done a great deal
of good in keeping the young reading at their own
firesides instead of gossiping with their neighbours, and
we hope that greater efforts will yet be made to
increase its infiuence and usefulness. A lecture now
and then would be very useful in keeping up the spirit

and attracting readers.

As an encouragement to the friends of the Society,

and an incentive to others, we cannot withhold a slight

sketch of this rural district. Coanwood—or as it first

catches our eye in local history in the more appropriate

Celtic garb of CoUenwood, i.e, Hazelwood— is a
sequestered dale nestling cosily in the green bosom
of a semi-circular sweep of benty-shonldercd and
hcathery-capt hills, four miles south of Haltwhistle,

It is a pleasing spot, wUh well-built houses and
homesteads cheering almost every sheltered nook, and
as if to give it a solemn and attractive aspect an

unpretentious Friends' Meeting House, surrounded

by solitary mounds, without a stone to mark where

"the rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep," is situated

on the bank of a bubbling burn, which steals like a

silver thread by the lovely spot and through the

hazeley shaws, giving life, cheerfulness, and beauty to

every rock, meadow, and woody bank; It contains a

population of about 150, principally farmers and their

families. The majority of these fanner-yeomen farm

their own land and the land of their forefathers, each

farm averaging about 100 acres of inland and 200 of

common. About a dozen years ago Coanwood was as

far back, socially and- agriculturally, as the most

fastidious stickler for old times and customs could

desire. The common was then undivided, and each

owner of inland was entitled to graze an unlimited

stock of sheep, cattle, and horses on it. Those farmers

adjoining the common who took care to herd well, and

were unscrupulous respecting hounding their neigh-

bours' stock into bogs or gully holes, or often off the

fell altogether, especially at night, got the lion's share

of it, to the great injury of peaceable individuals

who would not join in the strife, consequently

it was a fruitful source of distrust and ill-

feeling. Belonging to every one, no one ever thought

of draining or improving any portion of it, and

springs were allowed to overflow 40 and 50 acres,

where very little labour would have sent them down an

irrigating channel. In consequence of their being uu-

drained, overstocked, unsheltered, and the stock much"
disturbed, a very great number of sheep died of poverty

and rot every winter,,and scores of them might be seen

about the burn sides and marshes every spring with
" pokes " under their chins, dead or dying. The inland

was in a very little better state, in consequence of the

men who should have been improving it being too busy

herding their sheep on the common. The land was as wet

as water could make it. The custom was to take a crop

of Oats off the pasture laud every six or seven years

and then leave it, without sowing Grass seeds, to form"

a sward by nature's unaided efforts. Sometimes ifc was

threatened with a dose of lime, and that was all the

manure it got, but owing to the wetness of the land

this was entirely wasted, and many a Grass field was

nearly without a sward from the poaching of the cattle,

who were allowed to scamper in the fields both summer

and whiter. The cattle was a hardy mixture of all

breeds except a pure one. Notwithstanding their har^

diness it was not unusual for some of them to die of

poverty and rot, owing to the wetness of the soil and want
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of food and sTielter. Since then there has been a wonder-
ful change, and we are e:lad to say for the better. The
common was divided and the fences finished 10 years

ago. Scores of miles of open drains and a few close tile

drains have been cut; Sparts, Kushes, and Bent are fast

disappearing, and the natural Grasses are supplying
their places and forming a well-set if not luxuriant pas-

ture. The sheep, &e., now thrive well, and not a single

rotten specimen has been seen for some years. As a
proof of the improvement in the land and the quality
of the sheep, we may mention that on one of the highest
allotments, during the whole of last extremely severe
winter the sheep were never removed, nor had they a
bite of hay or anythin;^ else given to them but what
they scraped for and pnlied, and yet they produced a
good crop of Iambs, and not a single sheep died.
The inland, too, has been greatly improved; the

shepherds who, a dozen years ago, did nothing but
lay behind a crag, or niossbrealc, watduncj their neigh-
bour's proceedings, and honnding their sheep, when
opportunity offered, are now legitimately and indus-
triously employed in ploughing, draining, and improving
their farms; good draining tiles being readily obtained
at Mr. Wigham's Tilery, on the Featherston Estate,
Tlie pioneers in tile draining to a proper depth, bad a
good deal of prejudice to contend witli and overcome, and
some are rather a little behindhand vet, while other.s

went at it in earnest, and have finished the drainage of
theii' snug patrimonies some years ago. These ha*re

followed up dvii'iping by the moat apiiroved system of

farminj^—fallowing with Turnips, well managed with
lime, farmyard, and artificial matmrcs, and this draining
and management has more than doubled them in value

in less than 10 years. Some of the low-laying moor-
land, too, which would scarcely carry four or five snipes,

now carry as many sheep to the acre. Altoaether, the
crops of Orass, Turnips, Potatoes, and corn, mark
satisfactory and gratifying Improvement and progress.
The Galloway cattle, instead of boing the mixed breed
they formerly were, are particularly pure, and many of
them have carried away first prizes at something higher
than a local exhibition. Thorn hedges and belts of
plantations have been planted nn a groat many ftnniis,

and make capital progress, giving the district a clad
appearance, but more are wanted to give the whole a
snug and pleasing finish. The idea that thorns would
not grow on high lands has been satisfactorily
exploded here. Amid all this hustle and improvement
education has net been forgot. A day-school at Garbnt
Hill fits the rising generation for playing their parts in
this world, and a Sunday school, at tlie Sheeting House,
weans their afiections from this world and fixes thorn
on that which is to come. There is a simplicity and
joyous happiness in the manners of the friends in this
dale that seems to secure the affections of tlie young,
andtocheer them through life, however far they may
wander from their native d^ile ; and those who have
successfully tried their foi-tuiies in the world of com-
merce have fondly cherished the hope of returning to
and closing their days among the woods and wildl of
nature, never losing sight of the simplicity of their
father's house, nor tlio good old maxims which laid its

foundation. Carlisle Patriot.

Kottccg of ilSooks*

PauVs Hose Annual for 1860-61 contains good
figures of the Empereur de Maroc, a hybrid perpetual,
with flowers as dark as those of the old Tuscany;
Victor Verdier, another H.P. much like the Coupe
d'Hebe; Due de Magenta, a grand looking Tea scented
,sort with delicate flesh-coloured flowers, and the Com-
tesse de Chabrillant, another H.P., of which Mr.
W. Paul speaks thus

—

"Such a flower as the 'Comtesse de Chabrillant*
only occasionally rises into existence. It is sufficiently

in advance of the mass to warrant us in predicting for
it a long career of public favour, such as has been
enjoyed by *Baronne Prevosfc,' 'Caroline de Sansal,'

'Duchess of Sutherland,' 'iladame Vidot,* 'William
Griffith/ and other well-known Roses. The flowers are
pink, very sweet, in their best state lovely in colour,
and of exquisite form. The petals are of great sub-
stance, silvery beneath : the foliage and habit are good,
the branches thick and short, bearing an abundance of
flowers. Monsieur Marest, a Rose-grower of Paris, to
whom we are indebted for 'Prince Leon* and other
celebrities, claims the honour of introducing the pre-
sent flower, which has been already figured in one of
the French Journals of Horticulture."

There is also the usual critical account of Kew
Roses and good statistical tables relatinsr to the Rose
Exhibitions of 1860.

Mtery-day Chemistry, by A. Sibson (Routledge), is
* a familiar explanation of the Chemical Principles
connected with the operations of Every-day life,''

contained in 247 closely printed pages. Mr. Sibson
says that most of the analyses he has given have been
.performed per.-onally, and makes the following state-
ment of the plan of liis v/ork :—

_ " The idea at first entertained was to classify every
kind of food, commonly so called, under the general
title of ' Solid Food,' all beverages under the title of
•Liquid Pood,'. and everything appertaining to the
atmosphere in relat'on to ourselves, under the title of
^ Aerial Poodi ' and, finally, to trace the connection of

these one with another, and with our bodily wel-

fare, in a chapter to be called the * Chemistry of

Ourselves.*
" As will be seen, the principle of this arrangement

hits not been departed from,—some of the titles only

having been altered, to insure a more correct termin-

ology."

On Winds and Storms ; with an Essay on the Weather
and. its Varieties. By Thomas Hopkins, M.B.M.S
Pp. 260. Longman & Co.

The author states that in the year 1854- he submitted

to the public a meteorological work, the object of

which was to show that aqueous vapour was the great

disturber of the atmosphere. But he then supposed

that ascending and overflowing tropical currents, as

represented in the Hadleian theory of winds, although

they did not produce the great winds that blow over

the globe, might have a real existence. The collection

of a larger number of facts, and more mature reflec-

tion, produced a conviction that imperfect analogies

had led him, as they probably had led others, to wrong
conclusions; and notwithstanding that high authorities

continue to sanction the Hadleian theory, he is now
convinced it is erroneous.

The influence of Heated Terrestrial Surfaces in dis-

turbing the Atmosphere is treated of in the first place.

The author says, " In meteorological inquiries it is con-

sidered that solar beat acting on the surface of the

earth is the great disturber of the atmosphere, pro-

ducing all the winds that blow over the face of the

globe. We are told that the sun not only heats por-

tions of the earth and the air near to its surface, but

that heated tropical air rises and flows away in the

upper regions towards the poles, from which it returns

in the lower regions to go through the same course in

perpetuity. That solar heat is in some way the great

disturber of the air is admitted, and that air passes from

one part of the atmospheric space to another. Is also

fully acknowledged as a fact. But the important

enquiry which has to be made is, how or iu what
way does wind arise in the aerial currents that are

found in different parts of the world ?

" The heated air near the surface does rise, because

it expands ; but it does not follow that it flows over

laterally in the higher regions as intimated. * * *

No one asserts that the existengg of this supposed

stream has been actually ascertained—and therefore

that which has been assumed as a fiict, remains to be

proved.
" The atmospheric gases are highly elastic fluids,

which undoubtedly are expanded by heat. When,
however, portions of them are thus expanded in the

open atmosphere, they act on adjoining portions but do
not penetrate those povt'ions, iis they merely press

against them. A"d this pressure, the effect of
expansion by heat, is propagated through all parts of the
atmosphere arou"d, both vertically and horizontaliy, and
doubtless raises the upper part to a greater height in

tlie atmospheric space. But the expanding force of the
solar heat, as it is practically exerted, seems to elevate

each part of the atmosphere in proportion to the heat-
ing, and to make it of different neights in difi*erent

latitudes, rather than to cause the air to pass from
tropical towards polar parts. An equilibrium of

pressure may be established by superior density in cold
latitudes, compensating for inferior height, and the
whole atmosphere may be at rest, though different parts
have different temperatures.*'

In treating of " T7ie Action of Aqueous Vapour in

disturhiny the Atmosphere," the author says, "We know,
from common experience, that disturbances arc almost
constantly taking place in the atmosphei;e fvhich pro-

duce various winds, from those which flow gently to the
wildest burrricane ; and that these winds vary in the
times of their duration, from momentary puffs to the
never ceasing trade winds, yet who can point to the
proximate cause of these movements of the air? If
the Hadleian theory is no longer recognised, what force

can be said to disturb the atmosphere, so as to produce
its various movements ? That force, though frequently
operating in a gentle manner in soft breezes, at times
acts with tremendous power, hurling destruction on man
and his works over large portions of the globe. And
when we ask where is the immediate source of this

power, or wbat is its nature, no satisfactory answer can
be obtained from standard works on meteorology."

According to the author's theory, the disturbance
of the atmosphere is owing to the evaporation and con-
densaiion of aqueous vapour. Heat of course is phe
immediate cause of evaporation ; and cold, or the want of
beat, that of condensation. The former process depends
on the energy of th» sun's rays, and must precede con-

densation. The motive power, therefore, is derived ^n

both cases from the action of the sun's rays. And this

is communicated to the atmosphere, according to tlie

theory before us, chiefly by means of aqueous vapour, as

will be seen by the following extract :

—

"Evaporation of water is a cooling process, that

liquid being converted into ice when heat is sufficiently

absorbed by the vapour and thus made latent. But

the heat thus absorbed and made latent by evaporation

is given out and made active by condensation. This

o;curs at all times when vapour is condensed into liquid

water; the heat which was absorbed and rendered latent

when the water was condensed into vapour being given

out and made active when that vapour is re-converted

into cloud. Tliis latter change is therefore a warming

process that takes place within the atmosphere, quite
distinct from that whicli occurs at and near to the sur-
face of the earth through the direct action of the solar

rays." This is the basis of the author's theory.
" Clouds are often produced by condeusatiou of

vapour within limited localities; those parts must,
therefore, be to some extent warmed when the gases
within the cloud will expand into adjacent parts,

become lighter, and be compelled by adjoining heavier
gases to ascend and expand farther, allowing other and
heavier to take their places, thus producing atmospheric
ascending movements, and in time a fall of the baro-

meter in the part. Here, then, we find a process in

operation which is capable of creathig disturbance in

the atmosphere, and of putting it into motion, and, at

the same time, rendering atmospheric pressure in the

lociility so much less as to produce a fall of the

barometer—the fall of that instrument being propor-

tioned to the condensation of vapour.

"The gases within the tropics are not less than as 29
to 1 of the weight of the whole atmosphere; anything,

therefore, which either expands or contracts them in

limited Iccalities disturbs the atmospheric equilibrium,

and originates movements to restore it, which move-
ments carry the vapour with the gases ; [by gases is

here meant those constituting the atmosphere, essen-

tially oxygen and nitrogen] but the vapour itself^

viewed as a ponderable body, is too feeble to bear away
the gases with it. The vapour, therefore, is instrumental

in producing winds only by furnishing heat to the gases

[air exclusive of the vapour of wat*r] at one time and
expanding them, and taking it from them at another

time and condensing them ; and it is only indirectly in

this way that atmospheric vapour cpntributes to the

creation of land and sea breezes. That such action of

vapour is, however, necessary to the production of these

breezes is shoftm, as iu dry countries the breezes are

not found.

"In whatever wa3-, then, we trace alteration of

atmospheric pressure and movement of the air, w^
arrive at the same result. Whether it is the daily

effects produced by the sun, or the influence of various

temperatures resulting from condensation of vapour in

different latitudes or change of seasons, we come to the

same general conclusion, which is, that the great

disturber of the atmosphere is Heat operating through

aqueous vapour,—the heat sometimes leaving thp

vapour and attaching itself "to the gases, and at other

times leaving the gases to join watery particles of

cloud and convert them into vapour. And it appears

that by tracing the action of heat through the circuu^;

stances which it encounters, from diurnal as well as

annual changes in the solar influence, we may account
for those great alterations of atmospheric pressure

and variety of winds uhicli are found over the surface

oftheslobe."
Agreeably to the author's theory are traced the

atmospheric currents, wlietber they occur as trade
winds, monsoons, cold dcscen.ding winds, &c. All these
he attributes to the Iieat derived from condensing
vapour. The vapour is chiefly raised from the equato-
rial ocean by the power of the sun's rays and is con-
densed against the more elevated pa^-ts of the earth.
Whilst condensation is going on parHal vacua are pro-
duced, to occupy which currents\of air move or rash
forward with a steadiness and velocity proportionate to
the amount of condensation, the great areas of whicji
are the Himalnvas and the Andes.

In meteorological researches, observes the author,
the desideratum appears to be to obtain a clear percep-
tion of the natural ]i0wers or forces that disturb the
atmosphere so as to cause its great movements; and to

pi-ove what these forces are has been his principal object.

This we tliiuk he has done. By clear and well sustained
reasoning he has rendered the subject more plain and
simple than hiis hitherto been the case. The publication of
the present volume might have been delayed, the
author says, t<i a later period ; but he had reason to

apprehend that, if deferred, he might be unable jbo

execute the tajsk he had imposed upon himself. An3,
he adds, "many details respecting the complicated
changes that take place in our aerial ocean remain to be
examined and discussed ; but tl^is labour it is pre-

sumed may bo performed with superior advantage after

the disturbing forces have been traced and recognised."

Kvery one who reads the present ingenious work will,

doubtless, hope with us that be himself may be able to
enter upon tlie investigation of tlie details to which Jie

refers.

Messrs. Walton & Jiaberly have issued a new and
revised edition of Lardner''s Handhook of Astronomy

^

edited by Mr. Dunkin, of the Koyal Observatory,
Greenwich.

lyXiscellaneous.
What Cacti are Like vjhen at S'ome. — This

Cerous g'gnnteu.s the Queen of the Cactus tribe,' is

known in California and Xew Mexico under the name
of Petahaya. The missionaries who visited the country
between tiio Colorado and the Gila, more than a hun-
dred years ngo, speak of the fruit of the Petahayo, and
of the natives of the country using it for food; and
they also mention a remarkable tree that had branches,
but no leav&s tiiough it reached the height of 60 feet,

and was of considerable girth The wildest and
most inho.«pitKbIe regions appear to be the peculiar

home of thi-^ plant, and its fleshy shoots will strike root.
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and grow to a surprising size, in chasms iu hoaps of
•tones, wliere the closest examination esm scarcely dis-

cover ft particle of vegetable soil. Its form is various,
and mostly dependent on its atre; the first shape it

assames is that of an immense club standing upright in
the ground, and of double the circumference of the
lower part at the top. This form is very strikmg,
while the plant is still only from 2 to 6 feet high, but,
as it grows taller, the thiclviiess becomes more equal,
and when it attains the height of 25 feet, it looks
hke a regular pillar, after this it begin'? to throw
out its branches. These come out at first in a
globular shape, but turn upward as tliey elongate,
aud then grow parallel to the trunk, and at
a certain distance irom it, so that a Cereus with
many branches looks exactly like au immense candela-
brum, especially as the branches are mostly symme-
trically arranged round tlie trnnl:, of which the diameter
is not usually more than a foot and a half, or, in some
rare instances, a foot more. They vary much in height;
the Iiighest we ever saw, at Williams' Fork, measured
from 36 to 40 feet; but, south of the Gila, tliey are
said to reach 60 ; and when you see them rising from
the extreme point of a rock, wiiere a surface of a few
inches square forms their sole support, you cannot help
«*'ondering that the first storm does not tear them from
their airy elevation. If the smaller specimens of the
Cereus giganteus that we had seen in the morning
excited our astonishment, the feeling was greatly aug-
mented, when, on our further journey, we beheld this
stately plant in all its magnificence. The absence of
every other vegetation enabled us to distinguish these
Cactus columns from a great distance, as they stood
symmetrically arranged on the heights aud declivities
of the mountains, to which they imyarted a most
peculiar aspect, though certainly not a beautiful one.
Wonderful as each plant is, when regarded singly, as a
grand spedmen of vegetable life, these solemn, silent
Ibrm?, wliich stand motionless, even in a hurricane, give
a somewhat dreary character to the hmdscape. Some
look like petrified giant-s stretching out tiieir arms in
speecliless pain, and others stand like lonely sentinels,
-keeping their dreary watch on the edge of precipices,
and guzing into the abyss, or over into the pleasant
-valley of the Williams* Fork, at the flocks of birds that
do not venture to rest on the thorny arms of the
Petahaya; thoush the wasp and the gaily variegated
woodpecker may be seen taking up their abode in the
old wounds and scars of sickly or damaged specimens of
this singular plant. Go6se's Romance of Natural
Mistort/.

Produce of the Vine in S. Australia.—" M." makes
allusion to a statement in a lectm-e delivered at Gawler
on the horticultural capabilities of the colony, " that
seven acres of vineyard here in 1859 produced 100
hogsheads of superior wine." That the vintage of 1860
was a failure, X am free to admit; but it did not arise
.from injudicious prun'ng. '^\I." states .that '* the
vineyard has not produced half that quantity since this
statement was made.'*' Of course not; and this is

easily accounted for, as on referring to ray horticultural
diary I fiud the following entry :—"October 24, 1859

During Sunday night or early this morning a most
severe trost occurred. The Vines, which previously
were looking remarkably well, with a growth of from
cue to two feet, and giving promise ofa more abundant
crop tlian usual, were by 9 o'clock a complete wreck of
blackened leaves and ruined branches." This was the
reason why the seven acres did not again produce 100
bogsheads. "M." also appears to think that the
strenorth of vines in good ground is overtaxyd bv
expecting seven acres to produce the above quantity,, o*r

Siy lii hogsheads per acre, at the age of six years—
when they should uiider favourable circumstances be in
full bearing, but the authority he relers to (Maro) says
the produce of Verdeillio (by the bye the smallest
cropper in our vineyard) sometimes reaches as high as
700 gallons per acre, being within half a hogshead per
acre of our general produce in 1S59, whilst he tells us
Gouais (or La Tulle) produces 1200 to 1300 gallons per
acre, being about 11 hogsheads per acre more than the
vineyard said to be so greatly overtaxed. That vine-
yards may not be so productive at twelve as six years
old wUl probably be lound to arise from another cause
other than bad pruning, namely, the iniudiclous
mcinner of planting too dost-ly. I have seen vines grow-
ing 3 x 3 aud 4 x 4, and in some works on continental
vmeyardd 1 tiud that such distance is often adapted
"M. K^s on to say. " It is said that the vines have
been injured by the Iroat." Of course, if it was said to
be so It waa simply thefucfc, and as I have shown by the
before mentioned extract, its elfect on the Vines for
that season, at least, was ruinous— but, let me add
desperate as the case wa?, in about a fortnit^it after'
wards all hands were set to work to remove the
frozen br.uiches, cutting them away close to an
Tmdeveloped bud. The Vines speedily made another
»Urt. and the result was that the vintage of
1860 produced 30 liogsheads of lirst-class wine from
these seven acres, of a quality equal to the famed
vintage of 18o9. This assertion is borne out by the
opinion of :m emment wine merchant of Adelaide
who ou going thi'ough the cellars, stated it as his
decided opinion, that it was the best collection of wine?

(rootlets) to feed, and I know of three of the most
extensive wine-growers iu this district who are thus
thinning their vineyards. I will put, by way of illus-

ti-ating my meaning, a case iu another paint of view.
Suppose a paddock or run will carry a given number of
cattle with a fair prospect of their thriving, would not
the proprietor be considered very unwise to put double
that quantity on the land, expecting them to do as well
as the smaller number? So it is with Vines—give
them room and they will have full play for their
energies, becoming more robust and productive, besides
allowing greater facility for a small plough to be worked
amongst thpm in the winter and spring, and horse-hoe
or "scuffer^' during the summer months. Twill just
add another reason why Vines are being rooted up now.
In the early days of the colony there were few sorts of
Vines producing wine Grapes", and these only in small
quantities. Vineyards were, therefore, necessarily
planted with table fruit, of which we had a great
abundance, and wine-growers are now rooting up these
latter to make room for wine-producing Vines of first

quality.— t/: F. Wood, in the Farm and Garden,
Adelaide,
Lancaster Riife at the Cape of Good Hope.— The

Marquis of Queensberry and party had excellent sport
in the Strandveldt. Mr. Carruthers, of Caledon,
anxious to show *' the Douglas" South African Sport,
asked, and was cordially granted permission to shoot
over the farms of S. Foulkes, Esq., Duinefonteln, the
Hon. D. G. van Breda, Ratel River, and Michael van
Breda, Esq., Zoetendals Vley. The party w ertf received
by Mr. Eoulkes, in the good old English squire style,
and were most hospitably entertained, had excellent
buck-shooting, hut could not get near an ostrich,
although the young marquis stalked them for four
hours on his hands and knees. At the Hon. D. G. van
Breda's the party were welcomed by Micliael van
Breda, and received with that hearty welcome which
made them quite at home. There the marquis was
more successful. Mr. van Breda, with great tact, took
him np to two ostriches, and "the Douglas'' knocked
them over right and left with Lancaster's smooth bore
rifle, the cock at 130 yards and the hen at 220 yards.
Mr. Stevenson, the admiral's nephew, killed two
ostriches also; but not right and left. The Anglo-
African of Grahamstoivn, Cape of Good JSope,
SeptemUr 20, 1860.

Calendar of Operations
(For the ensuing week.}

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSERVATOKT. &:c.—In pruning and training the

climbers in this and other houses some regard must be
paid to the time when it is desirable the plants should
bloom. Thus, with stove climbers not required to
flower before autumn, pruning may be deferred for
some time yet, but for earlier display it should be done
at once. Passion flowers, Bignonias, and similar plants
which make long annual shoots should only have their
branches thinned and slightly shortened, while others,
as Corabretums, for instance, may be spurred in.

Kenuedyas will soon be showing bloom, and what train-
ing they require should be done at once, but the pruning
of these should not take place till after they have done
flowering. Where Orange trees are grown to decorate
the flower garden in summer care should be taken to
prevent their beginning to push previous to their
removal to tlie open air, and this more especially if the
trees are wintered in a dark-roofed house. Where such
happens the young leaves have always a thin flabby
appearance, and soon turn brown after the plants havV
been set out-of-doors, whereas if growth is prevented
till the trees are in the open air the foliage will bear
any amount of sunshine, and still look green and
healthy.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEEiES.—The present severe weather will necessi-

tate the use of a considerlible amount of fire-heat, parti-
cularly where a high temperature is being maintained
with the view of inducing the plants to show fruit, and
in the case of swelling truit see that a proportionate
amount of atmospheric moisture is secured, for accom-
dating as the Pme must be admitted to be, it is by no
means benefited by a warm parched state of the atmo-
sphere ; see that none of the stock is allowed to suffer
lor want of water at the root. For succession plants a
temperature of from 50° to 55' by means of fire-heat
will be sufficiently high, but it should not he allowed to
fall below 50°.

Vhteeies.-The early house will now require careful
attention, and as the Vines in some places will probably
be in bloom, the night temperature must not be allowed
to fall below 60'^. JMaintain a healthy growing atmo-
sphere by sprinkling the floors, &c., as may he neces-
sary, and admit fresh air whenever this can be safely
done. Also attend carefully to the border, and if

fermenting material is used do not allow the heat to
decline, and where this is not used see that whatever
covering is employed is efficient.

Peach House.—Discontinue syringing where the
blossoms are beginning to open, but secure a nice,
moist, healthy state of the atmosphere by sprinkling

he ever had the pleasure to taste and report on. A-ain,
f

wdlZ'ttt^T^T^^^^
^u-e routing up their Vines, 1 the passages,' &c. as may be necessary, but avoid any"

Of couise^rtS tlT'-'f^^^^^
rosvonly; for they,

'
thing like dampness while the trees are in bloom.« course, hud tuit the sod has too many mouths Mamtain a steady night temperature of 50^ or h^^

[

while the trees are iu flower. Take everyl^^^i^ble
opportunity of admitting fresh air, and where the
external air can be made to pass over the heating
apparatus, which it should do so as to get warm before
coming in contact with the plants, a gentle oirculatloa
should he constantly kept up until the fruit is fairly
set. Avoid the admission of currents of cold air, how-
ever, which would be most injurious to the trees.

'

Pig House.—Damp the trees over frequently, and
if wanted early increase the heat a degree or' two
weekly.

Steawbeeeies in bottom-heat for forcing will require
air daily when the weather is at all favourable to
prevent drawing in those earliest started; when thev
show the truss of flower they should be removed to
shelves in the Vineries and Peach-houses, but the
principal crop should be advancing slowly as yet.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Those who are fortunate enough to have the com-

mand of a gravel pit should get a good supply of this
provided whenever the weafelier is suitable for that
kind of work. Let everything in the shape of in-door
operations which can be done now to save time in spring
be attended to. See to having plenty of soil prepared
for striking cuttings in, as also for potting off", aud have
plenty of draining materials prepared and sorted out in
sizes. Where the stock of bedding-out plants is short
the strongest store plants should soon be selected and
placed in a moist growing temperature, keeping theta
as near the glass as possible, in order to secure
strong growth and obtain good cuttings. If the plants
are well rooted it will be advisable soon to give theia
a shift, using rich soil, for it is of great importance to
obtain strong cuttings, as they are not half the time
becoming established as when weakly dwindUng shoots
have to be used for that purpose.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
AVhere orchard trees are Infested with insects or Moss

as soon as the weather shall have become more favour-
able the bark should be well scraped with a blunt tool
to remove as many of the larva) of the insects as pos-
sible, after which the parts should receive a coat of the
following composition; viz., hot lime and soot in equal
quantities mixed with water from the cow-house until
it attains the consistency of thick paint. This compo-
sition should be well rubbed into the crevices of the
bark in order to make sure of its reaching every hiding
place of the enemy; and if a little cow manure was
worked up in the composition, it would be useful iu
causing it to adhere better. It is a tedi; ua task to pro-
perly cover large old trees with this, but its effect in
clearing them of insects will repay the trouble, and au
occasional coat to young trees will be useful in keeping
them clean. Gisliurst Compound in the shape of a
strong lather is also recommended for the same purpose.
Where early sown Peas are likely to be a failure a
quantity should be sown in strips of turf and raised in a
gentle heat, to be hardened off" and planted out in spring.
For this, however, tliere is yet ample time,

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Make cuttings of choice Gooseberries and Currants,

also Honeysuckles in the same manner, and Irish Ivy
for covering naked fences. Collect into a heap every-
thing capable of being converted into manure, and keep
all about the cottage neat and trim.

STATU OF THE WKATHF.H AT CHISWICK NKAR !^ONDOl»
For tiie Week ending Dec. 2;, 18fiO,ai observed at tlie Horticultural Gardent,

% Barometkb.
Tesh-khatukk.

*

Dec. Of the Air. Of the Eartli
Wind

a^ Uax. Min. Ma.Y. Min.
1

Mean I foot
deep.

2 leei
deep.

Friday 21
; 9 2flS63 29.766 34 28 31.0 1 41i 42 N. .00

Satur. 22/ 10 ; 29.7% 3fi.73-2 34 13 23.5 40 41 N. JOO
Sunday;;;!; 11

Mon. -^4} 12
•:'j.7oo 29.441 35 12 23.5 40 40i N. .02

29.425 J9.4<'3 32 4 13.0 1 391 40) ^. 00
Tuea. 25 13 2:'.4:i9 29.267 :ii 19 25.0 39' 3ei ». .00
rt ed, 2fi, 14 2%r2^

16.609
29.450 32 17 24.5 ' 39 391 >i.E. .00

ThuTB, 27 15 29.431 34 24 29.0 3^ 39 S.E. .00

A.Tera3:e.. 29.608 . 29.498 33-1 1 16 7 1 24.9 ' 39.6 ' 40.3 01

Dec, 21— UnifoTOily overcast ; cloudy; snowing.— 22— Slij^ht snnw; clear and cold; sharp frost,— *i3—Frosty; fine; very clear aud frusty.
—' 24—Overcast; clear sunshine; io%^y \ frost at nisht.— 25—Frosty and fogsy ; densely overcaat; fosjiy; sharp frost*— 27—Overcast; alight snov ; uniformly overcast; snow-fali in ttfi

evening 4 inches deep.
Mean temperature of the week, 13 deg, below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHtK AT CHISWICK
Duria>; the last ^6 years, tor the ensuing Week, ending Jan. 5, 186U

Decemhcr,
aud Jan,

Sunday :iO..

Mod. 31 .

Tuea. 1.,

"ed. 2.,
Thurs. 3,-

Friday 4.,

Satnr. h..

'U *- .
1
««• . 1 . t

tfl* & h£aa ^^ ff a
^•? a u ^ a t d
IU ^Q 0,1 £ u ^ ^

^m^ ^4^ ^fr*

41.8 33.0 38.9
44.2 33.6 39.9
43.6 31.5 1 37-5
42.7 30.4 36.6
4J.2 3I.» 37<5
42.3 31.7

1
37.1

416 1 31.0 [ Sfi.a

lS?t Q-r*^y
Rained. *" *^^'"-

PrevailuiK ffio

Yi
10
It
14
18

16

13

0.30 m.
0.44

0.70
21
56

0.86
O.40

1

i
3
1

3
6

U

4

1

3
a

Ed

2
I

2

2

6
4

6

CO

2
1

3
2
1

6
I

3
6
4

4

6

10

U
:^
10

9

lll2| 3

A

10
4

5

6
4

3

z

I

4
4

1
6

3
L

TheliiKhesttemperRturediirins the above period occurred on theSlat.
1859, anU 3d, 1800~tberm. 57 de}{. ; &ud lUe lowest on the 2il, lSo4—
tlierm. 4 dey.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cacti : P W. Your Opuntia is infested with scale, from which
we believe the mi.'scbief has arisen. We will however keep
the case in remeinbninoe. fuid if we make aui'thing more of

it, you shall have further information.
Names or Plants : Jorqnay. 1, Ceanothua azureos; 2,

Eugenia Ugni ; 3, Jasminum nudiflorum; 4, Krauthia
hiemalis.—// H. Net in flower.

Thk Bowood MrscAT : C. We have already said that the ais-

cussion is closed.
Vines : Pkilo. Since you have a Muscat house plant Bowood in

that; Lady Downe's Seedling should be put in yotu- late

Vinery. The Golden Hamburgh does not require difierent

treatment from what is usually given to the Black Ham-
burgh. By all means plant iaside, not outside. J
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AKTIFICIAL MANUKES, &c.— iManufacturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
and efficient preparation, byapplying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,
&c., Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,
Koanington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Buperphos-
pbatea of Lime, Coprolitea, &c.,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Chemical
Aiiaiysesand Assaying, will find ample facilityand accommoda-
tion at the College.

THE LONDOX MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1S40,)

Are now prepared to send out the following MANUFACTURED
MANURES:—

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, of best quality.
DISSOLVED BONES, axd BONE MANURE for
PASTURES.

CONCENTRATED URATE.
BLOOD MANURE for CORN AND ROOTS.
CORN MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.

They would call particular attention to the article DISSOLVED
BONES, in which they guarantee everv portion both of the
soluble and insoluble phosphate, to bo obtained entirely
from Bones.
The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIANGUA^O ("direct from Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons), NITR.VTE of

bODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, and every Manure of value.
U6. Fenchiirch Street, E.G. Edw. Purser. Secretary.

A W E S'S MANURES.
LAWES'S TURNIP MANURE £6 6

„ BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..66
„ MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME ..55
„ BARLEr, GRASS, and MANGEL MANURES 8

Wheat Manure : Peruvian Guano is proved to be the best and
-cheapest aitificial manure that can be used for Wheat at
autumn sowing.
Peruvian Guano direct from Messrs. Gibbs ; Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, and all Chemical Manures. Linseed,
Rape, and Decorticated Cotton Seed Cakes supplied at the
market prices, by Mr. J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bridge, B.C., and LifFey Buildings, Eden Quay, Dublin.

DIPPENHALL FIRE BKICK FACTORY, near
Famham. Surrey.—Manufactory for Fire Bricks, Vhite,

Bed. and Black Facing Bricks, Plinth Bricks of vario-is shapes
and colours, for string courses ; ornamental Garden Edgin^iS,
Terra Cotta Chimney Pots, and Viises in great variety ; superior
Tesselated Blue, Black, Red, Buff, and White Paving Tiles, for
churches, entrance balls, &c. All kinds of Ornamental Ridge
Tiles, Sewage and other Pipes, Bends, and Junctions ; Orna-
mental Garden Border Tiles to any pattern or colour.—Apply
to Mr. E. Whallev, Manacrer of the Works. Agent fur
Guildford, Mr. Jno. Moon. Ruilder.

COTTAM'S PATENT INVENTIONS fob STABLE
REQUISITES, awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition,

patronised by the English and French Governments, as well as
by the principal Nobility, Gentry, and Hunting Ewtablish-
menta in the kingdom. In use at her Majesty's Stables,
Aldershott and Balmoral.

M^' BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology imd Botany
in the Royal Agricultiu-al Collog^e, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,
that ho may be professionally consulted in all matters relating
to the Geology and Botany of Estates, svich as thj Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, <fcc.—Communications to be addressed to
Proieasor Buckman, Liollur Ward, Cu-enceater.

BITRNARD, LACK, and CO.'S CONCENTRATED
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME; guaranteed to contain

Phosphoric Acid soluble, equivalent to 40 percent, of Tribasie
phosphate of Lime.
CONCENTRATED TURNIP MANURE, equal in value to

the preceding.
Of these Manures Dr. Voelcker says:—"These results must

be very gratifying to you, and are the best proof of the very
high agricultural and commercial value which characterises
70ur concentrated superphosphate."

Detailed analyses, with opinions of the late and present
Chemists to the Royal Agricultiu-al Society, with Testimonials,
Prices, &c., may be had on application to Burnard, Lack,
& Co., Sutton Road, Plymouth.

LOOK TO TOTJit GIUSS LANDS and DOUBLE
YOUR CROPS by dressing them with PULVERIZED

BONES, to be had only ofJARED TERRETT HUNT, Lambeth
Wharf, Lambeth, S.. and Downham Market, Norfolk. 6 cwt.
sufficient for an acre, and the present the time for dressing.
Prepared bones for Vine borders and fruit trees. Half-inch
bones bone dust, superphosphate of Hrae, gypsum, guano, and
aU^ther^artificials of guaranteed quality.

Jf^^,^ FOWLER, JuN., 28, Cornltni. London, E,C.—™ Vi P^r*?cular8 of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
T^/^T^T^o .^.'^.^5' applying at the above address. CATA-
LOUUE8 contammg Prices and Teatimoniola sent post free.

AGRICULTURAL and GENERAITmACHINERY.
—As PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Articles manufac-

tured, Messrs. Burgess & Key, of 95, Newgate Street, Ix)ndon,
B.C., invite the attention of the Public to their large and
choice Stock.

6

REAPING MACHINE—PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Burgess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.G.

LAWN - JIGWING MACHINES—BURGESS and
KEY'S

Machin-es are the most simple and effective yet introduced to
the public, and at a lower price—16 in., CI. ; 19 in., bl. IOji.

;

22 in., 71. ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. Garden
Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always in stock.

ECONOMY OF CORN FOR HORSE & CATTLE FEEDING.

ER. AND F. TuKxiK, Ipswich, submit the prices of
« their celebrated CRUSHING MILLS for Oats, Linseed,

Barley, Malt. &c. They ^ave 25 per cent, of Oats in feeding
horses ; crush Com for Pigs and Cattle, rendering it as eflBca-
cious as if ground to meal ; reduce Linseed to fine meal with
no lo.ss of its oil, and brui.se Malt perfectly. £ s. d.
No.ll MiU(i-ecommended alsofor bruising com forfowls) 3 15
No. 6 MiU for hand, £4 15, or with Bean Mill TNo. 6 B) 5 15
No- T „ „ 6 10 „ (No. 7B) 8 8
No. 2 „ „ orpowerSO „ (No. 2 BJ 30 10
No. 1 „ for power ..12 „ (No.lB)15
No.S ,,forsteampow.l8 18 „ (No.8B)24
Delivery free to all Railway Stations in England, and to the

principal ports of Scotland and Ireland.
At the R.A.S.E. Canterbury Show, 1S60, E. R. & P. T. were

awarded the prize of 5?. for the best Crushing MiU for Power •

the prize of 2L for their Crushing Mill for Hand.
Illustrated PRICE CATALOGUES sent free on application.

~~
REW.PINC AND MOWING MACHINES.

"
BURGESS AND KEY, 95. Newgate Street, E.G.

PRIZEHOLDERS for the best Agricultural Machinery
Manvifaetured.
M'CORMICK'S REAPER, with BuROEss & Key's Screw

Delivery Platform. Price 42(. 10«.
M'CORMICK'H REaPRR for Manual Delivery. Price 251ALLEVS GRASS MOWER, which received the™ t prize

given by the Royal Agricultural Societv. Price BOl
ALLEN'S GRASS MOWER, for one Horse. Price 2'^Z 10^COMBINED REAPER and MOWER-Two-Ho^e MaoLe.

Jrrice o5L
OOMIUNED REAPER AND MOWER-One Horse Macbine,

These Prices include Packing and Deliverinir at any
Kailway St^ition.

^ -^

Testimonials.
Aereatniunber of highly flattering Testimonials in favour

of their Reaper have been receiv*;d, aiuong8t them thetollowmg from

^
Mr. J.aves xVrnot, of Woodcote, Carskalt(m.

Having used your Machine for four years, I would not be

COLLEGE or AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lauo^ Kennington, Loudon, 3.

Principal—J, C, Nesbit, F.G.S.» P.C,a.» &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branchrequisitetoprepareyonthforthepnrinntsot AgricuHure,
Engineering, Mining, Miuiufactures» and the Arta; for tho
Naval and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly asd
accurately executed at the College, The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal,

COTTAM AND COMPANY,Winsley Street,W,. are the original

inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGEK, Water
Trough, and Wrought Iron Rack, united to an iron top-plate,
and forming one complete and useful fixture, having Cottam's
patent noiseless halter guide and collar rein attached, which is

taken to the back of the manger, and works with case and
freedom up or down the guide bar,

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important addi-

tion to theabove fittings, beingsimplein construction, light, and
durable, promotes cleanliness, and is economical in its results,

COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHED DROP
COVER, for the above, is a most essential addition to their
fittings ; it is never in the way ; cau be placed and replaced in
an instant ; while its cheapness, simplicity, and utility in keep-
ing the contents of the troughs clean, and regulating the
quantity to be taken^ i^ quite sufficient to insure its use.

O T r C E,

SUTTOX'S CHAMPION SWEDE SEKD,—
The crop of Seed being more than half destroyed by the

inclement weather thr::>ugliout the last Winter, Sjjring, and
Summer, the preacut price is 2«, 6d. per lb., and to insure a
supply early orders will be necessary. The Advertisement
which appeared at p. 107"2 of Gartteners Ckronicle was an acci-
dental republicatiun of an announcement made last December.

Sriie ilflrtcuUtttal ©alette.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 18C0.

COTTAM'S PATENT SADDLE and HARNESS BRACKET
combined, can be used with great advantage where space is an
object, as it can be turned up out of the wav when not in iise,

COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROUGHT IRON VENTILATING
BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a free admission of
air to the under parts of the saddle.
COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, with perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, and
can be easily cleaned out.
COTTAM'S CAST-IRON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-

proved construction, gives a full water-passage, and does not
allow any smell to ascend from the drain.
PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, imd every article for the

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvanised, and
enamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, Ac,
The New Illustrated Catalogue and Estimates, gratis, upon

application to COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, Winsley Street,
Oxford Street, W. (opposite the Pant'ieonV

LAND DRAINAGE.
WORKS OF DRAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY on all descriptions of pro-
perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-
tical, corpoiate, or collegiate.

Repayment may be made by the Landowner as successive
portions of the works are comi>leted ; or the actual expenditure,
with a commission thereon, may be charged on the property
impi'oved, by way ofrentchai^e on the estate created for various
terms of years so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge
to the circumstances of the tenants.

No investigation of title being roqtnred, or notices given to
Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.
Works of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road

Making, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.
Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by

their own Agents, and charge the outlaj'^and expenses on the
Estate, may obtain Loans for the purpose.
Applications to be made to Wiluam Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament Street, S.W.

HE LANDS IMPKOVEMENT CO:\rPAXY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S,W.
To Landownkbs, the Clerot, Estatb Agents, Surveyors, &:c.

IN England and Wales and in Scotland.
The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-
lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in
amount, for the following works of Agricultural Tmprovemeut,
the whole outlay and expenses in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

L Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pur
pose, Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or
farming purposes-

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks
of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament, Royal Cbiirter, or Commission, in respect of any

public 01 general wnrks of drainage or other improvements,

may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge

the same with the expenses on the lands improved.

No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosure Commissioners

This day^s paper must not be issued witTiout a
record ia its eolumas of the extraordinary weather
of the past week. So severe a frost as that of
Christmas Eve has been rarely experienced ; for-

tunately for the country it was already almost
everywhere wrapped up ia snow, or young AVheats
would have been injured and much food for sheep
and cattle in the lields destroyed. At many
Thames-side villages above Keadin*^, the registered

thermometer on Christmas morning was read as

low as zero. "We have been favoured with the

meteorological register of Mr. John B. Spearing,
of Moulsfordj near "Wallingford ; his iostruments
as those of an experienced observer may Le trusted,

and the record of his register thermometer read on
Tuesday morning last was 6^ below zero

!

The maximum temperature of the previous 24
hours had been 26"^

; the daily range was thus
no less than 32'' Fahrenheit. On the following
morning the minimum was zero, the maximum of
the previous djy having been 24^ Up till that

date the temperature uf the soil at 1 fout deep had
remained above the freezing point. On the
Thursday morning, however, it had fallen to 32*^,

and no doubt, as we have already said, the slow-
ness with which the buried instrument was
affected by the severity of the cold outside was
due in great measure to the covering of snow as
well as that of earth by which it was protected*

pays itseU iu so short a time."

Iif a former paper oq the relative merits of
Peas and Potatoes as food, we endeavoured to show
that though the latter are so much trusted they
Gontaiu but a small amount of true strength-
giving matter; and especially did we urge that
though this esculent was salutary to the rich as a
diluent of stronger food, yet that at any price

it is but a poor stuff lor the poor man to lean
upon ; while at its present lii>ili price, it is con-
siderably dearer than bread, Peas, or other real
flesh-making foods,

"We purpose now, in ordur the more firmly to

establish our position, slightly to review what the
Potato has accomplished by its introduction and
subsequent wide-spread cultivation. Before this

tuher became generally grown 'by the agricultural

labourer, we find that during his engagement he
was usually fed in the farmhouse kitchen; or, if

married, he had a weekly allowance of articles of

food, which with his little garden-produce of Cab-
bage, Parsnips, Carrots, Peas, and thelike, kepthim
hale and vigorous. The farmer's board was spread
with coarse food it is true, but it was hearty and
abundant. It might consist of an occasional slab

of ancient and inferior beef, or a joint of pork or

mutton from animals which were killed ** to make
sure of 'em ;" but still so long as it was not dis-

eased, even though it needed extra mastication, it

could yield with Peas aud otiier. vegetables (or it

may have even been brown bread) tiiose 5 ouncta

of muscle-making matter which a bard working

man wastes in performing his daily labour.

"What, then, was the result of this treatment?

Let the deeds recorded in the tale ot the Boouring

For further information, and for forms of application, apply of the white horse inform US. Countrymen eveu

tOM P^rrarf; Weytmms?er,'iT''-'
""^^^

»-^'"M ia Gloucester, Wilts, aid Somerset had .ufBcieut
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energy and strength to engage in athletic sports

;

they were fine grown men, with a really muscular
development.*

Let us review their present state. If married the
peasant lives with his family in a cottage of
scarcely ever more than two rooms, and if there
be a third the family exigencies compel the letting
of this to an unmarried labourer. He may have a
garden and keep a pig, and if he can but secure
two sides of fat bacon for the year's consumption
he is supremely happy; for in the old Christmas
greeting :

—

" I wish ye a merry Christmas,
And a happy new year

;

A pocket tull of money,
And a cellar full of beer ;

A good fat pig to serve ye all the year,
' Hoop!"

•we have the peasant's notion of the elements of
comfort. And having just examined the merits
pf Potatoes, let us just inquire into those of the
pig', which is the poor man*s most constant meat.
To be considered good it must be fat, and then in
order to have hira serve all the year the flesh must
be salted, by which the nourishment afforded by
it is by no means improved. The composition of
pig in a fresh state may be made out from the
following table, in which we have included that
of other meats for the sake of comparison :—
Assumed Average Composition of .^tire Carcasses of Butchers^

Meat—(Lawes and Gilbert.) :

—

Animals as
fattened for
the Butcl^pr.

CoiirOSITION PER CENT. OF CARCASSES EXCLUDINO
Head and Feet.

^[ineral

Matter.

Calf ..

Bullock
Ifimb '.

,

SheQp .

,

Pig ..

« a

;ii

4.5

6.0

3.5

1.5

Dry Nitrogenous
Substance.

Flesh Formers.
16.5

15.0
11.0

12.5
10.0

Fat,

Heat Givers.
16.5

30.0
35.

40.0
50.0

Water.

62.5

50.0
50.5
44.0
38.5

To apply this in

we append another
matter

:

its relation to 1 lb. of meat
table in orJer to show this

Veal.

oz.

10
1

grs

82

1 199

Beef.

03.

8
grs

62

2 2S1
aid

1 122

Mutton.

oz.

7

grs.

16
52

Pork.

oz.

6
grs,

69
385

3S5

4 340
350

6
o

1V6
246

315

8
105

Water ,

,

Gelatine .

.

Fibrine an,d Al-'J
bumen

|
(flesh formers))

Fat
,

Jlineral inatter .

Veal has more flesh formers per lb. ou account of its great
ftbsence of fat, thus explaining the principle upon which the
fat of bacon is generally eaten with veal. Pork, again, with its

great quantity of fat, is a fit medium for the flcsh-forraing
food of Peas pudding.

Here then on comparing different meats, as we
formerly did several vegetahle food substances, we
arrive at the conclusion that among animals the
pig is lowest in the scale as regards its flesh-

forming, strengthening, or body-restoring matter,
as we formerly found the Potato to be in the list

of articles commonly employed in vegetable diet

—

and these two form the most usual food of the
man who is constantly at work, and therefore
always requiring not the poorest but the most
uourishing kind of food.

Now having so far described the most promi-
nent characteristics of the labourer's diet, let us
proceed to inquire into its results. It is quite
certain that where food of an inferior quality is

found to satisfy the labourer because he can easilv
-get quantity, he is made to put up with a les's

wage than where his habits are in favour of a
better kind of diet. Thus in the midland counties,
where Potatoes are so much relied upon, wages
are lower than elsewhere ; but it would appear
that where wages are lowest, there a certain quan-
tity of heer is allowed ; and where they are higher

• From this claaa the array was reci-uited with men of
Btat\ireto which the contrast of the present day is said to be
extraordinary. Upon this pMnt wo quote a communication
recently received from a militan- man now and for many
yeara post actwg as captain and adjutant to a militia reEnment
Jn an agncultural county, flis largo exi)erieuee may be relied
upon. He says:—"Any person connected with recrnitinir
must remark th.^t the men are far below what they used to be
fts to tiillneas and strcn^fth. Nor is the present run of recruita
fit for canying much more than half what" in my time was
earned—in an about 60 Ibg,, and I hare seen this done for
??**• . ^'^^ standard of the army up to 1S52 was not less than
afeetfimchee; but men of this size in mmibers aumot be
obtained now The surgeon of my old re^ment. now dead,
frequently spoke of this subject, and told me that about40 ve;irs
smce the farmers fed their men and lads, giving as much baconand brcEwl as they could well get through, with a sprinklini? of
beer, and at that time this set of men were in appearance a
perfectly different lookmgh,t, ruddy and strong. The vounLr
feUows that now gonendly join the army are in a half starving
state

:
at least a great number of them tell the surgeon sowhen remarks are made on their weedy condition The

SI^^» 1 ?*r 1^'^''^
=i''"'^

^^''^'^ ^""""^ l^e farmers, and
told me that the bacon. Beans, greens, &c., used to be brought
to a large kitchen when the bell sounded for dinner, and thenthe qiianUty consumed was wonderful." [The difficnltv of

nrev'S,?'^ 'S^^'' ^ ""^"T''^
""2''^' ''^"'^ ^ P^^^t from the im-provement of the class here disparaged-so that only thervfuae of them now will lUf^r. *« t^^ ..^..:^: .

^
'. ^L*'",

there are stiimlations for the keep of so many
sheep, a cow, the finding of so much Wheat or
cartage of coals. These facts will be the more
clearly brought home to us by the following
extracts from a Table of the value of agricultural
labour for 1S60, published at page 392 :—
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The above table is sufficient to show us that in

the poorly-fed districts, that is, the bacon and
Potato counties, wages are lower than elsewhere,
and we may safely conclude that the power to

labour is less also, as we find that ixny extras
resolve themselves into beer or cider, the poor
man whose stomach is merely filled up with a mass
of non-muscle-making food, relying in all cases

upon the stimulant of drink ; and it may further

be remarked, that the love of drink so engendered
tends to lower his self-respect, for when he can
fill his stomach cheaply his greatest happiness is

too often that of boosing in the alehouse with what
he has to 5pare ; and when has not penury some-
thing tci spare for a Lethean draught ?

Such men get small wages, and they are not
worth greater ; they have not the power to work
like the well fed man, and if we look at the
wages of the northern counties we shall find that
they are not at all out of proportion for the mnsele
which a north-countryman can render for the
money, while his better system of living has
elevated his mind, and he is an intelligent man,
he reads, and writes, and thinks, and his sons are
mostly so superior in int'-llect that they come south
by hundreds to be bailiifs over the heads of the
very natives whom one would suppose to be
best acquainted with what OTight to be done.
In the north the pt;rquisites are Wheat, Oat-
meal, run for a few sheep, keep of a cow, some-
times malt—for a northman has sense to brew his
own beer, and we wish him the best of luok with
his brewing, for a jug of home-brewed shared with
your family or a neiijhbour inspires generous sen-
timents, while sotting in a beerhouse has a tendency
just the reverse.

P

From these remarks then we conclude that
every working man wastes so much muscle 2)er
diem in his labour as requires a certain amount
of muscle-making matter in his food to restore. If
he gets this he maintains so far the conditions for
health of body, and is likely to keep his mind
hfalthj^ too; if not he degenerates both in body
nnd mind

; his physical nature, his stature, his
thews and sinews, dwindle and degenerate, and
he entails this degeneracy upon his offspring. The
result of this want of muscle inclines to a trust in
stimulants ; and so, just as in large towns the
greatest number and finest of the gin palaces will
oe in the poorest quarters, so in the districts where
the agricultural labourers put up with a low
quality of food and low wagee, there the beer-
houses will be thickest. Sadly, then, do we want
line upon line, and precept upon precept,, as to

what is food. The poor man wants to he taught
that it is not merely filling himself with Potatoes
75 per cent, of which is water, and the reot con-
taining but a small portion of the element of
muscle, will restore the wasted strength of a day's
work. He wants to be taught that it is not the
fat of meat that will restore this ; and above all
he wants to learn that stimulants are not feedings

To the poor man Potatoes and fat (for if he have
a pig he wastes his substance in making it over
fat, so that its lean is wasted by a kind of
disease), are not an economical food, but should in
reality be classed with luxuries for the rich. Let
him then look more to nutritious food, as bread
Peas-pudding with his pork or bacon, Potatoes or
Parsnips with his beef. But he asks, Where are
we to get the beef? We answer: In the north
the labourer
maintains as easily as a pig, and if he don't buy
beef it is because he can eat Oatmeal, which con-
tains muscle as well as beef. Don't trust to the
Potato and the Pig ; look above them and
you will certainly attain to higher things, and
better wages, and be worth them too. Again, let

the clergy not be content with having procured
allotments for the poor man's Potato ground, and
suppose because in a good year of Potatoes, the
man can be kept with a full stomach, at a
minimum of cost, that therefore he is well off; he
must be inspired with higher wants than his pig,

and we are of those who believe that a badly fed,

poorly nourished body engenders cretinism and
degeneracy not only in bodily and physical

development, but in the higher attributes of the

mind. Assuredly then this question of the com-
position of food is intimately connected with the
moral as well as the physical well being of the

people.

c uocx i IT ^ wuavKci . xn tne nortn
has the produce of a cow, which he
easily as a pig, and if he don't buv

*

** Aktekial Deaii^age" is a rather left-handed
expression , for arteries in anatomy are those
bloodvessels distributing the crimson life-stream

from larger into smaller conduits, and thence into

minuter capillary tubes and pores, whereas arterial

drains and streams operate in the opposite direc-

tion, collecting the water of myriad springs a^d
ditches, uniting it in brooks and water-courses,

converging these into larger mill-streams and
rivers, and discharging into expanding estuaries.

The phraseology is certainly of Hibernian origin.

English people speak of "trunk" drainage, out-

fall streams being supposed to bear a like relation

to farm ditches and underdrains, that tree stems

and limbs bear to the branches and twigs. Both

of these metaphorical expressions are valuably

suggestive, for it is an engiuL-ering truth, that the

minor channels in every part of a drainai^ system

ought to be proportioned to the main channel, and

the main to its feeders, just as the tubular vessels

for blood and the fibrous vessels for sap and

strength are proportioned relatively to each other

and to the entire system of which they form part.

Undoubtedly, had we to rectify the drainage of a

new unsettled country, where no vested rights and

piecemeal works had previously established all sorts

of disproportions in the rivers and drains, we should

amend and construct every portion of channel on

the idea that each river with its strenmlets,

feeders, ditches, nay, even the very springs that

triokled toward its supply, formed one harmo-

niously connected system, which should be orga-

nised as a whole independent district, and we

should adjust the '' regimen " or regulated volume

and velocity of every mile of river or length of

drain, according to the exact increasing scale due

at all distances between the fountain-heads and

the final embouchure.
I

J

And in ouf own old country, if we would make
the most of the annual downfall dr.jpping in

rains, condensing in dews, and feathering

down in fiakes of snow—if we would preserve

a dry land surface for healthy grazing a^^

prolihc husbandry, convey safely to the ocean

any excess of down-pouring that may threaten

to drown us, irrigate wherever it wonld

be profitable, store up and mete out cheap mill-

power without waste to manufacturers of flour ot

of woven goods, fill the locks of canals to the bri"^

without leakage and damage to fields beside the

hauling way, scour out deep harbours for the

seaport outlets of our national productions—those

mouths into which the oomraerce of a world is

poured ;—in short if we would make the be$t of sou

and stream for our thronging population, and

beside all this revivify the very atmosphere O'

this too pestilent kingdom and halve the deadly

percentage in the health returns, we mustof neew-

sity enter upon some course of central and general
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•tiui)ervision and conservancy of the wliole drainage

and water use of the country.

"What ! exclaims the practical improver, shall we
stir up the passive weight and distinctiveness of a

million existing rights and interests ; shall we
sweep away commissioners of sewers, supersede all

local district commissioners, overseers and sur-

veyors, flboli&h the Bedford Level corporation,

repeal all private Acts for navigation, drainage, &c.,

start a Government management of all water

courses, parcel out the kingdom into catchment

basins, survey, report, proceed to execute works
till everywhere **the crooked ia made straight,"

and ** every valley " as it were ** exalted," and so

with a strong despotic hand rendering England,
despite iU weeping sky, a land that engineers and
doctors shall doat on above all other lands on the

globe, as hydraulically and sanitarily perfect?

No, good friend, not quite so rapidly as that; but
that some great general legislative measure Is

required, owing to the failure of the Local Act

d
and no naked fallow. The Swedish Turnip, *• inita

;
learn how by judicious crossing the weight and valu

baga/' was of recent introduction ; Mangel ia not
, of the eheep stock has been increased and fitted to thi

mentioned. We believe it was not introduced tis a
field crop till about 1815, and then experimentally;

thig

indeed its great value has scarcely been recognibed
generally more than 10 years, if so much. Now, from
the belief that the land is Turnip sick, and from the

keeping properties of the Mangel when properly stored,

the cultivation of Mangel is increasing yearly. We
know an instance in which a crop of Trifolium incar-

natum was fed early by couples, manured, ploughed
deep, and the Mangel seed dibbled in. The crop so

grown was estimated at 18 tons per acre. As a drawback
to the Swede it has been remarked, that if to clear the

Barley ground^ or because the Barley might suffer from
the whole crop being consumed, the Swedes have been
fed on'the Wheat stubble sown with Rye, Trefoil, &c.,

that Swedes sown the same season on this ground
will rot. There is an impatience ofthedif&culties from
fly or dry weather, which has led some farmers to

substitute the Manuel almost entirelv for the Swede.
Again, the breed of sheep has been improved ; the
Down has superseded the Wiltshire on the chalk ; the

system of introducing improvements or its inability
i

Down and Half-bred has replaced the Kotts, said to
to meet the cases demanding redress, you have no have resembled the Half-bred, in the Vale. The forest

wish to dispute. Of course the hardy unso- sheep or heath-croppers, and greensward sheep, spoken

phisticated M.P, who should ask leave to bring in ,

of by Mavor, have passed away from a district ill-

his little Bill for consolidatinjr all existing and !

fitted for any breed of this stock. The pigs are still

future drainages under one methodising cen-

tralised administration, would be greeted by
the profound, erjightened, and progressive

assembly of legislators with an immense cheer of

approbation and irony. The Millennium is not

coming till 1867, and our Parliament is not

yet prepared fur very comprehensive measures

;

but, meanwhile, we may surely pass a moderate

Berkehires. Nothing is more manifest to those whose
remembrance carries them back 40 years, than the

improvement of the horned stock ; ill-favoured kine

called the Newbury sort, bred on the wastes of the
forest, were too often seen, where the Short-horn is

now found.

We say little of artificial manuix's, we hold that the
fAVDi Is best managed which buys little and soils much.
We especially noticed two such farms—one on the

tract of light and kindly tillage.

Turning to the tract of Grass land to the westward
in the Vale, we may learn how the judgment and care
of the feeder enable him to win the prizes of the
Smithficld Club, how the dairyman maiutaina and
manages his stock and the economy of dairy produce.
These and such like examples are to be found by the
farmers at their very doors.

In application, to use again the words of Philip
Pusey, ** If our farmers will inquire what is done by
the foremost of them, they will themselves write such
a book of agricultural improvement as never was
written elsewhere, in legible characters, with good
straight farrows, on the broad page of England.** Let
the Berkshire farmers accept and apply this expression

of practical wisdom.
Sounded in notes loud and strong, as from the

token of the inheritance of the ancient House of

Fusey, by one gone to his rest, may it wake up the

latent energies of their West Saxon blood to new
exertiou in the improved cultivation of the royal county
which it is their pride and privilege to till.

[The above article concludes the series descriptive

of Berkshire agriculture. Wo understand that the
several parts are to be collected and publirihed by the

Rev. J. C. Clutterbuck in pamphlet form.]

Bill through both Houses capable of relieving
|

green sand, another a dairy farm. The most striking

upland valleys by a simpler and cheaper process improvements are in the increase of sheep stock on

than any yet sanctioned by those wise and purely arable farms fed on the two crops rai.<ed on the

practical bodies, and providing bewildered under fallows, the universal introduction of the Swede and

drainers with a cheap and ready short cut through ^^/^g^^' drammg where it has been done, inclosure

the annoyances of intervening owners and the f ^P^^'^^ ^^^^^ ^"^/^« investment of capital in

,. ' . ,.,.^ i>
° i_T A farmmg as a commercial Speculation, mstead of the old

aeghgence or inability of more public conservators. ^^^^^J' ^p i«^i.,-„„ f^„ 4.\L ^„n.'. J^^*- r,— *i,« ^«...v

Some people want only a minor measure for

securing or amentiiDg the outlets needfnl for

deep underdrainage, but are afraid of venturing
within sight of a water-mill, or a meadow flooded

by the reservoir of a canal. Well, for immediate
pressing necessities, extending over a very great
area of the kingdom at'd lying perhaps far above the
reach of inundations either in winter or summer,
such a_ measure must be passed at once; and it
would include the remedy of many cases of real
nooding by tortuous uncared for water-courses.
-But the river valleys, the great suflferers, can in
lew places be touched, unless you deal with water-
wheels that are no longer picturesque beneath a
railway viaduct, and with pent up navigations
now so excessively important, whilst tolling

perhaps one barge per week iis'it sluggishly lags
across the country with goods which might fly by

|

outfalls

the rail. A law for the relief of minor cases can
be easily obtained ; a strong determination on the
part of the agricultural interest can alone carry
the larger and more momentary measure. /. A. C.

system of looking for the year's rent from the year's 1

crop. ,

-

We are invited to name improvements still required.

We name draining to be done entirely by the landlord,

under competent superintendence; we have stated our
reasons for this already. There are still large tracts of
land in Berkshire uudrained. To speak with all due
respect, ecclesiastical, collegiate, and corporate

bodies have too long allowed the vicious system of

tenure which they have inherited to prevail—leasing on
lives—so-called beneficial leasee "lucusanou lucendo"
though there is a disposition to get rid of this evil.

They are still in the wood—large estates managed by
ever changing buitsars, estates of which the tenants
have never seeu the landlord or any agent but a
lawyer, buildings on' repairing leasea*^ cottages which
ai'e let with farms which no one cares to repair, farms
clustered in villages and distant from the land, main
outfalls blocked by almost useless mill-dams, other

neglected, timber trees allowed to be

THE AGHICULTURE OF BERKSHIRE,
BY

THE EEV. J, C. OUTTTEEBUCK, OF LONG WITTEN-HAM.
(Concluded from p. 1136.)

The Vale.—With reference to other implements, as

clodcrushers, Crosskill's and others are much used either

for pulverising the soil, of which the clods and lumps
werajheretofore broken by wonien with wooden mallets

called heal beetles, pronounced hile bitle, heal being

to cover the grain when sown ; Cambridges and other
iron rollers, many forms of scuftlers, scarifiers, broad
shares, as the variations of the soil suggest. There is

iii common use, in some parts of the Vale, a cat's-claw

drag in a square wooden frame on wheels, fitted with
a lever to raise the tines at pleasure, which was
invented, we believe, by a Berkshire or Oxfordshire

farmer and is a Very terviceable implement. It has
been remarked that the germs of these growing im-

plements are to be found in Mavor's report. Any
striking changes since his time have been the perfect-
ing these implements, which were sadly checked by
the agricultural riots of 1830, which in pai'ta of this
county absolutely drove many implements, especially
threshing machines, out of use for some years. Now
it is difficult to persuade the labourer to resume the
flail if occasion require.

Uniuclosed parishes were frequent at the date of
jVIavor's report. Of a list given by him of 130 parishes
l-6th were uuinclosed, 2-6ths partly inclosed, 3-6ths
inclosed ; we are not aware that there are six parishes
uninclosed in the county at present—hence much of the
improvement in stock, cultivation and general mann^-e-
nient. The rotation of crops was then not essentially

shredded till they have no heads to draw up the sap.

There are plenty of these things. But for practical

improvement in husbandry, breeding, feeding, and
every operation by which farming thrives and reflects

credit on those who cgirry it out, we venture to take

up the remark of one whose word was well nigh a law
to the farmers of England—" The experience of our :

" best farmers," said Philip Pusey, " is the safest source
,

of improvement." We confidently turn to the yeomen '

and tenant farmers of Berkshire and recognise in their
,

intelligence, judgment, practical knowledge, and some-
! "'^d^people of Bedford "s°em""careie97of the "great

times dearly bought experience, sufBcient grudes m the
^j^,„^g ^j^]^ ^^j^j^i^ ^1^^-,^. locality is associated, or its

farming suited to the various and widely differing dis-
j^^ciont rcUcs or I'uiiis, they are not unmindful of the

tncts of this county. ^^ e also accept the lessons to • practical benefits they derive In the present day, for the
be learned m the hazardous school of the experimental

:yjg-^oj.^(j„ .^gj^j^ "What is most worth seeing here-
farmnig of the amateur. We venture respectfully to ^^^^^^ p >, j^ .^^ ^^^^ directed to the
reier to the highest of these, believing that the larms

A DAY AT BEDFORD.
Hakvkst being over, and a day's relaxation promising

to be acceptable, we were glad to take a three-hours*

ride on the North-Wi^tern, and treat ourselves to

what we had long desired, viz., a quiet Inspection of

ploughs and plough-raaliing on an extensive scale.

Some years since, when passing through Bedford, the

Britannia Works, for it is these we refer to, were
scattered about in different directions, worksbop after

workshop having been added according as the extension

and exigencies of the business de.^landed. Consequently,

in a hurried visit, one could hardly see little more than

a meagre outline of the details of field implement
manufacture. However, it is otherwise now, and the

visitor with his admission order can in a few hours see

what his tastes most lead him to, in the present beauti-

fully arranged block of buildings.

Our examination being that of a sight-seer rather

than that of a critic or reporter, the few notes we have
to offer bear a correspondingly loose cTiaracfer.

EEDTORT)
'

seems a very quiet orderly place, for on arriving there

about 10 at night you might almost have fired a gun up
the High Street, without risk of injury to any one.

The public-liouses, e^en, had apparently'lost the wonted
"life" which we expect to observe in them, in most
places, at that hour; and whether policemen are needed
or not, we can only say that it was not our lot to see a*

blue-coated gentleman, cither then, or on the following

day. Whence comes this amount of quietude and
order? Have the famous educational privileges which
Bedford enjsys, anything to do with it ? This point
we leave for settlement by others. The river Ouse
floors Bluggishly through the town, bearing ou its bosom
a few swans with their usual uridtocratic bearing, as

well as boats and barges for pleasure or utility, A
handsome bridge with an inscription telling all the outs

and ins of Its history, spans the stretun, which ia here

not unlike the Avon at Stratford. But these matters

we do not dwell upon, nor upon the historical names
interwoven with the place, whether that of Bunyan,
"the glorious dreamer," or of John Howard, the

miiJjhty and laborious phlluuthrupist—names which
will be held in everlastiner remembrance. But if the

at Windsor, with their recently introduced steam culti-

vation, simple couvonieuco, the completeness of their

establishments, their high bred stock, and the atten-

tion of those to whom the practical management is

entrusted, will always be open to any subject; of the
realm, who led, not by idle curiosity, but by a wish for

practical information, seeks to inspect them. In the

forest the landlords and residents on their property
are the chief improvers, as we should expect in a district

in which a natumlly sterile soil presents a picturesquely

diversified surface. The chalk district affords abundant

instruction to the breeders of eheep, whether at Oakash or

old Hayward's farm, by those who have won the high

honours conferred by the Royal Agricultural Society,

or a host of others who devote their time, intelligence,

and capital to carry out the work the breeder has

begun, in ail that ia necessary to carry out sheep

farming to perfection.

Descending to the Vale we find examples of the same

principles pervadiuf;; the richer soils, where much is

sold and Uttle bought, and the productiveness of the

land is developed to the utmost in yielding crops for

feeding stock, following each other in the closest

different : on the heavy land, Wheat, Beans, Barley, ' systeni of rotation. We glance at the sheep cotes of

seeds, fallow ; on the lighter soils, Wheat, fallow -with
i
the fighter soils, whence the lambs are so early sent to

Turuips, Barley, seeds. The great improvement ' supply the monster demand of London. jVs we pass

seems to be the growing more green and root crops,
;
on towards the confines of the county to the north we

|

BEITA^^^'IA IRON WORKS
of Messrs. James and Frederick Howard. These are

situated just across the Midland HaiUvay, on the

Wobuni koad; and it is from the bridge over the line

that decidedly the finest general view of the establbh-

ment may he had. Here the six span roofs of the

building with their numberless glass tiles or daylights,

and the beautifully variegated arrangement of the

brick courses and the stone cornices in the walls may
be seen to greatest advantage. The tall and symme-
trical chimney stalk is almost a lanJimirk in the

district. Tlie entrance lodge and archway, as well

as the buildings and offices, are all in modern Italian

style. Passing through the lodge across a largo

gravelled yard are the Works, where hundreds of clang-

iiiir hammers send their reverberations through the

for as Longfellow says of a far quieter scene,

" Week in, week out, from morn till night.

You can hear his bellows blow;
You can hear him awing his he;ivy sledge.

With measured boat aud slow,

liike a Hextnn rintring the villf^re bell

When the evening sun is low."

On the left, a carriage drive sweeps up to the o ces,

ancl the railway-hou'^c, or private goods station, on

the opposite side. The open space referred to contains

hundreds, if not thousands, of ploughs and harrows,

arrano-ed in close file, quite ready to sustain any attack.

Jo
air
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(of purchasers) which may be made. Here you tind
ploughs of every sort and size imaginable—some of
them hardly imaginable; for we noticed one old
wooden erection with a great vipliiU slope instead of a
mould-board, and a beam reminding one of a schooner's
bowsprit. This we learned was used for some purpose
or other in the Fen country, and stands among the
moderns like a relic of the past. The other varieties
are well known, extending from the massive treble H
that will turn over 14 inches of soil, and draw the
sweat out of six or eight as good horses as you like
to put before it, down to the finest tool for an amateur
with his pony, or a market gardener witli his general-
purpose cob. Then there were Cape ploughs with their

double-beams, which looked as if they would stand any
amount of rough usage that either the Kaffir or his

bullocks might put upon them; also ploughs for the
" Garden of England " (Kent), having light skeleton
mould-boards, so as to comply with the Kentish tastes

for the complete inversion of the soil. But tliis wil-

derness of ploughs, all of the orthodox blue, is varied
by the presence of their kindred relative, tiie harrow;
also like the plough, of the most diverse sizes which
could possibly be required. Then near the gas lamp
and water fountain, in the, centre, rows of cultivators

for horse haulage and for steam traction— of the latter,

however, more anon—present theuisolves. Beyond the
carpenter's shop we found a field of horse rakes, which
contrasted strangely with the noble Ehns and le^fy

verdure around or above them.
With nothing more for the moment than a glance

inside, at the pandemonium of fires and forges, of

stalwart men and active lads, we pass to the other side of

the Works against the river, where barges are unloading
the crude materials that are destined to be fashioned
into the products of the establishment. Piles on piles

of pig-iron show themselves, loam for moulding, coke
and coal for smel:ing. The latter is sea-borne from
Newcastle to Lynn, and is thence delivered in barges to

within a few yards of the spot where it is wanted for

consumption. Still further to economise lal)0ur, the
tramways extend completely round the building, as

well as inside the workshops, with turntables in every
direction. By means of the little trucks which run on
these lines of railway, much heavy lifting as well as

tedious wheelbarrow work is avoided, as one man can
push nearly a ton weight along with comparative ease.

A very interesting scene, and one full of life and !

energy, is '

THE FOrNDRT DEPARTMENT.

A couple of large cylindrical iron erections form the
melting furnaces. They have a platform, to which the
iron and fuel required for feeding them are hoisted by
steam power. Then below is a spout or trough,

rough which the~TTquid metal runs in a glowing
stream into a ladle mounted on wheels and running on
the tramway. A rich sight, indeed, it is to see the
fiery column pouring out and throwing beautiful corus-

cations of sparks around. AH is as manageable, too, as

if pouring milk from the pail into the coolers of the
dairy. When full the ladle is pushed along the tram-
way, and the iron decanted out to the moulders as

required. How rapid the transformation, and how
illustrative of the control mind poMpases over matter
are the new forms which, momentarily, as it were,
spring into being at the will of the moulder. Standing
beside a dozen ranges of about 12 moulds or chills for

casting plonffhsharpB, you see a man and boy at each
set or range working away, as if for life or death, when
quick as thought out spring dozens of shares of the well-

known and clearly outlined form, lettered and complete.
Man and boy appear to have a separate job for either
hand, and as you stand musing on the scene of busy
activity, the same game is repeated. And the same
again and again, until you cease to wonder where those
many tons weight heaps of shares, reminding one of
great Mangel stores in extent, all uianage to come from.
The arrangement for making and hardening the plou'^-h-

shares has been patented by Messrs. Howard, and cer-
tainly nothing can be more complete or efficient. Of a
more noisy character is another job going on close at
liiuul We reter to the shaping and fitting of steel
mould-boards, on laree iron blocks, so as to obtain per-
fect exactitude among all the turn-furrows of the
pattern or i^tterns in \iand. Stem looking, CAre-for-
nothing «ort of fellows these workers in iron seem to be ;
tossincr about the largest monhl-boards as if they were
B3 many playthings, and minding not the deafening
rattle whicii they mtlict on the untutored ear of the
stranger. Xeither less interesting, nor less noisy is the
next house, winch for want of a better name, or for
want of knowing better, we may style the

DBESSTN'O DEPiJirMEXT.
A row of massive grindstones, 6 ^eet in diameter, salutes
jou on the right. Prom them also sparks are flyingM the raouldbuards are being smoothed against theiT
rapidly revolving discs. Tliis work carries fullv as
much danger with it as any other in the whole esta-
blishment. Certainly a grindstone, with a piece of
metal pressed against it for sharpening or polishino-,
ought not to frigljten anybody, but with one of these
grindstones moving probably at 40 or 50 miles an hourm its circumference, the rase is very different. Sup-
posing the smallest fracture of the stone to occnr, tRe
centrifugal motion is necessarily so great that the
detached portion flie^ off at a tangent, carrying de-
struction before it. The danger is certainly great in

this as in many other operations in the Works, but the
difficulty of enforcing sufficient caution is greater ; one
day a man loses his hand by carelessness ; within an
hour a dozen apply for his place. Another day a

grindstone Hies through the roof, frightening the grinder
from his place ; but no danger deters men when the
pay is good, and the more dangerous the occupation
the less fear seems to be felt, or care exercised, except
under strict rules and constant supervision.

The motive power of the Works—a very powerful and
massive compound (high and low pressure) engine by
Goodfollow of Manchester—is worthy of more than a
passing glance. Securely bedded on a foundation of

solid masonry, you may stand within an inch of the
basement and hardly recognise the fact of such a force

beside you. And, being wholly enclosed in a room of
plate-glass, the internal arrangements of which are

kept in a drawing-room style of neatness, the whole
effect is as fine as can be imagined. The steam has
evidently to be conveyed some distance from the
boilers, which are a pair of lusty twins, one or both of
which can be used at the same time. Right over the
boilers is a 10,000 gallon cistern for supplying the
wants of the boilers, fori^es, grindstones, foundry, and
offices with water, as well as a resource in case of fire.

Beyond the engine, and under the same span, are
lathes of every kind and character, fitted to cope with
the largest steam windlass appurtenances, or the
smallest wants of tlie comuiou plough. Here was a
strange visitor in such a scene. ^ Sehastopol gun had
found its way thither, having been presented by her
Majesty's Government to the inhabitants of Bedford,
and Messrs. Howard having engaged to mount it. As
it stood with its muzzle pointed down the shop, through
a busy hive of industry, one could scarce help thinking
of the contrast between the arts of peace and war.
Hannah More worthily asks

—

O War, what art thou?
After the brightest conquest, what remains
Of all thy glories ? For the vanquished—chains—
For the proud victor—what ; Alas ! to reign
O'er desolated nations—a drear waste

—

By one man's crime, by one man's lust of power.
Unpeopled .'

But space forbids us to linger on sentimentalities like

these, else we shall be unable to do more than look at

THE FORGING HOUSE

with its steam hammer, its quadruple rows of forges,

or the black, smoky, strong-armed men behind them.
One steam-driven fan blast, revolving 3000 times a
minute, serves the whole lot, and the workman has only
to open or shut off the wind, according as his heating
requices. Strange to say, the rushing of the wind into
the fan or generator is comparatively inappreciable,
notwithstanding that it may be blowing lustily from
some scores of nozzles at. one and the same time. Tiiis

speaks of the unseen pressure of the air we live in.

Piles of uncompleted plough beams and handles, rake
frames and the smaller parts of those implements,
under the hands of the workmen and placed near the
forges, tell of a wondrous demand for improved ma-
chinery in this age of agricultural implements.

THE FITTING HOFSE
completes the range, and is adjacent to the painting-
shed, so that it will be seen no plough or part of a

plough has to go over the same ground twice. The
fitting-house 1ms more light than either of the pre-

ceding, because more is required for the class of work iu

liand. Here you find plough-frames, mould-boards,
and other fittings stacked up by the hundred, all ready
for "making-up," as a tailor would say of his broad-
cloth. We observed a steam cultivator, with its

1400 yards of wire rope, and all other essentials, in

marching order, at the loading stage, for transmission
by rail into Oxfordshire, The floor of the forwarding
house is paved with irregularly-shaped blocks of wood,
making a pleasant soft and springy floor, on which
fractures or accidents to castings would not be likely to
happen. Here the export packing seems to be managed,
the shares and smaller articles going in barrels, and
the larger parts in oblong boxes or cases. A 3-furrow
balance plough of Chandler and Oliver's —manufaclured
here—^was also by the landing stage, ready to follow
Smith's " Smasher " to the fields.

We have not left ourselves i;oora to allude to the
p.Attorn-store, in which duplicates of all castings made
here are kept alphabetically arranged, iu endless multi-
pUcity; nor to the paint stores, the paint grinding, &c.,
the fire-engine, stabling, general store-shop, and the
like. But the block of

OFFICES
under Mr. Frederick Howard's special management,
must not be forgotten, at all events. Independently of
the Works, they are of themselves, and on account of
the beautifully systematic arrangements carried on in
them, well worthy of a visit. J^o circumlocntion
office here. No mystifying of accounts and multiplying
of accountants. From the door step to the iron safes
there is the same easy and artistic proportion of parts
and adaptation of means to an end. *• Let all things
be done decently and in order," seems to be the ruling
motto of the presiding genius. Separate offices for
separate clerks, with private access for each, gives an
amount of effective elbow room not often seen. Then
the waiting-room, so well furnished, and so elegantly
tinished, possesses attractions that may take the tedium
fiom delay. A good selection of agricultural books as
well as the Engineer, the Agricultural Gazette, and

live or six otiier weekly papers inierusttug lu tne agr
cultural world; not even forgetting the N'ortTi British
Agrietilturist for Scottish visitors, and the Irish
Farmers' Gazette for friends from the other side of the
Channel. These journals are all stored in lettered
pigeon-holes of suitable size till the end of the year,
and then take their ranks with the bound volumes
which preceded them. The books are appropriately-
crowned with a substantial and large type copy of the
Bible.

For the ingeniously disposed, there are In this room
several models well worthy of attention. Among others
a self-acting arrangement of signals for railways.

In the office of Mr. James Howard we were glad to
see a graceful remembrance, in the shape of portraits
of brother manufacturers of agricultural implements.
Done up uniformly in gilt frames, and hung at equal
distances on the walls, were the portraits of Mr. Allen
Ransome, Mr. William Crosskill, Mr. Richard Garrett,
and Mr. Richard Hornsby, sen., reminding one how
closely " birds of a feather flock together," notwith-
standing sundry jarriugs occasionally visible to the out-
side world.

Our visit falling on a Saturday, when the hands are-

paid and all work ended at two o'clock for the week^
we saw Mr. Frederick Howard superintend the details

of a very interesting financial process. Nimbly as the
fingers of a bank-teller, and banishing the word
" mistake " from his vocabulary, he managed to sweep
off, in separate payments, between 400^. and 500/. of

wages, in 20 minutes. Let us state the process : it will

be new to some, and there are various modes adopted'

for paying such large bodies of workmen. Standing at

his office table, and with the cash arranged before him
in separate heaps, consisting of sovereigns, half-sove-

reigns,, crowns, half-crowns, florins, shillings, sixpences,,

fonrpennies, threepennies, and pennies, he had a clerk

beside him to read off the respective amounts from the
labour book. " One, thirteen, eight " (1^. 13*. 8(Z.) might
be the payment due to John Smith,or rather to "No. -^20,**"

and before the figures are scarcely uttered, the cash is

dropped into a small numbered bag. This bag is

stowed away in succession with scores of others, upon a
tray marked " Forging Department," or any other
department, as the ease may be. Tlie trays are taken
exactly as the clock strikes two, to open windows,
where the foremen of the departments hand past the
bags, by simply taking the numbers in rotation, each
man of course coming forward as his number is called.

As tlie bags are emptied by the men they are placed in

a receptacle close at hand, which is marked '*bags,'*

and which has the particulars of a fine enumerated for

retention thereof, so that in a very few minutes (say lu)

the whole are paid and off the Works. At the entrance-

lodge, it being the first Saturday in the month, there

was a copy of the " British Workman" free to each

man, and a copy of the **Band of Hope Review" to

each boy, who chose to apply for them.
Among; agencies of a like kind with the latter we

may simply enumerate the weekly meeting for prayer

in the Works ; the monthly lecture also in the Works by;

the Incumbent of "Trinity" and a dissenting miiiister

alternately ; and the sick fund to which the attention

of visitors is directed at the entrance, instead of giving

gratuities to any of the bands.

We could well wish to continue in the same strain,

for our notes are not exhausted ; but time and space

both incline us to bid our readers good bye for

the present. There are many valuable lessons to be
learned in the establishment we have been looking at,

as well as at other works of a kindred character. We
love and honour the husbandman's calling all the more
for what we have witnessed; as we hardly expected

to see such a temple of industry devoted to tba

making of those very simple looking articles, the

plough, the harrow, and the horse-rake. To these may
be added the steam-cultivator. But it is evident that

sticking to one class of implements has told well here;.

and those enumerated mav be said to be in a measure

akin one to the other. The classification and arrange-

ment of piece-work, carried out to an unusual extent^

is a feature of the deepest interest. As showing his

opinions on this subject, I cannot do better than

quote a few of the remarks made by Mr. Jaires-

Hovvard in a lecture on "Labour and Wages," which
he delivered at the Mechanics' Institutions at Bedford

and Northampton, a little time back. He says on

piece-work—« I like the system, as it enables the

workman to earn higher wages, and the master pays

for no more and no less than is done. I never had
any difficulty in getting work done by the piece. I

hear there are difficulties in other trades, but I

think they would vanish when the system came into

operation; 'tis worthy of remark and cousideration»

that those trades have made the greatest progress

where piece-work h^s been the rule. It gives the

industrious and skilful man a great advantage over the

lazy and unskilful man. It also sets the energies of

mind to work to find out readier and quicker methods
of getting over work."
One word more, and we have done. Hard by the'

Works is Caldwell House, the residence of Mr. John

Howard, the founder of the firm, and futher of the

present proprietors. It has been said that '*a prophtt-

has no honour in his own country." Not so, however,

of Mr, John Howard, whom his fellow-townsmen have

just elected Mayor for the third time (a circumstance

without precedence in the history of this ancient
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borough), and wliose stop, although 70 years of age,

we were ^h\d to see as elastic as that of any man in

lietUbrtL It must be a source of no small gratifica-

tion to the founder of such a concern as we have

attempted to describe, to live to see the unforeseen

and unexpected development of a trade, which when
commenced was thought of little importance either

bv manufacturers or those upon whom improved

machinery has besto\ved such signal benefits, and by

wJiora it is now so fully appreciated; for at the

present day, the agricultural class is behind none in

its estimation of good machinery. T, Bowick,

AUSTRALIAN FAKMING.
li.- giving an outline of the system of farming

itursued iu Victoria, the various soils, crops, and other

things connected therewith, I intend to confine myself

to the two counties of Dalhousie and Talbot; because

Victoria is a very large country, and, to describe it

fnlh', would greatly exceed the limits of an articb like

this. These two counties stand in the firat rank in the

census, op agricultural returns, and may be considered

as a fair good sample of what is doing in Victoria in the

farmitig profession. I have said that the country is

hirge, and contrary to the popular belief in Kn^Unid, it

is not all flat. True it is. great plains stretch for

miles in some particular directions. It may more
properly be regarded as a rolling, rugged, sort of

country ; no very great lulls are within its bounds, but

there are plenty of small ones, and generally clothed with

timber of different sorts, such as gum, iron-baik, stringy-

barli, &c., woods of little commercial value, but excel-

l ent for fencing, and the erection of slab-buildings,

which will be spoken of in due time. The soil of tlie

colony varies from the poorest and most sterile of sandy

clays to the deepest black alluvial and red chocolate

volcar.ic debris. Upon the wliole, it is to be considered

tliat the sandy clays predominate. Various peculiarities

will arise from the consideration of the district before

mentioned, so we shall not tarry longer on the physical

nature of the colony.

. ''S(nU and Climate.—In a district of such dimensions

it may be expected that various soils will be found, and
it Is so. We shall mention them in their productive

order, beginning w^lth :
—

1st. The chocolate soila ai-e conijiosed of Tolcanic debris, the
result of volcanic action of the different hills in the district,

which bear traces of having once been in a state of active

eruption, although now extinct. These soila are of a deep
reddish brown, aud so greasy that one might imagine a cask of

-oil had been spilt on every square yard. They are unrivalled

for Wheat, Potatoes, &c.. and will, apparently, bear successive

crops for a lifetime without exhaustion. They give about
20 to 40 busheJs, or more, to the acre of Wheat, and from ao to
70 of Oats ; Potatoes sometimes as far aa 10 tons. In winter

i-cime they are perfectly bottomless ; 20 bullocts have often
been yoked to one drag to dra? it through the greasy mud.

2ud. Black alluvial soil. This cJass ranks next in order
-"f yield. They constitute the bulk of the soils round
Kyneton and along- the flats of the river Ludden, and
the gullies and i-avines that run among |the hills. In a
wet season these soils yield amazingly, being equal to the first-

claas, but in a dry season they lose the moisture, and a deficient

yield is the result ; therefore they cannot be calculated on
with the same certainty as the chocolate soils. Forty of

Wheat and seventy of Oats have been obtained in showery
-seasons ; but In ordUiary cases a third leas is only obtained.

For the same reason Potatoes have failed, except they be
planted under the lea-sod, when they yield pretty well ; but,

on loose ground, they are only precarious.

:)d. Sandy soils : A great proportion of our district is com-
posed of this sort, and, in a dry season, are only of

little value. The occupiers ot such soils grow Oaten
Imy principally, of wbish hereafter, and .sometimes a little

Wheat, yielding about 20 bushels, and 1 ton, and often less, of

iiay. With prices coming gradually down, it would api)ear

that, ere long, this class of soils would not pay for working.
Tlie rents of these soils vary from 305. down to 10«. per acre,

with leases of all sorts of length, up to 21 years. The re-

mainder of the country is taken up with r;inges of low tiers of

hills, covered with brush and stones, and worthless for any
purpose save feeding', or r.ither starving, a fe?r cattle or sheep.

Climate.—The climate, for nine months in the year,

or from March to December, cannot be excelled in any

part of the world. Ice in the mornings in July as

thick as a shilling, is the extremity of cold ; and,

during the dny, mild enough to work in shirt sleeves.

Rains principally set in about the end of March, and some-

times continue till everything is soaked through and through,
clearing up after a little. We have a beautiful sut-eession of

!ina days—days that Newcastle men could not dream of ; but,

as a set ofif, liot weather begins to show itself in December, and
inc-eases in intensity till the middle of February, when it

moderates gradually. As may be expected, this weather is no
joke. Now and again a breeze .-iprings up from the noith, and
before noon it rages with terrible fierceness, driving clouds of

-dust along with it, and blighting everything before it. Then,

tiie heat of it is overpowering. The thermometer at 130° in the

^nn and 120° in the shade, and the stifling hot air, like the

blsiat of an iron foundry, completely prostrates the human
Vi-ame, and labour, for a time, must needs be suspended. Of
course, every green blade becomes like tinder, and at a
inoinenfii notice, appalling fires will break out, and laugh at

the puny attempts of man to stay their progress. Whole
tracts of country are swept by the terrible element, and woe
to the farmer if he has been remiss in prep;u-ing for the storm
of fire. This very season, acres upon acres of grain, homesteads
and fer.ces, have been swept away, and when night closes in,

a pall of smoke encircles the landscape, making the midnight
gloom more ghastly still. . Happily, these devastations do not
always spread so far, aa farmers are generally aw^ire of the
necessity of ploughing round their farms, leaving a tract of
tatlow land across which the enemy cannot come.

Modes of Farming.—In discussing this branch of our
topic, I cannot do better than take the case of a new
settler, and follow him as lie goes along; and we will

begin with his purchase or lease. He sees a notice that
on a certain day, certain lands belonging to the Crown
will be offered at auction. He attends and bu_ys a lot,

pays down 10 per cent., the remainder in a month. If
it is soil of tlie first or second clas.^ he pf^^s from 3/, tQ

5/. per acre, according io situation. If he lease.=, he may
pay 205. annually, and have it to fence himself. Well,

he gets on the land in March, and erects a canvas tent,

and at once sets the plougli agoing. If he patronises

bullocks, he buys six and a dray fur» say, 100/.; it

horses, he pays 40?. each for moderate-sized animals,

while the plough costs liim a dozen pounds. The
harrows he will make himself, and he needs little more.
The first ploughing is generally a Iieavy joi>, owing to

the roots of the Grass and the trees. If he has any
quantity of the latter, he either girdled, lops, or grubs

them. The latter is the most efiectual way ; but
money and time may be wanting, so he adopts one of

the former plans.

In May or June he sows what crop he intends for

that year, and perhaps extends the operation to July,

should the season hold out favourably. He then sets

to build a hut and fence his ground. The bush timber

is easily split into 9 feet lengths, and about 8 inches hy

two inches making rails. These rails are inserted into

mortices cut in a post of similar wood, of 9 feet by 3,

standing 4 feet 8 inches high. This three-rail fence

costs about 1/. per cliain, if done hy hired labour. His
hut is done on one of the followTng plans :

—

1st. He forms a skeleton hut, and laths it with wattle rods,
and then plasters it with mud inside and out and thatches
the top. This is wattle and daub.

2(ily. Instead of wattles he sets slabs, dressed neatly,
upright and close together ; the chinks arc stopped with mud

;

the roof covered with shingles (thin wood slates) or bark.
This is a slab hut.

3d. Perhaps he prefers bricks and a galvanised iron roof.

Bricks, costing about '21. per thousand, come cheap enough,
but the high wages of masons make either brick or stone too
expensive ; therefore, the first twoplaus are generally adopted.

"Well, the winter is past. Septemher warns him it is

Potato-planting timew This is done in a most pnmltlve
fashion- He ploughs away just as usual the original

sod, and an attendant drops the seed every third

furrow, and no more about it. Sometimes they are

hoed, and s^ometimes not, and rude as this plan may
seem, it bears the palm at the end of the season when
the crop is looked for. Fine working to tilth, drills,

&c., are not the things here at all. But harvest comes
on, and our farmer is intent on saving some oaten hay
for his stud : he allows the devoted patch to slightly

change colour, and then cuts it down with a mowing
machine if he has one, and mkes it with a horse-rake

into cocks or rills, whence it is carted home, and trans-

ferred to the stack by means of machinery, without
the aid of forks.

By the way, these machines are not in everybody's
hands, many only using the scythe and hand-rake, but
they are going fast out of use.

The hay is scarcely out of the way till the rest of the
corn is ready. Here again the patent reaper, costing

60Z., is brought into play, cutting one acre per hour

;

the sheaves are tied and left there, often never stacked
at all. Our hero's temper is now sorely tried with his

assistants, so perfectly useless are nine out of every ten
among tliem, although they get 30s. per week and
rations—which means beef three times a day, with tea,

while bread, vegetables, butter, and often grog.

The sickle is used on small places, the scythes on
others ; but. ultimately the nnichine will drive them
out. The weather being generally good, onr friend

takes little care as to how he slacks it, if he stacks it at

all; for, if on a large scale, he sets the portable
engine in the middle of Ins field of Wheat, and carts

the sheaves to the thresher instead of tlie stack.

Perhaps he gets the Adelaide reaper- to thraah it

without the trouble of cutt'ng and stacking. This
machine goes along the field of standiug grain, and
has a comb in front which cj'c'us the heidsand a
drum knocks them all into a b jx ; it is mar-
vellous how little this implement wastes. After the
field has been thus unceremoniously treated, the
straw is burned, not being onsidered worth ary more
trouble. If the field ^s Oats, the cutting is preferred on
account of the value of the straw in chaff—of which
more hereafter. Well, it is all done somehow or other;
it has now to be marketed: little time has been wasted
in thatching first and carrying into the barn afterwards.

Except our farmer is very luw and uses the flail, it is

generally all threshed out of doors, and at once. Mills

are plentiful, and are now giving 9*. per bushel for

Wheat ; and the number of horses kept on the gold
fields create a good demand for Oats, which are very
low at present, only Ss. per bushel. Hay is trussed i pj
and sold at about 8?. per ton, but the great trade ii

chaff. Our farmer has undoubtedly got a chaff-cutter,

and he cuts some hay and more, mixes them up, and
sells the amalgam as half-and-half. It is incredible

what quantities of this ingredient are sold at prices

varying from 4,1. to Si, I have known common straw

chaff sold for 20^. per ton, not many years ago.. This

trade keeps his bullocks going -while his horses are

ploughing the ground to repeat over again tli« proceas

of the previous year. He does not trust to half and

half for their support, bat cuta them clean Oaten hay,

which, with a fevv Oats, keepf, them in first-rate order.

The allowance for the police horses is iGlbs. of hay,

and 10 lbs. of Oats per di'em. I would recommend a

trial of this plan by s^jme of the Northumberland

fanuers^ as it seems t'j answer very well here. An
ordinary team. -wiU w nsiuue about 2\ cwt- per week,

with 4^ bushels of Oyats. As might be expected from

the droughts preva}.ent m summer, little is done m the

war of green crop-ping ; our farmer contenting himself^

ffith ^'^ntiiig a l\fctle Lucerne or Sorghum fw his cows,

in the hot weather. We want the fresh pastures ot
England to do much in the dairy line. Coloiiial cheese
is vapid tasteless stuff, unworthy of the name. After a
little our hero builds another hut for his men (as
married hinds are not to be had as at home, except in
rare cases.) The whole single lot live in- this hut,
and enjoy their pound per week and rations regu-
larly. Sometimes a married couple is hired by a
single farmer to look after his household. They
receive about 80Z. per annum, with their board;
but they soon save enough to start them in a piece
of ground for themselves, and swell the ranks of the
farmers ot Victoria. Perhaps our farmer wants a house
servant, heaven help him if he does. House service is

only a place of sojourn for the young ladies till they get
married, while their 30Z. per annum generally goes to
help to decorate their lovely persons, so that, at church
or market, it is difiicuU to judge between mistress and
girl. As a general rule, the finest-dressed may be con-

sidered as the gill. I have heard of one or two females
who have been seen working outside ; but it would be
dangerous to ask sweet Anna Maria to do such low dis-

agreeable things as hoeing a potato drill, or tying a
sht'nt 'By-and-by our friend is made a member of an
agricultural society, becomes of some importance in his

neighbuuihood, and thinks himselt* fully qualified to
criticise the awards of colonial agriculturaljudges ; such
as the memorable decision given in the dark ages by a
Melbourne judge, of the best managed farms, which
may be briefly stated thus :

—

" We give the first prize to Mr. W., seeing that he ha
initiated a system of green cropping, to wit : on the ground
ithcre he has grown Wheat for years, till it has become sick,

lie is now growing Potatoes; and likewise, where he grew
Potatoes till they grew sick, and refused to grow any more, he
now grows Wheat. Therefore, that is green cropping, and
that beintr a good thing, he must have the prize-"--{Vid«

Report of Port Philip Society, 1357).

notation of Crops.—A few words will suffice for

this. Heretofore no rotation worthy of the name has

been practised ; for successive years the land has grown
Oats or Wheat, until it shows signs of exhaustion, and
then it is allowed to lie fallow for a season to enable it

to bear the same dose over again, A better system is

gradually working its way, and before many years we
shall see a part of the tillage land regularly fallowed,

ploughed deep, and guanoed for Wheat.
On some farms near Melbourne, where Oats and hay have

been grown for years, the practice of sowing the land down
with Grasses is gaining ground, seeing that the land has
become exhausted and grow no crops that would pay at the
present low prices. An experimeutal farm is being got into

order near Melbourne, for the purpose of instituting experi-
ments in seeds, modes of tillage, subsoiling, draining, &c.

;

but, as no great results have yet been obtained, I need not
now enter iuto details respecting it It receives a subsidy from
Government, as do the various agricultural societies in the
colony ; the total granted this year being about lii.OOOi. Last
year each agricultural society received about 25^iforoTery
pound of revenue they could show on their boofeK The
Nowstead Society, with which I am connected, received 3/.

Nothing of importance haa been done in roots, although we
can gr{)W Mangels of immense size ; but the price of labour
effectually precludes extensive root growing for the purpose of
stall-feeding, and the aphis, or blight, will soon make
Cabbages extinct. The cultivation of Rape would prove a
blessing to thousands of acres of impoverished laud, but the
climate has as yet said no.
The Ht;itistics having been taken, I can add some particulai-s

for this year, as far aa regaida our neighbourhood.
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I8GO— Hay, ^Vlieat, and Oats good, but Potatoes
worthiOSS.

I will nott' conclude, by illustrating the characters of

otir farm laboxirers, by transcribing a letter, written by
a iriend of mine, that appeared in the Argus newspaper
last November, in answer to strictures passed on the

farmers by some writers in that paper :

—

FARMERS AND TH^IU 'LABOURERS.

Totke Editor of the ArgvJi.

Sm,—TVliat an unmitio-ated lot of scoundrels the farmers of

Victoria muat be, should the allegatious of Mr. "W. Carven and
a tradesman be true'. What an extranrrtinary compound of

extravagance and tyranny ! As it is rather a serious matter to

have sxieh a catalogue of sins to answer for, pray grant me
,
a

little room for our side of the question.

T am one of the tyrannical class, and have had ample oppor-

tunities of canvassing the merits of the wandering, housi;les3

"nomads that seek work on the farms of the interior ; but let

me begin with our extravagance, Hide saddles, and the like.

One fact is worth a doxen arguments, so here goes fact No. 1-

—By actual observation I have ascertained that of every dozen
fjarmers taking their wives to our provincial markets on a
Saturday morning, one ti-eats his better-half to a ride in a
dog-cart, two are content with bullock drays, four in horse

drays, and five are side by side in spring carts. At home,
six have no servant, five have a servant each, and one lias

both cook and scullion, and time to work crochet. Eleven
take their meals at the same table with the men (and that is

no joke), while one contrives to mesa alone in their little

parlour ; and^ as to pianos, you might as well look for a piano

in a farmer's house as for common sense in the convention

;

but I devoutly wish there were some up the country, that
music might put forth its charms to soothe the farmer's

breast, while suSering the infliction presently to be mentioned.
And, in illustrating this infliction, I will adduce fact No. 2,

drawu from my own experience, and in every way correct.

The harvest in question will answer equally well for 1S5S, and
I fear 1859 too.

The harvest of 1857 found mc the employer of s\indry hands'
picked up in the orthodox way, viz., as they cast up on the
highways, ani I promised each the regulation price of 25s.

per week, with rations. Being curious a.s to antecedents, I

soon found out that I had one pensioner, one chemist, one
attorney's clerk, two or three sailors, and a sleek grocer (that

we facetiously dubbed Sugar), and sundry nondescripts.

As niay be imagined we got on gloriously, not one of the
whole batch could make a band or tie a sheaf until they were
shown how ; but they were no way backward in asking wages
for what they professed to know. Macbeth'a maxim was in

full play—" Time and the hour runs through the rf»ughest

day." Not knowing whetlicr to laugh or cry, I looker], as one
of the sailors said, hke patience on a lee cat-head smiling at a
half-wnmg swab ;'* but by-and-by was relieved by a visit from
a couple of Scotch lads, and a veritable godsend these lads

were. I was not long in advancing their wagfiS to 35s. per
week, and, by their help, the harvest was ma.stcTcd. Sleek
Sugar, wh6 had melted like a piece of suet in a camp oven, and
his mates, were bowed out of the gates, to tantalise otliur

settlors and pu\>li3h tlieir wrongs in the weekly papers. Now,
can you blame us, when men are so utterly worthless, if we
takeout the balance by making their time 12 instead of 10

hours? A ^ood man is never asked to do it. Each of
the Bcotcir lads was as good as two of the rest,

and accordingly, I kept them for nine months,
^nd they are now living in the receipt of 7W.
e^h on ft farm, waiting patitintly till they have cash
enouA to Btart for thomnf^U-fs, and become enaployera of such
ifien'n.'' Tmjt nnrreHpoTHlfiits, mid como in for a prof>er .'^haro of
their virtuous indignation. Now, sir, these are the men
who, in this colony, never want a day's work; and why?
Tiley know their birHim'NH, .-ind are approciateci acconlinijrly ;

and, lot oLhors say what thoy may, from that class have sprung
the majority of the Victoria farmers ; and, if free selection is

calGuIatod to do any good, it is this class who will rect^ive the
benefit. TjOt the novice in farming matters beware how he is

leii aw.ty by glowing panegyrics of a yeoman'.-^ liTe, smd rest

assured that, if in an evil moment ho turns farmer, without
sufficient capit:tl and a .skilful pair of hand.'*, he will find he has
rained a demon that be will be unable to lay ; while the farm
Labourer, who abjures drink and agitation, will rise to take Ma

, pl^c among tbo yeomen of Vietoria.

One word m.'iy suffice as ^o sleeping in huts alive with ver-
min, Ac. If tho country hnta had a thousandth part of the
araall den that tho towu houses can boast of, we should bum
the.whole affair, bugs, fleas, and all—begin again, and build
a new hut. I will conclude by paying that, if by any necro-
mantic feat a half-^ozen Berwickshire wenches were transported
hither in the course of anight, I would back them at long odds
to l>eat an even do?:cn of the aven^ge run of the road at any
harvest work they like to mention : or else I am not an Old
•Colonist.

Mr. Johson^ late of S^urton Gmnge, read before tlie

Jfeiccastle Farmers' Cluh^

the manure all that we can desire." A brief paper on ' more pronounced. In the CampTnes, whoro the soil

the mode of making the irrifrated meadows and their

management may not be uninteresting to our readers,

the authorities we shall follow being M. J. Keelboff and

M. Debay.
There are various ways of establishing irrigated

meadows, of these we " shall now only describe

one, which Belgian engineers denominate "Irrigation

par planches disposees en ados;" which we may des-

cribe as irrigation by sloping surfaces, the water

shedding on each side from a central drain down
sloping surfaces, the water being received at the foot

of these by side drains. This being exemplified in fig. 1,

the line a 6 is horizontal or nearly so, while the

sloping sin-faces c d^ c e vary according to the nature

of the land. This mode of irrigation is applicable to

districts where the land is not very irregular, or having

steep declivities. It assures the most regular distribu-

tion of the water over the irrigated surfaces. The

Fio. 1.

following will give a general description of the system.
The irrigating channels or drains a a a a, fig. 2, cor-

responding to that marked c in Fig. 1, and which run
along the crown of the divisions, are fed by the channel
of supply h &, fig. 2. This channel is shut by a small
elnicc-board placed at the end A-, so that all the com-
partments, as af (7 c, can be watered separately from
those at ^ A at pleasure. The water from each of
the channels a a, fig. 2, is shed over the surface on
each side, and running doivn the slopes is received by
the side drains c <?. These again deliver the water to

the channel d d, at the end of this is a return e, leading especially in the light soils, being an expensive

is very light and absorptive, the best rate of" declivity

is found to be 0'".05 per metre. The breadth, (fcc, of
the sloping surface d c e, fig, 1, varies also according to
the soil, and by consequence, according to the angle of

inclination. Where the soil is consistent, and compa-
ratively more absorptive, the breadth can be made
greater than where the soil is light and absorptive,

when the angle of slope will be more decided. With a
less pronounced slope, the height of the part dee,
fig. 1, above the mean level of the surroonding ground,
should not be too great for a wide breadth. Thus,
where the slope c c, fig. 1, is 0™.02 per metre, and the
length of the channels a ct, fig. 2, is 30 metres, this

height would not be more than ©'".IS. If with a slope

of 0™.05 to the mfetre, the height of the slope above the

level of land being O'^.SyS, the construction would be
too costly.

To fix the breadth of the " ados " or sloping stirfacc

d c e^ fig. 1, according to the nature of the soil, "one
should," says Mons. Keelhoff, Engmeerof the Irrigation

Services in the Camphies (we translate freely) " take

into consideration the regularity of the irrigation, the

facilities for keeping the works in repair, and above all

economy in the expenditure of the water employed."

When the breadth of the "ados" is considerable, flie

irrigation is effected in an irregular manner towards the
base, for after \ certain length the water divides itself

into little streamlets, and the lewer parts of the slopes

receives an unequal distribution of the water, a fault

which ought always to be avoided, and which makes
itself felt in the Campines, where the breadth exceeds-

10 metres, that is each side 5 metres.

The keeping of an "ados " of great breadth In repair,

presents many difficulties; the management of the
earth-work in bringing the sides to the proper slopes,.

COXTIXENTAL IRIUGATION.

To those degirous of ^\itue^Ing the effects of a
•dentifioally cafiied oat system of irrigation, % visit

to the singular district of the Campines of Belgium, or

tke fertile fields of Italy, will be productive of much
that wikl be at once interesting and useful. Perhaps
the most BtaHMng exemplifieation of the ^tenafits of the
syefcetn will best be obt-.ii;wd in the Campme!?, for

within a short distance of a district which has sd

benefited by it, the traveller will be able to examine
one in whicli are tlie drcarieet of sterile spots, these

presenting a remarkable contrast to tiie otiicrs, and
showing how rapidly and completely st-erility can be

changed fo fertility by such a comparatively simple
process. The irrigation is carried out in a thorotigldy

ecJentific manner, government laws regulate its policy,

*nd men of scientific attainments originate and super-

intend its practice. By the establishment of canals, at

oiKe the feeders of tiie irrigating channels and the
bighways, so to speak, by which the products of one

district are carried to another, the whole fac^ of v.hat

was once the dreariest of deserts is becoming rapidly

changed, and districts are now highly productive which
a few years ago bore upon tiheii* surfiice Heath and
briars, or were dotted here and there with tlie stagnant
pools over tl;e surfaces of which waved the water Rush.
j^ Campanoiee fsurraer put the train or sequence of a
cause and effect t4iw« :

" with tW water tl;e .Grass, u Ith
the $j:jW» the catti^, »ith Uie c*ttilc tl^e Rianvipe, with

the wa^'cr by a channel f to a second distributing

channel g ^, placed in a lower level than that marked
h b. From this channel g g, the channel h li is supplied,

the water shedding over to t i i % which deliver it to

the channeiyy.
In setting out the irrigating slopes of this method

the first operation is to divide the land to be converted
into meadows, into compartments about 75 yards wide.

The compartments run in the direction of the general
slope of the land ; each compartment is divided in the
middle by a line, this being the position of the channel
a a fig. 2. This line is accurately" levelled, and the
slope or gradient of the land is ascertained. According
totheslopeisthe number of divisions, as cd,cey fig. 1, The
rule is to make as many of tliese as there are half yards
in the total amount of slope. Care is taken to arrange
the compavtmouts so that in forming tbe sloping parts
the e.Tces8 of earth at one part shall be immediately and
easily available at the parts where it is deficient.

Irrig.ition works on this system a^e very costly where
the plan is so defective as to require earth to be brought
from a distance to make up where it is deficient, or
to take it away where it is in excess. As in railway
making so here, the earth taken from the cuttings
should be made useful in the embankments, and that
plan will be best arranged which sustains a fine

balance between these two requirements. Where the
land to be irrigated is exactly or nearly level this
balance is easily adjusted, for all that is necessary in
this case is to place the crest of the slope, as c, fitr. 1, at
half the height of (>/ above the level of the land; the
earth taken out to form the lower half of the slope will
suffice to form the upper half. Where the land is very
irregular in its surface an accurate series pf levellings
will have to be taken.
The dimensions of the distributing channel 6 1, fig. 2,

areas follows:—The depth, 0'°.25*; the width, O^.SO

;

the depth of water, 0".20; the slope of the channel is

0"'.O0O5 per metre. These dimensions experience has
proved to be well suited to systems where the length of,

the drains or channels aaa\% 200 metres. The bottom
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of the -channels a a a^ fig. 2, are maintained at a level,

if their length does not exceed 100 metres ; if it extends
to from 150 to 200 metres, it will be necessary to give

a slope to the channels of 0"\0005 per metre.

The slofKHg surfaces, fig. I, are placed at right

angles to the supplying channel & 6, fig, 2, and at right

angles also to the general inclination of the land. Tiie

most convenient length of these surfaces experience in
j

tlie Campines has shown to be 25 to 30 n^etres. TLa (;

slope or inclination of the sid(^ c d, c e, fig. 1, will vai*
according to the nattase of the spil. If of stiff clay^ t'je
slope ma.y be 0"".02 per Kk^tre; but in sandy soil, w^ j^^h
will rapidly absorb the water, the slope will have {^ be

•"
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matter.

So far as regards the expense of obtaining water, ifc

is infinitely less, the surface being equal, for a large'

ados than for a small one ; this is easily explainjed; for
the greater thewidth of the ados, the fewer the number
of distributing channels required to water the same-
surface ; now experience daily demonstrates to us,

that in the light lands of the Campines seven-eighths
of the water necessary for the irrigation actually pasi^es

by infiltration into the channels of distribution; tho
fewer then of such channels the less will be the quan-
tity of water required for the irrigation of a meadow^
This consideration alone should cause tlie custom to be-

dispensed with, of making the ''ados" very narrow, as

from 3 to 6 mHres in breadth, as one sees established

in the major portion of the Vosges, Germany, and
Belgium. They have fallen into the same error in the
Campines; and the most part of the meadows are

constructed in "ados" of 6 metres in breadth. The
expense of obtaining a supply of water is so excessive

that there is great difficulty in furnishing the supply
necessary for the irrigation of 3000 hectares of meadow
lately created. This tendency to diminish the breadth

of the "ados," arises from the prejudice that the
water after irrigating the part of the slope contiguous

or nearest to the channel of distribution, loses its

fertilising properties, and is of little value in the estima-

tion of several inigators. They base their reasoning

upon a fact true in itself, but owing its existence to

another cause altogether ; generally the Grass is more
vigorous at the summit than at the base of the " ados;"

then say the advocates of the very narrow " ados," the

water has much greater value at the highest part than

at the lowest, and consequently the more numerous -

the channels of distribution the greater the produce or

Grass; but this vigorous growth at the highest part of

the ados is not caused by the greater fertilising pro-

perties of the water at that point, but is due to the

irrigation which is effected in a regular manner hear

the channel of distribution, however badly maintained

may be the surface of the meadow; whilst that gene-

rally in this country where no rent is charged for the -

water, the meadows are kept in repair with so little

care that towards the feet of the " ados" the irrigation

is effected so incompletely and irregularly, that many
parts of the surface receive none of its benefits; the

result of this is the dit^rence which is so generally

remarked between the vigour of growth of the Grass at

the upper part, and that at the lower part of the
" ados."

We have constructed about 200 hectares* of prjuries

in " ados " of 10 nr,6tres in breadth, 5 mi>tres for each
wing or alope, wi'tb a declivity of 0^.05 per m^tre, and
in these the irrigation is effected very equally, so much
so that the "'.idoe" have been maintained with their

slopes perfeci, and the vesretation has been uniform
upon the w nole meadow. We think, then, that in the

light soiL', these dimensions are those which should he

adopted.

In ,'ohe strong "soils we have seen "ados" of 1*?

miitreg in breadth, with a declivity of slopes of 0*.02

per motre, which for efficieacy left nothing to desire.

The channels of distribution at the snumiits of the

slopes, a a, fig. 1, are placed at right angles to the

channel of supply, h 6, with which they are put m cor*-

munication. There is a diff"erence of level between the

» A hectare ia equal to 2 acres. 1 rood,

mewurement*

35 poles of our
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haiinels a a a, and that of h b, of 0'".25. This is ueces-

sary in order to enable the water

to be flistribated regularly from the

channel h 5, to those, a a, at the

summit of the slopes. Tlie breadth

of the cliannela, c, iig. 1, is 0'".25

for a length of 23 metres and a half,

the breadtli beln^ increased near
the end of the ados to 1'«.50. The
end of the '* ados " is terminated
like the end of a hipped roof, as

shown in fig. 3, where the slope a h

is the same angle as the slope e ^ of

the side, fig. 1 ; c d e, fig. 3, is the plan of end of ados.

A great mistake, as M. ICeelhoff points out, is forming

the chiinuels of the ados too deep ; this excessive depth

—

(V.SO, not only' causes a loss from infiltration, but

exercises a bad influence upon the turf. The loss

EHstained by the water filtering througlt the material is

obvious enough, for the deeper the channels the greater

the surface of earth piissed over by the water, inuX the

"reater the pressure on tlie sides mid bottoni. But the

influence which tliis over deptH ofthe channels a a, fig. 2,

has on the herbage may not bo so obvious. Thus whilst

the channels a a a are too large, it frequently happens

that those at the base of the adb^ d e, fig. 1, wliich

leads off the water to the channel d d^ fig. 2, are too

small. The result of this ari-angement Li that the water

overflows the channels c c, fig. %, and as a considerable

quantity is also soaked up by the channels a a, a

portion of the Grass is continually under water, and

the action of the atmosphere so necessary to its healthy

development prevented, decomposition partly ensues,

while long, rank, and aquatic plants replace the good

qualities of Grass. Good proportions of the channels

a a are these—a depth of 0'".05, with a breadth of 0'".25
;

with these sizes a sufficient supply of water will be

given to ados of the dimensions previously stated.

Where the soil in which the channels a a, fig. 2,

are cut is stiff, the infiltration of the water into tlie

fiub-soil is of course less than in light soils; but still it

is iu some cases considerable, and all means should be
taken to prevent it, Iu light sandy soils, M. Keelhotf has

lined the inside of the cliannela with clay.

The channels c c, fig. 2, at the base of the ados have

at their commencement near to the channel of snpply,

R h, fig. 2, a depth of 0™.20, and at the extremity near

the channel d d, 0'".25. The outside channel & d next to

the road, is made of a depth equal to C'.^O, as it receives

the n'ater of infiltration from the channel J J as well

as its ordinary supply of water.

The great aim of all the arrarjgements is the continual

nud rai)id fiowing of tiie water from the points of supply
to the points of discharge; none remaining stagnant at

-any part.

The sides of the ados, as d c^c e, fig.. 1, should have
a slight rise in the middle when first made; this settling

will leave tlie level of slopes ultimately unimpaired.

The channels d d^ receive the water from c' c' c c,

nud lead it off as before described to be utilized in

the irrigation of another compartment. These should

fie so coiistructed as to enable the water to flow off

easily without meeting any obstruction from the

channels c c. This will bo eflected by making the base

of the cluiTinel d, fig. 2, at its commencement .0™.24 below
that of the channels c c. When the \^'or]5s are finished

the edges of the channels and the sides of the " ados "

are finished with turf, carefully preserving the out-

lines. If the consistency of the soil permits, the roller

is used with gr^at effect, the rolling being' done previous

to the laying dowli Of the turf. Where the soil is

>"ery light the operation of laying down the turf is of

necessity longer, but presents no great difficulties

—

the principal care requii-ed being to lay down the turfs'

of an equal thickness, and placing them edge to edge,

in no case allowing one to overlap the other ; the great

,

aim being to render the surface as uniformly level as

possible. Where turf cannot be had in sufficient

quantity, the edges of the channels should only be ,

turfed, the intermediate space being sown wuth Grass
,

fceeds about the beginning of winter.

In cases where tlie land is so dry and sandy, the

vegetation of the turf fails entirely; so that recourse

must be had to one of two methods ; either to submit
the surface to the irrigation for a time, or to sow seeds

specially.

and doors admit cold draughts, enough of a frosty night
tomakothemost hardy shiver. The woikingiuan doesnot

like retiring to rest as soon as it grows dark. Village

lectures or meetings in the evening are generally well

attended. On Saturday nights the labourer stays at the

beer-shop later than on other evenings, not al\va;\'s

because he has more money, for wages are not always

paid on Saturday night, but because, feeling no necessity

to rise so early next morning, he is inclined to indulge

longer in conversation. His home offers few induce-

ments for a half-hour's conversation with his wife or

friends. There is nothing in the appearance of his

room to encourage a communicative mood. Considering

how few have been their advantages, how many their

trials, often nobly and palieutly endured, let us touch

tenderly the hlemi?ihes in their lives, and do our utmost
to lift them out of the wretchedness and ignorance in

which, alas ! too many of them are sunk, ilany a man
denied the necessary relaxation and rest in his own
home and chimney comer, has sought it elsewhere, and
mistaken drunkenness for it. Many cottages in every

village are still most wretched, some with only one bed
room. The landlords are the only persons who can

remedy this evil. And iu many cases, to their

honour, they hnve publicly acknowledged
obligations and shortcomings, and set to work to

the one, and remedy, as far as possible, the other.

Duke of Bedford, iu a letter which accompanies some
excellent plans for improved cottages, sets forth this

duty of the landlord in its true light, and enforces it in

the most telling way—by example. *'To improve the

dwellings of the|labouring classes," the Duke says, "and
to aflJ'ord them the means of greater cleanliness, health,

and comfort in their homes— to extend education, and
thus raise the social and moral habits of those most
valuable members of the community—are among the

first duties, and ought to he among the truest plensures

of every landlord." It is cheering that many landlords

have ceased to view the cottages on their estates

through the eyes of stewards and agents. But it is

still not uncommon to let the cottages together with
the farms, thus placing the occupancy entirely

under the control of the farmer. The labourer thus
lives in a building of which the farmer is prac-

metic. Education in rural districts has confessedly not
made the progress which from our outlay of m(mey and
labour, and the improvements in system and apparatus,
we had a right to expect. In a villnge with which I
am familiar, where there has been a school for the last
25 years, with a good mistress and diligent supervision,
the majority go to work before they have learnt to
read and write tolerably. A few Sundays ago I jotted
down the ages of five scholars in a class iu the Sunday
school, and the time they had each been engaged in
out-of-door labour

J. S. 11 Years
J. M. 13
G. H. 12
G. N. 10
T. F. 10

The boy at school,

only a yenr, read the

ti

r*

> t

ft

>t

their

fulfil

2 years in field

4

1
at school.

and the boy wlio had left school
Bible with tolerable fluency and

seeming intelligence; the others performed their task
in a very unsatisfactory manner. And I am certain

that in many places this system of letting cottages with
the farm to the farmer goes far to increase this evil.

Perhaps I can best explain how it works by relating

the particulars of a ea&e. A family from the neigh-
bouring village came to reside in the parish of B, and
to work for a farmer in it. A boy eight years of age
formed one of the family. It was known to the clergy-

The luan of B. that up to that time this boy had attended
school iu the neighbouring parish. He reckoned upon
his attending the school in his parish, but a week passed
and he did not appear. The parents were talked to,

and the importance of keeping the boy at school for

some time longer was set before them. To this they
readily assented; and, when asked why they acted
towards their child in opposition apparently to their

conviction, the answer was this, " Master wants un.'*

Surely it is an unhealthy state of tilings which hinders
a parent from giving to bis child advantages of the
value of which he is sensible. The only person who
can remove the hindrance is the landlord. He alone
can untie this knot by the kindly exercise of his
influence. Lady Londonderry, on a late occasion
addressed her tenants in these noble words:—" AVith
the assistance of the National Board there are now

,

good schools all over the estate. Do you avail your-
tically landlord. Farmers, as a class, have generally selves of them for your cliildren ? Do you sufficiently
not reached that point of intelligence, which recognises consider the solemn duty of training them up in the
an unselfish outlay as a profitable investment. And in

ty 01 trammg cnem up
way thoy should go, or do you, when there is farm

many places, whilst the huidlords have spent large sums
\ work to be done, make them assist you and neglect their
attendance? My friends, it is my duty, after what I
have heard, to put these questions before you, I leave
you to ask your consciences to answer them." The
day is not far distant, we hope and pray, when land-
lords in all parts of England will become imbued with
the noble and true Christian spirit which characterises
the conduct of some of the greatest Wndlordft-aiihis
land, and then we shall no longer deplore the existence
of this unnatural system of " Cottage borne adminis-
tration.'* The social niaehine is so constructed by the
wise Designer of the Universe, that the work of one
wheel cannot be thrust upon another without
all the other parts suffering from the unequal distribu-
tion. Confusion, and mischief, unhappiness and dis-

; content, are the unfailing results of neglect of duty
j

amongst the high and the low, the rich and the poor.
:
It is the duty of the landlord to see tothecomfort of his
poorer brethren who labour on his estate. It is his

on sheds for cattle, nothing—or next to nothing—has
been done to improve the labourer's home. To collect

rents from cottagers is undoubtedly tiresome ; this

sjstem of making the farmer the virtual landlord saves
the real landlord trouble; hut what he gains the
labourer loses'. Many a farmer, as long as the labourer
performs his work, troubles himself little as to his

comforts at home. This is an unnatural system, and
gives rise to unnatural feelings. It debases the
labourer, as it deprives him of the feeling of inde-
pendence, and makes the farmer tyrannical. The
farmer possessing the power of ejectment, it is often

cruelly used. This system exercises also a baneful in-

lluence on education. The great obstacle of education
is the early age at which children leave school. As
long as our boys and girls are withdrawn from school

j

at the age of eight and nine, their eilucation must
necessarily be most rudimentary. So great has this

evil appeared to some who, from their position and inte-
,. -

, ^. 11 T., ^ ^ - • ., . I

*^*"*^y *o see that fair advantages of education are
rest in education, are well able to form an opinion, that

, available to the children of the labourers in his parish
they have urged legislative mtet-ference. At the Social \Ve would have him ackuowledc-e and diseharp-e thesP

THE LANDLORDS OF COTTAGES.
BY THE EXT. W, F. THEGATlTnUi', Oi' 03itIKGT0:S'.

Within the last 50 years much has been done to
improve the working man's home. In almost every
village iu England a change for the better has been
wrought in the outward features of social life. The
wnve of improvement hns passed over the land, and we
miiy detect tokens of its passage in remote and unfre-
-quL-nted places. Attention is yearly nioie and more
<tir*;cted to the influences of home, and it i?s more and
more acknowlfdged that morality suffers grievously
from the neglect of the science of social economy.
Persons fiimilinr with country life will admit that many
vices which destroy the happiness of the labourer
would be robbed of their power if homes were more
-attractive and comfortable. The warm, well-li'T-hted,

cheerful, comfortably-seated rooms in the house, with
the sign-board, on the hill, would not prove so enticin-^
if the cottage chimney did not smoke, and its windows

Science meeting at Glasgow, Lord Brougham animad-
verts on this great obstacle. He says:—"It is now
many years—I won't say liow many—shice I took ocia-

sion in the House of Commons to make a declaration

that the schoolmaster was abroad—that the achool-

mastei* being abroad, I had no fear whatever of another

person who had been said to be abroad in these thnes^
I mean the soldier. I think that with the schoolmaster,

with his primer in his hand, I would meet, for the

benefit of society, the soldier with his sword. But I

will now add another declaration, but not of so hopeful

a nature as the other. If the schoolmaster is abrond, the

workmaster is a^so abroad, and he counteracts the school-

master, which I have no fear of the soldier doing. And
I would entreat the attention of our frieiidSirJames Kay
Shuttleworth and his department t© this great pi-oblein

—to solve if they can this problera^and if they cannot

give a solution to it to give an approximation as to how
the effects produced by the workmaster in impeding the

schoolmaster can best be removed, and how the

children's parents can be weaned from the inclination

to keep their cliildren from school, in order to gain a

little from their labours."

Half-time schemes, industrial schools, night schools,

owe their origin and iinporEaiice to the existence of this

social evil. A very, imperfect education—how imper-

fect those only who teach in night schools and examine

the scholars can judge— is all that we can confer on

children of the labouring clasSi-9 under the present

svstem. Whether the State should interfere and

exercise a judicious control over the labour mai'ket, It is

for wise men to detei-mme. But, as a matter of fact,

this sending of children to work iu tlie field at the

a^es of eight and nine is the ereafc hindrance to

education, and fosters a process of intellectual and )vhy-

sical stunting. The ordinary vHlage school is nothing

responsibilities, and not permit others to exercise powers
whicii from their position they are strbi^gly tempted to
abuse. Cottage discomfort and educational obstacles
will vanish in proportion as tiie landlord performs his
duty. We would have him feel that the agricultural
labourer on his estate is his tenant. Upbn social and
educational grounds we deplore the system which
transfers the power of the landlord to the farmer, and
gives him an influence over the labourer which is not
legitimate, and therefore is prejudicial to the interests of
society. Journ. Soc. Arts. Mead at Warminster.

Home Correspondence.
The separation of Burnet Seedfrom Sainfoin Seed,—

My attention has recently been called to a paragraph
iu the Ag'ncultural Gazette of the 17th November
last, on the trial of Davey v. Gillett at the Faringdon
sessions for selling Sainfoin seed mixed with Burnet.

jl think your reiuiirks that Burnet may be easily sepa-

rated from Sainfoin are calculated to do the seed trade

considerable injury. I have had upwards of 30 years

experience In the trade, and never yet met with a
machine that would altogether separate the one from

the other. B}" great labour it is possible to get a

portion of the Burnet out, but at a sacritiee of a large

percentage of the small geed,-i of the Sainfoin,

the larger seeds of the Burnet will still

remain. Owing to the very wet summer but little

Sainfoin has been saved in England, and we are almost

entirely dependent on foreign supj-ly. It is well-

known that there is more or less Burnet in all the

furoi'^n Sainfoin. "Who would risk selling it, if he is

to be subject to the expense of defending similar

actions ? I would strongly advise my brother seeds-
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with tlie locality, I believe Burnet to be inai^enous
to that part of the country, and that there U not a hedge-
row on Mr. Davey's farms in which it may not be found.M you onjy gave a few extracts I wrote to u friend to
procure, if possible, a local newspaper hi which the
trial was more fully reported ; I got the Heading Mer-
cury. After reading the evidence of Mr. Keeve's, who
stated «he was a farmer, and acquainted with Sainfoin
seed, he purchased 8 quarters of Sainfoin of Mr. Gillett
from sample; Mr. Gillett had previously sworn it was
part of the same seed sold to Mr. Davey. Bid not see

with it at the time; but some came up.
any Sainfoin without Burnet. Did not
compLiint about it, because he gene-
it. Had a very fair crop from the

seed obtained from the defendant,"— I do not
see how it was possible for the jury, ** several of
whom I am informed are farmers," to come to any
other verdict than for the defendant, although you set
them down as a set of incapables, and not competent
to form a correct opinion on the case. I may observe
that I have no interest in the transaction beyond that
of being likely to be inconvenienced by your remarks.
A London Seed Merchant. [We have no wish to in-
coavenience you and will shortly give a further report
on the subject.]

other useful matters a profound classification of poultry,
notes on ponUry feeding, and on the preparation of
birds for exhibition. It is very full and has been found
by many very useful.

FOR S M O K r N G GREENH

any Burnet
Xever bad
make any
rally got

Farmers' Clubs.
Tamwoetk.—At the late final meeting of the Agri-

cultural Chemistry Association here, Mr. Peel,° of
Middleton Hall, made the following remarks on the
relation of landlord and tenant. Mr. Peel said : He
could feel as a farmer, and could sympathise with them
in many of those cases of difficulty in which they were
sometimes involved. "When he first became an agricul-
turalist he invested himself as completely as he could
with the spirit of a farmer. Having entered upon the
duties and avocations of a farmer, however, he had, as
probably had been the case with themselves, sometimes
found himself in difficulties. He might say, in passing,
that he did not believe the British farmer occupied Ins
proper position in society in this country. His
pursuits were of such importance that he thouglit
he ought to stand higher in tlie social scale
than he now did ; but there was one reason,
and he felt some delicacy in mentioning it at that
meeting, which was composed almost entirely of tenant
farmers, why he retained his present position. This
was tlie system, or rather want of system, ol covenants
and leases which prevailed between landlords and
tenants. He had thought a great deal upon this
subject, and he had come to the conclusion that, with
some few exceptions, the system was rotten from the
beginnitiQ:. He believed tbat ir-nny tenants were
looked upon with suspicion they did not merit. As far
as this particular neighbourhood was concerned, indeed,
he believed the plan pursued was that of letting the
farms from year to year; and he thought this was a
good system, for he thought that the sooner a tenant
parted with a bad landlord the better it was for himself.
He was not one to suggest that the landlord should be
deprived of all protection against the deterioration of
his property by a bad farmer; but he would at the same
time grant to the tenant farmer as full and free a
liberty of action as was compatible with security. In
all cases where covenants were made between landlord
and tenants, they should not be verbal, and consist of
usages ill-defined and worse understood, but should be
just agreements, as between honest men; and the same
penalties that the tenant was subject to for neglecting
to perform his covenant ought to 'be. imposed upon the
other party in the contract—the landlord. In every
case, too, the tenant should be secured for com-
pensation for the unexhausted manures he liad
put upon the land, and for improvements he
had effected, when quitting the farm. He believed
there was no set of men in the world more cor-
rect in their intentions than the landlords of England,
and he would not say with Mr. Bright that they were
men of robust constitutions but confused notions; but
he did think that they did not see enough of their
tenants to know what were their feelings of vexation
and annoyance at the restrictions imposed upon them.
When he looked upon that assembly and saw around
him a number of as honest men as could be found, be
wished to know why their agreements should contain
these restrictions, which were penal only upon one side
—why they should be looked upon with suspicion, as if
they were poachers, and their landlords were all police-
men ? There was no fear of the landlord not having
sufficient consideration for them ; but it would be better
for them all if they had a clearer understanding with
the landed proprietors, not only as to what were the
tenants' duties, but what were the landlords' duties
He could not but think that it would be beneficial if at
meetings like these both parties were occasionallv to
meet together, and express themselves with freedom
upon their respective positions and interests.

Dairy Management and Feeding of Milch Cows; being
the recorded experience of Mrs. Agnes B. Scott,
Winkston, Peebles. Wm. Blackwood & Sons.
The hidy forgets that her readers have not had her

19 years' experience, and she is not explicit enough for
those of the public who may like to learn how to achieve
her results. There are so very many varying influences
which aflToct the delicate operations of dairy mana£e-
ment, that the details of actual experience carefully
observed and accurately given are very valuable.
It is therefore a pity that Mrs. Agnes Scott, who could
evidently well teacli practical lessons, should be so
general in her instructions. In her first chapter,
perhaps the most useful one of the book, she says,
" In winter at six o'clock in the morning two cows got
a windling of straw between them." The foot-note
explaining the term windling tells us it is an armful of
hay or straw tightly wound up. An armful one man
may consider double the quantity that another man
might deem, or tbat Mrs. Scott might intend by the
term. And again, to what kind of straw does she
allude? for the different kinds vary amazingly in their
value as fodder for the Byre.

In her directions for the making of butter we meet
with the same vagueness of expression. We are told,
page 11, the exact heat of the milk prepared for churn-
ing "must be regulated by the season, experience here
will soon be an unerring teacher." We want her long
experience as to the degree of heat which brings the
greatest yield of butter in summer and winter respect-
iveb'. We question if any one unaccustomed to churn-
ing cream conld do it so as to produce good butter if

taught only by the slight suggestions at page 14.
Again, in the method given for making skim-cheese,

we want more particulars. We should like to know
what '* thickening is used, and how it is made, or where
procured, to accomplish the very essentipl process of
turning milk into cheese! and how much of this, when
we know what it is, should be used ? And we look in
vain for the same particulars as to " colourinGf." As an
illustration of her vagueness, we are told that when
we leave the curd out it is firm and when put into
the drainer, we are to put *' some weight" over the
lid to press the whey gently out of it. Would
5 lbs. or 50 lbs. accomplish this, we may ask ? A
very much more detailed account is needed to guide
the uninitiated in making sweet milk cheese, which is
really tedious and laborious work, requiring great
care and minute attention to fixed rules. It is a pity
that the authoress has only *• glanced " at the various
points of dairy management and given a few leading
suggestions bearing upon each. We want her own
experience put in practical form, which no doubt she is

fully capable of doing. The cure in the appendix
" For all ordinary diseases of Milch Cows," is mere
quackery, as one remedy cannot reach the various ills

they are subject to. Inflammation, local and general, is

perhaps the most common, and various applications and
remedies are needed to give any aid to the animal
under the several forms it takes.

w

1\TEAT/S PATENT APHIS PASTILS, which light-L 1 with a Candle, save all trouble, destroy all Insects an.lare'already iised by some of the leading Gardeners, mkv beobtained of the pnnci[)iil Seedsmen and Nurservmeti 2* i.
packet.—Manufacturer and Patentee, J. Neal, Edward StrZf
i^irmincrh-im. Trijil packets, Ijt. each.

^'^y^-xio. street,

iiMKK Di;Es.sixa roK ouchakIThousF
ANDJITHER FRUIT TREES.

Extractfrom the Eiffhth Edition
oy*^^ Orchard Hquh. £,.
Mr. River's.

''January paint the trees
(eyeiy shoot and bud) with
t.ishurst Compound hilf

E''^ -n
^^^^^^^'^ of water.Tgj^est^the eggs of

should first bo washed, .stem
and shoots, with 8 oz. solution
of Oishurst, then smeaved
with clay and Gishurst, (see
Gardeners' Chronicle Oct. 13),
or with lime, aulphar, and Gis'
hurst, made into a paste. If
thesinell be disliked, makethe
solution 48 hours before use.

Full directions as to the use

.,, , .

- of weaker solutions against
mildew and msect pests in spring and summer, with parti-
culars of the experience of many great gardening authorities
are enclosed with the boxes oi' Gishurst. These are supplied
retail through any nurseryman and seedsman at Is., 3s., and
10*. 6d, each, wholesale by Price's Patent Candle Co.. Limited

FUMIGATING ANDgSYRINGIIMG.
GRIFFITHS AND AVISS, Tobacconists, Coventry

call attention to their TOBACCO PAPER. It is simple
in use, safe in application, altogether effective in the destruc-
tion of Green Fly, Black Thrips, Ac, nominal in price, l^jr 6<i
per dozen pounds, sent to any part of the kingdom on receint
of Post Office Order. To those in the Trade a liberal discount
on 28 lbs. and upwards. The following practical gentlemen-
have submitted it to every kind of ordeal, and bear testimony
it is all we represent :—
Mr. Charles E. West, the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham P-'ddox
Mr. Wm. Oliver, the Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey
Mr. A. Henderson, His Grace the Duke ofSutherland Trentham
Mr. Wm. Pool, the Earl of Aylesford, Packington Hall
Mr. John Jennings, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley Park
Mr. Thomas Pond, the Viscount Hood, Whitley Abbey
Mr. Geo. Tranter, the Hon. Granville D. Ryder, Westbrook,

Kernel Hempstead
Mr. Geo. Bennett. J. Beech, Esq., Brandon
Mr. Jas. Knackston, J. R. West, E.sq., Alcot Park
Mr. W. H. Mouutford, H. R Hughes, Esq., Kinmel Part^

St. Asaph, North Wales
Mr. Peter Conlon, G. Webb, Esq., The Gardens, High Grounds,.

Hoddesden
Mr. Francis R. Kinghorne, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Richmond, Surrey
Mr. John Beeves, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting Hill, W.
Mr, John Jeunings, Nurseries, Hhipston-on-Stour
Mr. Edward Perkins, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist

Leamington Nursery —"""^t^
Mr. John Ogdeu, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Coventry
Messrs. S. Perkins & Sons, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and

Florists, Coventry
*»* Agents Wanted. Nurserymen and Florists preferred.
N.B. Cast Fumigating Pots, Tobacco Water for Syringing,

and Tobacco Juice for Sheep Dressing.

Diary for the Dairy, Tiggery, Toultry Xard, Pigeon-
House, and A^>iary. By an Essex Amateur.

A Diary, Account liook. Calendar of Operations,
Memorandum and Receipt Book containing among

Notices to Correspondents.
Cheere Markkt: F G. Thanks to you for intimating your

intention. Will you be good enough to allow the exchange
of a letter on the subject by sending your address to Mr. J. C.
Morton, Streatley, near Reading.

Farm Capital : AUjoa. The usual computation is 10/. per acre
for arable land. Under very vigorous cultivation and conse-
quent need of heavy stocking, a larger sum will be necessary.
The cutting and thresliing of corn cro])s must be done by
hand if there is no machine for hire ; but as regards the
threshing, this is a rare case now in England. It is not
necessary to drill and machine-hoe the grain crop. On a
very small farm we would use Sigma's hand-dibble, and save
in the seed enough to pay the extra labour the same year.

G0ANO ON Potatoes : B eswing. It is possible that the 5 cwt.
per acre of guano in patches on your Potatoes may be
the occasion if not the direct cause of the disease, through the
excessive luxuriance of leaf which it m;iy have occasioned

Handcock's Pulverizer Plough: T £. We know that it is a
capital tool and that it well deserves its name.

Mow-BURsr.n Hay: Agncoto Silurienna. We publish our
correspondent's question below, and shall be glad of the
experience of any of our readers. Ours is to the following
effect. Tliat such hay should not b« given to cows in milk
but may be given without harm to young cattle of all kinds'
even to belters, and cows in calf. No doubt it would b^
improved if cut into chafF, and mixed with pulped roots.
[Ihe writer, having one rick of his richest hay heated to that
extent that his working Iior.'^es will not eat hardly any of the
Iiighest coloured, wishes to know through the medium of
the AgncuUural Gazette, if he could feed bis cows with it

^^'-^ iJ^-^VI^ ^° ***®™ ^" ^y ^*y- The cows are very fond
^^^^- obould it be deemed un.'^uitable for dairy cows—some
calved, others to calve—to what class of animals and in what
state, t. e. cut and mixed with wholesome .«traw or other-
wise, can this mow-burnt hay be given with the best effects.

|Mk. Scott Burn on the Labourer : A Landed Proprietor. Your
note has been forwarded to Mr. Burn. His paper and the
discussion will be published as the December Number of the
Journal of the London Farmers' Club.

Rftlaimisg Wa.ste Lands; A W. If it be covered with strong
Heatber and Gorse, this must first be removed by mattock
and adze, and then burnt on the ground. A shallow plough-
ing may then be effected by a strong tool and a strong te:im
of horses. The earth moved should then be harrowed and
grubbed and the roots again burnt. The land should then
be ploughed deeper, and a dressing of hot lime should be
spread over the ground of about 100 bushels per acre, which
must be mixed with the earth by the use of the grubber
and harrow. You will then probably get a crop ofTurnips by
the help ol 12 buahela of fine bone dust sown with the seed.We areassuming that the land is naturally dry I

CUPISS'S CONSTITUTION BALLS.
—This Justly celebrated Medicine after 25 years' expe-

rience is proved to be the best and cheapest for HORSES and
NEAT CATTLE, cheaper because required to be given only
once a week, preserving health, vigour and condition*; their
cost too is saved by the food turning to a better account, for it

is an acknowledged fact. Horses will keep up their condition
better upon three feeds ofOats daily when a Ball is occasionallv
given than with four feeds without the Balls. Neat Cattle will
also fatten much faster with the occasional use of them, and
arrive at a greater state of perfection than they can be got to
without the Balls. Any one doubting this statement should
try the use of them and prove for himself, for the more they
are used the better they are appreciated. The Balls will be
found admirable for Coughs, Colds, Strangles, Influenza, Inflam-
mation of the Eyes, swelled Legs, and other diseases incident
to Horses and Neat Cattle, as may be seen oj the directions
and testimonials with each packet.
The Balls are prepared by Francis Cupiss, Dlss, Norfolk,

Author of the Prize Essay on the Diseases of the Liver of the
Horse. And may be had of all Patent Medicine Vendors, in
Packets (6 balls each), 3s. 6rf. per packet, or 7 Packets for 2Is.^

with full directions. Persons using the Balls may consult the-

Proprietor gratuitously by enclosing a stamp in a prepaid letter.

tTtrARNERS* IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
V V OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

This Pump is fitted witb
Warner's Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The barrel
is made of galvanised iron, not likely
to corrode, andean be raised or lowered
at pleasure on the stand, the \egfi o5
jWhich fold together, and it may be cai'-

ried with ease by one man. " » ^ jA 9. '*
Stand and Pump, with screwed

tail piece, fitted with strong
brass union for suction pipe 2 15

If fitted with barrel of
planished copper

Stand and Pump, with plain
tail piece, for tying on suc-
tion pipe

2-inch India rubber and can-
vas flexible suction pipe, on
wires, either in 10,12, or 1

J

feet lengths . . . . per foot

No. 43 is a similar Pump to the
above, without stand, but with strong

.
,

wrought-iron straps, for fixing U*
water cart or plank, price 2i. 5.^.

Every description of Machinery for raigJWg Water, bv means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, tc ; also Fire and" Garden
Engines, &c.

J. W. & Sons' Illustrated Catalogue will be forwarded post
free on application.
The above may be obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber

in town or country, or of the Patentees and Mimnfacturen',JOHN WARNER and SONS,
Sy Crescent, Cripplegate, London. E.G.

.340
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BANK OF DEPOSIT,
Established a. d. 1844 ; 3, Pall Mall East, London, W.

Capital Stock lOO.OOOi.

PARTIES desirous of INVESTING MONEY are
requested to examine the Plan of The Bank of Deposit,

by which a high rate of Interest may be obtained with ample
.security. Deposits made by Special Agreement may be with-
drawn without notice. The Interest is payable in January
aid July. Pjeter Mobeison, Managing Director.

Forms for o]ienmg Accounts sent free on application.

ESTABLISHED 18 3 8.

VICTORIA AND LEGAL and COMMERCIAL
LIFfi ASSURANCE COilPAWY, 18, King WillLam Street,

City. E.G.
The business of the Company embraces every description of

risk connected with Life Assurance.
Credit allowed of one-thii-d of the premiums till death, or

half the premiums for five years, on policies taken out for the
whole of life.

Advances in connection with Life Assurance are made on
advantageous terms, either on real or personal security.

William Ratray, Actuary.

HE LIVEUrOOL and LONDON FIRE and
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.—Established 1836.

Offices : No. 1, Dale Street, Liverpool ; and
20 and 21, Poultry, London, E.G.

Liability or Proprietors Unlimited,
INVESTED FUNDS £1,156,035

Progress of the Company :

—

Fire Premiums. Life Premiums. Invested Fimds.
35,472 .. 1!>,S40 .. 388,990

113,612 .. 49,128 .. 620,898
270,053 . . 121,411 .

.

1,150,035
The Annual Income exceeds £450,000.

Policies expiring? on CHRISTMAS DAY should bo renewed
before the 9tn of January.

SwiNTON Boult, Secretary to the Company.

^ear
1S48
1853
1853

t *

FOOD FOR WINTER STOCK.
SAMUELSON^S celebrated TURNIP CUTTERS,

PULPER3, CHAFF-CUTTERS, OIL-CAKE BREAKERS.
CORN and MALT-CRUSHING MILLS, all with the latest
p:iteated improvcmonts^ may be obtained through any
Ironmonger or Implement Dealer in the kingdom, or (carriage
paid to the nearest station to the purchaser) direct from the
manufactory.—Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon; or Loudon
Warehouae, 76, Cannon Street West, City, E,C.

Catalogues sent free on application.

ATJEN T GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—
Important TO Gardkners.—The Gutta Percha Company

have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following
letter from G. Glexny, Esq,, the celebrated Florist :—

"420, Strand. London.
"Gentlemen,—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles and Heels

tiiese two years, and being so much in a garden as 1 neces-
i*anly am in all weatht;rs, and with the ground in all states, I
would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy
I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may
repair the worn part at all times by warning the material at
the Hre, and pressing it from the thick parts to the worn part?,
as easily as if it were so much dough, I think it the duty of all

persons who must occasionally wet their feet to adopt a
material that completely defies damp. Many a gardener would
flscapo colds and rheumatism by the use of Gutt^i Percha Soles.

" Your obedient servant, 6. Glenny."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles, such as Mill Bands,

Tubing, Koles, Slieet, Pump Buckets, Fire Buckets, Bosses,
Union Joints, Flasks, Bottle5», Bowls, Chamber Vessels, Toilet
Trays, Sponge Bags, Curtain Rings, Galvanic Batteries,
Talbotype Trays, &c., manufactured by the Gutta Percha
Company, and sold by their wholesale dealera in town or
Country,—The Gutta Percha Company, Patentees, IS, Wharf
Road. City Road, E.C,> London,

PORTABLE FOUNTAINS, the most Novel and Unique
FOR Christmas Prksknts,

RAMAR'S PATENT PORTABLE ATMOSPHERIC
FOUNTAINS, which do not get out of order, fit for the

table, boudoir, hall, or conservatory, A great variety of these
pleasing and scientific objects may be seen at the Dei>6t,
150, Regent Street, London, W,—A List of Prices and Sizes
sent free on application, from One Guinea and upwards.
'

sciEf^TrTFTc' amusements.
TAND H. DOUBLET, Opticians to Gut's and

• St, Thomas's Hospitals, and the principal Institutions
in London,
Doublets' Improved Parlour Microscope, 6s. 6<Z., 17*-, and

24p. Warranted Instruments.
Doublets' Magic and Improved Phantasmagoria Lanterns,

with Mechanical and Astronomical Slides, Chromatropes, &c-,
alflo Improved Stereoscopes and Slides.

Doublets' Registering Garden Thermometer, 2«.

Thermometers for every purpose. [scope, 60^.

Doublets' Achromatic Gardeners' and Dissecting Mlcro-
Doublets' TREATISE and ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

gratis.—T. &l H. Doublet, Opticians, 7, City Road, Finsbury
aiquare, London , RC,

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855.

METCALFE. BINGLEY, AND CO/S New Pattern
and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached

HairBrushes, Improved FleahandClotbes Brushes, andgeauine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most eflfec-

tually—the hairs never come loose. M., B.,and Co. are sole
¥iaker3of the Oatmeal and Camphor and Oms Root Soaps-
sold in Tablets (bearing their names and address) at 6d. each

;

of Metcalfe's celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2,s. per box;
^nd of the New Bouquets,—Sole Establishment, ISOb and 13l',
Oxford St 2d and 3d doors west from Holies St,, London, W.

PARENTS AND GUARDlANS.-T^T'T^t^
of youth to their respective boarding-schools induces

^ solicitude for their personal comfort and attraction and
ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for accelerating the growth
And improving and beautifyingr the hair, ROWLANDS'
KALYDOR, for improvir.g the skin and complexion and
removing cut^meous eruptions, and ROWLANDS' ODONTO
or Pearl Dentrifice, for rendering the teeth beautifully white]
and preserving the gums, are considered indispensable ac-
compaulmenta for the attainment of those personal advantages
so universally sought for and admired.—Sold bv A. Rowland
& Sons, 20, Hatton Gai-den, London, E.G., and by Chemists
and Perfumers.

9f
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HANDSOME BRASS and IRON BEDSTEADS.—
Heal & Son's Show-rooms contain a large assortment of

brass bedsteads, suitable both for home use and for tropical
climates; handsome iiou bedsteads with brass mountings and
elegantly japanned; plain iron bedsteads for servants; every
description of wood bedstead that is manufactured, in
mahogany, birch, walnut-tree wood, polished deal and japanned,
all fitted with bedding and fm^niture complete, as well as every
description of bedroom furniture.

HEAL AND SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
containing designs and prices oF 100 bedsteads, as well as

of 150 different articles of bedrc^om furniture, sent free by p08t.—Heal & Son, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bedroom Furniture
Mauufacturcra. 196, Tottenham Court Road. W,

TTIENDERS, STOVES, EIRE-IRONS, and CHIM-
Jj NEY PIECES.—Buyers of the above are requested,
before finally deciding, to visit William S. Burton's SHOW
ROOMS. They contain such an assortment of FENDERS,
STOVES, RANGES, CHIMNEY PIECES, FIRE-IRONS, and
GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be approached
elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or
exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with ormolu
ornaments and two sets of bars, 3^ I5s, to 33/. 10.*.; Bronzed
Fenders, with standards, 7^. to 5^, 12s.; Steel Fenders, 2^, 15^,

to 11?.; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments, 2L 15s. to 18^.;

Chimney Pieces, from 1/. 85. to 801. ; Fire-Irons, from 2^. 3d.
the set to 4L 4s. The BURTON and all other PATENT
STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates,

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, AND LA^MPS.—
William S. Burton has SIX LARGE SHOW ROOMS

devoted exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY of Lamps,
Baths, and Metallic Bedsteads. The stock of each is at once the
largest, newest, andmost varied eversvibmitted to the public, and
marked at prices proportionate with those that have tended to
make his establishment the most distinguished in this country.

Bedsteads, from 125. 6d. to £20 O5, each.
Shower liatliH, from . . ,.80,, 60
Lamps (Moderateur), from . . 6 „ 7 7

(All other kinds at the same rate,)
Pure Colza Oil 4«. Od. per gallon,

CUTLERY, WARRANTED, — The most varied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on SALE at William S, Burton's, at prices that are
remunerative only because of the hirgencss of the sales, ^Ji-inch
Ivoiy-handledTable Knives,with high shoulders,125.6d-perdoz,

;

Desserts to match, IO3. 0^, ; if to balance, 6.L per doz. extra;
Carvers, 45, 3d. per pair; larger sizes, from 20^. to 27^. Od, p, doz,;
extra fine Ivory, 335, ; if with silver ferrules, 40^. to 50*. ; white
bone Table Knives, 65, Od, per doz. ; Desserts, 5s, Od, ; Carvers,
2s- 3d. per pair; black-horn Table Knives, 7^. 4d. per doz-

;

Desserts, 63. ; Carvers, 25. 6d. ; black wood-handled Table Knives
and Forks, 6s. per doz. ; Table Steels, from U. each. The largest
stock in existence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks, in cases
and other^vise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FURNISH-
ING IRONMONGERY CATALOGUE may be had

gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 400 Illustra-
tions of his illiraited Stock of Electro and Sheffield Phxte,
Nickel Silver and Britannia Metal goods, Dish Covers and Hot-
water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimney-pieces, Kitchen
Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Unis and Kettles, Tea Trays,
Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths and Toilet Ware, Turnery, Iron
and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bedroom Furniture, &c., with
Lists of Prices and Plan^ of the 16 large Show Rooms at 39,
Oxford Street, W. ; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street, W. ; and 4,
5, and ft. Perry's Place, W., London.—Established 1820.

GLENPJELD PATENT STARCH, used in the
Royal Laundry, and pronounced by Her Majesty's Laun-

dress to be the finest Starch she ever used. When you ask for
Glenfield Patent Starch, yce that you get it, as inferior kinds
are often substituted. Sold by all Chandlers^ Grocers, &c.

Wotherspoon & Co., Glasgow and London.

BUTTER—GOOD FRESH BUTTER.—Try
DOWMAN'S BETTER POWDER, by the use of

which, und following the simple directions given with
each box. Butter comes in less than one-half the time it does
when made in the usual mode. It is more abundant, and the
quality and colour are greatly improved. The unple;isant
taste of Swedes, Turnips, or other strong feed is entiidy
removed. The Butter will keep in a fresh state firm, and fi*ee

from all rancidity, for a longer period ; it is also more pure, as
the cheesy part of the cream is neutralised and wa.shcd away
by this process. Sold 1*, per Box, by Druggists, Grocers, &C-

—

London Wholesale Agents : EDWARps,67,8t Paul'sChurch yard,
E,C.

; Barclay & Sons, Farringdon Street, E.C, Sole Proprietor

:

(i. DowMAN, Chemist, Southampton, Agents wanted m every
town. The public aie cautioned atralnst being imposed upon
by worthless imitations. This article has been in use 15 years,
and the test of experience has been successfully applied.

HOMCEOPATHIC

CAPT. McCLINTOCK'S NARRATIVE,
Now Ready, 10th Thousand, with Two Maps, Fac^Simile of

the Record found of the Franklin Expedition, and numerous
Illustrations, Svo^iCj.,

A NARRATIVE of the VOYAGE of the "FOX,''
T.r. J-.^r^J

'^^^ DISCOVERY OF THE FATE of SIR JOHNFRANKLIN and HIS COMPANIONS in the ARCTIC SEAS.
By Capt, McCLINTOCK, R,N. With an Introduction, by Sir
Roderick Murchison, F.R.S. ; and a Geological Account of
the Arctic Archipelago, by Profe^^r Hatjohton, F.R.S.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

THE CHINESE AT HOME,
~^^

Now Ready, with 34 Illustrations and numerous Woodcuts,
Crown 8vo, Os.,

PICTURES OF THE CHINESE. Deawn by Them-
selves. Described by Rev. R- H, Cobbold, M,A,, Rector

of Broseley, Salop, and late Archdeacon of Ningpo.
John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

NEW WORK BY MR. SMILES.
Now Ready, 6th. Thousand, Post Svo, 63,,

ELF HELP. With Iilustratioks of
CHARACTER and COXDUCX. By Hxuvkl Smiles,

Author of tlie " Life of George Stephenson."

By the Same Author,

THE STORY of thk LIFE of GEORGE
STEPHENSON", tho Railwaj- Engineer. 7th Thousand. "With

Portrait and Woodcuts. Post Svo. 6«.

JoHS Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

LORD SYRON'S POE.TICAL WORKS.

The following are the only Complete and Copyright Editions.

BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. Six Vols. Demy
Svo. Portraits. 45f. cloth.

BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. Ten Vols. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Fcp. Svo, ZOs. cloth.

s

in.

Eight PocketBYRON*S POETICAL WORKS.
Vols. 24«. cloth, or separately, as follows :-

Chilue Harold, One Vol.

Miscellanies. Two Vols. [ Dramas. Two Vols. [Vols.

Tales and Poems. One Vol. | Dox Juan and Beppo. Two

BYRON'S POETICAL MORES. One Vol. 8vo.

TVith Portrait and Engraving. lOs. 6d. cloth.

BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. One Vol. Crown
8vo. With Portrait. 9s. cloth.

VI.

BYRON'S CHILDE HAROLD. One Vol. Crown
Svo. Illustrated with Portrait and 80 Woodcuts. 2l5., morocco
cloth, gilt edges.

vrr.

BYRON'S CHILDE HAROLD. One Vol., post Svo,

With 30 Vignette Engravings. 10s. 6d. cloth.

VIII.

BYRON'S CHILDE HAROLD.
and Four Engraved Titles. One Shilling.

BYRON'S CHILDE HAROLD.
Sixpence.

BEAUTIES OF BVRON'S POETRY AifJ> PROSE
WRITINGS. Fcap. Svo. With Portrait. 3*. 6d.

JoHK Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

This day, Cheap Abridged Edition, with Portrait, post, 2s.,

LIFE OF SIR THOS. FOWELL BUXTON.
By His Son.

John Mctrray, Albemarle Street, W.

With Portrait

With Portrait.

I
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XfUjs of tijf mtth,

The Empeeor of the Feench Las addressed a

letter to the Pope, in which he frankly tells him
that the only solution of the Italian question is the

surrender of the revolted provinces by the Holy

COCOA See. His Majestt states that among the chief
rpAYLOR BROTHERS' HOMCEOPATHIC COCOA reasons which induced him to conclude peace was

his apprehension that the revolution would assume

larger proportions. ** Facts," he says, " have an

inexorable logic," and hence in spite of hi? de-

votedness to the Holy See, and notwithstanding the

presence of his troops at Rome, he could not escape

from a certain connection with the effects of

the national movement produced in Italy by
the contest against Austria. If the Pope, he

says, according to his request, had con-

sented to an administrative separation of

the Roraagna and to the nomination of a lay

governor, those provinces would have returned

under his authority. But as unfortunately the

Pope would not do so, the Empeeoe has been
powerless to arrest the establishment of the new
regime, his efforts have only had the effect of
preventing the revolution from extending, and.

the resignation of Gaeicaldi has alone preserved

the Marches of Ancona from certain invasion. The
Congress, he says, is now about to assemble ; and
though the Powers cannot disown the incontestible

rights of the Holy See over the Legations, it is

nevertheless probable that they will think it better

not to have recourse to violence for subduing

them, because it wo^ld be ntcesfcary to again

occupy the Legations by a military force for

a long time ; and this occupation would

keep up hatred and ill-will among the Italians,

[excite the jealousy of the Great Powers,

_L is unequalled as an article of Diet for Homceopathic
Patients, Dyspeptics, and Persons of delicate constitution-

—

Sold by all Groccra, in Tinfoil Packets, at It. 4d. per lb.

li^PrS'S HOAllEOPATHIC COCOA.—Produced, in
JjJ 1839, specially for the use of Homoeopathic Patients, to
provide them with a beverage highly nutritious and free from
those effects of Coffee and Tea which to many persons are
pernicious. Rendered attractive to the taste by its delicious
aroma and gratt^ful smoothness, it has become adopted by the
public generally for breakfast, luncheon, and supiter. It is

sold by the principal Grocers at U. 6rf. per lb., in lib., ilb.,
and iib. packets. Each packet is labelled, "James Epps,
Horaceopathic Chemist, London."

STllMA.—Du. LococK's PULMONIC WAFERS
give instant relief and a rapid cure of Asthma, Consump-

tion, Coughs, and all di.sorders of the breath and lungs. They
have a m<ist pleasant taste. Price Is. IJtZ., 2-^. Qd„ and lis. peV
box. Sold by all medicine vendors.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS,—SUFFOCATING FOGS,
IMPURIXr OP THE AIR—A3 the blood in its

healthy state sustains and renovates every part of the living

system, sa when it is impoverished or impure fas it must of
necessity be whilst wintry fogs i>revail, and the density of the

atmosphere prevents the deleterious gases rising above our
hw-ds), it has a precisely contrary effect. It is nianifest that

no medicine which does not reiich the circulation can exter-

minate disease. These wonderful Pills operate directly^

powerfully, and beneficuilly on the blood, venous and arterial

;

tbey remove all the mepbitic vapours absorbed from the atmo-

sphere ! They relax the air-o^lls of thelungs, afFording- a larger

gnpply ofoxj'gen, and they expel disease and prolong existence

HAT WILL iHih COST TO PIMNT? i6"u

thought often occurring to literaiy minds, public

characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme-

diate answer to the inquiry may be obtained on appHcatiou to

RiCHAEDBAnRF,TT.13,MarkLane>London,E.C. R B, is enabled

to execute every description of Printing on very advantageous

terms, his office being furnished with a largo and choice assort-

ment of Types, Steam Printing Machines, Hydraulic and other

Presses, and every modera improvement in the Printing Art.

A Specimen Book of Types, and information for Authors, sent

on application, bv ^ , x^ rt

Richard Barrett. 13, Mark Lane, London^ E,G-
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and perpetuate irritation, uneasiness, and alarm.
*'What then," asks the Emperok, "remains
to be done P—^for this state of uncertainty cannot
endure for ever. After a serious examination of

the difficulties and the dangers presented by the

different combinations, I say, with sincere regret,

and however painful the solution may be, that

what appears to me to be most conformable to the
true interests of the Holy See would be to make
the sacrifice of the revolted provinces. If the

Pope, for the repose of Europe, would renounce
those provinces, which for 50 years have been a
source of so much embartasstoent to his Govern-
ment, and were in exchange fo ffequesf the great

Powers to guarantee fo him the possession of the

remainder, I have no doubt that order would be

immediately restored. The Holy Father would
then secure to grateful Italy long years of

peace, and to the Holy See the tranquil

possession of the States of the Church."

The Moniteur of Wednesday in publishing the

preceding letter quotes also from the official organ
of the Papal Government the speech, addressed by
the Pope to General GuYOif and the officers

of the French army of occupation on New
Day. In this extraordinary speech

the Pope denounced the recent pamphlet as

monster monument of hypocrisy and a
despicable jumble of contradictions," and ex-
pressed his hope that God would give the Empeeoe
grace and wisdom to recognise the "falseness of

the principles" which it lays down.
The Moryimg Post of yesterday announces the

existence of **a virtual alliance between the

Governments of France and England to recognise

and protect the newly-acquired independence of

Northern and Central Italy;" adding, that " this

virtual alliunee is the creation of no special treaty,

nor was any special treaty required to define its

ends, or determine and agree upon its means.''

It is also stated in the latest news from
Paris that a treaty of commerce on the broad

basis of mutual advantage has been concluded

between France and England ; and that the Con-

gress will probably assemble on the 15th of

February,
' The Prussian Chambers were opened on Thurs-

day by the Prince Regent. The Royal speech

declared that Prussia is willing to take part in the

Congress on the affairs of Italy, and that with

regard to a reform of the Federal Constitution, she

will always consider herself the natural repre-

sentative of the effort for increasing the strength

of the nation, and efficaciously promoting German
interests in general. It concluded by saying that

it is not the intention of the Government to

violate the bequest of a great period, and that

"the Prussian army will, in future, be also the

Prussian people in arms."

^^ome KcUjS*

ofWales went out^hunting. lu the afternoon Mr. Fisher

left the castle. The Duchess of Cambridge and Prin-

cess Mary» the Marquis and Marchioness of Westminster
and Lady Theodora Grosvenor, the Earl and Countess

Stanhope, the Earl and Countess Cowley and Lady
Sophie AVellesley» Viscount Palmerston, Lord Water-
park, the Right Hon. General and Lady Alice Peel, and
Mr. Gibbs arrived on a visit. On Wednesday morning
the Queen walked in the grounds of the castle. The
Prince Consort went out shooting, accompanied by
the Prince of Wales, Karl Cowley, and Viscount Pal-

merston. The Duchess of Kent visited her Majesty.

In the evening the third dramatic representation took

place in St. George's Hall, when Mr. Sheridan Knowles's
" Hunchback " was performed in the presence of the

Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal family, the visitors

at the castle, and a select party of the nobility and
gentry of the neighbourhood. On Thursday morning
the Queen and Prince Consort walked in the grounds of

the cistle. Tlie Prince of Wales went to Claremont.
The Duchess of Cambridge and Princess Mary, the
Marquis and Marchioness of Westminster and Lady
Theodora Grosvenor, the Earl and Countess Stanhope,
the Earl and Countess Cowley and Lady Sophie Wulles-

le^. Viscount Palmerston, Lord Watcrpark, the Right
Hon. General and Lady Alice Peel, and Mr. Gibbs left

the castle. According to present arrangements her
Majesty will arrive in town on the 23d inst,, on which
day a Privy Council will be held. On the 24th the
Queen will open Parliament in person, and after wai-ds

return to Windsor.
The Cabiitet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Tuesday at the official residence of the First Lord of the
Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was held
yesterday.

PABLiAMENTAnr MOVEMENTS.—TheReadlng election

has terminated in the return of Sir F. Gold:>mid b^' a
majority of 102 over Mr. Benson, the numbers being

662 to 560. Mr. Atherton, the Solicitor-General, has

been re-elected for Durham without opposition. The
Hon. Charles Carnegie, brother of the Earl of Southesk,

is a candidate for Forfarshire, vacant by the accession of

Lord Duncan to the House of Peers.

The IN'avt.—Rear-Admiral Sir Alexander Milne has

been appointed Commander-in-Chief on the North
American and West Indian station, in the room of Sir

H. Stewart, whose period of service has expired.

The Volfnteek Coeps.—On Thursday morning the

Lord Chancellor's Court at Lincoln's Inn was densely

crowded in consequence of his Lordship having
expressed his intention to administer in person the oath

of allegiance to the 1st and 2nd companies of the Inns
of Court Volunteeis. The Lord Chancellor previous to

administering the oath delivered an address which will

he found at length in another column, and on the

conclusion of his remarks, Mr. Selwyn returned thanks

to his I^ordship for the honour he had done them by
personally administering the oath, adding that in

taking that step his Lordship had only followed the

example set by Lord Eldon when Lord Chancellor, who
at that time administered the oath to a similar corps.

—

A meeting of the London Brigade was held onWednesday
at Guildhall, when the Lord Mayor announced that the

number of effectives was now nearly 1200, and that his

Royal Highness theDuke of Cambridge, the Commander-
in-Chief, has accepted the office of Colonel ofthe Brigade.

—On Tuesday evening a very large and influential

meeting of the principal inhabitants of Paddington was

held iu the fine vcstry-hall of the parish, Mr. Paikcs

Currie in the chair, at which it was resolved to take

measures for the immediate formation of a volunteer

corps for that populous and wealthy district of the

toetropolis.—On Tuesday evening a public meeting was
held at Walworth, at which it was resolved to form a
company for that district in connection with the First

Surrey; and oh Wednesday evening it was resolved at

a public meeting at Camberwell to form a company for

that district also, in connection with the First Sui-rey.

—At a meeting of the St. Paucras committee on Monday
evening Mr. Bodkin announced that Messrs. Shoolbred,

of Tottenham Court Road, were ready to give the names
1 of 60 young men on their establishment as ready to

The Cottbt.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Thurs-
day week the Hereditary Prince of Hohenzoliern-
Sigmaringen, the Earl Cowley, Countess Bluchcr,
Lord and Lady Wodehouse, and T/ieut.-Genoral Sir
George Bowles arrived on a visit to her Majestyi
On Friday mormng the Qneen and Prince Con- join the corps, and that the firm wonld defray the
sort, accompauied by the Prince of Wales and the whole expense of their outfit.—Tiie Post Office Corps
"Prince of HohenzoUern, walked iu the Home Park, now amounts to upwards of 100 effectives, and are
The Duchess of Kent visited her Majesty. On Saturday regularly drilled on the ground adjolniiiir the Charter

-

morning the Queen, with Princess Alice, walked in the
Home Park, and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frog-
more. The Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince
of Wales and the Hereditary Prince of Hohenzolleru,
went out shooting. In the afternoon the Prince of

Hohenzolleru, the Countess Bluchcr, Lord and Lady
Wodehouse, and Lieut.-General Sir George Bowles
left the castle. On Sunday morning the Queen and
Prince Consiort, the Prince of Wales, Princess Alice, and
Prince Arthur attended Divine Service in the private
chapel ; the Dean of Windsor and the Rev, H, Ellison
officiated and administered the Sacrament. On Monday
morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice,

walked in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of

Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort, with the
Prince of Wales, went out shooting. In the afternoon
the Ducliess of Kent visited her Majesty. Mr. Fisher
arrived from Oxford on a visit. On Tuesday morning
the Queen, accompanied by Princess Louisa, walked in the
Home Park, and visited the Duchessof Kentat Frogmore,
The Prince Consort came to London and presided at a
meetin- of the Council of the Horticultural Society at
South Kensington. Hi* Royal Higbne<safter\vards visited

house.—On Monday night a very crowded meeting of

inhabitants of the district of North Kensington was
held in Pearce's Riding School, Westbourne Grove, the
Hon. E. C. Curzon in the chair, at which it was resolved

to fill up the first Kensington Company of the South
Middlesex Rifle Volunteers, and to form a company for

N'orth Kensington. In the course of the meeting Lord
Ranelegh stated that the present number of the corps
was 12001, of whom about 800 or 900 were effective

members, and the subscriptions amounted to about
1400?.—The council of the Civil Service brigade, com-
posed of represeututives from the several departments
in which separate corps liaVe been formed, assembled
for the first time on Saturdav at the Audit Office, when
it was announced that the total strength 6f the
brigade already amounted to 660 effective and
410 honorary members ; and it was decided to

apply immediately to the Lord-Lieutenant for autho-
rity to increase the effective strength of the corps from
400, for which number the Queen's sanction has already

been obtained, to 1000 men—a number which it is anti-

cipated, from the daily accessions of recruits, will

XV c' 1-i-i.- £-^1 T%, ' •' - shortly be attained.—On Saturday afternoon the mem-
the EUlubitiou of the Photographic Society. The Prince , bers of the Tower Hamlets corps assembled, for the first

time, in an unoccupied warehouse, near the railway
station, Shadwell, for the purposes of drill. At present
the number of effectives amounts to above 100 who
have been enrolled during the last few days. It is.

intended to form eight companies, corresponding with
the eight Poor-law divisions in the borough.—The enrol-
ment of new members in the Southwark and Lambeth
or 7th Surrey is proceeding steadily, and equip'
ments have been provided by Mr. Frederick Hodges for
12 volunteers; by Mr. Roupell, M.P., for 100; by Mr
Tarn for 8 ; by Messrs. J. and J. Vickers & Co.. for 4 • and
by Captain Beresford for 60, on certain conditions. ^The
Queen has accepted the services of the Victoria Docks
corps, which has been designated the 6th Essex. It
will form a regiment complete in itself, with an establish-
ment of major-commandant, 4 captains, 4 lieutenants

' 4 ensigns, adjutant, surgeon, and 400 rank and file.—
A meeting of the artisans employed at Woolwich Arsenal
was held on Saturday, when a communication was read
from the Secretary forWar conveying her Majesty's sanc-
tion to the formation of a rifle corps for the Arsenal, and
also suggesting the formation of an artillery corps, add-
ing that the members of both bodies will be allowed
time to drill without stoppage of pay, and that the
services of the men will only be required within the
establishment. The Workmen connected with the
Armstrong Gun Factory are about to form an artillery

corps, and it is estimated that the various companies
of volunteers from the several departments will amount
to at least 1500 effectives.—On Thursday a numerously
attended meeting of officers, artisans, and labourers

from the several departments was held at Deptford
Dockyard, when it was unanimously resolved to form a

rifle corps for the officers and workmen of the

establishment. A public meeting of the inhabi-

tants of Deptford was held on the same day
when it was resolved to support the corps now in"

existence for the towns of Greenwich and Deptfor(i, and
at present enrolled as the first subdivision of the Kent
corps.—In the provinces meetings in aid of the move-
ment have been held during the week at Abingdon,
Alnwick, Bangor, Barmouth, Belper, Bishop's Waltham,
Brentford, Brampton, Basford, Birmingham, Bour% '

Bath, Bishop's Stortford, Burnley, Carnarvon, Cheriton,

Cambridge, Drighlington, Dursley, Dolgelly, Exeter,
Exmouth, Edinburgh, Guiseley, Hereford, Horn-
castle, Hexham, Holbeck, Hartismere (Snfibik),

Lcsmahagow (Lanarkshire), Maryport, Market Rasen,

Newington (Kent), Newmarket, Padstow, Portmadoc,
Pwllheli, Portland, Penllyn, Rochtord, Southwell, South-

wold, Sunderland, South Shields, Sawbridgeworth,
Sittingbourne, Stradbroke, Tunbridge Wells, Watford,
Whitehaven, Workington, Westerham, Weymouth,
Whittlesey, andJWykeham.—The Duke of Manchester is

organising a body of gentlemen who are to be styled

the "Duke of Manchester's Mounted Volunteer Corps."

If a sufficient number of volunteers can be obtained, the

corps is to be divided into two troops, one to be called

the Huntingdonshire and the other the Bedfordshire.

The uniform is to be a scarlet tunic v.'ith rolled collar,

cord breeches, Napoleon boots, and a black felt double-

peaked hunting-cap. Considerable subscriptions and a

fair number of volunteers have been obtained.—At a

meeting of the committee of the Wick Artillery Corps,,

on Friday, a letter was read from the Duke of Portland,

of which the following is an abstract :—
" After intimating his very decided disapproval of the volun'

teer movement, his grace denounced what he called the ' ab-

surdity of tlie invasion panic and rifle fever got up by the

Tories and the penny-a-liners for their own private p-urposes,

and considered that the partisans of the movement were

making laughing-stocks of themselves before the country.'

He therefore declined to contribute anything towards the funds-

of the Wick corps, the more especially as he thought that,

even supposing there was any chance of an invasion, Wiok
would be the last place of all others at which an enemy would
think of landing. His grace further stated that although,. as a
proprietor in the county of Caithness, he would at all times be
most eager to assist in any enterprise in the interests of the

county and conducive to the public good, he wciuld have

nothing whatever to do with the present volunteer movement,
and he concluded by expressing a willingness that bis refusal

to associate himself with it be made public.'*

ruANCT^.—The Moniteur of Wednesday re^tblishe^

from the Ghiornale di Moma of the 3d inst. the^locution
pronounced by the Pope on New Year's Day, in reply to

the congratulations of General Count de Goyou,

Commander-in-Chief of the French Division in the

Papal States, and given at length in our Italian news..

This allocution, it says, -trOttld probably not have been

made if his Holiness had received theYollowing letter

addressed to him by the Emperor, under date of the

31st December last :

—

** Most Holy Father,—The letter which your Holiness deigned

to write me on the 2d of December touched me deeply, and
will reply with entire frankness to the appeal made to my
good faith. One of my most serious anxieties during, m weii

as after the war, w;%3 the condition of the States of the Churcn,

and, assuredly, among the potent reasons which induced me
to conclude peace so promptly you must reckon the £^r or

seeing the revolution assume daily increasing dimenftions.

Facts have an inexorable logic, and, despite my devotion to^

the Holy See, despite the j^resence of my troops at Rome, A

could not avoid a certain amount of connection with the re-

sults of the naUonal movement caused in Italy by the etragRiJ

against Austria. As soon as peace was concluded I ba.^enea

to write to your Holiness to submit to you the views "W^^^f,
'^

considered best suited to lead to the pacificatioh of "".^

Romagna, and I stiU entertain the opinion that if your Holi-

ness had from that time consented to an administrative scp

ration of those provinces, and to the nomination ol » »/
Governor, they would have returned to your rule. y>i^''*PJ'"^

this was not the ea&e, and I found myseU" powerless to preveus
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"/"•'resiffuaUon of Garibaldi i^reser^
, ^ ^^ ,

,

^
r^rtain invasion. Now the Congress is about to aasemUe,

^ PowcT* cannot disown the incontestable riglita of the Holy

« to the Legations ; nevertheless it is probable that they wiil

f he of opinion that you should have recourse to force to

T >ct them For if that pubjectinn were obtained by the aid

*f fnreiijn troops it woold imply the militaiy occupation of

*LI LeWions for a long time. This occupation would

v^D aliv« the hatreds and resentments of a great portion

f the Italian people, as also the jealousy of the great

p wars • this would be, then, to pen>etuate a state of irritation,

5°Btrust' and fear. What remains, then, to be done, for this

lite of uncertainty cannot last for ever? After a serious con-

dderation of the difficulties and dangers which the different

^mbinations present^I say it with sincere regret, and painful

fta the conclusion may be, that the solution which appears to

roe most conformable to the true interests of the Holy See

JJill be to surrender the revolted provinces. If the Holy

Father, for the sake of the peace of Europe, should give up

these provinces, which for 60 yeara have be.en a ^eat em-
i^irrassnient to his Government, and if, in exchange, he should

request the great Powers to guarantee to him the possession

of the remainder, I do not doubt of the immediate resto-

niUon of tranquillity. Then the Holy Father would

inflUie to grateful Italy peace for many years, and

to the Holy See the peaceful possession of the States

ofthe Church. I am sure yaxir HoHness will not misconstrue

the sentiments wliich animate rae. You will luiderstand the

difficulty of my position; you will give a kind interpretation

to my frank language, remembering all that I have already

done for the CathoHc religion and for its august Head. I have
expressed without reserve my full mind, and thought it indis-

peoaable to do so Ixifore the Congress. But 1 beg of your

HoUnesB, whatever decision you may come to, to believe that

it will in no respect change the line of conduct which 1 have

always observed in respect of you. Tlianking your Holiness

for the Apostohc blessing which you have sent to the Empress,

to the Prince Imperial, and to myself, I renew to you the

aflsurance of my profound veueration.—1 am, of your Holiness,

vour devoted son, Napoleon."
" Palace of the Tuileries, Dec. 31, 1859."

Lord Cowley, the British Amhassador, is expected to

retnm to Paris to-day. An official coramunit-ation was

received, through Mr. Eeutt'r's agency, on Wednesday,

ffi\-ing tbe following particulars of his lordship's visit

to London:

—

"In the month of August last, when the Conference of

Zurich threatened to l^e dissolved, the English Cabinet proyiosed

to the French Government to come to a special agi-eement

between France and England for the settlement of the affairs

of Central Italy. Count Walewski, in order to prevent the

proposal of Lord Jolm Russell being accepted, tendered his

resignation, which was, however, withdrawn on tbe publica-

tion of a note in the Moniteur of the 9th of September last

i& favour of the restoration of the Grand Duke of

Tuscany. The object of Lord Cowley's journey to

London is to resume the negotiations which had been inter-

rupted. Ihe dismissal of Count Walewski was alre-ady

decided upon when Lord Cowley left Paris after the reception

on New Year's Day ; but it is premature to assort that his

lordship has been the bearer of certain nroposals as the basis of

alR agreement between France and England, either in the form

of a protocci or of a treaty. There is for the present no other

negotiation going on than to resolve upon a basis which might
become the point of departure for negotiations with the other

great Powers, Enf^and having always rec^nised the principle

-that the territorial arrangements of 1815 could only be modified

with, the consent of the other gi'eat Powei-s."

It was rumoured on the Bourse on Wednesday that

Lord Cowley had succeeded in hig mis.sion ; that the

Congress will assemble on tlie 15th of February; that

Cardinal Antonolli had resigned ; and that a treaty of

commerce had been concluded between France and

England. Prince Metternich was present at the ball at

the Tuileries on Wednesday, and consequently the

report that he had left for Vienna on a special mission

was premature. The GazeHedeFrancfihsiS received a first

warning from the Minister of the Interior, and the

France Centrale, published at Blois, has received a

-second warning for having protested against the first.

The Protestant chapel of the Kev. Archer Gurney was

suddenly ordered to be closed on Sunday. Tlie reasons

given are that Mr. Gurney would not in future be

allowed to read, a service in French, intended to supply

the spiritual wants of British Protestants who, horn in

France, do not understand the English language. Count

Lalleraand (now in Paris on leave ofabsence), who in his

quality of First Secretary baa been appointed Charg^

d'Affaires CM? in^mm of the French Embassy at Constan-

tinople, has received orders to proceed immediately

to the Ttirkish capital. M. de Thouvenel has accepted

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and will embark for

France after the Count's arrival. Mar^shal M'Mahon

will, it is asserted, replace Marshal Vaillant as Com-

mander of the French army in Italy. General Mout-

anban, Commander-in-Chief^of the French expedition to

China, arrived at Marseilles on Tuesday evening, and

etfltarked on Tlitirsday with his staff on board the Pe-

ninsular and Oriental Conpany's steamer for Alexandria.

Madame Bourbakm, the wife of the French Ambassador

in China, also left by the same steamer. M, de Lesseps

fias arrived at Marseilles from Constantinople, and

active preparations are making for the execution of the

Suez C^nal.
SPAi'Jf ATTD MeBOCco.—Acconuts from the Spanish

camp give further accounts of the action at Castil-

l^w, in which the Spanish loss was nearly 600
killed and wounded. It appears that the Spanish
army were directed to occupy new ground on the road

"to Tetuan. General Prim's division led, supported by
that of Gen. Zabala. The brunt of the fighting fell on
the first-named division ; three or four only of Zabab's
battalions having come into action. Tlie Moors were
driven, without much difficulty and early in the day,

from their positions, and the Spanish divisions could have
established themselves in their new ground by noon ; but
Gen.Prim in his eagerness for the fray led on his division

beyond the position it was intended to occupy, and pro-

longed tbe fight till nightfall. During the action two
squadrons of the "Princesa" Hussars made a dashing
charge right into the Moorish camp, which, like the
i^mous Balaklava ehargfi; appears to have originated in

the misinterpretation of an order conveyed by an aide-

de-camp. In that charge seven officers of the two

squadrons were wounded, and two killed. The Moors,

instead of biirying their dead, burnt them. On the 4th

inst. the Spaniards were attacked in the Valley Negro

by 2000 Moorish cavalry and 2000 infantry, who were

dispersed by the Spanish Artillery, who had five killed

and 19 wounded. On the 7th the whole army encamped

to the north of the Negro Valley, after having defiled

through the Passes without opposition. In the course

of the day a council of Generals was to detei-mine upon

the plan of operations. On tbe 9th the Spanish army

was one league from Tetuan. An attack of the enemy
had been repulsed. It is stated that the army is to

be considerably increased, and that the health of the

troops at the encampment of Serallo is improving.

HOLXAND.—The Ministerial crisis has ended for the

present by the Ministers who had offered their resigna-

tions consenting to remain in office^ But the solution

is only provisional, as the Chambers are about to be

convoked, to decide on the measures which led to the

crisis, and on their votes will depend the fate of the

Cabinet. Those measures are—a bill on public works

before the I'lrst Chamber, and a bill for constructing a

canal from Amsterdam to the sea, before the Second

Chamber.
Pkussia.—The Prussian Chambers were opened on

Thursday by the Prince Eegent, who delivered a speech

of which the following is a summary :

—

"After mentioning the events of European importance

which have lately taken place, it stated that after the conclu-

sion of peace Prussia, qn the joint invitation of France and
Austria, had declared her readiness to take part in a Congress

to deliberate on the proper means for the pacification of Italy

and the durable consohdation of her internal affairs. With

regard to the manifestation of the desire for a reform of the

Federal Constitution, Prussia will always consider herself

the natural representative of the effort for increas-

ing the strength of the nation and efficaciously pro-

moting German interests m general. The Prussian Govern-

ment wishes that the action of the Federal Diet should, m its

relations with the constitution of the separate States, be con-

fined within the strictest limits of competent intervention.

Prussia therefore thinks it her duty, in reference to the con-

stitution of Electoral Hesse, to recommend the re-establish-

raent of the constitution of 1831, after removic^ all the articles

which may be contrary to the Federal Pact, as oeing in accord-

ance with that principle. The Prince Regent further

said, that, united with his German confederates, he was
constantly endeavouring to obtain for the German provinces

of Denmark a legitimate constitution, conformable to the

recognized common law of the country, and to have the inter-

regnum settled in a satisfactory manner. The projects of law

to be submitted to the Chambers related to the question of the

land-tax, the provincial representation, the limitation of the

electoral districts, matrimonial rights, general liability to

military service, and the financial measures connected there-

with. In conclusion the Prince Regent said,—It is not the

intention of the Government to violate the bequest of a great

period. The Prussian array will in future be also the Prussian

people in arms."

The conference for the discussion of the question of

fortifying the German coasts was opened at Perlin on

on Monday, under the presidency of Lieutenant

Moltke. On Tuesday the Prussian project for a system

of common defence was submitted to the conference.

Bayakia.—Tlie reigning King of Bavaria is about

to leave Munich for Spain, where by the advice of his

physicians he will pass some months. His 3Iajesty,

whose malady is sleeplcsiiness, was advised to go to the

south of Spain last winter, but tbe state of things was

then so critical that he could not venture to quit the

kingdom. The King intends to visit Andalusia and

Grenada, and will perhaps take a trip to Madeira.

Austria.—Accounts from Vienna state that a very

di.'a^^reeable effect has been produced by the announce-

ment of a complete understanding between France and

England nn the Italian question; and that the Govern-

ment has sent off despatches to St. Petersburg and

Berlin inviting Russia and Prussia to form an alliance

with Austria to defend "the legitimate rights of

Sovereigns." It is also said that the Austrian Government

has ordered Prince MeUcrnich to declare to the French

Cabinet that it would decline to enter into the Congress

on any other basis than the agreement of Villafrunca or

the treaty of Zurich,

Itaiy.—Tlie Moniteur of Tuesday publishes the fol-

lowing allocution, as having been delivered by the Pope

in answer to the congratulations offered to him by

General Guyon and the other officers of the French

army on New Tear's Day:

—

" Monsieur le General,—Tf on the advent of every new year

we have received with pleaMue the good wishes you have pre-

sented to us in the name of the officers and of the army which

you so worthilv command, those good wishes are doubly

welcome to us to day, in consequence of the cxceptionHl events

which have occurred, and because you assure us that the

Freufih Division in the Papal States is placed there for the

defence of the rights of CathoBcism . May God bless you. then

—you and the whole French army ! May He bless equally all

classes of that generous nation f In prostrating ours^re* at

the feet of that God who was, is, and will be to ail etei mty.

we beseech Him in the humility of our heart to shed

abundantly His light and blessing upon the ai'^st

leader of that army aud of that naUon ; so that

euided by such light, he may advance safely along his

difficult path, and admit again the falseness of crtam pnnci-

Ses laid down recently in a pamphlet which may be sty ed a

I Custer monument of hypocrisy and ^ .f^T^^^'^.J'J^^^'^^.f
rnntradictions We hope that, by the aid of such light—nay.

I Zre we am persuaded that by such U«ht. he will condemn

SeprTncipSs contained in that pamphlet. We are the more

conJinced of this as we have in ourpossessu)n some documents
' wShis Majestv. some short time since, had the kindness to

TeSis and Sah are a full condemnation of those pnnciples^

It is with this conviction that we pray God to shed His

blessinTnpon the Emperor and upon his august Consort, upon

the Prince Imperial, and upon all France.

The news of Count Walewski's resignation lias pro-

duced a very painful impression on the Pope, and

it is .aid that the Duke de Grammont has re.

' quested to be relieved of bis functions as French

Ambassador at the Papal Court. On Friday

last, after the celebration of the ceremony of

St. Ei)iphania, his Holiness called together the

principal members of the Sacred College, and declared

to them that he would never fail in the mis&ion which
God had intrusted to him, and that, like his predecessor,

Pius VII., he wonld rather suffer exile, and even martyr-

dom.—The Giomale di Homa publishes the following

official note on the French pamphlet

:

"An anonymous pamphlet has just appeared in Paris,

entitled ' le Pape et le Congrfes.' This work is a positive

homage rendered to the rev»:)lution ; an insidious thesis for

those weak minds who are deficient in a just criterion to recog-

nise the poison which it conceals, and a subject of grief to all

good Catholics. The arguments contained in this priraphlet

are a reproduction of the errors and insults so many times

launched forth against the Holy See, and as often victoriously

refuted, notwithstanding the obstinacy with which the

deniers of the truth maintained them. If the object which the

author proposed to himself was by chance to intimidate him
who is threatened with such great disasters, the writer may
be assured that he who has right on his side, who supports

himself on the .solid and immovable bases of justice, and who
is more particularly supported by the protection of the King

of Kings, has certainly nothing to fear from the snares

of men.

It is reported that two of the Sardinian Ministers,

General della Marmora, President of the Council, and

M. Dabormida, President of Foreign Affairs, h^ve

resigned. M. Buoncompagni, the Regent, gave a grand

ball at the Crocftta Palace ui Florence, on NewYear's Day,

in theraid?t of which two tin cases filled with gunpow-

der were exploded in the streets by some mishievous

person who wished to produce a reactionary movement.

A few days before two young English ladies were detected

in writing on the walls of the Piazza del Duomo some

sentences in favour of the Grand Ducal rule, and they

would probably have been maltreated by the mob, if

the Marquis Glnori, one of the new Government, had

not interfered for their \ r tection. It is stated that

a violation of the boundary having occurred at tlie fron-

tiers of Modena, Major-General Llppt.'rt has proceeded

there. Field-Marshid-Lieut. Crenneville has left

for Desenzano, to join the commission for the

regulation of the Sardinian boundary, the seat of

which is at Peschiera,—An antiquary at Venice

has discovered an old parchment on which the

Doge Marino Faliero had written that he had buried a

million of sequins under the portico of the Church of

St. Mark. As the exact spot is indicated in the writing,

a commission has been appointed to make excavations

in search of the treasure.

Turkey.—Letters from Constantinople to the 4fen

announce thflt public agitation was increasing. It was

supposed that Fuad Pac'ia would soon be dismissed.

The Czar had forwarded decorations to the Pachas who

were eent to Odessa to congratulate him.

Inbia.—Telegraphic despatches in anticipation of the

Bombay mail of the 27th ult. have been received ; but

tbe following are the only particxilars which they com-

municate :

—

Nepaul.—K telegram fn^m Lucknow of the 14th ult. confirms

the capture of the Begum's late paramour, Mummn Khan, and
states that Khan Bahadoor Khan, Beni Madho, his two sons^

and a brother, are also in our hands, with all the principal

leaders, and that in the whole 2000 prisoners are in our hands.

The campaign against the rebels in Nepanl is therefore over.

The Begutn has escaped from Bootwal. The Nana's death is

doubtful. Jung Bahadoor has returned to the capital, Kat-

mandu, after oiierating against the rebels in the Terai.

Calcv.tta.—Mr. Wilson was preparing to set out for Delhi, to

meet the Governor-General, afteifwhich he will rctai-n to take

his pLace in the Coimcil.
Srnfiapore.—The submarine cable between Singapore and

Batavia has been successfully laid.

.Boj-neo.—Order has been re-established at Sarawak,

Chi>'A.—The treaty between China and the United

States had been put in force on the 2Gth Nov. Part of

the English troops have already left for the North.

Unites States.— The President's Message was

brought to the Senate on tbe 27th, and was read after

ft division, although the ele^-tion of a Speaker in the

House of Representatives appeared a5 distant as on the

day when Congress first assembled. The Message fills

upwards of six columns of the morning papers. The

following is a summary :

—

*' I finally believe that ^venta at Harper's Ferry, by causing

the people to pause and reflect, will be the means, imder
Divine Providence, of allaying the existing excitement, and
preventing further outbreaks of a similar character. For tbe

Euppix-ssion of slavery, all lawful means at my command have

been employed, and shall continue to be employed, to

execute the laws against the African slave trade. Those
engaged in this unlawful enterprise have been rigorously

prosecuted, but not witli so much success as the crimes

have deserved. A number of them are under prosecution.

The wisdom of the course pursued by Government towards

China has been verified by late events. Our treaty of peace and
commerce with that Empire was continued at Tien-tsin on the

18tb June, 1858, and was ratified by tlie Presii^ent, with the

advice and consent of the Senate, on the 21st December
following. The ratifications of the treaty were iifterwards, on
the 16th August, exchanged in proper form at Pietsang. As
the exchange did not take place till the day prescribed by the

treaty, it is deemed proper, before its publication, again to sub-

mit it to tbe Seuate. Our relations with the great Empires of

France and Russia, a» well as on the Continent of Europe^

unless we may except th.at of Spain, happily continue to be ctf

the most friendly chanicter. In my last annual Messiigc I ]ire-

aented a statement of the unsatisfactory condition of our rela-

tions with Spain, and I rogret they have not materially im-
proved. Without special referenee toothers, claims, the pay-

ment of which has been ably urged by our Miniatere,

and in which more than 100 of our citizens are directly inte-

restei remain unsatisfied, notwithsfmding their justice, and

though their amount. 128,656 dels. 54 c, has been admitted by

the Spanish Governtnent. I need not rejieat the argumenU
which 1 urged in ray lart Massage in favour of tlie unjuisition

of Cuba by fair purchase. My opinion on that measure is

uuchan"-ed. I again invite your serious attention to thta sub-

ject Witiiout a recognition of this policy on their part it will

be almost ImoobSible to institute negotiations with any

reasonable prospect of snecess. Until a recent pen'>d there

was good reason to believe tliat I bhouid be able to aimouncp
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to you oii tiie present fKieasion that our dit^iculties witti Great
Britain arising out of the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty had been fully
adjusted in a manner alike honourable and satisfactory to both
parties. From causes however which the British Government
had not anticipated, they have not completed treaty arrange-
ments with the Republics of Honduras and Nicaragua in pur-
suance of the understanding between the two Governments.
It is nevertheless evidently expected that this good work
will soon be accomplished ; while indulging the hopes of that,
no other subject remains which can disturb the good relations
between the two countries. The question arLsing out of the
adverse claims of the parties to the island of San JuaB, under
the Oregon Treaty of June 15th, 184G, suddenly assumed a
threatening prominence. In order to prevent unfortunate col-
Ksions on that remote frontier, the Government has instructed
the officers of the territory to abstain from all acts on the dis-

puted ground which are c^alculated to provoke any conflicts, as
far as it can be done without implying the concession to the
authorities of Great Britain of an exclusive right. The title

ought to be settled before either party should attempt to
exclude the other by force, or exercise complete exclusive
sovereign rights within the fairly disputed limits. Much
excitement prevailed for some time throughout that region.
Serious danger of a collision between the parties was
apprehended. The British hud a large naval force in the
vicinity, and it is an act of simple justice to the
admiral on that station to state that he wisely forbore to
commit any hostile acts, but determined to refer the whole
affair to his Government and await their instructions. This
aspect of the matter, in my opinion, demanded attention, to

prevent any act of hostility from talking place. Lieut-General
ccott was despatched on the 17th of Sei)tember last, to take
command of the United States* forces if necessary. Consider-
ing the distance from the scene of action, and in ignorance of
what might have transpired on the spct before the General's
arrival, it was necessary to leave much to his discretion ; and
1 am happy to state the event proved that this discretion
could not have been entrusted to a more competent hand.
General Scott has recently returned from his mission,
having accomplished certain objects^ and there is no
longer good reason to fear a collision between the forces of
the two countries during the existing negotiations. I

regret to inform you that there has been no improvement of
the affairs of Mexico since my last Message, and I am again
obliged to ask the earnest attention of Congress to the unhappy
condition of that Republic. Outrages of the worst description
are committed on persons and property. There is scarcely any
form of injury which has not been suffered by our citizens in

Mexico during the last few years. We have been nominally at
peace with that Republic; but, so far as the interests of our
commerce or of our citizens who have visited the country as
merchants, shipmasters, or in other capacities are concerned,
we might as well have been at war, I recorumend to Congress
to pass a law authorising the President, under such restrictions

as they may deem necessary, to employ military force against
Mexico for the purpose of obtaining indemnity for the past and
security for the future."

jUexico,—Advices from Vera Cruz to the 27th ult.

report continued disturbances in Mexico. Miramon's
Government had protested against Mr. M'Lane's
treaty, and has restored 400,000 dollars of the 600,000
dollars which Jlarquez took froui the conducta, and
forwarded it to Tepic, Miramon has also imprisoned

Marquez on a charge of insubordination. The Liberals

had surprised and captured Teotilan. General Wheat
was to take command of the advanced guard ot

Alvarez's army of the south of Mexico, and Alvarez

wa:5 about to open the campaign.

The Lord Chaxcelloe on Thursday in admlni.sterlng

the oath of allegiance to the Inns of Court Volunteers,

delivered the following address :
—

" Ifc gives me high satisfaction that I have been called upon
to administer to you the oath of allegiance on your entering as

Tohmteers into the military service of the Crown, I rejoice in

the national movement which is now displayed, and the

ardour with which you participate in it seems to me to be
very creditable to the profession to which we belong. You are

ready to defend the liberties of your country not only
in the forum but in the field. This movement is

not prompted by any immediate apprehension of danger,
nor from eut^picion of the designs of any particular foreign

ruler or State. Fortunately, we aro in amity -with all

nations, and I trust that we are long likely to con-
tinue so. But the opinion Erenerally prevails, and I believe

it is well founded, that the martial disposition of our
population has not of late years been sufficiently encouraped^
and that our defences !igftinst foreign invaisiun have not kept
pace with the iviCTCascd facilities of effecting a landing on our
sacred soiL Hence the danger of panic at home, and of hold-
ing out a temptation abroad to take advantage of our supposed
unprepare<lness. England is free from all notion of aggi'ession ;

vre are satiated witli the excess of colonial and foreign posses-
sions, and we desire withoxit interruption to cultivate the pur-
suite of peace ; but to secure these blessings we must bear in

mind that war may come upon us unexpectedly, and that to
ward ofl invasion we must be prepared to repel it. In my
early youth, when astudcnt of law, 1 myself was asoldier, and
perhaps I miKht say, * Alilitavi non nne r/lorid.* I served in a
tnostdiatinguiRbed caries, the Inns of Court Volunteers of that
day, remarkable for its discipline and efficiency, and I had
the honovir of being reviewed in Tlvdo Park by King
George HI,, with above 100,000 vcAunteer* then and
there assembled, ready to march tu the coast on the first
alarm of the sailing of the Armada at Boulogne, which only
waited for a fair wukI, for Sandwich or Pevcnsey, We did our
duty while the war lasted ; hut we, or rather the Government
of that time, must t>e blamed for allowing all the vohmteer
corps in the kingdom—amounting, I believe, to between
300,000 and 400.000 men-to be disbanded and di^snlved as
soon as peace was procLiimcd- For nearly half x century we
have had no citizen soldier.^ among us, and we have depended
for our safety against invasion on defenders regularly in the
pay of the State, who, renouncing all civil employments,
professionally devote themselves to arms. These are most
gallant defenders, and we place unbounded confidence in their
heroism; but they may be greatly outnumbered by the
immense hmds of veteran troops who may be disembarked
on our shores, and rhey ought to be supported by our
citizens voluntarily trained to arms in every county,
city, and parish in the realm. It delights me to think
that we approximate to a consummation so devoutly to
be wished. You have set a noblo example, which I doubt not
will be universally followed, and let me express my anxious
hope for your steadiness and perseverance in your military
career. As the movement docs not proceed from anv momen-
tary impulse or temporary cause let it be permanent, I have
to congratulate you on lieing furnished with a new weapon,
the Enfield rifle, said to be so much superior to that to which
we trxisted—the now ridiculed Brown Bess. In devoting a
portion of each day to martird exercises. I can say, from obser-
vation and expnrience, that yon will neither impede your l-^tral
studies nor injure the interests of ynur clients. Let the rifle

be now daily in the hands of our fallow citizens as the bow was
once in the hands of our ancestors, and may English riflemen

be as superior to all others as English bowmen once were."

The Duke of Newcastle, as Lord-Lieutenant of

Northamptonshire, attended a meeting at Worksop on

the 4th inst., and nuido the following renuuks on tlie

organisation of Kifle Corps ;

—

" He would in the first place remark that it was most desir-

able, as far as practicable, to form companies of some battalion,

rather than to have sub-divisions of one company, one part of a

company residing in one neighbourhood and another at another

place, because he saw that at some future day this would give

rise to much difficulty, Each district should form a company
in itself, and endeavour to concentrate its members within a

hmited distance. The movement was not well suited to thinly

scattered populations, and it was difiicult for farmers livmg
down on the banks of the Trent to meet together at a certain

appointed place for drill without great inconvenience- Where
jjersons had to travel four, five, six, or seven miles to drill, and
retuiTi the same distance, the movement could not be kept up.

The yeomanry was best suited for farmers, because^ possessing

good horses, they could meet with tliat liody, and find no in-

convenience in attending dutv for eight days in the year. But
in such towns as Retford, Worksop, Southwell. Mansfield, and
Newark the case was difi"crent. In each of these towns one,

and in the larger towns two companies, could easily be raised,

the drill could be properly attended, and the spirit kept up. By
taking this step they would not only be doing patriotic service

to the country, but they would benefit themselves, and at the

same time be improving their social position. He had
seen the advantage uf it in the town of Nottingham, and was
fully persuaded that it would do much good by keeping young
menout of bad company, and at the same time afford relaxa-

tion and recreation- There was one point respecting the

organisation of companies that he would especially call their

attention to, and it was this :—He felt convinced that in case

of necessity the rifle corps of Worksop and Retford and other

places would be prepared to do their duty, and would not stay

at home to await the approach of an enemy, but that they

would march either to the coast of Kent or into Lincolnshire,

or any other part of the kingdom where a descent was likely to

be made. But if they went as separate companies they would
be isolated from each other, and their not acting in concert

would be seriously felt by any general who had command of

them. It woiild be extremely difficult, even if it were possible,

to command any body of riflemen under such circumstances,

and therefore what he would suggest was that they should as

often as possible meet for battalion drilL Now, they must not

be alarmed at this suggestion, because it was not compulsory,
though it was highly expe<lient they should do so. If they
were willing to form a batfcUion with Newark and SnuthweU,
they could go—say, to Newark for battalicn driU for three days
occasionally ; but'^he wished thetn to bear in mind that neither

the Government, nor he as the Lord-Lieutenant could so

order them. If formed into a battalion, they would likewise

have the advantage of having a lieutenant-colonel and a

mojor, who could give them instruction, and, in fact, bring

them up to a state of the highest efficiency ; but these two offi-

cers, it must be home in mind, would not have any command
over thera when they were not met for battalion drill, though
their assistance and advice as practical men would be most ad-

vantageous. If formed into a battalion it would be nccessaiy

that they should have the same uniform. This he was most
anxious should be borne in mind ; and, withoiit attempting to

dictate to them as to what uniform they should adopt, he
would say— ' Do not let it be a mere piece of dandyism ; let it

be useful, and not adorned with too much silver lace and
vanities of that description,' To coloiu* he did not attach much
importance. He thought too much prominence had been given

as to the colour of the uniform. If they were going for service

to the plains of India, or the steppes of Russia, itmight be wise

duly to consider the colour, but he did not regard it as a very

essential consideration for rifle corps. Some preferred one
colour and some another, but his own opinion was that a gray-

brown was the best. He left companies to choose their own
uniform, but at the same time he did not wish it to exceed a
cosL of 4?. per mMi. If, as he said before, they agreed to join to

form a battalion, it was desirable that they should have one
uniform, and what that unitVirm should bo the respective com-
panies would have to arrange among themselves, and the best

way to do this would be for each company to dficide as to

whether a meeting should be held at Newark to fix upon
one colour of uniform, and to send a deputation — say two
or three of their members—to represent them. As Lord-

Lieutenant he was most anxious to interfere as little as

possible in these matters, being desirous to leave the respec-

tive companies to suit themselves. At the same time he should
if possible, attend any meeting they Tin-ht hold for such a

purpose ; but with the near approach of Parliament pending he
could not promise to do so ; and if not he would commit his

views to writing, and forward the meeting the opinions he
entertained. He believed it would be most undesirable that

anything should be done to prevail on any officer to leave

either the Yeomanry or the Militia to serve in this new volun-

teer force, for if this were done the offict^rs mitrht leave the
* new love ' without returning to the old. With respect to

the officers, he had never recommended any officer for appoint-

ment to her Majesty without consulting tho wishes of the

company as to whom they desired to cora,mand them. He had
adopted this plan because he fully relied upon the good sense

of the respective companies to name such persons as were
worthy of the position m which it was proposed to place them.
He had so far been most fairly treated by those on whom had
devolved the responsibility of naming them, but at the same
time he alone was responsible to the Queen for those whom he
recommended for her Majesty's sanction. He had put them
upon their honour to name fit and proper persons, and they had
done so. There was one point to which he had not called their
attention, and to which it was necessary he should refer. It

was, that at the present moment it was inadvi?-able to enrol
men who were not prepared to pay for a considerable portion
of their outfit. He would recommend them not to make their
company exclusive ; and by all means have the representatives
of all classes ; but* at the same time, not to involve themselves
in anv great expenses at first in this respect. By all means
they should have all classes in their corps, but should not at
first attempt too much. If they only got a company of 100 to
start with, they would be the nucleus of a greater luiml^er,

who, in case they were required—which God forbid—might
render good service. They must not endeavour to effect too
much— if they did, instead of succeeding in the object they had
in view, it might onlj' end in discredit to themselves and
failure, so far as they were concerned, to the cause which they
desired to serve. That they would have to assist the artisan

who joined tho corps was evident, because it could not be
expected that he would give his time, and then, out of his

hard earnings, purchase his uniform; but his iidvice to them
was, not to attempt too much at first. In conclusion, he would
say that tho number of volunteers w^s daily increasiug
throughout the country, and he was fully persuaded that
before next summer was over there would be such a volun-
teer force throughout the length and breadth of this kingdom
as would strike terror into the minds of those who might still

have a disposition to attempt an invasion of our shores."
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fflSaecft
TUESDAY — BAMCKtPTS -J. S. Batk, Cardiff. Flour Merchant-

J.Utke, Birmingham, Grocer—E. Hawker. Southampton. Homtropathy
Chemist — R. NuTTAtL and N. Cbossi.et, Halifax, Machine >lakm,
J. Ross, Truro, Cornwall, D^apcl^-E.T. Sk4DWIck, I'eiittrtU, near Cardiff

Common Carrier. _ -^ ^
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS — J. Fim-ay, GlasRow, Carver — H.

Jot^iF.E, Glen-Uniuhart. Crom«rtj;8hire. Farmer-J. Joihbb, Cromarty^

Grocer— 1>. UoBKBTSO!*. Rast Kilbride. Mason.
, , „

FHII>AT—BANKHLPTS—J. Bestlet the elder and J. Bemtley the

younger. Liverpool. Gun and Pistol Makers—MBnAimruv aniKr. Weaver,
Tunstall, Staffordshire, Clothier*-!*. Hawks. Kiiison Lodje. near Poole.

Brickmaker—W. Jacksos. KiddermiriEter, Victualler-J. Khi«s 27. Old

Street, St. Luke's, Licenced Victualler—B. MinDi.KWOim and J. Middle.
WOOD. Leeds, Linendrapers — J. Kowi.ason and T. Hiiooks Liverpool,

Builders—\V. Strange, 2m, Strand, Printer and rubhsher-J. Uarrks,..

Kast Stonehouse, DcTonsbirc, Licensed Victualler—W . J. Webbeb, Teipi-

mouth. Baker. _. _ _ „. ,. ,

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION—W. B.PiTEnsoN, Glasijow, Merchant.

two other carriages

domestics of the de-

down Cnmpdeii Hill

(ffiti) luteUigeiue.

^foNTiT Market, Frtpat.—Bkitistt Ffnh? : Con-

sols closed at 954 to f for Money, and 95^ to f for the

Funeral op Loed Macattlat.—The funeral of

Lord Macaulay took place in Westminster Ahbey on

Monday afternoon, at 1 o'clock. He was buried in

Poet's Corner, in tlie spot described in onr last Number,

at the foot of Addison's statue. The body was con-

veyed from Holly Lod^e, Campden Hill, Kensing-

ton, the residence of the deceased, at 11 o'clock.

The procession consisted of a hearse and six horses,

with three mourning coaches. It had been proposed

that the coronet should be carried before the hearee

on a cushion; but tliis piece of pageantry was set

aside, in deference to the known opinions of the

deceased upon such matters. The chief mourners

were the Rev. J. Macaulay and Mr. Mucuiday jun., Mr.

C. L. Macaulay, ^brother and nephews of the deceased'

and Mr. G. Otto Trevelvan, who occupied the first

carriage, Mr. T. F, Ellis, Mr. E. Cropper, Mr. K.

Macaulay, M.P., and Mr. H. T. Holland occupied

the second carriage. One or

were filled with the principal

ceased. The procession passed

into Kensington, along the Kensington Road, through

Knightsbridge, to Hyde Park Corner, where it was

joined by the carriages of the noblemen and others

desirous of paying that mark of respect to the deceased.

The procession then continued down Grosvenor Place,

along Birdcage Walk, through St. James's Part,

and by way of Great George Street to the Abbey,

On arriving at the Abbey the body was received by the

pall bearers and other friends of Lord Macaulay, and

the coffin was carried up the nave to the choir, pre-

ceded by the Bailifi* of Westminster, the Almsmen of

the Abbey, 16 boys of the Choir, the Sub-Dean, Canons

Reoton, Jennings, and Cureton, and Dean Trench.

The pall bearers were the Lord Chancellor, the Earl Ol

Carlisle, Earl Stanhope, Lord John Russell, the Bishop

of Oxford, the Speaker of the House of Commons, Sir G.

C. Lewis, Bart., Sir Henry Holland, Bart., Sir David

Dundaa, and the Dean of St. Paul's. The service was read

by the Dean of Westminster. The outer coifin was of

polished elm, enclosing a leaden coffin and shell. The

lid was divided into three compartments; the upper

one containing on an engraved plate the arnis^ of

the deceased, and the second containing the following

inscription :—The Right Honourable Thomas Uabington

Macaulay, Bnron Macaulay of Rothwell, born 25th Oct.,

1800. Died 28th Dec, 1859. A large number ofmembers
otthe Legislature and gentlemen of distinction in letters,

science, and art, who were desirous to show their

respect to his memory, were admitted by ticket to the

Abbey, and the sister and sister-in-law of the noble

lord, and one or two other female relatives, occupied

seats in the clerestory immediately overlooking the

grave. The House of Lords was represented by Lord

Cranworth, Lord Broughton, Lord Monteagle, the Earl

ofShaftedbury,LordGlenelg.LordBelper,LurdRadstock.
and Lord Broughton. The Lower House was repre-

sented by the Cli'ancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Ewart,

Mr. E. Baines, Mr. Serjeant Shee, Mr. Kinnaird, Lord

Stanley, Mr. Thomson Hankev, Alderman Salomon?,

1 Mr. Villiers, Mr. Tite, Mr. EdWin James, Mr. Wilde.

Mr. Massey, Mr. Mellor, Lord Harry Vane, Mr. JosepiJ

Locke, Mr. Charles Forster, Lord Henry Lennox, anU

Lord Bnry. Among the other persons present were

Vico-Chanecllor Wood, Sir John Lawreuce, Mr. RusseU

Gnrney, Rev. Dr. Hawtrey, Provost of Eton ; M. \Vi
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de Weyer, the Belgian Minister; Mr. Justice Willes,

the Master of the Rolls, the Dt?an of Canterbury,

Sir Kodorick Murehison, Sir F. Piilgravc, Sir E.

Kyan. Sir D. M*Dougal, Sir E. Bromley, the Head

Master of Harrow, Mr. Mangles, Mr. Charles

Balls, Deputy Mayor of Cambridge, who appeared

in his official costume, Mr. Ecresford Hope, Mr. George

Grote, Mr. Thackeray, Mr. Panizzi, Mr. Tom Taylor,

]\Ir. Longman, Mr. Bentley, Mr. Bohn, Mr. W. R.

Chambers, Mr. Higgins, Mr. Charles Knight, &c. A
large proportion of the spectators were clergymen,

ladies, and even children. N'either the ladies nor the

c hildren were in mourning, so that handsome bonnets

and light ribbons rather marred the effect of an other-

wise solemn and impressive ceremony. Though many
who applied were unable to obtain tickets, it is said

that there was ample room in that part of the old

abbey for more than double the number who were

admitted.—In connection with these details, we may
mention that the National Academy of Hungary, on

receiving the news of Lord Macaulay's death, has

resolved that a special meeting shall be held ibr the

delivery of an eulogium on him, to be pronounced by

M. Csengery, editor of the Sudapesii Szemie, and

translator of his History of England into Hungarian.

"We may also quote from the Paris Fresse the following

eloquent tribute paid by M. Peyrat to his memory :^
*'In this great historian England has just lost one of

her most illustrious citizens, and liberty one of her most

glorious defenders. Lord Macaulay was only 59 years

old. His death, then, is premature, andnaturally awakens

the mostprofound regretsof those whoknew him, whether

personally, or only through his works. A writer and critic

of the firsb rank, he possessed an erudition as solid as it

was various. His mind was a cyclopaedia admirably

arranged; everything was there, and everything in its

place. He had that sort of universality which charac-

terises superior men of all kinds, that precision of

thought and appropriateness of language which throws

light upon all subjects ot discussion. No one has more

clearly proved that what stifles and obscures the mind
is the confusion, not the abundance of its ideas. He
possessed in the highest degree the intellectual and

moral qualities of the true historian ; he judged men
and parties with an elevation of view, an impartiality,

and a rectitude which give a special authority to his

eloquent and solid writings. He shows himself in

general severe towards persons, and inflexible in matters

of principle. We have more than once spoken of his

beautiful History of England—he leaves it incomplete,

to our irreparable loss. As a politician he had
won and carried with him the esteem of all parties.

In the course of an active life he may have
been open to reproach for a few faults, but never
for a single act whicii might give rise to doubts
of the rightncss of his intentions or the independ-
ence of his character. He always worked, and
always hy honest means, to ensure the prosperity and
greatness of his country. In the midst of Jiarty

struggles and the vicissitudes of fortune, in power and
out of power, he was constantly faithful to his party, to

liis opinions, and to his friends. 'He combated alhibuses,

and his name is connected with the most important

reforms. Religious liberty, above all, never had in any
country a more persistent or more brilliant advocate.

A Liberal in the true and grand acceptation of the

word, an avowed enemy of all exaggeration, profoundly

convinced that in politics all extremes are equally dan-

gerous, he set himself, in his speeches and his writings,

ito prove that despotism and anarchy are inseparable,

and that ear.h tends to generate the other. We have

before us, while we write these lines, the portrait of

Lord Macaulay, and when our eyes rest on it we fancy

we are again enjoying the rapid moments during which,

five years ago, we had the happiness of seeing and hear-

ing him. We are sure that no one who ever knew him,

or ever read him, will dispute the justice of the homnge
we pay to his memory. Such men, to whatever country

they may belong, are the glory of the liberal cause; and
we believe that it is for the Interest and the honour of

liberty to grave their names on the column which com-
memorates those who have sincerely loved and practi-

cally served her."

TiTE SPECiAii SeeviceS.—The evening services on

Sunday night in St, Paul's, Westminster Abbey, and

Exeter Hall were attended by crowded congregations. The
services in the minor theatres were also well attended,

and the attempt to render these buildings available for

the religions instruction of the lower classes who
cannot be induced to attend either church or chapel

appears to be completely successful.

The Great Eastern-.—A meeting of the Great Ship
Company was held on Wednesday afternoon, Mr.
B. J. B. Campbell in the chair. A report from
the directors was read announcing the resigna-

tion of the board, and stating that they had
mortgaged the vessel to the extent of 40,000^. for

six months, at the rate of 7^ per cent, interest, with
a rebate of 2J per cent. If the money should he paid ofif

before the lapse of the full period—a result which they
considered likely, as there were 26,242 shares yet to be
issued to complete the cai ital of the company to

330,OOOZ. A motion to receive this report was followed
by an amendment that before doing so a committee of
investigation be appointed. After a protracted and
angry discussion, abounding in personaliticfi!, it was
resolved to decide the question by ballot, the result of

which will be announced on Tuesday next. >

Statue of General Sir Charles Napier at St.

Paul's.-The uncovering of the statue of the late

General teir Charles ^'iipier, which has been erected in i Church." The petition to Parliament details tlie mode
sept of St. Paul's Cathedral, took place on ofconducting Divine service inthe chur.church during the last

17 years, the period ofthe present rector's incumbency, and
adds that in 1843 whenhe entered on the living the parish
was, to use his own words, "distinguished for its loyalty

to the Sovereign and dutiful attachment to the
Church ;" but that in consequence of his obstinate and
overbearing conduct many of the parishioners have been

pedestal bears this inscription :— " Charles James alienated from the Church of England, while the once-

the north transept

Saturday afternoon. The statue is by Mr. G. G. Adams, of

Sloane Street, who three years since executed the large

bronze figure of the same general in Trafalgar Square.

It is 8 feet 6 inches in height, and represents the

general in his undress uniform, the left hand resting on

a sword while the right hand holds a scroll. The

Napier, a prc=cient General, a beneficent Governor, a

just Man." The statue was erected by the committee

with the surplus funds remaining from the public sub-

scription raised three years since among all classes, and

in no small degree from private soldiers.

Removal of the Statue op Lord Clite.—The
statue of Lord Clive, which was erected some months

since on a temporary wooden plinth in the Duke of

Buccleuch's garden at Whitehall, was taken down last

week and sent by railway to Shrewsbury, where it will

be inaugurated with much ceremony.

Fresco in Lincoln's-inn-uall. — A very noble

fresco, 50 feet by 34, has recently been completed by Mr.

G. F. Watts, at the north end of Lincoln's-inn-

hall. It represents an imajrinary assemblage of the

great early lawgivers, from Moses down to the king

Avho has been called the English Justinian—Edward
the First. The figures are of colossal dimensions, and

30 in number. The design occupies the whole end

of the hall, above the liigh table, from the upper edge

of the panelling to the apex of the roof. Tliis fresco

is conspicuously distinguished from all the nmral deco-

rations hitherto executed in this country by its archi-

tectural character, which makes it fit into aiid form

part of the hall which it adorns.

Mr. Spttbgeon's New Tabernacle.—The friends of

numerous congregation at the parish church has been
reduced to a few scores, and that in a parish of 48,000
people. It describes the circumstances which have
given the parijfh its great notoriety of late, and ex-

presses the general wish of the petitioners to return to

a simple form of Protestant worship.

Religious Rioting at Enfield.—For some time
past there have been serious religious dissensions at

Enfield, caused by the vicar introducing Tractarian

customs into the services of the church. Some months

since the vicar opened a chapel in the parish, called

Clay Hill Chapel; but in consequence of some disturb-

ances there it was for some time closed at the instiga-

tion of the bishop. On Christmas Day it was reopened,

when there was a conflict between the vicar and one o?

the churchwardens, the facts of which came before the

magistrates on Saturday. Oh that day the Rev. John
Moore Heath, M.A., the vicar, appeared to answer a

summons charging him with an assault, on the 25th

Dec, upon Captain Bosanquet, R.N., one of the church-

wardens, in the church or chapel of St. John, Clay Hill.

Captain Bosanquet, in stating his case, said that

he entered the chapel of St. John on Christmas

Day, at half-past 10 or II in the morning.
^
While

sitting in his usual seat, the vicar came to him and

asked if he had removed anything from the communion-

Mr. Spurgeon held a meeting at New Park Street Cliapel table. He told the vicar that, as churchwarden, he had

a few days since with the view of presenting him removed the super-altar. The vicar seized him and
dayi

with a New Year's offering towards the completion

of the new Tabernacle. A report was read of the

receipts and expenditure since the commeucenjent of

the undertaking, from which it appeared that the sum
of 9000Z. had been already absorbed In the purchase of

the ground and for other purposes, that there was still

8000/. at the banker's, and that at least 13,000/. more

wouldbeneeded by the time thebuilding was finished. The

gentleman who gave 3000/. on the laying of the first

stone .had offered to give 2000?. more. Several gen-

tlemen addressed the meeting, and remarked that it

was truly surprising that so large a sum should have

been collected in so short a time by the followers of this

popular preacher. It is confidently hoped that by the

end of this year the Tabernacle will be finished and

opened for public service entirely free from debt.

St. Geokge's-in-the-East.—Another young man
has been summoned before the police magistrate by the

,
. . ^

> j •
i

curates of this church for disturbing the congrciration
]

since been able to carve for dinner. They had previously

by reading the responses in a loud tone of voice, and told him that they would turn him neck and crop out

thereby interrupting tlie chanting. Mr. Selfc, after
J

of the church if he approached the communion table,

some discussion, induced the defendant to sign a paper He remonstrated against the vicar for employing these

men, when he at once placed himself in a threatening

attitude, and ordered him to be turned out. He re-

mained there till the Communion Service began, to sea

dragged him from his chair, calling upon a person

present to assist in turning him out of the chape!.

The vicar, finding that he received no help, left in a

very excited manner, desiring the doors to be locked,,

and Captain Bosanquet to be locked up in the chapel.

Some conflicting evidence was given, and the

magistrates, after consideration, dismissed the summons^
deciding that they had no jurisdiction. In the course

of a discussion on another summons which Captain

Bosanquet took out against his co-churchwarden, he

stated that on the following Sunday (New Year's Day)

he went to the chapel, and found sevend of the vicar's

friends standing before the chancel with their hands

joined, to prevent him getting to the communion table^

Three or four of them set upon him, and his co-

churchwarden, who was one of the leaders, took him by

his collar and by the seat of his trousers, knocked him
violently about, and so grazed his arm that he had nob

similar to that which he had drawn up in the former

case of the same kind. He then dismissed the case,

expressing his earnest hope that he should hear no more
of St. George's-in-the-East.—In consequence of the

late disturbances in the parish church and the differ-

ences between the rector and the parishioners, the latter

have resolved to petition the Queen and Parliament nn

the subject. The memorial to her Mnjesty states

that the parishioners have heard with deep concern and
know from 17 years' sad experience in their parish

church that men have received holy orders in the Church
who teach doctrines at variance with the Thirty -nine

Articles, contrary to the Word of God (the source of

England's greatness), hostile to the stability and
supremacy of the throne and the integrity of the

empire, and who also nse ceremonies unsanctioned

by law, and hymnals containing many Romish errors.

They pray that her Majesty may be graciously

pleased to issue a Royal coumilsslon, with all needful

authority, comprising honourable and loyal persons, free

from Tractarian principles and practices, to examine any

clergyman holding office or preferment in the Esta-

blished Church charged with promulgating erroneous

doctrine ; and should he be found guilty of teaching

any anti-Christian, or anti-Protestant, or unscriptural

doctrine, or using any Popish decoration, vestments, or

genuflexions, to deprive him of his office or preferment,

and to appoint another clerk of honest Protestant

Evangelical report, full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom,
to fill such vacant office or preferment. They likewise

pray her Majesty to command the publication of a

Protestant Catechism and Hymn Book—sound, com-
prehensive, and purely Christian in doctrine, to be read

and learnt by heart by all the children taught in the

schools of the Established Clmrch in the kingdom, and

to make It a breach of Church discipline, subjecting to

a like privation any clergyman who shall introduce

any other Catechism or hymnal, or neglect to have

the authorised Catechism and hymns thorongldy taught

to all the children in the schools under his care and

managemont. "Believing," they add. "that a com-

mission such as they supplicated her Majesty to issue

will in due time restore order, peace and prosperity to

the Established Church, faithfid worship to God, and

loyalty and devotedneas to her Majesty, they humbly

submit their petition to the Throne, praying that her

Majesty, blessed with health, may long, enjoy a hnppy

reign in righteousness and holiness, and by the grace

of God continue to be the beloved and popular monarch

livincr nnd reiffulno- iu the hearts of her faithful
,

subjects and a nursing mother in the true Protestant official report states that m consequence of the warmer

that there was no music, as the bisliop had prohibited it.

The magistrates dismissed the case, but there seems to b*
no probability of a speedy settlement of the dispute,

Deciabation of the Roman Catholic Laity.—
The Weekly ffp^/j^rar of Saturday states that Viscount
Southwell, Lord Ralph Kerr, the Hon. W. Stourton,.

the Hon. A. Stourton, Sir W, Gordon, Bart., and 130
other gentlemen have signed the declaration of the

Catholic laity. Sir John Simeon, on the other hand,
has addressed a letter to Lord Petre, explaining his

reasons for dissenting from the address to the Pope on
the ground that the same liberty of political opinion

should be accorded to the inhabitants of the Papal

States as to the other States of Europe. Sir J. SimeoHj^

it will be remembered, is a convert to the Roman
Catholic faith, a nephew of the late Rev, Charles Simeon^

of Cambridge, and was ILP. for the Isle of Wight from
1847 till 1851.

Public Indicators.—At a meeting of the City

Commissioncrs of Sewers on Taesday, the previous

resolution of the Court, authorising the erection of an
" Indicator " opposite Royal Exchange Buildings, was
rescinded, and the permission was accordingly revoked,

Teasiwats in the Citt.—The expediency of laying

tramways along the principal streets of the city having
been frequently brought under the consideration of the

Commissioners of Sewers, Mr. Haywood, their engineer

and surveyor, was instructed to report upon the subject

generally, but more particularly with reference to a

proposal submitted by Mr. Redman. Mr. Haywood hjis

accordingly presented liis report. In the course of which

lie describes in detail the advantages of tramways in

large and crowded cities, and concludes by recommend-
ing that from 1200 to 1500 feet of Mr. Redman's cast-

iron tramway be laid experimentally in Lcadenhall

Street or Fenchurch Street, in single lines, next tho

kerbs, where, from tlie severe nature of the traific,

the several heads of security, duration, or cost can be-

advantageously testcil and studied.

The Kotal Chabtke.—Since our last notice the

divers have recovered gold bars, gold dust, sovereigns, and
rupees to the value of nearly 21,000/. It is supposed tliat

there is at least from 100,000^ to 150,000/. still in the

wreck, and until the ship is lifted it is not expected

that much more treasure will be recovered, as nearly all

the amount of freight has now been obtained.

The Public Health. —The Repistrar-GenemPs
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7state of the air, the deaths in London, which rose to 167
in the last week of 1859, fell to 1281 in the first week of

the new year. In the corresponding week of the 10
years, 1850-59, tiie average number was 1247 ; which, if

raised in proportion to the increase of population, will

l)ecome 1372. Tlie return of last week was therefore
91 below the average. During the week the births of
1003 boys and 1005 girls, in all 2008 children, were
Tegistered in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks
of the years 1850-59 the average number was 1604.

l9rol)inc(aU
BiRKiXGHAM.—A meeting to consider the question

of Parliamentary Reform was held in the Town Hall
'on Friday niglit, the Mayor, Mr. Lloyd, in the chair.

Mr. Alderman Baldwin moved the first resolution, which
declared that as the necessity of Reform has been ac-

knowledged by all the great political parties and her Ma-
jesty's Government is pledged to introduce a Bill during
the ensuing session, it is the opinion of the meeting
that in order to be useful to the country and satisfactory
to the people the Bill must provide for a large exten-
sion of the franchise, rote by ballot, and a better appor-
tionment of members to population. Mr. George
Edmonds, Clerk of the Peace, seconded the resolution,
which was supported by Mr. Scholefield. Mr. Briglit,

M.P., then addressed the meeting, and was enthusias-
tically rec^ved. He said :

—

•' He felt sure they would all agree -with him that it was a
wholesome thing for constituencies and their representatives
to meet periodically, as they had met on that occasion, for
the purpose of discussing great questions of vital interest
to the community which must very soon come before Par-
liament. But, if there were great questions affecting the
vital interests of the community, which were to be
determined, and could only be determined, by Parliament,
how necessary did it seem tliat Parliament, to whose
jurisdiction those questions were referred, should
fairly represent the great interests and intelligence of
the people of this country. He thought that he did not over-

; state the case when he said that for many years past there had
been a growing conviction not among the xmrepresented
classes, but among all classes, that the House of Commons

—

the chief house of legislation in this country—did not trulv
include within its representatives all the interests of all classes
which belong to ilie great concerns of the great population of
this kingdom, and thej^ had the moat conclusive evidence of
the accuracy of this opinion in the fact that without any great
agitation from any combination or series of combinations
throughout the country the whole country had come at last to
the conviction that another Reform Bill was needed, which
should include such an extended franchise as -would secure a
more complete representation of the people. It was not until
20 years alter the Reform Bill had been passed that Lord John
RusFeU—by far the most emiaient, the most distinguished, and,
in his opinion, the most trustworthy of his party on this ques-
tion—fully admitted the necessity that existed for an extension
of the sutfrage, and in 1852 his Bill was introduced. He
then went on to diacuss the oircumstanceH which led to the
withdrawal of the measure in that year, and the subsequent
introduction of a Reform Bill under Lord Aberdeen's Govern-
ment. The withdrawal of the Bill on that occasion was
conseqiient on our being allowed to drift into a needless
and sanguinary war. He proceeded to refer to the pro-
mise of a Reform Bill by the first Administration of Lord
Palmerston, and to the measure introduced by Lord Derby's
Government, into the discussion of which, he said, he would
not enter, out of compassion and charity to its authors. The
election which followed, the effect of Lord Derby's Reform Bill,

he described as characterised by a power of corruption which
he supposed Ijad never been equalled. He alluded to the
meeting at Willis's Rooms, in which pledges had been given
that a better measure in every way than the rejected one of
Lord Derby's Govemraeut should be brought forward by those
who were expected to take part in the Government. The Bill
would, he supposed, be something in the shape of a compro-
mise. It would, he expected, be a more moderate measure
than one which had been introduced by Mr. Pitt 70 years ago ;

it would be more moderate than one of Earl Grey's (50 years
;o ; it would be more moderate than a Bill of Lord Durham's
yeffl^ago. Such, he presumed, would be the character of

the mewure to be introduced in the House of Commons in
February next. He took it for granted that all places like Bir-
mingham, Manchester,—full of manufacturing activity like Wol-
erhampton—and other places in Lanca-shire and Yorkshire, a
HL rentiil franchise would double, or in instances rather more,
the existing number of electors. In other towns, towns
which are what is called ' finished,' and which have not had a
new house or a new street within the memory of any one
living, the increase in the number of electors would be com-
paratively small. He entered into statistics on the question
and expressed an opinion that a 61. franchise in towns and
IW. in counties would not increase 60 per cent- to the entire
constituency. The present constituency amounted to a
million, and if a Bill gave a 61. Irauciuse for towns and lOi. for
counUes, it Blight amount to a million and a half. The
proposed Bill of Mr. Disnieli, according to his statement,
would have added half-a-milUon to the constituencies. The
imeaaxire which he submitted la«t autumn might add a million.He discuseed the various fraiichties at some length, and said
that 11 Lord Jolm Russell's Bill passed there would still be four
millions and a half of fathers, brothers, and sons who had no
vote, and twenty-two miUiona and a halt" as unrepresented as
Uthsy lived iu the kingdom of Naples. He complained of the
£Blse, slanderous, :ind malignant cluiri^^ert which had been made
against him in connection with the course he had pursued
in this matter, and concluded a speech of an hour and a half
duration by expressing a hope that the time had come when
the mteiUgence, the industry, and the prosperity of the
coimtry should be fairly represented in the House of Com-
mnna. The aristocracy themselves had not alwavs been par-
ticular in contending with the power above them. The working
cusses had often organised themselves for the purpose
of effecting variou-i obiects, some of them perhaps not always
•perfectly legitimate ; but wliat he did hope was that in case
the anticipated measure was defeated those organisations would
t>« brought to bear in securing for those claasas the place iu the
constitution which the constitution had assigned to them, and
that

_
tlwf struggle would not be abandoned untU this was

oDtamed.

The resolution was passed unanimously, and petitions
to Parliament were adopted in accordance with it.
Cambridge.—It is understood that either the Duke

ot Bedford or Lord John Russell will be invited to
accept the office of high steward of this borough, now
vacant by the death of Lord Macaulay.

^ih^M'^^^'^^ "'^ ^^^ intention of the Government top^e the naval estAblishments wd dockyard at this#ort m a thorough state of d.^fence, in accordance with

the report of the Commissioners on the National De-
fences. Several extensive batteries are to be erected on
the river front on the eastern side of the dockyard, to

be mounted with long-range Armstrong guns. XJpnor
Castle is also to be mounted with guns of the heaviest

metal, so as to sweep the river in all directions.

Heetfoed.—The East India College at Haileybnry,
once the celebrated nursery of the Indian Service, is

about to become a depot for military recruits- By the
fresh arrangements contemplated, accommodation will

be provided for 700 soldiers. TTie library and quad-
rangle of the college are to be turned into dormitories.

Maidstone.—It is rumoured that Mrs. Smith
Bannerman, who eloped a fortnight since with the Rev.
A. W. Green, curate of Hunton next Dartford, was lost

with the rev. gentleman in the recent wreck of the
Blervie Castle. It is said that oii the evening of their
flight they were put on board the ship in the river, in-

tending to proceed in her to Australia. A Gravesend
boatman who professes to have had a knowledge of Mr.
Green has deposed to the fact of having taken that
gentleman ofi' to the ill-fated ship on the night in
question with a lady closely muffled, whose description
e:sactly coincides with that of Mrs. Bannerman.
MAxsrrEXD.—The local papers state that Newstead

Abbey, the ancient seat of the Byron family, will be
brought to the hammer in a few days, in consequence
of the death of its late owner. Colonel Wildman. It is

expected that the Church of Rome, which omits no
opportunity of regaining possession of those rich estates

that once constituted the patrimonies of the various
religious fraternities in England, will be among the
most active competitors at the sale.

MiDDLEWiCH.—A dreadful boiler explosion toot place
on the evening of the 4th inst. at the iron foundry of Mr.
Samuel Heath, at this place. The effect of the ex-
plosion was to blow down the foundry, carrying the
hricks 50 yards away from the premises. The owner
of the foundry and one of his sons were dangerously
scalded and injured, and another son, 35 years of age,
was killed on the spot, Portions of the boiler which
have been picked up are stated to be as thin as a
sixpenny piece.

Petwoeth.—A long inquiry was concluded on
Monday before the coi'oner, respecting the death of the
illegitimate child of Harriet Moore, a girl of 20, an
inmate of the Petworth Union, who, it is alleged, gave
the child white precipitate. It was proved that the
prisoner had purchased precipitate at a chemist's shop,
and that the child had suffered intense pain before its

death. Dr. Taylor, of Guy's Hospital, who examined
the contents ofthestomach of the infant, deposed that he
found an insoluble compound of mercury which had all

the powers of white precipitate. From the explanations
of Dr. Taylor it appeared that this was an extraordinary
case, from the fact of white precipitate having been so

rarely administered internally; he knew of only one
case, and that was at Chelmsford Assizes, 12 years ago,
in which he was engaged. The patient had taken 25
grains and recovered. The whole point was this

—

wliether the system possessed sufficient strength to
tlirow it off by vomiting. The jury, after consulting
for about an hour, unanimously returned a verdict of
"Wilful Murder " against Harriet Moore, who was com-
mitted for trial at the spring assizes at Lewes.

Plymouth.—Two courts-martial were held on board
the flag-ship on Wednesday, The first was on John
Dillon, a private of the Royal Marine Artillery serving
in the Royal Albert, charged with striking Lieut. Daly,
Etoyal Marines, on the evening of the 5th of January

;

the second on John Martin, gunner. Royal Marines, for
attempting to strike Lieut. Daly on the same occasion.
The evidence proved that while Lieut. Daly was going
the n«ual night round between the hours of 10 and 11
P.M. on board the said ship, the prisoner Dillon rushed
upon him from between the guns of the main deck and
knocked him down by a violent blow in the mouth, which
caused the lossof oneof his teeth. At the same time, the
prisoner Martin jumped out from under cover on the
opposite side of the ship and attempted to strikethe lieute-
nant, makinguseofthreateningand disgusting language
in doing so. The sergeant of the guard who accompanied
the lieutenant on his round and the sentries immediately
seized the prisoners and prevented their doing further
mischief. They were not drunk, and had not been
under punishment, so that there appeared to be no reason
for their attack upon their officer. The Court found
the charges proved, and sentenced John Dillon to be
hanged at the yardarm of one of her Majesty's ships;
and James Martin to receive 50 lashes, to be imprisoned
two years, and to lose all pay and forfeit all time due to
him.

Raitsgate.—A great fall of the cliffs has taken place
in this town in conseqnence of the breaking up of the
late severe frosts. On Sunday a very heavv fall took
place from the East Cliff, near the Refectory Tavern,
blocking up the road running between the shipwright
yard and the cliff, sweeping before it the yard fence,
the trunk used for steaming planks, as well as the
copper and furnace, at the same time burying a quantity
of ship timber that was placed under the cliff. Fortu-
nately there was|no one passing at the time of the fall.

There is evidently a great deal more to fall, as there are
cracks on the top of the cliff 4 feet from the edge.
Robertsbridge.—At a large and influential meeting

of the Hop Excise Duty Repeal Association, held in
this town on the 5th inst. Lord Harry Vane in the
chair, it was unanimously resolved to urge upon Parlia-
ment the necessity of a repeal of this dutv.

Addeess to the Premier in patour of the Pope
—The following address to Lord Palmerston is now in
course of signature among the Roman Catholic gentry
of Ireland. It has been already signed by Lords
Dunraven, Southwell, B(.'llew, and Killeen, 8 members
of Parliament, 15 Marquises, 4 Baronets, and several
mercantile men. Mr. J. Pope Hennessy on the other
hand has sent an indignant letter to the secretaries
charged with the conduct of the address, refusing to
append his signature to the document on the ground
that he "would as willingly sign an address to Lord
John Russell praying liim to correct and revise the
titles of their bishops, as sign an address to Lord Pal-
merston praying him to intermeddle in Italian affairs."

*' To Viscount PALMERSTOir.

"My Lord,—The undersigned Cathohcs of Ireland, deeply
attached to the Crown and constitution of these realms, deem
it right at this iniportaiit crisis to express to your lordship as
the head of her Majesty's Government, our opinion respecting-
the attempt now made to subvert or weaken the temporal
authority of tbe Pope. We believe it expedient for the jreneral
interests of Europe that the head of our Church, which, com-
prises tbe great m^ority of the Christian world, should by bis
position as an independent Sovereign be free to exercise bis
spiritual authority over Catholics of all nations, unfettered by
the dependence on any particular State. The wisdom of this
pohcy has been acknowledged by Sovereigns and statesmen of
various creeds. It has been solemnly sanctioned by treaty,
and we deprecate a departure from it at the present time.
Let it not be supposed that in onr desire to preserve to the
Pope his temporal possessions we are indifferent to the
interests of his people. We value too highly the blessings
of good government not to desire that they sliould be
extensively enjoyed. We feel pei-suaded that his Holiness
has a heart to carry further the reforms in tbe States of the
Church which he had commenced, and it is our eai-nest
wish that they may be soon completed. We deplore the causes
by which they have been hitherto impeded, but we deem, it un-
just to hold the Sovereign Pontiff responsible for the mis-
government of which he has been accused. We appeal with
satisfaction to the acts of his Holiness on his accession to the
Papacy, by which he proved his earnest attachment to th©
cause of nationality and improvement, although his efforts were,
uniiappily, frustrated by tbe machinations offoreign adventurei-B,
who worked by terror and intrigue on the feelings of a volatile
population, and employed the reforms already effected by His
Holiness as instruments for the subversion of his throne. In
our anxiety to maintain unimpaired tbe temporal authority of
the Po|>e we advocate opinions in accordance with the interests
of the British Empire, which contains so many millions who
venerate his Holiness as their spiritual head of the Church, and
whose contentment is not unworthy of the serious attention of
the British statesman. We think it right, therefore, frankly
to declare these our opinions to your loi^ship, iu the hope that
they may exercise a just influence on the policy of her
Majesty's Government and induce them to promote or concur
in such a settlement of the affairs of Italy as, while it provides
for the Uberties of ithe Italian people, will secure tbe integrity,
independence, and neutrality ot the dominions of the Holy See."

STMPAxnT WITH THE PopE.—The aggregate meeting
of the citizens of Dublin, convened by Dr. Cullen, took
place on Monday in Marlborough Street Cathedral, and
is said to have been a failure. Dr. Cullen himself with
the Lord Mayor, tiiree Aldermen, and two Queen's
Counsel being the only persons of note who took piirt

in the demonstration. Similar meetings have also been
held at Dundalk, Mullingar, aad Clare. The following
are extracts from the speeches delivered on these
occasions :

—

Archbishop CulUW, at the Dublin meeting, bea:an by
decUuring that the enemies of the Pope were tbe defenders o f
sedition, of the d;^ig-ger, revolution, immorality, and infidelity ;

and proceeded to quote as his authority Lord Normanby, with
whom, he said, he was well-acquainted. He insisted on the
loyalty of the Roman Catholics, and asserted that when the
Orangemen were suspected of aiming to exclude her
Majesty from the throne in 1S37, the Irish Roman Catholics
came forward to defeat the conspiracy. " What," he said,
" shall we say of France ? I believe that in that powerful
country tbe great mass of the people is with the
Pone, but its infidel press is allied with that of England

;

and as to its ruler, he has shrouded himself so much in
myst«ry that itwould require an (Edipus to interpret the riddles
of this modem Sphyux. Some time ago he drew on himself
the most bitter censures of the British press, because he was
considered favourable to Rome; at present all sorts of praises
are lavished on him, because he is supposed to have abandoned
his former views. Though those praises render the conduct of
the Emperor very suspicious, yet I shall abstain from every
judgment, as there is still room for hope that be will not
act in such a way as to efface the merits acquired by past
services to religion. I cannot however hesitate to denounce as
most wicked and perfidious a pamphlet lately published
entitled *Tbe Pope and the Congress/ which is said to have
been written under the inspir;%tion of tbe Emperor, and which
has merited the eulogies of all Enghsh fiuiatics. This pamphlet
is the work of a subtle and malicious enemy of the Holy Sec,
who, pretending to give the kiss of peace and imitating tbe
Jews in the court of Pilate, endeavours to inflict a deadly
wound."

—

Alderman Reynolds iijsecondingthe first resolution
made a declaration of loyalty to tbe Queen which created a
sensation amon^ bis hearers, aiid led to tbe following episode :—" Notwithstanding their allegiance to the crown of England
(general hisses in the body of the chapel), they were
branded as traitors for sympathising with the POpe by
newspapers, from the Thunderer in Printing House Square
(hisses) to the little pop-guus the Evening Mail and Packet.
(Hisses.) But the threadbare charge of disloyalty was
pitched at them over and over again. He asked what evidence
could be produced of their disloyalty ? He beUeved that be
was better off there than under ;\ny Grovemment in Europe."
("No, no! "hisses in the body of the meeting, and cries of
"Order " from the platform.) He repeated that he was. [A.

Voice: Ah! go along. (Laughter.)] Alderman Reynolds : The
Irish people are loyal to tbe Crown of England. (Hisses.) [A
Voice : We had enough of that.] Alderman Reynolds : In
advocating the cause of the Pope they were not to be branded
with tbe Toul name of "traitors.'' (Hisses.) Were the Irish

disloyal during tbe Crimean war! Who turned the scale at

Waterloo but the Murphys and the Cavanaghs and other men
of Milesian patronymics. Who helped the English at L^^

Voice : Ireland for the Pope. (Loud cheers.)] Alderman Rey-
nolds : Three cheers for the Pope, and nine times nine for the
Pope. They should not, in advocating his cause, be branded
as traitors. (Hisses.) Louis Napoleon said that he was sincere

in his intentions to support the Pope [A Voice: Three

( cheers for Napoleon. (Partial cheering. )] Alderman Reynolds :

If the Emperor was sincere, and anxious to carry out the
Treaty of Villafranca, he had but to hold up hia little finger ;

but if he was playing another game—the game of pohtical

jugglery—it would recoU on hioiself. Now he was '^''°'
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^ed to believe nothing mitil h6 saw it Accomplished. He
{lo^ild—at the risk of being hissed by some of his ardent

friends who went further than he would go—he would

airain say that, havinj? sworn allegiance to the fhrone, if he

believed his appearance en that platform would leave him

open to a charge of disloyalty to the British throne, he woultt

not he there. (This statement was received by the meeting

without any expression of approbation or disapprobation. Dr.

Cullen, however, waved his hand several times aa a signal to

the meeting to cheer, and thereupon tliere was some cheering

in the body of the chapel.) Dr. Cxtt-len then rose from the

chair, and said,—" I beg to congratulate y6u upon hearing that

cheef, because I have heard it whispered that some persons

here present, perhaps from the enemy's camp, have put a false

construction upon the hisses that were given a while ago. You
hissed The Times, and I believe you were right. You gave that

cheer for the noble expression of Alderman Reynolds, and so I

think the thing isperfectly understood."—Alderman Reynolds.

—It had been said that the Roman Catholic clergy rejoiced when
they lieard that there was a likelihood of a French invasion ;

but that was not true. (Hear, and "No.") They were all deter-

mined to go as far as they legitimately could to sustain the

authority of the Pope, and they would not allow a feather of

his wing to be touched. He concluded by calling for three

cheers for the Pope, which were given by the meeting.—Dean
KiERAN at the Dundalk meeting spoke as follows:—"The
Emperor of France and t-be statesmen of England denounce
Pius IX. to the reprobation of Europe, becatwe he is, they say,

the oppressor of his subjects. I deny the competence of these

men to sit in judgment on Pius IX. Who has given them the
power of sitting m judgment on the Sovereigns of the earth ?

What is there iu the antecedents of the French Emperor to

justify him in the course he is taking? Is it not notorious that

in his own kingdom he has destroj-od representative

government,—that ho has gagged the press—and only the

other day suppressed the pastorals of the Bishops of

France ? Is this a man to sit in judgment on the

Pope, and read lectures to him on the way in which he should

govern his subjects? From the Emperor of France I turn to

the statesmen of England, audi put to them the same ques-

tion. They have assisted to do the work of revolution iu Italy.

When Lord Ellenborough proposed a sabscription to buy arms

for Garibaldi he struck a chord to which the heart of Engl;\nd

vibrated ; and, let them deny it as they may, their complicity

with the rebels of Bologna is as patent as the existence of the

sun. They sent their Mintos to fraternize with rebels— they

sent their incendiaries to work on the inflammable passions of

an excited people—they sent their gold and their intriguers,

not ft) consolidate the liberties of Italy, but to gratify their

hatred of the Pope, and try and pull down his spiritual and

temporal power. Is this a nation from which a jury can be

fairly selected to sit in judgment on Pius IX. ? Lord Palmer-

ston has declared that Rome was better governed by Garibaldi,

Mazzini, and the dagger-men than by Pius IX. Lord Derby
has declared that the states of the Pope are the plaguespots of

Europe. Lord J. Russell has declared that the government of

the Pope is an abomination. Are these men to interfere in the

affairs of Italy, to set them right, and to decide as to the

Pope. "—The Catholic Bishop of Kill.\loe at the Clare

Meeting said—'* I cannot understand how any British

Minister or any British Sovereign should be so foolish,

so demented, as to interfere with any portion of

the temporal possessions of the Pope, whilst he ought
to know that there are 15,000,000 of devoted spiritual subjects

of the Pope and temporal subjects of her most gracious

Majesty, who will take every wrong inflicted on that Holy
Father as an iDjury done to themselves, and who, being mem-
bers of the great mystical body, of which he is the head, must
necessarily be participators in his son-ows, sharers in his suffer-

ings. I cannot comprehend either how any British statesman
can sanction insubordination or rebellion in the States of the
Romagna, for a day of retribution may soon come, when some
foreign rider, imitating that fatil policy, may stir up sedition

and insubordination in this island, where there are thousands

and thoiisands of people dissatisfied with the present condition

of affairs. No more can I comprehend, I confess, how any one

who would pretend to be a wise councillor to her most gracious

Majesty can sanction such a scheme of policy as would make
the Pope the subject of any emperor or king in Europe? For

that councillor is thereby doing the most serious injury that he

possibly can to the balance of power in Europe, which is the

greatest safeguard of this country. Let no man say that

language such as this is disloyal. The loyalty of the Catholics

of Ireland is called in question, but only by their enemies.

Catholicity is loyal in principle. Allegiance is hiculcated by

the tenets of our holy religion. There is not in her Majesty s

wide-.sprcad dominions a people to whom we will yield m
devoted attachment to her person and her throne. We render

unto Cwsar the things that are Cesar's, and we ever shall

render unto God the things that are God's. If that be a

divided allegiance, it is aanctioned by Divine authority, and

every man professing the Christian religion is commanded to

be disloyal. Many a time before has the temporal po?^r of

the Pope been unjustly assailed, but it will last while Rome
lasts. May it never fail until Rome fails, until the trumi>et of

the archangel shall be beard over land and sea, proclaiming

that time shall be no more." Dr. Cantweix, CathoUc Bishop

of Meath, at the MuUingar meeting said :—" Where were his

hopes fixed ? First on the Emperor of Austria, one of the best

Catholics living, there was not any person on earth, in power,

who would make such sacrifices as Francis Joseph of Austria

has proposed to do. There was another on whom depended

everything in Congress. He did not give credit to England

for much influence in it. They were sure of Austria, they

were sure of France. Some doubted of it, but he could not

bring himself to do so. Napoleon I., who struck the rock of

Peter, died a prisoner ou the island rock of St. Helena. Did

they think Napoleon III. would forget that ? He would never

be the man to lay a profane hand on the Head of the Church.

DZSTKUCTION OF THE ROTJND CHITltCH, DUBLIN*,

BT FiBE.—The parish church of St. Andrew's, called

the Round Church, one of the finest oi the old parish

churches of Dubhn, was destroyed by fire on Sunday
morning in consequence of the over heating of the

flues in the gallery. There had been divine service

in the church in the morning, and the congregation had

harely left when the fire brolie out. So rapid were its

ravages tbat in less than an hour and a-half the roof

fell in, and before another hour had pnssed the centre

woodwork of the structure was consumed, and when the

engines arrived their only duty was to play upon the

walls to i^revent tliem from splitting. Tbe church had
just been repaired, and 8000?. will hardly cover the

damage done.

Denison. An action was raised by Mr. Mears, and the defendant

having allowed judgment to go by default, the c;iso now came
before the Court to assess damages. Mr. Bovill, Q.C., and

Mr. CoTeridge, appeared for the plaintiff; Mr. Knowles, Q.C.,

Mr. Grove, and Mr. Garth, for the defendant. After the case

had been stated at great length, and Mr. Denison's letter re-

tracting the charges against Mr. Mears had been read, Mr.

Knowles proposed that as no special damages had been

sustained, and Mr. Denison had admitted his mistake,

the case tnigfet be stopped by mutual consent. After

a consultation of three-quarters of an hour, Mr, Bovill

said he -^bjr instructed on the part of the plaintiff to accept the

offer made—Mr. Denison retracting all his imputations on the

plaintift', and giving him full indemnity for all his expenses.

The assessor considered this a most equitable arrangement, and

the jury were discharged.
lA
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The Chaking-Ceoss Terminus.—The detailed plans

prepared by Mr. Hawkshaw, C.E., for extending the

South-Eastern from London Bridge to a west-end

station at Charing Cross, have received the approval of

the Admiralty and the Conservators of the Thames,

and the works will now he proceeded with under the

powers obtained in the last session of Parliament. The

bridge is of the kind known as the lattice girder, and

will carry four lines of rail, together with two roads for

foot passengers, one on each side of the railway. The

whole will be supported on seven piers, the two existing

piers of the suspension bridge (wliich will be removed)

being made available for the work; the five new piers

will be erected on cylindrical iron piles sunk into the

bed of the ri-^-er, after the new process adopted in

laying the foundations of the Chelsea bridge and other

similar structures. The works will probably occupy

about two years in construction.

Keusiuglon, Lieut. -ColonelJotfN Aberceombik, H.M.'s Benga
Horse Artillery, aged 47—4th inst, at Bath, of typhus fever,

Florknce Olivia, eldest daughter of Lieut -Colonel Carru-
THBRs, Retired List, Madraa Army, aged 19 years aaid 11 months
—9th ult, at Funehal, Madeira, Euza CARoniNff. youngest
daughter of the late Lieut. -Colonel Hill. C.B.—4th inst, at
WoUaston House, Northamptonshire, Ihabella Gertrude
Campbell, fourth daughter of the late W. F. A. Delane, and
wife of the Rev. W. Campbell, one of her Majesty's Inspectors

of Schools, having only survived two days the death of their

only child Gkrtbude Campbell, aged 4 years—7th inst, at 2t,

Ul<per Bedford Place. Russell Square, Caroline, eldest

daughter of the late Sir Wm Rcle, many years Surveyor of

the Navy—1st inst, at Whitfield, Northumberland, the Ven.

Archdeacon t^corr. Rector of Whitfield, and Hon. Canon of

Durham Cathedral, aged 77—3d mat, at Trematon Caatle,

Cornwall, Jedidiah STEPlSE^fg Tuckfr, Esq., aged 59—6th inst,

at his residence, 18. Lower Seymour Street, Portman Square,

Wiluam Spemce, Esq.. F.R.S., author of the " Introduction to

Eutomology,"&o., agedT7—8th inst, at La Chaire, Rozel, Jersey,

the residence of his daughter, Mrs. Samuel FothergiU, Samuel
Curtis, Esq., F.L.S., aged 81—Sthinst, at Plymouth, Marianwe,

eldest daughter of the late John Arthur, Esq., Collector of

H.M.'s Customs at that port, and niece of the late Sir George

Arthur, Bart.—6th inst, at his rosWance. in Tralee, Major

O'Connor, second son of the late Maurice O'Ctmnor, Esq., J. P.,.

and formerly in the 85th Regiment, in wMch corps he saw iV

good deal of service, both iu the Peninsula and Canada^

i'^&ituaiiK

Colonel William Martin Leake, F.il.S., the eminent Eas-

tern geographer, died at Brighton on the 6th inst., on the eve of

completing his SSd year. Col. Leake was a member of an ancient

and respectable Es.sex family, being a younger brother of Jlr.

John Martin Leake, of Thorpe Hall, near Colchester, a bencher

of the Middle Temple and one of the chairmen of the E.ssex

Quarter Sessions. Colonel Leake served for some years in the

Royal Artillery, but retired with the rank of Lieut. -Colonel in

182*3. Having been employed during the early part of his

career on special service in the Ea.=it he travelled over the whole

of Greece and Asia Minor, and gave to the public the results of

his researches in four or five works published at intervals

between the years 1S13 and 1830. Of these the best known are

his "Travels in Asia Minor," " Travels in the Morea," "Athe-

nian Topogriphv," and **Travels in Northern Greece." He had

only just completed the supplement to his la.st and m^st elabo-

rate work, '"Numismata Hellenica," when death put an end

to his useful career of literary laboTir. . Colonel Leake was a

member of several learned societies, and wa^ also an earnest

politician and a zealous advocate of the freedom and inde-

pendence of Greece.

Major Rivebsdale Glyn, of the Rifle Brigade, died on the

11th ult. off Aden, ou his way home from India. During the

war in the Crimea he served as subaltern in the Sth Hussars,

with the escort of Lord Raglan. He exchanged into the Riflo

Brigade during the most arduous period of the siege of Seba«-

topol, and on the conclusion of the war accompanied the

brigade to India. AH through Otfde, up to the Terai, through

the summer and winter campaigns, through the subsequent

marches, he went on foot with his men till the dispersion of

the rebels brought to his brigade a short rest, which only

developed the seeds of the disease which had been planted by
exposure. He is one of the many soldiers who have died since

the rebellion of wounds gained in the struggle. He was the

fourth son of George Carr Glynn, Esq., M.P.

i*laiUct».

COVENT GARDEN.-^Jan. 14.

The weather being still mild and open the supplies of most

things continue equal to the demand, and trade is tolerably

brisk. Pine Apples and Grapes, however, maintain former

prices ; good Apples and Pears are scarce. Oranges are boUi

plentiful and cheap. Good Cobs realise from Is. to Is. 6d. per

poimd. Chesnuts are plentiful. Asparagus, Rhubai-b, Seakale^

Savoys, Carrots, Parsnips, and Leeks may also be obtamed.

Parsley has been very scarce and dear ; but it is now somewhat

cheaper. Potatoes realise from 48. to 8a. per cwt. Mushrooms
can still be had in small quantities. Cucumbers are dear. Cut

flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Violeta, Mig-

nonette, Camellias, Heaths, and Roses,

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 5r to Ta | Pe:irs, per doz., 49 to 63

Grapes, per lb., 7s to 10s

Melons, each, 28. to 4s
Pomegranates, eacli, 4d to Od
Apples, per doz., la to 2s.

\ Oranges, per 100, 6s to lOs

1 Lemcais, per 100, 5a to 8s

! Filberts, p. 100 lbs., -503 to ^Q&

j Cabs, do., lOOs

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p. bimdle, 7s to 10s

Seakale, per basket, 23 to 3s

F. Beans, per 100, 2s to 2s 6d

\
Cauliflowers, per doz., 4s to Ss

Greens, per dozen bunches,
43 6d to 6s

Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s

Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOiB

— per bus. , 2s to 2a 9d
— per cwt., 4a to 6s

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 6s
Cucumbers, each, 28 6d to 4s
Ai-tichokes, per doz. , 2a to 3a

Beet, per doz., Is Cd to 23

Celery, per bundle, Is 6d to
2s

Onions, p. half sieve, la to Is 6d
— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d

Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score. Is

to Is 6d
Endive, p. score, Is to 2s

Horse Radish,p.buu.,ls6dto 4s

Mushrooms, p. pott., ls3dtola9d
Parsley, p. I'i bunches, 4s to 8&

Savory, per bunch, 2d to Id

Wills.-The will of Lord Macaulay has been sworn under

80,000/.; the will of the Earl of Jersey, G.C.B., has been

sworn under 50,000i. ; his son, who died three week.s after

succeeding to the title, died without a will, but his widow has

administered, the i>er.sonalty being sworn under 20,0O0i. The

will of Lord James Stuart has been sworn under 45,0L)0i. ;

that of the Hon. Mountstuart Elphiustone, 30,000?. ; Colonel

Keppel, of Lexham Hall, Norfolk, 25,000/. ; Rev. Thomas

Ludbey, M.A., rural dean and rector of Cranham, Essex,

20 000/. ; Mr. Arthtir Vansittart, of Footscray, Kent, and of St.

John's "Wood, 12,0OOL; Miss Sarah Disraeli, 4000i. i Lady
O'Conor, 35,000Z.

METROPOLITAN CATi^jB- HAEKET,
Mon-dat, Jan, 9.

"We have a much larger number of Beasts, and coa*5equentIy

although the demand is good, prices are rather lower. The

snpi)Iy of Sheep is also larger, but the demand is equal to it;

we are therefore enabled to retain late quotations. Good
Calves are scarce and dear. From Germany and Holland
there are 430 Beasts, 920 Sheep, and 128 Calves; from
Scotland, bfH) Beasts ; from Ireland, 70 ; from Norfolk and
Suffolk, 1500; and 900 from the northern and midland
counties.

s d s df s
' Beat Long-wools. 5Best Scots, Here-

fords, (fcc. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Beat Downs and
Half-breds . . 5

Do. Shorn

8 to 5

d s
OtoS

d
4

Do. Shorn
6 — 4 10

I

EwesA; 2d quality 4 6 — 4 S-

6— 4

4to5
4 *

BIRTHS.—On the Sth inst, at 4, Upper Brook Street,

Groavenor Square, the Right Hon. the Lady Rollo, of a son—
Sth inst, at Settrington House, Malton, the Lady Macdonald,

prematurely, of twin daughters—3d inst, at Wimpole Hall, the

Lady Mary Craven, of a daughter—Sth inst, at Waterhouse,

Bath, the Hon. Mrs. George Grey, of a son-5th inst, at

Lupton, in the county of Devon, the Hon. Mrs. Yarde-Bu ller,
of a daughter- 2d inst, at 7, Rue Balzac, Paris, prematurely,

the wife of Mountstuart E. Grant-Duff, Esq., M.P., of a son.

MARRIAGES—On Tuesday, the 10th inst, at Hanmer
Church, the Rev. George Arkwrtcrt to the Hon. Elizabeth

Kenton, third daughter of Lord Kenyou—5th inst, at St.

Jamea's, Piccadilly, Captain Francis SroFBorroM, of her

Majesty's Indian army, eldest son of Charles John Sidebottom,

Esq., barrister-at-law, of Elm Bank, Worcester, to Flora Jane,

youngest daughter of the late Right Hon. William Yates and

Lady Peel, of Baginton Hall, Warwickshire—4th inst, at

Haberton, D6von, Captain Chables Cooper Johnson, Quarter-

raaster-Geueral's Department, Bengal Army, son of Sir Henry

Allen Johnson, Bart., to jEaiiMA Anme Frances, daughter of

the Rev. Chancellor and the late Lad*" £'"^^'^Jii ^^^^\^
Martin—Sth inst, at St. John's Episcopal Church Edinburgh,

Lawrence William Maxwell LocKHART^d Highlanders,

second son of the Rev. J. Lockhart, D.D of Melton Lockhart

Lanarkshire, to Katharine Anne, second daughter of the late

Gen Sir Jas Russell, K.C.B., of Ashiesteel, SeUirkshire, N.B.

-sV nat at St. George's, Hanover Square, the Rev. John

WHiTTAKEB Maitland, lldcst SOU of Wm Whitt.ker Ma.tland

Q
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Do. Shorn
Lambs

8 Calves . . . . 4 4 — 5 S-

^ Pigs .. .• 3 8-5 »
Beasts, 4830 ; Sheep & Lambs, 21,050 J

Calves, 148; Pigs, 2»0^

Thursday, Jan. 12.

The supply of Beasts is about the same as on Thursday last.

Trade is, however, not so brisk, aud on the average prices 9M9-

lower thau on Monday. There are a few more Sheep; the-

demand is considerably smaller, and several remain unsold.

Good Calvea are in demand, but inferior kinds are unsellingj.

From Germany aud Holland there are 170 Beast.^, 310 Sheep,

and 152 Calves; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 300 Beasts; from-

the northern and midland counties, 200 ; and 120 Milch Cows
from the home counties.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quaUty Beasts 3

Best Dowus and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

8 to 5
6 — 4 8

4—4

4 — 5 6

3 & Lambs,

«*

Best Lotig-wools . 4 10 to 5 ^
Do. Shorn . . # . -^ •

;

EwesA 2d quaUty 4 4 — 4 0-

Do- Shorn
Lambs
Calvea .- ,.40 — 54
Pigs .. -- S 8—4 S

* ^ w t

POTATOES.—SouTHWARK, Monday, Jan. 9.

Daring the past week the arrivals coastwise have been light,

and moderate by rail. The following are this day's quotation.^ ;

—Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 90s. to 136s. ; Lincolnshire

do., 80s. tollOs.; Diinb-ir do., lOOs. to 1203.; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeahire do., 70s. to lOtJs. ; Kent and Essex do., 70s. to 100s. ;.

Rocks and Reds, 858. to 80s. ; French Whites, 60s. to 3fls. ;.

Belgian do., tJOi. to "Os.

BRITISH WOOLS. —LONDOW, Ttdtix-f, 3hn. 13.

South-downHog-8. d, a. d.
|
Leicest. Wethers I 5 to —

geta I 8 to —
I
Ditto Hoggs ..1 7— —

Half-bred ditto.. 1 8— — : Combing Skins 1 1 — 14
Down Ewes ..1 6— — | Blanket ditto ..0 6— IG^

i
Kent Fleeces . . 1 6 — 1 6i Flannel Wool .. 1 2 — i 7

Secondaries' Court : The Weatminfiter Bell—Mears v. Deni-

ton,—This case came before the Court and a special jury a few
days since on a writ ofinquiry to assess damages for a libel, laid

at 5000(. The plaintiff is Mr. T. Mears, the founder of the
Great Bell of Westminster, and the defendant Mr. E. B. Deni-
sion, Q.C., who had the charge and superintendence of its con-

•struction. The libel, which arose out of the breaking of the

bftllj was published in the Ike Times of October 7, by
"

Sf Andrew's, rire. johs uuiujur^-vi--""'-"^'^-"' • ' "'^i'

pm.n^S and Dyce N B., to Margaret Maria, daughter of Sir

dX Br^wstS K.H:. D.C.L., Princii^il of the University of

EdSburgh-7th ult, at the Cathedral, Bombay. James Bra.th-

w>^E Pole Esq . Bombay CivU Service, son of the Rev.

T WPeife D.D. , Vicar of Luton, Beds, to Louisa Elizabeth,

voimJst daughter of Genet^l Berkeley, 44 Harley Street,

SvSli sSiare, London-lUh u>.t at Thornton-in-Lonj

^ail Hpnrt John Ware, Esq., of York, to Isabel, youngest

d^ugh?erTRiS;RirTA?HAM^.q., of Low Fields, Thornton-

'""deTtHS -On the 29th ult. at Exmtoth, Major^General

King, H E-LC 8., .,^ed3-2-4th inst. at 7, Vicarage Garden.,

COAL MARKET.—Jan. 11.

Benton's West Hartley, 14«, 6d. ; Bower's West Hartley, 15s.;

Buddie's West Hartley, ISs. ; Dainsim's West Hartley. Us.;

Lambert's West Hartley. 15«. ; Tanfield Moor. 14« 3d. Tan-

field Moor Butes. 145. id. : Walker Primrose 1 3b. 9±: WylwD,

17s ; Walls Knd Byron, 179. Od.; Walls KndGibwn, l.s.; WaHs

End Gosfurth. 17s. 3d. ; WaUs End Barton I?., ed ; WjUs

End Braddyll's Hetton, 19s. ; W^ End Urn Park, 15s. 6d.

1 Walla End Haswell, 19a. 9d. ; Walls End Hetton, lOa. M. ,

'

Walls End Heugh Hall, ISa. 6d. ; Walls End Kelloe 18s. 9d.l

wX End South Hartlepool. 15s. 6d. = W.t^^S^wT^""^^^'
.-r, \a . VC..UU Vru\ Tbome. 19s.: Walla End Whitwortiv
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Itia. ; CarwiAy and UurUiii M;uciug, 'jizn. tjO. ; INixoua uuur>'u^
a2a. 6d.; Powell's Duffryn Steam, 22s. 6d.—37 ships at market

HOPS,—Borough Mabket, Friday, Jan. 13.
Messrs. Pattenden &. Soaith report that a. large quantity

of fine Sussex have been sold this week at SOs. per cwt. and
upwards. The market is very firm for all sorts.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
SMiTHi-iELD, THURSDA-y, Jan. 12.

Clover 90s to lOOs

New Clover . , . . — —
Second cut do. . . 75 85
Straw 25 30

Davis & Co.

Prime Meadow Hay G5s to 759
Superior do. (old) . . 75 84
Inferior do 50 60
New do — —
Eowen 40 60

Whitkcuapel, Thursday, Jan. 12.
Fine old Hay . . . . SOs to 86a Fine old Clover
Inferior do. .. ..70 76
Prime New Hay .. — —
Inferior do — —
iStraw 24 .29

4 4 98s to 1053

Inferior do .

,

Fiue New Clover ,

,

Fine 2d cut -

,

Inferior do, .,

• «

84

84
€0

95

90
72

MARK. LANE,—JilONDAY, Jan. 9.

There was a very small supply of MTicat from Essex and
Kent to this momiug's market, much of wliiuh waa in better
-condition than last week, and therefore met a more free sale

at the full prices of this day se'nnight- Forei^ni was inquired
after, but being genenilly held above the views of buyers very
little business resulted, uud our quotations remain unaltered.
Finest malting Barley brings last week's prices, secondary
qualities and giundiug are rather cheaper. The Oat trade is

quiet and prices are unaltered. Flour id steady at late rates.

Pkr Imperial Quarter, is, s,|

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk, .VThite 40—4SlRed

NURbEKY FUKtMAIM.
WANTKD, A PROPAGATOR, PLANT GROWER,

AND FOREMAN of general trade exj^orience, and well
acquaiuted with the nianai;enient of Hoses, Indian Azaleas,
Camellijis, Stove and Greenhouse plants, as well as a general
collection of Bedding and Herbaceous plants. Must be a good
Salesman, and of good address, whose character will bear the
strictest investigation,—Apply, with reference in own hand-
writing, stating age, experience, and wages expected, to
William Baenes, Camden Nurserj-, Camberweil, S.

WANTKO, A MAN" and his WIFE, without
childreu ; the JIan as Gardener, and to attend to a

couple of Cows ,* the Wife as General Servant, with a girl
under her.—Apply, Post-i)aid, to the Rector of E. Horsley,
Eipley, Surrey. ,

in a GeTitlemiin*s family, a YOUNG
to undertake the Dairy and Baking-, and to

help in the Laundry.—Address R. J., Rice's Library, ilount
Street, Grosvenor t^qv^are, London. \V.

NUKtiKKY FOKEMAN.—Hag a general knowledge
of the profession generally. Most satisfactory reference,

M., Nursery Lodge, Park Lane, Bath.

WANTED,
WOMAN

4G^1S Red
46—52

s. s.

40—45
42—48

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (HEAD).~Siugle; understands his pro-
fession in all its branches. Good references.—Talbot

GooDU'iy, Fruiterer. Caniberwel], Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Heai>).—Age 35, single; thoroughly
understands his profession. Good character.—G. II.»

Mr. James Cutiiill, Denmark Hill, Cauiberwell, S.

Red . .

.

Maitin2

.

Maltiujj.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

38—56
38—44
23—33
19—24
23-29
24—28
23—26
35—38

33-^3 Harrow

.

48—54 Longpod
38—46 Kgyptiau
36—39]t^utfolfc .

31—33 Foreign.
Yellow..

37—43
27—37
18-27

Country,
Per sack

34—40
33—41

19—26
19—24
17—24

33—43

36—40
30—37

27—37
30—37

tine selected runs, .ditto
^"^ *"~ Aaiavera •<,.•.,..• ->hh— Norfolk * . , .

,

— Foreign
Barley, grind. & dist,, 243 to SOs, . Chev.
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
—

* Scotch and Lincolnshire. , Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
RvK'MEAL, foreign
Beaxs, Mazagau..,.308 to 40s.,. .Tick
-^ Pigeon 36s — 47s-. Winds.— Foreign .;.... , Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers^ Maple . • . . -^3 to —s Grey
Maize White
Fi*ouB, best marks delivered, -per sack
^- 2d do ditto
'— Foreign per barrel

FuiDAY, Jan. 13.

On the 7th we had a sharp white frost with N".W. wind, but
since the 9th the temperature has been higher, with E. and
K-E, wind- In the Wheat trade little alteration has occurred
during the last eight days- Old and dry samples of new com-
maud fully former pricea, but the amount of business trans-

acted has been limited; in Liverpool and Glasgow former
prices were unobtainable, the amount of stocks yonder creatmg
probably a desire on the part of some holders to realise, and a
correspoudiug indisposition with consumers to purchase.
Business in Spring Com and Floiu* was also dull, and where
any change in prices occurred it was in favour of buyers.
From Southern Kurope the arrivals off tlie coast are moderate
this week, consisting of 8 cargoes of TVheat, 4 of Maize, 1 of
Beans, 1 of Linseed, and ) of Rapeseed. The sales are to

a fair extent, including Bordiansk Wheat at 48s- 9d., Odessa
Ghirka at 40a, 9d., nett, all per i*JJ. \h^,; Ibrail Maize at 29s, to
SOa- 4id. per 480 lbs. ; Ibrail Barley at 253. per 400 lbs.

;

<3alcutta Linsoed at 47s, 9d. to 4Ss. per quarter, all c- f. and i.

to a port in the United Kingdom ; TuKAnrug Linseed at 47;*. 9d.

to 49s. per qr. delivered. The arrivals of Bai'ley (English and
foreign) arc considerable, fair of English Wheat and foreign
Oats, and small of foreign Wheat and English Oats. The little

English Wheat offered for sale this morning was disposed of

at fully Monday's prices ; foreign met "with scarcely any
inquiry, and its value is nominally as Jast quoted. Barley is a
^uvv sale at Monday's rates. Beans and Peas are unaltered in
value. The Oat trade is quiet, and the low sales made were at

j

-about the prices lately current-
Arrivals from Jax- 9 to Jax. 13.^

Flour.

G^ARDENKU (Head),—Age 28, single, where two
T or more are cmi)loyed ; nuderstands Forcing, Manage-

ment of Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; a good Kitchen
and Flower Gardener.

—

Cuarlks Tanner, Esher, Surrey,

GAUDENKR (Head).—Age 29, married ; thoroughly
understands Growing Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, and

Cucumbers, and Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Good references.
—H. S., 11 , Grove Street, Bath.

^

f^ ARDKNKR (Head).—Age 31, single; thoroughly
VJT vxnderstands the management of Pmes, Vines, and
Peaches, the Forcing of Frviits, Flowers, Vegetables, &c.

—

B. C-. Messrs, J. & C. Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith, W.

AUDENER (Head).—Age 32, single; lias a
thorough practical knowledge of his proiession in its

vaiious branches. Can be highly recommended.—A. B,, 13,

Bridge Terrace, HaiTow Road, Paddington, W-

CGARDENER (Head.) — Single ; has a thorough
X practical knowledge of his profession, including Early

and Lato Forcing. A good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Can
take the Management of Land if required. Good character
from_his late employer,—J, J,, PostOffioe, Roehampton, Surrey.

GARDEXER (Head).—Age 28, n^arried; has had
good experience in the cultivation of Stove and Green-

house Plants, the management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens,
and Forcing Fines, Vines, Melons and Cucumbers. Five years'

character,—A. B., Mr. Cutbush, Xurseryman, Highgate, N,

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR attd FORE^
MAN of the Glass Department in a Nursery where the

choice kinds of exotic plants are wanted in great quantities.
A good Knifeman, First Class references as to character and
abihty-—T. G., Mrs. Cooke, 6, North Street, Grove lioad
St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

'

TO NURSERYMEN. ~~

FOREMAN, OE FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.-.
Thoroughly practical ; has had 20 years' experience as

above. A good Grafter of Roses, Rhododendrons. Azaleas,
Camellias, Qonifcrs, a good Grower of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Ferns, Orchids, Ericas, Geraniums, &c- First-class
referenceastocharacter,&c-—C.M.N.,fi?ar<^€?VCTTf>niW€ Office.

RESIDENT AGENT.—A Gentleman of good family,
with a knowledge of conveyancing, is desirous of forming

a re-engagement with Uny nobleznan or gentleman requiring
assistance in the care and management of hia property. The
advertiser is about to relinquish a similar appointment which
lie has held for tlie last five years. Ample references and
testimonials will be given.—F. L., Mr. Coomea, Bookseller,
141, Regent Street, W,

RESIDENT LAND AGENT.—A CivU Engineer,
aged 4S, well connected, of liberal education, and active

business habits, wisMng to reside entirely in the country with
his family, desires exclusive employment as Resident Agent of
an Estate- In addition to his knowledge of Engineering and
Building, he is practically acquainted with tiie best Agricul-

ture and with Accounts, and morally interested in the
advancement of a tenantry. Having a small income he would
be content with moderate emolument. He can refer to

eminent men in office, to country gentlemen, clergymen,
solicitors, and bunkers.—L, A,, Gardtiurs' Chronicle Ofboe^W^C ,

LAND STEWARD ok BAILIFF.—Age 40, mar.
ricd, a native of Scotland; has had considerable ex-

perience in the Superintendence of Landed Property, Buying,

Belling, and Management of Stock in general. Draining,

Planting, and reclaiming of Land, &c. Testimonials of the

highest character.—S- S., Wright\s Buildings, Watford, Herts.
" fO~ IMOBLEMEfM AND~ CENTLElWEN.

"

FARM STEWARD or BAILIFF-~Middle-aged,
married ; has had considerable experience in the Slanage*

ment of various Soils, as well as the care and treatment of all

kinds of Stock, The Wife would undertake the indoor Manage-
ment of the Dairy if required. Unexceptionable references will

be given as to character and ability.—A. B., Post Office, Salt-

wood, Hythe, Kent.

FARM BAILIFF (WoRKlNa).—Age 28, married, no
incumbrance; thoroughly uadcrstands the management

of Stock, and Light and Heavy Soils. Good testimonials will

be given.—A- H-, W. T. Clark, News Agent and Stationer,

Upper Sydenham, S.E.

BAILIFF.—Single ; on light soil, to a nobleman or

gentleman. Understands Buying, Selling, and Mauage-Gl ARDENER (Head),—Age 36, single; understands
r Early Forcing, Vines, Flowoi-, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens; — ^

^ ^^ ^^ .-- ^- . r'^ * 7t«
also accustomed to Cows, Pigs, and Meadow Land, if required- ment of Stock, as well as the practical parte of Farmmg. Ua^

No Bingle-handed plac^ accepted- Good character-—A. B., exceptionable chnracter—A. B., Wootton Post Office, Bedlord.

Post Office, Stoke Newington, London, N- XMPROVER-— Young ;

i Gardening and wishes to gain more experience

be willing to serve for 2 years under a good Gardener in a

nobleman or gentlemaii's Garden. Would be attentive to his

duties and make himself generally useful. Can give satisfactory

references as to character, &c.—G. G-, Daws & Son, Booksellers,

Gloucester,

English ,

.

Irish * <

Foreign .

.

W heat.

"SiSO qra,
~^

ft

2530 „

Barley.
\ Oats.

0140

n

*f

1220 qrs.

I

147U skB.

lOlOO

>i

ft (
10

Liverpool, Tuesday, Jan. 10.—At tho corn market to-day
there was a smuU business rlono in Wlioat at Id. per cental
decline on the week. In Flour there was rather less doing,
Indian Coru was oflFered at 3d. per qr, reduction. Oats were
deprc-ised and ;igain the turn cheaper, liariey. Peas, and
Beans were dull, and the latter tid. jier qr. lower. Oatmeal
BCRlected.
Feiday, Jan. 13.—The grain market was dull and lanj^uid,

and transactions quite of a retail character. Wheat Id. decline.
Kfo^ptiaa Beans 34s. Indian Com steady. Galatz, 32s. (3d.

Other iuticles unaltered.

AvERAGEa Wheat, i Barley^

Dec.

Outs.
I

Kye.
I

iie;iii».

308 Id
82 10
SO
2S 10
ZO 1
36 6

32 2

4is yd
41 1
41
S9 11
30 7
38 10

40 4

fe;is

39 J 3d

FLtCrUATIONS IS THE LaST SlX WFKKa AVEluiOES.

! Pfiic

s44i
44

43 11
43 8
4S

&ec. 8. lOoc. lO.lOec. Tf,

~1 1

« *

« «

* «

• 4 I

^-•c. 24. Dec. 31.

« #

GARDENER (Head).— Age 29; of considerable
experience, having lived in some of the very best esta-

blishments in this country ; would be happy to engage with any
nobleman or gentleman as above.—J. C, Colonel Baker's,
Salisbury.

GARDENER (HiiAD).—Jessop i^KoriiEits, Soeds-
raen, the Aviaries, Cheltenham, desire to recommend a

middle-aged, single Man, who understands Early and Late
Forcing, to any lady or gentleman in want of a good Gardener.
—Apply as above-

GAKOENKU (Head).—Age 40, murried, no incum-
brance ; understands the Slanagemcnt of Pines, Vines,

Cucumbers, Melons, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Fourteen years' good character-—A, B.,

Messrs. Barker & Son, Booksellers^ Hammersmith, W.

to MOBLEMEN ANJ GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married; under-

stands Pines, Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, Cucumbers,
Melons, Stove and Greenhou-^e Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Has had four years' practice in the Orchard-house.

—

A, B., 10, Upper Carlisle Street, Maida Hill, London, W-

G^^AKDENEK (Head).—Age 31, married ;lias had
several years' experience in Growing^Orchidaceous, Stove,

and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, &c , botli for exhibition and
decoration, and 16 years' practice in the Flower, -Fruit, and
Kitchen Gardens, Three years' good character.—A. B., Post
Office, Hersharo, Surrey, 8-

^

GARDl!-NER (Head).—Age 38, married; offers his

services to any nobleman or gentleman as a practical

Gardener in the Cultivation ofPines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, and
Cucumbers, with management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens.
No objection to any part of England. Can be highly recom-
mendtjd from his prcsctit employer,—A, B., Post Office,

Crouch End, Hornsey, Middlesex, N,

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—Age 2S.
married, no inean^bnmce ; has a practical knowledge o^

his profession, including Forcing all kinds uf Fruits and Vege-
tables, Kitchen and Flower Gardens; has been living Second
under an experienced Gardener, Three years' good character,

—

AV. J,» Post Office, Barnot Commou, Barnet, Herts, N.

AllOKXKK.—Ai;e 35, single; understnnds Flower
an I Kitchen Ganlens, GreenUouye uud Vinery. Good

has some knowledge of
He would

IMPKOVER.—Age 18; wishes to engage livmselt* to

a nobleman's or gentleman's Gardener, where he will have

an opportunity of Improving himself. A small Premium if

requited.—A. B., Misa Witkiusou, South End Green, Hamp-
stead, N.

CLERK, OR ASSISTANT to a STE\VARD.~Age
26 ; a good Accountant, and has considerable knowledge

of Agriculture. Is willing to make himself useful on a Farm.

Been to the R. A. College. Good references to present em-

ploy er and others.—J. M.. WMteford, CalUngton, Cornwall.

CLERK AND ASSISTANT.—Middle-aged; having a

knowledge of Botany. He is desirous of engaging him-

self to a Florist or Seedsman, to attend to the Shop, Boo.!S,

and make himself generally useful.—M. B., 11, Air Street,

Begent Street, W. .

CLERK.—Young Muu, active business habits; the

son of a Nurseryman ; knows Plants well, their prices,

and the Seed trade.—P. 0., A. Black. Esq., Bloomsbmy
Chambers, W.C. _

TO THE NURSERY AND SEED TRADE.

SHOPMAN AND SALESMAN.—Of good address

and thorough bu.sincss habits ; many years' experience in

the general routine of the Nursery and Seed Trade in all its

branches.—G. H. , Post-Office, Not.tiug Hill Gate, W^

TO WURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
QHOPiLlN.—Young; 8 years' experience in fii^t-

iO first-class London and Provincial Houses, and thoroiighly

conversant with every branch of the business.—M. F., 5, Clara

Street, Islington, Liveriiool.

» «

* *

G
reference,—J. B., Mr Hutt's, Hadlow Castle^ Kent.

i

riMiK WIDOW OP THE LATE PitOFE3SOR IIENFKEY,
J- F.II.S., L.S., 4c., of King's College, London, receives a
amaU number of BOYS between tho ages of 6 and 12, to
EDUCATE with her own family. Terms, from 60 Guineas per
Annum.—Tumham Green, W.

WANTED, by a gentleman in the County of 0.\ford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are taken. Term9m»dcrate.—Apply to Alpha, Kingham.Oxon.

XT^ANTED, A PRACnCAL MAN, acquainted with
T V the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, to attend

to Visitors and Packing, and to assist in the Seed Trade, as may
berequired.—Apply to Stephen Brown, Seed Establi.-ihment,
Sndbury, Suffolk.

W^ANTKU, a good practical WORKING GAU-
> > DE>rER, to Manage Flower Garden, a Small Vinery,

and Kiccheu Garden, and accustomed to the Man^ement of
CowB. Must be a married man without incumbrance. The
Wife to undertake a sm;iU Dairy and assist in tlie Laundry.—
Apv»ly any Ttiesday or Frifh^y between 10 and 1 o"cli>ck to .Mr.
Ambler, 1, Oakley S^\i»r«, tings Road, Chelsea, ^. W.

GAKOENEH.—Age 25, single; where one or more
.uo kept.—For particulars as to ability, »tc., apply to Mr.

Wa>sov, the Gardens, Ripley Castle, York.

01 AlIDKNEU.~Age 33, married, without iiicum-
T brance ; perfectly understands hia profession in all its

brauL-hes. Wi'u can manage a small Dairy or Poultry.
Character will bear the strictest in vestigation.—A. B., 22,

Albert Terrace, Knightsbridge, S. Vi,

C^
ARDEXKR, ou' GARDENER a>-d BAILIFF.—

jr Mrvrried, with small family; thoroughly undersbmds his

profession in every department. Fourteen yeai-s' character ; will

tic;ir the stricte^st investigation.—Apply to Mr. Rivers, The
Nursery, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

AUDENLR, o« GAUDEiNER and BAILIFF, ok
GENERALMANAGERoveranEstate.—Age 30, married;

has a thorough practical kno vvledge of Forcing all kinds ol Frui ts,

Ve<?etables, Kitchen and Flower Gardens, the superior Cultiva-

tion of all kinds of Plants, including Orchids. H,i3 been a
successful exhibitor. Also the general routine of Farming.
either Light or Heavy Soils, the Management of Woods and

I
Pl;mtations, &c. Is leaving in conse-iuence of the break-up of

» tUu esUiblishment. Churaeter will l>ear the strictest investiga-

t tiou.— \V. A. Bye, Hucclecote Gardens, near Gloucester.

DR. DEJONCH'S
' (Kkight or THE Oruer of Lkopold of Belgium)

LI G H T - nil O \V N COD LIVER OIL,
administered with the greatest success in cases of

COSSUMPTI05, Bronchitis, Asthma, CoaoHs, Rheltmatism,
Gout, Genhiral Debilitt, Diseases of the Skin,

Rickets, Infantile Wasting, and all Scrofulous Affections,
is mcomparably superior to every other kind. The recorded
investigations of numberless eminent British and Foreign

medical practitioners have placed beyond the reach of refuta-

tion the tact that no invalid can possibly reaUse the full bene-

ficial effucta of Cod Liver Oil, who does not take Dr. De
JoNOii's celebrated pure Light Brown OiL

Opinios of EDWirC LAXKESTER, Esq , M.D.. F.R.S,

LaU Lecturer on the Practice of Physic at St George's Me'ttcal

Sehool, Sv.perintmdent of the Food Colhction at the South

Kensington Museum, d:c., lic.
" I believe that the purity and genuineness of this Oil axQ

secured in its preparation by the pei"sonai attention of so good

a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr. De Jongh. who
has also written the best medical treatise on the Uil with whicli

I am acquainted. Hence I should deem the Cod Liver uu
soM under his guarautee to be preferable to any other kma as

regiurds genuineness and medicinal efficacy-"

Sold o.vLY in niPKRiAL half pints, 2». 6d. : pints, is. 9d. ;

quarts, 9s., capsuled, and labelled with Dr. de Jongh -s stamp

auti signature, without which none can possibly be genltm=^

by respectable Chemists.
Sole Consigskes, xr n

ANSAR, HARFORD, & CO., TT, Strand, London, W.o.

^

i
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of the Legitimists. la the large commercial towns
and in the principal ports, such as Bordeaux,
Havre, and Marseilles, deputations have been
appointed to convey to the EiiPEUOR the
gratitude felt by the merchants for the pro-
posed reforms; while the manufactniing towns,
wiiioh have hitherto been the stron<;hoids of a

NKS1>AY aud FltlDAY at ihe same lionr. Fee, 21. Vis. 6d.
R. W. J ELF, D.D., Principal.

ROPKSSOU OWiiN. SUPEaiNTEM)BNT of the
NATURAL HISTORY DEPARTMENTS, BRITISH

MUSEUM, will commence a COURSE of TWELVE LF:CTURE3
on FOSSIL MAMMALIA, at tho MUSEUM of PRACTICAL
GEOLOGY, Jermyn Street, on FRIDAY, Febniary 3, at 2
o'clock; to be continued eacli succeeding FRIDAY at the
syine Imur. Tickets to be had at the Museum, Jeriuyu Street,
S.W. Fee for the Course, bs.

Rodf:riok I. 3It;RCHi?;oN, Director.

ESTABLISHED 183 8.
T/'ICTOUIA AND LEGAL and COMMEECIAL
\ LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, IS, Kin- William Street,

City, E.C-
Tho bu.siness of the Company embraces every description of

risk connected with Life Assurance.
Credit allowed of one-third of the premiums till death, or

Imlf the premiums for five ygars, on policies taken out for the
whole of lile.

Advaiiccs in couuection with Life Assurance are made on
advantageous terms, either on real or personal security.^ William Rathav, Actuary.

COilPANY,PELICAN LIFK INSUllANCE
Established in 1797.

70, Lombai-d Street, City, E.G., and 57, Charing Cross, West-
minster, S.W.

Directors.

Octavius E. Coope, I^sq. Henry Lancelot Holland,
William Cotton, D. C. L. , F. R. S. Esq.

John Davis, Esq. William James Lancaster, Esq.

EOLOGV.—KING'S COLLEGE, LONDOX, \y.C ,

-- --— o^..

o.Tec¥uTe5 ofgeSIo^^^^^ i

^«^^P«l^ ^/>if oonsidored itself a match for any
at 2 o'clock. They will be continued on each succeeding'- WED- U"OVernmenL have beeu piopitiated bv tlie au-

nounceraent that His Majesty will take into
consideration the claims of existing interests, and
pruvide for them accordingly.

The official organ of the Papal Government
published an article on Tuesday declaring to
ail Catholics interested in the preservation of the
States of the Church, that the Tope, obeying the
dictates of his conscience. Las refused to accept
the counsel given to him by the Empekor
X^P0LE02f in regard to the cession of the llomogna.
The Abbe CoMriETA had previously been sent to
Paris with a diplomatic note, which is said to have
contained a formal and olUcial protest against tlie

recent pamphlet. It has been reported during the
weekthatthePopEhasalso demanded the evacuation
of Home by the French troops, but there is reason
for believing that the rumour is without founda-
tion. The resignation of the Sardinian Ministry
has been accepted by the King, and Count Cavoue
has been charged with the formation of a new
Cabinet. Count Cavour on Wednesday presented
to His Majesty a list of the new Administration
wliich is said to contain the well-kuoM-n names of
Signer Farini, the Governor of Parma, Modena,
and the Eomagna ; General Fanti, the Tuscan
bt.tesraan; Count Ma^iiani, the last constitu-

tional Minister of the Pope ; Signer Cassint, the
eminent jurist ; Signer Elena, the representative

of Genoa; and Chevalier Desambeois— all of
whom are devoted to the cause of the national
independence of Italy.

Accounts from Morocco inform us that the
Spaniards have occupied the forts on the banks of

the Tetuan rive r, and have made themselves
musters of all the heights commanding the valley
in which the city of Tetuan is situated. The
Moors subsequently showed a disposition to

John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.
Benjamin Shaw, Ks<i.

Jas. A. Gordon, M.D., F.R.S.

K.irkraau D. Hodyaon, Esq., Matthew Whitiilg, E^sq.

ALP. M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., MP.
This Comjwmy offers Complete Security.
Moderate lUtes of Premium with Participation in Four-fifths

or 80 per cent, of the Profits.

Low Rates without Participation in Profits.
Loans iu connection with Life Assurance, on approved Se-

c'-irity, in sums of not les.-* than tO\il.

RoNUS OF ISdl.—All Policies effected prior to the L-it July,
1S61. on the Ronus Scale of Premium, will participate in the
next Division of Profits.

Robert Tucker, Secretary and Actuary.

Kcu^s Of t\)t mxttk,

The MonUeur of Sunday contained a most import-
ant letter addressed by the Empeuor of THEFEE.Ncn
to M.^ FouLD, the Minister of State, announcing tliat

the tiire has come for applying thtmselves to the
means of giving a greater development to national

wealth, and extending foreign commerce by the

exchange of products. His Majesty then commu-
nicates the bases of a programme of commercial
reforms with the view of exempting from all duties

primary articles indispensable lor industry. These
reforms include the suppresbiou of the duties on
Wool and cotton, the progressive diminution of the

duties on sugar and coffee, the improvement of the

means of internal communication, the reduction

ef the canal dues, the grant of loans to agricul-

ture and industry, the execution of cousiderable

works of public utility, the suppression of the pro-
hibitions of the tariff, and the negotiation of

commercial treaties with foreign Powers. In
carrying out this programme tlie Emperor
announces that there still remains, of the war loan,

the sum of a hundred and sixty millions of francs

nearly 6J millions sterling, which he purposes,

with the Banction of the Legislative Body, to apply
in three yearly credits to the execution of great

public works ; while the sinking fund will com-
pensate the Treasury for the loss which it will

temporarily sustain by the reduction of duties. The
EaipEROR concludes with the expression of his

opinion that the present difficulties in foreign
affairs will obtain a peaceful solution, and he
therefore hopes that the Legislature will assist him
in giving effect to these views, and thereby in-
augurate with him a new era of peace, and insure
its blessings to France.

This important document has been received
with great satisfaction on both sides of the
Channel. In this country it is regarded as the
very best security which the Empeeor could have
given to Europe for the continuance of peace, and
Lord Cowley has already returned to Paris with
the draft of a commercial treaty which will, it is aVrviceTirthepi

tlie_ model cottages erected by the M'indsor Roya,
Society ior the lUiprovement of the labourers' dwellings

nVpi n
his Roy.l Highness is president. The Kev.Dr Philpott left the cistle for Cambridge. Viscount

Sydney aiT.ved on a visit. In the evening the
Duchess of Kent joined her JIajesty af^er dinner/On Tuesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort
walked in the grounds of the castle. His Roval High-
ness afterwards rode out on horseback. ThePrince ofW ales went out hunting. Tlie Duchess of Keut visited
her Majesty. The Duke of Cambridge, the French
Ambassador and Countess de Persigiiv, the- Marquis o^
Exeter and Lady Mary Cecil, the Earl aud Lady Con-
stance Grosveiior, Lord aud Lady John Russell, the
Riglit Hon. Spencer and JTi-s. \Valpole, Major-
Geiieral Sir Harry Jone-s and Major-General Wylde
arrived on a visit. On Wednesday morning the
Queen, with the Princess Alice, walked ia the grounds
of the castle. The Prince Consort went out shooting,
accompanied by tlie Prince of Wales, the DuTie of Cam-
bridge, tlie Marquis of Exeter, Earl Grosvenor, and
Viscount Sydnc^\ The lit. Hon. Sir George Corueu-all
Lewis arrived on a visit. Iu the evening the fourth
dramatic performance took place in St. George's Hall iu
the presence of the Queen and Royal family, the visitors
at the castle, and a large party of invited guests. The
plays performed were Mr. Tom Taylor's comedy of
" The House and the Home,*' and Mr, IJ. Webster's farce
entitled, " One Tou<!h of Nature." On Thursday morn.
ing the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the
Prince of Wales and Princess Alice, walked in the
Home I'ark. The Duke of Cambridge and the other
visitors left the castle. In the afternoon the Queen held
an investiture of the Order of the Bath. The Duchess
of Kent visited her Majestj'.

I*fiivr COUNCIX.—Her Majesty will liold a Privy
Council on Monday afternoon at l^Juckingliain Palace.
The PniycE of Wales returned to Oxford on

Tliursday from \\'indsor, to resume his studies. It ia

understood that his Royal Highness will pay a visit to
the RIsliop of Oxford to-day at Cuddesden Palace.
PaiNCE Alfred anlved at Naples on the 12th insfc.

in theEuryalus, after having visited the principal ports'
of Sicily, and stayed several days at Palermo. Ou the
following day his Royal Highness paid a visit to the
King and Queen, and attended the performance at San
Carlo in the evening. The King had invited the Prince
to take up his residence at the Royal Palace, and had
given orders to the director at Pompeii to make
researches in his presence, aud offer for his acceptance
any antiquities which might be discovered.

OBDEii OF THE Bath.—On Thursday afternoon the
Queen held an Investiture of the Order of the Bath,
assisted by the Prince Consort as Grand Master of the
Order. Colonel David Edward Wood, of the Royal
Artillery, was first introduced and havinar received the

attack them, but were thrown into disorder honour of knii,Witli(x>d uas invested vvith the iusiffaia of1 J rP rife ± V ^^U W ^ M K H _ _ ^r ^^ m ^ _ _h ^^M

by the fire of the Spanish artillery. The
iuvading army was only four miles distant
from Tetuan on Tuesday last, and every prepara-
tion had then been made for advancing upon it.

a Knight Commander. The following officers were then
introduced, and received from her Majesty the insignia
of Companions of the order:—Colonel Raines, yStlr
Regiment; Colonel .Parke, 72d Regiment; Colonel
Longden, 10th Regiment; Colonel Liddcll, 2d
Bombay Europeans; Lieutenant-Colonel Orr, MadrasLetters from Constantinople of the 12th mat. _ ., , , ^ -^ .* ^.., ^^^i.^,

state that Kuprisli Pasha was about to return
i

-Ajtillery
; Lieutenant-Colonel Simpson, 31th Regi

to oiHce, Sir Henky Bulwer having expressed to
*" ' "*

"^ '

^

the Sultan the displeasure of the English Govern-
ment at his dismissal. M. Thottvenel, the French
Ambassador, had left for Paris to assume the office

of Minister of Foreign Affairs, but before his

meat; Lieut-Colonel Smith, OOth Regiment; Dr. Innes,
Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals; Di*. John
Eraser, Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals; Dr.
Gordon, Surgeon 10th Regiment; Surgeon Jee, 78th
Regiment; Colonel Lemun, Royal Murines; Lieut-
Colonel Norman, 3lst Bengal Native Infantry.

departure he insisted upoa receiving a more ! ,?,Tl" °tri^','"''r"H-~r''','^"'^^T
°''

"f™f'^'

*^
. , , ,, .1 ^ ^ «.

i^yio vacant by the death of the Earl ot Camuerdown, has
precise declaration coacerning the Suez Canal. been conierred on the Earl of Fife.

^}m\t Xelus*

The CoTJitT.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Royal family continue at Windsor. Ou Thursday
week tin; Earl and Countess of Clarendon and
Ladies Constance and Alice Villiers, Lord and Lady
Colville, Colonel the Hon. E. and I*ady Louisa
Douglas Pennant and Miss D. Pennant, and the
Right Hon. E. and Mrs. Cardwell arrived on a visit,
rv T? • 3 ^.^ f\ -ti. t> • t • "*- i3caruorou;;n eauseu uv tUe accession ol Uie Hon. W.On Frulay raornmg the Queen, with Prmcess Louisa « t,i Ti„„- „„ +^ 41 1/ ^ "^'-^=>^*y" "^ "-"^^ly"- "

-

nnrl P.;n.i A.-n.nr.^valU.d in 11 . ..rnnn^, nPt.Lo r..«Ho 1

"• *! I^^^ISOU to the HouSC of FeerS. The foUoWlUg

The Cabinet.—a Cabinet Council was held yesterday
afternoon at the official residence of the Firs't Lord of
the Treasury.

Pakltamentart Movements.—Tho Address in the
House of Commons, in reply to her Majesty's Speech,
will be moved by Mr. St. Aubyn, M.P. tor \Vest Corn-
wall, and seconded by Lord Henley, M.P. for Northamp-
ton. Mr. John George Blencowe was elected for Lewe»
ou Monday, in the room of the late Right Hon.
H. Fitzroy, without opposition. There is a vacancy
at Scarborough caused by the accession of the Hon. W.

and Prince Arthur, walked iu the grounds of the castle.

Tlie Prince Consort aud the Prince of Wales went out
hnuthig, accompanied by Lord ColvUIe and the Hon.
Colonel Douglas Pennant. The Duchess of Kent visited

her Majesty.

circular lias beeu sent to the members of the House of
Commons on the Ministerial side of the House :

—

" Downing Street, Jau. 13, 1860.

^ C3 L t • ii /-v -i..
"Sir,—The meetiuij of Parliament bavuicr been fixed for

Uu Saturday mornmg the Queen with Tuesday, the SitU of thi^ moutli, I have the h.jiiour tu iuforia

Prince and Princess de Joinville and Princess Frangoise

of Orleans visited her Majesty. The Earl and Countess
1

of Clarendon and Ladies Constance and Alice VilHer?,

Lord and Lady Colville, Colonel the Hon. E. and Lady
|

Louisa Douglas Pennant, Miss D. Pennant, and the

Riglit Hon. E. and Mrs. Cardivell, left the castle.

Ou Sunday morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the

Duchess of Kent, the Prince of Wales, Prince Arthur, -- „

Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, attended Divine soldiers foractsot braveryperfonnetiby them iu India :

_ ,
,
service in the private chapel ot the castle ; the Rev. Dr. Lieut A.S.He:ithcoto,60th Rifles, Troop Sergeant-Maj

hoped, place the relations of the two countries on a Phiipolt preached the sermon. On Monday mornin '
'^^ '"~ ""^^ " ~" ^~^~"-^

of the Session. —I have the honour to be, sir, your otwdient and
^itlifiil servant, PALMeadTON."

The An>rT.—The Colonelcy of tlie 66th Foot, vacant
by the death oi General iJlunt, has beeu couferred on
Major-General E. W. BtU.
ViCTOBiA Ckoss.—Tiie Gazette of last evening

announces that the Queen has signified her hitontion to

confer the Victoria Cross on the following officer and

or
J. Champion, 8th Hussars, Colour-Sergeants G. Writer
and b, Garvin, Bugler W. button. Privates J. Divane,

«w^^^^, j.xu^.^ i,iic *ciiii,iuiia ux tuc IWU countries on a lUlipoit preucueu mc sciinwn. w.i ^.^.^..v.t^j .»w......j, -- ------i-.-.., _-- -™~...-, _... -.„— ..._ _.. _

basis more durable than the good will of Govern- i the Queen, accompanied by Princess Al.ce, walked m
1

and b. Oarvm, Bugler W. button Pnvates J D™e.
nif^T.f^ Tt. Vro„« ti •

I- 1
^'"^^'^

' the Home Park. Tlie Prince Consort, with the Prince
,

L ihompson, and b. luruer. lat Battalion 60th Rifles,

^o v^^'

I^ .^^^^<^« tf proposition has also been re-
; f^^'Z. went out shooting. In tl.e afternoon the ,

and Private J. Kirk, 10th F..t.
ceivea with general gratification, the only party I Q^een and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince! Diplomatic Appointments.—The Queen has ap-

Whichhas openly expressed disaatisfaotionbeing that of Wales, visited the Windsor Royal Infirmary, and ^pointed Edward bt. Johu Neale, tlsq., now Consul in
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Bosnia, to be Secre^ry of Legation in China, and Mr.
;
meut, and Captain TVood, of the Indian array, and who dividing it into three annuities, it would give about 50 ono c^TGeorge A^ar Ellis, first -nnirl Affn^l,^ nf P^,.c,+o,,+;„^«t« ' \. .. «i. .^....t«« :« +i,« n,.: a„ i._ xi. ..*'. i i-..i..„*. I annually to add to the considerable sums alr^dv nr^ ,.**

carried to the budget TMs extraordinary resource wiu"^,^

^«».-, ™ «^ .^^v^.^uiiij, wi j^c^iiLiuii m v>uum, anu lur. , meuT), ana t^aprain >vooa, or cue inuian array, ana who
George Agar Ellis, first paid Attache at Constantinople, ' has also seen service in the Crimea, to be their Adjutant,

s are

to be hrst paid Attache at Paris, in the room of Mr. ' subject to the approval of the Lord-Lieutenant—The
Evan ^Montagu BailUe, appointed Secretary of Lega- i Sun, Koval Exchange, Imperial, London, and Alliance
tion at Rio. The place of first paid Attaclie at Con- Fire Offices have offered to pay the expenses of
Stantinople will not be filled up. I any of their clerks joining a volunteer corps.—
CoNVOCATioif.—The Convocation of the prelates and The Woolwich Arsenal Artillery and Rifie Corp

clergy of the province of Canterbury will he prorogued ' '
*

'
'

*
-

- -

from Wednesday next, the 25th inst., to Tuesday, the
14th of Februai*y,

The Volunteee TJifiFOKM.—In consequence of
numerous applications having been made to the
Secretary of State for AVar, on the subj.ect of an
authorized pattern nnifonn for Artillery and Rifle
Volunteer Corps, a committee was appointed to select a
set of patterns for the guidance of volunteers. They have

making such rapid progress that the total force will

shortly amount to at least 1500 officers and men,
the majority being artillery companies.—A crowded
and influential meeting of the inhabitants of Brorapton
was held a few days since at the National School,
at which it was resolved to form a company for Eromp-
ton and neighbourhood, to be connected with the South
Middlesex.—In the provinces, meetings in aid of the^ - , . ^—o — — -— -

movement have been held durinir the week at Ashridjre,
now recommended a pattern suit to he adopted for colour

j

Berkhampstead, Bromley, Barnard Castle, Brownkiln
beiugdetermlnedMStafibrdshire), Chichester. Catterick, Dartford, Hal-and shape, the quality of the material being

by the circumstances of eacli particular corps. The
pattern suits are respectively faced with red and black
and with green; but the committee do not recommend
that these colours should be universally adopted for
facings, many counties Laving colours of their own.
The pattern suits recommended by the committee are
deposited at the War Office, where they can be seen, and
coloured drawings may be had upon application on and

stead. Kernel Hempstead, Harrington, Haldon (Devon),
Hav^kshead, Kingston, Kirkcaldy, Leyburn, Lenham,
Linlithgow, Mitcbcldean, Newbury, Needham Market,
Ottery St. Mary, Presteign, Peterhead, and Tring,—Mr. Warde, of Yalding, Kent, having communicated
with Viscount Sydney, the Lord-Lieutenant of the
county, relative to the formation of a rifle corps to be
composed of firm labourer^-, has received a reply stating

after the 24th inst. Although this'dress is recom-
!
that' the GovernmenVdVnor7pp7oVe7ftlVe^fo^^^^^^

mended by the committee to be generally adopted, it is of rifie corps of agricultural laboureis. inasmuch as it
not intended to be pmnnnl^nrv flin eoloof;/-..! riP fKr. Tv-niil/l ;..<-««A.„^ ...;*.K 1. i. ! j?__. ji _ -t-,- -.not intended to be compulsory, the selection of the
uniform being left to the members of each corps, subject
to the approval of the Lord-Lieutenant of the county.

VoxTJNTEER CoHPS.—A Guards Corps is now in pro-
cess of formation to be composed of gentlemen not less
tiian 6 feet in height, which is above the average of

would interfere with volunteering for the militia and
recruiting for the line.—At a meeting at Edinburgh on
Tuesday Lord Melville, General Commanding in North
Britain, said that the volunteers were a loose and use-
less kind of force and never would be efficient. The
Militia were not as efficient as they might be, but if

other corps. At the prelimmary meeting held on
;

placed on a proper footing they mi^ht be made efficient.

companies. About
have formed them-
with the sanction
have decided upon

Monday in St. James's Hall, the Hon. T. C. Bruce in
the chair, more than the number requisite for a first

company was enrolled, and there is every prospect of a
rapid increase of members. It was particularly men-
tioned during the meeting that while it is intended to
render this corps in every sense of the word a "crack "

one, it will be formed upon as inexpensive a basis as
possible consistent with efficiency.—A general mcetinj?
of the members of the London Scottish was held
on Wednesday, Lord Elcho in the chair. The
corps now numbers about 400 members, who are
about to be formed into six

60 members of Highland origin
selves into a Highland company
of the executive committee, and ._„
adopting the kilt as their rifle uniform. The donatmns
and subscriptions towards the funds of the corps amount
to between 1500/. and 2000Z, The names of the officers
who have been selected were announced by Lord Elcho
as follows :—Captains : Tlie Marquis of Ahoroom, Mr.
Septimus Carlisle, Mr. Conway, the Hon. Arthur
Gordon, and Mr. George Mackenzie, the latter to serve in
the Highland company. Lieutenants : Mr, Forrest, Mr.
M'Kissook, l\rr. Dtike Hill, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Lunisden,
of Pitcaple, late captain in the Aberdeenshire I\rilltia,

Ensigns: Mr. K. Fisher. Mr. C. Shepherd. Mr. Suther-
land, of Croydon; Mr. Notman, and Mr. Belfrage. Of
the company formed from members of the corps con-
nected witii the Oriental Bank, Mr. John Riach has
been selected as Captain; Mr. J. S. Pender, late captain
of the Perth Rifles, as Lieutenant; :iud Mr. John
Macnab, as Ensign.—A numerously attended meeting
was held at tlie Town Hall, Poplar, on Wednesday
evening, Mr. It. Hanbury. M.P., in the chair, at which it

was unanimously resolved to formacompanv for the Poplar
district inconnectiouwith the Tower Hamlets Regiment.—A public meeting was held at Camden Town on
Monday, at which it was resolved to form a company
or companies, composed of the industrious and operative
classes, to form part of the St. Pancras and North
Middlesex Brigade, the payment of the annual sub-
scription aiitl expense of uniform to be made by weekly
or monthly instalments.—At a general meeting of the
King's College Corp3, it has be'en decided after con-

is to the volunteer force it was perfectly useless, and
no genera] officer would command it. Sir J. G. Baird
said, he was glad to hear this statement from the Com-
mander-in-Chief in Scotland, knowing the sentiments
he entertained on the subject, but he begged to say
that the volunteer movement had not arisen from any
doubt of the efficiency of the army and Militia, nor
from any motive of rivalry with them. He was happy
to think that, as to the efficiency of the volunteer force,
many oflicers of high rank held very different opinions
from the noble lord.

dTov

FEA^'CE.—The Moniteur of Sunday published the
following important letter addressed by the Emperor
to the Mmister of State :—

••Palace of the Tuilcries, Jjm. 5.
*' Monsiem- le Miiiistre,—Despite the micertainty which still

prevails on certain points of foreign policy, a pacific solution
may confidently be looked forward to. The moment bas there-
fore come to occupy ourselves with the means of giving a great
impulse to the various branches of the national wealth. I
address to you with that object the bases of a programme,
some portions of which will have to receive the approval of the
Chambers, and upon which you will concert with your col-
leagues so as to prepare the measures most suited to give a
lively impulse to agriculture, to industry, and to commerce.
For a long time this truth has been proclaimed, that the means
of exchange must be multiplied to render commerce flourish-
ing ; that without competition industry remains stationari' and
maintains high prices, which are opposed to the progress of
consumption; that without a prosperous industry, which
deyelopes capital, agriculture itself remains in infancy. Every-
thing^ therefore, is bound up in the successive development
of tho elements of public prosperity. But the essential question
is to a.scortain wltliin wliat limits the State ought to favour
these diverse interests, and what order of preference it ought
to grant to each. Thus, before developing our foreign com-
merce by the exchange of produce, it is necessary to improve
our agriculture, and to liberate our industry from all internal
impediments which place it in conditions of inferiority. At the
present day, not only are our great enterprises impeded by a
host of restrictive regulations, but even the welfare of those
who work is far from having attained the development which it
has attained in a neighbouring country. There is, therefore, only
a general system ofgood pohtical economy which can, by creating
anational wealth, spread comfort amongthe working classes. In
that which relates to agriculture, you must make it share
in the benefits of the institutions of credit, clear the forestssiderable discussion that the corps shall loin the »» t-^^a benefits of th

. _ __,

"^Vcstminster Bi-igadc, l>€arino. the name of the"" Kino-'^ !

situated in the plains, and replant the hiUs ; devote annually a
CollG'-e Comn-.nv " \ „««. ''i i- J*i ?^

i

cV^siderablc sum to great works of drainage, irrigation, and
iA°c,V -I?^^" ~-^ general meeting of the members' -' ""

• - - - & ' -^- i -

Ot the St. Paul, Covont Garaon, luid St. ilary-le-Strand
Uivision of the Westminster T^ri-ado was held on Friday
evening, when the chairman announced that the ioinl
ooraraittoe for tlio wliole of the parishes oi Weatminster

_—._-..„ »,.^^..„^ „ i^uucj-tj cfjrpji, urmor rjie title ot
the Royal Westminster Kitle VoUmtcers, the whole
under tho command of Earl Grosvenor as lient.-
oolonel.—On Saturday evening a public meeting was
held in Gnfldford Street. Russell Square, at which it
wft8 resolved boorgamsea local committee for thatdistricfc
in i^nnection with the St. Pancras Corps.-At a meeting
of the actmg committee of the Paddington Corps oS
Monday, it was announced that the total amount of
subscriptions and donations is now upwards of 1100^
and that a second company of effectives is already in
course of completion.—A preliminary meeting, very
numerously attended, was held on Monday in Gi-ayV
:nn-hall at which it was resolved to form a corps of
resulents m the Inns of Court and Chancery and the
•adjacent districts, under the name of the Central

clearage. These works, transforming the uncultivated dis-
tricts into cultivated lauds, will enrich the districts without !

impoverishing the State, which will cover its advance by the
sale of a portion of those lands restored to agriculture. To
encourage industrial production you must liberate from every
tax all raw material indispensable to industry, and allow it,

^"id at a n:)od<jrate rate, as has already been done
on drainage, the funds necessary to perfect
One of the great services to be ren-

the country is to facibtate the transiwrt
of articles of first necessity to agriculture and in-
dustry. With this object, the Minister of Public Works will
cause to be executed as promptly as possible the means of com-
munication, canals, roads, and railways, whose main object
will be to convey coal and manure to the districts where the
wants of production require them, and will endeavour to
reduce the tiirifls by establishing an equitable competition
between the canals and railways. The encouragement to com-
merce by the nuiltiplicatiouof the means of exchange will then
follow as a natural consequence of the preceding measures. The
successive reduction of the duty on articles of great consump-
tion will then lijs a necessity, as also the substitution of protect-
ing duties for the prohibitive system which limits our
commercial relations. By these measures agriculture will find
a market for its produce ; industry, set free from internal
impediments, assisted by the Government, and stimu-
lated by competition, will compete advantageously with
foreign produce, and our commerce, instead of languishing,

Tft 1 n ' " "'"^ "ouic ui tuu i^enirai I
^*^^^^*^*^*"ew impulse. Desiring, above all things, that

i^onuon Lor|)S.— The enrolled members of tlip Tnna nf^ ^^.1"^^^*^ °°^'"*^**"*^*^^n ^'^ifiwauces, observe how, without
Couit Corps, who now number GOO rant and filo bo«.^ Jf»

'^*'!?^ &° equiUbrium, these ameliorations might be
elected Captain W R R.oL f ^7 c ?, '

Ji**^*^
obtained:-Tbe conclusion of the peace has allowed us not to

Brismdo 3?^f^*l T>- 1 r,r
'^*''^' ^***^® ""^ ^^'^ Rifle exhaiist the amount of the loan. There remains disposable a

the Irlll. Tk \ I
^'*5»t Hon. Abraham Brewster, of c?nai^erable sum. which, joined to other resources, amounts tothe Irish bar, to be Major-Commandant of their rL\ ""^-^"^ l«O,0O0,000f. in asking from the Legislative Body per-Lueir regi- mission to apply this sum to great pu^c works, and by

tate to us not onfy the prompt completion of the railwaiLcanals, means of navigation, roads, and ports, but it will o^'
allow us to restore in less time our cathedrals, ourchurohll^and worthily to encourage f^cience, letters, and the arts t"compensate for the loss which the Treasury will for the mnm« ?
suffer by the reduction of duties on raw nfateriXando^°Sof gi-eat consumption, our budget offers the resource of tvT
sinking fund, which it will sufiice to suspend until the n ni;i;^
revenue, mcrcased by the augmentation of commerce, aKthe sinking fund to be agam brought into play. Thus tli »1sume

: — Suppression of duty on wool and coSntf*
successive reduction on sugar and coffee • an er p/
getic improvement ia the means of communication-
reduction of caual dues, consequently general reduction on \hXmeans of conveyance ; loans to Pgriculture and industrv - oc^
siderable works of pubUc utility ; suppression of prohibitionf'
treaties of commerce with the foreign Powers. Such ait ?i,I
general bases of the programme to which I bee/ of you to pin
the attention of your colleagues, who will have tonrenarp
without delay, the projects of law destined to realise their ft"
will obtain I am fully convinced, the patriotic support of thlSenate and of the Legislative Body, jealous of iuaug^jraW
with me a new era of peace and of assuring its benefitR m
France. Whereupon I pray God to have you in His holy keeping

.

.
"Napolsos."

This important document is regarded in Paris as a con-
clusive proof of the Emperor's sincere desire to remain
on good terms with England, and to draw closer the
bonds that unite the two countries. It is said that it
has been in serious contemplation for some time past,
and that it has more than once been tho subject of dis-
cussion in the Council of Ministers. The Emperor has
laboured with much diligence to acquire all the neces-
sary information, and has been seconded by M"..

Ronher, Minister of Commerce and Public Works, by M.
Fould, Minister of State, and by Prince Napoleon, who
has been the earnest advocate of these reforms, which
he has carefully studied, having long been convinced of
their importance to France. Mr. Cobden has also
assisted the Emperor and the Ministers with his advice.
There were only two of the Ministers who were directly
opposed to them, M. Blllault, Minister of the Interior,,
and M. Magne, Minister of Finance, the latter of whom
continued to the last the champion of Protection. All
the principal journals of France, with the exception
of the organs of the Legitimist party and tlie

Protectionists, have received the letter with warm
approbation, and regard the proposed change as
the first step to a complete system of free trade.
Lord Cowley returned from London on Tuesday^
and in the course of the day had a long interview with
the Emperor, in which the new treaty of commerce
between the two countries is said to have been dis-

cussed. The bases of the treaty are reported to be on
the side of France, suppression of prohibitions, and
diminution of the duties on coal and iron; and ou
the part of England, reduction of the duty on
French wines, brandies, articles de Paris, and silks..

Tlie J?atrie of Wednesday says that the prohi-
bitions will not be abolished before July, 1861, when
they will be replaced by protective duties of 30 or 25
per cent., which, with the advantages granted to French
industry, will be quite sufficient to allow competition..
Before however taking any definitive resolution, the
Emperor has decided on hearing the opinion of the
principal manufacturers. M. Thouvenel landed at Mar*
seilles on Thursday, and left the same evening for
Paris. The ConsUtutionnel contradicts the report that
the French Government is about to proceed against
the Society of St. Vincent de Paula, the most important
Catholic charitable association in France, and that the
Minister of the Interior has informed all public func-
tionaries that they must choose between remaining-
members of that association and retaining their ofHces..

It is reported that the Papal Nuncio delivered on Satur-
day to M. Baroche a note of the Papal Government,
dated Jan. 7, containing a formal and official protest
against the programme of the pamphlet, " Le Pape efc

le Congres.'* Abbe Compieta, who was the hearer of

this note, left Rome on the evening of the 7th inst.,-

three days after the letter of the Emperor of the French
had been received by his Holiness. The Moniteur of

Thursday announces that M. Amedee Thierry has been
nominated Senator, and M. de Lavenay Councillor of

State.—Madame Lemoine's appeal to the Court of Cas-

sation against the sentence to 20 years* hard labour, pro-

nounced on lier by the Court of Assizes of Tours for

burning alive her daughter's illegitimate child, has
been dismissed by the Court, on the ground that the
reasons assigned were not sufficient to invalidate the
condemnation. The Tribunal of Correctional Police of
Paris on the 11th inst. gave judgment in the case of
Vrifes, the so-called " Black Doctor," accused of illegally
practising as a medical man, and of swindling Various
persons by pretending that he had received super-
natural revelations which enabled him to discover in
the tropics an infallible antidote to cancer, asthma,
dysentery, and other serious maladies. The Court found
him guilty and condemned him to undergo 15 months'
imprisonment, and to pay a fine of 500f. He baa since

appealed to the Imperial Court against the judgment.—The sale of Lord H. Seymour's wines commenced on
Mond.ly and excited extraordinary interest. The wines
sold were all claret, and the prices realised were from
5 to 25 francs the bottle.

Spain and Mobocco.—A despatch from Madrid
dated the 18th inst. states that the Division Ros had
eflected a landing on the banks of the river Tetuan
without opposition. The forts did not reply to the fire

of the Spanish squadron. Seven cannon and a large-

quantity of ammunition were found in the forts. On
the 17th the Moors showed an intention of attacking
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the S)paiiisli pusitioiis, but a tew cannon shots sufficed

to disperse them. Every preparation had been

made for passing the river and advancing on Tetuan,

Tvhich was only four miles distant. On the 14th the

Spaniards made themselves masters of all the positions

of Cabo Negro, and after having obtained a complete

victory thoy were commanding all the heights of the

valley of Tetuan. It was expected that they would be

before that place as soon as the artillery was able to

pass. Tl:e Madrid Gazette of Saturday published the

convention between Eome and Spain. Spain engages

not to sell, exchange, or alienate the lands of the

Church without the consent of the Pope, and recognises

the entire and unlimited right of the Church to acquire,

preserve, and hold its lands in usufruct.

PoitTTJGAL.—The Cluimber of Deputies is composed

of 103 Ministerial and 19 Opposition members. The
Portuguese Government has declared its belief that all

the ports of the Brazils are infected with yellow fever.

SwiTZEKLAyD,—The National Council has taken

into consideration the report of the Federal Council on
the affair of the Valley of Dappe, and has voted the
following resolution :—

** CoiisideriiiL,'^ the nature of the negotiations on the affair of
the Valley of Liappe, and considoring' the actual state of poli-

tical affairs, and being convinced tliat the Federal Council will

know how to protect the dignity and the national interests of
Switeerland, the Assembly leaves the direction of the aftair to

the Federal Council."

Belgium.—The Belgian Monitenr publishes a Royal

decree, dated the 12th inst., authorising the issue of the

loan of 45,000,000f. recently voted by the Legislature

and settling the conditions of the public subscription to

the same. Belgium intends to send an expeditionary

force to Cliina, to act in concert wit]] the Anglo-French

troops, with a view to establish a Belgian colony in

China for commercial purposes,

PiiTTSaiA.—In the sitting of the First Chamber on
the 16th the bill on matrimonial rights, as submitted

last year, was brought in among other Government pro-

jects. In the Chamber of Deputies the bill on matri-

monial rights to common property in Westphalia was
discussed. The Minister of Finance communicated the
budget for 1860, which, according to the proposals of

the -committee, contains the four land taxes of last

year's budget, the only difference being that, instead of

Increasing the one land tax by 20 per cent., and lower-

ing the other by 10 per cent., an uniform tax of 8 per

cent, on the net proceeds is proposed for the whole
kingdom. The project of law on bail, somewhat
modified, was again introduced. The Minister of Com-
merce stated that he is about to propose the abolition of
the laws against usury. This announcement caused a
aensation among the deputies.
Bavakia.—Accounts from Munich state that King

Maximilian has relinquished his project of a journey
to Spain,

Russia.—Tlie Duke of Montobello, the French
Ambassador, has applied to the French Government
for leave of absence, in order to accompany his wife,

who is unable to habituate herself to the Russian
climate. The Ambassador will leave St. Petersburg as

soon as the weather permits. By a recent decision of

the Czar the principal medical officers of the Russian

navy are to be sent abroad for two years, during wliich

they are to visit the most celebrated hospitals in Europe,
and the principal ports of France, England, and Holland,

in order to study the organisation of the European fleets

as regards hygienic and medical arrangements, the food
of the men iu barrachs and on board ships, the nature
of their occupations, the "organisation of the naval

hospitals, and the qnarantinc establishments, &c. In
consequence of the ravages caused by locusts in the

fiouthern parts of Russia last year, the authorities have
charged commissions of landowners to devise measures
for destroying the prodigious quantities of eggs which
these insects deposit,

TUEEET.—Letters from Constantinople to the 12th
inst. report that KibrisU Pacha was about to return to

office, Sir Henry Bulvver having expressed to the
Sultan the displeasure of the English Government at

liis dismissal. M. de Thoavenel had, before leaving for

Paris, insisted upon receiving a more precise declaration

concerning the Suez Canal project.

lONiAic Islands.—The following letter has been
addressed by order of the Lord High Commissioner to

his Excellency's Resident at Cephalonia,dated Dec. 16 :

—

**Slr,—The Legislative Assembly having annulled the
elections of the four members for Cephalonia recently returned
as representatives for that island, a new election will take place
without delay. I am desired by the Lord High Commissioner
to request that you will give positive instructions to the
police, aud all other parties coming specially under your
influence and control, in no way to interfere m the elections in
favour of or against any candidate. His Excellency is deter-
mined, as far as he is concerned, that no extraneous influence
shall be brought to bear on the free choice of the people."

Geeeck.—Letters from Athens state that the Govern-
ments of England, France, and Kussia have again
applied for the interest of the national loan provided by
the guaranteeing Powers ; and that a change of Ministry
was shortly expected.

AUSTHIA.—The Vienna Gazette has published an
Imperial decree, enacting that in judicial proceedings
the testimony of Jews shall be regarded as of the same
value as that of Christians.

Italy.—Ttie official Glornale di JRoma declares to
all Catholics interested in the preservation of the States
of the Ciiurch that the Pope, obeying the dictates of
his conscience, has replied negatively to the counsel of
the Emperor Napoleon; and states the reasons of the
Pope's refusal to cede the province of Eomagna, ^\hich

is now|in insui?rection. It appears that the note in the

Monitettr of the 10th inst. produced a great sensation

at the Eoman Court, and that a meeting of Cardinals ;

was held on the 14th at the Vatican, after which the

Pope received Count Buol, the Austrian Ambassador, in a

private audience. Since the publication ofthe Emperor's

letter, great agitation has prevailed in Umbria and the

Marches of Ancona, which are desirous of following the

example of the Romagna. It is said that Bologna is to

be fortified by the new Government ; and that the Pope

has come to the resolution to retire to Benevento if thp

French army should be ordered to evacuate Kome. The

official Fiedmontese Gazette announces that the King of

Sardinia has accepted the resignation of the Ministry,

and has charged Count Cavour with the formation of a

new Cabinet. The following will probably be the list

of the new Ministry :—Foreign Afl'airs, Count Cavour;

War, General Fanti; Public Instruction, Signor Mam-
iani; Finance, Signor Gacini; Justice, Signor Cassini;

Public Works, Signor Elena. For the Ministry of the

Interior, Signor Desambrois, Signor Farini, and Signor

Cassilla, are spoken >f, but nothing has yet been de-

cided. The Governor of Xice has prohibited the journal

VAienir to discuss the annexation of Savoy to France,

and to reproduce articles of foreign papers treating

on the question. Letters from Florence state that,

in consequence of a conspiracy in favour of the

Grand Duke having been discovered, several arrests

have taken place. — In spite of all vigilance, the

Venetians have sent their mite to the Garibaldi sub-

scription, and the commission intrusted with this

subscri))tion has published the address with which the

subscribers in Venetia send their instalment of 20,000

lire, which together with 6000 sent before, makes the

price of a thousand stand of arms.—Ilie German

journals aimounce that a company of English capital-

ists have made an application to the King of :Naples

for a concession for the extinction of Vesuvius. The
principal seat of the fire of that volcano is situated

several thousand feet below the level of the sea. By
cutting a canal which would carry the water into the

crater, the fire would be completely exthiguisheJ, and

the operation, which would only cost 2,000.000f., would

restore to cultivation land of 10 times that value.

China.—Tlie Chinese are reported to be making great

efforts to be ready for warlike operations in the spring;

they are strengthening the city of Pekin ; and troops have

been ordered up to Pekin from the Canton province.

The details of the dreadful loss of the clipper ship

Flora Temple, Captain Johnson, from Macao for

Havannah, which was announced by the last mail, have

come to hand, from which it appears that the whole of

the Coolie labourers on board, numbering 850, perished.

Japa>'.—The Japanese Embassy was to leave for the

United States on the 22d February. It was rumoured

that the English Consul had ordered British citizens to

go armed, in consequence of tlireatenings from the

and spacious harbour, Port Augusta, which lies iu aboufc
49''36' north latitude, aud is scarcely 50 miles from
Xanaimo. Major Bownic was on his way down from
the Upper Eraser Kiver region by the Lillooet trail and
Port Douglas. There were reports of his having made
some valuable geographical discoveries on his journey
from the coast to Port Alexander, including a chain of
lakes extending along the route 150 miles, so that
steamers drawing 12 inches of water can navigate a
distance of 100 miles further than steamers drawing 4
feet, which latter run on Senas River, aud a practicable

portage of 40 miles will then reach Foit Alexander.
These reports are looked upon at Victoria as important,

as, if true, the upper mining districts will be much more
accessible than heretofore, being brought almost within.

water communication of Victoria. Mrs. Cameron, wife

of the Chief Justice of the colony and sister of Governor

Douglas, died on the 26th November at Esquimau. The
following are extracts from a letter dated Vancouver,

Nov. 27:—
*' We are here in the first effer\-esceuce of an election. The

re^stration has just begim. It is amtising to see how very
ultra-Euglish all the proceedings are. It seenis a dogged fight

between the English aud Yankee clement, none the less earnest

for being thoroughly suppressed. We are terribly in want of
English emigrants, and uulfjs.s they come speedily we shall be
overpowered by tbe Yankees.—Tbe gold is really very abundant,
and the extent of digging is much on the increase, especially

about Fort Alexandria. In a late robbery case it came out in

evidence that of a crew of 60 minei-s dirty aud ragged beyond
expression (no English tramp so ragged), upon a search beini

made for the stolen projjerty, every man except the suspectei

thief turned out a large bag of gold—aud this in spite of the
exorbitant price of provisions and terrible dif&ciUty of acctsa to

tbe gold countiy, which cannot be exaggerated. Capt.

Pallisser is within a week's journey of this, and reports that a

railway can be easily made right through. But what's the use

of it if the Americana hold San Juan, the key to the country ?
"

BeazilS.—The Brazilian Minister in this country-

has announced on authority that the belief of the

Portuguese Government of yellow fever prevailing in '.ill

the ports ^of Brazil is contradicted by at^surauces which

the Minister received from the Imjierial Government
by the last steamer, that tlie health of those ports was

then good. The extreme improbability of an epidemic

simultaneously appearing in all the ports of a coast

more than 3000 miles in extent, in many of whicli the

yellow fever has liitherto been unknown, need hardly

be pointed out.

West Indies.—The Atrato has arrived iu 17^ days

from St. Thomas's, though she has come home with

only one engine, having disabled the other on her

voyage out. There was no fever in any of the ships at

Stl Thomas's. A few deaths were reported on shore, in-

cluding that of Mr. John Kains, Surveyor-General of

the Post Offices iu the West Indies. Mr. G. A. Edman,
surgeon of the mail steamship Solent, had also died at

Colon ofyellow fever. Ten convicts who recently escaped

from Cayenne in an open boat had arrived at Demerara.

Among them was Carlo Rndio, who wa* engaged with
Orsiuiinthe attempt to murder the Emperor J^apoleon

Japanese. Parties of the Americans from the frigate inFehruary last year, and w:is sentenced to imprisonment

Powhattau had visited Jeddo.

UiaTED States.—Affairs at Washington remained

in statu quo on the 6th inst. In the House of Repre-

sentatives the 24th ballot had been taken for Speaker

without effecting a choice, Mr. Sherman, the Bepub-

lican candidate, being still at the head of the list, but

without a sufficient number of votes to secure his elec-

tion. It was rumoured at Washington that a volunteer

force was to be organised, to assist the Mexican

Liberals. The Mexican treaty has been referred to the

Committee of Foreign Affjiirs in the Senate. The
impression is that it will be approved by a large

majority, though it is doubtful whether Con-

gress will vote the 4,000,000 dols. retjuired to be

paid. The iV«o York Times says that *' by her treaty

with Honduras, Great Britain has abandoned her posi-

tion assumed iu her rejection of the Dallas-Clarendon

treaty. The Bay Islands are unconditionally surren-

dered to Honduras, but the treaty remains to be ratified

in London. No doubt exists now of the success of the

^rursquito treaty. Great Britain will then have washed

her hands of Central America. It is believed that

measures are on foot to bring to speedy settlement the

disputed title to San Juan Island. Both Governments

are sanguine of an early and amicable settlement."

Bishop Ne\\'man, of the Roman Catholic Church, fell

dead in the street, in Philadelphia, from disease of the

heart. Among the passengers by the present paclvct

is Heenan, better known in the prize ring as the

"Benicia Boy," who has come over for the purpose of

fighting -Tom Sayers, the champion of England.

Beitish Columbia.—Her Majesty's ship Plumper
arrived at Esqnimault on the 1st November from

Nanaimo, having concluded her surveying operations on

the northern part of the Strait of Georgia for the pre-

sent season. During this cruise several new anchorages

have been discovered and surveyed between Nannimo

and Cape Lazo (or Point Holmes, as it is sometimes

called), a distance of about 50 miles. But the most im-

portant discovery is the existence of a considerable

river in Vancouver's Island, navigable for boats or small

stern-wheel steamers, on the banks of which are exten-

sive tracts of excellent land, varymg from 20 to 100 feet

in elevation, and clothed with a rich luxuriant grass.

This land is ready for the plougb, is entirely clear of the

for life. The fugitives first reached Berbice, where
Rudio left them, and the others then went on to

Georgetown. A schooner of war sent in pursuit of

them had not yet arrived. It is said, however, that the

captain of the Frcjich war steamer Abeille had de-

manded their restoration, but that by the Extradition

Treaty the Governor had no right to interfere.

The Eaei of CliAr.E>'Do>' at a recent meeting at

Watford made the following reniarl^s on the progress

and scope of the Volunteer Movement with reference to

our international relations :

—

"Free institutions were incompatible with the existence of
large standing armies, and the people of England had deter-
mined by all constitutional meaus to find a snbsitnte for that
force. If they were to have a largo sUnditig army there would
always be a danger to freedom and Hberty, and other Powers
might be justified in Mskingif our intentions were pacific ; but
they could not ask what were the intentions of volunteer rifle

corps, the formation of which was merely a defensive tneasure
for the protection of our homes, not calculated to give umbrage
in the slightest d^rce to foreign Powers. Tlie movement,
although as yet only in its infancy, had produced a verysalu-
tai-y effect throughout Europe. It was the most complete
scheme that had been devised to secure peace, and place us
beyond the recurrence of unmanly panics of which English-
men should be ashamed. To see a danger, to be frightened^

and yet to do nothing to avert it, was worthy only of a
nation of old women ; to see it and to shut their eyes to it was
pusillanimous ; but to look the danger steadily in the face was
the part of freemen and patriots, and worthy of the people
of England. The only Power from wliich danger could be
expected was France, and he was the last man to say that

the n7ler of that nation moditated any courae inimical

to the interests of this country. On the contrarj-, he believed

that the Emperor Napoleon considered a war with England
as likely to be dangerous to himself, and productive of
injurious effects on the progress of civiliaation. The Emperor
was a man of great sagacity, and possesaed experience that had
been dearly bought- What was tbe experience he derived from
the Russian War? The lesson he learnt then (and ho was
betraying no confidence in saying it, as the opinions of the
Emperor were well known) was, that they ought to be able at

a given time and a given day to carry the j-rerlso amount of

forces required to any given point, and he determined that ia

future France should not be without the means of transporting

50,000 men. He was quite right in dcti^rmining that the
armies of France should be placed in a state to uphold the

portition of the nation, and he had been enabled to send out

100,000 men in an extraordinary short space of time to com-
mence a gigantic war. Now they could never look with
indifference on the position of affairs on the other side of tho

V^nponvers Island. This river, wmcn iias receivuu luu ^.ngiunu n<4u ^^1^111^11^^. y.-.. ...^j w^^.^^v,.
Vancouver s xamu^

_ ^ '^f a^tyiTmI rnnrtpmiv ' the good will or amicable intentions of an;

name of Courtenay, in honour ot Admiral ^^^^^^"^^^^

who formerlv commanded her Ma)e8ty s ship '-'On-
^
g^^j.gg_ if the Emperor Napoleon had beei

any
e security of their

who formerly commanded her J\ia)e8i^y s snip ^^"-
; shores- If the Emperor Napoleon had been killed in Italy

stance in these waters, empties itself into a good (he was brave, and continually exposed himself), how did they
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kxiuw tbac lUe next viuvtrnnmut, possosaing alt thtur powerlvii
resources, would coutinue to eutertaiu the eame friendly
gentiments? There were certain friends of peace who said
that all this prepanxtiou was totally uncalled for and unne-
cessary, as we should always have full notice of anv meditated
iOTasion, and should such an emergency arise England would
rise as one man. Now. considering the complete condition of
the French army and the roeourccs of France, it would he
utter imbecility on the part of that Government if they
allowed 4S hours to elapse after a declaration of war
without taking decisive steps, and be would ask them
if those 4 8 houra would not bo spent in confusion
here. The rising of the people of England would be
hkethe rising of a flock of sheep; without arms, without
discipline, and totally unprep.ired, they would be but bravo
men rushing to certiin destruction ; but when they were
properly organised and equipjied an invasion would be im-
possible. No effort should be spared to attain this end. The
GoTcrnraent gave them their cordial support ; those who were
too old to join should give their money; those who were
effective should render themselves efficient ; and no man could
take part in the movement without feeling he was rendering a
service to hia country. When they were cert;iiu of repelling an
invasion that invasion would not occin*. Another feature in
the movement was the bringing together in harmonious action
those classes who usually did not amalgamate from the want
of opportunity. The gradual but sure manner in which it had
progressed was a proof of its sincerity, and a guarantee for its
permanence. It ought not to be one of an ephemeral chai-acter,
and tlie spirit of the nation, which was now thoroughly roused,
would prevent it from relapsing."

The Eakl of Malmesbutiy at a meetinjr at Cliriat-

["jA>'UAliY 21, i860.

church spoke as foUowa oti the relative advantages
of artillery and rifle corps :

—

"It must not be supposed that we in this neighbourhood arc
neglectful of cur duty in not having taken any part in the
rifle movement which has made such advances elsewhere. The

be a
anxious her

-,.-, . _ __ ..nxious her
3Ja^)esty s present Government are, that as much as possible,
and e*5peciaUy on the coast of England, these volnnteer forces
should be formed of artillery; and I was desired by members
of her Majesty*.s Government to exert myself to raise, if possible,
and to encourage an artillery force in this district in preference
to a corps of ritlemtn. I entirely agree with those men of
military experience who have urged this upon me. and I
believe that a force of volunteer artillery, provided we were
defended by batteries erected by the Govoninient, would be
more peculiarly essential in the defence of tiiis harbour, town,
and roadstead than any body of volunteer infantry could be.
Holding these opinions, I was a.ssisted by seveml gentlemen
of this neighbourhood in bringing out this project, and we
met three or four times in committee, with the view of car-
rying it out manfully. I invited to Heron Court Sir John
Burgnyne and his aide-de-camp, who surveved Hengistbury
Head ;uid the coast to Highcliffe. They po'inted out to me
that those two points might be fortified with very great ad-
vantage to the se:^urity of the roadstend and harbour. I
then proceeded to address myself to the War Department on
the subject, and you may be aware that not long ago a Royal
Commi-ssion was apiKjinted by the Crown to make a report
upon the fortifications necessary for the protection of the coast.
I" thought it wise until the report was issued to leave the
question in abeyance, and not to raise a force of volunteer
artillery in this district until we were cert^iiu that batteries
would be erected for our defence, and this was my reason for
80 delaying the mutter. You will see by the conditions under
which volunteers arc enrolled that they will be obliged to serve
at-the nearest batteries to the locality in which they are
resident ; and there'ore if we had no batteries on these heads
and near to this locality, the nearest batteries to Christchurch
would be Hurst, Calshot, and perhaps Portsmouth. It would
be altogether out of the range of possibility that gentlemen and
persons employed as those whom I see before me could, under
any circumstances, give up their time so as to leave the
locality altogether audgo to those distint fortifications, although
they might spare a certain number nf hours any day for drill
at the batteries which were erected close to their own homes.
I therefore proposed to the committee that no serious steps
should be taken with the view, of forming au artillery
volunteer corps until I had a^certiined whether the Go-
erament would erect batteries at a reasonable distance
from this town. I have ascertained that—probably from a
necessary ec^>nomy—the Government has decided that no
batteries will be erected in towns which are not either com-
mercial or military towns, and that they could not consider
*-y"stchurch as coming under one of these categories. We

Ins baroii if m the i^owlands; and overy one knew how to use
his weapon when called on to do so. Is there any reason why
it should not be so now ? Is there any reason why people may
not be ti-usted with arms, as of old ? There is none; and I re-
joice in the movement which em-ols in the ranks of volunteers
men of all stations of society—where the peer and the peasant
rub shoulders in regiments officered by men chosen by tliem-
selves,"

Me. George Clivj:, M.P,, Under-Secretary of State
for the Home Department, at a meeting at Hereford ou
the 5th inst. spoke as follows on the state of Europe :—
" With respect to the actual cause of this armament so much

ha.*! been said already that I do not think it necessary to do
more than state emphatically my own entire concurrence in
the sentiments put forth by the gentlemen who have preceded
me. I hope—and at the risk of being considered over-credulous.
I venture to say I believe—that the European Powers will
show their rivalry more in arts and commerce than in the
ancient struggles for increased power and dominion. It may
be that Russia and other countries bordering upon what may
be called the barbarous regions of the world will still seek by
aggression to increase their already too large dominions ; but I

do not believe that in Europe the time will ever come again
when nations will find it to their interest to cut each other's
throats for the purpose of enlarging the territory over which
their rulers may preside. We have seen that the conquests of
the First Napoleon came to a very premature and unfortunate
end for him. We have seen the result of the great lust of
dominion which characterised the house of Austria ; it is one
large empire, which, so long as it was properly governed, proved
its strength ; but it is now doubting whether it can retain the
allegiance of Hungary or not. We have seen the desperate
and fruitless efforts she has made to crush Italian liberty and
nationality ; we have see!i her expendiT'g much money and
losing many valuable lives year after year in getting dominion
over territory which h*8 been wrested from her grasp with the
greatest case, and that not so much bv the assistance of the
French forces as by the spirit of independence the Italians
displayed. The increased spirit of nationality displayed in all
parts of the world will, in all probability, teach sovereigns,
however despotic and military they may be, and however
many legions they may command, that the time for territorial
aggression has nearly passed away. I have that feeling very
strongly at heart myself, though there are many people who
believe that the world will go on in the same old way to the
end, fighting as before. I believe that the spirit of intelligence,
of Christianity, and. above all, of interest, will make that im-
possible. A great deal of this apprehension—T will not call it

fe.ar, because the English as a people are incapable of fear—but a
great deal of this opinion that prevails about the aggi'cseive
designs of the Emperor of the French has arisen from the
things which he may have said in former days, when it was
his interest to say them, though he does not feel them at all
now. In the words of the old Latin proverb. ' If you wish for
peace prepare for war.' It all turns upon that aphorism, that
while we are prepared for war we are determined to keep the
peace, as well for ourselves as for all foreign nations. 1 believe
the cause to be one in which the most peaceable man may
fairly dniw a sword or shoulder a rifle. It is only the feeUng
of security—I will not say protection—which makes home and
all else valuabli^, which makes property itself more secure, and
promotes the cause of commerce, intelligence, and education
all over the world."

Jflctiopoltja: auO its 1c7lcin(ti).

The Vaflts or thb City CnTTKcnES.—At the last
meeting of the City Commissioners of Sewers the
following important report from Dr. Lethehy was' read
and ordered to he printed, and a copy pent to everv
member of the corporation and the MetropoHttin
Hoard of Woi ks :

—

" Several years have elapsed since the practice of Bcpnlfiir^
within the City was abolished, but as complaints have beenmade of bad smells in some of the churches it has been con
sidercd prudent to make inquiries into the sanitary condition,
of all the burial vaults and graveyards of the City parishcsT
The desire for this investigation was communicated to me bv
Mr. Gniinger, the Govemment inspector, about 18 months ao-o
and from that time to the present we have been engaged^afc-
intervals on the matter, till the City churches, 7i in nunibcr
have been carefully examined, and wherever it has been,
practicable we have made a personal examination of the public
vaults. The general results of our inquiries may be ex-
pressed in a few words—that every available space beneati>'
tiie floorings of the churches has been used for agea a's a
depository of the dead ; and it passes belief how large a quan-
tity of putrifying matter has in this way been disposed of.
Even now the vaults are in sonic cases gorged with corruption"

(HiiU intellfgence*
Baxk Rate or DiscouyT.—The Bank of England

on Thursday raised their rate of discount from 2^ per
cent., at which it was fixed on the 14th of July last, to
3 per cent.

MoxET JIatiket, Friday.—BmxisH Fitnds : Con-
sols closed at 95|^ for Money, and 951 to ^ for the
8th Feb.; Bank Stock, 230 to 229;
Reduced, 95^ to ^ ; New Three per
New Two and a Half per Cents., 78^

;

to 223 : New Indian Five per Cent.

Three per Cents.

Cents., 95i to i;

India Stock, 221^
Loan, 104f to ^ ;

should therefore, although permitted to have practising
ftatteries—although the Government would send us down a
couple of guns for the purpose of drill and instruction—still
practically speaking, we thould be liable to be sent, when a
serir-nis occasion occurred, the whole way to Calshot Castle or
to Portsmouth, which is evidently out of the sphere of local
Tohmtcers. This being the case. I should recommend—and I
expect that the inhabiUnts of Christchurch and the locality
would probably prefer it—joining in the general movement ofour tellow-onuntrymen in other parts of the kingdom, andrormmg a volunteer rifle corps instead of one of artillery I
:very much regret th.at wc are driven to this alternative
because, on the ground of utility, artillery is one of tl.e best of

Five per Cent. Enfuced Kupee Loan, 98^ to 98t ; Ditto
Five and a Half per Cent., laif to i ; Four per Cent.
Debentures of 1858, 98i- tof; Ditto 1859, 98|- to 4;
Exchequer Bills, 22*. to 28^. prem.

—

Foreign: Brazi-
lian Four and a Half per Cents., 1858, 94t to 94;
Buenos Ayres Six per Cents., for Acct,, 85; Ditto De-
ferred, 22i; Belgian Four and a Half per Cents., 98^;
Mexican Three per Cents., for Acct., 22^ to i ; New
Granada Deferred Bonds, 4| ; Peruvian Four and a
Half per Cents., for Acct., 95; Portuguese -Three per
Cents.. 1853. for Accfc.. 444 -. Russian V\vn tipv Cents.,ents., 1853, for Acct., 44^ ; Russian Five per C
iqi; Ditto Three per Cents., 1859, 65Ho66;

dinian Five per Cents., for Acct., 85t to 85^ ;

Sar-

Spanish
New Deferred Three per Cents., 33|; Ditto for Acct-,
331; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, 781 ; Ditto for

nu'T7''^"'
•-"*= K^-ouna oi utility, aniiiery is one of the best of Xot^t 7rti • TiUfn fr.*. Ifif^ft fi^^ A «^f en *- cci f»-ZiaU defences on the co ist. and I am persuaded that if we had ^ '

'°=
',
^^^^^ *°^ ^^'^^ ^*^^ ^^'^^- ^^^ ^^ ^^^ i I^l^to

andalialon^the aisles and porches of the nacred edifice are-
graves filled with human remains. In moat instances the only
partidou between the livin(f and the dead is atbin slab of stone-
and a few inches of earth. These offer but a very impeiTeot
barrier to the escape of noxious efauvia; and, slowly, there-
fore, hut incessantly, the gaseous products of deeompositidu.
arc effused into the atmosphere of the church. But at the ni^^Lt
services, or during the winter seflsnn^ when the air is rarified
by the warmth of the fires or hurning^ pfjis, the rank vapnurg
arc drawn out in unenviable profu^^ion. It is impossible to say
what mischief has been done by this, and how many, while-
worshipping- within the sanctuary, have breathed the atmo-
sphere of con'uption, and have sickened unto death. As far as
the invcstifjations have gone, we have found about 250 vaults in
the City churches, half of which are public; and, although it
is impossible to obtain accurate information of the number of
coffins witliin them, there is reason for believing that tha
number is not far short of 11,000; besides which there are
htnidreds of bodies in the gi'aves of the aisles and porches. In
most cases the vaults are entered from the general area of the^
church—the openings being covered by wooden flaps or by
stone flags. The coffins are generally of lead, with an outer
covenngofwood, and they are often piledup in tiersto the very
crown of the vault, ^MiCn the wood decays the weight of the
upper mass crushes the lead and lets out a filthy liquid ofa most
disgusting odour. But besides this process of destruction the
lead itself is attacked by the foul gases, is pierced with,
numerous holes as if it were worm eaten. It then swells up-
into a spongy mass of porous carbonate, which offers but slijijht

resistance to the passage of the putrid vapours, and thus, little
by little, the animal part of the body escapes and finds its

destination. It is a huge fallacy to suppose that a coflfin or
lead preserves a corpse indefinitely. The law of nature is tl^it
organic matter shall not be idle, it must ever circulate and be
in motion. This no earthly power can stay. "We may strive to-

keep the cheri^shed dead by binding them in eer-iments, by
closing them up in wood and stone and lead, and building them
into vaults and pyramids; but all is fruitless, for 'dust untO'
dust ' is the fiat, and the law is infiexibte. How vain, therefore^
and how mischievous is the effort to preserve the dead amongst
the living. In most of the vaults we have visited the coflfins
have been in every stage of rottenness, and the atmosphere
sickening in the extreme ; so much so that on many occasions,
we have been obliged to discontinue our inspections for a time.
The air, charged with these effluvia, must escape ; and !t cither
diffuses into the atmosphere of the church, or passes, by the-
ventilating openings, into the pubhe way. The inspectors inform-
me that there are no less than 120 of these openings in the City^
many of which are but a few feet from the windows of inhabited"
houses. It is hardly necessary to say that this condition of
things requires a remedy ; and although wo hare not had the
opportunity of dealing with it as we wished, yet we have
applied such measures as will, we hope, reduce the mischief
to the smallest compass. In eveiy case where it has been
practicable the vaults have been opened fi)r ventihition, and
then fumigated with chlorine, after which the coffins have=
been an-;inged in decent order and covered with about 2 feet
of dry earth, over which there has been placed a layer of vege-
table charcoal to the depth of 2 or 3 inches ; and as 'the efficacy
of this is dependent on the free access of atmospheric air,

ventilating pipes have been earned from the vaults to the tops-
of the churches. All other openings have then been perma-
nently closed, so that the noxious gases, if any should escape,
shall be diverted from the church and public way into the-

upper atmosphere- Where these arrangements have been
adopted the sanitary condition of the vaults hag bocn improved,,
and it is hoped that the congi'cgations may now meet in the
sacred edifices of the City without annoynrice or danger

'

the sickening elements of decay. If however in com

fortifications within our reach we should have been more usefulM artilleiy than as riflemen. Still, there can be no doubtthat volunteer corps of ri Somen may be of service. It would
aJ:^^ii'^\

''^'' U9 if Christchitrch were behind the rest of

™^^ P^^-n. and T tnist that an effort wUl be made to raise arespectable corps of riflemen."

LOM) PA>'iiciiE presided last w^eek at a dinner ^ivon
to Mftpr Stetvart, son of Sir William D, Stewart, of
Urandtnlly, on his return from foreign service, and in
the course of the evening referred as foUuws to the
volunteer movement;

—

'* It is irapossn>lc to ask you to drink fo the army without
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from
enmg elements of decay. If however in course of

time it is found necessary to apply a more effectual remedy, it

must be done as now by the interference of Government ; for

of the many churches that have required improvement, 26"

have received it by Order in Council. Alone I have no power
to act in this matter ; therefore I am bound to speak in terms-
of high commendation of the valuable services which have
been rendered by Mr. Grain^'cr. The i,a-ave-yards of the City
have likewise received attention. There are 88 of them in all.

belonging to the several parishes, and tliey cover a superficial,

area of about 47,572 square yards. In most cased the level of

the soil is much above the suvAice of the neighbouring ground.
The height varies from a few inches to many foet, and the-

average elevacion is about 24 Inches. This is due to the gradual
accumulation of human remains : and some notion may be

- formed of the extent of it by considtrhig that a surface o£
47,5i2square yards, with 18 inehesofaoil upon it, represents
a mass of rather more than 866,000 cubic feet. All this is

matter rank with the remnants of graves, and it contains
nearly 36.000 tons of human remains. Years and years must
go by before this cau pass through its appointed changes, and
be once more the coustituants of the living Iwdy, or the harm-
less elements of a mineral con]pound. Till then it will liC-

hazardous m the extreme to disturb the (^ound to any depth-
I urge this upon your coni^ideratiou because it has been

"

,

proixxsed on more than one occasion to utilise the burial
grounds of the City, and to make them the subjects of buijdine
speculations. In pniut of fact, the same influences which have
operated in bringing the graveyards of this metropolis into
their present condition, and in nsing the sanctuary for a
charuel house, may agam act without concern for the living

;. or respect for the dead, in turning to a profitable account the
I, unused burial places of the City. But it is my duty to warn.
- you that this cannot be done with ini[iunity. Public safety

requires that the soil of these ]>laces shall remain untotiched
for some time to come. It is indeed no light matter to expof-e
st^rank a mass of festering rottenness to the action of the air.

aI^I^'-^J 7 BANKRul'TS - *, Cr"«i;i.ew, Point f^, Commissioi, ThlfLl^^^ ot testenug rottenness to the action of the air.

Ajrrnt-w ELtis and Son, Nottinshara, Scale Board MamifRfturtT:.- * "? *^™® ^''^'^ ^bcn suoh a thing has caused a pestilence,

i^Jtl^Vt . "'*o'' i-'*'^J'..?*''''^'^'"^\'*^-^'
Ironmanter-\v. GRi>-ni,Kv, jun.. and who wotiM rashlv risk it now? That which gives im-

AAD, Croxhall, Derbyshire, Dealer in Ueiers.

gives
the subject at the present time is a nroposi-

sly entertained by the clergy to ftraalgam.ate

iiie'icos. Jf this is done there is every prospect
dostniction of many of the City churches, an-i

then the grouul on which they stand, as well as that
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of the adjoininff graveyards, will soon be used for build-

iDff sites. It is uo part' of my business to discnss this

matter further than it relates to the public health ; but, in

that rpsi>ect I am bound to tell you that the proposition is

fraught with the greatest danger, lor if it should lead to the

occupation of the ground as I hove said, it would not only

be dangerous to the community to lay bare the putrid remains

of the dead, but it wouhl be more dangerous to those who
might d well in the bouses built upon soil charged with so much
coniuption.- But besides this, the graveyards are nearly the

only open places in the city, and, bad as they are in one
respect, they are as good in another. They let in the light and
air to purify the stagnant atmosphere of the streets ; and we
cannot afford to lose them as the great aids to ventilation.

Already they have begun to look cheerful with the care which
has been bestowed u]*on them, and if this is encouraged, and
the gi-owth of vegetation promoted, they may yet be the green
spots and the i^casant places in rhis great wilderness of

iuduatry. Thus, and thus only, shall we fulfil the sanitary

requirements of the case and secure respect for the dead."

The Great Eastern.—At the adjourned meeting
of the Great Ship Company the resolution for a com-
mittee of investigation moved at the last meeting as an
amendment to tlic reception of the report of the

Directors was negatived by a mnjority of 4919 votes to

3871. The report was then adopted, and a fresh

motion for a committee agreed to after considerable

discussion. The gentlemen appointed as members of

this committee were Mr. H. T. Hope and Mr. Baiter,

Directors of tlie old company. Rev. Mr. Nicholson, Mr.
Croskcy, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Goetz, and Alderman Hodgson,

and the meeting was adjourned to the 7th Feb. for the

consideration of their report. The present Directors

having resigned, hohl office only ad interim^ and a new
Board will be appointed when the committee shall have
made their report.

Royal Institute of Architects.—On Monday
evening a very numerous meeting of the Institute was
held to elect a president in the place of the late Earl

de Grey—Mr. George Godwin, vice-president, in the

chair. Mr. Tite, M.P., moved that, on the present

occasion, tlie president should be elected from among
the fellows of the Institute. Professor Donaldson moved
as an amendment that the council should invite some
distinguished nobleman to accept the office. Mr. Scott,

A,R.A., Mr, Sinirke, K.A., Mr. Pennethorne, Mr. Barry,

Mr. Wyatt, and others spoke on the subject, and ulti-

mately the motion and amendment were withdrawn,
and Mr. Cockerell, R.A., was elected president.

The Wreck of the Blervie Castle in the
Channel.—There is no longer any doubt that this ill-

feted ship was lost on the Ridge Sand, as the wreck has
been discovered near it by some Dover fishermen. It

is believed that a large portion of the cargo still remaiiw
in the wreck; and the under-wiiters at Lloyd's are
about to despatch some Whitstable divers to the spot,

with a view of recovering the property. No bodies
have been cast ashore, either on the French or English
coast.

Reitoval op the TTtde Park Tn-dicator.—At the
last monthly meeting of the vestry of St. George's,
Hanover Square, an application was made by M. Guer-
rin, the proprietor, for permission to take down the in-

dicator from Hyde Park Corner, and make good the
roadvv;iy at his own expense. The vestry unanimously
acceded to t\ie request. •

St. George's-in-the-East.—Tlie disturbances in

the jfarish church and the unpopularity of the clergy

and choristers who conduct the High Church and
choral services, have become more formidable than ever,

and are no longer confined to Sunday. There have
been scenes inside and outside the churcH every even-

ing for the last 10 days. There are services nightly at

8 o'clock, after the plan adopted at the church of St.

Matthias, Stoke Kewiiigtou, and other places. There
was a fearful disturbance inside and outside the church
on Sunday evening. The tumult was very great, and
3000 persons were assembled, who were with great

difficulty dispersed by a large body of police, who
behaved with great moderation. On Monday night,

after the service conducted by the Kev. Bryjui King,
the Rev, 'Mr. Dove, and choristers, there was another
riot, in which Mr. Daniel Stockcr, aged 50, oil and
eolourman, of RatclifT Highway, was apprehended by
tlie police for urging a mob of boys to hoot the rector,

and for further insnltiiig'jiim in the public streets by call-

ing him a Puseyitc, wliereby a breach ot the peace might
have been occasioned. On Tuesday Mr, Stockcr was
brought before Mr. Yardley to answer this charge,

when the evidence clearly proved that he was
drunk and that he called the clergymen Pnseyites

in the presence of an excited mob who wore
quite prepared for violence and disorder. Mr. Yardlej'
eaid, the state of thiugs in St. George's had existed so
long that_ it was necessary to put down oifences of this
description by passing sentences whicli would produce
an eflVct. The more respectable and influential the
prisoner was the mure necessary it wiis to punish him
with severity. He had asked if this was an insulated
case, and the answer was that such cases were of frequent
occurrence, it was, tiicrefore, necessary to put the law
in force with cousiderahle severity. No one had arif'ht
to persecute another for his religious opinions in tliis

country. It was a cowardly and tyrannical proceeding
to hoot men and make tliem uncomfortable while going
through the streets. If jtn illiterate boy had done this I

discharged him as a simpleton,
;

wit!i some education joined a
was high time to punish hi\n.

'

If tliere had been any spark of manly feeling about
the defendant he would have told the mob to disperse.
At first it was his intention to have sent the
defendant to prison for a long period by way of

j

example, but as he had no wish to ruin his prospects as a is 34 years of age, is a man of gentlemanly appearance,
^ut his dress was so unlike that usually worn bv the
clergy of the established church that he would" not
generally have been taken for a clergyman. The
charge against him was that he had married at West
Linton, Cambridgeshire, Miss Anna Maria Campbell,
of Baker Street, London, his wife, Mona Brougham
BickerPtaffe, being still alive. The solicitor for the
prosecution, after stating the charge against the
prisoner and detailing some of the chief circumstances-
in the case, applied for a remand, to afford time to have
the necessary witnesses in attendance. The prisoner,
in reply to the magistrates, said that he liad no reason
to oJfer why he should not be remanded, and he was
accordingly remanded for a week. The prisoner

tradesman lie should not on this occasion resort to

extreme measures. He wished it however to be under-

stood that in future whether the person charged is

respectable or not respectable, he will not have the
opportunity of paying a fine, but will be sentenced to

imprisonment absolutely. He then fined the defendant

in the sum of -IOj. The penalty was instantly paid. The
election of an evening lecturer in the room of the Rev.

Hugh Allen, which was to have taken place on Tliursday,

has been deferred for a month, in consequence of dif-

ferences in the vestry as to the mode of taking the votes.

There are 12 candidates for the office.

Weeck of the Flying Foam.—A despatch has been

received at tlie Board of Trade from the Consul at

Madeira announcing the total wreck at the north- formerly resided at Headingly, a village near Leeds,
western end of that island of the British ship Flying

Foam, with the loss of the commander, Captain William

Liddle, and the whole of the crew except six. The
ship belonged to Messrs. Corbo it Pottcn, of London,
and sailed on the 2d ult. from Cardiff witli a cargo of

coals for Shanghai. She struck on a sunken rock about

200 yards from the coast of Porto di Moniz, and speedily

went to pieces.

Explosion or a Firewobk Mantjfactoky.—On
Monday evening as the son of Sir. Darby, the firework

manufacturer in Regent Street, Lambeth, was engaged
with two other young men in the prepr.ration of

from which he absconded about a year ago. Just before

Christmas last a warrant was placed in the hands of
Mr. English, the chief constable of Leeds, for his appre-

hension. Mr. English succeeded in tracing him to

London, and thence to his father's, and afterwards to

Conway. There he lost all trace of him for a time, but
on TImrsday week he received information that he was
at Abergele, near Rhyl, a small watering-place in
Denbighshire. He had gone there, it appears, and put
up at the Bee Hotel, but being without funds the land-
lord suspected that he was an impostor, and gave
information to the police. The superintendent called

coloured fires for the theatres, the composition suddenly upon him, when Mr. Bickerstaffe announced who he
exploded, setting the premises on fire, and so seriously

,
was, and stated that he was "wanted" at Leeds for

injuring the three workmen that they were removed to
^

bigamy. The superintendent communicated with Mr,
the hospital in a state of great snlferinir, and two of English, who immedintely proceeded to Abergele, and
them have since died. The workshop in which the ' returned to Leeds with the prisoner on Friday. It

explosion took place was totally destroyed, .
j
appears that he has heQxi curate of the following"

Church Rates at Gkeenwicu.—At a vestry meet- ' places : — Thornes, near "Wakefield ; St. Andrew's,
ing of this parish held on Friday evening, the Vicar in Ancoats, Manchester ; Chorlton-cum • Hnrdy, Man-
the chair, a church-rate of \d. in the \l. was carried by

;
chefeter; Chapel-le-Dale, near Ingleton, Yorkshire y

a show of hands, A poll was demanded, but ultimately
,
Port-Glasgow, Scotland; and Godalming, Surrey, at

withdrawn,
Mr. Raret AiTOXG the CAu-DTiivEi^g.—On Fridav

evening Mr. Rarey gave a gratuitous exhibition of his

powers in subduing vicious horses, at Allen's Riding
School, in Seymour Place, Bryanston Square, to which
the cab and omnibus-drivers of the metropolis m ere

specially invited by public advertisement. About 2500
members of the fraternity assembled, and after some
delay in obtaining order, owing to the densely

crowded state of the building, Mr, Raroy entered the
ring, leading by a straw the celebrated horse Cruiser,

which for so long a period baflled all attempts to

subdue his temper. This animal excited great interest,

and now appeared as docile as a lamb, following his

teacher from one end of the school to the
other. The next subject was a fine chesnut charger,

the property of Mr. Allen, wliich had not be-

fore been practised upon. Bfr. Rarey had rather
more trouble with this subject than he appeared to

expect, but in 10 minutes the animal was prostrate on
the ground, amid the cheers of the professional audi-

ence. The last and most striking exhibition was a
black cart horse, famous for its kicking and biting pro-
pcnsilies, botli of whicli were to all appearance com-
pletely subdued before the animal had been under Jlr.

Rarcy'a tuition more than a quarter of an hour. During
the evening Mr. Rarey took frequent opportunities of
impressing upon his hearers tlie cruelty and usclessness

of excessive flogging under any circumstances of obsti-
,

nacy on the part of the horse, and of instilling the
great advantage of kimlness in dealing with him. At
the close of the lecture, Mr. Rarey was greeted with
several rounds of deafening cheers, and his audience
separated, evidently greatly interested and delighted

with the instruction he Iiad imparted to them. Mr.
Rarey mentioned during the evening that he had

the last of which lie became acquainted with Misy
Campbell, representing himself as a single man.

Ln-EEPOOL.—The Earl of Derby and Lord Stanley
were entertained at dinner on Thursday evening by the
Mayor of Liverpool in the Town-hall. In the course

of the evening Lord Derby, in a lengthy address, alluded

to the state of the political w^orld, and expressed a hope
that the ensuing session would witness the adoption of

a Reform Bill. It was desirable, he said, th.at the vexed
question should be set at rest, and he believed the Con-
servative party would offer no factious opposition to the
present Ministry in bringing forward a substantial

measure of Reform. Lord Stanley also spoke at some
length and expressed his sympathy for progress and
toleration.

Ltdnes".—A tragic event, which ended in one
murder and the serious injury of several persons under
circumstances of almost unparalleled brutality occurred
on the 4th insfc. at St. BriavoPs, in the Forest of Dean,
Mr. William Kear, a farmer, residing at the Cherrv
Orchard, had in his service a young man named Joscpfr
Webb, a strong muscular fellow, a pugilist, and the
terror of the district. On the afternoon in question he
had been drinking, hut was not so intoxicated as to he
unable to work. While digging in the garden, a son of
Mr. Kear, 12 years old, in some way offended him, when
he threatened to strike him with his spade. Some
persons working near remonstrated on his threats and
language to the child, when Webb flew into tlie most
violent rage, and threatened to kill them all. He made
a savage attack upon those around him, who fled in
fear, but not before great and fatal injury had been
done. A man named Hughes received such severe
wounds on tho head that he died the same night. Jane
Howells was cut with a spade on the forehead, so that
tho flesh fell over her eyes. Mrs. Kear received a

recently given a gratuitous lecture to the same class of severe wound on the head, and her daughter had her
hearers in Glasgow, at which 5000 persons were present.

Fall of the New Rainbow Taverx. — On
Thursday afternoon considerable excitement prevailed

in Johnson's Buildings, Inner Temple Lanp, in conse-

quence of the fall of the interior of the new building of

the Rainbow Tavern. It appeared that a wall had been
built on an arch which was not sufficiontly strong, when
the whole gave way, burying six or seven of the bi-ick-

layers in the ruins. The men were speedily extricated,

and conveyed to King's College Hospital, where they
remain in a dangerous state.

The Public Health.—The Registrar. GeneraVs
weekly return states that the deaths regristered in

London in the week that ended on Saturday, Jan. 14,

shoulder dislocated, and received other injuries of «
serious nature. The child who provoked the attack
received some injury, and Mr. Kear, the father,

narrowly escaped a blow from a large stone which the
desperado aimed at his head. Tlie Mivagcnpss of the
attack is proved by the fact that the spade with which
it was made was broken, and the iron bent in several
places. Webb fought and resisted furiously when the
police went to apprehend him, and was not cnptured
until they had stunned him with their staves. The

I Jury at the inquest returned an unanimous verdict of
Wilful Murder ag:tinst the prisoner, and the Coroner

i

issued his warrant for his committal for tna! at the
ensuing assizes at Gloucester.

great excitement in the locality,

l^rA>xHEST£B.—-The Chamber of Commerce of this

The affair has caused

i. The present return is therefore only 10 above of the merchants of Bremen and Hamburgh, by pre-

average. During the week the births ofOSS hoys senting a nieinorial to the G-jvernmcnt demanding that

he should have
but when a man
disorderly mob it

were 1314. In the corresponding wet'lts of the 10 years

1850-59, the average number wa^ 1213, which, if raised
\

in proportion to the increase of population, will become city has follower! the example of tliafc of Marseilles and
1334.

the

and 953 girls, in all 1938 children, were registered in commercial interests shall be exempted from the

London. In the 10 corresiwndiug weeks of the years penalties of miiritime war.

1850-9 the average number was IG 15. Newcastle ox-Ttne.—A very influential meeting-
was held on the 11th inst. in the new Town -hall, to

adopt measures for the relief of the spiritual destita--

tion in the mining and manufacturing districts of

Durham and Xortliuinberland. Earl Grey occupied the
chair, and among those present were the Risliop of
Durham, Lord Ravensworth, Karl Vane, Lord Tankcr-

ville. Lord Adolphus V^ane Tempest, the Right Hon.
T. E. Hcadlam, M.P.; Right Hon. J. H. Mowbray;

M.P.; tie Hon. H.G.Liddell, M.R.; Mr. Ridlev, M.P.

;

Mr. Ingham, M.P. ; Mr. Frtrrer, M.P. ; Sir Walter

Trcvelyan, Mr. Burden, chairman of the Durliam

Q larter Sessions ; Mr. Ordo, chairman of the Northuai-*

iiJioDtnctaU

BLACKBriiN-.—The cotton mill of Mr. Henry Ward,

in Swallow Street, containhig 26,000 spindles, was

totally destroyed by fire on the 12th inst. The dam:.go

done amounts to 15,000?., and is only partially covered

by insurance.

X,EEOS.—On Saturday last, at the Town-hall, the

Rev. Harry Lloyd Bickerstaife, a clergyman of the

Cliurch of "Kn^laud, was arraigned b,jfuie tho borough

m-igistrutes on a charge of higimy. The prisoner, who



berland Quarter Sessions ; a very large number of f^eu-
tlemen connected with the mining and n^anufacturing
districts of tlie two counties, and at least 200 clergymen.
After considerable discussion it was resolved that Earl
Grey and the Bishop of Durham he requested to draw
up an address to be presented to the Government,
calling attention to the spiritual destitution in the
^ocese, and to the injustice inflicted upon it by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, in abstracting from the
property of the Church within the diocese, revenues,

V r ' !. ^ ^^^^® portion ought to be applied to the

.Iv?^''^'^ destitution. It was also resolved to
establish a society, to be entitled the Durliam Diocesan
bociety, for the employment of additional clergy among
the pitmen, miners, and iron-workers in the outlvin^
districts. "^ °

Newport ^sle or Wight).—On Saturday aftenaoon
Edmund Lane and Gordon Hires, the first and second
mates of the American barque Anna, now lying at
Cowes, were brought before a full bench of county
magistrates for the Isle of Wight, eliarged by the
superintendent of the Hants constabulary with the
wUfuI murder of six coloured seamen of that vessel,

V^!}!!
Turtle, WiUiam Pomery, a man hnowu as Frank,

\ViUiaui Johnson. David Pagins, and James Armstronc^.
The proceedings were taken consequent upon an infor-
mation by John Thomas and Abraham Rock, two
coloured seamen on board the Anna, who stated that the
unfortunate men had met with their deaths in
consequence of the most atrocious cruelties in-
flicted on them by the prisoners. The evidence
of Thomas referred to the deaths of four of the
-men, and that of Eock, and Rosewell, the steward,
proved the death of the two others. The first part of
the statement made by Thomas related to the murder
of James Armstrong. The prisoner Lane, the chief
mate, had given an order to this man, but he did not
attend to it as quickly as the mate wished, when the
latter, taking up a mallet, struck him witli it over tlie
eye. The man jumped up, fell on tlie main deck with
his head forward, and then leaned over the chain. The
witness went to his assistance, put his hand on his
head, and pulled it back, and then saw that his left eye
was "running out." Armstrong was then sent half
insensible down on the martingale under the bowsprit
to clean the earring. He was washed off the martingale
and towed along in the water by the earring, which his
arm was coiled round. Rock, one of the other witnesses,
was about to haul him in, when the chief mate said*
Don't haul that nigger in ; cut the earring, and let

him go I ' About two minutes after the unfortunate
man let go his hold, and was lost. One of the other
men, John Turtle, was dragged down by Hires, the
second mate, who stamped on his head with his sea boots.
Turtle died, and the witness swore that he found
the bone of the foreliead broken in the centre. Johnson
and Frank also died after being half strangled and ill

treated in the most frightful manner by the prisoners.
As the offences were committed on board an American
vessel and on the high seas, the American Minister in
-this country sent a protest against the jurisdiction of
the Court, and nothing remained for the magistrates
but to dismiss the charge. This protest was accompa-
nied with a request that the magistrates would detain
the defendants until the matter could be inquired into
by the American Consul, so that they might be remitted
Ibo their own country for trial under the Extradition
Treaty, The magistrates, however, considered that
thcy^coidd not hold them in custody until tlie formal
requisition hiid been made, and so they were discharged,
and conveyed to their ship under the protection
of the police, the people outside the Court a^ well as
th(^ m the Guildhall having shown, by tlieir hisses^d groans, that they were prepared to give them a
rough reception. At the same time the magistrates
intimated to the witnesses that they would be protected
while the ship remained in British waters, so that if
they had any complaint it must be made to the
pohce at Cowes. The superintendent of police had in
his possession the mallet and belaying-pin, and also a
steel mstrument caUed a " knuckle-duster," aUe<-cd to
have been used in torturing the coloured seamen.° The^ptam. who was not implicated by the evidence, stated
that the mates, as well as the crew, had hud the yellow
fever on the voyage, and that it was to death by that
Asease that the mates attributed the disappearance of
the darkies," as he called them.
KcNEATON.—All the denominations of Dissenters in

this town were engaged last week in special uniU-'d
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Shrewsbuby.—The statue of the great Lord Clive,'"! Catholics, it is fuU^ti^
bv Baron Miirochetti, which was recently removed fi-om
the Duke of Bucdeugh's gardens in Whitelmll, was
inaugurated on AVednesaay in the ilarket Square of
this town. The ceremony commenced with a grand
procession to the foot of the statue, in which a great
many of the aristocracy of the district took part. Earl
Stanhope, on behalf of the subscribers, then presented
the statue to the Mayor and Corporation of Shrewsbury,
and dwelt at some length upon the character ofLord Clive,.
whose faults, he said, were overpowered by liis virtues,
and whose prowess firmly established our Indian empire.
The Mayor having responded, the Town-Clerk read an
address expressing tlie acknowledgments of the cor-
poration. The company then adjourned to the Lion
Hotel, where they were entertained at a magnificent
banquet by tlie Mayor. Lord Hatherton. Earl Stan-
hope, Earl Powis, Viscount Hill, Sir Charles Wood,
M.P., ilr. Slaney, M.P., and Mr. Botfiehl, M.P., were
among the companj'.
SouTnTVxxL.—During the last two or three weeks

thesporting gentlemen of this neighbourhood have been
busily engnged in the old English sport of falconry.
Ihe neighbouring preserves of Norwood Park, Thnr-
gartou Priory, Piskerton Grange, Ilaskcrton Hills,
Uxton Forest, and other parks and preserves have been
selected for the purpose. The hawks have not alwavs
succeeded lu striking and securing their prex-, but,
upon the whole, a fair quantity of eame has been
bagged. The revival of this old sport of our forefathers
has caused much excitement in the neift-hbourhood. •

"i:^,^^-*^^^ ,0"r standi

The Viceeegal Cofet.—The Lord Lieutenant has
returned to Dublin. On Thursday his Excellency held
his first levee for the season, which was well and
fashionably attended.
The Magistracy.—The Lord Chancellor has ap-

pointea Sir John Bradstreet, Bart. (President of the
Society of St. Vincent de Paul), to be a magistrate for
the County of Dublin.
The Empeeob and the Pope.— The following

letter from Dr. Dixon, the Eoiixau Catholic Primate of
Ireland, was published in the Freeman of Monday.
headed, "Letter from the Primate of all Ireland to the
Catholics of Drogheda;"

—

*--n . 1 -D 1 J T^ . ,
"Drogheda, 11th Jan., ISeO.

Dcirly Beloved Fnends,-Oii the late occasion of our
meetiiig to express sympathy with the Holy Father I con-
sidered it my duty to make such observations on the conductpursued by the French Emperor since the commencement of
the war m Italy as were not calculated, I freely admlL to
create an impression favourable to his Imperial Majestv, and
that those observations were not disagreeable to you may belearned from the reii.avkable fact-peculiar, I should suppose,
to our mQetmg m Drogheda, among all the meetiugs lately
held m Ireland—that the only name received with hisses at
that meeting was the name of Napoleon III. I avail myselfnow of the pubhc press to call your attention to the full con-
firmation which the events of the last few days hare given to
the justice of the sentiments which then found favour witli
you. Some even among our Catholic brethren in this
country were disposed to censure us as exceeding in severity
towards his Majesty on the occasion to which I refer. AHsuch persCns are now, I should hope, undeceived. The
Lmperor has thrown off the mask. By means of the letterwhich he addressed to Rome on Dec. 31st and which he haspubhshedmthe Monitew; he stands revealed to the world as
the imitator ot his uncle in the treatment of the Holy See. The
wretched plausibilities with which that letter is interspersed
can impose on none. To find a parallel for the infamous
address which he makes to the Holy Fatlier, let us imagine a
well armed captain of a gang of robbers, who, placing his band
on the throat of some unfortunate and defenceless travellerwhom he has seized, says to him :— ' You have, indeed, my
dear friend, an incontestible riglit to your money ; but consider
this—I cannot permit any foreign or external aid to come to
your defence; you may yoursolf, if you please, defend your
purse

;
but I ad^se you not to mind doing so ; the easiest

solution of the difficulty m which you find yourself is, to ffive
up your money quietly to me ; and, in return for this amiSble
condescension on youri)art, I shall guarantee to you the secure
possession of your clothes and your life. You may range with
safety for many years through these mountain passes:and you will place rac and the banditti who acknow-
ledge my authority under a debt of gratitude whichwe shall ever cheerfully acknowledge.* It is such an address as

p A, ^^'rhr}^^ ?B*^f ^°" ""^ *^« ^"'ch has made to theFather of the Faithful. Oh ! now all good Catholics over the

(great cheers>-to assume a bold and independent posl'tb^
'before you."'

A-f't ^f''^^~&^S^^^^)~^'^^"^heZxti;ul daut^er Ind WW
i±}li^J. .^J?„«^^>'^.

'I ^jll "^aiTy you 'to one°^r^^.^*

Continued cheering). Your politicJ creed is nnihlf J'°^it*on.

•un, says Victor Emmanuel, 'if I giv., my dRZho.-'marriage to this Bonaparte, why, the Emperor win on
'^ '"^

bring his battalions ; he will give meX^Pr^e^. dZT'^"^^and 1 will settle them on my children and be he berm^r*the whole world.' But I tell Victor Emnmnuel an^ r^ ^^
Cavour that there are brave soldiers here m Irehnd ^?'''!f

Why, I have m my two parishes about lOoo youn^^?*;^(Vehement cheers.) Wliat would they do? Whv til^S ^?J
«Tf/.iif^vb- ifn.,™:,.,- r^ _ 1 -^ r,' .."^>» they would^—cv

all the "'other-
pitchfork Mazzini, Gavazzi. and
spirators in Rome into the Tiber, and th^nthem smk or swim. (Great cheering.) If thP P.^i'^'u
Miins ers and other spoliators could deprive the Ponf!S

con-
let

^rP^ni^l"^ T"""?^^
at" homeTand Tv'eiy" CatholhTVhoufr bjprepared to stand to his Church, to his God, and to his country

awftffi?It ^"^ y^'"'" ^•''"^^ '''°^ property, but they wereS
Suw th^^ ^r""

^'^" yo^f; P^re rehgion-and we will stand or

?il/n.^ wT^*^ /y^^l"?.'^ P^y*^^ the downfall of any

Trol^nH '-uV^ }
think that the day is not fiir distant whcLIreland will be for the Irish and for nobody else. (Loud cheers.)We want no chanties fi-oto England. We have strung arms andgreen fields. We want them to let us alone and to c

and the Irish for Ireland." (Loud and continued cheers
Father Beausang said :

" It i.s quite clear that the strateffv ofEngland towards this country for the last three centuries hasbeen the sword, penal legislation, and, though last not least, her
present system of godless education. (Cheers.) Ab,mvfriend^
the England ofMazzini and Garibaldi is the author of thi^s ODDre^
sion of the Pope.

_
(Cheers.) Is this the England that cries for

political freedom m Italy, and denounces the Holy Father asan oppressor? (Cheers.) Do you think that anythinggenerous
could emanate from such a nation to the Catholics whom she
has so persecuted? Do you hesitate to believe that the England
of that day is not the England of this ? I call upon you, ifi the
spirit of your Cathohc ancestors-of 80,000 people banished
from our shores—of a priesthood that never stained its name
who, in the gloomy night of persecution, rallied around God's
holy altar, when only the flickering taper could reveal to the
adoi-iug gaze of the celebrant the unbloody victim of Calvary
under the saci-amental veil—(immense cheering)—to stand to
your rights, and resist with stout and unflinching hearts the
oppression that is sought to be forced upon you. (Great
applause.) ^\gainst it I appeal to the glories of the women of
Limerick, and invoke the name of Patrick."

Mr, Massey O'Gkadt.— The Cor]c &aminer of
last week stated that a letter had heon received in that
city from a lady in the county of Limerick, the wife of
a stipendiary magistrate, slating that the hody of Mr.
Masscy O'Grady, whoso mysterious disappearance has
already been announced, had been found buried, and
that no doubt existed of the unfortunate gentleman
having been murdered. The letter added that four men
had been apprehended on suspicion. The Limerick
Chronicle states that there is no truth in this state-
ment, and that it is firmly believed that Mr. O'Grady
is still alive.

world must be howor-struck on reading that letter inMorntmr! You wUl admit with ^me that ihejappropriat.

CocRT OF ExcHEQTTEK.—7Jea(5on V. Skene—Charge of rthcl—
This was an action brought by General Beatson, who held the
command of the Bashi-Bazouks in the early part of the Crimeau
war. against the defendimt for libel, the libel being that Gen.
Beatson had attempted to create a mutiny in a body of Turkish
troops under his command in the Ltardanelies, rather than give
up the command to General Smith, under whose orders they
were to be attached to the Turkish Contingent then under the
command of General Vivian in the Crimea—an order to that
effect having been sent to General Beatson by Lord Panmure,
the then Secretary -at-War. The trial lasted two days, and
ended on Saturday in a verdict for the defendant on the ground
that the words were privileged. At the same time the jury
wished to express their strong opinion upon the fact that when
the defendant found how unfounded the charges were he had
not retracted them. General Beatson has since announced his
intention to apply for a new trial.

Surrey Sessions.—TAe Builders' Strike.—Appeal.—The appel-
lants in this case were three bricklayers belonging to the
builders* society for the protection of' the men on the late
strike and lock-out; and on the 9th of November last they

the
'"''^^"^ charged at the Lambeth police-court with using threats

ppropriate re- t ^'L^"*^!^^^?*^^**^
*** ?°^^ ^^^' ^ .bricklayer and a non-society

eidencc for its author would be the prison of Ham rather than ' J",^"'
^^'^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^'°^ proved to the satisfaction of Mr

the PiUace of the Tuileries. How I pity the chivalrous French !

^^^^?*.*^' ^^^ sitting magistrate, he sentenced Stanley and
nation lying prostrate under the feet of such a ruler ' But let '

^^^'^^^s ^ °^^ month's imprisonment each, and Davis to 14
us hope that a voice will yet reach him/whieh bv the awe that .^.^; "^^ appeal was then entered against that conviction,
It shaU inspire, will have the effect of i^aralysing the hand

"™" ^" """^^ ''"""" "---- -

d^w r7i^ T'n:^-^}'' ?°^^ Father-I mean^he^voice o f ?n

ilS!^\2^}°}^lF^^^^^f^^?^' ^^^<^^' rising above the jubila-" """
''

' '
'

'
-

-

^^
hand

ed

, . ,„ tind has likewise been
commenced in Worcester, «-here uuited prayer meetings
for Christians of all denominations have been heldmormng and evening, the former at the Xatural IIi:itory
Kooma, and the latter, for greater convenience, at the

attend d
^^^ meetings have been numerously

OxFOHD.-The Prince of Wales has consented to
t>ecome a patron of the Royal Oxfordshire Horticul.
toral Society^ and has offered a donation of 57. to the
CoUagers Fund, which the committee have appro-
priated for baskets of vegetables, to be competed for aithe Commemoration Shosv. .

^ c lu* *»

..^'''^'^r^C-^!"^'^' t]'e Marine who was condemned

T f--^'VM VA^^&U| 'j

Sympathy with the Pope.-A meeting has been
held at Skibbereen to express sympathy with the Pope.
The following are extracts from the speeches delivered
on the occasion :

—

ii^ O'Re-S the Roman Catholic bishop, who presided, said-
TTi J*!l®

solemnly protest against the treatment tlie

r x^- . ^-^ ^^f^s received at the hands of Napoleon HI.,
of Victor Emmanuel-<groans>-and of those bloodthirsty
emissaries that have been, at their instigation, and at the
mstigatiOQ of other parties, fomenting insurrection 'and

*K i5^.,'" t^*^
^^^'^^ ^^^^^3- "^^^e iiere proclaim that,

should the long threatening Congress of the leading
lowers of Europe take place, any Plenipotcntiiu-y of our
gracious Queen who shall vote for the alienation of those
Ktatea does not represent our feelings. (Loud cheers ) We

which came on for hearing on Monday morning, and lasted
neariy all the day. The evidence proved that the complainant
on the 2d November went to work at some new buildings
erecting at Peckham, and that on the second day of his working
there, after dmucr, the defendants attempted t'> persuade him
to jom the strike for the assistance of the men on lock-out.
He refused, and then they called hira a " black," and would
not work with him. Tlie consequence was that he was com-
pelled to quit his work. The Court unanimously confirmed the
convictions, and expressed regret that a body of men should
be so foolish as to combine for such a purpose. The defendants
were then taken into custody and removed to gaol to undergo
theii" sentence.

©Dftuanj»
Viscount Arelthnott died on the 10th inst. The deceased,

John Arbuthnott, Viscount Arbuthnott and Baron Inverbervie
in the peerage of Scotland, was born in 1778, and married in

1S06 the eldest daughter of Mr. Walter Ogilvy, of Clova, who,
but for the attainder, would have been the 8th E.irl of Airlie,

and whose son David was restored to the ancient honours of

the family. Lord Arbuthnott had enjoyed the title nearly
60 yeara, havinEr succeeded his father in February. 1800. For

sh;ilToV^r;iU''his^vJ'i.'^'rf T' l^'
"^ ^^ Pariiament who

j

some ye^^rs he was onTof theW^-sLt "tive^ei^of Scotland,

represent ^r f^llin^ % r ^""S^ ^ spoliation does not
' and Lord Rector of the University and King's CoUege. Aberdeen."

S» ?ur wnr^nSS^;..*^
^"'"^'^ cheering.) He ceases

,

He was also formerly Lord-deutenant*^ of Kincardineshiit,

our^iDi^rt *J^,r^I ' % *^«°° i^^P^ calculate on which he resigned in 1847. The titles and estate, devolve oB
our support. (Hear, hear, and conttoued cheering.) FeUow

\
hia eldest soS, the Hon. James Arbuthnott, who ww bom in
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R06 '^and maiTiod in 1S:^7 Lady Jean Graham Drummnnd
OgiWy. eldest daughter of the lato aud sister of the present

Eaiiof Aiilie.
-rir ^ ^ i i.

The Dowager Lady Cowley died on Wednesday List

Tphile on a visit to tlie Marquis and Marchionesa of Salisbury,

at Hatfield House, Herts, Her Ladyship had been for some

days ailing, but was consideiGd much better on Tuesday. On
the following morning she was seized by more alaraiing

symptoms, und exjured in a few hours, the relatives of her

ladyship being quite unprepared for the occuncniJ-S, Lady
Cowley was eldest daughter of the first Marquis of Salisbury

by his marriage with the second daughter of the first Marquia

of DownRbirc, and was born in 1786- Her ladyship married

ill 1S16 Henry Lord Cowley, whose marriage with Lady Char-

lotte Cadogan had the same year been dissolved by Act of

parliament. By this marriage she had an only daughter^ the

Hon. Georgiana Charlotte Mary, married in 184S to bis Excel-

lency Sir Uenry L. Bulwer/ now British Ambassador at

Constantinople.
Lord Londescorouoh died on Sunday afternoon at his

residence in Carlton House Terrace, He had for some months
been in decHning health, and during the last 10 days all hopes

of his recovery were given up by his medical attendants. His
lordship was the second surviving son of the first Marquis
Conyngliam, by his marriage with the daughter of Mr. Joseph
Denison, and was born in 1805. He was twice married, fir^t,

in 1833, to the fourth daughter of the late Lord Forester, who
died in 1^41; and secondly in 1847 to the eldest daughter of

the Hon. Captain Charles Orlando Eridgcman, who survives

her husband. His loi-dship leaves is'^ue by both mani.'^es.

As Lord Albert Conyngham he served for a short period in the

Horse GuLirds, and then U'^opted the diplomatic service. In

1S21 he was appointed attachi at Berlin and in the follow-

ing year removed to Vienna, where he remained until

1628, when he waia made Secretary of Legation at

Florence- In 1829 he proceeded to Berlin in the

eamo capacity, and continued in that employment till 183L

He sat in the House of Commons for some years, having repre-

sented Canterbury from 1835 to 1841, and again from 1847

to the early p:^rt of 1S50, when he was raised to the peerage by
the title of Burou Loudesborough. In 1849 he assumed the

name of "Denifion,'' in lieu of that of Conyngham, in accord-

ance with the will of Ids maternal uncle, Mr. WilHam Joseph
Tenison, who bequeathed to him the bulk of his immense
wealth. In politics Lord liOndesborongli waa a fitmneh sup-

porter of the Wliig party. Ho was created by George IV. in

1820 a Knight Commander of the Guelphic Order, was a
Fellow of the Royal Society and several other learned institu-

tions, Tresident of the Numismatic Society, and a Dt;puty-

Lieutenant of the West Riding, He is succeeded in his title

and extensive landed property by his eldest son by his first

marriage, the Hon. William Henry Forester Denison, born
in 1834, and now M-P, for Scarborough,
Tre Hon, Montgomery Stewart died on the lOth inst. at

Castmmont near Gatehnuse, Scotland, in his SOth year. He was
the fumth and last surviving son of the seventh Earl of Gallo-

way, and uncle of the present peer. He was a magistiute and
deputy lieutenant fur the stewartry of Kircudbright and for

Wigtonshire. Ho was born in 17S0, and became a widower in

1833, having married, soon after he came of age, Catharine,
daughter of the late Mr. Patrick Honeymau, by whom he had
a large family, of wlinm six daughters and a son survive*

Sir Harry Mainwarino, Bart,, died suddenly at Marbury
on the 11th inst.^ in his 7oth year. He retired to rest as usual
at an early hour the night before, and next morning on one of
his servants going to call him he found him out of l>ed on the
floor quite dead. He was the eldest son of Thomas Wuttenhall,
Esq., who assumed the name of Mainwaring on succeeding to
the estates of bis half-brother. He married in 1803 the younj^est
daugliter of Sir Robert Salisbury Cotton, Bait., sister of the
first Lord Conibermere- Some years ;^o he was one of the
leading sportsmen in Cheshire, and his mansion at Peover was
the rendezvous of moat of the sporting men of the north. He
is succeeded in the title and estates by his son Hairy, bora in
1S04, and married in 1832 to the eldest daughter of the late

Thomas William Tatton, Esq., of Withenshaw Hall, Cheshire.

The Dowager Lady Shaw died on the 11th inst. at her
residence at 8, Kensington Gore. She was the only daughter of
Benjamin Spencer, Esq., and married alout the year 1834, as

his second wite, the late Sir Robert Shaw, Bart., Colonel of the
Dublin Militia, who represented New Rosa in the Irish House
of Commons, and subsequently sat for Dublin for upwards of
20 years in the Imperial Parliament, Her ladyship was step-
mother of the present Sir Robert Sbaw, BarU, of Bushy Park,
county of Dublin, and of the Eight Hon. Frederick Shaw,
Recorder of that city and M.P, for the University of Dublin.
Lieut. Gkneral Grant Falconi::r, K. II., Colonel of the

73d Foot, died on'the 10th inst. at his seat, Hazelbank, near
Edinburgh, He had been upwards of C4 years in the army,
having entered the service in 1795. He joined the 61st Regi-
raent at the Cape early in ISO), accompanied that regiment to

Egypt, and joined Sir David Baird's army at Cosseir, crossing
the desert with the troops, and remaining with the army in
Egypt until 1803. In 1804 aud 1805 he served in the campaign
in Italy under Sir James Craig- In 1S06 he served with the
7Sth Highlanders during the campaign in Italy, under General
Sir John Stuart ; and was at the battle of Maida, where he had
a horse shot undei* him when acting as aidede camp to General
Acland ; be was subsequently present at the siege of Scylla,

the capture of Cotrone, &c. 'He again served in Egypt in 1807,

and during that campaign was present at the attack on the
fortified heights and forts of Alexandria, the first aflair at
Lake Elcho and Elhamet, the investment and siege of Rosctta,
the actions at liosetta and Elhamet of the 21st April. He next
served in the campaigns of 1S14 and 1815 in Holland and
Flanders, He commanded the 7Sth Light Infantry at both
actions at Merxem, in tbe attack of French at Brescat, and the
bombardment of Antwerp. Porsome years he was the lieut.-

colonel commanding the 2:3d Regiment, and was also inspecting
field-officer of the recruiting staff* In 1837, shortly before the
death of "William IV., he was nominated a Knight of the
Hanoverian Guelpliic Order- On the death of General
Macpheraon, in 1S57, he was appointed colonel of the 73d Foot.
He attained the rank of mnjor-general in 1S51 ; and that of
iieut.-general in 1S53.

BIRTHS.—On the 10th im^t, at Wentworth Woodhonse, the
CountesB Fitzwiluam, of a son— 1 0th inst. at Wickwar Rectory,
Gloucestcrsbne, Lady Georoina M. L. Oakley, of a daughter—l^th mst, at the Hotel da Louvre, Boulogne-sur-Mer, the

The Late Lord JfACArLAT,—Some mis-statements
having been published rcspectin

Lord^racaula^'^s "History
nounccdon authority, that some progi
by Lord Macaulay towards the completion of another

! volume, and that n portion of the MS. is fully prepared ., ,^_
\
for publication. Circumstances, liowever, will probably S^lJ^^r^^^^; ^^^''^ Gkoege Ca^o^, M.a„ Hector of Wold,

I T 1 r i- J.1 /*
* /* .1 *^ r*ortnamnt«»nsnue, to Frakces HorroN I^oko nuRFRT thirridelay for some t.me the appearance of any f^rtlier

,

daughter^ the B4hop of ChichesS-iuhZt^^^^^^^
! portion or tiie Hi^^tory. Ihe following is .1 copy of a

|

Hamilton Terrace, William IlEaraiKKR IIeaton Esq. B.N.

^ " m* Ji^ ^^ ^^i^xJi^f AiUUUi, Llie Wiiti 01 JOHNChawortb Masters, Esq., of Annealey Park audColwick Hall,
of a son aud heir.

MARLUAGE3 -On the 12th mst, at the Subdeanery Church.

To Zachary Macaulay, Esq.—Newenstie, Ifarch 10, 1823,
"My Dear Friend,

—

My principal object in writing to you
to- day 13 to oifer you some sugg'ostioDs, in consequence ofsome
conversation I have just had with Lord Grey, who has spoken
of your sou (at Cambridge) in terms of the greatest praise. He
takes his account from his son ; hut from all I know, aud have
leanit la other quarters, I doubt not that his judgment is well
formed. Now you, of course, destine him for the bar, and,
assuming that this, and the public objects incidental to it, are
in his views, I would fnin impress upon you (and. tliroughyou,
upon him) a trutli or two which experience has made ire
aware of, and which I woukl have piveu a great deal to
have been acquainted with earlier iu life from the experience
of others- First, that the foundation of all excellenee is to
be laid in early application to general knowledge is clear ; that
he is already aware ot ; and equally so it is (of wliich he may
not be so well aware) that professional eminence can only
be attained by entering betimes into the lowest drudgery, the
most rejml.-ivc labours of tlie professiuu ; even a year in an
attorney's office, as the law is now practised, I should not hold
too severe a task, or too high a price to pay, for the benefit it

must surely lead to ; but at all events tlie life of a sneeial
pleader, I am quite convinced, is the thing before being called
to the bar- A young man whose mind has once been well
imbued with general learning, and has acrjuired cUtssical pro-
pensities, will never sink into a mere dnidge. He will always
save himself harmless from the dull atmnspbere he must live
and work iu, and the sooner lie will emerge from it, and arrive
at eminence. But vhat I wish to inculcate especially, with a

Mr. WT1.UAM Vavasour, of Hazlewood Castle, died on Jthe )

nth inst- in his 38th year. He was the next brother of Sir
Edward Vavasour, Bart., and heir presumptive to that
baronetcy, Hia^ father, the first baronet, who was raised to
the title in 1828, was a younger son of the 16th Lord Stourton,
and assumed the name of Vavasour on succeeding to the
Hazlewood estates of his maternal cousin. Sir Thomas Vava-
sour, Bart,, whose title.became extinct at his decease in 1826,
The Vavasours are an ancient Roman Catholic family and have
been seated in Yorkshire since the Saxou times. They derive

I

their name from their office of valvasors under the king, an
I

office little short of the baronial dignity, '* There are," says
!

Braeton, *'for the civil government of mankind emperors,
j

kings, aud princes, magnates or valvasors, and knights," Mr.
i

Vavasour, had long suffered from a painful illness- He married \

in 18-46 the Hon, Constantia Clifford, daughter of the late and
Bister of the present Lord Clifford, of Chudleigh, by whom he
leaves issue two daughters and also three sons, who are in
remainder to the Vavasour baronetcy and the estates of
Hazlewood Castle.

Wills-—The will of Mr, Thomas Bowater Vernon, of Han- ,

bury Hall, Worcester, has been sworn xmder 20,000i. ; Mr '

Henry Meagoe, of Lower Brook Street, 100,000(. : Kev. Henry
Scott Trimmer, 25,000i. i

to turn his attention to two points, I speak on this subject with
the authority both of experience and observation ; I have made
it very much my study in theory ; have written a gieat deal
upon it which may neversee the light, and somethingwhieh has
been published; have meditated much and conversed much on it

with famous men; have bad some little practical experience
in it, but have prepared for much more than I ev^r tried, by
a variety of laborious methods, reading, writing, much trans-
lation, composing iu foreign languages, Ac, and I have live!
in times when there were great orators among us ; therefore I

reckon my opinion worth listening to, and the rather, because
I have the utmost contidence in it myself, and should have
saved a world of trouble and much time had I started with a
conviction of its truth, 1, The first point is this,— tlie begin-
ning of the art is to acquire a habit of easy speaking ; and, in
whatever way this can be had (which individual inclination or
accident will generally direct, and may safely be allowed to do
so), it must be had. Now, I differ from all other doctors of
rhetoric in this,—I say, let him first of all learn to speak
easily and fluently, as well and as sensibly as he can no doubt,
but at any rate let him learn to speak- This is to eloquence,
or good public speaking, what the being able to t;dk in a
child is to coiTect grammatical sT'cech. It is the requisite
foundation, and on it you must build- Moreover, it can only
be acquired young, therefore let it by all means, and at
any &icrifice, be gotten Iiold of forthwith. Due in acquiring
it every sort of slovenly error will also be acquired.
It must be got by a habit of easy writing (which, as
Wyiidham faid, proved hard rending); by a custom of
talking much in company ; by speaking in debating societies,
with little attention to rule, and mere love of saying scimething
at any rate, than of saying anything well, I can even suppose
that more attention is paid to the matter in such discussions
than in the manner of saying it ; yet still to say it easily, ad
liblfum, to be able to say what you choose, and what you have
to say—this is the first requisite, to acquire which everything
else must for the present be sacriRced. 2- The next step is

the grand one—to convert this style of easy speaking into
chaste eloquence. And here there is but one rule. X do
earnestly entreat your son to set daily and nightly before liim
the Greek models. First of all he may look to the best
modern speeches (as he probably has already) ; Burke's best
compositions, as the * Thoughts on the Cause of the Present
Discontents,' speech ' On the American Conciliation,' and * On
the Nabob of Arcot's Debt;' Fox's 'Speech on the West-
minster Scrutiny ' (the first part of which he should poro over

'till he has it by heart), 'On the Russian Armament,' and 'On
-the War/lS03, with oneortwoofWyndham's best, and very few,
or rather none, of Slicridan's ; but he must by no means stop
here. If he would be a great orator he must go at once to the
fountain head, aud be familiar with every one of the great
orations of Demosthenes. I take for granted that he knows
those of Cicero by heart ; they are very beautiful, but not very
useful, except perha]>s the ' Milo, pro Ligario,' and one or two
more: but the Greek must positively be the model; and
merely reading it^ as boys do, to know the language, won't do
at all ; he must enter into the spirit of each speech, thoroughly
know the positions of the parties, follow each turn of the
argument, and make the absolutely perfect and most chaste
and severe coaipositir»a familiar to his mind. His taste will
improve every time he reads and repeats to himself (for he
should have the fine passages by heart), and he will leani how
much may be done by a skilful use of a few w<>rds and a
rigorous rejection of all superHuities- In this view I hold a
familiar knowledge of Dante to be next to Demosthenes. It is

in vain to say that imitations of these models won't do for our
times. First, I do not counsel any imitation, but only an im-
bibing of the same spirit, SecoTidly, I know from experience
that nothing is half so successful in those times (bad though
they be) as what has been formed on the Greek models. I use a
very poor instance in giving my own exjjerionce, but I do
assure you that both in courts of law and Parliament, and even
to mobs, I have never made so much play (to use a very modem
phi^ase) as when I was almost translating from the Greek.
I composed the peroration of my speech for the Queen, in the
Lords, after reading and repeating Demosthenes for three or

four weeks, and I composed it 20 times over at least, and
it certainly sncceeded in a very extraordinary degree, and far

above any merits of its own. This leads me to remark, that

though speaking, with writing beforehand, is very well until

the habit of easy speech is acquired, yet after that he can

never write too raiich ; this is qwite clear It is laborious^ no
doubt, and it is more difficult beyond comparison than speak-

ing off-hand ; but it is necessary to perfect oratory^ and at any
rate it is necessarj^ to acquire the habit of correct diction. But

I go further, and say, even to the end of a man's life he must
prepare word for word most of hia finer passages. Now, would
he be a great orator or no? In other words, would he have
almost absolute power of doing good to mankind, in a free

country, or no?

M, HoGO, M,A,, curate of Torwood, Torquay, to Juu\n\ Anne
Harrektte, eldest daughter of the late Colonel and tbe Hon..
Mrs. Saunderson, of Castle Saunderson, Cavan—lYth inst, at
Upton Church, Torquay, the Rev, Arthuu Hugh North-
cotp:, grandson of the lato Sir Stafford Northcote, to
Louisa, only daughter of the late H- R. Tohke, Esq.—
At Damascus^ Dec. 5, Noel Temple Moore, Esq,, son of Niven
Moore, ilsq,, her Majesty's ConsuhGeneral for Syria, to Emua^
dausrhter of Colonel Churchill, of Ilowarra, Mount Lebanoa
— I'Jth inst, at Christ Cliurcb, Highbtirv, Thomas :^"iDNEy, Esq.
DEATHS.—On Wednesday, the 18th inst, in Portland Place,

Amelia Caroline, wife of Sir Kichard Paul Jodkell, fiart.—2d inst, at Jlalveni, Vice-Admiral George E. Waits^
C. B,, aged 74—12tU inst, suddenly at Brighton, Sarah
Lavender, wife of John Brady, Esq., MP., daughter
and heiress ot the late John Rayuer, Esq., of Ely. aged 3i—
10th inst, at Miss Sellon's, The Priory, Bradford-on-Avon^
Harriett, eldest daughter of the late Sir DavtdErbkine, Bart,^
of Cambs House, Fifeshire, and Pwllycrochon, Benbighshire,
aged 33—Suddenly, Colthurst Batemaw, Esq., of BerthoUy
House, Monmouthshire, South Wales, and We.stou Park, Battu
eldest son of the late Colthurst Bateman, Esq., of Bedford
House, county Kerry, and brother-in-law to the Bear-Adrairad
John Maitlan*—nth inst, at St. James's Place, P:\ll Mall the
Rev. George Charles Irving, M, A-, Vicar of Goodhurst^ Kent,
aud eldest son of the late Rev, M. Irving, D.D-, Canon of
Rochester, aged :!6—14th inst, at his residence at Claphara
Rise, the Rev, Henrv Roxbv Roxbt, LL.B., of Blackwood^
East Riding, Yorkshire, Vicar of St Olave's, Old Jewry, and

Pomerc^y, London, aged 60—10th inst, at
Southemhay, Exeter, Dr, Jons Blackall, M.D.,.

many yem's one of the most eminent physicians iu that city,

aged 8S.

.^,--4

COVENT GARDEN.—Jan. 21.

Pine Apples and Grapes maintain former prices ; good
Apples and Pears are scarce ; Oranges plentifid and cheap,.
Good Cobs realise from 1b- to Is- 6d. per poimd, Chesnuts aro
pleutifuL Asparagus, Seakale, Cabbages, Carrots, Parsnips,
and Leeks are sufficient for the demand. Parsley, which has
been very scarce and dear, is now somewhat cheaper. Coroiah.
Broccoli begins to make its appearance by the cratefuh Potatoes
realise from lOs, to ISa. tid. a sack. Mushrooms can still be-
had iu small quantities. Cucumbers are dear. Cut flowers
chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Violets, Mignonettej
Camellias, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT-
I
Peats, per doz-, 43 to 6a
Oranges, per 100, t)3 to lOa
Lemons, per 100, Ss to Ss
Filberts, p. 100 lbs., jOs to 6f?s-

Cobs, do., 1003

Pine Apples, per lb,, Sa to 73
Grapes, per lb,, 7s to lOs
Melons, each, 28. to 4a
Pomegranates, eacli, 4d to 6d
Apples, pcrdoz., Is to 23,

VEGETABLES,
Asparagus, p. bundle, 7s to lOs

[
Beet, per doz., Is Cd to 23

Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
F. Beans, per 100, '2s to 2s 6d
Broccoli, per doz., 4a to 8d
Greens, per dozen bunches^

4s 6d to Ijs

Cabbages, do., 2s to 39
Potatoes, p, ton, 90s to 100a— per bus», 23 to 2s 9d— per cwt-, 43 to 63
Carrots, per bunch, 6dto Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p- sieve, 43 to 5s
Cucuuibei-s, each, 2s Gd to 4s
Artichokes, per doz., 2s to 3b

Celery, per bun-ll^ Is 6d to-
2s

Onions, p. halfsieve, la to Is 6d— Portugal, each, ^d to 4d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb,, 6d to Sd
Lettucea, Cabb-, per score, 1*

to ls6d
Endive, p. score. Is to 2s *

Hoi-sc Radish, p. bun,, Is 6d to 4^
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 2s6d'
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 8ff

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Jan- 16,

The supply of Beasts is much smaller than on Sfonday last';:

trade is however by no means brisk, and it is with great
difficulty that a small advance is realised in a few instances.
The number of Sheep is about the same as lait week, but tho
demand has decreased, consequently jjiices are lower. Good
Calves are still in demand ; other kinds meet with a heavy
sale. Our foreign supply consists of 270 Beasts, 1200 Sheep,
and 105 Calves.

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

ford«, &c. . - 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds . , 5

Do, Shorn , . .

8 to 5
6 — 4 8
4—4

4 to 5 6
)

s

Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do, Shorn
Lambs
Calves .* ..4

d
Oto 5

d
2

4 S

— 5
8—4, - 3

Beasts, 3960 ; Sheep & Lambs, 21,160; Calves, U5; Pigs, 490,

Thuesjdat, Jan. 19-

We have a small supply of Beasts, but quite equal to the
demand, Monday's quotations are retained; it is however
difficult to effect a clearauce at those rates* The number o£
Sheep is small, yet they cannot all be eold* Good Calves are
in demand. From Gernianj- and Holland there are 150 Beasts,

720 Sheep, and 166 Calvea; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 200
Beasts; from the northern and midland counties, 300; and
110 Milch Cows from the home counties.

4
S

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c, ,, 4

Beat ahort-homs 4

2d quality Bea<itB 3

Best Downs aud
Half-breds •. 5

Do- Shorn

8 to 3

6 — 4
4 — 4

8

— 5

Best Long-wools . 4 10 to 5
Do- Shorn . . - . —
Ewes& 2d quality 4 4 —- 4
Do, Shorn •- .. —
Lamt>v ,, ,. - . ^*
Calves -. •- 4 — 5
Pigs .• ., 3 8— 4

6

i
8

Beasts, 9j0 ; Sheep & Lamba, 3090 ; Calves, 202 ; Pigs, 200.

BRLTIsn WOOLS.—LoKDOH, Feiday, Jao. 20*

The amount of business tmnsocted has been to a fair eiten
on the whole and at full rates, consumers buying for imme;,

diate use rather than for speculative purposes.

POTATOES*—SouthWARE, Monday, Jan. 16.

^ „ During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been larger
o he wills this, he must follow these nilefi. ^^r^ ^^^ previous week, which caused a reactiou in the trade^

Believe me truly yours, H, Brougham.



and with the exception of best eampleg of Regents lowerpnces had to be subnntted to. The tullowingare them otatoL'

THE GAEDENERS CHROXICLE AND AGRICULTUEAL GAZETTE. [Jaxuaet 21, I860.

Bells Pnmrose» 14s.; Biirnhope, 14s • Howard's Wr-^i-

i earetfi, Ida. 6d. Walker Primrose. 14s - Wnst AVplim

poo], iWs. 3d. V^iills End Heujrh Hall ISs 9d W-ilU ir„/iWth Hartlepool. 19a. 3d. ; Vuis Endwlii^Conh l^s ^

^t"^ "is sVr'*"'^? '^^^l^^V^'
"^^- ^^-

^
G'-'^^ Cadoxion Steam;

-03, tKL—48 amps at market. '

HOPS—BoRODOH Market, Fhiday, Jan. 20
Messrs Pattenden & Smith report a f.tir demand for«ops at fnUy Ute prices on speculation, home consumptionand for exportation. '

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Tmssea.
„ . „ ,

Smiihfikld, Thursday, Jan. 19.
t nme Meadow Ufxy 67s to T'Js Clover .

.

Superior do. (old; . . 75 84
J

Now Clover .

.

90s to 100s

Interior do.
New do.
Itowen

50

40

60

CO

Second cut do.
S tra ft-

«. ,^ ^^ ^^Ji^TEcaAPKL, Thursday, Jan. 19.Fme old Ilay . . . . 80s to S4s Fine old Clover
Inferior do 65
Prime New Hay .. —
Inferior do — —
Straw 24 28

-.60 S4
. 23 30

Dxvijj i; Co.

1

6

Inferior do .. ,.

Fine New Clover ,

,

Fine 2dcut .. ..

Inferior do

9Ss to 102s
S4

SO
60

92

S6
72

WANiKD. bya nrontlemau m the County ot Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are talccn. Terms modcrato.—Apply to Alpha, Kingham. Oxon .

WANTED, a Young Man ns FOIiEAlAN, in a
H-entlemans Garden in the country. He must under-

stand Foicni;? in all ita branches, and be active and obliffine
with a good character—Apply to James Cuthill, Deniuuik
Hill, Camberwcll, S.

^

AiNTEU AS JlEAl) UAUDE^EK, a married
man with no children ; Wife to take charge of tlie Lodtce.

lie must thoroughly understand Forcing Grapes, Strawberries
&e., and the fllauagement of Flower and Kitchen Gardens —
Apply ur address post paid, A. B., J. J. Benuison, Grocer,
Wanstead, Essex, N.E.

A^/'AN'l'ED, by a Clei-oyunin, u UAIiDENER who
_
^ \ thoroughly understands Kitchen and Flower Garden-

nig, can attend to a small Greenhouse, and would clean Knives
and Boots, and be gemially useful out of doors.—Apply to
Rev. H. A. Hauvey. Tring. Herts.

AiNlEU. A3 UAKDKNEK,ati active, intelligent,
married Man (without incumbrance), thoroughly

acquainted with his profession in all its branches; to undertake
a singledianded place, with the assistance of a labourer once
a week when required, and the daily hulp of a boy for two or
three hours. Wife to act as Laundress. A cottage rent free
htted up for laundry purposes. The highest character will be
required for respectability, sobriety, ic.-Lettera addressed to
A. Z., Post OHiee. Leamington, Warwicksh ire.

X\rANTKD, n respectable MAN to servo in a See
1 > » Shop, and to Propagate and Grow Greenhouse an
bedaing-ouc Plants. He must be strictly honest, sober, and
industrious, and thoroughly under^tiuid his profession —
Apply to Mr. Honey, 71, Bank Street, Maidstone, stating termsand reference. *

G^.?Pr> ?^^";T^S*' 2^' «'"g^*^J uuderstandTii^,,V^ and Kitchen Gardens, Greenhouse and Vinery r\^\refereuce.-J. B., Mr. Hutfs, Hadlow Castle, Kent.
^" ^^^

"—-" ".""."^ '' c-i-^i-"^ piauis arc waucea m great oninHf;A good Knifeman First Class references as to cha?rcter iSability.-T. G., Mrs. Cooke, 6, North SUeet Grow: c^^i*
St. John's Wood, London , N.W. ' '^''*' ^^H
to GLIMTLEfViEN BUILDM^^a AND IM P KOVThIC"-Tn>GARDENS AND GROUNDS "^^ ^^E
LANDSCAPE GAUUENEIi, GARDEN AIirHT

TECT. AND PRACTICAL GARDENEK.-Exteni
experience

;
is open for engagement with any gentleman wll^may require the service of a pers.-a competent to desiinT icany out improvements in his L'ardens and o-rmmri^ ^' ,^

references to latest em
Street, Gray's Inn Roa

ats in his gardens and grounds. Hi^hf•,^
miiloyers.—Address R. J. M.. 56 AcKm
a<l, Holborn, London, W.C. '

^^"^

d
and

/ lAUDEXER AKii 15AIL1FF onGKNFiTTryr MANAGER. -Age 35, married, no incumbmnce
13 open for engagement as above, in which capicitrp« t

'

has had considerable experience with his l;;st and nrpv-
^

employers, from whom the highest testinioniak ^n,. k
obtained. Salary 100^., with house, &C.-J. M., care of T
Veitch, Esq., Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W

this mom-
MARK LANE.—Monday, Jan. 16.

.
Tbe supply of Wheat frum P:3sex and Kent to ..... .„^.^-

!f£i^-''l ^*^ ^'^^ moderate, mostly in very damp condition
;a few picked samp es were taken at somewhat over the prices

oL ,^If.
5^*^

^A
>"'^^'^ ^"^ ^"'" "'^ ^-eniainder no offers could beobUimed, and it rem;uued unsold at the close of the market^usme-ss in ^reign continues inanimate; but a few sales ofBaJuc w-ere effected ex ship at rather under the prices latelyobt^uned. Fine malting Bailey brings last week's rates ; othe-

^s^rVh?n';f**%' qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas are ^

X tTrf!S;«» iP''^
trade IS firm, and there is a fair demandat late rates. Flour remains unaltered in value.

PcR iMrKRiAL Quarter. ig. s.
WHEAT, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. . White 40—43— — line selected runs.. ditto "

~~ „-.„ Talavera— Norfolk
— h oreign

BARLEv.giind. &dist., 24sto30s.'.*CheV.— Foreign., grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk

3. S.

Red 40—15
4t>—48iUed,... 42—48
46—52
— Red ...

.

38—56
3S—44 Malting. [34-40
23—31 Malting. 35—41

SEED TRAD E.

WANTED, A SHOPMAN, who will have the
principal Management of the RetaU Department. He

must be of good address and thoroughly conversant with the
busmess.— Apply to Disor.EV & Sox, 20. High Street,
Birmingham, stating full particulars as to previous enr'a.^ement
and salary require*!. ° °

WANTED, a young Man as POUTER or WAKE-
HOUSEMAN, who has had some experience in Packing

especially of Plants ; and who would be willin'r to do anv-
thing which may be required ol him.—Apply°by letter to
A. Z., Hooper U Co., Covent Gard-n Market, W C

off. Can produce good satisfactory testimonials.- J. P.. Sun-
bury Post Office, Middlesex.

AKM STEVVAUD oit BAILIEK—Middie-ao-eif.
a native of Scotland ; of active habits, and practically

19—24

Rye

Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato -^3-29

Jf^h Potato
Poreign Poland and Brew

24—28
Feed
Feed

B 4

23— 2G, Feed ..

35—38 !
Foreign.

RvE-UEAL, foreign
BrAxs_^Maz.agan....30s to VoV.'.V.'Tick 3.3—43! Harrow.

48-54
33—46
36—38

Longpod

19—26
19—24
17—24

33-43

Egyptian
Suffolk .

31-33 Foreign.
Yellow..

36-40
30—37

— Pigeon 363 — 4rs.. Winds,— Foreign Small
J. EAS, whiU', Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —3 to —3 Oroy
5-*'^^ V White
iTiouR, best marks delivered..per sack— Jfl'i^ ditto— foreign per barrel

Friday. Jan. 20,
The weather has been very changeable during the past week,and to-day we have heavy rain. The trade throughout thiscountry hrus been i<Iuw for all articles with a downward ten-dency, ami for Wheat Is. per qr. less raonevJia.s been accepted

thocondit:on being very unsatisfactory. Ti Loith the trade

37—43
27-37
IS—27iPer sack

Country. -37

yO-37
27
1

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, single; thoroughly
practical. Good reference, and a Totd Abstainer —

C

R. Ward's, High Road, Lower Tottenham, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Ago 32. single; practical;
thoroughly understands his profession in all its branches.

Iwo and a half years' most satisfactory reference.—A. B
13, Bridge Terrace, Harrow Road. Paddington, W.

'

AKDENEU (Head, Woeking).— Understands the
Forcing of Vhies, Melons, Cucumbers, and management

ofthe Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Good refurences.—A B C.
Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwcll, 3.

AUUENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no incum-
branco ; 38 year.-*' expericnco; understands Early and

Late Foi-cing, and is a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener
No single-handed place accf
Esher, Surrey.

acquainted with Farming on the most improved principle/
Buying, Selling, and Management of Stock in general.—X X^
Post Office. Watford, Herts.

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLElViEN. ~ "

FARM STEWARD or DAILIFE.—Middle-aged
married ; has had considerable experience in the Manage-

ment of various Soils, .as well as the care and treatment oiall
kinds of Stock. The Wife would undertake the indoor Manage-
ment of the Dairy if required. Uuexceptionable references will
be given as to character and abihty.—A. B., Post Office Salt-
wood, Hythe, Kent. '

~~~
TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEMEN

T^ARM BAILIFF.-Age 36, married, with small

and Plantations ; can keep Accounts. Wife can take Dairy and
Poultry if required. Unexceptionable references given from
last situation.—G. H., care of 14, Coronation St. Cambridge.
TO CORN AND Sh.EEP FARMEKS IN THt CdUMTItSOF WILTS, BERKS, HANTS, OR NORFOLK.
IMPROVER.—A highly respectable and steady young

Man, who has had some years' experience in the*Farming
interest in Gloucestershire, is anxious for further im|irovement
in either of the above counties, where his board and lodging
would be considered equivalent to his services, which are really
useful. References given and required.—J. G. Goodwyx,
Bookseller, Tetbiuy, Gloucestershire.

accepted.— S. P.. Grove Cottage^

ouglilyC^ARDENER (Head),—Age 35, married, thor
A practical and active

; will be disengaged about the middle
ot February. Has lived four years He-ad Gardener to a noble-
man, and can i)roduce exeeUent Testimonials.—B., 4, Upper
Weymouth Street, Portland Place, Lfmdon, W.

GAUOENER (Head). -

thorough practical know!
--t'"'B oLiijuiivuL iruju mo uaitic, and the h«vmg reduced their price.i some transaeticns took place

rival.sof grun and seedciU'gocs from the South of Euror

Age 37, single; has a
ledge of his profession, including

ders
;

the Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and the routine
The ' <'f Kitchen and Flower Gardcu.s, with the superior cultivation

SHOPMAN, OR SHOPMAN and CLERK.—An
active, energetic Young Man, of thorough business habits,

well acipiainted with the Wholesale and Retail Trade, both in
London and the provinces, is desirous of a re-enrragement
J. B., OariUners' Ckrov'icU Omcii, W.C.

°

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN. '

QHOPMAN.—Young; 8 years' experience in first-
KJ class London and Provincial Hou.ses, and thoroughly
conversant with every branch ofthe business.—M. F., 5, Clara
Street, Islington, Liverpooh

Uons representrng the prices asked rather than the vatuefixedby trwisaction.i. We quote Wheat, Berdian.sk and
^«'V '^.""''*? ^"^ Odessa Ghirka 46s. 6d. to
495ib8.; lorail Maize 3f)s. 6d. to 31s. per 480 lbs
Bailey 24s. per 4U0 lbs. ; Odessa and Taganrog ^...„ .o«. vum. cd. per quarter, all e. f and i. ; Calcutta Linseed 4Ss. 3d

^F^.J'Jk^
M^irmnopoli 50s. 6d. per qr. delivered. TheaiTivais

of Engl^h grain this week have been to a fair extent, of foreignsmall, those of English Wheat amounting to 610 qrs. only.Dry san^plcs of English Wheat continue to commandV sale ai

IndVhT^';"^'''^''""^^^'^'"-^
^^'-^^ extremely difficult to quit

QUotatTon.t? "'"""^ irregular. Foreign remains neglected.\nd

wl^ vei^ «low
'=**"««'a"<^»^'>- ?0"^!nal. For Barley the demand

O^r 7, .7 ^ : f^''"-'
^"^^ ^ ^'^ =^re unaltered in value TheOat tiade is steady at the extreme prices of Monday.

AaaiVALa from Jak.
W heat.

G four years^ old ; thorough practical knowled^^e uf hia ]>ro-
1. _._ I , ..- Cucumbers,

bear the
oward

day,

16 TO Jan. 20.

EuDilish
Irifth ..

Barley.
* %

* •

£130 qrs. eioOqra.

Foreign..! (jio

*>

•> 1430

I*

**

Oats.

lUOqra.
3S10

TT
168U sks.

10500

»i

J* u >>

10 bila.

wL'^'S^r^nnrT^^' ^r' ^ V",^^^
^^^^ "^^'^^^ ^^-^^^F there

^nf.rV r
^^ cli..,position to buy Wheat at Id. to 24i i>ercental decline on tho week. 0:it» quite as dear K <v t iTnBeans were offered at Ust quotations. ^

Fiou^was very iSae vLat M. per barrel and sack reduction on the week B , lev in i

''%Vr:' TJ'^.^- .?.^^--' -- neglected.\'ut ^'fc"'

/^ARDKNER (Head).—Age 31, married; has luid
V^ seventl years'., experience in Growing Orchi laeeous.
Stove, and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Arc., both for Exhibition
and Decoration, and 10 years' practice in the Flower, Fruit,
and Kitchen Gardens. Three years' good character.—A. B.,
Post Office , Hersham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Heab).—Age 30, single; thoroughly
understands tho Growing .and Forcing of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. Pines, Vines, Peaches, Strawberries,
Cucumbers, and Melons ; management of Flower, Emit, and
Kitchen Gardens. Unexceptionable references as to character
and ability.—W. Russell. Aylesford, near Maidstone. Ken t

.

/^l ARUENKR (Hkad).— J. Gobdon, Gr. to the Rev.VJ J. O. Hudson, Frogmore Lodge, Ware, Hert^, c^ui with
contidence offer lumselt to any gentleman in want of a good

Address a-f above.

FaiOAV Jan. 20._The gmin marl^et steady
>ss in Hh«.t at Tuesday's rates. Flour steadym Egj-ptiau Beans 3;;a. 6d. Oats. OatmL

Gcai busi

/:i ARDENEU (Hj;Ai>).-Age
y^ thorough practical knowledge

33, married; has a
of his profession in all its

Indi
Oats, Oatmeal, and

wi busi-
1
branches on tlie latest and most improved principles, includinguuiCom, fcarly and Late P-urdng of Flowers, Frmts, and VegeUibles;

I Barley also the general routine of Farming, either Light or lleavv.. ., ., -
, ^.„ o- Light or Heavy

Sod, the management of Woods and Plantations. Ac. Chamcter
will beartho strictest investigation. -S. P., 7S, Edmund Street.
Birmini'ham. ^

Flcctuatiom IK litt Last Six Weeks Averages.
_Pp.rcr:^. Be,-, lo . DedTlrrD
44t2d

I

43
43
4^

11

8
6

* *

^i/ec, .^i. Jan. (.

1
i

.. L

• •
1

Jan. 14.

* •

t *

/ 't ARDENfc:K (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-V^ brance
; will shortly be disengaged, and will be happy to

treat with any nobleman or gentleman recpiiring a steady por-
sovcnng Man, having a thorough knowleoge of Lis profession
in all Its branches

; Laying out Grounds, care of Plantations
aJid Meadow Land if required. Wife can take charge of,
Poultry, ^o smgle-handed place accepted. Four and a half
years irreproachable c-li ameter from his present cmi.loyer

—

A. B.. Mr- aoUund. Florist, Roby, Lancashire.

/ ^AUDt-NEU.—Married, one daujjhter; has hadV^ great experience in every branch of Horticulture and
Agriculture; the Management of every de.scription of Wooded
and Built Proi>erty ; and will sru.arantee the general Improve-

.
meiit ot any Estiite under strict economical principles with
profitable recuniS-J. D., Post Office, Widworthy, near Hoidton.

! i>*!vyn.
" '

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.-The return
of youth to their respective boarding schools induces a

solicitude for their personal comfoit and attraction, and
KOWLAXDS' MACASSAK OIL, for accelerating the gi-owth
and improving and beautifying the hair, KOWLANDS'
KALYDOR, for improving tlio skin and complexion and
removing cutaneous eruptions, and ROWLANDS' ODONTO. or
Pearl Dentrifice, for rendering the teeth beautifully white,
and preserving the gums, are considered indispensable ac-
companiments for the actainment of those pergonal advant;ige3
so universally sf>ught for and admired.—Sold by A. Rowland
& Sons, 20, Hattou Girden, Loudon, E.G., and by Chemists
and Perfumers.

D R. D^E J O N G H 'S
(Knight of thk Order of Leopold of Belgium)

LIGHT-HKOWN COD LIVER OIL,
administered with the greatest success in cases of

Consumption, BRONcnrns, Asthma, Coughs. Riikumatism,
Gout. Genkkal Uebilitv, Diseases or tue Skin,

Rickets, Infantile Wasting, and all Scrofulous Affections,
is incomparably superior to every other kind. The recorded
investigations of numberless eminent British and Foreign
medical practitioners have placed beyond the reach of refuta-
tion the tact that no invalid can possibly realise the fall bene-
ficial effects of Cod Liver Oil, who does not take Dr. Bk
Jongh's celebrated pure Light Brown OIL

Opinion OF EDWIN LANKESTfa^, Esq., M.D., F.R.S,
LxU L.cturcr on the I'ructice of Phync at Si Georpe't Medical

School, SuperinttmJent of the Food ColUcCion at the South
Kensmrjfoil Mus'^um, dc., d:c.

" I ijelieye that the purity and genuineness of this Oil are
secured in its preparation by the personal attention of so good
a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr. Be Jongh, who
has also written the best medical treatise on the Oil with which
I am acquamted. Hence 1 should deem tho Cod Liver Oil
sold mider his guarantee to be preferable to any other kmd as
regjirds genuuieuesa and mediciuol efficacy."

Sold ONLY in IMPERIAL half pints, 2s. Gd. ; pints, U. 9d. ;

quarts, Ov., capsuled, and labelled with Dr. db Jonoh's stamp
and signature, withoi't which none can possibly be oencise,
by respectable Chemists-

.'k.n.n -, Sole Consignee.^,
ANSAR, HARFORD, & CO., 77, Strand, London, W.C._

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS are decidedly the b^t
remedy for all distndera ofthe st^.machand bowels, the

liver and kidneys. They act with so decided an effect, and yet
so gently, that people of the most delicate constitutions may
take them_ with the most perfect confidence. They do not
contain a single grain of mercury or oiher noxious subatance,
being compo-ed exclusively of rare balsams. They are.

therefore, ctjually s;ife ami efficaciiMis. and, tis a family medJ-
cine. notliing yet invented or discovered can Ikj compared with
them for a moment. With these inestimAblo Pills at hand,
together wirh tho printed directions affixed to each bcx, no
other medieul advice or ^assistance can be needed in anj
ordinary cas6 of sickness.
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GOVERNMENT SCHOOL OF MINES. Jermtit
Rtuket, S.W.—The following COURSE of LECTURES are

about to be commenced :

—

TWENTY-FOUR Lectures on ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, by
Dr. HoFMANx, F.R.S., to be delivered on MONDAYS, at 10
A.M., comraenciug February 13. Fee for the Course, 11.

FORTY Lectures on SIINERALOGY, by Mr. Wabington W.
Smyth. M.A„ F.R.S., to be delivered at 2 p.m., on MONDAYS,
TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, and FRIDAYS, commencing
February 13. Fee for the Course, 21.

FIFTY Lectures on NATURAL HISTORY, on the Principles
of Zoology, Comparative Anatomy, and Palaeontology, bv Prof.
Huxley, F.R.S.. to be delivered on WEDNESDAYS. THURS-
DAYS, and FRIDAYS, at lOA.ii., commencing Februai'y 15.

Fee for the Course, 21,

THIRTY-SIX Lectures on APPLIED MECHANICS, by Prof.
Willis, M.A., F.R.S , to be delivered on WEDNESDAYS,
THURSDAYS, and FRIDAYS, at 12, commencing February 15.

Fee for the Course, 1/. 10a.

THIRTY-SIX Lectures on GEOLOGY, by Mr. J. Beete
Jukes, M.A., F.R.S. (in lieu of Prof Tlams^y, who is prevented
from lecturing tliis Session), to be delivered on MONDAYS,
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, and THURSDAYS, at 2 p.m.,

commencing on February ^0. Fee for the Course, IZ. 10s.

Tickets and Prospectuses of the School may be Lad on
application. Trenham Reeks, Registrar.

ESTABLrSHED 18 3 8.

\7^ICT0RTA ATTD LEGAL and COMMERCIAL
LIFE A^iiURANCE COMPANY, IS, King W^ilUam Street,

City, E.G.
Tlie business of the Company embraces every description of

risk connected with Life Assurance.
Credit allowed of one-third of the premiums till death, or

half the premiums for five years, on policies taken out for the
whole of life.

Advances in connection with Life Assurance are made on
advantageous terms, either on real or pei-sonal security.

William Ratrat, Actuary.

Ktlus Of x%t sacc&.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer made his

financial statement last evening, in a crowded

House, after Lord John Eussell had laid upon
the table the Commercial Treaty with France-

He stated that, although the revenue pre-

sented a satisfactory proof of the increas-

5ng prosperity of the tountry, the account

for the current year, in consequence of the Eussian
war, the Chinese expedition, and the new Treaty
with France, would show a deficiency of 9,400,000^.
He calculated that the Treaty with France would
cause a loss to the revenue of 1,119,0007. He
proposed to make changes in the Customs entailin

a further loss to the revenue of 910,0007,, in-

cluding the abolition of the duty on butter,

tallow, cheese, oranges, lemons, nuts, and eggs;

to reduce the duties on timber, currants, raisins,

figs, and hops ; to reduce the game certificates,

to repeal the stamp on cheques, the duty on paper,

and the impressed stamp on newspapers. To meet
these reductions, he proposed to continue tbe

present duties on tea and sugar for 15 months ; to

levy a registration duty on packages and goods

imported and exported, or warehoused ; a duty of

6s, a cwt. on chicory ; to impose stamps on notes

for the sale of colonial or dock warrants ; a

license on eating houses ; and stamps on various

small articles; to take up the malt duties ; and to

impose an income-tax of lOt/. in the pound over

150/. a year, and of 7f7. in the pound under that

amount.

In the House of Lords on Monday, the Earl He
Obey and Ripon stated that the volunteer corps

now numbered between 60,000 and 70,000 men
under drill, and that the number was daily increas-

ing. The Government had supplied them with a

sufficient quantity of arms ; but it was not their

intention to provide them with uniforms or to bear
any portion of the expense which could tend to

<ieprive the corps of their voluntary principle. On
Tuesday the Earl of Derby called attention to the
riots in the parish church of St. George*s-in-the-
iEast, and expressed a hope that the Government
would take some steps to put an end to them. Lord
Brougham said the conduct of the rector, whether
right or wrong, was no excuse whatever for the

. disgraceful ecenes that were enacted at that church
Earl Granville said that the police had done al^j

they legally could do to suppress the disturbances
and they would continut* to do all in their power
to prevent a renewal of them in future. The
Marquis of NoEiIA^-BY moved an address to the
^UEEN, praying her Majesty to direct her Govern-
ment to use their best endeavoura to avert the

annexation of Savoy to France. Earl Gran-
ville said that her Majesty's Government
would view with alarm any such contingency

as the annexation of Savoy to France ; inas-

much as it would seriously disquiet Europe, and

disturb the balance of power. He was, however,

assured that France had no actual or present, but

only a conditional intention of making such a

demand; while Count Cavoue, on the part of

Sardinia, had expressly declared that his Govern-

ment would not sell, bargain, or cede Savoy upon

any terms. Under these circumstances, he trusted

that tbe motion would be withdrawn. Earl Grey
admitted that we could not resort to arms, but

implored the Government to do all in their power

to prevent a result so injurious to the interests of

Europe. If there were any truth in the report

that a secret treaty had been concluded between

France and Sardinia before the late war, in which

it was stipulated that the latter should receive an

extension of territory in Central Italy, and that

the former should receive Savoy in return, he

could conceive nothing more immoral or

iniquitous than such a compact. The Earl

of SHArTESBUitY Said that the independence

both of Italy and Switzerland would be

directly endangered by such a measure, and Lord

Brougham asked if the frontier of the Rhine

would not be the next question after the annex-

ation of Savoy. The Duke of Newcastle assured

their lordships that her Majesty's Government

would leave nothing undone to promote that

object which they all had iu view. The Earl of

Derby said that, whatever might be the result of

the motion, it would at least show that not a single

peer would acquiesce in the annexation of Savoy

to France. That annexation could only be accom-

plished by unscrupulous violence on the part

of France, or by base connivance on that of Savoy.

Lord Stratford de Redcliffe expressed his

entire concurrence with the remarks of Lord

Derby, and the Marquis of Normanby withdrew

his motion. On Thursday Lord Cranworth
moved the second reading of the Endowed Schools

Bill. Lord Chelmsford opposed the Bill, as a

violation of the prescriptive and secular rights of

the schools, so far as it gave an unrestricted

admission of Dissenters to their management. The
Earl of Derby said he could not consent to permit

Church schools to fall into Dissenting hands, and
hoped that the Bill would be seriously modified in

committee. Earl Granville suggested that the

Bill should be referred to a select committee. The
Bishop of Oxford and the Lord Chancellor
supported this suggestion, and the Bill was read a

second time on the understanding that it will be

referred to a committee.

In the House of Commons on Friday Lord

J. Russell stated that Hbe Majesty's Govern-

ment had received no information of any extra-

ordinary military preparations in France, He did

not believe that there was any desire on the part

of either France or Austria to renew the war, and

he had received assurances from the Government

of Sardinia that nothing would be done by them to

cause a renewal of hostilities. Mr. S. Herbert
stated that it is the intention of the Government to

disembody some of the militia regiments now
doing permanent duty. On Monday Lord Pal-
MEiiSTON announced that the Chancellor of the

Exchequer had been confined to his bed by an

and Mr. K. Macaulay supported the Bill ; Mr,
Roebuck, Sir G. Lewis, and Mr, Malins opposed
it. Oa a division the amendment was carried

by 268 to 83. On Wednesday Sir J. Trelawny
moved the second reading of the Church-rates
Abolition Bill. Sir C. Douglas seconded the motion.

Lord R. Montagu moved, as an amendment*
that the Bill be read a second time that day six

months. The Bill was supported by Sir G, Lewis,
Mr. Brisxow, Lord Fermoy, and Mr. Thomson,
and opposed by Mr. K. Seymee, Mr. Disraeli,

Mr. Packe, and Mr. Hubbaed. On a division

the second reading was carried by 263 to 234,

This result was received with loud cheers

from the Opposition, the majority, which

was V2 in the last session, h'lving fallen

to 29 on this occasion. On Thursday Sir F. Kelly

obtained leave to bring in a Bill for the prevention

of bribery and the amendment of the Corrupt

Prantices Act ; and Mr. Collier obtained leave to

bring in a Bill to prohibit the paympnt of expenses

in carrying voters to the poll, aud to facilitate

polling at elections. Mr. T. Duncombe moved

for leave to bring in a Bill providing that at the

future elections of members of Parliament for

Gloucester and Wakefield, the electors should give

tlieir votes by ballot. The motion was opposed by

Sir G. Lewis and Lord Palmlesion, and was
negatived on a division by 149 to 118.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family are expected to arrive at Buckingham
Palace this afternoon for tlie season. On Thursday
week the Duke of Bedford, the Duke and Duchess

of Marlboroucjh, the Marquis and Marchioness of Aber-

corn, with Lfidy Georgiana Hamilton and Colonel

Horsford, of the ilifle Brigade, arrived on a visit. On
Friday morning the Queen and Prince Consort walked

in the Home Purk. The Duchess of Kent and the

Princess of Lelningen visited her Majesty, In the

afternoon Princess Alice took a carriage drive and
visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. Colonel

Horsford left the castle. Lieut.-Colonel Norman, C.B.

(Indian army), arrived on a visit. On Saturday

morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess Helena,

walked and drove in the Home Park, and visited the

Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort

went to the Wellington College. The Duke of Bedford,

the Duke and Duchess of Marlborough, the Marquis and
Marchioness of Abcrcorn, with Lady Georgiana Hamil-
ton, and Lieut. -Colonel Norman left the castle. On Sun-
day morning the Queen, Prince Consort, the Princesses

Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Prince Arthur, and Princess

Leiningen, attended Divine service in the private

chapel; the Dean of Windsor performed the service and
administered the Sacrament. On Monday morning
the Queen and Prince Consort walked in the Home
Park. Princess Alice, Princess Helena, and Princess
Louisa rode on horsehack. M. P. Joubert had the
honour ofsubmitting on Saturday to her Majesty and the
Prince Consort specimens of his new invention for photo-
graphs in enamel colours, burnt In on glass and on china.

In the evening the Duchess of Kent gave ajuvenile party
at Frogmore, at which her Majesty and the Prince Con-
sort were present, accompanied by the Princesses Alice,

Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, Prince Arthur and Prince

Leopold. On Tuesday morning the Queen, accompa-
nied by Princess Louisa, walked in the Home Park.
The Prince Consort went out hunting. The Duchess
of Kent and the Princess of Leiningen visited her

Majesty. Mrs. Hodson, widow of Captain Hodson, had
the honour of presenting to her Majesty, in person, two
swords, one taken by her late husband from the King
of Delhi, and the other surrendered by the King on the

21st September, 1857, tlie former of which formerly

belonged to Jehanghier, A.n., 1605, and the latter to

Nadir Sliah. The Earl and Countess of Besborough, the

Countess Grey, the Earl of Ducle, Lord ami Lady Proby,

attack of influenza since the meeting of the ' the Hon. and Rev. L. Neville, Vice-Chancellor of the

Cabinet on Friday, and that the Financial State- University of Camhridge, and Admiral Sir G. Seymour,

ment intended to have been made that evening

had consequently been deferred until Friday,

On Tuesday, in answer to Lord C. Hamilton,

arrived oil a visit. On Wednesday morning the Queen,
accompanied by Princess Alice, drove out in an open
carriage. The Duchess of Ivent and the Princess of

Leiningen viaited her Majesty. The Jud^e-Advocate-

Lord J. KusSELL stated that Her Majesty's General had an nndlencp of I.er Majesty to submit the

„ , , , 1 _ -i- i_ T> __ proceedings of some courts-martial. Ihe v ice-Chan-
Government had made propositions to France

and Austria with the view to a solution

of the Italian question ; and that the only

official reply which had been yet received from

Austria declared that she could not recognise the

present state of Central Italy, but had no intention

cellor of Cambridge left the castle. Lieut.-General

KnoUys arrived on a visit. On Thursday morning the

Queen and Prince Consort walked In the Home Park.

Princess Alice and Princess Helena rode on horseback.

The Duchess of Kent and the Princess of Leiningen

visited her Majesty. The Earl and Countess of Bes-
^^^^ borough, the Earl and Countess Grey, the Earl of

whatever to interfere except in the defence of her
j
Ducie, Lord and Lady Proby, Admiral Sir George

own possessions. Lord J. Manners moved for Seymour, and Lieut.-General KnoUya left the Castle,

leave to bring in a Bill to enable the Court for ^
XuECABiyET.-A Cabinet Council was held on Satur-

leave ^" "" & ^^y at the official residence of the lirst Lord of the
Divorce and Matrimonial Causes to hold Its sittmgs^^^J^^^^^^^ .^ Downing Street. Another Council was

with closed doors. Mr, E. JAiiES moved as an
, ^q\^ on Thursday at the official residence of the Chau-

amendment the previous question. Lord R» Cecil
, cellor of the Exchequer*
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^iNisTEEiAX Appointment.—Mr. Hutt, M.P, for

Gateshead, has accepted the office of Vice-President of
the Board of Trade, vacant by the appointment of the
Eight Hon. W. Cowper to the First Commissionersliip
of Public Works.
Obder op the Bath.—Mr. Rowland Hill, secretary

of the General Po3t Office, has been appointed a Knight
Commander of the Bath.
The Hoese GrAKDS.—General Scarlett has been

appointed to succeed Sir George Wetherall, who resigns
the post of Adjutant-General on the 1st April.
The Volunteer Movement.—It is stated that a

letter has been received at the War Office from Viscount
Sydney to the effect that the reception of volunteer
officers by her Majesty on the 7th March is not to be
considered as giving them the entree to any future
levee. A Volunteer Ball is to take place on the evening
of that day in the New Floral-hall, adjoining the Royal
Italian Opera in Covent Garden. The ball is to be
under the immediate patronage of her Majesty,

dFovtiqix

Feance.—A despatch from Paris dated onSunday last

states that Lord Cowley communicated to M. Thouvenel
a few days ago a project of the English Cabinet for the
definitive settlement of the Italian q^uestion. This pro-

ject contains the following points :

—

** 1. The principle of non-intervention to be applied in an
absolute sense. 2. Venetia to remain apart from all negotia-
tiouB concerning new territorial arrangements, and to coutinue
under tbe Austrian rule. 3. The inhabitants of Central Italy
.to be again invited to vote on their own Constitution. Should
they pronoimce themselves for annexation with Sardinia, the
latter Power to- be authorised to accomplish their wishes. *,

Sardinia to abstain from every measure destined to favour the
annexation until the new vote of the Italian States has taken
place. 6. France to withdraw her troops from Rome and from
the other parts of Italy."

M. Thouvenel, after having received the orders of the

Emperor, declared that the French Government would
at once accept all the propositions except the 4th,

and that before giving a definitive answer to

that proposition the French Government thought it

indispensable to be informed of the views of Austria.

The Moniteur of Saturday publishes a report of

Marshal Randon, Minister of War, announcliig that, in

conformity with the intentions of the Emperor, he will

submit a project of law to the Legislative Body reduc-

ing the contingent of the class 1859 from 110,000 to

100,000 men. Orders have been received at Brest

fiom the Minister of Marine to discharge all

seamen who have served three years, and to lay

np in ordinary tbe screw ships-of-the-liue Wagram
and Duqueane, together with the floating battery

Congreve. It is reported that the troops will shortly

be withdrawn from Lombardy, but the statement that

tbej" will also he withdrawn from Rome is said to be

without foundation. Count Cavour's visit to Paris has

been temporarily postponed, and the French Government
has ordered Prjnce Latour d'Auvergne to prolong his

stay at Turin for some time after the arrival of Baron
Talleyrand, in order to support the counsels of modera-
tion which Xapoleon III. has intrusted him to submit to

Count Cavour. More than 100 pamphlets have ap-

peared on the " Italian Question." On Sunday in all

the churches of Paris the priests, following the orders

of the Archbishop of Paris, read the hist encyclical letter

of the Pope. The Archbishop has also ordered public

prayers to be offered until Easter, in order " that his

Holiness may overcome the tribulations and persecu-

tions to which the Church is now exposed." The
Constitulloanelf in an article signed by M. Grand-
guillot, sa)'s :

—

" The report going the round of the journals relative to the
annexation of Savoy and Nice to France is but the result of a
JireBentiment of public opinion and a statement based on the
omc of facts. The press has been struck by the attraction
felt by the population of Savoy towards France, and by th«
justice of a measure which at the moment when Piedmont is
to be singularly aggrandised would give France a geographical
ikODtior. But this mianimou3 tenduucy of the press remains
completely without ofiBcial impulse. What Savoy wished for,
what France desires, does not appear doubtful, but what the
Government will and can do remains iiidden under tl.e veil of
mplomacy. Those who assert thfct the affair is settled i»re no
better intnrroe'l than those who say it will not take place. The
Emperor L** the aurupnloua defender of the essential conditions
which insure and griaranteo balance of power in Europe, and
will certainly not iillow it to be altered either to his owa detri-
ment or that uf others."

The Patrie publislies an article stating that the Sar-
dinian authorities are everywhere encouraging the
movement ajfttlnst the separation of Savoy, by putting
down the almost unanimous v:U\\ of tlie inhabitants,
who are as!c?ng for annexation with France. T!ie article

expresses a hope that orders will be issued from Turin
which may remove these impediments, and says :

—
" The people of Savoy have the same right as the people of

Italy to declare their opinions in pprfecf security and complete
indepeudence. France has not excited the manifestation of the
ancient feelings of the inhabitants of Savoy, which have lately
shown themselves by wisho* so unanimous, sanguine, and
absolute that they have attracted the attention of the whole of
Sarope. Their wishes are of so energetic a character that they
have been manifested in spite of all obstacles and all difficul-
i5es. We have a right to demand a cessation of this intolerable
state of affairs, and equal justice for all. People will then see
that the real aspirations of Savoy and Nice are for France.

"

Spain a^d Mokocco.—Despatches from Madrid
announce that Tetuan has been taken by the Spaniards,
after a battle fought on the 4th inst., in which the
Spaniards lost 10 oflBcers and 58 men killed, and
53 officers and 711 men wonnded. 800 large tents,
forming the five encampments of t>;o enemy DO

pieces of artillery, camels, and all other equipage of

the Moorish army were captured. The brotbers of

the Emperor took to flight, and, a summons having

been transmitted to the enemy to surrender Tetuan
within 24 hours, a deputation from the city came into

the Spanish camp to beg for mercy, as the Mussulmans
had commenced pillage and slaughter in the

town. The division of General Kios entered the

place without any opposition, and was received

with manifestations of joy. The latest news says that

Marshal O'Donnell jnoges it useless to pursue the

Moors into the interior of the empire. Immense popular

rejoicings have taken place at Madrid, wliich has been
splendidly illuminated. The members of the Chamber of

Deputies have presented their congratulations to the
Queen, and prept\rations are making for grand public

fetes. The Official Gazette publishes a decree nomi-
nating Marshal O'Donnell Duke of Tetuan, raising

him to the rank of Grandee of Spain, and giving to him
the ground where the victory was obtained. General
Echague has entered the valley of Anghera, where he
destroyed 200 cottages, and took one gun, a quantity
of cattle, and munitions of war. The steamer Madrid
has been run into by the steamer Seine. Great damage
was caused by the accident, but no lives were lost.

Holland.—The First Chamber has rejected the
Northern and Southern Railway Bill by 20 votes to 17.

Haxotee.—The English Government has offered to

Hanover a delay of three months, commencing with
the 16th of February, for regulating the redemption of

the Stade dues by general conferences with all parties

interested. Hanover has refused to settle the question

by general conferences, and has proposed a special

agreement with England. The English Government
has rejected this offer, and insists upon a general con-

ference of all parties interested in the question,

Denmark:.—The President of the Council and
Miuister of Justice, M. Rottwitt, was attacked with
apoplexy on Wednesday evening, and died in a few
minutes. In consequence of his death the other members
of the Cabinet have tendered their resignations, which
have been accepted by the King.
Baden,—The funeral of the Grand Duchess Stephanie

of Baden took place on Monday in the family vault at

Pforzheim.
ArSTniA.—The five points of the proposal of the

English Government for the settlement of the Italian

question were communicated to Count Rechberg by
Lord A. Loftus two days before the opening of the

English Parliament. On the same diiy the Marquis de
Moustier communicated the same five points in the
name of France. These points proposed that the States
of Central Italy should be called upon to vote again on
the question of their annexation to Piedmont ; that the
principle of non-intervention should be recognised ; and
tiiat, in exchange for the points to be agreed to by
Austria, Sardinia should be required to respect the

Austrian dominion in Venetia, Count Rechbeigis said

to have received these proposals with great deference, to

havedeclaredthatAustriaherself would know how to pro-

tect Venetia, and that she will never accede to the third

point, concerning the annexation of Central Italy to

Piedmont. The Commissioners of the Public Debt of

Austria have published an account of the state of the
sinking fund, of which the following is an abstract :

—

"The total capital amounts toabout 196,000,000florins, ofwhich
a nominal sum of 143,000,000 will be applied to the redemption
of the public debt, thus saving about 6,000,000 of interest per
annum. This reduction of the public debt, says the report,
will increase confidence. A sum of about 41,000,000 florins

—

namely, Grundscntlastung securities, 9,500,000 ; Noithern
Railway bonds, 1,760,000; Gallician Railway bonds, 14,000,000;
and Tbeiss Railway bonds, 15,750,000, will also be transferred
to the National Bank as payment on account. The remain-
ing 12,500,000 will be given to the general administration of the
finances."

Hungary.—At a hal masque which took place on
Sunday evening last in the Hungarian Theatre at Pesth
the national "Rakocsy dance" was demanded. The
students of the University took no part in the manifes-
tation. Three workmen employed in a machine manu-
factory were arrested, and, in consequence of their

liberation being insisted upon, a body of soldiera who
had been kept in readiness were summoned, and restored
tranquillity without recourse to arms. Dancing was
then resumed. On Priday last Baron Vay and Baron
Prouay, members of the recent deputation from the
Hungarian Protestants, were receivetl by the Emperor
at a long audience. His Mnjc^ty promised them that in
a legal way their legitimate wishes will soon be
satisfied. A circular of the Minister for Public Worship
dated the 5th inst. lins since been issued referring to
the basis of the new division, and requesting the Protes-
tant superintendents in Hungary and the Woyvvod-
schaft to discuss their wishes in private confererices, in
order that they mny be officially examined and brought
to a definitive decision before the convocation .of the
Synod, The following are said to be the terms in which
one of the deputation spoke to M. de Rechberg, Mmister
of Foreign Affairs :

—

" We came here to see our king, hut our king will not listen
to us. We are referred to Count Thun, but we have nothing
to do v-ith that Minis^ter of tbe Concordat. Words are vain
things ; we demand acts, prompt^ complete, and satisfactoiy.
If you do not perform those acts you will have to endeavour
to escape from existmg embarrassments not only without our
aid, but in spite of our opposition. Venetia is lost f Vienna is
in a very bad humrair ; the Tyrol is agitated ; the clergy are
discontented because you cannot assist the Holy Father ; the
coffers of the State are empty; there are no means of filling
them ; and loans are impossible; Russia, moreover, is your
enemy, and you cannot confide in Germany. But you may
coimt on us, on condition of being just. You must, however,
make haste, for the danger L<? great."

The Tyeol.—Accounts from Innspruck state that
great discontent prevails in tl»e Tyrol at the provincial
constitution which the Austrian Government has pro-
posed, according to Avhicli the provincial States would
be composed of representatives of the four classes the
clergy, nobility, tradesmen, and agriculturists. Accord-
ing to the Ost Deutsche JPost this arrangement is

regarded as no longer in accordance with the spirit of
the age, and has been everywhere ill received.

Italy.—Accounts froua Venice of the 6th inst. state
that Count Degenfeld, Commander of the Austrian
army, has announced in an order of the day publiBhe(i
at Verona that from the 15th of February the wbol»
Venetian territory, the province of Mantua, and the
districts of Trent, will he governed by martial law, aa
the attempts of the inhabitants to corrupt and provoke
the Austrian troops are increasing. The Austrians
are constructing four new forts round Peschierh, where
a large hospital has been established. Sixty-
four rifled cannon of large calibre have arrived at
Mantua and have been placed in the fortresses of the
Quadrilaterah Heavy rifled bronze cannon have been
substituted for the cast cannon. Great military

preparations are making, and arrests continue every-

where. General Hess has been pensioned. Letters
from Turin state that the principles on which the new
vote on the annexation of Tuscany and the iEmilian

provinces to Piedmont is to take place have been
resolved upon. A demonstration against the annexa-
tion of Savoy and Nice to France took place on
Monday night at the Italian Theatre at Nice. The
national h^'mn was repeated three times, and was re-

ceived with shouts of " The King for ever ! " " Italy

for ever ! " " Nice Italian ! " A similar demonstra-

tion took place in the Eoyal Theatre on Wednesday..

Another severe blow has been given to the power and

prestige oiV.omQ, By a decree of the present Tuscan

Government, issued on the 27th ult., the Concordat

concluded in 1851 between the Grand Duke Leopold

and the Court of Rome has been declared null and
void, on the ground tbat it was a direct violation of the

ecclesiastical public law of Tuscany, besides being void

from the very first, inasmuch as it had never received

the sanction of that Tuscan Parliament which, though
suspended in fact, had never been abolished by
law. Letters from Piome state that the encyclical

letter of the Pope was distributed on the 27th ult.

among the Cardinals. The report of an approaching

departure of the French army is said to be unfounded.

No measures have been taken for effecting the evacua-

tion of Rome by the French troops, as the Pope does

not wish to compromise the tranquillity of the city, and

intends to remain at Home. A popular demonstration

in favom- of the independence of Central Italy took

place a few days since at Rome, while the people were
assembled to witness the evening parade of the French
troops. The Mazzini party is said to he active, but

General Goyon has taken measures for preventing any
other manifestations. Numerous detachments of French

soldiers patrol the streets during the night. The Pope
had traversed a part of the city, and as he passed up
the promenade of the Pincian Hill the crcwd was

immense. Trade was stagnant, stiangers were leaving,

and bankruptcies frequently occm-ring. The munici-

pality was actively preparing for the new election ot

councillors. An address from the town of Perugia, con-

taining 600 signatures, including those of Signori Mas-

simo, Piano, Prince Doria, and Rospegligni, had been

sent to the Emperor Napoleon. The official jommal

of Vieima publishes the following letter addressed by

the Pope to the Emperor Napoleon III., in reply to his

letter of the 31st of December .

—

*' The Vatican, Jan. 8.

*'Sire—I have received the letter your Majesty has had the

kindness to wi'ite to me, and I reply thereto straightfor-

wardly, and, as the phrase is, with my heart open to you.

First of all, I do not dissemble the difficult position of your

Majesty, wliich you yourself do not hide from me, and which

I see in all its gravity. Tour Majesty might get out of that

position by some decisive step, which perhaps is repugnant
to you ; and it is precisely because you find yourself in such

a position that you again counsel me, for the peace of

Europe, to give up the insurgent provinces, assuring

me that the Powei-s will guarantee to the Pope those

that remain. A scheme of thit nature presents insurmount-
able difficulties ; and it is suf&cicnt, to be convinced of it,

to reflect on my situation, on my sacred character, and on
the rights of the Holy See, which are not those of a

dynasty, but of all Catholics. The difficulties are insur-

mountable, because I cannot give up what does not belong
to me, and because I see very well that the victory it

is wished to give to the revolutionists of the Legations
will serve for a pretext and encouragement to native and
foreign revolutionists iu the other provinces to play the same
game, seeing the success of the first. When I say ' revolu-
tionists,' I mean the least considerable and most audacious
portion of the populations. The Powers, you say, will

guarantee the rest ; but in the serious and extraordinary cases

that may be foreseen, looking at the numerous aids the inha-

bitants receive from abroad, will it be possible for the Powers
to employ force in an effective manner? If that is not done,
your Majesty will be persuaded, aa I am, that usmpers of

others' lands and revolutionists are invincible as long as you
use towards them only the power of reasoning. Besides, how-
ever that may be, 1 am obliged openly to declare to yom-
Majesty that I cannot give up the Legations without violating

the solemn oaths that bind .me, without producing mischief

and a shock in the other provinces, without doing wrong and

,

shame to ail Catholics, without weakening the rights not only

of the Sovereigns of Italy unjustly despoiled of their dominions,
but also those of the Sovereigns of the whole Christian world,

who could not look on with indifference at the destruction ot

certain principles. Your Majesty makes the repose ofEurope de-

pend on tbe giving up, on the part of the Pope, of the Legations,

which for halfa century havecreated so much embarrassment for

the Pontifical Government; but, as I promised at the com-

mencement of this letter to Pi>eak with my heart bare, let

me be jierDiitted to return the argument. Who can .reckon

up the revolutionfl that have occurred iu France durmg the
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ast seventy years? But, at the same time, who would dare

to say to the great French nation that, for the repose of

Europe, it was necessary to restrict the limits of the

Empire? The argument jjrovcs too much, and so you must
allow me not to admit it- And, besides, your Majesty ia

not ignorant by what persons, with whose money, with what
aid, were committed the late outrages at Bologna, Ravenna,
and other cities. Nearly the entire of those population*
have remained horror-struck at this movement, which was
unexpected by them, and which they have not shown them-
selves disposed to follow. Let your Majesty reflect, that if I

had accepted the scheme explained in the letter you for-

warded to me by the hands of M. Menneval, the insurgent
provinces would now have been under my authority. To say
tie truth, that letter was in opposition to the one you honoured
rae with before beginning the campaign in Italy, in which you
gave meconsoling assurances without causing me any afBictions,

yet the letter to which you make allusion proposed to me in its

first part a scheme, like the present, inadmissible. As to the
second part of it, I thought to have adopted it, as may be
shown by documents consigned to the hands of your Am-
bassador at Rome- I have reflected also on that phrase of your
Majesty, that if I had accepted- the scheme, I should have pre-
served my authority over those provinces, which seems to mean
that, as we now are, they are lost for ever, Sire» I pray you in
the name of the Church, and also with a view to your own
interest, so to act that my apprehension may not be justified,

Certain memoirs called secret inform me that the Emperor
Napoleon I, left to his family useful warnings, worthy of a
Christian philosopher, who in adversity found in religion alone
resources and mitigations. It is certain that we must all soon
ai)pear before the Supreme Tribunal to render a severe account
of all our acts and all our words and thoughts. I^et us endea-
vour then to appear before God's grand tribunal so as to have
to experience the effects of his mercy and not those of his

justice, I speak to you in my quality of Father, which gives
me the right to say the naked truth to my children, how
-elevated soever may be their position in this world. For the
rest, I thank you for your kind expressions in my regard, and
for the assurance you give me of your intention to continue the
solicitude you say you have always hitherto had for me.
Nothing more remains for me but to pray God to shed on you,
on the Empress, and on the young Prince Imperial, the abun-
dance of his blessing. Pius IX."

Letters from Naples of Monday last state that the
Jtfinlsterial crisis still continued, as the King had not

given up the idea of ordering the army to pass the
frontier. A revolutionary movement had hroken out
^at Acerra, near Naples. Troops had been despatched
thither, and a state of siege proclaimed. The formation
'Of & camp of 10,000 men in Apulia was spoken of.

Russia.—The Duke de Montebello, French Am-
bassador at St. Petersburg, is reported to have had
a warm discussion with Prince GortschakofF on the

sulject of the nnnexation of Savoy to France, to which
Hussia is opposed.

TufiKEY.—The Tays of Wednesday announced that a
'private dospatch had been received in Paris stating tliat

a serious insurrectionhad brolten out in Constantinople j

'but no confirmation of tliis report has been received in

London. Letters from Constantinople to the 1st inst.

-state that general dissatisfiiction prevailed iu Turkey.
The comphiiuts against the Administration of the
t<jrand Vizier were increasing, and it was believed that
the Sultan would dismiss him on account of his unpopu-
larity. The Dutch Minister had been insulted by a
eunuch in a street of Pera, and had demanded satisfac-

tion. The Turkish Government had promised to with-
draw the paper money from circulation next month.
^Information causing suspicions against Prince Dnnielo
-had been received by the Porte. Intrigues of Prince

Milosch for obtaiuing the complete independence of

"Servia htid also been discovered, and the suzerainty of

the Sultan was not mentioned by Prince Couza
in the constitution. Tlie tranquillity of Bosnia

and Koumelia was also threatened. The Porte

had therefore reminded the Powers of their en-

gagement to defend the integrity of the Turkish

Empire. The Turkish police force being insuffi-

cient, Riza Pasha had proposed to the Sultan the

organisation of a Gendarmerie, to consist both of horse

and foot, and to number GO.OOO men. A committee bad
been appointed for examining this project, which had
been favourably received by the inhabitants. The
'Queen's Speech lal provoked a sympathetic mani-

festation on the part of the Italian residents in

Constantinople.
Candia.—A considerable number of the inhabitants

of Candia wish to become converts to the Roman
Catholic religion, in order to defend themselves from

'the Patriarch of Constantinople. The Patriarch,

'informed of this, has sent a delegate to the island.

'The Turkish Governor has ordered the sale of 4.1,000

kilogrammes of brass cannon, to contribute towards the

withdrawal of the kaimes from circulation.

Red Sea.—a despatch from Alexandria announces

.that the telegraphic line from Kurrachee to Muscat
was laid with perfect success on January 17th, and
that Mr. Newall started from Muscat to lay the line to

Aden on the 21st.

India.—The following despatch from Madras dated
the 15th January has been received :

—

Three Qaeeu's 'Regiments and one Native Regiment and
Artillery have been ordered for China. The Governor has
gone on a tour to the south and eouth-west districta for
Ttwo months.

China.—Accounts from Shanghai to December 21
•state that the Chinese are strongly fortifying Pekin
;and the entrance to the Peiho. 100,000 Tartar troops
liave been centred near the Peiho. The British are
energetically preparing for the coming campaign.

Japan.—Accounts from Nagasaki to December 12
•state that the trade with Japan has been stopped
3bj the excessive demands of the Europeans for Japanese
gold in exchange for dollars, and by the insults offered

to the Japanese. The British Consul has issued a
notification blaming the conduct of the Europeans.
AuantALiA.—The clipper ship Donald M'Kay arrived

in the Mersey on Sunday from Melbourne, whence she

sailed on the 12th November, bringing 190 passengers,

specie valued at 150,000/., about 5000 bales of wool of

the new clip, &c. She was off Cape Clear on the 31st

ult., hut was blown seaward by a strong north-east wind.

The Victoria Parliament continues to carry out the

democratic tendencies of the colony. After adopting

manhood suffrage and the abolition of the Property

Qualification of members, it has adopted a Bill for

abolishing pensions to retiring Ministers, and is now
engaged in discussing a motion for an address to- the

Governor, praying that a sum be placed on the esti-

m:ites for the payment of members, and it is considered

probable that it will be agreed to. Another measure
affecting the Constitution, which was introduced in the

Lower House— a Bill to enable the Governor to dis-

solve the Legislative Council—has been rejected.

United States.—Accounts from New York to the

28th ult. state that the Senate was not in, session. The
House of Representatives had adjourned for a few days

after another ineffectual attempt to elect a Speaker on
the 26th. On that occasion the Democrats united, and
Mr. Smith, of North Carolina, only wanted tl.ree votes

to be elected to the Speakership. The Government of

Peru has refused to liquidate the American claims.

Mexico.—Accounts from Acapulco state that only

2000 men of the army of the Liberals were engaged in

the battle of December 21st, the main body having
failed through the treachery of General Cortinas, who
detained them above Matamoras, plundering the

Teians.

iJarltamcnt.

HOUSE OF LORDS,
Monday,—Joint Stock Companm.—The Lord Chancellor

introduced a Bill for the regulation and winding up of joint-

stock companies^ the object of which was to consolidate the

laws at present in force upon that subject. The Bill was read

a first tine. Volunteer Corps.—In reply to a question from
Lord Vivian, Earl Dk Grey and Ripon said that the volunteer

corps had been constituted in such a manner as to give the
Government the strongest hopes that they would be a valuable

addition to the defensive forces of the country. The force

alreafiy enrolled amounted to between 60,000 and 70^000 men,
aud was daily increasing- It was the intention of the Govern-
ment to supply all effective members wjth rifles, but not with
clothing, and also to appoint efficient adjutants : but they did

not intend to violate the principle of volunteering,^ by paying
the corps during the period they were on drill. The Govern-
ment however intended to encourage the movement by esta-

blishing a system of inspection throughout the country, which
would, he considered, render the volunteer corps, if ever their

services should be required, most formidable opponents. In
reply to questions from Lords Ellenborough and Wensley-
DALE, he said that, on the ground of expense alone it would be
impossible to appoint drill sergeants to all the corps, but
arrangements were in progress whereby the services of drill

sergeants might be readily procured at the expense of the

volunteer corps themselves,—The Court of Chancery Bill was
read a second time.—Lord Donouohmore asked whether the

accounts of the Cmnmercial Treaty 7€iJ k FroTice \vixich had ap-

pealed in the newspapers were authentic, and also when that
treaty would be laid on the table of the House,—Lord Gran-
ville said that the treaty would be made public when the
Chancellor of the Exchequer made his financial statement, in
order that the Budget and the treaty might be discussed
together.*—Lord Derby hoped that it would not be necessary
to postpone the production of the treaty until Mr, Gladstone's
recovery,
Tuesday,—St, Geora^s-in- the-East, The Earl of Derby asked

what course her Majesty's Government intended to adopt
with respect to the proceedings in the church of St. George's-
in-the-East, He passed a severe censure upon the injudicious
conduct of the rector^ who, by adliering to a few empty cere-
monials, was alienating the feelings of his parishioners, and
driving them to the chapels of the Dissenters, Such conduct,
however, was no excuse for the disgraceful proceedings whicli
had occurred on the two previous Sunday evenings, of which to
say that they sprang from religious feeling would be a mockery.
These outrages were the work of a mob composed of the lowest
dregs of the community, and he wished to ask the Government
what steps they htid taken to prevent these outrages, and
whether they had ascertained what power the law gave them
to put a stop to such scandalous proceedings; and, if such
power was confened by law, whether they had put it in force.

If the law, however, was not sufficiently strong, he wished to

know whether they were prepared to introduce some measure
to put a stop to such proceedings.—Earl Granville agreed
with Lord Derby in his condemnation of a clergyman who
indulged in ceremonies so hateful to his parishioners. The
police had very great difficulties to contend with, and had done
all they legally could to suppress disturbances ; and he had
no doubt that they would do, as hitherto, all they could to

prevent such riotous and scandalous conduct for the future.

—

Lord BpvOUOHam suggested that the police should be admitted
within the walls of the church, as their experienced eyes

would enable them to single out the ringleaders aud en-

cc^uragers of the disturbances better than the churchwardens.
He expres:£ed his dis-nist at the abominable outrages which
had been committed, and hoped that the Bishop of London
would see the propriety of closing the church-—The Bishop of
London said that the suggestion of Lord Brougham had been
acted on already, and had not succeeded. If on that occasion

the two contending parties had put the question under his

arbitration, ha had no hesitation iu saying that he could have
settled the matter at once; and if now the parties were to

place the matter in his hands, he thought the subject might be

axranged without shutting up the church. Annexation of

Savoy,—The Marquis of Nobmanby moved an address to the

Queen representing to her Majesty that this House has been

informed that her Government has stated to the Government

of France the objections entertained by her Majesty's Govern-

ment to the annexation of Savoy and Nice to France, and

praying her Majesty to direct her Government to use their

best endeavours to prevent the transfer of those territories to

France He had no desire to impute blame to the Goveni-

ment for the course they had pursued. It was only his desu-e

to place upon record the dissent of their lordships from so im-

portant a measure. He proceeded to descant upon the discre-

pancy of the statements made upon this subject in July last by

,
Count Walewski, and the rumours afloat and confirmed

! by the French newspapers at the present moment, ^o

one b?"e«i on the Co.Uinent th.t a j,';°^P|=\f^V^«,^; ?^te« contrary to the i„tention,of th. founded of th« endow-

OfSe Fre^^^^^^
menta, aud woid be unfair to the Church,-TheLoED Chan-

sltSLtor^^^^^ ch^^ffe ia the intentions of the !
celluR supported the Bill contending that it liad met with

la^fhLTk^ Empe™ om^FrLch^^^^^^^^ numlir of «hooU to which it would apply, and ast^d xfit

of French territory. He considered the question iu its geogra-
phical and strategic aspect, and came to the conclusion that the
annexation would be injurious to the balance of power in
Europe, to the interests of Savoy and its inhabitants, and, by
adding a discontented population to its sway, to the intereeU
of France itself—Earl Granville stated that he had no further
information to add to that which he had formerly given to a
question upon this same subject by Lor(^Normanby, Her
Majesty's Government ^«ere stiil in communication with the
French Government on the matter, and had been assured that,
though there had been formerly a question of the annexation
of Savoy and Nice under certain contmgeneies, as those contin*
gencies had not arisen there was no question of annexation at
the present TDoment- At the same time Prance did not deny
that the creation of a powerful Italian kingdom on her frontier
might give occasion to the consideration of such a question-
The information from Sardinia was also to the same effect-
that no compact existed between France and Sardinia for the
cession, exchange, or sale of Savoy aud Nice to France, He
assured the House that her Majesty's Government had
represented to the Government of France all the ob-
jections which in an European sense would arise from
the contemplated enlargement of French territory, and pointed

out that the arguments used by the French for the extension

of the frontier to the Alps might with equal propriety be applied

to the frontier of the Rhine and of Germany, At the present

moment the Government were in communication with France,

Sardinia, and Austria on the Italian question. The policy of

this country was not one of nationalities, but the avoidance of

any armed interference in the affairs of the peninsula, and to

secure to the Italians the privilege of choosing for themselves.

(Mneidering the present circumstances of the two countries, and
the friendly feeling existing between them, he considered that
Lord Normanby would best consult the public interests by
withdrawing his motion.—Earl Grey thought the statement
made by Lord Granville showed the necessity of bringing for-

ward this motion. Nothing could be more unsatisfactory than
the conduct of the Governmeut of France upon this subject,

especially when coupled with the language of the French news-
papers. The annexation, he thought, would be so pregnant with
evil to Eiu-ope and this country that her Majesty's Government
ought to do all they could to prevent such a catastrophe. He
did not think the honour of this country involved in prevent-

ing this measure if the two parties interested were
Agreed upon it, but he certainly did think that the prin-

ciple which would be violated by such an annexation
should be most strongly supported by this country. He ex-

posed the fallacy of the proposition that the subjects of a

settled Government had a right to choose their own rulers and
transfer their allegiance from their own to a foreign king at

their own caprice and convenience. He entreated Lord Gran-
ville to reconsider his determination to oppose the motion^

believing that they were all unanimous in condemning the pro-

posed annexation, and he considered that, while the declara-

tion of the House against the annexation would be received

with the greatest satisfaction in Europe, it could not be deemed
an unfriendly act to the Emperor of France, but rather the

contrary, because, if it induced him to pause in his present

policy, and to give up his present design, it would be advan-

tageous to him, by preserving for him the confidence of

Europe, which would be lost by pursuing the course in which
he was now embarking. If it were really true that a secret

treaty had been entered into between France and Sardinia for

their mutual aggrandisement, it would be difficult to find

language sufficiently strong to denounce the iniquity and im-
morality of such a compact, which could only be described as a
great crime against the civilised world,—The Earl of Shaftes-
BUKY, in very strong language, denounced the present policy

of France, which, under the guise of moderation, was pursuing
a subtle course most dangerous to the interests of this country
and of Europe-—The Duke o£ Newcastle deprecated the use of

strong language on such important questions, as calculated to

excite an irritation which it would be most difficult to allay^

and which would be a great obstacle to the proper reception

and calm and dispassionate consideration of the representa-

tions made by her Majesty's Government on the question,—

Lord Brougham said he strongly objected to the annexation
of Savoy and Nice to France, and asked where the violation of

the settlement of Europe, if once departed from, would stop.—
The Earl of Derby hoped to have heard that the advice ten-

dered by her Majcstv's Government had been so received by
the Emperor of the French that there was no longer cause for.

the apprehension of Europe in respect to the annexation of

Savoy to France, The late Governmeut had, before the break-
ing out of the Italian war, clearly shown the dangers which
would thereby arise to Savoy, and the present Government
had at length become impressed with the truth of those views.
The discussion of that evening, whatever might be the fate of
the motion, would bear this fruit—that it had exhibited the
unanimity of every British peer on this question, an un:inimity
which would produce a most beneficial effect upon European
opinion. The two Powers who would suffer the most, in his
opinion, by the annexation would be the two countries imme-
diately interested ; for, if the annexation should take
place, it would belie the whole of the proclamations
of the Emperor of the French and the King of Sardinia,

which were so worthy of admiration on account of the
disinterestedness of the policy they had announced, and
which were tutally inconsistent with the loimours of
the compact for the mutual aggrandisement of the two
Powers. There was, however, another reason why Savoy
should not be annexed tu Fi-auce. Piedmont was b*jund by a
specific treaty to Switzerland never to cede Savoy, and Pied-

mont could not set aside the treaties with Europe, nor the

specific treaty with Switzerland, without a violation of the in-

ternational law of Europe. The language of Piedmont to
France ought to be—that it was impossible, owing to her
treaty with Switzerland, that she could yield on this question.

If Piedmont held this language, France would surely not be so

unscrupulously violent as to take these provinces by force.

Such a step would be fatal to France in her relations with
Europe. All confidence in the steady policy and peaceful

character ot the Emperor of the French would be lost, and it

would be said that Austria had been expelled by France from
Italy, not for Italiau independence, but for the furtherance of
her own selfish ends. The present was a great *}pportunity

for the Emperor of the French to establish a character for

peace and moderation, by dt daring that he entertained no
idea of extending the FYeneh frontier beyond its present

limits, or of destroying the baLmce of power in Europe, but
that, on the contrary, he would maintain a policy of non-
interference in theaffiiirs of other countries, by which decla-

ration he would establish a moral power throughout Europe as

great as the material power now wielded by Fmnce,—Lord
Stratford de Kezxtliffe expressed his thanks to Lord Nor-

manby ^or bringing forward the motion, and entirt.jly con-

curred with the remarks of Lord Derby,—The Marquis of Nob-
manby, after a few word^, withdrew hij= motion.

Thubsdav.—Lord Crakwoktu moved the seoond reading of

the Endowed Schools Bill, atating that its object was to enable

Disaeoters to admiuititer trust property for educational pur-

poses, and that its provisions were almost identical with thow
of the liill of last year.—Lord Chelmsford strongly opposed

on the ground that it would give a power to Dis-
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Wd^ liiLcuaou Lu luuiudd jN^iUuUifci bctiouib,—Tuti Karl of Deubv
said he would not oppose the second reading, but he
hoped the subject would be thoroughly sifted in committee.—
Lord Gra>'ville suggested to Lord Cranworth the propriety of

referring the Bill to a select committee.—The Bishop of Oxford
considered that the principle involved in what was called the

^'conscience clause " was very dangerous, especially as those
Dissenters who wished to destroy the national church owned
that one of the deadliest thrusts was to be dealt by enabling

Dissenters to become trustees of endowed schools. After some
further discussion the Bill was read a second time, on the

xmderatanding that it would be refen^ed to a committee.
Fkioay.—Savoy and Sice,—In reply to Lord Normanbv, Earl

Granviile said there was no correspondence which could be

considered official in the poasesfiion of the Government as

having taken place between the British Ambassador at

Paris, Lord Cowley, and Count Walewski. He could

not undertake to say there had been no conversation between
the Ministers on the subject, but certainly nothing that

could be considered official existed on the subject. Su7i-

ilay Sei^4?ices-—Lord Dunganson postponed his motion with
respect to the performance of divine worship in the minor
theatres of the metropolis, to Friday, the 24th inst.

relating to marnagtis 111 fc^nglaiid and Ireland, and extending
certain provisions thereof to persons professing with the Society

of Frimds, called Quakers ; and Mr. Hott obtained leave to

bring in a Bill to amend the law regarding Roman Catholic

Charities, The select committee on Packet and Telegraph Con-
tractSy being the same members as those who conatituted the
committeeof last session, was reappointed. The Select Com-
mittee OQ the Qu€en*9 Printer's Patent was also nominated* The
Tramways (Ireland) Bill was read a second time.
Wednesday,—Cfcurcft-Bafej,—A vast number of petitions were

presented against the abolition of Church-rates, one of which,
signed by 64 archdeacons against the Bill, was read at length
at the table.—Sir J. Trelawny then moved the second reading
of the Church-Rates Abolition SilL Acknowledging that the sub-
ject was one of groat difficulty, he referred to the weight of
authorities in favour of a settlement of the question, and
reviewed the arguments against the abolition of the rate
founded upon its legal incidents, contending that it was not, as
sometimes alleged, a charge upon the land. The deciaion of the
House of Lords in the **Braintree case " had made an entire
alteration in the law of Church-rate, and the amount of rate

now levied had been already reduced to SSSjOOOi,, and was
reducible still farther by the exclusion of illegal charges, while
the exemption of Dissenters from the compulsory payment of
the rate (which the opponents of the Bill were prepared to

HOUSE OF COMMON 3- accede), and making no distinction between them and Church-
RimAy-—/nti4an.4rr?iy,—Sir C. TVoOD stated, in reply to Sir M. men, would have the efifect of augmenting the amount of

FABQrtTAR, that the Indian medals were in course of distribu- I voluntary contributions towards the repair of churches. He
tion, that the prize money for Lucknow amounted to 143,000/., I pointed out other resources for the diminution of charges, and
and that batta would be given to the troops and seamen en- asked the advocates of the rate whether, in assenting to its

gaged in the battles of Bushire and Kooshab, in Persia.—Sir H, abolition, they, upon the whole, gave up much for an object so

Cairns asked the Chief Secretary for Ireland whether it was the desirable as the final adjustment of this vexed question.—Sir

intention of Government to introduce any measure respecting C. Douglas seconded the motion.—Lord R, Montagu moved,

observing that he was
which he had elicited,

for leave to bring
election of members

Initrvudiatt Education in Ireland^ and when such measure, if

any, would be introduced.—M.r. Caedwell said that the
Government intended to introduce a Bill on the subject, but
that he could not say when it would be in their power to lay

it on the table. The Godavery River.—ln answer to Mr. J, B,

Smith, Sir C- Wood said that he was quite alive to the
importance f>f opening the navigation of the river Godavery
so as to afford easy access to the cotton districts of Berar, and
steps had already been taken to remove the first barrier in the
river- The Probate and Ad/ninUtration (India) Rill was read a
second time, after a short conversation between Mr. Craw-
ford and Sir C. Wood on the subject of the Indian Loans, On
the order for the second reading of the Petitions of Right Bill,

Sir C- Lewis suggested an alteration in the details when the
Bill was in Committee.—The Solicitor-Gkneral approved the
Bill in the main, but there were parts of it, he said, which
would require very careful consideration in committee. The
Bill was then read a second time. On the order for going into
committee upon the NacpaperSy etc, Bill, Afr. Ayrtok stated
that its object was to repeal certain statutory provisions re-

specting newspapers which were obsolete or offensive. The
Bill passed through committee. Duchy of CorawalL—The
Solicitor-General moved for leave to bring in a Bill for the
limitation of actions and suits by the Duke of Cornwall in re-

lation to real prot)erty, and for authorising certain leases of
poBsessions of the Duchy, the intention of which was to
remedy some legal difficulties in relation to mines and
minerals in Cornwall, and to put the possessions of the Duchy
in the same positioti iu relation to the SuXlmn, T^n^^u Act as
ttie possessions of the Crown.

%\<ysD\r.~Ilbiess of the Chancellor of the -Ercft^^i/^r,—Lord
Palmerston on account of the indisposition of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer postponed the Committee on the Customs
Act5, aiid Mr, Gladstone's financial statement, until Friday,
on which day he said the commercial treaty with France would
"be laid upon the table by Lord J, Russell, St, George's- in the-

Boat.—Mr, Bynq put a question relative to the recent outrages
in the church of St, George's-in-the-East on Suiiday last,—Sm
G- Lewis demurred to the term ''outrage" employed by Mr.
Byii(f, and said that he had done all he could and did not
intend to go any further in the matter. The House went into
Committee upon the Probate and Administration (India) BUI,
the clauses of which were agreed to, with amendments- The
Prisons (Scotland) Acts Continuance Bill was read a second time.
The yewspaptrs, <frc.. Bill, was read a third time and passed.
Sir W. Dunbar moved for and obtained leave to bring in a Bill

to alter and amend the existing statutes relating to the
Registration of Births, Deaths^ and Marriages in Sciyiland,

Tuesday.— r/ii Italian Qmstion. Lord C. Hamilton asked
whether Lord Cowley had been instructed to communicate to
the French Government a project for the definitive settlement
of the Italian question,—Lord J- Russell said that her Majesty's
Government had made a proposition to the Governments of
France and Austria with a view to the definitive solution of the
Italian question. This proposition w^as made on the 14th
January, and was substantially this—that France and Austria
should not interfere by force of arms in the affairs of Italy
without the consent of the five great Powers of Europe, and
that to this end the French troops should withdraw from
Italy ; that the Govemipents of Europe should not interfere
with the internal relations between Venetia and the Emperor
of Austria; and that the King of Sardinia should not send
troops into Central Italy until a general expression of opinion
should ha^e been elicited on the eubject of aimcxation. In
reply to this proposition, France had given her consent, subject
to certain motiifications aa to the time of removing lier troops

;

Auptria had also given a qualified assent, coupled with the
declaration of her intention not to do more than defend her
own territory ; Prussia had given a qiualified adhesion ; and the
answer of Russia had not yet been received.—Lord J. Manners
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to enable the Divorce Court to
hold its sittings with closed doors. He justified his motion on
the ground that public decency and morality were outraged by
the pubhcatiuu of the proceedings of the Court of Divorce.
He therefore asked that the Judge Ordinary might have the
fiame privilege as the Lord ChanceTlor and Vice-Chancellors, of
cloRing hiB court in all ca&e& in which. In hia opinion, public
morality might suffer by the publication of the proceedings.—
Ttfr. K- Jamrh resisted the motion, im<i moved as an amendment
the j>reviouft qucstitm. Ho contended that the respectable
and influential portion of the press had suppressed the indecent
portion of their reports, aud that if the authorised representa-
tives of the morning journals were excluded, baiTisters and
solicitors would supply defective and perhaps partial reports-—
Jtfr. Roebuck deacantefl upon the immorality of thu middle
class of society, and gave it as hia opinion that it was quite
proof to anything that was likely to be revealed in the Court of
Divorce. His own experience led hira to agree in the con-
clusion that '' the nicest people had the nastiest ideas ;" and as
he could not bring himself to beh'eve that any good would
result to the public from closing the court, he would
vote for the amendment.—Sir G- C. Lewis complimented the
jounial-s upon the care with which they had suppressed tlie
disgusting details of the Divorce Court, and said that he cou^d
not give his u«ent to arming a judge with what w;ls con-
sidered to bo an uncouslitutioniU power. — Lord R
CEaL and Mr, Macaulay supported, and Mr, AfALrss
opposed the Bill, which, on a division^ was negatived
by 2t>8 to S3.—Mr, MacKinnon obtained leave to briuK in his
annual Bill to estaljUsh equitable Councils of Conciliation, to
adjust differences between masteraand workmen.—Mr, Crook
obtained leave to bring iu a Bill to place the emph>ymcriC oi
women, young persons, and children, in bleaching and dyeing
works under the regulations of the Factorie-^' Acts.—^lr. Had-
TiFXD obt^ned leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Ltw
r^^latingto thQ Coawsrance q/ Ir^nd for Char'Uable Ti^st^.-^Mv
Mellor obtdned leave to bring in tv Bill to amend the laws

as an amendment, that the Bill be read a second time that day
six months. It was formerly supposed that this was a question
of conscience ; but it now appeared, from the evidence of
Dissenters, that the conscientious objection had nothing to do
with the matter ; that it was merely a political objection or a
factious agitation, the ultimate aim of which was the severance
of the Church and the State. He read portions of the evidence
taken by the Committee in support of his position, observing
that the ulterior object, to which end a victory over Church-
rates would be used as a means, showed that more would be
given up by the surrender of the rates than Sir J. Trelawny
wished the House to suppose- He insisted that the evidence
and the number of petitions proved that the desire for

the abolition of Church-rates wa^ not general, and that a feeling

was growing up in favour of their continuance.—Mr. R,
Long seconded this amendment and dweltupon the injustice of
sweeping away a fund appropriated by law for the sustenta-
tion of churches, without equivalent or compensation.—Sir

G. Lewis said that he was not one of those who took
extreme views upon this question, differing on some points
from both sides, and he proceeded to explain the reasons
which had led him reluctantly to the conclusion that, in the
present state of the question, the only course for him to take
was to vote in favour of the Bill, He pointed out what he
considered as fallacies on either side, and, looking at the pro-
posal to substitute pew-rents for Church-rates, he remarked
that he could not understand the objection to resorting to a
system of pew-rents, which were Church-rates under another
name, and in which he was convinced an equivalent would be
found,—Mr. K Seymer, considering the present position of
the Church-nxte question, thought the House had a right to

complain that a question of so much importance should be left

in the hands of a private member. With reference to pew-
rents, he believed that members of the Church of England in

the rural districts were universally opposed to them.—Mr.
BR18TOW said he thought that, both for the interests

of the Church of England and the peace of the
country, it would be wi^e and prudent to pass this

Bill abolij^hing a compulsory Church- rate, which was an
annually recurring cause of strife and ill wilL—Mr- Disraeli
wished to put before the House a view of this question which
had not been at all considered— viz.^ the extremely centralis-

ing character of the measure, which called upon a central

authority to interfere with the parochial constitution, at least

10 per cent, of the parishes not wishing to be interfered with.

He looked, he said, with great jealousy upon a central

authority interfering with a constitution that had existed for

centuricf^, and had been productive of beneficial results. The
object was no longer to redress a practical grievance, but to

adopt a speculative theory. Heretofore legislation upon this

question was proposed to be based upon a conscientious

ficmple ; but that basis was now abandoned, and the real

question was whether there should be an Established Church.
Although this issue was not necessarily put before the House
upon this occasion, they had it in clear evidence that it was
the real issue ; and, believing that this measure would revolu-

tionise the parochial constitution of the country, he should
give it his hearty opposition,—Lord Ferjiov denied that the
abolition of Church- rates would interfere with the connec-
tion of the Church and the State. This measure would only do
in England what had been done in Ireland— it would get rid of

]
yielded

contests and heartbumiugs, and the Church of England would
j
yielded 32,0001.

be stronger than before.—Mr. Packe and Mr. Hobbabd spoke
in opposition to the Bill, and Mr. Thompson in its support-

—

Sir J. Trelawny replied, and, the House having divided, the
amendment was negatived by 263 to 234, leaving a majority of
29 in favour of the Bill, which was read a second time. The
Public Improve^nenis BW was read a second time —Mr. Johk
Locke moved the second reading of the Attorneys atid Solicitors*

Billj explaining the clauses.—Mr. BoviLt suggested the post-
ponement of the second reading. The debate was ultimately
adjourned.—Sir H. Cairns obUiined leave to bring in a Biil

(No. 2) to amend the law relating to Endowed Schools.

THURSDAY-—Lord C. Pagct announced that he intended to
move the I^avy Estimates on Monday evening- The China
£xp€dition.~lji reply to Mr. S. FiTzGt:RALD, Lord J- Rus8KLL
said that no convention had been entered into between the
Governments of England and France to regulate the combined
operations of the allied forces in China^ or to determine the
demands to be made by both Governments on that Power,
—Mr, 8- Herbert stated, in reply to Mr. O'Brien, that the
expedition about to be sent to China from India would bo
provided with rifles for the European soldiers and with smooth
bores for the natives. The Financial Statevient,—In answer
to Lord H- Lennox, Lord Palmkhston said that he was as yet
unable to say whether it would be in the power of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer to make his financial statement, which
from its nature must be of some considerable duration,
before Monday, but that in any case the treaty with
France would be laid upon the table as promised- At
a later period of the evening Lord Palmeeston announced
that he bad received a communication from the Chancellor oj

the Exchequer to the effect that the right hon. gentleman felt

confident that he would be in his place to make the financial

statement on Friday evening,—In answer to Mr. J, Locke,
Sir G- Lewis said that ihe Government had a measure in

preparation to regulate the manufacture of Finworks in the

Metropolis.—Mr- MiLNEs obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

amend the act for the Rtfjistralion of Voters for Members to
serve in Parliament.—Sir F. Kelly moved for leave to bring in

a Bill for the Prevention of Briben/, and to amend the " Corrupt
Practices Prevention Act of 1S54/' He stated that the Bill

proposed that no payments in respect of any election

should be made except through the election auditor ;

that every member should make a solemn declaration
at the table that he had not paid and would not pay, any
money except fcr legal purposes ; and that, should IUq

declaration prove to be false, the member making it should iiot
only be liable to the usual penalties for perjury, but should ever
after be disqualified from sittiner in the House of Commons -^
After some discussion, in which Sir F, GoLDsiim, Mr, E. Ja^ies
and Mr. Malins took part, leave was given to bring in the Bil^

'

—Mr, Vansittart moved for a select committee to inquire into
various questions connected with the Finattces of India, Sir CWood said that mostof the objects contemplated by the motion
had been anticipated by the Government, and that no good
could result from the appointment of the committee,—After a
desultory debate, Mr. Vansittart withdrew the motion

quite satisfied with the discussioA
The Ballot.^Uv. T. Duncombe moved
in a Bill providing that, at the
to serve in Parliament for Glou-

cester and Wakefield, the electors thereof give their votes
by way of ballot—Sir G. Lewis opposed the motion, and said
hs could not understand why a measure which was alleged to
be so good should be appHed in a penal sense to two boroughs
only, and not be extended to every constituency throughout
the empire-—Mr. Crosslev, Mr. Boupell, Mr. B. Carter, and
Mr. Chilhers supported the motion ; Mr, A. Mills and Mr
Bentinck opposed it—Lord pALMKKStoK said he had always'
opposed the ballot on general principles, as he considered that
instead of being an improvement ou the existing system of
taking votes, it would damage and degrade the national
character. He could not see in it any security against corrup-
tion, while he felt persuaded that its direct tendency would be
to increase and generalise the evil which they desired to check.
—Mr, DuNCOMBE having replied, the House divided, when the
motion was negatived by 149 to 113, The Select Committee on
Anchors, <&c. (Merchant Service), was nominated. Parliavientary
S^cfionff.—Mr. Collier obtained leave to bring in a Bill to
prohibit the payment of the expenses of conveying voters to
the poll, and to facilitate polling at elections,
Friday,— The Tr^'ty^cith France.—Lord X Russell laid on

the table the commercial treaty with the Emperor of the
French. The Budget.—On the motion for going into a Com*
mittee of Ways and Means, the Chancellor of the Ekchequeh
rose to make his Financial Statement He said that events
bad rendered 1860 one of the most injportanx: years in the
history of this country. They had the fact that they were
relieved from no less than 21,146,000?, of the national debt, a
result that had never occurred in a single year in the past,
and which he believed would never again occur in any single
year in the future. The duties of 12,000,000/. a year levied on tea
and sugar would lapse with the present year unless they were
renewed ; and the Income-tax, amounting to between
'9,000,000/. and 10,000,000/.» was also about to lap5^e.

They had, in addition to these important features of the
present year, to consider the commercial treaty between
her Majesty and the Emperor of the French, and the-
alteration it would introduce into the financial system of
this country if it received the sanction of the House. He
was prepared to state that the general result of the financial

year would be satisfactory. The military expenditure,
including the China expedition, would amount to
15,800,000?., being an increase of 3,618, OOOi. over the^
estimates of last year. The total expenditure of the year
he estimated at 70,100,000/. The total income, assuming that
the House would renew the taxes ori tea and sngar, he esti-

mated at 6J\700,000;., showing an apparent deficit of 9,400, 000/,

The. Successions duty had failed to produce the amount
expected, but the results of the Income-tax showed that there
had been an increase in the wealth of the country, to the-

extent of 16J per cent-, in the present year. To meet this

deficiency of 9,400,000i. he should ask the House to continue
the duties on tea and sugar as they now stand for 15 months.
He x\'ould now come to the commercial treaty with France^
which he would jrecommend for the adoption of the House.
France engaged to reduce the duties on Iilnglish coal and
coke, flax, and pig iron, in 1S61, On 1st October^ ISOl^

Franca would reduce duties and take away prohibitions on-

British productions mentioned, on wh'ch there Was an
ad valorem duty of 30 per cent. There was a pro-
vision that the maximum of 30 per cent, should, after

the lapse of three years, be reduced to a maximum of 25 per
cent. England engaged, with a limited power of exception^
to abolish immediately and totally all duties on manufactured
goods, to reduce the duty on brandy from 15^. to 8s, 2d, on
w^ine from 5^- 10</. to 3^. ; with power reaer\'ed to increase the
duty on wine if we raised our duty on spirits. England
engaged to charge upon French articles subject to excise the-

duties to the same amount which the manufacturer would be
put in consequence of the changes. The treaty was to be in

force for 10 years, and its general result would be that the

reliet to the consumer would be l,737,O0OL, entailing a loss to-

to the revenue of 11,19.000/, He had also to propose a further

change in the Customs, which would entail a loss to the
revenue of 910,000/,, giving at the same time relief to

the consumer of about l,040,OOOi. He proposed to abolish

the duty on biitter, which yielded 95,000!. a year ;

on tallow, which yielded 87,0001. ; on cheese, which
44,000i. ; on oranges and lemons, which

]

yieiaea 6-^,0001. ; on eggs, which yielded 22,000^ ; on nuts.

which yielded 11,000/, ; and on other articles, jicldin^ alto-

gether 382, OOOL He proposed to reduce the duties on timber-

from 7s, 6d- to Is. and 2«. ; on currants from I5s. 9d. to 7^. ; un
raisins from 10s. to 7^, ; on figs from lOy. to 7«. ; and on

hops from 45^- to lis. To meet these reductions he
proposed to levy on all goods imported or exported a duty of

one peimy per package for registration, and on goods in

bulk, in accordance with the unit under which they were
entered. He calculated that this would produce 300,000/* a^

year, and would not involve the detention or examination
of goods- He also proposed to levy a small rate on certain-

operations in warehousing, such as removing, packing, mixings

&c. From that measure he thought l'20,0OPf, a year might b&
raised. He also proposed 6s. a cwt. on chicory, or any other
vegetable matter prepared for mixing with coffee, and upon
that point he should ask the committee to propose a vote that

night- He proposed stamps on notes for the sale of colonial

and dock warrants, a license on eating-houses, imder whatever
name they might be carried on, giving them the permLssiou of

Stilling wine and beer, and doubhng the duty if they were-

kept open after 13 o'clock at night. Stamps on various other
small articles would be imposed. He proposed, under certain

modifications, to reduce the game certincates, to remove the
stamps on cheques, to repeal the duty on paper, And the

impressed stamp for newspapers. These remissions would give-

four millions of relief, and create a deficiency of neaily nine

and a half millions- Against that he proposed to take up the malt
duties, and to impose an income tax of lOd. in the pound over

150/. a year, and 7d. in the pound under 150/- Three quarter^

of that amount would be collected this year- After a general

review nf the whole of the propositions, the right hon- gen-

tleman contended that they were of the highest importanc^
morally, socially, ptvlitically, fiscally, and economically, and
resumed his seat at 10 minutes to 9, [Left sitting.]

Money Market, Fridat.—Beitish Fi;M>s: Con-

sols closed at 9ig to o^ for iloney* and 9U to I for tlie

Stb of March; Bank Stock, 231 to 230^; Three per

Cents. Reduced, 94| to 9-4^; Now Tliree per Cents.^-

94^ to 94^; India Stock, 220; Indian Five per Cent.
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stock on859, 102|- to W3i ; Five per Cent. Kufaced

Rupee paper, 97i to 97^ ; Do. Five and a Half per Cent.,

104 to 103i; Inaiiui Four per Cent Debentures of

1858,971; Intli^ Bonds, 3i3. prem.; Exchequer Bills,

Q^s to 25*. prem.—Foreign : Brazilian Four and a

Half per Cents., 1852, 94-; Ditto Five per Cents., 1843.

94 ; Buenos Ayres Deferred, 22^ ; Dutch Two and a

Half per Cents., 6G} Russian Four and a Half per

Cents., 1858, for Acct., 65i to 65£ ; Ditto Guaranteed

Tour per Cents., for Acct., 102 ex div.

^anfe of ffinslanlif.

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
Notes isBuea; 4 ft 4 t i * je28,803,400 # »Governmont Debt

Other Securities ,.

Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver Bullion ., ..

• i

ft #

jt:28,803,400

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

^611,015,100

3,459,900
14,328,400

jCC8,803,-100

» « jg J 4,553,1100Frcphetors Capital..
flCBt

Pablir DepositH (includ-

inp Exchequer, SHviuffs
Banks, Commit^sionerH
of Nat. Debt, and DWi-
dcnd Accts-) *

Otber Ueposita l4,:i(n,hH'>

SeTen day and other ^bills 7^>17^

6,304,217

gib day of Feb., 1860.
£'d%^^fi'2:i

Government Seourttips
(including Dead Weight
Annuity)

Other Securities .< ,.

Notefl .

.

Gold and Silver CoId ,.

^10,171.»9O

7-44SJIH)
648/J17

^39,330,023
M, MARSHALL. Chief Oaabier.

©alette of tlje ^Mttk.
tUESDAT — BANKRUPTS — A, C. Ayres. Ramspate, Sur(!:Pon and

Ipolbecftry—J. Rauto:?, Portaea, Brewer—I. H. BEDtOKnand IL Lhjiiton,
hnninsEham, Cut Glass Manufacturers—K. Elmott, Herwick-upon-Ts^eed,
liuarrynian— G. Gynse, Wurduur Street, Solio, Cabinet Maker— 1>, Kal*
fiTEAn, Manchester, Worsted Uyer—C. Jo>er, jun., Margaret Street, Caven-
dish Square, Coach Builder—W, MYN?fj (Jueen's Head Yard, Borough, Hop
Merchant—R. Nash, Wolverhampton. Innkeeper—G. Ni^er, Union Street,
Spitalfields. Wholesftle Clothier—T. Phillips, Birmingham, Engjraver.
BANKMUCTCY ANWULLED— D, Richakdb, Tredegar, Draper,
FRIDAY—BANKRUPTS—W. BaArEWELL, Coateii, Yorkshire, Cotton-

Ipinner—G.DAPT, New Lemon, Lace Manufacturer—E, Ugn:*, Rotherham,
Yorkshire, Grocer— B, Green, FillinKhnm, Lincolnshire, Corn Dealer—W.
HovLE, jun., Holmfirth, Yorkshire, Cloth Manufacturer — T. Irving,
Nottingham, Travelling Draper—S. Lamfarii, 15, Que«n Street. Forties,
Plumber and Glazier— *V, Millbb. Deptford, Coffee and Lodjjins; House
Keeper—J- SIokrisot* and L. O- Abklin, Liverpool, Ship Chandlers—
T. L. SioaY, Thrapston, Northamptonshire, Taller and Draper—C Wilkes,
Boxwich, StafFordi^hire, Miller*
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—W, Dabby, other^^ise known as Pablo

Fl^QHE. Glasgow, Equestrian-G. A, M'Gregor and Company, Glasgow,
Pastry Balcers D, Maihteson, Glasgow, Lime Merchant—J. R£ii>, now
leceaeed. Mains of Cults, Aberdeeaahiie, late Farmer.

iflfletvopolis! aiiO its UtcinUa.

Private Property in Time op Wab.—A deputation
froTo. Liverpool, Bristol, Manchester, Leeds, Hull, Bel-
fast, and Gloucester had an interview with Lord Pal-
merston on Friday, to present a memorial in favour of
the proposed exemption of private property from capture
at sea in time of war. Lord Palmerston in reply said
that he would not flatter the deputation by professing
to agree with them. He considered the very existence
of this country depended on its possessing the command
if the seas, and that it was necessary for that object to

retain the power of seizing the ships, and especially the

seamen navigating the ships of foreign Powers. War
was an enormouij evil, but still it was sometimes neces-

sary to go to war in self-defence ; and a naval Power
like England ought not to surrender any means of

weakening her enemies at sea. If we did not seize their

seamen on board their niei'chant vessels, wc should have
to fight them on board their ships of war. He denied
that private property was spared in war on land any
more than in war at sea. On the contrary, armies in

an enemy's country took whatever they wanted, or de-

sired, without the slightest regard to the rights of pro-

perty, as we should find to our cost if a hostile army
should ever succeed in landing in this country.

Court of Libtttenanct.—A Court was held on
Monday at Guildhall, the Lord Mayor in the chHir, for

the purpose of confirming the appointment of the Duke
of Cambridge as Colonel of" the London Rifle Corps, and
for the transaction of other business connected with
that body. The proceedings were carried on with

closed doors, but it is understood that the appointment
of his Poyal Highness was unanimously' confirmed, and
referred to the Queen for her Majesty's approval- The
appointment of the majors, adjutants, lieutenants, and
ensigns of the Corps was referred to a committee of

the Court, with directions to examine the candidates
and report upon their qualifications at the next
meeting. Mr. Herbert Lloyd, Deputy-Governor of the
Irish Society, moved, "That the reporters of the daily

press be admitted to the deliberations of the Court."
Mr. Norris, M.P., seconded the motion. Mr. Lanrie
moved "The previous question," which was seconded
by Mr, Deputy Holt, and carried after considerable
discussion. The business of the Court will therefore
continue to be transacted in private.

Great Ship Company.—The adjourned meeting of
this company was held on Tuesday, when Mr. Baker,
the chairman of the Committee of Investigation, read
the report of the committee. The report was to th*^

effset tlyit the committee had to lament that they had
lost in Captain Harrison a material witness, and had
examined a great number of persons; but, from their
want of power to obtain evidence under the sanction of
legal process, and to compel the attendance of wit-
nesses, the information they had obtained had been so
conflicting or ex parte that they did not feel warranted
m passing a judgment which might either exouenite or
implicate individuals connected with the management
of their aflfairs. At the same time they had arrived at
the conclusiou that the interests of the company

required that they should be intrusted to an entirely

new Board, not exceeding seven members, and consist-

ing of the Marquis of Stafford, Captain C. E. Mangles,

Mr. H. T. Hope, Mr. Samuel Baker, the Hon. Captain

Carnegie, K.N., Mr. J. Rodney Croskey, and Mr. Daniel

Gooch. The committee recommended that the directors

be authorised to borrow 50,000?., in addition to the

moneys already owing by the company ; that the

nominal capital be increased from 330,000/. to 430,000/.

;

and that full powers be vested in the Board to raise,^by

mortgage, debentures, preference shares, or otherwise,

such additional capital, if necessary. The ship requires an

estimated outlay of not more than 30,000/., to send her

on a voyage to America, equipped in accordance with

the just requirements of the Board of Trade. Her cost

to the proprietors would then be about 380,000/., fitted

for sea, which was less than 17/. per ton, and the com-

mittee were of opinion that under an united and

energetic management she must become profitable. The
committee strongly recommend to the new Board a

careful economy, both at the company's offices and on

board the ship. Mr. Baker concluded by moving that

the report be received. The Rev. Mr. Nicholson having

seconded the motion, a discussion of considerable length

followed, after which the motion for the adoption of the

report was carried. A resolution expressive cfsympathy
with the widow and mother of the late Captain

Harrison having been passed, the chairman proposed

that the noblemen and gentlemen recommended in the

report of the committee be requested to act as directors.

The resolution having been seconded, was, after con-

siderable discussion, carried unanimously. A resolution

was then agreed to empowering the directors to raise

the necessary sum required, and a vote of thanks was

given to the Committee of Investigation.

Renewed Riots at St. Geoege*3-in-the-Rast.—
There was another fearful riot in the parish church at the

service of Sunday evening. The mob began to assemble as

early as 6 o'clock. Cannon Street Road was almost

impassable, and when the gates were thrown open there

were at least 4000 people waiting for admission. The
rush was terrific, but no accidents of any kind occurred

owing to the tact with wliich the police who were

stationed outside managed the mode of admission.

There was no refusal to "suspected" or other persons,

and all who presented themselves were allowed to go in

until the church was so densely packed that it could

bold no more. The mob then commenced howling and
yelling of the most audacious kind, and continued it

without cessation until the priests and choristers walked

in procession to their seats in front of the altar. At this

timeaperfect stormbroke out,cnes of"Fire" were raised,

in order to cause dismay, and several of the gaslights were

turned out. Mr. Churchwarden Thompson, on whom
the whole of the constabulary arrangements inside

the church devolved, obtained the assistance of flome of

his friends, and forcibly ejected some of tlie ringleaders

from the church, leaving them, when outside, to be
dealt with by the police. At the time for reading the
lessons, the Rev. Edward Stuart, M.A., incumbent of
St. Mary Magdalen, Muuster Square, ascended the
desk, and was greeted with shouts of "Ofl', off,"

" Puseyite," and "No Popery," At tbifi moment, a
body of men and boys in the north gallery began
singing "Rule Britannia," the chorus, "Britons never
will be slaves," being taken up with tremendous
energy by persons in other parts of the church. Others
mimicked the reader, and the whole congregation
was in a state of the highest possible excitement.

Lucifer matches were struck, orange-peel thrown about

in every direction, and there is reason to know that

fireworks were introduced into the church, and would
doubtless have been used had it not been for the

determined conduct of the churchwarden. Tlie Rev.
F. G. Lee, the former curate, was the preacher, and
when he ascended the pulpit dressed in a simple sur-

plice, he was assailed by a perfect hurricane of abuse.

The most filthy epithets to which the human tongue
could give expression were hurled at him, in addition

to the more polite recommendations to " Go down," and
" Be off/*' " No Popery," and " Go to Rome." Nothing
could be heard of his sermon by those who were within

half-a-dozen yards of the pulpit, and soon after he had
commenced, the mob struck up with great vehemence,
" We won't go home till morning," upon which Mr.
Lee stopped. After a lengthened pause he asked

whether he should go on, and received a loud

shout in the negative. He exclaimed, " I w 111,"

and then proceeded to defend the conduct of

Mr. King, the rector; said be had made concessions

which had only made the mob worse, denounced the

conduct of tlie people before him as sacrilegious, said

tlnit those who made these disturbances were unworthy

of the name of Englishmen, and argued that Mr. King

was acting constitutionally and legally in the course he

had adopted. These remarks did not at all improve

the temper of the mob, who hissed and yelled, shouted,

slammed doors, and so effectually drowned the

preacher's voice that, though he spoke for -M) minutes,

not another word he uttered was heard. At the clo^e

of the sermon not 50 people left the church, and

there was every desire to repeat the scene which

was enacted on the previous Sunday evening of pelt-

ing the altar with any articles which could be con-

venientlv hurled against it, but in this respect Mr.

Churchwarden Thompson was too much for them, as

prior to the opening of the church for tlie evening

service he had removed the cross and other ornaments

from the altar, and had caused every hat^sock, cushion,

book, or other article which could have been used in this
manner to be removed. Being unable to amuse them-
selves in this way the people sang songs—some of them
the Doxology, while fights were going on in every part
of the building. The bannisters of the reading-desks
were broken down, but the altar fortunately escaped.
When this state of things had continued about half an
hour after the close of the service, Mr. Inspector
Alison entered the church with a body of police and
began the process of clearing out, an operation which
lasted nearly an hour. Summonses have since been
issued against some of the parties who have been
identified as having taken part in the disturbances, and
it is understood that they will be prosecuted under the
act of Queen Mary, which has not been repealed [as

many persons have supposed.

The Builders' Strike.—At a general meeting of
Master Builders on Tuesday, it was unanimously
resolved that as the objects contemplated by the
declaration have now been accomplished, its further

administration is unnecessary; and that in lieu thereof

the suggestions of Lord St. Leonards be adopted. It

was also resolved to give every support to the Work-
men's Institute.

Newspapers fob Australia and New Zeaiajs'd..

—The Postmaster-General has given ^^notice that the
Australian colonies have offered to pay the cost of
transit through Egypt of newspapers sent to Australia

via Southampton and Suez, and that the additioiud

penny levied on these newspapers since the beginning
of the present year has therefore ceased. The addi-

tional penny on newspapers to India and all other
places eastward of Suez will remain as at present.

The Public Health.—The Registrar-GeneraVs
weekly return states that the deaths registered in

London in the week that ended Saturday, Feb. 4, were
1389. In the corresponding week of the 10 years 1850-59
the average number was 1205; which, if raised in pro-

portion to the increase of population, will become 1326.

The present return is therefore 63 above the average
During the week the births of 1003 boys and 940
girls, in all 1943 children, were registered in London.
In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59 the

average number %vas 1693.

l9vobtnciab
Carlisle.—On Friday last one of the most mysterious

cases of concealment of death, if not something worse,

that ever came to the knowledge of the public was
brought to light in this city. On the 2l8t March,
1859, a large box was brought to the Bush Hotel,.

Carlisle, by a porter in the service of the Caledonian
Railway Company, The porter produced his book,
from which it appeared that the box had been sent from
Paisley on the 18th of the same month. Two shillings

were charged for the carriage, which was paid by Miss
Bishop, the bar-maid, and the box was taken into the
house. On the lid was nailed a piece ofpaper, on which
was written in a very indiflTerent and clumsy manner
the following addi-ess :

—" This side up.—Mrs. Loudon^
Bush hottell, Carlisle." The box remained in the house
for some time, but as no one came to claim it it was
removed to the market room in the yard, where it has
since remained unopened and unclaimed till the present-
time. A few days since the landlord, having found that
a lady named Loudon was living in the neighbourhood
requested her to call and see if the box was intended for
her. Mrs. Loudon's niece accordingly called and ex-
pressed her belief that it could not be for her aunt, but
suggested that they should open it. The box was then
opened and was found to contain a coffin. The police
were immediately sent for, and on removing the lid of
the coffin the body of what appeared to have been a.

very fine child, about three years of age, was discovered,
but so completely dried by having been kept in a dry
place, that in colour and substance it resembled a
mummy, Tliere was no fracture in the skull or bones,
and on examining the intestines and stomach, the
medical men found no Indication of metallic or other
poison.

.
The city police have communicated with the

police at Paisley, where inquiries will be made with a
view to discovering the party who booked the box to
Carlisle. It is also intended to have the coffin photo-
graphed, and copies sent to Edinburgh, Paisley, and
other police establishments in Scotland, as the coffin is

of such peculiar construction that it might be easily
identified by the maker on account of the embellish-
ments on the lid, and thereby furnish a clue to the dis-
covery of the parents or others concerned in the matter.
Coyentky.—On Tuesdwy morning a small butcher

residing at llillficlds, in this city, murdered iiis wife
by cutting her throat, and then committed suicide by
stabbing and cutting liimself with a knife and after-

wards shooting himself through the head. The man
had long been known by his violent and hasty temper,
and on account of some suspicions which he entertained
of his wife had separated from her for 13 years, during
which time he went to America. They had only been
living together again for about five months, and are.

believed by the neighbours to have led a most

'

unhappy life.

Durham.—Another clerical elopement has just taken
place in this city. The Rev. ^^illiam Prosser, curate

of St. Nicholas Church, who was married only a year
ago to an a(;complished young lady, has eloped with a .

woman who was formerly an inmate of the Penitentiary,

with wliich he was officially connected. The girl on
caving the Penitentiary lived for a short period in the
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** Irish Office, Kov- 28, 1S5P.
"^JFost Rer. Sir,—Her "Majesty's Goverament have taken

— - A - -- . —„^ ^m.*x^w -j^^^ii viio^vi * i:;i tv* tiiiiL

an adulterous intercourse first took place between them.
Upon the rev. gentleman's recommendation sbe was
afterwar(!s taken into the service of thf T?pv TT rimvfnr
flt PrnxdnlP V-^v^nS<rJ ^7 i - ^^"^-f^-^i^'^y^^^ Romjin C:itholic Archbishops imd Bishops, addressed to the
at i^roxaaie rarsonage. A tew days since Mr. Prosser, i Lord-Lieutcdant. They have entered upon that consideration
beingontermsofintimacyandfriendsbipwithMr.Cliaytor,
-went over from Durham on a visit, ostensibly for change
of air and rest. It was while residing there that his
improper intimacy with the servant was found out, and
the discovery was of course speedily followed by his
dismissal from his cm-acy. On Thursday week the
curate and the girl went off together in a fly

to^ Ferryhill Station, and proceeded southward by
railway. Mr, Prosser though quite young had achieved
considerable popularity as a preacher, and had hitherto
been regarded as a patteruof piety and purity. He had
become such an especial favourite among his congrega-
tion that on the Saturday before Christmas Day the
young ladies connected with the Bible class presented
him with a writing desk and inkstand as a mark of
their respect and esteem.

OxroBD.—The Rev. 1\ W. Hope, in addition to the
large donations which he has already made to the
ITniversity, has now otiered to endow a professorship of
Invertebrated Zoology.

Rtadixg.—A daring escape of two convicts from a
railway train while in motion occurred shortly after
4 o*clock on Saturday morning, on the Great Western
line between Reading and Twyford. It appeared that
13^ convicts under order of removal from Dartmoor
prison to Chatham had been placed in the ti-ain in two
lots, nine ^being under the charge of two officers, and
theremainingfourwlthoneoffioer occupyingtwo separate
compartments in a second class carriage. The convicts
were fastened to each other with the usual irons, and
were all orderly and quiet, nothing occurring to excite
suspicion that any contemplated effecting an escape.
The train left Reading soon after 4 o'clock, and when
three miles distant from the town two of the convicts,
named John Brown and Robert Bevill, suddenly jumped
fiom their seats and leaped through the window of the
door, the train at the moment running at the rate of
30 miles an hour. Ths two officers in charge then dis-

covered that both of them had managed to slip the
irons from off their wrists, and were therefore not
shackled in any way in their movements. On
the arrival of the train at Slough, it was supposed
that the convicts must either have been killed or
injured, and the wheels of the carriages were examined
to see if blood was discernible. None, however, could
be traced, and it was therefore imagined that they
were not killed, but that they might have sustained
such injuries as to disable thorn from getting far away.
Telegraphic messages were forwarded to the borough
and county police, and on Saturday morning the chief
constable of tlie county gave directions for the men to
examine the woods and thickets between Reading and
Maidenhead. This order was executed on Saturday
and Sunday last, but without any trace having been
found, or any information obtained of the missing
convicts. On Sunday evening however both men were
apprehended in the streets of Reading, one wearing a
smock-frock over his prison dress, and the other a
woman's cloak, and a slilrt, which they had stolen from
a cottage at Woodley. They were not eaptnred without
difficulty, but on being lodged in the police station they
at once admitted that they were- the escaped convicts.
The magistrates on Monday remanded them to the
county gaol for communication to be made with the
authorities.

with an earnest desire to prnniote, to the utmost of their
power, the welfare of the Irish people, and especially of that
large portion of the people which belong to the Roman
Catholic Church. In dealiiigr with the subject of education
they readily acknowledge the paramount importance of reU-
pious training. They admit that, in the circumstances of
Ireland, this religious training must be separate, and can only
be superintended with success by teachers of the difFeront
Churches into which the countiy is divided. They therefore
cheerfully recognise the right which belongs, and the
duty which attaches, to the heads of the respective
Churches in regard to religious instruction, and desire
to aflord to the clergy every possible flicility and en-
couragement for the discharge of their important duty.
But there is another province of education, not so sacred in its

character, yet making large demands on the time of pupils
destined to earn their subsistence by their own labour. This
province is common to all denominations. All may freely be
admitted to its generous rivalry, and all may contribute by
their friendly intercourse to enhance the advantages which the
system confers on the community. In Ireland Parliament
assigns a considerable sum to the imrpose of nation;d educa-
tion, and as this sum is drawn from taxes contributed by all,

so it is devoted to an object in which all are equally concerned,
the institution and maintenance of schools, where an escelleuc

e

a

service of Mr. Prosser, where it would appear from
! separate grant for the education of the Roman Catholic 1 the Pope in aid of the exhausted treasury at Rnn,

a correspondence which has since been discovered that
j
portion of the community :— Dr. CuUen states that the Pope is "now brought to

state of great embarrassment by the ambitiou of Princes"

into their deliberate consideration the memorial of the Irish ^^^
intrigues of unprincipled statesmen and rebellioa

of some of his ungrateful subjects," and that it ig a
duty « to aid in supplying him in his present difficul.
ties with the means for the administration of the
spiritual affairs of his Catholic children spread over the
whole world." He concludes by stating that in order
" to encourage all to pray more fervently for the Pope a
portion of the wood of the Holy Cross, lately given by
his Holiness to the Archbishop, will be exposed before
Lent to the devotion of the faithful In the metropolitan
church, as will be set forth in a special notice for that
purpose." In accordance with this order the coUectiou
took place on Sunday, when the sum of 207^. was col-
lected, of which amount Dr. Cullen himself contri
buted 100?.

MuEDEK IN Mayo.—On the night of the 1st inst
Alexander Hawson, a ploughman in the employment of
Lord Plunkett at Tourmakedy, county Mayo, was
murdered on the road from Port Royal to his own house.
He was found quite dead by his wife at midnight, his
breast being completely riddled by slugs. He was an
inoffensive man, the only ground of complaint against

instiTiction' is Offered'"equai'ly' "to^'eveir "denom?nation*'of ^^"^ being that a short time ago he prosecuted to con-

SciLLT IsrATTDS.—During a violent gale on the 30th
Tjlt., 14 or 15 panes of plate-glass (5-8ths thick) in the
Bishop Rock lighthouse were broken, the large brass
ladder outside, and the fog-bell suspended to the gun-
metal gallery round the lantern, from 120 to 130 feet
above the sea, being carried away. This bell weighed
4 owt., and could be heard a mile off In calm weather.

^rthlnwarT^^^ 'f "^"""^^ ^''f'Y^ so enlightened, and will give to "it with their flocks the weightearthenware fell from the cupboards. On Wednesday of their authority and influence. They observe that in ySur
last boats went from St. Mary's, but it was impractl- memorial you complain of an interference with the proper

Christians. In the benefits conferred by such an application
of the public money the E<>man Catholics largely participate.
Of the total number of 5335 schools mentioned in the last
report of the commissioners as in connection with the Board in
March, 185S, and educating in the whole 569.000 pupils, 36S3
schools were under Roman Catholic patrons, and 431,000 pupils
belonged to the Roman Catholic Chtirch ; of every 100 piipils in
attendance84 were Roman Catholics; of tlieteachei'sofall classes
in the service 80 in every 100 were Roman Catholics ; of every
100/. paid to those teachers SOI. were paid to Roman Catholics.
In the schools of which the patrons are Roman CathoUcs the
religious instruction is Roman Catholic ; while in all the
schools vested in the National Board Roman Catholic pastors
havo free access before and after school hours for the purpose
of giving instruction to the pupils of their own Church. For
this instruction evei-y facility is offered. All the State requires
ia, that during school bours a good education, open to ail

Christians, should be given, and that no child should at any
time be required to receive or bo present at any religious in-
struction of which his parents or guardians disapprove. This
system has now been in operation nearly 30 years. It has
educated a whole generation, and is universally admitted to
have confeiTed the greatest benefits upon the population of
Ireland. Its maintenance must ever be au object of the
utmost interest to a Government anxious to promote the
welfare and the happiness of the Irish people. In replying,
therefore, to the memorial of the Irish Roman Catholic Arch-
bishops and Bishops, her Majesty's Government desire, in the
first instance, to express in the plainest terms their steadfast
adherence to the principles on which the National
system of education has been erected. Those principles
were clearly laid down by the Earl of Derby,
then Secretary for Ireland, in the well-known letter
addressed by him to the Duke of Leinster in the year 1831.
They secure to the clergy their legitimate right of conveying
religious instruction to the members of their respective
Churches, while at the same time they sustain the just inde-
pendence of the laity, whether Roman Catholic or Protestant.
They have been rci>eatedly and deliberately considered in Par-
liament, and constitute the recognised conditions on which
education in Ireland receives assistance from the State. Her
Majesty's Government observe with regret that some of the
demands preferred in the memorial are wholly incomjiatible
with the maintenance of these principles. If those demands
were conceded, the National system would be overthrown, and
a system of sectarian education substituted for it, calculated to
revive social divisions in Ireland, and to stimulate feelings
which it is the object of every just and liberal Government to
allay. Ever since the commencement of the National system,
claims which have appeared to be open to a similar'objec-
tiou have been put forward in other quarters, and have
been steadily resisted by successive Administrations. What
the Jlinistcrs of the Crown, wicli the approbation of Pai-lia-

ment, have not yielded to the applications of others not
less entitled to be listened to with respect they cannot now
concede in answer to the present memorial. Remembering
the support which from the commencement to the present
time the Roman Catholic clergy have given to a system
instituted mainly for the benefit of the poor, of whom their
flocks have always constituted by far the larger number
looking to the large portion which schools under Roman
Catholic patronage obtain of the grant, as at present ad-
ministered—considering, above all, the inestimable advantages
which the Roman Catholic population liave enjoyed, and are
enjoying, from the system of National education, her Majesty's
Government cannot abandon the hope that the spiritual guides
of that population will not only abstain from opposing, but

viction a poacher on Lord Plunkett's estate. Tourma-
kedy or Partry has for more than a year been in a very

disturbed state, but though there have been many out-

rages, this is the first murder. Four men have been
arrested on suspicion, one of whom, a man naraed

Lolly, has been declared accessory to the murder by the

coroner's jury. The wadding of the gun used by the

assassin served to trace the crime. The prisoner is a

Roman Catholic, and a herd to Lord Plunkett.

rotlantr*
MoNTJMEN-T TO De. Dick.—A beautiful monument

of Peterhead polished granite, from a design by Mr.
Scott, of Dundee, and executed by Mr. Wright, of
Aberdeen, has just been erected In Broughty Ferry, iu

memory of the late Dr. Dick. It consists of an obeUsk,
14 feet high, upon a pedestal of a corresponding
character bearing the following inscription ;

—" In
memory of Thomas Dick, LL.D., author of ' The
Christian Philosopher,' &c. Born 1774. Died 1837."

Scottish Peotestant REFOiiMATioN.—The tricen-

tenary of the Scottish Reformation Is to be celebrated

in Edinburgh by a great meeting or series of meetings,

in August next. A committee for making arrangements
is at present sitting in Edinburgh, and it is expected

that deputations, not only from the various parts of

Scotland, but also from England, Ireland, the Continent,

and America will be present. Although the great

demonstration will take place in Edinburgh, it Is

expected that the tricentenary will also be celebrated

in numerous places throughout the country.

3^atlU}ai)!5*
Meteopolitak Unbehgeotikii Railway.— This

scheme, which has been for so many years before the

public, is at length commenced. Shafts are in progress

at several places along the line ; one of them on the

unoccupied piece of land at King's Cross, near the

Great Iforthern station, and another near Eustou

Square. "When a sufEoient depth has been reached, the

excavators will tunnel in the direction of the Eustou

station, with which a junction will be effected. At

King's Cross a Junction will be made near the first

bridge which crosses Maiden Lane. These side branches

will be on a leyel with the railways with which they

communicate, but they will join the main or trunk line

beneath the N'ew Road, 25 feet below the thoroughfare.

At the Paddlngton station a commencement has also

been made, and the junction as In the other cases will

„ , - - pract_
cable to land. Letters, however, were passed off by
ropes, and the d;image is roughly calculated at 1000/,

SoUTHAKPTON.—In pursuance of a warrant from
tl e Secretary- of State the magistrates of this town
hrTC entered into a minute examination of the charges
against Lane and Hires, the two mates of the American
barque Anna. The examination lasted three dajs, and
the Mayor on Friday announced as the result that
there uas sufficient evidence to commit the prisoners
for trial on charges of several murders. They liave
accordingly been committed to gaol, and will now be
handed orer to the American Consul to be sent to the
'IJuited States for trial.

^^ ........... ..^.u ^ ^o*M
be above ground. From Paddlngton to Euston Square

will continue actively to support" a system'"so*iiberaf ' and ' ^^^ works have been contracted for by Messrs. Smith &
=« .„i;„T,....^ ..^^:u^.. f. :...:.!, .u._.-,__ ., .

... i

K^jg^jt ; the remainder of the work has been under-

taken by Mr. John Jay. The whole distance between

Paddington and the Bagnlgge Wells Road will befuuctions of the clergy.
proper

The principles recorded in Lord

3frdanl».
The Irish Judicial Bench.—It is stated that Mr.

Justice Perrin has sent in his resignation to the
Government. As yet nothing certain is known as to
Jus successor in the Court of Queen's Bench, but there
IS a rumour that the Attorney-General wiU accept the
appointment thus vacated.

Derby's letter appear to afford no opening for any such com- tunnelled, but at this latter point the line will run

£iTn;„Ji^?. ^^TS^^ /"l' ^^'K
'' i^"^"^^' t^^ members of

!
on a level, or in an open cutting, as the nature of the

any Church are entitled to bruig then- grievance to the notice of : ^ - » i. j. i +i ... Vr,a
those in authority. From whatever quarter .^^uch a representa-

i

^^0""^ ^^Y require. As at present arranged, the line

will have its City terminus in New Victoria Street; hut

it is probable that before the line is completed powers

will be obtained by the Corporation of London which
will give to the railway the power of diverting a portion

of the line to Smithfield, and providing it with a good

station in connection with the proposed dead meat

markets to be coiistructed there by the City of London.

In constructing the line, the course will be as nearlv

as possible along the centre of the New Road, now-

occupied by the main sewer, and it is considered

probable that the sewer will have to be removed, and

reconstructed on one side of the line. The railway will

be provided with two lines of rails, on the mixed gauge,

so as to be available for carriages of the broad as well as

of the narrow gauge, and the heavy goods tr^c will

be carried on during the night. The passenger earrlages

will be lighted with portable gas, and everything will

be done to make a journey 25 feet below the surface of

the ground as pleasant and comfortable as possible.

About two years will be occupied in making the line.

The Peoposed Railways ik the City.—At a

recent meeting of the City Commission of Sewers

a report was read from the General Purposes Committee

repr_
tion might proceed, it would not fail to receive the most careful
attention. It certainly would not fail to do so when made
by the spirituiil p:isU>i-9 of by far the larger number of pupils
receiving education in the schools. While, therefore, I convey
to you. on the part of her Majesty's Government, the declara-
tion of their limi adherence to a system of education open
equ;illy at the hours set apart for secular instruction to every
denomination of Christians, I declare to you with equal plain-
ness their desire to give full effect to that other principle of the
system which provides for separate religious teaching and
respects in the case of every child the just authority of the
parent. Consistently with these principles, they are i)erfeotly
ready to examine, and, if need be, to remove the ground of any
complaint which the heads of any of the Churches may prefer
against the operation of any of the present rules, or of any part
of the present practice. At the close of your memoria! you
refer to grievances which you consider to have grown up under
the administration of tlie Poor Law. The duties of the com-
missioners are defined by statute, and they are responsible for
the exercise of the powers conferred on them by Parliament.
If those duties have been neglected, or those powers abuseii,
an appeal is open to the tribunals of public justice, or to the
authority of the Crown, according to the circum.'Stances of the
case.—I have the honour to be, with much respect, most Rev.
Sir, your most obedient faithful servant, Edward Cardwell."

Ieish Collection for the Pope.—Dr. Cullen, the-
Rational System or EDucATioir.—The following

M Mr. CardwelJ's letter to Archbishop CuUen communi- Roman Catholic Archbishop, issued a letter last week,

^emlr aT '^/'\he*'*'Rn'm^i^''r!?if^^ t°
the which fillsnearlythreecolumnsofthejournals, authorising

j
a repor. wasreaa irom tne ueoerai rurpu^c...^^memorial ot the Roman Catholic Bishops for a the clergy and laity to make a collection of money for

[ stating that the committee had referred to the sur-

I
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veyor of the commission the plans relating to the
{

Sinithfield Market Improveuient and Approaches

IJiU the Thames Tunnel Railway Bill, the Dover

and'Chatham Extension Bill, and other Bills of which

notices had been given for the present session of

parliament, and which were intended to affect the

City of London, and recommending that the Court

should dissent from the whole of those Bills, in ord^

to place itself in a position to oppose in committee if it

be thought advisable to do so. In the course of the

discussion it was stated that the proposed schemes if

carried out would occupy no less than 53 acres of valu-

able land within the City, in addition to tunnels under

and viaducts over the streets, and that a large amount
j

of rateable property would have to be removed to make
j

way for tljem, thereby increasing the rates already

borne hy the adj;ieent parishes. The report was
adopted and ordered to be printed for circulation among
the members of the Court,

Lord Oranmohe died last weet at Brighton. His lordship
\

was the eldest of the tlirec sous of the late Mr. Domiiiick '

Geoffrey Browne, of Castle Macgarret, governor of the county
of Mayo, and for some time its representative iu the Irirfh and
Imperial Parliaments. His mother was the daughter and
heiress of the Hon. George Browne, son of the Earl of Altamont,
and uncle of the first Marquis of Sligo. He was bom in 1787,

and was educated at Eton, at the University of Kdiuburgh, and
at St- John's College, Cambridge. He entered Parliament in

1813 as M,P. for Mayo, which he continued to represent in

every successive Parliament (with the exception of that of

1826-30) down to the year 1836, when he was elevated to the

peerage of Ireland as Baron Oraiimore, of Carra Browne Castle,

Galway, and Baron Browne of Castle Macgarret, Mayo, of which
county he was for many years vice-Ueutenant. In December,
1834, on seeking re-electir»n for the last time at the

Lands of his constituents, he avowed himself a strenuous
advocate for the auoUtion of tithes in Ii^land, although

he was a meml>er of the Protestant Church, but
he declined to support O'Cohnell in big agitation

for the repeal of the Unipn, and also voted against the Bill for

shortening Parliaments, He was a privy councillor for Ireland,

a deputy-lieutenant and an active magistrate for the county
Mayo. He married in ISll the eldest daugliter and co-heir of
the late Mr- Henry Monck and granddaughter maternally of
the second Earl of Arran, by whom he had a family of two
sons and three daughters. One daughter survives, the Hon,
3Irs, Ridley, wife of Colonel Ridlej', of the Grenadier Guards ;

and also one son, the Hon. Geoffrey Domiuick A. F. Browne,
born in 1819, who mairied in December last the only surviving
child of the late Mr. Alexander Guthrie, of the Mount,
Ayrshire,.and succeeds to the title and estates.

The Dowager Laby Leigh died on the 5th inst. at the family
residence in Portinan Square, She was the eldest daughter
of the Rev. William Willes, of Astrop House, Northamptonshire,
was bom in 1798, and married in 1819 Chandos Leigh, Esq.,
afterwards Lord Leigh, of Stoneleigh Abbey, Warwickshire,
and Adlestrop House, Oxon, whom she survived rather more
than nine years. Her ladyship leaves a family of 10 children,
three sons—the present Lord Leigh, Hon, E. Chandos Leigh,
and James Wentworth Leigh, and seven daughtera, of whom
three arc married, one to the Right Hon, C. B. Adderly, M.P,

;

another to Lord Saye and Sele ; and another to the Hon. and
Eev, H. P. Cholmondeley.
TuE Countess Dowager of Oxford died on the 4th hast, at

yo. 7, Halkin Street West, Belgrave Square. She was the
eldest daughter of the late W- A, Fawkner, Esq., one of the
clerks of the Privy Council, and married the 3d Earl of Oxfurd,

by whom she had issue, the present Earl and other children.

Colonel Sir Hekry Fairfax, Bart., died at Edinburgh on
the 3d inst,, the day on which he completed his 70th year. He
was the only son of the late Vice-Admiral Sir William George
Fairfax, of St. Bo^swelFs Bank, county Midlothiim, who was
flag captain of Admiral Duncan in the battle of Camperdown,
and was knighted for his services on that occasion when sent

home with the admiral's despatches. His late Majesty how-
ever, being anxious to show a further testimony of the

admiral's services, was also pleased in 1836 to confer the

dignity of a baronet of the United Kingdom on his son, whose
decease we now record. Sir Henry Fairfax himself was a
colonel in the army, and a magistrate and deputy-lieutenant
for Midlothian. He was an offshoot of the family of Lord
Fan-fax, was born in 1790, and married in 1830 the third

daughter of Thomas Williamson Ramsay, Esq,, of Lixmount,
Midlothian, and of Maxton, Roxburghshire, but was left a
widower in 1844- By that ladv he had two daughters and two
sons, the elder of whom, Wilham George Herbert Taylor, has

succeeded to the title as second baronet. The late Sir Henry
Fairfax's sister Mary is the celebrated Mi6. Somerville, author
of several works on natural philosophy.

Captain MooRSoii, R.N., C.B., the well-known inventor of

the shell which bears his name, died on Satxurday last at his

brother's house at Brighton, He had been in a very weak
state of health for some time, and resigned the command of

the Diadem about four months ago, so that this event was not
altc^ether unexpected, though very sudden, arising from the

rupture of one of the vessels of the heart. Captain Moorsom
was within a few days of 44 years of age. He entered the
navy at 14. Although he obtained the " gold medal " of hia

year at the Jlaval College, he was not made lieutenant till

seven years after he had served his full time as mate, and then
his hope of further promotion appeared so small that he was
frequently on the point of quitting the service. The invention
of his *' shell," however, brought him into notice. He served
in the first Chinese war, and soon after the breaking out of
that with Russia, being then a post captain, he was appointed
to the Firebrand, whose commander had been killed at the
month of the Danube, He never joined that ship, but was
employed on shore with Captains Lushington, Keppel, Peel,
and Hay, in the Naval Brigade. He had a large share in the
organisation of that force, and was the only officer, with one
exception, who served with it through all the bombardments
mitil it was broken up at the fall of Sebastopol. Captain
Moorsom was a C.B-, a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, and
had the Order of the Mecijidie, together with the Chinese,
Crimean, and Turkish medals. He presented his invention of
the "shell" to the Government, and it has been for some
years adopted in the service. He was the author of a treatise
on the Manoeu^Ting of Steam Fleets.

Mr. EDJtuKi) George Ba>"kf5, of Studland Manor, Dorset"
shire, who died on the 28th ult. in his 34th year, was
nephew of Mr, W. J- Bankes, of Corfe Castle and Kingston
i^acy, being the eldest son of the late Right Hon, Geoi'ge
Bankes, Cursitor Baron of the Exchequer, and many years
M.P, for Dorset ; and only succeeded to the property uf Stud-
land Manor on his father's duath in the summer of 1857. He
has died xmmarried; and the property passes to his next
brother, Mr. Henry Hyde Nugent Bankes, banister at-law,
parried to the Hon. Ml^e Vivian, daughter of the late Lord
Vivian,

Sir John Wylde, LL.B., late Chief Juatice|of the Cape,
died a few days before Christmas last, aged 79. He
was the elder brother of the lat« Lord Truro, being
the eldest of the three sons of the late Mr. Thomas
"Wilde, solicitor, of Warwick Square, London. He was
born at the cloye of 1780, or early in 17S1, and at the usual ago
was sent, with his btother Hiomas, the future Chancellor of

England, to St. Paul's School, of which he rose to be captain,

and from which he proceeded in due course to Trinity College,

Cambridge. He entered himself as a student at the Middle
Temple in 1802, and having read law in the chambers of Mr.
Chitty, was called to the bar in 1S05, in which year he pro-

ceeded to his university degree as LL,B. Whilst at Cambridge
he accepted a commission ^ia the Cambridgeshire Yeomanry,
and rose to be Colonel of the regiment, in spite of the fact that
he was in no way connected with the landed aristocracy of the
county- Having practised as a barrister ia London and on the
Home Circuit with average success, in 1827 he was nominated
to the Chief Justiceship of the Cape, the duties of which he
discharged with zeal and energy lor 37 years. At the same
time he received the honour of knighthood. In 1854, when a

constitution was granted to the Colony, Sir John Wylde be-

came president of the first Cape Parliament^ and succeeded in

conciliating the goodwill and secnriug the co-operation of all

classes among its members. In September, iu that year, while
seated on the judicial bench, he was attacked by a paralytic

seizure; but iu spite of the entreaties of the counsel present,

he refused to be removed :rom the court, or to deliver a written
judgment. He heard the case out and gave his decision, but
he never sat again. He retired on hiii full pension, and spent
the remainder of his days iu retirement at his seat near Cape
Town.

Wills.--The will of Earl De Grey has been awom under
100,000^ personalty ; that of Lady Peel has been sworn under
14,000i, personalty; that of Mr, Justice Crowder has been
sworn under 70,000i. ; and that of Mr. George Shearwood of
Calcutta and Lime Street, merchant, under 25,000/,

THOMAa Barkett Lennard, Bart., aged 8 months—3d inst,
at 7, Norfolk Terrace, Westboume Grove West, Marv, relict Oi
the late Major-General Arthur Molesworth, E.I.C.S. —
lOth ult, 5, Bennett Street, Bath, L^titia, reUct of
the late Bngadier-General DAvm Clephane, formerly
Lieutenant-Colonel H^M.'s 20th Regiment, aged SI—
2d inst, at Peuge, Surrey, the Rev, Henry Clifford RaD-
OLYFyE, Incumbent of St. Luke's, King's Cross, and of 30,
Upper Bedford Place—27th ult, at the Vicarage, the Rev.
Joseph Brown, M.A-, vicar of Kirk Michael, Isle of Man, and
episcopal registrar of the diocese of Man, aged 75—7th inst^

at Upton Park, Slough, Euzabeth Annabella, widow of the
late Walpole Eyre, Esq., of Bryanston Square, aged 65.

COVENT GARDEN.—Feb. 11.

Pine Apples, Grapes, and other finer kinds of fruit, continue
to maintain former prices; good Apple* and Pears are very
scarce, and realise high prices. Oranges are plentiful

and cheap. Good Cobs realise Is- to Is- 6d, per lb, Chesnuts are

plentifLil- Rhubarb, Asparagus, Seakale, Cabbages, Carrota,

Parsuipb, and Leeks are sufficient ior the demand. Parsley^

owing to the open weather we have lately been experiencing,

by
Green Peas of foieign growth are now beginning to make
their appearance. Best samples of Potatoes reali^^e 4s. 6d, a
bushel, ilushi-ooms can still be had in small quantities..

Cucumbers are dear. Cut flowers chiefly consist ol Orchids,
Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette^ Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths^
and Roses.

FRTJIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 6ft to 8s Pears, per doz,, Os to Ss

very much cheaper, Cornish Broccoli, which is furnished

the crateful, fetches from Ss. to 4s. per doicen heud.*^-

BiTUMENiSED PAFEii TuBiNG.—All experiment was

made under the great Cloclc Tower, Westminster, a few-

days since for the purpose of testing the strength^ by
hydraulic pressure, of a novel description of tuhing,

composed of bitumeuised paper, iuveuted by M. Jalou-

reau, a contractor for paving Paris and other large

towns of France with bituinenons concrete. In the

course of his experiments some paper which had been

coated with bitumen was laid aside In a coiled form,

and after some time it assumed a very stiff and solid

shape. Pursuing the idea which accident had thus

developed, M. Jaloureau put several layers of bitume-

nised paper round a cyhuder, and submitting theiu to

internal pressure, found that a tube a quarter of an

inch in thicliness was capable of resisting a pressure of

250 lbs. to the square inch. The lightness of these

tubes, their portability, cheapness, and non-liability to

oxidation induced the municipal authorities of Paris to

try thein for the conveyance of gas, and in the recent

experiments a piece of tube was produced, whicb, though
stated to have been underground in Pans as a gas pipe

for 12 moiiths, had the appearance of being a perfectly

new pipe. The tubes subjected to the pressure of the

hydraulic pump bore a strain of 250 lbs. to the square
inch without burstins", which is more tlian thev would
be ever called on to bear in ordinary use, being equal
to 550 feet head of water. One of the tubes, ^-inch
thick, and with a bore of 3 inches, was also tested by
A'Oiglit, and it only gave way to a pressure of 428 lbs-,

the bearings being 3 feet apart. The engineers who
were present expressed themselves entirely satisfied

with the experiments, and considered that they might
be substituted with advantage in many cases where
iron tubes are now used. As to their capability of

resisting heat, it was stated that they might be sub-

mitted to a temperature of 160° of Falirenlieit without

any deterioration of the material. It ^vas also stated

that the new tubhig has a decided superiority in regard

to economy, as its cost is not one-half that of the

ordinary iion piping. Messrs. Paul Fosket and Alex-

ander Young are the patentees of the invention in this

country.

Grapes, per lb-, Ss to lOs

Melons, eacb, 2s. to 48
Pomegranates, each, 4d to Gd
Apples, per doz., 2s to 3s-

Orauges, p*^r 100, 6s to lOa
Lemons, per 100^ 5a to 8s
FUberts, p. 100 lbs., SOs to 00s
Cobs, do., 1003

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p. bundle, 7s to 10s Artichokes, per doz,, 2s to 3$^
Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
Rhubarb^ perbmidle, 28 to 3s
h\ lieane, per 100, 2b to 2s 6d
Broccoli, per doz., 4s to Ss

Greens, per dozen bunches,
4s 6d to 6a

Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOs
— per bus., ^s to 4s 6d
^- per cwt., 6s to Ss

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each, la to 3a

Beet, perdo;^.. Is fid to 2s
Celery, per bundle, Is 6d tc

2s
Onions, p, halfsieve. Is to Is 6d
— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d

Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, perlU, tid toSd
Lettucea, Cabb,, per ecore. Is
to ls6d

Endive, p, score, Is to 2s
Horseliadiah,p.bun,,ls6dto4S
Mushrooms, p. pott, Ss to^2s6d
Parsley, p. l:i bunches, 4s to 8s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

METROPOLITAK CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, Feb. 6.

The number of Beasts is again small ; trade is not very brisk,

however last Monday's quotations are pretty well maintaiued.
Tne supply of Sh^ep is still short, and consequently prices con-
tinue high, although trade is slow. There is no alteration in
the Cair trade- From Germany and Holland there are 190
Beasts, 1060 Sheep, and 95 Calves ; from Scotland, 400 Beasts ;

trom Ireland, 200 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 2000; and 200
from the northern and midland coimtiea.

a d s d r s d s

Best Long-wools. 5 to 5Best Scots, Here*
fords fee. .- 4 10 to 5

Best ISnort-horus 4 8 — 4

2d quality Beasts 3 S — 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds .- 5

Do, Shorn .• •

d
4

10
2

4 to 5 8

Do, Shorn
Ewes fe 2d quality 4 6

Do. Sliorn
Lambs
Calves -. -,4 4
Pigs -, .• 3 8

4 8

5 8
S

Beasts, 3930; Sheep & Lambs, 18,760; Calves, 12S; Pigs, 280.]

Thursday, Feb. 9.

"We have a short supply of Beasts, and the demand for best
qualities is active. Monday's qualities are well supported for
all kinds. There is about an average number of sheep ; there
is not much trade for them, yet we cannot quote any alteration
in pi-ices. Calf trade remains unaltered. Uur foreign supply
consists of 140 Beasts, 360 Sheep, and 127 Calves. JVIilcli

Cows, iro.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . , 4
Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds -. 5

Do, Shorn * #

Best LoDg-wools .5 fco 5 4
8 to 5 Do. Shorn . . . . — . -

6 — 4 10 Ewes& 2d quality 4 6 —48
4 —4 Do. Shorn «. .. — ,*

Lamba — ..4—5 8 Calves .. ..4 4 — 5 S— •- Piga . . . . 3 S — 5

BIRTHS.—On the 4th inst, at 34, Charles Street, Berkeley
Square, the Lady Emily Kingscote, of a daughter—3d inst, at

the Ry&dd Court, Worcestershire, the wife oi Sir Edmund
Lechmere, Bart., prematurely, of a son, still bom—31st ult, at

Heligan, Cornwall, at the residence of J. Tremayne, Esq., the
lady of the Hon. and Rev. J. Townshend Boscawen, of a

daughter—3d inst, at 79, Eaton Place, Lady Caikns, of a
daughter—6th inst, at 32, Grosvenor Place, the wife of Colonel

GobLBURS, of Betchworth House, Surrey, of a son—31st ult,

at Southwell, Notts, the Hon. Mrs, Edmund IIoscktos, of a
daughter.

MARRIAGES.—On tho Sth inpt, at St. George's, Hanover
Square, Majoi-General the Hon. Thob. Asuburnham, C.B., to

the Hon. Adelaide Georoiana Foley, sister of Lord Foley

—

7th inst, at St. JaDies'.s Church, Flocktou-cum-Deiiby Grange,
James Crosbie, Esq., of Ballyheigue Castle, c. Kerry,

Ireland, to Rosa, fifth daughter of Sir John Lister Kate,
Baronet, of Denby Grange. Yurksliiie—15th Dec, at Madras,

Captain William H. Whitlock, oth Madras Native Infantry,

second son of Major-General Sir George C. Whitlock, K.C.B.,

to Margaret Louisa, eldest daughter of Lieutenaut-Colonel

Edward Lawfoiuj, Madras Engineers—2d inst, at St. George's,

Hanover Square, Henry, fifth son of the Right Hon. Sir F.

Pollock, Lord Chief Baron, to Amelia, tliird daughter of the

late C. Bailey, Esq., of 5, Stratford Place, Loudon, and Lee

Abbey Lvnton, North Devon—27th ult, at Madrid, in the

Chapel Royal of Atocha (their MajesUcs tbe Queen and King of

Spain being Padrinos on the occasion), John Joseph Gordon,

KM of ^ ardhouse and Kildrummy, in the county of Aber-

deen' Esq , to Senobita Dona Maria Teriba db Aiusteoui,

eldest daughter of his Excellency Senor Don Rafael de Ans-

teguL Coode Mii-asol-^th inst, at St. Peter's, Eaton Square,

John Thomas Tallest, Esq., of Hingham, Norfolk, to Jane,

third daughter of the late Richard Crawshay, Esq., of Otter-

shaw Park, Surrey.

DEATHS.—On tbe 3d inst, at Woodlands, Gorey, Mary

Sophia, the wife of Major-General LorTus Owen, and daughter

of tbe late General Sir Anthony FiLrnngtou, Bart.—3Istult, at

RiTenhall Place, Esses, Charles Dacre, youngest sou ol toir
.

Beasts, 830 ; Sheep fc Lambs, 3340 ; Calves, 156 ; Pigs, 200.

HOPS.-Borough Market, Friday, Feb. S.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market is

very firm at fully late prices.

COAL MARKET.—Feb. 3.

Bates' West Hartley, 14s. 3d. ; Buddie's West Hartley,
14a. 6d. ; Bunihope Gas, 13s. 6d. ; Byass's Bebside West-
Hartley, 15s. ; Tanfieid Moor Butes, 13s. yd. ; Walker Prim-
rose, 14 s. ; West Wylam, 158. ; AValla End Eden, IDs. 9d. ;

Walls End Hartou, 19s. 6d. ; Walls End Northumberland,..
158. 6d. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hetton, 208. 3d. ; Walls End
Hetton, 21s. ; Walls End South Hetton. 203. 9d. ; Walls End
Stewarts, 208. 9d. ; Wails End Hartlepool, 20s. 9d.; Walla
End Heugh Hall, 198. 9d. ; Walls End South Hartlepool,

1U3. 9d. ; Walls End Kelloe, 20h. ; Walls Eud Whitworth,.

168. ; Walla End South Durham, 19s. 3d. ; Powell's Dufirjn-
Steam, 22b. 6d.—143 ships at market.

POTATOES.—SouTHWark, Monday, Feb. 6.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been,

greater than at any period during the season, and a further
decline in prices has been the consequence. Quotations ;—
Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 90b. to laOs. ; Lincolnshire

do., 85s. to 95s.; Dunbar do., 100s. to 120s.; Perth, Forfar, and
Fifeshire do., SOs. to H Os. ; do. Rocks, 70a. to 80s. ; do, Reds^,

7us. to SUs. ; French Whites, 70s. to SOs. ; Belgian do., 60s.

to 708.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-aii Trusses.

tMnHKiELD, Thursday, Feb. y.

Prime Meadow Hay 658 to 76b
I
Clover

Superior do. (old).. 73 84 New Clover

Inierior do. .. ^ . 50 65

New do — —
Rowen *5 ^6

00b to 105s-

W

Sec*>nd cut do. - . 70 90
Straw f9 30

Davis & Co.

CUMBERLAIH) MARKET, ThCHSDAT, Feb- 9,

Sup- Meadow Uay . • 80a to 883

Inierior da -- .- W 70

Ntw do — ""

Superior Clover .

.

98 105

WaiTBCHAPEL, Thursday, Feb, 9,

Kne old Hay . • .

.

80s to 848 Fine old CloTcr

Inferior do 65 75

Prime New Hay .- — —
Inferior do — —
Straw 26 30

Os to 88frInferior Clover ., *

New do — —

'

btraw 81 35
JOfiHUA BaKETI,

Inferior do
Fine New Clover

,

Fine 2d cut
Inferior do.

988 to 1036
£4 92

m «

* •

80
60

8&
7t
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BRITISH WOOLS.—LONHON, Friday, Feb. 10.
have to report a quiet state of our market, the nsc in

the rate of interest having led to a cessation of operations.
;Our stocks are very light, especially of fleeces and fleece sorts.

V 7 .
^^ ^^^ puUed in largo (luantitios, and can be boughta shade lower.

South-down Hog- s.

gets
Half-bred ditto..
T)own Ewes
Xent Fleeces

m *

1

1
1
1

d. 8.

8 to 1
8 —
6 — .

6 — 1

d.

9

6h

Leicest. TTethers 1
Ditto Hoggs
Combing Stins
Blanket ditto ,

Flannel Wool .

1

1

1

5 to

7 —
2 —
6 —
2 —

1 6

ICJ
1 7

* # • * * V

s. s.

40—48
46—48
46—52

Red
Red

Red

> * * •

s. s.

40—45
42—48

23
19
23

31
24
29

Malting

Feed ..

24—23 Feed ..

23—26iFeed ..

35—38 Foreigu

.

33—43
48—54
38—46
36—38
3i—33

37^3
27—37

Harrow

.

Lgngpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.
18—27 Per sack

34—40
35—41

19—26
19—24
17—24

33—43

36—40
30—37

MARK LANE.—MoNDAT, Feb. 6.

^
The Bupply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morn-

ing s market was very small, and more readily taken at fiilly
the prices of this day se'nnight. The demand for fureign,
although Umited, has slightly increased, and its late value is
well maintained. For malting Barley there is a good demand
at rather above the prices lately current ; grinding is a slow
sale. Beans and Peas sell freely at last week's quotations.
For Oats there is a fair inquiiy at an advance of 6d. per qr.
upon the rates ol last Monday.

Per liiPKRiAL Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. White— — fine selected runs, .ditto— — Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign |38—56
JiARLEY, grind. &dist., 24sto303. . Chev.)3S—44 Malting.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— -Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Kte
Bye-meal, foreign !!..'..

Beans, Mazagan 30s to 40s Tick— Pigeon 36s— 47s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
-"Maize White
Flovr, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto— Foreign per barrel

Frtdat, Feb. 10,
The weather during the past week has been changeable,

frosty and fine with snow storms and rain ; to-day wind N.W.,
with severe frost. The gi-ain trade throughout the United
Kingdom has been less depressed than for some weeks, and a
disposition for business has become evident ; the value of grain
has however not experienced a general improvement, although
in some districts English Wheat was written Is. per qr. dearer,
whilst English Oats and Barley advanced 6d. to Is. per qr.
J'^jreign AVheat is not quotably dearer, but fine foreign Beans,
Barley, and Maize are worth Is. per qr. more money, and Oats
advanced 6d. per qr. The arrivals from Southern Europe are
not larger this week than they have been for some time past.
The sales include Taganrog Ghirka Wheat at 45s. 9d., per
492 lbs.; Sandomirka at 47s. per 4S0 lbs. ; Galatz Barley at
24s. 6d., Ibrail at 2as. to 25s. 6d., Danube at 25s. 9d., all
per 400 lbs. for forward shipment ; Ibrail Maize at 32s., Salo-
nicaat 31s, both per 480 lbs.; Danube Barley, 10,000 qra.
from Ibrail at 13s. per qr., 12,000 qrs. from the Snlina at
153. 6d. per qr., both f. o. b. The amvals of Barley, both
English and foreign, continue to be on a liberal scale, of all
other grain small. This morning's market was thinly attended.
Dry English Wheat commands attention at fully former prices ;

a portion of the damp remained unsold at a late hour. The
>n(iuiry for foreign is very Umited, and its value remains un-
altered. For spring com of all descriptions there is a good
demrad at the extreme rates of Monday. The Flour trade bi
steady at Jate quotations.

Arrivals from Feb. 6 to Feb. 10.

WANTED, FOUK or FIVE strong, active
who are acquainted with OUT-DOOR NU

27—37
30—37

TO SALESMEN.
MR, JAMES VEITCH, Jun., is in immediate want

of a well educated person, of good appearance and
address, to act as GENERAL SALESMAN, and to assist in
getting up orders, ^c. As someprrtion of the Corresjiondence
will probably devolve upon him, it is necessary that he should be
able to write a thoroughly good business letter. Energetic and
persevering business habits are absolutely necessary. Applica-
tion stating terms, references, &c., are in the first instance to
be made by letter only.—Royal Exotic Nursery. King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.—Feb. 11.

WANTED, TWO very vonng MEN to assist in
the PLANT DEPARTiMENT, one of whom will be

chiefly in the Propagating Department.—Apply to Osbop.n &
Sons, FuHiam Nursery. London, S.W.

MEN'
acquainted witti OUT-DOOK NURSERY

WORK ; one or two will be required to have some knowledge
of ROSES and FRUIT TREES.—For particulars apply to
John Craxstox. King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

WANTED, AS SECOND CLERK, in one of the
principal Metropohtan Horticultund Establishments,

a sharp active young Man, and to assist in tbe Correspondence.
He must write a good hand, and be of a persevering disposition.—Address, with particulars of past experience and salary
required, to Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, A GARDENER and LAUNDRESS.—
An active intelligent Man, without incumbrance, who

must be well acquainted with Gardening in all its branches,
both Kitchen and Flower Gardens. A single-handed place, with
cottage rent free ; the help of a. boy two or three hours daily,
and a labourer once a week when required. Wife to act as
Laundress for the family. The highest character will be re-
quired for respectability, and especially sobriety. No personal
application will be attended to.—Address by letter to T. P.,

7, Dover Street, Piccadilly, London. W.

English
Irish ,

.

VVbeat.

1080 qrs.

Foreign.. 620 „

Harloy.

1640 qrs.

ft

2490 .,

Oats.

620 qrs.

1600 „

6S50 „

Flour.

1100 sbs.

(

300 ,"

1500 brls.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Feb. 7.—At our market to-day there
•was a fair inquiry for Wheat, but holders generally required a
slight advance, which checked business. Indian Corn was very
saleable at 6d. per qr. advauce on the week. Flour was
inactive, but very full rates were insisted on.
Fhidav, Feb. 10.—Grain niark.t steady. Wheat in butter

demand at full prices. Flour dull. Indian Com 6d. to Is.
clearer. Choice Galatz 343., Ibrail 033., Egyptian Beans, 35s.
Oats a shade dearer. Oatmeal and Barley steady.

Averages. Wheat.TBarlevI Oats.

Dec. 31.. Us '2d

Jan. 7.. 44 2— 14.. 43 ]1— 21.. 43 11— 28.. 43 10
Feb. 4 .

.

43 8

Agg.Aver. 43 11

Wheat,
j
Barley.

34s
34
34
34
34
Si

ad
5
7
4
4

10

21s
21
21
21
21
21

6d
5
5
1

5

34 7 ' 21 4

Rye.

35s
35
30
32
28
31

Id
5
4
1

11

Beans."

39s 7~d

38 10
39
38
88
38

3
5
1

32 10 ! 33 8

38
36
36
36
35

36

3

7
2
3

£
9

T?5
Flcctuationsin the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Dec. 3ir7an7TCf-S.

44 « 2d-

43 11
43 10
43 3

r

* «

« «

Jan. 14. Jan. 21. 'Jan. 9S.I Feb. 4.|

» * #

T * «

* *

« ft

1
* «

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

G^ARDENER (Head).—Single ; good practical experi-
_ ence. No single-handed place accepted. Country preferred.

Testimonials good.-E. C. Paradise Nursery, HollowAy, N.

i^AHDENEK (Head).—A-e 25, single; \i:\s a goodVX knowledge of his profession. No single-handed place
accci->ted.—Wr. Watson, The Gardens, Bipley Castle, Yorks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession, also im-

proving Estates, Management of Land, Keeping Accounts, &c.—H G . Mr England Clarke. Nurseryman, Gravesend. Kent.

GAKDENEH (Head).—Age 29, nifivried, ono child;
thoroughly understands his profession. Wife can take

charge of Dairy or Poultry if required. Good character.—J. T.,

2, Alder's Terrace, Lyham Road. Brixton Hill, S.

C^
ARDENEK (Head).—Age 38. single; practically

X acquainted with the management of Vinerj^. Greenhouse,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—W. R., 44, Foley Street,
Middlesex. Hospi tal , W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, single; practical,
and thoroughly understands his profession. Has had

good practice in England and Scotland. Good character.

—

E. C.^ Key's Library, 18, Westbourne Place, Faddington, W^_

C^
AROENEH (Head).—Single; successful cultivator

X of Stove andC'tecnhousc Plants, Early Grapes, Cucumbers,
and all kinds of Vegetables, Wall Fruits, and Flower Garden.
Ten years' character.—W. C. K. Dicker's. Westerham, Kent.

GARDENER (HEAD).~Age 28, married; lias had
good experience in the Cultivation of Stove and Green-

house Plants, Kitciien and Flower Gardens, including Forcing
of Pines, Vines. Melons, and Cucumbers. Five years' good
character.—A. B,, 3, Fort Place, Highbury Tale, N.

ARDEXER (Head).—Age 3G, single; understands
Early Forcing, Vines, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen

Gardens ; care of Cows, Pigs, and Meadow Land. Can have un-
exceptinnable character.—A. B., Messrs. J. & J. Fraser,
Leyton. Essex, N.B.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, without
iucunibrance ; has a thorough knowledge of his pro-

fession. Wages, U. per week, with house. Three year.*?'

chiracter.—Y. Z., 10, Bridge Field Grove, near Wandsworth
Station. S.W.

/GARDENER (Head).—Age 40; wife and one
VX daughter, aged 17; having a thorough knowledge of his
profession in every department. Has lived 20 years in the
same place, 7 of which have been pass^ed with the family now
residing there.—A. G., Mr Wm. Saunders, Abergavenny.

ARDENER (Head).—Has lived tlTree and a half
years in a gentleman's house with hia wife as Cook, but

now wishes a place with a Cottage where his Wife's services
are not required. Both are thoroughly trustworthy, and can
be well recommended.—Rev. R. J. M„ Castlecary.

ARDENER (Head ^vorking). — Married, two
children ; understands his profession. Wages not so

mucb an object as a comfortable situation. Apply to tlie Nur-
sery for reference.—T. T., Mr. Smith's Nursery, St. John's,
Worcester.

FOREMAN.—Well acquainted with Forcincr and fWManagement of Stove and Greenhouse Plan'ts r a
references as to character and abihty.—B. B 31 FhMp c* 5
Red Lion Street, Holborn, London, W.C. ° ^^'"^^^

ARDENER (Foreman), in a good establisiS^^
Age 26; well acquainted with Plants, Forcincr a,^

'

has a good general knowledge of his profession. Goodt^.^-
monials.—A. B., Messrs. Rollissons', Nursery-men, Tooting g
r^ARDENER (General Foreman or Pla^JTfobiT

>^A ^^'/^')--^^e 24; in a nobleman's or gentleman's GardenGood character -Address, statmg wages, A. M., Mr. Lovell's"Bridge Street, Banbury, Oxford. "^"^^Sf

ARDENER.—Married, one daughter; hSTw
great experience in every branch of Horticulture anH

Agriculture ; the Management of every description of WoodS
and Built Property

;
and will guarantee the general Imnrovp.

ment of any Estate under strict economical principles with
profitable returns.—J. D., Post Office. Widworthy, near HonitoiL
Devon. ^

F

r;i AUDENER.-M- Weight (age 33), BeymoreVJ Gardens, Bridgewater, will be at liberty the latter part
of February, and wishes to engRge ^ith any nobleman or trentle-
man requiring the services of a thoroughly practical and indua-
trious Gardener in every part of his profeasion.—Address as
above.

GAKDE]S:ER""(Undee).—Age 2lT^o5d"^lTI^I^i.
from last two places* 15 months and three years and a

half—T, R. 22, Dorset Street. Fnrtman Square, W.

GARDENER, oe GARDENER and BAIlTfev
Sin^jle; understands Forcing and the general routine of

Gardening ; also the management of Stock, Seven years' un-
exceptionable character. No single-handed place accepted.—
M. M., Mn Neal, Seedf^man, High Street. 'Wandsworth, S.W.

GARDENER and BAILIFF, or STEWArSZ
Experienced in every dej^artment of Horticulture and

Agriculture, with good recommendations from gentlemen of

the first respectability, and a corresponding member of the
Horticultural Society of London. High salary not an object.

—G, T., Mr. Whale, Nurseryman, Egham^ Surrey.

ARM STEWARD on BAILIFF.—Middle-aged";
a native of Scotland; of active habits, and practically

acquainted with Farming on the most improved principles,

Buyiu^r, Selling, and Management of Stock in general. Satia-

factory testimonials.—X-X,, Post Oflfice^ Watford. Herts.

FARM BAILIFF.—Single; thoroughly competent
to take the entire Management of a Farm (any size) in all

its branches,—J. V-, Post Office, Eltham, Kent, S.E.

AlIM BAILIFF to a nobleman or gentleman.—

A

Farmer's Son, age 30; thoroughly understands the Rear-

ing and Breeding of Cattle, «tc. Can give tbe most satisfac*

tory references.

—

W. J., Post Office, Faringdon. Berks.

ARM BAILIFF.-Age45, married, small family;

thoroughly understands Farming, both Stiflf and Light

Soil, and Breeding and Rearing of Stock. Can have an unex-

ceptionable character from his late employer for 10 years

—

H, R., Mr, Perch, News Agent, Wimbledon, Surrey, 8>W.

TO IMOBLEMFN AMD CEIMTLEWIEN.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 36, married, ivilh small

family; has been extensively engaged in Farming opera-

tions on Heavy and Light Soils, understands Breeding, Rearing,

Buying and Selling Stock and Corn, the management of Woods
and Plantations ; can Keep Accounts- Wife can take Dairy ai*-

Poultry if required. Unexceptionable references given from

last situation.—G. H,, care of 14, Coronation St., Cambridge.

TO NOBLEMEM AND GENTLEMEN.
BAILIFF-—Middle-aged; is thoroughly practical in

Modern Farming. A good Judge of Stock, &c. Has had

great experience in the Midland and Southern counties.

First-class references,—Address Bailiff, Hastoe, Tring, Hert.s.

BAILIFF OE FAKM MANAGER. — Age 30;

thoroughly conversant -with every branch of Modem
Agriculture on a large scale, Land Drainage, Erecting Build-

ings, (fee, and the most economical directions of Labour,

Breediner, Purchasing, and Selling of Stock, and Com. Under-

stands the management of Woods and Timber. The btft

reference can be given,—A. M,, Mr. Thoa. Scott, Land Agent,

18, Parliament Street, London, S,W,

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

LAND AGENT (in the South of ENOiAyi)).-
A Northumbrian, who has a practical knowledge of the

modern improvements in Agriculture, and who has had con-

sidei-able experience in the Breeding and the Management of

Short-Horns. Would not object to Ireland,—Mr. Story, careo;

Messrs. Horn & Story, Booksellers, &c.. Grey Street, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.

Age 38,

TO LANDED PROPRIETORS.

OVERSEER OR LAND STEWARD.- ^ .

manned, witliout incumbrance: has been tliese lastaix

years ManaR-ernpou an Estate and Home-farm of 350 acres in

the West of England, where the most extensive and modemini-

provemcnts in Land and Building have been carried oW

entirely under his superintendence. The Advertiseris a native

of Berwickshire, ^^B., having been bred upon the moat exten^

sive and ably managed Estates and Farms in that country am

East Lothian. The most unexceptionable testimonials fromm»

TpHK WIDOW OF THE XATE PRoyKSSOR HFNVPPV /^AKDKNEK (Head).—Age 34, sm^li^. ; of 16 years' P^-^^^.V^ employer, whom he leaves '^"tj'-^Iy «f
^Jfi^J^^jStJ

??.1Vvi'?^'^>k1^'^^'^
between theVa of 6 'and 12. toEDUtAlL with her own family. Terms, from 60 Guineas perAnnum.—Tumhani Green, W.

WANihA), byagentleiiuin iii the County of OxtonL
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are taken. Terms moderate.—Apply to A lpha, Kiagham,O.Ton.

Wi^'^P' A iOKEMAN OP BUILDERS. -A
f T Gentleman who is about to repair and remodel theFarm hou^s. Buildings, and Cottages upon his estate, is

aesirous of meeting with a person experienced in such work
to superintend fora time the execution of the same.— Address
?J"^"iK *^^™^' P""*>"s experience, and references, to A. P. W

'

Post Office, Froroe, Somerset.

Forcing
Grapes, Pines, Melons, and Cucumbers, Peaches and Straw-
berries, Vegetables ; is a good Kitchen aud Flower Gardener.
Can have a good character from bis last employer.—A, B.
Mrs. Philprttt. Grocer, Esher, Surrey.

Vi
RANTED. A YOUNG to take charge of the

Hard-Wooded House Department of a Provincial
Nursery —Apply, stating terms, references, &c., to F. Godwin,
JBr^dfield Ncrseries, 8heffield.

"tit /"ANTED, A iMAN who thoruutrhly uuderstuuUs
I } .I^ropagating Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, and Nurserv

Stock m general. Good ch.iracter required.—Apply to Meaars.
Fla.nauam ft Sow, Mansion Hnnse Street EC
T\7'^'A'*^I^» A MAN with a gmt^ral knowledge of

nLV u }" ^^-^^''T^. n^^re especially of the Propagation
Shrubs, and
AUE3 Dickson

G.VUDENER (Head).— Aere 31, married; great
expeKence in all branches of his profession. Has been

supplying a first class family with every necessary that can
be produced from tbe Garden, both early and late. Would only
accept an engagement where tlie garden is kept up in the firs't

of order. Four and a half years' superior character from wbere
he has been —H. W., Mr. .\ustcn's, Po.st OfSce, Brixton, S.

.VRDENER (Head).— Age 28, single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession, including

Pines, Vines, RIelons, Cucumbers, and Strawberries, Early
and Late Forcing, also the Management of Orchard Houses,
and the Growing of Stove and Greenhou.se Plants; is a good
Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Two years' excellent character.
No single-handed place accepted.—T, D., 2, iS'apier Itoad,
Addi-ion Road, Kensington, W.

GAIiDKNKR (Head), to any nobleman or gentleman
in want of a first-class Gardener.—In the prime of life,

energetic, and industrious ; has had extensive and most suc-
cessful practice in every department of Gaidening ; is an
enthnsiastic cultivator of all kinds of Fruit and Flowers.
Moral character unexceptionable. Ample testimony to the
above can be had from late employer and several of the leading
HorticnUurists of the day.—E.,,Mr. Thomson, Dalkeith Park,
Edinburgh.

respectfully invited. Thoroughlv acquainted with all sorts o

Agricnlrnral Machiner%'. Securitv to anv reasonable amoimi

if required. — A. B., Messrs. Sutton &. Sous, Seedsmen,

Reading, Berkw. ^_^^^—

^

TO ^OS-EMEN AND GENTLEMEIM AND GARDENERS-
APPRENTICE, where he can have the opporttimtj'

of learning all the various branches of Gardening".—

Ape 19; good education and character.fetrong. activej; can Mo

well. A Premium given.—T. H., Kilnwick Percy Gardens,

Pocklington, Yorkshire.

IMPROVER (under a nobleman or gentlemftn'i

Gardener).— Age 10; two years' good character, a

Premium will he given if required.—Y. Z., Mr. Danes, 3, rse"

Chapel Place. Kentish Town, N.W. ._
^

CLEtiK, in tbe Factor's Office on a nobleman or

gentleman's Estate.—Young ; bred in a Scotch P^J^^-fL

^

nnw in a Lawyer's Office. Besides the above he is to souj

extent acquainted with Agriculture. Can produce satiafacicrij

testimonials.—A. B., Gardeners' Chrrmicle Office. W.C. —

.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDMEN.

SHOPMAN OR CLERK.—Age 30; has l'"^-^^.
experience in first class hoxisea.—X. T., eofw"

CAroni'cV Office, W.C.
SIXASSISTANT SHOPMAN.

years* experience in a count

himself useful, and has a slight

as. Middle Row, High Holborn, London, W.O.

Ase 18; has had
rilling to mnfce

untry house ; is willing w ""p
[It knowledge ot Pl»nt».—H. f•»

i

i
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VICTOKTA AND LEGAL and C0MMERCL\L
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 18, King "William Street,

City, E.C.

The business of the Company embraces every description of

risk coiiiiecttid with Life Assurance.

Credit allowed of one-tliii-d of the premiums till death, or
half the premiume for five years, on policies taken out for the
whole of life.

Advances in connection with Life Assurance are made on
advantageous tcrais, either on real or personal security.

William Hatray, Actuary.

ExciiEQUEEjtheATTOENET-GEKEiiAL, Mr. Bright,

Lord J. Rtjssell, and Lord Paimekston. On a

division the amendment was negatived by 293 to

230, giving Miniaters a majority of 63. On Tuesday

Mr, Du Cane moved his resolution declaring the

opinion of the House that it is not expedient to

add to the existing deficiency hy diminishing the

ordinary revenue, and is not prepared to dis-

appoint the just expectations of the country by

re-imposing the income-tax at an unnecessaiily

high rate. Mr. Bentinck seconded the resolution,

which was supported by Lord E. Montagu, Mr.

Dawson, Mr. Hennessy, and Sir S. Kokthcoie ;

and opposed by Mr. Gowee, Mr, Baxter, Mr,

CouucU of the Horticultural Society, when Mr. ^'esfield
explauied liis plans for the laying out of the new garden
at Kensington Gore. In the evening the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princesses Alice
and Helena, honoured the performances at Covent
Garden Theatre with their presence. On Wednesday
morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice,
rode on horseback in the ridmg-house of Buckingham
Palace. The Prince Consort rode on horseback. In
the afternoon the Queen held a Court and Privy
Council at Buckingham Palace. At the Court M, ilu-
surus, the Turkish Ambassador, had an audience, and
delivered to her Majesty a letter from the Sultan.
At the Council Mr. William Hntt was sworn a Privy
Councillor, and declared by the Queen in Council Vice-
President of the Board of Trade. Mr. Charles Seely
was appointed Sheriif of Hampshire, and Mr. Charles F.
Thruston was appointed Sheriff of Merionethshire.

XebJg of t!)e SHeelJ,

Its the House of Lords on Friday Earl Gran^-

"VILLE stated, that a communication had been

received from the French Government to the effect

that, if Sardinia should annex Central Italy, the

Emperok or the Feenck would deem it necessary

to annex at least some portion of Savoy, but would

not take such a step without consulting the other

great Powers, and without the consent of the

'Savoyards. The Endowed Schools Bill passed

through Committee, with the addition of a clause

admitting the children of Dissenters into schools

not founded exclusively for the benefit of the

Church of England, and omitting the clause which

admitted Dissenters to the trusteeships of all

schools not expressly founded on Church principles.

On Monday the Earl of Derby called attention to

the Commercial Treaty with France and complained

of the entire absence of reciprocity in several

of its provisions, referring particularly to

the duties on shijiping and to the article on the

export of coal, which he denounced as impolitic

and dangerous in its possible consequences to

our relations with other countries. Earl

Oeanville defended the Treaty, which in-

volved, he said, provisions extending to the whole
world, and though in England it was declared to

he one-sided in favour of France, in France it

was asserted to be one-sided in favour of England.
On Tuesday the Earl of Elgin entered into a

^defence of his policy in China, He denied that he
had used either cruelty or injustice towards the

Chinese, and said that he had advocated the policy

of appointing a British representative at Pekin,

becauso he was convinced that it was the only

mode of making our relations with that country

permanent. On Thursday the Lord Chancellor
introduced the first of a series of measures for the

consolidation of the Criminal Statute Law ; the

Indictable Offences Bill and the Court of Chancery
Bill passed through committee ; and the report of

amendments of the Endowed Schools Bills was
"brought up and agreed to.

In the Commons on Friday after a desultory

discussion on the Commercial Treaty, and the mode
in which it was proposed to take the opinion of Parlia-

ment upon its provisions, the House went into

€ommittee of Supply, and Mr, Sidney Herbert
moved the Army Estimates. He stated that they

were the largest estimates which had been sub-

mitted to Parliament since the Russian war,

amounting to no less a sum than 14,842,27oi.>

being an increase of 1,982,978/, over those of last

year. He entered into a variety of details in ex-

planation of the items, and concluded by moving a
vote of 143,362 men, exclusive of 92,490 in India,

^he vote was agreed to, after considerable dis-

cussion, in which Sir R. Peel delivered a vehement
protest r^gainst the volunteer movement and the

magnitude of these estimates in a year of peace.

On Monday Mr. Du Cane postponed his motion on
the Budget, to enable Mr, Disraeli to move an
amendment which he had placed on the notice

paper on Friday night, declaring the opinion of

the House that before going into committee on the
Customs Acts, a vote should be taken on the
engagements of the Commercial Treaty. The
amendment was supported by Sir H. Cairns,
Sir F, Kelly, Mr. I^eavdegate, Mr, Ayrton,
Mr. Malins, Mr. S. Fitzgerald, and Mr. Hoes-
KA3r ; and opposed by the Chancellor of the ^

LiDDELL, Mr. Don SON, Mr. Crossley, Mr. Dcef,

and Mr. Ayrton. The debate was then adjourned, ^«^f J^^»^.,P"^^^l\,?^^ ^i^^\
^«": ^i^^^J Herbert,

o •.^ 1 1- Ti ri* I Larl Granville, and Viscount ralmer.ston h:ul audiences
On Wednesday Mr. Slanet withdrew his Public

; ^f her Majesty'. In the evening the Queen
Improvements Bill, and Sir C. Burrell's "W indow i party. On 'i'hursday the Queen held a

Cleaning Bill was loat without a division on the

question of the second reading. The Election

Petitions Act Amendment Bill was read a second

time, the question of referring it to a committee

being postponed till the Corrupt Practices Com-
mittee shall have met and decided whether

they can undertake the additional duty. On
Thursday the adjourned debate on Mr. Du Cane's

motion was resumed, when the resolution ^^as sup-

ported by Mr, Hubbard, Mr, Blackburn, Mr.

Beach, Sir F. Baring, and Mr. Whiteside ; and
opposed by Mr. Baines, Mr. Marsh, Mr. Horspall,

Mr. Byng, Mr. Bright, and Me. Caedwell. The
debate was then again adjourned to last night,

when it was resumed by Mr. Xewdegate in sup-

port of the resolution, and was not concluded

when we went to press.

The Austrian Government has declined to

accept the Englis^h proposals for the settlement of

the Italian question on the ground that they not

only essentially alter the basis of the European

balance of Power founded by the treaties of 1815,

but are also in opposition to the fundamental

principle upon which the legitimacy of gov-

ernments in general, and especially the

Austrian monarchy, is founded, while they

destroy the rights of the Italian Princes, which
were placed under the guarantee of Europe, and
which the Emperor Francis Joseph considers it

his sacred duty to prote ct in his quality of chief of

the House of Hapiiburg, A t the same time Austria
|

declares that for the present she will not endeavour

to undo by force of arms that which she cannot

prevent, although she reserves to herself full

and entire liberty of action for the future.

—A despatch from Tetuan, dated the 16th in^t.,

states that Marshal 0*Donnell has transmitted to

the Moors the following bases for the conclusion of

peace :—The possession of all territory conquered,

including Tetuan ; an indemnity of 200,000,000

reals ; an engagement to respect the Catholic re-

ligion, and commercial stipulations favourable to

Spain,

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and Koyal
family continue at Buckingham Palace. On Friday after-

noon the Queen, accompanied by the Princesses Alice

and Louisa, visited the South Kensington Museum. 'Ihe

Prince Consort presided at a meeting of the Fine Arts

Commission. On Saturday morning the Queen, accom-
panied by the Princess Louisa, rode on horseback in the
riding-house of the Pa'ace. In the afternoon the
Prince Consort rode on horseback and visited the South
Kensington Museum. In the evening the Queen and
Prince Consort honoured the performance at the Hay-
market Theatre witli tlicir presence. On Sunday morn-
ing her Majcstyand the Prince Consort, Prince Arthur,

and the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, attended
J
that, aa the Convocation of Vork was prohibited by the

had a dinner

levee in St.

James's Palace. In the evening her Majesty, the
Prince Consort, and the Princess Alice honoured the
Adelphi theatre with their presence.

Prince Alfred has arrived at Lisbon In the Eurvalus
"When the frigate entered theTagus, the Court prepared
to receive his Royal Highness ut the Arsenal, where
the royal carriages were waiting ; but the Prince

landed incognito, and went on foot to the Palace.

The Prince of Orange left Badminton on Friday

for Llanover, on a visit to Lord and Lady Llanover,

visiting Troy and Knglau Castle on his way. On
Saturday the Prince visited the iron works of Dowlais
and Merthyr, the Crumlin viaduct, and Cyfarthfa

Castle, the seat of Mr. Crawshay, where he had luncheon.

Returning to Llanover in the evening, his Royal High-
ness was present at a banquet and ball given in his

honour. On Sunday the Prince attended Divine service

at Llanover Church, and on 3Ionday left Llanover for

Hereford, on his way to Chester and Bangor. On
Thursday evening his Royal Highness arrived at Liver-

pool, and yesterday morning inspected the docks

and public institutions. In the afternoon the Prince

proceeded to Manchester.

The Prince and Princess Frederick of the
Netherlands and their daughter, the Princess Mary,
left Rotterdam on Wednesday, in the King's private

yacht, for the Isle of Wight, The Princesses intend to

remain three months in tlie island, but the Prince will

return very shortly to Holland,

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury.

Bishopric of Rochester.—It is stated that the
Rev. Dr. V'aiighan, late head master of Harrow, will be
the new Bishop ofRochester. In consequence of the death
of tlie late bishop, the Right Kev. Dr. Campbell, who
was recently elected to the bishopric of Bangor, becomes
entitled to a seat in the House of Lords, The new
Bishop of Rochester will not sit in Parliament until the
avoidance of a see other than Canterbury, York, London,
Winchester, and Durham.

_
Governorship of Bombay.— It is understood that

Sir George Clerk, at present permanent Under Secre-
tary of State for India, will succeed Lord Elphinstone
as Governor of Bombay.

Parliamentary Movements.—The election com-
mittees for Weymouth and Carlisle commenced their
sittings on Thursday, and those for Great Yarniouth
and Rosco.nmon, held their first sitting yeste day,
—Captain Stackpoole was elected for* Ennis ca
Monday without opposition. The death of Mr. Drum-
mond has caused a vacancy for West Surrey.' Mr.
George Cubitt, of Denbies, near Dorking, has offered

himself as a candidate for the vacant seat in the
Conservative interest.

Knighthood.— At the levee on Thursday Mr,
William Atherton, M.P., her Majesty's Solicitor-

General, and Captain Francis Leopold M'Clintock,
R.N., Commander of the late Arctic Expedition, were
presented to the Queen by Lord Palmerston, and
received from her Majesty the honour of knighthood.

Convocation.^On Friday in the Upper House the
Bishop of Oxford moved an address to the Queen, praying
for her Royal LicencetoalTow Convocation to alter,am end,

or repeal the 29th Canon prohibiting fathers from acting
aa sponsors to their children. After a long discussion

the motion was unanimously agreed to. A petition

from certain clergy of the province of York, praying

Divine service in the private clmpel; the Rev. F,

Garden, sub-dean of the Chapel Koyal, preached the

sermon. On Monday mornmg the Prince Consort pre-

sided at a meeting of the governors of Wellington

College, held at the Palace of Westminster. In the

afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Princess Alice, honoured Mr. Theed with a visit

at his studio in Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square. In

the evening the Queen and Prince Consort honoured

the performance at the Olympic Tlieatre with their

presence. PrinceArthur and the Princess Louisa attended

the performance at Covent Garden Theatre. On Tuesday

morning the Queen, accompanied by the PrincessHuleua,

rode on horseback in the riding-house of Buckingham

Palace. The Prince Consort went to the South Ken-

Archbidhop from sitting, they might be permitted to
take counsel with the Province of Canterbury, was
ordered to lie on the tabic, tlie Bishop of London
observing that it looked very like the petition of re^'olt-

ing subjects of another kingdom. In the Lower House
the report on Special Services was agreed to, witK
suggestions, and taken to the Upper House. It was
unanimously resolved to concur in the addi-ess to the

Queen for perniission to alter, amend, or repeal the
29th canon; and a committee waa appointed to inquire

into the nature and working of recent; legislation as it

afl'ected cathedrals and capitular bodits. On Saturday

in the Upper House it was resolved to concur with the

representation of the Lower House on the subject of
Clmrch-rates, and that a representation should be made

sington Museum, and presided at a meeting of the
^ to the curators of the press at Oxford urging them to
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print the mnrginal readings find the translators' preface
ill editions of the Bible of all sizes. Tt was also resolved
to appoint a committee to consider and report on the
expediency of appointing missionary bishops. In the
Lower House some business of a formal character was
transacted, and both Houses were then prorogued to the
7th of Jane.

The Voutnteek Movement.—^Vu important meet-
ing in connection with this movement was held on
Saturday at the Thatched House Tavern, for the purpose
pf establishing a preliminary drill at public schools.
Lord Elcho presided, and the meeting was addressed by
Lord West, Sir De Lacy Evans. M.P., Mr. Ewart, M.P.,
the Hon. W. F. Campbell, M.P., Hon. G. Byng, M.P.,
Mr. Coningham, M.P., Hon. Granville Vernon, Rev.
Q, E. Gleig, chaplain-general. Rev. Dr. Hawtrey,
Provost of Eton, and other gentlemen. Resolutions
were unanimously adopted to the effect that, with
a view to the permaneuce of the volunteer force,

it is desirable that elementary military drill

should be established at public and other schools; that
where elementary drill has been established it has been
found to conduce to the discipline and order of schools
and to the mental advancement of scholars, as well as to
their physical development and improvement ; that it is

highly important that the chief public schools should take
the lead and set the example of the regular practice of
elementary drill ; and that the highest public approba-
tion is due to the Provost, Head Master, and authori-
ties of Eton for the prompt and judicious manner in

which they have introduced preliminary drill into the
Eton system. A conimlttee was also nominated to

carry out the objects of the meeting.—Th6 arrange-
ments for the Volunteer Ball in the new Floral Hall of
Covent Garden Theatre' are malcmg satisfactory

progress under the direction of a committee
composed of the commanding officers of the dif-

ferent corps of the London district. The Queen has
desired that the ball be announced as under Tier especial

patronage, in addition to that of the Prince Consort
and the Prince of Wales; the Duke of Cambridge, as

Commander-in-Chief, has given it his official sanction

;

and the Duchess of Cambridge and the Princess Mary,
the Duchess of Wellington, Lady Palmcrston, and
almost all the ladies of distinction in political and
fashionable circles have consented to act as ladies

patronesses. It is expected that the number of per-

sons present will exceed 4000.
The Budget.—The citizens of Manciiester at a

public meeting in the Town Hall on Tutjsday, resolved

to petition Parliament in support of the Budget and
Commercial Treaty, and passed a vote of thanks to Mr.
Cobden for his services in negotiating the Treaty. The
Manchester Chamber of Commerce, the inhabitants of

Birmingham, and the Town Councils of Ediuburgli,

Salford, and other places have adopted similar resolu-

tions, coupled in some instances with an expression

of regret that no attempt has been made to remove
the inequalities of the income-tax. A numerous
and influential deputation of paper makers, ac-

companied by several members of Parliament,

had an interview with the Chancellor of the Ex-
cbec^uer, and afterwards with the Presidtnit of

t\\e Board of Trade, on Saturday, to urge the Govern-
ment not to persevere in the proposed reduction or

abolition of the dift'erential duty of ItZ. per lb. on
foreign paper, except in the case of countries from
which the free export in rags is permitted. On the

samu diiy Mr. Gladstone received a deputation of whole-

sale stationers, to submit a statement as to the claims

of the trade for full allowance of drawback on the

abolition ot the paper duty ; a deputation from the

Irish and Scotch distillers to draw his attention to the

^effect which the proposed reduction of duty on foreign

spirits admitted into this country for consumption would
have* upon the interests of the British distillers; and a

deputation from the wholesale tea and sugar merchants,
to protest against the proposed stamps upon tea, sugar,

tobacco, &c , imported into this country and bonded
upon its arrival. On Monday the right hon.
-gentleman received a deputation from the licensed
victuallers to protest against the proposed licenses to
confectioners, eating-houaes, &c., and a deputation from
the maltsters in reference to the proposed alteration in
the hop duties. Deputations.hav« also had interviews
with the right houonrahle gentleman from the wine and
Spirit merchants, the timber merchants, the hop
growers, the shipowners, and the various trades con-
nected with the bonded system, to remonstrate against
those provisions of the Bud^^c-t and Treaty which specially
affect tiieir respective trades, and in some cases to
demand a drawback on stocks in hand. In answer to
these representations the ri^lit hon. gentleman cx-

proposals of the Government which is intended to meet, by
compensating charges upon trade and exchange in one form or

otlier, a share of the loss anticipated from the approaching
remissions ot duty. Yoii comment more or loss adversely upon
the penny registration due, upon the charges for removals and
ttpcrutiona in WiU-ehonse, upon the stamj) proposed for dock
warrants and for contract notes ; and besides, you observe that

(tny tax meaut for revenue should boiinposed, not upon traders

as a class, but upon the commuuity. I distinguish carefully be-

tween your p:irticular and your more general objection. And
with respect to the latter, I respectfully ask you to consider
whether the financial scheme of the Government, viewed for

one moment as a whole, is really open to the charge of re-

lieving the community at the expense of traders as a class

;

and whether, on the contrary, the head and front of the
attacks upon it be not this, that it too greatly relieves

trade, and therefore relieves ti-adcra also in a primary and
especial sense, and this by means of a tax to be imposed on the
community. It is with reluctance that her Majesty's Govern-
ment recommend to Parliament any new ehav^jcs upon trade in

any form. But the case is a very simple one. They foxmd
that in order to give the requisite breadth to then* scheme, and
secure some of its main ends, it was necessaiy to give a relief

from present taxes amomiting to nearly 4,000,OOOi. for the year
1S()0-1. and to nearly 5.000,000i. if we include the residue to

take effect in 1S61-2. They found that they might obtain this

great relief, and, along with it. lar;:i^ely reduce establishments
and patronage, and effect collaterally great administrative
reforms, at acliarge of something over 3, 000,000^ to the revenue
of the coming year. They did not conceive that they could ask
for more than about 2.100,000?. from that revenue, with the
present high scale of expenditure, even for the great purposes
which they have had in view. It is therefore no wanton
infliction which they suggest ; but they are desirous to

arrange, with your assistance and that of others who
are well-informed, a beneficial commutation. They rely
with confidence on your willingness to venture something
for the public good. They wish carefully to consider
with you how to keep the pecuniary demand within bounds,
and, above all, how to prevent creating new obstructions to
the course of trade where their main object is wherever possible

to destroy old ones. I now pass to your comments upon
details. Most or all of the resolutions on which you comment
may require to be modified, but you will agree with mo that
definitive modification had better be reserved until it can
express the final intentions of the Government. Nor will you
be surprised or offended when I tell you that, as the Minister
most direijtiy responsible, I am reluctant to ask my colleagues
to give the subject their final consideration until I am mysc't
able to pay a less divided attention to the details than will be
possible until the House of Commons shall have dealt with the
larger and more vital questions involved in the scheme for re-

mission of duties. I may, however, give you certain limited
assurances, on which you mayrelyapartfrom anything that the
necessarily technical language of the resolutions may a]ipear to

suggest. With respect to the penny registration dues, its

basis in this. Wo have (I trust) arrived at a stage in our legis-

lation when the whole pressmo of customs duties will cease

to be felt beyond a very narrow list of article:i, and when the
largest shai-e, possibly four-fifths or more, of the entire imjtort

and export trade of the country, thus absolutely relieved, will

continue to receive irtiiwrtant sernees from customs estiiblish-

ments that (including superannuations) cast the country above
1,000,000^. a year. The registration due is intended, without
affecting the opei-ations of trade as duties do, to make a mode-
rate contribution from trade itself towards this heavy charge.
The requisite classification is of necessity, but inadequately,
expressed in tlie resolution. I ara satisfied that it will not be
difficult, and that the measure is in principle generally admitted
and approved. The warehousing cliarges aim at the same end ;

and likewise at establishiTig a greater equality between certain

classes of placijs, with regard to warehousing advantages, than
now exists. 1 admit that many of them are too high, I

further admit that it may be open to consideration whether, in

respect to some of them at least, and especially in regard to

removals, a different form of proceeding may be preferable.

A most respectable deputation from Liverpool hiis urged that

.all dealers in bonded goods should be required to take out an
annual licence ; and the Government are desirous to obtain the

opinion of the commercial world upon this suggested alter-

native. With rcs]iect to dock warnmts and to contract

notes I refer to what I have already said respecting the
pi-oper time for definitive explanation or imprOTenicnt. I beg,

however, to assure you that the former are not intended to be
liable to those frequent repetitions of the charge imposed which
has been apprehended ; and, in regard to the latter, that it is

not, and never has been, the intention of Government to ask

for a tax even of Id. upon bills of parcels, or upon anything
that essentially belongs to that class, inasmuch as th« trans-

actions to wliich they relate are already regulated, and, when
they exceed 40s., taxed by law. Should the faithful appUca-
tion of this jjledge be found to diminish the estimated fruits of

the stamp, it will nevertheless be redeemed. After giving

your obliging consideration to this letter you may perhaps be
enabled to draw into more specific forms any suggestions it

may be agreeable to you to make. I shall be most ready to

communicate with you, both in writing and personally, at the

proper time ; and it is for the general convenience, rather than
that of the Government, if I venture to recommend that by
mutual communication the classes best informed and most
directly concerned should as far as possible represent to us on
behalf of London and other places tlieir collective wishes and
opinions. As this letter appertains wholly to matters of

general interest, I make no apology for sending it at once for

j

publication ; and I have the honour to remain, gentlemen,
with much respect, your very faithful servant,

*' W. E. GLA.DST05E."

them to "combine moderation with firmness, as the

Emperor desires peace and liberty for religion." This

circular has been followed by one to the same effect^

addressed to the bisliops of France by another

Minister, M. Rouland, to whose department be-

long Public Instruction and all matters relatin^^

to public Worship. In this document M. Rouland

enumerates the customs, laws, and principles which

have established in France the incontestible authority

of the Church over religious society in independence of

the State, which is the regulator of civil and political

society. The Minister recalls the conduct of the Em-
peror since 1849. in according to the Church great con-

of the pro-fidence and liberty, and never maldng use

hibitions of special laws in reference to it. The

dPoveigu*

Fraxce.-
Ministerial

M. Kouber,

-The ^loiilteiir of Sunday publishes a

report, addressed to the Emperor by
on the reform of the tariff for primary

materials, of which the following is a summary:

—

"The Minister expresses his opinion that the epoch for the
exemption of wools and cottons may be fixed forthe 15tb April,
and that the tariff for primary materials could be expressed as

Al! wools and cottons in wool, imported from coun-

pressed his readiness to feceive all suggestions, and to

iuti'oduce such modifications in the Budget as nniy be J follows :

proved to be necessary, at the same time assurin*' tlie
' '"®® **"*^ "^^ ^'""'^P'^' ^^** exempt. If coming'from other parts,

deputations that tip Rill intendi-d U^ r-irrv tho r*wnbt ' w.^ ^" French vessels, to be subject to a duty of 3fr. per 100utpuLauons uiat ti.t ISill inieuaca to can^ the resoiu-
j

kilogrammes. If imported in foreign vessels, to pay a duty of
tions mto etlect would not be pressed forward until

,

5fr. per lOO kilogrammes. The premiums paid on exportation
ample time had been afforded to all parties ititerosted l

^iiloe suppressed :—l. For threads of cotton and wool within

to consider its provisions. The Chancellor of the
' ^"^^ ""'^^^^^- 2. For ti.^-sues of wool and cotton within three

Exchequer has since addressed the following letter to
the Committee of Importers and others in Minciug
Lane:

"Downing Street, Feb. 21.
** Gentlemen,—t have the honour to acknowledge your letter

of the 17th. I must b^ you not to construe the present com-
mmiicatioQ as the answer of the Uoverumuut to your repre-

months. The report of the Minister also proposes modifications
of the tariff for dyes and chemical products."

The MonUeuris\m publishes a circular from M. Bilhmlt,

the Minister of the Interior, to the Prefects of France,

stating that the time has arrived to put an end to the

attempt at agitation on the Roman question, instructing

the prefects to prohibit according to hiw the distrihu-

Emperor, however, is not willing that this liberty which

had been conceded in the interest of public welfare

should become an expedient for agitation. The Minister

reminds the bishops that the disagreement between the

Emperor and the Pope does not refer to religions but

only to temporal questions. To excite civil discord

would be a deplorable fault of the religious

class. The Minister acknowledges that the immense

majority of the clergy have known how to escape

such dangerous ground, but expresses his regret

that some priests have abused the liberty of the pulpit

to make offensive allusions and culpable provocations.

The country, he says, condemns such outbursts pf

passion, and he therefore hopes that the bishops will

bring back to the way o? the Gospel and to their duty

the men who had departed from it. If, he says, the^

clergy owe veneration to the Pope, they owe respect

and fidelity to the Emperor, so that disorders com-

promising religion and prejudicial to the public peace

may be prevented. He concludes by saying that while

the Emperor will always be happy to protect the

French clergy, he energetically desires that the laws be

maintained and executed, and he has therefore the firm

hope that the bishops will fulfil their mission of order,

peace, and conciliation.—France and England areon

the point of signing a convention relative to the prizes

which may result from the approachingexpedition against

China. This contradicts the rumour that the two Powers

intended to postpone the expedition.— The ^atrie

declares on authority that the rumour respecting the;

intention of the Government to establish an income-

tax is without foundation.—M. Ferdinand de Lessep

and the Duke of Alboufera were received on Sunday in

a private audience by the Emperor, who gave them the-

positive assurance that M. Thouvenel has already

received instructions to seize the first opportunity ot

entering; into negotiations with the EngUsh Cabuiet

with the object of removing the last obstacles which

oppose the realisation of the Suez Canal project.—The

Moiiiteur of Sunday publishes a supplement containmg^

without a word of abridgment, a translation of Mr..

Gladstone's speech introducing the Budget, accom-

panied by the following preliminary notice :—

"Xever in the course of Mr. Gladstone's briUiant career was

he so well inspired as on this occasion. Everybody will be

struck at the largeness with which he comprehends and prac-

tically applies the principle of commercial liberty adopted by

En^dand as one of the foundations of her home and foreign-

policy. In presence of a considerable deficit, Mr. Gladstone

does not hesitate to propose new reductions of duties for the-

sake of affording ease and giving activity to national industry,,

although in so doing he is obliged to increase other taxes,

especially the one affecting incomes. The boldness of the

tiniineier is not less remarkable than the brilliancy of the par-

liamentary orator."

M. Michel Chevalier has addressed the following letter

to a friend in England on the exportation of English

coals :

—

"Paris, 73. Kue de rUniversite, I'eb. 19, I860.

*' My dear Friend,—Nothing is spoken of here but the objec-

tions raised against that article of the treaty which regards the

exportation of coals ; and I take the hberty of writing you a

few words on the subject. It is a subject with which I am
perfectly familiar—and by this I mean that I am not only

familiar with the subject itself, but that I am also acquainted

with everything that has occurred in reference to this portj^ii

of the treaty between the two Govci-nments. The assemoii

put forward is to the effect, that we should be prevented li-oin

carrying on a maritime war if deprived of English coal; orin

other tei-ms, that we obtain the means of carrying on a man-

time war by being allowed to lay in a stock of English eoal.

This is a gross mistake respecting fact. France has fewer coai

mines than England, but is not wholly destitute of them ;
tne

greater part of her mines are at a distance from the coast ;
out

bv means of our canals and our railways, now aliaost com-

pleted, the distance may be got over without too great expense.

I have made calculations, from, which it results that the Frencu

coal sold in our raaritime arsenals (Brest, Cherbourg, Lorient,

Rochefort) would not cost more than VSs. the ton (1000 kilo-

grammes) above the English coal ; and that sometimes the

diflercnce in price would not be more than 5h. In time of war

the increased expense might, perhaps, amount to 10 millions

of fraucs in the year. Even doubling that sum, would such an

increase of expense render a maritime war an impossibility •

In time of peace the Atlantic fleet, with the immense
forges of Brest, &c., &c., only costs five millions for coal.

In the Mediten-anean the case is stUl stronger. There

the EngUsh coal is as dear as the coal of Alais (Gard), ot

Bessegeir (Card), and of Graissessac- (Herault). _
Liistly.

England has an interest in the two contracting parties ^^^^$
allowed freely to export their coal ; for our coals in the ^'"^Pj^

(Alais, Bessegeir, Graissessac, and even sometimes Rive de Gie;

might be found extremely convenient for iU Mediterranean

fleets. And also we can obtain the Belgian coal extremely

abundant and extremely good. Thus the pretext iii^e"*f.",^

the English rrotectionists is absurd ; it is directly contradictea

by the facts : they are, in reality, pursuing but one end—tbac

of sowing distrust and irritiitiou between two great nations.

This course of the Tories is in feet provoking- on the pajr/^
England an unfriendly act towards us. The rejection of tne

article of the treaty would be an unfriendly act. ^"I'i^^^-^^l.'r-

bo taken for su. h in France. The cry would be raised of ier-

fidious Albion .' Our great mamifacturer.^ would exclaim tti«

thev have been duped about the reduction m th« c-^P^jt o'i"^

on English coU. The monU and political effect expected from

the treaty, the drawing closer togetLer of two sreafcnati
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would not be attiiiued. And this would be the cn.se even were
|

the ftiticle to be struck out from the treaty, with the consent of

the French Government.—Ever yours, Michel Chevalier."

SrAiN AXD Morocco.—Accounts from Tctuan dated

the I6tb inst., state that Marshal O'Donnell has trans-

mitted to the Moors the following bases for the con-

chision of peace :—1. T!ie possession of till the territory

conquered, including Tetnan. 2. An indemnity of

200,000,000 reals. 3. Au engagement to respect the

Catholic religion and the grant of commercial stipula-

tions favourable to Spain. A truce, terminating

on the 23d, is granted for a reply, but it is doubted
whether the Moors will accept th^se terms. The
Moors having prepared to cannonade Melilla, General
Buceta, though suffering from recent illness, attacked

;md carried their positions. The Spanish loss was 31
men. General Buceta re-entered Melilla more indis-

posed than before, and confided the command to the
-colonel. The Moors, being very numerous, re-captured

their positions, but General Buceta returned, and again
-cnrried them, with the loss of 20t> men. It is said

that General Buceta has been placed under arrest, and
is to be brought to trial for having undertaken these

operations contrary to the orders of the Commander-iri-
Chief. The remains of the Moorish army arc assembling
at Fonduch, on the road from Tetuan to Tangier, near

which there is a defile where they think they can attack

the Spanish army v/itli advantage.
Belgium.—In the eitting ofthe Belgian Senate of the

17th inst. the DuUede Brabant, the heir to the throne,

spoke at considerable length upon the commercial
prospects of Belgium. The question under discussion

was the Budget for Foreign Affairs.

(Denmark.—Bishop Monrad has arrived at Copen-
•hagan to undertake the formation of the new ]Min:stry.

Ho has_ decliired to the King that his ministerial
j

programme will entirely differ from that of the late

Cabinet. His Majesty has consented to the policy of

the Bishop.

Hanovee.—Tlie King of Hanovei has consented to

suT)mit the question of the Stjide dues to general con-

ferences. The English and other Governments interested

in the question have requested Hanover to state the

amount slie claims for the redemption of the dues, in

order to serve as a basis for the conferences, as Denmark
did for the Sound dues,

FEuesiA.—The negotiations between the great

Powers in reference to the Italian question are vigorously

proceeding, but the basis upon which a Conference is to

be held is not yet agreed upon.
Russia.—The Russian Government has expressed a

Avisli to propose jointly with Prussia a Conference of
the five great Powers on the Italian question. It is

asserted that Prussia with certain reserves has con-
sented to join in this proposal. ^^
B.U)EN.—The Grand Duchess Stephanie has left by

her will the estate of tJmkirch, near FreiLnrg, to the
Princess of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, the villa at

Badeti to the Duchess of Hamilton, and tho property
at Mannheim to the Crown Princess of Saxony.
Austria.—The definitive answer of Austria to the

English proposals, was despatched from Vienna on the

iTtli insfc, to Paris and London. Count Rechbcrg
explains tliat the proposal not only essentially alters

the basis of the balance of power in Europe which was
founded by the Treaties of 1815, but is also in open
opposition to the fundamental principle upon wln(;h

the legitimacy of Governments in general, and

especially the Austrian monarchy, is founded. In
the third instance, the proposals destroy the rights of

the Italian Princes, which were placed under the

guarantee of Europe, and which the Emperor Francis

Joseph bas a sacred duty to protect in his character as

chief of the House of Hapsburg. If, induced by all

these motives, Austria declines the proposed negotia-

tions, she declares, nevertheless, that for the present

she w'ill net endeavour to undo bv force of arms that

"which she cannot prevent, although she reserves to

iierself full -and entire lii)erty of action for the future.

The tone of Count Rcchberg's answer^ig exceedingly

moderate and courteous. The Times newspaper lias

been excluded from all parts of the Austrian Empire.
Italy.—The Grand Uuke Ferdinand IV. of Tuscanv,

after having passed a few days in th^ strictest incognito

at Paris, has left again for Bavaria. It is asserted that

.he is about to address a manifesto to the Tuscan nation,

ij>romising to forget the past and to grant constitutional

Teforms, Accounts from Milan state that the King
of Sardinia arrived at Milan on the 15th insfc., and was
received with extraordinary enthusiasm by the popula-
tion. Governor Farini arrived at Ferrara on Friday,
and was enthusiastically received by the inhabitants.
A general illumination took place, and a grand ball was
given by the Marquis de Costabili. On Wednesday he
arrived at Rimini, and was received with the same
enthusiasm in that city. The Duke de Grammout, the
^French Ambassador at Rome, presented to Cardinal
Antonelli on Saturday the following important despatch
Iroiu the French Muiister of Foreign Aifairs, in reply
Ao the last encyclical letter of the Pope:

—

" Pai-is. Feb. 12.
"Monsieur le Due,—I have already intimated t^ you the

impression made upon us by the encyclical letter of the Holy
Father to the bishops, and I did not conceal the aiucere regret
it occasioned us. I think it advisable now to complete the
circular which I addressed to the diplomatic agents of the
Kraperor under date of the 8th inst., by examimng with you
the recent facts which have led to the actual stite of aSairs in
the Legations, so as to establish whence the evil comes, and
upon whom tho respon-sibility rests. How, then, did the
events in the Romagna occur, and how did they come to the
point at which we iiow behold tbem? U it to th© last war

only that we must attribute the state of tliingsoj that country
f,

It. would grieve me to dwell upon details present to the mind
of any man not totally ignorant of current events, and, though
the encyclical letter gave us the I'ight to recall the past and to

express a judgment as the Great Powers did since 1831, upon
the political rifilme applieablo to the Legations, I shall abstain

from takiug that ground. 1 shall confine myself to observe

simply that from the day the Austrians withdrew, the events

which have taken place after their departure were certain and
inevitable. We are, moreover, convinced that the Pontifical

Government has not the slightest foundation for reproaching

us for want of solicitude and foresight as far as it is concerned.

When hostilities commenced, the neutrality of the Holy See
had been proclaimed and recognised by the belligerent parties.

Tliey continued to occupy the positions they held as guardians
betore the war. They relinquished the idea of fortifying them-
selves in the same to be reciprocally detrimental to each other

;

iu short, they seemed imbued with the idea that above their

passing disagreements there was a superior interest, equally

dear to both—that of the maintenance of order in the States

of the Holy Father. The garrisons of FeiTara, of Comacchio,

of Bologna, and of Ancona, could in all security maintain
tranquillity in the Legations and in the Marches, while the

French garrison guarded Rome. It is not for me to appreciate

the circumstances, certainly very imperious, in her opinion,-

which induce Austria to discontinue her task, but I have the

right to recall that France remained faithful to hera. As soon

as the Austrian troops had left the populations took advantage

of the circumstance, without being driven to it by any special

excitement, and it may be said that they rather

found themselves independent than made themselves
so. This is the whole secret of tho rising of the

Romagna. This rising, then. Monsieur lo Due, cannot be as-

cribed to France, nor can it .iuatify any doubt in the sincerity

of the assurances ofsympathy and good will which the Emperor
had given to Pius IX. at the commencement of the war. But
was not the Emperor to take into consideration the new facts

which arose contrary to his wishes ? His Majesty, looking upon
the difficulties of the situation in the only light he could do, and
deeming, nevertheless, that the peace concluded at Villafrauca

might produce all the consequences he expected therefrom if the

Court of Rome seconded his efforts, wrote to the Pope from

Dezenzano on the 14th of July, making the conditions known
to him :— ' In this new order of things (added the Emperor)
your Holiness may exercise the greatest influence, and put an

end to all troubles for the future. Consent to, or rather grant

by a motu propria to the Legations a separate administration,

with a lay Government appointed by yourself, but with an

elective council ; let that province pay a fixed revenue to the

Holy See, and your Holiness will have assured tranquillity to

your States, and will have no need of foreign troops. I sup-

phcate your Holiness to listen to the voice of a devoted son of

the Church, hut who understands the wants of his age, and
who is aware that force does not suffice to resolve questions

and remove difficulties. .
.'

. I behold in the decision of your

HoMness either the germs of a future of peace and tranquillity

or the continuation of a violent and calamitous state of things.'

You Imow, M. le Due, that these suggestions were not taken.

While succeeding events multiplied difficulties, the Court of

Rome persisted in an abstention of a nature to aggravate a

state of things which could no longer be conciliated with its

authority without sacrifices or without compensation.s. It

was thus that all favourable opportunities were lost to keep

the Legations to the Holy Sec ; it was thus that an

eventuaUty occurred which the Emperor had in fain en-

deavoured to prevent, and which his Majesty was led to point

out to the Holy Father in his letter on the 31st of December.

And now, I ask, things having occurred as 1 have stated tliem,

were the counsels rejected so out of place? At all events, the

sincerity with which they were given is at least proved. The
respect—nay, more, the devotion—which the Imperial Govern-

ment has shown on every occasion towards the Head of the

Church is one of the striking features of the history of the last

10 years- The French clergy knows with what l>eiievolenco

and broad views the Imperial Government has always con-

ducted its transactions with the Court of Rome. It is also

aware that it has found in the Empire a restoring power, and
that under its protection it has resumed in French society the

infiuence and authority denied by other Governments. These
facts alone would suffice to show tho intentions of the Imperial

Govcnnncnt towards the Papacy, even had it not piven it

direct and undeniable proofs. We do not deny that the occu-

pation of Rome, when it took place, was not dictated by
political as well as by religious considerations ; but who can

deny tliat the Government of the Emperor was induced to

continue year after year the sacrifices enjoined by that mea-
sure by an affectionate and persevering solicitude for tho

intercj-ts of the Holy See? Who does not a'imit the care we
displayed in foreseeing the inconveniences the occupation of

Rome might give rise to, in form as well as in substance, for

the sovereignty of the Holy Father? Who can deny to see in

these facts a proof of a most sincere intention and firm desire

not only to protect the persona! position of the Holy Father,

but also to extend, if possible, his moral influence? The sup-

port given by French diplomacy to the Holy Father is inti-

mately connected with this order of idL-as in every country

where religious interests are at stake, and which are inti-

mately connected with the missions to China and Japan.

Finally, M. le Due, what better proof can be given of this

constant care than the stipulation of Villafranca, by which the

Emperor, by offering the honorarypresidcncy of the Confedera-

tion to the Holy Father, wished to place him at the head of rege-

nerated Italy ? From this statement the deduction may be made
how hai>py the Imperial Government would have been, and still

would be under present circumstances, to find a combination

of a nature to diminish the embarrassments of the Holy See.

But here the good intentions of France run the risk of being

thwarted by insurmountable difficulties. In fact, the question

is not only to restore the Legations to the Pope, but also to

provide the means to enable him to hold them without re

course to a new occupation or new intervention. Events have
proved clearly enough the fallacy of such an expedient, .The

opinion of Europe is decided upon this point, and the occupa-

tion, condemned by the lessons of the past in the Legations
themselves, can no longer be thought of without disowning
necessities incumbent upon the wisdom and foresight of every

Government. Snch a line of policy is now-a-daya inadmissible.

N'either monarchical authority nor the authority of the Church
could gain anything by it ; religion iUid reason unite to reject

it with equal energy. Thus, then, M. le Due, the moment had
arrived to take all circumstances into consideration as soon as

the Emperor pointed out the urgency thercU" to the Pope.

Interests and considerations of the hjghest imjjortance are to

be considered with tlie Holy See. A determuied resolve not

to admit the real state of things would only aggravate matters,

and would lead to difficulties also insurmountible. On the

other hand if the Holy See could resolve to leave tlie religious

region which is not the real question. ;uid return to temporal

mterest- which arc ahme concerned in the debate, perhaps it

miglit, though it is rather late, effect a change in its favour.

ItwoTdd at all events, allow the Government of the Emperor

to eivc its support to a conciliatorj- and reasonable policy.

You are authorised to read this despatch to Cardinal Antyuelli,

and to leave him a copy, should he desire to have one.

" I am, AL le Due, " 3 houvenel.

tn reply to this document Cardinal Antonelli confined

himself to stating that immediately on receiving the

orders of the Pope he will place the Kuncio at Paris in

a position to communicate the intentions of the Papal

Govornnu'nt. Tlie most intluential members of the Holy
College affirm that the Pope holds in readiness a tnotu
propHo, already signed, realising the promises made at
Gaeta; but that before promulgating it Pius IX.
demands that the patrimony of St. Peter shall be
guaranteed to him. Twentv-five deputies from the
English Roman Catholics have presented to the Pope a
protest from England, which is said to have afforded
great consolation to the Holy Father. Tlie army of the
Romagna has received reinforcements. The Archduke
Maximilian has sent to the Pope 2000 capotes, a battery,
and some cavalry. Nine hundred Bavarians, enlisted
for the Papal army, have arrived at Ancona, and others
are expected. The Italian patriots iu Spoleto, Ferri,

Rieti, Jesi, Perugia, Todi, Amelia, Narni, and another
town have sent lO.OOOfr. to Garibaldi.

Turkey.— The typhus fever, raging among the
fugitive Circassians at Constantinople, is carrying off

about 100 persons daily.

Servia.—A despatch from Belgrade of thelTth inst.

states that Prince Michael Obrenovich has forbidden

his house to the French Consul-General on account of

hi5 offensive conduct.
Pebsta.—A letter from Teheran of Docember 21

announces the arrival there of Sir Henry RawUnson,
British Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court of Persia,

accompanied by the functionaries who attended him to

Tiflis, and by Mr. Taylor, who replaces Mr. Stephenson
as Consul at Teheran.

IkdIj^.—By the arrival of the overland mail we have
accounts from Calcutta to the 10th January ; Bombay,
to the 17th January ; and from Hong Kong to the 30th

December. The following are the details :

—

LoJiwe.—After a short visit to Roorkee, a reception at

Meerut, and a stay at Delhi for two days, the Viceroy left the
' old capital on the 1st Jan., on his way to Lahore. There his

lordship will receive the whole of the Sikh chiefs, with the
Maharajah of Putteeala at their head, and bestow on the latter

the reward he has so long expected. Thence Lord Canning
proceeds to Peshawur, according to report, to meet the Ameer
of Cabul.

iiicbio?c.—The Right. Hon. J. Wilson was at Lucknow on
January 15.

NepavX.—The Delhi Gazette has been informed that intelligence

has been communicated to Goveramcnt to the effect that the
Nana was seen some little time ago on his road to Ladrinatb;
disguised as njor/i or religious mendicant.

Poona.'—Sir Hugh Rose has applied for six months leave of

absence to England, on private affairs, and will be temporarily
succeeded in the command of tho Poona division by Brigadier
Hale.

Calcutta.—The following are announced as the final arrange-
ments of the general sbiff of the China expedition:—Lieut.-

General Sir J. Hope Grants Commander-in-Chief; Colonel
Haythome. Chief of the Staff"; Colonel Mackenzie,
Adjutant General ; Colonel Stephenson, Deputy- Adj utant-
General; Colonel Bruce, Dep.-Adjt.-General, Moran Force;
Major Druuirnond and Major Taylor. Assist. -Adjts.-General ;

Colonel Holditch, C.B., Quartermaster-General ; Colonel
Ousely, Deputy Quartermaster-General; Captain P. S.
Lnmsden ((iOth; N. I.), and Captain G. Allgood {49th N,I.),
Assistant Quartermasters-General ; General Napier and
General Michel, Generals of Division. The following is a
list of the Bengal force selected for the expedition :^
£uropea,ns.—No. 2 Battery 11th Brigade Royal Artillery,
Cavalry (not detailed), 4th Company RoyaJ Engineers, 23d
Company, (h'tto; her Majesty's .'id, 6th, 1st Battalion; Sth,

1st Battalion ; 23d, 1st Battalion ; 27tb, 60th Ridea. 1st
Battalion ; 67tb, 7;)d, snh, and 09th Foot. JVa^u-M. —Irregular
Cavalry (not detailed), five Battalions of Infantry, each 800
strong.

Bombay/.—The following is the Bombay force selected for the
China service :

—

Eiiropeans.—Her Majesty's 31st and 56th Foot.
Noftives.—3d and 5th Native Infantry, each 1000 strong.

Madras.—The following is the Madras force under orders for

China:

—

Europeans.—No. 7 Battery 14th Brigade Royal Artil-
lery, her Majesty's 1st Dragoon Guards, two squadrons, A and K
Companies of Sap])ers and Miners, her Majesty's 44th and 66th
Foot. A'atiicn.—A Company 5th Batt;ilion Artillery (Golun-
dauzes); Ist Supplementary Company (Golunrinuzes.)

Kurrachci'.—The submarine telegraph has been successfully
lai'i from Bombay to Muscat, and the submergence of the
cable between Kurrachee and Aden has been successfully
eommenccd.

United States.—Accounts from Washington of

Feb. 10 state that the Committee on Commerce has

been directed by the House to inquire into the expe-

diency of prohibiting American vessels from engaging
in the Coolie trade. The Boston Chamber of Commerce
has memorialised Concrress solicitinjj mediation between
France, England, and China. Lord Lyons, the British

Minister, had a protracted interview with the Secretary

of State on the 6th inst. The barqijo Kmily, recently

brought to Xew York on suspicion of being a slaver,

had escaped, and was supposed to have sailed for the

African coast. Telegraphic advices from San Francisco

state that the steamer Northern, belonging to the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, was wrccltcd off

Mendocino on January tiie 6th, on her passage to Port-

land ; IS passengers and IS of the crew were drowned.
Among the former was ilr. Blomfield, son of tlio late

Bishop of London. It is supposed that the Bishop of

Columbia, to whom Mr. Blomfield was chaplain,

was also on board the vessel, and that, as he is not
mentioned, he wiis amoujsj tlie saved.

NoTA Scotia.—The Nova Scotian Cabinet had re-

signed. A new Ministry had been formed under Ifr.

\\ m. Young. The following will jirobably l>e the new
Government :—Hon. Wm. Young, Lradfr of the Go-
vernment, without office ; Hon. Joseph Howe, Provin-

cial Secretary ; Hon. Adams Archibald, Attorney-

General. The Governor had rf'fu-;t.'d to dissolve the
Hohse, which had adjourned for a month.
Mexico.—Advices from Mexico give a deplorable

account of the condition of aifairs in the city of Mexico.

The Miramon Government is completely demoralised,

and the citizens generally are in bodily terror of some
fearful outbreak. Miramon has reached the city of

Mexico bereft almost entirely of his ariny, and haviu^^

i narrowlj' eafjipei^ with his own life, Full particulars of
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lis defeat near Coliina are given in the Vera Cruz
ji)urnals. The Liberals are steadily gninin^, and no
attark on VeraCriiz is anticipated. Mr. Mathew, the
English Minister, is about to take his passports and
leave for Vera Cruz.
New Gkexada.—Advices from Bogota state that a

revolution had broken out in that capital. Tlie Catholic
clergy had collected all the Bibles distributed by the

and burnt them in the public
Minister strongly protested

.
_ ^. l^ut Mr. James, the American

jVhnister, was present countenancing the outrage. A
full account of the affair had been sent to AVashington.
Buenos Atres and Paragttat.—Great indignation

Avas manifested at Buenos Ayres in consequence of the
British squadron attacking the steamer in which General
Lopez embarked for Paraguay. The steamer hacked
her engines and got ashore. General Lopez returned
to Buenos Ayres.

=
2,

London Bible Society,
square. The British
against the proceedin S>

a resolution that such services, beinp highly irregxilar and in-
consistent vrith order, are calculated to injure rather than to
advance the progrefis of sound religious principles in the
metropolis and throughout the country.

[Left sitting,]

ISaiTtamcnt.

PRIDAY,-
pnittee ou
clause was

HO0S E OF LO RDS.
Endowed Schooh JSU^.—Tl^e House ^ront into com-
this Bill, and, after considerable discussion, a
agreed to, requinng the trustees of all schools

not expressly founded for the benefit of the Church of
England to admit the children of Dissenters, but at the same
time to make provision for the religious instruction of the chil-
dren ot Churchmen.—Lord Chelmsford moved the rejection of
the 7th clause, which rendered Dissenters eligible to act as
trustees of all endowed schools where the endowment did not
expressly require the trustees to be members of the Church of
England. The clause was ultimately withdrawn, and the Bill
piisscd through committee-
Monday.— 2'Afi Commtrcial Treafjf.~ThQ Earl of Derby

inquired what steps the Government intended to take to carry
om the 20th article of the treaty of commerce with France,
which provided that the treaty should not be valid without the
consent of Parliament. After noticing the precedent set by
Mr. Pitt in 17S7, he demanded that a similar course should he
pursued on the present occasion. He took exception to several
of the provisions of the treaty, and said that though he rated
highly the advantage of extending our commerce with France,
he wished to see it done, if done by treaty at all, by a treaty
bearing on its face some marks of reciprocity. He regretted
to see that no steps had been taken to obtain an equalisation of
the duties on sliipping, and denounced the article on the
export of coal as most impolitic and highly dangerous in its
possible consequences to our relations with countries with
which France might beat war if coal were declared contraband
of war. In addition to which it was an article in which there
could be no reciprocity. He concluded by declaring that the
treaty was so unpopular in France that the Emperor with all
bis power would have great difficulty in carrying it out,—Earl
Granville in reply said that the treaty negotiated by Mr. Pitt
referred to France alone, while the provisions of the present
treaty would apply to the whole world, and ought not there-
fore to be considered upon the French basis only. In defence
of the treaty he said that while in England many persons
declared it to be one sided and in favour of France,
there were not -wantinfj those in France who de-
clared it to be one-sided and in favour of England.—
Earl Grey asked if it was wise for the purpose of cheapening
French manufactures to bind ourselves to supply France with

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday,—The Commercial Treat}/.—^li\ Stirling asked

why it was necessary or expedient that the fiscal arrange-
ments between Great Britain and France, proposed in the
Budget, should be made the subject of a treaty, seeing that
there existed no apparent constitutional obstacle to the adop-
tion of those arrangements by the ordinary legislation of the
two countries respectively,—Lord John Russell said the
question was of so large a nature that he could hardly be ex-
pected to answer it at that moment, and he thought he should
best consult the tiuie of the House if he deferred the discussion
until Monday.—Mr- Disraeli inquired if the Government
intenrled to follow the exaniple of Mr, Pitt in 17S7, in bringing
the treaty of commerce with France under the notice of the
House, so that it might have a full and con.^titutional conside-
ration-— Mr. Horsman expressed his opinion that the conclu-
sion of the treaty was a stretch of the Royal prerogative.

—

After some further discussion, Lord Palmerston said the only
question was as to the order in which their proceedings should
be governed- If the Government had brought the treaty for-
ward before the details of tlio proposed commercial changes
had been discussed, they would have been met by the objection
that they were asking something unreasonable. They intended
to take the sense of Parliament on the matters depending
upon

^
the treaty ; and it would also be their duty

to
^

give the House an opportunity of stating their
opinion, aye or no, npon that treaty.—In answer to a
question by Colonel Herbert, Lord John Ruc^sell stated that
the 11th article of the treaty (relating to the import of coals)
had been inserted without any political motive whatever. In
a treaty concluded last year by the Earl of Malmesbmy with
Russia there was a clause virtually binding us not to prohibit
the export of coals to that country, so that the^ principle
involved in the clause was not a new one.—Sir H. Cairns
pointed out the embarrassment which the article might create
in case of war with any Power, and the possible jeopardy in
which a rejection of a single clause would place the whole
treaty. Removal of the India Houf^e —In reply to Colonel Sykes,
Sir C. Wood said that it was intended to hire one-half of the new
Victoria Hotel, at Westminster, at a rental of 6000/. a year,
until the proposed India Office would be read for the accom-
modation of the council. The museum, library, and
all the records worth keeping would be carefulyly preper\'ed.
&ivoi/ and France,—Lord J- Rxssell said he wished to
add to the statement he niado on Thursday, on the subject of
the annexation of Savoy to France, that her Majesty's Ambas-
sador at Paris, having addressed the Emperor on the subject,
had been assured that his ^lajesty would not proceed to
any final decision respecting it without considting the great
Powers of Europe, and that under no circumstances
would he annex Savoy against the wishes of the inhabitants,
A7^i2/ Estimates.—The House then went into committee of
supply, and Mr, Sidney Herbkrt proceeded to move the army
estimates. He frankly admitted that they were enormous,
and the largest which had been presented to Parliament in
modern f times. In aujount they were 14,4S2,275(,, being
1,9S2,600;, in excess of those of last year. Amongst the chief
causes of the increase was the heavy outlay for rifled cannon,
which alone amounted to nearly one million sterling. The
force of all ranks which it was proposed should be voted
was 14o,362, being an apparent increase of upwards of 20,000
men, but in reality of but 6456, owing to transfers from
India to China, and other augmentations. Objections
had been raised to the maintenance of so large a force of
regulars, and to the proposition to dishajid so manycoals for 10 years, while France continued to prohibit or levy a "^^i^}'^^''^' ^"^

..l^.
the proposition to disband so maiiy

high duty on the exportation of articles of mw produce, such
'

T^'™^"^?,''!
militia; but in his opinion, the mihtia should

as rags aud silk, equally essential to the manufactures of this
^^ regard^cd as^ a jeserve^ force upon which to^^drawm

country?—The Duke of Argyll said if the treaty were to be
tested by reciprocity some defects would doubtless be found in
iti but the advantages conferred by the treaty ought to be
considered with its defects. He should have been highly
gratified if the treaty had been a Navigation treaty, but it was
not so; and her Majesty's Government hud not contemplated
the revision of the French navigation laws, as the French
Government had steadfastly refused to alter those laws. He
Wished it to be understood that the continuance of the income-
tax was not due to the treaty, but to the increased naval and
military exj)enditure which has rendered the continuance of the
tax necessary.—After a few words from Lord Hardwicke, Lord
Derby withdrew his motion.
ToESDAV.—irtw and B/uitj/.—The Lord Chancellor laid

upon the table a Bill for the further fusion of law and equity.
Con^itutlon of ' aurtiania.—ln reply to the Earl of Carnarvon,
tile Duke of Newcastle said tliat he was prepared to advise
ber Majesty to agree to the Bill for amending the constitution
«f the Legislative Council of T;ismania, but after considerable
hesitation he had come to the determination that he ought to
recommend her Majesty to disallow the Bill which disregarded
vested interests by abrogating the clergy reserves. The Tuscan
«oyer77wen£.—EailGBANViLLEread a letter from Mr. Corbett,
ier Majesty's Charge d'Affaires at Florence, stating tliat he
had never attended any official reception ol Signor Buoncom-
pag^rii

; but that, having known his excellencv from childhood,
he had attended one of his receptions privately. The Chinese
Mission. —Tne Earl of Selkirk moved fi»r copies of all
letters between the Earl of Elgin and the Earl of Malmes-
bury relative to the mission of the former to China —
lUe Larl of Elgin took the opportunity to vindieate his con-
duct agamst the asiHjrsions recently cast upon it in the House
oE Commons. He denied that he had been guilty of eitherh^hnesB or injustice towards the Chinese, and said that hehad advocate! the appointment of a resident Minister at Pekin
because he was convinced that it was the only way to preserve
permanent commercial relations with China. As to the differ-
ences which had taken place between himself and Sir M
Heymour, he said it was time that he had experienced much
<liMpponitment m not having been adequately suppoi ted in
eniorcmg hw policy under circtimstances of peculiar difBcul-
ties, and perhaps his despatches might have reflected that

"^^ *^^fi^i«d» x.^^^ V4 \J^^-^ 1% A\^h_T^^L T^ AV^XVjU KL^^JXJ. fVi^^^^l. L^.-^ V^ L 1-^ V T AM-^

case of war^ and lie dissented from the doctrine that the militia
regiments onght all to be emboiiied in turn. The right hon.
gentleman reierred to the late experiments with the Whitworth
gim, the success of which gave him great satisfaction ; but at
the sarae time, it should be remembered that Sir W. Arm-
strong had never yet made guns for purposes of ranpe.
Even if the Whitworth gun proved the better of the
two, the Armstrong gun would not be thrown away, as
the difTcrence was not in construction but in rifling, so that the
one could be adapted to the other. He expressed full confi-
dence in the capacity of Sir W, Armstrong, There was now a
sufficient siipi)Iy of Enfield rifles for the regular troops at home
and ill India, the militia, the volunteers, and an ample store
would yet remain. He duscribcd the impn>vements effected
in the arsenals and barracks, aiid entered into a variety of
details with reference to the several branches of the sei-vice,

and the measures which had been adopted for promoting the
health, general improvement, and efficiency of the troops,
concluiling by placing in the hands of the chairman
the first vote for 143,362 men for the service of the
ye:ir ISSO-Cl— Sir R. Peel protested against what he
termed extravapmce of the public expenditure at a period of
peace. He ridiculed the Volunteer movement, contrasted the
French and English budgets, and contended that the country
had a right to demand an explauatirn from the Government
for the unnatural and unfortunate state of affairs which called
foranoutlay of 30,000,000^. in one year for national defences.
After considerable discussion, the vote was agreed to.—The
Chairman then reported progress and obtained leave to
sit again. The Biuiget and Ike Treati/.—At the close of the
sitting Mr. Disraeli put upon the notice paper for Monday an
amendment to the effect that the Hou^e will not go into com-
mittee on the Customs Acts, with a view to the reduction or
repeal of the duties referred to in the treaty of comraercCp until
it shall have considered and assented to the engagements in
that treaty.

'SlosiyKY.—TIte Budget,—Mr. Bu Cane announced, in a very
crowded House, that as the resolution of which Mr. Dismcli on
Friday night had given notice embodied. a proposition which
was entitled to priority, he would postpone until Tuesday the
resolution of which be had given notice.—On the question that
the Speaker leave the chair to i?o into committee on thefecliiiL-- Af th*.«am*^ fir..!*^!.! T

-*'^;'^""'^ icuc^Luu tuuL LMc opcaKCF leBvc Lne cnair to i?o mto committee on the

SannVrthe\t^f.^r^^^manner the services which the navy had rcmiercl hitn. and
nieiitiuncd among others the exploration by Captain Sherard
Oshora of a large internal Chinese strearn, and the opening up
Of Japan to British trade. The motion was then agreed tolHURaDAV.-Cnmm(^ Lair.—The Lord Chancellor moved
the second reading of Jne of a series of Bills for the Consolida-
tion of the Criiuiual Statute Law. By this measure it is

nhT^^^
that con-^piracy to murder, now a miMemeanour,

shall ni future be made felony. The Indict"ble Off-mces (Me-ro-

??rl^ -f. *^t '^® ^"'"^ ''^" ^^^^'^ry ^>ll PfLssed through
committee. The report on the Endoiced Schools Bill was
ta-onght upand agreed to with amt^ndments. The St. Maru
tnRi/dal Ma^jv.gt^ Bill was rtad a third time and passed

vftv T^^Zi"^^'"
""** ^Wco.-In»n3werto Lr.rd Carnar-

Z^f:^'^
WoDEHOUJ^E said that the Government were not in

w^^vLh i^n^n'"*"''^''*"'''
r^^specting the base.s of peace

^li MM-shal O DonncU wa<. rep. -rted to have proposed to the
;/ StrcfCff m r/imrrw.— Viscount Dun-

".i^n .iiiuiiiiiti i> I/O
Moors. Suiiihiy En

this House does not think fit to go into committee on the Cus-
toms Acts with a view to the reduction or repeal of the duties
referred to in the treaty of commerce between her Maiesty and
the Emperor of the Frenph until it shall have considered and
absented to the engagements in that treaty." He disclaimed
any intention of making the motion a party question, and said
that after minute inquiry and patient considenition he had
come to the conclusion that the treaty of commerce with
France, which had never been before the House, never could
come before the House for Its decision. It seemed to him that
the GoTcmment should have pursued a course similar to that
adopted by Mr. Pitt in 1787, namely, have submitted the whole
matter to the judgment, revision, and control of Parliament.
"With regard to the treaty itself he tliought that it proposed a
wanton destruction of sources of revenue much wanteri at the
present time, and that if it were a reciprrtcity treaty never wa.s
reciprocity less adroitly managed. He imputed to the Govern-
ment nothing but iuadvertencG, but if persisted in it migt.t lead
+rt fTfCilt ;n.i«»..T^«:^.^„ I :i,l„ 1. 1,1- : TltI-,11 1, ..

OANNos called the attention of tb^ Hnn«; f^' *i,
*=**-"""^ "^^-
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^^ni: notning but luadvertence, but if persis^ted in it inigt.t lead
or Divine e^rvtce nt SrWelU -md n i . ?^^ perforinance

;

to great inconvenience and possibly to public injury. What he
TOcn of the Church of En^iLTd on w^a theatres by clergy-

1

was prepared to contend was that it wns the undotibted righthng.uud on iiunday cvenmgs, and moved of the House of Commous to insist that any commercial treaty

with France should have been submitted to its critical ind
constitutional control. He trusted that the Government
would not force the House to a division ui)on the question as
in his opinion, they might adopt the course recommended in
the amendment with honour and dignity, for bo trusted the
time had not yet come when an English Minister would feel
that he was in a false position because he deferred to the
privileges of the House of Commons, and acknowledged tha
authority of Parliament.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
said that Mr. Disraeli was correct neither in his facts nor his
principles. He read from the journals of the House some of
the resolutions moved by Mr. Pitt in 1787, and some of the
proceedings thereupon, and he denied that the Government
had withdrawn the treaty from the cognisance of the House or
abandoned the precedent of Mr. Pitt. He could not under-
stand, he said, what were Mr. Disraeli's notiims of the respec-
tive functions of the Crown and of Parliament in respect t(>
treaties. He insisted that the Government had followed
substantially the precedent of Mr. Pitt, with due allow-
ance for tlie change of circumstances and of the
law. But whether the course they had taken was rieht or
wrong, he wanted to know what it was the House could do on
a message from the Crown which it could not do on papers
presented to the House? The proposition was puerile The
Government had held it to be their fir.st duty, without inter-
posing difficulties, to bring under the cognisance of Parliament
the most vital and substantial parts of the treaty. If they had
erred on any point it was by too rigid an adherence to the
precedent ofMr. Pitt. The real sin of the Gnverumont, as he
understood, wa.s that they had combined the treaty and the
Budget; that is, that they ought to have reduce i at once the
duties upon French wines and spirits by resolution, which
must have taken effect immediately. He concluded by showing
the consequences of this course, which would have had the
effect, he said, of reviving the system of differential duties.—
Sir Hugh Cairns said that the exportation of coal was a
subject which could not be considered in committee ou the
Customs Acts. He thought that the proper and constitutional
course would be first to take the opinion of Parliament upou
the treaty as a whole, and then to consider the engagements
connected wnth it.—The Attorney-Gkneral contended that
the alterations of the law proposed by the resolutions
with reference to the treaty brought the propriety of
the whole treaty at once into the tield of discussion,—
Sir F. Kelly said that the treaty would be invalid until the
whole, in its entirety, sIkiU have been sanctioned by Parlia-
ment. If any one vote should be rejected by the House it
would be impossible to adopt the treaty, or even for her
Majesty to submit it to the approval of the House.—Mr.
Newdegate opposed the treaty as a concession to France.

—

Mr. Ayrton and Mr. Malins supported the amendment.—Mr.
Bright recommended that they should go through the whole-
Budget, accept what they believed to be good and reject what
they conceived to be bad. He called upon the Opposition to
forget party, and, for the sake of interests far more important,
unite witii the Govemmentin their efforts to inaugurate a new
commercial policy for the country.— Mr. S. Fitzgerald said
that the French navy was entirely dependant on us for its
supply of coal, and that if the treaty were passed in its-
present shape, it would go far to deprive us, in case of war,
of that which was essentially our best means of defence.

—

Lord J. Russell said it was monstrous to suppose that the
House should go into the consideration of the treaty clause by
clause. He insisted that the Government had followed the-
precedent of Mr. Pitt, and that the amendment was wholly
unnecessary. With regard to the motives of France, he did not
believe that the Emperor had any warlike designs upon this
country, or that he wished to get our coal for offensive pur-
poses. It seemed to him that the Empi^mr of France had seen
the advantage of free trade in this country, and had resolved,
as far as was in his power, to trtake his own country rich hs
well as powerful.—Mr, Horsman supported the amendment,
and referred to what he termed the "suspicious secresy"'
attending the treaty, which, he said, showed that there was
something in it which, would not bear the light, and which,
when brought to ligiit, the country would not approve. The
Budget was in his opinion open to many grave objections. The*
Chancellor of the Exchequer was about to increase a deficit
with one hand, while with the other he parted with a large
source of revenue. He remitted two million of taxes to cement
a friendship with France, and then imposed 10,000,000?. to
meet her in the shock of war. This was a ruinous
and unstatcsmanlike policy, which ho hoped the
House would resist by agreeing to the amendment.
Lord Palmerston said that Mr. Horsmnn had made a diversion
in favour of the Opposition, by firing ofl' the speech which he
had intended for the Budget, and had charged the Chancellor of
the Exchequer with departing from the policy of Sir R. Peel,,

who had never made a deficit, but if he would refer to the
records of Parliament he would find that in 184-2 Sir R. PceT
increased a deficit, and that in 1845 he created a deficit. The
question before the House was not one of taxes or finance, but-
simply of procedure. In fact there was no practical difference
between the course indicated by the amendment and that
which the Government intended to pursue. At half-past 1?
o'clock the House divided, when the numbers were—For the
amendment. 230; against it, 293; majority, 63. The amend-
ment was therefore lost. The House then went into Bommittee
profonr-d, and the Chairman immediately reported progress,

and obtained leave to sit again.
Tuesday.—Norwich Election.—In answer to Mr. Mellor, the

Attorney-General said that he did not feel it incumbent,
upon him, or necessary for the purposes of justice, that he
sho'ild file an information in the matter of the alleged bribery
at Iforwich, inasmuch as the parties were themselves proceed-
ing by indictment. TJie Comviercial Treaty.—Jt\r. Ball asked
whether, in case the resolutions to be proposed in committee
were subjected to any siibstantial alteration, it would be pos-
sible to make the treaty with France conformable with those
modifications.-Lord Palmerston said that the treaty was a
complete compact between the two countries ; but that it

would be competent for either party to propose a supple-
mentary treaty, which might bo acce]>ted or rejected, as was
thought fit—In reply to Mr. Lyall, Mr. HuTTSfiid since the
year 1826 iron ore of every description might be imported into
France duty free whether carried in French or English .«hi])S.

The £u'lget.—Sir W. Miles g.we notice that in committee of

ways and means, he will move the omission of the 16th re:^o-

lution providing for the repeal of the paper duty, and the re-

duction of the income-tax from 10-'. to 9d. in the pound.—Mr.
Du Cane then moved the following resolution :—" That this

House, recognising the necessity of providing for the increased
expenditure of the coming financial year, is of opinion that it

is not expedient to add to the existing deficiency by
diminishing the ordinary revenue, .and is not prepared to dis-

appoint thejust expectations of the country by reimposiugthe
income-tax at an unnecessarilv high rate." He said, that in

imdertakingthc responsibility'of movinira resolution such a'^

that of which he had given notice, his motive was not to

achieve a party triumph, butsimplv to di.'^charge what he be-

lieved to be a duty which might well devolve upon an indepen-
dent member of the Opposition. He regarded the scheme of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer as unsound and unjust, and
his main objections to it were, that whilst foiling to grapple
with our present financial exigencies, it left the country rather

worse than it found it ; that the principal reductions of taxa-

tion propopcd, especially the duties upon wine and paptr,

were singularly inopportune at a moment when the income-t;ix

was continued at a higher mte than it had ever been known ar

a period of i>eace, and that the Budget gcnei-ally was based
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tnou ail unnecessary and :t one sixled comnit^rcial treaty, lie

varned the House not to sanction what Wcis essentially

a Manchester Budget, based upon a treaty which was devoid

01 the first principle which should regulate such contracts

—reciprocity.— Mr. Bentinck seconded the resolution.

—

Mr- GowER opposed the motion, and eulogised the Budget as

another step towards the free trade policy inaugurated by Sir

jj Peel.—Lord R SIontagu supported the resolution.—Mr.
Baxter opposed it on the ground that it would open up the

trade of Great Britain to the world and give enormous impetus
to tlie industry of the country.—Mr. Liddell defended the
treaty with France, and predicted the most satisfactory results

from its operation.—Mr, Dodson took exceptions to certain
portions of the Budget ; but, at the same time, commended it

as a scheme remarkable for its boldness and foresight, and
well calculated to lay the foundation of future national wealth.
—Mr. Dawson and Mr- Hennessy supported the resolution;
Mr, Crosslev and Mr, Duff opposed it-—Sir S. Northcote
said he would have paid his tribute of admiration to the
financial scheme of the Chancellor of the Exchequer were
it not that he considered the country would have to
pay too dearly for it. He regarded it as most discouraging
that after all the exertions that had been made to shake off, or
at all events materially diminish, the income-tax in I860, it

should be fixed at so high a rate as lOrf. in the pound, while at
the same time war taxes were maintained on tea and sugar,
which were among the necessaries of life.—Mr, Avrton
defended the budget, and praised the Chancellor of the
Exchequer for having presented a scheme of finance limited to
the exigencies of a single year. The resolution of Mr. Du Cane
was in his opinion a depart^ure from sound Conservative prin-
ciples, and he should record his vote against it.—On the
motion of Mr Hubbard, the debate was adjourned to
Thursday, The Consolidated Fund (407,649/,) Bill was read a
third time and pa'^sed. The Valuation of Rateable Proinrty
(Ireland) Bill passed through C(/nimittee,

"WF.DNESDAr.

—

TJtf.Coiiimn'citil Treaty,—Mr Newdegate asked
whether it was understood by tlje Government that the
proposed reduction and abolition of import duties, pursuant to
the treaty with France, were to take effect as regarded the
produce of other countries in virtue of the obligations of the
treaty.—The CHANCEtLoRof the Exchequer said that, so far

as he was aware, the treaty had no efftict whatever except in
regard to French productions ; but if the question was intended
to raise the point as to what course Parliament might take
with regard to the productions of other countries—German
silk, for instance—he might state that the treaty contained
no provisions that would prevent their acting as they might
think proper,—Mr- Slanev having moved the order for going
into committee on the Public ImprovemtntA Bill^ Mr. Waltkr
objected to some of its details and moved that it be committed
that day six months,—After a short discussion, in which Mr,
Henley and SirG. Grey also urged objections to tlie machinery
of the Bill, the amendment and the original motion were both
withdrawn.—Sir C, Burrell moved the second reading of the
Windo7f? Cleaniiiff Bill, the object of which was to prevent in-
efficient or unskilful persons from cleaning windows.—After a
short discussion, Sir G. C. Lewis moved as an amendment
that the Bill be read a second time that day six months. The
amendment was agreed to without a division, and the Bill was
lost. The Election Petitions Act Amendment Bill and the
Attorneys and Solicitors Bill were read a second time. The
Charitable Uses Bill passed through Committee, The BwelUngt
for Lobouring Classes (Ireland) Bill was read a second time, Mr,
W. D. Seymour obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
jurisdiction of the High Court of Admiralty.

Thursday.— 7%€ Wine DutUf.—ln answer to Mr. B. Woodd,
the CuAXCELLORof the Exchequer said that the Government
had no mtention of granting a drawback upon wine except to
the extent of the difference between the present dutv and the
<luty 01 3^, per gallon payable under the resolution to be
proposed ; and then only to those parties who had complied
with the condition prescribed in the Treasury minute of July^
384:i.—SirC- Wood stated, in answer to Mr, Jones, that the
-Prize money for Beiki had at length arrived, and that immediate
fitep*^ would be taken for its distribution among the troops
engaged in the siege.—In reply to Major Knox and Mr. Wyld,
the CuANCKLLOH of the Exchequer explained that no
change was contemplated with regard to extending
the system of Inland Bonding, and that it was not
his intention to licence eating-houses to retail ^etr—In answer
to Mr. Sheridan, the Chancellor of the Exchequer said
there was no intention to make incomes under 100/. per annum
chargeable wiLh Income Tox.—The adjourned debate on Mr.
Du Cane's motion in reference to the Budget was resumed by
Mr. Hubbard, who stated his opinion that, however beneficial
the treaty with France might ultimately be, its advant;iees
would be more than counterbalanced by an increa?=e. equivalent
to 3rf. in the pound, on the income-tax. He could not bu*-

\

think that our attempt to teach the French free trade was a
costly process, of which the country would not eventually
approve.—Mr- Batnes expressed his approval of the commercial
changes proposed to be carried into effect, and the result of
which, he believed, would expand the resources and stimulate
theinflu^tryofthecountry.—Mr- BLACKBi'Kxand Mr, Beach sup-
ported Mr- Du Cane's motion ; Mr. Marsh, Mr, Horsfall, and
Mr. Byno opposed it.— Sir F. Baring said that as rtfg.rded the
treaty. Fiance had the best of the bargairj, and asked how it
was that if the treaty wiis such a blessing in her case we did
not extend the principle further, and enter into treaties with
otl^er European Powers. With regard to the Budget, though
he was in favour of developing still further the principles of
free trade, he entr ated the House to consider the finances
of the country, and predicted that the deficiency in 1861-2
would be 12,500,000L at least. If this deficiency were to be met
by continuing t)ie income-tax at lOrf. and the war duties on
tea and sugar, there would still be a deficiency of nearly
2,000,000?., and new taxes would be indispensable.—Mr. Bright

^ B ^ 1^ ^
Govemmeut bad received any information of the decree
of tlic Queen of Spain, conferring the title of Duke of
Tetuau upon Marshal O'Donnell, together with the territory
of Morocco upon which the victory of Tetuan was ji^ained.

Lord J. Russell said thsit her Majesty's Government had no
specific information on the suVyect ; but he believed that the
title had been proposed. The Fo/uji/cer.''.—In answer to Mr. E.
James, Mr. S. Herbert said that her Majesty's Government
did not intend to order any battalions or rejpments of the
Volunteer Rifle Corps durinfr the ensninj^ summer to the camp
at Aldershott, or any other encampment. [Left sitting. ]
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Seven Hhy and other bills 7^2,955

7,277,548

GovemmeTit Sernrlties
(including Dead Weight
Anmiity) ^£10,171,190

Other Securities ., ., 20,940,*»^9

Notes , 8,362.810

Gold and Silver Coin .. 699,634

23ddayof Feb., 1860,
^10.174,G13 ^40.174,fil3

M. MARSHALL, CUief Cashier.

fflajctte of t\}t M:\ttt.
TUESnAT—BANKRUPTS -S. Brpdoe, West Bromwirh, Rope Manu-

facturer— 11, BisMNc and G, Duwson—J. Goodfellow, Coventry, Cabinet
Maker—J. Hancock Bristol, Licensed Victualler— J J, Holt, York,
Tobacconist—D. R. Lir.LT, Rirmiusham, Ooncb Builder— G, and M. Simons,
Kinp's Square, Goawell Koad, Watch Manufacturers—F. II. Stait, Cardiff,
Baker—W. J. Thorpe, Commercial Road, New Peckham, Painter and
Glazier—J. S. WAKnuRrox and W. Siefsicvsotv, Manchester, Builders.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-H. Fkrgusos, Blairanmar. PertLshire.

Farmer— J- Frarer, Inverness, Tailor and Clothier—J, Gilkfrt, Alness,
Rosft-shire, V ootl Merchant— A, R. Rbnsik, Leitli, Merchant—D- Tl'k_%bb,
Coxhill, Muiravenside, late Famien
FRIDAY-BANKRUPTS — C. H. Cbarlton, Garden Court. Temple.

Middlesex, Solicitor—J. IL Cohh, Lime Street, City, General Merchant—
J, J, GuMMOK. St. Austin's, Cornwall, Aifenf — S. Matisox, Liverjiool,
Butcher—G, Bead, Portsmouth, Cattle Dealer— H. Stkphrns, Exeter,
Innkeeper-J, Hall and J Buxtox, Manchester, Wholesale Grocers,
SCOTCH Sl-QUESTHATIONS-J, Blair, Kilharchan, Renfrewshire-

Clothier—l]-BowE>, Glasgow, Ironmonger.

Removax of the India House.—In the House of
Commons on Friday a conversation of some interest
took plnce on the intended removiil of the business ot

the India Offiee to Westminster. Colonel Sykes, in

calling attention to the subject, asked if there was any
foundation for the report that some of the manuscript
records at the India House were to be destroyed, and
the museum and library to be dispersed. He said the
records at the India House, 200,000 in number, had
with great labour and pains been racked, indexed, and
classified in so methodical a manner that any paper that
was required might be obtained in less than five minutes.
These documents had to be referred to every hour, and
the greatest inconvenience and confusion must obviously
result if they were transferred to the temporary
lodgings of the Government. At the India House

^Sri\w"^r^^^fTT^^^ there was also a museum, comprising a representationsubnutteu tiu\t m point of fact the French made concessions L«,r t t • ^^ -^ \ *» i- -i
to us five times gi-eater tlian those which we offered them. ^^ ^""^^

^l^
^^* ^^^ phases of climate, soil, race.

The success of Mr. Du Cane's motion would lead to a di.'^soUi-
tion of Parliament, a general election, a change of (-invemment,
% new Budget, and, what would be most unfortunate, an
tstrangement with France. For hia own part he entirely
approved or the French Treaty, which had loij;? been the object
of ina most ardent desires and his most cherished affections.Mo deplored the frit:htful expenditure for defensive purp<>ses,
and said he would supr.ort the Budget because it relieved
industry, extended the hand of friendship to a jrreat nation
across the Channel, was a brirrht spot amid the darkness ofEuropean complications, and, in his belief, would prove here-
?!j^^/,»rf''^t m^?«;'re of mercy to mankind.-Mr. Whiteside

S^^ f vJ?*"- ^r-^''\r^*'
upbraiding: -successive Governments

fornotretrenchuig the public expenditure, while at the same

and productions; and there was not a manufacturing
town in the kingdom which did not take an interest
in that collection. This museum had been open
to the public for only two years, and yet it had
been visited by 150,000 persons. It was therefore
most important tliat the collection should be kept
together as a whole, and not broken up and dispersed

in a va'tiety of places. The British Mn«3nm could not

exhibit one-half of its present treasures; and there

could, therefore, be no use in sending the contents of

this Indian Museum to be deposited in the under-
time he supported a Ministry 'which preached a' policy of ' ground storerooms of that overstocked institufif)n.

^''"•„wLP^^.?l^d.n^lT.^^^^ ?/.^^^;, ?«.^*^°t at length
I
iiesides this museum there was a library of Orientalthrough the principal features of the Budget, al! of whichhe opposed as unwise and unjust.—Mr Cardwkll

rerninied the House of the difference between the state'of
trade a few years ago uuder the system of protection, and thatwhich it presented ai this moment The Government wishedto carry out still further that freedom of commerce which hadproved sosuccess.ul in this country, by extending it to Fr-mceand they had no doubt but that, in the fulness of time themost irreconcilable protectii*nist across the Channel would beconverted into an enthusiastic free trader.—On the motion ofMr. Nkwdegatb tlie debate atlOminutes past midnight wasagain adjourned. * ^

manuscripts at the India House, which were consulted

b^' learned men from all parts of Europe. No greater

act of Vandalism could be conceived than the breaking

up of such a collection. The legal question might also Sir James Graham, M.P., Sir F. Baring, M.P., Lord

said that the removal of the Indian Department to the
West-end had been decided upon long ago, and the
only question was as to the time at which it should be
carried into eflect. The present arrangement led to
great public inconvenience, on account of the time
wasted in moving backwards and forwards between
Westminster and the India House. It was not a mere
matter of personal but of public convenience that the
offices of the India Department should be near Down-
ing Street; and he was sure the noble lord who
preceded him in office would confirm that statement.
The benefit of the Indian Council would be entirely
lost unless the Secretary of State was in constant
communication with the mcrabf>rs of it; and that
could only be effected by removing it to the West-
end. As it might be some time before the vexed
question of style in regard to the new offices was settled

and the buildings erected, a portion of the new West-
minster Palace Hotel had been hired for the temporary
accommodation of the Indian Department, which would
probably be removed there in June. There was no-

intention, so far as he was aware, of dispersing the
library. As to the East India Company, by June next
adequate accommodation would be provided for the
discharge of the not very onerous duties they had to-

perform. The removal of the India Office might
possibly cause some inconvenience to mercantile men at

the east end of the town, but everything would be done-
to lessen that inconvenience as much as possible. A
portion of the business of the company, such as the
transfer of India stock, might, he thought, be trans-
ferred to the Bank of England. With regard to the
records, there were in many instances not merely
duplicates, but triplicates and quadruplicates, and even
quintuplicates; and, acting on the report of a com-
mittee he had appointed to examine them, he intended
to destroy a large quantity of them having reference tc
ships of the East India Company, which were not of the-

slightest use. Those of any value would be preserved.
To this statement we may add that on the removal of
the India Council at Midsummer to Victoria Street th&
old India House in Loadenhall Street will be sold. Ds
occupies rather more than an acre, and it is said that
an offer of 200,000^. has already been made for it-

There is another report, that it is likely to be sought
as a terminus for all the principal railways.

Fatal Collision ly the Chanstl.—On Sunday
morning a collision toolc place off" Beachey Head be-
tween the Ondine steamer from Dublin, and the
schooner Heroine, of Bideford. The Ondine was so
seriously injured that she began to sink immediately.
The boats were therefore got over the side, but the port
lifeboat had been smashed by the collision, and the
other lifeboat was stove in getting her over the sida,

and was filled to the thwarts with water. The second
mate who had been ordered to take charge of her pro-
cured two buckets to bale her out, and on his return
found in the boat 12 men, a lady passenger, the chief
stewardess, a miner from Plymouth, called Marsh, with
his wife and two children, and a pas.«erger from Fal-
mouth, called Drew. In less than half an hour the
steamer reared her bows up in the air and went down
stern foremost, and there is little doubt that the cap-
tain and at least 30 of the passengers and crew, in-
cluding several soldiers on furlough, went down with her.
When the lifeboat shox^ed off" from the steamer she was so
deeply submcrgedthatthewaterreached up to the people's
waists as they sat on the thwarts, and she was only kept
from sinking by tl»e cork in her compartments. Soon
after the people in the boat began to be exhausted froni'

the sea breaking over them, and dropped one by one,
until only three were left, and these were rescued by
the steamer Thetis and landed in the course of the-
evening at St. Helen's. The remainder of the passengers
and crew, 21 in number, saved themselves in the olly

boatand landed at Dover. The Ondine was the property
of Messrs. Malcohnson of Waterford, and was a very^
unfortunate vessel. Capt. Hunt, her commander, had
been committed for trial for manslaughter, for running
down the Robert Garden off the South Foreland, some
short time since, by which the pilot and some seamen
were drowned. He was out on bail, awaiting his trial,.

at the time of the collision.

Another Weeck is the Chankel,—During the
iieavy gale on Sunday evening, the American ship Luna,
G23 tons. Captain Warkmeister, which left Havre on
that morning for New Orleans, with nearly 100 emi-
grants and a crew of 2-1 hands, was totally lost on tlie

rocks off" Barfleur, to the eastwanl of Cherbourg, and
the whole of her passengers and crew, with tlie excep-
tion of two, were drowned. The Luna belonged to
Baltimore.

The ELrirrycTO>T MofOKiAL.—
meeting was held a few days since

the Ilight Hon. Sir Charles Wuod, Bart., in the chair,

at which it was resolved to open a subscription for
erecting some public memorial of the late dlsfiugui^iheU

Indian statesman, the Hon. Monntstuart Elphlnstone.
Among those present were the Duke of Argyll, the Earl
of Ellenborough, Earl Stanhope, the Earl of Shaftea-
bury, E;vrl Fortescue, Lord Lyveden, Lord Brnnghton,

A very influentI;J

at Willis's Rooms,

be raised whether all these treasures were not the

property of the East India Company. Moreover, the

cost of their removal to the temporary accommodation

to be obtained by the Government pcTiding the con-

I

troversy as to the best style of architecture fur our

Stanley, M.P., Sir W. Hogg, Sir F. Currie. Sir E. Cole-

brooke, M.P., the Bight Hon. E. Ellice, M.P., Sir Be
Lacy Evans, ^I.P., Colonel Sykes, M.P,, Sir John Law-
reu'-e, Mr. Grant Duff", M.P., the Hon. A. Kinnaird
M.P., the Right Hon. Ilolt Mackenzie, and many otlrr

Friday.—^^fii« and J/orocco.—Mr. "Wtld asked if the ' P»hlic offices would be enormous.—Sir C. Wood in reply Indian statesmen, warriors, &c., stvcral of whoil.
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SQn h^s,i)een elected lecturer ofthis churcli in the room
-^ tl)9 Kev. Hugh Allen. Tlie votes were for Islv.

Kic^ahlson 17, for Air. Courtenay 7, and for Mr. East-
man 4. The three serrices on Sunday last passed off
vvitliout interruption. About 300 policemen were on
duty at the church, 50 ot* whom were stationed in the
aisles. Mr. Rosier, clothier, of St. George Street, Rat-
cliff Highway, who has been cited hy the Rev. Bryan
King, the rector, to the Consistory Court, on the charge
of bi-awling, appeared In that court on Tuesday, when
the "articles" put in by the rector m support of
tbe charge were read and admitted, Mr. Rosier
appeared without counsel, and announced his intention
to defend himself. Tlie judge informed him that he
was entitled to bring in an ans%yev to the "articles" in

writing, prior to the further hearing of the case.

TitK Whitworth Rifl:ed Cannon.—The experi-

niake nse of the like means in order to secure his own reLum.
After detailing' the ingenious method in wbich Mr. Charles-
worth's money was placed out. they add. speaking more par-
ticvdarly of the sum of ICOO?.. that "Mr. Charlesworth. having
provided the fund out of which the bribery, in fact was after-
wards carried on on his behalf, designedly abstained up to the
election from inquiring as to the manner in which that fund
was being employed, having before the election the means of
knowing, find ^ood grounds to suspect the manner of its dis-
posal. The report conchides as follows:—"We find that large
bodies of non-electors, to the number of several hundreds on
each side, and including on Mr. Chai-lesworth's side at least
several prize-fighters, were employed by the respective candi-
dates at wages varying from 3a. Gd. to 5.<t. a man per diem for
some time before and up to the day of election. These men
were ostensibly employed as watchers and runners for the
purpose of detecting and preventing improper practices by
the partisans of the opposing candidates respectively,
but in our opinion not really for such purnose,
but for the purpose partly of exercising an improper

, .,-, T*- „7T 'i i.1 J -ij 1 1 1 1
influence upon the election, by the expenditure of large

i^ents with Mr. \Miitworths niled cannon Imve been
| sums of money in the borough both in payment of the

coyti^ued this week on the Sonthport coast. The pi-ac-

'tice with the 3-ponnder at long range gave resnlts still

VAQXQ astoi\ishing than those recorded in our last jSTnm-

"beu. Six shots were fired at an elevation of 35° with
the following; range in yards :—1st shot, 9403 ; 2d shot,

i)503 ; 3d shot, 9547 ; 4th shot, 9611 ; 5th shot, 9645

;

6th shot, 9688 yards. It appears, thererore, that

though this gnn weighs only 20S lb., it attained a range
of above 5| miles, greater than has been recorded of

-any s:un ever made. The 12-poun(ler, at an elevation

of 7% attained a range of 3107 yards; and the

CjS-pounder struck the ground at more than 2500 yards,

and then ricochetted and struck again at 5000 yards.

I'he.ex.treme range of the 80-ponndcr was not tested,

"but it is shortly to he tried on a 4-inch iron plate,

which JUr. Whitwortli is confident of penetrating at

600 yards.

The Pu"BLrc Health.—Th.e Registrar-General's

Weekly Return states that in the week that ended on
Saturday, February 18, 1454 deaths were registered in

liondon. In the corresponding weeks of the ten years

1850-59 the average number was 1171; which, if raised

proportionately to the increase of population, will

become 1288. The present return is therefore 166
above the average. During the week the births of 950
boys and 930 girls, in all 1880 children, were registered

in London. In the ten corresponding weeks of the
jcars 1850-59 the average number was 1706.

cnn-uption, .-uid that before the said moneys were provided
I
oblation of Christ finished on the cross, of" thi;

^e^^rif'^^aT^S'i^^l-^S'^Sllc^^tXS^S^ for
I

I»^rled> propitiation w,,ich He there once ™ude, and of

the said borough, that corrupt practices wotiid probably be had '^"fi Holy Kucharist being a memonal or commemora-
recourse to in order to dcfcixt him, and that he intended to tion of His death and sacrifice on the cross; (2) of tie

non-adoration of the sacramental bread and wine, aad
non-corporal presence of Christ's natural flesh and
blood therein ; and (3) "that the wicked are in no sense

partakers of Christ,'' were contradicted and depraved.

Several other passages in the presentment were also

cited as tending generally to deprave the doctrine of
the articles and formularies, by drawing aside the plain

and full meaning thereof- The bishop was he^nd at

great length in his defence, his answers forming a large

folio of 230 printed pages, the major part of which he
read. He pleaded that it was not enough for the pre-

senters to show that the passages complained of were
opposed to the teaching of certain prevalent schools of

theology in the Knglish or Scottish Churches, that they
were unsupported by the majority of English or Scottish

divines, or, conld this be done, even that they were
without sanction from the formularies of the Church,
and were in themselves erroneous. The presenters were
bound, in a penal proceeding like the present, to show
that the passages complained of were repugnant to and
subversive, not of this or that interpretation of the
Church's formularies, but of the literal and grammatical
sense of the articles, formularies, or o^ces of the

Chui'ch themselves; and in the consideration of this

question the respondent was entitled to. all the weight
which was due to the deliberate avermeat that in his

whole teaching he wished to abide by these formnlaries,

and disclaimed the least intention of contradicting ordis-

paraging them in any shape or manner whatever.

Having made a full exposition of his views on the ques-

tion of the Eucharist, and an elaborate reply on the

points challenged, the bishop, in the course of his con-

cluding remarks, said he might be allowed to remind
the venerable Synod of one consequence wliich must in-

non-electors tJiemselves, mid of the publicans wliose liouses
tliey frequented, and where they were supplied with refresh-
ment, and partly also for the purpose of causing intimidation
and annoyance to the canvassers and voters of the opposing
parties respectively. One case of actual abduction was proved
jjefore lis, which will be found in the cTidence of the witness
Abraham Lupton. We have been infontied by the witnesses
that the employment of non- electors in the manuer described
is an established practice at the Wakefield elections. We find
that it is without any necessity or leg-itimute object, that it

impedes aud interferes with the freedom of election, and that
it causes intimidation and great annoyance to the voters on
both sides, and furnishes cloaka for bribery and corruption in
various ways. Tlie fact found by us that neither of the candi-
dates thought iiroper to pay the non-electors through
the election atiditor, but adopted the alternative of paying
them w:io;os in a manner secret and declared illegal by
statiite 17 and IS Vict., cap. 102, sec. 18, satisfied us
that the employment of the non-electors in the manner
described was well Icnowu to be unnecessary and illegal,

but tho provisions of that statute as to the payment of
expenses thro\igh the auditor appear to liave been made
of no account whatever by either of the candidates. We evitably follow a penal condemnation of his opinions.

^lobhuiah

find that it n\ig j^encrally atiticipated by tiie partisans on both
sides for some time before the said election that reconrse
would be bad to bribei-y by their respective opponents, and we
find that the fact that bribery was being carried on on both
sides waft before the election a matter of common notoriety
throughoat the borough, and excited but a scanty measure of
disapprobation even on the part of those who did not actually

join in the work of corrnptinn. Lastly, we find, liaving

regard to the lenfrth of time before the election at which the
preparations for the work ofcori'wptionwere commenced—to the
large proportion (142 out of 866) of the whole constituency
engaged in connipt practices and guilty of bribery—to the

From tbe instant such a sentence was pronounced, the

full cominuniou which exists hetv-een our Churcli and
the Cliurch of England is at an end. It is an undeniable
fact that opinions precisely the same as those of the

respondent are held and taught by many hundreds of

English clergymen, some of whom hold high and re-

ponsible positions in the Church. No attempt what-

ever is made to interfere with them in any way on that

account; no attempt ever has been made, except cue.

number of persona (inchiding 56, themselves electors) who and that failed, to the avowed satisfaction even of those
voluntarily joined in the work of offering and giving bribes—to

the zeal imd sVillthcy exhibited—to the readiness with which
their services were received and their acts adopted—to the
open wf^y in which bribery was carried on by the canvassers

and discussed amongst all classes—and to the manner in which

The Stephenson Memorial \ the voters received and bargained with the canvassers on both

HnvQ QinPP Viv T,Ar^ 'Rnvpnq- 1
Socles, that large numbers of theelectors were then not for the

(lays since D> liOrrt i^^^f'^s-
) ^^j. ^.^^^^^^^^^ j^^^j^^ jjj^^^p^^^^y^^g^^g^^

'KrAVCASTXE-0>*-TY^'E.-

Schools were opened a few dnys
worth, in tbe presence of the Majors of tlie Tjneside
boronghaand a large concourse of spectators. The schools

are erectedon thesite of thehumble housein which George
Stephenson and his first wife occupied a tenement^ and
in which the late Mr, Robert Stephenson was born.

Tbe huildnig is said to be highly appreciated by the
working men of the district, rind there is little doubt
that the schools and mechanics* institute will do much
good and be really useful among a very dense population.

OxFORP.—Tlie Vice-Chancellor has given notice that

he has received from " A non-resident Member of tUe

Xvelauir.

who had no sympathy with the opinions themselves. If,

then, a clergyman may be punished in Scotland for what

he may freely hold and teach in England, it is clear that,

so far at least as the clergy are concerned, different

terms of communion practically exist in the two

churches. The Eev. Mr. Henderson, incumbent of

St. JIary's, Arbroath, was heard at great length for the

presenters, and went over the different points challenged

to show that the accusation had been made out, and

that the bishop's teaching was literally, grammatically,

and substantially opposed to the doctrine of the Church's

articles andformulariea. He said that in calling on the

Court to express condemnation of the Bi^op of

Brechin's teaching the presenters were not seeking to

narrovv the extent of that divergence which the Cburch

in her toleration allowed to her teachers, but claiming

University much attached to her interests " the sum of Church " of pvcpuving a " chalice of sorrows " for Pio

60^., for a prize to be awarded to the writer of the best
I

^ono ^^ drain. One of the subscription lists was

English poem on " The life, character, and death of the
j

headed by the name of W. Cogan, M.P., for 50?.; but,

heroic seaman Sir John Frai\hlin, with special reference
]

generally speahing, the amounts subscribed were of

to the time, place, and discovery of his death/* The ' trifling amount.

poem to be in rhymed verse, to be recited during the !

Outhage is Westmeath, — An extraordinary

meeting of the British Association, at the time and in i outrage has been committed on the property of Mr.

the place which tlie Vice-Chancellor may appoint. All George Allen, at Drnmraiuey, in the county of AVest-

members of the Uulveijiiity wiiatsoever to be at liberty
j

meath. In the middle of the day a party of about 20
to "compete for the prize. "^The compositions to be sent ' persons went on the lanclp, and with picks, crowbars,

to the Registrar of the University on or before the 1st '^
"^ ^" '^"^ ~~ ^ '^ i*-i--3 j_i_ .

of June next, the usual course for conceaVmg the jiame
of the writer and distinguishing tbe compositions being
followed. The judges to be the yice-Cbancellor, the

Tkiuute roR THE Pope,—jVTeetings of Eoman Catho-

lics were held on Sunday in the principal parishes of

Dublin to adopt steps to render the collections for the

Pope, on Sunday next, as successful as possible. One of

the speakers aimounced that Dr. Cullen had already

transmitted 2000^. to the Holy See. Another accused
the Emperor of the French as the " ehlest son of the from authority the vindication of tliose first principles

. ." f..^ -Pirs
of ti^eir creed, which could not be changed, invalidated,

or depraved without involving a corruption of tbe truth J

and a perversion of those so taught. The toleration of I
tbe views maintained by the bishop on the subject of

and shovels, unroofed and demolished the house and
offices of the herd. Mr. Alien about 12 months since

purchiised this farm, a portion of which was in the

possession of a tenant named Lennon, who has been
Dean of Chridt Church, and Lord Ashburton.

—

in. a ,

lately ejei'ted from it. Intimation of the outrage was
convocation hehT on the 16th, the munificent offers of ^t once communicated to the police, but before their

Miss Burdctt Coutts, consisting of a valuable collection arrival the work of demolition had been accomplished.
of Devonshire fossils, to be called the " Pengelly Col- i

Drumrainey has for many years been noted as th» most
lection.*' and the traust'er to the chancellor, masters, :

hi'

the Eucharist would amount to a legalised licentious-

ness in teaching Avhich the Church, by their prescribing

of a creed, and exacting an ex animo subscription to it,

emphatically disallowed. The Synod then allowed the

bishop to lodge a reply to the argument of the pre-

senters before the 23d inst., and adjourned further

procedure till March 14, when the Court will hear

parties make such further observations as they may

consider necessai-y before the debate is closed.

and scholars of the university of the sum of 5000/. ,

consols, tbe dividends arising therefrom to be paid to

'

two scholars, to be termed "The Burdett Coutts
Oeological Scholarship," were accepted. It was also

agreed to affix the university seal to a letter of thanks
to that lady for her great and beneficial gifts to the
•nnirersity.

Wakefield.—The report.of the "Wakefield Election
Commissioners hag been presented to Parliament. The
following is an abstract of its contents :

—

"The comralsslonera find that the election in April, 1S59.
wag conducted bj- and on tbe part of each ol" the candidates
in a corrupt and illegal manner, and that corrupt and illegal
practices extensively prevailed. They set forth the names of
98 persona who were gyiilty of bribery in respect of the votes
of other peraons ; 86 who were guilty in respect of their own
Totes; and 12 who 'were guilty of acta of bribery not on one
side only, but on both.' They find that Mr. W. H. Leatham
expended^ through his agents, a sum of money amounting
'at least' to SdOOt., of wbich all but 47Si. 7». 5d. was dis-
bursed in illegal payments ; and that on behalf of Mr. J. C. D.
Charlesworth a sum of at least 4l50i-, of which only
^2i. 10*. pogsed through the hands of the election auditors,
was expended. Of the expenditure of a sura of between
18001- and lOOOL, by Mr. GiU>ert, through -whom the

wless parish iu AVestuieath.

foUanU,
Trial op the jpisuop of Brechin.—Tlie bishops

of the Scottish Episcopal Church assembled in Synod
at Edinburgh on the 7th inst. for the pnrpose of hear-
ing parties in the presentment against I)r, Forbes,
Bishop of Brechin, for heretical doctrine on tho snbject

of the Eucharist. Tlie hearing lasted three days. The
presentment accused the bishop of holding, maintaining,
and teaching, in a charge delivered to his clergy on
August 5, 1S57, and since published and republished by
him, doctrines contrary and repugnant to, unsanctioned
by, and subversive of, certain of tbe articles of religion,

antl certain parts of tho formularies for public worship upon
used in the t;cottieh Episcopal Cburcb, in so far as he '

'

taught (1) that " the Eucbaristic Sacrifice is the same
substantially with that of tho cross;" (2) that "supreme
adoration is due to tbe body and blood of Christ
mysteriously present in the gifts," and that "the worship
is due not to the gifts, hut to Christ in the gifts;"

(3) ** that iu some sense the wielded do receive

Fatal Accident on the Easteen Cofnties.—On

Monday morning, as tlie fast train which leaves

CambriLlge at 7 a.m. for London with passengers con-

sisting mostly of millers and others connected with the
j

Corn Market in Maik Lane, was approaching Tottenham *

Station at the rate of between 35 and dO miles an hour,

the tire of one of the leading wheels broke and threw

the engine off the line. The wheels then came in

contact with a pair of points, which threw the engiwe

against the edge of the brick platform, when it turned

over with great violence. Fortunately, the shock

broke the coupling iron of the third vehicle, and left

the remainder of the train behind. These carriages—

about eight in number—never left the metals, or the

loss of life nnist have been fearful. As it was, a

second-class and a first-class caiTiage which were

nearest the engine with the break-van, were heaped

each other, while the steam from the

engine enveloped everything in a dense mist. Imme-
diate assistance was rendered from the station, and the

dead and wounded were taken from the wreck. This

occupied a long period; for the carriages had to ho

broken into fragments before it could be accomplish^"*

bnWonthepai-tof Mr.Wtham\Vaa'^ni1don;Ti;^^^ some sense tlie wickec
that Mr. Leatham provided the said moneys with the intention ^"ri^ indeetl, to their condemnation and loss,
tJttithcyshouldbeemployed, in p:irtftt least, In bribery and whereby the doctrines (1) of the onenesa of the

Several of the injured wet-e conveyed to the waiting-

rooms at the station, while others were placed upon

laelders, boards, &c., and carried to the noighbouriog

taverns. The engine-driver, a middle-aged man named
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Kowell, was so terribly scalded and injured in tlie head
that he died iu the course of the day j the fireman, a

young man called Cornwall, was smashed to pieces under
tlie engrine. All the passent;:ors in the broken carriages

were more or less seriously injured. Mr. Stokes, miller

ot' Siiftrou Wulden, liad both ler!;s and both arms
fractured, and dit'd almost immediately after being
removed to the White Hart, having never rallied, and
dying apparently in a state of insensibility, Mr.
Satcbell, hatter, of Fonchurch Street. City (who some
time ago lost his wife and child by fire}, was also con-
voyed to the White Hart, where, from the dreadful
nature of iiis injuries, he also died soon after the
accident. Mr. Manser, miller, of Hoddesdon, sustained

a terrible compound fracture of the left leg, which was
aiiipntated in the course oF the day. Mr. Manser, junior,

his brother, had his hip dislocated. Mr. Bean, corn dealer
and owner of a large Hour mill at Parndoii, who is

upwards of 73 years of age, sustained a simple fracture

of the right thigh and a very bad fracture of the left

thigh, and had his left knee also fearfully crushed. Mr.
Garrett, miller, of Koydon, sustained serious fractures of
both legs, and several contusions of a formidable
character about the thighs. Mr. Empson, of Saffron
Walden, had both legs and one thigh broken, and
was otherwise dreadfully hurt all over the body,
Mr. Caswell had tliree dislocated ribs ou each side, a
fracture of the breast-bone, injury to tlie spine, and a
general shock to the system. Mr. Taylor, of Saffron
AV'alden, was badly injured in the knee and other parts
of the body. Mr. Hotchui, solicitor, from -i^udley End,
had both legs broken. Professor EUicott, of King's
College, Cambridge, sustained a severe fracture of the
leg and other injuries. The inquest on the persons
killed was opened on Wednesday, and is still in progress.
Collision on the WiaAN and Preston.—On

Monday morning, about a quarter past 1, the night
up-mail trail! from Kdinburgh to London came into
collision A\'ith a train of empty coal waggons at the
junction with the Springs Branch Colliery Railway,
about two miles from Wigan. The result was the total
destruction of several coal waggons, the partial destruc-
tion of the engine of the mail train, much damage to
several carriages, and the serious injury of the railway
guard, the Post-office guards, and the pointsman at the
junction. Two or three of the passenger carriages were
thrown off the line and considerably damaged, but the
passengers, about half-a-dnzen iji number, including two
ladies, escaped without serious injury.

whom ho had an only daii<rhter. wlio married in 1S45 Lord
Lovame. eldest son of the Earl of Bevcrlev, heir presumptive
to the Dukedom of iSorthnmberUnd. He'was a leadin^r mem-
ber ot the frvin^ite persuasion, and mainly contributed to the
erection of the Catholic and Apostolie Church in Gordon Square,
of which It was understood he was an "angel." He had also
erected a church for the same sect on his estate at Albury. He
was the author ofa very beautiful work entitled " Histories of
Noble British Families." and other works. He had represented
West Surrey in Parharaeut since 1S47.

^ Cot'RT or Exchequer Chamber.—(Sittings in Error, before
Lord Chief Baron Pollock and Barons Bramwell and Channell.)

^. —Earl of Shrewsbun/ and Talbot v. /Tope Scott and others.—The
Lyid Chief Baron ou Saturday delivered judgment in this im-
portiint case, which had come before this Court on appeal from
the judj,mient of the Court of Common Pleas. His lordship
gave a brief resume of the facta, and concluded by saying that
the Court was unanimously of opinion tliat the plaintiff below,
as tlie issue male of the first Earl of Shrewsbury, to whom the
title had descended, was under the express enactment of those
statutes entitled to the property in question as tenant in tail,
unless something could be sh^wn to disentitle him ; that
that had not been done, and that the disentailing deed of 1856
could not prevent his right from prevailing. They, therefore,
thought, with the Court of Common Pleas, that the rule should
be discharged. The judgment was thei-efore for the Earl of
Shrewsbury, and against the appellants. Notice of appeal to
the House of Lords was immediately given, but the application
has since been finally abandoned ; so that the Earl of Shrews-
bury has at last succeeded to the w^hole of the estates.

€fieatre^.
Her Majesty's Theatre.— An agreement was

signed on Thursday which constitutes Mr. E. T. Smith,
the manager of Drury Laue, future lessee of her
Majesty's Theatre, at a lease of seven, 1-i, or 21 years.

\

©Dttuaiy*
Lieut.-General John 'Wrioht, K.H., of the Royal Marines,

died on the 16th lust, at ^Southsea. in his 84th year. He was
engaged in Lord Nelson's attacks on Rota and Cadiz in 1797, the
battle of the Nile, the campaign of Naples in 1790. at the sur-
render of Castel del' Ovo, Castol Novo, Fort St. Elmo, Capua,
and Gaeta, and the cutting out of the Guiep at Vigo. He also
took part in the campaign in Egypt in 1801 ; and the last scene
of his active service was at the siege of Algiers in 1816. On his
retirement from the service he was placed ou full pay.

Sir James Turing, Bart., died on the 13th inst. at Rotter-
dam, where he was British Consul. He was born iu 1791, and
married iu IS21 the second daughter of the late Sir Alex.
Fcrrier, K.H., by whom he leaves 13 children. He succeeded
to the title in 1831 on the death of his kinsman, the late Sir
Robert Turing, Bart., who resumed iu 1V92 the family
honours, which had Jain dormant since the death of the Erst
baronet, who was a devoted adherent of King Charles II He
is succeeded in the title by his eldest son, Robert Eraser bom
in 1827, married iu 1S53 to the daughter of W. S. Davidson
Esq., of Lowndes Square.

'

The Rev. Sir John Barkeh-Mill. Bart., died on the 20th
inst. at his residence, Mottlsfont Abbey, near Romsey from an
attack of gout, from which he had been long a sufferer.' He was
the son of John Barker, Esq., of Wareham, by the djinehter of
the Rev. Sir Charks Mill, last baronet of that line. Huwas bom
in 1803, and married in 18*28 the daughter of Colonel Swin-
burne, of Keynsham. He was educated at Dowuiug College
Cambridge, where he graduated MA. in 1831. In 1835 he
assumed by Royal licence the name of Mill, and was created a
haronet on succeeding to the estates of his uncle. He has died
without issue, and the title consequently becomes extinct,

Mr. Henry Drvmmond, M.P. for West Surrey, died on
the 20th inst. at hia seat, Albuiy. Park, near Guildford, in his
^th year. He was bom in 1786 and mirried in 18u7 Lady
Henrietta, eldest dangliter of the ntath Earl of Kinnoul by

BIRTHi—Onthe 18th inst, at 22, Upper Grosvcnor Street,
Lad^v Maria Ponsonby. of a 8on-20th iust, at Fuiborough,
«iVr i-

'^"'3 Lady Fkanoes Pettiward. of a daughter—
20th inst, at 1, Albany Terrace, Park Terrace, the wife of
Flktcher C. Norton. Esq.. of a son-2Ist inst, at 113, Park
Street, Grosvenor Square, the wife of Thos. Hugues, Es(i.,
Barrister, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 20th inat, at ColeshiU, Berks, James
1. Wilde, Esq.. Q.C., to Lady Mary Pleydrll Bouverie,
daughter of the Earl of Radnor—16th inst, at Child wall Church,
Robert Gladstonb, Esq., eldest son of Thom^is Steuart Glad-
stone, Esq., of Capenoch. Thornhill, Dumfriesshire, to Mary
Ellen, eldc-^t daughter of Robertson Gladstone, Esq., Court-
hey. Broad Green, near Livorpool—lSth inst, at St. James's
Church, Piccadilly, Robert Gordon. Esq., Captain 4th Regiment
(Rifle Corps). Bomhiy, eldest son of the late Robert Gordon,
Esq., to MAum Theresa, youngest danifhter of the late Sir
Bast George ClattoxN East. Barfc., of Hall Place. Berkshire—
15th nist. at Lulworth Castle, Dorsetshire, by the Right Rev
Bishop Vaughan, Lioutenant-Colonel Vauohan, of Courtfield.
Monmouthshire, to Mary, only surviving daut^hter of Joskph
Weld, Esq., of Lulworth Castle—16th inst, by the Most Rev
Dr. Cuilen. Alfred Wilson Trevelyan, to Fanny, eldest
daughter of Chief Justice Monahan—16th inst, at Madingley,
William Charles Smith, Esq., of Shortgrove. to Fanny
Rowley, daughter of the late Vice-Admiral Sir Richard Kino,
Bart., K.C.B.

DEATHS.—On the 14th inst, at Brighton. Mary Harriet
LiPscoMBE. widow of the Right Rev. Christopher, first Bishop
of Jamaica—liith inst, at Alvescot Rectory, Charlotte, relict
of the late General John Studholme Hodgson, .aged SS—16th
inst, at his residence in Whitehall Garden^, Isabella Grace
wife of CuTHBRRT ELLisoiff, Esq., of Hepburn Hall, in the
county of Durham, aged 74—10th inst, at Xaples, Commander
Geo. Foster Burgess. H.M.S. Cressy, aged 33—7th inst, at
Folkestone, Francis H. Graham, Esq., second son of the late
Gen. Saniiiel Graham, of Stirling Castle, ScoQaud-30th inst, at
Clarence Crescent, Windsor, Berks, James Thomas Bkdbo-
ROUGH, Esq., of Cpton Park, and Windsor, and one of tlie
magistrates of the borough, aged 72—16th inst, at Versailles,
at the house of her father, the Marquis de Croismare, Alix,
wife of Lieutenant Franchet d'Esperey, Sardinian RoyalNavy—15t)i inst. at her residence. Claremont Villa, Redland
Road, near Bristol, Elizabeth, relict of the late Rev. Robert
Hall, A.M., of that city, aged 74—inth inst, at Enville, Mr.
John Aiton, 13 years Gardener to the Earl of Stamford, at
Euville, aged 49 deeply lamented.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
Smithfield, Thursday, Feb. 23;'""""''"""'"

Clover 92stol05s
New Clover .. .. — —
Second cut do. . . 75 8S
Straw ., ..... 25 30

Da\'I3 & Co.

Pi-ime Meadow Hay 70a to 7os
Superior do. (old) . . 78 88
Inferior do. .. 61) 70
New do —

.

Rowen 45 60

Cumberland Market, TrfuESDAY, Feb. 2S.
Sup. Meadow Hay . . 84s to 90s I Inferior Clover . . 75s to 90s
Inferior do 70 76. New do. . _ __
New do.

Supeiior Clover 98 105
Straw .. ..31 35

JosHtTA Baker.
Whitbchapel, Thl-rsday, Feb. 23.

Fine old Hay . . . . 843 to 88s
Inferior do. .. ..70 78
Prime New Hay .. — —
Inferior do — —
Straw 25 30

Fme old Clover . . 100s to 105s
Inferior do . . ,, gg 96
Fine NevT Clover.. -—
Fme 2d cut .. ..84 go-
Inferior do 70 76-

3IETR0P0LITAN CATTLE ilARKET
Monday, Feb. 20.

The number of Beasts is about the Siime as on Monday last,,

and there is very little if any alteration in the trade ; the ten-
dency is rather upwards than othetwise. The supply of Sheep
is Rgain small, and tbe demand is good, consequently late
quotations are well supported; indeed, in a few instances
they are rather exceeded. Good Cahts are scarce and dear.
Fn.m Germany and Holland there are 300 Beasts, 900 Sheep,,
and 68 Calves ; from Scotland, 300 Beasts ; from Ireland, 300 ;
from Norfolk and Suffolk, 2100 ; and 100 from the northern
and midland counties.

8 d B
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. .. 4 10 to 5
Best Shorthorns 4 — 4
2d quality Beasts 3 6 — 4
Best Downs and

Half-breds . . 5 8 to 5

Do. Shorn .... —
Beasts, 3890; Sheep k Lambs, 18,510; Calves, 91; Pigs, 210.

Thursday, Feb. 16.

The number of Beasts is small and the weather favourable,
consequently Jlonday's quotations arc well supported, althoTigh
trade is slow. The supply of Sheep considerably exceeds the
demand. There is no disposition to take much lower rates,
therefore several remain unsold. Calves are lower. Our f<ireign
su[)ply consists of 60 Beasts, ,100 Sheep, and 56 Calves. "Rie
number of Milch Cows is 145.

10
2

10

a d 8 d
Best Long-wools. 5 4 to 5 6
Do. Shorn , . . . — .

.

Ewes &, 2d quality 4 8 — 50
Do. Shoiu .. .. — ..

Lambs — .

.

Calves . . . . 4 S — 5 10
Pigs , , . , 4 — 5

iMaxkm*

COVENT GARDEN.—Feb. 25.

Supplies of most things continue to be tolerably well kept up.
Pine Apples and Gmpes have not altered since our last
report. Good Apples and Pears remain scarce. Oranges are
plentiful and cheap. Good Cobs realise Is. to Is. 6d. per lb
Rhubarb, Asparacms, Scakale. Cabb.i^jcs, Carrots. Parsnips,
and Leeks are sufficient for the demand. Parsley is much
cheaper than it hag boon. ComLsh Broccoli, which is furnished
by the crateful. fct^jhss from 3s. to 4s. per do/.cn heads.
Green Peas of foreign growth continue to make their ap-
pearance. Potatoes realise 43. 6d. a bushel. Mushrooms can
still be had in small quantities. Cucumbers are dear. Cut
flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenisis, Violets, Migno-
nette, Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &,c. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4
2d quaUty Beasts 3
Best Downs aud

Half-breds .. 5
Do. Shorn

6 4
4

10
2

5 10
* *

Best Long-woolg , 5
Do. Shorn , . .

Ewesi lidquality 4
Do. Shorn ,. .

Lambs ., ^. .

Calves .

,

», 4
Piga .. ..4

2 to 5 6

6 — s'O'
« #

•

6 o

5
8

Beasts, S15 ; Sheep & Lambs, 3390 ; Calves, 82 ; Pigs, 160.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Feb. 20.

The supply of "Wheat from Essex ahd Kent to this raoni-
iug's market was again moderate; in s^me instances last
week's rates were slightly exceeded, but the advance not bein£r
generally obtainable some (imiiitity remained unsold at a late
hour. The inquiry for foreign was iiiaited at the prices of this
day se'nnijrht. Barley is a steady sale at late quotations.
Beans and Peas are fuUy as dear as last week. The Oat trade
is quiet, without alteration in prices. There is no change in
the value of Flour.

Per Imperial Quarter- (e* s,|

WiiKAT, Essex, Kent, .fc .Sulfolk. .White 40-^S Red
fine Selected runs.. ditto 46—48

46—52
» » > fa fr *

« * * 4 *

Pine Apples, per lb,, 6** to Ss
Grapes, per lb-, Ss to lOs
Melons, each, 23. to 43
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
Apples, per duz., 2s to 3s,

Pears, per doz., 6s to 8s
Oranges, per 100, Gs to lOs
Lemons, per 100, 5s to 8s
Filberts, p. 100 lbs., 50s to 60a
Cobs, do,, 100s

— — Talavera— Norfolk . .

.

— Foreign . ,

.

Barley, grind. <fe disL, 24s to 30s. - Ghev.
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk |19—24— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato '23—29

Red

a 8,

42—4 S.

—
I Red , . •

.

38—66
as—4*! Malting.
23—31

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p, bundle, 7s to 10s
Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 2s to 3s
P. Beans, per 100, 2s to 2s 6d
Rroccoli, per doz.^ 4s to 8s
Greens, per dozen bunchea,

43 6d to 6s
Cabbages, do., 23 to Ss "^
Potatoes, p. ton, OOs to lOOs— per bus., 3s to 4s 6d— per cwt., 6s to 8s
Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers^ each. Is to 3s

Artichokes, perdoz., 2s to 33
Beet, perdoz., Is eA to 2s
Celery, per bundle, is 6d to

2s
Onion?, p. halfsieve. Is to Is 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per lb-, 6d to 8d
Garlic, perlb., 6d to Sd
Lettuces, Cabb-, per score. Is
to Is 6d

Endive, p. score. Is to 23
HorseRadish,p.bun.,lsGdto4s
Mushrooms, p. pott, 2sto]2s6d
Pansley, p. V2 bunches, 4b to 8s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye ;-;;.-
RvE-MEAi^ foreign

Malting.

Feed .

.

35—40
35-41

10—26
24—28 r Feed - - H9~24-
23—26)Feed .-

35—88 Foreign

-

17—24

Beans. Mazagan/. . .30s to 408 Tick 33—48 1Harrow

,

— Pigeon 36s— 473.. Wiuds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Sluple ^s to —s Grey
Matze 'WTilte

FiouB, best marks delivered, .pet sack
— 2d do ditto
— Foreign per barrel

33—43
48—54 '. Long^)od
38—46'Egyptian
36-38'Kuflfolfc .

31—33,Foreign.
— Yellow..

37—43
27—37 Country.
13—27^Per sacklSO—S7

3(5-40
30—37

o*-27—37

COAL MARKET.-Feb. 22.

Bates' West Hartley, 14s. 6d. ; Bell's Primrose, 13s. ; Buddie'^
"West Hartley, I4s. 9d. ; Davison's West Hartley, 148. Od. ;

Grey's West Hartley, 14s. Cd. ; Lambert's West Hartley,
14a. 6d. ; Tanficld Moor Butes, 13s. fid. ; Wvlam, i5s. 9d.

;

Walla End Acorn Close. 178. 9d. ; Walla Knd Kdon, 173. 9d. ;

"Walls End Gosforth, 17s. 3d. ; Walls End Framwellgate,
17s. 9d. ; Walls End Haswell, 19s. ; Walls End Hetton Lyons,
17a. 3d. ; Walls ! nd Russell's Hotton, ISs. 3d. ; Walls End
South Hetb:ju, 10s.; Walls End Hartlepool, 17s. Od. ; Walls
End Heugh Hall, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Hunwick, 15s.

;

Wails End Kelloe, ISs. 3d.; Walls End South Kclloo,

ISs. ; Walls End Thoriiley, 17s. ; Wulls End Triuidon

Thomley, 17s. ; Walla End Thorpe, ISa. 6d.—198 ships at

market. _____^

POTATOES.—SOLTHWARK, Monday, Feb. 20.

During the past week the arrivals coastwi.se hiive been

moderate, but owing to ao many being left in store unsold from

former fii^et the trade is still dull The following are this day's

quotations : — Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 90s. to 140s. ;

Lincolnshire do., 808. to 9^s.; Dunbar do,. 903. to 120s.; do.

Reds, 85s. to 95s. ; Perth, Forfar, aud Fifesbire Regents, 75.=?. to

90a - do. Rocks, 70s. to SOs. ; do. Reds, 70s. to 803. ; French

Whites, 70s. to 80s. ; Belgian do., 60a. to TOa.

Hops.—EoKOTJGH market, FamAY, Feb. 2t.

Messrs. Pattenden <fc Smith report that the market is

quiet, waiting the result cf the Badggt.

Friday, Feb. 24.

Since Friday last the weather has continued on tbe whole
frosty, and less changeable than for many weeks. The wind
was principally from N.W., but it changed yesterday to S.E.,
and so continues. The grairt trade has been firm with a con-
tinued upward tendency of prices throughout the country, and
we must quote iu the markets of the interior a further rise of
fid. to Is. per qr. upon all descriptions of grain, with a con-
tinuance of purchases of red Wlieata at 50s. iier yOO lbs., f. o. b.
in Liverpool ; for Ireland we have, however, to add that tbe
advance, and the circinnstance of toreign Wheat being in pro-
portion dearer than English, restricts business. Tho arrival
from the South of Eiirope off the coast are small this week,
biiing limited to 1 cargo of Wheat, 5 of Maixe, and 7 of Barley.
The sales, which have been only on forward delivery, comprise^
Berdiausk Wheat at 478. 6d. per 492 Iba. ; Cavala Maize at 3is.^

Salonica at 328. 4id. to 32s. Od., and Ibniil at S2s. to 328. l^d.,.

all \ieT 480 lbs., Odessa at 33s. 9d. per 4U2 lbs. ; Chanube
Barley, at 24s. 6d. per 400 lbs., and Ibi-ail at 2Ss. 3d. per qr.
imp.; Calcutta Linseed at 48s. to 48s. 6d. per qr., c. f. aud t
The arrivals of Barley have beeu to a fair extent this week, of
other Engli.i^h gr.aln small, and there have been no supplies of
eitlier foreign Wheat or Oats since Saturd.iy The English
Wheat fresh up and left over from Monday w.l.^ sold at that
day's prices. The business doing in foreign is not active, but
there is rather more inqiiiry at fully late B:; , , : . ans,
and Peas bring Monday a prices more fully. In the absence of
supplies the Oat trade is very firm at the extreme rates lately
current.

Arrivals from Feb. 20 to Feb. 24.

I

W heat.

1120 qrs.

tSitsT

270 qrs.

2190 >

ft

lour.

lOeu 8ks.

350 ;;

1340 bris.I 13-

Enp:lish .,

Iribh . * .

.

Foreign .

.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Feb. 21,—At our Com Bxchangfe this
morning we hnve had a fair attendance of both local and
country millers and dealers, and Wheat has commanded a
better sale at an advance of Id, per cental over the rates of
Friday, Flour is held firaily at extreme prices. Indian

Com attracted a fair consumptive inquiry at the quutatiuns of

lu^t market day ; higher prices were asked at the comnicncft-
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meut, but were not obtaitiable. Oats iind Oatmeal are both
held for a slight advance. Beans, Peas, and Barley all main-
taia fotroer rates. Linseed cakes are 2s. 6d. per ton dearer,
and offered sparingly.

Friday, Feb. 24. — The grain market was moderately
attended. Wheat in fair demand at the adrance. Flour
neglected. Indian Corn steady at full prices. Galatz 3*3. 6d.,
Egyptian 333. 6d., Ibrail 33s. 6d. Beans firm; all other

-articles CLuiet.

ATIRAGE3.
I

Wheat.
;
Barley. I Oats.

Jan. 14.. 43«) Id 343 7d— 21.. 43 11 34 4— 28.. 43 10 34 7
Feb. 4.

.

43 8 34 10— 11.. 43 6 34 11— 18..

Agg.Aver.

43 11

43 9

3i 11

34 8

2l4 td
21 1
21 5
21
21 11
21 11

21 5

"RyeT

305 Ad
32 1

28 U
31
29 9
31 10

31 4

Begins,

39s Od
38 3
38 5
38 1

38 4
38 6

38 5

36
36

36

3

T

FLTJCTUATiQKg IN THE Last Six "Weeks Averages.
Prices. Jan. 14. Jan. 21.; Jan. 2S?~FeHr4rTFeK'U7FebTlS.
43and
•43 10
43 8
43 6

1!
L

L

r

I

* ft

4 t

# *

* m

* *

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNiwN, Friday, Feb. 24.
There has been more business transacted than for some weeks

previoxisly, and at a concession from the extreme rates in cases
where holders were anxious sellers, but generally there is not
much disposition to effect sales in quantities at a reduction.
'South-down Hog- a.

gets 1

-Half-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes .. 1
Kent Fleeces .. l

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — —
6 — —
6 — 1 tii

Leieest. Wetliers 1 5
Ditto Hoggs . . 1 7 — —
Combing akins 1 2 to 1 6
Blanket ditto . . 6 — IGi
Flannel Wool . . 1 2 — 1 7

THE LATK CHARLES BAKTER.—The friends of
this enthusiastic Naturalist, late Botanist to the Niger

Expedition, are desirous of raising a fund to assist in the support
.and education of his two orphan children, a girl seven, and a
boy five years of age. Both are at preseut entirely dependent on
their grandfather, who resides at Basingstoke, Hampshire, but
it is felt that many would gladly asfcist, if tliey were aware of
their circumstances, particulars of which may be liad of Mr
Kennedy, Covent Garden. W.C., or Mr. Matthews,
Publisher of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 5, Upper Wellington Htreet,
Covent Garden, W.C., both of whom will be happy to receive
aubscriptions ,in their behal f.

_PP^AA A clear income of not less than 300/. per^OyjyJm Annum may be realised without risk by any
gentleman having from 500?. to SCO/., at command with or
without partnership in an unusually Lucrative .Monopoly.
Address D. Tassley, Esq., 26, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square, W,

THE WIDOW ov THE LATE Pkofessob HENFKEY,
F, R.S., L.S., 4c., of King's College, Loudou, receives a

jmall number of BOYS between the ages of 6 and 12 toEDUCATE with her own family.—Turnham Green, W.

WANTED, byu gentleman in tlie County ot Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number ol Boarders

areUken. Terms moderate.—Applyto Alpha. Kingham,Oxon

.

*I^ G. HENDERSON and SON require a PUOPA-
.1_J« GATOttinthe Hard-wooded Greenhou.«edepartmcnt.

—

jXj.ply, st-iting terni.s, 'with relercnce to ^Vc^ilJKton Nursery.
St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

r

"fTjANTEO, a properly qualiaed person to act as
f T FOREMAN in a moderately sized Nuraery in the North

of Ireland. It is indispensable that parties applying have a
good knowledge of Plants, Propagation, and Cultvire, and be
able to make Sales, Wages from I65, to 2ls. per week.—
Address, A. B,, Messrs- Brown & Standfast, Little George
Street, Westminster, 8.W.

^

AiNTED, A FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR
in the Plant Department—Apply, in own handwriting,

sLiting terms, with references as to ability and character^ to
Ji, Glendinninc; , Cliiawlck , Luadon^ W. ,

WANTED, A HEAD ant> UNDER GARDENER.
—Father and Son would not be objected to,—Address by

Xetteronly, R. M, Evaks, Esq., Orpines, Watcringbury, Kent ,

ANTED, AS GARDENER, a steady industrious
Man and Wife, without incumbrance, to live in and look

,after a Cottle and Garden. Wages moderate.—Apply by letter
only to H. M., careof Mr, Cox, 22, Lower Street, Islington, N,

TO ORCHID GROWERS.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a firstrate CULTI-

VATOR OF ORCHIDS. He will have the entire
management and charge of one of the finest collections of
Orchids, including AnoDctochili, in the kingdom, A thoroughly
-comiHJtent person will be liberally paid.—Application to be
made to Mr. James Veitch, Jun>. Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

WAN lEO, a steady and active MAN to undertake
the Management of HARD and SOFT -WOODED

PLANTH, wher« ihey are grown extensively for Sale,—Apply
by letter, with references as to character and ability, statmg

^pectfld, to Mr. Laino. Twtcrkenham Nnrft**i-i*Mi a W

GARDENER (Head).—Age 43, married; lias a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all its

-various branches. Can be highly rccouimeuded. No single
place accepted.—A,D., Post Office, Uornsey, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, married; is a
good Grape Grower, and understands his profession in

general; care of Stock if required. Good character—M. Y.,

Mr, Beardwell, Baker, HighStrcet, Upper Sydenham, Kcnt^S. E,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married ; thorouglily
understands his profession in all its various branches,

Laying-out of Grounds, &c. Wife a good Laundress. Good
character,—J. F,, 0, North Street, Malda Hill, W.

WAMLU, m a Loudon Nursery, a PeiBOn compe-
tent to take charge of the PACKING DEPARTMENT.

Ho must have had good practical experience in Packing Plants
in PoU, Wages, 15i. per week.—Address, in own handwriung
•tftUngage, name, and references, toK., cjire of Mr. U. Williams,
Wiltow Lodge, Willow Vale, Shepherd's Bu^hJ,

WANTED, immediately, anactive, industrious MAN,
vr^TT^l?%?^^ knowledge of Outdoor Nursery Work. AlsoaTOUNO man that has been used to genenU work in the

Glass Department—Apply, stating terms, with references, to
H. to R. Btirzaker, the Nurseries Lancaster.

AiNTED, AX IMintUVER, with a i'remium,
where he will have a first-rate opp<^rtunity for obtaining

ageneral knowledge of G;irdening in all its branches of Early^d Law Forcing,—Address, b. H., Uwer Beeding, neiu-
Jaorsham, Sussex.

TI7A>JTED, a strung LAD. to xMilk and assist in the
ft Garden.—Apply to Mr- Sleman, near the Church,

Eltham, Kent, S.E.

r^ARDENER (Head). — Age 36, single; under-
VJF stands Early and Late Forcing ; 20 years' experience in
the business. Unexceptionable character can be given.—O, Z.,
Messrs, James and John Fraser, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

/T^ARDENEU (Head). — Single; practically ac-
VJ^ quaintod with Vinury, Stove, and Greenhouse, Flower
and Kitchen Gardens, ifcc. Good reference. No single-handed
place accepted.— H. H., 14, Spurrier Gate. Tork.

GAltDK>iEU (Head)-—Is about to leave his present
situation in consetiuence of a change in the establish-

ment. Can have a high character fur knowledge, honesty,
sobriety, &c.—F. W„ Heath Lane Lodge, Twickenham, S. W.

0^GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, single; practical;
A thorouglily imdcrstands his profession ; has had good

practice in England and Scotland- Can be highly recomniended,
—E. C, Key's Library, IS, Westbourne Place, Paddington, W,

CGARDENER (Head).—Age 31, single; thorouglily
X understands the Management of Pines, Vines, and

Peaches, the Forciiig of Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, &c.

—

A- Z., Messrs- Lee's, Nurserymen, Hammersmith, W.

CGARDENER (Head).-Age 27, single; well ex-
X perienced in Forcing Pines, Vines, Melons, &c. ; and

management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Twoyears'good
character. Wages IL per week with Cottage.—A. B,, Library,
Addison Road, NottingHill, W.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 44, single; has a
thorough knowledge of his ]>rnfcssion; also the manage-

ment ofArable and Meadow Land, Cjtock, &c. Good Accountant.
Unexceptionable reference. — D, D., Post Office, Acton,
Middlesex, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married; has had
good experience in the Cultiiation of Stove and Green-

house Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardens, including Forcing
of Pines, Vines, Melons, and Cucumbers. Five years' good
character.— 3, Fort Place, Highbury Vale, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, single; a native
of Scotland- Has had 30 years' experience in the various

branches oi his profession in noblemen and gentlemen's Gardens,
Understands Land Drainage, &c. Will be disengaged shortly.

Good character.—G. G-, 1, Pleasant Bow, Upper Holloway, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 43, married, without
incumbrance; has a practical knowledge of Forcing in

all its branches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit, and the
management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; also Woods and
Plantations. Can be well recommended-—A. B,, Mr. Pamplin'a
Nurs*jry, Walthamstow, Essex, N.E.

GARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-
man requiring the services of a first-class Gardener.

—

The highest testimony to mural character and ability can be
had from present and previous employers. No single-handed
place will be treated with-—State terms, <fec., to A-, 2, Everilda
Street, Caledonian Road, N-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married; great
experience in all branches of his profession ; has

been supplying a first-class family with every necessary and
luxury that can be produced from the Garden, both early and
late. No place will be accepted but^what is kept up in first-

rate order. Four years and a half superior character.—H.W.,
Austen's, Post Office, Brixton, S.

ARDEiNER (Head).—Age 27, married, one child;
thoroughly understands Early and late Forcing, Pines,

Vines, Peaches, Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, the manage-
ment of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardens ; also a small quantity of Meadow Land or Planta-
tions. Wife will take charge of Poultry or small Dairy, if

reqxiired- Seven years' good character,—E, B,, Messrs. Lee's
Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 28, single; has a
thorough xiractical knowledge of his profession, including

Pines, Vines, Melons^ Cucutnbers, and Strawberries, Early
and Late Forcing, also the Management of Orchard Houses,
and the Growing of Stove and Greenhouse Plants; isagood
Flowerand Kitchen Gardener. Two years' excellent character.
No single-handed place accepted,—T. D., 2, Napier Koad,
Addi>*on Road, Kensington, W,

GAKDENEK (Head or good single-handed).—
Age 30, married. Good character.—B. B-, Mr. Pavvit,

Greengrocer, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

GARDENER '"(Head)7"oii GARDENER and
BAILIFF,—Age 40, married ; has been most successful in

the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes, and Peaches, Late and Early
Forcing of Vegetables ; also of Hothouse and Greenhouse
Plants, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, with Woods,
Land, and Stock- Wife can take charge of Poultry.—A. B.
Drumraoud's Nursery, Bath, Somersetshire.

GARDENER.—Middle-aged, widower, no incum-
brance; thoroughly underatands his profession. Leaves

in consequence of his v>rescnt master changing his residence.

Nine years' good character. Never had but two employers.—
Jame8 Morris, Stratford Hills, Colchester.

GARDENER.—A gentleman is anxious to procure a
situation^ with cottage, for his Gardener. He understands

Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Greenhouses, &c., and has no
objection to the care of Stock and Meadow Land. Excellent
character can begiven him.—W. D., the Rectory, East Horslcy,
Ripley, Surrey.

GARDENER.— R. Scott, late of Parham Park,
wishes to engage with any nobleman or gentleman in

want of a Practical Gardener. Has lived in situations in

Scotland and England where gardening has been carried on
extensively. For character and ability apply to the Hon. R,

Curzon, Jun., Parham Park.-B. Scott, Watersfield, Petworth,
Sussex.

., ,
.

GARDENER to any lady or gentleman requiring

a first-rate Gardener.—Edward Neville (middle-aged,

without incumbrance^, has just left Sir E. Lacon, Bart.,

Hopton House, Suffolk, in consequence of the Estate being

sold. He lias had long and varied experience in all branches
of the profession, and can be highly reconimcudcd by his former
employers for ability as well as moral integrity-—Hoptou
Hoiise, near Lowestoft, Suffolk. '_

ARDENEK, OE GARDENER akd BAILIFF.—
Married, withKinaU family; thoroughly practical working

man who uiiderstauda his profession iu every dei>artmeiit.

Fourteen years* character, which will bear the stricttst inquiry

or investigatiou. — Mr, Eivers, Nurseryman, bawbndge-
worth, Herts^

ARDENER (Unper), or to manage a Garden.—
Age 20 ; understands Pines, Vines, &c. Good references.

H. C, Mr. W. Bradford, Earl Lonsdale's, Barnes. 8. W.

WANT PL ACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

(^ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 38, married, without
V^mcumbmncc: undor^tmcla his professinn. Part of the
wueRtioje, il r«.iuired. Witgn moderate : 2i years' reference.—A. B., ilr. Kernan'a, 4» RusmU atreot. Covent Oardsu. W.C.

IjlOHEMAN (Gexeual).—Well understands the
diilereni branches of his profession. Can liave four years*

I

good chaiiictcr from last plat;e.—C. C, Faradiyo Nursery, tioven

j
SisteiH Koad. HoUoway. Lt-udon, N.

IT^OKEMAN, in a small phice. or JOBBING MAN—
. Middle-aged; a first-rate Knife Man, well versed in

Budding. Gmlting, Layering, Training, or anything else. One
of the old school. Wages not less than 1^ U. per week.—
G. 8. T., SS. Princess Road, Xottinff Hilt. N.W.

FUREilAN in a nobleman's or gentleman's Garden.
—Age 25; has had eight years' thorough practical expe-

rience. Was two years Foreman at Woburn Abbey.—X. R.,
the Gardens, Old^lresford House, Ilants.

1710REMAN, or PLANT FOREMAN,—Age 2i, in
? a nobleman's or gentleman's family ; understands Plant and

Fruit Forcing. Good character.—State wages to N. E., Bloom-
field Hall, Norwood, Surrey. S.

AlLIFFoR FUKEMAN—Age 32, married, without
incumbrance ; understands Heavy and Light Soils, and the

management of Stock; also posseaaes a good general know-
ledge of Gardening.—A. B.. Famell's, 478, yuw Oxford St., W.C

_

/ ' AUUENKU.—ilidtlle-aged, married, without in-

VJ cumbranee ; undcratinds Forcing, and the n\anagemeitt
of Vinery, Greenhouse, and Fl iwer iUid Kitchen Ganiens.
Unexcept'-^^ble character.—A. B., 51, Hawley Road, Hamp-
stOAd Hoad, .v. W.

GAKDENEK (Under, or in a small family).—
Af^e 20 ; willing to make himself generally useful. Good

cbiracter.—L, S., Wood's Nursery, Waud.sworth Road, Clapham,

Surrey, S. _^
ARM HAIUFF or MANAGEK.—Age 35, single;

Scotchman ; has had cousidcrable experience in Farming;

desires a situation in England. Satisfactory references as to

character and abilities can be given.~J. W., Post Office,

Fettercairn, by Laurencekirk, N.B.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 37; has had considerable

experience on Heavy and Light Soils, and in the Breeding

and Rearing of Stock, Buying and Selling of Stock, Corn, <Sic.

;

the management of Woods and Plantations. The wife can take

the cure of the Dairy and Poultry if required. Seven years'

excellent character. — A. B., Mr. Haynes, 4, Alfred Place,

Spa Road, Bermondsey, S.E.

FAUM BAILIFF to a nobleman or gentleman.—

A

Farmer's Son, age 30 ; thoroughly understands the Rear-

ing and Breeding of Cattle, &c. Can give tl:e most satisfac-

tory refei^nces^-W_J^^^^ost^
t^AUM BAILIFF (Wqeking).—Age 28, married,

Jj no incumbrance ; thoroughly imderstauds the Manage-

ment of Light and Heavy Soils, and the care and treatment of

all kinds of Stock. Good testimonials will be given.—T. H.,

], South Road. West Kent Park, Forest Hill, Surrey, S.E.

ORKING BAILIFF.—Age 45, with three chil-

dren ; thoroughly understands Farming botli Stiff and

Light Soils, and Breeding and Rearing of Stock ; also attending

Marticts if required, and Keeping Accounts. Can have first-

rate testimonials from his late employer for 20 years. — H. H.,

Mr. Perch, News Agent, Wimbledon, Surrey, S.W.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

LAND AGENT OE BAILIFF.— Age 40, a native

of Scotland ; has been for the last '20 years prmciMl

Manager of an Estate and Farming operations ;
perfectly

acquainted with Breeding and Managing of aU kinds ol Stock ;

al-io Agricultural Machinery, and is competent to carry out

all recent improvements belonging to the Farm. U required

Wife will take the Management of Dairy. Would not object to

Ireland. Unexceptionable references given.—Y. Z., Gardmers

Chronicle 0&\ce,yf.C.

TO NOBLEMtN AND GENTLEMEN.

STEWARD OE BAILIFF.—Respectably connected;

perfectly understands the Cultivation and Management ot

Land, Breeding and Rearing of Stock, &c. Testiujomals as W
efficiency will be presented Irom noblemen, gentlemen, a»a-

others connected with agriculture in the county of Kent

R. E., Messrs. Deane & Co.. London Bridge, E.C.

ARM STEWARD oe BAILIFF.—Middle-aged;

a native of Scotland ; of active habits, and practicaUy

acquainted with Farming on the most improved prmcipies,

Buying, SeUing, and Man;igeraent of Stock in general, oatii-

factory testimonials.—X.X., Post Office, Watford. Herts^

LAND STEWARD and FORESTER at Lady Day

next.—A practical Man of business who filled hJs last

appointment under a gentleman of title and on a large e&taw

for nearly 20 years ; has had a very extensive experience m t"

Management and Sale of Underwood and Timber, the luiu

vation of Farms, Government Drainage, Repairs, and "^""^
Business, and has accustomed himselt to zeal and Pf^^^^frgJ:'^
in promoting the interest of his employer.—L. 9., Mr. "*"^^

Advertiaing Office, 314, Oxford Street, Hauuver Square^JV;__,

JTEWARD (U>dee), CLERK, ofi ASSIS'A'ANT

by Redcai% Yorkshire*

I
Hally's Nurserj', Blackheath, S.E.

IMPROVER.—Age 18; wishes to engage himself to

a nobleman's or gentleman's Gari^cner, where he will h»^

an opportunity of Learning or Improvuig himself. A Prennt

will be given.—Mr. Trotter, Gardener to R. Goehng, ±-^4

'

Ashford, near Staines, Middlesex. __-

A'
FPRENTICESHIP (either in or out of doors).—

Age IS, steady; in a first-class nursery, where he wotUa

learn all the business. A small Premium given. 8t;Ue term*

required.— Mr. J. Tidy, The Chequers Inn, l^htbam, Kg£L,__
TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSWEN.

CLERK AND SALESMAy.—Age 27; is a good

Correspondent, and can take chaise of Books ; has been

lor some years in one of the first houses iu London. No objection

to act aa Traveller.- L. H. S., Oardeneri^ ChromcU OBace.^gJi:

CIHOPMAN.—Age 22; hna bad eight years' expe-

O rieuc© in firat-claas bouaes. Good addicas. Unexception-

able relercncea.—A. Z., Tost Otfice, Winchester.
,
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poi'tionate advance. Pnring the last few days the turn-

outs, in large numbers, have paraded the town of St.

Helen's and the surronnding districts, and held open-air

meetings. The number out on strike Is estimated at

about 3000.

The Pope's Teibute.—The collection ordered by
Dr. CuUen, on behalf of the Pope, took place on Sunday
in all the Roman Catliolic chapels in Dublin. The
amount subscribed was nearly 11,000^. ;. the sum raised

in the cathedral parish alone amounting to 2322A, and
the lists have not yet been closed. AVhen they are com-
pleted it is expected tliat Dr. Cullen's most sang^uinc

expectations will have been exceeded, and that 13,000/.

or 14,0007. will be on its way to Home.
The Law Appointments.—The law changes conse-

quent upon Mr. O'Hagan's promotion and the death of
Jfr. Hamilton Gorges are at length completed as

follows:—The Hon. Mr. Trench, brother of Lord
Ashtown, has been promoted from the chairmanship of
Westmeath to that of Dublin county ; Mr. Blake, Q.C.,
has been promoted from King's County to Fermanagh

;

Mr. West, Q.C., has been appointed to Westmeuth ; and
Mr. Coffey to the King's County.
The Chukch Education Society.—The presidents

of this Society having recently Jipplied to her Majesty's
Government for such a modification of the rules of the
national system as would enable the Society's schools to
obtiiin assistance out of the Parliamentary grant, an
answer has been returned declining to make any altera-

tion in the rule relating to the use of the Scriptures,
which forms the fundamental difference between the
two systems. In consequence of this refusal the Lord
Primate has addressed a letter to the honorary secre-

taries, counselling the patrons of all schools which may
be in a languishing condition to join the national hoard.
The committee of the Society have since adopted reso-

lutions pledging themselves to co-operate with the
patrons of such Church schools as are languishing from
want of support, in order to raise them from their

depressed condition, and to encourage those which
remain by increasing the efficiency of the training
institution, by a regular supply of school recLuisites, and
by other means within their reach.

cotlaniy*

Edinetjrgh Ukiveusity.—The installation of Lord
Brougham as Chancellor, and of Mr. Gladstone as Rector
of this University, is deferred from the Easter to the
Whitsuntide holidays.

The Auerpeen Bank.—The celebrated case of the
Aberdeen Baidt, which has been in litigation for ^nearly

10 years, the Scotch Conrts having hitherto denied' the
right of inquiry into the malfeasance complained of by
the shareholders, has now beep brought to a definite

stage by a judgment of the House of Lords on appeal.

Their lordships have affirmed the relevancy of the alle-

gations, and the title of each individual shareholder to
sue thereupon. Actions in common law will therefore,
it is presumed, be instituted. This decision will have a
material bearing on the proceedings in the analogous
but more recent case of the Western Bank of Scotland.

COXLISION ON T^tE EDINBURGH AND GLASGOW.

—

During the gale of Monday last the express train which
left Edinburgh for Glasgow at 10.15 came into collision

with a goods train between Bonnymuir and Greenhil'.

No lives were lost, but seven of the passengers were
more or less injured by the concussion of the car-

riages. The accident is attributed to the state of the
weather, which was so stormy that the goods train,

which was proceeding in the same direction as the

express, was actually kept back by the wind, and could

only move at a very slow rate.

The Late Accident on the Easteen Counties.
—Another name has been added to the list of fatal

casualties caused by this accident. In the death of Mr,
Bean, of Parndon, who died at the White Hart Inn,
Tottenham, on Wednesday morning. Mr. Empson,
another sufferer, still remains in a very precarious state,

as does also Mr. Heylock, farmer, of Hasden, Essex,
whose leg was amputated on Wednesday, The other
persona are going on favourably. The adjourned inquest
was resumed on Tuesday, and after the examination of
several witnesses was again adjourned to Friday next.

established himself at East Harnham, near Salisbury, wliere
he is undergoing' the necessary training for the contest with
Sayers, the present champion.

The Hmj. Geokge F. W. Yet-vebtos died at Ennismore
House, Kingstown, conuty Dublin, on the 2t>tli ult., of disease
of the heart, in his 4l6t year. He was the eldest surviviug son
and heir presumptive of Viscount Avonmore by his first mar-
riage with the second daughter of Mr. T. Boothe, of White-
haven, and was born in 1818. He was lor some years in the
fi4th Regiment, but retired from the army in 1848, By his
death Captain the Hon, William Charles Yelverton, of the Royal
Artillery, eldest t*on of the preseut viscount by his second
marriage, becomes heir apparent to the title.

The Dkas of Lincoi.x (the Very Kev, Dr. "Ward), died nn
Monday last after a short but severe illness. He was educated
at Oxford, and after having been for many years Rector of
St- James's, Westminster, was app^nuted to the I>eanery of
Lincoln on the death of Dean Gordon in 1845, He leaves a
wife and three children, the eldest of whom is Colonel Ward,
an officer in the army.
The Rev. William Canning, Canon of Windsor, died

suddenly on Friday morning. He had been attending divine
service in St- George's Chapel, and was returning home with
ilia two nieces, when be suddenly fell into the arras of one of
the young ladies, and expired almost inmiediately^ death
having been caused by an affection of the heart. He was in his
83d year, and was appointed oi:e of the canons of St. George's
Chapel in 1S2S. He was brother to Lord Stratford de Rcdcliffe,

and first cousin to the Right Hon. George Canning.
Capt. Harfori>, late of the Scots Fusilier Guards, committed

suicide on the '-ilst inst. in a secluded walk in his befiutiful

groundsat Down Place, on the banksofthe Thames,near Monkey
Island, about three miles from Windsor. It appeared at the
inquest that he mui^t have discharged the contents of a loaded
pistol into his left ear, as a portion of the skull on that aide of
the head was blown away, and his hat was picked up about 16
yards from the body, Mr. Harford on previous occasions had
shown symptoms of lunacy, and the jnrj' returned a verdict
that he destroyed himself in a fit of tern porarj' insanity. He
was much respected in the neighbourhood, and has left a widow
and family. He was in his 57th year.

rOTATOEa—SouTHWARK, Monday, Feb- 27,

Daring the past week the arrivals coastwise have beeu
hght, but stili equal to the demand; the trade keeps
dull at last w€ck*a prices. The following are this day's
quotations ;— Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 90?, to 100s.;
Lincolnshire do., SOs, to 95r,; Dunbar do.. 100s. to 120b ; do.
Reds, S59. to 90S. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire Regents, 75s, to
95s. ; do. Rocks, 70s. to 80a. ; do. Reds, 70s. to 80s. : French
Whites, 70s. to 80s- ; Belgian do,, 60s. to 70s,

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, March 2.
Messra. Pattenden & Smith report a better demand for

both new and old Hops ; the former for exportation to the
Continent and the colonies. Prices are very firm. Present
quotations :—>[id and East Kenta, 708. to lotis- to 140s, per
cwt. ; Weald Kents, 65s. to 75s, to 84s, do. ; Sussex, 63s. to
70s. to 80s,

COVENT GARDEN.—March 3.

Supplies of most things are now beginning to improve, both
in quality and quantity. Pine Apples and Grapes, how-
ever, have not altered since our last report. Good Apples
and Pears are, as a matter of course, scarce. Oranges are
plentiful and cheap. Good Cobs realise Is, to la. 6d, per lb.

Rhubarb, Asparagus, Seakale, Cabbages, Carrots, Parsnips,
and Leeks are sufficient ior the demand. Parsley is now
becoming cheap. Cornish Broccoli, which is furnished
by the cratefu!, fetches from 3s, to 4a, per dozen heads.
Green Peas of foieign growth continue to make their ap-
pearance. Potatoes realise 4s, 6d. a bushel. Mushrooms can.
still be had in small quantities. Cucumbers are dear. Cut
flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Violets, Migno-
nette, Camellias, Azaleas, Heatha, and Roses.

FRUIT.

Pine Apples, per lb., 6« to Ss
Grapes, per lb,, 8s to 10a
Melons, each, 28, to 49
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
Apples, per doz., 2s to 3s,

PearSp per doz,, 6s to 83
Oranges, per 100, 6s to lOs ,

Lemons, per 100, 5s to 83
Filberts, p. 100 Ibfl., 50s to 6^)a

Cobs, do., 100s

VEGETABLES,

BIRTHS.—On the 23rd ult, at Gun.ston Park, the Lady
SuFi- lELD, of a daughter—23d ult, at Welwyn Rectory, Herts,
Lady Boothby, of a daughter—26th ult, at 81, Eaton Square,
the CotrsTESs de Morella, of a sou— 2ltli ult, at :5pringfield.
South Queensferry, Scotland, the Hon, Mrs. Henrt W- Chet-
wryn, of a daut^hter—2-:Sd ult, at Ewell, Surrey, the wife of the
Rev, Sir George L. Gltn, Bart, of a daughter—27th ult, at
Rutland Gate, the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel Astley, of a
daughter—21st ult, at West Huntin^tou, near York, the wife
of Lieutenant-Colonel G. Listeb Kaye, of a daughter—24th ult,

at 29, Lower Baggot Street, Dublin, the Ttifo of Colonel
Clexent A. Edwards, C,B„ 18th (Royal Irish) Reg,, of a son,
MxVRRIAGES.—At St. Andrews, Plymouth, OctaviusPhill-

P0TT9, Esq., youngest son of the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop
of Exeter, to Georgiana Harriet, second daughter of T, V.
Lase, Esq , and granddaughter of PownoU Bastard, second
Viscount Exmouth, of Canonteign—21st ult, at the parish
church, Worth, George Lathasi, eldest son of Alfred Latham,
Esq,, 23, Norfolk Street, Park Lane, to Julia Louise, second
daughter of John Nix, Esq., of The Hall, Worth, Sussex—21st
ult, at the Scotch National Church, Crown Court, Covent
Garden, Francis Lean, Esq.. Lieutenant and Adjutant Royal
Marine Light Infantry, eldest sou of Francis Lean, Esq., B.N.,
to Lettice Anne, eldest daughter of the Rev. J)r. CuMMrNO.
DEATHS-—On the 24th ult, at Monkstown, Dublin, FRASCra

Mary, widow of the late Charles Le Poer Trexch, Esq., and
fourth daughter of the last Archbishop of Tuam—20th ult, at
Frenchay, Gloucestershire, CAXHEitiNE Beverley, widow of
Lieut, -General W. Smelt, C,B., and eldest daughter of the late
SirW-H, Robinson, K.GH,—22d ult, at Brighton, Frances,
widow of Captain J. H. Murray, R,N,, and youngest daughter
of the late Hon, Henry Pelham—21st ult, at Beaufort Lodge,
Kingstown, Wm, Greene, Esq., Clerk of the Crown for the
county of Westmeath, second surviving son of the late Sir
Jonas Greene, Recorder of DubHn—25th ult, at Spmigfield,
Low^esby, Leicestershire, Lawrfjs'ce Woolaston, youngest
son of the late Sir Fredijrick Fowke, Bart., aged 32

—

28th ult, at Roehampton, Stephens Lyne Stephens, Esq-, of
Lynford Hall, Norfolk—2-5th ult, at Rewe, Devonshire, the
Rev, Henry Fox Strangways, Rector of Rewe, aged 08—
24th ult, at 13, Queen's Road West, Regent,'s Park, the Rov.
Dr, Vatjohan, of St. John's College, Cambridge, aged 67

—

24th ult, at his residence, Pulteney Street, Bath, Hugh
WiLLOUGHBY Bateman, Esq., eldest son of the late Richard
Thomas Bateman, Esq , of Hartington Hall. Derbyshire, and
Hill Grove, near Wells, Somerset, aged 36—20th ult, at his
residence, Ackworth Lodge, near Poutefract, William Hep-
worth, Esq,, one of her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the
counties of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and a Deputy-Lieute-
nant of the former county, aged 5S—25 th ult, at 47, Hertford
Street, Mayfair, General John D'E\-ereux, aged 82. He raised
the Irish Legion, which, under Bolivar, was engaged in the
successful struggle for independence in Columbia.

Asparagus, p, bundle, 7stolOfl
8eakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 2s to Ss
F- Beans, per 100, 2s to 2s 6d
Broccoli, per doz., 4s to 8s
Greens, per dozen bunches,
4s 6d to Cs

Cabbages, do,, 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOs
— per bus., 3s to 43 6d— per cwt,, 6s to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p, sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each. Is to 3a

Artichokes, per doz-, 2s to Ss
Beet, perdoz,. Is ed to 2s
Celery, per bundle. Is 6d U>

2s
Onions, p. halfsieve. Is to le 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb,, 6d to Sd
Lettuces, Cabb,, per score, IB

to Is 6d
Endive, p, score, Is to 2s
Horec Radish, p. bun,,ls6d to 4s
Mushrooms, p, pott-, 2s to 2s6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 88
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
StONPAY, Feb. 27-

The number of Beasts is smaller than on Monday last, auci
consequently prices are maintained although trade is slow.
Tliere are a few more Sheep, and the demand is limited, yet
we cannot quote lower for choicest kinds- Good Calves ar&
scarce and dear. From Germany and Holland there are 220
Beasts, 890 Sheep, and 77 Calves; from Spain, 177 Beasts;
from Scotland, 210 ; from Ireland, 200 ; from Norfolk and
Suffolk, 2300 ; and 100 from the northern and midland
counties.

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. - - 4 10 to 5
Best Short-horns 4 6 — 4 10
2d quality Beasts 3 6 — 4 2
Best Downs and
Half-hreds ..5 8 to 5 10

Do. Shorn . , . , — .

,

Beasts, 3530; Sheep <fc Lambs, 19,200; Calve^^ IQQ; Pigs, 390.

Thursday, March 1.

We ai-e not very largely supplied with Beasts, yet it is diffi-
cult to effect a clearance. Prices on the average are about the
same as on Monday, The demand for Sheep is very small *

prices are rather lower, and several remain unsold. Calves ar^
not quite so dear as of late. Our foreign supply consists of 70>
Beasts, 500 Sheep, and 111 Calves, The number of Milch

s d 8 d
Best Loug-wools- 5 4 to 5 &
Do- Shorn » * * t ^

Ewes & 2d quality
4" 6--4 10-

Do. Shorn
iP • ^^- • 4

Lambs p' 4 "^ 4

Calves 4 8 —-5 io
Pigs 4 —5

Cows is 152.

Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools .5 2 to 5 4
fords, &c. - . 4 8 to 5 Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Best Short-homs 4 6 -^4 8 EwesA 3d quality 4 4 — 4 8
2d quality Beasts 3 6--4 Do. Shorn .. .. — ,.
Rest Downs and Lambs — ..

Half-breds .-5 6--5 8
;

Calves .. .,4 6 — 5 8
Do, Shorn ,. .. -"* p ^ Pigs .. .. 4 0—5
Beasts, 922 ; Sheep & Lambs, 3970 ; CalveB, 143 ; Pigs, 165.

Jiflaifeets.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-sis Trusses-

SMiTHFiELn, THDRsnAY, March 1,

Prime Meadow Hay 70s to VSs
| Clover 52s to 105s

\

Superior do. (old) . , 7S 88 i New Clover . . . , — —

MARK LANE,—ilONDAY, Feb- 27.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was moderate ; good dry sjimples met a re;idy sale at last
Monday^s quoUitions, but the damp and inferior remained
unsold towards the close of the market. Foreign was but
little inquired after, and its value unaltered. The Barley trade
firm at la^t week's rates. Beans and Peas soil at the prices of
this day ae'nnight. Of Oats there are no arrivals, and the
little business doing is at prices lately cunent. Town-made
Flour unaltered in value, but Norfolks are held for a trifling

advance-

• •Inferior do.
New do —
Rowen 45 60

Second cut do.
Straw .. ..

,. 75 88
., 25 30
Davis & Co,

porting*
The iKTEi-DED Fight por the Champion-ship.—In the

House of Commons on Friday Mr. Hadfield called attention to
a petition from the inhabitants of Sudbrook Park Petersham
and Hara, compkuniiig of a meditated breach of the peace in
England by the intended pugiliaiic contest between a British
subject and an American citi2en for the so-called championship
of England, and the consequences likely to arise therefrom

:

and rnqnired of the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment whether be intended to take measvires to pnt down the
proposed disturbance of the public peace. Sir G. Lewis in
reply said that his attention had been called to the pugilistic
encounter in question, and that he had written to Sir Richard
Mayne, who, no doubt^ would take proper steps to prevent any
hostile meeting within the limits of the metropolitan district.
Beyond this assurance he could not give any positive promise
because he was informed that neither time nor place had beenhxod upon for the event.—Mr. H eenan, the American pugilist
better known in the sporting world as the " Benecia Boy," has

CrSIBHRLAND JfARKET, TflritSDAT, March 1.

Sup. Meadow Hay.. SSa to y4s Inlenor Clover .. SOs to 90$
Inferior do 70 SO New do. — —
New do — — I Straw 3>> 35
Supei-ior Clover . . fiS 105 ( Joshua Baser.

' "WHiTECiiAPFrt., THUHSDAr, March 1.

s. s.

40—48

46—62

38—56

Red
Red

Rod

» »

8. S.

40—45
42—4S

Fine old Hay .

.

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw . . .

.

4 w

* 4

843 to 908
75 80

27 30

Fine old Clover . .100s to 105a

Per Imperul Qcarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. ."White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Tulavera— Norfolk— Foreign .t

Barlet, grind. Adist., 24s to 30s. . Chev. !3S—44iMaIting . [35—40— Foreign, .grinding and distillingjss—31 j Malting. J35—41
Oats, Essex and Suffolk 19—24)
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato I'S—- Feed— Irish Potato 24—26j Feed

Foreign Poland and Brow 2.?—26i Peed
* *

Inferior do ,,

Fine New Clover
Fine 2d cut .

.

Inferior do. ..

* 4 75 90
* * * 4 • • ^ ..J—is.Foi-eign.

19—2e
19—24
17—24

St.

r>d. ;

COAL MARKET.—Feb. 29.

CaV.son's "V^est Hartley, 15s.; nolywell, 15a. Od.

Cuthbert's Hartley, 14s. 6d. ; Tanfield Moor Butes, 13s.

West Hartley. 158. ; Wylam, Ida. ; Walls End Acorn Close,

178 9d. ; Walls End Kden, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Riddell,

16s 9d. ; Walls End Hetton, 193. 3d. ; Walls End South

Hetton, 193. : Walls End Cassop. 18a. 6d. ; Walls End Heugh

HaU, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Kelloe, 18s. 3d. ;
Walla Knd

Trimdon Hartlepool, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Triradon Thomley,

16s. 9d. ; Carway and Duffryn Malting, 223. 6d. ; Powells

Duffryn Steam, 22s. 6d.—29 ships at market.

33—48
48-54

Harrow.
Longpod

38—46:Egyptian
30—SSi^uffolk .

31—33 Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

.37—13
27—37jCountry.
18—27lPer sack

33—4»

36—40
30—37

Rye-meal, foreign
Beanb, Mazagan. ...SOs to 40s.. . . Tick
— Pigeon .36b— 47».. Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . -Boilers
— Maple —s to —s Grey

Maize Wliitej

FiouR, best marks delivered, .per sack ""

— 2d do ditto

— Foreign. , per barrel

FaiPAY, March 2.

The weather during the pMt week has been generally fine

but cold, with sh^ night frosts, the wind blowing very hard,

changing from S.W. to N.W. and back to S.W.; to-day H is

showery. The grain ttade throughout the co'intry has con-

tinned iirm but Vesa active, the upward tendency in the prioes

of Wheat and Maize having pubaided, the extreme value esta-

27-37
30—3r



THE GAEDETsERS' CHROMCLE AND AGPJCULTUEAL GAZETTE. [ITarch 0, 1S60.

Wished since the middle of last month is barely maintiiined
3iiid sales are only in retail. Best malting Barlev continues in
^ood demand at la. per qr. advance

; grinding sorts and Oats
are also agam 6d. per qr. dearer. The aiTivals of grain and
«eed-ladeQ vessels from the South of Europe off the coast are
more nimierous this week than they have been for some time,
<:ompnsing 20 cargoes of "Wheat, 6 of Maixe, 10 of Barley, 1 of
Oats, 2 of Rye, 1 of Dari, 7 of Unseed, and 1 of Rapcsced. The
sales comprise Taganrog Ghirka "Wheat at 47s. 6d. and
MananopoU at 508. per 492 lbs. ; Danube Barley at 26s. 3d.,
,nnd Ibrail at 26a. per 400 lbs. The sales for forward delivery
have been considerable, but were chiefly confined to Maize;
they include Odessa Maize at 33s. 9d. to Us. 6d., per 4f>2 lbs.

;

-fialonica at 32s. to 32s. 6d., and Ibniil at SSs. 7id. both per
480 lbs, ; Danube Barley at 23s. Gd. per qr. imp., e. f. and i. ;

•Cidcutta Linseed at 48s. to 4Ss. 3d. per qr. delivered. The
arrivals of English grain this week ure moderate, large of
foreign Barley, and exceptionably small of foreign Wheat and
Oats. There was but a trifling attendance of miller.^ at this
XQoming's market. The value of Wheat either English or
foreign la unaltered from Monday, and the latter is idmost
without inquiry. All descriptions of Spring Corn are in fair
<lemaudat our late quotations.

Arrivals from Feb. 27 to March 2.

Wheat.

1820 qra.

»

larley.

1480 qrs.

Oats.

00 qrs.

170 J"

Flour.

106O sks.

t>

*»

English .

.

Irish • , .

.

^"JElZ *'" " "'° " 1

' '" '• { 59f.O brlB.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Feb. 2S.—Since this dav week there
.has been a good inquiry for Wheat, chiefly fur Ireland, and the
better sorts of red have reahsed Id. per cental advance.
Indian Corn has been offered at 3d. per qr. decline, but was in
better demand yesterday. In other articles there has been no
alteration. At our Com Exchange this morning there was

tB3 doing in Wheat; the advance of Friday was not main-
ined. Prices closed as on this day week. Oats were

xtnaltered. Barley, Beans, and Peas were all about as before.
IndLau Com was fully as dear. Oatmeal supported last quota-
tions. The transactions in both sack and barrel Flour were
confined to retail at former prices.

Friday, March 2. — The grain market wa.q quiet, but
JBteady. WTieat quoted at Tuesday's rates, without much
biisine.os. Flour quiet. Indian Com and Beans a turn in
buyers' favour. All other articles unaltered.

Averages. "Wheat. ]~Barley.
1

Oats. pR>e.
32« id

j~Be.ins. pcaa.

Jan. 21 .

.

1 34s 4d 21« Id 38.1 Sd 36 « 2d— 28.. 43 10 1 34 7 21 5 28 11 38 5 36 3

___

_

"Feb, 4 .

.

43 8 34 10 21 31 88 1 35 4— 11.. 43 6 34 11 21 11 29 9 38 4 36— 18.. 43 11 3t 11 21 11 31 10 3S 6 36 3— 25.. 44 5 35 7 22 7 35 3 38 11

38 5

36 11

36 2-J^gff-Aver. 43 10
1 34 10 21 8 31 6

Flcctuatioss in the Last Six Weeks AviiRAUEs.

441 bd
43 11 —
48 10
43 S
•43 6

Jan. 21.'Jan. 28.1 FebmFeb. 11. FeSTIs:
*

1
* »

L
« »

« *

« t 4 *

4 *

* *

4 »

r

Feb. 25.

• «

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDos, Friday, March 2.
There has been more business transacted than forsome weeks

previously, and at a conccs!»io n from the extreme rates in eases
where holders were anxious se'.lcrs, but generally there is not
much dispo-sition to effect aalea in qu;iatitics at a reduction.
Suuth-dowu Hog- s.

geta 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces .. 1

d. s.

8 to 1

8 —
6 — .

6

d.

9

1^

Loiccst. Wethers
Ditto Ilo^'-^'-s

Comb?ng Skins
Blanket ditto

Flannel Wool

* 4

4 4

1

1

1

1

2
6

2

to 1 6

ICi
1 6

WANTED, AS GENERAL PLANT SALESMAN,
in a large Provincial Nursery, an active intelligent Man.

He must possess habits of business and a good address, com-
bined with a fair average knowledge ofNursery Plants generally.
Apply to C. D., Messrs. Hurst & McMuUen, Seedsmen, Leadcn-
hali Street, London. E.C., in own handwriting, with references
as to moral character and ability. None need apply whose
testimonials are not of the most satisfactory description.

WANTED, about 30 miles from London, a middle-
aged MAN and his WIFE, without flimily. The Man to

take the management of. and attend to Dairy, Cows, and
Piggery, and to be well acqnsiintcd with rearing Calves. The
Wife to manage the Dairy and Poultry, and have some know-
ledge of Plain Cooking. No application will be attended to
that cannot be well recommended for sobriety and honesty,
and the knowledge required.—Address J. P. W., Mr. J. Lee,
News and Advertising Agent, Billiter Square, London, E.G.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

G

THE LATE CHARLES BAKTEK.—Tiie friends of
this enthusiastic Naturalist, late Botanist to the Niger

Expedition, are desirous of raising u fund to assist in the support
and education of his two orphan children, a girl seven, and a
b.:)y five years of age. Both are at present entirely dependent on
their grandfather, who resides at Basingstoke, Hampshire, but
It is felt that many would gladly as-ist. if they were aware of
their circumstances, particulars of wliich may be had of Mr.
Kennedy, Covent Garden. W.C., or Mr. Matthews,
Publisher of the GonUneri Chrtmicle.d, Upper Wullington Street,
-CJvent Garden, W.C., both of whom will be hapi«y to receive
aubscriptioii.s in their behalf.

i^^An A clear income of not less than 300/. per
^'OXjyj* Annum may bo realised without risk by any
^gentleman having from 500i. to 800/. at command, with or
without paitnership in an unusually Lncnitivc Monopoly,

—

Addrees D. Tassley, Esq., 26, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square, W.

rtlHE~VVlD()\V OP THE LATE PliOFESSOR lIENFllEY,
-- ^-^-S-. L.S,, Ac. of King's College, London, receives asm^ numljer of BOYS between the ages of 6 and 12, to
gPuCATE with her own family.—Tiimham Green, W.

WANTED, by a ffontlcman in the County of O.vford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

.arc taken. Termsmodcrate.—Apply to.\lpha. Kingham.O.xon .

WANTED, ft good WORKING GARDENER.
c. . ^^?f -S*.\ P®^

week.—Apply A. B., 25, Bishopguto
fitreet YTithin, E.C. '

-\yANTED IM MEDIATELY, an ;ictive industri^a
f MAN, with a good knowlodgeof General Nurscrv Work

tiud particularly the Cidtivation of Chrj-sontheniums —Apply
-Btatnig terras, with references, to Mr. Salter, Versailles
Nursery, agar Hammersmith Tnrnpijce, W.

W» NURSERY FORE MaIvT
ANTED, immediately, an enprj^etic MAN of
thorough business habits and obliging disposition, in ft

Nuraerj' near London ; he must be well no in all branches of
t'le Out door department, more espedallv liusos and general
Nursery Stock, and have a good knowledge of Ferns and
Plants m general under Glass.—Apply, in own hand wriUuy.
Atatmg terma and references to ability and character to
Alpha. Measre. NoWe. Cooper, & Bolton, Seed Merchants.
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, two young Men well acquainted with
NURSERY WORK, one to assist in the houses who

nuit be neat and expeditious in all kinds of Potting &c - the
other will be required to undeist.and Packing, and to fill up
Ills time in the Outjoor Dupartnient. with which he must be
vred acquainted. Wages 15«. per week.—Apply to William
iURHiB. Camden N'ursery, CamberweU. 8.

TV^ANTED a strong, active, cleanly LAD, about 16
.;«u ^r

^"? "'^^^er a Gardener, where ho wiU have an oppor-

Ti^ 3^^^ •*. '°*f '^® successful cultivation of Orchids and biove

^iiS.^****"*^ ^'^^- ^™e little knowledge of out-door

n^i^SL'SnTw'^'^ 7..aweek.-:^, Adelaide Boad.

FonEMAN (General).—Well nnder??tands the
different brunches of liis profession. Can have four years'

g'ood chn,racter from last place,—C C.» Paradise Nursery, Moven
Sisters Road. Hollnway. London, N-

AKOEXKR (Kohemak).—Age 22; seven years'
practice.—A, B, Mr. J. Kirtland, Chipping Norton, Oxnn.

GAROENKR (Foreman), in u good KsUblirilunent-
—Age 20 ; -well acquainted with Plants, "Forcing, fcc. and

has a good j:renei"al knowledge of his profession. Good testi-

inonials,— Messrs. Rolussox^ Nurserymen, &c.. Upper
Tooting-, Surrc3^.

GARDENER (Head).—Single ; understands Con-
servatory, Greenhouse, Kitchen and Flower Gardens-

—

A- B., Mr, Ward's, 7, Grove Place, Hiffh^rate, N,

ARDENER (Head).— Can also take charge of
Meadovv Land, Upwards of 20 years in last situation.

—

A. B.» 17, Caledonia St^reet, Pimlico, London, W,

ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, without
incumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of his pro-

fession. Three years' reference, "Wages, 1/. per week, with
Cottaffe.—J. W-, Mr, Rains, Middle Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

ARDEXElt (Head).—Age 30, married, without
incumbrance; thoroughly practical in all branches of his

profession. Good character-—E, Crook, the Gardener at Lord
Barrington's, Shrivenham. Berks.

^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, marripd ; has a

thormigh practical knowledge of his profession- Four
years* good character fmm last employer.—IL B., 29, New
Church Street, Edgware Road, W,

ARUENER (Head).—Age 25, single; well ex*

perienced in good modern and economical Gardening in

all its branches. Can have a good character for sobriety,

—

T. Hakrison, 1, Wilton Road. Pimlico, S,W.

GARDENER (Head),—Age 27, single; well ex-

periencod in Forcing Pines, Vines, Melons, &c- ; and
Management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Two years' good
character. Wages V, per week with cottage,—A. B., Library,
Addison Road, Notting Hill, W.

GARDENER (Head).—James Fowlek, Gardener
to the Riijlit Hon, Earl of Harcwood, llarewood House,

near Leeds, is desirous of recommending a practical i^erson of

great experience to any nobleman or gentleman requiring a
Gardener-—Address as above. •

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no ineum-
brance thoroughly practical ; understands his profession,

Forcing Frnit.^, Flowers, and Vegetables, tlie Culture of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Management of Fruit, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardens.—Eton, Badgemore Park, Henley-on-Thames,

C'^

VAIH)ET^irYH^^ ;

X understands Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Highly
recommended-—G, W., 13, Bridge Terrace, Han-ow Road,
Paddington* W.

C^
ARDENER (Head).—Thorough practioid know-

ir ledge of his profes.^ion in all its branches. Most tinex-
ceptiouable references. Has just left his situation owing to the
death of his late employer, a Bamnct, in the north of England.
—A. B., Messrs, Catt, Rutley^ & Co,, Seed Merchants, 412,
Strand, London, W.C-

ARDENKU (Head).—Age 34, married, no incnm-
brance; has a practical knowledge of Karly and Late

Forcing, Pines, Vines, Peaches. Melons, Cucumbers, Straw-
berries, &c., Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Garden^, Wife asgnod
Plain Cook and Housekeeper to sin^rle gentlemen. Two years'

good character,—J, C, Post Office, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

(^ ARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-
T man requiring the services of a first class Gardener,

—

The highest testimony to moral character and ability can be
had from present and previous employers, Xo single-handed
place will be treated with.—State terms, &c,, to A., 2, Everilda
Street, Caledonian Road, N,

GARDENER (HEAD).^Age 34, married, no in-
cumbrance ; a native of Scotland, Perfectly understands

hiii piofessiou in all its branches, including E;irly and Late
Forcing Pines, Vines, Peaches, Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables ;

the management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ac, Can
iittend to Land or Plantations if required. Excellent testi-

monials. Will be at liberty at Lady-Day next. No single-
handed place accepted. No objection to Ireland.—A, B-, Post
Office, Rueby.^

Ambridge Ham-
Bart., will shortly be

disengaged, and begs to offer his services to any lady or gentle-
man in want of ft practical man. No single-handed place
accepted. Satisfactory testimonials by applying to present or
previous employers, Mr. Fraser, Marquis Camden's, Wilder-
ness© Park, Sevenoaks, Kent ; also Mr, Fish, Putbridgc Burj*,

Luton, Beds.

GARDENER (Head), ob GARDENER a>d
BAILIFF.— Age 40, married ; has been most successful in

the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes, and Peaches, Late and Early
Forcing of Vegetables ; also of Hothouse and Greenhouse
Plants, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, with Woods,
Land, and Stock- Wife can t^ko charge of Poultry,—A- B,
Pnmimond's Nnrscrj', Bath, Somersetshire.

ARDENER.— R, Scott, late of Parham Park,
wishes to engage with any nobleman or gentleman in

want of a Practical Gardener, Has lived in situations in
Scotland and England where gardening has been carried on
extensively- For cUanicter and ability apply to the Hon- R.
CurKon, -Tun., Parham Park.--R. Scott, Watersfield, Petworth,
SnMex,

p ARDENER (Head),—Age 32;
V.T WELL. Gardener to Sir Edward Hube,

GARDENER.—^larried, without incumbrance; well
understands the Management of Hothouses, Greenhouses,

and Flower Garden. Good recommendation from last situation.
—J. Ci-SHOP, 21, High Stree t, Devizes, Wilts,

(GARDENER,—Age 33, marrieii, no incumbrance;
JC' understands the management of a Kitchen Garden,

Greenhouse, and Early and Late Forcing; 16 months' good
character,—Address, F, Dukban, 85, North End, Croydon, S .

GARDENER.—Age 37, married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands his profession in all its branches.

Two and a half yeai-s' good character.—A. B., Grove House
Lodge, Duiwich Common, Surrey, S.

GARDENER. — jMiddle-uged, single; understands
Early Forcing, Vines, Flowers, Fruit and Kitchen

Gardens. Good character.—W. K,, Mill Lane, near the Bail-

way Station, Cheshunt, Herts.

ARDENER, — Age 38, married, without in-

cumbrance ;
perfectly understands Early and Late

Forcing, Kitchen and Flowev Gardens, Wife thoroughly under-
stands Dairy and Ptmltry. Good characters,—E, M, H., iMorse's

Nursery, Epsonj, Surrey- ^ ^__^

C^
ARDENER-—Young, two in family over 4 years of

IT age ; 15 years* expcriciice, desires a situation whore Gar-
dening, both Floml and Kitchen, is carried on with spirit. Can
have a good character from his present employer. — G, C,
Messrs. Hai't & NicUUn, Guildford,
_^ —

1

— ^

'

GARDEN KR.—Middle-acred, mnrned, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly uudcrstanda his profession in all its

branches ; the cultivation of Orchida, and the Laying-out of

Ground. No single-handed place accepted. Wife Cook and
Housekeeper if requii-ed. Good cbaracter.—D. G., St. George's

Villa. Queen 's Road, Richniont], Snirey, S.W.

GARJDENKR {\]N})Eii).—A^^e22; good cbaracter.—
Address, stating wages, .fcc, to J. 0.> 8, Highgatc Hill. N.

/ ^ AliDKNER OR 13A1L1FK— Middle aged, married

;

\jr has held first-class Gardeners' situations, where every-

thing was cultivated upon the inost improved principles, and
has bad ihe management of an estate of 900 acres, &c.—A. B.,

M

e

ssr^j. P. Lawson .fc. Son. 27. Great George St.,Westminster, S.W.

PROPAGATOR. OE PROPAGATOR axd FORE-
MAN" of the Glass Department.—15 years' experience in

some of the best Nurseries in the kingdom. First class

references as to capabilities.—C A. Q., Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son & Son, WeUiugton Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

PROPAGATOR of Sotc and Hard-wooded Plants.—
Would make himself useful in the Nursery.—G. R.,

Messrs. Fraser, Leyton, Essex. N.E.

I^OREsiTRK AND HEUGKR (Head).—Age36; has
*

a thorough practical knovrledge of his profession from

20 years' practice in first-class families in Scotland and Wales-

Would have no objection to go to Ireland. Can produce good

testimonials.—X. Y., David Davies, Esq., Ystrud House,

Lam peter. South Wales. _^
TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

r ANB STEWARD, or ASSISTANT RESIDENT
J._J AGENT.—Unquestionable references and testimonials

as to general character, respectabihty, and aptitude for all the

daties required.—A. B. C, Post Office. Neath, Glamorgan.

TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.

LAND STEWARD and GENERAL MANAGER
OF AN ESTATP:,—Age .% ; has had extensive expeiience

in cultivating both Light and Heavy Soils, Draining of Land,

the Building of Farm Ilunicsteads on th-a most improved

system, the Working of every description of improved

Machinery for Agricultural purposes, tlic Breeding, Hearing,

and Fattening of Stock, the Manufacturing and use of Artificial

Manures, and the Growing of Green Crops. Is about to leave

a situation where he has been managing an estate in one of

the most highly cultivated districts of Norfolk. He can be

highly recommended by several large landed proprietors and

eminent agriculturists. Hiis no objection to Ireland.—Mr.

Abthor. Post le. Blofiul'l, Nor'vich. ^^_^^_^^
TEVVARD oit RAILIPF.—A native of Scotland*

who is practically acquainted with Farming in all its

branches, Buying, Selling, and Management of Stock m
general. Has been in England some years. Testimonials of

the highest class.—O. P., Wright's Buildings, Watford, Herts.

STE^WARD OB BAiLlTF^^^ge ST"; practically

acquainted with the most approved systems of Agriculture.

Has had great experience in First-class Farming repairs, Woods,

&c. Is quite ci-mpcteiit to take the Management of a large

Estate. A good judge of Selling and the general Managenicut

of Stock. Tlie higiiest references.—Z. Z., 3Ir. Thomas Gibtra,

corner of Half-moon Stieet, Piccadilly, W.

FARM RAIEIFF to a nobleman or Kentieinan.—

A

Farmer's Son, age 30 ; thoroughly nnderstauds the Rear-

ing and Breeding of Cattle, &c. Can give the most satisfac-

tory references.—W. J., Post Office. Fariugdon. Berks. _
TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 35, iniirrioa, small family;

has had considerable experience in the superintendence ot^

Landed Property, Rearing, Buying, and Selling of StocL.

also in Draining and Planting. The Wife can midertakc tna

management of the Dairy and Poultry. Uuexceptionawe

reference as to character.—Mr. J. R. Mx^s, Laud Agent,

Cambridge.
.

Ij-^AUM liAlLiFF.—Age 37 ; has had considerable

Jp experience on Heavy and Light Soils, and in the Breeding

and Re
themanage _.„. —
the care of the Dairy and Poultry if required. Seven veara

excellent character. — A. B., Mr. Haynes, 4, Alfred Plaice,

Spa Road, Bermnndscy, S.E. ^_

WORKING BAlA.lKF.—A-e 35. munied; has hnd

great experience in the management of both Fat an

Lean Stock. The highest references given. Wife can taKo

charge of Poultry If required.—G. B., Post Office, Sunburi»

Middle-sex, S.W. ^
BAILIFF.—Age 43 ; thoroughly practical in laodera

FarmiDg. a good judge of Stock, and competent to tne

entire management of a large Farm.—A C, 5, South »V ua

Paddington, W.
,
—

AFPKENTlCErfHlF (either in or out of doors)--"

AgelS, steady; in a first-class nursery, where he wouM
learn all the business. A small Premiimi given. State ternw

required.—Mr. J. Tmv, The Chequers Inn. Isfhtham^^ent^

COWMAN.— Age 35, married, no incumbrance;

has a good practical knowledge of .Rearing, Feeding, aj"

the management of Stock in general. la a good sheep ana T^
butcher. Wife competent in Dairy or Laundry. ^^S]^^
months' character.—F. Bauknt, the Hon. P. J. Locke Kii»»'

M.P., Wobum Park, Chertaey, Surrey.
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LECTURES TO WORKING MEN, Government
School of Mines, Jermyn Street.— The THIRD

COURSE of SIX LECTURES on LIGHT, by Professor
Ttndall, F.R.S., will be commenced on MONDAY, March 12,
at 8 o'clock. Tickets may be obtained by Working Men only,
on Monday, Mar^^h 5, at 10 a. m. , upon payment of a reg-istration
(ee of Gd. each. Applicant is requested to bring his name,
address, and occupation written on a piece of paper, for which
the Ticket will be exchanged. Trenuam IIeeks, Registriur.

rilHE MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE "SOCIE'It,
_L 39, King Street, Cheapside, E.G.—A.D. 1S34.—The
TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT, Cash Account, Balance
Sheet, &c., are now ready, and may he had on written or
personal application. Charles Ingall. Actuary.

WHAT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is a
thought often occurring to literary minds, public

characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme-
diate answer to the inquiry may he obtained on application to
RlCHABDBARRErT,13,MarkLano,LoncIou,E.C. R. B. is enabled
to execute every description of Printing on very advantageous
barms, his office being furnished with a large and choice assort-
ment of Tyjies, Steam Priming Machines, Hydraulic and other
Presses, and every modern improvement in tiic Printing Art.
A. Specimen Book of Types, and information for Authors, scut
on application, by

Richard Barrktt. 13. Mark Lane. London. E.C.

THE PAPER DUTY CONSIDERED m reference
to its action on the Literature and Trade of Great Britain

;

showing that its Abolition on tire terms now proposed in Par-
liament would be prejudical to both. By Henry G. Bohn.
Svo, sewed. 6d.
Hkn-ry G. BoHy, York Street. Covont Garden. London. W.C.

LONDON INCENTIVES.—FARM BUILDINGS.

THE BUILDER of this Day, price 4rf., stamped 5(7.,

contains :—Fine View of Stanley Farm, near Bristol-
Incentives to Study in London—Metropolitan Main Drainage—
The Rationale of Gothic Architecture—Harmonic Proportions
and Gothic (with illustrations)—On Building Stones and Decay
—Church-building News—Strength of Iron Ships—Foreio-u
Railway Works—Hollow Walls—The " Builder's " Law Notes—
The Wallace Monument—London Bores—Workmen's Institute
—Cottage Improvement— Metropolitan Board of Works-
Stained Glfiss—Social Bridges, Ac.
Office : 1, York Street, Covent Garden.W.C; and all Booksellers

.

OOSEV'S SHILLING MUSIC BOOKS, each
prepared by a distinguished profesKor of the instrument.

VIOLIN.
300 Reels and Country s.d.

Dances . . ..10
100 New Dances, 2d series 1

100 Dances, l:st series ..10
100 Operatic Airs .. ..10
100 Ballads 10
100 Exercises and Studies

by the great masters 1
10 Standard Overtures ..10

Boosey's complete Operas
for Violin (22) each ..10

Boosey's Violin Tutor (24
pages, Lirge size) ..10

B
FLUTE.

100 Operatic Airs .

.

100 Dances .

.

100 Exercises and Studies
Shilling Flute Tutor.

CONCERTINA.
100 Melodies
100 Sacred Melodies
Shilling Concertina Tutor.

CORNET-A-PISTON.
100 Dances
100 Operatic Airs .

.

Shilling Cornet Tutor.

s.d-

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

Also a aeries of new publications for Concertina and Piano
(G. Case), Flute and Piano (Pratten), Violin and Piano (Case),
Cornct-a-Piston and Piano (T. Harper). A List may be had.

BoosEY fc Sons, Hollos Street. W.

NEW TALE BY THE AUTHOR OF "ERIC'
Third Thousand, in crown 8vo, price 10s. Od., is now ready of

JULIAN HOME: A Tale of College Life. By
the Rev. Frederic W. Farrar, Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge.
By the same Author,

The Seventh Thousand, price 6s. Qd., is now ready, of

ERIC; OR, LITTLE BY LITTLE
A Tale of Roslyn School.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black ; London : Losguak & Co.
And all Booksellers.

CUTHILL'S TREATISE on the STRAWBERRY,
showing how to obtain large crops off a small bit of

ground, now ready, 1». The Potato Pamphlet, 20 more things,
2s.; Market Gardening Round London, Is. 6d. ; The Vine, Is.;

The Mushroom, Killing Woodlice, Is. ; Vegetable Meeting, gratis.

. Jambs Cuthill, Camberwell. Lnndon, S.

GEORGE MILLS'S TREATISE on the CUL-
TURE OF THE CUCUMBER, MELON. SEAKALE, and

ASPARAGUS, will be sent free by post on the receipt of
3s. 6d. in penny Postage stamps.

Also by the .^ame Author,
TREATISE ON THE CULTURE of the PINE-

APPLE, for 25, 6rf.

GEoaaE Mills, Uxbridge Road. Ealing. Middlesex, W.
MR. JOHN CHALMERS MORTON'SAGRICULTURAL HAN-DBOOKS.

Just published, in lOmo, pp. 132, price 1#. 6d. sewed,

HANDBOOK OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY : compris-
ing Dairy Statisticii ; Food of the Cow ; Milk ; Butter

;

Cheese; General Management ; Calendar of Daily Dairy Opera-
tions ; Appendix on Cheese-making ; and Index. By John
Chal-mers Morton, Editor of the Agricultural Gazette, &c.

London : Lonoman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

Shortly, price Gd,, bv post single copy 7rf., 4 copies 2*.,/-RATTLE COOKERY,
* J No- IL—By "William Burness,
Synopsh—^he Animal and VegetiOjle Kingrloms "how In-

fluenced by Light, Heat, Altitude, QnaUtyofFood, &c.—Progress
in Organic Chemistry, why much Wn.nted—Osraazome, "What?
The liigh Value it gives to Meat—said to be in Thorley's Condi-
inent—Condiments, their Object—How they Improve Health,
Economise Feeding Material, and Increase Quantity and
Quality of Meat—Oilcakes, why Muck-making Forid?—Im-
provements Suggested to Obviate this Waste—Cheinistry of
Disease, Poison, &c.—Experimentalism what? "Every Case
its own Rule/' and Why—Rules from Averages Fallacious

—

Rothamstcd Experimentalism not " a safe horse to cross

the river on^* — Impropriety of Dogmatical Arrogance in
Physical Science whose Laws for the Guidance of Farmers
are already established by an Allwise Lawgiver—Our Duty
to Discover tho?e Laws and Profit by them, &c. Upwards of
12,000 copies of No. L already Sold.
Maybe had of W. Burness, 2, Prospect Terrace, Brixton, S,

m PORTANT TO FARMERS^
Nowrcady.post4to,boimd in cloth, price 2s,^frce by post, &.4tJ!.

PEAT'S FARMER'S DIARY and ACCOUNT
BOOK, 1S60 ; being a complete and easy method of

keeping farm accounts. Dedicated by permission to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Carlisle.

The publisher begs to call the attention of Agriculturists to
this Diary and Account Book. It has been favourably received

during the last 6 years by a great many eminent agiiculturists

in England, Ireland, and Scotland ; and high encomiums have
been passed upon it by all the leading journals (Londo* and
Provincial), advocating the cause of agriculture.
The publisher has pleasure in stating that it has received the

high patronage of the Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, and will

by permission be dedicated to him.
This Diary contains Space for Memoranda ; Complete

Almanack—Almanack with Breeder's Tables—Memoranda

—

Cash Account—Farmer's Account Book—Inventory, Cash,

Stock, &c,, beginning of year—Extent of Farm—Cropping or

ProduceTable—Outlay and Income during the Year—Inventory,
Cash, Stock, &c,, ending of year—Summary of Outlay and
Income—a great many useful Tables, Stamps, Taxes, Licenses,

&C-—Valuable recipes for Farmei^—A complete List of Fairs in

tho United Kingdom, Ac,
The publisher would recommend that an early application

be made for this Diary, as a great many were disappointed in

ordering copies for IS59, after the edition was sold off and too
late to print a second edition.

"The great desiderata in farm account-books are simplicity
and brevity, leaving nothing for the farmer to do but to enter
under printed heads the transactions of each day, when the
abour of the day is finished. In looking over the 'Diary * of

Mr, Peat, we think he has met these requirements of the
firmer iu a very satisfactoiy manner, so that any farmer, by
making himself familiar with the various headings, may settle

tho day's accounts of his farm in a very few minutes. We
have no hesitation in recommending it to our readers/'

—

Mark
Lane Express.

Sold by SiMPKiN, Marshall, & Co., London ;' Whittaker h
Co,, London; M'Glashan & Gill, Dubliu ; John ME^:zIE3,

Edinburgh; DAvm Peat, Thiisk ; all Booksellers, and at the
Railway Stations.

A
Price OS,, per Post 5^, 4d.,

N ESSAY ON THE CAUSE OF RAIN Axd itS

X. u-^-'^y.^^
PHENOMENA. By G. A. Rowell, Honorary

Member of the Ashmolean Society. Assistant Under-Keeperof
tne Ashmolean Museum.
Published and sold by the Author. 3, Alfred Street, Oxford.

LORD MACAULAY.
In the press, and shortly will be published, in foolscap 8vo,

price e*,,

BIOGRAPHIES contributed to the Encjcbprcdia
Britannica by Lord Macaulat, with a Sketch of his

Parliamentary Connection with Edinburgh, and Extracts from
his Letters and Speeches^

Edinburgh : Adam A: Charles Bi^ciT

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY Illustrated, Ist of each Month, U,

In March No. (jast published with coloured plate of Chrysan-
themums) is continmed "Six of Spades," and other articles of
interest,—Office : 30, Soutbampton Street, Strand* W.C.

THE LIFE OF DANIEL WILSON-
. 4

How Readif, Third Thousand, icith Portrait, Map, and Illustrations, Two Vols. Svo, 15j.,

THE LIFE, LETTERS, AND JOURNALS
OP THE

RIGHT REV. DANIEL WILSON, D.D.,
LATE LORD BISHOP OF CALCUTTA AND METROPOLITAN OF INDIA.

By Rev. JOSIAH BATEMAN, M.A., Rector of North Cray, Kent, his Son-in-Law and First Chaplain,

"Mr. Bateraan has done liis work well. He has allowed the narrative^ is wnaffeeted and satisfactory. Mr. Batemaa loves
cnergfetic I3ii$hop as much as possible to tell his own story, and

,

and admires his fatherin-law, but without idolatry or blind-
copious extracts from Dr. Wilson's journals and corre.spondonce net-s. The worthy Bi.-ihop's undeniable faults of character and
Vorm the staple content of the volnmes before us. They have disposition are candidly brouglit out, as well as his many
been selected with skill and judgment, and the connecting; virtues and excellencies."

—

Critic.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.

THOMAS ASSHETON SMITH.
^

How ^eady, mith Portrait and Illustrations, 8vo, 15^.,

REMINISCENCES OF THE LATE
THOMAS ASSHETON SMITH, ESQ 9

THE LIFE AND PTJESTJITS OE AN ENGLISH COUNTRY GENTLEMAN
By SiE JOHN E. E A R D L E T W I L M T, Eaet.

JOHN MURRAY. ALBEMARLE STREET, W.

Nttos of tf)t mittk.

The Empekoe Napoleon opened the French
Chambers on Thursday with a speech from, the

Throne. His Majesty commenced by assuring

the Legislature that he " sincerely desired peace,

and -would neglect nothing to maintain it." He
could not therefore but " congratulate himself on

his friendly relations with all the Powers of

Europe." After a brief reference to China, he

proceeded to discuss at great length the progress

and results of the negotiations on *he Italian ques-'

tion. He stated that he had declared to the King
of Saedinia his inability to follow him in a policy

which appeared to indicate a wish to absorb all the

States of Italy. He had, however, advised him to

reply favourably to the provinces which had offered

themselves to him, but to maintain the independ-

ence of Tuscany, and to respect in principle the

rights of the Holy See. These arrangements, he

said, would elevate Piedmont to a kingdom of

more than nine millions of souls, and would give

her all the passes of the Alps ; he had, therefore,

felt it his duty to claim the French side of the Alps

for the safety of his frontiers. He next referred

to the agitation of the Catholic world lu regard to

the temporal sovereignty of the Pope, and ex-

pressed his opinion that he might now be per-

mitted at least to hope for a speedy solution. He
then proceeded to describe the Treaty of Commerce

with England, stating that the slight favour

shown to such a treaty in France had induced him
*' to take upon himself the responsibility of that

great measure." The treaty he said had

only "advanced the period of salutary modi-

fications, and given to indispensable reforms

the character of reciprocal concessions, destined to

fortify the alliance of two great nations." In con-

clusion he declared that ** France menaces no

one," and will be the last to awaken those irritating

susceptibilities which impede civilisation, for " the

more a country becomes rich and prosperous, tha

more it contributes to the wealth and the pros-

perity of others."

Lord JoHX Russell on Thursday brought in

the Government Reform Bill. The leading fea-

tures of the measure are the reduction of the 10/.

occupation franchise in boroughs to 6/., thereby

adding 1 94, 199 to the number of voters

in cities and boroughs, and the reduction

of the 50/. franchise in counties to 10/., the

values to be fixed, not by the rating, but by
the rental. It does not propose to adopt what had

been called "fancy franchises," or totally to dis-

franchise any place, but to take one member from

25 towns with a population under 7000 now re-

turning two members, and to distribute the seats

thus made vacant by giving two additional mem-
bers to the West Riding, one additional member

to North and South Lancashire, North and South

Essex, Middlesex, West Kent, South Devon,

South Staffordshire, the North Riding, the

Lindsay district of Lincolnshire, West Nor-

Ifolk, East Somerset, and West Cornwall ;

one additional member to Manchester, Liverpool,

Birmingham, and Leeds; one member to Birkenhead,

Stalybridge, and Burnley ; two members to Chelsea

and Kensington united, and one member to the

London University. Mr. Caedwell an-d the Loud
Advocate subsetjuently introduced Fveform Bills

for Ireland and Scotland. The Irish Bill esta-

blishes a similar town and county franchise to
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that proposed for England, valued by the rating ;

gives one additional member to Cork county and
Dublin city respectively ; and permits Irish Peers
to sit for Irish constituencies. The Scotch Bill

establishes the same franchise as the English
and Irish, gives one additional member to Glasgow
and a member to the four Scottish Universities,

abolishes the present registration system, and
substitutes the valuation roll in its stead. The
four members thus given to Ireland and Scot-

land are taken from the seats of the two English
boroughs disfranchised on account of their cor-

ruption—Sudbury and St. Albans.
The adjourned debate on Friday on M"r.

DrcAN'E's motion on the Budget terminated in a

majority of 116 in favour of Ministers, the

numbers being 339 to 223. On Monday the House
went into Committee on the Customs Acts, when
the Cecais'celloe of the Excheqtiee moved
his resolution for the reduction of the wine
duties, and for regulating the amount of

the new duties by the alcoholic test. Mr.
MlL'N^ES moved as an amendment that a draw-
back should be allowed upon all wine which could

be proved to have paid duty within two years

before the 10th of February. On a division,

the amendment was negatived by a majority of

111, the numbers being 183 to 72. The resolu-

tion was then agreed to. On Tuesday Mr. King-
xak:e's motion for papers in relation to th e

alleged annexation of Savoy and Nice to France,

was assented to by Government and agreed to.

Mr. CowrER obtained a Select Committee to con-

sider the means of effectually cleansing the

Serpentine. The House then went into Committee
on the Customs Acts, when the several items in

the list of articles to be exempted from duty were
agreed to, down to the article " cork," which gave

rise to a long discussion, Mr. T. Dttkcom.be

moved as an amendment, that corks to be

admitted ready made as squared for round-

ing should be ** the produce of countries

from which the export of corkwood is free."

The amendment was opposed by the Chakceixoti
pf the ExcHEarEE, and was negatived on a divi-

sion by 191 to 118. The Chancelloe of the

JIxCHEQUEK then consented to introduce words
confining the admission of corks to such as were

the produce, or manufacture of, or imported from
France or Algeria. On "Wednesday the CnAN-
CELLOR of the Excheqtiek's resolution imposing

an additional duty of Id. per gallon on British

spirits distilled after the 29th February was agreed

to. The Qualification for Offices Abolition Bill was
read a second time. Mr. MACKrN:N"OTf withdrew
his motion for the second reading of the Masters
and Operatives Bill on the understanding that it

will be referred to a select committee. The House
then went into committee on the Adulteration of

Food and Drink Bill, and after a long discussion

agreed to two of its clauses. On Thursday, in

committee on the Customs Acts, Sir J. Paxton
moved as an amendment that the reduction of the

duties on silk should be confined to those countries

which permit the free introduction of the silk

manufactures of the United Kingdom. On a
division the amendment was negatived bv 190
to 68.

The Russian and Prussian Governments have
.
repudiated the principle on which the English
proposals for the settlement of the Italian question
are founded, and have suggested a Congress
of the Great Powers as the best mode of obtain-
ing a settlement of the question.—A despatch
from Tctuan states that at an interview with ifar-

shal 0'Do^-:fELL on the 23d inst., the Moorish
ministers refused to cede the occupation of Tetuan.
The armistice was therefore declared to be at an
end, and Marshal 0'DoN^'ELL immediately issued

orders to the fleet to bombard the ports of Morocco.

The CorRT.—The Queen. Prince Consort, and tlie

Royal family continue at Bnclcinghara Palace. On Friday
morning the Duchess of Kent arrived at Buckingham
Palace from Frogmore, on a visit to the Queen. The
Prince Consort rode on horsebacl;. In the afternoon the
Queen atid Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princess
Helena, visiteA the South Kensington jruseiim. In

the evening her Majesty and the Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Princess Alice, honoured the per-

formance at Covent Garden Theatre with their presence.

On Saturday morning the Prince Consort rode on
horseback, and visited the Royal Patriotic Fund Schools

at Wandsworth. His Royal Highness afterwards pre-

sided at a meeting^ of the British Association, held at

Buckingham Palace. In the afternoon the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Arthur, visited

Lincoln's Inn hall and library. In the evening her

Jlujesty had a dinner party. On Sunday niurning the

Queen, Prince Consort, the Duchess of Kent, Prince

Arthur,the Princesses Alice,Helena, and Louisa, attended
Divine service in the private chapel of Buckingham
Palace ; the Rev; J. E. Kempe, rector of St. James's,

Westminster, preached the sermon. On Monday tlie

Prince Consort presided at a meeting of the Council of

the Duchy of Cornwall. In the afternoon the Queen
and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princess Alice,

itonourf^d Mr. Bell with a visit at his studio in Douro
Place, Kensington, In the evening her Majesty had a

dinner party. On Tuesday morning the Prince Consort

visited the British Institution. Prince Alfred arrived

from Portsmouth. In the evening the Queen and Prince

Consort, accompanied by the Princess Alice, honoured

the performance at the Haymarket Theatre with their

presence. On Wednesday morning the Prince Consort

rode on horseback. In theevening her Majesty hadadiuner
party. On Thursday morning the Prince Consort rode

on horseback. In the evening the Queen and Prince

Consort, with Prince Alfred and the Princess Helena,

honoured the Olympic Theatre with their presence.

—The Queen and the Prince Consort and the younger
members of the Royal family will leave Buckingham
Palace on Thursday next for Windsor Castle, where
her Majesty intends to pass a few days before going to

Oslx)rne.

pETXCE Alfred arrived at Spithcad on Monday in

the steam-frigate Euryalus. His Royal Highness
landed at Portsraonth on Tuesday morning, and arrived

in London shortly after 1 o'clock, attended by Major
Cowell, R.E. The Prince Consort met his Royal High-
ness at the Waterloo Station, and accompanied him to

Buckingham Palace, His Royal Highness passed his

examination for midshipman on board the Euryalus the

day the ship anchored at Spithead. The examination

extended over three days. The King of Portngal dined

with the Prince and the officers of the ship, on board,

on the 18th ult.

The Peixce of Orange arrived at Oxford on Tues-

day, and visited the colleges and public buildings. In

the evening his Royal Highness dined with the Prince

of Wales at Frewen Hall, and on Wednesday morning
left Oxford on his retnrn to London.
The Cabinet.— A Cabinet Council was lield on

Saturday at the official residence of the Pirst Lord of

the Treasnry in Downing Street.

Bishopric of Rochestek.—The Rev. Dr. Vaughan,
late head master of Harrow, after some hesitation has

declined the Bishopric of Rochester, to which he had
been nominated by the Queen.

Order of the Bath.—The Queen has given orders

for the appointment of Andrew Buchanan, Esq., her

Majesty's Minister to the Queen of Spain, to be a Knight
j

Commander of the Bath ; and of James de Vismes
!

Drummond Hay, Esq., Vice-Consnl at Tetuan, to be a

Companion of the Order.

Parliamentary Mo"ST:3d:ENTS.—Tlie Carlisle Elec-

.

tion Committee have reported that Sir James Graham
and Mr. Lan'son were duly elected. The Weymouth
Election Committee have reported that Mr. Brooke and
Lord Grey de Wilton were duly elected- The Yar-
mouth Election Committee have reported that Sir E.

Lacon and Sir H. Stracey were duly elected; that

several cases of bribery had been committed but were
not proved to have been committed w^ith the know-
ledge or consent of the sitting members or their agents.

The Dundalk Election Petition has been abandoned.
At the Cork County Election, the result of the first

day's poll gave Mr. Deasy, the Attorney-General
for Ireland, a majority of about 250 over Viscount
Campden, who had been put in nomination
by the Ultramontane party in opposition to

him. The result of Thursday's polling at six out of

j
the tea polling-places was a majority of 153 for Mr.
Deasy. Mr. i^adlett is about to retire from the
representation of Worcester, on the ground of ill-

health, and Mr. Padmorc, an ironfounder and alderman
of that city, has offered himself as a candidate in the
Liberal interest. Jlr. Divett is about to retire from the

representation of Exeter. In the House of Commons on
Tuesday, Colonel W. Patten having reported that Mr.
John Pope Henuci^sy had failed to attend the com-
mittee of which he had been nominated a member, it

was unanimously resolved that Mr. Henncssy be
ordered to attend in his placein the House immediately.
On Thursday the speaker announced that he had re-

ceived a telegram from Mr. Hennessy, stating that the

matter had escaped his recollection, and that he would
hasten to London without delay.

The Army.—General Sir George Brown, G.C.B., has

been appointed to succeed Lord Seaton in the command
of the forces in Ireland. Tn consideration of the

eminent services of Major-General Sir Hugh Rose,

G.C.B., during the late operations in India, her Majesty
has promoted him to the rank of Lieutenant-General.

The Secretary of State for War, with the concurrence of

the General Commanding-in-Chief, has decided that

the army shall be equipped exclusively with those rifled

muskets, pattern 1853, the parts of w^hich are universal,,

or respectively interchangeable ; and that the arms^

which are non-interchangeable ^all be kept for the

militia, volunteers, and other forces.

The 'Na.yy.—Vice-Admiral Bruce hoisted his flag on
Thursday, as Commander-in-Chief at Portsmouth, in

succession to Admiral Bowles. Rear-Admiral James
Hope, C.B., hfis been appointed a Vice-Admiral, while^

employed as Commander-in-Chief of the East India

station.

The Channel Fleet consisting of the Royal'

Albert, Queen, Edgar, Donegal, Algiers, Trafalgar,.

Aboukir, Melpomene, Diadem, and Mersey, left Portland

on the 23rd ult. under sail for Lisbon. In consequence-

of the heavy gales in the channel several of them have-

since been obliged to put back to Torbay and Plymouth
with loss of spars and other casualties.

The Militia.—Orders in Council appeared in Friday's-

Gazette regulating the period of training and exercise

for the militia force in England, Wales, and Scotland' '

for the present year. It is ordered that it " shall not
in any case exceed 56 daj's, nor he less than three •

days." Such order to be ti-ansmitted to the respective

lieutenants of counties, ridings, and places in England^

Wales, and Scotland for their guidance.

The Tbeaty of Commerce with France.—An
additional article to the Treaty of Commerce was signed

in Paris on the 25th ult., by which the high contracting

powers agree that the surtax on French brandies shall

he 5rf. instead of 2d. per gallon, as provided by the-

Treaty, the latter sum having been found insufficient

" to countervail the charges with which, in consequence-

of the operation of the laws of Customs and Excise,,

home-made British spirits have now to contend."

I

Feaxce.—The following Speech was delivered by tbp-

Emperor on the opening of the Cbamhers on Thurs-

day ;—
''ME?SIErRS LES Sexateurs,
"Messieurs LEs DfiPTJTfes,

"At the opening of the last session^ confiding in fhe
patriotism of France. I wished to relieve your minds from
exaggerated fears of a probable war. To-day it is my most
ardent desire to reassure yon against the inquietudes and
anxieties which even peace has given birth to. I siuceraly

desire this pejice, and I will not neglect anything to maintain
it. I cannot but congratulate myself upon my frieudly rela-

tions with all the Powers of Europe. The only portion of the

globe in which our arms are still engaged is in the remote East ;.

but the courage of our soldiers and sailors, aided by the loyal

concurrence of Spain, will doubtless epeodily bring about the
restoration of peace with Cochin China. Respecting China, an
important exi)cdition will, in conjunction with the forces of

Great Britain, chastise that country for her perfidy,

**The cooiplications in Europe are, I hope, approaching to

an end, and Italy is upon the eve of regulating freely her own
affiiirs. Witliout recapitulating the long negotiations which
have lingered for so many months, I shall contine myself t<j

the present points. The dominant idea of the treaty of Villa-

franca w£is to obtain the almost complete independence of

Venetia at the price of the restoration of the Archdukes.
These negotiations having failed, in spite of my most earnest

solicitations, I have expressed my regret on this account at

Vienna, as well as at Turin, because the state of things, if pro-

longed, threatened to remain without any issue. While this-

stateof things was the subject of loyal explanitions between
my Government and that of Austria, it caused steps on the

part of Kngland, Prussia, and Russia, which taken together,

clearly evince the desire of the Gieat Powers to arrive at u

conciliatory adjustment of all interests. In order to second

these dispositions it was important for France to present such

a combination as would have the greatest chance of being

accepted by Europe.
'* In guaranteeing Italy by my array against foreign inter-

vention, I had the right to point out the limits of thiF

guarantee. .

"I have not. therefore, hesitated to declare to the King ot

Sardinia that, althottgh leaving to him an entire liberty of

action, I could not follow him in a policy which, in the eyes of

Emope, appeared to inteiid the absorption of the States of

Italy, and which threatened new coaiplications. I have coun-

selled him to reply favourably to the wishes of the provinces^

which offer themselves to him, but to maintain the autonomy

of Tuscany, and to respect in principle the rights of the Holy

See, If this arrangement does not satisfy everybody, it has

the advantage of reserving principles, of calming apprehension,,

and it elevates Piedmont to a kingdom of 9,000, CK>0 of soute.

Having in view this transformation of Northern Italy whicti

gives to a powerful State all the passes of the Alps, it was ray

duty, for the safety of our frontiers, to claim the French side

of the mountains. In this reclamation of territory of small

extent, there is nothing to alarm Europe, or to belie the

disinterested policy which I have more than once proclaimed-

Frauce, however, will not acquire this aggrandisement,,

small as it is, either by a military occupation, or by exciting

an insurrection, c»r by secret intrigues, but in frankly stating

the question to the Great Powers, Their eqmty will, doubt-

less, induce them to recognise, as Franco would certainly do

with regard to tliem in the like circumstances, that the

important territorial change which is about to take place gi^es

ns the right to a guarantee indicated by nature herself. I

cannot pass over in silence the emotion of a portion of the

Catholic world, which has suddenly yielded to such unrefleo-

tive impressions, and has thrown itself into such passionate

alarms- The fact, which should have been a guarantee for the

future, has been in such a manner misunderstood, and the

services rendered in such a manner forgotten, that a very pro-

foimd conviction, an absolute confidence, in the public reason

has been necessary, in order to preserve, in the midst of agita-

tions which have been excited, the calm which alone maintains

ns in the truth. Facta however have clearly spoken for them-
selves during the 11 years that I have maintained alone in Rome
the power of the Holy Father, without for a moment ceasing to

revere in his person the holy chamcter of the chief of our

religion- On the other side the populationa of the Romagna,.
Rtiddenly abandoned to themselves, yielded to a natural attrac-

tion, and during the war endeavoured to make common <»use

with US. Ought I to forget them in peace and abandon them
afresh for an unlimited time to the risks of foreign occupation -

My first efforts were to reconcile them to their Sovereign, but

^
not succeeding, I endeavoured at least to maintain in the

revolted provinces the principle nf the temporal power of tue
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Pr^^^^Prom the preceding you aee although all is not yet

terminated how we may be aUowed at least to hope for a

nPfldv solution. The moment, therefore, seems to have

^^ved to 'put an end to the duliberations which

ilo lone pre-occupy the public mind, and to find the

means of boldly inaugurating in France a new era of peace.

«'The army has already been reduced by 150,000 men, and

thia reduction v.-ould have been more considerable were it not

for the war with China, the occupation of Rome, and of

Uimhardy. My Government will immediately submit to you

a summary of measures which propose to facilitate production,

to augment by cheap living the well-being of the working

-lasses, and to multiply our commercial relations. The first

step to he taken in this comse was to fix an epoch for the

suppression of those impassable barriers which, under the name

of prohibitions, excluded from our markets foreign products,

thus compelling other nations to adopt a reciprocity, to be

regretted on our account, but something more difficult still

retained us. It was the sli^'ht inclination existing for a treaty

of commerce with England. I have, therefore, taken upon
myself the responsibility of thia great measure. A very simple

reflection shows the advantage of this treaty to both countries.

Neither of them will certainly fail, at the end of some years,

to tike, each in its own interests, the initiative in the pro-

posed measutes, but then the reduction in the tariff not

being simultaneous, it would take place on both sides without

immediate compensation. The treaty has then only advanced

the period of salutary modifications, and given to indispensable

reforms the character of reciprocal concessions destined to

fortify the alliance of two gi-eat nations. In order that this

treaty may produce its best eflTects, I demand your most
energetic concurrence for the adoption of the laws which will

facilitate the j^uttiug it into practice. I call your attention,

above all, to the means of communication which by their

development can alone permit us to compete with foreign

industry ; but as the moments of transition are always painful,

and as it is our duty to put an end to a state of uncertainty so

injurious to our interests, I call on your patriotism for the

prompt examination of the laws which will be submitted to

you, for enfranchising primary materials from all duties, and
reducing those which weigh on provisions largely consumed.

"The resources of the Treasury will find themselves sensibly

(Uminished ; nevertheless the receipts and expenditure of the

year 18G1 will be balanced without the necessity of an appeal

to the credit, or having recourse to new taxes. In tracing to

you a true picture of our political and commercial situations, I

desire to inspire you with full confidence in the future, and so

to associate you in the accomplishment of a work fruitful in

grand results.

"The protection of Providence so visibly extended to us
during the war will not fail us in a pacific enterprise, which
;ums at the amelioration of the condition of the greater

number. Let us then continue our march of progress, without
allowing ourselves to be arrested by the murmurs of egotism,

or by party clamours and unjust suspicions.

*' Prance menaces no one, she desires to develope in peace,

in the plenitude of her independence, the immense resources

wiiich Heaven has given to her, and she cannot awake gloomy
susoeptibilities, since, from the state of civilisation in wliicb

we are springs from day to day more forcibly that truth, which
consoles and reassures humanity, that the more a country is

rich and prosperous the more it contributes to the wealth and
prosperity of other countries."

The note by which the French Government requests

Sardinia to give up the project of the annexiition of

Tuscany is dated the 25th of February, and was
despatched the same evening to Turin, where the
courier arrived on Monday, The liord publishes a
telegram, stating that the reply of the Piedmontese
Government reached Paris on Wednesday, and that its

substance is that the whole question must depend
upon the result of a vote hy universal suffrage.

M. Thouvenel, the Fr^'iich Minister of Foreign Affairs,

has addressed a despatch to the French Ambassador
at Vienna, to be communicated to Count Rech-
berg. In this State Paper M. Thouvenel draws an
historical outline of the useless endeavours of France to

bring about a solution of the question of Central Italy,

the inhabitants of these provinces having refused to

recognise their former Sovereigns. He then appeals to

the conciliatory spirit of Austria in fjivour of the English
proposals. As regards the Roniagna, he expresses his

regret that the Pope should have allowed the state of

things in that province to become so aggravated, and
sa^s that France would still consent to a less radical

combination than one proposing the dismemberment
of the States of the Church, on condition of the

principle of non-intervention being maintained. M.
Rouher, Minister of Public AVorks, has addressed a
report to the Emperor extending over 13 columns in

the Monitetir, relative to the various works which are

necessary to be executed in order to carry out the re-

commendations contained in his Majesty's letter for the
improvement of canal and fluvial communication, roads,

maritime ports, agricultural operations, &c. The report,

which enters into very minute details, concludes with a
summary of the various amounts to be expended for

each purpose, and states that the total amount appli-

cable to extraordinary public works, railways excepted,

will he 160,000,000h, distributed over three years.

The Moniteur publishes a decree on the re-orgauisation
of the artillery, suppressing the regimental lists of the
storehouses for field artillery, increasing the number of
batteries by creating three new regiments, and re-esta-
blishing the artillery train. The Yalery Company's
steamer Louise foundered on Tlmrsday week on her
•voyage to Bastia and thence to Marseilles, having run
against the advanced pier of Bastia. A despatch re-
ceived by the underwriters state that 50 persons, in-
-cludmg the captain, were drowned. The number of
•passengers on board was 81.

Spain and Morocco.—An interview took place on
the 23d nit. between Marshal O'Donnell and Muley
Abbas, accompanied by El Ketib, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, on the Tangier road, for the purpose of discussing
the terms of peace submitted by Marshal O'DonneU. The
interview commenced by the discussion of the question
of the occupation of Tetuan. As the Moors obstinately
objected to such occupation Marshal O'Donnell was on
the point of breaking up the conference. Muley Abbas
earnestiy entreated him to renew the discussion, but it

led to no result. The Moors requested a further delay,

which Marshal O'Donnell refused to grant. The armis-

tice was then declared at an end. The General-in-

Chief returned to Tetuan, and immediately issued

orders to Admiral Bustillos, who commands the naval

squadron, to concert active operations. The Spanish
squadron accordingly left Algesiras. in order to bombard
the seaport towns of Morocco. The operations com-
menced with the bombardment of Larache and Arcilla,

causing great destruction in those two places. Some of
the Spanish vessels were slightly damaged, hut the

Spanish loss was only one man killed. It is said that

Rabat has also been bombarded. The latest news states

that the squadron has been compelled by had weather
to put hack to Algesiras. Marshal O'Donnell will

march to Rabat in three days. The tempest iilter-

rupts the communications. The whole press, particularly

the Progresista section, has been violently attacking

England. The censor has prohibited the circulation of

the Novedades on that account. The French Ambas-
sador has presented to the Queen an autograph letter

from the Emperor Napoleon.
Denmark.—The new Ministry has been formed as

follows :—President of the Council and ad interim
Minister for Foreign Affairs, M. Hall j Minister for

Public Worship, and «(7iHieWm Minister of the Interior,

Bisbop Monrad ; Minister of Justice, M. Casse ; Minister

of War, M. Thestrnp ; Minister of Marine, M. BiUe;
Minister for Schleswig, M. Wolfhagen ; Miuister for

Holstein, M. Raesloef.

AtrSTRiA.—The following Is a more complete sum-
mary of the answer of the Austrian Cabinet to the

English prt^osal, which has been remitted by Prince

Metternich to M. Thouvenel, bearing date the 17th of

February:—
" The message of Count Rechberg commences by expressing

the hie:h estimation attached by the Government of His
Apostolic Majesty to the communication from France. The
Austrian Minister is happy to discover in these friendly steps
an evident desire to maintain a cordial understanding between
the two Courts. Passing to the examination of the four points
proposed by England, Count Reclxberg points out. under the
question of non-intervention, two essential things— 1st, the
principle of the right of intervention, and, 2d, the opportunity
for its application. Without prejudging the principle in any
way, the Austrian Cabinet recognises that, in the present
circumstances, there is no opportunity either for Austria or
France to interfere in Central Italy. The second point, as
Count Rechberg ob3er\'es, now applies to France alone,

Austria having withdrawn her troops from all parts of
Italy not imder her control. Referring to the third point,
which regards the interior organisation of Venetia,
Count Rechberg declares that, although thia question
must remain quite extraneous to the negotiations between
the Powers, the Emperor of Austria loyally maintains
all the promises of Villafrauca as regards Venetia. If these
promises have not yet been realised, the fault can only be attri-

buted to the intrigues and continual pix>vocations of the
Italian revolutionary party, which no longer conceals its inten-
tion of tuniiu^ these concessions against Austria hersel/, in
order to deprive her of Venetia. As regards the fomih point,
Coimt Rechberg considei-s it useless at the present moment to
engage in a discussion of the princijile of the proposed combi-
nation for the settlement of the aflFairs of Italy. Austria confines
herself to the expression of her own conviction that the re-
establishment of the former dynasties and the realisation of
the project of an Italian confederacy would much better
guarantee the future prosperity of the Peninsula. She will
leave it to time and the course of events to confirm the justice
of her judgment."
The Tyrol.—In consequence of the feeling lately

manifested hy the inhabitants of the Southern Tyrol,

the general in command has been authorised to pro-

claim martial law in some of the districts. That country
has hitherto been remarkable for its devotedness to the

Austrian monarchy,
Prussia.—It is stated that the Cabinet of Berlin

lias concurred with that of St. Petersburgh, in regard
to the English proposals for the settlement of the Italian

question, and that the two Powers have made counter-

proposals, to be submitted to a future Congress, after

having been examined by a conference of the five great
Powers. It is further said that M, Thouvenel, on re-

ceipt of these counter- proposals, stated that the French
Government will reply to them in concert with Eng-
land. It is reported at Berlin that a more intimate

understanding between Prussia and Austria is likely to

be established.

Russia.—The Russian Government has sent a reply

to the Cabinets of London and Paris respecting the four

proposals of England for the settlement of the Italian

question. According to these statements Russia does

not absolutely and directly reject these proposals, but
discusses them with calmness and moderation. The
Russian Government repudiates the principle upon,

which the proposals are founded. The Russian despatch
concludes by declaring that Russia and Prussia enter-

tain precisely the same views as they have done all

along as to the means best suited under the pending

difficulties to procure the durable peace of Europe,

Russia maintains that a Congress of the representatives

of the Great Powers assembled without any preliminary

basisof negotiation is best suited to procure a solution

of the question.—The Morning Chronicle states that a

Treaty is on the point of being signed between Russia

and Austria, by which Austria makes concessions to

Russia in the East and on the Danube, and Russia

guarantees to Austria the whole of her territory, in-

cluding Hungary and A'enetla, against insuiTection and

foreign foes. This statement is not confirmed from any

other quarter, and is peremptorily contradicted by the

Independance Belge^ the Pays, and the Fatrie, Letters

from Vienna state that the report is without founda-

tion ; hut assert that Austria, although not bound by

such a treaty, will no longer' oppose the Russian policy

in Turkey,

Italy.—By a Royal decree of the 29th ult. the
Electoral Assemblies are convoked for the 25th of
March, and the Parliament is to meet at Turin on the
2d of April. Another decree appoints 32 new Senators.
The King of Sardinia on Friday received at
Milan a deputation of the clergy of that city, who
presented an address to his Majesty. The King
expressed his satisfaction with the sentiments expressed
in the address, and added :

—

"At the moment when political parties are endeavouring
to disturb consciences under the pretence that the temper^
power of the Pope is endangered, I am pleased to receive the
expression of the sentiments of the Milanese, which are just
and prudent. Worthy of their ancient reputation, the clergy
agrees with me in acknowledging that it is of high importance
that the spiritual authority should not interfere in political
(juestiona.

The Russian Ambassador at Turin has, iii the name
of his Government, represented to Count Cavour the
heavy responsibility which would fall on Sardinia if, at
the very moment when the European Powers are
endeavouring to make the state of aifairs less threaten-
ing, she were to take steps for the annexation ofCentral
Italy to Piedmont. It is said that in consequence of
these representations, and following the advice of
France, all projects in reference to Central Italy are to
be suspended for the present. The Tuscan Government,
by a decree of the 20th ult., has appointed a commis-
sion for the purpose of a better distribution of all the
revenues of the Roman Catholic Church in Tuscany
among the secular clergy. The commission is

instructed to send in a list, in August next, of
all the priests whose revenue is less than SOOfr.
per annum. Advices from Rome state that an
extraordinary commission of 10 Cardinals has been
appointed to deliberate upon a reply to M. Thouvenel's
despatch; and that they have unanimously decided
that the preser\'ation of the patrimony of the Pope
is too intimately connected with the general interests
of the Church to be treated simply as a political

question. They also affirm that the Pope has received
a communication from the King of Sardinia, deihon-
strating the impossibility of the retention of the
Umbrian Marches by the Holy See, and proposing a
treaty for their cession. The negative reply of his
Holiness was couched in the strongest terms. The
Pope declares himself ready to meet all emergencies.
A decree of the Neapolitan Minister of War orders
officers on leave to join their regiments on the Ist of
March. Part of the Municipal Guards have been
mobilised, and great agitation prevails in Palermo and
in the Abruzzi.

TuEKEY.—A large fire broke out a few days since in

the Asiatic town of the Dardanelles, and destroyed
nearly the whole of the shipping quarter of the town.
About 150 houses were burnt to the ground.

Sehvia.—A new Ministry has been formed at
Belgrade as follows :—Minister oT Justice, PhilJpovitz;
Minister of the Interior, Tschoschitz; Director of the
War^ Department, Schujevitz ; Minister of Police,
Stanisitz. Prince Mitosch continues ill.

MoyTE>'EGKO.—A conspiracy against Prince Daniel
has been discovered in Montenegro, the principal
participators in which have received sentence of death.

Ikdia.—By the arrival of the Calcutta mail we have
accounts from Calcutta to the 21th, and from Hong
Kong to the 14th of January. The following are the
details :

—

Fm6a?/a.—Lords Canning and Clyde were lo enter Umballa
on the Itjth January in state ; the troops at the station turning
out in full dress to receive their Excellencies. A grand durbar
was to be held on the 18th, and a ball was to be given by the
station to Lady Canning. The Viceroy will proceed with Sir
Robert ilontgomery to Peshawur by camel carriage dawk, and
intended to be back at Lahore in the course of tliree weeks.
Lv.cknow.~-ThG trial ofMummoo Khan, the Begum's paramour,

has terminated in an acquittal. The trials of the other rebel
chiefs are to take place in the vicinity where the deeds of
bloodshed were perpetrated. Abid Khan, brother of Mummoo
Khan, Mirza Feroze Buz Bahadoor, brother of the ex-King of
Delhi ; Umrao Singh, Dabee Deen, Sheikh Sookhnm, Gunga
Singh, alias Lord Sahib, and Ramchurun, are all to be tried at
Luckuow. JwallaPershfiud, confidant of the Nana Sahib, and
BoDdee Singh, who was deeply concerned in tlie Cawnpore
massacre, will be tried at Cawnpore ; Umraeer Singh, brother of
Koer Singh, and Bullee Singh, have been sent for trial to
Goruckpore ; while the Rajah of liurraha. Ram Singh, will
take hia trial at Durriabad.

Dtlhi.—lt is again stated that the Nana is not dead. Intelli-
gence has been communicated to the Government that he was
seen some time ago on the road to Badsinath, disguised as a
jqiee or mendicant priest. It is also supposed that the other
miscreants, AzeemooUa Khan, Bella Rao, *c., are also living.
Feroze Shah is said to be in the jungles of Centra! India. The
ex-Rajah of ilathowhe recently died at the Andamans.
Chtxa.—The Chinese Government, after opening the

new ports of Swaiow and Taiwan, has extended the
provisions of the American treaty to the English and
other treaty Powers. Tiie question of tonnage dues has
been settled by an edict from the Emperor, appointing
4 mace per ton as the rate to be levied on foreign
vessels at all the open ports. This edict is in reply to
Ho, the superintendent of trade at Shanghai, who,
being pressed hy Mr. Bruce on the subject, referred it

to Pekin.

Japan.—The American Minister has obtained a
pledge from the Japanese Government that the treaty
of Jeddo shall be carried out in all Its Integrity, and
certain special points have been agreed to which are
advantageous for trade. It is expected that Mr. Alcock
will secure for British subjects the same fiicUities.

Singapoee.—His NetherUnda Majesty's steamer
Onrust, lying in a narrow creek about five daja' steam-
ing above Bangermassing on December 27, was attacked
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by about 600 men in a great number of prulius, who
suddenly made tbeir appearance from the creeps, so that
the crew had not time to fire more than one shot,
when the assailants were in possession of the vessel.

After murdering all ou board, seven officers and 50 men,
they ran the vessel aground.

Cape of Good Hope.— Accounts from the Cape to
the 20th Jan. state that the vine disease was spreading,
and that there was not a vine-growing district free
from the disease. The Lieutenant-Governor had ap-
pointed a commission to ascertain its real character and
the extent of its ravages. The voluntary principle in

ecclesiastical matters was making gradual but sure
progress in the colony, and the laity were engaged in

organising a general sustentation fund to supplement
the present incomes of the clergy. Prffitorius, Dictator
of Transvaal, had also been elected President of the
Orange State. It was believed that the Home Govern-
ment would not sanction this union. News has been
ijeceived of the Livingstone expedition to the Zambezi
down to the 12th of December, when it was at the
mouth of the Kongone. The party had all suffered

from fever, but were recovering. The little steam-

launch was useless.

U:siTED States.—Accounts from New York to the
19th uU. state that the proceedings in Congress were
not of much interest. The bill abolishing the franking
privilege was passed iif the Senate by the decisive vote
of 54 to 2. In the House the measure had been referred

to a select committee. A resolution has been adopted
calling for a letter to the French Emperor on the subject

gf commercial relations and free trade. The Paraguay
treaty had been confirmed by the Senate. Lord Lyons
on the 16th ult. had a long interview with Secretary
Cass in reference to the propositions of the English
Government for the settlement of the San Juan atfair.

It is understood that he formally laid the proposition
before the Secretary of State,

JMexico.—The accounts from Mexico exhibit a
frightful state of anarchy. Sliramon left the capital

for Vera Cruz on tlie 8th ult. with 5000 troops after

levying a war loan of 200,000 dollars on property
holders. He was expected to reach Vera Cruz on the
1st of March. The city had been declared in a state of

siege, and was well fortified ; and Mirauion was without
artillery. The entire foreign population of Chihuahua
had been forced to quit the country. The Americans
left a million dollars' worth of property behind. A
desperate battle had been fought, in which the Liberals

sullered a disastrous defeat.

i^avliamcnt.

HOU SE OF LO RDS.
Friday.—Spain and Morocco,—In answer to Lord Carnar-

von, hord WoDEiJOUBE said that the Goveninient had received
infoiuiation Inun her JIajesty'a Ambassador at Madrid that
Spain had demanded, as the bases of peace with the Emperor
of Mor(icco, an extension of territoiy in Africa, a large in-
demnity for the expenses ehe had incurred iu the war, the
cession of a port on the Atlantic, the establishnient of a Roman
Catholic Biahop at Fez, and the admission of a diplomatic agent
at the sanie place. Sunday/ Evening Services in Theatres.—Viscount
Dl'ngannon moved a resolution declaring that the performance
of Divine service at Sadler's Wells and other theatres by clergy-
men of the Church of England on Sunday evenings,
being highly irregular and inconsistent with order,
are calculated to nijure rather than to advance the
progress of sound religious principles in the metropolis
and throughout the country-—The Archbie-hop of Canter-
bury said that the services were not illegal, and that
he could not see what steps their lordships could take to
suppress them. It w;is, no doubt, contrary to the assocUitions
and feelings of their lordships that religious services should be
performed in a theatre ; but they must bear in mind that there
were large masses of the pojjulation to whom the idea of enter-
ing a church was equally distasteful,—The E;irl of Shaftes-
bury said that he was a member .of the association for pro-
moting those special services, and that theatres would not
have been sclented if any other building could have been
procured. At present less than two per cent, of the working
classes attended any place of wort^hip whatever, and it was
absolutely necessary to provide the remainder with religious
instruction.—The Duke of Marlborough, and the Bishop of
Llandaff opposed the motion, and Earl GRANVtLLE advised
Lord Dungannon to withdraw it.—The Bishop of London said
that the bishops bad not interposed their authority to check
the movement, because it was an experiment which might be
productive of the greatest good to the ignorant masses of the
population. The motion was ultimately withdrawn.—Lord
iiiiURV having presented a petition Cf>mplaining rf ivre^^^ilari-
Uca in the cdebrotion of Church a^rvicw at Enfield, the Bishop of
London said that he trusted these petitions would have the
effect of Docefl5*itating the paasmgofa more stringtiut law tor
the regulation of such services.

yf-\'i>AY.^Bfeaching and Dijeinrr Trori-5.—Lord Brougham
attention to the hardships suffered by women and chil-

dren employed in bleaching and dyeing works, as shown by
the evidence taken before a commission, and asked whether itwas intended to extend the benefit of the Factory Act to STichwomen and children.—Lord Granville said he would make
mquines on the subject—Lord Dungannon, in presenting a
petition from 300 women of Aylesbury, agamst legalising
Marnat/e mth a Deceased Ui/e's Sij/^r, alluded to the univer-
•Wity o! tbe feeUng that such marriages were calculated to

rv?'^u ?
freedom of family intercourse, at present so happily

esUbhshed in this country.-Lord Wodehocsx presented a
similar petition from 438 women of Aylesbury, to a contrary

!5ll;' .^^ expressed a hope that their lordships would not
reject the measure about to be introduced to legalise suchm^^ages,—The Lord Chancellor expressed his satisfactionthM the women had t^iken up this question, believing that itwas f^tnetly a woman s question, and that an immense majority
r^f them were opposed to any alteration of the law.-The Earl
01 Hardwicke cillod attention to the state of the i\aval Reserve.and stated his opinion that the present number of this reserve

^.^ *t''^i?*
for the defence of the country. He was sorry

Su^J I *"

Z^Y^^' ^^ ^^^ *» yet dona to provide the

^tnl^'^^u''
^^^^^ *^^ condemned tlie practice^r allowing the Coast Guard service to be deteriorate<i by the

ihp rr..J'"^iL^^*^'^° ^^ pereons who had been engaged intbc co«tmg trade,-Tlie Duke of SuMKRSirr exnlained tvS.f^...

which had been taken by the Admiralty to establish a supply
of boys for the Navy by means of training-ships stationed at
the naval and commercial ports, and to make the education
given to them efficient for rendering them good and able
sailors. One of the modifications of the present plan was to

keep the boys at school on shore, instead of crowding them in

a hulk, and thereby injuring their muscular development by
excessive crowding, and to send them now and tlien to learn

the duties of a sailor in brigs attached to the establishment-
The Admiralty was only waiting for the parsing of the Esti-

mates to carry this scheme into effect. Great liberality had
been lately shown to seamen; the quality of provisions sup-
plied to them had been improved, their bedding and clothes
were to be presented gratuitously, and several aUer?itions had
taken or were to take place in regard to the appointment of
warrant and petty officers, and means were now under con-
sideration for the qviickerand more frequent payment of wages.
The naval reserves at the present moment numbered between
11,000 and 12,000 men, and consisted of the Coast Guard, the
Royal Naval Coast Volunteers, and reserve of last summer.
The present enrolment of volunteers was only about 40 or 50
men a week, but ho hoped that this number would be mut;h
increased when the suspicions engendered by the extreme
lii)erality of Parliament were dissipated, and when seamen
became thoroughly impressed with the knowledge that they
would never be called out except in cases of absolute emer-
gency.—Lord Ellenborough did not entertain great expecta-
tions of the value of the naval reserves sought to be established.
The real reserve for the Navy was the body of seamen unem-
ployed at all periods of the year. He congratulated the country
on the successive efforts made by the Admiralty to improve
thd condition of the sailor, and thought the liberality of Parlia-

ment in this respect was most wise and worthy of the nation-

Tuesday,—Crime in Ireland.—The Marquis of Clanricardk,
in moving for returns of the number of ofiences reported to the
police against the person in Ireland, and other returns relatinir

to criminal matters^ called attention to the impunity which
attended crime in Ireland, and which was all the more
extraordinary in the present improved state of society in that
country. In the course of his speech he made some strong
remarks on the inefficiency uf the constabulary.—The Duke of

Somerset assented to the motion, and said that the constabu-
lary had shown itself a most invaUiable force, and tnat its

reduction would be a serious injury to the cotintry. The real

cause of the impunity of crime in Ireland was the nnwillinpTiess

of witnesses to come forward.—Earl Grey and the Marquis of

Londonderry agreed that it was the unwillingnes^s of the
people generallj'^ to assist the course of justice which ^vas at the
bottom of the mischief—The Duke of Newcastle said he had
no reason to believe that crime was on the increase in Ireland.

The motion was agreed to. Coolie Emirfratio/i.—Lord Harris
inquired whether a treaty had been signed authon.sing- the
French Government to appoint emigration agents in India, for

the purpose of obtaining agricnltural labourers for their

colonies ?—Lord Wodehouse said that the treaty was not yet
signed, but was under the consideration of the Foreign and
Indian departments. The utmost care would be taken to
protect the coolie immip-rants and their interests in the French
colonies.—The Earl of Derby said that the treaty in question
had been commenced under the lato Administration, and the
Duke of Newcastle stated that the French government had
undertaken that the emigration of negroes from the coast of

Africa should henceforth be abandoned. The Probate and
Administration Bill {India) was read a second time, and the
Court of Chancery Bill was read a third time.

Thursday,—The Attoi-^ieys and Solicitors Bill was read a fi?:st

time on the motion of the Lord Chancellor.— The Probate and
Administration (India) Bill passed through committee,

Friday.—iSavoy and Nice.—Lord "VTodkuouse laid on the
table the promised papers relating to Savoy and Xice. The

' Yeomahri/.—In answer to the Karl uf Fowis, Earl De Grey
said that there was no intention On the part of the Govern-
ment to call out the yeomanry, but he could assure tbe
House that there was no feehng of enmity towards the force,

and no desire to take from them the suv>port which they gave
to the new volunteers.—The Earl of Cork was glad to hear

j

there was no ill-feeling on the part of tbe Government towards
the yeomanry.—The Earl of Malmesbury regretted to hear
that it was not intended to call out the yeomani'y during the
present year. [Left fritting-J

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—Duty on Paper and Spirits,—The^ Chancellor of the

Exchequer said that a drawback w* uld be allowed upon all

paper in the hands of dealers made since the 1st of April, but
that he intended to delay for a month or so the repeal of the
duty on paper, which, on the resolution in the Budget, would
take effect by t!ie 1st of July next. The right him. gentleman
also stated in reference to thn spirit duties that the duty upon
foreign spirits, except rum, would be at the rate of Ss. Od. per
gallon—on rum, whether colonial or foreign, Ss. 3d., and upon
British spirits Ss, Id, A relief would be given to the
manufacturers of British spirits, so as to enable them to
compete fairly witb tbe foreign distiller, of 2'/- per gallon on
raw spirits, and 3^?. on potable spirits intended for exportation.
The Commercial Treaty.— In answer to !:?ir H. ^Villoighuy,
Lord PaLMEBSTON said that he should propose the considera-
tion of those articles which referred tc* the Customs in
committee on the Customs Acts, and then bring the whole
Treaty before the House by way of address to the Crown,
In that address the House of Lords would, as a matter
of course, be invited to join, so that it might be carried
to the Tlirone as a joint address of both Houses.

—

The Adjourned Dtbute on Mr. Du Cane's motion was resumed
by Mr. Neavdegate, who spoke in support of the motion, but
admitted that his views upon protection had been considerably
modified of late years. He could not, however, approve a
financial scheme which ho believed would give undue advan-
tage to France and at the same time tend to curtail the very
limited market that at jjresent existed for female labour,—Mr,
Osborne advocated the reduction of the wine duties, and
pointed to the fact that, while the higher cla-s of wines wore
taxed at the rate of 26 percent, the duty on the lower wines,
which alone the poor could hope to drink, were taxed at 250
cent. He believed that if the duties were reduced the in-
creased consumption would soon bring up the revenue to its

former point, while a great step would be taken fo improve
the ta^te and promote the morals of the people. — 3(r.

F. Barino expressed himself not unfavourable to commercial
treaties in cases where the principle of reciprocity was
recognised, but contended that in the present case that
principle had not been carried out- He could not
approve of a budget which proposed to keep the
income-tax at the high rate of lOd, m the pound, which
maintained the war taxes on such prime necessaries of
life as tea and sugar, and which consoled the toiling
masses by recommending them to drown their cares
in claret, to array thcmselvM in French silks» and
to follow the plough in kid gloves of Paris manu-
facture. He would vote for the motion, not to eject a
Ministry, but to mark his sense of tbe danger of relying upon
a system of voting away money while there wrb a deticiency in
tho Exchequer, and tnistcd to direct taxation to make it up.

—

Mr. M. Gibson insisted that the Budget was framed in a spirit
of liberality to all classes of the community, and that the agri-
cultural interest wtmld be lamely benefitted by it. He
hoped that in the course of time the treaty of com-

merco would be followed by a treaty of navigation also,—>ir,

Walpole admitted that the main provisions of tbe Budget were
right, and that he should be sorry to see them defeated

;

but he took esception both to the time in wiiich many
things were to be done, and as to the mode of doing them. He
was in favour of the adoption of the treaty, althf-ugh he was of
opinion that Articles 3 and 11 would require carefiU considera-

tion. "With respect to the repeal of the paper duty he could
not bring himself to the conclusion that so questionable

a boon was not dearly purchased by an increase of

one million in the income-tax. — The Chancellor of

the Exchequer after noticing some of the topics dis-

cussed by Mr. Walpole and Mr. Baring, and an indignant
allusion to a speech of Sir J. Pakington at a hop-grower's
meeting, advising them to oppose the whole Budget, passed to

the general issue before the House, and the motion as it stood.

The Budget, he said, had been pronounced in that House
ambitious, audacious, and a bold experiment upon the country,

but 5Ir, Bright had given a different description of it. He had
said truly that the Chancellor of the Exchequer could lay no
claim to tbe merit of originality; he simply walked in the

footsteps of those who had gone before him, What, he asked,

was the motion? It declared that *'it was not expedient to-

add to the existing deficiency by diminishing the ordinary
revenue," Could this be reconciled with the treaty! In its

terms it was aimed at the very lifa of the treaty. But much
more than thi.s. It was an opinion repudiating and con-
demning the mass of our commercial legislation far the last IS

yeavs. He reviewed the financial operations of 1S12, 1845, and
1852, and insisted that the plan which theGovernment proposed
corresponded with those measiires, referring to special cir-

cumstancen further justifying this course, the effect of whiuh
would be to add to our resources, creating constantly growing
funds by the remission of taxes. He admitted that it was
impossible to expect a rapid return to a lower expenditure:,

but, being on a high level of expenditure, let us, he said,

strengthen ourselves by pursuing tbe course which in former

years had been found so efhcacioxis. The stationary system of
finance recommended by the motion would sacrifice the supply

gained by past legislation, and provision must be made by new
taxes. He was quite satisfied, he said, in conclusion, with the

issue raised. If Parliament was to be reformed, the best

security they could take was to show that they had done
justice to all classes while the old system was in existence,

—

Mr. Disraeli said that the Budget aimed at too much,
and provided too little. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
had estimated his deficiency at 9.400,000/.; it would be a
moderate estimate to add a million more to the army ex-

penditure on account of China ; but, taking tbe deficiency at

onlv 9,400. 000^ for the next year, ho woiUd find

wanting the 1,400.000Z. for malt and hop credits,

while 3,000,000/. would be required for Exchequer
Bonds. It was because Mr. Gladstone's plan was not like

those he had cited that the motion called upon the House to

interpose and exnress an opinion upon his proposition. With
respect to the treaty, he and his party had no prejudices

against a commercial treaty witb France; on tbe contrary, if

the position of affairs permitted, nothing could be more desir-

able. But his objection to this treaty was that it was drawn
with a want of forethought, of knowledge of the circumstances

with which the negotiator had to deal, and that by the treaty

the deficiency under wliich we were suffering would be largely

increased, to the extent of 500,000i. beyond tbe amount at

which Mr. Gladstone had calculated his loss. He exposed
what he characterised as the great faihires of the famous
budget of 1853, which he connected with that of 1860, and
asked why, after these conspicuous failures, the House should

put confidence in a wild and improvident project of the

same financier. Adverting to the state of affairs in Italy^

he put it to the House whether this was not a moment
when we ought to husband our resources, instead

of sacrificing portions of our ordinary revenue. — Lord
Palmi:rston said he was not going to discuss the

extraneous topics introduced by Mr. Disraeli. He recalled the

House to the subject before it—a resolution which» in a short

compass, was one of the most important ever submitted to it.

The motion involved two questions—our commercial relations

with a foreign country and the development of our national

resources at home ; it asked the House to reject summarily
and by anticipation the treaty and the Budget. If we were to-

face a large expenditure, we ought to do all wc could to

increase our resources ; and the two measures were directed tO'

that object, while they would spread over the other countries

of Europe the soimd principles of commercial intercoorse. The
House then divided, when the motion was negatived by 839 ta

223. The remaining business having been disposed ol, the

House adjourned at half-past 2 o'clock to Mondaj-,

Monday.—The ComraeTcial Trtfa^/.—In reply to Mr. Bentinck.

Lord J- Russell said he had not thought it expedient, untif

the question of the treaty with France had been finally

adjusted, to instruct Mr. Buchanan to urge iipon the Govern-

ment of Spain the propriety of making a concession similar to

that to be made by France in favour of the trade and cooamerce

of England,—Mr, Horsman asked whether it was true that &

communication had been received from the French Govern-

ment to the effect that they were not disposed to insist upon the

11th article of the treaty with respect to coah—Lord J. Kvssell-

said that the French Government had made a representation

that if a strong desire was shown not to agree to thelltn

article of the treaty the French Government were prepared to

modify it. To this communication her Majesty's Government ha<i

given a very positive answer, that they neither wished nor pro-

posed to make any alteration in the IHh article of the treaty-

The Beer Trade.—^ir C. Burrell inquired whether ^^^^
the new licensing system, grocers would be allowed w
sell beer-—The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied tnaj

it was not intended that the new licenses should be taken ouc

for anything but wine. No change was proposed with reier-

ence to beer licenses. The Wine i>u(ie#.—The House having

resolved itself into a Committee on the Customs Acts, the

Chakcellor of the Exchequer moved his resolution on the

wine duties. He divided the rei^olution into two parts—the

one having reference to the duties to be levied until the ^^^^^
January next; the other referring to tbe duties to be levied

afterwards. He iiroposed that during the present year the

wine duties should be fixed at 3«. a gallon, and that after the

beginning of next year, the duties shuuld be 1^., 1^. ^-', ^"^

2«. per gallon^ according to the alcoholic test The ordinary

light French wines wcnild thus come in at the \s. duty ;
the

lighter Spanish and Portuguese wines at the 1*. 6d. duty; a»u
the stronger Spanish and Portugue&e wines, and those of the

South of France, at the 2<. duty. The lower duty, he observed,

would apply to all those wines which travellers were in the

habit of drinking with sufficient relish on the Continent.

Various reasons had induced the Government to **^P*^^^^
the simple method of one uniform duty upon wine, and hao
compelled tbein to propose a varying scale of duties. A
uniform rate of 1#. per gallon would have occasioned^ an
enormous fiscal sacrifice ; but there was a much more senouft

reason ~ namely, the relation between tbe duty upo»
wine and the duty upon spirits, and hencti it became necessary

to adopt what was termed the alcoholic test. It had been
objected that an undue preference would be given to wine; but

his answer was that, although the proof spirit contained in

wine was an essential element, it was not the only clement lo

wine. There was a considerable quantity of spirit contained m
beer. The competition between wine and spirits was indirecr.

Therefore, while the Government were obliged to keep down
the duty on the weaker wines to \s., they were compelJed by
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fiscal considerations wbicli they could noi overlook to place a

hieher duty, but as low as they dared, upon wines containing

1 higher degree of itlcohol Then, if they were forced to have a

Varj-ing scale of duty, they had next to consider on what
principle to frame it. In some cases the cd valorem pviuciplo

had been adopted, but no Slinister of Finance would, he

thought, undertake the responsibility of administering the law

under a principle which offered so strong a temptation to

fraud, with such weak and imperfect means of defeating it.

The proposed scale by the alcoholic test, however, had some
reference to value, and the system of classification Iiad been

resorted to in the case of sugars ; but the test in the case of

wine was a more certain one, and there was no fear of fraud.

There was another iQjportant point connected with this

charge,—namely, the drawback on wines. As a general

principle, in his opinion, nothing could be worse than

the allowing of drawbacks upon articles subject to Customs
duties (Excise duties being of a different character); and
although on general grounds there was no reason whatever
for allowing a drawback on stocks of wine, yet it happened that

there were 5=pecific and partial arrangements under which a
claim might be put forward on the ground of good faith- He
therefore propo,^ed to allow drawback to all holders of wine
who had complied with the Treasury minute of 1843.—Mr.
Baillie asked for more explicit information as to the mode iu
which it was proposed to supply the deficiency of revenue.

—

Mr. Craavford believed that the alcoholic test would fail, and
suggested practical difficulties in the way of its application.

—

Mr. Bentjnck said the Chancellor of the Exchequer was not
only about to reduce the revenue without showing how the
deficiency was to be made up, but to take taxes off the luxuries
of the higher classes without attempting to deal vrith those
aflbctiug the labouring poor.—Mr Crossley contended that the
working classes would be benefited by every measure which
increased the demand for our goods, and consequently for

their labour.—Sir E. Ghogan advocated one uniform rate of
duty upon wines.—Sir S. Nohtbcotb and Mr, Woodd spoke in
favour of a drawback-—Mr, M, Mtlxes thought the alcoholic

test the very worst that could be chosen, and that a fixed duty
must be eventually come to* He suggested an amendment of
the resolution in relation to drawbacks.—Mr, Cayley com-
plained that in the correspondence in relation to the treaty, no
mention had been made of beer, and that injustice had t>een

done to the growers of barley and manufacturers of malt.

—

Mr, DoDSON thought that a reduction of the duties on French
wines should have been met by a corresponding reduc-
tion of the duty on Britibh beer imported into France.
—Mr. Ball and Mr. Bass expressed a similar opinion,
—The Chancellor of the Excuequer said that the re-

mission of duty on English beer admitted into France
had been urged during the negotiations, bat it was at once
declared on the part of France that this proposal could not be
entertained. If they bad iusisted on this point they would
have decidedly broken down- For^ in fact, while we now levy
100 per cent, on the cheaper French wines, and should continue
to levy under the new tariff from 25 to 40 per cent., the duty
levied by France on English beer was not move than 16 per
cent.—Mr. Milnes moved as an amendment an addition to the
resolution granting allowance to all wine merchants who
should be able to prove that they had purchased stock within
two years preceding the 10th of Febmary last, contending that
this was but an act of justice to those persons.—Mn Glad-
stone said that what Mr. Milncs called justice amounted to
this—that when a compact was matle between two parties
those who had not observed that contract were to be treated
precisely as those who had. The cost to the Treasury
would bo 600,000^. for the drawback on wine", but it would
not end there. They must apply the same rule to timber to
silk, and to a multitude of other articles affected by the Budget,
On a division the amendment was rejected by 1S3 to 72 The
first part of the resolution tixing the duty at 3.v, was then
agreed to; in the' remaniing part the Chancellor of the
KxcHEQUER substituted the '* Xst of January" instead of the
" Ist of April/' ISOl, for the date on and after which the scale
of duties according to strength shoxild take effect ; and substi-
tuted 18 for 15 degrees, as the rate of proof spirit at which the
scale should begin.—Mr, S. Fitzgerald urged objections to the
scale of discriminating duties upon wine and said the altera-
tion proposed would give the wines of France an advantage
over those of Spain and Portugal-—Sir 8. Northcote and Mr-
T. Earing concurred in this view, and the latter advocated
one uniform duty. — The Chancellor of the ExchjiQuer
reiterated his arguments in favour of a varying scale, and said
that the effect of the alteration would be to give a large
measure of advantage to the wines of Germany, and not to
those of France. After some further discussion, the resolution
was agreed to, aud the Cuah\man was ordered to report
progress. The Ad7mniste7i.nff of PoUon Bill, the Packet Service
(Transfer of Contracts) Bill, and the Medical Acts Amen^hnent
Mill were read a second time,—Mr. Cobbett obtained leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the law relating to the Office of Coroner,
and to provide for the payment of coroners by salary.

Tuesday.— An't\exation of Savo2f a^ut Sice.—Mr. Kinolake
called attention to the rumoureof a proposal to annex Savoy
and Nice to the empire of France, iu order, ho said, to obtain
an expression of the opinion of the House upon that proposal,
and which, he believed, would be unanimous. He read a com-
munication which he had received from Paris last autumn, and
extracts from French papers suggesting grounds for the transfer
—grounds which, he remarked, would have an extensive and
dangerous application. liy the treaties of 1S15 the northern
portion of Savoy (Chablais aud Faucigny) was declared to par-
ticipate in the neutrality of Switzerland ; but if it became a
part of France, what, he asked, would become of this guarantee,
and of the integrity ol Switzerland, which would be jammed
in between two departments of France ? This annexation
would have an embarras&ing effect upon our own freedom of
action, and would unsettle the political relations of Europe-
He referred to the repeated declarations on the part of the
Government of Fiance, prior to the recent war in Italy, that
the Emperor was actuated by no motive of personal ambition
or desire of conquest. At the same time he had, lie said,
received in Januaiy of last year, a communication (which he
had imparted to the British Government) stating that on the
evening before the marriage of Prince Napoleon to the Prin-
c«B Clotilde, a secret arraugement, called a jjacie defamiVe, had
been entered into between France and Sardinia for the
cession of Savoy to France, although Count Walewski
^.^f^^^.}^''^^^^^^ whatever existed

i^ir? . ? ?^ ''*[*- ^'^ *^^^^ ^^"^^ ""'^ arrangement hadbeen come to under which, in exchange for Lombardv theEmperor of the I^ench should possess Sa^oy and Ni'^^^^^

?]nif°'wJ^.^'^.
not been conquered, the contingency had

failed. He protested strongly against the annexation of thetwo provmces, which, if carried into effect, would iu his
opinion, be an open violation of treaties. He concluded bvraovmpnaddrefis for copies of the coiTespondence betweenher Miyestyfl Govenmient and the Governments of the

^^^rV\^'Tl ^"^ ^^^ ^^'%''^ ^^^^^^ iu respect tothe pruposaL—Sir R. Peel, m secondmg the motion observed
that this matter affected the whule Italian questiorand wll ofaich vital impoiUmce that it involved the interests of all

i^^^'S^'
proposal m question being the first attempt to

a^ter the basis of the erntonal arrangements of 1815, the inroadmu?>t be checked with a vigorous hand. There was a stem anddetermmed resolution on the part of the Savoyards to resisttheir transfer to France, the national feehng being, he knew
absolutely antagonistic to the conntction ; it would be in direct

, contravention of the Act of Congress of the 20th of November,

1S15, andwould aflect at once theneutrality of Switzerland and i
sition as simple as possible and not to introduce

of Savoy, And he believed that the feelings of the ' -^^-^^ '^-^ ^. - .
, - -

Italians when they found they had acquired liberty by the
sacrifice of the freedom of other countries would be
feelings of the deepest regret and grief-—Sir G. GitEvdidnot
dissent from the sentiments expressed by the mover and
seconder of the motion. The question, he observed, had justly
claimed a large share of public attention, and was worthy of the
consideration of the Iluuse, which might rightly demand the
fullest information as to the course taken by the Government.
They were therefore ready to assent to the motion, and were
prepared to lay the papers upon the table. He joined with
Mr. Kinglake and Sir R. Peel in deprecating the annexation of
Savoy to France, the consequence Of which, he «greed, might
unsettle Europe.—Mr. Disraeli thought it would be more con-
venient to defer the discussion until the papers %vere before the
House, and should, therefore, refrain from expressing any
opinion upon the merits of the question.—After some remarks
by Mr, Milxes, Mr. !Rowvep«, and 5h\ Warre, Lord J. Russell
said that the Government had no diplomatic information
respecting the family compact referred to, and the fact

of any treaty prior to the war had been repeatedly
denied by both the Govemments of France and Sardinia,

With regard to the annexation of Savoy, he could not but
think that it was a course of policy which the Emperor of the
French woidd hesitate long before he adopted, because it would
produce distrust, and be in contradiction with the magnificent
proclamation he had issued ; because encroachments once
begun would be deemed the precursor of orhers, and excite

number
it was
Having
Disraeli

what had been termed '^fancy franchises," hitherto un-known to the constitution. The total number of electors on
JaV^^^^^^^*;*'^.^ J^t election was 440,770, but from these
30,-05 were to be deducted ior what was called -'scot and lot"
franchises. If, then, the franchise in cities and boroughs
were reduced from a lOi. rating to a 71 rating the increased
number of persona who would be put upon the register
would not be more than about 120,000, But taking the
rating at 6L, the total number of voters in the cities and
boroughs of England and Wales would be 604,240.
making an addition of 194,199, and raiting the whole

to G;]4,909. Such was the franchise which
I)roposed to create under the present Bill-
reviewed the Reform Bill introduced by Mr.
in the first session of 1850, he Eaid that the

Government did not intend to adopt the principle of tctH
disfranchisement, or to dispute the importance of allow-
ing small places to return members to Parliament, They pro-
posed, in the manner suggested by the late Government, to-
take one member each from the following 15 boroughs now
returing two memi>ers, viz.: Honiton, Thetferd, Totnesff,
Harwich, Evesham, Wells, Richmond, Marlborough, Lyming-
ton, Leominster, Ludlow, Andovcr, Knaresborough, Tewkes-
bury, aud Maidon. They also proposed to take a wider range,,
and estimating the population at 7000 instead of (^000 as pro-
posed by Mr, Disraeli, to take, in addition to the above 15, a
member from Ripon, Cirencester, Huntingdon. Chippenham,
Bodmin, Dorchester, Marlow, Devizes, Hertford, and Ouildford.

apprehension; and, finally, because it cmild not tend to ' This would leave 25 seats to be otherwise disposed of. They also
strengthen France, whose security depended upon her own proposed that two additional members should be given to the-
resources, upon the ungovernable spirit of independence and I

West Riding of Yorkshire, and one additional member toSonth
the warlike quaUUes of her people. The extension of her Lancashire, North Lancashire, Middlesex, West Kent, South
frontiers had never been a source of power to France, and was

j

Devon, South Staffordshire, the NorthRiding of Yorkshire, the
not a right or secure policy for her to adopt. The motion was ' Lindsay district of Lincolnshire, South Essex, East Somerset-
then agreed to, Tfie Serpentine.—On the motionr f Mr, Cowper, shire.West Norfolk, West Cornwall, and North Fssex. Four new
a select committee was appointed to consider the means of ,

boroughs would be created under the Bill, namely, Kensington
effectually cleansing the Serpentine.

—

The Municipal Corpora- ^B^'id Chelse*a as one borough, to return two members; and
Hon Mor/gages, <&Cm Bill was committed pro forma, IKinc

|

Birkenhead, Staley Bridge, and Burnley to return one member
Duties.—The Report of the Customs Acts was brought

[

each. Four boroughs now letuming two members would each
up and agreed to, with an amendment s\ibstituting in :

receive an additional member, namely, Manchester, Liverpool,
the resolution on the wine duties the *' 31st of December,

|

Birmingham, and Leeds. The Government had considered the
1S60," for the *' 31st of March, 1861," 3'he Tariff,

The House having resolved itself into a Committee on the
Customs Acts, the Chancellor of the Exchequer explained
the object and purport of an additional article of the Treaty,
which, lie said, provided for the case of commodities imported Oxford and Cambridge enjoyed the privilege of the franchise, a
from abroad which were liable to Excise duties in England.

;

member should be given to the University of London, His
There would, therefore, be a change in the duties on spirits, lordship concluded by expressing a hope that the measure the

proposition that in cases where three members were returned
one should be given to the nunority, and they were prepared
to recommend that such should be the apportionment. They
also proposed that, as the graduates of the Univer<ities of

which he would explain when that resolution came before th^
Committee. He then moved the fourth resolution repealing
the duties of Customs under the Treaty upon certain

articles imported. "Upon the first article, "agates or
cornelians, set," a long discu5sion arose regarding the
construction and interpretation of the Treaty^ its prin-
ciple, and its fairness and equity as a mutual contract
and engagement.—On the next article, "apples, raw," Mr,
BcN'TjKCK complained that small landed proprietors had
been completely ignored in the repeal of the duty upon this

article.—On the article "Corks, ready made, and squared for

rounding," Mr, T. Duncombe moved and Sir F. BAmNQ

outline of which he had tiketcbcd would meet with a favourable,
reception from Parliament and the country-—Mr, Walpole:
said that the more he reflected the more he was con-
vinced that the old distiuction between counties aud
boroughs ought to be maintained to a greater extent-—
Mr. T, DuKcoiiuE expressed great disappointment at the Bill,

especially because it did not include the lodger franchise.—Mr.
AvRTON, Mr, Williams, and other members took objection to
the limited character of the measure. Leave was then given
to bring in the Bill, the second reading being fixed for the-
1 9th inst-—Mr. CABnwELL next moved for leave to bring in tfai>

lieform Pill for Iieland^ which reduced the qualification in

seconded an amendment to add the words "the produce of, counties from 12/, to 10/., and the franchise in boroughs from
countries from which the export of cork wood is free." On a
division, after a long and sharp debate, the amendment was
negatived by 191 to 118.—An amendment moved by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequeb, to insert the words, "the jjroducc

or manufacture of, or imported from France or Algeria," was
agreed to.—The Chairman was then ordered to report progress,

—The Oxfm-d University Bill and the Adrainistering of Poison
BlU passed through committee.
WEDN£SDAV-~-Sj>iri£ D-iitlef.—The standing orders were sus-

pended to enable the Chanckllor nf the Exchequer, in
Comniittee of Ways and Means, to propose a resolution to the
effect that, in addition to the duty now payal^le on spirits dis-
tilled iu the United Kingdom, there should be charged on every
gallon of such spirits at proof, which, ou or after the 1:9th of
February, should be distilled or be in the stock ot any distiller,

or in any diity-frce warehouse, or removing to such warehouse,
the additional duty of Id, The resolution was agreed to. Tlie
Qualifcation for Offices Aholiiio^i Bill was read a second time.

—

Mr, MACKINNON moved the second reading of the MaUers
and Operative* Bill, the object of which, he said, was
to esbiblish councils of conciliation for the anucable
settlement of disputes between ma^sters and workmen.

—

Sir G. Lewis opposed the Bill, on the ground that its machinery
was so impertect that, if passed into law, it could not realise
the expectations of the promoters.^A Iter some discizssion. Sir
M. Peto suggested that the second reading should be post-
poned and the Bill referred to a select committee,— Mr.

8/, to GL It also proposed to give an additional member to the
city of Dublin and the county of Cork, The Seats to be thuft
allotted would be taken from the four English seats which had
been suspended by Act of Parliament. It was not intended to
give any member to the Queen's University in Ireland, as
the number of graduates was not as yet sufficient to entitle
it to that distinction ; but it waa contemplated t<x

remove the disqualification by which Irish pters were
now precluded from representing counties or boroughs in Ire-
land, although entitled to sit for places in England and Scot-
land,—Mr. 3lAci:vuY, Mr. Mon&ell, Colonel Dwkhos, "Mt.

JMaguibe, and other Irish members, protested against the pro-
position to admit InsJi peers, the latter declaring the proposi-
tion to be revolutionary.—I-eave having been given to bring in.

the Bill, the Lord Advocate moved for leave to bring in the
llfforra BUI for Scotland, which proposed to give one of the two
remaining suspended English seats to Glasgow, and the other
to the four universities. It also proposed to fix the occupation
franchise in counties at lOf., the borough franchise at GL, and
the feudal franchise at &L ; to simplify the system of registra-
tion, aboli.'^h the registration courts, and take the valuatirn
roils as the basis of tlie franchise.—After a long and desultory-
conversation leave was given to bring in the BilL The three
Hills were subsc'iucntly brought in and read a first time —On
the motion of Mr. MacKinnon, a Committee was appointed to-

consider the subject of ih"pi/(>ji firtic^CTi AJaUersand Workmen.—
Mn CowpER moved to nominate the Se'ect Committee on the

Mackikxon accepted the duggestion, and the second reading Serpentine,—Mr. Knightley moved to omit from the Committe*i
was postponed for a month, on the understanding that at the
expiration of that period the Bill would be referred to a select
committee. The House then went into committee on the
Adulteration of Food and Prink Bill. The consideration of the
first clause occupied some hour^, and a number of verbal
amendments having been agreed to, the committee divided on
the question that the clause as amended stand part of the Bill,

which was affirmed by IIG to 25. The Spinis (Ireland) Act
Amendment Bill was read a second time. The AdminiHering
Poifons Bill was read a third time and passed,—Mr, Danbv
Sevmouk obtained leave to bring in a Bill to enforce uniformity
in the use of Bcclesiaftical Vestments by priests and deacons of
the United Church of England and Ireland.

Tnvi^'^DAY,—Russia and .v4wJi«n<i.—Lord J, Russell, in reply
to Mr. Stcuart, said that Count Rechberg, the Austrian
Forei^'ii Minister, had positively assured her Mnjesty's Ambas-
dor at Vienna that no treaty oficnsive or defensive had been
entered into between Austria and Russia, Income Tax,—Mr.
Gaknett gave notice that in committee of ways and means, he
will move that the decreased scale of income-tax should be ex-
tended to incomes between 150(. and 500L a year. Tlie Reform
JSiW.-Ijord John Russell, in a very crowded House, moved
for leave to bring in a Bill further to amend the laws relating
to the representation of the r-eople- He disclaimed the wish to

introduce a new coT'stitution, and denied that he liad any in-

tention of interfering with the ancient and glnnous constitu-

tion of the country, under which a spirit of loyalty had been
fostered which exhibited the desire of the people to extend
rather than to destroy it. He proposed to add to the
coiuitv franchise an occupation franchise of 10^ a

year,
" and to take sufficient security that the franchise

should be a bond fide one. With this view no right to vote

would be given in respect of any land or holding apart from a

dweUing-hnuse which should not have some building erected

upon it of the value of 51, A year. With.regard to lowering the

borough franchise, it had been said that when he introduced

the measure of 1S32 he had framed it so as to exclude the

working classes. This was not the fact, although tho tend«icy

of the Bill had been to throw a share of political power into the

hands of the middle classes. But he owned that it was a

rrrcat evil to exclude the ma.^scs of the working classes fi-om a

voice in the return of members to serve in Parliament, He
was of opinion that they ought not to wait for agitation to

remedy this admitted evil; they ought not to wait for the

blaze of Nottingham or Bristol, but rather in quiet and tranquil

times to make those changes which the increased intelligence

and growing wealth and population of the country

demanded. The Government were of opinion, on the

whole, that it would be better to make the propo^

the names of Sir J, Shelley and Lord Fermoy, on the ground
that they were metropolitan members. On a division, tha
House decided by 1T2 to 36 that the names should be retained,
The Commercial Tnaty.—The House then went into Committee
on the Customs' Acts, and the schedule of articles to be,

adnnttcd duty free under the treaty with France was agreed to
from "cotton manufactures'' to "quinine," included"—On
the question that '* silk, millinery, or mauufacturea of
silk, or of silk and any other material, as denominated"
in the tariff/' be admitted free of duty» Sir J, Paxtox
moved a re-'^olution that it was inexpedient to reduce
these duties unless our silk manufactures were admitted inttv
France on equal terms ; but the resolution was inadndssible in
point of form,—Mr. Newdegate declared that the weavers oC
Coventry were to be sacrificed to foreign political arrange-
ments,—Mr. Bright remarked that protection not only en-
feebled the arts, but the minds and reasoning power of th«
manufacturer.—Mr, Ayrton inveighed against the cruelty o2
consigning to misery the classes who subsist upon our silk:

manuficturti, which was charged with a prohibitory duty ixt

France.—T^ie Chancellor of the Exchequer, in answer to
Mr, Newdegaio Mid Mr, Ayrtou, said that the House fovind itseH
carried back to regions and principles which were good for the
total destruction of whiit had been done for the Ifl^t 30 years-
He ap{iealed to the vast imptcvement in our silk nianniacturt/
since the application to it of the principles of free trade as ^
sufficient retutation of their arguments.—.*ir Johk Pakinotok
opposed the clause and eaid that he could noc ::'^nsei:t to i^\m
up 300,000^ of revenue at such a moment as the present.

—

Mr. Ball moved that the chairman report progress, but the
motion was negatived by 233 to 28-—The Comniittee then
divided upon an amendment, moved by Sir J. Paxtok, to add
the words " being the manufactures of, and imported directly

from, any countri' which shall permit the free importation oi
the silk manufactures of the United Kingdom,"^The amende
ment was negatived by 190 to 68, and the resolution waa
agreed to. The chairman then reported progress,

Friday-—Sdroy and Nice.—Ix)rd J, Russell laid upon tho
table the correspondence relative to the annexation of Savoy
with France, In answer to Sir H. Verney, Lord J. Kussell,
read an extract from the Emperor's Speech, and said that
the Emperor had pteviously declared that he did not mean to
proceed to any such annexation without consulting the greiiti

Powers. If the opinion was general and unanimous among the
great Powers that France did not require ^ch annexation, and
that it would create alarm and disquiet to Europe, he should
inter that France would not proceed to such annexatiQn ;

but if the great Fowcra thought it w^as a fair proposition the
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annexation would j-robably take pi ice. The J-ranktiu Bxrpeditionm

—In answer to Sir F. Baring, L.ord Palmkrston said that h
reward of 10,000'- had been awarded to Dr. Riy's espedition,
so thnt there was no fund at present n]ipUcablo to Capt.
M'Clintock and his crew. He considered that a monu-
ment should be erected to the memory of Sir John Franklin,
and ho had no doubt it would be highly gratifying lo
Lady Franklin if Parliament would sanction stich a proceeding'.
—Mr. Disraeli quite concurred with the view taken by the noble
ioi*d.—Sir J. Pakinoton also congratulated his lordship upon
the view he had takeu of the case.

[Left sitting. ]

MoifEY Market, Fbiday.—British Fu>'D3: Con-

sols closed at 94-| to J both for Money and the 8th inst.

;

Bank Stock, 230^ to 229 ; Three per Cents. Reduced,

95|to94i; Kew Three per Cents., 95 to 95| ; India

Stock, 218i ; Indian Five per Cent. Stock of 1859, 104^
to 104 ; Five per Cent, enfaced Rupee paper, 971 to

98^; India Bonds at par; Exchequer Bills, 23s. to 26s.

pm.

—

Foreign : BraztUau Old Five per Ceuta. for Acct.,

103 ; Peruvian Four and a Half per Cents., for Acct.,

93, ex div. ; Russian Four and a Half per Cents., 98

;

-Spanish New Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct, 33f ;

Ditto Passive, 12^ ; Tarkish Six per Cents., 1854, for

Acct., 791; Ditto for 1858 for Acct., 62^ to 62^ ex div.

Botes imued

ISanfe of ffinglauTj.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

4 » » • * f j€28,9S2,7O0 Government Debt .. ..

Other Sfcuritiei .. ..

Gulil Cuiti nnil Bullion .

.

Silver Bullion

^11,015,100
3,45!i,!>00

l-l,47;.700

jW8,952.700

BANKING I>«PABT.MENT.
4;2S.'Jo 2,700

.Proprietors Capital.. ..

Hedt ,

Publif; Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, SavinjfS
Banks, ComDiissioners
of .%at. Debt, and Divt-
deniJ Acrts.)

*Other HepoBits
Seven day and other billl

lat Jay of March, IS60.

3,630,876

V,fin,442
13,7S7,M8:i

701,Ml)

^40,330.741

Government Securities
(inrUuiin'j Dead Weight
Ammitv) ^610,171, 190

Other Securities .. .. 2i,\64,Sin

Notes 8,3it7.390

Gold and Silver Coin .. 6*id^2l

,e40,3;i6.74l

31. HABSHALL, Chief Cashier.

(ffajcttc of t%z mSitxt.
TUKSnAY—BANKRUPTS-'J-Bain:HArx, Manchester, Dyer—7). Cahn,

'3» Lrflilfiilian Street, tity Merckiant — T* Clark, Bradford, Yorkshire,
Piper and Khet Mprchnnt—il. CtHMtRsON, I.OTis:hhorouffb, Leicestershire,

TroTiiiJoii^er and Brazier^J. A- Crane, 7- Kin^ Street, Cheapsiile. City.
Merchant—J. Hebd, Liverpool, Com Merchant— J. LA>fE, 3, Kin^^Und
Place. Khtifsland Hoad, Middlejiex, and 1^9, Threadnot'dle Street, City,

MUiinK J^harc Broker, Healer in Sharea^andConiniia'^ion Agent—J, Mt?^To\,
umior MH^i, New' Bond Street, Middlesex, Manufacturer of Materials for

wax Flower* and Dealer in Alabaster Anielea and Glasa Shades—W,
VlvLum, Brooktani], Kent. Grocer and Draper— E. KFWSTKAr>, Ma^cpieand
HoTV Shoe Ta\em, 1, Bedfonl i^treet, Beaf.ird Hnw. Hoiborn, Licensed
'Virtii&Uer — ^ UooGVUa, North Shield*, Northumbrrhuul, Driqper— J.

9i<^r^i^. l^nmil ll**ath, BimiiiiKhAm, Ketail Brewer,
BaNKKUFTCY ANNULLKD-T. Gi-KSiHih, :i-2, Ilarlcy Street, Caven-

41lkU Smmrv, Bonrdinflj-Houw Keeper.
SCOTCH StAlLiE>^TRA"nONS-W. AtLisoN, Bi^^hoplon, nenfrewMiirf,

Joiner and CartwrixUt— G. Hart. Glasi^OTr, Auctioneer and ComrnKsKion
JHerchant— J. Lai^o, KdinhurKh, Uorse J'culer, PuT^lmaster, and Auctioneer
—B, Sftiv rH, Kdinburjfh, Brew*?f— A. Stkwart, Tar land, Aberdeenshire,
House CarjJentiT and Parmer —J. Tvh^bvj.v, Glnn'xow, Fruiterer—U,
Wai.kcb, Mftinilton, LanarkBhire, Innke^pernnd Coach Prnprieror.
J'RIDAY — BANKKLhTS — J. G, Bkdlll^, Brewood. Chemist — J.

Bbrgkr. Grent T'nver fJ^rrrct, Broker — 'h BiMCKMoaK, Uclliui^tnn,
Somersets hire. BiiiMcr-J. Cmatwi>, Rirniini;}iaTu, Ga» Kilter—G, (^i.akk,

Ashford, Builder—W.C, Gill, Manchester, Money Scrivener— H- Iloans,
Wooburn# Bucktnifhamihire, Bruwer —- T- HotoATR, Bradford, Grocer—
A. JAtoBBOs, Clerkenweil, JewelleP—H. F- Kkmp and W. Skky, Louth,
Lincolntbire, Di»tillera—J. Lowe, Cheltenham, Printer and Publisher—
J- Mi^TORfT, jun,, IW, New Bond Street, Manufrtcturer.
SCOTCH SE(iLESTRATIONS~J. Ckavfoho, Saltcoats, Ayrshire,

Shi|>o*^Tier—J. Darling^ Uunfermliue, Manufacturer—A. Oaa, Dumfries,
Watchmaker.

jWttippolis auD tt^ Uicinttt)

iiisutficient srhctrie. It was quite the duty of the House
of Commons to see into the matter, especially- when
dealing with a park which was one of the greatest

oi'iiamenta of the metropolis. As to himself, he had no
responsibility for that which had beeii done, yet still he
did not think it a good plan, nor should he have ever

thought of adopting such a plan ; but his hands were
tied and he feared there would be some difficulty in

stopping the works now in progress. It will be seen
from our Parliamentary report that Mr. Cowper has

since obtained the appointment of a Select Committee
of the House of Commons to inquire into the best

method of bringing the Serpentine into a wholesome
and safe condition.

r

Presentation op the Feeedom of the City to
Lord Elgin.—On Thursday a Special Court of Com-
mon Council was held, at which the freedom of the
City was presented with great ceremony to the Earl of
Elgin for the important services rendered by him to this

country and its commerce in Canada, China, and Japan.
The freedom was presented in a gold box of the value of

100 guineas. Lord Elgin acknowledged the compli-

ment in a speech of some length, in which he expressed

his conviction that the treaty of Tien-tsin, in spite of

the late events at the mouth of the Peiho river, will

at no distant period be the forerunner of a peaceful

and prosperous trade with that empire of 400,000,000
people.

The Atlantic Telegraph.—At a meeting of the

Atlantic Telegraph Company on Wednesday the report

of the directors stated that the endeavours made some
months back to raise the necessary additional capital

had resulted only in subscriptions to tlie amount of

72,000?, The Board however were disposed to defray

from their own means the expenses of keeping the

company in existence for a further period. A committee
was constituted by the Board of Trade some time back
to report on deep sea telegraphs, and the conclusions

^rived at will sliortly be laid before Parliament. 'The

chairman and oiHcers of the Atlantic Company were
among its members, and had come to the conclusion

that the information acquired was such as to demon-
strate that works of this character were "much easier

ofaccomplishment than the most sanguine have hitherto

supposed them to be." The Board had likewise been

encouraged by these investigations to attempt the

recovery of the old cable and its restoration to working
order. For this purpose 20,000/. would be required, but
a considerable portion of this amount would be repaid

by the sale of the cable which might be picked up. It

was accordingly proposed to* offer the 201. shares

remaining unissued, giving to the subscribers a lien on
the proceeds of all the cable that might be saved, and
the privilege in case of success of receiving gratuitously

another 20/. share fully paid up. The balance-sheet of

the com])any showed the funds in hand to be only 393/.

The total expenditure had been 466,685/. The report

was unanimously adopted, and resolutions were passed

authorising the directors to raise 20,000/. on shares of

20/. each, with the view of bringing the existing cable

again into working order or to recover as much of the

submerged cable as possible.

Opening- of Jsew Westminster Bridge.—The first

half of the new bridge was opened on Thursday after-

noon to foot passengers, and yesterday morning it was
opened for carriage traffic. There was uo public cere-

mony on the occasion.

Church Bates.—A deputation of laymen, headed
by Lord John Manners and 16 members of Parliament,

had an interview with Lord Palmerstou on Friday to

urge her Majesty's Government to re-consider their

determinution not to introduce a measure for the settle-

ment of the law of church-rates during the present

session. Lord John Manners explained the views of the

deputation at length to Lord Palmerston, who stated

in reply that the subject should receive the attention

of the Government.

DESTRrcTivE Gale.—At an early hour on Monday
morning a violent gale of wind broke over the
metropolis and suburbs and continued for several hours,

causing serious injury to several persons, and a conside-

rable amount of damage to the shipping in the river.

The gale in some measure subsided during the night.

during a heavy
she left Malta,

crew were saved

;

David's Head, on her passage from Liverpool to Cork.
She had a crew of about 20 persons, 5 cabin, and 12
deck passengers. Among the cabin passengers was a
son of Mr. Gould, of Cork, a director of the company,
and Mrs. Wigham, wife of the captain of a vessel, about
to join her husband at Queenstown. Of the deck pas-

sengers sis were soldiers j, the others were unknown. As
soon as the ship struck, she parted in three compart-
ments in sight of the people on the shore, who were
unable to render any assistance, on account of the vio-

lence of the storm. Among the persons seen on deck,

whose cries are described as heart-rending, was a female

with four little children, who were clinging to her when
ast observed. Three of the unfortunate persons on
board each took to a life-buoy and jumped into the sea.

Two of them were seen to sink very soon ; the other

was assisted by some spars and kept on the water for

about an hour, but ultimately perished. An attempt
was made to throw a rope ashore, but to no purpose, as

the sea was running so high. With the exception of

the three sufferers who took to the life-buoys, all on
board disappeared with the vessel. The Pomona, screw-

steamer, Captain Penn, master, from Odessa for Lon-
don, laden with wheat, foundered on the 23d ult.,

gale of ^vind, the day after

The passengers and 11 of the

the remainder, 14 in number, were

drowned. The Pomona was a new iron steamer, about

700 tons burthen, and was chartered by Messrs. Robin-

son, of Mark Lane, charterers of the screw-steamer

Ondine, which was lost in the recent collision in the

Channel with many lives. The loss of the Pomona and

cargo is calculated at upwards of 40,000/.

Gbeat Fire in the Citt.—On Monday morning

about 11 o'clock a fire broke out on the premises of

Messrs. Morley & Co., warehousemen, 122, Wood Street,

Cheapside. It arose from an explosion of gas, and

spread with great rapidity. The premises in which it

broke out were entirely burned down and the contents

destroyed, and several of the adjoining houses in Wood
Street and Goldsmith Street were seriously damaged
both by the fire and the water of the engines.

The Public Health,—The Kegistrar-General's

Weekly Keturn states that the sickness which is now so

generally diffused throughout the metropolitan popula-

tion continues to develope itself in a high rate of

mortality. The deaths registered in London the week

that ended Saturday, February 25th, were 1500. In the

corresponding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59 the

average number was 1227, which, if raised proportion-

ately to the. increase of population, will become 1349.

The present return is therefore 151 above the average.

During the week the births of 977 boys and 987 girls,

in all 1964 children, were registered in London. In

the 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59 the

average number was 1738.

i^vobincmU

Ihteenational Exhibition or 1862.—At the
council meeting of the Society of Arts, on the 23d ult.,

the guarantee deed for raising a sum of not less than

250,000/. on behalf of the Exhibition of 1862 was
approved, and the following werenamed as the trustees of

the fund :—Earl Granville, K.G., the Lord President of

the Council, the Marquis of Cliaudos, chairman of the

London and ^orth-Western Kailway, Mr. Thomas
j&ftring, M.P,, and Mr. Wentworth Dllke, commissioners

of the Exhibition of 1851; and Mr. Thomas Fairbairn,

chairman of the executive committee of the Manchester
Art-Treasures Exhibition. On Tuesday a deputation
from the Council of the Society had an interview with
the Pvince Coiieort at Buckingham Palace, to com-
muriicute to his Royal Highness the steps which had
heen tnken by the Council, and to submit to him the
draught of the trust deed.
Telegkajpuio CojiiivNicATioN WITH India.—The

following mess ^ V - been received at the office of the
Red Sea Telegraph :—" We arrived off Maculla this

day, and are about making the splice, which will com-
plete telegraphic communication between Alexandria
and India. All well on board the Imperatrice. The
submarine cable has been successfully laid, and
Alexandria is in telegraphic communioaLiou with the
capital of her JIajesty's Indian possessions." A subse-
quent despatch reports an interruption between Suakin
and Aden (on the Red Sea line), which prevents the i nowhere with greater fury or more sustained intensity

but sprung up again on Tuesday morning, and con-
tinued with 11 '

I

ttle intermission during the whole day.
Several lives were lost chiefly by people being blown
into the river and canals, houses and warehouses were
unroofed, chimney stacks blown down, and trees and
shrubs uprooted, particularly in the more exposed
suburbs.

were in many
considerably delayed. Several collisions took place on
the river, but less damage was done to the shipping
than might have been expected. The crale rased

Babnslet.—At the adjourned inquest on the bodies

of the men killed in the recent explosion at the Old

Silkstone Colliery at Higham, the jury returned the

following verdict:—"We are of opinion that the

explosion was purely accidental ; at the same time, we

earnestly recommend the Messrs. Charlesworth to make

a more general use of safety lamps."

Chatham.—The foundation-stone of the handsome

memorial which is to he erected to the memory of those

officers and men of the Royal Engineers who fell in the

Crimea during the Russian campaign, was laid on

Thursday in this garrison by the Duke of Cambridge.

The cost of the structure will be at least 7,000/., exclu-

sive of the iron work, which will be formed from the

guns taken from the Russians, and given by the Govern-

ment. The whole cost will be defrayed by the subscrip-

tions of the officers and men.
Falmouth.—The foundation stone of the docks and

the Prince of Wales's Breakwater, to be erected under

Pendennis Castle, was laid on Tuesday by Vjscoimt ial-

mouth with great ceremony.

Manchester.—The following letter from Mr. Cob-

den, M.P., acknowledging the recent vote of thanks

adopted by the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, was

received on Friday by Mr. E. Potter, president of the

Chamber:

—

'* Cannes, Prance, Feb. IS, 1S60. My dear Sir —I beg most

eratefuily to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, conve} ing

the thanks of the directors of the Manchester Chamber m
Commerce for my sei-vices iu negotiating the recent Treaty o

If I have been instrumental in pro-

establishment of a complete communication between
Alexandria and India tor the present.

PURIPICATIOK or thk Sekpentine.—A deputation
headed by Sir John SheUey, ^I.P., and Sir M. Far-
quhar, M.P., had an intenlew on Saturday with
the Right Hon, AV. Cowper. the new Chief Com-
miaaiouer of Wooils and Forests to call his attcn-
^n to the bad condition of the Serpentine, and
to the in. '

j^ jy of Mr. Hawkslej'a scheme to meet
the evils complained of. The Chief Commissioner in

»yr admitted that Mr. Hawksley's plan did but meet
" pOTtioa of the difficulty ; an4 was at best but an

than on the heights of Norwood. It was the severest

trial which the Crystal Palace has yet undergone, but,

beyond a few loose squares of glass which were blown
out of the flat roofs, no material damage was done to
any part of the building. The storm was also severely
felt in the provinces, and much damage is reported from
Portsmouth, Derby, Leicester, Nottingham, Birming-
ham, Stockport, and other towns.

Loss OF Two other Steamers.—The Cork steam-
ship Company's iron Steamer Nimrod, of 700 tons and
300 horse-power, was totally lost with the whole of her
crew and passengers on Tuesday morning, on

- . . ..
,
Commerce with France, . ^

On the lines of railway the telegraph posts ; moting this reform in the commercial relations of the i

lany cases blown down, and the trains were *=T^^"^^ \^ ^f ^^^."?"^^fV*'^*'''JS«*'J^ "S^rh^^^^^'' *
to those who ha%'e fortunately possessed both tue P**^*^ Jj-^
the incUnation to give eflfect to my suggestions. It was <>™^
to the readiness with which the English Government maaeij^

financial arrangements for the year subservient to the oDjec

ofthe TrerUv, and to the enlightened appreciation or its "»

portant bei\rings by the Emperor of the French and his
«»;J°^

ters, together with the frank co-operation of Lord *^owIey, t^J
the negotiations were brought to a successful issue. I ^Z
that, after the lapse of a sufficient time for realising the eirecus

ofsvich achange, we shall witness a largo extension of cooamer^^

between these two great neighbouring nations, which ^}^^r'
only increase their material pnisperity, but greatly a^?"*^*,.^

their poUtical and iuoral relations. Pray be the ^^^'""V/of
conveving to the directors the assurance of my *^°^^^_r,
their 'kindness. I remain, very sincerely yours, BiCBAiu^

COBDEK."
. .

St. Helen's.—The colliers employed at the mmes i»

this district have struck for an advance of 10 per cen^

_. ,

on their present wages, arguing that, a» the ni***^'^

St. ' have raised tlie price of coal, they are entitkd to a pro-
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BANK OF DEPOSIT,
Established a, d. 1S44 ; 3, Pall Mall East, Londok, W,

Capital Stock 100,000?.

PARTIES desirous of INVESTING MONEY are
requested to examine the Plan of Tht Gakk qt Deposit,

by which a high rate of Interest may be obtained with ample
secm*ity. Deposits made by Special Agreement may be with-
drawn without notice- The Intere^^t is payable in January
flDd July, Peter Morrison, Managing Director.

Forms for opening Accounts sent free on application,

ESTABLISHED 183 8.

VICTORIA AM> LKGAL jnd COMMEKCIAL
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 18, King William Street,

City, E-C.
The business of Hie Company embraces every description of

risk conuected withX-^o Aesurance.
Credit allowed 6f one-third of the premiums till death, or

half the prenuums for five years, on policies taken out for the
whole of life.

Advances iu conncctiou with Life Assurance nre made on
advantageous terms, either on real or personal security.

William Ratray, Actuaiy^

COMPANY,PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE
Established in 179T-

70, Lombard Sb-eet, City, EX , and 57, Charing Cross^ West-
minster. S.W,

Oetavius E- Coope, F-sq.

William Cotton, D,C.L.,F,R,S,

John Davis, Esq,

Jas. A. Gordon, M.D,, F.R.S.

Kirkman D, Hodgson, Esq.,

M.P.

Hen ry Lancelot Holland,
Esq.

WiUiani James Lancaster, Esq.
John Lubbock, Esq., F.H.S,
Benjamin Shaw, Esq-
Matthew Whiting, Esq,
SL Wyvill, Jun:, Esq., M.F.

This Company ofTers Complete Security.

Moderate Rates of Premium with Pai'ticip^tiou in Four-fifths

or 80 per cent, of the Profits.

Low Rates without Participation iu Profits.

Loans in connection with Life Assui-ance, on approved Se-

curity, iu sums of not less than 500/-

EoNUS OF 1S61.—All Policies effected prior to tbe 1st JVily,

1861, on the Bonus Scale of Premium, will participate in the

next Division of Profits.

RoBEUT TccKER, Secretary and Actuary,

COTTISII UNION INSURANCE COMPANY
(FIRE AND LIFE), 37, Cornhill, London, E.C, ; George

Htreet, Edinburgh ; and Dame Street, Dublin. Established

i324. Incorporated by Royal Charter,
Gof^rttor.— His Grace the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon.

Zomion -Soared—Right Hon. the Eat^l of Mansfield, President,
and Eight Acting Dircctoi's.

Facts and Figures,
Capital paid up, and undivided Profits . , £253,524
Accumulated Life Fund 427,432
Annual Revenue from all sources, upw^ards of 130,000
Amcunt of Life Insurances in force . , , • 2,000,000

Tho New Lifu Policies issued during the year ending
August 1st, 1S59, were 522.

Rums insured thereby £2o2,740 O'

Yielding of New Premiums •. , - 7,814 1 9
The Funds of the Company are securely invested, chiefly

apon Mortgage or Real Securities, and in the Government and
Public Funds.
The next investieration into the Life Department and Decla-

ration of Bonus will be made as at August, 1S61, and parties

taking out Policies before August 1, ISrJO, will participate in

one year's additional bonus over later entrants.

No extra premium charp:ed for Members of Vohmteer or

Rifle Corps, so long as they remain within the Uuited Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland.

Forms of Proposals and Prospectusns, containing all the

Qecessary particulars, may be had at the office, or from any
of the Company's Agents.

37, Cornhill, London, E.C- F, G. SmxH,
Secretary to the London Board.March, 1S60,

Ketos of tlje SHecfe.

In the House of Lords on Monday the Duke of

I^EWCASTLE gave notice that in the event of the

address to the Queen on the subject of the Treaty

T\'ith France being agreed to in the House of

CommonSj he should propose a similar address to

Hee. Majesty iq the House of Lords. Earl Guei'

announced his intention to oppose the address.

On Tuesday the Duke of Ne-\vcastle stated that

as the House of Commons had not sent up the

address on the Treaty Her Majesty's Government

proposed to postpone the discussion upon it in

their Lordships' House until Thursday in next

week. The Karl of ELLEKBOROUGn asked whether
any communications respecting the annexation of

Savoy had been made to the Great Powers by Hek
Majesty's Government, and whether any expres-
sion of their opinion had been invited ? The Duke
of Netvcastle replied that the views of Hek
Majesty's Government had been communicated to

Eussia, Austria, and Prussia, but they had not been
invited to join in any protest against the annexa-
tion, nor had they given any opinion on the subject.

On Thursilay a discussion took place on the private
correspondence which had passed on the Savov
question between Lord Johx Rtjssell and Lord
Cowley. T]ie Marquis of JfocirAyBY, Earl
Geey, the Earl of Mauiesbuby, and the Earl of
ELLE>'EOiioUGn censored the practice of corres-

ponding privately on such important questions

;

and the Earl of Derby expressed liis opinion that,

after the avowals made by the French Minister in

July last, the Government had acted most impro-
perly in suppressing private correspondence and
leading Parliarrent to suppose that the project had
come upon them by surpiiae. The Duke of New-
castle in reply said that there had been no desire

to conceal anything from Parliament ; if there had
been, Parlian:ent would not have been informed
that any private correspondence on the subject had
taken place.

In the Commons on Friday, after an interesting

discussion on the projected annexation of Savoy,

the report on the Customs Acts was brought up,

when Mr. Newj)egate moved, as an amendment to

the resolution relating to silk, that the present

duties on silk manufactures imported into the

United Kingdom be retained until October 1, 1861.

After a short discussion the amendment was nega-
tived by 179 to 51, The report ^^as then agreed
to, and the Committee on Customs Acts was re-

sumed. The resolutions reducing the duty on
corks, hats, gloves, and paper-hangings having
been agreed to, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
moved the new scale of spirit duties. Mr, T. Du:^-

cojibe moved as an amendment that the duty on
foreign spirits be 9s. instead of 85. %d. per gallon.

The mction was resisted by the Chakcellor of the

Exchequer, and negatived on a division hy 191

to 48. The resolution was then agreed to, and the
Chairman reported progress. In the course of

the sitting Lord Palmerston said that although

there was no fund applicable to a pecuniary reward
to Sir IjKOiOWi M'Clintock for his gallant services

in the late Arctic expedition, her Majesty's Govern-
ment would cheerfully concur in a special grant^

if such a vote should be acceptable to the House.

At the same time his lordship expressed his opinion

that a monument should be erected at the public

expense to commemorate the services of Sir

John Fr.\^'IlLIN. On Monday Mr. Byng's motion

for an address to the Crown on the subject of the

Commercial Treaty with France was postponed to

Thursday, after an animated debate on the annexa-
tion of Savoy, in which Mr. Kinglake, Mr. S.

Fitzgerald, and Mr. Koebuck contended that

the House ought not to go further until it had
fuller inlormation as to the intentions of the

Emperor with regard to Savoy, Lord John
Kussell, in leply, protested against these irregular

and irritating discussions. He differed from

the Emperor in his views respecting the annexa-

tion, and was convinced that it would not be per-

sisted iu if Austria, Hussia, and Prussia de-

clared against it. As to the Treaty, they ought to

consider it on its own grounds, as developing the

industry of the two nations, and, by binding thera

in a closer union, preventing the calamities of war.

The House then went into Committee upon the

Customs Acts, and agreed to certain resolutions

repealing and reducing the duties on timber, malt,

and the remaining articles on the list, with the

exception of paper and prints. The Savings Banks
and Friendly Societies Bill, the object of which is

to give depositors an absolute right on the Exche-

quer for the re;iayment of their advances, and to

limit the power of the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer to apply the moneys of these^banks and

societies to ihe payment of deficiency bills without

the consent of Parliament, was read a second time.

The Settled Estates Act (1856) Amendment Bill,

the object of which was to give Sir T. M. "Wilson

power to build around Hampstead Heath, was lost

on the question of the second reading by a majority

of S6 to 43. Ou Tuesday Sir D. L. Evans's

motion for an address to the Crown praying lor the

gradual abolilion of the sale and purchase of

commissions in the army was negatived by a

majority of 213 to 59. In the course of the dis-

cussion Mr. Sidney Herbert stated that the

Government were prepared to give elfect to the

recommendations of the Duke of Somerset's

Commission by abolishing purchase in the case

of all commissions above the rank of major.

On Wednesday Mr. Mil>'E3 withdrew the

Regltration of Voters Bill, on the understanding

thrt the Government intend to introduce a Bill fur

the regulation of the whole machinery of elections.
The Coroners' Bill was referred to a Select Com-
mittee. On Friday Mr. Btxg brought on his
motion for an Address to the Crown in approbation
of the Commercial Treaty. Mr. Baines seconded
the motion. Mr. Lindsay expressed his
approval of the Treaty, and in order not
to endanger it, withdrew the amendment of
which he had given notice in reference to
the differential duties on British shipping. Lord
A. Vane Tempest moved, as an amendment,
the substitution of a resolution declining to express
an opinion ou the Treaty until the House should

be better informed as to the intentions of the

Emperor of the French with respect to the

annexation of Savoy, Sir Hugh Cairns stated

that he should vote for the address as he did not

wish to overthrow the Treaty, though he had
strong objections to many of its details. After

some further discussion, Lord A, Vane Tempest
withdrew his amendment, and the debate on the

original motion was adjourned.

jUtome Xclus.

The Court. — The Queen, Prince Consort, and
the Royal family are at Osborne. On Friday
morning the Prince. Consort rode on horseback with
Prince Alfred. In the afternoon the Queen held a
Chapter of the Order of t\\Q Thistle at Buckingham
Palace. Her Majesty and Prince Consort, accom-
panied by Piince Alfred and Prhicess Alice, afterwards
visited the Floral Hall, Covont Garden. The Prince of
Orange dined with her Majesty in the evening. 'On
Saturday morning the Prince Consort visited the Royal
Exchange, for tlie purpose of ^ inspecting the decora-
tions wliich have been made in tlie interior. He after-

wards visited the Church of St. Michael, Cornhill, and
then proceeded to the Trinity House, where be preakled
at a meeting of the Corporation. In the afternoon the
Queen,accouipLinied by the Princess Alice, took a drive in
an open carriage and four. Tlie Prince of Wales arrived
at Buckingham Palace from Oxford. Iu the evening the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince
of Wales, the Princess Alice, and Prince Alfred, hon-
oured the performance at the Adelphi Theatre with
their presence. The Prince Consort afterwards went
to the conversazione given by Sir B. Brodie as Pre-
sident of the Itoyal Society at Burlington House.
On Sunday morning tier Majesty and tlie Prince dmsort,
the Duchesg of Kent, Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred,
Prince Arthur, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,
attended Divine service in the Private Chapel of Buck-
ingham Palace ; the Rev. T. J. RowselJ, incumbent of
St. Peter's, Stepney, preached the swnion. The Prince
of Orange visited her Majesty in the afternoon.
On Monday morning the Queen and the Princess
Helena rode on horseback in the riding-house of
Buckingham Palace. The Prince Consort rode on
horseback with Prince Alfred. The Prince of Wales
left the Palace for Oxford. In tlie afternoon the
Queen, accompanied by the Princess Alice, took a drive
in a carriage and four. In tlie evening her Majesty had
a dinner party. On Tuesday the Duke de Nemours
visited the Queen. The Prince Consort rode on horse-

back and visited Prince Frederick of the Netherlands at

Clarldge's Hotel. In the evening the Queen and Prince

Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred,honoured tlie per-

formance at Covent Garden Theatre with tlieir presence.

Ou Wednesday morning the Prince of Wales arrived at

Buckingham Palace from Oxford. In the afternoon the

Queen held a Court at St. James*s Pjihice for the recep-

tion of officers of Volunteer Corps, and afterwards held

a Privy Council at Buckingham Palace. The Prince of

Wales who, with Prince Alfred, attended the Volunteer

Court, returned after the ceremony to Oxford. In the

evening the Queen and Piince Consort, accompanied by
Princess Alice and Prince Alfred, honoured an amateur

performance at the Lyceum Theatre with their presence,

i'he Prince Consort afterwards visited the Duke of

Cambridge at his residence in St. James's Palace. On
Thursday morning the Queen and Prince Consort, accora-

panied by the Princes Alfred, Artlmr, and Leopold, and
the Princesses Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, left

Buckingham Palace for Osborne,

The Pbikce of Obange went to Southampton on
Monday, and paid a visit to the Great Eastern. His
Royal Highness afterwards examined, the docks and
warehouses at that port, and then returned to London.

On Tuesday the Prince embarked at St. Katherine's

steam wharf in the General Steam Navigation Com-
pany's ship Concordia for Kotterdam.

Feince FiiEDEBTCE OF THE Nethbblam>s arrived

at Claridge's Hotel on Monday from Torquay, where

the Prince landed about 10 days ago with the Princess

Frederick and her family from Holland. In the

evening his Royal Highness dined with her Majesty at

Buckingham Palace. On Tuesday the I'rince Consort

visited Prince Frederick at Clarid^'e*s Hotel. His^ioyal

Highness returns to Holhind early next week, leaving
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the Princess Frederick and her family at Torc[Tiay for

the benefit of their health.

The Peerage.—The Queen has extended the barony
of Brougham and Viiux, hitherto limited to Lord
Bronghain, to his surviving brother, Mr. William
Brotitrhani, formerly M.P. for Southwark and Master
in Chancery, and to his male heirs.

The Cabinet.—a Cabinet Council was held* on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was
held on Tuesday, •

Order of the Thistle.—At the Chapter of the
Order of the Thistle held on Friday at Buckingham
Palace, the Earl of Fife was duly elected a Knight of

the Order. His lordship then received the honour of

knighthood from her Majesty, and was invested with
the insignia of the Order with the usual ceremouiea.

The Army.—Tlie Colonelcy of the 22d Foot, vacant

by the death of Sir Wm. Napier, has heen conferred on
M.ijor-General Sir John L. Pennefather, K.C.B., and
the colonelcy of the 46th Foot, vacated hy this appoint-

ment, has been conferred on Major-General Geddes.
Lord W. Faulet, at present commanding tlie 1st Infantry

Brigade at Aldershott, is appointed to the command of

the South-vvest District in the room of Sir James
Yorke Scarlett, appointed Adjutant-General of the

Forces. Dr, Gibson, C.B., has been appointed Director-

General of the Army Medical Department.
Parliamentary Moyements. — The Roscommon

Election Committee have reported that Captain William

Goff was not duly elected; that he was by his agents

andproposed " Success to the Volunteer Movement/'
spoke as follows:

—

r

" I must congratulate you all upon tlie earnest desire wliich

the meeting I see before me proves that this movement should
be continuous. It is esRentially necessary that to be of any use
this movement Rhould be continuous There have been objec-
tions made to this movement on the ground that it is aggressive,

I deny that altogether. I say it is a movement entirely of
defence- In former times we reckoned it certain that, with
our wooden walla to defend us, no enemy could come acro>s
the Channel from any quarter of the globe to attack us ; but
the scientific improvements of modern times—improvements
which come upon us so rapidly that we scarcely know what
the next day is going to bring forth—witness the Wliitworth
gun, for instance—lead us to the conviction that for our real

com fort it is absolutely essential that a great empire like ours
should always be in a position of perfect security; that we
should be able to say to all the world, 'Gome if you dare.
Even those who are most 0[.^posed to this movement agree that
not to be afraid we ought to be prepared ; and that, gentlemen,
is just what we wish to be, and just what we are- For my own
part, 1 rejoice exceedingly, and I am sure everybody in this

hall, and everybody in the country, will rejoice, at the proof
which this movement affords, that when the occasion arises,

there is not a man among us who will not come forward to do
the best he can fur the defence of his country. But it would
be a gi'eat error to suppose that because I, the head of the
army» appear at a meeting of this kind, that the army is any
way deticienc for defensive pur]>ose3, Vour function is not to

takethe place of the regulararmy. but to assist it, and I feel sure

that the very best supplement of the regular army will be your-

selves. There is the militia service, for which I have the
gieatest respect. I go down and inspect regiments of militia,

and really when I see the line and militia regiments together I

do not know one from the other- These I call the first reserve
of the army. The Volimtcer force, of which you are the otlicers,

I trust will be the second reserve. As to your organisation, I

may perhaps be permitted to say a row words* Many gentle-

men seem to suppose that all yon have to do is to become good
guiltv of treating at the last election; but that it was

I
shots. There is my friend General Hay—one of the best shots

not proved that such treating was committed with his in the country—who thinks there is nothing like being a good

knowledge or consent. The Dover Election Committee
have reported their unanimous decision that Sir Henry
John Leeke and Mr. Nicol were duly elected j that six

electors were hribed, but tliat it was not proved that

such hrihcry was with the knowledge or consent of the

sittini? members or their agents; and that the allegation

contained in the petition concerning the interference of

a Minister of the Crown wjis not proved satisfactorily to

the committee. The official declaration of the poll at

the Cork election took place on Monday, when Mr.
Peasy, the Attorney-General for Ireland, was declared

elected by a majority of 2279 over Lord Campden, the

numbers being 5674 to 3395.

Law Appointment.—Professor Creasy, Professor of

Modern History in University College and one of the

Assistant Judges of the Middlesex Sessions, has been
appointed Chief Justice of Ceylon.

The VoLlTNTEEEg.—The Queen held a Court on

Wednesday afternoon in St. James's Palace, for the

reception exclusively of oflScers of Volunteer Corps.

The Court wius attended hy the Prince of Wales ard
Prince Alfred, the Duke of Cambridge^ Commander-
in-Chief, her Majesty's Ministers and great officers of

State, and t!ie ladies and gentlemen of the Court.

The officers hotrnn to arrive at 12 o'clock, and were con-

ducted to the Drawing Room, Queen Anne's Room, the

Guard Cliamber, Banquet Room, and other apartments

of the palace, where they wei*e formed into companies.

They were then joined by the lords-lieutenant of their

respective counties or by the Under Secretary of State

for War in tlie absence of the lorda-lieutenant, who
accompanied them to the Thi'one Room, and introduced

them to the Queen, in the following order :

—

J.BTILLEKY : Xorthumberland, Devon, Sussex, Edinburgh,
Cornwall, Midlothian, Norfolk, BaufFshire, Kent, Forfarshiro,
Essex, LancJishire, Cinque Porta, Renfrew. Dorset, Fife,

Glamorgan, Lanarkshire, East Riding of York, Ayrshire,
Gloucester-hire, Pembnikoshiro, North Riding- of York,
Cheshire, Linculnahire, Aberdeenshire, Kircudbright, Inver-
ness, Dumbarton, Ber'.vick-on-Tweed. Cumberland, Durham.
Engixeebs; Mi'ldlcsex, Lamirk.shire. Mounted Rifles : Devon.
Colonial VoLUHTBEBft: St. Helena. Rifle Corps: Devon,
Middtesoi, Surrey, Gloucester, Brecknockshire, Suffolk,

Stirlingshire, Bucks, Glamorgan shii*e. Pembrokeshire,
Derbyshire, Oxfordshire, Cheshire, Wiltshire, Sussex, Ediu-
hurgb, Essex, Lancashire, Leicesterabire, Mid-Lothian,
Northumberland. Renfrewshire. Northaroplonshire, Dorset,
Norfolk, bUiftordshire, BerUshii-e, Inverness-shire, Kent, West
Riding of Yorkshire, Warwickshire, Lincolnshire, Denbigh,
Hampshire, Som'erset, Forfarshire, Cambridgeshire, Shropshire,
City of l^indon, E;i8t Yorfc, Worcester, Hertfordshire, Ferth-
•hire. Kinc;»T'Une8hire. Haverfordwest, Haddington, Car-
marthen, Lanark, Nottinghamshire, Alierdeenshire, Cinqxie
Ports, Monmouthshire, MerioTicthshire, Ayr, Dumfries, Elgin,
Argyll, ( 'i)^;in, Durham, Rtite, North Yorkshire, Mont-
gomery, Carnarvon, Cornwall, Roea-ahire, Radnoi-ahire, Selkirk-
shire, Isle of Wight, Bedfordsh.ii-e, Dumbartonshire, Kirkcud-
brigh,tshire, t-'uc, Xewcaatle-on-Tyne,

After the Levee a diuuer took place in St. James's
Hall, at wliit;li upwards of 1000 Volunteer officers were
present, tl;c aide galleries bein^ crowded with ladies

and with officers who were unable to obtain tickets fur

the dinner below. The Dulce of Cambridge was in tlie

chair, and among the guests were the Lord. Chancellor,
Earl Spencer, Lord Colville, Earl Dudley, Karl Cowper,
Earl de Grv\\ Lord West, Lord Valletort, Lord Elcho,
Hon. Colonel Lindsay, Colonel McMurdo, Lieat-Colonel
Lindsay, General Tremenheere, the Lord ^Tayor, tlie

Lord Provost of Edinburgh, &c. After the dinner, the
Duke of Ciiuibridge, in proposing " the Health of the
Queen " amid loud cheers, congratulated the officers pre-
sent on the reception which they had that day received
from her Majesty. Earl De Grey and Ripon proposed "the
Health of the Commander-in-Clne*-;" and his Royal

shot. He is somewhat an enthusiast on this subject, and to a
( certain extent I go with liim ; but, after all, I have a great
idea that to make a good soldier a man must know his drilL

If you do not know your drill, shooting, in my opinion, is

nearly thrown away. I have heard a good deal of talk about
loose drill; but depend upon it that you must first drill

steadily. Drill steadily first, and then you may afterwards
become loose, degagi riflemen. I have remarked with great
pleasure that this moveincnt is taking root downwards, and
that at our schools the youth are taking their first lessons in

drill. That is the most likely way in which to make this

movement permanent. W^e are often told that we are not a
military nation, and we may not be in the common accepta-
tion of the terra. We have no conscription, for instance; but
produce a country where you could have such a display of
military spirit as this Volunteer movement affords. Agiun, are
not our militia, o\ir regrular army too, all volunteers ? All

—

regidars, militia, :ind Vdhuiteers—come from the eame source.

Arc not all actuated by the same feelings in coming forward,
each in their re.spective services, for the defence of *he
country?" His Royal Highness concluded by payiiifr a high
compliment to the Under Secretary for War, Earl De Grey
and Ripon, for the zeal which ho had shown at the War
Office in all matters relating to the Volunteer Corps.

—

Earl Dg Grey, in reoly, said tlie Government were fully

awate of the difBculties which lay in the way of the success
of tho movement, and were prepared to do everything in thtir
power to meet them. The test of the value of the move-
ment would be its permanency, and the chief requisites for

the permanency of the movement were discipline and drill.

The hall in the evening took place in tlie Nevv Floral

Hall, Covent Garden, which had been specially fitted up
and lighted 'for the occasion, the only decorations used

being wreaths, festoons, and bouquets of white and red

roses, which were displayed with such skill in form and
colour as justified the good taste of the choice. The
doors were thrown open at half-past 9, but the line of

carriages at that hour extended to Pall Mall, and a long

time elapsed before all the company had arrived. Up to a

late hour at uight a stream of visitors continued to

arrive steadily, until the Hall and Opera house, which had
been fitted up as a saloon for the occasion, were thronged
with no leas than between 4000 and 5000 ladies

and gentlemen—the latter predomlnatinir by nearly

three to one. Nearly all the gentlemen were in

uniform, the greater number in that of the Volunteers,

though there were crowds of officers of the Guards,
Cavalry, Artillery, Infantry, Militia, and Navy. Dancing
commenced at 10 o'clock, and during the evening
refreshments were iSlipplied on the stage of the opera,

which was as brilliantly lighted as on a State night.

The basement story under the Floral Hall was fitted up
as a Slipper room, where supper was served at 12 o'clock

to 450 persons at a time. The ball was kept up with
great spirit to a late hour on Thursday morning.

Highness, in returning thanks, said his chief object in
taking the chair was to prove that the army rejoiced as
Much as any other cLiss in the country at the success of
the Volunteer movement. He knew of no better
mamier of proving that thnn by attendin;: there in the
letl coat of a regaUir soldier. His Royal Highnes tlieu

—+

—

Fka>'Ce.—The Moniteur of Saturday publishes two
importarit despatches from M, Thouvenel, the French
Minister for Foreign Affairs; the first being addressed
to the Baron de Talleyrand, the French Minister at

Tarin, and the other to the Count de Persigny, the
French Miuister in London. In the latter despatch M.
Thouvenel declines, on behalf of France, to join with
England in Lord John Kussell's programme for the
settlement of the Italian question. He points

out that, while England
tator of the events which
situation, France has been
and that while England is still free to resume
her position as a mere looker-on, the Emperor
is burdened with the responsibility of the consequences
which may ensue from his armed action. M. Thouvenel
therefore informs the English Government that the
Emperor has taken upon liimself to inform the Court of
Turin what his views and wishes are upon this question.
Austria, he says, having refused the proposal of England,
the Emperor wixs convinced that he could not succeed
in relieving himself of his moral responsibility unless

has been only a spec-

have led to the present

an active belligerent

;

the principle of universal suffrage which constitutes his

own legitimacy becomes also the foundation of the
new order of things in Italy. In the despatch to Baron
Talleyrand, the French Ambassador at Turin, M.
de Thouvenel states the grave situation w^hich has been
created by the late events, and explains the dangers

which would be incurred by Piedmont in over-extending

her territory. He says that " the idea of annexation to-

Piedmont is rather a protest against another great

Power than a deliberate attraction towards Sardinia..

If this feeling did nob appear from the beginning it

would not delay to show itself in the emergencies

which wisdom coinisels Sardinia to contest. People would
not delay to reproach her passionately for betraying

the cause for which she had been aggrandised, and
armed, and she would be exposed to two emergencies,

both equally disastrous—war and revolution/* Tlie-

Emperor therffore proposes a solution having some
chance of being accepted by Europe, and preserving

to Sardinia the full exercise of the influence which she
has a right to enjoy in the Peninsula. His Majesty i&

willing to allow Sardinia to annex Lombardy, Parma^
and Modena, and to become the temporal administrator

of the Legations ofthe Romagna, Ferrara, and Bologna^

exercising his functions in the name of the Pope, but

he objects to the annexation of Tuscany, and proposes

that slie shall retain her political and territorial indivi-

duality. M. Thouvenel maintains that the project of

the annexation of Tuscany reveals a hidden thought of
wi\r against Austria for the conquest of Venetia, and an
inward idea, if not of revolution, at least of menacing,

the tranquillity of the Pope and the King of Naples.

If the Cabinet of Turin will adhere to the solution-

proposed, France will not only support this combina-

nation in a Conference or Congress, but she will also

proclaim that no foreign intervention shall be allowed

to attack it. The Cabinet of Turin is at liberty to

follow another polic3% but France will at no price

consent to assume the responsibility of such a state of

things, but will leave the King alone to rely upon
his own army. In concltision the Minister intimates

that in return for this accession of territoi-y to Sardinia,

"the possession of Savoy and the Corati^ of Nice (saving

the interests of Switzerland) presents itself as a geogra-

phical necessity for the security^of the French frontiers."

M. Thouveuel points out that this would also protect

the interests of Switzerland,^ which France desires to

take into consideration. He'requests Baron Talleyrand

to draw the attention of Count Cavour to this point, in

declaring to him at the same time that France does

not wisli to force the will of the inhabitants, and
that besides the Government of the Emperor
will not fail, when the moment shall appear to

him to have arrived, to consult previously the great

Powers of Europe, in order to prevent false interpreta-

tion of the reasons which direct his conduct.—The
CotistHutionnel publishes an article signed by its chief

editor, M. Grandguillot, explaining the French policy

in Italy. In mentioning the solution proposed in the-

despatch of M, Thouvenel M. Grandguillot says:

—

"If it is not a Sardinian solution it is an Italian one.

Sardinia will possess in Tuscany an ally who will aid her to
overcome the opposition of Naples and Rome, in order to con-

stitute an Italian nation, with the concurrence of all its

nationalities, and not an Italian, king-dom, absorbing every-

thing without considering the essential diflfereuces, the

opposing interests, and the distrust of Kurope."

Spain axd Morocco.—The Madrid journals of the

2d state that the bombardment of Larachc did not

cause so much damage to the town as was at first repre-

sented, the roughness of the sea having prevented the

gunners on board ship from pointing their cannon with

much precision. They say also that the number of

Spaniards killed or wounded was 25, which is also

greater than was at first stated. A letter from the

Sultan of Morocco was read on the 23d ult. in the prin-

cipal mosque of Tangier, announcing his rejection of

the conditions of peace tendered by Spain ; and

also announcing that his Majesty was coming up

to the northern provinces with a large force, declaring

that there was little chance of peace being con-

cluded with the Spaniards, that he had ample funds for

carrying on the war, and would prosecute it, even

though he lost all his seaports. He exhorted all true

believers to rise in defence of their country, and said

that orders had been given to the orderly and well-dis-

posed Moors to put to death all those who, availing^

tliemselves of the confusion of a foreign war to gratify

their appetite for plunder, were a sc-ourge to their own
countrymen and innocuous to the enemy. Acting up to

the concluding announcement of this letter, the Sultan
has dismissed the Arab cavalry who plundered Tetuan,
after being decimated in their flight by the hostile-

mountaineers, and beheaded many of their chiefs.

PoETUGAL.—Accounts from Lisbon to the'27th ult,

state that the Minister of Finance has presented his-

Budget, proposing an increase of taxes, which has given

general dissatisfaction. The Opposition journals ask

how can a Ministry propose an increase of taxes when
the actual President of the Council has not paid a

fraction since 1833, The amount due in taxes by the

Hidalgos, Court, and Nobles is calculated at 380O
contos, or 840,000?. Of this amount 1800 are perfectly

lost; the remaining 2000 contos are not received

through considerations, and it is this that the press-

loudly protests against,

PttussiA.—An important debate took place in the

i Prussian Chamber of Representatives on the 1-st inst.

1 A petition was submitted to the Chamber by 383 inha-
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bitants oK lireelau iu favour of the national and consti-

tutional interests of Italy. In its report the committee
expressed its sympathies for the national cause of Italy

;

it did not conceal the displeasure that would be felt in

Prussia if any intervention took place, but it proposed

to pass to the order of the day, convinced that the
Government would share its opinion, U'hich is that of

the immense majority of the Prussian people. It, more-
over, stated, in support of its conclusions, that no peti-

tion in a contrary sense had been presented to the
Chamber. M. de Vinete made a remarlcable speech
on the occasion, in which he said that he looked
upon everything that strengthened the power of
Sardinia as an advantage for Germany and for Prussia,

not only on account of similarity of institutions, but
because Sardinia ought to be a bulwark against France.
It was fur the same reason that Sardinia ought also to
keep the passes of the Alps. In Austria's own interests
he trusted that Sardinia might become strong enough
to become a bulwark against France, and Austria would
do well to give up Venetia likewise. M. de Schleinitz,
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, in concluding the
debate said :

—

It la greatly'hi the interests of Europe that Italy, which fs
an important member of the Confedenition of European States,
should obtain not only a pacification de facto, but a legal and
regular position. Prussia will never refuse her efforts to pro-
cure BO desirable an end. Our moat important task must be to
prevent new complications from arising between the great
Powers, and a new war from bursting- over Europe."

AuSTEiA.—To inquiries made at Vicuna by the
representatives of some foreign Powers the Austrian
Government has replied that, its interests not hfing
directly aftected by the annexation of Savoy to France,
it would observe on this question the same passive

conduct which the great Powers exhibited at

the time of the last war iu Lombardy, and that
Austria will not protest against the annexation
of Savoy.—An Imperial patent was published on
Tuesday, ordering the augmentation of the Imperial
Council by extraordinary Councillors, who arc to be
assenibled periodically. The Emperor himself will

appoint for life as members of the Council the Arch-
duke?, the clerical dignitaries, and some distinguished
persons belonging to the civil and military branches.
The provincial Diets are to propose 38 members, subject
to the approval of the Emperor, who will choose every
member from a list of three candidates presented by
the Diets. Tlie members will take their seat in the
Council for six years, 'ihe following are the subjects
which will be submitted to the discussion of the
Council:—The budget, the examination of the balance
of public accounts, the demands of the Commission
for the public debt, and important projects of
general laws. The Council will have no initiative in
the discussion of the wishes of the provincial DietF.
The Ministers and the heads of the public central
offices are entitled to take part iu the discussions of the
Council, The arram^oment of the rules for transactincj

the business of the Council is reserved. The Councillors
are to have no alliwances from the Treasury. Another
Imperial Ordinance convokes the assembly of the
Councillors for the month of May next, in order to

examine the Budget for 1861, for which purpose and
for the active preparation of the establishment of the
provincial Diets the Emperor will call competent men
from all the provinces.

HuNGAKT.—The Evangelical community have unani-
mously refused to submit to the Imperial decree of the
1st of September, and to the Ministerial ordinance of
the 2d of September.

EussiA.— Tlie JoKrnal de St. ^etevibourg gives an
official denial to the statement relative to an alliance

between Russia and Austria.

Itaxy.—Count Cavour has given bis reply to the
French Government on the subject of the settlement of

Central Italy, bringing forward the motives wliich

prevent the Sardinian Government accepting the

counsels given, and requesting France to agree

to the annexation, should the inbabitiints confirm it by

their wishes. He admits that if no more sliould be
obtained at this moment than that" which the Emperor
of the French is prepared to guarantee, a great deal

wdl have been accomplished for Italy. He tells the

Emperor that some short time since the proposition

now made would have hecn possible, and even satisfac-

tory. But that time is now p:tst. The King of Siir-

dinia, while acting under the counsels of tlic Emperor
of the French, has become identilied with that
Italian party which will accept no compromise
with the principle of the fusion of all the
btates of Northern and Central Italy.
Cavour therefore declares that what

Count
13 now

demnndcl of Surditiia is an impos.sibdity. He says that
if he v^ere to attempt to give efiect to this policy he
would immediately lose his power as a Minister; nay,
he even avers that if the King, his master, were to
espouse this French scheme, and were to attempt to
consolidate his kingdom upon the plan proposed to him,
he would cease at once to be the chosen King of the
Italian people. As to the Vicariat over the Romfigna,
he objects that it would be satisfactory neither to tlie
people of the Romagna, nor to the King of Sardinia, uor
to the Pope. In regard to the question of Savoy, he
reserves it for separate treatment but with respect to
Tuscany Count Cavour, undeterred by the threat of
France to withdraw from the contest and to leave Sar-
<linia aWne to contend against Austria and Naples,

boldly accepts the position on behalf of his country,
and declares that if the Tuscans siiould persist in their
desire to annex themselves to Piedmont, the King of
Sardinia is resolved to accept them as liis subjects.

The count says :

—

" Whatever toay he the reply returned by the States of
Central Italy, the King's Government at once declares that it

will accept it xmconditionally. If Tuscany declares for the pre-
servation of her self-govcntnient by means of the formation of
a State distinct from Sardinia, not only will it not oppose the
realisation of this wish, but it will frankly aid in overcoming
tlio obstacles which suuh a solatiun might encounter, a.n(l

obviating the inconvenience that may follow from it. It will
act in like manner with respect to the Romagna and to the
Duchies of Parma and Modeiia. But if, on the contrary, these
provinces again manifest in a clear manner a wish to be united
to Piedmont, we cannot any longer oppose it. Indeed, did we
wish to do so we could not. In the present state of public opinion
a Ministry who should refuse a second demand for annexation,
sanctioned by a second popular vote on the part of Tuscany,
would not only no longer find support in Parliament, but would
soon be overthrown by an unanimous vote of censure. In
accepting beforehand the contingency of annexation, the
King's Government takes upon itself an immense responsi-
bility. The formal declarations contained in the despatch of
M. Thouvenel to Baron de Talleyrand, render, it is awnre, the
dangers much more serious which it may produce. If it do not
recede before them, it is because it is convinced that by rejec-
ting the denmnd of Tuscany, not only the Cabinet, but King
Victf^r Emmanuel himself, would lose all influence and all
moral authority in Italy, and would probably be reduced to the
alternative of governing by force."

The Oplnione of Turin affirms that in a note of the
2d inst., relative to Savo}', Count Cavour expresses

the attachment of the Government of the King to his

provinces; but, at the same time, true to the principle

which he supports in Central Italy, declares his inten-

tion to in^errogate the population in a manner to

be established by Parliament, reserving the questions

of the frontiers and guarantees to be given to Savoy.
Count Cavour has also addressed a circular to the
diplomatic agents of Sardinia abroad, dated the 21st
of February, calling their attention to the cir-

cular of M. vou Bissingen, which orders a forced enlist-

ment into companies of penitentiary discipline of all

Venetians who should appear hostile to Austria. Count
Cavour points out that the elasticity of this expression

allows the whole male population to be classed in this

category. He thinks proper to draw the attention of
the Austrian JMinlster for Foreign Affairs to the pos-

sible consequences of such a state of things in Venetia.

Accounts fromNice state thaton the octiasion of the anni-

versary of the promulgation of the Sardinian constitution

maniftstations were made by the Piedmontese party in

the Italian Theatre. Very ^^s'f per.sons were present,

and those in the boxes remained silent. A demonstra-

tion also took place in the French Theatre, where the
population of Nice demanded the " Ode Napolconiemie "

and the " Reine Hortense," which were performed amid
enthusiastic applause, and shoutsof" Yiva VImperatore V^
*' Viva I'Aunezzioiie .'" The aituationof the country is very

annexation. Soldiersenlistedin Austria continue to arrive
in the States of the Church and in Naples.
TuEKEY.— Sir Henry Bulwer will shortly leave

Constantinople for Kngland on family atiairs. The
Western Powers have made proposals to the Porte to
assist in the maintenance of its rights in Servia and
the Dauubian Principalities should any complications
and an armed intervention take place there. It is

stated that the Porte has requested a treaty of alliance
with them for certain emergencies.

I^DIA.—By the arrival of the Bombay mail we have
accounts from Bombay to the 11th of February. The
following are tfie details:—

Uvibaila.—Lord Canning held a grand durbar in Umballa,
at noon, on the 19th January, at which the Maharajah of Put-
teealah, the llajali of Jheend, and a large assemblage of other
princes and nobles were present. The scene is depcribed as
having been very grand and impressive. In the afternoon
there was a grand review, in which the 7th Hussars, 6th
Dragoon Guards, a troop of Royal Artillery, a detachment of
the 85th Foot, the 87tli Royal Irish Fusileers, and the 27th
gnniskilleos, with several native regiments, took part, after
which Lady Canning presented new colours to the S/th. In
tlie evening a ball was given by the officers of the Enniskiljens,
and the camp was to break ground again for Lahore on the
2M of January. It was said that Lord Clvde would accompany
the Governor-General to Peshawur, where Dost Mahomed is to
be received at a grand durbar.

Hyderabad..—A serious disturbance has broken out in the city
of the Nizam, such as has not been known there for several
years past. It was caused by the determination of Meer Futteh
Ali, uncle of the present sovereign, to obtain possession of a
house and garden within the jurisdiction of the English
Kesidency, and was not suppressed until four men were killed.

Beyt.—The object of the expedition sent against the
Wuzeerees has been accomplished, and the murderer of the
late Captain Mecham has been surrendered, and was taken
into Bunuoo on Jaimary 22. He had been slightly wounded
by his captors, and was removed on a charpoy. He h;i3 con-
fessed to having been the chief agent in the mui-der.
NepauL~lt is reported that Jung Baliadoor has surrendered

the ilegum and her son Burjees Kadr unconditionally, without
any stipulations for their maintenance, and that they have
arrived at Gonda, and will be sent on to Luckuow. Should
this news be confirmed there is no longer any rebel leader in
the field in Nepanl.

Catcv.tta.,~-'X\\<i Right Hon. James Wilson arrived in Calcutta
on the 24th Januaiy, and on the following day a Council was
held at which some important financial qutsiicns were dis-
cussed. It ia understood that the question of a paper circula-
tion is under consideration in the form of a Goverament note,
bearing a small interest, which would, it is stated, meet the
views of the natives on the subject.

Bovibait.—The Government has notified that the Five-and-a-
Half per Cent. Loan is closed in the district, trc;\.suriea. It is

limited to 80 lacs of rupees in cash at Bombay and Madras
respectively ; the balance is to be subscribed at Calcutta. Tha
ylst Regiment was to embark for Cluua on the 16th and lOtU
of February. The 3d Native Infantry was expected from Was-
sund, and was to embiuk on the I6th and I7tli of Fubrnuiy,

PoLT^'ESIA.—There has been another Polynesian
massacre at Rubiana, one of the Solomon group. The
schooner Pttarl, of Anitceum (formerly a well-known
yacht in Sydney harbour), has been captured and burned
at that island, and her crew, eight in number, besides

. . , , , , 1 ,- , , .
the captain, have been killed and eaton. Au attempt

critioal.-A decree has been published at Florence con- .^as made to capture the Clarence Packet, by which
yoking the Tuscan people for the llth and 12th of Marcli this news was brought. It n jis understood, also, that
mordertovote, by universal suffrage and balot, on the a similar attempt was to be made upon tlie cutter
two follownig pro])Osals :-Annexation to Sardinia, or a^ Qberon. Two men, left on shore from that vessel, had
separate kingdom. AU Tuscans being 21 years of age,

and enjoying political rights, are entitled to vote. A
decree of the Government of Komagna also CidU
together the inhabitanta of the JF^milian provinces tor

the llth and 12th of March to vote hy ballot and
universal suftrago on the two proposals, annexation to

Sardniia, or a sepi^rate kingdom. In his proclanuitiou

convoking the Parliament the Governor reminds the
people of what they owe to the Emperor, not only for

aiding them during the war, but also for securing the
provinces from foreign intervention, and says, that

Kurope is convinced of the impossibility of the re-

establishment of the former dynasties. That which pre-

occupied the minds of the electors during the last

t^ection of the National Assembly has disappeared. He is

now therefore goingagain to solemnly consult the national

will,audhe wishes the votes to be given with freedom and
sincerity. The ^O/ii^oreofBologna states tliat the electors

persist in demanding annexation. It is stated that the

Austrian Government has received positive information

from Bologna to the effect that the troops commanded
by General vStefanelU insist upon returning to Tuscany.

Many soldiers of this corps d'armee have deserted to the

Pupal territory. Advices from Kome confirm the state-

ment that the communication presented by the Almoner
of Victor Emmanuel to the Pope announced to his

Holiness that the King of Sardinia would, perhaps, be

under the necessity of occupying theUmbnan Marclies,

the population of which do not cease to demand the

annexation of their country to Piedmont. The Pope

replied immediately, expressing his surprise and grit-f,

and threatening the King of Sardinia with excommu-

nication. Eight students of the University of Home
have been expelled, and the Prt;latc Itector has been

dismissed. Anotlier disturbance has since taken p'nce

among the students, who have demanded tlic re-admis-

sion of the eiglit who had been expelled. General

been muvdtred, and the plan was to decoy the master
of the Oberon on shore, under the pretence tliat these
murdered men wished to see him.

United States.—The 136th anniversary of the
birthday of Washington was celebrated at Washington
on the 22d ult. by the inauguration of an equestrian

statue of the deceuseel statesman. At New York, on the
17th nit., there was a large and enthusiastic meeting at

the City Assembly Kooms, for the purpose of expressing

sympathy \yith the cause of" Italian independence.

Addresses were delivered by several promintuit Ameri-
cans, and letters were read from otliors giving their

warm adherence to the objects in view. The principles

urged in the Napoleonic pamphlet of "Le Pape et le

Congrfes " were enthusiastically endorsed, and the

rights of Italians to independence of the Roman
See were unanimously asserted and ably vindicated.

A mass o£ otlicial correspondence from Secretary

Cass to the Ministers of England and France at

Washington, touching the rights of neutrals on the

ocean, and relative to the Atritau blave trade, is pub-

lished in the New York journals. The K^-w Orleans

cori-cspondent of tlie New York Herald gives an out-

line of a scheme for the acquisition of Slexico; and
states as probable that General Ilouston is ^low e\% route

for Kio Grande backed hy a large force of Texans, te

carry the* scheme into execution. The Governor of

Kansas had vetoed the bill abolishing slavery, but the

I^egishiture had brought up the BiU again, and would
probably pass it.

IJailiamenn

HOUSE OP LORDS.
FiUDAT.—JA< I'tfonwrtrj/.—Earl Dz G|ifir h.iving stated iu

mit. The Papal Government has prohibited commerce
[
p^uded money in crotchets, jobs, and abams. and would

bv transit between Ancona and the Romagna. The i tave the effect of impairinfj the defensive rijsources of the
J , , . 1 J „j „ «*--«if orro'iMot- tl.ia inpii;nrp countrv.—The Duke of NcwcASTLF. denied that the efficiency
merchants have lodged a protest agamst this

^fZ' 1 of Uie yeomanry would be impaired by the iiuero/ n of a
Agitation prevads m the Marches; the landed pro-| ^^. ^^^^ -^ reply to Loni Derby, said that he hadnodoubt

nnetors reluse to pay taxes. Thousands of citizens are
; ti^^t if application were msde to the Treasury by the War

signmg addresses to the great Powers In favour of the Department the same ciamptim would be allowed the leo-
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lurmry in regard to horse duty as bef re-

—

The Probate <ind Ad-
ministration (India) Bili was read a tliir i time and passed.
Monday.— r/i^ CoDunercia! Treaty.—The Duke of Ne-vvcastl^

stated the course the Government intended to piirsue with
reBpcctto a vote of the House in reference to the treaty of
commerce ^ith France- He said that if the address should be
agreed to by the Commons he should propose to discuss it on
Friday, but if the debate in the Commons were adjourned, to
postpone the discussion to Monday.—Earl Grey aonounccd his
intention to oppose the address- The lace Trade.—Lord
Shaftesbury presented a petition from 10,000 persons in
Nottingham and its neighbcurhrod, praying that the lace
trade shouldbe brought under the operation of the Factory
Act, He pointed out the lamentable consequences which late
hours and want of i>arental control at night had upon the
morals of the children, as well as on their physical condition,
and concluded by expressing his intention to bring in a Bill to
extend the Factory Act to the lace trade.—The Duke of New-
castle believed there would be no opposition to the proposed
Bill if the smaller manufacturers were dealt with carefully, and
if the new systenn were introduced gradually, T/t€ Sfock
Sxchavge Companies' (lSQO)mU was read a third time, and the
Ailministration ofPoUon^ Bill was read a second time.
Tuesday.—The Marquis of Clanricarde moved the second

reading of the Dwellings of Labourers (Ireland) Bill, the object of
"Which is to give tenants for life power to rai^^e money *or the
purpose of building better dwellings fortlie labouring poor.

—

After some remarks from Lord Eedesdale, the Bill was read a
second time.—On the motion of Loid CHfjLMSFonD the
Attorneys' atid Solicitors' Bill was read a second time.—The Earl
of Ellenborocgh called attention to the omission of any refer-
ence to the other great Powers in the correspondence with
France relative to the Anntxation of Savoy. lie felt bound to
prote^st, in every way, against such an infraction of treaties
as waa involved in the annexation of Savoy, and wished
to know whetiiLr the views of her Majesty's Government
bad been commimicated to Russia, Prussia, and Austria,
with the object of invitmg their co-operation against
the annexation—The Duke of Kewca&tj,e said that the
despatches of Lord Cowley refening to the matter, dated
Jan. 2S and Feb, 13, bad bctn communicated to the three
Powers, but they had not yet been invited to join in a protest-
The Commeixia I Treaty.—The Duke of Newcastle gave notice
that he intended to move an address to the Crown on the sub-
ject of the treaty on Thursday the 15th.—The Marquis of Clan-
HrcARDE presented a petition against the Grand Canaly Midland
Great Western^ a7i€l Great SoiUhtm and Western Saihroy Companies
(Ireland) Bill, and saiil tliat the amalgamation bad been carried
80 far as to make the Bill a public and not a private measure.
—Lords LvcAN, Montfagle, Redk^^dai-e, Shei^trne, West-
heath, and Stanley of Aluerley concurred, and suggested
that there should be some public department to advise the
0overnn:]ent on such Bills as this, the real object of which was
not apparent from the title.

Thcksday,—Annexation of Savoy.—The Duke of Newcastle,
in reply to a question from Lord Carnarvon, said that in addi-
tion to tl.c imblic despatches a good deal of private correspon-
dence hnd passed between Lord J. Russell and Lord Cowley,
on the subject of the annexation of Savoy, but these private
letters did not in any way alter the complexion of the case as
it appeared in the public documents.—The Marquis of Xor-
Kanby deprecated private commimications on such a serious
subject-—Earl Grey took a similar view, and contended that»
if this practice were allowed, the control of Parliament over
the executive would be gone.—The Earl of Malmesbury ad-
mitted that correspondence of a delicate nature with foreign
Courts could not be carried on without occasional
resort to private letters, but he thought Lord John
Russell bad g<»nc beyond the ordinary limits on this occasion,
-^The Eart- nf Ellenborough said that when private cnrrcs-
pondcnce did take place it ought at luu^t to be left in the
Foreign Office, as a record of what had passed,—The Duke of
I^'ewcastlk said there wa.s no dcsiro tu conceal tbc fact that
such a correspondence had taken place.—The Earl of Derby
said there wa-s a third partj to be c<»nsidered in the matter

—

the French ilinister, who had from the first informed the
English Government that, under certain circumstances,
Savoy would be demanded. But the Govei-nment had sup-
pressed this f^xct, and had most improperly led Parliament to
belicvo that the jntelligenuc had come upon them by surprise.
Fhiday,—^j^air^ of /M?y,— The Marquis of Normanby

moved for a copy of any instructions addressed to her
Mnjcsty*s charge d'affaires at Florence, directing him to impress
upon the Provisional Government the duty of abstaining
from any arbitrary acts calculated to destroy all freedom
of action in connection with those fresh elections which her
Mfkiesty*H Government had thought proper to recommend. He
complained that her M-'ljesty's Government had, very shortly
after the ptace, dropped the mask of neutrality^ and assumed
the attitude of partisans. [Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
FniDAY- SbroT/ nn^' A'lc^—In answer to Sir H. Veeney» Mr-

Cochrane, and ISir J. Wai^-h, Lord J- Russell stated that her
Majesty's Government hadni* knowledge ofany treaty between
France and Sardinia on the svibjectof the annexation ofSavoy to
the former State, and did not believe that any such treaty
existed. The Emperor had already dcclarc<l th:it he did not
mean to proceed to any such annexation without ccmsulting
the great Powers

; and if the opinion was general and unani-
mous among the great. Powers against such annexation,
ho should infer that France would not pioceed with it.
With regard to the views of her Majesty's Government, they
were contained, be said, in the papers he bad just laid upun
the table.—Sir E- Peel raid that the reply of the noble lord
^as very far frcm satisfactory. It was evident, from the
•peech of the Emperor of the French, that he was firmly
re?^r>lvcd, in spite of the other Powers of Europe, to appnipriate
to himself the province of Savoy. Alrer-dy the debate on Mr.
K:npUike*8 motion, on Tuesday last, had nroduced sn extra-
ordinary effect in Paris, and it was currently reported that the
Emiwror had declared that, after all the sacrifices he had
made, political and commercial, for the sake of England, be
bad gained nothing in return but the support of MonsiVur
Wihics, The hnn, baronet then refcrrcfl to a discrepancy whicrh
he deemed of much importance, in the original text of the
Empcror*fl speech, ns puMisIiciUn different English joumals
and, nfter a strong denunciation of the project, asked for more
explicit information upon the subject of the annexation,—Mr
BiUGHT wished to knuw what Kir R- Feel proposed should
be done in the case- These repetitions of inquiries, he
•aid, tended to create greater conii>Iications in a matter of
thki nature. The language of Sir B. Peel was as extmvapantM If Europe and England itself were on fire, and he strove not
to suppress it, but to make it hotter. We could not prevent
the annexation of Savoy to France, which he was informed the
people of the

i .
ince desired ; but we might embroil ourselves

vntli trance. He would never have recommended or pronioted
the annexation; but -'Perii^h Savoy," he would say, rather
than that House shoidd involve the Government in a war with
jrance m a matter in which we had no interest wbaterer—i^M J. JfAXNEBs denounced Mr. Bright as a French advf^cate,wiM>« opinions, he trusted, were not those of the Goveniment
n^ !!?* '^^ ^^' ^^^y "^^^^ ^^^ ^^"^ of the country. Mriinght would b« cquallv nady when the time came to defend
^« finn^ation of Belgium and the Rhenish provinces —iirJin-NU denied that tiie Savoyards were generally hostile to
Mfcoexatinn to France. He believed, on the c-ntrarj^ that they

would prefer joining a country using a ianguiige similar to their

own, and sharing in their own general ideas of polity, to
making such an alliance as that to which Sir R, Peel had
referred. Such an annexation might, bethought, becarriedout
without disturbing the peace of Europe.—Lord John Russcll
said he could not but think that the intention of the Emperor of
the French was to consult the great Powers of Exirope before
proceeding to the annexation of Kavoy. He owned that he
differed from the Emperor as to the effect nf the severance of
Savoy from Piedmont- He conceived that the annexation of
Savoy to France^ and the occupation by the latter of the passes
of the Alpt?, would he more threatening to Italy than their
occupation by Sardinia could be to France- With regard to
this country he was far from desiring that Parliament should
not pronounce an opinion upon the mutter, but be deprecated
these angry diPcnssions, and the imputation of bad moiives to
a friendly Sovereign, as calculated to create bad feelings, not
only between the two Governments, but between the
two nations. In consequence of the Emperor not
having referred in his speech to the wishes of the people of
Savoy, Lord Cowley asked Count Thouvenel whether there was
any change in the sentiments of the French Government upon
that subject, and the answer was that the Emperor wa.^, as
before, determined not to attempt the annexation without con-
sulting the wishes of the Savoyards themselves. With regard
to the two versions of the Emperor^s speech which had
appeared in this country, he thought the better covirse

would be not to form an opinion on the subject
until the text of the Moniteur could be referred to.

A^^airs of ItaJy.~The O'DOKOQHtE asked the First Lord of the
Treasury whether be had received an address from certain
Catholics in Ireland, calling upon him to interfere in the afiairs

of Italy, wnth a view to the full and complete restoratfon of
the Pope's authority.—Lord Palmekston said he had received
puch a memorial, but it was well known that the intention of
her Majesty's Government was that the Italians should be left

to settle theirown affaire without foreign interference or control.
The Franliin Expeditimi.—In answer to Kir F, Baring, Lord
Palmerston said that it was impossible to speak too highly
of the courage, perseverance, and devotion of Sir L. M'CHntock
and his brave companions, not less honourable than if they had
been exhibited in a field of battle. . At the same time, others
had displayed the same high qualities, whose services, though
they had not been so successful, ought not to be forgotten,

A motion, it was true, had been made in the House,
calling upon the Government to undertake a further
expedition for the search of Sir J. Franklin, and ho
never acted more at variance with his own feelings than in
declining, upon public grounds, to accede to that motion. A
reward of 10,000?. had been ofTercd for the discovery of the
remains of Sir J, Franklin's expedition, and the whole of that
sum had been awarded to Dr. Rae, At the same time, if it

was the opinion of Parliament that it was a fit occasion for a
special grant* her Majesty's Government would not- refuse to

carry into effect a vote of the House of Commons in
favour of Sir L. M'CHntock. He considered that a monu-
ment should be erected to tho memory of Sir John Franklin,
and he bad no doubt it would be highly gratifying lo
Lady Franklin if Parliament wuuld sanction such a proceeding,
—Mr, Disraeli quite concurred with the view taken by the noblo
lord.—Sir X Pakinoton also congratulated his lordship upon
the view he had taken of the caso. On the bringing up of the
report upon the OKHtoms Jets, the discuFsion relating to the
several items in the resolution passed in ConimitTce on Thurs-
day was renewed, in the course of which the Chancfixoh of
the Exchequer pave some details on the subject of the Cor^
Tradtj showing, he taid^ that freedom of trade was absolutely
required for the beneHt not only of the public but of the work-
men. In the article of SUic Manu^actui'es, Mr. Nkwdeoate
moved an amendment, the object of which was to retain the
present duties xnitil the 1st of October, 1S6L This amend-
ment re-opened the whole question of the policy of abandon-
ing the duty upon foreign silks without a corre^pondim; con-
cession in favour of British silks.—In reply to appeals for a
stipulation in the future convention to remedy this inequality,
the Chanceijx)r of the ExcHEQutR said he felt that, when
once a country like France look such a step as she had done
in the patii of free trade, depriving her protected interests of
protection, tho future steps in the same direction would be
comparatively easy- On a division, the amendment was
negatived by 179 to 51. The report was then agreed to. The
House then went into Committee upon the Customs Acts, and
proceeded with the remnining resolutions.—Mr- T. Duncombf.
moved that the duty on Foreign Spi^nfs be 9s, instead of 8j*- 6d.
thegallon.—This amendment was resif^ted by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, and, after a long diRcussion, was negatived
on a divi*^ion by 191 to 43. The resolutions were then ordered
to be reported.
Monday,— The Tfhiticortli and Armstro^^g Giins.—Tn reply to

Mr. H. Baillie, Mr, S. Herbert said that nothing could be
more satisfactory than tho trials which had taken place with
the Whitworth gun; but that, though its range was greater
than that of the Armstrong, and the aim nearly as accurate,
still, the difference between the two weapons wjis not so great
as to warrant the Government in discontinuing the mann-
Picture of the latter. It was, however, intended, as the more
satisfactory course, to have a trial of both guns at Shoebury-
ness.— Sir H. WiLLornnBY inouired whether the Chief Com-
missioner of Works had any control over the expenditure of the
Metrapohtan Board of Works.—Mr. Cowper said he had no
power of interfering in any way with their proceedings.—Mr.
Massey (Chairman of Committees) brought up the report on the
resolutions of the Cv^toms Act* Co7umitlee, which was ngrecd to.

The C<mimercial Treaty,—Lord J. Russeli* stated, in reply to a
question from Mr. Hankky, that the provisions of the French
treaty did not apply to any colony of France except that of
Algeria, but he hoped that no long time would elapse before all
the French colonics would be admitted t^ the same privilege-
On the subject c»f the Impoitaiton of Ragti frwix Franc*,
his lordship said that the French Government were
prepared to recommend to tho Legialative Council that
the existing prohibition against tlje exportation of rags
should be removed.—Lord PALMcrsTON moved that the orders
of the day bo postpf»ned nntil after Mr. Byng had moved his
address to her Jfajeaty on the subject of the Commercial
Treary. His lordship at the same time appealed to Sir
Lindsay to postpone his resolution requesting the Government
to use their cndeavoui"s to persuade France to relax the
restrictions of the navigation laws. He did not intend to
oppose the resolution, which would, he said, .'Strengthen their
bands in any negotiation they might undertake for the
purpose.—Mr, Ltnppay declined to give any i>ledge until after
Ujo House bad been put in pos^ctsion of the terms of the
motion to be proposed by Mr. Ryng,—Mr. Kingt.ake opposed
the proposition of Lord Fiilmerston, The treaty with France
set out by fitating that the object of the two contracting parties
was to draw closer the ties of friendship which imited Frgland
and France^ and he held that it would be trifling with tliat

important question if they now went into the consideration of
the commercJal treaty without having a more accurate know-
ledge than the House at present possessed of the relations
which actually subsisted between the two countries. It seemed
to him that, according to the ambiguous language of the fpeech
recently made by the Emperor of the French, that distin-
guished person had placed himself in a poj^ition of antagonism
to this C'iuniry by assi-rting a right to Savoy, and setting up
the principle of *' natural bfumdaries.'* If a pledge wtre given
that Prance vould not proceed fo annexation without the
consent of tho Great Powers^ the House could proceed with the

discussion of the commercial treaty in a spirit which would
conduce to the peace and tranquillity of Euroi">e.—Mr. Byng
consented, in deference to what he considered to be the wish of
the House, to postpone his motion until Thursday.—Mr, Dis-
raeli said he had been favoured with the terms of the proposed
address ; but that it apjieared to him that whilst following the
precedent of Mr. Pitt the Government had done so without
bearing in mind the difference in tho circumstances of the two-
cases.—Mr. S, Fitzgerald declared himself dissatisfied with
the language used by Lord J. Ilus.^ell, whicii he said was
rather that of rhetoric than of dignified and firm remon-
strance. The project of the Emperor of the French
was dangerous to the peace and the best interests of
Europe, and against it the great Powers were bound to unite
in a determined protest. This being so, the contemplated
address approving of the commercial treaty ought not, in his
opinion, to be agreed to until a deliberate opinion had been
expressed upon the annexation of Savoy and Nice,—Mr.
BhiGHT inquired whether the language held by Mr, Fitzgerald
was that which was also held by Mr. Disraeli and the Earl of
Derby. If hou. gentlemen opposite were dissatisfied with the
foreign policy of tho Government, vrhy did they not come
forward in a frank and manly manner and propose a vote of
censure? If the right hon, gentleman the member for
Buckinghamshire had prompted the virtuous indignation or
Mr. Fitzgerald he had adopted a course of which a great party
ought to be ashamed,—Mr. "Whiteside disclaimed all party
motive,—Mr. Osborne questioned the discretion of Mr. Fitz*
gerald, and deprecated tho use of language which might lead
to the foundation of enmity between the twx countries.—Mr,
Roebuck said that, as belonguig to no party, but simply repre*
senting an English constituency, he had to consider hrst and
foremost how the honour of England was to be best n\aintained

and asserted- For his own part be wished to be on the most
friendly relations with France; at the same time it must be
remembered that the person with whom we were about to con-
clude a tr<"aty of commerce had himself bioken treaties, and
now wished to appear on terms of friendship with us
while he was doing a disgraceful and dishonourable act.

He did not fear Napoleon, but he feared that it

should appear in the eyes of Europe that "we were
going to 'truckle to him. The man who, for geographical
reasons, wished to approach the Alps, might also U>t geographi*
cal reasons wish to acquire the Ilhenish Provinces of Prussia^

and ultimately enclose Belgium in his grasp. He ajjprovedof
the language of Lord John Russell in reference to the annexa-
tion of tiavoy, but he was of opinion that the address to the
Crown ought not to be agreed to until an opportunity had been
afforded for the discussion of the subject.—Lord John Russell^
deprecated the repetition day after day of these irritating dis*

cussiona, and invited the Opposition to move a vote of censure
at once if they were dissatisfied with the conduct of the
Government. It was consistent neither with constitutional
proceedings in that Houpe nor with amicable feelings between
this country and France to renew these discussions, afiking for-

no decisive vote, proposing no definite result, but sowings
suBpicion and distrust, calculated to bring about a total rupture
with a friendly country. His persuasion was that if the
language of disapprobation was heard from all the great
Powers, the project of annexation would not be persevered in.

The Government of Sardinia, the Power most interested in the
question, bad not spoken on the question. His opinion was that

the treaty of commerce with France was de&tined, if approved
by Parliament, to draw closerthe ties of friendship between the
two nations, by giving both an interest in the blessings

of peace, which would tend to prevent the great calamity of

war,—Mr. Be^jtinck expressed his opinion that the treaty was
a great mistake, and that the majority of the public were
decidedly opposed to it. After some further conversation the
motion of Lord Palmerston was withdrawn. , The House then
went into committee on the Customs ^c(s, and the remaining
resolutions were passed* with the exception of those relating to

f)aper and hops.—^In committee of ways and means the re.so-

ution for giving Ih\iuback on Spirits to rectifiers and distillers

was agi-eed to.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer moved the:

sec<^nd rtading of the Savings Banks and Friradiy Societies

Investments Bill. He explained its object to be to give to^

depositc rs in savings banks a right to claim from the Exchequer
repayment of their advances, and to limit the power of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to apply the funds of saving*

banks and of friendly societies to meet deficiency bills without
the direct authority of Parliament.—Mr. Hiotley expressed hi&

approval of the Bill, but said be thought it might be
improved in committee.—After some remarks from Mr*
Ayrton and Mr. Hankcy the Bill was read a secnnd time.*-

Mr. Whitesidf: moved the second reading of the &:ttled Estates

BlU.-'Mr. Byng moved that the Bill bereada f^econd time that

day six months, on the ground that its real object was to

enable Sir T. M. Wilson to gnnt building leases on Harapstead
Heath, He had no personal feeling towards Sir Thomas Wilson,-

but he was bound to oppose this Bill in the interests of his

constituents,—Mr, Whiteside said there was a clau;ee in tho

Bill prohibiting tho Court of Chancery givhig powers to any
one to build on Hampstead Heath.—Mr, E. James opposed the

Bill, and said that if it were to be passed into law there would
be nothing to prevent Sir Thomas Wilson buiUJing a wall all

roxmd the heath.—After some further discussion, the amend-
ment was carried, on a division, by 86 to 45- The Bill is there-

fore lost.

Tuesday,—Annexation of Savoy.—Mr, Kinglake gave netice

that on Monday next he would move an address to the Crown,
thanking her Majesty for having communicated the coixespon-
dence relative to the annexation of Savoy to France, express-
ing the deep concern with which the House had heard of tlmt

project, and trusting that her Majesty would invite other
Powers to join her in endeavouring to prevent a measure
which had excited the dibtrust and alarm of Europe. The
Commfrcial Treaty.—Mr- IIorsman gave notice that on the
motion for an address to the Crown in reference to (ho Treaty,
he should move an amendment declaring the opinion of the
Hi'use that the article relating to coal imiwsed unnecessary
and impolitic restrictions upon the Crown and Legisla*
tnre to which the House could not assent, — Mr.
H. Bebjcfley renewed Ids annual notice of motioa
on the subject of the Ballot for the 2'2d inst. Purchaser

of Commissions in the Army.—Sir Ds Lacy Evans moved an
address to her Majesty, praying her to order the gradual
abolition, as soon as practicable, of the sale and purchase of
commii^sions in the army (having duo regard in doing so to-

existing rights), ^ith the view of substituting for the purchase
system promotion partly by selection, partly by seniority^
grounded on war services of merit, length of colonial and home
services, and attested professional fitness. He was understood
to recommend that, as a first step, the Government f^hould
abolish purchase in the case of majors and lieutenant-coloneL'?^

the cost of which to the country he estimated at 67,000^ for the
first year, after which the sum would gradually diminish year
by year till it was wholly extinguished.—Mr. Bich seconded
the motion.—Captsiin Veknos naoved an amendment, declannf<
that as the seniority syytera already existiug in the Royal
Artillery, Engiuccrs, and Marines, had been ofan unsatisfactory
character, it is not de&irablt toextendittothewholeof thearmy.
Fie denied that the present system favoured the aristocracy*

Ai^y one who looked to the A'rmy List wou'd find that for one
Plantagenet there were 50 Browns, Joneses, and Robinsons,
The history of Sir D. L, Evans hiniself WMthe best answer to

hifl own argument, for he was advanced solely by his own merit
from the rank of lieutenant to that of lieutenant-colonel in tho

space of six months without, the expcnditmc of a sing'o
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shiHing. This could not have happened under the seniority

system. It was a favourite maxim of his opponents that pur-
chase wiis necessarily connected with blockheadism and
opposed to merit. But he reminded the House that Joxirdan,

Suchet, Victor, Key, and Soult, -who had risen by merit, had
been out-marched, out-generalled, and out-fought by Graham,
Hill, Cole, Crawford, Ticton, Pakenham, and Beresford, and
that on theelorious field of Waterloo Xnpoleon, the child of
merit, was defeated by Wellington, the soldier of fortune.

—

Colonel Dickson seconded tlie amendment, and contended that
if the purchase system were abolished to-morrow it would be
conamenoed again, for the junior officers would subscribe
among themselves to purchase out their senior officera,

as was done in the Indian service and in the militia.

—

jrr. O'Brien supported the motion ; Sir F. Smith, Capt. Jervis.
Colonel Lindsay, and Colonel P. Hkrbert opposed it.—Mr.
8. Hkrbebt said that if the system of ijurchase were abolished
to-morrow, there would be no substantial difference in the
class which officered the army. At the same time he was free
to admit that the puichase s3-st^i was in some cases open to
grave objection. Having referred to the recommendations of
the various commissions which had inquired into the subject,
he said that be was prepared to recommend a scheme by
which purchase should stop at the rank of major, and lieut.-
coloncls should be appointed by selection. He was prepared to
take this course because it was in the upper clashes the abuses
occurred, while iu the lower ranks there was that acceleration
which tended to keep the army in a state of youth and vigour.
In making this announcement he was also bound' to declai-o
that he would not move an inch further than he could see his
way, and would not attempt to touch those portione of the exist-
ing system which, in his opinion, ought not to be disturbed.—
Mr. Ellice predicted that the course which the Government

..^ were prepared to adopt would but aggravate the evil.—Colonel
North believed that it would destroy the existing system.—
Lord Stanley expressed a hope that there would be no division,
as he considered tlie concession offered bv the Minister for War
a fair compromise of a difficult and delicate question.—Sir
D. L. Evans accepted the suggestion, and offered to withdraw
his motion.—Captain Vbrijon also consented to withdraw his
amendment, but several members insisted on a division, which,
when taken, resulted in the motion being negatived by 213 to
5P. — Colonel Sykes obtained leave to bring in a Bill to
amend an act for the better government and discip-
line of the Univertities of Scotland, and for the union
of the two universities and colleges of Aberdeen.—Lord
Raynram likewise obtained leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the law relating to the punishment of persons con-
victed of aggravated AisauUs on Women and Children and for
the more effectual prevention of Cruelty to AnimaJs.—'MR. Laing
obtauied leave to introduce a Bill to make further provision
for improvements in the harbours of the Isle of Afan. On the
order for the second reading of the Piers and Hnrbmirs Bill,
Mr. Ridley oppo.sed the Bill.—Lord C. Paget did not object,
on the part of the Admiralty, to the second reading, on con-
dition that the Bill should be referred to a select committee.—
After some discussion the debate was adjourned. The report
on the Cutlomt AcU was broueht up and agreed to, except the
rcsolutjons relating to malt and timber, which were deferred.
The report of the Coiumi«« of Way^ and Means was likewise
brought up and agreed to.

Wkdne.«?dat.—.(^n«fM(wTi of Sffroi/.—Mr. Mii.kt:s gave notice
that, on Monday next, on the motion of Mr. Kinglake for an
iKidresH to the Crown respecting the annexation of Savoy and
Wice to France, he should move an amendment expressing thedeep regret of the House at the agitation, on apparently in-
sufficient grounds of a question affecting the frontiers of agreat State defined and secured by the .assent of Eiu-ooe and
assuring her Mnjes-ty that the Hnu..e would support her

^riS/n^ ?n
^'''^'' "' ^«^<l^«ting their negotiations upon ?bequestion to an issue compatible with the true interest.-,

of France, Switzerland, and Italy, witii the faithful
oopcrvauce of treaties, and with t>ie maintenance of the
peace of Europe—Mr. Milnes then moved the second
reading of the Rer/iAtrniio.i of Voters Sill, which he ex-
plame<i was iutended to limit to 300 the number
of objections to be heard in the Registration Court in
any one day, with the view of remedying the inconvenience
which now arcsc from cases being postponed, often leading to
the erasing of voters' names, and the consequent loss of the
franchise. ~ Sir G. Lewis said that the evil whicb the
Bill was intended to remedy was bv no means so
extensive as to require a .-special Act of Parliament. It
was desir;\ble. however, that the existing intricate ma-
chuiery of elections should bo reviewed and consolidated,
and with that end the Government had already prepared a Bill
on the sultject. He trusted, therefore, that the hon. member
would withdraw his motion.—After some observations from
Mr. Baines, Mr. Pea.'!e, Sir F. Goldsmid, Mr. Ciavk, and Mr.
Wai.pole, Mr. MiLNES acceded to the request of Sir G. Lewis,
ftnd withdrew the Bill.—Mr. Cobbett moved the second read-
ing of the Coroners' Bill (No. 2). the object of which is to
assign a fixed salary to coronera. who are now paid by fees,
smd thug prevent the dis.agrocments whicb so frequently occur
between county magistrates and coroners on the subject. — Mr.
E. James moved, as an amendment, tliat the Bill he referred to
aselect committee.—Sir G. LEwr.9said that he had a Bill before
the House to give coroners the right of appeal to the Queen's
Bench in cases where the magistrates might disallow their fees,
and he thought the mode proposed by the Government was the
proper way of settling the question. He opposed the second
reading of the present measure because it proposed to give an
appeal to the Home Secretary, whom it would enable to fix the
sahry of the coroner as a clmrge upon the coimtv rate. This
^as a new principle, which could not be justified except in a
case of urgent nece«.sity, and no such casehad a.*i yet been made
"'It, After some discussion tlie amendment was agreed to, and
the Bill referred to a Select Committee.—The Spirit)^ (Irelnnd)
Act Amenrlme.7t Bill and the Oxford Uni-cerit:/ BV.l passed
through eommittee.—In a Committee of Ways and Means a re-
solution was agreed to gmntiiig to her Majesty a sum out of
tlie Consolidated Fund.—The report of the Committee on the
tw.i'o»)u Acts was agreed to.

TmmsDAT — ^nnexarion o/S«roy.-Lord J. Rt;s8Ei.t. appealedto Mr. Kmrrl.lfcfi txni « k-;.— * J t. :_ J.*
Mon d.-i

respect to Icjahsing the Exi-^ortation of CooU» to FVpn<hcolonies ;*b labourer.,-Lord J. Rupskll aJented to the mot onwhich was agreed to. Comyarcial rvt<xty.-lu ^y^^^^moved that an humble address be presented h. hrTvM.JIltexpre,M™ of the «„cero and praUf.raSZX'^L'^Xt feHou,e for the treaty Utcly cnncluded with the Eror of theFrench,^ and which they regarded as a new jS of h^^promote the welfare and happiness of hir

the motion-—Mr. Lindsay said he heartily approved of the
treaty and should therefore withdraw for the present the
motion he had placed on the paper to add to the resolu-

tion a paragraph conveying the gratification which the House
would feel if the treaty of commerce were accompanied by a
treaty of navigation aboliflhing all differential duties on the

trade carried on in British or French vessels between the ports

of both nations,—Mr. Peacocke and Mr B, Cochbake opposed
the treaty ; Mr, Clay, Mr. Ewart, Mr Maguire, Mr, Slanet,
and Mr- RiDt.Ey supported it.—Lord A, V, Tempest moved an
amendment to the effect that the House declined expressing an
opinion on the treaty until the final intentions of the Emperor
of France with reference to the projected annexation of Savoy
be made known to the House. He approved of the treaty,

but thought it right to know more of the Emperor's
intentions before assenting to the motion before the House.

—

Sir Hugh Cairns said that though he did not approve the
treaty, it was his intention to vote in favour of the motion, on
the ground that it would do more harm to reject the treaty

than to pass it. He pointed out various defects in the treaty,

and said it would hereafter be remembered as having curtailed a
c<*nsiderable portion of their revenue, and pievented the people

from enjoying that exemption from excessive taxation which
had long been promised them.—Mr. M, Gibson said it would
give him great sati?^faction to see other countries abolishing

their navigation laws as we had done. He was of

opinion, however, that the advantage derived by France
had been overrated, aa> if the vt^hole carrying trade were
thrown on our hands, it would not amount to more than
186,000 tons.—Sir S, Northcote objected to the treaty alto-

gether, because it would cripple us for a series of years and
interfere with our liberty of action- The amendment of Lord
Adolphus Vane Tempest was then with-lrawn, and the debate
adjourned.

—

Tlie Lord-Advocate obtained leave to bring in

certain bills relating to Titles io Land, Bankrupt Lojw^ Htrring

Fisheries, and Inventory Duty in Scotland, The Isft of Man
Harbour Bill was read a second time.

wbicb have been made to me at present. I can
only say that the Government very carefully con-
sidered the measure before they brought it forward^
both as regards what they ought to propose and what
they were likely to carry. Of course, every one of the
questions which have just been nused is calculated to
lead to many considerations. Our object i3 to extend
the right of votings as far as possible to a large class of
persons, and to do somethin^^ though certainly not
much, in the way of adding to the representation of
populous districts. In doing that we were bound ta
consider not only what is best to be done if property
and population are taken as the general basis, but also

what can be done in the present state of affairs- 1 can
only say that all the statements which have been made
to me sliall be duly considered, but I cannot hold out

any hopes that we should be Hkely to carry a Bill that

went much further than the present Bill."

REroET OF Committee on CHUEcn^EATES.—Tlie

following are the proposals made by the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Lords on Church-rates, to alter

the existing law on that subject :

—

*' 1. That for the future persons desirous of being exempted
from contributing to the church-rate in any paiish may give
yearly notice to that effect to the churchwardens prior to the
meeting of any vestry for the puriK>se of making a church-
rate ; and that such persons Bhail not be entitled to attend any
such vestry, cr to vote upon the making or application of such,

rate, or to act as churchwardens in any matter relating to the
church, or to retain any seat appropriated to them in the

i?DTT^4ir t;.* B«w^,*f Th^ ruA^cFiTiw^ nf +h^ "FTrHFonpR f^Iinrch during the term of such exemption- 2, That the rate.

defining the mode in which he proposed to levy the
registration fee of Id, on ship packages. He intended to

propose that dealers in wine in bond should pay a license

fee- of 10 guineas if they sold quantities between 90 gallons;
and to modify his proposal with regard to the imposition of a
stamp on contracts.—Mr. SIildmay asked whether it was
intended to intrust the replanting of the Shrubs in Hyde Park
to the same official to whom the planting was intrusted on the
previous occasion.—Mr Cowpek said there was no reason why
the person who had taken the shrubs up should not put them
down again- Left sitting.

ar(ti) iMtcUigenre.
Mo>':ey Market, Friday.—British Ftt>'t>S: Con-

sols closed afe 91f to ^ for Money, and 94| for the 11th

of April ; Three per Cents, Redueed, 94^; New Three

per Cents., 94| to \ ; New Two and a Half per Cents.,

78i ; Indian Five per Cent. Stocli, 103| to lOii ; Five

per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 99t toi; Ditto Five

and a Halfper Cent., 105 ; Indian Four per Cent. Deben-

tures of 1858, 97J ; India I3onds, As. prem.; Exchequer

Billc, 185. to 225. prem.—Foreign: Buenos Ayrcs Six

per Cents., 84; Belgian Four and a Half per Cents.,

98^ ; Dutch Four per Cent. Certificate«, 102i to 102i ;

Ditto T^vo and a Half per Cents., 6G^; Equador New
Coneolidated, 13i ; Peruvian Four and a Half per Cents.,

for Acct., 92i to 92J ex AW.; Portuanese Tliree per
Cents., 3 853, for Acct., 44; Rii.ssian Four and a Half
per Cents., 97i to 98i; Ditto Three per Cents., 1859,

65 ; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 44^.

ISanft of iSnglan^,
1S8UE DEPARTMENT.

Notes iMued ,. ,, .. de28,9S^,&ti5 •Gnv*mrnent Prbt
Other Securities
Gold Coin And BuUinn
Silver iiuliioQ .. ..

« •

* *

^£11,015,100

14,514,505

Proprietors Capital.. <,

i*C9t ^ w +4 r* V« *«

Public llepoflitR (incTiid-

Banks, CoLimii^Mioiiers
of _\at Debt, and bm-
dend Accts.) .. .. ••

Otiier l>ri>o»its . ,. ,.

Seven day and other bilU

Sth day ofMarch, 1660.

BANKING nEPARTMENT.
,, jt!)4,Ji63,00n 1 Government Senirltipa

j£28,9S9,^&

3,7:2,49; 1
(inrludinj; DeadWtigbt

697.452

* fc

* •

Aniiuityj..
Other Securities

Gold and SiWer Coin

jeiO,lTl,190

7O&.68S

4e40.1»,KJ5
M. MARSHALL. Cbief CRshier.

jKSiJAY — /innexarion of Savoy.—TjotA J. Rttsbeij. appealed

oin^u ^"^I'fu"^*^ *? ^^""^ forward hig motion on

?t^t U ^; .
b« ^'^'^'^^'^" tageous to the public to proceed

It .It tlie pieKent moment.—Mr. Kinolakf nnno^nf.^ fn

Cajcltc of tijc Sl^Hfrk.
TUESI»AT—BANKRVPTS-H, Bailkt, Oheltrnham, Gloiice-itcwhtre.

Cabinet Maker—J. Bouciifb, Blarkwelb uerbyabKe, Jiraler in Timber

—

J. CoLH:<s, Oxford, 1 aper Maher—G. CRooKif Leed«» Grocer— G. IIathah,
Ponamoutb, Uioeufte<i VicTuailer—J> Kkasu&v* mid W G. Kr^ftsuiw,
Wakefield, Yoritehire. Stone MftSons—T, Lbwihp Aberj:avcnny, Moninoutli-
thire, Ironmonger—C- Mar5o,\, aen., Leominsterp Horefordsbire, Ijinke*tper

—G. F, Mills, Tamwonh, WarMickuhire, Innkeeper—J. Tfarcr, Holborn
Hill, City, Wooilendraper— VV, i'uoK. Exeter, Grocer—J. R- Williams,
Sandbach, Cheeliirc, Ironmonym
BaNKKLI'TCY ANNULLKlt — lt/RoDixfio>, King William Street,

Strand. Spirit aud Bottled Beer Merchant.
SCOTCH SEWUhSTkATlO.NS-T. Ukvkridge, Clarltwn, Merchant—

R. Cun:<i>gham, Greenock, Cpbotsierer
FKLDAY — BANKK*^ I'TS— W,M Bell, Liverpool, Draper— S. Roih-

well, Dovkin?:. liuilder— C. M- Cueetham, Workaop, Nottinxbam^bire,
Linen and Woollen hrapcr— R. Gouoacrf.^ IVottiii^cbam, Groctr—T. V^.

l-OPKiNS. King's Hoad, Cbeleeo, llOBier—J* G. Lekka>, llke&toiir Iierty-

abire, Draper — C. Marion, a^n , Leominster, Innkeeper—N- Symoss,
Lanibrid^e Street, St< Fancras, Middlesex, Iionfounden

/tUtippoIijs anD tt^ Yfitiwityu

for which a rate may he made shall be definitely declared by
law. 4. That the ratepayers in any new parish or district

shall be rateable for the purposes of their own church and no
other. 6. That there shall be the same powers for the
recovery of church rates as exist for the recovery of poor-rates»

and in case of objection to the validity of the rate an appeal
shall lie to the general quarter sessions, and that thejtirisdic-
tion of the Ecclesiastical Courts in such matters shall cease."
The committee also call the attention of Parliament to the
foltowinpr resolution of the eommittee:—"That the principle

of assessing the owner instead of the occupier to the church-
rate is well deserving the serious consideration of Parliament
in any future legislation on this subject."

Sunday School System.—On Monday eveninjr an
influential meeting of clergymen and superintendents of

Sunday schools was held at Ratliey's Hotel, Blackfriars,

to consider the present position of the Sunday school

system in connexion with the Church of England, and
to provide means for promoting its efficiency. The
Bishop of London presided, and referred lo the great
importance of the Sunday school movement, ^\hich had,

he said, given a great impulse to the cause of religion.

He considered, "however, that there were many faults in

the system, and the object of the meeting was to

endeavour to improve it. Sunday school children of a
tender age were easil}' managed, hut when they arrived

at the ages of 14, 16, and 17 they were exposed to many
temptations, and were very difficult to manage, while
thousands of them at a more advanced age completely
forgot the religious instruction received in their youth,
and formed part of the great un-Christian community-
It was therefore necessary to think of some plan to
prevent Sunday school children of an advanced age
from slipping tlirough the hands of clergymen and
relapsing into a state of ignorance. The meeting was.
then addressed by other speakers, by whom several
practical suggestions were thrown out, A code of rules
lor the guidance of teachers was then agreed upon.
Loss OF THE Ma.il STEAMSHIP HfNGARIAN.

Accounts received by the Canada, which left Halifax on
the 2ith ult., bring the melancholy news that th&
Montreal Ocean Steamship Company's screw steamer
Hungarian, Captain Jnne?, which left Liverpool for

Portland on the Sth of February, with about 35 passen-

gers and a crew of 80 persons, was totally lost with all

on board on Sunday morning, the 19th of February, on.

a reef o(T Cape Sable, about 200 miles south of the spot

where the steamship Indian, belonging to the same-

company, was lost a i'^w months back. Her lights were
seen at 4 o'clock in the morning
at daybreak. Six mail-bags had
but communication with the ship

owing to a heavy sea, A portion of the vessel wa»^

visible at low water. A steamer had gone to the scene
of the wreck, but the latest news states that it is quite
certain that no one has survived. She had a
full cargo of Manchester goods, which was insured at

Lloyd's to the amount of about 150,000?., and the
vessel herself was insured for about 40,0007. Thfr

following is a list of the passengers copied from tlie

books of the agents of the company :—
"Cabin Paxr^engers.—Mr. J. K. Wilson. Mr. and >fra, Balmer^

Rev. Janjos Stuart, Mrs. Woods, Mr. jnd Mrs. E. Evans, Mr.
AlUn Cameron, Mr. W. R. Crocker. Mr. J. W. Crocker. Mr.
Leslie, Mr. and >frs Talbot. Dr. and Mrs. Samanlego. Mr. Barry

and disappeared

floated ashore,

wa.s impossible

The EepORM Bill.—On Saturday afternoon a » A. B. Cortin, Mr. Wyatt, Mr. BouIt«nhoiis'>, Mr. Boulton, Mn*.

denutation from the Lancashire Keforraers' Union j

*?^''^"" ^'^^ *^^51d, Dr. Bairett,
^^" „ . _ „ .. „ .. f I charge of mails.

and Mr. G. J. Nash, officer iik

Steerage Prrsmpers. — Hug^h M'Caffrey,
waited upon Lord J. Kussell for tlie purpose ofj^bral.am Tagg. 'wiliiam "Vogic, John' RichSdson, H^nhr
ascertaining if it were possible m the new Keform Riohnrdsnn, T. Allen, Frederick Child, Mrs. F. Child, FrelcHck

to insure to Lancashire a larger share in tlie

Zl'/ ^^'^-^ the treaty TandrVefJrrini to ^^^frT^
&V^^^^?''''''^'^''''^' ''''^ t''-'^t it had be«i temnemte a^dignified, and such as l.e beMeved was calculated trptetei^e
K^H^'T^^f ^"'*'"^- "^--^dmitted that the motion wM^Te& '. in'\r^ '?

'^" House bore the character of a vote f e,naence m Mini,ster.s : and Unhincr «f in *,o,* i:™i... i_ . .
eon"ULocem .Ministers

; and, looking at inthatliffht he hid . n

fe? oTtif.
''^"? '"^"^ ^^^ ^^^""^ ^^ ^^'^''^"'^ a^rl the lis? i vwrests of the counti-y werem safe hauds.-Mr. Baixes seconied

Bill

redistribution of seats. Mr. George Wilson, Chairman

of the Union, Mr. Eayley, Jl.I*., Mr. Hcywood,

and other gentlemen addresFed his lordship and

urged the claims of St. Helen's, Ulverston, Darweii,

and Chorley to representation, and the expediency of

dividing South Lancashire into two divisions, and uf

givirgi'n aUVitior.a mt'mber to i-"alfnrd, thenewseikts

to be gained by the disfranchisement of Clitlieroe and

other small boroughs. Ixird John UussfU in reply

sjjij ._« 1 think the best course I can pursue is not to

enter into a disca-ssion upon any of the statements by the collar, dragged him off the seat, and afterward*-

Child, BcU Morrison, Rich;ird Jliidien, Robert Martin, E. D.
Bartlett, George Shank, GeorRC M'Dermott, John Daly, John.
Delaiicy, William Kerley, William Wrijfht, Michael Lucey.
Martin Doivnes. Fraucis Richardson, Miss £Ileu Shechan. and
Patrick M'ljuerin.

St. Geohoe's-in-the-East.—Tliere were some dis-

turbances in tliis church on Sunday afternoon, in

spite of the presence of 250 policemen. A body of

vonng men took their seats in the choristers' stalls witli

the intention of holding them against the clergy and
choristers at the evening service. As they refused to

quit, the Kev, Bryan King the rector took one of them
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locked hlin up in the vestry room as a prisoner, ,Tlie ' Saturday. There were also ovouhig uiectings on

same operation was performed upon a second inan, tlieu Tliurp^diiy and Friflay. Xiimerous papers were read

upon a boy, wHle a young man named Littlejolm, the and discussed— amonrc others, one "On the strength of

son of a vestryman, was so severely handled by the Iron Ships/' by Mr. AViUiam Fairbairn, of Manchestei'.

rector that his clothes were torn. The pohcc declined Hakboubs of Repugk.—A deputation from New-
to interfere but oiTered to take tbe charge if the persons ,

assaulted would give Mr. King into custody. This was

the curate, was fined iOs. for
,
a]

ble Herbert. The rest of tlie ti

ultimately declined, and proceedings were sabsecLuently

taken in the police court against the rector and others

for assault. The result of the inquiry on 'i'bnr&dny

v^as that the Rev. Bryan King was fined 5.?. on the

complaint of assault on Mr. Littlejohn, son of a vestry-

man ; and Mr. Dove,
assault on Mr. Constable
defendants wore ndvnonished -and dismissed.

Great NoitTiiEKN Chtstai Paxace.—Tlie scheme
which was announced about 12 months since, under the

title of the Palace of the People, at Muswell Hill, has

at length taken a definite form, and the prospectus has

been issued for the Great K'orthern Palace Company,
with a share capital of 400,000/., in 10/. shares, and a

debenture capital of 200,000/., making 600,000/. in the

whole. Tlie attendance at the Crystal Palace is cited

to prove the value of the proposed scheme, as the new
palace will be a\ ailable for more than 1,500,000 persons

-residing on tlie northern side of the river, without the

castle-upon-Tyne, West Hartlepool, and Filey had an

interview with Lord Palmerston on the 8th inst,,

and another deputation had an interview with Mr.
Milner Gibson on Monday to press upon her Majesty's

Government the urgent necessity of commencing
the construction of harbours of refuge, as sug-

gested by a select committee of tlie House of Commons
appointed to inquire into the best sites, by the forma-

iun of harbours on the north-east coast, the scene of

80 much loss of life and property. General Sir P. Smith,

M.P., introduced the first deputation, which was accom-

panied by 23 other members of Parliament. Lord
Palmerston said the subject was one of very .great

importance, and he would lay what had been addressed

to him before her Mnjesty'd Government. He was
indebted to the deputation for the information they

had given him, and he could assure them that the

matter would have their serious consideration.

High Tide in the TnAiiES.—Ilie prediction of tho

astronomers that an extraordinary liigli tide would occur

on the 8tli inst. has been completely fulfilled, the tide

inconvenience of passing through the streets of London, [of Thursday not having been surpassed in magnitude

It is described as being easily reached by omnibus, or and velocity by any that has occurred forjnany years

by the Great Northern, Blackwall, North London, and
Metropolitan Kailways; whilst passengers arriving by
the London and North-Western, Great Western,
Midland, Pastern Counties, or Great Northern lines,

from the various portions of the kingdom with which

they arc connected, can be conveyed to the palace with-

out touching the London streets. An estate of 450
races has been secured, of Avhich 150 are to be appro-

priated to the use of the palace and grounds; 30 acres

reserved for benevolent institutions connected with art,

flcience, literature, music, horticulture, and railway

interests, and the remainder held for building purposes.

Mr. Owen Jones has designed the palace, which will

contain, amongst otlier attractions, a winter garden.

There are to be concert and lecture rooms, and one

feature of the institution will be to endeavour to make
its resources subservient to the cause of popular educa-
tion, under the direction of a conncil, of which Lord
Brongliam has consented to act as president. Every
original eubscriber of 10 shares will receive a free

ticket of adtnlssion for a period of 10 years after the

optning, in addition to any dlvldcmU wliich may be
v«aUfied.

liamaH Mitstttm.— A Parliamentary return has
bten pubVmht'd of all correspondence between the
oftiieM of lUc Museum and Utu Iriwtv^c.- respecting the
want of 8p.. for exhibiting the coUectious iu the insti-

fiitinn, and fhi' removal ol jmrt of tbeni. The result of

tbe corrcspinflenrr was the following rc.iohition pined
ftt ft meeting of tnwteefl )>e]d on t)ic 2l8t of Jniiuary, hy

• lUfljority of y to 8:-~"Thftt it is expedient that the

imtund hijttory cullectiuns be removed Irout the Jhitish
jtfqfloiun, rnaHuuicli as B\ieh an arraitgoment would be
Rttfudi'd with considerably less expense than would be
incurred hy pro\-iding a sufficient adilitional space in

immediate contiguity with the present building of the
BritiMJi Muacum." The Principal Librarian has ordered
certuiu mutilated books to be exhibited in the reading-
room, with a note directing attention to the circum-
stance that |)ortions have been torn out by some person
or persons who liave visited the room, and expressing a
hope tliat the readers will cndcavonr to discover and
put a stop to such proceedings in future.

The Ghkat Mjctrofoxitak Sewsk at Sxeatford,
—The worls of this sewer wJiicU were dehi>ed for

some time ptrtly from the strike
trade, and partly to enable the
apply to Parliament for additional

about to bo commenced, and from
have been ascertaining the nature of the soil between
Stratford and Harking Creek. London blue clay is

found on nn t-v^rage 10 feet below the surlace, but in
aoiw ,' ^11, lie^ from 20 to 27 feet deep. In the
vicinity of P.iirking Creek, a fine gravelly boII and
depositt of shells Imve been discovered,' ding to the
conclusion that the district waa onee covered by the sea.

ThkSi-Uuol of Desigs in Gov. i.k Stuekt.
n o jsRxicd !v

Its effects on tbe banks of the river from Eiehmond to

Wapping were extremely destiuetive to property, not-

withstanding tlie precaution taken by the occupiers of

waterside premises in consequence of the high tide of

Wednesday, which thongh destructive, was inaignificat:t

with that of Tlnirsday. These extraordinary high tides

have been caused by the moon being in perigee at its

full on the 7th inst., and the sun and moon being near

the equator; all of wlneh causes combine to attract the

waters of the ocean, and raise them above their ordinary

level. The recent heavy gales have also greatly affected

the tide, and caused it to rise to an extraordinary height

both in the river and iu several of the outports.

The Public Health. — The Eegish-ar- General's

report states that the number of deaths registered

in London in ttie week ending Saturday, March 3,

was 1442, or less by 58 than the deaths in tlie previous

week. In the corresponding weeks of the 10 years

1850-59 the average number was 1207 ; which, if raised

in proportion to the increase of population, will become
1327. The present return is therefore 115 above the

average. During the week the births of 877 boys and

896 girls, in all 1773 children, were registered in

London. In the ten corresponding weeks of the years

1850-51) the average number was 1742.

1

IDrobfiufaK

in the building
commissioners to

CiTKfiT'RrvrrET.'n.—The Derhy Merc^iry states that the

Rev. H. G. Garrett, charged last week at Chesterfield

with embezzlement, having obtained the necessary bail,

has left tbe town, and that thongh a number of writs

have been placed in the hands of the police against him,
they have been unable to find tbe oflender. The same
jiaper says that there is good reason to believe that Mr.
Garrett will not appear to take his trial.

Manciiestek.—The ofiice of postmaster of this city,

one of great labour and responsibility, has become
vacant hy the resignation of Colonel Wlllocli, who has

held it for about 32 years.

Newcastle-On-Ttne.—A terrible explosion occurred

on Friday iu the Pnrradon Pit, by which about 7G men
and boys and 20 horses were suflbcated or burnt to

death. As soon as the explosion occurred two waste-

men went down the pit to render assistance, but liad

not got three yards from the bottom when tliey were
powers, are now

j
overpowered and killed by the afterdamp. Sixty-nine

40 to 50 navvies bodies had been recovered on Monday morning, but
luiny of them were so much mutilated that it was
difficult to identify them. One man had been blown
into four pieces, and au idea may be formed of the

force of tlic explosion from the fact that the head of a
horse was found 00 yards from where tbe carcase was
1^" 2". Tlie icesie in the vilhtpre on i^atnrday and
f?iv ' ly ^\us of the i t pninful ebsirneter, iind workmen

The
\ were employed night nnd day making coffins for the

Cnm-ui'^ vt C U on Kde ' n o issued a ; L..aie», which were interred together un :.: ..day. The
minute stating that tbe rent, t

. repiiirs, and other inq; . one of tbi' sufferers w;i^ oj d on 7' \day,

expenses uf the school for femnlo students in Oower
J

when (!•' jury returneda verdict that death had ensued
Street, which have hitherto been paid hy Government, from the efforts of nn explosion in Burradon pit,

liftve excettJed 500/. n year, and ( hat the studenth' fees
[
but that there was no evidence to show how it originated.

have only hecn sufiicient to cover the cDst oi instruction.
, A more general inquiry, liowever, will take place at the

Their lordships consider that the time lias arrived when adjournctl inquest on the other sufferers, \vhen scientific

the Government should no longer be chai-ged witli tlie
j evidence will he adduced, and the Government inspector

local expenses, which in otlicr cases are p:iid hy the
voluntary principle, and that if tbe school In Gowcr
Street is to be maintained some voluntary agency must
undertake its local mamigement. Towards accomplish-
ing tltis the Committee of Conncil will give every aid in

their power; but they desire it to be understood that
the rent and local expenses of the school will cease to

be paid by Government in tbe course of next year, and
that if no volnntnry-agency should come forward th*"

school will be closed.

Navat. ARCHiTECxrKE.—The Institution of N.aval
Architects has ht;»ld its first geiies of meetings hist
wwV ftt the bouse of the Society of Art-s in the
Adelpbi. The first morning roeoting was held on
Thar»day, tUe second on Friday, and tlie third on

. -.,—„— ...... .—, -

and aevend viewers will b> vamined.

NoinviCH.—The hurricaise of Tuesday week was felt

with great severity in all parts of Norlblk, In this city

more damage was done to house property thao the

wear and tear of half a century could have effected, and

in the county at large the devastation of buildings,

farm produce in barns and stacks, and especially timber,

has been wide spread as well : i-rious. There is hardly

a single domain iu the county whieb has not lost some

of its finest timber. IlolUbam Taik 1ms lost nearly a

tbonsfind trees, some of which were removed from Uielr

originalsite with immense massesofearth attached to the

roots. In Kimberiey Pai k there hiis been considerable de-

struction, and some of the fine oaks for which it has long

been famous now lie nt full length on the sward. At

GuRton Park it is stated that thousands of trees are
destroyed. At Cossey Park the destruction has been
considerable, and some of the choicest ornaments of the
lawn in timber are destroyed. Blickling Park has
also sustained considerable damage. At Westwick
Park the hurricane has cut laues iu the woods of the
domain, making its progress as clearly defined as though
the axe bad been Its pioneer ; and at Taverham Park
the finest old timber has suffered considerably,

Pembhoke.—The screw linc-of battle ship Howe, of

3500 tons, 1000 horse-power, and 121 guns, i^-as suc-

cessfully launched at this dockyard on Wednesday last

in the presence of an immense concourse of spectators.

Petfobd.—On Tuesday night Mr. Charles Spencer,

a cattle jobber of Walkeringlmm, was murder-ed on his

return from Gainsborough market, shortly after he had
crossed the Trent by the Walkerith ferry. The
murderer appears to have been lying in wait for bim,
and to have at first attempted the murder by firing

two pistol shots. These must have failed to take
effect, ioT the murderer then cut deceased's throat

with some formidable weapon, cutting right through a
thick muffler he had round his neck, and nearly severing

the head from tbe body, which was then thrown into a
dike 40 yards from his own residence, with the two
discharged pistols. A man called John Fenton, who had
been in the company of the murdered man earlier in the

evening and knew that he had money in his possession,

has been taken into custody on suspicion of having

committed the murder. In Ids possession were found

caps corresponding with those found upon the pistols,

and also some bullets, which fitted the barrels exactly.

A pair of trousers and a pair of leggings, which the

prisoner is said to have worn on Tuesday, were found

freshly washed. The inquest was opened on Wednes-
day, and after examining two or three witnesses, was
adjourned for a week.

PoBTSMOtTIii.—The boring operations on the shoals

of the eastern approaches to Spithead, for tlie purpose

of selecting the sites for tbe forts recommended by the

Defence Commission for the protection of the Dock-

yard, are now in progress. An excellent foundation has

been found on the "No Man's" shoal, but on tbe

"Horse" shoal nothing firmer than shingle has been

found at a depth of 47 feet. The boring bus been com-

menced on the southern portion of the " Spit " slioal,

but has been interrupted by the recent stormy weather,

Shepiteld.—A non-unionist saw-grinder, named
James Linley, died in this town last week, from Injuries

received by being shot in the head in August last. It

appeared from the evidence at the inquest which took

place on Friday that his life had been attempted on

three previous occasions, anjj that the shot which has at

length proved fatal was fired at him while drinking in

the "snug "of the Crown Inn. At the time of the

outrage two women deposed to facts which appeared to

implicate a man called Brown, and two pistols of dif-

ferent sizes were found in his possession. As however
it was impossible to extract the ball there were no

means of proving that it had been fired from either of

tbfi pistols, and Brown was remanded at large. On the

deatli of Linley tl>e ball was extracted, and a gunsmith

having expressed a decided opinion that it could not

have been fired out of either of the pistols, being too

large for one and too small for the other, Brown wa»

discharged Irom further custody, and the jury returned

a verdict of *' Murder against some person or persons

unknown."
SouTnAAfPTON.—At the Town Kail on Tuesday

Frederick Cannon was brought up in custody, having

arrived at this port on Monday in the Royal Miul

Steamship Company's ship Oneida, from Pernambuco,

charged with the wilful murder of the captain and

chief officer of the ship Accrington, on the high seas, on

her voyage from Liverpool to Calcutta. The prisoner

was sent to Southampton by her Majesty's consul at

Pernambuco. The official document received from the

consul with the prisoner states that a naval court

had been held to inquire into the cause of the deaths

of the captain and chief officer of the ship, and

it had been decided to send Frederick Cannon home
for trial on the charge of murder, and 12 of the

crew BS witnesses. T)ie Accrington was on her voyage

to Calcutta with soldiers and soldiers* wives and

children. The conduct of the captain ap; _ i-s to have
l)€en so violent nnd extv dinary that be became tliC

terror of tbe whole ship, and the circumstantial evi-

dence goes to prove that one morning Cannon, wlio was
the steward, put a quantity of tartar emetic into some
coffee, of which the captain and the principal officer*

partook. Q.^ 'w Homer and Mr. Cooper, the chief

mate, died from the efft - of the poison; and Mr.
Carrol], tlie surgeon, narrowly escaped with his life-

Tlie Southampton magistrates remanded the prisoner

nntil the receipt of instmctlons from the Board of

Trade. By the accounts from Pernambuco it appears

j

that of the 170 women, children, and sohl...o ou board

the Accrington, 00 have fallen victims to typhus fever,

- irlatina, and men ' ,most of tliec. ' "ugoccurred
' on the voyage cuu-^ed by the heut and want of ventila-

j
tion inseparable from an iron sailing ship in the tropics,

' and by insufficient medical attendance. T)m women and

i
children were all landed at lVrnambuc4), and by the

! exertions of her Majesty*s Consul had teeov. 1 their

strength and were preparing to re " "r voytg®-

A new master had been appointed to the thip and «»

assistant-surgeon.
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The Pope's Tkieute.—Tlie Freemaii's Journal

announces tliat the collections for the Pope in the

diocess of Duhlin will exceed 15,000/. ; and that

similar collectioDs are in progress in the tUoceses of

Oseory, Meath, and Ferns. The Meatli collection was

jjj^^u'unrated oti Simday last by a snbscviption of more

thiin^600/. in the town of MuUingar.

State of Mato.—In conseiiuence of the great

excitement now existing in the county Majo, in con-

nection with the intended evictions of the Partry

teniintry, and the approaching trial of the parties

charged with the murder of Alexander Harvieson, at
]

Touruiakeady, it has been found necessary to send a

troop of the 15th Hussars from Dublin to Castlebar,

where they remain until the assizes and eviction are

completed.

The Ne\v Mail Steameks eoe Holxhiad.—It has

beeu determined to place on the Dublin and Holyhead
hne four new steamers, which it is confidently expected

will surpass, both in speed and power, any which have

yet been attempted. These vessels called the Ulster,

Pinaster, Connanght, and Leinster, will each be upwards
of 2000 tons burden, 350 feet in length, and propelled

by 800-horse power at a rate of speed contracted to be

not less than 18 knots an hour. The Ulster wjishiunehed

by the Marchioness of Cliandoa from Mr. Laird's yard

at Birkenhead last week ; the Leinater was launclied on
Tuesday from Messrs. Samuda's yard on the Thames

;

and the Mnnster and Connaught will be launched at

Birkenhead in the course of a few weeks. The engines
of all the vessels are to be oscillating, and will be sup-

plied by Bolton & Watt, the paddlewheels being fitted

with featlicriuir floats.

Marischal CoiiLEGEj Abeedeen.— The Earl of

Airlie was lust week aiuaaimouslv re-elected Lord
Rector of Harisehiil College, Abetdeen. His lordship

lias intimated his intention to deliver an inaugural

address to the students on Thursday, April 5, the last

day but one of the College session.

The Convict Salt.—The convict Edwin Tliomas
Salt, who was to have been executed on Tuesday at

Edinburgh, for the murder of his wife, while they were
both in a drunken state, has been respited during her

Majesty's pleasure. It is expected that the sentence
will bo commut(!d to penal servitude for life.

Edinbuegh Annuity-tax Bill.—The Chamber of

Commerce of Kdinburgli have resolved, by 31 to 18, to

petition against the Lord-Advocate's Annuity-tax Bill.

The Late Accident on the Eastern CotrNTiES.

—Ou Tuesday afternoon another was added to the list

of the unfortunate sufferers by the recent accident at

Tottenham, by the death of Mr. James Haylock, farmer,

of Ashden, who expired at the Green Dragon, Bishops-

gate Street, after having undergone amputation of

his leg.

3laiu,
Judicial Committee of the Privy Covscih.— The Rev. A.

Poole.—Tiiis was a motion on behalf of the Rev. Alfred Poole,

late stipendiary curate of St. Barnabas, for leElvo to prosecute
an appeal before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,

from a seTitent^e of the Archbishop of Canterbury, pronounced
on the 2:Jd March, 1S59, confirming the revocation of the
appellant's licence by the Bishop of London on the 25th of
May, 1858. The question was whether an appeal does or does
not he from the sentence of the Archbishop in the matter of

confirming the revocation of a curate's licence under the
provisions of the 1st and 2d of Victoria, cap. lOG. Their lord-

ships having deliberated for some time, Lord Chelmsford said,

that the question of right to appeal was one of great import-
ance ; tlTeir lord&hips were of opinion that leave should be
giveu, reserving the question of the competency of appeal, and
the right ot protesting against it.

Spring Assizes : Home Circuit, llERTFORD.—Blghway
Robbery^— Wifliam JHmmock, 86, and Simeon Richardson^ 36,

were indicted for a robbtry with violence upon Jonas Valentine.
The prosecutor, it appeared, was a farmer residing in the
neighbourhood of Ess^udon, near Hertford, and on the evening
of the 26th October he was at a public-house at that place,

called the Salisbury Crest, and left to return home about a
quarter past 8 o'clock. When he had got a short distance a
ntan, whom bo believed to be the prisoner Richardson, came up
to him and put some question to him, and as he was about to
reply the prisoner knocked him into a ditch, and struck him
with a life preserver, and another man, who was stated to be

|

the other prisoner, then came up, and the two rifled his pockets
\

of the money and other property that was about his person. It

'

was proved that both the prisoners were drinking at a beer
shop about the time the robbery was committed, and that
they were seen following the prosecutor, and there was no
reasonable doubt upon the evidence that the prisoners were the
parties by whom the offence was committed. Both prisoners
addressed the jury in their own defence with considerable
skilb The learned Judge having summed up, the jury almost
immediately retmiied a verdict of ttuiliy against both prisoners
and certificates were put in, by which it appeared that they
had been previously convicted of felony and sentenced to four
years' pcnid servitude. Mr. Justice Wightman sentenced
them to be kept in penal servitude for 10 years,
WB8TEKN Circuit: WiNcntisTER.—^rson,—CAoW^ji Murray

was indicted for setting fire to a stack of oats at Boughclere
The prisoner was seen hovering about the neighbourhood of
the rick for some time, and at length it was found to be on fire,
and was utterly destroyed. Its value was 75i. When asked
about it the priscmer said he did it- The prisoner cross-
examined the witnessefi with considerable acuteness, but with
extreme impudence. The jury found him Guilty, and two
previous convictions being proved against him, he waa sen*
tenced to six years* penal servitude,
Oxford CiRcniT: READiNa

—

Ar^on.—Ocorf/e Lay, aged 11

and George Fei-ris, aged 14, were charged with setting fire to a
rick of straw and a rick of wheat, the property of J, K. Reeves,
at West Ilcndrcd, on November 8- The two prisoners were
aeen coming from the direction of the prosecutor's stacks while
they were burning. The elder boy Ferris was apprehended the
next day, and admitted that he and the other prisoner had got
some lucifer matches, and set fire to the ricks, and a box of
matches was fomid in a ditch by which he had passed Lay
also was api>rehended, and gave a similar account of how they
had set the ricks on fire. It appeart^d that the boys had left
their master's service a few days before the fire, and gave as a
reason tor dicing it that they had beeu beaten by the carman,
and did not like to go back. The jury found them Gi'MtT/, but
strongly recommended them to njercy on account of their
youth- Mr, Justice Keating sentenced each of them to be
privately whipped and imprisoned for three weeks, and at the
expiration of that period Lay to be sunt to the Eahng Re-
formatory for five years, and Ferris to the Warminster Re-
formatory for the same period.
Northern Circuit : DunriAM,— ///y7i?cay Jtohb^ry.—WiUinm

Hay, a pitman, was charged on Monday witli robbing Daniel
Kennedy nf a silver watch. The Rev, John Kelly, a Roman
Catholic priest, was called as a witness, but refused to say from
whom he had received the watch, which he had previously
given up to the police, on the ground tliat the watch had come
iiito his possession in the exercise of the duties of the con-
fcssionah Mr, Justice Hill said that the law protected Mr.
Kelly from in any way crinnuating himself, and that he would
see him protecteed, but that the law would not protect a
clergyman of any persuasion who chose to receive property,
the produce of a felony, immediately after the offence had
beeu committed, from disclosing from whom such property
was received. The rev. gentleman still declined to say from
whom he received the watch, stating that by d-^ing so he would
be disclosing information received in the confessional. He was
again warned by the learned Judge, but persisted in this
course, whereupon his lordslnp committed hini tf) prison for

contempt of Court, The prisoner was found Guilty, and sen-
tenced t'> six months* imprisonment Mr. Kelly was liberated
on Wednesday,

Lord Vi^scoun^t Southwell, K.P., died on the 29th ult, in

his 83d year. He was the representative of a Catholic family
of gi'oat antiquity in the county of Nottingham, from a younger
branch of which the present holder of the barony of De Clifford

is descended. The deceased peer—Thomas Anthony South-
well, Viscount Southwell, Banin Southwell, of Castlu M^ittress,

ill the peerage of Ireland, an Irish baronet, Knight of St.

Patrick— was born in 1777, and succeeded to the title in 1796. He
married in 1709 the second daughter of John Berkeley, Esq., of
Henlip, in the county of Worcester, One of his daughters is

the wife of the Right Hon, Richard More O'Ferrall, M-P-
flaving no sons. Lord Southwell is succeeded in his title by his
nephew, Thomas Arthur Joseph^ son of the late Hon. Lieut-
Colonel South well^ by the oldest daughter of the Ute Thomas
Dillon, Esq., of Mount Dillon, in the county of Dublin.
The Right Rev, Dr, Blake, Roman Catholic Bishop of

Dromoro. died on Wednesday in Newry, at the patriarchal a(fe

of 85 years. He was in his day actively employed in the service
of his Church, and had been sent on three missions to Rome in
connection with the eccl tical aflairs of Ireland and the
Irish College,
Sir Robert C, Hill, O.B,, who commanded the Blues in the

Peninsular wur atid at Waterloo, died in the house wheni ho
was born, Prees Hall, Shropshire. He was the last surviving
brother of the first Lord HilL Pour of the brothers were in
the Peninsula and at Waterloo—General Lord Hill, Sir Robert
C. Hill, Major-Geueral Clement Hill, who died in command of
the Mysore division of the Madras army at Guersnppa, in 1845,
and Sir Thomas Noel Hill, Sir Robert C. Hill and hU brother
Clement were both severely wounded at Waterloo-

BIRTHS-—On Monday, the 5th inst, in Paris, the Duchess dc
JlALAKUOFFof u daughter— 4th inst, at Stains Castle, Aber-
deenshire, the Cormtess of Erroll, of a daughter—5th inst, at

37, Belgrave Square, Lady Walter Scott, of a son and heir

—

24th ult, at Springfield, South Queensferry, the Hon, JIra,

Henry W, Chetwvnd, of a daughter— ilTth ult, at St. John's
Irodgo, the wife of the Rev. Dr. BATEsoy, Master of St. Jolm's
College, of a daughter—24th ult, at Smart's Hill, Penshurst,
the wife of Richard Streatfeild, Esq,, of a son.

MARRIAG L;;J.—On the 6th inst, at Trinity Church, St. Mary-
lebone, Robrrt George Tufnell, Esq,» Commander R,N.,
second son of the Rev, George Tufnell, to Jessie Isabel,

youngest daughtt:r of the late Sir William CuRTirf, Bart.,

of Portland Place, London, and Cliff House, Ramsgate.

—

19th Jan., at St Paul's Cathedral, Calcutta, N, W. Elphik-
STONE, Esq , Dcp\ity Commissioner in the Puujaub,
second sou of Captain Elphinstonc, R N., of Livonia, Devon-
shii-e, to Georctxa Henrietta Elliot, youngest daughter
of the late Lieutenant-General the Right Hon. yir George
Arthur, Bart.—21st ult, at Erith, Kent, William Martin,
Esq.^ only son of the late George Frederick Martin,

Esq., of Castleacre, in Norfolk, to Cicely Ci-ARissA, third

antf youngest daughter of Captain F, W* Stehelin, late

H.JL's 13th Light Infantry, P. A. O., and great grand-
daughter of Lieutenaut'Generai SU;heUn^ Royal Artillery,

—

2d January, at Mnssoorie, Lieutenant William G- Murr-w,
6Sth N,I., Topographical Assist,, Great TrigK Survey of India,

to Florence Isabella, daughter of the late Captain J. P.
Young, Brigadier-Major Queen's Troc^pa, Fort William, Cal-

cutta.—1st UiSt, at St. James's, Paddington, Clifford Water-
man Chaplin, Esq, to Rosa, youngest daughter ol the late

William James Chaplin, Esq,» of Kwliurst, Park, Hants, and
2, Hyde Park Gardens—2r>th ult. at Paris, ArbuthnoT Chas,
GfTTHRiE, Esq., U4 Anne Berf-sford, second daughter of the

late Sir Henry Cuambkrlain, Bart.

DEATUa—Onthe'Jid ult, at 9, lloyal Crescent. Bath, the

Right Hon. Lady Jane Hamilton, relict of Archibald Hamilton^

Esq,, of Rozelle, and d.iughter of Hugh, the I2fh E;trl of Eglin-

ton, aged 85—29th ult. at Edinburgh, Miaa Gardiner, daughter

of the late General William Gardiner, slsierof the Hoil Mrs,

Charles Tollemachc, and aunt of Maria, Marchioness of Ailes-

bury, aged 75—4th inst, at WakeBell, suddenly, Mary Anne,
widow of the Hon. Hknry David Erskine. second son of the

late John Francis, Earl of Mnr. &c,, aged 80—3d inst, at Over-

ton House, Wakefield, Amv Cecily, infant daughter uf the Hon,

Francis and Mrs. Stuart Wortlev, aged three months and a

half—2SLh nit, wrecked in the steamer Nimrod, en her vny.i^'c

swter of the late General SirP, MaTtlaad, G.C.B., aged 7T—29tb
nit, of scarl.itina at Windlestone Hall, county Durham, CARt>UNE, HaughterofSirWiLLiAU Eden, aged4years and Smonths^Mmst at Torquay Isabella Rachel, daughter of the late
Major-Geneial Sir Archibald Galloway, K.aB.-2Sth ult, at
y anngstown House county of Do^n, Frances Grach, wife of

"//hSV v"*"' i?^ ^^^;'^*^^ "^^ Newry, and daughter

Soi^^ f
^^ y n^ ^r- ^""^^ ^^^^' ^^^^ ^f Dromore. age<f57-

29th ult, at Charles Street, St, James's, Major-General Rec-
MOND William Brough, aged 68—5th. inst, at Newton, in South
Devon. Henrietta Ja.ve, wife of Lieutenant-General James
^^y.^^'^J^^f^^^ ^g?l^«~5th ui6t, at 22. High Street, of bron-
chitis Vice-Admiral Digby, aged 73—let inet, at Caverse Cane,
Vice-AdmiralHOBERxRiDDELL Carre, of Caverse Carre ased 79
—26th ult, Georgi ANA Caroune, wife of Captain MorganPrtse
Lloyd, of Gla?neviu, in the county of Carmarthen, and eighth
daughter of the late Colonel Sackvjlle Gwynne, of Qlanl)ran
Park, in the same county—29th ult, at Wan en Wood, Hcrtfi
Mrs. Richardson, widow of the late William Richardson, Esq.,
of Rich Hill, county of Armagh, Ireland, many yeaiB m'p. for
the same county—2d inst, Augusta, widow of the late Rev. Dr.
Elder, of the Charter House—3d inst, at Impington Hall,
Cambridgeshire, AIaria, widow of the Rev. Alexandbr A.
Cotton, f>rnieriy Rector of Girton, aged 89-*^29th ult, at
Chelsea Rectory, the Rev. Ch^vrles Ki^osley, Rector of
Chelsea. aL^-ed 78.

jnatket&*

COVEXT GARDEN.—March 10-

Supplies ofmost things though alittle checked by the sudden
return of cold weather still continue to improve. Pine Applet
and Grapes, however, have not altered since our last report.
Good Apples and Pears arc still very scarce. Oranges are
plentiful and cheap. Good Cobs realise Is. to Is. 6d- pet lb-
Rhubarb, Aspamgus, Seakale, Cabbages, Carrots, FarsnipA,
and Leeks are sufficient (or the demand. Parsley is now^
comparatively cheap. Cornish Broccoli, which is famished
by the crateful, fetches from Ss. to 4s. per dozen heads.
Green Peas of foieign giowth continue to make their ap-
pearjincc. Potatoes realise 4s. 6d. a bushel. Mxishi-ooms can
still be had in small quantities. Cucumbers are dear. Cut
flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardeniiiia, Violets, Migno*
nette^ Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths, Primulas, and Roses.

FRUIT.

Pine Apples, per lb., 6fl to Ss
Grapes, per lb-, Ss to lOa
Melons, each, 2s. to 4s
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
Apples, per doz., 2s to 3s.

I

Pears, per doz., Gs to 80
Oranges, per 100, 69 to lOs
Lemons, par 100, 5s to Ss
Filberts, p. 100 lbs., 50s to 60fl

Cobs, do., 1003

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p. bundle, 7stolUs

|

Seakale, per basket, 23 to 3s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 23 to Ss
F. Beans, per 100, 23 to 2s Gd
Broccoli, per doz,, 45 to 8s
Gi-ecns, per dozen bunches,

j

4s 6d to 6s
Cabbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 908 to 100a— per bus., 38 to 4s (id— per cwt., 6a to 8s
Carrots, per bunch, fid to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 53
Cucumbers, each. Is to 3a

Artichokes, per doz., 2s to Ss;
Beet, perdox., Is Ed to 2s
Celerv, per bundle. Is 6d to

2s

Onions, p. hMfsieve, Ifttolsfid— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per iU, 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuce?*, Cabb-^ perecore, IB
to iB 6d

Endive, p. score, la to 2g
BorscRadish,p.bua,,ls6dto4d
Mushrooms, p. pott,, 28 to 2s8d
Parsley, p, 12 bunches, 4s to 8s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

POTATOES.—SouxawARK, Monday, March 5.

During: the [^ast week the arrivals coastwise have beeu
short, but rather heavy by raiL The trade still ruiee
heavy at last week's prices. The following aj*e tbis day's
?uotation-s :— Yorkshire Regents, per ton, 9O3. to 140s. ;

Lincolnshire do-, 80s, to P5fl.; Dunbar do., lOOs, to 120s,; do.
Reds, gOfl. to 100s.; Perth, Forfar, and FifeshireRea^nts^ SOs- to
lOOs. ; do. Rocks, 75s, to 80s- ; do. Reds, 753. to SOa, ; French
Whites, 70fl. to 80s, ; Bel^an do., GOs. to 70s.

HOPS.

—

Borough Market, Fkidat, March 9-

Messre, Pattenden & Smith report that the market is

quiet, and at present but little in^iuiry except for e3]x>rtatiou.

COAL MARKET.—March 7-

Bower's West Hartley, 15s. 3d. ; Grey's West Hartley, 15s.
*"

Howard's West Ilarrley, 158. ; Tangeld Moor, ISs.

;

Lambert'8 West Hartley, 15s. ; Tanfield Moor Butea, 13s. ;

Walker Primrose, 13b. tid. ; Wylam, 16s. ; Walls End Accra
Close, 173. (id. ; Walls End Eden, ITs. 6d. ; Walla Ei>d Riidell,

17a. 3d. ; AValls End Uetton, ISs. 9d. ; Walls End South
Hetton, 193. 6d.; Walls End Cassop, IBs. 6d. ; Walls End Hengh
Hall, 178. 6d. ; Walls End Kulloe, JSs. i)d. ; Walls End
Sbincliffe, 17s. 3d. ; Walls End South Kelloe, ISb- fld.; Walls End
North Hartle[.ool, 15s. 6d. ; Walls End Trimdnn Thomley,
16s. 9d. ; Caiway and Dutftjn Malting-, 2-2a. Cd. ; Powell's

Duffrj'n Steam, 22a. 6d.—17y ships at market.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Shithkield. Thursday, March 8.

Prime Meadow Hay 708 to 80s
(
Clover SOs WI05a

Superior do. (oldj .. 84
Inferior do 55
New do —
KowtjU 45

DO
60

60

New Clover
Second cut do. . . 75 SS
Strawr 25 30

Davis & Co.

Fine old Hay .

.

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. .

.

Btraw .. ..

WuiTKCHAPEL, Thuhsdat, Marcli 8.

b4s to 90s
65 75

26 30

Fine old Clover ..lOOstolOoe
Inferior do . . . , 84 95
Fine New Clovei* . . — —
Fine 2d cut .. ..83 90

Inferior do M 72

Tkmple, Bart., aged 30-4th inst. at Woodbine Hdl, near

Houiton, Marv. only child of the late Vict-Admiral Sir

THOMAS GRAVfs, K.B.. aged 87-lth inst at the PJlace,

Stephens Green. Dublin, Blanche, wife of Captam G- H.

Wale R N., and youngest daughter of nis Grace the Arch-

bishop of Dublin -23d January, at Ca-lcutta, W. CAVE^mH
Spknceb Esq., Bengal Civil Service, eliest son of the Ri^ht

^T Hsi^p SpencS, late Bishop of Madroa. aged 30-2Sth

St, at Bognor, JEuzA, wife of the Rev. George Rankis, aud

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday, March 5.

The supply of Beasts is rather shorter and the weather favour-

able ; thu demand aleo Js good, and consequently on the
averaf^e j»riees have improved. Sheep also are not plentiful

and iJio quotdtlon.'J are fully supported. *_< -d Calvua are very

scarce and de;tr. From Germany and Holland there

are -^IQ Beasts. 1260 Sheep, and 28 Calvwa ; from Scotland, ISO

Beasts; trom Ireland, 270; from Norfolk and Kuffolk, 2200;

and 100 from the northern and midland counties.

8 d s d B

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn
10 Bwes4:2d ^ „il:ty 4
4 Do. Shorn

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Bhortrhortis 4 8 — 4

2d quality Beasts 3 8 — 4

Best Downs and
Half-breda . . 5 8 to 6

Do. Shorn

d •
4 to5

d
8

« fr

6 — 4 10

Lambs
Calvei * * 5 — 6

4 — 5

Beasts, 3400 ; Sheep & Lambs, 17,970 ; Calves, 59 ; Pigs, 310.

Thursday, March 8.

There are a few more Beaats, and trade is not Tcry brisk

;

there is, however, scarcely any alteration in pnccs. We have
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but an average supply of Sheep, but choicest descriptions are
scarce ; quotatious of Monday last are pretty well maintained.
Good Calves are scarce and dear. From Germany and Holland
there are 120 Beasts, 80O Sheep, and 75 Calves ; from Nor-
folk and Suffolk, 300 Beasts ; from the northern and midland
•countiea 100, and 155 Milch Cows from the home counties.
Best Scots, Here-

lords, i:c. . . 4
Best Short-homa 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds ,. 5

Do. Shorn

5 to5
6 — 4 10
6—4 6

3 — 6

Best Long-wools .5 4 to 5 8
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4 — 4 8
Do. Shorn
Lamba
Calves .. ..5 — 6
Pigrs . . . . 4 0—5

fe *

• * «

Beasts, 1005 ; Sheep k T.arabs, 4280 ; Calves, 113 ; Pigs, 210,

MARK LANE.—Monday, March 5,

The supply of English Wheat to this rooming's market
•^raa moderate, and gradually disposed of at the prices of
this day se'tmight The attendance was small, and the sale of
foreign Wheat vfery Hmited ; its value remains nominally the
same- Barley is firm, with a good demand for grinding
qualities. Beans and Peas bring last week's rates. The Oat
trade is quiet, and prices are unaltered. There is no change
in the value of Flour.

Pek Imperial Quartek, |s. s,

Wheat, Essex^ Kent, & Suffolk.. White^ — fine selected runs., ditto

— Norfolk

BAiiLEr,gi-ind. &dist., 243to30s. -Chev,
— Foreign, .grindinj,' and distilling

Oat^ Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potito
— Foreign Poland and Brew

,Rye
Eye-meal, foreign
Beaxs. Mazagan....30s to 408.... Tick

40—48
46—48
4G—52

3S—56
3S—44
23—3

1

19—24
23—20

Red ..

Red .. • •

8. B.

40—45
42—48

Red B # *

MaUing".
Slaltiug.

Feed .

.

Pigeon 36a — 47a.. Winds. 4S—54

24—2S, Feed ..

23—261 Feed ..

35—3S, Foreign.

33—43'HaiTow.

35—40
35—41

19—26
19—24
17—24

38—46
36—38
31-33

37—43
27—37
18—27

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow .

.

Country.
Per sack

33—43

36—40
30—37

27—37
30-37

Foreign Small
FeaS, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple .... —8 to —8 Grey
Maize White
FtouR, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d do ditto— Foreign ; . per barrel

Friday, March 9.

During the pa^t week the weather has been very change-
able, sharp frost, alternate sunshine, rain, and snowstorms.
The grain tiade throughout the country has been iuauimate.
The supply of English Wlieat continues good, as farmers
generally cannot get on the land. The prices of all articles
remain as last quoted, with very little doing. The purchases
of Wheat for Ireland continue at intervals, but do not impart
much life to.;the trade. The Flour trade is steady without
Alteration in prices. The arrivals of grain and seed-laden
ves.^o[s from the South of Europe off the coast continue liberal,
AS do also the sales, which include Taganrog Ghirka Wheat at
488. and Berdiansk at 508. per 492 lbs. ; Ibrail Barlev at 253.
to 26a. 6d., and Odessa at 25s. per 400 lbs. ; Odessa Maiae at
84s. 9d. to 35a. per 492 lbs. ; Egyptian Beans at 33s. per
qr. imp. For forward delivery the following siilea are re-
ported : Egyptian Wheat at 398. per qr. imp., Marianopoli
at 50s. per 492 lbs.; Lagos Maize at 328. per 480 lbs,
Odessa at 328, to S2s. 6d.. and 33s. 6d. per 492 lbs., all c. f.

.and 1. to U. K. The arrivals of Barley, both English and
foreign, have this week been large, of all other articles mode-
rate, including only 40 qra. of Wheat from abroad. There was
but a small attendauco at this morning's market, and
the transactions in Wheat (either English or foreign) were
limited ; its value remains uiialtererl. The Barley trade is
-quiet, without alteration in prices. Beans and Peas bring lata
rates, Oats are a .slow nr.le, at barely -M^^nday's quotations.

Arrivals fhom Makch 5 to March 9.

WANTED, AS GARDKNEU, an experienced and
active Man, thoroughly understanding the Manage-

ment of Fruit Trees and the routine of a Kitchen and Flower
Garden, the former about an acre ; no Greenhouse. Wages
18a. per week. — Apply to E. H. Ravenswood, Bromley,
Kent, S.E.

WANTED, an out-door MAN, who understands the
culture and management of Fruit, Shrubs, and Nursery

work in genei-al. A single man preferred.—Application, with
wages required, to be viade to Edward Tiley, Nurseryman,
&c., 14, Abbey Chnrch-yard, Bath.

ANTED, two or three good JOBBING HANDS,
wages 16.t. per week.—Apply to W. Holmes, Frampton

Park Nursery, Hackney, N.E.

U N D £ K GARDEN&R.
WANTED, a steady active man as UNDER GAR-

DENER, in the neighbourhood of London. He must
know his work and bo able to Mow, and will have to take
charge of the Cows, Pigs, and Poultry.—Letters stating age,
if n\arried, wrigea required, with whom now or last living, how
long, and in what capacity, addressed to J. T., Oakley's
Livery Stables, Little Gray's Inn Lane, Loudou, W.C, will be
attended to.

ANTED, AN INVOICE CLERK to the London
Seed Trade; good handwriting indispensable.—Apply

by letter post paid to X., Gardrners' Chronicle Office, \^.0.

WANTED, A YOUNG MAN Aibout 18). to take
care of a pair of small Ponies and assist in the Garden

and House. 12 miles from London.—Aj>ply, between 11 and 4,

at 29, Southampton Street, Strand, W .C .

"

ANTED, A MAN axd his WIFE, the MAN as

Gardener :ind to attend to a couple of Cows, Pigs, tc. ;

the WIFE as General Servant with the assistance of a young
person. Both to reside in the house.—Apply to the Rector of

F. Horslcy. Kipley, Surrey.

WANTED. A MAN and WIFE, without incum-
brance ; the Wife to be a thoroughly good Laundress,

the Husband to be accustomed to Milkii^g and the Management
of Cows and Poultry, and to help in the Garden. To live on
the premises. Characters must be \niexceptionablc. Applj^ by
letter, stating full particularsas to previous situations, age, &c.,

to A. B., care of Mr. Baskett, Roohampton, Surrey, S.W.

English
IrisK

Foreign .

.

tiarJey.

2430 qrs.

6290

Oats.

60 qrs.

400 ..

10580

[onr.

1080 aks.

{sT90 brlfl.

LrvERPooL, Tueslay, March S.—At our Com Exchange this
^morning there w;is only a slow retail inquiry for Wheat, with
no disposition to press siies. and prices closed as on this day
week. Indian Corn was fully as dear fur the better qtialitie.",

and 6d. per qr. lower for feeding sorts. Flour was dull, but
not any easier to purchase. Oats were rather more saleable.
Barley and Pcaa were unaltered. Egy^ tian. Beans were 3d. to
6d. per qr. cheaper.
^it»DAY, March 6. —The grain market was thinly attended.

Wheat and Flour in retail demand. Indian Corn and Beans
held firmly at former rates. Moderate business in Oats, Oat-
meal, and Barley, without change in value.

.AVERAOBs. "WfiMt" Barley. Oats. Rye. ; BeTnirfFeag.
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WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (He.vd).—Age 30, married; first.cla&s

in every branch of his profession. Can be highly recom-
mended.—A. B., 35, North Street, MaidaHill, W.

GTrDENER (Reab).—Ago 31, single; thoroughly
understands the Management of Pines, Vines, and

Peaches; the Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, tfec.

—

A. 2., Messrs. J. & C. Lee'.s, Nurserymen, Hamniersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Is about to leave his present
situation in consequence of a change in the establishment.

Can have a high character for knowledge, honesty, sobriety,

kc.—F. W., Heath Lane Lodge, Twickenham, S.W.

C1
ARDENER (Head).— Age 27, single; well ex-

T perienced in his profession, iuchiding Forcing, &c. Wages,
II. 1*. per week. Two years' good character. — A. B., 24,

Princes Itoad W^est, NottingHill. W.

GARDENER (^Heap).—Age 50, no iiicmnhnmce;
thoTonghly competent ; has had 30 years' experience

in all branches of Gardening. Six years (character. Good
references.—R. S., Post Office, Enfield, Middlesex, N.

f^ ARDENER (Hkad).—Age 28, sin^e, a native of
vX Scotland ; has a thorough practical knowledge of all

kiuds of Forcing, with cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. Unexceptionable character.— A. B. Adam, Forsyth
Nursery. Rectory Road, Stoke Newington, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married; has had
extensive experience Jn every branch of his profession,

j

Has lived futir years Head Gardener to a nobleman. Can be ,

highly recommended.—Gardener, 29, New Churcji Street,

.Edgeware Road, W.

TO (MOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married, one child.

Has a general knowledge of bis profession, and 13
desirous of engaging where a confidential ;aid energetic Man
is required. Five years* character.— J. H., Lower Grove
House, Roehampton, Surrey.

AKDENER (Head). — Age 27. married,~1^
children ; nnderstands the Management of the Flower

Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens, and Forcing in general. Three
years' good character. — A. 2., Post Office, Bolsterstone
Sheffield. _'

GAKDENER (Head).—Age 26; married, no incum*
brance ; several years* experienco in Forcing Pines,

Vines, Peaches, kc. also Flowers, Vegetables, &c. Nineyears
unexceptionable character.—J. H., Post Office, Cannington,
Somersetshire.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30. married; imd^-
stand.s Early and Late Forcing, and management^of Flower

and Kitchen Gardens. Will be at liberty at the end of tha
month. Three and a half yeai's' character.—A. B., Mr. Summers,
Seedsman and P'lorist, Howai'd Park Nursery, Peny Hill.

Sydenham, S.

GARDENER (Head).—Ago 33, married, without
incumbrance ; wishes to engage with any nobleman or

gentleman requiring a first-class indiistrious Gardener in

every branch of his profesaiou. Good character from the
nobleman he has just left in the West of England, and can be
highly recommended.—A. B., Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery,
Camherwell, 3.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married; can be
recommended as a tirst-class cultivator of Orchids, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, &c. ; also thoroughly practical

in the Fruit and Kitchen Gardens. Five years' unexceptionable
reference as to ability and character,—A. A,, Post Office,

Her-^ham, Esher, Surrey.

/ GARDENER (Head).—Age 32; Ambeidge B^m-
. \J WELL, Gardener to Sir Edward Hulse, Bart., will shortly be
disengaged, and bcgg to otier his services to any lady or gentle-

man in want of a practical man. No single-handed place

accepted. Satisfactory testimonials by applying to presenter
previous employers, Mr. Fbaseh, Marquis Camden's, Wilder-

nesse Park, Sevenoaks, Kent ; also Mr. Fish, Putbridge Bury,

Luton, Beds. ^
GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER ai-'D

BAILIFF.—Age 40, married ; has been most successful in

the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes, and Peaches, Late and Early

Forcing of Vegetables ; also of Hothouse and Greenhouse
Plants, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, with Wood.s,

Land, and Stock. Wife can take charge of Poultry.—A. B.,

Drummond'a Nurseiy, Bath, Somersetshire.

GARDENER.—Married, with one child; under-
stands his profession in all its various branches.—A. B.,

Mr. Muskett'a Nursery, Clapham, 8

GARDENER.—Age 40, married; a practical work-
ing Man. Can have a good character.—X., Post Office,

Chertsey, Surrey. ___,^_

C^
AUDENEU.— J. Shepherd, Gardener for a number

Tof years to the late Colonel Wood, wishes to engage with a

nobleman or gentleman who wants a practical Gardener. A
satisfactory character given, —J. Shepherd, Littleton, Chertscy.

GARDENER.—Age 40; thoroughly competent in

every branch, much experience in Planting, re-arranging,

and Laying-out Grounds. First-class testimonials.—A. B.,

Bedford Nursery, Havcrstock Hill, N.W.

GARDEN EU.—William Taylob, Giirdener to bir

William Middleton, B:ut., Sbnibland, Suflfolk, willbeglad

torecommendone of his Foremen (age 31J, to any nobleman or

gentleman requiring a good Gardener.—Address as above.

AKDENER (Single-handed), or UNDER GAK-
BENEB AND. COWMAN.— Married, no inciuubrance ;

12 months' character.—S.; Morse's Nurserj-, Ej'som, Sun-ey.

^lilt;Age 21; can "Mow,T'TAinJENEErTUNDEiip ^,

VT and has some knowledge of Forcing. Two years' good

character.— G. M. B., Mrs. Cupit, St. Aun'rf Lane, W^inds-

worth, Suncy, S.W.

GARDENER (Ukdeh).—Age 19; five years' good

character. State wages. &c.—J. W.,.Post Office, Sutton

Beans.
]
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1

5d
SS 1

38 4'

SB 6
33 1]

39 1

SH 7

^LDCrUATION3 IN THE LaST SiX WeEKS AvERAOES.
Prices.

44s 'M
44 5
43 11
43 10
<3 8
43 6

Jan. ea.'Feb. 4: !FeV>, ll.'Fe^ 18. Feb."25.

r
r

March 3.

'r"TARDEKt:U (Head).— JAMfcS Fowlek, Gmdeuer
VJT to the Right Hon* Earl of Harewood, Harewood House,
near Leeds, is desirous of recommeuding a prKctical person of '; Buiiingtou, Loughborough, Notts.

great experience to any nobleman or gentleman requiring a
'

Gardener—Address as ajDove.

G1
ARUENKR (Head).—Age 36, luarrie^i; no incuni"-

r brance ; thoroughly pnictical ; undcrsUnds his
i
rofes^ion,

Forcing Fruits, Flowers, ftiid Vegytables, the Culture of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants/ Wanagcment of Fruit, Flower, aud
Kitchen Gurdena.—Etok, Badgcmore Park, Henley*on-Tbames.

GAIiDENKR"(HEAD)toany nobleman or pentleman
requiring a good practical person ; well acquainted -with

Forcing all, kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables ; good
Kitchen and Flower Gardener, Highly recommended by his
late employer.—

G

. L, M,, Dover Gardens, Roehamptou, Surrey.

GAUDKNER
incumbrance ; thorough knowledge of Early and Late

Forcing, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens. Wife good plain
Cook ; can tuke charge of Dairy and Poultry if required. No
singlC'liandcd place accepted. Two years' good character.—^
D B. , Gardener's Lodge^ Forest House, Leytonstone, Essex,

(Head). Age 34, married, no

C>
AUOENER (Undei'O, or Impkovjeb, in a noble-

T man's or gentleman's family.—Age 23 ; eight years' ex-

perience; two and a half years' good character.—K. S., at

F. H. Home's, Bookseller, High Uoad. Lee, Kent.

T\M} LANi)0\VWEK«.—A Geiitieman long engaged

I in practical Farming on a large scale, aud thoroughly

convei-sant with the most improved systems of Agriculture,

iucludiiig the Management of Stock and the Growth of Tirooer

and Uudei-wood, is open to an engagement for the Manage-

ment of an estate, either under the control of the proprietor oi

otherwise. The most satisractory references both as to cua-

rnctcr and quahfication.—F. K., «cadding's Library, Belgrave

Road, PJmlico, S.W.

lEWAUD OR BAILIFF.

* •

« b

BRlTiau WOOLS.—LoNDOw. Friday, March 9.
we have atill a fair demand for most descriptions of wool

ttt full prices.

Bristol Wool Fajr, March 7 and 8.—This fiur has been
well attended; the quaantityof wool offered email, and hte
rttcs fully mnintained for both combing and clothing qualities.

Colonial Wool Sales.—These sales are proceeding with
mritand with an upward tendency.spin

WA3S 1 EI), by a pentlcnian in the County of Oxfon^
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are taken. Termsniodcmte.—Applyto Alpha. Kingham.Oxon .

-r-r-ri-Kr
NURSERY FOREMAN.

\V^"TED, in May, a respectable energetic MAN".
T t well up to the Management of Men, and also the

grafting and Raising- R!iododendrt)ns and hardy Coniferous
Plants.—Apply, with copies of testimonhda. stating wages ex-
pected, to J. DtcKsov & Sons. 32, 8. Hanover Street. Edinbtirgh.

ANIEP, A GARDENER, who tboroiiglily under-
sttnds his profession in all its branches. An unexcep-

tional character twill be required as to ability, honestv,
indurtry. and sobriety. A person without incnm'bnince piV
ftrred.— J. R.. care of Mr. Humphreys, Farniera' Club, New
indge Street, Blackiriars. E.C.

GAUUE.NKK (HEAD).--At;e 30, single; understands
every d^:8cription of Gardening, Building of Hothouses.

Liiyina-nut of Pleaatu-o Grounds, \.'j. Te--itimonmlM from
present employer, nwd from suverjvl nf the Head Noblemen's
Gardeuors i" England. Can takecharge ofany quantity of Pas
tnre Land.—K. F.. Mr. Nickelaon, Bushy Grove. W;itfoid, Herts

"

GAUIJENKK (Head).—Thoiuu-h practiLMl know-
ledge of his profession in all its branches. Most unex-

ceptionable references. Has just left hja^situatiun owing to the
d&ith of his late employer, a Baronet, in the north of England.
—A. B., Messrs. Batt, Rutlcy, & Co,, Seed Merchants. 412,
Strand, London, W.C.

/"lAlUJENEli (Head). —Ajre 43, married; has a
\JT thorough knowledge of Gai-denJug in all its branches.
Can have a good character from the gentleman ho has just
left, and can be recommended by his former employer, with
whom he lived 15 years.—J.-N., Messrs. Fraser's, Lea Bridge
Road Niirserirs, N'.K,

ClAliDlilNEU (Head),—Age 34, iimrried, no in-
A cuaibraijce ; a uative of ScotlaudL Perfectly uuderalaiids

his i)rofes8t«>n in all its bmiichc9^ including Eurly and Late
ForciuK Pincs^ Vines, Ptsiwhes, Fniit, Flowers, uiivl Vegetables

;

the mana^emtiiit of Utore aud Greeubonae Plauts, £c. Can
attend to I_i:vud or Pkiiitation?i if required. Kxcelleut testi*

ruonials. Will be at liberty at Liidy Day uext No siuglc*
hiuided place accepted. No objection to Ireland,—A. B., Post
Office^ Uut^by.

STI
brancbea

A native of Scotliind.

all its

B
geuei
the hiptbest .^

AIUIFF Ofi GKNKRAL MAMAGEK.—Age 30;

has had extonsivG experience on the most approved

systems of Agriculture on Heavy and Light Soils, Erecting

Farm Buildings, Drainage, Woods, and general improvements.

Purchasing, Belling, and Breeding Stock, Can be highly

rocomtnended by Noblemen and Landed Proprietors-—A. B-*

Gibbs & Co., comer of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, Londoii^_y^

IT'AKM BAILIFF.—Age 37; has had considerable

? experience on Heavy and LightSoils, and in the Breeding

and Rearing of Stocky Buying and Belling of Stock, Com, &c.

;

the management of Woods and Plantations. The wife cnntake

the care of the Dairy and Poultry if required, Seveu yeai-s

excellent character. — A. B., JUr, Haynes, 4, Alfred Place^

Spa Koad, Bcrn^ondsey, S.E,
,

}7^AKA1 Bailiff to a nobleman or gentleman.—a
J Farmer's Son, age 30; thoroughly understands the Bear-

ing ana Breeding of Cattle, &c- Can give the most sati^sfac-

tory refereiiCe3.~W, J,, Post Office, P'aringdon. Berks, _

BAILIFF.— Age 43; experienced and thoroughly

practical; a good judge of Stock. T;\'ife agoodDauy-
woman.—A, H., Thompson's Dining Rooms, 10, Pentoiivihe

Roftdv Islington, London, N. ^_^ ^

LiTOCKMAN.—Age 28, married; is well acquainted

iO with Farm work, Wife can take charge of Poultry il

required. Good cbaracter.—T. S,, 2, Bratt'a Buildings, trs^ar

bury Market, Loudon, K-C,
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BANK OF DEPOSIT,
EsTABUSHED A. D. 1S44 ; 3, Pall Mall East, London, "W.

Capital Stock 100,000?.

PARTIES desirous of INVESTING MONEY are
requested to examine the Plan of Thr Bavk of Deposit,

by which a bigli rate of Interest may be obtained with ample
security. Beposita made by Special Agreement may be with-
drawn without notice. The Interest is payable in January
jKid July. p£TEB Morrison, Managing Director.

Forms for opening Accounts sent free on application.

the main provision

closing of all shops

mornings. In the

XcUjS of tijc Sattft,

The Address to the Chown in approbation

of the Commercial Treaty with France has been

carried in both Houses by large majorities. In

the Commons on Friday the adjourned debate on

the Address was resumed by Mr, IIorsman',

who mored, as an amendment, to add to the

resolution a declaration of the opinion of the

House that the 11th Article relating: to the

export of coal imposed on the Crown and Parlia-

ment unnecessary and impolitic restriet'ons, and
praying Hee M.iJESTr to effect the omission of

that article from the Treaty. The amendment was
supported by Mr. Packe, Mr. Ben"tinck, anl Mr.

DI3KAELI
J and opposed by Mr. ViTIAN, Sir E..

Peel, and the Cha3S'celloe of the Exciieiuee.

On a division the amendment was negatived by

282 to 5^y giving Ministers a majority of 223. The
Address was then agreed to. In tlie L^rds on
TUursday Lord Tatjnion" moved that the Honae
should agree with the Commons in this Address.

The Earl of CouK seconded the motion, which
was opposed by Earl Gkey, the Earl of Malhes-
BTTRY, Earl Stanhope, Lord Ovsrsioxe, the Earl

of Dkubt, Lord Chelmsford, and the Earl of

Haedwicke, and supported by Lord Wodehotjse,
Earl De Gkev and Kipon", the Duke of Argtll,
the Lord Chancellor, and the Duko of New-
castle. On a division the Address was carried by
6S to 38, giving Ministers a majority of ZO.

In the House of Lords on Tuesday Lord

Chelmsford introduced a Bill f>r the pre-

vention ot Sunday trading,

of which is to compel the

after 9 o'clock on Sunday
Commons on Monday, on the orJer of the day
for the second reading of the Bill for the

Repeal of the Paper Duty, Sir W. Miles moved,
as an amendment, a resolution to the efft^ct that it

was inexpedient to repeal the du^y in the present

state of the revenue, and at the cost of adding

another penny to the income-tax. The
amendment was supported by Mr. B. Stan-

hope, Mr. A. Mills, Lord E. Cecil, Mr.

HoRSMAN, and Sir J. Pakingtox, and opposed by
Mr. NoRRis, Mr. Black, Mr. Magdire, Mr. M.
GiBsox, and the Chancellor of the ExcnEacEit.

On a division the amendment was negatived by

a majority of 53, the numbers btjing 245 to 192.

The Bill wa-5 then read a second time. On Tues-

day Lord John Rcssell made a statement

respecting the annexation of Sa voy , and th e

remonstrances which he had addressed to the

French Government on the subject. He con-

teiidyd that the policy of Her Majesty's Govern-

laeat, in regard to Savoy and Central Italy, had
been to maintain tho peace of Eurjpe, to secure

tU© right of th.9 Italians to manage their own
affairs, and to raise a people of cultivated in-

tellect, who had been long oppressed, into

a great and powerful nation. A long debate
ensued, in which Mr. Disraeli disclaimed
any desire to make the annexation of Savoy
a ground of war, but charged the Govern-
ment with having brought it about by the course
they had pursued in promoting the establishment
of a great Italian Power. L>rd Palmeeston
expressed his opinion that th3 Emperor of the
FKRycH Would commit a great mistake if he per-
sisted in the annexation of Savoy, and would gain
more by preserving the good opiuion and confidence
of Europe than by any accession of t -rritory on
the slopes of the Alps. On Wednesday Mr. Locke
Kino's Bill for removing the restriction which com-

pels clergymen of the Church of England to obtain
the license of the bishop and consent of the incum-
bent of the parish, before they can celebrate Divine
service in theatres and other buildings, was lost

on t'le question of the second reading by a majority
of 37, the numbers being 16S to 131. The
Adulteration of Food and Drink Bill passed through
committee, after an unsuccessful attempt had been
made to extend its provisions to Ireland. On
Thursday the Attornet-Gexeral obtained leave

to bring m a Bill to amend and consolidate the

aws relating to Bankruptcy and Insolvency in

'

England, the main objects of which are to abolish
I

all distinction between bankruptcy and in-

Sunday morning his Royal Highness emhiirked i\t St
Katherine'a steam wharf on his return to Holland.
The Peerage.—The Gaie/^e of last night announces

that the Queen has directed letters patent to be passed
under the Great Seal, granting the dignity of a Baron
of the United Kingdom, to Henry, ^Baron Brougham
and Vaux, and the heirs nude of his body lawfully
begotten, by the name, style, and title 'of Baron
Brough^im and Vanx, |of Brongharn, in the county of
Westmoreland, and of Highhead Castle, in the county of
Cumberland, with remainder, in default of such heirs

male, to his brother, William Brougham, Esq., and the
heirs male of his body lawfully begotten.

Pabliamentabt Movements. — The election for

"West Surrey, vacant by the death of Mr. Henry Drum-
mond, took place on Saturda}*, when Mr. George Cnbitt

was elected without oppopition. On Monday Mr. Pad-

solvency, and between traders and non- "^^re was elected for Worcester, in the room of Mr.

traders; to abolish the present courts with their
l^a^'ett, without opposition. The A'orwich Election

numer ous staff of commissioners ; to substitute a
single judge, to be on an equality in position

and emolument with the judges of the realm
and to transfer the jurisdiction of the country
Commissioners to the judges of the County Courts

.

The House then went into committee on the
Customs Acts, when the Chancellor of the

Committee have reported that Lord Bury was not duly
elected, and that tlie election was a \oid election. The
Peterborough Election Committee have reported that
Mr. G. H. Whallcy was duly elected. The Clare Elec-
tion Committee have reported that Colonel Lute
White was not duly elected, that a large number of
cases, of bribery and treating were proved, but that it was
no proof thattheytook place with Col.White's knowlegde.
The Volttnteer Movement.—His Royal Highness

EsCHEQTTER moved an amended resolution reducinff'*'*^^ Prince of Wales has been gazetted as honorary

the duty on hops from the 1st of January, 1861,

to 205, the cwt., and from the 1st of January,

1832, to lo5. the cwt. Mr. Dodson moved as an
ameidment that the duty should be imposed for

one year o:ily. On a division the a*>ieadment was
nega'tived by 138 to 104.

ajreed to, as was also another imposing a duty of

Is. a ton on foreign and colonial-built ships.

The voting of the four provinces of Central Italy

on the question of annexation to Sardinia has taken

place this week with perfect order and regularity.

The result is that the people of Tuscany, the

Koraagna, Modeua, and Purma, have decided, by
such enormous majorities that the vote almost
amounts to unanimity, in favour of annexation
t> Sardinia, and have utterly rejected b)th tie
c'aims of their legitimate Sovereigns and the

c'\eme which was lately put forward by the Em-
peror OF THE French for the establishment
of a separate kingdom. The latest news from I

Turin states that the Sardinian Government has

acceded to the demand of France to effect the

cession of Savoy and Nico by a special treaty

between France and Sardinia. By this arrange-

ment Sirdioia will cede to France the whole of

Sivoy up to Mont Cenig, and thQ territory of Nice

as far as ViUafranea inclusively. Thus France
will gain possession of all the passes of the Alps,

and will likewise obtain the districts of Chablais

and Faucigny, to which she attaches such im-
portance that she has declined to enter into nego-

tiations for ceding them to Switzerland.

colonel of the Oxford University Rifle Corps. The com-
mission is signed by the Lord Lieutenant of Oxfordshire,

and bears date March 2d. His Royal Highness the
Prince Consort has become patron of tbe National RiHe
Association. Lieut.-Colonel Charles Morris, C.B., has
been appointed by the Duke of Cambridge Assistant-

__
^
Inspector of Volunteer Artillery'. By permission of the

I he resolutnu was the
n_ |

authorities a Volunteer RiHe Corps on the plan of that of
Eton is iti the course of formation at Winchester College.

TuE New Reform Bill.—Tlie following return of

the number of male persons resident within each Parlia-

mentary city and borough in England and Wales, or

within seven miles thereof, assessed to the last poor-

rate made before November 7, 1859, at 6?. and imder

10/., shows the number of Electors whi(;h will be added

to the Register in each City and Burough by the losver-

iiig of the franchise from 10/. to 6/. :

—

No. Kame of Borough. 1

Number of
Electors

on Register.

1

2

4

6

6
i

8
9

ENGLAND.
Tower Hamleta -

Liverpool ..

*

Harylebono (ti)

Pinabury (b>
Mnncheater (City)
L:\mbeth (a)

Westminster (City) (a)

Birmingham (a) ..

Southwark (a)

10| Leeds
Hi Bristol (City)

* *

The Cottet.—The Qnccn, Prince Consort, and the
Royal family continue at Osborne. On Friday her
Majesty and the Prince Consort walked m the grounds.

Ou Saturday Prince and Princess of Leiningen visited her
Majesty. On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince Con-
sort, Prince Alfred, Princess Alice, Princess HeleTia,

Princess Louisa, and Prince Arthur attended Divine

service at Whippingham church. On Monday morning
the Queen and Prince Consort walked out. The Prince

and Princess of Leiniugeu arrived on a visit to her

vMajesty. Ou Tues'lay the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by Princess Alice and the Prince and
Princess of Leiningen, drove out. On Wednesday the

Prince and Princess of Lciniugen lefc Osborne.

Visit op the Peince of Walks to Canada.—It is

now officially announced that the Prince of Walea will

visit Canada in the course of May next. His Royal

Highness, it is asserted, will go out with a very

numerous retinue, and will remam in North Ainerica

for about two months, during which he will visit the

!
principal towns and great pnblic works, as well as

Niagara and other remarkable scenes of British America

and the United States.

The Dcke de MoSTPEysiER arrived at Plymouth

on Tuesdav in the Spanish war steamer Alava, fiora

Corunna,
' His Uoyal Highness proceeded to London

by the express train on Wednesday morning, and the

Alavft lias since left Plymouth for Sonthampton with

the Duke's baggaae and attendants. His Royal High-

12
13

14
15

17

18
19

20
21
22

Sheffield .

.

London (City) (a)

4 t

Wolverhampton .

.

Greenwich (a) .«

Br;ififord (York) .,

Nevrcaatle-upon-Tyne

Salford
Kingston^upon-Hull (a) (d)

3toke upon-Trent.

,

Oldham
Pcrtsmouth

23; Brighton (a)

24 Preston
25;Xorwich(City)Cc)

26 Sunderland
27!UoUon
28; Leicester .,

t » m •

29 Kottingbam
I

30 Bath (City) (a)

3li Stockport ..

32 Plymouth ..

33
31

Devonport ..

east Retford

35' Blackburn .

.

SG.Exuter (City)

37 Oerby

SS I'ork (City)

99 Macclesfield

28,S43

. 18.779
F. 1.7P1

31,031
20.Wl
I8,:^34

21,737
13,791
0,22-i

1 0.me
5.945

U,929
F. 1.9U

7,3S1
19,0-6

F. 6,301
4,025
8,073
S,5!t9

6»05S

F. 1,502
4,375
5,5-J6

F. 1.5S7
2,2-21

2,151
3,821

F. 3
4,609
2,667
5,498

F. 2,008
2,739
2,050
4,207

F. 1,405
6,012

F. 1,861
3,172
1,420

2,705
F. 27

2,723
2,602

F. 7fl

1,524
s,n8

F. 245
^505

F. 371
4,355

P. 2,446
1.073

Additional.

5,038

15,068

409
558

17,994
2,110
700

1 0, 60O
2,643
4,783

3.965

10,202
£55

7,477
2,487
3,193
2,823

4.S10
1,327

2.916
1,334
4,866

1,756
5,287
714

1,905
2,431
3,802

2,634

767
1,826
187

250
436

1,842
9&3

3,021

1,493

2,323

* The numbera opposite to the letter. F in thia column are

Freemen^ which are included in the number of electors on the

Register
, , , , ^ . *l

(a) The returns for the places thus marked contain the num-
ber of tenements, aud not the number oE male occupiers only,

80 far as regards tcnementa which are rated to the owner*

instead of the occupiers. In those cases a deduction of 20 per

cent, has been made on account of female occupicrd and unoc-

cupied tenements. , ol * , f

(6) The returns for the pananesof Islington and St. Lukes,
which form part of thia borough, do not contain the number of

ne^s'who isTi^vcUiniunte the name of t!ie 'Count^de
[

persons occupying tenements rated to tb« owner, instead of tho

Villamarique, has come_ to England on^ n visit to his *^(g"^^^;e are in thia borou|Th 12.162 tenements (rated to the

mother, the ex-CJueen of the French, at Claremont.

Pein'CE Frkdeeick of tub Netheblands on

Friday visited the arsenal, dockyard, and other Govern-

i merit "establishments at Woolwich. On Stitnrday the

! Prince dined with Lord and Lady Palmerston. On

owners instead of the occupiers) which are not iacluded in the

above returu, as the rate-books do not offord the means of dis-

tributing them under the several beads of the return.

(d) There are in thia borough 11,021 tenements (rated to the

owners instead of the occupiers) which are not included in the

above return for the reasons assigned in the case ofEorw.ich,



No. Name of Borough.

40 Dudley
41

ENGLAND,

42
43
44

45
46

Coventry (City)

Stroud
Cricklade .

.

Southampton

* *

Cheltenham
Halifax

47 Ipswich

48 Wigan

40 Bury
SolHuddersfield' ."

51 Great Yarmouth ..

62 New Shoreham .

,

53 Ashton-under-Lyne
64 Rochdale .

.

55 Tynemonth
56 J^outh Shields
67 Chatham
58 Oxford (City)

59

60

61

92
68
64

Camhridge

Chester (City)

Worcester (City)

Aylesbury ..

Northarupton
Monmouth District

65 Carlisle (CityJ

G6
67
68

Walsall
Gateshead
Warrington

edlDover

70
71

72

73

76

77
78

7d

80

Wakefield
Reading
Uaidabuue

Wenlock73

74|Shrewfibury

Colchester ..

King's Lynn

* V

Whitehaven
Kidderminuter
Canterbmy (City)

Glonceater (City)

81JLiQcolu(City)

82 Boston

83

84

8fi

86

87
88

89

00
91

92

08

04

05

06

07
9d

Hastings

Lancaster

Berwick-upon-Tweed

Rochester (City)

Taunton
Bury 8t. Edmund's

Winchester (CUy)

P«ni-yn and Faltoouth
Durham (City)

Hytho

Scarborough

Sandwich

Great Grimsby

Hereford (City)

• k

Kendal
atafiford

M Bedford

^W^BftUsbury (City) (a)

lOTTpi.ntefnM* ..

l^-A.iifcherDO

i6»JB«ru8t; .

105|iiverton

10«) Whitby
lOrWurwick
108 GniDtbam

+ +

100 Truro

110 J

I

under-Lyme -

.

J^^ Brui^water

ll^JBtiverley

II V Morpeth ,
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Number of
Electors

^n Register

[March 17, I860.

t *

F.

F.

« «

F.

F.

F.

F,

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

«

},4.St, Ivoa (CoruwaU)
;i'' Windsor
jiiuwM :

**8jWeymouth andMelcomba Ree^B
1
i
,«« .......eabmT
IM

I Poole ..

IJJiStttiilbni ..

l*2iBBUQbury

jp P«t*jrb<irDugh ('^'*'

*)1« Chictwttw (City) .

.

L

l*5,Tamworth ..
l»WUu>Q

* « « *

1

992
a,451

F, 4. 112
1,311
1,691

8,765
F. 8

2,171
1,491
1,926
344
£58

4
1,246
1,686
1,393
1,843
1,081
1,346
1,062
1,156
1.544
2,731
1,016
1,797

26
2,502
1,225
2,541
875

1,320
2.52f>

1,745
80

1.262
320

1,092
913
72S

2,038
819
052

1,841

1,848
440
881
99

1,404
456

1,257
407

1,019
243
571
487

1,564
809

1,721
534

1,435
513

1,078
105

1,231

4
1,288
401
814
376

1,419
F. 400

877
602
10

835
12

881
1,147
530
997
43

1,044
11

1,030
313
920
315
971
214
4:'.2

1,390
944
954.

44
687
11

r

4'S
73a

p. 199
7CS
608

F. 6
555
710
742

623
&

904
723
553

M17
849
408
89

5:^2

589
697
733

F. 5
515
647

F. 23
539
672
568
624

P. 3
i^
268

F, 7

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

P.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

T.

F.

Additional,

I

»

1.002

3,098

453
671
415

1,088
888

1,998

772

1,278
1,

1

58
1,798
566
883

1.242
433

1,402
1,342
1,086

1,065

740

1,358

360
1,651
622

658

3,073
ms
856

1,052

323
5.S4

467

331

834

573

665

474
1,178
482

399

1.060

826

345

698

lU

646

370
509

442

160
246

497

358

667

358

674

193
205

487

604

168
102

S44
*4J

165
470
170

444

279

383

202

110

161
209
378
1S6

102
446

134
iy4
528
355

99
106

No.

12"

12S

12t'

13(!

131

13:

i3y
134

Kamc of Borough.

Ryo
ENGLAND.

14"
.10

13f

ravistock .

.

Buckingham

Wallingford
Newport (Isle of Wight).

.

Woodstock

New Malton
Bridgnorth

.

Bridport

C?hriat.church
He Iston

137
13S

130

140
141
142lChipping Wycombe

Bewdley

Cockermouth
Wareham .

.

143

144
146
146

147

148

149

150

151

152
153

154

155

156

157
158
159

160
161

162

163

164
165
166

107

168
169

170

171

Droitwieh

Westbury .

.

Midhurst .

.

Uchfield(City).

Malmsbury

Guildford ,

Hertford

Devizes

Great Marlow
Dorchester .

.

Bodmin

Chippenham

Huntingdon

Liskeard

Cirencester,
Ripon
Launcoston

Abingdou .

Horsham .

Maldon

Tewlceebury

PetersfieM ..

K riareeborou^Ii
Andover

Ludlow

Thir»k
Lyraiiigton

Lcnmiristet

Calne

Marlborough172

173
l'^^^

Richmond (York)
Northallerton

176
176

177

17S

179

180

181

Keigate
Wells (City)

Evesham .

Dartmouth.

Harwich

Totues

Thetford
182H^y™® Regis

IgaJAshburtoti

134 HonitoQ
ISSjAruudel
igg'Cambridffe University .

,

X87;Ox,ford University

WALES

:

Boroughs.
;i

Merthyr Tydvil .

,

1- . ^*\,au*ca District

190
IfH

Caraarvon District

Cardiff District ..

•

192iCarmarthen Distriet

1931 Pli"t Distrftt

IDi Montijomery District

195 Pembroke District * * P *

19C Deubigh District

197 Beaumaris District

19S

199

Cardigan District

Haverfordwest District ,

.

200lNew Radnor District
I

201

Number of
Eleqtoi-s

on Register.

P.

F.

F.

F.

F.

P.

P.

F.

F.

P.

P.

P.

F.

F.

P.

[P.

P.

P.

P.

F.

P.

P.

F.

P.

F.

P.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

P.

P.

F.

P.

F.

F.

F.

F.

P.

P.

P.

F.

400
6
U
364
3

369
673

2
310
26
595
708
329
576
342
26

339
348

7
393

6
412
342
392

5
394
2

323
420
705
115
320

7
699
40
613
119
326

337
449
398

6

887
fll

392
53
395

2
4-21

330
438

1

822
387

1,071
642
341
26
332
286
239
4

396
34
413
323
8

381

7
174

6
281

2
291
327
548
326
90
328
60
264
7*

334
1

341
14
221
265
3

193
287
19ti

4,566
S,6;;3

\,9M
363
939

1,831
258
822
75

751
- >
69

914
344

SOS
521

4

673
103
776
213
400
70

302
3

Additional,

26S

03
102

181
311

111

194
148

170
81

136
121

162

90
74
129

118

84
lor
170

92

238

190

lis

93
102
44

155

142

96

106
149
91

102
186
142

106

£6
88
79

130

149
140

97

70

78

70
118
IDS
85

83

62

110

47

71
139

71
46
80

1,346

414
1,024

454

271

715

274

222

217

258

116

90

dFoictgiu

Pea: .— A dfspatcli from Tvirin of 'Wetlne^Jiy

ast has reached Paris, stating that the SariHnian Go-
i*vernmeut has consented to the demand of France to

effect the cession of Savoy and Nice by a special

treaty, to be concluded between France and Piedmont,
The treaty will be followed by a vote of the Munici-
palities, and the two contracting parties will afterward*

communicate to the European Powers the nature ofand
motives for this territorial arrangement between tbem..

By this arrangement Sardinia cedes to France Savoy up
to Mont Cenis, and Nice up to Villafranca inclusive,

Thusall the passes of the Alps will be possessed by France,

wliicb will likewise obtain the districts of Chablais

and Faucigny. It is also stated that M. James Fazy
and Dr. Kern have been informed by the French
Government that France declines to enter into nego-

tiations for ceding Chablais and Faucigny to Switzer-

land.—M. Thouvenel had previously transmitted to
Biiron Talleyrand a despatch in reply to Count Cavour's
despatches of the 1st and 3d inst. M. Thouvenel points

out the essential difference which exists between the
question of the annexation of Tuscany to Piedmont and
that of the annexation of Savoy to France, and says that

the principal difficulty which opposes the first is to

obtain the recognition by Europe, which has guaranteed

the possession of Tuscany to the dynasty of Lorraine.

In the latter this difficulty disappears in the presence

of the arrangement between France and Sardiniaf

relative to the spontaneous cession of Savoy; conse-

quently the Emperor of the French requests the regu-

lation of the question of Savoy by a simple cession, to

be settled by mutual consent, and without having

recourse to universal suffrage. M. Thouvenel thinks

that to become acquainted with the wish of the country

it would suffice to consult the municipalities of Savoy.

As regards the annexation of Tuscany, M. Thouvenel
repeats that France could not follow Piedmont in a
perilous course. If King Victor Emmanuel accepts

the annexation of Tuscany, he woidd necessarily

remain exposed to the risks of such a policy with-

out being able to reckon upon , the support _of

France. The ^at/s of Frida}' publishes an article

signed by " M. Granier de Cassiignac," on the manner
in which the project of the annexation of Savoy and
Nice has been discussed in the English Parliament,

M. de Cassagnac calls to mind that France left England
full liberty to take and fortify Perim because England
had to protect her interests in the East, and says-

France is now in a similar position in regard to Savoy

and Nice, and he cannot understand why such noisy

discussions take place in the English Parliament, which

might compromise the alliance between the two
countries. We must understand that the Emperor has

not frivolously demanded a modification in the French
frontier, which the aggrandisement of Sardinia has

rendered indispensable. He will take into consider-

ation the disposition of the inhabitants and the esti-

mation of Europe, but it would be unreasonable to

suppose that the Emperor would renounce that which

regards the security of one of the most important

frontiersofthe Empire.—The Moniteur publishes a report

to the Emperor from the Minister of Foreign Affairs, an-

nouncing thelexchangeof ratificatiorislof thetreaty of com-r

merce between France and England, and submitting to

the signature of his Majesty a decree for its promulga-

tion. The report is followed by the decree in question,

which recapitulates the treaty and the changes made
by it in the duties on articles exchanged between the

two countries. The officiiU journal also contains a very

long report to the Emperor from the Minister of Com-
merce and M. Baroche, submitting to his Majesty the

facts which preceded the treaty, and the general con-

siderations which justified the changes.—The Moniteiir

announces that the Government has submitted a pro-

ject of law to the Corps Legislatif for devotin;

40 millions in loans to manufiicturers for the renewal

and improvement of their machinery, and another pro-

ject concerning modifications in the tariff for wools^

cottons, and raw materials.—The Emperor has nomi-

nated M. Michel Chevalier a senator.—The keel of a new
iron-sheathed Une-of-battie-ship is about to be laid down
at Cherbourg. She will be 32S feet in length, with an

iron prow 30 feet long, and be called the Napoleon I*

—M. Thiers has just delivered to the printer the last

sheet of Vol. XVII. of the *' Histoire du Consulat et de
TEmpire." The third volume of the " Memoires de
M. Guizot " is to appear in a week or 10 days, and will,

it is said, be equal in mterest tp the volumes already

published.

Spain atjd Morocco.—On Sunday last numcroua
Moorish tribes, including the Kabyles of Melilla,

attacked the encampments at Tetuan and were re-

pulsed. The Moorish positions were taken, and the

Moors pursued for a distance of half a league, with

considerable loss. On Monday last a Moorish n}es3enger

delivered a letter from the Emperor of Morocco to

Marshal 0*Donnell, expressing his desire for peace, and

requesting the Marshal to facilitate an arrangement

advantageous to botli nations. Marslial O'DonueU con-

sented to negotiate, but declared that he would not

suspend his militui-y operations.

Switzerland.—The Swiss Envoy at Paris has handed

to M. Thouvenel a protest against any measure or

annexation of Savoy to France. The Swiss Government

will address a nute to the Powers who signed the

Treaties at the Congress of Vienna for the maintenance

0^ i\\Q hiatus quo in Savoy, and the guarantee of the

neutrality of Switzerland, and a portion of Savoy.

SAXONr.—The official Dresden Journal of Thursdajr
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publishes a powerful article on the annexation of Savoy»

in which it sajs:

—

«*The whole blaroa Is to be dttributed to the policy of

England, which shook the baaea of peace ajrreed upon at

Vilfafranca, and to the passive attitude of the otner Powers on
the non-realisation of the Treaty ef Zurich. To offer any
opposition at the present moment would be too late, as the

annexation of Savoy to France may be regarded as an
accomplished fact."

Phfssta.—The Cnmmittct^ of the German National
Association, now assembled in Berlin, h about to pub-

lish an energetic declaration against tlie theory of

natural boundaries, and the annexation of Savoy to

France, stating therein that Germany will be strongly

united in future times of danger. The commission of

the Chamber of Kepresentativea charged with the
question of the re-organjsat;on of the Prussian army
has prononiiced a verdict ngainst the Government pro-

positions. Tlie Cabinet has declared to the commission
that they should resign if the project were not accepted.
The credits demanded for the Japanese expedition were
accorded by the commipsion after someopposltton.

AuSTRTi..—Accounts from Vienna state that though it

ifl intended to maintain a passive attitude if the Kmperor
Napoleon persists in tlie realisation of hh wish for the
annoxntlon of Saroy, Austria bus nevertheless notified

to the Prussian Government that she has already in-

formed tht; Com-fc of the TuUcries that if ever the
Pihino frontiers should be menaced she would im-

mediately unite with Prussia for the protection of the

territorial integrity of the Germanic Confederation.

Monsignore M^rode, private Cliamberlain of the Pope,

arrived at Vienna a few days since chrirged

with a private mission and an autograph letter

from the Holy Father to the Kmperor of Austria.

—

General Baron von Eynatten, who Imd been arrested

as a defaulter while Commissary-General of the army
in Italy, in spite of all precautions committed suicide

last week by hanging himself in his prison, leaving a

document confessing his g"">lt, and expressing his

repentance for it. Two officers who were connected
with him have since shot themselves, and one of his

sons has absconded to the United States. A Lieut.-

General, an Italian merchant residing at Trieste, and
M. Richter, Chief Director of the Credit Mohilier Associa-

tion, have now been arrested, it is supposed, for com-
plicity with the late General Eynatten. The managers
of tbft Credit Mobilier have declared that the affairs of
the establishment are in perfect order, and in no
way connected with these transactions.

Hungary.—An English "gentleman who has just
arrived from Hungary gives a sad account of the
condition of that country. He was very near being
present at one of the Protestant meetings, and had he
been there the Austrian authorities would most
probably not have given him his passport, if he had
escaped being sent to some fortress. He could not obtain
a licence to carry fire-arms because he was living in a
Liberal family, though they are almost necessary for
protection against the numerous robbers. He never
eaw a single Englishman even at Festh during the
three years he was in Hungary.

Italy.—The returns of the voting in the jEmllian
provinces are complete. The numbers in favour of
annexation to Piedmont are as follows :—TheRomagna,
202.659; Modena, 115,621; Purma, 88,511. The
number of votes for a separate kingdom has not j'et

been announced. The returns of the votes in Tuscany,
with t^e exception of 32 communes, show—For
annexation, 330.087; for a separate kingdom, 13,156.
The following was the official return of the voting in the
Romagna up to Thursday morning :—For annexation to

Piedmont, 200,659; for a separate kln^^dom, 244j can-
celled, 283. In all the towns of the .Tamilian provinces
the number of people assembled to vote was extraordi-

nary, and in the country the clergy conducted the popu-
lation to vote for the annexation. In Tuscany also the
peasants were bended by their cur^s on their way to the
voting places, and kept admirable order. Tlie people

were everywhere enthusiastic and full of confi.dence,

and their behaviour was excellent, The streets of
Florence were decorated with French and Italian flatus,

and an address to the King had been signed by the
clergy. A Commission of the ilunicipality of ililan

great speech in favour of the admission of Kansas into
the Union. The House had at last elected a printer, in
the person ofex-Governor Ford of Ohio. The Senate had
called upon the President for a copy of any report
which might have been made bv the commissioners for
marking the boundary between' the United States and

ing the Governor's

changes which the events in Italy have produced m
the situation of the population of Savoy and Nice. At
the moment when we demand for the inhabitants of
Central Italy the right to dispose of their destiny we
expose ourselves to a charge of Inconsistency and injus-

tice if werefnseto the subjects of the King dwelling
on the other side of the Alps the right to freely manifest

j

the British territory." Notwithstandi
their wishes. However deep the regrets we should feel , veto, the Bill abolishing slavery had again been passed
If the provinces, the cradle of the Piedmontese * • - •

monarchy, decided upon demanding a separation, we
should not refuse to recognise the weight of a manifes-
tation, however slight, if made in confoimity with the
jirescription of Parliament.' Count Cavonr says further
that the declarations of M. Thouvcnel relative to the
great Powers and Switzerland foresee a false interpre-

tation of the motives which guide the conduct of the
Government, the removal of which could only be
effected with great dlffictilty. These declarations being
inspired by high sentiments of equity and justice leave

;

no cause to doubt that in any hypothesis anxiety to

leave proper frontiers to France and Sardinia would

III the Legislature of Kansas. The hostilities carried on
against the Indians in the northern part of California
had been conducted in the most barbarous manner, and
hundreds of Indians—men. women, and children—had
been slaughtered in cold blood by the volunteers.

Cajtada.—The Canadian P.irliament was opened at

Quebec on the 28th ult. In his speech the Governor-
General announced that the Prince of Wales would
visit Canada in the ensuing summer. Ho also con-

gratulated Parliament on surmounting the financial

difficulties, and on the consolidation of the public debt.

Spencer Wood, the residence of the Governor-General,

direct any negotiations on the question." Proclamations
oi' the Governor of Sai'oy were posted on Satnrdiiy in all

the parishes of that country, notifying that the inha-

1

bitantfi will be called upon to vote on the 18th inst. for

the maintenance of the union with the monarchy
of Sardinia, or for annexation to France, according
to the form prescribed l>y Parliament.—Accounts from
Rome state that the Pope has a Bull of excommunica-
tion prepared to be launched against the King
of Sardinia whenever the annexation of the Ro-
magna IB carried into effect. The reply of the Pope
to the last proposals of Francchas been sent to Paris, in

the form of a despatch from Cardinal Antonelli to M.
Thouvcnel. The Pope declines the proposition to confine
within an exclusive political compass a question which,
as it concerns the Integrity of the patrimony of St.

Peter, is intimately hound up with the independence of
the Church. Although decidedly rejecting the propo-
sition to create a Vicariate of the Romagna in favour
of a foreign Sovereign, his Holiness expresses himself
disposed to enter into the path of reform on condition
that the integrity of the States of the Church is gua-
ranteed. A deputation of the students at Rome has
been received by General Goyon, who delivered a written ' of which is to he pensioned by Nicaragua'.

had been destroyed by fire.

Beitisit Columbia.—Advices to the 30th January
stute that the total population m the mines of British

Columbia was, by a careful computation, 1175. A
hotel was about to be built at New Westminster on
Fraser River. One hundred tons of coal per day were
being exported from Kanaimo, The quality wag
improving. Goods were scarce at Port Houglas. A
proclamation by the Governor of British Columbia,
dated January 20, 1860, authorises the land com-
missioner, and all magistrates and gold commissioners,
to sell at private sale any town lots, suburban lots, or

surveyed agricultural lands which had been or might
hereafter be offered at public auction and remain
nnsoid. A Wesleyan missionary at Fraser River states

that the Chinese were likely to get the principal

benefits of the mines, Tiiey were arriving in large num-
bers, and while others were grumbling and hesitating,

and in too many cases drinking and gambling, the

Chinese were proceeding at once to the mines.
Cewtkal America. — Mr. Wyke, the English

Minister at Nicaragua, had negotiated a treaty with
President Martinez, having for its object the gradual
extinction of the protectorate over Mosquito, the King

reply, exhorting them to resume their studies, and
expressing his resolution to support the public
authorities by all means at his disposal in order to

maintain the observance of the laws.—Letters from

Peeu.— Another victim to the neglect of the
Peruvian Government has been added to the list of

assassinated foreigners, headed as it was by her
Majesty's late Charge d'Affaires, Mr. Sullivan. Captain

Pavliaiucnt.

Naple<^ announce the arrest of about 500 or 600 Lionel Lambert, Commander of her Majesty's war
persons suspected'of Liberal ideas, and mostly belonging

\
steamer Vixen, has now been murdered at Lima. Ha

to the upper classes of society, including Prince Torrella, had been bathing in the river and was waylaid on his

PrinceCamporeali, the Marquis Afflitto, Duke Proto, and return. His skull was fractured and hoth his wrists

some 80 other persons, whilst not less than 1000 of the
]
were black from the struggle in which he lost his life*

most notable pei-sonages of the city fled to the provinces. His rings and watch were stolen, and his body was
where they are still hiding. Some of the arrested have ' then thrown into the river, where it was found half a
since been let out of prison, on a promise to leave the ' mile from the spot where the murder was committed.
kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Mr. Elliot and Baron
Brennier, the English and French Ministers, have re-

monstrated in vain against these tyrarimcal pro-
ceedings ; and in consequence of a telegram sent
to Malta by the formtr the English deet has
arrived at Naples, part of which has anchored in the
port, the other part proceeding to Castellamare. This
event has caused great sensation. In Sicily the police

also pretend to luive discovered a revolutionary plot, and
people have not only been arrested but tortured in
prison. There is great agitation at Palermo, Messina,
and Catania. The Attorney-General and some of the
police had been assassinated, and many of the authori-
ties had received threatening letters advising them " to
go home to their master at Naples."

SzRviA.—Prince Milosch has despatched a deputa-
tion to Constantinople, to establish a better under-
standing between the Porte and himself, and to obtain

1,-1" i„j J) A ii T.-- • i.1 Kurrachee.—A message from Alexandria reports that tele-
had presented an address to the King, expressing the graphic communication ia now complete betw^een that place
devotion of the country to his Majesty, and their con-

fidence in the national line of policy pursued by the
Government of the King in reference to Central Italy,

and at the same time stating their resolution to support
such a policy, and, as a token of their tirm resolution,
offering to the King 3,000,000f. Tlie municipality of
Lodi were preparing to take a similar resolution, and
other adhesions were expected. Tire Opinione of Turin
publishes a note from Count Cavour of March 2, rela-
tive to the cession of Savoy,in which Count Cavour recalls
the declarations contained in the despatches of M.
Thouvenel, and declares himself far from bellevino- that
the aggrandisement of Sardinia could ever cons" itute
a danger to France, to whom the late events attich her
hy the bonds of gratitude and friendship. " Never-
theless," Count Cavour says, « we are too sensible of
what Italy owes to the Emperor not to give our serious

HOUSE OF LORDS.
FamAy.

—

A^airt of Italy,—In answer to tjie remarks of

the Marquis ol Norjiasby on the arbitrary acts alleged to have
been committed by the Provisional Goveniment of Tuscany
With the support of the British Goveniment, Lord Wode-
HOusE said that her Majesty's Government bad not exhibited
any partiality towards the Provisional Goveinment, or had
supported it in opposition to the wishes of the Tuscm people.

On the contrary, they bad consistently abstained from inter-

ference^ and had endeavoured to induce other Powers to take
a similar course. He was happy to say that nearly the
whole of the stories of the cmelties Siud to be practised by
the Provisional Government in reference to political prisoners

were either totally unioimded, or grossly exaggerated. He
could not produce a copy of the instructions moved for

by Lord Xormanby, for the simple reason that no instruc-

tions had been sent out, nor bad any necessity arisen for tbem.
—After some remarks from the Marquis of Clanricarde and

new political concessions. Lord Desiian, the Earl of Mauiesbl'bv said it was generally

T«TiT* Thp fnllnwino- dp^rjafplips have hppn TPPpK'Pd believed in France that the present difficulties in reference toINDIA.— 1 ne lollOW ing aespatclies na^ e Oeen recei\ ed ^^^ annexation of Savoy and Nice would never have arisen if it

this week :

—

had not been for the injudicious course pursued by her
Majesty's Government in resisting the princple upon which the
treaty of Viliafranca was founded.—The Duke of Argyll said
that the policy of the Government in regard to Italy would be
one of neutralty but not of indifference.—The Marquis of
NoRMANBV then withdrew his motion. The CoTisolidaled FMnd
BiU was read a third time and passed.
Monday.—Th« Commtrcial Trtaty.— A. conference was re-

quested by the House of Commons in reference to the Address
to her Majesty from that House, approving of the treaty with
France. On the return of the Peers who had been appointed to
confer, the Duke of Argyll brought up the Address agreed
to by the House of Commons, after which, Lord Tacntok
gave notice that on Thursday he should move that their lord-

ships should assent to the address.—lu reply to the Eixrl of

Calcutta.—Mr. Wilson made his financial statement on the
ISth of February, The deficit is about 9 millions. He pro-
poses a trade licence of from 2«. to 20». yearly ; a tax upon
incomes of from 210 to 600 at 2 per cent., and above that at 4 per
cent., with no eyemptions. A large duty upon tobacco. The
tariff is to be modified. There will be no loan.

and Kumichee.
CHlJfA.—Accounts from Foo-Chow-Poo of Jan, 19

state that tea is one to two taels lo\ver. The quantity

to complete tlie season*s y\&m is expected to be small,

and hiirher rates are confidently looked for._- T-»-i a 1.TLT I'jxiT ' Ellekborouoh, "the Duke of Newcastle stated that there was
JapAS.—Disastrous hres at Nagasaki and Jokuhama

I nothing in the third article of the treaty authori^^ing the French
have destroyed a large amount of European property.

West Incus.—The Shannon arrived yesterday at

Southampton with accounts of a terrible fire at Barba-

does, which has laid the capital almost in ashes. It

broke out at Bridgetown on the 15th ult., destroyed

the best portion of the town, and did damage to the

amount of a quarter, some believe half a million sterling.

Not above 30,000^ worth of the property which was

destroyed was insured.

United States.—Accounts from New York to the

29th ult. state that nothing important had transpired

Goveruraent to increase the differential duties now imposed
upon English ships. The Medical Act Amendment Bill was read
a second time.
Tuesday.—S'miday Trading.—Lord CHEXiisFORD, in intro-

ducing a Bill to amend the law relating to Sunday trading,
explained the scope and object of the measure, which was not
one of coercion, but of protection, and wiiuld not prevent
Sunday trading before tne hour of Diviue service. The
necessity of such a measure he deduced from numerous
petitions from tradesmen on the subject, who complained that

m self-defence tliey were obliged to open their fihope on
Simday, and were so prevented from attending Divine servioe.

The Attomejf^y $ol>cUor^, «frc., £Ul piissed through committee.

Thursday.—The Cwnmercial Treaty.—Ijord^ Taunton moved
that the House concur with the Commons in the Address to

the Queen on the subject ol the commercial treaty with France,
attention to a demand which rests upon the respect due relative to the loss of the Hungarian, but it was certain

to the population. The Government of the King would that not a single person was saved. The surveyors He believed that the operaUon of the treaty would greatly
never consent, even with a prospect of great advan- had found three bodies; a fireman, woman, and child.

\ ies.sen the chance of hottilities, and if ever they did occur.

tages, to cede or exchange any part of the territory
'

which for many centuries has formed a glorious appanage
'

^ the House of Savoy; but the Government of the i - ,, ^ ^ -,..-.-. -. , , ,.^. ,

ft-mg cannot refuse to take into consideration the 1 the treaty with Mexico. Senator Seward had made a I counter stipulations. Both m a commercial and pohticai
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^ense, he saw in thia treaty no evil and much good, and on
that ground he eaniei^tly commended it to the approbation
of their lordships —The Earl of Cork seconded the motion.

—

Earl Gbey could not concur in the approbation of the '

treaty, which he thought was ill-advised and not
likely to eflect the purpose of its promoters- Though
matters had now f,^one too far to oppose the treaty itself, be
felt bound to oppose an address which expressed approbation
of its provisions. He thought that the treaty ought not to
have been signed without a formal disclaimer having been
jreviously obtained from France of lier intention to annex
iavoy and Nice. Stich a signal mark of our confidence and
support as the signing of this treaty ought not under present
circumstances to have been given. It had inflicted a stain
upon the honour of the country by promulgating an opinion
abroad that England had agreed to the annexation in
order to promote bcr own material interests.—Lord Wode-
HorsE said that the annexation of Savoy had nothing
whatever to do with the treaty, nor Wiia there, as has been
hinted, any collusion between the English and French
Governmeuts in connexion with the annexation of Savoy.

—

The Eavl of MALMEtBu'RY urged that the treaty was not a
convention between the p-^oplc of Entjland and the people of
France, but between Lord Palmerstou and the Emperor.
Referring to the foreign policy of the Emperor^ and more
partictilarly to the proix>i=ed annexation of Savoy and Nice, he
said that while, from the position which he had formerly
occupied, he could bear personal testimony to tiie moderation
of the Emperor's conduct, he was compelled to express his
regret at the course which his Majesty had recently adopted.

that article 11 relating to the export of coal imposed on the
Crown and Legislature of the country unnecessary and im-
politic restrictions to which the House could not assent, and
praying her Majesty to eflFect the omission of that article from
the treaty. He objected to the treaty bccaus it fettered the
action and legislative independence of Parlinment, and bound
the country to a ruler whose menacing attitude and bearing
had imposed upon it, in time of peace, war taxes and a giievous
expenditure- He also objected to the policy and principle of

the treaty, for it gave everything and obtained nothing in
return. In fact> it taxed the Englishman in order to give a
profit to the forei^^ier. With regard to the 11th article, against
which his motion w:is directed, he held that, altho Jgh it might
be a great adv:^ntat:e to the coal-owners to increase the price of
the commodity, the enhanced price would be equivalent to the
imposition of a new tax. We were, in tact, about to give to
France the raw material of war^ and at the same time
to give every foreign nation a vested right in English coal. He

,

charged the Government with sacriticing the interests of Eng-
land in deference to those of France, with neglecting their

dixty to their Sovereign, and failing in their *nllegi:mce to the
magnificent empire which it was their destiny to guide.T-Mr.
Facke seconded tlie motion.—Mr. Vivian said he was inti-

mately acquainted with the South Wales coalfield, and estimated
that that field alone would be fully equal to supply England,
at her present mte of consumption, for upwards of 500 years.
The other coalfields in England and Scotland could furnish an
almost fitbulous quantity, and he thought it absurd to talk of
coal being an exhaustible commodity, orof its export to Fmnce
being a ptilitical consideration,-—Mr, Bentinck. regarded the

Earl De Grey and Ripok defended the principle on which the i treaty as unjust, one-fcidid, and degrading to this country,
id that its effect would be ^nd he believed that a war with FraiKC wo\ild he lees preju-treaty was founded, and maintained

to develop the trade and draw clobcr the relations of amity
between the two countries,—Earl Stanhope said be would
yield to none in upholding the French al iancc, but could not
bring himself to the conclusion that it could be strengthened
by a treaty of this description.—Lord 0%'ERSTone strongly
objected to the treaty on the ground that it was a dangerous
experiment to repeal duties which could not be rei 'laced,

and to makeup the deficit by a tax which was to cease in a
year- For his own part, he anticipated that the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, so far from reducing the income tax next year, would
have to increase it to a shilling in the pound.—The Duke of

Argyll supported the motion.—The Earl of Derby reminded
their lordships that according to the calculation of the Chancellor
ofthe Exchequer there wnuldbea deficitnexty&irof 11 million'!.

This enormous liability could only be met by an increased
income tax. He confessed that he foresaw in the budget laid

before Parliament the first step to a permanent income tax,

and he consequently looked upon it as a course of policy fraught
with danger to the country. Adverting to the annexation of
Savoy and Nice he said that if the Emperor of the French
resorted to such a step he would infuse permanent suspicion aa

to his future ixiUcy which years would not efface, while the
distrust engendered by such an act would call for millions of
increased expenditure by every Power in Europe.—After some
remarks by the Lord Chancellor, Lord Chelmsford, and the
Earl of Hardwicke, the Duke of Xewcastle replied on the part
of Grovernment, and urged their lordships not to refuse their

sanction to au Address which had received the all but unani-
mous support of the other House of Parliament. At a quarter
to two o'clock their lordships divided, when the numbci-s were
—content, fiS; not content, 3S; majority^ 30. The Address was
then agreed to.

Friday.— JAe EnnlijJi Fhttat ^aplfs—In answer to the Earl
of Ellknborouoh, the Duke of Somersft said that the purpose
ofsending British ships to Naples was that of affording protec-
tion to persons persecuted by the Neapolitan government-—
Lord Rbdesdalr, the Garl of Malmesuury* and the Earl of
Derby questioned the propriety of this proceeding. —
Earl Grky tlefeiuled it, and said that in the present
state of affairs at Naples it was quite impossible to know
whether it would not be necessary to afford protection to per-

sons asking it. The mere dictates of common humanity might
demand it! Sf^voy and Nict,—^The Earl of Carnarvon asked
whether the Government had any information to give respect-
ing the telegram from Turin, stating that arrangements had
been made between the King of Sardinia and the Emperor
Napoleon for the cession of Savoy and Nice.—The Duke of

Newcastle said he must decline to answer the question.

[Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday,—Qu-^^ionj were put to the diffcrtait members of th*^

Government upon a great variety of subjects, including rifl*3

volunteer officers, harlxturs of refuge^ the continued decay of the
stone in new Houses of Parliament, profits oftenant farmers, the
batta to Delhi troops, the amaV^amation of the Indian and British
armies, the shrubs in Hyde Park, the committal of a Roman
Catholic clergyman for refusing to divulge the secrets of the
confessional, the commercial treaty, the annexation of Savoy,
compensation to the officers of abolished manor courts, &c-
—With regard to the Shnihs in Uy^U Park, Mr- Mildmay asked
whether it was intended to intrust the replanting of them to the
same official to whom the planting was intrusted oh the previous
occasion.—^r. CowpEnsaid tkiit there wjiano reason tosuppf>se
that the trees and shrubs were planted in an Improper manner.
They were planted under the superintendence of Lord Llan-
over, whose practical skill and zeal in all matters relating to
the parks were a guarantee that the work was well nnd care-
fully done. He was not aware that any serious damage was
done to the trees and pbrube which were removed; on the
contrary, he was informed that when they were again placed
in the ground they would sprout and grow as vigorously and
successfully as before. In accordance with the wish of i>erson8
interested in the matter, all the gromid to which reference had
been made would be again planted with flowers, as far, at
leasts as the means at the dLdpoaal oi the department would
allow ; and where the space wa^ too Ur^e for flowers there
would be shrubs, either deciduous or evergreens. Everything
would bfl done to rcndtr the sjiot a nlea^sant and agreeable
waik to the inhabiuntii of the metropolis, and he thought the
work could not be intrusted to a more competent person than
th© superintendant of piirks who had originally pLinted them.
—Lord A. Vane Tempkst asked whether the Government had
taken any fttej>s to obtain the concurrence of Austria. Prussia,
and Russi.^ in opposition to tho Amxtxation of Savoy,
and whether they had been made acquainted with the final
answer of 8ardini;i, and the opinions of Switzerland respecting
it,—Lord J. RrssELL said that he had communicjited the

dicial to the honour and interests of England than the ratifica-

tion of this treaty,—Sir R. Peel expressed his cordial ap-
proval of the treaty, which he said was but a further
development of that wise and beneficent policy which
his father had inauginiitcd. At the same time, he
could not entirely separate tlie treaty from the foreign
policy of tho Government with reference to the annex-
ation of Savoy, against which he urged them to express
an indignant protest,—Mr. Disraeli took a general view of
what he called the "celebrated instrument" which was to draw
moi-e closely the relations between England and France, He
objected to the trc.ity on financial, politicnl^ and diplomatic
grounds. It was, in his opinion, unskilfully and negligently
negotiated, and bore upon the face of it the evidence of pre-

cipitancy and carelessness. Our financee were not in a condition
to bear the penalty which the treaty involved, and the treaty
itself did not recognise the cardinal principle of reciprocity.

With regard to the political bearing of the question, it was
perfectly clear from a perusal of the official papers that her
Majesty's Government must have beeu aware that they were
following a policy in Italy which must have led to the esta-

blishment by Sardinia of a great Power in Central Italy,

and of an extension of territory on the frontiers of France,
He reminded the House that events had occuned within the

last few days which materially altered the nsnect of aflfairs,

and he confessed that thf* policy adopted by her 5Iajesty*s

Ministers filled him with distrust, for he feared that it would
lead to dangerous complicatioTis in Europe.—The Chancellor
of the ExcHEQUEE declared that if there were any ground for

the heavy charges brought agftinst the Government he should
have invited the Ho\ise to reject the treaty altoerether, and not
waste the time of the House by the consideration of a paltry
niotit^n to prevent the exportation of coal. Adverting to the
financial portion of the question, he showed that the loss to be
entailed by the treaty u|Km the commercewith France (including
the t*>tal reduction in the wine duties) would not be more than
between 600,000L and 700,0001, Against this small loss of revenue
there was the prospect of a great expansion of trade, and of the
many social and moral advantages certain toflow fi'om the aboli-

tion ofa restrictive commercial policy. The idea that the quantity
of coal likely to be taken by Fr-tnce would exhaust the
coalfields of England was ridiculous. Whj% all the coal

that France was in the habit of taking from us was but
160,000 tons a year, of the value of 200,000?^, which was
positively not more than a single ironmaster consumed in

a year, or was now habitually wasted at the pit's moiith.

If, he concluded, by the blessing of the Almighty, a spirit of
justice, prudence, and moderation should prevail in the
councils of Europe, wo ought to hope that this treaty may pro-

duce effects beyond our power to calculate.—After some re*

marks by Mr, NEwnEOATE the HouRe divided, when Mr, Hors-
man's amendment was negatived by 282 to 5(i, The original

motion was then agreed to.

Monday.—Lnportalion of Rags.—hord J, RussELtv in replj-

to a question from Mr. Poller, stated that Lord Cowley had
communicated to him the intention of the French Government
to impose an export duty upon rags from Fratico when the
existing prohibition has been removed, but he could not say
what would be the amount of duty. Her Majesty's Ministers
intended to take ste[>s to obtain a free export of rags from
other C'»untries in which the export is now either prohibited
or restricted by heavy duties. Ann/xation of Savojf —Lord
J- MANKCRsaskod whether the Government had received any
further information with regard to the intentions of the Em-
peror of tho French on the amiexation of Savoy, and whether
Ins lordship was still of opinion that his Majesty intended to

consult the groat Powers upon the Bubjcct—Lord J. Rcssell
replied that Lord Cowley was engaged in the prepa-
ration of A despatch upon tho subject. In answer to

the other question, he said that he had no doubt
the opinions of the great Powers would have due weight
with his Imperial Majesty-—Mr. Disraeli asked what course
the Government proposed to adopt in relation to the motion of
Mr, Kinglake, on the annexation of Savoy.—Mr. Kinglake
complained that he had imderstood the Government would
give him an enrly day for tbe discussion of his resolution, and
he regarded their unwillingness to do eo as something ap-
proaching to a breach, of Qfcith.—Lord J. Russell denied that
he had in any way led tbe Jhon. moml>er to suppose that the
Government would give him a day fur bLs motion; on the
contrary, ho had said that it would l>e injurious to the public
service to take the discussion at the pre^sent moment IC
however, there was any party in the House who were of
opinion that it was tho duty of her Majesty's Government to

go to war with France to prevent the anneiation of Savoy, tl e
best way to proceed would be to found a motion on the subject-
Thia would be a candid and straightforward course, and far

preferable to continuing irritating nnd aimless discussions
calculated to imperil the friendly relations subsisting
between' France and England, and injurious to the bestcorrespondence with France to the Cabineta of Berlin, Vienna,

J

__ „_ __^ __^ „„
andSt- Petersburg, but without asking them to take any stei>3 !

intere^sts of the country,—Mr/ Disraeli contended that it
npon the subject, /t Berlin and Vienna the Ministers tor was absolutely necessary that there should be a discussion
Foreign A ffiurs had staged generally that they agreed in the on the subject of Savoy, in order that the House mii^ht
Tiews which wtre entertained by her Majesty's Government, know how far the policy of the Emperor had been occa5ioned
but they did not state what steps they were prepared to adopt, and favoured by her Majesty's Government. It appeiired to
Noansm^hadas yet been obuined fr^m St. Petersburg, nor him that their conduct was involved in great mystery, «nd
nad the Government received inforaiation that their despatch " ^

.
_

-

had arrived there. With legard to the final intentions of
Bavoy, he understoo^l that the substance of Covmt Cavour'a
anaworwas, that if the Parliament of Piedmont should think
PJ**P^taimtitutea voteinSavov, with the view of ascertaining
the foftlingB of the people on the subject of annexation, the
tlovemmeitt would take c^re that every facility should be
afforded to arrive at a free expression of opinion, Th^ Commer-
cial I rfa^y._The adjourned debate on the aildress to the Crown

that explanations were desirable,—Tx>rd Palmerston said if the
right hon. gentleman or any other member thouj/ht fit to pro-
pose a vote of censure upon the Government K>r tbe course
they had piirsued, the Government would be quite prepared to
meet it. He tl.onght, however, that it should be clearly
explained whether those who wished to bring the question of
Savoy again before the IIoubc did so with the view of niere^y
expressinsf censure on the conduct of the Fnmch GovernmeLt,
or of asking the House to pass a vote of censure on her
Majeety'sMinifitewi-— Sir J. PAKrNOTON intimated that nothing

,
tho Government with reference to *'^*;

vote of censure ; all that was wanted was an explanation with
respect to such portions of the papers on the table as involved
their proceedings in reference to the annexation. — Mr,
HoRSMAN thought the real question at issue was whether
the conduct of this difficult and delicate subject was in
the hands of statesmen who were equal to their posi
tion. The Foreign Secretary had sjiokcn as if there were
two parties in the House — one of whom was in favour
of annexation, and the other dc:^irous of going to war
to prevent it. He would like to know to which of these her
Majesty's Ministers belonged- Events were niarchhig on
towards their accomplishment, and it was for the House to
decitle whether a firm and vigorous display of the real opii.iou
of England on the subject of annexation might !iot do more to
preserve the peace of Europe and the honour of England than
the efforts of a timid and vacilhtting Administration.—Tbe
Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Government hud
no objection whatever to a discussion on their foreign policy.

—

Mr. S, Fitzgerald repudiated any intention an the part of those
with whom he acted to propose a vote of censure on the Govern •

ment. The subject then dropped.—On the order for the second
reading of the Bill for the repeal of the Fa'^'tr Duty, Sir W,
Miles moved as an amendment that, regard Ijcing had to the
state of the revenue, it was not expedient to repeal
the paper dtity at present- He thought that no c:ise h«d been
madeout for the surrender of so large a aonrce of national income
as the pnper duty, and that it would be far batter to leave
matters as they are than to increase si) obnoxious and unpo] u-
lar an impost as the income tax. If the income tax were
left at Sid. in the pound, and tlu j^aper duty re-

mained as at present, the deficit would only be
30,000r.» and this he submitted would be a far better cour?^e t®
adopt than to abolish a tax which was not felt to press harshly
upon the people. The Chancellor of the Exchequer should
remember that we were not oidj- living from hand to mouth,
but that we had forestalled our income —Mr. Bankes Stan-
hope sectmled the motion.—Mr. Norris, Mr. Black, and Mr,
Maguire supported the Bill ; Mr, A. Mills and Lord R.
Cecil opposed it,—Mr. M. Gibsos defended the policy of the
Government, and urged that as they had given a promise to
reduce by one million the indirect taxation of the country they
could not have made a better selection than by remitting the
duty upon paper, and thus giving an enormous impetus to the
manufacturing industry of the country. He denounced the
paper duty as a grievous and oppressive trammel upon mental
labour, upon education and the diffusion of knowledge, and
called upon the House to reject the amendment by a larga
majority. — Mr. Horsman could see no fiscal or moral
grounds to warrant a change which transferred the tax from
paper to the prime necessaries of life. This was a delibe-

rate and flagrant abandonment of the principle laid ^ov^n

by Sir B. Feel, and he was prepared to resist it to the utter-
most- ITe severely criticised tho policy of tho Government^
and mado a bitter personal attack on the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, declaring that no man in the House was more vuF*

nerablc than he and none more indebted to the forbearance of

the House for the many eccentricities which had marked his

political cnroer.—The Citanolllor of the Exchtqcer reviewed
at length the operations of tbe duty, pointed to the monopolies
which existed not only in the manufacturing but in the printing

trades, and stated that by abolishing the duty c»n paper, not
only would countless eprines of industy be releasea. but the
literature of the country would bo improved and male more
conducive to the diffusion of education and moral itv among tli£-

jieoplc. He reminded the House that the tax bad been con-

demned by a vote of Parliament two years ago, and that its

continuance was altogether indefensible.—Sir J. Pakisgton
supported the amendment on the ground that to repeal a tax
producing so large and important a source 4»f revenue in order

to confer a signal benefit on a class was unwise and unstates-

manlike. On a division the amendment was negatived by 24S

to 192. The Bill was then read a second time. The remaining^
buRiness was postponed.
TtTL8nAY.—77je Co^nnurctni r«^/y.—Tlic Attot^xey-Cfxeral,

in reply to Mr. Newdegate, said that article 5 of the comniercial

treaty would arlmit to this country goods, not only the produce
of France and Algeria, but of all countries.—Lord Stanlet
asked what steps had been taken by Lord Canning for^ the

restoration of the State of Bkar to its native rulers.—SirC-

Wood stated that, notwithstandinjr the remonstrances of Lord

Canning, the Government had determined to adh^'re sub-

stantially to Lord Stanley's decision to restore the St^te to its^

rulers, and had sent a desiwtch to the Governor-General desir-

ing him to carry their orders into effect. State of Italy.— Lord

John Rupsell laid on the table certain pnpers renting to the

affiiirs of Italy, and entered into au explanation of the conduct

of the Government in relation to those affairs, Hebeg^n^by
representing tlie state in which the question of Savoy and I^ce

had been left by the late Administration, and proceeded

to vindicate the present Government from the accusa-

tion that they had pursued a policy which, by pro-

moting the annexation of the Komaffua and Tuscany

to Sardinia, laid a ground for that of Savoy to Francs,

This accusation was founded, he said, upon an entire nufi-

apprehension- Their policy h;id l>een to endeavc-ur by negotia-

tion to Hecure to the Italian people the i>ower of managiiig

their own affdrs. He explained the coaimunications which

had taken place on the subject of certain proposed combina-

tions for tbe restoration of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and

the establishment of a kingdom of Central Italy. The British

Government, he observed, were not hostile to either; they

wished the people of Italy to decide for themselves ; to assert

their indepenrience ofany Power whatever, and if they thought

proper, to unite them?ielves to Sardinia. It had been said that

for a long time he had acquiesced in the design of France to

annex Savoy, and that he took no step in the matter until late

in the month of January. But this was a mistake of dat^-

On the 5th of Jvily he had stated what he considered would be

the consequences to the Emperor of the French if the plan of

annexing Savoy was carried into effect, in t^e general distrust

it would create, B\it, according to Count Walewski, no sum
plan was then contemplated, and, the contingency he referred

to being improbable, it was unnecessary for him (Ex>rd John) to-

say that, sr*pposing the Grand Duke of Tnscnny not to b®

restored, and a kingdom of Central Italy not to be form^*
he must reiterate the declaration he had made, l^

January, however, the question Imd assun^ed a different

shape, showing that there was a project on frK>t for the annexa-

tion of Savoy, and at the end of that month the Government
renewed the expression of its fears as to the cmsequencefl ot

the measure- It had been objected that the Government baa

been so anxious for the independence of Italy that they had

neglected other objects. But in 1856 Lord Clarendon baa

thought the question of the state cf Italy of so nnich im-

portance that he brought it before the Confe ence, and later

occurrences had induced the Government to com^idcr it ^^^"*^P^

European interest, and, if so, of British interest- It was for

European objects that they had eoiploytd the influence oi

Great Britain, and employed it peacefnUy, to r^oncjie

differences, prt^vent war, and lay the foundations of peace

Ijetween the great Fowera of Europe, If in doing so tney

cnild enable Ituly to regain her independencts and raise a

country which hi^d for three centuries been sunk ^^^^ ^^^fi^'^rj

into one of the leading Towers of Europe, sn ^^^ ^T^^ y^^^^\

ashamed, and shrinkinc from any responsibdity, be snomj

alwavs take a pride in having l>ccn allow* d to particip-vo m
sujV an object— Mr. WHiTf>mK cntieisod the P*****^? "*.

^ un r-^f^^^uf^f^. to the Italian oue»tion. ana
l«t^ r* f M li

"*^**^'*^' wuo moved to add to the roeo- j FutjcBty » xuiiufi^eni.— oir u. rAKiiswruN miimatea inaL nntuing" luu uuvtji umeni* wim icici^^^m-^ •-" •""-
- itilir ajuuon of Mr. Uyng an txpre«icm of the opinion of the House ' was further from the intention of Mr. Disraeli than to move a charged Lord J. Russell with desiring to carr out ni iwiy
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ileficriptioTi of policy which he woxild not tolerate in the Ionian

islands—nainelyT leaving it to the people of ItAly to decide by
Marriages {England and Ireland) BUI passed through com-
mittee. The Adulterction of Food or Brink Bill passed through

universal su^rage what should be their particular form of conunittee, after a division on the question of extending its

iTovemment,—Mn Milnes saidthattheannexationofFrauceto provisions to Ireland, which was negatived on a division by
Savov was one of those national traditions which nostranfjer 101 to SS-Havoy
could understand. The annexation was not new to French
history—it was proposed by Henry IV, to Queen Elizabeth, who
acceded to it. It was a subject which excited the interest of

every French citizen, even of every French refugee, and it was
not to be wondered at if France took the opportunity, and
submitted the question to the diplomatic consideration of

Europe.—Mr Horsman believed the House would be unani-
mous in thinking that the annexation of Savoy should not be
laade a cause of war. But the que-stion was whether France
would not thereby acquire a new military frontier for a
great military Power. The treaties of 1815 were securities

taken by the great Powers of Europe against the tradi-

tional policy of France — a policy of war and aggrandise-
ment—and what rigiit had Sardinia to liberate France
from obligations for the protection of Europe?—After some
remarks by Lord H. Vank, Mr, Griffith, and Mr. Kinnaird,
Lord Palmkrston said it was clear that this was not a
case upon which the issue of peace or war ou^ht to

depend. The cession of Savoy did not involve the
interests of this country so as to induce ua to go to war to
prevent it. As regarded England, France would not be stronger
after the acquisition of Savoy than before- If this was agixed
upon, it was clear that .some of the measurcE recommended in

tbe debate would not be exj>edient. To enter into alliances

with the great Powers of Europe, unless the matter was of
sufficient importance, would inspire alarm, and rouse the
national feeling in France. Her Majesty's Government, when
it appeared that no Congioss would take place, stated to
France and to the other Powers tht'ir objections to the measure..
He thought it would be a great mistake in the French Govern-
ment if they persisted in the plan of annexation, and it would
be a glorious act on the part of France if, after having restored
independence to Italy, it was content with the renown o£ that
generous entcri)rise without mixing it up with so small an
object. The reasons assigned for the annexation he thought
insufBcient, and the objection felt by the British Government
was not founded upon what they considered British interests^

hut upon the danger to Europe of the precedent and of the
principles—those of natural boundaries and the identity
of language—upon which the annexation was justified. As it

was not to be done without the consent of the Sovereign and
people of Savoy, and the :isseut of the great Powew of Europe,
we were not con»e to the point when we were authorised to liold

that reflection might not induce the Government of Fi-ance to
abandon the design. In the opinion of the Government this

was a question of European interest, and he could not help
thinking that other Governments would take the same view as
our own, and that the Government of France would find that
it would gain more by preserving the good opinion of Europe
than by the acquisition of this small territory.—Mr. Disraeli
denied that the late Government were at all blameable for any
of the complications which had arisen out of the Italian ques-
tion. But even if Lord Malmesbury had failed to get a satis-

factory answer from France, that circumstance ought to have
impres8e<i upon Lord J. Russell the necessity of taking imme-

Thursday.—Zaw of Banhniptcy and Imolvwcj/.—Th^ Attor-
ney-General moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend and
consolidate the law relating to bankruptcy and insolvency in

England. The great object which he desired to effect was to
devise a cheap aaid effective niachinery for collecting and
reahsing the cstAteg of insolvent persons. The expense of
administering an estate in the Court of Bankruptcy amounted
to very nearly 33 [>er cent upon the assets realised. Inordi-
nary life, 5 per cent, was con^jj^cred a very high rate of charga
for collecting debts ; hut in the Court of Bankruptcy, the
unfortunate creditor whose debt amounted to COOL would have
to submit to a reduction of 200i. to flatisfy tlie claims of those
whom the State had appointed to collect the assets of his

debtor. This was an evil which would ulone be sufficient to

warrant an alteration in the law. He had intended to pro-
pose the entire abolition of imprisonment for debt; but
as such a suggestion might have caused a good deal of diversity
of opinion, he had determined not to introduce it, but to leave it

for a separate measure to be brouj^ht in hereafter. He proposed
that any person, whether a ti-ader or not, should be at liberty

to present a petition for adjudication in bankruptcy, and that
every insolvent pei**on willing to make a surrender of his

property and a full di.sclo?^ure with respect to it should be
adjudged a bankrupt. He also proposed t/y relieve insolvents
from future liability to pay the debts of their creditors, as he
considered that the present state of the law in that respect
was cruel in its operation and dclrinicntal to the interests of
society. To meet the ciisca of pers'>ns ^^ho might decline to
give up their property, it wsxs provided by the hill that, after

remaining 14 days in custt^Jy, they should be brou^-ht before

the Court, whether they liked it or not, be oxamincd with
reference to their property, and be adjudged bankmpt. In-

solvency and bankrnjitcy would for the future be blended
together, and the present absurd and uidntellible distinction

would be done away witli. In the case of non-traders a
few very simple tests of irsolvency would be adoj^ted.

A creditor holding a judgment against such a debtor
would have the power to summon hira before tbe Court,
and if he could not satisfy the debt, or give security for

it, ho should be considered insolvent. The next great evil

of the existing system was the manner in which proxision was
made for the admiuistratiou of the law. There was not the
least necessity for the five commissioners who now presided in

the Court of Bankrnptt^y. The judicial functions of those
gentlemen were limited to one hour a day for three days in the
week, or three hours per week, for which they received 2000i-

per annum each. He proposed to sweep away the com-
missioners in London altogether—to relieve them of their

functions, and to give them their 2000^ a year for life, but to

hold them liable to act should any exigency ari.^^c that might
render it necessary to make them auxdiary to the administra-

tion of justice- In lieu of tbe five commissioners on whom
the adniinist ration of the law now devolved, one judge
would be appointed, who should take the same rank, and

-.^p4v.^v»A «i^w* -^^/»^. «. »*^4oo^*j. U.4-J u-;,^s.ooi
I.J VI ^^j ^^ -*A-^^- itfcccive thc same remuneration, as the judges at West-

diate action m the matter. It seemed to hun that the French li^inster HalL The business would also be divuied so as to

Monet Market, Feiday.—Bmxisu Funds : Con
for thesols closed at 94^ to | for Money, and 9-if to | f(

lltli of April; India Stock, 220^; Indian Five per
Cent Stock of 1859. 104| to

-J ; Five and a Half per
Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 1051; Exchequer Bills,
21^. and 18*. prem.—Foreign: Brazilian Old Five per
Cents,, 103 ; Mexican Three per Cents., 22^ ; Peruvian

Spanisli
Passive, 14i ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, SOJ ; Ditto
Six per Cents., 1858, 621 ex div.; Venezuela Three per
Cents-, 26^
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Government had been frank and straightforward in the an-
nouncement of their intentione, and that her Majesty's
Government had treated these annonncements as mere
rumours, and had par?iued a policy in Italy which could
ecarccly fail to lead to the results which all parties in the House
now deplored-—Mr. Kinglake repelled the accusation that in
protesting a^^T-inst the annexation of Savoy he was an advocate
for plunging the country into war with Fmnce. What he desired
was, full explan ition and discussion, and some more decided as-
surance than that given by the First Minister of the Crown
that the Emperor of the French would not pei-severe in his
project unless with the consent of the great Powers. The noble
lord at the head of the P'oreign Office had, it was true, written
strong letters, but they t^eemed to have been entirely without
effect upon the French Government, neither producing reply,

irritation, norcoiujter-arguinent.—Mr. S. Fitzgerald exi>resHed
his apprehension that the annexation of Savoy and Nice would
be accompli*'hed Ion*? before an opportunity would be afforded

to Mr, Kinglake to bring on his motion,—Mr Osborne thought
the Emperor of the French stood acquitted of all deceit in the
matter, and that if any deceit or subterfuge were practised
throughout the negotiations, it was to be traced to the Minister
of hifl Sardinian Majesty. He saw no reason why we should
complain of the annexation of Savoy to France,—After a few
words from Lord J. Russell in explanation, tbe subject
dropped—Colonel Sykes rose to move for certain returns con-
nected with the rooi^anisation of the Jndina Anny^ when the.

House was counted out at a quarter past 10 o'clock.

Wednilsdav.—Mr. L, KiKo moved the eecond rcaduig of the
Rtligioit^ Worship Bilt^ the object of which, he said, was simply
to extend the relijiious freedom enjoyed by all other classes to
the clergy of the Church of England, who could not legally

celebrate its rites and ceremonies in private buildings without
the permission of the incumbent of the parish and the licence

of the Bishop. He asked the House whether, when large

congregations of the working clashes who shun churches were
attracted to theatres, where preaching was contrary to law, it

was wise to let the law remain as it was.—Mn Walpole said

that nothing was more deplorable than the extent of spiritual

destitution in tbe country, aribin^ fiom the want of funds ; but
the Bill in its present form would introduce complete confusion
anddisturbance in every parish in England,endangeringthe peace
ofthe Church-—Lord U, Ci^K^lL said that this was a measure that
would revolutionise the Church of England, He had doubts
whether the House generally conc\irred in the deaire to promote
the preaching of the GospeCinasmuch as there were four gentle-

men of the Hebrew profession occupying seats in the House
who could not possibly concur in any such desire,—Sir F.
GOLBSMID said that while he desired liberty for his own creed,
it was his wish that Christians should enjoy the advantages and
promote the interests of their religion—Mn Milnks said that
Ihe Bill was objected to because it did not cany out the
principle upon which it professed to be founded, and recom-
mended Mr, King to withdraw it.—The Chancellor of the
Exchequer said that the Bill in its present shape would
produce anarchy and confusion in the' Church, and hoped
that Mr. King would not pre^s a mea^iuve the scope
and effect of which were different from what he in-
tended, and introduce another measure more carefully con-
fiidored.— Mr. Hor^fall, on the contrary, hoped that the Bill
-would not be withdrawn- He denied that it stmck at the
parochial system, there being a difference between that and
the ultra parochial system, against whi^h it might strike —Mr.
Ayrtox, Mr. H, Seymour, and Mr. Bass snprx^rted the Bill;
Mr. Cross and Mr. Adderlet opposed it.—Mr, BouvERr^
thought the Bill would throw parishes into confusion, and
moved to defer the second reading for eix months —Sir G
Lewis supported the amendment. The extreme brevity of the
Bill left tbe House in the dark as to the precise grievance
it was desired to remedy. It seemed to be wished that
an opportunity should be afforded to opt:n rival churches
in private houses, which would operate to the promotion of
rehgioup discord and religious fanaticism, the Bishop heinir
ousted of h}I jurisdiction and control — J[r. Baises, Colonel
Sykes, Mr. CoNiNGHAM, Mr. Mellob, and Mr. Spooner sup-
ported the Bill, whicii \Vi\9 opposed by Mr, Nlwdegatf, Mr,
Lefrot, Lord Asiilry, and Mr. Hahdv, On a division th«
amendment was can-ied by 1C8 to 121 ; so the Bill is lo^t The

make a distinction between that which was purely judicial and
that which was purely administrative. The latrer would
devolve upon the registrars of the court, and it w<mld become
necessary to establish an auxiliary court for small estates.

Facilities would also be given for private arrangements and
compositions, and it would not be neceasary that the whole of

an estate should be administered in bankruptcy as at pre-

sent. The office of messenger to the Court of Bankruptcy
appeared to be one which was much abused, as the individual

so called received emoluments varying from 1200L to 1700f, per
annum, while the duties were discharged by a man who was
paid 35- fie/. 3 day for his services. It was intended, therefore,

to do away with the mcs=*engers, and to transfer their duties
to the official asaignoc. The pou'er of giving certidcates of a
different class would no longer be vested in the judge,
but a power would be given to him to suspend
discharges, while cases of fraud would bo sent to

the criminal courts- In the provinces it was pro-
posed that as the present commissioners died off their
functions should devolve upon the judges of the county courts-

With respect to the expenses of the court, it was expected that

the stamp fees payable on registration deeds of arrangement
and composition would produce a sum of f*0.000f. per annum,
fiuffirient to meet the expenses of the Court,—Sir F, Kellt,
Mr. James, Mr, Bowyer, Mr. Malins, the Solicttob-General,
Mr. Bazlev, and other meml>ors made remarks upon the pro-

posed measure, and leave was givtn to introduce the BUh—The
AttobneV'General for Ireland obtained leave to bring in a
Bill to remove doubts an to the application of the Cot/imon

Lodginrf-Houses Acts to Ireland, and to explain and amend the
provisions of the sam*^, so far as they relate to Ireland,—The
Ih use then went into couimittto on the disfoins Acls^

when the Chancellor of the Exchequer moved that
on and after the 1st of January. IStil, the Dufy on
Hops should be, imtil the 1st of January, 1862, 20*.

The Dtia"WBack on Papeh.—The liondon Committee,

of which Mr. Chater is chairman, have concluded an
arrangement with the Chancellor of the Kxchcquer to

the iollowing effect :— 1. The committee waive the

right of export for reimportation. 2. The Chancellor

will embody in the Bill for abolishing the paper dutj
clauses securing a full drawback upon paper upon which
duty may be paid between the passing of the Act and
the 15th of August next ; and a drawback of Irf. per lb.

upon paper upon which duty ehall have been paid pre-

viously to the passing of the Act.

St. GzoRGE'e-iN-THE-EAST,—On Saturday evening
Mr. VV. J. Thompson, the senior churchwarden of the
parish of St. George's-in-the*East, acting upon impera-
tive orders lie had received from the Bishop of Loudofi,

entered the church with three carpenters, and removed
the crosses from the altar, and the drapery which
has given so much offence to the parishioners. At
the service of Sunday therefore the altar was com-
pletely denuded of its High Cliurch furniture ;

all the crosses and inscriptions were gone, and
the choristers' seatf>, in what is now understood
to be "the quasi chancel," were swept away.
Against this attack upon what Mr. King has hitherto

held to be essential to the performance of Divine service

he simply protested, and on Sunday morning his curate

and choristers took up their places witliin the rails of

the Communion-table, the rector himself ascending tie

reading-desk, which for some years past has been dis-

used, except for the lessons, which have generally been
the cwt. ; and ou and after tho 1st of Janiwry, 1862, 15*. j-g^d as tliov were last nio^ht, by a layman. The morn-
percwt-Mr. D..DSOX moved an ai.iendu.cut that the iruport ;„„

'

ggrvice passed off" without interruption, b«t
duty should be imriosed only f-.r one yu;ir. By that time ho ; \"t>

=ci ¥i«.c pn.ac^ v
-r™.*.^ n •

hoped that, by economy and the increased i.roduce of other
|

lU the evening the congregation manitcste<t tlieir

taxes, they might next ye.ir diflpcnse with the duty altog-ether
; displeasure in a very marked manner, notwithstana-

on native and fureigu hops. After some dLscussion tiie amend- :,.,^ (^|,- xyrese^ce in the church of nearly 300 policemen.
ment wns negatived by 13S to 104.—The rtft>lution was then

,
" ^

, „:„*:„„ i.„f „ «^Quf Ht-ol nf oniiffhino-
agreed to, as Jlso a resolntimi impoMng a duty of u. y^r ton j

There was no actual riotmg, but a great dealot coughing
„? _„ i7„.^-_„ —1 f.ir.^:^, f...:j, t-;.r n» !,«, «r,i<... iv,!- Una and intemiptiou; aud at tlic close 01 the service,altnougU

the lights had been put out, the congregation refused
• "

. m • • • .1 t • . *__ll._J 1

Upon Fordgn and Cohnial-built Shq».—On the order lor the

further consideration of the report on the Customs Acta, Mr.

Lygon moved the adjor.mment of the debate ; but this

motion was negatived on a division. The consideration of the

rejiort was, however, deferred. Certain Bills were forwarded

a stage.

Friday.—Mr. Cobden and Mr. New-iefta/e.—Mr, Ertoht
complained of a speech uuide by ilr. Newdcgiite. in which he
c)mrged Mr. Cobden with having become Napolcouised,

apiiroved of the principle? of the Emperor of Russia, and
deserted bis libend princijiles. Ke ha-t, he said, received a

letter from Mr. Cobden. requesting him to vinrlicitte his

chfti-acter before the Hotisc.— Mr. Nj;wdegatk defended his

speech and afterquoting extracts from Mr. Cobden's letters nnd

speeches, said he could not retitict his opmioii. JUform Bdl

(Scotland) —In answer to Sir J. Ferguhbon the Lord Advocate

said that the residence qualifications would not be interfered

with. [Left sitting.]

The >'E-w- CrsTOrvis Chau3ES.—A meeting of gentle-

^..^i><'cd in the colonial and foreign produce trade

was held m the London Tavern on TUursduy. Mr. Craw-

ford M.l'., in tlie cliair, when it was resolved to petition

men enc^iig

to leave the church, and persisted in singing the doxology,

the organist in vain attempting to drown their voices

with t\ie organ. After the lapse of an hour a large

body of extra policemen entered the church, and very

soon etfected a clearance. The congregation then

assembled opposite the rector's house, and again sang

the doxology without the interruption of the organist,

and, being tnrned away from this spot, continued their

vocal efforts in Cannon Street Road until they were

j
fairly tired out. Mr. King has commenced an action

against Mr. Herbert, Iho chief constable of the pariah,

in the Court of Common Pleas, for trespass, and has

also caused five other persons to be served with wrrts.

Under these circumstances there appears to be very

httle hope that the excitement which has so long pre-

vailed in this unfortunate parish will he abated.

The latb Sig>-ob Lablache.—The Queen has been

pleased to present a copy of the portrait of the late

Signor Lablache, executetl for her Slajesty by Winter-

halter, to the surviving relatives—a compliment no leas

.r.ot\Fv\ua- 1^> the familv than indicative of her Maiesty a

Lablache's worth. The gift is

suggestions that the charge

trusted during his lifetime to

as the eldat member of the
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family, and at hia death to be trauaniitted in succession

to any of bis brothers or sisters, children of the late

Signer Labhiche, thus providing that the picture should

remain an heir-loom to the family.

M- Jfllies".—It was reported last week that M".

Jallien had attempted suicide in Paris in consequence of

his pecuniary embarrassments. It is now known that

ibis report was without foundation, but the fact of his

being in a lunatic asylum, with but slender hopes of

his ultimate recovery, is undoubted. It is also true

th^t, owing to unsnccessfnl enterprises which had led

o tiis appearance before the Bankruptcy Court in Paris,

he and his family are wholly without resources. Under
these circumstances a subscription has been set on foot

to which the English public are invited to contribute,

in testimony of their appreciation of services long and
zealously rendered. For upwards of 20 years the

concerts of M. Jullien have afforded gratification to

"thousands upon thousands of persons; and it was not

his least clnira to notice that, in providing for tlie

amusement of the people, he also contrived to improve
and elevate their taste.

Zoological Gardens.—The Zoological Society have

I-

cho^y catastrophe appears to increase, and the building

where the inquiry was held was densely crowded.

Mr. Harle appeared for the Government, Mr. Philipson

for the owners of the pit, and Mr. Serjeant Ballantine

and Mr. Blackwell for the relatives of the deceased

men and boys—the two latter having been retained

for the purpose by one or tu-o large manufacturers in

the north in order to protect the interests of the

bereaved women and orphans. "William Kirkley, the

fore overman, was examined at great length, and was

cross-examined by Mr. Serjeant Ballantine on Tuesday.

The inquiry was continued on Wednesday and Thurs-

day, and was then adjourned for a week. The
collections in the churches and chapels of Newcastle on

Sunday on behalf of the bereaved families amounted to

170?. "^The public subscription closely approaches 3000?.

The subscribers to the Commercial Sale Room in Mincing

Lane, London, have contributed 1111. 5s. to the fund,

PLTMOTjTn.—On Sunday night the barque Heart of

Oak, from Santander to Newcastle in ballast, while going

up Channel 20 miles off this port ran into the French brig

Due de Trevise, from Havre to Rio Grande, and caused

such damage that the brig immediately foundered. The
crew and passengers of the brig, eight in number, for-

tunately got clear of the wreck in a small boat, and at
just received an important addition to their menagerie,

in the shape of a fine living specimen of the gigantic

Salamander of Japan, the largest known species of ! daylight were descried by a pilot cutter and brought

amphibian. This singular creature, which somewhat into this port. The barque put into the Sound on

resembles a monstrous water-newt, inhabits the lakes Tuesday with rudder damaged and other injuries caused

of the basaltic mountains of Japan, where it was dis- by the collision.

covered by the Dutch naturalist Dr. von Siebold, but Iketfoed.—The adjourned inquest in the case of Mr.
even there is considered a scarce animal. It is famous
as being the nearest living analogue of the Fossil Man
or Homo diluvii testis of Scheuchzer (Andrias Scheuch-

zeri of geologists). The Society's specimen is at present

about three feet in length, and is the first of the sort

which has been brought alive to this country,

EoTAL BfiTTTSH Bank.—The winding-up of the
affairs of the E-oyal British Bank in the Court of

Chancery is now virtually at an end. From chancery
and bankruptcy the creditors have already obtained

14s. 6iZ. in the pound, and the balance of the moneys
received by the official manager has, by arrangement,
been added to the assets in bankruptcy, in order that a
further dividend of Qd. may be immediately declared.

The Indicator.—The advertising lamp, which was
erected eight montiis ago under this name at Hyde
Park Corner, was removed a few days since. It is said

that the scheme has been in every respect an entire

failure.

The Wreck op the Botax Charter.—The under-
writers have recently sold the wreck of the Royal
Charter for 1000^. to Messrs. Gibbs and Co., the owners,
at Liverpool- It is understood that no effort will be
made to recover the remainder of the gold until the
fine weather has set in. The underwriters represent
that the amount of gold recovered was 40,000^ short
of the amount on freight, and which they paid.

The Public Health.—The Registrar-General's
official report states that the health of London has im-
proved, the deaths having fallen in three weeks from
1500 to 1397. In the corresponding week of the 10
previous years the corrected average was 1365 ; the
present return is therefore 32 above the average.
Daring the week the births of 919 boys and 867 girls,

in all 1786 children, were registered in London. In th^
JQ corresponding wfeeks of the years 1850-50 the average
number was 1^6S^

l9vo\)(nc(aI.

Charles Spencer, of Walkeringham, terminated on

Wednesday in a verdict of Wilful Murder against John
Penton, the man who had been apprehended on sus-

picion on the morning after the murder,
RoTHEBHAM.—A cluc has at length been obtained to

the discovery of the murderers of Mr. Luke White and
his wife, who were murdered about three years ago in

the village of Bolton-on-Dearne, near this town. It

will be remembered that on the night of Dec. 4, 1856,

Mr. White, an aged person, who was the village post-

master, a druggist, and local preacher, while engaged in

preparing his sermon for the following Sunday, heai-d

some one come to his shop door, and on going to see

what was wanted was knocked down and murdered.
His wife hearing a noise in the shop went to see what
was the matter, and was also murdered, both bodies

being found in a large pool of blood in the forenoon of

the next day. No traces of robbery having been com-
mitted were visible, and the affair was shrouded in

the most impenetrable mystery. Although every effort

was made by the constabulary, and large rewards
offered, no clue could be found to the perpetrators of

the crime, and the coroner^s inquest, after sitting for a

considerable time, was obliged to return an open verdict.

On the day the murder was committed a hawker was
said to have been in the village vending caps and small
wares, but no clue could be obtained to liim afterwards,

nor could he in tiwy way bo connected with the com-
mission of the deed. The only person to whom suspicion

pointed was White, the village constable, but no
evidence could be adduced to connect him with the
murder ; but, on the contrary, it was shown that the
murdered man had been one of his warmest supporters,

and had that day been engaged in getting up a memorial
to Colonel Cobbe in favour of his being permanently
stationed in the village. However, nothing coming to

light, White left the village, and has since been living

to some extent as a suspected man in his native town of
Barnsley. During the past week an Irish hawker, who
is undergoing six years' penal servitude at Portsmouth,
has made certain statements relative to the affair, com-
pletely exonerating White from any participation in

I the murder, and pointing out the guilty parties, stating
that, although he himself did not commit the murder,
he was in the house when the murdered couple were

!

lyittg dead on the floor. In consequence of these dls-

closures the Secretary of State has issued warrants for

,

the removal of the prisoner from Portsmouth to Tork,
apprehension of the parties criminated.

Southampton.— The magisterial inquiry into tjie

alleged murders by poison on board tlie Accrington
was resumed on Saturday, when it appeared from the

remarked, was a disgrace to the British flag. After a
brief consultation between the magistrates, the Mayor
said that the Bench had given the case their most
careful and serious attention, and were of opinion that

the evidence was not sufficient to justify them in

sending it for trial. The depositions produced would be

laughed at in a superior Court, and the magistrates of

this town would be considered as senseless as the people

of Pernambuco seemed to be. The prisoner was there-

fore discharged from custody. Captain Tinling, K.N.,

one of the magistrates, remarked that the proceedings

on board the Accrington were the most disgraceful he

had ever heard of. It was dreadful to think of so many
women and children being exposed to the treatment of

such madmen, without a military surgeon or officer to

look after them. The Bench generally expressed their

indignation at the cruelties which had been practised

on board, and hoped that a full inquiry would be made.

A question then arose as to the maintenance of Carman
and the witnesses, and it was understood that the

Solicitor for the Treasury who conducted the prosecu-

tion had instructions to attend to their immediate
wants, and would see to their transfer to their homes
at Liverpool. The prisoner Carman then retired,

receiving the congratulations of his fellow seamen, and

a slight cheer was raised by the people outside the court.

WOLTEKHAMPTON.—A man named Samuel Jones was

brought up on Monday, at the Petty Sessions, AVillen-

hall, on a charge of burglary. Mr. Benjamin Guy,

residing at Portobello, near Wolverhampton, deposed

that on the night of Monday week he was awakened at

about half-past 2 by two men bursting into his bed-

room. One of these men was the prisoner, who carried

a candle in one hand and in the other a life-preserver,

and had a black mask on his face. Prosecutor imme-

diately got out of bed, and made towards theui, and a

struggle ensued, during which he was severely injured.

One of the men escaped, but Mr. Guy succeeded in

holding down one till the arrival of a policeman, who,

hearing shouts of *' Murder," had come to the rescue.

The prisoner was fully committed for trial at the assizes.

_
Appleby.—At the recent openipg of the spring as-

sizes in this town, the ordinary routine and parade
which accompany the Judges as part of the high sheriff's

o65ce were enlivened by the high sheriff, Mr. Matthew
Benson Harr:=!nn, dressing his javelin-men and trum-
peters in tUB costume of Cliarles I. The men wore
leathern doublets with'blue velvet sleeves slashed with
white Bilk, blue velvet breeches, high buff buckskin '

ftnd for' the\
turnover boots, sombrero hats buttoned up on one side,
and ornamented each with a long blue and wliite
feather and ci-ossbelts with large buckles suspending

^ w^rtm^n^^^^ """T^^'' %'f^
'^^ round

I evidence of the witnesses examined that the captain.

looW we/^n. M^t Sf ^l^^^l^^^'O^

The Tribute to the Pope.—TheFreeman announces

that the Dublin collection in aid of the Pope already ex-

ceeds 15,000/., and that when the provincial returns are

made this sum will be largely increased.

LoED Campdejs' akd the Coek Election.—Tlie Mail

of Friday evening contains an address frbm Lord

Campden to the electors of Cork county, stating that

his lordship gave no authority for the publication of the

address bearing his signature, soliciting the support of

the constituency. Lord Campden says, " The announce-

ment of my nomination causes me the greatest surprise.

I was nomiiaated without my consent, for I beg you dis-

tinctly to understand that I did not proffer myself as a

candidate, but only professed myself willing to under-

take—if spontaneously elected—the weighty and respon-

sible duty which would thus have been thrown upon me.

Tliis is tiie explanation of my absence, for had it been

my intention to soUcit^our suffrage I should have done

so in person. I did not put forth, and was not cognisant

of the election address, purporting to bear my signature,

which has appeared in print.'* His lordship, while

avowing himself favourable to tlje preservation of the

Pope's temporal rights and to the system of separate

education, declares himself to be in politics an unmis-

takeable Conservative. To this letter Alderman McCarthy

has replied by publishing telegraphic messages, express-

ing Lord Campden's consent to sit for Cork if elected.

These messages appear to have been sent not by Lord

Campden but by Mr. Pope Hennessy, who has written

to explain his reasons for so doing, and to express his

opinion that there is no discrepancy between the

versions of the story given by Lord Campden and

Alderman M'Carthy, widely different as they may appear

to be. Lord Campden in reply states that this opinion

is perfectly satisfactory, and unites with Mr. Hennessy

in the sentiment that the independent party in Ire-

land owe a deep debt of gratitude to those electors who

polled for him, to the two prelates, to the members of

the Committee, and to Alderman M'Carthy. lb is not

yet known who is accountable for Lord Campden's elec-

tion expenses, which will necessarily be considerable, as

Cork county cannot be fought with less than 5000?. or

6000^ a side.

picturesque aud unusual sight.
Folkestone.—For severdl hours on Saturday nisrht

this coast was visited by a heavy fall of snow, thewmd blew strong from Uie southwest, wbiah carried
the snow with such force and density as to shut out all
view of the coast lights. Amidst the storm two fine

very
j

deposed that the prisoner after this remarked that the
captain, or the chief officer, or he, would have to die
before many days. On the lith after eating their break-
fast together the captain and chief officer died, and the
doctor narrowly escaped the same fate. It was sug-
gested that they had been poisoned by tartar emetic.

total wrecks.

^'EWCASTLK-oy.TTyE.—All the bodies of the men
•and boys killed in the recent explosion at Burradon
Pit have now been recovered with the exception of
one, of whom no traces can be discovered. The ad-
jouraed inquest was resumed on Monday at Burradon

— ^-^,v* --Vk^ *JU AWW*J\/ C&AIU. \,Will tiOCU ^IJllU

they failed to substantiate the charge. At the ad-
journed sitting on Monday some further depositions
were read, but they threw no light whatever upon the
cnse; though they fully confirmed the evidence
given on Saturday as to the brutal treatment of
the

I

crew and passengers by the late captain

im^rThro.r*r''*^?'"^vt,''"^*'T^
^^^"^^^^^ *^^'^f o^^^^* and disclosed details of con-viUage. The excitement with regard to this melaa. duct on their pari, which, as one of themag/strats

cotlanK*
Univeesitt op Kdinbuegh.—Lord Brougham ha?

j

appointed Sir David Brewster Vice-Chancellor of the ^

University of Edinburgh.
Falx OT*aTerhace AT Edinbttegh.—RamseyTerracei

recently erected by the late Lord Murray on a spur of

the Castle Hill. Edinburgh, overhanging Princes Street

gardens, has given way owing to defective foundation,

and become a mass of ruins. The work had been com*

plcted with the exception of the placing of the statue,

for which Mr. Steell had been commissioned, when about

three weeks ago several rents began to appear in th^

masonry. These grew gradually worse, and at last the

mass of earth which had filled up the space between th^

natural slope of the hill and the retaining wall, becoming

charged with moisture, pressed outwards the foundation

of tbe wall, which hud not, unfortunately, been carried

down to the natural rock. An extensive landslip m
consequence took place on the night of the 8th inst. the

masonry falling, distorted and shattered, on the face ot
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the lapsea einbaakiuent. Tlie cost of the erection of the

terrace to the lute Lord Murray is said to have been

about 5000/. or 6000/.

Fatal Explosion near Airdrte.—On Fridny i\iglit

one of the furnaces at Dundyvaii Ironworks, near Coat-

bridge, in the neighbourliuod of Airdrie, exploded.

Three men and a lad who were working in front of this

were instantly overwhelmed by the liqnid nias^^. Tlieir

clothes were consumed, and nearly every part of their

bodies fearfully scorcheil. Their cries were pitiable,

and the men ran some distance from the place, but the

poor boy could not escape. With some difficulty, how-
ever, he was extricated and taken home, but dird
within an hour afterwards. The three men lingere.1 in

excruciating pain till Saturday, wlien they also expired.

The Eastern Counties Railway Accident.—The
coroner's inquest at Tottenham was brought to a close

on Thursday, when the jury, after an absence of about
two hours, returned the following verdict :—
""We find that the deceased individuals met with theirdeatba

from the breaking of tlie tire of oue of the leading wlieels of an
engine in consequence of a defective weld, and we are of
opinion tliat h;wi proi>er precaution and vigilance been used the
acddftut might have been avoided."

It is alleged tliat the accident has resulted in another
death at Bow, caused not so much through any mate-
rial injury received as by the effects of the shock
on a delicate nervous system. The list of deaths now
amounts to seven.

The AS.SI2BS ; Northkkk Circuit, Yokk. — 5z>amy, —The
Rev. Harr)f Lloyd Bicker^tojfe, 34; pleaded guilty to an indict-
ment charging him with marrying Anna Maria Campbell, his
former wife. Mona Brougham Bickerstaflfe, being then aliVe, at
Leeds, on November 8, 1859. Ic will be remembered that the
prisoner waa a clergyman at Leeds. He met Miss Campbell
at Brighton, and represented himself as a widower, though he
bad been raanied about twelve mouths before, and after living
with his wife a few weeks had separated from her. About a
fortnight after the second marn:ige a runiour reached Miss
Campbell that the prisoner had been previously married. He
immediately fled from home, and lived a frightfully miserable
life for some time^ constantly pur?jued by police, sleeping under
hedges, and well nigh starved tu death. When he could bear
this no longer he voluntarily surrendered himself to the police.
Mr, Justice Blackburn sentenced him to three years' penal
sei-vitude,—£«^^far^ with atttm^^t to Miayfer,—Michael O'Brien,
40, was indicted for burglary in the dwelling-house of the Uev.
John Wynn, aivl stealing therein one coat and about 25L in
gold, and other articles his property, and also with assaulting
the said John Wynu with inteiit to murder him, at Nap[)a, ou
thel^t January last- The prosecutor was vic^ir of Aisgarth^
and hvedata house situated about 500 yards from any other
dweHing On the night in question the prosecutor retired to
bed, about 10 o clock, when all waa right. He wiia awakened
about three o'clock in the morning, arid found two men in hia
house. One of these was taller than the other, and was armed
with a hay spade. With this instrument the man aimed a
blow at Mr. Wynnes head, the fork of which was broken, very
fortunately, by catching some woodwork. It neverthele^ss
inflicted a very severe injury, laying Mr. Wynn'a head open,
The two grappled together, and after a severe contest Mr,
Wynn succeeded in wresting the spade from his assailant In
the meantime tlic other person had assaulted the prosecutor
with his fists, and finally one of the men produced a razor, and
threatened to fltab him. Mr, Wynn grasped the razor, thereby
cutting his palm, and waa at length overcome. They seized
him by the leg, and dragged him down stairs and trampled on
bis body until he promised to give them what money he had
in the house if they would spare bis life. They then secured
the vatious articles, with the robbery of which they were
charged in the iudictment- The only point was the identifi-
cation of the prisoner. The proseciitor'fi servant boy swore to
Mm distinctly, and there was circumstantial evidence to
implicate him. The jury convicted the pri^^oner, and the
judge ordered that sentence of Death should be recorded against
him, and stated that he should not recommend any coramu-
tation lower than penal servitude for life, Durham —John
flic?mrt?,swL was charged with having, on the 13th and 29th of
August las^ forged the acceptances of two bills of exchange,
The prisoner on being placed at the bar appeared to be suffer-
ing from illness, and was accommodated with a seat. The
prisoner up to the time of these tran-^actions occupied a position

^ great respectability in West Hartlepool, and was a com-
mission agent and clerk to the board of guardians. On the
13th of August last he tix>k bills to the bank to the amoimt of
260^., which were cashed. Among them was one purporting to
be accepted by a Mr- Waldon, a brewer at Hartlepool, who
proved tJmt it was a forgery. The juiy found the prisoner
Guilty, and he was sentenced to 15 years penal servitude. It

transpired that the pri.^mer had committed forgcnea amount-
ing in the whole to Uii7L
Oxford Circuit: Worcester,—Attempt to Murd^.r, — John

Williams ^\'as charged with cutting and wounding James Wil-
hanis, at St. John's, with intent to murder him. It appeared
from the statement of the prosecutor, an old man, that the
prisoner married his daughter, and that after they had lived
together some months it was ascertained that the prisoner was
already married. He was then prosecuted for bigamy, and
impnsoned for the offence. Consequently enmity arose be-
^^een the parties, and on the evening of the 23d December, aa
the old man was returning home from his work, he was way-
laid by tlie prisoner, who knocked him down, and with a knife
cut his throat. The old man got up, but his assailant again
beat him on the head, and then left him. Prosecutor crawled
back to his master's, and surgical assistance being promptly at
hand, his Ufe was saved. The wounds inflicted were on parts
of the neck that might have caused death, but they were not
f:ut deep enough to reach the main arteriea or windpipe-
Prisoner was apprehended at his own lodgings the same
evening. He had met the old man's daughter after the attack,
and had spoken to her, He waa found Gudty, and Barou Bram-
well ordered sentence of Death to be recorded,
'^ Midland Circuit : Nottingham. — Charge of Murdtr
Herbtrt Slack, 2S, and Aifred Slack, 20, brothers, were tried for
the wilful murder of George Clarke on December 26. at New
Lcnton, near Nottingham, It appears that in the early i>art of
the day two men named Woaton and Clarke had been drinkingm Nottingham^ and as evening advanced set out to return to
their homes, a short distance from the town. Whilst on the
road they were overtaken by the two prisoners, one of whom
Herbert Black, tripped up Weston, causing him to fail. They
made up the quarrel arising from this circumstance, but the
elder Slack sent his brother for a swordstick, and when he had
obtained this struck Weston again. Clarke came to the aseist-
*nce of hia companion, when Herbert Slack drew the sword

and p unged itinto his body justunder his left shoulder. The
unfortunate man staggered and almost instantly expired- The
jury ^c7uUtedthe_ younger prisoner and returned a verdict of

ii^'^'^i'^^'T ^f"""''*
^.^^ ^^*^^^'' ^'''^ "^l^e Lord Chief Baron sen^

tenced hmi to 15 years' penal SGrvit>ide
Norfolk CmcuiT: Bedford^-TA^ Luton Murder. -Joseph

Coitlew^ indicted for the wilful murder of Jane Castle, his

I f '»? ^ i^^^i'' -.''w^''^^^'' ^^ August. The prisoner and hia
wife had lived at Wire for about two years, but in consequence

^o^ r rf^^'"'>^^^'^''^^-''^^^'^^^t^ ^^'^^*"g from jcalou6von the
pait of the prisoner, the wife left him and returned to her
mothers house at Luton. On the following morning the
prisoner called and asked her to return. What passed betweenthem was not known, but they were soon after seen ascendingbummer a Hdl, where the woman was found two hours after-
wards with her head nearly severed (rom her body, and marks
of a severe struggle near the spot where the body was lying,
ine Charge was clearly brought home tu the prisoner, and all
ttic circumstances connected with the commission of the
oltence showed great and careful premeditation. The jury
immediately found the pri.soncr GaiUy of WiUxxl Murder, and
Mr, Justice Williams pissed sentence of Death in the usual
form, holding out no hope of mei^y.

Harewood, Herefordshire, Barah» wife of 8*r Huhoerfori/
HasKYN-3, Bart, aged 81—3d inst, at Stapleton Park, near
Bristol, Edward Gore Langton, late Captain 52d Regiment,,
eldest surviving son (by his first marriage) of the late Colonel
Gore Langton, of Newton Park, aged 71—8th inst, at Brighton,
Gkoroiana CHARLorre, widow of Georoe Battte, E-^q.»
Canipdeu Hill, Kensington, and youngest daughter of the laxe
Lieut.-General W, Wynyard, Colonel of 20th Foot. ag«d 73—
lOthinst, at 13. Great Htnart Street, Edinburgh, Helen, wife
of Major-General Swinbdrnt:, of Marcus and Pontop Hall—7tii

iust, at Fairlee Villa, near Bideford, Lieut, -Colonel John
Crowe, K.H , late of H.M/S 32d Regiment, a soldier of the
Peninsula and Waterloo, aged 77—10th in st, from softening of
the brain, Brevet Lieut. -Colonel Spriko, late 4Uh Regiment—
10th iust. Colonel Richard Bayer Otto, formerly Qiarter-
master-General at Madras, at his residence, 7, Queen Street,
3Iayfair, aged 78—2d inst, at the Rectory, Marchwiel, after a
long illness, the Rev, J. H. M, Lcxmoore, surviving sou of the
late Bishop of St, Aeaph, aged ()0—12th mat, at EfBngham,
Nancy Sadleir. widow of the la{e William Otter, formerly
Bishop of Chichester—10th inst, at Nonsuch Park, Cheam^
Surrey, W, F. G- Farmer, Esq., aged 48.

^'^Dituari/*
The CouNTESri Granville died on Tuesday night at Royal

Crescent, Brighton, Her ladvship hrid been for the past eight
months in declining health, and the Duchess of Dalberg, her
mother, and Sir John Acton, her son, were summoned to
Brighton some time ago in consequence of her precarious con-
dition. The deceiLsed Marie Louise, Countess Granville, was
the only child and heir of Emcric Joseph, Duke of Dalberg,
and was in her 49th year. She marri-^d in 18:13 Sir Frederick
Richard Edward Acton, by whom, who died in 1837, she liad
au only sou, Sn* John Acton, M.P. for Carlow. Her ladyship
married secondly, in 1840, E;irl Granville, then Viscount Leveson,
and settled in England, where she had ever since been one of
the most brilliant ornaments of Loudon society,
Sm Grenville L. Trmplk. Bart,, died on the 3d ihst. at

ThuJgiU-ton Constance, in the Grand Duchy of Baden, at the
eariy age of 30. He was the son of the late Sir GrenviUe
Temple, Bart, (who represented a younger branch of the ducal
family of BuckinghamX by the daughter of George Baring-,
Esq. He was born in 1S30, and succeeded to the title in ISiT-
By his wife, Marie Avon Von Bristen, ho leaves issue an infant
eon, born in 1S5S, who succeeds to the baronetcy.
Sir John Judkins Fitzgerald, Bart., who was among the

pa^ssengers lost in the Niinrod steamer on the Pembrokeshire
coast, on the 2Sth ult-, was formerly high sheriff of Tipperary,
aad lieutenant-colonel of tlic Nurth Cork Militia, He was one
of the oldest baronets, having been bom in 1783. He was the
eldest son of the late Colonel Sir Thomas Fitzgerald, by the
daughter and co-hciress of Colonel Capel, of Cloghroe House,
county of Cork. He succeeded to the title in 1S16. Ho wg^s
three times married, and has left issue by his tirst wife an only
son and successor. Captain, now Sir Thomas Judkins Fitz-
gerald, of Golden Hills, Tipperary, a magistrate for the coun-
ties of Limerick and Tipperary, and Captain in the Tipperary
Light Infantry. He was born in 1^20, and is married tQ a
djiughter of Mr. Henry White, J,P-, of New Ross and Golden
Hills.

SiK RoBKRT Ferguson, Bart,, M.P. for the city of Derry,
and lord-lieutenant of that countir, died on Tuesday in Dublin,
at the residence of his brother in-l^w, John George Smilie,
Esq., in his 65th year. He waa an old and faithful follower of
the Irish AVhig Liberal party, and had sat for Londonderry
during many Parliaments,
Mr, Baron Wathos, one of the judges of the Court of Ex-

chequer, died suddenly on Tue,-^day morning at Welshpool,
during the discharge of his judicial dutios at the Montgouiery
Assi/es. Immediately after charging the grand jury Baron
Watson, who had been for some weeks in ill heiUth, was ob-
served to put his handkerchief to his face and a smelling bottle
to his nosG. He leant back in his chair, and it was evident
that something more than a fainting fit had seized him.
Several medical men were immediately in attendance, and
every means were resorted to that medical skill could devise, '

tut he gi-ew gradually worse, and a sofa cushion having beetr i

procured he was laid upon it and conveyed to his lodgir.gs,
I

which were close at hand- He had scarcely reached them
when he expired. The Baron's son happened to be attending
his lordship upon circuit, and was of course in attendance upon
him when he died. It v.'aft stated by the medical men to be a
case of serous apoplexy. The deceased, who was born in J 796,
was educated at the Royal iMilitary College, Marlow, and
entered the army as cornet iii the 1st Royal Dragoons in 1811,
became a lieutenant in 1S12, and, after having served in Spain
and France under the Duke of Wellington, exchanged to the
6th Dragoons, with whom he served in Relgium and France in
1815. Having retired from the army, he entered as a student
at Lincoln's Inn. 1S17, and practiced for several years as a
special pleader, waa called to the bar in Lincoln's fnn, in 1S32,
made a Q C. and a bencher of that inn in 1843, and was
appointed a Baron of the Court of Exchequer in November,
1850, when he received the honour of knighthood. He was the
author of two legal works. wa?5 M,P. for Kinsale from 1841 to
1S47, and for Hull from 1S54 to 1S50.
Mr. Stephens Lyke-Stephens, of Roehampton, w^hose death

was lately announced, was the husband of the celebrated
Mdlle. Duvernay. He was formerly high sheriff of Norfolk,
and sat in one short Parliament as M.P- for one of the smaller
boroughs dbsfranchised by the Reform Bill of 1632.

COVENT GARDEK.—March 17,

Supplies of most things, especially vegetables, are seated.
Pino Apples and Grapes have not altered since our last report.
Good Apples and Pears are scarcely to be had. Oranges aru
plentiful and cheap. Good Cobs realise Is. to la. 6d. per lb.

Rhubarb, Aspariigus, and Seakale are furnished in small
quantities, Pai-sley is still dear, and with the exception of a
few Turuip tops and some good Cornish Broccoli there is little

in the way of Greens in the market. Potatoes realise iS, 6d.

a bushel. Mushrooms can still be had in small q^uantities-

Cucumbers are dear. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids,
Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette, Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths,
Primulas, aad Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb-, Gi^ to 10s

Grapes, per lb., 8s to lOs
Melons, each, 2s. to 4s
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
Apples, per doz., 2s to 33.

VEGETABLES,

Pears, per doz., 6s to S3
Oranges, per 100, 63 to 10s
Lemons, per 100, 53 to Ss

FUberta, p. 100 Ib^:, 503 to 60s
Cobs, do., lOOa

Asparagus, p. bundle, 68 to 8s
Seakale, per basket, 2s to Ss
Rhubarb, per bundle, Ss to 33
F. Beans, per 100, 2s to 2s 6d
Broccoli, per doz., 4s to 8s
Greens, per dozen bunches,
4s 6d to Gs

Cabbages, do,, 2s to 33
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOs
— per bus., 3s to 4b 6d
— per cwt., 6s to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s
Cucumbers, each. Is to 3s

Artichokes, per doz,, 23 to 33
Beet, perdoz., Is Cd to 2s
Celery, i>er bundle. Is 6d to

23
Onions, p, half sieve. Is to Is 6d
— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d

Shallots, per lb., iyd to 8d
Gariic, perlb., 6d toSd
Lettuces, Cabb,, perecore. Is

to ls6d
Endive, p. score, Is to 23'

HorseRiidish,p.bun,,l3*idto43
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 2s6d
Parsley, p, 12 bunches, 4s to 8s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to Id

POTATOES.-Southwabk, Monday, March 12.

During the past week the arrrvals coastwise hav6 beeo
large, and trade dull; the prices of the former week
were barely maintained. The following are this day's
quotations;— Yorkshire Refeent^, per ton, 90s, to 140s,;
Lincolnshire do,, 80s, to Pis.; Dunbar do.. lOOs. to 120b.; do.
Reds, 903. to 100s.: Perth, Forfar, and Fifoshhre Regents, SOs. to
lOOs, ; French Whites, 70s. to SOs. ; Belgian do,, 60s- to 70a.

HOPS.—BoRotroH Market, Friday, March 16-

Klessrs. Pattenden A; Smith report that the settlement
of the Hop duty question last night has given a better tone to
this market, and should the Chancellor of the Exchequer act
on the same principle as to foreign and English malt it is

thought that a great increase in the consumption of beer would
ensue, consequently an increased revenue fi*om malt and hops
be derived,

COAL MARKET.—March 14-

Bell's Primrose, 13s.; Byaas^a Bebside West Hartley, 16s. 9d, ;

Grev*s W^-st Hartley, 15a. 3d. ; Hollywell, lOs. ; Howard's
West Hartley, 153, fld.; Lambert's West Hartley, 15s, 6d,

;

Tanfield Moor Butes, 13s. ; Walker Primrose, 13s.. 3d, ; Wyiara,
16s. 6d. ; Walls End Cassop, 208. ; Walls End Heiigh Hall,

19s. ; Walls End North Hartlepool, 168. ; Carway and Duffryn
JIalting, 22s. 6d, ; Powell's Buffryu Steam, 22s, Od.—H ehips

at market.

BIRTHS,—9th inat, at Glenarm Castle, North Ireland, the
Countess of Antrim of a daughter—12th inst, at Kedlestou,
Derbyshire, the LadyScARSDALE, of a son—12th inst, at Thirle-
stane Hall, Cheltenham, the Countess Stekboch, of a son atid
heir— 5th inst, at Lamport Hall, the wife of Sir Ckarles
ISHAif, Bart., of a daughter, stillborn—5th Jan., at Govern-
naent House, Hobart Town, Tasmania, the wife of his Excel
lency Sir H, E. F- Young C.B., of a daughter— Sth inst, at

Twickenham, Middlesex, the wife of Sir Lionel Smith, Bart.,

of a daughter-
MARRIAGES.—At St. Bride's Church, Temple, Edward

Wallace Goodlark, Esq., of the Inner Temple, to the Hon,
Caroline Wrottesley, only daughter of Lord and Lady
Vrottesley—3th inst, the Marquis of AngleseT. to Ellek

MARK LANE,—Monday, March 12-

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was small, and met a quick sale at fully farmer prices, and in

some instances Is. per qr. advance was reaiiaed. The inquiry

for foreign continues to belinuted, but holders are firm in their

demands. For Barley of all descriptions there is a fair sale at

late rates. Beans and Peaa are unaltered in value. The Oat
trade is quiet, nnd the little business doing is at the extreme
prices of last week. There is no alteration in the value of
Flour.

Pkr iMTfriitiA L Quarter. Is. 8,

Wheat, Essex, Kent, tSuffolk^White 40—48 Red
— — fiue selected runs -.ditto 46—48 Red
— — Talavera J46—62
— Norfolk — [Red
— Foreign , ^ 38

—

5C\

BARLEY,grind. idi^t.. 24a toSOs,. Chev. 138—44!Malting. 35—40
— Foreign, .grinding and difltilUng ,-^—31jMalung-j33—41

Oats, Essex and Suffolk |"^?1— Scotcli and Lincolnshire. .Pntato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye • •

RVE'BfEAL, foreign ; - -

Beans. M:*/Agan-..-9(hito 40b Tick

* * •

» 4

s. s.
40—

«

42—4S

H^^enn 368— 478..Wiaii«.

24—28 Feed . . [«>—24
r«d .. U—34
ForeJ^

.

Yorkshire, to Marianne Christina Isabella, youugest

daughter of Colonti the Hon. Henry Hely-Hutchinson, of

Weston, Noithamptonsbire, and Upper Bro'k Street, Grosvenor

Square—5th Dec.f at Auckland, New Zealand, the Hon.

1-dwabd W. Stafford, of Mayne, county Louth, Ffa-st

Minister of the Crowu in New Zealand, to Mary, third daughter

of the Hon. Thomas Houghton BaRTLET, Speaker of the Legis-

lative Council.
ii, TT

DEATHS.—On the 12th inst, at Thorpe-Malsor. the Hon

33—43
48-54
.18—46
36-38
31—J3

37—43
•27-37

18—27
Country.

86—49
30—37

— Foreign Small

PiLiS, white, Eseex and Kent ..Boilers

— Maple .... —s to —« Grey
Maize White

FiocR, best marks delivered, .iwr uack

— 2ddo ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Friday, March 16.

The weather at the close of last week and beginning of this

was very severe, with snow ; and although we continue to

have sharp night frosts, the temperature of tbe last day or two-

Harrow.
Longpod
E(fTptian
fcuff'ilk .

Foreign

.

VeUow..

27—3T
Per 8ack,;iO—37
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TXTA'NTKD, by ^ geiitleniaii in tl:e County oi Oxford,Oeus and Jfarley of all sorts were the turn dearer, an i the
value of Beans and Peas well maiatained. Flour continues » « w „„ Ai^Tirr i.n piipit * i;w.u„^ «, .v ^ «f ii^n^/in-o
firm, with a tendency to improvement for English. Shipments 'Ji

an AUTiCLLD PUPIL A hmited number of Boarders

for Ireland continue to be made at LiverpS)! of Wheat and I

'^retaken. Termsmnderate—AppIytoALF-HA, Kni^bnm,Oxon.

Maize but they are hardly so extensive as of late. The
j
T^TrANTKI), an experienced GARDENER; must be

amvaU from the South of Europe this week show a consider- \\ a mnrried man without incuinbraiico. from 35 to 45
able falling off; the sales reported include Odessa Ghirka
"Wheat at 46s. to 46s. 6d., and Berdiansk at 498. 3d. per 4»2 lbs.;

Baltic Barley at 263. ,3d., Ibrail 283, 3d. delivered, and Odessa
at 269. 3d., all per 400 lbs. ; Egyptian Beans at 32a. 6d. to
32s. 9d. per qr. The arrivals of English Wheat and Barley
this week have been to a fair extent, and very small of Oats
and all foreign grain. The attendance at this morning's
market was limited ; Wlieat, nevertheless, met an improved
inquiry, and the partial advance quoted on Englisn last
Mrrnday was general, holders of foreign being for the most part
indisposed to accept late rates, but little business result'-d at
an improvement. Barley, Be ins, and Peas bring Monday's
prices. Oats are a slow sale and their value unaltered.

Arrivals fhom March 12 to M.\rch 16.

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

W heat.

2440 qrs.

2280

»

ft

Barley. | Oats.

2 -'50 qrs.

»»

590 „

260 qrs.

100

2£)S0

»»

tr

lonr.

16Sl» sks.

(

9*

150 „— brls.

LrvERpooi, Tuesday^ Marc^h 13-^-At our Corn Exchange this

day there was a steady Ijusinesa iu ^Vheat at full prices, and in

some instances more money was paid for superior red. Flour
was firm, "but tlie transactions were limited- Indian Corn was
fuUy aa dear, Oats -were more plentiful- Barley and Peas
were both very firm.

Friday, March 16. -*The grain marlcet was moderately
attended, and a fair buainesa transacted in Wheat at a further
slight advance- Flour in good demand at Ttiesday^s quotations.
Beans and Indian Com very firm, the latter being held for

higher prices ; all other articles selling at full prices-

AvEiuoHsTTV'heatrT^aa^^

years of ag:e. He must bo a proficient in Forcing Pines,
Grapes, Mtjlons, Cucumbers, Mushiooms^ Ac, imd a good
general Gardener. No pers* n need apply unless his character
will bear the strictest inquiry as to honesty, sobriety, civility,

and proficiency. V^nges ill^t. a week, with Cottage ; Kent i^nd

Rates free-—Apply by post to J. H-, Cmchfield House,
Maidenhead.

WANTKU, a lirst-rate GAKDKNHiK, who has luul

experience in a Market Garden; also an active young
MAN" as Under-Gardener.—Addiesft (with testimonials) R- D.
Blackm >HE, Ksq,, H:inipt n Wick, S \s\

TKD, AS SALKSMAN, in a hivge Proviuciul
Nurseryman active, iutelligcnt Blan, tn act as General

Plant Salesman. Tie must posse^^s habits of businef»s and a
good aidresa, combined with a fair averi\ge knowledge of
Nursery Plants generally.—Apply to C, D,, Messrs, Hurst and
McMulien, Beedsnien, Leadenhali Street, London, E.C.» in own
handwritiug, witb ruferences as to moral character and abilities.

None neei apph' whose testinioninla are not of the most
'sati?jfactory description.

WAKT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

Oats,
i

Rje! Beans.

a4sl0(i

84
3i
35
3d
36

11

11

7

6
a

Teas.

Agg.Aver. 35 6

Flcctuatiohs is the Last Six Weeks Avkkaues.

Prices. Febr4.~Teb'. 11. Feb. 18.

W t

r

Feb. 25. March .3.

r
r

Mar. 10.

FOREMAN. — Age 22 ; seven years* practice.

—

Mr. James Kirtland, Chipping Norton, Oxon.

TO LADIES, GENTLEMEN, AND GARDENERS.
FOREMAN" (under the Head Gardener) in a first-

class Establishment.—Age 23 ; has had good practice in

Earlj^ find LateForcinr. Good character from last eniployer.
—A- B,, W. B- Page's Nursery, Hill, Southampton.

oiiEMAN, OR GAm^EXKR (Uxbee) m a gen-
tleman'a garden,—Age 23; good character,—A. B., Post

Office, Chester,

(^ AKDEXER (Head.)
jT various branches of the

GARDENER (UKPEB).~Age 24, strong and active
Two vears' good character.—A. B. Dunorlan Park'

Tunbridge Wells, '

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
"

/GARDENER, ob GARDEXEK and BAILIFF,—
VjT Age 33, married, no incumbrance ; he has had toany
years' experience in the higher branches of his profession^
living some years with the late Lord Alvanley, of Pepper Hall]
Yorkshire, The highest testimonials as to character and
ability,—G- M,, Mr, Veitch, Knyal Exotic Nur^ery^ Chelsua,S.W.

AUOKNEK oii BAILIFF,—iMiddlc aged, manlid^
has held first-class Gardeners' situations, where every-

thing was cultivated upon the most improved principles, and
has had the management of an estate of POO acres, &c.—A. B.,

Mes3rs. P, Lawson Sl Son, 37. Gt. GeorgeSt, Westminster, S^'W .

AKUEjSER and liAlLlFl", ob SlEWAKl).-
A native of Scotland ; experienced in every department of

Horttnilture and Agriculture, tbo Draining and Reclaiming of

Wast^ Lands, the Planting and Managing of Timber. Good
recommendations from gentlemen of high respectability. Wages
not an object.—G. T., Mr, Whate^ Nurseryman, Egham, Surrey.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 40, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly understands Farming in all its

branches. Breeding, Rearing, and the management of Stock,

A good Accountiint. Wife can imdertako the management of a
Dairy and Poultry if required. Good references-—A. B.,
GanJenevif* Chrorncte Office, W-C,

HAKM liAlLlFF.—Aiarried; has had 15 years' exE

G

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDoy, Feidat, March 16.

Our niftrket is somewhat quieter this week, especially for
flvnncl wool, the consumers uf which hiiving supplied their
requirements are now disposed to wait awhile, aa the present
prices are sufficiently high to induce caution.

South-down Hog- s. d. s. d.
j
Leicest. Wethers 1

8 to 1 9
j

Ditto Hoggs . . 1
1 Combing akins 1

Blanket ditto . .

Flannel Wool .. 1

p AUDKNEK (Head).
* ' stands his nrofcs-sion ii

geui 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewea . . 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

CoijOnial Wool

8 — •

6 — .

6 — 1
Bales.-

*H

5
7
2

6
to 1 6

1G4
1 6

a:id rates aa they progress.
Those sales maintain their ."Spirit

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smitbfield, Thursday, March 15.

Prime Meadow Hay 7Ub to SOs
8\iperior do. (old) ..SI yo
Inferior do 55 60
New do — —
Rowen 45 CO

Clover flOstolOSs
New Clover .. ., — —
Second cut do. . . 75 8S
Straw 25 30

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, March 15.
Sup. Meadow Hay . . 8Ss to ySs
Iiileri'jr do. . . . . 74 82
New do, , — —
Superior Clover ..100 103

IiiJenor Clover .. SOs to 92s
New do — —
Straw 32 86

Joshua Bakcr.

Fine old Hay
inferior do.
Jt'rinic New Hay
Inferior do. .

.

Straw .. ..

WnrrECHAPEL, Thcrsd\t, March 15.

*

*

84a to 90s
72 80

Fine old Clover . .lOOs to lOfs

26 30

Inferior do .

.

Fine New Clover .

.

Fine 2d cut ..

Inferior do. ..

4 •

« *

» «

84

83

»5

90
76

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday; March 12.

We have a larger supply of Beasts and trade is alow ; prices
on the average are therefore lower, although there is not much
reduction in choicest kinds. 8heep also are rather more
plentiful ; the demand is however pretty good, and quotations
are unaltered. Good Calves are in d-^mand. From Germany
and Holland there are 150 Beasts, 1180 Sheep, and 45 Calves ;

from Spain, 60 Beasts ; from France. 14 Calves ; fmm Scotland,
2i0 Bcaata; from Ireland, 240; from Norfolk and Suffolk,
2600 ; and 150 from the northern and mldlaud counties.

8 to 6

8 d B
Best "Lrng-wools. 6 4 to 5
Do. Shorn . . , , — .

EwesA 2d quality 4 4—4
Do. Shorn , . . . — ,

Lambs —
,

Calves , . , , 5 — 6
Piga . . . . 4 0—5

d
8

I

8
. V

8

B«lt Bcots« Hrrc-
fords, &c. .. 4

Bent tihort-homs 4
2d quality Beasts S
iJe^it Downs and
HaU-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn . . ,

Beasts, £»S0; Sheep & Lambs, 10,1 10; CalVe*, 103; Pigs, 39o'

Thubdsay, March 15.
The supply of Beasts ia larger than the demand, and conse-

queotJy several rem.ain unsold. Prices on the average are
aaarly the same as on Monday. Trade i.s cxceedinj,'-ly dull for
ajeep, although we are not over supplied with choice kinds.
There ia a reduction of 4d. per stone in Calves, From Ger-
mjiny and HolLmd there are 21 Bessts, 120 Sheep, and 127
^Ivea; from Scotland, 60 Beasts; from Ireland, 70; from
.Norfolk and Suffolk, 300; from the northern and midland
counties 60, and i40 Milch Cows from the howe counties.
Best Scots, Here-

forda, Ac. .. 4
Be»t Short'honw 4
3d qu.tJity Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Haif-brcda .. S

Do. Shorn
BeMta. 960

6 to 4 10
4—4 8— 4

Best Long-wools .5 2 to 5
Do. Shorn . . . , — .

Ewes & 2d quality 4 2 — 4
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

Lamba — .

CalTca .. ,.4 8 — 5
.- .. — .. j Pigs .. ,.4 —5
Sheep t lAmbe, 4590 ; Calves, 163 ; Pigs, 150.

6

8 — 5 10 8

^ NURSERY FOREMAN.
TT^ANTKP. in Majr, u respectable energetic MAK,
flLL **^* ''!?, *<* '^^ Management of Men, and also the
waiting and Rai^mg Rhododendrons and hardy Coniferoiis '

i-ianta.—Apply, with copies of te«tinioni\l3, statinir waees ex-
»ecUd, to J. Dickson- & bo.%a, 32, 3. Hanover Street, Edinburgh. '

Well qualitieil in all the
profession to any extent.—W. H.^

Mr. Veitch's, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

fonsToSLEtwEM AND C£NTL£tv,EN.
AKDKNKR (Head).—Has a thorongli knowledj^e
of his profession in all its branches. Unexceptionable

references.—R. C. the Rarduna, Er.cr'efield House, Readincr-

/^ XixDi^Si^li {kiEAv).—Age 31, married; practical

\jr knowledge of his profession from boyhood. Good
chara^iter. Kent or Surrey preferred.—B. D., 114, Charlton
St^ee^, Euston Road. N.W.

Age 24, married ; under-
profession in all branches of Kitchen and

F'ower Gr irdening, Vinery, Early and Late Forcing ; IS months'
I cod i!Uaracter.—Q. W., 19, Philadelphia Terrace, Mount
G d OS. Westminster Road, S.

/^AKDKNElv (Head).—Chakles Kos3 (age 35,
VJT mjirrled), for the la.st six years Gardener yt Fairlawn
Park, Tnul'ridp:e, Kent, begs to offer his services to any noble-

man or gentleman. Will be disengaged about the middle of
April. Wages, 30f. ayear, cottage, and fuel.—Address as above .

GAHDKNKK (Head).—James Fowleh, Gardener
to the "Right Hon, Earl of Harewood, Harewood Honso,

near Leeds, is desirous of recommending a practical person of
great experience to any nobleman or gentleman requiring a
Gardener,—Address as above.

AUUKNER (Head).—Age 30, single; miderstamU
every d-.ficription of Gardening, Bi;ilding Hothouses,

Laymg-out Pleasure Grounds, Ac. Testimonials from
]>rwent employer, and from several of the Head Noblemen's
Gardeners iu England. Can take charge of any quantity of Pas.
tiire I^aiid.—E. F., Mr. Niokelson, Bu.=!hy Grove. Watford, Herts

AUDKNKK (HEAD).~A-e 40, niairieJ, no iu-

cumbrancc ; thoroughly understands the management of
Pines, Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, and Forcing
Flowers and Vegetables ; also Stove and Greenhou.se Plants.
14 years' goo<l character.—A. Z., Messrs. Barker Sz Son,
Library, Hammersmith, W.

AUDKNKK (Head ob Sinolk-Handkd). — Un-
marriod ; has lived two years in his present situation

;

thoroughly understands his profession in all its branches.
No objection to town or countrv. Good satisfactory reference.
—B.C., P.ist Office, Ryde, lale of Wight.

GAUDKNEK.—Well experienced in all bvrtiiche**

Six years' good character.-George Ma3o>', Hampton,
Middlesex,

GAUDKNKK.—Af^e 37, married, no incumbrance;
has a thorough practical knowledge of his profession in

all it-i branches. Seven years' family character.—W. C, Post
Office, HurstpierfToint. Sussex.

C]^^
AKDKNKU.—Younj?, two in family over 4 years of

^ age ; 15 years' exi>orience ; desires a situation where GiU:-

dening, both Floral aud Kitchen, is carried on with spirit. Can
have a good character from his present employer.—G. C,
Messrs. Hart & Nicklin, Guildford.

G\Ui)ENEK.—A jrentleninu is anxious to procure a
situ I* ion. uirh cotta/e, for hia Gnrdenlr. He understands

Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Greenhouf^es, &c.. and has no
objection to the care of Stock and Meadow Land Excellent
character can be given him.—W. D., the Rectory, East Horsley,
Ril'ley, Surrey.

^

-A<je 27, single; lias filled

capacity in some of the best con-
ducted e.st.\blishmeats in the kiadora.—J. M., Durdham Down
Nurseries, Bristol.

GAUDEXER (SECo^D).—Age 21; has been some
years In the garden, wishes to engage whore be can

gain experience ; will give a Premium if desired. Character
unex.'optionable.—W. W., Ford's Nm*3erips, Commercial Road,
Sou'hai-pton, Hanta.

Handfd, or v\|ieie two ai'e

kept.)—Understands Flowers, Vegetables, (tc, and the
management of Cows.

—

Gkoboe Cottle, Robert Anderson,
Nnrsefvnian, Toddington, S.W.

(^AllOENKU (I'ndeu or Single-handed). —
T Ago 22; in any nobleman's or gentleman's family. Good

chira-t«r.—A. K., Post Dthee, Pedhani. near Colchester.

perience in Breeding and Rearing of first-class Short-

horned Cattle, Leicester and Down Sheep ; the Management of

Light and Strong Land. CfUi be highly recommended by
gentlemen in Yorkshire and Northumberland.-M. T., Bolton

Post Office, Lancashire ; or John Gi*ey, Esq.," Dilston House,"

Corbridge, Northumberland.

TO (MOBLEMtN AND GENTLEMEN.
STEWAKD, FARM-BAILIFF, ob GENERAL

MANAGER.—Age 34 ; has a thoroughly practical know-
ledge of Farming in every branch, also of Gardpning in its

different departments; the Meastirement of Land, Timber,

the Management of Property, Book-Keeping, Buying and
Sellhig Farm Produce and Stock ; is now in an Estate Agent's

Office. Can give unexceptionable testimonials and references.

—L., 105, Lanadowne Road, Sheffield.

FARM STEWAHD.—Age 31; has iiad considerable

experience in farming on a nobleman's estate. Machinery,
Growing Green Crops, Management of Woods, and Repairs;

acquainted with Breeding and Selling of Stock and Com. Can
be highly recommended.— B. C, Mr. W. A. Oakley's, S, Regent
Street, Waterloo Place. London, S.W.

TO THE NOBILI7Y AND GENTRY.

LAND S'lEWARD and GENERAL MANAGER
OF AN ESTATE.—Age 36 ; has had extensive experieucu

in cultivating Light and Heavy Soils, Dr.iiuing of Land, the

Building Farm Homesteads on the most improved system, the

Working every description of improved Machiutiy for Agri-

cultural purposes, the Breeding, Rearing, and Fattening of

Stock, the Manxifacturing and use of Artificial Manures, and

the Gvowing of Green Crops. Is abovit to leave a situation

where he has been man.^ging an estate in one of the most

highly cultivated districts of Norfolk. He can be highly

recommended by several large landed proprietors and eminent

agi-iculturists. Has no objection to Ireland.—A. P., Norfolk

Heicji Office. Norwich.^ ^ ^^^

AND AGENCY.—A gentleman wlio has had many
years' experience in the management of a large property

;

good references can be given.—Address X. Y., care of Messrs.

Carter & Bromley, 23, Royal Excliange, E.G.
.

mo LANDOWNERS.—A Gentleman long engaged
1 in practical Farming on a Lirge scale, and- thoroughly

conversant with the most improved systems of Agriculture,

nicluding the Management of SUx;k and the Growth-of Timber

and Underwood, is open to an engagement for the Mvanage-

ment of an estate, either under the control of the proprietor or

otherwise- The most satisfactory references both as to eha-

racter-and qualification.—F.K., Scadding's Library, Belgrave

Road. Fimllco,^8.W. —
._

ORE.STER AND HEDGER(HEAD).~Age 36; has

a thorough practical knowledge of his profession from

20 years' pnictice in first-chiss families in Scotland and Wales.

Would have no objection to go to Ireland. Can produce good

testimoni;ds.—X. Y., David Davies, Esq., Ystrud House,

Lampeter, South Wales.

IMPROVER,—A yonng Man, who has some know-

ledge of Gardening, requires a situation where he could

improve himself in all its branches. A Premium would M
given.-Y. R. , Post Office. Wilton, near Salisbury.

UitSERYAlAN'S CARPENTER, or on a gentle-

man's Estate.—Age 27; has a thorough knowledge m
Rustic and Rock Work.—T. J., Jones's News Office, wooa

Street, Upper Clapton, NVE^_^
TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, ETC.

,

CLERK ATitv TRAVELLER.—Has had 20 years

experience in the business, and can command an excellent

trade. No objection to make himself generally uaeful-—

H. L. M., Gar.lexer/ CkronicU Office, W.C,

F

GARDENER (Second).-
flituations in the above en

f^ AUOENKK (Single
\ ,X kept.)—Understands F

GAIIDENEK (IJndkk).
iieri

gno^l"Age IS; iKus

lierience in Nursery '-vork ; wftpea not so mucli a con-
Bide^ation aa a Mtiiatiun whcie h*^ ciin ijnjMov© Ivimself. Four
yeara gTX>d chanicter-—A. Z., HaUeya Nursery, BUckheath.

D R, tO e J O N G H '5

(Kn'ioht of the Order of Leopold or BelgiCm)

LIGHT-BKOWX COD LIVJER Oil-
administered -witli the greatest sncceaa in cases of

CONdUMFl'IOS, BUUNCHITIS, ASTHIMA, C0UGH3, RhEUMATISS^
Gout, General Dkbilftv, Diseases of the Skw#

Rickets, I^jfantile Wasting, and au- Scrofulous Affecttov??,

is incomparably superior to every other kind. The recorded

inveatiffrttiona of numberless eminent Biitish and Foreiff'*

medical practitioners have pUiced beyond the reach of ^euita-

tion the fact that no invalid can pos^^ibly realise the full hene-

ficial effects of Cod Liver Oil, who does not take Dr. V^
JoNGu's celebrated pure Light Brown OIL

- — -
. - -

—

^—^—-_

—

-^^

Onsius OF EDWIN LANKESTER, Esq., BLD., F.B.S,

LaU lecturer on the Practice of Pkysic at St George's ^^'^^^^
School^ Superintendent of iht Food Collection at the SouM

Ktnsinffton Museum, ttc, d'c.

" I believe that the purity and genuineness of this Oil aif

secured in it^ preparation by the personal attention of so goo<*

a Chemist aud intelligent a Phvsician aa Dr. De Jongh, wno

has also written the beat medical treatise on the Oil with ^^i;^n

I am acquainte<i. Hence I should deem the Cod Liyer uu

soil under Ids guarantee to be preferable to any other kmu :i^

reg-aris genuineness and medicinal efficiwy."

Sold ONLY in IMPERIAL half pints, 2* Bd. ; pints, 4s, ^l *

riuarts. a-v.. capsuled, and labelled with Dr. de JoSOHS btanip

and signature, without wtiicu none can pobsibly be osSfiMN

Dy respectable Chemists.

AN3AR. HARFOKD. & CO., 77. Strand, London, W.C.

(
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BANK OF DEPOSIT,
E3TABLi:5Ht:x> A, p, 1844 ; 3. Pall Mall East, London-, TIV,

Capital Stock lOO.OOOi,

DUTIES desirous of INVESTING MONEY are
requested to examine the Plan of The Bank of Deposit,

bj- which a high rate of Interest may be obtained with ample
security, Depoaita made by Special Agreement may be with-
drawn without notice. The Interest is payable in January
and July, Petkp. filoitiusoK, Manag-ing Director.

Forma for openhig Accounts sent free on application.

p

NEXT OF KIN, HEIRS, &c., WANTED, who
have been Advertised for ; being exnct Cojiies of

Advertisements from the Times, Gaze/ie, Chronicle, fJa'ald,

Post, Melbourne Argus, Stfdney Herald, Ilobart Toim Mevcwy^
SoiUh Australian Itn/hfer, Cape Mailaiid Morn'or/NeiG Zealani
Gazette^ We^t liidi<ni Rtcord, Indmn, Canadian and American
Papers for the last 60 years, relatinj? to many thousand
names, descnption.s and last residences of persons of all clafise:^

entitled to Money and Property of several millions' value,
and notv lying dormant for want of claimants. This pnzed
and valuable book is sent post free to any i>art of the United
Kingdom for 12 post stamps by the publisliers, FibUER & Son,
Kingsland, London, N.E- Established 1847.

HAT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is a
thought often occnning to literary minds, public

characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme*
diate answer to the inquiry may l>e obtained on application to
Richard BAitRETT, 13, Mark Lane, London, K.C. B- B, is enabled
to execute every description of Printmg on very advantageous
terms, his office being furnished with a largo and choice assort-
ment of Types, Sream Prin ing MaeMnes, Hydmulic and other
Presses, and every modern improvement in the Printing Art.
A St^ocunen IJook of Types, and informatiuu for Authora^ sent
on application, by

Richard Barrktt, 13. Mark Lane, London, E.C-

OW TO liKEVV SPmNDIU SLKONG ALE,
at 7tL per Gallon, fine as Sberry, and an aroma equal

to Burton Tcnpenny. This new Practical Treatise is by a
Derbyshire man of 2S years' attendance at the spigot and tun in
the best brewery in the couuty- No brewing utensils re-
quired, only those for household use. This is guaranteed to
be the best and cheapest mode to produce fine Ale ever made
public. The above beautifully printed in large type can be
hail for 12 Penny Post stamps. Sent post free to any address.
Direct to Fisher & Son, Publishei-s, tCingsland, London, N.E,
Established 1S47- Notice.—Appendedal^o will be found Graziers*
Farmers' and Agricultuml Recipes, including the easy des-
truction of Rats ;md Jlice, Birds, &c , the New Mode to
Feed and Fatten Pigg and Poultry, the New H'»rse and
Cattle Food, Veterinary Instructions, ifcc. Warranted rare and
original

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPEDIA.
——

The follo^-ing Divisions are completed

:

BIOGRAPHY. Six volumes, price 3A; or in three
volumea, half-bound morocco, U. \2$,

GEOGRAPHY. Four volumes, price 2/. 2^.; or in
two volumes, half-bound morocco, 2^ 105.

NATURAL HISTORY. Four volumes, price 2L 2s.

;

or two volumes, half-bound morocco, 2^ 10^.

ARTS AND SCIENCES, completing Uie Work, is

now in course of publication.

Vols. L to TIL are published, bringing the alphabet to the
end of letter B. A part is pubUshed every [uonth, price 2^. 6d.

%* Fart XV. will be published on March 31.

Bradburv & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C-

WORKS ON GARDENING AND BOTANY.

I.

rriHK VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, the Structure,X Classification, and Uses of Plants. Bv Bb. Lrxnt-KV.

OR. DE JONGH'S
(RXIQHT OP THE ORDER OF LEOPOLD OF Bet.QIUM)

LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL
administered with the gi-eatest success in cases of

CoKst/MPTio.v, Bronchitis, Asthma, Couans, RHEiMATiyM,
Uour, GcxKKAL Dkbiutv, Diseases of the SKiis-,

KiCKfcird, LvFANTii-t; WAariNO, and all Scbofuloi'S Affecthjns,
is incomparably superior to every other kind. The recorded
iuvcstigauions of numberless eminent British and Foreign
miidio il practitioners have placed beyond the reach of refuta-
tion the tact that no invalid can possibly realise the full bene-
field effects of Cod Liver Oil, who does not take Dr. X>e
Joxia'ii celebrated pure Light Brown Oih

Opinion op EDWIN LANKESTER, Esq , M D , RR.S,
£ate L'^ct.irer on the Practice of Physic at St GeorgeU Medical

i'c/tw^ Siip€rmt^}i/itxit of the Food Collection at tfte Sotith

K^uington Mi'sevm^ t&c, etc,
*' I heheve that the purity and genuineness of this Oil are

cecnred in its preparation by the personal attention of so good
a Cheaiist and intelligent a Physician as Dr, De Joiigh, who
has ul^o written the bjst medical treatise on the Oil with which
I am acquainted- Hence 1 should deem the Cod Liver Oil
sold under his guarantee to be preferable to any other kind as
regiirds genuineness and medicinal e8ici\cy."

Sold or^LT in raPEitiAL half pints, 2^. 6d. ; pints, As. 9d
quarts, 9s., capsuled, and labelled with Dr. de Jonqh's stamp
and signature, wttuovt which IsOSe can possibly be genuine,
oy resijcctable Chemists.

Sole Consiokees,
AX3AR, HARFORD, & CO., 77. Strand. London, W.C,

By
Illustrated upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo,
cloth, price 3Gs., with upwards of 600 Illustrations.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural and
Pbysiologicah With a Glossary of Technical Terms. By

Dr, Lindlev, In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, with numerous
Illustrations, price 12^.

MEDICAL AND (ECONOMICAL BOTANY. By
Dr, Linplev. With numerous Illustrations. A New

Edition, in One Volume, 8vo, cloth, priM 7s. Od,

SCHOOL BOTANY; or, the Rudiments of Botanical
Science. By Dr, Lindlf.v. In One Volume, tivo* half

bound, with 400 Illustnitions, price 5s. Od,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or. the Art of De-
scribings Plants correctly in Scientific Lang^ingo, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. By Du. Lis^ulev, Fricel«,

HOW TO LAY OUT a' GARDEN. Intended as
a General Gui'ie in Choosing, Fornjing, or Improving an

Estate (from a Quarter of an Acre to XOO Acres in extent).
By Kdward Kemp. Price 12.-?,, illustrated with numerous
Plans, Sections, and Sketches of Gardens and General Objects,

rnnE HANDBOOK of GARDENING. By Edwakd
-L Kewp. For the Use of Persous who possess a small
Garden. The 11th Edition, enlarged and improved. Price 2ff.

in cloth.

viir

PAXTON'S FLOWER GARDEN. Edited by Sir
Joseph Paxton and Dr. LiyDLET. Complete in three

Volumes, price Sis. each, elegantly bound in cloth. This
work appeared in Monthly Parts, which are still on sale, price
2s. 6rf. each.

I)AXTON*S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY: conipria-
^

. ing the Names, History, and Culture of all Plants known Mr. BaXTKR, and Mr. BeTGIIT supported thc Bill

;

'^i^l'^i^iXricTilZ'^l'^L^'rl^^^^^^^^ Baillib. Mr. Roti, Mr. Licdell, Mr. Camp-
X. jifELL, and. Mr. Ksightley opposed it. The

7^^Lnn?^^T?- ^*^-Yt^7?^, f*"
'^''^ FLOWER

I debate was then adjourned. On Tuesday Mr. H.
-L GARDEN. Being an AlpnaootiCiil Arrangement of all the

j
„ *^ , vi r it* »

Oniaraeutal Plants grown ill Gardens and Shmbberiea. With i
-tiEfiKELKr Drought forward hl3 aUDUal motion

mildircctionsfor their culture. By Mrs. LoroDx. The sixth Jq favour of the ballot. Lord HeNLEY SeCunded
Xiuition^ ciotn guC| piicc *^» _

, > •

xr. the motion, which was supported bv Mr. LiwsON

P^t'1?Vb^.1^ "w?^'' °r
V^AXTUfG ORNAMEN- and opposed by Mr. Mabsh, Mr. C. Foetescue,X TAL TREES, With particular reference to Coniferce. In; jt3t> r»j'-- . .

whichiiUthehardyspeciea arerwpularlj-described. JJyilessrs. ana IjOra JrALlIEltSTON'. Un a division the motion
Standish and Noble. Price 5». iu cloth.

Bradbcby & Evans, U, Bouverie Street, E.G.

Bill, the object of which was to abolish certain
oaths taken by Dissenters on admission to muni-
cipal offices. Lord CnELitSFOED, the Bishop of
Chichester, and the Earl of Derby opposed the
Bill

;
the Duke of Newcastle and the Loed

Chaxcelioe supported it. On a division the
f^econd reading was negatived by 44 to 21. The
Bill was therefore lost.

In the House of Commons on Friday, in answer
to Mr. KiNGLAKE and Sir E. Peel, Lord John"
Rttssell stated that the Prussian Government
entirely concurred in the views of her Majesty's
Government on the propoEcd annexation of Savoy,
but Austria and Russia had not yet expressed
their opinions on the subject. His lordship

added that he received on Thursday a despatch
from M. Tbouvenel, the French Minister of
Poreign Affairs, stating that tMfe altered condition
of Italy required the annexation as a political

necessity. It was not in Lis opinion a fulfilment
of the promise of France to consult the Great
Powers, but the whole despatch, was of so
much gravity and importance, especially in
those parts which related to Faucigny and
Chablais, that it required the deepest consideration.

Sir De Lact Evans then moved a series of resolu-

tions, which lei to a desultory debate on the

subject of the expedition to China, and the conduct

of Mr. BiixrCE in forcing the passage of the Peihn,

Lord Palmeeston defended Mr. Buvce, aud
Lord J. Russell stated that the object of the

approaching expedition was to obtain the ratifica-

cation of the Treaty of Tien-tsin, an indemnity
and apology for the past, and the right of having
a resident Minister at Pekin or Shanghai. Sir

D. L. Evans ultin^.ately withdrew his motion, and
the debate closed with a vote of 850,000^. towards

the expenses of the expedition. On Monday,
on the order for the second reading of the Reform
Bill, Mr. Disraeli spoke at great length against

the Bill, and though not prepared to oppose the

second reading, expressed his hope that a measure

**so unnecessary, so uncalled for, and so mis-
chievous," would be withdrawn. Mr. Leatham,

FOR SALE, TiiE GARDEXEHS' CHROXICLE
AND AaaiCtJLTURAL gazette, from 1S« to 1359

inclusive, unbound, and with Newspaper complete, and iu a
pood state of preservation. Price for the 16 volumes, 51.—
A;>plybyIetterto Mr. rRENTicE,9, Down Street, Piccadilly,W.C.

UTH1LL'[> TREATISE on the STRAWBEUltV.
showing liow to obtain large crops ofl a small bit of

giound, now re.idy, 1^. The Pt tato Pamphlet, 20 more things,
25.; Market Gardening Round London, Is. Gd. ; The Vine, la.;
The Mushroom, Killiiiir Woodlice. \s.; Vegetable Meeting, gratis.

Jamks Cuthili.. Catnberwell, London, S.

Now ready, price Is., small Svo,

T:iE SUPPLEMENT TO THE GARDEMXG
BOOK OF ANNUALS. Compiiaing faithful dcscnp-

tiuna of l:.'0 additional species. By W. Thompson.
_- . , London; Simpkin, Marsuall, & Co.May be had post free of the author. Tavern Street. Ipswich,

for 12 stamim. » i »

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY Illustrated, Ist of each Mouth, Is.

In March Ko. (now published with coloured plate of Chryaaa-
themumaj is continued "Six of Spades," and other articles of
interest. —Office ; 30, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.

Xelyg of ttjc mttk.

In the House of Lords on Fridav the Duke

was negatived by a majority of 107, the numbers
being 254 to 147. Mr. T. Buncombe obtained leave

to bring in a Bill abolishing the resolution of the

House which is now necessary before a Jewish
member can be admitted to take the oath. Ou
Wednesday Mr, Dillwyn moved the second

reading of his Endowed Schools Bill, the object of

which was to allow Dissenters to be chosen trustees

of endowed schools where the endowment did not

expressly limit the management to members of

the Church of England. Mr. Selwyn moved as an
amendment that the Bill be read a second time that

GKCnmE .MILL?i'S TKEATISE on the CUL-
.cn.lHi'r.u''

THE CUCUMBER, MELOJf. SEAKALE. anp
a^jPAKAULM, will be sent tree by post on thc receipt of
3s. \id. ju peuijy Postage stamps.

Also by the same Author,
TiiE.\TISE ON iHE CULTURE of the PINE-

APPLE, for 2*. 6(/.

Gforgr Muas, Uxbridge Raid. Ealing, Middlesex. W.

IJKACTICaL essays for the IMPROVEMENT
. OF FAHMIXG; by Hewitt Davh. Land Agent and

tiovornnicnt Surveyor under the Dntinage of Lands' Act &c
iwing a Revised Edition of all his M'orks on Farming. Price 5*.
May 1)6 liad at Slerfsrs. Siupkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers'

Coiu-t, E.G. : of .Mr. James Ridoway. Piccadilly, W. ; and
Messrs. REDroco i yox.s, London Roivl, Southwavk, S.

of Carnarto>^ that the government could not

explain the ** great and flagrant discrepancy"

between Count Catoue's despatches on the annexa-

tion of Savoy, aud the telegraphic announce-

ment of tbat morning that Sardinia had agreed

to carry out the annexation by a special treaty

with France. Her Majesty^s Government had

received within the last 24 hours a despatch of

great importance from the French ilinister of

Foreign Affairs, which was at that moment the

subject of deep consideration. On Monday Lord

Teynham moved a resolution for taking the votes

at Parliamentary elections by means of secret

b.iUot. The Duke of Newcastle opposed the

motion, which was negatived on a division by

39 to 4. On Tuesday Earl De Gbey and Ripon

stated that four out of the 13 regiments of Militia

Artillery were to be disembodied, (hat the

Militia Act would expire next year, and

that it was not intended to renew it. On

of Newcastle slated in answer to the Earl
j
day six months. The Bill was opposed by Mr. Lowe,
Mr. Lo^GFiELi), Mr. A. Mills, Mr. Walter, and

Mr. Newdegate, and supported by Lord Feemoy
aud Mr. Baines. On a division the amendment
was carried by 190 to 120 ; the Bill was therefore

lost. On the order for the second reading of the

Bleaching and Dyeing "Works Bill, the object of

which is to extend to those works the provisions

of the Factory Act limiting the hours of labour of

women and children, Mr. A. Trp.N*EE moved as

an amendment that the Bill be read a second time

that day six months. The Bill was supported bj
Mr. Roebuck, Mr. Cobbktt, and Lord John
Manners, and opposed by Sir H. Caieks, Mr-

RrcHAEDSON, and Mr.CoNOLLT. Ou a division

the second reading was carried by 220 to 39. On
Thursday the adjourned debate on the Reform Bill

was resumed, when the Bill was supported by Mr*

Stansfeld, Sir O. Geet, Mr. Masset, Mr-

Ceossley, and Mr. Baixes, and opposed by Sir J,

IpAKiKGTON, Mr. Adderley, Mr. Stextart, Mr.

i

Thursday Lord Teysham moved the second Ker Seymer, and Mr. Wuiteside, During

readino" of the Qualification for Offices Abolition
| Mr. Adderley's speech, the Bill had a narrow
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escape &om beiug lost by the counting out of the [Liberal iiitercst, in the room of Mr. Divett. ^Tbe

House, and ultimately the debate was adjourned

to Monday,
The King of Saedi^ta has accepted the yote

of the ^milian. provinces and of Tuscany, and

has issued decrees annexing those states to Sar-

dinia. The Mcniteur of Thursday published a

circular addressed by M, ThOuteIsEl to all the

Powers that signed the Treaty of Vienna,

explaining the reasons which hs.Te led to the

annexation of SaToy. In this important docu-

ment, which will be found at leugth in another

column, M. Thotjyenel states that the aggran-

disement of Sardinia has rendered it necessary

for France to obtain more important frontiers,

and that France has not pursued the annexa-

tion in the name of nationalities, but only as a

guarantee for a better frontier. The MoniteiD'

also publishes a Speech which the EMPEiiOrt suoh localities as mny render attendanoe convenient, in

O'Conor Don, who hiis just come of itge, and Ciipt.

GofF, of the 3d I^ight Dragoons, brother of the late

member, are candidates for Roscommon. There are

three candidates in the field for Londonderry, Mr,
M*Cormack in the Conservative interest, and Mr. S. M.
Greer and Mr. G. Skipton in tbe Liberal interest.

Captain Cliarles White, a relation of the late member,
is a candidate for Claro. The Cork Ue^orter states, as

a proof of the interest felt in certain quarters relative

to the result of the late election for Cork, that the state

of the poll on the second day was telegraphed to Paris,

aud from thence to Vienna.

The Mei)iteriia.nean Command.—It is stated that

Vice-Admiral \Y. F. Martin i& to succeed Yice-Admiral

Fansluuve in the coumjaud of the Mediterranean fleet.

The AusTEALTAif Command.—Captain Frederick

B. P. Si'ynionr, of the Pelorus, 21, screw-corvette, has

been appointed Commodore of tbe Australian station,

in tbe room of Commodore Loring.

VoLTJNTEEll Keview.— It IS Stated that her Majesty
will review tiie Volunteer Corps of the metropolis, and

addressed on "Wednesday to a deputation from

Savoy, in which he s?ad that '* everybody in Europe

who does not yield to the antagonistic Spirit of

another epoch considers this annexation of territory

as natural aud et^uitable,"

the course of June next, in Hyde Park,

The CorET.—The Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by Princes Alfred, Arthur, and Leopold, the

Princesses Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, arrived at

Buckingham Palace on Wednesday from Osborne,

traveUin^ from Portsihoutli by a special train on the

Direct Portsmouth HaiUvay. On Saturday morning the

Earl of St. Germans, Lord Steward, and Viscount

Castlerosse, Vice-Chamberlain of the Household,

arrived at Osborne from Loudon with Addresses to her

Majesty from both Houses of Parliament. In the after-

noon the Queen and Prince Consort drove out, accom-

panied by Princess Helena. Prince aud Princess of Lcin-

ingen arrived on a visit to her Majesty. In the evening

the Queen had a dinner party. Oia Sunday morning

the Queen and Prince Consort, Prince Alfred, Prince

Arthur, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and

the Prince and Princess of Leiningen, attended Divine

service at Osborne ; the Rev. G. Proth(5ro ofliciated.

On Monday moriivng the Quet'ii, Prince Consort,

and Royal family walked out. The Prince and

Princess of Leiningen left Osborne. On Tuesday

the Queen and Royal family walked and drove

in the morning and aiternoon. On Wednesday
afternoon, soon alter the Queen's an ivul at Bucliin^ham

Palace, her Majesty held a Court, at which Vice-

Admiral Van Docknm had an audience, and delivered

his letters of recall, and ]M. Thorben de Bille had

an audience and delivered his credentials as Danish

Minister. On Thursday the Duke de Montpensier

visited the Queen at Buckingham Palace. In the

afternoon the Queen honoured the Duchess of

Sutherland v.ith a- visit at Staflbrd House. The
Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred, rode

on horseback aud visited the South Kensington
Musenm. In ttie evening her Majesty had a dinner party.

The Prince of Wales.—The squadron ordered to

as&emble at Spithead for the purpose of escorting the

Prince of Wales across the Atlantic, on his visit to

Canada, will consist of the Hero, 91, screw, 600-horse

power, Capt. George H. Seymour, who will hoist his

broad pendant as Commodore of the squadron; the

Ariadne, 26, screw, 800-horse power, Capt. Vansittart;

the Flying-tish, G, screw, 350-horse power, Commander
Charles W. Hope; andthe Royal paddle yacht Osborne,

430-horse power, Master-Commander Bowtr. His Royal
Highness will take his passage out and home in the
Hero, one of the finest 91-gnn ships in Her Majesty's
navy. The Osborne will be retained for service on the
coasts and rivers of Canada during the stay of liis Royal
Highness in that colony.

Tu£ Cabi>*et.—A Cabinet Council wi\s held on
Saturday at the official residence of the Virst Tiord of
the Treasui7 in Downing Street. Another Council
was held on Wednesday.
The Bihhopbic of Rochestkr has becji conferred

on Archdeacon AVigram, Archdeacon of A\'inciiester, and
Rector of St. Sfary's, Sonthampton.
The Deanery Op Lincoln has been confened on

the Very Eev. Dr. Gamier, at present Dean of Kipon,
formerly cbaphiin to the House of Commons and
rector of Trinity Church, Marylubone. The tleanery
of Ripon becomes vacant by this appointment.
Varliame.maet MovEjrE>-xs,—The Beverley elec-

tion committee have reported that :Mr. J. R. Walker
was duly elected, that seven persons were bribetl, but
that it was not proved that this bribery was committed
wHU the kuowledfije of Mr. Walker or his agents.
TI re four candidates in the field for Xorwicii, Sir
wUlUin Rassell and Mr. Edward Warner in the Liberal
interest, and Mr. W. D, Lewis. Q.C.. and Mr. "W. For-
range, a wealthy gentleman who has recently returned
fro«n the Au«trttUiu\ colonies, in the Cor^ - vative intcr-
eet.—Mr. Alfreil Stymour, brother of iFr. Danhy Sey-

w», M.P. for Poolo, is a candidate for Exeter la the
•now.

dForetgiu

France,—The Moniieur o^ Tlmrsday publisliod two
important documents— Ij a circular addrossod by M.
Thouvenel to all the Powers who signed the final Act
of the Congress of Vienna, relative to the annexation ot

Savoy and Nice; and 2, a despatch addressed by W.
Thouvenel to the Charge d'Atiaires of France at Berue,

in answer to the protest ol' Switzerland nguinst the

annexation- The following is the text of the circular

to the Powers:

—

"Paris, March 13tb, 1S60.
'* Jlonsieur,—The Emperor, in Ms speech to the great bodies

of the State on the opening of the Legislative acssioa, ex-
pressed his ideas ill the previsioa of a considerable territorial

alteration on the other side of the Alps, and auuouJictid the
intention of submitting to the wisdom and equity of Europe a
question which is not raised by the ambition of Fianee, but in

a inanntr put by the very events themselves. His Majesty has
considered that the moment hag come to fulfil this eDga-iemcxit,

and I hasten, in conformity with his orders, to empower yuu
to communicate our explanations to the Cabinet of .

Solemn acts, freely adhered to, on the terminatioii of a cam-
paign fortunate for our arms,^ have established in the most
irrefragable manner, that we had not for object any territorial

aggrandiscmeut when circumr^tances forced nsto intervene in

the affairs of Italy. If the Imperial GoverDmcnt has been
enabled to foresee, in hypotheses, fromwhichdiainterestedness
ought not entirely to banish i>ruJence, a situation analogous to
that which to-day presents Itself, we flatter ourselves not only
that wo have not sougtit to bring it about, but that we have,
on the contrary, endeavoured, in all conjunctures, to follow the
course m.ost fitted to keep it out oft^io chances of of the future.
The stipulations ot\Zurich, like those of ViUafranca, entirely ex-
cluded it. Although the possession of Lombardy strengthened
Pieduioiit on the A]i)s, \vc had no hesitation in silencing
our own interest ; and far from favouring the develoiPBient of
a state of things which could fuvnish us with legitinjate aud
pressing reasons for claiming guarantees, wo employed, as
Europe knows, all our influence to realise, in their literal

tenour, the dispositions of treaties which reserved the main-
tenance of the territorial circumscriptions of Central Italy.

I need not now adverfc to the circunistances which have
prevented tbe success of our efforts. It is a point I have ex-
plained in former commmiieationa, and it will suffice to recall

'

the fact that the necessity of concerning ourselves, before all

things, and in the general interest, with the establishment
of a definitive order of things in the Peninsula alone deter-
mined us to scckj in combinations different from that which
we had fruitlessly essayed to nntke a triumph, the mtans
of settling the pending questions, A new sitnation forced
itself thenceforw aid on our foresight ; and without putting
ourselves in opposition to the policy which has constantly
inspired both the acts and the language of the Emperor, we
had, neverthelesd, to consider the prejudicial effect which new
arrangements in Italy might be capable of inflicting on ourown
interests. Iti^i impossible to dispute the fact that the formation
ofa considerable Gtato, possessing both slopes of the Al]^?, is an
event of tl'e highest gravity with regard to the security of our
frontier The geographical situation of Sardinia acquires an
importance which it could not have when thatkingdotn hardly
counted 4,000,000 souls, and waa, in some sort, held by a great
numl>er of conventions to be external to the Peninsula. With
a dbvelopmeut which must n0:^rly triple its population aud its

r. aterial resources, the possession of all the passes of the
Alps would permit it, in the case of its alliances ever
making it our adversary, to ojen access to our tcnitory
to a foreign army, or by its own forces to disturb^ the
security of an important part of tbe empire, by inter-
cepting our principal liue of milit;iry and commercial com-
munication. To demand guarantees against an eventuality of
which the occ\iirence, however distant we may siippcvse it to
be, does not diuiinish tiie peril, is simply to obey the most
legitimate CMisidr rations and the most nrdinary courses of
international polity, which never at any period has aasumed
-Tatitxidc and sentiment aa the one basis of the lelations of
tates. Ik-sides, are these guarantees calculated togive umbrage

to any I'ower? Are they not, on the contrary, in the con-
ditions of a just balancing of strength, and, ab<jve all,

indicated by the nature of things, which has placed our ays-
tern of defence at the foot of the western sloi^es of the Alps?
At divers periods of history for the last two centuries, espe-
cially when there was a question of settling the e^ventual
succession to tlie throne of Spain, and later, when the fiuc-

ceaaion of Austria was in question, combinationa have been
discuaBed wiiich extended the po&scwions of Piedmont in Italy,
and gave her sometimes Lombardy, sometimes other contigu-
ous territ* ries. In sucli views, assuredly less va,«t than that
which is now before ns, the annexation of Savoy and of the
country of Nice has always been considered by several of the
principiil powei^ of Europe as a compensation necessary for
France. Confident that my thoughts cannot allow of false
int^rj^retations, I experience no embarrassment in quoting
a precedent of more recent date. May it not be permitted
to seek, a lesson from the hist<vry, of our century, without
evoking irritating remembrances which the present genera-
tion repudiate? I will, therefore, call to mind that at a
moment when Europe was little difiiK)Qed to use forbearance
with regard to France, it rec<^:iiiaed on the Alps the ne-
ccssitiea of our geographical aituauon, and unanimously

i

thought it equitable to leave to us a portion of the territory

which has now become much more indispensable to our
security. It was only under the impression of the events ot
the following year that that clause was annulled. The Em-
peror, on ascending the throne, spontaneou:sly declared that ho
accepted, as the rule of his relations with Europe, the respect
of treaties concluded by preceding Governments, and this is

a prmciple of conduct to which His Majesty will always make
it a law to remain faithful. But it is impossible not to
recognise the exceptional character of the circumstances
which determine us to demand that a modification
should now be effected in the delimitation of the
frontier lastly traced between France and Sardinia, The
result of the war has been to bring about, by the cession of
Lombardy to Piedmont, a first change in the territorial cir-

cumscriptions of Italy ; the annexation of other States to this
kingdom constitutes a new change, of which the consequences
have for us especial gravity ; and it is in no way an abandon-
ment of the respect accorded on all occasions by the Govern-
ment of the Emperor to existing treaties to demand, that they
should not, iu reahty, be altered to our detiiment. In a com*
munication which is addressed before all things to the good
faith of the Cabinets of Europe, and which proves that which
animates the Government of the Emperor, ought I to hesitate
to say that, iu restoring Savoy to Piedmont it was wished to
constitutethatcountry guardian of the Alps, so that it should
liold the passes into France open ? However annoying that situa-
tion was, we loyally resigned oui'selves to it during lialfa centui^y ;

still more, we even accepted it after a campaign in Italy, which
would easilj^ have furnished us the occasion of changing it ; but
ought we to admit that the conditions which we have scrupu-
lously respected, so as to import no trouble into our inter-

national relations, should be aggi'avated? And can Europe,
on its side, think it just that, in addition to the weight with
which they ah'eady bore upon us, should be added that of a
State of which the force will have tripled in tlie course of one
year ? In inviting the moditication of the treaties on this point,

we in some sort confine omselves to asking that one of their

stipulations may not acquire, beyond even the "wish of
the Powers which subscribed them, a bearing more grave and
a sense more disadvantageous, I hasten to add that the Govern-
ment of the Emperor does nut wish to obtain the guarantec&
which it demands, except from the free consent of the King of
Sardinia and of the poinilations. The cession which will be
made will therefore remain exempt from all violence as from all

constraint. Oiu" firm intention, moreover, is to arrange it, as far

as the territories of Savoy^ subject to an eventual neutralisation,

are concerned, so as not to injure any acquired right, and not to

affect any legitimate interest. In accordance with our require-
ments, and with the will of the King of Sardinia, and tvithout
contravention of the general interests of Europe, the ceseion of
Savoy and the country of Nico to France raises no questions
incompatible with the best established and the most rigorous
rules of public law. If the character, the language, and tbe
customs of the populations destined to be united to France
assure us that that cession is not contrary to their feelings ; if

we reflect that the confi^uratir'n of the locality has intermixed
their commercial and their political interests witii ovu' own ; if

we say, lastly, that the Alps constitute the barrier which mufit
etei-nally separate Italy from France, we may confine ourselves-

to conclude from this, that tbe new frontier to be established

between Piedmont and ourselves finds its sanction in the
force of circumstances. It is not in the name of the

idea of nationality, it is not as a natui-al frontier, that we pro-

secute the adjunction of Savoy and of Nice to our territory :

it is solely as a guarantee, and under circumstances such that

the mind cannot conceive that they should reproduce them-
selves anywhere else. In one w^ord, sti'angers to all views of

aggrandisement, &tiU more so to all ideas of conquest, our sole

object is to obtain, iu the name of the principles of public law,

that treaties should not be rendered for us more onerous in a

point in which they had been framed in dispositions which
time, I hope, baa contributed to efface, and that as a security
against the dangers which the develuinnent of Piedmont may
bring upon ns in the future, our frontiers should be fixed,

by means of an understanding with the Kiner of Sardinia,

in accordance with the necessities of the common defence.

The Government of the Emperor, full of confidence in tbe
weight of the considerations which it could put forward,

has entered into ncprotiatinns with the Cabinet of Turin
ou the subject of t})is important question. You know m
what terms we opened this correspondence You are equally

acquainted with the answer, and you huve seen that re-

ceiving the observations which we have put forward, the

Sardinian Governin en t has shown itself disposed, at the

price of a voluntary sacrifice, to accept their consequence.

I flatter myself tliat the reasons of necessity and of right

which determine our conduct will be fuUy apju'eciated by the

Government, with the sentiments of equity which inspire

it, and the frit-ndly spirit which directs its relations with

France, It will understand that, seeking guarantees so legiti-

mate, we should enter into arrangements with Sardinia to

settle the necessary acts and dispositions. By circumstances

most frequently independent of their will, Governments have

not alwaj's succeeded in founding their combinatiLUS on bases

uniting the conditions of a true stability, which, indeed, are

no others than those of justice, enlightened by a healthy iiit^I-

ligence of reciprocal interests ; and it is thus that acts intended

to secure peace have sometimes only had for result the sowing

in tbe political system of fresh seeds of difficulty aud compli-

cation. The combination of which such just and &uchpowerltii

motives now authorises us to desire the realisation is, on toe

contrary', so conformable to the general interest that it i8

necessarily required, we are confidently persuaded, to malie

part of any system wisely conceived and drawn up with fore-

sight. It linds, therefore, its legitimacy iu the abf^ence ot flu

clashing with the welhunderstot^ observances of Europe, au<*

also in the requirements of our own situation. We flatter our-

selves that tlie question will be thus regarded by tbe couit ot

. I beg you to read and to leave a copy of this despatch

with Mr. . neceive. &c., *' THOUVENEL."

In the despatch in answer to the Swiss protest ^1^*

Thouvenel expresses his astonishment at^he steps taken

by Switzerland, and says that "Switzerland, which li^i^

rect'ivtid so many proofs of the friendship of the

Emperor, ought to have placed her confidence "i

France." M. Tlionvenel then examines the question ot

light, denies tbe validity of tbe treaty of 1564, arid

says that the neutralisation of Chahhiis and Faucigtiy

was made in favour of Savoy, and that the Federal

Council, therefor^, interferes without any legitimate

reasons in the uvrangements which France and Sardinia

are about to conclutle. M. Thouvenel acknowledges

that the Powers fnigbt examine the stipulations of tbe

I

treaties of 1815, and does not hesitate to say that France

is disposed to adopt any modifications suggested either

for the general interest, or, above all, for the interest

of Swititerland. The I'atne of Thursday evening says

that the Sardinian troops have commenced the evacu-

tion of Savoy, and that the first detachment of FrencU

troops returning from Lombardy will arrive iu Sayoy

on the 25th inst. Tlio Constitutiomiel says that the watb-

J

drawal of _the French troops from Italy is a sigu of wi
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approaching solution of the question of Italy, and mugfcj^nienfc has itselfdeclared that it would submit this question,

not be considered a sign of coolness between Finiut-mS. ""^^ ^^^^ decided.-I am, &c.. " Kern."

Sardinia. France, it says, leaves Lomhardy because the

independence of Italy is irrevocably assured, and
Austria only intends to act in defence of the frontiers

ofVenetia.—The Emperor on Wednesday received a
deputation from Savoy ^vhich presented addresses in

favour of annexation. The Emperor expressed his

pleasure in receiving the deputation, and delivered a

speech, of which the following is an abstract:

—

" The re-union of Savoy and Nice to France has been re-

solved upon in principle. The assent of Piedmont and the
populations has been obtained to this rectification of the fron-

tiers. Everybody in Eiirope who does not yield to the spirit of
antagonism of another epoch considers this annexation of neutrality bf that part of Savoy should be respected.
territory as natural and equitable, and the ncgrotiations

with the Powers who signed the treaty of 1S15 permit
the hope of a favourable examination of the question by
the greater part of them. Friendship for Bwitzeriand
had almost caused a cession of territory to be promised.

M. Sfceiger, the Swiss Charge d'Affaires at Vienna*
has presented a circular note to Count Rechberg, in

which the Federal Council protests to the Powers who
guaranteed the treaties of Vienna against any measure
having for its object the incorporation of Chablais and
Faucigny with the French Empire. Count Rechberg
replied tliat Austria reserves her definitive reply until

she has ascertained the views of Europe, but he re-

minded M. Steiger that last year, when the French
troops were conveyed by railroad from Culoz to Cham-
bery, the Austrian Cabinet in vain represented to
Switzerland, as well as to the great Powers, that the

By the passage of tlie French troops that neutrality
was openly violated according to the treaties of 1815.

Hakovee.—Hanover has proposed an indemnity as a

which, he believed, would not be contrary to the wishes hasis for negotiations in universal conferences concern-
of Savoy ; but as soon as it was known that the population
refused that Savoy should be dismembered, France renounced
this cession, although wishing to protect the interests of
Switzerland."

The deputation will dine to-day at the Tuileries. The
t:eaty b )tween King Victor Emmaniiel and the Emperor
Napoieon tor the cession of Savoy and Nice was signed
last week, and the Commissary.General at Lyons
has since received instructions to provide for the
French troops that are to occupy Savoy. The 1st and
2d Regiment of Dragoons, quartered at Lyons, have
received orders to march to Chambery. The Moniteur
contains a list of persons to wliom decorations of the
Legion of Honour are given for services rendered to the
army in Italy. The action for libel brought by the
Sihcle and Madame Berlin against the Bishop

ing the redemption of the Stade Dues. England has
refused to agree to the amount proposed. The negotia-

tions have therefore been renewed.

EiECTORAX Hesse.—In the sitting of tlie Federal

Diet on Saturday Prussia gave her vote in reference to

the affairs of Electoral Hesse. Prussia demanded the
re-establishment of the Constitution of 1831, after

being submitted to examination by the Federal Diet.

The committee on the affairs of Electoral Hesse after-

ward presented their report. The majority of the
Committee proposed that the petition of the Second
Chamber of Hesse should be dismissed, stating as their

reason the incompetency of the Diet. The minority
declared that it could not join in this propositi.

PbuSSIA.—The despatch of M. Thouvenel, explaining

of Orleans was brought to a close on Saturday, the motives for the annexation of Savoy, Avas com-

of General Eynattcn by committing suicide, and other
high names are compromised.
HuKGAET.—On Thursday week about 200 students

attempted a demonstration in the churches and church-
yards of Pesth, Several students were arrested. On
an attempt being made to rescue them, the officer in
command of the troops ordered them to fire. Several
persons were dangerously womided, two of whom have
smce died. The police followed the retreating crowd
and again fired, killing one old man and severely
wounding several others. The demonstration was in-
tended to commemorate the revolution of the 15th
March, 1848.

RrssiA.—It is expected that Prince Gortschakoff,
who for some time past has been seriously ill, will, on
his own demand, be shortly released from his duties as
Minister for Foreign Affairs, and that Barou de
Budberg, Russian Minister at Berlin, will be his
successor.

Italy.-

provinces

when the court decided in favour of the defendant.
The Steele charged Monaeigneur Dupanloup with libel,

and Madame Bertiu brought au action in vindication of

TOunicated to the Prussian Government on Friday. The
reply of Prussia has since been sent to Paris and is said

to refer partly to principles, partly to material facts.

-The result of the voting in the iEmilian
has been proclaimed as follows ; — Total

number of electors, 526,258 ; number who voted,
427,512; for annexation to Piedmont, 426,006; for
separate kingdom, 756; cancelled, 750. In Tuscany
the proportion of votes in favour of annexation to those
ifor a separate kingdom was as 70 to 3. The number of
persons who voted was three-fourths of the total in-

scribed on the electi^ral lists. Governor Farinl arrived
at Turin on Sunday, and had an audience of the King,
when he communicated the result of the -Emilian vote
n the following terms;

—

'* I liave the honour to place in the hands of your Majesty
the legal documents containing the returns of the universal
sufTrage of the people of jEmilia. May your Majesty
deign to receive them with favour, as a token of gratitude
and confidence."

The King replied as follows, accepting the annexation ;

—

" This manifestation of the national will is so universal and
so spontaneous, that it confirms to Europe, at a different time

the pleadings had terminated, Mgr. Dupanloup, who
had been defended by M. Berryer, rose and spoke for

three-quarters of an hour. The Court, after duo de-
liberation, declared the complaint of tlie Siecle to be
unfounded, and acquitted the defeodant on the charge
against him. As regarded the complaint of the heirs
of Bishop Rousseau, the defendant was also acquitted,
the French law not admitting any charge for defama-
tion against a person deceased. The prosecutors in both
cases were condemned to pay the costs.—The Moniteur
contains a report ofthe Minister of War,Mar8hal Randon,
proposing—as the ideas of war are receding—to reduce
the effective force of the battalions of Chasseurs from
eight to six companies, the force which existed before
1853. Tiie report is followed bv a decree of the Em-
peror, approx-ing the Ministerial proposaJ. Letters
from Toulon state that the French fleet has been re-

•called from Algesiras.—It is reported that the ex-

port duty on rags which the Emperor proposes to sub-
stitute for the absolute prohibition hitherto in force

will amount to about 100 per cent, on the price of
common rags, and 50 per cent, on the price of the best

quality.—Tlie Prince Imperial having been born on
the 16tii March, 1850, entered his fifth year on Friday,

He is exceedingly forward fur his age, as ho can already

read, write, and ride.

fact itself, Prussia declares openly that the cession of

th^ slopes of the Alps to France will seriously weaken
the security of the frontiers of Switzerland and of

Germany, The Committee of the Gorman National
Association, now assembled in Bcilin, is about to pub-
lish an energetic declaration against the theory of

natural boundaries, and the annexation of Savoy to

France, stating therein that Germany will be strongly

united in future times of danger. The Grand Duke
Nicholas of Russia has passed through Berlin on his

way to Nice, to fetch the Einpress Dowager, who has

been staying there for the benefit of her health.

AtrsTKtA.—A despatch from Vienna announces that

Auf=tria, considering the annexation of Central Italy to

Piedmont as a flagrant violation of the Treaty of

Zurich, which formally reserved the rights of the
deposed Princes, has resolved to adjourn the renewal of
official relations with the Court of Turin. Tn conse-
quence of this resolve. Baron Brenner, who was
to represent Austria at Turin, has returned to his

former post at Athens. It is also announced that
Austria will pronounce herself against any violation of
the rights of Swiss neutrality guaranteed by treaties.

The French Ambassador at Vienna informed the

esteem. 1 accept their solemn vote, and henceforth will be
proud to call thcra my people. In tniiting to my ancient
lirovincctj not only thoStatee of Modena and ravroa. but idso
the Romagna, which has already separated itself from the
Papal Governtnont, I do not intend to fail in my deep devotion
to the Chief of the Church. I am ready to defend the inde-
pendence necessary to the supreme miniHter of religion, the
Pope, to contnbute to the splendour of bis Court, and to pay
homage to hia Sovereignty. Our Parliament fn receiving the
representative of Centrafltaly will insure prosperity, liberty,
and iudepeudeuec to the new kingdom."

Baron Ricasuli arrived at Turin on Tliursday and com-
municated to the King the result of the Tuscan vote
in a congratulatory speech, to which his Majesty replied

as follows:—
" ' I accept the vote of Tuscany, which, after having beeh

expressed by tlie National Assembly, is now confirmed by the
unanimity of the popular suffrages. Tusciuiy, in associating
her destinies with those of Piedinonr, far from renouncing',
continues her glorious traditions, and augments their im-
portance by uniting thera to those of the other parties

of the State. The Parliament in wiiiuh the repre-
sentatives of Tuscany will take their seats beside thoee of
Picdtnont, Lombardy, and the i'Emilia, will bring the laws of

the cotmtry into conforniity wiih the fruitful principle oi

liberty. Thus, Tuscany will enjoy the blessings of adminis-
trative autonomy without weakening the union of power and
the national will, upon which the prosperity and the indepen ,

dence of the country are principally dependent."

Spain akd Morocco.—Accounts from Madrid state

that as the Moors will only consent to pecuniary
sacrifices as the conditions of peace, the war is to be
continued. Tiiere was a full Council of Ministers on ' Reehberg's despatch of the 17th February, would con-

Monday. It is asserted that Generals Prim, Rios, and i
tinue to observe non-intervention in the aftairs of

Austrian Government a few days ago of the approaching
{

The King then signed the decree annexing Tuscany to

evacuation of Lombardy by tlie French troops, and, in ' Sardinia, His Majesty had previously signed a Eoyal

the name of his Government, expressed a wish that,
]

decree annexing the provinces of .Emilia to Sardinia.

after the departure of the Frencli troops, Austria, in ^'^'^'o other decrees have been issned convolving the Elec-

accordauce with the principles contained in Count ^ toval Assemblies of tlie ^milian Provinces for the 25th

Zabala have been raised to the dignity of Grandees of

Spain of the first cla.ss, and that the permanent occupa-

tion of Tetuan has been definitely agreed upon.

Central Italy. The Austrian Government has de-

spatched its reply direct to Paris. It says that since the

interview at ViUafrauca the Emperor Francis Joseph

. ^-.r . c, 1 ^T •
I
lias made too many sacrifices for the maintenance of

PoRTTrGAt.—The Minister of Marine, Senhor Mannco
; ^^^ ^o be able to recommence a struggle which would

Ferreri, while speaking ni the Chambers, was attacked
j g^„ become an European war. But, although main-

ivith a paralytic stroke and died on the 14th mat. The
, taininc^ a merely observant attitude, Austria feels,

Cortes have authorised the free exportation of wheat
-and barley until the 30th June.

SwiTZERLAXD.—The Federal Council has addressed

the following note to the French and Sardinian

<jlovernment8, protesting against the annexation of

Chablais and Faucigny to France, as tlie treaty of 1815
prohibited the cession of the neutralised districts of

8avoy to any other Power than Switzerland. The
following is the text of the note presented to the
French Government by the Swiss Ambassador ;

—

inst.,appolntingl5newsenatorsamlnominatiugM.Farim
Minister of the Interior. The Government of Tuscany
has addressed a note to the Powers of Europe explaining

the reasons why the vote by universal suffrage rendered
annexation to Piedmont a necessity. A soleuin religious

ceremony has taken place at Florence on the occasion of

the publication of the result of the vote, at which the
Archbishop intoned a Te Veum. The city was ^-aye^,

and shouts of " The King for ever V* " Bicasoli for ever !"

nevertheless, that she must dra\v the attention of
^

were generah A Turin letter of the 18th says that the

France to the secret intrigues of Sardinian agents in Episcopal Court of Turin, and al! the other episcopal

Yenetin, as well as the continued provocations of the courts of the kingdom, have received the text of the

*' M. le Ministre,—In consequence of a despatch from Berne
I am to inform your Excellency that the Federal Council have
addressed to the Government of Sardinia a note, in which they

Piedmontese Ministry; and she repeats most distinctly

that the Emperor Francis Joseph will not hesitate to

make the greatest sacrifices in defence of his rights

over Venetia. The malversations in the Austrian army
appear very much greater than was at first supposed.

As many as 82 persons are already in custody, and

arrests continue to be effected at Brunn, Prague, and

Pesth. The malversations are etated to date from the

battle of Solferino. On the sudden conclusion of an

armistice after that affair, numeroiw contracts for

only made to obtain the compensation ; and thus the

Government was defrimded of 45 million zwanzigers.

cxoommuuication pronounced by Rome on the occa-

sion of the annexation of the Romagna ; that

the documents was brought to the Minister of

Justice on Friday evening by the Grand Vicar of

Mgr. Franzoni (that prelate himself being absent at

Lyons); and that on Saturday the Council of State

declared the bull void, as not having received the royal

exequatur, and prohibited the publication of it. The Mu-
nicipal Junta of Nice iias voted against annexation to

France, and tlie National Guard I)ave elected by a large

majority a colonel attached to the old allegiance. The
delejyate despatched by the Municipality of Nice i«now
at Tiirin, and is engaged in urging the SaixlmiaA

Government to prevent the severance of the county of

Nice from the kingdom of Victor Emmanuel. 50,000

men are about to be levied in Tusciinv and 25,000 in

demand the mainten:ince of the stipulations of the treaty of ' supplies to the army were entered into, subject to the
1564, confirmed by the treaty of 1816 between Sardmia and I oondition that in the event of peace being concluded

f^^aJJuaf- UrrTto^'r of 't?vo"^^^?o'%i;;?he"To"wef ^ ^hc contractors should be allowed compensation. The

I am to add that r^y Government regards to a pai^fcX I
greater part of these contracts were hctitious, bemir

manner any anne-xation of the neutralLsed provinces Chablais
" '

'

Faucigny. and the Genevois, to another Power, as 'in contra-
diction to the stipulations of the treaties of 1815 which
guarantee these provinces, in the interest of Swiss neutrality.
as if they were an integral part of the Confederation, and
declaring that they are to enjoy the neutrality of Switzerland
lu the same manner as if they belonged to her.' In the mean-
tune, and with reference to the considerations which I had the *?® *'*iV^'^''''"i\rTo^a%rnHpd'ibrrVhird time before army iu Northern Italy commenced its return move-
honour to explam to you m the audience which you were good fcl-nes their value, were trotted toi a third ti^^^^^

France.-the 80th regiment of th*s line.
enough to grant me on the 13th of March, my instructions the registrars, having been driven ui the night back to ™f"^ J° nf Snsa one roraDanv leavine perimpose on me the duty of protestmg formally, ii the name of ICw «tnrtinff-DOsts Two superior officers of the

i
by way ot busa. one corapanj ^^^^^S P«^

the SwUa Confederation, against eveiy m^urowhi?h may ^**^'^ ^ ^^ P .. 'l .Ip Tprhlin Meldeec and day; the 2^ regiment of the line, by way
have for object to annex the^ provinc^es tH^^cTtm s^ch Austrian army, General

'^^J'^^^^^T^^^ on7 battalion departing daily.-Accounts
ti™ e as the i-owcrs of Eiu-ope, to which the Imperial Govern- Lieut.-Colonel Marx, have already toUowed tne example ua -i i. , t 9
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from Rome state that a tlemonstratiou took

place on the 16th in favour of the Pope, who in pro-

ceeding to the Basilica of the Vatican was met by an
immense multitude of citizens of all classes. Every-
thing passed oiF quietly. The number of persons present

Tvas estimated at 5000, and included many persons of
|

note. No cry of opposition was heard. On the fol-

lowing day however bills were scattered in the streets

headed, " Viva Vittore Emmanuele !" and a project

was started of a counter-manifestation on the 19th

—

the Jeie of Giivibaldi. General Goyon read a despatch

to the troops, coinmonding their attitude iu the main-
tenance of public order, and issued a warning to the

students. On the 19th there was an attempt
to get up a manifestation against the police, but

it was immediately repressed.— Letters from the

frontier of Naples announce increased agitation.

A popular mauitestation liad taken place at Atri.

Banners were displayed bearing the words ** Victor

Emmanuel for ever
! " but the police checked the

revolt. Eighty individuals who were compromised fled

over the frontier. Inconsequence of these events the

Government was preparing a general mobilisation of the

rural guards. General Filangieri and Signor Cnmbo
had resigned. Prince CjiFsaro had been appointed

President of the Council, and Signor Comitiui had
entered the Cixhinet without a portfolio. Lord John
Russell has addressed a despatch to Mr. Elliot, her

Majesty's Minister at Naples, directing him "to ask an

audience of the King with a view of doing all in his

power to save an inexperienced Sovereign from im-

pending r\Tin ; to state that the commonest rules of

justice are not observed by the King towards his

subjects ; that the exasperation caused by oppression is

the parent of plots, assassinations, conspiracies, and

insurrections; and that her Msynsty's Government will

neither accept any part of their responsibility nor under-

take to ward off the consequence of a misgovernment
which Iifis scarcely a parallel in Europe."

TtTEKEY.—Accounts from Constantinople of the

7th inst, state that the Ministers remain in oflicc, the

Grand Vizier adopting the programme of his prede-

cessors, wTio nre reconciled with him. Ho has also

undertaken a reorganisation of the law courts. Sir

Henry Bulwer has assembled the diplomatic corps, and
spoke in defence of the tax on European house rents/

The Ambassador of Russia strongly opposed the project,

and by his arguments convinced some of his coUengues.

M. Ralchinsky, the principal agent of Russian Pansla-

vism, has'proceeded to Rulgaria to organise an agitation

in that province. A Bulgarian journal, published by
Russians, is about to appear at Constantinople.

India.— I'he first private telegram between India and
England, via the Red Sea route, was received at Lloyd's

on Friday, dated Cidcutta, the 10th of Marcsh, thu

reducing the communication between the Cldef Presi-

dency of India and London to a period of six days.

When the entire line of telegrapli wire has been laid,

the period of communication will be reduced to two
da}'?. Tlie telegram referred to was as follows :

—"Cal-

cutta, March 10—Ship Redgauntlet, bound to London,
burnt and scuttled. Some cai-go will be saved." The
Bombay mail has also arrived with news to the 25th Feb.

The following are the details:

—

Calcutta.—Mr. Wilson's Budget was suhmitted to the Legis-
lative Conncil on the 17th FebriKiry. Its chief featiire is an
income-tax, from which neither iieminchir nor landholder,
soldier nor civilian, is to be e'xerapted, the rate being 2 per
cent, upon incomes of from 20/. lo 50i. per annnm ; 4 per ceiit.

upon incomes above 50(. per anr.um. Important alterations

Presidency, upon the great issue of the day. When the
\

oii board the Great Tasmania troop-sbip on her way from
-., - 1 J ii T * .i...;„„:^.. "nni ««.,.« „.^ TVt , India, i.-^ Liverpool. With reeard to the supply of proviaions for
special order, the Kansas Admission Bdl, came up, fih. ^^^ expedition to China, the utmost care had been taken, and!
Seward rose and presented a memorial froui the

Kansas Legislature, demanding admission, and pro-

ceeded to speak on the general subject of slavery and its

place in politics. Having reviewed the history of the

question as a conflict between Southern capital and

Northern labour, he referred to the coming Presidential

campaign, and to the Republicans holding to the

principle of preventing the territories by constitutional

means from becoming focuses of slavery and polygamy.

He said the policy of the RepubHcan pnrty was to stand

by the freedom of speech aiid of the press, tlie s)ieedy im-

provement of the public domain by wholesome laws and

to encourage mining, manufacturing, and internal

commerce, with needful connections between the At-

lantic and Pacific States, He said the real principles

of the Bill were national. He was no assailant of

States. It was well and wisely arranged that the

States were sovereign on the subject of slavery within

their own borders. He said that .Tohn Brown and his

associates acted on earnest though fatally erroneous

conviction?. He pronounced the Act as one of sedition

and treason, and criminal to just the extent that it

affected the public peace, and was destructive of human
life. Ho did not think anything serious would grow
out of the oft-repeated threat to dissolve the Union.

—Mr. McLean had returned to Vera Cruz with full powers

to act in any emergency. The United States* squadron

in the Gulf had been materially increased, and troops

were under orders for Texas and Mexico. The black

crew of the British ship Aramtngo had mutinied. One
of the mutineers was shot, and the others were arrested

at Charleston. The goods saved from the Hungarian
were to be sold by auction on the llth, and the wreck
on the 23d inst. for salvage,

Mexico.—Two war steamers had sailed from Havan-
nah under the Mexican fltig, and were reported as being

engaged by Santa Anna to aid the Church party.

Miramon's whereabouts were unknown at the latest

dates, but he was understood to be on his way to Vera
Cruz, and had issued a proclamation commanding its

submission. The Indians were committing horrible

outrages on the Mexicans. Tlie people of Chihuhua had
invited General Houston into their territory, as the

only moans hy winch order couUl be restored,

British Columbia-—A fresh violation of the British

territory is reported from British Columbia, A detach-

ment of the American army liad gone to Langley and
seized a couple of prisoners, carrying them off into

Washington Territory. Much excitement on the subject

existed at Victoria, where great indignation had also

been created against Governor Douglas^ on account of

the levying of a tax of five dollars on every mule load

of provisions sent up Frazer river. At a meeting held

in Washingtori Territory on the 23d January, a luj-ge

portion of the members of the Legislative Assembly
nominated General Harney for the Presidency of the

United States.

as far as the naval force was concerned, it was amply supplied
until December next. Provisions sufficient for three months
had also been forwarded to Hong Kong for the use oi the laud
force. The Faster HoHdaj/f.—Jn reply to the Earl of DnRBV,,
the Duke of Newcastle said that the House would probably
adjourn for the Easter recess on Monday week, until Tuesday^
the 17th of April,—Lord Teynham, in moving the second
reading of the Qualification for O^es Abolition BW^
explained that the object of the measure was to relieve
Dissenters from the necessity of subscribing certain
declarations as a qualification for office.—Lord Cuelmsforo
objected to the measure on the ground that it was totally
unnecessary, and would disturb the settlement of affairs, and
because no grievance had been made out He moved that the
Bill be read a second time that day six months,—The Duke of
Newcastle and the Lonn Chascfxlor supported the Bill, as
removing prohibitions and restrictions now vexatious and
unnecessary,—The Earl of Derby said that the Bill sought to
repeal Acts of Parliament framed to require that all persons
-who took ofSce should look on the Established Church as the
national e^^Uiblishment. The very wish of the Dissenters to
repeal those Acts was almost a tacit acknowledgment of a
desire on their part to encroach on the Established Churchy
and his great objection to the Dill was that it was one of a
series of measures for attacking tbc Church, and putting it on
the same footing as the dissenting sects of the country.—The
Bishop of Chichester concurred with Lord Derby, and opposed
the second reading of the BilL—After a few words frotn Lords
Redesdale and Teynham, the House divided, when the niim*
bera were :—Contents, 21 ; Not-contents, 44 ; Majority, 23, The
Bill was according lost- The Molicol Acts Amendmtnt BW^ the
Packtt Service (Transfa- of Contracts) Bill, and the ConsolUhiteii

Fund (4,500,000(.) Bill were read a third time and jjassed.

Friday.—Zauj and Equiti/.—The Loud Chancellor laid on
the table a paper containing vei"y valuable information, which
had been supplied to him by the Master of the Rolls and tlie

Vice-Chancellors, calculated to throw light upon the Bill which
he had brought in for assimilating law and equity. Divorce

Court.—The Lord Chancellor laid upon the table the Bill"

which he had promised with reference to the Divorce Court.
[Left sitting/

Pailiament.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday,— TheFreTick in Newfoundland,—In reply to Mr Justice

Haliburton, Lord J, Rus.'^ell -said there was im doubt that
ft U'tifications had been erected by the French on the Island of
St. Pierre in 185(5, but that the law officers of the Crown had
reported that nothing had been done in the matter contrary
to the treaty engagements between England and France in

reference to that island. Annexation of Savoy.—Mr, Kinglakk
asked Lord J. Russell if there wjis any objeetion to lay on the
table his answer to Lord Bloomfield's despatch of the Sd of
March, respecting the proposed anncxatioti of S5avoy and Nice
to Frar»ce. He hoped that the noble lord would be able to
state that the sinister nimours of the last few days were not
true, and that it was not the fict that the Emperor of the
French was proceeding to annexation without consulting the
great Powers of Europe, and contrary to the promise which he
had made.—Sir 11, Feel said he had that d:iy rec^ivtd a

telegraphic despatch from Annecy, assming him that the
country was agitated from one end to the other, and that the

municipalities were perfectly ready to vote in favour of annexa-
tion with France, for the simple reason tlnit nil kinds of

terrorism were being resorted to, as in the fast French Revo*
lution, to excite the apprehensions of an innocent and
primitive popuUtion. He called upon her Mf^jesty's Govern-
ment to come forward in a loyal^ manly, and straightforward,

manner, and prc»test against the i>olicy of annexation as laid-

down by I-'rance- Tliat protest would be heard far beyond the
precincts of Parlianient. It would rally Piussia, all Germany,
and Europe, and perhaps save millions of treasure and
thousands of human live;*. It was, he thought, iraposfible

to overrate the importance of Ihe question, for the an-

nexation of Savoy would not only atlect the future inte*

rests of Piedmont and the future condition of Switzerland,

but it was the fa-st siep in the conspimcy which had
been stt on foot against the rights and liberties of

every European State. He concluded by censuring the

ambiguous language of Count Cavour on the subject—^*^^-
J. Russell said he had written no answer to Lord IJloumhcld's

despatch which contained the account of a conversation which
his lorlship had had with Count Schlcinitz, the Pnissian

Foreign Minister, and the French Minister at Berlin, He
himself had also had a conversation w^itli Count IJernstorii,

from whom he had gatht;red that the Court of Berlin entirely

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Friday,—Savoy and Nice.—In answer to the Earl of

Carnarvon, thu Duke of Newcastle said that a despatch
from M. Thoiivenel respecting Savoy had been received within
the last 24 hours, but her Majesty's Government had not yet
decided whether it could at once bo laid upon the table.—In

„^« * !.« « « I • i^x * a^ T\ ^ ^ *,. ^* *„.;r* ««^ ^«,^ ;., « reply to Viscount Dusgannon, tho Duke of Newcastle stated

i!i''iV.!2 "i^L^V^ ^ that the Government had under considerntion the propriety of agreed in the opinions of her M.jesty^^* Governmenton tlie

subject of the propojsed annexation. With regard to Austria

and Russia, he had not as yet received any information as to

v/hat steps they might feel dispfiged to adopt in reference to

moved a resolution that it is expedient in the election of
I
the question. He owned that he vesrarded it as exti-aordinary

menibcrs of Parliament that the votes be taken by ballot. He
stated that he neither wished for the vote by ballot of America
nor of Victoria, which was not secret, but of the other colonics
where a system of secrecy had been adopted.—The Duke of
Newcastle sai 1 he did not look upon the ballot as a partj' but
as a social and moral, and, in a certain sense, as a poUtic-il

question. The ballot would never work without gi^eater
attendant evils than those sought to be rectified, and those who
desired to introduce the ballot into this country argued upon a

\^^.i^^A t^ Trt „„« ^ *.* « Ti ^*w :« *« u« .,„k;.«*. *^\^ ,],.*,- ^f i^"^*- ^^^ ijovemmcnt nan unner consmerntion tne propriety oibe raised to 10 per cent, hallpetre is to be suhject to a duty of j- j- ^, .y,^ e.- «f 7?««i.-n^-^. ^^ «^ *>« ^^i^^u^t.u « k: i.^ r,-^ ^/oi.
.r,p«r n,aunZ,- 82 lb. The L.nse Bill l.as^bc.n r.<^'U : ^^^^^,^^^^^^1^^:^^"^"^' "' ^'-

Mokday.— The Ballet—Lord Tt:YNHAM, in a long speech.
and the scale reduced to one rupee, four rupees, and 10 rupees.
Hemp, jute, hifies, wool, flax, tea, and coffee are to be free of
duty. Twenty per cent, duties are to be lowered to 10 per
cent. The loans were all closed on the 13th February, when'
the amount subscribed was found to have exceeded the o crorcs
of rupees, equal to 5,000,0i)0(- sterling, required for the year
1859-6Q.

Central India,—Hurkishen Singh, hurkaru of the infamous
Koer Singh, of Arrah notoriety, was hanged at Jugdespore on
the 30th January, The report of Ummer Singh's death is con-
firmed. Ram Kisben Singh, a brother of Hurkishen, and
three other mutineers, await their fate in prison.
Sunnoo,—Mobabut Khan, the leader of Captain Mecham's

murderers, was brought into Bunnoo bo\ind hand and loot by
the members of his own tribe on the 22d Jan,, having been
seized by a body of Wuzerces 50 miles within the hiiH- He
made a clear coufe?i*-iou (.f his crime and was taken to the
«pot where thw munler was comtnitted and there hanged.

l^pptrah.—AccouTits from Kundnl narrate a terrible invasion
ofour territory by the Kookeea, a barbarous tribe mhabiting
theTippcrah hiUa. to the Fouth of the dietricts of Silhet and
Cucbar, Upwards of a tltousand persons are said to have
been massacred in two day«. Neither age nor acx was spared^
and the virtims w^re subjected to the most fearful cnielties.
An enormous quantity of plunder wad ciiriied off from the
plains- A winjf nfthe Nursipnre Battalion fromDeesaand the
clubmen, burkundiuzes, and latteeala of the neighbouring
Zemindars moved upon the district, but too late to do more
than witness the desolati(ni caused by the mid.
Indoor.—A. report had been current of treason at Indoor, the

capital of Holkar, but Sir Richmond Hhakespeai*, tlie political
agent> had denounced it as a hoax. •

Zaftor^,—LonlCimning continues his progress northwards,
navmg reached Lihore at tlie date of the last advices from
that city. The Maharaj-ih Rungbeer Sin«h, of Cashmere, was
to meet him at Wuzeerabad on Feb. 22, when his lordbhip
will proceed by dawk to Fu»hawur, visiting Bimlah about the
middle of April rid Kangiu and Beia^iwire.

Peksia.—Tlie SJiah of Persia Js said to be de:iJ. He
was only in Lis 29t!i vear, and has left a bou about
eight years of age- It is feared that grave events are
likely to occur in the prospect of a long nrniority.

and unprecedented tliat Count Cavour j^hould declari! iu one

partof his despatch that the KingofSaidhda would neither sellr

cede, nor exchange Savoy, and yet in anoth*:r part state that if

the Savoyards cl\ose to attach themselves to France he w^uld
have no objection. It looked as it the King of Sardinia was not

very unwilling to agree to the project of annexation. The
position of this coujitry was, therefore, very much influ*

enced by this state of things. Ho had received j-esterday the

copy of a desnatch which had been forwarded by M. Thouvenel
. ^ - -„-- - -^ -- copy of a despatch . . _

false analogy between this country and her colonies, where the
;
to Count Persigny, containing the whole case of the French

state of society and the organisation of labour was on a totally
different footing. The abolition of bribery and intimirhttion
was not t> be effected by legislation, but by that which had
already cfiected so much— the improved moral tone of the
people of this country The vote of every man was a trust
given him for the public good, and it v^as not right that he
should be relieved of responsibility in it-i exercise, as he would
be by the protection of the ballot, especially when it was Cf^n-

sidered that publicity was one of the principal elements of
morality and freedom- Their lordships then divided, when the
numbei"s were—Conten ts» 4 ; Non-contents, 39 ; majority, 35.
The motion wa^^ accordingly lost

TUE-SDAY.— TVi^ -,Ui/d7ia-—Earl De Grev and RrpoN stated, in
reply to a question put by the Earl of Shaftesbury, tliat it

wiu intended to disembody four of the 13 regiments ofruilitia
artillery, of which the Forfarshire, the Edinburgh, and the
Waterf'rd would be three. The Militia Act would expire next
year, and it was not proposed to renew it. Annexation ofSavoy.
—The Marquis of Nokmanby coniplaiu'^d of having received an
evasive answer from the Government to a question which he
had put at the beginning of the session with regard to the
annexation of Savoy and Nice to France, of which intention it

now appeared the Foreign Secretary had long been awnre. He
gave notice that he would take an eirly opportunity of moving
a resolution on the subject, and asserting the necessity of deal-
ing with all such matters by official commuhications, instead
of private letters, between the Foreign Secretary and our
Ministers at foreign Courts —The Duke of Newcastlk denied

1 tliat any such evasive answer had been given, and urged that

I

Buuh an assertion was a reflection on Lord Granville, by whom
I the answer had been given. The Pi'ckH Service and Contract

Goverament in ftvour of the annexation. It was couche'l in

moderate language, and set out that the position of Italy

having been changed that of France had been deterioraJcd, and
that the propos^jd annexation had become a political necessity,

caused by an exeeptiunal state of circumstances, Lc»oking^

however, at the despatch as a "whole, and re^'ard being had to

the fact that it described the annex;itiou as necessary for the
security of France, he could not say that it was such a reterence
to the opinions of the European Powers as wouid be a com-
pliance with the promise of the French Government to consult
those Powers, The despatch was one which required most
serious consideration, and he had lucpartd a reply which, if

approved of by her Majesty, he would lay upon' the table.

The Chinese Expedition.—Sir P. L. Evans moved a series of
resolutions on the subject of our relations with China- He
urged that the attempt to force a passage to Peki!! by arms
w:w for m-iuy reasons undesirable aul inexpedieTit r

and that the eniptoymcnt of a lar^re military and
naval force would entail an enormous exicnditure upon the
country, without producing any corresponding results. He
approved of the appointment of Lord Elgin as Ambassador
Extraordinary, and expressed a hope that a wise and coiiciliii-

to»y policy would pi*Gvent the elT~ision of bhx>'l in a war which,
whatever might bo its terminatioUp could not rctlect much
honour upon the English arms.—Lord J, Ruhskix thought ifc

would bo unwise to give our Plenipotentiary histruc^ions of too

strict a character, as circumstances rai^ht arise which might
materially affect his popition. He hoped it would not be
necessary for our troops to advance on Pekin ; but if fair tonus
could not be ohtained without them, it would not be desirable

to hamper those iu command with instructions that t hey .should

not march tipon the capital, Th'> general instruction:* to tliC

Plcnipotentiiiry woTild be to require an apf>logy ft>r the p:i?^t

;

a ratitication of the treaty of Tien-tsin ; and in'c.v*e that coi>-

cessiou were made^ to demand an indeuHiity, :ind to rfa*ui
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ihp riKbt of having an English Minister resident at Pekin or

Shanghai The number of our forces would be about 20,000 men

/not 40 000 as had been supposed), and he thought that a less

rurahe'r would not be sufficient to support our demands,

—

Sir J- Elphtxstone believed that we were about to embark in

a costly enterprise which would probably entail an expt^nditure

of something like 10 millions.—Mr. Bright contended that

Mr Bnice had been guilty of great want of judgment, and

^f^ utterly unfit for his office. He did not see why we should

insist upon having an English Minister resident at Pekin, and

he protested agsilnst the Government persisting in a policy

towards China which had been conducted in defiance of the

laws of God and the principles ofjustice.—Mr S* Herbert said

that the object of the Govenimcnt was to localise the war,

and to limit it as much as possible to a war with the

Chinese^Government, so that its hon-ors might fall as little as

possible upon the people. He looked back with regi\:t upon
all our transactions in China; but» being in a wrong groove,

it was now very difficult to get out of it, although he
lioped that tlie statesmanship of Lord Elgin would
place us on a better footing with the Chinese —
gir J, Fakington asked what was to be done in case the
Chinese refused to make an apology. He was of opinion that

we ought to insist u]>on the ratiBcation of the treaty, although
be could not admit that the Chinese had exceeded their right

jn obstinately defen'iiug the mouth of the Peiho,—After a few
words frnra Mr, Hope and Mr. Cummino Bruce, Lord Palmer-
gTON defended the conduct of Mr, IJruce, who had merely ful-

filled hia instructions to the best of his ability. Mr. Bruce was
entitled to proceed to Pekin by way of the, Peiho, and the
Chinese themselves had admitted that the proper route to

the capital was by that river^ because in their treaty with
Russia it was expressly stipulated that the diplomatic agent
of that Power should come to Pekin by way of the Peiho,

The iK)licy which her Majesty's Government intended to
pursue towards Cliina would be as simple as it was just. They
would require the fulfilment of the treaty and an apology for

the affair at the Peiho, There was, ho thought, no reason to
suppose that the Emperor of China would not comply with
those terms ; on the contrary, he had stated that the attack on
the British fleet had been caused by the impetuosity of the
admiral, and that he was ready to ratify the treaty. After
some remarks by Mr. Whiteside. Mr. B. Cochrane, and Sir

H, Verkkt, Sir D. L. Evans withdrew his motion. The House
then went into committee of supply, and a sum of 850,000/.

was voted on account of the expedition to China-
Monday.—Annexation of Savoy.—In reply to Mr. Ktnqlake,

who stated that he had heard with great pleasure that the
Municipal Council of Nice had voted to remain annexed to
Sardinia, Lord J, Russell said that no note had as yet been
received from the Swi^s Government communicating their
intention to address an appeal to the great Powers of Europe
against the annexation of Savoy and Nice to France. Her
Majesty's Goverament had, however, lieard that such was the
intention of Switzerland, and under these circumstances he
asked the forbearance of the House to allow her Majesty's
Ministers to deliberate freely and carefully upon the answer
which they ought to give. The Jteforin BUI—On the order for
the second reading of the Bill for Improving the Representa-
tion of the People, Mr. Disraeli said that the Bill might have
been drawn up four or five centuries ago, as far as any new
qualifications were concerned. The measure was of a mediaeval
chanicter, without the inspiration of the feudal system or the
genius of the middle ages. He objected to it because it did
not propose any new franchise ; for he held that a representa-
tion by numbers only never could be a just one, because it ex-
cluded lodgers fmm a voice in the representation of the people—
because it would disfranchise some classes in counties, while
it perpetuated the exclusion of others who were entitled by
conduct and intelligence to vote—and because he regarded the
proposed redistribution of ParliaipenUry seats as unsatis-
factory. He could not underatand unon what principle places
like Alanchester and Birmintfbam, which were already rcpre-
sented, were to have additional meml^ers, while other towns
now unrepresented were to remain in that condition- The
universal opinion in the countr>- was that the Bill was a very
had mexsnre; in fact, the only persons who approved of it

wore l*ord J. Russell and Mr. Bright. The ktter, with that
candid audacity which in great part neutndised his pernicious
ojkinioiis and advice, had already announced that no sooner
would the Bill be passed than he would begin agitating the
country for another. B\it althouj^h he was prepare<i to declare
emphatically that the Bill was a bad one, at the same time he
was not prepared to undertake the responsibility of rejecting
it on the second reading. Neither could he pay whether ho or
his friends would move any amendments iu committee. The
Bill of the late Govemment was more libcnil than the present,
and would have done more to strengthen the constitution. It
was pniposed at an opportune movement for an extensive
political change, but the present prospect was very different
Europe was now prostrate and spiiitJcss. A groat military
Power was building up a colossal empire by force of arms, and
he asked whether this was a moment to interfere with that
old aristocratic clement of constitutional power under which
England had attained to so great a measure of prosperity.
Regard being had to the admitted fact tliat the Bill had found
no favour in the House, be ventured to hope that a measure so
unnecessary, uncalled for, and mischievous, would be with-
drawn.—Mr. Leatham supported the Bill, though he regretted
that it did not include the ballot, and that it did not abolish
the petty and corrupt boroughs which now exercised an undue
influence in the Hou.«o «if Commons.—Mr. Baili.if: regarded
the Bill as by no means likely to lead to a final settlement of
the question. He would rather have seen household suffrage
and the abolition of snihll nomination boroughs.—Jlr. Baxter
believed that by exten^ling tlie franchise to the working classes
the Bill would strengtheUp and not impair, the foundations of

\

our institutions.—Mr. Rolt objected Uj the Bill, because it would
tend to separate the representation of the people from the
property of the country. As a stop towards Anjerieanising
our institutions, he regarded its probable efTects with gi'cat
dismay. — Mr. Campbell thought that the Bill did not
sufficiently answer the demands of the people. Tlic
omission of the ballot was fatU to its principle. It con-
tained no guarantees for permanency, while it perpetuated the
defects of the Reform Act.—Mr. Liddkll opposed the Bill a©
tending to place electoral power in the hands of the least intel-
ligent portion of the population, and to move the ancient land-
S'-^,rV'*?ft^«^5??*titution.—Mr. Bright wished to discuss the
^ill in the spirit of a person anxious for Pariiamentary reform,
but willing to appreciate the difficulties which the present
Government had to cmrtcnd with in dealing with the quesUon.
The Lill must bo regarded as one for the extension of the fran-
chise m boroughs and counties. It touched but on the otitside
the question of disfranchisement

; thouyh in this respect it
adilcd a prtcenent to that establLshed by tbe previous Bill He
^?)?..J.^^^

"^^^ ^^''* ^^ approved of the Bill, for it would onlvadd
310,COO etcctors to the number now on the register- atthesame
time ho believed that it would give a large measure of satis^
/action out of doors, although he wa^ persuaded that the
time wouid come when the House would have to open its
door** to admit those to whom the Constitution was more
generous than the Legislature. lie had no appnhension that
any danger could ensue from concessions to the working
classes. He had a generous confidence in the toiling milllt>n9
and he counselled those who beard him to extend a similar
measure of fjiith to the masses of the people^ and to repose on
the good will, intelligence, aurl virtue of iheir conntiTmen
ilr. K-siGHTLEY oppo<:ed the Bill, on the ground that it was of

an illibcnl and retrogi-ade tendency-—On the motion of Mr,
Stansfeld, the debate was adjourned, TIte China Expedition.
—On the report of the Committee on supply. General Pekl
called attention to the vote of 850,0001. for the Chinese expedi^
tion, and complained that the Secretary for War had enrolled
more men, and incurred a much larger expenditm^e, than had
been provided for in the estimates laid before Parlia-

ment, His own opinion was that a sufficient sum had
not been taken to defray the coet of the v^'ar, and
that the deficit next year wouid be enormous, —
Mr. S. Herbert said that, unless the East India Company failed

in some of their payments, the Government had taken a suffi-

cient sum to meet the cost of the war. The sum to be taken
would be 2i millions, or more than the Persian war had cost.

^Sir U, Willough&y expressed the alarm with which he con-
templated the position in which the Chinese empire would be
placed, distracted as it was by internecine war and the power-

some legislation was necessary to eurt;iil the hours of labour ofwonien and young persons. He conjured the gentlemen ofEngland as men, as fathers, and as brothers, to read the Bill by
a trmmphant majority.—Mr. Cobbett supported the BilL and
called on the House not to allow women and children to beworked for a period during which no member of the Housewould permit his horse to be worked, namely, fourteen hours
and a^half per day.-Sn- H. Caibss said that the bleaching

^^I^:f '^ .V?^?^ Y^^^
altogether diflerent to thoBe of England,

and that if Ireland were excluded from the operation of the Bill
he would vote for It—Mr. Richardson and Mr, CoxoixT
opposed the Bill—Mr, A. Eagerton said, that after the state-
raenta made to the House he had no alternative but to vote
for the second reading. On a division, the second reading was
canied by 22tJ to 39.

^
TavnsxyAY.—Annexation o/Savoy.—Ur, Kinglake postponed .

to make good the deficiency in the financial year ending the
Slat of the present montiu What might be the expenditure in

the financial year 1S60-01 it was quite impossible to conjecture.

The report was then agreed to.

Tuesday.— T/tfi Ballot.—Mr. H, Bkp.keley brought forward
his annual motion for leave to intn»duce a Bill to cause the
votes of the electors of Great Britain and Ireland to be taken
by way of ballot. He was asUmished, he said, at the talent

arrayed against him upon this question, but he had looked
through the speeches of eminent meiribers of that House in

opposition to the ballot, and could not find in them a single

valid argument. Ho cited and discussed their arguments
Aeriatim, endeavouring to show that they were fallacious, or
inconsistent with facts, or that they rested upon a rotten foun-

dation- On the other hand, he ai>pealtid to the testimony of

Lord Macaulay as to the necessity and the efficacy of tlie ballot.

An admirable pre edent for the adoption of the ballot in this

country was furnished, he contended, by the Australian

colonies, where it had achieved a bloodless revolution, and was
the parent of prosperity.—Lord Henlev seconded the motion,

and insisted that the ballot would draw the line of distinction

bet veen the landlord's influence legitimately exercised,

which he did not desire to discourage, and that enormous
power which landlords or their agents sometimes im-
properly exerted over yearly tenants.—Mr. Marsh gave
a description of the eflfects of the ballot in Australia,

where ho had been a member of the Legi^^lature, which dif-

fered from Mr, Berkeley's, and said that he did not attribute

the prosperity of the colony to the ballot, which in his opinion

had produced great evils.—Mf. C. Fortkscue said he had given
a vote several years ago in favour of the ballot, but since that

time he had thought a good deal upon the subject, and had
come to the conclusion that the ballot in most crises would
afford no protection even against intimidation.—Mr, Lawson,
in supporting the motion, atgued that the only remedy
which could be effectual against bribery was the ballot.—Lord
pALMERSTON assurcd Mr- Berkeley that hia speech had failed to

convert him, He still thought that the franchise was a trust,

and not a right If it was a right, a man could do what he
liked with his vote, so that Mr. Berkeley's doctrine would go
to legalise bribery. A^ long as it was held to bo a
trust, a man was guilty of a moral and a p'di-

tical offence if he bartered it away. Every poUtical

function in this country was exercised in the eyes of the

opinion, it would degrade and demoralise the people of this

country and turn the elect^>rs into law-breakers or hypocritea,

—After a brief reply by Mr. Berkeley, the House divided,

when the motion was negatived by 254 to 147, The Jewish

Oath.—iU\ T. DUNCOMBK obtaiufd leave to bring in a Bill to

amend the Act for the relief of her Majesty's subjects profess-

ing the Jewish religion, the object being to remove word** in

tlie Act which created a distinction between the mode in

which Jews and Christiana took the oaths aa members of th^t
House.—Genei-;il Upton moved ff>r a select committee to

inquire into tho truth of the allegations contained in a petition

of the Ayr and Maybole Junction Railway Company, relative

to the application of the grant for Portpatrick and Doncghadee
Harbours. lie was arguing in support of his motion, when the
House was counted out.

Wednesday,— Tht Frmeh Duty on Bnfjs.—In rej-dy to a ques-
tion from Mr. Puller, Lord J. Uus.-iKLL said tluat he bad not
as yet received any information a-s to the amount of duty which
the French Government intended to impose on the export of

rags.— Mr. Dillwvn moved the second reading of the Endoiced

Sckooh Bill, the object of which was to remove the disqualifica-

tion which prevented Dissenters from acting as trustees of
endowed echools in those cases where the endowment specified

no particular religious teaching. The three Bills on the i^ub-

ject before the House afforded proof that ti»o question wa^ one
which excited considerablt attention out of doors. He tliMught,

however, that neither tho Hill of Sir ilugh Cairns nor that of
Lord Crauworth, which had come down from the Lords, would
provide n satisfactory remedy for the grievance comjUained of,

and he vhih therefore induced to pcrsi-st with his own bill, not-

withatimding the ciicumstance that the Huuse of Lord^ IklJ

already given its consent to that of L^rd Cranwurth. He pro-
pose 1 by his Bdl that all schf>oIs founded prior to the Beff)rma-

tion should not be deemed to bave been founded for tho purpose
of affording religious instruction in the doctrine of tho Church
of England exclusively, but that any schools founded in the

reign of Edwai-d VI- aud subsequently, in which the deed of

endowment expressly required the doctrine of the Church of

England to be taught, f>hould not l>e interfeied with. He
denied the right of the Church of En^^Iand to arrogate to itself

the exclusive control and manacfement of the education of the
country, and, though a nieuibcr of the Church himself, he
believed tho Dissenters had a just claim to the concessions

which the present Bill prop<^s<:d to maUe,— Mr. Hadfieij)
seconded the motion.—Mr Lowb oppose i the second reading

on the ground that the Bill would seriously interfere with the
property of the Church, while it would not plaee Dissenters in

as good a position as they wi»uld be placed under the provisions

of another Bill now before the Houso. The Bill would take away
the ritjhts which had remained in tho h;uids of riie Church for

300 years, for tho 8im]ile purpose of restoring them in another

form. It declared that, so long as a mij<»rity of the tnisteea

belonged to the Church of England, tbedo f the Church

should be taught ; but if tho Dissenters acquired a maj<pnfy,

then the whole course of religious teaehing, though it might

have remained in force for centuries could be immediately

chanffcL—Mn Sklwyn also opposed the Bill, and taid that, a«

he considered the que?=tiou admitted of no comproTinse the

best ci^ur^e to adopt would be to move a-^ an amendment that

it be read a second time that day six mouths —Mr Lonofieid

seconded the amendment,-Lord FERMoTand Mr. Barnes »im-

ported the Bill ; Mr.^. MrLi-s, Mr. Walt.h, Mr, NEWDEGATEand

Sir BEFCRorx supported the amendment. On a division, the

^^nd reading was negatived by 190 to I'^O.-MrCBOOK moved

the second reading of the Jj;eaW..«f? and />i'e.nf, mvLs h Ahe

ohieot of which is to bring those establishuieuta withui the

opSiou of the Factorv Arts,-Mr. Turskr niovcd a. an

amendment, that the Bill be read a second time that day six

months He contended that th«re w:w no neceahity for legisla-

Son on the subject, a. there ..^ no ana!o,y "i'j"«^7^,^"^^«°

bleaching and dyeing works and factories.— Mr. Richardsom

sSS'the amend?nent-Mr. RokeucK read -"^^
numUr ^

extracts from the reports of the factory inspc 's to show that

the People was resumed bylMr. Stansfeij), who declared that as
an advanced Reformer he was prepared to give the measure
his cordial support. He looked upon a large extension of the
franchise as an essential element in the he;iUhy viUility of the
State, and aa a correction for that dangerous apathy which en-
gendered corruption, and sapped the political independence of
a people, —Sir J. Pakikqton de-soribed the Bill as "a miserable
measure," which bore upon the face of it theappeaiauceof a Ca-
binet compromise- The Bill of the late Government was founded
npon a principle, but thi^ measure wus Jestitnte of that merit.
His chief objection to it was that it would overwhelm the pro-
perty and intelligence of the country by force of numbers. H&
did not object to a large numerical increase of the constituency,
or to extend tho franchise to the working classes ; but he ob-
jected to the working class, or to any class, monopolising the
representation of the country. To guard against this dangerous:
monoix>ly of power he suggested as a means of securing a
mature and careful revision of the representation, the appoint-
ment of a committee of the Privy Council deliberately to cob-
sider the whole subject He might be asked, he observed, why
he did not object to the second reading. His reply was, that
as he was not hostile to the extension of the franchise, he
could not in fair Parliamentary practice adopt that course. He
might, it was true, have moved an abstract resolution, but he
preferred to await the committee than follow the bad example
set him byhon- gentlemen opposite.—Sir G, Gret defended
the Bill, and said that it was drawn in a spirit con/ormablft
with the constitution, and with a sincere desire to amend
the representation of the people. If Sir J. Pakington and his
friends were really hostile to the measure, why had they not
adopted the fair and open course of joining issue with the
Government upon the second reading?—Mr, Addeuley opposed
the Bill, and attributed the responsibility of it to Mr. Bright-
He believed that it would gradually lead to universal suffrage,
and argued that if that were its object, the principle had better
be adopted at once- fDuring the right hon, gentleman's speech
it was noticed that there wereon^ 24 members present, and
an attempt was made to count out the House. A ru.^h of
Ministerial members immediately took place from tho lobbies,
the libi-ary, and all the adjacent rooms. Among those who
enteied was Lord John Ilufisell, whose ap[)earanee was the
signal for some laughter and cheers, Tho result was
that before the doors were closed for the "connt/' many
more than the requisite 40 were present ; but thin
was no sooner ascertained than the House was again

public, and if the ballot became law ho repeated that, in his nearly deserted, not a single member being left on tho
Ministerial bench, and Mr. Addcrlcy remaining the sole repre*
sentative of the leaders of the Opposition.]—Mr Massey, Mr,
t^ROSSLKY, aud Mr. Bain'ks supported the Bill ; Mr, Stuart, Mr,
Ker Seymer, and Mr. WHiXEyiDE opposed it—At a quarter piist

12 the debate, on the motion of Mr, Edwin Jahes^ was
again adjourned to Monday. The Eudoired Schools Bill {So. :i)

passed through committee. The CouMtidaled Fund (£850,000)
Bi^i waa read a second time,

Friday.—Norwich Election.—ifr. T. Duscoubr moved
that a new writ be issued f<^r Norwich in tho room
of Mn Schneider and Lord Bury.—Mn Boebuck suggested
that the writ should be suspended for 10 yearSi.

After a long discnseion nn the corruption of the constltfiency
the motion w.us agreed to. Savoy and Jfic.—In answer tu
Mr. KiNGLAKc, Lord J. Russell said it would be injurioua
to the public service to lay on the tabic at present the
recent dcppatehca on the annexation of Savoy- Indian Affairs
—In answer to Mr, H. Baillie, 8ir C. Wood said he had sanc^
ti*med the issue of a paper currency for India, but the Govern-
ment had not cunie to a final decision with rei*pcct to the re-

organhoxioxx of the Indian army, (Loft sitting.]

OTttp jintflligenff.
Thi3 Great Eastee?^'.—The who'e of tlic Nc^v

Preference Stock in tbe Great Ship Company lias been
tiikcn up by tlje present shareholders, more than double
the amount required having been tendered for. There
is therefore every probabilUy of the vessel being now
co»npIeted so as to be able to proceed to sea ia aa
efficient state within a reasonable period.

JfoKEY ^Market, FitiDAr,

—

Bbitish Fu^DS : Con-
sols closed at Oli to i for Money, and i)4| for Account;
Kevv Two and a Half per Cents-, 78| ; Indian Five per
Cent, stock of 1859, 104^ to \ ; Five per Cent. Enfuced
Kupce Papcr^ S9 ; I)itto Five and h Half per Cent., 105

;

Indian Four per Cent. Debentures of 1858, 97^ ; Ditto
1859,97; India Bonds, 3j. dU. ; Fxebetjuer Bills, 16*.

to 195. prem.—FoKEiGN' : Htaziliau Four and a Half
per Cents., 1852, 91i to 90h Ditto for 1858, 9U
to 90i-; Buenos Ayres Six per Cents., for Acct., 85i ;

Ditto Deferred, 2i^ ; Dutch Two and a Half per Cent>\,

66J to 6S; Ditto Four per Cent. Certificates, 103 to

lOlJ; Mexican Three per Ceutfi., for Acct., 21 1; Kussiaa
Four and a Half per Ccuta., 975; Ditto Three per
Cent^., 1859, 64^ ; Spanish pHssive, 14^;TuikisU Six
per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 79i to 79i ; Ditto tor 1858,
for Acct,, 62|; Ditto Guaranteed Four per Cents., 102J.

(Tajfttc of t^e t^lttt.
TUC?P)lT-BANKUt:rTS - M. Bmhrtmo nv.i 3 rjcciorro (hf tK#

name of J- Itriiow), Nrw Broad Strert- City, Mercbftnts—K, C*om -

•KITH. Sutton, CaiiibiiaK^hirc. MilJer—J. H. Johjibo:*, Abmlm Wf-v-i,

Ihsriiburj. If^lTnprfoTi. l/ivery Stablr Keepifr tnd Omnibus I'mpnctor- rt

.

BTarrib. Noniu/ham, DrmpfT—J. Msiurg aad H, Cam^ AHrrtlMfc-cn»-

J^arnan, YorksiiirP, Gla»fi Manu&ctnrCT*— F, U. Mil«(fr>^ Weattoiune

SCOTCH SttltESTIlATIO.NS-l'. Brows Dundee, Tailor—G- Cor»
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uOLM, Glasgow^ CommiBftion Agent — J. Dobsos, Paisley, Clothier—
B, J- J- NoBTH, Ediuhnrgh— Shackkltow, KusbLj and Co., Glaagow,
Wliolesale Jpwcllprs.
FKlDAT-iiANKRUPTS—J- C. Ball, Salisburv, Miller-^R. L. Col¥.

S,
Lime Street^ City, Merchant—H, Coopee, Aldtrate, City^ Grncer-J,

wuKRsoN, Nottingbflm, Draper—J, I.orsG, Leeda* spirit Merrhant

—

B. D, Al'MAsrs, St. Austtl, CornwalU Apothecary—J. PERKi?;Sr Oakham,
Kutlandsbire, Haherdafjher— S, ^'oaIMA^, Oldhuvy, AVorcestershiie, Inn-
keeper—W, RoTHWELL, Enfield Highway, Schoolmaster — T. Sampson
tma W, BARNiRD, Stroud, Shawl Manufacturers — J. Scott, Tweed-
mouth, BerMick upon'T\^eed, Millwright—N. Smith, younger, Horsluim,
Hartley, \^ orcesterehire, Hotel Keeper—J. S^ Sffncer, Bloomabury. Wine
Merchant—J. Ste\-es, Newcafltle-upon-Tyne, Hatter—C. 11. Tidblbt,
liEvender Dock ^\ hari, Surrey, Wharfinger,

Xed—C.
Woollen Praper,
BANKKLl'TCY AiNML KiKBiiB. Vigo Street, Begent Street,

SCOTCH SEiiUESTRATlONS—W. H- Cole, late of Putney, now of
StoTDoway, Genileman—J, Fobkrstbe, Edinburgh. Draper

—

^- Lawsok,
South ShieUs, Builder and Shipowner J. M'Ewes, ^tlrlinJ:, Orocer

—

T, A, PoAT, formerly Inaumnce Hanager. of Old Jewry, London, and now
of Fort William—R. Peice, Broughton Place, late of Stourbridge, V\orces-
tershire. Attotney-at-Iaw*

Notea issued »4

i3anfe of ffin5lan"d.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

.'.. je29.062.435 • *Government Debt
Other Securities
Gold Coin and Bullion*,
Silver BuUioo

4 »

fr •

^11,015.100
3,45<>,900

14,d87,435

.

^29,062,435
f

BANKING DEPARTMENT,
j€29,06-2,435

Proprietors Capital,. ,,

Best
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, SttvinKa
Banks, Conmussionera
of Nat. Debt, and Dm*
dead Accta.) .. «. .•

Other Deposit!
^even day and other .bills

Kd day o fMarch. 1860,

jei4,5&:t,000

3,740,163

10.362,513
12.9:^2,9-20

717,<M1

-£42,305,667

Government Securities
(including Dead Weif^h
Annuity).. ..

Other Securities
Notes ,

Gold and Silver Coin

* 4

» «

* •

* 4

*4

^e 10,22 1,1 90

8,719.705
788,939

je(2,305,667
M. MARSHALL. Chief Cashier.

iflctvoiioUs rnxH iXfi \fitmt)u

Me. CoBPxy astd the CosrMERcrAi, Treaty.—
At a Court of Common Council on Thursday, Mr. W.
Conne]! moved that the freedom of the city, in a box of
the value of 50 guineas, be presented to Richard Cobdeii,
Ksq., M.P., "iu recognition of his long and eminent
services in liberating commerce from the sUuckles
which prevented the development of the industrial

enterprise of this country, and also for his voluntary
and patriotic exertions in negotiating the recent treaty
with France.^* Alderman Mechi seconded the motion.
Mr. T. Barkley proposed as an amendment that tlie

-constant presentation of the freedom of the city

detracts from its honour and usefulness, and in the
present position of the corporation is ill-timed and un-
called for. The amendment was seconded by Jfr. De
Jersey. After some digcnssion the amendment was
negatived by 79 to 31. Mr. Deputy Harrison moved a
modification of the resolution, omitting all reference to
tile commercial treaty, but this was also negatived on
a division, by 65 to 31. The original motion was then
agreed to.

EoAtAN Catholic Chuech.—Tlie Weekly Jierjlster

announces that a pili^rimage to Komt; has been organised,
and that a number of English Catholics will leave
IiOndon on the 24th inst. It also announces the
receipt of a donation of 1000^, from the Dowagur
Duchess of Leeds as the inauguration of a general
<;oUection in England in aid of the Pope, and states that
a pastoral from Cardinal Wiseman, whose health is im-
proving, is about to be issued in aid of the movement.

Monument to John Bttxyan.—On Monday evening
a meeting was held at the Freemasons' Tavern, under
the presidency of the Earl of Shaftesbury, to consider
the most appropriate means for raising a monumeut to
John Banyan in the metropolis. The meeting was
attended by many gentlemen of influence in the church
and dissenting congregations, and the following resolu-
tion was agreed to unanimously -.—"That, in the opinion
of this meeting, the absence of any public record for a
period of nearly 200 years to the memory of so distin-

guished a man as John Bunyan is a matter deeply to be
regretted, and that his eminent services in the cause of
religion, and his untiring zeal for the welfare of his
fellow men, demand the lasting gratitude of Christ-
endom. It is therefore considered by this meeting to
be very desirable that a statue to his memory be erected
by public subscription in one of the leading and most
p\iblic thoroughfares in the metx-opolia."

The SATtraDAY Half ITolidat.—The London
haulvers on Monday resolved, iu compliance with the
general wish of tho mercanlUe body, to close on Satur-

St^ Axba»*s.—On Monday the committee for the

restoration of St. Alban's Abbey had an interview, by
appointment, with Lord Paluierston, in reference to the
separation of Hertfordshire from the diocese ofRochester,

and constituting the Ali1)ey of St. Alban's the cathedral

church of a new diocese. The deputation consisted of

Lord Verulam, Lord Ebury, Archdeacon Grant, Mr.
Puller, M.P.; Mr. Smith, M.P.; the Hon. F. Caven-
dish, the Hon. and Kev. AY, C. C. Talbot, Mr. R. Dims-
dale, Mr. K. Heale, Rev. Dr. Nicholson, Rev. M. South-
well, &c. His lordship was addressed by Lord Verulam,
Lord Ebury, Dr. Nicholson, and others, who repre-

sented to him that the diocese of Rochester, as at

present constituted, consists of the city and deanery of

Kochester, the whole of the county of Hertford, and all

Essex, with the exception of 10 parishes close to the
metropolis, which are under the jurisdiction of the
Bishop of London. The diocese includes a population
of 577,298, 1,535,450 acres, and 564 benefices, less

than 40 of which are on the Kent side of the
Tliames. One result of this state of things is that
the late bishop very seldom visited his cathedral city,

residing, as he did, at the episcopal palace near Chelms-
ford. The deputation proposed that a new see should

be founded at St. Alban's, the bishop having jurisdic-

tion over the 564 benefices comprised iu the 35 deane-
ries of Hertfordshire and Essex, and that the city and
deanery of Rochester, with its 40 benefices, should be
annexed to the diocese of Canterbury, the archbishop
of which would thus have jiiiisdiction over the whole
of Kent, with the exception of Greenwich, Deptford,

Woolwich, Plnmstead, and two or three other parishes

which are comprised in the diocese of London. Lord
Paluierston listened to these statements witli great

attention, and in reply explained the difficulties that

beset the application of such a remedy as was aslced

for. These difficulties arose from the want of sufficient

funds, which the Ecclesiastical Commissioners are not

in a condition to supply, and from the circumstances
that the erection of a new see must be taken hi con-

nection with similar ecclesiastical wants and demands
which are urged in otlier pirts of the country, such as

Cornwall, Gloucester and Bristol, and Lincoln. His
lordship added, that the subject should receive his

attention, although he wag not able at the present

moment to hold out any hope of the wishes expressed

by the deputation being carried into effect.

LiVEKrooL.—The clipper ship the Great Tasmania,
of the Black Ball Vine, arrived in the Mersey on the
11th inst, from Calcutta, with 20 officers and 937 men
of the Bengal army, who had been discharged from the
Company's service on refasing to transfer their services

to the Crown on the suppression of the Indian mutiny.
Previous to their embarkation at Calcutta the men were
kept a fortnight in the depot at Chinsurah, whei"e the
canteen-keeper, a sergeant-major, held out every induce-
ment to them to drink. They accordingly sold their

clothes to buy drink, and during their stay the dep6t
was a continued scene of drunkenness and dissipation.

JIany ol the men were carried on board the Tiismania half

drunk, and so debilitated by their excesses that they
were unable to resist tho diseases which bad provisions

subsequently tended to superinduce; so that the ship

during her voyage was converted into a floating

hospital. The Government authorities had under-
taken to find everything which the men required on the
voyage—food, water, hammocks, medicines, and stores.

Before the ship weighed these provisions were inspected
by a committee of officers, who passed them as fit for

food. Tltc first bread that was sent on board by the
authorities was so bad, that on breaking the loaves the
centre was found to be merely unbaked dough. Bread
of a better quality was furnished j but when the voyage

to the Liverpool Workhouse. Carts and cars were sent
down, and 135 men, many of them in the last stage of
disease, were removed to the workhouse. The men
were warmly wrapped in rugs and blankets; but one
poor fellow was found dead in the car on its arrival at
the workhouse, and to many others a fatal termination
of their illness appeared inevitable. Since they were
admitted into the hospital, three deaths have taken
place from scurvy, but the majority of the cases are in

a fair way of recovery. A coroner's inquest was opened
on Monday, when all the circumstances of the case

were thoroughly investigated. The inquiry was brought
to a close on Wednesday night, when the jury after

two liouvs' consultation returned the following

verdict :

—

" That Thomaa Beach died from natural causes, and that
his death was accelerated by necessary removal to the work-
house." In tke case of the other six they found that they
" died of scurvy, brought on by bad food and exposure to cold

onboard ship." The jui-y further found, " That the provisions

supplied by the Government as stores for the use of the troops
were bad, and unfit for human food, with the exception of the
tea, pork, pickles, and rice. That there was an entire
absence of proper disinfectants, and that the lime juice bad
lost its medicinal properties when put on board. That the
officers who signed the * General Inspection Report ' are the
culpable parties, so far as the quality of the stores is

concerned. That the captain and officers of the ship are
entirely free from blame, and that the sbip's contract was
satisfactorily fulfilled. That the mihtury officers and the

surf?eon did their best, under the circumstances in which
they were placed, to promote the health of the men imder
their charge." The foreman also made the following present-

ment on behalf of the jury :—" The jury think it an imperative

duty to urge upon the Goveniment the uecessity of such a

change in the system of military inspection and supply of

clothing before soldiers leave India or any other foreign

country, whether they are still in the service or have had
their discbarge aud are receiving a Government passage home,
as shall prevent men in future an-iving in England iu cold

weather so insufficiently clothed as the mcu who have arrived

by the Great Tasmania."

IFitlantr*

The TjiiBTJTE

addressed a letter

TO THE Pope. — The Pope hag

to Dr, Cullen, expressing bis thanks

to the clergy aud people for their third contribution of

1000Z-, and granting tliem in return his apostolic

benediction. "You may rest assured," he says, " that

our attachment to you, your clergy and people, is of

the warmest kind, and, as a most certain pledge thereof,

we grant you, veuerable brother, and the flock com-

mitted to your care, our apostolic benediction, from our

inmost heart, aud with our best wishes for your true

happiness."

cctlantJ*

The Case or the Bishop of Beechin.—A Synod

of the Bishops of the Scottish Kpiscopal Church was

held at Edinburgh on the 15th inst., to give judgment in

the case of the Bishop of Brechin. The episcopal judges

present were the Bishop of Edinburgh aud the Bishops

of Moray, St, Andrew's, Aberdeen, and Glasgow. The
Bishop of Brechin was accompanied by the Kev. Mr.

Keble and other gentlemen. The charge against the

Bishop of Brechin was, his having taught in a primary

charge delivered to his clergy in August, 1857, 1st,

that the sacrifice of the Eucharist is identical with the

sacrifice of the Cross j 2d, that adoration is due to

Christ, as in or under the consecrated elements of blood

and wine J and 3d, that there is a reception of Christ

by the wiclied; and by said teaching lie was charged

with depraving the articles of religion, the Scotch com-

munion-office, and other formularies of the Church.

The bishops gave their opinions at great length, after

which the Bishop of Glasgow (clerk of Synod) read

the finding of the Court, which was to the following

eifect :

—

- ,
, ^ , ^.

-,
. , ,

. - "At Edinburgh, the loth day of March, 1S60, the College of

had histed a iew days it was tonnd that a great portion Bishops having resumed consideration of the presentment at

of it was unfit for food, and 36,000 lbs. of biscuit were so the instance of the Kev. William Henderson, incumbent of St.

infested with weevils that it was necessary to throw
them overboard. The beef when boiled wag so ofiensive

that it also had to be thrown overboard, and a large
number of the meat-casks, after being condemned "by a
committee of oificers, were thrown into the sea.

The onions and vinegar were black, and being
quite unfit for food were thrown overboard.
Tho lime juice contained several dead rats, skinless from
the long time they had been in the liquor, but the men
nevertheless partook of the juice to escape the horrors

Mary's, Arbroath, and Patrick Wilson and David Smith, vestry-

men thereof, being members of the Scottish Episcopal Chmcb,

against the Right Rev, Alexander Penrose Forbes, D.C-L.,

Bishop of Brechin, complaining of the teaching and doctrines

contained in the charge delivered by the said bishop to tbe

clergy of his diocesa, and thereafter published aud republished

by his authority, and having heard parties fullj- thereon, find

that the said present ia revelant and proven to the extent

and effect aftermentioned. More particularly find, with re-

ference to the charge contained under the first aud second

heads of the presentment, that the teaching of the

respondent there complained of is unsanctioned by the

articles and formularies of the Church, and is to a cer-

tain extent inconsistent therewith ; find that the third

tlionght
instance to fix an intermediate time. The new system
will come into operation on SatrnJay, May 19. The
West-end army clothiers, tailors, &c., have also resolved
fco adopt the plan of early closing on Saturdays.

The Public Hbalth.— Tlie Registrar-General's
Weekly Return states that in consequence of the cold
which prevailed in the greater part of the week that
ended on the 17th inst., the London returns exhibit an
increase m the mortality. The deaths, which had
declined to 1397, rose again to 1563 in the week that
ended last Saturday. In the corresponding weeks of the
10 years 1850-59 the average, corrected for increase ot
population, was 1362. The deaths of last week were
therefore 201 above the average. During the week the
births of 1046 boys and 977 girls, in all 2023 children,
were registered In London. Iu the corresponding weeU
ot the years 1850-59 the average number was 172i.

harge of the presentment is not proven. Hut, iu considera-
tion of the explanations and modifications offered by the

I respondent in his answers in relerence to the first charge, and
leaving St. Helena the supply of lime iuice, whieh had ;

1" consideration, also, that the respondent now only asks

been scanty previously, failed altogether ; and about the
same time the water ran short. Sickness increased,
and whilst many of the men were snfferiug from the
ravages of dysentery, the scurvy, from the entire
absence of effectual means o( prevention, spread rapidly.
Tho sick list soon numbered 300 men, and the efforts of
the surgeon and his assistant, although strenuous and
unceasing, failed in checking the enormous sicknesa
which prevailed. A great nnmber of the men were
actually lying on the bare deck shortly after

the ship left St. Helena ; and much of their sufiering is

due to the exposure and consequent want of rest. „-, -

On the arrival of the vessel in the Stersey the state of: the deceased baronet was educated. This testimonj; of

affairs was dreadlul. Sixty deaths had taken place ' respect to his memory \s one of a local nature, having

during the _ , , , ,-^ «.. - . .
i .. . , ..... ..-_, ._i.:„u „«..w;

men were
were immediately

toleration for his opinions, and does not claim for them the

authority of the Church, or any right to enforce them on those

subject to his jurisdiction, wc, the College of Bishops, feel that

we shall best discharge our duty in this painful case by liaut-

ing our sentence to a declaration of censure and admonition

:

and we do now solemnly admonish, and in all brotherly love

entreat the Bishop of Brechin to be more cax'eful for the future,

so that no fresh occasion may be given for trouble and offence,

such as has arisen from the delivery and publication of the

primary charge to his clergj- complained of in the presentment.

"The late Sib Jame3 M'Ghigob.—An obelisk to

the memory of Sir James M*Grigor has just been

erected at Aberdeen, in the quadrangle of Marischai

College, within the venerable walls of which building
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and the uiatcruil of which it is composed is highly-

pollsbetl granite of a red colour, with the exception of

a slab of gray-coloured granite, which has been intro-

duced in the pedestal for the purpose of containing an

iuscription re(^ording his services in the army for the

ioD'^ period of 57 years. The base of the ohelislc is

garrounded by a platform of gray-coloured granite from

the neighbourhood of Aberdeen.

Tub Assizks.—Midland Circuit : Lincoln.— Tlie Shegness

\furder.—Samuel Mood;/, described in the calendar as a fisherman,

Vas charged upon an indictment with tho wilful mnrder of

Elijah Lynn, at Shegness, on the 5th February last, and was
further charged with the like offence on the curouei'a inquisi-

tion. It appeared that on the night in question the prisoner

-ind two ftirm labourers, named Lynn and Howard, were drink-

in^ together at one of the pubhc-houses by the seaside, atid

were turned out together when the house was closed at 12

o'clock. They were all at the time more or less excited by
drink, Howard bonccht a bottle of gin to take home with him^

but duiing their walk together Lynn and the iniaoner several

times drank out of the bottle. When they had arrived at a
certain point of their journey Howard left the others^ wlm were
then apparently on Iriendly terms, and proceeded on his way
home, Lynn and the prisoner proceeded in an oppo-

sit^ direction. On the following afternoon a number of

boys playing by th3 roadside discovered the body of
Lynn in a ditch, within about 150 yards of the spot
T;<;here tho three men had separated the night prcviouflty,

There were marks of a struggle on tho road, and by the ditch

side two caps were found, one of which belongped to the
deceased and tho other to the prisoner, who was in consequence
immediately apprehended, as it was known that he had for

some time been at variance with deceased. When in custody
it was observed that he had sundry cuts on his face whieh
were not there on the previous evening- When asked how
the^e marks hart been caused he said that he had cut himself
that morning while shaving- His beard, however, showed
that no razor had touched it for several days. The trousers he
had worn on the night of the murder were found to be quite
wet and muddy on the knees, and his boots corresponded with
marks on the road. He said that he knew nothing about the
murder, and that he had seen the deceased home. This
however was contradicted by the widow of deceased, who
stattid that while sitting up for her husband she heard foot-

steps near the house about 3 o clot:k iu the morning, and on
lookinp: out she saw the jmsoner pass her house without his
cap. Tliopost mortem examination proved that deceased had
been stupefied hy a sGvere blow on the head, which fractured
his skull, and had then been smothered by lying in the muddy
water at the bottom of the ditch. The jury after half an hour's
deliberation returned a verdict of ffiuiiy of Manslaughter, and
tho piusoner was sentenced to 15 years' penal servitude.
DEn^Y.—Tlif.Cfi€.^terJ}e!fi EHibcvJement--!iev. Henr}/ GoidenGiirrtU
was charged with taking and convei^tiog to his own use,
on the 6th of December List, ISf, 3^, 9t(.^ the pro-
perty of tho Rev, Georgo Butt, vicar of Chesterfield.
This case excited intense interest, and the court was crowded.
The prisoner was last year curate of the parish church, Che^^ter-
field, of which the Rev. George Butt is vicar, and the oft'ence
charged against him was, that he appropriated a sum of money
which had been collected in the parish uhnruh, in aid of the
Church Missionary Society, and which had been entrusted to
him, to his own u.sc, instead of using it for the puTOo.se for
which It was collectod- Evidence having been gone into, the
Judge said he wits of opinion that it was a case of civil liability,
and not one for a criminul ]>rosecution. Prisoner had doue an
act which he ought to be ashamed of, but which clearly did not
come within the act of parliament. Tho prisoner acted as
treasurer to the society, and the parent societv ought to have
made him pay it in a civil court Under the whole of the clr-

cumsUmoes, the prisoner must be acquitted on thi^ charge.
There was a second charge for stealing iOs., the property of the
clothing club, but counsul declined to offer any evidence His
lordship said tho jury would return a verdict of I^oi Gaily :

at the aanic time they could not but lament to see a clergyman
placed in such a disgraceful position, Tho prisoner then left

the dock ; but as he was gnng out of the court-door he was
apprehended on a warrant by tho Superintendent of the Ches-"
terfield police, ou a charge of embe/.zlcment at Cardiff, and
there was a second olficer in attendance with a warrant
against him,

Oxford Circuit : Stafford,—Price v. /ns'eay.—This was an
action of trespass, and the question in dispute was as to the
title of a small piece of land which had been inclosed from a
common at Kingswinford. In the course of the trial it appeared
that defendant was the son of a poor woman who formerly
lived in a small cottage by the common, and that while a boy,
he had from time to time inclosed small pieces of land on the
common in front of the cottage iu oider to gratify his taste for

the cultivation of flowers. After the defendant was old enough
to go to service he still continued his favourite pursuit, as
op]>ortunity aflurded, and he became so distinguished a florist

aa to obtain medals, and receive the marked commendations of
botanists. The plaintiff was the present proprietor of the
cottage, and he chtinied the bit of land so enclosed; and, as might
be expected, the defendent stoutly resiated lii^ chdm. After the
trial had proceeded some time, and the real facts of the case

became known, the plaintiff, whose property was prejudiced
by this bit of land belonging to another person, consented to
waive his claim, and offered to buy the land for 30i- This offer

was accepted, and by consent a juror was withdrawn. Con-
tpiring to defraud the Earl of Stamford. — George Hackelt
was charged with conspiring, between the year 1851 and
June, 1859, at the parish ol Enville, with James Parish,
to defraud the Earl of Stamford and Warrington of
certain sums of money. It seemed that Hsckett during the
yOKTBln question was steward to Lord Stamford, and, with
rarish, who is his brother-in-law, assessor and collector of
income and assessed taxes. Parish, however, had been the
acting assessor and collector, and Hackett had been bo only in
name. The assessment and also the demand papers were all
made out by Parish, who had now left the country It was
shown that from IScil till last June Lord Stamford had paid
as much as 14001. income tax more than he ought to have paid,
and it was contended for the prosecution that Parish and
Hackett had conspired together to defraud his lordship. The
yearly payrifcnts were collected in moieties, and the last moiety
demanded and paid was a Larger sum than his lordship should
have paid for the whole year. For the defence it was main-
tained that Hackett*s offenco was an overweening confidence
in Paiish. It was shown that his duties as steward were very
onerous, and that having no reason to suspect that Parish was
otherwise than an honest man, he had paid him the amount
that he had demanded, without ascertaining the sum at which
his lordship was assessed. It was also urged that the entries
of the monies he had paid as income tax were made in books
that were kept open in the steward's oflBce, to which his
assistant and others had access. After a lengthened trial the
jury Aa^uittcd the prisoner.

©Oftuaifi.
Mrs Jameson died on the i:th inst. after an illness of a few

days, caused by bronchitis succeeding a cold caught in the
Reading Koom of tho British Museum, She was the eldest
daughter of Mr. Murphy, painter in ordinary to the Princess
Charlc»tte, a well-known artist in the early part of the present
century. She married Mr, Robert Jameson, the Lite Vice-
Chancellor of Canada, whom slie survived six years. Her
literary labours commenced with the " Diary of an Ennuy^"
in 1826, and wore followed by numerous volumes on various
subjects of biograpii^ and art. Her principal and most
popular publications were her "Characteristics of Women,"
chiefly studies from Shakspeare ;

** Visits and Sketches
at Home and Abroad," 'MVinter Studies and Summer
Rambles in Cauada;" the latter being a record of her
own social views and convictions. In 1S42 she published
the '^Hand-Book to the Public Galleries of Art in and
near London," which was the first of a series of artistic
works which she subsequently produced, viz., on ''Sacred and
Legendary Art," " Legends of the Monastic Orders," ^'Legends
of the Madonna," &c. One of her last publiciitiona was a
revised and enlarged edition of " Memoirs of the Early Italian
Painters/' For two years past she had been engaged on a
laborious and elaborately illustrated work, nearlv completed,
and to be entitled ''The History of our Lord and of his Pre-
cursor, St. John the Baptist, with tho Personages and Typical
Subjects of tlie Old Tesfanjent as represented in Christian Art."
In the completion of this labour she had revisited Itjily and
passed several months in Rome and other continental cities.
As an art-critic Mrs, Jameson was almost unrivalled. She
appreciated and expounded not only technical excellence but
the inward meaning of works of art ; the relations they bear
to the history of art itself, and the history of nations among
whom they were created. She also took a deep interest iu all

social and moral questions, ivs evidenced in her printed lectures
on " Sisters of Charity at Home and Abroad " and the " Com-
munion of Labour," iu which she considers the practical side of
English life—treating of labour, charity, education, the con-
dition of her own sex, our criminal laws and reformatory insti-

tutions. She took an active interest iu the meeting of the
Association for the Promotion of Social Science at Bradford in
October last, and the observations she made in the sections
were received with marked respect.
Mr. Joseph Miller, F,R S., the distinguished civil engineer

and mechanician, died at Charleston, South Carolina, on the
23d of February, in his 63d year. He had for a number of years
been obliged by the iiifirm state of his he^ilth to withdraw from
his profession, yet he still continued to enjoy among the mem-
bers of it a very high degree of consideration. He was a native
of Carlisle, and when a young man went to Biriningham, wliere
ho served his apprenticeship at the celebrated Soho Foundry
of Messrs. Boulton & Watt. He then became chief engineer at
the Balterley Iron Works, and there commenced that career us
a marine engine maker which, continued and extended under
the name.^ of '* Barnes & Miller," and "Miller & Ravenhill,"
acquired for him a world-wide reputation. Ho had an im-
portant share in those efforts at simplicity in design, elegance
and lightness in jiroportion, and soundness of workmanship
which have bi'ou:4hfc the marine engine to its present excel-
lence. His firm worked extensively in tho formation not only
of our own steam fleet, but those of many foreign Governments,
and on the Thames, and between Dover and Calais, and on the
Rhone and the Soane, the Danube, and the Rhine somo of the
earliest and moat successful efforts at rapid steam navigation
were made by vessels supplied with his engines.

pound. Mushrooms can gtill be had in small quantities *
Cucumbers are dear. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids.
Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette, Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths,
Primulas, Geraniums, and Rosea.

FRUIT.
Pears, per doz., 63 to IDs
Oranges, per 100, 63 to 10a
Lemons, per 100, 5a to 83
Filberts, p. 100 lbs., SQa to 60s
Cobs, do., 100s

Ping Apples, per lb., gq to 12s
Grapes, per lb., 12s to 20s
Strawberries,p.oz.,ls6dto2s6d
Melons, each, 2a, to 43
Apples, perdoz,, 2s to 63

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p. bundle, 6stol0s Cucumbei^, each. Is to 3a
Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 6d to Is
F. Beans, per 100, '2s to 3s
Peas, p. half sieve, ISs t> 208
Broccoli, perdoz., 4s to Ss
Greens, per dozen bunches,

4s 6d to 63
Cabbages, do.^ 28 to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 908 to 100s— per bus., 3s to 43 6d— per cwt-, 6s to 8s
Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p, sieve, 43 to 53

Artichokes, per doz , 23 to 33
Beet, per doz.. Is td to 2s
Celery, per bundle, Is 6d to 2s
Onions, p. half sieve, la to Is 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score, la

to Is 6d
Endive, p. score, Is to 2fl

Horse Radish, p. bun. ,l9 6d to 43
Mtishrooma, p, pott., 2s to 2s6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 43 to 83

1 Savory, per bunchy 2d to Id

BIRTHS—On the 19th inst, Lady "Elcuo, of a son—12th
list, in Mansfield Street, the Lady Click Browne, of a daugh-
ter — J 4th inst, at Brought<jn Castle, Banbury, the Lady
AuGtrsTUS FiENNFS, of a daughter—Hth inst, at 16, Eccleston
Square, the Hon. Mrs. FufrnKRiu Hobart, of a son— 15th inst,
the Hon. Mrs, HARConn, ofa son— 17th inst, at L Hyde Park
Place, the Hon. Mrs, Hughes, ofa daughter—12th inst, at Bar-
land, Radnorshire, tlie wife of GEonni^ Hknrv Warrington-
Carkw, Esq., of Crowcoiube Court, Somcrsetslare, of a son
and heir,

MARRIAGES.—On the 15th in.^t, at Bishop Lydeard,
Somersetshire, Major Heucules Walker, of the Rifi© Brigade,
to JtJUA Decima, daughter of Sir John Hesketh Lethbrtdge,
Bart., of Sandhill Park, in that county—17th inst, at Dawlish,
Colonel John Graham, of Barnstaple, late of the H.E.LC.S.,
son of the late Captf^in Charles Graham, of Gricfr^ton, Scotland,
to Jane, daughter of Vice-Admiral Thomas Dick, of Dawlish,
South Devon—13th inst, at St, Peter's Church, Dublin, Paulus
iEMiuus Singer, rector of Stjickallan, to Cherry, eldest

daughter of the Right Hon. Joseph Napier.

DEATHS-—On tlie 6th inst, at Beauchamp, near Bray,
county of Dublin, Sir Lovelace Stameii, Bart,, aged 62—llth
inst, at HiistingB, Ladv Payne, relict of the R#v. Sir Coventry
Payne, Bart, and third daughter of tlie late Peter Wright, Esq-,

of Hatfield Priory, in the county <»f Essex, aged 62—17th inst,

at Sussex Place, Regent's Park, Mrs. Sophia Onslow, widow
of the late General Den^^il Onslow, of .^(angliton House, Ilun*
tingdonshire, and daughter of the late Sir Stephen Lushington,
Bart , aged 81—13th inst, at 59, TIpf>er Fitzwilliam Street,

Dublin, WiLHEMiNA, relict of tlie late Right Hun. Judge MooRE
—13th injf!t, at Einblethmont House, near Arbroath, WiLLiAJr
FuLLERTON LiNDBAY Carnegie, Esq , of Spynie and
Boysack, Vice- Lieutenant of Forfai shire—19th inst, at
Newland Park. Wakefield, Henrt Tempkst, Esq., aged 64

—

13th inst, I/teut.'CoI'-'?iel Gl'stavus B, Hi: v, of Camely
and Leigh Court, Somersetshire—21st inst, at 60, Portlan
Place, Charles Rosa, Esq, a Commisaioner of her Majesty
Audit Board, aged 60—10th inst, at la, Great Stuart Street,

Edinburgh, Helen, wife of Major-General Swinburne,© f

Marcus and Ponton Hall—7th inst, Russell Sewell, Esq , of

Little Oakley Hall, Essex, aged 72—10th iufct, after a few hour's

illness, at the Cloisters, "Westminster, Florence Mulgrave,
youngest child of the Rev, G, H. and Lady CECfLiA Repton,
aged two years—14th inst, at Oxford, respected and beloved,

the Rev, John Baker, M,A,, Chaplain of Christchurch, and
Head-master of the Cathedral Schnol, aged 34—ISth inst, at

the Paragon, Blackheath, Martha Rose, daughter of the Rev.

James Sherman, aged 21—l*>th inst, at 10, Lansdown Place,

Brighton, Andrew Redmond Prior, Esq., late Accountant*

Geiier^d of H.M/s Post Office iu Ireland.

iWaikets

1

COVKNT GARDEN.—March 24.

Vegetables are still scarce and realising high prices. Pine

Apples and Grapes are somewhat dearer than they were list

week Good Apples and Peara are scarcely to be had. The

former consist of Golden Knob, Bess Pool, and Wyken Pippm,

and the latter of Ne Plua Meuris and lieurr^ Ranee. Oranges are

plentiful and cheap. Good Cobs realise Is. to rs. 6d. per lb.

Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Seakale are furnished in small

quantities. Parsley is still dear. Green Peas may be ob-

tained jtt lii^h prices. Potatoes realise 43. 6d. a buahel. A
few new frame ones may be had at from 3s. to 5s. per

^

POTATOES.—SouTHWARK, Monday, March 19,

Dui-inj? the past week the arrivals have b«on more than
equal to the demand, and ti-ade continues dull, particularly for
all second-rate sorts. The following are this day's
qnot-ations : — York.sbire Regents, per ton, 90a. to liOs. ;

] jineoliishire do., 80s. to OOs.; Dunbar do., \00a. to 120a.; do.
Reda, 90s. to 100s.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire Regents, SOs. to
100s. ; do. Rocks, 75a. to S6s. ; do. Rods, TOs. to SOs. ; French
Whites, TOs. to 80b. ; Belgian do., 60s. to TOs.

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, March 23.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a steady demand for
most descriptions of Hops at firm rates.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
SsciTHfiEiJj, TauRSDAT, Match 22.

Prime Meadow Hay 753 to SOs

Superior do. (oldj-. 84 i)0

Inferior do 60 70

Clover 90a to 105s
New Clover .. .. — —
Second cut do. . . 75 J38

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market,
Snp. Meadow Hay. . 86s to 923
Inferior do. ,- ..70 80

Superior Clover .. 98 105

Thursoav, March 22,

Inferior Clover .. 80a to 92s

JosnuA Bakbr,

WniTECHAPEL, TtruRSDAY^ March 22.

Fino old Hay ,. . . 85s to SOs I Pine old Clover . . 100s to 105g
Inferior do 63 72 Inferior do ., .,84 fl5

Prime New Hay ., — — Fine New Clover .. — -^
Inferior do — — Fine 2d cut .. ., 83 90

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday, March 19,

The number of Beasts is smaller th,in on Monday l;ut, and
consequently prices are nlaintaine<l althoug:li trade is slow.

There are a few more Sheep, and the demand is limited. There
is a very slow sale for the sh^rn Sheep at prices considerably
lower than lust week. Good Calves are scarce and dear.

From Germany and Holland there are 190 Beasts. 1350 Sheep^
and 71 Calveji ; from Scotland, 210 Beagte; from Ireland, 200 ;

from Norfolk and Suffolk. 2500 ; and 100 from the northern
at}d midtand counties.

s d B d s d s d
Best Scots, Here- Best Lnng'-woola. 5 4 to 5 6

fordfl, *c. .,4 6 to 4 10 Do. Shorn . . 4 4 — 4 S
Best Short-horos 4 4 — 4 8, Kwes (It: -2d quality 4 4—4 «
2d quality Beasts 3 — 4

1

Do. Shorn * ^^ * ife

Best Downs and Lam bs ' ¥ ^ * 1»

Half-breds ..5 6 to 5 8 Cal ves . . . . 4 8 — 5 S
Tta. 8linrn - . 4 10 — 5 Pigs .. ..4 — 5
Beasts, 3S40; Sheep & Lambs, 21,070; Calves, »«; Pi^ 370.

Thurdsay, March 22.

The number of Beasts is not larger, but the demand, is

small, consequently they cannot alJ bu disposed of. Prices ou
the average are lower. The supply of Sheep exceeds the
demnnd ; very little business is transacted, and that at lower
rates. C^-lves are selling^ about the same as on Monday. Our
toreigrn aupply consists of 470 Sheep and 94 Calres. The
number of Milch Cows is 155.

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quahty Beasts 2
BePt Downs aud

Ilnlf-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn .. 4

6 to 4
4

8

6
8

4
3

5
4

8

6

8

8
10

Best Long-wools . 5

Do. Shorn . . 4
Emw& 2d quality .

Do. Shorn .. 4
Lambs .

.

Calves .. ..4
pigs . . . . 4

4

4
to5— 4

6
8

4 — 4 6

8 5
5

8

Beasts, 915 ; Sheep & Lambs, 4460 ; Calvca, 146 ; Pig% 170.

HARK LANE.—Monday, March I&.

Tho aupply of Wheat from Essex aud Kent to this morn-
ing's market was better than of late, and taken at an im-

prijvement of Is. per qr. upon the rates of Monday last. The
attendance was good, and foreign met an increased inquiry at

prices which of late have not been obtainable, or in some
instances Is. per qr. more than la.'^t weeit. Barley waa in

good demand at the extreme prices lately current. Beane and
Peas are fully as dear. The Oat trade is quiet, and prices are-

unchanged. Tliere is no alter;ition in the value of town-
made Finur, bvit country marks are held ibr a trifling advance.

Per Impkrtal Quarter.
Wheat. Essex, Kent, ASutfolk. .Wliito
— — fine selected runs., ditto
— — Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign

BARLFTV.gi-iud. ArdJst. 24s to SOs.. Chev. [33—441 Mai t£nc. 35—40
— Foreign, .grinding aud difltlUiDg 23—3ljMaltiug.|35—41

Oath, Escex and Suffolk 19—24
— Scotch and Uncolnahire. .Potato 23—20
_ iriafa Potato J4—2S

8. 8.

44—48
46—50
46-54

38—56

Red
Red

Red

- • •

40—45
43—4S

— Foreign Poland aud Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign.

Bkans. Mazagan SOa to 40b... .Tick
— Pigertn .866— 47s, .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, whit«, Essex and Kent . . Boilers

— M»pl© —s to —s Grey
Maize White
FiouR, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto

23—26
35—38

33—43
48—64
38—46
36—88
3;—33

37—43
27—37
18—27

Feed ..

Fo«d ..

ITeed ..

Foreign.

10—26
Id—24
17—24

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Huflolk .

FoTeign

.

YoUo w .

.

Country.
Per sack

33—48

36—40
80-57

27—37
30—37foreign per barrel

Friday, March 23.

Tlie weather since the 16th inst h4« been generally fine and

faTOurable for spring sowing, with wxasional driving showers

of rain and hail, and a white frost or two ; wind strong from
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S.W. The accounts we receive respecting the Wheat plant
lead us to believe that although backward it has not gencraliy
suffered to aii^ extent that may not be recovered by favourable
weather, but it is thought that the breadth sown is less than
usual. The free importation of gi-ain into Portugal has been
stiddeuly rescinded, and we uuderstand th;it some purcbvses
of Wheat and Flour made on the Continent and United States
for that country have been ordered to Eagland. The Wtftat
trade throughout the kingdom during tlie past week has de-
Telopcd increased activity, which has enabled holders to obt;iin
rm improvement in price of Is. per qr. The previous nitcs for
bpnng Com were also well maintained, and m some instances
a slight advance was obtained. A rise of 6d. to Is. per sack in
the v^ue of Flour has also been pretty general, accompanied
by a better sale. From the South of Einope the arrivals
during the week amount to 5 cargoes of Wheat, 6 of a[aize, 3 of
Barley, 1 ol Beans, 1 of Rye, and 6 of Lire?ced. The sale con-
tinues hberal. The arrivals of grain of all kinds this week
have been very small, and of Oats (either English or fr.rcign)
there are none. This morning's market was moderately
attended, and the little English Wheat on offer was taken at
an advance of Is. per or. Foreign was also held for higher
prices, and on the sales efFvjctcd an improvement of Is. per qr.
was realised. There was also some inquiry for Wheat free on
board on speculation^ for which better rates wtre obtained than
of late. The Barley trade is very firm at the eytrcm-:* prices
of Monday. Beans and Fea^ are unaltered in value. For Oats
there is a fair demand at fully l:ite rates.

Arrivals from Makch 19 to Mabch 23.

WAKT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

G
GAKDKNER (FoREMAi;).— I!

years in h^ present situation s

i'^i AUDEN'KK (Head).—Age 26,
V^ hi<,'-hly recommended by his presi

Englifih .

.

Irish ....

Toveign .

.

Wheat. Barley.

1420 qrs.

2300

>*

>*

1130 qrs.

2710 ft

Oats,

— qrs-

4230 ,,

TouK
aoyosks-

" {

t»

40
300 bris.

t*

Liverpool, Tuesday, M:troh 20.—At our Com Exchange this
d;iy there was a moderate sale for Wheat at full 2d. per cental
advance on the week. Indian Com met a retail inquiry at
fom^cr prices. Flour was huld for 6d. per barrel and sack
advance, but this checked business.

Friday, JFarch 23. —The grain market, was modei-ately
attended, and a f^ir business transacted in Wheat at Id. above
Tuesday's rates. Flour was also in fair demand and atmn
dearer. Indian Com and Beans without change. Oats and
Oatmeal in good request at a slight advance.

AVEBAGES. Wheat.

43* 6d
1

Barley, Oats.

•2isUU 29s 9'i

Be tns. fPeas.

Feb. 11.. 3islUl dSi 4d 36a Od— IS.. 43 U 31 11 21 11 31 10 33 6 36 3
44 5 , 35 7 22 7 35 3 38 11 ' 36 11

March 3.. 44 9 36 6 22 11
1

32 39 1 i ;J7 8— 10.. ' 45 36 3 23 9 90 5 39 e 37 3— 17.. 45 2 3d 5

35 9

23 1 34 10

' 32 4

' 39 7

39

37 7

36 11Agg.Aver. 44 5 22 6

Fluctqations in the Last Six Weeks Avebaues.
Peices.

45<
ir-

u
to

44 9
44 5
<ft 11
*3 6

1

Feb. II. Feb. 18. ( Feb. 25.

« 4

# »

J r

» P J
* *

March STlUar. 10.

f
r

Mar, 17-

• 4

4 4

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDOjr, Friday, March 23.
The state of this market is rather sluggish, neither buyers

tor seller*! beiiig disposed to make concessions. The conse
quenoo U that transactions take place merely for present
reqniremenc.<i and at late rafea.
South-down Hog- s,

gets 1
Hilf-bred ditto.. 1
Down p]wes , , 1
Kent Fleeces , . 1

CoLoxML "Wooh

d. B- d,

8 to 1 9
3 — —
6 --* —
tf — 1 6J

Leicest, Wethers 1 5
Ditto Hoggs -.17
Combing Skiua 1 2
Blanket ditto ..06
FJaun^l Wool ,,12

ARDENER (Fobeman),—Understanas Pines,
Im ViuRs, Peaches, Melons, Cucurabers, Stove and Green-

house Plants,—A. li., Mr* S, Crawley's, near the Rose and
Crown, Leytnn, t>sex. N.K,

as been nearly lour
years in tiis present situation as Under Gardener, and

wislics to engage where he can gain experience. Would
gi^e a Preniixnn if desired. A good sati^sftictory character,

—

W. G., Windmill Laue> near the Railway Bridge, Brentford,
Middlesev, W. _^

AKDEXEK (HEAr)).--Age 39, umrriea ; has a
ihorough practical knc^wledgc of his profession. Upwards

of Ave j-ears' character from liis present situation,—A. B. C ,

Mr. P.vn-ch. Vi^ws A^ent, Vv^iniblcdon, S.W,

GAUOHNEU (Hkad).—Age 27, single; understands
the Forcing of Vines, PeacliCd, Melons, Strawberries, &C-

No objection to a single-handed placQ. Upwards of seven years'
good character.— X. Y, Z., Post Oliice. Hoddcsdon, Herts.

single ; can be
cscnt employer. Two-

and-a-half years' character. No sirigle-liaiided place accepted.
W- S. GitoVK, Hurst Lodge, Pombury, Kent-

aAKDKNEK (Head). — Thoroughly niiauratamls
every branch of his profession, Fii^st class rc(erences as

to character and abU.ties can be given.—P. P-, Post Office,

Nocton, Lincoln-

AUUKNEU (Hkad).—Age 30, married; has a
thorotigh knowledge of Lis profession ; understands Early

and Late Forcing if required. Good character.—W. B,, Grove
Park, Wntff^rd, Herts, „^__
GARDENER (HEAD),~Age 33, married; practically

understands his profession in all its v:uiou3 braucbes-
Seven years' good charActer from present eini)loyer.— B, C-,

Post Office, Ly mingtim, Hants,

GARDENETi (Heai>)»—Age 40, no incumbrance;
qualified in every department. Forcing, Propagation, and

Plant culture in gentti^l, as well as Kitchen Garden, Refer-

ences and testimonials.—D. M , 13, FnndSt,^ Haropstead, N.W.

GAUDE.NER (Head).— Middlu-iiged, married, two
children; posscsnes great skill in Gardening, is a quick

Accountant, and a willing and thorough good w^orkman. Can
undertake the care of Gi-ass Laud. Good character.— D, B.,

Post Office, ftoulhgate, Middlesex.

/^ AKDENEK (Heai;)-—Age 31, maniea ; is a first*

VX class Cultivator of Plants, including Orchids, and has
had extensive practice in the growth of all kinds of Fruits
both in Pots and otherwise; also the Laying Out and im-
provement of Pleasure Grounds, ChavLicter unexceptionable.
—A. A. , Post Office, Herahft-n:!, Eshcr, Surrey.

AllDKNEU (Head).— Age 31, single; native o^
Scotland ; thoroughly practical in the highest branches

and every other description of Gardening. Vurious rocs

satisfactory references to nobility and gentry.—A. B., 116> Post
Office, Edgware Road. W- _^
/^^ AiiUENKU (Head),—Age 36,uiainea, no iucum-
VJT branco ; understands Forcing Vines,Peftches,Cucumbcrs^
and the management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitclicn Gardens^
Can be highly recommended,—Etox, IJadgmore Park, Henley'
on-Thsunes,

GARDEXER (Head).—Mkldle^aged, manied, prac^
tical knowledge of his profession, character good ^

M. T., 114, Chai-lton Street, Euston Road, N.W.

ARIJENER (Head).—Age 30; pertectly u^^,
stands Forcing all kinds of Flo^vers, Fruit, and Vege-

tables. Can produce first-rate testimonials as to character
and abilities Iroin several of the leading establishments in the
country.—A. D., Shaw's Library, Streatham, S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no iu-

cTimbr.ince ; thoroughly understands Forcing of all kmdsi
Fruit, Flower, and Kitt-hen Gardens, &o. Has no objection to the

Superintundence of Lcind. Five years' character from present

emiiloj'cr.—J. B., Sir. W. XJavnes, Camden J^ursery, Camber-
well, a.

[

GAUDENHR (Head or Secojtd).—Can taVe charge

of Meadow Land. Upwards of 20 years iu last situation.

—A. B... 17, Caledonia Street, Piiulico, London, W.

GAUDKXEll, in a gentleman's family,—Ai^^e 26;
two nnd a half years' goodcharacter.—-J. W., 10, Diamonii

Row, Southampton Street. Camberwell, S. ^^
(^ ARDENKR.—Ai^o 25, single ; tliorougLly under.

X stands Early and Late Forcing, Greenhouse and Con-

servatory. Good references.—213, Croydon's Library, Newport
Piij^nell,

f^ ARDENER.—Age 36, man-ied, no iucmnbrmiee;

VX understands Gveenhovise, Vines, Flower and Kitchen

Gardening in general. Wife can take charge of Poultry aud

Dairy. Seven years' character.—J, C, Post Office, Sheldwich,

near Feversbam, Kent. __^

("^ ARDENER.—Age 32, married, no inctnnTjrance

;

T understands Kitclicn and Flower Gardens, Greenhouse

and Vinery; also Laying-out Gardens. Two yeai-s and nine

months' good character:—C. Lodge, Highfield House, Ljdney,

Gloucestershire^^ .

GARDENER to any nobleman or gentleman re*

quiring the services of a first-class practical Gardener,

who is well versed in all kinds of Eaily aud Late Forcing, is an

excellent Kitchen Garden Grosser, and well acquainted with

the general management of Fruit Trees, Flower Garden, ic.—
E. D., Royal Kitchen Gardens, Hampton Court, S.W.

GARDEN EB (U^'DEJi).—Age 25; in a large

cstablisbinent. Can have two years' character from last

place.—J. C. fttux-shall Vale, Bramly, near Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Uiii>Eit).~Age 20; nnclerstanda

Vines, Pinc-s &c. Good character.~J. B., 13, Union

Square, Islington, N.

to 1 6

1 ti

le: 1

N

Tuesday at cxticnic rates.

The fine wool series concluded on
, the [>rices having maintained an

r.pward tendency as the sales progressed. The low wool sales
were held on Wednesday and Thuisday, and fully maintained
the prices of the Liverpi>ol January and Fcbi-uary series.

COAL MARKF.T.-MAncn CI.
Bell a rnrarosc, ISa. ; Ciiiltoii Hartley Steam, 15s. ; Ilolly-

well, 1^8,; T.n field Moor. 12s. nd. ; Tanfickl Moor Butes,
12s. Od.

; Wylam, ICs. CJ. ; Walls End Harton, IDs. 3d.;
Northumberland, 17s. Od. ; Walls End Bell, lOs. ; M'alla End
Braddyll's Hetton. 20s. 6d. : Walls End FramweUgate,
198. 6d.

; Walls End Haawell, 2l8, fid. ; Walls End Lan^bton,
2l8. M. ; Walls End Cassop, 21s. ; Walls End HeuRh Hall.
193. 6d. ; Walls End South nni-tleponi, SOs. .3d.; Walls End
South Durham, lOs. 6d. ; Walls End Trimdou TLornlci',
17s. 3d. ; Walls Eud Thorpe, 203. 6d.-^0 ships at market.

WANTED, ])3'a gcntleumn in the County of O.xfortl,
an ARTICLED PL'PIL. A limited number of Boarders

arc taken. TcrrosTnodcrate.-At.ply to Alpha, Kingham, Oxon.

fZ^ CLAKKE 13 in want of a Man who understands
V-» • the manajrement of JIOSSES and FRUITS. A married
man preferred.—Strcuth;im Place Nuraery, Brixton Hill, S.

WANTED, an active working Mli^lirYrrCHEN
GAUDENER. Wa;<es 1-5?. per week.—Apply to John

•Cave, Market Fi;u?e^_Spalding.

TO CAR D £ N E R 5.
"

ANTED, ft MAN who tlioronghly uiiderstantTs hUw

GAUDKNKU (Head).— Aj^-e 39. smj^ie ; lias a
thorough praeticiU knowledge of his prf»fessioii, having

lived five ytara with the late Sir Jt>hn Hay William-s, Il?irt,

Bodelwydden, ri^t Head Gardener^ and at other pliices.

—

\\\ S.,

The figrden.q, Worsley, ^^^cw jF^de,, ^'^^''^^ iMmichcster.

( ^ AUDKNEU (HeaI-)),—A^e 28, sm^U; a native o^
^^ Scothiiid ; thoroughly practical; understands his pro"

fession, iucluuing" Forcing Fruits, Flowers, and Veg-etuhles,

the Culture of Stove and Greeuhouso Plants, and management
of Fruit, Flower, :iud Kitchen Gardens.—F, G,, Mr. Forsyth's

Nursery, Reetory Road, Stoke Newintjton, N.

/ ^ AllDKNEU (Head).—Age 43, n»nrried» no incuin*

\J brance; has a practical hnowledf^re of Forcin£r in all its

bnii^che:^, tt.e Culture of Hic^vc and Greenhouse Plants and
Fruit, and Mauat^ernent of Flower and Kitchen Gaidcna; also

Wood.^ and Plantations, Can he well recommended.—H- H.,
Post Office^ Loytoiustone, K^sex, N.K-

/^ AKDKXKIl (Head, in a nobleman's or j:reutlemau's

Vjr family)-—Thoroughly iiuderstamls Gardening in all its

branches, as well as some little of Farm operations. Can have
an nnexce[>tlnnable charactf r from the gentleman he is about
to leave.—S, O., James Dickaon & Sons, Newton I^ursery,

Chester-

GAUDKXKR (Head).—Ago32, married, n'Mncum^
branco ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his i>ro-

fossiou, ineludiug Pines, Vines, Melons, Cucumbci-s, and Straw-
berries, Early and Late Forcing; also Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. G^^od character.—J, R,, 3, Hargrave Place, James
Street, Camden Town. y."VV.

AHDEXER (Heaij).—Age 27, married, one child; _
thorunghly understands Early and Late Forcnig, Pines, I rou^^hly acquainted liN^th the duties of hia

P''^^^^^|^*'\%-J,^i^

Vim^s, Pt^ach*:8, Fmits, Flowers, and Vegetables, Stove and : manJiruiueut of Stock, laying out Lnnd and ereotmg iiiuliJin^^

Grcenhnusc Plants, Fl^w^er and Kitchen Gardens ; also a small

t

GAKDENER (Unpeh), on FOREMAN (in a gentle-

man's Ilimily),—Age 22; thoroughly practical, and can

have a good character.—H, B„ Mr. Gilbert, Florist, Ipswich.

ROPAGArOR, OR FOREilAN and PUOPAGA-
TOR-—H^is a thorough knowledge of liis ^rufcssion in all

its branches. Good references,—A. R,, .Mr, R. Smith, St John's

Nursery, Worcester, ._

ITIOREMAN.—Age 25, single ; has a good liuowledge
^ of Plant Growing, Forcing, and the general mana^emfint

of Houses. Can bo well recommended-—C. II,, The Gardens,

ITookticld, Epriom, Surrey.

URSERY FOREMAN akd WiOPAGATOK.-
A thoroughly experienced Man is open to an engagemeut

as above.—A. Z., Mr. Kehm, Baker, &c-. Great Titchaeld Street,

liondon, W.

PKOHAGxVTOU AXD FOUEMAN, PLANT
GROWKU, &c.—Has had 20 years' experience.—Beta.

Mr. J. West. Nurserynmn, Stoke Newiiigtnn Green. N.

rriO LANDOWNERS.—A Gentleman long engaged

I in practical Farming on a large scale, and thoroughly

conversant witli tlio most impn.vod systems of AgncuUure,

inclndiii^ the Management of Stock aud the Growth of Tiinber

and Unaerwood, is open to an enga>ieinent for the Manage-

ment of an estate, either under the control of the proprietor or

otherwise. The most satisfactorv references Ixitli a-s to cha-

racter and qimliacation.—F. K., acaddijig's Library, Belgrare

Road, Pindico, 8.W.
^

inAIlDENER, oit GARDENKU AND BAILIFF.-
\jr Age 40, married ; has been most successful in thu Cultiya-

tion of Piiic:-. Grjpes, and Peaches, Late and Early Forcing ot

Ver^etables; also of Hoihouse and Gveouhousc Plants, I'liuc,

Flower and Kitchen Gardens; with Woods, Land, and StocK.

Wife can take charge of Poultry.—A. li., W. Baker's Nm-sery,

Axrninster, Devon. ———

"

TO NOBLEiVlEN A(\iD GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER, ob GARDENER and BAILIFF.--

Ao-e 33 married, no incumbrance ; ho has bad many

years' experience in the higher branches of liis^Piof'^sg^ii'

living some vears ^-ith the late Lord Alvanley, of Pepper m^
Yorkshire. "The highest testimonials as to Gli?raj:tcr

ami

ability.-G. M., .Mr. Vcitch, Royal Ex-.tic Nnr-scry, Chelsca^g^

AILIKF. AND GENERAL MANAGKU.—Has been

ixteiisively engaged on a noblevnan's Estate and is tji^^

G

B\

on the most approved system. Can take the manageni ent of

„, .. — year may
\send la aTend«r to Rev. B. G. Johns, Blind Schnr.l. ».. «m or

before Mftrcb ^^. The Garden niay be seen by applying to
>1 r. N icbol-s at the School B. G. Jowns. Ch» plain.

SEED TRADE.
WANTED, for h lar-v Proviuciivl House. an UNDER

CLERK (good penman). Algoa JUNIOR SHOPMAN,
or one who has Ken a fe;v years at the business.—Addres.-*
B. H. C. Measrt. Hnrst 4 AI'Muilen, Seedsmen, Leadenhall
Street. London^^^x^

W^^^ **'^*^' ^ ^'^^^' ^^ STOCKMAN, under n
If Badiff, for .1 large Farm. Wages, 16*. a week aud a

«r^-;7w^'^*'^ ^y ^""®''* addressed to il. P., at Mr. Laking's,
gfl. Half- Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
^TrASTElT IMMEDIATELY, in ti gentlemuii's

AllJ?;™'^^' ^^ Berks, a strong, active, and industrious LAD,
to Milk Cwa and make himself ^'eneraily useful in the Stables
and Oardea. W;iges, 6$. a week and furnished lodgings.—T. W.,
iiill House, Windsor.

WANTED, a stetulv, respectable, thoiuugbly gooU"
tempered CARMAN, to drive a oue horse Cart !or a

U>ndon Nurseryman. Wages 16*. per week, to be raised to
??« ";S'«^^* »econd year.—Address Z., Ganhner*' Chronicle
umoe, W.C., with testimonials. No application will be attended
to above 40 mUea from London.

GAUDKNER (Hf.ad).— A<ro;M, irarnttl; native of!

Scotland ; thoroughly undcrstiinds hi.s profcisiou in all

its br.ii . including Pine.'*, Vine.s, ytove and Greenhouso
Plantd, Laying out Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; eannn<lcrtake
the Maii;ij;ement of Pl^nt'itioiis and Land if required. No
single-handed place accepted. No objet-Uon t*> Ireland. The
hi.:;bc3t testimoniiils from present and forrricr employers.

—

W. AL, 21. Chancel Stre-jt, Picklct;-n Walk, Leicester.

(''.'VHOENKU (Head),—Age iO. mairifd; ]>ossfS3es
-^ a pn^cticul andficLontific knowlodgo of his profession iu

all its department-", including Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Figs,
Strawberries, Melons, C'licumbcrs, Ac. ; and is one of the best
of Plant growers. He h:is also a gi>od kuowled-ge of Scotch
Farming, Hedging. Draining, apply inif maMnre.«,and Improving
Waste Lands.—J. D., ilossrs. L., Pince, & Co. 'a Nursery,
Exeter, Pevon.

AUDENEU (nEAD).~Ag« 30, single; tboiougbly
understands Early and I>:itc Forcing and Plant Orowlng

in the modem fashioj) ; also every braiioU of th« profession. Can
take charge of any quantity of Pasture I^and, also Woods and
Plantations if requirefL Can erect Greenhouses on the nijwest
and most approved i>Uma. Te&limoni.als from present em-
ployer, also from several of the first noblemen's g;irdeners in

alarge Est;ite or oth'^rwisc. The most satisfactory retei^";-

-

astoquaiificalions.—U. S.,Mr. Thos. Gibbs, corner ot uati

moon Street, Piccadilly, W. -—

-

B''~AlLIFt^Tliorou;zhh^rrtctical in Modern Farm-

ing; a good judge of' Stock, and fully competent to tje

entire ftlauugemeut of a Large Furm.~B. C, Post Oi-^*^^'

Tring. Herts.

AseBAU.irF (\VoKiii>'G).—Age i)i,

incun.bvimce ; uoderatanda the management of
married, witUout

iv.iu- 1-i.iD .u«nagement of C '

Sheep, &c. ; has heen accustomed to Heavy and Li^ht Soil* an

can kill both Sheep and Pigs. The Wife is a good Oaxry ;u. i

Poultry woman. C-iu Iw well recommended by preset-

employer.—J. B., Mr. Hart, Bookseller, Saffron Walden^_^_^

I.MJ»UOVEU.—A voung Man wbo has some knovv-

ledgo of GAUDEXIN'G, icquires a situation fthere ae

couul improve himself. A small Pr.^mium woultfbe given.

G. W.. Pu-t Office, Leytonstone, Kaaex, N.E.

ri^O THE LONDON SEED TItADE. -Experienced

i on the Road, in the Counting House, and the Snop.-ii-

Oi<r<hvtr» Chronicle Office, W.C.

QilOl\MAN OR SALEiiMAN Age 22; is desirous

of a situation iu either of the above capacities Ha\*:Jg

seven yeais' experience iu the trade ; two years with
^"^°Ljed

' leading n^etroi.olitiin Nui-!=crymen. and fivo^yctos ^"^^^"^^
, England.—K. F., Mr. Kicolson, Bushy Grove, near Watford, bni-iue.ss. Unexceptionable references, -" -

I Uerts. 1 ChroiiicU Office, AV.C.

T. *^M
Oardtntr^
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BANK OF DEPOSIT.
Established a. d. 1844 ; a. Pall Mall East, London, W.

Capital .Stock lOO.OOOL

PARTIES desirous of INVESTING MONET are
requested to examine the Plan of The Bank of Deposit,

by which a high rate of Interest may be obtained with ample
security. Deposits m.ide by Special Agreement may be with-
drawn without notice. Tlie Interest is payable in January
and July. Peter Morrison, Managing Director.

Forms for opening Accounts sent free on application.

UlENCE TKAUHINU.— Alaiiuhictuiers, Publishers'
&c., desiring to snpi)]y Schools and Classes for Science

established under the tjcience Minute of the Lords of the
Committee of Council on Education of the 2d June, 1859. with
Scientific Apparatus. InHtruments, Examples, and Books,
bearing on— 1, Geometrical, Mechanical, Machine, and Archi-
tectural Drawmg ; 2, Physics Cilcchanical and Experimental)

;

a, Chemistry; 4, Geology and Mineralogy ; 5, Natural History
(Zoology and Uotany, Vegetable and Animal Physiology); tj,

Navigation and Nautical Afitrouoroy, and Physical Gttograpby ;

should apply for the conditions to the Secretary of the Science
and Art Department, South Kensington, London, W.

By^order oj^the Committee of Council on Education

_

MUS, AUTHUil HENKKEr, Widow of the late
Professor Henfrey, F.U.S.. P.L.S., &c., of King's

College, London, continues to receive a limited number of
young Qentiemen under l2 years of age, to be educated with
her own Sons, in ail tlie branches of a liberal education. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs. Hknfbey having resided on the
Continent, .and a Parisian F^ady assists her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
pmvided with a large Garden. Pupils wiU have the comfort
of a private lamily, and unremitting attention will be paid to
their health and morals, lleferences are permitted to

—

Dr. Jelf Principal of Kings College
Rev. Lawfohd W. T. Dalk
Hev. Olive Hollisgworth
Sir Wm. and Lady Hookkr

Professor Huxley, F.R.S.

Dr. and Mrs. Martyn..
Dr. and Mrs. Lindlet. .

J)T. and Mrs. Hookf.r ..

Dr. and Mrs. Tuke

«

* *

• t

Chiswick Vicarage, \V.

Turnham Green, W".
Kew, W.

f The Government School of
\ Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W.
7,Bennett St., St. James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W.
Kew, W.
Manor House, Chiswick, T7.

For terms apply to 5frs. Arthur Henfrey, 12, Heathfield
Tei-race, Turutiam Green, W.

'lUlE I^AIEOHAULKS BAliTEK.—The friends o^
-L, this enthusiastic Naturalist, late Botanist to the Niger
Expedition, are desirous of raising a fund to assist iuthe support
and education of his two orphan children, a girl seven, and a
boy five years of age. Both are at present entirely dependent on
their grandfather, who resides at Basingstoke, Hampshire, but
itis telt that many would gladly assist, if they were aware
of their circumstances, particulars of which may he had of

J*''-
Kennedy, Covent Garden, W.C., or Mr. Matthkws,

Publisher of the G.»r.((!ji«-«'C'Ar<mie?«. 5, Upper Wellington Street,
C'ovent Garden. W.C, both of whom will be happy to receive
eiibscnptiows in th eir bulialf

GKOKUE AilLLS'S iUKAMSK on lUJi C'Ll^-
TURE OF THE CUCUMBER, MELON, SEAKALE, and

ASPARAGUS, will be sent free by post on the receipt of
a*-, 6d. in })enny Pn.ftage stamps.

Also bv the same Author,
TREATISE ON the CULTURK op the PINE-

APPLE, for Is. ca.
Gkorge Mills, Uxbrjdge Road. Ealing. Middlesex, W.

BOOKS FOR THE GARDEN.
in crown 8vo, St. Pd.,

THE COTTAGW GAHDENEHS' DTCTTONAKY.
Fourth Edition. Describing the Plants, Fmits, and

Vogotables desirable for the Garden, and explaining the Terras
and Operritifiiis empUiyed in their cultivation, i-c. Edited by
G. W. Johnson, Esq., Editor of " The Cottage Gardener," &c.

Loudon : W^Kent k. Co., Paternoster Row, B.C.

Kew and thoroughly revis< d edition, crown 8vo, cloth, gilt

edge.--, price bs. 6tl.,

/:i_LENNY'S HAN I)1UK)K to the FLOWER
VT GARDEN AND GREENHOUSE. By Georoe Glenuy,
Editorof the "Gardeners' Gazette," A'c.

'

London : W. Kent «fe Co., Patemaster Row, EC.

Price \s

MANUAL OF FLOWKli' GARDENING roR
LADIES, ny J. B. Wuittko, Practical Gardener.

Second Edition.

London : W. Kfnt & Co., raternnster Row, E.G.

On 4tti April will be ptiblished,

HK MILL ON THE FLOSS,
By Gloroe Eliot,

Author of *' Scenes of CIenc;d Life," and *' Adam Bede."
In Three Volumes, post octivo.

William Blackwood A: Sons, Ediubtirgh and London.

Shortly will be published,

AN INQUIRY INTO TUE NAIUUE and CAUSE
OF THE PREVAILING DISEASE ANt> PRESENT CON-

DITION of theLaRCH PLANTATIONS in GRKAT BRITAIN.
By Chas. M'Intosh. Author of " The Book ot the Garden," &c.

W. Blackwood Ai S.ons, Edinburgh and London.

Jutt puuiwht-d, fcpSvo, cloth, 'Is. 6'i.,

A
THE HAY AND CATTLE MEASURER :

SERIES OP TAULES lor Computing the Weight
of Haystacks and Live Stock by Measurement. Also,

Tables :?hownig the EquiviUent, iu Weight and Price, of the
Imperial to the Dutch Stone, and other Local Weight;*
BlackikA Son, Warwick Square. City, London, E.C. ; and all

Booksellers.

Nuw publifihed,

A PURE MIND in a FUIlE BODY, that is,

HEALTH, Bent post free, 1*. W., or eighteen Stamps. A
New System of Healtn and Medicine. The Anii.septic Treat-

T

ordinHry Book un tolas a new principle of the health of Man
the Animal Creation—and of the Plant, It treaty of Chruuic
Disurden*, Conflimiption, Scrolula^ Skin Diseitaes^ Ulceration
-ind Irritation of the Mtieons Membmne^ Inuigeation, and »
long train of Phj'Hcal and Nervous Complaints. Cau^ts of
AVorms in Children, Ac.—Causes of Ill-health,—On Food and
Di^it for Invalidfip and other useful information, to age and
youth, to nuUe and female.

This day is publiahed, price 2jr- 6rf,, Part XV. of

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA of ARTS and
SCIENCES. Being the Fourth Division of the ENGLISH

CYCLOPEDIA. Conducted by C HARLE8 KNIGHT.
%* Three Volumes of this, the last Division, are already
published,

Bradbury & Bvaks, 11, Bouveric Street, Fleet Street, E.C^

QCHOOL BOTANY; OE, THE KUDIMEXTS OFO BOTANICAIj SCIENCE.
By John Lindley, Ph.D,, RR,S., &c, &c.

400 Illustrations. 8vo- Price 5^. 6d, half bound.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, E C*

THE FLORIST, FKUITIST, and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY Illustrated, Ist of each Month, 1^,

In April No. (just published with coloured plate of Salway
Peach) is continued *'8ix of Spades," and other articles of
interest—Office: :^0, Southampton 8treet, Strand, W.C.

CUTHILL^S TREATISE on the STRAWBKKKV;
sho-wing how to obtain larfje crops off a small bit of

ground, now ready, 1^- The Potato Pamphlet, 20 more tbings,
2^.; Market Gardening Round London, Is. M. ; The Vine, l^.;

The Mushroom, Killing Woodlice, I*.; Vegetable Meeting, gratis.

Jamrs Cutrtll, Camberwell^ London, S.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY,—NEW VOLUME.
Price 3^., fancy boards,

* TJTtlTISH BUTTERFLIES. By W. S. Coleman.
JL3 Illustrated with 200 Engravingsby the Author, showing

one figure (natural size) of each species, and where the sexes
differ considerably, both, as well as frequently the undersides.
Also the names, appearance, habits, localities of all our
*' British Butterflies," with a general history of Butterfly life,

mode of capture, preservation, and arrangements iu cabinets,
the apparatus, etc., etc.

Uniform in size and price with the above—
* THE COMMON OBJECIS OF THE COUNTRY. Bv Rev.

J. G. Wood.
* OUR WOODLANDS, HEATHS, AND HEDGES. By

W. S. Cole:^ian-

BRITISH FERNS AND THEIR ALLIES. By Thomas
Moore, F.LS-
* Superior editions, finely printed, with the illustrations

printed in colours, are also published, price 3^- 6d, each, bound
in cloth, or with gilt edges, 4s,

London ; Routledge, Wabne, & Routledoe, Farringdon Street,

POPULAR WORK ON WILD FLOWERS.
In boardf, price 2^,^ with fancy cover,

ILD FLOWERS: How to See and How to

Gather them. By Spencer Thompson, M>D. New
edition, revised, with l7l illustrations, and remarks on the
Economical and Medicinal uses of our native plants.

%* A superior edition, finelyprinted, with the plates printed
in colourB, and bound iu cloth, is also published, price 3*. 6d,,

or with gilt edges, 4*.

London : Routledge, Warne. & Rolttledgk, Farringdon Street,

w

THE KDINBUKGH REVIEW, No. CCXXVI., is

puhli.shed this day.
CONTKNTS.

I. COMMERCtiL RELATIONS of EN'GL\XD a.n-d

FRANCE.
II. THE YOUTH or MILTON.

III. KXPENSE OF PUBLIC EDUCATTOX.
IV. ENGLISH LOCAL NOMEyCLATUflE,
V. CIVrL CORKESPON0ENCE of the DUKE OF WEL-

LIN-GTON.
VL DE BROOLIE'S CBURCTT and RO^rAX EMPIRE.
VH. THE ALLEOFD SHAKSPEARE FORGERIES.
VIII. DARWIN'S ORIGIN of SPECIES.
IX. FRANCE, SAVOY, and SWITZERLAND.
London; Longman & Co. Edinburgh: A. <t C. Black.

XtlJJSf of tijc aHecfe.

In the House of Commons on Friday tlie Citan-

CKLLOR of the Exchequer, in Corainittee of "Ways

and Means, moved hi3 resolution for an Income-tax

of Wd. in the pound on all schedules hot schedule B,

and on schedule B 5d. in the pound for England,

and 3^d. in the pound for Ireland and Scotland. Sir

H. AViLLorcHBY moved as an amendment that the

tax he fixed at 9^. On a division the amendment
was negatived by 187 to 132, and after some

further discussion the resolution was agreed to.

The resolutions imposing a stamp duty of 1^. on

contract notes, 3c/. on dock warrants, and other

duties on delivery orders, bills, heritable bonds,

!ind agreements, were also agreed to. On
Monday Lord J. Russell stated that it had been

determined to abolish the legation at Florence, and

to raise the legation at Turin to the ratik of a

tirst-class mission. Mr. Rorsman called attention

to the foreign policy of the Government, and espe-

cially to the annexation of Savoy. He denounced

tlie policy of the Emperor of the French as a

|iolicy of deceit, and asserted that he had deceived

Her Majesty's Ministers, and had made them

his tools for deceiving Parliament. Lord John

Russell, in reply, said that there were im-

portant matters connected with^ the question of

annexation distinct from that 'of Savoy. The

independence of Switzerland had been guaranteed

by all the great Powers of Europe, and as a part of

Savoy had been declared to be neutral. Her

Majesty's Government intended to call upon

those Powers to pronounce whether Switzerland

would be safe under the Treaty which had been

concladed between France and Sardinia. He
1

admitted that the conduct of the Emperor of the
French had produced great distrust both in this
country and all over Europe ; but he doubted
whether strong resolutions or strong language oa
the part of the House of Commons would have
produced any great effect on the ultimate issue of
the question. He felt, however, that an act of
annexation such as that of Savoy to France was
calculated to encourage a nation so warlike as the
French in calling upon their Government to com-
mit other acts of aggression. However desirous,

therefore, we might be to continue onr friendly

relations with the French Government, he felt

that we ought not to keep ourselves apart from
the other nations of Europe, hut that, when future

questions arose, we should be ready to act with
others, and to declare, In moderate and friendly,

but fitiJl firm, language, tliat the settlement and
the peace of Europe were considerations dear to

this country, and that they could not be secure
if they were liable to perpetual interruption, to

constant fears, to doubts and rumours, respecting

the annexation of one country or the union or

absorption of another ; but that the Powers
of Europe, if they desired to maintain peace,

must respect each other's rights and limits, and
endeavour to restore, and not to disturb, that

commercial confidence which was the result of

peace, which tended to peace, and which ulti-

mately formed the happiness and wealth of nations.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer moved the

second reading of the Refreshment Houses and
Wine Licences Bill. Mr, "Wyld moved as an
amendment the adjournment of the debate. After

a &hort discussion, the House divided, when the

amendment was negatived by 150 to 122. Mr,
Atrton then moved the adjournment of the House

;

but the Chancellor of the Exchequer yielded,

and the debate was adjourned. On Tuesday
Capt. L" Vernon moved that the compact

between the Admiralty and Mr. Churchward
for the conveyance of the Dover mails be fulfilled

in spite of the recommendation of the Packet and
Telegraphic Contracts Committee, that it he ri-

scinded on the ground of political •omptioB.
After a long debate the motion was nega(i%'ed by
162 to 117. Mr. Kinglake stated that the

declaration of Lord John Russell on the previous

night in reference to the annexation of Savoy had
superseded the motion of which he had given notice,

and he should not ask for the interference of the

House so long as Her Majesty's Ministers carried

out the policy which Lord J. Russell had an-

nounced. Oa "Wednesday on the motion for going

into committee on Sir John Trelawny's Church

Hates Abolition Bill, Mr. Kewdeoate moved as

an amendment, that, in lieu of Church-rates, a

charge should be established on all hereditaments

in respect of which Church-rates have been paid

within the last seven years; such charge to be

levied with the county rate, at an uniform rate of

poundage—the occupier being, in all cases?

entitled to deduct the amount from his rent.

After considerable discussion the amendment

was negatived on a division by a majority of 173,

the numbers being 222 to 49. The House then

went into committee, when Sir G. Grey moved

three new clauses, the first of which substituted

pew rents for Church-rates. This clause was

negatived without a division, and the others were

withdrawn. The Bill then passed through com-

mittee. On Thursday after a debate on the

maintenance of a native army in India, Mr,

Lindsay moved an address to Her Majesty
praying her to enter into negotiations with

the E3IPER0R OF the French, with the. view

of making a treaty for the reciprocal abroga-

tion of all discriminating duties levied upon the

vessels and their cargoes of either of the two

nations in the ports of the other, and for procuring

auch alterations in the navigation laws of France

as might tend to facilitate the commercial inter-

course and strengthen the friendly relations

between England and France. Mr. M. Gibson on

the part of the Government assented to the motion,

which was agreed to, Mr. Cardtvell obtained

leave to bring in the Government BUI to amend the

law relating to the tenure and improvement of

-t
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land ia Ireland. The Attoiijjey-General for

Ireland obtained leave to bring in a Bill to con-

solidate and amend the law of landlord and tenant

in Ireland; and Mr, Vt'i&E obtained a select com-
mittee to inquire into the expenditure for miscel-

laneous services, and to report as to the possibility

of their reduction.

The Moniteur of yesterday published the treaty

by •which the King of Saiidinia consents to the

annexation of Savoy and Nice to France, subject

to the approval of the Sardinian Chambers-

Prussia has replied to the French note expressing

her disapproval of the annexation, and stating

that as Switzerland, whose rights were reserved

by Sardinia, has appealed to the great Powers,

those rights nuist be examined and protected. It is

said that Kussia has proposed a congress for the

settlement of the question, and that Austria, while

declining to interfere in the case of Savoy, has

notified to the Federal Diet her protest against the

annexatioiL of the Italian Duchies to Sardinia,

A telegraphic despatch from Rome announces that

a* proclamation was published in that capital on

Thursday, by which the Pope pronounced the

major excommunicatioii against *' all actors, pro-

moters, councillors, and suppoiters of the rebellion,

usurpation, and invasion of the States of the

Church." A despatch from Madrid announces

that an armistice was concluded with the Moors

on the 25th iust., and that preliminaries of peace

have since been signed on terms highly advanta-

geous to Spaiu,

The Cotnax.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Eoyal family continue at Buckingham PaUice. On Friday

morning the Queen rode on horseback in the ritling-

house. Tlie Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince

AllVed, rode on liorseback. Jn the afternoon the Queen
held a Court, at which Baron Bcntinck, the Nether-
lands Minister, had an audience of her Majesty. Lord
John Russell also had an audience. A deputation, con-

sisting of Lord Asliburton, the Rev. Yernou Harcourt,

and Mr. Henry Thomas Hope, a Cmnmittee of the Horti-

cultural Society, with Mr. Josci.)li Duvliuni, liad an inter-

view with the Prince Consort on the subject of the

memorial of the Great Exhibition of 1851. In the even-

ing the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the

Princess Alice and IVince Alfred, honoured the per-

formance at the OlyuipicTheatre with their presence. On
Saturday morning the Queen, accompanied bj the Prin-

cesses Alice and Helena, took a drive in an opon carriage

and fom*. The Prince Consort rode out on horseback,

accompanied by Prince Alfred. The Duchess of Kent
arrived at Buckingham Palace from Frogmore on a visit

to the Queen. In the afternoon the Queen held her

first Drawing-room this season in St. James's Pahice.

Iii the evening her iMajesty had a dinner pSrty. On
Sunday moniing the Qneon and Prince Consort, the

Duchess of Kent, Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur, the

Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa attended Divine
service in the private chapel of Buckingham Palace

;

the Dean of Windsor officiated. On Monday morning the

Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred, rode on

horseback, and visited the Duke of Cambridge at

Sfc. James's Pnlace. In the afternoon tlie Queen held a

Court and Privy Council at Buckingham Palace. At
the Court the Hon. G. S. Stafford Jernlnghani, her
Majesty's Itinister to Sweden, had an audience of her
Mkjesty. Viscount Putmerston, Lord John Russell,
and Viscount Sydney had audiences of her Majesty.
In the evening tlie Queen and Prince Consort,
accompanied by Prince Alfred and Princess Helena,
honoured Uie performance at the Hajmarket Theatre
with tlioir prosoiif-e. On Tuosday morning the
Prince Cuusr *. accouipanied by Prince Alfred, rode
on horseback. Prince I^oopf.ld and the PrinceflBBs
Helena and Tjou.^.v visited the Zoological Gardens.
The Duke de Nemours and the Duke de Sfontpensier
visited the Duchess of Kent at lluekingham Palace.
In the eronfng the Prince Consort dined at Cloth-
workers' Hall, in Mincing Lane. The Queen, acconi-
p«aied by Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur, and the Prin-
cess Helena, honoured the performance at the Adclphi
Theatre with her jiresence. On Wednesday morning
tlie Qneen, accompanied by Prince Leopold and the
Princess Louisa, took a drive in an open carriage and
fbxir. The Prince Consort rode on horsebackj accom-
panied by Prince Alfred. In the afternoon the
Qufeen held a Levee in St. James's Palace. Tn
the evening ber Jlnjesty had a dinner party. On
Thursday morning the Prince Consort rode on borse-
Dick, accompanied by Prince Alfred. In the afternoon
the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by tlie

Princess Alice and Prince Alfred, went to Claremout
and visited the Countess de Xouillv. The Duchess of

family will leave Buckingham Palace on Monday next
for Windsor for the Easter holidays.

The Peikce of Wales.—During the Easter vaca-

tion the Prince of AValcs will pay a visit to his uncle

the Duke of Saxe-Cobnrg, and also to bis grandmother,

the Dowager-Duchess of Saxe-Coburg. The Duke of

CambriOge paid a visit to bis Royal Highness on Tues-

day, and alter visiting the Gymnasium, the New
Museum, Christ Church, and other objects of interest

in the University, returned to town in the afternoon.

The Caeijjet.—a Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday ut the official residence of the Pirst Lord of

the Treasury, in Downing Street. Another Council

was held on Wednesday.
JIiNiSTERiAL Appointment.—Mr. Herman Merivale,

now permanent Under-Secretary for the Colonies, has

been appointed Under-Secretary for India, in the room
of Sir George Clerk, appointed Governor of Bombay.

IvNiGnTHOOD.— At the Levee on Wednesday the

Queen conferred the honour of knighthood on Colonel

Henry James, Koyal Engineeis, Director of the Ord-
nance Survey; and on Edward Shepherd Creasy, Esq.,

Chief Justice of Ceylon.

The Army.— General the Right Hon. Lord Seaton,

G.C.B., G.C.M.G., Colonel of the 2d Life Guards, has

been promoted to the rank of Field Marshal.

Parliamentaet Movements.—The Berwick-upon-
Tweed Election Committee have reported that Mr, D.
C. ilarjoribunks was duly elected; that six persons

were bribed, but that it was not proved that such

bribery was committed with the knowledge or consent

of Mr, Marjoribanks or Mr. Hotlgson ; that William

M'Gall in his evidence before the Committee was guilty

of wilful and corrupt perjury ; and that the Couiniittee

have reason to believe that bribery extensively prevailed

at the last election for Berwick. The election for

Roscommon took place on Monday, when the O'Connor

Don was elected without opposition. The election for

Norwich took place on Thursday, Avhen Sir W, Russell

and Mr. E. Warner, the Liberal candidates, were

returned by large majorities over Mr, Eurlonge

and Ml*. Lewis. The immbers at the close

of the poll are said to have been as follows :

—

Mr. Warner, 2093; Sir W. Russell. 2057; Mr. Eur-

loiige, 1635; Mr. Lewis, 1631. There is a vacancy for

Harwich, caused by the accession of the Hon. W. F.

Campbell to the House of Peers in right of his mother's

barony of Stratheden. The Hon. II. T, Rowley is a

candidate for the vacant seat in the Conservative

interest, and Mf. D. Tbomp:?on, Mr. A. Brett, and Mr,
Montagu Chambers, Q.C., are mentioned as candidates in

the Liberal interest, Mr. Robartes has announced his

intention to retire from the representation of East

Cornwall after the passing of the Reform Bill.

Audit OmcE.—A commissionership of audit hasbeen
placed at the disposal of Lord Palmerston by the death

of Mr. Charles Ross; but as it is thought possible to

reduce the number of commissioners, the vacancy will

not be filled up.

Queen's Peintetis Patent.—The Select Committee
of the House of Commons on the Queen's Printers

Patent for Printing the Bible have presented their

report recommending that the patent be not renewed,

and that no exclusive privilege of printing the

Scriptures be allowed henceforth to exist.

France.—The Monifettr of Sunday contained an
article announcing the signature of the treaty for the

annexation of Savoy, and the same official organ of yes-

terday published the treaty itself. The following is a

summary of these documents:

—

"Tbo treaty by wbicb the Kicg of Sardinia consents

—

subject to tlie approval of tbe Chambeis—to the annexa-
tion of Savoy and the district of Nice to France "was

signed on Saturday, tbe 24th inst., at Turin. This annexation
^ill be eflfected without any constraint on the wish of the
population. The two Governments will concert the best
means of obt.linine a manifestation of tbia wish. The King
has trnnsferred the neutralised portions of Savoy with
the same conditiona under which he possessed them. The
Kmperor promises to como to an understanding on the ques-
tion -with the Powers who signed the treaties of Vienna of 1S1&
and with Switzerland. The Sardinian subjects who are natives
of Savoy will enjoy for one year the piivilege of claiming the
maintenance of tbe Bardininn nationality. A mixed commission
of Freiuh and Sardinian conimi:^sionerR will dctemiine the
future frontiers of the two countries. A mixed commission
will also determine what Savoy and Nice shall contribute to
the payment of the public debt of Sardini;i, and to the execu-
tion uf several public contracts. The Sardinian Government
reserves to itself to finish alone the boring of Mount Cenis. The
treaty will become executive for Sardinia after receiving the
sanction of Parliament."

The Mouifeiir also announces that the Senate has
rejected, by passing to the order of the day and by
116 to 16 votes, several petitions requesting the inter-

vention of the Senate in favour of the temporal power of

the Pope. The ConstUuiionnel publishes an article by
M, Grandguillot on the satisfactory attitude of Europe
towardd France in reference to the question of Savoy.
" Until now," it sa^-?, " two Powers only have protested

—

namely, Switzerlnnd at Paris, and England at Tnrin,
which gives to the act almost a friendly character.

France will reply to this protest in the same manner as

Austria did when France protested against the annex-
ation of Cracow—viz., by simply acknowledging tbe

; receipt of the protest." M. Grandguillot further en-

endeavours to prove that the counsels ol Kngland at
Turin necessitated the annexation. Two compa-
nies of the 30th Regiment entered Chambery on
"Wednesday morning, and were received with enthu-
siastic acclamations for France and the Emperor. The
Patrie states that all the French regiments in return-

ing from Italy will stop successively at Chambery and
Nice, but that a military occupation will only take
place when the necessary formalities of the treaty

have been fulfilled. Tbe districts of Chablais and
Faueigny will provisionally receive no garrison. All the
Municipalities were about to vote an address of adhesion

to the annexation. The Paris papers contain the
following :—Jn Pont de Beauvoisin, Savoy, the election

of a deputy for the Sardinian Chambers has resulted

as lbllow*s,—Total number of voters, 21S; for Napoleon,
214. At Nice also the elections of representatives to the
Sardinian Parliament have had no result, the number
of voters being insufficient. General Garibaldi only
obtained 400 votes. General Dufour, who has arrived
in Paris on a special mission from Switzerland, has bad
an interview with the Emperor, and it is confidently

stated that he expressed himself satisfied with the
assurances which his Majesty offered him, to the effect

that he is disposed to give the most solemn gua-
rantees to Switzerland and Europe, while still retaining

Chablais and Faucign^y. The French squadron which ha»
been revictualling at Toulon received orders to be ready

to sail on Saturday. A French frigate has already

arrived off Nice, and several regiments were expected

on Monday. The inhabitants of Nice are said to be
signing a petition against the representatives of the

Municipality. It is rumoured that the Emperor's
architect will shortly pioceed to Nice for the purpose

of selecting a site for the erection of a palace. It is

thought not improbable that Nice will replace Biarritz

as a sea-bathing place for tbe Emperor and Empress.

The Fays contains an article, expressing regret on
account of the angry words pronounced on Monday by
Lord John liussell. The same paper gives a denial to

the rumour that the Pope and the King of Naples have-

quitted their capitals. Baron Gros has reported him-
self ready to embark for China by tbe 12tli of April,

Lord Elgin will accompany his Excellency.

Spain and MoEOCca^^A.ccounts from Madrid state

that as the Moors would only consent to pecuniary

sacrifices as the conditions of peace, the military opera-

tions were resximed on the 23d inst. Tbe Moors
awaited the Spaniards in a position difficult of access.-

A battle took place in which the Spaniards gained a

complete victory, though they lost as many as 1267
men killed and wounded. The Moors took to flight

precipitately, breaking up their encampment^ in order

to prevent its capture by tbe Spanish, On the 25tb an
armistice was concluded, and preUminarics of peace

have since been signed on tbe following conditions :

—

" Morocco cedes to Spain the whole territory from the sea
to the hollow road of Anghera, and also a certain portion of

teiritpi'y at Santa Cruz. The convention of ]So9, referring to

the Melilla, Penoti, and Albucenas, ia ratified. An indemnity
of twenty millions of piastres is to be paid to Spain, Tetuan
will be kept by Spain until this payment is effected. A treaty

of ccmmeice is also to be concluded guaranteeing pti^'ileges to

Spain as to the most favoured nation. A represen tative of &pain

and a missionary establishment to be permitted at Fez. The
treaty of peace is to be signed at Tetuan before April 25. All

hostilities to cease. The Spanish army, however, to be allowed

to chastise the Kabyles."

Fbankfoex.—The Legislative body of the free town

of Frankfort has unanimously resolved to give its

representative the following instructions :—viz., he

Kent left Buckingham Place for Frogmore. In the deavoura to prove that the interests of France and
evening her Majesty had a dinner party.~It is tmder- Piedmont are alone concerned in the question of Sftvoy
stood that the Queen, I'rince Consort, and tbe Koyal and Nice. Tn a subsequent article M. Grandguillot

may propose at the Federal Diet that a Central Power

in Germany, increased by a national representation

/

should be established. The motive given for this reso-

lution is the threatening attitude assumed by France.

ExECTOBAL Hesse.—At a Committee meeting of the

Federal Diet on Saturday the question of re-establishing

the constitution of Electoral Hesse was taken into con-

sideration. The proposal of the majority of the com-

mission on this question was agreed to by 12 votes, the

minor States vothig collectively, as is usual in com-

mittee sittings of the Diet, Electoral Hesse abstained

from voting. Luxembourg declared she would neither

vote for the proposal of the majoj-ity of the Cora-

mission, nor join in the opinion ol the minority. The

free towns voted that the question be referred back to

the Commiseion for further deliberation. Prussia and

another vote declared in favour of tbe opinion expressed

by the minority of the Commission, Prussia, besides,

expressly declined to be bound by this resolution of the

Federal Diet, On the ju'oposal of Austria, acting a*

President, the Federal Diet then declared that all

Federal Governments are obliged to recognise the

resolution of the Diet, Prussia has since repeated her

reserve, and the Federal Diet, in reply, has referred to

its resolutions on the question,

SwiTZEELAND.—^The negotiations at Paris havmg
failed, a popular assembly took place on Fritlay iit

Geneva, at which 3000 persons resolved to send ad-

dresses to the Federal Council and to tbe population of

Upper Savoy. Tlie Grand Council of Berne has since

informed the Federal Council that it is^ ready

to make every sacritice to maintain the rights or

Switzerland. The Helvetic Society, the members of

which are very numerous, have also resolved to send a

deputation to the President of the Federal Council, to

express their protest against the annexation of Savoy

to France, and to demand prompt, energetic, «nd

military demonstrations hi order to support the

protest. It is stated that the Federal Council has re-
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Zu^d two verbal conimimications from France and Sar- !
loiiiier subjects. I desire to strengthen the Italians lu the

ceivcu iwu vci ^rt

:.,r^,.,v.n,l C^m+^^^Io^,! +1...4 i
unanimity of their resolution to resist aggiession, and to pre-

diiiia, in which Sardinia l»aa informed Switzerland that
^^^^ continually for better things."'

the latter Power must negotiate with France relative

to the annexation of Ir'avoy, and France has declared

that should Switzerland take military measures, she

would be obliged to do the same. It is asserted that

France has proposed to submit the stipulations in the

treaties of 1815, relative to the neutralised provinces,

to a Congress of the Powers, to which, according to

these treaties, Switzerland will be also admitted.

Another note was received on Tuesday from M. Thou-

venel tending to tranquillise Switzerland by citing the

reservations in favour of the latter country which are

contained in the treaty of cession of Savoy ar-d Nice.

The Federal Council, however, has directed the

Jlinisters of Switzerland at Paris and Turin to repeat

tiie protest against any occupation of the neutralised

provinces. The following is a summary of the report

addressed by the Federal Council to the Federal

Assembly, wliich lias appointed a commission of 23
members to examine and report upon it:—
"The interests, the safety, independence, and neutrality of

Switzerland demand that her rights in reference to the
neutrahsed provinces of Savoy should not be encroached upon
by their annexation to France. Even admitting that the
neutrality or these provinces should continue, their annexation
wottld still be agiunst the treaties, and would threaten the
rights and interests of Switzerland. The expectation of the
good offices of the Powers concermng these questions reassures
SwitMrland, on condition that no occupation of those provinces

by France previously takes place, and that the f^tatus fjuo shall be
respected. Tlic following are, therefore, the proposals made
by the Federal Council :—That the Assembly may ratify the
resolution which have been adopted, and grunt the necessary
credits. The Assembly should request the Council to continue
te protect energetically the rights and interests of Switzerland
in regard to tlie neutralised jTOvinces of Savoy, and to obtain
that the status quo shall be respected. It may also authorise
the President to take all necessary measures to that effect.

The Federal Assembly will be again convoked in the event of
its becoming necessary to call out the troops, or should other
grave circumstances require it."

Petjssxa.—The answer of Prussia to M. ThouveneVs
note in reference to the annexation of Savoy has been
despatched to Paris. It is said to disapprove of the

annexation of Savoy, and to contain a distinct reserva-

tion of the rights, and to energetically support the
demands, of Switzerland, It says that Switzerland,

whose rights were reserved by Sardinia, has made an
appeal to the Powers, and that those rights must be
examined and protected. Prussia concludes by announc-

The result of the election of representatives to the

Parliament is very favourable to the Liberal cause. At
Florence the Chevalier Buoncompagni, Baron Eicasoli,

Count Cavour, and Signor Peruzzi have been elected ;

at Bologna Count Cavour, the Marquis Pepoli,

Signori Berti, Pichol, and Oudinot; at Turin Count

Cavour, ;Baron Kicasoli, and Signor Fanui ; at Milan

Count Cavour and Signori Fariui and Cattaneo ; at

Genoa Count Cavour. The concourse of electors was

everywhere very great. The official Gazette publishes

various decrees relative to the administration of the

province of Tuscany, Prince Carignan is appointed

Lord-Lieutenant of the King and Commander of the

Naval and Military Forces, with power to exercise, in

the name of the King, the right of pardon, &c. The

Administrative centre will remain provisionally at

Florence. Baron Ricaaoll is appointed Governor-

General. The Tuscan Ministry is dissolved, and the army

of Tuscany will be incorporated with the Sardinian

army. Although the new frontiers of France and

Piedmont are to be fixed hy a mixed commission,

the two Governments have agreed to the following

line :—In the north the boundary which separates

Savoy from Switzerland is to be preserved. In the

east the frontier will extend to the summit of Mont
Cenis, the western slopes of which, as well as Fort

Bramant (which is the key to that mountain pass), will

be included in the French Empire. Tlie line will

follow the ' chain of the Alps to Monte Viso and to the

defile of the Tenda, and the course of the river Koya,

the mouth of which is at Ventimiglia, a strongly

fortified port in the Mediterranean. A squadron, with

Sardinian troops, has left Genoa for Tuscany. Prince

Carignan has arrived at Leghorn, and has met with an

enthusiastic reception. His Royal Highness was

expected to enter Florence on Thursday evening,

where a splendid reception awaited him.—Accounts
j

from Rome of the 24th inst. state that a Consistory

was held on the previous day. Tlie allocution which

i was delivered by the Pope on the occasion was
i kept secret till the 29th, when a proclamation, dated

March 26, was posted up in five different quarters of

I

Rome, by which the Pope hurls the major excommuni-

cation, and other ecclesiastical penalties, against all

ing that she will treat the question of Switzerland '"''°"' P™™"**"-'. coadjutors, connc,l!ors, and sup-

:« « „„ , J. T4. •
i. 1 ^1, * p 1 1 ,

porters of the rebellion, usurpation, and mvasion, otm a separate note. It ,s expected that England
;

P
^^ g^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^^^_ o/ ,j-„^4,y j^^^ t,^^ p;,p,,l

Government forwarded to the whole of the diplomatic

corps a protest against the annexation of the legations

and Prussia will take steps in concert especially for the
maintenance of the rights of Switzerland. The report
that Prussia is about to place a corps of observation on
the Rhine is said to be Mitliout foundation. The
Chamber of :N"obles of Prussia on Saturday, after having
discussed petitions against the admission of Jewish
landowners to the States of the Circles, adopted by 55
votes to 41 a reaolutipu on the matter hostile to the
Government. The Chamber of Representatives on the
same day adopted a Bill for fixing new electoral districts.

AuSTftu.—The Cabinet of Vienna has notified to
the Federal Diet the protest of Austria Against the
annexation of the Italian Duchies to Sardinia.—
Accounts from Vienna state that the new Austrian
Loan amounts to 200,000,000 florins. The current
interest is fixed at 5 per cent. The bonds are of

to Sardinia. The Pope has appointed General Lamori
ciere, the well-known general of the French Republic,

to be his Minister of War, and has conferred a

Cardinal's hat on M. Dupanloup. Bishop of Orleans.

On the 19th a party of students of the Roman
University intoned a Te Deum in their church,

in honour of the birthday of General Garibaldi,

and of the annexation of Central Italy to Piedmont.

In the evening an enormous crowd assembled

on the Corso, consisting partly of politi{;ians and partly

of persons usually promenading there on Sundays. The
gendarmes arrested several. The crowd hissed, and
then insulted the police. The gendarmes unsheat.hed

their weapons and dispersed the crowd. It is said that
SOOflorms each, and are to be repaid within 57 years,

[ 40 persons, among them several spectators, including
by lottery drawings, to take place every SIX months. The ^n English clergyman, two French officers, and three
ughest prize in the lottery will be 300,000 florins, the French soldiers, were wounded. The crowd shouted,
lowest 600 florins. The issuing price of the loan will

| ''Garibaldi for ever.'* Mounted Pontifical gendarmes
be 100 flonns. The bonds of the national loan wdl be I succeeded at last in dispersing them, and the citv was
accepted by the Government at par as payment of one-

j afterwards traversed by French patrols. Five merchants
fifth of the amount subscribed. Payment Is to be made belonging to the highest class of manufacturers, both as
in 10 instalments, the last of which ie fixed for the
10th of October, 1861. The subscription list is to ho kept

to wealth and social position, ail connected with the

most important industrial enterprises of the country.
open till the 7th of April.—The Appeal Conrt of Vienna signori SUvestrelli, Titoni, Ferri, Mastricola, and Sant'
has confirmed the decision of an inferior tribunal that Angeli, yieve subsequently ordered to leave the Papal
M. Richter, director of the Credit Mobilier, shall be I states within 24 hours without trial or reason given.

The prevalent belief at Rome is that an arrangement is

1
ill progress under which the French troops are to quit

Rome, which will henceforth be protected by the Pon-

brought to trial on the charge of bribing a public func-

tioniu-y to commit an abuse of power. From this it

would appear that money was given to General Eynat-
ten to sign for supplies that were never sent in.

Italy.—The Grand Duke of Tuscany is preparing
a protest, to be addressed to the Powers 0/ Europe,
showing why the annexation of Tuscany to Piedmont is

a flagrant violation of the treaties guaranteed by

tifical troops, while Xcapolitan forces will bo authorised

to enter the Marches. The Papal Carabineers have

taken off the escocheon of the King of Sardinia from
\

the house of the Sardinian Vice- Consul at Pt-saro.

TUBKEY AKT> Sei^tta.—Accouuts from Coustantl-

anxious for the welfare of the Servians, has appointed

Michael Obreuovitsch successor to Prince Milosch.

India.—By the Calcutta mail we have accounts from

that Presidency to the 24t]i Feb. The following are

the details :

—

Europe. He is also preparing a manifesto to the people ^op^g of the 26th inst. state that the Sublime Porte,
of Tuscany. The Duchess Regent of Parma, who - - .- ^ .. ^ .

, .
.

-.

resides in Zurich, has addressed herself to the Queen
of Spain, in her character of chief of the Spanish
Eourbons, requesting her Majesty to support before
the Great Powers her protest against the annexa-
tion of the Duchies of Parma and Piacenza to
Piedmont. The Duke of Modena has returned to
Vienna from Italy, whither he had gone to inspect his
troops in the neighbourhood of Mantua, but now
removed to hoaltluer quarters at Bassano. Accouuts
from Turin state that a proclamation of the King to the
people of Central Italy has been published, of which the
following is a summary :

—

Calcutta.—T!h.e following is an abstract of Mr. Wilson's finan-

cial statement, made to the Lej^slative Council on the isth

inst He cnmmencM by saying that the financial position, ao

far from being rectified, was even worse than he had expected.

The statement of September, accepted in Enf^land with so nnu-h

nleaaure had turned out a delusion, the deficit beinjf under-
j

I estimated by 3,000,000?. The expected receipts from new I

! ?axes. 775,00V,'had never been collected The om.s-jjojj of the

railway account involved an undue credit ot 833,000/. ihe

1 home charges were under-estimated by W0,00pl.. and there had
•' Your wishes are satiafied. You are united under one been erroil amounting to 900,000i. in the mihtary accounts of

monarchy a reward well merited by your^Snfty ^dpe?B^ i Madras and Bombay. The ^^^7^,
^^

tj^./^^l
f.tTn^'^'f

Abo,, all thing, persevere in theW resolut£l^*o^?al^rh '"^ receipt. ^^'^^^^^J-^^i^r^^Z^^IZ
SullndTan deficit stUl amounted to 8.783 109/.

.
To t^ ,

""'ust {^'addedthe borne expenditure . 5. 07.0^ .,ra^i^^^^

sacrifices as are indispensable for accomplishing and esta-
blishing great enterprises. We are now bound by an indis-
soluble pact of honour to our common country and to universal
civilisation. I have exposed my life for the iudepeadeuce of
Italy, and I have given my people an example of loyalty Inow cUim from my new peoples the same affection as from my

Soss deficit of 1S59-60 to 9.290,1291. He calculated the actual

deficit Keensiung year' 1860-61 at 6,500.0001, making the

toUl cost of the mutinies 37,000,000^., or. with interest,

40,000,000/. sterling. It was essential, he said, for the CouncU
to comprehend the magnitude of the danger involved in this
statement, for until that was fully appreciated nothing
adequate could be done. Such a deficit was wliollv unknownm Indian history. The one with which L<ird "W". Bv^ntinck had
to deal amounted only to 14 miUions, spread over five years.
Even the deficit which in 1842 enabled Sir Robert Peel to
introouce a new poUcy was only, after five years, 10 milliona in
all. Nor could the position be regarded altogether as ex-
ceptional, or produced solely by the frightful scenes
the country had passed through. Deficit was the
normal condition of Indian finance. Out of the 2«
years since 1834-35, 19 have been years of deficiency. Out
ot the 59 years of the present ceuturv debt has been incurred in
41, while diminutions have taken place in onlv 15. The opium
revenue was in a permanently precarious condition, and of late
production had been limited for the sake of prices till competi-
tion became possible or imminent. He therefore, held that ^a
great effort, involving extensive administrative rtifnrms as well
as great sacrifices, had become Imperative. Never, perhaps,
had there been a nobler opportunity. India had been growing
rich for years. The trade had increased from thirteen millions
in 1833 to sixty millions in 1859. Sales of laud for arrears of
rent had almost disappeared. The rate of wages had been
notoriously doubled within three years. Tt was the direct in-
terest of all classes to re-establish by sacrifices a sympathy be-
tween the prosperity of the people and the credit of the State.
At present India was the most lightly taxed country in the
world. Excluding the land-tax, which was rather a rental
thin an impost, the population paid head for head only Is. 4d.,
while that of Great liritaiu paid 2i. 3s. After quoting Munoo
to prove that by Hindoo religious law the Sovereign had a
right to very heavy taxes, he passed on to his remedial plana.
He proposed, first, some alterations in the tariff. The measure
of last year had partly succeeded, the Customs' revenue having
increased from 2,073,000Z. to 3,430,0001, ; but some of the duties
were injuring trade. He gave details of the injury, and pro-
posed to abolish the 20 per cent, scale, except upon tobacco,
and replace it by a uniform 10 per cent, ad vaforem duty on
imports, liquors alone remaining liable to specific imixists. Ho
should also remove the export duties at once from wool, hides,
hemp, jute, flax, tea, and prints and maps; but, on the other
hand, he wished to place a duty of 2r. a maund (ol. 10s. a ton)
on saltpetre, raise the duty on cotton twist to 10 per cent, and
introduce a new and uniform system of valuations throughout
India. The general revenue result of all these changes would
be a gain of 350. OOOl. a year. He then analysed the original
Licence Bill, and declared that an incnnie-tax with exemptions
could not be justified. He should, therefore, introduce two
Bills, one for a licenca-tax, the other for an income-tax ; the
first would fall on traders alone. Every artisan would be
called on to pay one rupee a year, every small trader four
rupees, and every largo trader or professional man 10 rupees.
This tax would be arl)itmiy, and independent of income. He
should then, for the purposes of the income-tax, divide
society into two classes. All receiving from 20^ to bOl. a year
would pay 2 per cent, per annum; all above that 4 per cent.
No exemptions whatsoever would be allowed. He proceeded
to notice the claims to exemption, and showed that th6
zemindars had been distinctly made liable at the Perpetual
Settlement, and, aa the nobility of the land, could
not be exempted. The peasant zemindars of the North-
west might, from the enormous taxes they already
paid, be entitled to have their tax calculated on thefr real
profits only, on the rough estimate of half the junma. He
condomned severely the conduct of Madras and Bombay,
which, with heavy deficits and increasing expenditure, pleaded
for sectional exemptions. The Government would allow simply
none. Of the 4 per cent, levied, one would be locally exi>enaed
on public works. One more tax he should propose, being eight
annas a seer (6<7. a pound) on unmanufactured tobacco, but ho
had not quite decided on the mode ot levying thiti tax ; he
might raise it on the laud. Lastly, he pledged Government to
largo military reductions, hoped that the nativo army would
never be re-created, but be superseded entirely by mi armed
constabulary, under the control of the civil power, and refused
pcrcmptnrify to recommend a iJriti.'h gnanuitco. He could say
nothing a.s to the produce of his taxes. He had no data, but
ho believed he should at least restore a financial equifibrium.
He should in any case not resort to tho di'^creditable expedient
of open loans. iJater in the day Mr. Wilson promised to
introduce a Bill for a convertible State paper currency.

i^ingopoi-e.—Tlio telegmphic communication between this

l>lace and Batavia has been restored. General Montauban and
Ktafl^ landed at Singapore on the I6th Feb. under a salute.

China.—Tb?re is little news in rererence to the
China expedition, except that there was no chance of

the force being collected at Shanghai till tlic middle of
July, and that all the officials connected \vltli the expe-

dition loolied forward to a campaign of at least two
years. Her Mnjesfcy's ships Impericuse and Fioneer

arrived at Ilong Kong on the 31st of January, and on
the 12th inst. the Adventure, steam transport, arrived

from Calcutta with her Majesty'.'* 99th llegiment. AU
was quiet in Canton, and the health of the troopa con-

tinued excellent.

Cochin China.—The French Admiral Le Page had
arrived at Hong Kong from Saigon, wliere, on the 2d
inst., he published a proclamation, declaring the city and
territory of 8ai*on under French authority. The
blockade would donbtle^s be removed, and a good trade

was likely to be done with that section of Cochin China,

whore rice, &c., is largely cviltivated.

UsiTEB States.—A portion of the Hungarian's naaUs

had reached Portland wet, bnt uninjured. The Senate
had rejected the treaty with Nicaragua. A Bill for the

suppression of polygamy 3.n Utah had been introduced

in the Honse of Representatives. The overland mall
from the Pacific had reached New York. War in Rio
Grande had been officially reported. There was a good
prospect of an extension of the telegraph to the Pacific.

Stephens and HazHtt, who were engaged in the aSmr
of Harper's Perry, had been executed at Ciiarlestown,

Virginia. The theatre and Union Cotton Preaa in

Mobile were burnt down on the 13Ch.

Mexico.—Three American war steamers were before

Vera Cruz. Jliramon on the 3d inst. was before the

city with 5000 men. .Tlie Liberals had dismantJed and
abandoned Alvarado and blo<kaded the port. A con-

spiracy in favour of Miramon had been discovered and
defeated, which would jrobably cause him to abandon

the siege. Casvagal's men had cut off 1000 of

Miramon's troops, and Miramon's communication with

the capital was entirely cut off. AU non-combatants had

left the city. The Juarez Government had declared

the expedition from Havannoh piratical. It waa

reported that Lord John Russell had proposed to the
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contendiug parties an armistice of sevei*al niontLs, to

enable a Mt^xican Congress to arranpe tnatters,

Cttba.—It was rumoured at Havaunah that the
Captain-General of Cuba bad tendered bis resignation
to the bome'governraent. Tlie JVew; York Courier and
JSnquirer gives prominence to a paragrapb, stating, on
the authority of a satisfactory source in Parie, that the
French Government were advised that Spain had
agreed to sell Cuba to the United States. Everything
was arranged except the price, about which there was
^nie little ditTerence of opinion.
-Bbitish Columbia,—The excitement relating to the

alleged invasion of British territory arose out of the fact

that Lieut, McKibben, of the United States boundary
survey at Semiabmoo, on British soil, by consent went
over to Fort Langley, and arrested two deserters from
his company. Some of the papers now assume a
moderate tone, and exculpate the American officer from
anv blame.

i^avltanunt.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Tkid-VY.—Anntxatifmof Nici.—Tu answer to the "Marquifiof

CLANKiCAiLDe, Lord WoDEHOL tiE Said that lier Majesty's M iui&ters

had not received any communication from the Sardixiian or
Prench Governnients of the recent vote of the municipality of

Nice against the cession of that town and its county by Sardinia

to the French empire.—On the second reading ofthe Mutiny Bid,

Lord Panhl're called attention to the present state of promo-
tion in the army bj-the sale and purchase of commissions. He
contended that the system now in existence had worked satis-

factorily, and that it would not only be unjust to restrict the
Bale and purchase of commissions to the rank of major, but
that the alterations contemplated by the Government would
introduce the apple of discord into the army, would impose an
invidious task upon the Commauder^iu-Chief, And would
destroy that valuable regimental system wliich had hitherto
contributed to the real success of the army,— Earl De Gbey and
RiPON admitted that there were evils inherent In the present
eyatem, but expressed his opinion that they might be remedied
by abolishing' purchase altogether on attaining the rank of field

oflficerj At present, in the higher appointtnents in the nnny^it
was almost the iuvariable rule to adopt the principle of selection,

and all the new regulations would do would be to render the
present discretionary system imperative.—The Etirl ofLucAN
said the purchase system had w^orked satisfactorily, and had
rendered the British array the finest in the world-—The Duke
of Somerset thought it intolerable that the lives of men and the
honour of the country should be intrusted to an incapable
officer simply because he posi>essed money instead of brains,

and because there was a dislike to interfere with the present
system of promotion*—Earl Grey ' contended that it was
impossible, under a system of selection, to get rid of the influ-

ciicea of favour and interest.—The Duke of Cambridge said he
still retained the opinions he had expressed before the roj'al

commissioneis, but, whatever decision the Government might
arrive at on the subject, he would do his utmost to carry it out
ftrawkly and fairly.—After some observations from Lord
Hakdimge in favour of the present system, the Bill w^is read a
second time. The MaHru MiUiny Bill was read a second time.
Mo^DAY.

—

Indian Fino-tice.—The Earl of Ellen borouch
called /attention to the fiuanuial scheme of Mr. Wilson as
Chancellor of the Indian Kitthequer, and more |^rtic\ilarly to
the Income-tax recommended by him, which would press with
eieat severity upon the army. He inquired whether lier

JIajcsty's Ministers had received any official information on the
subject,—The Duke of Argyll said he had not yet received
any iuformation from the Secretary of State for India; and
expressed his hope that their lordships would abstain from
discussion on the subject untill the details of the scheme were
before the House.—The Earl of Derby asked whether it was
true that the Army Estbnatts were to be withdrawn, in order
that other and Lirger estimates might be substituted-—The
Duke of Newcastle said it was certainly true that the army
CBtiinates were to be withdrawn, but only with a view to their
modification, not increase. The Mutiny Bill and the Marine
Mutiny Bill pussed through oonuuittee.
Tuesday.—Spain aiid Morocco,—In reply to the Earl of

Car>'arvox, Lord Wodfhouse said that the Government had
received iuformation that the preliminaries of peace had been
ibigned between the Moors and the S|)aniards ; but upon what
terms was not stated. Information h;id aiso been received that
the Spanish army had returned, which showed that the
forward march of the Spaniards had been stopped. The pro-
duction of further papers would be inconvenient, as the
negotiations f<»r peace had only just commenced. AniHXaiioii
cf Savoy.—The Marquis of >Johuajsby gave notice that he
should postpone until after Easter the resolution of which he
had given notice expressing ;m opinion on the absence of all

official record of certain diplomatic conimunicatioxis rehtting to
the intentions of the French Governuient as to the ce^ion of
Savoy and Nice.—The Mutivy Bills were read a third time and
I««cd-—The €(m9olidaUd Fund (850,000i-) Bill was read a
Mcond time.
Thdrsday,—The BiU for Iviproving tU Bicdtmgs of tU

laloiLi'ing Ciasseji in h^land piLssed through comniittce.—Tie
Marriage (Extra Parochial P(acf») Bill was read a second
time.—In reply to the Karl of Carnavon, Earl de Gbey and
RlpON said that it had been decided to exempt the YtoiPianry
Cavalry from the payment of duty on their horses,—The Earl
of ELLENBOBOlTcn calltd attention to Mr, ^Yilsou's Finaticinl
Bcheme/or India^ and said that though some advantage might
accrue fr^m it» he feared that the imposition oi an income-tax
waa not Ukcly to be sutisfacti^ry, especially as there was no
machinery in India for collecting it.—The Duke of Argyll
Mid that the ofAciai despatches wouul be produced its soon as
poesible, so that the whole matter might be brought under the
consideration of their lordships. Mr. Wils-m was mi»st anxiows
to promote haimony in huiia, but how were they to provide
for a deficieucy of 9,000,OOOC wiUiout opening some new
source of revenue ?

Friday,—The China Expedition. ^^ixrl Grey moved for an
estimate, as far as it could be made out, of the probable coat of
the expedition to Ghiua, up to the close of the financial year
18f>0-61, including the |jay and supplies of her Majesty's naval
and land forces and all charges for freight, transport, military
fitorea» and emU, He complained that the expedition liad been
undertaken without consulting Parliament, and that the treaty
would be dearly purchased at a cost of five or six millions
sterhng—The Uuke of Someeskt said it was the duty of the
Admiralty to send out forces afterthe alarming reports received
laat year.

*

[Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
Friday.—Saroy and 2fice,—T^rd J, Russell stated, in

Mrtww to Mr- Stihuxg, that he cou d not consent to lay
^^ Pg^tfae Ublo of the House any portion of his privafe
corre»poB4iwii^ c with Earl Cowley on tLc subj*.ct of the

annexation- He had received" only that momingf an app«:il
from Switzerland upon the subject, which, however, he
could not produce, as negotiations were still pending.

—

Mr, Disraeli said the House was quite wiUiug to extend
its forbearance to the Government so long as negotia-
tions were pending, but he protested against a system by
which the foreign policy of the country was conducted through
the medium of private letters^ of which no record remained in
the Foreign Office, although those letters were referred to in
public defipatches,—Lord Palmerston defended the conduct
of Lord John Russell, and said that the letters referred to by
Mr, Disraeli were confidential communications, which
it was his duty to write, find the oor|tents of which it

was equally his duty to keep secret.—Sir, Horsman said
that an expression of opinion on the part of the House
would have probably caused France to hesitate in her views
upon Savoy.—Mr. Gladstone in reply asked if the House
had not already expressed its opinion in repeated dis-
cussions, very often in stronger language than was consistent
with our relations with foreitm Powers. Indian Affiiirs.~^\r C.
Wood said, in reply to Col Sykes, that there was no foundation
for the report that the native regular army of India was to be
abolished. Spain and Morocco,—In reply to Colonel DUNN£»
Lord J. Russell said that the Spanish Government had agreed
that any occupation of Tangier during the present war with
Morocco should not lead to the permanent annexation of that
city, and that he had no reason to doubt their good faith in
the matter. Income Tax.—The House went into committee of
ways and means, when the Chancellor of the Exchequer
moved a resolution that there be charged for one year, com-
mencing on the 6th day of April, 1S60, upon any assessment on
the annual value of property, profits, or gains, the rate of lOrf.

in the II,, and on the occupation of lands, tenements, heredi-
taments, and heritn^'es, the rate or duty of 5rf, in the 11. in
England, and of S^rf. in the IL in Scotland and Ireland.

—

Mr. W, Martin prave a qualified support to the resolution, on
the understanding that the tax wius to be imposed for one
year only,—Sir C. TSTapier warned the committee against in-

dulging in the delusive hope that the cost ofthe navy would be
less next year than this- He believed, on the contrary,
that the expenditure would be far greater, because it might
become necessary to substitute an iron for a wooden
navy. *— Sir 8. Northcotk expressed his disapproval of
the practice which had been adopted by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer of obtaining votes in supply before pro-
viding ways and means.—fcir H. Willoughby moved as an
amendment that the income-tax be reduced from lOd. to
9rf. in the pound. The tax was in his opinion, unjust,
unequal, and odious, and it was the duty of those who pro-
posed it to make out a fair case for its increase. He saw no
reason why a million and a half should be sacrificed on the

j

paper duty.—Tlie Chancellor of the Exchequer resisted the
amend raent> and said that Sir H. "Willoughby proposed to forego
800,000/, or 900,000i, per annum without suggesting any mode '

ofmeeting the large deficit which would then exist. He knew of
no way in which provision could be made for the service of the
year aifehout resorting to the income-tax in the manner pro-
posed.—Mr Vansittart protested against the continuance and
increase of the tax at a moment when two and a-half millions
of revenue were about to pour into the Treasury by the falling

in of the Long Annuities,—Sir F. Baring regarded the tax as
the very worst that could posPibly be imposed, and therefore
felt it to be his duty to support the amendment. On a division
the amendment was negatived by 187 tfl 132. The original
resolution was then agreed to. Stamp JhUiei,—Resolutions
imposing the stamp duties, viz , on contract notes. Id. ; on
doct warruJits, 3d,; on delivery orders, W- ; on extracts
of registers of births, Ac, Id, ; on notes atithorising
entries in a cost-book of transfers of shares, 6d, ; altio

on bills of exchange, draughts, or orders ; heritable bonds

;

agreements; agreements for leases; powers of appointmi^nt,
and declarations] in lieu of affidavitp were then agreed to.

Reform BiU.—Tlie Chancellor of the Exchhquer said that it

was intended to postpone the adjovniied debate on the Reform
BiJl to Friday, and to take the wine duties and the report on
the income-lax on Monday, in order to get the necessary Bill

jiassed before Easter,—Lord Palmerston said if the Reform
Bill were got throu^di on Fridav, they would go on with the
Scotch and Irish Bills.- The Endow:d Schools (Ho. 3)ifiUwas
read a third time and passed
JloNDAY.

—

lite Flortvcf Legrtion.—Lord H. Lennox asked
what steps it was intended to take with regard to the diplomatic
establishment at Florence, and what change would be made
in the i>osition of the Queen'* representative at Turin in conse-
quence of the recent aggrandisement of Piedmont.—Lord J,

Kussell replied that he had arlvised her Jl^je^ty to aloHsh the
diplomatic eptablishment at Florence, and to raise the mission
at Turin to one of the first class after the annexation of Lorn-
bardy to Pierlroont. The Consi>Hdated Fund Bill was read a
third time and passed. Annexation of Savo?/,—On the Report
of the Committee of Ways and Means, Mr. Horsman called
attention to the foreign policy of the country. After reft-rring

to various subjects of importaTice, res|>ecting which the House
had abstained from j>re5ising for information from a desire not
to embaniiss the Government, he reviewed the course of trans-
actions concemiug tie annexation of Savoy, mid complained
that the recent despatch of M. Thouvenel was still kept back.
He acknowlciJged the prudence of the rule that when political

complications arose it was right to leave the Government
unfettered ; but it was a different thing when an
opposing Power was acting, Tlie questiim of Savoy
had gone through successive phases, every one of
which was an act, while our Government thought they
were negotiating- He vindicated the right of that asseaibly to
freedom of s^ieech, and be denounced the recent policy of the
Emperor of the French in It Uy as a policy of deceit, which had
deceived the English Mitnsters, and made them his tools for
deceiving PiLrliament. He had treated them with a duplicity
which they had not the candour to avow, adding insult to
injury and perfidy to injustice.—T^rd J- RrssELL said that the
Governuent did not comphiiu of the Hou-<e for spoivking of
foreign affairs, With regard to Pavoy, he had told the House
what our Ambassador in France had said, and what had been
said by our Minister at Turin on the subject ; and the moment
thathe had learnt what the Emperor of the Frt-nch meant by
referring [the question to the great Powers, he had communi-
cated it to the House. He hnd expressed his opinion that if

theie was an uimnimous dcclarati n against the annexation, it

would not be persevered in. But the great Powers had made
no suL'h declaration. Anstna had intimated her indifference on
the matter, and Russia had said that Sardinia was free
to give away her provinces if she thought proper, and
France w«s free to accept tiiem. He assured the House
that her Majesty'^ Government would not be ashamed
of its answer to M, Tiiouvenera despatch. There
were, however, important matters connected with this
question distinct from that of Savoy, The indepcudtnco
of Switzerland had been guaranteed by the great Powers, and
as a part of Savoy ha;i been declared to he neutral it was
obvious that its transfer to France was a great chans^b in the
condition of that territory^ and Switzerland had ai>plvedto the
gieat Puwers to preserve its neutrality intact. Tins subject
required, in the opinion of her Majesty's Government, that the
sentiments of the Courts oi Vieniia, Berlin, and St. Petei^burg
should be ascertained, *>nd they would be called upon to say

; whether the neutrality of Switzerhmd would be safe after thi^

; tr-msfer. This was a ncgcitiation which could not be csirried
" on by that Houpc, For these reasons, and with a view of
givlnti rnujc uiftamation to the Houte than he could at prceentp

he had withheld the papers. With regard to the Emperor of
the French, it was obvious that the course he had pursued
had, aa he (Lord John) predicted, already produced great
distrust. Had an open bargain between France and Sardinia
been declared at the beginning, he would not say what umoimt
of indignation would have been expressed ; but looking to the
circumstances with which it had been attended, esi)eeially

after the declaration of the Sardinian Government that they
would neither sell^ exchange, nor surrender that teiTit/^ry, the

course that had been pursued had produced great distrust iu
this country, and be believed it would produce great dis-

trust all over Europe. It h;id been declared, from the

beginning of these discussions, although strong language

might have been used in Parliament on the subject, that

there was no intention to go to war for Savoy. Now, if

there had been entire Hberty to the Government to negotiate

on the suhject—although certainly they would not have
threatened war—although they would still less have pledged

the Government and the country to go to war, still it was dif-

ferent not saying anything on the subject, and declaring from
the commencement of the negotiations that whatever may be
the issue we would not go to war. ** Sir," said his lordship, inr

conclusion, •* my opinion, bm I declared it iu July and January^

I have no objection now to repeat^that such an act as the
annexation of Savoy is one that will lead a nation so warlike as

the French to call upon its Government from time to time to

commit other acts of aggression ; and, therefore, 1 do feel that,

however we may wish to live on the most friendly terms with
the French Government—and certainly I do wish to live on the
mo:it friendly terms with that Government—wo ought not to^

keep ourselves apart from the other nations of Europe; but
that, when future questions may arise—a? future questions

may arise—we should he ready to act with others and to

declare, always in the most moderate and friendly terms, but
still firmly, that the settlement of Europe, the peace of Europe
is a matter dear to this country, and that settlement and that

peace cannot be assured if it is liable to perpetual interruption

—to constant fears, to doubts and rumours with respect to the

annexation of this one country, or the union and connection of

that other ; but that the Powers of Europe, if they wish to

maintain that peace, must respect each other's rights, must
res(>ect each other's limits, and, above all, restore and not dis-

turb that commercial confidence which is the result of peace,,

which tends to peace, and which ultimately forms the happi-

ness of nations.*—Lord John MANifia<a said he had heard the

high-spirited and statesmanlike speech of the noble lord with
much pleasure, as he regarded it as an augury of the returii

of this country to those alliances which should never have

been disturbed. — Mr. Bright said that those who were
so anxious to introduce this question had failed In showing
what interest this country had in it Sardinia, by the

cession of a province politically worthless, had paid France for

her services during the late war, which was better for thift

country than a perpetual alliance between the two nations. It

wasadmitttd that France bad acted throughout with perfect

good faith, and Enghmd herself had urged forward that state

of things which rendered the cession of Savoy inevitable. He
trusted that England would continue to adopt a policy of non-
intervention, and that under no circumstances short of peril

to the national honour and independence would the advipcrs

of the Crown be induced to commit the country to a coui^e

which might plunge it into the horrors of war.—Lord C*

Hamilton protested against Mr. Bright's doctrines on politicaF

grounds.— Mr. Kinglake expressed his satisfaction at the con-

cluding statement of Lord J. Russdh—A lengthy and dis-

cursive debate ensued in relation to tlie Financial Schenu of the

Government, and more especially with reference to the incomc-

tar and its bearing upon direct and indirect taxation,—Mr,

DisBAELi expressed his disapprobation of the ^K>Ucy of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, which, in connection with

the approaching transfer of political power to the masses,

would have the inevitable tendency of substituting direct for

indirect taxation. The report wa-s ultimately agreed to,
'

—The Chancellor of the Exchequer then moved the second
reading of the R^re^hment Iloiats and Wine Licensing BilL

He said that he proposed the measure, not so much on
fiscal as on moral and social grounds- Nothing could be more
HLiOnialous than the present law. It allowed 63,000 to sell

spirits, but out of these not more than ?8,01>0 had the right of

seUing wine. The consequence of the limitation of that right

was that adulterated compounds of the most abominable kind

were sold instead of wine. There was no efficient or proper

contri>l, and the most immoral acts were practised in houses

not licensed to sell wine. While nature joined eating aud

drinking, the law separated them. You could eat where you

could not drink, and you could drink where yuu could not eat.

People were, in consequence, driven perforce to places of which

the chief butinesH was the sale of drink- Moreover, it wa&

shown by experience that no nation which drank good wiiie

wasadn.mken nation. A(::ainst all these evils hid Bill pro-

vided a remedy, Uy extending the privilege of selling wiue^

to eatinghf^iscs, it estaUished places of refret^hment where

the sale of drink was not the only busine^^s, and where good

wine would be sold. The Bill further provided a system ol

most efficient control^ very stringent powers beinff given to tne

magistrates in regard to the intervention of the poUc^, the

renewal of licenises, and penalties, lie confidently expected a

great increase of sobriety from his measure, and believed thut^

Tipart from its fiscal merits, it would prove of the utmost

benefit in itssocial and moral bearing,—Jlr- Wvld moved the

adjournment of the debate.—Mr. Avrton seconded the o^^J^*^"

and argued that, as this wa,s a taxing Bill, there should be a

resolution in committee, which would aflTord an opportimity

of discussing its fiscal meriU- — The Cu-vncelloR of the

Exchequer denied that it was a taxing Bill. After some dis-

cussion the Hou^x divided, w hen the motion for adjourning the

debate was negatived by 150 to 122.—Mr. Glad^one then saia

that he had no wish to prevent the House from expressing its

opinion, and proposed to take the debate on Thursday at 1--

This x»rv^poBal to have morning sittings l>cfore Easter excited

an angry discuRt^ion. and the Opposition protet^ted agaiiist the

mismanageroent of the Government which had thrown the

business? of the coimtry into such a state as to induce so un-

precedented and, as Mr, Disraeli called it. so unconstitutior^al

a demand,—Ultimntely I,ord Paimkestok agreed that the

debate should be adjourned to Monday,—The Hous9 then went

into committee on the C^Coras Acts, when certain resolution*

were :*greed to-

TuESDAV,

—

Annexation of Savoy —Mr. Cochrank asked Mr-
Kinglake when he would bring TorwarH hid motion re^^pccting

the annexation of Savoy and Nice,—Mr Kisolaks: fcaid tho-

statenicnt made by Lord J. Russell on the pix^ctding night

had snpei-seded the motion of which I e had given notice, and
ho should not feel it to be his duty to ask for the interference

of the House so long as he continued to believe th^t her

Majesty's Ministers were faithfully labouring to carry out the

policy they had aiiuounccd. The thurchtntrd Ccnfrart —Capt-un

Vernon called attention to the report of the Packet and Tf'^"

graphic Contracts Committee, and moved a resolution, **ThaC

the contnict entered into on the 26th of April, 1869, *>*^*"^*f"

the Admiralty and Joseph George Churchward ought t<> ^
fuiailetl/* He contended that tho rcpi»rt uf the connmittce had

exonerated Mr Churchward and the late Government from

any corrupt motive in relation to it, and if the contract

were to ha rescinded, not only would an enormous m-
jury be inflivttd upon a def«ncelo« individual, tjut

confidence would be shaken iu the Admini-^tnitK n m
its d< alings with the public ^f it were known tlwt theyaUowt^
pol tiL-al Iccling to interfere wi',h mercantile tiaasactious.—air.
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VansittaRt seoonded the njotion,— Sir F, Babtxg defended the

comTniHeewbicli had recommtinded the reHciudiuK of the con-

tmct, and assured the House that he had not arrived at that

cont^i'usion without protiactod and ;inxiuuR consideration. The
contract was neither a "wibe nor a good one, and there appeared

to be no doubt in the minds of the committee that Mr. Cbuixh-
-^'ardbad used liis political influence with the view of obtaining

the renewal of his engflgement with the Government-—Sir S,

KoBTHCOTE defended the contract, and said that the late

Government hud consented to renew it because that they were
assured that Mr. Chnrchwanl intended to improve the ix)ptai

service between England and France, and that it was for the
interest of the public that he should be afforded facilities f«r so

doing.—Mr, Laino said the question was narrowed to a very
sinjple issue. If the House believed the evidence of Captain
Carnegie^ tliey could arrive at uo other conclusi- u than that

Mr. Churchward had madeacorrupt use ofhisinfluencein Dover
tobrit>e the Government torenew his contract.—Mr. Malins sup-
ported the resolution, and declared that the recommendation of

the select committee to rescind the contract was indefensible

upon either moral, political, or commercial grounds.— The
Solicitor-GenEKA L, Lord Paget^ and Mr Bovvebte supi>ortcd

the report of ithe committee ; Lord Lovaike, Sir F, Kelly, and
Jlr. Whiteside opposedit.—The Chancellor of the Exohequkr
expressed bis opiniou that the House ought not, by consenting
to the motion, to pass a vote of censure ujion the committee
to whom the mutter bad been referred. In his opinion it had
been clearly proved that the conduct of Mr. Churchward showed
an intention to comii)i the Goveniment in order to have his
contract renewed,—Sir J, Pakington vindicated his own con-
duct In reference to the matter, and solemnly denied that he
had the slightest knowledge or suspicion of any impropriety on
the part of Mr, Churchward, With regard to his private
secretary, Mr. Mun-ay, he confessed that he was deeply pained
at the unjust censure which had been cast upon that gentleman
by the committee ; for he felc that he was altogetlier blameless
of the accusation of corruption made against him. Mr,
Murray however regarded the censure of the cf^mmittee with
as much inditference aa he (Sir John) would have done
had the committee presumed to censure him- — Sir P.

Babino said he was not of opinion that Mr Murray had
been a party to corruption, though he considered that he had
been guilty of great impropriety in mixing up a contract and
an election at the same time.—Mr. Hope considered the late
Government free of all blame in reference to the Churchward
contract. The Houpe divided, when the motion was negatived
by 162 to 117.—Mr, Pigott obtaintd leave to bring in a Bill to
improve the position of Mtdical Offico^J', and to insure more
efficient medical relief to the poorer cla.sses. The Herring
f^ixkerie^ (Scotlaml) Bill, and the Btnejit Societies Rules Amendment
Bill were read a second time- The report on the Customs Actt
was brought up and agreed to. The Cu^tomt Bill went through
committee. The Income Tax Bill was read a second time.
Wednesday,—Church-Ratts.—After the presentation of a vast

numbe/ of petitions on the subject. Sir J. Trelawnv moved
the order of the day, that the House do resolve itself into a
Committee upon the Church rates* Abolition Bill—Mr, Packk
opposed the Bill, and taunted Lord Palmerston and Lord John
Russell as converts to abolition-—Mr. Nt-WDEOAXE moved, as an
amendment, that *'the House resolve itself into Committee to
consider the propriety of establishing, in lieu of church-
rates, thenceforth to be abolished, a charge on all heredita-
ments in respect of the occupancy of which church-rates
have been paid within the last seven yeara, to be levied
with the county rate at a uniform rate of poundage,
the occupier being entitled to deduct the amount of the charge
levied on his occupation-" He insisted that church-rates were
a charge upon property, and by propping to assess owners
instead of occupiers he had, he said, followed a principle
adopted by the House of Lords,—Mr. Cross seconded the
motion, and urged that the House could not with justice to the
Church of England abolish cburcU-ratte without finding a
substitute,— Mr. Hobsman expressed his opinion that the
Government ought to have dealt with a question of this mag-
nitude, and not have left it in the hands of an indej)endent
member,—Sir J, Tuelawny said he had from the beginning
urged tbe Government to deal with this question, but their
meiisures would not have settled the question any more
than Mr. Newrlcgate*s proposition, his objections to
which he stated.—Mr, Henley and Mr. Philipps sup-
ported the amendment, and Lord Henley opposed it.

—

SirS, M. Peto, representing the Diasenters, said that nothing
but unconditional abolition would satisfy them, although they
were not desirous of taking :\w;iy from the Cliurch a single
shilling whiclx rightly belonged to it.—Mr. WATLiNCiXON said
the Bill would give a relief and an advantage to the few by
inflicting an injustice upon the many. He could not, lin%v-

cver, support the amendment,—Mr PIvans, though not wedded
to any particular measure, supported the Bill, desiring that
this vexatious and annoying question, which kept alive au
agitation injuiious to the country, should be settled, —
Lord J. Manners was not disposed to support any of
the amenduients of which notice had been given f»»r

committee* He thought that the wisest course would
be to send the Bill to tbe House of Lords as thej' found it.

—

Mr. ilELLOR and Mr. Walter supported the Bill, Mr. A. Mills
supported the amendment-—After a few words from Admii^l
Walcott, the HoTLsedivided. when theamendmentwas negatived
by 222 to 49^ The House then went into Conjinittee Uffon the
Bill, the clauses of which having been agreed to. Sir G. Grey
moved three new clauses, authorising tht charging of appro-
priated pews with rents, to be applied to the repair of the
fabric of the church, and to other purposes to whijh church-
rates would have been applicable. The proposal encountered
a very strong opposition from Mr, Estcourt, iir. Walpole,
Lord J, Manners, 3fr. Horsman, and other members, and the
fii"8t of the clauses having been negatived without a division^

the other two were withdrawiL In cummittee of supply a
vote of a million and a half was taken on account of the Army
£sti77iate$. Tbe Income Tax BiU passed through coturuittce-
The Stfiimp Duties BiU was read a second time.

Thirsday-—Indian Anny.—Colonel Svkes moved for the
production of the repr^rt of the Military Committee of the
Council of India and other documents relating to the reorgani-
siiti*:»n of the Indian army, and expr<.'seed aatrong opinion that
it was absolutely necessary to mainfciin a local European fi>ree
at the disiKisal of the Governor and Council of India, altogether
uidependeut of the Secretary for War in this country.—Mr.
BrxTON seconded the motion.—Sir C. Woc^n said that the
Government had not arrived at any final decision on the sub-
ject, although their opinions had undergone some change in
consequence of recent circumstances.—Mr, Bright thought
that the na:ive army should be maintiuned and objected to
mcrease the patronage of the Hor« Guard?- — Sir H,
WiLLouoHBv hoped that the Government would pause
befoi-e they consented to substitute an European for a
native force-—Lord A. Tempest al^:o approved the native
force.—Mr. A, Mills and other members deprecated any
Jirther delay in tbe settlement of the question. — Lord
PAT3iERiiToN said that the question was one which not only
aflFected the state of India, and railitary men in India, but
involved imperial considerations of the utmost magnitude' He
hof^ as tlie Government had not yet decided on what course
It would be their duty to recommend to PaiUuuient, that
Colonel Sykes wo-ild not press his motion, Tbe motion waa
nltimately negatived without a division. Britu^hSiujipiog.-^
Mr, Lindsay moved an address to her Majesty, prating her
to enter into negotiations with the Emperor of the French
*ith the view of making a treaty for the ieciproc;.l abro-

gation of all discriminating duties levied upon the vessels*

and their Ciirgoes, of either of the two nations in the
ports of the other ; and for procuring such alterations in the
navigation laws of France as may tend to facilitate the com-
mercial intercourse, and strengthen the friendly relations,

between England and France. He characterised the protec-

tionist policy of Fnince as ungenenais towards the people of
that country and unjust to the British shipowner, and urged
upon the House the desirability of making representations to

the Governmfcnt of France to iiiducc it to abolish all differen-

tial duties on goods coming from our colonies to France
in British ships,—Mr- HoR.^Fall seconded the motion,—Mr,
M, Gibson, on the part of the Government, agreed to the
motion, and said that they would, at a fitting opportunity, use
their utmost endeavours to effect the object in view.

With regard to the indirect tiude with France, he
trusted that country would be induced to give the
shipping of England similar faciUties to those which
we had extended to hers, and which had been conceded to us
by all other countries except Spain and Portugal. After some
discussion tbe motion was agreed to.—Mr. Cardwell then
moved for leave to bring in a BiU to amend the law relating to

the Tenure and Improvement cf Litnd in Irelund. Be proposed,
he said, to deal with the land in thice categories ; first, lands
in the bands of the landlord ; second, lands in the bauds of the
tenant protected by lease ; and third, lands in the hands of tbe
tenant who had no lease- He then prt^cecded to explain in

detiiil the provisions it was proposed to app!y to each of these
conditions. These proposals were in effeci. that limited owners
(tenants for life) might, on giving tliree months' notice
to the successor, obtain from the chairmen of counties
a chartdng order, under which the improvements might
be effected, and the co^^t cbarfjed as an aimuity
for a given number of years, at the rate of 7L is, per
cent- It was also proposed that improveuient leasee of 40 years
sht>u!d be granted, subject to the couditioua of immediate
possefision, without fine, and certain covenants to seeing the
bond fde nature of the improvements. After /uU consideration,

tbe Government bad resolved not to recommend the principle
of retrospective compensation. The Bill would be prospective
only, and with respect to pro*^pective improvements, he
believed it was absolutely necessary that the landlord should
have a right to object ; but he thought the improving tenant
might be assured ol a certainty of compensation by a cheap
and simple process, the machinery of which he ex-
plained. — Lord Flrmoy, The O'DoNOCurE, Mr. Maguire,
Mr. MoNSKLL, and other Irish membtrs stated objections

to the Bill; Mr, Lonofield, Mr. Maltns, and Mr- Deasy
supported it- After a desultory disc^ission leave was
given to introduce the Bill. — Mr. Deasy obtained leave
to bring in a Bill to consolidate and amend the law of
Umdlord and Tenant in Irdan'i ; and Mr. P. UnQvnAftT had
leave to ii»troduce a Bill to amend the Law of Embltments in

Ireland.—Mr. Hor-sfall moved the second reading of the
Paicnbrohrs^ Act Amendrntnt Bill.— Jtr Jawes moved to defer
the second reading for six months.—The second reading of the
Bill was supported by Mr. Mellor> and was can-ied on a
division by 178 to o2.—On the order for coiisidcring the
InconifAax Bdl^ as amended, a desultory conversation arose as

to the course of public business, and Colonel Dunne moved
the adjournment of the debate.—The Chancellor of the

Exchequer said that if tbe House would consent to take the
present stage proforma the third reading might be t^tken as the
first order on Friday. A division was thtjn called for, upon
which the Government gave way, and the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, 1\ie Stamp Duties B\li passed through
committee alter mxich dificussion.—On the motion of Mr. Whe,
a select committee was appointtd to inquire into the Bxpfndi-

turt for Miwelloneous Serrice^, and to report to the House
whether any reduction can be effected in that briUich of the
public expendittire.

FBinAY,

—

The Refor^n BUL-^hit G. C. Lewis stated that it wu
not the intention of the Government to pro|»ope the resunip*
tion of the iidjoiirned debate on the Reff^rm Bill tliat evening, but
to postjMme it mitil after fiastcr, -San Jua^i.—In answer to Mr,
HADFiEU),Lord J. Russell paid that communications were going
on with theAincricanGoveniraent with refertnoe to the San Juan
question. Bitctoral Corruption at Wai^tid.—Mr- E. Ellice
asked what were the intentions of Government with reference
to the rcpf>rt of the commis>ioners appoiut-.d to inquire into
con-upt practict;s at elections for \Vukefield,

[Leit sitting.]

OTa^ttc of ti&e ^mttt.
TUfeS!»AT-BANKHl^PTS^T- A, Krfeth, 3, KcJ^ard Strr^t, Bamp

•lead Koail, Middlesex, Pianoforte Manufacturer—J. L, Murkiand. Lidiurd

Furniture I^enler—TJ J. R. WAi.iM5_ColchV»tcr"t^iVx iVrBi^er™**"""^BANKRUPTCY A^^ULLhl»-k A«i,i.«w st^ilsei Gi«norg«„!are.

6C0TCH SEQtESTBATlONS-J. Ceaig. BaidlamK Aynihir^-J
DnuCE,GlaPKowSialetnian—Law, White and Co,. Glasgow, MercliBiils——N- MAcstiL, Carrocby, lloi^i«-»hire, Fannci^J. KiciiAHDao> and T.
Ceicbto.'* (aaparmerB ud indiTiduals), Drapcra-J, Vkith, Jidinburffh;
Hf>tel Keeper. ° *

FRlDAy-BANKRUPTS-H. Coket, Towniend Road. Rcgrnfa Park,
Builder—J, Elgab, Fletton. Huntinirdonehire, Grocer — C, A. Gihsujs^
Bristol, Timber Merchant— C, LAyGnim^K and J. M\nr-i-»i. Winchester
Pryssfrprs—J. Legge, Warrall, Staffordfthire, Be«r Retailer—T. Mtlmi^

Umierwriter— T. SiMMoM, CheitpHide. City, Varelioii»einaD~H, J. Smiih^
Newbury, Berkshire, Corn Dealer—P, TATLoa. SafTron U'alden, EPkez,
LiceuBtd Yictuallfii—A, Wootton* Wal^l, Stafford, Timbtr Ucrcbaat.

jmttxopoUff and m VitinttQ.

€it)) lutEUifieiur.
K Rate or Discoumt.—The. Bank

on Tliui'sda^' raided tlieir rate of tliscuuiit

cent., at wliicli it was fixed on tlie Slst of Januar,)', to

41 per cent.

of England
from 4 per

5foNET Maprft, Fkiday.—Beitisif FrKDS : Con-
sols closed at tl4J to ^ for Money, and 94i to i for the

llth April ; India Stock, 211)^ to220i ; Indian Five per

Cent. Stock of 1859. 104^ to f ; Five per Cent. Knfaced
Rupee Paper, 98 ; Indian Four per Cent. Debentures

of 1S58, 961 to 97; Excliequer Bills, 19*. to IG*. prem.
—FoKEiGN : Chilian Six per Cents., 103, ex div.;

ilexican Three per Cents,, 21^ to 21; Pernvian Three
per Cents., 72 ; Knssian Five per Cents., for Acet., 96.^

;

Ditto Three per Cents., 1859, Ctij ; Sardinian Five per

Cents., 84 to BSj ; Spanish Three per Ctnts,, 4&g to

45| ; Ditte for Acct., 45^; Ditto Kew Diierrcd Three
per Cents., 34$ ; Ditto Passive, 14| ; Turkish Six pur

Cents., 1654, 78^ to 79; Ditto for Acct., 79; Ditto for
i style ol tbe memorial statue, as shown to the meeting.

The Evangelical Alliance.—A numerous deputa-
tion of the friends of the Evangelical Alliance had an
interview with Lord John ItusseJl on Monday, on the
subject of the recent persecutions practised against

Protestants in Turkey. The deputation consi:>ted of
General Sir G. Pollock, Sir C. E. EardU-y, Bart., Mr.
Baines, M.P., Mr. Kichardson, M.P., Mr. Adam Black,

M.P., &c. Sir Culling Eardley stated the case to Lord
John Russell, and said that a certain priest belonging

to the Greek Church, who resided at Soiud, a place

about 70 miles from Broussa, had embraced the

Protestant faith, an act of heresy which had brought
down upon him the resentment and persecution of the

bishop, by whose orders he waa manacled and imprisoned.

Several vizierial orders for the protection of the priest

had been issued from Constantinople without effect

;

and, although nominally at liberty, he was subject to

great persecution from the Greek population, Tlie

deputation therefore prayed the aid of the Government
iu protcting the convert, and urged the noble lord to

use his endeavours to obtain the fulfilment of the

promisee made by the Sultan, Lord John Kussell in

reply said he should be quite ready to inquire into the
case, and to use the influence of tbe British Government
for obtaining that protection which was required. The
Turkish Government had always been ready to listen

to the British representative, hut in the statu in which
the Turkish provinces were placed, it was very often

very difficult for the Government at Constatitinople to

hold control over the governoi's of them. But the

deputation might rely upon it he would do all iu hia

power to protect the freedom of religious opinions in

that country.

The Papek Tkade,—An influential meeting of the

manufacturers of paper was held a few days since, Mr»
Joynson in the chair, when, with one dissentient, it was
determined to canvas parliamentary support in invow
of the motion of Mr. Puller, the object of which is to

impose a customs duty of \d. per lb. on paper of foreign

manufacture so long as the French Government tax the

export of rags—the raw material of paper. The meet-

ing was called in consequence of the rumour that the-

French Government intended to charge upon the export

of rags a duty of from 8/. to 10/. per ton, which would

be from 60 to 100 per cent, on the value of the article^

and would practically be an actual prohibition. The
whole tone of the meeting was in favour of perfect free

trade—the manufacturers present expressing their

confidence in their ability to compete with the world,

provided only they were placed upon the same footing

in regard to the supply of the raw material. They also

scouted the idea of any other fibre being introduced

into the manufacture, and agreed to present a memorial

to the ChaucelJor of tho Exchequer, explanatory of

their views.

TuE LoED Lyons Memorial.—On Saturday after-

noon a meeting of the subscribers to the fund for erect-

ing a uunmnient to the memory of the late Lord Lyons
in St. Paul's wus held in the library at Bridgwater
House, Lord Clarence Paget in the chair. A number of

noblemen and gentlemen, friends of the late lord anti

subscrihei 8 to the fund, attended. In the rocm was »
small model of the proposed memorial, the execution of

which has been entrusted to Mr. Noble, who has under-
taken the whole work for the sum of lOOO/. General
Sir Gt'orge Brown moved, and Admiral Walcott, M,P,,
seconded, a formal resolution approving the form and

1858, (10^ to 60.5; Ditto for Acct., 61 to 60g ; Ditto

Guarauttfcd Four per Cents., 101 ^ to 101|.

Notes UBued • *

15anfe of 4!r«a(anl[,

IS>UK DEPAUTMENT.
,yC3,010£2^.

je29.Wi3.O40

OovMnnient nebt .. .. ^ll.OlS.lfW

Otlitr Stfuruiw .. .. »,4^,94«l

(iold Coin iiud BuHion .. l-l,iS6,040

Silver Uiillion

jt29.063,041)

I*.Proprietora Capital

Best -.

Public Deposits (inc'ud*

ini; Eicliequer, Scvirirs

banks, Cou.misfcioiitrs

o( .N«l Utl)t,and Divi-

dend AcctH.]

Otb^r I'^pci's

Seven d^ and otlier.billtf

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

S,;i«,lV3 ! liBcludinK Dead Weijst __
Annuityt? jKlO.Kl.W

Other Secaritie S^.y^a-lW

Note* fe,(*2.fiW

Gold obd Silver Coin „ 6S3.6GL

13,.!^, I i 14

604,wS

^<£.942,72&

S^liidftjcfiiaich. •.SbO. M. MABS1IA1.L, Clie] C««V.i«.

The resolution was unanimously adopted, as wa^ another
moved hyjkfr. Thomson Hankey, M.P., and seconded hy
Mr, Layard, that the time for the subscription iiat re-

maining' op<in for additiunai subscriptions should be
extended. In the course of tbe meeting it was statwt

that a most eligible site fur the proposed n>onument in

St. Paul's had been granted gratuitoubly hy tLu Deau
and Chapter.
Cultivation op Indian Fibres.—A deputation of

gentlemen interested in the cultivation of Indian

fibres had an interview with Sir Charles Wood on Tues-

dny at the India House. The deputation consisted of

iMr. Kwart, ALP., Mr. Wjld, M.P.. Mr. liradbury.

Captain Strickknd, 5Ir. Itonney. Mr. Hulrojd, Mr.

Arrowsniith, Mr. Spensley, Mr. Haidwick, &c, A com-

pany bus been formed with a view of obtaining cotton

rtax, hemp, and jute from India, and also to make use of

certain fibres which it is expected will produce materiaU

of great value to the silk, linen, mohair, and papei;

trades. Tl.e fibrts have been sent to difierent manu-
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factnrers and subjected to their processes, and in all

cases with satisfactory results. One house asked for

50,000 tons tliis year and 100,000 tons for five succeed-

ing years, and others for very large supplies ; 40,000
acres of land had been offered to the company in one
part of India and 15,000 acres in another part, and many
thousand more could be obtained if the Indian Govern-

ment would grant facilities. The principal fibres referred

to are therheeaof Assam, one of the strongest and best

fibres known ; the Neilgherry nettle, the aloe, the pine

apple, and the plaintain. The most important is the

rheea, which can be grown to any extent, ;uid imported

^nto this country at highly remunerative prices. The
company propose to turn their attention in the first

place more particularly to the Punjaub and North-

western Provinces of India for flax and hemp, and to

Assam and the Sunderbunds for rheea and cotton.

Mr. Ewart said the principal object of the deputation

vas to show Sir C. Wood the fibres out of which paper

could be made, Mr. Spensley then presented various

portions of the rheea fibre, both in its raw and manu-
factured state, and explained the mode adopted in pre-

paring it. Various specimens of paper, lace, hemp, sub-

stitutes for liorsehair, &c., were exhibited, and it was

«tated that if the fibre was operated upon while young
'80 per cent, of flax could be ohtanied. The great diffi-

culty was also said to be the cost of transit. Sir Charles

Wood said that operations were already going forward

in the construction of railways and canals, and as it was
the interest of the Indian Government to increase the

amount of its exports, they were fully alive to the

importance of facilitating communication between the

interior and the coast.

Sale of the Vienna Mfsettm.—The celebrated

collection of w^orks of art and vertii, known as the

Vienna Museum, the property of Messrs. Lowenstein,

of Frankfort, has just been dispersed under the

hammer of Messrs. Christie & Manson. It was
formed in the 16th century by the Emperor
Maximilian I., and was continued and considerably

increased by his grandson, the Emperor Rudolph II.

It continued imperial property until 1780, when the
building at Prague in which Uie museum was contained

being required for barracks, it was sold to the Chevalier

Von Schonfeld, a distinguished amatonr of the time,

who, after havinsr increased it bv the addition of his

own collection, opened it to the public under the title of

the Technological Museum of Vienna, The sale com-
menced on the 12th and ended ou the 23d inst. The
10 days' sale realised 7691/. 12s.

The ^reat Kastebn.—On Monday a number of

men commenced work on board the Great Eastern, and
on Tuesday another batch of experienced shipwrights
left London for Southampton. The task of fitting her
out for sea, which will now proceed as rapidly as pos-

sible, has been intrusted to Mr. Charles Lungley, of

Dcptford, and liis brother, Mr. George Lungley, of

Southampton. The firm of Siimmorstt Day, of Northnm
Ironworks, will execute such work as mny be required

in the machinery department.
The Public Health. — The Registrar- General's

Weekly Return states tliat the mortality of London,
which, from 1397 deaths in the first week of the
current month, rose to 1563 in the following week,
made a further advance in the week that ended on
Saturday, March 24, in which the nnmber wns 1611.
In the corresponding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59
the average number, raised in proportion to the increase
of population, was 1367. The return of last week was
therefore 244 above the average. During the week the
births of 918 boys and 927 girls, in all 1S15 chddren,
were registered in London. In the 10 corresponding
weeks of the years 1850-59 the average number
vrsis 1702.

and on passing through Greenock the child suddenly

died. Tliis occurred in March, and in the following

month the nintlicr and her husband left England for

New Zealand. At the inqnopt hold on the body,

the medical gentleman stated that, from its

decomposed state, it was impossible to tell the cause of

death.

19vol)iiu(aK
Carlisle.-

discovered in

The key to the coffin mystery has been
Greenock, On the 17th of March last

a young woman, apparently well educated and wearing
a profusion of rings, arrived in that town, and took
lodgings at 14-, East Quay Lnne. She called herself
Mrs. Loudon, and said she had come from Dumfries,
and she had a ieniale child with her, which was in a
mckly state. In the morning she woke up thelnndlady.

Lancasteb.—Two hundred and thirty-nine of the

magistrates of this county have signed a requisition to

Lord Stanley, asking him to allow himself to be put in

nomination for the chairmanship of Quarter Sessions,

vacant by the death of the Right Hon. M. T. Baines.

His lordship, in acknowledging the receipt of the requi-

sition, says :

—

*• To the expression of a wish so generally entertained, ard
so gratifying- to mj-self, there is only one answer which I can
give. I accept with pleasure the proposed nomination, and, if

elected, will serve the county to the best of my powers."

Portsmouth.—Thelaunch of the Frederick William,

screw, 86, took place at this dockyard on Saturday with

perfect success in the presence of a large concourse of

spectators. The ceremony of naming the vessel was

performed by the Countess Bernstorif, wife of the

Prussinn Ambassndor.
SouthAMPTOpr.—Another case of excessive mortality

on board a transport ship which sailed a short time

since from this port is reported in the Indian papers,

and has naturally excited attention, following so closely

after the nffsiir of the Great Tasmania at Liverpool,

The Dudbrook on her arrival in Bombay harbour had

on board 255 souls. The number embarked at South-

ampton was 29G, and there were two births on bo<nrd.

The number of deaths, therefore, was 43—one adult

female, 30 children between one and 12 years of age,

being 15 per cent, of the whole nmnbcr, and six infants

—all the infants, in fact, under one year who were on

board. The Euxine bad shortly before arrived at

Madras, having lest 76 women and children during

the voyage,

Stamfoep.—A few days since Miss E. Policy, an

eccentric hut highly nccomplished Indy of 63, who
devoted the bulk of her income to charitable purposes,

was found dead in her house in High Street, Stamford,

having apparently been burnt to death by setting fire

to her clothes. It appears that she was a regular

attendant at church, and as she did not make her

appearance on Sunday week and had not been seen

since the previous Wedncsdny, and as no smoke had
issued for a few days from the chimneys of her house,

in which she lived alone without anv servant, fears

were entertained that something serious had happened
to her. On an entry being made a fearful sight was

presented. The body of the unfortunate lady was on the

floor, with the h(!ad near the grate, a blnck and charred

mass, resembling in appearance a burnt log of

wood. Her clothes, which were burnt to tinder, lay

on the floor around. The right hand and arm to

the elbow were burnt nearly to a cinder. The materials

for kindling a fire were laid in the grate, and a candle-

stick (the candle burnt to the socket) was standing near

the grate by the side of the corpse, from which it was
supposed that she came down stairs on Thursday
morning and was going to light the fire, when she fell

down in a fit, her clothes caught the flame, and she was
burnt to death. Search was made to ascertain if there

had been any robbery. or violence, but nothing was dis-

covered to lead to a suspicion that any property had
been stolen. The jury thereupon returned a verdict of

"Accidentally burnt to death," and the body was
buried in due course. Circumstances have since come
to the knowledge of the police which have excited sus-

picion of foul play, and led to the apprehension of a

cabinet maker called Henry Corby, residing in the
nt'ighhourhood of Miss Pulley's house. It appears that a

young man named Marsh, in the prisoner's employ, while
looking round the workshop for some tools, noticed on
an upper shelf a lady's writing desk, and curiosity i

prompting him to open it he saw inside a number ofj

gold coins and several rings, one of the latter bearing
an inscription, " James and Elizabeth Pulley." Two or

three dttys ehipsed before Marsh mentioned this, when
the fnct coming to the ears of Corby, he repeatedly
urged the yonng mnn not to say anything further about
the matter, remarking that as he had been in trouble

,

betore (alluding to a robbery of which he had
been convicted), it might be awkward for him if he was
known to be in pose^ossion of the articles named. This

scription Rooms on Tuesday, " to consider the course of
their representative, the Ilight Hon. E. Ilorsman, in

Piirlinmont during the present session." The atten-

dance included the leading men of all sections of

Liberals. The meeting was called in consequence of the
general feeling that Mr. Horsman has not represented

the opinions of the borough in Parliament. Mr. S. S.

Marling, manufiicturer, occupied the chnir, and read an
invitation he h^d given to Mr. Horsman to be present

at that meeting, and Mr. Horsman's reply, declining.

He said that there was one almost universal feeling of

dissatisfaction with the course which Mr. Horsman had
pursued upon the budget and the treaty, and, as Mr.
Horsman had always evinced an anxiety to know the

feelings and opinions of his constituents, they had
assembled openly and 'straightforwardly to express

that opinion. Mr.fA.^M. Flint, manT:facturcr, proposed

the following resolution :^" Tliat it is the opinion of

this meeting that the Eight Hon. E. Horsman hag not,

by his votes or speeches in the House of Commons, in

reference to the commercial treaty with France and the

budget, represented the opinions and feelings of the

borougli of Stroud." This resolution, which was secon-

ded by Mr. D. Ricardo, was carried with only four

dissentients. Another resolution, condemning the course

adopted by Mr. Horsman in rather stronger terms, was
proposed by Mr. M. Bridges, but as it did not meet
with general concurrence, it was withdrawn.

The Pope's Irish Betgadt:.—The annexation of the

Romagna to Sardinia has caused great excitement

among the Irish Ultramontanes. The Nation suggests

that all Christendom should combine in a crusade

against "that vicious Monarch," tliat " sacrilegiovis

robber, Victor Emmanuel," who has taken possession of

the property "which belongs to the Church of God and
to the Catholics of the world." " That robber must be
forced to give np his prey," and the Nation hopes that

Irishmen will take an active part in the recovery of the

Papal provinces. The DundalJc Veynocrat also insists

that the country should long since have sent something

more than mere money to the Pope, and that as the

Sovereign Pontiff requires aid from other lands to oppose

the "robbers and cnt-throats" who are despoiling the

Church, " at least 20,000 Irishmen should be sent with

all speed to restore peace to the States of the Church,

and wrest from the plunderer's grasp the spoils on

which he has sacrilegiously laid his hands."

flaU)*

and told her the child w«s dead. Ori that day she

^t!^^^^-*
registrar and reporte<l the death of her

! and other suspicions circumstances—such as the prisoner
child, rtating that the body would be interred at Dnm- ' paving a number of old debts and exhibiting a consider-
flnet. bhe afterwards got a coffin, which was then
inclosed in a box similar to that found at Carlisle. It
wss addressed to Dumfries; bot her landlady states

!l^^
^^ter its arrival at the lodginirs, she took off the

address, and substituted one to an inn at Carlisle, where
Ae said she was going to join fcer husband, wliom she
^••cribed as a draper in Hartlepool. The woman was
never seen afterwards in Greenock, hut it has been
wcertamed that her maiden name was Janet Young

able sum in gold—coming to the knowledge of the
superintendent of police, he apprehended Corby; hut
when his house was searched neither the writing-desk
nor the rings could be found. Stains of blood have been
discovered on the hearthstone in the kitchen, where the
body of deceased was found, and it is understood that
other facts have come to light which seem to indicate
that the unfortunate lady came to a violent death. In
pursuance of an order received on Sundav from the

Wirt.2l.T ^'*^J^"^ ^^f
rianghter of a farmer in Upper

. Secretary of State, the body was exhumed on Mondav,

tlio^T/^ %^^^^ '"^"^ service in Newcastle, and ' and sid>jtcted to a post ntoriem examination hy two

t^t^m! ;. a"" /V^S*^'*??,^*^ c/'^ld which was kept by an
j
surgeons. On Thursday, at the adjourned hearing before3V^. \ *"*' ® ^^® removed to Gbsgow,

!
the magistrate?, the surgeons stated, as the result of

wlmm K
^^^™® acquainted with the tradesman to

j
their examination, that the unfortunate lady had been

•m3 f r^ ^^ afterwards married. The husband
^
knocked down, strangled, and then burnt, and that the

chlH ril
^**^®,^^^" nnaware of the existence of the body presented appearances which proved that fire hfid

cW f T*"'rru
^^^^^^^ "^^en he refused to take acted upon it before life was extinct. The prisoner was

Yl i\-
mother then went to Dumfries to then remanded to Wednesday next,

* - 1!.,!^!*"^** *^ ^^^V «t for a few weeks, but on
j Stkottd.—A crowded and influential meeting of the

«igto do so she left to return to Glasgow, Liberal electors of this borough was field in the Sub-

Western Circuit : Devtzes.—&m^n Manzano^ a Spaniard,

was charfred V7\i\\ the wilful murder of Anastasia Trowbridge
at Ashcombe, on the 3d November last The pri-snuer claimed
the privilcfre'of beiTip: tiied by a mixed jury. The deceased arid

her husband had lived many years in a cottage at a lonely place

called Ashcombe, in the parish of Tollard Royal. On the

morning of the 3d November, they breakfasted at half past 6,

and at 7 the husband, who wns'employed on the roads about
half a mile from bis cottage, left his home for the purpose of

going to his work He stayed at tliat work until about 1 o'clock,

when he returned home to his dinner, and found the cottage

locked up, and his wife lying ou the floor of a back room quite

dead^her face covered with biood,and her head lacerated with a

saw and razor, the latter ofwhich had been broken in the struggle

and left by the murderer in the cottage. The house had also

been robbed, and among other thintr^ stolen was a coat which

had been presented to the husband by an agricultural Bociety-

For pome weeks previous to the murder the prisoner had beeo

wandering about the country seeking employment. He had

been seen in possc^^sion of a razor like that with which the

murder was committed- A man resembling the prisoner was

seen by two men to leave the cottage on the morning of

the murder, and the prisoner was proved to have afterwards

had in his possession and to have offered for sale every article

of dress which had been stolen from the cottage. Tlie defence

w^as that the clothes had been given to Mm in exchange for

his own by a man he met accidentally about two miles from

the house. After a trial of two days, the jury after deliberat-

ing about half an hour returned a verdict of Guilty Baron

Martin immediately put on the black cap and passed sentence

of Death, holding out no hope of mercy.
Oxford Cikcuit : Bun^\ysBx:nY.— Tlie LucUow Murder.—Jo^^^

M^Dovovgh, a young gipsy, was charged with the "^^^
murder of "W^illiam Pearce,'^ at Ludlow, in August last. The

grand jury ignored the charge of murder, and returned a bill

for the manslaughter. The prisoner was found Gv.iftj/, and sen-

tenced to 12 months' imprisonment- PoacMnff.— Oiren^Etiirara^

10, labourer, was charged with having, in company ^^°
others, armed with guns, engaged in poaching on lands of Mr.

Ormsby Gore, near 'Whittington, on the night of the 4th of De-

cember last. Tliejury returned a verdict of GniHy, with a recom-

mendation to mercy. The prisoner was sentenced to 12nionth9
imprisonment- SamveJ Broim and WillU>m Jr^r^ys were found

Guilty of poachiner with a third man not in custody, on the

lands of Lady lirinckman, of Sundome Castle, near Uffington,

on the night of the 5th of Jftnuary. The prisoners were niet

by the gamekeepers, who had known them from their boyhood,

when the prisoner Jeffreys struck the assistant keeper a

stunning blow on the head with a bUidgeon, and knocked hini

down. The prisoner Brown had a double-barrelled gun, which

he cocked and pointed at the head keeper, telling him to stand

Ixick, orhe woiild blow his brains out. By this time Jones,

one of the watdiers, had got the third man down, and Bro^
i then went np to him, and pointing the gun at him, threatenea

to blow his brains out, nnle.'^s he let the man go- The assistnnt

keeper paid be knew all the lot, and told Jones to ^^^^.^^
man, which he accordingly did, and all the party waltea
together several hundred yard?* on the road to Shrewsbury-
Tliekeejiers and watcher positively fiwore to the identity ot

both the prisoners, and flaid it was a bright moonlight nigm.
The jury, without hesitation, found both prisoners Guwy-
His lordshin, in passing sentence, said it was well ff r Brown
that he haa not used his gun, though invited by Jeffreys to

do so. In consideration of his using no violence his sen-

tence would be only six months' impriaonment, wito

hard labour. But as to JefFrevs his wns a bad <=^\^
be had struck the keeper a blow which had atunned him#

and his sentence wouM be five years' penal servitiK

yfoRCSSTKBL^ManMiauffJiter by <m Ifinkteper.—John Pearn
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C^i^^vith the nvmslciugbter of John Wcstwood, on the 3d He was a colonel unattached, a groom of her Majesty's Privy

i Church, Paisley—21st inst at St Leouard^s Susaex IsAUEr
^f N^ovember, at Worceater. it appeared that deceased, with Chamber, a magistrate and deputy-lieutenant for Kent, and a wile of Captain Moorsom C R of Sati^ FTmUp Rn^h*^RtPf_
man named Collins, was drinking at the Angel Inn. kept by

.

fhe prisoner, when Collins quarrelled with some soldiers, and

the prisoner ordered him to leave the liouse. Collins thereupon

halleng"ed the prisoner to fight, and i-ushed at him to strike

Mm on which the prisoner knocked him down with a j>oken

^estwood, the decea:<ed, thou came up, and said ho would not

have his companion struck. Collins was at this time lying on

the ground insensible, and Westwood stepped over his pros-

trate body towards the prisoner, who again raised his poker

TTid knocked him down. Westwood was afterwards taken to the

station, and was found dead in the cell next day. Mr. Jeffery,

surgeon, attributed death to the effusion of blood between the

duTH ii^^i^^ ''^^^ ^^^ skull, which was tlie thinnest he had ever

seen. The skull was not fractured. The poker was produced.

It was bent, it was said, by the blow at Collins- For the

defence it was contended that the prisoner wfis attacked, and

liad no other weapon to defend himself with ; that his intention

^as not to kill, but to temporarily disable the deceased. The
jury expressed an opinion that deceased was not attacking the
prisoner at the time when the ;blow was struck, and tuund

bin] Guiltij. He was sentenced to one year's imiirisonineut.

HoMK Circuit: Lewes.—Child Murder,—Caroline Martin, 28,

an unmarried woman, was charprcd with the wilful murder of

her female illegitimate child- The coroner's jury returned a
verdict of manslaughter only t^gainst the prisoner, but she was
subsequently committed by tlie magistrates upon the charge
of wilful murder, and the grand jury havuig returned a true
bill, she was put upon her trial for the more serious offence.

The jury returned a Yerdit:t of Mandaufhtir and the prisoner
was sentenced to four years' penal sci'Vitude-

—

Hctnnah Moore,

20, a diminutive girl, was placed at the bar to plead to an in-

dictment which charged her with the wilful murder of her
illegitimate child, Alfred Jam^s Mtfore, while an inmate of the
petworth Union. There was a second indictment again.st the
prisoner which charged her with the capital oflfcnce offeloniously
administering to the &imc child a large quantity of deadly
poison, called white precipitate, with intent to murder it.

When the prisoner was first called upon to say whether
she was guilty or not guilty, sh e replied in a low voice, " Guilty/'
Chief Justico Erie told the prisoner that if she would take his

advice» she would plead not guilty ; and he gave her the
advice because he thought it probable that she did not under-
stand the precise nature of the charges that were made against

her. The prisoner then pleaded not guilty to both the charges.

The indictment for murder was not proceeded with, but the
prisoner was given in charge to the jury fur the oflfence of
feloniously admini:stcring poison to the deceased child with
intent to murder- The jury, after deliberating for ubout a
quarter ofan hour, returned a verdict of GuiUy. The prisoner
was then asked in the usual form whether she had anything to
urge why judgment of death should not be recorded against
her, and she made no reply. The learned Judge addressed her,
and said she stood convicted upon perfectly clear evidence of
a crime of the most aggravated character. Sentence of Death
would be recorded against her, but he did not intend it to be
carried out, and it would probably be commuted to penal .ser-

vitude for life. The prisoner, who cried bitterly and exhibited
the deepest anguish during the trial, was then removed from
the bar.
Midland Circuit ; Warwick.—Passing Forged Hank Notes.—

Sebastian Du Pont, aged 58, pleaded GvAUy to a charge of having
at Birmingham, on the 22d of January'last, uttered a ft^rged
lOf. Bank of England note, with intent to defraud, and also
with having in his possession five other forged 10^ notes and
three forged bL notes. The prisoner further pleaded Gailtif to
several previous convictions. This was the man who had been
staying at the Queen's Hotel, Birmingham, and represented
himself as an officer in the Prussiiui army. He vpas sentenced
to 14 years penal servitude

BELLA
23d

poiting
The PonTHCoMiNG Prize Fight for the Chamfionship.—In

consequence of the activity displayed by the police authorities
on the occasion of some of the late prize fights, and their con-
templated interference in the projected contest between Sayers,
the champion of England, and Heenan, tho American pugilist,

on the 16th April, the b:ickcrs of the men, it is understood,
have arranged to cancel the articles of agreement, to far as
relates to the appointed day of fighting, with the intention of
briuging off the "event" at an earlier and unexpected date ;

the place and time of meeting to be confided to a limited
numl)er of "amateurs" of pugilism the evening previous to
the day fixed for the contest. On Tuesday evening consider-
able excitement was caused at the Euston Square station by
the assembling of a large number of jjcrsons to witness the
arrival of upwards of 1 50 sporting men from the United States,
who reached London by the Liverpool mail-train. Tlie visitors

consisted principally of the backers and friends of Heenan,
and included, am^>ngst others^ Morrissey, the conqueror of
Heenan in a prize fight in America, on the only occaMon on
which the latter has contended in the prize-ring.

©Dituaijt*
The Eakl of Longford died on the 27th inst. in his 42d

year. He was bom at Pakenham Hall in 1817, succeeded his
father as 3d Earl in 1835, and became a cjiptain in the 2d Life

Guards in 18-18, He is succeeded in the title and estates by his
brother the Hon. W, Lygon Pakenham, C.B., a colonel in the
army, who served as Adjutant-General of tho Forces in Turkey
in 1855, and was appointed Adjutant-Gcneral of the Forces in
India in 1S58.
Lady Stratu eden, the wife of Lord Chancellor Campbell, died

on Sunday fr*om bronchitis in her 65th year. She was the eldest
daughter of the late Lord Chief Baron, Lord Abinger^ better
known, perhaps, as Sir James Scarlett, and was created a
Peeress in her own right in 1830, when the present Lord
Campbell was Attorney-General. By her death the Hon, W-
Campbell, ^LP, for Harwich, attains a seat in the House uf
Lords as Baron Stratheden.
The Baroness de Teissier died on the 2i>d inst- at Hastings,

whither she had gone for the benefit of her health. She was
the daughter of the late Mr. Henry Poyntz Line, of Alresford,
Hants, and of Broadwater, S^ussex, and married in 1814 Mr.
James De Teissier, of Woodcote Park, near Epsom, a magis-
trate and deputy-heutenant for Surrey, who in 1S19 received
the permission of the Prince Regent to assume the title of
Baron de Tcieaicr, conferred on hiui by Louis XVIII of France
Tbe De Teissier family were originally settled at Nice, and
came to England from Languedoc at the close of the last cen-
tury. The baroness leaves a family of five sons.
Lady Napier, widow of the late General Sir William Napier

K.C.B.^ died on Monday last at Scindc House, Clapham Park'
aged 70, liaving survived her husbiind only six weeks. She
was the daughter of the late General the Hon Hem-v Edward
Fox.
Sm Thomas Noel Harris, K.C-H., an old Waterloo officer,

died at his residence, Eastry, near Sandwich, Kent, on the
23d inst., at the age of 75, He was a son of the Rev. Hamlyn
Harris, vicar of Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire, and wa-^
bom in 1785, He entered the array in 1810, and 'served in
Flanders and Holland. He was the first officer who brought
to Eugland the news of the surrender of Paris to the Allies in
1S14, and in the foiiowing yeai- he lost an arm at Waterloo.

Sir Charles Montolieu Lamb, Bart., Knight Marshal of the
Royal Household, died on the 21st inst. at Eeauport, his seat in
Susses. He was born in 17S5, and married first, in 1S15, Lady
Mary Moutgomerie, widow of Archibald Lord Montgomerie,.
and daughter and heir of the 13th Earl of Eglinton ; and se-

condly, the elde?*t d;;ughter of the Rev, W. Margesaon, of Oak-
hurst, Sussex. He succeeded to the baronetcy in 18'24, on the
death of his father, Sir James Bhmd Biirges, who in 1821 as-
sumed by royal sign manual tue name of Lamb. He was made
knight marshKl of the royal household in 1S25, and had con-
sequently held that office during the reign of three sovereigns.
He was a deputy-lieutenant of Ayrshire und ofSussex, a D.C.L,,
and for some years major of the Ayi'fihire Yeomanry Cavalry-
IIc is succeeded in the baronetcy and estates by his ^a'andson,
Archibald, now in bis 15th year.
Sir Wm, J. IL Browxe FoLKes, T^aet , died on the 24th inst-

at HiUiiigton Hall, his f^eitin Norfolk- He was born in 1786^ and
was sou of Sir Martin Browne by the daughter and co-heireas of
the late Sir John Turner, Bjut. He wiis educated at Jeans
College, Cambridge, at which university he graduated B.A. in
1810 and M. A. in 1813, In 1818 he married the daughter of
Mr. Dominic G. Browne, of Castle MacGarrett, County -A! ayo,
Ireland- He is succeeded in the baronetcy by his grandson,
now in his 13th j'ear^ his eldest son having been killed by light'

niiig 11 years sinco"-

The Rev. David Williams, D.C L-, "Warden of New College,
died at Oxford from bronchitis on the 22dinst-, in his 74th year-
He was formerly Head Master of Winchester school, and in
1840 he ^>ucceeded Dr. Shuttleworth, on his being appointed to
the see of Chichester, as warden of New College. He was also

a canon of Winchester, a pro vice chancellor, delegate of estates,

and member of the Hebdomadal Council.
Mk- Charles Roas, one of the Commissioners of the Audit

Board, whoso death was announced briefly last week, h.ad

played a long, if not a distinguished, part in political and
ministerial life. He was the only son of the late General Alex-
ander Ross, by the daughter of the late Sir Robert Gunning,
Bart-, and was bom in 1799. Ho had scarcely attained his
majority' when he entered Parliament on a casual vacancy as
M,P- for the since disfranchised borough of Orford. which he
represented from 1S22 to 1S2G. In the next Parliament he sat
for St- Germans, and continued to repre-^ent that borough in

the Conservative interest until it was extinguished by the
Reform Act. Ho was then elected for Northampton, and was
re-chosen iu 1835, both times after a severe conteat, but was
defeated by Mr, R, Currie at the general election of 1837-

Hc held the post of a Lord of the Aduiiralty for a short time in

1830, and was a Lord of the Treasury under tho short-lived
Administration of Sir B- Peel in 183t-3o. He married in 18^5
the Lady JEary Cornwallis, daughter of the late Marquis Corn-
wallis, by whom he has surviving issue- Mr Ross lost one of
his sons, a most promising officer, before Sebastopol in 1855,

Mr John Stewart, lormerly for many years M.P. for

Lymington, died a few days since at his residence in Tybumia,
at the age of 70. He was well known in City circles as one of
the directors of the London and Westminster Bank, and
deputy-chairman of the Universal Life Assurance Society ; he
was also an extensive West India jjroprietor. He was first

elected for Lymington in the Conservative interest in Decem-
ber, 1S32, and was re-chosen in 1835, 1837, and 1841, He lost

his election, however, at the dissolution of 1847, being defeated
by the present Earl of Albemarle, and did not afterwards return
to ])ublic life. Though a staunch Conservative in politics, he
steadily supported the free trade measures of Sir Robert Peel.

Mr. Henry Tempest, who died on the 19th inst. at New land
Park, near Wakefield, was a Roman Catholic gentleman of
great wealth and high connections, next biT)ther of Sir Charles
Tempest, Bart., of Broughton Hall, and heir presumptive to
his estates, and to his claim to the ancient barony of Do Scale?«,

which 18 now before the House of Lords, Be married in 1820
the second daughter of the late Sir Thomas Joseph De
Trafford, Bart, by whom he had a family of three sons and
three daughters. His eldest son, Charies Henry, bom in 1834,
now becomes heir presumptive to his uncle's estates in York-
shire and Lincolnshire.

ittaifeets.
' COVKNX GARDEN.—March 31.

Vegetables are still scaree and realise high prices. The
prices of Pnie Apples and Grapes have not altered since our
last report. Some new Grapes can be had, as^dll be seen from
a paragraph in another column- Good Apples and Pears are
scarce- The former consist of Golden Knob, Bess P^ol, and
Wyken Pippin, an^ the hitter of Ne Plus Meuria, Beurrt^ Ranee,,
and Easter Beurr6. Oranges are plentiful and cheap- Good
Cobs realiiie Is. per lb., and Spanish Hazel Nuts for planting 16b-
per bush- Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Seakale are furnished iu
tolerable quantities. Parsley is still dear. Green Peas may be
obtained at high prices. Potatoes realise 43. Gd. a bushel A
few new frame ones may be had at from 3s. to d&. per
pound. Mushrooms can still be bad iu small quantities.
Cucumbers ai-o dear. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids.
Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette, Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths^
Primulas, Geraniums, and Roses,

FRUIT-
Pine Apples, per lb., 8<* to 12g
Grapes, per lb,, 12s to 20s
Strawberries,p,oz,,ls6d to 2s6d
Apples, per doz,, 29 to 6a

Pears, per doz., Cs to lOs
Oranges, per 100, 23 6d to 8r
Lemons, per 100, 53 to 8s

I Cobs, doi, 100s

VEGETABLES.
Asparagxia, p, bundle, 6s to 10s

;
Cucumbers, each. Is to 3S

Seakale, per basket, Sato 33
Rhubarb, per bundle, 6d to Is
F, Beans, per 100, is to 3s
Peas, p. half sieve, 153 tD 20s
Broccoli, per doz,, 43 to 8a
Greens, per dozen bunches,
43 6d to 63

Cabbages, do,, 23 to 33
Potatoes, p. ton, 903 to lOOs— per bus., 3s to 4S Gd^ percwt., 6s to 8s
Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sol

Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 53

Artichokes, per doz., 23 to 3a
Beet, per doz.. Is ed to 23
Celery, per bundle, Is 6d to 2s
Onions, p. half sieve, la to Is tid— Portugal, each, 2d to 41
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb„ 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score. Is

to is 6d
Endive, p. score; Is to 2s
Horse Radiah^p, bun.,ls6d to 4s
Mushrooms, p pott., 23 to 2s6d
ParsI^, p. 12 bunches, 43 to 8s

I
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

POTATOES.—SeuTHWAHK, Mo^'dav, March 26-

Puring the past week tho arrivals have been large, and
with the exception of top samples less money had to be sub-
mitted to. The following are this day's quotations ;—Tork-
shire Regents, per ton, !fUs. to 1403. ; Lincolnshire do,, Sds, to
95s.; Dunbar do., lOOfl. to 120s.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire
Rofrents, 80s, to lOOs. ; do. Rocks, 75a. to S5s- ; do- Reds, 738-
to 85s. ; Frencli Whites, 70s. to SOs. ; Belgian do., 60s. to 70s*

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, FRmAT, March 30^ '

The demand for fleeces and fleece sorts lias boon on' only a
small scale for immediate consumption, as political matters
have been disquieting, and m^mey tending higher in value.
Skin wool has met with a ready sale at late rates.

South-down Hog- 8- d. s. d. ,
Loicest. Wethers 1

gets
Half-bred ditto.
Down Ewes
Kent Fleeces ..

s.

I 8 to 1 918— —
1 6 _ —
1 e — 1 6i

Ditto Hoggs .

Combhig ttkms
Blanket ditto .

Flannel Wool .

V
1

1

5

T
2

6
to 1 S

1 t»

Wiu^,—The will of Lieut, -Gen. Sir William Napier has been
sworn under 40,000i, personalty, ; Capt, Moorsom, R.N^.,

30,000i. ; Colonel Tlmmaa Wood, 25,000/.; the Right Hon.
Henry Fitzlioy, M.P., -10,000/.; the Right Hon. Chai-lottc

Pfoby, of Elton Hall, Himtingdon, 45,000/.

BIRTHS.—On the 23d inst, the I^ady Nigel Kennedy, of a
son—22d inst, at 5, Lower Berkeley Street, Portmau Square,
the wife of General Dvson, ofa son—25th inst, at Manor House,
Famham, the wife of Captain J, Hornby Buller, of a
daughter— 24th inst, at Whitchurch, Oxon, the wife of
Alexandfb C. Foubes, Esq., of a daiighter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 21'd inst, at Denton, John Ricbard
HoMFRAY, Esq., only sou of John Homfray, Esq., of Penllyn
Ciistle, Glamorganshire, to Mary Klizabeth, eldest surviving
daughter of Sir Glynne Eaele Welby, Bart-, of Denton Hall,
Lincolnshire—20th inst, at CharltoD, Kent. Henry P, Gold-
smith, Esq,, to Helen, eldest daughter of Richard BtJLLEN,
Esq., and niece of the late Admiral Sir Charles BuUeu, G.O.B.,
G.C.H.— 20th inst, at EnniacofFy Church, Charles Pole
Stuart, of Langley Broom House, Bucldnghamshire, Esq.,

second son of William Stuart, of Aldenham Abbey, Hertford-
shire, Esq., to Anne, eldestdaughter of Robert Smyth, of Gay-
brook, Westoieath, Esq,—15th inst, at St. Peter's Church,
DubUu, Gooderick S Peacocke, Esq., eldest son of the late

Major Peacocke, of Fort Etna, county Limerick, and nephew
of Charles Leslie, Esq,, Carraignagreine, to Arabella, only
daughter of John P. Hardy, Esq., ot Fitzwilliam Place.

DEATHS-—On the '.*5th inst, at York Street, Portman Square,
Mrs, Freeman, daughter of Sir Thomas Apreeee, Bart., of
Washingley, Huntingdonshire, aged 88—21st inst, Onslow
Xx>ra(Ne Baker, second son of the late Vice-AdmiralSir Henry
Loraine Baker, Bart., of Dunstable House, Richmond, aged 17
—22d inst, at 34, Albion Street, Arthur Lambert, Biq., late

Bengal ^Vrtiliery, son of Vice-Adiniral Sir George Lambert,
K.C.B., aged 33—20th inst, at 3Ie;idow Cottage, Moffat,

Frederick, youngest son of the late Sir Alexander Gbterson,

of Lag, Bart.—IJth inst, at Stuttgardt, Wurtemberg, Julia

Frances Jane Hanwell, eldest surviving daughter of Stajor-

General Hanwell, R A., aged 23—25th in?.t, at Bath, Brigadier-

General John Austuv, K.C.T.S., of the Portuguese Service,

late Lieut.-Colonel in her Majesty's Service, aged S4-ll>th

inst at 4 St. Andrew's Terrace, Plymouth, Rear-

Admiral RicaARD Devonshire, aged 78-19th inst, at

riuirltou Kings, neaV Cheltenham, Colonel William Long,

late TlstHigWand Ugbt Infantiy-22d inat, at the Manor

House, Bushy, Herts, Sarah, wife of Mr. Alderm^ Copeland

M P —2oth inst, Henrietta Vansittart, youngest daughter of

Se late George Vansittart, Esq., of Bisham Abbey Berks,

atred 74—24th inst, at 22, Hanover Square, tlie Hon^ William

iRVixE WiLKissuN, one of her Majesty's Judges of the Island

i?Jamaiea-22dult, at Cuddapa, Madras, ^/-^^^^^^ Mcrray

Grenfell, Assistant Judge, second sou of Pa^
^^:y^SS

Grenfell, Esq., Maestcg House, Swansea, aged 30-24th mat,

at .% Crescent. Ardroisan, Mary Boog, rehet of LieuUnant-

Colonel John Dalziel, Madras Army, and.daughter of the ate

B^v?RulK^rt Boog, D.D_, £0 years Minister of the Abbey

COAL MARKET.—March 23-

Bell's Primrose, 13s- ; Byass's Bebside West Hartley,
16d, 3d.; Chilton Hartley Steam, \i>s. ; Darison'a West Hartley,
lOs. ; HoUywell, 168, ; Tanfield Afow, 12^. 6d. ; Tanfieid
Moor Butes, 12s, 6d. ; Wylam, Kks. Gd, ; Walla End Acom
Close, 193. ; Walls End Eden, 19ff,: Walls End Gosforth 19s Si-
Walls End Riddell, 19b, 3d, : Walls End BraddylPs Hetton'
205, 3d. ; Walls End Framwetlgate, 19s. ; Walls End Haswell'
21s, 3d. ; Walls End Hetton, 21s. 6d, ; Walls End Kepier
Grange, SOs, 3d. ; Walls End South Hettdti, 21s. 3d- ; Walls
End Cassop, 20s- 3d.; Walls End Hartlepool, 21s. 3d.;
Walls End Heugh Hall, 198. ; Walls End South Durham,
19s- 6d. ; Walls End South Hartlcjjool, 20s. 3d.; Walls End
Trimdon Thomlcy, ISs.; Walls End Thorpe, 20fl. ; Walls End
Whitwdrth, 16s.—116 ships at market.

HOPS,—BoROUOH Market, Friday, March 30-

Messrs, Pattenden & Smith report rather more inquiry
for Mid Konta, Wealds, and Sussex at very firm ratos.

HAY,—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses-

Smithkietx, Thursday, March 29.

Prime Meadow Hay 7Ss to S4s
Superior do. (old) . . 86 95
Interior do 60 70
New do — —
Rowen 60 70

90a to 1 10&Clover
New Clover •« ,. — —
Second cut do. . , 80 90
Straw 27 3*

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, March 23,

Sup. Meadow Hay,. 903 to \Jt)3
]
Inferior Clover ,, 808 to 928

Inferior do 70 b4 I New do — —
New do — — (Straw 32 36
Superior Clover , .100 lOS 1 Joshua Baker.

WmxECHAPEL, Thursday, Marcb 29,

Fine old Hay ,

,

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do, .,

Straw - » •

.

S5a to 9Us
70 76 90 96

• *

V i

2€ •19

Fine old Clover ..lOOatolOSa
Inferior do .

.

Fiue New Clover ,

.

Fine 2d cut .. ..

Inferior do
84
65

00
75

' *

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Mo?fDAT, Marc S.

The supply of Beasts is rather shorter than on Monday lost

;

consequently trade is more active, and prices have a little

advanced- The number of Sheep is about the same ; bat the

demand has increased, and although prices cannot be quoted
much hiffher a better clearance ir effected, and oa tho aTvmge^
at higher rates- From Germany and Holland there are 85

Beasts, 1290 Sheep, and o3 Oalvcd ; from Scothmd, 190 Beasts;

from Ireland, 190 ; and 2000 from the northern and midland

counties.
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Beat Scots, Here-
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Beasts, 33S0; Slleep k Lambs. 21,240; Calves, 95; Pigs, 310.
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Thuhsdat, March ?9.

The s;ipply of Beasts, although not large, ia qnito equal to
the demand ; indeed, several remain unsold. Prices are nearly
the same aa on Monday. The niiraber of Sheep ia about as
usnal ; trade for them is very slow nt Monday's quotationa.
There is no alteration in the Calf trade. Our foreisni supply
consists of 34 Beasts, 210 Sheep and 70 Calves'. The number
of Milch Cows is 135.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. ..4 8 to

T^st Short-horns 4 6 —
2d quality Beasts 3 —
Beat Downs and
. Half-breds ..5 6 —
Do. Shorn . , 4 8 —

5
4 10
-4

5 8
5

Best Long-wools .

Do. Shorn
F.we3&2dqnaUtv
Do. Shorn
Lambs . , ,

,

Calves
Pifira

5 4 to 5
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Beasts, 1015 ; Sheep ii Lambs , 4400 ; Calves, 106 ; PigB, 170,P

MARK LANE.—Monday, March 26,

The supply of English Wheat to this moniiug's raarket
^as smMl, and diftp<»ed of at an advance of Ss. per qr. upon
the pHces of this day se'nnight- The market y^as fairly

attended, hut the hnsineea traiisfictcd in foreigri Wlieat, either

f. o. b- or frnin the stands, was not large ; however, we r;use

onr quotations of Mondp.y last 2s, per qr. Barley is scarce^

and brings an advance of Is, per qr. Beans .ind Peas sell at
the extreme i-ates of last Monday. There is no change in the
nominal top price of town-made Flour, but country marks nre

held for an ndvance of 2s- i>er sack.
3-

48-

8.

54
5*5

Fed
Red

Bed

-4ft

9. 8.

13— i 7

46—50

44—58
38—44|Ma!tinE.
23—32 Malting.
19—24
23—29 Feed .

.

24—2S! Feed ..

23—26
35—38

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

33—43 Harrow

.

48—54'Longpod
38—46iEffvptiau
36—SSlSuffolk .

31—33 Foreign
Yellow.

.

37—43
2P—39

18—27
Country.
Per sack

35—40
35—41

19—26
1 9—24
17—24

33—43

36—40
30—37

29—39
30-37

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto
— — Talavera 48
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind, iidist., 243 to 30s. .Chev,— Foreign, .grinding and diatilUng
^ATS, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

I^TE
Rye-meal, foreign
Beavs. Mazagan...,30s to 403.... Tick
— Pigeon 36a— 47b.. Winds
— Foreign Small

pF^g, Tvhiti?, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple . . , . —8 to—a Grey
:Maizf. White
FiouB, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto
— Foreign per barrel

Pbidat, March 30,

Since the 23d inst. the weather has been showery, with
strong cold W. winds, until the 28th, wben the temperature
became warmer, and the wind has since blown from tlie S.W.
The Wheat trade has been more active than for some months
past, and purchiisey to some extent have been made on specu-

lation. The rise during the week amounts to 2ii. per qr, on
English and Is. to 29 on foreign, but here on Wednesflay only

a very limited demand -vas experienced, and chiefly for Irish

.^ccount. The return of the saleR of English Wheat for the
week ending the 24th of March amounts to 120,039 qrs. against
fifi,217 qrs. for the corresponding week of Inst year ; this would
appear to indicate that the stocks still held by the farmers are

Kseater than estimated by many in the trade. Fine Barley iias

improved Is. ^ler qr. and O^its 6d. in many of the country
markets, where Flour in also quoted Is. to 2s. per sack and 6d.

to Is. per barrel higher. From the South of Europe the arrivals

during the week are confined to a cargo or two of Maize and
Wheat, and the .'^alcs consist chiefly of eargocs to arrive, in-

«ludiiig Odessa Ghirka Wheat at 49a. and BercUansk at SOs.

per 480 lbs. ; Ibrail Maize at 34s. and Salonica nt «2s. 9d. per
4S0 lbs. ; Ibrail Barlej- nt 2'i9. aud Panube at 23s. 3d. per qr.

imp. The arrivals of English grain this week have been very
small, .ind of foreign imn-sually so. The attendance at this

morning's market was small. Engli.sh Wheat met a slow
sale at about the prices of Monday la.st; the business ti'ans-

acted in foreign was iimittd, and in some instances purchases
might have been made on rather easier terms. Spring Com of
all dc8cri(itinnB is a steady sale at late quotations.

ARRrvAT.s FROM Mahch 26 TO March 30.

Wheat.

English .

.

Foreign .

.

Barley, j Oats.

60 qrs.

50

Flo^r.

i:i4u sks.

340

f 1

fl
{

TO
»*

t»

brls.

LnrrapooL, Tuesday, March 27.—We had a ffond attcndrince
<^i both town ami country millers and dealers at our Com
Exehanare this momingTi and n healthy business resulted in
Wheat both for consumption and to hold r vcr at an advance of
2d- to 3d. per centjd over the rates of Friday last. Flour was
held for Xs. per barrel and sack more money, but did not move
aoAvely. Indian Corn met a jfood inquiry, but the advance of
1b, per qr. demanded checked business. 6al5 steady, and Oat-
meal the turn dearer, but not much dealt in. Beans brou^-ht
fully ed. per qr, more money, ai^d Peas and Parley full prices.
The market closetl very steu'ly at the advanced rates.

Friday^ March t30. — The grain market was very firm
at the full adviurce, but the hitjh prices check busiTiess, Wheat
in fair cpecnlativc and consumptive demand. Flour firm, but
<iniet. Indian Corn nnd Beans held for full rates, without
buyers. Oala, Oatmeal^ and Barley unchanged.

WAXTED, a good GAEDKNER. Wages, 20^.
per Vt'cek-—Apply to B, C, g5, Blshnpsgate Street, E-C,

WANIEU, AS GARUKNEK, an experienced Man,
with good recommendation from last employer, who

thoroughly understands the Nurture, Cultivation, and Growth
of Vines and Pines,—Apjily at Hampton House^ Warley,
Brentwood, Essex, inclosing testimonials of alnlity and refer-
ence to last employer, and stM^thipr wRg^es required.

To btEDSMEN.
WAXTEI), for one of the largest existmjj Esta-

tablishments, a SHOPMAN, whose qualifications,
character, and general antecedents are alike unexceptionable-
He must be smart in person, of a«-eeable address, have abun-
dance of tact^ write a good haikd, be not under nnddle age, and
be quick at his duties, for which an adequate salary will be
given. It is exceedingly desirable, although not absolutely in-
dispenmble, that he should be of the Established Church.
Papists need not apply, and a preference will be given, cccieri^

paribu^f to persons wlio have not buen employed in tlie London
Trade,—Letters in the first instance to D., eare of Mr. Henry
Lamden, f^j>a W^harf, Gloucester.

WANT PLACES—letters to be Post Paid,

GARDENEK (Head).—Age 26, single; has a good
knowledge of his profession in all its branches Good

references.—R. L,,Mr. Sorrel, Grocer. Lower Tooting, Surrey, S

GAKDKNKH (Head),—A nobleman wisbes to re-

commend bis Head Gardener, who has lived with him
10 years; understands his profession in all its branches.

—

T, Z., Post Office, East Moulsey, Suirey.

AKDENEK (Heab),—Age 32, married, no incum-
brance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of Fines,

Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, and Melons; Flower and Kitchen
Gardens-—J, R,, 3, Hargrave Place, James Street, Camden
Town, N,W, ^
GAHDENER (Head).—Age 40, no incnmbrance

fully qualified in every department, capable of managing
a first-class establishment. Testimonials and references i>t the
highest order.—D, M., Bedford Nursery, Haverstoek Hdl, N.W.

/ ^ AKDENER(Head).—Age 35, married; tborougtily

\_T experienced in every branch of Gardening, References
of the highest order.—3L B,, Mr. W. Davidson, 2, Randolph
Road, Mnida Hill, W-

GAKDENER (Head, or good Siuj>le-handed wljere
assistance is allowed when requisite).—Middle-aged,

married- First-rate references.—J. D., 114. Charlton Street,

EiiPton Road, N.W,

GAHDENEH (Head or good Single-handed),—
Age 27, single ; well experienced in Forcing and Manaize-

ment of Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Two years' good cha-

ractcr* Wages 1/, per week.—A, Z., Post Office, Ladbrook
Grove, Notting Hill, London, W,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no incnm-
brance ; imderstanda Early and Late Forcing of Vines,

Cncumbei-s, &c. ; Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; of Wall
Fruit, Kitchen and Flower gardens. — E. C, Thackra,
Hen'ey-on-Tbames,

AHUENKR (Head),—Age 39, single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession, having

lived five years with the late Sir John Hay Williams, Bart.,

Bodelwydden, as Head Gardener, and at other places-—W- S.,

The Gardens, Worsley, New Hale, Tiear ftfanchcster̂

(GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no in-

JT cumbrance; has a practical knowledge of Vines, Pines,

Peaches, Melona, Cucumbers ; Stove and Greenhovisc Plants ;

Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens,~T. A,, 1, Torriano
Grove, Ken tish Town, N,W-

GAKDENER (IlEADK—Age 43, married; thorough
knowledge of Gardening in all its branches ; can have

good character from the gentleman he has left, and can be
recommended by his former employer, with whom he lived 15

year?.—A, B., Messrs. Eraser's, Lea Dridge Road Nurseries, N.E

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance ; understands his profession iu all its branches,

also the Management aud Improvement of Land, Stock, Woods,
and Plantatinus, Wife could take the care of Dairy, Poultry,

and Baking if required. Good ciuiractcrs for capability, sobriety,

and industry.—A-B., Mr, Glass, Offwell, near Honiton, Devon,

GARDENER (Head),—Age 40, married, no in-

cumbrance ; thoroughly understands Forcing of all kinds,

Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. Ac, Has no objection to the
Superintendence of Land. Five years' character from present
employer,—J. B,, Mr, W. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camber-
w^U, S,

/'^ ARDENER (Head),—Age 42, muiried, no mcurn'
\jr brance ;

practically experienced in Forcing Pines, Vines?

Vines in Pots, Peaches, Strawberries, Cucumbers, Mushrooms,
&c. ; has a thorough knowledge of his profession in all its

bi-anches-—K. W., Mn J, Green, Gardener to Sir Edmund
Antrf>bus, Barfr., Cheam, Surrey, S.

TO NOBLtMEN A WD CtWTLEMEN,

e

PKOPAGATOa AND
GROWER, &c.—Has had

P

G

GARDENER (Head).—Edwabd Nevtllie (middle-
aged, married, no incumbrance) has just left Sir E. Lacon

Bart., Hopton House, SuRolk, in consequence of the Eatatt'
being sold. The most satisfactciry character and tostimonials
as to abihty and moral intcCTity.— 2, Brunswick Cottages Kp^
Park Road, Brixton Hill. S.

S
.

^^ew

GARDENER (Fobeman).~G. Hoskins, gardener to
H. Gvisewood, Esq., Daylesford House, Chipping Norton,

Oxon, can with confidence recoramend his Foreman (aged 29/
who has had great experience in the general routine of Gar-
dening both iu Kngland and Scotland, to any nobleman or gen-
tleman requiring a thorough practical man.—Address as above.

FOREMAN OB UNDER-GARDENER. — Age 21,
single ; hag a good general knowledge of Forcing. ''Can be

well recommended.—C. D., Mr. Lavis, Post Office. Fulham, S . W.

OKEMAN OK UNDEK-GAKDENER in a noblc-
matt's or gentleman's Garden where all kinds of Forciupr

and Plant growin;? is carried on with spirit.—Age 21. Good
character from one of the leading establishments in the
country.—A. B., 13, Union Sqiiare, Islington, N.

/ 1AH1>E^EU (Unjjeb) or FOUEiMAN.—Age 2?*
yjX single ; thoroughly understands his profession. Unexcep-
tionable character —H. B., Mr. Gilbert, Florist, St. Mary's,
Ipswich. -

FOREMAN, PLANT
20 years' experience.

—

Bi.ta,
Mr J. West, Nurseryman, Stoke Newington Green, N.

T O N~U RSERYMEN, ^ ~

iROPAGATOR, ob FOREMAN and PROPAGA.
TOR —Understands Roses and Conifene, Grafting, Bud-

ding', Lajdng, and Inarching, and Plant Growing in all its

Branches.— E. h\ Btjtler, Watford Nursery, Watford, Herts.

GARDENER,—Age 30, single; has a practical
knowledge of hia profession in all its branches. Can have

three years' good chamcter. No single handed place accepted.—
A, B., Post Office, Redland, Bristol.

GARDENER.—Age 37, no incumbrance; has a
practical knowledge of his profession in all its branches.

Seven years' family character.—R. H,, Newtimber Place, near
Hurstpoint. Sussex,

GARDENER.—Age 30, married; perfectly nndei"
stands Early Forcing of Grapes, Melons, Ac, ; the Manage-

ment of Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also Kitchen and
Flower Gardens, Can have a good character from the situation
he is about to leave.*-G. M,, Kemnall House, Chislehurst,
Kent, S.E,

GARDENER.— Mr, George Mtlxs. F.ILS., Ux-
bridge Road, Ealing, Middlesex, W,, for 19 years gar-

dener to the late Baroness de RothftchiJd, Gunnersbury Parlj,

wishes to recommend a Young Man (married, with 3 chil-

dren). He has a general knowledge of Gardening:, is sober,
industrious, and obliging, axid can have an excellent character
from his present and late employers.—W, AI., as above.

G"
AROENER (where a Second is kept),—Aj^e 27,
single ; well experienced in Forcing Pines, Vines, Melons,

^c, and Management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Two
years' good character.—A. B., 24, Prince's Road, Netting
HiU, London, W-

GARDENER (Second),—Age 25 ; wishes to engage
himself to any i^entlemaji or Oftrdencr where Fruit

Forcing is carried on ; has l>eea used to Stove and Oreenhousa
Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garrlens, Forcing Cucumbers,
Melons, Strawberries, Asparagus, Vines, &c- Five years' good
character,—A. B., Mr. Cbleman^ Stationer. High Street,

Wandsworth. S.W.

(^ AKDENER(UNi>EKor ttiNGLE-HANDBi)),—Age25'
^ wishes to enga;?e in a gentlemriu's family. Good character

—^Y, Z., Mr. Simpson's, Saxilby, near Lincoln,

GARDKNER (Under),—Age 25; understands Stove*
Greenhouse, and Vinery, Two years' good character

from last place,—J, C, Marshall Vale, Branily, near Guildford,

Surrey,

GARDKNKR, or GARDENER and BAILIFF,—
Age 40, married ; has been most successful in the Cultiva-

tion of Pines, Grapes, and Peacl^es, Late and Ks^rly Forcing f^f

Vegetables; also of Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, Fniit,

Flower, and Kitchen Gardens; with Woods*, Laud, and Stock.

Wife can take charge of Poultry,—A, B., W. Baker's Nursery,

Axminster, Devon, ^ ^
ARDENKR or BAILIFF.—MiiUUe-aged, raarriedJ

_ has held first-class Gardeners' situations, where every'

thing was cultivated upon the most improved principles, ana

has had the management of an estate of 900 acres, &c,—A. B.,

M essrs. P. Lawson «fe Son, 27. Gt. George St., Westminster, S,^>^

AILIFF, OR RAtLIb'F and S rKVVARD,—VVeU

qualified ; has had great practical experience, and can be

highly recommended.—Taos, SruROEss, Esq., Penshurst, near

Tunbridge, Kent,

G

Wheat. I Rarley.
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i^ ARDKNER (Head).- Married, without iijcura- T3 AILIFR—Age 46; has a tl.orou^h Iviiowletlge of

R}e^
I
P^^ t'eas^ VJT brance ; has practical knowledge from 30 years' experience -*-> farming, and can have a first-class character from ms

' o J I

late employer for 14 years.—C. B., Mr. Perch, ^ew3 Agent,
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Wimbledon, Surrey. S.W,
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WA?«iTKD, by a gentleman in the County of Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

w<t>tecn. Tcrmam«Kitrute.—Applyto Alpha, Kingham. Oxon.

/ ^ CLARKE is in want of a Man who nnderstaitdsVJ • the man^^rement of ROSES and FRUITS. A marriedMao preferrgd.—SLreatham Place ynntery. Brixton H ill. S.

W.^,,^^
TO SEEDSMEN.

ANTKD, ns AS.SISTANT, in an improving and
cmtnX town In the South We«tem counties, an active

in the management of Vines and all kinds of Early Forcing

;

also Stove and Greenhouse Plinta ; Flower and Kitchen Gardens.
Can have 6 years' gi>od chai^cter from his last sitnation. No
single-handed pluce accepted.—R. B., Post Office, Enfield
T<»vvn. Midrtlrsex, N.

GAUl>KNblU (liKAD),~Ag4^ 3i, inarritd; native uf
; Tring, Herts.

Scotland; thoroughly TinderBtandft his profesaion in all

its branches, including Fines, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, l^aylng out Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; can undertake
iUq Manjigenient of Plantations and I^\nd if required. No
single handed place accepted. No objection to Ireland. The
highest tcstirtioniids from jjresent and former employera.

—

W. M., 2I> Chancel atreet, Pickleton Walk, Leicester.

("^ AKDENKK (Head).—Age 40. niarrieri
; posst^sses

a pracHcal and scientific knowledge of Ida profession in
fill its dep:irtment!», inchidiug Pines, Gmpea, Peaches, Fijra,

S:r:\wberviea, Melons, Cncnmben*^ &c. ; and is one of the best
of Plant g^rowers. He has also a good knowledge of Scotch
Farmirig, Hedging, Dniiniiig, applying tnanures, and Improving
Waste Lands-—J. D., Messrs. ll, Pince, & Co/a Nursery,
Excter, Devon.

BAILIFF.—Thorau^^hly practical in Modern Farm-

ing; agood judge of Stock, and fuUv competent to the

entire Management of a Large Farm,—B. C, Post Office,

IMPHOVER.—Agel7; has Imfl tonr years' practice

in a gentleman's garden. For particulars of character, <tc-,

apply to the Gardener, Stockold Park, Wetherby, Yorkshire^

TO MARKET CAROENERS.
MPROVKR, — Youn^; aestres a situation iti the

Forcing department or Kitchen Garden. No objection t^

pay a small Premium-—D, R., care of Mr. Dunn, Stationer,
I
York.

I

If

tmstworthy busmcM Man, who can Write a £rr>od hand, and
t!!?/^'^^"'"^''^'^- *'»«• 2^- P«^r week. OraPARTN'EKT^o^d ^Q trgated with, njd any one wishing to enter the busi-

SulZ^^. «f P">»P«TOTw on*.—Anply by letter to J. S.,»9mn. Humt M'Muiiea, $, L««ienhiUl Street, Loudon, K.C.

GAKDKNKK (Head). — U. Waison. a^e
srardener to the late Sir William Amcotts In(?ilby, Bart.,

Ripley Oaatle, and the present owner of the Castle for more
than six years, i.-* at lilwrty to engage with any nobleman or
gentleman requiring a thorongli praorical Oardener, having had
extensive experience in every department of Early Forcing,
Tropical Fniit^, Ac, Plana of Hoth<ni^es, L;\yinji:-oiit of
Grounda, Formation of Vine and other Fruit Ttcp Borders on
the m tstimproTe-l principle.—C;irj of Mr. J.\mes Vkitch, Royal
Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, Louaou, S.W.

IMPUOVKK.—Age 23; wishes to ensrage bii«se

where he could learn the general routine of Gardeninff-

A Premium will be given. Has been used to plain worK.

Rev. W. DAt^v, Compton Basaet Rectory, Calne, VTilts, wi»

answer all inquiriiis respecting him.

T O
A SSISTANT.

NURSERYMEN.
-Yonng; a thnrongh pmctical hand

at Budding, TtTunin?, and Grafting; also well acquaintwt

with Roses, Conifene, and the general routine of Nursery wort.

—T. H.. Watford Nursery. Watfbr.1, Herts^

NURS^KUYMAN'S CAKI'KNTER (or on a geutle-

man's estate)—Age 27; has a thorough knowledge or

Rustic and Rnckwork. Good character.—J. J., Jonesa :*ifcw»

I

Office, Upper Clapton, N.K.
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MRS. ARTHUR HEXFREY, Widow of the late
Professor Henfrey, F.RS., F.L.S., &c., of King's

College London, continues to receive a limited number of
young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
her own Sojis, m all the branches of a liberal education. French
IS constantly ^olcen, Mrs. Hknfrkt having resided on the
Continent, and a Tarisian Lady assists her to teach Music,Smging and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private fani.Iy, a>.id unremitting attention will be paid totheir health and morals. References are permitted to—
Dr. Jelf.. .... .. Principal of Kings College
Eev. Lawford W. T. Dale .. Chiswick Vicarage. W.

Tumham Green, W,
Kew, W.

( The Govemnicnt School of
••

( Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W.
. . 7,I3ennett St., St.James's, S.W.
.. Acton Green, W.
- Kew, "W.

.
. Manor House, Chiswick, TV.

T^,-?"" r^^ apply to Mr.s. Arthur Hexfbey, 12, Heathfield
lerrace, Turnham Green, W.

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY Illustrated, 1st of each Month, Is.

In April No. (just published with coiotired plate of Salway
Peach) is continued "Six of Sp;ides," and other articles of
interest—Office: SO, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.

KeV. OUVE H0LI.rKGW011TH
Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker
Professor HcxLEY, F.R.S.

Dr. and Mrs. Mabtyn. .

5r. and Mrs. Ltndley..
Dr. and Mrs. Hooker .,
Dr. aud Mrs. Tuke

• «

* «

rriHE LATE CHAKLKS BAKTEU. The friends ofJ_ this enthusiastic NaturaUst, late Botanist to the Niger
Jixpcdition are desirous of raising a fund to assist in the support
and education of his two orphan children, a giri seven and a

but
are

^nhi-^Tf^Vil.- ^^^f"'
'Garden,' WX.: "or" Mr^^Mli^HEwsf

r^^iiff r ^V "" ^^^^'^Chronide,^^, Upper Wellington StreetCovent Garden, -ft.a, both of whom will be happy to receive
subscriptions in their behalf. * ^^ receive

POPULAR WORK ON WILD FLOWKKS.
In boards, price 2*., with fancy cover,

WILD FLOWERS : How to See and How to
Gather them. By Spencer TnoiiPSON, M.D. New

edition, revised, with 171 illustrations, and remarks on the
Economical and Medicinal uses of our native plants.
%* A superior edition, finely printed, with the plates printed

in colours, and bound in cloth, is also published, price 3s. 6tZ.,

or with gilt edges. As.

London : Routledqe, Warne. & Routledoe, Farringdon Street.

CARDEIMING BOOKS.—NEW EDITIONS^
Price \s. each, cloth limp ; or post free 14 stamps,

THE KITCHEN GAR- THE FLOWER GAR-
DEN. By E.S. Delamer. DEN. By E. S. Delamkr.

FAVOURITE FLOWERS; How to grow them. By J. G.
SCTTOX, Editor of " The Midland Florist."

Also, in 1 Vol., price 2*. 6d., cloth gilt,

THE KITCHEN AND FLOWER GARDEN ; or, the Cul-
ture in the Open Ground of Bulbous, Tuberous, Fibrous-
rooted, and Slirubby Flowers, a.s well !is Roots, Vegetables,
Herbs, and Fruits. With a Coloured Fi-otitispiece. By E. S.

DELAMt-R.
*' A book that may be consuUed with advantage by the

practised gardener as well as by the novice in the art."

—

Gardeners* Chronicle.
London : Routledge, Wahne, & Routledge, Farringdon

Street, E.G.

CUTHILL'S TREATISE on tke STRAWBERRY ;

showing how to obtain large crops ofi a small bit of
ground, now ready, 1*. The Potato Pamphlet, 20 more things.
2«.; Market Gardening Round London, la. 6d. ; The Vine, Is.;

The Mushroom, Killing Woodlice, !».; Vegetable Meeting,grati8.
James Cutiiili., Camberwell, London, S.

T

PELICAN LIFE i:nsukance
Established in 1797.

COJUi^A^^Y,

70, Lombard Street, City, E.C., and 57, Charing Cross. West-
minster, S.W.

JHrectors.
Octavius E. Coope, Esq.
William Cotton, D.C.L.,F.R.S.
John Davis, Esq.

Jas. A. Gordon, M.D., F.R.S.
Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq .

Henry Lancelot Holland,
Esq.

William James Lancaster, Esq.
John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Matthew Whiting, Esq.

Tu- r> «. « **• "^'yvill, Jun., Esq., M.P.
1 hw Company offers Complete Security.
Moderate Rates of Pi-emium with Participation in Four-fifths

or 80 per cent, of the Profits.
Low Rates without Participation in Profits.
Loans m connection with Life Assurance, on approved Se-cunty, m sums of not less than 500^

i i wv (,u oe

13fif''n,^ 7i. ^f^-^'i^
?"^^i^^ ^^^-^ted prior to the 1st July,

JV
Ad

J^oBERT Tucker. Secretary and Actuary
Ji:X'V OP KIN, HEIRS, &c., WANTED, -who

xvuver I'^m.^ff
Advertised for ; being exact Copies of

r^t AflZu^t J*"" ^^^ ^™"' ^«^«'^' Chronicle, HeraU,

Snitt' 1? /h r.-^ff'"'^-
^"'^^"' C«»adian and American

^Ifli / • f-
^^^'

?*, y^*'^' ^eJ^t"^^ to niany thousandnames descnptions and last residences of persons of all classes
entitled to Money and Property of several millions' valueand now lying dormant for want of claimants. This prizedand valuable book is sent post free to any part of the UnitedKingdom for 12 post stamps by the publLshers, Fisher L Son
Kmg.sland, London, N.B. Establisht-d 1847.

^OT^ready, Part X, or Vol. 111. Part 2, Price 10.t.,

lECIES FILICUil; BEING DESCltlPTIONS OF ALLKNOWN PERNS. Illustrated with Plates. By Sir

p a"" «^"t. ?*« ^'^^' ^^'*^'=^' ^^- ^^^- ^^'>^> I'RS..
*.A.&., i-.ii.B., ffc.andDirectorof the Royal Gardens Of Kew
London: William Famplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho Square, W.

A
Now published,

PURE MIND in a PURE BODY, that is,
HEALTH, sent post free, Ij. 6rf., or eighteen Stamps. A>ew System of Health and Medicine. The Antiseptic Treat-

ment, based upon the Sanitary and Dietetic Laws of Moses
invaluable for Invahds and nervous suffer»:rs, published bv
Baillieee, 219, Regent Street, W., London. This extra-
ordinary Book unfolds a new principle of the health of Man—
the Animal Creation—and of the Plant. It treats of Chronic
Disorders, Consumption, Scrofula, Skin Diseases, Ulceration
and Imtation of the Mucous Membrane, luJigestion. and a
iong train of Physical and Nervous Comi>laints. Causes ofWorms m Children, &c.—Cau-ses of Ill-health.—On Food and
JJiet for Invalids, and other useful infurmation, to ace and
youth, to male and female.

BOOKS FOR THE GARDEN.
In crown 8vo, 8s. 6d.,

THE COTTAGE GARDENERS* DICTIONARY.
Fourth Edition. De.<?cribing the Plants, Fniits. and

Vegetables desirable for the Garden, and explaining the Terms
aud Oi)erations employed in their cultivation, &c. Edited by
G. W. Johnson, Esq., Editor of "The Cottage Gardener," &o.

London: W. Kent <t Co., Paternoster Row, B.C.

New and thoroughly revised edition, crown 8vo, cloth, gilt

edges, price &s. 6ti.,

GLENNY'S HANDBOOK to the FLOWER
GARDEN and GREENHOUSE. By George Glenkv,

Editor of the *' Gardeners' Gazette, " &c.
London : W. Kent k. Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Price Is.,

MANUAL OP FLOWER GARDENING fob
LADIES. By J. B. Whiting, Practical Gardener.

Second Edition.

London : W. Kent & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

MISS ACTO JsTs COOKERY"BOOK THOROUCHLY
REVISED.

Newly revised and inucli enlarged Edition, with additional
Plates and Woodcuts, in fcp. 8vo, price 7s. M.^

MODERN COOKERY fok PRIVATE FAMILIES
reduced to a system of Easy Practice in a Series of care-

lully tested Receipts, in which the Principles of Baron Liebig
and other eminent writers have been as much as possible
applied and explained. By Eliza Acton.

In this Cookery Book the i book in every way ; there is

Quantity of every article ne-
] right mindcdness in every page

ccs.sarj' lor the preparation of i

^^-^^ ^^g^j ^^ thorough know-
each receipt, and the time re-

i
, . „ , . „.>»*. ;

quired for its preparation, are
\

Jf^geand exp^enence. Medical

uiijuitely stated. ''A good [

&f-"'^-

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

THE AUTHORISED EISICLISH TRANSLATIOfsT
In the press, in 1 vol. 8vo, embellished with Wood Engrav-
ings and an entirely new series of Illustrations in Chrt>mo-
xylography, representing the most interesting objects
described in the work, from original drawings by Henry
Noel Humphreys.

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. By Dr.
George HAitTwro- Translated by the Author from the

Fourth German Edition.

HANDBOOK op BIUTISH FERNS: being
Descriptions* with Engravings, of the Species and their

varieties, together with instructions for their Cultivation. By
Thomas Moore, F.L.S., F.H.S., Ac., Curator of the Chelsea
Botanic Garden ; author of "The Ferns of Great Britain and
Ireland, Nature-Printed," '* Index Filicjm," &c. Third Edition,
with numerous Additions and new Illustrations, 5^,

"The book is our best work upon British Ferns, and will be
useful to all who take an interest in them."

—

Annali ofSatural
MUtory^ January, 1S58.

London : Groombrii>ge & Sons, Paternoster Row> E, C.

PRACTICAL ESSAYS for the IMPKOVEMENT
OF FARMING ; by Hewitt Davis, Land Agent and

Government Surveyor under the Drainage of Lands' Act, Ac,
being a Revised Edition of all his Works on Farming. Price 5*-

May be had at Messrs. Simpkin, Marshall, $l Co,, Stationers'

Court, E.G. ; of Mr. James Ridowav, Piccadilly, W. ; and
Messrs. Ked^orp & Sons, London Koad, Southwark, S.

Shortly will be published,

AX INQUIRY IXTO THE NATURE a>'i> CAUSE
OF THE PREVAILING DISEASE and PRESENT CON-

DITION OF THE LARCH PLANTATIONS in GREAT BRITAIN.
By Cha3. M*Intosh, Author of " The Book ot the Garden," ic-

W- Blackwood fc Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Just published, Icp Svo, cloth, 2«. 6d-^

THE HAY AND CATTLE MEASURER :

A SERIES OP TABLES for Compnthig the Weight
of Haystacks and Live Stock by Measurement. Also,

Tables Showing the Equivalent, in Weight and Price, of the
Imperial to the Dutch Stone, aud other Local Weights,

Blackie & Son, "Warwick Square, City, London, KC. ; and all

Booksellera^

HK EDINBURGH REVIEW. Ka CCXXVl.ris
published this dftj.

Contents.
I. COMMERCIAL RELATIONS of ENGLAND and

FRANCE.
II. THE YOUTH of MILTON.

III. EXPENSE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION.
IV. ENGLISH LOCAL NOMENCLATURE.
V. CIVIL CORRESPONDENCE of the DUKE of WEL-

LINGTON.
VL DE BROGLIE'S CHURCH and ROMAN EMPIRE.
VII, THE ALLEGED SHAKSPEARE FORGERIES.
VIIL DARWIN'S ORIGIN of SPECIES,
IX. FHANCE, SAVOY, and SWITZERLAND.
London; Longman k. Co. Edinburgh: A, & C. Black,

xetos of tj)f m.tt\k.

This work is not, strictly

speaking, a translation; it is

more properly a thoroughly
rcvii^ed and improved English
version, in fact a fifth Edition,
in which the author, by con-
tinued studies and researches
on the subject, hasendeavoured
to keep pace with the advance
of science and bring his work
up to the level of the present
day. Thechapterj^, forinstance,

on Crusticea, Starfish, and the
Geographical Distribution of
Marine Animals, have been
almost entirely re-written

;

aud the chapters on Whales,
Seals, W^alruscs, and Fishes^

are enriched by many new
observations and interesting
particulars . The historical
part of the work will also
be found greatly improved.
All this new matter, which
enters into the structure of
the work, is copyright, and
cannot be introduced into any
Englisii translation of an
earlier and immature edition
of Dr. Hartwig's Das Ltben des
Meeres. It will thus be seen
that this work will contain a
great amount of new matter,
tiy the author, which is not
contained in the original
work.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

On the 1st of May tvlll he commenced^ in Monthly Numbers, hroad imperial octavOy each Number containing
Four Coloured Flates, tvith Descriptive Letterpress, price 2s. 6rf., a New renodical, entitled

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE

:

FIGURES AND
COMPEISING

DESCEIPTIONS OF POPULAR GARDEN FLOWERS.

By WALTER

By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S., F.H.S.,

Secretary to the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society.

THE DRAWINGS
FITCH, r,L.S.. Artist of Sir W. J. Hooker's ' Curtis's Botanical Magazine,»>

^\.r.!^^^
" Floral Magazine " has been projected to supply the lone-felt -want of some iudependent periodical, of a popular

JS^ , -n 'r "i^ ^ ^^^ Illustration of the many New Varieties of choico Flowers which are being continually produced by
the akili of modem cultivators.

Tlie Plates will be executed by Mr. Walter Fitch who has been so long and so favourably known as the Artistof " Curtis's

"S?!! i" K
^agazme and of other Botanical publications emanating from Kew. The selection of subjects, and the descriptions,

wai^be by the Secretary of the Floral Committee of the HorticulIdral Society.

^«t«^i^^^"^^''.?*^A^'''^*^
Magazine " will continue to represent the scientific department of Garden Botany, under the super-

Imm •^'^**^ ^i'«P'^'^*^'*^*'*^^^*'^''y'*^^""dens of Kew The "Floral Ma6azw^ of thp tax if the HoUSG desired it.such introduced Plants as are of popular character and iLely to become established favourites in the Garden, Hothouse, or mequaUies 01 me lax, II xne HOUSe aesirea u,
vonservatory. ' •>

though he did not intend to propose such a com-

BoTH Houses of Parliament adjourned on Tues-

day for the Easter holidays—the Lords to Tuesday,

the 17th, and the Commons to "Monday, the

16th inst. In the Lords on Friday, Earl GEsr
moved for estimates of the probable cost of the

Chinese war, against which he protested as having

been undertaken by the Government without con-

sulting Parliament, declaring that all the injury

we might inflict upon China would in reality be

inflicted upon ourselves. The Duke of Someeset
replied that it was necessary to punish the pre-

meditated insult on the Peiho, and that the cost

for the present year would not exceed 850,300/.

The Earl of Malmesb"ukt, in defence of the late

Government, impugned the precipitancy of Mr.

BiiucE in pressing forward the ratification of. the

treaty. The Earl of Elgin^ declared that Mr.

Beuce could not, without incurring the gravest

responsibility, have acted otherwise. He urged the

policy of our maintaining an embassy at Pekin,

and expressed his opinion that the cost of the

expedition had been exaggerated, and that without
resorting to hostilities we should be able to induce

the Chinese to make due concessions. The Earl of

Ellekboeough expressed the utmost confidence in.

the ability of Lord Elgin to conduct the

negotiations to a successful issue without
bloodshed. On Saturday the Income Tax and
Stamp Duties Bills were read a first time ; on
Monday they were passed through their remaining
stages ; and on Tuesday they received the Eoyal
assent.—In the Commons on Friday, after a speech
from Sir E. Peel on the effect of the annexation
of SiiYoy on the independence of SwiUerland, the
adjourned debate on the Income Tax as amended
was resumed. Colonel DrjfWE moved as an amend-
ment that the rate be reduced from lOrf. to 9d. in

Ireland, The Chaitceixoe of the Exchequeb
opposed the amendment, which was negatived

without a division. Mr. Williaks then moved
an amendment to exempt all incomes under 150/,

per annum. The Chancellok of the Exchequeb
opposed the amendment, but, in reply to several

members, eaid that he would not oppose the

appointment of a committee to inquire into the

LONDON: LOVELL REEVE. 5, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C. mittee himself.

propose

After some discussion the amend-
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ment was neg-atived by 174 to 24. On the con-

sideration of the Stamp Duties Bill, as amended,

Mr. Benti2JCK moved the omission of the clause

repealing Sir John Bjjrnaed's Act on the

during

Lewis
second

the Catholic religion and in the respect due to the

Supreme Chief of that religion, hut if the ecclesias-

tical authority should make use of spiritual arms

for temporal interests, he should in safe conscience

and ^in the traditions of his ancestors find strength

to maintain entire the civil liberty and authority for

which hewasonly indebted to God and to his people.

He concluded by saying '
' Italy must no more be

the Italy of the Romans nor that of the middle

ages : it must no more be left a field open for

foreign ambition, but it must, on the contrary, be

the Italy of the Italians."

The Ilcvenue Eeturns for the year and quarter

ended the 31st March, were published on Monday.
The general result is an increase of 5,612,386/,

year, and an increase of 5,019,200/, on

the quarter.

on the

fitonu Kely^*

The Cotjbt.

Koval family

and the

Wiudsor

on
subject of time bargains. The Chancellor of

the ExcHEarER ultimately withdrew the clause,

for the purpose of introducing it in the form of

a separate Bill, Sir G. Grey stated that the

GoTernment intended to propose the suspension

of the writs for "Wakefield and Gloucester

the present Parliament, and Sir G •

announced the postponement of the

_ reading of the Reform Bill to the 20th

ot April. On Saturday the Income Tax Bill and

the Stamp Duties Bill were read a third time and

sent up to the Lords, and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

repeal Sir John Barnard's Act. On Monday
Lord J. Russell moved that on Thursdays afttr

Easter, and till "Whitsuntide, Government orders

of the day have precedence of notices of motions.

The motion was opposed by the leading members

of the Opposition, and ultimately Sir G. Grey
proposed to meet their objections by adding words

to the motion making Thursday instead of Friday

a Government night, and giving Friday to private

members, and moved an amendment to that eiFeet.

After a protracted discussion, the House divided

on this amendment, which was carried by 150 to

126, Some further discussion ensued, and the

House again divided on the original motion as

amended, which was carried by 142 to 117. Lord

J"0HN Russell laid on the table further papers

and despatches relating to Italian affairs,

with the reply of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment to M. Thouvenel's despatch in refer-

ence to the annexation of Savoy. His lordship

also announctd that he had advised Hek Majesty
to recognise the recent acquisitions of the King of

Sardinia in Central Italy as forming part of his

dominions. The second reading of the Reform
Bill was again postponed from tlie 20th to 'the 23d

inst. The House then went into committee on the

Customs Acts, when the CnANCELLOK of the

ExcnEuuER moved his amended resulutions. The
first resolution imposing a penny duty on pack-

ages, entries, and animals per head was agreed to

after considerable discussion. The second, charginfr

10s, per 100/. pn the wareUoufcing and iemoy. 1

of goods from bonded warehouse?, was met
\
also visited her Royal Highness. On Tuesday uionnno;

-The Queen, Prince Consort,

left town on Monday for

for the Eiister holidu^-s. On Friday morning the

Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince

Alfred and the Princess Alice, took a drive in an

open carriage and four, and visited the Zoological

Gardens. The Prince Consort afterwards rode ou
horseback. In the afternoon the Right Hon- T. E.

Headlam, Judge-Advocate-General, had an audience,

and submitted to lier Majesty the proceedhigs of some
courts-martial. The Prince Consort presided at a

meeting of the Fine Arts Commission, The Prince of

Wales arrived at Buckingham Palace from Oxford.

In the evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by tlie Prince of Wales, Princess Alice, and
Prince Alfred,' honoured the Olympic Theatre with

their presence. On Saturday morning the Queen rode

on horseback with the Princess Alice in the riding-

house. The Prince Consort visited the Kcw Regi-

mental Hospital of the Grenadier Guards in Rocliester

Row, and in the afternoon went to the South Kensing-

ton Museum. In the evening the Queen had a diimer

party. On Sunday inorniug the Queen and Prince Con-

sort, the Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur,

the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, attended

Divine service in the private chapel of Buckingham
Palace; the Rev. Dr. Vaughan preached the sermon.

On Monday afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort,

\
accompanied by the Prince of Wales, Princes Alfred,

Arthur, and Leopold, the Princesses Alice, Helena,

Louisa, and Beutricc, left Biickinj^^hum Palace for

Windsor, travelling from Pandington by a special train

of the Great Western Railway. Soon after their arrival

at the castle, the Queen and Prince Consort visited the

tJuchess of Kent at Frosmore. The Princess Alice

by an amendment that it be postponed for li^r Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied by

, ,!;„;.;.« *^^ .^.l«,.„f the Prince of Wales, Princess Alice, and Prince Alfred,

t

six months. On a division the amendment
was negatived by 64 to 50, and the resolution was
agreed to. The adjourned debate on the second

reading of the Refreshment Houses and Wine
Licenses Bill was then resumed by Mr. Csoox,
who moved that the Bill be read a second time

that day six months. Mr. Digbt Skxmoub
seconded the motion. Mr. Ker Setmer sup-

ported the Bill, Mr. Hardy opposed it, and on the

motion of Mr. Ayrtoj; the debate was again

adjourned until after Easter. On Tuesday Mr.
Hej^nesst obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

facilitate the improvement ofland in Ireland, and
Mr. E. BouvERiE obtained leave to bring in a Bill

to abolish the jurisdiction of the Ecclesiastical

Courts in Irtland in cases of defamation, and in
England, Scotland, and Ireland in cases of brawlin^.

Acoouuts from Madrid announce that a Carlist

insurrection has been attempted at Tor* t, near
Valencia, by General Ortega, Governor of the
Balearic Island.^. The attempt has proved a signal
failure. The troofi», who had been deceived as to

the objtct of the movement, refused to march, and
General Ortega immediately took to IL'ght,

eloselj pursued by his own men. An iusurrec-
tionary movement has also taken place in Sicily.

The insurgents attacked the troops at Palermo,
but were repulsed with loss, and tranquillity

was spccd'ly restored. The Saidinian Par-
liament was opened, on Monday by the King
in person. His Majesty, in the speech from the
throne, r ^ rrtd to the late events in Cential Italy,
and said that in rtturu for his acquisition of
terrUory it had been necessary to make some
iacritice, and he had therefore concluded a treaty
for the *' reunion" of Savoy and Nice to France.
He dticlared that he was, like his ancestors, firm in

^valked in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of

Kent. In the afternoon her Majesty and the Prince

Cotisort rode out? on horseback, accompanied by the

Prince of Wales, Princess Alice, and Prince Alfred.

Ou Wednesday morning the Queeu and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Prince of Wale?, walked in the Home
Park, mid visited the Duchef^s of Kent. Princess Alice

visited the Princcpsof Leiniugen. Princess Helena rodeon
horseback. In the afternoon the Queen, with Princess

Alice, drove out in an open carriage. The Prince Consort,

accompanied by the I'rince of Wales, rode out on horse-

back. The iJuchess of Cambridge and the Princess

Mary, tlie Duke of Cambridge, Prince Edwiu'd of Sase
Weimar, tlie Archbishop of Canterhiu'y, the Dowager
Duchess of Xorfollc, Viscomit Pahnerston, and Captain
Tarlcton, R.X., arrived on a visit to her Majesty.

On Thursday morning the Qncen and Prince
Consort, accompanied by the Prince of Wales,
the Princesses Alice and Helena, the Duchess and
Princess Mary of Cainbrldge, and the Duke of
Cambridge, visited the tomb of the late Duchess of
Gloucester, which has recently been erected by command
ot her Majesty in the south ai«le of St. George*s chapel.
In the afternoon the Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Koyal family were present at the coniirmation of Prince
Alfred in the private chapel of the castle. After the
ceremony all the visitors took tbetr departure. This
evening there will be a grand performance of Haydn's
Passion music at tlie castle. The orchestra, in addition
to lier Majesty's private hand, will be composed of the
leading members of tlie Pliilharmonic Society ; and the
choruses will be under the superintendence of Mr,
Leslie. It is understood that the Court will visit Scot-
land at a much earlior period this year than usual, as

her Mnjesty does not intend to go to Osborne at the
customary summer season.

TuE Queer's Visit to Peussia.— It is now con-
sidered to be certain tliat lier Majesty wiU visit Berlin
ill the course of next mouth, in order to be present at

the accoucl -.nit of the Princess Frederick William,
which is expected to take place about the end of May.
Thb CoNFiBMAxroN OP PuiN'cr ALFTirn took place

on Thursday in the private chapel of the castle, his

Koyal Hi«;hue8B Imving been examined ou the previous
day by the Rev. W. L. Omslow, Chaplain of her

Majesty's ship EuryaUis, in the presence of the Queen,
Prince Consort, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the
Dean of Windsor. The ceremony was attended by her
Majesty, the Prince Consort, the Duchess of Kent, and
the other members of the Royal family, several of her
Majesty's Ministers and great officers of State, and a

large number of visitors who had been invited to be
present. The Bishop of Oxford read the preface, and
the Archbishop of Canterbury performed the remainder
of the service. At the conclusion of the ceremony the

Queen proceeded to the Green Drawing-room, and there

received the congratulations of the company. Luncheon
was afterwards served to the visitors in the dining-room.

Phince Feedeeick: of the NethebtjAUds and
suite arrived at St. Katherine's Wharf on Sunday
evening by the steam-ship Cologne, from Kotterdam,

Court Aeeangemekts.—Notice has been given from
the Lord Chamberlain's Office that the Queen will hold

a Levee at St. James's Palace on Saturday, the 2Tst

April, a Drawing Room on Saturday, 28th April, and a
Drawing Room ou Friday, 18th May, to celebrate her
Majesty's birthday. Her Majesty will also bold another
presentation Drawing Room and another Levee in the

month of June. The precise dates will be announced
hereafter.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Friday at the official residence of the First Lord of the

Treasury, in Downing Street. Another Council was
held on Saturday, and another on Tuesday.

Paeliamentaky ^AIovements.—The official declara-

tion of the poll at Norwich was made on Friday, when
the Under-Sheriff announced the numbers to be as

follows :—For Mr. Warner, 2083 ; Sir W.Russell, 2045 r
Mr. Forlonge. 1636: Mr. Lewis, 1631. The election

for Londonderry terminated on Saturday in the return

of Mr. M'Corinick, the Conservative candidate ; the

numbers being for Mr. M*Cormick, 326; Mr. Greer,

207; Mr. Skipton, 82.

The Chinese Mission.—The departure of the

Earl of Elgin on his mission to China, which was fixed

for Wednesday last, has been postponed in consetiuence

of the death of his lordship's mother.
BiSHOPEic of Antigua.—Her Majesty has conferred

the bishopric of Antigua, which became vacant nearly a

year ago by the'death of the Right Rev. Dr. Rigaud, on

the Rev. W. W. Jackson, Chaplain of the Forces at

Barbadoes and to the Bishop of that diocese. Mr,.

Jackson is a native of Barbadoes. and was educated at

Codriugton College, through which he passed with great

distinction. He belongs to the Low Church party, and

is described as being a very energetic clergyman and
very popular in the colony which he is leaving.

The Channel Fleet has returned this week from
Lisbon. The first division, consisting of the screw

steamship Royal Albert, 121, bearing the fiag of

Admiral Sir Charles Fremantle ; the Donegal,

101 ; Aboukir, 90 ; and Melpomene, 51, arrived

at Plymouth on Tuesday morning ; and the

second division comprising the screw steamship

Edgar, 91, bearing the flag of Rear-Admiral Erskine;

the Queen, 86 ; Algiers, 91 ; Mars, 80 ; and Mersey, 40,

arrived at Spithead on Wednesday. The third division

of the iieet stationed at Plymouth, consisting of the

Conqueror, 101; Trafalgar, 90; Centurion, 80; and

Diadem, 82, received orders on Saturday to prepare

for sea immediately. Their destination is unknown,

but Gibraltar and Malta are spoken of.

The Revenue.—The Revenue Returns for the year

and quarter ended March 31 show an increase of

5,612,386^. on the year, and an increase of 5,019,200/.-

on the quarter. The yeai-'s account shows an increase

in the Customs of 342,959^.; Excise, 2,459,000?.;

Stamps, 37,829/.; Taxes, 70.000/.; Property Tax,.

2,912,519/.; Post Office, 110,000/.; Crown Lands,

4439/. ; the only item which shows a decrease being

Miscellaneous, 324,360/. The (juarter's account shows

an increase in the Excise of 1,320,000/.; Stamps,.

66,617/.; Taxes, 1000/.; Property Tiix, 3,519,000/.;

Post Office, 85,000/.; Crown Lands, 2400/.; Miscel-

laneous, 338,860/. ; and a decrease in the Customs of.

363,677/.

i

dFoictgiu

Pba^ce*—The following is the auswer of Lord Jolm
Russell to M, Thouvenprs despatcli respecting the

aniiexation of Savoy and Nice :

—

*' Foreign Office. March 2-\

" My Lord,—I trausrait to your Excellency herewitli copy
of a despatch addressed by Si, Thouvenel to the Comte de

Peraigny, wbjch was placed in my hand^j by the latter on the

loth inst. The Emperor of the" French pledged himself, in

bis Imperial ?»luje3ty'a speech to the Legislative Chambers^
that he would submit th6 question of the annexation of Savoy
and the county of I^ice to France to the wisdom and equity of

Europe ; and the accompanying despatch—con^mujiicatioDS
sinaila-r to which have, no doubt, been made to the other great

Powers—purports to have been written in redemption of that

pledge, il, Thouvenerg def=patch explains tbe reasons on
account of which the Imperial Government makes claim to the

cession of Savoy and Nice, and it states the principles upoa
which the French Government considers itself justified m
making that claim. It is with great regret that her Jfajestys

Government fe«l obliged to »ay that they cannot admit the

force of tliO£3e reasons, and that they are unable to subscribe to

the justice of thot;e principles, M. Thouvenel adverts to the

events of the last 12 months in support of hia arguments. Her
Majesty's Government would wish shortly to advert also to

those events. The immediate cause of the war which broke

out in Northern Italy in the spring of last year was the

invasion of tho Piedmonteae territory by the Austrian

army, Thej_uiperor of the French marched a large lurce to
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l^r^stauce iiud support of his ally, the King of Sardinia.

The declarations which his Tniperial Majesty, upon several

irasion^ made as to his intentions, and as to the objects of the

wi led the Powers of Europe to beUeve that the war was

Undertaken without any view to acquisition of territory by

France, and that its object waa to restore Italy to herself, and

to solve in favour of Italy that question which it was alleged

the conduct of the Austrian Government bad brought to an
-gg^t^ namely, whether Austria should have dominion up to

the foot of the Alps, or whether Italy should be free from the

jlediterranean to the Adriatic- M.Thouvenel says that solemn

-icts fieely concluded after a campaign which had been suc-

cessful for the arms of France, are an irrefragable proof that

the French Government had not for its object any territorial

figgrandiHemcnt when it was led by the force of events to inter-

fere in the affairs of Italy, I3ut he adds that though the

French Government could not but foresee hypothetical circum-

stances in which disinterestedness would have to give way to

prudence, the treaties of Villafraucaand of Zurich entirely shut

out such a contingency. This statement seems to explain the

assurance given to your Excellency by Count Walewski in July,

1869, when the Count being asked as to the truth ofrumoursthat
uotwithstandini? the declarations and proclamation of the
Fimpcror there was a negotiation on foot for the cession

of Savoy to France, asserted that, if such a scheme bad
ever been entertained, it had been then entirely abandoned.
Her Majesty's Government are led to infer from M. Thouvcnel's

with regard to the tenn 'revendication/ that it is stated
that 'la revendication a lieu lorsqu'on reclame une chose Ji

laquelleon pretend avoir droit.' Now, the arrangements of
the treaty of 1814 were of short duration, and, having been
superaeded by those of the treaty of 1815, they cannot be
appealed to as the foundation of any right to be claimed by
France. But the treaty of 1814 did not give either bavov or the
county of Nice to France- Article III. of the treaty of 1814 did
indeed leave to France a very small portion of Savoy ; but that
portion was immediately contiguous to the French frontier, and
was at a distance from the slopes of the Alps. The words ef
Article IIL on this point were as follows :— ' In the departmetit
of Mont Blanc France acquires the SubPrefecture of Chambery,
with the exception of the cantons of I'Hftpital, St. Pierre
d'Albigny, la Rocette, and Montmelian ; and also the Sub-
Prefecture of Annecy, with the exception of the portion of the
canton of Paverges situated to the east of aline passingbetween
Ourechaisc and Marlens on the side of France, and Marthod
and U^ine on the opposite aide, and which afterwards follows
the crest of the moimtains as far as the frontier of the
Canton of Thones, This line, together with the limit of the
cantons before mentioned, shall, on this side, form the new
frontier/ It follows, therefore, from what is thus stated,
that if France claims Savoy and Nice on the principle of a
'revendication'—that is to say, on the principle of claiming
that which she has at any time had a right to—her claim
cannot be founded on the treaty of 1814, but must cro back to

despatch that the hypothetical contingency to which healludes
;
the time of the first French Empire; and it is needless to

\vas tho conquest of Venetia by France, and its transfer to

Piedmont, and that in such case it had been contemplated that
Savoy should be demanded by France ; but that, the agree-
ment of Villafraiica and the Treaty of Zurich having left to
Austria the possession of Venetia, the idea of a cession of Savoy
to France, which it now appears had been entertained, was
oiven up, a^ stated by Count Walewski. M. Thouvenel, how-
ever, goes on to say that combinations iu Central Italy, different

from those w^hich the French Government had fruitlessly

laboured to bring about, compelled the French Government to

consider the injury which new arrangements in Italy might
caiTy with them to the interests of France ; and he proceeds to

argue that when Sardinia, by acquisitions of territory in

Central Italy, wasabout to increase her population from 4,000,000

to three times that amount, it became necessary, for the security

of France, that Savuy should be ceded to her, in order that she
might have in her own hands the northern slopes of the Alps,

The new danger to v.iiich M, Thouvenel alleges that France
would thus be exposed would be invasion from Sardinia alone,

or from Sardinia acting as a member of a confederation of

hostile Powers- But her Majesty's Government would beg to

observe that to imagine that Sardinia, even with a i>opulatiou

of 12.000,000, would ever think of invading France with a
l)opulation of 36,000,000, is to suppose that which amounts.to
a moral impossibility. Sardinit^ so augmented, will become a
respectable State, capable of attaininga great degree of internal

prosperity, and suffiijiently strong to defend herself against any
other Italian Power ; but that the French Empire, the first

military Power of the continent, with a vast, compact
tenitory, fall of natural resources^ and with a population
characteristically warlike, should be in danger of being
attaclced by her far weaker neighbour, is not in the nature of
things. 'There are, besides, many political considerations
which go to show^ that the tendency of Sardinia must always
be towards maintaining the most friendly relations with
France, We may, then, at once dismiss the notion that France
can require any other guarantee than her own inherent strength
affords her against any attack from Sardinia, acting alone. But
M. Thouvenel conceives that Sardinia might be a member of a
confederacy arrayed against France, and by having both sides
of tho AJps she might open the road for other Powers to make
an inv^ion of the territory of France. Now, on this her
Majesty's Goverrmient would observe that there never can be a
confederacy organised against Franco unless it be for common
detence against aggressions on the part of France, and that,
therefore, France has it at all times in her own jx^wer
to prevent the formation of any such confederacy. There
is no Power in Europe that does not wish to main-
tain friendly relations with France, and there is

.none tljat could liope to reap any advantage from
^ voluntary and unprovoked rupture with so powerful a State.
But the chances of Sardinia becoming an instrument of such a
confederacy have been diminished by the events'of late years,
and by the new arrangements of Northern and Central Italy*

^Tiil within the last 15 years the Government of Sardinia was
swayed by the influence of Austria, and might have been sup-

j

posed to be likely, in the event of a war between Austria and
France, to give passage through Savoy to any Austrian force

which might have wished to enter France in that direction;
but of late years Sardinia has broken away from her connection
with Austria, and has looked to France, and not in vain, for

friendship and support, Sardinia, therefore, is less likely than
ever willingly to give passage to a hostile force wishing to enter
France; and" it is obvious that Sardinia, increased in ,-strength,

while the Austrian frontier is thrown back to the Mincio, is
' less likely than when she was much weaker, and when the
Austrian frontier was on the ^iciuo, to yield on compulsion
that passage to Austrian troops which she would not con-
cede of her own free will. We may, consider, therefore,

as groundless the apprehension that Sardinia, retaining
possession of Savoy, might open a passage through that
province into France to the troops of a hostile confederacy.
It seems, then, to her Majesty's Government that the argu-
ment in favour of the annexation of Savoy to France, founded
on the assumed insecurity of the French territory bordering
^iipon Savoy, falls to the ground when it cojnes to be fairly

examined. M. Thouvenel says that this demand for the cession
of Savoy to France ought not to give umbrage to any Power ;

that it is founded on a just balance of forces, and is especially
poxLited out by the nature of things, which has placed the
French sy^^tem of defence at the foot of the western slopes of
the Alps, But her Majesty's Government must be allowed to
remark that a demand for the cession of a neighbour's ten-itory

made by a ?5tate so powerful as France, and whose former and not
very remote policy of territorial aggrandisement bronght count-
less calamities upon Europe, cannot well fail to give umbrage
to every State interested in the balance of power and in the
maintenance of the general peace. Nor can that umbrage be
diminished by the grounds on which the claim is founded,
hecaxise, if a great military Power like France is to demand
the territory of a neighbour upon its own theory of what con^
stitutes gengraphicallv its proper system of defence, it is

pomt out what just alarm the whole of Europe must feel at a
claim which, however limited in its present application, is sus-
ceptible of l>eing extended to such vast and dangerous dimen-
sions, JI. Thouvenel, Indeed, records tlie declaration spon-
taneously made by his Imperial Majesty on ascending the
throne, that the governing rule of his relations with Europe
would be resj^ect for treaties concluded by preceding Govern-
ments of France, and M. Thouvenel declares that this is a prin-
ciple of conduct to which his Imperial Majesty will always make
it to himself a law to remain faithfuL The declaration referred
to by M, Thouvenel was no more than might have been
expected from the just and enlightened Sovereign by whom it

was made; and the assurance given by M, Thouvenel that it

will be strictly and inviolably observed must be gratifying to
the allies of France and satisfactory to the whole of Europe.
But M- Thouvenel alleges that the present is an exceptional
case, that changes which have taken place, and which are
about to take place, in Italy involves f^hanges in the territorial

arrangements established by existing treaties, and that those
treaty arrangements ought not to be altered to the detriment
of France. Her Majesty's Government think they have shown
that no detriment or danger to France would be the result
of the changes now in progress in Italy ; but there is a State
in whose integrity and independence all Eumpe takes a
deep interest, and whose integrity and independepce France,
among other Powei^, has pledged herself by treaty to respect
and maintain, and that State would suffer the most serious
detriment, and would be exposed to the most serious danger,
by the proposed transfer of Savoy from Sardinia to France, It

is needless to say that this State is Switzerland. By the treaties

of Vienna of 1815 the Powers of Europe, France included,
acknowledged and guaranteed the integrity and the perpetual
neutrality of Switzerland, and as a secm'ity for that integiity
and that neutrality it was stipulated that the provinces of Chab-
lais and of Faucigny, and all that portion of Savoy which is

north of Ugine, shall form part of the neutrality of Switzer-
land, as acknowledged and guaranteed by tho contracting
Powers ; and it was further stipiUated that, in consequence
thereof, whenever the Powers, neighbours of Switzerland,
should be actually at war, or whenever there should be an
imminent danger of war between them, the troops of the
King of Sardinia, the Sovereign of Savoy, which may
happen to be in those provinces, shall retire therefrom,
passing, if necessary, through the Valais, and that no armed
troops of any other Power shall either traverse or be stationed
in those proviui'es and territories, except such troops as
the Swiss Confederation shall think proper to place therein.
It is plain that these engagementsaboutSavoy to which France
is a party were intended as a security to Switzerland against
danger coming from France ; but what would become of that

still fresh in the memory of mankind; their renewal woud
indeed, be a deplorable misfortune, and it cannot be surprising
that the attention of nations and of their mlers should be
directed, with anxious solicitude, to events which h^ve a
bearing both on the interests of the present and on the destinies
of the future- Tour Excellencv will read and give a copy of
thLi declaration to M, Thouvenel, *'I am, &a

**J. RussKrj.."

In acknowledging this despatch M» Thouvenel expresses
to Count de Persigny his very lively feeling of regret
that he has not succeeded, as he desired^ in modifying
an opinion which was already known to him through
the previous communications of the English Ambassador.
He states that the prolongatioa of any discussion ou
the subject would have no practical result, and he
prefers, rather than provoke a fresh exchange of

explanations equally painful to both countries, to
confine himself to asserting that Lord John Russell's

despatcli has not the character of a protest. '* In a
word," he says, *' the Government of her Britannic
Majesty declares that it does not share the opinion of

the Government of the Kmperor; hut this divergence

does »ot constitute an opposition of a nature to affect

the relations of tiie Cabinets of Paris and London."

j
Dr. Kern, the Swiss Hilinister in Paris, has placed in the
hands of M* Thouvenel a new protest on the part of his

Government against all or any exeeutipu of the tTea,tj

concerning the cession of Savoy to France, and against
the taking possession, in any ibrm, of the neutralised

proA'^inces until a previous understanding with the
Powers and with Switzerland, "which, in accordance

with the principles of international law, is absolutely

necessary, and which by the second article of the
treaty is expressly reserved, be effected. The Moniteur
of Friday published the text of the treaty, which is as

follows :

—

"In the name of the Most Holy and indivisible Trinity, the
Emperor of the French having explained the conaiderations
which, in consequence of the changes made in the territorial

relationships between France and Sardinia, made him desire

the annexation of Savoy and of the arroadi^sement of Nice to
France, and the King of Sardinia having shown iiimself dis-

posed to accede thereunto, their said Majesties have decided to
conclude a treaty to that effect, and have named the under-
signed Plenipotentiaries, &c., who have i^eed upon the
following articles :—Art. 1- The King of Sardinia consents to
the auptxation of Savoy and of the arroiidissemerU of Nice to

Franca, and renounces lor himself and all his descendants and
successors his ri>^hts and claims to the said territories. It is

agreed between their llajesties that this ri/^rnia/i shall be effected

without any constraint upon the wishes of the populations,
and that the Governments of the Emperor of the French and
of the King of Sardinia shall concert together as soon as
possible on the l)est means of appreciating and taking note
of tho manifestations of those wishes. Art- 2. It is also under-
stood that the King of Sardinia cannot transfer the neutralised
portions of Savoy except upon the conditions upon which he
himself possesses them, and that it will appertain to the
Emperor of the French to come to an understanding on that
subject as well with the Powers represented at the Congress
of Vienna as with the Helvetic Gonlederation, and to give them
the guarantees which result from the stipulations alluded to

in uie present article. Art, 3, A mixed comnnission will
determine, in a spirit of equity, the frontiers of the two States^
taking into account the configuration of the mountains ai^
the necessity of defence. Art- 4, One or more mixed com-

(
missions will be charged to examine and to resolve, within a
brief delay, the divers incidental questions to which the
annexation will give rise—such as the decision of the contri-

security ifSavoy were annexed to France, and if the very Power l>ution of Savoy and of the arrofidissemenl of Nice to the public

against which this access to Switzerland has been barred debt of Saniima, and the execution of the obligations resulthig

should become the owner of the barrier thus erected for the ' ^^*^^ contracts entered into with the Sardinian Government,
which, however, engages to terrtiinate itself the works com-
menced for cutting a tunnel through the Alps (Mont Cdnis).
Art. 5, The French Government will take into account,
as regards functionaries of the civil and military order be-
longing by their birth to the province of Bavoy, or to the

protection of the Confederation ? It is indeed implied in the
despatch of M. Thouvenel that France, in taking Savoy,
would accept also the engagements bv which the King of
Sardinia is bound in regard to the neutraUsed portion of that
country; but it is no disparagement to France to eay that , -. „ _ ^ v - -n i_ *-» -

neither Switzerland nor the Powers of Europe could consider arroiidissemmi of Nice and who will become French subjected

such an arrangement as affording to the integrity and nou- I
the rights which they have acquired by services rendered to the

tnilitv of the Swiss Confederation that security which the
' Sardinian Government ; they wiU especially enjoy the benefits

above-mentioned stipulations of the treaty of Vienna are
calculated to afiFord ; and her Majesty's Government contend
that it is not competent for France and Sardinia, by the
compact between them, and without the consent of the
other States of Europe, so materially to impair, as the pro-
posed cession of Savoy would do, an element of security
which a great European compact has provided for a State
which independence is an obj ect of European concern.
Nor can it be for the well-understood interest of France herselt

to break down the baniers by which the neutrality of Switzer-
land is secured. It must surely be acknowledged that the
neutrality of Belgimn at the northern and of Switzerland at

the southern extremity of the eastern frontier of France is of
j

advantage to her, as well as to Europe- The neutrality of
those t»vo States narrows the line of frontier along which hos-

tilities between France and Germany can take f)lace, and,
adding to the security of both, it tends to give stability to the

general peace. W, Thouvenel alleges that the ;^roposed cession

of Savoy and the county of Nice to France raises no question
incompatible with the best established and most rigorous rules

of public law. He points to similarity of character, of lan-

guage, of habits; to the geographical configuration, and to

commercial intercourse, as having jirepared and adapted the
people of those countries for annexation to France ; and he
says that the Alps ought to be the line of separation between ^^ ^
France and Italy and that thus the new boundary which it is '

.^ toVe'ib^' duty"to re^^^^^ fWWng aVti^l^^^
proposed to establish between trance and Piedrnont finds its _^,j^ ^j^^^ ^^ j^^,, ^^^-^f ,,escript, mandatt^, provision, or other
sanction m the force of things. Thjs statement, indeed, opens ^^^^^^^ f^.^^ ^he Court of Rome, even regarding private
a wide field for coiyecture as to the future, and though it w

, p^^^^^ ^an bo received, published, printed, or otherw^isa put
immediately followed by the somewhat inconsistent assurance

, j^j^ execution without the authorisation of the Government"
that it is not

of life appointments in the magistrature and of the guarantees
assured to the army. Art. 6. Sardinian subjects originally of
Savoy, or of the arrondiss^ant of Nice, or domiciled actually in
those provinces, who would wish to maintain the Sardinian
nationality, will enjoy during the period of one year, dating
from the exchange of the ratifications, and in virtue of a pre-
vious declaration made to the competent auth<»rities, the
faculty of removing their domicile to Italy, and settling there,
in which case their qualifications as Sardinian citizens will
remain to them. They will be at liberty to keep their landed
property situate on the territory anntjxed to France. Art, 7.

For Sardinia the present treaty will become law as soon as tlje

necessary legislative sanction has been given by the Parlia-

ment- Art. 8, Tho present treaty shall be ratified and the
ratifications exchanged at Turin within the delay of 10 dajB,
or earlier if possible. In faith of which the respective Plenipo-

tentiaries have signed it and affixed their seals thereunto.
Done in duplicate at Turin the 24th day of March, I860,

"Talleyrand, Benedetti, Cavour, Farini.^

The Moniteur of Sunday contained the following state-"

ment in reference to the Pope's bull of excommunica-
tion, with the view of preventing its publication in

France ;

—

"The Government, under existing circumstances, considers

evHe,. that-no-Stat^-Wd be-secure f™n. the a..re.sion. of ,
tUat of ^,^T^^IS'.T^^l^^. IStlZfVv^T^S ;' The Moniteur for„,a^, deni^ the

.

rc^rt. that the

a more powerful ntghbt,*;ttrt'=r,<;r»fn^?^^^^^^^

•^^fclS^^iJX''^5i^S;^^:iS^e^^S^oJiJSS^o^ receive, ;n^r™n«o„ fro™ one of their .ecr.t

enter into an exammation of what took place in regard to the ' arrangement which 'f}^^^^^°Vf^^^?^'^'^ Great Briuin "S™''*' "''"' ^"^ accompanied him to and from home
Mccesaion to the throne of Spain, or in regai-d to the succeasion

;

for the neutrah y ''°<i '"t^^'yo'^i^X, matter ^ i t fa from I
without exciting his suspicion, tliat If. Veuillot « as the

tn fVia iV.- _r .__...- -i! .. „ i.1, _ i i: -C 4.1,^^= Vioa nrt fiirftnt interest 01 DCr OU 11 lU tniS maiier, ailU It la IIVUI rJ
_

•^ _ . . _to the throne of Anstriri, becau.se the transactions of those
j

has no direct interest
P^„^<.t>,at hpr rPmon<itraiicas

perinaa have uo practical applicability to the present state of no unfriendly feeling towarx^
J'^ly^^^tZ'^S'ov^^^

whSrM 'Xhoulnel
"^^^ '"^^ ^'>^^ ^'^^ transaction to

\

on Uns
--"^^^l^^-J^r^:-:^^^^^^^^^

r^rert?iTz.r^thTar4 rXof the
' rnde^d.^e^aeeply improved -j^h tho -n.-iction^^^^^^^^

^ ^cn.rdingly n,.de at

Majesty's Government would be^ to ,
territori.,! advantage which F^^^ctmight gain by th^^^^

^ ^^

bearer of despatches and other docmnents from the

Papal Court to the Nuncio in Pari;*. A search was
hia residence, which has resulted

treaty of 1S14—her Majesty's Government would beg
observe that the arrangements of that treaty by no means bear
out the claim now made by France, and that it cannot be with
reference to the stipulations of the treaty of ISU that the
demand for the cession of Savoy and of the county of Nice can
be termed by France a 'revendicsition.' It is to be obs

annexasion would be far more thnn counterbalfmced by the

distrust with which it would iuspiro the other States and

Powers of Enrope. The calamities which overspread fay turns

almost every part of the continent of Enr.-pe during the closing

obseryed, years of the last and the qarl;? ySftra of the present century are

in the seizure of papers, which have heen placed in the

hands of justice. The statement that M. Venillot had

been arrested is untrue.—Tlie Meditenanean squadron

Jeft Toulon on the Slst ult. for Itnly. and the Brest
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squadron of three line-of-battle ships, under the com-
mand of Admiral Paris, sailed on the 29th ult. from
that port for the Mediterranean.—The Abbe Hue,
formerly a missionary in China and Thibet, and well
known for his excellent work on the last-named
country, has just died in Paris, after a short illness.

Spain.—A revolutionary movement has taken place,
in Spain, and Don Carlos, the Count de Montemolin
has been proclaimed king by the title of Charles VI.
It appears that after a recent meeting in Paris between
the Count de Montemolin, Gen. Cabrera, Gen. Elio,
and others of less note. General Ortega, Governor
of the Balearic Islands, embarked the troops under
his command, and disembarked them at Tortosa, near
Valencia, As soon as the troops obtained knowledge of
his project they refused to follow him, and General
Ortega was obliged to take to flight, pursued by his

soldiers, who have remained faithful to the Queen.
General Ortega is still at large, but is closely pursued.
Perfect tranquillity prevails everywhere. Private ad-
vices say that General Concha sent troops against

General Ortega, and tliat other troops were also de-

spatched from all parts of Spain to suppress the move-
ment. The insurrection has met with little sympathy.
The Deputies have assembled to protest against the
rebellion, and even private persons have offered their

services. Several loyal addresses have been forwarded
to the Queen, and the Bank of Barcelona has offered

40,000,000 to the Government.
Portugal.—The Cortes, by a vote of 123 to 12,

have granted to M. Salamanca the privilege of con-

structing the new Portuguese Railway,

Switzerland.—Accounts from Berne of the 4-th

inst. state that the National Council, by 106 votes to 3,

and the Council of State unanimously, have voted the

extraordinary powers demanded by the Federal Council.

In reply to the request addressed by Switzerland to the

Powers who signed the Treaty of Vienna, Russia,

England, Austria, and Prussia have pronounced them-
selves in favour of the immediate assembling of a

Congress, The Federal Council has now addressed a

similar ren aest to the Powerswho signed the Treaty ofAix-

la-Chapelle. The Federal Council is also about to address

another note to the Powers requesting them to determine
whether it is in the interest of Europe that the road of

the Simplon, which, according to Article 80 ofthe Final

Act of Vienna, is to be possessed by the King of

Sardinia, should be ceded to France, who by this road

could penetrate into the very heart of Switzerland.

About 150 Radicals from Geneva on the 29th ult. seized

the ateam-boat Aigle and made for Thonon, with the

intention of attacking Chablals and Faucigny, but
were repulsed by the Savoyards and taken back as

prisoners to Geneva, The Federal Council has taken
measures to bring the whole of them to trial.

Baben.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies

of Jthe Grand Duchy of Ba<len, on the 30t]i ult, the

motion proposed by the committee for the rejection of

the concordat was, after an animated debate of two
days, adopted by 45 votes to 15,

Bblgium.—A despatch has been addressed by the

French Government to its diplomatic agents abroad,

in order to reassure the Powers as to the intentions

of France in respect of Belgium and the left bank of

the Rhine, It states that the annexation of Savoy
i
,.^- ^ -, .._ -. ^ , , ^. , . ^ ^ ^ ^ /> ^

.„„ - -J L c »« i* „i A ! 1 „ „A liberty and authority for which I am only indebted to God
was an incident of an exceptional nature, which cannot^ ^^ ^/p^^pI^ The provinces of the Emilia have been armi
occur again with respect to any other country ; that

the kingdom of the Low Countries was constituted,

on the fall of the first Kmpire, to serve as a check on
France, but that their separation in 1830, by the

Belgian revolution, removed what was objectionable in

its character; that Belgium is now an independent
kingdom, of which the neutrality is guaranteed by the

European Powers; that this neutrality effectually pro-

tects the French frontier, and that consequently there
is no ground whatever for apprehending anything on
the part of France against that country.
Hanover.—The Hanoverian Government has raised

fresh difficulties with respect to the redemption of the
Stade Dues, The 14th of May next has been fixed by
England as the final term for Hanover to give in her
declaration,

Austria.—The Austrian Cabinet has resolved to
protest solemnly ag^nat the annexation of Tuscany,
Parma, and Modena to Piedmont, A note to this
effect dated the 2tth ult. has been directly addressed to
the Cabinet of Turin, and a copy haa, been sent to all

the foreign Cabinets, to whom also a circular note has
also been addressed, in which it is said " that Austria,
in confining herself at the present time to protesting
against the said annexation, hopes that Europe will

recognise in this proceeding a most convincing proof of
her moderation and of her desire to maintain the
peace of the world." The Cabinet of Vienna has
replied to the protest of Switzerland by stating that
while still maintaining a "passive and reserved
attitude," ^Austria is ready to join the other Powers
in promoting the legitimate wishes of Switzerland in
recrard to the neutralised districts of Chablais and
Faucigny. The Archduke Ferdinand "^Taximilian, who
has returned to Trieste from the Brazils, will proceed
with his wife to Vienna, having been summoned by the
Emperor to sit in the Council of the Empire,
iTAXr.—The Pope's Bull of Excommunication was

published on the 29th ult., by being affixed to the
doors of St. Peter's, St. John Latcran, the Cancelleria
and the Curia Tnnocentiana on Monte Citorio, and on
the walls of the Campo di Fiore. It is of enormous

length, and in the most verbose Latin. The following is

a brief summary of its contents :

—

After a recital of the titles and authority of the Pontiff, it

rocceds to state the injuries to which the enemies of the Holy
ee and true religion, and especially Piedmont (" Sub-Alpium
Gubeniium ") have subjected the Papacy for a long time
past, referring especially to the anti-ecclesiastical laws of
Sardinia, the encroachments on the power of the Church
in that kingdom, and the protest of Count Cavoiir at the
Congress of Paris. It then states that when the late war
broke out between the Emperor of Austria and the allied
Sovereigns of Fr.mce and Sardinia, no wicked art ("nihil
sccleris ") was omitted by the latter to stir up hatred
against the Pope, and seduce his subjects from their allegiance.
It enumerates the various warnings and remonstrances made
by the Holy See, and describes how they all failed in their
effect, while its enemies have continued their wicked machina-
tions, till at last the people of the Roraagna have been
threatened and cajoled into an impious renunciation of the rule
imposed on them by God for St. Peter and his successors.
Taking all these things into consideration, and having implored
the aid of the Holy Spirit, and taken council with the cardinals,
the Pope pays he has resolved to exert his full powers, and
therefore anathematises and excommunicates all those who,
whether as principals, accomplices, or sympathisers, have
taken part in the rebellion of the Romagna. This ex-
communicatiou consigns them to everlasting perdition, ab-
rogates all indulgences or absolutions received by them
from the present or past Popes, or from any priest of the
Church—and can only be removed either by the free will of the
Pontiff or of his apostolical successors, and even then only on
the devout penitence of the offenders, after making full restitu-

tion to the Holy See. The docviment warns all persons from
rendering themselves liable to the terrors of this sentence, and
concludes with the remark that, as it is obviously unsafe to

publish this sentence of excommunication in the rebellious
provinces, where it is most needed, it is to be affixed to the five

buildings mentioned above, and tliat all persons whom it

concerns will be equally liable as If it had been presented
to them individually and by name.

It is asserted that the Pope has since written

to King Victor Emmanuel, declaring that his Holiness

will be compelled to interrupt all relations with the

Royal family, and threatening to employ the most ex-

treme severities of the Church, should the King persist

in occupying the Legations.—The Sardinian Chambers
were opened on Monday by the King in person. His
Majesty entered the hall of the Senate amidst indescrib-

able applause, and delivered the following speech:

—

"Gkntlemen, Senator-S and Deputies,
" The last time I opened Parliament, amid the troubles of

Italy and the dangers of the State, faith in Divine justice en-
couraged me to augur well of our destiny. In a very short time
an invasion was repulsed. Lombardy was freed by glorious

deeds of heroism, and Central Italy became free by the mar-
vellous virtue of its inhabitants, and thus to-day the represen-
tatives of the rights and the hopes of the nation are assembled
around me. For such a benefit we are Indebted to a magnani-
mous allj', to the valour of his and our soldiers, to the assistance

of volunteers, and to the persevering concord of the people.
"We ascribe the merit of it to God, as without superhuman aid
such memorable enterprises cannot be accompUshed. The
gratitude of present and future generations is due to France
for the welfare of Italy, and for consolidating the union of the
two nations, who have some community iu origin, principle,

and destiny. It wiis necessary to make some sacrifice, and I

have made that ^hich was dearest to my heart. Reserving the
vote of the people and the approbation of Parliament, and
reserving- also in regard to Switzerland the guarantee of her
international rights, I have con(;luded a treaty for the reunion
of Savoy and the surrounding territory of Nice with France.

We have still many difficulties to overcome ; but, assisted by
public opinion and by the love of my people, I shall never
permit any one to offend or forget any right or libertj'.

Firm, like my ancestors, in the Catholic religion and in the
respect due to the supreme chief of tiiat religion, I shall, if

the ecclesiastical authority makes use of spiritual arms for

temporal interests, in safe conscience and in the traditions of
my worthy ancestors fmd strength to maintain entire the civil

and
my people. The provinces of the .£milia have been arranged

as in former times; but with Tuscany, who has her own laws
and her own rules, a special temporal provision was necessary.
The short time since, and the rapidity of the event, have
impeded the preparation of the laws which are necessary to

assist and strengthen the new estate. For the first period of
legislation you will only have to discuss the most urgent
measures, and my Ministers will prepare with due deliberation

the projects upon which you will have to delit>erate for the
second period. Based on the statute of the country, the politicul,

military, and financial unity, and the uniformity of the civil

and penal laws, the progressive administrative lilwrty of the
provinces and communes will renew in the Italian people that
splendid and vigorous existence which, at the time of another
form of civilisation and of other territorial arrangements of
Europe, was the fruit of the municipal autonomy which is to-

day opposed to the constitution of strong States and to the
genius of the nation. In entering upon the new order oi things,
and without regarding the old political parties in any other way
than remembering the services rendered to the common cause,
we call for a noble co-operation and the expression of every
sincere opinion, in order to obtain our principal object—the
wellare of the people and the greatness of the country, which
is no longer the Italy of the Romans nor that of the middle
ages. It must no more be left a field open to foreign aoibitiou,
but it must, on the contrary, be the Italy of the Italians."

The King of Sardinia hag issued a proclamation in

which he releases the inhabitants of Savoy and Nice
from continuing subjects of his Majesty, and says

that "France and Italy are two sister nations, whose
destiny is to march at the head of civilisation."

By arrangements between France and Sardinia the civil

and military functionaries of the provinces ceded to

France, on passing under the French dominion, will

preserve their rank and pay as under the Sardinian

Government. General Garibaldi would therefore ob-

tain the grade of General of Division in the French
army ; hut he has already declared his choice to be

Italy, and his intention to remain a subject of King
Victor Emmanuel. The elections of Savoy for the

Parliament of Turin have terminated in the following

results,—out of 17 deputies elected, 15 have openly de-

clared in favour of the union of the province to France;
and in the provinces claimed by Switzerland five have
declared for France and one for Switzerland. The entry

of the French troops Into Nice toolc place on Sunday.
The attitude of the population, according to the Italinn

accounts, was cold, and in the evening there were some

disturbances which were suppressed. The French
accounts, on the other hand, assert that the troops met
with an enthusiastic reception, that the population went
to meet them and strewed flowers on their path, and
that all the houses were decorated with tricoloured

flags. Private letters state that the Italian version of

the reception is the correct one.—Accounts from Naples

mention an insurrectionary movement in Sicily. A body
of inRurgents attaclied the troops in Palermo, but the

soldiers repulsed the insurgents, of whom a great

number were killed. The JPatrie, Paris journal, attri-

butes this movement to English agents, who are trying

to bring about the annexation of Sicily to England,

Turkey a>'d the Pri>xipalities.—There is gi-eac

agitation among the Panslavists in Servia and the

Principalities of the Danube; but no immediate
rising is expected. The French representative at l^el-

grade has advised this party to use moderation, A
corps d'armee has left Monastir to encamp between
Montenegro and Servia. Tlie son of Prince Milosch

has refused to come to Constantinople to receive his

investiture. The Porte has obtained from Russia the

recall of Prirce Dolgorouki, Prince Couza detains as

prisoner Prince George Stirby, who is accused of high

treason. The Rouraains are much attached to Prince

Stirby, and demand that he shall be brought to trial.

Ca^tjiA.—The Sultan has granted an amnesty to the

Candiotes. The Governor of Candia has imprisoned

42 Greek priests who had declared themselves Catholics.

The Ambassador of France has interceded in their

behalf, and has invoked religious liberty, which has

been promised.

India.—Telegraphic despatches have been received

with accounts from Bombay to the 13th March. The
following is an abstract :—

Cmlcuita.—^r. Wilson on the 3d March explained in the Legis-

lative Council his scheme for a convertible paper currency for

all India. Notes of 5, 10, 20, 50. 100, aud 1000 rupees are to be

issued, to the aggregate value of 5,000,000/. sterling, the issue

being effected through commissioners, and the notes, for the

purpose of guarding against forgery, being printed at the Bank
of England. The conTcrtibility of the paper will be provided

for by one-third of the amount of the notes in circulation being

kept in coin. Two-thirds are to be invested in Government
securities. The notes are to be issuable only in exchange for

coin. The gold standard is condemned. The present issue of

notes by the Bank of Bengal, the Bank of Madras, and the

Bank of Bombay is to cease.

B<mibay.—The following troops have sailed or were about to

sail for China:—Her Majesty's 31st Regiment, 3d Native

Infantry, 100 of the 5th Native Influitry. the remainder of the

5th Native Infantry, and No. 3 Battery Royal Artillery. The
Punjaub Infantry were to sail from Kurrachee on the ISth

March ; 600 horses aud 600 mules were also to be despatched

to China as early as possible,

P«/ttiwun—The Viceroy h;vi reached the north-west limit of

British India. He arrived at Peshawur, accompanied by tha

Commander-in-Chief, on the 22d of February, and was received

with great distinction by the natives and Government
authorities. On arriving at the residence of the Commissioner,

the Viceroy received an address, written iu letters of gold, from
the chiefs and residents of Peshawur.
Nepaxd.—The rebels have melted away. TTith the exception

of Feroze Shah, Adil Mahomed, and a few others, all the

leaders have been captured. The Terai may l>e said to be
clear. The Begum and her son, Birjis Kudr, ara at Nya Kote,

and it is thought that Jung Bahadoor will allow them to remain

there. The survivors among the women who fled with the

rebels into Ncpaul have been sent into the interior, and will

doubtless intermarry with the Nepaulese, as there is a lack of

women among the hill men. The Nepaul troops still send in

parties of rebels—sickly, wretched, and covered with vermin.

Baroda.~~K small force of 150 British and 100 Guicowar s

troops, with four guns, has marched from Baroda to Bajpeepla^

to reduce Damjee of Sagbarra, who has given trouble lor some
time past. . .,

Cawrtpore.—The Bomlay Gazette announces that Mi-'^s Emuy
Wheeler, the daughter of General Wheeler, of Cawnpore, is stili

alive. Captain Hai-vey, superintendant of the department for

the abolition of Thuggee, has had communication witii the-

unfortunate voung lady, who is so utterly broken in spirit that

she entreats her friends not to seek to bring her back again,

but to leave her to her wretch#i fate. ,.

Kurrachee. — The ship Chfton Bell, from London, wiWi

soldiers' families, arrived at Kurrachee on the 6th of MarcH-

The steamer atUched to Bourne's Indus Steam-train foundered

outside the bar of Kurrachee harbour. Endeavours weye-

making to raise her.

Cape of Good Hope.—The Cape Parliament has bee»

further prorogued until March 21. The disease in the

vine has not been so extensive as wss first expected.

The haanepool and muscatel have suffered most, ift

the Graaf-Keinet division alone the loss of stock by the

late drought is estimated at 100,000/. Much squab-

bling exists among the projectors of the Cape Town and

Wellington Kidlway, and little progress, comparatively,

has been made. The proposed AVynebcrfc KaiUvay and

the line from Port Klizabeth to Graham's Town are as

yet in abeyance. The Supreme Court has tieclareo

Mahoaiedan marriages solemnised without banns^to be

illegal—a decision which will affect a large portion of

the colonial population,
^

ArsTHALiA.—Accounts from Melbourne of Feb. IT

state that the Land Bill ^vas progressing in Parliament.

The estimates were nearly voted, and the Bill to

authorise the purchase of the Geelong Railway was to

be brouj^ht in on the evening of the departure of the

mails. The Government had agreed to the alteration in-

the mail routo on the condition of other colonies shariaff

the expenses. The gold receipts had decreasea

30,000 ounces as compared with the same period last

year. Accounts from Sydney state that the Parliaments

of that colony met on the 24th January. Mr. Cooper^

the Speaker, had resigned, and Mr. MuiTay had been

unanimously elected in his place j the bringing

forward of the estimates had been postpone*!, k^x*

tensive frauds had been discovered in the storekeeper*

department, and the officials had been suspended n>

consequence. An increased subsidy for the altcratio
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ottbe mail route bad been refused. Great tloods hud

caused the destruction of a large amount of property.

I'he railway worlis were progressing satisfactorily.

\dvices from Adelaide to the 18th February state that

parliaiiient had been prorogued to the 3d April.

United States.—In Congress, on the 21st ult., tlie

Senate passed the House Bill providing for the protec-

tion of female passengers on board emigrant ships, and

the Bill only awaited the President's signature to

become law. A resolution calling on the President to

inform the Senate if any instructions have been given

to the naval officers by which the United States' naral

forces were to take part in the civil war in Mexico, and

by what authority the Mexican war steamers were

recently captured, was adopted. A derelict sloop had
been picked up in the Lower Bay of New York. On
examiiiution it was discovered to have been the scene of

a cruel and bloody contest, ending in the murder of

every member of the crew. The suspected murderer is

in custody. The Indians were still nnirdoring and
plandering the Texans, The Governor was actively

engaged in raising men, and 500 rangers were already

in the field,

Mexico.—Gen. Miramon commenced the siege of

Vera Cruz on the 5th of March with 6000 men and a
strong siege train. An attack whs made on the city on
tile 7th, hut was repulsed, and Miramon was about to

brmbard the place on the night of the 13th of March,
During the siege two war steamers, bought by Miramon
at Havanuah and commanded by Marin, appeared

before the city, and refused to show their flag to the

American squadron, the commander of which
thereupon sent two American steamers to inquire

their nationality. One of the American steamers

was fired into by the two steamers, which immediately

hoisted the Spanish flag. The Saratoga then fired

broadsides, and Miramon's steamers were boarded with
the bayonet. The American loss amounted to 3 woun-
ded ; that of the Mexicans was 15 killed and 25 wounded.
Great excitement prevailed at Vera Cruz. The
American Minister had been instructed to land a force

for the protection of American citizens. The Washing-
ton Administration has approved the act, and has
ordered more vessels from the Gulf squadron to proceed
to Vera Ci'uz. It was reported that Lord John
Kussell had proposed to the contending parties an
armistice of several months, to enable a Mexican Con-
gress to arrange matters.

HOUSE OF CO»r7.rONS.
Fpaday.—Electoral Corruption.—In answer to Mr. E. Eluce.

Sir " .. .. ^

com

BtitueDCies. 1 he motion was tben agreed to. The Stamp prevent him.-The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied that
DvJies Bill and Income Tax £Ul were read a second time, and Sir John Barnard's Act had placed persons in the Stock:flubsequeutly passed through all their stages.-The Duke of

,

Exchange under a peculiar law, affecting not only wagerimrIvEwcASTLE intimated that the Government would be prepared
\
transactions, but the ordinary and regular business ^d hS

to di&criss their financial pr<.positions upon the Customs Bill object was to repeal this exceptional law, and to leave aU

Tnr?^!v'''Th. ff ij . u - * *u Y^^^rv^ J'*^?^^J°''* *"^J^* **> ^^^ ^^^^^ral provisions of the*
1 uivSDAY.— 1 he Hoyal Assent was given by commission to the Act of Victoria. I.«ave was given to introduce the Bill

Income Tax Bill^nd the Stamjj Dvtie^ Bill. The business on
i

ilovT>AY.—Itabj and Savoij.—Lord J. Russell laid upon thethe paper was disposed of, and their lordships then adjourned
:
table some further correspondence on the affairs of ItaJv and

to Tuesday, the 17th inst. stated that the correspondence closed with the despatch of
M. Thouvenel and a brief reply on the part of her Majesty's
Government, in which the latter stated that they intended to
keep the question of the neutralised parts of Savoy separate
from the general question of annexation. There "were also

G. Ghet said the Government were prepared to re- :

papers from Switzerland containing an appeal to the great,
mend that no new writs should be issued either for

\

Powers who signed the treaty guaranteeing the neutrality of
Gloucester or Wakefield during the present Parliament, as ' Switzerland to hold a conference on that subject,
they were of opinion that the most effectual means of

•'-"-'^-•~ '^ '- '-^ .....,..,
checking corrupt practices at elections would be to pass
a law enacting that for a given term of years consti-
tuencies reported as guilty of such offences should be prevented
from^ retuming members to Parliament.—Mr. Addlrley
inquired the intentions of the Government as to a better
apportionment of expenses for the Defence of Colonies hctv/een
the Imperial and Colonial Tiea.suries, observing that, beside*
the unequal burden borne by the I mperial Government for the tion of this important question—one that it was to be hoped
protection of the colonies, the injury arising from the scatter- would be satisfactory to Switzerland, and which would
ing of our forces, and from induciug the colonies not to look to at the same time meet with the approval generally of
their own resources, and being thus at the mercy of an enemy, the Powers of Europe.—In reply to Mr. Hkshesst, Lord
there were anomalies in the system calling for remedy.-Mr. John Russell said that the Govemmtnt had advL*fed htr
S. Herbert said he had already stated his opinion upon the

,

M-ijesty to recognise the annexation of the Roroagna. Tuscany,,
syRtem, which had occupied the attention of the Government, ' Modcna and Purma to the kingdom of Sardinia. Public Biisl-

Her
Majesty's Government had replied that there would be no
objection to enter upon a conference, if that should be con-
sidered the best way of dealing with the question. There
were also papers in reference to the Treaty of Turin, in the
second article of which it was stated that it would be for the
Emperor to come to an undei-standing with the Powers as to-
the neutralised portions of Savoy. Her Majesty's Gowernment
concluded, therefore, that there would be a serious examina-

l^arliament.

HOUSE OF LO RD3.
Friday.—7%^ China ExpedUlon.—EArl Grey in moving for an

Cfitiniate of the probable cost of tjie expedition to China, up to
theclosc of the financial year 1860-61, expressed liis opinion
that It would cost five or six milliona sterling, and that
every blow nimed at China would be more or less felt
by this country ; and he aaked what benefit our trade and
commerce could derive from the destruction of Chinese
cities and the indiscriminate slaughter of the Chinese
people.—The Duke of Somerset denied that the Government
were responsible for the recent occurrences in China, but
thought that when the news reached this country they would
have laid themselves open to severe censure if they had not
taken prompt steps to obtain reparation for the outrage to
which the Uritish flag had been subjected. With regard to the
probable cost of the expedition, it was impossible to form an
estimate at present ; but so far as the Admiralty were
concerned he did not anticipate that the cost of the naval
operations during the present year would exceed the
S50,000L already Toted by Parliament.—The Earl of
Malmesbury defended the policj' of Lord Derby's Govern-
ment in reference to China, and accused Mr. Bruce of
having acted with undue precipitation in his endeavour
to obtain the ratification of the Treaty of Tien-Tsiu.—The Earl of Elgin contended that it was impossible for Mr.
Bruce to have acted otherwise than he did. Had he retired
from the Pei-ho, the time for the ratification of the treaty
would have expired, and he would have been held responsible
for the consequences. For his own part he confessed that he
would not have accepted a new mission to China if he believed
that it involved any slight to Mr- Bruce. With regard to the
expenses of the war, he believed that a very aggi^vated idea had
been formed of the probable cost of the expedition, and he
expressed a hope that concessions on the part of the Chinese
would render recourse to hostilities unnecessary-—The Earl of
Ellenborough thought the new mission could not be
entrusted to more able hands than those of Lord
Elgin, and he sincerely tnisted that his noble friend
Would be enabled to secure peace with honour to this
country without entailing further bloodshed and the ex-
penditure of millions of money. He viewed the probable out-
creak of a new war with China with horror and alarm, and he
held it to be not only unjust, but absolutely unlawful, to make
war for the purpose of making money. After a few words
from Earl Grey in reply, .the motion was withdrawn—In
Kply to a question from the Earl of Camperdown, Earl De
Grey and Ripox said the attention of the Government had
been called to Mr. WhitworiKs Fire-aryns and Prorctiles, and
that a trial would shortly be instituted at Shoeburyness, under
tne supenntendence of the officer especially appointed by the
Government for that purpose.
aATURDAY.—The Roi/at Assent was given by commission to

the Consolidated Fund (850,000/,) Bill the Mutiny Bill, Marine
JViutinyBiIl, Endowed Schools Bill, Benefit Societies of Eng-
land Amendment of Rules BiU, and the SUverdale and New-
castle Railway Bill—The iTictmie Tax and Staynp Duties Bills
were read a first time; and the Duke of Newcastle said he
would on Monday move the suspension of the standiug orders,
so that they might be passed tlirough the other stages, and re-
ceive the Royal assent on Tuesday.
/"Jj^'^-^Y-—Lord Cranworth laid upon the table a Bill for
snortening deeds relating to the Conveyance of Property. The
-uwmmgsfor Labourers (Ire.'and) Bill was read a third time and
P^«W-^ The Irish Reform Bill,—The Marquis of Clatstricarde,m moving for returns relating to the population and rating of
towns in Ireland, condemned the meagre measure of Parlia-
mentary reform which the Government had proposed for that

\country.—The Duke of Newcastle admitted that the meatiure
^^ *

'Vj ^^^* ^^^ when it came regularly before the House
ne should be prepared to defend it.—Lord Mosteagle objected
to the clause which enabled Irii^h peers to represent Irish con*

and he wo\ild not object to produce a report on the subject.
Mr, WuiTESTDE called attention to the recent appointment of
Mr, Lyle, Receiver General in Chancery in Ireland, to the
dignity of Lord Lieuiei^ant of Lon*Jondtny, and contended that
the appointment of a Master in Chancery to such an office was
unprecedented, and an insult to the aristocracy of the county,
—Mr. Cardwell stated that as there was no peer resident in
the county eligible for the office, the Lord Lieutenant had
chosen the commoner whom he considered most competent to
discharge its duties. Annexation of Savoy.—Sir R, Peel brought
under the notice of the House the position of Switzerland
with reference to the recent annexation of Savoy to France.
His object was not, be said, to embarrass her Majesty's
Government, but rather to strengthen their hands
in dealing with a difficult and critical question, involv-
ing the independence of a small but heroic State. There
was a rumour that her Majesty's Government had sent *'a
spirited answer " to the circular of M, Thouvenel. It would,
however, have been more satisfactory to the country if Lord
J. Russell had placed his despatch on the table of the House,
He did not believe that the Government had connived at the
late aggrandising policy of France, but appearances were
strongly against them. They admitted they were grossly
deceived by a Power whose sincerity, however, they were

ness.—Lord John Russell moved that on Thursdays after
Easter, and until Whitsuntide, Government orders of the day
have precedence of notices of motion. An animated discussion
ensued, in the course of which several members took excep-
tion to the propC'Sition, on the ground that it was an assault
on the privilege of private members, and that unless a bold
front were offered to the Government a precedent fatal to the
privilcgesof the House would be established.—Lord Palmer-
STON said the Government had no wish to monopolise the tim«
of the House to the exclusion of independent members. It was
in the interest of the public and of the House itself that the
motion was made, and its object was to enable the Government
to get through a lar^e and exceptional amount of business.—
Mr, Disraeli thought the Government had failed to make out
a case in favour of the motion,—Mr, Walpole admitted that
the time had aiTived when it became absolutely necessary to
do something to facilitate the course of business'; at the sam^a
time he questioned whether it would be wi?5e for the Govern-
ment to insist upon the present motion.—Sir M. Farqubas
suggested that ample time would be afforded to the Govern-
ment if Lord John Russell would consent to abandon his
Reform Bill, for the untimely fate of which it was quite
evident there would be no sympathy either in the House or
the country,—Sir G. Grj:v moved, as an amendment, the

bound to acknowledge after the many assurances of good faith i

addition of the words, " and that notices of motion have pre-
which they had received. With regard to the policy of France

;

cedence of orders of the day on Fridays," the object of this
"" "^' ' '

'..
.

* amendment being to give the Governmeut Thursdays in
exchange for Fridays, On a division Sir G, Grey's amendment
was carried by 150 to 126, and the original motion, as amended^
was then carried by 142 to 117. The House then went into
committee on the Custmnz Acts^ when the Chancellor of the
Exchequer moved an amended resolution imposing a duty
upon all articles (except com^ grain^ or flour, and timber and
wood goods) of \d, per package or parcel, an4 a dnty of li. 6d-
upon bills of lading. The right hon. gentleman explained that
the alteration which he had introduced would cause a lalling
off of 100,0001. from the 300,0001, which he had originally anti-
cipated to arise from these sources. After some discussion the

m reference to her war with Austria, it might have been
generous to Italy, but it was fallal to the independence of Swit-
zerland, Mr, Bright had said. "Perish Savoy; the silk of
Lyons will double your income." The hon, gentleman might
" shunt" his loyalty in that fashion, but he could little appre-
ciate the loyalty and devotion of half a million of people,
who for eight centuries had been the mainstay and
the rock of defence of the dynasty of Savoy. He did
not wish to see active interference, but what he desired
was a generous and vigorous protest in vindication of the
liberties and interests of an ancient and loyal Republic. Such
a step might have the effect of curbing the aj^^gressive policy ot
France, as it had on a former occasion checked the ambition |

resolutions imix>sing the \d* charge upon imported packages
of the First Napoleon. The adjourned debate on the con- '

-
-

sideration of the hicomt Tax BUI as amended, was then
resumed-—Colonel Dunne moved an amendment to reduce the
tax from lOd. to 9rf,, as far as Ireland was concerned.—The
Chancellor of the Exchequer opposed the motion, pleading
as upon previous occasions, the exigency of the Exchequer,
The motion was negatived,—Mr. W. Williams then moved an
amendment to exempt incomes under 150Z,—Sir H, Wil-
LOUGHBY urged the unequal pressure of the tax on small
incomes, and asked whether the Government contemplated
the appointment of a committee to inquire into its inequahties.
—Mr. Hubbard asked for information respecting the
future policy of the Government in regard to the tax,—
Mr. RoEBCGK complained of its pressure upon poor clerks and
poor gentlemen,—The discussion was continued by Alderman
Salomons, Mr, Barrow, Mr. P. Urqurart, Sir M. Farquhar,
and other members.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer said
he would not propose an inquiry into the operation of the
tax, but that if the House desired it he would not throw any
obstacle in its way. With regaid to the exemption of incomes
under 150f, per annum, he could not accede to the motion,
because it would involve a sacrifice of revenue of 600,000?, or
more upon the financial year,—.Mr. Dipraeli said, the whole
subject of the income-tax had been exhaxisted by a com-
mittee which bad sat for two years, and modifications had
been made in it, recognising the distinction between
permanent and casual incomes. But the Chancellor
of the Exchequer had denounced the tax as an
immoral enormity, and cabled for its termination,
and the Government of 1S52 had been turned out
of office because they did not deal with this tax properly. Yet
in spite of a kind of compact he had entered into with the
country, and with 2,000,000Z. at his disposal, the same Minister
had ostentatiously applied it to other purposes. The Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer had stigmatised the tax as immoral
and intolerable, and proposed that steps should be taken for
its gradual abolition, and now came forward in 1860 virtually
to double iU On a division Mr, Williams's amendment was
negatived by 174 to 24,—On the consideration of the ^arap
Duties Bill^ Mr. Bentinck moved the omission of the
l7th clause, which repealed the Act 7th George II.,

passed to prevent gambling in the funds by time bargains,
which he denounced as immoral as well as mischievous,—Mr.
James said that the clause rei>ealed an Act which was self-

repealed, and did not repeal another, which made it perpetual,
—After sonie discussion the Chancellor of the ExciitiQUHR
consented to the omission of the clause, designing to introduce
it in the form of a separate Bill. The clause was then ex-
cluded from the Bill. The Bar^trupt Law (Scotland) Amend-
meiU Bill passed through Commit tee-

Saturdav.—On the third reading of the Income-tax Bill, Mr.
Henley protested against tbe introduction of a clause which

had not been printed, and of which nolx*dy knew jmything;

and Mr. Griffith complained of the thrusting of clauses into

Bill in this manner —The CHAXCELLOft of the Exchequer gave

an explanation of the matter and the Bill passed. On the

third reading of the Stainp Duties Bill, Sir H. Cairns suggested

that the stamp duty imposed by the Bill on contracts for the

saleof stock was not warranted by the resolution. The sug

gestion gave rise to considerable -U<^ussion, and the diflBculty

was at length got over by recoumiitting the Bill and amending

the schedule by omitting contract notes, which will be the

subject of another Bill, The Bill then passed.—The Chan-

cellor of the ExcHEQUE.i moved for leave to bring in a Bill to

repeal the Act of George IL, commonly called "Sir John

Barnard's Act."—Mr, James asked whether the Chancellor of

and 1*, 6rf- upon bills of lading were agreed to,—On the next
resolution^ imposing a customs due of lOs. Cd. per cent, on the
warehousing and removal of goods in bond, Mr. DalglisM
moved, as an amendment, that tbe charges should not apply to
goods removed from bond. The amendment was negatived
on a division by 64 to 50. The resolution was then
agreed to.—The Chancellor of the Exchequkr postponed
until after Easter tbe resolutions imposing charges on opera-
tions in warehouses. The adjourned debate on the second
reading of the Refreshment Houses and Wine Licenses Bill was
resumed by Mr. Crook, who moved an amendment that the
Bill be read a second time that day six months. He said that
he was induced to adopt this course in the interest of temper-
ancCp and not out of any sympathy for the licensed victualUrs. He
considered that the Bill was unnecessary, that it would have a
demoralising effect upon the habits of the people, and that as
a fiscal measure it would disappoint the expectations of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer.—Mr. Digby Seymour seconded
the amendment, urging that the measure could not be justified
either upon fiscal, social, or moral grounds, and that it would
introduce with French wine a French police,—Mr. Ker Sey-
mer supported the Bill. In his opinion the question was
narrowed to a very simple issue, uamety, through what path
should the public reach cheap wine? The Chancellor of the
Exchequer had decided that it should not be through the gin
palace. He contended that the time had arrived for abolishing
the monopoly of the licensed victuallers, who had enjoyed that
privilege too long, and if they now complained of interference
they had no one to blame but themselves.—Mr. Hardy admitted
that he was not prepared to defend the present system of licens-
ing ; at the same time^ he could not consent to increase to an
unlimited extent the facilities for the sale of nervous stimu-
lants. There were already 121,336 beer-houses^ independently
of public-houses and gin-shops, and if a Bill pa-^^sed for the pale
of light wines it would be necessary to go much further and to
open the door to free-trade in spirits also. As he considered
the Bill would strike a fatal blow at public order and social
morality, he would offer it a determined resistance.—Mr>
Ayrton moved the adjournment of the dehp^te.—The Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer said he felt that so many members
wished to speak on the question that he could not oppose the
motion. The debate was then adjourned to Thursday, the lOtii

inst. Nd Fishing in Fresh Water,— ^Ir, Cochrane obt^ned
leave to bring in a Bill to extend the Act to prevent fishing for
trout or other fresh-water fish by nets in the rivers and waters
of Scotland.—On the motion of Lord Elcho, leave was given
to bring in a Bill to amend tbe Police arid Ta^wns frnproverfient

Act, so as to enable towns and populouii places in Scotland to
avail themselves of its provisions for sanitary and other im-
provements, 1without at the same time adopting its provisions as
regards the establishment and maintenance of a police force,

—

Mr. Hahdcastle brought in a Bill to facilitate the appointment
of new Trustees to Public Charitus,
Tuesday.—Indian Affain^-— In answer to Lord Stanlby, SirC

Wood said that it was his intention to bring in a Bill in the
course of the present session for the reconstniction of the
council of the Governor-General of India, a Bill for the amend--
ment of the law, and a Bill for the amalgamation of the Sadder
and Supreme Court. Newspaper Samps.—In reply to Mr,
Ewart, Mr, Laikg said that it was intended to continue tbe
impressed stamp upon newspapers as a matter of conTenience,

but that the privilege of rttransmission would not be retained-

Refoj^m Bill Returns.—On the motion that the House, at i

rising, adjourn until the ]6th inat, Sir J. PAKiaoTON asked

what manner the numbers of houses at various amounts of
" gross estimated rental " in the cities and boroughs of England,

the F7xchequer-s object was to obtain a revenue from contract as given in the recent return were ascertained.-Mr. Viluij^

notes^or X^^^^ if so, the 8th Victoria would explained the manner in which the returns had been collected.

m
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Caunel coal. Two men and two boya were killed,

geverul persons were seriously hurt, and about 200 men

ffill he thrown for some time out of employment by the

accident. The second explosion occurred on IMonday

aiorning at the Seuton Burn Colliery, belonging to

jlessrs. Bowes and Co., killing the two stokers on the

spot, and severely injuring several of the men and boys

fl-ho were assembled at the pithead waiting to descend

the mine. The jury in the case of the first accident

returned a verdict to the effect that the explosion wcis

caused by want of water, and that if there liad been

sonie alarm attached to the boiler, it would probably

not have taken place.

SoTTTHAinpTON".—Another fatal boat accident in con-

nection with the Great Eastern occurred on Sunday.

A boat capsized soon after leaving tlie ship» when the

foreman oftbe carpenters who had been at %\ ork on board

was unfortunate!}" drowned. The other person? in the

boat were saved.

The O'Conoe Don on the Pope axd his scejects.
—At the recent electiou for Roscommon the O'Couor
Don, who holds the honorary office of Chsunberhiin of

the Pope, in returning thanks for his election made the

following remarks on the Pope asa temporalsoverelgn:^

—

" An objection has been raised to my addi-ess because I have
expressed sympathy with the Holy Father. That is an objec-

tion that never could liavc come from the men of Roscommon
;

and therefore it is one that I might very well pass over without
notice. I mnccrcly think that the Holy Father should be left

in possession of his dominions. I wish that he should be free

from all foreign intervention, and I would even go so far as to

say—using the words of a certain gentleman in this comity

—

that he should be left perfectly at liberty ' to wallop his own
niggers.' I say so, because I place implicit reliance upon the
benevolence and kindness of one of tbe most pateraa! rulers

in Europe. But even if I did not place that confidence and
reliance upon the Pope, I should still I think adhere to that
opinion, because, to tell you the truth, I believe that a little

walloping would do the said niggers no great harm,"

A Magistehial Dextnqitekt.—Mr. R. W. Hall

Dare, J.P, of the county of Sligo, was tried at the
Quarter Sessions of Ballymote, on Saturd.^3•, on a

charge of having indecently assaulted Elizabetli

Montagu, an Englishwoman, the wife of his under-
gamekoeper. Tlie jury took a long time to deliberate,

but eventually they brought in a verdict of guilty of

common assault. In passing sentence, the Assistant-

Barrister (Mr, Harstonge Robinson) said that his

brother magistrates :uid himself considered it their
duty to impose upon him a punishment that would mark
their disapprobation of his conduct, and show to the
public that, no matter how high the position of a party
guilty of such an oifence, the law must take its course
with regard to him. For tliese considerations tlicy felt

it to bo their duty to sentence him to one month's im-
prisonment, and that lie pay a fine of 5/., together with
lOif. which hiid been incurred as expenses by tbe prose-

cutrix. Mr. Hall Dare, who had risen from his seat to

receive the sentence of the Court, made no observation,

and shortly afterwards, in company with the sub-

sheriff, walked across to tbe gitol. Mr. Dare
formerly represented an English coutity in Parliament,

and a few years ago became the purchaser, under the

Encumbered Estates Court, of the Perceval property in

the county of Sligo, since which he has resi'.;!ed con-

stantly in Ireland. Tbe whole affair has, of course,

created great interest in the county* of Slisio.

porting
The Univebsixt Boat Eace.—This great race took place on

Saturday from Putney to Mortlake, in the presence of many
thousands of spectators, and terniinattd in tbe success of
Cambridge by a length and a half over Oxford, The distance,

4i miles, was rowed in 25 minutes.
The Foethcomino Phizk Fight.—On Saturday afternoon

Colonel Robertfion. chief constable of the Hertfordshire police,

applied to the justices in jetty session for a warrant to
apprehend Sajers and Heenan, iu order that they might be
bound over to keep the peace. Colonel Robertson stated that
he had received iuforniafiou that the fi^ht was appointed to

come off in the county of Hertford, If the a^isemblage were
litely to be an ordinary one the force at his command would
be ample to prt^vent a breach of the peace, but iie had reason
to believe that not less than SO^iO perBons would accompany the
pugilists to the spot fixed upon for the encounter, and he
therefore felt it necessary to take the precaution of binding the
parties over to keep the peace. The Bench said the matter
was one of great importaiicc, as there was no knowing what
mischief might he done by the irruption of 8000 persons of the
class likely to assemble at a prize-fight into a quiet agricultural
county* The warrant was immediately granted, and si^aied by
three magistrates. It was understood that the warrant would
be at once executed, and the parties required to find sureties to
a heavy amount.

!LaUj.
Oxford Circuit: GLorcEsxrat.—TV St. Briavel'g Murder.—

Joseph lt''ib\ 21, was ch;irged with the wilful murder of John
Hughes, a man aged 76, ou the 14th of January last, at
St Briavel's, in the Forest of Dean. It appeared that the pri-
soner had been for ab^mt three months employed as an out-
door servant of William Kear, a small farmer and cidershop-
keeperat St. Briavers, during tbe illness of the regular servant,
George Hughes, who returned to his tiraploymeut on the 4th of
January last George Hughes was asked to look at a sick calf,

which was kept at a farm ab; ut 300 yards from tbe house, and
the prisoner made some objection to this, and became some-
what excited when Hughes went- The prisoner began to tease
and puU the hair of his master's bC«. Richard Kear, a boy
13 years of age, and when the boy called for assistance his
grandfather and one of his sistere succeeded, after some dif-

ficulty^ in releasiirg him from the pri.'^oner- In the scuffle the
•irter^ a cirl 19 jears of age, struck the prisoner with a &tiek,
upon which he knocked her down, then the grandfather, and
then deceased, John Hughts, ^ho woa the fathei* of his fellow-

,

servant^ George Hughes. Theboy went out and fetched a spftde, late Sir James Hunter Bhur, Bart., of Dunskey, and giandson-
and told the prisoner that, if he struck his grandfather Kear of another William Mure who vpbb M,P. for Renfrewshire from,
again, he would hit him with the spade. The prisoner at once 1742 to 1761. He was bom at Caldwell in 1799 ; and having
knocked old Ke-av down, upon which the boy struck the received his early education at Westminster proceeded to the
prisoner with the spade, and ran away out of the house. University of Edinburgh, and completed his course of istudies
Being followed by the prisoner, the boy dropped the sj)ade and ^ in Germany, where he imbibed that taste for criticism which
escaped. Old Kear kicked the spade, and, as he said, was in after years made his name known among the scholars of
about to throw it away, when the prisoner, who was a very modem Europe. It was about 50 years ago that he first came
powerful man, rushed upon him, wrenched the spade out of beforo the public as an author, having published a ''Journal of

a Tour made in Greece in 1838,^' which was followed after an
interval by a more strictly learned and elaborate disquiBitiou
on *' The Calendar of Ancient Egypt/' About 10 years ago he
publislied the first portion of a still more learned woVk, ^*The
Critical History of the Language and Literature of Ancient
Greece." Only five volumes of this work have yet appeared,
aud it is understood to have been left imperfect by his
de&th. In 1S41 be was an unsuccessful candidate for Renfrew-
shire against the late Mr. Patrick Maxwell Stewart ; but was
elected for that county on Mr. Stewart's death shortly before
the close of the same Parliament. He was again returned to
Parliament in 1S47 and in 1852, on each occasion without oppo*
sition ; but, finding his health growing weak, he retired from
public life in 1855. In politics he was a moderate Conservative,
and supported all the free trade measures of the late Sir R. Peel.
He held the office of Lord Rector of the University of Glasgow
during the year 1847-48, and was for many years Colonel Com-
mandant of the lienfrewshire Militia. He also took an active
iuterest in Scottish agriculture, and was Vice-Lieutenant of
the county of Renfrew. Colonel Mure married in 1S25 the
second daughter of Mi\ William 3larkham, of Becea Hall,
Yorkshire, and granddaughter of the late Archbishop of York,
by whom he Itavea i^ssue. His eldest son and heir, wlio is a
lieutenant-colonel in the Scots Fusilier GuardK, was recently
married to tbe Hon. Constance Elizabeth Wyndham, third
daughter of Lord Leconfield,

his hand, and knocked him down with his fist The deceased,
John Hughes^ at this time came out of tbe house, and was
crossing the ynrd, when the prisoner, who was in a state
bordering on fury, came behind him and stnick him down with
the spade. Tbe ^d man's h^tt flew off, and while he was on the
ground the prisoner struck him several times on the bare head
with the spade, and proceeded in a state of frenzy to attack
several other persons, dislocating the shoulder of one, breaking
the arm of another, and cutting open the head of a woman whn
held a child in her arras. Mr, Cripps addressed the jury for
the prisoner, contending that the assaults made on tbe pri:^oner
with the stick and sx>^^^^ vvere sulncient to reduce the offence
to manslaughter only- The jury AcrpiUted the prisoner of
murder, and found him GuiU^f oi manslaughter, Mr. Justice
Keating made some strong remarks on the atrocity of the
prisoner's offence, and sentenced him to penal servitude for life.

Poaching.—Edicin Cho.ndler^ 24, labourer, TTiomas flawU/ff/^ IS,

labourer, and George Hanley, 31- labourer, were chai'ged with
entering certain enclosed land at Toddington,inthe occupation
of Lord Sudeley, aimed with a gun, on the night of the 7th of
February, for the purpose of talauggjime. It apfieared thaton
the nisrht in question the keepers of Lord Sudeley were out
watching. Tliey saw five men come out of a wood, one of

whom. Chandler, fttrnck one of the keepers with the stock of a
gun. Chandler aud Hawling, two of the men, wore taken into
custody ou the spot, und the game recently killed wai^ found
upon them. The other men escaped^ but the prisoner Stanley
was afterwards taken, and identified as being of the party by
a witness who said he had known hiiu for several ye^rs, and
Fiiw him on the night in ([uestion, which was moonlight, at a
distance of only 11 yards. The jury found the prisoners Guilty.

The prisoner Stanley was then tried \ipon another indictment,
for a similar offence, committed with others unknown, on the
night of the 7th of Jann;uy, on tho same estate. On the
night in question three keepei^ were out watching game,
and heard the sound of a gun in Burbury Wcod, aud on
going to the spot they saw five men come out into the nxid.

One of tho men had a gun» and as a keeper named Pomfrey
seized hold of him the pri:^oner took up his stick and kuocl<ed
kini down iiisensiV>lc- This was proved by a keeper named
Wood, who said he was within two yards of him at the time,

it being moonlight. The keepers heing overpowered retired,

leaving their companion on the ground, and the poachers
escaped. Wood saw the prisoner again on the 4th February,
and tticn gave information which led to his being taken into

custody. He said he had known tiie prisoner for years, and
knew where he lived. The jury found the prisoner Guilty.

Mr. Justice Keating sentenced Stanley, a very powerful man,
and Chandler to five years' penal servitude, and Haw-
ling» in con?^ideration of his having abstained from
violence, to &ix rrtontbs* imprisonment with hard labour.

Monmouth.—T/^ Tretltqar Murder.—Martha Taylor, 30, was
indicted for the wilful niurder of Elizabeth Tavlor on the 20th
August last. Deceased was tlic step-daughter of tho prisoner,

and was about 14 years of age. She hud been subjected to
very cruel treatment at the hands of tho prisoner, who had
deprived her of clothes and food, and had several times said

she would not mind taking away her life ^ny more than the
life of a mouse. On the 2 th of x\ugui?t dccea^^ed was seen
going towards a pond and that was tho last time she was seen
alive. The prisoner w;is also seen at the \>ond shortly after

deceased was seen there, and the body was afterwards found
in it. Several witnesses were examined whose evidence showed
yrcat Qcts of harsh treatment on tho part of the prisoner to

WrLLS.—The win of the Right Rev. Dr. Murray, Lord Bishop
of Rochester, has been sworn imder 35,0 0/. personalty ; Rev.
Wilham Canning, canon of Windeor, 30,0001. ; Mr. Murphy, son
of the Irish cattle salesmaf^ter, 150.000L ; Mr. Collard, the cele-
brated pianoforte manufacturer, 140,0002.

BIRTHS.—On the 30th ult, at 35, Hill Street. Lady Ewav
Walsh, of a daughter—2Sth ult, the Lady Olivia FiTzpatrick,.
of a son—28th inst, at Adlestrop Rfictorj-, the wife of the Hon,
and Rev. H, P, Cholmondeley, of a son—2Sth nit, at St,
Petroc Minar Rectory, prematurely, Lady Molkswohth, of a
daughter, stillbor^j—Ist inst, at Larchfield, near i^ai'nham, the
wife of Major-General Lawrence, of a son—28th \ilt, at 42^
Leeson Street, Dublin, the wile of the Hon. Mr- Justice
Christian, of a son.

MARRIAGKS.—At St. Petersburg, Sir JoHK FiENNES T,
Crampton, Bart., K,C-B-, her Majesty's Minister at the Comt
of Russia, to MademoisoUe Victoire BALFiii, the celebrated
vocalidfc— 31st ult, at Abergwilly Church, A. 11. Saunders
Da VIES, Esq., of Pentre, Pembrokeshire, to Frances, fourth
daughter of the late Grismond Philipps, Esq., of Cwmgwilly,
Carniarthensbiro—1st inst, at Harrow-on the-Hill, the Rev,
Frederick Kendall, Assistant-Master of Harrow School, to
Jkan Mart Ricketts, third daughter of Benjamin Tayler,
Esq., late of tlm B.C, service—Sd inst, at St. Jolui's Church,
Clifton, William Charles Macready, Esq., the tragedian, of
Sherborne House, Dorset, to Cecile Louise FitEnKniCA, fourth
daughter of the late HtiXRY yri::NCi::it, Esq., audgnuid-daughtcr
of the late Sir William Beechey.
DEATIIS-~On the 2Sth ult, in Dorset Place, Dorset Square^

of intluenaa, Eleanor Albinia Pery, youngest daughter of the
Hon. Edmond Sexton Fory, and granddaughter of the Ute
Earl of Limerick, aged 2:J—3uth ult, at Wlier^tead Piuk, Lidy
HARLAf^D, relict of Sir Robert Uarlaud, liart., aged 82—30th
ult, while on a visit to her son-in-law, the Hcv, Joseph F. Fenn,
at Cheltenham, Lady Bignold, wife of Sir Samuel Bignold, of

^, T^ * -i, - 1 *\ 1^ 3 Xorwich, aged 6J—:M inst, at 24, Chapel Street, Belgrave
^eo- In cn*£-exanunation it was proved tliat decc . ^r,„^^^ m*2,- ^«. ^4-^ ^r *i ^ i^* tt^*. V* i ^ i li 'a i v
f.. fu^ ,.™^ *,. r..*..K f.,* „«^ 4.u^4. *!.« ,.^.....! «^^ *^^r. bquare. Marv, daus^hter of the late Hon, Colonel David lAishewent to the pond to fetch water, and that the vesificl she took

was found broken in the water, Mr. Baron BramweU, in
sumujing up, exjn <i his opinion that it was not prohable
thrit the prisoner would have selected an exposed place, in
which many people resided, for the committal of an act of
nmrdcr. It might be that the prisoner's liarsh conduct to
deceased had goaded her to an act of self-destruction, in which
case the prisoner would be morally but not lep^ally responsible
for the death- Or it iright be that deceased had accidontally

fallen inti> the pond. The jury returned a verdict of ^o/ Guilty,

and the judge said that was a very proper verdict. His lordship
then ordered the prisoner to bo indicted for cruelty to the
deceased girl, and being found Guilty, sh^ was sentenced to

two years* imprisonment.

The late Accident on the Eastern Cottnties.—
The adjoumecl inqnest on Mr. Geor2:e Alexander

Falconer, who died on tlie lltU ult. from injuries

sustained by the accident at Tottetiham on Fohruury 20,

was conchuled on Tue^^dajj when tht; jury returned a

verdict that dcatli was cnnsed by the upsetting of a

locomotive engine, and that the upsetting was caused by

a wheel being used with a defective tire.

Anstruther, and widow of F. 8. G. Fa' :, Esq., of Bradfield
House, Bucks

—

S-d inst. at Market Jew Terrace, Penzance,
Hli,ssKiTTTDAvr,onIysurviving sister of the late Sir Humphrey
Davy, aged SI—19th inst, at Havant. Chnrlotte, youngest ana
only surviving daughter of ihe late Right Rev. Jaoob Mous-
TArN, J),D., and sister to the present Lord HiJshop of Quebec

—

31st ult, at 20, Queen Street, Mayfair, suddenly, Jluax
CUNINGHHAME, ouly Child of MOUSTSTL ART E. GraNT DuFT,
Esq,, M,P,, aged three months—29th ult, at her residence,
15, York Terrace, Regent's Park, HnrKN, relict of Willjajc
KaY, Esq,, formerly of Tring Park, Hertij—:i7th inst, at bis
residence, Keynsham, ncai- Bath, Henrt Euen Mynors, Esq.,
a Justice of the Peace for the counties of Worcester and
Somerset, nged 68—2l6t ult, at Blaendyffryn, Cardiganshire,
John LLOVnDAviKa Eaq.,a magistrate aud deputy-lieutenant
fur the counties of Carmarthen and Cardig^ai, and M.P. for
the Cardigan Boroughs, aged 511—2Stb ult, atEccleston, Chester,.
Charlotte, widow of the Rev, W. Hodoson, D.D,, late

Master of St. Peter*s College, Cambridge, aged 00—
asth ult, at Christ Church, Oxford, Miss Ogilvie, sister of the
Rev. Dr, Ogilvie, Canon of Christ Church, aged t>4—3ftth \ilt at
Cheltenhuni, Major-Gcnerul Joun J. Hoi.lis, on the retired full

pny of the 25th Regiment, aged 76

—

33fi inst, at Nice, Colono!
HoooE, K,H. (late 20th Regioaent), of Gloucester PMce, Hyde
Park» and of Aylshain, Norfolk, iMjed 7;{—1st inst. at bia
residence, 9, Devonshire Terrace, Hyde Park, Thomas Keoqu*
Esq., Heeretary to the Board of Inland Revenue, ^ud M
—3uth ult, at Ifi, Clarendon Road, Keni>ington, Profe«eor
Narrien, F.R.8.. labeoftlie Royal Military College, Sand-
hurst, aged 77—2Sth ult, at Chiswick JIoubc, Chiawick, Jf«*
CATUERiSiC HuGUf:s, for 59 years liousekeeper in the
Duke of Devonshire's family, aged 82. — lat inst, at

Paradise Nnrfery, HoUoway, Mrs Jane Parkkr, mother of

Mr, Robert Parker, iuthe Oi^th year of her age, after along and
painful illness.

The Countess Dowaoer of Elgin died on Sunday in Paris,

after a protracted illness. Her h'ldyship was second wife of

the sixth Earl of Elgin, and mother of the present peer. She
w:is the youngest daughter of Mr, James T. Oswald, and mar-
ried in 1810 the late earl, by whom she leaves sui^iving issue

the Earl of Elgin, Colonel the Hon Robert Biuce, C-B.,aud the
Hon. Frcdericl^ W. A. Bruce, her M;ycsty's Mliiister in China.

The Very Rev, TjORD FitzcwERalu and Vi-sci> Dean of Kil-

more, LL.D,, tc died on the 30th ult.. at Dane-sfort, county
Cavan» in his 74th year. His lord^ihip manied in 1825 the
daughter of tiie late Sumdifih O'Gr-idy, Iv'^., and succeeded
his brother the Right Hon, Veecy Fitzgerald in 1843, The
title which is a barony in the peerage of Irchmd, was conferred

upon the lute peer's mother; her eldest son received also a H^s_; ^unmr ao loua to i^;
..cat in the House of Lords in right of a barony (>f the United i

^f^^:^^^ Jt^'n.b^^^i.i.^^^^^^^^^
Kingdom ^vhich became extmct at his deatlu The late lord to 85fl-

,
hrcnch Whitm^iOs. to i>i

haviiig died without male issue, the present title has also

become extinct-
., *, ^ , t^- - j .t

Thf: Ho;^. Chart.ks Fox Kint^aird, "Master of Kmnaird,"

eldest and ouly surviving son of Lord Kinnaird, rlied on the

30th ult at Naples, of fever. He had been recently on a tour

it\aife£W.

POTATOES.—SouTHWARK, Monday, April 2.

During- the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
moderate, bat more than equal to the demand; the trade con-
tinues heavy. The fnllowins .tre this dAy'a q ttione :—
York Resents, perfrtn, 908. to 150a. ; Lincolnshire do., SOs. to
P5s.; Dunbar do.. loOs. to 120».; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeabire

70b. to 85a. ; do. Reds, los,

i>\}n. ; IHflKUUa do., <K)a. to 70b.

Perthshire with the intt-ntion of hastening to the continent

when tho melancholy tidings met them on tbc-jr arrival in

London. Their son wns bcm in May, 1840, and consequently

had not completed his 20th year.

Colonel Muke, of Caldwdl, the historian of "Tac Literature

of Vncient GrecL-o," died ou tbe 1st inst. at 1, Ken3inf]rton Park

Gardens in his tJlst year. 3Ie was the son of the late Colonel

BRITISH WOOLS.—IXBIBOK, Friday, April 6.

The demand for fleccf^s and fiee«B sorto hat bean on only a
wnall scale for immediAta cenaumption, as political matters
have been disqnititin^, aud m 'ncv tending higher in value.

Skin wool has met with a ready safe at lata i«t«s»

South-down Hog- 8.

{jets

Half-bred ditto..

Down Kwes
Kent Flcecea .

.

d.

9
d. a.

1 8 to 118— —
1 « — —
1 6 — 1 6i

Lofcest. Wethera 1

Ditto Ii«ggs .. 1

Con. - -.„ nkins 1

Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .. 1

5 —
7 —
2 to

6 —
a —

1 (!

2 S

COAL MARKET.—April 4.

Bowers West Hartley, 16a.; Byass's Bebside West Hartley,

16fl.: Hastings Hartley, Ifia. ; Howard's Weat HRrtiey, I58.9d.;

^Sm -Crof cidwdl/^idTf t^e eM^^^ Moor, 12.. -«d. ;
TunB^ld .W B«-, 12^ M.
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M'ylam, Ids.; TCalla End Acorn Close, lOs. 3d.; Walls End
Eden, 19s. 3d. ; Walla End Kepier Grange, 19s. 3d. ; Walla End
Heugh Hall, ISs. 3d. ; Walls End Kelloe, 10s, 6d. ; Walla
End Kortb Hartlepool, 158. 6d. ; Carway and Duffryn
Jlaltingr, 23g. ; Walla End Firtli's Robin Hood, 14s. 9d.—25
sliips at market.

COVENT GARDEN.—Aj>ril 7.

Vegetables are still scarce and dear. Pine Apples and Grapes
have not altered since our last report. Good Apples and Fear.'i

are scarce. The former consist of Golden Knob, Bess Pool, and
Wyben Pippin, and the latter of Ne Plus Meuris. IJeurre Ranee,
and Easter Beurr§. Oranges are plentiful and cheap. Good
Cobs realise Is. per lb. , and Spanish Ha?.el Nuts for planting 169.

l>er bush. Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Seakale are fui-nished in
tolerable q\iantities. Parsley is still very dear. Green Peas may
be obtained at high prices. Potatoes realise 43. 6d. a bushel. A
few new frame ones may be had at from 3s. to 5s. per
pound. Mushrooms can still be had in small quantities.
Cucumbers are dear. Gut flowers chiefly consist ol Orchide,
Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette, Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths,
IMmulas, Geraniums, and Roses.

FRUIT.

at last Moadaj's prices. Flour was in retail demand at about
last Monday's quotations. Barley was scarce, quiet in demand,
but firmly maintained upon last Monday's rates, viz., about Is.

per qr. over last week's currency. Oats: quiet trade at the
quotations of last Monday. English and Egyptian unaltered
in value. Peas quiet at late rates.

Arrivals from April 2 to April 4.

English .

.

Irish ..,.

Foreign .

.

W heat.

14eo qrs.

ft

300 „

Barley. Oats.

810 qrs.

>»

tt

1030 qra.

Floor.

600

fl

t»

1040 Sks-

{

30 .,

100 bris.

Pears, per doz,; 6s to 10a
Or:inges, per 100, 2s 6d to Ss
Lemons, i>er 100, 5s to Ss
Cobs, do., 1003 •

Pine Apples, per lb., 8^ to 123
Grapes, per la, 123 to 20g

Strav7berrie3,p-oz.,ls6d to 2sGd
Apples, per doz., 2s to Gs

VEGETABLES.
Asp;^ragiis, p bundle, 6s to 10s Cucumbers, each, Is to 3s
Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
Bliubarb, per bundle, fid to Is

F. Beans, per 100, 2s to 33
Beas, p. half sieve, 15s t-) 20s
Broccoli, per doz-, 4s to Ss
Greens, per dozear, 4s 6d

to6fl

LivEitPOOL, Tuesday, April 3.—"We have a fair attendance
of buyers at our Com Exchange this morning. Wheat has
met only a retiiil sale, and there is no change to notice in
quotations oonipared with l^st market day. Flour moves
slowly, and the late advance is -with difficulty maintaii^cd.
Indian Corn hn^ a fair consumptive inquiry at previous rates-
Oats steady; Oatmeal fully as dear. Beans a shade easier.
Peas and B;irley are without change. The day is very fine,

with a rising barometer, and the market partakes quite of a
retail character, but prices arc steadj'.

Cabbiiges, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90a to lOOs

.
— per bus., Ss to 4s 6d— per cwt., 6s to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
%)ftt ich, p. sieve, 4s to 53

Artichokes, per doz., 2s to 3b
Beet, per doz , Is Cd to 2s
Celery, per bundle, Is 6d to 23

Onions, p. half sieve, la to Is 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb-,p. score, ls6d

to 2s 6d
Endive, p. score, Is to 2a
Horse Radish, p. bun. ,1s 6d to 43

Muiihrooms, p. pott., Ss to 2s6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to 8s

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

AVI^RAGES. Wheat. Barley.
1

Oats.

aisurf

Rje.

SlslO^i

""Beans.

83* 6dFeb. 18.. 1 43*llt( Stslltf— 25.. 44 5 35 7 22 7 3i 3 38 1]

March 3.. 44 9 36 6 22 11 32 39 1— 10.. 45 S6 3 22 9 30 G 39 6— 17.. 1 45 2 36 5 23 1 34 10 39 7— 24.. 45 6 36 11 23 4 32

S2 8

39 3

Agg.Aver. 44 9 36' 1 32 9 39 2

Peas.

36 11
37
37
37
37

37

8
3

7
7

3

Fluctuations in the Last Six "Wekks Averages,

HOPS.—BoRovoH Market, "WEDNEsnAT, April 4.

Mesare. Pattenden & Smith report a rather better demand
for Mid and East Kenta, as well as for Wealds and Sussex

;

Old Hops are also in fair request. Prices for fine- coloured
samples of both new and old are the turn dearer.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday, April 2.

We have a larger supply of Beasts and consequently prices

ju-c lower for all descriptions. The number of .Sheep is nearly

the satae as on Monday last, and the quotations of tbfct day
Are well supported, although trade is by no means so brisk.

Tlicre is a considerable demand for good Lambs and Calves

at full rates. From Germany and Holland there are 170

15c:t3t3. 1550 Sheep, and 95 Calves ; from Spain 25 Beasts

;

from Ireland, 50 ; from Norfolk and
200 from the northern and midland

from Scotland, 150 ;

Suffolk, 2300 ; and
counties.

s

Best Scots, Here-
fords Ac. . . 4

Best bhort-horus 4
2d quality Beasts 2
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do, Shorn .. 4

d s d

8 to 4

6 — 4
8 — 3

6 to 5
8

10
8
8

8

ft

Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn . . 4

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ,. 5
Pigs .. ..4

d s
4 to 5
6

6
4

5

d
6

8

PRICES- Feb. is-il-'eb. '.IS. March 3.: Mar. 10.;ISar. 17. Mar. 24.

A5s Gd
4'\ 2

\

* *

" r

4 «

• m

••J.
"J

1

•
r

45 • 4

• *

44 Q
1

•
44 ^ V «

* ft43 11 — • • r
m «

HAY,—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
SMiTHFiKrD, Thursday, April 5,

Prime Meadow Hay 7Ss to S4s
I
Clover

Superior do, (old) • . 86 95
Inferior do 60 70
New do — —
Rowen 60 70

- 903 to UOs
New Clover .. ,, — —
Second cut do. . . SO SO

Straw 27 34
Davis & Co.

CrMBERLAND MARKET, ThLRSDAV, April 5,

Sup. Meadow Hay.. 9'2s to 98s
Inferior do 70 St3

New do ,. — —
Superior Clover - -100 lOS

Whitechapel, Thursday, April 5-

• 4 78s to 92aInferior Clover
New do — —
Straw S3 36

Joshua Bakkr-

* «

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do.
Straw ». ..

SGs to 90s
70 76

«

* *

26 29

Fine old Clover ..lOOstolOSs
Inferior do .. ..00 !»«

Fine New Clover ,. — —
Fine 2d cut ,. ..84 90
Inferior do 65 75

5
5

10

Beasts, 3S10; Sheep & Lambs, 22,070; Calves, 130; Pigs, 330,

Thursday, April 5.

Tlie supply of Beasts is moderate, and trade is about the
KatDC as on 3Ionday. We are not overdone with good Sheep,
aad late prices are maintained altboxigh traj^e is slow. Lamb
js tlie principal feature of this day's market, this being
ftccountcd the commencement of the season. The show is not
BO fjood :\s on foTroer occasions. Choice small Lambs are very
dear. CiUf trade is brisk. Our foreign supply consists of
SO Beasts, 500 Sheep and 103 Calves; from Norfolk and
SvifVolk, 400 Beasts; about 400 Lambs from the Isle of M'igbt;
and 142 Milch Cows,
JJeet Scota, Here-

fords, &c, ..4 8 to 4 10
Best Short-horna 4 6—4 8
5d quality Beasta 2 8 — 3 8
Best Downs and
Half-breda ,. 5 G— 5 8

J)o. Shorn . . 4 8 — 5

Best Long- wools . 5

Do. Shorn .. 4
Ewesi: 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn ,. .

Lambs .. -.6
Calves .. ..5
Pigs ,. ..4

4
6
6

8

to 5
— 4

5

7
5
5

6
8

I

S

8

Boasts, 862 ; Sheep t Lambs, 7170 ; Calves, 253 ; Pigs, 140.

MARK LANE.—Monday, April 2.

Tlie supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morn-
ing's market was moderate, and the stands were eventually
'Cleared at the prices of this day se'nnight. Holders of

foreign continue firm in their demands, and in the business
transacted, which was not large, last Monday's quotations
were realised. Barley is scarce, and brings an advance of Is.

per qr. Beans and Peas sell at the extreme prices of this day
weck^ Oats are firm, without alteration in value. Country
and American Flour is held for a slight advance.

Pkr Imperial Quarter, s. a. I

^UEAT, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White 46—SOJRed— — fine selected runs.. ditto 48—54 Red— — Talavera , 48—50— Norfolk— Foreign
Baolet, grind, tdist., 24a to 3ls. . Chev.

Red

8. B.

43—47
46—50

44—5S.

38—45i Malting. 136—41

Oats,
Foreign . .grinding and distilUng 23—3-:: Maltiug . 35—43

and Suffolk l&—24^

Scotcli and Lincolnshire. .Potatol23—.iy Feed
Iriah PolatoW4—28 Feed

23—26: Feed .

35—38 Foreign.

33—*3' Harrow.
4S—64 Longpod

Egyptian
Suffolk .

31—33 Foreign

.

YeUow,.

38—46
36—33

19—26
19—24
17—24

33—43

37—43
29—39 Country.
24—30:Per sack

36—40
30—37

29—39
30-37

WANTKD, by a gentleman in the County of Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are taken. Terms moderate.—Applyto Alpha, Kingham, Oxon.

TO NURSERY FOREMEN.
WANTED, A FOREMAISr, who nudcrstaiids the

Propagation of Hardy Tre:3 and Shrubs, Budding,
Grafting, and Laying,* Growing Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, and
general Nursery work, and who could take charge of a n\imber
of men.—ApF>ly to J. G. S., Garilenem' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTElX~Aruil{L)KXKI{ran experienced i\ian,

who has a thorough knowledge of the Cultivation of
Pines, Pot Vines, and Stove Plants upon the most approved
system, indispensable with good taste for Flower Garden
arranirenients. Wages, 65?. per annum. No perquisites. One
assjiataut kept.—Address, postpaid, Box 141, Post Office,

Wolverhampton.

ANTEU, AS UxNDKU GAUDKNEKT a young
Man, who can take the charge of two small Cows and

make himself generally useful.—Letters stating age, if mairied,
last situation and how long there, and wages expected,
addrassed to A. B., 28, Great James Street, London, "W.C., will

be attended to.

TO SEEDSMEN.
WANTED, as ASSISTANT, in an improving and

central town in the South Western counties, an active
trustworthy business Man, who can Write a good hand, and
Keep Accounts correctly. Wages 15s. per week. Or aPARTXER
would be treated with, and any one wishing to enter the busi-

ness would find it a prosperous one.—Apply by letter to J. S.,

Messrs. Hurst 4; M'MulIen, 6, Leadenhall Street, Loudon, E.G.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Hejd),—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance ; understands his profession iu all its branches,

also the Maoagementaiid Improvement of Land, Stock, Woods,
and Plantations, Wife could take the care of Dairy, PouUrj',
and Baking if required. Goud characters for capability, sobriety,

and industry.—A, B,, Mr, Glag^s, OtfwtjU, near Houiton , Pcvon,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married; is a first

class Cultivator of Plants, including Orchids ; has had
extensive practice in the growth of all kinds of Fruits both in
Pots and others ; also the layingout and improvement of
Pleasure Grounds, Character unexceptionable-—A- A., Post
Office, Ileraham^ Eshcr, Surrey-

/ ^ AHDKNEH (Hj-ud),- Age 37, married; perfectly
V>^ understands his profession ; including Eavly and Late
Forcing, the Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.,
Kitchrn and Flower Gardens. Will be shortly disengaged.
Higlily recommended and good character.—A, B,, care of Mr,
Allen, Ashfordby Railway Station, near Melton Mowbray.

AKOENEK (Head),—Age 33, married; practically
understands his profession in all its various branches,

including Orchids, Stove, and Grcenh:)use Plants, the Early
and Late Forcing of Vines, and all kinds of Fruits and Vege-
t;ibles. Seven years* excellent character from last place, where
he h;vs had four men under him.—W. B., 10, Edward's Place,
D'Eynesford Road, Camberwell> 3-

/ 1 AHDENER (Head). — G. Watson, age 44,
vX gardener to the Tate Sir William Amcotts Ingilby, Bart-,

Ripley Oastle, and the present owner of the Castle for more

GARDENER (Head).—Married; tliorougli practical
knowledge of his profession in all its branches. Eight

and a half years' good character,—G. E., Messrs. Rolliaaous'
Nursery, Tooting. Surrey, S. ^^
GAlU)ENEir(^^

brance ; understands Forcing, the Culture of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, the management of Fruit, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardens. Good references.

—

Eton, Badgemore Park
Henley-on-Thames^

GARDENER (Head).—G. Hoskins, Gard^i^^o
H. Grisewood, Esq., Daylesford House, Chipping Norton

Oxon, can "uith confidence recomraend his Foreman (aged '20)^

who has had great experience in the general routine of Gar'
dening both in England and Scotland, to any nobleman or gen-
tleman requiring a thorough practical man.—Address as above.

GARDENER (He.\d, or good Single-handed).-.
Age 27, single ; well experienced in Forcing and Manage-

ment of Kitchen find Flower Gardens. Two years' character.—

A. li.. 2\. Prince's Road. Netting Hill, London, "SY.

AKDENER (Head, or good ISikgle-handed).—
Age 40, single ; well experienced in Forcing and manage-

ment of Kitchen and Flower Garden. Good character. Wages,

IL per week.—J. B., 1, Philip Torres, Philip Lane, Tottenham,
Middlesex, N.

/^ AHDENER (Foreman or Second, in a large

vJT Eatablishmcnt).—Understands Pines, Vines, &c., also

Kitchen and Flower Gardens.—A. B., Bayman's Library,

Lewisham, Kent, S.E^ •

/^ AHDENER.—Age 33, nmrried; can have a good
VT character from his last place.—A. B., Post Office, HadJow
Down, Uckfield, Sussex,

i^^ ARDEJNEK.—Age 3:i, married, no incumbranced;

VJT thorough practical knowledge of Pines, Vines. Cucumbers,

and Melons; Flower and Kitciien Gardens.—J. R,, 3, Ear-

gravc Place. James Street. Camden Town. N.W.

GARDENER.—Age 38, married; understands Pines'

Early Forcing of Grapes, Melons, Flowers, Fruit Trees,

and Kitchen Gardciv Tlicce yemrs' good character.—J, H.,

6, Albert Road. Norwood Newtown, 8.

GARDENER.—Age 32, married, no incumbrance;
understands Greenhouse, Vines, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens, Early and Late Forcing ; also Laying-out Gardens.

Two years and'nine months good character.—C. Lodge, High-

field House, Lydney, Gloucestershire.

f ^ ARDl'iNER.—John Dawson (age 39, married, one

V_X child), upwards of five years gardener to J. Churchill,

Esq., will be at liberty by the end of the month; has a

thorough practical knowledge of his profession. Wiiges, f.5!.,

a year,.with house and firing.—J. Dawson, Oakfield, Wimble-

donPark, S.W. _____^
GARDENER (Second).—Age 25; well acquainted

with Plant Forcing, and has a good general knowledge of

his profession. Can be well recommended,—H. C, cai-e of Mr.

Morse, Epsom Nursery, Epsom.
^

GARDENER (UNDEK)."Age 20 ; has hud four years'

experience in Early and Late Forcing, Flower audKitcheu

Gardening. Highest testimonials of character can be obtamed.

—R. R., Ear^Mston Gardens. Tenbirry, Worcestershire.

GAKDENER (Under, whtn-e two or three are kept).

—Age 26. Four years' good character from a noblemau lie

is about to leave.—L. M., Puat Office, East Moubcy, Surrey.

ARDENER, JOBRiNG MAN, or anything else.-

A good judge of work, and a first-rate Knifeman, Nur-

weeK.sei^tnan, and understands Plants well. Wages \l. l5. per

A. B., 24, Prince's Place, Norland Square, Notting Hill. W.

ARDE.NER, or GAKDENER and GUOOM.-^
Has no objection to make himself generally useful.

Two years' good character from his present employer.—T. Z..

BriHigh

t

on, Newport Pagnell. .

TO NURSERYMEN. ^^^^.^.,
PROPAGATOR, OR FOREMAN and PROPAGA.

TOR.—Understands Roses and Conifers?, Graftmg, bud-

dinf^. Laying, and Inarching, and Plant Growing in all ita

branches,—E. F. Butler. Watford Nursery, Wattord^Ierts^

P
m

>

I

^

— Fordgn FuUndandBrcw
RVE
.Ryf. MEAL, foreign
Bea.ns, llajagan....308 to40a....Tick— Pigeon S6i — 47s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
JPEAa, white, fimx and Kent ..Boilers— Maple .... —a to —« Grey
IWaize White
FiOLB, best m;irka delivered..per sack— 2ddo ditto— Foreign per barral

WCDSESDAT, April 4.
The weather in the neighbi>urhood of London since last

Monday has been more settled than for a long time past, with
a more seaaonable temperature oi the air. Vegetation is very
tackwnrd—about three weeks behind ordinarv seasons. Wind
southerly. The attendance of the tnide in Mark Laue to-day
waa very small, the tone quiet ; prices of most articles of the | than 'six years, is at liberty to engage with any nobleman or
trade without alteration. The supply of home-grown grain gentleman ruquiringa thorough practical Gardener, having had
waa wnall, and of country-made Fiour moderate. The im-
ports of foreign grain into London since Monday were rep uted
thia naoniijiK as small of Flour, very small of Wheat, and
B^ne of Barley or Oats. Wheat : English retail trade at
*wut last Mondi^'a rates; for foreign the demand was quiet

ROPAGATOR, CULTIVATOR, &c.-Well up i

Trade experience.-A. Z., Gardeners' Chromde Office.

LAND STEWARD in England or Irehuid.—Ayoung

Man, of good education, who has been engaged mthe

different operations of Agriculture and Sheep Management »f

several years in the VTest of Scotland. Can produce ^t^«^

tory references as to character and ability.—W- W., umce oi i"

NorthBriluh Agriculturist, 37^ ^gt^Street, Edinbingh:

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTttMEN.

CiTEWARD AND BAILlEP.-A-e 38, minted bo

iO incumbrance ; well uuder-stands his profession ^^ ^
branches. Fifteen years' good character from the geu.ie

he has just left.-E. W., 73, White Hart Place, Keuumgtoa

Lane. London, S. —-

iflARM RAILIFF OR SrEWARU.—Native ot Scot

' land. Has farmed both in England and Ire^^^*

Accustomed to the management of all descriptions oi^
Stock, Buying and Selling Farm produce, and ^^ thorou^jab

eompetentiuallthe branches of his profession. J'-^stimou

from employers. Moderate salary.—D. M. G., ^f^^.^v of

Gibbs & Co., Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural jocie^

England, corner of Half-Moon Street. Picoadilly. Londonj^

BAILltT, OE BAILIFF and Sl'EWARD.j-^^'^^J^
qualified ; has had great practical experience, *"v near

highly recommended.—Thos, Sxurgess, Esq., Penshursi,,

Tunbridge, Kent. ——

—

FARM liAILlFF.—JVIiddle-aged, married; a^ou

leaving bis present situation; has a thorough kuowi^j

of his profession, including Buying and SeUiug an
^}^^^^^^

Stock. Dnuning and Improving Land; a good Accou
^.^^

Can take charge of a Garden, Woods, and Pl^^^^f^^^^.^Vpnces,

can Manage a Dairy and Poultry. Unexceptionable ^^^'^'^r-^tij

and security if required. -W. T., Duffryn Home Farm, ^^^

Glamorganshire ; or Plymouth Seed Company^^Plynioutii;^

>r9-in^

BAILIFF.-Age 31, single; thoroughly ^^^^f^^^t
with every branch of practical Farming *'"

^-.ption
approved system. Breeding, and F^ittening of evervdescru ^^^

extensive experience in every department of Early Foicing,
Tropical Fruits, i:c.. Plans of Hothouses, Laying-out of

Grounds, Formation of Vine aud other Fruit Tree Borders on
the most improved principle.—Care of Mr. James Veitcu, Royal
Exotic Nursery, King's Koad, Chelsea, Lonoon, S.W.

of Stock ; has been engaged on a nobleman s
^'^^^^j'j^h^^

Farmed extensively in various counties. Sister woma - '

^^
Dairy or Poultry. Unexceptionable references.—w- -
S^:ott'3. 18, Parliament Street, London, S.W. .

TO C A RDENERS. ,

IMPROVER.—Age 23; has been two yf^^S^e
half in his present situation. A small Premium w*^

given -A. B., Mr. Fairchild, Florist, West Street, tanu**-*

j Surrey.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1860.

AT A MEETING of the BURIAL BOARD for
tho Parisii of Liverpool, held at Mr. Cutlibert's Rooms,

Clayton Square, on Monday, April 2, 1860^ the Board awarded
the PREMIUMS for tho DESIGNS for laying out the NEW
CEMETERY at Aafield Park, Walton, as follows :—

1st Prerojum (lOOi,) to Mr. T, D. PaiTy, of Liverpool, author
of the design bearing the ruotto ^'ludustria."
2d Premimn (oOi.), to Mr. G. H. Stokes, of Pall Mall East,

London, author of the design bearing the motto ''Sydenham/
3d Premium (aOiJ, to Mr, John Wimble, of Union Court,

Old Broad Street, London, author o( the design bearing the
motto *' I try to wiu."

It was uuaiiimously resolved that there are many points of
excellence in the designs bearing- the respective mottoes of ^/^ ^aa
^'Charon," "Utinam ut Obtineam," " Gottesacker,'' *'Spero |

'i^^^'^'J Dien.
Meliora," and "Perseveraudo," which, in the opinion of the
Board, deserve to bo highly commended.
The unsuccessful designs now await the instructions of their

respective authors ; but it is proposed by the Board to submit
all the designs sent in to public inspection, if the consent of
the author can be obt;uned. They are, therefore, requested to
communicate their consent, or otherwise, together with their

respective addresses, to Mr, Enoch Harvev, No. 12, Castle
Street, Liverpool, the clerk to the Board, on or before
WEDNESDAY, April 11th, after which date, in the
absence of any instructions, tho Board will consider them-
selves at liberty to open the sealed envelopes, and deal with the
designs at their discretion.

OYAL HORTlCUL'rUKAL SOClEXiT op IKK"
LAND.—The Prize offered through the Society by the

Proprietors of the " Dublin Weekly Agricultural Review," for

the best ESSAY on the CULTIVATION" OF THE VINE, for

which Sixteen Papers were sent in, has been awarded to the
-one having for its motto '* Opua secundum Artem." On break-
ing the Seal of the accompanying envelope the Author was
found to be Mr, Caulfield, Managing Superiuteudentat Messrs,
Pergus Farrell &, Sou's, Richmond, and formerly Head Gar-
dener to Lord Plunket, Bishop of Tuam.
The Scrutineers having also reported most favourably of the

Essay signed " Daibhidh," and also of the one having " Spero
ut Fidelis *' for its motto, the Council of this Society at the
Meeting held on Saturday, April 7 (in consequence of the
merits of those Essays and independent of the Prize offered by
the "Agricultural Review'^), nnrmimously awarded on behiUf
of the Royal Horticultural Society a Prize of THREE SOVE-
REIGNS to the writer of the first-mentioned, who appears to
T^e Mr. David Thomson, Archertield Gardens. Direlton, Had-
^dingtonehire, N.B, and a Prize of TWO SOVEREIGNS to the
writer of the second, found to be Mr. George Blake, Gr to T. B.
M. Biiskerville, Esq., Clyro Court, near Hay, South Wales.
The wiiters of the other papers can have them returned on

intimating a wish to that effect, and sending their address.
By Order, A. Balte. Assistant Secretary.

Council Rooms, 28, Westland Row, Dublin, _^___
KS- AHiiiXJH. HKNFKEY, Widow of the late
Professor Henfrey, F,RS., F.L.S., &c-, of King's

College London, continues to receive a limited number of
young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
ner own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs. Henfrey having resided on the
Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to
then" liealth and morals. References are ijermitted to

—

Dr. Jelp Principal of King s College
Rev, LAwrnnn W, T, Dalb
Rev, Olive Holungworth
Sir Wm- and Lady Hooker

Professor Huxley, F.B.S,

Dr, and Mrs. Martyn, ,

Dr. and Mrs. Lindlev,.
Dr, and Mrs. Hooker .

.

Dr. and Mrs. Tdke -- •

• «

« *

Chiswick Vicarage, W.
Tuniham Green, W.
Kew, W.

f The Government School of

( Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W,
7,Bennett St., St,James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W.
Kew, W.
Manor House, Chiswick, W-

For terms apply to Mrs. Arthur HE^'FRET, 12, Heathfield
Terrace, Turnham Green, W.

insurrection in Sicily, in spite of the assertion of

the official journals that it has been effectually

suppressed, appears to be gradually assuming the

character of a national movement. The rising at

Palermo was not put down without much blood-

shed. After the attack of the insurgents on the

troops, they barricaded themselves iu a convent,

the monks of which fraternised with them. This

position was maintained for some time against the

troops, of the line, but the artillery at last opened a

breach, and the convent was taken by assault^

most of the insurgents being killed at the barri-

cades. Palermo has since been proclaimed in ^

state of siege, and measures have been taken to

reinforce the army in Sicily to the strength of

Meanwhile, the insurrection has

spread to Messina and Catania ; and on the

6th inst., in the city of Naples its' If, an immense
crowd, estimated to number 80,000 persons,

assembled before the residence of the Papal

Nuncio in the Toledo, and raised shouts in

favour of the Constitution. The latest news
from Sicily states that on the 5th inst.

the English residents at Palermo embarked on

board the ships of war in the harbour—a step not

likely to have been taken if tranquillity had been

restored as represented by the organs of the

Government.—The answer of Austria to the Note

of M. THorvENEL on the annexation of Savoy to

France has been sent to Paris. It raises no

objection to the fact of annexation, as long as it

is representedas being the result of a cession freely

consented to by Piedmont, and not as the effectof an

appeal to universal suffrage. As regards the neutra-

lity of Switzerland and the neutralised districts of

Chablais and Faucigny, Austria expresses the

hope that the French Government, in accordance

with the promises already' given, will maintain the

GTuarantees stipulated by the treaties.—The Swiss

Federal Council on Thursday despatched a note to

the Powers, stating that, as Switzerland had not

been consulted on the occasion of the vote of Savoy,

she protests against any violation of her rights

which may result from that \ote»

A telegrspliic despatch from Calcutta has been

received, with intelligence to the 16th March, six

days later than the date of the Mail. There is no news

of any political interest from India, but the China

accounts mention that some uneasiness had been

caused by the departure of four English war steamers

for the north under sealed orders. It was reported

that the Court of Pekin had become alarmed at

the preparations of the allies, and that the Chinese

authorities had removed the guns from the Taku
forts to those of Tien-tsin in order to strengthen

them against the apprehended attack.—The New
York papers state that the terms proposed by the

British Government for an arrangement of the San

Juan difficulty have been respectfully declined.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Good
Friday morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the

Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur, the

Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and Princess

Leiningen attended Divine service in the Private

Clmpel; the Dean of Windsor and the Rev, W. L. Onslow
officiated, and administered the Sacrament. On Saturday,

bei^g the birthday of Prince Leopold, the Duchess of

Kent and the Princess of Leiningen paid her Majesty an
early congratulatory visit. The Queen and Prince

Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred, walked in the ! John Calvert, Esq., late Consul at Salouica, to be Consul

grounds of the castle. In the afternoon the Duchess of 'at Monastir; Richard Wilkinson, Ksq., jnn., late Vice-

of Wales, Princes Alfred, Arthur, and Leopold, Prin-
cesses Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, walked on
the East Terrace. On Monday morning the Queen,
with Princess Alice, walked and drove in the Home
Park, and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore,
The Prhice Consort, accompanied by the Prince of
Wales and Prince Alfred, visited the Wellington
College. In the afternoon the Dnchess'of Kent and the
Princess of Leiningen visited her Majesty. On Tues-
day morning the Prince of Wales left Windsor
for the Continent. The Queen and Prince Consort
walked in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of

Kent at Frograore. In the afternoon the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by Princess Alice, Prince

Alfred, Prince Arthur, and the Princess of Leiningen,

left the castle for Aldershott, escorted by a detachment
of Horse Guards. On Wednesday morning the Queen
left the pavilion on horseback, and reviewed the troops.

The Prince Consort, Princess Alice, and Prince Alfred

rode with the Queen ; and Prince Arthur and the Prin-

cess of Leiningen followed in an open carriage. In
the afternoon the Queen drove out, accompanied by
Princess Alice and the Princess of Leiningen.
Tlie Prince Consort and Prince Alfred rode on horse-

back. In the evening her Majesty liad a dinner party

to which General Knollys, the Generals in command
of brigades, and the Colonels commanding regiments

were invited. On Thursday morning the Queen,
accompanied by Princess Alice and the Princess of

Leiningen, drove round the camp, and visited the

hospitals and some of the officers' and soldiers* quarters.

The Prince Consort and Prince Alfred rode out on horse-

back. Yesterday afternoon her Majesty and the Prince

Consort, a('Companied by the Princess Alice, the Prin-

cess of Leiningen, Prince Alfred, and Prince Arthur,

left the Pavilion, and returned by special train to

Windsor.—According to present arrangements the

Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal family will leave

Windsor on Monday next for Buckingham Palace.

CotraT Aeuangements.—Her Majesty will give a

juvenile ball at Buckinglmm Palace, on Tuesd.iy, May 1

;

a concert on Friday, May 4; and a state hall on Wed-
nesday'. May 9. Another concert and a state boll will

be given in June.

Depaktube of the Phince or Wales toe Gek-
ArAW.—The Prince of Wales left Windsor Castle on
Tuesday morning at 6 o'clock for Dover, on his way to

Germany. His Royal Highness embarked at Dover
immediately on his arrival, landed at Ostend soon after

3 o'clock, and arrived at Brussels at half-past 6 in the

evening. The Count de Flandres met the Prince at

Ostend and escorted him to the palace at Brussels,

where Ills Ruyal Hi<,^hness was received by the Kln^' of
the Beljrians." The Prince slept at the palace on Tues-
day niglit, and on Wednesday- morning left Brussels

for Coburg,
pARtiAMEPTTARr MovEJiENTS.—The Clare election

has terminated in the return of Mr. Calcutt by a
majority of 1849 over Capt. Wliite.

The Yaca^t JrnGESiiiP.—It is understood that

the vacant judgeship will be conferred on Mr. Jamea
Wilde, Q.C.
East India Company.—At a General Court of Pro-

prietors on the 11th inst.. Colonel Sykes, M.P,, and
Miijor-General George Moore were re-elected directors

of the East India Company; and on the following day,

at a Court of Directors, Colonel Sykes was unanimously

elected chairman.

Colonial Appointments.—The Queen has appointed

Major-General Pringle Taylor, K.H., to be Lieut.-

Governor of Jamaica; James Walker, Esq., to be Lieut.

•

Governor of Trinidad; and Edward Bullock Andrews,
Esq., to be Governor of the Gold Coast.

Diplomatic Appointments. — The Queen has

appointed Charles Alison, Esij., now Secretary of

Embassy at Constantinople, to be Minister Plenipoten-

tiary to the Shah of Persia ; and George Fagan, Esq.,

now Secretary of Legation to the Argentine Confedera-

tion, to be Charge d*Affaires and Consul-General to the
Republics of Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Hon-
duras, and Salvador.

Consular Appointments.—The Queenhas appointed

Sir Robert Eraser Turing, Bart., bite Vice-Consul at

Rotterdam, to be her Majesty's Consul at that port;

Edmund Yates Peel, Esq., late Vice-Consul at Gran, to be
Consul at Mahon; Arundel Mackenzie, Esq., to be
Consul at Geneva; Jolin A Longworth, Esq., Consul

at Monastir, to be Consul-General in Servia; Charles

Ktbjs of tl)c aecefe.
»- -

Despatches from Madrid confirm the report

received last week, that the Carlist insurrection

has proved a signal failure. General Oetega has

been captured and sent to Tortosa for trial.

deneral ELiohas also been captured; and two other

personages of importance, who have been supposed

to be the Count de Moniemolin and his brother

Don Feknando, are now prisoners of state in

Port Morella. The Madrid Gazettcj however,

<loes not mention the names of these princes in the

offiicial list of the persons arrested, and though
great efforts have been made to apprehend them,
the statement of their capture is supposed to be at
present without foundation. The latest news states

that, aimultanf^ously with Gen. Ortega's attempt
at Tortosa, similar movements in favour of the
Connt DE MoNTEMOLiN were made inthe provlncesof
Biscay and Burgos, but were almost immediately
suppressed. The insurrection appears to have
excited a strong feeling of indignation throughout
Dpain, and there is no reason to believe that the

tranquillity of the country will be again disturbed.
The Queen has approved of the preliminaries of

the Treaty of Peace, the bases of which have
already been ratified by the EiiPEROK of Morocco.
It is expected that the indemnity will be paid
immediately, and that the value of the territory, v j. ,^^ ^^^„ ^, „ _ ,

ceded to Spain in the neighbourhood of Ceuta
[
admims'terX th'e'' Sacrament, "in the afternoon the with the officers^ the whole of whom have been invited

will amount to 300 millions of reals. — The ' Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince to furnish information.

afterwards rode out on horseback. In the evening the Portland, to be Consul in the Canary Islands; Henry

Queen, Prince Consort, and Royal family were present John Murray, Ksq., late Consul in the Canary island^

at a grand performance of Haydu's Passion music at
|

to be Consul at Portland; and Alfred Dick, Esq., to be

the castle. The band and chorus, consisting of nearly
|

Consul at the Society Islands.

200 performers, were selected from her Majesty's

Theatre, the Royal Italian Opera, the Philharmonic and

Sacred Harmonic Societies, the Choir of St. George's

General Post Office.—In consequence of soma
statements which have recently been made public

respecting the inefficient working of the circulation

ChaDcl and her Majesty's private band. On Easter department of the General Post Office, the Postraaster-

Uay the Queen and Prince Consort, the Prince of General haa appointed a commission to inquire into the

Wales, Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur, Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, the Duchess of Kent aud Princess

of Leiningen attended Divine service in the private

facts of the case. Tiie commissioners sit daily

during the hours of duty at the chief dipartment in

St. Martin'rf-le-Grand for the purpose ot collecting

the Dean of Windsor officiated, and
]
information by personal inspection and by association
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^Foreign*

Fba^CE.—It is stated that the Cabinet of the
Taileries is about to address a memorandum to the

Powers who signed the final act of Vienna. The aim
of this memorandum ig said to be to establish, by
strategical considerations, the unimpeachable proot

that, if France ever had an intention of menacing the

neutrality of Switzerland, she could do so not-

witlistanding all the guarantees stipulated in the

treaties of 1815, since the military road leading from
Trance to Germany through Switzerland now no longer

exists, neither in the territory of Faucigny nor of

Chablais, but at another point not iiK^luded In the

neutralised districts. The Cabinet of the Tuileries hopes

by that to show that the annexation of Savoy to France
does not virtually deprive Switzerland of her strategical

position, neither does it involve any of the dangers

put forward beforehand by the Federal Council of

Berne.—The Moniteur of Saturday announces that

the Minister for Foreign Aifairs, M. Thouvenel, had
informed the Municipality of Thonon of the intention

of the Emperor to protect the commercial interests of

Faucigny and Chablais by establishing a commercial

zone in their favour similar to that existing for Gex.

The Moniteur publishes addresses presented to the

Emperor from the municipalities and communal councils

of the following towns of Savoy in favour of annexation

to France :— Bonneville, I.i\ns.le-VJllard, Bramans,

Termignon, and SoUiercs, The Government has sent

the following official communication to the Pays and
Patrie, which last week charged England with having

excited the Sicilian and Spanish insurrections :
—" On

the occasion of the attempts at insurrection in Sicily

and Spain, the Pays and Fatrie contained lamentable

imputations against a neighbouring Power. These

papers ought so much the less to have accepted these

imputations knowing that they are devoid of authen-

ticity." An official decree in the Moniteur of Thursday
notifies that the Superior Council of Commerce, Agri-

culture, and Industry will enter on an inquiry for the

purpose of investigating the average prices of the

objects admitted intoFranceby the Treaty of Commerce
with England, and in order to fix an ad valorem duty

npon them. Another official note in the Moniteur points

out the happy influence exercised on the French export

trade by the Treaty of Commerce with England,

eepecially for productions of the South, wines, spirits,

and articles de Paris.—The Constitiitionnel publishes

an article byM. Grandguillot, stating that the eifect of

a Papal excommunication is to immediately break oft'

diplomatic relations between the Sovereign Pontiff and
the Prince excommunicated. Nothing similar, it saj's, has

taken place in reference to the Cabinet of the Tuileries,

and therefore the object of the recent note in the

Moniteur was not to provide against the effects of the

excommunication, but only to recall the principles of

the civil independence, and to re-establish the true

doctrines of the Church of France,— It is believed that

the Government has taken into consideration the propo-

sition of a treaty of navigation with Great Britain.

The Government is likewise actively engaged with the

construction of railways in Algeria. It proposes to con-

tract with public companies for the completion of three
lines :—1, from the sea to Constantine; 2, from Algiers

to Blidah ; 3, from St. Denis-du-Sig to Oran, with
a continuation to the port; the capital not to ex-

ceed 58,000,000f., of which the Government will

advance G,000,000f. as a bonus to the contracting

company. The Government will further guarantee
5 per cent, on the capital subscribed, to commence
10 years after the date of the concession. The Govern-
ment will, moreover, grant a lease of 99 years to the
contracting company.—An eminent shipwright of Bor-
deaux has presented to the Emperor the model of a
gunboat constructed on a system to be propelled with-
out ateam. The Emperor has approved the model, and
has ordered the inventor to build a gunboat according
to his plan. General Frossard, aide-de-camp to the
Emperor, hiis been sent to Nice with a commission to
study that city and the 'Miew department of the
Maritime Alpij," with a view to the fortification of
that part of the annexed territory, which by its geo-
graphical position has for France a particular interest.
Tlie reported negotiations for the conclusion of an
offensive and defensive treaty between France and
Denmark are contradicted by the fict that the resident
Ministers of the two coimtriee were recalled some weeks
ago, and then- successors have not yet entered upontheir
functions.

Spatn-.—General Ortega has been arrested at Calanda
and sent a prisoner to Tortos;]. where his trial will take
place, it was reported in Madrid that Count Monte-
molin and his brother Don Fernando were also arrested
at the moment of their disembarking, but there is
reason to believe that the report is without foundation.
General Elio ha^ boon captured by the Alcalde of
\inaroz. The Cabecilla Carrion is also a prisoner, but
his son has been killed. On Friday evening a small
body of insurgents was defeated at Bilboa before
they had time to act. Accounts from Burgos state
that ft band of 30 horsemen raised the standard of
maorrecticn ou behalf ot Count de MontemoUn at
Jj-enda del Dviero, in that province, the Captaln-GenenU
ot which, had arrr-'-"d. by way of precaution, two noted
Carh'st chiefs, brothers, namtd Hierros, who had long

3>

been resident in the city, Arenda del Duero is in the
]

north of Spain, at a considerable distance f^om the

place in which General Ortega attempted a rising.

The Madrid journals of the Gth state that the Infante

Don Sebastian, brother of the Connt de Hontemolin
(who lately, it will be remembered, made his submission

to the Queen), no sooner heard of the Carlist rising in

Valencia than he went to her Majesty " to offer his

sword to defend her legitimate rights," declaring at

the same time that he was ready, if need were, to shed
his blood to prove bis fidelity. Some arrcits of noted
Carlists had been made at Madrid, and in other places.

The Official Gazette promulgates the Concordat con-

cluded with Rome.
Spain axd Morocco.—The Madrid Gazette of the

29th ult. publishes a despatch from Marshal O'Donnell
enclosing the text of the preliminaries of peace with
Morocco. The despatch gives a brief account of the

conference with ]\fuley el Abbas, and says that the

latter accepted all the points proposed, except that

which regarded the compensation. On that point he

begged that instead of the 500,000,000 reals claimed,

only 400,000,000 reals sliould be fixed; and the

Marshal says that "the strong desire he manifested for

peace, his elevated position as Caliph, and the dignity

with which he supported his imfortunate fate, caused

him to reduce the demand to 400,000,000 reals, feeling

that it would not have been generous in Spain to humi-
liate still further an enemy who,' though admitting him
self to be defeated, could not in any way be despised.

The preliminaries of peace are in nine articles, and are

to the effect already stated by telegraph. In the pro-

amble Marshal O'Donnell is described as Duke de

Tetuan and Count de Lucena, and Mnley el Abbas as

Caliph of the Empire of Morocco and Prince of Algarve.

The Gazette announces that the Queen, by the advice

of the Council of Ministers, approved of the prelimi-

naries, and the latest news from Morocco states that the

Emperor has ratified the bases of the treaty, and will,

it is believed, immediately pay the indemnity stipulated

in the conditions. The boundaries of Ceuta have been
amicably settled, and the value of the ten-itory ceded

to Spain is estimated at 300,000,000 reals,

PoETFGAi/.—Accounts from Lisbon state that the

Spanish Government has sent as a present to the King
of Portugal the cannons taken from the Portuguese by
the Moors on the occasion of Don Sebastian's unfortu-

nate expedition in the 16th century, and which the

Spanish army found at Tetuan. They will no doubt
find a place in the Lisbon Museum.
BELGirM.—A discovery, of s^nie^ intcrcsLiias just

been made at Ghent. The famous Van Artevelde, of

that city, was Interred in the church of La B^doque ; and
according to historians, his tomb was destroyed in the

16th century, and his ashes cast to the wind. But a

few days back, some men, in digging for the foundation

ot a new building in the dependencies of the hospital

of La Byloque, found a large fiat stone^ which tnrned
out to be the upper part of a large vault. On the
stone was a metal plate, much eaten away by rust, but
on which could be read the inscription, "Jacob Van
Artevelde Upperhoofman, Hooymaend A. 1345;" and
in the vault was a skeleton. !No doubt is entertained

that the mortal remains so found are those of Van
Artevelde.

~A manifesto of the Grand Duke has been
promising that the Concordat with Rome
Parliament by a vote of 45 to 15 refused to

accept, 'shall be submitted to the lawful sanction of

the constitutional authorities. He proclaims the principle

of the independence of the Catholic Church, and adds that
its laws are placed under the protection of the constitu-

tion, that guarantees shall be givcufor thesure foundation
of the legal position of the Church, and that the contents
of the Concordat shall be lawfully sanctioned by special

laws and other ordinances. The manifesto also promises
the free development of the Protestant Church, as well
as other public requirements. The Minister of Finance,
Regenauer, has been pensioned. M. Vogelmanne has
been appointed as his successor. Other changes of high
functionaries are expected.

Prussia.—The Kreuz Zeif?tn<7 of Tlmrsday says that
in well-informed circles it is believed that a union will
be effected between Prussia, England, and Austria, in

reference to the threatened interests of Switzerland;
but it is expressly stated that no hopes are enterteined
that Russia will join this alliance.

AusTBiA.—Tlie answer of Austria to the Circular
Note of M. Thouvenel of March 13, on the annexation
of Savoy and the district of Xice to France, has been
sent to Paris. This answer is very similar to the
despatch of Russia on the same subject. The Austrian
Cabinet, like that of Russia, does not raise any objection
to the fact of annexation as long as this annexation is

represented as being the result of a cession freely con-
sented to by Piedmont, and not as the effect of an
appeal to universal suffrage. As regards the neutrality
of Switzerland and the neutralised districts of Chablais
and Faiu'igny, Count Rechberg expresses a desire that
the French Government, in accordance with the
promises given by M. Thouvenel in his despatches,
should maintain the guarantees stipulated by the
treaties. The followinj^ is an analysis of the protest
of Austria against the annexation of Central Italy to
Sardinia:

—

Bauen.-
published,

which the

"Tn this note Austria first establiabes, by historical and
legal considerati' ns developed at great length, her positive and
Incontestable right to o|>po«e an act which, in despoiling legi-

timate Princes of the States guaranteed to them by European
treaties, would also destroy the rights of succession and revem-
eion which these same treaties secure to the House of Haps-
bui^ with, respect to the said States. Austria then proceeds to
demonstrate that Sardinia has participated in the engagements
contracted by France, who, In consideration of the treaty of
1735, has guaranteed the possession of Tuscany to the House of
Lorraine, in order to indemnify this dynasty for the cession of
her ancestral heritage. The note further recalls that, by virtue
of the treaty concluded in 1753 by the mediation of George II.,

King of England, and countersigned by him in his quality of
head of the House of Este, the right of succession to the
Modenese States was conferred, in case of the ex-
tinction of the male line, upon the third son of
the Emperor Francis and Maria Theresa, whom it was
designed to unite to the granddaughter of the Duke
of Modena. "With respect to the Duchy of Parma and
Piacenza, the treaty of June 10, 1817, concluded between
Austria, France, Great Britain, Prussia, Russia, and Sardinia,
explicitly confirms in favour of Austria the rights of reversion
stipulated by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapello, dated May 20, 1815

.

These rights of reversion have received a fresh sanction by the
treaty of Florence, concluded on November i:8, 1344, between
the Courts of Lucca, Modena, Tuscany, Sardinia, and Austria.
Thus, then, the King of Sardinia, in accepting the annexation
of the Italian Duchies, openly violates not only tho public
treaties of 1815 but also the treaties which he has si^ed as a
direct contracting party with Austria. Such a violation is so

much the more flagrant from having been accomplished upon
the morrow after the Peace of Villafranca and Zurich, of which
the essential condition was the restoration of the legitimate

Princes. Induced by all these motives. Austria protests in the
most peremptory manner against this most illegal annexation
made by the King of Sardinia, and appeals to the conscience of
all Europe on the subject."

SwiTZEEXAND.—The Federal Government is still

employed in urging- the great Powers to protect the

engagements of 1816 touching Chablais and Faucigny.

On the 12th inst. the Federal Council despatched a

note to the Powers, stating that, as Switzerland had
not been consulted on the occasion of the vote of Savoy,

she protests against any violation of her rights which

may result from such vote. Professor de la Rive has

been appointed Minister Extraordinary at London for

the Swiss Confederation,

Russia.—An Imperial ukase has been promulgated

extending to Poland the principal enactments of the

laws relative to the obtaining of hereditary and life

nobility which are in force in the rest of the empire.

Instructions for carrying out the abolition of serfdom

have been addressed to the authorities. Among other

things, the Emperor has ordered that traders, burgesses,

and in general all the inhabitants of towns, shall pass

into what is called the clasa of free cultivators, which

has hitherto not been permitted. Several persons have

recently been arrested at St. Petersburg, Kiew, and

Moscow, on the charge of endeavouring to subvert the

fundamental principles of the empire, and to replace

them by a constitutional form of government, similar to

that of many iiJuropeaiHStatesk The police on seaiching

their houses found several documents, among others the

project of a constitution regularly drawn up.

Italy.—The Duchess of Parma, as Mother, Guardian,

and Regent, in the name of her son Buke Robert I.

has published a protest addressed to all the Powers
who signed' the treaties of 1815 and 1817
against the annexation of the States of Parma to

Sardinia. The Grand Duke of Tuscany has also

published a protest against the annexation of his do-

minions to Sardinia. He protests " against acts, the

very principles of which make them null and void,

against the violation of treaties, against unworthy

manoeuvres, against the employment of these new

means of usurpation of the votes of popular assemblies.

He appeals to the sovereigns of Europe, to the justice

of the Emperot of the French, and to the Tuscans

themselves, who have enjoyed a prosperity of which

they were jnstly proud for more than a century under

his family. He states that if the Italian Confederation

had been formed, the lead would have devolved upon

Tuscany ; but as it is, Florence will be no more than

the chief town of a Piedmontese department. He hopes

that the reason of his people may not remain perverted,

and concludes by saying that the day may come when

the injustice of which he is the victim tehall have

reached its end, and that day will find him ready

to devote to them all the power of his existence."

Accounts from Turin state that Signor Lonza has been

elected President of the Chamber of Deputies by 129

votes against 90 at the second ballot. In the

sitting of the Chamber on Thursday last. General

Garibaldi affirmed that the voting of Nice will be

effected under French pressure. He censured tbe

action of the Provisional Government of Nice as attack-

ing the liberty of the vote, and concluded by proposing

the adjournment of the vote in that province. After the

rejection of several orders of the day, implying dis-

approbation ofthe Government, the following orderof the

day was adopted by a great majority :
—"The Chamber,

hoping that Government will maintain the con-

stitutional guarantees, and efficaciously provide for

the liberty of the vote in Savoy, passes to the order

of the day.*'—The French troops continue to evacuate

Lombardy, The 4th division, commanded by General

de Failly, was expected in Prance on Thursday. The

3d, commanded by General Bazaine, is to be quartered

in Paris. General Ukich's division will come next.

The 1st and 5th divisions will be the last to quit Italy-

They will occupy Savov and >'ice. It is understood

that Marshal Vaillaut quitted Milan on Sunday last.

AH the letters received from the array of Italy state

that the troons are deh>hted at returning to France,

being heartily sick of Italy and of the Italians.

The Government has received reports from MM- I^»J.T

aud Pietri, senators, coumiissioned by the Emperor to

ascertain the state of the public feeling in Savoy and m
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u^^l^ty ot i^ice. They state that the annexation to

Trance is popular throughout Savoy. Some apprehen-

s'on prevails at Nice that the fashionable visitors who

med to mate that town their residence in winter will

abandon It now that it is annexed to France, and that

the tradespeople will consequently be ruined by the

departure of their best customers. The Legations of

Eneland and France at Florence have taken down their

escutcheons.—General Lamoriciere was received on the

2d inst. at the Vatican, and the Giornale di Uoma of

Saturday contains his appointment as Commander-in-

Chief of the Papal troops. It is asserted that the King

of Sardinia has claimed the political prisoners belonging

to the Legations. The ex-Duke Francis of Modena

landed at Ancona on the 26th ult. with General
' Lamoricl^re, and has made arrangements for his troops

to join the Papal troops. The French Government has

assured the Pope that the ai'my of occupation which

lias so long protected his Holiness will not be with-

drawn from Rome for the present.—Letters from Naples

state that on the evening of the 6th an immense crowd,

estimated to number 80,000, blocked up the Toledo,

at Naples, and raised numerous shouts of " Viva la Cos-

iituzione" before the residence of the Papal Nuncio.

Xhe street was quickly cleared by the patrols. At a

meeting of Neapolitan refugees^ held at Turin on the

8th inst., it was resolved, by a majority of 80 to 4, that

the annexation of the kingdom of Naples to the consti-

tutional government of Victor Emmanuel was a propo-

sition deserving of support, and a committee was ap-

pointed to carry dht the views of the meeting. Among
the members are MM. Poerio, Dufacca, Maucinin, and

Conforto, members of the new Italian parliament, Le
Fai-ina, president of Italian National Safety, PInia, and

Interdonato, JL Platino, a Neapolitan of large fortune,

who has lived in Rome since 1848, La Masa, an eminent

military writer, Poruasi, a well-known medical pro-

fessor, and the poet Miraglia.

Sicily.—The insurrection in Sicily appears to be

spreading. The insurgents at Palermo, according to

the official accounts, attacked the Royal troops at

5 o'clock in the morning, then re-formed and shut

themselves up in a convent, which they barricaded.

A battalion of the 6th Regiment of the Line made a

sudden assault upon the insurgents, but were driven

back with considerable loss. The Royal Artillery then
opened a breach, and the convent was taken by assault.

The insurgents and their arms and several of the monks
were captured. Several bauds of rebels having risen

in the environs, in order to create a diversion, they
were beaten and pursued in all directions. An insur-

rection is said to have subsequently broken out in

Messina and Catania. The official journal does not
siieak o£ the insurrection in Messina, but announces
that General Salzano has placed Palermo in a state of
siege, and also adds a telegraphic dcsputch, received on
the afternoon of the 6th, which nffirma that all tlje

other provinces of SicUy have been tranquil, and that
the inhabitants of Palermo had not taken part in the

contest of the 4th, According to news from Naples to

the 10th, the insurgents, numbering about 10,000 well-

armed men, were concentrated in the Sicilian Islands,

and had interrupted the canals comniumcating with

Palermo. The troops quartered in that city were at-

tacked every night. The Neapolitan fleet was cruising

along the coast, and the Government had sent rein-

forcements. The English residents at Palermo embarked
on board the ships of war in the bay on the 5th inst.

Count Cavour has sent two notes to the Neapolitan

Government—one exhorting it to ado^it the same line

of policy as Piedmont, and the other insisting that the

escutcheons of the Legations of Tuscany, Modena,
and Parma, at Naples, shall be taken down.

TuEKEY.—The Duke of Brabant arrived at Constan-

tinople on the 9th inst., and ^vas received by the Sultan

at theTophana Palace. On the following day the Duke
visited the British Ambassador, Sir Henry Bidwer,

India.—A telegraphic despatch has been received from
Calcutta with accounts to the 16th March, six days after

the departure ofthe mail. The following are the details :

—

Calcutta.— Onirages by the ryots of Lower Bengal have taken
place. The Licutenant-Govemorhas issued anotificatioii, which,
it ia hoped, will be effective. There has been a panic among
the holders of Bengal Bank shares, which have fallen, loOi. a
share since Mr. Wilson's speech.
JJojnbaj/.—The indignation of the whole Anglo-Indian public

had been excited by the frightful mortality which had occurred
on board the Tarious vessels which had a.rrived at Madras and
Bombay with the wives and children of aoldiers.

CnnirA.—Accounts from Shanghai to Feb. 20 state

that business was active, but uneasiness was felt at the
departure of four war steamers. Trad was uninter-
rupted at all the ports. The ships Acta>on, Sampson,
Algerine, and Dove, proceeded northward under sealed
orders on the 16th February. It is rumoured that the
Chinese have withdrawn the guns from the Taku forts,

to strengthen with them the Tien-tsin forts. Kwee-
liang. Chief Imperial Commissioner, has been refused

permission to retire into private life. The Court of
Pekin is alarmed at the preparations of the allies.

General Montauban has arrived at Hongkong on his

way to Shanghai, and Sir Hope Grant left Singapore
for Hong Kong on the 7th of March.

JAPA2i.—Aft'aira in Japan are still in a very unsettled
state. A native interpreter employed by the British
iMiniater has been murdered, and the Government dre
pursuing a course of action likely to lead to complica-
tions. The Japanese Ambassadors were to leave for the
Uaited States on the 10th inst. ^

United States.—The New York Herald says that

the offer of the British Government for an arrange-

ment of the San Juan difficulty 1ms been respect-

fully, declined. It is said that the offer proposed that

the United States should acknowledge the claim of Great
Britain to the island, and receive in exchange a tract of

territory elsewhere. Mr. Cobb has unconditionally

withdrawn his name from the Presidential canvass. The
President has sent a message to the House of Eepre-
sentatives firmly protesting against its resolution for an
inquiry into the abuses of power. The President takes

as ground for his protest that Congress can only act

under impeachment. The President had sent to Con-
gress the official despatches received from American
officers in the Gulf concerning the seizure of Spanish

vessels by the American squadron off Vera Cruz. Great
excitement prevailed at Philadelpliia, in consequence of

a fugitive slave case. The slave had been ordered to

return to his master.

Bbitish Coxttmbia.—From British Columbia we
have advices to the 29th of February. Her Majesty's

ship Topaze, 50, had reached Esquimalt. The follow-

ing despatch had been received by Governor Douglas
from the Duke of Newcastle :—

•

.
" Downing Street, Oct. 21, 1859.

*' I have received your despatch of the 27th of August,
forwarding a memorial to the Queen from certain inhabitants
of Vancouver Island, expressing their feelings on the subject
of the Occupation of San Juan by the American troops. This
address has been laid before the Queen, who has been pleased
to receive the same very graciously, and to command me to
express her satisfaction at the spirit of loyalty and patriotism
evinced by the memorialists. It is Her Majesty's hope that the
Governments of the respective nations will be able to settle

this question in a spirit con ciliatoiy to the adjoining country
and sjitisfactory to the colonist. "Newcastle."

Mexico.—Advices from Vera Cruz arc to the 22d
ult. Tlie endeavours to bring abo'it an armistice had
failed. The siege had been renewed with considerable

effect. The reported flight of Miramon and the dis-

persion of his forces is unfounded. It is reported that

Miramon has ordered the Americans to quit the country.
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<!Iiti) Intellifienre.

Bank Rate of DISC0I7^^T,—The Bank of England on
Thursday raised their rate of discount from 4f^ per cent,,

at which it was fixed on the 29th ult., to 5 per cent.

The New Stamp Act.—The Act imposing new
stamp duties came into operation on the 5tli inst.

Henceforth not only all cheques drawn upon bankers
must be stamped, but also every letter to a banker
directing payments to be made, stock to be sold,

purchased, or transferred, or money to be forwarded,

must have affixed to it an adhesive \d. stamp (not

a postage stamp), which stamp must be cancelled

by the writer with his name or initials, and the date

on which the stamp is used. A penalty of 20?.

is attached to the non-observance of these directions.

It is also enacted that the person who shall make, sig-n,

or issue any instrument chargeable with the dutyof Irf.

and 3cf., shall affix an adhesive stamp, and obliterate

the same by his name or initials and the date of the
day and year; and any person refusing or neglecting
to give such receipt, or any person taking any document
without requiring the same to be properly stamped,
shall forfeit a sum of 201. The Act also imposes a duty
of Id, on a certified copy, or extract of, or from, any
register of births, baptisms, marriages, deaths, or
burials, the duty to be paid by the party requiring any
such copy or extract.

MosET Mauket, Friday.—British Funds : Con-
sols closed at 94t to \ for Money, and 94^ to f for the
9th of May; Bank Stock, 224 to 226; Keduced and
New Three per Cents., 921 to 93; New Two and a Half
per Cents, 78; Indian Five per Cent. Stock of 1859,

105h Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 98^ to 98;
Ditto Five and a Half per Cents., 103J ; Indian Four
per Cent. Debentures of 1859, 9G| to ^ ; India Bonds,
5^. dis. ; Exchequer Bills, 85. to 125. pm.

—

Foeeigk :

Brazilian Old Five per Cents., 100 ex div. ; Dutch Two
and a Half per Cents., 651 ; Ditto Four per Cent. Cer-
tificates, 100 to 100^- ex div.; Mexican Tiiree per Cents.,

21^ to 21f ; Peruvian Uribarren Four and a Half per
Cents., 82; Ditto Three per Cents., 69^ ex div.;

liussian Five per Cents., 108; Spanish Three per Cents.,

4-6i ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854 76 to 764 ; Ditto for

1858, 61^ ; Ditto Guaranteed Four per Cents., 101^.
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irWctropolis anO tw Utciniti!*

The Duke of Cambeidge ojt the Aemt jujtd

VOLUNTEEKS.—At the Easter dinner at the Manaion
House on Monday, the Duke of Cambridge in respond-
ing to the toast of fhe Army and Navy made the fol-

lowing remarks on the Army and Volunteers:

—

**My Lord Mayor, I beg to acknowledge the compliment
which you have been pleased to pay the British Army. I

always regard it as a high privilege to be permitted to respond
to this toast, and, although I have the honour to be at the head
of that army, I trust it will not be deemed unbecoming in me
to say that, notwithstanding we are not reputed to be a mili-
tary nation, I flatter myself there is no army in Europe which,
when called into action, can beat us in auy respect- It is the
fashion rather to decry this country as a military Power ; but

I
the nation has always done the amiy the justice to admit that,
when summoned to show what it can do in the field, it has
always come up to its expectations- That is the state of
the service at the present day, and I hope it will long
continue so. The notice taken of the army on occiibions like
the present tends iu a great measure to keep up that
high spirit without which it cannot be efficient Believe
me, that the troops stationed in distant lands look with,

anxiety to see the estimation in which they are held in
England, The first feeling that prevades all ranks is ' What
will they think of us at home?' and the public acknowledg-
ment which their efforts receive from their countrymen pro-
duces a most beneficial effect on all branches of the service.

Although most of those whom I have the honour of addressing
are not immediately connected with the army, I am persuaded
you all agree with the remark of the Lord Mayor, that Oio
riches of this great and influential empire are, in a great
measure, owing to the army and navy- For if it were not for
the security in which you all live and pursue your daily avoca-
tions—if it were not for the safety in which you individually
and collectively feel ,that your ships and your trade can go to
every part of the globe, this great empire and its commerce
could not thrive as they now do^ and as they have done for a
lengthened period. We all, of course, wish that that security
may for ever continue. Believe me, gentlemen, its continuance
depends veiy much on yourselves. If the liberality hitherto
flhown in supporting the army and navy is still displayed, you
may rest in security both now, and, I trust, for many
ages to come. But you must not shut your eyes to
the fact that great efforts are necessary to attain this

I'esult. You Citnnot relax, your exertions without to a cer-

tain extent deteriorating your national position. Nobody
in this country, I am convinced, can wish to see any declension
in that position. This is, I believe, a great and glorious
empire, at the head of the civilised world. We pve the tone^

to civilised society in every part of the globe. This is a
position which a great nation ought to strive to maintain.
May you ever maintain it ! Viewing the army and navy in
this light, I tnist you will never allow their efficiency to be
impaired. No doubt it ia a very expensive thing to keep up
those services ; but that is the effect of the very iraprovementa
which are taking place from day to day. The scientific

advaucemont in all departments calls for a greater outlay than
used to be requisite. That is a natural consequence of the
march of intellect in modem times. Why, the very means of
locomotion, tlie facility with which you can move vessels and
troops, our railways and our steamships—all these advantages,
which none can appreciate more fully than the merchants and
citizens of this meiropolis, tend greatly to alter our position
relatively to the rest of the world. Therefore, although in
former times, ov^ing to our insular poaitiou, we were very
secure in our daily life and occupations, we cannot dis-
guise from ourselves the fact that the improved modes
of conimunicatjon now existing have called for greater
vigour in all our defensive preparations. AU that we
desire — all that, I am confident, the country desires —
is to be placed in a proper state of defence. Kothiug
can be more objectionable, nothing can be more lamentable,
than a constant succession of panics. Believe me, these
panics are the most costly things that can happen. The
extravagance which ensues from them it is impossible to
estimate, A wise and judicious aijnual expenditure is far less
burdensome and much more effective for its object, I tnist I
shall be forgiven for making these observations, but they
involve matters which ought to be generally known, I cannot
sit down without expressing my sense of the admirable spirit
evinced by the country in the recent Volunteer movement, I
have said before that if that movement is well and judiciously
organised I believe it will be fomid most valuable. But much
—indeed everything—depends on the manner in which it is

conducted. If it is conducted as a great auxiliary to the army
and navy, nothing can be more advantageous to the general
interests of the country. If, on the other hand, it is intended
to displace those services, the result will be most unfortunate.
As an adjunct to the regular forces, however, these volimteer
corps are capable of rendering good service to the State."

The Great Eastebk.—Though little has been heard
of the great ship for the last few mouths the prepara-

tions for sea are going on with the utmost activity.

The Board of Trade, it may be remembered, required

the directors to make several alterations to the machi-
nery after the vessel hud made her trial trip. AU these
demaiKls, will, of course, be implicitly complied vvith,

thou3-h,a3 they involve extensive work in the fit ting*, ship*

Wrights^ and engineers' departments, they will only be
taken iu hand in turn. The leport of the surveyor
appointed to inspect what is wanting in shipwrights'

work has been adopted, and tbo contract has already

been entered into* Messrs. Penn and Field have
made several minute surveys of all the engines

—

scre^v, puddle, and auxiliary—and their suggestions aa

to alterations aiid improvements will tbrni the basis of

a contract, which will be issued to some engineering

firm» to which the final completion of all the machinery

Will then be intrusted. Both these contracts will require

about two months for their completion, and the cost will

be far short of what was originally anticipated, not being

expected to exceed 20»000/. The shipwrights' contract

includes, among other minor items, the building of new

store-rooms, iron stftDchions to support the cargo deck,
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refixbg the boat davits, a screw tunnel, additional

support to the sides of coal bunkers, and taking out the
india-mbber packing between the flanges of the iron
masts. The latter is one of the positive requirements
of the Board of Trade, as the india-rubber was foiind,

during the short trips of the Great Eastern, to allow
an amount of " play " to the masts that would certainly

be dangerous in a heavy sea. The india-rubber will

therefore he withdrawn, and the space between the
flanges filled up with wedges of hornbeam, so as to
render the mast as rigid as if ofone entire piece. Another
demand of the Board of Trade is the fitting of at least

two additional boats of the largest kind. They will 1 e

the largest boats ever carried by any vessel, as they are

intended to be no less than 50 feet long by 13 feet wide,

and nearly 7 deep—the dimensions of a 60 or 70 ton
cntter. With the engines and machinery generally a

good many alterations and adjustments will be made,
though, from the care which has been exercised during
the past winter by the company's chief engineer, Mr.
M*Lennan, an immense amount of improvement in the
way of working details has been already effected.

Among the most important improvements is that of
fitting the main engines, both screw and paddle, witli

feed pumps. By this change those most objectionable

pieces of machinery, the donkey engines, are at once
dispensed with as regards supplying the boilers. They
will, however, still be kept in the ship for washing decks,

pumping out the bilge, and for fire hose, though
henceforth they will have no more to do with the main

[

engines. As regards the paddle-engines, it is anticipated !

that by means of an improved adjustment of the slide

valves a gain of at least a knot an hour may be obtained

upon the next trial of speed. It appears that there is

ample steam for the engines, at full work, but the
cylinders inhale, so to speak, more than they can easily

expel afterwards. It tlius remains in the way of the

down stroke of the piston, and a loss of power is pro-

duced by the engines having to overcome the resistance

offered by their own steam. The most important
•change necessary in the screw engines is slightly raising

the screw shaft, in order to allow the aftermost bearing

to be removed. From this bearing all the patent wliite

jnetal on which the shaft revolves has worn out. For
this an ordinary gun metal bearing, faced with Ugmim
vifcp, will be substituted; and the shaft, it is found, can

be raised sufficiently from the inside to admit of this

alteration without much trouble or expense. Tunnels
fitted with water-tight doors are to be cut through all

the coal bunkers, which are also to be better ventilated,

and fitted with thermometer tubes to test the tempera-
ture of the fnel at all times. This latter Is an important
improvement, and removes one cause for anxiety among
those who feared the imminent danger which might
arise from an absence of proper means to ascertain at

all times that the beat in the bunkers was never exces-

sive. Numerous as are the alterations which have to

be made they arc none' of them of a nature to occupy a

great length of time, and it is confidently hoped that

the vessel will be ready for sea in the beginning of June,

And will accompany the Prince of Wales on his trip to

Canada.
Mk. Spttbgeoij's Tabehnacle.—a public meeting

wag held a few days since in New Park Street Chapel,

for the purpose of hearing a statement as to the pro-

gress of the building fund for the erection of the me-
tropolitan tabernacle for the Kev. Mr. Spurgeon, now
in progress, and for adopting measures to obtain addi-

tional subscriptions. The meeting was presided over

by Mr. Spurgeon, The secretary read a statement of

the "building fund up to the present time, from which it

appeared that there had been received 18,904/. 18*. 2d.,

and they had still to make up a sum of 12,000/. to com-
plete the erection. The sum of 610/. was contributed
in the course of the meeting,
Henzwal of the Riots ik St. Geoege's-ik-the-

Kast.—The Easter services ofSunday last were attended
by a renewal of the disturbances in the parish church.
The rioters in the morning appeared to be satisfied

with simply interrupting the clergy during the progress
of the service, but in the evening they commenced a
series of the most disgraceful outrages ever perpetrated
in any church. The conduct of the mob was perfectly
brutal, but it certainly was not entirely without pro-

'

vocation. At the morning service the gates were kept
closed until 10 minutes after the usual time, the church-
wardens themselves being denied admission, and in the
evening the same coarse was repeated, some hundreds
of persona professing to he parishioners being kept
out in the rain until 20 minutes to 7, while persons
who avowedly had no connexion with the parish were
allowed to pass through the private gate of the rectory
into the church. The consequence was that when the
mob was admitted they rushed into the church in the
worst possible humour, and began Iiowling and yelling
with all their force. Nor were they rendered more
pacific when they saw the decorations of the altar. It
WW' covered with a white cloth filled with crosses and
emblematical devices, and surmounted by a number of
emskes of various sizes, formed of red roses, white roses,
and red and white roses mixed. There were also vases
of flowers on the altar. Over the quasi altar hung the
chandelier, at which hassocks, Praverboob^, and Bibles
were freely thrown a few Sundays ago. On this
occasion it had two circles of war candles—altogether
about 32 in number—festooned with evergreens and red
and white roses. About 10 minutes afterthecongregation
i^d been admitted a white-robed chorister came forth

from the vestry, and, with a long rod with a taper

attached, began to light the candles. This was the

signal for a terrific uproar, where it is needless to

describe, for it was of precisely the same character

as that which has been so often reported. It was so

intense, however, that the churchwarden was sent for,

and accordingly went to the vestry-room. At 10
minutes past 7 the churchwarden came out of the

vestry-room, and, approaching the altar, told the

people who were cro\vding round It to take their

seats. The mob shoutea, "AYhere?" To which
Mr, Thompson replied, "Anywhere!" and 40 or 50
people at once broke through the altar rails, A friend

of the rector attempted to drive them back, but was
ultimately himself ejected from the church by two
policemen. Mr. Thompson then went within the altar

rails and cleared out the intruders. It was now about

20 minutes past 7 o'clock, and a passage having been
]

made through the mob a procession of priests and
choristers moved from, the vestry-room door towards

the altar. Two of the choristers fought their way to

the rails, but the remainder, with Mr. Bryan King, the

rector, Mr. Dove, the curate, and Mr, M 'Donald, the

appointed preacher, were hemmed in by the mob, who
were labouring under the deepest excitement, and then

driven back to the vestry in the most insulting manner.
At half-past 7 another attempt was made by the priests

and choristers to get to their places i\i order to com-

mence the service, and this time they were more
successful. After considerable struggling, Mr, Dove
and Mr. M'Donald and the choristers made their way
to the altar, and Mr. King to the reading-desk, his

ascent to which was the signal for another display of

howling, yelling, hissing, and slamming of pew-doors.

Amidst a succession of similar interruptions he went on

with the service until he came to " the Belief," when
he turned round to the altar, with his back to the

congregation, who. In their ignorance, hissed at the

red lining of liis Master of Arts' hood. This was the

signal for a fearful clamour, during whitih the police,

who had long odds to contend against, turned several

of the principal offenders out of the church. When
Mr, King descended from the desk there was more
howling, and this process was renewed when the Rev. Mr.

M'Donald went into the pulpit. There was a loud shout

that he wore a huge cross upon his back, but this was a

mistake, as he wore nothing but a white fur University

hood. The Easter hymn, which was sung by the choir

after the sermon, was travestied by the congregation

with disgusting profanity. As the rector and his staff

left the altar for the vestry a violent outrage was com-

mitted upon them, and it will be no matter of surprise to

hear that some, of thefti have been seriously injured. So

savage was the conduct of the mob who attacked them
that Mr. Superintendent Howse, who had been waiting

outside, rushed in with a large body of police, and,

having first guarded the altar furniture, succeeded In

course of time in clearing the church, many parts of

which have suffered serious injury. Some hundreds of

persons afterwards amused themselves by walking

about the neighbourhood singing the Doxology with

more strength than harmony or propriety. On Monday
an elderly man called Dickinson, a journeyman clock-

maker, was charged at the Thames Police Court with

being one of the rioters on this occasion. The charge

was laid under the Actl Mary which imposed a penalty

of 100 marks for the first offence, 400 marks for the

second offence, and the forfeiture of all his goods and
chattels and imprisonment for life for the third offence.

After a long investigation Mr. Selfe said that a mark
being 13?. 4d., the prisoner was liable to be fined 56?.,

a rather dear payment for hissing In church. Whenever
a case of a bad character was made out a very severe

fine or a lengthened imprisonment would be inflicted,

but in the present instance he thought the justice of

the case would be answered by fining the prisoner two
marks, or 1/. 6s. Sd., and in default of payment six

months' imprisonment, and no less. The fine was
collected by subscription among the people in and about

the court, several boys and girls contributing, and in

three minutes the prisoner was liberated. On Tuesday
Mr. C. Warren Adams, a young gentleman, the son of

the late Mr. Sergeant Adams, for many years assistant-

judge of the Middlesex Sessions, applied to Mr. Selfe

for a summons against Mr. W. J. Thompson, the senior

churchwarden, for having seized him by the collar, and
with the assistance of several of the rioters, kicked him
from the altar steps in order to force a passage for the
mob. Mr. Selfe granted the summons witliout comment.
The case was heard yesterday at great length, and after

the examination of numerous witnesses, Mr. Yardley, in

a long judgment, expressed his opinion that what Mr.
Thompson had done was simply in discharge of his duty
as churchwarden. It did not appear that he had used
any violence,—on the contrary, it seemed that he had
sent away all the persons who had invaded the altar,

Mr. Adams included. He thought it his duty, under
these circumstances, to dismiss the summons.
The Sunday TRADrNG BiLr.~On Good Friday after-

noonagreat meetingofthe working classes washeld in the

Britannia Fields, in order toop|>ose the Sunday Trading
Bill now before Parliament. Mr. Osborne, a working
man, was called to the chair. Mr. M*Sweeney moved
thefollowing resolution :

—" That the Bill now before the
House of Lords is uncalled for, unnecessary, and unjust

to those who are least able to protect themselves.
This meeting therefore pledges itself to use every
exertion to oppose the Sunday Trading Bill," Mr.

Joyce seconded the motion, Mr. Grove (a tradesman)
moved the following amendment :—" That this meeting,
believing that one day in seven is absolutely necessarr
as a day of rest for both man and beast, is of opinio:!
that the Bill now before Parliament relating to Sunday
trading ought not to be opposed but advocated." Mr,
Winter seconded the amendment. After some ds-
cussion the amendment was put and negatived, the
original resolution, opposing the Bill, being carried by a
large majority. The meeting, which had been of a
very noisy character, then quietly separated.
The PuErFiCATiOTT or the Thames.—The Board of

Works has this week received tenders for the supply of
perchloride of iron in quantities not exceeding 5345
gallons a day, for the deodorisation of the Thames. The
quantities are to be delivered at 39 stations on the north
side of the river, and at 15 on the south. The Fleet
sewer is expected to require 718 gallons daily; the
London Bridge sewer, 544 gallons; the King's Scholars'
Pond sewer, 497 gallons; the Eauelagh sewer, 382
gallons; and the Duffield sewer, Bermondsey, 414 gallons.

The perchloride is to be tested by a chemist for the Board,
and is intended to be used from year to year during the
hot months until the main drainage works are com-
pleted. The Lancet, however, states that the Board
have been led Into an error by their chemists, who have
mistaken "Dale's muriate of iron " for perchloride of
iron. It says that Dale's fluid certainly contains an ex-
cess of perchloride of iron, but that it has other in-

gredients which give it chemical properties—very
different from simple perchloride of iron, which has
proved to be perfectly useless for deodorising purposes.
"The result," says the Lancet, "will be, that thousands
of pounds will be wasted, and the Thames will stink worse
than ever."—At a recent meeting ofthe French Academy
of Sciences a communication was received from M,
Grimaud of Caux, in which a plan Is proposed
for improving the sanitary condition of London..

M. Grimaud begins by remarking that the Lagoon
of Venice is bordered by a narrow belt, the
Lido, which extends from the mouth of the Piave to

those of the Adige and Po, an extent of 61 kilometres

(38 miles). The banks of the lagoon on the land side

are at a distance of from 7 to 15 kilometres. The whole
space thus comprised between the Lido and the main-
land is covered with salt water which enters It through
five narrow inlets, with a tide which at Venice causes

the water to rise from 3 to 5 feet. It was from no
motives connected with sanitary principles that the

Venetian Government executed gigantic works to turn

all the rivers away from the lagoon. They considered,,

the latter in the light of a precious means of defence

and were therefore careful to prevent its being gradually

filled up by the alluvial deposits of rivers. Unin»
tentionally, however, they hy soloing took the most
effectual means of maintaining the sanitary condition

of their city in a satisfactory state. Venice never had
any other sewers than its canals. Everything Is directly

thrown into them, and yet the mud of these canals is

never tainted; nay, when the dredging machine is put
into requisition in order to maintain the canals at their

proper depth, the mud taken out is conveyed to a spot

beyond the Giudecca, in order to form new building

ground for future extension. Now, In the small space

covered by Venice there once lived 200,000 human
beings; they are now 120,000 ; and yet its salubrity is

unquestioned. At Venice the proportion of those who-

reach the ages of 60—80 Is one in 116 ; at Paris, one in

200 ; at Venice, those who live to the ages of 80—100^

are one in 400 ; at Paris, one in 900. M. Grimaud
does not hesitate to ascribe such a result to the sea-

water of the lagoon, or,m other words, to the antiseptic

properties of the salt it contains. Could not a similar

advantage, he asks, be secured to London ? The

Thames is but a small river above London, and it is^

only within the city that it acquires a depth of

12 feet and a width of 1200 feet. At Deptford

it will hold large men-of-war. Now, so large

a bed is not owing to the small slow river above

described, but to the erosion of the sea; on the other

hand, the latter, in driving the sweet water back at

every tide, necessarily creates a point where the water

neither goes backward nor forward ; and it is exactly at

that point of stagnation that the city is built. Now,
if we consider that it Is this sort of stajjnant pool

which becomes the general sewer of 300,000 houses,

peopled with 3,000,o6o of inhabitants, and receiving

92,000,000 of gallons per day of fermentable and
miasmatic matter, it may safely be predicted that at no
distant period a frightful pestilence must be the conse-
quence. M. Grimaud proposes, therefore, to remedy
the evil by constructing two sewers parallel to the
river's course and down to the point where the water i»

perfectly salt. A bar should be constructed across the
Thames, above London ; and the sewers should commu'
nicate by flood-gates with the water above the bar, so

that they mjiy be flushed every day at low water. By
this means the Thames will receive no more elements of

infection. As for those which it already contains, they
had better not be stirred up without special precautions-

for the absorption of the miasmatic effluvia.

FEArDrLE>T Teade Marks.—A deputation from
the manufacturing towns of the north, accomp-anied by
Mr, Roebuck. M.P,, Mr. Bazley. M.P,, Mr. Scholefield,

M.P.. and Mr. Bro^-n Westhead, M.P., had an audience

with Mr. Milner Gibaon a few days smce at the Board of

Trade, to complain of the practice of putting false label*

upon goods. Mr. Brook, jun,, referred especially to the
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custom of giving short lengths on reels of cotton, and

handed to Mr, Gibson a reel of cotton marked as con-

taining 100 yards, ^ut in which there were only 45;

and also reels marked 300 yards^but containing only 200

yards. Mr. Gibson asked if the law did not deal already

with the short measures ? Mr. Roebuck said it did,

hut hy a very roundabout process, and they wished to

obtain an enactment enabling them to proceed sum-

marily as a fraud. They could not ascertain who manu-
factured them. Mr. Ashworth said there were reels

sold in which the maker's name, the length, and the

quality were false. If they asked the dealer, he would
say he did not know the length was short, as he never
measured it, and they therefore thought this'should be
rendered compulsory. The question was not an insigni-

ficant one, involving two or three thousand pounds, but
hundreds of thousands of pounds were invested in that
trade. Therewasanotherbranch in which thissystcm was
carried on—the jaconnets for lining coats; these were
rolled up very tight, and tied in parcels labelled 20 or 24
yards, but in reality there were only 18 yards ; this was
sometimes reduced even to a still lower number, and
there was nothing to prevent its going on further. There
was no individual remedy, and therefore they came to

the Government to ask them to make a hiw which
would protect the honest trader. It was customary for

many houses to give orders for goods purporting to be
of certain lengths, but to contain a less quantity, and if

one manufacturer did not 'do it another would. After
some conversation, Mr. Koebuck said there was a man
in America named Collins, who had a great reputation

for the axes he made ; every one used Collinses axes, and
the Birmingham manufacturers consequently made
similar axes, which they stamped with the name of
Collins, and sent to America for sale. This was done
by every house in Birmingham, excepting three. Mr.
M. Gibson said he thought they had established their

case, and if they would prepare a Bill to meet it, it

should be considered; but he saw some difficulties in

the way ; he could fancy that 100 yards of bobbin
could be made which did not contain 100 yards, but
which, by common consent or nnderstanding in the
trade, had come to be considered as such, without any
imputation of fraud. After some conversation it was
arranged that a draught of a Bill should be prepared to
be submitted to the law officers of the Crown, with a
view of meeting the case.

The Beunel Memobiah—A meeting of the friends
of the late Mr. Brunei was held a few days since, to
consider the design of the memorial to be adopted and
the Bite of its erection. The chair was occupied by the
Earl of Shelburne. Two model casts were exhibited—
one intended to represent a full-length colossal figure,
on a high pedestal, in the act of unrolling a scroll, suit-
able aJone ibr out-door erection; the other, a bust, on
an elevated pedestal, with two full-length allegorical
figures m front, suitable for in-door erection. It was
stated that upwards of 2000Z. had been subscribed, but
had not yet been fully paid up. Some of the committee
were in favour of an in-door statue in St. Paul's, but it

had been found that this was not in accordance with
the wishes of the late Mr. Brunei's family. A letter
Lad been received by the committee from Mr. Digby
Wyatt, stating that the taste of the deceased in the
erection of such a structure as proposed would have
been to have it executed in variegated marble. Mr.
Horsley, a relative of the family, stated that they
wished the memorial or statue to be a visible one, and
to be erected in the neighbourhood of the Canning
statue at Westminster. He denied that the taste of
Mr. Brunei would have advised such an erection as
stated by Mr. Digby Wyatt, but, on the contrary, thjit

the structure in every respect should be of the gravest
kind, such as may be seen over his i^ither's tomb in
Kensal-green. After several expressions of opinion, it

was moved and seconded that a statue of bronze be
erected in one of the public thoroughfares, if an eligible i

site could he procured. An amendment was moved,
j

but failed in being seconded, that a marble statue be
erected in St. Paul's. The motion was then carried

!

unanimously. It was estimated that the work could be
erected in St. Paul's for 1500 guineas, and that it could
be executed in bronze for about the same sum.
The Zoological Gardens.—Following close upon

the great Salamander of Japan, the arrival of which we
recently reported, a second novelty of no less singular
a character has just arrived at the Zoological Society's
Gardens. This consists ef two living specimens of the
celebrated bird of the White Nile, first made known to
naturalists in 1851 through the exertions of the
Abyssinian traveller, Mr. Mansfield Parkyns, and named
by Mr. Gould balaenicepg rex. The whale-head, as its
name uuports, is a large stork, provided with an enor-
mous pelican-like bill, and further resembling the latter
bird jn its capacity for devouring fish. Mr. Petherick,
her Majesty's Vice-Consul at Chartoum, at the junction
of the White and Blue Niles, has the credit of first
mtroducing this extraordinary creature into Europe in
a living state. In the month of June of last year Mr.
Petherick assembled at Chartoum two elephants, two
rhinoceroses, four hippopotami, and nine rare birds for
conveyance^ to Europe. Of this noble collection the
present psir of the balseniceps and one young male
hippotamus alone have survived the nine months'
journey to London. The balaeniceps inhabits the
i-eedy marshes on the banksof the White Nile, beyond
the 4th degree of north latitude, where it was ob-
tained by Mr. Petherick during his arduous explorations

into tnose regions, ot which he has lately giv

account before the Koyal Geographical Society.

Zoological Society's specimens are suffering fro:

into those regions, of which he has lately given an
' ' " ' -^ " ' -- - ~ -.ty. The

^ ^ from the

rough usage. they met with during the bad passagefrom
Alexandria to Southampton, but there is a prospect of

their speedy recovery.

Health or Lojjdojt. — The Registrar - General's

Weekly Return states that the deaths registered in the

Aveek that ended Saturday, April 7, were 1439, showing
a great decrease on the 1708 returned in the previous

week. The average number of deaths in the corres-

ponding weeks of the ten yeai's 1850-59, when corrected

for increase of population, is 1288. The rate of

mortality therefore continues high; for the deaths in

the present return exceed the estimated number by
151. During the week the births of 838 boys and 755
girls, in all 1593 children, were registered in London.
In the ten corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59

the average number was 1617.

lBvo))lmlaU
Carlisle.—The Town Council have granted upon

very liberal terms to Mr. M'Dougall,of Manchester, the

use of the sewage of Carlisle for 15 years, and Mr.
M'Dougall has commenced his operations upon the

WiUow Holme, which he lias leased from the Duke of

Devonshire for the purpose. The Carlisle Journal

states that the area of the holme is about 80 acres,

divided hy the Caledonian Railway into two portions of

60 and 20 acres. The outlet of the main sewer is in

the lesFCr portion ; near the entrance from Caldewgate

to the larger holme an engine-house has been erected,

and a tank constructed by the side of the main sewer,

with a sluice so arranged thnt as much of the sewage

can be diverted into it as may be desired as it flows

down in its course to the river. Adjoining this tank a

smaller receptacle is constructed, in which is mixed a

strong disinfecting fluid, which is allowed to run through

a small pipe into the larger tank, and there disinfect

the sewage as it accumulates, A powerful pump worked
by the engine then forces the sewage thus disinfected

and deodorised through an iron pipe about 10 inches

in diameter, which carries it to the holme, where
the following mode of irrigation is adopted :—A small

canal, about a foot wide and a foot deep, covered with

grass sods on tlie sides and bottom, and with a proper

descent, is constructed to run all round the holme. This

is the main canal, and from it run at right angles lesser

canals connected at the ends, and thus formed Into

parallelograms. The whole holme is thus divided into

plots, surrounded by canals; the sewage can be let at

pleasure into any one of the series or into the whole,

and thus any one plot or the whole number can be sur-

rounded by streams of sewage. It is intended, however,

only to surround one or two plots at a time. As soon

as the canals are filled breaches are made in tbeir sides,

which allows the sewage to overflow the whole of the

enclosed plot until every part of it has been inundated.

This is allowed to be absorbed, and it will then be left

undisturbed until the gras^ has grown. Another plot

is meanwhile proceeded with, and the rotations will be

80 arranged tlmt tl)ere will always be some parts of tlie

holme where the grass is growing, others where it is

ready for the scythe, and others again where the pro-

cess of irrigation is in progress. The fluid used as the

disinfectant is one patented by Mr. i\I*Dougall, and
manufactured by him at his chemical works at Chad-
derton, in Lancashire. This diluting process will be
carried on in the small tank referred to, and it is esti-

mated that 1 gallon of the concentrated essence as it

leaves the chemical works will be sufficient to disinfect

from 10,000 to 20,000 gallons of sewage,

CoCKEfiiiOTJTH.—The mystery connected with the

murder at Einbleton, noticed in our 'last Number, has

been dispelled by the confession of George Cass, Mr.

Fearon's husbandman, that he was guilty of the crime-

Suspicion pointed to Cass from tlie first, as, according

to his own account, coiifiruied in some material points

by other witnesses, he was about the house at the very

time when the murder was committed. So far, however,

the case was only one of suspicion, there being no posi-

tive evidence to implicate him, for aithougli the clothes

which he wore on the day in question had been sent to

Professor Taylor in order that certain suspicious-looking

spots might beanalysed, the examination had not yetbeen

concluded. Cass was therefore kept under the strictest

surveillance, day and night, until last Friday, when Mr.
Dunne, the chief constable, deemed it his duty to direct

his apprehension- As soon as it became known that he

was to be apprehended the greatest excitement was mani-
fested in this town and the neighbourhood. Mr. Dunne
left Cockermouth, accompanied bysomc ofhisofficei^s, atan

earlv hour, and many persons had then gathered on the

road to Embleton in order to see Cabs as he was taken

to the station. He was apprehended and brouglit to

Cockermouth In a close conveyance after dusk. Crowds

of people had by this time gathered along the route,

and their hisses and groans as the carriage passed

showed how great was their sympathy for the girl, and

their horror at the crime. Soon after the prisoner had

been lodged in the lock-up he expressed a desire to see

the chief constable. Mr. Dunne went to him, when

Cass told him he wished to make a statement about the

murder. Mr. Dunne sent immediately for the magis-

trates' clerk and his assistant, and in the presence of

these three, Cass confessed that he had murdered Ann

Sewell. He said that when he returned irom the field

tor his maie, the girl asked him something about-
mending her dog for her. He would not comply
with her request ; she therefore called him names and
threw the tableknife at him, the handle of which,
struck him on the face, under the eye. He threw it
back at her and it sti-uck her throat and cut it.

She then told him that since he had gone so far he had
better finish it and murder her altogether. He seized
the knife again, and setting upon her cut herthroat. After
he had murdered the girl he robbed her. A sovereign
and a half-crown have been found along with the girl's
purse, the two latter bearing marks like blood stains.
The half-crown was obtained from the landlady at the-
publichouse at Eaglesfield, where the prisoner and his
father spent a shilling of it on the Wednesday after the
murder. The sovereign was found in the possession of
the prisoner's mother; and the purse was discovered
buried 12 inches below the ground at Sosgill, lirandey
Moss, near Lowe's Water. From this it would seem
that the murderer had rifled the box of his victim while-

his hands were still wet with her blood. On Saturday
the prisoner was brought up before the Cockermouth
magistrates, when Mr. Dunne formally charged him
with wilful murder, and applied for a remand. The-
prisoner was remanded until Thursday. The coroner's
inquest terminated on Tuesday in a verdict of WilfuV
Murder against the prisoner.

Devizes.—The Spaniard, Serafin Mauzano, who waa.
convicted at the recent assizes for the murder of Anas-
tatia Trowbridge at Ashcombe, was executed on
Wednesday in front of the new prison, in the presence
of about 4000 persons. He continued to protest his

innocence to the last,

Dfritam.—Tlie Durham Wear Anglers' Association
have, in compliance with a resolution passed at a recent^

meeting, taken steps to introduce fresh varieties of fish

into the Wear. A few days ago about a dozen fine

tench, in healthy condition, were put into the Wear in

the neighbourhood of this city.

Hemel Hempstead,— The investigation of the-

recent poaching affray at Beechwood was concluded by
the magistrates on Saturday, when two men called

Cane and Bliss were committed for trial for the murder
of John Seabrook, the gamekeeper. From the evidence-

of the surgeon, who had made a post mortem examina-

tion of the body, it appeared that the death of the

gamekeeper was caused by a gunshot wound on the

right side of the chest, against the collarbone. Th&
carotid artery, the jugular veiuR and nerves, and part

of the windpipe were carried away, so that death musti

have been instantaneous. Some of the shot dropped
into the lower part of the chest, where it lay loose. It

was proved that the prisoner Cane had taken his gun
to he repaired on the evening before the murder, and
that a staple had been put upon it which could not
have been broken by fair usage. Some rather curious
evidence transpired in regard to the prisoner Bliss. A
small piece of paper was picked up in the wood near the-

scene of the murder. It proved to be the corner of a.

summons, having on it, besides some printed words,,

the letters "ough" in writing. It is supposed to have-

been part of a summons which had been served upon
Bliss about a week previously, and in which the word
"Houghton," of which the letters " ough" formed a
part, had been entered by mistake as his residence.

Hn.L,—A few days since as some members of the
Hull Volunteer Artillery were practising ball firing at.

a target in the Citadel, a young man called Kirke shot

Corporal Richardson, of the Northumberland Militia^

who was standing about 20 yards from the target and
noticing where the balls struck it. The ball hit the

ground, rebounded, and struck the corporal on the
right side of the chest, breaking through the seventh
rib, which was partially torn away ; passing through a

small portion of the base of the right lung, and along

the inside of the ribs, and lodging in the muscles just

beneath the shoulder blade. The sufferer was at once
removed to the infirmary, where the ball was extracted,^

and with it also a portion of his jacket and brace, which
had been forced into the wound bj' the haU. He still

lies in a very dangerous state, but there is some pros-

pect of his recovery.

LrvERPOOL.—Within the last few days two of the
soldiers who came home from India in the Great Tas-
mania have died in the Liverpool workhouse, the former
from dropsy and the latter from dysentery, induced by
their sufferings on hoard that vessel. According to the^

calculations of the governor of the workhouse there ha&
been, including the men above-mentioned, one death in-

every 13 of the soldiers who embarked on board
the ship.

Maxchesteh.—A meeting of the Lancashire Re-
formers' Union was held at the Free Trade Hall or*

Thursday evening to consider the question of Reform,,

with especial reference to Lord John RusaeU's Bill-

Mr. G. Wilson presided, and there were about 5000-

persons present. After addresses from Mr. Bazley,

M.P.; Mr. Peter Ryland, of Warrington; and Mr.
rienry Ashworth, of Bolton, Mr. Bright spoke to the
following effect :

—

'' Looking back to the last two months in Parlliment, he^

was glad to be able to gay that what we beheld was highly

Sfttisfiwtory, If it had not been for the enormous, the need-

less, and he might sfty the guilty military expenditure, he
would have been willing to express unmixed approbation of

Mr GladstoueV Budget. We should probably have had a good
Budget from Mr. Gladstone even if there had been no com-

mercial treaty with France, but that treaty made it doubly

valuable. By means of the two every vestige of protection bad

been swept from the tariff. The treaty would come into full
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operation in three years from that time. He believed we
should find the tariff of France much more libei-al than the
present tariff of the United States, How were this Budget
and treaty received? The treaty was received with marked
coldness by both Houses, and hotly opposed by a large party
in the Commons, They said it was not according to precedent

;

that the chief apostle of free trade did not know his own
business ; that the French tariff ought to be lower, and come
into operation at once ; that the treaty had not received the
sanction of the French Chamber, but was ciiiried into effect on
the sole will of the Emperor ; that the duties were chiefly taken
off luxuries ; and that we ought to have left the treaty to be
negotiated by an experienced diplomatist- We had diplomatists
in all parts of the world receiving enormous salaries, yet we
should look in vain for any service rendered by them to English
Industry equal to the service done by the unpaid and inex-
perienced diplomatist, Mr. Cobden. But the true reasons against
the treaty had not been given in the House of Commons. The
Budget abolished several sources of indirect taxation, and
had tied up the military expenditure by a tax from which
hereafter there would be no escape. Henceforth the^e two
things would go together. If Parliament raised the military
expenditure to 20 or 30 millions that increase nuist be
defrayed by an income-tax, or by an income-tax coupled
with a property tax. He (Mr. Bright) thought ifc a most
happy thing that this result should have been brought
about. This treaty promised peace and confidence with
France, but there were persons connected with the oli-

garchy and the military service who wished for a different
policy. Out of the 125 years previous to 1815 we were at
war with France during 68 years. When the system began

nate man appears to have afterwards recovered himself,

for he hud eniwled from the stream to the corner ofthe

adjoining field and was still alive when discovered the

next dav, thouc:h nnable to articulate. A man called

Sowerbv, who Imd been seen in liis company about the

time of'the murder, lias been apprehended, and from the

marks of blood upon his clothes there ia little doubt

that he was the perpetrator of the crime.

Portsmouth.—A serious disturbance took place on

board the Edgar, Vme-of-battle ship, on Tuesday even-

ing at Spithead on the question of leave, and five of

the ringleaders, comprising two Marines, one Marine

artilleryman, and two seamen, were sent on board the

Victory as prisoners. The affair, it is reported, must
terminate in a court-martial.

Reading-.—Mrs. Elizabeth Ledger, the wife of a

musician and dancmg-master in this town, was recently

committed for trial on the charge of shoplifting on a

most unprecedented scale. Her detection was very re-

markable. It appears that she had visited the shop of

Mr. Steward, a baoon-factor, and made purchases to a

moderate extent. Her conduct while there excited the

suspicion of Mr. Steward, and, as she wore a large

cloak, her bulky appearance led him to fancy that she
otur taxation amounted to 2.000,000^. In 1815 it had reached 1 i^^d committed some dishonest act. As she was about
to 72,000,0001., and we had an accumulated debt of
800,000,0002. All this took place under a system in which
only the ' select ' were allowed to vote, in which the great
aristocratic republic stood supreme, uninterfered with by
the breath of public opinion. The treaty concluded with
France menaced this patrimony of taxation, aud hence the
concealed opposition to its being carried into effect. Besides
those questions of the Budget aud commercial treaty. Parlia-
ment had been called upon to consider the question of Keform.
Lord J. RhsscU's Bill must bo taken for wiuit it was—viz., a
Bill for the extension of the franchise. It only remotely
touched upon the redistribution of seats, and did not comprise
the ballot. The borough voters in England and Wales now on
the register numbered 440,000, and he believed the new Bill

would only add 167,000- Was that a measure likely to give an
ignorant and excited mob a preponderant power in all tbe
boroughs of England? In 1332 it was s;iid the new voters
enfranchised by the proposed Reform. Bill would swamp the
old constituencies, and the same argtunent was used at the
present time ; yet the 101. householders had never con-
spired, so far as he know, to swarap the power'of ])ersons
of property and education, Mr. Whiteside in a recent debate
had tried to frighten the House by reference to the strike
of the London builders. Now, it 'had never been proved
that strikes were bad. A strike was the reserve power in
the hands of the working man. He (Mr. Bright) would
tell working men never to surrender their right to combine
with their fellow men in support of their interests. He be-
lieved Sir. DisnioU would be glad to allow the jpresent Bill to
pass, so that the question of Reform should no longer obstruct
his battles with his old antagonists, the ^\i..^d. Othera among
the Tory Opposition would suso willingly give it their aupjioi-t,
but he feared the policy of lukewarm Liberals. He, however,
gave credit to Government for bringing forward the measure,
and hoped they would take care it was not damaged in its
passage through the House. If it should not be passed this
Beseion, or was much longer delayed, he would recommend the
working claBSes throughout the country to appoint delegates
ftom their trades unions and societies to nit pornianontly in
London, to act unon T*ar!iiiment, :tnd to tell it that they did
not longer intend to be put off and trifled with, and cheated
of their just expectations. Mr. Brit,'ht then drew a parallel
between the present time and that ol JUr. Pitt with regard to
the Reform Bill and commercial treaty with Franco. In 1784
Mr. Pitt's Reform measure was rejected, and his commercial
treaty was got rid of by war with Franco. He warned
the people to see that the same coui'su was not adopted
now. There was a party in this country who syste-
matically endeavoured to arousp an ill-feeling against
the French nation. Tht T'ivka wa.s following in the wake of
the Momlnfj Adveriiaer, not in the same pot-valiant style, per-
haps, but with a malignity if possible more satanic, trying to
arou.'^e a spirit agaiust the French nation. From week tu week
and from month to month it published leaders, one day insult-
ing Prance, next day alarming Germany, and another time
exciting England. Ue knew what would bo said in reply to
this, but ho was not writing anon3?TOonsly, He was an Engli-sh-
manllke themselves, caring nothing for the revilings of the
presB, but caring dearly for the solemn interests of his country.
His wamhigs were not unnecessary. He spoke not to the
Court, for though honest, hia speech was scarcely tuned to
Courtly ears. He spoke not to the aristocracy who, wrapt in

to quit the shop he intiinated his suspicions to her, and

expressed a desire to see whether she had anything con-

cealed beneath her cloak. She affected to be greatly

annoyed and surprised at the intimation, but, as Mr.

Steward wa.s firm, and expressed his determination that

she should not quit tbe place without his being satisfied

as to whether she had anything, she yielded to an

examination, wliich resulted in the discovery, not only

that she had some of Mr. Steward's goods which she

had not purchased, but that she had in her possession

,
some gown pieces, bearing the private murks of the

j
drapers from whose shops they had been stolen.

She was thereupon given into the custody of

a police officer, nnd removed to the station.

A more minute search was then made, and articles were

found conclusively proving that she had not honestly

obtained the goods. She was lodged in the Bridewell

for the niglit, and on the following day ofiicers were

employed in making inquiries at the different drapers*

shops. The property found upon her was soon iden-

tified, and as several losses had been previously reported

at the station, it was deemed advisable that search

should be made at her lodgings, where she was living

separate from her husband. On examining her bed-

room the officers found an immense quantity of goods,

the produce of robberies for months past. The articles

fomul comprised stair covering, measuring above 20
yards, ladies* boots, table cloths, Cotton prints and other

dresses, shawls, merino, \insey woolaey, i^aunel, patent

soclis for boots, and perfumery to a considerable extent.

In another room were discovered 200 yards of cotton

print, and a great variety of other articles, including

fancy stationery and things of a similar description.

The prisoner, it appeared, carried on the business of a

dressmaker and milliner; she visited drapers' shops to

bny articles in her business, and the robberies were com-

mitted while the shopmen had left her at the counter to

get the articles she required, all of which were carefully

concealed under her cloiik. Her respectable appearance

disarmed suspicion, and though the articles were soon

missed she was never suspected.

Sal^orp.—On Thursday morning an old man named
Scholes and his son, living at I rlams-o'-th'-Height,

were found dead in their cottage under circumstances

which leave no doubt that they were murdered by
strangulation by some member of the family living in

the house. The second son and a daughter have been
.. -- . --, taken into custody to await the result of a coroner's

^ll'"^>^''^'^?'*l^•^*'f^f^"^^'^/P**^^^^"*^^^"'^'^'^^^*''^*^^^^ ^"t the impression is that the murder was
great body of his fellow-countrymen. In a few years this * -i.!. i i j-i, i i i. i • i • i a i2* j- ^ ^ committed by the daughter, who is subject to fits and

considered to be of weak mind.
treaty would become a bond of perpetual peace. Stick to it.
It might yet be wrested from their hands. With peace the
proffresa of Reform conld not be an-ested, and political power
ui this land would be transferred from a clique of families to a
great nation."

Newcastlb-on-Tyne.—The local papers state that
the old apple tree which has stood so long on the
'remains of the Roman wall at Benton Burn 1ms ceased
to exist. Wheu Hutton made his itinerary of the wall
in 1801 it was then vijrorous, and a drawing of it is
gWen in hia "Uomau WaU." AVheu Dr. Bruce, who

$relanfl*
The Ikish Chfech.—The deanery of Kilmore»

vacant by the death of Lord Fitzgerald and Vesey, has
been conferred by the Lord-Lieutenant upon tbe Rev,
Dr. Carson, rector of Cloon.
The Exodus.— For nearly two years it has been

Liiesnmt sunirrt m iPioi tne ^as accomplished, and that untd another generation
arose wo should hear no more of that marvellous

I

decrease in the population which followed the famine of
1845-6. The accounts however which have come from
the provinces since the opening of the emigration
season have entirely dissipated that idea. A few
days since at Cork upwards of

I

tree was in a state of decay. It has at last been blown
down during a heavy gale of whid.

Oxford.—The encKnia or celebration of founders
and benefactors will take place on Wednesday, Jone 20,
in the Sheldoniun Theatre; and, on the same day, it is
ruinoured that her Majesty wiU open the New .Museum, )da>s since at Cork upwards of 300 passengers
inthepark8,m person, accompanied by the Chancellor,) embarked at Qneenstown in one day for New
the i^rl of Derby, and many others of the most dis- '

- - -'

tmgaiahed members of the university, both resident and
non-resident. The British Association for the Ad\'ance-
ment of Science wiU meet on the following week, when
it w expected that the Piiuce Consort will be present,
and will resign the office of president of the Association
mto the hands of his successor, th^i president elect. '

PryErTH.—A Herman tmrdener, called Simon Manassa.
lately residinff at Newcastle-on-Tjne, was cruelly mur-
uered on Monday night in the neighbourhood of this

1^3^ ^^*^ ^'^ ^^"^ ^^^^^ c*own by the blow of a

York, aud another large number for Portland. Many
of the emigrants were attended as far as Queens-
town by tlieii- relatives and friends, and the scene
presented on the piers and qiia^s as they parted was
one of great animation and interest. From the port
of Sligo it is stated that during the past month there
has been a regular flight of emigrants from the
west of Ireland. Nearly 200 passed through that
town for Liverpool one day last week on their way to
Americii, while others took the line from Galway, The
great majority of them came from Belmullet, in the

passengers on their way to America, and the steamers
are doing a brisk trade in conveying them over from
Waterford. All the papers agree in stating that tbe

tide of emigration has set in in right earnest from the

western province.

National Education.—The Archbishop of Dublin

has published a postscript to a reissue of the address

delivered to his clergy at the time of his withdrawal

from the Board, emphatically stating that if the national

system had been administered all along as it is nov»-

conducted he would still be a commissioner. The Right

Hon. Joseph Napier has published a pamplilet expressing

his views on the education question, which are in entire

accordance with those of the Lord Primate. A meeting

hasbeenheldinDerryatwhichitwasresolved toco-operate

with the Ulster National Education Society in upholding

the principleofunited education, and opposing denomina-

tional grants in Ireland. The requisition calling the

meeting was signed by 2 members of Parliament, 2

high sheriffs, 3 baronets, 28 magistrates, 23 Episcopalian

ministers, 24- Presbyterian ministers, 4 ministers of

other Protestant denominations, 81 laj'men of tbe
Established Church, and 44 Presbyterians and others,

A letter from the Bishop of Derry was read at the

meeting commending the " good and righteous " cause

for which the meeting was convened, and expressing

his thorough persuasion that the national system has

already been productive of great ^ood to the country

at large, and that it is founded on the righteous principle

of " doing to others as we would they should do unto us."

The Archdeacons of Cork and Cloyne, and a large

number of the clergy of the united dioceses of Cork,

Cloyne, and Koss, have adopted an address thanking

the Lord Primate for the counsel and advice contained

in Ids recent address on tbe subject of education, and

expressing their hope that it may lead to a satisfactory

settlement of this long-disputed question. The Bishop

of Ossory, on the other hand, has published a letter to

his clergy lamenting the advice which the Primate has

given to members of the Church Education Society to

join the National Board under certain circumstances,

and urging them not to seek for aid from the Commis-

sioners of National Education, under any circumstances,

to enable them to carry on their schools, so long as

such aid can only be had upon the terms of submitting

to the distinctive rule of the national system. Upwards

of 50 clergymen of the diocese of Ossory have signed an

addressed to the bishop supporting him in his opposition

to the national system.

cotlanK.
Edikbitegk Uni'VEESITY.—The installation of the

Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, as Rector of Edinburgh
University, is iappointed to take place on Monday next,

the 19th iust., in the ]\Iusic Hall. The installation of

Lord Brougham as Chancellor is deferred till the

Whitsuntide holidays, the noble lord, who is at present

at Cannes, being unable to visit Edinburgh at this sea-

son. His lordship has just accepted the office of Presi-

dent of the Philosophical Institution, vacant by the

death of Lord Macaulay.

Aberdeen Uniteesitt.—On the 3d inst.the Earl of

Airlie was reinstalled Lord Rector of Marischal College

and University, Aberdeen, in the presence of a large

assemblage of the students aud citizens. His lordship

addressed the audience at considerable length, and was

afterwards entertained by the students at a banquet in

the college buildings.

The Buccieuch Estates.—The North British Mail

states that scarcely have the inhabitants of the Border

country recovered from the surprise caused by the

Countess Home disentailing her estates, when the

announcement is made that the Duke of Buccieuch ha^

commenced a similar process, extending over 10

counties, all south of the Forth. As far as can be

jtidged from the intimations, the Queensbury estates,

situated chiefly in Dumfriesshire, are not included.

Within the last two or three years some others of his

baronies were similarly disposed of. One effect of a

disentailment will be that the duke can graut feus and

the like to all the other towns over the estate, which he

has hitherto refrained from doing.

ExTKAOEDiNAET BEQUESTS.—Au old uiiSerly woinau

called Agnes Hamilton, who for about 40 years has kept

a small grocer's shop in Commercial Road, Glasgow,

has just died at the age of 81, leaving no less than

23,000/- She was in every respect a miser. She^ was

never married, and studiously avoided parting with a

single farthing that she couUfavoid. In this way, an<l

by dint of half starvation, she succeeded in realising

this large sum, which she has bequeathed in ^•

annuities to destitute people of good moral character

who are natives of and have lived in the Gorbals parish

of Glasgow 40 years, and have attained the age of 65.

As the parish is small very few qualified claimants exist

or can exist. She has left nothing to any of her

relatives.

fr^f
*^^ r ^^,}'^^ ""^^ after his skull liad been

|
county of Mayo, but a considerable nuuiber belonged to

i«;Iw ^- ?«^^"'K.>' *«ain9t a stone wall, the body the county of Sligo. The Clonmel papers state thatw« ttrro^rn mto a neighbouring brook. — -
" '^ ^

The unfortu-
!
the trams on their local railway are daily crowded with

porting^
NEWMARKET CRAVEX MEETING.

Monday.—CVaven Plate. Mr J. H. C. Wyndham's Cynncos

beat Mr. Godding'a f. Lord CUfden's g, and North Lincoln.—

Match. Mr. R Ten Broeck's Pomona beat Besdemona.—wajT
dicap Plate. Mr. Bentley's Flimsy beat Marseiilaise, B*b"o»^

and 10 othQTS.—Handicap. Mr. Savik's Parme?an beat *^g?T
hill, Kewstead, Harry, Harry SUuley, Pomona, and ^f^
Maid. -AfateA. Lord CoTentry^ Postage beat ^^"^^-^^^
Mr. Alexander**Thunderbolt beat Magglore, Busy Bee, mroiM,
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"''dT/ord "W. Powlett's c-

—

Bennington Stakeg, Biron Roth-

^"ttIM's Kinff of Diamonds beat Desmond.—5icf^p5. Count Bat-

!hrWa Rose Middleton beat Lord Glasgow's b f and Eda.—

ieep/ Lord Aunesley's Sweetsauce beat Paleface, ApoUyon,

mc^oud, Cavriana, and Jason.

Tuesday —-Newmarket Handicap. Mr, Mundy's Confectioner

beatMan-at-Arms, Remunerator, and 19 others.—^^^comi JTew-

rl:€t Bknnial Stales. Mr, T, Parr's Avalanche baat Brother

to Rainbow, King of Diamonds, and 13 others.— il*a (cA. Lord
tr Powlett's Dehision beat Philomela,

—

Fourth Bait Stakes.

Baron Rothschild's b. c. beat Ilattlebone and Kgbert, Sicetps,

Baron Rothschild's Restes beat Baron Munchausen.

—

Fitbt

Smmcrl'^t Biennial Stakes, Lord Strathmore's Mouravicff beat

Pefeuder, Sir Hercules, and 7 others.—J/t/icA. Mr. F. Robin-

BOii's Apollo received forfeit.

Wednesday.—Handicap Swee]yf^, Sir Joseph Hawley's Gallus

beat Mavourneen and Mr, Savilc'a b, c,

—

Plate. Lord Stamford's

Xjivabeat Caliban, Baron Rothschild's b, f., and 4 others

—

.^u^-

stripii^^ Plate. Sir J. Hawley's Gallus beat Cynricus, Staike,

Man Friday, and 3 others,

—

Sweeps, Mr, Barrett's Lady
^ngston beat Orhujdo, Ard^)ur, and Dove,

—

Column Stakes,

lord Derby's Sagitta beat Lord Ailesbury'sch, c, Lc Prochain^

Rope Diincer, and Vicar of Bray.
Thursday.—Handicap Plate. Lord Stamford's Tyrant beat

Bluejacket, Bevis, Athos, and 6 others,—The Nurstone Slakes,

lord Fitzwilliam'a Richmond beat Loiterer.

—

Aeke Produce

Stakes. Colonel Towncley's Span'ow Huwk beat Sabreur.

—

Stoeeps, Duke of Bedford's Vicar of Dray beat Drum Major
andMerryman,

—

SubscHption Plate- Mr, Newland's Philomela

l)eat Athos, Desmond, Gracchus, Woodburn, and Egbert,

—

Match. Duke of Bedford's Pinna received forfeit.

—

Sweeps,

Mr. Locke's Man Friday walked over,

—

Sweeptt, Lonl Stam-
ford's Little Lady beat Sparkle and Postage.— The Claret Stakes.

Mr. W. Day's The Promised Land walked over.

Friday,—Port Stakes, Gamester walked over.

—

S'>ceeps, Br.

to Rainbow walked over.—©w^^n'^ Plate. Newcastle beat Maz-
zini, Bevis, and another—50^, PlcUe. Neophyte beat Vulture,

and 6 others.

—

Match. Cock-a-Hoop beat Adulitiou.

—

Sweeps;.

Trovatore beat Thunderbolt and another.

—

Sweeps. Sparta
walked over.

—

Match. Pomona beat Middleton.

—

Free Handleftp
Sit^eeps. Cape Tlyaway beat Dulcibella and 2 others,

—

Mowbray
Stakes. Lady Bird beat Ivanhoff and 9 others.—Sower h;!/ Plate.

L\ytonbeat Donati, Trothplight, and 9 others.

—

Members Plate^

Weardale beat Kuapton.

—

f}u7it Stakes. Roscrea beat The Monk^

Arrest of John Heexan,—John Heenan, the Benicia Boy'
was arrested by the Derbyshire police at the village of Trent
Lock, close to Burton on-Trent. on Friday moniing. Ou
tho following: day he was taken before the magistrates at
Derby and bound over to keep the peace in his own recogniz-

ance of 50^, and two sureties of 25L each. After the sureties

wero signed, Heenan» who stated that he had been hunted out
of eight counties, left the court with his friends, A great

crowd assembled outside the hall, and remained there for

several hours. Heenan was quietly taken the back way,
and la cab being in readiness, he drove oflF with
his friends, intending to leave for London by the next train.

Under these circumstances there will be no alternative but to
break oft^ the contest, for the magistrates intimated that the
sureties entered into extended to everj* county in England.
After Heenan"s case had been disposed of, a rumour was cur-
rent that Sayers was also in the county. A warrant was imme-
diately issued for his apprehension, and placed in the hands of
a county police ofBeer. In addition to the stejjs taken by the
magistrates of Hertfordshire last week articles of the peace
have been exhibited before the magistrates of Leicestershire,
Buckinghamshire, and Warwickshire against Siayers and
Ttccn.in, the cJiicf constables having received information
which led them to suppose that the fight between them was
intended to take place on the borders of one or other of those
counties.

The Opera Houses.—Her Majesty's Theatre in the

Haymarket and the Royal Italian Opera in Covent
Garden were both opened for the settson ou Txiesday

evening, tho former with Flotow*s Martha, the latter

with Meyerbeer*s Dinorah. Both houses were well

filled, and the performance at each gave promise of a

brilliant and successful season. Mr. E. T. Smith, the

lessee ofHerMajesty's Theatre, surprised the frequenters

of the old Opera House by the extraordinary beauty of

the decorations which he has introduced throughout
the building with such profusion that the house is

not only thoroughly renovatec!,bat thoroughly changed.

The whole of the interior has been newly painted and
papered, the prevailing colours in the upper part of the

house being white and gold, and those in the basement
crimson and red, while in every niche huge mirrors reach-

ing from floor to ceiUng have been introduced, the large

stone hall being literally lined with them. The grand
staircase, reaching from the vestibule, is of Itself an
imposing object, covered, as It is, with a velvet carpet,

which stretches across the steps. The iron balustrade
is painted a deep mazarine blue, alternated with gold,

while the hand-rails are covered with crimson velvet,

set off with fringe of the same colour. On the first

landing of the staircase leading from the western
extremity of the stone hall is placed a large vase, fdled

with aquatic flowers, from which a jet of water is

springing, in front of a mirror. Nor does the aspect of

the interior disappoint the spectator who has passed
through all these preliminary splendours. The paint
and gilding have been thoroughly cleaned and restored,
the boxes have been hung as before with amber satin
curtains, the old leather chairs have been removed from
the stalls, and their place supplied by a number of
crimson satin couches, which have entirelv changed the
general effect.

Plymouth, where he had gone on a visit to his son. Captain
roriest. He was born in 1780, and was therefore in his 80th
year. His father was a writer to the Signet, and his mother,
of tho same name, was the only child of Mr, Forrest, of
Comiston. By the death of his mother and grandfather, he
succeeded to the property of Comiston when only two years
old. He passed as Advocate in 1S03 and at his death stood
seventh on the list of the Faculty- ju politics be was a steady
adherent of the old Whig party, and in 1837, through the in-

fluence of that party, he was chosen Lord Provost of Edinburgh,
At the coronation of her Majesty in ISaS he was created
a baronet. He occupied the civic chair for six years, and
it was during his provostship that her Majesty paid her Erst
visit to Edinburgh, At the disruption, in 1843, Sir James, who
had for several years previously held the office of a i-uling

elder in the Kirk of Scotland, joined the Free Church, oi which
be remained ever after a conscientious member. He served
for many years as director of many public companies and bene-
volent institutions, but daring his latter years he withdrew by
degrees from all of them with one or two exceptions. He
retiiined the chairmanship of the Life Association of Scotland
to the time of his death, and held for some time the office of

Grand Master of the Grand Lodgo of Freemasons in Scotland,
now held by the Duke of AtholL He married the third
daughter of Alexander Horsburgh, Esq., of Hoisburgh, in
Peebles-shire, by whom he leaves two daughters and two sons,

the eldest of whom succeeds him in the title and estates.

Colonel Irwin, K.H., formerly of the 63d Foot, and many
years commandant of the troop5^ in Western Australia, died at

Cheltenham a few days s^incc, at an advanced age. He entered
the army in ISOS, and served in the Peninsula from April,

1809, to February, 1S14, inckiding the capture of Oporto,
battles of Talavcra and Fuentes d'Onor, siege and storm of
Ciudad Rodrigo, siege of Badajoz and capture of the castle by
escalade, battle of Salamanca, capture of Madrid and the
Retire^ battles ot Vittoria and the l?yrenecs, besides various

affairs and skirmishes on the advance and retreat of the army.
He also served in the Kandyan campaigns in 1817 and 1818 in

Ceylon, Ho was gazetted commandant of the troops in

Western Australia in 1839, where be remained until he retired

from the army in 1855. He htis received the war medal and
nine clasps for his services.

Mr. W- Sloake Stast^ey died on Wednesday at Panltons,
the family seat, near Romsey, Hii was for many years well
known as a zealous supporter of the turf. He married in 1S04
Lady Gertrude Howard, daughter of the fifth Earl of Carlisle,

bj' Lady Margaret Leveson Gower, second daughter of the first

JUarquis of Stafford.

Mk. Jelinger Cooeson SYMO^'S. one of her Majesty's in-

spectors of schools, died at Malvern House, Great Malvern, of

rapid decline, on the 7th inst, in his Slst year. For the last

20 years his name has been widely known in connection with
the gi'cat educational and reformatory movement which hoH
marked the middle of the present century. He was the son
of the late Rev, Jelinger Symone, Rector of "Radnage, Rucks,
and Monklands, Herefordshire

;
gi'andson of the Rev. Jelifiger

Symons, Rector of Whitburn, Durham, and for many years
officiating minister at Hackney; and nephew of the late Rev,
Dr. Henry J, Symons, DX\L., Vicar of All Saints, Hereford,
who, in his capacity of chaplain to the forces, read the burial

service at the funeral of Sir John Moore at Coruuna. He was
born at Hackney in 1S09> and received his education at Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, where he graduated B.A.in 1831.

At an early age he became connected with the metropolitan
press in an editorial capacity, and was for some time editor of

the *'True Sun," the *' News,'* and other journals. He was
afterwai;ds appointed one of the Assistant Commissioners to

inquire into the condition of women and children in mines
and factories, and into the condition of the handloora weavers.
In 1843 ho was called to the bar at the Middle Temple, but
soon began to combine with bis professional duties an atten-
tion to literary questiims, and more especially to the statistics

of education, crime, <fec- His writings attracted the attention
of her Majesty's Government, by whom ho was norauiated in

1S47 one of the inspectors of schools. The various pamphlets
speeches, lectures, &c,, and more elaborate treatises on social

subjects which he published in the interval between that date
and the present year fill upwards of six pages of the new
catalogue of the liritish Museum- Mr. Symons is also known
and remembered for a controversy which he earned on
respecting the revohxtion of the moon upon its own axis, and
for an eJaborate es.^ayon the authorship of *' Junius." He wa^s

alsoafrequentcontributorof arausingpapersto '* Once a Week,"
Soon after the passing of the Reform Bill, Mr, Symons offered
himself as a caudid:ite in the Liberal interest for the Pailia-

mentary representation of Stroud, but withdrew to make room
for Lord John Rus^sell, who had lost his seat for South Devon.
He married in 1845 Augelina, daughter of 3lr Edward Kendall,
late of Davy Park, and formerly high sheriff of Brecknock-
shire, by whom ho has left an infant family. As we ]ea»*n

from the "Book of County Families," Mr. Symons represented
a younger branch of the ancient house of Symons, of the Hatt.
near Stratton, Cornwall, a family who came over with the
Conqueror, but afterwards returned to Normandy, though one
of their descendants afterwards became one of the earliest

members of the Order of the Garter.

bells of Islay and Shawfield), to Haruiet, youngest daughter of
Henry Wiluam Vincent, Esq., of Thornwood Lodge. Ken-
sington, and Lily Hill, Bracknell.
DEATHS.—On the 7th inst, at Rutland Gate, Gertrude

Mary Keppel, infant daughter of Viscount and Viscountess
Bury, aged 5 months—4th inst, at Bagshot, the Hon, Sidney
MoxTAOu, third son of the Right Hon. the Earl ot Sandwich,
Aged 17—8th inet, at Ampthil! House, G^opCE Johk Wwcfieu),
Esq., second son of the late Hon, and Rev. Edward Wingfield,
aged 38—4th inst, at Brighton, Anna Maria, widow of Samuel
Le Fevre, Esq., and second daughter of the Hon. Peter Boyle
de Blaquifere—7th inst, at Ahbeytown, Roscommon, the resi-
dence ol her son, Henry Moriarty, Esq., Eliza, Lady Mohiaety,
widow of Sir T. Moriarty, M.D., aged 77—28th ult, at 5, Dean
Street, Park Lane, Mrs. C- P. Ottley, daugbter of Sir John
Coghill, Bart—5th inst, at Geneva, Maj.-Gen. Orlando Felix
—let inst, at Eaton Banks, Cheshire, Arabeli-a Ec.erton, relict
of the late Lieutenant-General R. Egerton—Pth inst, at 29,
Grosvenor Square, EiiMA Matujda, wife of Charles Douglas
Harford, Esq,, of Grosvenor Square^ and of West Lodge^
Suffolk—fith inst, suddenly, at Picton Villa, Surbiton Hill,
Colonel Thomas Ldwxh Harjkgton, of the 5th Regiment
Bengal Light Cavalry, second son of the late Henry Hawes
Harington, formerly of Madras, aged 49^th inst, Mr. Serjeant
Wallinger, aged 62—8th inst, at Brighton, Robert Francis-
Jenner, Esq., of Wenvoe Castle. Glamorganshire, aged 58—5th
insf, Stephen Wilson, Esq., ofStreatham and Bexhill, one of
H.M/s Justices of tho Peace for the counties of Surrey and
Sussex, aged 83—6th inst. at Cambridge, Catherine Montagu,
wife of William Webster Fisher, Esq,, M.D,, Downing Pro-
fessor of Medicine in the University, and daughter of the
late Henry Edward Hymore Woodham, Esf^., of Newbury^
Berks, aged 30,

4*\avttct».

COVENT GARDEN',—April 14.

Tho supply of Vegetables is somewhat improving, and prices
are becoming more moderate. Pine Apples and Grapes have
not altered since our last report- Good Apples and rears are
scarce- The former still consist of Golden Kuob, Bess Fool, and
Wyken Pippin, and the latter of Ne Plus Meuris, Beurr^ Ranee,
and Easter Beurre. Oranges are plentiful and cheap. Good
Cobs realise Is. per lb,, and Spanish Hazel Nuts for planting l6s.

per bush. Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Seakale are furnLsUed in
tolerable quantities. Parsley is cheaper. Green Peas may
he obtained at high prices. Potatoes realise 43. 6d. a bushel.
New frame ones may be had at from Ss. to Ss, per
pound. Mushrooms can still be obtained in small quantities^

Cucumbers are dear. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids,
Gardenias, VioletB* Mignonette, Camellias^ Azalcag, Heaths,
Primulas, Geraniums, and Ro«es.

FUUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 8s to 123
Grapes, per lb., 12s to 208
Striiwbcrriefi,p.oz.,l36d to 2s6d
Apples, perdoz., 2s to 6s

Pears, per doz., 6s to 10s
Oranges, per 100, Ss 6d to Sa
Lemons, per 100, Ss to 8s

Cobs, do,^ lOOa

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p. bundle, 6s to 10s

Seakale, per basket, 2fl to 3s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 6d to Is
F- Beans, per 100, 2s to 3s
Peas, p. half sieve, 158 t3 20s
Broccoli, per doz., 4s to 8s
Greens^ per dozen^ 4a Od

to 6s
Cabbages, do,, 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 903 to 100a
— per bus, , 3s to 4 s Gd— per cwt,, Gs to Ss

Carrots, per bunch, ed to 8d
Turnips, per bimch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p, sieve, 4s to Ss

Cucumbers, each. Is to 38
Artichokes, per doz., fis to Sa
Beet, per doz., la Cd to 2s
Celery, per bundle, la 6d to 2tf

Onions, p. half sieve. Is to Is 6d
— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d

Shallots, per lb,, 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettucea, Cabb.,p. ecore, ls6d
to 2a 6d

Endive, p, score. Is to 23
Horse riadish,p, bun.,Is Gd to 43
Mushrooms, p- pott, 2s to 2s6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to Ss
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

« «

HAT-~Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses,
Smithfieu>, Tuursday, April li

Prime Meadow Hay 7Ss to 84e !
Clover

Superior do. (old) . . &6 y5
luierior do 60 70
New do — —
Rowen 60 70

New Clover ..

Second cut do.
Straw .

.

90s to 110s

• *

.-80 J)0

-. 27 34
Davls & Co,

CCMBEBLAND MARKET, THURSDAY, April 12.

Sup. Meadow Hay.. 94stol00s
Inferior do 70 88
New do — —
Superior Clover - -100 120

* f 80s to 929Inferior Clover
New do — —
Straw 32 36

Joshua Bakfr.

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw » . .

,

"Whttecuapel, THrRSDAT, April 12.

« *

i #

SSs to 92b
72 78

26 31

Fiue old Clover . . 105s to IO83
Inferior do . . . . 90 ^6
Fiue New Clover .. — —
Fiue 2dcut .. .. 90 95
Interior do 65 75

Wills.—The will of Mr. Stephens Lyne Stephens has heen
sworn under 7OO,O00Z. personalty ; Sir W. Carpenter Kowe,
Chief Justice of Ceylon, 25,0001. ; Major-General Ruasel, R.A.,
ll.OOOi.

ViscotJKT GuiLLAMORE died on the 10th inst. in Dover
Street, at the age of 27. His lordahip, who was an officer in
the Royal Navy, was the eldest son of the second viscount by a
5^"pter of the Hon. Berkeley Paget, and grandson of the
Right Hon. Standish O'Grady, many years Chief Baron of the
Jixchequor m Ireland, who was raised to tho Irish peerage in
1831. He was bom in 1832, succeeded to the family honours in
1843, and married in 1853 the daughter of the late Mr. Arthur
Blennerhasset, some time M.P. for the countv of Kerry.
liADT Addlet died on the 1st inst. at KenMngton, after a

short illness, in her 31st year. Her ladyship was the daughter
of the late eminent geographer and explorer of Australia.
Sir Thomas Livingstone Mitchell, K.H. She married in 1858
the present Lord Audley, by whom she has left two infant
daughters, the latter bom in Normandy only a few weeks since.

Sir J.4MES Forrest, Bart., died on tho 5th inst. at

BIRTHS.—On the 7th inst, at Norfolk House, the Duchess
of Norfolk, of a daughter—5th inst, at Gueatling, Sussex,
Lady Akhburnham, ot a daviffliter—.^tb inst, at 79, Rue de
Lille, Paris, the Lady Charlottk Lockf.r, of a son, stiillforn

—

At Dawlish, the wife of Rear-Admiral Thomas Hendebson, of
a daughter—3d inst, at Cirencester, the w^ife of Prof. Buck-
man, of a son.
MARRIAGES.—On the 11th inst, at the Church of the Holy

Trinity, Sloane Street, the Rev. Edward Cheese, Domestic
Chaplain to the Bishop of Carlisle, to Amv Maria, eldest

daughter of the Hon. and Right Rev. Dr. Villiers Lord Bishop of
Carlisle—10th inst, at St. James's, Piccadilly, William E.
Oaklev, Esq., of Maple Hayes, Staffordshire, to the Hon,
Mart Russell, second daughter of the Baroness de CUfford—
11th inst. at St. George's, Hanover f re. Sir Henrt Edward
Francis Lambert, Burt., to Eliza Cathbrine, second daughter

of the late Lionel Charles Heevey, Esq.—Jan. 17, at Christ-

church, New Zealand, John Barton A. Acland, Esq., son of

Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Bart., of Killertou, Devon, to E.mily

Weddell Habper, eldest daughter of the Bishop of

Christchurch ; also Crakles Percy Cox, Esq., sou of the late

Captain Cox, of the First Life Guards, and of Sandford Park,

Oxfordshire, to Sakah Shfa-hard Harper, fifth d.aughterof the

Bishop of Christchurch-lluth Feb., at Poonah, Bombay,

G W. Elliot, Esq., C.S.. Judge of Darwar, and nephew of

Lord Elphinstone, the Governor of Bombay, to Fanny Mary,

daughter of C. Staunton Cahill, Esq., of Kenain^tnu, ior-

meriy of RSverston, counts Clare, J.P., and granduiece of the

late Sir Francis P. Staunton, C.B., First Commandant of

Ahmednuggur, and Honorary Aide-de-Camp to the Governor-

General of India—27th nit. at the parish church of Stoke

Damerel, Devon, HAiiiLTON Sabine Paslrv, Esq., HM/sCape
Mounted Rifles, fourth sou of Rear-Admiral Sh- Thomas Sabine

Pisley Bart., to CATHEiiiNF. Anne, eldest daughter of Lieut

-

Colonel the Hon. Ricuahl. Hare—I2th inst. at Kensmgton

Church, Captain Campbell, R.N., of Ardpatrick(ot the Camp-

MARK LANE.—Monday, April 9.

The Wheat plant though backward is generally represented
as improving; the trade in the country was hrm but inactive.

The Buppij of English Wheat to this morning's market
was moacrate, and disposed of (partly for Ireland) at fully the
grices of this day se'nnight. Foreign met a fair inquiry,
ut the prices insisted upon by holders caused the sale to be

limited, and we cannot alter our quotations. Barley brings an
advance of Is. per qr. Beans and Peas support their late

value. With a fair arrival of Oats fresh up there was a good
demand at full prices. There is no alteration in the value
of Flour.

Per Imperial QrAETER. Is. 8.1 \fk. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, &Suablk..White 46—50 Red ....[43—47— — fine selectedruns-.ditto 48—54 Red ....(46—5(^
48—56

Red
44—5S

36—41Maltini?.

L>3—32; Malting . |86—43
19—241

19—25
19—24
17—24

3.7—43|Harrow.
48—54jLongpod
as—46iEgyptian
:i6—38JKu&?ik .

31—SSlForeign.
YeUow.

.

—
.
— Talavera

— Norfolk
— Foreign ,

Barley, grind, itdist., £4sto.Sl3.. Chev.— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Liucolnshire. .Potafof23—?0 Feed ..— Irish Potato 24—1'^ Feed ..

— Foreign Poland and Brew 23—26fPeed .

.

Rte 35—3S; Foreign

.

Rye-meal, foreign

fiKANS. Mazagan 30s to 40a Tick
— Pigeon 8to— 478.. Winds.
— Forelg^i Small

Peas, white, Ss^ex. and Kent ..Boilen
— Maple —a to —a Grey

Maize White
FiouB, best marks delivered, .pw sack
— 2dda ditto

Foreign per barrel

Friday, April 13.

Since Monday the weather hiis been very cold with occa-

sional showers, and a severe Orost on Tuesday night. Ex-
cepting in Leith, where supplies of foreign Wheat appear to bo

rather in excess of the denjand, the WheAt trade throughout

the country this week has exhibited great Ormnesa, and here

as well as in. several markets of the interior the tendency of

prices continues to be upwards, caused ill some measure by

purcha-ses for Ireland. The value of Spring Com of all descnp-

37—43
2»—39 Country.
24—30 Per Back

33—43

3ti—*d
30—37

2&—39
30-37
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tions is well supported, that of Oats and Barley beiug rather
higher than last week. Flour has been in fair demand at
fully former rates. From the South of Europe we have to
report the arrival for the v?eek of 4 cargoes of Wheat, 5 of
Barley, 5 ot Maize, 1 of Rye. 3 of Linseed, and 1 of Rapeseed.
The sales consist of Ibrail Wheat at 44s. per 4S0 lbs. ; Odes-sa
Maize at 36s. 6d. per qr. imp. ; Ibrail Barley at 238. 3d.
per qr. imp. j Egyptian Beans at 32s. 6d. per qr. imp., all
c. f. and i. to U. K. ; Calcutta Linseed at 508. 6d. per qr. de-
livered. The arrivals of foreign Barley this week have been
iarge, of Wheat, Oats, and all English grain modei-ate. English
Wheat is still inquired after for Ireland, and commands an
advance on Monday's prices of fully Is. per qr. The demand
for foreign was not extensive, but all low priced qualities must
be written Is. per qr. dearer. For Barley there is a fair
inquiry at fully late rates. Beans and Peas are unaltered in
-value. Oats are in request at the extreme prices paid on
"Monday.

20s.; Walls End Hetton, 20s. ; Walls End Kepier Grange, 198.

;

Walls End Russell's Hotton, 19s.; Walls End South Hetton,
20s. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, ISs. 9d. ; Walls End Kelloe, 13s. 3d.

;

Walls End North Hartlepool, los. 3d. ; Walls End South
Hartlepool, 19s. ; Walls End Tiiornley. I7a. ; Walls End
Trimdon Thomley, 17s. 3d. ; Walls End Thorpe, 19s. 3d.

;

Walla End Whitworth. 15s. ; Walls End Auckland Park, 183. ;

Carway and Duffryn Malting, 23s.—108 ships at market.

Ahuivals from April 9 to April 11.

English .

.

Ii-ibh ....

Foreign ,

.

W heat.

1940 qrs,

4060 „

Barley.

1590;qrs.

ft

8330 „

Oats.
f-c:
750 qra.

250 »t

22910 „

Flour:

1910 sks.

(

>»

229 „— brla.

POTATOES.—SouTinvARK, Monday, April 9.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
to a fair extent. Tbe trade still continues in a dull and
languid state. The following are this day's quotations :—
York Regents, per ton, 90s. to 150s. ; Lincolnshire do., SOs. to
100s.; Dunbar do.. 100s. to 120s.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire
Regents, 80a. to 100a. ; do. Rocks. 75s. to 85s. ; do. Reds, 75s.
to 85s. ; Irish Rocks, 70s. to 8Us. ; French Whites, 70s. to SOs.

;

Belgian do., 60s. to 70s.

Liverpool, Tuesday, April 10.—We have had a fair attend-
ance of both millers and dealers at our Com Exchange this
morning, and a moderate consumptive business has resulted
in Wheat at the quotations of this day se'nnight, the demand
running chiefly on American. Flour had a steady sale at full
ratea. Indian Com was httle dealt in, but holders were not
disposed to make any abatement on the advance established
up to yesterday, i. e.. Is. per qr. on the week. Oats advanced
Id. per bushel, but Oatmeal does not bring any higher price.s

yet. Beans have improved 6d. and Peas Is. per qr., and Barley
Id. per bushel. The market may be called on the whole steady
though quiet.

Fribay, April 13.—Grain market numerously attended.
<5ood business in Whe.at at further advance of Id. Flour in
•fair demand at full rates. Indian Corn in active demand at Is.

advance since Tuesday.

Averages.

March 3..— 10..— 17..— 24..— 31..
April. 7..

Agg.Arer.

w

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rje. Beans.

S9s Id44« 9d 36s ad 22sllf/ 32s 0(i

45 30 3 22 9 30 5 39 6
45 2 36 5 23 1 34 10 39 7
45 6 3G n 23 4 32 39 3
46 5 37 2 24 1 36 9 S9 1]

47 9 S6 4 23 7 31 8 40 2

' 39 745 9 86 7 23 4 ' 32 11

Peas.

37j

37
37
37
38
38

8d
3

7
7
7
3

37 10

Pldctuatioss IK TUE Last Six Weeks Averages.

"Prices.

47«
46
45
45
45
-44

9d
5
6
2

9

March 3, Mar. IMar. 1

*

* *

« t

J r
r

Mar. 24.

r
« *

Mar. 31.

«

r

« t

\pril 7.

* *
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HOPS.—BoRooGH Market, Friday, April 13.

Messrs. Pattenden A Smith report an improved demand for
'the best sorts of Mid and East Rents, as well as fine Weald
Kents and Sussex ; old Hops are also in good request at
higher prices. Currency :—Mid and East Kents, 70s. to IflOs.

to 1403. per cwt. ; Weald Keata, 65s. to 75s. to 848. do. ;

Sussex, (JOs. to 70a. to SOs.

WANTED, by a gentleman m tbe County ot Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are taken. Terms moderate.—Apply to Alpha, Kingham, Oxon.

TO AGRICULTURISTS.
ANTED, BOARD and LODGING, for a Single
Gentleman, on a largs Farm, where a practical know-

ledge of High Farniintj may be obtained.—Address, stating
terms, &c., P Q., 10, Underchff, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. Sussex.

^ T~0 SHOPMEN.
~

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a person who is

thoroughly acquainted with every department of the
Seed Trade to Take Charge of an extensive Wholesale and
Retail SEED BUSINESS in a large town in one of the western
counties. A liberal salary will be given.—Applicants are
requested to address their communications in the first instance
to A. B., care of Messrs. Wrench & Sous, 39, King William
Street, London, E.U.

WANTED, A FOREMAN, who thoroughly under-
stauds the Forcing of Vines and the general work of a

JJursery. He will be required to take the entire niauagoment
and live on the grounds. A middle-aged man would be pre-

ferred, and a first-class recommendation indispensable.—Apply
to Z. B., John Phillips, Bookseller, Wortliine'. Sussex.

ANTED, GAKDENEK, an industrious prao-
tical married Man. Wages 203. to 233. per week.

—

Apply to G. H., 25, Bishopsgate Street Within, E.C.

W~'
ANTED, by a MARKET GAKDENKK, a MAN
who thoroughly understands FORCING GRAPES and

STPtAWBERRIES for Market, and understands Cutting and
Pruning all kinds of Trees. Wages, 16.<t. per week.—Apply to

Mr. Whitiso. Bath Road, Hounslitw, W.

ANTED.in a provincial Nursory,u PROPAGATOR
in the House department, where a general collection of

Hard and Soft-wooded Plants are grown.—Application, stating

ago, where last employed, wages required, &c.. to be addressed
A. B., Gardenerfi' Ckrouide Omce, W.G.

WANTED, three young MKN, industrious and
sober, accustomed to Plants and Garden work.—Apj)ly to

H. T. Little, Florist to her Majesty, 99, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W,

^

WANTED, a young MAN, who uudtfratands tbe
Growing of Pianta ReneraUy for tbe Trade.—Apply to

Stanhope Nursery, North End, Fulham, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; has a
thorough knowledge of his profession iu all its branches.

Three years' good character.—'T. B., Post Office, Redlandj
Bristol.

f~^
ARDENER(HEAD).~-Age 35, married; thoroii^^

V^ experienced in every branch of Gardening. Unexception-
able references.—M. B., Sir. W. Davidson, 2, Randolph Road
Maida Hill. W.

(^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, experienced ; he^
T have three and a half yeai-s' character from his last

employer.—For particulars apply to James Dickson & 80x3,
"Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

ARDENER (Head.)—Age 36. married, no incmu-
brance ; can be highly recommended as a thoroughly

good practical ga»*dener iu all branches. Seven years' refer-

ence.—8. E.. Thackra, Henley-on-Tliames.

G~
ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, single ; nndersta'iJdB

Early Forcing. Vines, Pines, Flower, Fruit, and Kitcheu

Gardens. Unexceptionable character.—O. Z., 10, ]\Iark-house

Place, Mark-house Common. Walthamstow, Essex. N.E. _
^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no incum-
brauce ; has a thoroughly practical knowledge of Pines,

Vines. Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens.—J. B., 3, Hargrave Place, James Street, Camden
Town. N.W.

[

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance ; understands his profession in all its branches,

also the Managementandlmprovement of Land, Stock, Wloods,

and Plantations. Wife could take the care of Dairy, Poultry-,

and Baking if required. Good cliaractcrs for capability, sobriety,

and industry.—A. B., Mr. Glass. Offwell, near Honiton, Devon.

ment
B., 24, Princes Boad West, Netting Hill, W.

CI ARDENER.—Age 30, married, with one child eight

X years of age ; has a practical knowledge of his profession.

Can have a good character from the place he is about leaving.

G. W.. Kemnall House. ChJselhurst, Kent. S.E.

/ > ARDENER.—Age 35, married, no incumbrance

;

^J practically understands his business. Two years' cha-

racter from last place.—P. S., 2, Heme Place, Water Lane,

D ulwich, S.
.

GARDENER.—Married, one child; good, practical
;

understands E;irly and Late Forcing, Flower and

Kitchen gardens. Five years' good^character.—M. N., 23, Park

Road. Clapham , S.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).—
Age 46, married, no incumbrance. Wife can manage a

small Dairy or some Poultry. Five years in last situation.

Character unexceptionable.—D. B., W. H. Wheeler's, Fai-uham

Nursery, Farnbam. Surrey.

f^ ARDENER (Single-Handed or U^der).—Age 22,

Or single ; understands Flower aud Kitchen Gardens. Best

references can be given.—J. S., Post Office, Cbisclbur.st. "^Keut.

BRITISH WOOLS.—Lowix>2f, Friday, April 13.

There have been Bomo rather large sales of wool made within
tulie last few days of fleece and skin both in the north and in
the south, and at full nite.'*—in fact, for long descriptions at
an advance. The death of large numbers of sheep and the
starvation of more leads to the expectation of a very light

clip.

South-down Hog- s.

gets 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes
Kent Fleeces

d. s. d. Leicest. Wethers
8 to 1 9 Ditto Hoggs ..

8 — — Combing skins
1 6 — —

i

Blanket ditto .

.

1 6 — 1 6i Flannel Wool .

.

1

1

1

1

5

7
2
6

2

to

—6
I

10
1 6

BUTTER.—April 1*.

Best Fresh Butter . , ., 15s. per dozen lbs.

Second dn. do. .. .. 14s. „
Pork, 4s. 4d. to Os. 4d. per 8 Ibi.

>«

METKOPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday, April 9,

The supply of Beasts is considerably shorter than on Monday
last, coiiaequeuLty prices have improved ou all descriptions.

The number of Sheep is also much smaller. It being holiday
y<eek the demand is not very great, yet late prices are fully

laaint^ned. Lambs and Calves are selling about the same as
-on Thursday- From Germany and Hollaud there are 60
Beaets, 20UO Sheep, aud 9T Calves ; from Scotland, 120 Beasta ;

from Irehiud, 12 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 2000
from the northern and midland counties.

ads'
Best Scots, Here-

fords fcc- .- 4 10 to 5
Best Short-horna 4 3 — 4
2d quality Beasts 3 — 4
Best Downs and
HaU-breda ..5 8 to 5

Iio. Shorn . , 4 8—5

and 200

s
Best Long-wools. 5
Do, Shorn . . 4
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do, Shorn
Lambs , , _
Calves .. ,.6
Pi(?9 .. ,-4

d 3

4 to 5
6—4
6 — 5

d
6
8

8—7
— 5
— 5

8
S

-Bfluts, 8240 ; Sheep & Lambs, 18,870 ; Calves, U9 ; Pigs, 330.

Thursday, April 13.

We are but moderately supplied with Beastsjand the weather
i» favourable, consequently tr;tde is active at full prices. The
number of Sheep is small ; they are readily disposed of, and
on the average at higher rates. Good Lamba and Calves are
scarce and dearer. Our foreign supply consists of ii Beasts,
260 tiheep, and S9 Calves; from Norfolk and Suffolk. 400
Beasts ; and 136 Milch Cows,

Best Soots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 8 — 4 10
2d quality Beasts 3 4 — 44
Best Downs aud
Half-breds ,,6 8—6

Bo. Shorn ..5 — 5 3

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn , 4
Ewes t 2d quality 5
Do. Shorn ,. 4
Lambs .. ..6
Calves .. ..6
Piga .. ., 4

4 to 5 8

8—5
0—5 4— 4 6
4—7 S
— 5 S
0—5

Beasts, 846 ; Sheep & Lambs, 5270 ; Calves, 136 ; Pigs, 190.

COAL MARKET.-April 1L
Byass'fl Bebftide West Hartley,158,9d.; Chilton Hartley Steam,

15i,: Hastings Hartley, 15s* Qd.; Howard'sWest Hartley.lSs-Sd.;
^nfield Moor. i2a. 6d. ; Tanfield Moor Bates, 12s. 6d. ;

?J ,^^^' ^^^*^ ^^^ Acorn Clow, J8s. <>d. ; Walls End
t-den,^ Qd. ; W;infl End Gosforth. 18a, ; Walls End Riidetl,
iM-

; Wails End Braddyll's Hetton, 19s. ; Walb End Haswell,

WANTED, an active FAIiM nAlLIPKor WOKK-
ING BAILIFF, A middle-aged married Man without

children would be preferred. Ho must be well acquainted
with the management of Clay Lauds, and have modem
practical knowledge of the Breeding and Fatting of Cattle and
Sheep, and all details of Farm Labour. Security will be
requu'ed, and he must be able to Keep Accounts if necessary.

Ax>plications to this advertisement must give all particulars of

previous employment, and in what capacity employed, and no
application need be made by parties who cannot produce
undoubted testimonials of practical Farming knowledge^
honesty, and sobriety.—W, B-, Mr, Lee, 9 x, BilHter Sq., E.C-

ANrKD, AS WOilKlNG 15AlLlFt\ an active,

intelligent, married Man, without incumbrance, who
thoroughly understands Ms profession, and able to keep his

Accounts correctly, on a small Farm of about 150 Acres (Arable

and Meadow), 6 miles Irom London, Surrey side. One with
knowledge of modern Farming and Implements preferred,

A Cottage on the Farm —Address, with particulars, age,

wages, &C-, in own writing to A. B-, Post Office, Balham,
Surrey, S.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

FOREMAST A^^) PROPAGATOR. —Experienced in

all requirements pertaining to his profession.—L. M., Gar-
dener^ Chronicle Office,

ARDENER (Foreman).—Age 25, single; has a
good practical knowledge of Forcing Stove and Green-

house Plants, and the management of Fruit, l»lower, and
Kitchen Gardens. Five years' good character.—Y. Z., Pulley's
Library, High Street, Wandsworth, S,W.

C^
ARDENER (Head).—Age 28; has a thorouj^h

Xpractical knowledge of his profession, including Early and
Late Forcing ; also Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Two years'
good charactt;r. No single-handed place accL^pted,—A. Z., 2,
Napier U<>ad, Addison Uond, Kfm&*inctnn, W.

ARDENER (Head).—Ago 42, married, no in-
cnmbra!ice ; practical!}' expenenced in Forcing Pines,

Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, &c, ;

Cultivating Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and has a thorough
knowledge of his profession in all its bmnches. Three years'
character from the gentleman he is leaving.—K. W,, Mr,
Green, Gardener to Sir Edmund Antrobus, Bart , Cheara,
Surrey, B.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; possesses
\jr a practical and scientific knowledge of his profession in
all its departments, including Pines, Gnij^es, Peaches, Figs,
Strawbcn-ies, Melons, Cucumbers, &c, ; and is one of the best
of Plant grtiwers. He has also a good knowledge of Scotch
Farming, Hedging, Braining, applying manures, and Improv-
ing Waste Lands,—J. D., Messrs, L,, Pince, it Co/s Nursery,
Exeter, Devon,

/TARDENER (Head). — G, Watso^, age 44.
VJT gardener to the late Sir William Amcotts Ingilby, Bart.,
Ripley Oastle, and the present owner of the Castle for more
than six years, is at libertj* to engage with any nobleman or
gentleman requiring a thoro'igh practical Gardener, having had
extensive exiverionce iu every department of Early Forcing,
Tropical Fruits, <tc.. Plana of Hothouses, Laying-out of
Grounds, Formation of Vine and other Fruit Tree Borders on
the mast improved principle-—Care of Mr, jAiitio Veitch, Royal
Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, Lonaon, S.W

GARDENER (Undeb).— Ag3 22; tieveu jears

practice.~A. B., Buyman's Newspaper Office, Lewisham,

Kent, S.E, '

i«"
'

'

""

ARDENER (Under or Second.)—-^^^^ ^*^> w\i;k;

thoroughly understands his profession. Good chaiucter.

H. B., 3, Love Lane, Mitchara, Surrey, S,

i

G^AKDKNKK (iMrROVEu).— Age 25; has had 5

T years' experience iu the Garden. Good character froai

his last place.—T. M., Post Office, Uckfield, Sussex.

GARDENER, oe GAKDENER axd BAILIFF.-
A^e 40, married ; has been most successful in the Cultiva-

tion of Piues, Grapes, and Peaches, Late and Early Forcing of

V0g«tablo« : also of Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, Pri"E»

Flower, and Kitchen Gardens ; with Woods, Land, and Stock.

Wife can take charge of Poultry.—A. B., W. Baker'd Nursery,

Axminstcr^ Devop.

FARM BAILIFF and GARDENER.—Age 31,

single ; a native of Scotland. Wages li. per week md

lodgings. References permitted.—T. R., the Royal Nurseiy,

Slough, Bucks. —
F'^ARM BAILIFF.—Miriaie-ngecl, married; about

leaving his present situation ; has a thorough knowledge

of his profession, including Buying aud SeUing all kinds oi

Stock, Braining and Improving Laud; a good Accountant.

Cim take charge of a Garden, Woods, and Plantations, niw

can Manage a Dairy and Poultry. Unexceptionable reterences,

and security if required.-W. T., Duflfryn Home Farm, Neatii,

Glamorgauahire ; or Flymoutli Seed Company, PlynioutD^__^

TO NOBLEMLN, CtNTLEWEN, AND LANDED
PROPRIETORS.

STEWARD OB BAILIFF.—Age 44, married; can

undertake the entire Management of a Farm or Superin

tend (jnder the Piiacipal). Has no objection to. locally,

within the United Kingdom ; has had great experience in a

kinds of Stock ; has a practical knowledge of the Ci^'"™" .

of various Soils. Can have IS years' good character from prn"-

tical a-ricultulists of high standing. Unexceptionaow

reference can be given.—A. B. C, Messrs. Murray & bon, i^a"^

Agents and Surveyors, Uxbridge.
^

—

LAND STEWARD in England or Ireland.—A yomig

Man, of good education, who has been engaged in t"^

different operations of Agriculture and Sheep Management i|J»

several years in the West of Scotland. Can P^od"^^^ fVhtJ
tory references as to character and ability.—W. W., Office oi t

^^orth Britii'h Agricultuj-jst, 377, High Street. Edinburgh^ ^

TO MARKET GARDENERS. , ,.„
SALESMAN OR FOREMAN.—Acre 27; has had ten

years' experience as above. First-rate reference cfi^
7,

given.—A. B., 3, Mhyles Cottages, Albion Road, Hammer

smith, M iddlesex, W. ——
TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, ETC. ,

TRAVKLLER, SHOPMAN, oe CLERK.—Has baa

considerable experience in the business ;
traveUed m

many years, aud a very extensive connection amongst ^
principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen in the country. •

*

Gardeners' Chronich Office, W.C.
^

—

-

IMPKUVEK.—Aludy desires to tiiul a situation tor

a Lad nearly 15 years of age under agentlemaoj S ,S
where he would also have religious privileges. He ^^^^
fifteen months under a good Nursery Gardener ;

^s^'^O V^Z^u
strong, and active ; a member and communicant of tne y
of Eughind.—E. P., Post Office, Richmond, S.W.

3UTLER AKD BAILIFF.
had ample experiet>(ie m bothB

capacities. As Butler can produce 12 yeara' charapttjr, «-

I

Bailiff 10 years. If required, Wife can Manage Dairy.—a-

I
2, Well Street, Jermyn Street^ St Jamea s, S- W.

cumbrance : active; has u^u iiiui^-v ^-t;^"^--,-^ and as

^9
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THE FLORIST^ FRUITIST. and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANT Illustrated, Ist of each Month, \t.

In April No. (now published with coloured plate of Salway
Peach) is continued "Six of Spades," and other articles of
intftreat.—Office: 30. Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.

CUTHILL'S TREATISE on the STRAWBERRY;
showing how to obtain large crops off a small bit of

ground, now ready, 1*. The Potato Pamphlet, 20 more things.
2«.; Market Gardening Round London, Is. 6ti. ; The Vine, Is.;

Tlie Mushroom, Killing Woodlice, !«.; Vegetable Meeting, gratis.
Jamks Cuthill, Camberwel], London, 8.

Now ready. Part X, or Vol. III. Part 2, Price 10*.,

SPECIES FILICUM ; being Descriptions op ail
KNOWN FERNS. Illustrated with Plates. By Sir

William Jackson Hooker. K.H., D.C.L. Oxon., F.R.S.,
' F.A.S., F.L.8., &c.. and Director of the Royal Gardens of Kew.
London : William Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho Square, W.

Just published, cloth, 2s. Qd.,

THE HAY AND CAITLE MEASURER: a Series
of Tables for computing the Weight of Haystacks and

Uvo Stock by Measurement. Also, Tables Showing the
Equivalent, in Weight and Price, of the Imperial to the Dutch
Stoae, and other Local Weight*.
Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London ; and all

Booksellers.

THE HANDBOOK of BRITISH FERNS : being
Descriptions, with Engravings, of the Species and their

varieties, together with instructions for their Cultivation. By
Thomas Moore, F.L.S., F.H.S., Ac, Curator of the Chelsea
Botanic Garden ; author of *

' The Ferns of Great Britain and
Ireland, Nature-Printed," " Index Filicjm," Ac Third Edition,
with numerous Additions and new Illustrations, bs.

"The book is our best work upon British Perns, and will be
useful to all who take an interest in them."

—

Annois oj iVutural
Hatory, January, 1858.

London : Groombhidoe & Sons, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Now ready, price 1*., small 8vo,

THE SUPPLEMENT to the GARDENING
BOOK OF ANNUALS, comprising faithful Descriptions of

120 additional Species and VarieUes, with Instructions for their
Cultivation. By W. Thompson.
" No book has been more conscientiously written."

—

Garde-
ners' Chronicle, March, 1860.

London: Simpkin. Marshall, A Co., and of all booksellers.
May be had post free of the Author, Tavern Street, Ipswich,
for 12 stamps.

This day is published, in crown octavo, illustrated vrith 504
engravings on wood, price 6s. 6d.,

HANDBOOK OF THE MECHANICAL ARTS
concerned ia the Construction and Arrangement of

Dwellings and Other Buildings, including Carpentry, Smith-
work, Iron-framing, Brick-making, Cohmms, Cements. Well-
sinking, Enclosing of Land, Road-making, Ate. By Robert
Scott Burn, one of the Authors of the " Book of Pumi Imple-
ments and Machines."

William Blackwood & So?rs, Edinburgh and London.

POPULAR BOTANICAL WORKS.
In square 12mo, price 7s. 6d. each, cloth.

Every Volume ilhistrated with 20 pages of coloured plates (on
an average including 100 figures).

POPULAR GARDEN BOTANY. Br Agnes Catlow-
POPULAB FIELD BOTANY. By Agnes Catlow.

POPULAR GREENHOUSE BOTANY. By Aqnes Catlow.
POPULAR ECONOMIC BOTANY. By Thom.is Archer.
POPULAR BRITISH FERNS. By Thomas Moore.
POPULAR BRITISH MOSSES. By R. M. Stark..

London : Routledge, Warne, & Rotjtledge, Farringdon St.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.
In limp cloth covers. One Shilling each, unless specified.

Angling. I The Sheep. I The Poultry Yard.
Pigeons and Rabbits. The Pig. Cattle (Is. 6d.)

Shooting. [Birds.! Flax and Hemp. The Horse.

Cage and Singing' Bees. Small Farms.
Kitchen Garden. 1 Flower Garden, Rural Economy.

Farm and Garden Produce. Agricultural Chemistry (Is. 6d.)

All of the above are plain and practically written by com-
petent authors, have many illustrations by tho best artists,

and are cheap books.

London : RotrxLEDaE, Warne, & Routledge, Farringdon St.

rpENNENT'S CEYLON: NOTICE.-The Fifth
-L Edition of Sir J. E. Tennent's Work on Ceylon wiU be
ready on Friday next, the 27th inst The improvements in the
present Edition the (Fifth) consist in the introduction of new
niatter m numerous places, the careful revision and correction
ol theold, the i-e-engraving of some of the illustrationB. and the
insertion of several hundreds of additional references in the
Index. 2 vols. 8vo, price 50*.

London: Longmak, Grken. & Co.. Paternoster Row, E.O.

PARLOUR AND PtAYGROUND MAGIC.
Second Edition, in fcp. 8vo, with 30 Woodcuts and an Invisible
Portrait of the Author, price 3». 6d. cloth (harlequin pattern),

CHYMICAL, NATURAL, akd PHYSICAL MAGIC.
Intended for the Instruction and Entertainment of

Juveniles during the HoUday Vacation. By G. W. Septimus
PiESSE.

"Au excellent manvial of
domestic magic that will be

heartily welcomed by boys and
girls home for the holidays."

London : Longman, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

ENLARGEMENT OF
t(

0. w K"

A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH SEA-ANEMONES
AND MADREPORES. By P. H. Gosse, F.R.S. With

a coloured Figure of each Speies. 8vo, 11. U.
John Vak Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Just Published,

f 4 LETTER ON STEAM CULTIVATION. By
I
-Ti. William Smith, of Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks.
May be had of the Author for 12 postage stamps.

LO I S-W E E D O N HUSBANDRY.
Just published, price 5*., post free.

TILLAGE. A SUBSTITUTE FOR MANURE,
illustrated by the principles of Modem Agricultural

Science and the Precepts and Practice of Jethro TuU ; also

the particulars of the Lois-Weedon Husbandry and TuU's
General Method of Farming. By Alexander Burnett, M.A,,
Member «f tlie Royal Agricultural Society, and of the Central
Farmers' Club^ liOndon.
This will be found a very instructive Manual with reference

to the approaching Discus^rfon on the Lois-Weedon system of
Wheat growing at the May meeting of the London Farmers' Club,

Opinions of the Press,
"Mr. Burnett's book is an important and valuable contri-

butiou to Agricultural Chemistry."

—

Northampton Htrald.
*' The evidences adduced in favour of Jethro Tull'** system

are striking and forcibly analysed,"

—

Lincoln Mercury.
*' This is a book upon the most important agricultural

question of the d3^y"—Garde7iers' Ckroiiidt.
" This volume gives amongst other things a very ably

written account of Jethro Tail's system, and the farmer will

understand the value of this little book, which we heartily
recommend to his study/'—^o^/ai Cornwall Gaz^tt, .^^

"London ; Whittaker * Co", Ave Mariii Lane, E.O. -

Chester; Hugh Roberts, Bookseller,

TO THIRTY-TWO PAGES.

On and after April 28M,

ONCE A WEEK >

»

WILL BE EXTENDED TO TfllRTY-TWO PAGES, WITH A WRAPPER.
OXCE A WEEK" is publishea every Saturday, price 3<?.. with numerous lUustrationa by Milla.13,

Lekch, Temkiki., CHABZ.BS KEBjfie, H- K. Bbowjtb, and other Eminent Artists.

Also in Monthly Parts and Half-Yearly Volumes.

LONDON: BRADBURY AND EVANS. 11, BOUVERIE STREET, E.C.

"The Stoey op oub Lives from Year to Yeae."—Shakespeaee.

JTow readyy price 5*. 6d., hound in cloth,

THE SECOND VOLUME OF

ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
CONDUCTED BY CHARLES DICKENS.

Containing the concluding Chapters of A TALE OF TWO CITIES, by Charles Dickbns,

THE WOMAN IN WHITE (to be completed in July), by Wilkie Collins,

And the First Six Papers of THE UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER, by Chahlks Dickbns.

In addition to a variety of Oiigiual Articles on subjects of passing and permanent interest.

Published (also in Weekly Numbers, price 2d,, and in Monthly Parts) at 26, Wellinfartnn Street, Strand, London, W.C- ; and f

by Messrs. CHAPMAN Asn HALL, 193, Piccadilly, W.p of whom may be had all the Numbers of HOUSEHOLD WORDS.

Now ready, in deray 8vo, price lt>^- 6d., cloth lettered, illus

trated with 30O Engravings on Wood,

UNITY IN VARIETY, AS DEDUCED from thk
VEGETABLE KI>'GI>OM. By Christophkr Dbesseb,

Author of " Rudiments of Botany," Lecturer on BotanyV and
Master of the Hotanical I>rawiriif Claflaes in the Department of

Science and Art, South Ken.-^ington Museum, Being an at-

tempt at developing that oneness vihich ifl discoverable in the
habits, mode of growth, and princi^-lj of construction of all

plants.

London : J, S, Virtue, City Road, YLQ,^ and Ivy Lane, E,C,

Now ready, in demy Svo, price 15i., cloth lettered,

THE RUDIMENTS op BOTANY. By Chris-
TOPHER Dresser, Ph-D., Lecturer on Botany in the

Department of Science and Art, South Kensin^iron Museum.
Illustrated with nearly 60O Engravings, This work contains a
full Introduction to cho Science of Botany. It is so conatructed
as to give the most elementary knowledge of the Science, as
well as all necessary details to the more advanced learner. It
is especially a Manual for Students, making? no higher preten-
sions than that of giving, in the most simple manner at com-
mand, the principles of Vegetable Growth ; and is founded
upon the system on which the Science is taught in the Depart-
ment of Science and Art of the Privy Council for Education,

London : J, 8. Virtue, City Road, E.C-, and Ivy Lane, E.C*

ytHE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXIV.,
is DUbliahed THIS DAT.

' Contexts :

L LABOURERS' COTTAGES.
11. BRITISH & CONTINENTAL NOBILITT,

III. MADAME BECAMIER.
IV, THE BAR OF PHILADELPHIA.
V. NOTES ON NURSING.

VI. FOXHUNTING.
VIL RECOLLECTIONS OF C. R. LESLIE. R,A.
VIH. THE BUDGET AND THE REFORM BILL.

JoHX Murray, Albemarle Street, W,

NflPd of tl)e Siaeeg.

0» the \$i of Maff will he commenced^ in Monthly Humhers^ hroad impenal octavo^ each Number containing

Four Coloured Platen, with Descriptive Lette^'^ress, price 2s. Gd., a New Feriodical^ entitled

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE

:

C0MPBI8ING d

FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF POPULAR GARDEN FLOWERS.

Bt THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S., F.H.S.,

Secretary to the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society.

THE DRAWINGS
By WALTER FITCH, F.L.S.. Artist of Sir W. J. Hooker'a " Curtia's Botanical Magazine.tf

many

ndent periodical, of a popular

being continually produced by

t he sUli of mc^'em'cuUWato^! ^. ... , -„^ .. ,

^ The Plates will be executed by Mr. Walter Fitch, who has been so long and so f^^^^^J^^^^ l^"^^!* ^^^^
Botanical Magazine." and of othe/ Botanical publications emanating from Kew. The selection of subjects, and the descriptions,

will be by the Secretary of the Floral Committee of the Horticultdral Societt.

.
" CuRTis'a BoTAXicAL MAGAZINE ' will contiuue to represent the scientific department of Garden

^r*^"5v"riou?virietiTof
intendence of the Director of the Royal Gardens of Kew. Tbe " Floral Maoa^sise ' will be devoted

^f^">.7„^"^;?"^f^ ^*
such introduced Plants aa are of p<iular character, and likely to become eatabUshed favountea in the Garden, Hothouse, or

Conservatory. -

LONDON: LOVELL REEVE, 5, HENRIKTTA STREKT, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

r

Both Houses of Parliament have re-assembled

this week after the Easter tecesa. In the Lords

on Tuesday, on the motion of the Lord Chait-

CELLOB, the Divorce Court Bill, the object oE

which is to give to the Judge Ordinary the power

of pronouncing a dissolution of marriage without

the assistance of the Common Law Judges, and
giving the right of appeal in certain cas^s to the

full Court, was read a second time. The Oxford

Univeraitj- Bill and the Municipal Corporations

Mortgages, &c*, Bill were also read a second time,

and the several Bills for the consolidation of the

criminal law were referred to a select oommittei^^

On Thursday Earl Grey moved for a select com-

mittee to inquire into the probable increase in the

number of borough electors caused by the reduction

of the franchise, as proposed by the Reform Bill

now before the House of Commons—what change

is likely to take place in their cliaracter—the

difference between large and small constituencies

in respect to the proportion of electors who actually

vote—and the means whereby elections in large
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constituencies are practically determined. He
contended that the returns upon which the Govern-

ment had based their calculations for the Bill were

most inaccTirate, and that a searcKing and dis-

passionate inquiry ought at once to be made into

the consequences of the contemplated change. He
expressed his belief that unless all parties

concurred in framing a measure founded on

"wisdom and experience, they were in danger of

the overthrow of the balance of parties, and
of the establishment of an unbridled demo-

cracy. He warned the House of the consequences

of adopting the representative system, which had
worked so ill in the United States, and of its duty

to refuse its sanction to any measure which it did

not believe, in its deliberate judgment, conducive

to the future interests of the country. The Duke
of Argyll defended the Bill, and said that it

neither advocated the ballot nor universal

suffrage. At the same time he was perfectly

willing, on the part of the Government, to refer

the returns to a select committee on the distinct

understanding that it was not to be a means for

completely shelving the Bill. After some remarks

by Lord Yiviax on the inaccuracy of the Govern-

ment returns, the Earl of Derby said that if the
j

^ L

Bill came up in its present form he should feel it

his duty to oppose it as the most unsatisfactory,

unstatesmanlike, and incoE elusive measure which

had ever been submitted to Parliament. He
believed that its effect would be to plnce

the whole of the boroughs throughout the

country under the control of the working classes,

and that there was a serious risk of the prepon-

derance of this class ending in the establishment

of democratic institutions, and the subversion of

the Throne and the constitution. Earl Granville
said that he did not share in these apprehensions,

believing that the institutions of the country would

he strengthened rather than impaired by a judicious

extension of the franchise. After a brief reply

from Earl Grey, the motion was agreed to.

In the Commons on Monday Mr. Massey gave
notice that if the Ueform Bill were read a second

time, he should move that it be referred to a select

committee. On the motion for going into com-
mittee on the navy estimates. Sir G. Napier, in a

speech of great length, called attention to the

general management of the navy. A long discus-

sion on naval matters ensued, after which the House
went mto committee and agreed to several of the

votes. Mr. Clive obtained leave to brin^ in a Bill

for taking the census in 1861. On Tuesday the

Adulteration of Food and Drink Bill was read a

third time and passed. On Wednesday M^.

Collier moved the second reading of the Convey-

views of France, who had begun by making us her

dupe and would end by making us her

victim. Lord John Russell said that Her
Majfsty's Government had expressed to the King
of Sardtxia that the transfer of .Chablais and

remained with her Royal Highness until 11 o'clock, and
then left Magdeburg for Halle, on his way to Coburg..
The Princess returned to Berlin in the afternoon.
Prince Frederick William met the Prince of Wales at
the station at Magdeburg on his arrival there in the
moviiiiig,^ and soon afterwards returned, ta ^otsdam,

Faucigny would be injurious to the interests of
|

where his presence was required at an inspection of

Europe, and a disturbance of the settlement of ^^°°P'' ^^'^ P'''"^« of Wales is expected to return to.

1815 ; but they were not entitled to say to him
that he should not cede his territory to the

Emperor of the French, or to the latter

that he should not accept it . This was
also the opinion of Russia, who had stated

th^t.it was a matter that entirely concerned the

two Sovereigns. The question now at issue was

how to maintain the neutrality of the ceded terri-

tory in the sense in which the great Powers wished

to establish it, and France had consented to submit

that point to the decision of a Conference. It

would then be settled what precaution and gua-

rantee should be established for the neutrality of

Switzerland, towards which Her Majesty's

Government would use their most earnest endea-

vours, assuring the House th at in all the negotiations

they would be found not unmindful of the honour

and dignity of the country. After some further

discussion the House went into committee of

supply, and various items were voted on the navy

estimates. On the order of the day for the second

reading of the Bill for the repeal of Sir J. FjAR-

nard's Act, and ' for . legalising time-bargains,

two motions for adjournment were negatived on

division, but the adjournment was ultimately

agreed to. Sir Joiln Trelawst then moved

the third reading of the Chnrch Rates

Abolition Bill. Lord JoIr^^ Manners i^ov^ed

the adjournment of the debate, which was nega-

tived by 131 to 76. It was, however, ultimately

agreed that the debate should be adjourned.

A despatch from Madrid announces that General

Ortega, was condemned to death by the court

martial at Tortosa, and executed in that city on

Wednesday last.

The Covrt.—The Queen, Prince CoViSpi^t, an<J the

Royal family arrived at Buckingham Palace on Tlmrs-

day from Windsor. On Thursday weelt the Queen
left the !Pfivilion at Aldershott on horseback, ac-

companied by the Prince Consort, the Princess Alice,

and Prince Alfred, and inspected the diii'erent bri-

gades quartered in the camp on their respective

parades. The Princess of Leinineen aud Prince

Buckingham Palace on Tuesday next, and at the close,

of the week, according to present arrangements, his

Rcyal Highness will take his departure for Canada.
Court Motibning.—In consequence of the death

of the Prince of Hoherdohe Langenbourg, hr9ther-in-
law to the Queen, the Court went into mourning on:
Thnrpdny for a fortnight.

CoTJBT Areangehents. — Tu consequence of the
death of the Prince of Hohenlohe Langenbourg, the
following changes have been made in the dates of the
Court arrangements which have been lately, an-
nounced:—The Levee will take place on Tuesday, the
21th iust., instead of Sati^rday, the 21st mdif The.
l)r;uving Room will be held as already announced, on
Saturday, the 28th inst. Court mourning will be worn
on tliese occasions. The juvenile ball will be post-

poned from Tuesday, the 1st May, to Friday, the 11th
jMay; the concert from Friday, the 4th May, to

Wednesday, the 9th May; and the State ball from
^\''ednosday, the 9th May, to Wednesday, tlie IGtli May.
The Drawing Room to celebrate her Majesty's birthday

will take place on the 18th May, when the Knights of

the several orders are to appear in their collars.

Court ArPOiKiMpNXS.^The Queen has appointeij

Lord Harris to he a Lord in Waiting in (!)rdinary in

the room of Lord B^'ron, appointed an "Extra Lord in

Waiting; General Sir Frederick Stovin, K.C.B., to be

Extra Groom in Waiting; and John Francis Campbell
of Islay, Esq., to be a Groom in Ordinary, in the room
of the late Sir T. N. Harris.

The Ex-PlOyal FAJkiiLT of France.—Tlie Prince of

Joinville, accompanied by his sister, the^Prince£§i/lcuienr_

tine of Snxe-Cobnrg, arrived at Brussels on Sunday
from Germany, Their Royal Highnesses were met at

the railwaj' station by the Duchess of Brabant and the

Count de Flandres, who conducted them to the palace,

.

where they had an audienc^ of his^ Majesty, wjio had
come to Brussels to meet them. After breakfast the

Prince and his sister left for Ostend, where they^

embarked in the evening for England.
The CABii'ET.—A Cabinet Council was held on Wed--

nesday at the official residence of the First Lord of the-

Treasury, in Downing Street.

Deaneet of Ripon,—Jhe Queen has appointed the-

Bev. William Goode, Rector of St, Margaret, Loth-

bury, to the Deanery of Ripo^, in the room of the Rev.-

Thomas Gamier, now Dean of Lincoln.

The CHi;irESE Misstok.—It is understood that the
Earl of Elgin will leave London on Monday next for-

Paris, on his way to China, on his second mission to

that Empire,
Diplomatic Apeointments.—The Queen has ap--

pointed John Savile Lumley, Esq., now Secretary of-'

Le^ration at St. Petersburg, to be Secretary of Embassy.

at Constantinople ; the Hon. Edward Morris Erskine,

Arthur followed in an open carriage and four. In the ' riovt Secretary of Legation at Stockholm, to be Secretary

evening the Queen had a dinner party. Her Majesty
t

of Legation at St. Petersburg; Edwin Corbett, Esq.,.

received late at night the intelli^^ence of the death of
j

Secretary to the late Legation at Florence, to he Secre-

Prince Hohenlohe Langenbourg, "brother-in-law^ to her
,

tary of Legation at Stockholm; and Loftus Charles-

Nlaiestv. On Friday afternoon her Maiestv and the i

Otway, Esq., C.B., late Minister to Mexico, to be Consul-

ance of Yoters, <S:c,, Bill, the object of which is to Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princess Alice, the

render illegal the pavnient made on account of con-
'- Process of Leinlngen, Prince Alfred and Prince Ait^—

^«-,.:„™ «+ *. *i.
' n -Kf A- ^.^^ ^ „«.^^ left the Pavilion, and returned by special train

Yeyjng voters to the poll. Mr. ae^ degate opposed i^ * ^
-^ » j f

- -

the Bill, and moved that it be read a second time

that day six months. Sir G. Lewis suggested

that the best course would be either to read the

Bill as a matter of form and refer it to the select

committee on corrupt practices at elections, or to

adjourn the debate until after the select committee
had reported, Mr. Henley concurred in this sug-

gestion, and ^Ir. IN'ewi-egate baving withdrawn
bis amendment, tbe House divided ou the
question oi adjourning the debate, which was
carried on a division by 94 to 81. The debate

was tben adjourned for a month. Mr. Mcrua-X
moved the second reading of the Attorneys',

Solicitors', Proctors', and Certified Conveyancers'
Bill. Mr. K^'n:i^T moved, as an amendment, that

the Bill be read a second time that day six

months. After considerable discussion, the House
divided, when the amendment was negatived by
191 to 29, and the Bill was read a second time.

Mr. T, DuxcoJiBE moved the second reading of

the Jews' Act Amendment BilL Mr, Xewdegate
moved, as an amendment, that it be read a second
time that day six months. On a division, the
amendment was negatived by 117
Bill was then read a second
Thursday Mr. Hoe.s;ha^^ called

our

General at Milan.

The JFDiciAn Bench.—The Queen has directed^

letters patent to be passed under the Great Seal, grant-

ing the office of one of the Barons of her Majesty's-

Court of Exchequer to James Pkisted Wilde, Es(i.,

Serjeant-at-Law.

The Aemt.—Lieut.-Gen. William Cator, C.B., has^

been appointed Colonel-Commandant of the Royal''

Artillery,

pAEiirAMEXTAET MOVEMENTS.—There is a vacancy

for Berkshire caused by the death of Captain Leicester

Vernon. The third seat proposed to be created in

South Essex under the new Reform feill w.ill, it is stated,

be contested in the Conservative interest by Mr. John

Davis, of Cranbrook Park, Ilford. There are still four

Princess of Leiningen, attended Divine service iu the ' candidates for tbe vacancy at Harwich, occasioned by

private chapel; the Beau of Windsor officiated. On the elevation of the Hon. W. P. Campbell to the

Monday morning the Queen accompanied by Princess peerage—Mr. Montagu Chambers, Mr. Brett, and Mr-

Alice, walked and drove in the Home Park, and visited ,
Thomson, in the Liberal interest; and the Hon. B. T.

theDuchessotKentatFrogmore.OuTuesdaytheDucbe^s ! Rowley in the Conservative interest,

of Kent and Princess of Leiningen visited her Majesty, j
The Theatt with Fkance.—A commission has been

On Wednesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort
|

appointed, consisting of Mr. Cobden, Mr. OgiWie of

thnr,

to

Windsor. Shortly after her Majesty's arrival the Queen
and Prince Consort, with Princess Alice and the Princess

of Leiningen, visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore.

On Saturday mornings the day being the hirthday of

the Princess Beatrice, the Duchess of Kent and the
j

Princess of Leiningen paid an early visit to her Majesty.

The Queen and Prince Consort walked in the grounds
|

of the Castle. In the -Afternoon M. De La lilve had ar^

audience of her Majesty to deliver his credentialsas Minis-

ter irom Switzerland. On Sunday morning: the Queen
and Prince Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and
Louisa, Princes Altretl, Aithur, and Leopold, and the

to 75. The
time. On^

cttention to

walked in the grounds of the Castle. The Duchess of

Kent and the Princess of Leiningen visited her Majesty.

On Thursday morning the Queen visited the Duchess
of Kent at Frogmore. In the afternoon the Queen
and Prince Consort, accompanied by Princes Alfred,

Arthur, and Leopold, and the Princesses Alice, I^elena,

Louise,and Beatrice, left WiudsorCastle forBuckingham
Palace, travelling to town by a special train on the

South Western Kaihvay. In consequence of the deep
mourning her Majesty and the Koyal family came up to

London quite privately, and the usual guards of honour
and escorts were dispensed with.

The Piii>-CE of Wales left Bmssels on Wednesday,

the state of our foreign relations di^ellin*' 1*^^^ ^^*^^^ "'s*^-' ^^^ ^°^^S"^' ^^^^ ^^"'^'''*^^^ "^ ^^^^^

particularly on the aggressive policy of France, ^r*^' following morning at half-past 4 by the express

1 i J- ii i. T^ IT ^ 1

'^^^^j tram, and was driven to the Government House m that
ana contending that the alliance of this country

, town. The Princess Frederick WiUiiim had previously
With France would la^tuo longer than suited th^ arrived there from BerVn. The Pxince of Wales

the Customs, and Mr. Malet of the Board of Trade, to

proceed to Paris, to arrange with the French Govern-
ment certain practical details in the working of the

Treaty of Comiiier(;:e, on w.hich the opinion of ^the

mercantile interests has lately been asked. Deputations

from the chambers of commerce throughout the

kingdom have been invited by the Board of Trade to

meet the commissioners in London before they set out

for Paris,

Tile Kid Rivee SEXTLEiiEST.—It is stated that

her Majesty's Ministers intend during the present session

to introduce a Bill constitutiiig the Red River settle-

mentj founded by the Earl of Selkirk', in the centre of

British North America, one of the ordinary colonies.of

the Crown.
Committee ob CouNciii on EBrcAXioN.—It is

announced that arrangements in the Education Office

-wiUiTender it unnectssary to fill up the Inspectoi-sldp of
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S^iools which lias become vacant by the death of Mr.

,
Jelinger Symons.

Fbaijce.—M. Thouvenel has informed the represen-

tatives of the Powers who signed the Final Act of

Vienna of the nature of the reception France will give

to the circular note of the Swiss Federal Council of the

5th of April respecting the convocation of an European

Conference, It was not until the King of Sardinia had
forniiiUy taken possession of Lombardy and the treaties

of Zurich had been signed and ratified that France and
Austria jointly addressed an invitation to the Powers
who liad signed the treaties of Vienna to assemble at

a Conference, in order to make known to them the ter-

ritorial arrangements which had resulted from the

cession of Lombardy to Piedmont, which cession

was freely cooBented to by Austria. No Power
having then objected, France will follow the

same course. When, therefore, the cession of Savoy
and Nice, freely consented to by Piedmont, shall

have been sanctioned and ratified by universal suffrage

of the inhabitants, and by the vote of tlie Sardinian

Parliament, France will take possession of those
provinces. Immediately afterwards she will consent to

the assembling of a Cwiference for the purpose of receiv-

ing a communication of the treaty concluded on
-March 24th last, between Napoleon III. and King Victor

Emmanuel. France will likewise be willing that the

paid Conference shall examine the following question,

—

"In wliat manner are the rights of France, irrevocably

acquired through the cession of Savoy and Nice by the

King of Sardinia, to be reconciled with the guarantees

stipulated by the treaties in favour of Switzerland ?
"

It being, however, well understood that the Conference

shall . leave the treaty of March 24 intact.—Tlie

^(xniteur of Tuesday gives the following as the defini-

tive result of the voting in the city of Nice :—For an-

nexation to France, 6810 J against it, 11. Nearly all the

communes of the mountains have voted unanimously for

flnuexfttiou. The number of voters will exceed 20,000.

The voting of 70 communes is known. Up to the pre-

sent time only 160 negatives have been registered.

'The ConstitHtionnel denies the existence ot direct

negotiations between France and Switzerland on the
question of the neutralised districts of Savoy, and adds
.fhat the negotiations are only between the Powers who
signed the treaties of Vienna, The Legislative Body

art by living artists, either Prussian or foreigners, will be , to all the foreign representatives accredited to tiie Papal
opened at the Royal Academy of Berlin this year on
1st September, and close o\\ 1st November. A grand
celebration of the anniversary of the birthday of the official representative at Home, Cardinal Antonelli has

Government, protestinj^f against the incorporation of
the Legations with Piedmont. England having no

has agreed to the Contingent of 100,000 men for the Note of Switzerland states that Russia, like the other

renowned German Protestant Reformer, Melancthon,

was opened at Wittenberg on the 19th inst., at which
the Prince Regent and Prince Frederick William were
present.

AusTBiA.— A despatch from Vienna dated Sunday
last says that the assembling of a Congress, as

demanded by Switzerland, is very doubtful, as without
France Russia and Austria decline to enter any Confer-

ence, Austria adding that if a Congress takes place its

programme must be determined beforehand. The
following are the ideas of Austria on that question :—
The fundamental intention of the Congress of Vienna,

in neutralising the districts of Chablais and Faucigny,

was to protect Switzerland and Sardinia from the

preponderance ot France. The moment the whole of

Savoy is incorporated with the French empire there is

no further reason for the neutralisation of Chablais

and Faucigny, and the guaranteed stipulation by the

treaties of Vienna can no longer be applied. The
only real way by which the difficulties of the

question could be removed is by a direct under-

standing between France and Switzerland, for

which the other Great Powers would offer their

good offices.—The attempt to float an Austrian loan of

200,000,000 florins has proved a failure. The subscrip-

tion lists closed on Saturday last, when a total of only

75,000,000 florins was found to have been applied for.

—

M. Robert, director of the Bank, and one of the greatest

manufacturers in the empire, shot himself dead with a

pistol on the 12th inst.

Hungary.—The suicide of Count Szechenyi is the

universal topic of conversation among all classes in

Hungary. It is generally reported that the immediate
cause of the desperate act was a domiciliary visit which
he received on the 3d of March, when his papers were

taken from him by the chief of the Vienna detective

force. That he died by his own hand there is little

doubt ; but it is considered a mystery how he, being

resident in a lunatic asylum, in which for years he had
been under medical treatment, could possibly have
possessed himself of pistol and ball; and this mystery
has caused imputations to be cast on the Austrian

Government, because ]^ alone had an interest in his

death. Field-Marshal Benedek has been appointed

governorof Hungary, in the room ofthe Archduke Albert.

Russia.—Prince Gortschakofl" in his reply to the

mcreasing.

present year, by 238 to 6 votes, and a decree has been
^uhi^sh^wi reducing by one centimetre the mininmm
height required for recruits,

Spain.—General Ortega has been tried at Tortosn,
„i»y CQu^^-t-martial, and condemned to death. Jlis
son presentc'tl a petition to the Queen requesting her
:Majesty to spare the life of his father, but the appeal
was ineficctual, and the General was shot on Wednes-
.tlay evening. It is believed that the Count de Monte-
molin and his brother have been conducted to the
frontier by special^ order from Madrid, and allowed to

.escape to France. A search is making for fugitives in
-the north-west provinces. General Elio is to be tried
by a civil court, and it is understood that the Queen
has ordered his life to be spared in the event of his
being condemned to death.

Switzerland.—England, Russia, and Prussia have
replied to the Swiss note ofthe 5th of April, relative to
the assembling of a Conference by consenting to the
demand of the Federal Council. England propose^
Brussels as the place w.here it should be held, while

"^France insists upon Paris, in which she is supported by
Russia. The agitation upon the question of Savoy is

J. On Saturday and Sunday numerous
meetings took place at Thuu, Winterthur, and other
places. Tlie most important wore those held at Olten
and Lausanne. The. Cantor4 de Vaud has been supplied
with war materiel. Ou Saturday evening a Genevese
dentation, representing all parties, presented Sir

,
Robert Peel with a testimonial, consisting, of a cup and

• a nfie. The woat cordial expressions were exchanged.
Sir Robert Peel promised the support of England for
the preservation of the independence and neutrality of
Switzerland. The deputation expressed their thanks to
the English Ministry and Parliament.

-Savoy.—M. Laity arrived at Aix and Annecy on the
17th ult. At the banquet given in the evening by the
Governor of Annecy, a toast was drank to the Emperor
^and France. M. Laity appeared at the balcony of the
»G(»-enioi*s house, and read a despatch announcing that
ithe Emperor and Empress will visit Savoy in May or
-June next. Several houses were illuminated. General
Canrobert, accompanied by several officers of Engineers,
has viaitea the fort of Les Rousses, on the frontier of
Switzerland,

Fbankpoex.—In the sitting of the Federal Dio>,OJi

Thursday, Electoral Hesse declared her readini,^ to

conform to the resolutions taken by the Federal Diet
on the 24th of March. The protest ofthe iirand Duke
of Tuscany against the a^inexation of Tuscf^iy to Pied-
"tnont has been laid hefore the Diet.

PfitrssiA.—A letter from Berlin announces the arrest
of the Director pf PoUce, §tieber, by prder of the JVo-
.cureur-General. ije Jiad been dismissed from, iii^ post
»ome time since, ancj will now be brought np^ lor trial

4br having abused the power intrusted to Vun. which was

Powers who signed the treaties of 1815, recognises the

neutrality and inviolability of Switzerland, and that it

is the true political interest of Europe to preserve

Switzerland from all foreign influence. But France

having manifested an intention of negotiating either

with the Great Powers or with the Swiss Confederation,

and the Federal Council having expressed a similar

desire, Russia gives her complete adhesion to the
assembling of a Conference, being convinced that the
Federal Council does not doubt of her solicitude t

efficaciously ensure the neutrality of Switzerland

IXAXy.—'In the.sittingr of thn 14th
"'^^riT';.[sflrd'

'

Senate voted the address^in reply to ^^g^, gpS
by a majority of 6S to 2. Tl^^.^ni for the annexation
of Tuscany was passed ^y ^^ ^.^^^es to 2. The Bill
for the annexatio.;^ of ti.g Emilian provinces met with

^^^^in
"^-^e opposition, the numbers being 62 for,

and 10 against it. In the sitting of the Chamber of
^irpTities on Saturday a discussion took place on the
late events in Sicily. Count Cavour in his reply said
that he considered a discussion on the subject bo,th use-
less and dangerous. He further stated that the
Neapolitan Government was occupied in the interior,
and concluded by saying " our fellow-citizens are con-
tinuing the struggle." On the report of tlie committee
in reference to a petition from some inhabitants of the
Northern Province of Savoy, requesting liberty and
latitude in voting upon the question of annexation, the
Chamber by a large majority passed to the order of the
day. Tlie Chamber was then prorogued until the Ist
of May. The following official article has been received
by telegraph:

—

" The cession of Nice to France was an absolute necessity for
Piedmont, in order to obtain from Napoleon Ul. the guarantee
of Lombardy and the Duehy of Parma. This guarantee appears
to be expressed in a secret article of the treaty of the 24111
March last relative to tho cession of Savoy and Nice. France
has, bowever, refused to guarantee to Piedmont the other
annexed provinces-—viz,, Tu;:iCuuy and the Ltgations.

King Victor Emmanuel^ accompanied by Count Cavour*
arrived at Florence on Monday on his tour through
Centi^alilitalyand the Legations, nnd was received with

sent a copy of the protest to Mr. Odo Ptussell. The
Papal protest expresses a hope that the Powers of
Europe will not only refuse to recognise the annexation
of the Legations to Piedmont, but that they will ajso
co-operate to put an end to this iniquitous spoliation.
The Duke de la Rochefoucauld has given 12 rifled

cannon to the Pope, and has proposed to serve as a
volunteer in the Papal army, and to place at the Pope*s
disposal three years of his income, amounting
to 500,000/1 a year. General Lamoricifere, in his
quality of Commander-in-Chief of the Papal troops,
only relieves the Pope, and not Cardinal Antonelli, of
the Presidency of the War Department. The Cardinal
having,however,insistedonleaving the military adminis-
tration, is about to be replaced by a French General, a
friend of General Lamoriei&re. The Pope has resolved

to take no initiative in a war in the Romagna, and
General Lamoriciere is only to concentiate a corps
in Umbria between Rome and Aucona. It is said

that the Prince of Monaco has refused to annex hfe

principality to Prance, as proposed to him by the
French government. The principality uas founded bytbe
Emperor Otho, in the year 968, in favour of Co mt
Grimaldi, whose descendants possess it at present. This
dynasty^ is consequently one of the oldest in Europe.
The reigning prince, who bears the title of Charles III.,

was born in Frsfnce in 1828, and remained there until

the death of his father in 1854. It is stated that

France offered to create the prince a French senator

with an income of 200,000 fr. a year. His father

and grandfathers were peers of France. Accounts from

Naples state that the marriage ofCount Trani, younger
brother of the King of Naples, with the Princess

Matilda, fourth daughter of the Duke ^Maximilian of

Bavaria and sister ofthe Empress of Austria, has been
officially sanctioned by the King of Naples. A popular

demonstration has taken place at Aversa in favour of

Victor Emmanuel, in consequence of which the town
has been declared in a state of siege. Several arrests

have been made at Naples. On Thursday week a large

bomb was thrown before the Palace. The explosion

shattered all the window's, but no person was injured.*

Sicily.—According to advices from Sicily the revolu-

tionary movement, wliich the Government journals

represent as suppressed in the towns is increasing

in the country, wliich is full of armed men. The
Royal Intendant, Celeste, has made common cause

with the revolutionists. The revolutionsiry attempt

of the 8th at Messina commenced by the killing

of two sentinels. A French postal agent, and three

a ilors who accompanied him, were exposed to a fire

of musketry while returning to the steamer Meandre
from the Consulate. One ol' the sailors was wounded.
The party, howev^y, \\-ei-e fortunately able to regain the

steamer hy>\^mming. Dui-ing the night from t^° '^^

to thft,^tTr the fire of guns and — ' —*otn
heard. Th"*^' - -iiusKetry was mcess-

.— ,juremor threatened to bombard the
ciry should resistance continue to be offered. The prin-
cipal inhabitants of the city then interfered and obtained
the removal of the police, the principal cause of the
popuhu irritation. The troops made themselves masters
of all tlie positions in the town, and part ofthe insur-
gents withdrew to the mountains, pursued by flyings

columns of 10,000 men. The insurrection has now spread
to Trapaiii, where the Provisional Government and the
National Guard have joined the insurgents. The Royal
troops still occupy Palermo, which is destitute of every-
thing. The members of a revolutionary committee,
amongst whom are several eminent persons, have been
condemned to death. The King has ordered their
execution to be delayed. The embarkation of troops
from Xaples continues, and the corj>s d'annSe in the
Abruzzi has been recalled. Since the insurrection com-
menced the Government has sent into Sicily foar bat-
talions of infantry, two battalions of artillery, and a
regiment of lancers. The Governor of Sicily has
written that no more reinforcements need be sent, his
forces being sufficient.

TiTEKEY.— Ri'ligious disturbances took place at Con-
stantinople on Easter Sunday and Good Friday, when
the Greek procession was insulted, and several of the
Greek and -Catholic Churches were invaded by gen-
darmes. Eggs were thrown from the windows, and
a Catholic house which was suspected was destroyed.
Further disturbances were expected on the following
Sunday, and the police had taken precautionary
measures. The latest news states that France and
Austria will make the Porte responsible for the

gre.y enthusiasm. Upwards of 100 deputies accom- i damage done, and that the resident Christians have pro-
p^pied the King. His Majesty afterw;irds received testeti against the breach of their privileges. The Duke
tlie Archbishop and the clergy of Florence. A deputa- ! of Brabant baa been .brilliantly feted at Constantinople,
tion trom Rome met him at Florence, and presented to

^

The irJultan, acting upon the advice of the Capitaa
his Majesty a sword of honour offered hy the city of

^

Pasha, has recalled Omar Pasha from exile, and intends
Rome, The archives of the Legations of Prussia to appoint him to the command of the army in Rou-
Russia, and England have been transferred from melia, with a view to the events which may take place

Florence to Turin. A great manifestation took placeat
, in the Sla\"onian provinces, Numerous protests have

Rome on the 12th inst. in comuiemoration of the Pope's
|
arrived from the inhabitants of Bulgaria and from the

r«etum in 1850. In the morning the Pope, accompanied i Greek clergy. The Representative Assembly of the

bv a crowd of persons, went to the Church of St. Agnes Rouinau provinces is about to discuss proposals relating

beyond the walls of Rome, where his Holiness cele- to projected railways, to the Commercial Bank, and to

hrated mass, and gave the communion to 500 persons. loans on landed property. The proposals referring'to

On the return of his Holiness to the Vatican he was , the two latter questions have been fiivourably receWed

::eceived with applause. In the evening the city was
j

by the people. It is certain that the Ulemaa '^hAve

^m^i unlunited, A Universal Exhibi^j^ Jf objects of illuminated. Cardmal AntoneUi has addressed a ngte
,

signed petitions in favour of Morocco.
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India.—Tlie Bombay mail has arrived with news to

the 27th March, and a telegraphic despatch was re-

ceived yesterday with news from Calcutta to the 1st

inst. The following are the details :

—

Wr'.zecrahad:—The Governor-General continues his progress
in the north-west, having received the Maharajah of Cashniere,
and a deputation from ovir old ally and enemy. Dost Mahomed
Khan of Cabul.
Barnlly.—The sentence of death on Khan Rahadoor Khan

has been confirmed, and he will be banged in front of the
Kotawali at Bareilly, on the very spot where he sat and
matched the murder of his European victims.

]?troz^poTe.—A serious fire has broken out in Dacca, which
destroyed half the town. Six thousand families have been
reduced to destitution. Subscriptions have been coramenced to

relieve the sufferers.

•Btngai.—The Lieutenant-General of Bengal reports that he
has every rea=on to believe that the excitement in the indigo

districts in the Kishnaghur is passing off, and that he has no
apprehension of serious disturbances anywhere. The magis-
trates' powers have been enlarged by a temporary law, and a
special commission of inquiry will be issued.

United States.—According to a letter from
Washington, the Judiciary Committee of the House of

Kepresentatives would report on the President's

Message at an early day, fully sustaining Mr. Covode's

resolution and the power of the House to order any
investigation affecting the executive or other department

of Government, Despatches had been received at the

Navy Department from Captain Jarvis, enclosing com-

munications addressed to him by the commanding
officers of the French and Spanish ships of wai* at Vera

Cruz, inquiring under what law of nations he captured

the Mexican steamers. He declined giving any reply,

but referred them to the authorities at Washington for

fin answer. The question is likely to prove embarrass-

ing hereafter, because the Administration now asserts

as a right what was emphatically denied when claimed

by England in the Gulf two years ago, and at some
hazard of collision. The elections in Connecticut had

resulted in a great victory for the Republicans

Mexico.—Accounts received by the United States

mail state that the siege of Vera Cruz had been

abandoned by Miratnon after six days* bombardment.
The Liberals defeated the 4th Regiment of Cavalry,

belonging to .^liramon, on the 5th ult., near Jalapa.

General Villalba (Liberal) defeated 500 Reactionists at

San Martin, near Puebla, taking seven pieces of

artillery, arms, and ammunition. General Puhlitta

^Liberal) was besieging Legarde at Huyaham, 50 miles

north of the city of Mexico. Puebla was threatened.

It was reported that tlie city had been taken, hut the

statement wants confirmation.

convictions :i8 to ttie truth of their own statistics, or the effect i would be proceeded with on Thursday, and thai the second
which their Bill would have in increasing the constituencies,

f
reading of the Refoiim. Bill would be taken on Mouday next

parliament.

HaUSE OF LORDS. .
.

Tuesday,—Case of Me 3lftilna.—The Earl of Malmrsbury
aeked what compensation wan toW granted to the crew of the
Medina, who had. suffered at Leghorn tui:£?ugh the misconduct

»Uce.—Lord Wodchouse replied that iiie laterevulu-

tiori ^aATmt^f_K^m>tcd the n^otiatioiis on the Kubjcci, bilt there

waa adispoeition on tIi5p*^^^^tbo Tuscan GovernmentW meet I

the demand in a fair apirit—The LdRD 0H-4:sC£ttoR moved tJ;#^'

aecond reading of the Bill for the better constitution of the
Divorce Court. He said that the object of the measure was to

provide that tlie judge in ordinary shall have the power of pro-

nouncing a dissolution of marriage in cases where he did not
think it necessary to cull in the assistance of the Common Law
Judges. The difficulty of obtaining the assistance of those
judges had thrown .serious impediments in the way of the Court,
and c^ised a m<^t inconvenient accumulation of arrears,—Lord
St. LEOHARns and Lord Cran'worth expressed doubts as to the
safety of this proposal, and suggested that the Bill should be
reftrted to a select committee,—Lord Redesdale also strongly
objected to facilitating the opportunities of divorce.—Lord
Lykdhtdrst supported the Bill, and said that the whole
arrangements of the Court required revision. Under existing
arrangements^ it would take years to decide the cases at the
present moment entered at the Court, After some further dis-

cussion the Bill was read a second time. The Bills of the Lord
Chancf:lix)R for the Consolidation of the d^iminal Law were
referred to a select committee. The Oxford UniversUj/ BUI and
the MimMpal Corporatiom, Mortgages^ Ac, Bill, were read a
Mcond time.
Thursday.—7%< R^orm flti/,*—Earl Grey moved that a select

committee be appointed to inquire what would be the probable
increase of the number ofelectors in the counties and boroughs
of England and Wales from a reduction ot the franchise, and
whether any or what change is likely to be made in the
character of the constituencies by such increase. He said it

was manifest that their lordships had not suffi nent information
before them to deal satisfactorily with the question of Parlia-
m«ntary reform should it ever reach their Huusc. The returns
vhich bad been pxibUshed as to the number of voters were in

He did not object to Hn extension of the franchise in

favour of the working classes, nor did he care how
many new voters were placed upon the register, as

long as they were fit persons to be admitted to the
privilege. With regard to the proposed committee, it

seemed to him that there would be no use in appointing it at

all if it was not to guide their lordships as to the direction in

w^hich they should legislate. Ifa session or two w^ere lost in

awaiting the result of the inquiry* the delay would be amply
compensated for by the inipi'ovement which would be effected

in the measure. Much as he should regret to see any Bill on
such a subject thrown out or materially altered in their lord-

ships' House, still, if the Bill of the Government came up in

its present shape he should think its rejection preferable to

the adoption of that, which he considered the most unsatis-

factory measure that had ever been laid before Parliament by
any Government at anytime.—Earl Granville said that the
Reform Bill of the Government was framed upon the principle

of admitting as many persons as possible to the possession of

the franchise consistently with the qualification of character

andinteltigence-—Earl Grist, in reply, explained that he had
given his approval to a 6i, franchise in 1S52 with very jjreat
reluctance, and only because be knew the difl&culties which
then surrounded the Government, and believed that the mea-
sure would not pass. The motion was then agreed to.

Friday.—The Oxford l/niverRiti/ Bill passed through com-
mittee and was reported. Diplomatic Correspondence.—The
Marquis of Normanbv postponed until Monday his motion
relating to priv^ite correspondence between ambassadors and
foreign secretaries, as Lord Cowley had arrived from Paris in

order to take part in the diacusslnn on that day. The ^fnnlc^'pal

Corporation Bill passed through committee. The Marriaga
(Extra Parochial Places) Bill was read a third time, and
passed The committee on Election Franchise in Counties aud
Boroughs was non i lated.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—^f^/orju BUL—ilr. Massey gave notice that, in the

event of the Reform Bill being read a second time, he should
move that it be then referred to a select committee- State

of the Navy. — On the order for going into Committee of

auf>ply on the Kavy Estimates, Sir C- Napikr called attention

to the state of the navy, commenting especially on the altera-

tions and changes of shii^a ; the Channel fleet, which, he said,

bad not been properly used, and was indiflFereutly manned

;

the want of good petty officers, and the shabby treatment of

warrant officers' widows ; the mutinies in certain ships; cor-

poral punishment, which, he contended, though it could not
be abolished, might be diminished, and should be carried out
In a different manner ; the mode of paying oflf ships, occasion-

ing a waste of stores ; the block ships, of which he spoke with
contempt; the Coastguard and Coast Volunteers, the insuffi-

ciency of the reserve, and other mLscellancous matters. He
made various suggestions for improving the condition of the
Navy, by an economical augmentation of the number of ships,

by strengthening their armament, and effectually manning
them.—Sir J. Elphixstonk called attention to the case of the

post captiins on the reeerved list, entering into minute details

on the subject, and arguing that they had been disappointed
of what they considered their just claims by a quibble.—Mr.
Lrs^DSAY complained of the increiising expenditure for the Navy,
and asked the meaning of these enormous armaments. Whom
were we arming against ! Why, against France, who was increas-

ing her war expenditure because she was afraid of us, as we of

her; and this in the face of professions of friendship on both
sides. He thought something could be done to stop this

mutual expenditure if tight means were adopted. He insisted

upon the extravagance of the dockyards' expenditure, and the
unnecessary cost of ships in the Royal yards.—Sir M. Seymour
supported the claims of the post captains and those of the
widows of warrant officers- He iidverted shortly to some of

the matters dwelt upon by Sir C. Napier and Mr- Lindsay,
urging the very serious importance of the question as to the
manning of the navy,—Sir J. Pakinotok, with reference to the

case of the post captains, expressed his opinion that their

requiiit was well founded, and that, looking at the whole

tran9«iti'51i, its view they took of the Order in Council rested

upon a better grftmid than that of tuft Admiralty--Sir F,

Babino, who had drawn up the Order in Council, explained its

intention, and contended,that it would not bear the construc-

tion which the ofl&cers pu? upop it—Mn Henley referred to

various statements in evidence aTt^ tlie quality of the timber
used in the dockyards, and the insutEcujnt store of properly

seasoned material, urging the importance i>f this question,

which, in his opinion, toundcd upon details which liestated to

the House, had not been met by the Admiralty in^ proper

manner. -The Admiralty had come to the conclusion thiit

60,000 loads of timber would suffice to keep up the supply ; but
be contended that it was demonstrable by figures that this

amount would not furnish a sulBcient q\iantity of seasoned
timber ofproper dimensions, but leave a deficiency which no out-

lay of money could ropairinan emergency.—Mr- W". Williams in-

veighed against the enormous amount of our naval expenditure.
—Sir H. Leeke was of opinion that the reserved captains had
been very hardly treated ; their case was likewise advocated
by Admind Walcott.—Mr. Bentinck attributed the ex-
travagant expenditure for the navy to the system which
rendered the Board of Admiralty a political body. The abuses
in the public dockyards, he said, were beyond the control of
the Board as at present constitnteiL—The House then went into
Committee, when Lord C- Paget, after moving the first vote,

for the Admiralty Office, was proceeding to reply to the
preceding speeches; but Sir H, Willouohby interposed an
objection on the point of order, contending that the noble
lord was precluded from continuing a debate then concluded.

—

This objection gave rise to a discussion, and, the point of order
many respects incorrect; and if a select committee were i being pressed, L<»rd C. Paget gave way, and after some debate
appointed, it could call the officers of the Poor-law Board
wfore it, and elicit from them the most trustworthy informa-
tion. He waa afraid that the tendency of the Reform Bill, as

the vote was ultimately agreed to, the amount being I60,280f,

The following votes were also agreed to, after much discussion :

\
—

^287,7251, for the Coastguard Service, Naval C<m«t Volunteers,
introduced in the other House, would be to create enormous and Naval Reserve ; and 64.322^ for the scientific branch. The
TODStitnenciea, like those in the metropolis, and that a small I Chairman was then ordered to report progress. Tht CViww«,
number of electors only would exercise the franchise, A
commiUec might be able to ascertain how it came to
pa^''^ that at metropolitan elections so many voters ab-
stained from muting. He was willing to extend the
ft-anchisc t*> the working classes ; but he was not pre-
pared to give them pre-eminence over all others. Having
illustrated the evils of democracy as exhibited in the United
8tate^ he expressed a hope that their lordships would pause
before they gave theiraanction to any proposition which might
establish an unbrialed democracy and derange that balance of
power which ought to be maintained between all rhupn in the
community.—Th« Duke of Argyll said that Government
would not oppotte the appointment of the committee if there
were a distinct underst^mding that the inquiry was to be
^na Jide, an'l not intended for the purpwo of delaying the
Reform Bill when it reached that House. He defended the
accuracy of the sUtisUoal returns impugned by Earl Grey,
vmich, he said, were derived from the nio-»t authentic sources,
ted which h;4d since been verified. He wm astonished that
the noble earl shouM object to lowering the borough fmnchise
to W,^ as in 1^5,! he had been member ol a Cabinet which pro-
g*" tj> ^owa it to 51—The Earl of Derby thought her
M^eaty's Miuislers were not aufBcienrly iiXlve to the ira-
poru*'** of the subjtsct with which thty hid undertaken to«m; nor did tl:ey, in fact, appciir to lave any very decided

Mr- CLivff obtained leave to bring in a Bill for taking the
census in lS61.

Tuesday,—SfoHalityon Board Transport Ships.-^ln reply to
Sir D. L. Evans, Sir Charles Wood said that the mortality
which had occurred on board Viirioua vessels which had lately

arrived at Madras and Bombay with the wives and children
of soldiers should be inquired into- It Appeared* however, at
present that the mortality had been caused by contagiousdiseascs
which had broken out among them, but that the mortAlity
among the children had been below the average.—Mr- Had-
riELD, referring to the Fiyht for the Cfuimpiwakip, asked
whether the police were present at the contest, whether, if

present, they had interfered to prevent it, whether they had
made any report of the circumstance to the Home Secret;iry,

and whether the Government intended to take any stepe to
punish the parties implicated.—Sir 6. Lewis said he had
simply heard that the fight had taken place that morning in
Hampshire, but that he had no information on the subject
beyond mere hearsay. He could not therefore tell whether
the county police were present or not ; but the metropolitan
police ha 1 no juriadicLiun at the scene of the confiict. With
regard to what steps the Government might take in the
matter it would be premature to make any statement until

they were in poaeeeeion of the facta —In answer to Mr. T.
Di.^ooiiBE, Xjord Palmerstos said that the Jfavy BWimafrt

Mr. Paull obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Act
relative to malicious injuries to property. Salmon FUheriex m
Ireland.—Mr- M'Mahon obtained leave to bring in a Bill to
assimilate the law of Ireland to that of England as to the mode
of fixing the close season for salmon and trout. The Adidtrra-
Hon of Food and Drink Bill was read a third time and pa.ssed-

Wednesday,—ilfr. Collier moved the second reading of the
Conveyance of Voters Bill, the object of which was to prolnl;)ic

the payment of the expenses of conveyance of voters to the
poll, under colour of which he said acts of bribery were con-
stantly committed.—Mr. Newdeoate opposed the Bill, which
would practically disfranchise a lai^c number of non-resident
county voters, who w^ere amongst the most independent por-
tion of the constituency. He moved, as an amendment, that
the Bill be read a second time that day six months,—Sir G.
Lewis suggested that the Bill should be referred to the select

committee on corrupt practices at elections,, or the discussion
deferred until the committee had made its report. With
regard to the principle ef the Bill, bethought it iuvolved many
inconveniences.—Mr. Henley likewise thought that the Bill

ought to be postponed till the report of the comn-ittee was
forthcoming, and moved that the debate be adjourned-
— Mr. Newdecate having withdrawn his amendment,
some discussion took place as to whether the Bill

should be read a second time previously to its being
referred to a select committee. Ultimately, on a
division, the motion for adjournment was carried by 94 to SI.

The further consideration of the Bill was then utijoumcd tor a
month.— Mr. Murray moved the second reading of the
AitoraeySy Solicitors, Proctors^ and Certificated C&nvtyancers Bills,

These Bills had come down from the Lords, and their object
was to provide that graduates of the universities should be
admitted as solicitors after three years' service instead of fnur,

and that managing clerks who had during ten years acted t&
the satisfaction of their employers should be admitted as
attorneys after a service under articles of throe years. The
general object of the Bill was to promote ciucation amongst
the class to which it referred-—Mr. Kntght moved as an
amendment that the Bill be read a second time that day six

months. It gave undue powers to the Incorporated Law
Society, and practically rei>ealed the act by which practising
solicitors were prohibited from acting as Justices of the Peace.
He had no objection to the educational clauses, but these
were embodied in another Bill then before the other House.—
Mr. Lo:ke and Mr, James opposed the Bill as intended simplj
to promote the interests of the Law Society, from which it

emanated-—Mr. M- Smith defended the Law Society, whose
proceedings entitled it to tl>e confidence of the public. It had
been introduced into the other House by the Lord Chancellor

;

it would increase the respectability of the profession, and
contained enough good to be read a second time-—Mr, B.
Osborne opposed the Bill, thinking that it would be difficult

to improve it into a good measure.—Mr. A. Mills admitted that
the Bill contained objectionable clauses, but thought that the
measure would raise the character of the profession, and
ought to be properly considered-—Mr- Lowe said that all

the important clauses in the Bill' were contained in a
Bill sent up from the Commons to the other House. The Lord^
hung up that Bill, but framed the present, containing almost
word for word the clauses of the Cbm mons Bill, with the
addition of some objectionable clauses of its own-—Mr- Bovill
supported the Bill, which was sanctioned by the law lords, and
might be considered as their Bill, It contained many valuable
provisions, considering how much the public was interested
in the high standard of the education of their legal advisers—
The SoticiTOR'GENKRAL would give his consent to the second
reading of the Bill, believing that it could be amended in

committee-—Mr. Hadfield objected to entrust to the Law
Society the large powers given to it by this Bill.— Mr- 8.
EsTcouRT recommended the House to adhere to the Bill

sent up from that House ; and Mr, Hekley, without
expressing an opinion as to the machinery, of the Bill,

supported the second reading, admitting that there
WAS much which ought to be modified in committee.
On a division the amendment was negatived by 191 to 20.

The Bill was then read a second time.—Mr, T- Duncombe
moved the second reading of the Jticg Act Amendment Bill,

admitting Jews to take the Jewish oath without previous reso-

lution.—Mr. Newoeoatk moved that the Bill be read a second
time.that day six mMiths, considering that it was a breach of

the engagement entered into between the two Houses of Par-

liament.—Mr- Kkiohtley did not think it worth while U>

reopen the question and thus bring the two Houses into col-

lision. On a division the amendment was negatived by 117 to

75. The Bill was then read a second time.

Thursday,—Foreign Bdatimis.—On the order for going into ^
Committee of Supply, Mr. Horsman called attention to the-

st;ite of our relations with foreign Powers, and asked some ex-

plafifltl^^n on the subject to sh<nv, he said, that the Parliament

and the Government of the country were of one mind, and

cordially united in a direct^ clear, and unmistakable annoimce*

ment of the policy which England, from a regard to her ovro

interest and honour, was determined to pursue. He suggested

certain points upon which he desired speoific infopmatios,.

especially the exact state of the question respecting the

annexation of Savoy, He commented u4>on the despatch of

M. Thouvenel and the reply of Lord' J, Russell, contendmg
that this reply should have embodied a protest* on the part of

England, against the principle that a small St-it^ had a right to

make a cession of territory to an absorbing neighbour without

European sanction, and affirming that the tre^ities of 1815 had

been over-ridden and trampled under foot by an act of pure

aggression. He referred to indications of a policy on the part of

France calculated to inspire apprehension in Germany, and

urged the wholesome effect which a protest by England would

have upon that policy, with reference to France on the one

hand, and the German Powers on the other. If the Govern-

ment of this country were not prepared to rouae themselves

and adopt a manly English policy, we must eipect, he said, to

see Europe make its own terms with the conqueror of the

world.—Mr. Ddff was of opinion that at this critical moment
we were not adequately repreaented at Paris*^—Lord J- Russell
thought that Mr. Horsman had not sufficifently weighed the

responsibility of uttering a warlike speech, and asked what
was to be the object of war. The question of the cession of

Savoy by Sardinia, and the question as to the neutralised

portion of Savoy, in relation to Switzerland and the great

Powers of Europe, were, he ol^rved^ entirely distinct- Mr.

Horsman had said that we had not protested f^ainst this

cession ; but it was not always necessary to protest in such
cases ; we did not protest in the case of Ci^acow. We were not

entitled to say to the King of Sardinia, " You shall not cede

the territory,'* nor to the Emperor of the French, **Tou shall

not accept it-'' The cession wa« a matter wbich concerned the

two Governments only. But the other question connected
with it was a complicated one, respecting which there had been
discussion, and which must be further discussed—namely, how
the neutrality of Switzerland could be maintained. But, wo

far from this being a qnwtion of war, it waa one which de-

manded the cooleat heads and the maturest deliberation. It

depeuded not upon England merely; it required that the
Powers of Europe should agree as to the precautions requisite

to give to Switzerland an effectual guarantee of her neutrality.

Her Majasty's Government felt the utmost deaira tJ preserve

to Switzerland everj'thing that could secure the maintenance
of her independence, and if the Ho(ise tea to tbem Ike oo»dttct

of the negotiations, he trusted they would not be forgetful of
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the honour of En^i.iiid or the iiitereBta of Eurupe.—Lord Pa l-

mebston defended our Ambassador at Paris from the imputa-
tions cast upon hira by Mr. Duff, and asserted that her Majesty-

had no more judicious or efficient public servant than Lord
Cowley.—Mr. Kinglake agreed generally with all that had
fallen from Mr. Horsman, but objected to a protest, on the
ground that it was an indication rather of weakness than of
strength.—After a few words from Mr. S. Fitzgerald, who
wished nob to be considered as acquiescing in the observations
made by Lord J. Russell, the subject dropped, Ba^ik
of Sngland. -^ In repiy to Mr. Alderman Salomons, the
Chancellor of the Exohequer said that the diminution
of notes in the hands of the Bank ot England, as published in
the return of Friday last, had not been occasioned by the
ordinary operations of tnidc, although be could not say that it

bad been brought about by combination. In his opinion the
Bank of England had acted with great propriety. Naval
Reserve.—It\ answer to an inquiry by Sir C. Napier, Lord C.
Paget said he did not consider the progress of enrolling for the
naval reserve force unsatisfactory ; on the contrary, in his
opinion, it promised well.—Mr. W. D. Seymour and Sir J.
Elphinstone pressed upon the Government the expediency of
extending the means of naval instruction by schoolships.—Mr.
Whitrrkad made a short reply, and the House went into a
Committee of Supply on the remaining ^fayy EMimaUs, v,'\\Bn
the following votes were agreed to, after discussion :—172,778/.
for establishments at home ; 30»»53Z. for establiahmente abroad;
],44(I,6SW. for wages to artificers at home ; 63,68fW. for the same
abroad; 3.'204,484f. for naval stores, for building and repair of
ships In moving the last vote. Lord C. Paget gave a detailed
reply to a charge made on a preceding night by Mr. Henley,
against the Government, of neglect in not keeping up a
proper stock of seasoned timber in the dockyards, stating
reasons why, in his oi)inion, it would bo unwise in the
Admiralty to increa.se the establishment of timber.—On the
order for the second reading of Sir John BarnarcCt Act, (fcc,

Keptal Bill, Mr. Rentinck moved to adjourn the debate, but
the motion was neiratived on a division.—The motion for ad-
journment of the House was then moved and negatived on a
division. The adjournment of the debate was then again
moved, and, after a rather sharp discussion, the Government
yielded to this motion, and the debate was adjourned.—On the
order for the third reading of the Church-rates Abolition. Bill,

Lord J. Manners, protesting against proceeding with the Bill
at EO late an hour (nearly half-pa.st I o'clock), moved that the
debate be adjourned. On a division, this motion was negatived
by 131 to 76.—The adjournment of the House was then moved,
and this motion was likewise negatived, on a division. The
motion for adjourning the debate was then repeated, and at
length was agreed to.

FRmAY.— rA« Pnze Fight—Mr. W. Ewart inquired what
was the state of the law with respect to prize fighting. He
objected to these fights as a national institution.—Mr. V. Scully
said that if two men had been allowed to pommel each other
for two hours in Ireland, the|proceeding woxild have 'been de-
nounced by the London press. He had indeed heard that both
Savers and flecnan were Irishmen, but they cerUiinly were a
disgrace to England.—Sir G" Lewis said thatit had been heid that
prize-fighters adopted a better system than the howie knife or the
stiletto, or perhaps than the shillelagh in Ireland. He had how-
ever no doubt that such a fight was illegal, and that the people
assembling there were guilty of an unlawful act. A progecu-
Uon could be instituted in the ordinary way, and brought
before the grand jury. The Reform Bill-In answer to
Mr. E. James. Lord J. Russell said the adjourned debate on
the Keform Bill would come on next Monday, and after that
he should move for the appointment of a committee of the

!l i^-??"^^- .^'*'^ ^^^'^^ ^ Mr. Masaey's motion, to refer
the Bill to a select committee, he considered it tantamount to

fho-^f °^' f^Jou™™ent for six months, and he should,
therefore, resist it. [Left sitting.]

r-

<ttitB fntellfgcnrc.

Money Market, Friday.—British Ffjtds : Con-
Bols dosed at 94J for Money, and 94i to | for the
9th May ; Bank Stock, 225 to 223i ; Three per Cents.
Heduced, 93^ toi; New Three per Cents., 93f to^;
New Two and a Half per Cents., 79^ j Indian Five per
Cent. Stock, 1859, 106|toi; Five per Cent. Enfaoed
Rupee paper, 98i to i .- Ditto Five and a Half per Cent.,
10-i; Indian Four per Cent. Bebentnres, 1858, 96|
to 97; India Bonds, 4s. dis. ; Exchequer Bills, lis. ioSs.
pm.—Foreign : Brazilian Old Five per Cents., 99 ex
div.; Ditto Four and a Half per Cents.. 1858, 90;
Ditto for I860 (scrip), par; Chilian Four and a Half
per Cents.. 85^ ; Dutch Two and a Half per Cents., 65|

;

Portnguese Three per Cents.. 1853, for Acct., 43^ to \ ;

RTTssian Five per Cents., 108; Ditto Four and a Half
per Cents.. QSl ; Spanish Three per Cents., 47 ; Ditto
Passive. 16; Turkish Six per Cents., 185i, for Acct.,
76f to I ex div. ; Ditto for 1858. 6U ; Do. for Acct., 6U.

iWctiopoltg anO us Uictnftjj*

iNTEEyATiONAL EXHIBITION OF 1862.—The council
of the Society of Arts are engaged in forming a guaran-
tee fund, in order to carry out the International

Exhibition of 1862. The principal conditions of tlie

guarantee agreement are:—1. That no subscriber will

incur any liability until at least 250,000/. have been
guaranteed. 2. That no calls will be made unless it

should happen that, contrary to the experience of the
Exhibition of 1851, when there was a surplus of nearly

200,000/., there should be a loss, when the call will be
pro rata. 3. Any surplus will be at the disposal of the
guarantors, for the promotion of arts, manufactures, and'

commeice. 4. The trustees and managers of the Exhibi-
tion named are—The Earl Granville, K.G., Lord
President of the Privy Council, Vice-President of the
Society of Arts; the Marquis of Chandos, chairman of
the London and Nortli Western Hnilway ; Hiomas
Baring, Esq., M.I\; C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq., (Royal
Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851) ; Thomas
Fairbairn, Esq., chairman of the Manchester Art
Treasures Exhibition, 'llie council do not propose to
limit the fund to the 250,000?. named, but, having
secured that sum, they will endeavour to increase
it as much as possible. Already a few members of

Lunatic Asylum, the county gaol, and other neighbour-
mg establishments. Lord Hatherton, the lord-lieute-
nant of the county, received a large party at Teddesley,.
as did also the Earl of Lichiield, at Shugborough ; Mr.
Salt, at Weeping Cross; the Hon. and Rev. Hervev
Bagot, at Blithlield ; and Colonel R. Levett, at Mif-
ford. On Tuesday all the visitors were the guests of
the Earl and Countess of Shrewsbury and Talbot at a-
ball and supper given by them at Stafford, and to which
the chief county residents were invited. For this baU
his lordship had obtained from the magistrates at
quarter sessions permission to use the Shire Hall, the
assize courts, and the judges* residence adjoining; and
almost every part of those buildings was appropriated
to the occasion. On M^ednesday the festivities were-
resumed with another ball at the Shire Hall, to "which
Lord Shrewsbury's Staffordshire and Welsh tenantry
and tradesmen were invited to meet his lordship and
his guests. On Thursday Mr. Mejnel Ingram's fox-
hounds met in front of the mansion, and the fielti must
have numbered 300, including most of the visitors, the
members of the hunt, and some of the residents in the
neighbourhood, the ladiesjoining the field in carriages^
of which there were about 12. After the hunt the-

labourers on the estate and the school children,
from seven adjoining parishes, amounting together
to between 1600 and 1800, were entertained with

iSanft of (H^nglantr.
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Silver Bullion .. .. .*
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jater.llmbfTMerchsmB-W. Brettell, Oldbury, Plumber and Gtarter-
«J:l, \/*'''i* "'"hfonl MillB. Someneubire. Miller- W. Jacksom,
eSvI t««i u*'

^«™^" Town, Surgeon and Apothecary-J. Li>let, Sheffield.

J il-i
«anu'acturer-G. T. Lund, Mancheeter, romtuission A(rent—

!/i7 I 'iiL*' *''it'""'™"> Iranmoiijcer—S. Parry, Queen Street C'beau-

Rnt' *^^'. ?o"*e Ke«per-W. Psuctor, Leeds. i-iuendraper-J. ft.

Or«^ A'"
*'"?>" Street, Spiulfield*. Potato Saleinian — sr Shikle.

Twfnt r^ Street, V> eatmiaster. Shipowner—B. Tub»kb, Stake-upoB-
n .i'J; '"** **«ker.

'

PRrn»v^"'^„*^^*''^'U''^ED-T.J. H. Wallh., Colchester, Draper,

n R r *^ - SAX K R L PTS - G. Aliek, Bardney, Lincolnshire, Urocer-
Tiiln w^'J^"*****- ItuiWei^J. Kelset and E. Kelset, iNuneaton,JUiorB-w KiBK, J. Wai^, and J. Kiek, Mountaorrel, Leiceatershire,

U^r^^^^*~^- Neitbll, Hudderefield, Bootmaker-J. Soptswakd.
ild^^S^r c""***-*- '^^"c, Berwick-upon-Tweed. Uraper-A. Wilsoji,

SrnT.-'ii" '^JF^ ANNULUD-W.J.Watsos, Upper nnHoway, Buildrr.

A if"« " SEtiUESTKATIONS-J. Biiow>. Ectintiiipgh, MnsicscUer-* H MuTEiE or SI-MuiiTniE, GUagow, Joiner.

the society, ami other bodies, have promised their |

* dinner in the farm buildings adjoining the

names its guarantors to the amount of 170,000^. A
\

"-^^^^ ^^^ afterwards with a series of old Engl'isU

circular letter has been addreased to the members of games andj a display of fireworks. On Friday

the society, drawing their attention to the importance i

*"® f^^^ terminated with a vast public cavalcade to.

of filling up the guarantee list as soon as possible, and ' celebratej-lieEarl^ of Shrewsbury's taking formal pos-

those members and their friends who are desirous of

giving their assistance to this undertaking are requested
to send in their names to the Secretary of the Society of;

Arts as early as possible, with the sums they are willing '

to guarantee. The amounts guaranteed bv individuals

vary from lO.OOOZ. to 100/.

The Sunday Riots in Si. Geobgk's-in-the-East.—
On Sunday last the services at St. George's-in-the-East

I

were more pacific than on Easter Sunday, although there

were not more than a dozen policemen to keep order.

A large number of persons who sympathised with the
rector were in attendance, and completely overpowered
those who attempted to interrupt the service by saying
the responses in opposition to the choir. The Second
Commandment and other portions of the service which
referred to graven images were couglred and jeered at,

but no serious interruption was oifered to the prayers.

The sermon, which was preached by the Rev. t\ G,
Lee, encountered a good deal of opposition and hissing

on account of its personal alUisions to the opposition of
the civil and ecclesiastical authorities to the rector. In
the evening a dense crowd had assembled in Cannon
Street, and when the church was opened it was com-
pletely filled in a "few minutes. The galleries were
chiefly occupied by boys and girls, while in the body of
the church there were fewer roughs than on any
previous occasion. As soon as the rector and his choristers

emerged from the vestry-room there was much hissing

and howling, and this was renewed when the rector
appeared at the reading-desk for the purpose of pro-
ceeding with the service. He went bn without mucli
further interruption until he came to the Belief, when
he turned his back upon the congregation, for which he
was greeted with loud groans, which completely drowned
bis voice. The Rev. F. G. Lee again preached, and was
occasionally loudly liissed, but the sermon waa listened

to with more than ordinary attention. At the close of
the service there were the same tumultuous proceedingg

as before. People rushed towards the altar, but did
not mako their way within the rails. They sung the
Doxology after the rector and clergy had retired, and it

was some time before the few police who were in at-

tendance succeeded In clearing the chancel. The altar

was decorated with flowers as on the preceding
Sunday, but the corona was not lighted.

The Police Courts.— Mr. Broughton has retired

from the office of police magistrate at Marylebone. Mr.
Seeker will be transferred from Greenwich to Maryle*
bone, and Mr. D. Maude, police magistrate at Man-
chester, will succeed Mr. Seeker at Greenwich.
The Public Health.—The Regislrar-GeneraVs

Weekly Return states that the mortality last week was
high, though, as in the previous week, it was considera-

bly lower than it had been in the last three weeks of

March. The deaths in the week that ended Saturday,
April 14, were 1407. In the corresponding weeks of
the 10 years 1850-59 the average number was 1119,
which, if corrected for increase of population, becomes
1231. The deaths of last week were therefore 176
above the average. During the week tlic births of 932
boys and 934 girls, in all 1866 children, were registered

in London. In the 10 correspund-ng weeks of the

years 1850 59 the average number was 1634.

iJi'oUinctaU
Cheadlb.— The Earl Talbot's inheritance of the

estates of the earldom of Shrewsbury has been made

the occasion of mnch festivity in Staffordshire. The

fetes commenced on Tuesday, and terminated on Friday

evening of last week. The Earl of Shrewsbury and

Talbot's family mansion at Iiigestre was so full with

visitors that extra accommodation had to be sought in

the county institutions and private mansions. Many of

the guests were accordingly lodged at the Coton Hill

gossion of Alton Towers. His lordship made a public
entry into Alton, in compliance with a requisition from,
a large number of the tenantry and yeomanry. The
Earl and liIs party arrived at Blount*s Green, at

11 o'clock, and tlie cavalcade proceeded to Uttoxeter.
His lordship, his relatives, and immediate personal.

friends occupied nine carriages, each drawn by four
horses with postillions. Two outriders and a detach-
ment of yeomanry cavalry headed the procession. ThO;
high sheriff* of the county, accompanied by the under
sheriff, drove before the foremost carriage. The car-

riage in which the Earl and Countess rode was pre-

ceded by the mounted tenantry and a number of the
yeomanry, and three heralds with silver trumpets. A
strong body of the yeomanry closed the procession.

Uttoxeter presented a very enlivening appearance as

the procession entered it. Crowds thronged tlie streets

and the windows, banners floated from the houses, the
bells rang, and the people cheered. After receiving an
address from the inhabitants, congratulating him upon
his succession to the premier earldom of England, Ill's

lordship briefly replied, and the cavalcade started for

Alton, a distance of eight miles. The first gun which
signalised the arrival of the procession on the estate
waa fired at 1 o'clock, bat it was a quarter tP 2 before
the head -of the procession reached the entrance haW.
His lordship and Viscount Ingestre were loudly cheered
as their carriages passed through the grounds. Whea
Lord Shrewsbury alighted he was presented amidst
loud cheers with a silver key by the high sheriff, and
WJis thus given official and formal possession. Hid lord-
ship and party were then conducted through the
armoury and the picture gallery, and from the octagon^
through the conservatory, to the garden, and thence to
the flag tower, where, amidst the firing of a salute from
a park of field artillery, his lordship first ran np his fiag.

The Earl and his party then proceeded through Lady
Shrewsbury's garden to a platform covered with scarlet

cloth, erected near the entrance hall. Here addresses
were delivered to bis lordshtp from Ins tenantry in

some six counties, and from some of the surrounding
StaflTordshire townships, congratulating him upon his

accession to his new title and lands. The noble Earl
returned thanks in a few a|)propriate words. Hi^
lordship and his party then returned into the mansion,
where luncheon had been provided for them. In dif-

ferent companies upwards of 23,000 visitors partook of
refreshment during the afternoon. For the accommo-
dation of the general public, respectable tradespeople

had been allowed to pitch refreshment booths upon thC'

ground. The Bishop of Lichfield, Lord Hatherton, the
lord-lieutenant of the county. Lord Chelmsford, and Sir
Watkin and Lady Wynn were present during t\\e fete,

Hemel Hempstbaj).—The coroner's inquest on Sir

T, Sebright*s gamekeeper, who was killed by poachers
at Beechwood, was brought to a close on Saturday,,

when the jury returned a verdict of Wilhil Murder
against Cane and Bliss, who bad previously been com-
mitted by the magistrates for trial on the capital
charge. Some additional evidence was adduced proving
that the prisoners were seen together on the night of
the murder; that a piece of paper had been tak^n out
of the body of deceased, on which the words " Houghton
Re^'is" were printed; and that the comer of the
cnmmons whicli was found in the wood having the
words " ough " written on it was evidently a portion

of the same document. It was also proved that one of

the keepers struck the gun when raised at him by the

prisoner Cane, which accounted for the breakage of the

staple put upon it on the evening before the murder.

A doubt lias been raised whether the murder was com-
mitted In the county of Herts or Beds, the pariah of

Flainstead, in which the mansion of Sir Tliomaa Sebright

and much of his preserves are situated, being in Herts^

and other parts of the woods in the parish of Whlpsnade,

iu Beds. The keepers were in the county of Beds when
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they were sliot at, antl Seabrook fell with his head m
Herts and his feet in Beds.

Salford.—The adjourned Inquest on the bodies of

"William Scholes, aged 75, and William Edw.-ird Soholes

his son, of Irlaius-o'-th^-Heights, was brought to a close

on Tuesday. The surgeons, who had made a post mortem
examination of the bodies, deposed that the father had
died from suffocation caused by strangulation, and the son

from the elFectsof a stab wound in the neclc. Both were

very infirm, and very little violence would cause death.

A police officer who bad charge of Sarah Scholes, the

female prisoner, stated that she had confessed to him
'that she had committed the murder. She said that her

father and brother entered her bedroom and beat her

with a stict, and that she killed them in defending

iherself. She said that she knocked her brother down
with the stick, and then throttled him, and that after-

wards she served her father in a similar maimer,

•and then fell in a fit on the top of them. A pocket

knife, witli the large blade open, covered with blood,

was found on the mantel-piece. The medical atfcen-

'dants, who had known the woman for same years,

considered that she was not of sound mind. The jury

were of opinion that violence had been used to her in

the first instance, [and returned a verdict of Man-
slaughter against her. The magistrates on Wednesday
covTimltted the prisoner for trial for the Murder other
father and the Manslaughter of her brother.

Stamford.—The excitement occasioned by the mur-

'der of Miss Elizabeth Pulley was brought to a climax

•on Thursday by the announcement that Henry Corby,

the man charged with the crime, had committed suicide

in his cell. It appears that the conduct of the prisoner

whilst in custody had been such as to disarm any

suspicion that he was likely to make an attempt upon

his life, and that he was therefore allowed to sleep

alone. Corby was visited by the governor several times

in ihe course of Wednesday, and was last seen alive

.about 8 o'clock in tlie evening, when he was locked up

for the night. On Thursday morning it was discovered

that he had hung himself by tearing up one of tlie

^^eets of his bed, and suspending himself to an iron

stanchion in the window of his cell. When found the

vent. A stmugcr who interfered witliout lawful autliority and
laid violent hand upon anj'^ other person in the church was
liable on complaint beu:ig made to the Ecclesiastical Court to

imprisonment for a period not exceeding: six months. The
learned judge then went over the evidence in support of

and against tbe second charge, which was that on Sunday, the
6th ot November last, immediately upon the afternoon service
being concluded, and before the congregation had dispersed,

Mr. Rosier ai)proacbed Capt. Hall, and pointing at him said in

an iiTeverent and brawling tone and manner, " Tbis thing calls

himself a captain ; he is a disgrace to the army ; he is a greasy
swell," and that he also said to a meniber of the congregation
in a brawling manner that Captain Hall "is the man who is

going to swear I spit vipon him in Vvcllclose Square." The
Judge held that the second charge was proved. The Court
therefore admonished Mr. Rosier to refrain from brawling,
quarrelling, and chiding i» the pariah church of St. George's-in-
thc-Eaat, and condemned him in the sum of 10^ nomine ex-

peusarum. Dr. Pbillimore requested the court to intimate to

Xhe defendant that if he did not fulfil the judgment he would
be guilty of contempt, and bo liable to other penalties. The
Court having done so, Mr. Rosier, with much warmth : 1 appeal
against this decision as an innocent man, and I hereby declare
this to be a malicious prosecution. The Judge : Mr. Rosier,
you have in this case been allowed the utmost latitude, and.sa
you must be well aware. I am only here to administer the
law. Mr. Rosier : I appeal from your decision to the British
public, as I am convinced that if this case had been brought
before a jury of my countrymen, it would instantly have been
dismissed. Tlie Judge : If you are dissatisfied with the decision

of the court, you can appeal against it to the proper tribunal.

Mr. Rosier : I appeal against it to the people of this Protestant
nation. The Judge : You can appeal if you please, and I should
be most happy if my judgment could be reconsidered. Mr.
Rosier : The late proceedint^s before the police magistrate bear
testimony to the animus of the Rev. Bryan King against his

parishiouers. The Judge : It is not in my power to deal with
that matter. Mr. Rosier: In the presence of this court and
my God I declare that I am innocent of this charge. The court
then adjourned. Mr. Rosier, as he left the court, was loudly
cheered by the spectators, who were far more numerous than
at any previous stage in the case. It was said that the lOt.

would be raised in the parish by a penny subscription.

poning

The FroHT for the Champiokshtp.—Notwithstanding the
efforts of the police to prevent it, the fight between Sayers and
Hcenan took place on Tuesday morning on the borders of

Surrey and Hamp-shire. AH relating to the day and place

fixed for the match was, of course, kept a profound secret.

A special train was hired, which stjirted from London Bridge
at 4 o'clock in the morning. The train was one of immense

body was not quite coltl. but it was supposed by the M'^"^^'' ^^""taining some thousand persons, all of w-hom were

1 i.1 i ^L 111- i.- A 1 4- 4- 1 ' mufBed up to the eyes m shawls and wrappers. All along the
.gaol surgeon that hfe had been extinct about two hours.

jij„g police were posted, with mounted patrols, at regular

The adjourned examination was to have taken phtce ou distances ; but the train turned off at Reigate. and after a long

•that day, but instead of that an inquest was held over

the body of the deceased. Previous, however, to the

coroner's inquiry, the Mayor and magistrates assembled

at the Town Hall, when some additional evidence was
adduced, bringing home the crime of murder to the pri-

soner in the most conclusive manner. Alter hearing

the evidence of the governor of the prison, the turnkey,

and the sgrgeon,thejury returned the uuanimou sverdict

of Felo de se.

ILaUi^
C0N8TSTORV CcuRT,

—

The Office 0/ the JufJge promoted hy ifu

JH«. Bryan King v, Hobert Hosier,—This caae was beard some
timo ago before Dr. Twise, Q.C, the "jxidge of the Consistory

Court, when evidence was adduced on behalf of the i?hiintiff

and Mr. Rosier, Judgment was given on Tuesday, when Dr.
TwiiiS said—This is a suit for brawling in a churcli, instituted

hf the rector of 8t George's-in-the-Kast, in the diocess of

JjondMi, i^oinst Mr. Boeier, a i>ariHb\onev of tliat parish. The
dtffeodunt is charged with brawling and chiding in thu church
of St- George'a-in -the-East, on Sunday the 14th Augxist, and
Sunday, the 6th November, 1859. The proceeding i$ instituted

under the general ecclesiastical law, but the charge is laid in

the wordj* which wure adopted by the Legislature in the statute
5tliaiid6th Edward VI., chap. 4., entitle4 'An Act agamst
quarrelling and fighting In churches and churchyards.' By
tkat statute it is enacted that Mf any i>eriion shall by words
only quarrel, chidc,[or brawl in any church or churchyard,
it shall be lawful for the ordinary of the place where
the same shall be done, and proved by two lawful
witnes^e^, to suspend auy person so offending—if he be a
iayman, from the entrance of the church, and if he be a
clerk, from the ministration of his office for so long as the
j^ftid ordinary shall think meet and convenient^ according to
the fault/' The statute enacts severe i>enalties against any
'person who fihall smite or lay violent hands upon another in
-any church cr churchyard. The purpose of tbis statute was to
repress the disturbances -which, in the early period of the
Beformation of the Church of England, were too apt to break
out in places con^ieLrated to the sc^lemn offices of Divine worship
betnami the more ardent eupporters of the Reformed order ot
Divine service and the ^ijqwdly zealous adherexits to the Latin
ritual. It liad in later times been applied to repress quarrels
a&d <tfrenc«s violating the sanctity of places set apart from
profane umb, and dedieatod to the service of Almigtity Gwl.
The jurU'iiotion extf^sed by the Ecclesiastical Courts did not,
iwwover, depend ou the statute^ as it was { d for the purpose
of aiding, not creating, the jurisdiction of the Ecl-. ...katical
Coiwrta, aud the offence of brawling in a consecrated place
3n)3ai«fe«d by the common law h^ng bei\»re the sLitute was
^iuacted. The object of the general law aa well ua of the statute
was -evidently to protect the sanctity of places set apart for the
worship of the Supreme Being, imd for the repose of the dead,
in which nothing but religious reverence and Christian good
will ought to prevail, and ti> prevent them from being converted
with impunity into scenes where human passion vented
itoelf either in words of malice or acts of violence. The judge
then reviewed the eridence in support of the first charge, m
fwhich tMr. Rosier was accused of shouting "in a brawhog,
-chiding, and irrevtrent naanner," on the occasion of the
officiatnjg minister having fainted, at the aftem'^on service of
the Hth of August last,— '^ It is a judgment of God upon him;"
"God has struck^him dead;" ^'Down with Bryan King;" and
was of opinion that it waBuot proven. The judge remarked^
^m reference to the statement of one of the witnesses, Captain
Hall, a nou-parishioner, that he went to the church on the 14th
of August last to assist in keeping order, that that duty did
not devolve on thp rector or minister of the church. The
miowteris-respoiuible for the performance of Divine service,
a^d the churchwardens and their assistants are authorised by
law to keep order, and the rector not having a concurrent
authority with the churchwardeaa cannot devolve uixm
atrangcra an authority which he does not paisess himself The
mterfercuceof sucaogers with the congregation was liable to

run came out in the Famborough station, close to Aldershott.

In an insUiut after, all were out in the fields, following the men
who with the ropes and stakes led the way across a most
difficult piece of coiftitry, and finally formed the ring on the
Hampshire side of the Blackwater which divides that county
from Surrey- The instant the enclosure of ropes and stakes,

24 feet square, was formed, Sayers stepped into it, and was
cheered trcmendoiisly, Heenan, who followed, was greeted in

the same manner, and the two men, who there for

the first time met, warmly shook hands, and then
stepped back to take a lonj,^ and careful survey each of the
other. There was a toss for comers, which Heenan won, and
chose that in which he would have the highest ground arid

with his back to the sun, leaving Sayers the spot where the
glare was full in his face. Umpires for each man were ap-

pointed, and a referee for both, and these prulimmaries being
over Heenan proceeded to stti|) to his waist- It seemed
impossible to restrain a murmur of admiration at the appear-

ance which he then presented. In height he is about 6 feet

2 inches, with extra< ordinarily U^ng arms, deep chest, and v,ide

and powerful shoulders. His appearance was truly formidable-

Exercise and long training had developed the immense
muscles of his arms and shoulders till they appeared like

masses of bone beneath the thin covering of skm. There
seemed not an ounce of superfluous fiesh. Sayers looked at

him long and earnestly, and as one who saw in bis every
movement u dangerous customer, and he too stripped in turn.

The contrast between the men was then still more marked than
before. Sayers is only about 5 feet 8 inches ; his chest is not
broad, nor are his arms powerful^ and it is only iu the strong
muscles of the shoulders that anything is seen to account for

his tremendous powers of hitting, bayers, too, looked hard as

flint, but Ms deficiencies in regard to his antagonist in height,
weight, and strength, and above all length of arm, made it

almost a matter of surprise how he could hope to contest with
him at all When to these disadvantages are added the
superior height of the ground on which Heenan stood and the
light of the sun full in Sayers's eyes, it will be seen how
tremendous were tlie obstacles with which he had to contend.
As the men stripped the spectators sat down outside the ropes,

about 6 feet distant, in an outer rin/, inwhich were gentlemen
of all ranks, including numerous members ofboth Houses of Par-
liament, authors, poets, painters, soldiers, and even clergymen.
There was a minute's pause after the final shaking hands,
when the seconds rethed and left the antagonists face to face

at last* Both instantly put themselves into position—the
right hand held close across the body, the left advanced at
length, and kept moving gently out as if to feel its way. Both
seemed very cautious, and as each avoided the other with more
Qr less agility neither could help laughing- At last Sayers
caught a slight blow on tbe mouth, which he returned heavily,
drawing first blood from Heenan, amid shouts of congratula^
tion, Hoth seemed still more cautious, and after tnudi
sparring and warding off an intended bl >w with the speed of
thought, both stopped and looked at each other with hands

i

down. After a little rpst, they again sparred and closed, when
Sayers gave his advers.iry some heavy body blows, and got
down easily. Each man was instantly attended hy his seconds,
who carefully sponged his body and face, and rinced out his
mouth with a litilo cold water. Again they advanced. Each
seemed then to know his antagonist better ; the sparring was
quicker, and the huge musciUar arm of Heenan went back-
wards and forwards within^mense rapidity. Three times he
hit at Sayers, but out of di&taugc, and apparently as if to put
the Champion off his guard; at last he darted forward like
hghtning, and dealt Sayers a blow iu the mouth which sent
him reeling. Sayers, however, as if to show how little he
cared for it, at once ventuied ck>so to. his huge antagonist—too
close as it proved, for the long arm of Heenan was shot out
like a dart, and with a heavy blow on his forehead Sayers was
knocked almost into his own comer. Hero he was sponged
for a minute, and returned with a deep red lump across his fore-
head, and his mouth slightly disfigured, though with far lesft

punishment in appearance than could have been expected,
owing to his skill in jumping back ere the blow reached^ and
thus weakening half its force. He was erailing, and SFiemed
quite at ease as he again approached the American in his own

I

corner,.who was very careful not to leave it, iu order to keep
' Sayers with the glare of the aun full in his (koe. This seemed

which the Benicia Boy instantly availed himself, and with one
blow dashed Sayers to the ground. Those who had backed
Sayers now seemed rather depressed; the betting gradually
became even, Hecnau being almost as much iu favour
as the Champion. There weie loud cries of "Timei" at which
Heenan advanced to the centre of the ring, and waited for
Sayers, retiring as the latter advanced, till the American again
had the benefit of the higher ground and the sun in Sayers's
eyes. The latter now fo\md it was useless attempting out-
fighting with a man of such enormous strength and length of
arm as the American ; he therefore tried to dash in and got a
slight blow at Heenan, who returned it with a very heavy one,
which sent Sayers staggering back, and after some further
exchanges, all iu favour of the American, Sayers got down.
Again the men were attended to, and figain Sayers came forth
much marked and with a heavy cut over his eyebrow, to cope
with Heenan in his own corner. This time the sparring was
so h^ng and cautious tltat tit last both men put down their hands
and laughed. Again they began, and after a few feints Heenan
dashed out his left and for the fourth time fairly struck Sayers
to the ground with a very heavy blow. The effect of these
repeated blows seemed almost greater on thespectators than on
Sayers. The latter tried to treat them lightly, but around the ring
a verydifferentopinion was entertained, and Hcenan was backed
to win, and was cheered and encouraged to the utmost. Both
men were duly wiped down, and Sayers's head and face, which
were now smeared with blood and heavily bruised and bumped,
was held close pressed between cold sponges to keep down the
contusions, which had now altered his deep sallow hue. Shouts
now went round the ring that Sayers had already lost, and
indeed the pimishment he h;id received was so much more
severe than that bestowed upon his antagonist, who seemed
always smiling and always fresh, that matters really began to
look serioas for the Champion. Apparently roused by these
shouts to stronger efforts, Sayers came on again, and, watchin
his man cautiously, stepped back from a dreadful blow aime
at him, sprang in before the American could recover himself,
and gave Heenan a terrific smash full in the eye, splitting up
tbe cheek and sending his huge antagonist reeling like a
drunken man back into his comer. The effect of this blow
was so tremeudo^js that even befr^re half a minute had elapsed
Heenan could scarcely be recognised as the same man, so
swollen, disfigured, and blood stained were hig featurei.

There were loud cheers for Sayers, w^ho now let uo time
slip, but catching a most formidable blow of Heenan's on
his right arm, again dashed in, and gave in return a still

worse blow to the American, following it up with another,
which seemed to smash his nose, and almost knocked
Heenan off his legs in turn, so that he required the most
careful attention from his seconds to make hi»i fit for the next
round. The betting now changed again, and if Sayers v^-as not
a decided favourite, there at least seemed nothing to choose
between the two. All the rounds had been long and cautiously

fought, but the hitting had been dreadful, and both men
began to show signs of fatigue, and after long spaning, in the
seventh encounter, both paused, rested, and at last retired to

rince out their mouths^ which were very bloody, with water.

As they came up again Sayers at once dashed in and gave

another terrific blow to Heenan, which sent the blood pouring

down over his broad chest, and seemed to make his huge form
tremble like a child's. Heenan paused for a moment and then
darted in, but Su.yers got under his guard, closed, and, after

giving hijii some heavy body blows, both fell, Sayers under.

It had been noticed in the last two rounds that Sayers made
not the least use of his right hand, with which in all his

previous contests he had administered such terrific punishment
that a full blow from it may almost be said to decide the fate

^

I

1

of a battle. The reason of this was now painfully apparent ob

his again steppiug into the ring. Iu stopping one of Hoenan's .

tremendous blows some of the tendons of his right arm were

broken, and the muscles so nnicb contused and injured

that it became powerless, and he could only fmanage
to support it across his chest. From this time, therefore,

Sayers fought the rest of the battle with, his left hand, only

seekintr every opportunity to ease the evident pain of the

injured limb by opening the hand and resting it on his chest

or ribs. He, however, advanced smiling, as did also Heeuao,
though the features of the latter were so distorted and swollen

that it was hard to say what he was doing. Sayers, notwith-

standing thojoss of his right arm. still pushed in, and gave the

American another fearful blow, which senthim Ktaggeriug back

to have the blood wiped from his gashed features. The blow,

however, though dreadful to look at, seemed to have no effect

on the strength of the American, who was quickly out, and after

some slight spaning agiun launched forth his powerful arm,

and striking Sayers on the nose with a blow that was heard aU

over the meadow, felled him like an ox. Tins round lasted

13 minutes, and the men seemed so distressed at its clt^e that

each had to be cairied to his corner. The seconds bad much,

to do with sponging their faces and washing over the marks^
their wounds, though some of Heenan's seemed too deep to be

meddled with in this way. Time was loudly called by the

umpires, and the American instantly rose ; Sayers was mucfi

longer coming up, though he seemed almost fvesher oftflp

two, but not nearly so strong. As soon as Sayers was m reaeu

Heenan gave him a heavy blow over the eye, and almost im-

mediately after a still more fierce one on the mouth and nos^

which seemed all knocked into one. There was slight sparry

and both exchanged hits, all tbe profit being on the side ot tne

Anjeriean. Sayers drew back to spit the olood from d»

mouth, and was laugbed At by some of Heenan's supporters.

An imprudent ebullition, inasnnich as Sayers seemed stung oj

the taunts of the Americana, and again springmg m, ga^e

Heenan a blow which sent him tottering back, followmgic JP
with another and auothev, and a fourth tremendous one in ine

mouth. Heenan seemed staggered by these fearful blow*, a""

reelad Uke adrunkcn man, kavmg himself so unguarded tnai

Sayers had had the use of the right arm the fight would nav

ended there and then. As it was, however, Sayers darea uu

trust himself iu the grip of an antagonist so ii"°=^^"^^'' JT^
superior iu heicrht, weight, strength, and length 0^.^°?' 7l«
ho could only follow up his advantage by giving another ^^ ^

Uow with his left in the mouth, and a most tremenQou»

smash into tbe American's ribs, which sounded '^^ .**
*.«

the muadowas if a box had been smashed in. In ^^^ ,17
after, however, Heenan came up trying to laugb, but on^

to receive a still worse blow in bbo face, which covereu

him with blood, and sent Sayers himself reenus

back .from tlio force of bia own .blow. There *^ *

short pause, and both went at it again, each exchanging h^ J

blowa till both were covered with blof»d—especially the i*emt.

Boy, who in the 'end rallied and bit out fiercely. i^aocMns

Sayers down with an awful smash. The powertessnea*

Sayers's rightarm was more than ever manifest in this ^j"^
which lasted nearly 20 minutes. He seemed, ^"^^le e»e^^
move it from his aide, and it was fortunate indeed, f'^y^^'f" iT^
Heenan himself makes vwy little use of his right, ^"^^^ij/

\now seemed much distressed, and Heenan presented^ aa » itu

'sight. His face was gashed with apparently very:,a««r flesh

wounds, and tbe whole of the right side of his facie,, %'^ g^ nose,

and mouth was simply one.huge blue luiayv S^y^iP' ^ too, wa^

badly punished abpnt the mouth, but his fsuee and ^^aJ, though

bl(?ody, swollen, and much discoloured,, ,weiQ almost natural

when compai^d to tliose of bia ant^igwaj&t. Both were ^^
slow to the call of, time. The Benicia itoyr.,^ g^st out. Saye«
then game out, apd Hpenan at once,. fe«#ji(ring his gaunt m^'
cuIai; left into play, reacb^:OXeE aadwr^'g Znurd Uke lightnuig.

ajid knockeij bim down wifch *ta;esAdr ,dou8 blow. Again Sayora

promote tbat disorder which it roigbt b« tUsif ifttentiw to^pre- |,t;o._jwrpifix Bftjers Oiucb, aud he again presented (IP, opening, of .^,as.o^t,_tii£ugIivrj^ak,anji;gRQnattr j,iied to force tbefigl»*»^
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Lvidently distressed and had uot the least chance iu closing

tith his powerful antagonist Afrain there was a little struggle,

rnd Savers at lapt got a heavy blow on Heenan's left eye, the

nrilvoiTV'ith wJiich he could now see, receiving in return a

blow in the chest, when he managed in get down. Both were

very slow in coming up again, and Sayers being dodged round

as usual with his face to the sun, seemed dazzled ; again the

terrific long" artn of the Benieia Boy came in, and Saycrs was

knocked down and apparently halfstunned. He required mueh
care from his seconds before be came up again^ though when he

did so it at once Beemed to revive all his vigour, for he made
straiglit at Hcenan and dealt him a blow in the face that

^as heard all over the field. His antagonist seemed nothing

loth to close for all this, and gave Bayers almost as bad d^ blow

in return, till tluy both closed, when Payers had all the best

ofitj and: ibr the fir^t and ojily time, threw Heenan heavily,

In a minute both, though distre^^sed, were at it again, and
Ileenan, with a ie^a'fnl blow, liuocked Suyers half across the

ring- Another round ended, after a fe^y exchanges, with the

same result, except that Sayera was even harder hit, and
seemed quite stunned. Strange to say, after these tremendous
rounds Sayers still came up fresh, and showed not half the

awful niarks of punishment visible all over Heenan, who was
now a disgusting" object. His left hand was much swollen nnd
pufly, fLi^d his left eye was fast threatening to close as in-e-

niediably as his right had done long" l>efore. His friends

shouted to bini from nil parts of tUe ring to go in and finish

Payers by closing with him, as the latter could now only use
one hand; butHecnanin turn was getting cautious, and did

not seem to like the look of ruruiing into payers, who, always
cool and wary, never now threw R chauce away. Several

roiinds were fought after this with .-success more or less vary-

ing^ each taknig and giving heavy blows. In all the closes

Reenan'd immense strength prevailed, and he threw the

Champion easily till in both the Slst and 22d rounds Payers was
knocked off his legs- Still he came up g«ily, tliough carefully,

and generally managed in most of the, struggks to give one or

more of his heavie.^t blows on Hcenan's left eye, which was
now almost gone like the other. The scene gradually
became one ofthe most intense and brutal excitement There
were shouts to Heenan to keep bis antagonist in the sun,—to
close with him and sniash him, as he had only one arm, while
the friends of Saycrs called to him to take bis time, as the
American was fast Winding; and must give in. The bets were
even on both n^ep, and then again varied with every round-
When Sayers was knocked down almost senseless under a
tremendous blow there were cheers from the Americans till the
fields echoed acain, which were retorted by the English
whenever their Champion sent bis huge opponent reeling back
from the tremendous blows which were always dealt on the
eye^ At this time several policemen came upon the scene,

and did their best to force tiitir way into the ring; but the
crowd, which npw amounted to some 3009, kept them back by
rnshmg on the ropes, shouting and cheering the combatants to
the utmost. During all this the men fought on with varying*
success, the heavy " thuds " upon the face of one or the pther
being cleiir above all the din. flayers seemed getting weaker
each time he was knocked off his legs, and Heenan moro and
more blind* It appeared all a chance whether the English
Champion would be struck senseless or Heenan remain sight-
less, and at his mercy. Sayers now tried getting a^^ay, and
leading his opponent round the ring. In one of these runs he
got a heavy blow on the neck, which enabled lis antagonist to
overtake him, wlien they closed, and Sayors fell, Heenan
striking him a heavy blow on the head while on the ground.
An appeal of foul play was made, but it was overruled, as the
blow was snppfsed to he struck in the heat of fighting, and
Heenan con?d scarcely see whether his antagonist was up or
down. The fighting was still very qmck, Heenan almost as
strong as ever, and, though apparentlv much distre?^sed
trying to get it over before he quite lost his sight.
In the 33th round Heenan got ^aycrs's liead under
his left arm, and supporting bim^self by the stake
with his right held his opponent bent dpwn, g^ if be
meant to strangle him. Saycrs could no more free hinjsclf
than if a mountain was on him. At ]a.st ho got bis left arm
free, and gave Heenan two dreadful blows on the face, covering
them both with the blood, but Heenan, without rela.xing hjs
hold, turned himself so as to get bis ;mtagonist*s neck over the
rope, sod then leant on it with all his force. Sayers rapidly
turned black in the face, and would have been strangled on the
spot but tilat the rules of the ring provide for whaC would
otherwise be fatal contingencies, and both the umpires called
rinmltaneouf^ly to cut the ropes. This was done at once, and
both noen fell heavily to the ground, Sayers nearly half
strangled. The police now made a determmed effort to inter-
fere, which those present seemed equally determined to
prevent, and the ropes of the ring having been cut the
enclosure itself was inundated by a dense crowd, which
scarcely left the combatants six square feet to fight in.

Umpires, referees, and all were overwhelmed, and the whole
thingtiecame a mere close mob round the two men fighting.
Four other rounds were fought in the midst of this dense mass of
partisans. This, however^ was unfair to Sayers, whose onl^
cbaWe now lay in avoiding the ti-emcndous blows of his
antagonist, against whom he contended with only one hand,
and who, thougti now .as blind as a bat, was Btill possessed of
nearly all his immense strength, and, to a little man like
Kayers, very nearly as formidable as ever. In these rounds
sometimes Sayers got awful blows upon the head and body,
and scimctimcs he majiaged to give in return his tremendous
lunges full in the disfigured face of his anUgonist. At one
time caps were thrown up, and cheers given for Heenan as
having won, wi;en he knocked down Sayers, who won}d spring .

to his feet and give the American &uch staggering blows that
be in turn was hailed as conqueror. At length the police
forced their way to where they were fighting, in a ^paeo not
nmch larger than an ordinary dining-table, and the referee
ordered lliem at once todiscontinue. Heenan. wasnnw so blind
xhat m the last round he could nt>t seeSayers. but hit Ins second a
^emendous blow in the face, which knocked him head over beela.
Sotnmeniben left what had been the ring, Sayers, though
^^h blown and distressed, walked firmly andcooUy away, with
both hia eyes open and clear. Hie right arm, however, was
nelpleM,liiR mouth and nose were dreadiuHy beaten, and the
side of his head and forehead niuch pimisbed. Heenan was
aimoB., unrecognisable as a human being, bo dreadful had been
ms pumshraent aljout the face and neck. Vet he was still as
strong on his legs, apparently, as ever, and, after leavmg the
HQid, ran as nimbly as any of the spectators and h aped over
two fimall hedges. This, however, was a final effort, and he
almost instantly after became so utteriy blind that he was
'^'^^'g^^tohe led by the hand to the train. How the fight
would have terminated but for the interference of the police it

^Ymposfe^ble to say Atanyroomeat Sayers might have got
a low which would have struck him almost setifiOlefis ; while

,^^^1^^ ^*^**^^ have closed with hinv the Champion's chance
would have been, perhaps, a poor one. On the *^th£r hand,
payers was carefully avoiding this, and Hoonan's s^-iit was so
lar gone that in two or three minutes more he would ii*ve lajn

M^'*^^^*^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^> ^liiJe his hand was 8o ewoUcxi that it
couki have inflicted little mischief on such aseiuwntL^- franue

It- u
^^ ^^ei-F, The only impression ' left is ttie -of

t^^l t^\^^^.
that Sayers, with one arm, should have srf lo^g

contended^ with success^ with such a formidable antago-^1^

and that Heenau hhouid have borue his terrific puuiahmeut
without his strength or courage giving way.
The fight lasted two hours and "M minutes, having com-

menced at 25 minutes past 7, and being concluded at a quarter
to 10.

BP80M SPRING MEETING,
TnVR^DAY.-~L<m<lo7i Srktge States, Mr. Parr's Avalanche beat

Weathtrbound, Fravoli, and 5 others —CVi// and Subwbaii
Handicap. A dead heat between Sir H. des Voeux's Comforter
and Lord Nelson, beating Apollyon, Tocher, and 32 others.
Deciding heat won by Comforter by 20 lengths,— I/effi^fco^'e Plate.
Captain Christie's Brandy Ball beat Niger, Joyeuse, and S
others.— TiCQ-i/ear' old Stakh, Mr, Merry's Folkestone beat
Little Lady, Neighbour, and 12 others.—Pa(ldi)ck Stakes, ilr,

T. Brown's The Norman beat Touio, Sister to Electric, and
others.

—

Inkerman7i Plate. Captain Christie's Miss Julia beat
Flimsy, Carlotta, and T others,

FpaDAY.—(By Electric Telegraph.)— irof^Woo Plate, Bel
Esperanza beat Soothsayer, Byton, and 8 others,— Two-year-old
Stakejf. Cantab beat Biddy Nutta and 13 others.—ScJadova
Stakes. Mountebank beat Fawn, Gentle, and 7 others.

—

Metropolitan Handicap. Bribery beat Wallace, Clydesdale, and
13 others,— Walton Stakes, Promised Land beat Eskdale, Red
Eagle, and 2 others.— If e/icr Stakes. Gorsehill beat Niger and
Mazzini.

v9otnmriu
the family
She was the

Lady Boston died on the 14tli inst, at
mansion in Belgrave Square, after a long illness,

eldest daughter of Mr, William Hopkins Northey, of Oving
House, Bucks, and manied the present Lord Boston in 1S30,

LiiiUT-GEKEKALSTR Henry E. Bunbuky, Baut, K.C.B.,died
on the lath inst., at Barton Hail Suffolk, in his 82d year.
He entered the army at a comparatively early age, served in
Holland in 1799, and in the expedition to Naples and Calabria
iu 1S05-6, being present at the battle of Maida, for which hp
received the gnld medal. In 1S14 he obtained the rank of
Major-Gencral, and in 1S30 he was promoted to that of Lieut-
General, when be retired from the army. In 1815 he was
nominated a Knight Commander <:»f the Balh, in recognition of
his military services. From December 1809, up to April, ISlti,

he was Under Secretary of State for the War Department, «nd
for fcome years represented Suffolk in the House of Commons.
He succeeded to the family honours and estates on the death
nf his uncle, the 6th baronet, in 1S2L He was twice married

—

first, in 1807, to the daughter of General the Hon. Henry
Edward Fox, and secondly, in 1S30, to the daughter of the late
Colonel the Hon, George Napier. The eldest son of the general
by his first marriage, Charles James Fox Bunbuiy, succeeds to
the baronetcy.

Captain LkicesterVebnon, M,P., died suddenly on Saturday
at bis residence, 51, Great Cumberland Street^ Hyde Park, He
left the (Carlton Club in his caniage at about 4 o'clock in the
afternoon in his usual health and spirits, accompanied by a
friend. In driving up St. James's Street his horses became
restive, when he gut out of the caniage to ascertain the cause
of the disturbance. In struggling with the horses he fell, but
soon recovered himself, and directed that the horses and car-

riage should be tJtken to Home livery stables in the noighbonr-
hood, following them himself on foot. He then walked to the
top of St. James's Street, and got into a cab, giving orders that
he might be driven to his residence. At that time he com-
plained of a slight pain in his chest, but still seemed to be in

liis usual spirits. On reaching the middle of Regent Street he
made further complaints of being unwell, and upon his friend's

suggesting that he should go to some medical man he requested
that ho might rather be driven home. On reaching his house
medical advice was imnieduitely summoned, but before it could
arrive he had exnired. Thti cnuati of death is afioertained to
have been internal htemorrhago, produced by the lupture of a
bloodresticl. Captain Vernon was one of the nieujbers for
Berkshire, and was an active and able member of thu House of
Con^mons. t ^

BIRTHS^-On the 15th inst, at 57, Portland Place, the Lady
Petre, of a daughter—15th inst, at Corrig Aveftue. Kingstown*
the Hon, Mrs Komeeset Wabo, of a daughter—14tli insft^ at
Loughnevale, the wife of Major-General Gough, C.B., of a son—17t!i inst, at 7, Cleveland ^Terrace, Hydq P^k, the w^fo of
Colonel Lanoley, of a son,
MARRIAGES.—On the 17th inst. at St. Mathiaa' Chwrcb^

Kiclm^ond. Surrey, ALKXA^utH Mathesok, Esq., of Ardrow^
M.P., to Eleakok iRviisG, daughter of the lat^ SPcsGeB Pert,
CEVAL, of 21, PortmanSqviare, London—l2th inat, at St Mary's
Church, Bury St. Edmund's, Artuue William Blomfikld,
tliird surviving son of the late Bishop of Loudon, to C^JWUifE
Harriet, third daughter of Charles Case Smith, Esq., of Bury
St, Edmund's— l'2th inst, at Overton, Flintshire, Hez^hv, saw,
of the late Vice-Admiral Thomas Wollbv, to Sophia, youipgest
daughter of the late Rev. Rowlanb EoERioa Warburton, of
Norley, Cheshire—11th inst, at the parish church of Chbagfowl,
Essex, the Hon. Wiixiam Probt, second aon of the SSarl of
Cary-sfort, to Charlotte >Iaky, eldest daughter of the
Rev. R. B- Heathcote, of Chingford, Essex — 10th
inst, at Whitchurch, in the county of Glamorgan, the
Rev, J, C- CvRTL Stacey, eldest sonof the Rev. Thomas Staeey,
precentor of LandaS, and rector of Geihgaer, toMAftv, only
surviving daughter of the late T, W- Booker BiiAKEMore, of
Vulindia, Esq., M,P- for the county ot Hereford—10th inst, at

Dunfermline, Dr. R Bevekicg^ Lectuirer on I^otauy in.^

Marischal College and "University, Aberdeen, to Isabel Smith^
eldest daughter of John Whitelaw, Esq., Dimfermline—10th
inst, at Plymptou St. Mary Church, JoHNr ^^ ^^ George
Soltau, Ssq., of Little Efford, in the county of Devon, to

Florenxe, widow of Sir William Younq, Bart, and daughter
of Erving Clark, Esq., of Efford Manor, in tae same county—
16th inst, at Bremen, Dr. Reinhold PaOU, of Tubingen, to
Marie ET-izABmu, daughter of the late C. B. Olrichs, Esq.,
of Bremen.
DEATHS.—On the 13th inst, at Hoo Court, Malvern, Lady

Mary TurnerHay—loth inst, at Dromolaud, the Hon, Ellek
Geraldine O'Brien, fourtli daughter of the Bight Hon. Lord
Inchiqnin, aged 16—12th inst, at his residence, Weston, Bath,,

Mnjor-Genend John Home, H.M/s Indian Army—30th ult, at

London, Canada West, the Hon, Mrs. Maurice Portm^s—12th
inst. Miss Frances Nicholas, daughter of the late Robert
Nicholas, E.sq.,of Asht^ni Keynes, TiVilts, and granddaughter of

the late Admiral Sir Thomas Frankland, Bart., ot Thirkleby,

Park, Yorkshue, agedr2~lst inst. at Eaton Banks, Tarporley,
Cheshire, Mrs, Egkrton, widow of Lieutenant ^General
Richard Egerton, C.B,, Colonel 46th Regiment— Itith inst, in^

Gloucci^ter Place, Portman Square, Lieuteuant-Colonol'

Gunn'jnq, formerly of U.M/s 6Uth Rcgin^ent, aged 78—
12th inst, at Athlone, Richard Temple, only child

of the Hon. Richard H-^ndcock, agtd 4^ months—
lltb inst. at iBedbuiy Park, Gloucestershire, Sarah, wife of

George Ormerod, D.C.L., of Tyldesley, and Sedbm^ Park,
aged ^5—2d inst, at Maine, in the county of Devon, Pexfiajpb,

eldest daughter and co-heiiosa of the late Christophek Uahrjs,^
ofHaine. aged 88—14th inst. at 118, Western Road, Brighton,.

Olive Yates, widow of the lato Tbomsis Yates. E^q., M.D., of
Brighton, aged 73— 12th inst, at Teignmouth, Mary An»-
WuA^GHAM Harris, only child of tha late Dr. Harris, of New
Cullcge. St. John's Wood, aged 17—llth inst, at Lawi>ark,
St Andrew's, the Bfiv. Dr. Buist, second milliliter- of Sit.

Andrew's, and Professor of Kcclesiostical History in the
University of St. Andrew's—StU inst, at Tenterd^u. Mahea
GooDHEw, second daughter of the late Rcur-Adroiral MickettSv

of Knocliholt, Sevenoaks.

\iCE-Admiral the Hon. Charles Orlando RRinCEMA^rdicd
on the 13th inst. at his residence, Enockin, near Oswestry. Ho
was the second son of OrlandOj first EarlofBradford,by theHon.
Lucy Elizabeth Byng, eldest daughter of the fourth Vi«:couut
Torringtoo* and was bom in 17fll. He married in I81i» the
eldest daughter of Sir Henry Chamberhtin, Bart,, by whom he
leaves a family, being father of Lady Londcsborouglx and Lady
Corbet, wife of Sir Vincent Rowland Corbet, He entered tlie

navy at an early nge, attained the rank of rearadmiral in
1S52, and that of retired vice-admiial in iSo7-

Sir Thomas M'Mahon, Bart., G.CB., Colonel of the 10th
Foot, died on, the 10th inst at his town residence in Great
Cuniberland Street, in his 81st year. He was a eon of the late
Jlr, John M'JIahon, controller of the port of Limerick, his
mother being one of the Stackpoole family, of the county of
Cork. He wa^ bom in 1779, and entered the army towards the
close ol the last century. He saw active service in almost
every quarter of the globe, and was Commander of the Forces
at Bombay from 18:i9 to 1847- He was appointed to the
colonelcy of the 10th Foot iulS47, became a K C.B- in 1S27, and
a G GB* in 1SS9. He succeeded in 1817 to the baronetcy
which had been conferred by the Prince Regent upon his

brother, the late Right Hon. John M'Mahon, with a special

remainder to himself. He married the daughter of Mr. Michael
Robert Westropp, and had issue five daughters and four sons,

His eldest son, Coluuel Thomas Wci^tiopp Al'Mahon, CB., of
the 5th Dragoon Guards, who served with di*^tinction in the
^^utlei campaigns, and afterwards in the Crimea, succeeds to
the title and estates,

Majoe^Gekeral Oblakdo Felix died on the 5th inst, at

Geneva, from bronchitis. 'He served during the campaign of

1815, and wa? wounded at Quatre Bras, He entered the army
as ensign in 1810, and attained the rank of major-general in

18-^7.

Mr. Fulwar Craven, a gentleman long known in the sport-

ing world, died on the 14th inst at Broclthampton Park, his

seat in Glouce^ershire, in his 78th year. He was the eider

of the two sons of the late Rev, John Craven, of Chilton House,
Wilt?, and re}>re?ented a younger branch of the family of
the Earl of Craven. He was a magiHtrate and deputy-lieute-

nant for.Wilts and Berks, and a magistrate for Wilts, Berks, and
Gloucester. He married in 1S09 the daughter of the late

George Vansittai-t, E-a, of Bisham Abbey, Berks, by wlibm

tie has left issue* His eldest son, George Fulwar Craven, Esq,,

inherits his large estatc.s in Gloucestershire, Wiltahire, and

Berkshire. , ^ , -vt .• i r^ i l

JIh John Finlaison, the late Actuary of the National Debt

wad President of the Institute of Actuaries, died on the I3th

inst, at his residence at Notting Hill, in his 77th year, nearly i atraw
50 of which were spent in the Government service. He was

a distinguished calculator and mathematician, and enjoyed a

European celebrity in the particular br^ch of science with

which h3 was connected For many years he had heen engaged

in an elaborate work upon the chronology of Scripture, and

h.'id coTOpkteO it, we believe, for pubUcation, a short Ume
j

previous t ' '^ death.

J«aifects.

COVENT GARDEN.-April 21.

Vegetables continue to improve both iu quality apd quantity^^

and prices are becoming more moderate. Pine Apples have
noC a/tered eijH:e our last report, Gr:ipes are a tritie cheaper.
Good Apples and Pears are scarce. The former still conaiat of
Golden Knob, Bess Pool, and Wykcn Pippin, and tHe latter of^

Ne PlusMfcurif^. Beun-6 Ranee, and Easter Bcuri-^, Oranges are
plentiful and cheap. Good Cobs reaJisels. per lb,, and Mf^amsfa

Hazel Nuts for planting 16b. per. bushel. Rhubarb ie

furnitjhed in largo quantities. Parsley is cheaper. Green
Peas may be obtained. Potatoes realise 4s- (»• a bushel.

New frame ones may be had at from Se. to 5s, per
pound, Mushrooms can still be obtahied in small quantities.

Cut tiowe>s cfaieflv consist of Oruhidb, Gardenias, Violets,

Mienonette, Camelliaa, Azaleas, Heatha, Primulas, Geraniums^
and Roses.

FHUIT.
Pears, per doz,, 6s to lOs-

Oninges, per 100, 2s 6d to 8s

Lemons, per 109, 6b to Ss

Cobs, do., 100s

Pine Apples, per lb., 8h to 12s
Grapes, per lb,, 128 to 20s

Strawberries,p.oz,,ls6d to 2s6d
Apples, per doz.. 2s to 68

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p, bujadle, GstolOa ,i Cucumbers, eajcb^ Is to ,09

Seakaie, per basket, 28 to 3fl

Rhub.arb, 2>er bundle, 6d to Is
F, Beans, per 100, :^s to 3a
Peas, p- half sieve, 10s to 12a
Broccoli, per dvz., 4s to Sa
Greens, per dozeUj 4s Cd

to 6a
Cabb^iges, do,, 2s to 33
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to 100s
^- per bus,, Se to 4s tkl

— per cwt,, Os to 8s
Qirrots, per bmith, Odto 8d
Turnips^ per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 58

i

Artichokes, per doz,, 6s to Ss

Beet, per doz.. Is ed ti> 2s
Celciry, per bundle, Is 6d to Sta

Onions, p, half sieve, letolsLOd
— Portu^'j each, 2dt<?4d

ShiOIotfl^ per lb,, 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., Cd tftSd
I^ettuceH, Cabh.^p, score, ls6d
to 2s 6ii

Kndivej, p. ecore, 1^ to 2»
Horse Radish, p, bum, ls6dto4s
Muehrooms, p^ p<itt., 28to 2sed
Parsley, p. la bunohee, 48 to 8»-

Savory, per bunch, 2dfao 4d'

HAY.—Per "Load of Thirty-six TruaBes-

BHITH^IELI), TUUIl-SDAV, Api-il 19,

Prime Meadow Hay hOs to t»Oa

Superior do, (old) ,. 92 100
Interior do 60 TO

New do — —
Rowen 70 75

lOOfttollGlUClover , . -

.

New Clover -.

Second cut do, . . 85 94^

atraw •,:... 27 32.

Davis & Co,

CuMiiKKLAi^D Market, THUftaDA,Y, Aprill!>.

Sup- Meadow Hay.- MatolOOs j
inferior Clover .. a4»fcatiS%^

Interior do SO SS I New do.

New dc* — — jbtmvir
Superior Clorar . .100 110 | Jo^uua

Whitbchapkw THufiSDAir, April Ifl-

38: 37

Fine old Hay ,

.

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. --

D^stolOOs ; Fine old Clover . .IOS9 to ItS*-

m 96

38 32

( Ii^Lri^rdo •.

Fine Mew Glover
Eine 2d cu& .•

Inferior do. .

.

95. 100
« *

92
SO

0&.

88.

POTATOES.—SocTHWARK, MoNPAV, April Iff.

raring the past week the arrlTalA coastwise huve not been.

!;u-ge, buL the trade continuea very hcav>. and last week's prices

bareW raaimaiued. Thefollowincaretbi.- day's quotations;—..

York'Regents, per ton, 908. to 160a. ; Ijncolnshire do., 808. to

1009.; Dunl-ar do.. lOOs. to 1203.; Perth. Forfar, and Fifeshirt

rrn -n „i-To^,- rr,r^^f^, liaa bften swom Under Regenta, Kiis. to lOOa. : do. Rocks, 758. to 85fi. ;
do. Ilcd^, 76m.

.Court of £,xchcqir, 5OO0?. ^^^'^^ ^°" ^'^^* ^° '""•
-
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BRITISH WOOLS.—LOKDON, Friday, April 20.
Our trade continuea healthy and transactions moderate at

former rates.

South-down Hog- 8. d. s. d.
gets 1 S to 1 9

Half-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

8
6
6 Ifti

Leicest. Wethers 1
Ditto Hoggs . . 1
Comhing SMns 1
Blanket ditto . .

Flannel Wool .. 1

7 — -6
2 to 1
6 — 10
2 — 16

COAL MARKET.—April 19.
Howard'sWeat Hartley, 168. : Tanfield iloorBnles, 12s. 9d.

;

Wylam, 16s.; Walla End Acorn Cloae, 203. 6d. ; Walls End
Eden, 20s. 6d. ; Walla End Belmont, 19s. ; Walls End Fram-
wellgate, 20s. 3d. ; Walls End Haawell, 21s. 6d. ; Walls End
Hetton, 2l8. 6d. ; Walla End Lambton, 2l3. 3d. ; Walls End
Hartlepool, 2l8. ; Walla End Heugh Hall. 20s. 3d. ; Walls End
Hunwick. 16a. ; Walls End Kelloe, 20s. 9d. ; Carway and
Duffryn Malting, 23a.—21 ships at market

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, April 20,
Wessra. Pattenden & Smith report that the bine at present

has made but little progress, and is unusually backward.
This wafi the case at thia time in 1840 after a similar wet
winter, and the Hop duty only paid 34,000/. The market is

firm at late prices, and but very few Hops are offering,

BUTTER MARKET.—April 20.
Best Fresh Butter . ,, 15s. p«r dozen lbs.

Second do. do. ,. *. 143. „ ,,

Pork, 4s. 4d. to 5s. Od. per 8 Ibs-

LiVERpooL, Tuesday, April 17.—^We had a fair attend-
ance of both millers and dealers at our Com Exchange this

morning, and Wheat met a moderate consumptife demand at

an improvement of Id. per cental. Flour had a good sale, and
the advance established up to yesterday was well supported,
Indian Com is held firmly at Friday's prices, but buyers act

cautiously. Oata and Oatmeal steady at extreme rates. Beans
are 6d. per quarter dearer. Peas and Barley bring fully former
prices. The market on the whole may be described as quiet,

but very steady,
Friday, April 20.—Grain market very firm. There was a

good business in Wheat at Id. advance since Tuesday, Flour
realising extreme rates, Indian Com in fair inquiry at 37s. 3d,

to 37s. 6d. for Galatz, and 36s. for Ibraila Egyptians. Beans,
378. Oats, Oatmeal, and Barley firm at full prices.

Averages. Wheat.

45* Orf

Barley. Oats. Rje.

30« 5rf

f
Beins.

39s 6rf

Peas.

Mar. 10.. 36s Sd 2-2s 9rf 37* 3d
— 17,. 45 2 36 5 23 1 34 10 39 7 37 7— 24.. 45 6 36 11 23 4

,

32 39 3 37 7— 31.. 46 5 37 2 24 1 36 9 S9 1] 38 7
April. 7.. 4" 9 36 4 23 7 SI 8 40 2 38 3
— 14.. 49 1 37 2

36 9

: 24 2 36 10

33 9

:
39 9

39 8

38 3

Agg.Aver. 46 6 ' 23 6 37 11

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averaoes.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday, April 16.

The supply of Beasts is considerably larger than on Monday
last, yet the demand is active, and late prices are well sup-
ported. Sheep are also more plentiful ; trade for them is slow,
and prices on the average are scarcely as good aa on Thursday.
Good Calves and Lambs are selling about as of late. From
Germany and Holland there are 160 Beasts, 1300 Sheep,
and 100 Calves ; from Scotland, 80 Beasts ; from Norfolk and
Suffolk, 2700; and 100 from the northern and midland
counties.

Prices.

i9s Id
47 9
46 5
i5 6
45 2
45 —

Mur. 10.1 Mar. 17. Mar. 24.

LLI

Mar. 31. April 7. Apr, 14.

'• r

*'
r

1

* * 4 #

fl d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords &c. .. 4 10 to 5
Best Shorthorns 4 8 — 4 10
2d quality Beasts 3 4—44
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn . . 5
8 to 6
—5 2

8 d 8
Best Long-wools. 5 4 to 5
Do. Shorn . . 4 8
Ewes & Cd quality 4 10
Do. Shorn ,,4
Lambs .. ,.6 4
Calves ,, ..6
Pigs .. ..4

5
5
4
7
5
5

d
8

2
4
8
8

Beasts, 4240; Sheep A Lambs, 23,610; Calves, 126; Pigs, 320.

Thcrsdav, April 20.
We have a short supply of Beasts, and consequeutly trade is

active at fully late rates. There are a few more Sheep and
Lambs, and trade is slow. Prices are on the average rather
lower. Calves and Lambs are not so much in demand, and are
sold at rather lower rates. Our foreign supply consists of
20 Beasts, and 280 Sheep, and 140 Calves ; and 120 Milch Cows.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, 4c. .. 4 10 to 5
Best Short-horns 4 8
2d quality Beasts 3 4
Best Downs aud
Half-breds ..5 8

Do. Shorn ..5

4
4

10
4

6

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn . . 4
Ewesife 2d quality 5
Do. Shorn .. 4
Lambs .. ..6
Calves

4 to5

5
5 2 I Pigs

8

4

5
5
4
7
5
5

S

4
6
4

6

Beaate, 810 ; Sheep <fe Lambs, 6410 ; Calves, 240 ; Pigs, 160.

HARK LANE.—Monday, April 16.
The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market

was moderate, and must be written 2s. X'er qr. dearer than on
this day se'nnight. The demand for foreign was lees active
than on Friday ; the prices realised were 2s. p«r qr. above
those of Monday last in oiOMt insfcanc^s. Barley is a free sale
at the exti«me prices of this day week. Beans and Peas bring
fully late rates. Oats are in good demand at an advance of
fully 6d. per qr. The top price of town-made Flour is raised
3fi. per sack, and country marks are 23. per .sack dearer.

0. 8.

48—54
50—57
50—60

44—60
38^5
30—34
19—24
23—29
24-23
24—26

* • «

Redi

Red

Red

MalUng

.

MaltiDg.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Peed
35—38 (Foreign.

33—43
48—54

Harrow.
Longpod

38—ISiEgyptian
36—33 Suffolk .

8.

48—50
50—54

36—41
35—43

19—26
19—24
20—25

33—43

31—33

40—46
32—40
24—30

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.
Per sack

36—40
30—37

32—40
30—37

Per Ihperial Qcartkr.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White—

• — tine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavera— Norfolk
*— Foreign

Barley, grind. & di.st., 24s to 3ls. . Chev.— Foreign., grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk
•- Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato
—- Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
RvE-MEAt, foreign ]

'

.

Beans. Mazagan,,..30B to40s Tick— Pigeon 36s — 47s.. Winds— Foreign Smull
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —a to —8 Grey
Maize White
FioUR, best marks delivered, .per sack— ^ddo ditto— Foreign per barrel

Friday, April 20.
The weather has undergone but little change since the 13th,

and continues t« be unsettled, with occasional frost, snow, and
hail showers. The Wheat trade this week has lost some of the
excitement which existed during the previous eight days ;
nevertheless, a moderate business has Inien transacted at an
improvement generally of about 2s. per qr. for the above
period. The value of Rvring com has continued to tend
upwards, and OaU in the majority of marketo are quoted 6d.
tola, per qr. higher. Flour «Sd. per barrel and Is. to 2s. per
ack, the top price of which was raised hero Ss. per sack on
Monday. The advauce in the value of Wheat in the Baltic
ports faafl been such as almost to put a stop to purchases there
at present, and the bu.<tinea8 transacted in f. o. b. sales this
week has consequeaUy been limited. Oats continue to be in
good demand, and a fair extent of business has been trans-
acted at advanced prices for immediate and future shipment.
The supphes from the South of Europe this week are very
tnfling, aa was consequently also the sale in arrived cargoes,
wfaieh was confined to 1 of Marianopoli Wheat at 55s per
402 IW. ; I of Odessa Maize at 39s. per qr. imp. ; l of Lagos
Barley at 28a. 3d. per 400 lb*. The supply of Bnglish gmin
this week has been small, of foreign Oats moderate, and large
or foreign Wheat and Barley. The attendance at to-day's
market wa.s small. Engliah Wheat (of which there was
scarcely any on sale) must be written the same as on Monday
roreif^ was without inquiry, and iU value nominaliy aa last
quoted. Barley, Beans, and Peas are unaltered in value. For
Wftte there is a good demand at the extreme prices of Monday.

_
ARR1VAI3 FROM April 16 TO April 19.

r Whe»t.

WANTKD, by a gentleman in tbe County of Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are taken. Terms moderate.—Apply to Alpha, Kingham, Oxon.

ANTED, A GERANIUM GROWER and PRO-
PAGATOR in a London Nursery.—Apply by letter,

stating the situations previously held as such, to W. N.,
GardenfT'i' Ckrovicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, A GARDENER (Single).—He must
understand Flower and Kitchen Garden.^, and take

charge of a Pony and three Cows. Must be well recommended.
—Address Rev. L. Baoot, Leigh Rectory, Cheadle, Stafford-

shire.

TO GARDENERS.
WANTED, a middle aged married Man (without

incumbrance), as single handed GARDENER, and to

take charge of a Furnished House a portion of the year.

—

Apply to Messrs. Simson and Gboombridge, Booksellers and
Stationers, Hertford. Herts.

To SHOPMEN.
WANTED, by the Advertiser, a person who is

thoroughly acquainted with every department of the
Seed Trade to Take Charge of an extensive Wholesale and
Retail SEED BUSINESS in a large town in one of the western
counties. A liberal salary will be given.—Applicants are
requested to address their communications in the fir.st in.stance

to A. B., care of Messrs. Wrench & Sons, 39, King William
Street, London, E.U.

,

WANTED.—The present UNDER GARDENER
AND SHEPHERD at the Island of Ascension, having

been invalided, a successor ia required to fill the vacancy.
The terms of agreement are as follows, viz. :—Period of service

:

one year certain, and further at the option of either of the

contracting parties. Bate of pay, &c., 55i. per annum with
j

rations. A passacreoutand home with rations—an intermediate
|

mess to be provided, and a reasonable proportion of such mess
expenses to be paid by Government. An advance of p»y will

,

be granted, if wished, upon application being made by the party
|

who may be selected.—Apply by letter only, enclosing
testimonials, postpaid, to Professor Lindlet, 41, Wellington
Street, W.C.

WANTED, A COW AVX> STOCKMAN, married or
single, able to take charge under a Bailiff of a number

of Cows, &c. Wages, 18s. per week and a house.—G. G., Mr.
Donaldson, 12, Curzon Street. May Fair, W.

English ,

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

1880 qrt.

22» .

rley.

15«0 qrs,"
»»

9820 „

Oats. Fliior.

50 qrs. 1750 ska.

f V

24610,. ][

»»

310 „— bria,

WANT PLACES.—letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Heat>).—A^e 34; thoroughly prac-
tical in Early Forcing, all kinds of Fruit, Flowers^ and

Vejjetables, Five yeara' character from the nobleman he is

about to leave,—C/G.t Post Office^ Thames Ditton, Surrey,

C^
ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, no incumbrance;

7 has a thorough practical knowledge of Piues, Vines,
Melons, and Cucumbera, Flower and Kitchen Gardens,—T. K.^
3, Hargrave Place, James Street, Camden Town, N.W.

ARDKNER (Head).—Age 33, married, no in-
cumbrance ; has a good practical knowledge of his pro*

fession in its various branches, and can have six years' most
excellent character—A, B., Post Office, Homchurch, Essex.

ARDKNER(Head).—Age ;30, single; thoroughly
understands his profession. Character unexceptionable.

No single-handed place accepted,—A. B., Mr, Jackson's
Nursery, Kingston, Surrey,

r^ARUEMiU (Head).—Middle-aged, married, no
VJT incumbrance ; thoroughly nndbrstands his profession in
all its branches ; the nianftgement of Meadow Land and Stock.
Left on account of bis employer, with whom he lived six
years, giving up his country resideuce.^-J. C.» 45, New Street,
at- Jobtf 9 Vood. N.W.

ARDKNER (Head), — Aj^e 27, single; under-
stands the Early and Late Forcing of Vines, Peaches,

Melons*, &c.. and the raanageraent of Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Can have an excellent character-—X, Y. Z., Post
OflBcc. Hoddesdon, Herts.

AUDKNEK (Head).—Age 34^ nuirried; is a
thorough practical grower of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Orchids^ Ferns, &c, ; understands Early and Late Forcing of
Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables.—T. B,^ The Gardens, Fern
House, Upper Clapton, N.E.

C^
ARDENKR (Head).—Age 28; has a thorough

Tpractionl knowledge of his profession, including Early and
Late Forcing; aUo Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Two yeaiV
good character- No single-handed place accepted*-A. Z., 2,

Napier Road, Addison Roiid, Kensincum, W,

C^ARDENKR (Head).—Age 40, married; possesses
X a practical and scientific knowledge of his profession in

all its departments, including Pines, Gm^Hjs, Peaches, Figs,
Strawl>erries, Melons. Cucumbers, iic, ; and ia one of the best
of PUnt growers- He has also a good knowledge of Scotch
Fanning, Hedging, Oraining, applying manures, nnd Improv-
ing Wa-ste Lauds.—J, D,, Messrs, L,, Pince, i Co-'a Nmaery,
Exeter, Devon,

(^ARBENER (Head).— Age 40, no incumbrance;^ thoroughly competent in every branch, including
Forcing Fruit and Flowers, Laying Out and Managing Grounds
and the general routine of Kitchen and Flower Gardens and
Pleasure Grounds. References and testimonials,—D, M. 19
Princes Terrace, Haverstock Hill. N.W. ' *

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance ; understands his profession in all its branches

also the Management and Improvement of Land, Stock, Woods'
and Plantations. Wife could take the care of Dairy, Poultry'
and Baking- if required. Good cliaracters for capability, sobriety'
and industry.-—A. B.^ Mr. Glass. Offwell, near Honiton, DeTon'.

GARDENER~(Head).—Age 31 ; lived as Sec^
Gardener with some of the leading noblemen and gentle-

men in Scotland and England ; 14 years' practical knowledge
of Flower and Kitchen Gardens, the Growing of Pines» Vines,
Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, &c.. Orchids. Ferns, and all kinds
of Plants for showing, Formation of Vine and other Fruit Tree
Borders, on the most improved principle. Character from
present and former employers unexceptionable.—A. B., J. &C.
Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith.JV^

GARDENER (Head) or GARDENER and
BAILIFF, in or out of the house.—Thoroughly under-

stands his profession. Management of Land and Stock. Highly
recommended.—

L

. L ., Post Office, Battersea Rise, S.W.

GARDENER.—Age 2S, single; understRnds his
profession. Eight years' good references.—W. W., d

Brecknock Place, Camden Town, London, N.W.

GARDENER, in a gentleman's garden.—Age 18;
active. A small Preraium would be given.—J. fj.,'

Evedon, Sleaford, Lincolnshire.

ARDENER (Single- Handed).—Age 22. singl^;

understands Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Best references

can be given.—

J

. S., Post Office. Chiselhm-st. Kent, S.E.

GARDENER.—Age 34, married, without incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical ; understands the cultiva-

tion of Land and Rearing and Breeding of Stock. Wife could
take charge of Dairy and Poultry. Unexceptionable character.-,

W. H., Mr. Jones, Scoiils Farm, near Coleford, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER.—Age 45, married; no objection to
drive a horse and brougham. Thoroughly undei-stands

each business in all its branches. Eight years' good character,

and willing to make himself useful.—J. H., 23, Somerstown,
Reading, Berka.

i^ ARDENER (FOfiKMAN).—Age 24; has had con-

V_X sidcrable experience in all kinds of Forcing, Kitchen and
Flower Gardening. Good Plantsman. Has been under a good
gardener. Can be recommended by a six years' good character.

—X. Y. Z., Post Office, Upper Clapton. N.E.

GARDENER (Under or Fokeman). — Age 24,

single ; has had good experience in Plant Growing,

Forcing, Ac, in first-class establishments. Two years' character

from last place.—E. H., Bollington's, Bookseller, 3, High Street

St. John's Wood, N.W.

C^l
ARDENER (Under).—Age 19; wishes to improve

T himself under a Head Gardener. No objection to take

charge of Cows, Pigs, and Poultry.—A. B., 1, Crayford Place,

CoMliarbour Lan e. Camberwell. S.

GARDEiNER (Undek).—Age 21. Four years' good
character.— D. C, Mr. W. Kent's, Burlington Road.

Fulham, Middlesex, S.W.

ARDENER. ok GARDEN fclR and BAILIFF.-
Age 45, married ; has a thorough practical knowledge of

the various brauc>ies of his pi*ofessiou in the Garden and on the

Farm, the management of Woods, &c.—R. W., Post Office,

Muswell Hill. Hornsey, Middlesex, N. .

ARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 40, married ; has been most successful in the Cultiva-

tion of Pines, Grapes, and Peaches, Late and Early Forcing of

Vegetables ; also of Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit,

Flower, and Kitchen Gardens ; with Woods, Land, and Stock-

Wife can take charge of Poultry.—A. B., W. Baker's Nursery,

Axminster, Dcvotl

ARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
A ladv is anxious to find a situation for a servant^who has

lived nearly 12 years in her family, in the above capacity, and

who leaves in consequence of the death of her husband. He

thoroughly understands Gardening in all its branches, and u
particularly skilful in Laying-out and Planting Flower Gardens

and Pleasure Grounds ; andhas also had the Superintendence of

Farms and Plantations. He is very trustworthy, active, ^d
intelligent, and can receive the highest character from the lady

who inserts this advertisement.—D. M., ilr. Veitch, Exotic

Nursery, Chelsea. S.W.

FARM BAILIFF o.t CJTEWAu'.—Native of Scot-

land. Has farmed both in England and Ireland.

Accustomed to the management of all descriptions of LiTe

Stock, Buying, and Selling Farm produce, and is thorougmy

competent in all the branches of his profession. Testimonu.19

from employers. Moderate salary.—D- M. G., Messrs. T. Giptw

& Co., Seedsmen, comer of Half-Moon Street, PiccadiUy,

London, W.
to NOBLEMEN, GlNTLEMEN, JtC.

STEWARD OR BAILIFF.—Age 44. married ; can

undertake the Management of a Farm. No objection to

locality, if within the United Kingdom ; has had great experi-

ence in all kinds of Stock ; a knowledge of the CuUivationw

various Soils. Unexceptionable reference, and 18 years gooa

character.—A. B. C, Messrs. Murray & Son, Land Agents ana

Surveyors, Uxbridge. —^/
FARM BAILIFF.—Age 32. married; a native o*

Scotland ; well experienced in. the Cultivation of Land'

Draining, and Improving ; also the Management and Buying

and Selling of Stock. Good reference.—A. B., Mr. W. Skett.

Old Heath, Shrewsbury.

ROPAGATOR OR PLANT-GROWER.—Age 26'P married ; active, steady ; has had 12 years' experience.

—W. T , 5, Plough Cottages, Leytonstone, E5ksex, N.K.

HOUSE, KSTATE. AND HOKTICtTLTl/RAL CAR-
PENTER, JOINER, AND BUILDER.—A workingCar-

penter and Joiner, age 40, of good experience in the Bailding

trades, wishes for an engsxgement on an Estate or to build for

a Gentleman. Can measure all kinds of Timber, prepare

Drawings and Estimates. Reference to last employer, on

whose Estate ho has completed building and other impro^'®"

roents. Terms moderate.—W. B., Page & Toogood'a, Seedsmen.

&c.. Oxford Street. Southampton^

rpUAVKLLEH, or Uthkkwise.—A gentleman at

X present in one of the principal seed establishment* in

London is oj>en for a situation as Traveller, to superintend tne

execution of orders, or principal Shopman, being well ^^^^l^XZ
with the Seed Business, and having a fair knowledge of tne

Nurserv Trade.—A. B., W. Strode, Esq., 16, St. Martin s-le-

Grand, E.C.
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NEXT OF KIN, HEIRS, &c.. WANTED, who
have been Advertised for ; being- exact Copies of

Advertisements From the Times, Gazetie, Post, Ckronicle, Herald,
yew York, Washin (fton, Boston, Philadelphia, Ciinadian and
-other American Papers ; Hohart 2'oicii Rtcord, MeWout-ne Ajyus,
Sydney Heratdy Inaian Mail, «fcc ; for the last 40 years, cover-

ing many hundred names and descriptions of persons entitled

to property of several millions value. This new book (just out)
is sent post free for 12 penny stamps. Direct to Fisher & Sox,
.publishers, Kiugslaud, London, N.E. Puuctually sent per
return.

OCXiV.,

((The Stobx of opr Lives feom Yeak to Yeae."—Shakespeaek.

Jfow ready^ price 5*. 6df., hound in cloth^

THE SECOND VOLUME OF

J-JIUE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No.
is published THIS DAY.

Contents :

I. LAROURERS" COTTAGES.
II. BRITISH &. CONTINENTAL NOBILITY

III. MADAME RECAMIER.
IV. THE BAR OF PHILADELPHIA.
V. NOTES ON NURSING.
VL FOX HUNTING.
VIL RECOLLECTIONS OF C. R. LESLIE, R.A.
VIIL TUK BUDGET AND THE REFORM BILL.

John' Murray, Albemarle Street, W,

ALL THE YEAR OUND.
CONDUCTED BY CHARLES DICKENS.

MK, DARWIN'S THEORY OF THE ORIGIN
OF SPBCIES ia reviewed in the EDINBURGH

liEVIEW in an el;iboj^ite article, which contests tho novelty of

the doctrine aiid the accuracy of the inductions of this

popular work»
,

TEXT-BOOKS ON GEOLOGY BY DAVID PAGE, F.C.S"
X.

Fourth Edition, price 1*. 6d.,

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY-
With Engravings on Wood, and Glossarial Index-

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 6s.,

ADVANCED TEXT BOOK of GEOLOGY, De-
scriptive and Industrial, With Engravings on Wood and
<jIoesary of Scientific Terma,

III.

HANDBOOK of GEOLOGICAL TERMS and
GEOLOGY, In crown Svo, price 6s.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and Loudon.

In Two Volumes, large Octavo, with COO Engravings,

THE BOOK OF THE FARM. By Henby
Stephens, F.R,S,E. A New Edition, price ZL, half-bound.

"The best practical book I have evtjr met with,"

—

Fro/essor
Johnston,

"One of the completeat works on agriculture of whicli our
iitcrature cau hoast."—Agricultural Gazette.

William Blackwood &. Sons, Edinburgh and Loudon.

mn HE " "" ~

Containing the concluding Cixapters of A TALE OF TWO CITIES, by Chables Dickens.
THE WOMAN IN WHITE (to be completed in July), by Wilkie Collins.

And the First Six Papers of THE UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER, by Chaelks Dicxens.

In addition to a variety of Oiiglnal Articles on subjects of passing and permanent interest.

Published (aUo in Weeklv Numbers, price 2d., and in Monthly Parts) at 26, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C. ; and
by Messrs. CHAPMAN and HALL, 193, Piccadilly, W.. of whom may be had aU the Numbers of HOUSEHOLD WORDS.

On ike Isi of May will he commenced^ in Monthly I^umhers, hroad imperial octavo, each Ifumher containing

Four Coloured Plates, ivith Descriptive Letterpress, price 2s. 6d., a Keie Periodical, entitled

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE

:

riGTJEES AND
COMPEISINa

DESCRIPTIONS OF POPULAR GARDEN FLOWERS.
By THOMAS MO'ORE, F.L.S., F.H.S.,

^

Secretary to the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society,

THE DRAWINGS
By WALTER FITCH, F.L.S., Artist of Sir W. J. Hooker's " Curtis's Botanical Magazine.f9

The ''Floral Magnzine" has been, projected to supply the loner-felt want of some independent periodical, of a popular
charai*ter, devoted to the Illustration of the many New Varieties of euoice Flowers which are being continually produced by
the skill of modern cultivators.

The Plates will he executed by Mr. Walter Frrcu, who has been so long and so favourably known as the Artist of '* Curtis'3
Botanical Magazine/' and of other Botaincal publications eniianating from Kew. The uelection of subjects, and the descriptions,
will be by the Secretary of the Floral Committee nf the Horticultuual Society.

*' CuRTis's Botanical Magazine " will continue to represent the scientific department of Garden Botany, under the super-
intendence of the Director of the Royal Gardens of Kew, The *' Flohal Ma(;azine" will be devoted to meritorious varieties of

such introduced Plants as are of popular character, and likely to become established favourites in the Garden, Hothouse, or
Cons^^rvatory,

LONDON: LOVELL REEVE, 5, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

GARDEN-BOOK OF THE
By Charles M'Istosh.

In Two large Volumes, royal 8vo, sold separately.

Vol. I,—On the Formation of Gardens — Constructinn
Beating, and Ventilation of Fruit and Plant-Hooaes. Pits'

Frames^ and other Garden Structures, with Practical Details,

illustrated by 1073 Engi-avinp;s. pp, 776. Price ^L lOs,

Vol- II.—PRACTICAL GABDENIKG contains: Directions

for the Culture of the Kitchen Garden, the Hardy-Fruit
<Sarden, the Forcing Gartien, and Flower Garden, including
Fruit and Plant Houses, with Select Lists of Vegetables, Fruits,

and Plants. Pp. SOS, with 2V9 Engravings. Price IL l7s. 6ci.

William: Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

This day is iniblished, in Small Octavo, cloth, price 55.,

THE LARCH DISEASE AND THE PRESENT
CONDITION OP THE LARCH PLANTATIONS IN

jGREAT BRITAIN", By Charles M*Intosh. Author of the
*' Book of the Garden," &c.

William Blackwood & Son^ Edinburgh and London.

HE YEAR-BOOiTOF AGRICULTURAL FACTS,
Edited by Robert Scott Burn,

Pp 400, price 5s.

"Well edited, and full of useful and instructive matter."—
Agricultural Gnztttt,

William Blackw^ood & Sons, Edinburgh and London-

Now ready, in demy Svo, price 105. 6d,^ cloth lettered, illu:^-

trated with 300 Engravings on Wood,

UNITY IN VARIEIT, as DEDUCED from the
VEGETABLE KINGDOM, By Christopher Dresser ;

Author of *' Rudiments of Botany," Lecturer on Botany, and
Master of the I'otanical Drawing Classes in the Department of

"Science and Art, South Kensington Museuni. Being an at-

-tempt at developing thut oneness which is discoverable in the
habits, mode of growth, and principle of construction of all

plants.

London : J. S. Virtpe, City Road, E.C, and Ivy Lane, E.C.

Now ready, in dctny 8vo, price 158., cloth lettered,

THE RUDIMENTS of BOTANY. By Chris-
topher Dresser, Ph. O.^ Lecturer on Botany in the

Department of Science and Art, South Kensington Museum.
Illustrated with ne^irly 604» Engravings. This work contains a
'full Introduction to tho Science of Botany. It is so constructed
as to give the most elementary knowledge of the Science as
well as all necssKiiry details tij the more advanced learner. It
is especially a Manual t" .r Students, raaking no higher preten-
sions than that of giving, in the most simple manner at com-
mand, the principles af Vegetable Growth; and is founded
upon the system on which the Science is taught in the Depart-
ment of Science and Art of the Privy CoutiCil for Education,
London : J. S^ Virtue, City Road, E.G., and Ivy Lane, E.C-

Now published,

A PURE MINI) in a PURE BODY, that is,

HEAT TH, sent post free. \s. 6d., or eighteen Stamps. A
"New System of Health and Medicine, The Antiseptic Treat-
TOent, based ujMni rhe S;initary and Dietetic Laws of M*«ses,
invaluable for Invalids and nervous sufferers, published by
Bailliere, 219, Rvuent Street, W., London. This extra-
ordinary Book unfolds a new principle of the health of Man—
the Animal Creation—atid of the Plant, It treats of Chn»nic
Disorders, Consumption, Scrofula, Skin Diseases, Ulceration
and Irritation of the Miuous Membrane, luviigestion, and a
long train of Physical and Nervous Complaints, Causes of
Worms in Children, ftc.-Causes of Ill-health.—On Food and
Diet for Invahda, and other uaeful information, to age and
youth, to male and female.

The following will he published on the 30th inst. :—
/^NCE A WEEK. Part X., price 1*,

ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA. Part XVL of Aets
and Sciences, price 25. 6'i.

%* Vol- IV. will be published in the course of May,

CHARLES KNIGHTS POPULAR HISTORY
OF ENGLAND. Part L., price Is.

PLAIN, OR RINGLETS? Illustrated by
John Leech. Part X,, price Is,

l^RADBtjRV it EvAN's, U, Bou'-crie Htreet, Fleet Street, E.C,

Just Published,

LETTER ON STEAM CULTIVATION. By
William Smith, of Woolaston, Bletchley Station, Bucks-

May be had of the Author for 12 postage stamps-

THE FLORIST, FRUlflST, and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY Illustrated, Ist of each Month, U

In May No, (just published with coloured plate of Hya-
cinths) is continued *'Sis of Spades," and other articles of
interest—Office: 80, Southampton -street, Strand. W,C-

'^UTHILL'S TREATISE on the STKAWBERUV
showing how to obtain large crops off a small bit of

ground, now ready, 1,^. The Potato Pampiilet, tO more tlungg,

2jt.; Market Gardening Round London, U. fid, ; The Vine, l5,;

The Mushroom, Killing Woodlice, !«.; Vegetable Meeting, gratis.

Jamks Cuthill, Cainherwell, L'judon, S.

A

C

G O S S 1 P OF THE GARDEN.—
published first of each month, 6d,

The May Number contains "'The PRIZE ESSAY on the
CULTIVATION of the VINE," awarded by tho Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Ireland ; a paper *'Ou thy WANT of COLOUR
in GRAPES,'' and other articles of interest.

OflSce: Houlston &. Wright. Parernoster Row, E.C,

On the 1st of every month, i>rice Sd., i>ost free 4rf.,

0^ LENNY'S GAKDEXEUS* GAZKTTE, containing
^ original articles, with valuable Gardening inf*jrmation,

Yates & Alexander, Horse Shoe Court, LudgJite Hill, E.G.;
Allen, Warwick Lane. E.G.

Now ready, price 1a-, small ^vo,

THE SUPPLEMENT to the GARDENING
BOOK or ANNUALS, comprifling faithful Descriptions of

I'jO iidditiouiil Species and Varieties, with Instructions for their

Cultivation. By W. Thom pson.
** No book has been more conscientiously written,"

—

Garde-

iiers* Chronicle^ March, IS60.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., and of all bookselleni.

May be had post free of the Author, Tavern Street, Ipswich,

for 12 stamps.

I

Now ready, price 2$. fid., .

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part IX. Containing the
conclusion of Pleurothallis.

Parts L to VIII., price 2s, 6d. each, may stBl be had.
J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Stieet^ Covent Garden, W.C.

Ktlwg of t!)c Mccfe,

Iif the House of Lords on Monday the Marqufs

of NoKMANBY moved a resolution to the effect

that the absence from the papers laid before Par-
liament of the private correspondence which had
taken place between Her Majesty's Ambassador
at Paris and the Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs on the annexation of Savoy was injurious

to the public service, and that the practice of cor-

responding privately on diplomatic affairs was
calculated to withhold important matters from the

full and tree control of Parliament. Earl Cowley,
wbo had obtained leave of absence from Paris for

the purpose of being present at the debate, stated

that the correspondence in question relatt;d to

unofficial conversations which took place between

Count Walewski and himself in the summer and
autumn of last year, and that it was not until the

lOth of February last that he received from the

French Government any official communication of

their intention to annex Savoy. This communica-
tim was at once forwarded to the Home Govern-

ment, which had not withheld any important

information on the subject. Earl Geantille
moved the previous question, which af*er a short

discussion was agreed to. On Tuesday the Law
and Equity Bill was read a second time and re--

ferrtd to a Strlect Committee. On Thursday the

Union of Benefices Bill was read a second time, and

SIX
So

npHK HOrATO DLsEASK. and a SIMPLE MODK^^^^ 0^^^,^^ Court Bill passed through committeeX OF CUBE. By John Kyle; sent by poaton receipt of - , „ i. ^ r^ 1 t 1 r-

In the House of Commons, on iriday, Lord J,

Russell announced that the Government would

oppose the motion of which Mr, Massey had given

ni'tice for referring the Reform Bi'l to a select

eotiimiltee. Mr. Locke Kino's moti.m for an

Address to the Queen praying for a revision of

the Proclamation for the encouragement of

piirty arid the prevention of vice, was carried,

on a division, by 112 to 75. On the motion

for going into committee on the Paper Duty
Repeal Bill, Mr. Bovill moved as an amendment

thai, a drawback should be allowed to pt inters and

publishers of the duty upon their stock purchased

and printed after the passing of the Bill, The

ix postage stamps by W. Wiluams, S'ationer, Diamond Row,
Jouthampton Street, Caniberwcil. London, S. Of Mr. Kyle's

quali' cations for cooioiaiiding attention to his mode of curing

tiitj Potato didtemner, it is enonirh to state that he is the simw
yentleman to whom the French Goveni'nent in 1857 awarded

a G».ld Medal and 2500 francs for bis successful arrestoient of

the Vine diH.-aae in France luid the south nf Rurr't>e.

^BOHN'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY FOR MAY.

CAPTAIX MARRY.VrS iMlIVATKKirS-MAN
ONE HUNOItED YF:aRS AGO. New Edition, iUua-

trated with Mght highly-finished Lino Engravings ou iteel in

the manner of Stothard. PostSv.., chith, 5*

Henry G. Bohs, York Street. Cnvent G.qtden. London. W.C .

Jast published, price l*. ; by post tor 13 stamps,

THE- ITALIAN ALP BEE. or tke GOLD MINE
OF HUSBANDRY. Short and PracticvU lnatnicti'>ns to

breed genuine Prolific Italian Queens; to rouUiply them by

hni.dreds in a few months, and how to change ..nlmary Hivus

into Italian. By H. C. Hkrmask, Tarams. Switzerland.

London: Geo, Neighbouu & Sons, 149, Regent Street, W.,

and 127, High Holbom, W.C.
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The contents of

going analysis by
reply of Austria
while drawing a

twy or exciting the peoples by the idea of nationality

;

and lastly, of aiming at the re-establishment of natural

boundaries. Baron Mandcrstrom distinctly makes a

reservation against principles, the application of which

would only be justified by exceptional circumstanees.

In conclusion he particularly supports the claims of

"Switzerland, which are founded on existing treaties, and
-pronounces himself in favour of the neutralisation of the

'districts of Chablws and Faucigny.

PRTTSSIA.—A great debate took place in the Prussian

Chamber of Deputies on the 20th and 21st inst, on a
motion hy M. de Vincke approving the course adopted
by the Prussian Government on the question of the
constitution of Hesse. The interest taken in the debate
was very great. Long before the doors were opened
every approach was thronged by persona eager to get
in. Prince Frederick William was present on both
days, and the gallery set apart for the diplomatic corps
was quite full ; the English ambassador being among
those present. The first division taken was on an
amendment moved by M. de Reichensperger, to the
effect that as in the actual political state of Europe the
safety of the common country depends upon the union
of all German States, the Chamber expresses its confi-

dence that the Government will effect a reconciliation

on the subject of the difference caused by the constitu-

tional question of Hesse. This amendment was rejected

by a large majority. The resolution proposed by the
Committee on M. de Vineke*s motion, implying confi-

dence in the Government in its conduct on the question

of Hesse, and expressing the hope that it would con-

tinue firm in adhering to it, was then carried by
207 votes to 66. The result of the vote was received

with loud cheers. As the vote implied a vote of

confidence in the Government, the Ministers abstained

from voting.

Attsteia.—A despatch from Vienna on Tuesday
announced that Baron Bruck, the Austrian Minister
of Finance;, had been attacked by congestion of the
brain on the previous day and died in the coui'se

of the afternoon. It now appears that he had heen
dismissed for complicity in the system of frauds which
seems to have extended over the whole Empire, and that

he lias expiated his offence by cutting his throat, after

having, it is suspected, swallowed poison. When the
hody was judicially examined on Wednesday' a cut,
which extended from the jugular vein to the fore part
of the throat, was found, and wounds had also

been inflicted on the inner part of both ^vrists.

the stomach are now under-
sworn ^medical authorities.—The
to the note of Switzerland,

distinction between the annexa-
tion of Central Italy to Sardinia and that of Savoy
and Nice to France, expresses a hope that France will en-
tirely fulfil the assurances by which she engaged herself
not to violate in the neutralised districts of Savoy any
rights formerly acquired by others. Austria further
trusts that France will settle all questions which might
come under consideration with Switzerland and with
the Great Powers who have guaranteed her neu-
trality.

Hungary.—It is stated that General Benedek, the
new Governor of Hungary, is commissioned to regulate
the municipal laws, to reorganise the com itats on the
basis of the old institutions, to submit his propositions

for a central Diet in Hungary, and to unite the five

administrative sections into one single administration

at Buda. The Emperor has resolved to abolish the
five great subdivisions of Hungary, which have existed

since 1848, and to re-establish the comitats, which will

be called upon to make propositions destined to bring
about the assembling of a Diet, composed according to

ancient custom. Orders have been given to settle

lmmed^atGly the question of the communes. The
appointment of General Benedek is said to be very
popular in Hungary, and the Imperial decrees will, it is

hoped, bo well received by the Hungarians. It appears
certain that the Emperor Francis Joseph will be crowned
King of Hungary.

RpssiA.—Advices [from St. Petersburg state that
Russia has ordered her diplomatic agents to quit Pekin
during the approaching hostilities. The reason given
i» that she desires to avoid being accused either by
England or France of aiding or counselling the Chinese.

A large Crystal Palace, on the model of that of London,
is about to be built opposite the Alexander Palace, at

St. Patersburg, by the Horticultural Society, and ar-

ranged for a permanent exhibition of plants and flowers.

Italy.—Accounts from Turin state that the King of

Sardinia, following the friendly advice of France, l\as

for the moment abandoned the idea of taking the title

of "King ofJtaty.** The Court of the Tuileries repre-

sented that such a change of title would only compli-
cate the existing international difficulties without giving
any practical advantage to Piedmont. The King visited

Leghorn on Monday, Pistoja and Lucca on Tuesday,
"Siena on Wednesday, and Arezzo on Thursday. Count
Cavour returned to Turih oh Monday.—Accounts from
Rome -state that the Pope has appointed Monsignor
Count Merode, of Belgium, Minister of War, which
ministry was provisionally directed by Cardinal Anto-
nelli. The New Four and a Half per Cent. Roman
'Ijoan for S0,000,000f. has been contracted in Belgium
at 90. The official Giornale di Roma announces the

appoiutuaent of a commission for receiving voluntary
contribubiofis to be applied for the defence of the

ountrj.. This commission consists of Cardinals Ville-

letter states that the

Italian nationality is

invited and developed

court, Wiseman, and Reisach, under the presidency pardon, and a determination was expressed to pass an
-c xu. ^*:_:.*_„ „i. T.. ^ 1 T :„:x-„ act excluding Buch persons. Plans had been invited for

new Houses of Parliament, the estimated cost of which
was 50,0(X)^. Tlie Maine liquor law had been applied
in the Paarl district. A letter had been received from Mr.
John Moffatt, stating that the mission to the Zambesi
territory met with great difficulties. No news had
been received from Dr. Livingstone.

United States.—Accounts from New York to the
10th inst. state that the Senate had instructed the
Committee on Foreign Affairs to inquiie by what
authority the United States' naval forces had captured
the Mexican war steamers near Vera Cruz. Mean-
while the Government had decided to hold the steamers
and allow the Federal courts at New drTeans to deal
with them according to the law of nations and the
evidence presented, recognising at the same time the
interests of the naval commanders who were engaged
in the capture. A Bill has been reported for the
more effectual suppression of the slave trade. The
House of Representatives had called on the Pre-
sident to give full inTormation relative to the slave

trade. The majority of the committee on the
President's recent message, protesting against the
action of the House in ordering an investigation into
the conduct of the administration, had made a report
dissenting from the President's views, and asserting
the right of the House to make the contemplated in-

vestigation. The minority of the committee had also

made a report sustaining the President's position. The
negotiations relative to tjie San Juan question were
making slow progress. A Japanese corvette had arrived

at San Francisco, and the Powhattan, with the Japanese
Ambassadors, was hourly expected. Mr. James K.
Paulding, one of the oldest writers of the United
States, died on the 4th inst. at New York in his 81st

year,'

Mexico.—Advices from Vera Cruz to April 1 state

that the city was quiet, and that Miramon, having
abandoned the siege, had left for the capital. The
amount of damage by the bombardment of Verft

Cruz was estimated at 5,000,000 dollars, but this

was considered an exaggeration. The United Stated
steamer Tndianola had captured a bark belonging
'to Miramon's expedition while under Ppamsh colottrsl

A Mexican schooner had also» been captured. The
decree banishing the American residents and confis-

cating their property had been published at the capital.

of the Minister of Finance. General Lamorici&re,

after having rapidly taken the necessary measures for

the organisation of the Papal forces, left Rome on the

19th inst. for Ancona and the provinces, where

he will reside for some time.—Lettere from Venice

inform us that during the night of April 16,

Mr. G. P. E. James, the well-known novelist, had an

attack of paralysis in that city, where he is CousvtT-

General.—From Naples we learn that a letter dated

April 3 has been addressed by the Count of Syracuse to

his nej^ew, the King of Naples, relative to the policy

to be followed under existing circumstances. This

realisation of the principle of

inevitable. Piedmont having

that idea ; that France and

England are endeavouring to obtain influence in the

Peninsula, that Austria has lost her preponderance, and

that an alliance with France is impossiltle. The Count

therefore argues that the present policy of the King of

Naples is very dangerous, and advises his Majesty to

grant a constitution to his people, and to conclude an

alliance with Piedmont. The report of a popular

movement in Calabria had been denied. A grand

military review had taken place at Naples, after which

banquets were given to the generals and officers. The
troops enthusiastically cheered the King, who after-

wards traversed the streets of the capital at their head.

Sicily.—The affairs of Sicily continue to occupy the

Government. General Salzano has demanded rein-

forcements in order to operate against the insurgents,

who are still fighting in guerilla bands. A flying

column of troops which had left Palermo was obliged

to fall back upon the town of Termini, having met
with insiirgents in strong positions. Thirteen in-

dividuals have been shot at Palermo, From Messina

the emigration of the inhabitants Is considerable.

During the insurrection the citadel was obliged to can-

nonade four large Calabrian barques which attempted

to pillage.

TuEKET.—The house which was pillaged and demo-

lished by the Greek lulmbltants during the Catholic

procession of Easter week belonged to the widow of a

French merchant named Dumas. The Greek consul

and the archbishop, cross in hand, attempted In vain to

arrest the fury of the people. The troops arrived too

late. The widow and her daughters escaped by a

ladder. The French Embassy is about to institute an

inquiry. The Duke of Brabant has given afite to

the diplomatic corps, A review of the troops and

manoeuvres of the fleet will take place in his honour.

The Duke is about to visit Borussia, whence he will

return to take leave of the Sultan. It is rumoured

that the Porte will deprive Prince Milosch of his

dignity.
^Egypt.—The Viceroy of Eg^pt has been attacked

by vomiting of blood, and Is in a dangerous state.

India.—Despatches have been received with news
from Calcutta to the 2Sd ; Canton, 14th ; and Shanghai,

8th March. The following are the details :

—

^,)tte._Lord Canning has held his last durbar, and intended,

after a short rest at Simla, to return to Calcutta, where he will

be joined by Lord Clyde.
. CVrfiu^—Disturbances are reported to have broken out in

Cabul among the wild tribes, who, enraged at the stopp.^ge

of their black mail by the order of Dost Mahomed, had closed

the parses against him, and so prevented hia attendance at the

Viceroy's durbar at Peshawnr.
Bombay.—^\r Henry Somerset left India on the 27th ult.,

after a five years' command of the Bombay anny. Sir Hugh
Rose has assumed the command as a temporary measure.
. Po&na.—Toe trial of Mr. James Hunt, late Sergeant-Major of

the 14th Light Dragoons, for " shooting with intent to kill"

Cornet Sandys Browne, of the same regiment, for the seduction

of his wife, has resulted in a verdict of *' Guilty of shooting

with intent to do grievous bodily harm," accompanied with a

very strong recommendation to mercy. The Court stated its

full concurrence with the jury, and sentenced Mr. Hunt to one
year's impiisonment, and a week's solitary- confinement every

three months of the period.

Chiita.— Sir Hope Grant and his staff have arrived

at Hong Kong. It is nimoured that the fouf vessels

which proceeded to Pecheli River carried an ultimatum

to the Chinese Government, and that two of them,

the frigates Dove and Algerine, have been sunk

by the guns of the forts on the Peiho Kiver. The
Sainpson, which accompanied them, has returned to

Hong Koug, the bearer of important despatches. The
Chinese are making great preparations for the defence

of the country, and are endeavouring to enlist European

artillerymen. The rebel disturbances are increasing

throughout China;

Japan.—A despatch has arrived at the Dutch Con-

sulate confu-ming the precarious situation of foreigners

in Japan. The foreign community are living in great

apprehension, two Dutch captains having been murdered

in the streets of Hakodadi without giving any offence

to the Japanese.

Ceylon.—The Colombo Observer states that Mr.

i^arltainent.

HOUSE- QP LO RDS.
Monday,—Piptoviiatic Correspondence.—The Marquis of NOR-

MANBY moved a resolution -with referetice to the annexation of
Savoy aiidNice,declaringtbeopinionofthft House that whileftiUy
reco^ising the necessity of a private eorreapoudeuce between
the Secretary of State and fier Majesty's representatives abroad^
all facts of international importanoe ought tube made matter of
ofiBcial correspondence, and, as auch, to remain on record for
the use not only of the Government of the day but of their
successors in ofBce, to be produced to or withheld from Parlia-

ment by the Ministets of the Crown on their responsibility;
and, that the aU^nce of any such record, more e-pecially if

Buch private corrcBfK^ndcnce ik referred to in public despatches,
is injurious to the public service, unjust alike to the Foreign
Minister who made the comnaunication and to official col'

leagues at home, and calculated to withhold important matter
f^OTO the full and free control of Parliament, He contended
that the papers laid Ixsfore Parliament showed that the French
Miniater had stated that the intention of the Emperor to
take possession of Savoy, under certain contingencies, b«d
been made known to her Majesty's Ambassador at Paris,

and by him communicated to Lord John Rusaell, on
more than one occasion between the 12th of July, 1869;
and the 25th of January, 1860, in private letters.

He disclaimed being influenced by any hostile feeling towards
Ministers, but he tharired Earl Granville with giving erroneous
answers to questions which had from time to time been put to
him on the subject of the motion,—Eail Cowley said that as
the resolution related personally to himself, he bad thought it

netfeasary to obtain leave of absence from Paria in order to be
present at the debate, Hcthim described the diplomatic pro-
ceedings of the past year in reference to the Savoy question-
In March, 1859, he first beard of the terms of the treaty under
which the province of Savoy was agreed to be ceded by the
Ring of Sardinia to the Empei^or of the French. In July
following, without waiting for instructions, he entered into
communications with Count Walewski on the subject^ and
had been informed by him that discussions had taken place
with r^jard to the ceacdon of Savoy, On the 12th oi that
month he received instructions from the Foreign Office on the
subject, and these he had imp\icitly followed, fe\ibsequentlyi

in August and November, Count Walewski privately expressed
to him his conviction that the annexation of the Duchies of
Central Italy to the kingdom of Sardinia would be followed by
a demand for Savoy on the part of France, Thid exj^ression of
opinion he deemed it bis duty to communicate to her Majesty's
Government, bat his own position justified him in not referring

to such private conversations in ptiblic despatches. Indeed, to,

the time at which he was informed of such intended annexa-
tion, he entertained a very strong belief that Mardinia would
never consent voluntarily to abandon the most anc-ient pofiae^^

rion of her House, trpon'returning to Paris nftera short absenoo
he found the cession of Savoy the subject of general conver-

— '^
. T 1- t J i -1^1 11 -•*. i« ^^^r.^4^^^ rx4^ satiou; he consequently felt it incumbent on him ro ask

Wilson's Indian budget,^ with the single exception of
j

e^cplanation fmm M. T^otivenel, from whom, however, he

his refiiaal to extend an imperial guarantee, has given unable to obtain precise information for wme time, and it
" ' '* ' * not until the lOtb of February last that tlie intention of ^e

French GoTCrnmCTit to a«nex Savoy was officially notified to
him. In then seudinff a dewpatch to the Foreysn Office on the
subject, he felt it would be singularly incomplete had he not
referred* to his private communication. In conclntion, the
noble earl assure*! their lordships tftat no information had been
withheld, and that in all his acts he had solely kept in view the

- tpo-

felt

question*
given im-

perfect information in his Parliamentnry replies, and suggested

that Lord Iformanby's acde object during the session had been

to turn the present Government out of office.—The Earl of

general sAtisfaction in Ceylon, and that the develop-

ment of hia paper cuiTCncy scheme waa looked for with

much anxiety. If, it says, he mal^os gold a lea^ll

tender, the benefit to Australia and to Ceylon will be

Immense. India grown tea and coffee will henceforth
^^^^^^^^ ^..^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^.^.^ ..,...„,..-.

I have the advantage over Ceylon coffee, of heing ex-
1 j^'^^^J^'Jf^^ig"^^^^^

T^cvrted duty free which will he a "boinid of 3 per cent. Mtion on the part of any noble lord to support the motion,

1 *u^ ^^fvL. t^lo/ifoT-c/if Wvnqad j that the proper course would be to move the previous qi

to the coffee planters ot Uynaaa.
^^^^:ip,i HedefmM himself from the imputation of havmg gi

Cape op Good Hope.—Great excitement prevailed

at the Cape in consequence of the landing of 30 men

from Western Australia, who had received a conditional

t
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JIalmesburv, i\'hilst readily admitting that no blame attached fied, were not analogous; It would be impossible to avoid

to Lord Cowley, thought that Lord John Russell was open to
censure for not having asked Lord Cowley to put the extracts
from hia private letters in an official form.—After some obscrva-
ti'^ns from Lord Wodkhousk and the Marq^uis of Normasbv, the
previous question was agreed to
Tuesday.—Law and Equity Bill,—The Lord Chancelior

moved the second reading of this Bill, stating that its object
was to empower Courts of Common Law, when a question of
equity should incidentally arise in cases tried before them, to
decide the point without putting the suitors totheexpenj=>e and
trouble of going to a Court of Equity, He moved the second
reading of the measure previously to its being referred to a
select committee.—Lord St. Leonards objected to the Bill,

considering that it would deprive the Courts of Equity of
functions which they very satisfactorily diachai^ed, and
transfer them to a body entirely incompetent to exercise them,—Lord CRAmv-oRTH agreed with the main object ot the Bill,

trusted that it would be read a second time, and suggested
that the clauses objected to should be altered in the select
committee.—Lord Kingsdowx said whether the measure was
right or wrong it was ono of the most important
that had ever been introduced into their Lordships'
House, as it sought entirely to subvert the system of
law which had been so long in force thi'oughout this
country. Although he hoped that the Bill in its present state
would not go down to the other House, he thought that what
was called thu fusion of law and equity might be brought
about by other means.—Lord Wensleydale said that» although
he did not concur entirely with the Bill, he should not oppose
the second reading,—Lord Chelmsford entirely agreed with
the opposition with which the Bill had been encountered.
He thought it would be better to reject the Bill altogether, in
order to give the framer of it the opportunity of bringing
forward a new measure, embodying only the claxises of the
present Bill to whioh no objectiou had been made.—After a
few remarks from the Lord Chancellor in reply, the Rill was
read a second time, and referred to a select committee. The
Marriages (England and Irdamf) Bill wag read a second time.
Thursdav.— Union of Benejices BilL—The Bishop of London,

in moving the second reading of this Bill, said that its object
was to provide that a wealthy parish with a small population
fihould contribute to the necessities of its poorer neighbours.
It proposed th^t churches in certain instances which were at

present useless should be taken down altogether, in such a
manner as to prevent any desecration in the removal of any
building consecrated by the reminiscences of the past. Many
of the city churches, which had neither beauty nor antiquity to
recommend them, mightberemovedintodistricts teeming with
population with the greatest benefit. Before any church could be
removed, however, it would be necessary to obtain the consent
of the Secretary of State for the Home Department, the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, and the Bishop of the diocess. When
any change was jTroposed to be made it was provided in the
Bill that a commission should be previously issued, consisting
of three clergymen and two laymen, the latter in the City of
London to beappointed by the Corporation.—The Earl of Car-
narvon was of opinion that measures of this nature otight not
to be sanctioned by the Legislattire without the most careful
consideration. It seemed to him that the powers sought to be
given by the Bill were too extensive.—The Bishop of Oxford
said he stHI entertained a strong objection to any measure which
involved the saleofplacesofworship and consecrated graveyards,
—Lord Redksdale was in favourof restricting the operation of
Ihe Hill to the City proper, where there were many churches
which mipht with advantage be retnoved.—After some discus-
sion, in which E;irl Granville, the Bishop of Exetkr, aud the
Earl of Derby took part, the Bill was read a second time. The
Divorce Court Bill pasFcd through committee.
Friday,—EcctesiiuticaL Commi^sdon, — Viscount Bunoaknon

presented a petition complaining that large portions of the
revenues of the diocese of Durham had been abstracted by the
Scclet^iastical Commissioners to the prejudice of the spiritTial
interests of the inhabitants.—The lli-^iiop of Carllsle said that
no injustice had been done to the Dit»cese of Durham, and that
fiTC-'it good had been effected by the money withdrawn fi-om it

by th^ Ecclesiastical Commissioners.—Earl Grey said that the
Kcclesiastical Commissioners had been withdrawing revenues
which bad only been made considerable by the exertions of the
populations, who were thus deprived of the benefits they had
earned,—Lord Ravenhwohth entirely concurred witli" Earl
Grey and pointed out the many hardships which had been
occasioned by the conduct of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,

[Left sitting.]

fraud if the drawback was allowed, and therefore they could

not take into consideration the possible contingency of the
loss of employment by the working printers. The amend-
ment being negatived without a division, the House went into

committee on the BilL—Mr. Blackburn moved that the
abolition of the duty be postponed till the 3lst March next—
The Chancelloei of the Exchequer opposed the motion,
which was not pressed to a division.—Mr. Ayrton moved to

repeal the duty on paj>er-makers' licenses,—The Chancellor
of the Exchequer resisted the proposition, on the ground that
although the tax was but a small one, and would not produce
more than 2000/, or 3000/, a year, it was a fair tax, and would
not impede the manufacture of paper. On a division the
amendment was negatived by 147 to 39. The remaining
clauses were agreed to, and the Bill was reported to the House.
The Petitions of Right Bill passed through committee.—
In committee on the Customs BUl^ Mr. Haliburton moved an
amendment to exempt deals, battens, aud boards from the
operation of the new duty. He made an emphatic appeal in

favour of the timber trade of the British North American
colonies, and contended that if the proposed change was made
without notice it would cause serious discontent among, and
inflict deep injury upon, a people who had always been con-
spicuous for attachment to the Crown and institutions of the
mother country.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that
the interests of the timber trade of British North America,
which was well aware of the tendency of all British legislation

to remove differential duties, was, he believed, quite reconciled

to the present proposal. On a division the motion was
negatived by 91 to 24, Some of the clauses were then agreed
o, and the Hou^e resumed,
MoNPAY.—T/if Beform BilL Mr. Massey, in answer to a

question from Mr. Osborne, said that as Lord J. Russell had
stilted that he regarded the notice which he had given to refer

the Reform Bill to a select committee as tantamount to moving
its rejection, he had no alternative but to withdmw it—The
Adjourned Debate on the second reading of the Bill wjvs resumed
by Mr. Edwin James, who characterised the measure as a
"skeleton bill," prepared in a slovenly and careless manner,
and totally unworthy of a great statesman. He objected to it

because it did not recognise the principle of disfranchisement,

because it made the payment of poor-rates a condition of the
franchise, because it created no educational franchise, because
it did not contain any amended system of registration, aiid

because, in consequence of these defects, it could not be re-

garded as a final measure. The returns upon which it had been
based were, he contended, utterly fallacious, because the
Compounding Acts had been entirely overlooked. The
result was that the increase in the number of electors in

the metropolitan b'>roughs alone would be upwards of

109,000, instead of 13,000 as represented by Lord J, Russell.

In his opinion the Bill of Lord Derby was a far better measure,
because it proposed to disfranchise 19 boroughs and to give a
lodger and education franchise. He did not believe that Parlia-

ment would undertake the responsibility of opposing the
second reading of the Bill, but he hoped that when it arrived
at committee it would be amended in such a manner as not to

dis^^ppoint the just expectations of the people.—Mr. Hardy
taunted Mr. James with the inconsistency of denouncing the
Bill, and yet declining to move an amendment inviting the
House to reject it. The support which Mr. Bright gave to the
measure was a suspicious circumstance, and certainly gave the
colour of truth to the rumour that he it was who was the
guiding genius of the Cabinet. He considered that the ten-
dency of the Bill would bo to swamp the small constituencies
and to place property and intelligence at the feet of the masses.
It was a miserable abortion, and the conduct of the majority
who sxipported it was contemptible by its insincerity.
— Sir G Lewis defended the returns, which he saiji

were prepared in strict conformity with the rate-books,
the only data upon which the Government could proceed to
legislate. The extension of political power to the working
classes, which the present measure proposed, would give to the

means of rendering them available for the promotion
of science and art. He urged that although the trustees

of the British Museum had, by a majority of one, decided to-

disperse the contents of the Museum, all the lieads of the
departments, all men of science and literature, and the p\iblic

generally, had expressed a strong opinion against it, if the
Government were to lend their authority to removing any por-

tion of the collection they would incur much unpopularity, for

the public were unanimously opposed to the tendency in certain

quarters to bring everything to Brompton-—Sir G- Lewis said

he would not oppose the motion, but he was certainly of

opinion that it would be expedient to remove a portion of the
collection to some other part of the metropolis, although to

what part he was not prepared to say. Ho believed this to be
preferable to purcluising increased room in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Museum.—After a few words from Mr.
KiNNATRD in favour of the motion, Mr, Turner entered into the

details of the comparative cost of removing a portion of the col-

lection from Bloomsbnry to South Kensington, or enlarging the
present building. His own impression was that by pur*
chasing a row of houses on the south side of Montague
Place, ample accommodation might be found for tke
heavier objects, while light and spacious galleries

would afford room for the natural history collection.—

Colonel Sykis gave his hearty concuncnce to the motion,
believing that the present site was the m'>st central and con-
venient to the working classes-—Lord Palmerston said the
question was one wholly of expenstj, a circumstance which
accounted for the attendance, on a recent occasion, of so many
trustees who were also members of the Government. If the
present buildiug could be adapted for the exhibition of the
whole of the collection, then, unquestionably, it would be
better not to divide it. The trustees were, however, of opinion,

after due deliberation, that the enlargement of the present

museum would involve an additional expenditure of 200,000/,

more than if the collections were separated.—Mr. Jackson
complained of the limited scale of ialaries paid to the officers of
the museum, which he deccrilwd as a disgrace to the country.

—The Chancellor of the Exchequer emphatically denied that

the oflScers of the museum were under paid ; on the contrary,

he could show that, regard being had to the duties they had to

perform, their remuneration was quite on a par with that of
other public servants. The motion was then agreed to.

—

Colonel Smyth obtained leave to bring in a bill to amend
i
the law relating to the liabilitif of Innkeepers, and to prevent
certain frauds upon them.—Mr. Jackson moved that an
humble address be presented to her Majesty, praying-

that she would be graciously pleased to issue a royal

commission to inquire into the system of Control and
Management of her Majesfy^s Bockyard^^ the purchase
of materials and stores, the cost of building, preparing^
alterbig, fitting, and refitting her Majesty's ships.—Mr.
KiNNAiRD seconded the motion.—Mr Corry hoped that the
motion had not been brought forward with any desire to
impugn the conduct of the committee of dockyard inquiry
appointed by the late Government — Mr. Bentixck approved
of the motion, but feared that it would not go to the root of the
evil, which was the constitution of the Board of Admiralty.

—

Mr. Lindsay moved, as an addition to the motion, that the
commissioners be instructed to inquire into the best mode of
keeping the doekyaM accounts.—Lord C Paglt admitted that
the inquiry, to be satisfactory, mtist be ftiU and se;irching. He
hud therefore no objection to the addition proposed. The
motion with the addition was then agreed to. The Pawn-
hroker^^ Act Amertdinent Bill passed through committee.—On*
the order of the day for the second reading of the London^

Corporation BllU Mr. Ayrton moved that it be referred to a
select committee, with instruction to inquire into and report

upon the charges and taxes on the metropolis, and theexpediency
of constituting the metropolis a county uf itself for all purposes
of local management, aud for the administration of justice.

He contended that the taxes levied by the corporation—the
metage dues, the coal dues, and other inipc»sitions—were-
illegal, uncalled-for, and should no longer be tolerated, now

nation the strength of a united people. As to the question of
i

th^it the relations betwt^en the City and tho metropolis had
the disfranchisement of borou^jhs, he felt that the Act of 1S32 :

undergone so complete a change. The corporation had alto-

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Fbidat.— 7%€ Reform fliH,— Lord-J. Russell said that it

was the intention of the Government to resist Mr. Massey's
motion to refer the Bill to a select committee, considering
that it would be tantamount to a motion for adjournment for
six months.—Mr. Miller complained of the administra-
tion of the Police Act, whereby young children were im-

C"
oned for Playing inthe Streeta.—iiiT G. Lewis replied that he
communicated with the Commissioners of Police, who had

assured him that the regulations were not severe, and not putm foi-ce with greater strictness than formerly, Ktill it was
necessary for the personal protection of foot passengers that
the law should not remain a dead letter. Sxaminatimu for
mnct Commissions. — In answer to Mr. C. Wynne, Mr. S
Herbert said that some of the examination papers had been
fltolen for the purpose of being communicated to the candidates
for dnect comujissions in the Array, but their abstraction
was not to be attributed to any want of vigilance on the
part ot the Council of Military Education, as t had been ascer-
tamed that they bad been stolen from the printing^ottice of
Messrs Eyre and Spottiswoode. It was the intention of theWar O&ce to pay the expenses of those candidates»ho, having returned to their homes, wouM be
required to come -up for another examination in London
Navigation Lavf^ of Spnin.—In answer to Mr, Lvall. Loi^ J
RuwEu.s.'iid that her Majesty's Gnvernraent had represented
to th« Sp;mi*h Guvemment the advantages which Spainwould denve fmm the new commercial legislation of Enghmdand that it was hia indention to use every eff.^rt to induceSpam to adopt a moro Uberal course of policv —MrMellor obt^iined leave to bring in a Bill to remove doubt^

C7iaritte$.-Mr Locke Kixo moved an address to the Crownpraving that thv Procia^naiionfor the fncoitragenunt of Piety and^€PrfwntH?n of Vice should be revised or discontinued at assizes

ISi'i^-iK*'"''*^**''^^^^
EsTCouRT objected t^ the latterpart ot the motio!., and Mr L. Kino having modified the motion

gether ceased to care for its constituents, and had become
nothing but the miserable shadow of its former self. He pro-
posed to substitute for the present corporation a really effec-

tive metropolitan municipality, consisting of al-ierraen and
common councillors elected by the districts now represented at
the Board of Works, and to improve the administration of
justice by making the metropolis a county in itself, and by-

instituting a commist^ion of the peace fur the entire metropolis-

—Mr. Williams said that of all thu Bills which had been
brought in to reform the Corporation of London this was
undoubtedly the worst, as it did not propose to carry out
a single recommendation of ti^e Royal commission of
which the Secretary for the Home Department, whose nam&
was on the Bill, had been a member, lie hoped tho measure
would be either withdrawn or rejected, for it was idle to-

suppose that it could reform anything, much les^ the Corpora-
tnm of London.—Sir G- Lewis said that the Bill had been
framed in deference to the report of a select c^immittee of the
House of Commons, and not in accordance with the recom-
mendations of the Royal commission. He admitted that it was
a small measure of reform, but he hoped the House would not

object to it on that account—Alderman Ci'BITT said that the

corporation were willing that the Bill should ne read a second
time, in order that it might be amended in committee,—Mr.
John Locke moved the adjournment ot the debate. This was
opposed by Government and negatived ou a division by S2 to

37. The Bill was then read a second time, on tho understand-
ing that Mr. Ayrton's moti(m, which could not be put as an
amendment to the second reading, would be submitted oa
going into committee.—The Census {England) Bi I was read a-

second time after a protest from Mr, Baincs against the power

__ _^ ^^ ^_^ ^^^ it contained of inquiring into every m^tn*s religious belief—The
Mr Newdegate found fault with the Bill, because it made no ' BuUc Improvements BiU^ the Dachy of Cormeait {Limitation of
adequ teprovisionforincreasingthocounty representation,—On ^ Actions) Bill^ and the Petition of Rigkts Bill were read a third
the motion of Mr, Black the debate was adjourned until time and passed.
Thursday, Lord Palmerston expressine a hope that the House

had rendered unnecessary any further legislation in that direc-
tion. He could not understand how the same Bill could be
C;illcd revolutionary on the one side, and insignificant on the
other. From calculations which he had himself made, after a
most careful consideration he did not estimate the addition to
the borough conBtituency imder the Bill at more than 160.000,
and believed that it had been over-estimated by Lord J. Rua-
sell. The addition to the county constituency, all deductions
being made, would not, he asserted, be more than 157,000. At
the very utmost, the entire increase to the constituency would
be under 400,000. The present session was especially fitted for
a tranquil settlement of the subject without popular agitation,
and he trusted that the House would set about it in earnest.
—Lord R. Montagu deprecated the vesting ofpolitical power in
a da-ss of the community at once large and low. The Bill, he
contended, was not required by the country, as the existing
constituencies did not exercise their privilege.—Mr. H Berke-
ley denied that the Bill, in the common acceptation of the
term, could be called a Reform Bill. It was a forward measure,
and as such he was, in consistency, compelled to support it.

but he protested against its being considered a conclusive or a
final measure. He took it as a homojopathie globule, calcu-
lated to do him neither good nor harm —Lord R. Cecil appre-
hended thafe the result of the present Bill would place the chief
power in the hands of the poor and ignorant, to the injury of
the wealthy and intelligent —Mr. Milnes expressed his willing-
ness to vote for the Bill ; but gave notice that in committee he
would introduce a clause to establish an educational fran-
chise. — Mr. Peacocke opposed the Bill, considering that
if carried it would destroy the influence of the small
boroughs, and ultimately lead to electoral divisions—After
a few words from Mr. Thompson in favour of the measure

would on that evening come to a division.— Mr. Disraeli
objected to giving any pledge that the debate should terminate
on Thursday. The amendments in committee to the Paper
BiUy Repeal Bill were considered and agreed to. The report of
tkf. Committee of Supphj was brought up and agreed to. The
Bankr>iptc}f nnd bi'olvency BUI was committed pr-* formd, and
the further progress postponed until Mondav week. The
R«gittrnti(/,i of Births, ttc, Scotland BUI and the 'FUheries (Scot-
land) Bill were read a second time.

for «.in^ i«f-
through committee. On the motion

S^^l^.'''^^^^'"',""®/*" the Pap^ Duty appeal Bill,

Wednesday,—ii</bnn BiU.—Mr. Edwin Jame-^i gave notice
that, in committee on the Retcrm Bill, h-i would propose a clause
to confer what is termed a " lodger franchise." The House the»
went into committee on the Law of Property Bdl, which occupied
several hours in discussion. A division was tri'ken on the first

clause, which was ordered to stand pirtof tho Bill by 120 to
50. Clause 12 was rejected, and the Bill ultimately passed
through committee. The Masters and OiJtra lives Hill was read
a second time, and referred to the Select l^omraittteon Masters
and Operatives. The Jews* Act Atnendmtnt Bill passed through
committee.
Thursday.—TV Insurrection in S/ciVv.—Lord J. Busseli,

BUted, in answer to Mr. SHERroAN, that ordei-s had recently
been given that a British ship-of-war should be stationed at

TvmDKY.^Foreshores —Mr. A. S-mith moved for a select
aoa* to confine it to the revision of the'pniclamationltTx^ 2!?wl"? '"f

^^

earned by HI to 75.-The Chantflu>r of t^h« FtpL^a^^^
with the foreshores, tidal nvers, estuaries, and bed of the sea

taine.1 leive to bring in a B.U toam^ theW rJfJJ^^ .k^'
''''^^'^ ^^^ *^'^** ""^ ^^^ ^^^^jd Kingdom, and the manner in

Pottage 0/ N^»p,,p^t, The J>iu:kv o/" ^-orn*^// 7/,-.S/« /* •Jv'^t.'^
"^ VfoM% and Forests are dealing l Rdermo, and another at Me^in^*, with instructions to give

^w«.) Bid passed through cLLittl. L^tZ'^'tZJi ^'^h ^^^^^ ^a^^^^^ th. protection of
on trie ground that the H<mse of Commons had no power to ' the British flag. The Reform Bill —The jidjoumed debate on
,..^,.. ,-„;.,*„ n,„ -i-ui._ _f.L

.
^ __, . . .....

the second reading of the" Representation of the Pw»ple Bill was
resumed by Mr. Black, who opposed the measure, on the
ground that it would give undue influence to a majority at the

expense of the intelligence and wtalth of the country. He
deeply regretted being compelled to vote against the Govern-
ment, but he felt that he could not, in justice to his own
feelings, support a measure which he believed W(mld transfer

political power to those who were unprepared to receive it-
Sir E. B. Lytton asked whether it might not be possible

to agree upon some broad principle u|«n which the elec-

tive system could be based. It seemed to him that

ThlcSlNr^M^^.^';^^"^^'-
Black seconded the motion.-

claftilt^f rH l^^f
Exchequer said that out of the many

S^.?th« nnhi^^**'^'**'^^
^"^"^ ^"^ ^^«« entitled to dmwtack^

^t »^^ W Jr- '"k" ''^^"le ^^^ P***^ "t"-^ their books

T^nem^^u^t^ .^ ""^^u^- "?^ *^^^^ ^^ '^« statiun«r ana.wineiuerchai3t» where the articles could be positively ideuti-

Forests were in the po.'^ition of guardians of the public interesr,
and that in the execution of their administrative functions
they had uniformly kept that object in view. After a brief
discussion the motion was negatived by 134 to H7.
British ^useum.—iir, Gregory moved foraaelfct committee
ti inquire how far and in what way it may be desirable to
find increased space for the extension and arrangement of the
various collections of the British Museum, and the best
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the tendency ot the present mt^asure would be to give

the poor and less intelligent class the lion's share of poli-

tical power, and thus enable them to obtain control over

the capital which employed and the mind which directed

them- The Bill would introduce a new and democratic element

into the constitution, and cramp and distort the national

suffrage into the nionopoly of a single class. It was said that

this was an age of progress, but it did not follow because we
had railways and steam that we must also have a 61. franchise,

progress sxirely could not mean handing over power to men
-who were the reverse of learned and the opposite of rich. Fcr

]jis own part, if ho thought the question could be settled, he

would consent to a more comprehensive measure, which would
^gtablish some security for the fair representation of intelli-

crence and property. If they were to alter their House, it

would he better to get rid of all the inconvenience at once,

instead of being every year in the hands of the architect. He
apprehended that if they were to pass the Bill in its present

shape, they would not be a jot nearer to the settlement

of the question. It would double the expense of

county elections, and open the door to increased corrup-

tion ; it would settle nothing, ond please nobody ; in fine, it

would only place the prosperity and destinies of the country
upon bases so artificial that, if once destroyed, they could
never be restored to their former greatness. Referring to the
inconvenient period at which the change was about to be made,
he criticised the conduct and policy of the Emperor of the
French, and asked whether this was a moment to dismiss a
Parliament which, in a different crisis, had done so much to
preserve the peace of Europe, and to maintain untarnished the
honour of tlie coxuitry, in order to exchange it for another to be
selected by the minimuvi intelligence of the people. He
was aware that he, and those with whom he was in the habit
of actincr, might be met with the taunt thrown out by the
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, " Why not move an
amendment?" His reply was. that such an amendment might
be carried if hon. gentlemen on the opposite benches
would but vote in public according to the opinions they had
expressed in private. He concluded by recommending the
Government to withdraw the Bill on the obvious and un-
answerable ground that it had failed f-o give satisfaction to the
country,—Mr, Maksh expressed his intention to vote against
the Bill in its present shape, as he believed it would give too
large a balance of power to one class of the community, with-
out providing any constitutional element of Conservatism as
an equipoise,—Sir J. Fergusson also spoke against the Bill,

lu the course of his observations an attempt was made by the
Opposition to count nut the House, which was very nearly
successful, only 25 members being present when the minute-
glass was turned,—Mr. Denmak supported the Bill, and
adduced a variety of statistics to show that the working classes

were, by their inteUigence and conduct, fully entitled to share
in the privileges which it was proposed to confer upon them. He
believed that a large class of eligible pereons were now ex-
cluded fVom the franchise because they were not householders,
and he should therefore vote for a clause conferring a lodger
franchise.—Sir J, Walsh congratulated Lord J. Russell upon
having at length found a supporter He should himself oppose
the measure, which he said was nothing more nor lees tnan a
Household Suffrage Bill under another name.—Lord J. Russell
said that similar arguments to those which had been adduced
that evening about the evils to be apprehended from esta-
blishing a democracy had been urged with equal pertinacity
30 years ago against the last Refomi Bill. Nevertheless,
since that period the corporations had been reformed,
tithes had been abolished, slavery in the West Indies done
away with, free trade established, and the tenure of our
Indian empire changed and consolidated. He denied that
the Bill would place the franchise in the hands of the
poorest and least educated class of the community. While
it was far more liberal than the measure introduced last
year by the Eari of Derby, it was at the same time more
constitutional, and the House might adopt it without endanger-
ing the institutions of the countiy- He did not believe that the
flood of the 61 householders would swamp the other classes of
electors. On the contrary, he maintained that property would
continue to have its due weight and influence. He called upon
the House to place confidence in the good sense and intelligence
of the people, and to strengthen the institutions of the country
by admitting a numerous and deserving class to the privilege
of the franchise.—On the motion of Mr. Bentinck, the debate
was again adjourned to Slonday. The remaining clauses of the
Customs Sill were gone through, and tbe Com^non Lodgivg-Hov^e
Ireland) Bill passed through committee.
Friday.—MdropolHan ToUs,—In answer to "Mr Ingram, Sir

G- Lewis stated his opinion that some of the tolls adjoining the
metropolis ought to be removed, but he did not expect to he
able to introduce a Bill on the subject during the present
session. Poor Low Rdams,—In answer to Sir M. Farquhar,
Mr. ViLLiERs said that further returns had been obtained, and
would probably be laid on the table that evening.—Sir J.
Pakjngton repeated his objections to the returns.—Lord
Stanley thought the whole subject ought to be fully inquired
into.-^Mr, Bright feared that the mmiberof votes put upon
the rerister by the Reform Bill would be smaller than the
House oelieved, and smaller than he wished.

,>^o^\P'^^ -**>^^^^*'^^-'J"*''^'«'^-i'i'. ^orthOtkendon. Essex, Draper—
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M. UlLLER, Deputy Caabier.

[Left sitting.]

ilTtfjo fntflltgence.
Monet Mahket, Friday.—British Fukds : Con*

sols closed at 94| for Money, and 94| to 95 for 9tli May J

inctvopolis anm ttg Utcinftij.

Tnteenational Exhibition of 3862.—The fol-

lowing letter has been addressed to the Secretary of the

Society of Arts by command of the Prince Consort,

president of the society, expressing the readiness of his

Royal Highness to plact his name on thp list of guaran-

tors for the sum of 10,000Z. so aoon as the sum of

240,000/. has been subscribed :

—

"Windsor Castle, April 9, 1860.
" Dear Sir,—I am commanded by his Royal Highness the

Prince Consort to inform you that his Royal Highness has given
his best atTtention to the proposal made by the council of the
Society of Arts for the formation of a guarantee fund, in order

to enable them to give effect to the wisli of the Society to hold
another Great International Exhibition in 18(52. As President

of the Society, it is ever the wi»h of his Royal Highuess to assist,

as far as it is in his power to do so, any well considered plan
proposed by the Society which has for its object the advance-
ment of art and science as applied to industiial pursuits. But
feeling at the same time that the favour of the public to any
such plan should be due to the merits of the proposal alone, he
has in general made it a rule to decline giving his name to any
undertaking which had not already received such an amoimt
of public supnort as would ensure its ultimate success. In the
present case, however, considering the coniiitions under which
it is proposed to raise the guarantee fund—one of which
provides that * no liability shall be incurred by any person
Hubscribing the agreement, unless the sum of 250,000i. be
subscribed within six calendar months'—his Roya' Highness
will so far depart from his ordinary practice as to intimate his

readiness, when the ijublic interest in the projwsed Exhibition
shall have manifested itself to the extent of subscribing 24n^000i.

to contribute the further sum that shall be necessary to com-
plete the full amount of the iiroposcd guarantee.—I am, Ac,

"a Grey."

Frattds ON" THE TTnion Baxk.—The directors of

the Union Hank of London have issued a report to

their proprietors announcing that i'rauds have been
committed upon the establisliuient by Mr. Pulllnger,

their chief cashier, amounting to no less a sum than

263,000^- The frauds have been effected by a forged
pass-book, Mr. Pullingcr keeping one for the Bank of
Ettgland and another for the ledger clerk of tlie Union
Bank. He had been in the establishment for 21 years,

and had held his present post for five years, throughout
the greater purt of wliich latter period his misappropria-

tions are believed to have been carried on. In order to

meet the loss, the directors propose to write off" 21. a
share, in other words to re-transler the snm of 120,000/.

which in July last was triinsferred from the reserve to

the capifjil account as a bonus, and to add to it the exi.st-

ing reserve fund of 100,000/. This ^^ ill leave a balance

ot 40,000/. to he provided, which, it is hoped, will be
obtained from the profits of the current year, wliilst a

dividend of 5 per cent, may be declared in July,

making, with that paid in January last, 12| per cent,

for the year, the capital remaining perfectly intact. It

Selfe stated that on looking into the Act of
Unifonnity he had found that he had made a mis-
take in convicting 'a few days since a man named
William Dickenson, for disturbing the minister, and
hissing in the parish church, and fining him two marks.
He now found that he had no jurisdiction in the case,
as the proceeding ought to have been by indictment at
the quarter sessions or assizes. As therefore the con-
viction was null and void, and the mistake was entirely
his own, he had determined, under all the circumstances,
instead of fining William Dickenson two marks, or
26*. 8f?., to mulct himself. The sentence therefore was,
that he (Mr. Selfe) be mulct in two marks of 13*. 4d^
each, the penalty imposed by mistake on William
Dickenson.

CaEDINAX W^ISEMAN on the PapAX QlTESTIOTf.—
On the twolast Sundays.by direction of Cardinal Wiseman ,.

a collection was made in all the Roman Catholic cliurchefr

and chapels of the metropolis in aid of the fund now
raising for the Pope. A pastoral letter from the car-
dinal was read in which he entered fully into the past
and present position of the papal question. The docu-
ment, which was dated from Rome, is of considerable
length, and was by direction divided into two portions^

one ofwhichwasreadoneachofthe two Sundays. It stated
that the sudden cutting off of resources from the insur-

gent provinces and the extraordinary expenses entailed

on the Papal Government, would naturally sugc^est the
contributions of all the faithful towards a " benevo-
lence " in favour of the Holy Father. It referred to
the example of Ireland as being woi'tby to be followed

in this respect, and expressed a hope that a favourable
loan would be immediately set on foot, and that it would
find sficcess even in England; but in the meantime they
must exert themselves to lay a filial tribute at the feet

of his Holiness, whose blessing his eminence especially

communicated to his flock.

The Gbeat Eastern.—Captain Vine Hall, F.R.A.S.,

has been appointed to tlie command of the great ship,

in the room of the late Captain Harrison. Captain
Hall has had a large amount of experience in the com-
mand of ships of the fir-st class in the Mediterranean,

South America, Australia, and India.

Health op London.—The Registrar-General'*

Report states that the deaths in London in the week that
ended Saturday, April 21, were 1284, being a decrease on
the number of the previous week, which was 1407. In
the corresponding weeks of the 10 years 1850-9 the
average number was 1073; which, if raised in proportion

to the increase of population, will become 1180. Tlie

present return is therefore 104 above the avernge.

During the week the births of 923 boys and 834 girls,

in all 1757 children, were registered in London. In the

10 corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59 the average
number was 1685-

Bank Stock, 226 ; Three per Cents. Reduced, 93^ to f; jg generally believed that Pullmger ctmld not have
New Three per Cents., 93§ toi; India Stock, 219; cnrried on the frauds for so extended a period of time
Indian Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, 106i to i^ ; Five per • - ....'^.

. -

Cent. Enfaced Rnjiee Paper, 98t; Ditto Five and a
Half per Cent., 103|; Indian Four per Cent. Deben-
tures, 1859, 96i; India Bonds, 10^. dis.; Exchequer
Bills, 6s. prem.—Foreign : Brazilian Four and a Half
per Cents., 1860, | dis.; Mexican Three per Cents.,

21|; Portuguese Three per Cents., 1853, 43| to 44;
Russian Three per Cents., 1859, 66t; Sardinian Five
per Cents., 85 ; Spanish Three per Cents., 47i ; Ditto
New Deferred Three per Cents., 36| ; Ditto for Acct.,

361; Turkish Six per Cepts., 1854, 76^ exdiv.; Ditto
for Acct., 77 ex div. ; Ditto for 1858, 61|; Ditto Gaa-
ranteed Four per Cents., 101^.
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OTajfttc of tftr Wittt.
TUESl)AT-BANKRUPTJ^-n. Bach,^ Sheffield, Yortihire, Hosier-

J-England,;>6, Upper Charlotte Street, FilKmy Square, MlddW«, Photo-
raphic Apparatufl Mauuf cmrer— A, HAMMo?fj> and J. ^tT^RTl of Li>^
K^nt BuittferB-W, n. HoAft, Wntchbell Street, Kye, SuH^ex, Ship Bu-ldw
ttia Mprchant—.). UwBtrtHiLL, J^'yinouth. Ironmonger—A. Waite, Benvick-
^pon-Tweed, Draper trnd Clothier
BANKRUPTCY A^NULLED — T, I

SCOTCH SEQtESTPATlONS^T. Bvfhr. G1«(cow, Builder-P AUaxEB, Gla?i«:ow, Conimi^sion Atient— A. M. Coplatvo, Uundee Com-jmion Merchant and Shiphrnker— B Dtncapi, Tcftblair, Rofis-shirr
r*^^r^A- Hay, Siockley, HantTshirc, Fftrmer-W. W. Johnsiowe, Barn-w" Liok*, Forfarshire. Numeryman and Market Gardener—J.I Mature
uwiar, Clackmannanshire, Cauie Dealer and Graiier-H. P, Plowmai*'
JjinUthirow— J, SuMEBviiLF, Gla?ifrnw, Muslin Manufacturer and Ware*
*ouwmaa-J. Tait, tdinbunfb, Mercbant.

without the aid of accomplices; and this impression is

strengthened by the apprehension and exumiuation at

Uie Mansion House on WeUnesday of a junior cashier

called Lyttleton, on the charge ot having embezzled a

sum of 1240Z,, either for the use of himself or some
other party.

St. George'S'IK-the-Kast.—The attempt to renew
the riots in this church on Sunday evening was cut short

^ i^robinrfah
BiEMiyGHAW.—A young girl named Sarah Pratt, :i

servant in »n inn at Deritend, was murdered a few dayn
since by a man named Price, wbo had been paying his
addresses to her without success. He induced her, by
a false message, to go to the house of a neighbour,
where he cut her throat. Just as the mistress of the
liouse was returning home she met the murderer rush-
ing out at the door. He was, however, pursued by a

tradesman who heard the cry of murder, and conveyed
to the station, where on being searched a nearly new
and extremely sharp shoemaker's knife, smeared with
blood, was found upon him. The murdprer subse-

quently admitted that a feeling of jealousy had
prompted the crime. The jury at the inquest re-

turned a verdict of Wilful Murder against the prisoner,

who has Since been committed by tlie magistrate for

trial at the next Warwicksliire assizes.

GospORT.—On a recent examination of the gunboats
built for the navy during the Crimean war and since

laid up on the slips at Haslfir, it has been discovered

that several of them have scarcely a sound piece of wood
about them, every part bearing the marks of "sap,*

while the pressure of the hand upon their frame'
crmnbles it into dust. The contract price of these

vessels is said to have been about 5000?. for each hull

alone, and the cost of repairing th^'in is expected to
amount to about 3500Z, The copper bolts, too, in one
of the boats, which ought to have gone clean through
and been clinched on each side, were found to have
been changed into short ends, of about 2 inches, driven

in on each side. Two of tite boats, the Earnest and the

builder, both as regards lalwur and maferial, were built

lit Bristol by Mr. Patterson, the builder of the Great

Western, who sustained a considerable loss by the

by the accidental failure of the gas. After the first lesson i Escort, which have been declared by the authorities to

the gas suddenly went out and left the church in total 1 have been constructed in a manner crcJifjihle to their

darkness. The mob immediately became riotous, and »•-"<'»"- ^"*^^ »" *-' •* —*—:-.i —-« k.-*!*

began to sing profane songs instead oi the doxology,

and in the midst of a terrific uproar Mr. King

lelt the desk and his choristers retired from the

altar with him to the vestry. The parish clerk

shortly afterwards made his way into the church

with a lighted ta| er, and anno anced that the

finrvice would not be continued. Mr. Inspector

RviSG, Nottingham, Travelling

Alison at the same time entered the churcli with a bwiy

of police and commenced clearing the place, a difficult

process, it may be iuiaghied, the church being at this

total darkneps and densely crowded. In alvout
pro

time in

contract.

Hfli..

Elizabeth

- On Monday morning a ividow named
Ann Parke, aged 25| residing with her

mother in Darley's Court, New George Street, was
murdered by Thomas Kirkwood, a deserter from the

29th Regiuient. Kirkwot>d, it appears, got leave of

ahsence about five months ngo and has had his furlough

twice renewed. He lodged with a sister-in-law until

about six weeks ago, when he left, and went to lodge at

half an hour the mob was got out into the street, where
j

the house of deceased's mother, remaining there till he

the favourite amusement of 8ingi..g the doxology up was forced to leave for non-pay i eut of the rent He

and down Cannon Street wns agi.in resv.rted has since been existing by victmi.smg the public, troM

to —At the Thames Police Court on Friday, Mr. ' whom he has obtained by false representations sufficient
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to keep himself. On Monday raomitig after breakfast
he went to deceased*s house, and patting his arm round
her neck as if for the purpose of giving her a kiss, out
her throat with, a razor. The prisoner had only nine
mOHthB tjo serve before being entitled to his discharge.
He was apprebended shortly afterwards and taken to'

the Mansion House, wbere he acted like an infuriated
madman, stoutly protestiing his innocence. The woman
died about 5 o'clock in the afternoon. The prisoner
was too drunk to be taken before the magistrate on
Monday, and was consequently remanded until the next
day, when he was committed for trial at the York assizes.

LiTEBPOOL.—Within the last few weeks it has been
rumoured in this town that Mr. W. Statbam, Registrar
-of the Liverpool County Court, was deficient in bis

accounts to the enormous amount of 15,000?. During the
-past week or two the accounts have been investigated,

and, though the investigation is as yet by no means
complete, the deficiency already aseertained is between

both charges, and the one gnilty on the second cbar^^e;

they therefore sentenced the prisoners found guilty on

both chargee to 12 months' imprisonment at Winchester,

and the other to nine mouths* imprisonment in the

same gaol. On Wednesday the Court re-assembled and

proceeded to try an able seaman for inciting one of the

ordinary seamen to disobey the orders of bis superior

officers, and to unship the ladders ou the lower deck.

The Court found the charges proved, and sentenced the

prisoner to two years' imprisonment at Winchester with

hard labour, and at the expiration of that period to te

dismissed her Majesty's service with disgrace. The
Court was then re-sworn, and j)receeded to try an ordi-

nary seaman, on charges of having incited one of his

messmates to disobey the orders of his superior officers

by telling him not to go on deck when bis watch was
piped to fall in, and also for remaining below himself

when his watch was piped on deck. The Court found

both charges proved, aud sentenced the prisoner to six

months' imprisonment, with hard labour, at Winchester3000^. and 4000^. Mr. Statham has, of course, not
appeared in court in his official capacity since the On Thursday the Court reassembled and tried a private

discovery of his defalcations, but until within the last
j
of Marines, on a charge of refusing with an oath,

-few days it was understood that he was in the town, when ordered by his corporal to the upper deck, to work
It is now however believed that he has left Liverpool 1 for him or any one else. The Court found the charge

for Australia, a sberiflTs officer who has- been on the
I
proved, and sentenced the prisoner to two years* im-

look-out for him during the past week, in order to prisonment at Winchester, with hard labour ; and at

arrest him for a very large amount, having been unable
j
the expiration of his sentence to be dismissed the

"to trace him. The career of Mr. Statbam as regards service with disgrace. The Court then proceeded to try
1 Ll. . _- J..t 1 1. .,__1_1 t ^ • I !»»• • ) 4 -.__ :., *!,« Hf^—Innpecuniary matters appears to have been most reckless.

Though the emoluments of his office amounted to 1000?.

a year, he has not only contrived to abstract an
enormous amount from the funds of the court, but, in

addition to private liabilities amounting to several

thousand pounds, he has involved several of the officers

of the court, including the cashier, whom he has induced
to borrow money for bim from insurance com-
panies, loan societies, and private individuals to the

ejitent of nearly 4500A! The suras thus borrowed
were at once handed over to Statham, aud now the
cashier, finding himself inextricably involved through
accommodatiitg his superior officer with his name, has
petitioned the Insolvient Court, and set fbrth in his

schedule the various loans which he contracted ou
Statham's account. The circumstances have excited

much astonishment in the town, and the greatest

indignation is felt on the part of the public that one

15 privates of Marines and 4 gunners in the Marme
Artillery, on the charge of assembling on the main

deck of^he Edgar instead of at once proceeding to the

upper deck when ordered by the commanding officer to

do so. The Court found that sufficient evidence bad

not been adduced to support the charge against the

prisoners, and they were therefoi'e acquitted. The

prisoners in this last case were a remarkably fine body

of men. Several of them wore medals—one had four

on his breast—eight wore good conduct badges, and one

had only a few mouths to serve to complete bis time for

a pension. ^__^

$relan0.
The Pope's Tbibute.—On Sunday last a meeting

in aid of the Irish contribution to the Pope's treasury

was held at Cork, Dr. Delany the Koman Catholic

who has so grievously committed himself should not
|

bishop, in the chair, when the sum of lOOOA was

have been dismissed from office and subjected to a |
subscribed in hard money before the close of

criminal prosecution. It is understood however that

Statham being a servant of the Crown, it is for the

Government to take the initiative, as any loss caused by
the defalcations will fall upon the country,

OxFOED.—The election of a wai-den of New College,

in the room of the late Dr. Williams, took place on the
lOth in the College Chapel, wlien the Rev. James
Edwards Sewell, M.A., Fellow, Rursar, and Librarian,

was duly elected. Of the 60 fellows no less than 57
•were present and voted. The numbers were as follows

:

—For the Rev. J. K. Sewell,. 38; the Ilev. W. B,

Heathcote, Precentor of Salisbury, 14; Dr. Moberly^
Head Master of Winchester College, 5,

Pejirith-— Thomas Sowerby, who stands charged
with the wilful murder of a Jew- named Simon Manassa,

raeethig. Bishop
papers a list of the contributions collected in

diocpssof Meath. The sum total amounts to 5507/. 2*.

the

Cantwell has forwarded to the

the

diocessof Meath. The sum total amounts to 5507/. 2*. 4d.^

which is considered a very handsome remittance,

considering the ui\iversal complaints of agricultuaral

pressure and ruinous prices of food for cattle.

The Pikentx Conspiracy.—The Lord-Lieutenant

has ordered the discharge from prison of Daniel Sulli-

van, one of the leaders of the Phoenix conspiracy, who
was convicted and sentenced to penal servitude when
the general body was tried, a year ago.

fotlan?f.

XIxTTEBSiTT OF Edinbuboh.—The installation of

or Levi Davidson, at Penrith on Easter Monday, made i the Right Hon. W. E, Gladstone, as Rector of the

•ft confession of his guilt on Saturday. The substance of

bis statement is that he had been asked by deceased to

find him lodgings foi* the night, as he had been locked

out of the house where he had engaged a bed ; that he
took him to some outhouses naxs the scene of the

murder, when they quai relied and fought, and that the

old man having thrown bis stick at the prisoner, the

latter knocked him down, and seizing the stick struck

him several times over the head. The prisoner did not
think then that he had done him any very material mis-

chief. He left him lying on the gronud and returned
to the town. The magistrates on Wednesday, after

hearing some additional evidence, committed the
prisoner for trial at the CatUsle assizes on the charge of
Wilful Murder.
PoBTSacoOTH.

—

Ai series of court-martials has been
held this week on board the Victory, for the tri^ of
«ever&l of the Marines concerned iu the recent dis-

turbances on board the Edgar at Spithead. The first,

which took place on Mondliy, was held on a private of
MKriaea, who was charged with having endeavoured to
<leUy and diacourage the service by fulUug in with the
wrong watch, and by afterwaid.s denying that he knew
to which watch he belonged ; and secondly, for miscon-
ducting himself and disobeying orders while being
conveyed in the Edgar's cutter to her Majesty's
ship Victory. The Court found the prisoner
guflty on both charges, and sentenced him to
two years* imprisonm en t^ w ith liurd labour, at
Winchester, and at the conclusion of that period to be
dismissed from the Royal Marines with disgrace. The
•Court then proceeded to try two other privates of
Jtfariaes, on charges of having prevented the sergeant
and corporal from putting Clarke, the prisoner iu the

case in irons, in the fore-cockpit, and for havingkflt

Teacued him from their custody. The Court found that
the charges were not proved against the prisoners, who
w'ere acquitted accordingly. On Tuesday the
Court re-awembled for the trial of 10 privates
of Marines, and a gunner of the Marine Artillery,
on two charges of not coming on deck when
the starboard watch was piped to fall in, and dis-
obedience of ordersy &c. The Court found the whole of

University of Edinburgh, took place on the 16th inst. in

the Music Hall. There was a crowded attendance, the

priority of admission being given to the students, who
are tlie constituents of the Rector, and next to the

members of the General Council. There were about

200 ladies in the audience and orchestra galleries.

The members of the University Commission, the Univer

sity Court, the Curators of the Patronage, the Senatus,

and the distinguished persons on whom the degree of

LL.D. had been or was to be conferred met in the

Assembly Rooms, There were fii'st conducted to the

platform the following gentlemen, who were riot iu

academic costume—namely, the Earl of Haddington,
Lord Belhaven, Lord Ardmillan, Mr. Stirling, of Keir,

M . P., Sir W. G ibson-Cmig, Sir W. Dunbar,
M.P., Mr. Dunlop. M.P., Mr. Mure, M.P., &c

I

Then followed in procession the following gentlemen,
in academic robes ;— Sir David Brewster, PrineipMl and
Vice-Chancellor; the Rector, the Right Hon. W. E.
Gladstone; the Solicitor-General, the Lord Provost, Sir

John Melville, Professor Christison, Bailie Grieve, Dr.
Brown, the Lord-Advocate, the Lord Justice-Clerk,

Principal Forbes, Dean Ramsay, Professor Mansel,
Oxford ; Lord Neaves, aud the members of the Senatus
Academicus. Professor Crawford opened the proceed-
ings with prayer. Professor Campbell Swiaton, as Dean
of the Faculty of Law, then severally presented the
dilferent persons upon whom the Senate had conferred
the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws—the Right Hon.
W. E. Gladstone, Principal Forbes, of St, Andrews;
Lord Xeaves, the Solicitor-Goneral, the Very Rev. Dean
Ramsay, and the Rev. Edward Mansel, Professor of
Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy at Oxford—pro-
nouncing a brief and appropriate eloge in each case.

Mr. David Hall, as representing the students, then
presented to the Vice-Chancellor the Right Hon. Mr.
Gladstone, as the Rector elected by the students

under the powers conferred on them by the Scottish

Universities Act. The Rector, who was received

with immense enthusiasm, then addressed the audience

in a speech which fills about four columns of the daily

papers. He traced at great length the history and

entitled to rank among the greater lights and glories

of Christendom. He showed that they bore, and indeed
still bear, a character at once conservative and pro-

gressive ; that if not uniformly, yet in general their

influence tended to mitigate extreme opinions; that the

Papal power, for example, knew no more formidable

curb than the great University of Paris; and that in;

England it was the special privilege of Oxford to

rear up many centuries ago very eminent men of

the class who have been well described by a

German writer as Reformers before the Reformation,
" At one time," he said, " we find nobles, at another'

country gentlemen, at another burgesses, engaged in

the struggle against arbitrary power; but nowhere in

thfe ancient history of this country is more deeply

engraven her unconquerable love of freedom than in the'

constitution and history of her Universities, Each of

them, as a brotherhood, bound together by the noble

bond of learning, was a standing and living protest

against the domination of mere wealth and of force iH

all their forms; aud they strengthened themselvcB for

their conflict by the freedom of their arrangements
both of teaching and of discipline." He concluded his

address, which was listened to throughout with the

utmost attention, with the following peroration:

—

" Man la to be trained chiefly by studyingand knowingtnan;
and we are prepared for kuowmg man in life by learning-

hira first in books, much as we are taught to draw from
drawings before we draw from nature. But if man is to be
studied in books, he will best be studied in such books as

present him to us in the largest, strongest, amplest—in a)

word, the most typical forma. These forms are principally,

found among the ancients. Nor can the study of the ancients*

be dissociated from the study of their languages. There
is a profound relation between thought and the investi-

ture which it chooses for itselt ; and it is as a general
rule most true that we cannot know men or nations unless

we know their tongue. Diversity of language is, like labour,*

a temporal penalty inflicted on our race for sin ; but, being
like labour originally penal, like labour it becomes by
the ordinance of God a fertile source of blessing to those
who use it aright. It is the instrument of thought, but it is

not a blind or dead instrument ; it is like the works in metal
that Dsedalu.s and Vulcan were fabJed to produce, and even
as the limping deity was supported in his walk by his

nymphs of so-called brass, in like manner language reacts

upon aud bears up the thoughts fVom which it springs, ani
comes to take rank among the n>nst eflFective powers for the
discipline of the mind. But more important thaii the quest si

professional knowledge, more vital tlian the most effective

intellectual training, is the remaining question of the temper
and aim with which the youth prosecutes his work. The
mountain-tops of Scotland behold on every side of them the

witness, and many a one of what were once her morasses aud
her moorlands, now blossoming as the rose, carries on its face

the proof that it is in man and not in his circumstances that

the secret of his destiny resides. For most of you that destiny

will take its final bent towards evil or towards good, not from
the information you imbibe, but from the habits of mindj
thought, and life that you shall acquire during your

academical career. Could you with the bodily eye see the

momentei or it as they fly, yoi* would see them all pass by

you, as the bee that has rifled the heather bears its honey
through the air, charged with the promise, or it noay be vritli

the menace, of the future. In many things it is vrise to

believe before experience until you may know, and in order

that you may know ,* and believe me when I tell you that

the thrift of time will repay you in after life with an usury of

profit beyond your most ganguine dreams, and that the waste of

it will make yoti dwindle, aUke in intellectual and moral
stature, beyond your darkest reckonings. I am Scotchman
enough to know that among you there are always many who
are already, even in their tender years, fighting' with a mature
and manful courage the battle of Hfe. When they feci them*

selves lonely amidst the crowd—when they are for a moment
disheartened by that difficulty which is tlie rude and rockiBg-

cradle of every kind of excellence—When they are conscious of

the pinch of poverty and self-denial, let them be conscious, to(S

that a sleepless eye is watching them from above, that theff

honest efforts are assisted, their humble prayers are heard, and

aU things are working together for their good. Is not this the

life of faith which'walks by your side from your rising up in the

morning to your lying down at night—which lights up for you

the cheerless world, and trans fi giires all that you encounter,

whatever be its outward form, with hues brought down rrom

heaven ? The considerations are applicable to all of you. You art

all in training here for educated life, for the higher formB «
mental experience, for circles limited, perhaps, but yet circles

of social influence and leadership. Some of you may be chosen

to greater distinctions and heavier trials, and may eBtcy into

that class of which each member while he hves is envied or

admired. And, the hope of an enduring fame is, without QonDt,

a powerful incentive to -virtuous action, and you may suffer itto

float before you as a vision of refreshment, second
'^^^y^'-fflf

second with long interval, to your conscience and thewUio

God. For an enduring fame is one stamped by the judgtneni

of the future, that future which dispels illusions and smasinw

idols into dust. Little of what is criminal, little of what is lai^

can endiire even the first touch of the ordeal ; it seems a«

tliough this purging power following at the heels of man a^
trying his work were a witness and a harbinger of the S^
and final account. So, then, the tldrst of an enduring fame i»

near akin to the love of true excellence. But the fame ot tae

moment is a dangerous possession and a bastard motive t^^r^

who does his acts in order that theechoof them may ^^^'^^
p'?,7i«.

a soft music in his ears plays false to his noble destiny as a
^^™J

tian man, places himself in continual danger of dallying "Wi

wrong, and taints even his virtuous actions at *heirsou^^

Not the sublime words alone of the Son of God ana J^
apostles, but heathenism too, even while its ^^^l^'Lj-ed
hmited to this passing scene, testifies with an V4rr^
tongues that the passing scene itself presents to us ^ ,l ~]g
an object and a moral law, graven deeply in our ^\^
nature, as a guide. But now. when the screens that ^^^ ouij
human vision had been removed, it were sad, indeed,

not more sad than shameful, if that being should be conte

to live for the opinion of the moment who has i^™'"^rd
for his inheritance. He that never dies, can be not ^T-pi,

progress of Univoriilties, sboHTing that they were from

to wait patiently awhile ? And can he not let fa'^b, ^^
interprets the present, also guarantee the fatiu« • "^idi
there any two habits of mind more distinct than *^*;r\aid
chooses success for its aim and covets after P^'P"^^.^^-' jc-
that, on the other hand, which vahies and defers to '*V® J""^
menta of our fellow men as helps in the attainment «'^„
But I would not confoand with the sordid worship ot ^^i

laiity in aftei- Ufe the graceful and instinctive love ot PJ**^
m the uncritical period of yoTith. On the ^^^f*^'

^^ -

say, avail yourselves- of that stimulus to S00« o®fJ** jzj-j

when it procoeds from worthy sources and "?^^^n it

i>^I ^ • „ ^7 % >.^^u^^wuuvx wuc «uuicui yro-ieba ui uiuvuiaii-i«a, »at>Hiug tuat tutfjr were iioiu
, ^^^^^^ -^,.^.j^ j^I,, -^-om-selves to the warm satistacwi." "

the prisoners, with the exception of one, guilty on [their very commencement Christian matitutiona, and
j
inspires ; bul yat,. even while joun^ and eien am» t^*=
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plow~of tbat delight, keep a vigilant eye upon yourselves

;

refer tbe honour to Him from whom all hcjiiour conies, and
ever be inwardly ashamed for not being worthier of His
gifts. But, gentlemen, if you let yourselves enjoy the praise

of your teachers, let me beserch you to repay their care,

and to help their arduous work by entering into it with
them, and by showing that you meet their exertions neither
with a churlish mistrust nor with a passive indifference; but
with free and ready gr-'titude. Rely upon it they require
your sympathy, and the^ reqviire it more in proportion as thev
are worthy of their work. The faithful and able teacher, says
an old adage, is in loco parentis. His charge certainly resembles
tlie mother's care in this, that, if he be devoted to his task, you
eon measvire neither the cost to him of the efforts which he
makes, nor the debt of gratitude you owe him. The great
poet of Italy—the profound and lofty Dante—liad had for an
instructor one whom, for a miserable vice, his poem places in
the regions of the damned ; and yet this lord of song—this
prophet of all the knowledge of bis time—this master of every
gift that can adorn the huniau mind—when in those di-eary
regions he sees the known image of his tutor, avows, in
language of a magnificence all his own. that he cannot, even
DOW, withhold his sympathy and sorrow from his unhappy
teacher, for he recollects how, in the upper world, with a
father's tender care, that teacher had pointed to him the way
by which mau becomes immortal."

GiiAKD Banquet to tub 7Sth Hiohlanders.—The
Edinburgh banquet to the gallant 78th Hi^hlauaers
took place on Tuesday evening in the Corn !E.^change,
tbe Lord Provost in the clmir» supported by Viscount
Melville, Sir J.Douglas, K.C.B,, Sir Hew Dalrymple, Sir

John Richardson, Vice-Adiuiral Hope Johnstone, Sir

James Baird, and numerous military officers and
civilians of distinction. Upwards of 1400 persons sat

down to dinner and a largo number of ladies occupied
the gallery. Tlie speeches delivered by the Lord
Provost, Admiral Hope Johnstone, Lord Melville, Sir

John Douglas, K.C.B,, Colonel Ewart, Lieut-Colonel
Hiimilton, and Sei'gcant Major Pocock, were received
with great enthnsinsin by tbe company.
Destkuction of Auchen Castle bt Fire. — On

Tuesday the 17th inst. the mansion of Auchen Castle,
the residence of tbe Hon. Butler Johnstone, M.P. for

Canterbury, took fire, and was completely gutted. By
the labours of the tenantry and tho inhabitants of
Jloffat and the neighbourhood a good many articles

were saved.

poniug

NEWMARKET FIRST SPRING MEETING.
Monday.— ftit^CT,'* Plate, Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Dove beat

Lady Kingston.—ace.>«. Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Rattlesnake

of a daughter, who only survived a short time—25th inst, at THamilton Place, the wife of the Hon. and Rev. Fbascis Bykg'
ofa 8OTi-19th mst, the Hon. Mrs. Beapchamp. of a Hon-i;2d
uist, at Ince Bluudell, Laucashiro, the wife of T. W. Bllndell
Esq., of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 2Sd inst. by special license, at St.
,

Mary s Church, Bryanston Square, Lieutenant Colonel Lord
;

AnoLPHDs Vane Temi'est, M.P., to the Lady Sl-san Pelham-

Trovatore walked over.
Tuesday,—The Coffee Room Stol-es. Mr. H. Savile's Parmesan

beat Rope Dancer and Petruehio.—7/aiuiicap PUUc. Count
Batthyany's Suburban beat Athos, Wanderer, and 4 others.—
The Two Thousand Guineas. Mr. A Kiehol's The Wizard beat
Tradueer, King of Diamonds, and 11 others. Won by three
lengths, half a length between ihe second and third. King of

Amelia, third daughter of Sir John Listek Kaye Bart., of
Dcuby Grange, Yorkshiix;—24th inst, at St. Peter's Church,
Eaton Square, Charles Elpbinstont: Dalrymple, Esq.,
fourth son of the late Sir Robert Dalrymple Hont
Elphinstone, Bart., of Horn and Logie-Elphinstone, to
Christian, eldest daughter of the late William Cc5iing-Skene-
GouDON, Esq., of Pitlurg and Parkhill, Aberdeenshire—24th

the engine

rails started

pieces. The
off the

train

line,

in the

Fatal Accidekt on the Great Xoetheen.—On
Monday morning tlie JFancbester and Leeds express
train, wliich left King's Cross at 10 o'cloclc, met with a
temble accident in x^ii^sing tbrougU the Hatfield
station, by which two persons lost their lives, Mr.
Francis Pym, sou of a hie director of the company, and
a platelayer named Venables. The train comprised
mostly first-clasB carriajres, 10 m number, with two
break vans, one iu front and tbe other at the rear. It
left London punctually at the time appointed, and
proceeded at tlie usual express speed until it was abont
entering the Hatfield station. A number of platelayers

had been engaged during the morning in repairing- the
down line near the crossing, and after

and four carriages hnd pnssed, one of the
from its chair, and broke into several

fifth carriage was immediately thrown
dragging with it the remainder of the
most frightful confusion. Some of the carriages being
partly thrown across the road came in contact with the

loaded trucks of a coal train which was passing
at the same moment, and then mounted the platfoiin of

the down station, and traversed nearly the whole length
of the platfoi-m, carrying away some of the roof, 'ihe

coupling of the sixth carriage then broke, and the
hinder portion of the train was thrown over on the
line, tbe carriages being shattered. The foremost part
of the train still dusked on at little reduced speed ; and
the sixth carriage coming in contact with tbe water
crane, brolce it away, and wns thrown end uppermost.
At the same moment the wheels and axles of the fifth

carriage were carried, away, and the body of the car-

riage was hurled on its side, and in that state dragged
a distance of more than 200 jards, wlien it, with the

fourth carringe, which was also off the rails, got dis-

connected from tbe forward portion of the train^ and 1

was brought to a stand still by the side of the line. The i

engine, tender, break, and three carriages, whicli kept
the rail, were stopped soon afterwards ; the distance

altogether from where the carriages first left the metals
being 703 yards. The scene, as may be imagined, was

p1^^ ?. J^ ^w'"'"^^ ""S'* '^''''^^A i"f^^"^^ ^^^^ Brother to j^gt, at St James's, Piccadilly, tdie Rev. John R Krrixgtox,
i^*^ «"'*r'

^^^^^'
f'^^^y-

^^^ MernmaoDext. Grenadier
; m_A., vicar ofAshbumc, Derbyshire, to ORARr.OTTF Georguvaand Tom Bowline, close together were the last two.-Sweeps. Amklia, only daughter of Sir Francis Shuckburgh, Bart., ofMr, Dixons ^copbyte bent Tiddly winU« aud ConfusioiK- ghuckbiurgh, Warwickahire-lSth inst, at Trinity cWch,

Sweeps. Lord btamfords Lava beat Barou Rothschilds b_ f.,
| chelsca. Frederick S. Gorrance, Esq, /eldest son of Frederick
Corrance, Esq., of Parkham Hall, Suffolk, to Frances Maria,
second daughter of the late Captain Du Cane, R,N., of Braxted
Park, Essex—24th inst, at Bovey Trfi^cy, Devon, George F.
Carlyon Simmons, Esq., of the East Kent Rci^iment of Militia,
and of Trevella House, Cornwall, to Elizabeth Carolwe
Elliott Manning, youngest daughter of tlie late M^or
Manning, Bengal Armv, and only child of Lady Farrington-
DEATHS.-On the ioth inst. at 38, Upper Grosvenor Street,

Percy Windsor, the infant son of the Hon. Robert Charles
Herbert, •ged 5 months—15th inst, at \Vard<^ Rectory,
Nottinghamshire, tbe Rev. Allevne FitzHerbert, third eon
of the late Sir Henry FitzHevbcrt, Bart, aged 44— 13th inst, at
Lowcziby H;U1, Leicestersliire, of scarlet fever, Mary Euzabeth
Aldret, eldest child of Sir Fred, Fowke, apredlJ—15th ult^
whilst on the march from Belgaum to Poonah, after a few
houre' ilinese, Captain Fox JIadle Ramsav, H.M/s 66th R^.,
sonof the late Sir Alexander Ramsay, Bart, of Balmain, in the
county of Kincardine, aged SO—19th inst, at Louth, Lincoln-
shire, Makgaret lioswALL LoFT, widow of Thomas Oapel Loft,
Esq., 92d Highlanders, and daughter of the late William
Alexander Martin, Ecq., W.S., Edinburgh—15th inst, at
Overton House, Shropshire, Charlotte Margaretta, wife of
Richard Betton, E.sq., and youngest daughter of tho late Colonel
Sulwey, of Moor Park, aged 51^3Ist inst, at King William
Street, Strand, of bronchitis, Charles Fbedebick Molini, the
Itiilian booksellerj aged 7L

ArcheresB, Lord Clifden's f,, and Foxhead,

—

JPree Handicap
Sweeps. Lord Strathinorc's Mar^icillaise beat Comforter. —
Mutch. Mr. Blake's c, beat Mr, Roger*s C-

—

Straps- Lord
Stamford's Little Lady walked OYev.—Sweeps. Duke of Bed-
ford's Luff received forfeit.

Wednesday.—Jockey Club Plate. Lord Stamford's Newcastle
walked over

—

Handicap Plate. Mr. Saxon's Tom Thumb beat
Mr, R. Stephenson's f, The Antler, and 4 others.

—

Plate,

Mr. Swindell's Weatherbound beat Bentinck, Largesse,
Philomela, and Suburban —Match. Sir 'Joseph Hawley's
Gallns beat Lord Glasgow's f.

—

.^i/.^a^ Handicap Steaps. Mr.
Alexander's Tyburn beat Mr. H- Savile's c, Antonio, and
Tidlywinks.

—

Stceeps. Mr, R. Stephenson's Chanoine beat
Buttercup, the Benicia Bny, and :i others.

—

Match, Sir J,
Hawley's Polyolbion beat lambii?

—

Sweeps. Lord Stamford's
Emily beat Actfeon.

—

Sweeps. Mr. C. Alexander's Thunderbolt
walked over,

—

Free Hmtdicop Sweeps^. Bai>>n Rothschild's North
Lincoln and Mr. W. 8. S, Crawfurd'sTightfit divided the forfeit.

Sweeps, Mr. A, Nicholas The Wizard received forfeit of the
Duke of Bedford's Orlando,
Thursday.—Handicap Sweeps. Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Pomona

beat Busy Bee, Carlotta, and 4 others.—iVt^^t/^ Baron Roth-
schild's North Lincoln beat Actienn.

—

Handicap S7ceeps. Mr.
Dixon*s Neojihyte beat Error, Montebello, and 6 others. —
S'lreeps, Mr, Ten Broeck's Rattlesnake beat Confusion, An^
tonio, and Buttercup.—The 0/ie Thoxismid Guineas Stakes. Lord
Derby's Sagitta bc:it Auroni, Sir J. Hawley^s f.. Gulden Pippin,
and y others.

—

Handicap Plate, Mr. G. Bryan's Precursor beat
Starke, The Tocher, Plumper, and S others.—The I^ewmarket
Two Years Old Plate, Mr. Saxon's Big Ben beat Walloon, Poly-
olbion, and 20 others.-^Sweeps. Mr. Merry's Special License
beat Prioress.

—

Si&erps. Mr. Merry's Trovatore walked over.

—

Match, Mr, Savile's Parmesan received forieit from Vicar
of Bray.
Friday.—(By Electric Telegraph.)—S s, Archeress beat

Buttercup and 4 other s.-^JV/f/i(niore SOj.h-.^. King of Diamonds
beat another.

—

Handicap Sweeps, Mesmerbeat Henry Stanley
and 7 others.

—

Heicmarket Stakes, St, Albans beat Brother to
Rainbow, Hartley Wintney, azid 3 others.

—

Sictep^, Grenadier
beat 2 others.—Free Ha ndicop iftceeps, MouraviefT beat
2 others,

—

Optional Selling Stakes. Euttercnp beat 3 others.

iftaaifeets.

The Latr Fight for the Championship,—It is understood
that both parties are willing to renew the fight, and that a
medical certificate ia to be obtained as to the time necessary
for Sayers to recover the use of his aiTn. Large sums ofmoney
have been received from various parts of the kingdom for a
testimonial to Sayers, and on Saturday he visited the Stock
Exchange, to receive a purse of 100 guineas presented by the
members. Nearly 200/. has been subscribed for him in Liver-
pool, and the American captains of that port have commenced
a subscrijition in favour of Heenan, which already reaches
about 150^. It is understood that Sayers and Hcenan will be
invited to go down to Liverpool together and receive their
respective testimonials personally.

Visit of the All England Elkvkn' to Alstralia,—It is

understood that a liberal offer has been sent from Melbourne
to the All England Eleven, who last year gained sneh honoiii^
in America, inviting them to play a series of matches in the
Australian colonies.
The Great Boat Race for 900?.—This rowing match

between Harry Clasper of Newcastle and George Drewitt of
Chelsea took place on Tuesday on the Tyne, and terminated in
favour of Drewitt, who came in first by two lengths. Betting
at starting was nearly levcL

COVENT GARDEN.—April 28,
Vegetables improve—but slowly—both iu quality and quan-

tity. Pine Apples and Grapes have not altered since our last*

Good Apples and Pears are very scarce. Oranges are plentiful
and cheap. Spanish Ha?-el Nuts for planting fetch J6s. per
bushel. Cobs realise Is. per lb. Rhubarb from the open ground
is now furnished in large quantities. Parsley is cheaper, but still
dear. Green Peas may be obtained. Potatoes realise 4s, 6d, a
bushel. New frame onerf may be had at from 3s. to 5s. per
pound, iluflhi-ooms can still be obtained in small quantities^
Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenia**, Violets,
Mi^noQettfj^ CMueliut^ Auleos, Heathy, Primulas, Geraniums^
and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., Ss to l:is Pears, per doz., 6s to 10s
Grapes, per lb., 12s to 20a Oranges,.per 100, 2s 6d to Ss
Strawberries,p.oz.,ls6d to 2s6d Lemons, per 100, 5s to Ss
Apples, per doz., 2s to Oa 1 Cobs, do., 100s

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p. bundle, 6s to 10s i Cucumbers, each, Is to 9s

^uiUiavi)*
The Dowager Lady Keriusox died on tho 2ftth inst. at her

residence in Norfolk Street, Park Lane, in her 75th year. She
was the daughter of the late A. ElUce, Esq., and married in

ISIO the late General Sir Edward Kerrison, Bart., M.P., many
years M.P. for Eye, who died in 1S&3. She was therefore the
mother of Sh- Edward C. Kerrison, tbe present baronet.

LiKUT. -General Home Home, Colonel of the 56th Foot, died
during the night of the 21st in^t, very suddenly. He was
apparently in perfect health in the evening of that day, but
was found dead in his bed the next morning. General Home
formerly served in the Guards, and was only appointed to the
Colonelcy of the 56th Regiment within the last few months.
Professor Andrew Amos, Downing Professor of Common

Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 6d to Is

P. Beans, per 100, 2s to 3s
Peas, p. half sieve, lOs tD 12s
Broccoli, per doz., 4s to Ss
Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to 6s
<;abbages, do., 2s to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to 100s
— per bus, , 3s to 4 s 6d
— per cwt., 68 to Ss

CaiTots, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s

Artichokes, per doz., Os to Ss
Beet, ptrrdoz., Is Cd to 2s
Celery, per bundle, la 6d to 2»
Onions, p. half sieve, Is to Is 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Sbanots, perlb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 3d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, IsOd

to 2s6d
Endive, p, score, Is to 2s
Hoi^cRadtsh,p.bun,,ls6dto4s-
Muebrooms, p. pott-, 2s to 286d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 43 to 8ft

Savory, per bunch, Sd to 4d

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six TrusseB.
SMrruKiELD, THuaaDAV, April 26.

Prime Meadow Hay SOs ' Clover lOOs to 115s
Sui>erior do. (old) . . 92 100 | New Clover ,, .. — —

70 Second eut do.Interior do 60
New do —

! Rowen 70 75

..85 94
Straw 27 32

Davis & Co.
Cu^ipERLANT) Market, TffcitsDAT, April 26.

Sup. Meadow Hay.. OSstolOSs
Inlerior do 80 92
New do — —
Superior Clover . .100 110

80s to 94±»Inferior Clover
New do. ., ,, ». — —
Straw 92 86

Joshua Baeeb.
WHrrECHAPEL, Thursday, April 26.

Fine old Hay .

.

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do.

Straw .. *.

y5stol00s Fine old Clover . .106e to n2g
70

27

84 Inferior dn ,,

— Fhi^ NewClDver—
I Fine 2d cut .

.

32 I Inferior do, -.

m 4

• «

92

95
90

100

lOO
90

POTATOES.—SoUTHWAMt, MOSDAT, 2S.

mostterrible. Tlicpmiiancnt\vaYW!isplouehediiptiear]y * ^'«'™ tbe Univei^ity of C^^ at

fTi« «rii^i« ,i:^*-„ M i * 1. 1 J L i. J Downmt^ Coliecrc, Cambnope. at the age of 66. He was a son
the whole dista ice, rails were twisted and bent, and

^^ ^h^ j^t^ j,i^ 'j^„,^^ ^^os, by thi daugbter of the late
the wrecJts ot the shattered carnages were strewn over '. General Bont^. He was bom iu ITi*!, and received his early

the line in all directions. Tlie body of Mr Pym was education at Eton, after which be proceeded to Trinity College,

found lying across the n,etals behind the ca^age In
j
^,T^t^^<^Xl^nft^{;^'rS.tT':^'l'SSfrJ^^^^^ ^ .

Which he was travelling, and there is reason to believe ! second wranglers ; he was snbf=cquently elected fellow, and for ^uni

that he had tried to escape from the carriage, and had i
many years held the auditorship of the estates belonging to his

York R^ffenV "ner ton oos to >50s * Tincnlnshire cfo ma to-
been killed by its falling on him. Of the%ther pas- !

cohere. In 181S he was caM^^^^

.enters, aW 50 in number those who were m'the ^Tld^^ ^L^^^^M^^^^^^
lundermost can-iagcs were all more or less serinuslv ' and wa.s one of the commissioners for the amendment of tbe ^90s I™ Ĵ^^''^^!;^^- ^« "^^

'
^f-encb.-Wb.tw. ?06. to ew. ^

" "
criminal law. He also held for some years the post of legal

rurinp the past week thearrival* coastwise bave been small,

trade continoes dull. The K^llowing are tbe ouotataens r

I

hurt, niauy bleeding from scalp wounds and other con-
tusions. The Rev. W. Tweddle, a dissenting minister,
*as the most injured, but he was able to be removed
to London, and is doing well Mr, Thomas Williams,
file inspector of the line, was in tlie fourth carriage,

'*• »liich nearly shared the sam-e fate as the fifth carriage,

I
tJie fore wheels having been driven partly through the

^ looring. At the moment when the train left the line
> I fragment of the broken rail was hurled forw:ard in a
ijlauting direction, and striking George Ve^nables, one of
"ie platelayers, in the sid-e killed him on the spot. He
^aea young man, and had h&exx recently married.

member of the Supreme Council of India, m which be suc-

ceeded the late Lord Macaulay. Soon after his return to

England he became professor of law in the University
.
of

London, and for the last few years of his life held the Dowmng
Frofessorsbip of Cojnmon Law in the University of Cambridge.

He married In 1826 the daughter of the Bev. l^rofcssor Lox, by

whom he has left issue. He resided at St. Ibbs, near Hitchen,

and was an active magistrate for the county of Herts.

Belgian do., 608. to 708.

BIRTHS.—On the 19th inst, at PatshuU, the Countess of

D \ETM0UTH of a son, atillboni—18th inst, at Woodeaton, the

1 Countess of Verulah, of a son—14th inst. at SD, Princes Gate,

tbe Lady Ulrica Thykne, of ason—Slstinst, at Arklow House,

Connaught Place, Lady MiLDfiED Eeresford Hope, prematurely,

BRITISH ^OOLS.—London, PRroxT, April 27.

We have no alteration to report in our market either as to

supply or demand, conaumara continuing to buy to meet their

immediate requirements, and at fora^ier rates.

South-down Hog- s. d. 8. d.
,
Leicert. Wetbors 1 5 — —

gets 1 « to 1 el Ditto Hoggs ..1 7— —
Half-bred ditto.. 1 8— — i Combnig Wkina 1 2 to

Down Ewes ..1 6 — — Blanket ditto ..

Kent Fleeces ..1 6 — 1 ©i Flannel Wool ..1
Liverpool Foreign Saixs.—Tbe low wool sales have termi-

nated; the high qualities at late rates, and the medium
descriptions at an advance of from Jd. to Id. per lb., and low

wools in. proportion.

2
6
2

1

1

6
10
6
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n. « .. „ ^^-^^ MARKET.-April 26.
Tan6eldMoor, Us.; Walker Primrose, Us.; Wylam, 16s.;

Valla End Aoom Close, 2ls. ; Walla End Eden, 2U. ; WallaEad Northumberland, 17a. 6d. ; Walls End Bell. 20s. 3d. ;Walla End Belmont, 20s. 3d. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hetton,
11^- * S;^* J^"'i^Framwellft;ate. 21s.; Walls End HaswelL
J58. : Walls End Hetton, 22s. ; Walla End Hartlepool, 2l8, Od.
Walls End Heugli Hall. 2U. ; Walls End Hunwick. 16s. ; WhIIs
End Kelloe, 2l8. 3d. ; Walls End South Hartlepool, 20s. Od. :W alls End Thornley, ISs. 6d. ; Walla End Trimdon Hartle-mV ^^^* ^- * ^^^« En^ Trimdon Thomley, 188. <5d. :

^\ alls Eud Thorpe, 21s. 3d. ; Carway and Duflfryn Malting,
2:18.-60 ships at market.

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, April 27.
Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market is very

iirm, with a tendency to advance ; the bine is still very back-
ward, on account of the wet winter and cold spring.

BUTTER MARKET.—April 27.

Best Fresh Butter , , ;. 15s. per dozen lbs.
Second do. do. .. ,. 143. ,,

Pork, 4s. 4d. to 5s. 4d. per 3 Ibd.
ir

s d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 4
Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 6

10 to 5

8 — 4
4 — 4

Do. Shorn * m

6 to 5
4 10

10
4

8

s
Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn . . 4
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn , , 3
Lambs . . . . 6
Calvea . . . . 5

4V «

d s d
4 to 5 6
ft —

4

10
8 — 5
10 — 4 4
— 7 4
— S
— 5

Beasts, 4050; Sheep & Lambs* 25,820; Calves, 160; Pigs, 350.

Thursday^ April 27.

We have a few more Beasts than on Thursday last, and trade
is not quite so brisk ; prices are consequently scarcely so good.
There is very little alteration either in the supply or in demand
Jbr Sheep, On the average quotations are rather lower.
Lambs and Calves are selling about as on Monday. Our foreign
supply consists of 120 Beasts, 1030 Sheep, and 278 Calvea; and
125 Milch Cows.
Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools . . . to .

.

fords, &c. . . 4 8 to 4 10 Do. Shorn . . 4 3 — 4 10
Best bhort-homs 4 6 — 48 Ewes& 2d qualitv . . — .

,

2d quality Beasts 3 4 — 4 4 Do. Shorn .".4 — 4 4
iJest Downs and Lamba . . . . 6 4—7 9
Half-breds ..5 6 — 5 8 Calves ,. ..5 — 5 6

Do, Shorn . . 4 lU — 5 Pigs .. ..4 — 5
Beasts, 1015 ; Sheep & Lambs , 6720 ; Calves, 355 ; Pigs, 160.

HARK LANE.—Monday, April 23.

The Bopply of Enjrliah TVlieat to this morning's marlcct
was moderate, and sold slowly at last Monday's prices. There
was a tolerably fair attendance, but tlie bulk of the foreign
arrivals being for millers' account, the demand was inactive,
and prices remain nominally the same as last quoted. Barley
Is a slow sale at the prices of this day se'nnight. In the value
«f Beans and Peas there is no alteration. The Oat tnide is

quiet at the rates lately current. There is no alteration in tLe
value of Flour,

Per Imperial QrATiTER. s. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, <t Suffolk. .White 4S—54
fine selected runs, .ditto 50—57

— — Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign

.Barley, grind. & dist., 248 to 31s. . Chev.
— Foreign..grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Bcotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

RVE
UTE-ifEAL, foreigii

Beans. Mazagau. . , .30s to 40s. . . . Tick— Pigeon 36a— 478.. Winds.— Foreign Small
p£AS, white, Essex and Kent . . Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s ...... Grey
ilAizE White
Floub, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto

50—60

44—60
38—45
:i0—3i
19—24
23—20
24—2S

« t •

• • ^ •

Red
Red

Hed

Malting

.

MaltlDg

.

* f

Feed
Feed

24—26 Feed
35—3S Foreign.

33—43, Harrow.
48—54iLongpod
38—l6,Egvptian
36—38 Suffolk .

s.

48-

50-

s.

•50

54

81—33

40—46
32—40

Foreign

.

Yellow..

1Country.

36—41
35—43

19—26
19—24
20—25

33—43

Liverpool, Tuesday, April 24.—We had a good attend-
ance of both town and country millers and dealers at our Com
Exchange this morning, and Wheat met a fair consumptive
demand at tke extreme rates of last markat day. Flour also
steadily supported previous quotations. Indian Corn was held
firmly at the advance of fully 6d. to 9d. per qr. established
yesterday, which had the effect of checking business. Oats
were the turn dearer with a good inquiry, but Oatmeal was
not much looked after. Beans, Peas, and Barley each com-
manded a f;iir share of attention at fully previous rates. The
market ruled steady throughout.

Friday, April 27.—The grain market is firm without much
activity. Wheat in steady demand at Tuesday's rates. Flour
was also in good request. Oats Id. dearer. Indian Corn and
Beans quiet, and prices a shade easier. Other articles without
change.

PeasT

'377Td

Averages.

Mar. 17..— 24..— 31..

I

April. 7..— 14..— 21..

Agg.Aver. 1

Wheat. Barley. I Oats. R>e, r Beans.

iCs 2d
45 6
46
47
49
49

5
9
1

6

23s Id
23
24
23
21
24

4
1

r
2
2

47 3 ( 36 U 23 9

34jil0(i

32
36 9
31 8
36 10
32 11

34 2"

39s Id
39 3
39 II

40 2
39 9
42

~40 1

37

38
68

39

7
7
3
3

3S 3

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages-.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday, April 23.

The supply of Beasts is rather shorter than on Monday last

;

trade is active, and full prices are readily obtained. Sheep are
more plentiful ; trade is slow, but there is not much alteration
in prices. Good Cidves are in demand. Lamb is lower. From
Germany and Holland there are 220 Beasts. 1300 Sheep,
4uid 89 Calves ; from Scotlaud, 120 Beasts ; from Norfolk iiud

Suffolk, 2600; and 200 from the northern and midland
counties.

Prices.
[

Mar. 17. M:ir. i'4 . Mar. 31. | April 7.
;
Apr. 14.

49« Qd
19 1
47 9
46 5
45 6
45 2

*

r
r

r

» «

r

t «

—I
Apr. 21.

« *

1

WANTED, by a gentleman hi the County of Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of lioarders

are taken. Terms moderate.—ApplytoALPH.A, Kingham, Oxon.

TOSHOPMEW,
WANTED, by the Advertiser, a person who is

thoroughly acquainted with every department of the
Seed Trade to Take Charge of an extensive Wholesale and
Retail SEED BUSINESS in a large town in one of the western
counties. A liberal salary will be given.—Applicants are
requested to address their communications in the first instance
to A. B., care of Messrs. Wrench & Sons, 39, King William
S tree t, London, E.C.

WANTED.—A young man ol' some practice to
take the Management of a Collection of Stove Plants

and Ferns.—Ap|dy personallv or by letter, stating terms, to
Milne & Co., theNmserv. Wandsworth Rortd. S.—

_
' _ ^

WANTKD, an experienced WORKING GAR-
DENER, married, to undertake the care of Greenhouse,

Vines, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Pasture Land. Woods.
Cows, and Slieep. Good character indisptmsablc.—Apply to
Miss CoPLESTON, Offwell House, Honiton. Devon.

VIT'AN'rED. A GARDENER, who understands Flower
T ? and Kitchen Gardens, Forcing, «fec. A young man pre-

ferred ; if married, could rent a cottage in the parish near his
work. Must be a GliurcUman and have received a good plain
education. —Apply by letter to J. G. H., Princes Gate,
London. S.W.

ANTED, lALMKDIATELV, a siu-le young Man
well up in the PROPAGATIO.V and MANAGEMENT of

SOFT-WOODEl> PLANTS and ROSES, to Uke charge of a
few small houses in a large Nursery, Wages lost, per week,
with lodgings, to commence with.—13. C, Offord House, Barns-
bury Park, Islington, N.

WANTED, in a larjre Garden, a youn^ MAN
acquainted with Gardening, requiring further improve-

ment ; also a handy LABOURER.—Apply to O. H. W., Mr.
Limbs, Stationer. Worksop, Notts.

WANTED. A Lad, from 16 to 18, to till the office

of JUNIOR CLERK, in a Nurseryman's Counting
House.—Ai'ply by letter only, stating the wages required,
to J. F., 82, Bishopsgate Street Within, E.C.

36—40
30—37

Foreign .per barrel!24—30' Per sack
32—40
30—37

FniBAY. April 27.
The severity of the wciither during the last eight days has

continued unamcliorated ; on the 24th vre had heavy snow and
sleet; the wmd which wiw ptcvioubly westerly changed on
that day to N.E., from whence it has since blown heavily ;under such clrcumstancea vegetation necesaari'.y makes little
progress, otbcrwwe wc hear few complaints. Tlie accounts
from Germany represent the crops as looking well on the
ground, but m France they are less favourably reported of.
The Wheiit trade although somewhat inactive in the majority
of market.s Iia.s been generally firm, and prices unaltered. The
Ughpnceeofliayund cattle food and want of grass, particu-
larly m the North of England, in Scotland and Ireland, continue
to affect fuvomably the value of spring corn, which has still an
upward tendency, especially Oats ; these are neariy every-
where quoted higher. Flour has been in steady demand at
the rates of la.st week. From the South of Em-ope we have
to report the amv;il for the week of only 2 cargoes of Wheat,
5 of Maize 1 of Barley, 1 of Bye, I of Linseed. The sales are
equally tnflmg, and comprise Cavalla Maize at 33s. 8d. per
Inn ,?•' ^^""^ B*^ley at SOs.. Odessa at 298. 6d., both per
400 lbs.; alsol new Odessa Ghi, ka Wheat at 538. 6d. i>er 492 lbs
^l c. f and \. to the United Kingdom. The arrivals of foreign
Bariey contmue to be large, but of other grain they have been
verj' smaU this week. The attendance at to-day's market
iras moderate. The KngUsh Wheat offered for sale was disposed
of at Mondays prices; for foreign the demand was limited,
but m th« busmcss irmwactcd former rates were insisted upon.
Barley, Beans, smd Peas are unaltered in value. The Oat trade
toady at the quotations o£ Mundav last.

WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; thoroughly
understands his profession. No single-handed place

accepted. Character imexceptionable.—A. B., Mr. Jackson's
Nuisery, Kingston, SuiTey, S.W.

GAUDENER (Head).—Age 26. single; understands
Early and Late Forcing of Pines, Vines, Flower and

Kitchen Gardens. Three years' good charactdr.— B. L. S.,

J. Petchey, Tuniford, Hoddesdon, Herts.

GAKDKNKR (Hkad).—Age 27, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly understands his profession ; Wife

can take Poultry .and Dairy. Good character can be given.
—M. J», Post Office, Barnet. Herts, N.

r^ ARDENER (Head).

15TiB\is>i

.

Irish ...

Arrivals froh April 23 to April 27

Barley.
143U qrs.

I
dou ara.

kmr.

i
3060

»»

t* 7080

It

•f

60qr»>
110 ,,

131u Bka.

W80,, (

$9

, , -Age 32, no incumbvMnce;
V-J haa a thorough practical knowledge of Pines, Vinea,
Melons, and CucuMjbers, Flower and Kitclien Gardens.—J, R,,
3, Hargrave Place, James Street, (Jaradun Town, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age £8, marned, without
iiicnnibrancc ; has a thoruugb ki^owledge of Ppuch, Vines,

Peaches. Melons, Cucutnlierp, and the various branches of
Gardening,— G. R. 1, Alfred Flnce. Cnmden Road V illas, N.W.

AKDENER (Mead).—Miildle-aged, nmnied, no
incumbrance ; understands his profession in all its

branches- Can undertake and niaiiage Meadow Laud. Haa
tnu»* years' character.— G- B., Mr, L. Anderson*s Nursery,
Teddington, Middlesex, S.W.

GAKUENKU (Head). — J- Blackwkll (age 28),
Gardener to the Hon. C, C. Jseville, Heydon House,

Roypton, begs tn offer his services to any nobleman or gentleman
wanting a good Practica Working Gardener, Good character,
W;i>^e8 t>0/- a year, without a cottafj»\

C1ARDKNER (Head).- John Bkice, h^h 40, mar-
T ried, no incuojbrance. for the last five years Gardener to

I Chapman, Esq., of Paul's Cray Hill, Kent, M,E., I>eg8 to
offer Ills sL-rvices to any lady or geutlemau in want of a
thorouglily practical Gardener—>lr, W, bARSEs, Caroden Nur-
sery, Camherwell, >^«

C^
Ain>KNKK (Head),— Henry May, Heivedere

T House, Wimbledon, Surrey, H.W,, can with confidence
recommoid asin>;t6 man, ajred a7, whii iboruni^hly uud^^rst nds
Uis pn^fe^ston i!\ hU ita various bran hes, including t^>e Culture
of Piiivs, Vines, PfJiche.i, Cucumber?*, ^*eIons, dtrawl>erries,

,
Early and l.ate Koruine, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and

I
the Management of iiilchen and Flowei Gardens.—Address
as above.

GAEDEXER (HEAD).-Age 30, single; well uuder^
stands his profession in all its branches- Good character—W. W„ Munro Cottage, Blackhcath, Kent, S,E. '

GARDENER (Head),—Age 26, single; has a prac^
tical knowledge of his profession. Forcing, Fruits, &c.

Two and a half years' good character.—W. Land, Pashley
House, Hurst Green, Sussex.

p AKDENEH (Head), o^^ GARDEXER I^
VJJ BAILIFF.—lu or out of the House ; thoroughly under-
stands his Profession, Land and Stock, Highly recommended,
—M> K.> Post Office, Battersea Rise, S.W.

^ARDENER.—Age 25, single; thoroughly und^<
stands Greenhouse, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens,

Cucumbers aud Melons. Three years' good character.—J, C.,

Post Office, Purton. Wilts.

GARDENKK.—Ai]je 26, married, no incninbraTice;
six years' good character with, a recommexidation. No

Single-Iiaiided place accepted.—J. J., The Old School House,
Stroud, near Chcrtsey, Surrey.

GARDENEK.—Age 32, mai-rietl; understands tlie

Manag-eiucnt of Greenhouses, Vinos, Pits, Framing,
and Kitcliea and Flower Gardening. Nine years' good cha-
racter.—M. P., Mr. Reed's, Grocer, Teddington, S.W.

GARDENER.—Age 34, marvietl, without incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical ; understands the cultiva-

tion of Land and Rearing and Breeding of Stock. Wife could
take charge ofDairy aud Poultry. Unexceptionable character.—

W. H.. Mr. Jones, ScoulsFarm, near Coleford, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER.—Age 26, single ; uiulorstands Phnt7,
Kitchen and Flower Gardeno. Two years' good character

from last employer. Reference to Mr. H. Cox, Longfords,

Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire.—Mr. Robert Cox, 7, High
Street, Avening, Gloncestershire.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where there is a
Boy kept).—Married, no incumbrance. Wife no objec-

tion to undertake a Laundry or Dairy and Poultry.—A. B.,

Mr. Bovincrton. Harefield, near Uxbridge, Middlesex.

(^ ARUKN VAi (Undek or Second).—Age 22, single";

VT thoroughly understands his profession. Good character.

—H. B., 3, Love Lane, Mitcham, Surrey, S.

GARDENER (UNDEit).—Age 20; wishes to imj>rove

himself under a Head Gardener. No objection to tabe

charge of Pigs or Poultry, and assist with Horses.—X. Y.,

25tv High Hoibom, W.C.

/~^ ARDENKR (Undee, in u nubleman's or gentle-

vX man's Garden).—Age 22 ; accustomed to Glass. Good
chara'Jter.—A. B.. Post Office, Chester.

GA U Xy^*:^ KR (UNDEit).—Age :i2 ; understands Pines,

Vines, Peaches, Plums, and Cucumbers ; Stove and

Greenhouse Plants; Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Seven

years^racticc—A^ B., Bayroan, Stationer, &c., Lewisham. S.E.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21, single; can Milk

aiid Mow. Good character. State Wages.—G. 31. B.,

Gard'Ticrs^ Chronicle Office, W.C. _^_^
AKDENER, or GARDKNEU and GROOM.- *

r Married; has no objection to make himself genora/Zr

useful. Two-and-a-half years' good character from present

situation.—A. B., Broiighton, Newport PacneU. ^
GARDENER and BATLTFF.—Married, tio incnin-

brance; long experienced iu the Forcing of Fruits and

Choice Flowers, the Breeding and Rearing of Stock, the

Management of Arable and P.isture Land under the most

imrToved system. A good Accoimtant. Testimonials of the

hi' best character.—G. T.. Mr. Dodds, Epsom Nursery, Epsom,

Surrey.
-

NUK^EKl' tOKKAiAN ArsD I'KUi'AOATOR.—
Understands all kinds of In-and-Out Door Budding,

Graft nir, fee—Alpha. Post Office, Stn-tFord, near Manchester.

LAN r GROWER, i'liOPAGAlOR, oe FORE-
MAN". Ac.—Age 33 ; lengthened experience in Propaga-

tion and Culture.—HoKATio, 9, Arragon Ten-ace, King Henry

Street, King.slar.d, N.

IriARM BAILIFF and GAKDKNKR.—Age 30,

'

single ; has a practical knowledge of both branches,

having had grout experience in Narf< Ik Farming, Ukewise m
the Early Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, and management ol

Flower aud Kitchen Gardens. Five years' good character from

last situation. Further references can be given and security n

required.—J. S.. Tottenham Post Office. Middlesex, ^^

FARiVI BAILIFF ob STfc:\VA!;aT-Native of Scot-

land. Has farmed in England and Ireland. Accustomed

to the management of all descriptions of Live Stock, ^^^
;^,7

and Selhng Farm produce, and is tborougbly competent in uai

branches of his profession. Testimonials from ej"PJ°y^"-

Moderate salarv.—D. M. G-, Messrs. T. Gibbs& Co., Seedsmen,

corner of Half-Moon Street. PiocarUlly. TiOndon. "^y^^__^_^
TO NOBLEMEN AND GtLNTLc.ivi£N.

STEWARD OB BAILIFF.-Thoroughly umler-

stands the Cultivation and Management of Land onjne

most improved system, Cultivation of Hops, Buying. Kreeu

ingand Rearing of Stock. Well connected Unexceptionaoie

references.—J. R, Messrs. Burgess & Key, Agricultunu ii"
j

plement Makers, 95, Newgate Srreet London. E.C —
0.1'KVVAKD OR BAlHlr>.-Age 40; practicaUj

O acquainted with Farming in all its branches, Bny>?*'

Selling, aud Management of Stock, &c. First-class testimoinai^

and reference if required.—C.C. Messrs. Thomas Gibbs A- ^'W-r

corner of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, W. -

FARM BAILIFF (or to a«sist an Agent on a Gentle-

man's Estate).—Age 30, single. Satisfactory referencw*

given.—W. M , Mr. Knight, Chemist, 1, Deptford KOJu.

Rothtrbithe, Surrey, S.E^^ -

TO LANDED PROPRltTOn S, /-CENTS, ETC.

BUILDER.—A thorongbly vractiral Man of con-

siderable experience is open to an engagement, ci

' temporary or otherwise, to Construct new or B*^*"*^^ „.
I F»rm Buildings, CotUiges, Ac. Hits had the entire "^"?^
mentof the Buildings on one of the liest estates near Lonauu.

Testimonials aud re'erenccs sent fiec on application to n. ••

Mr, Clarke's Nursery, Brixton Hill, Surrey. S. ^^^_^^_^
irPO THE LONDON ^KKD TRaDE.—A per^^

I X experiencedia the Wholesale Trade wishes for an eng^ige

! ment—P. Y. R.. 37. London Street^ Ki^znty Square.jV;__—

_

AJSj^ISTANT. — A Younu' Man; ^ruation i».
^^^f

Seed Trade ; has had seven aud li half years' experience

iu a London House.—

X

. Y.. (i,>vdenfi-!^ Chronicle Office^^^

TO NURSERYMtN AND S-£OSM£N.
SHOPMAN A>-D BOOK KKKFKR.-Agfl 27; has »

knowledge of Nursery wori^ and is well acquainted wun

the Seed Trade. No objection to Tnivel.— D., Mewra. Hursc «
) McMuUeu, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C. .
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COAIPAXYPELICAN LIFE INSURANCE
Established ik 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, E.C.and 57, Charing Croaa, West-
miuster, S.W.

IHrectora.

Octavius E. CoOpe, Esq. Henry Lancelot Hollaud,
Waiwm Cotton, D.C.L.,F.R.8. Esq.
John Davis, Esq. William James Lancaster, Ksq.
Jas. A. Gordon, M.D., F.R.S. John Lubbock, Esq,, F.U.S.
Edward Hawkina. Jun., Esq. j Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.,
M.P.

Matthew Wliitiug, Esq.
. M. WyviU, Jun., Esq., M.P.

Tliia Company offers Complete Security.
Moderate Rates of Premium with Participation in Four-fifths

or SO per cent, of the Profits.
Low Rates without Participation In Profits.
Loans in connection with Life Assurance, on approved Sc- ,

curity, in sums of not less than 50U/. J
Bonus op 186L—All Policies effected prior to the 1st July.

ISCl. on the Bonus Scale of Premium, will 2>artictpate in the
next Division of Profits.

Robert Tucker, Secretary and Actuary.

MKS. ARTHUK HENFKEY, Widow of the late
Professor Henfrey, F.R.S., F.L.S., Ac, of King's

CoUege, London, continues to receive a Umited number of
young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
her own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
IS constantly spoken, Mrs. Henfrey having resided on the
Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to
their health and morals. References are permitted to—
Dr. Jelf . . , . . . . , Principal of King's College
Rev, Lawford W. T. Dale . . Chiswick Vicarage, W.
Rev. OuvE HoLLiNGwoRTH . . Tumham Green, W.

.. Kew, W.
C The Government School of

**
( Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W.

. , 7,Bennetb St., St.James's, S.W.

. . Acton Green, W.
. Kew, W.

.. Manor House, Chiawick, W.

Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker

Professor Huxley, F.R.S.

Dr. and Mrs. MAarvN..
Dr. and Mrs. LiNnLEY..
Dr. and Mrs. Hookrb .

.

Dr, and Mrs. Tdkk

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXIY.,
is pnblishei THIS DAY,

Contents :

I. LABOURERS' COTTAGES.
II. BRITISH & CONTINENTAL NOBILITY.
IIL MADAME REGAMIER.
IV. THE BAR OF PHILADELPHIA.
V. NOTES ON NURSING.
VI. FOX HUNTING.

VII. RECOLLECTIONS OF C. R. LESLIE. R.A.
VIII. THE BUDGET AND THE REFORM BILL.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

For terms apply to Mrs. Arthur Henfrey, 12, Heathfield
Terrace, Tuniham Green, W.

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY Illustrated, Ist of each Month, U.

In May No. Cjiiat published with coloured plate of Hya-
cinths) is continued "Six of Spades," and other articles of
interest.—Office : 30, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.

N«U)«f Of t^e asacefe,

BOTANICAL AND FLORAL.
,

_ «

HANDBOOK OF the' BRITISH FLORA
A DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOWERING PLANTS AND FERNS INDIGENOUS TO

OR NATURALISED IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

FOR THE USE OF AMATEURS AND BEGINNERS.
Ey GEORGE BENTHAM, F.L.S. 128.

II.

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE

:

By
COMPRISING FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF POPULAR GARDEN FLOWERS.

THOMAS UOORE, F.L.S., Secretary to the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society

THE DRAWINGS BY W. FITCH.
No. I., Four Coloured Plates, 25. 6d,

in.

THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE :

AND OF
COMPRISING THE PLANTS OF THE ROYAL GARDENS OF KEW,

OTHER BOTANICAL ESTABLISHMENTS OF GREAT
By SIR W. J. HOOKER, D.C.L., F.R.S.

THE DRAWINGS BY W. FITCH.
No. 185, Six Coloared Plates, 3*. 6d.

BRITAIN

LONDON : LOVELL REEVE, 5, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

jEvery Saturday^ fHce Tourpence, or Stamped Tlvepence,

NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMTTNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

AJTTiaTJARIES, GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, &c.

NOTES AND QUERIES will, it is believed, be found to bring before the general reader every week a vast
amount of curious and interesting information. It was established for the purpose of furnishing to all lovers of Literature

a Cominonphice Book, in which they might, on the one hand, record for their own use and the use of others those minute facts

—

labours, in the hope of receiving solutions of them from some of their number. The success which has attended this endeavour
to supply a want long felt by litenirv men, is rendered manifest by the necessity of permanently enlarging the Paper from 16 to
2i pages. For opinions of The Quarterly Review, Athe/uxuni, £xar.ii7ver, LUerary Gazette, Spectator, Dublin Review, &c., as to the
utility, &c., of Notes and Queries, see Prospectus.

A SPECIMEN NUMBER sent on receipt of five postage stamps.
NOTES AND QUERIES is also issued in Monthly Parts, for the convenience of those who may either have a difficulty in

procuring the UTistamxwd Weekly Numbers, or may prefer receiving it monthly. Each Part contains Papers by some of our most
distingiiinhed Writers
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T. H. Turner, Esq.
Rev. Henry Walter
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_ , J-OTF^S AND QUERIES is also published in Half-vearlv Volumes, each with very Copious Index, price 10s. 6d. cloth boards.
Of these Nme have been published ; and a few Complete Sets, price 4^ 14s. 6d., may still be had. ,,..,, x-The following List of Subjects treated upoa will show that these Volumes are not merely of temporary interest, but of lasting

value for reference :—

Illustrations of Chaucer and
Early English Literature

Glossarial Notes

Literary History
Bibliography
Biogi-aphical lUastrations
Popular Manners .and Customs Notes on Hallam, Macaulay, Ac.

F^lk f
'^^*^^'^'^^ Sayings |Genealp^ and JJenildry

TlfiKit^**^^ *r,. IMiicel^meous Antiquities
uwstrations of Shakspcare [Ecclesiastical History

Writings of English and Con-,Anglo-Saxon Literature

tinental Reformers JFiiic Arts
History of London and its

Neighbourhood

'ii*iiads and Old Poetry

Remarkable Events in Enghsh,

Natural History

Photography, especially in its

Relation to Archseology, &c.

Scotch, and Irisli History &c. Ac.

Aa a mass of curious, out-of-the way information ujion
almost every matter that mav bo .supposed to be of mterest to
•-lucated mind.s, a Volume of Nona and Quekies is of itself a
curiosity, :md quite an out-of-the-way treasure. Wliolly apart
trom its very great value as an aid to the literary labourer who
works ujK)!! unh.acknicd mtteriil—a point so well recognised
that It need not be urged—we would suggest that the reader for

amusement scarcely could take up a miscellany that contains

more anecdote and quaint accounts of odd things new to his

mind, than a Volume of Notes and Queries . .
.It may lead t«

the tbrmation of some notion on the point if we stat* that the

Index to the Fifth Volume contains not many less than three

thousand five hundred references to subjects upon which there

is information given in its p^-gea."—Examiner.

I GEORGE BELI.^ No. 136, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEW35[EN.

In the House of Lords on Friday, on the

motion for the second reading of the Charitable

Uses Bill, the object of which was to amend the

law of mortmain by abolishing certain obsolete

provisions, Lord Abinger moved, as an amend-
ment, that the Bill be read a second time that day
six months. After a short discussion the amend-
ment was adopted without a division, and the

Bill was consequently lost. On Monday the Earl

of Clancartt^s motion for the copy of the address

presented to the Lord-Lieutenant in 1859 by the

Irish Roman Catholic Prelates in opposition

to the system of national education was

agreed to, after a declaration from the Earl of

Carlisle that it is the intention of the Govern-

ment to adhere firmly to the system, their great

object being to give a good secular educa-

tion, w ith the opportunity, but without

the compulsion, of religious teaching. The
Marriages (England and Ireland) Bill and

the Divorce Court Bill were read a third time and

passed. On Tuesday Lord Lyndhttrst called

attention to the state of the naval reserve, and

asked from the Government a statement of its

present condition and probable progress. The
Bnke of Somerset, in reply, stated that during

the last eight months more men had been employed

at the dockyards than at any previous period, not

excepting that of the great Continental war.

Exclusive of block ships or sailing vessels, we had
afloat 50 ships of the line, 30 frigates, 17 corvettes,

8S sloops, and 26 smaller vessels, 24 special gun-

boats and 340 ordinary gunboats. The French

had 33 ships of the line, and 8 building, 3S

frigates, and 12 building, and about 140 sloops.

As to the reserve, the naval volunteers already

amounted to 1000 men, and the number was

rapidly increasing; the Coastguard now numbered

6SG2; and the Coastguard volunteers numbered

7000 men, all in a state of the highest efficiency.

The actual available reserve at the present moment
was 14,850 men, in addition to which upwards of

8000 boys ^vere educating for the Navy, and would

in timebecome first-rate seamen. On Thursday Lord

Chelmsford moved that the House go into com-

mittee on the Selling and Hawking Goods on Sun-

day Bill, the object of which is to put a stop to

Sunday trading in the metropolis after 9 in the

morning. The Earl of Sx. Germans moved as an

amendment that the House go into committee on the

Bill that day six months. After some discussion the

amendment was negatived by 54 to 25. The House

then went into committee, after which the further

consideration of the clauses was postponed till

Monday,

In the House of Commons on Friday, on the order

of the day for reading the Church Rates Abolition

Bill, Mr. Whiteside moved as an amendment that

the Bill be read a third time that day six months.

Mr. Bright opposed the amendment ; Mr.

t)i3EAEi.i supported it. On a division the amend-

ment was negatived by a majority of 9, the

numbers being 234 to 226. The Jews Act Amend-
ment Bill was read a third time and passed. On
Monday the adjourned debate on the Reform Bill

was resumed by Mr. Bestinck in opposition to the

Bill, which was also opposed by Lord J. Manners,.

Col. P. Herbert, Mr. B. Cochrane, and Mr.

Du Cane, and supported by Mr. Hodgkinson,

Mr. Cairo, Mr, P. Frquhakt, Mr. Clay,

and Mr. John Locke; while Mr. "Walter and

:Mr. A. Mills, without supporting the Bill,

expressed their opinion that an endeavour should

be made to improve it in committee. The debate
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was then again adjourned. On Tuesday Sir C.

Napier moved an address to the Uueen, regretting

the incompleteness of the present naval reserve^

and praying Her Majesty to give directions that

the coast-guard should at once be completed

to 12,000 seamen, as recommended by the Royal

Commission. A long discussion oU the state of

the Navy ensued, in wbict Lord C. faget made a

statement similar to that made by the Duke of

Somerset on the same evening in the House of

Lords, and elicited from Sir J. Pakingtok, Mr.

CoRRY, Sir M. Seymotjr, and otber members an

expression of their satisfaction at the steps

taken by the Board of Admiralty for carrying

out the recommendations of the Eoyal Commission,

Sir C. Napier also declared himself satisfied with

the result of the debate, and withdrew his motion.

Mr, F. Peei, as chairman of the Berwick election

committee, moved an address for a Commission of

Inq^uiry into the bribery alleged at that election.

After some discussion the motion was agreed to, as

was also another motion, directing the prosecution

of one of the witnesses before the Committee for

perjury. Mr. Cardwell obtained leave to bring

in a Bill for taking the census of Ireland ; and the

Customs Bill was read a third time and passed.

On Wednesday Lord Kaynham moved the

second reading of .the Aggravated Assaults

Acts Amendment Bill, the object of which

is to give the magistrate a discretionary power to

order corporal punishment to the extent of 50

lashes for the first assault perpetrated on women
and children, with 12 months' imprisonment and

150 lashes on a repetition of the offence. Mr.

CtlTE moved, as an amendment, that the Bill be

read a second time that day three months. After

some discussion the amendment was negatived, on

a division, by 109 to 85, and the Bill was read

a second time. The Malicious Injuries to Property

ActAmendment Billwasalso readasecond time. On
Thursday the adjourned debate on the Reform Bill

was resumed by Mr. Macatjlay in opposition to th

Bill, which was also opposed by Mr. Gregory,
Mr. LoNGFiELD, Mr. Kendall, Sir J. Ramsben,
Mr, "Waltole, and Mr. Collins, and supported

by Mr. D. Seymour and the CnANCELLOR of the

Exchequer, The second reading was then put

and carried without a division. Lord J. Bussell

thereupon stated that in the present state of public

business the committee on the Bill could not take

place before Whitsuntide, and fixed for that pur-

pose the 4th of June,

A despatch from Madrid announces that a

general amnesty to all concerned in the late Carlist

insurrection has been published, and that the

Count de Montemolin has consented to abandon

Ms pretensions to the throne, on the understanding

that the Q,UEEN restores him to his rank at the
^

Court of Madrid as an Infante of Spain,

The CorBT.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Rojal family contimie at Buckingham Palace, On
Friday morning tlie Queen "and Prince Consort, accom-
panied hy Prince Alfred, Princesses Alice and
Helena, visited the Gallery of the Society of
"Water Colours in Pall Mall. The Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred
and the Princess Alice, afterwards rode on horse-
back. In the evening her Majesty had a dinner
party. On Saturday morning the Queen, accom-
panied by Prince Arthur and Princess Alice, took
a carriage drive. In the afternoon her Majesty
held the second drawing; room of the seaiion in St.
James's Pahice, at winch 170 ladies had the honour
of being presented. The Queen afterwards foot »
drive in a carriage and four, accompanied by Prin(*e
Arthur and the Princess Alice, Tlie Prince Consort
rode on liorseback. "The Duohe^s oi Kent. flee(>mpanied
by the Prnicess Helena, took a carriage drive. In the
evening her JIajesty had a dinner party. On Sunday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort, Princes Alfred
and Artlmr, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa
attended Divine serxnce in the' private chapel.
Buokmgharn Palace. The Rev. W. H. BrookfieM
preached the st^rraon. On Monday morning the Queen
Kbd the Prince Consort, accompanied by t^ P?:ncess
Alice, fode on horseback. Professor Owen deiiv«r«d
the third of his series of lectures on "Natural History •''

at Buckingham Palace before the Prince Consort rh4
the Royal family. Prince Alfred visited Woolwich
dockyard and the private shipbuilding yards at Black-
ball In the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Princess Alice and Prince

Leopold, took a drive in an open carriage and four.

In the evening her Majesty had a dinner party.

On Tuesday the birthday of Prince Arthur was
kept privately at Buckingham Palace, owing to the

mourning forthelate Prince of Huhenlohe Latigenbourg.

The Prince Consort rode on horseback. The Duke de
Nemours, accompanied by the Princesses Marguerite
and Blanche, visited the Queen and the Duchess of

Kent. In the afternoon the Queen and Prince

Consort, accompanied by the Princess Louisa, took a

drive in a carriage and four. In the evening the Prin-

cess Alice, Prince Alfred, and the Princesses Helena and
Louisa attended the performance at the Hayraarkot
Theatre. Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold at-

tended the performance at the Olympic Theatre.

On Wednesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Princess Alice, Prince Alfred, and
the Princesses Helena and Louisa, visited the Exhibition

of the New Society of Painters in Water Colours in

Pall Mall. The Prince Consort afterwards rode on
horseback. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied
by the Princess Alice and Prince Alfred, took a drive

in a carriage and four. The Prince Consort rode on

horseback. In the evening her Majesty had a dinner

party. On Thursday morning the Queen and
the Prince Consort, accompanied by Princes Alfred

and Arthur, and the Princesses Alice, Helena, and
Louisa, visited the Exhibition of the Royal
Academy. Professor Owen delivered at Buckingham
Palace his fourth lecture on Natural History before the

Prince Consort, Prince Alfred, the Princess Alice, and

other members of the Royal family. In the afternoon

the Queen, accompanied by the Princesses Alice and
Helena, took a drive in a carriage and four. The
Prince Consort rode on horseback. Prince Affred left

the Palace for Portsmouth to rejoin his ship. In the

evening the Queen and Prince Consort honoured the

performance at the Haymarket Theatre with their

presence.

Peince Alfred arrived at Portstooutli on Thursday
afternoon and rejoined the Euryalus, which proceeds

immediately to the Cape of Good Hope.
CoFRT Arrangements. — According to preseut

arrangements the Court will return to Windsor on
Saturday, the 2d of June. Her Majesty will honour
with her presence the Ascot races, which take place in

the following week, and the usual hospitality of the

Court will be dispensed to a large circle of visitors \\ho

will be invited on the occasion.

The Ex-Royal FAsriLY of France.—On Thursday
the 26th ult., the members of the ex-royal family of

France met at Orleans House, Twickenham, for the
purpose of celebrating the 79th birthday of the Countess
de Neuilly. Later in the day all the family assembled
at Claremont. The Duke de Montpensier and suite

took their departure from Southampton on Tuesday in

the Peninsular and Oriental Company*s steamer Euxine,

on their return to Cadiz.

Ministerial Arrangements.—The Duke of Argyll

will for the next three weeks discharge the duties of

Postmaster-General, m addition to those which already

devolve upon him as Lord Privy Seal. The arrange-

ment is intended to meet the contingency that Lord
Elgin may receive in Egypt the intelligence that the

Emperor of China has acceded to the demands of the

allied Powers, as proposed to him by the resident

Ministers. In that case Lord Elgin will return to

England and resume his duties at the Post Office. If

at the expiration of three weeks Lord Elgin has pro-

ceeded on his mission *to China, a successor will be
appointed to the office of Postmaster-General,

PARXtA^rE>9TARY MoTEMENTS. — The election for

Berkshire, vacant by the death of Capt, Vernon, took

place on Wednesday, when Mr. Richard Benyon was
elected without opposition.

Victoria Cross.—The Queen has conferred the

Victoria Cross on Mr. George Bell Chicken, of the
Indian Naval Brigade, for his great gallantry at

Suhejnee, near Peroo, during the Indian mutiny in

September, 1858.

National I^fle Association.—The Queen has
given 250/. "s a prize to be competed for by Volunteers
at the meeting of the Association, to be held on Wim-
bledon Common on the 2d July; and the Prince Con-
sort has given 100/. as a prize to be competed for by all

comers of all nations. There are to be six ranges, one
of 300. one ot 500, one of GOO, one of 800. one of 900.
and one of 1000 yards. The shooting at 300 yards
is to be off the shoulder; at the remaining five ranges

;t is to be from the knee—the Hythe position.

#6
Feance.—Tlie Monlteur of Wednesday published a

note of M, Thouvenel of April 7; velative to

the neutralisation of Savoy. In this note M, Thouvenel
contests the pretensions of Switjserland. and declares
that France fully accepts the execution of Article 92 of
the Final Act of Vienna. The Moniteur of Thurs<lay
published a note of M, Thouvenel, dated Apii 16,
proving that the annexation of the neutralised districts
of Savoy to France will not change the situation
of Switzerland. The Monlteur has also published a
telegraphic despatch from Chambery announcing that
the definitive result of the vote of Savoy was pro-

claimed on Sunday, by the Court of Appeal, in the
midst of the most enthusiastic cheers of the population.
The numbers for annexation were 130,533 against
235; 4610 having abstained from voting, and 71 bulle-
tins were null. Another telegraphic despatch from
Nice states that the Royal Court has in
like manner proclaimed the result of the vote
there, the numbers being as already stated.
It is understood tfiat the journey of the Emperor and
Empress to Savoy will be undertaken sooner than wa?^

expected, and orders have already been given to the
Mediterranean Railway Company to prepare the im-
perial train. The Emperor had at first intended to
embark at Toulon, but it is now said that their

Majesties will embark at Marseilles in the Aigle yacht
and proceed direct to Nice^ where preparations have
been already made for their" reception. From Nice the
Emperor and Empress will proceed to Puget-Theniers
and Guillaurae. The entratice into Savoy will be by
Modena or Lanslebourg, after which the Court wiU
proceed to St. Jean deMaurienne, Aiguebelle, Albertville,
and Moutiers, and return to Chambery, Aix-lps-Bains,
Annecy, and perhaps Bonneville and Tlionon, returning
by Lyons. This journey will be made with a certain

degree of pomp ; several packets with nunierous invited

guests on board will accompany the imperial yacht
from Marseilles, and escort her as far as Nice.—A debate

of some interest took place in the Senate on Friday, on
a proposition of Count Segur d'Aguesscau, with a view
to modify the 38th article of the internal rules of the
House, giving the Senate power, when it so desires, to

publish its debates and report the speech in the first

person. The motion was carried, on a division, by 78
votes to 22, The project of law concerning the tariff

for wools, cottons, and raw materials was adopted by
the Legislative Body on Wednesday by 249 to 4 votes.

Mr. Cobden has arrived in Paris, where he will remain
during the negotiation of the convention referred to in

the Treaty of Commerce with England. He will be
assisted by the two other Commissioners, Messrs. Ogilvie

and Malet.-—The Emperor had approved the model of

a gunboat constructed on a system to be propelled

without steam, and has ordered boats to be built on the

plan. The power which is intended to be substituted

for steam is hot air; and it is said that it will produce

as much rapidity' and be far more economical than

steam. It is calculated that the yearly saving in

the cost of fuel for the French navy will be about

80,000,000f., and that the combustible used for cooking

on a voyage will nearly suffice to propel the vessel, and
boilers will be dispensed with. The experiments are-

said to have succeeded so well that' in addition to the

gunboats now nearly completed a large vessel, the

Reine Kortense, will be fitted to receive the new
machinery. The inventor of this power, whichmay
effect another revolution in navigation, is a French
engineer Employed at Lyons. The machinery, which
lias been made at Lyons, is soon expected in Paris, and

great results are anticipated from the invention,

... Sp^ik.—A decree granting a general amnesty has

been published, the only condition attached to

it being that parties who avail themselves of it

must take the oath of allegiance to Queen Isabella.

Count de Montemolin and his brother Ferdinand are

to take their departure from Spain, and by taking

an oath of fidelity to the Queen, are to resume

their rank as princes of the blood royal at the Court,

The Cortes have been convoked for May 25, The son

of General Ortega, after having petitioned in vain for

his father's life, has left Spam for Rome, to take service

under General Lamoriciero. The remains of Vice-

Admiral Don Gabriel Ciscar were removed on the 21st

ult. with great pomp from the cemetery of Gibraltar to

the Spanish corvette Villa de Bilbao, for the purpose of i

being conveyed to Spain in accordance with the request'

of the Spanish Government. His Excellency Gabnel^

Ciscar was ' well known in the literary warld for his-

numerous valuable writings, which obtained for him,

the various high offices he held in Spain from the age*

of 18 till that of 63* He served in the Spanish navy.

from the class of midshipman to that of its iiighest

rank, and for many years filled the office of Chan-

cellor of State to his Catholic Majesty.

Spain and Mobocco.—The official Gazette announces-

that the treaty of peace between Spain and Morocco

was signed on the 26th inst. Morocco is to pay the

indemnity for the expenses of the war during the course

of the year. Being desirous of regaining possession of

Tetuan, she has decided to accelerate the time of pay-

ment. The Basque Division will meanwhile remain at

Tetuan. Marshal O'Donnell left Tetuan on the 27tb

and has arrived at Aranjuez on liis return to Madrid.

PoETUGAL.~The new Ministry has been formed as

follows:—President of the Council, Senhor Aguilar;

^Minister of War, Viscount da Luz ; Minister of Marine,,

Senhor^ Vargaz; Minister of Finance and Foreign

Affairs, Senhor Cazal Bibeiro,

H^'OTXB.—In the sitting of the Hanoverian DJ^faoi*'

Tn«^.^ ;";
"''''" '^—miti^e moved that ^he plan

luesdayuie ..lu.tary vu« . ttQ
proposed by Government for the forCification of' .

coast should be rejected, and the necessary gt;;^^*^

refused,

SwiTZKELAND.—The Bund contains a statement to
the effect that a proposal had been made by France to

Switzerland for the latter Power to relinquish her
' rights in reference to the neutralised districta of Savoy
in consideration of an indemnity of 50,000,000f. The
same journal al§o states that the Federal Council has
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received no official notification of the assembling of a referred to this branch of the Ministry, whicli will pro- , covered the grave of Comraander Lacon Usser Ham
^Qjiferenoe at Paris after the ratification of the Treaty

of Turin by the Sardinian Parliament, Two thousand

men of the Federal troops occupying Geneva will be

-disbanded on the 10th inst, but will be replaced imme-

diately. The Federal Council has resolved on the

instructions to be sent to M. Kern, in reference to the

Conference.

Prussia.—The Military Commission of the Chamber

of Deputies resolved at its last sitting to propose the

granting of a credit of 5,500,000 thalers for one year,

;to be applied to army reforms,

ArSTBiA.—A report is current at Vienna that the

Ewperor intends to undertake rather a long journey

abroad, and confide the regency during his absence to

the Archduke Maximiliuu, who is to possess extraordi-

nary powers. The rumour has lately assumed a more
precise character; and has acquired a certain degree of

credit from the fact that the Archduke has just been
recalled to Vienna. It is also reported that the Arch-
Juke -Stephen, who in 1847-9 was Palatine in Hungary,
and for 11 years has been' residing in Nassau, will

shortly return to Austria, and resume his office of
Palatine. The . official &azette of Friday publishes

some additional fatts in connexion with the death of

Baron Bruck. It states that in the evening of the 20th

ult. Baron Bruck was heard as a witness in the process

relative to the frauds of the late General Eynatten.

His examination gave rise to further inquiries, which

would probftbly have led to his confrontation with other

witnesses and other accused parties. Under these cir-

cumstances the Emperor issued an autograph letter on
the 22dult., in which his Majesty said:—"I tempo-
rarily remove you from office, according to your
request, find provisionally transfer the charge of the

Ministry of Finance to the Councillor of State von
Plener." This autograph letter was delivered to Baron
von Bruck on the evening of the 22d ult., and on the

following morning the Baron was found in bed bleed-

ing from wounds in his throat and wrists. On the

25th a judicial ^05^ wior^^w examination took place, the
' result of which was the conclusion that Baron Bruck,
being in a state of great distress of mind and of
despondency, committed suicide. The question whether
he had previonsly taken strychnine or some other

poison, as suspected, was reserved till the contents of the

stomach had been analysed by sworn medical authori-

ties. The body lay in state on the 25th and the two
following days, in an open coffin, in the principal

Protestant -church at Vienna, It was dressed in his

minister's uniform, and all his decorations were placed
on two' cushions 4it the foot of the coffin. A great
crowd assembled to see the body of the ex-Minister
removed from the church to the cemetery, but very
few of lira friends were present. In the church was
the TuHiifih Ambassador, but no other member of the
diplomatic corps. None of the Ministers attended the
funeral, and the-^/npfo^ar in the different Government

• offices received orders liot to appear at it in uniform.
When the^coHege arrived at the cemetery it was found
tbat some friendly hand had covered the bottom of the
grave with beautiful flowers. Since the death of
Baron Evnck "the Emperor hffs been carrying on
the investigation into the late frauds with grcBt
energy. Though the details! of the frauds are still

kept strictly secret by the Government, it is already

' known'that the amount is enormous ; that^hey extended
over the greater part of the Empire ; and that the
parties implicated are numerous and of every station in

•'every dep:irtment of Government, from the Cbancellor
of the Exchequer at Vienna to the meat-contractor who
drov-e the same oxen five times within the walls of

"Verona. The Chevalier Revoltella^ an intimate
'friend of Baron Bnick, and thie leading merchant of
^Trieste, with Messrs. Bramhilla and Man^oiii?; two
Uther commercial magnates^ ^^^ve "b66n apprehended.
Arrest:ij havp Ijeen toaJe in other parts of the Empire,
and everywhere the accused have been treated with
extreme severity. Commissions sit in Vienna, Prague, and
Trieste to examine the documents which can throw
light on these transactions, and it is said that for weeks
before the apprehension of Eevoltella and his com-
panions their books and papers were under the scrutiny

of emissaries from Vienna. The Wiener Zeitnng of

Wednesday contains an autograph letter of the

Emperor, dated the 26th ult., decreeing that the

ecclesiastical affairs of the Evangelical portion of the
array shall be under the management of military chap-

lains of both the Augshut^ and Helvetic confessions,

and that in time of war two Evangelical military
chaplains are to be added to the clerical cstablish-
raent in the hospitals of the operating armies. Prince
Czartoryski has just died at Vienna. He was the
brother of this prince of the same name living in Paris,
and, as it is known, had claims to the throne of Poland.
He was 87jears of age, and had lived for some years
at Vienna in strict retirement.

HiTNaABY.—Accounts from Pesth of the 30th ult.

state that the requiem of the late Coiint Szechenyi has
taken place without disturbance in the presence of
10»000 gersons. An Imperial decree, dated the 22dttlt.,
bas been published in execution of Paragraph 4 of the
Imperial Patent for the Settlement of Tlungarian Pro-
testant affairs. This decree orders that the branch of
the Ministry of Public Worship, which is to consist of
Evangelical co-relTgionistsi shall he established imme-
diately. All questions relating to Protestant, religious,
and scholastic matters in other provinces are also to be

visionally consist of three Councillors, who are already
appointed.

Italy.—The King of Sardinia continues his progress
in Central Italy. His Majesty arrived at Pistoja on
Monday, and on the following day proceeded to Lucca
and Bologna, where he was met by Count Cavour and
M. Fanti. The inhabitants of the country everywhere
gave the king an enthusiastic reception during his

progress. The civil and military authorities of Bologna
went to meet his Majesty, who was afterwards received

by the clergy at the cathedral, where an immense
crowd was assembled. Te Deitm was celebrated, and in

the evening the city 'was illuminated.—On Wednesday
a splendid ball was given at the Theatre of Bologna in

honour of the King, who was most enthusiastically

received. A hymn was sung by 100 of the principal

lady inhabitants. The number of persons present was
about 4500. On the same day the Syndics of the

Bomagna presented addx-esses to the King, adding five

millions of francs, as a voluntary contribution, towards

the expenses of the state. The clergy of Bologna also

presented an address to his Majesty. On Thursday his

Majesty reviewed the troops and received two other

addresses from the clergy of the Romagna. The assem-
bling of the Chambers is to be adjourned until after the

fMe in commemoration of the establishment of the

Constitution. The treaty of the 24th of March will

be discussed after the boundaries of the two
States have been regulated with France.~ Pisa

has just been the scene of a curious ceremony. In

honour of the annexation of Tuscany, the municipality

of Genoa made a present to the city of Pisa of the

chains taken by the Genoese gallics from her ancient

port, some 300 years ago, in the days when both Pisa

and Genoa were free Republics. The rusty chains have
now' been hung up in the Campo Santo in company
with the chains which in 1848 Florence gave up in

like manner to her old rival.—Letters from Rome state

that Prince Chigi, Colonel of the Papal Guard, had
tendered his resignation, in order to take service as a

private gunner. General Lamorici^re returned to Rome
on the 3d inst. The correspondent of the Journal des

DihatSy whose expulsion from Rome had been com-

manded by his Holiness, has obtained a delay of

20 days. It is believed that towards the end of June
or the beginning of July the French troops will have

completely evacuated Rome and the Roman territory.

SicrLT,— The accounts from Sicily continue both

serious and contradictory. After the recent execu-

tion of the 13 insurgents at Palermo, 26 Neapolitan

soldiers were surprised and hanged by a band of in-

surgents at Carini. On the 18th the Royal troops

attacked the insurgents who had intrenched themselves

in that town. The fighting was most desperate, and
continued during the 19th, 20th, and 2l8t. Reinforce-

ments having then reached the Royal troops, they

coinpcUod the insurgents to retire to Partenico,

leaving 250 killed behind them. The Royal troops had
300 killed i the
considerable.

pillaged, was set on fire. The Royal troops then
returned by steamer to Palermo, upon which the insur-

gents were meditating an attempt. A fight between the
insurgents and the soldiers has taken place at Alcauo, and a

column which left Messina on the 20th ult. was engaged
in serious combat with the insurgents on the 2l8t and

mett, of her Majesty*s ship Albion, have been tumped'
over and the body so entirely exhumed, that the bones
as well as some remaining portions of the uniform were
found scattered around the grave, which evidently had
been opened only a few days before. Several other
graveyards were found more or less in a very dilapidated
state—the walls broken down m many places, and in
some instances so much so that even the cattle have
been found grazing within the inclosures. Lieut.-
Colonel Gowen, the American contractor with the
Russian Government for raising the sunken ships in the
harbour, has entirely at his own expense and trouble
already repaired and restored many of the English
graves and cemeteries, as well as several of the French
and Sardinian, and preserved them from further viola-
tion and decay.

TUEKEY.—The Grand Vizier Ruchadi is about to
resign his post to Ali Pacha. Riza Pacha has caused
the disgrace of Osman Pacha, Chief of the Palace, \vhp
in compensation has been appointed marshal. Fra^pe
claims 200,000fr. as indemnity for the widow Dumas,
the innocent victim of the late popular aggression.
France and England have also presented to the Port^.a
note drawn up in energetic terms, claiming 3,000/)00iEr.

as indemnity for the massacres of Djedda, An imnje-
diate answer has been demanded, in default of which
the Powers will obtain justice, for themselves. The
Duke of Brabant has been decorated with the Order of
the Medjidie. and has received the diamonds of the
decoration. His Royal Highness left on the 30th ult.

for Venice in an English steamer which was off'ered to
him by Sir Henry Bnlwer. It was reported at Con-
stantinople that Belgium had offered the Porte
40,000,000fr, for the Island of Cyprus.

India.—Telegraphic despatches reached town
yesterday with news from Calcutta to the 7th and
from Bombay to the 11th April. The following are the
particulars :

—

Caleviia..—'Vhsi Bank of Bengal has reduced its rate of
discount 1 per cent, all round. The disturlxinces among the
indigo planters appeared to he subsiding. The Act enabling
the Governor-General to exercise certain powers during his
absence from Council is continued in force for three months.

Siiula.—The Governor-General's camp was to break up on
April 10, and the Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief
were to reach Simla on the 11th.

Bareilly,—Khan Bahadoor has been hung.
£omhay.~\t is reported that orders had been given in

Bombay and Madras to suspend the despatch of troops to
China, hopes being entertained of an amicable arrangement of
the pending diffiojlties,

Japa^.—The Japanese Ambassador arrived at

San Francisco on the 28th ult., in the United States'

steamer Powhattan, and was shortly to leave in the
Roanolie for Washington, where Congress had voted
50,000 dols. for the reception of the Embassy. A
Japanese servant of the British Minister at Jeddo was
murdered shortly before the Powhattan left. The
Minister took no official notice of the deed.

AUSTHALIA.—Accounts from Melbourne to March 17
state that the state of trade was very unsatisfactory.

) number of wounded on both sides was
|
Several failures had taken place, including Messrs.

The town of Carini, after having been W. JJ. Bell & Co., Rae, Dickson, & Co., Hennquez
Brothers, and Tickle. 148,000 ounces of gold had been

shipped during the month. From Sydney the accounts

state that the new goldfields were very productive, and
attracting diggers frQTu Victoria. Trade was brisk and
the supply of ^vsoi plentiful. From Adelaide we learn

that Pay.'ianSent has been dissolved, and the election of
22d at Galati, which town was destroyed. The Royal 'nenv members was proceeding.
troops fell back upon Messina. Another coliUrfn, niiiler

the command of General Letizia, Lad left Palermo in
order to subdue Trar;:^;,*,^ supported by two frigates.

The latest nev;S^ states that a Neapolitan General had
been captured by the insurgents, that the seat tf

Government was about to be transfered to Messina, and
that the "garrison of Palermo, although numbering
nearly 20,000 men, apparently feared to proceed into

the interior, where the insurrection has again broken

out.

Russia.—It appears from an of!ic"al despatch from

St^ Petersburg that a conspiracy has lately ' been

organised against the life of the Emperor, or at all

events with a view of obliging his Majesty to abandon

his polity of the emancipation of the serfs. 150 or 200
persons have been arrested at St, Petersburg, chierty

Mexico.—News from Mexico is to the 28th ult. The
British Minister had proposed a truce for six months,

and the election of a Congress by the different States,

to be held at Jalapa, which is neutral ground, under the

protection of the British Government. The Congress

to frame a new Constitution, which should then be

enforced. The clergy oppose this proposition. If his

proposal is not acceded to, the British Minister will

demand his passports to Vera Cruz, and will recognise

the Government of Juarez.

Unitbd States.—President Buchanan had ^^Titten

a letter positively and peremptorily declining the use of

his name for re-nomination. A resolution had been passed

in the Senate f^t Washington for inquiiiug into the

expediency of raising the Sardinian Mission to one of

t
the first class. The President had transmitted to the

amongst the Noble Guard. Certain suspected regi-

ments were sent out of the city, and replaced hy other

troops, while artillery was planted in various quarters

of St. Petersburg, in order to check if necessary this

planned military revolt.

The Ceimea.—The following are the particulars of

the outrages committed on the graves of our country-

men in the Crimea, and alhided to by Sir C. Wood on

Friday in the House of Commons. On Cathcart's Hill,

the beautiful large black marble cover on the to^b of

Sir Robert Lydstone Newman, Captain of Qjj-enadier

Guards, has been removed by some par'iesi dp^htjess

seeking for jewellery or other articles, of value. 1"^^

hinges on the gates have been p^rtly^ hacked: off,

evidently for the paltry value of tji^ cQpper.j.-a»*the

shot and shell placed over and, aro'iihd sevi^al of the

t^raves by relatives and friend^ wlji^fiad visited the spQ^
too-ether with the large aitfit -surmounting the eorncrs

si^e or

grave-

yard they have (ir^turhed the t-^tilet ^.91^ ^Tj^^iomb of

Capt. W. K, A^lix, Aide-de-Camp to Generx;| ^ir Be Lacy

Evans, and broken down the walls nToui^J the cemetery.

In the graveyard of the ^V^vA '^ps^'s^, the slabs that

of the wall enclosing the eemeteri^, and on each si

the gate, have all bspn stolen, ^n the Artillery g

Seriate copies of additional correspondence with foreign

Governments concerning the riglits of American
naturalised citizens ahroad. Ijb is conducted throughout

in good temper, the United States in all cases repu-

diating the doctrine .of, perpetual allegiance. It appears
from these docuin^i^tft that 12 years ago the British

Government, at tbe instance of Mr. Bancroft, released

i^vp naturalised Irishmen, who were suspected of aidmg
ip^the rebejUoii, and engaged m treadomible practices.

iord.]?«imeraton, however, declared that foreign bom
si^hjects of Great Britain who may Lave become
naturalised in a foreign country, but who return to Jhe
tTnited Kingdom, are m 'amenable as any otlier of her

Majesty's subjects to any laws which maybe in force

either of a permanent or temporary nature. Accordiuj

to the Washington correspondent of the l^ew Tort

Berald, the San Juan affair was approaching a settle-

'

itient, but on wh^ basis is not stated. The Attorney-

General, Mr. Black, had received a.nd declined a chal-

lenge from ex-Governor Walker. A duel between Mr.

Pryor and Mr. Potter, df the Honse of Representatives,

had been prevented, the latter being bound over to

keep the peace. The Charleston Democrit.t,ic Conven-

tion was the topic which absorbed public attention
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The treaty which !md Ven concluded with Spam pro- Earl GBAsviLLErefei red their lordships to an opmiou expressed

•j«^ *v,- ti,^ -.c^A^fn'r^In-Y. o«,1 eoffKn^ /^f oUvvaT^rl^n^. !
t>y Sir R. Maync, Chief Commissioiier of PolicG, that the pro-

vides for the ascertrtnin^: and settling of all pendincr
visions ofthcBUi never could be enforced, except at the coat of

claims. Tornadoes in the west had done much damage
to property. Saveral persons were also injured.

i^ai'Uamem.

Fhidat.
CUu-ttable

HOUSE OF LORDS.
-Lord Cranworth moved the second reading of the

Uses Bill^ by which certain obsolete provisions were
repealed of the Statvite of Mortmain,—Lord Abinoer moved that

the Bill be read a second time that day six months. After a
short debate, theamendmcntwas agreed to, and the Bill lost The
Oxford Unitjer^it if and the Eadosiires Bills were read a third time
and passed- The Alarriagts {England and Ireland) Bill passed
through committee* The Irizh Afilitia.—In reply to Lord
Clasetcaeide aad Clancarty, the Earl nc Grey and Ripon
stated that the Irish Government had communicated with the

various lords-lievitenant in Ireland, and had ascertained that it

was not necessary to postpone the training of the militia in

consequence of the backward state of agricultural operations

in that country,
Monday.—5i<f of SmiiA/^Id,—Lord Granville, in reply to

Lord Ebury, stated that her Miyesty's Government had entered

into negotiations with the Corporation of London concerning

the vacant site of Smithfield, the result of which negotiatioos^

he said, would form a basis for a measure which would be soon
laid before Parliament,—The CTiurch Rate Bill was brought up
and read a first time, when the Duke of Marlborough gave
notice that he would oppose its further stages. NatioTial

Miicationin /re/and.—The Earl of Clajscarty moved for copies

of the correspondence which has taken place between the Irish

Roman Catholic prelates and the Lord-Lieutennnt on the system

of national education in Ireland. He contended that the

system had proved a failure, and that its rasulta were not com-
mensurate with the expenditure incurred in maintaining it,

and that the whole plan required the reconsideration of Parlia-

xnent—The Earl of Cork defended the system ; and the Bishop
of Cashel warmly thanked the Government for their eflTorts

to 'maintain it—The Eail of Carlisle said that it was
the firm

,
intention of the Government to adhere to

the piinciple of the system, and to do everything in their

power to give a good secular education to all who were willing

to receive it, at the same time affording them the opportunity

bf obtaining religious instruction if they desired it.—The Earl

of DoNOUGHMORE thought that there were some inconveniences

in the system, but that they arose rather from the opposition

which it had encountered than from any inherent defect

—

Aft«r some furthi^r observations from the Bishop of DKRBy and
Lord LiFFORn, the motion was agreed to. Affairs of Savoj/.—
Lord WoDEHorsE, in reply to Lord Clanrioarde, stated that

the Conference regarding the question of Savoy and the affairs

of Italy was not yet agreed to, nor was it as yet definitely

settled when it should meet, or what should be its basis. The
Tru\t€£S, Mortfiages^ ttc. Bill pa,sscd through committee- The
Marriages {England and Ireland) BUI and the Divorce Court

Sill were read a third time and passed-

constant riots and conflicts between the police and the people.

He was therefore opposed to any legislation of the description
proposed—The Earl of Derby thought the Bill was deserving
of support, as it was evident that the present hiw was alto-

gether insufficient to suppress Sunday trading,—After a few
words from Earl Grey, who suggested that the Bill should be
referred to a select committee, the House divided, when the
amendment was negatived by 54 to 25. The Bill was then
committed proformdy on the understanding that the discussion
would be taken a week hence,

Friday,—The Llandqff and Coxdon Mrf.rJ:cts Bill, after some
opposition from Lord CHKr.MSFORD was read a second time.

Tfie Army,—The Earl of Lucan" called attention to the organisa-
tion of the infantry. Though at one time the navy obtained so

great a preponderance that it was thought scarcely necessary
to have a military force at all, he thought that it wils now
generally recognised that to ensure the safety of the country
it was absolutely necessary to have an eflncient army,

[Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.— 77ttf China Telegram.—In reply to Mr. Dalolish,

Lord C. Paget said he had no reason to believe, from
the last despatch received from Admiral Hope, that there
was any truth in the telegram stating that two
British frigates had been fired upon and sunk by the
Chinese batteries at the mouth of the Pei-ho, The Overland
Pat^tngers at Cairo,—In answer to Mr. Mildmay, Sir C, Wood
said that a very gross outrage had taken place in the mosque
of the citadel at Cairo by British svitjects, who had optnly
insulted the rites of the AIoliAmmedan religion. The Pacha
wai> present on the occnsion, and he and his officers had acted
in tie most admirable manner. They had calmly requested
the i.tfenders to desist, and when the request was disobeyed,
quietly removed them from the citadel, and, what was more
difficult- protected them from the fury oft justly irritat<^d

mob. The consul had made an apology the next day, and
proper means had been taken to prevent a repetition of the

outrage. A despatch had also been sent to India ordering

an inquiry for the purpose of ascertaining whether
the offenders belonged to the Indian sei*vicc. — In

reply to Mr. D- Griffith and Mr. S. Fitzgerald, Lord
J. Russell said, that with regard to the neutralised por-

tions of Savoy, it was proposed that there should he a Confer-

ence of the Powers who had signed the Treaty of Vienna with
the addition of Switzerland and Savoj; ; but the only question

ther^shoild'en^^^
which France consented to submit to it was the reconcihng of ^,J^^:^,i^ nf t^IhVt. ?#- ^n^ ^nmnn^^H tt. ^.Z.\.^ ^rr.r.h^.y.n.Mrr

thought it would be undesirable to disappoint the cxpectAti<^ne
of the public that some measure would be carried. He ex-
pressed his hope that the Bill might be so amended thai, in
the end, it would prove creditable to the fame of its author
and worthy of a deliberative assembly like the House of Com-
mons,—Lord J, :Manners objected generally to the Bill, which
he characterised as mischievous and abominable, and the efiect
of which^ he believed, would be to lower the franchise to the
level of bribery and corruption. It bore upon the face of it
the evidence of carelessness and haste, and it could scarcely be
otherwise when its author had undertaken to revise the con-
stitution, and at the same time direct the foreign policy of the
country in a period of the greatest political difficulty, He'advi.scd
the noble lord to abandon the impossible task of endeavour-
ing to do two things at once, and either to resign the
seals of the Foreign Office or withdraw the Reform Bill.—Mr.
HoDGKiNsoK said that the measure was, in his opinion, wise
and temperate, although he admitted that it niieht beimproved
by the introduction in committee of clauses giving the
franchise to the ratepaying classes, whether householdei-s or
not-—Colonel P- Herbert thought that there was nonecessity for
the Bill at all ; but that, if there was tu be a Bill, the mensure
before the House was about the very worst that could be
devised,—Mr, Cairo complained that justice had not been
done to Scotland in the Bill, and that while little English
boroughs like Cockermouth, with a population of 8000, liad
two members, great towns like Aberdeen and Dundee, T\itli

80,000 or90,000inhabitants.had but one member—Mr, B, Coch-
rane opposed the Bilh—Mr. P. URQUHAKTwas willing to accept
the measure as a step in the right direction, although he con-
sidered it susceptible of improvement in many dctniLs^
especially with reference to the redistribution of seats,—Mr^
DuCANE expressed much mental bewilderment as to who were
the supporters of the Bill, and asked Lord John Russell if he
would point out who was to blame for the dead look in which
the question was now placed? The easy solution was. perhiq^s,

to be traced to the circumstuice that the House bad refu*=ed to
allow Lord Derby's Bill to go into committee. Had that IbW
not been rejected, some concessions, including perhaps a HL
franchise, might have been introduced whick would have led
to a settlement of the question. The present Bill was, in his
opinion, a dangeroiis and revolutionary measure, the effect of
which would be to establish a denjocracyto overpower property
and intelligence.—Mr, Clay said he could not quarrel with a.

Bill which would add from 1500 to 2000 electors to theborongh
which he had the privilege of representing. He was there-
fore prepared to accept the measure for what it was
worth. The Bill did not, however, go as far as he-
wished, — Mr, A. Mills thought the time had come
when, instead of attempting to destroy the Bill,,

the 92d article of the Treaty of Vienna with the 2d article of

the Treaty of Turin The French Government certiinly would
not consent to the dismemberment of Savoy ; but other mea-
sures might be adopted which it would be time enough to dis-

cuss when the Contorence assembled. With regard to the time
of assembling, France had objected that it would be premature
to meet before the treaty was ratified by the Parliament of

Sardinia, until which time it was not valid. With regani tc

the possession of the neutralised portion of Savoy, her
Majesty's Government had expressed their opinion that

T!u£6i>AY.—Staie of the .Vavy.—Lord Lysdhurst called atten- there should be no civil or military occupation of

-tion to the state of the naval reserve, and invited the Govern- +i.«^« ,^y^^^;^*,c i^^m +i,^ n^^^^^^-r^^^

ment to give an account of its present condition and probable

futxire progress^ It appeared that foreigners were better

acquainted with the state of our navy than we were ourselves.

Since the great continental war our navy had been compara-
tively ne^^lected, and it was only from alarm at the enormous
efforts of France that our Government at last roused itself from
its Supinenesfi. Comparing the British with the French naval

force, he contended that at present our own scarcely exceeded
that of France. After enumerating the naval stations in which
it was necessary that we should sustain our supremacy at sea,

he observed that a disaster in the Channel could be repaired by
France, but would be ruinous to England. The country could

not reat satisfied while matters remained in their present
position. He also quoted the authority of successive Lords of

the Admiralty to show the difficulty which had been expe-
rienced in finding men for the navy without resorting to im-
pressment. The regulations of the service also tended to dis-

^jiourage searacn from jolnteg, for they were so numerous and
complex that a lawyer even could nC^ understand them. If he

himselfwere of the properage, and prejmred to enter the navy, his

first step would be to call in a respectable convC^^incer to pre-

pare an abstract of those regulations. He repro&at^ the

efforts of politicaj economists to'keep down the expenditure Oi

thearmy and navy in the vain hope of a perpetual alliance with
France.—The Duice of Somerset trusted that it would not be
supposed from the speech of the noble and learned lord that
the present Governn^ent had reduced the naval strength of ihe

those portions until the Conference was held. To
this the French Government objected that such
a course would not be in accordance with the treaty ; that for

every practical purpose there would not be any specific posses-

sion taken of the territory ; but some authority must be
established- Negotiations on that subject were still in pro-

gress. The Government of Russia took the same view with
that of her Majesty.—In reply to another question. Lord
J. Rl'ssell said that he was sorry to^state that many shocking
violations had occurred of the Graves of British Officers at Sebas-

topoL~lT\ reply to Mr, P. Urquhart, Mr. Cardwell said that

a Bill was in preparation to remedy the admitted evils of the

present law of Removal of Paupers /roin England to Irelawl.—
On the order of the day for the third reading of the Church
Rate Abolition Bill, Mr. Whiteside moved that the Bill be read

a third time that day six months. He protested against any
attempt to Biibvert the parochial system of England, which lay

at the root of the social state of the country. The oppf^sition

to church-rates was due to the political, not to the religious.

Dissenters, Tlie old Dissenters had shown no hostility

against the rate. The movement began in Manchester, and
was continued on the narrow principles of that school.

Its real enemies were those who looked to the destruction of

the Church of England as a national church, and its total sepa-

ration troxsx the State.—Mr, Bright argued, from the vast

number of petition? which had been presented in favour of the

Bill, that it was p pularln lt« character, and not the result of

,__ , _. .. ._ ..^._ . ., the exertions of a few busy, medu^;!}5 agitators. He contended

country. During the last eight months more men had l)een that, if the voluntary principle w^ere adopted by the Church, it

employed in the dockyards than during any previous period
not excepting those of the great continental war. Exclusive
of blockfihips or s:iiling vessels we had afloat 50 ships of the
line, 30 frigates, 19 corvettes, 88 sloops, 36 smaller vessels^ and
£4 special and 350 ordinary gunboats. The French had 33 ships
of tne line and eight building, 38 frigates and 12 building, and
about 140 sloope. As for our naval reserve, the coastguard now
numbered 68fl2 men, and itwas intended to increase it to 12,000,
The naval coastguard volunteers amounted to upwards of
7000, There were but 1000 men in the naval reserve, but the
scheme could scarcely be said to have as yet come into
operation. The actual available reserve was 14,850 men. As
to the regulations, they referred to different classes, and all

that applied to the common seamen could be comprised in a
aingle aheet of paper. He concluded by praising the high
spirit of the navy, which, however it niigUt show itself dis-
satisfied with petty expeditions, would never be ftnmd wanting
won great occasions.—After some observations by the Earl of
HARDWiCKCand Lord Colchester in favour of impressment in
caw of need, the Duke of Somcrset cxprewed his opinion that
it would be only under circumstances of the direst emer-
gencies that the Goverament would bo justified in recommend-
ing such a course to her Majesty.—The Lord Chancellor
briefly stated that there was no doubt that, although the
custom had fallen into disuse, the law in regard to impress-
ment was as much in force as ever,
THvnsDAY.~&llin/;a}}d ffawi'ivff of Goods on Su7iday Bill—

Lord Chelm?^ford moved that the House go into committee on
this Bill, the object of which is to prohibit the sale of goods in
certain portions of the metropolis a^tev nine o'clock in the
morning —The Earl of St, Germans objected to the Bill on the
ground that it would produce a state of things worse than the
present, and moved, as an amendment, that the committee be
postponed for six months,—Lord Teynham supported the
amendment, and pointed out the erila which in his
opinion would result from the partial action of the Bill,
—Viscount DuNGA^NON supported the Bill, as likely
to check a practice which now prevented a groat
many persons from attending Divine Service, — The
Ix)Rn Chancellor recommended going into committee
in order that the Bill might be refiuoed to a practical shape,—
The Duke of Marlborough expressed himself in favour of the
principle of the Bill, whether viewed in a moral, social, or
physical aspect.—Lord GRASffORTHwas not indisposed to go
into committee; at the same time he could not consent to
Itivc the p*4icc the arbitrary power of seizing goods exposed

would attain a much better position than itatpreSCat enjoyed,

and that the contest which had been so long protracted should

materials of which it was composed. He denied emphatically
that the Conservative party were afraid of the working classes,.

or were indisposed to concede them pohtical privileges ; on tho
contrary, they were willing to give thera the utmost political

influence conipatible with the safety of the conatitution.~Mr-
J, Locke, as one of the representatives of the working classesw

vindicated their right to an extension of the suffrage, and said
that they were satisfied with the 6L franchise projx^sed by the
Government,—On the motion of Mr, Macaulay, the debate
was adjonrned, Lord Palmerstos expressing a hope that it

would be resumed on Tuesday evening. Several Irish mem-
bers with business on the paper, however, declined to pive
way, and, after some discussion, the debate was fixed fof

Tuesday, with theunderstanding- that it should, if possible, bo
proceeded with. Some other Bills were forwarded a stage.

Tuesday.—Sia^e Dues.—liord J. Bussell, in reply to Mr.
Fenwick, said that negotiations were now in progre3?= re^pect^
ing the abolition of the 8t»de toll, but he cmild not at prescntT
produce the papers.—In reply to Mr. S. Fitzoearald, Lord J;
Russell said that tfie Conference' relative to Savoy bad not been
postponed, as the time for its assembling had never been lixcd'-

Stafe of the iVary.—Sir C. Napiek moved an address ta her
Majesty, expressing the regret of the House that, instead of a
reserve of 70,000 men, contemplated by the Manning Commis-
sion, there existed only 6362 coastguardmen, 1900 district ships''

companies, 1400 revenue men and 600 cruisers' men, and 5000-

or 6000 coast voUrateers not to be dei>ended upon ; and prayinj
her Majesty to give directions that the coastguard should be-

completed to 12,000 seamen, as recommended by the commis-
sion, ready to be placed in efficient ships at the several ip^^ris,

instead of the present block shij»s, thus constituting' a reserve

of 10 sail of the line, ready for any emergency ; that the

number of naval volunteers, now under 1000, should be con>
pleted as soon as possible, and the other recommendations of the

commission complied with. In the course of a long speech he
threw out many hints for impi'oveujents of the navy, anJ
for rendering it popular, accusing the Admiralty, among
other shortcomings, of tardiness in adopting his suggestions,-^

Sir J, Elphinstone seconded the motion,—Lord C, Paget saiu

that the enrolment of the naval volunteers, in spite of various

obstacles, was proceeding satisfactorily, and that all the im-

who were opposed to church-rates, the House of Commons bad
shown an anxiety to remove a grievance and provide a practical

remedy. But an experience of30 years, duringwhich the question

had been agitated, had proved these pleas insincere, and ren-

dered unavailing the remedies devised. The policy of Parlia-

ment at the present crisis in the world's history should be to

refrain from tampering with the existing institutions of th«

conntry, and thereby weatoning the social elements of society.

—Su-J. Trelawnky replied, :ind the House divided, when the

amendment was negatived by 235 to 226. The Bill wa& accord-

ingly read a third time and passed.—Mr. Bovill obtained
leave to bring in a Bill to repeal so much of the Statutes relating

to Stockjobbing ns prevent persons selling and disposing of stock
or other securities of which they are not possessed. The Jeicg"

Act AiiiendmeiU Sill was read a third time and passed.
MosnAT.— Public Business.— L^rd Pai.merqton suggested

that as there was now very little private buaiuess to dispose
of, it would be desirable in future to commence public business

at a quarter-past four o'clock.—Mr. Disraeli intimated his

assent to the suggestion, on the understir.ding that Ministers
were to be in their placesat the latter hour to answer questions.

R^orm Bill.—The adjourned debate on the second reading of

the Bill for Improving the Representation of the People was
resumed by Mr. Bentinck, who s;iid that the Bill contained
nnne of the elements of a Reform Rill. It did not attempt to

deal with that enormous evil which had been revealed so

frequently before election committees, nor did it propose to

confer a franchise upon intelligence. It had been framed as if

the whole country consisted of nothing but great towns and
nijlways. It altogether ignored the rural districts, upon which
every measure of reform must really hinge. In his opinion the

county francl'.ise oughc to be lower than tliat in the towns,

because the class who would be enfranchised would be

better qualified for the privilege than the same
class resident in boroughs. He recommended the

Government to withdraw the Bill, as it was idle

to attempt to legi'^late upon the .subject until the

House was in possession of full and reliable information.

—

Mr. Walter denied that the labouring classes laboured under

any of the grievances which Mr. Bright had represented, or

that a lefnrmed PiU-liament could do anything to improve their

condition. They paid no direct, little local, taxation, and

189Sin 1S59 was5147. and now the number of boys t-duaited

for the navy was 8535, who would become first-rate seamen,

and this was considered to be an ample supply. He cntrrea

into various details relating to matters bearing on the present

condition of the navy, and complained of the motion as impiy-

ing a direct censure of the Admiralty, who were doing their

best for the public service.—Sir J. Pakisgton was glad that

the motion had been made, as it was imiwrtant to know what

exertions the Admiralty were making to obtain a anfflcient

reserve force for the navj% and as it had elicited an answer

which he had heard with great satisfaction. Hehopedit was the

intention of the Admiralty to carry out alUho recommendations
of the Royal Commission.—The discussion was continued by •

if

M. Seymour. Mr. Corrv. Sir G. Pechell. Admiral Walcott,

and other members, and it 'ended in the motion being with-

drawn. Berwick Siection.—Mv. F. Peel mo^ed that an humble
address be presented to her Majesty praying thr.t she woula

appoint a commission to inquire into the existence of cornipt

practices at the last election for the borough of BerwicK.

Although the inquiry before the select committee had not been

completed, still there was reason to believe that gross and

systematic bribery had been carried on.—Mr. MarjoribanKS
said that ho and his constituents were quite willing to meet

the most searching investigation.—Mr. Macaulay thought

there was not sufficient evidence of extensive brilwry t<^

warrant the House in acceding to the motion.—Lord RoB^jy

Cecil, as a member of the Berwick Committee, gave it as ms

opinion that enough had been proved to justify inquiry. At

the same time, he feared that a commission of inquiry woui'i

do little good in this or other cases, as the only remedy wouia

be to deprive the offending boroughs of representation lor a

whole generation.—Mr. Bright expressed nims«lf *° ^'^^'^j^^

of issuing the commission, as, if not, the *-'''"7^

Practices Prevention Act might as well be .repeaiej^

—The Attorney - General supported the motion, anu

said he had already given instructions for the piy-

secution of some of the persons engaged in corrup

practices at the late election for Berwick.—Mr. Hcnt sus

Kes+ed that the expense of the inquiry should fall "P""^"^.,

inhabitants as a penalty for their offence.—T^rd I^*^"*^"'
said that, in his opinion, the motion wft« a very ^"»*f '^^K"« Liiu inuicc me aruiirary power oi seizmg gooas exposed condiuou. Tney paia no airect, ntLie locai, la.itJiLi'ii, i»uu , '«*" ^-.^..-i, iw wi-, up.ii.v.'.^., — —--— _>,__ .i,; Hr»n«;e w.-«

for sale alter o'clock.—.^fter a few words from the E*rl of | rather less than more than their share of indirect He did not
|

more especiaUy at the present time. ^"^"^^^^" _—.^„.
EixirsBOROroH and the Bishop of L ; on- in favour uf the Bill, however, wish to be understood as opposed to reform, and h . engaged in the duty of endeavouring to imp*wrt ik. '^^

e
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t^tion of the people. He hoped that for the character of the

House the irootion would be agreed to, and that no weight

fl-ould attach to the flinisy arguments of those who wished to

prevent the exposure and punishraeut of the guilty parties.

After Bome further discussion, the motion was agreed to

without a division ; as also a motion that the Attorney-General

t)e directed to proaecute William arCall for bribery,—Mr,
Cardwell obtained leave to bring in a Bill for taking the

Census of Ltland —The Attorney it, Solicitm-»^ Proctors, and Cei'tijied

Coyiveva^icers Bill was considered in committee, and several

verbal amendments introduced. On the motion for proceeding
-(inth the ai^ourned debate on the Representation of the People

Silk Lord Palmeeoton hoped that the debate would be
concluded on, Thursday next. If any further adjournment
should be propose^i, he should feel it to be his duty to take
the sense of the House acrainst it. The debate was then
adjourned till Tliursday, The Cuf^toiM Bill was read a third
uine and passed.
Wedsesvay. ~ Affffravafed Assaults Act Amendment Bill-*

Lord Raynham moved the second reading ofthisBilL After
adverting to the insufEciency of the actual law^ under which
the maximum punishment was six months' imprisonment, and
which was insufficient to prevent assaults upon women and
children, he explained the details of the proposed measure, by
which the magistrate had the j>ower of inflicting 50 lashes for

the first offence and 150 for the second, with 12 months' impri-
sonment.—Mr, CuvE opfx)sed the Bill, Its provisions were of
that nature that under it the public would not prosecute and
iBflgistratea would not convict. He moved, as an amendment,
that the Bill be read a second time that day three months.

—

Mr- E. James seconded the amendment.—Mr. D. GRTFrmi
called attention to the disgrace of inflicting corporal punish-
ment on the defenders of the country, and protecting those
who a*=8aulted women and children.—Mr, Vance thought that
there was good enough in the Bill to warrant its Inking per-
mitted to go into committee,—Mr. Henlev denied that there
was that increase in offences of this kind to warrant this Bill,

to the principle of which he objected. The proper course
would be to send aggravated cases before a jury.—Mr. Dillwyx
bad not the same objection to corporal punishment, and
thought that it was the only means by which such bnital
offences could be prevented.—Mr, S. Estcourt believed that
the Bill would be rather mischievous than useful- — Sir G.
Lewis said that no case had been made out to justify further
legislation in this direction- It wa^ neither proved that offences
had increased, nor that the present law was inoperative. Ap-
plications were constantly made to the Home Office for

mitigation of punishments inflicted on husbands for bnitality to
their wives. After some further discussion, the second reading
was carried by 109 to 85. The Malicions Injuries to Property Act
Amendment Bill was read a second time* The Fisheries

(Scotland) Bill passed through committee,—Mr, Hesnessy
moved the second reading ofthe Late Improvement {Ireland) BUL
The Bill was founded on the same principles a-s tlie L;mdlord and
-Tenant Bill of the Government^ but it was brought forward
because so many delays interfered with the progress of the
Government Bill that there was little hope of its passing into
law this session. The hon. member was explaining his Bill,

when he was cut short by the arrival of the hour for adjourn-
ment. The Bank of Ireland Bill was read a second time.

,
Thursday,— IFufc':r:€i<i £(tc<:ion,—The Attorney-General, in

reply to a question put by Mr, E. Jaues, said he bad that
moniing given instructions that criminal infonnations should
be filed against Mr. Leathani and Mr. Charlesworth, the
candidates at the recent election for WakeGeld ; and also
against the principal persons who had aided and abetted them.— The San Jtuin Question, In answer to Mr, Fitzgerald, Lord
J. Rrssf:LL said that he could add but little to the informa-
tion which was already in possession of the House on the
subject of the San Juan negotiations. Her Majesty's
Mamsters in August last made a proportion to the
United states Government which they had declined,
and again asserted the claim to the channel which they
had originally set up. To that claim an answer Jiad
t)eeu returned ; and, according to tlje Jaat intelligence, it

appeared that General Cass had received instructions from the
President to prepare a rejoinder. It would depend, however,
upon the nature of that despatch whether the correspondence
could be produced or not. Reform BilL—The adjourned debate
on the second reading of the Bill for Improving the Represen-
tation of the People was resumed by Mr. Macaulay, who took
exception to the Bill because it was of a uniform character, and
applied exclusively to the working classes. He could not vote
for a measure which would have the effect of transferring
political power to classes whose numbers were not regulated by
intelligence, and whose influence, if the Bill were canied,
would overwhelm tlie ftiir and legitimate claims of property
and education,—Mr. Gregory gave a sketch of his own
eT^-perience of the workings of democratic institutions
in the United States, which he said had occasioned
him to alter his 4 views materially with refeience to a
large extension of the fituichise to the working classes-
Ho warned the House and the Government that the political
doctrines which were now showing themselves upon the wur-
face of society in the United States might spring up in other
places, and that it behoved all who desired to see the fabric of
English and European society maintained on a constitutional
basis, to take care how they lightly interfered with a system
under which the Old World had attained to a position of so
much prosperity and grandeur.—Mr. Longfield also opposed
the Bill, and adduced statistics to show that if it were to
become law 150 seats would be handed over to the Gl house-
holders, who would constitute a mob of unreflecting persons
with no adeqizate wieans of controlling the power with which
they would find themselves invested, [During the learned
gentleman's speech another attempt was made to count out
the House^ which, however, was frustrated by the timely
arrival of a sufficient number to constitute a House,

J

—Mr. D, Seymol'R supported the Bill ; Mr. Kknuall
opposed it — Sir John Ramsden said he would be no
party to an inadequate and unsatisfactory measure, for
lie considered it would be better not to pass any measure at all

than one which would be delusive in its character, discreditable
to Parliament, and dangerous to the national interests.— Mr.
Walpole complained that the Bill did not provide any
guarantee of fitness in the elector to exercise the franchise- It
would double the franchise in boroughs, while it would lower
J-^^^uaVity of the electors. Moreover, by enabling the la;id-
!ord to compound for his tenants at two-thirds of the value, he
^° M v •

*^^ enormous influence bv the pressure which he
«ould bring to bear upon an impoverished and consequently
easily assailable class. He also objected to the new con-
£tituency which would be called into existence in the ccuntiea.
He feared that if they passed the Bill in its present form they
wouZd descend to an uneducated democracy—put ignorance at
a pre*nmm and reduce intelligence to a disccunt- Under these
circumstances, it was extremely difficult to know what was
the beet to be done. On the one hand he was anxious to
redeem ihe pledges given by Pariiament, and on the other he
was hostile to any njeasure which could not be regarded as a
permaneni settlement of the question.—The Chaxcellor of
the Exchequer denied tliat the 6/, franchise would swamp the
oonstituencies by the introduction of an overwhelming oLiss of
Toters, immense in quantity, bad in quality, and able to out
weigh and overawe the property and intelligence ofthe country-
The addition to the borougn constituencies would not, accord-,
ing to the mostreliablc returns, exceed 200,000, and he believed
It would fall short of 150,000. Of the 1600 pariahea which
formed the Pai-liaraentary cities and boroughs of the country^

1300 had replied to an inquiry as to whether the gross esti-

mated rental corresponded with the real rental or fell short of
it. Nine hundred of tho^e returns had been examined and
tabulated, and they embraced 377,000 of the male occupiers
out of 566,000, which formed the total in all the cities and
boroughs in England and Wales. Of the 900, no fewer
than 708 had returned for answer that the gross rental was
equal to the clear annual value. In the 192 parit^hes remaining
the rating fell short of the annual value by about
IS per cent,, which would give an addition to the
franchise of 2400 persons—scarcely sufficient to alarm the most
tituid gentleman on the Opposition benches. Mr. Disraeli and
Sir B- Lytton had recommended the withdrawal of the Bill,

but they well knew that any Government which should adopt
such a course would cover itself with irretrievable disgrace.

But if they wished to get rid of the Bill, the remedy was in
their hands. Let those who thought the Bill was a bad
measure express their opinion through their votes, and reject

the measure altogether. That would be a manly and intelligible

course, and would be far preferable to interposing delays which
would make all legislation impossible. Of all the difficulties

before them none were sogreat as dallying with a great and vital

question, which might endanger the institutions of the country
and destroymuch of thatjcapacity for good which was 8upi>osed
to exist in the House of Commons.—Mr. Colliss said that the
Bill did not amend the representation of the people, but on the
contrary aggravated the inequalities of the existing system.
The Speaker then put the question that the Bill bo read a second
time, which was carried without a division, amidloud cheers from
the Ministerial side of the House.—Lord J. Russell intimated
that, as it would be inconvenient to proceed with the Bill in

committee be;ore the Whitsun holidays, he proposed to go into
committee on Monday, the 4th of June. The Bank of Ireland
Bill passed through committee- The EcchsiasHcal Cq^ktIb

Jurisdiction Bill was read a third time and passed.
FRmAY,

—

The Cemimercial Treaty.—In answer to Mr, Palk,
Lord J, Russell said that Mr. Cobden had pone again to Paris,

on a special divi.sion, to carry out tlie 13th article of the
Treaty, He was one of three commissioners who had gone to

treat with the French Ministry, but they did not act as pleni-

potentiaries. No salary was to be paid, but the expenses of

the mission would be defrayed by the Government, The China
Expedition.—In answer to Mr, Baillik, Lord J, Russell said

that there was no truth in the rumour that orders had been
sent out to stop the China Expedition iintil the arrival of Lord
Elgin. [Left sitting.]

crit|> Intelligenre.

Monet Market, Feidat.—British Ftj>'DS : Con-

sols closed at 95^ to | for Money, and 95^ to \ for the

6th June; Reduced and New Three per Cents., 93|
to^; Indian Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, 106^- to i;

I

Five and a Half per Cent. Knfaced Rupee Pnper, 1041;

;

Indian Four per Cent. Debentures, 1859, 96ffto^7^;
Exchequer Bills, 6*. to IOj. prem.

—

Foreign : Anglo-

Austrian Five per Cents., 81 ; Brazilian Old Five per

Cents., 100^; Ditto Four and a Half per Cents., 1852,

91^ ; Ditto for 1858, 91i ; Mexican Three per Cents.,

for AOct., 22 to 21| ; Peruvian Four and a Half per

i

Cents., for Acct., 92 to ^ ; Portuguese Three per Cents.,

1853, 45Ho f; Russian Five per Cents., 108; Ditto

Four and a Half per Cents., 97^ to 98^ ; Sardinian Five

per Cents., foi Acct., 85^ to 86 ; Spanish New Deferred

Three per Cents., for Acct., 38^ to 38 ; Turkish Six per

Cents., 1854, for Acct., 77 to ^ ; Ditto, 1858, for

Acct., 61| to 62 ; Venezuela One and a Half p. Cts., 13|.

Notei iBiued ** »*
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M. MILLER. Deputy C^Buien

orajcttc of tfte CSaecIt*
TUESnAT—BANKRUPTS—T, Brookes, BimiinKliam, Boot and S^hne

Manufacturer — J- E. Clabibgb^ Hill Crooine, Uorce^'tersbirp, Cattle

Salesman— B. D, Cleg<; and F. A^f^EasTEiTs, Friday Street, Cheapftide,

Dealers in Atmrspheric Cloeki—W. Coofbr, Clieriion, Hants, Uuilder—
J. i)owELU Hirminxham, Lieensed Victualler— R- B. Fosteb and J- Fa ASFa,
Liverpool, CommisEion Agents ^ S. GtstLirro, Castle Acre, Norfolk,

Butcher— VV. *"- Goose, Downham irtarkei, Norfolk, Builder—H, lUrwoon,
Coventry, Ribbon Manufacturer—J, Laffkhe, Plvmonth, Chemist and
DruKgist— -I, Lakcey, Barnttaple, Linen draper—-H, W. LARAan, Hull,

Jewellci^W, H. Mekbick, Halesowen, Innkeeper— W, Smith, South
Shields, ^hii^wner—E- H. Spabm, late of Heatbeote Street, Gray's inn
Roai), Jeweller* ^
BANK Kt PTCT ANNULLED—J. HFWiTT,Ha!ver[fate, Norfolk, Miller.

SCOTCH St:QUESTRAT10NS — P. Baowrs, Aberlady, Wright — B,

_ucuANAN, Glasjcow, Newspaper Vroprietor -A. Christik, E<iinbura:b—

J. J, n. CouTTs, Kilsyth. WrUht — 1). M'Callvm, Glasgow, vvright—
W.J. Smith. I'onobeUo, CoiumissLon Merchant— \V. Wrigut, Ldiuburgb,
Boot and ShoemaWer,
FRIDAY— BANKitUPTS—B. AnaAHAM. Taunton, Jeweller—W. Bkd-

roBn, Middlesex Street, Whiteebflpe\, BaUer—C- ft- Diigga^^, Br\dcebouae
Place, Ne^^inicton Causeway, Surrey, Wholesale Statiuner—I. iIA?iso^,

Halifax, Innkeeper— U. Harbis, Stoke Prior, AVo roosters hire. Cattle

j)^Aler—B Knar, Bathbone IMace, Oxford Street, Jeweller-T. Moore,
Morlnnd, tVestir.oreland, Grocer— T, OAKSHOfT, Portsea. Brewer—-J.
Sta:«lkt, Walsall. Staffordshire. Draper— H-Tay.HTKR. Ipawich. Butcher*-
BANKttUFTCiT ANNULLED—J.Long, Leeda, Spirit Merchant-

B

/Wctvopoltjs aiiD tts5 ViiiwiX}!^

Peoposed Nkw Koad acboss Hyde Park.—A
meeting of noblemen and gentlemen was lield on Tuesday

at the Society of Arts, for the purpose of promoting a

communication between the districts lying north tind

south of HydePark. Earl Grosvenor, M.P.,t'Jok thechair,

and in opening the proceedin^rs, said, tliat having re-

cently purchased a house at Kensington Gore, he had

become deeply impressed witli the inconvcnieucG In-

flicted upon the public by the want of a thoroughfare

across the park. At present the public, proceeding by

cab or other conveyance, had to travel tbree rades

ronnd, whereas if such a road as the one contemplated

\
-were made the distance would be only half a mile. Tlie
necessity for this communication was recognised by a-

connnittee of the House of Commons in 1855, and it'

was then shown that a road could be constructed within
.
the space of 12 mouths which should present no obstruc-
tion to the enjoyment of the public either in Hyde
Park or Kensington Gardens. The advantage to be

I

derived from such a road would be the connection oC
Westbourne Terrace and of the Great Western ter-

minus, as also of the districts adjoining thereto, ex-

tending oven to the Regent's Park on the north, with
the Kensington Gore estate to the south, its Public
Museums and the gardens of the Horticultural Society
hy the Exhibition Road to Brompton and Chelsea, and
with various railway stations south of Hyde Park and
the bridges in thatlocality acrosstbe Thames to Stirrey.

—

Earl Ducie moved the first resolution to the eflfcct that

it is desirable to establish a more direct communication
between the districts lying north atid south of Hyde
Park, and that a committee of noblemen and gentlemen
be appointed to promote the object. He thought the

government would do well to take the advice given to

them on Monday, and having withdrawn the Reform
Bill, the next best thing they could do was to direc*

their attention to this subject. He believed, however,
that they were anxious to further the object thia

meeting had in view, and they were only waiting for a
little agitation to justify their taking it in hand.—Mr.
W. M. Thackeray seconded tlie resolution, which waa
carried unanimously.—Mr. Long moved the second

resolution, requesting the committee to organise deputa-

tions to the Duke of Cambridge, the Prime Minister,

the First Commissioner of Works, and the President of

the Council.—Alderman Lawrence, in seconding tlie

resolution, said there could be no doubt that such a

road would be a great public convenience, while it was
equally clear that it could be accomplished at an

economical cost. Her Majesty had set lier ministers

an excellent example, and shown Iier anxiety (or the

accommodation of her subjects by allowing a jmblit

road to pass in front of her o^vn palace. That
example might well be ni^ed in furtherance of

the present object ; for a road was as much
required fiom the south to the north of Hyde Park

as from St. J:inies*s to Piuilico, and it only needed

a little pressure from without to secnre it.—Mr*
Vance tliought they ought to be prepared with a

scheme to submit to the authorities. He had had a

conversation with Mr. P:tge on the subject, and lie-

understood that gentleman wa^ prepared with a plan of

a tunnelling nature, which was estimated to cost;

30,000^.—The Chairman said it would he best to leave

the plan to the Government.-— Mr. Pratt Earlo^AT

suggested that it might be a sunk road, which could be
open for the useof the public at night.—Mr, Wentwortk
Dilke believed the committee would find when they got

to the Board of Works that there was a plan already cut

and dried.—Mr. Maclcinnon, M.P., said that two years

ago he had a conversation witii Lord John Manners
relative to some such communication as tliis. Tl;e

objection to it then was the expense ; it was estimated

that it would cost 45,000/., and no doubt the difficulty

now would be the money.—Mr. Westmacott, R.A.,

hoped the meeting would not be frightened at Govern-

ment estimates. If there was a disposition on tlie part

of the Government to do it the thing could he done

easily and cheaply enough, but he was very much
afraid the Commissioners" of Works would look to the-

effect the road would have tipon the turnpike rates,,

which were let annually for very large sums. The
resolution was then put and carried unanimously. On
the motion of Mr. W. Dilke (who hinted at the pro-

priety of an immediate subscription to meet expenses),

seconded by Mr. Cole, it was also resolved that petitions

in favour of the object be presented to both Houses of

Parliament,

Great Fihe at the Eitston Hotel.—On Wednes-
day evening, about 5 o'clock, a fire broke out in the

Enston Hotel, in Euston Square, and was not extiji-

guished until 62 rooms were partially destroyed, and
the roof right round the building burnt off, The-

building contained 93 sleeping apartments, and a.

splendidly appointed coffee-room. All the 93 beds had

been engaged for the night, and if the outbreak had
I taken place at an advanced hour it is impossible to form
an idea as to what might have been the consequences^

not only to property, but also to human life.

I
The Great Eastern.— It is reported that the

j

Government have signified their willingness to negotiate-

1 for the Great Eastern to take out the telegraph cable

about to be laid between Singapore and Rangoon, and
it is expected that tlie directors will accept tlie offer on
any reasonable terms.

WESTMUfSTER Pat-ace Hotel.—A meeting of the
Westminster Palace Hotel Company was held on Tues-
day at St. James's Hall, Lord Chelsea in the cliair, to
consider the expediency, or otherwise, of carrying out
the proposed arrangement for letting about half the
building to the Secretary of Stat-e for India. A resolu-

tion approving of the steps taken by the director*

having been moved by the Chairman and seconded by
Sir C. Russell, Mr. S. C. Hall moved an amendment^
protesting against the arrangement with the India

Boiird, which was seconded by Mr. Neale. A long

discussion ensued, in which Alderman Copeland, Mr. C.

Freslifield, Mr. Brooke, Mr. Graham, Mr. Newmarch»

Mr. Morton, Mr. Butler, ilr. Cobbettl and others took

part. The amendment was then put and negative*!
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by an imuiense majority, only 17 hands being beld up
in its favour. The original rtsolution was then carried;

^'hereupon a poll was demanded, which was appointed
to take place on Monday next, to which day the meeting
adjourned.

St. Geoi?ge's-in-the-East.—On Sunday evening
there were the usual veilings, bowlings, hissings, and
other profanities in the parish church. The reading of
the lessons was interrupted by loud cries of " bear, hear,**

"hurrah," and " bravo." The Rev. J. D. Jenkins, who
wore a huge heard and moustache, preached the sermon,
and was assailed with a shout or derisive laughter, loud
cries of " Nanny," and imitations of the cry of a goat,
tind scarcely a sentence of big discourse was distinctly
tieard. The Rev. Bryan King pronounced the benedic-
tion from the altar, and was mocked and hissed in a
most disgraceful manner. The Evening Hymn, which
-Nvas sung prior to the blessing, was parodied by "Hot
•codlins," and similar pieces of profanity. The police

had the usual obstructions in clearing the church; but
Inspector Alison having issued the word of command
to nis men, the mob fled bef6re them, and the doors of
St. George's were once more closed. The Bishop of
London has refused to licence the Rev. Thomas Dove
Dove, M.A., of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, to the
curacy of this church, to which he had been nominated
by the rector. Mr. Dove was for some time curate to

the Rev. W. J. E. Bennett, M.A., vicar of Fvome, and
joined Mr. King about three months since. During the
intervening time he has been assisting Mr, King iu the
services of St. George's, but not as a licensed curate.

^ The Frauds on the Union Bank.—PuUinger, the

cashier of the Union Bank, was re-examined at the
Mansion House, when the Lord Mayor, after hearing
additional evidence, committed him for trial at the Cen-
tral Criminal Court. He professes to have nnsnered
frankly all inquiries put to him, but it is believed that

an accomplice remains to be discovered, while there is

also entire mystery as to the manner in which the
greater part of the money has been made away with.

The Police,—^r, John Wray has resigned the

office of Receiver-General of the 5letropolitim Police,

which he has held from the establishment of the force,

and has beien succeeded by Mr. Maurice Drummond,
who has been one of the clerks in the Treasury for

17 years, having been appointed to a junior clerkship

on the death of his uncle, Mr. Edward Drummond, who
lost his life by the hand of an assassin, who mistook

him for Sir Robert Peel, whose private secretary he
was. Mr, Maurice Drummond acted as private secre-

tary successively to the Chimcellor of the Exchequer, to

the Earl of Derby when Prime Minister, and lately to

Sir George Lewis at the Home Office.

RoYAii Dbamatic CoLLEGE,-^It i$ announced that

^he Prince Consort has consented to lay the foundation-

stone of the Dramatic College, at Maybm-y, near the

AVoking station of the South-Western Railway. The
.iftrst brick of this institution was laid last wccic by its

master, Mr. Benjamin Webster, assisted by several

officials connected with the college.

PoiiTTECHNic Institution. — The organ of the

Polytechnic Institution bus been sold to the Dean and
Chaptjer of St. Paul's for XQ^f)l, The original cost was
upwards of 3000?.

' '

The Swans on the Thajvies.—A statement having
appeared in the daily paperS that the Conservators of

the Thames are about to cause the removal of the swans
from the river, it has been announced on authority that

tiiere is not the sliglitcst foundation for such a

Ttiprcseutatiou.

Accident to the Duke of Hamixto^^.—On Friday
xught 88 the Duke of Hamilton was crossing Piccadilly

opposite his own residence in Arlington Street his foot

slipped on the pavement, and in the Jail he fractured

his right leg just above the ancle. The bone was im-

mediately set, and the latest bulletin states that his

Grace is going onXiivQwably,
The LATE MuHDER ON THE BjQH Seas.—The state

of suspense to which the prisoner Charles Annois has

been for so many months subjected since his convictfon

for the murder of his captain on the high seas has
at length been brought to a conclusion by a respite

iLuring her Majesty'spleasure being sent to the governor
of Newgate, The result of the inquiries iostxtuted by
the Government has left no doubt that.the prisoner was
twice confined at Uio de Janeiro as a lunatic, and that
he waa only discharged from a Ivmatic asylum a very

The Public Health. — I'he Registrar-General's

Report states that the deaths in London in the week
that ended Saturday, April 28, were 1268, showing a

slight decrease on those of the previous week, and a

more considerable decrease on those registered in the

earlier half of April, when the weekly number was
above 1400. In the corresponding weeks of the ten

years, 1850-59, the average number was 1075 ; which,

if raised in proportion to the increase of population,

will become 1183. The present return is tbeiefore 85
above the average. During the week the births of 914
boys and 885 givls, in all 1799 children, were registered

in London. In the ten corresponding weeks of the
years 1850-59 the average number was 1650.

Chatham.—The somewhat extraordinary circum-
stance of trying a private of the Royal Marines by
" drum-head court-martial," with the subsequent inflic-

tion of corporal punishment, occurred at Chatham on
Monday morning to a private of the Royal Marine
Liglit Infantry, named Joseph Wakefield, for a most
gross act of insubordination. The prisoner, who is a

man of exceedingly bad character, was tried a few days
since by district court-martial for deserting and making
away with his regimental necessaries ; and, the finding

of the court having been approved by the Major-General
commanding, the officers and men of the division were
drawn up in the barrack square to bear the sentence

promulgated. The prisoner having been marched to

the centre the sentence was read, the Court adjudging
him to be branded with the letter "D" and to he im-

prisoned for 168 days. The instant the prisoner heard
his sentence he turned round to Lieut.-Colonel

M'Killop and shouted out with an oath that he
would not do it, but that Colonel M'KiUop "might
do it himself," and there is no doubt he would have
rushed at that officer had he not been prevented

by the escort. As this act of insubordination took
place in the presence of the entire division, tlie

Commandant, Col. Rea, felt it his duty to make a

prompt example of the prisoner, and gave orders for

what is termed a "drum-head court-martial" to imme-
diately assemble on the parade-ground, when the officers

wlio were selected to form the court-martial sentenced

the prisoner to receive 50 lashes. The full immber of
lasbes was then inflicted, the prisoner bearing his

punishment without uttering a word of complaint. On
bMng released from the triangles he was removed to

Melville Hospital, and as soon as be is able will be sent

to Fort Clarence to undergo the first portion of his

sentence. On the same morning the sentence of the
general court-martial held on privates Henry Cartlidge

and John Sullivan was promulgated to the corps,

having been approved by the Lords of the Admiralty.
The prisoner Cartlidge was tried for having assisted in

rescuing a prisoner from the custody of the garrison

picket and for having, wben a prisoner, violently

assaulted Sergeant Knott, 73d Regiment, who had
giving evidence against him. Sullivan was tried for

having cut ofl^ the buttons from his jacket while 'a

prisoner in the cells, for having struck Sergeant

Knott, and behaved with gross disrespect to

Cnpt. Nopean, on the occasion of that officer visiting

him in the cells- Both the prisoners are men of exceed-

ingly depraved character, and have been several times

tried by court-martial. In consequence of their threats

and the general violence of their character it required

12 marines lb' convey them from the guard house to the
court-martial room, and during their trial they were
hand-cuffed and in charge of a double escort. They
also treated the Court with great contempt. The
Court sentenced Cartlidge to be kept in penal servitude

for 14 years, and Sullivan to be kept in penal servitude

for 6 years, after which they will be both dismissed her
Majesty's service,

ChiTTok.—Another project has been started for com-
pleting the Suspension Bridge across the Avon, which
was commenced by the late Mr. Brunei more than
20 years ago, and vipon which upwards of 40,000^. were
expended uj^to 1843. It appears that the Hungerford
Suspension Bridge over the Thames is shortly to be
taken down, to he replaced by a railway bridge from
the Surrey side of th*e river to Charing Cross ; and Mr.
Hawkshaw, the engineer, proposes to apply the chains
and materials of the old structure to the long-suspended

abort time before he shipped on board the vessel in
j
work at CUftou. The roadway of the proposed bridge

which the murder was committed. Tliese facts have led is 850 feet in length, and 220 feet above high-water
the Government to grant a resnite duriuir her Majesty's mark.grant a respite during her Majesty
pleasure, the effect of which is tbat his life will be
8pare<I. The capital sentence will, in all probability,

^ be commuted to one of penal servitude for a long
period, probai>ly for life.

•Tiifi PatAX Tbxbuxe.—An account has been opened
for the receipt of offerings for the Pope at the London
Joint-Stock Bank iu the names of the Vicar-Geueral
and Lord Petre. Among the members of .the com-
mittee appointed for VWestminstor are the Vicar-
General, the Duke of Norfolk. K.M., Lord Pet re. Lord
Feildiog, the Hon.,Charles Langdale, Sir John Acton,
M.P., Count de Torre Diaz, Mr. FuUerton, &c. A sum
of 1500/. has been transmitted to Kome from Birming'
ham, and it is expected that this amount will be oon-
sideraTily ijicreaaed when the entire otferlng q/ the
diocese a completed. The ^olleetion for the diocess of
Shrewsbury commenced on Sunday last. The amount
*tubacribedat«b.Werburg*fi,Bii-keuhead, exceeded 100/.

Eastbourne,—Mr. Thomas Hopley, master of a
bonrding school on the Grand Parade, in this town, has
been committed by the magistrates for trial on the
charge of manslaughter, in having flogged one of his

pupils with such cruelty that the poor boy died from
loss of blood, Xt appeared from the evidence that
deceased, ReglAald Channel Canoellor, the son of the
Rev. Mr, Cuftcellor, of Barnes, Surrej-, was flogged by
the prisoner with great severity in the pupil room,
on the evening of the 20th ult., and that he lost so

much blood that the prisoner had to carry or push him
upstairs to his bedroom, where he again flogged him.
During the night the servants heard the slushing of
water and emptying of basins. On the following morn-
ing they found murks of blood on the carpets and floor

which had been attempted to be washed out, as had
also the boy^s drawers, trowsers, and socks. Slu5ftly

afterwards the prisoner told the servants that he to}

found Master Cancellor dead in his bed. The
medical evidence proved tbat there was nothing i^
the structure of tbe vital organs to lead to the idea
that deceased had died from natural causes, and that
his body was covered with lacerations and bruises. It
also appeared that an inquest had been held, and that
tbe jury bad returned a verdict that deceased was found
dead, but that Ihere was ilo evidence to show tbe cause
ot death- After a hearing of upwards of seven hours
the magistrates decided on committing the prisoner to

take his trial at the assizes, ball being accepted, himself

iu 1000/, and two sureties in 500/. each,

Feome.—A few days ago an explosion of fire damp
occurred at the Vorsten Colliery, near this town, by
which three men lost their lives, and a fourth was so

inueb injured that his life is despai^^d of.

Halteegate.—The village of Tunstall, near this

town, has been tbe scene of a sad casualty, causing the

death of one man and serious injury to two other

persons. An agricultural steam-engine belonging to

Mr. John Gillett, a farmer in the village, was engaged

in threshing out wheat, when the engineman reduced

tbe fire and regulated the safety-valve before going to

his breakfast. While he was absent from the engine

a man who had been engaged in bringing water for

the engine noticed that the fire was burning fiercely,

and in order to check the combustion threw some water

on tbe coals. He then went away a short distauce,

leaving three men named Marshall, Ward, and Walters

near the engine. Shortly afterwards the engine ex-

ploded, killing Marshall on the spot, while ^Vard and

Walters were dreadfully scalded and otherwise injured.

The engine, which was in good repair, was constructed

in 1853 by Messrs. Clayton and Shnttlewortb, of the

Stamp-end Ironworks, Lincoln. At the 'inquest a

verdict of "Accidental Death" was returned, the

coroner remarking that there was nothing to show

that the boiler had been improperly tampered with,

while the engineman stated that the valves were in

good working order.

LiVEEPOOL.—The Sailors' Home in this port was

totally destroyed by fire on Sunday morning. When the

fire broke out there Were about 120 persons in the dor-

mitories; all of whom have turned np hut three,

and hopes are yet entertained that these may still

be found. A constable who ascended a long ladder

with a hose, received a fall by its breaking which caused

bis 'death, and a man who entered the building in order

to save the books and money in the Seamen's Bank,

was buried beiieath the rutns by the fi\lllng in of the

roof, but was rescued foiir hours afterwards through

the exertions of a draught of men from her Majestj*s

ship Hastings, under the command of Captain Mends,

the police force, sfnd the fire brigade. The building

and fittings were only insured for a third of their co?C

OxroRD.—Mrs. Strickland, widow of the late Hugh
Kdwin Strickland, Esq.,F.R.S, sometime deputy reader

in* geology in the University of Oxford, and Henry E.

Strickland, Esq., of Apperley Court, Gloucestershire,

have offered to present to the University his large and

valuable collection of birds, subject to the conditions

that it shall be called the Strickland Collection; that it

shall at no time be mounted; that it shall be kept

separate and in its present arrangeThent, in a dry and

w^ell-aired rooth, and sliall be carefully attended to and

frequently inspected, as to state of conservation, by

competent persons ; and shall be always accessible on

proper recommendation and under suitable precautions

to students iu ornithology. A Convocation will be

held on Thursday nest, at which it will be proposed to

accept the ofi'er on tbe conditions stated.

EAYLEIGH.—Considerable Sensation was caused in

this part of Essex on the morning of the 26th ult. by

the announcement that Mr, Chapman, the landlord of

the King's Head Inn, and contractor of the mail, had

been fired at on his return journey from Ingatestone.

It appears that on the mail cart reaching Kayleign

about half-past 1 in this morning, a gun was fired from

a field by the road side, and the horse at the same

moment suddenly stopped, turned round and hacked

into tbe ditch, when ' a^ second discbarge was fir^

apparently close to the driver. Mr. Chapman jurapea

out to the horse's head, when the animal immediately

sprang forward, drew the cart out of the ditch, a^a

started off. Mr. Chapman succeeded in getting la

agam and proceeded on his journey; On arriving at

liochford he delivered his bags, and reported the matter

to the inspector of police/ who immediately drove to

the spot, accompanied by Mr. Chapman. On arriving

there, they found a waggon rope tied twice, one part ot

which was broken, and tbe other on the ground, ^^s*

pended to elm trees on each side of tbe road. Stispt«J> a

immediately fell on twa men, one of whom was tc ,f

merly driver of the mail but was discharged by • jfr.

Chapman. His shoes corresponded exactly with the

footprints near the spot. The other man, wbf , is a

carrier, had borrowed n gun and powder fiaak, which

were found concealed under the straw in an or jthouse,

and some wadding which exactly fits the gun was dis-

covered on the spot where the outrage was c ^mmittea.

The police authorities in London have se nt down a

detective offiter from Scotland Yard to assp ^t the local

police.

firrianO.

Kidnapping i>' DusLUf.—Three c* ^e^ relating to the

toinflefi"^Sfc of dhildreii. whidfi "bear s<y me analogy tothat
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oTtlie Jewish boy Mortara in the Ptipul States have

iust been brought before the Court of Queen's Beuch

in Dublin. The fiicts of the first case are briefly as

follows. About eigtit months ago a sailor named Sber-

wood died, leaving behind him, in the City of Dublin,

widow and eight children, with little or nothing to

support them. The deceased was a Protestant, and It

is believed that the mother was a Protestant also; for,

iu the troubles consequent upon hei' bereavement, she

applied to a benevolent lady in Dublin to assist her iu

netting some of her little ones into a Protestant

Orphanage. This was done, and in the course of

Ifarch last five or six of the children were taken to the

railway station, and given in charge to the guard to be

banded over to JMrs. Harnett, at Galua}-, who is the

Superior of a Protestant Keiuge for Orphans in that

neighbourhood. In the same carriage with the children

travelled an attorney's clerk called M'Eobins, who is

connected with a Roman Catholic Dormitory in Dublin,

aud two men named O'Connor. These men state that the

children, in the course of the journey, told them that

,

they were Roman Catholics, and that they were beiug
j

sent against their will to a Protestant Orphanage. The
three men therefore resolved to capture the children in a ,

lot at the close of the journey. Oji the train reaching
;

Galway, Mrs. Harnett was in waitiiig to receive her
\

charges; but the O'Connors forced four of them, two,
girls and two boys, into a covered car, and bodily ab-

ducted them ; and they have not since been heard of.

The Court of Queen's Bench issued an attachment

against the three men, and despatched an officer of the

Court to carry it into execution. He returned to

Dublin with one of the O'Connors in his custody; but

the other and M'Robins had succeeded in elhding
\

his vigilance. The prisoner was brought before
\

the Court on Friday, and ordered to be committed
j

to the Four Courts' Marshals^ii until he h9.d entered

into the requisite recognisances, himself in 1001. and
two sureties in 20?. each, to answer the interrogatories.

On Wednesday, Mr. Denis O'Connor presented himself

before the Court, to ajiswer the writ issued against him.

On being interrogated by the Chief Justice, he ex-

pressed his regret that it was not In his power to

produce the minors, as it was another person who
removed them. One of the other Judges then informed
him that he was in custody for contempt, and he was
finally ordered, being a man of respectable class of life,

to find sureties, himself in 100/. and two sureties of 50/.

each, to answer certain interrogatories which were to

be exhibited to him. He was fintilly removed in

custody. In the same case on Monday, an absolute

order for a writ of habeas corpus, directed to the Rev,
Jeffrey Lynch, P.P. of Westland Row Chapel, and also

to the grandmother of the Infants, aud Catherine
Davis, was obtained from the Lord Chief Justice,
.directing thein to bring up the bodies of the four
infants, by whatsoever name they might now be called
or known. The affidavit on which the order was
obtained stated grounds for believing that the children

were in the custody, power, or procurement of the
parties named. A return was handed in by the Rev.
Jeffrey Lynch, in whicli he stated that he has not
the children, and had them not, and that he does

ivofc know where they are, and therefore cannot
comply with the mandate of the writ.— In the
second case, it appears that a man called Mat-
thews died about two years ago in DuhUu, leaving a

daughter in care of a woman where he lodged, the
mother being at the time in England. The woman
gave the child in charge to Miss Aylward, the mistress

of a Roman Catholic establishment, without any legal

authoritv. Miss Avlward sent It to be nursed in the
country. The mother came to Dublin, and claimed
her child in person, after due notice. Miss Aylward
refused to give up the child, or to tell the name of the
nurse, or the new name which she had received for the

purpose of concealment. When the writ was Issued

from the Court she had the child In her custody. She
evaded answering it for nine months, and In the
meantime the child was removed, where she refused to

tell, professing not to know. The case stood over from
term to term, and now at the end of two years the

mother, feeling herself as far as ever from getting
i

possession of her daughter, has again applied to the

Court of Queeti's Bench. A writ of haheas corpus was
accordingly issued, in answer to which the only returri

made was that the child was carried away unknown to

Miss Aylward to America, or to some place beyond the
narrow seas. The Court decided that this return was
insufficient and evasive, and ordered an attachment to
issue against Miss Aylward, who was In the meantime
required to enter into recognisances in 100/. and two
sureties of 50/. each to answer interrogatories. On
Friday last Miss Aylward attended in the Court of
Queen's Bench with her attorney, and entered Into the
recognisances. Her sureties were Sir John Bradstreet
(President of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul), whose
appointment to the commission of the peace a short
time since created a good deal of newspaper contro-
versy, and Mr. Michael Errington, an English gentle-
man residing at Kingstovvn.—The third case was
brought before the Court of Queen's Bench on Tuesday,
when an application was made for an absolute writ of
habeas corpus, directed to H^nry Corr, of Donnybrook.
orderio^ him to bring up the bodies of Patrick and
Alicia Murphy within the usual period. The motion
.was grounded on the affidavit of the mother of the
dulgken, Mr^- Alicia Miirpby, of Eccles Lane, Dublin,

who stated that she is a widow, her husband having
died In November, 1856. She has two children—Alicia,
11 years, and Patrick, eight years of age. At the soli-

citation of several gentlemen, she was uiduced to allow
her daughter to go to a school in Wellington Street,

called the Josephian Female Orphan House. The child
was placed in tliat establishment in October, 1857, and
the mother was permitted to have access to her till

September, 1858. Since that time, according to her
aflidavit, she has sought in vain to see her child—the
matron of the institution, Miss Byrne, always telling

her that she was not there, and could not be seen, as

she had gone to the country with a monk. With regard
to the boy, the mother stated that the Rev. Dennis
Heffernian, of Phlbsborough Chapel, went to her house
on the 28th July, 1858, and persuaded her to go and
see a school to which he wanted her to send him, and
which she had previously refused to do repeatedly. To
get rid of the priest*.s jmpoitunities, she consented to

go with him to inspect the school, and during her
absence her son was stolen. She went to the residence

of the priest at Phibsborough ; but, instead of giving
her any satisfaction, he tlireatejied to give her in

charge of the police. It was not till November last

that she discovered that her two children were in

possession of a person named Henry Corr, at Simmon's
Court, Donnybrook, who stated that he had become
their guardian under a will of the father, of which the
widow never heard, and which, if such a thing exists,

is probably a forged document. The Court granted an
absolute order, the writ to be returnable in two days.

St. Patrick's Cathedeax.—Mr. Benjamin Lee
Guinness, the head of the great firm of Guinness &
Co., has undertaken to provide the necessary funds

—

about 18,000/-—for the complete restoration of the

ancient cathedral and collegiate church of St. Patrick,

Dublin, according to the plans long published by the

Dean and Chapter.

ana Jiaciienzie's Fiirm ; the battles of the Alma, Balaklava,
capture of Bala.kUva, the siege and fall of Sebastopol, for
which he received the medal and cl:isps. He was made a Com-
panion of the Bath in 1865, and had received the decoration of
the Turkish Order of the Medjidie of the 6th class. He
attained the rank of Lieut.-Colonel in 1860.

Sir Wm. F. MiDpLETON, Bart., of Shrubland, Suffolk, died on
Wednesday morning at his town residence iu Grosvenor Place,
after a short liiness. He was bom in 17S4, and succeeded to
the baronetcy on the death of his father in 1829. He married
in lS-24 the youngest daughter of the first Lord Brownlow, by
the daughter and co-heir of the late Sir Thomas Dniry, Bart.

;

and, dying without issue, the baronetcy becomes extinct. .

cotlantr.

Teial rOB Mttbdee.—At the Forth Circuit Court*

on the 12th iust,, Bridget Kiernon, of Dundee, was
charged with the murder of her child, a girl aged

7 months, hy poisoning it with vitrioh The alleged

motive for the crime seemed to be that the child was a

burden to her, and she was in receipt only of 5^, 9d,

a weelc» out of which she paid 2^. Gd. a week for lodging

and the nursing of her child. The defence set up was

that although the vitriol was administered by the hand
of the prisoner, it was not administered with any mur-
derous design, but by mistake. The jury, by a majority,

found the prisoner guilty as libelled; but, on the

ground of her ignorance and previous affection for lur

children* they unanimously recommended her to mercy.

Sentence of death was pronounced by Lord Deas, the

execution being fixed for Tuesdsiy, May 8, The sentence

has since been respited during her ^lajesty^s pleasure.

Great Faiittre in Aberdeen, — The Scotsman
mentions the failure of the legal firm o( John and
Anthony Blaikie, of Aberdeen, and the flight of the
senior partner. The deficiencies, winch are rumoured
to have occurred under circumstances of the gravest
kind, are stated at 200,000^. or 300,000/., and it is

feared that many families will suHer.

BIRTHS.—On the SPthult, at 11, Queen's Terrace, Queen's
Gate, Viscountess Haedihge, of a daughter—25th ult, at 14,
Hereford Street, the Lady Saltoun, of a daughter—26th ult, in
Stephen's Green, Dublin, the Lady Hester Carev, of a son—
2ofch ult, at Baden-Baden, the Hon. Mrs. Eden, of a daughter
—24th inst, at South Terrace, Burbiton Hill, Urs. St, Vincent
Jervis, of a daughter, stillborn—Srth ult, at 52» Harley Street,
the wife of John Rolt, Esq., M,P-, of a son—30th ult, at 32,
Gloucester Squfg-e, Hyde Pax k, the Lady Elizabeth Arthur,
of a son,

MARRIAGES.—On the 24th ult, George De la Poer
BEKEt^FORD. eldest son of the Bishop of KiJmore, to Mary
Annabella, youngest daughter of the Rev. William Vernon
IIarcourt—26th ult, at Bridekirk, Cumberland, Willloi
Moncreiff, Esq., third son of the late Sir James Wellwood
Moncreiff, Bart-, of TuIIibole Castle^ Kinross-shire,, to Susax
Ballantjne, youngest daug^hter of the lAte J. DiKty Ballan-
TiiJE Dykes, Esq,, of Dovenby HalU Cumberland—2ath ult, at
St. George's, Hanover Square, the Hon, Fleetwood John
Pellew, second surviving son of the late Right Hon, PownaJl
Bastard, second Viscount Exmouth, of Canouteign, Devon, to
Emily Sarah, youngest daughter of the late Thomas Feb.*
GUSSON, Esq., of Greenville, Co. Down, Ireland, and Ryde, Isle

of Wight— i:6th ult, at Grey Abbey, F- C. Donse, Esq., H.M/a-
3d Bombay European Regiment, youngest son of W. B. Donne,
Esq,, of Mattishall Hall, Norfolk, Deputy Lieutenant for that
county, to Annie, second daughter of Wm. Parsons^ Esq., J.P-,

of Grey Abbey, Co. Down, Ireland—27th ult, at Kensington,
William Boyd ^[ushet, M-B,, son of the late John Muahet,
Esq., of Scarborough, and nephew of the late Lady Crawfurd
Pollok, to Agnes, daughter of the late James Gibson, Esq., of
Heathfield Ha^I, Staffordshire, and great grand-daughter of
James Watt—1st inst, at the Cathedral Churcb, Lichfield, the
Rev, Peter Sclater Kln'o Salter, of Gorieston, Suffolk, to
Julia Maria, eldest daughter of the Hun. Henry Edward
John Howard, Dean of Lichfield-

DEATHS.—On the 21st ult, Lady Murray, wife of Sir
Robert Murray, of ArdeJey; Buiy, Herts, Bart—25th ult, at
Hastings, Mrs. Whately, wife of his Grace the Archbishop of
Dublin—27th ult, at Boulogne-sur-Mer, after two montha'
illness, Bertram Leopold Augustine Wellesley, sixth surviv^
ing son of the Hon. William Towry Law, aged 7—29th ult, at
Canterbury, Caroline, widow of Lieutenant^Colonel Charles
Dashwood, C-B., formerly of the 3d Foot Guards, fourth
daughter of Admiral Sir Robert Barlow, G.C-B.—2eth ult, at
Swanbourne, Buckinghamshire, Captain Stephen Grenville
Fremantle, R.X., youngest sou of the late Vice-Admiral Sir

Thomas Francis Fremantle. GX.B-, H.M.T-, &c., aged 49—
1st iust, at 33, Lower Grosvenor Street, after a long illness,

Isabella, wife of Sir Culling Eardley, Bart.—1st iust» at the
Rectory, Oddington, Emma, wife of the Rev. William Wiggjji,

and daughter of the Ht>n. and Very Rev, the Dean of Glou-
ceKter-18th ult, at Brighton, Mary Ann, relict of the late

Joshua Scholefield, Esq., M,F., aged 7i)— 20tk ult, at
St- Leonard*a-on-Sea, Lieutenant-Colonel Nathaniel Ca-
meron, of Danygraig, near Swansea, Glamorffansliire, late

ot the VOth (or Cameron) Highlanders, and last surviving
son of the late General Sir Alan Cameron, K,C-B., of
the Bnachfc branch of the HoT7se of Lt>chiel, iiged 72—
20th ult, on his passage home from India, on board the steam-
ship Pera, off Malta, William P. Wadd v, Captain in the Bengal
Artillery, and youngest son of the late Cadwallader Wnddy,
formerly M.P- for the county Wexford, aged 3S—2t;th ult, aC
the Rev. R Durnford's, Eton College, John EotatTox Leigh,,

second son uf Major Egcrton Lei^^h, of High Leigh, Cbe&hire

aged 15—arth ult, at 17, Princes Gate, Louisa, the wife o^

Thomas Haxkev, Esq., and eldest daughter of the late Thorn*

Hankey, Esq., aged 57—28th uJt, at Karsfield, nearson

l^ailluaiig.

The late Accicent on the Geeat Kortheex.^::
The adjourned inquest regarding the cause of this

accident was concluded on Wednesday', when the jury,

after an absence of two hours returned the following

verdict

:

*' The jury find a verdict of 'Accidental death/ but they
think that the rail, in consequence of its being cracked, and of

the flange of the rail having been partially knocked off, was
unsafe, but that the crack was not visible, and was not known
to the company or their servants, and that the ballast had not I

been removed sufficiently to' effect the safety of the line ; but
they nevertheless think that the platelayers should have
had instructions to signal to every train, especially express
trains, while the points and crosf^ings were under repair.

The jury also wish to state that a more careful ixamination
should be made by a superior otficer before a rail is turned at

the crossiuK-"

Exeter, Robert Pisuey, Esq., F.R C.S,, late Surgeon-General
of the Bombay Army, aged ti^i—27th ult, at his residence, Wesl
Cliff Terrace, Ramagate. Alexander Ross. Esq., late Surveyor-
General of H.M.'s Customs, aged 74—25th ult, Mr, Fbedekick
Dent, of 61, Strand, and 34 and 35, Royal Exchange, maker
of the great clock at the Houses of Purliaroeut-

i«aifeew

Lady George Beresford died on the 20th ult, at Gillingham
Hall, near Beccles, She was daughter of the late Mr- Schutz,
aud nianicd in 1808 Lord George T. Bercsford, G.C.H., son of
the first Marquis of Waterford, who died in 1839-

The Dowager Lady Langford died at her residence in

Berkeley Square on the 30th ult. She was the only daughter
and heir ot the Hon. Clotworthy Rowley, brother of the first

Viscount Langford. She married in 1794 the first Baron Lang-
ford, great grandfather of the present peer. Lady Langford
was mother of Colonel the Hon. fe- Rowley, M.P., and of the

Hon. Mrs, Ferguson of Pitfour, -

ViCE-ADiURAL Sharpe, C-B-, died on Monday last ftt

his residence at Stockwell- He was midshipman in the

Kent in the expedition to the Helder in 1799; and of tha

Hercule, at Cape Francois and siege of CuraQoa. in 1804 ; Lieut,

of the Topaze in action with two French frigates near Corfu in

ISOO, and commanded the Scout at the destruction of three

French armed sbips and some batteries in Sagone Bay in ISIL

In 1815 he was nominated a Commander of the Bath, He
attained the rank of Vice-Admiral in 1867, and had a pension

for his services,

Lieut. -CoL, BRAsnuxG, C.B., of the Horse Brigade of the

Eoyal Artillery, died on the 16th inst at Woodsley House,

Leeds, the residence of his brother-in law. Sir Peter Fairbaim,

aged 39- Iu his 40th year he served during the Crimean cam-

paitm of 1854 and 1855 in command of a troop of the Royal

M^^rftft Artillerv, and was present at the affairs of Bulganao

COVEXT GARDEN,—May 5,

Vegetables improve—but still slowly-both in quality and
quantity. Pine Apples and Grapes have not altered since oxn:

last- Good Apples and Pears are very scarce. Oranges arc

plentiful and cheap- Strawberries are coming in in tolerable

abundance. Spanish Hazel Nuts for planting fetch 16s. per
busheL Cobs realise la. per lb. Rhubarb is now furnished in

large quantities. Parsley is cheaper, but still dear. Green Peas^

and even Broad Beans of foreign growth, may be obtained.

Potatoes realise 4s. 6d- a bushel. New frame ones may be
had at from 3s, to 5s, per pound- Mushrooms can still be
obtained in small quantities. Cut Sowers chiefly consist of

Orchids. Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette, Cameluaa, Azaleas^

Heaths, Primulas, Geraniums, and Roses.

FRUIT.
PineApples, per lb., 8r to 12s j Pears, perdoz., 6s to 10b
ariky^t^'i T^r^r ih i9w fn ^Oa I Oranges, per 100, 2s 6d to 8s'

Tji.monfl TM»r ion -'^a tn 8r

x-iue Apples, jjcr lu,^ o^ vu x^z

Grapes, per lb., 12s to 20s
Strawberries^ p. lb., 4s to 8s

Apples, jjer doz,, 23 to 63

VEGET
Asparagiis, p. bundle, 6sto8s

,

Seakale. per basket, 28 to 3s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F- Beans, per 100, 2s to 3s

Peas, p. half sieve, Ss t3 lOs

Broccoli, pel- doz., 4fl to 8»

Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d !

to 6s
Cabbages, do,, 2s to 3fl

potatoes. P* ton, OOs to 100»
— per DUB., 38 to 4s 6d
w- percwt., 6ft to 8s

Carrotji, per bunch, 6d to 8d
TumipA^ per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p, sieve, 4s to 5s

Lemons, per 100, 5s to 8s

Cobs, do,, 1003

ABLE3,
I

Cucumbers, er.ch, Is to 3s
Artichokes, per doz., fis to 8ff

Beet, perdoz.. Is ed to 2s
Celery, per bundle, l8 6d to 2a
Onions, p. balf«ieve, is to Ig 6d~ Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, iier lb., 6d to Sd
Gfirlic, pcrlb., 6d toSd
Lettuee», Cabb, p. score, lfi6di

to teed
Endive, p. score. Is to Sg
HursoRadidh,p.bun.,ls6dto4fr
Mnshrooms, p- p'>tt., 2»to 286d
Parsley, p. Ii^buncbeg, 48 to 8s-

Saypry, per bunch, 2d to 4d

POTATOES-—SouTUWARK, Monday, April 30.

ruring the past week the arrivals cnaatwiseh^ve been mode-

rate and the weather coli and unseasonable ; towards the end-

of the week, a considerable rise took place. The followmg ara

tbis day's quotations :—York RegenU, per ton, 120b- to 180^ ;.

Flukes, lios. to l&Ofl, ; LippolnsMre BegenU, IWs. to ISOs.

;
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Dimbardo., 120?. to 140fl.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do.,

UOs. to 1308.; do. Reds, 100s. to 1203, ; Irish Whites, 90s.

to lOOs,

* m

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

SMlTHriELD, TUUHSDAY, May 3.

Priaie Meadow Hay SOs to 90s ' Clover
Superior do. (old) . . 92 lUO
Inferior do 60 70
New do — —
Uowen 70 73

1008 to 1158
New Clover .

.

Second cut do.
Straw , . ,

.

.. 84 85

..27 32
Davis <t Co.

Cumberland Market, Thcrsdat, May 3.

Sup. Meadow Hay..l05fitoll4s
Inferior do 90 9S
New do — —
Superior Clover ,.110 118

SOstolOOsInferior Clover
New do — —
Straw 33 38

Joshua Baker.

^Vhitechapel, Thursd.w, May S.

Fiae old Hay
Inferior do.
Prim e New Hay
Inferior do.
Sti-aw

« *

* «

OSstolOOa
84 92

Fine old Clover ,.110s to Hie

28 34

Inferior do .. ..98
Fine New Clover . . —
Fine 2dcut .. .. 9S
Inferior do. .. ..80

105

lOo
90

ports heiiiff open, has become for the moment more difficult of
sale. Malting- Barley, owing to the season closuig with the
warm weather, has declined 2s. per qy. ; grinding sorts, Beans,
and Peas continue to command fully late rates, and Oats have
iwlvanced in the English markets Cd. per qr, while advices
from Scotland report business slow in this article. The Flour
trade was restricted, prices tending downward. The arrivals
<>f grain and seed-laden vessels from the S(^'Uth of Europe off the
coast for orders continue very moderate, and the sales for the
week in arrivcil cargoes are confined to 1 of Odessa Ghirka
Wheat at 53s. 6d. per 492 lbs., 1 of Ibrail Bariey at 298. 6d.,
and 1 of Odessa at 30s,, both per 400 lbs. In cargoes now
shippinjr or shipped, however, the business done has been on a
more liberal scale. The arrivals of foreign Barley this week
havo been large, of English Wheat good, of Barley and Oats
small, and fair of foreign Wheat and Oats. This morning's
market was very badly attended. The Eiigli-sh Wheat left

over from Monday being held for that day's prices remained
unsold towards the close ofthe market. Foreign was neglected,
;md, late rates were unobtainable. For spring com of all

deseriptiona there is a fair demand at Monday's quotations.

Arrivals from April 30 to May 4.

~ ' FIOHr.

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDow, FRrDAV, May 4.

Our trade continues health^', with but little doing.

English..
Irish ....

Foreign .

,

Wheat.

"2890 qrs.

11S40

»»

fP

Barley.

370 qrs.

8990

f»

9»

10 qrs.

830

21710

»»

9f

1S5U sks.

{' 000
f*

1

1

brls.

SQuth-down Hog- e,

gets 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

DawTi Ewes .* 1
Kent Fleecea ., 1

d. s. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — -—
6 — --^

6 __ 1 61

Leicest. Wetliers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins 1

Blanket ditto . .

5

7
2

Q
to 1 fi

10
1 (JFlannel Wool .. 1

CoLOHiAL Wool Sales.—These sales commenced last night,

at an average reduction from the last series of about Id. per lb.

COAL MARKET.—May 3.

BelVs Primrose, ISs. ; Byass'sBebside West Hartley, 168.3d. ;

Bavi.'^ou's West Hartley, 16s. 3d. : Hastings Hartley, 16s. 3d. ;

Holywell, 16s. ; West Hartley, 16s. 3d. ; Wylam, 16s. ; Walls
End Acorn Close, 19s. 6d. ; Walls End Bvron. 20a.: Walls

Knd Eden. 19s. 6d. ; Walls End Riddell, ISs. 6d. ; Walla End
Wharnchffe. ISs. 9d. ; Walls End Fram wellgate, 19s. 6d. ;

W:ills End Ilunwjck, 16s. ; Walls End South Durham, 19s. fid.

;

Walls End South Whitworth, 16s, ; Carway and Dufftyn
JJaltiug, 238.-36 ships at market.

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 1. — We had a good attend-
ance of millers and dealers at our Com Exchange this

morning, but the business passing has been quite on a retail

scale, at a reduction of Id. tx) 2d. per cental on Wheat. 6d. per
sack and bjirrel on Flour, and fully 6d. per qr. on Indian Com,

I
compared with Friday last. Oats and Oatmeal slow sale at
previous rates. The same remark applies also to Beans, Peas,
and Barley.

Friday, May 4.—The grain market was dull and declming.
Wheat 2d. cheaper without buyers. Flour equally- neglected.
Indian Com and Beans Is. lower. Oats, Oatmeal, and Barley
also cheaper, and difficult to move.

HOPS.—BoBODCH Market, Friday, May 4.

Messrs, Pattenden & Smith report that the market is very

firm, and but few Hops on offer.

BUTTER MARKET.—May 4.

Best Fre.sh Butter . .. 15s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 133. „
Pork, 4s. 4d. to os. Od. per S lbs.

Averages. Wheat.

45 ;« 6d

Uarley.

SOaiiZ

Oats. R>e.

32g OfI

Beans.

39* ZdMar. 24.. 23.V 4'i— 31.. 46 5 ' 37 2 24 1 36 9 39 11

April 7.

.

47 9 36 4 23 7 SI 8 40 2— 14.. 49 1 87 2 24 2 36 10 39 9— 21.. 49 6 37 6 24 2 32 11 42
— 28.. 51 2 87 11

37 2

24 5 31 5

33 7

41 6

40 5Agpr.Aver. ' 48 3 23 11

>t

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoN-DAV, April 30.

We have a large supply of Beasts ; yet the choicest qtialitics

Oftnnot be qtioted lower than on Thursday, Sheep are not
quite so plentirnl ; and prices are well supported, although
tiadeisnot brisk. Good Lambs and Calves are in demand.
From Gerraauy and Holland there are 330 Beasts, 2600 Sheep,
and 71 Calves; from Scotland, 50 Beasts; from Norfolk and
Jiuffolk, 2900 ; and 100 from the nortboiii and midland

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Mar:"24^ MarrSlT!"ApnI 7,PmcES,

5U id
49 G
49 1
47 9
46 5
45 6

• •

«

«

J

Apr. 14.1Apr. 21.

m b

J J
*

« 4

m •

Apr. 28.

tt t

counties.

8 d 8 d
Beat Scots, Here-

forJs Ac. -. 4 8 to 4 10
Best Hhort-horus 4 6 — 4 8
id quality Beasts S 4 —4 2

Bei4t D0W115 lind

Half-breds .. 5 a to 5 6
Bo, Shorn . - 4 ;!• — 5 2

Best Long-wools. .

Do, Shorn . . 4
Gwes& 2d quality
Do. Shoru . . 4
Lambs .. ..6
Calves .. ..5
Pigs ., ..4

d s d
to ..

8 — 5

WAXTED, by a ffentleman in the County of Oxfon^,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited nuiubcr of Boarders

are taken. Terras moderate.—Apply to Alpha, Kingham, Oxon.

ANTED, A YOUNG MAN who understands the
Cnltivatiou of Ferns and the Manafrement of a f'arden.

—Apply, JosRPH "Wood, the Nursery, Bowneas, Windermere

2

4
4
i

5
5

6
4

6

TVTANTED, an active YOITNG MAN who has someW knowledjfc of Gardening.—Apply personally to James
CuTnirx, Denmark: Hill^ Camberwcll, S-

Beaats, 4530; Sheep t Lambs, 24,250; Calves, 115; Pias, 360.

Thursday, May 3.

There is a considerable increase in the number of Beasts;
trade is dtill, and prices on the avenigo are hiwer. There are
aot many more Sheep, but the demand has decrcaaed ; a
elcarance cannot be effected. Lambs are rather lower. Good
Cahcs are in demand. Our foreign stipply consists of 190
Beasts, 850 Sheep, and 180 Calves ; and 132 Milch Cows.

B«3t Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. ,.4

Best Bbort-horns 4

2d quality Beasts Z
Best Downs and
Halt-breds *, 5

Do, Shon\ . . 4

6 to 4 10
4 --4 8
4--4

6--5 8
10--5

Best Long-wools -

Do. Shorn
Ewes& 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lamba
Calves
Pigs

.< to .

.

4 3— 4 10
• »

4

* tf

4

7

5
4

4

S
10

Beasts, 1342 ; Sheep & I>amba, 7260 ; Calves, 270 ; Pigs, 210.

MARK LANE.—Monday, April 30.

'The supply of Wheat from Easex and Kent to this mom-
iujc's market wa.H moderate, and its value must be written Is
per qr. lower thiui on Monday last, a large proportion remain-
m;r inisold at a late hour; holders of forei^ insisting upon
former pricew caused buyers to refrain from pnrchasing", and
little business resulted. Barley is scarce and fully as de:ir.

Beans and Peas arc Is. per qr. dearer. For Oats there ts a
^ood demand, at the extreme prices of this day sennight,
'i'here ia no alteration in the value of Flour.

P&B, Imperial QtTARTEB. la. s.1

Wbrat, Essex, Kent, ftSutfolk.. .WhiteUs—54 Red— — ftne delected runs. .dittol50—57lRed— — Talaven\ 150—60— Norfolk .1 — Red— Poreign 44—60
BARL^T.prind, Adi9t..^48toSl3. -CheT. 38—45 MftUinR. 136—41

* * 4

B. B.

48—50
50—54

WANIKI),
hn\n*:*e: c

G^ARDENER (Head).—Apre 32. no incumbrance;
has a thorouo:h practical knowledffe of Pines, Vines'

Melons, and Cucumbers^ Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—J, j^

'

S, Hargnive Place* James Street, Camden Town, N.W. '
"'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; thorou'^ly
experienced, and competent in the maniLgenient of ^

nobleman's or gentleman's establishment.
—

"B. C., Mr. William
Clark, Seedsman, 25, Bishopsjrate Street Within, London, E.C.

C:i
ARDENER (Head).—A^e 34; thoroughly practi^I

X in Early Forcing and all binds of Fruit, Flowers, and
Veffetables. Five years' character from the nobleman he is

about to leave.—C. G., Post Office, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged, married,^
incumbrance ; has a practical knowledge of his profea-

i^ion in all its branches, with good reference.—A. R., Mr.
Anderson's Nursery. Tt'<ldineton, Middlesex, S.W,

:iO—34 Malting.
19—24

• #

* •

35—43

19—36
19—24

34—43 Harrow

.

48—54 Lon^pod
38—16 Egyptian
38—40 Suffolk .

32—34 Foreign.
— Yellow..

40—46
32—40 Country.

34 -43

V'-reign.. grinding and diatiUiug
Oats, T.-^^cx and Suffolk ,

•— Weotch luid Liiicolusbiio. .Potato 23—29 Feed— Irish Pot-ito 24—28 Feed— Foreign Tolaiid andBrew 24—27 Feed
RVE m—ZS Foreign.
RvE-sfEAL, foreign

SxAxs, Maiyigan .... 32a to 4O3 Tick— Pigeon 368 — 47a. , Winds.— Foreign , Small
pEAa, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —8 to —s Grey
3IAIZE White
fum:r, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto— Foreign .per barrel 21—30

Friday, May 4,

The weather sinca Monday has continued fine and drv, the
8un bearing great power dnnng the day, with the wii-.d' from
the N.E. and H. and blowing very heavy ; the niglits cold and
ocaisionally frosty. The npitarent fineness of the *e;ither ha-*
had ita effect upon the Whe:U trade thront^bout the kiiwdom.

WANTED, A MAN of nnex(;eptioiiable character,
who thoroughly understands the Management of Sheep

and Cattle, and a good Accountant, to go to one of the
Australian colonics. He would have to attend to some Live
Stock on his way out. A married Man with family preferred,
and his Wife must be active and imderstnnd Dairy work. As
it will be for a permanency the strictest inquirj' will bo made
as to his character and capabilities. No one need apply who
does not answer to this description.—Address, .stating full

particulars, a? to wages required where last employed, and the
age of himself and family, to Mr. Thomas, care of Mr, Brooks,
News Agent, 24, Old Cavendish Street, London, W.

WANTED.—Tl^T^ii^nrUNDER GARDENER
AND SHEPHERD at the Island of Ascension, having

been invalided, a successor is required to fill the vacancy.
The terms of agreement are as follows, viz. :—Period of service:
one year certain, and further at the option of cither of the
contracting parties. Rate of pay» A^c, hbh per annum with
rations, A passage out and home with mtions—an intermediate
mess to be provided, and a reasonable proportion of such me^s
expenses to be paid by Government. An advance of p^y will

be granted, if wished, upon application being made by the party
who may he selected,—Apply by letter only, enclosing
tefltimonirils, postpaid, to Professor Lindley, 41, Wellington
Street, W.C,

ANTED, AN UNDER GARDENER,a.young Man,
for experience. Wa^es, 15*. per week. Apply D. D,,

25, Bishopsgfite Within, E,C,

WANTED. A SHOPMAN of some experience, to
take the Management of a Retail Seed and Vegetable

Bn*^ineas in a large town in one of the Midi xmi Counties,

—

Apply J. H- R,, the Gardeners' Chronicle Office, at;itinp: salary.

A MAN AND WIFE, withont incunT-
crood character, roirlille agcl. The Woman to

take charge of the Dairy and Poultry. Cottage and utensils
will be found-—Apply, Mr Ro&s, Mcrt^than\

, ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, single; hasaprac-
,X tical knowledffe of Greenhou.-^e, Vi»\ery, Flower and

3fi-41
30—40

32—4n

r^ ARDENER (Head).

, WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

C^
ARDENER (Head). —J. Blackwell (age 28),

X Gardener to the Hon, C, C, Neville, Heydon "House,
Rf>y5iton, begs to offer his services to nny nobleman or gentleman
wantin;^" a good Pr;ictical Working Garcloncr, Good character.
Wages 601. a year, without a cottage.

-Age 28; thoron;e:li]y under*
stands Early and I^ate Forcing, Pines, Vines, Tniits,

Flowers and Vegetables. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower
and Kitchen Gardens; Meadow Land and Plantations ifrequired.

, .
I

^**^^ competent to manage ^Poultiy or Dairy. Seven ?year8*
Per bite-v.JO—U7

I
unexceptionable character.—G. K., Messrs^ Lee's Nursery,
Hammersmith, W.

C^
AUDENKU (Head).—Age 30; practically expe*

T rienced in Early and Late Forcing, Pines, Vine^, Peaches,
Melonfl, Cucumbers, Ac. ; cultivating Orchids, Ferns, Stove
and Greenhimse Plants, Formation of Vine and other Fruit

, . . ^ - c- - Trees, Borders, and management of Flowur and Kitchen Gar-
taa bngliMh, with fert' exceptions, has declined about Is. per dens. Character nuexceptionable.—J. C, Mr. PrigCj Gardener
qr.

;
whiUt foreign, of which the supplies iucrea^, the Baltic [ to W, Leaf, £3*1,, Park Hill, Streatham, Surrey, 3»

G _-.

Kitchen Gardens. Has lived in noblemen's and gentlemen's
ffimilies. Two years' character.—S. Dunyer, 52, Eastcheap, E.C.

GARDENER (Head).—AgeSO, sinsle; thorough!^
^ tmderatands his profession. No single-handed plfwe

nocepted. Character unexcei>tionable,—A. J3., Mr. Jacksou'd
Nursery, Kingston, SurreT\

/ 1 AUDENEH (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
Vjr branco ; wishes to engage whore a comiietcnt practiaally

experienced active hand in all the various branches of the
profe^.sion is required.—S. E., Thaekr.Vs. Honley.on-Thames.

C^
ARDENER (Head).—Aj»e 40, no incumbrancT;

X competent in every branch, Forcing Fruit, Flo-werg.

Layioff Out Grounds, Kitchen and Flower Gardens and Plea-

sure Grounds. References and Testimonials.—D. M., 19,

Princes Terrace, Haverstock Hill, N.W. ^^
ARDENER (Head). — MuUlle-ajied, married,

familv small; Scotch; willincr and obliginj?; thoroughly

understands the whole systum of Gardening, care of Meadow
Land, i:c. A quick Accountant. Good character. Wages
moderate.—A. B. , Post Office, Finchlcy, Middlesex, N.

GARDENER (Head). — A^e 38, married, two
r children ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his pro-

fession, including Early and Late Forcing, the management of

Stove and Greenhoxise Plants, Exotic Orchids, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens, &c. Good character.—A. B., care of Mr.
Allen, Asfordby Railway Station, near Melton ^lo^hray.

GTrDENKR (Head, or GARDENER and BAI-
LIFF).—In or out of the house ; thoroughly understands

hiB profession. Stock, and Land. Highly lucommended from

Ilia late master.-P. M.. Post Office. Batterijca Rise. S.W.

(^ ARDENER.—Age34, single; understands Kitchen
V "r and Flower Gardens, Greenhouse, Hothnuse. and Forcing.

Out-door place preferred.—Gardener. Ditahwood. Bexley, Kent .

G~ARDRN^ER.—Steady, mnrried, small family ;

understands his profession, and can take charge of Cows.
Good character.— A. B., Mr. Peters, Sion Nursery, Thornton

Beiith, Croydon. Surrey. S.

C~

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 2fJ, marrieci,

T one child ; has a practical knowledge of his profession.

Thr^^e years' good character.— G. M., Post Office, Uckfield,

Su.'^sex.
[ _^

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where one or'
r two are k'-pt).—Middle-aged, married, no incumbrance;

understands his profession in all its branches. Can undertake

the management of Meadow Land. Five years* good character.

,

—R. D., Post Office, Midford. near Bath.

1 A1:DKNER.—Age 25,~single; thoroughly under-

T stanrls the manngcment of Greenhou.'*e, Vinery, and

FIow<*r and Ki'chen Gardens; also the growth of Ciicnmhers

and Melon.*". Three years' good character.—J. C, Post Office.

Purton, ^'ilts.
. „

C^
ARDKXER.—Middle-apred, married; can be very

T well recommended for industry, honestry, and sobriety.

He is capable of undertaking the charge of Kitchen and Flower

Garden'* of a moderate size ; and understands also the manage-

ment of Vines, Greenhouse Plants. Pita, &c. The neighbour-

hood of London would be preferred.—E. R., Post Office,

Cbertsey.
. .

(^ ARDENER (Kobeman in a good establishment).—

JT Age 23. single ; thoroughly understands the Forcing ot

Fruit, and has good practice in the growth of Orchids and Stove

and Greenhouse Plants. Good reference —A. B., Mr. Foster,

Bookseller. Ac., High Street, Peekham, S.E.
^

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS,

PLANT EOREMAN. or Orchid, Stove Plant, and

Fern Grower.—Young; good practical experience. Five

years' good character from present, employer.—State tema,

&c., to W. Iv. GovvKR, Messrs. Jackson's Nursery. Kingston. S- W.

LANT GROWER, PROPAGATOR, OR 'FORE-
MAN, Ac—Age 38; lengthened experience in Propaga-

tion and Culture.—Horatio, 9, Arragon Terrace, King Henry

Street KJngsUnd. K.
,

llOPAGATOR.—First-rate; satisfactory references

to French and German Nurserymen if required.—^. G-,

Gardeners* Clirmticl ''- Office.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and GROOM.—
Age 29, married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly under-

Rtrvndft his profession in both capacities. First-class character

from nrc^ent employer.—E. C. StaN-stead, Post Office, near

Bishop's Stortford, Essex.

AND OR FARM MANA{;ER.—Age 35, single';

J a thoroughly qualified Scotch fiirmer of high respecta-

bility. A liberal Premium would be given for .an introduction.

First-::la.ss certificates and security if required.—Mr. Scot,

General Post Office, Leith.
^

ANAGER or shopman.—Age 24; has a good
kn«wled?r6 of the Nursery and Seed business.—F.,

Messr-i. Hurst A McMuUen, Seed Merchants, 6, LeadenhaU
Street,jiondon, E.C.

;

_

SHOPMAN.—A yonng Man of respectable con-

nections ; is desirous of engaging him-seU in a first-

Ci^s^ Nursery and Seed Rusinesa ; is of good address.

writes an excellent hand, well acquainted with Bwk-keeping,

the Seed and Nursery Trade, also Tn and Out-door Propagatmg

and Growing Plants. Wages not so much imi>ortanc9 as an

I enr^^ement in a respectable well-disciplined establishment-

I

A provincial house preferred.—E. F., R. T\'hite, Esq., 2, Fish

Street Hill. London.KC. ,

G~
AM EKKEPRK (Under).—Age 20. Writes a clear

hand, cau Keep Accounts very well, and has Pj^nty of

pluck. Recommended by a gentleman with whom he has been

1 some years.—F. W., Post Office, East Cowes, Isle of Wight.

P
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A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.
rpHE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
I BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors iu Foreign Countnes, the Comicil

are desirous of finding a well infornjcd active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Plants^ who is ready to engage

in this undertaking. A knowledge of Spanish or Portu^fuese

would be desirable. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, indo^^iug teBtira*nialf?,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place, London, W.C>

"VTKXT OP KIN, HEJKs;, &c., WANTED, being
Xi exact Copies of Advertisements from the Tlmes^ Gazette,

Post, Chronicle, Herald, Provincial, Colonial, and American
nfisvspapers, for the past 60 years, relating to many thousand
names and descriptions of persons wanted to claim property

in various parte of the world. Sent post free for 12 penny
stamps, per return post punctually^ by the publisher, Fisher
A Sos, Kingsland, London, N-E. " Worth its weight in gold,"

^Tivits , Nov, 26, ISjg-

A'
LIj domestic SERVANTS^ ADVEKTlSE-
MENTS, Coachmen, Gardeners, &c„ INSERTED in T?ie

Tm€$ for 1*. 9d., in the Morning PoH for Is. 3d., or stamps by
post.— ^'- Deeks, News Agent, 22, Market Street, Mayfair, W-

KtlMg of t!)c aetcfe.

In the House of Lords on Tuesday Lord Eburt
moved the resolution of which he had given notice,

for a commission to revise the rubrics and services

of the Church of England. The Archbishop of

Cantekbhet opposed the motion on the ground

that it would lead to no useful result, aad was

calculated to endanger the peace of the Church.

The motion was also opposed by Lord LyiXBLioN,

Earl Stanhope, the Bishops of London, Oxi'Obi),

and Cashel, and at the suggestion of Earl Gkan-
viLLE was ultimately withdrawn. On Thursday

the Paper Duties Repeal Bill was read a first time
,

Lord MoNTEAGLE giving notice that on the motion

for the second reading he should move that the

Bill be read a second time that day six months.

The Customs Bill was read a second time, after an
intimation from the Earl of Pekbt that, though

neither he nor his friends acquiesced in the policy

of the Government as represented by the Bill, they

would not disturb the financial arrangements of

the year by endeavouring to reject it, but would

reserve their opposition for the Paper Duties

Kepeal Bill, in the hope of thereby saving the

country from the sacrifice ofa considerable revenue.

La the House of Commons on Friday Mr,

H. B. Shekidan moved for leave to bring ia a

Bill to reduce the duty on fire insurances iroin 3»,

to Is. per cent. The Chancellor of the Exche-
QT7ER opposed the motion, which was negatived

on a divieion by 108 to 84. Sir J. Paxton

moved for a Select Committee to consider

the best means of providing for the increasing

traffic of the metropolis by the embankment of

the Thames. Mr. Cowpeb, on the part of the

Government, assented to the motion. Mr. Black-

burn moved, by way of amendment, to add words

instructing the committee to inquire how the

funds are to be provided from the districts bene-

fited. In the debate which followed, Lord Pal-

MEitsioN said it must be clearly understood that

it would be the duty of the committee to collect

all possible evidence to show how the embankment
could be made and paid for by metropolitan dues

or private enterprise, without any demand on

the Imperial exchequer. The amendment was
then negatived, and the motion agreed to.

On Monday the adjourned debate on the second

reading of the Refreshment Houses and Wine
Licenses Bill, and the amendment to defer the

second reading for six months, was resumed by
Mr. Atkton in opposition to the Bill, which was
also opposed by Mr, Liddell, Mr. Palk, Mr,
Scully, Mr. Jaues, Mr, Henlet, and Mr. Buxton;
and supported by Alderman Salomons, Mr.
Villiers, Sir M. Peto, and the Chancellor of the

ExcHEauER. On a division the amendment was
negatived by 267 to 193. The Bill was then
read a second time. On Tue sday Mr.
Bovill's Stock Jobbing Bill was lost, without
a division, on the question of the second reading.

the Paper Duty itepeai liiU, Sir &'iaefokd JNorth-
COTE moved as an amendment that the present

state of the finances of the country rendered it

u ndesirable to proceed further with the repeal of

the duty on paper. Mr. Ball, Sir M . Farquhar,
Mr, Disraeli supported the amendment ; Mr. M.
Gibson, Lord H, Vane, Mr. Ellice, Mr. T.

Baring, Mr. Puller, and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer opposed it. After a long debate the

amendment was negatived on a division by the

narrow majority of 9, the numbers being 219 to

210, and the Bill was read a third time. On
Wednesday the adjourned debate on the second

reading of the Piers and Harbours Bill was re-

sumed by Mr. Lindsay, who moved that the Bill

be read a second time that day six mouths. After

some discussion the amendment was negatived on

a division by 99 to 80, and the Bill was read a

second time. On the order for going into com-

mittee upon the Bleaching and Dyeing "Works

Bill, Mr. Bazlet moved as an amend-

ment that the Bill be referred to a

select committee. On a division the amendment
was negatived by 184 to 147, The House then

went into committee and discussed the clauses of

the Bill during the remainder of the sitting. On
Thursday the House having resolved itself into

a Committee of Ways and Means, the Chancellor
of the ExCHEaUER moved resolutions charging

rates and duties upon licenses for refreshment

houses and wine-shops. After considerable dis-

cussion the first resolution, imposing a license of

10s. 6(?. on refreshment houses rented under 20/.,

was carried on a division by 173 to 103. On the

next resolution, imposing a license of 1/. 1*. on

refreshment houses above 20/. rental, Mr. Atrton
moved as an amendment to reduce the charge to

10s. 6(/., thus establishing a uniform license. The

Chancellor of the Exchequer opposed the

amendment, which was negatived on a division by

159 to 88. The resolution was then agreed to^ as

were also the resolutions for granting licenses to

retail wine to be consumed on the premises or

otherwise. On the motion that the House go into

committee on the Wine Licenses Bill, Mr. Palk
moved as an amendment that the House go into

committee on that day six months. The amend-
ment was negatived without a division, and the

House went into committee, when some of the

clauses were gone through, after much discussion

and many amendments. The Chairman was then

ordered to report progress.

Accounts from Sicily announce that the insurrec-

tion continues to gain ground, and that General

Garibaldi has sailed from Genoa with three

steamers and a body of 1400 men for the purpose

of aiding the insurgents. The Prussian Govern-

ment has announced its intention to interfere

again in the affairs of the German Duchies, and

has submitted to the Chamber of Deputies two

projects of law with the view of obtaining a grant

of extraordinary supplies for military pur-

poses. The Count de Montemolin embarked at

Tortosa with his brother on Monday last, after

publishing a formal act renouncing his right to

the throne of Spain. Another insurrection broke

out on Tuesday at Alcala de Heuares, and was
suppressed by the civic guard, but not without a

serious loss of life. A despatch from Constanti-

nople states that the relations of Russia and
Turkey are again in an unsatisfactory state. It

is said that 45,000 Russians have been concen-

trated on the Pruth, and that the Turkish Govern-

ment has consequently assembled a force of 30,000

men at Widdin.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Buckingham Palace. On
Fridny morning the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by the Princess Alice, rode on horseback.

The Duchess of Kent left Buckingl.a n Palace for

Frogmore. In the afternoon the Prince Consort,

accompanied by Prince Arthur, went to Woolwich

and visited the Armstrong gun factories. The

Queen, accompanied by the Princesses Alice and

Beatrice, took a drive in a carriage and four. Prince

Arthur and Prince Leopold visited Mr. Mayall's photo-

On the order of the day for the third reading of I graphic exhibition, in Regent Street, and sat for their

portraita. In the evening herMajesty had a dinner party.
On Saturday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,
accompanied by the Princess Alice, rode on horseback.'
In the afternoon the Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Princess Alice visited the Botanical Gardens in the
Regent*s Park. Her Majesty, accompanied *by the
Princess Alice, afterwards took a carriage drive." The
Prince Consort rode on horseback. In the evening her-
Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied by tha
Princess Alice, honoured the Royal Italian Opera with
their presence. On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince
Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and
Princes Arthur and Leopold, attended Divine service in

the private chapel of Buckingham Palace, The Bishop
of London preached the sermon. On Monday the Queen
aud Prince Consort, accompanied by the Priucess Alice,

rode on horseback. In the evening her Majesty had a

dinner party. On Tuesday morning the Prince Consort
rode on horseback and visited the A'ational Portrait

Gallery. In the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Princesses Ah'ce, Helena, and Louisa,

visited the collection of works by the late Sir William
Ro-a, R.A., now exhibiting at the Society ofArts in John
Street, Adelphi. The Queen and Prince Consort after-

wards toot a carriage drive. In the evening her
Majesty aud the Prince Consort honoured the per-

formance at the Priuces3*s Theatre with their presence.

The Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, attended the

performance at the Royal Italian Opera. On Wednes-
day morning the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by the Princess Alice, rode on horseback. In the .

afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the Princess Alice

and Prince Arthur, took a drive in a carriage and four.

In the evening her Majesty gave a concert. On Thursday
the Queen held a Privy Council at Buckingham Palace.'

Lord Palmerston and Earl Granville had audiences of

her Majesty. Professor Owen delivered his fifth lecture

at Buckingham Palace, before the Prince Consort, the

Princess Alice, and other membere of the Royal family.

The Prmce and Princess of Leiningen visited her
Majesty. The Prince Consort rode on horseback. Iu.

the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, ac-,

companied by the Princess Alice and Prince Leopold,

took a drive in a carriage and four. In the evening the

Queen and Prince Consort, with the Princess Alice,

honoured the perlbrmance at the Koyul Italian Opera
with their presence.

Pbince Alfred sailed from Portanouth in th^

Euryalus on Saturday for the Cape of Good Hope. In
her passage down Channel some derangement of the

machinery occurred, which rendered it necessary to put
into Plymouth Sound on Sunday morning. In the after-

noon the Prince lauded at Mount Wise, and after

talcing luncheon with the Port Admiral, paid a visit to

the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe at his winter villa. On

.

Monday his Royal Highneiw visited the dockyard, the
steam yard at Keyham, and Mount Edgcumbe. It is

expected that the Euryalus will be detained some days

by the necessary repairs.

The CABiifEi,—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord
of the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council

was held on Tuesday, and another on Wednesday,
Obdeb of the Bath.—The Queen, on the recom-

mendation of Lord Palmerston, has conferred upon Mr.
Erskine May, clerk assistant of the House of Commons,
a Civil Companionship of the Bath, in recognition of

his public services.

The Aemt.—TTie colonelcy of the 27th Foot, vacant

by the death of General Fleming, has been conferred on
Major-General Geddes ; the colonelcy of the 46th Foot,

vacant by this promotion, has been conferred on Major-
General T. G. Ball ; the colonelcy of the 56th Foot,

vacant hy the death of General Home, has been con-

ferred on Major-General Breton ; the colonelcy of the
3d Foot, vacant by the death of General Berlceley Brum-
mond, has been conferred on Major-General the Hon.
Charles Grey ; and the colonelcy of the 32d Foot, vacant
by the death ofSirWilloughby Cotton, has beenconferred
on Major-General Sir J. E. W. Inglis, K.C.B. The Com-
mander-in-Chief has issued animportant Memorandum en
Light Infantry Drill, which will effect a new organisation

of the British Army, by the establishment ofnew milita; y
principles, m conformity with the progress oT military

science and the novelties of modem armament. The
memorandum applies the system of light infantry

drill to the whole army, and desires that in future no
pains may be spared to make every man in the British

Infantry " a thorough and efficient light infa.niTy

soldier.*'

DiPZoatATiC ApporyxHEXTS. — The Queen ba«

I

appointed William Doria, Esq., now Secretary of
Legation in Persia, to be Secretar>' of Legation at

Parana; and Edward B, Eastwiclc, Esq., formerly in

the service of the Government of India, to be Secretary

of Legation in Persia, in the room of Mr. Doria.

GovEByoESHiP OF Madbas.—Sir Charles Trevelyan

has been recalled from the office of Governor of Madras,

and will be succeeded by Sir Henry Ward, now
Governor of Ceylon. This step has beeu taken by the

Government in consequence of Sir Charles Trevelyan

having published a minute in opposition to the financial

scheme proposed by Mr. Wilson as Finance Mini:»ter

for India.

Archbishopric o? Yobk.—It is understood that

Dr. Longley, the Bishop of Durham, will succeed the

late Dr. Musi^rave ns Archbishop of York.

CHUBCtt 01 ScoTiAKD.—The Qucen haa appointei
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hard Belhaven to be her Majesty's High Commissioner
to the General Assembly of the Chm-ch of Scotland.
The Command in the Pacific—Rear-Admiral Su-

Thomaa Maitland, C.B., has been appointed Commandex'-
in-Chief in the Pacific, in the room of Rear-Admiral
Baynes, whose period of service has expired.
The Tolunteer Movement.—The grand review of

tiie Riile Corps Volunteers by the Queen in person,
which was announced for the 18th of May in Hyde
Park, will not take place till later in the summer. The
Prince of "Wales has accepted the honorary Colq|ielcy

of the Civil Service Corps, her Majesty and the Prince
Consort having been graciously pleased to consider a

corps formed of the civil servants of the Crown aa an
exceptional case, and to approve liis Royal Highness
becoming the honorary Colonel of the corps. The City

of Loudon Brigade, about 1200 strong, was on Saturday
inspected by the Duke of Cambridge, as colonel of the

brigade, on the parade ground in front of the Horse
Guards, in the presence of many thousand persons. On
Wednesday that portion of the second Metropolitan
brigade, which consists of the Westminster, South
Middlesex, West Middlesex, and St. George's

Regiments, with detachments from the Volunteer
Guards and Volunteer Engineers, numbering together

abovit 2000 men, had a field day in Lord Holland's

Park at Kensington, in the presence of a distinguished

aesemblage of noblemen, ladies, and gentlemen, who
were admitted to the Park by tickets. The Queen and
the Princess Alice were on the ground at the commence-
ment of the manoeuvres. On Thursday the Inns of

Court Voluiitpers, numbering from 300 to 350 men,
mustered in front of King's Bench Walk, Temple, and

marched over Blackfriars Bridge to the Waterloo

Station, whence they proceeded by train to Mortlake.

They then marched over Sheen Common to Riclimond
Park, where they had a field day in the presence of an
immense concourse of spectators.

'Colonial Post-Offices.—The expediency of calling

upon the colonies to raanafje their own post-offices has

been affirmed. After the 1st May (or the 1st June in

Jamaica) the British Post Office will no longer have
directiou over any colonial post-office, except those at the

miUtary stations at Gibrjiltar and ilalta.

Prance.—A Bill fbr improving the navy, approved

by the Council of State, has been presented to the

Legislative Body. By this Bill the number of Vice-

Admirals is increas?id to 12, and that of Rear-

Admirals to 24. The Monitew announces that a decree

modifying the project of law concerning sugars and
coffee has been submitted to the Legislative Body. It

also publishes n decree fixing the individual payment
for exemption from military service at 2300fr., and the

bounty on re-engagement for seven years' service at

2000fj'. The operations for establishing the boundary

line between France and Sarduiia couimenccd on the

1st of May, and are now nearly completed, owing to

the activity of the engineers employed in the operation.

The fort on Mont Cenis alone gave rise to some dif-

ficulty. Tlie Emperor is said to have demanded tiiat

the fort slionid be comprised in the Prench possessions,

on the ground that it was the French Government
which had originally constructed it at its own expense,

M. Cavour persisted in clahning it as being necessary

to the defence of Piedmont. To put an end to the
dispute it has been determined to demolish the

fort. It ia understood that the departure of the

Emperor for Nice is postponed until the treaty between
Sardinia and France shall be ratified. It is asserted

that Marshal JI'Mahou will take the command of the

camp of Chalons at the beginning of June next. The
Moniteur announces that the Superior Council
of Commerce, which has been appointed to make
investigations relative to the execution of the Treaty of

Commerce with England, assembled on Monday last,

and will in future regularly meet on Monday, Thursday,
and Fridiiy in each week. The British commis-
sioners for the negotiation of the French tariff

have their office at 82, Rue de I'Universite, Pans,
The shipowners of Dieppe have presented a petition to

the Emperor, praying him to maintain the (Ufferential

datics on articles imported mto France in foreign
ships. The shipowners of Marseilles are preparing a
petition to the same effect, in which they state that
the adoption of Mr. Lindsay's proposition would
inflict fatal injury on all "the Frencii seaports.

Defensive works on an extensive saile are still carried
on witli great activity on the coast of Brittany and
Normandy. It is reported that tlie official returns
show that the number of seamen inscribed in the
maritime inscription is 68,000. The Consiitxdioiinel

has an article by its chief editor, M. Orandgnillot,
severely eondenniing the effiarts which are making to
cause the fall of Count Cavour. It details the diffi-

culties which have been successfully overcome by
Piedmont, and points out the political importance
which she has acquired by the consent of Europe. It
extols the policy of Count Cavour, and commends him
for resisting thp efforts of those who would exceed the
limits of that policy. This article also clearly declares
that Europe, and Frimce particularly, will energetically
disapprove of aggression, and that the work o?
Piedmont is no more to extend her boundaries but lo
aaaimilate herself with the annexed provinces.

SPilN.—The Madrid Gazette of the 2d, besides a

decree of general amnesty, contains a royal oj-der to the

effect that " the ex-Infantas Carlos Lms of Bourbon
and his brother Fernando are to he conveyed, in a vessel

of the State appointed by the Minister of JMarinc, to

the foreign port they themselves may indicate." The
two Princes received the amnesty witli much satisfiic-

tion and embarked at Tortosa on the 7th iust. for Cette.

Notwithstanding the contradiction by some Legitimist
journals, the following act of renunciation of his right

to the throne of Spain by the Count dc Moutemolln is

said to be authentic:—
"I, the undersigned, Charles Louis do Bourhon and de

Bragance, Count of MontemoUn, declare, in the face of the
world, publicly and solemnly, that, intimately convinced of
the futiUty of the various attempts which have been made in
favour of the claims which I think to have to the succession to
the throne of Spain, and desiring that, neither for myself nor
in ray name, public tranquillity shall be further disturbed nor
the calm and quiet of my comitrj% whoso happiness I have at
heart, from my own free will, and by spontaneous and un-
shackled desire—so that the detention I am now suffering may
prove no obstacle—I solemnly ronouuce now and for ever the
said claim, protestiuj? that this sacrifice, which I lay upon the
altar of my country, is thercsult of the conviction which 1 have
acquired in the last abortive attempt, that the eflorts which
might be made in my favour would always lead to civil war,
which I wish to avoid at all price. Cousequently, I pledge my
word of honour henceforth never to consent to my flag being
hoisted in Spain or in its States, and I declare that if unhappily
some one should at a future time make use of my name with
tViat object I should regard him as an enemy of my htmonr and
reputation, I also declare that, as soon as I am restored to the
full enjoyment of my liberty, I will renew my present volun-
tary renunciation, so that at no time my freo will in making it

may be called in question. May the happiness and prosperity
of my country be the reward of this sacrifice I Done at Tortosa,
April 23, I860.—Carlos Luis de BouRnoN et de Bragaxce."

Accounts from Madrid of the 9th inst. mention another

insurrectionary movement which took phice on the

previous day at Alcalade Henares. 300 men belonging

to the disciplinary companies rose, but the civic gnai'd

re-established order, though not without lamentable
incidents. Marshal O'Domiell has arrived at Madrid,
and has been received with enthusiasm. The army of

Africa was to enter Madrid yesterday,

Portugal.—A report is current that the King of

Portugal is about to marry tlic Princess IMarie of

Hohenzollern Si^maringen, the youngest sister of his

late Queen, and that the Hereditary Prince of Hohen-
zollern, now aged 25, is to be married to Donua An-
tonia, the youngest sister of the King of Portugal.

The two Princesses are In tlieir 15th vear,

Switzerland. — The FeileraT Council lias again

insisted upon the least possible delay in the asseuibliug

of the Conference, and has issued a fresh Circular Note
demonstrating the strategic importance of the neutra-

lised provinces for the maintenuucc of the neutrality of

Switzerland. The Federal Council has received a note

from the French Government respecting maltreatment
and insults offered to Frenchmen in Switzerlanil, and
requesting that steps should be taken for the prevention

of them. Official inquiries are said to liave proved

these allegations to be absolutely false. Prince Napoleon
arrived at Geneva incognito on Sntiday, accompanied
by M. E. de Girardin, arid left again on Monday. This

excursion of his Imperial Highness is said to have no
political object. The Cabinet of Turin has made a pro-

posal to the Federal Council for the construction of a

railway through Switzerland to connect Italy and
Germany,
Hanoveh.—The Treaty bet\veon Hanover and

England will lie prolonged after the 14th May, but

perhaps for a period of less than three months.

Bavaria.—The ex-King Ludwig will leave Munich
on the 15th inst. for Vienna, It is believed that this

journey of the aged Prince is not entirely without
political motive.

Prussia.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies
on the 3d inst. a debate tool; place irt reference to the

Schleswig-Rolstein question, in which the minister of

Foreign Affairs, Baron von Schleinitz, said that "having
in view the present state of things in Schleswlg, the

Federal Diet could hardly any further neglect its duty
of examining what Germany is entitled to demand in

consequence of the Conventions concluded in 1851 and
1852. We cannot accept the acts of Denmark as a ful-

filment of the obligations she had undertaken. Prussia
takes the interest of the German Duchies to heart,

and both as a Federal and
do for them all that
the sitting of the 4th,
intended interference of

a European Power, she will

lies in her power." In
after a discussion on the

Prussia in the affairs of
Schleswig-Holstein, the Minister for Foreign Allairs

said that no alliance existed between Prussia and
Austria.' In the sitting of Saturday the Minister of
Finance, in introducing two projects of law with the
view of obtaining from the Chamber a grant of
extraordinary supplies for military purposes, said :

—

"By these measures the provisional condition of the army,
after themobiliaation of last year, is to be maintained. Their
execution requires a credit of 9,000,000 thalcrs for tho Minister
of War from the 1st of May, 1S60. to the 30th of Jmie, 1S61. In
order to weet thfse expenses, tbe additional tax of 25 percent.
hitberto paid is to be continued imtil July 1, 1S61, and the
8iUT}his from 1S59 is to be used. The Ministry for the present
requests the Chamber to vote the said amount witliout
requiring a special account ; such an account will, however,
be laid before the next Landtag. The State Reserve Fund of
12,000,000 thaJers will remain untouched. The question
whether the L.indwehr is to be Hable to two or three years*
reserve duty is not considered in the present projects of law.

'*

Atjsthia.^A despatch from Vienna states that in

reply to the proposals of France, England consents to

adopt as the basis of the Conference Article 92 of the

Fyud Act of Vienna, which refers to the neutralisation

of the districts of Chablais and Faucigny. England
reserves, however, the right of making at the said

Conference proposals relative to the mode of this
neutralisation. This declaration of England is likely

to increase the probabilities of the assembling of the
proposed Conference. The inauguration of the newly.
organised Council of the Empire will take place in the
course of this month, and the protocols of its sittings

will be regularly published in the official Gazette. The
Privy Councillor Count Apponyi and Count Barkoezy
have refused to become membe)"i of the Council of

State. Count Hartig, the late Minister of the Confe-

rences, who is considered the real chief of the liberal

party in Austria, has also declined the post of Council-

lor of the Empire for life on account of ill health.

The chief command of all the Austrian corps d'artnee

in Italy is said to have been intrusted to Prince

Alexander of Hesse,
Italy,—The King of Sardinia after his triumphant

reception at Pologna proceeded to Modena and went to

the cathedra], where he assisted at the celebration of

a Te Deum. A great concourse of persons were
assembled, hy whom the King was hearj;ily cheered.

Ilia Majesty returned to Turin on Tuesday, and was

met by the inhabitants, by whom he was warmly

received. The Sardinian Parliament on Thursday com-

menced the examination of the annexation question.

The result of the elections to the present time

shows a considerable majority in favour of the Minis-

try. General Garibaldi has only obtained 35 votes at

Turin, and SignorLaurenti only 14. Aproclaraation of the

Pope was published on the 3d,inwhich his Holiness makes

an nppeal to the Catholic world on behalf of the sub-

scription to the new Koman loan of 50,000,000fr,, bearing

interest at 5 per cent. The bonds are of three cate-

gories, viz., lOOfr., 500fr., and lOOOfr. each. The
subscription has been opened in the capitals of

Europe. Belgium has already subscribed 15,000,000fr.

The statements of the Sardinian journals that the

French troops will have entirely evacuated the Papal

States before the end of June appear to have been

premature. It is now said that the Duke de Graramont,,

in accordance with instructions received from Paris, has

declared to the Holy See that the French garrison will

not leave the Papal territory until the Pope himself

shall have acknowledged that the departure Qf the

French troops can take place without any danger to

the tranquillity and safety of his States. The-

Sardinian Government is also said to have been induced

by the representations of France to recognise the right

of the Pope to claim, eventually, the assistance of the

King of Naples to maintain order in the Papal States..

It is therefore asserted that if, after the departure of

the French troops, the Papal army were increased

by Neapolitan soldiers, Sardinia would raise no
objection, provided the Papal army should not

attempt the conquest of the Legations. General

Oudinot has given a denial to the report that he

intended to take service in the Papal army. One
thousand Irishmen have left Trieste forAncona in order to-

be enrolled in the army of the Pope. Advices from

Naples state that the export duty on oil has been

increased two ducats per cantaro, which is almost equi-

valent to a prohibition.

Sicily.— The insurrection continues to make head

throughout the island, and is spontaneous and general,

Tbe Uoyal troops are in possession of the towns, and

are blockaded between the sea and the interior,

which is entirely in the hands of the insurgents, their

head-quarters being at Cefalu, 15 leagues from Palermo.

One regiment hadi refused to march from Palermo, as

the soldiers, immediately on leaving the city, would bfi

exposed to the fU'c of the insurgents. General Garibaldi

left Genoa on the 5th inst. with three steamers and

20 cannon to co-operate with the insurgents. These

steamers had on board 1400 men, consisting principally

of the former Chasseurs des Alpes, Romagnols, horn-

ba»ds, and several Genoese. A fom-th vessel, it is said,

left Leghorn for the same destination as the others, and

three vessels have started from different points, all of

which were to join the division out at sea. In order to

mislead the Piedmontese authorities, all these vessels

had taken their papers for Malta. The expedition is

reported to be organised on a very grand scale, being pro-

vided witharms, ammunition, provisions, andmaterialsfor

a campaign—in fact, with all necessary resources for sus-

taining a coutest of several months. The carrying out

of the expedition has requb-ed an expenditure which

will exceed several millions, and it is said that the

subscriptions collected in England and Italy are not

considerable enough to cover the expenses. General

Garibaldi, in order to replace the arms which he feared

would be seized by the Sardinian Government, had

received other arms, which had not passed through-

Piedmont. The different vessels belonging to the

expedition were to rendezvous off the Island of Capraja,.

and then direct their course towards Sicily. The

Sardinian Government has sent two Sardinian vessels to

Sicily to oppose with armed force any attempt which

may be made by Garibaldi or others in vessels hoisting

the Sardinian flag, and has ordered all arms and

ammunition which had been deposited at Quarto, near

Genoa, to be seized, and has also given orders for the

port of Genoa to be watched. The Neapolitan

Government had raised the state of siege at Palermo^

hut the court-mai'tial was to ait permanently, and

General Balzano had demanded a reinforcement or

5000 men, in conscqu^aice of GaribsMi's expedition..
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The journals publish a letter from General Garibaldi, in liad already beau partiully revised last year by the omission of subject, observing that he had ^eat respect for the persona

which he says:

" It is the duty of all to encourage^ aid, and to augment the

niunber of combatants against oppression. It is not the
insurrectionary party in Sicily whom we are assisting, but
Sicily herself, where there are enemies to contend with. It

^as not I "who advised an insurrection in Sicily ; but from the
moment that our Sicilian brethren threw themselves into the
struggle I considered it my duty to assist them. Our battle

^ry "ft ili be? ' Italy and Victor Emmanuel ?'

"

BrssiA -AND TXJEKEY*—AUvices from Constantinople

to the 2d inst. assert that 46,000 Kussiaus were
collected upon the Prnth, and that the Porte liad

assembled a corps d'atmee of 30,000 men at Widdin.

A change in the Ministry was still expected. .

Sbetia.—The Porte has resolved upon declaring to

the Servian deputation at Constantinople that, in prin-

ciple> it by no means acknowledges the hereditary

rights of the family of Prince Milosch.

Egypt.—Said Pacha has nominated several officers

chosen from among the native Christians. This example
of tolerance has produced a sensation. M. Augusfce
Marrictte, an eminent French archaeologist, has dis-

covered the remains of a large palace, in granite, in the
immediate vicinity of tlie Sphinx, which he believes to

he that of Chophrem, who built the great pyramid.
No less than seven statues of this prince have been
found jn the palace.

Ukited States.^—The Democratic Convention at

Charleston had elected the Hon. Caleb Cashing
as permanent- chairman. The report on credentials

was presented on the 25th ult., and upon a division the

Wood delegation was excluded. This vote was under-
stood to decide the question as to the nomination for

the Presidency, and ^Ir. Douglas is now regarded as

the inevitable candidate, none but the extreme Southern
tntraists having any further intention of opposition. Up
to the 30th ult, however, it appears by telegram that

no nomination bad taken place. The sittings of the Con-
vention were very riotous. The town was filled with dele-

gates. Itwasreported that the replyofLord John Russell

toMr. Cass on thesubject of the slave trade, just received,

discusses points of international law at great length,

and that its tenour is very severe on the course of the
United States. Mr, Cass is said to have been very irate

after its perusal.

Mexico.—Accounts from Mexico state that General
Miramon, accompanied by 1800 men, had arrived at the
capital on the 17th ult-, where he was received by a

salute of guns and other demonstrations- The Govern-
ment was suifering from want of money, and forced
loans bad been levied in every direction. A revolution,

headed by General Mosquera, had broken out in New
Oranada. News from Brownsville to the 19th ult.

states that it was rumoured that Cortinas had re-

organised his forces and crossed the rivor.

St. DoifiN&o.—News from St. Domingo to the 16th
ult. reports a severe shock of earthquake on the 8th,

which caused considerable damage.
Venezuela.—Advices from Venezuela state that the

rebel forces were confident of success. The British

Vice- Consul Stacey had been convicted of conspiracy,

and sentenced to perpetual banishment.

New Zealand.—Accounts from Auckland mention an
insurrection of the natives in the province of Tarawaki,
who had t^en up arms against the Queen's forces to

prevent the survey of a portion of land at Waitara by
by the Government agents. Martial law had been
proclaimed by Colonel Murray, commanding the
troops at New Plymouth, but no collision had taken
place.

certain services, and there was no reason why a more complete
|

character of the present Pope who was a very benevolent
revifiiou should not take pLice. It would destroy the spirit of

\ man ; but there were incidents in ecclesiastical ffovenimenfc
party, and reconcne differences throughout the various

, which were ill-calculated to secure the benefit of the people,
sections in the Church, Individual cleiRymen had already

:
As to Italian politics generally, the state of Nai-les and of Italy,

introduced innovaUons, which had canst:d great scandal which might brin^^ on complications in Europe justified, he

i^avliaincnt.

HOUSE OS LORDS.
Fbjday,— 7%(? Army.—HliQ Earl of Lucan, in calling attention

to the organisation of the infantry, said that he considered it

essential that a more complete regimental system should
be substituted for the present exceptional orgttnisation.

The waste of force imder the present system was enor-

mous, the consolidated depots in different parts of the
country having amounted on the 1st of February last

to no less than 28,000 men. He made certain suggestions,

including the addition of another battalion to e^wory

regiment, which in his opinion would make the service

more effective for the defence of the country,—Earl De Grey
and RipoN said the subject was so purely technical in its

character that it *ould be impossible to discuss it with advan-
tage in that House. Any suggestion for improving the orga-
nisation of the army would receive the careful attention of the
Ckjvemment.—The -Duke of Cambridge concurred with Earl
De Grey, but said he entirely differed from the noble and
gallant earl who had introduced the subject as to the advisa-
bility of establishing second battalions. After a short conver-
sation the subject dropped, "thB Pawi}broker3L Act Amendi^ienl
Bill was read a oecood time.
Monday,—Affairs of Savoy.--^'Koxl GranvilIiK, in reference to

a motion on the paper by the Marquis of Clanricarde, stated
that her Majes^ty's Government were not prepared to produce
the papers or to give any information relating to the neutralised
portions of Savoy, Under these circumstances he hoped the
marquis would withdraw his motion.—The Marquis of Ci-ak-
RiCARnE said he was willing to withdraw it, but expressed a
hope that the papers would be produced before the Conference
was fixed- Some formal business was then disposed of-
TxTESDAY,—The Duchy of Coj-nwall (Limitation of Actiom)

Bill was read a second time, as was also the Bankruptcy
Law (Scotland) Bill, the olyect of which is to prevent
parsons bankrupt in England from availing themselves
of the Scotch law to g€t released from their obligations.
Rsvisidfi cf the Prayer Book.—Lord Ebury moved a reso-
lution to the effect that an address be presented to her

and dissensions. The points he proposed to bring under
the discussion of the coramission would be the re-

vision of the rubrics, the shortening of the morning
service, the removal of the damnatory clauses of the
Athanapian Creed, the revision of the l)aptismal, marriage, and
ordination services, and the subscription to the Articles,—The
Archbishop of Canterbury was convinced that the object
which Lord Ebury had in view was to benefit the Church, but
he was also convinced that the mode by which he proposed to
confer that benefit would only result in injury. Although he
bad met many who desired alterations, he had seldom found
any two persons who agreed as to what alterations should be
made in the Prayer Book, and ho therefore could not help
considering that the proposed alterations might seriously
damage the peace of the Church, He therefore felt bound to

oppose the motion,—Lord Lytteltok also opposed the molion-
—Tbe Bishop of London said that the question was a practical

one, and he should much like to know what was the practical

grievance complained of, and what was the practical good to

be obtained. He examined briefly the portions of the rubric

and the burial service brought forward by Lord Ebuiy, and
showed that the grievances of which he compiaiued either did

not .'irise from those causes or would not be remedied by the
means proposed. Adverting to the Book of Canons, he showed
that it was perfectly competent for Convocation, with the
consent of the Crown, to alccr these canons, and he therefore
asked what use could there be in applying for a commission in
order to do that which could be done already without it.—Earl
Stanhope said tiiat the large majority of the bench of Bishops
and of the clergy opposed to the motion w^as a sufficient

proof of the great unpopularity and small need of the
revision of the Liturgy-—Earl Granville thought it would be
desirable, as the expression of opinion had been all on one
side, that the motion should be withdrawn.—The Bishop of

Oxford wished to undei'stand whether Lord Ebury intended
by this motion to alter the doctrines of the Church of England
or to abbreviate certain prayers which he deemed too long. It

had been an argument in favour of the motion that a revision

of the Liturgy would conciliate the Dissenters, Now, he did

not think for a minute that the alterations in the Prayer Book
would bring back Dissenters to the Church, and even if be had
any reasons for thinking so he should grieve, much as he
desired to bring them back, to allure them back by any such
means. He protested vehemently against the alterations of

"only a few words here and there,"as it would, in his opinion,

be striking at the belief of the great body of the English
people. The man who proposed to make alterations in the
Prayer Book for any but the greatest results was, in his opinion,

rash and unadvised- The objection to the length of the
ser\'ices was a mere bugbear. lu his own diocess, the services

which had in some instances been shortened had been subse-
quently resumed at their full length at the request of those
very persona who had begged they might be shortened. In
conclusion, he briefly refuted the remarks of Lord Ebury con-
ceniing the burial service, ayd renewed his strong protest

against the motion.—After some remarks from the Bishop of
Cashel, Lord Lyttelton, and Lord Ebury, the motion was
negatived witliout a division.

Thursday.—The Paper J>uty Repeal 5iifwas brought up from
the Commons and read a first time.—Lord Monteagle gave
notice that on the motion for the second reading of the Bill he
should move that it be read a second time that day six months.
—The Earl of Wicklow disapproved of the Bill, but thought it

would be estnblishing a dangerous precedent to reject such
measxires coming up to them from the House of Commons.

—

The P^tblic Improvement Bill and the P^itioiis of Right Bill

were read a second time.—On the second reading of the
Custouis Bill, the Earl of D£:rbv said that the reason
why the ConsexTative party in the House of Com-
mons had offered no substantial opposition to this

measure was because they felt that its rejection would
have the effect of upsetting the arrangements which had
been entered into by the commercial interests of the countrj'

upon the faith of the scheme receiving the sanction of Parlia-

ment. The treaty which had been entered into with the
Erench Government was a most important act, and the course
which the Government had adopted since they were armed
with the power which the treaty conferred upon them, showed
that they were disposed to use it with moderation. Wi^h
regard to the Paper Duties Repeal Bill, however, his party
could fairly meet that question without materially affecting

the principal proposals of the Government ; and he assured
their lordships that no exertion on his part would he wanting
to save the Exchequer a million and a half of revenue. A
series of Bills fur the ConsoHdatiOn of the Criminal Law passed
through committee.
Friday. — Central America. — In an?5wer to the Earl of

Malmesbury, Lord Wodehouse said that the Bay Islands had
been ceded to Honduras under conditions which would ensure
the security of her Majesty's subjects residing there. The
treaty by whicb this cession was accomplished had been
ratified both by the governor of Honduras and by her Majes*y.

With regard to Nicnra^a, a treaty had been agreed on, but it

had not yet been ratified. If the conditions of this treaty were
to some extent different from those which had been discussed

wljcn the noble earl held the seals of the Foreign Office^ they
were, nevertheless, of a highly satisfactory nature.

[Left sitting,]

HOUSE OF COMMONS-
Friday-—Japan.—In reply to Mr. Cochrane, Lord J. TIus^kll

said that despatches of considerable interest and importance
had lately been received from Mr. Alcock, our Minister in

Japan, from which it appeared that the difficulties arising out

of the state of the Japanese currency had been satisfactorily

arranged, and that there was every probability of friendly

relations being re-established with the Government of that

empire. Claims of British subjects on BraziK—In answer to Sir

H. Cairns, Lord J. Russell said that the Brazilian Govern-
ment had applied to have the mixed commission on British

subjects renewed; but before acceding to the reqtiest her

Majesty's Government had determined upon placing the papers

relating to the question before the law officers of the Crown.

The question being one of very great delicacy, he could not

promise to produce the correspondence at present. Indian

Ryots.—lu ^TiBW'^v to Mn KiNXAiRoand Mr. Vanshtabt, Sir

CWoon said that considerable difBcuIty had arisen in conse-

quence of a combination on the part of the ryots in certain

districts of Bengal to refuse to fulfil their contracts with

the indigo planters. A Bill was about to be IntrodAiced

into the Legislative Coundl, not to make the refusal a OTiminal

offence but to give summary jurisdiction to the magistrates,

— Wine Duties In answer to Lord H. TnYNNEthe CaASCELLOR

of the Exchequer said that there tvfte no foundation for the

renort that the final reduction of the wine duties -was to take

effect in Vugust or September, and that he intended to adhere

to his original proposal that the reduction ehoiild take effect on

Tanuarv 1, 1S61-—Pflpa/ States. In answer to Sir J. Acros
™> .^.^ ™^.^^^ ^. ,.......u w uc. Lord J,^Ru..FU. said that the information the

^^
Majesty praying for the appointment of a commission to |

ment obtained m reference to the condition ol the t'apai states

preparesuch alterations and amendments in the canons as may was not dependent solely on the reports of diplomatic ag^nt^

seem desirable, and to consider other matters which in their and he would endeavour to fiscertoin whether there were

judgmaut may best coaduce to those enda. The Prayer Book my despatches which would throw light upon tne

thought, friendly intervention on our part. The SerperUine.^lti
answer to Mr. J. Lockk, Mr, Cowper explained the steps
which had been taken for the purification nf the Serpentine^
and denied that there had been any wasteful expenditure of
the pubhc money on experiments for cleansing the lake,—Mr,
H. B. SuERiDAN moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the law relating to the duty now chargeable on Fire Inyiiranca,
stating that hia object was to reduce the duty on all insurances,
the premiums on which should not exceed 5«. per cent., from
the present scale of 3j. to la. per cent. The insurable property
of the country was valued at 3,000, 000, 000?., of which but
900,000,000/- was insured- He contended that the existing
duty of 200 per cent, upon the premium had the effect of dlS'
couraging provident habits on the part of the people, and that,
as far as the revenue was concerned, it was positively injured
by the present prohibitory rates.—The Chancrilor of the
Exchequer admitted that there was a good deal to be said in
favour of the arguments adduced by Mr. Sheridan ; at the
same time he denied that a case had been made out to induce
the House to enter upon a pernicious course of experimental
legislation at a peculiarly inconvenient period. The proposition
would take away 430,000?, of revenue, for which no subfltituto
could be found, for there was no reasonable ground for suppo-
sing that the increased number of insurances would fill up the
chasm created in the reveiiue by the loss of nearly halfa million.
After some discussion the motion was negatived on a division
by 108 to S4, Embankment of the Tharats^—Sir J.Paxton moved
for a select committee to consider the best means of providing
for the increased trafificof the metropolis by the embankment
of the Thames. The thoroughfares of London, he observed,
were almost impassable ; and not only was commnnication
obstructed, but property was deteriorated in value. If a road
were made from that House to near London Bridge by means of
an embankment, it would give very great relief to the traffic.

The scheme of an embankment of the Thames had been re-

peatedly recommended ; and now, owing to the railway bridges
already projected, the question must be settled or it

might never be .carried out. The difficulty was to find the
means; but he argued that this was an imperial as well as
a local question, and that the imperial Exchequer should
assist the undertaking,—Mr, Cowper, on behalf of the Govern-
ment, assented to the motion, but it could not be exj>ected
that Parliament could look with favour upon the scheme
except as one affecting the local interests of the metropolis,—
Mr, Blackburn moved, as an amendment, to add words to fhft

motion empowering the commission to inquire how funds
might be raised by the districts benefited-—Lord J, Manners
held that the appointment of a commission would be chiefly

beneficial if it were to take into inquiry the whole subject in
connection with metropolitan railways, sewers, &c-, by which
London would otherwise be cut up and disfigured.—Mr*
Ayrton repeated his arguments in favour of the establishment
of some central authority to watch over municipal affairff,*^

Lord Palmerston said that the Board of Works practically

exercised^ with the aid of the House, whatever control wa*
necessary. It ought to bo cl^irly understood that the com-
mittee was not to draw on one farthing of the publiL- money in
support of the project, but it might beneficially inquire
whether it could not be aided by private enterprise. After
some discussion, the amendment wa.s negatived, and the
motion was agreed to. Several Uillb were advanced a st^ige,

Mosr>AY ,—Affairs of Turke^r.—ln reply to Mr. BadfieU),
Ijord J- Russell said that endeavours had frequently been
made to obtain improvements in our commercial relations with
Turkey, but hitherto without success. C/uwa Expedition.—Vt<
S- Herbert stated, in reply to Sir 3. Noithcote, that the troo|ii

despatched to China amounted to 13/S50 mtn of all arms, but
that it would be impossible as yet to state what force woukt
ultimately have to be sent there. Should there be anj pro-
tracted hostilities timely notice would bo given t«^ the House of
any additional vote ot credit that might be required on
account of the espedition. TVotte Mnvk^.—In answer to Mr.
Crom EwiNO, Mr. M. Gibson stated that the Government had
proposed a Bill, which they hoped to introduce shortly with
reference to spurious trade marks and false markings of
measurements. Mr. Ilorsman and the Tnnes.—Mr, WaltSB
moved the adjoumraentof the House for the purpose ofmaking
a personal explanation relative to himself and Mr. Horsman.
Ill his recent speech on the Reform Bill he had recommended
that the passing of the Bill should not involve an immediate
dissolution. Mr, Horsman had given him notice that he
should on Thursday call the attention of the House to this

part of his »peech, coupling it with an article in the TKmts
to the same purport, Mr, Horsman had not done
aa he had said, and in consequence he had himself
written to Mr. Horsman, stating his own intention of bringing
the matter before the House. He had no knowledge of or ccna-

nection with the article in question. He was, it was true,

greatly interested in the prosperity of the Times, but he wfts

not its principal proprietor, and was in no way connected with
it in an edirorial capacity, aud he warmly deprecated the allu-

sfons made in that House to articles in newspApers, as deroga-
tory to the dignity of Parliament and injurious to the tone and
character of their debates.—ilr- Horsman said that on entering
the House on Monday last he was informed that a compromise
had been entered into with respect to the Reform Bill, on the
basis of a 15i. franchise in counties, and SL Tranchise in towns,
and a condition that there should be no dissolution f^'^r t*o
years. This last suggestion had been made by Mr Walter in

his place, and by the Times in a leading article, which article

further contained a violent attack on bimaolf This was a pro-
ceeding, in his opinion, unworthy of a member of the Leiiisla*

turCj and which he felt bound to bring before the notice of the
House of Commons. He then commented at length on the
connection of Mr, Walter with the Times, and read letters from
himself to Mr. Walter containing lengthened attacks upon that
journal, and noticing, among other things, the persf)nal attrac-

tion exercised by Lord Palmerston over Mi\ Delane the editor,

and the anomalous position of Mr. Lowe on the Treflsury
Bench. He attacked the assumed irrespousibilityof thepwas;
admitting that it should be indefjendent, but denying that it

onght to be irreer^imi&ible. Mr. Walter piid the writenj in the
Times, and employed a secnt agency in writing the articles of
that jonmaJ, wherwis Mr. Bright, whom Mr. Walter hOd
assailed tor speeches mode by him out of doors, h^d at lent
spoken openly, and on his own re»onsibiUty.— Lord Palmkr-
sroM said that he had been the object of the sustained c«&d

bitrer hostility of the Times, and for some years ho had the
honour of being one of the best abu«ed men in the kingdom.
He had, however, made it a point to submit to those attacks

with patience, aa he was content to rely uprm his [*ublic eon-
duct as an answer to «ich aspersions, Mr. Horsman appeared
anxious to know what were the inBnenros which had drawn
Mr, Delane towards him, if by that the right hon. gentieraan

meant to imply that any attention paid to Mr, Delane couid

influence the Timeji^ he could only say with Mrs. Makipmp that

he would be very glad to plead guilty to the soft impeachment.
The only influence which led Mr. Delane to him was the Influ-

ence of society. He had met that gentleman frequently in
sncietv^ and he had invited him to his houet, as he bad invited

Mr. Disraeli. Mr. Walpole. theEari of Derby, and other frieftda,

whose object in mixing together was to particii»ate in that

Wrtional enjoyment to be derived from the V»ciety of%^catcd
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and mtellectual persons,—Mr. Disraeli said that the practice
of relying upon newspaper articles as authority, instead of
de^nding upon the force of argument and the information
which the House was itself possessed of was, iu his opinion^
calculated to degrade the dignity of the House and to lower
the tone of the debates. With regard to the manner in which
the noble lord at the head of the Government had been
abused by the press, it did not seem that in a phy-
sical sense it had done him any harm. He (Mr-
Disraeli) had likewise come in for his share of
abuse, but he was now indifferent to any attacks of the kind,
and for his own part he cared very- little what degree of
malignity pervaded them, as there were few criticisms from
which a public man might not derive some profit. The subject
then dropped.—The adjourned debate on the second reading of
the R^jreshm^t Houses and Wine Licenses Bill was resumed by
Mr. AVRTON, who opposed the measure on the ground that it

would abrogate the ancient law of the country, and increase
the facilities for obtaining intoxicating liquors.—Mr Liddell,
Mr. Palk, and Mr. V. Scully also opposed the Bill, urging
that its tendency would be to demoralise the public by en-
couraging habits of intemperance.--Alderman Salomons sup-
ported the Bill, which he considered would supply a great
public want.—Mr, James condemned not only the corruptive
influence of the Bill, but ita injustice to vested interests, and
to the large class of persons who had invested their money in
existing establishments-—Mr, Villiers defended the Bill, and
argued at length against the evils of the existing system- He
thought it would be a wise policy to accustom the lower
classes to eat where they drank, and break through the habit
of using strong liquors.—Mr. Henley said that the provisions
of the Bill were directly opposed to the unanimous report of
the committee, of which the right hon. gentleman who spoke
last was chairman. He had no objection to the proposition
that every person who sold wine should sell food also ;

but the Government hsul taken the converse of that
proposition by insisting that all persons who sold food
Bhould. be subjected to the surveillance of the police in
order to compel them to take out wine or beer licenses-—Mr,
Buxton said that the London brewers had all refused to join

the agitation against the Bill. He was at first disposed to
support the Bill, but he now believed that the Bill would lead
to the universal sale of ardent spirits without any check on
the abuses which it would entail. As the measure was mani-
festly prepared without due consideration, he hoped the
Government would withdraw it and bring in another next
jsession which would apply the same system of precaution to
the sale of wine and spirits,—Sir Morton Peto supported the
Bill, as his own experience convinced him that the populations
of wine-growing countries were among the most steady and
sober in the world.—The Chjingellor of the Exchequer
replied in detail to the arguments adduced against the Bill,

and expressed his willingness to introduce a clause exempting
from the viflits of the police the shops of bakers and con-
fectioners. He denied that the Bill was disapproved by the
"public opinion of England. The real question was whether
the House would attempt to modify and improve the present
licensing system, which had been so generally condemned.
The measure had been drawn in strict conformity with the
flpirit of the recommendations of the committee on licensing,

and he hoped tlie House would by a decisive m^ority support
that committee- On a division the amendment was negatived
by 267 to 193, The Bill was then read a second time. The
Exchequer Mills B'dl was read a third time and passed. The
Irish Cenms Bill was read a second time.
TuEsnAV.—^fic Ztaland,—iii reply to Lord Churchill,'Mr.

C- FoRTESCUE said that disturbances had occuired in New '

Zealand on a account of a territorial dispute, but it had not
reached that point in which it could be called an armed contest,
and he trusted that it would be settled without hostile proceed-
ings. The Qratyu at SeboitopoL—In reply to Lord Burohley,
Lord J. RunPELL said that an appeal had been made to the
Kussian Govemruont on behalf of the graves of British officers

and men In the Crimea, and that Government had replied by
an assurance that it was moat anxious to respect and to
preserve them.—lnjrd Naas moved for leave to introduce a Bill

for the uniform Registration of births^ deaths^ and marriages in
7«ianrf.—Mr. Cardwell was glad that the noble lord had taken
up thifl subject, but objected to the machinery of the constabu-
lary for collecting registration. He should himself shortljr

introduce a Bill providing for the employment of the civil

officers in such duties, Leavewas then given to bring in the Bill.

Civil Service Examiytations,—Mr. Bentinck moved for copies of
the examination papers and the answers thereto, for the
appointments of factory boys, before the Civil Service Commis-
sioners at Portsmouth, in January last. He instanced a par-
ticular case in which the commissioners had acted with much
unfairness—The Chancf:llor of the Exchequer said that
the duties of the cojnmissioners were judicial, aud not subject
to the control of the House. He, therefore, opposed the
motion.—Lord R, Cecil said that the matter was of high
importance. It involved the question whether the whole
patronage of the Crown should be vested in the irresponsible
hands of these commissioners.—Sir G. Lewis said that the
commissioners had no such patronage- The Crown nominated
the candidates, and the commissioners selected them. After
some debate, the motion was negatived by 80 to 50.—Mr.

dent at such a moment to part with so large a revenue,— Mr,
Eluce dreaded the jeopardy uito which the conntry was
thrown by the Budget of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
which, under the circumstances, was unprecedented, and
certain materially to embarrass their proceedings next year.

He admitted the cdious nature of the tax, and he would
support its repeal the first moment he could do so without
robbing the revenue.—Mr- Hope likewise, on financial grounds,
opposed the motion, though he had voted for the second reading.

—The Chancellor of the Exchequer said thit all these reasons

might be good, but they were urged too late. The pledge of

the House had already passed- It was no longer a serious

question of the tea and sugar duties. The new taxes pro-

posed by the Budget had already received the approval of the
House, and an equivalent for the paper duty had been thereby
provided. To refuse it now would be contrary to all precedent
and would involve the utmost inconvenience. Every de-
scription of trading arrangements had been made, and the
reversal of the vote already given would give the most serious

shock to public confidence. Even in a fiscal point of view they
had already gone too far, and by retaining the tax they would
only obtain a small gain at the cost of vast individual distress

and commit a direct breach of a legislative promise and of the
pledges of the House of Commons.—Mr. T- Bartnq denied
that the House was bound by the proposal of any Government,
or that in the present instance any great trading prepara-
tions had been made whereby the interests of the trade would
be seriously injured. There was ground for hesitation when
they looked at the uncertaiuties of the future expense of the
present year, and of the taxation of the year to come.^Mr
Dtsrakli said that the real issue was whether under the exist-

ing uncertainties of their position they ought not to reconsider

the repeal of this tax. This issue, he contended, had not been
answered by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. It was not true
that all the new taxes proposed by the Budget had been
adopted by the House ; some had disappeared altogether from
the paper, and this* together with the admitted excess of ex-
pen dittire over the original estimate, would make up a sum
nearly equal to the entire amount of the tax. The first and
greatest consideration ought to be the establishment of a
sound and healthy revenue, and to that they were bound to

postpone all others. As for the resolution of 1858, it was
altogether subordinate to the policy of the Government of

that year, which involved the extinction of the in*

eome-tax, and the reduction of the duties on tea and sugar.

As for the argument of Mr, Gladstone, that they
were precluded from rejecting the Bill on the third reading,

it meant nothing less than that the forms of the House were
to be abolished on financial matters. He quoted instances
where, on measures of finance of far more importance than the
paper duty, the House of Commons had revoked its decisions;

it was its duty on the present occavsion to reconsider an im-
prudent, premature, and precipitate vote, and to mitigate
their previous folly, incurred in the delirium of the French
Treaty, by an act of prudence, especially necessary in a state

of Europe which made the boldest quake and the wisest
tremble. After some explanations from Mr- Gladstone and
Mr. S- Herbert the House divided, when the amendment was
negatived by 219 to 210, amid cheers and counter-cheers from
both sides of the House. The Bill was then read a third time
and passed.
Wednesday,— Fi^s and Ifarhours Bi^L^The ndjoumed

debate on the second reading of this Bill was resumed by Mr.
Lindsay, who opposed it on the ground that it conlerred
powers upon the Board of Admiralty which could not be satis-

factorily discharged, and moved that it be read a second time
that day six months. After a short discussion the House
divided, when the second reading Wiis affirmed by a majority
of 99 to 80-—On the order of the day for going into committee
on the Bleachiiig ond Dt/ting Works Bill, Mr. Bazlet moved

1 that the Bill be referred to a select committee. He believed

I
thiit a mutual understanding could be ari'ived at between
masters and operatives without the interference of Parliament.
—Lord Ashley said the House already possessed suflficient

information upon the subject, and it would be a waste of time
to refer the Bill to aselect committee.—Col. Patten opposed the
amendment because he believed the re-opening of the inquiry
wouldinevitablyshelve the Bill for the present session,—Lord J-

Mansetls thought the question was ripe for settlement, and
that it would be inexpedient to delay letnslation-—Sir J.

Graham supported the amendment, and stated that in so doing
ha had no desire to shelve the Bill ; but he thought that before

any legislation took place some satisfactory settlement ought
to be arrived at with regard to the details of a measure which
affected most materially the operations of an important branch
of national industry,—Mr. Fknley said he would support the
amendment, provided the inquiry of the select committee was
confined to a settlement of the provisions of the Bill-—Aflar
some further discussion, Sir G. Lewis recommended that the
Bill should be referred to a select committee, upon the under-
standing that their inquiry should not be unueccssarilv pro-
tracted-—Sir H, Catrss supported the amendment, which was
rejected on a division by a majority of 184 to 147. The House
then went into committee, and the first clause was under dis-

cussion when the hour of adjournment arrived.
Thursdat.— r^tf Abstraction of Exaynina^ion Papers^ — In

answer to Major Sibthorp, Mr- S. Herbert said that the War-

the PrisojiS (Scotland) Bill were read a second tmie. iti^

fii^kland Roads and Bridges Bill was read a third time.

The Labourers' Cottages (Scotland) Bill was read a second time.

The Committee on the BUachir,g and Dyeing Works Bill was
postponed until the 27th of June* The Marriagf^ (Extra-

ParocftmIPface.«)Bitipas!^edthronghcoTnmittee—Mr. Cardwell
obtained leave to bring in a Bill to provide for the Regisirai ion oj

BirtkB^ Deaths, and Marriages in Ireland. hreraoveabU Poor.^
Mr. ViLLiEKS obtained a select committee on the operation of

the Act which provides that no poor person shall be removable
who shall have resided five years in any parish ; and of the

Acts which enact that the relief given to such irremovable

persons shall be charged upon the common fund of the union,

VnuyAY,^Forgery of Trade 3/GrA'^-—In answer to Mr Bass,

Mr. M. Gibson said that a measure would be introduced to pre-

vent the forgery of trade marks- The Gunboatg.^ln answer to

Mr. E-WART and Sir J. Pakingtgn. Lord C. Paget said that a

certain number of boats had been found more or less decayed, and

the Admiralty intended taking proceedings at law in reference

to the improper fastenings which had been discovered. The
number of boats at Haslar which had not been examined was
16, the others being afloat, so that the vessels were not in

BO defective a state as might have been supposed-
[Left flitting.]

Qtittt intelliflencr.

Bank Rate of Discotint,—The Bank of England

on Thursday lowered their mte of discount from 5 per

cent., at which it was fixed four weeks back, to U
per cent,

Money Maeket, Friday.—Beitish FtrKDS : Con-

sols closed at 95^ to i for Money, and 95| for the 6th

June; Bank Stock, 227^; Three per Cents. Reduced,

93f to I ; New Three per Cents., 93^ ; Thirty Years

Annuities expiring in Jan. T880, 13| ; Ditto in April

17 7-16; Indian Five per Cent, Stock, 1859,

Five and a Half per Cent. Knfaced Rupee Paper,

India Bonds, 5j. dis.; Exchequer Bills, 8*. to 6ji

FOEEIGN : Buenos Ayres Deferred, 25 ; Dutch

1885,

106^;
104^;
prem
Four per Cent, Certificates, 101; Portuguese Three per

Cents,, 1853, for Acct., 45| ; Kussian Three per Cents.,

1859, 65f ex div. ; Sardinian Five per Cents., for Acct.,

86^; Spanish New Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct*,

37i; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 76f

;

Ditto for 1858, for Acct., 61^ to 60|; Venezuela Three

per Cents., for Acct., 26|.
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H. MILLBR. Deputy Casiuer,

Ora^ctte of t!)c JL2Beffe.
TUESDAT—BANKRUPTS—V.Allen. Newport, Monmouthshire Drapor

-J. S. Bealk> 17, PadJmgton Green, MiddleBCX. SuTReon and Apotbecary--

J. Bell. Liverpool. Shipwriglit und Bout Builder-O Drake. '7. ^vershoIt

Street. Camden Town, Middleie*. Jew-'ller and Dealer m WaichM aJ
Clocks -E. JosKs, !. Woodbine VilU8, Bridge Road West Batteriea, Middle-

ex. Hosier-F. M^illss, 11. Poland Street, Oxford Street. Middlesex. Lead

nd GImm Merchant-T. Mills, Ashton-under-Lyne Lancashire, themirtand

Gaicnett obUiufcd leave to introduce a mil for regulatinjr the i
Office had been in communication with the police on the shkrhkn.

J\"^'2"'^L"^TTT7"VKT'HaTw'TTrrwicV»hire^^
naeof Locomotiws on TurnpUe and othei- Road», and the tolls to subject of the Inte abstraction of the army examination papers, i VilftuaUer-S sV BiGHi?Man^^^^ Keepw.
he levied on such locomotives, and on the wa^jgona and
carriages drawn or propelled by the same.—Mr. Bovill moved
the second reading of the Stock-Jobbing Bill, stating that his
object was to legalise bond Jtde transactions on the Stock
Exchange, while the Bill of the Government adopted the
objectionable principle of legalising the gambling transactions.
—Mr. CoLUER moved, as an amendment, that tlie Bill be read
% second time that day six months After a brief discussion
the amendment was carried without a division—On the
motion for the third reading of the Ptxyrr J>vXy Repeal
£Ul, Sir 8. NoRTHCOTE moved as an amendment that, in
the present aUte of the public revenue, it was not desirable to
nroceed f\irther wiU» the repeal of the excise duty on paper.
It was impolitic to agree to this, the most important of the
financial proposals of the Government, till they had pro-
ceeded further with the estimates of the year. The resolution

* passed two years ago did not pledge the House to an im-
mediate repeal, and though justifiable when the expenditure
of the countrv was but dSj millions, would not be entertained
when it reached 79 millions. He entered at length into the
financial scheme of the Government, objected to the surrender
of so large an amount of indirect taxation, said that further
estimates had already increased the expenses of the year as
calculated in the Budget, and that those estimates, though he
did not question their accuracy, were yet to be explained.—
Mr. M. GiBSrtV pr"tested against the postponement from
session to session of a measure to which the House was long
pledged. The question was not a financial one ; it belonged to
the literature, the education, and the intellect of the country.

"~2fi
objected to the Bill as throwing away a large and

certain revenue, which could not be repaired except by an ad-
ditioaal income-tax. taking money from i he public to put in the
pockets of the forei^rner, and imperilling the interests of our
great domestic trade.— Mr. Fuller said that the financial
question resolved itself into confidence or distrust of the

Sunderland, Shipowner and Trader- c ij c*..^ ria.
SCOTCH SEUUESTRATIUNS-H. Anderson, Benfield Street, lilai-

Kow. Apparatus Manufacturer- P. D- Denholm (deceased), EdinburKh^

Contractor-J, HrTTOS. Uysart. Accountant^W. Muki;att, Stobcro«

Street. Glasgow, Butcher-A. Steven and Son, Glaspow, V\ ine ami Spim

MeTchants-T- TonRATCCfi. Airdrie, Surseon-A- J. W mix and U. SitwABT.

Glastcow, Wholetale Stationers.
, c* i> *„ ra«>>iri^cr*.

FftlDAT-BANKRUFTS-C. Dawson, -Wisbeach St. P^*"- Cambridge-

shire. Dealer in China^J- Fox, Norwich, Fun-ier-^. Helling, bdeejvare

and that they were not without hope of detecting and punish-
ing the offendera. In committee of ways and means—the
Chancellor of the Exchequer moved resolutions charging
rates and duties on licences to Refreshment Houses and Wine-
shops.—Mr. Ayrton objected to the proposed system, and
complained that the committee was lett without any
explanation as to what was intended to be conveyed by the
term " refreshment-honses."—The Chancellor of the Exche-
quer said that the only question then before the committee
was whether licenses should be granted to refreshment-houses
other than those in which strong drinks were sold. The Bill
would define what those houses were, and by agreeing to the
resolutions no one would be pledged to any particular descrip-
tion of house.—Lord J. Manners asked for an estimate of what
the new licensing system was likely to contribute to the
revenue,—The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that if

Ireland and Scotland were included the Exchei^uGr would
probably obtain 70,000i, per annum, the greater portion of
which would accrtie fVom wine licenses.—A discussion of some
length ensued as to the description of houses which the term
"refreshment-houses" was to include, and the proposal to
place those establishments under the control of the police. On
a division the first portion of the resolution charging half-a-

guinea for a license to keep a refreshment-house where the
rent is under 201.

' a year, was agreed to by 173
to 103, — On the next item in the resolution, fixing
the price of a license for a refreshment-house the
rental of which exceeded 20/, at one guinea, Mr,
Ayrtok moved the substitution of '• b^-a-guinea,'' ia
order to create a uniform rate of duty. On a division the
amendment was negatived by 159 to 88.—The resolution was
then agreed to, and^ at the suggestion of the CHA^CEi-LORof
the Exchequer^ reported to the House and ordered to be
inserted in the Bill. The Ho\ise then went into committee on

*^ V i^ K "' ^'^' ^' ""'
f

'^® Refreshjntnt Htnises and Wine Licenses BiU, when Mr Palk
UOTcrrjment On that ground he was ready to support the

i
moved as an amendment to postpone the further progress of

- *>^-—^ir M, Farqubah nid that other taxes had a much more 1 the measure for six months,—The amendment was seconded
' SSf^f ?^o"lw^

repeal, and that since the passing of the resolu- by Mr. Packe, and negaUved without a division. Clauses to 11

SSrJ!^/*Xl^^ inclusive were agreed to, and at midnight the Chairman
,
we country. —uord B, Vanf. thought that it would be impru- reported progreac. The Shsrlffs Court Houses (Scotlarid) and

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-S- H. Fvfb, Gla^ffow, Ship thanmcr^

J, Grakt, Edinburgh, CommUsion A«;ent-R. Keddtk, *^"^\ ^i-T^V!*
Coalmastei^W. Lothian, Wishart, Lanarkshire, IronmonRcr—A. ttowA-v

Glasgow, Engraver. _«^.---^

iWctvopoUg auD itsf Uiclnitg*

RoAB AcBOss Hyde Pabk.—An influential deputa-

tion, including the Buke of Rutland, Karl Grosvenor,

General Sir John Burgojne, Sir M. Wyatt, Admiral

Bethune, General Delamotte, Mr. Tite, M.P.; Mr*

Kinnaird, M.P., Ac. had an interview with Mr, Cowper,

the First Commissioner of Public Works, on Monday to

call his attention to the necessity for some means^
direct communication between the districts north and

south of Hyde Park. Earl Grosvenor, who introdnced

the deputation, said that five years had now elapsed

since a committee of the House of Commons had re-

commended that means should be adopted in order to

effect a better and more direct communication between

the districts north and south of Hyde Park. During

that interval both districts had increased immensely,

both in size and importance, and it was necessary that

some steps should be taken towards the formation ot a

new road at once. The Horticultural Gardens were

advancing fast, the Kensington Museum had been esta-

blished, and there was to be the Great Kxhibition ot

1862— all objects of immense interest to the population

of the metropolis, and which would attract such num-

bers to the western districU that the formation of sOTie

new road across the park would become indispensable.

They did not come forward with any plan of their own, thf
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formation of wliicli, they were sure, would be much better

left in the hands of tlic First Commissioner. The
object of the deputation was merely to show the neces-

sity for the road being made. There were two miles*

distance between Kensington and Park Lane, and the

chief road to and from tbese places across the Park was
entirely closed at night, and not open to cabs at any
time. It was the earnest wish of the inhabitants of the

district tliat steps should be taken at once to remedy
this state of things. Mr. Cowper said he could see by
the deputation before him how general was the interest

taken in the subject. What his lordship had said as to

the distance between Park Lane and Kensington, and
the closing of the best road at night, wliich only left

open the present inconvenient and devious route round
by Church Lane, showed the necessity for some improve-
ment in the means of communication. He supposed
tliat such an improved roud, if carried out, would, of
course, be open to omnibuses and cabs, and in order to
be of any use it must also be open during the night as
well as day. At the same time, wliile admitting the
great convenience of such a road, it must not be for-

gotten that an immense multitude now resorted daily

to the Parks for rest, quiet, and recreation, and that
their comfort and pleasure would be seriously inter-

fered with by the dust and noise of such a thorough-
fare through the Park. On the part of the public,

therefore, who frequented the Park he could say
that if it was hoped to form a broad thorough-
fare across the Park from Park Lane to Kensing-
ton Gardens, such a scheme could not be listened

to. But the deputation had very wisely not come
forward to advocate any particular plan, and che one
that had been mentioned of carrying a road under the
level of the Park seemed certainly worthy of considera-

tion. Such a sunken road could be made easily from
the Uxhridge Road to Kensington Gore. With regard
to the expense of the project, he could say nothing at
present, as there were such large works going forward
in connection with the main drainage scheme that it

might be very difficult to spare the money. However,
he could assure the deputation that the proposal they
had laid before him should be fully considered, and
receiye all the attention which the importance and
interest of the subject warranted.—Mr. Tite, M.P., said
that the present thoroughfare between Prince's Gate
and the Marble Arch was only open till 10 o'clock at
night. It would be a great convenience if during the
session a little more time was given. If the road was
only left open till 11 o'clock, it would be a great boon.—Mr. Cowper replied that it was not in his power
to grant the request, but he would lay it before
the Ranger, the Duke of Cambridge, from whom
be was sure it would receive every attention.

—

Mr. R. Westmacott said that it would be a great con-
venience if public vehicles were allowed to use the
excellent road known as Kensington Palace Gardens.

—

Mr. Cowper said that road was private property, and he
had no control whatever over it.—Mr. Westmacott
urged that the decision of the Government should be as

prompt as possible, as it was of importance the road
should be ready for the opening of the Great Exhibition
of 1862.—Mr. Cowper said no doubt that circumstance
rendered the matter more urgent,—The Duke of
Rutland hoped that, if the road should be made, there
would be an easy ascent from it to the upper level at
the Rotten Row Tnnnel, else a gentleman who, coming
from Paddington, wanted to get to the Row would have
to go out upon the Kensington Gore Road, and then
ride round through Prince's Gate before he could get
there.—Mr. Cowper said that, in the event of the road
being made, the suggestion should not be lost sight of.

—

Lord Alfred Churchill called attention to the necessity
of having safer footpaths across Rotten Row, and said it

would be desirable to have gravel walks on both sides
i

of that promenade.—Mr. Cowper assured his lordship i

that the convenience of the public in the use of the
Park should engage his serious attention. The deputa-
tion having thanked the right hon. gentleman for the
courtesy with which he had received them, then passed
over to the Horse Guards to have an interview with
the Duke of Cambridge in his capacity ofRanger of the
Park, in reference to the same subject. Earl Grosvenor '

having introduced the deputation to the Duke, and

'

placed before him a statement similar to that which he
had submitted to the Chief Commissioner of Works,
his Royal Highness, in reply, said that the subject was
one of those which required to be well considered on
both sides—first, in regard to the convenience of the
inhabitants of the district, and secondly, as to how far
it would interfere with that of the general public. It
was essential to have large open spaces in which the
public could recreate and exercise themselves, and in the
case of Hyde Park nothing should be\nowed to inter-
fere with so great an advantage. He thought, how-
ever, that by considering the matter fairlv in both
these

^
aspects they might be able to arrive at

some intermediate course which would meet the views
of all parties. He would admit that there was an in-

convenience in the present state of things, and he
thought there would be much difficulty experienced in
getting rid of it. He himself had thought that as
regards the making of a new road the levels were
difficult, hut he heard that such was not the case.
Another difficulty was the water. They would have to
cross the Serpentine, and as the present bridge would
not accMnmodute the traffic, it was obvious they would
have to incrjase its width and strenirth. He did not I

see how they would be able to meet that expense, for I as a redistribution of the episcopaT^e hadbecome neccsl
it was his impression that the public would not sanction sary. The question was simply one of funds, and he

'
' ' <1'^ "ot know how funds for such a purpose could be

raised. If, by voluntary contributions, a sufficient sum
could be raised for the endowment of the new bishopric
of Cornwall, he should have no objection. Her
Majesty's Government felt anxious on the question of
the episcopate, and the information which had been laid
before him would have their best attention, and they
would, moreover, give every facility in their power
towards accomplishing the object in view. The Earl of
St. Germans thanked his lordship for his kind reception
of the deputation,

Geeat Noetheen Crystal Palace.— In conse-
quence of sufficient capital not having been subscribed
to carry out the proposed Great Korthem Palace at

any outlay of the rates for purposes purely local.

Indeed, he thought it very improbable that the public

would at all go with them in their proposal if they
did not make it perfectly clear that they would
not interfere with the free circulation of air in

the Park, and that the road if constructed would
be open to every class of vehicles. — Mr.
Tite, M.P., explained that as the proposed road
would very likely be a sunken one, they could go under

I

the Serpentine instead of over it.—His Royal Highness
could assure the deputation that he should be most
happy to meet their wishes with the one reservation,

that the general public should not be interfered with.

—

Mr. Tite, M.P., then called his Royal Highness's

attention to the convenience of keeping the carriage-
j
Muswell Hill, the promoters have announced that

way between the Marble Arch and Prince's Gate open
up to 11 o'clock at night during the "season."—His
Royal Highness saw no objection to it, except that as

the gates had to be opened very early in the morning
for the use of the workmen, the gatekeepers had to go
to bed at a corresponding early hour. . The deputation
thanked his Royal Highness for the courtesy and
attention with which he received them.
The late Lord Macaulay.—In compliance with a

there will be no allotment of shares at present, though
it is added that arrangements are in progress for insur-

ing the construction of the building on such terms as
will leave no doubts as to the results.

Site of Tybuen Gallows.—Mr. Bereaford Hope
has addressed a letter to the Times^ stating that tlie

site of Tyburn gallows, which has been a frequent sub-
ject of discussion among London antiquaries, has been
discovered at the corner of the Edgware Road. In the

suggestion contained in a letter from the Lord Chief
|

course of some excavations connected with the repair
Baron, a committee is in course of formation for the of a pipe in the roadway, close to the foot pavement
purpose of collecting a fund for the erection of a statue ,

along the garden of Arklow House, at the extreme
of the late Lord Macaulay in Trinity College, Cambridge.
Peoposed New Bishopeic for Cornwall.—An

influential deputation, consisting of landowners,

magistrates, gentry, and clergy of Cornwall, had an
interview with Lord Palmerston on Tuesday, on the

subject of a proposed new bishopric for Cornwall, to be
formed out of the present diocese of Exeter. The Earl
of St. Germans having introduced the deputation, the

Earl of Devon, Mr. Kokewich, M.P,, Rev. Chancellor

Martin, Mr. Kendall, M.P., Lord John Thynne, and
other gentlemen addressed Lord Palmerston, and said,

that the diocese of Exeter is by far the most extensive,

and, with the exception of those of London and the
great manufacturing districts, the most populous diocess

south-west angle of the Edgware Koad, the workme:i
came upon numerous human bones, which were obviously
the relics of the unhappy persons buried under the
gallows. Mr. J. W. Shide has replied to this state-

ment that the site of Tyburn gallows is now occupied
by No. 46 Connaught Square, and that the bones dis-

covered near Mr. Hope's residence were probably those
of persons who were buried in one of the pest fields of
that neighbourhood during the great plague.

The London Banks.—The committee of London
bankers have resolved to close for business at 3 o'clock

on Saturdays on and after Saturday next, the 19th inst.

Royal Academy.—The animal dinner to inaugurate
the opening of the Academy Exhibition took place on

of any in England and Wales, standing seventh in the
, Saturday in Trafalgar Square. The company, which

list of dioceses arranged according to population, and
containing within it 693 benefices and 252 curates;

that the county of Cornwall, part of this diocess, is

more than 80 miles in length, exclusive of the Isles of

Scilly, with a population at the hist census of 355,558,
with 243 benefices; that the city of Exeter, the site of i repaired, and consequently tel^raphiccommuuication

between Aden and Suez remained interrupted.

St. Georoe*s-tn-thk-Ea8T. — There was renewed
rioting at this church on Sunday, both at the morning

was much larger than on any previous occasion, com
prised most of her Majesty's Ministers and several of
the leading members of the late Government.
Rkd Ska Cable.—Up to the 25th of April the

injury to the Red Sea telegraphic cable had not been

the episcopal residence, is distant 40 miles from the

nearest point of Cornwall, and about 145 miles from the

extremity of the county, the western portion of which
is much the most populous; that the division of and evening services. One of the pew doors was torn
this enormous diocess, by the erection of a separate

see in Cornwall, has been frequently recommended,
especially in 1847, when a Bill was introduced into Par-
liament for the erection of four new episcopal sees, of
which Cornwall was named as one; and in 1855 when
her Majesty's commissioners appointed to inquire into the
state and condition of cathedral and collegiate churches
in England and Wales recommended in their second

off, and in the course of the evening a ftght took place

in the churchyard.

The Union Bank Fhafds. —At the Mansion irouse
on Friday William George Pullinger, the late cashier of
the Union Rank, after pleading guilty to the charges
brought against him, stated that the junior cashier

Lyttleton, who was placed at the bar with him, was

„„^ 4. *u if e u* T. • A /-« 11 *i *.
entirely innocent of all participation in the frauds, and

report the restoration of a bishopric to Cornwall; that
j,^^ ^j^ ^ ^^^^^ under his orders, as his snperior officer.

the present bishop IS 82 years of age. and has repeatedly
^T^^ Lord Mayor ordered Lyttleton t« be dUcharged.

expressed his anxious desire for the subdivision of the *. n* i •», *u * i. in. *.i, i *\. *. »t v \!i t,,^ , . loet «• 1 i i. 1.
telling him that he left the bar without the slightest

diocess, and m 1855 offered to resign at once to a
i ^^^j^ %^ ,^;^ character. The grand jury on Tuesday

Bishop of Cornwall the episcopal preferment w.thm the
f^„^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^j^ ^^.^^^ p^nmler fo^ felony, and oi

county. The deputation urged that they had good
ground for believing that after no very long period

the episcopal property within the county would, in

the hiinds of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, be more
than adequate to the endowment of this additional

see, and they thought that until such property were
available the income for a see in Cornwall might be
provided from the surplus funds of episcopal property in

the hands of the commissioners. They expressed their

conviction that the residence of a bishop in Cornwall
would materially advance the highest interests of the

people, and they therefore most earnestly asked her
Majesty's Government at once to introduce a Bill into Par-

being placed at the bar he pleaded guilty to all the

charges preferred against him. The committee of the

Stock Exchange are now busily occupied in the investi-

gation of Pullinger's dealings with the house, and so far

as his operations can be traced, they are said to establish

a loss of 117,000^., of which 57,000/. was done through
an "outsider," who is now dead, and 60,000/. through
a firm wliich failed a year since. None of the large

respectable members have had anything to do with
him in any shape to call their names in question, and
it is believed that he must have lost the money in

other directions, if he has not made provision elsewhere.

CauKCH Extension in the Meteopolts. — The
liament.accordingtotherecommendationoftheCathedral!^.^"^''';" '^^'^^"^^^ ;« ^"« i«iiitturui.i=. x»^

Commissioners in 1855, empowering her Majesty to ^ ^lf«P,*i^
London has addressed a pastoralletter to the

divide the present see of Exeter, and to erect a bishopric i

^""'^J ""^
l^^ metropolitan diocess bringing under their

in Cornwall as soon as a sufficient surplus shall be at the i"^V,*^P. ^\ ""^'J^^ ?f.
t^e I.ondon D'^^esan Church

disposal of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The prefer- 1
^^^^^"g Society. His lordship states that tlie dioc^

ment in Cornwall which the Bishop of Exeter offers to
pntains. ^

"^fj^^^
c/? be calculated. 2,500,000

give up amounts to about 8000/. a year-the ^t
, l^^^fV^^^^^^' ^."J

*« ^^^»^^^
M^V^|l'f^^\^^

livings being the vicarage of Kenwyn, worth about
I

^''^."/'^'' ."'^!^*^ «!« ^^^^^ V 855 clergy. Three

7fvi/^, ^«orrth««;-.«r««o^fPrnKM« .vnrfi. .T^nnf ?;?Ln/
' Pi^Hshcs m the diocess have populations exceeding

four have between 30,000 and 35,000, five have

., , (. T I.-*.*- n. u 4. I'CM I

between 25,000 and 3O,0O0, six have between 20,000
the rectory of Lawhitton worth f^ont '^^l- ^ y^^^l\^,,a 2b,(m, 16 h^xehet^roen 1^,000 a^^
the rectory of Lezant, worth about ^Z. a year; and L^^^

y^^^^^;^^^ ^^^^ ^„j jg^^OO^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ri.
the vicarage of Teinton-Regis, worth about ^00/. a year

He also proposes to give up preferment worth about

2600/. a year, to which he has alternate presentation

with the Crown.—After listening to the details which

were laid before him, Lord Palmerston said that if the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners localised their funds in

the way suggested he feared there might be some

jealousy in the House of Commons, as there

appeared to be a general desire that the surplus

funds of the Ecclesisistical Commissioners should be

made applicable as far as possible to the augmentation

of small livings throughout the country. Personally

he should prefer that a'^general measure should he intro-

duced into Parliament, as he was of opinion that, in

consequence of the increase of the population, and the

chansed condition of the Church, an extension as well

buted to the London Diocesan Society during the past

year have been as follows :—Lpn<Iowners' subscript ions,

2330/.; Annual subscriptions, 288/. 14*. Sd.i Dona-
tions, 693/. 2s. ; Donations for specified objects,

976/. 5#. 5</.; Collections in churches, 58i/. 1*. 5<^i;

making a total of 24.872/. 3x. 4rf. This sum it of course

exclusive of munificent donations to individual objecU

not contributed through the Society, But no amount
or separate private exertion, says his lordship, can dis-

pense with the necessity for a central fund.

**The great mijority of the M;h«roB^ of parfichijil extension

set on foot by private munificence Btill require *ome addition

frora a public source. Without the enooiimf^ment which the

grrants from such a fund afford, it is found practically that

subscriptions languish, and there are diatficU so \yooT and nest-

lect-ed .ind with m Httle claim, except from their poverty, upon
any of the rich, that little can be hap^d from them unless such
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a society as ours undertakes the whole direction of the schemes
intendtd to benefit them. The present state of the society's

funds entirely prechides the jtossibility oi its undertaking any
extensive -works of this description on its own responsibility.

The whole aggregate of what is done falls very short of what
ought to be done, and I am justified in urging all seriously to
consider before God what are their duties in this matter. Since
I came to the see of London I have consecrated 29 new
churches, whei-eby a new parochial organisation has been
supplied capable of reaching the wants of at most 90,000
persons ; but, according to the Registrar-General's cal-

culation, the population of the diocesa has meanwiiile
increased by 140,000. Allowing, for argument's sake, that
the Dissenters and Roman Catholics have been as active in
this matter as ourselves, and that we should be justified in

considering their efforts, it will be found that we have but kept
pace with the increase of population, without applying any
remedy for the fearful aggregate of neglect accumulated during
past years. Lastly, it is often urged that churches will do
little good withoTit faithful men to minister in them. This is

most true ; but as good pai-ochial arrangements are at best

powerless instruments without the right men, the best men
must be powerless without proper parochial arrangements.
The diflBculty of finding an adequate supply of fit men, whose
hearts are touched and guided by the Holy Spirit of God, can
be no reason for hesitating to contribute out of our abuudauce
to strengtiien their hands when they are found, or prepare the

way for their ministrations. It only reminds us that we ought
to add to our charity our hearty prayers that, while we are

using all secondary means, God will be graciously pleased to

supply the primary means, and Himself prepare and send
forth fit labourers to give life and spiritual energy to the out-

ward machinery by which we seek to advance Hia kingdom."

The liiTE Mttrder oit the High Seas,—Charles

Annois, the Portuguese sailor, upon whom sentence of

death \^'as passed at the Old Bullej for murder on the

high seas, and who had been respited for six months, has

had his sentence commuted to penal servitude for life.

The Repaying of Fleet Street.—The repaying of

the carriage way of Fleet Street with new Aberdeen
^anite cubes, three inches wide, was completed on

Saturday. The immense traffic had worn the old stone,

which, when laid down in 184.6, was 9 inches iu depth,

to, 4i inches. About 6000 ^ards of pavement have

been renewed, and the weight of granite removed and
replaced amounts to about 7000 tous. Although on a

previous occasion the repaying necessitated the closing

of this important thoroughfare for eight weeks, the

present work has been accomplished in the short space

of a fortnight.

The Clebe of Arbaigns.—The office of Clerk of

Arraigns to the Central Criminal Court has suddenly

become vacant by the death of Mr. Straight, who com-
mitted suicide by hanging himself on the 3d inst. in

his bed-room. It appeared from the evidence at the

inquest that his mind tad been iu an unsound state for

several months, and that he had latterly been subject

to melancholy and delusions. The jury at the inquest

returned a verdict ofTemporary Insanity. It is expected

that the office, which is worth about 1500/. a y6ar, will

he conferred on Mr. Goodman, chief clerk at the Mansion
House, who was for years under Mr. J- Clarke, who
preceded Mr. Straight at the Old Bailey.

Th£ Statistical Congbess.—A Circular Note has

been addressed by the Board of Trade to Foreign
Governments, inviting them to send their official dele-

gates to London to attend a preparatory meeting,

which will take place on the 13th July, three days

before the regular opening of the fourth International

Statistical Congress.

The Public Heaxth.—The Eegistrar-Generars

Weekly Return states that in the week that ended
Saturday, May 5, the number of deaths registered in

Jjondon was 1205. In the corresponding week of the

10 years 1850-9 the average number was 1072, which,

if raised in proportion to the increase of population,

will become 1179. The present return is therefore 26
above the average. During the week the births of 903
boys and DOO girls, in all 1803 children, were registered

•in London, In the 10 corresponding weeks of the

years 1850-59 the itverage number was 1683,

ISiol^nutaU

hall and park for the public the project will fail and the

opportunity be entirely lost.

Chatham.—The result of the survey of the gun
vessels and mortar boats in this dockyard has proved
to be much more serious than was at first supposed.

Two of the mortar boats have been subjected to an
extended exaininatio]i of their timbers and frames.

Both these vessels were built about five years since

towards the close of the llussian war, and were con-

structed by contract at private establishments, without,

as it would now appear, the slightest supervision on the
part of the Admiralty to insure good workmanship and
sound materials. Notwithstanding the short time they

have been built and the fact that they have seen little

or no service, the materials of both the vessels are

found so seriously rotten and the boats altogether so

defective that on the receipt of the report made by the

dockyard officials, the Lords of the Admiralty forwarded
an order for both the vessels to be broken up, their

condition being such as to render them altogether unfit

for any service whatever. Not only are some of the

timbers covered with " sap," but, from certain

unmistakeable symptoms now exhibited, this fact,

it is said, mast have been known to the builders at

the time. These two vessels were taken promiscuously

from the lot hauled up at the dockyard, and as 'the

first two are found to be so rotten as to require to be

Arms, As it drew near the hour for closing, Ainscough,
who was then advanced in liquor, and Mrs. Fisher, went
together along a footpath through some fields leading to

Newborough. Tbey bad not got more than 50 yards when
they heard some men on the opposite side of the
hedge, and Ainscough was hit by a large sod.

He became much irritated, but his remonstrances
were only answered by a volley of sods, clay,

&c. He then pulled off his coat and hat, and
offered to tight any of his assailants. Mrs, Fisher now
left him, and went on her way home, expecting that he
would overtake her. But he did not, and was not

afterwards seen alive by any but those concerned in his

death. Ou the following morning, about half-past 4
o'clock, as a man was proceeding to his work through
the fields mentioned, he found, near the path, a hat and
coat. Shortly afterwards he came upon a mound of

earth, which appeared to have been very recently

formed. Examining it, he was horrified to find a man's
head and face very much disfigured, protruding from
the heap at one side, at the other the feet being just

visible. He immediately raised an alarm, and the
assistance of the police having been procured, the body,

which proved to be that of Ainscough, was extricated.

It was then discovered that the assailants of the old

man had not been content with heaping the earth upon
him, but had actually filled his mouth, nostrils, and

Harwich.—A petition praying for the total disfran-

«hi«ement of this borough is now in course of signature
in the town. The petitioners observe that, while
attaching great value to the elective franchise, they are
convinced that in Harwich it conduces neither to the

taken to pieces, fears are naturally entertained that the
\
ears with excrement—to such an extent, in fact, that

greater part, if not the whole, of that costly fleet of
|
death must have immediately resulted from suffocation,

gun and mortar vessels may upon survey prove The police immediately apprehended Cubbin, Hart, and

equally unfit for furtlier service. - Benson, and at the inquest on Friday the jary returned

Ipswich.—Serious defidcations have been discovered a verdict of Wilful Murder against them.

in the accounts of Mr. Itenry Watson, rate and tax

collector of this town. As regards the last year's poor

rate, a deficiency appears of 216/. ; but the authorities,

in extending their inquiries back to former years,

estimate the total defalcations at about lOOOZ. The
commissioners of land, assessed, and property taxes for

the division have also discovered a deficiency in Mr,
Watson's accounts of 469Z., and as he has failed to

make good this amount, they ordered a warrant to

issue to seize liis person and estate. In pursuance of

this order Mr. Watson has been apprehended and placed

in the borough gaol.

PfcEiGATE.—Ou Wednesday last about noon the large

sand cave belonging to the premises of the Red Cross

Inn fell in with a shock like that of an earthquake,

carrying with it portions of five cottages which had
been erected over it. Fortunately most of the inmates
were absent at their work, and the few who were in the
cottages escaped without injury. Two dogs who were
in the garden were buried in the ruins,

StameorD.—The interest excited hy the recent

murder of Miss Pulley, which began to subside with the
suicide of the supposed murderer, Henry Corby, has
been again revived by the discovery of a portion of the
plate which was stolen from the house of the unfortu-

nate victim. This discovery took place under the

following circumstances :—Two men were fishing in the

back water of Hudd's Mills, on the outskirts of the

town, when one of them perceived something glitterina:

at the bottom of the stream which he at first supposed
to he shells—a supposition, however, which further
observation dispelled. Throv/ing in a snaphook, he
drew out a piece of wash-leather. This stimulated
further search. Entering the water, which at the spot

in question is about 7 feet in depth, the man succeeded
in recovering 30 pieces of silver, consisting of tablespoons,

forks, and several plated articles. Information was then
communicated to the police, and another raking of the
bed of the stream brought to light five more pieces of

silver. Some of the articles are marked with the
initials of the deceased lady and other members of her
family. It is intended to dam up the stream aud pump
out the water, with a view to a more careful exsimina-

"tion of the bottom, as it is not improbable that Miss
Pulley's rings, which were seen iu a small writing desk
in Corby's possession, were disposed of in the same
way. Ou. the morning of his apprehension Corby was
seen going in a direction towards the Mills, and in a
plantation which he passed on the way has been found
a plated cream ewer, which from its shape could not

morality, happiness, nor prosperity of the place, hut, on
I
conveniently he packed in the wash-leather in which

the contrary, to very grev\t demoralisation and ill-feel- 1 the other articles were wrapped previous to
ing. They also state that they have good reason to
beueve that the corruption for which Harwich has long
been notorious not only ^till exists, but increases ; and
that, consequently, elections are not decided by the
honest votes of true men of either party, hut by the
voteg of such men as are open to undue indueuce.
BpMi2fGnAM.~The local papers state that new diffi-

culties have arisen seriously affecting the prospects of
Aston Hall and Park. Some time ago the Aston Hall
Company arranged to pay to the proprietors of the estate
^000/. by yearly instalments extending over 10 years.
It was hoped that the increasing attractiveness of the
^parlc, aided by exhibitions, flower-shows, and other
aonrves of income, would have rendered it at least
possible to carry oat .this agreement. The failure of
last year's exhibition, the absence of profit in the
refreshmeut department, and other circumstances, have
destroyed this hope. An instalment of 3000/. is now
over-due, and as the company cannot pay it, the pro-
prietors may, if they think fit, re-enter into possession
'<« the property, in which case the 7000/. already paid,
ajid the ¥iOOL or 5000/. spent in improvements would
-^ ^«t. It is therefore feared that titter all the lahour,
wna^ and mOMf expended in the effort to acquire the

pped previous to their being
cast into the water. There is reason to believe that
the heavier portion of the silver which Miss Pulley was
known to possess was disposed of at Peterborough on
the day on which Corby was traced thither with a
weighty basket.

Wakefield.—On Thursday this towns was thrown
into a state of great excitement by the arrival of a
number of writs, for the prosecution of the parties
charged with bribery and corruption at the late election.
The two candidates are included in the charge, as well
as several persons of influence in the borough,
WiaAN.—A mysterious affair has occurred near this

town. Hngh Ainscough, a tenant farmer, of Wright-
ington, 62 years of age, left his home on Tuesday week
for the purpose of paying his rent, it being the half-

yearly rent day. This he did, and afterwards dined
with his brother farmers at the Chapel public-house, at
Bisphnm, After dinner, instead of going direct home,
he called at the Farmers' Arm? Inn, where he had a
considerable quantity of liquor. He waa well known to
most of the company, among whom was a widow, named
Ellen Fisher, to whom he was to have been married in
the course of a few weeks. Tliree young men, named
Benson, Hart, and Cubbin, were also at the Farmers' 1 Scotland.

The KiDTfAPPiNGt Cases.—On Saturday Mr. Corr,

against whom a writ of haheas corpus had issued in the

case of the Murphys, made a return showing that he
had been acting under the will of the father, who had
directed him to educate the children as Roman
Catholics. The Court accepted the explanation as a

good and valid return, and it was agreed by Mr. Corr
that the mother should have free access to the children

on condition of her not attempting to interfere with
their education. Both the orphans were brought into

Court, and were present during the proceedings. The
case of the Sherwoods was next taken up, and attach-

ments were ordered to be issued against Ellen Blake
aud Catherine Davis (the grandmother of the children)

for not having put in answers to the writs of habeas
corpus^hut as it transpired that the orders of the Court
were not duly served on the parties, fresh writs were
ordered to be issued. Ou Monday, in the case of the
Henrys, the Solicitor-General announced that, having
cousidted with his learned brctliren, they had all come
to the conclusion that it was not a case in which a

court of law could properly interfere. The question

was a very serious one, as it affected the religion of the

children, and was one for another tribunal. Under
these circumstances it was not necessary to read the

affidavits, as he thought the return made hy the other

side was legally sufficient. After a brief discussion Mr.
Serjeant Fitzgibbon, counsel for the Rev. Mr. Shone,

the Protestant clergyman whose conduct was impugned,
said he was instructed that whenever the children were

required they would be brought up. The facts of the

case were rather curious. The contending parties were

both the maternal aunts of the children, but one of

them was a Catholic, and the other a Protestant. The
Protestant had possession of the children, and the

Catholic sought to get them. It is said to he the

intention of the prosecutrix to apply to the Court of

Chancery to have the children educated as Koman
Catholics.

The Pope's Tribute.—The collection in Cork on

Sunday realized 1050L and some odd shillings and

pence, which, added to the sum posted on the day of

the preliminary meeting, makes a grand total of about

2500/, from the capital of Munster.

The Exodts.—The Coric Reporter says that on all

1
sides expressions of wonder and regret are heard at the

fearful rapidity with which the country is becoming
depopulated by emigration; aud adds that by neither

party in the State are the slightest efforts made to

investigate the causes from wliich it results, or any
suggestions offered as to the most effectual mode of

staying it.

cotlauDf*

Fbaxtds ox the Bbiiish Li>'en Compant's Baitk.

—Mr. James Turnbull, cashier and accountant to the
"British Linen Company's Bank at Melrose, recently

absconded from that town after plundering the

bank of a very large sum, and taking some of the hank
hooks away with him. He was supposed to have arrived

in the metropolis to take shipping for Australia or

America, having the chief part of the cash with him. A
warrant was accordingly placed in the hands of the

metropolitan police for his apprehension, and a large

reward was offered for his capture. He has since been
captured by the police and handed over to the chief

constable of Roxburghshire to be conveyed back to

"^
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Destruction op thb Ttne IUjlwat Bridge.—
On Wednesday afternoon the bridj^e of the Newcastle

and Carlisle Kaihvay across the Tyne at Scotswood was
totally destroyed by fire. The company have a branch

line running into Gateshead, and, as the Scotswood
chain bridge closely adjoins the one destroyed, there

will be little difficulty in keeping the truflic open.

The Saltsbttrt and Yeovil Line.—The opening
of this line to Sherboume took place on Monday amid
great festivity and rejoicing.

by the prosecutor, ami after he had given bis evidence the jury
at once returned a verdict in his favour, and the present charge
was upon this preferred against the defendants. After four
days' trial the jury returaed a verdict of Guilty against all the
defendants. Application was then made to the Court to assiijn

error on the part of Madame Jouidan, on the groxmd that
the Crown had not joined issue to her plea. She had been
out on bail, and had not pleaded until Monday last, when the
court was wit)]Out a Clerk of Arraigns, or anyleg^iJIy appointed
deputy to make the necessary replication. The Kecorder
deferred passing" sentencn.

obtained m small quautitiea. Cut flowers chiefly consist of
Orchids, Gardenias, Violets, Micmonette, Camellias, Azaleas,
Heaths, Primulas, Geraniums, and RoB6f.

FRUIT

porting*
DONCASTBR SPRING MEETING.

TrmJDAY,—The Tri^il Slakes. Mr. Riclimond's Stockton beat
RipoQ, Beethoven, Hetty, and Ralnamoon,—The Stand Stakes-

Mr- Dixon's Neophyte beat King Edward, Andv, Simla, and
Vixen.—The Hopeful Staler. Lord Stamford's Little Lady beat
Ivanhoff, Lopcatcher, and 4 others,—The ^i>onca,*T(*r Spring
Handicap. Mr, liyme'a Desmond beat Weatherbound, First
Lord, and 6 others.—The Municipal Stakes.—Mr. Newland's
Buttercup beat Mr, J. Osborne's f„ and 2 othei-s.—The Dm-'lea-
hoTOugh Plate. Mr, Columan's Amsterdam boat Black Cloud,
and 6 others-
Wednesday,—The Betting Room Stakes. Mr, Buckley's b c

beat Hetty, Lady BiivJ, and 5 others,—The Innkeeper^' Stakes,

Mr- S. Jacobs' King Edward beat Mr, J, Osborne's f and
Knayton,—The Glasgow Plate. Lord Stamford's Little Lady
beat Viscount Brignall and Limeflowor. — The Scurry Stakes
(handicap). Mr Dixon's Ncophyto beat The Norman, Plumper,
Gammon, and Vixen,—The Chestrrdcltt Plate, Mr. Coleman's
Amsterdam beat Rescue, Mcllor, and 5 others.

Hah).
Central Criminal Court; Cmapiracy,—Edwai^ Welzen^tein^

28, Kliza Wd-.en^teiv, 28, Bennan Frick. 30, and Madeline
JouTiiaUi a fashionably dretised woman, who surrendered to
take her trial, wei^ charged with unlawfully conspiring
together to obtain 300^ from Joseph Stohwasser by means of
false pretences. They were also charged with conspiring
together toimpede the course ofjustice by giving false evidence
on a recent trial in the Court of Queen's Beuch, in which the
present prosecutor, Mr, Stuhw-isser, was defendant. The case,

which occupied the Court for four days, was one of a very
unusual and extraordinary cluuacter. The prosecutor, Mr,
Stohwasser, a German, is a Uiilor in Coudviit Street, and ia

connected with several German charitable institutions in this
country, and bears the rei)utation of being a very philan-
thropic person among his countrymen. It seemed that in
June, 1857, an application was made by letter to Count
Apponyi, the Austrian Ambassador, by a person who signed
the name of Sternieldc, on behalf of Eliza von Welzenstein,
who was represented to be the wife of an Austiian
officer who had gone to America, and who witb
her child was In a state of the greatest distress and misery.
This letter was transmitted to the prosecutor to make inquiries,
and he proceeded tu No. o.CharlotuSueet, Fitzr.)y Square, when
he saw the defendant EUza Welzenstein and. child, and she
confirmed the statement relative to her being in a state of
destitution, and stat^^d that the gentleman who had written
to the Aufttriau Ambaeaador waa a man of property, and that
he was a brother officer of her husband, and on that account he
had interested himself on her behalf. The prosecutor gave
her some temporary assistance, and s*je wantedhim to purchase
a number of pawnbrokers' tickets relating to silk and other
articles, which she said would be useful to him in his business,
hut he declined to do so, and eventually he consented to
redeem the various articles; and it was ananged that,
if they fetched more than the amount he advanced,
the balance should be banded over to her. It appeared
that, after this, the prosecutor continued to take an
interest in her afiairs, and that the defendant Edward
Welzenstein, who was her husband, was subsequently
introduced to him as Stemfeldt, and he confirmed the state-
ments she had made, and said that he was acquainted with
her husband, and was anxious to aet her up in business, but
he could not do so until he received remittances from Austria.
Upon the faith of these representations the prosecutor
advanced at various times considerable sums of money both to
Welzenstein and l>is wufe, and a house was tnken in Ecclestou
Terrace, Pimlico, where the feniale defeudiuit was to have
carried on the business of a Court milliner, Mr. Stohwasser ad-
vancing money for the purpose of purchasing furniture.
About this time prosec\itor received intorniation that he had
been imposed upon, and that Eliza Welzenstein and the pre-
tended Stern feldt were man and wife, and that the child he had
seen had been borrowed for the purpose. The defendant
Madeline Jourdan, who at this time, [massed as Madame
Polinska, and who was on very intimate terms wich all the
other defendants, was appealed to by Mr. Stohwasser, and she
declared that the originU story told by the defendant Eliza
Welzenstein, was the ti"uth. Subsequently, however, it

appeared that the defendant Edward Welzenstein admitted
that Eliza Welzenstein was his wife, and he at the same time
said he was an Austrian nobleman, and that he had been com-
pelled to quit his own country on account of his having inter-
fered in political matters, and he also said that he would give
him a short history of his life, to ^how that he was
an honourable man, and that he might rely upon having
any money ho might advance restored to him. The suspi-
cions of the prosecutor were allayed to some extent
by these proceedings, but at length he became satisfied
that he bad been imposed upon, and resolved to have nothing
more to do with any of the parties. It should be stated that in
September, 1S57, very shortly after the prosecutor's first inter-
view with Mrs, Welzenstein, upon his going to her lodging one
day, she fell upon her knees and seized his hands and kissed
them, and at the same moment her husband and the other
defendant, Frick, suddenly entered the room, and there was a
wrtof scene, which attracted the particular attention of Mr.
Stohwasser, but the matter was afterwards explained, and he
thought no more upon the subject. After the prosecutor had
expressed his determination not to advance any more money,
a number of imploring letters were sent to him entreating
assistance, and when it was found that these produced no
effect, others, in which threats were hinted at, were sent with
the like result, and at length, finding that all these proceed^
mgs were not attended with the desired result of obtain-
mg more money, an action was brought against the prose-
cutor in the names of Edward Welzenstein and his wife,
to recover 300i, for goods sold and delivered, and for money
alleged to have been advanced to him, and they also claimed
damages for an assault alleged to have been committed by
the prosecutor upon the female plaintiff in September, 1857,
jmder the circumstances above stated. The trml came on in
the Court of Queen's Bench, when all the defendants were
examined aa witnesses, and Jourdan and Frick gave evidence
in support of the claim that was set up, and swore to a variety
of circumstances that were utterly disclaimed and.contradicted

The Dowagek Mabcrioness op Ormondk died on the 3d
inst- at Drumcondra Castle, xiear Dublin, after a brief illnesB-

She was the second daughter of the Right Hon, John Staples
by his third wife, the daughter of the third Viscount Moles-
worth, and was married in 1S07 to the 19th Earl of Ormonde,
created at the coronation of George IV. a peer of the United
Kingdom, as Baron of Llanthnny, in the county of Monmouth,
and in 1825 advanced to the dignity of Slarquis of Ormonde, in

the peerage of Ireland.
Thr Countess of STRATHMoitE died on Saturday last. She

was the daughter of Mr- Millner, of Standrop, Durham, and
married in 1820 the 10th Eail of Strathmore, who died the
day following the marriage. Her ladyship n^an^ied secondly,
in 1831, the Right Hon. Wm. Hntt, M-P, for Gateshead.
The Dean of Londonderry (Very Rf-v. Thomas Bunbury

I

Gocgh) died on Tuesday moi-ning. He was appointed to the

j
deanery in 1820, and had nearly completed his ^4th year,
Mb. William Ormsby Gore, for upwards of 12 years M.P.

for the northern division of Shropshire in the Conservative
interest, died on the 4th inst, at his seat, Porkington, fckilop.

in his 82d year. He was tho head of a family ef Gore who for

many years monopolished the representation of Leitrim, for

which county his father, Mr. William Gore, was M.P. in the
Irish Parliament from 1769 to 1774. His mother was a daughter
of the late Sir H. E. Morres, Bart He was born in 1779, and
was educated at Eton and at Merton College, Oxford. He sat

for Carnarvon in the short Parliament of 1830-31, and was
returned for North Salop at every election from 1835 to 1847,

when he retired from public life. He married in 1S15 the only
child of the late Mr. Owen Ormsby, whose name he assumed.
He is succeeded in his Shropshire estates by his eldest son,

Pine Apples, per lb., 8» to 123
Grapes, per lb., 12s to 2O9
Strawberries, p. lb., 48 to Ss
Apples, per doz., 2fi to 6s

Pears, per doz., 6a to IDs
Oranges, per 100, 2a 6d to 8fl

Lemons, per 100, 58 to 8s
Cobs, do., 100s

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p, bundle, 6stoSs

[ Cucumbers, each, Is to 3s
Seakate, per basket, 2s to Ss
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F- Beans, per 100, ia to Ss
Peas, p. half sieve, Sa to lOs
Broccoli, per doz., 4s to 8a
Greens, per dozen, 4s fid

to 6s
Cabbages, do,, 2s to 3a
Potatoes, p. ton, 90a to 100s
— per bus., 3a to 4s 6d
^- per cwt., 6s to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 6d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s

Artichokes, per doz., fia to 8s
Beet, per doz.. Is fid to 2s
Celery, per bundle, la 6d to 2a
Onions, p. halfsieve, 1h to la 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.^p, score, l86d
to2a6d

Endive, p, score. Is to 2fl

HorseRadish,p.bun.,ls6dto4a
Mnshrooms, p. pott, 25to 2a6d
Parsley, p, 12 bunches, 4s to 8»-

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

MARK LANE-—Monday, May 7.

The supply of Wheat from Essex to this moming'a marke
was small, from Kent grood ; the former was disposed of at
about the rates of Monday last ; but these not being obtaiiiablc

for the Kent, the great bulk remained unsold towards the close-

The market was tolerably well attended, and foreign "Wheat
met an improved inquiry at our late quotations. Barley is

firm at the prices of this day se*nnigbt- Beana ^d Peas
are scarce, and bring fully late rates. The Oat trade Is steady,
and in some instances a slight advance was obtained. Jnthe
value of Flour there is no alteration*

Per Imperial Quarter,
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk, .White
— — fine selected runs,. ditto
— — Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind, itdist,, 24sto3is, .Chev,

4 * «

S. 8.

48—50

whoVariaVeTra'^omlu'w^iY^ on her M^esty, and sat' for
|

^~ rjl^nk^^^^^
''''^ ^''^'"'''^

Carnarvonshire in the Parliament of 1837-41. The Irish pro- ^^^^^^ i'fff.^ .'i^^

: ]>erty devolves on his second son, IVlUiaui Richard Ormsby
Gore, M-P. for county Leitrim, and formerly M.P., for county
Sligo, who is manied to a daughter of Admiral Sir George

: Seymour, K.,C,B.

BIRTHS.—On the 3d inst, at Bedfords, Essex, the Hon. Mrs.
, H. V/, Tktrk^ of a daughter—xM inst, at Prideaux Place, Coiti-

wall, the Hon. Mrs, Charles Prideaux Brune, of a daughter—5th inst, at 8, Chesbam Stip^et, the wife of George Lyall,
Esq., M.P-, of a son—5th inst, at Draycott Cottiige, Drayeott

\
Place, Cadogan Terrace, the wife of Robert Cadogan Rothery,
Esq., of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 9th inst, at St. George's, Hanover
Square, William, eldest son of Henry L. Wickham, Esq., to
Sophia Emma, youngest daxighter of Henry F. Shaw Lefevre,

Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans. Mazagan,.,.32s to 40s.. _ Tick
— Pigeon 36s —47s, . Winds.— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent _ .Boilers
— Maple • - . : —s to —s Grey

Matze White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto
— Foreign per barrel

4S—54 1Red
50—57 Red .... 50—54
50—60
— Red

44—60
38—45: Mai tinj?. ISO—41
30—34 Malting. ;35—43
19—24

Feed23—29
24—28 Feed
24—27 Peed

*

35—38

34—43

Foreign

.

19—26
19—24
22—26

Harrow

.

48—SiiLongpod
3S^G Egyptian
3S—40 ''Suffolk .

32—34!Foreign.
Yellow.

.

34—43

40—46
32-40
24—30 1

Per sack
Country.

36—il
30—40

32—40
30-3T

Friday, May 11.

The weather from the 4th to the Sth was fine, with sunny
days and a sharp liiglit frost or two. The wind blew strong

Esq.-Sth inst, at St. Genrge s Hanover Square, Horace only ^^.^^ ^^^ ^^ ^- ^ Changed on the Sth to S.W. and W., and
i son of Major-General Broke to Charlotte, eldest daughter of ^^^ ^ continued with the exception of a few hours yesterday
,Brampix>N Gurdon Esq.. M.P of Letton Norfolk-3d inst. ^^^ning. when it was S.E. Although prices for Wheat iJ-f u,. .hurch of St. Marylebone Major-General Ball, to Liverpool and a few markets in the interior have undergone a

'^^'.ll\l^e;i^Vi!r "l^^.^J±.5,!."i'^^ll„J" X..,:' ' sUght'^denression. nevertheless extreme firmness continues to
pervade the trade here^ and in the nj;ijority of the country

at the church
Chaulott
Esq , of Beverley—2d inst* at Parsonstown Church, Rev!
MiLWARD Crooke, Chftplam to the Forces^ to Emily, daughter
of Thomas Hackett, Esq., D.L,, Sloorpark, Parsonsto^n,
King's County, and Riverstown, coutity Tipperary—1st inst.
at Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Charles Victor, eldest son of F.

markets, where businefis fur the most paits hag consequently-
been inactive ; but in London on Wednesday higher prices

were realised for foreign Wheat in many instances than have
hitherto been obtainable. The malting season being; pretty

iL^^-tS^ii^sr^^^^s^B^^s^^oJ
I

^vir^^^ -^cSpir«^isf^"s^sr
Leipsic.

DEATHS.—On the 4 th inst, at 56, Green Street, Grosvenor
Square, Mattij>a Cathertne, eldest surviving daughter of the
late Right. Hon. Sir Edward Knatckbuu-, Bart,, and the
Hon, Lady KnatehbuU, aged 34—Gth inst, at Dover, Dame
Ix>DiSA, wife of Sir John Scott Lillie, C,B,—27th ult, at
Roulogne-sur-Mer, Bertram Leopold Augustine Wellesley,
sixth surviving son of the Hon. William Towry Law,
aged 80—Sth inst, at his residence, 14, Upper Wimpole Street,
Horace Hayman Wilson, Esq,, Boden Professor of Sanscrit,
Oxford, aged 75—24th ult., at the rectory, the Rev. Charles
Drsoy, M.A,, rector of Dogmersneld, Hants, and formerly
Professor of Anglo&axon in the University of Oxford,
aged 73— 3d inst. at St, George's Place, Hyde Park
Corner, Maria, widow of the late General Johs^
Murray, of Glenalla, Ireland, aged 87—29tb ult, Colis
Alexander Campbell, 40 years rector of Widdington, Essex,
fourth son of the late General Colin Campbell, aged 67

—

30th ult, Lieut.-Colonel Thos- James Barrow, formerly of the
Coldstream Guards, aged 73— 4th inst, at Cheltenham, Har-
riot Mary, relict of the late Ven, Richard Francis Onslow,
Archdeacon of Worcester, aged 83—2d inst, at 10, Cleveland
Terrace, Hyde Park, Fanny Anne, wife of Lieutenant-Colonel
James Wood, and eldest child of the Ven, Archdeacon Burney,
D D,, Rector of Wickham Bishops, Essex—At Olver^tone Vi-
carage, Mary, daughter of Henry Moseley, Canon of Bristol
—4th inst, at 8, Upper Harley Street. Gertrude, daughter of
F. H. Dickinson, Esq., aged 16—80rh ult, at Bagn^res de
Bigorre, Henry, son of T, M, Wegoelin, E^,, of Gold-
ings, Herts, aged 10 years—Sth inst, at ISoot^ n Hall, Norfolk,
Samuel Bircham, Esq., aged 87— 6th inst, Thomas Boult,
Esq,, of Wanatead Hall, Essex—Sth inst, highly respected,
John Cattell, Nurseryman, Westerham, Kent, aged 73-

also for the most part undergone a similar decline, but the
value of Oats has been well supported and full prices realised.

Flour was inactive, and in some markets a decline of Is, per
sack has been submitted to. Late prices in the Baltic cqn-
tinue to be well maintained for all descriptions of grain, those
of Wheat rising. The arrivals of grain-laden vessels from the
South of Europe off the coast for orders this week have been
more numerous than of late, and consist of 15 cargoes of Wheat,
6 of Barley, 2 of Rye, and 2 of Linseed. The arrivals of

all grain this week have been moderate. To-day's market was
not largely attended, nevertheUss English Wheat was in
request at the full prices of Monday. Foreign was generally
held for a slight advance on that day's quotations, and business
from the stands was consequently limited, Baltic Wheat c, f.

and i, has been in demand, and during the week rather large
business was transacted at rising prices. Barley, Beans, and
Peas are unaltered in value. For Oats there is a good inquiry
at an advance of 6d. per qr.

Arrivals from 3Iay 7 to ]Uay IL

English .

.

Iri^ . •F

Foreign ,

.

Wheat.

1420 qrs.

71

5050 „

Bariey,

330 qrs.

1790

I*

t#

Oats. Tlour.

20 qra.

90

13040

*'

>f

16^0 sks.

(

fr

100 „
1000 bria.

JtlaifejtiB.

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 8. — There was only a stnall

attendance of millers and dealers at our Com Exchange
this morning, and the business passing has been quite of a
retail character. Wheat and Flour must each be noted a shade
easier than on Friday last. Holders, however, were by no
means anxious to force sales. Indian Com was little dealt in,

and may be written 3d. per qr, cheaper, Oats and Oatmeai
remain nominally unchanged in value, Egyptian Beaps
declined 6d- per qr,, ex ship. Peas and Barley are without
alteraMon. N<»twithstanding its dull inactive character the
market displayed a tolerably firm appearance.

Friday, Jfay 11.—The com market has been very quiet,
Holders of Wheat and Flour, however, do not yirfd, and the
few retail sales effected have been at former terms, Indian
Com and Egyptian Beans have been rather easier to purchaaft^
Ail other articles steady,

P«a0;

POTATOEa—SouthWARK, ifoNOAV, 3fay 7-

Etning the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
limited, but the weather has been milder and trade rather _ ____ ....-^
heavy at the following quotations :—York Regents, per ton, AvERAGEa^ ) Wheat,

j
Barley-

j Oats. | KjeT
I'iOs, to 180s.; do. Flukes, 120s. to 150s.; Lincolnshire Be- ^j^^ -<

gents, 100s. to 1 tOs. ; Dunbar do,, ISOs, to 150s, ; Perth,

Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 110s, to 130s,; do. Reds and Rocks,

lOOs. to 1203. ; Irish Whites, QOs. to 110a.

April

COVENT GARDEN,-May 12.

A few early Cabbages now begin to make their appear-

ance. Pine Apples and Grapes have not altered since our

last Good Apples and Pears are very scarce. Oranges are

plentiful and cheap. Strawberries are coming in in tolerable

abundance, Spanish Hazel Nuts for planting fetch fc6s, per

busbeL Cobs realise Is. per lb. Rhubarb is now furnished in

large quantities. Pai^sley is cheaper, but still dear. Green Peas,

and even Broad Beans of foreign growth, may be obtained.

Potatoes realise 4s, 6d, a bushel, New frame ones may be

had at from ;Js, to 5s, per pound. Mushrooms can still be

31,.

7,,

14,.
— 21,.
— 28,.

May 5-.

Agg Aver,

46t 5d
47 9
49 1

49 6
£1 2
52 6

49 5

J

24 » Irf Sfli 9d
23 J 31 8

24 2 36 10
24 2

;

32 11
24

1

5 31 5

25 & 34

40 2 38 3

24 4

39
42
il
42

9

6
4

S3 11 40 U

38
39
38
39

8
2
1

9

38 8

Flucxuatious in the Last Six Weeks Av
PRICES. jMar. 31. April 7. Apr. M.iApr. 5I.|Apr. 28.[Ma

52s 6rf

51 41

49 6 * »

49 1 • «

47 9 a •

46 5 — -X|
r

f
J

r
I

* *

* 4

I

* «

*
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HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
Smitufieu), Thuksday, May 10,

100s to llosClover
New Clover . . , . — —
Second cut do. . . 85 94
Straw 27 32

Davis & Co.

Prime Jfeadow Huy SOs to POs
Superior do. (old) . . 92 100
Inferior do 60 70
New do — —
Bowen 70 ^6

CCMBERLAND MARKET, THURSDAY, May 10.
Sup. Meiulow Hay. .lOOstolOSs j Inferior Clover
Inferior do 80 92 I New do — —
New do — —

I
Straw 82 36

Superior Clover . .100 117 | Joshua Baker.
^HITECHAPEL, THURSDAY, May 10.

90b tolOOs

* A

Fine old Hay
Inferior do-
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. .

.

Btraw - . .

.

* *

« •

sestoioos
84 92

Fine old Clover ,.115stol20e

30 34

Inferior do .. ..100
Fine Now Clover . , —
Fine 2dcut ,. „ 95
Inferior do 80

110

10-t

90

EJaiTlSH WOOLS.—LoNDOK, Friday, May 11,
Our trade continues healthy, with but little doing.

South-down Hog- a.

gets 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes .. 1

Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — —
6 -_ —
6 — 1 6i

Leiceat. Wethers
Ditto Hog:gs .

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto .

Flannel Wool .

1

I

1

I

I

2
6

to 1

1

10
6

COAL MARKET.—Mav 10.
Byass's Bebside West Hartley, 15s. 9d. ; Hastings Hartley,

15a. Qd, ; Holywell, 153. 6d. ; Howard's West Hartley, 15s, 9d- ;

Taufield Moor, 13s. 3d. ; Taufield Moor Butes, 13s. 6d. ; Tyne-
dale "West Hartley, 15s* ; Wylam, 16s. ; Walla End Acorn Close,
17s, 6d. ; Walls End Edeu, ITs. 6d, ; Eden Main, 17s. ; Walla
End Braddyll's Hetton, 178. 9d- ; Walla End Framwell/?ate,
173. 6d, ; Walls End Haswell. 18s. 3d. ; Walls Eud Pcubher,
16a. ; Walla End Russell's Hetton, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End South
Hetton, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Stewarts, ISs. 6d. ; Walls Eud
Tunstall, 17fl. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 17s. Od, ; Walls End
Kelloe, 18a. ; Walla End South Hartlepool. 17s- 6d- ; Walls
End South Whitworth, 15s. 9d. ; Wallb End Tlioniley, IGs.

;

Walls End Thorpe, 17s.—85 ships at market.

WANTED, A GARDENER, married, but without
incumbrauce, or only one child ; single-handed, with aid

at certain periods of the year and once a week. He must be
active, intelligent, industrious, and neat in his work. He must
thoroughly undcrsti\nd the Culture of Vines on the spur-
8yst^m, and the Management of Wall and other Fuit Trees ;

no early forcing allowed, and frames limited to Seeds and
Striking Plants. The work consists of a walled garden of an
acre, where a constant succession of Vegetables is indispensable,
a small piece of Pleasure Ground, and Shrubbery Walks, two
late Vineries, and an Orchard House. Wages 17^. ipev week,
with coal and candle, milk, and vegetables, witli a lodge partly
furnished.—A. B-, cai'e of Messrs, Cartwright, Law Stationers,
Chancery Lane. London, E-C, with ages, length of services, aud
reasons for ieavinj? present situation,

ANT^O IMMEDIATELY, in a gentleman's
family, near Reigate, a MAN and his WIFE, without

children. The Man to give assistance in the Garden and Farm-
yai'd ; the Woman to undertake the entire charge of a Dairy and
Poultry Yard, and roust perfectly understand the duties of
both. None need apply who cannot produce satisfactory
references as to character.—Apply to Mr. Rosa, Merstham.

WANTED, a steady respectable MAN who tho-
roughly understands Glazing, Painting, and Nursery

Carpenters' Work, also to make himself useful in Packing and
Nursery Work, State wages and references.—il, Honkv, 71,

Bank Street, 3Iaidstone^

\\7^Wanted, a single young Man as GROOM and
T GARDENER ; must have at least two years' character.

—^Y. C. F , Lantwit Major, near Cowbridge, Glamorganshire-

ANTED, A COWxVlAN.—A respectable married
Man, who can Milk well and attend to about 20 cows.

;
Wages, \L a week. A fast Milker is required,—Address to

Mr. Nard's, Southend, Eltham, Kent.

»v

HOPS.—Borough Market, FKioAT^Mayll.
Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market con-

tinues firm at fully late prices, and but few Hop:^ on offer. The
bine is making but slow progress.

BUTTER MARKET.—Jlay 11.

Best Fresh Butter . , , 15s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. ,, .. 133. „
Pork. 4s. 4d. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs,

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, May 7.

Thcsupply of Beajrts is con^iiderably .shorter than on Monday
last, and consequently prices have advanced a Uttle. There are
a few more Sheep ; trade is rather slower, but late prices are
fnlly maintained. Good Calves and Lambs are in demand.
From Germany and Holland there are 320 Beasts, 3600 Sheep,
and 101 Calves ; from Spain 4u Beasts ; from Scotland, 40 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 2300;
and midland couuties-

ft d
Best Scots^ Here-

fords &c. .. 4
Best Snort-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn .• 5

8 to 5
6—4
4 — 4

f « to

4

> and 100 from the northern

d B d 8
.
d

Best Long-wools, .. to ..

Do. Shorn .. 4 10 — 5

10 EweB& 2d quality .. — ..

4 Bo. Shorn . . 4 6 — 4 8
Lamba . . ..60—7

, . 1 Calves . . . . 5 — 5 8

2 1 Pigs .. ..40 — 50

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, mavned ; thoroughly
practical in every branch of his profession.—S. H., J-

Bennett, Seedsman, Dulwieh, S-

GARDENEU (Head).— Age 38, single; has a
thorough knowledge of his profession. Can have a good

character,—A, B., Beetou, Baker, Forest Hill» S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, without incum-
brance ; has a thorough knowledge of his profession in

every department. Can be well recommended by his last

employer.—A, B>, Mr. Francis, Nursery, Hertford.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, single; under-
stands Early and Late Forcing of Pines, Vines, Melons,

and Cucumbers; also Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Unexcep-
tionable character^—E- W. Lacevs, Stationer, Eltham, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35; understands Forcing
Pines, Peaches, Cucumbers, and the management of

Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. Can be highly recom-
mended.—A. B„ Pearch, News Agent, Wimbledon, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, no incumbnmce;
has a good practical knowledge of his profession in all

its branches. Three years' good chai^acter.—G- S,, Post Ofl5ce>

Bolsterstone^ Sheffield.

GARDENER (Head).—Thorougldy understands
Forcing Pines, &c. ; also Flower and Kitchen Gardening

in all ita branches. Twojand a half years' good character from
his last situation.—R. H,^ Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Cam-
berwell, S*

i'^ ARDENEK (Head). —Age 34, married, no in*
VJT cumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of Early and
Late Forcing of Pines, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, aud Straw-
berries, and understands the management of Flower, Fruit,
and Kitchen Gardens. Wife can take charge of Dairy or
Poultry, Two years* good character.—A. B., Post Office,

Leytonatone, Essex, N.E.

GARDENER" (Head)-—Age 42. married, no in-

cumbrance ; experienced in Forcing Pines, Viues, Vines in
pots, Peaches, Strawberries, &c. ; a good Cultivator ot Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, and has a thorough knmvledge of his
profession. Three years' character.—K., Mr, Green, Gardener
to Sir E- Antrobus, Bart., Cheam, Surrey, S. ; or 102, Union
Street, Borough, S.E.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30; practically expe-
rienced in Early and Late Forcing, Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, itc. ; cultivating Orchids, Ferns, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Fonnatioa of Vine and other Fruit
Trees, Borders, and management of Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dens. Character unexceptionable.—J, C, Mr. Page, Gardenei;
to W. Leaf, Esq , Park Hill, Streatham, Surrey, S.

TO NOBLElVlErJ AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Middle aged; ha3 been en.

gaged principally during the last three years in laying out
a Flower Garden at Dyuevor Castle ; has a thorough knowledge
of his profession, well skilled in the cultivation of the Grape
Vine, for which he holds numerous Medals awarded to him from
the Royal Botanic Society of London ; he is active aud ener-
getic in the discharge of all his duties, and wili be disengaged
on the 21st of June, 1860.—T. Uoyd, Dynevor Castle, I-landilo.

GARDENER (Head) or GARDENER akd
BAILIFF-—Age 30, single; practical, aud qualified to

carry out any Alterations and Improvements on an Estate.
Salary uo object.—A, L., Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, S-W,

GARDENER.—Age 27, single; understands his
profession in all its branches. Above two years* good

character—H. G., Post Office, Teddington, S.W,

ARDENEK.—Age 36, single; understands Elower
and Kitchen Gardens, Forcing, &o. Good reference,

—

J. B., Mrs. Bryant, King Street, Maidstone, Kent.

GARDENER.—Age 34, single ; understands Kitchen
andFlower Gardens, Greenhouse, Hothouse, and Forc-

ing. Out-door place preferred.—E. G., Mr. Fryer, Nursery-
man, Caraberwell New Road, S.

GARDENER.—A gentleman can with confidence
recommend his Gardener (age 33, married). Can manage

Land and Stock, Six years in present situation,—W. Dalton,
St. John's, Sutton, near Dartford, Kent.

ARDENER.—Age 35, married; has hud 20 years*
practical experience. Wife can take charge of Laundry

or Dairy if required- Good character.—H. C, W- Barker,
Esq., 32, South Bank, London, N.W.

Beasts, 37iO; Sheep ^ Lambs, 25,350; Calves, 149; Pigs, 520.

Tkuhsdav, 3Ia^ 10.

We are but moderately supplied with Beasts, and Monday*s
xjuotationa are well auivported. There is about a uaual supply
of Sheep, Trade remains unaltered. Good Lambs are not
Slentiful. They are rea^.ily disiKised of at rather higher rates,

ood Calves are also in demand. Our foreign supply con-
sists of 70 Beasts, 450 Sheep, and 195 Calves; aud 115 Milch

GARDENER.—Age 38, married, without incum-
brance; thoroughly understands his profession in all"

its bninchea. Can have a goodchanicter from present situation.

—A, M., Valentine House, Ilford, Kssex.

aAHUKNKlt.—A gentleman wishes to obtain a situa-
tion for an experieuced Gardener (iige 34, married), com-

petent to take charge of Flower and Kitchen Gardens, and
Forcing houses; good character.—F. M,, Mr. Don, Botanical
Gardens, Regent's Park, N.W.

Cows.
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fords, &c. ..48
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4

5 2
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Do. Shorn
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.. to .

.
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4
6
5
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4

4

7
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GAUDENKK (Head).- ..„

ledge of Gardening in all its bnuichea. Forcing aud Plant
Department, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Firat-

class references.—J. K., Sir Clifford Constable, Bart., near Hull,

GXRDElSrElt (Head).—Age 39, murneJ, no iiicuin

-

brance; IS years' good practice in all branches. Wife
will take charge of Dairy and Poultry if required. Good cha-

ractcr.— E. P., Postomce, Chingford, Essex, N.E.

GARDENKR (Head).—Age 32, married; thoroughly
understands his jirofession in all its branches. Firat-

class expcricuce. Seven years', unexceptionable character.

—

W. B., Post Office, Camberwell Green. Surrey, S,

ARDENKK (Head).—Age 32, no incumbrance;
has a thorough practical knowledge of Pines, Vines,

Peaches, Melons, find Cucumbers, Flower aud Kitchen Gardens.

R., 3. Hargrave Place, James street, Camden Town, N.W.

BeiLsts, 895 ; Sheep & Lambs, 6250 ; Calves, 271 ; Pigs, 140.

HORTICULTURAL AGENT AND VALUER.

MR ALFRKD CHANDLER, (of the late firm of
Chandler ft1?o»s,)2S, Priory Road, Wand.'iworth Road.S,

TO NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, Jtc^

MR. STEPHENS, Auctioneer and Valuer of
NcaaERY Sto<-k, 79, City Road, London, E.C., begs to

inform the Trade that he has succeeded to the Business of
Mr. Haslam. and is prepared to advance Ca^^h gu property
intended for absolute Sale.

RS. ARTHUR HENFKEY, Widow of the late
Professor Heufrey, F.B.S., F.Ii.S., &c., of King's

College, London, continues to receive a Uraited number of
Toung Gentlemen under 12 j ears of age, to be educated with
iier own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
in constantly spoken, Mr.-i. Hknfbey having resided on the
Continent, and a Pariaian Lady assists her to teach Music,
Ui^png, and Drawing. The bouse is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have tho comfort
of ft private funiVy, tu^d unremitting attention will be paid to
their health and morals. aeCereuces .ire permitted
Vr. Jku
Rev. LAWroRD W. T. Dale .

Rev. Ol.IVK HOLUROWORTH .

Sir Wu. and Lady UooKhJi .

Fro/eworHuxLcr, F.B-S. .

Dr. and Mm. Marty.n.,
Dr. and Mrs. Liudlev..
Dr. and Mrs. Hooki^r .,

Dr. and Mrs, Tuke

GARDEN EK (Head), in or out.—Single ; Imshadgood
practice and management of Plants, Forcing, <fcc., like-

wise Kitchen Garden, &c. ; good references as to character and
ability.—3. M., 1, Dartmouth Cottages, Lewishiim, S E.

ARDENER (Head) in or out of the House.—
Has a thorough knowledge of his profession in all its

branches. Highly recommended.—M. M., Mr. Neal, Seeds-

man. High Street, Wandsworth. S.W.

G'
ARDENEK (Head).—Married, without incuin-

biance ; of first-claas practical experience in the various

brauche-s of his profession ; aud also a general knowledge of the
Management of Grass Land, Woods, Ac.

—

Beta, Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Sou, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

GARDENEU (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; has a practical knowledge of Gardening in all i j^oad S W.

its various branches, and Early Forcing of Fruita, Flowers, and
Vegetables. Can be well recommended. Wife good Cook, and
williug to assist in anything.—T. T., Messrs. Flanagan 4; bon,
9, Mansion House Street, London, B.C.

/S ARDENER (Head).—Married, no incambnince;

GARDENER.—Married, without incumbrance;
understands the Alauagemeut of Cows and Horses ; can

Dpve, Wait at Table, and Shave well. Wife a good Cook,
thoroughly understands Dairy, Baking, and Poultry. Either
as In or Outdoor Servants.—C. B., Post Office, Portswood,
near Southampton.

GAR D EN E R.—Age 40, no incumbrance ; well
acquainted with the modern system of Flower Garden-

ing, Laying-out Grounds, the Culture aud Propagation of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing of all kinds, and supply-
ing a large family with Vegetables.—D. M,, 19, Princes Terrace,

Haverstcck Hilt. N.W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22; can be well re-

commended. Three years' good character.—^T. Z., Bota-

nical Gardens, Manchester.

GARDENER and BAILIFF.—No incumbrance; has

a good knowledge of both departments. The Wife can
undertake the Dairy and Poultry. Good character.—J. S.,

The Cottage. Edwardes Square, Kensington, W.
^ _

HOPAGATOR, oh FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR.—Good practical experience in both departments.

References from one of the leading metropoUtan firms.—A. B.,

I

Messrs. Milne, Amott, & Co., Vauxhall Nm-sery, Wandsworth

Principal of Kiug a College
Chi8wick Vicarage, W.
Tumham Green, IV,

Kew, W.
f The Government School nf

( Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W.
7,Bennett St., St. James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W.
Kew, W.

. . Manor House, Chiswick, W.
For terms apply to Mrs. Arthur HEsrREY, 12, Heathfield

Terrace. Tuniltain Green, W.

PAltENl'S AND GUARDIANS.—The Widow
of the late Mr. Joseph Shiluso, Nurseryman, of Win-

chester, Hants, IB anxious to receive into her family one or two
little GIRLS to EDUCATE with her own children. An
experienced and kind Govemes.'i Is kept, and every care would
be taken to secure to them the corafort-s of home. Respectable
references given and required.—Further particulars may be ob-
tained by addressing Hra. J. Sbilunq, Southgate Nursery,
WiDche!4ter, Hants.
"

TO JOB^tNC CARDENERS.
TTrANTED. a few gooil JOIUUNG HANDS.
IT A peraonsl application and a reference required.

—

Apply to Mr. CuKCO, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 14, Portland
PUce. St. John's Wood, K.W.

\J thoroughly experienced in Early and Late Forcing Vines,
Cucvimbers. Melons, and Peaches, the culture of Stove and
Greenhouso Plants, aud ia»*uageiu,fnt of Fruit. Flower, and
Kitchen Gardens. Six years' good character.—C. E., 4, AUeyn
Terrace, Hamilton Road, Lower Norwood, S.

GAKDENEIi (Head).—Age 40, married; possesses
a practical an^l scientific knowledge of his profession in

all its bmnches^ including Piuea, Grapea, Peaches. Figs, Melons,
Cxicumbers, &c-, and is a first-class Plant grower. He has also

a^ood knowledge of Scotch Fiirming, Hedging, Drainiiig, apply-
ing Manures^ aud improving Waste LantS,—J. D., Post Office,

wSmmgton, near Honiton, Devon,

G"
AliDENER (Hkad).—Age 36, married; has been
most successful in the cultivation of Pines, Grapes, and

Peaches ; Late and Early Forcing of Vegetables, also of Hot-
house and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit, Flower, aud Kitchen
Gardens, with Woods, Lands, and Stock. Wife can take chai^o
of Dairy and Poultry.—A. B., Messrs. Drummond, Nursery,
Hath, Somerset.

AKDENEK (Heai).)— VV. Kkele (age 36, no
incumbrance), late with J, Butler, Esq., is at liberty to

re-engage- Has had *20 years' experience, aud grown
pUuts that have taken first pri7.os at tbe Royal Botanic
Gardens, &c.» but has no detiire himself to show ; is acquainted
with Forcing iu all its branches on the most impn*vud prin-

ciples; also the auperiutendoucB of HortictUiur.d Building- of

the best descriptioa. Testimonials and good character for

I steadiness and ability.~W. Kekle, 6, Cuuiberlaud Place,
I Kew, Surrey, Vi\

LAND OR FARM MANAGER.—Age 35. single;

a thoroughly qualified Scotch farmer of high respecta-

bility, A Liberal Premium would be given for an introduction.

First-class certificates and security if required,—Mr, Scot,

G»;iieral Post Office, Leith.

ri^O NUU6KRYMKN, SEEDSMEN, and SEED-
i GROWERS-—The Advertiser, having travelled for many
years through England, Ireland, and Scotland, and having a
thorough knowledge of tho Nursery aud Seed Business, a3 al^o

a great uonnection amongst tiie nobility, gentry, and trades, is

desirous of making an engagement witii a first-rate House to

represent them, and sell on commission or salary.—Apply by
letter to Brasica, Mr. John Weeks, Horticultural Builder,

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W,

CLERK, OB ASSISTANT to a STEWARD-—
Age 26 ; good Accountant, and has considerable practical

knowledge of Agriculture- Willing to make himself useful

on a Fu.rm. Salary not so much an object as occupation.

Testimonials and first-rate references,

—

Beta, Post Office,

Bolton, Lancashire.
_

^^^^i_^^»^^^^^^^^

GAM EKEEPER (Undee).—Age 20. \Yrite8 a clear

hand, can Keep Acoouuta very well, and has plenty of

pluck. Recommended by a g-entleman with whom he has been
aoroe years.—F. W., Post Office, Eaat Cowes, I^le of Vight.

SHKPHERIX—Noah Belsuam (married) begs to

offer his services to any nobleman or gentleman requiring^

a thoroughly experienced Man in theabuve capacity. Fouryenra
unexceptionable character.—

W

hitwell, near Reedham, yorfolfa.

DAIKYMAID, in a nobltinaii or gentleman's

family. — Thoroughly understands her business, with

two years' ROod character.—3. B., 15, Market Street, Ctirzoa

[
Street, Mayfair, W.
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Trofcssor Hu]CLEiY^ F.R3.

Dr. and Mrs. jMarti'n..
Dr. and Mrs^ Lindlev,.
Pr, nr.d Mrs, IIooKtu .

.

Pr, and Mrs. Tlkk

MRS- ARTHUR HENFKEY, ^VMo^v of the late
Professor Henfrey, F,R.S-, F.L,3-, ifec, of King'B

CoUefjc, London, continues to receive a linuted number of

TOiing Gentlemen under 12 years of afre, to be educated witl^

her own Sons, in nil the branches of a liberal educ;Uion. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs. IIkkfrey having resided on the
Continent, and a P^risiau Lady assists her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a largo Garden, Pupils will have the comfort
of a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to
their health and morula. References are permitted to—
Dr. Jblf Principal of Kings College
Rev- Lawfokd W. T, Dale .. Chiswick VicaragL\ W.
Kev- Olive HoLusawoRTK .. Turnham Green, "W.
Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker . . Keu-, W.

( The Govomment School of
"

\ Jllines, Jermyn Street. S-W.
,. 7,Bcnnett St., St_James's, S.W.
.• Acton (rreen, W.
• Kew, W.

,. Manor House, Chiswiek, W.
For terms apply to Mrs, Arthur IIexfrev, 12, HeathDeld

Terrace, Turnharn Green, W.

EXT OF KIN, HKIUS, &c.. WANTKD, W^^^^
exact CopiGs of Advertisements from the Times^ Gazette,

Fost^ Chronicle, Ihrald^ Provincial, Colonial, and American
newspapers, for the past 60 years, relating to many thousand
names and descriptions of persons wanted to claim property
in various parts of the world. Sent p03t free for Vl penny
Btamiis, per return post punctually, by the publiilier, FisuEit
& Son, Kingsland, London, N,E, ^* Worth its weight in gold/'
—Tivnes Nov. 26, 1S59.

0\V TO BKEW Sl^Lh:NJ)ID STItO.NOi ALC, a*
Id. per Gallon, fine as Sherry, and an aroma equti to

Burton Tcnpenny, This new Practical Treatise is by a
Derbyshire man of 2S years' attendance at the spigot and
tun in the beat brewery in the county. No brewing utensils
required, only those for household use- This is guaranteed to
be the best and cheapest mode to produce fine Ale ever made
ptjblic. The above, beautifully printed in largo type, can be
had of the PublieUers for 12 Penny Post stun}p3- Sent post
free to any address.—Direct to FioHER & Son, Klnoslaud
London, N.R.—Established 1817.

IVE FISH FOR STOCKING PONDSTMiUA-
RIUMS, &c.—Carp, Tench, Enach, Dace, Perch, Chub,

Gudgeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, &c- To be had
at Charles "Wnr,:;HT's, Fishing Tackle Haaufactory, 376,
Strand, W.C. Aanariuma sold.

GLENFIELI) PATENT STARCH, n5=ocl in tlie
royal laundry, and pronounced by her Majesty's laun-

dress to be the Finest Starch she ever used. Sold by all
chandlers, grocers, &c,, &c.

WoTHEBSFOQN&Co., Glasgowand London.

lESSlr AND LUBIN'S SWEET SCENTS.—
" The kisses of a thousand flowers,
Stolen from them while they sleep/'

g* New Bond Street, London, W.

HANDSOME BRASS a>'j> IRON BEDSTEADS—
Heal A Sov'i^ Show-rooms contain a lar^-e assortment of

brass bedsteads, suitable both for home use and for tropic-d
climates; handsome imn bedsteads with bra^s mountings and
elegantly japanned; plain iron bedsteads for son-ants; every
description of wood bedsttad that is manufactured, in
nxahogauy, birch, walnut-tree wood, polished deal and japanned,
all fitted with bedding- and furniture complete, as wcU a^ cveiy
description of bedroom fumiture,

HEAL A>'D SON^S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
containing designs and prices of 100 bedsteads, as well as

of 150 different articles of bedroom furniture, sent free by post.
—Heal &, Son, Dedstead, Bedding, and Bedroom Furniture
Manufacturers , Ifli), Tottenham Coiu-t Road, W,

ALLEN'S PATENT POKTMANTEAUS 1^1
TRAVELLING BAGS with sqnara openings.

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING' BAGS, with silver
£ttinGrs-

DESPATGH BOXES, WRITING and DRESSING CASES,and
500 other articles for home or continentnl travelling, illustrated
Catalogues for I860- By post for two stamps.

J, W. ALLEN O^'^te J, W- and T. Allen), Manufacturer of
Officers' Barrack Furniture and Military' Outfitter (see separate
Catalogue), 18 and 22, Strand, London, W.C. ^_
DRESSING CASES. DJiESSJNG BAGS, and

highly finished elegancies for presentation in great
variety ; Ivory-handled Triblc Cutlery : every requisite for the
Toilet and Work Tables,—Mkchi & Baztn, H2, Regent St , W.

;

4, Leadenhall Street, E,C. ; and Crystal Prdace, Sydenham, S.

KeU)S of tTje aStUeU,

In the House of Lords on Monday tlie Eail of

Harb^'icke moved for a return of the gunboats

built by contract since 1852, the names of the

contractors, and the present condition of the

Teasels, in order to ascertain who were the parties

responsible for the actual condition of the-^e boats.

The Duke of Somekset said that he was perfectly

willing to grant the returns, and assured the

Honse that all the information in the power
of the Government should be produced.

The number of defective vessels was less than had
been supposed, and the Admiralty were taking
2egal advice as to whether t'aey had the power to

prosecute the parties who had been guilty of fraud.

The Harquia Tow^nshend and the Earl of

Sheem'Sbitizy said that the inquiry was most
necesbary, and ought to be full and fieare};ing.

The motion was then agreed to. On Tuesday the

Marquis of CLAyErcA:RnE, in movmg for returns

respecting the treatment of natives by European
planters in India, presented a petition from natives

of ludia praying for legal reforms and for admis-
sicn to higher offices than are now open to them,

for the promotion of 'education and public

work?, and for the appointment of a Koyol

coramissioD to inquire into their e^se. After a

discussion of some length, in which the Earl of

ELLK^•BOBOTTG^:, the Duke of AnoYLL, and Lord

Lyvedex took part, tho motion w^as agreed to.

In the House of Commons on Friday,

Sir 0, Wood stated, in answer to Mr. Danby
Setjiouf, that the Government had felt it neces-

sary to recall Sir CnAiiLES Tkeveetan from the

governorship of Madras. This step had been

adopted with great regret, but it hud been ren-

fiered nnavoiJahlo by the act of insubordination

commiitod hj Sir C. Tkeveltan in publishing r

miuute appealing to the public opinion of India

at^ainst the fiuaucinl measures of the Government.

On the motion of Colonel !N"onTn an address to the

Q,UEEjr was agreed to praying for a reconsidera-

tion of the warrant granting pensions and allow-

ances to officers of the land forces limited to wounds

and injuries received in action. On Monday, in

answer to Mr. Baixes, the Chancellor of the

ExCHLQUEB .«=aid ttiat in consequence of the illness

of Sir lto\v]and Hill, the Jfewspapers Conveyance

Bill would not be proceeded with OJs session, lu

reply to Mr. A. Steuaet, Mr. Caiidavell said

tliat the attention of the Government had been

called to tlie enlistment of subjects of her

Majesty for the Papal service, and that

steps would be taken to prevent it. The

House then went into committee on the Wine

Licenses Bill, when Mr. Baixes moved an amend-

ment on clause 2-1, prohibiting refreshment houses

from opening on Sundays. After some discussion

the amendment was negatived on a division by

117 to 82. Mr. Eabdy moved the omission of the

exemption of the Vintners* Company. The motion

was negatived on a division by 07 to 00, On
clause 12, one of the reservt-d clauses, considerable

discussion took place on the proposal to give the

power of granting licenses to the police magistrates.

The Chancellor of the Excheqitek nltimatfly

said that as the feeling of the House was in favour

of the county magistrates, he would undertake to

alter the clause to that eflect on the report. The

clause wa.s then ngrted to, a::d the House resumed.

On Tuesday Mr. Slaney u:oved a resolution that

the Government or Parliament ought to take steps

to provide recreation grounds in the vicinity of

our increasing populous towns. Sir G. Lewis
opposed the motion, which was negatived without

a division. Lord Hacdo moved that the schools

of art in which females wholly unclothed are

exliibited as models ouglit not to receive the

sanction of a grant of public money. Sir G. Lewis.

Mr, Adderley, and Lord pALiHEnsTOX opposed

the motion ; Mr. Spooner supported it. On a

division the motion was negatived by 147 to 32.

1

committee on the Ilefreshment Houses and Wine
Licenses Bill, and resumed the consideration of the
postponed clauses. On clause 12 Mr. Edw^k
James moved an amendment assimilating the

powers of the magistrates in granting or refusing
the now wine licenses to those now exercised by
thim in reference to spirit licenses. On a division

the amendment was negatived by 154 to 117.

Several new clauses were agreed to, and the Bill

was ordered to be reprinted.

Despatches from Sicily inform us that General
Gaktbalbt and his expeditionary corps effected a

landing at Marsala on the 11th inst., and imme-
diately marched into the interior, abandoning
their steamers to the Xing^s frigates, which had
offered no opposition to their landing. It is

said that Messina and Syracuse have since

fallen into their hands, and tliat

island is in a state of revolt. It

at Naples that insurrections in

with GAKiBALni's movement have broken out

iu Calabria and tl e Abruzzi, and. that the

state of affairs had become so precarious that

tlie King had requested foreign intervention.

Accounts from St. Petersburg state that Prince

GoETScnAxoiT, a few days ago, convoked
the principal members of the Diplomatic

corps, with the exception of the Turkish Minister,

and declared to them that the position of the

Christians in Turkey had become so intolerable

that Rtissia Mas on the point of addressing strong

representations to the Porte in their behalf, and
hoped to obtain the support of the other Powers,

The British Ambassador, Sir Jonx Ceamptox,
received tliis communication under reserve, by
stating that he intended to refer to his Government
in order to obtain instructions upon the subject.

the whole

is reported

connection

iiimwt Kclu5»

The Cofet.—Tlie Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Royal family continue afc Buckingham l*ulace. On
Friday morning tho Queen and Prince Consort, accom-
panied by tbe Princess Alice, rode on horseback. The
Duchess of Hamilton visited her Majesty in the after-

nooii. The Queen, accompanied by the Princess
Alice, took a drive in a carriage and four. The
Prince Consort rode on horseback. In the evening
the Queen gave a juvenile ball at Buula'nglumi Pahice
to about 260 children, between 6 and 14 years of

age, accompanied by their parents or relatives. On
Saturday the Queen held a Court, at wiiich Senor
Gutierrez had au audience and delivered his credentials

as Minister from Homluras, and Count Ludolf had an
audience and delivered his credentials as Minister from
Naples. Lonl John Paissell had an audience of her

IMiijesty. The Prince Consort presided at a meeting of

the Conncil of the Duchv of Cornwall. In the after-

noon tho Queen and Prinf?e Consort, acconip^nied by
tho Princess Alice and tlio Princesses Helena aud
Beatrice, left Bacliinghiim PiJace for tlie Camp at

Aldersliott, travelling to the Farnborongh station by a

special train of the South Western Railway'. The Royal
party arrived at the Pavilion at 20 minutes before 5.

In the evening the Queen gave a diniior party to the

Generals in command and the Colonels commanding
regiments. On Sunday morning her Majesty, the

_ __ Prince Consort, and the Princesses Alice and Ifelena

wi"kMLYN Obtained leave to introduce a Bill fjr |

^'^tended Divine service in the camp. On Monday-
. , , , , n., -, . morninir the Queen left the Pavdion on horseback and

reviewed the AlJerahott division in the Long Valley.

The Prince Consort, Princess Alice, and the Duke of

Cambridge occompanied her Majesty on horseback.

Princess Helena and Princess Beatrice followed in an-

open carriage. At the conclusion of the review her
Miyosty and the Koyal party returned to the Pavilion,

and afterwards went in an open carriage to see the rifle

practice by detachments of Guards, accouipanied by the

Prince Consort, Princess Alice, and Piincess Helena.

the better mana;:cment and control of tho roads in

South Wales. Mr. Alcock moved for a royal com-

miasion to inquire and report how far it may be

practicable to substitute an eq^uitable system of

assessment in lieu of the ]ireseiit mode of maintain-

ing the turnpike roads and bridges in England and

Wales by tolls. Sir G. Lewis opposed the motion,

which was r;egatived on a division by 78 to 12.

On the order for the second reading of the Tenure !

^'le Koyal party returned to the Pavilion at 5 o'clock,

_ _
i. ^ T 1 /r 1 A\ T>-iT o- T I

and inunetUateiy ietfc lor l arn borough station on
and Improvement ot l-aud (Lrelana) 15iii, bir J. their return to London, arriving at Bucki:jgham

Walsh moved, as an amendment, that the Bill be
|
Pakee at 20 minutes before 7. In tlie evenirg

read a second tim.^ that day six mouths. After! her ^h.jesty had a dinner party. On Tuesday

T • t\ j„i,„*„ «-«„ «^;«....T,«/3 Ti.^ i the Queen held a Court, at which the Pnnce and
some discussion the debate was adTournea. Ine,,,. ^ <• nr ii i « t» * *. i i.fauuie uisi-uo.-iuij. ^..^yx

._..„ •*
, , Princess of Waldeck and Pyrmont were presented to

LandlordandTenant JrelanujBiIlwasreiidasecondtjjgj.
M.,je9ty. Lord John liussell hud an audience of

tho Queen. The Countess dc NeuUly and the Duke de
Nemuurs visited her Majesty, In the afternoon the

Queen, accompanied by tbe Princess Alice and Prince

Arthur, took a drive iu a carriage and four. The Prince

Consort rode on horseback. In the evening her Majesty

and the Prince Consort, accompanied by tlie Princess

Alice, Iionoured the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden,

with their presence, entering the thcitre by the new
Floral Hail. On Wednesday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort rode on horseback. The Prince of Wales

arrived at Buckingham Palace from Oxford, In the

aiteruoon the Queen, accompanied by the Prince of

time. On Wednesday on the order for the second

reading of the Annuity Tax Abolition (Edin-
j

burgh) Bill, Mr. Hadfield moved that it be
j

read a second time that day six mouths. After
j

some discussiou the amendment was with-

drawn, and the Bill was read a second time.

On ThursJfiy, after a desultory discussion on the

j
legality of raiding mcney by public subscription

! in^this country to assist General GaeicaLDI and

the insurgents in Sicily, the House weut into
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Wales and the Princess Alice, took a drive in a carriage

and four. The Prince Consort presided over a
meeting of the Royal Conamiasioners of the Patriotic

Fund, held at the Palace of ^Yestminste^. In
the evening the Queen gave a State Ball, to whicli a
party of 1811 were invited. On Thursday the Queen
held a Court at which Count Platen, the Swedish
Minister, had an audience, and delivered a letter from
the King of Sweden and Norway. Lord John Russell

had an audience of her Majesty. The Princess of

"Waldeck and Pyrmont visited the Queen. The Prince
of Wales left the Palace for Oxford. Professor Owen
delivered his sixth lecture on Natural History before

the Prince Consort, Princess Alice, and other members
of the Royal family. Mr. Mayall attended at Bucking-
ham Palace and took photographs of her ^Injesty, the

Prince Consort, the Princes, and Princesses. In the

evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by
the Princess Alice, honoured the performance at her

Majest)''s Theatre with their presence. Yesterday

afternoon the Queen held a Drawing-room at St.

James's Palace to celebrate her Majesty's blrtliday.

The CABI^'ZT.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the Pirst Lord of

the Treasury m Downing Street. Another Csuncil was
held on Wednesday.

GOVERXOKSKTF OP Madras.—Sir Charles Trevelyan
has been recalled from the office of Governor of Madras,
and will be succeeded by Sir Henry Ward, now
Governor of Ceylon. This step has been taken by the

Government in consequence of Sir Charles Trevelyan
having published a minute in opposition to the financial

scheme proposed by Mr. Wilson as Finance Minister

for India.

Archbishopric of Toek.—lb is understood that

Dr. Longloy, the Bishop of Durham, will succeed the
late Dr. Musgrave as Archbishop of York.

BignoPRTC of DrRn.vAr.—It is reported that the

Rev. Dr. Thompson, Provost of Queen's College, Oxford,

and preacher at Lincoln's Inn, will be appointed Bisliop

of Durham.
CojrSECEATION' OF THE ElSHOPS OF ROCHESTER AXD

Antigua.—The consecration of Dr. Wigram as Bishop
of Rochester, and of the Rev. W. W. Jackson as Bishop
of Antigua, took place on Thursday in the parish church
of St. Mary, Lambeth. The Archbishop of Canterbury
officiated, assisted by the Bishops of Bath and Wells,
Oxford, Carlisle, nnd Bangor.
Deanery of Ripon.—The Queen has granted to the

Rev. William Goode, M.A., the Deanery of Ripon, void
by the cession of the Very Rev. Thomas Garnier, now
Dean of Lincoln.

The Volttnteer ^Moyement.—Earl Grosvcnor and
Lord Elcho have addressed letters to the Times in

favour of tlie Saturday half-holiday in the interest of

the Volunteer movement. They suggest that if the
public at large, and especially the ladies, would abstain

from shopping after 2 p.m. on Saturdays, the young
men would be enabled to devote tlio whole afternoon to

their military exercises. Lord KIcho adds that the
suggestion expresses the views of all the officers com-
manding Volunteer corps in London, and also of many of
the large firms in the west-end of London.

The Frexch Treaty.—The following letter has
been addressed by Mr. Cobden to a friend in

Manchester:

—

" Paris, 82, Rue do VUnivGraitu, May 12, 1S60.
"My dear Sir,— I will answer your inquiries as briefly as

possible. I am as strongly in favour of the principle of ad
valorem duties .is any one in Manchester. But nearly all the
countries of Europe have, from motives of convenience, or to
avoid frauds, preferred specific rates, and the French Govern-
ment cannot be induced to take for its rule the ad valorem.
system. Nor, indeed, is it invariably desirable ; for instance,
in the case of iron and some nther aitielea. the Enjrlish pro<lucer
prefers specific rates. In goods of a simple and uniform nature,
admitting' of easy clitssitication. such as yams and phiiu cotton,
though ad valorem duties would bo preferable, the adoption
of specific rates will not bo attended with great inconvenience.
If there are other articles of so mixed and varied a character as
to defy classification, the treaty has made provision for dealing
with them in an exceptional manner. England is really not
in a position to dogmatise on this qaestion. The French
Government are of course aware that our own tariff hardly con-
tains an a. I valortm duty, and that even in recent years we have
Doen engaged in substituting specific for ad valorem, rates. At
this moment th>< wine growers of burgundy are boldiug meet-
ing to protest againat ow epccific duties on wine, which
owing to the alcoholic test, impose 50 per cent,
more duty on their common riualitios. costing perhaps balf-a-
GTOwn a gallon, than on the rarer kinds of claret, which are
often worth more than 6». a bottle in the cellars of the GirondcMy answer to these complaints ia that the evil is inevitable
owing to the exigencies of our revenue system. The French
Government plead, with equal good faith, the necessiUea of
their Customs service in defence of their specific duties. M'ith
iwpect to your other inquiry, there is not the slightest founda-
tion of truth for the reports in question. The commissioners
BOW Bittmg In Paris are not engaged in correcting the imagi-my blunders to which you refer. We have no more power
than yourself to negotiate for the alteration of a word of the
treaty. Our duties are limited to the carrying out of the
nronaion.q of the 13th article, in the manner contemplated
from the tirst, and by the only mode in which it could have
be«i accompUshed The tnsk on which the Commission b:is
j«M entered will call ior the exercise of much patient labour

;

SS ^T. ^^^ V^ *° P^^ * ''"'^ judgment on its conductwfU wait for the result. Speaking only of the past, I
will say that from the time when I was first brought
into coramimication with the French Government, nowmore than six months since, to the present dav, I have expe-
flenced from them nothing but frankness. stRxightfurwardneas,
«nd good fiuth. They have never professed to carry out atonce a free-tmde policy to the advanced etage at which wetove arnvod m England. They are rather at the point of
OJpwtttro from which Mr. Huskisson started in 1825, with thegTMt advantage of having had our experience to guide and•ncouwge them, and of having to d«a with protected interaeto

very much in advance of ours of that time. The French
Government has begun with the repeal of duties on i-aw mate-
rials, giving- notice that after a certain time the prohibitive

sysiem will cease, and foreign manufactures be admitted at

revenue duties which will operate as a protection to home
producers. This is pi*eciscly the course pursued by Mr.
HuskUsoa, and wo know with what happy consequences.
The French Government have entered upon this new com-
mercial policy, not for the benelit of England, but from an
enlightened appreciation of the advantages it will confer

on the peojilc ot Fiance ; and were I to doubt the success of

the experiment, or fear that they will not persevere in the
career on which they have eutcied, I should be faithless to

those principles the application of which has conferred such
incalculable advantages and blessings on nij"- countrymen. The
present treaty will inauTurate a new era in the commercial
intercourse of France and England, and it will only require a
few years to develc'p that state of mutual depeudeuco which
forms the solid basis for the peace and friendship of nations.

Can it be true thut there are sinister influences at work in

England, to mar, if possible, this fair prospect? If so, 1 trust
the mercantile, manufacturing, mining, and trading interests

of the country will prove tx'ue to themselves, for in the present
case their interests are eminently those of huraauity and civi-

lisation.—Relieve me, &c. Kichakd Cobuen."

dFoieifiu

rEAKCE.—The Grand Duke INichohia of Ilussia

landed at Marseilles on Sunday from a Kussian frigate,

and arrived in Paris on Monday. The Grand Duke was
receivetl by the Emperor on Tuesday morning. It is be-

lieved in Paris that the visit of his Imperial Highness to

the French Court Is connected with the contemplated in-

terference of Eussia in behalf of the Christian popula-

tions of Turkey. Count de Montemolin and his brother

have arrived in Paris, The Mediterranean squad-

ron received orders last week to re-enter Toulon, in

order to set out again on a more distant mission,

respecting which no particulars were known. It was
however, supposed that, if not destined for the coasts of

Sicily, the squiidroii would cruise in the Levant, where
political and religious agitations, which have recently

arisen, may agaiu at no distant period necessitate

the interference of the AVestern Powers. The Fairie
of Thursday asserts that the squadron was intended for

Naples, but that its departure has been provisionally

suspended. The Opinion Nationale^ on the contrary,

announces that Admiral Jehenne has left for Naples
with four steamers on the demand of Baron Brenier,

the French Ambassador, who apparently foresees

the approach of a revolution. The Emperor's
visit to his newly-acquired possessions will not
take place, it is said, so soon as expected. He
goes on the 20tb to Fontainbleau, then to Plom-
bibres, then to Biarritz, and in the autumn to Nice.

Preparations are in progress for a voyage which Prince
Napoleon intends to make to all the principal ports of

the Mediterranean and Constantinople. In order to

arrange the question of the annexation of Savoy,

M. Tliouvenel has added the following declaration to

the programme which has been drawn up by France on
the subject of a Conference :

—" For better preserv-

ing to the districts of Chablals and Faucigny the
character of neutrality stipulated by Article 92
of the Final Act of Vienna, France consents
that the said districts shall remain without
the line of the French Customs, and that they
shall form a separate commercial zone under special

regulations.'* It is officially announced that the statement
published in the Bund that the Court of the Tuileries
proposes, or has proposed, to Switzerland any pecuniary
indemnity is unfounded. It is said that France will

now consent less than ever to any cession whatever of
the territory of Savoy in favour of Switzerland, and the
Presse of Saturday contains an article to the effect

that, if Naples is to be incorporated in an Italian
kingdom, France will require compensation in the shape
of a fresh extension of territory. The Constitutionnel
publishes an article signed by M. Grandguillot, on the
expedition of Garlhaldi, from which the foUowin*^ are
extracts:

—

"The reply of Count Cavour to M. Thouveael proves that
Piedmont, as well as Franco, energetically blames the audacious
attempt of Garibaldi. If the expedition of Garibaldi is con-
trary to the interests of Piedmont, it nevertheless responded to
the sentiment of a part of the people of whom Garibaldi is the
hero. Piedmont could not constrain the man who represents
80 large a popular force. Such an act would raise a dangerous
reaction in Italy. If the enterprise of Garibaldi is censured by
Europe, the state of things in the Two Sicilies is so critical that
the success of the enterprise would astonish no one. Without
foreseeing the issue of the expedition, we cannot admit the
supposition tiiat it may load to a European conflagration."
With regard to the reports that England wishes to possess
Sicily it says :

—
** It would be no more easy for England to take

Sicily than for Russia to occupy Constimtinople. France and
England have always acted in concord as regards Neapolitan
policy. No one ought therefore to suppose that to-day they
oppose one another. We still hope that the NeapoUtin question
will not be unravelled by revolution, but, in case it should, it
is only by union, and not by antagonism and rivalry, that the
Great Powers, paiticularly France and England, could meet
its dangers.**

Tlie Presse has received a second warning for an article
which appeared lu that journal ou the 13tb insfe., re-
presenting France as an accomplice of the foreign
coalition which overthrew the first Empire. Tiie
warning states that this article is a calumny on the
country, and is wounding to the national feeling. The
Opinion Rationale has opened a subscription for the
defenders of Italian independence, but in compliance
with the invitation of the Ministry of the Interior has
suspended the publication of any statements relative

to the subscription. The Moniteur announces the
nomination of General Goyon as Grand Cross of the
Legion of Honour, and states that on Monday next
the Senate will discuss the petition concerning the

import duties on foreign iron.

SPAIN' and' Moeocco.—The news that another civil)

war had broken out in Morocco is confirmed from
several quarters. The Spanish Plenipotentiaries have-

returned from Tetuan, General Prim has published a
declaration stating that, notwithstanding his ailhesion

given to the general policy of Mai'shal O'Donnell,

he nevertheless intunds to maintain a complete political^

independence.

POKTITGAL.— Considerable sensation and suspicion

had been caused at Lisbon by Count Bolhao having dis-

appeared on the night of the 4th inst., and consequently

not being found when the police Avere posted round his

residence to await him at daybreak next day, on a
charge connected with fidse coining in the Criminal
Court at Oporto. Reports unfavourable to the count
had long prevailed, and connivance at his escape was
suspected, though it is supposed he was still hid at
Lisbon notwithstanding his having taken out his pass-

port for Belgium.
Sweden and Nokwat.—The coronation of the King:

and Queen of Sweden and Xorway took place at Stock-

holm on the 3d inst. with much pomp and solemnity.

Belgittm,—The Duke de Brabant arrived at Trieste-

on the 14tb inst. from Zara, and left again on the 17th.

for Venice and the Tyrol on his return to Brussels.

Hanoter.—The Anglo-Hanoverian treaty of July,,

1844, respecting the Stade dues was prolonged on the

14th for a further period of six months.

Prussia.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputles-

on Tuesday the Government project for an extraordi»

nary credit of 0,500,000 thalers, with the amentlmeut
of the committee to add the words "for temporarily

placing the army upon a war footing," was agreed to-

by 315 against 2 votes. The rumour that the Emperor
of the French is to have an interview with the Prince

Regent towards the end of this month does not appear-

to rest on any good foundation,

Frankfort.—A despatch from Frankfort of Wednes-
day last says that the probabilities of the assembling of

a Conference have lately diminished, the German
Powers being of opinion that it would not in any way
influence French policy, nor arrange any real guarantee

in favour of Switzerland. The following are their

reasons :—The annexation of Savoy to France having

practically done away with the guarantees contained in

Article 92 of the FinalAct of Vienna, that article could,

not form the basis of a Conference. The cession of

the littorale of the Lake of Geneva to Switzerland
would not constitute any guarantee of military im-
portance. It is not likely that at the Conference the
opposition of the Great Powers to the annexation ot

Savoy would be unanimous. Even if it were, France
having accomplished the annexation, notwithstanding

the opposition of public opinion in Europe, she would
also not be influenced by the opinion of the Great
Powers, more especially as they have resolved upon
acting with moderation, and without coercion, towards

France.

ArsTRiA.—Accounts from Vienna confirm the state-

ment received from Frankfort in regard to the views of

the German Powers on the proposed Conference. It is the

general opinion in Vienna that France being determined)

not to accede to the claims of Switzerland, although

they are supported by the Powers, the assembling of a

Conference would only be a fresh triumph for French

policy. The few concession which France is ready to

make could be procured for Switzerland by way of

diplomacy. Should England, however, retain htr

opinion that Switzerland would derive more advautagfs-

from a Conference, Austria would be williug to send a

representative as well as the other Powei-s. If, how-

ever, the Conference should take place it is the intention

of Austria to refuse to allow Sardinia to take part in it.

It founds this refusal on the avowal of Count Cavour

that Piedmont is no longer interested in the question,

and states that after this avowal Sardinia cannot claim

the right of participating in the deliberations of the

Conferonce by virtue of the Protocol of Alx-la-Chapelle

of 1818, and can only take part in a conference under
the title of a Great Power j but the right of Sardinia ta

such a title is contested, not only by Austria, but also

by the other Great Powers. In consequence of

Garibaldi*3 expedition to Sicdy, the Austriau Govern-
ment has sent a flotilla to cruise off the coasts of the
Island.

HuNGAET.—An autograph letter of the Emperor was-

to be published at Pesth on Thursday, allowing the con-

stituted superintendents to assemble in conventions, in

order to discuss the question of sending deputies to a
general conference, and to make proposals for a synod;.

granting a free choice of superintendents and curates^
and suspending all the trials pending against Pro-
testants. The Hungarian Protestants Zsedenyi
and the curate Maday were released on Tuesday fronx

the prison at Caschau. A general amnesty is spoken of.

General Benedek is endeavouring to bring about an
arrangement between the Government and the six

Hungarians who declined their appointment to the
Council of the Empire, tending to reassure the lattec

and determine them to sit in the Council.

Ttalt.—The treaty of cession of Savoy and Nice was
presented to the Chamber of Deputies at Turin on the
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lltli, with ail expose des motifs, of ^vllicb the following

was the most important passnge :

—

"Finnce, who took so great a share in the late struggle,

cave the King's Government to understand that it was not
expedient that the kingdom of Sardinia should, after

acquiring so great an accession of temtfiry and subjects,

preserve the same line of frontier which Europe had fixed

between the two counties in the treaties of 1S15. The
rrencU Gnvernmeiit, therefore, required the cession of our
provinces situated beyond the Alps as a rectification of the
frontier Une. However serious the sacrifice thus required

of us, the King ti.nd his Ministers did not think it advis-

able to refuse tiie demand. Convinced, even by recent experi-

ence, that ingratitude is the worst of political systems, we
would not give France any motive for i-egrctting the assistance

granted to us, or for thinking herself less secure because she
had the Italy of the Italians for a neighbour, instead of Italy

in hor former state of weakness and divisiun." After this allu-

sion to Austria's conduct towards Russia, the document pro-
ceeds to state the conditions on whieh the Sardinian Govern-
ment consented to the cession, and then concludes as follows :

—"In laying this serious matter before you fordehberation, it

will be eiiongh to remark that, if every cession of territory is

painful, it is much less so when it is not the result of humi-
hating defeats but the consequence of a glorious war ; not a
concession to a victorious enemy but a solemn testimony to

the gratitude of a regenerated nation towards its generous ally."

The counnittees of tlie Chambfir have commenced
tbe examination of tlie treaty, and the members of the
Opposition have s5f,'nified their intention to ask for an
adjournment of the discussion, and will make proposals

to that effect to the Chamher. The rarliamentary
<^ommittee will demand further explanations from the

Ministry. The Commissaries who have been appointed

are favourable to the Government.—A reactionary

niovemcjit bus commenced at Plorcnce. The garrison

has been reinforced by troops sumnioned by telegi'aph

from the frontier, the National Guard has been called

out, and great agitation prevails. Several placards

.'bearing the inscriptions, "Ferdinand for ever I" " Our
Second Leopold for everl" have been posted up by
some partisans of the ex-Grand Duke, to whom nnnonrs
attribute an intention of attempting the recovery

of bis power, taking advantage of tlie agitation

created by the expedition of Garibaldi. A Peter's

pence subscription has been opened at Florence, Leg-
horn, Bologna, and Eavenna ; and a section of the

•clergy of Florence has refused to chant a Te Deiim, as

ordered by the authorities. Accounts fi-ora Rome state

that nothing justities tbe reports again in circulation

of an approaching resignation of Cardinal Antonelli,

whose Ministerial position remains unshaken. Some
members of the Sacred College have suggested to the

Pope the convocation of an assembly at Eome in which
every Catholic Power should be represented by some
political or administrative person of note. This
Assembly, after examining the real state of affairs in

"the Papal States, would point out what reforms could
he carried out and what could not. The Pope is

said to be much pleased with the idea, which, if

realised,; would make the Catholic world co-operate
in the administration of the States of the Church.
Cardinal Tiale died at Bologna on the 15th inst. A
party of Irish volunteers has arrived at Ancona. The
King of Naples has sent 5,000,000f. to the Pope as a

loan, bearing no interest, and l,500,000f., tbe produce

of the Peter's pence collected in England and America,

wefe transmitted to the treasury of the Pope on the

11th iusfc, A Pontifical corvette has brought eight

cannon, the gift of tbe Duchess of Parma, and other can-

non, the gifts of other Princes, are expected. General de

Lamoriciere continues to concentrate the Papal troops

at Gubbio. It is asserted that General Allegrino, the

commanding officer at Ancona, has been reduced to the

non-effective, and that several thousand Romagnols
have threatened to enter tbe Marches in order to pre-

vent the concentration of Papal troops. Ifc was
rumoured at Naples that an insurrectionary movement
had taken place in Calabria, and another in the

Abruzzi. The Court, the Government, and the people

were in a state of great agitation, the plate;

jewels, and other valuable articles belonging to the

Royal family, had been packed up ; and tbe

King and Royal family had gone to Portici, where a

great number of troops were assembled. It was even

reported that the King had requested foreign inter-

vention, and that a treaty of alliance, offensive and
•defensive, has been concluded between Naples, Rome,
Austria, and all the deposed Italian Sovereigns. Vessels

•with troops had left Naples and several battalions were
returning from the frontier. Notes of the Banks of

Palermo and Messina had ceased to circulate at Naples.

—A shocking case of clerical depravity has occurred at

Turin. Bon Gurlino, second curate of the church of

San C:irlo, described as a remarkably handsome man
40 years of age, has been convicted of seducing 33 young
women connected with the most respectable families in

that capital. He availed himself of the opportunities

f^iven him by the confessional to corrupt their minds by
ooks and prints of an obscene character, and then

made them tbe victims of his passions. The Court
sentenced him to seven years* solitai-y confinement.

Sicily.—Part of Garibaldi's expedition disembarked
at Marsala on the lltb iust. from two steamers, the

Lombardo and the Piemonte. Three Neapolitan fri-

gates which were present offered no opposition to the
landing, but after the expeditionary corps had aban-
doned the steamers the three frigates fired into them,
Sank one, and captured the other. Tlie frigates also

fired at the people assembled on the Mole, and then
proceeded, witliout any previous notice or warning
whatsoever, to bombard the defenceless town of Mar-
sala, aud the wine factories of Messrs. "Woodhouse,

Ingham, and other British subjects. The accounts
from Naples state that the firing of the Royal ships

had been prevented during two hours by English
steamers, and could not be resumed until the English
officers had returned from the shore to their vessels;

but this statement is now known to be without founda-
tion. The volunteers who had landed were fighting

with tbe Royal troops at the moment of the mail's

departure. The latest news states that ]-ed flags were
flying at Marsala, that Syracuse is taken, that the
electric wires are cut, that Garibaldi has succeeded in

raising the interior of Sicily, and that Messina is in the
bands of a Provisional Government, Accounts from
Palermo of Saturday last state that tranquillity had
not yet been restored in the town and surrounding
country. On Saturday in five churches at the
termination of mass shouts of "The Immaculate Virgin
for ever ! " " Italy for ever ! " " Liberty for ever I

"

were raised. In tbe evening the populace, to the
number of about 10,000, assembled on the promenades.
The police were unable to disperse them, and the troops,

being summoned, fired on the people, killing three and
seriously wounding 10, On the following day four police

agents were poignarded. Tbe Neapolitan soldiers are dis-

couraged, as since 38 days they have been fighting on
the same ground. Palermo and Messina were desti-

tute of provisions, and a steamboat service had been
organised for tbe supply of necessaries to those places.

Disembarkations of insurgents coming from different

parts of Sicily and Calabria had taken place at Trapani.

The journals publish a proclamation of Garibaldi to the

Italians, in which he calls upon the inhabitants of the

Marches, Umbria and Sabina, and the Neapolitans to

revolt in order to divide the forces of the enemy.
Another proclamation addressed to the Romans recals

the insurrection of 1819, and urges tlie Romans to act

like their brethren who fell in defending Rome.
Another proclamation calls upon tbe Neapolitan army
to join him against", tbe enemies of Italy; and
another calls upon the inhabitants of Naples to rise

against " the most impious of tyrannies." Letters

from Genoa to the lltb inst. state that Colonel Medici,

the friend of Garibaldi, was making preparations for a

second expedition, under his command, and for which

6000 volunteers have already been enrolled. All the

arms have been purchased of the mauufiicturers. Great

excitement prevails at Genoa and in Lonibardy, from
which quarters almost all the volunteers have come. It is

asserted, however, that tbe energetic diplomatic repre-

sentations made to Sardinia will decide the Government
to prevent the departure of a second expedition.

Russia.—A despatch from St. Petersburg of Monday
last says that the principal members of the Diplomatic

Corps, excepting the Minister for Tm-key, were a few

days ago convoked by Prince Gortschakoff, who declared

to them that the position of tbe Christians in Turkey
has become so intolerable that Russia is on the point of

addressing strong representations to the Porte in favour

of them, and hopes to obtain a Conference of the great

Powers to investigate the question whether Turkey has

fulfilled the obligations undertaken by the Treaty of

1856 in regard to the Christians in the Ottoman empire.

The British Ambassador, Sir John F. Crampton, received

this communication under reserve, by stating that he
should refer it to his Government in order to obtain

instructions on the subject. It is asserted that the

journey of M. de Budberg to Paris, where he will replace

Count Kisseleff as Russian Ambassador, has brought
about an understanding between France and Russia

in reference to Asia Minor, where the agitation is con-

tinually increasing.

loxiAN Islands.—The Lord Jilgh Commissicner has

warned the inhabitants of Corfu against disquieting

rumours.
TUEKEY.—A despatch from Constantinople dated

Monday last says that the Marquis de Lavalette, the

French Ambassador, is said to be the bearer of a note

demanding the carrying out of the Hatti-Humayoun.

The Bulgarians have drawn up a monster petition re-

questing a complete separation from the orthodox

Church. An Inquiry has been instituted respecting the

charge of appropriation ot 28,000,000 piastres against

the Sultan's late Chamberlain, whose property has been

confiscated.

The Black Sea.—The Russian Government has col-

lected near Nicolaieff a great number of transport ships,

among which are many merchant steamers.

ISDiA.—The following telegrams were received at the

India Office in the course of Friday night :
—

&mla.—Lord Clyde will return to England by the first

steamer in June from Calcutta. The Governor-General was to

leave Simla for Calcutti on 31ay 7.

Pe8hawu.r.—^Tbe disturbance at Peshawur resiiecling taxes,

but founded on a misapprehension, had been greatly exaggerated

by the newspaper. All was quiet on April 24, and the people

were satisfied. , „ .. , ^ .-,

Ufadras.—Sir Charles Ti-evelyan and all the members of the

Madras Govemment strongly oppose Mr. Wilson's financial

scheme, and have published minutes to that effect.

Chixa.—The ultimatum was delivered to the Chinese

on the 8th March, and an answer was expected in the

course of the week. Sir Hope Grant was to leave

shortly for Shanghae, and the allies were to occupy

Chusan immediately. The import trade was paralysed,

and virtaallv suspended, in consequence of the move-

ments of the rebels, who were reported to have taken

Hang-chow. It was also rumoured that a collision had

taken place between the Russians and Chinese on the

frontier.

JapAX.—Accounts from Japan to the 16th March

state that the two murdered Dutch captains bad been
buried with much pomp, some of the high Japanese
officials being present, Aflliirs, however, were still in
an unsatisfactory state. All foreigners were obliged to
go about armed, and a guard from a Russian corvette
had been landed at Kanagawa for their protection.
United States.—The committee of the Democratic

Convention at Charleston adopted on the 2Gth ult., by
a vote of 18 to 15 (New York, Oregon, and California
voting with the South), a series of resolutions
to the effect that neither Congress nor the Ter-
ritorial Legislature has power to abolish slavery
in the* Territories, to prohibit the introduction
of slaves, or to destroy or impair the right
of property in slaves by any legislation whatever;
that the enactments of State Legislatures to defeat the
faithful execution of the Fugitive Slave Law are
hostile in character, subversive of the constitution, and
revolutionary in their character; that it is the duty of
the Federal Government to protect the rights of

person and property on the high seas, in the Territories,

or wherever else its jurisdiction extends; to acquire
Cuba at the earliest practicable moment; and to offer

protection to naturalised citizens from foreign countries.

The minority then moved the adoption of the Cincin-
nati platform, with an additional resolution, referring
all questions of slavery in the Territories to the decision
of the Supreme Court. This was rejected by a vote of
17 against 16, N"ew York voting Ay. The " platfortfl"

adopted by the majority not being satisfactory to the
South, nine Southern States seceded and formed another
convention. On the night of the 1st inst. tbe regular
Convention had two ballots for candidates for the
Presidency, Mr. Douglass receiving at the last ballot

150^ out of 251 votes—202 votes being necessary for a
choice. The Convention being unable to nominate a candi-

date for the Presidency.adjourncd to Baltimore forJune 18.

The Southern Convention adjourned to Richmond, for

the 11th June, without formally expressing any prefer-

ence for the Presidency. Both Houses of Congress were
in session. In the Senate a memorial was presented
from the Board of Trade of Oswego^ complaining of
the manner in wliich the reciprocity treaty between
the United States and Great Britain, as regards the
commerce with Canada, was carried out. The paper was
referred to the committee on foreign relations. Two
fugitive slaves from Maryland had been arrested at

New York and sent back into slavery. Captain Farh-
ham, of the slave yacht Wanderer, had been forcibly

rescued from gaol. Captain Brayley, of the British

schooner Alice Rogers, had been found guilty in the
United States Court of attempting to sell free negroes,

and sentenced to three years' imprisonment in the
penitentiary.

British Columbia.,—Letters from Vancouver of

the 22d March inform us that provisions and wages had
then reached the following extraordinary prices.

Housemaids IL per u-eek, and none to be Jiad ; butchers'
meat, chiefly coarse beef, Is. per lb. ; cheese, 2^. ; floor,

7kd.; Indian meal and rice, 3(/. ; tea, very good, 3*.

;

treacle, 5.y. per quart j butter, 3*. per lb.; apples,

6d. each. Nothing indeed could be had for less than
6^.; and as for eggs or milk they were luxuries not to

be thought of by any except the richest settlers.

Labour, male and female, was a great want, gentle-

women having to perform the most menial offices,

even down to scrubbing saucepans ! Yet they were
happy and thriving.

Mexico.—The British and French Ministers were

busy with plans of a compromise, and seeking: to

draw Mr. Lane into the Government at Vera
Cruz. An attempt was to be made to re-organise

the Liberal army in the north. It was reported

that the troops of Tamaulipas, Coahuila, and Nueva
Leone were about to unite with those of other

States and make a descent upon Mexico, which, it is

believed, will be consummated by July.

IParlianunt.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
FRtDAY,

—

Isthmus of Panama-—Ttc Eaii of Mal^esburt
asked if in the recent treaties with the States of Central
America there had been any recognition of the right of
passage over the Isthmus oC Panama,—Lord \Yoi*KHOtJaE

replied in the affirmative- The Ecclesiaatical Courts Juris^
diction Bill was read a second time after some discuflsion,

in the coxirse of wkich the Bishop of London and other right

rev. prelates animadverted upon the recent dissensions in the
parish church of St. Geor^c's-in-the-East.—The report of
amendmentfl on the Bills introduced by theLoBD Chancellor
for the Consolidation of tJu Criminal Law was brought up and
agreed to. The Exchequer JiuU BU (I3,i;30,0{)<)i.> and the
Cust&yits Bill paaaed through committee.
Monday.—General GaribaltU's Rritdition, — Lord Wode-

HuasE, in an.'iwer to a question frum the A[ttrqnis of NoRMA^'BY,
said the Government hud no objection to produco any despatch
which had been received relating to the departure of General
Garibaldi'rf expedition to Sicily- The Gunboats, —The Earl of
Hakdwickk moved for a return of all the veasela or gunboftte

below 1000 tons built by contract since lb52, with the names
of tho contractors, the year of their construction, the price

contracted for, and their present condition as to seaworthjuefis.

He asked for the information in consequence of the atatementa
which had appeared relative to the defective structure of the

gunboats and mortar-vessels ; his object being to get at the

really respunsiblc parties. He had been assured that the

16 vessels which had been hauled up on the slip at Haalar

were absolutely rotten, and that thoae which were under
repair would cost as much money as had been originally ex*

pended in their construction. If the returns were granted,

he promised their lordships that tbe matter should not be

allowed to reat^ but thtvt he would follow it up so that
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such culpable proceding^s should not again
: occur in

the British navy.—The Duke ot SoMERSirr said that the
eystem nnf^er which the ships of the navy were built
had worked well and efficiently \ipon the whole, and

< though Sir Baldwin Walker, the Surveyor of the Navy,
was not a practical shipwright, he was a very competent nnd
experienced person, and liad discharged the duties of his office
with an ability deserving of the higheet praise. In one or two

i cases where a portion of the copiHir connecting-l>olts had been
ut away, the Admiralty had directed that legal proceedings
hould be iuf^titutedj with the view of discovering the guilty

* parties and bringing them to justice. He had no objection to
furnish the returns, so f;ir as the information in his possession

• would enable him ; but as many of the gun-boats were sc ittcred

over distant parts of the globe it would be difficult to give them
^
as fully as he could wish,—After some observation^ from the
Marquis Tgwnshknd and the Karl of Shrewsbury, in favour of
a full and searching inquiry, the motion, with some slight
modification, was agreed to. Jfew Road J(<rrot5 Hyde Park.—
Earl DrciE presented a petition for establishing h means of
communication between the districts lying on the north and
south of Hyde Park.—Home discussion endued, in the course of
which Lord Kbury, Lord Llanoter, and the Earl of ^owis
expressed themselves favoumble to the suggested communioa-

. tion as a Taluable metropolitan improvement. The Stlling and
Haukimg Goodf oil Sunday BUI, the Bauh-upt Law (Scotland) Bill,

aud the Public improvement Bill, piissed through committee-
The Common Lodffing houses (Ireland) Bill, the Larceny BUI, the
Afaliclous I'ijuTje^ to Property Bill, the Coinage Offences Bill, and
some other measures for the concolidation of the criminal law
were read a third tirne and jmssed.
TuESDAT.—/nt/ia^i Affair$.—'iliQ Marquis of Clanricarde

moved for a despatch from Mr, E. H. Lushington to the Com-
missioner of the Nuddca District, dated October 23, 185^, rela-

ting to the treatment of natives by European planters in

India-; also the report of Mr, Roid to the Lieut, -Governor,
referred to in the above-mentioned despatch ; and presented a
petition from certain natives of India praying for legal reforms,
for their admission into higher offices of Government than are

now open to tbem, for a reduction in the public expenditure,
" an equitable settlement of the rights and claims of native
princes, Ihe construction and compUtion of public works, the
promotion of education, the reconstruction of the Legislative

Council^ and the appointment of a Royal Commission to

inquire into and report upon the facts of their case. He then
briefly referred to the recall of Sir Charles Trevelyan from the
governorship of Madras, and expressed his opinion that, under
alt the circumstances^ the SecreUiry of State for India h^id no
alternative but to supersede him.—The Earl of Ellknborofgh
thought that, in order to ensure good government in India, the
Governor-General and Council should have the power of
passing instnnter any measures they might deem necessary,

and that they should also have the power of taking the opinion
of a consultative council on all measures aflFecting the laws,

customs, and religion of the people of India- Ke deeply de-
plored the loss which India would sustain from the recall of Sir

C. Trevelyan,—The Duke of Argyll promised that the docu-
ment referred to should be produced- With regard to the sug-

,
gestion made by the Earl of Ellenborough^ he reminded him
that the present form of the Ijegislativo Council had been
agreed upon after careful consideration, and that his rcconi-

• xnendations would fall very tar short of satisfying thuse who
- Bought to effect a change in the government of India.—Lord
LYvf.DEN regretted that Indian subjects were brought before
the House in a form that could lead to no i>ractical result. He

' wa.s of opinion that some alteration must be made in the con-
. stitution of the Legislative Council, and he trusted that the

^ Secretary for India would introduce some meaaure defining the
" powers of the councillors-—Lord Stanley of Alderlev pre*
fiented a petition from merchants, traders, and other inhabit-
ants of Calcutta, having reference to the finances of India, and
containing suggefftiona for the equaUsation of taxation and
expenditure. The Public Improvement Bill and the Common
toitging-houxei (Ire.'and) Bill passed through committee.
Thl^rmpav,—Today, being Ascension-Day, the House, as

usual, did not sit.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.— T?ie Gunboats,—In answer to Sir J, Pakikgton,

' Lord C. Paoet said that the decay did not extend to the
entire number of gimbe^ats. It was f;ur to the contractors to

* «tate that the boats were prepared in a great hurry, owing
to the «x[jectation of the naval campai;^''n in the ensuing spring,

^ and th9 contractors fairly told the Government at the time
-^ttaat they had no seasoned timber. The Admiralty however
intended taking proceedings at law in reference to the short
holts which had been discovered-—Sir C. Napier denounced,
in indignant language, the flagrant conduct of the contractors,
and called upon the noble lord to j^ve up their names.

—

Adrairsil DuNcoiir; . aid that two yeara ago he found the boats
in such a state that he pushed his umbrella through them.

—

Sir F. Smith gave notice that he should move for a select
committee to inquire into this wholesale destruction of our
•hips,—Mr, Whitbread said that there was no wish on the
part of the GDveinment to screen any person, and the question
of instituting legal proceedings was then imder the cnusidera-

-tion of the law officers of the Crown. If such proceedings could
not bo taken, it would be a question whether a commission
Bbould not i<sue for inquiry into the Hubject.— Mr. D, Seymour
called attention to the state of the law with regard to Collijtions
at Sea, where foreign vessels were concerned.—Mr M, Gibson
said that the Government were most anxious to bring about
an assimilation of the hiws of various nations on the subject,
and the matter was at present under consideration.

—

Mr. Haudurton called attention to the French /orriAcations of
&. Pierrt, and asked whether there was any objection to
produce copies of all questions submitted to the law officers of
the Crown? He adduced a multitttdc of instances to show the
unfair conduct of the French settlers on this rock to British
Bulijects —Lord J. Ruhsell. in declining to furnish copies of the
cniMiioaa referred to by the hon. and learned gentleman, said
that the law oSaersof the Cmwn had reported that the fortifica-
tions in question were not of a nature to amount to an infrac-
tion of treaty engagements. Reform Bill.— In answer to Mr. E
jAMra and Mr Scully, Loid J. Kdstcll said that the object ot
poatponing the committ« on the Reform Bill until the-lth
June was to allow other measurw of great urgency with relation
to customs and excise to be proceeded with, as nothiui; could
be more mconvenient to the trade and commerce of the
wuntry than deLiy in such mnttera It was the intention of
the Government to proceed with the committee on the 4th ofJune but It would not be in their power, for obvious rcaRons,
to intrcKlnce clauses in the English Hill to make it applicable toiPBUnd Tkt tavo^ Qa Mio^i^—Uv. Griffith inq^uired whether
the noble lord was now able to give any assurance that norrench tniops would bo moved into the provinces of Chablaisa^tancigny until the dispositions to be adopted as to thoseBemralwed nrovuK.-i were determined by diplomatic agree-ment,-Lord J Kussell eaid be had already informed theHouje on a former occasion tliat the French Govern-

Se D^int "^hn't'^i.i^
*!'"' '''^'' "*^ engagement upon

i^.T^^ : . ^^^ ^^^^ **'^ assurance that they^^ ^'^^'i ^r!"^ J"^^ *^"^"^P^ ^"^^^ the neutnOieed p^T-

l^!^^\i after the vole of the Sardinim Parliainent ha^iwnfirmed the treatyofthe2»thof March. The Sicilian Inmrrec^

ta^;raf n ^^".'^^M attention t^ ail^rtisem-nt annoim^

Bicuuna and a«ked the BoUL-itrir,i^ATi«^..i .^u-.*u™ V^

this country who contributed to the fund would be liable to
legal proceedings,—The Solicitor-General said that the
advertisement merely invited subscriptions of money to be
transmitted to Genoa, and expressed his opinion that by what
was proposed to be done no law of this country w<)uld be
violated. Recall of Sir C TiYvelf/an.—Mr, Dan'BV Seymour asked
whether it was true that Sir Charles Trevelyan had been
recalled from the govcrnnrship of Madras. He charged the
Government with having treated a most Taluable public
servant with gross injustice.—Sii* C, Wood said that the
circumstances which had led to the recall of Sir C, Trevelyan
were to be traced to want of discretion in sending open telegrams,
and to hisubordination, in having api>ealed to the public
opinion of India against the financial measures of the Govern-
ment. He passed a hit^h eulngimii upon the private character
of Sir C- Trevelyan ; but appealed to the House whether, after
the perils which we had escaped in India, it could be tc>le-

ratcd for a moment that one Government was to be in open
mutiny acfainst another. The successor of Sir Charles would be
Sir Henry Ward, the present Governor of Ceylon, whose early
presence in Madras would be expedited as much as possible,
—Mr, Bright said the question w;is a painful one, and placed
the House in a position of great difficulty. Indian finances
were in a state of cliao?, occasioning enornwns perplexity to
every one engaged in dealing with them. Mr. Wilson's scheme
was able, and bold even to nishnesg. He objected to it, never-
theless, that it sought to establish a balance by increasing
taxation instead of diminishing expenditure. Ho thought the
income tax objectionable, aiid, in fact, impracticable. He
approved of the principles laid down in Sir C. Trevelyau'a
minute, but thought the publication of that document not
only contrary to official etiquette^ but dangerous to the
country^ and that his recall was justifiable. He believed,
indeed, that before the recall reached him Sir Charles
would have already resigned. He regretted more than he
could exj^ress the nect^sity of disniisaing so valuable a
functionary. The moral of the affiiir was that the whole
sj'fitem of government in India should be altered; every
Presidential Governor should be made equal and Inde-
pendent among themselves, and responsible only to the
Government at home. A di,-^cussion followed, in which
regret at the loss of the services of Sir C. Trevelyan was
mingled with admissions of the necespity of his recall.—Lord
Paluerston said that the step was most painful, bui ore
which it was the hounden duty of the Government to tak^ after
the insubordination shown by Sir C, Trevelyan, and when, in
remembrance of the late Indian revolt, conduct of this kind
required to be especiiUy checked. In saying this, he bore
ample testimony to the high merits of the late governor, who
might have expreiased his opinion in private to any member of
Wie Government, instead of venturing on a course so contrary
to duty, to public policy, and to his official experience—

a

course which distracted the peace of India, and endangered
the constituted authority. If they had reprimanded Sir
CharleSp the reprimand must have been as open as the
offence, and the consequences to all parties would
have been more serious than his recall. — Pennons for
IVounds.—Colonel North moved an address to her Majesty
praying for a reconsideration of the warrant granting
pensions and allowances to officers of the land forces, limited
to wounds and injuries received in action,—Sir C, Napier
seconded the motion,—Mr, S, Herbert admitted that there
were imperfections in the rules necessarily laid down and
applied to cases under the warrant, but recommended that the
motion should not be pressed.—Lord Palmerston also pcrinted
out the difficulty of dealing with the subject, and recommended
that it should be left in the hands of the war authorities- The
motion was ultimately agreed to.—Mr, F, Russell obtained
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the provisions of the Act for
the regulation of Municipal Corporations in Ireland, with
respect to the Appointment of Cororitrs in Irish boroughs. The
Select Committee upon the Thames Embankment was nomi-
nated, after a good deal of diHcussion. The orders of the day
were then disposed of, and the House adjourned to Monday.
MoVDAV.

—

Nnc^papers Conveyance Bill,—The CiiANCELrx)? of
the Exchequer, in reply to a question from Mr. Haines, said
that as it would be undesirable to proceed with the Newspaper
Conveyance Bill withuut inquirmg into the objections urged
against it by those who would be affected by its provisions, and
ay the Secretary to the Post Office was in such a st;^te of health
as to require six montlis' leave of absence, he intended to
withdraw the measure, reserving to himself the right of iutro-
ducing it, if necessary, in a future session. The Bill was then
withdrawn. Iri^^h Eidistnifint^ for the T'opf.—Mr, Steuart
asked whether the attention of Government had been called
to collections of money being made in Ireland and other parts
of the empire for the use of the Pope; whether such funds
might be used, or other means adopted, for enlisting subjects
of her Majesty for the army of that foreign Power; and
whether, if such be illegal or in-egnlar. Government would
tike meiusures to check any agents in the matter, or to warn
those who might enter into such engagements,—Mr, Cardweli.,
said there could be no doubt that the Foreign Enlistment Act
was directed against such cases as that referred to, and that
the Irish Government would take steps to prevent any infrac-
tion of the x\ct—Tho House then went into committee
on the Refreshment Honsen and Wine Licenses Bill.

On clause 24 Mr. Baines moved an amendoient
that the new diss of refreshment houses should not
be opened on Sundays, A lengthened discussion ensue 1, in
the course of which it was urged by the advocates of the
amendment that to allow refreshment-houses to retail wine on
Sundays would increase the facilities for intoxication and
imraoi^ity. On the other hand, it was contended that it

would be absurd to shut up the wine-houses while gin-palaces
and beer-houses were open to all comers. On a division, the
amendment was rejected by 117 to 82.—Mr, Hardv moved an
amendment to omit the exemption in favour of the Vintners
Company, which was, he said, open to abuse,—The Chanckllok
of the ExCHKQUER stated that the subject would he dealt with
in the 1-ondon Corporation Bilt On a division, the amend-
ment was negatived by 97 to 90. On clause 12, one of the
reserved clauses, a long discussion took place relative to the
proposal to confer licensing powers on the metropolitan police
magistrates, U was urged that this power was given to the
county magistrates in other counties, and there was no reason
why there should be a special exception in Middlesex. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer \iltimately yielded to the
strongly expressed opinion of the llouso in favour of the
cotnity magistrates, and undertook to make the requisite
alterations in the report. The clause was then asjreed to, and
the chairman ordered to report progress. The Marriages
(Extm-parochial Place?') Bdl ana tho M<dicious Injuries to Pro-
perty Act Ayjiauhnent Bill were read a third time and passed.

TuFSDAY.— I^ine lictn^€S.--1\\Q CUAXCELLOR of the Ex-
Cuequer stated, inreply*toMr. Dutton, thatby theexistinglaw
the holders of ten guinea wine licenses were allowed to sell
by retail, aud that there was no intention todcprive them of that
privilege. -Franrtf aiurSfirfi*>n"'i.— Inanswerto MrGRiFFiTii, Lord
J, Russell said that the French Government had not made
any communication, public or privaro, to Lord Cowley, to the
^-zt that, in the event of contingencies which might affect Uio
present distribution of power in Southern Italy, Franc j would
feel it her duty to claim further territorial comj^ensation.
Rnssia a^l Tfirkey.—ln answer to Mr John Locke, Lord J.
KuasELL said that her Majority's Government wtre not in pos*
50 u of any intelligence to the effect that Russia had
concentrated a considerable arniy on the Pr\ith or thnt I he
Ottoman Government ha^l assembled a corps d*orwirfe at Widdm

He bad however received yesterdny a telegram from her
Majesty's Minister at St, Peterburg stating that Prinie
Gortschakoff had f^ssetnbled the representatives of all the I'owtri
except Turkey, and had infornied them thattl^e condition of
the Christi:ms in the Turkish dominions was every day becoming
less supportable, and that his Government hoped to obtain the
concurrence of the other Powers in making a strong remon-
strance to Turkey upon the subject He had also received
a despatch from Lord Cowley stating that he had
had a conversation with M. Thouvenel to the effect
that, if any action were to take place, it ought to be not by
Russia alone, or by France and Rus?!ia alone^ but by the five
great Powers,—In answer to 5fr. Hapfield the Cuaxcellor
of the Exchequer stated that the Government were prepared
to brii}g in a Bill to authorise Inland Bonding Warehov .<ies. The
Ikrhy Day.—Mr. E. Jampis asked whether the House would
meet on Wednesday next, the Derby Day.—Lord Palmerstob,
amid general cheers, replied that the adjournment over the
Derby Day was a portion of the unwritten law of Parliament,
and that he would not ask the House to depart from so
sahitary a custom. His lordship added that it had usually
been the habit for a private member to move the adjournment,
but that he meant to do it himself this year. Recreation
Grounds,—Mr, Slaney moved a resolution th^at it was expe-
dient that her Majesty's Government or Parliament should
take steps to inquire in what manner adequate oi»en spaces in
the vicinity of our increasing populous towns, as public
walks and places of exercise and recreation, might be
Crovided and secured; aud to encourage and direct eCfort%

y private subscriptions, voluntary rates, or public grants,
to carry out S"ch objects.—Sir G. Lewis reminded the hon.
gentleman that an inquiry by Parliament into the subject was
unnecessary, as the obvious course was for lai^e towns
to take the initiative to make provision out of tlie

local funds under the control of town councils or other muni-
cipal bodies for the establishment of recreation grounds. The
motion was negatived without a division. FeiaaU MoiUls.^-'

Lord Haddo moved that the exhibition in schools of art of

fen)alcs wholly unclothed ought not to receive the sanction of
a public grant of money to the schools in which such practice
was adopted. He urged that the practice of drawing from-

nude models was a dissolute mode of study which tended to-

immorality, and was unnecessary for the purposes of art—8ir
G, Lewis recommended the noble lord not to i)ress the motion,
as it was well known that the practice of drawing from life

models was a necessary means of instruction.—Mr, Adderlhy
defended the practice, and charged Lord Haddo with wishing
to obtain the results of art. while he condemned the process by
which it was achieved,—Mr, Spooner supported the motion,
and contended that drawing from nude figures was contrary
to the direct spirit of the Word of God.—Lord Palmerston re*
garded the motion as an endeavour to interfere inquisitorially

with matters which were not within the province of Parliament.
On a division, the motion was negatived by 147 to 32, WeMi
Highways.—Viscount Emlyn obtained leave to bring in a Bill

for the better raanagemftnt and control of the highways in
South Wales.—Mr, Alcock moved that a Royal Commission be
issued to inquire and report how far it might be desirable and
practicable to substitute an equitable system of assessment in

lieu of the present mode of maintaining the lumpike Roads
and Bridges in England and Walei.—Sir G. C. Lewis opposed
the motion, which; on a division, was rejected by 78 to 12,

Order of the Bath.—Hir H. Stracey moved for copies of the
correspondence which has taken place betwe*-n tlie Indian
Board and the Secretary for War on the subject of ofl&cerA

recommended by the Governor-General of India and Lord
Clyde for the Companionship of the Bath,—Sir 0. Napier sup-
ported the motion, although at the same time he feared that

those honours were distributed with too lavish a hand- As far

as the navy was concerned, it was a common saying that there
were more CB.'s than A-B/sin the service.—Mr, ii. Herljkkt
explained that there were so many officers now holding this

distinction that the Government had resolved not to refuse

Lord Clydb^s recommendations, but to record thera, and
to appoint tho officers named as vacancies occvu-red- The
motion was negatived without a division. ITie Gunboats,-^
Sir C. Napieji moved for a return of the names of tho gun and
mortar boats with the short bolts, and the names of the
builders,—Lord PALiiERsTON said that the Admiralty were
taking measures to make the offenders amenable to the law,
and that it woiild be undesirable to prejudice the case by prc-
dueing the returns moved for. The motion was withdrawn,^
Mr Clive obtained leave to bring in a Bill to confirm certain
provisional orders under the Local Qovei'nment Act (ISoS)^ and
for other pui^poses in relation thereto. The Fight for the

Championship.^Lord Lovain'e moved for the production of the

correspondence between tho Home Office and the directors of

the 9outh-E;vstem Railway relating to the conveyance of

persons intending to commit a breach of the peace. He
censured that company for granting facilities for pri2»-

fighting, by which, he said, thousands of the greatest

ruffians in the metropolis were precipitated upon son\e

quiet country district quite unprepared fur such an
invasion, — Lord Palmekston denied that the persons
who usually accompanied the combatants in a prize-

fight were the canaiHe of society, and observed that

as far as the contest itself was concerned it was regarded as a
manly demonstration of strength and endurance, iu which the

combatants did not inflict any permanent injury upon each
other, and which, as a spectacle, was cert:unly not more-

dangerous than a balloon ascent—Sir W. Joluffb said that

in the county of Surrey the magistrates had run some personal
risk in preventing breaches of the peace being committed, and
that they would be much discouraged by finding that prize*

lighting w.'is countenanced by the Government. After somo
further discussion the motion was agreed to.—On the motion
for the second reading of the Te*iur€ and Improvemtnt of Laiid

(Ireland) Bill, Sir J- Walsh moved that it be read a second
time that day six months, on the ground that Government
interference between landlord and tenant was objectionable,
and that, as the country was rapidly progressing in material
prosperity it would be far better to allow the remedial proccsS'

to go on undisturbed-—Mr- Maguire made an earnest appeal
t<> the Government to legislate in a wuse and comprehensive-
spirit towards the tenantry of Ireland, and by that means give
them some inducement to remain in the land of their birth.

—

Mr- George, Mr, P. Urquhart^ iuid other hon, gentlsmen
having spoken, the debate w^as adjourned.— Mr, Deasv moved
the second reading of the Landlord and Tenant (Ire'and) Bill,

the object of which was to simplify the existing law,— Mr.
Whiteside objected to the Bill that it did not deal with many
important subjects. After a short debate the Bill waa reud ai

second time.

Wedkksdav.—The Lord Advocate moved the second read-
ing of the Annuity Tax Abolition (Edinburgh) Bill,—Mr. Had-
FiELD objected to the principle of the Bill, believing that it

would perpetuate the Uix in another shape, and moved that
the Bill be read a second time that day six months. —After
some remarks by Mr. Caird, Sir J, FEROasoN. and other
members, the Lord-Advocatk intimated that wheu the Bill

came into committee he intended to move the insertion of
clauses to provide that, instead of accumulating a fund of
120,000tp as proposed bj' the jiresont Bill, a permanent rate
should be levied, in order t^ secure the salaries of 13 ministers.
Care woidd be taken that there should be ample security fur

the payment of the rate— Mr- Hadfielo then withdrew the
amendment^ and the Biil was read a second time. The order
for the second reading of the Charity Tuidrois Bill was dis-

charged. The Co}}MUUuted (9,«)0,0«)r> BUI was read a secofld
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tim'* On the motion of the Attorney-General, the Court of

Chancery Bid was referred to a select committe,?.

Thursday, ^-r/itf French Treaty and the Paper Duties.—Lord
Palmerstok having moved that the House at ita ^i^ing

adjourn to Monday. Mr, Stansfeld asVed how far the Com-
mercial Treaty would be affected by the rejection of the Paper
Butics Repeal Bill ?—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
replied that it was not for him to anticipate the rejection of the

Bill by the House of Lords. Our obligations towards France,

however^ were perfectly clear, and wo were bound by tby

Treaty not to levy a higher rate of Customs duty upon
French paper than the Excise duty at home. GaribahiVs

Sxptdition.—Mr, Hennessy called attention to the state-

ment made on a previous di;bate by the Solicitor-General

with reference to the advertisement for raising subscriptions

in aid of the insurgents in Sicily, and to a decision of the Court
"
of Common Pleas as to the illegality of such proceeding. He
quoted a variety of authorities to prove that such subFcrintions

were contrary to the common law of England and the law of

nations, and that the offence was punishable by fine and
imprisonment— The Solicitor-General said that what ho
meant to say on Friday was that a person reading the adver-
tisement, and simply Fubscribing his money, was not giiilty

of a crinMnal offence- To that opinion ho snll adhered. 13ut

he did hot deny the criminality of persons enlisting men for

the purpose of serving* a^inst foreign Powers ; and be gave no
opinion as to the liability of the person who inserted the
advertisement in question- The law, as it stood in the Foreign
Enlistment Act, was cleartyinsufiicienttomeet the present case,
'—Mr. Whiteside controverted the law of the Solicitor-General.
It was impossible to separate any action from its avowed
intents and objects. Those who evidently aided and abetted
a conspirjicy were liable for the consequences.—Mr, Ja^ies said

that the law, as it strw>d, was quite suflBcient to punish these
offences. He asked Mr, Hennessy, amid much cneerinj?, how
he proposed to apply the law to the enlistment of men in

Ireland to serve tmHer General tiamorici^re for the purpose of
massacring the subjects of tlie Pope? In tliis case the Foreign
Enlistment Act wiis clearly applicable.—The Attohscv-
General said that no doubt the law made it illegal to raise

money for the purjx^se of exciting to revolt the subjects of a
foreign Power. But the enunciation of tha law and the carrying
it into effect were very different things. In this case the
parties subscribing were foreigners resident in England,
whom it was very difficult to bring within the scope of

' the tribunals. — Sir H. Cairns and Mr. Bovill could
^ not understand how a more overt act of conspiracy
" could be committed than the raising money for the
purpose of subverting the throne of a friendly Power.

—

Mr. Hope asked the Attorney-General for an ex:])lanation of his

opinion as to the liability of foreigners to the English law.

—

The Attorney-General said that foreigners, though amenable
to the En^lifch law, were not to be considered as subjects of the
Crown, If a British subject had forwarded lOOOL to Garibaldi
for tlie purposes of the insurrection. It would be clearly illegal,

but the illegality was not so clear if a Sicilian refugee were to
do the same thing.—Mr. MaKSELL said that the Govern-
ment should make known their inteiitlons, and not
afford to foreign revolutionists tlie moral Kipport
of their present inaction,—Mr Malins thought that if

foreigners could combine to bring this country into difficulties

with friendly powers, the anomaly of the law should be removed
without delay,—Mr. Newdegate declared that those who
assisted Garibaldi and those who eii]i>ted for the Pope were
equally guilty, and ought to be equally checked.—Mr. B.
Osborne fciid that the illegality of the subscription had been
clearly proved. If the Government countenanced this move-

' ment, with what face could they blarae the filibvistcring exj>e-
dttions of America? He wished to know how far it was true
that the expedition of Garibaldi had been forwarded by
English vessels?—The O'DoxoGHUE said that there was great
difference between assistance afforded to a legitimate
-sovereign in maintaining order, and asai^tAnce given
to rebels agaiuRt their lawful sovereign,—Lord J, Russell said
that he had that morning received a letter from Captain
Marriner, of the Intrepid, one of the vessels sent to Marsala
for the protection of IJritish property. That letter stitcd that
the merchant steamers conveying Garibaldi arrived soon after

himself, and the expedition disembarked. Two Neapolitan
Teasels of war were in the neighbourbood. but they did not
fire. After all the men had leH: Garibaldi's vessels, the Nea-
politan commander asked Captain Marriner to take possession
olf those vessels, which he very properly refused to do- He did
Dot contradict the statement that ho had assisted the landing,
^becau.se he had never heard it; but the clear inference was
that he had done nothing of the kiud, nor anything not in

strict accordance with his duty. As to the subscription for

Gkiribaldi, to prosecute its promoters would involve great
difficulty, and he never remembered a successful prosecution
instituted on any such grounds. He himself had sub-
Rcribed in favour of the insurrectionists of Greece, and
no one had i)rosecuted him. After all, ca-ses of this kind
must be jndj^ed on their own merits. What of the fili-

bustering expedition that landed in England in Noveralxjr,
1688? Tliese attempts deserved close consideration before
they were either appi'ovod or condemned. He declined to
give any pledge on the part of the Government to undertake
prosecutioi}3 against thof^e who bad forwarded money to the
Sicilian insurgents.—After some remarks from Mr. WrLl> in
defence of Garibaldi, Mr. Maouire defended the Pope, and
stigmatised the attempt of the two royal robbers, who pro-

fessed to liberate Italy, as pure humbug,—Mr. Danby Set-
MOUR complained of the speech of Lord John Russell, as tending
to encourage the expedition of Garibaldi.—Lord J. Rcs^ell
said that he had carefully abstained from giving any opinion as
to the expedition. The Gnjibi^atg^—Hir F. Smith called attention
to the decayed gunboats, and begged that they might not be
broken up till they had been more thoroughly examined.

—

Sir J- Elphinstone confirmed, from personal observation, the
statements respecting their rotten condition.—Lord 0. Paget
said that the boats certainly would not bo broken up at
present, nor till they were exhibited to the contractors. After
some further conversation, the motion for adjournment till Mon-
daywas agreed to. The House then went into Committee on the
reserved clauses of the Wine Licenses Bill—On clause 12, Mr.
Jamcs moved an amendment assimilating the regulations under
which licenses were granted by the magistrates to those now in
force in licensing public-houses. In sup]>ort of this amend-
ment it was urged that there were now three systems—
one for the public houses, another for the beer-
houses, and a third proposed by the present Bill- This
would lead to much inconvenience. It was contended, on the
other hand^ that of the three systems the one under the
Bill was the best. The amendment was negatived by 154

MOTTET IfABKET, FRIDAY,—BRITISH FuNDS : Con-
sols closed at 94| to ^ for Moneys and 94| for tlie

6tli June; liank Stock, 226^ to 227-i ; Ikduced and
New Three per Cents., 92'i to 93; Thirty Years Annui-
ties, expirinj^ in April, 1885, 17 7-16, 516 ; India Stock,

220; huliaa Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, lOGi to f;
Ditto for Acet,, lOGi ; Five per Cent. Knfaced Itupee

Paper, 97| ; Ditto Five and a H^lf per Cent, 102^
to 103^ ; Indian Four per Cent. Dehcntnres, 1859, 96^

;

Excheqtier Bill?, 4*. to 7^. pm.—Fokeigx : Mexican
Three per Cents., for Acct., 20| to i ; PortuLrucso

Three per Cents., 1853^ for Acct., 44; Sardinian Five

per Cents., for Acct., 84|; Sp^*nish Committee's Certi-

ficates, 4f; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 73^
to 74i; Ditto for 1858, for Acct., 57 to |.
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TUE81>AT—BANKKUPTS—J. Box and H.J.Lewis, Glourfster, Com

MerchBTitB—E. Clattox, Openfliaw, near Manchester. GroCrr and I'ro-

vision Dealer—S. Frkemak and J. CiirFoiiD, Leicester, Elas'ic V.eb
Manufacturers—A. IUblam, Manchester, Coach Vropric't.r — C. Jo>«a,
117, beanajtate, Manchester, and 5, Stockport UoaJ, AUnncliam, Chester,

Boot and Shotmaker—S. Moas and W. Ashwortu, Wood Aliil, Stansfield,

ClapUam Koad, Surrey, Liuendraper and Hosier— 1). WirnowsoN, ^otIl^s-

ham. Lace Manufacturer — J. Williami, i'ontypool, Mui.mouth a hire,

Surjreon and ApothecHTv.
. , „ ,

SCOTCH StUUESTKATIONS-\V. Achott, Arcyle, isrent and Dealer

—C. H. C. K. M. Drummosi), Edinburgh - E. A. FALCopian, tdmhursth.

Grocer and Spirit Dealer—J. Fi,eui>g. Canipbeltown, Commander in the

R<>j-al .Navy— l*. IIai, I'aisley, Uyer—K. Macdosald, Uawiclt. Oroccrand
Spirit Merchant.
FRIDAY- BANKRrPT-i—C. Beat, Alfred Terrace, Bfiyswatcr, Iron,

mon^cer—T. Coatks, Lambeth, Lintudrapcr—J. EaLBt, Ea»t Uuttenrick,

Lincolnshire, Stone .Vaton— u. li.ARvtT, Hatton Garden, Lamp Manu-
raclurcr— G. J. T. Lke.ik and \V. H. Hbadbury, LonKtoii. SiaiYordshire,

China Mnnufarturtrs-W. G.-Mahtix. Chepstow, UthoUler-R. H. StXTOS,

professions of the hundreds of thonsnnds of the com-
inunity who renlly had none would be a mockery. The
power given to the enumerators to ask questions, under
a penalty, might, in respect to this matter, also prove
a source of great annoyance. Lord Palmerston, in
reply, said that he sViould acquaint hig coUcatrnea with
the strong feelings existing among the bodies repra-
senfced by the deputations. He thought that any
census was necessarily open to some of the objections
urged, for inquiries as to occupation and age
might equally be denounced as impertinent. He
should have thought that there would not have
been the difficulty described iu defining the ecclesias-
tical position of individuals, and that, at any rate,

there was the same difficulty In snying to whom the
places of worship belonged. [It was replied to this that
tlicy were alre?.dy registered as regards denomination.]
He thought that the statistics obtained at the last

census were of less value than had been represented

;

for the numbers of attendants at places of worship on a
particular Sunday were affected by weather, by sickne«*,

and by other accidental circumstances. If there was to

be a departure from the plan pursued in 1851, perhaps
it would be better to take only the amount of religio-js

accommodation, and to abandon the number of attend-
ants. But the whole stibject should be considered, anfl

the liill should not be pressed forward too hastily. (It

appeared to be the impression of the gentlemen present
that his lordship's suggestion to take only the amount
of accommodation, and to abandon the attendances and
personal profession, would be an acceptable alteration).

After his lordship had been thanked for his attention to

the matter, the deputies explained to him the object of
the Charitable Trusts Bill, with a view to obtaining the
support of the Government,
The Great Eastebn is announced to sail on Satur-

day, the 9th of Jane, for New York. Ttie directors

have decided on sending the ship to New York instead

of Portland, as was originally intended, the municipal
induco-

The
number of passengers to be taken out is limited to 300
first cliisss. The fares will be 25/. for the voyage out, or

40/. for the voyage out and home. A large number of

the berths has already been taken, and the limited

number fixed by tlie board will, it is expected, be taken
in tlie course of a few days. The time wliich the veesel

will remain at New York will depend, of course, upon
the amount of attraction for visitors, from which source

itflttiopolijs anU m Uitmitu>

The Qtteen's Birthday. — Yesterday being her

Majesty's birthday, the belJa of the vnrioiia chnrcbes

ranJ forth a peal at an early hour. Tlie Koyal Standard

was hoisted at the l*ost Office, Totver, Cust^nu House,

Somerset House, and other Government offices, as well

as at the churches of Kensington, St. Martiu'a-in-the-

Fields, St. John's and St. ilargaret's, Westminster;

and the vessels iu the river were dressed in colours.

The intended rcview^ of the household troops by ihe ' connection with the school by sending his children

cable between Rangoon and Singapore—a link which,

it supplied, will place Calcutta within six daja from
London.
The Removal of Westminster School.—A meet-

ing of olU Westminsters was held in the Jerusalem
Cijamber, on ^Ve^Uleslh^y, to take into consideration the
proposed removal of Westminster School. The meoting'
was very nuineroubly attendetL Lord Ebury advocated
the retention of the school on its present site, but pro-
posed that it should be recast into a middle-class day.
school, and thus meet a great educational want. Lord
Cliarles Russell, as one of those who still retained Ids

Prince Consort and Duke of Cambridge did not take

place in consequence of the rain. The review of the

Greenwich Pensioners was also postponed. In the

evening the houses of her iFjijest^'s tradesmen, the

club-houses, and theatres were illuminated.

The Census of kext Year.—Four deputations of;

there, wi\s convinced that the most desirable course to

be pursued was to remove the school. Loid Llauover
opposed Lord Ebury*s proposition, and saw no reascni

why the school, if removed to a suitable distance from
the metropolis,8hould not revive, retiiinits old fonnection

with the nobility and gentry of England, and vie with

Dissenters waited upon Lord Palmerston at Cambridge any public school. The Dean of Christ Church thought.

House, a few days since, to lay before him the objections ! considering the bad position ofmany ofourpublic schools

of some Dissenters to the questions as to religious
j
—Eton notoriously unhealthy, Winchester in a swamp,

profession included in the inquiries of the next cen>;us. I Hairow and Rugby without water— that it would be

There were altogether four deputations, representing ' possible to find a position which should combine every

the Dissenting Deputies, the Congregational Union,
(
advantage for the new AVestminster School when trans-

the board of Conorrep:ational Ministers, and the execu-
]
planted to fresh soil; but of one thinghewiis convinced.

tive of the Liberation Society. Their object was to

acquaint his lordship, as the head of the Government,
with the strong objections entertained by the Dissent-

ing body to that part of tlie Census Bill now before

that if an angel froui Heaven were to come down and
undertake the charge of the school, he would find it

impossible to revive it on its present site. The Msister

of Trinity said that if the school, as Lord Ebury
Parliament which compels every honschoMtT, under

j

suggested, were made a mere middle-class day-schocj,

a penalty, to state the "religious profession'* of every ! the connection existing between it and Trinity would

one sleeping in his house on the night of the Census i be materially weakened; nor could it be expected thatsleep

Sunday. The four deputations met his lordship jointly,

and it was stated that, if time had permitted, other

bodies would have availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity of stating their views, Mr. Frank Crossley,

M.P., and Sir S. M. Peto, M.P., introduced the deputa- i

tions. Mr. Hull Terrell, tlie Rev. George Smith, the

Rev. H. Mudge, and Mr. Carvell Wilhams stated the

case of the bodies they respectively represented; other

gentlemen also taking part in the discu^?sn)ii. Tliey

stated that, instead of the people co-operating, as tliey

should do, with the Government in obtaining statistics

to I17.-Afteralongdl6cnssion on the other points ofthe clause,
I
affecting the socuil interests ot the people, large classes.

Sir W. JoLLiFFE complained of the absence of all power nf including many thoughtful and patriotic n»en, would,
appeal from the decision of the magistrates.—The Chancellor . ii '• v apeline irivinf' information which they
Of the Exchequer agreed to add words conferring the right of 2, / '

i i \f ...1,..X l,n n«t,-d for Thev siid
appeal. The clause, as well .13 the others reserfe.i. and some thought could not properly be askc I tor.

^
Jheys.ua

additional clauses, were then agreed to.—Mr. W. Martin that in many eases househoiders would do injustice 10

moved the repeal of the Act comtDoidy called the Tippling Act, jjj^ inmates of their honses, by giving, either Jrom
which was productive of much vexation iind was now useless.

„„_.ieg«ness or partisanship, incorrect iutormatiou
—Mr. Hardy opposed the motion, as did the Chancellor of the cartit&Micsa ^^ • i. ...
Exchequer and other members.—The motion Wi*s withdrawn.
—Mr. J. Locke prOjKJStd to repeal the liberty now permitted
to thed.trcs to sell iutoxicating liquors.—The Chairman having
ruled that the propi'Sitiou could not then be entertained, it
w;i3 withdrawn. Some further clauses were agreed to, and the
Bill passed through commiitee. The remaining business was
then disposed of, and the House adjourned to MonrJaj-.

mahe a return in so general or doubtful a blwpe that it

would be utterly valueless. To state the religions

under such a system many additions would be made to
those glorioiu names of poets, judges, and statesmen,

who, having been educated at Westminster, had been
transferred to 'J'linity and enrolled in the archives of

that college. The Dean of Westminster dcchired it to

be his decided coiiviction that it was desirable to remove
it before the oUl Westminster connection was entirely

snapped. The Duke of Kichmond, who saw before him
in Sir James Graliam his fag of bygone days, called on

the Head Master to state his opinion. The Eer.

C. B. Scott, in reply, said that though the school

had not fallen oif much of late years, it

still languished, and seemed gradually to decline.

There were great diflScuUies altending

supervision of boys in the metropolis,

in pursuing the favourite sport of Westminsters oq
the water, and, above all things, want of space even

for educational puiposes. He thought that Lord
Ebur^-'s proposition was not feasihle, but he wag

sanguine of the success that would attend removal if it

were properly and intluentially carried out. The Bishop

of St. Asaph then moved a resolution to the etlcct that

the meeting thuught it desirable, if i>os3ible, to remove

the moral
great ri-*
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the scliool. Sir Dav'id Diiudas and Sir Jauios Graham
pleaJcc-l for delay. Lord Bronghton followed still more
decidedly against the motion. Sir Walter James
declared that he was decidedly opposed to LordEhury's
ficheme, and thought if the school were removed it

might reasonably be expected to revive. The Duke of

Richmoud then moved as "an amendment that tlie

meeting should stand adjourned to Wednesday, the

13th of June. The Eishop of St. Asaph therefore

withdrew his motion, and the amendment was
-unanimously carried. On the day named it is expected
that every information to enable the meeting to arrive

at a clear expression of their opinion will be laid before

the old Westminsters who take part in it,

MuEDER IN SuOEEDiTCH.—On Monday night a

married woman named Hart was murdered by a man
named Raddon, a pipe-maker, with whom she had been
living for some time at -10, Pliillip Street, Kingsland
Road. On the previous evening they had been drinking

together in the neighbourhood, and were both the

worse for liquor when they went to bed. No noise or

disturbance was heard by tbe other persons in tlio

Louse during the night, but in the course of tlio

^Homing the woman was found Iving upon the bed in

her day clothing, with her head nearly severed from her

body. The bedding was saturated with blood, and by
her side was lying a razor which had been recently

wiped. The weapon was lying close to her right hand,

nvhich was perfectly free from any spots of blood, and it
|

was quite evident that the womul had been inflicted

'While the deceased was sound asleep. The murderer
absconded, and no clue whatever could be traced of him
tintil about 10 o'clock on Wednesday, when his body was
-dragged up by tbe towing rope ofa barge passing through

the Regent's Canal. His bands were firmly tied with a

.pocket-handkerchief, and the arms were lying upon
the breast, as if ho had bound them round to prevent

his struggling, and to hasten his death. The body
was conveyed to the dead house at tbe rear of the

-Shoreditcli Workhouse, where it was immediately
identified as being that of the murderer. His cap had
'been found floating in the caual some distance from the

spot where the body was discovered, and there is no
-doubt that he committed suicide by leaping off the

'bank near the coal wharf, which is easily to be reached

from the main road. On Wednesday evening au
inquest was opened on the body of the murdered
woman, but was ultimately adjourned for the purpose

of collecting the necessary evidence.

assistance being obtained, he recovered. It is also

known that of a family of 11 children, four only are

now living. Under these circumstances the coroner

and jury submitted the intestines and other portions

of the body to Dr. Lctheby for analysis. The result

was the discovery of strychnine in considerable quan-
tities, but superficially deposited, being found accom-
panied by a vegetable substance which is suppo.sed to

be tea leaves; it is presumed that the poison was
administered in these leaves. No fnvther evidence has
been obtained, and tJie inquest closed with the verdict
that deceased came by her death by strychnine, but by
whom administered and for what cause there is no
evidence to show. The general impression is that

deceased died by her own baud, after having tried the
powder upon her brother.

SUNDEiiLAND,—A few days ago au inquest was held
in this town on the body of Ensign Elsdon P. H.
Everard, aged 20 years, the only son of an ancient
family, and heir to a large property in the south of
England. He had joined the 2yth Regiment since its

return from India, and belonged to the dep6t lying iu

Sunderland Barrack. On the 2Gth ult. he was marching
with a party of soldiers, on their return from ball-

practice at Hendon, along the Seaham and Sunderland
Londonderry Railway, when he was struck by thebuifer

of a passing train and knocked down. When taken up
he was insensible and severely injured on the head, and
he expired some time afti:rwards. The jury at the

inquest returned a verdict of Accidental T)eath. The
funeral took place on Monday week with military

honours, and was attended by upwards of 14,000
persons.

WI^'C^E3TEE.—On Saturday morning an attempt at

murder was made iu this city by Robert Simpson, a

private in the 60th Rifles, wlio inflicted a dreadful

wound with a razor on the person of a fem:de with
whom lie had been living, and immediately afterwards

attempted to commit suicide by similar means. The
woman is not expected to live, and tlie mayor has

accordingly taken her deposition, in which she states

that the man cut her tlu'oat at her own request and
that she gave him the money to buy the razor with.

13roDincfaU
' Chatham.—The Powerful, 84-gun llne-of-battle

ship, which was ordered to be converted into a screw
ftteam-^hlp, iu this dockyard, haa been surveyed, and
her timbers found to be so exceedingly rotten that she

iias been put out of dock, and tlie order for iier con-

version cancelled. The shipwrights have completed
the breaking up of two more of the defective niortar-

Tessels, the work having been accomplished with little

ditliculty, owing to the exceedingly slight way in which
the framing and other parts have been put together,

and tbe very insecure state of the bolts and fastenings,

^^ticularly in the lower parts of the vessels. Neither
of the mortar -vessels which are now in course of being
(destroyed ever saw an hour's service, which is con-
sidered a subject for congratulation; for the most
-experienced shipbuilders who have inspected them have
«tated their conviction that if they had been called

upon to susliun the shock and rebound of their heavy
mortars, they would have gone to the bottom before
they had fired a dozen shells.

Oxford.—Mr. Max MuUer, M.A. of Christ Church,
Taylorian Professor of Modem European Lansmages, and
ilr. Monier Williams, M.A. of University College, late

Professor of Sanscrit at Haileybury, are candidates for

the Boden Professorship of Sanscrit, vacant by the death
-•f the late Professor H. It. Wilson.

PBTEEBOROTJGn.—Considerable excitement has been
•created in this city and neighbourhood by the pro-
ceedings of a coroner's jury, which has held three
mttings during the past io days to inquire into the
death of a fine young woman, 18 years of age, named
Mary .Tane Pope, the daughter of r ^octahle parents.
It ap^Kjara that on Sunday wpck she attended the
Baptist Chapel, and during.' the service was taken ill,

lost tbe Q»e of hi-r \ ^ , and waa couvuhed, l"ieing
removed home, a sui^eon waa sont for, and afterwards
« physician. Both these gentlemen came to inde-
pendent conclusions that the cirl liad been poisoned.
She, however, denied having taken anything. Deatli
•«!Bue<l in a short time after the seizure, and tlie
«ymptoras of the attack and tlie rigidity which set in
directly after death confirming tlie suspicions of
poisoning, an inquest was held. The post morletn
examination strengthened the opinion of the medical
men, and led them to conclude that she had died from
the eft'tcts of strychnine. It was ascertained that on
^e previous Saturday she purchased six-pennyworth
Of Battle's vermin powder, but no motive for suicide
•eem to exist. From the evidence given to the jury it
Appeared that in 1S51 an infant of the same family
died suddenly of convulsions, thnt in April last another
child died after a short illness showing similar symptoms,
and that kst week a boy, 8 years of age, was seized

K • 1
*^*"^^^*»**^ exactly corresponding to those under

-'hich the deeeased girlUboured; but prompt medical

PEOClAMATIOy AGir^ST ENtlST^IEyTS FOll THE
PorE.—The agents of the Papal Government have
for some days been picking up large numbers of recruits

in various parts of Ireland. About 50 men, mostly
from Killarney, and chiefly shoemakers, tailors, butchers,

boatmen and runners, left that town by train on Monday
morning for Rome, to enter the Pope's army. They
were accompanied by two priests, and went under the
design-.ition of navvies, every seven men being
under a "ganger." Last week 200 other recruits

left Kilkenny, 150 went from Drogheda, and a con-
siderable number of others have set out from Cork
and Kerry. The mutter has now become so serious,

that in order to prevent the Pope's recruiting officers

from enlisting the men on the breaking up of the
militia regiments, which will take place in about a

fortnight, the Government has resolved to put the law
in force iu reference to foreign enliatmcnts. Accord-
ingly on Thursday the commissioner of police and
inspector of the constabulary issued proclamations
cautioning all concerned against enlisting under a
foreign Prince in any military capacity, under pain of

being guilty of misdemeanour, punishable by fine and
imprisonment, and stating that masters of ships

knowingly taking such persons on board are liable to a

penalty of 50/. for each person.

The Ieish Chtjkch.—Tlie Deanery of Derry, one
of the prizes of the Irish Church, has been conferred by
the Lord-Lieutenant on the Very Rev. Hugh Usher
Tighc, Dean of Ardagh and the Chapel Royal, and first

chaplain to the Lord-Lieutenant.

Accident on thb North Lo>'do>'.—Ou Wednes-
day afternoon, as the passenger train from Camden
Town was proceeding from the Bow station to Fen-
church Street up the curved incline which connects the
North London with the Bhickwall, the engine ran off

the line and fell over on its side completely across the
down line and the road used by the Tilbury, Woodford,
North Woolwich, and other trains. The guard's break
and two second-class carriages were dragged off the
line and much shattered, but all tbe passengers escaped

I

serious injury witli the exception of au elderly lady,

j
Mrs. Sutherland, who sustained a serioug contusion on
the face.

!Lab).
Centhal Criminal Court.— 77.^ Case of the Rv. Mr. Hatch.'-

The XrioX oi Mary Bugtnia Plummer, a little girl U years old,
the daughter of Mr. and Jlrs. Plummer, of Holcroft House,
Wiltshire, on an indictment preferred against her by the Rev,
Mr, Hatch, chucging her with the offence of wilful and coirupt
peijury, commenced l^t week before Mr, Baron ChaunelU and
tenniixated on Mt»nday after occupying the Court for five entire
days. The case in all its ftiaturea was perhaps one of the most
extraordinary which has ever been brought before a court of
justice^ and the iuterest which it excited was so great that the
Court and avenues leading to it were crowded during each day
of the trial. It will be remembered that in December last the
Rev. Henry John Hatch was tried and found guilty of grossly
indecent conduct towards two little girls under his charge.

Mr. Hatch, who had been educated at Eton and Cam-
bridge, was appointed in 1851 Chaplain of the "Wandsworth
House of Correction, In 1856 he took charge of an
orphan gjrl» who was thenceforward treated as his adopted
child, and passed by the name of Lucy Hatch- In 1859
ho wished to have some young lady scholars, and an adver-
tisement of his was answered by Mr. and Mrs. Plummer,
who live at Holcroft House, "Wiltehive, Terms were agreed
upon, and it was arranged that Mr. Hatch should receive into
Lift family ]Mr- Plummcr's two little girls—Mary Eugenia, about
11 years old, and Stephanie Augusta, about eight years old.
Subsequently, the elder child only w^as brought by the parents,
and was placed under Mr, Hatch s charge on the 11th August.
At this time there were staying in his house his wife,
to whom he was married in 1S45, a governess whom he
had engaged specially, two Frencli ladies, who were
on a visit, and two servants. Eugenia resided here for
about a fortnight, when her mother brought her younger sister,

Stephanie, and left them both under Mr. Hatch's roof. The
next day, August 26, the mother returned, saying that the
thnnderstorra which had tal^en place during the night of the
25th was a judgment upon her for leaving her children, and
that she had come to fetch them away. She was accompanied
on both days by her husband, and they all four left Mr. Hatch's
house on tbe evening of the 26th. It was not till October 25th
that Mr. Hatch became aware of the reports which w^ere cir-

culated against his character. Inconsequence of a letter which
he received from the Bishcp of Winchester he consulted the
governor of the gaol, and resigned his appointment, andfor some
days he kept himself concealed for fear of being apprehended.
He was however taken at an hotel in Holborn, and was after-
wards tried at the Old Bailey on the charge of having behaved to
the little girl Eugenia Plummer with indescribable wickedness,
sometimes in the presence of Lucy, the adopted daughter, who
was also represented as the victim of his profligacy ; and
Stephanie was said to have been so once. On one occasion the
garden by daylight was said to be the scene of these proceed-
ings ; on every evening, Eugenia's bedroom was the scene. He
was also charged with outrages upon Eugenia in the morning,
when, in accordance with their daily cmstom, she and Lucy
were brought to Mr, and Mrs. Hatch's bed before any of them
were dressed. At the trial in December" last, Mr. Serjeant Bal-
lantine, who defended Mr, Hatch, called no witnesses to dis-

prove these accusations, but contented himself with severely
cross-examining the witnesses for the proi^ecution, and sum-
moning a great number of unimpeachable persons to speak to

Mr. Hatch's good character. The jury found Sir. Hatch guilty,

and he was sentenced to four years' iraprist-nment. Great in-

terest w as taken in the case ; further evidence in his favour was
stated ex parte on affidavit ; and even the j ury who had brought
hira in guilty were induced subsequently to reconsider
their decision, and to publish a declaration in the public
journals, one of them withholding his signature apparently on
technical groimds. The result was that Mr. Hatch was
advised to bring an action for perjury against the children who
had sworn that he had committed the crime imputed to him.
Accordingly, au indictment was drawn up ac;ainst Eugenia
Plummer, which contauicd iive distinct allegations of peijiury.

It ia impossible to describe the particulars of this second case,

the details of which are such as to admit of nothing niore than
this general reference to their character- \Vhile in these
particulars lay the most important points of the case, the
evidence was so absolutely contradictory, and the discrepancies
so hopelessly iiTCConcilable, that the judge declared in sum-
ming up that no theory of explanation could be propounded
which could be considered at all satisfactory. On the

one hand, it was difficult to believe that the two
girls, Eugenia and Stephanie Plummer, should of their

own accord have concocted and pereistently maintained
a series of atrocious falsehoods against a clergyman whom
they had no motive to injure. On the other hand, the
acquaintance which they showed with ideas not childlike

attracted remark even on the first trial ; and that portion of

the case appeared still more extraordinary on the new trial.

It also seemed iucredible that a clergyman who was dependent
for his subsistence upon his own labours should have run the
risk of ruining bis px~ospects for life by committing an assault

upon a little child before she had been an hour in his house,
and that he should continue these offences every night without
intermission, and on one occasion, as she said, under the very
eyes, and in the full view of his wife. It ia important to

mention that the witnesses who appeared for Mr, Hatch pre-

sented a much more favourable appearance than those
for the defendant. All the members of his family were
called, and they denied in the most emphatic manner that Mr.
Hatch was in any way culpable, so far as their knowledge went.
On the other hand, when I\Irs. Plummer. the mother of the

children, appeared in the witness box and was asked if she

drank porter with tbe cabman who drove her from the court

at the former trial, shereplied, '^Porteris my beverage," When
pressed^ in cross examination, on the subject of brandy-and-
water, she said she should be very glad to see Mr, Edwin James
at Holcroft House, and to give him some of that liquor. She

also admitted that she did not take the childrea to church or

give them any religious instruction whatever^ and that the

youngest could not read, though they were both said to he

entitled to many thousand pounds in their own right.
^
The

judge, in summmg up, more than once called the nttention of

the jury to Mrs. Plummer's demeanour in the witness box,

and said that although her conduct was certainly very extraor-

dinary, the jury ought not to allow this to operate too much to

her prejudice, but should weigh her evidence fairly and dis-

passionately, and allow it to have its due weight in influencing

their decision. His lordship then read the remainder of the

evidence, and in conclusion said that the defendant was now
upon her trial, and if the evidence establiahed her g^^lt^

it was their duty to say so by their verdict, but if

the evidence left any reasonable doubt upon their minds,

she was entitled to the benefit of that doiibt, and ought
to be. acquitted, although that result might involve

very serious consequences so far aa Mr, Hatch was concerned,
The jury, however, had nothing whatever to do with that;
they were boimd to decide this case as they would any other,
and if the guilt of the defendant was not satisfoctorily
established they ought to say so by their verdict, without any
reference to the consequences to other parties. The summing
up of the learned judge occupied seven hours and three-
quarters in its delivery, and at a quarter to 6 o'clock on Monday
afternoon the jury retired to deliberate. They returned iuto

court at 8 o'clock, and gave a verdict of Guilty. The foreman
at the same time handed to the judge a written paper, which
hia lorddhip directed to be read. It was in the following
terms :—" We find the prisoner Mary Eugenia Plummer
Guilty, and while we recommend her to the utmost extent of

mercy, we venture at the same time to express a hope that
your lordship, if you have the power to do so, will direct that

any imprisonment to which she may be subjected may be
accompanied by a proper course of training and education, of

which she has hitherto been deprived, and probably would
still be deprived at home." There was a burst of
applause when the verdict was deUvered, and it was not
without difficulty that it was stopped by the officer
of the Court- A great number of persons had assembled
outside the building, by whom the news of the result was
received with loud cheering. Baron Channell said he should
consult Mr. Justice Keating with regard to the seutence to be
pmnounced, and in the meantime tli© defendant might go at

largo upon the aame recognisances of SOOi. as before. On
Tuesday the defendant was called upon W ntrmfeder, and
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haviu^ been taken into custody was placed at the bar. She did

not appear to exhibit any concern at her position. Baron

Channel! addressing lier said that the jury, after a very long and

T>atient trial, had found themselves compelled to find her

euilty of a cnnie of i)crjin-y, but they had, at the same time,

not only recommended her to mercy, but to the very fullest

extent of mercy the Court could award in reference to the

nature of the offence. The Court had considered the case with

the most anxious attention. It was most lamentable to see a

young child of her tender years standing at the bar of a court of

criminaljusticeconvictedofsuchan offence, but as he understood

the verdict of the j ury , thoy were of opinion that her posi tion was
in a great me;i>sure to be attributed to her want of moral and
religious education. The crime of perjury was one of the most
serious character, for it placed in jeopardy not only the pro-

erty but the liberty and lives of her Majesty's subjects, but
e thought in her case she h:id made a statement that was not

true for a particulnr purpose, and he should not enter into the
question whether her parents were justified in believing that

statement, and in preferring the charges they subsequently did
against Mr. Hatch, She certainly was not responsible for that
proceeding, and there was good reason to believe that she was
Labouring under a want of oducatitm, both religious and moral,

and had imbibed habits of untruthfulness whicli, if not checked,
might le^id to great mischief. His impression was that she had
told this story originally for the purpose of being taken
away from 3Ir. Hatch's and not being sent back, and that
she had afterwards been led to persist in it by the interroga-
tories that had been put to her by others, and that she did
not scruple at last to niiko the same statement while under
the sanction of an oath. The Court was desirous to deal
with her as leniently as possible, and the sentence that
would be passed upon hen theiofore, would be, that she be
imprisoned in the gaol at HoUoway for three weeks, and that
she then be sent to a reformatory school ; but he believed a
proposal had been made by her friends for her being placed

in a position where she would receive a proper education, and
if this was scciired by sufficient guarantees which were, he
believed, undertaken to bo given, the latter part of the sen-

tence would be a nominal one merely- The Court could not,

however, act judicially in this matter, and the formal sentence
that would be passed uiion her, therefore, would bo three
weeks* iuiprisonmeut, and then to be sent to a reformatory
school for two years, which was the lowest period allowed by
the statute, and any alteration that would take place in this

sentence must bo made by the Secretary of State under the
guarantees to which he had alluded, and if such guarantees
were not given the ori;:^inal sentence would then be carried

out. The pi-isoner, was then removed to HoUoway Gaol,
The Fraivh on the Union Bank,— ]VUli<t>fi George PuUingei\ the
late cashier to the Union Bunk, wws placed at the bar to receive
the judgment of the Court, having previously pleaded
"Guilty" to two indictments for larceny. An intimation was
given that Mr, Scrimgeoiir, the ruanager of the bank, was in
attendance, and would give the Court every information that
might be required of him. Rfr. Scrimgeour was accordingly
sworn, and iu answer to questions put by iiaron Channell s;iid

that the prisoner had been for five years in the employ of the
Union Bank as chief Cixshier, but he had been alto^^cther in the
service of the bank for 21 years. His salary originally was
about 300^ or 400?. a year, but when he was api)ninted
cashier his salary was raised to 500?,, and about four
months before these transactions were discovered it

T7as again raised to 600L a year. Baron Channell asked if the
two indictments to which he had pleaded guilty, one charging
him with stealing the sum of 350^., and the other the sum of
3000^, was the total amount of his defalcations? Mr, Scrim-
geoun—Oh no, my lord, there are other defalcations to a very
large amount. Baron Channelh — What amomit do you
suppose has been misappropriated altogether? Mr. bcrim-
geour. —About 260,000i. The whole amount is 2fi3,00ui.,
the first defalcation having taken place about the
mouth of January, 1S55. The prisoner was then asked
whether he wished to put any questions to Mr, Scrimgeour, or
to address any observations to the CourL The prisoner said
he did not wish to put any question to Mr, Scrimgeour, but he
desired to say a few words before his lordship pas.sed sentence-
He then addressed the Court as follows:

—

''I wish to make a
statement to the Court to inform them what my con-
duct has been since the discovery of these frauds, Tlic
moment the directors mentioned the susjiicion that was
entertained I at once confessed that I was culpable, and
gave them every information us to the extent of the frauds,
and gave all the assistance in my power to realise securities for
the benefit of the bank. Myself and my wife have also assigned
everything we possessed in the world with the same object,
and in order that as much restitution as possible might be
made. If it had not been for the bad faith of a broker who
died last year I should have restored a much larger amount.
From the first it has been my determination to plead ' Guilty,'
and, although my friends have endeavoured to dissuade me
from doing so, I persisted iu that determination. It h:is gone
forth to the world that I had made up a purse for my wife,
but it is only due to her to say that from the first she
has always urged me to make full restitution, and expressed
her readiness to give up overything and retire to another land
upon a small pittance allowed her by her friends, and there
hide her grief (The prisoner was here a good deal affected.)
If what I have just stated should be considered by your
Lordship to afford any ground for mitigating the horrors
of my imprisonment, I shall be deeply grateful, but if

your Lordship, like the bank, should feel that you
can show me no mercy, I shall still bow cheer-
fully to your decision," (There was a slight attempt at
applause when the prisoner concluded,) Baron Channell then
addressed the prisoner in the following terms ;—William
George PuUinger, you have pleaded guilty to two indictments,
one of which charges you with stealing 350^, and the other
W'ith stealing 3000^., the moneys of your employers—the Union
Bank, It appears that you had been in the employ of the
bank for many years, and that for the last five years you had
been appointed to a situation of great trust and confidence,
and that you were remunerated by a large salary. The Court
only had the power of dealing with the precise charges before
it, but it was my duty to inquire into all the circumstanc^s
surrounding the offence, in order that I might be in a position
to award an adequate punishment, and the result of the

+K*^^fi^^^^
I felt it my duty to make appears to be that during

the five years you have acted as cashier to this bank the total

^f^o^^*'
^^ y^^^ defalcations appears to be the enormous su:n

01 263,000?. It is impossible, therefore, for the Court not to
see that your guilt is not limited to the two charges
to which you have pleaded -Guilty,' but that from
^^ .

^^, ^eek, fjom month to month—nay, even from
jay to day—you have been persisting in a course of dia-
nonesty to your employers, you being at the time in the
receipt of a large salary fnm them. The case before me,
tnerefore, is one involving a long career of guilt. The utmost
punishment to which you are liable for one offence of this
aescnption is that of 14 yeara' penal servitude; but it is open
to tae court in its discretion, when there are two indictments,
to pass an addni^nal sentence upon the sectnd one ; and,
atter an anxious consideration of the depositions and all the
lacta of the ease, the Court feels itself compelled to adopt that
course. The sentence, therefore, which I feel bound to pass
upon you will be, that you be liept m penal servitude for the
spMe of 14 years upon the first indictment, and that you
undergo a further period of 6 years' penal servitude npon the
fiecond—in all 20 years, I have listened to the observations

you have made to the Court, but I find nothing in them that
ought to intluence me ; but if there is any matter that admits
of verification, and which you consider entitles you to aak for

any remission of your sentence, you must apply to the
Secretary of Stateforthatpurpose." The prisoner, who appeared
quite overwhelmed at the sentence, was then removed.

©DiUmrin
Lady Noel Byron, widow of Lord Byron the poet, died on

Wednesday last at 11, St, George's Terrace, Regent's Park, in
her 6^th year. She was bom in 1794, and was the only daugh-
ter and heir of Sir Ralph Milbanke Xoel, Bart., by tlie siscer

and co-heir of the second Viscount and ninth Baron Went-
worth. On the death of the other co-heir, Lord Scarsdale, in
1856, she succeeded to the batony of Wentworth by writ, the
viscounty becoming extinct. She was married to the great
poet in 1815, but the union, as is well known, was a most un-
happy one for both the husband and wife. Their only child,

Ada, was mamed to Eai'l Lovelace, and died in 1852.
The Right Hov. and Most Rev, Dr, Mtsorwe, Arcft-

BisHOP OF York, died on the 4th iust-^at his residence in Bel-
grave Square. About a fortnight previously his Grace com-
plained of dizziness, after entertaining some Mends at dinner

;

and though no importance was attached at the time to his
indisposition, ho gradally became worse. His Grace was the
son of a draper and tailor ia Cambridgeshire, where ho was
born in 178S, After an elementary education he entered as
student at Trinity in 1S06, and was 14th Wrangler in 1810. In
1811 he obtained the second member's prize for Middle
Bachelor, proceeded M.A. in 1813, became Lord Almonei-'s
Professor of Arabic iu 1821, and was Senior Proctor in 1S3L
In 1S37 he wa? appointed by the late Lord Melbourne bishop
of Hereford, and on the death of Archbishop Harcourt in 1S47
he wfis translated to the archiepiscopal see of York, He was
Primate of England, a Governor of the Cliarterhouae and of
King's College, Visitor of Queen's College, Oxford, a Com-
missioner for Building Churches, and Elector of St, Augustine's
College, Canterbury. He married in 183U the Hon. Catherine
Caveudisli, youngest daughter of the late Lord Waterpark, and
sister of the present peer.
Sir Lawrkn'ce Vaughan Palk, Burt, died on the 16th inst,

at Haldon House, near Exeter, iu hie 67th year. He was the
son of the second baronet by his second wife, the daughter of
the first Earl of Lisburne, He was born in 1793 and married
tlie eldest daughter of Sir Bouvchier Wrcy, Bart-, relict of
Edward Ilartopp, Esq., of Dalby Hou.so, Leicestershire, who
died in 1S46, He sat in Parliament for several years as member
for Ashburton, and was well known in South Devon as theprin-
cip^U landowner of the risi[jg watering-place and town of Tor-
quay, He is succeeded by his eldest eon, now Sir Lawrence
Palk, Bart, bom in 1818, and M.P for South Devon since 18o4.

Sir John JIklville, Lord Provost of Edinburgh from 1S54
to 1S39, and who last autumn received the honour of knight-
hood from lier Majesty in Holyrood, died at his residence in

Edinburgh on the 5tli inst- in his 58th year, after a week's
illness, of fever, caused by cold caught in a recent journey to
Oxford, whither he had gone to place his only son for educa-
tion- While holding the otfice of Lord Provost he was
instrumental in promoting many public works and improve-
ments in the city. Shortly before leaving office he was
appointed Crown Agent in Scotland, or agent for the Lord-
Advocate as public prosecutor—a political ofiice iu so far as it

depends on the Stinistry of the day. For many years he was
chairman of the Whig committee. On the reconstitution of
the Scottish Univcreitiea he was appointed by Lord Brougham,
as Chancellor of Edinburgh University, to be his assessor in

the general council.

Sin Charlks Babry, R,A,, the architect of the Houses of

Parliament, died very suddenly a Uttlo before midnight on
Saturday night at his residence near Clapham Common
Within two or three hours of his decease he was in the enjoy-
ment of as sound health as often falls to the lot of men who
are approaching their 70th year, Oji Friday he was at the
Houses of Parliament and transacted business as usual and
o[i Saturday so little did any change betoken his ap[m>aching
dissolution that he appeared even better than us«al and passed
the greater part of the day at the Crystal Palace- Between 8
and 9 in the evening, however, he was seized with a fit of what
appeared to be panily-sis, the worst symptoms of which i>ro-

grossed with such fatal rapidity that in little more than two
hours he had ceased to exist. Sir Charles Barry was born in
Westminster in 1795, and was a Royal Academician and a Fellow
of the chief architectural institutions in England and Europe.
The Dean and Chapter of Westminster, on the application of
the President of the Royal Institution of British Architects,
have granted permission for the body to be inten-ed in
Westminster Abbey, and the funeral will accordingly take place
in the Abbey on Tuesday next, at one o^clock.

Professor H. H. Wilson, Boden Professor of Sanscrit in the
University of Oxford, died on the Sth inst, at bis residence in
Wimpole Street, His death will be felt as a great loss to
Sanscrit literature, of which he was the nu>st distinguished
ornament and expounder in Europe, Mr. Wilson was educated
for the medical profession, and entered the service of the East
Lidia Company in liiOS- At Calcutta he devoted his leisure
time to the study of Sanscrit, the importance of which was
then beginning to be felt both in India and Europe, Schlegel's
celebrated essay on the *' Wisdom and Learning of the
Hindoos" having had the efifect of directing German scholarship
to the subject- Professor Wiieon's works are numerous, but
his Sanscrit dictionary will remain the most useful record of
his industry and well-directed learning, for by it more has
been done to promote the study of Sanscrit iu England
than by any other work that can be mentioned. His
translation of the " Bier-Veda" is also a contribution
towards a know^ledge of Hindoo mythology and philosophy of
the highest value, being the oldest authority for the religious

and social inbtitutions of the HLudoos, The third volume of

this work was published in 1857, and the whole was intended
as an accompaniment to the edition of the *' Rig-Veda," under-
taken by Dr. Mux-AIuUcr, imder the patronage of the Ea^st

India Company, Three voUimes of the original have appeared
in quarto from the University Pteas, and tlie whole will be
completed in six volumes. It is Imped that Professor Wilson
has left materials for the continuation of his translation in a
sufficiently perfect state for printing- His versi-^n of the Dramas
of the Hindoos; in three volumes, was one of his earliest con-

tributions to our knowledge of India, and his continuation of

Mill's "History of British IndLa^is of high vain-:? to historical

students. Professor Wilson took a deep interest in the social

and moral improvement of the Hindoos, and in making them
acquainted with the progress of Europeans in the arus and

Hciencea.

a son, stilUborn—4th inst, at Boulogne-sur-Mer, the Hon. Mrs*
HtiNRv Graves, of a son—10th inst, at 72, South Audley Street,,
the Uou. Mrs. Augustus Halford, of a son, stillborn—i2th
inst, at 42, Heriot Row, Edinburgh, the Hon- Mrs- Walkeb, of
Dalr}', of a daughter—nth inst, at KirtUugtou Park, Oxford-
shire, the wife of Charles George Cholmondeley, Esq., of a.^

daughter—12th inst, at Durham Place, Chelsea, the wife of
G- E. Mead, Esq,, of a son—10th inst, at I» Gilaton Road^
Brompton, the wife of R, Fortune, Esq., of a daughter- -

MARRIAGES.—On the loth inst, at St, George's, Hanover
Square, Captain Pilkington Blake, only son of James Bunbury
Blake, Esq., of Thurston House, Suffolk, to Adeline, third
daughter of James Kixg King, Esq., M.P,, of SUiunton Park^
Herefordshire— lOth inst, at Avingtou, Berks, Captain C. C-
Pye, 63d Regiment, second son of H, J. Pye, Esq,, of Clifton
Hall, Staffordshire, to Barbara Wilberforge, eldest daughter
of the Rev, J, James, rector of Avington—8th inst, at Trinity
Church, Marylebone, Captain Wallace Houstodm, Royal
Navj, son of Sir Robert Hou-^touu, ot Clerkington, N,B.^
to Caroline Frederica, only surviving ehild of Lieut-
General Monteith, KX.S., and Mrs. Monteith — 15th
inst, at St. George's Church, Hanover Square, Captain
Deakden-, lato l;Jth Light Dragoons, of The HolUns, Yorkshire^

to Henrietta Maria, eldest daughter of Major Edwards, JLP.^
of Pyencst, in the same county—12th inst, at St. George'Si^

Hanover Square, Colonel John Hexry Lefrov, Royal Artillery^

to Charlotte Anna Mountain, daughter of Colonel Dundas^
Carron Hall, widow of Colonel Arniine Mountain, Adjutant-
General to H.M/s Forces in India—10th inst, at Christ Churchy
Lutou Vale, Kent, Edmund A- Grattan, Esq., H.B.3L Consul
at Antwerp, to Marv Cawthorne, youngest daughter of the
late J. A, Hunter, Esq., of Ormeley Lodge, Ham, Suney^ and
granddaughter of the late Sir Jonali Barrington.
DEATHS.—On the Sth inst, at Ton^uay, Willottghby

Bertie, third son of the Hon- and Rev, Frederic Bertie—Stb
ult, at Walmer, Lady Lee, widow of the late Vice-Admiral Sir

Richard Lee, K.U.B., aged92—llthult, at Madeira, SirFRANCit?

Hopkins, Bart., of Athboy, county Meath, and Rochfort,

Westmeath, aged 46—11th inst, at Hastings, William Edmund-
Curtis, Esq., lato of the l^t Royal Dragoons, and eldest son of

Sir Wm. Curtis, Bart,—Dth inst, at Poyntzfield House, Cro-

marty, George Gunn, eldest son of the late Sir George
Gunn Jlunro, of Poyntxfield and Udale—0th inst, at Garry
Cottage, Perth, Miss Madaltne Murray, last aurviving^

dtiughter of Sir Robert Muiray, Bart,, of Clermont, aged 90—
20th ult, at Ivinitza, in the south of Russia, Lucy, Baroness
DE Chandoir, and daughter of the late Sir Alexander Crichtoix

—10th inst, at the Queen's Hotel, Norwood, Rosa Edwtna,
wifeof Lieut,-CoIont:lPo\vELL, M.P., of Xauteos, Cardiganshire,

aged 42—14th inst, at 50, Portland Place, Angelica Helen,
youngest daughter of the Hon, Sir Thomas Joshua Pl,4tt—
8th inst, at Gloucester Lod-^e, Margate, Major-Geuentl Henry
Richard Wrioht, late of the Royal Artillery—11th inst, at 14>

Regent's Park Terrace, Regent's Park, Lietit, -Colonel S. B.
Bagsuawe, late of the Bengal Army, aged 53—10th inst, at

28, Old Burbngton Street, Lieutenant-Colonel Herbert
Blount, lato of the 68th Light Infuntrj—29th March, at

Beyrah Lhoon, in the Kast Indies, Colonel John
Angelo, lato of the Bengal 3d Light Cavalry, aged 66—
17th March, at Gundah, Oude, of cholcrn, Fredkhjck GowlaWD
Horn, Esq., Lieutenant in H.M/h 2Uth Regt- of Infantry,

eldest son of the late Henry Horn, Esq., Recorder of Hereford,

aged 21,—iRt ult, at Dacca, Bengal, Lieutenant Reginald
Travers, second in command of the Kaniroop Regiment, son
of the late Benjamin Travcre, Esq., of Green Street, Grosvenor
Square, aged '-G—11th inst, at Khn Grove, B;\mes, Alexandre
Terxeira, Baron de Sampayo, Attache to the Portuguese
EmbaRsy, aged 65—2d inst, the Chevalier Thomas CorneR-
Stose, Attaches at the Portugucae Emki^sy in Loudon, eldest

and only surviving son of the late Rear-Admiral Thomaa
Stone, K..T,a., of his Moat Faithful Majesty's Service—9th inst,

at llietfortun Hall, James Atiuwis, E^i-, Deputy- Lieutenant
for the county of Worcester, and Magistrate for the counties
of Worcester and Gloucester, aged 53—13th inst, Bjchabo
rERGU:iON', Esq., of Harker Lodge, a Justice of the Peace, and
a Deputy-LieutCQant for the county of Cumberland, aged 7^—
12th inst, at 12, Bolton Row, May Fair, CHARLEi A, HAiULTONV
sun of the late William R, Hamilton, aged 50.

COVENT GARDEN-—May 19.

A few early Cabbages now begin to make their appear-^

ance, but still vegetables are very scarce. Pine Apples
and Grapes have not altered since our last report- Good
Apples and Pears are very nearly over. Oranges are plen-
tiful and cheap. Strawberries are now comiug in in tolerable

abundance. Spanish Ha^el Nuts for planting fetch 16fi, per
busheh Cobs realise Is. per lb. Rhubarb is now fiuniahed in

large quantities. Parsley is cheaper, but still dear. Green Peas,

and even Broad Beans of foreign grovrth, may be obtained.

Potatoes realise 4s. 6d, a bushel. New frame ones may be
had at from 3$- to 5a per pound. Mushrooms can still be
obtained in email quantities. Cut flowers chiefly consist of

Orchids. Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette, Camelfias, Amieaa,,

Heaths, Primulas, GcraniumSp and Roses.

FRUIT-
Pine Apples, per lb., Ss to 123 | Pears, per doz., 6s to lOs

Grapes, per lb.. Vis to 163

Strawberries, p. lb., 4s to Ss

Apples, perdoz., 2a to 6s

Oranges, per 100, 2s 6d to Ss
Lemons, i*er 100, 66 to fia

Cobs, do., lOOs

VEGET
Asparagus, p, bundle, 3flto68

Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3b
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F. Beans, per 100, '2s to 3s
Veas, p- half sieve, 8s t:> lOfl

13roccoli» perdoz,, 4a to Ss

Greens, per doaen, 4s 6d
to 6s

Cabbitges, do.» 2e to 3s
Potatoes, p, ton, 00s to 100s— per bus., Ss to 45 (Jd— per cwt., Cs to Ss
Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p- sieve, 4s to Ss

VBLES.
Cucumbers, euch, Is to 3s

Artichokes, per doz,, fie to Ss
Beet, perdoz,, la ed to 2s
Celery, per bundle. Is Od to 2»
Onions, p. half sieve, la to Is 6d
— Portugal, each, 2dto4d

Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
GarUc, per lb,, 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb-,p. score, IsM.
to 2b 6d

Endive, p. score. Is to 2b
HorseI{adiah,p.buu.,ls6dta4d
Muahroocos. p. pott-, ftito &0d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4s to Ss
Savory, per bunch, "Ad to 4d

Wills,
16,000^ ;

50,000i,

-The will of Lord John Scott has been sworn under

Lady Dover, ii6,000/- ; Mr, Joseph Miiier, C.E

,

BIRTHS.—On the 14tli inst, at 10, St, James's Square, the

Duchess of Marlborough, of a daughter—16th inst, at 41,

Upper Brook Street, the Viscountess Uoyle, of a son—Oth mst,

at Wcstbury Hill, near Bristol, Lady Campbell, of Barcaldnie,

of a daughter—12th inst, at HoUybrook, Lady Ebskin^:, of

Cambo, of a son—Sth inst, at Wood Hall, Yorkshire, the wile of

the Hon. J. C. Dund\s, of a son—13th inst, at the Ranger's

Lodge Hyde Park, the Hon. Mr^. Macdo>'ald, prematurely, of

HOPS.—BoBOccH Makket, Friday, May 18-

Mcssrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market con*
tinues firm with but few Hops on offer. The bine is more
growing, but the land is very wet.

BUTTER MARKET.—May 18,

Best FiBsh Butter » . . . 14s- p«r down Ibe.

tiecund do* do. .. .. P^- *>

Pork. 5s- Od. to 66, 4d, per 8 lbs.
B

COAL MARKET.—May 17.

Beli'a Primrofle, 13s. 3d. ; Byaw's Bebside West Hartley,

168. ; Uaviaou's \\ est Hartley, lbs. ; HastingB Hartley, 16s. ;.

Tantield Moor. 138. 3d. ; Taalield Moor Butes, ISs. 3d. ; Walker

Priniiose, ISa. ; West Hartley, Id*. ; Wylatn, 16s. fid. ; Wall*

End Acura Close, ld«. 6d. ; Walla End Byron, ITa. ; Wall*

Bud Eden, 10b. tki. ; Walls End Harton, 16s. 3d. ; Walls End
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Braddyll's Hetton, 178. ; Walls End FraTOwell.srate. I63. 9d.;
Walls Knd Helton, 18s. ; Wnlls E»d Kepier Grange, ITs. :

Walls Ead Cassop, 17e. ; Walls End Heu(?h Hall, lOs. 9d. ;

Walls End Hunwick, 15s. 3d. ; Walls End Kelloe, ITs. 3d. ;

Walla End South Whitworth, 159. 3d. ; Walls End Thomley,
ir>s. ; Walls End Thorpe, 17s.; Carvvay and Duffrju Malting,
22s. 6d. ; Lluugemiech, Sis.—Co ahips at market.

HAT.—Per Load of Tliirty-six Tnisscs.
aMiTiiriELD, Thuesdat, May 17.

Prime Jleadow Hay 75s to S4s
Superior do. (old) . . 00 05
Inferior do 60 70
Kew do ^ —

.

Uowea 60 70

958 to 11 5sClover
New Clover . . . . — —
Second cut do. .-84 P2
Straw 25 32

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market. Tn-iwDAr, May 17.
Bap, Meadow Hay.. SSsto 95s
Inferior do 74 80
New do — —
Superior Clover ..100 114

* 4 SOato OCs

402 lbs. ; Danube Barley at 293. 9d* per 400 lbs., and Ibrail

MaiM at 353. tJd* per 4S0 lbs. Tbe nrrivaU of En^-lish Wbeat
and foreign B-xrlcy this week have been to a fair extent, of

all otliCr giain very small- The quantity of English Wheat
offering this morning was very small, and easrerly taken at an
advance of Is. per qr, on the prices of Monday, In foreifjfn

from the stands a considenible business was transacted, partly
on speculation, at a similar improvement, and the sale would
have been much larger but for the greatly enhanced pretentions
of holders. Carley, Beanpi, and Peas sell at Slonday's prices-

Oats are very scarce^ and i ather dearer.

Arkivai-S rnoM May 14 to May 18."
\V heat, i Itarlev, I (hus^^

Englisb
Irish * » *

Inferior Clover
New do — —
Straw 32 36

Joshua Baker.

WHiTECBAPEt,, Thursday, May 17.
Fine old Hay . . . . P4sto 08s Fine old Clover ..112g to 11?b
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw .. ..

80 90

* « 28 33

Inferior do . . , . OS
Fine New Clover . . —
Fine 2d cub ., .. PS
Inferior do 81

ICS

102
92

Foreign .

.

1930 qrri.

tt

4860 ,.

Itarley.

S70qrs.

4740

J»

»>

430

5020

qrs.

»•

yt

F[onr,

11 SO sks.

I 340 brls.

BRTTISn TVOOLS.—loNno^f, Friday, May IS.

Our market coatinucs about the same for anything wanted,
bicitju&t now it is between the seasons, and it ia useless to
give any quotations until ficme arris-als of the new clip shall
have settled prices.
Colonial Wool Sales,—These sales are progressing with

great spirit, and the foreign buyers continue to take large
quantities of the first-class clips.

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, May 14.

louring the past week the arrivals coastwise have not
been large» but as the weather has been fine there were enough
for the demand at the following quotations:—York Regents,
1203, to 150s. ; do. Flukes, 120s- to 150s. ; Lincolnshire Re-
gents lOOs. to ISOa. ; Dunbar do.. 12i)a. to 150s.; do. Reds,
320s. to 130s, ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 110s. to 1303. ;

do. Reds and Rocks, 100s. to 120s- ; Irish Whites, 00s. to 110s,

MEXnorOLITAX CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, May 14,

Wo have a short supply of Beasts, and consequently trade is

brisk at higher rates. The number of Sheep is also smaller
and prices are higher. Good Calves and Lambs are in
demand, but quotations remain unaltered. From Germany
aid Holland there arc 240 Beasts, 2900 Sheep, and 103 Calves ;

from Norfolk and Suffolk, 2700 Beasts; and 100 from the
northern and midland counties.

LivERPooi, Tuesday, May 15.—We have had only a tmdl
attend;! nco of millers and dealers nt nur Com Exchange
this morning, and tlie demand for both Wheat and Flour has
been on the most retail scale, at the n*tes of last market day.
Indii^n Corn was negleetcd, and all descriptions might have
been btught 6d, per qr. cl eai)er. Oats and Oatmeal dull salo.

and the turn lower. Btans were scarcely inquired after, ai:d
prices are somewhat irregular. I'eas and Barley rernrxin
without alferation. N'^^twithatanding the dull inactive chr-
rncter of the market prices of both Wheat and Flour showed a
tolerable de;:ree of firmness at the close.

Friday, May IS.—The grain market ! ai been very steady,
with a good tonsumptivetiade in Wheat ;tt Id. to 2d. advai^^e.
Flour iu better request. Indian Corn still drooping. Gahitz
353, 6d-, Egyptian 33, Beans steady ; old Egyptian, 345., new
3Cm, Oats, Barley, and Oatmeal iu fair request at Tuesdi^y's
quotatioi s.

GAP.DKNER (Head).—Ago 32; woU uiiderstands
his profe?53ion in all its branches. Seven years' good

character,^J. N,, Mr, Dods, Kpsom Nursery, Surrey.

AVEBAGKa. Wheat.

47» Qd,

Barley. Oaifi.

23? 7d

Rje. Be-^ns,

40s 2d

Peas.

April 7.. 37s id 31s 8'/ 38)? 2d— 14.. 49 1 36 2 21 2 36 10 39 9
' 38 3— 21.. 49 6 -37 6 24 2 3-2 11 42 3D 2— 28.. £1 2 37 U 24 5 31 5 41 6 88 1

Slay 5.. 52 6 37 5 25 5 24 42 4 39 9— 12.. 52 6 S7 7

37 4

25 10 ! 34 1 43 8

' 41 7

40 3

Aercr.Aver. 5') 5 24 7 33 6 39

C^
AKDENER(Head).—Age 39. single; understands

T Forcing, Kitcbcn and Flower Gardens in all branchea.

Good character.—T. S., Mrs. Conway's Nursery. Old Bromp-
ton, S.W.

("lAIiDEXEU (Head). — Age 2C, single; under"
jr stands Kitcbcn, Fruit, and Flower Gardens, Forcing

VineH. Cucnnibers, Melons, Ac. Good character.— S. H.
Mr. Bunney's, Post O'^ce. Acton, "W.

C"

^ ATIDKNER (^'.^ab;. --Age 28, single; thoroughly
T understands his professiwi^, havinf^ had great experience

in Farly and Liite Forcing, and nianageincnt of Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Five years' f^ood character from last situa-

tion. Country preferred.—T. M., Tost Office. Tottenam, X.

GAKDENKR (Head).—Ay:e 33, no incumhrnnce;
''

has a thorouL'h practical knowledg:e of Pines. Vines,

Penches, Ciicuinlters, and jNIclonp, and the nianageuient of

Flower ^nd Kitcbcn Oardcns.^S. K., 3, HarKrave Place, James
Street, Camden Town. N.W. ___.
G^AUOENER (Head). — John Bhice, age 4C«

manied, no incnmbinnce, for the last five years gardener

to G. Cliapman. Ff-q., PanTs Cray Ilill, Kent, begs to offer bis

services to any ladv or gentlemnn in want of a good practical

Gardener.—Mr. W. Bap.nfs, Camden Nurs^ery, Cumberwcll,

London, S.
.

GARDENER (Hkad).— Single; underistands the

cultivation of Stove and GreenbouFe Plants, Forcing

Grapes, Cuonmbers, Ve^rctables, &c., and the management of

Flower and Kitchen Garden.'?. Good character.—A. B., Mr.

Dickenson, TCurserA-man and F'orist, Westerham, Kent.
—>

Prices.

pLrcTUATioNs IX TUE Last Six Weeks Aveuaoes.

A pir2TrApf~2s
[
"•sr^~5n ^rayTa'

Best Scots, Ilere-
fords, &c. .-. 4

Best Bhort-borus 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breda . . ,

Do. Shorn . . 6

e d a d

10 to 5 2

8 — 5

8—4 4

to » t

5 G

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do, Shorn
Lambs
Oalves
PiRS

s

# «

d s

to * •

5 — 5 4

4
6
5
4

6
4

4

7
5

5

lO

4

8

Ap'.il7.jApr. 14.

Beasts, 3440 ; Sheep & Lambs, 22,100 ; Calves, 135 ; Pigs, 400.

THURsn.vY, May 17.
There are a few more Beasts than on Thursday last ; how-

ever the demand is large, and Monday'.s qnotati-ais nre well
supported. The supply of Sheep is about as usual : the demand
baa increased, and prices have advanced. Good Calves and
Lamljs are seaneana dear. Our foreign supply C('ii>*ibt8 of
93 Beasts, 900 Sheep, and 2:;3 Calves; froKi Norfolk and
Suffolk there are CUO Beasts; and 120 Milch Covva.

Beat Scots, Uere-
fords, Ac. ..4

BMt Short-boms 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Bcbt Uouna and
Half-breda ..

Po. Shorn , . 5

10 to

8 —
5
5
4 4'

• # ft a

G — 5 8

liest Long-wools ,

Do, Shorn
Ewesit 2d quality
Do, Shorn
Lambs .

Cal V es
Pigs

to « »

6 4—5 6

« •

» •

4
t>

C
4

S
4

5

7
5

5

4

10

Boosts, 1050 ; Sheep & Lambs, 0130 ; Calves, 318 ; Pigs, 100.

JJAnK LANE.—MONDAV, May 14.

The supply of Kiiglish Wheat to this moining*s marl:et
was rao^lerate. and ditposed of at tbo full prices of Monday
last; foreign was in improved demand, and iu some instances
iB. per qr. advance on our quotiitions was realised. Barley is

a slow sale, and rather cheaper. Beans and Peas bring fully
last week's rates. The Oat trade is fiim at au advance of 6d.
per qr. Flour is unaltered in value.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, &. SulTulk. .White— — fine selected runs,. ditto— — Talavera

— Foreign ,,
B.vRLEv.grind. i:diat.,24stu31a..Chev.
— Foreigu.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Estex and Suffolk
Scotch and Lincoliishiie . .Potato

s. «.]

48—54] Red
50—67 1 Red
50—eo

I

Red

* 4 t

44—60
33—45
30—3 i

19—26
23—30

MaltinK

.

Malting.

8. S.

48—50
50—54

Feed
Irish Potato 21—30 Feed

4 4

26—-:- tYcd ..

35—3S Foreigu.

36—41
35—43

19—27
10—25
24—20Foiuign Poland and Brew

RVE
Rve-mra l, foreign ...,"'...'.....' 1

!.".'
1

Bkaml Uaxagan . . . .328 to 40s. . . . Tick 34—4r.' Harrow . |a4-43
"" V*®^° 388- 47s..Wiud9 l48-54lLongpodl —— FoTOlgn -Suialli 18—16 K-vntian

TEAB, w\u-
, Essex and Kent ..Boilerb,«o—40 -A*^*..ik— Maple —Bto-8 Orey 32—34'F ru

**^^« V • WUle — lYeUow..
±i.t^>iR, best marks delivered, .per f«ack 40—16)— 2ddo.. ,...., ditto|32— -H

'" lutry.

TT^ANTED, hya prontleujaii in the County of Oxford,
i V an ARTICLED PirPIL. A limited number of Boarders

aretal^cn. Terms niodfTfitc—Apply to Alpha. Kin<rham,Oxon.

TO PAUKNTS AND GUAI^DIANS.—The Widow
of tbo late Sir. Joseph Shieling, Nurserj-man, of Win-

chester, Hants, is ajixions to receive into lier family one or two
little GIRLS to EI'UCATE with her own eliildren. An
experienced and kind Governess is kept, and every care would
be taken to secure to them the comforts of liftme. Respectable
references given and required.—Further particnljti-s may be ob-
tanied by addressing Mrs. J. Shilling, Southgate Nursery,
Winchester, Hants.

HE IJXJRIAL BOAIID for the PHrt.sl, of I.ivt'rpool,

in the County of Lancaster, arc desirous of receiving
a]^plicfitions from persons (qindified t>v experience) to under-
take the office of SURVJ^YOK and MANAGER. The duties
will be as follows :

—

To prcjiare the necessary drawings, specifications, i>lans, and
pcctions for, and to .superintend tlio construction of the new
Cemetery, at Auficld Park, Walton, the works and buildiiig.s

Cexcept the Chapels, Eutranco Gates, and Lo!go8); to arrange
for letting the works: to coitify the amounts due to con-
tractors ; to conduct the correspondence relating to the con-
struction of the works ; to give report.s and attend meetings
when required ; to prepare i)lans, sections, books, «^c., for
workinq: the Cenictcrj' after coni]>lotion : and generally to be
responsible for tbo open^tions until the Cemetery is in complete
working order. Applicants are to stfite the remunei-ation
required, the an^ount of time tbat will be devoted to the duties
of the office, and to specify what works they liave designed and
can-ied f^ut of a siniilar nature.—Free offices and a residence
pxiat on the site.—Applications to be nddrts-scd to P!noch
Harvey. F.^q.. the Clerk of the Board, No. 12, Cnstle Street,
Liverpool, and to be sent to him on orhefnre Mav 25.

\TrANTEI), a vcvioi) who mi(Ier.«;tiin<Is GROWING
VV CUCUMBERS and STRAWBERRIES. —Apply at
Warren's Gardens, Islcworth. Middlesex. W.

ANTED, AS GAUDENEK. a sii.-le Miw, xvho
understands his biisinc^s, and can take cbarjre of a

Horso. — Apply, hy letter, with particulars, to J. H, L,
34. Dowgate Hill, City. B.C.

WANTED, A EAKM BAIMKF; one who niulcr-
stards OROWING ROOTS, or has some kno^vledj^c of

MARKET GARDENING as well, would be preferred. Must
uuderstaml Stock nr\d Farming well, and keep uroper Accounts.
-Address C. W., Post. Ofhoe. Nantwicb.

Gi AIIDENER (Head).—Manied, no incumbrance.

r has a thorough practical knowledge of his profession'

nndcrstands the manngcmenfc of Land, and his Wife «in take

charge of a Dairy. Ten years' good character.— C. C, Post

Office, Lower Sydenham. Kent, S.E.

Ai^DEXER (Head).—Aire 13, mjirricd. no iiicum-

brance ; first-class Forcer of Pines, Vines, Vinos in Pots"

Pcacbes, Strawberries. Cucumbers, &c. ; cultivator of Orchard,

bouse Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plant>i. Has a thorough

knowledge of his profes-^ion in all its brandies.—A.B., Mr
Henderson's Nursery. Pine-apple-Place, Edgeware Road, N.W'

i

ARDENER (Head).—Afro 33, nmrriefl, no incum-
brance ; has a thorough knowledge both of Early and

Late Forcing. Pine.s, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Strawberries, Pleasure Grounds, Greenhouse, Flower, Fruit,

and Kitchen Gnrden<?, &c. Can bo highly recommended by
his late employer.—J. C, T. Picton's, Forest Lauo, Lcytou-

stone, Fssf^x, N.E. ^^

C"i
AKDENElt (Head).—Asre 40, m^iricd; possesses

T .1 practical and scientific knowledge of his ;irofession in

G

F^^rciffn V * *

:w-41
:'.0—40

:;i3-40

,.,.,.perbar«1.24—SO.Pcr siwk :?0-87

Fbtoat. May 18.
Tbo wcatber during tlie last eight days haa been unusually

wot, with ti.W. wind and high temperature, which has 1
1

^^IL"*.^ '? vegetation; wind to-day S.E. The high prices
insisted ui)oa by holders of Wheat have caused the tmde to be
less active than would otherwise have been the case, and in
the majority ot markets a further in)provement of Is. i)er or
bos been exacted. Business in Barley has been dull andpnces the turn lower. Ia three or four of the importing
markets Oats have also bcea sold at a slight decline, but heresand m the majority of those in the interior, n*tber higher
rates were re-jlised. In Uverpool and the Scotch mai^ets
JBtMUw and Peas have been disposed of at about Is. per qr^line

;
bare and in other places late rates were well supported.The volne of F^our is maintained, and iu the few saies o(

Amenoiii barrels former rates wtre slightly exceeded Wheat
C. f. and I. from the llaltic h:vs been in tolerably active dein.-uid
^advancuig pn«^, .Ms. to SSs. per qr. paid for red, and 548. to

iff^
^"''^^ • *™ '"^"^^ '^^'' '^'^" exceed! d for very suiierior

Qumty. Ttie arrivals of gr.dn and seed-Udeu vessels from tbe
»mith of Europe off the coast for orders this week are t.h

asidi Wheat at 4ia. M. per qr., and MarianopoU at 533 per

XX/'ANTED, ft single yonu- Mun tis liKlJUM -mM
y y Gardener : must Imve at least two years' character.
—V. C. F , Lnntwit Mnjor, uc^ir Cowbridce. Glgmovgnrsbiro.

"V\7"A.'^ * ED, l\v a jrpntli'uinn, a rc^iitectuhle pobur and
\ V active Man. asCOWM.VN. HonmattJioroughJy tindcr-
ptand t''*» narenf Cowrt. P,,uUrv. Pn/s, fee, and be w'iPing to
make himself gcnci-ally useful whore required. A roan-ied
Jbui under 40 yeivrs of .^g<s preferred. Cottage on tb.e estate.—
Apt-Iy by h.-ttcr to E. S., Trcnchard'a Library, Uxbridge,
Middlesex. W.

WAl^T PLACIS.-Iettfrs to he P^st Paid.

TO ^OBLEry!L^^j and centlemptj
GAI?DEN'EU(f!K^D).-Miaaie-aKca; has been en-

gaged principally during the last thrCM-eara in laying out
a Flower Garden at Dynevor Castle ; has a thorough knowledge
of his profession, well skilled in the ciiUiv.ation of the Grape
Vine, for which bo holds numt ron.i ."vredals awarded to him from
the Royal Botanic Society of London; he is active and ener-
getic in tbe disebarge of all hi.! outie.'?, and will be disenca-'ed
on the 21st of Jun e, ISCO— T. Boyd. Dynevor Castle. I.Umdilo.

GARDENEU (Head.)-W. Keei.i: fa-e 30, m^^^^^^,
no incuml ce), late with J. Butler, E.sq., Kent ;

has bad 20 years' expoi-ience, and can have many unex-
ceptionable te.'*tini<a>i.(I.-!. Is well . . _J witb Fi'Voing iu
all ira bnvnche.s ; has grown plvnts and Orohid^ that have
gained first

\ -s at the Royal R-itMnic Gardens, Arc. Londoi^
but l-as no de^jre hitnseli'to show ; is well acquainted with tbe
best mode of Constmctin,f and Heating varit.ns If -rticuiturjil
Buildings.—6, Cumbcrlaud i'.ace, Kew, Surrey, \V.

ipg Mnnnres, and improving Waste Lands.—J. D., Post Office,

Wilmington, near Honiton. Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—Atre 30, n-.nrrieil; has been
most successful in the cuUivat'on of Pines, Grapes, and

Peaches ; Late and Eiirlv Forcing of Vegetables, al-o of Hot-

bonse and Grppnbouso Plants, Fruit, Plnwer, and Kitchen

Gardens, with Woods, Lauds, and Stock. V/jfe. ciin tike charge

of Dairy and Poultry.—A. B., Messrs. Drummond, Nursery,

Batb, Somerset.

ATIDENER. (Head.)— Middlf-iigeii, no inciim-

^T brance ; is acquainted with Forcing In all tbe various

branches; is an extensive Orchid and Plant Grower, and can

carrv out their cultivation to any extent ; has liveil in the

neighbourhood of London, and is acciuaiutod with iXU morlfirn

appliances and improvements. Many high references for un-

deviating steadiness and ability. Com(0't and a hope of

perraanency the highest consideration. Salary, about 70?.,

nith cottage and aring.—G^H., 3, Grove Place, Old Charlton,

Kent, S E. —
GAlliyENER.—A?e36, siusrle; understands Flower

and Kitchen Gardens, Forcing. A'C. Good reference.—

J. B., Mrs. Bryant, King Street. MaiHstrne. Kent.

CN AliDENEU.—Aire -^0, marno'l, ynniigest child

IT 12 years old; well understands his profession hi all its

.brancbes". Can have a good character of 2 years and 6 months.

—J. H. B . Advertising Office. Anr'over.
_

ARDENEK.—Age 33, married; six years in his

present situation. Can Manage Land and Stock. Can

with co'fidpnce be recommended bva gentleman.—W. Datto^,

St. Jobn's, Sntton-nt-Hor*e. npar Dartford. Kent..
^

/^ AKDENER (vSrNGi-E-HANDED).~Marrie(l, without

VT incumbrance : will be at libertv the first, week in .Tune.

Can undertake the Management of Kitchen, Flower, and Fruit

Garrlens; al.'^o the Propagation of Bedding Plants, Melons.

Cucumbers, &c.—Five years in last situation.—R. D., Midlord,

near Bath. . .

ARDENP:R (Second or Tuiud, in a moaerate-

aized cstablishnr.euO.—Age 27, single
;

practically ac-

quainted with the several branches of his profession, and

would be willing to make himself useful.—A. Z., Burford

Bridgis Dorking, Surrey.

f^ AKDEKEU (UsDEit).— A;je 24; would not object

V X to look after a horfje as well. Two and a half years' good
cbaractcr.—Z. P>., 6. >Iarcbo>> Plnc^. Pntnev. S.W,

C^
AKDENER (U^DER, in n noblemnn or trentleman'a

T Garden),—Age 22 ; has be-^u accustomed to glass. Good
rharacter.—W. S., PostOffice. C'est'^r. _

ARDICNER, OK GARDENER a>'D STEWARD^
Tboroughly jiri^ctical in every branch of bis profession.—

For inquiries can refer to IMr. Green, gardener to Sir Edmund
Antrobua, Bart., T-owerCheam, Surrey, S. ; and to Mr. lOods,

Nurseryman and Seedsman. Kfisom Nmseiy. F]v^om, Surrey.^

ARML^\n.IEFANDnAia)'ENER.—A-eSO.sitiilT;

baa a pi-acticil knowledge of both. Laving bad great

experience in Norfolk Farming, likGwi;^e in i^:uly Forcing of

all kinds of Fruits and Flowers, and management of Flower

and Kitchen Gardens. Five ycai-s* good cbai-acter from last

situation. Further references c-'H l>e giveu and security^"

required.—J. B-. Post OfT:ce. Tott^'ubam. N-
,

FOKI-rMANT—Mr. P. T. Flsh, Gardener at Hard-
wicke. Bury St. Edmunds. SulTolk, can with contideiice

'-'comnicnd his Foreman to any lady or gent'emau requiring

the services of an active er,et%'etic young Gardener of good
character. _^
FOREMAN, PRORAGATOR, on t>AEES.MAN.—

Married; first-class; long cxpcricuce in all brincbts;
steady, active. Good reference—jX. D., Post Oilice, Stratford,

E.

a

G
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SCHOOL OP PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE
ARITHMETIC. BOOK-KEEPING, and MENSURATION.

—Terms and particulars on application to Mr, W. Ashby,
Locldey Form, Welwyii^ Herts.

Nctos of ifjt Mlttk,

Ix the House of Lords on Monday, on the

;

motion for the second reading of the Paper Duties
Repeal Bill, Lord Monteagle moved as an amend-
ment that the Bill be read a second time Uiat day
six mouths. A long discussion ensued, in which
the Bill was supported by Earl Geakyille, Lord
DuFi'ERiN, the Marquis of Claneicabde, Lord
CitANWOETH, and the Duke of Argyll, and
opposed by Lord LyNBHtrEST, the Duke of

R'DTLANi), Lord CnELMSEOKD, and the Earl

of Deebt. On a division the second read-

ing was negatived by a majority of 89,

the numbers being 193 to 104. On Tuesday the

Adulteration of Food and Drink Bili was read a

second time and referred to a select committee.

Lord DtiXGANNON called attention to the disturb-

ances occurring weekly in the church of St. George-
in-the-East, and moved a resolution that sufficient

decision had not been shown in putting down those

disturbances, and in bringing the offenders to

punishment. The Bishop of London expressed

his belief that the rector could still, if he pleased,

restore tranquillity to the parish. After some further

discussion the motion was withdrawn. On Thursday
the Union of Benefices Bill and the Ecclesiastical

Courts Bill passed through Committee. Lord Bel-
MOEE called attention to the appointment of Mr.
Ltle to the Lord-Lieutenancy of Londonderry, and
asked for explanations. The Earl of Carlisle
defended the appointment, and asserted that Mr.
Ltle was in every way qualified to fill the office.

Last night the Royal Assent haTing been given by
commission to several public and private Bills, the

House adjourned for the "Whitsun holidays to

Monday the 4th June,

In the House of Commons on Monday the

Refreshment House and] "Wine License Bill was
recommitted, when certain amendments brought
up by the Chancelloe of the ExcHEauEE were
considered and agreed to. The Bankruptcy and
Insolvency (Salaries) Bill passed through Com-
mittee. The House then went into Com-
mittee on the Bankruptcy and Insolvency

Bill, and after two divisions, agreed to the

first 25 clauses without any substantial altera-

tion. On Tuesday Lord Palmeeston, in moving
that the House at its rising adjourn to Thursday

on account of the Derby Day, referred to the rejec-

tion of the Paper Duty Repeal Bill by the House
of Lords on the previous nigh t. He disclaimed

on the part of the Government any intention of

taking a step that would place the two Houses in

a state of hostility, and gave notice of his inten-

tion to move for a Committee to inspect the journals

of the Lords in relation to theii* proceedings on
the Bill, and afterwards to move fcr a Committee
to search for precedents. Sir J. Teelawny ob-

tained leave to bring in a Bill to establish

County Financial Boards, for the assessing of

county-rates, and for the administration of

county expenditure, in England and Wales.

Mr. Baxtek moved a resolution that the annual

grant called the Regium Donum made to Non-
conforming Ministers in Ireland should cease on

tbe death of the present recipients. Mr. Conolly
moved as an amendment that the grant, instead of

being annually voted, should be permanently

placed upon the Consolidated Fund. After some
discussion the amendment was negatived without
a division, and the original motion was then

negatived on a division by 217 to 58. On Thursday
Lord Palmeesxon moved, amid much laughter,

that a committee be appointed to inspect the

journals of the Lords in relation to their proceed-

ings on the Paper Duty Repeal Bill. The com-

mittee was appointed, and immediately after Lord

Palmeeston, amid the continued amusement of

the House, appeared at the bar with the report,

consisting of an extract from the Lords* journals

recording the rejection of the Bill. Lord

Paxmeesion then gave notice that he should

on Friday move for a committee to search

for precedents on the subject. The amend-

ments to the Wine Licenses Bill were con-

sidered and agreed to with the addition of some

new clauses. On the motion for going into

Committee of Supply Mr, Laikg moved that

400,0007. be voted on account of the Civil Service

Estimates, stating that the financial business of

the session had been so long delayed that the

balances were exhausted. After some discussion

on the precedent which would be established by

the vote, the House divided on the motion for

going into Committee of Supply, which was carried

by 135 to 107. The sum of 400,000^. was then

voted on account of education, the Irish

constabulary, and other Civil Service items.

The adjourned debate on the second reading of Sir

John Barnard's Act, &c., Repeal Bill was resumed

by Mr, Bentinck, who moved that the Bill be read

a second time that day six months. On a division

the amendment was negatived by 181 to 58, and

the Bill was read a second time. The Locomotive Bill

was read a second time, and the Piers and Har-

bours Bill was referred to a select committee. Sir

J. Duke obtained leave to bring in a Bill to estab-

lish a metropolitan meat market in Smithfield,

Last night Lord Palmeeston moved the appoint-

ment of a select committee to search for precedents

in reference to the late vote of the House of Lords

on the Paper Duty Repeal Bill. Mr. T. DrNCOXBE
moved as an amendment that the House should not

adjourn before Kovember next, in order to give

the Lords another opportunity of agreeing to the

Bill. Mr. Beight moved, as an amendment, the

adjournment of the debate to Thursday. After

some discussion both amendments were withdrawn,

and the original motion was then agreed to.

Despatches from Sicily announce that General

Gaeibaldi has gained two important victories over

the Royal army, and that the evacuatiun of Palermo,

by the King's troops was hourly expected. That

part of Gaeibaldi's force which landed in Tuscany

has been defeated near Montefiascone, in the Papal

States, by the Pope's gendarmes, and driven back

into Tuscany with the loss of 6 killed, including

the brother of Oesint, and about 25 wounded.

The Treaty of Zurich has been appro-v%d by the

Sardinian Chambers by a majority of 215 to 16,

and the committee on the treaty of cession of Savoy

and Nice to France have presented a report re-

commending the Chambers to adopt it. Accounts

from St. Petersburg state that Baron Beunnow,
the Russian Ambassador in London, has tele-

graphed to his Government that Lord John Rus-

sell will most probably make no opposition to an

inquiry into the situation of the Christians in the

Turkish empire. The Sultan however bas in-

formed his Ambassadors at Foreign Courts that

he questions the competency of the Powers to

institute the proposed inquiry.

A private telegram from China has been received

through Bombay, announcing that the E>ipeeoe

op China bas rejected the Anglo-French ulti-

matum, and that the northern ports have conse-

quently been placed in a state of blockade.

J-

The CoiraT.—The Queen and Prince Consort, ac-

companied by Princes Arthur and Leopold^ and the

Princesses Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Rcatrice, left

Buckingham Palace on Saturday afternoon for Osborne,

travelling to Gosport by a special train of the South-

western Railway. Before the Queen's departure

from London Lord Palmerston had an audience of

her Majesty. On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince

Consort, and the Royal family attended Divine Service)

at Osborne. The Rev* G. Protheroe officiated. On
Monday moining the Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Princess Alice went out walking. The younger branches

of the Roval family took carriage airings. In the

afternoon her Majesty, the Prince Consort, the Princess
Alice, and Princess Helena drove in the char-a-hanc
through Cowes to Newport. On Tuesday morn-
ing the Qaeen and Prince Consort walked in the
grounds at an early Iiour. The Duchess of Kent
and the Princess of Leiningen arrived on a visit. In
the afternoon the Queen, Prince Consort, the Princess
Alice, and the Princess of Leiningen went out in the
small char-a-hanc, the Prince Consort driAng. In
the evening the Queen had a dinner party. On
Wednesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort
walked in the grounds. The Duchess of Kent and
the Princess Helena took a drive- In the after-

noon the Queen, Princess Alice, the Princess Leiningen,
and Prince Leopold, drove in the diar-a-hanc. The
Prince Consort, with the Prince of Leiningen, rode on
horseback. The Prince of Wales arrived from Oxford.
In the evening the Queen had a dinner party.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street- Another Council was
held on Tuesday, and another on Thursday.
Governorship of Madras,—The Oazette of

Tuesday officially announces the appointment of Sir

Henry George Ward, G.C.M.G., iis Governor of Madras.
Pakliamentaut Motements.—The election for

Lymington, vacant by the retirement of Sir J. K.
Carnac, terminated on Thursday, when Lord George
Lennox, the Conservative candidate, was returned by a
majorit}' of 2S over Mr. H. Riversdale Grenfell, the

numbers being 118 to 122.

Order of the Bath.—The Queen has conferred

the dignity of Knight Grand Cross of the Bath on

Admiml of the Fleet Sir John TTest, AdminU Sir William
Hall Gage, Knt., Admiral Kir Francis W, Auaten, Gener&l Sir

James Bouglas, General Sir George Scovell, General Lord
Downes, Admirul Sir Thomas J. Cochrane, Adrairal Sir George
F. Seymour, General Sir Frederick Stovin, Geueml Sir James
FerguBson, and Lieut. -General Sir John itell.

Her Majesty has also conferred the dignity of Knight
Commander of the Order on
Charles Lennox Wyke, Esq., her Majesty's Minister to the

Mexican Republic; General the Hon. Henry Murray, Lieut,-
General Philip IJainbrigge, Lieut. -General Thomas Erskino
Napier, Lieut,-Gener<tl the Hon. Charles Gore, Lieut--General
Edward C- Whinyatos, Lieut, - General Samuel B, EUis,
of the Royal Marines ; Vice - Admiral Arthur Fanshawe,
Vice-Admiral P. W- Parry Wallis. Lieut -General G. J. Harding,
Rear-Adnnnil Robert Lambert Baynes, Frederick J, Halliday,
Esq., late Iiieut,-Governor of Bengal ; Sir Robert N- C- Hamil-
ton, Bart., late P*»litical Agent in Central India; 5Iajor-Gen,
Richard J. HoUvell Birch, C-B., Secretary to the Government
of India in the Military iJopartment ; Col. Peter Melvill Melvill,.

Secretary to the Government of Bombay in the Military and
Naval Department*' ; Coh Alfred Hastinga Horsford, C.B.

;

and Lieut. -CoL Herbert B. Edwardcs, Commbsioner of
Peshawur,

Her Majesty has also conferred the dignity of Cora*
panion of the Bath on

P- E, Wodohouse, Esq., Governor of British Guiana; J.
Walker, Esq., Colonial Secretary of Barbadoes : CqJ- Stephen
J. Hill, Governor of Wierra Leone : E- Jordan, Esq, President
of the Council of Jamaica; Major 31, Richmond, forraerjy
Superintendent at Wellington and NeJson, in Now Zealand;
James Ranald Martin, Esq., Examining Physicim to the
SecTetary of St^ito for India; E- A. Rcade, Esq,, Member of the
Sudder Board of Revenue; D. F- M'Leod, Esq., Financial
Commissioner, Punjab; J, C.Wilson, Esq., Judge of Morada-
bid ; E, Thornton, Esq,, Commissioner of the JUelum Division^
Punjab ; H, C. Tucker, Esq,, Commissioner of Benares

;

G. Udny Yule, Esq., Commissioner of Bhaugnlpore; E. A.
Samnells, Esq,, Commissioner of Patna ; R, Alexander, Esq.,
Commissioner of Rohilcund; F. B. Gubbins, Esq-, Commissioner
of Benares; A- A- Roberta, Esq., Commissioner of Lahore;
G. C. Banies, Esq., Commissioner of the Cis Sutlej States;
A- H. Cocks, Esq , Judge of Mjmpoorie ; C. J. Wingfield, Esq.,
Commissioner of Gonick pore; S.Wauchopc, Est]. ^ Commissioner
of Police, Calcutta; B- Sapte, Esq., Magistrate of Bolund-
shuhur; A. Money, Esq., Magistrate of Shahabad and Gya;
F. O- Mayne, Esq., Magistrate of Banda; G. E. W. Couper,
Esq., Secretary to the Chief Commissioner, Oude ; R, H.
Dunlop, Esq., Magistrate of Meerut ; W, A. Forbes, Esq.*
Deputy Commissioner, Oude; F. H. Cooper, Esq., Deputy
Commissioner, Umritsur ; G. H, Mildmay Ricketta, Esq.,
Deputy Commissioner, Loodianah ; J. H. Bas, Esq,, Joint
Magistrate, Ghazeepore; T, D. Forsyth, Esq., Deputy Com-
missioner^Umballah ; A, O. Hume, Esq.. Magistrate of Etawah ;

H- C- Wake, Esq,, 3Iagistrateof Shahabad: Brigadier. -Gen. G.
St. P. Lawrence, Political Agent in Rajpootana; Col. Sir
Richard C- Shakespear, Knt*, Resident at Baroda; Lieut- -Col.

C. Davidson. Resident at Hj-derabad ; Lieut--Col. P. C- Mars-
den, Deputy Commissioner, Ferozepore ; Major W. C. Erskine,
Commissioner of Saugor; Major J. R, Becher, Deputy Com*
missioner, Hazara; Major H. Ramsay, Commissioner of Ku*
maon ; Major G- W, WilUatns, Commanding Meerut Volunteers ;

Major R. C* Lawrence, Commanding the Lahore Police and.
Cashmere Contingent; Major J. W. Carnegie, Deputy Com-
missioner, Oude ; 3Iajor W, W- H. Greuthed; Capt. H. R.
James, Deputy Commissioner, Peshawur ; Capt- B. Hender-
son^ Deputy Commissioner, Kohat ; B, S.Ellis, Esq., Deputy
Commis^sioner, Nagpore; Major S- C. Macpherson, Political

Agent, Gwalior; Major F. W. Pinkney, Commissioner of
Jhansi; Capt, W. H, Crichton, Deputy Commissioner, Nag-
pore; Capt. G Elliot, Deputy Commissioner, Nacpore; Lieut.

J, W, W, Osborne, Political Agent in Becvah ; J. N. Rose, E<mj.»

Chief Civil Officer, Sattara; and lAiXjot W. L- Merewether, Poli*

ticiil Agent, Scinde Frontier.

FHA^-CE.— M. Thouvenel, the French Minister of

Foreign Aflairs, has declared to the Austrian Ambassa-
dor that the Cabinet of the Tulleries has seen with

regret that Russia has prematurely brought forward

the Oriental question ; but, as the question lias thus been

officially raised, France considers that she acts in cou-

formity with the interests of Europe by associating her-

self with the proposal of Russia, as otherwise a pretence

would be given to that Power to assume the exclusive

protectorate of the Christian subjects of the Sultan.

M. Thouvenel adds that during his embassy at Con-
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fitantinople ho became convinced thafc the Hatti
Humayoun of 1S56 will long remain a dead letter

unless the Porte changes its system of govern-
ment. Without recognising the urgency of the
inqniry proposed by Russia, France is disposed to

acknowledge its principle, and she invites the other
great Powers to do the same, leaving, however, to

their agents in the East to ascertain the exactitude of

the facts which have been brought forward by Prince
Gortschakoff,—The Corps Legislatif has adopted the

project of law relating to sugar and coffee by
233 to 3 votes, and the law has since been agreed
to by the Senate. The Moniieur publishes the order of

the day of matters to be discussed in the next sitting

of the Senate, among which are petitiona in

reference to the import of iron, and to the

execution of the Treaty of Commerce between
Prance and England. It is said that negotiations

for the conclusion of commercial treaties between
Prance and several other States will shortly be opened
at Paris. The Emperor returned to the Tuileries on
Saturday from Motte Beaudron, and presided on
Simday at a Council of Ministers. On Friday his

Majesty went to his domain of La Motte de la Grilliere,

and the plain of Misabran, which only a short time ago
was a desert waste, but is now transformed and
covered with vegetation. In the evening the Mayor of

La Motte Beaudron had the honovu: of dining with the

Emperor, and his Majesty afterwards received the

municipal council and deputations from the neighbour-
ing villages, with all of whom he left marks of his

munificence. Having been informed that an additional

tax for eight years had been voted by the commune of

La Motte for the construction of a mairie and a school,

the Emperor ordered that the whole expense should be
paid from the privy purse. The Patrie says the state-

ment that the division Bazaine, which was on its way
back from Italy, had received counter orders is in-

correct, and that the division will enter Paris to-day,

the 26fch inst. The Opinion Rationale publishes an
article signed " Guerolt," protesting against the under-
hand intervention of Austria in the States of the

Church.—A marriage has just taken place between the
Prince de Polignac and the daughter of M. Mires, the

great capitalist. It is said that by the marriage con-

tract M. Mires has settled on his daughter and son-in-

law 120,000f. a year, two carriages, with horses and
servants, and an apartment in his hotel in the Rue
Neuve des Mathurins.

SPAijr ASD MoBOcco.—The Absolutist journals assert

that General EVio has refused to take the oath of

allegiance to the Queen, and embarked on the 19th for

Prance. The report that Government will propose,
and the Senate vote, the abrogation of the law
excluding Count de Montemolln from the throne of

Spain is contradicted.

PosTTTGAL.—The volunteers for the African expedi-
tion are collecting in the various districts throughout
the country. The force will consist of artillery and
iofantry, the latter supplied with the Enfield rifles. A
^mmission from the Government has been forwarded
by this packet for the purchase of rifles for the entire

a^y. The Duke of Oporto will accompany the
expedition, but the new Governor and Commander-in-
Chief are not yet announced.
Dkkmabk.—The Danish Government has lodged

a protest at Berlin against the discussion in the
Chamber of Deputies respecting Schleswig, and against
the attitude assumed by the Minister for Foreign
A&irs, Baron von Schleinitz, upon that subject,

PBtiBSiA.—The Prussian Chambers were closed on
Wednesday by the Prince Regent, with a speech from
the Throne. The following is a summary of the speech

:

''Government is moat seriously endeavouring to bring" about
ffteh solutions of the questions which at present engage the
attention of the European Cabinets as will be adequate to the
maintenance of the balance of power. The principles which
^de the Government in its relations with the Germanic
Confederation and the German Diet in regard to the present
highly important affairs have been explained during this
MuioD. The Government also will in future adhere to these
principles, and will continue to regard the maintenance of the
tecognisei rights of others as necessary for the maintenance of
ita own rights. Notwithstanding the difference of opinion
existing in reference to Important questions, in one feelinff
ail the German Governments and people are unanimous with
myself «nd the Prussian people—that is, in unshaken fidelity
to the common Fatherland, and in the strong con\-iction that
the mdependence of thenation and the integrity .of the national
territory are matters of importance before which all internal
•»ir«and disneoMBa disappear." The speech concluded by
treating of questions respecting internal matters.
It is asserted that the Ambassadors of the Foreign
Powers are ahout to demand explanations respecting
the speech of the Government Conncillor Afathis on the
2l8t inst, in which the Councillor recommended an
intimate alliance between Prussia and England, in con-
sideration of the Franco-Kussian alliance. The Prince
^gent left Berlin on Thursday, vid Kreuznach and
Saarbruck, for Treves, to be present at the opening of
fte Rhine, Xahe, Saarbruck, and Treves Railway.
According to the Kreuz Zeitung Marshal M'Mahon,
Commander-in-Chief of the Camp at Chalons, had
wceived orders to welcome the Prince Regent, in the
name of the Emperor of the French, on his arrival at
^e French frontier. The Prussian Ambassador at
Pteis, Count Pouitales, was also to go to baarbruck to
Meet the Regent,

AuftTKix.—The Vienna papers state that on the
declaration of France that she would not oppose
ttw MsembW of a Conference, the Engliah
Cabmet conUdentially communicated a project to

the northern Courts, according to which France

should cede to Switzerland such a portion of Chablais

and Faucigny as would ensure to Switzerland the

exclusive possession of the Lake of Geneva, the neu-

trality of which would he proclaimed and guaranteed.
Invited by the English Cabinet to give its opinion on
this project, Austria first thought it indispensable to

institute inquiries in Paris, in order to discover if and
to what point France would consent to a dismemberment
of Savoy, Having obtained the certainty that the

Court of the Tuileries will not consent to any cession

of the territory of Savoy, the Austrian Cabinet en-

deavoured to obtain information whether England or

Switzerland was decided to pursue, at the risk of a war
with France, the project of a territorial cession on the
pait of France, Austria is convinced that Eng?and, as

well as Switzerland, too greatly desires the peace of the
world to compromise it on account of the annexation of

Savoy. Under these circumstances Count Rechbeig
has declared that the English project had no chance of

success, considering that it would he supported neither

by Russia nor by Austria, and would fail against the

inevitable resistance of France. The inauguration of

the monument recently erected in honour of the late

Archduke Charles, the victor of the battle of Aspern,

took place on Tuesday last. Xotwithstanding the

reports current to the contrary, the French Ambassador
was present at the ceremony. Count Thun, the

Austrian Ambassador at St. Petersburg, has an-ived at

Vienna. It is not true that the Emperor will deliver a

speech at the opening of the Council of the Empire.

The Austrian flotilla under the command of Commodore
von Willersdorff has been ordered for the present to

confine its cruise off the Neapolitan coast to the

Adriatic, without crossing the Straits of Messina.

Italt.—The Treaty of Zurich has been approved in

the Sardinian Chambers by 215 against 16 votes. The
report of the Committee on the treaty for the cession

of Savoy and Nice to France concludes by proposing

its approval by the Chambers. Before agreeing to

their report the committee had a conference with

Count Cavour, the explanations given by the Minister

not being satisfactory to the Opposition party.

The Minister, on being requested by the Committee to

communicate the diplomatic correspondence, replied

that he had no other documents than those already

published. As regards the questions of the boundary,

the public debt, and the railways of Savoy, Count
Cavovir declared that negotiations were still pending

with France, but that nothing had been definitively

settled. The committee then demanded the purpose
and the influence of the treaty upon the future position

of Italy. The Minister replied that the treaty was a

gi'ievous necessity. Besides the Bishop of Faenza and
the Vicar-General of Bologna proceedings have been
taken against the Bishops of Imola and Forli, for

suspending the priests who officiated at the Te Deum
in honour of the constitution, Tlie Archbishop of Pisa,

having refused to submit to the orders of the Govern-
ment, has been arrested and taken to Turin. — M. de
Carafa, the Neapolitan Minister, has forwarded a circular

to the diplomatic corps, bitterly accusing the Piedmon-
teseOovernment ofhaving, notwithstanding its promises,

allowed bands of volunteers to be enrolled, armed, and
despatched to Sicily, M. de Carafa adds, that this

violent attack against international law exposes
Italy to sanguinary anarchy, and compromises
the whole of Europe. He throws the responsibility

on the authors and accomplices of such criminal

actions. The Marquis de Villamarina has, in the name
of Sardinia, protested against this accusation, which, he
says, is false and injurious, the Sardinian ships of war
having had orders to prevent a landing, hut being
able to do no more than the Neapolitan vessels which
were cruising in the Sicilian waters. A Piedmontese
brigade has been sent to Tuscany, and the steamer
Tenaro has been sent to cruise before Orbitello.

Advices from Rome state that General Lamoriciere
entered that city on the 13th inst. On the following
day he despatched the 2d Regiment of Infantry, two
cannon, and detachments of mounted Gendarmes. The
cause of the movement was the march of Garibaldians
on Orbitello, the news of which had caused
great agitation at Rome. On Saturday an en-

I

gagement took place in a grotto near Montefiascone
between 60 Pontifical Gendarmes and 350 in-
surgents coming from Tuscany ; 25 of the rebels
were wounded and 56 killed, among whom was the
brother of Orsini, who attempted the assassination of
the Emperor Napoleon, The Gendarmes had three
killed and two wounded. During the conflict a bat-
talion of Pontifical Chasseurs fired upon each other in
error in consequence of the darkness of the night,
whereby a captain, lieutenant, and five soldiers were
killed. The volunteers subsequently re-entered Tus-
cany under the command of Lambianchi, but were
arrested, and will be brought to trial. Papal troops
were to immediately leave Rome for the fi*ontier. An
order of the day published at Rome orders all otficers to
recognise General Lamoriciere as military chief, hut
prohibits them to obey any orders of General Lamo-
riciere relative to the administration, which rests
with the Ministry. Advices from Naples to the 16th
inst. state that the 6th Regiment refused to fire on the
people on the occasion of the demonstration of the
\ 3th inst

Sicily.—The volunteers who landed at Marsala had
an engagement with the Royal troops.at C^Lfttafimi on

the 15th and 16th, which is stated by the official jour-
nals to have ended in the total rout of the insurgents
with the loss of one of their chiefs and many men
killed and wounded. Subsequent despatches are far
from being in accordance with these statements. They
state that the advantage was on the side of Garibaldi's
troops, who totally defeated the Neapolitan army and
afterwards invested Monreale, a town about two miles
from Palermo and commanding that city. A second
engagement afterwards took place in which, according

to the official journals, the insurgents were driven from
their positions and pursued to Partenico with very
considerable loss ; while the French papers assert

thafc Garibaldi attacked the Royal troops who were
strongly intrenched, and completely defeated them. The
Neapolitan troops after their reverse abandoned the
provinces of Palermo and Trapani, and retired

within the towns. Great disorder prevailed at Pa-
lermo, and thetroops were passing over to the insurgents.

A proclamation by the committee of Palermo had been
posted up in all parts of that city, announcing the
victorious march of Garibaldi, and that Sicily would
soon become independent. " Even the Neapolitan
police" it said, "are commencing to desert their

master," and itterminated with" Viva il Re Emmanuel/'
" Viva Garibaldi." Two considerable disembarkations

of volunteers had taken place at San Stefano de

Camestra to the right, and at Santo Veto, to the left

of Palermo, The rising at Messina had not yet taken

place. The proclamation of General Lanza concerning

an amnesty and a viceroyalty had had no eflect. Popular

manifestations were repeatedly taking place, and it was
believed that Palermo would shortly be evacuated by
the Royal troops; indeed rumour is already current

that part of the city is in the hands of the popu-

lace. Marshal Riviera had demanded reinforcements

of Marshal Russo, who, being unable to diminish the

garrison of Messina, had refused. News from Messma
t3 the 14th inst. states that the commander of the Pied-

montese frigate Governolo had landed there, and was

received with applause, Accor^g to the last advices

the insurrection was extending in many directions,

and when the detachments which are organising

have joined the volunteers who disembarked at Marsala,,

the whole body will number about 12,000 men, well

armed and well provisioned. A proclamation has been

issued by Garibaldi, in which he takes upon himself all

the responsibilities of the Dictatorship of Sicily.

Russia.—Prince Gortschakoff has sent instructions

to the Russian Ministers at the Courts of the great

Powers explaining why the Turkish Ambassador was

not invited with the Ambassadors of Austria, France,

Great Britain, and Prussia to receive the proposals of

Russia relative to an inquiry into the condition of the

Christians in Turkey. The Prince says :

—

*' The condition of the Christians in the Turkieh Empire ia a
question of general interest, reserved for the consideration of

a European Conference, which, 'fornearlySOyea'" ^as consisted

of the five great Powers exclusively, among whitk Turkey is not
included. If it had been necessary to call the representative of

the Porte to this assembly of the Ambassadors because she
signed the Treaty of March 30, 1856, the same claim could have

been made by Sardinia, whose participation in the negotiations

iu question would have been opposed by Austria. It was
therefore necessary to exclude the Porte, in order to avoid the

admission of Piedmont, and to confine the deliberations to the

great Powers only."

A despatch from St. Petersburg of Friday states

that a telegram from Baron Brunnow, the Rus--

sian Ambassador at London, .has been received

by the Russian Government, announcing that Lord
John Russell would in all probability make no

opposition to an inquiry into the situation of the

Christians in the Turkish empire. This supposed

acquiescence of England has given great satisfaction in

St. Petersburg, It is said that Russia has remitted to

Turin a decided protest against any attack on the

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies by the Piedmontese.

The Peincipaxities.— The Austrian Government,
having sent orders by telegraph to its agents in the

Danubian Principalities to verify whether Russian

troops were really concentrated on the Pruth, has

obtained the certainty that there is no concentration of

Russian forces on that river.

TtTRKEY,—Austria, Prussia, and England are said to

agree to the following :—1. As to the maintenance o£

the integrity of the Ottoman Empire. 2. Should an

inquiry into the situation of the European Christians

in Turkey take place, it is by no means to be instituted

exchisively upon the basis of the facts given by Russia^

but ia an independent manner, and upon the facts

reported by the different Ambassadors and Consuls in

the East. The Marqms de Lavalette was received

at a solemn audience by the Sultan on Monday.
The Marquis has addressed the principal French rea-

dents in Constantinople in a speech which had produced

a sensible eflFect on the Bourse, and caused a considerable

rise in the quotations of foreiga exchange. Instruc-

tions had been forwarded to the Turkish diplomatic

agents abroad informing them that the Sultan questions

the competency of the Powers to institute the inquiry

proposed by Russia. The Sultan invokes Article 9 of

die Treaty of Paris, dated March ^» 1856.
SiTBlA.—Advices from Aleppo, to. the 28th Aprd,

state that aa address had been posted up at the gates

inaeiting the inhabitants to massacre the Christians,

The Gavernor, who has 800 men and eannon, had inter-

ferefi and arrested the principal leaders. The garrison

was esansidered inaafficient. The ChristJaaa* being tw-

armed, djaarsda hsi^ explg^on of fauatipscu
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EarPT.—Heavy rains have carried away a portion of

the railway between Cairo and Suez. Travellers to and

ftom India have thereby been delayed two days. The

official French mission for the exploration of the Red

Sea has been well received by Said Pasha.

Ikdia.—Telegraphic despatches were received on

Wednesday, of which the following is a summary :

—

Btymhay.—The prevaiUng topic of discussion is Mr. Wilson's

budget and Sir Charles Trevelyan's minute. In the Legislative

Council on the 14th ult,, Mr. "Wilson, in moving the second

reading of the Income-tax Bill, entered into fuller explanation

of the general principles of the measure. "With reference to

the minute of the Governor of Madras, he said that the mem-
bers of the Government had felt deep and painful astonishment
at seeing documents conceived and expressed in such a tone
emanating from a subordinate government. It was an oj)po8i'

tion without parallel in Indian history. However the Govern-
ment had no doubt what course to pursue. They were pre-

cluded on public grounds from entering into controversy on the
subject^ but they had taken such steps as were due to the
public interests and their own position to obviate the mischief
which might be caused by this act of " wanton indiscretion."
Simla.—The Govomor-Goneral and the Commander-in-Chief

were still at Simla, but were to return to Calcutta on the 7th
May. The Governor-General held a Durbar at Simla on the 3d
April for the reception of the Hill Chiefs,
Luchtow.—Cholergk has been prevalent in Oude, but is now

disappearing.
Shapoor.—On the morning of the 20th ult. thp Wuzurees

attacked Colonel Lumsden'a column, with some damage to the
cattle and camp followers ; tut they were driven out with
hMvy loss, and pursued for three miles over the hills, and, to
all appearances, were broken up. On the 26th the force under
General Chamberlain joined that under Colonel Lurnsden,
whereupon the Wuzurees gave up their intention of holding
Shapoor and Betray, and retreated.

Calcutta.—Sir Cursetjee Jamaetjee, the Farsee Baronet, is

coming to England by this mail with a large retinue. His visit

has created no small sensation among the natives, andg'reat are
the expectations of the reception he will meet with in England.

China.—An important telegram has been received

this week from Messrs, Jardine, Matheson, & Co., of

China^ stating that the Chinese Government has

rejected the Anglo-French ultimatum, and that in con-

sequence the northern ports had been blockaded.

Previous advices from Hong Kong of the 29th March
stated that two regiments of infantry, one battery of

artillery, and one company of Royal Engineers^ were to

proceed on the 31st to Chusan, and that Mr. Bruce was
to receive a final answer from the Emperor on the 10th
of April. The 1st, 3d, 31st, 44th, 67th, and 99th Regi-
ments and the 1st battalion of the Military Train were
at Hong Kong. Sir Hope Grant was to take a trip to
Chusan and Shanghai in a few days. The only fear

expressed was that there might be no fighting. General
Sir C, Van Straubenzee returns to England by the next
mail. No horses had arrived yet from India. The whole
army was to be ready to move about the 15th of April.
Umted States.—The Baltimore Union Convention

has nominated Mr. Bell and Mr. Everett as candidates
for the Presidency. The House of Representatives has
passed the Tariff Bill. Accounts from New York to the
9th inst, state that a resolution inviting the Prince of
Wales to visitNew Tork had at the suggestion ofsome of
the most eminent merchants of New York been adopted
by the Board of Aldermen by nine to three votes, and
that a resolution was also passed to send to the C«un-
cilmen for their concurrence. A resolution had passed

l^he Senate authorising a vessel to be provided to trans-

port the astronomers to a point where the eclipse of the
sun in July next might be best obsenred.

Cakada.—A preliminary meeting of the citizens of

Hamilton, Canada West, was lately keld, to take mea-
-fiures for the erection of a monument to her Majesty,

to be erected by subscription. The Mayor and a

nupaber of other gentlemen were appointed a committee
to that effect- The Great Western Railway Company
was building a state carriage for the Prince of Wales.
Mexico.—^Advices from Vera Crnz to the 1st inst.

state that the Constitutional Government had rejected

the mediation of England, and that Miramon was de-

feated on all sides. Subsequent advices state that

Miramon had accepted the basis for adjustment as

proposed by the English and French ministers.

CtTBA.—On the 19th ult. a fire in the valley of

Trinidad swept over 18 miles of ground. The loss is

estimated at 500,000 dollars, and a reduction in the

fiugar crops of 8000 hogsheads was expected.

parKament.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
tAoKUAY.—Paper Duty Repeal Bill—Earl Granville moved

^the second reading of this Bill. He referred to the condemna-
'tions of the Duty in the other House, and to the abstract reso-
lution adopted there with the concurrence of the late Govern-
ment ; and said that the present Government had decided to
propose its repeal in the BiU now before their lordships. The
report of the Board of Inland Revenue had condemned the
'tax, Thi« report had been said to have been got up to order

;

but he had ascertained by personal inquiry that it had been
founded on the testimony and examination of their most
active and trustworthy officers. He urged the injurious effects
of the tax upon the trade and the consumers of paper, and the
impediments it offered to the publication pf cheap works of
"^^^iiity, while it did not check licentious publications. As to
the financial question, and the objection that the Government
were improvident in giving up this tax, he appealed to details

showing the probable condition of our finances next year, and
said that the Government had ground for saying they saw no
danger whateviar in our position. Approaching the constitu-
tional question, he professed his inabinty to understand how
the rejection by that House of a Bill passed hy the Commons
to repeal a tax was not, to all intents and purposes, im-
posing a tax- It waa proposed, for fiscal objects, to reject

a measure for the repeal of this tax which had been
submitted by the advisers of the Crown and adopted by
the other House, and he believed there was no instanca
0t the [rejection by that House of a Bill remitting taxation
yfhich formed part of the whole fieaniaal scheme Qf, tl^e

Government, Was this course fair to the people? Was it

right towards the Board of Inland Revenue, upon whose
character for perfect fairness reliance mn^t be placed for the
administration of the law which they had condemned as un-
juet? Was it wise or prudent to take so unusual and exceptional
a course with reference to the House of Commons? Their
lordships stood at present higher than ever in popular favour,

and it was impolitic to do so invidious an act as the rejection
of this Bill,—^Lord Lyndhcrst said he should confine himself
to the practical point—the privileges of that House, conti-asted

with those of the House of Commons. This could be no party
question ; all their lordships had to do was to ascertain what
their privileges were. A doctrine had been laid down at a
recent meeting, that for the Lards to reject a Money Bill

passed by the other Hoi^e was unconstitutional and insulting

to the House of Commons. In these circumstances he had felt

it his duty to state his views and conclusions upon the subject-

He did not intend to dogmatise, but to lay down plainly and
simply^ facts, principles, and precedents which would lead

them, without doubt, to a clear conclusion. It was not to be
disputed that their Lordships had no right to amend or to

originate a Money Bill. They had abandoned the claim,

because they had no power to enforce it* Precedents had been
relied upon occurring in 1671 and IfiTS, to prove that that
House had no power to reject a Money Bill; but they only
showed that their lordships had no power to amend or originate

such a Bill; and he complained of the want of fairness

and candour on tho part of those who cited these prece-
dents that^ on the very next page in the very book from
which the documents were taken, was a direct and deliberate

admission in 1089 that the House of Lords had not only the
power but the right to reject sucU a Bill, and that this prece-

dent had not been quoted- This right had been acted upon
without dispute in numerous instances ; but this waa a BiU for

relieving taxation, which, it was said^ creattd a distinction.

This was a novel doctrine, and at variance with the practice.

He cited an instance of a Bill being rejected by the Lords,

without complaint by the Commons, which both relieved and
imposed taxation. If, then, their lordships had not only the
power, but the right to reject this Bill, and if they conscien-

tiously believed it would increase our financial difficulties in

the present state of Europe, he had no doubt what their con-
clusion would be.—Lord MoyxEAOLE warned their lordships

that the question they were called upon to determine was, not
whether they should adopt the Bill for the repeal of a million

and a half of taxation, but whether they would dimiDish the

security for the payment of the charges on the Consolidated

Fund, which would strike at the whole credit of the country,

and deteriorate the value of public securities. This BiU, more-
over, would establish a precedent which no honest man would
imitate in deahng with his creditors- It was an advance in the

reckless policy ofsubstituting direct forindirect taxation, which
could not be resorted to without periL The financial statement
of the Government showed a surplus of 464,000^ ; but bad we
this surplus? No such thing. It had vanished into thin air,

and he prognosticated a clear deficit of revenue next year of

11,033,000^- He moved that the Bill be read a second time
that day six months,—Lord Dufferik said that the precedents
cited by Lord Lyndhurst did not appear to him to be Applicable

to the present case, in which the tax proposed to be repealed
formed part of the financial scheme of the Government,—The
Marquis of Clanrjcarof: was of opinion that there was not the
slightest constitutional doubt that their Lordshijjs had a right

to vote freely upon t his question ; but, the House having passed
the Income-tax Bill, he did not think it consistent with equity
or honour to refuse to pass this Bill,—The Duke of RuxLAHn
could not agree that, because they had passed the Income-tax
Bill, they were therefore bound to pass this Bill. Even if there

was a surpbxs revenue, he did not think the paper duty ought
to be the first repealed ; other taxes, especially the malt-tax,

should have the preference. Looking at the state of the revenue
and to the probable amount of the deficiency next year, he
hoped their lordships would not assent to the Bill,—Lord
Crakworth said the constitutional question was one whick
involved the House in very great difficulty. Such a step as
that of refuftsing to concur in the repeal of a tax under the
circumstances of the present case had never been taken by that
House. The legal precedents cited by Lord Lyndhurst were
inapplicable to the case of a Bill repealing a tax which formed
part of the Budget, —Lord Chelmsford maintained that
the precedents cited by Lord Lyndhurst were in
point, and applicable to the present case. If the
House had the power and the right to reject this

Bill there devolved upon them a corresponding duty, and if

they believed that the taking off this tax, at the same time
that the tea and sugar duties were retained, was inexpedient,
they were bound to reject it.—The Buke of Argyll entered
upon a defence of the Commercial Treaty and of the Budget,
and denied that the Government intended to break down the
great system of indirect taxation and impose undue burdens
upon property, expressing his conviction that om- direct

taxation had aiTived at a point at which it could not be main-
tained with safety to the country in time of peace. This was
the opinion of all the members of the Government, and he pro*
ceededto show how this declaration was reconcileable with
their present financial policy. He justified the taxes they had
repealed by asserting that they all came under one or another
of the conditions of Sir B- Feel, the Paper Duty included,
which interfered with processes. It was clear, he said, that
this duty stood iu the same category with the Excise duties on
soap, glass, and bricks, and he insisted that its repeal was in

strict consistency with the principles of finance adopted by
Parliament, He did not deny the legal power or right of that
House to refuse its assent to any BiU seutup from the other
House; but legal power and legal right were wholly different

from constitutional practice, and he suggested reasons why
their lordshfps should not exercise their legal power in this case,

which would, he said, go to the very heart and root of the con-
stitutional privileges of the House of Commons, there being no
instance on record since the Revolution where their lordships

had thrown out a Bill of the nature of supply proposed
by the Government and adopted by the other House,

—

The Earl of Derby said, with respect to the constitutional *iues-

tion, he should be satisfied to leave it on the footing on which
it had been placed by Lord Lyndhurst, notwithstanding the
difference of opinion expressed by Lord Cranworth and other
Lords- The Duke of Ai^yll had stated that there had been no
instance in which that House had rejected a Supply Bill ; but

outlay for fnrtifications had to be added to the Budget, and,
taking the Chancellor of the Exchequer's own figures, he con-
tended that in the present year there would be no surplus
whatever, but a very considerable deficiency, which in 1861-62
would amount to 2,600,000^ He read copious extracts from
the financial speeches of Mr. Gladstone, commenting upon the
promises they contained and the expectations they held out,
especially the pledge to relieve the tea and sugar of the working
man, and declaring that he objected to the Bill on political as
well as financial considerations.—After a reply from Lord
Grawville, their lordships divided, when the numbers were :

—Content—Present, 90 ; Proxies, 14—104 ; Not Content-
Present. 161; Proxies, 32—193; Majority against the second
reading, 89. The House adjourned at 10 minutes to 2 o'clock-
Tuesday-—Ibe PetUwn of Right BiU passed through com-

mittee. The Weifjhte and Mmmres Bill and the AduUeration of
Food and Drink BiU were read a second time. The Bankrupt
Law (Scotland) AmendvierU Bill was read a third time and
passed.—Viscount DuNOA^^NON called attention to tho continued
disturbances taking place on each succeeding Sunday in the
Church of Si. George's-in- the-East, and moved a resolution that
suflScient power and energy had not been displayed in putting
them down and bringing the offender to punishment.—Ean.
Granville deuied that any want of energy had been shown by
the executive, considering the difficulties and neculiarities of
the circumstances with which they had to deal.—The Earl of
WiCKLOw was of opinion that the police authorities and the
police had neglected their duty- His lordship was about to
read a letter of the Rev. Bryan Eing, the Rector of the pariah^
reflecting on the character of the Rev, Hugh Allen^ the late

afternoon lecturer at the church, when Earl Granviluc and
Lord Chelmsford deprecated importing any personal dis-
cussion into the debate.—The Bishop of Loxdon declared his
disbelief in the accusations which had been made against the
Rev, Mr- Allen, and, reprobating the disgraceful scenes which
had taken place^ expressed his opinion that the rector could
still, if he pleased, restore tranquillity to the parish. If the
rev. gentleman would exert himself to that end, he might
depend upon all the assistance which the bishop of the diocese
could give him.—The Bishop of Cash£L bore testimony to the
liigh moral character of Mr. Allen. After some further dia-
ciission the motion was withdrawn,—In answer to the Earl of
Carnarvon, the Buke of Newcastle entered into a statement
of the position of the Ceylon Railvray^ and explained that the
works had been suspended in consequence of the latest report
of the engineer raising the estimate from 856,000^. to upwards
of 2,000»000i. Another estimate was therefore necessary^ and
he bad directed it to be made*
Thursday,—The l/nion of Benefices Bill and the Fcclesiasticat

Courts BiU passed through committee. The Adulteration of
Food and Drink Bill was referred to a select committee. The
Co7isoli'lated Fund (9,500,000/J Bill was read a third time and
passed, lieutenancy of Londondnry,—The Earl of Beluobb
called attention to the recent appointment of Mr. Acheson
Lyle, Receiving Master in the Court of Chancery in Ireland, to
the office of Lord-Lieutenant of Londonderry, and asked for
explanations.—The Earl of Carlisle defended the appoint-
ment, and explained the circumstances under which Mr. Lyle
had been nominated. As there w^is no resident peer in the
county eligible for the office, the Irish Executive was perfectly

)
justified in appointing Mr. Lyle, who was a gentleman pecu-
harly qualified by social position and property for the office,-^

Lord Lkjtrim intimated his intention of bringing before the
House in proper form the recent appointments of Sheriffs and
Lieutenants in Ireland by the i>resent Government*
Friday.—The Royal Asserit was given by commission to the

Consolidated Fund (9,500,000/,) Bill, Oxford University Bill^

Marriages Extra Parochial Places Bill^ and several Railway
and private Bills, Several Bills having been brought up from
the Commons^ the House adjourned to Monday, June 4,

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MoNnAY.— TA€ Sicilian In^^furrccVKyn,—Mr. Dalglish aaked

whether the officers of British ships at Naples were instructed
to receive all those who might apply for protection, whether
refugees or otherwise-—Lord J. Kusseli- replied tliat the in-
structions issued in 1849 by Lord Palmerston still remained in
force. Accordingly protection would be aflforded in British
ships of war to political refugees, but not to persons imder
criminal acciisation,—In reply to Mr. Kinglake, Lord J,
BussEix said that he would not undertake to give any opinion
as to the views of foreign Powers on the Sicilian insurrection.
He was informed that ships had been sent by Austria into
Neapolitan waters, but only for tho protection of her ovnx
subjects- He did not believe that any Power at present pro-
posed to take steps against the Sicilian insurrection.—m a
Committee of the whole House^ the amendments on the RC'
freshment Houses and Wine Licences Bill were considered, and,
after a long discussion and some verbal alterations, adopted.
The clauses proposed to be incorporated in the Bill were
postponed until the report of the Bill be broURht up-—
The Banh^ptcy and Inmlveacy kalarUs^ <icc. , BUI passed
through committee.— On the motion for going into
committee on the Bonlcniptcy and Insolvency Bill^

Mr. Vance objected to the extension given by the Bill to
the Jurisdiction of the County Courts, as, in his opinion,
it would bring many important claims before judges not
accustomed to adjudicate on such matters- The denial of
the right of appeal was also open to the gravest objections,

—

Mr. Briscoe thought an act of injustice would be committed on
the messengers of the Court of Bankruptcy unless they were
adequately compensated-—After a few words from Mr, Lkslkt
and Colonel Sykes the House went into Committee on the BiU,
—Mr. Walpole moved the omission of certain words in
Clause 2 relating to the future duties of the CommissionerB of
Bankruptcy as district commissioners- — The Attoeney-
General agreed to restrict their employment to the London
districts-—Sir F. Kelly thought the Commissioners ought not
to have duties dmposed on them which they had never con-
tracted to discharge.—Mr, Walpoi^e withdrew his amendment.
—Mr. BowYER. on clause 7, entered a strong protest against any
new courts of justice with only one judge.—The Attorskt-
Gkneral, ou clause 13, in reply to Mr. Henley, explained
the reasons why the new judge was to have 5000L
a year, and his deputy for three months only 400f-
An animated discussion took place on the system ofoompenAa*

__
tion and pensions for the retiring officers of the Courts-—In a

there wm" an "instance in which a^BiiT of Supply hivd" Wen (

subsequent clause, Mr- Walpole proposed that the Judge of
\
Bankruptcy abouid be chosen from one of the present Com-
missioners,—The ATTORvrY-GENEBAL cnuld give no pledge onrejected ; and, more than this, the present, he said, was not a

Supply Bill- The main question, however, was the abolicion

of the Paper Duty and the objection to its repeal^ and in sup-

porting the amendment he performed only what he deemed a

solemn duty, with no desire to embarrass the Government, still

less to overthrow it. He did not theoretically defend the

Paper Duty, and he thought it would be deairabie to part with

it if the finances permitted its repeal ; but he contended that,

circumstanced as the coiuitry now was, the surrender of this

tax was an improvident and reckless act- He then proceeded

to discuss the financial park of the question, observing that he

had listened to Mr. Gladstone's financial statement with the

conviction that the House of Commons had been blinded to its

defects by the brilliancy of his rhetoric. He analysed that

ststemcnt> and the process by which Mr. Gladstone had

coTiverted a large deficit Into an apparent surplus of

46lv000i,, which had already disappeared without any provision

to meet the serious deficiency of the ensuing year ; and in this

state of things he was throwing away upwards of a million,

Exceaein.tJjfemiUtary expenditure for the China war and the

the point, aa he was not consulted on such appointments-—

A

division arose ou Mr. Bouverie's amendment of clanse 22, as
to the expediency of reducing the salaries of the Buccessora of
the present district Judges from ISOOi, *o 150W- a year. The
motion, however, was n^^atived, the numbers being 69 to 68.
Clause 22 was agreed to on a division by 118 to 88.-Clause 24,

on the transfer of the bankruptcy jurisdiction to the County
Courts, gave rise to much discussion on an amendment of Mr.
BouvERiE, that the jurisctiction proposed should not be ex-
tended to County Courts, which was, however, ultimfttoly

negatived.—The Chairman then reported progress, and the
House resumed- The CoTiMolidattd Fund (9,500,000r) Bill waa
read a third time and passed. The other orders of the day
were then disposed of.

TuESDAT,—rA< ffouu of Lordg and tfu Paper Duty-—Lord
pALMERSTOx. in moviDg the adjournment of the House over
the Derb^ Day, gave notice that he should on Thursday propose
the appomtment of a select committee to examine the Journals
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of the House of Lords with reference to tlie proceediiiga of
that Houfie on the Bill for repealing the paper duty ; and that
on Friday he should move the appointment of another com-
niittee to search for precedents on the subject. He thought it

important to ascertain the facts» but he dischiimcd, on behalf
of the Government, any intention to bring the two Houses
into collision.—Jlr. Whalley inquired whether the proposed
committee to search for precedents was the only step which
the Government intended to take with reference to the uncon-
stitutional and unusual interference of the House of Lords in
rejecting the Bill.—Sir G« Lewis said he had nothing to add to
the statement already made by the noble lord at the head of
the Government-—Mr. D. Seymour took exception to the
apathy of the Government with regard to the vote of the
previous nighty and suggested that the House should meet on
the Derby Day to diseuf^s the question.—Lord Palmfflston said

he saw no reason for departing from the course he had proposed-
—In reply to LordNAAS, SirG, C Lnwissaid that no doubt the
confinement of so many prisoners in the Convict Hulks at
^^rmuda was Tery objectionable, but the question was one of
expense, and the proper time for discussing it would be when
the vote for the maintenance of prisons came before the House
in committee of supply. The motion for adjournment to
Thursday was then agreed to. Public Business.—On the motion
of Lord pALMFRSTox, it was resolved that on Thursdays, after
Whitsuntide, Government orders of the day have precedence
of notices of motions, and that notices of motions have prece-
dence of orders of the day on Fridays,—Sir J- Trelawny
obtained leave to bring in a Bill to establish County Financial
Boards for assessing county rates and for the administration of
county expenditure in England and Wales. Regium Bonunu^
Mr Baxtkr moved ft resolution that the annual grant to non-
conforming ministers in Ireland, known as the Regium Donuna,
should cease and be extinguished as speedily as is consistent
with the just expectations of the recipients thereof, and that
no further grant be made on account of **new congre-
gations*" nor to any existing congregations after the
present ministers shall have ceased to be the ministers
of such congregations.—Mr. Crossley seconded the motion.—
Mr, CoNOLLY moved as an amendment that the charge^ instead
of being abolished, should be removed from the estimates and
placed upon the Consolidated Fund.—Mr, Dawsox eecouded
the amendment-—Mr. CARDwrLL defended the grant, and
denied that the Synod of Ulster was favourable to its abolition.
The House had already by a signal majority expressed its

clieckin^^ gambliug-. On a dh-ision, the second reading was
carried by ISl to 5S.—Tu comniittct; on the Exciseand As^es-ml

Taxes Act, the Chancellor of the Exchequer proposed reso-

lutions that persons sliould be allowed to take oat game certi-

ficates at 21. for half the season, and for bringing deer under

the operation of the Game Laws.— After consider iible discus-

sion, the Chairman was ordered to report progress.

The locomotive Jiill was read a second time, aftci-

a short discussion.—On the order of the day for going into

Committee on t\ie Piers and Harbours Bill, Mr. Paull moved
that the Bill be referred to a Select Committee.—Sir. E. P.

BouvERiK opposed tbe Bill altogether, objecting to the powers
given to the Board of Admiralty.—Mr. M. Gibson supported

the motion. After some discussion the motion was agreed to.

The adjourned debate upon the second reading of the

MetropolU Local Managmient Act Amendmtnt Bill was resumed,

and after some diaeussion the Bill was read a second time.

SmitJiJldd Market.—Hir J. Buke obtained leave to briug in a
Bill to establish at Smithfield a metropolitan market for

meat, poultry, and other provisions, and for other purposes.

Friday.—Tke Lords and the Paper Duty ^.epeal BUI—Lord
PALMtRsTON moved that a select committee of 19 members be
appointed to search the journals of both Houses,of Parliament,
in Older to ascertain and report on the practice of each House
with regard to several descriptions of Bills imposing or

rei>eiiHng taxes. He should abstain from entering at present
iuto detail, and he trusted the House would accept the
resolutiou without discussion. The resolution would not pledge
the House to anything beyond a desire for inlormation.

—

Mr. T, DuNCOMBE moved tliat as the Bill had been postponed
by the House of Lords for six months, Parliaraeni ought not
again to adjourn beyond November next, in order that another
opportunity may be afforded to th« House of Lords of consider-
ing whether the Bill may not be advantageously agreed to.

—

Mr. Bkight moved the adjournment of tbe debate to Thursday.
After considerable diauussiuii both ainendmcnts were with-
drawn, and the original motion, amended by making the com-
mittee to consist of 21 members instead ol 19, was agreed to,

to meet after the AVhitsun recess. [Left sitting.
[

©iti) InteUificnre.
Bank Rate OF DiscoFNT.—'lhe Bank of England on

intention not to disturb the religious endowment in the case of 'pi..,. I 11 .|-
^ nf rli<;mntit frnni 4.!^ ner

Maynooth, and he hoped that it would in an equally emphatic
^""^s*iay lowerea Lneir laie 01 aiscount irom ^.^ per

manner reject the proi>OHition now made to deprive the Pres-
bj'terian ministers of the north of Ireland of a provision which
they had enjoyed from the time of the Commonwealth. The
amendment of Mr. ConoUy was negatived without a division,
and the original motion was negatived on a division by 217 to
58.—Mr. CoBBFTT drew attention to the report of the select
committee on. the OJice o/ Coroner; and obtained leave to bring
in a Bill in conformity with the reci'mmendations in the report
of the committee. The trunuoart.^siv F. aiiiTH moved for a
select committee to inquire into the circumstances which have i

cent., at which it was fixed a fortnight back, to 4 per
cent.

Money Maeket, Feidai'.—British Ffxds : Con-
sols closed at 95 to ^ for Money, and 95^- to ^ for the
GthJune; Bank Stock, 227 ; Three per Qeuts. Ueduced,
ySi to t; Kew Three per Cents., 931 to hi Indian Five
per Cent, stock, 1S59, iOGf to f ; Ditto for Acct., 10G|;

caused the alleged defective state of a considerable u'lmber of n,**^ ii'^.t.. »^,.,* ^"'.„>f n,iKoffi,,-„.. ic=:q oas.*-^ t r\.t^,
the gun and raortar-boats and vessels of the royal naxy. He i^^^J;^

*
^^^l I^f S"*>

Debet tuies, 18o8, 96| to I ; Ditto

waBBpeakingm support of the motion when the House was lo5y, Vb'i tof; India Bonds, 6s. to lOs. dis.; -Lxche-
couuted out.

TiiUiLSCAY.— TVie Lordx atultlu Paper Duty BUl—'Lord Pal-
MKasTON moved the appointment of a Select Committee to
inspect the journals of the House of Lords with relation to any
proceedings upon the liiil to repeitl the excise duty on paper,
and to report thereon to the ITmise. The motion was n^^reed to '

without discussion, and the Committee proceeded forthwith to
dischargo their duty. After an interval of a few minutes, Lord
Palmerston appeared at tho bar and presented tbe reprirt of the
Cftmn^ittee, which wm rta-i by the Clerk at the table. It
stated that the Committee had inspected the journuls of the
Uoiue of Lords, and it recited, the terms in which the rejection
of the Paper Dnties iiill had been recorded.—Lord Pai.mkiistos
announuud, .-iniid clicei-.H from the iliiiisterial benches, that he
would on Friday move ibr a fciciecfc Committee to search tlie
journals for precedent-* hs to the practice of the two Ilnuses on
tlie siihject The Rt^frcihmnt Houses and }Vhie Licenses BUI, as
amended, was considered and agreed to. On the motion for
going into Committee of Hupply on the Cail Service Eitimates,
J(r. Laino explained the rejisons for asking a Tote on account,
tbe balances having become exhausted. The sum he asktd
was 400,000^., distributed over 10 votes.—Mr. A. Smith and
Mr. W. WiLLFAMs objected to the course proposed by the
Government.—Mr. Walpole hoped tho subject would be
minutely scrutinised in the committee.—Lord H. Vane thought
the pruposal was a reasonable one.—Sir S. NoiiTHCorE said that,
though the vote was moderate, the principle was important,
and the precedents cited were not in point.—Lord Fermov
considered that no special ca.se had been made out, and that
the principle of the proceeding was bad.—Mr. Disuaeu ad-
mitted that the proposal was a small one, but the precedent
which the House was called upon to make was very
Urge, If the House placed this confidence in the
Government, would Ministers pledge themselves that the
House should have a fair and timely opportunity of exer-
cising its constitutional right of critici.sing the Est'imates?—
Lord Palmerston- a-aid there was a fiUaiiciiil necessity for the
TOte, a Parhamentary authority being wanting for the applica-
tion of money, and there was nothing unconstitutional inMkmg tor a vote on account for the Civil Service any more
than lor the Army or Navy. The delay of the Esti .-nates was
no niult of the Government, and the House had in its own
hands the means of controlling the Estimates. On a division
the queetion that the Speaker leave the chair was carried by
135 to 109. The House then went into a Committee of Supplywhen the several resolutions, making up the vote of 400,t)U0i.
were agreed to, Switze^'iand and Savoy.—In answer to Mr
KiNOLAKE, Lord J. ItfssKLL Said that up to that day
the Swiss Confederation had continued to ask for the
noeetmg of the Conference on the subject of the neutralized
provinces, and her Mujeaty's Government had supported this
demand from the first. LordC. Pa'jet and Messrs. Green.—^Ir.
Ltck>s called attention to a report that Lord C. Paget was a
partner with Mcs.srs. Green, of Blackwall, at the time when the
funboats were built.—Lord C. Pagkt declared upon his word of
onoiir that the report was utterly without foundation. He

had formeriy held a few shares in some of Messrs. Green's
AustntJian ships, but he sold the shares at a loss before he took
office at the Admiralty, in order that it might not be said that
he was influenced by private considerations-—Lord C. Paget
then moved ,i siipplement-iry vote of 2500^. for further im-
provmg: the Harbour of Malta. After a long discussion the
motion

_
was agreed to.—In Committee of Ways and

Means it was agreed that makers of British Wiaes
for sale, and dealers in such wines in quantity abovetwo gallous, should be charged a license of five guineas-On the motion ior the second reading of Sir J. Barnard's AU
Jtepeal BUI, Mr. Bestinck, saying that the Act hud existed tor
a century and done no harm, and alleging the injury to public
moranty by the legalisation of Stock Exchange gambling
moved as an amendment that the Bill be read astcond time
that day SIX months.—Tlie Soucitor-Gcneeal, Mr. T Han-
KEr, Mr. JoiiN Locke, Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Malins. and Mr.
Bi;tt supported the Bill, on the ground that it was a needless
impediment m the way of commercial transactions.-Mr. E.JAME^ Mr BoviLL. Mr. Henley, Sir H. WiLLorGHBY,and Mr. VAXbiTTART onposed the Rill nn th^ ^rr:,,r.A rh-.l

qiier Bills, 9*. to 6s. prem.

—

Foreign : Brazilian Four
and a Half per Cents,, 1860 (scrip), \ dis.; Mexican
Three per Cents., lor Acct., 21^ ; Bortu;4uese Three per
Cents,, 1853, 44^ ; llussiuu Four and a Halt per Cents,,

07^; Spanish Three per Cents., 47|; Ditto for Acct.,

48i ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 75i

;

Ditto lor 1858, for Acct., 58^ to 58; Ditto Guaranteed
Four per Cents., for Acct., 101-1,

ISnnft of ffinfilauK.
ISSUE Dj-FAKT.UiiiNT,

Noteo issued Ji2'J,a(>'J,-6M bovernment Debt 4 *

# * « 4Otber fjecurities
Gold Coin ana iJulliyn .

.

&iiver llaiiiuu .<

wt'i*y,5(,'j.3yu
I

jfc2y,i>tiy,aiW

froprietori Capital,. .«

UCHt ft, •• .• »« *
ruoiic Ueposiia (indud-

of i\aL. UctiT, hud JJivi-

dend ^ccts.) ., ..

Olber iH^poftltft,,

Seven day aud other bills

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
,, ^614,553,000 Govemiuent

apL\'8,U2fi

• •

«

Dy4,Uo

24th day of May, 1860.

^33,701,52-:

Sf^curitiPB

tincludiii); Dead Weigh

Other Securitiea
?iotts
<iold and Sliver Com

• 4

* *

* 4

je%728.9«
lb,i::S(stj74

»,a4t>,iuu

74y,t^i6

j£:iS,76 1,022

M. illLLER. Deputy Caanitr.

«Ca?cttE o£ tlje mAttk.
TDtSPAT—BANKHUI'TS—W. Bound, jan,, Paradise Street, Poole,

Corn and Seed Merchant— L.Cook, 42, Urtat Cambridse Street, liacknty
Uoad, boot and ^hoe Manufaciurei—W, \\, Davies, Caruiti", Olaiiiorgan^
flhire^ Uruper—H, Elliott, Hay Wiia[f, Maidt-nliead, Utiksbiru, Timber
Merchant— J. S. ^'l:Roliso^, Notiin^^hjim, builder—H.. Uabdseb, i'rlmrofle
Hill, iSorthampToD—F, GiifsoFv, Toitenliam iload, Kin^sland Koad, also of
balls I'ond itoad, l?Un>cton, and of Kini; Mrt-ec, Turk Strtec^ betbnal
Green, batcr—J- K- GatGG» Whitehaven^ Cumberland, Grocer—T. 1Iqlla.nd,
25, Hlicidol Terrace, Jaliiij^ton, Maiiulacturer oi Hosiery—G, V. Jacksun,
G, New broad Street, City, Cr»mmia?Joii Merchant— !'. A^ Iizzala, and
M. C- Gkkkne, 19, liatton Garden, i^oobiu^ Umcft Aanuiacturt^rs-J.
FooLEY, Liverpool, and of Jfeterborouiifh, iSoithawpton^bire, Contraccor and
Builder— I'- SAMi'^ON, Hytbe, Kent, liuoi and Suoeinaker—VV- W£»uaM,
71, Cannon Street West.Ciiy, Dealer in Foreign l-ancy Goods. _^
SCOTCH SE^CESTllATIONS—W. FAittWEATUER, Ballud^ron, Foriar

(deceased)—J. Vkhgtbox, Dumiries, Grocer—J. Hat, Gla^i^ow, Builder—
A- Ki!SLOCH, Alexandria, i>uinbarton. Carter—J. M,vniLY, Jun., and F.
M'Ghcgok, KiLoiarnock, Shawl and Garment frintera—J. ii. Wilson,
Ardro4Biiin, Ship ^tore Dealer and Grocer. _^____
FBiDAY-BANKRUPTS—A. D. Bell and E. BRAaiBax, City, Triuimiui;

Mauufrtcturcis—J. IIodgk, Ileiston, Cornwall, £;ilversmith — S, Duok,
Farain>fhaiu, Kent, Grocer—VV, Hustkr, Limehouse, Middlesex, Ship
Joiner—J, JoUNso?! and C* S, Oilman, I4ed CrOBs ^t^eet, City, Merchants—
K, McSwi>EY, Fenchurch Street, uity. Merchant—G, H. fiiitKEB, Kigh
Street Boroii^ch—AU J'tiRKY, Binoni^bury Marker, Oxiord Street, I'asfie
Partiiuts Manufacturer— A> Ho»l)l^^s, Newport, Monmouth^hIre, builder^
ti. \V. Skxto\, Norwich, Bui.dcr— F, 11. Tootai, Mancbcfiter, Wine
Merchant—K- L, Tyler, Spaiding, Wine Merchant—G, V\est, ^» appin^,
>;2ddle&ex, Shipowner—G- Wilsu.%, Lincoln, Watchmaker—T, W'lMwoon,
Neath, Glamorgan a hire, Grocer-

SCOTCU SEUCESTRATIONS-J- Adams, Dundee, WatcUnmker—J,
Blaikib, Aherdetn, Advocate—J, Lockuart, Wisbaw, Lanark-^hire, Carrier—K, Marshall, Renfrew, Coal Merchant—J, Mitchell and Co., Glasi^ow,
Distillers.

itlftvopulig; aiiir its Vimxit^.

u —«. u_
^-"Pposed the Bill on the grround that

IT. ^WM a bargain between the Government and the

The House of Lotids and the Paper Dutt.—
A numerous deputation had an interview on S^aturday
with the Karl of Derby, at liis residence in St. James's
Square, to present to his lordship a memorial adopted
at a public uieethig held at St. Martin's Hall on tlie pre-
vious Tuesday, protesthij; against the course whicii his

Stock Excliange. and that it abolished a measure of real use in !
lordship hud intunated it to be Lis intention to take in

small
does
tiuue

reference to the Government proposal of the abolition
of the paper duty. Mr. Serjeant Parry liavinw

presented the memorial and added some remarks, Ijjg

lordship was further addressed by Air. Evvart, M.P,-
Alderniuu Towle of Oxford, Mr. Petter, Mr, F. Evans'
Alderman Baldwin of Birmingham, Mr. Hargreaves
Mr, J. Burke, and Mr, Lucas. Tlie Earl of Derby in

reply said :

—

^

"He hoped he should not be considered disrespectful, ji;

notwithstanding what had been said, he declined to enter into

a discussion upon either the commercial or tbe political ques-

tions involved in this subject. He was of course quite aware
of the inconvenience and disadvantage to the trade of pro-

longed uncertainty in this matter. As regards the abstract

merits of the paper duties, however, considerable diflference of

opinion prevailed. He had just had entrusted to him some

petitions from newspaper proprietors and editors in Ireland,

praying that the House of Lords would not sanction the repeal

of the duty. In 1S5S and 1S59 he expressed, as he had

been reminded, his own opinion that this tax was ot^ection-

able and that it was desirable it should be repealed as soon as

the state of the revenue would permit it ; and the questifta

between himself and the deputation was whether the present

state of the revenue and the financial prospects of the countiy

admitted of the legislature taking a step which he would
assume for the sake of argument to be beneficial in itself. Tbe
paper duties he might mention, however, instead of having^

diminished, as was generallythe case with dutiesvery objection-

able and oppressive to the trade, doubled between 1840 and lS(ju.

His lordship, having adverted to the connection ofthe questiou

with the increase of the income-tax and the continuance of tte

sugar duties, said he thought the reduction of the income-tax

and of the tea and sugar duties was far preferable to taking 'jff

the paper duties, and that the House of Lords would be

thoroughly justified in taking the step whichwas contemplated.
* I don't know," he continued, "what may be the opinion of

some gentlemen present with regard to the constitutional

functions of the House of Lords. It may be che opinion of

some gentlemen that the House of Lords itself is an ' imomaly

'

in a free constitution—but haviug been for 38 years in parlia-

ment, 22 years in the House of Commons and Hi in the House
of Lords, I have, I think, acquired during that periud sorae

little knowledge of the relative duties and obligations of one

H.nisc towards the other. Clearly, if the House of Lords has no
right to deal with a matter of this kind, cadet questio ; but ia

that case I do not know why any Bill involving taxation should

ever be sent up to the House of Lords. I will dual first with
the question of revenue. The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in

his budget, stated that according to his calculations there

would be this year a surplus of 460,000i. That will be a veir
small surplus supposing all his calculations to be veritied, and
in tbe present state of affairs at home and abroad, it is of course

essential that there should be the means of maintaining the

credit and honour of the country. I will abstain from iisking

for any vote on this subject in the House of Lords, if it shall

not be made out that upon the Chancellor of the Excheque];'8

own showing, supposing wc are unable to reduce the expendi-

ture, there will bo in the year lSt>l— 1SG2, not tbe

surplus of 460,000^., but a deficit approaching, if it

not exceed, 2,000,000^., even supposing we cou-

the lOrf. income-tax, and also continue the taxes

ujion tea and sugar at war rates. Now, I thhik it is

very desirable that in matters of this kind we should be careful

to look forward ; that in a year in which the revenue and the

expenditure are so nearly balanced we should be extremely

cautious in sacrificing, until wc see the means of replacing it,

a source of permanent revenue reaching so large au amount a*

u million and a half, and it is upon that ground and upon that

ground only—the present state of the revenue—that the Houj^e

of Lords, who are as much interested as the House of Com-
mons—for we are all in one boat together in the maiutenimce
of the honour, independence, and liberties of the country—

I

say it is on that ground alone that I think the House of Lords

would be justified in point of discretion in adopting the resolu-

tion of Lord Monteagle. Now, the deputation have done me
the honour of ascribing to me that motion, On that point I

can only say It was brought forward in a manner which
deprives it of anything like a party character. It was brought

forward by an individual who is generally a supporter of the

present government. It was brought forward without the

slightest concert with me. I was not aware of his intention to

introduce the motion, but when he did announce it, 1 stated

that I should, upon financial grounds, feel it my duty to sup-

port him. Now as regards the constitutional question, I was
very glad to hear Serjeant Parry to-day somewhat modify the

principles which appear to be laid down in the memoriaL
Serjeant Parry admits that the Lords have a perfect

right to do that which is proposed. I thought the

argument had been that their dohig so would be a

high breach of the privileges of the House of Common>-
that the House of Commons are the sole persons who have a

right to impose taxes, and further, that for the House of Lords

to refuse the repeal of a tax is equivident to the imposition of

a new tax. If this be so. Serjeant Parry's proposition caiinot

be true, that the Lords have the right to act as it is supposed

they contemplate doing. But I take issue with those who hold

that opinion. I think I understand tolerably well what aie

the relations between the House of Lords and the House of

Commons. Nobody disputes that the House of Commons
must originate all taxes that are to be imposed, and that tJie

House of Lords has no right to modify a tax in the slightest

degree. It the House of Commons vote a tax for one yeiu* the

House of Lords has no right to change tbe period to two years,

and I believe the converse ia true, that if the House of Com-
mons vote a tax for two years, the House of Lords have no
right to reduce the period to one year. If there were the

slightest modification of the tax as proposed, the House of

Commons would vindicate their privilege. But how? Simply
by refusing to pass the measme, the JJouse of Lords and ^e
House of Commons disagreeing on the subject, the law would
remain imaltered. It is stated that a refusal on the part of the
House of Lords to repeal a duty is equivalent to tbe imposing
of a new tax, and in the memorial before you there is something
about aloosepractice havingprevailed ofpassiugduties for aterni

of years definite or indefinite. I must protest against this

being termed a loose practice, because it is a practice which, it

discontinued, would destroy the very essence of our constitu-

tion." The noble earl then dwelt on the necessity for the sate

of the country of having permanent .sources of revenue, and
compared tho case of the paper duty to that of a deed of

annuity, which the two houses of parliament had granted for

revenue purposes. He maintained that the House of Lords-m
rejecting the Government proi>osal would not in the slightest

degree be usurping the privileges of the House of Commons*
and said there had been not unfrequent instances, even

in the present century, in which the House of Lord&
had refused its assent to bills brought in for purposes
involving taxation, and in which no question had been

rjiised as to their perfect competency to take that couJ«-
The noble lord concluded by expressing hia conviction

that in the course of a couple of years, even those whom
he was addressing, having regard rx> the financial position

of the cotmtry, would be satisfied that in refusing at the pre-

sent time to repeal the paper duty the House of Lords had not

done an injustice to the House of Commons, and had not dirfie

au injury to the country ; but, on the contrary, had coiiierrea
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TTTXI^^y a sigual l>enefit. Ho was sorry to ditler Irom

iZ «P whom he addressed, but he hoped they would ndrait that

Ift had expressed his opinions fairly and honestly, and while he

^Tve them entire credit ior sincerity, they must on the other

1 and permit liim in his legislative capacity to act in the

iJianuer which he considei-ed best for the country.

Several geiitlemen expressed a wish to reply to his

lordship, but the nohle earl declined to enter into

further discussion, observing that they would no doubt

reply to him very fully elsewliore.

FF5EEAL OF SiR Charlds Barrt.—The remains

of Sir Charles Barry were interred on Tuesday in the

nave of Westminster Abbey, at tlie foot of tlie coffin of

jfr, Robert Stephenson, and side by side with that of

Mr. Telford. The arrangements inside the Abbey were

better than on the recent occasions of tlie burial of Mr.
Stephenson or Lord Macaulay. Though the nave was

much more full than during those solemnities, there

was apparently less crowding, while the effect was not

marred by a number of spectators in bright dresses, as

none were admitted near the grave who were not in

mourning. All, too, were early in their allotted

stations, and the appearance of tlie hushed sombre
assemblage round the narrow open grave was mournful
and impressive in the extreme. All the gentlemen who
were to take part in the procession, and who numbered
between 400 and 500 representatives of the great

societies of arts and science in England, assembled

in places adjoining the cloisters, and there waited the

arrival of tlie procession.. The hearse reached

Deau*s Yard a few minutes before 1 o'clock,

and the coffin was borne through the old cloisters

to the side entrance of the nave, where the Dean and
Chapter, headed by the choir, were waiting. The pro-

cession was then formed, and to Purcell's solemn
anthem, *• I am the resurrection and the life," moved
slowly up the nave. It was headed by the High Bailiff

of Westminster, with the beadsmen, vergers, and choir,

followed by the Dean and Chapter, and the coflSn.

There were eight pall-hearers—Sir Charles Eastlake,

president of the Royal Academy; the Right Hon.
W. Cowper, M. P., Chief Commissioner of Works; Mr,
Bidder, President of the Institute of Civil Engineers;
Lieut.-General Sir E. Cust, Mr. Beresford Hope, Presi-

dent of the Architectural Museum ; the Dean of St.

Paul's, Mr. C. R. Cockerell, President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, and Mr. Tite, M.P.
Immediately following the body the five sons of the
deceased walked as chief mourners, with the Dean of
Chichester and other private friends. To these suc-
ceeded a procession of immense length, which took
nearly a quarter of an hour to file slowly into the
Abbey, and for which there was scarcely suf-
ficient accommodation either in the choir or in the
nave. It incUided several members of the House of
Commons, the Royal Academy, Royal Society,
the Institute of Civil Engineers, the Council of
the Architectural Museum, and the Institute of British
Architects. There were also present the Earl of
Carlisle, the Duchess of Sutherland, the Hon. Arthur

I

Gordon, Archdeacon Hale, &c. As many as could be '

accommodated in the choir having taken their seats, the I

service proceeded by the choir chanting Handel's " I I

know that my Redeemer livetli," and Purcell's OOth
Psalm. Lord John Thynne then read the lesson, after

which the choir again sang, " When the ear heard,"
&c. The procession was then re-formed, and moved
slowly to the side of the grave amid t!ie most solemn
silence. At the edge of this the coffin was deposited
while the choir chanted Croft's authom, "Man that
is boni of woman has but a short time to live,"

and " In the midst of life we are in death/' The coffin

was then slowly lowered to its last resting-place. The
Dean then proceeded with the rest of the service, which
was listened to with the most profound silence, broken
only by the rattle of the earth as it was strewed on the
coffin. The choir tlien chanted " 1 heard a voice from
Heaven," and the anthem, "His body is buried in

peace, but his riame liveth for evermore." The cere-

mony concluded with the benediction pronounced by
the Dcnn, and the solemn music of the Dead March
rang through the Abbey while the relatives and friends

pressed forward to take a last glimpse of the coffin,

which was of polished oak with a raised cross on the
lid. A flag was hoisted in the Victoria Tower half-mast
high during tlie day, and as long as that tower stands
its founder will need no other memorial of his fame.

Presentation ot the FRXDno^r of the City
TO Sir Leopolu M*Clintock.—On Saturday, in

accordance with a resolution of the Court of Common
Council agreed to on the 19th January last, the freedom
of the City, in a box of the value of 50 guineas, was
presented to Captain Sir Leopold M^CUntock, R.N., in
admiration of his liaviug, after many years of unsuc-
cessful search, ascertained the fateof Sir John Franklin
and the officers and crews of the Erebus and Terror in
the Arctic regions.

The Union Ba^k Frauds.—The committee of the
Stock Exchange terminated their inquiry on the
Pnllinger frauds on Monday, and unanimously resolved
that three of the four members who acted for him as
brokers—Messrs. Robert Johnston, Theodosius Uzielli,

and Sheldon, be suspended froui admission to the
House till the 25th of March next, when the annual
election takes place, and they can be again admitted
or rejected at the pleasure of the members; and that
the fourth, Mr. Braddock, be suspended for three
youths, his case being rendered less serious jn the eyes
of the committee by some exceptioiud circumstances.

These resolutions were unanimously confirmed by the

committee on Tuesday. It is understood tbat the

evidence did not show that more than a fifth part of

the stolen funds was lost in the Stock-Exchange; and
that the only person who had a guilty knowledge of

his real position was an outsider, who, from a man of

straw, rose in a very short time to be worth nearly

100,000^. By what means he obtained this money is

now notorious. In one transaction alune he realised a

sura of about 15,000/., which he refused to pay to his

client, with a threat of exposure if the demand were
attempted to be enforced.

Threatened Kexewax op the Builders' Strike.

—Within the last' few days the workmen in the

building trade in diffijreut parts of tlie metropolis have

shown an unmistakeable desire to renew the struggle

with their employers. At the Westminster Police Court

on Saturday two complaints were made ; the one in-

volving a charge of conspiracy, and the other of assault,

against men employed by different firms in that quarter.

In the first case it appeared that the complainant went
to work at the establishment of Messrs. Myers in

November last. Previous to that time he had belonged

to a union, but had retired from it before goinjf to work
at tlie Messrs. Myers. From his account all went on
smoothly till Februui'y, when he began to he subjected

to a series of annoyances from the union or society

men who were employed at the same establish-

ment. This state of things continued until the

end of last month, when the society men demanded in a

body that he and certain others of tlie workmen should

be dismissed. la consequence of this demand he was

discharged by the foreman. On the next day, how-

ever, Mr, Myers told him that he miglit return to his

work if he pleased. He did return accordingly, but

the union men immediately declared, in the presence of

a foreman, that if he was allowed to work not one of

them would remain in the establishment. The result

was, that he had to leave his employment solely because

he had ceased to belong to a trades-union, Mr.

Paynter, the magistrate, immediately issued his warrant

for the apprehension of two of the leading men on the

charge of conspiracy. In the second case two men
were summoned for threatening and assaulting a fellow-

workman in the employment of Mr. Geo, Smitli, Pimlico.

It appeared that the coinplalnaut had signed the " docu-

ment" at Christmas last, since which time he had been

suljJGcted te insult and annoyance, and particularly on

the part of the two defendants. He had been hissed

that morning as he came to the Court, and on the pre-

vious night he was surrounded by 100 men, and

had to get a policeman to see him safely home. The
defendants were remanded, and ordered to find two

good sureties to appear when called upon, and keep the

peace meanwhile. It is farther stated that at an

establishment in the City formal notice lias been given

to the masters that, unless all the men employed iu tlie

establishment who have signed the "document" are

dismissed within a specified number ef days, the

remainder of the men will strike work. It is said that

no final answer has been yet given to this demand, and
that negetiations are still pending upon the subject.

Houses of Parliament.—A sum of 3517/. 10^. lid.

has been paid since the year 1S53 for " indurating or

preserving*' tlie external stonework and the iron roofs

of the Houses of Parllanieut, The price per yard
varies considerably. Tlie cost for the preservation of

the iron fluctuates between 1*. 10<^., and 2*., to 2^. 2d.

per yard; while the cost for the induration of the stone

remains fixed at 1*. Of the above sum, 107/. 14?. 2d,

was paid to Mr. Daines, and the remainder to Mr.
Szerelmey. Appended to the return from whicli these

figures are taken is a correspondence between the Office

of Works, Sir C. Barry, Mr. Szerelmey, Mr. Daines,

and Mr. Ransome on the most efficient process of indu-

ration and preservation ; the result of which was tliat

Sir C. Barry, who was ordered to report on the relative

advantages of the three processes, gave his verdict in

favour of Mr. Szerelmey. Mr. Ransome, however, not

satisfied with this decision, has obtained permission to

make a further experiment on one of the bays of the

members* entrance to the terrace from the Commons
court. A similar bay has been assigned to Mr. Szerel-

mey, in order that the two processes may be fairly

tested.

The Charges against the Rev. Mr. Bonwell.
—On Sunday last, the Rev. James BonweU was served

in the vestry of the cViurch, with a prohibition from the

Bishop of London^ ordering him not to continue to

minister to the congregation of St. Philip*8, Stepney,

during the proctedings now pending against him cou-

cerning the birth of a child in the school-room of the

schools belonging to that church. The do«qment deli-

vered to liim also called upon him to appear and answer

certain charges contained in the articles exhibited

against him in the Arches Court, at the Instance of the

Bishop of London. In obedience to these articles, Mr.

BonweU appeared In Court on Tuesday, and prayed

articles of the charges against him. The Court directed

the proctor for the Hishop to bring in the articles, and

monished the defendant to attend on the 6th June, and

either admit them or give notice that he should op^;ose

their admission.

The Rev. Mr. Hatch.—Tlie Secretary of State has

advised her Majesty to g;rant a frc»e pardon to the Rev.

Mr. Hatch, and the rev. gentleman was accordingly

released from prison on Monday after an imprisonment

of nearly six months. This course was the natural

result of tlie convictiou for perjury of Eugenie Plummer,
the chief witness against Mr. Hatch; and Baron Chan-
nell, who presided at the late trial, on being referred
to by the Secretary of State, expressed his entire coiu
currence in the propriety of a free pardon.

The late Murder in §hoeeditch.—The jury at
the inquest on Friday returned a verdict that Ellen
Hart was wilfully murdered by Joseph Radden ; that
he was found dead in the Regent's Canal by drowning;
and although there was no evidence on that point the
jury believed that he destroyed his own Ufe.

The Main Drainage Scheme.—At the last meet-
ing of the City Commissioners of Sewers, Dr. Ross
called attention to a statement which had been made in

the House of Commons that it was the intention of the
Metropolitan Board of Works to construct their great
intercepting sewer along Fleet Street instead of along

the banks of the Thames as at first intended a
change which would, in his opinion, be absolutely

ruinous to the very heart of the City of London
Fleet Street was the great route from the City to the
west-end; and to stop the traffic for so long a time aa

must he necessary for the completion of the works,
when there was no other route eicefft Holborn Hill,

would be most prejudicial to the City. He therefore
moved that it be referred to the Improvement Com-
mittee to inquire into the alleged intention of the
Metropolitan Board to run their intercepting sewer
along Fleet Street, in order that they might, if neces-

sary, take steps to prevent the execution of the plan.

—Deputy Lott, in seconding the motion, said that great
danger must necessarily attend the construction of the

I sewer along Fleet Street from the great age of the
houses there. Some years ago he assisted in getting
up a petition in favour of constructing a sewer along
the bank of the river; and although that scheme
had been laid on the shelf he was still convinced a
sewer along the river, with a wharf over the sewer and
a road over the wharf, would be a most importani^

improvement to the City of London. With regard to

the construction of an intercepting sewer along Fleet

Street, he had heard that the works would occupy two
years, and to block up Fleet Street for such a period
would be absolute ruin to the neighbourhood.—Dr.
Abraliam suggested that the motion was too limited,

and thatjthe reference to the committee should be general
as to the course of the sewer through the city instead

of being local as to Fleet Street. It was a question of very
great public importance, and one about which there was
no secret, since a Minister of the Crown had stated in

Parliament that the sewer was to go along the Strand,
Fleet Street, and sufficiently near to St. Paul's to excita

apprehension for the safety of that cathedral.—Deputy
Farrar also insisted upon the expediency of making the
reference general a~s to the course of the sewer, and tho
national importanceofpreservingSt, Paul's from injury.—
Deputy Obbardremindedthe Court that Sir J. Paxton had
obtained a,select committee for inquiring into the expedi*

eucy of embanking the Thames; and that if that projeci

were carried out the opportunity would be favourable for

the construction of a sewer.—Deputy Harrisonsaidthata

report by Mr. Bazalgette and Mr. Haywood was some

time since laid before the Metropolitan Board in favour

of combining the construction of a sewer with the em-

bankment of the river—a question, however, which was

attended with great difficulties. He might, however,

say that the line of the intercepting sewer was not yet

a settled line, for the board were waiting to see whether

they could not by negotiation arrange for carrying it

along the river, which was the best of all routes-

Eight or nine montlis ago the board appointed a con>

mittee to wait on the Conservators of the Thames and

the Board of Admiralty, to see whether tliey would
co-operate in carrying out that great object; but the

conservators had no funds with which to enter upon aa
embankment, and he believed the question was still

before them. When their answer had been received

the committee would apply to the Admiralty, hut what
their answer might be it was impossible for him to say.

The motion, which was enlarged so as to make the
reference general as the route of the sewer through tha

City, was then unanimously agreed to.

Defalcations at Paddington.—At a special meet-
ing of the Paddington Vestry, convened by the Finance
Committee, it has been resolved by a majority of 26 to

19 to prosecute Charles Fox Thatcher, rate collector

of No. 4 Ward, and resident in Park Place, Maida Hill,

as a defaulter. His salary was about 400/. a year, and
the amount of his defalcations was stated to be
1527/. Is. Id. Thatcher has absconded, and the police

have not yet succeeded in tracing him.

The Public Health. — The R^istrar-General"^
weekly returns exhibit a considerable reduction in the
deaths of Loudon for the two weeks that eudcd Satur-
day, May 13 and 20. In the previous five weeks they
ranged from about 1200 to 1100; in the week ended on
the 13th the3' declined to 1111, and in that ended on the
20th to 1090, Comparing these returns witli the cor-

responding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59, raised pro-
portionally to the increase of population, the first re-

turn was 63, and the last 53 below the average. During
the week ended on the 13th the births of 786 boys and
819 girls, in all 1605 children, and in tlie week ended
on the 20th 867 boys and 835 girls, in all 1702 (•hildren,

were registered in London, lu the corresponding
weeks of the ytars 1850-59 the average numbers were
1627 and 1601.
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Aldershott.—Two men of the Military Train are

in custody of the civil power at Aldershott, on tlie

charge of having murdered one of the " unfortunates"

who form the principal attraction of the numerous
soldiers* puhlic-houses in the neif:;hhourhood of the

^amp, hy throwing her into the canal on Saturday n:ght.

AsHTON-rNDER-LYNE.—On Monday an inquest was

held on a lad, aged 11 years, who was killed a few days

-since hy the explosion of a boiler on the premises of Mr.
Benjamin Swire, clog-iron and cut- nail manufacturer in

this town, when the jury unanimously returned a ver-

dict of ilauslaughter against Mr, Swire, and recom-

mended that in every case where high pressure steam

was used there should he periodical inspections at least

every 12 months. Mr. Swire was committed for trial

at the assizes, but was admitted to bail,

FABlfHAM.—On Sunday week, during the recent visit

of the Queen to Aldershott, her Majesty, the Prince

Consort, and the Court rode over on horseback and paid

another visit to Farnham Castle, the residence of tlie

Bishop of "Winchester. Her Majesty examined the

garden on the <Dp of the keep of the old castle, tbe

Uwns formed in the moat, and the hothouses and
greenhouses filled with choice plants, ferns, and orchids,

-of which she expressed her admiration to Mr. Lawrauce,

the gardener. Prince Albert and a portion of the royal

party entered the castle and inspected the large hall,

hut the Queen remained in the garden, and after about

an hour's stay the Royal visitors mounted their horses

and returned to Aldershott without entering the town.

For a long time a report has been current that at the

removal of the present owner the castle and grounds
will become royal property.

LejcesTEE.—A shocking case of poisoning by a

servant girl, which has [proved fatal to one person and
very nearly occasioned the death of several others, has

Just been investigated before the county coroner. On
the 4th inst. Mr. Samuel Wells, an elderly man, a
farmer living at Seagrave, a village about 8 miles from
this town, died after a week's illness, under circum-

Btauces which led to a suspicion that he had been
jwisoned by his servant girl, named Hannah Holmes.
She was accordingly taken into custody, and remanded
by the magistrate at Loughborough. A coroner's

inquest was also formally opened some days since, when
a large amount of evidence was adduced, showing that

she had obtained from the sou of deceased some offal

wheat and arsenic uuden the pretence that her master
Jtad sent her for it for the purpose of poisoning sparrows
:«nd rata; that the old man died from the effects of

aursenic administered to him in his gruel; that the
daughter-in-law and her child, who had partaken of the
gruel, narrowly escaped death ; that several chittkeim

who had eaten the remains of the gruel after it

^iiad been thrown away died almost immediately
•afterwards; and that on analysing the intestines

of deceased and the chickens, arsenic was found
abundantly in all. It was also proved that after

tbe prisoner was in custody she wrote a letter to her
father and mother, which contained a confession that

she had poisoned her master, and hoped to be forgiven
for it. The jury returned a verdict of" Wilful Murder"
•Against her, and she was committed on the coroner's

warrant to take her trial at the next assizes^ The
coroner, in summing up, commented very strongly

upon the fact that the arsenic, the remainder of which
was produced at the inquest, was sold in an uncoloured
-slate. The law required that arsenic sold in smaller
quantities than 10 lbs, should be coloured with indigo
or soot, and the seller who did not comply with that
requirement was liable to a fine of 10^. He thought,
a ever there was a case in which legal proceedings
ought to be taken, this was one.

SijrDOT^Tr.—On Friday morning Sergeant "Whit-
worth, of the Coast Brigade of Royal Artillery, sta-

tioued at Sandown Fort, in the Isle of Wight, murdered
his wife and six children by nearly severing their heads
from their bodies, and then attempted to cut his own
throat. He afterwards rushed into the presence of the
commanding officer, and stated what he had done,
Tliree non-commissioned officers were despatched to his
quarters, andon entering them they found the unfortunate
wiCe and six children quite dead, one of the children's
headH being severed from the body, and all pn. _ Aing
a horrid apectaoW from the dresidtul nature of the
wounds. Whitworth was at once made a prisoner, and
Is Mkely to recover. The jury at the inquest on Satur-
day returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against him,
at the same time expressing their opinion tbat he was
insane. The prisoner was then committed on the
coroner's warrant for trial at the next assizes at Win-
chester. The bodies of the wife and six children were
interred on Sunday in Brading churchyard. Many
rumours have been current in the village concerning
remarks which are stated to have fallen from the chil-

murdered without any cry or noise of any kind being

heard.

Wakefield.—The Lovd-Lleutenant of Yorkshire has

received a communication from the Home Secretary,

informing him that the Yorkshire Assize business is to

be divided, and that the West Kiding portion is to be

transacted in some town in the West Riding ; and the

Lord-Lieutenant has been directed to take the opinions

of the magistracy as to which town in the Riding is best

adapted for the purpose. The Lord-Lieutenant has

sent the communication to the deputy-clerk of the

peace at "Wakefield, who will take the opinions of the

magistrates individually by circular. Wakefield and

Leeds are the only towns that are competitors for the

honour of being the assize town, and the inhabitants of

each are bestirring themselves to make their respective

claims beard. Wakefield lays claim to the assizes on

the ground that it is the ancient capital of the Riding,

and that it possesses every requisite convenience ; and

Leeds bases its claim on the ground of its being the

great commercial centre of the district.

SoFTHAMrxON".—An explosion from fire-damp took

place on Thursday afternoon in the coal bunkers of the

Peninsular and Oriental Company's steamer Orissa, lying

in Southampton docks. The deck cabins, bulkheads, &;c.,

were blown to atoms. Five men were injured and sent

to the infirmary,

Weduesbtjrt.—An explosion, attended with loss of

life, took place on Saturday week in one of the pits

of Messrs. Aston and Grazebrook, at Gospel Oak, near

this town. For some time previously it had been known
that one of the workings contained **fire damp," and

precautions were adopted to avert the mischief which

it threatened. On the morning in question, a collier,

named Cadman, observed that the water which had run

along a hollow dividing the safe from the unsafe portion

of the pit was rapidly draining off, and knowing that

the fire damp would rush in he immediately extin-

guished the light which he carried, as did also one or

two other men in his vicinity. He then ran along the

workings, a distance of 20 or 30 yards, and shouted to

a man named Ward to put out his candle; but the latter,

from some cause or other, failed to obey the warning,

and the accident enpued. Fortunately there were only

four men in the pit at the time, or the consequences

would have been still more disastrous. Cadraan was
severely burnt about the head and face, but hopes of

his recovery are entertained. His brother was so much
injured that he died on Sunday morning; and of the

two others one is not expected to survive. A man and

a girl, who were standing at the top of the shaft,

which is 160 yards in depth, were blown up into the

air, but escaped falling down the pit. They were seri-

ously bruised, and the latter in addition received a

compound fracture of the leg,

WoLVERnAMrxox.— Another of those (^sgraceful

outrages for which South Staffordshire has of late

become notorious occurred in the outskirts of this

town on Saturday week, a woman named Elizabeth

Evans having been murdered by a man called Edward
Humphreys, a boatman with whom she lived, assisting

him in the management of his boat. As usual among
their class, they lived in the boat, which was moored at

the bottom of Canal Street, About 10 o'clock the

deceased left the boat in company with some female
acquaintance, and the man suspecting with truth that

they were gone to get drink, about which he had had
a quarrel with her earlier in the night, followed them.

He overtook them near the railway-bridge on the
Cannock Road, and, accosting the unfortunate woman,
asked her with an oath how she would like his fists.

She replied that she was not aware she had done any-
thing to induce him to strike her, upon which he
heat her so savagely that she reeled and fell against

the fence. A companion of deceased expostulated with
him, on which looking at his victim, he cursed her, and,

declared that if she were not yet dead, he would kill

her. When he got her to the boat he gave her a violent

kick on the side. She gave a faint scream, and showed
no signs of life afterwards. The murderer was taken
into custody about two hours afterwards, and has been
committed for trial both hy the coroner and the
magistrates on the charge of wilful murder.

ExLTS-nrEyr POB the Pope.— The ultramontane
organs throughout Ireland express great indignation
and contempt for the Government proclamation against
the enlistments for the Pope. They now regularly
republish the diatribes of the French press against
England, with the object of encouraging in Ireland the
idea that y^e Emperor of the French will restore the
country to " the Church." The following placard on the
subject has been posted in different parts of the town of
Longford :—

•

** Irishmen do not intend to be put down or buUied over hy
the placards of English cut-throat fciaxone, for we will join the

dren for some days previous to the murder, and also Pope's army, deanite of all their infernal dodginga .' Let that
reSDGctini? thfi mnrdpror'q Infonfmn f^ hit-o fi-^'+i^^ 1

Saxon look out, for John Bull will shortly get harder bones to
pick than ever he had to pick before. The man that wrote this
wiU be In Italy before a week, and back in arms on the heights
of Ballinamuck before 52 weeks !

'•

of the same kind. The Crown Solicitor, therefore, has
given notice to the Morning NetoSf which has published
the advertisements relating to the lotteries, that persons
who print or publish such advertisements subject them.
selves to penalties.

The Exodus.—The provincial journals continue to

record the progress of the emigration mania. An
Athlone paper says that considerable numbers of the

peasantry are frequently passing through that town on
their way to America, and that the desire of the people

to leave their native shores, instead of diminishing,

appears to grow stronger every day. The numbers
flying from the agricultural county of Koscommon ex-

ceed, according to a local paper, those of any past year.

Nearly every day groups of comfortable, well-dresged,

people, of the small farming class, with their large red

boxes, may be seen at the railway station, en route for

America, by way of Galway and Cork. In Carlow, too,

a thriving district, large numbers of persons, piin.

cipally belonging to the farming classes, natives of

Carlow and the adjoining district of the Queen's

County, leave the Carlow and Athy Railway stations oa

then- way to the " Far West."

respecting the murderer's intention to have fired'the
magazine in the fort, hpt nothing was adduced at "the
inquest with reference to any of these rumours, with
the exception that the key of the magazine was found
ill the room with the bodies, and that the powder in
the magazine was all piled together in its centre. The
most unaccountable part of the affair is that in a small
block of buildings, with only 35 paces between them,
•even out of 16 human beings should have been

RoMAif Catholic Lotxeries.—Notwithstanding the
aunouncement recently issued by the authorities
declaring religious lotteries to be illegal, a "grand
drawing '* took place at Cork last week for the purpose
of raising funds for the completion of a chapel, imd the
Roman Catholic journals continue to announce others

tOtlMXtf.
Installation of the Chancellor of EpiNBtrEGE

ITniveesity.—On Friday the 18th the crowning cere-

monial of the new constitution of Edinburgh University

was consummated in the Music Hall by the formal

installation of Lord Brougham as Chancellor. The
Solicitor-General opened the proceedings in a few brief

but appropriate observations, introducing the Chan-

cellor to the asssmblage; after which the chair was

vacated hy Sir David Brewster, and taken by Lord
Brougham amidst loud and long-continued cheering.

The Chancellor then delivered his address, of which the

following is an abstract:

—

*' After paying a brief tribute to the teachers and celebrities

of other days connected with the University, and referring- to

tbe peculiar system adopted at Edinburgh as compared with
other seats of learning, he strongly urged the advantages of

pursuing some special branch of science or knowledge. It

may be thought, he said, that there are some particular sub-
jects deserving consideration ; but these may safely be left to

the care of the learned persons who in various departments
are charged with the duties of this University. On one or two
matters I would ask their and your permission to dwell, and
but for a few minutes ; not that I can suppose these subjects

to be neglected by the teachers, but that i would earnestly

join my voice to theirs, and inculcate the closest attention to

them. The study of Attic oratory is one matter which cannot

be too strongly pressed upon the pupil; that of the

ancient analysis is another. Ttie tendency of mathematical
studies in the present day is to disregard the Greek geometry;
tbat of classical studies is well to cultivate Greek learning, but

rather to exalt the poets above the orators. The immeasurable
superiority of the Greek to the Roman oratory is not only

evinced by the devotion of the greatest master of the latter

to the Attic models, by his constant study of them, by his

not ceasing, even in advanced life, to practise Greek declama-
tion, by liis imitating—nay, translating from them in his finest

passages ; but one consideration is decisive on this head—the
Greek oratory is incomparably better adapted to our modem
debating, business-like habits; and, while it may be truly

afBrmed that, with all this excellence, hardly one of Cicero s

orations could, even in parts, ever be home either by the

Senate or the Forum in our times, there is hardly one of the

Greek which might not. in circumstances like those for whicli

they were composed, with a few alterations, be delivered before

our tribunals or our public s^sembUes, He next dwelt upon

the necessity of written preparation for the highest order of

oratory, adducing examples in proof of his position. Eloqnenc*

can only in these times be worthily employed in furthering

objects little known to, and, if dimly perceived, little

cared for by the masters of the art in ancient

days—the rights of the people, the improvement
of their condition, their advancement in knowledge

and refinement—above all, for maintaining the ca^
the sacred cause, of peace at home and abroad. Sxmw
me to dwell somewhat upon the intimate connection of

this last-mentioned important subject with the education of

youth, the formation of their opinions, the cherishing of right

feelings, upon the merits of those whose history is taught, ^who are known as contemporaries, at least as having flourisbea

in times near our own. Historians and political reasoners, uie

instructors of the people, have ill discharged their duty in ttis

most important respect, partaking largely in the illusions of toe

vulgar which they were bound to dispel. Dazzled by the spec-

tacle of great abilities, and still more of their successful exer-

tion, they have held up to admiration the worst enemieaoi

mankind, the usurpers who destroyed their liberties, the con-

querors who shed their blood—men who, in the pursuit oi

power or of fame, made no account of the greatest sufferings

they could inflict on their fellow creatures. The worst cruelty,

the vilest falsehood, has not prevented the teachers <>V^
world from bestowing the name of great upon those scourg»»

as if themselves belonged either to the class of ambitious war-

riors and intriguing statesmen, or to the herd of ordinary mej

whom successtul crimes defi^auded at once of their rights Mio

their praises ; and to this must be ascribed by far the SJ?*'^
part of the encouragement held out to unpi-inciplod, profligate

conduct in those who have the destinies of nations in the^

hands. What but the proueness of man to succumb under grew
genius, wickedly used, canbe urged in extenuation of?iapole«ifl

usurpation, by which he made France pay for her deliveryirom

the anarchy and bloodshed of the RepubUc by the utter jj*j
of her freedom. From tbe height to which his crimes haa

raised him of all but Emperor of the West, and from tn*

eminence so dearly purchased by the French of ^T^
dictated terms to all the sovereigns in their own ^V^^^
he and they were hurled. Twice they had the bitter OT"
tificatiou of receiving the law in their own capital ironi

those whom they had once trampled upon ; and his raw

and their humiIi;ition was the work of headstrong P*^J^
blinding his reason after extinguishing hi-s human f^f""*!*
The latest and best historian of his reign (M. Thiers) \^°^
filled with admiration of his genius, and, as is natural to bn™^
weakness, leaning towards the hero of his tale, baa "«
compelled to account for his downfaU by six cai>ital errw

committed through a lust of dotninion which no con<l»»»

vi buesu Hjx errors any one wouia nave »uiui-o« *~ k-j
almost to subvert his power; and eveiy one of ^5^°'^ of
caused the destniction of thousaods, the ^retchedjje^

^
millions. It would only bo bv t^e perrersion of *" "I^.

feelings that the spectacle of his ^e could excita our pit^.
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XI. . ^^ couldl^rd his expulsion from France amid the
**^

rrftonrof th^^^ he had phin^d into slavery,

Sfefv and discomfltSre, his .attempt at Beli-destruction, his

wSed end. a solitary prisoner in a remote island, as her

*TVn the iiist retribntion by unexampled enfTenug for

t^exanTp^^ crimes ; by the pride which had for self-

^^u^ence humbled all others, beui^ laid prostrate

•n its turn; by that wretchedness, falling at length on

hiinself which, whensoever he had a purpose to serve, he

never hesitated to make others uudei^o. Let it be

rtmembered that in every war which he wa^od, from his

asBumntion of supreme power until his banishment to Elba,

he was the aggressor ; that each one was imdertaken for his

Dersonal aggrandisement, with a thin disguise of national

glory—the glory of France, of which he was not a native^

and we have the measure of his guilt. The history of later

times, indeed of our own country, affords a contrast to the

failings and the vices which we have been viewing, and the con-

temp^tion of which may well excite sorrow for the great

ranius which they perverted, and abhorrence of the mischievous

uses to which they turned it Of our own illustrious captain
andstatearaau, v^ho defeated all Napoleon's marshals in the

cauae of his country and her allies, and who en<led by over-

coming Napoleon himself, it might not be fit to speak in this

way, because, though no one can have the least doubt how he
would have acted in a like position, yet he never had the
opportunity of declining an assumption of power beyond the
law, Bucin Washington wo may contemplate every excellence,

mihtary and civil* applied to the service of his country and of
mankind—a triumphant warrior unshaken in confidence when
the most sanguine had a right to despair, a successful ruler in

all the difficulties of a course wholly untried ; directing the
formation of a new government for a great people, the first

time so vast an experiment had ever been tried by man ; volun-
tarily and unostentationsly retiring from supreme power
with the veneration of all parties. But though the offence

is great of passing over the crimes of eminent men without
duly expressing the abhoirence or contempt twhich they
raise in all rational and virtuous minds, care must be taken
to describe fully their merits, to set forth tlieir great qualities,

and to aid those good ones which are sometimes found even in
wicked and wholly unprincipled men, and much more in those
whose crimes are an exception to their general character.
Take even the worst of rulers, those who cruelty and profligacy
are the detestation of all mankind, our own Ricliard III, and
the Borgias—the former is believed upon light evidence to have
committed many crimes besides those of which there can be
no doubt, while just praise is not given to his capacity, his
courage, and his improvement of our jurisprudence, and the
mildness of his government to all but the nobles; and the
latter (the Borgias) have not been generally noted as they
deserved for their talents in Government, their protection of
learning, and especially their promotion of the important study
ofjurisprudence. The ordinary qualities which diligent study
and a fixed desire to excel may place more or less within the
reach of all, are most fit to be recommended by the example
and the success of distinguished individuals. Of these Napo-
leon possessed two in an eminent degree: they cun never
be sufficiently kept in mind, and they are of univei-sal
appUcation—the strict economy of time in compliance with
the raaxim, *' take care of the minutes, the hours will
take care of themselves;" and the habit of invariably mustering
the whole of whatever subject, or part of a subject, he con-
sidered himself interested iu being acquainted with. The
captain who conveyed him to Elba expressed to me his
astonishment at his precise, and, as it were, familiar know-
ledge of all the minute details connected with the ship. My
illustrious friend, the Duke of WelHngton, had a like consum*
mate acquaintance with whatever subject he was called upon
to consider i)ractically ; among others may be mentioned his re-
gimental economy and discipline, which Napoleon did not so well
know, because he cared not so much for the comforts of his
men, nor was he at all sparing of their lives (a prhicipal object
at all times with the Duke); but he had a knowledge almost
iH-etematural of the ])lace where each corps or even company of
uis vast armies waa to be found at any given time, because this
was ultimately connected with the use he might make of what
he somewhat unfeelingly termed 'the raw material.' These
examples of the rule which forbids stiperficial knowledge
absolutely, and prescribes going to the bottom af every sub-
ject, or with part of any subject, as we intend to leam, give it
the sanction of the example of both those eminent men, and
show that it ifl a cause of their invariable success. The
multitude are in a measure the accomplices if not the insti-
(pitors of those who, for eelfiiih objects, betray their interest
and work their misery or their ruin, seduced by the spec-
tacle of triumphant force. Surely a most sacred duty is
imposed upon the teachers of mankind, whether historians
who record or reasoners who comment upon events, to exert
all their powers for weaning them from this fatal delusion ; to
mark, as their worst enemies, those who would cherish the
feehnga of mutual aversion or jealousy between nations con-
nected by near neighbourhood, which makes hostility moat
pernicious and friendly intercourse most beiieficial ; and, above
all, unceasingly to impress upon their minds the contrast
between the empty reuown of war, with its unspeakable
horror and the solid glory of peace, as real as its blessinga^are
substantial. It is said that the present ruler of France re-
turned from his successful campaign impressed with a deep
eense of its horrors, and that his wise devotion to the peaceful
improvement of the country has been stimulated by the recol-
lection of the scenes he had witnessed. After referring to the
h^jury done to the cause of truth by the writings of David
Hume, he said that the late discoveries in fossil osteo-
logy aflford additional proofs of Mr. Hume's hasty as-
sumptions both on the question of a Providence or that
of miracles. It is now proved by evidence, which he
must have admitted to be sufficient, that at one
remote period in the history of our globe there was an exertion
of creative power to form the human and certain other races not
before existing ; so that he must have believed in the miracle of
creation—that is, the interposition of a Being powerful enough
to suspend the established order of things, and make a new
??^' The argument rests on the same grounds as to a future
•**»> in so far as he denies the proof of a power to continue the
Boul apart from the body. But there is this material difference
in the evidence, that an induction is conclusive as to the
exiateace of the Deity, and the independent and separate
"wjii-o of the soul, but only proves the probability of itsoommued existence. Nothing can be more groundless than the
jeaitmsy eometimes felt, but oftener professed, of natural
reiigion by the advocates of revealed. It is most desirable that

1*^^ ^^^"«ition should not be drawn by the teachers o*
revealed religion so as to exclude from their province the great
truths of natural religion, as the subject of deep and continual
attention

; and theteachersof the latter, and of moral philosophy
generally, ought to be less shy than they too often are (not Paley,
nowever)of a reference to the truthsof the Gospel dispensation,
out most important, and to our feeble nature most consolatory,
IS the impression which all our study of this vast subject leaves
of perfect wisdom being accompanied by constant benevolence,^s is declared by all the works around us, and is deeply felt hi
all the sentiments of our mind. We find everywhere proofs that
we live under a ruler who, unlike human lawgivers, far oftener
proclaims rewards than denounces punishment, Fuithtr-
'"lore, it is a general rule, and would be found absolute
Wid universal, if our knowledge embraced the whole
jyrtem, that while pleasure ia held out to induce muchmoie
-han pain to det^r, the pleasure is beyond what wpuid suffipe

—there is some gratification more than requisite. And this

can only be because the Giver of Good delights in the happi-

nesaof his creature. Such contemplations at once gratify a

scientific curiosity, and afford a moral indulgence- They
prove that the awful Being, of whose existence we are made
certain, and whom we know as our Creator, is the good Being

by whose preserving care we are cherished, and sentiments of

piety and devotion arise to fill our minds which he only can

reject who has the faith of Epicurus and the feelings of a Stoic.

The thorough exposing of these truths, and dwelling inces-

santly upon them, is not required for supporting the character

of this f;tmou9 university ; but it must atford pure delight both

to the teacher and the student- Above all is the necessity of

making upon the mind of early youth an impression which
never can wear out by lapse of time, or be effaced by the rival

influences* of other contemplations, or be obliterated by the

cares of the world. The lessons thus learned, and the feelings

engendered or cherished, will shed their auspicious influence

over the mind through life ;
protecting agahist the seductions

of prosperous fortune, solacing in affliction, preparing for the

great change that must close the scene by habitual and con-

fident belief in the "King, eternal, immortal, invisible, the only

wise God, and the humble hope of immortality which the

study of His works has inspired, and which the gracious

announcements of His revealed will abundantly confirm."

©Bttuaii).

jjorttng;

EPSOM RACES.
Tuesday.—Tlie Craven Stakes. Sir Joseph Hawloy's Callus

beat Clydesdale, Gaspard, and 9 others, — The Brighton

Stales. Mr. G. Hodgman's Harry beat Clio, Lava, Broghcda,

and 9 others-—The Woodcote Stakes. Mr. Merry's Dundee beat

Blisworth, "Walloon, Dr. Nicholl, and 12 others.—The Itous

StaJces, Mr. Muvland's Benbow beat Horace, White Rose, and
i) others.—The Ho7 ton Stakes. Mr. Hudson's Miss Emma beat

Annan, Chanoiue, and 11 othera.—The Heatkcote Plate. Lord

Stamford's Little Lady beat Louise Leclercq, Miss Julia, and
8 others, >xt ^- ^^

Wednesday,—£p«o??i Toicn Plate, of 50 sovs- (Handicaps
Jlr- Savile's Parmesan beat Yooicks, Bel Esperanza,and 7 others,

—The Derby Stakes of 60 sovs each. Mr, Mcirj's Thormanby
beat the Wizard, Horror, Dangu. and 2G others. The ringing

of the bell announced the start even before a laige majority of

the spectators were prepared for it, and the clamour in the

Grand Stand Enclosure became hushed in an instant. Ben-
tinck took a clear lead as the horses ascended the hill, followed

directly by Man-at-Arms, Nutbourne, Rining Sun, and Restes,

In the extreme rear were Sutton, Largesse^ and Loiterer,

Bentinck increased hia lead half a dozen lengths on going up
the hill, but before reaching the mile post he disappeared from
the front, and Rentes, who had been heading the ruck, took up
the running, with Nutboume, Horror, Rising Sun, Mtui-at-

Arms, Buccaneer, Brother to Rainbow, Thormanby, the Wizard,
Daugu, and Umpire taking their places at the head of the ruck-
On coming round Tattenham Comer the front lot were in close

company, Nutbourne next the rails, having a slight lead, with
Restes, the Wizard, Umpire, Buccaneer, Thormanby, Brother to
Rainbow, and Horror well up in his stride. On crossing the
road Nutbourne broke down and was pulled up, and soon after

Restes was beaten. The AVizard then came to the front and
running in the middle of the course took a clear lead, followed
by Thormanby, Dangu, and Hon'or. At the distance Thor*
manby passed the Wizard without an effort, and Horror took
third place half way up. From the moment that Thormanby's
colours were seen in advance, however, the issue of the race
was not in doubt. He ran home an easy winner, by a length
and a-half, four lengths separated the second from the third,
and four lengths the third from the fourth. The " rutming-
up " horses were Sir William. Umpire, Buccaneer, Man-at-
Arms, Cape Flyaway, and Restes, who passed the post nearly
in the order named ; Loiterer and Wallace were the last two.
Thormanby was twice nearly knocked on his head, and
Wallace had a narrow escape of falling the instant the flag was
dropped. The value of the stakes, deducting the money to be
paid to the second horse, the judge, and towards expenses, is

6050L Mr. Merry was warmly congratulated on the success of
his horse, and it is said that he wins, in bets alone, upwards of
7O,0OOL The defeat of Umpire was a great discouragement to
the American party, who had calculated with much confidence
upon being enabled to carry the Champion's belt and the Blue
Riband of the turf to America. Prior to the race the owner of
Nutbourne lodged an objection against Umpire, on the ground
that the horse was not of the age described. Mavo^' Plate.—
Mr. T. Parr's Nerio beat Pescatore, Watersprite, and 6 others.
Bentinck Plate,—Mr, Drummond's Yooick beat White Rose,
l>ava, and 7 others. Burgh Stakes,—Mr. Merry'sf. beat Reaction,
Chanoine, and 11 others.

Thursday.— T^wo- year-old Stakes. Mr. Saxon's Brown Duchess
beat Walloon and Caliban,

—

South-Western Stakes. Sir J.
Hawley's Gallus beat Curlew, Soothsayer, and 11 others.

—

If^alton Stakes. Mr. W. Smith's Fanscombe beat Royal Out,

—

Epsom Cup, Lord Stamford's Newcastle beat Wild Rose.

—

Gra/id Stand Plate. Mr, Williams's Convivialist beat Doeskin,
Lord Nelson, and 7 others.—i/cr Majesty's Plate, Mr. W. Day's
Petra beat CeciUa, Jenny Longlegs, and 8 others.

—

Epsom Four-
year-old Stakes. The Duke of Bedford's Luff walked over, and
divided the stakes with Mr. Ten Broeck,
FRmAY-—The Oaks. Butterfly beat Avalanche, Contadina,

and 10 others.

—

Burdans Stakes. Tyrant beat Precursor and
4 others.

—

Headley Stakes. Lavu walked over.

—

Glasgow Plate.
Miss Julia beat Apollo and 14 others,

—

Ewell Plate, Gorschill beat
Chanune and 12 others.—Derby and Oaks Sttikes. Wee Polly beat
Chain Pier and 9 others,

—

Surrey Foal Stakes. Ebony beat
South Australian and 3 others.

The Fight for the Championship.—The great dispute about
the belt and the championship was brought to a satisfactory
termination on Friday, Both Sayers and Heenan met, by
previous arraugement, at the office of the editor of BeWs Life,
and had a lengthened interview with the referee in their late
encounter. Various modes of resuming and deciding the tight
were discussed, but, on account of tlie determination of the
authorities to prevent it, the following proposition of the
referee was accepted and agreed to by both men. The present
belt is to remain in the hands of the referee, Heenan to have the
right of contending against the first challenger who comes
forward to claim it, and tiayers to retire from the ring- Sayers
and Heenan are to be "measured," and have each a new belt

made, which will bo the exact counterpart of the old one,

The stakes of 200i. a side will be drawn, and all bets upon the

event will be declared null and void. It is proi)Osed that the

friends of each man shall subcscribe for the belt to|be given to

the opponent. It is not unlikely that a Cheshire man named
Hurst, much taller and stouter than Heenan, and known iu

sporting circles by the sobriquet of the '*Staley bridge Infant,"

will put in a claim, and challenge Heeuau. The American papers

received this week describe the excitement caused by the

accoxmts of the late fight as far surpassing tliat produced by

the question of the Presidency or any other political subject.

The newspaper office never had such a run before. The New
Tork Herald printed above one hundred thousand copies. The
general feehng was that Heonan had won the fight faix'Iy, and

that the ring had been broken by SayerB's friends in order

to save their money. A sul^cription had been opened

for a testimonial to Hecjian, which WW expected to

reach 500O dollars.

Sir Fortunatts "DwARRifc died on the 20t^ inst, at hi

house in Eccleston Square, in his 74th year. He was the eld«s

son of the late Mr. WiUiiim D warns, a gentleman of some
standing and position at Warwick, He was bom in 1786, and
was educated at Rugby, and afterwards at University College,

Oxford, where he took his bachelor's degree in 1808. Three
years later he was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn, and for

many years went the Midland Circuit* He received the honour
of knighthood in 1S38, on the occasion of the passing of an. Act
of Parliament for the reform of the colonial courts of law in

conformity with the suggestions of a report of a commission of
inquiry conducted mainly by himself. He was elected a bencher
of the Middle Temple in 1850, and for some years held the post
of one of the Masters in the Court of Queen's Bench, and also

the Recordership of Newcastle-under-Lyne. He was theauthor
of a ** New Theory as to the Authorship of Junius," and of a

legal work on the ** Construction of Statutes." He married^,

in 1811, the daughter of Mr. Robert Brereton, but was left a^

widower in 1856,

Major MACPHERflo>', political agen^ at the court of tha-

Maharajah of Gwalior, died on the 16th of April. Asa political-

officer he possessed great abilities, and was one of the foremost

among those who rendered important services to Government
during the most critical period of the mutiny. Prior to his

appointment at the Court of Scindia, he had rendered impor-
tant services in the Cole districts, where he exercised an
Influence by force of character, similar to that of the lato

General Nicholson among the tribes of the Punjaub frontier.

Colonel Boultbee, Colonel of the 1st Regiment of Warwick
shire Militia was accidentally killed at Warwick on Thmsdav
during a review of that regiment- He waa riding at the head,

of his regiment, on an Arabian charger, when it started, and
struck against the horse of Lord Leigh, the lord lieutenant.

The colonel lost his stirrup, and the horse dashed away with
himitowarda Stratford, and threw him. By the fall he sus*
tained concussion of the brain, and died In the course of tha-

afternoon.
Mr. Plowden, Her Majesty*s Consul in Abyssinia, has died.

of wounds received in an attack made upon him by one of the
chiefs under Negouftsi, the rebel Governor of Tigr^, while he was-
travelling through that province on his way from Gondar to
Massowa- He was ransomed by King Theodore for 1000 dollars^

but was already in a dying state.

Mr Spencer de Horsey died on Sunday last at his residence
at Cowes, The deceased, who was formerly well known as a
member of the House of Commons, married in 1824 Lady
Louisa Rous, youngest daughter of the first Earl of Stradbroke,
and sister to the present earl, by whom he leaves two sons.
Captain de Horsey, R.N,, and Lieut-Colonel de Horsey, of th©
Grenadier Guards, and a daughter, the Countess of Cardigan.
Mr. F- H. Glover, F.S.A., librarian to the Queen, died^

on Wednesday at his residence adjoining the Palace, from
carbuncle in the back of his neck. He had been librarian to
her Majesty for upwards of 20 years, and was much respected;
by a large circle of literaiy and antiquarian friends.

Mr. Albert Smith died on Wednesday morning at his
residence at North End, Fulham. On Monday evening ho
appeared as usual in his entertainment at the ICgyptian Hall,

and afterwards had a sudden attack of bronchitis which pre-

vented his re-appearance on Tuesday, as announced. A few
mouths since he had a seizure which excited grave appre-
hensions for him at the time, but his speedy reappearance
encouraged the hope that his health had not been permanently
affected, and the cause of his ultimate death would appear to
have had no connection with that attack. Mr. Albert Smith
was born in 1816 at Chertsey, and was educated at Merchant
Taylors' School. He became a member of the College of
Surgeons in 1838, after which he repaired to Paris and attended
the hospital of the H6t*l Dieu, In September of that year be
visited Chamouni, He then returned to England, and com*
menced practice with his father at Chertsey- His literaiy

tastes v^ere early developed. These he first gratified by some
contributions to the '* Medical Times," in which appeared
" Jasper Buddie, or Confessions of a Dissecting-room Porter/*
Not being entirely satisfied with his i)Osition as a surgeon,
he prepared views of the scenery of the Alps, together with
a descriptive lecture, with which he visited most of the
small towns in the vicinity of the metropolis during
1839 and 1840, In 1841 he settled in London and com-i
menced writing for the magazines, in which appeared
among a variety of miscellaneous articles' several of his
novels, *' The Adventures of Mr. Ledbury," **The Scattergood
Family." **Tbe Marchioness of Briaviliers," ** Christopher
Tadpole," and ''The Pottleton Legacy," all of which were
published subsequently as sepai^te wortas, and were very sue*
cessful- During 184T-49 he wrote a series of sketches, compris-
ing ''The Natural Histories of Stuck-up People," *'The Ballet
Girl," ** The Gent," '* The Flirt," '* The Idler upon Town," and
'*EveniDg Parties." In 1849 he visited the East, and on hie
return pubUshed '*A Month at Constantinople," in which the
exaggerated notions respecting its romance and beauty were
cleverly ridiculed ; and in 1850 he produced an entertainment
called *'The Overland Mail," wherein he was the only per-
former, and, vrith the aid of scenery, he graphically described
that route. He also in this year wrote two or three operatic
burlesques. In the autumn of 1851 he revisited Switzerland
and Savoy, and succeeded with much difficulty in gaining the
summit of Mont Blanc, a feat which afterwards became one of
everyday occurrence. On March, 1852, he produced at tha
Egyptian Hall his entertainment of " The Ascent of Mont
Blanc," wherein his rapid but distinct uttenince, his humour^
the scenery, and his careful attention to the comfort of his
auditors, enabled him to achieve an unprecedented success.
This entertainment continued a standard favourite for several
years, when Mr. Smith determined on introducing the
British public to an entirely new field of observation. In the
autumn of 1358, therefore, he went to China, and after remain-
ing there a sufficient time to make himself acquainted with
the manners, customs, and national peculiarities of the in*
habitants of the Flowery Land, he returned to London, and
commenced a aeries of pictorial and descriptive Chinese enter-
tainments, always delighting his overflowing audiences. About
a year ^o the dece;ised munied the eldest daughter of Mr.
Robert Keeley, the comedian. His pictorial entertainments
are believed to have enabled him to realise a considerable
fortune,

"Wills.—Thejwill of the Dowager Lady Leigh has been sworik
imder 14,000Z,, personalty; General Mir Thomaa M.McihoD»
G.C.B,, 35,0O0i. ; Major-General Law, li^OOOL

BIRTHS.—On the 21st insl, at Hanover Square, the Countess
of Harewooo, of H daughter—19th inst, at East Close, Christ-
church, the wife of Sir Georoe Jervis, Bart., of a daughter—
lyihinst, at Ballygawley House, coimty Tyrone, Lady Stkwart^
of a daughter—20th inst, at Hollinwood Parsonage, Manchester*
the Hon. Sirs. J. A. Atkinson, of a son—10th Inst, at Braddou
Tor, Torquay, the wife of Vice-Admiral Sir M, Stopford, of a
son—11th inst, at Gibraltar, the wife of Captain Fbjedeeuck
teAYER, of a son—7th iost, at 2, Smithgrove Terrace. Cork, the
wife of Major the Hon, William Yelveston, Royal Artillery
of a son— 16th inst, at Wythenshawe, the wife of T. w'
Tatton, Esq., of a daughter, stillborn.
MAIUUAGES.—On the Itith inst, at St. James's Church

Piccadilly, Sir Charles Wiill^ Atholl Oakeley, Bart, to
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Ellew, only child of John Meeson Parsons, Esq., of Angley
Park, Craiibrook, and liaymoud's Buildings, Gray's Inn—19th
inst. at All Souls', Langham Place, the Rev. J. Williams,
Vicar of Gringley, Notts, to Mary, daughter of Vice-Admiral
the Hon. Alexander Jones—17th inst, at St. James's, Pad-
dington, Nathaniel Tertius Lawrence, Ksq., of 0, New
Square, Lincoln's Inn, to Laura, only daughter of James
Bacon, Esq., Q.C., of 1, Kensington Garden Terrace.
DEATHS.—On the 16th inst, at 19, Eaton Place, the Hon.

Augustus Bareington, second surviving son of George, fiah
Viscount Barrington, aged 61 — 13th inst, at Castlegar,
Abascragh, the Hon. Catherine Fitzgfrald, sister of the
late Lord Fitzgerald and Vesey, aged 70—22d inst, Lieut.-
Colonel Sir Archibald Murray, Bart., late of the 3d Fusiher
Guards, aged 67—Uth inst, at Portobello, near Edinburgh,
William Carr de la Poer, only surviving son of Sir George
i>E LA POER Berestobd, Bart, aged 2—21st inst, at his
residence. North Villa, Regent's Park, Major-General William
Miles, H.E.I.S, and of Cheshunt, Herts—19th inst, at Voelas,
Denbighshire, Sarah, wife of C. W. G. Wynne, Esq., aged 69—
14th inst, at St. Helier's, Jersey, Colonel Richard Vyvyan,
late of Trewan Park, Comwuli, Magistrate and Deputy-Lieu-
tenant of that county—15th inst, atKilcumney Glebe, the Rev.
Michael DeCourcy, D.D., for 4.'J years rector of the parish of
Dumcree, and Precentor of Ardfert, in the diocese of Limerick,
eldest son of Vice-Admiral the Hon. Michael De Coui-cy,
aged 7-—lyth inst, 3fr. Robert JIontoomery, of Woolwich,
brotLer of the late James Montgomery, the poet, aged 35.

in foreign was less active than on Friday; holders, however,
were very firm, and insisted upon the extreme prices of that
day, being the same improvement as upon Euirlish. Barley is

a dull sale, and Is. to is. per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas
bring fully the prices of this day se'nnight. The supplies of
Oats continue very short, and the trade is firm at rather over
last week's rates. The top price of town-made Flour is raised
4s. per sack ; Norfolk is 2a. per sack, and American Is. per
barrel dearer.

Mia
COVENT GARDEN.—May 26.

Early Cabbages and other Bpiing vegetables make their
appearance but slowly. Pine Apples and Grapes have not
altered since our last. Apples and Peara are all but over.
Oranges are plentiful and cheap. Strawberries are now coming
in in tolerable abundance. Spanish Nuts fetch 16s. per
bushel. Cobs realise Is. per lb. Rhubarb is still furnished in
lai^e quantities. Parsley is cheaper, but still dear. Green Peas,
and even Broad Beans of foreign growth, may be obtained.
Potatoes realise 43. 6d. a bu3hel. New fi-anie ones may be
bad at from 3s. to Ss. per pound. Mushrooms may be
obtained in small quantities. Cut flowers chiefly consist of
Orchids, Gardenias, Violets, MiuTionette, Azaleas, Heaths,
Primulas, Geraniums, Lily of the Valley, and Rosea.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 8s to 123 I Pears, per doz., 63 to lOa
Grapes, per lb., 12s to IGs I Oranges, per 100, 23 6d to Ss
Strawberries, p. lb., 48 to 8s I Lemons, per 100, 53 to Ss
Apples, per doz., 2s to Gs J "Cobs, do., 100$

VEGETABLES.

Per Imperial Quartkr.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, &Suflblk..White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavera
— Korfolk ,— Foreign

.Barley, grind. &dist.,243to3ls. .Chev.
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suflblk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans. Mazagan. .. .32a to 403. . . . Tick— Pigeon 3Cs — 473.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Esses and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
FiouR, best marks delivered, .per sack

3. 8.1

50—56 Red
51—60 ! Red
56—621

4S—63
3S—45
'29-34

19—26
23—30
24—30
2ti—29
35—3S

34—43
48—54

Red • «

Malting

.

Malting.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

s. s.

50—52
52—56

36—41
35—42

19-27
19—25
24—29

Harrow

.

Longpod
38—40 Egyptian
3S—40

"

32—34

44—;J0

2d do ;.. dittoi35—44

Sufl"olk

Foreign

.

Veliow.

.

Country.

34—43

36—41
30—40

Foreign per barrell25—311 Per sack

Asparagus, p. bundle, "Ss to Os
Seakale, per basket, 2s to 3s
Bhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F, Beans, per 100, 28 to Ss
Peas, p. half sieve, Ss tj 10a
Broccoli, per doz., 43 to Ss
Greens, per dozen, 43 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do., 28 to 3s

Potatoes, I), ton, 90s to lOOs— per bus., 3s to 4s ed— per cwt., 6s to 8s
Carrota, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to 5s

Cucinnbers, each, IstoSs
Artichokes, per doz., 6s to Ss
Beet, per doz.. Is ed to Ss
Celery, per bundle. Is 6d to 28
Onions, p. half sieve, Is to Is 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb.. Cd to Sd
Lettucea, Cabb.,p. score, ls6d

to 2s 6a
Endive, p. score. Is to 2s
Horse Radish, p. bun.,laOd to 43
MQ3hrooms. p. pott., 23 to 2s*Jd

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 4a to Sa
Savory, per bxmch, 2d to 4d

35—44
30-37

Friday. May 25.
The weather dui'hig the past eight days has been very fine

and favourable for the growing crops. "The wind was chiefly
westerly, yesterday S.W. and to-day N.W. Notwithstanding
the above, the Wheat trade has been unusually firm, and an
advance of Is. and Is. to 2s. perqr. upon the week has been
nearly everywhere realised, but in the markets held during the
last two or three days less activity was observable. Spring
Corn of all descriptions is a slow sale at declining prices ; Oats
in this and a few other markets being the exception. The
Flour trade was inactive, caused perhaps in some degree by
the top price here being raised to 503., and the proportiorate
advance which is usual in such markets is still regulated by
the London top price. From the South of Europe 25 grain and
seed-laden vessels have arrived off the coast during the week,
including 4 of Wheat, 10 of Maize, 1 of Barley. 1 of Rye, and
1 of Linseed. The sales concluded are as follow ;—Odessa
Ghirka Wheat at 53s., Taganrog Ghirka at 52s. 6d., MarianopoU
at 54s., all per 492 lbs. ; Egyptian Bariev at 2S3. 3d., Danube
at 28s. 4id., Ibrail at 2Ss. 6d., all per 400 lbs. ; Odessa Maize
at 358. 7id. per qr., and 37s. per 492 lbs. The arrivals of
English Wheat this week liave been larger than of late, and
good of all foreign grain. The attendance at to-day's market
was small. English Wheat met a alow sale at Monday's
prices ; holders of foreign being verj' firm in their demands
but few sales were effected, ou some of which a slight con-
cession was made in order to clear vessels coming in de-
murrage. Barley is a slow sale and rather cheaper. Beans
and Peas are unaltered in value. The Oat trade is quiet, and
in some instances a decline of 6d. perqr. has been accepted.

Arrivals from May 21 to May 25.

English .

Irish ...

Foreign

.

W heat.

39S0 qrs,

~* »»

21120 „

Barley.

450 qrs,

13950 ,,

uatu.

— qrs.

990 „
29140 " (

± juur.

122u siis.

»•

1120 .,— brls

HOPS.

—

Borough Market, Friday, May 25.
Meiiars. Patteiulon A Smith report tlio inarket about

the siiiue as ou Monday. There is a bare supply of fine Weald
Kent and Su.<fse\- Hiifw on otl'er. A few flics have made their
aijpeurauce in Kent and Sussex.

BUTTER MARKET.—May 25.
Best Fresh Butter . ,. 14s. jier dozen Ibg,

Second do. do. .. l2s. to 133. „
Pork, 4s. 8d. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

>•

COAL MARKET —May 24.
Bell's Primrose, 13s. ; Byass's Bebside West Hartley, 15s 9d ;

Davison's W est Hartley, 15^ 9d.; Howard's West Hartley, 15s 9d.;
Tanfield Moor Butes, 133. 3d. ; Walker Primrose, iSa. 3d.

;

Wylam, 168. 6d. ; Walls End Acorn Close, 16s. 9d • Walla
Eud Eden, ICs. 9d. ; Walls End Harton, 16s. ; Walls End
Hilda, 15b. 6d. ; Eden Main, 173. ; Walls End Bmddyll's Hettnu
173. sd ; Walls End Framwellgate, Ifis. 9d.; Walls Eud Haawell,
ISs. : Walls End Hetton, ISs. ; Walls End Russell's Iletton
17s. 3d. ; Walls End South Hetton, ISs. : Walls End Heujfh
Hall. lOs. 9d. ; Waits End Hunwick, ISs. 6d. ; Walls End
Kelloe. 178, 6d. ; Wallw End South Hartlepool. 17s. 3d.- Walls
End South Durham. 17s. ; Walls End South Wliitworth, 1 5s. 6d.

:

Walls End Thorpe, l-^s. ; Carway and Dufll-ryn Maltintr,
22a. Od. ; Llangeunech, 218.-95 ships at market

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 22.—We had a lair atti;n«i;mce
of millers and dealers at our Com Exchange this morning,
but the demand for both Wheat and Flour proved quite in
retail; prices, however, must be noted fully as good as on
Friday. Indian Corn had a modemte consumptive inquiry at
previous rates. Oats and Oatmeal were both dull of sale
Egyptian Beans declined 6d. per qr. Peas and Barley un-
changed. English Linseed cake is down from 5s. to lOs. per
ton. Nutwithbtancliug the inactivity of the market prices close
steady.
Friday, May 25. — The grain market Las been quiet but

steady ; Wheat firm at Id. advance. Flour unchanged. Indian
Corn and Beans continue firm. Outs and Oatmeal unaltered.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

,
Smitbkieijj, Thursday, May 24.

Pnme Meadow Hay 758 to 848 Clover
Superior do. (uld) . . 90 95
Interior do 60 70
New do —
Rowen .... ..60 70

New Clover ..

Second cut do.
Straw .. ..

93s to 1 15s

S4 92
25 32

Davis 5: Co.
CtmBERLAND MARKET, THURSDAY, May 24.

l,Tr?^rH"''***y-* H**^" ^^^
\

^"f^^'"^* '^1«^'«'^ •• SSstolOOsinterior do 72 &o j New do. . — _W«wdo. .... — _ 1 Straw .. * " O'. ^«
Bupenor Clover ..108 115 j Joshua Bakei^
» ij T»

^"i^^ECHAPKL, Tm-FSDAY, Mav 24
1 ine old Hay .

. . . BOsto tttis Fme old Clover . .10$s to 114«

Averaoes. Wheat.

49« Id

~BarIej*. Oats. Rje.
j

April 14.. 36.* 2d 2ts 2d 3651 0(/— 21.. 49 6
1

37 6
,

24 2 32 11— 2S.. 51 2 37 U
;

24 5 31 5
May 5.. 52 6 37 5 25 5 34— 12.. 62 6 sr 7 25 10 34 1— 19.. 52 1 36 6

37 4

25 3 36 2

34 3Agg.Aver. 51 2 ' 24 10

^eans.

30v QU
42
41
42
43
44

6
4
8

3

Peas.

3Sj 3d
39 2

43 3

:^8

30
40
:i9

39'

1

9
3
5

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.
"Prices. AT)r. 14. Apr;"2T7^\'prr2S:

52s 6(Z

52 1

51 2
49 6
49 1 r

r

« »

* 4 I—

1

May 5.~

|

May 12. : May 19.

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do.
Straw

4 W

» «

«0

26

W 9888 Inferior do
Fine New Clover ..

Fine 2d cut .. ,. eo
30 Inferior do 75

105

98
85

METROl'OLITA^- CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, May 21.

The number of Beasts is rather larger than on Monday last,
yet an increased demand has caused a considerable rise in price
The supply of Sheep is about the same as last week. There is
however, nn extraordinary- increase in the demand, and an
almost unprecedented rise in price. Good Calves and Lambs
^I'.^.'^^w'"*^^-

^*'2*" Germany and Holland there are 300 Beasts.
41)00 Sheep, and 86 Calves; fmm Norfolk and Suffolk. '>->00
Beasts

; and 200 from the northern and midland counties

BRITISH WOOLS.-L0NDON, Friday, May 25

.U^"''i^.y* S"*'*'?^*;'*^*' ^[ expectancy relative to the newtUp. Our tnulc is healthy, but no disposition on the part ofthe m^inufacturers exists to speculate, a^ they oniv nuSL-Cffor present retpurcment^. The farmera
poeed to hold for hifh nri«*«

generally seem dis

.
POTATOES. -Southwark, Monday, May 21.runng the past week the arrivals coastwia; have beeniMje for the sea-ion, and the weather mild, trade slow andS' l^«''^- u ni'^-.^y,^?

*^^^^»^^- <i"-tations f-ToTk Re
f^nS' ]±' ^y.t-} do. Flukes, --us. tol403.; Linculnshire Re-

HAKR LANE.—Monday, Mav 21
wir^^'^PP^^ ot EuglUh Wheat to this luornina's market
Tl, t^?n*"^ ^^^

»^'"^i
^»^*^ <*f »t was sold at iS advance<if 1». to 38. per vir. upon the pricus of last Mondaj^^bS?"

Best Scots, Hero-
fords, Ac. . . 5

Best Short-horns 5
2d quality Beasts 4
yest Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn . . Q

s d a di

4 to 5

5
4

6

2

S

to
— 6

* t

Best Lonjf-'
Do. Shorn
Ewes A: 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs .

.

Calves
Pigs

s d s d
• to .

.

5 6 — 5 8

5

4

10

4
8

5

7
6
5

2
6

2
Beasts, 3430; Sheep & Lambs, 22,920; Calves, ISO; Pigs, 420.

_ . ,
Thur.sdat, Mav 24.

_

There la a large increase in the number of Beasts, and trade
IS du 1, consequently prices are lower. The high quotations ofMonday last have induced many to send to market who other-
wise would not have done so. We have consequently a reaction,
iradeis very heavy, and several remain unsold Calves and
Lambs were also lower. From Germany and Holland there
are 200 Beasts, IC'IO Sheep, and 224 CaWes ; from Norfolk
and Suffolk, 500 Bea'^b*; from the northern and midland
counties 100, and 140 ililch Cows from the home counties.

csa

Best Scots, Hero-
fords, Ac. .. 6 to 5 4

Beat Short-horns 4 10—

5

2d quality Beasts 3 8 — 4 6
Best Downs and
Holf-breda .. .. — ..

Do, Shorn . . 5 S — 6

Best fjing- wools

.

Do. Shon^
Ewesii2dquaUtr
Do. Sh.
Lam be
Calves
PiffS

* « to
5 2—5 4

'^hom 4
6

5

6
8

4

6
7
5
5

4
8

TO PATIENTS ANU"GUARDlANS:=The~^Uk;^
of the late Mr. Joseph Shilling, Nur.seryman, of WinChester, Hants, is anxious to receive into her familv one oftl?'

little GIRLS to EDUCATE with her own children Anexperienced and kind Governess is kept, and every care woi^rtbe taken to secure to them the comforts of home Respectihl
references given and required.—Further particulars may be ohtamed by addressing Mrs. J. Shilling, Soutbgate NnrspUr
Winchester, Hants. '^toery,

WAXTKD, a steady, active. Young Man, to WORir
in a FORCING GARDEN, iu the neighbourhood nfLondon —Apply C. W., Alanson's, Langley Lane, South

WANTED, an active, respectable, You'ii^r~M^.
clean, neat, and clever in the Flower and\itchpn

Gardens, willing to work under direction. He must Mow
well, and understand the Furnace, and assist at makiiiir Com
posts, (fee. The House Plants will not be under his imniediat^
care. The most satisfactory reference for character rennirf^/i
Address T. I.. Ems worth. Hants. ^ ^^•~

"ANTED, a clever .youncr Man to take charffe'of
. . the GLASS DEPARTMENT in the Stamford Nm^erv

Bowdon. He must be a first class Propagator and Grower
of Hard and Soft-wooded plants. To a com()etent person good
wages will be given.—Apply to John Shaw, Landscape
Gardener, Princess Street. Manchester. ' ^

ANTKU, in a small Nursery, a good WOHKlNd
MAN, who can Graft, Bud, Layer, &c., and can

produce a good character for honesty, indu.stry, and sobriety
Wages to commence with 15s. per week.—Apply to A. Z. Post
Office, Uppingham.

*'

COUNTKY GARDKNKHS.—Young MEN who
understand their profession and wish to come to London

can get employment at W. J. Luckino's, Nurseryman and
Florist, Pickering Terrace, Westbourue Park, W. Good refer-
ences required.

w

WAMT PLaCES—Letters to be Post Pail

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no family

;

has a thorough practical knowledge of Pines, Vines'
Peaches, Melons, and Cucumberg, Flower and Kitchen Gardenal—^,_R, 3, Harprrave Place, James Street, Camden Town, N,w/

GARDENER (Head),— Pirst-class; thoroughly expe.
rienced in every br^tnch of Gardening-. Four years*

excellent character from last employer-—M, A, T.^ Mr. Green's
Post Office, near Watford Station. Herts,

GARDENER (Head).—.Mr, D. T. Fish, Gardener
at Hardwicke, Bury St, Edmunds, Suffolk, can with

confidence recommend his Foreman to any lady or gentleman
requiring the services of an active energetic young Gar-
denerof good character,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession^ including

Early and Late Forcing, with Landscape Gardening. Character
excellent. No single-handed place accepted,—B. S-, Post
Office, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire.

r^ ARDENKR Aliirried, one child j

Beasts. 1330 ; Sheep & Lambs, Il.riSO ; Cah-es, 4cb ; Pijjs, 160. t

(He^b).- . ,

V>^ iboroughly understands his profession in all its branches'
inclndinf; Early and Late Forcing" of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables. Understands Land and Stock. Wife can take cbai^je

of Dairy and Poultry. Comfort and a hi^pe of periiianericy the

highest consider-ition.

—

II. W.. Post Of&co, Roeliampton, Surrey.

G'
AHUEXEU (HEAD).—A lady is desirous ot ob-

taininff a situation for a middle-aged married Man who
has been in her service 15 years, and is now leaving in conse-
quence of the death of the late Bisliop of Rochester. He is a

very trustworthy man, capable of the manag-ement of Forcing
Houses and of a Garden of the best description. Can be
thoroughly recommended.— A. T., Post Odice, Danbury,
Chelmsford.

AKDKNKK (Head), Zi GAUDENKK am>
BAILIFF.—Thoroughly understands his profession in

all its branches, both Stock and Land. Highly recommended
by his late employer.—M. B.. Post Office, Battersea Rise, S.W.

GAUDKNEU (FouEMAN in a large establishment).—
Age 24, single ; well versed in every branch of his pro-

fession. Testimonials of the highest character.—Mr. Nicksos',

HlIc Hall, Warrington.

OKEAiAN, PKUPAGATUU, OK SALEljMAN.—
Married ; first-class ; long experience in all branches

;

steady, active. Good reference.—M. D., Post Office, Stratford,

Essex. E.

TO THE LONDON' SEED TKADE.—A persolJ

experienced on the Road.—P. Y. R., 37, London Street,

Fitzroy Sqtiare, W.

AKDENER.—Age 36, single; understands Flo^^r

and Kitchen Gardens, Forcing, &c. Good reference—
J. B., Mrs. Bryant, King Street, Maidstcne. Kent. _
/ 1 AUDENER.—Age 28; ciin have the highest re-

V-X commeudatious, the only cause for Jeaving being the

death of the nobleman he lived with. References as to

character and ability.—R. B., Mr. Richardson, Bolney, near

Cucktield, Sussex.
.

GARDENER (Sin&lk-handkd, or where there is n

boy "kept).—Married, no incumbrance. Wife no objection

to assist or undertake a Laundry, or to look after a Dairy and

Poultry.—A. B ., Harefield House, Harefield, near U-xbridge^^

GJ.AKDENER oit UNDEK-GAUDlXER.—Age^
M can be well recoromended, having been Foreman

4 years, and had the Management of extensive Gardens where
the Heaii Gardener has had the Management of the Estites,

&c.—Apply to Mr. Whitaker, Stoii Eaaton Park, near Bath,

Somerset.

AILIKF OR GENERAL AlANAGEK.—Age~^'
has been extensively engaged on a nobleman's estate*

where Agricultural pursuiu have been carried out on the most
economical system ; is conversant with Heavy and Light Soils,

Manures, and Green Crops ; the Management of Woods, Breed-
ing and Selling of Short-honis and other Stock. Satisfactory

reasons furnished for leaving present situation, and the highest

reterences given.—W. C, Messrs. Gibbs & Co., corner of HaU
Mtx)n Street. Piccadilly. London, W. _____^
BAILIFF or MANAGER of an Estate to an}'

nubleraan or gentleman.—Age 36 ; about leaving situati(^

where he has been Managing an Estate in Norfolk. Has naa
an extensive experience in every improvement that Pnn^tice

with Science has been able to introduce into modem f-^^"'^
No objection to Ireland. Can be highly recnmmendea_ oj

several large landed proprietors and eminent agricultunati.

Security if required-—A. P . Zfor/ol/c lifru-sOSice, ^Qrwicn^

SHOPMAN oit ASSISTANT in a large House.;

Age 32 : 14 vcars in the Trade. Conversant with ftU »

N
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SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.—
Until further notice this Museum will be OPEN to the

FubUc on MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, and WEDNESDAYS from
10 A.M. till 10 P.M. ; on THURSDAYS, FRIDAYS, and SATUR-
DAYS from 10 A.M. to 6 p.m. Admission according to the
usual Rules.

By Order of the Committee of Council on Education.

PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
ESTABLTSTTED IN 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, E.C., and 57, Charing Cross, West-
minster, S.W.

JHreetors.

Octavius "E. Coope, Esq.
William Cotton, D.C.L.,F.R.S.
John Davis, Esq.
Jas. A. Gordon, M.D., F.R.S.
Edw.ird Hnwkins. .Tun., Esq.
Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.,
M.P.

Henry Lancelot Holland,
Esq.

William James Lancaster, E.sq.

John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

'

Matthew Whiting, Esq.
M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., M.P.

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, ATm GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY Illustrated, Ist of each Month, Is.

In June No. (Just publish«d with coloured plate of Iris

reticulata) is continued "Six ofSpades," and other articles of

interest.—Office : 30, Southampton Street, Strand, W.G.

HCOX^S TREATISE on the PEACH.
2*. Gd. postage stamps.

*'Mr. Cox wastes no words; such treatises are like angels

visits, few and far between."

—

Glenny's Gardeners' Almanack.
" His little book may be consulted with advantage by every-

body who fails or succ eeds but imperfectly."—Dr. Lindlej',

Gardeners' Chronicle.

E. Cox, MiDchenhamptou, Gloucestershire.

This Company offers Complete Security.
Moderate Kates of Premium witli Participatiou in Four-fiftli3

or 80 per cent, of the Profits.

Low Rates without Piirticipation in Profits.

Loans in connection with Life Assurance, on approved Se-
<!Urity, in sums of not less than 500?,

Bonus of 186L—All Policies efifected prior to the 1st July,
IS61, on the Bonus Scale of Premium, will participate in the
next Division of Profits.

Robert Tucker, Secretary and Actuary.

MRS. ARTHUR HENb^REY, Widow of the late
Professor Henfrey, F.B.S.. F-L.S., &a, of King's

College, London, continues to receive a limited number of
young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
Jier own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs, Henfret having resided on the
Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,
'Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
^provided vrith a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private f:imily, and unremitting attention will be paid to
their iiealth and morals. References are permitted to—
Dr. Jelf Principal of Kings College
Rev. Lawford "W, T. Dale
Rev. Olive Hollingworth
'Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker

Professor Huxley, F.R.S.

Dr. and Mrs, Martyn. ,

Dr. and Mrs. Lindley. .

Dr. and Mrs. Hooker .

,

Dr. and Mrs. Tuke

4 m

« 4

Chiswick Vicarage, W.
Turnham Green, W.
Kew, W.

1 The Government School of
( Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W.
7,Bennett St., St.James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W.
Kew, W.

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE, No. II., 25. 6d.

Contents :

—

1. Varieties of Awncd Heath I 3. Fortune's Primrose
2. Varieties of Cineraria | 4. RoUissons' Cattleya

"With Fitch's skilful pencil to aid him, Mr. Moore has
advantages enjoyed by no one else."

—

Gardeners* Chronicle,

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Just published, price Is. ; by post for 13 stamps,

THE ITALIAN ALP-BEE. ob the GOLD MINE
OF HUSBANDRY. Short and Practical Instructions to

breed genuine Prolific Italian Queens; to multiply them by
hundreds in a few months, and how to change ordinary Hives
into Italian. By H, C. Heemann, Tiunins, Switzerland.

London: Geo. Neighbour & Sons, 149, Regent Street, W.,
and 127, High Holborn, W.C.

Just published, in One Volume, post 8vo, price 6i. cloth,

RECOLLECTIONS ot the BARON GROSES
EMBASSY TO CHINA and JAPAN in 1857-8. By the

Marquis de Moyes, Attach^. ^With Coloured Plates.

London and Glasgow : Richard Griffin & Co.

colonial question,

ment would be

any plan till the

fully consulted,

ment of General

Manor House, Chiswick, W.
For tenma apply to Mrs. Arthur Henfrey, 12, Heathfield

Terrace, Tun^ham Green. W.

Just Published,

A LETTER ON STEAM CULTIVATION. By
William Smitit, of Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks.

May be had of the Author for 12 postage stamps.

This day, Part the First, price 10«., or with Plates bflautifuUy
coloured. I65., handsomely printed on super-royal paper

(largest 8vo, size),

A SECOND CENTURY of FERNS; being
Figures with brief descriptions of One Hundred New or

Rare Species of Ferns. By Sir William Jackson Hooker,
K.H., LL.D., F.R.A., and L.S. Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew.

*»* A Specimen of the Work will be sent to any address for
four postage stamps.

London : W. Pamptjn, 45, Frith Street, Soho Square. W.

HE HANDBOOK of BRITISH FERNS: being
Descriptions, with Engravings, of the Species and their

•varieties, together with instructions for their Cultivation. By
Thomas Moore, F.L.S., F.H.S., &c.. Curator of the Chelsea
Botanic Garden ; author of "The Ferns of Great Britain and
Ireland, Nature-Printed," "IndexFilicum," &c. Third Edition,
with numerous Additions and new Illustrations. 5*.

"The book is our best work upon British Ferns, and will be
•useful to all who take an interest in them."

—

AnnaU o/Satural
HiMorii, January, 1858.

London : Groombridge & Sons, Paternoster Row, E.C.

ECREATIVE SCIEN'CE : A Record and Remem-
brancer nf Intellectual Observation. Price S<Z. Monthly,

with Illustrations.

Contents of Number II.

1. The Heavenly Symbol of Human Knowledge. By Shirley
HiBBERD.

2. Sponge Hnntins' in Holy Island and Berwick Bays. By
W. Waixace Fyfe.

3. Notes on a Few River Fishe.1. By W. C. L. Martin".

4. Plaster Medallions in Imitation of Wax. By Albert
Graves.

5. Tlie Life of a Cloud. By J. J. Fox.
^. Total Eclipse of July 18, 1860. By E. J. Lowe.
7. The Earliest Coinage of Britain. By H. Noel Humphreys.
8. Collecting and R-eserving Birds' Eggs. By Henry J.

Bellars.
9. Meteorology and Astronomical Observations for June.

10. Things of the Season—June.
11. Mr. Noteworthy's Comer : Do Bees make Hexagonal Cells?—Ib the Moon Heated by the Sun?—Studies ofArachnidae.

*»* Numbers 1 to 10 constantly on Sale.
Groombridge k Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, E.C.

SVDENHAM : its Climate and Palaces, by Alfred
Beaumont Maddock. M.D., Author of Treatises on Dis-

eases of the Chest and of the Nervous System. Now ready,
pnce -Is., 8vo, doth lettered.
SmpKis & Co., Stationers' Court, E.C. ; H. Bailliere, 210,

Kegent Street. W.. and all Booksellers.

Now published,
I'URE MIND in a PURE BODY, that is.

A RELIABLE WORK ON FREEMASONRY.
Just published, post 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.,

A LEXICON OF FREEMASONRY, containing a

Definition of all its Communicable Terms, its History,

Traditions, and Antiquities. By Albert G. Macket, M.D.

First English Edition, reprinted from the Fifth American _ j allowances.
Edition. Revised by Donald Campbell, S.P.R.S., 32d degree, **"'^ *"''"

Compiler of the "Scottish Masonic Calendar."

London and Glasgow : Richard Griffin & Co.

FOX HUNTING.
Now Ready, 2d Edition, with Portrait and Illustrations,

8vo, 15a.

REMINISCENCES or the LIFE OF the Late
THOMAS ASSHETON SMITH, Esq. ; or the Pursuits

of an English Country Gentleman. By Sir John E. Eardley
WiLMOT. Bart.

"Sir Eardley Wilmot has compiled a series of graphic inci-

dents and sketches of the life of Thomas Assheton Smith—

a

name that will long be remembered not only by the farmers

and riding men of the counties he hunted, but by all who are

disposed fairly and justly to appreciate the lights and shadows

which constitute the character of 'The English Country

GentXemAn.'"—Quarterly lieview.

J)ick ChTiitian.—*''No man that ever camo into Leicestershire

could beat Mr, Smith."

Nimrod.—"That most conspicuous sporti^man of modem
times, Thomas As^eton Smith ; combining th« character of a

skilful sportsman with that of a desperate horseman, perhaps

his parallel is not to be found ; and his name will be handed

down to posterity as a specimen of eiithusifistic zeal in one

iudividual pursuit, very rarely equalled."

The Druid.—"He was the mightiest hynter that ever ' rode

across Belvoir's sweet vale ' or wore a horn at his saddle bow."

Delm^ Ratcb'j^e.—" I could nowhere find a more fitting model

for the rising generation of sportsmen. He was an instance of

the very rare union of coolness and consummate skill a.s a

huntsman, combined with the impetuosityof a moat desperate

rider ; and not only was he the most determined of all riders,

but equally remarkable as a horseman."

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners*

Chronicle of May 12, containing Mr. Nesfield's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore,

is fltiil on Sale at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. and will be seat by post on receipt of six stamps.

A HEALTH, sent post free. Is. 6d., or eighteen Stamps. A
^ew System of Health and Medicine. The Antiseptic Treat-
ment, based upon the Sanitary and Dietetic Laws of Mofcs,
tovahiable for Invalids and nervous sufferers, published by
Bailliere. 219, Regent Street, W., London. This extra-
ordinary Book unfolds a new principle of the health of Man—
the Animal Creation—and of the Plant. It treats of Chronic
Disorders, Consumption, Scrofula, Skin Diseases, Ulceration
«nd iTritation of the Mucous Membrane, lu-iigestion. and n
•ong train of Physical and Nervous Complaints. Causes ot

Woo-ms in Children, &c.—Causes* of Ill-health.-On Food and
I>iet for Invalids, and other useful information, to age and
yonth, to m:de and female.

itft WLttk.

In the HoTise of Commons on Friday, after

the appointment of the Select Committee to search

for precedents in reference to the recent vote of the

House of Lords on the Paper Duty Repeal Bill, a

Select Committee was appointed to inquire into the

alleged decay of the gun-boats and mortar boats of

the Royal Navy, and the Refreshment Houses and

Wine Licenses Bill was read a third time and

passed. The House then adjourned to Thursday for

the "Whitsun Holidays, On Thursday, on the order

of the day for going into Committee of Supply

on the Army Estimates, a disoossion of six

hours' duration ensued on a great variety

of military topics, including the Yeomanry Cavalry,

the diatinctions between oflScers of the Guards and

the Line the Militia and Volunteers, the Land

Transport Corps, the interference of the War Office

with the Irish Fisheries, the appointment of Gen.

Grft to the colonelcy of the 3d Regiment, and

the military defences of the colonies.^ Mr. S.

Herbekt in reply said that the omission to call

out the Yeomanry was caused by motives oi

,
c.nomyin a year of great pressure. As to the

Land Transport Corps he entirely agreed in the

opinion of the committee which had eiamined

their claims, and pronounced them to be un-

founded, believing that the Government had

strictly performed the conditions under which

the men were engaged. Adverting to the

he said that the Govern-

imprudent if they proposed

colonies themselves had been

"Witli regard to the appoint-

Geex to the colonelcy of the

3d Buffs, he defended it on the ground that

General Grey, so far from never having been

out of Hyde, Park, as had been alleged, had

commanded the 71st Regiment in Canada for nine

years. During the entire time that General Gkey
was in the army there were only two foreign ex-

peditions, one to Portugal and the other to Quebec,

and he happened to be in both. His appointment

had been approved by the Commander-in-Chief,

not because he had accepted an office at Court, but

because his previous military services and standing

entitled him to it. Mr. Disraeli also defended the

appointment, and said that if persons in the posi-

tion of General Grey were to be deprived of the

fair rewards of their profession because they had

been selected to offices in the B.oyal household, a

very inferior class of military men would be found

about the person of the Sovereign and the other

members of the Eoyal family. The House then.

went into Committee of Supply, when a supple-

mental vote was taken for 1907 officers and men
for the army, with a vote of 3,236,701/. for pay

The Chairman then reported

progress. Sir John Barnard's Act Eepeal Bill

was read a third time aud passed.

Despatches from Sicily announce the capture

of Palermo by General Garibaldi. The attack

commenced on the morning of the 27th ult., and

after a sanguinary combat of several hours, during

which the city was bombarded by the lloyal

forces by sea and land, Garibaldi, at the head

of his volunteers, penetrated, llag in hand, into the

centre of the city, and established his head-

quarters there. Before night the insurgents were

masters of all parts of the city south of the Strada

di Toledo, and the King's Palace had been cap-

tured and burnt down. Other towns in Sicily

have since risen, the inhabitants ereifwiiers

shouting, *' Italy for ever I" '* Victor Emmanuel
for ever

! " The fall of Palermo has caused great

agitation at Naples. The Ministers have tendered

their resignation, and though it is rumoured that

a Liberal Ministry will be formed, the King and

Court are evidently preparing to secure their safety

by Hight. The Sardinian Chamber of Deputies on

Tuesday approved the Treaty of Cession of Savoy and

Nice by a majority of 196, the numbers being 229

to 33, 23 members having abstained from voting. A
despatch from Constantinople contirms the illness

of the Sultan, and states that his brother has been

confined in the Seraglio, a reactionary plot in

his favour having been discovered, Kiprisli

MEHEiiED Pasha has been appointed Grand Vizier

in place of Mekemed Kuschdi Pasha, and Omar
Pasha has been recalled to Constantinople for the

purpose of repressing the agitation among the

Sclavonic population.

The Coxtet.—The Queen, Prince Cohsort, and the

Royal family arrived at Buckingham Palace on Thurs-

day from Osborne. On Thursday morniug, the

Z^i,lk uiu, being lier Majesty's birthday, the baud of

the Eoyal Mamies played a matinale at 7 a.m. The
Qncen, i*rince Consort, the i*iiuce oi' Wales, and

the junior members of the Koyal lamily afterwards

walked in the grouuds. lu the artermwn her Majesty

and the i*rince Consort, accompanied by the Princess

Alice, the Trince of \\ales, and the Princess of

Leiningeu, drove in a char-a-l/aTic and four. The

Prim Helena and Louisa, Prince Arthur, and the

Ladies in Waiting followed in a second carriage. In

the evening her iMajesty liad a dinner party and a
dance in the Council Chamber. On Friday morning

the band of the Itoyal Marines played at her Alajesty'a

breakfast, to celebrate the birthday of the Princes*

Helena. The Queen and the Prince Consort afUrwards

walked in the grounds. The Prince of Wales left

Osborne for Soutnampton, ou his return to Oxford. Tho

Hon Captain l>eumau arrived on a vUit. In the

evening the Queen had a dinner party. OnS«turday

mornmic the Queen and Prince Consort walked in th«

grouudfc The Prince aud Princess ot Leiningeu mid

1
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the Hon. Capt. Denman left Osborne for Portsmouth.

On Sunday morning the Queen, Priuce Consort, the

Duchess of Kent, and the elder members of the Itoi'al

family attended Divine service in the Palace. The Rev.

O. Prothero officiated. On Monday morning the Queen

-walked iu the grounds. The Prince Consort went to

Portsmouth in the Fairy and visited the fortifications.

The Duchess of Kent took an airing. Ou Tuesday

morning the Queen, Prince Consort, Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, and Prince Arthur, went to Whip-

pingham, where her Majesty laid the first stone of the

new church. The Duchess of Kent left Oshorne for

Frogmore. In the afternoon the Queen, the Prince

Consort, the Princess Alice, and Princess Helena took

an ming, the Prince Consort driving. On Thursday

afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Princesses Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice,

Princes Arthur and Leopold, left Osborne for Bucking-

ham Palace, travelling to the private station at Vaux-

hall by a special train on the South-Western Railway.

Bishopric of Dtjeka^.—The Hon. and Kev. Dr.

afontagu "Villiers, Bishop of Carlisle, has been translated

to the see of Durham, vacant by the promotion of Dr.

Longley to the Archbishopric of York. By this trans-

lation Dr. Wigram, the new Bishop of Rochester, will

obtain a seat in the House of Lords, and the new
Bishop of Carlisle will remain out of Parliament until

a vacancy occurs in the Episcopal Bench, other than the

two Archbishops or the Bishops of London, Durham,

and Winchester,

Knighthood. — The Queen has directed letters

patent to be passed under the Great Seal, granting the

dignity of a Knight of the United Kingdom to William

Martin, Esq., late Chief Justice of New Zealand

;

Francis Brady, Ksq., Chief Justice of Newfoundland;
James Hurtle Fisher, Esq., President of the Legisla-

tive Council, South Australia; Christoffel Josephus

Brand, Esq., Speaker of the House of Assembly of the

Cape of Good Hop^ ; Francis Murphy, Esq., !?peaker of

the House of Assembly of Victoria; Redmond Barry,

Esq., Senior Puisne Judge of Victoria; Thomas Maclear,

Esq., Astronomer Royal at the Cape of Good Hope;
and Walter Currie, Esq., Commandant of the Armed
Mounted Police at the Cape of Good Hope.
The Channbi* Fleet, consisting of the Conqueror,

lOl ; Donegal, 101 ; Algiers, 91 ; Aboukir, 91 ; Tra-

falgar, 91; Centurion, SO; Mars, 80; and Diadem, 32,

has arrived in the Downs from Portland, and the Royf^l

Albert, 121, bearing the flag of Rear-Admiral Sir

Charles Fremantle, left Plymouth on Tuesday to join

it. It is reported that the fleet will visit the coasts of

Ireland and Scotland.

Income-tax,—It appears from a statistical abstract,

^ablished hy order of Parllnment, that more than
125,000,000/. have been paid as income-tax since it

was re-established by the late Sir B. Peel.

dForcigii

FnANCE.— The Moniteur of Thursday announces

that the session of the Corps Legislatif has been
adjourned until June 30. Tlic Senate has discussed

the petitions relative to the legal position of rehgious

congregations and associations. M. Dupiu, in making
the request in the name of the Committee, proposed to

refer the petitions to the Ministers of the Interior, of

Justice, and of Public Worship. In the discussion

which followed several Senators proposed the order of

the day, which was rejected by 69 votes against 28.

The petitions have been sent to the Ministers of the
interior and Public Worship, but will not be referred

to the Minister of Justice. The Moniteur of yesterday
contained the following article :

—

"The Government believes it its duty to protest gainst the
malevolent euppoeitions and accusations, and the thoughtless
interpretations which have been produced by the annexation of
Savoy and Nice. It recalls the circumstancee which brought
about the cession of two provinces separated from Piedmont by
the highest mountains in Europe, and says:—The French
Government, far from having a design to provoke or to give
rise to coraplicatinns in Europe, in order to find an
occasion for further aggrandisennent, is animated by thoughts
«f quite an opposite character. The Government deplores the
manoeavree destined to nropagate daily impressions the least
•«xact aa regards its real intentions. The Emperor has made
every •ffort to re-establish in Europe the confidence which has
been shaken. His sole desire is to Ut* in peace wttta otibeT
sovereigns, his allies, and to use all his endeavours to actively
develope the resources of France."

Prince Jerome, the Emperor's uncle, had a severe

attack of congfcstion of the brain on Tuesday. On
Wednesday morning the health of his Imperial Highness
had slightly improved, but on Thursday the amend-
ment was not maintained, and there is now little hope
of his recovery. The Grand Duchess Marie of Russia
has aiTived in Paris; and the Emperor and Empress
left Paris yesterday for Lyons to meet the Eiepress-

Mother of Kussia, who was to arrive in that

city last evening from Marseilles on her return from
Nice, Her Majesty on landing at Marseilles yesterday
morning was received by Count Kisseleff and the
authorities, and immediately set out for Lyons, where
she was to remain last night, intending to proceed
to-day to Geneva. A despatch from Marseilles states
that six vessels of the fieet were recalled to Toulon on
the 24th uU., and ordered to complete provisioning.
Three of these vessel* will be stationed off the Jsles of
H^ereaj the other three wiU proceed to Genoa and
wnng hax^ troop*. K Wge nnmb« pf Engliaji djip

Wrights recently discharged from Portsmouth dockyard

are now working in the French dockyards, where there

is plenty of work at their command. One of the effects

of the late treaty of commerce with England is

already visible in Paris. Several shops aie crowded

with English porcelain of a quality very superior to

that hitherto used in France. The Moniteur of Tues-

day publishes a speech delivered by M. Fould, Minister

of State, at an agricultural meeting at Tarbes, of which

the following Is an abstract :

—

"After having shown the material progress which has been

obtained, the Minister said : The economical course which has

recently been inaugurated will create a fruitful era of wealtn

and prosperity. He recalled the modeiatir.n of the Emperor

shown after the late war, and said, this moderation m the past

is a cert^n guarantee for the future. The Emperor has several

times proclaimed that he only wis^ied to insure to France the

rank which belonged to her. M. Fould advised people not to

be lead away by the feeling of uneasiness which 'parties are

strenuously endeavouring to spread. Notwithstandmg the

events which disturb some States, notwithstranding the agita-

tion and mistrust which those parties attempt to excite m tne

public mind, France, quiet and prosperous, can devote herselt

with safety to public works. She knows the Emperor to be

strong enough to inspire all with respect for her lights, and to

be too loyal a neighbour, and too faithful an ally, to menace

the rights of others."

Spain.—The Cortes were opened ou the 25th nit. by

the Queen in person. The Royal speech recalls the war

with Morocco, which it says has ended in a glorious

peace, and in a treaty compensating as much as possible

for the expenses of the Treasury. The relations of

Spain with all the Powers are satisfactory. The con-

vention with Rome will tranquillise the public conscience

and facilitate progress. The Pope has thus received a

token of the attachment of the Queen and the nation.

The Queen deplores the Carlist attempt; but, the

danger being removed, is happy to accord an amnesty.

The Chamber will shortly receive the budget and

political and administrative projects of law. The
Queen, in conclusion, reckons upon the union of the

nation, which will insure stability to the throne and

happiness to the country. Senor Martinez de la Rosa

has been elected President of the Ccrtes, which have

unanimously resolved to consider the proposal declaring

the army of Marshal O'Donnell and the Navy to have

deserved well of their country for their conduct in the

African campaign. Don Juan, the youngest brother ot

Count de Montemolin, has adhered to the Act by which
the heirs of Don Carlos renounce all claim to the

throne.

Deiimabk.—The news of an approaching interview

between the Kings of Denmark and Sweden is con-

firmed. The interview is to be of a very friendly and
unceremonious character, and is to take place at the

fortress of Kronborg, near the Sound. The King of

Sweden declines all official reception, even that of a

grand dinner, at Court. From Kronborg the King of

Denmark will proceed to the head-quarters of the

Swedish army, and assist at its summer manoeuvres,

which are to take place under the command of King
Charles XV. during the latter half of Jime,

Switzerland.—Tlie Federal Council on Sunday trans-

mitted a Note to Paris refuting the arguments con-

tained in M. Thouveners despatches of the 7th and 16th

ult. The Federal Council maintains the actual validity

of the'treaties, and shows that the neutrality of Swit-

zerland by no means depends on the consideration and
goodwill of the Powers. The Federal Council has,

under conditions of reciprocity, proposed to the Cabinet

of Turin to apply to the Italian territories annexed to

Sardinia the treaties of commerce, extradition, and
other international conventions existing between Swit-

zerland and the former Sardinian kingdom. The voting

at St. Galle for the acceptance or rejection of the new
constitution terminated on Monday, when an Ultra-

montane tendency caused its rejection by 20,669 to

18,330 votes.

Peussia.—The Prussian journals are engagiid in a
discussion as to the means whereby the contents of a
despatch from the Prince Regent to the Prince Consort
of England have been brought to the knowledge of the

French Government. They state that thefts of despatches

have been discovered, and one of them asserts that the
contents of the despatch in question can only have
become known through an indiscreet communication in

ministerial circles on the English side of the Channel.
A Dn^eldorf paper has the following account of an
iutt:rvi«w -between Baron Schleinitz and the French
Ambassador on the subject, which it states it has
received from a good eource, though the Trussian
Gazette denies its authenticity :

—

"At the latter end of April the French Ambassador at
Berlin, the Prince de la Tour d'Auvergne, called on Baron von
Schleinitz, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and after some civil

reference to the value which the Emperor placed upon the
friendship of Prussia, requested Baron .-Bchleinitz to give him
any informatiou he possessed as to ithe authenticity of a
document the copy of which he presented. It purported to be
a letter sent from the Prince Regent to the Prince Consort of

England, in which family matters were spoken of, and then
some remarks on the politics of the day were added, in which
the Emperor Napoleon III. happened to be mentioned. Baron
Schleinitz replied that he could give no information respecting
the document, since he was not acquaiDted with the private
correspondence of that high personage. His Excellency,
however, ui^ed that he must receive expiajiations upon the
matter. The Emperor had always entertained the best wishes
towards Prussia, and had believed that his sentiments were
reciprocated by that country, and yet PnuBun assurances
and tiie expressions contained in the letter he produced
were opposed to that belief. Baron Schl^uiitz hereupon
answered that he was Minister in a constitutional state, and
that the ministry of his country were responsible for all

oQicial negotiations and correspondence with foreign countries;
and that, U ai) wsui77 o^ ^$ matter should tak& place, ho

would not withhold the information sought, in case reasons of
state did not forbid such a communication to be made.
Respecting the correspondence which the Prince Regent per-
sonally had with his august friends or relations, the Minister
of a constitutional country had not the right to control the
private communications of the Prince Regent, especially since-
they had no ofBcial character. These reasons, and the respect
which must be most carefully preserved in a constitutional
country towards the highest personage, forbade the Minister
to initiate the investigation, or to hold an inquiry whether
the document were genuine or not. The French Ambas-
sador, apparently prepared for this objection, replied that
his inquiry was purely of a formal nature, and eould in no
way interfere with the political importance of a good under-
standing between France and Prussia ; but as the official

assurances and the contents of the letter were so widely
opposed, it would be plainly seen and pointed out by Baron
Schleinitz that the copy of the document was not genuine.
Baron Schleinitz answered that it was no question for him
whether the copy were forged, as he naturally could not
decide that point, since he neither knew anything of the

Erivate correspondence of the Prince Regent^ nor could he
e concerned in it. What necessarily came next for his con-

sideration was that he possessed no authority, and that
he must decidedly decline to institute an inquiry or
an investigation into the contents of the letters which his
Royal Highness exchanged with his august connections.

However, Prussia was convinced of the high value of a
good understanding with France, and nothing had taken
place on the part of the former country in opposition to that

feeling, while France had no reason to doubt the genuiueneas of

the assurances of the Prussian Cabinet. On this the Prince

de la Tour d'Auvergne replied that if Baron Schleinitz so

decidedly declined to give him the wished-for information,

nothing remained for him but to await further instructions.

The Prince then renewed his request for information from
Baron Schleinitz, and signified to him that in case he continued

to decline to grant the explanation, no other way remained to-

convince the Emperor of the genuineness of the sentiments of

the Prussian Cabinet than a personal interview between the

Emperor Napoleon III. and the Prince Regent."

Bavaeia.—King Maximilian II. intends to visit

shortly the Court of Wurtemberg, and probably other

Courts of Southern Germany.
Hesse Cassel. — The official Gazette publishes a

constitution granted to the country by the Elector.

This constitution is dated May 30, and is based upon

the resolutions of the Federal Diet of the 24th Maich

and of the Diet of Electoral Hesse of 1857.

Afsteia.—The enlarged Council of the Empire was

opened on Thursday by a short speech from the Presi-

dent, the Archdulie Reinier, to whom Count Apponyi.

replied, in order to explain the particular position of

the Hungarians in relation to the Council of the

Empire. Count Androssy added a few words, express-

ing the loyalty of the Hungarians. The members of

the Council were to be received yesterday by the

Emperor, who was to address them in a cordial speech.

This first session, according to the programme of the

Cabinet, will he merely of a preparatory character, and

will simply deliberate on the organic bases of the future

governmental edifice. The Council will then be for-

mally constituted by the deputies of the provincial

diets, and by those archdukes who will take their

seat iu the Council by order of the Emperor. It is

supposed that the Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian will

ultimately he appointed President of the Council.

HirNGABT.—Counts Antoine Szecheny and Andrassy

and the prelate Covachevich have been chosen by the

Government to replace the three Hungarians who

declined their appointment to the Council of the

Empire. They have formally consented to their nomi-

nations, which have accordingly been signed by the

Emperor,
Italy.—The Sardinian Chamber of Deputies on

Tuesday approved the Treaty of Cession of Savoy and

Nice by 229 to 33 votes; 23 members abstained

from voting. Immediately after the adoption

of the treaty Signor Ratazzi said that he must

again demand whether it was not owing to the counsels

of France that the selfgovernment of Tuscany had been

granted. " I also," he said " am a partisan of the

French alliunce, but to maintain this alliance the cession

of Savoy suffices. At the same time I believe that

the cession of two provinces, instead of strength-

ening the alliance, and causing the Emperor

to guarantee to us the annexation of Central

Italy, will have a contrary result, or none at

all." He concluded by saying :—" We may be asked

at a future time to make fresh territorial sacrifices, and

it is to protest against such a system that I abstain

from voting.*' Count Cavour in reply expressed his

regret at having been compelled to say very delicate

things, but the responsibility attached to his remarks

upon the question must rest with S. Ratazzi. ** We
have," he said, " no guarantees from France in favour

of the annexed provinces of Italy, as we have not asked

for any. We have considered the declarations of France

that she would ensure a policy of non-intervention on

the part of the foreign Powers to be guffieient. France

has not exercised the least pressure respecting the

autonomy of Tuscany. She has limited herself to-

sixople non-official diplomatic conversations, in which'

we have declared that the self-government of Tuscany

must disappear. To this France has not made the least

objection." From Naples we learn that great agitation'

prevails at Court and in the Ministry. After a Cabinet

Council the Ministers tendered their resignation, and it

is rumoured that a Liberal Ministry will be formed. It

is alleged that large consignments of treasure ha*;*© been'

made by Messrs. Rothschild from Naples to Marseilles,

supposed to he on account of the King 9
Naples. At Venice it ig said that a palac«_is

preparing for the recejition of his Majesty.—Tne

Austrian Government is concentrating in the fcj--

tresses of the quadrilateral a corps d'ar»iee of '0,0W*

men, to await the development of events in Italy. J"^
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cavSry^iH be assembled in the plain of Pordenoua,

and the' artillery in Verona. The Litter will be pro-

vided with rifled cannon.

Sight.—Garibaldi, having collected all his forces

and military materiel^ attached the south side of

Palermo at 10 o'clock on the morning of the 27tb ult. A
desperate combat ensued, which lasted six hours. The

people made themselves masters of all parts of the

town south of the Strada di Toledo. A terrible bombard-

ment was opened by the Royal forces by seaandland, not-

withstanding which the people continued to fight. The
troops retired within the Royal Palace, the Custom-
house, and the Castle. Hostilities were suspended from

10 to 12 o'clock, when the struggle recommenced with
greater desperation. The Koyai Palace was taken by
the people, and in the evening was burnt down. The
loss in killed and wounded was considerable. Other
towns in Sicily have since risen, the inhabitants every-

where shouting, " Italy for ever I
" " Victor Emmanuel

for ever !
'* A few days previous to the capture

of Palermo the Royal troops had a small success

at Parco, where two strong columns, provided with
artillery, placed the Garibaldians between two fires,

causing a loss of ] 60 men. The insurgents fell back upon
Plana. Garibaldi was not in this action, but at Misilmeri,
enrolling recruits. Tlie King had recalled four old
generals from Sicily, including General Landi, and had
sent General Marra and other younger generals in their

place. Garibaldi will now declare Sicily annexed to the
Italian kingdom, reserving the ratification of his reso-

lution to universal suflrage. A provisional government
under the presidency of Garibaldi will then direct the in-

surrection. Theproclamationof Gen.Lanzaconcerning an
amnesty and a viceroyalty had had no effect, and a very
conciUatory proclamation which the General had issued

to the army had been coldly received. The English and
Preuch residents had embarked on board the steamers
of their respective nations; and all other strangers had
taken refuge under their national flags. The authorities

had ordered the doors of the public buildings to be built

up to half their height. There was a panic among the
public faiictionaries, and the director of the official

journal had taken to flight. The churches were
deserted. The greater part of the bankers and
Neapolitan merchants had sent their money and valu-

ables out of the kingdom,
TcEKEY.—Letters from Constantinople announce

the illness of the Sultan from an intermittent gastric
fever, and the imprisonment of his brother in the
Seraglio, a reactionary plot in his favour having been
discovered. Kibrisli Mehemed Pasha has been ap-
pointed Grand Vizier, in place of Mehemed Ruschdi
Pasha.

^
The Greek Patriarch Cyrillus has tendered

his resignation, which has been accepted by the
Porte. The Saltan had transmitted a complimen-
tary message to the Marquis de Lavalette, the French
Ambassador. Everybody was impressed with the im-
portance of his mission, and was awaiting his course of
action, and the speech which, it was said, he would
address to the Sultan, Omar Pacha has arrived at
Constantinople, and it was said that he would be com-
missioned to repress the agitation among the Slavonic
population. The Sultan had received the decoration of
the Order of King Leopold at a private audience.

Seeyia.—Tbe Porte has deferred replying to the
Servians until after having consulted with the Powers.
England is said to persist in her opposition to the
hereditary rights of Prince Milosch.
The Principalities.—A Democratic Ministry has

been appointed in Moldavia. The senate has impeached
the former Ministers. The Ministry of Wallachia is

said to be on the point of dissolution.

Cape op Good Hope. — The Colonial Parliament
was appointed to assemble on the 27th April, six days
after the departure of the mail. The arrival of

Governor Sir George Grey, in the flagship Forte, was i

looked for with much interest. Owing to disunion

very little progress is making with the new railroads.

A Bill is preparing to prohibit the importation of con-

vict emigrants from Australia. The reduction of

duties on French wines by Mr. Gladstone is expected

to tell against the South African grower, especially as

it is necessary to use much alcohol, by which the duty
is increased. Notwithstanding the disease, the produce

of the Vine this year is an average.

Chiwa.—The correspondence between Mr. Bmce and
Pan-wan-chang, the Chinese senior Secretary of State, in

reference to the British ultimatum was published

yesterday. The ultimatum demanded a formal apology
for the affair in the Peiho, accompanied by a restoration

of the guns, material, and abandoned ships that fell

into the hands of the Chinese on that occasion; the

immediate ratification at Pekin of the Treaty of Tien-

sin, with provision for the conveyance thither of the

British Envoy with proper dignity and honour, including

ids passage in a British vessel up the river to Tien-tsiu;

;aiid the payment of the sum of four millions taels,

.-stipulated by that Treaty, as indemnity for the expenses

of the last war. These demands were accompanied by

the usual statement of facts and expose of motives. To
this communication the Great Council returned the

ibllowing extraordinary reply :

—

Decree.—"The Great Council writes a reply to the Commis-
sioner Ho, which ha is to transmit. The Council received

yesterday (or a short time since) a despatch from the Comm'.s-

pioner, and with it a communication he had forwarded from

the British Minister Bruce, the contents of which have occa-

sionefi the Council the greatest astonishment. He states (1),

ov iuitioice, that feh-tang was never alluded to by the

Imperial Commissioners Kweiliang and his colleagues. It

api-ears that last year the Imperial Commissisners, Kweiliang
and his colleagues, waited for the Biitisb Minister at Kbanghai
for the express purpose of consideiing with him in person all

tbe conditions proper to an exchange of treaties. On ascer-

taining thiAt the Minister Bruce had arrived at VVu-sung, they
wrote to him several times to engage him to meet them ; their

object being, in fact, to acquaint hiui that Taku was forti-

fied (or that arrangements had been made for keeping
people out of Taku), and that he must go by way of Feh-
tang. He, however, repelled them, refusing them an inter-

view. The Imperial Commissioners Kweiliang and his col-

leaguts, moreover, informed him that vessels of war must
on no account (2)cro8s the bar ; but the British Minister Bruce
paid no attention to these words ; and wlien, on arriving off

the Tien-tsin coast (or, the port or ports of Tien-tsin) Hang,
Governor-General of Cbih-li, despatched an officer with a com-
munication to the effect that he was to proceed by way of

Peh-tang, and sent him a present of provisiuns, he would
receive nothing, but suddenly brought his vesselsiuto Taku, and
(commenced) destroying the defensive apparatus there placed.

How can he allege that he never received the slightest intima-

tion that he was to go by Peh-tang? And, as he was coming
to exchange treaties, why did he briug with him ships of war?
It was plainly his intent to pick a quarrel. How, then, can he
(when the blame is all his own) charge China with shortcoming
towards him. The defences prepared at Taku are not either

(as he implies) prepared to keep out the British (3). Suppose
that some other nation's ships of war were to go to the length
of presenting themselves under British colours, could it be left

to them to commit any breach of propriety they pleased?

"Well, then, the defences of Taku cannot possibly be re-

moved, even when the treaty shall have been exchanged.

(Then the demand for) indemnity under different heads

and for the restitution of guns, arms, and vessels, is yet more
against decorum (4). The war expenses of China have been

enormous. Tbe cost of defending the coast from Kwang-tuug
and Fuh-kien up to Tien-tsin from first to last has not been

short of several millions of money. Were she to demand repay-

ment of England, England would find that her expenses do not

amount to the half of those of China. As to restoring ships

and guna, the year before last England destroyed the torts at

Taku, and obtained possession of a number of guns belonging

to China ; ought she not. then, on her part to be considering

how to make these good? But, besides this, half the British

ships and guns (demanded) wore sunk in the sea ; they are not

in the possession of China at all. The question may be

dropped, therefore, by both parties alike. Then there is (the

announcement that) the compromise by which, the treaties once

exchanged, (the Minister) was to have resided somewhere else,

is at an end. The compromise by which once the treaties

were exchanged, (the Minister) was either to select some other

place of residence, or to visit (the capital) whenever there might

be business of importance to transact, was definitely settled by

the British Minister Elgin in negotiation with the Imperial Com-
missioner Kweiliang and his colleagues. The revocation of this

compromise now (announced) is even more unreasonable (than

all the other propositions). Last year when, after the Ameri-

cans had exchanged their treaty, there was an alteration in

the rate of tonnage dues, and the ports of Tai-wan and Cheng-

chow (Swatow) were opened to trade, the British Mini-ster

earnestly prayed for, a like arrangement (in his favour). The

English had not exchanged tbeir treaty, but his Majesty the

Emperor liberal to foreign nations, and full of tender con-

sideration for the interests of commerce, graciously sanctioned

an extension of the boon to the English, for which they should

be equally grateful (5). But, if the compromise duly nego-

tiated is to be annulled, there will be no impropriety on the

part of China if she cancel the arrangement by which she has

conceded to the English (the same advantage oO the improve-

ments in tonnage dues and trade that accrues to the Americans

under their treaty. To come to the (British Minister s) request

to be treated wih courtesy when he cornea north to exchange

treaties. If he be sincere in his desire for pesice, let the Com-

missioner, when he shall have thought over all the details of

the treaty, those which it will be pr-iper to give effect to.

and those respecting which compromise (or arrangement) is

to be mide negotiate (with the British Minister), and when

both parties shall be perfectly agreed, if he wdl come north

without vessels of war, and with a moderate retinue, and will

wait at Peh-tang to exchange the treaties, Chma will not

take him to task forwhat is gone by. He must be dn-ected to

acquaint himself with the rules (observed or laid down) at the

exchange of the American treaties, and the course to be

p^^d wUl be further discussed with him (by the Com-

missioner) But if he be resolved to bring up a number of

vessels of war, and if he persist in proceeding by way of Taku

this will show that his true Purpose is not the exchange of

treaties, and it must be left to the high officer in charge ot the

despatch written
. , j. , j i.

in much of its language, too insubordinate and extravagant

(for the Council) to discuss its propositions more than super-

ficially (lit. to go deep into argument). For tbe future he

must not be so wanting in decorum. The aoove remarks will

have to be communicated by the Commissioner to the British

Minister, whom it will behove not to adhere obstinately to his

own opinion, as, so doing, he will give cause to much trouble

hereafter. A necessary communication."

United States.—The Japanese Embassy arrived at

Washington on the 14th inst., and were received with

grand military and civic display, seeming greatly

delighted. Their interview with the President took

place on the 17th iust., and tl^e reception is said to have

been magnificent. The Republicans of Chicago had

nominated Mr. Lincoln for the Presidency. The Illinois

Convention had nominated Mr. Hamlin na President,

and Mr, Maine as Vice-President, Great enthusiasm

prevailed. Mr. Seward had determined upon closing

his Senatorial career. Another instance of political

malversation has ju^t transpired, Mi-. J. V. Fovvlor, the

postmaster of New York, having just absconded leaving

a deficit of 31,000/. He had hehl office for seven yeiirs,
j

an unusually long term for any American iunctionary,

and is described as a highly popular politician.

CalifoeniA.— Letters from San Francisco of April
|

19 renort that there is immense excitement throughout
|

the State about the Washoe silver mines Two or three
[

leads are as rich as they well can be, but whether the
.

whole district is argentiferous is yet. to be seen
;

tl»ere

"too nmch snow'to allow_^of -ore than the mos

been prorogued. Extensive preparations are making
throughout the provinces for the reception of the

Prince of Wales.

)^ailiamcnt*

country is "staked out," and

sell at from 1 to 50 dollars a loot.

CAXADA.-The Canadian Parliament has passed reso-

lutlo^sX abolishing canal tolls, and the House has
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Friday.—Co7iVocation,^-ln answer to Mr, Kujxaiud, Sir G- C-
Lewis said that the Convocation of the province of Canterbury
at its la^t sitting memorialised the Crown to be allowed to
meet to revise the 29th canon, which prohibits a father from.
standing as sponsor to his own child. Such permission had
been given, but the amended canon would be of no force until
the Crown asscnte<l to it. The Lords and the Paper Duty
Mepeal BiLL—Lord PALMERisTON moved that a select committee
of 19 members be appointed to search tbe journals of both
Houses of Parliament, in order to ascertain and report on the
practice ot each House with regard to several descriptions <k
liilla imposing or repealing taxes. He should abstaiQ from
entering at present into detail, and he trusted the Houae
would accept the resolution without discussion, Tbe reso-

lution would not pledge the House to anything beyond a
desire for informatiun.—Sir J. Pakinoton said that after what
had occurred it was impossible toieel any surprise at the course
which the noble lord was prepared to adopt. For his own
part he wad quite prepared to asrit^nt to the proposition, in-
asmuch as the noble lord bad already given an assurance that
the Government had no intention to precipitate a colliaiou

between the two Houses,—Mr, E. Jambs said that it was due to
the privilege of the House, and to the dignity and personal re-
spectof the Administration, that the Governmentshould statein
distinct terms what course they intended to take in the matter.—
Mr. T, DuNCOMBE moved that as the Bill had been postponed
by the House of Lords for six months. Parliament ought not
again to adjourn beyond November next, in order that another
opportunity may be afforded to th# House of Lords of consider-
ing whether the Uill may not be advantageously agreed to-—
Mr. Whalley seconded the amendment.—Mr, Bright, after
m-ging the great importance of this question, and accounting
for the absence ot any strong expression of public opinion
upon it by the naisrepresentations of the "dear" press of
London, complained of the vagueness of the reference under
which the committee would act. The use of terms so wide,
he said, might cause the real grievance to be lost sight of He
should have proposed to ascertain whether the House of Lordd
had, in recent periods, refused to give efl'ect to any Bill passed
by the House of Commons for the repeal of a tax no longer
deemed necessai-y for the service of the Crown, or for which a
substitute had been provided. He thought the amendment
offered a mode of getting out of the difficulty consistent with
the dignity aud honour of all parties; at tlie same time, as

delay was a great reconciler of djtlurenees, he moved that the
det)ate be adjourned to Thursday.—Lord J, Russell opposed
the amendment and the proposal of Mr, Bright, and justitied

the terms of the reference. Precedents, he ohiserved, might
be found of vai'ious kinds, and the question would be
whether the House of Lords had gone beyond them.
The Lords were jealous of their privileges, and reasonably so,

and the House of Commons should be furnished with every

kind of inloruiatiou on the subject. The amendment proposed

by Mr, Duncombe went beyond, and iixr beyond, the occasion.

While it would not be respectful to the other House, it would
interfere with the prerogative of the Crown in prorogfling Pai^

liament.—Mr. Clay objected to the amendment that it provided

no means of vindicatnig the privileges of that House. Aitw
considerable discussion both amendments were withdrawn,

and the original motion, amended by making the committee to

consist ot ai members instead of 19, was agreed to, to meet
after the Whitsun recei^s-~On tl\e motion for the adjournment
of the House to Thursday next, Mr. T, Duncomee asked the
Secretary for the Home l>epartmcnt whether, in consequence

of the bribery and coiTUption reported to prevail at RectUms

for GiouccHtT and HakiiieLd, the Government had anything to

propose upon the subject ; and, if not, by what right and for

what purpoae he delayed tho issue of new writs to those places.

Tiie AttornEY-G£N£RAL repeated the statement he had
already made on a former occasion, the substance of which was
that he had directed prosecutions to be instituted against the
principal delinquents, aud that he had made tbe selection with
great impartiality, having named lour persons from each side.

—ConLidurabie discussion ensued, in the course of which Mr,
Walpolk, Mr. Bright, aud other meml>er3 deprecated any
criminal proceedings, on the ground that the persons whom it

was now proposed to prosecute (mcluding Mr, Leatham, the
late candidate for WakeneldJ had made disctuam-es before the
commissioners in the lull ruliauce that they would be indem-
nified in tbe usual manner from the consequeuces of tbeir ad-
missions.—Sir G. Lewis said that the Government had been,

charged with supineness in instituting proceedings founded
upon these commissions, and nothing could be more embar-
rassing than when the first step of a prosecution had t)eeti

taken lor a debate to be raised in that House, in which admo-
nitions were indirectly conveyed to the Attomey-Geuer^
without any distinct resolution or positive facts to guide him>
With respect to the writs, the Keform Bill now pending
would aOect the constituencies of the two places, and the
Government had thought it a right course to propose the
suspension of the writs during the present Parliament, TAB
C^rwia.—In reply to Mr. Dillwyii, air G. Lewis said that if any
general opinion were expressed against the inexpediency
of inflicting a penalty under the provisions ot the Census
Bill for refusing to hil up the column describing the
rehgion of Uie inmates, the Government would not insist upon,
it, Payal Enlistment m iretawt,—The O'Honoohue brought
under notice tUy recent proclamation issued by the Irish
Government against the enlistment of troops for the Pope, and
connjliiined thut it w:is oppre^tsive and tyraQiiieal, not justitied

by reason or precedent, but, on the contrary, an attempt to
fetter Ireedom of action, and to give a triumph to the
Protestants of England at the expt;use ot the tJatholics of
Ireland.—Mr, Cardwkll defended the conduct of the Irish
government, and uxpiainod ihut all they had done xvas to issue

a notice (not a proclamation; calling the attention of the
people to the term* ot tiie Act ot ^arJiament which made
lurcign *. '*truciits illegai- JState of A'a^le^ ami ^icUy —Mr.
Bow ¥UE complained or a despatch ot Mr. i:;iXiot, dated Naples,
the 2Jd of March laMt, aud ch^trged that geuiletnan with haviog-
used violent aud insulung Jajiguage towards the Government
and King oi\Naplc0. In nn* opinion thu course adopted by Afr.
iilhot wH-s calculated to subvert the ordinary pnnciples upon
which diplomacy was based, and must in the end alienate two
Govemtnenis wnich were suppoeed to be on terms of amity.—
Lord pALMERSTOJf replied that tiie Government had not ex*
pressed any diaapprubation of the des{>atch whn;h was tbe
subject of Mr- Bowyer's censure. The chief characteristic of
that despatch was tiiat it stated tbe truth; for it was well
known that constitutional government was a dead letter in
Naples, and that tbe whole power and authority of the titate

was vested in a despotic and irresponsible police, Tbe adjourn*

ment ot the Mouse until Thursd^ was then agreed to.—Mr.
VfALt'oVE obtained leave to bring in a «iill to extend the pro-

visions of the [/niverUHM and Couegt £Uatfs Act (l^i8>—Un the

motion of air K, Smith, a Select Committee was appointed to

inquire into the circumstances which have caused the aUegod
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defective state of a considerable number of the (jun ajui
Mortar Boats of the Royal navy.—Mr. 9. Estcourt obtained
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the FritudLy Societies Act,
and a Bill to amend the Jxinds Claufcs Conxotidation
Acts in regard to sales and conipenaition for hiud by way
of an annual rent-charge. The faring-* Banks and Friendly
Societies' Inve-^thientu Bill was committed pro/onna. The Spirits
Mill and the Municipal Corporations (Ireland) Act Amendment
Bill were read a second time. Some discussion took place in
committee on the //iniiepera" Liability Bill, the further progress
of which was opposed on the ground of the violent aiid un-
necessary alteration in the law which it involved- A motion
that the chairman leave the chair was carried by 40 to 34. The
Jte/reshment Iloutes and Wine Licenses Bill was read a third time
and passed, amid some cheering. Sir J. Baj-^iard's Act passed
through committee. The Report of the Committee of Supply
was brought up and agreed to. The House then adjourned to
Thursday next.
Thursday.—.^nny Sstimates.—The House re-assembled after

the Whitsun holidays. On the motion for going into com-
mittee of supply on the Army Estimates, Major Edwards
asked for copies of the correspondence between the War
Office and the Treasury, respecting the omission of the usual
Tote for the annual training of the Yeomann/ Cavalry.—Sir
John Trei-awsy cjilled attention to the effect" of selection of
lieutenant-colonels of regiments upon the relative positions of
the Guar^l^i and Line in cases of exchange.—General Pkel urged
upon the Government the necessity of maintaining the Militia
in a state of the most perfect efficiency, regard being had to
the peculiar circumstances of the country. He congratulated
the Secretary for War on the success of the Volunteer Movement,
which he described as a " magnificent ariny," but heexpressed
an earnest hope that it would not be allowed to supersede the
<^ constitutional reserve of the kingdom.—Mr. J. Locke ad-
Tocated the claims of the artiticers of the Land Transport
Corps, org-.mised during the Crimean war, for the non-fulfil-
ment of the conditious upon which their services had been
enlisted.—Alderman Salomoks and Colonel North also sup-
ported their claims.—Mr. Conolly brought before the House
the subject of claims put forward by the officers of En-
gineers to certain Riyhts of FisJiery in Ireland upon
grounds which» he contended, were a violation of
private rights.—Sir D. L. Evans called attention to the recent
appointment of General the Hon C. Grey to the colonelcy of a
regiment, and said that his claims, tried by the tests specified
by high militjiry authorities, did not appear to entitle him to
this dii-tinction and reward in preference to other officers who
had rendered distinguished services. He added a few remarks
on our military expenditure, and on the volunteer movement,
with especial reference to its extension to Ireland.—Mr. Ad-
DERLEY called attention to the report of the committee on the
Military Defences of the Coloniei, inquiring whether the Govern-
ment intended to act upon that report. He contended that
the colonies ought not to be exempted from liabilitv to contri-
bute their share towards the expenses of their defence.—Lord
K. Cecil was in favour of extending protection to the colonies,
&nd instanced the Cape colony, where, he stated, a number
of independent or republican States had been created,
contrary to the wish of the colonists, and against
which the imperial Government was bound to provide some
P™^^tion. He deprecated any suggestions which would have
the effect of weaning the colonies from the mother country.—
Jlr. C. FoRTESCDE agreed with the observations of Lord R
Cecil and said that the reason for keeping up a military force
in the colouica waa not the problematic risk of a great Eurftpean
war, but the danger which might ensue from the pressure of
Jostihties with formidable native tribes.-Mr. A. MiLUS thought
the subject of military defences for the colonies waa a proper
one to be considered by a select committee of the House.—
General Uptoh asked if it were the intention of Government toxecommend to her Majnsty a revihion of the warrant datedJuly 1,
18^8, with a view to increase the ratcsof pension of non-comniis-
Btoned oificors and soidiers discharged tlie service iu a heJnle-ss
tondition.—After«oifH.'rtirther remarks by Mr. W. Williams. Col.Xnox, birCNAPiER, SirF. Smith, Sir L. Palk, and Mr. Uentinck,

I' r. "p^^^^^"^ rose to reply on the multilarious subjects
which hrui been under discussion for the preceding six hours
taking them in the order in which they were debated Theyeomanry, he said, was a mo.st valuable force, but the pressure
of the military expenditure had compelled hira to omit the
vote, lie replied iu some detail to tlie questions put by Sir JTreiawny. and to the remarks on the Militia and reliefs by
General Peel The Land Transitort Corps, he insi^^ted, had nota shadow of a claim, the Government having honestly adhered
to their bargain. He stated the principle which regulated

remarking that the question raised by Mr. Adderley requiredthe most careful and deUberate consideration, and that theGovernment would not be justified in ann-uncing their adop-tion of any particular plan. He pointed out the peculiaradvauuges enjoyed ordinarily by artillery officers ; at the«ame time, he thought they had, in some circumstances,

fhl r H''
^^opsi-ieration, and the subject was before

l?th?^?.^°^''*V"-.^''*^*"-.
^^^^^ * brief explanation

to iu«hY^th«' ''^*^'?'^ *? ^^J^""' ^^"^"^' h« proceededto justify the appointment of General Grey, describiuir his

thirft wo,M°?^^ "^ ^"" ^ ^*^ home,^'and observingthat it would be a mean, shabby, and cowardly course

he ^e d «r/ '-^^"^ .^ 7^i^^ ^^ ^«« entitled^ beeausi

'th.f ?i? ^ appomtment at Court. - Mr. DI^.RAELI saidthat the question put by Sir D. L. Evans involved a question

^la^^'^i^'^'H'
^"dependent of the merits of thTinSu^although he thought the answer of Mr. S. Herbert had justified

do'v^'^ri^t'^th'J
^^^^-^'^ Gr«y- .

If the House weri ?o Uy
fio^l H^ f, f^h "^^^^ ^" °®'=^'' l^«ld an appointment in theKoyal Household, he was not to be looked upon as entitled topromotion, it would have the effect of intrXSng an nf^o?Class of nersnna intr. tK^ *'^..^v

iufttead
^^

'^^^"e *i» ^^menor

Cents., 93i to i; JSew Two ami a Halt per Cents., 79;
hidiaii Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, 106£ to |; Ditto

Four per Cent. Debentures, 1858, 96f ; India Bonds,
7-y. to 2s, dis. ; Exchequer Bills, 7*. to 10*. prem.

—

Foreign: Brazilian Five per Cents., 1839 and 1859,

99 ; Buenos Ayres Six per Cents., 85^ ; Ditto for

Account, 86i; Chilian Six per Cents., 102^; Mexican
Three per Cents., for Acct., 21^; Portuo:uese Three per
Cents., 1853, 44^; Spanish Passive, 16; Committee's
Certificates, 4^; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for

Acct,. 7H ; Ditto for 1858, 57 ; Ditto for Acct., 571.
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Other Securities .. •. Iy,83;*,43I
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Gold and Silver Coin .. 716,563

je3S.48 1,991

M. MILLER, Deputy Caabier.
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Ota^ctte of tf^t azaeeft.

TUESDAT-BANKRUPTS-J. A. Axtell, W. R. Knights, and -».

AxT£LLt BermondsfT, TannfrB— K. Baknbs, Norwich, Shoe Mannfaclurer—

»

E, Brook, Charstieli Suffolk, Cattle Dealer—H, Edward*. Birmingham,
Merchant—J. Htni>mi\, Newport, Monmouth, Beer and Porter Merchant—
W. Long, Newport, Monmouth, Innkeeper—C, Koach. Devizes, Wiltshire,
Hosier—T, Spenckv, Woolwich, Tailor—W. Ti
Dealer-J, W. Wilc

, ,. , __soN, Liverpool, I'hmr
Manchester, Warp Sizcr— J. William, Cardiff,
IT,-,-.— *-.». i C_l# ^ i-' 1/ \k.-Glamorgan, Draper—P-WiLLiAMfiOBi, jun,^ Salford, Grocer—E. Wobtlet,

WiHesden, Middlesex, Builder.
BANKRUPTCV ANNULLED-S. Apams, Ware, Hertfordshire, BanVcr.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS - J. Norwell and Son, Glasgow,

Auctioneers—J, Petrie. Auehinblae, Fordoun. Kiacardineabire, Fariiier-
FB1UAY-BANKRIJPT8-S, Baxter, Minories, Ship's Smith—J. P.

Edwards, Birmingham, Merchant— \V, Fewh, New Broad Street, City,
Vnderwriter-A. GiR50>, Suffolk Street, Liverpool, Factor—J, Kibk and
G. Uay>ek, Manchester, Silk Dealers—S. Langford, Myddelton Stieet,
Clerkenwell, Leather Seller— K. Noble, Ambler Thorn, NorthoMram,
Yorkshire, Joiner and Carpenter—T, Palmer, Wellesboume, Warwickshire,
Maltster—D, Swift, Deeping Saint James, Lincolnshire, Butcher-A.
Wale, Nottingham, Ho-ier— G, H, Walton* Somtrtun, Somersetshire,
Grocer.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS -D, Dornixg or Dornin, Gla^ffow,

Steamboat Steward—J. Kilgour, Forfarshire, Baker—G. King, Edinburtch,
WitieMcrchant-J, Macleah, Dundee, Spirit Merchant—J. Paul, Dundee,
Shipowner—A. Wilson, Kilncadzow, Lanarkshire, Cattle Dealer.

Uicintti)

--Tlxe Uouso at length went h7to'"(i";^ru4TfSupp^^^^^^^^
J^.8._ Herbert moved certain votes, wiiich were^^^ed to

t^s«^wT' ^^^"^ ^^? Chairman was ordered to r^pS
ST.- ;.

1""
-^"'"l,^*'-^"' « ^t•^ ic. Repeal BiU was reada third

fi?/ ,.^ii5?,'^'*- T*"^-^"^^"""^
BtnioJS^and Diseases Pr^mSri£ill Ikis^od through Committee.

^ntcua

Ttfr'^T.^wT-^f^"*
;?"''" ^'^—^n answer to Lord FERMor and

r *l T*V' '^^ Chancellor of the Excheqder said that thetame bad not come for declaring his opinion on tbe reject on ofthe Paper Duties Bill by the Honse of Lords. It was a mostimporUnt question which bad arisen, and he thought thftnutilthe committee which had been appointed had^reporfed

they should adopt. At present, therefore, he wks notprepared to say whether he would remit the tea
J? '"??' *^"^y' Z*^ whether he would not -Mr Brigh?thought that the Government had taken the Xhl
«hnS^ 'h

referring the matter to a committee. If it shouW beshown that the just constitutional riL,'Iits of the House of

Hn^^r ^^ ^^^'^ iritnng^d, he should feel ashamed of the

^liiJi^T'^^r^^^^ members did not determine upoutaking steps to resist such an infringement of their privileges
[Left sitting.

1

ffiitj} infcllisence.
Monet Market, Feiday.—British Funds : Con-^U dosed at 94| to 95 both tor Money and the 6th inst •

Bank Stock, 22S to 229^ ; Reduced aid New Thre^^^^^^^

Metropolitan Subways.—The first of the subways
which have so often been proposed to the public boards
of the metropolis, as the most eflectual means of laying
down pipes for gas, water, &c., by the construction of
arches and vaults, and so rendering unnecessary the fre-
quent breaking up of the streets for those purposes, is
about to be constructed along the new streetleading from
Coventry Street into Covent Garden/ At the meeting
of the Board of Works on Monday, a report was
received from t]ic Streets Improvement Committee
submitting a specification for the formation of a sub-

I way along the Covent Garden approach, and after a
long discussion, the report was adopted by amnioritv
of 20 to G.

^ J J J

Defence of the Colonies.—The report of the
commissioners, Mr. G. A. Hamilton, Mr. J. K. Godley,
and Mr. T. F. Elliot, appointed last year, at the sug-
gestion of General Peel, to consider and report on the
principle upon which England should defend the colo-
nies, has just been submitted to Parliament. It appears
that the expenditure of this country for the military
defence of the colonies (not including the Mediterranean
stations and military posts) exceeded 2,000,000^. in the
last year for which the accounts are complete, employing
about 27,000 regular troops. The Dutch colonists con-
tribute about 2,500,000/. to the home exchequer, and
the Spanish colonies above 1,000,000/.; while the colo-
nies of Great Britain, speaking generally, have been
free from the obligation of contributing, either by
personal service or money payment, towards their own
defences. But there are grave doubts whether this
system is wise, whether Imperial garrisons in every
part of the empire can possibly be sufficient to resist
hostile expeditions, and whether the predominance of
our navy is not the true safeguard of those colonies
which have not inherent powers of resistance from their
nature or remote situation, or the character and number
of the population. It is also felt that such a division of
our forces weakens our means of defence at home, and
tends also to prevent the development of a spirit of self-
reliance among the colonists and to enfeeble their
national character. With some of the colonics there
are definite arrangements on the subject of expenditure,
—Malta, Mauritius, the Ionian Islands, and Ceylon pay
a contribution into the Exchequer in aid of military
funds; and New South Wales, Victoria, and South
Australia pay for military buildings and defences, and
the expense of any troops they may require beyond a
specified number. When General Peel was in office he
proposed that the principle should be extended to all
the colonies, laying down these two general rules :—
1. That England should assist in their defence against
aggression on the part of foreign nations, and. in a less
proportion, of formidable native tribes, but not assume
the whole of such defence; 2d. that military expendi-
ture for purposes of internal police should be defrayed
from local funds. The Commissioners in their report on
this scheme discuss the whole subject very fully. Mr.
Elliot IB not for so much change iu the present system
as his colleagues. Mr. Hamilton and Mr, Godley pro-

1

pose, tor all the colonies proper (not being mere miUtarv
posts), that two principles should be gradually adopted
—colonial management, and joint contribution at auniform rate. Each colony should decide on th
nature of its own defences and the amount
of its garrison, and the Imperial Government should
bear a share about one half of the cost, not exceed
ing a certain maximum. It should not be that we
defend them with their assistance, but that thev
defend themselves with ours. Some colonies would
form local corps, like the Canadian Rifles, at a ioint
expense, while others would apply for troops of the line -

as to which, however, the Imperial Government must
have the right to decide whether it could spare them
and the right to withdraw them in case of emergency
requiring it. This majority of the committee consider
that there should be an uniform rate of joint contribu-
tion applicable to all colonies. Mr. Elliot thinks it
should vary with the circumstances of each colony
He does not agree that the colonial defences ouo-ht to be
placed generally under local management. He thinks
the amount of imperial force to be allotted to the dif-
ferent colonics should be determined by the Home
Government. All the members of the committee concur
in calling especial attention to the Cape of Good Hope
where we maintain not a garrison but an army at a
cost which has been as much as 800,000/. in a single
year, and yet find the colony not, comparatively speak*
ing, of any considerable advatitage either as a field for
emigration, a supply of our wants, or a market for our
produce.

Royal Academy.—Mr. Augustus Egg has been
elected K.A., in the room of the late Sir W, Ross, by a
majority of 5 over Mr. Boxall, the portrait painter,
Mr. Sidney Srairke, R.A., has been elected Professor of
Architecture, the chair of which has been unoccupied
for more than a year. The vacancy caused by the
death of Sir Charles Barry has not yet been filled up.
The Exhibition of 1862.—The Council of tho

Society of Arts announce that the sum of a quarter of
a jnillion, which was the minimum fixed for ensuring
the Exhibition of 1862, has been guaranteed. The
amount already promised (including the subscription of
the Prince Consort for 10.000/.) is 292,000/., and is

daily increasing. The Society of Arts have there-
fore applied to the commissioners of 1851 for a
lease ot 16 acres of the land at South Kensington,
purchased out of the surplus arising from the Great
Exhibition of 1851, on which it is proposed to erect at
least a portion of the new building in a permanent form.
Floating Population op the City.—The Com-

missioner of;the City Police, at the request of Alder-
man Cubltt, M.P., Chairman of the Police Committee,
has caused an account to be taken of the number of
persons entering the city within a given period. The
result shows that the amazing number of 706,621 in-
dividuals passed into the city by its various entrances
during the 24 hours tested; and as the day selected for
the enumeration was free from any extraordinary
attraction to the city, there can be no doubt that the
return furnishes a fair estimate of the average daily
influx. Of the 706,621, the aggregate of this census of
a day, 49,242 only, or less than one-fourteenth, entered
during the night—viz., between the hours of 11 p.m:.

and 7 A.M. It is hardly necessary to add that these
numbers are altogether irrespective of the resident
population.

The Ellison Galleey.—A new gallery for water-
colour paintings under this title was opened to the
public on Saturday at the South Kensington Museum,
to which it has been presented by Mrs. Elizabeth
Ellison, widow of Richard Ellison, Esq., of Sudbrooke
Holme, Lincoln, who intended to have bequeathed them
to the nation. It consists of 50 works of the highest
class, including specimens of Messrs. G. Barrett, C.
Bentley, G. Cattermole, G. Chambers, David Cox,
Sydney Cooper. P. Dewint, Copley Fielding. C. Haag^
L. Haghe, Hills and Barrett, W. Hunt, W. L. Leitch,
S. P. Jackson, C.F. Lewis, F. Mackenzie, Jolm Martin,
Neafield, S. Oakley, S. Palmer. T. M. Richardson, D.
Roberts, T. S. Robins, G. F. Robsou, C. Stanfield, F. W.
Topham, J. M. W, Turner, W. Turner, J. Variey, Carl
Werner, and J. M. Wright. The main conditions
annexed to this gift are that the pictures shall be
deposited in the national collection of water-colour
paintings at Kensington, commenced by the Depart-
ment ofScience and Art, until a separate and permanenfc
room or rooms shall be erected for the purpose ; that
the professional adviser for the preservation of the said
water-colour paintings shall be tbe president of the
VVater-colonr Society for the time being; that they
shall be exhibited to the public as constantly as the oH
paintings in charge of the Science and Art Department,
and that they shall not be exhibited on Sundays.
Royal GEoaRAPHiCAL Society.—Earl De Grey and

RIpon has been compeUed by the pressure of his official
duties to resign the presidency of this Society. Lord
Ashburton has been elected in his stead, and will imme-
diately enter upon the duties of the office At the
anniversary meeting on Monday the founder's gold
medal was awarded to Lady Franklin for the purpose
of testifying to the fact that Sir John Franklin was the
first to discover a North-West Passage, and of expressing
the admiration of the Society of her noble and selt-
sacrificing perseverance in sending out at her own cost
several searching expeditious, until the fate of her
liusband had been finally asceft:Hiiied. Ti»e cfmncil's
gold medal was awarded to C.iptaiu Sir F. L. 31*Clin-
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toct B'^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ fortitude with which, in the

Fox yacht, he and his gallant companions had not only

enlarged our acquaintance with Arctic geography, but

had fSso brought to light the precious " record" which

has revealed to us the voyage and final abandonment

of the Erebus and Terror,

KewGaedens.—The tender of Messrs. CuVitt & Co.,

of Pimlico, for the erection of the great conservatory

and winter garden in the pleasure-grounds and arbore-

tum adjoining the Botanic Gardens, at Kew, has been

jiccepted by the First Commissioner of Works, and the

work commenced. It will be a trifle short of 700 feet

in length, covering somewhat about the same space as

the Great Eastern steam-ship, and will probably be the

largest purely horticultural buildhig in the world. It will

occupy an extensive area on the right-hand side of the

grand lawn avenue, leading from the Palm House to

the Pagoda.
Pneumatic Despatch. — A prospectus has been

issued of the Pneumatic Despatch Company, to be
established for the construction of pneumatic tubes for

the conveyance of despatches and parcels between
'various stations in the metropolis. The system has for

several years been privately in operation, the Electric

and International Telegraph Company having em-
ployed it between their central station in Lothbury
and the subsidiary stations at Cornhill and the Stock
Exchange, the original despatches being sent to save a

repetition of each message. It is now proposed to lay

down a complete and extended series of public lines in

London, on a scale which will receive not merely papers

and packets, but parcels of considerable bulk, including

the mail bags of the Post Office between the railways

and the district offices. It is considered, also, that it

will be found desirable to connect the various Govern-
ment establishments. The capital is to be 250,000Z., in

10?. shares, but, as it is intended in the first instance to

lay down a short central line, which will not cost more
than 14ifi00l.f the first issue of shares will be limited to

a total of 25,000/-, the subscribers having a pre-emptive
claim to the remainder, which, however, will not be put
forth until the success of the first short line shall have
been satisfactorily established. The Marqnis of Chandos
is the cliairman of the new company, and the board of
directors is composed of gentlemen well known in con-
nection with railway and other public works.
The Chtjrch-Rate Question.—Archdeacon Hale,

the Archdeacon of London, held his visitation last week,
and in the course of an elaborate charge to the clergy
referred as follows to the present position of the church-
rate question:

—

Jangerous to the Church, so that their desigiia &hould be
guarded against, churchmen at tlie same time viewing their

opponents as Christian brethren, and showing by their con-

duct that nothing can be more painful to them than these

public contests between Dissenters and the Church."

The Renewed Strike in the Building Trade.—
The apprehensions expressed last week that a revival of

the strike in the building trade was in immediate con-

templation are but too likely to be realised. A
memorial signed by Mr. G. Potter, who directed the

movement of the men in their last strufrgle, has been

presented by the Conference of the United IJuilding

Trades to the Central Association of Master Buildei's,

in which the intentions of the former to renew the nine

hours* movement are lormally declared. The following

is an abstract of this document ;

—

After 'dwelling strongly on the obligations of society to

aid, by all means in its power, in the great work of elcTating

and improving the working classes, it asserts that a curtail-

ment of the hours of labour is absolutely necessary to this end.

"We have to urge," it says, "the manifest tendency of the
age towards the reduction of daily toil in every branch of
employment ; the wide spread and constantly increas-

ing cravings of the working clasftos for a higher intell«c-

tnal and a purer moral condition of existence; the
immense difficulty and, in the majority of cases, the absolute
impossibility of administering to this desire' for mental im-
provement, so far as the operative bnildcrft are conccrnod,
without a diminution of the hours of toil ; and the determina-
tion on our part, as well as on the part of our fellow workers
throughout the country, not to cease the prosecution of the
present agitation until the boon of the nine hours is conceded."
** This last fact," it adds, " we submit to your attention, not
in any boastful or defiant spirit, but lest j'ou should be so far

deceived as to imagine that the operatire builders are to bo
diverted from the demand for the nine hours' movement- Kest
assured that the determination to achieve this amelioration of
our condition is too deeply rooted in our hearts for any amount
of resistance to turn us from our purpose."

Twelve months ago the destruction of church-rates was by
some thought not improbable. Happily that state of things
had passed away, and there were many who thought that the
mjportant principles involved in the union of Church and
Htate should not be abandoned without a struggle. In the
great city m which they had assembled there had been a union
or clergy and laity for common purposes of defence, and one
result of their exertions had been the change in public feeling
which they had lately witnessed in regard to church-rates.
This union had been brought about mainly by an eminent
London banker, and there could be no doubt it was to him that
the Church was indebted for having been enabled to put forth
her strength throughout the country, and thus defeat the
scheme for which her opponents had so strenuously laboured
He had no hesitation iu saying that if the prospects of the
Uiurch were better than they were 12 months ago, it was to
the iaity they owed the change. On the subject of church-
rates, for example, a committee of layraeu had been appointed
and It was to their exertions that they owed the committee of
the House of Lords, named in July hist, to inquire into that
question. That committee, under the presidency of the Duke
oi Marlborough, had brought about the most impoitantand
tne most unexpected results. Prior to that inquiry many
\.uurchmen were willing to give way to the Dissenters on the
P^^^/'f conscience, and this feeling was strengthened in themmds of some by the fact that a portion of the revenues of this
country was spent in promulgating the idolatries and supersti-
tions of the Church of Rome. He did not profess to be
acquainted with the political movements out of which the com-
inittee of the House of Lords arose, but he had reason to believe
that it was formed, not to consider the question of abolition of
churcli-rates, but to ascertain how a compromise could be
effected in the best manner. But the investigation had
relieved the country from grave and imminent peril,
and he could not help thinking it a providential circum-
stances that such men as Dr. Foster and Mr. Morley had
been examined. They had fully developed the whole of
the objects and designs of the Liberation Society, and
no one could read tlieir evidence without seeing that they
believed that they had obtained so firm a hold of public
opinion, that they might scout any propositions which Church-
nien might make for a settlement. Among these gentlemen,
however, were not mere noisy talkers, but earnest and thought-
lul men, who were at work in all our lai^e towns, and their
avowed object was the separation of the Church from the
otate. They had avowed, moreover., that it waa their desirew take away the Regium Donum which was granted to the

ni^^5*"*^
Uitaentci-s in Ireland. It was to the openly ex-

pw«8ed views of these gentlemen that they owed the altered

TA^i^^ f
*^^ c-^untiy and Parliament ou the subject ofchurch-

thP .^ T" ^^ T'^ "^'^ evident to all that their designs were of

tftWp??1p *^'*'^ ^^^ revolutionarv character. The evidence

rTli^^f^f *^ ^.^^ committee of the House of Lords showed that

thP.V ,^
,?''"^*=i*^nce had very smaU weight with them, and that

tiV«i l^f ?? t "^J^^*^ ^'^ to level to the ground every ecclesias-

S^nrn^';*'*''"*'"*- Against these designs the Church, if

hp^nZ -P^f ^^ tierselL would succeed. Churchmen had

hP?^Z T*^' ^"*^ tliis union, being one of self-defence,

Chi-i«r •
^^ would be observed everywhere in a true

bittp7
spint, and that nothing would be done to encourage

nffV^Tfj^^^^i
Reeling. The church-rate question was not one

»«^tiDgeiergy only, or «veu the Church alone, but it was a

rnnnit^^^^^'^"^ national question affectmg the whole com-
^umry, and involving the maiuteuance of the national religion.

Zt^a^ nnght be the iaw of the iand the Church would be

wl I * ^ ** ^^^ churchmen claimed at the hands of our

It
\^*^ t*i^t they should not wilfully and ignoiuntly destroy

V ''hat had taken place should be a warning to churchmen,
snowing us it did what could be done—what a few thoughtful,
earnest men in large constitiiencies could effect—and what

k"^?*^^
they could bring to bear upon the Legislature. Those

WHO had been earnest in their etforts for the abolition of
church-rates would prove earnest for something else not less

DESTETJCxn'E Storm.—On Sunday night the metro-
polis was visited by a violent gale, accompanied at

intervals with heavy rain. On Monday morning
between 4 and 5 o'clock the rain fell heavily, and the
temperature was rather that of January than May.
Snow and hail fell during the storm, causing much
injury to fruit and other trees. The river was so

rough that some of the stoam-boats were unable to

reach their destinations. At Lambeth, Battersea, and
other places on the Surrey side of the river, several

houses were partially inundated. In various parts of

the suburbs houses were unroofed and stacks of cliimneys

blown down, and many of the trees in the parks were
injured. The storm waa felt throughout the greater

part of England from Cornwall to Northumberland,
and was in many places accompanied by a heavy snow
storm. It raged with great violence among the

shipping at Plymouth, Portsmouth, and other ports

upon tlie coasts of the English, Irish, and Bristol

Channels, and on the whole of the east coast of Eng-
land. About 150 wrecks Lave already been reported,

several steamers are missing, and on the east and north-

east coast several ships were seen to go down with all

hands without the possibility of rendering assistance.

During the height of the gale eight ships went down
off Yarmouth beach, in the sight of thousands of spec-

tators, and not a soul of the 40 or 50 men on board

was saved. In Filey Bay 13 yawls were wrecked, and

at Redcar no less than 25 vessels were driven ashore.

The storm was also severely felt at Lewes, Mailing,

Lincoln, Manchester, Northallerton, Liverpool, Lowes-

toft, Winterton, Scarborough, York, Kipon, Thirsk,

Pickering, Whitby, and Bradford.

St. Geoege*s-in-the-East.—The disturbances which
have so long prevailed in this church were checked on
Sundny evening by the decisive course adopted by the

churchwardens of refusing admittance to every boy and
girl who came unprovided with a prayer-book or had the

appearance of a rioter—boys and girls having been the
principal disturbers of the services. About 400 young
persons were turned away, and there was no crowding
in the body of the church, as directly the pews were
filled no other persons were allowed to enter, all new
comers being directed to the galleries, which were kept
in something like order by the chief constable of the
parish, and a small body of police. The choristers were
refused admission within the altar raiU, directions to
that effect having been given by the Bishop, and were
consequently placed in the organ loft, five clergymen
occupying the apse, the rector being among them.
There was no procession of priests and choristers, the
Bishop having issued a prohibition against that part of
the ceremonial ; but when the Rev. F. G. Lee entered
the reading-desk he was assailed with a loud howl,
which was kept up at intervals during the prayers.

The sermon was preached by the Uev. Carew Blacker,

curate of St. Mary's, Lambeth Butts, and was received

with derisive cheei-s. There were the usual distnr!>ances

at the close of the service, but they were far less violent

than on any other evening during the last six months.

The Whiiwobtii Gvs.—On Saturday afternoon a

saries of interesting experiments was carried oat at the

Nore for the purpose of testing the efficiency of Mr.

Whitworth's SO-pounder riried guns, as opposed to

wrought iron plates several inches in thickness. The

gun was placed in position on board the Carnation,

screw gun vessel, tender to the Cnmberland guard-

ship at Sheerness, and the firing took place against the

steam floating battery Trusty, which had been fitted

up with iron plates of extraordinary thickness. The

exoeriments were witnessed by the Lords of the

Ad'miralty and a large number of naval and military

officers and scientilic gentlemen, and the result clearly

demonstrated the extraordinary power of the elongated

shot when discharged from Mr. Whitworth's heavy
rifled ordnance. The first shot fired with a 12 lb.

charge of powder struck on the edge of two plates,,

piissing clear through the 4^ inches of wrought iron,

and starting both plates 1^ inch in an outward
direction. After passing about 11 inches Into the oak^

the head of the projectile glanced against a massive
bolt, which turned it up at a right angle to its former
course, where it remained buried in the framing.

between the plates and the inside of the ship. Had it

been a shell, and burst in this position, it would have
ripped the plate off or blown the main-deck timbers in.

The second shot was fired with a 14 lb. charge, and hit
a small white target in the centre of an armour-plate.

This went completely through the side into the main
deck of the Trusty, The hole it made in the plate wa*
a clean hexagon, precisely the size of the shot. It
passed not only through the wooden side, but through
one of the ribs of the ship, tearing off and smashing the
iron knee, and covering the main deck with splinters of
wood and iron. The shot, when found, was so hot that

no one could touch it. It scarcely showed any sign of
damage beyond being compressed to about an inch
shorter, and consequently increased in its diameter at

the head by about half an inch. The third shot,,

owing to a mistake with regard to the elevation of the
distance-sight, passed clear over the vessel. The fourth"

struck obliquely, passing through the iron and sides,

and striking the end of a deck beam, in which it

buried itself. The fifth shot pierced through
the centre of a plate and into the main deck of th&
ship, driving before it a mass of splinters and an,

immense iron bolt, which, from the position in which it

was found—among the fragments of wood on the main
deck, had evidently been dashed through and whirled

about with a force only inferior to that of the projectile-

itself. It was noticed that at the instant of concussion

between this shot and the vessel's side a broad sheet of
intensely bright flame was emitted, almost as if a gun
had been fired from the Trusty in reply. The Lords of
the Admiralty then went on board the floating battery,

and after minutely inspecting the results of the trials as,

shown by the perforations in the iron and timbers,

expressed themselves completely satisfied with the

experiments.

University of Londok.— Her Majesty has nomi-
nated the Right Hon. Robert Lowe, Dr. Richard Quain,

M.D., and Mr. James Paget, F.R S., to vacancies in the

Senate of this University, caused by the deaths of Bishop.

Maltby, Lord Macaulay, and Mr. M,T. Baines.

Royal Deamatic College.—The foundation stone

of this institution was laid yesterday at Maybury, near

Woking, by the Prince Consort. A fancy fair was
afterwards held, at which the principal actre^es of the

metropolitan tlieatres attended the stalls, and the
principal comedians superintended thegames and sports,

with a variety of appropriate amusements. The Artil-

lery Company, of which his Royal Highness is captain-

general, provided a guard of honour, and the bands of
both the Grenadier and Coldstream Guards were in?

attendance. All the minor details were provided for on
a judicious scale, and the South-Western Company ran
special trains for the convenience of visitors.

Society op Antiquaries.—Mr. C. Knight Watson,.
M.A., F.S.A,, has been unanimoasly elected Secretary of
this Society, in the room of Mr. J. G. Akerman, who
has retired on account of ill health.

The Great Eastekn.—The works remaining to he-

completed before the Great Ship is ready for sea have
now been brought within such a compass as to leave no
doubt of her being prepared to start on Saturday next,
the 9th inst, A large body of engineers and smiths
from Swindon went on board on Monday to assist in
carrying out the alterations in the machinery, which.
will be finished by Wednesday next. Mr. Yates, the
secretary to the Company, sails for New York to-day
to make arrangements for the reception of the ship on
the other side of the Atlantic, and the last steamer
brought over a pilot for her from New York, There is

a very fair demand for berths, but as the number will

be limited to 300 passengers only, there is no doubt of
the ship having her full complement. The crew signed
articles on Saturday last, and almost the whole of the
hands are now on board. Mr. Bold, tlie manager, will
accompany the ship to New York, and remain with her
during her stay in America. Some insurances have
been effected at Lloyd's by individual proprietors in the
Company to the value of their shares. The rate charged
for the voyage to America out and home is 6 per cent.^
or about four times the usual terms.

TjiK Public Health. — The Registrar- General's
Weekly Return states that in the week that end^
Saturday, May 26. the total nnmber of deaths registered
in London was 1087, being nearly the same as that
of the previous week. In the corresponding weeks
of the 10 years 1850-9 the average number, corrected
for increiise of population, was 1133. The present
return is therefore 46 below the average. Durincr the
week the birtiis of 842 boys and 838 girls, in all 1680
children, were registered in London. In the 10
corresponding weeks of t!ie yeare 1850-59 the average
number was 1606.

Aldebshott.—The coroner for Surrey held an in-

i]u. st on Saturday at Aldershott on the bo<iy of Anne
Read, a fine young woman of 18, who had been
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'brutally murdered on the previous Suturdny night by

two privates of the Military Train, namcil John Farrell

and Martin Conway. Prom the evidence adduced it

appeared that deceased, who was one of the unfortunate

ciaB9 living U|K)n the camp, had been in company with

the men at their quarters, and wag seen proceeding

with them late at night towards the common, in the

direction of the Basinprstoke Canal. A female acquaint-

ance of deceased left her in their company ; and

shortly afterwards, in passing over Batemaii's Hill,

heard loud screams of "Murder!** in a woman's voice,

coming from the canal, and cries of " Oh Lord, oh
Lord ! do let me alone ! " and then a sudden plash in the

water and all was silent. The lock-keeper, who found

the body in the canal, stated that her clothes were torn

to pieces, as ifshe had been engaged in a fearful struggle,

iind that marks of extreme violence were visible on the

body. The police constable who apprehended the

accused told them he charged them with murder, when
Conway replied, "And a good thing, too;" and Farrell

added, " And so say I.** He searched them, and found

on Conway a purse and some other articles belonging

to the murdered woman. Other evidence left no doubt

that the prisoners maltreated and plundered the woman,
and then threw her into the canal. The jury returned

a verdict of Wilful Murder against both the prisoners,

and the coroner issued his warrant, committing them to

take their trial on the capital charge..

Bradford.—On Wednesday week a boiler, of the

multitubular form, exploded at Thompson's Mill, Goit

Side, in this town. A youth of 15, named William

Binns, was at the time throwing coals into the furnace,

and was in a moment so dreadfully blinded and scalded

by the sudden rush of steam, that he fell on the ground.

His father, the engine-tenter, ran to his assistance, and
after much difficulty seized the boy, whom he found
lying scalded almost to death upon a heap of coal, and
bore him off, though almost blinded and severely scalded

himself. 'I'hey were both removed to the Bradford
Infirmary. The yoiith died on the same night, and the

father lies in a precarious condition. The explosion

arose from a boiler plate under the furnace having
^iven wav,

BiKMiNGHAM.—On Wednesday night a town meeting
on the subject of the Government Reform Bill was held
in the Town Hall, convened by the Mayor, on a requi-

sition signed by about 1500 persons. 1'he meeting was
attended by about 5000 persons. Besolntions having
been adopted to the effect that though the Bill is not
sufficiently comprehensive and does not provide a lodger

franchise, it is entitled to the candid support of all

fiiendd of Parliamentary Reform, another resolution
was adopted expresaive of confidence in Messrs, Schole-

'ftcld and Bright, and of condemnation of the UTijnst

imputation and cowardly attacks which had been from
time to time madu upon Mr. Bright, in consequence of
his fearless ndvocaf^y of the cause of the people. Mr.
Brigltt, M.P., in acknu>vledging the compliment spoke
^M follows :

—

"With reference to the borough francbiae, as proposed under
the GovenimeDt iiill, it would cheat the people to substitute a
higher one, and destroy what faith remained in those who
wore thought to be the leadinjf men in the government. His
highest estimate in the increase of the constituency under the
new measure was 350,000. This small number out of 7,000,000
some of Lord Derby's fHends regarded as 'dan^^crous and
revolutionary.* Ho alluded to speeches of Mr. Uidrueli aucl
Sir B, Lytton on this question. With reference to that of the
last, he designated it as a speech of elaborate eloquence, but
wanting in the kernel and soul of true eloquence—it wanted
one particle of truth. It contitiued everything about the
fancy democracies of 20OO yeiua ago, but nothing with
regard to the character and rights of the population of
this country of the present day. He spoke of an expression
used by one whom he designated as ' one of the tilled feeble
of the House of Commons,' who had expressed an opinion
that if the Reform Bill passed the working classes might
meddle with the ' incidence of taxation.' He referred to the
eircumstances attendant upon the rejection of the Reform Bill
of the Derby Government last year, and siiid that that
paity appeared disposed to beha%'e as honourably now as they
did 30 years ago. In reference to this question elaborate aud
unfounded slanders were circulated against the people, of
which some day they might take advantage. He paid a tribute
to the spirit of endurance and other high qualities displayed by
the Industrial population of this country. He remarked oa
theh- obedience to the laws, and expressed an opinion that
nothing could equal the blindness of those who charged such a
class with meditating the overthrow of the constitution under
which their forefathers had lived : but the vast industry of the
people the g07«ming class valued only because it afforded the
mmna by which a vast amount of taxes might be raised. He
next alluded to the recent coaduct of the Uoviae of Lords on
the Paper Duty Bill. There, he said, was an irresponsible
hereditary body, famed for no deeds or services to the State,
who neither attended on platforms nor isiucd addreiwes, nor
received votes, seekiugr to be their masters, and e.\ercising a
j^wer in 1860 unknown and unrecognised by their forefathers
lor centuries. It waa in 18C0 that this new monster made
its appearance, and it was for the people to extirpate it at
'Once, to put such a ban upon it at once titat it might
never be heard of again. No duty could be worse
.than the paper duty which it was sought to retain ; it
was a tax on their books, on their amusements, on their
hours of leisure and intellectual culture. The treaty with
France would be productive of the greatest advantage to both

•ooxintries. A Government which could inaugurate such a policy
and a Chancellor of the Exchequerwho would make it the pivot
of his budget, were entitled to the moral support of the whole
of the industrial popolation. Certain newspapers had con-
tained comments of a hostile character iu retereuce to the
treaty and the repeal of the Paper Duty. One, the most power-
ful, had been doing all the mischief It could m the matter, and
at that moment, when the House of Loi-ds was endeavoioring

—

he would not say to recover a power, but to obtain a power
hostile to the rights and liberties ut the people of this country,
the journal to which he referred had done as much as it dared
=to urge the rejection of the Paper Duty Bill, at the same time
pretendhig not to do anything. The Timet had a paramount
-latfixest in this matter, it might be fairly estimated that it paid
in papM duty 26,000i. a year. If the duty was repealed, it
Jmght have to come down to H^l. if to SJ., that would be

so much less the paper duty loss to the proprietors ; so that

The Times newspaper was selUug the dearest interests of its

country for its own gain. He next passed an eulogy on the

low-priced ^tress, said he looked for the day not distant when a

daily paper would be found in every cottage, and glanced at it

as a moans of jjolitical power for the people. He referred to

the conduct of the House of Lords and former circumstances

of antagonism with the House of Commons and the people.

He expressed a hope that iu this question of tlie remission of

taxes the people would never submit to men who had exercised

a power which they did not derive from the greatest of all

rights—the confidence of a free people. He concluded with

expressing a hope that the people were not so degenerate as to

allow this inherent right to be wrested from their hands. He
hoped that Birmingham would be true to its ancient character,

speaking with no uncertain voice, standing up for those rights

they prized so highly-, and which its people had made such

magnanimous efforts to maintain."

Bridgewatee.—The local papers contain long

accounts of some extraordinary proceedings which have

aaain taken place at the Agapemone. It appea^-s that

ahout six years ago Mr. Lewis Price, a Welsh clergyman,

joined the establishment, and afterwards married one of

three Miss I^ottidges, who are said to have taken with

them to the Agapcmone 6000/. each, the whole of which

was secured to Mi\ Prince, the head and lord of the

community. Another Miss Nottidge was married to an

inmate, and a third died lately under distressing

circumstances. The brother of the deceased lady has

taken legal proceedings against Mr. Prince, for the

recovery of the fiOOOZ. which his sister possessed, and

the case will it is nnderstood come before the Judges

next term. Mr. Price appears at one time to have

been a zealous advocate of the system, and was one of

those who attended a meeting held some time since In

this town, to persuade the inhabitants that Mr. Prince

was a prophet and redeemer. About three months ago

Mr. Price, having been deprived of his wife for six

weeks, got tired of bis lord's assumptions, and left the

house, after vainly endeavouring to take his lady with

liim. With the'^Iate Mr. Waterman, of Castle House,

Enmore, be resided for a short time, and subsequently

stayed at the Lamb Inn, Spaxton, adjoining the Agape-

mone, devoting his time and energies to procure the

release of his wife. Various have been liis plans and

contrivances to attain this end; but they have hitherto

proved unavailing. Application was made to the police

to remove Mrs. Price by force, her husband alleging

that he had reason to believe that she was detained

against her will, but as the constables had no power to

intrude themselves into the place and remove one of its

members by force, another plan had to be devised. It

was arranged that when the lady Avas walking on the
terrace in the rcur of the dwelling Mr. Price should

jump the barriers dividing the grounds from a neigh-

bouring fiekl, seize his wife, and trust to the protection

ofthe police to prevent the gentlemen of the Agape-
nionc rescuing her. This scheme however turned out

to be dlflitailt of oxeeution. Whenever Mrs. VnCFTnade
her apjx'itrance in the gardens and on the terrace, she

was guarded by a Princeite on either side, or was
accompanied by one only with others at hand.

Kecourse was consequently had to law, and a solicitor of

Bridgewater, in company with Jlr. Price, demanded
tlie lady at the gates of the Agapemone itself. The
gates were locked against them when their business was
known, and access to the lady denied. Affidavits were
next laid before the judges detailing the circumstances

of the case, and declaring that the lady was detained

against lier will. A writ of habeas corpus was there-

fore issued, the return to which was made last week
before a Judge in Chambers, Sir F. Slade appearing for

Mr. Price, and Mr, Lovibond on the part of the

founder of the Agapemone, producing Mrs. Price in

proprid persona. The lady deposed that she was not

detained in defiance of her inclination, and that she

was desirous of remaining in the establishment. This

reply defeated the aim of the husband, the judge at

once declining to make an order for the restoration of

the lady. Further proceedings are to be taken in

reference to the question of money, Mr. Price behig
shut out from the enjoyment of any portion of his

wife's 6000^, as well as from the fortune he owned him-
self prior to his joining Mr. Prince. It is stated that

all the inmates of the Agapemone transfer their pro-

perty to their chief, and sign a deed by which they
agree to forfeit all on discontinuing to reside at the
place and separating themselves from the association.

By the same deed provision is made that members ab-

senting themselves three months shall be excluded.

The people of the village of Spaxton allege that 17 or

IS Agapoihohltes have quitted the place within

12 mouths, and they say for seven or eight years no
children have been born to the many couples living in

the mysterious establishment.

Cambeidoe.—The Queen has appohited the Rev.
Charles Kingsley, Hector of Eversley, and author of

many popular works, to be Professor of Modern History

in the University of Cambridge.
Liverpool.—An inquest was opened on Saturday,

and continued by adjournment on Monday, on the

body of Martin Mors, a Dutch seamen, who died at the

Northern Hodpital last week, under circumstances which

led to the belief that he had died from the treatment

he had received on board the American ship Ocean
Monarch during the voyage from New Orleans to

Liverpool. Several of the crew deposed tliat while the

vessel lay in the Mersey, and after she had been docked,

they had seen the second officer. Philander Hall, and
the third mate, Daniel Devonport, repeatedly knock
deceased down with belaying pins and kick him. The
surgeon at the Northern Hospital said he had made a

post mortem examination, and was of opinion that the
cause of death was inflammation of the lungs, which
might be the result of such violence as that described.
One of the ribs on the left side was broken, but tliis he
believed was an old fracture. The jury, after only a
few minutes* consideration, found a verdict of Man-
slaughter against Hall and Devonport j and the coroner
issued a warrant for their apprehension.

Manchester.—The adjourned meeting of the council

of the Lancashire Reformers' Union on the steps to be
taken in reference to the alleged aggression by the
House of Lords was held on Tuesday in this city. Mr.
Bright, M.P., w^as present, and addressed the meeting
at great length, after a resolution had been adopted ex-

pressing great satisfaction at the steps taken by the
House of Commons to maintain inviolate its right to

determine the sum of the taxes to be laid upon the
people, and pledging the meeting to support the House
by every means in its power.

RuGBX.—A rifle corps has been formed in Rugby
school, under the superintendence of the Rev. Dr.
Temple, after the example already set by Eton and
Winchester. So many volunteers have already sent iu,

their names that it lias been found necessary to have
twice the number of drills originally intended, and it is

expected that at least four companies will be raised

with two officers to each.

Saudhubst.—An annual nomination to Addiscomhe

has been given to Wellington College by Sir James
Weir Hogg, and two additional nominations for next

year. The immediate erection of a chapel is rendered

necessary by the unforeseen increase of numbers, which

will shortly require the large dormitory used as a tem-

porary chapel to revert to its original purpose, Mr.

Gilbert Scott is preparing plans for the new chapel,

towards the cost of which the governors have appro-

priated 2500/., and it is expected that this sum will be

doubled by the liberality of parents and others in-

terested in the college.

WoijVERHAMPTon.—Within the eight days ending

on Thursday the 24th ult. no fewer than four steam

boilers exploded in South Staffordshire, two of which

caused the death of one man each, and serious personal

injury to others. On the last occasion two boilers ex-

ploded, one at the works of the Chillington Iron

Company in this town; the other at Birchells, near

Walsall, the proprietor of which is uncle to the chief

proprietors of tne Chillington Works, and was once a

partner in that concern. These two explosions happened

within half an hour one of the other. The inquiry into

the death of the man killed by the Chillington explosion

showed a state of things in connection with steam boilers

by no means calculated to increase the public security.

The boiler was one of a range of five tubular boilers,

each aaffe. long by I7fki—Gin.- ^n diameter, con-

structed with the approved breeches flues, and

worked by three engines. All the five were con-

nected by a range of steam piping over them,

and had no fewer than five safety valves, any

one of which was of sufficient dimensions to allow the

escape of all superfluous steam from any one boiler, and

all of which would come into operation directly there

was an unnecessary production of steam in any one of

the boilers. It appeared however from the evidence of

Mr. E. T. Wright, engineer of this town, that there

were several minute cracks in the boiler, extremely

difficult to be detected by the eye, and not likely to be

noticed unless their existence were suspected. To the

existence of these insidious cracks he attributed the

greater number of boiler explosions of which it had

hitherto been impossible to explain the cause. Mr.

Stephen Thompson, boiler-maker, of Bilston, a man of

considerable experience, confirmed these views. The

coroner remarked upon the very serious state of things

which Mr. Wright's evidence disclosed, as it must

greatly increase the feeling of insecurity in the public

mind in connection with the use of steam boilers ; and

his opinion was concurred in by the jury when he said

it was high time that some other method of inspection

was adopted than was now generally practised. A

verdict of Accidental Death was then recorded.

RExrEN OF THE LoED LiETTTENANT.—The Earl of

Carlisle and suite arrived at Kingstow^n on Saturday

night from Holyhead, after a visit of some weeks to

London,
The Pope's Irish Brigade.—In spite of the

Government warning measures are in progress for

raising a cavalry brigade in Ireland for the Popes

service, and "proclamations "denouncing the "Govern-

ment Caution" continue to be posted up in various

parts of the country. The Nation suggests as a means

of defeating the government notice, that the Iiish

constabulary and others who wish to enlist in the Pope 8

army should declare their intention to enter the Papal

police, as "the laws against 'foreign enlistment' do not

afi*ect or apply to persons about to enter the police force

or other civic employment of a ioretgn State." I* **

said that 250 of the Limerick County force have

already resigned for this purpose, and that the force i"

Clare. Cork, and Kerry are disposed to foUovr the

I example. The statement of a Limerick paper that

6000 of the constabulary are willing to resign with »

view of emigrating to Kome is considered an exaggerft-

tion. Fifty young men from Tipporary passed throuqQ

Kilkenny a few days since for Dublin. They SHi
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hpv were "emigrating to NewfoundlamI" and were

accompanied by two priests. It is believed that their

real aestination was the Papal States.
^

The Duke of Manchester's Irish Schools.—It is

-tated by an Armagh paper that, after full considera-

tion of the importance of the step, the Duke of Man-

Chester has decided upon placincr the nnmerous schools

e>,gine, tender, and break were, in fact, co.npletely
^w^n' y^-^-i^Ve^rlrtVcTp^^^^^

desti-oyed. The other carriages \vere more or less . . . .

injured, many of the passengers sustaining serious

wounds and contusions. The fireman. Church, on find-

ing that the train was rushing to destruction, leaped

from the tender, and falhng flat upon the ground

escaped unhurt. The driver» Thomas Annis, however,

on !,;« (trace's large estates iu that county under the remained firm at his post, and escaped unhurt
!

The

Nationiil Board of Education.

Akrest in the North.—A large number of persons,

safd to be implicated iu some illegal conspiracy, was

arrested on Saturday in Dundalk ; but whether con-

nected with the old Riband confederation or the more

recent Phoenix plot is not yet clear. The arrest was

made with such precision and quietness that the towns-*

people knew nothing of the affair until Monday evening.

The authorities are said to be in possession of informa-

tion regarding the ramifications of the conspiracy, in

which persons holding rather a respectable station in

life are implicated. Mr. Fitzmaurice, the resident

magistrate, is taking information against the conspira-

tors, and it is believed that several more warrants are

in the hands of the police.

Aid fob Garibaxdi.—^The American ship Charles B.

Trultt, which has been lying in Cork harbour for the

last five or six mouths, sailed with a cargo ot rifles

from Queenstown on the 24.th ult. for Liverpool. She

was freighted by the Gai-ibaldi Committee in New York,

but, having arrived at Cork after the war had ter-

mmated, she lay at Queenstown awaiting orders from

the States. It is supposed that Garibaldi's recent

movements have occasioned her departure.

polling

Tattersall^s, Tuesday. — The Epsom SettliTig, — The final

. settling to-day was heavy, but was conducted with the utmost
'
regularity ; only one absentee of importance beiujf reported,

whose liabilities are said to amount to upwards of 7000^. Tbo
"Ring" did not seem to be very heavily hit, Thormanby
having held his position in the betting almost from first to last

with much fnmuess- It is said that Mr, James Merry wins in

bets and stake nearly 100,000^ and that his "commissioner"
nets lO^OOOL, and his trainer about 4000f.

Presentation of the Belts to Sayers and Heenan.—On
Wednesday evening the two belts prepared by the friends of

Sayers and Heenan were presented at the Alhambra, in

Leicester Square. There was a large audience, including

several noblemen and gtjntlemen. Shortly after nine o'clock

Bayers and Heenan, accompanied by Mr. Bowling, of HM's
Lift, and Mr. Wilkes, of the New Yort Spirit of the Tlrru% and
other gentlemen, entered the ring, A preliminary speech was
delivered by Mr. Caldwell, who said he was there to introduce
' the two bravest men in the world since the time of Welling-
ton and Napoleon." Sayers and Heenan shook hands upc»n
the introduction as heartily as if they had never seen each
other before. Mr. Cowling read an address to Heenan, after
which he j)resented him with a highly ornamented silver-

mounted belt, the exact copy of the belt he had come from
America to win. Mr, Wilkes then rose and presented an
address to Sayers, in which he said that '* thousands oi* both
aides of the Atlantic joined in the testimonial. The belt he
now presented to Mr. Sayers would remind liim of that other
he had not lost, but had maintained iu IG hard battles- Should
Sayers visit Amenca, he 'would find the warmest welcome.
The late contest was one of a worthy character ; it revived the
sprrit of chivalry among the knights of old, for it was fought
"With the graceful bearing of knights. Upon neither Sayers nor
Heenan did the blame rest for the contest being unfinished.
He was now authorised to say that had Heenan won the belt,

though he might have asked for a loan of it for a few weeks, it

was his intention to have returned it to Sayers." The belts
were then buckled on, and Sayers and Heenan passed round
the circle, arm-in-arm, amid loug cheering. Addressing him-
self to the audience, Heenan said; "These are the proudest
moments of my life." Sayers added, " I return my sincere
thanks tooneandall of you." Both men looked inadmirable con-
dition, and their visages bore no perceptible traces of the terrible

puiiishrrent they mutually underwent on the 17th ApriL The
ceremony of the presentation was repeated at the same place

yesterday, and is to be repeated to-day. Sayers and Heenan
are afterwards to go on a tour through the provinces to give
their country admirers an opportunity of witnessing the happy
termination of their rivalry.

llailtoai!0»

Frightful Accident on the Great NoEXHEitx.—
An accident of a most extraordinary character, but as

yet unattended by any fatal results, took place on Wed-
nesday evening at the King's Cross terminus of tlio

Great Xorthern, to a return excursion train, conveying

passengers from Tjiverpool, Manchester, Sheffield, Hud-
dersfield, and other large towns in the north ol" England.

The train, which consisted of 35 carriages, two ot them
j

being luggage-vans, was due at King*3 Cross at 6.40

5.M., and was pretty punctual iu its arrival. Tlie engine,

however, instead of slackening its speed, as usual on

entering the station, dashed at full pace through the
station, leaped the platform at the find of it, a height of

between 5 and 6 feet, carrying with it the tender, the

break, and one or two carriages, and, proceeding on in

its fearful course, ran down the inclined plane imme-
diately under the clock tower and across the Old St.

Pancras Road, burst through the enclosure of the

Metropolitan Railway Works, and but for the immense
quantity of earth lying there (the stuff excavated from
the New Road tunnel), would have buried itself in the

haft of that undertaking. In passing under the arch-

way the funnel and steam-cap of the engine came in

contact with the strong iron girder, and were smashed
off the engine. Fortunately, the pitch of tkis girder

was a few feet higher than the body ©f the engine
itself, else it would have been torn from the abut-

ments of brickwork which sustain it, involving

the demolition of a largo portiou of thiC roof of the

Wlding, with the probable defetruction of every ^ers n
in the train. It ia almost needlesa to say that ihe

news of the accident quickly spread over the metro-

polis, and iu an incredibly short space of time all the

ihoroaghfares leading to the station became so crowded

that it required the assistance of 150 men of the metro-

politan police force to keep the way open for the ordinary

traffic. The injured passungers were removed from the

carriages and received every attention from the officers of

the company, who sent off for medical assistance, and iu

the course ot a few minutes four surgeons were in attend-

ance, actively administering to the wants of tiiose who
stood in need of their assistance. It appears from an

inquiry which took place at Clerkenwell Police Court on

Thursday, that the accident w;is caused by the drunken-

ness of the under guard, who neglected to apply the

breaks when the driver signalled to him to do so, and

was found after the accident l^'ing on his back in the

van quite drunk. The magistrate committed him to

prison for two calendar months, with hard labour,

expressing his hope that this would act as a caution

for the future to other railway servants.

Collision ON the London and North-Western.—
On Thursday" evening a collision occurred on the line of

the London and North-Western Railway, by which two

passengers were severely' injured one a woman and tlie

other acorporah The express train left London at 2.45,

and when between Stafford and Crewe, and near

Basford. it ran into a ballast train, which was just

rounding a curve, and was consequently hid from the

view of the express until it was too late to prevent a

collision. Several waggons in the ballast train were

destroyed, iu the breuk-vau of which the woman was

riding. The passengers of the London train, excepting

the corporal, ^escaped with a good shaking and the

fright. Among them were the Marquis of Stafford, one

of the directors of the company; Mr. James IPConiitdl,

the locomotive superintendent at Wulverton; Mr.

Cawkwell, the general manager; and I\Ir. Thomas

Fairbairn, Mr. 11. N. Phillips, Mr. J. T. Johnson, of

Manchester. The line was blocked up for some time,

and the train reached Crewe about two hours after its

time.

Accident on the Liyerpool and Manchester.

—On Monday afternoon the train from Southport was

passing the Sandhill station, where there isa great curve,

when the engine ran off the line, and turned over with

two of the cairiages filled with passengers. Portunately

however only the fireman was injured. The traitic on

the line was stopped for several hours.

Accident on the Bristol and Exeter.—A codi-

siou of an extraordinary character, and likely to have

been attended with disastrous con^^equences, occurred on

Tuesday week near the village of Stoke, about four

miles from Exeter, wlicre some farmers have a right of

crossing the line with their produce. It appears tUat a

farmer named Batten and a carrier named Strong, with

their two drivers, were conveying some elm trees across

the railway on a timber-waggon drnwn by five horses.

A lad was sent up the line to signal to them that the

way WHS clear. Instead of doing tliis, on seeing the

Parliamentary train coming, the boy held up liis hand

for the train to stop. The parties, thinking that this

meant all right, proceeded to cross the line with the

trees. The train came on, and the driver, seeing some-

thing in the way, sounded the alarm whistle, but being

so close did not check the speed of the train by putting

on the break, believing tliat the only chance of safet^r

to the passengers consisted in keeping up the speed, so

as to be able to cut through the obstacle. This proved

correct, for the train went clean through the tree,

which was IS inches in diameter and projected from the

wage-on across the line. The engine was much damaged,

but no injury was done to any of the passengers. The

parties weie summoned to the Castle, at Kxeter on

the following day, and fined 5^. each, it being proved

that the farmer knew the time the train was due.

and Governor of Carisbrouk Castle. He is succeeded in the

title by his only son, bom in 1809, and married in 1839 the

eldest daughter of the late Sir Leonard Woraley Holmes, Bart.,

of Westover, Tale of Wight. He was educated at 8t. John's

College, Citmbridge, and was M,P. for the Isle of Wight from

1S37 to 1847.

Mr. S G. GooDRicir, whose versatile and popular writings-

for youthful readers have made the name of "Peter Parley"

familiar wherever the English language is spoken, died a few

days since at his residence in New York. He commenced Life

as a publisher in Harford, and after a visit to Europe In 1821

removed to Boston, where he continued the same business in

an enlarged form. The series of juvenile books issued under
the name of Peter Parley was begun soon after his removal to

Boston. They at once attracted attention, and shared largely

iu the favour of the public. Although chiefly engaged in Hte-

rature, Mr. Goodrich took an active part in public and political

life. He was at one time a member of the MassachussettS'

Senate, and a candidate for Congress from that State. During

the Administration of President Filmore he held the office of

United States Consul at Paris.

ilR. John Holmes, of Cotiiam, ono of the most muni-
ficent of the long Ust of Bristol worthies, died a few days since

in that city. Living the greater part of his life in Bristol,

although not a native of it. he distributed his means with no
scanty hand to many of the local charities, and also towards

the erection of numerous places of worship, both Church of

England and Non-conformist, as well as to schools, and innume-
rable other more private objects, thus dispensing in his lifetime

a large portion of a handsome fortune, amounting to little less

than SO.aOOi. Among the munificent donations given by him
in recent years were 0000^. to Mr. Spurgeon's new chapel;

3000i. to Mr. Doudney'a church, at Bedminster ; 3000(. to

Gideon chapel, Newfoundland Street ; 230itf. to Arley chapel,

Cheltenham Koad ; and 500/. each to the Infirmary and
General Hospital. It is said also that the orphan house on
Ashley Down has profited by his liberality to the extent of

several thousands, nufl that many other pious and benevolent

societies have received liberal gifts from him.
Mr. William Gibsox, clerk of the peace for the county of

Essex, died suddenly last week from an attack of paralysis

with whicli he was stnick while in the dischai^e of his official

duties. He had been engaged in the business of the Court

during the whole of Tuesday, and had retired to his oflSe© ad-

jscent to the Court to sign some papers for the allowance of

expenses of prosecutions. He had signed one of them, and
was in the act of signing the other when the pen fell from his

hand. He picked it up, and again attempted to sign his name,

but in vain. Medical assiHtance was immediately sent for, but

ke soon became unconscious and died early the next morning.

Mr. Gibson had suffered from disease of the heart; but the

immediate cause of death was a paralytic affection.

BIRTHS.—On the aist ult, Lady Constance Grosvenor,

of a son—24th ult, at 42, Riitlaud Gate, the Hon. Mrs..

Fredeiuck Peel, of a daughter—24th ult, at 8, Wilton

Crescent. Bolgrave Square, the Hon. Mrs. Nuoent Bankes, of

a 6on—24th vUt, at Dover, the wife of tlic Hou. W. W. Addino-

TON', of a sou—28th ult, at Stone Lodge,
,
Ipswich, the Hon.

Mrs. George Dashwoup, of a sou—2:ld ult. at the Rectory,

Shobdon, Herefordshire, the wife of the Hon. and Rev. A. A. B.

Hanburv, of a daughter—22d ult, at ti, Stanhope Street, Hyde-

Park Gardens, the wife of the Rev. Baden Powell, Savilian

Professor of Geometry in the University of Oxford, of a son

—27th ult, at K.ew, the wife of Dr. Uuokkr, V.U.S., of a son. ;
MARRIAGES.—On the 30th ult. at St. George's, Hanover

Squaro, JuUN A. Burs Callajsder, Esq., of Preston Hall,

Midlothian, to Mlas CoveifTiiY, ffWest-^ughter •# Mho Hon.

Henry Coventry—24th ult, at St. Clement'.'?, Hastings. Wm.
HALLif-AY CoswAY, Esq., only son of the late Sir WiUiam
Kiclianl Cosway, Knt., to Maria, youngest daughter of the

late Sir Tuo-Mas Harvie Farquhak, Hart.—24th ult, at Christ

Church, Brixton, Henry Chevaluer, son of John C. Cobbold,

Esq., M.P., Ipswich, to Louisa, only daughter of Charles M.
PococK, Esq., of Montague House, Brixton—22d ult, at

Wi-awby, ArteitjrTknxyson, Esq.,brotherof the Poet Laureate

to Harriet, sister of the Vicar of the parish, and eldest

daughter of the late Rev. John West, Rector of Chettle and
Faruham—23d ult, at Prestbury Church, Captain Ivan
HkrfuRD. of H.M.'s 90th Regiment of Light Infantry, only son

of the late Lieutenant Colonel Herford, C.B., formerly of the

23d Welch FiisiUers, to Marion Jane Caldwell, fourth

daughter of the late Dr. Anthony Todd Tuohpsoic.

DEATHS.—On the 2c>th of March last, at Calcutta. Franom,
only son of the Hou. Algernon and Mrs. Ohichksteb, aged

seven months — 21st ult. Major-General William Miles,

H E.I S., of North Villa, Regent's Park, and Cheshunt, Herts

—23th ult, at his residence. Walliscote House, near Reading,

Vice-Admiral Robert Merrick Fowler, aged 79—18th ult.,

at the Curragh Camp, Captain John Colling, of H.M.'s

26th Cameronian Regiment, having been mortally wounded by
a stray bullet wliile in the performance of his duty at rifle

practice, aged 28—24ih ult, at lujpington Hall, Cambridge-

shire, Alexander Cotton, of Landwade, in that county.

Lieutenant U.N., ay^ed 0!—2-lth ult, at his residence, in the

Albauy, Arthur Brisco, Esq., of Newtown Hail, Montgomery-
•shire, late of the Uth Hussars, :uid second son of Wastel

I3risco. Esq., of Bohemia, near Habtings—12th April, at Lahore,

Iudi;^ on his way to join the headquarters of H.M.'s 46th

Regiment. Ensign Francis Llo^d PRir:sTLF,Y, fourth son of

Joiiu Priestley, Esq., of Hirdrcfaig, Isle of Anglesey, aged 19—
28th ult, at Pau, Marion Sadleir, wife of Walter Hore, Esq.,

and only daughter of the Lord Bishop of Liraevict, a^ed 34—
29th ult, at St, Leonard's, William Butterworth Bavlet,

Esq., for many years a Uirector, and at one time Cbairnian, ol

I
the Hon. East India Company, aged 7S—2Gth uU, at Tenby.

drowned while bathing, John Cockburn, youngest sou of the

late Dr. Astuovy Tono Thom.son.®Dituavj[)»
Loud Heyte-sbuhy, G.C.B., one of the oldest diplomatic

•Servants of the Crown, died on Thursday morning at his seat iii

Wiltshire, after a pn.tnicted illness, iu his Slat year. He was

the eldest son of Su- William P. Ashe A'Court, many yews M.P.

for Avlusbury, by the daughter of Mr. Henry A^ ^ -.dlri"!. of

Saliabiuy. He was born in 1779, and married in l='>o the

second daughter of the lato Hon. W. Bouverie, l>y w hurfl he

leavS^a^m, the Hon. W. H. Ashe A'Court Holmes, who huc-

ce^fto the barony, and the Hon. C, . -V-"^"^^ ™f"^ff,i^.^^ , .«^-..,......

Hon. Robert Daly. The diplomatic "rvicea olthe late lord
j ^^ j.»^ thcmselTtti for their immediate requirements, and,

•y eo years. In ISOI ne ^^^t^"-;,-'* hooet-jJub.

J^avktts

BRITISH WOOLS.— L*J."rro!#. Fkiday, June 1.

The state of our trade is anaJtv.^d. We stiil await the
arrival of tbo new clip to determine the value of our several

descriptions of wooL The .Hpinners &nd mai. Jturcra have-

extended over nearly ^

Secretary of LegaUon at Napies. He was secretary to the

"^Jd^'ii^ion at Vienna in- 1807, »?d w» the Fu.t :^

"PPrrlon^nceTrmblLldor aucceiiyely to the C^mU of
wards

^PP^'^^^^^LiTbon, and St. Petersburg, where he remained

r ^f^^MS^rn-^^t^np before his
^^l^^l^Z.

iTui; 1^ «tanb«"l Sir Rol-ert Peel fiually quitted the
to Jwly.iS*^.

""'-"i^i ,j^,in;_,i„hedd,, naiic«crvi<;cahewa»
Gov..^..m.nL Jor h« d«t.ng^i»hca

^_,^^ ^..^ w», afterward.

Si?i to%U^o by the UUe of I-rd Ueytesbury. For

ipe fjuu iJ' r when a I . rquiuitity arrive* on the market,
but this is not responded to by t!.^ :-irraers at present, who
have made up their minds for high prices, without, however,

any detert^... Uion to hold tbeir wool at e?en the prMsnt ratee^

but m-^ 'v to try the market ; .-uidwcihi: to ail present

appearances the c :ag cUp will be bourne up more rapidly

than any preceding one. ^^ ^^ , , . *_* i _i
CowNiAL Wool Salw.—The fiilie wool sales temunatadlMt

niffht with much spirit, the c-mcluding flDM he - reaUsed

r- prices than those at the eomaicnceiuenL The

wool sales begin to-day and finish to-morrow.
low

POTATOES.—PoiTUWARK, Mosdat, lUy 28.

E urine the pwt wee^. the arrivals cowitwise and l^ mil

have b^u Urgffur the sawon. which, combined .
with fipo

mild w»th«, bae caused a great iwvUuu m tne

The following are thfci d^y's qui

trade.

Torkabin Be>



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [June 2, i860
^nts, 90s. to 120s.; do. Flukes, 00s. tol^Os.; Lincolnshire Re-
>rents, 80s. to 100s.; Dunbar do.. 100a. to 120a.; do. Reds,
JOOs. to llOs. ; Perth. Forfar, and Fifesliire do., 80s. to 100s.

;

<lo. Reds and Rocks, t*0s. to 100a. ; Irish Whites, SOa. to SOs.

COVENT GARDEN.-June 2.
Cabbages and other vegetables are becoming more plen-

tiful. Importations of French produce are now much on the
increase. Pme Apples and Grapes have altered but little
since our last. Apples are all but over. Oranges are plen-
timi. Strawberries are now coming in in tolerable abundance.

??.''"v**\^-'^*^
fetch 163. per bushel. Cobs realise Is. per lb.Khubarb is stiU furnished in large quantities. Green Peas,^nd Broad Beans of foreign growth, may now he obtained.

Fotacoea realise 4s. 6d. a bushel. New frame ones may behad at from Is. to 2s. per pound. Mushrooms may be
-obtained in small quantities. Cut flowers chiefly consist of
Urchida. Gardenias, Violets, Miemnnette, Azaleas, Heaths
Inmulas, Geraniums, Lily of the Valley, and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb.. 8s to 12s
Crapes, per lb., 8s to 133
Strawberries, p. lb.. 4s to Ss
Peaches, per do2.. Sis to 36s
Nectarines, do., ISs to 24s

Melons, each, 10s to ISs
Apples, perdoz., 2s to Ca
Oranges, per 100, 28 6d to 8s
Lemons, per 100, Ss to Ss

I
Cobs, do., lOOs

-Aspnmgiig, p. bundle, S.s to Cs
iJhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F. Beans, per 100, 2s to 3s
Peas, p. half sieve, Sa ta lOs
Broccoli, per doz., 4s to 83
Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do., Is to 23
Potatoes, p. ton, QOs to 100s— per bus., 3s to 4s Gd— per cwt., 6s to Ss
Carrots, per hunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to Vd
Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to Ss
Oucumbera, each, 9d to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.

been dull throughout the kingdom, and although great firm-
ness has been generally m:inifested by holders in several
markets, the extreme rates of the previous week were not
supported. The tendency in the value of all spring com has
been towards a decline. In Flour business was inactive, but
prices unaltered. Business in the Baltic has also been quiet,
but prices there continue to be out of proportion to our own.
The latest accounts from America are dated 19th ult., and
Flour in New York, Montreal, and Quebec was rather lower.
The arrivals of grain-laden vessels troni the South of Europe
off the coast for orders this week are to a moderate extent, as
are also the sales, which include Odessa Ghirka Wheat at
523. 4id., Marianopoli at 53s. 6d., both per 492 lbs.; Ibrail .Maize
at 34s. per 54S lbs. ; Danube Barley at 29s., Galatz at
27s. 4id., and Odessa at 2Ss. l^d., all per 400 lbs., Ibrail at,

26s. per imp. qr. The arrivals of foreign Wheat and Barley
this week are good; of Oats and English grain small. 'The
EngUsh Wheat left over from Monday being held at the ex-
treme prices of that day remained unsold till a late hour.^
Foreign was in rather improved demand, but the inquiry was
chiefly confined to floating or f. o. b. cargoes. On the business
done from the stands fully late rates were realised. Barley is
a slow sale and the turn cheaper. Beans and Peas are un-
altered in value. Oats are steady at Monday's prices.

^_^^_ Arrivals from May 23 to June 1.

Barley.

G

Artichokes, per doz., 6s to Ss
Beet, perdoz.. Is ed to 2s
Celery, per bundle, 2s to Ss
Onions, p. halfsieve. Is to Is 6d— Portugal, each, 2d to 4d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, ls6d

to 2s 6d
Endive, p. score. Is to 2s
Horse Radish,p.bun. ,1s 6d to 43
Mushrooms, p. pott., 28 to 2s6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 48 to Ss
Savon-, per bunch, 2d to Id

English..
Irish

Foreign .

.

vv heat.

91u qrs,

12270 ,,

70 qrs.

4930

tf

>»

Oats.

2600

S3S0

qra,

>•

99
{

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
_ . Smithfield, Thursday, May 31.
Prime Meadow Hay 75s to S4s Clover
"Superior do. (old) . . 90 95
Inferior do 60 70
New do. . . , . , . —
Kowen 60 70

. 95s to 1153
New Clover . . , , — —
Second cut do. . . 84 92
Straw 25 32

Davis & Co.

Flour.

1090 sks.

1620 "

— '^rls.

Liverpool, Tuesday, May 29.—We have only a small attend-
ance of millers and dealers at our Com E.xchange this mominir
and the demand for both "Wheat and Flour proved is quite
in retail at the quotations of Friday last. Indian Corn met
rather a better inquiry for fine qualities, which beiufr scarce
brought extreme rates ; other descriptions dull. Oats and
Oatmeal were no lower than on Friday, but very difficult of
sale. Egyptian Beans steady at Friday's decline ; Peas tid. to
is. per qr., and Barley Id. per bushel lower. The market
partook of a quiet character throughout.
Friday, June 1.—For Wheat there "was a moderate con-

sumptive demand at Tuesday's rates. Indian Corn and Beans
pressed, and 6d. per qr. lower. Oats and Oatmeal without
change. The attendance at market was limited.
Averages.

I Wheat!"

April 21..— 2S..
49j 6d

251

Barley. I Oats. , Rje.

37.* 6d
37 11

CUMBERLAXD MARKET, THURSDAY, May 31.
Sup. SleadowHay.. SSsto 968
Inferior do 70 SO
New do.

Superior Clover ..lOS 115

90a to 98sInferior Clover
New do — —
Straw 32 36

Joshua Baker.

24* 2d
24 5
25 5
25 10
25 3
26 6

25 3

I 32«lld
31 5

Xeans.

~427oii
41 6

39« 2d

Whitechapel, Thcbsdat. May 31.
3Fme old Hay . . . . oosto 963
inferior do 80 88
Prime New Hay , . — —

.

Jnferior do -_. ^
Straw 27 32

Fine old Clover ..112stolirg
Inferior do . . . .100 108
Fine New Clover . . — —
Fine 2d cut . . . . 95 100
loferiordo SO 90

Fluctuatiow in the Last Six Weeks Averages.
Prices. Apr. STjApr. 28^

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
T„^ ,

,

Monday, May 23.We have a larger supply of Beasts and trade for them is not
w^ t[^

^" Monduy last, consequently prices are rather

ii rt^ii ^^ ^^i«»t>er of Sheep is conMderablv larger and trade

w. ,^*^icarance cannot be ctToeted, although prices arelower LambB and Calv*» aro seiling 'about tlie same as

B^Jt^^mH^^u ^''^°' Germany and Holland there are 2l'o»M«t«^ 4000 Sheep, and 72 Calves; from Spain, 140 Beasts;

^Tri^S'InH
""*^,.S"ffoJk. 2600; and 150 from 'the northern*and midland cotmtiea.

52» 6d
52 1

51 2
49 6

^fay 5. May 12.'May 19.'May 26.

« *

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, June 1.

i,fil!!^"Ti!l"^"^^'' & "Smith report that the market
^v IT^' R -

'" '" ^'^^^ P^^^^ ^s ^^'^^i^k and unkmd : the flysiignUy on tixo m.creaae. -" *'

Best Scots, Here-
fordu, Ac. . . 5

Beat fcjhort-homa 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. .

Do. Shorn _ _ 5

a d s d

Oto5
8 — 5
8—4

to ,

sr—

5

2

4

10

Best Long-wool«.
Do. Shorn
EwesA 2d quality
Do. Shoru
Lambs .

.

Calves
Pigs

s d 8 d
• . to ..

5 — 5 4

4
6

5
4

6

3

4

4

7
5
5

10
4
8

BUTTER 3rARKET.—Jimc "

Best Fresh Butter . . . . i4s. per 'dozen lbs.
cecond do. do. ., ., i2g_

Pork, 55. Od. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs!

iieasts, 3930; Sheep & Larabs, -s.500; Calves, UO; Pigs, 270

r^.i n .
Thursday, May 31.

aIld^slh!Hnl'''V''2"'l=
^""^"^'^ ^'^^^^ '^ a shorter supply of

Xr^sLSn Pxl-
-^'^"^^ has consequently recovered the slight

also to Sh.^ ?"™f ""'' Monday. The same remarks apply

Mondav P
'• Lambs are selling about the same as' onS o?"i 'ifl R^^

.^""'^ rather dearer. Our foreign supply con-«ista_ 01158 Beasts, 5^0 Sheep, and 123 Calves; and 125Milch Cows.
Best Scots, Here-

fords. &c. ..16 2
Beat Short-horns 4 10
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. ..

Do. Shorn - 5 8

to 5
5
4

4
2

6

« *

6

Best Long-wools .

Do. Shoru
Ewes&2dqualitv
Do. Shorn
Lambs ,.

Calves .

.

Pigs

.. to .,

5 4—5 6

4
6

4

8

8

4

5
7
6
5

« •

Beasts, 1055 ; Sheep & Lambs, 7910 ; Calves. 261 ; Pigs. 60.

4

4

COAL MARKET.-May 31.

nfrTll^vi^ Qw'''^VT^^^?^''f^^y' ^^^- ^d-' Davison»3 West
?4 fi7' i'- ^K- '..^'^^'^^"vt'^";

^^- • Ho^vard'a West Hartley,

51. T^nnlM^M" ^*?J ^^^^i'^y* ^^^- ^^-i South Peareth

W.V J^"'i''*^ ^'O'^^v 13s.; Tynedale West Hari^ley. 15s.

lbs. 6d^ Walls End Acorn Close. I63. ; Walls End Eden
W^ir

1^^,"^^=*^".
^f,'-

: ^'«11'^ i^nd Braddyll's Hetton, les^Sd

Wa ^ F^H ^^^7^«"ff?t«.. 16s. ; Walls E«d Haswell/ 17s. 6d.

W. « V^A r "''°' U^- li' ^^^'^ ^""^ Stewarts,' ITS. 6d.

w ?'*5S'^'^°R',^^^- ^^-^ ^'^"^ End Heugh Hall, 16s
'

PnH L ?K n'^M^^'^^ ^^f- ™^« ^"^ Kelloe. 16s. 6d. ;' Walls

Wall« FnH Thn^^T'*''^'
//"* J.7«l>f K"d So,Uh Whitworth, 15s.

;

Wn t PnH W. -?*^^;k*V^
^^- j,^^"^ ^"^ Tliorpe. 16s. 6d.

"2rL^ T 1«,^ "^""'^S' i?^- ' J^^r'^y and Duffiyn Malting
-23. 6d. , Llaugennech, 21s.—71 ships at market.

Tu. , ^^H'^ ^ANE.—Monday, May 2S.

inis^^ P^ ""^ ^^^^^ ^''^"1 ^^^ ^"'i 1^-^t to this mom-
of^n^f^f

was small, and met with a slow sale at the pric%

Per Impkrial Quarter,
wheat, Essex, Kent, 4: Suffolk. .White
"- — fine selected runs.. ditto

8. fl.)

50—*»)Red
51—60|Red
56—62

Is. B.

50—62
52—56

* * • R«d .

Feed ..

Feed .

.

Peed ..

35—SBjForeigu.

34-43
48—54
33—46
33—40
32—34

44—50
35—44

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.

36—41
35—40

19—37
13—25
22—23

34—43

Norfolk
^(>reign 148—63

_ .._ ..... ^iiv-..l38 i5
Foreign, .grinding and distiliiiig 23-36 Maltiue-Oats, Essex and Suffolk i9_26

*^'

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato 23—30
"" 4™**. Potato 24—30— l-oreign Poland and Brew 26—2i>

Bye-meal, for«%n*"'[.'.*["
BEAKS^Mazagan.

. . .32s to VosV.V.TiJk— 5'^eon 30s— 47s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
li-EAS, White, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maizb White^—

^'\id^^
inarka delivered.'.per sack

_ f^--.ill*" ditto oj^-^t v^uuuury,
*^oreigu per barrel 25-31;Per sack

TT,« « i.1 J
"^RiDAT, June 1.

«tSi^J?KJjf''. ''""^u*^^^ P^* ^'S^^ ^''y^ has been of a very

^bi .h^fl^'''
^'^^ f'^^^^ ''^' «"o^/hail, and rain ; wind

^^mi w^^ :^eateriy
; yesterday S.E., tl^day S.W The

^^UJfa'^rM ° /*^^^^"^"s ^*^^«^ --^"d ^*^i«y crops•*« iw less lavourable than htretofon. tv.» \vk..„* *_fj„ ui

36—41
30—4U

35—4

1

30—37

WTSP' ^^^ gentleman in the County of Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boardersare taken. Termsmoderate-Applyto Alpha. Kingham?Qxon

W^T^ni^vi^l^^^l''^'''^^^' '^'^^y active Men as

*hl-
GARDENERS, in the Jobbing line, who understandtheir profession. Constant employSent. Good referenTesrequired.-Apply to J. West, Nurseryman, oVeen LanesNewmgtonGreen,_Midd!esex, N.E. »

vj ueu i^anes,

TXTAXTED, Ijy a Market; Gardener, a Youne MAN
mL "^^^ perfectly understands the management ofVmenes, Conservatories. W:ai Trees. &c. He must be well up
i^i.?"'"f

for market, must be civil and obliging in faia deport-ment. and produce a g.x>d cban.crer fru.ii his last situation

rhri^H;rrr''"^'"''V^r'^°
'"^ * teetotaler and member of aChristian Church.--Address, in own haudwritiutr E T MrJones. Ironmonger, Woolton. near Liverpool.

- '. air.

WANTED, A GAKDENEK.-A Man aud his Wife.
without incumbrance; he must besteadvand of good

character and perfectly understand his business.'and also have
a knowledge of Stock ; he will have assistance. Wages, 15s. perwMk, with a Cottage, Ac. Situation a few miles from Loudon.—For address apply at Mr. Warren's, Stationer, 18, London
btreet, Fitzroy Square, W.

WANTED, in the Midland Counties, an active
respectable Married Couple, without incumbrance, or

with a Lad, 13 or 14 years of iige. The Man must be a good
Gardener, ta^e charge of small Greenhouse, Horse, Cow <fcc
tlie Woman must be a good Laundress.—Apply. A. A.. W. h'
Smith & Son, Advenising Agents. 2X. UTijon Strpf^t. Tlirminp-^'om"

WANTEJ), an active, stt-udy Mau, who uuduiaiai.tls
Glazing, Painting, and Nursery Carpenters' work : also

a man who understands Market Gardening in a Nursery —
Apply, stilting wages and relerenco for character, to Mr
HoxEY, 71, Bank Street, .Maidstone.

WANlKD, A GUOOM ani> GAUUENEii, «t
Northfleet, Kent, to take charge of One Horse and to

Dnve. Must understand Gardening thoroughly, and have at
least one yejir's good character.—Apply at Terry's, Saddler.New Road, Gravescnd, ' '

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid'^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married ; thorouffhlV
experienced. Twelve years' unexceptionable charcStPi-

^^CooPER,^oombe Wood, Kingston. Surrey^

GARDENER (HEAD).-Age"32; welTinite^
his profession in all its branches. Seven years' o-nnH

character.—J. N., Mr. Pods, Epsom Nursery. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no familT^
has a thorough practical knowledge of Pines Vinpa*Cucumbers and Melons, Flower and Kitchen Gardens'—J r

3, Hargrave Place, James Street, Camden Town, N.W. * '*

C
^ARDENER (Head).—Understands his profession
M in all its branches ; capable of managing a gentleman's

or nobleman's estate. Highly recommended, country preferred—M. B., Mr. Southby, Nurseryman, High Street.Ckpliam s.*

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, single ; understi^s
Early and Late Forcing, Vinos, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen

Gardens. Unexceptionable character.—A. B., 5, Mark House
Common, Walthamstow. Essex, N.E.

/ :i ARDENER (Head),—Middlo-aged. married, witli"V^ out incumbrance ; tlioroufrhly understands Forcincr.
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Fifteen years' good character'—J. K., 17, Wri^iht's Lane, Lower Edmonton, N.

C^AKDENEK (Head).—Age 32; has a thorough
T knowledge of Ins profession. Testimonials of the first

class. No singlehiinded place accepted. Wife uu experienced
Laundress,—J. C, care of the Eev, J. B> Hayley, the Rectory
Brightling, Sussex.

ARDENElt (Head).—Age 32,single ; is thoroughly
experienced in all the branches of his profession, and

competent to undertake the management of a nobleman or
gentleman's gardens. Good character,—E. G,, Post Office,

Wateriiigbury, Kent, '

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; understands
the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Grapes,

Cucumbers, Melons, Vegetables, &c,, with Management of
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Good character.—C, Ji., Mrs.
Jeffries, Sraallbury Green, Islewortb, London, W-

GARDENli-U (Head).—Single;* understands Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing Early Grapes, Cucumbers,

Melons, &c., and all kinds of Vegetables and Flower Gardens.
Good character,—A. B., Mr. Dickinson, Nurseryman and
Florist, Westerham, Kent-

ARUENER (Head).—Mr. D. T. Eish, Gardener
at Hai'dwicke, Bury St, Edmunds, Sufifolk, can with

confidence recommend his Foreman to any lady or gentleman
requiring the services of an active energetic yomig Gar-
dener of good chanu^ter,

^ARDENER (Head). —The Advertiser, who is

VJT leaving his present situation at his own request, and can
have upwards oi 11 yeara' character, is wishful to procure

another situation.—Every particular will be furnished upon
application to Jame^^ Dickson & Soxs, the *' Newton"
Nurseries, Chester, ^
GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, one child;

thoroughly understands his profession, including Early

and Late Forcing of Fmits. Flowers, and Vegetables. Under-
stands Land and Stock. Wife can take charge of Dairy and
Poultry. Comfort, and a hope of a permanency, the highest

consideration.—H, W,, Post OfSce, Roehampton, rSurrey^_

GARDENER.—Thoroughly understands Kitclien and
Flower Gardens, Forcing, &c.—A. B-, Post Office, Fulham.

ARDENER.—Age 38, married, without incum*
brance ; thoroughly understands his profession in all its

branches. Can have a good character from his last situation,—

C- M,, Post Office, Whips Cross, Walthamstow, Essex, N.E-

GARDENER.—Age 30, single; thoroughly under-

stands Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Stove and Green-

house Plants, &c. Wages expected, li. Is. per week with

lodging.—H, H., Post Office, Petersham, Sun'ey.

GARDENER.—John Caetek, Jun., Nurseryman,
Keighley. wishes to recommend a young Man to any Ifidy

or gentleman in want of a good practical Gardener ; he has

had considerable experience in Pines, Vines, and every other

branch of Gaidening, and J, C. has every contidence that he

will give satisfaction.

GARDENER (SINGLE-HA^'DED, in or out of doors).—

Age 21 ; nnderstfinds Forcing.—W. A., Dartford, Kent -̂

f~^ ARDENEK (Single-handed or Under in a good

vX establislinient).—Age 26, single ; well experienced in the

various branches of Gardening- Wages 16*. per week.—F. B.,

Post Office, Maidatone. ^

GAHDEJNEK (Under, or hnprover in a gentleman's

Garden.)—Threelyears' good character.—A.B., Post Office,

Chester.

i~^ ARDENEK (Foreman in a large establishment).-

vJT Age 24, single ; well versed in every branch of his pro-

ftission. Testimonials of the highest character.—Mr. Nickso5,

Hale Hall, Warrington.

GARDENER (Foreman).—Has a practical know-

ledge of Forcing and Plant Dev.artment ; also Kitchen and

Flower Gardens.—A. B., Mr. Mailer, Nurseryman, Granville

Terrace. Lewisham, S.E. ^

FOREMAN (or good Single-handed).—Age 22,

single; thoroughly practical. Good character.—A. B.,

Post. Ottice, Lower Mitcham, Surrey. S,

PKOPAGATUR, OB FOREMAN and PKOPA^
GATOR.—A Man of first-class experience. Reference to

one of the best metropolitan firms.—A. B., Messrs. Milne & Co-t

Vauxhall Nurseries, Wandsworth Road, Londdi, S.W.

STE\VARD..BAILlFF,;oB GARDENER, or the three
offices combined.—Middle-aged ; experienced ; held a

.similar situation for some years ; thoroughly conversant with
i-^state Management, the Designing and Erec;iou of Farm
Buildings according to modem improvements, and has also

formed Gardens of the first-clasa—Alpha, 5, Wellington Street,

St raud, London . W^
FARMING Bailiff.—UuderstaiRls Buying. SeUing

and Rearing of Stock. Can have a good reference.—F-

Chitrch, MoretoD, Essex.

FARM BAILIFF.—Middle aged, married; haT'a
thorough knowledge of his profession. Can manage a

Kitchen Garden and take charge of Woods and Pl;uitatioi s.

Is a g^od Accountant. His wife can manage a Dair}-. Good
references Security if required.—W. X., Mr. Hutchins, Medital
Hall, Wind Street. Neath.

^

SHEPHERD.—Noah Belsuam (married) begs to

(iffer his services to any nobleman or gentleman requiring

a thoroughlj' experienced Man in the above capacity. Fouryean*

unexceptionable character.—Wiiitwell, near lleepham, NortolK»
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^ safe and effective reform, it would be expedient to

JTft^ (BUttltVitX^ ©fltOUtCltl^wt f*>' the reaults of the forthcoming Census.

After a protracted discussion the debate was

JSATVRDAY, JUNE 9, 1860.

MRS. ARTHUR HENFREY, Widovr of the late
Professor Henfrey, F.B.S., F.L.S., &c., of King's

CoUejfC, London, continues to receive a limited number of

young Gentlemen under 12 years of ago, to be educated with
her own Sona, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs, Hknfret haying resided on the
Continent, and a Parisian Lady assiata her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
j)rovided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to
their health and morals. References are permitted to

—

Dr. Jklf Principal of King's Collego
Rev. Lawfoed W. T. Balk . . Chiawlcb Vicarage, W.
Rev. OuvK HoLi-iNOWORTH .. Tumham Green, W.
8ir Wm. and Lady Hooker .. Kew, W.

C Tho Government Scbool of
•'

( Mines, Jermyn Street, S.'W.

. . T.Bennett St., St.James's, S. W.

., Acton Greon, W.
. Kew, W.

. . Manor House, Chiswick, W.
For terms apply to Mrs. Arthur Henfbkt, 13, Heathfield

Terrace, Turnham Green, W.

Professor Huxley, F.RS.

Dr. and Mi's, Martyn. .

Dr. and Mrs. Lindley..
Dr. and ilrs. Hooker ,,

Dr. and Mrs. Tukk

adjourned to Thursday. On the motion for going

into committee on the Sheriffs' Court (Scotland)

Bill, a discussion arose on the question whether
this and some other Scotch Bills should be pro-

ceeded with at a morning sitting on Tuesday the

1 2th inst. On a division, the motion for the morning

sitting was carried by a majority of 102 to 89.

On Tuesday Mr. Lindsay's motion for a Select

Committee to inquire into the organisation and

management of the transport branches of the

Admiralty, War Office, India Office, and Emigra-

tion Board, was assented to by the Government

and agreed to. Mr, B.Cochrane's resolution requir-

ing the Civil Service Commissioners to publish,

evening her Majesty gave a concert, nt which
the Yorkshire Choral Union, comprising the Leeds
Festival Choral Society, the Halifax Choral Society,

and the Huddersfield Choral Society, had the honour of
performing. On Saturday morning the Prince Consort
presided at a meeting of the Council of the Duchy of
Cornwall, and afterwards visited the South Kensington
Museum. In the afternoon his Royal Highness visited

the Princes Louis and Henry of Hesse, and the Prince
of Lichtenstein. The King of the Belgians, accom-
panied by the Count of Flanders, visited the Duchess of

Cambridge at her residence in St. James's Palace, and
the Duke of Cambridge at Gloucester House. In the

evening the Queen had a dinner party. On Sunday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the King of the

Belgians, Prince Arthur, the Princesses Alice, Helena,

and Louisa attended Divine service in the private

chapel of Buckingham Palace, The Dean of Windsor

officiated and administered the Sacrament, The King
of the Belgians visited Prince Louis and Prince Henry

-_-*u *i- • 1 J. 11 4.1, ;««+;^^ of Hesse, and Prmce Edward of Saxe-Weimar. On
with their annual report, all the examination L^ * ^ *-»

. i.. ^^ a -o ' r> *. «i-iACA* «^iii*«A * t.^vi u, «xi. V iv Monday mornmg the Queen nnd Prmce Consort, «c-
papers submitted to candidates, was opposed by companied by the Princess Alice, rode on horseback.

NEXT OF KIN, HEIKS, &c., WANTED, who
have been Advertised for—Being exact Copies of Adver-

tiaementa from tho Timti^ Gautttf Chronicle, Herald, Post^ Mel-
bourne A ry us, Sydner/ Herald, Hobart Town Mercury, South Aus-
tralian Register, Cape Mail and Monitor, New Zealand Gazette,

West Ind'ut Record, Indian, Canadian, and American Papers for

the last 60 years, relating to many thousand names, descrip-

tions, and last residencea of persons of all olasoee entitled to
money and jiroperty of several Millions value, and now laying
-dormant for want of claimants. This prized and valuable book

j

is sent post free to any part of the United Kingdom for 12 poat '

fitamps by the publishers, Fishbr&Son, Klngaland, London,
N.E. Established 1347- ••Worth its weight in gold."— 7Vm«5,
Nov. 26, 1859.

KeUj« of tlje asaeefe.
—»—

^Jn the House of Lords on Monday the Eefresb-

ment Houses and Wine Licenses Bill and the

E,epeal of Sir John Barnard's Act Bill were brought
up from the Commons and read a first time. On
Tuesday, on the motion for the third reading of

Lord Chelmsfobd's Sunday Trading Bill, Lord
Teykham moved that it be read a third time that

day six months. After some discussion the third

reading was carried on a diyision by 40 to 29. The
Wine Licenses and r^efreshment Houses Bill was
fead a second time, on the understanding that the

discussion would be taken on the motion for going

intocommittee. On Thursday Lord Teynham moved
a series of resolutions in favour of manhood
suffrage and vote by ballot. Earl Gkantille

opposed the motion, which was negatived without

a division.

In the Commons on Friday Lord J. Russell

stated, in reference to the communication made by
Prussia to the five great Powers respecting the

condition of the Christians in Turkey, that, at the

suggestion of Prance and England, the Turkish

Government had instituted an inquiry by means
of the Sultan's officers, and that the Grand
Tizier, Redschid Pasha, had already left Constan-

tinople for Rouraelia and the other Turkish

provinces to superintend the investigation. The
House then went into Committee of Supply on

the remaining army estimates, when the various

votes underwent much discussion, and were

ordered to be reported. On Monday, on the order of

Ihe da}" for going into committee on the Reform Bill,

the Speakek. ruled that the instructions which had

been putupon the paper by Mr. HusT,Mr. Gkiefitu,

Mr. Beniinck, Mr, Ennis, and Mr. Ha&sakd,

directing the committee to provide for an increase

of facilities for polling at elections, to give a larger

share in the representation to counties, and to

establish a uniform Parliamentary oath, were
irregular. Mr. Be>'TIXCK then moved that it be

^n instruction to the committee that they have
power to make provision for the better prevention

of bribery and corruption at elections. After some

discussion the motion was agreed to. Lord J.

Russell then moved that the Speaker leave the

chair, stating that it was the intention of the

Government to go into committee on the English

Reform Bill, but not to proceed with the

Irish or Scotch Bills in the present session.

Mr. Disraeli objected to a partial reform applied

to one section of the United Kingdom, and con-

demned the course proposed by Government as

unprecedented and impolitic. Mr. Mackij^xox

tuoved as an amendment that, in order to obtain a

Government and negatived without a division.

Capt. Jekvis moved a resolution for abandoning

the prosecutions in connection with the Wakefield

election, and was proceeding with his motion when
the House was counted out. On Wednesday on

the order of the day for the second reading of the

Ecclesiastical Commission Bill Mr. Selwyn moved

that the Bill be read a second time that day six

months. After considerable discussion the debate

was adjourned for a fortnight. The Masters and

Operatives Bill passed through committee. On
Thursday, on the order for resuming the adjourned

debate on Mr. Mackiknon's amendment for post-

poning the Reform Bill till the results of the

Census have been ascertained, Sir J. Fergusson

moved the adjournment of the debate, with the

Tiew of postponing the committal of the Bill til

the Scotch and Irish Bills have been read a second

time. After a long discussion, the motion for

adjourning the debate was negatived on a

division by a majority of 21, the numbers

being 269 to 248. Mr. B. Cochrane then

moved the adjournment of the House, On a

division this motion was negatived by a ma-
jority of 45, the numbers being 267 to 222.

Mr, D. Griffith then moved the adjournment of

the debate. Lord Paliiersiox assented to the

motion, and the debate was adjourned to Monday.

The orders for the second reading of the Irish and

Scotch Reform Bills were then discharged.

Accounts from Sicil}' state that a capitulation

was signed on the 30th ult. on board Her
Majesty's ship Hannibal in the Bay of Palermo

between General Lanza and GAniBALDi, in accord-

ance with which the Neapolitan army, 25,000

strong, was to quit Palermo on Monday with all

the honours of war, and embark with their

materiel on board the Neapolitan squadron.

The King of Naples subsequently refused to

sanction these conditions and ordered the bom-
bardment to be resumed. In consequence, how-
ever, of the representations of his own Generals

that the army would refuse to fight, and that

officers and men had already gone over in large

numbers to the popular cause, the order for

renewing the bombardment was revoked, and

General Letizia was sent back to Palermo with

authority to renew the armistice to the 12th inst-

The latest news, dated yesterday from Genoa,

states that a new capitulation has been concluded

between General Lanza and Garibaldi, the con-

ditions of which are not yet known, and that

Garibaldi has constituted a Mini^stiy and ap-

pointed a Governor of Palermo and of the province.

^lome Xtlus.

The Coubt.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Kojal Family are at Buckingham Palace. On Friday

the Queen held a Court at which the Sovereign

Prince ot Lichtenstein, and the Prince Louis and

Prince Henry of Hesse, had an audience of her

Majesty. Lord John Russell liad an audience, and

the Judo-e-Advocate-General also had an audience

and subm'itted to her Majesty the proceedings of some

Courts-Martial. The Prince Consort went to Maybury,

near Woking, and laid the foundation stone of

the Central liall of the Royal Dramatic Colh-jje. In

the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the Princess

Alice, took a drive in a carriage-and-four. The Kmg of

the Belgians and the Count of Flanders arrived at

Eu'kinghara Palace on a visit to the Queen. In the

companiea by
The Countess de Nenilly and the Duke de Nemours
visited the King of the Belgians at Buckingham
Palace. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by
the Princess Alice and Prince Arthur, took a drive in a

carriage and four. The Prince Consort rode on horse-

back. In the evening the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the King of the Belgians and the Prin-

cesses Alice and Helena, honoured the concert of the

Philharmonic Society at tlie Hanover Square Booms
with their presence. On Tuesday tlie Queen held a Court

at which the Prince Jules and Prince John of Sohleswig-

Holstein Glucksbourg, accompanied by Count Bernstorff,

had an audience of her Majesty. TheirSereneHighnesses

afterwards visited the King of the Belgians. Lord
John Russell had an audience of the Queen. In the

afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort accompanied

by tlie King of the Belgians, Prince Arthur, the Prin-

cesses Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, and tho

Count de Flandres, left Buckingliam I'alace for

Windsor Castle, travelling from London by a special

train on the Great Western Railway/ Prince Leopold

also arrived at the Castle from Buckingham Palace.

The Queen, shnrth' after arriving at Windsor, visited

the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. The King of the

Belgians, accompanied by the Count of Flandeis, also

visited her Rojal Highness. Prince Louis and Priuoe

Henry of Hesse, the Duchess of Atholl, the Earl

of St. Germans, Viscount Sydney, the Marqnis of

Ailesbnry, and Earl Spencer arrived on a visit.

In the evening the Queen had a dinner party.

On Wednesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort

walked in the Home Park, accompanied by Princess

Alice, Princess Helena, Princess Louisa, nnd the Princes

Louis and Henry of Hesse. In the afternoon the

Prince of Wales arrived fr6m Oxford. The Duchess of

Cambridge, the Princess Mary, and the Duke of Cam-
bridge, the Dukes of Rutland and Newcastle, the Prus-

sian Minister and Countess Bernstorff, the Earl and
Countess of Dalkeith, the Earl and Countess of Claren-

don, the Earl and Countess of Bessborough, Viscount

nnd Viscountess Palmerston, and Mojor-General the

Hon. R, Bruce arrived on a visit to her Majesty.

In the evening the Queen hud a dinner and evening

party. On Thursday morning the Queen and Prince

Consort, accompanied by the Prince of Wales, the Prin-

cesses Alice, Helena, aiid Louisa, the Count of Flanders,

Princes Louis and Henry of Hesse, the Prince and
Princess of Leiningen, the Duchess, Duke, and Princess

Mary of Cambridge, and a numerous suite, honoured
Ascot Races with their presence. The Royal party
proceeded from the Castle to the course in 11 carriages

and four. The King of the Belgians honoured M. and
Madame Van de Weyer with a visit at New Lodge.
In the evening the Queen gave a grand dinner in St.

George's Hall, on the service of gold plate. Her
Majesty afterwards had an evening party. Yesterday
afternoon the Queen, Prince Consort, and the Royal
family, accompanied by the King of the Belgians and
the Count of Flandeis, returned to Buckingham Palace

from Windsor- Her Majesty will hold a Privy Council
this afternoon at Buckingham Palace, Her Majesty
will give a concert on Wednesday, the 13th inst., and
a State ball on Friday, the 22d inst.

The King or the Belgiaks, accompanied by the
Count of F'landers and their suite, landed at Dover on
Friday from Ostend, and travelled to London by a
special trail) of the South-Eastern Railway. The Royal
party proceeded from tlie lirioklayers* Arms Station in

several of the Queen's carriages to Buckingham Palace,
where they arrived at 20 minut«s before 6. His Majesty
accompanied the Queen to Windsor on Tuesday, and
returned yesterday with the Court to Buckingham
Palace.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official re^idence of the First Lord of
the Treasury in Downing Street.

Pakliameutabt AtovEMENXS.—There is a vacancy
at Belfast cauiied by the retirement of Mr. Davison on
account of ill health. Mr. Getty, the mayor, is a can-

didate for the varant seat, and a requisition is in course

of signature inviting Mr. Serjeant CHogan to come
forward as a candidate in the Liberal interest. The
Londonderry Election Committee resolved yesterday

that Mr. W. M*Connick, the sitting member, was duly

elected to »ervc In the present Parliament. It i»
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announced that the petition presented against the

return of Mr. Warner and Sir W. Kussell, the Liberal

sitting members for Norwich, is not to be proceeded

with on account of want of means to prosecute the

inquiry.

The Nfw Bishop of Caelisle.—The Hon. and

Rev. S. Waldegrave, formerly curate of St. Ebhe's,

Oxford, and latterly rector of Barford St. Martin's,

Wilts, and Canon of Salisbury, has been appointed to

succeed Dr. Villiers as Bishop of Carlisle. His views

are said to be those of a sound Churchman, without

leaning to the Tractarian party.

CoNYOCATiON.—On Thursday morning both Houses

of Convocation of the province of Canterbury assembled

at Westminster for the despatch of business. In the

Upper House the Bishop of Oxford's motion for sending

down to the Lower House the alterations made In the

draught report from the joint committee of both

Houses on the subject of occasional services, was carried

after considerable discussion. In tbe Lower House

Canon Selwyn presented a gravamen against the

Divorce Bill, which had been twice presented before, in

1858 and 1859, and sent to the Upper House as an

articulus cleric a course which he proposed should be

adopted on that occasion. After some discussion, per-

mission to discuss the matter was refused.

The Plymouth Comma^jd.—Vice-Adrairal Sir Arthur

Fanshawe, K.C.B., late CommancIer-in-Chief in the

Mediterranean, has been appointed Commander-in-

Chief at Plymouth, in the room of Vice-Admiral Sir

Earrington Ileynolds, whose period of service has expired.

The Gunboats joe China.—Intelligence has been

received at the Admiralty of the safe arrival at Singti-

pore of the gunboats Grasshopper, Bouncer, Havoc,

Weazel, Hardy, Cockchafer, Flamer, and Snap, all of

which sailed from England in the early part of Novem-
ber last.

The Volunteee Review.—It is announced that the

grand review of tlie volunteers by her Majesty is fixed

for Saturday, the 30th of June.

France.—The Moniteur of Wednesday announces

the departure of their Imperial Majesties for Fontaine-

bleau, where they will remain for several weeks. The
Moniteur further states that, as the health of Prince

Jerome continues to improve, no more daily bulletins

will be published. On Tuesday morning the Emperor
reviewed the division of General Bazaine, on its return

from Italy- At an early hour the division assembled

on the Place du Carrousel, with the exception of the

1st Regiment of Zouaves. The people assembled in

great crowds, and discussed rn a lively manner the

events in which tlie jr-allant division bore so distin-

guished a part. The Emperor bestowed the Military

Medal and Cross of the Legion of Honour with libe-

rality, and the division defiled with cries of "Vive
TEmpereur!" "Tlve I'lmperatrice!" "Vive le Prince

Imperial! "in which they were joined by the people.

Captain Russell, of the Tinpferial navy, who Was charged
witli a mission to Abyssinia, had a private audience of

the Emperor before his departure for Fontainebleau.

Captain Russell presented the treaty concluded with

the King of Abyssinia, by which the port of Adoulis

and the Island of Dyssa are ceded to France.

The commissioners appointed by the King of Sardinia

to fix the boundaries between Savoy and Nice and
Piedmont have arrived in Par?s, to come to an under-

standing with the French commissioners, so as to bring
the affair to a conclusion. Immediately after the

-annexation of Nice and Savoy, France will address a

note to the Powers, notifying the fact, and de-

manding a reply as a recognition of the
annexation by Europe. The Abbe Maret has been
named by the Emperor Bishop of Vannes and the Abbe
Duquesney, who preached during Lent at the Tuileries,

has been appointed Bishop in Partibus,'aTid governor of
the " children of France," The Abbe Maret was Pro-
fessor at the Sorhonne, and is reported to be the author of

a pamphlt^t against the temporar"pTwcr of the.Pope,
which appeared immediately after the famous one " Le
Pape et le Congrhs" The Constitxitionnel publishes an
article, signed by M. GrandguiUot, paraphrasing the
recent speech of M. Fould at Tarbes, with the object of

proving that the French are loyal neighbours to all

frontier Powers. The following is a summary of the

article :—
"Acting' with Enfiriand the Emperor opposed the attempts

of Ku.ssia to exercise tindue preponderance over the East, and
as soon as that object was accompliahed he made peace, and
sought no more to molest that Power. The undue preponder-
ance exercised by Austria in Italy called him again into the
field, and as soon as he had achieved the object of the w.ir, he
refrained from pushing advantages to excess. Were he a Sove-
reign watching for upportunifies of striking blows at his
neighbours for the sake of gratifying a senseless ambition,
would he have acted as he did towards England when she
found herself involved in a contest with her own Indian
empire ? Yet Great Britain possesses a preponrl erance over the
eeas, which, ho has not sought to dispute. There isacerUiiii
Mnd of preponderance in the sense of legitimate influence
which belongs justly to all great States. Austria and
Prussia exercise such influence, the one over fjouthem and
the other over northern Germany ; and England and
Kuseia have their own weU-defined fields of recognised
anperiority. It wns not so with France ; The avowed
pur|K)88 of the treaties of 1S15 was to cripple her
means, and place her in a position of relative inferiority
aa regards the other Powers. So humiliating a state
of things was put an end to by the two successive cam-
p^gua of th« Crimea and of Italy, t'rance has asserted her

right, in connection with England, to save the Turkish Empire
from being disposed of according to the will of the Czar. She

has settled with Austria the old struggle for ascendancy in

Italy in so moderate a way as to retain the moral mfluence due

to a bcnefiictor. Having regained her position in the councils

of Europe, France is content, and the more so because the days

for coalition and exclusive alliances are at an end. There will

be no more isolated interventions iu the afiairs of States,

because difficulties as they arise will be consid^^ and settled

by the common consent of the Great Powers."

Spain.—The Infante Don Juan has decided on not

adhering to the renunciation of all claim to the Spanish

Crown lately made by his brother the Count de Monte-

molln. His Royal Highness has transmitted a manifesto

to the London journals for publication, in which while

reserving his rights he announces his determination not

to appeal to arms to enforce them. The treaty with

Morocco has been published. The first payment of the

indemnity by Morocco will take place on the 1st July,

It was reported that Cardinal Wiseman was about to

visit Spain " to promote a subscription on behalf of the

Holy See, and to stimulate the faithful to take part in

the 'loan opened by his Holiness." The Government

has decided on enlarging the port and city of Barcelona,

and on not rebuilding its fortifications. -—
Belgittm.—Tlie French Governmont has requested

the Bel£;ian Cabinet to make proposals with the object

of concluding a commercial treaty.

HoLXAND.—The storms which caused such devasta-

tion on the English coast were felt with equal severity

in the Netherlands. In the wood of the Hague about

300 trees were uprooted, and proportionate damage has

been done throughout the whole extent of the country.

Immense losses have also been sustained by the marine

assurance offices, and portions of wrecked vessels, the

crews of which have disappeared, are driving hourly on

the shores.

Prussia.— It is said that an understanding between
Prussia and the Middle States of Germany will be

brought about by an interview at Baden Baden between
the Prince Regent of Prussia and several German
Sovereigns. The Prince Regent has just visited the

Rhenan province to inaugurate the railways from
Bingen to Sarrebruck and from Sarrebruck to Treves.

At Sarrebruck the Regent delivered a patriotic speech, in

which he declared that Prussia would never consent

to the cession of the smallest, portion of Germany
territory. After his return from the eastern provinces

the Regent will proceed to the Rhenish frontiers, where
it is said that his Royal Highness will have an inteview

with the Emperor Napoleon.
SwiTZEii3L\ifD.—^Tlie task of defining the new fron-

tiers between Sardinia, Switzerland, and France may be
considered as concluded, except as to some details yet
to he arranged. The assembling of a Conference on
the claims of Switzerland has become more and
more improbable for some time past. The Dowager
Empress of Russia left Geneva on Monday for Zurich, at-

tended by the Princess Marie Eugenie of Lenchtenberg,
AirSTEiA.—At the formal opening of the Council of

the Empire on the 30th ult. Counts Apponyi and
Adrossy both declared that the political pro-

gramme of the Hungarians does not tend in

any way to a separation from, but to an intimate

union with, the Austrian monarchy, on the bnsis of

common liberal institutions. The members of the

Council were received on Friday in the throne-room by
the Emperor, who read a speech mentioning important
projects to be submitted to the Council, by which a

provincial government will be granted to the difierent

parts of the empire, without disturbing the unity of the
State, and without speciallyfavouring any single province,

Hesse Cassel.—It is announced that the Govern-
ment of the Elector will demand guarantees of the
Federal Diet for the constitution granted on the 30th
ult. Prussia will oppose the demand, and refuse her
consent to any guarantee.

Russia.—The Gazette du 2^ord states that the
measures proposed respecting the emancipation of the

serfs have been adopted by the majority of the deputies

of the nobles, and that the general enfranchisement will

be realised in the course of the ensuing autumn. The
Emperorhaspermitted Jewish soldiers to entertht* guards.

The Caucasus.—A Russian journal states that the
stthjdctie»r-ef th&'€?ft«ca5tra~-h;ta- bccTi marked—hyarcoir-
siderable increase in the progress of Christianity and
civilisation amongst the mountain tribes, and that
there is good hope that Christianity may be now firmly
planted in the country; the more so as traces of
Christian temples are still to be found, indicating that
Mahometanisin had only supplanted the purer faith int

recent times.

Italy.—The news of the bombardment of Palermo
has produced a feverish agitation among the people of
Naples, and a conflict has taken place at the Cafe de
FEurope between citizens and officers, the former shout-

ing in favour of "Emmanuel!** "Garibaldi!" and
"Sicily!** It is asserted that the Government has

demanded from the five great Powers a guarantee for

the territory of the Two Sicilies, and has also de-

manded the intervention of France and the other
maritime Powers on the basis of a separate Government
for S'cily, and has ordered the Council of State to pre-

pare a constitution in conformity with French institu-

tions. Ilie Commondatore Martino, the Neapolitan
Minister at the Court of tlve Hcly See, left Rome on the

serious news from Palermo, and strong patrols tra-
versed the streets. His Holiness is said to have es^
pressed his opinion that the Emperor Napoleon and the
King of Sardinia had resolved upon the execution of
the programme contained in the pamphlet,, * Le Pap&
et le Congres' Signer Casteliani, the Roman patriot
had been exiled.

Sicily.—General Garibaldi is master of Palermo'
and a capitulation has been signed by the General
commanding the Royal Army. It appears that Gari-
baldi had by a skilluUy pretended retreat drawn off'

the troops, upon which the people rose in their rear r

when by a well-managed retuni into the city, Garibaldi
became master of all the positions abandoned by the^
militar}', which the insurgents determined not to let.

them reoccnpy. Tlie citizens and even the women took,

part in the combat and threw valuable furniture at the
troops. The victory was complete when the ships of
the Neapolitan navy opened a bombardment of the
town. At this time the barracks of San Giacomo had
been taken by the people ; several houses in the Strada
dl Toledo had been burnt down, and the people had
opened a breach in the houses surrounding the Custom.
House. The political prisoners had been set at liberty;

a park of artillery had been captured ; General Salzano

and other Neapolitan officers had been made prisonetf;.

and it was reported that a large sum of money had
been found by the insurgents iu the Treasury. On the

30th ult. Admiral Munday, the English admiral, having
assembled on board the Hannibal the officers of all the

foreign vessels of war (including those of Austria)

off Palermo, they unanimously resolved to request the

commander of the Neapolitan squadron to cease

firing on the town, which had already sustained*

enormous damage from the bombardment. A
capitulation was subsequently signed on board the

Hannibal between General Lanza and Garibaldi and
the Revolutionary Committee. Tliis capitulation

stipulated that the Neapolitan army, 25,000 strong,

should quit Palermo with all the honours of war, and
embark with their materiel on board the Neapolitan,

squadron, the evacuation to commence on Monday last.

The Neapolitan troops were then concentrated in the Royal
Falace and Castle, situated at the two extremities of"

Palermo. The city was barricaded, and part of the Royal

troops were surrounded by the insurgents. The
King of Naples subsequently refused the conditions of

the capitulation, and ordered hostilities to recommence
General Letizia however having arrived at Naples with

a new capitulation, is said to have pointed out to the-

King that the soldiers would refuse to fight, and that

desertions were already numerous among officers and
men, one of the King's generals being among the number-
who have gone over to the popular cause. In consequence^.

it is presumed, of these representations General Letizia

returned to Palermo on Sunday with authority to renew
the armistice to the 12th inst, A despatch from Genoa^
dated yesterdiiy the Stli inst., states that a new capi-

tulation has been concluded between General Lanza
and Garibaldi, but the conditions are nbt known.-

It was hoped by the mediation of the commanders of the

foreign ships of war to arrive at an honourable arrange-

ment between thepartiesengaged,whohaddisplayed equal
bravery. Garibaldi showsgreat kindness to the Neapolitan

officers whom he has taken prisoners, and has published

a letter commending the valour of the Neapolitan

troops, who were, he says, more determined in their re-

sistance than the Austrians last year in Lombardy,
The enthusiasm for Garibaldi w^as gradually gaining^the-

army, many of whom bad gone over to him with arms-

and ammunition, and the clergy were publicly preach-

ing a crusade against the Government. Garibaldi had;

constituted a Ministry, and had appointed a Governor

of Palermo and of the province. He had likewise

ordered an extraordinary levy, and had issued many
decrees for energetically carrying on the war. One of

his proclamations threatened with heavy punishments-

those who should commit thefts or assassinations. The-

Supreme Committee of Palermo had announced that

a vote will be taken on the question of annexation*

to Sardinia. Accounts from Messina state that that

city was deserted, that all merchandise bad been em-
barked, antl fharidl the Consuls had left, excepting M..

Boulard, the French Consul, who was transporting his-

effects to the French ship-of-war, to which he would
retire as soon as the city should be besieged or become;

the theatre of fighting. Girgenti had declared

for the insurgents, and the inhabitants of other

towns in insurrection had requested the neigh-

bouring communes to send in provisions. Fonr
thousand insni^ents, having several pieces of cannon,,

attacked Catania on Friday, but were repulsed-

by General Clacy with the 5th Chasseurs, one regiment

of Lancers, and some pieces of artillery. After a

combat of eight hours the insurgents were dispersed,

losing three cannon and two fiags,. the loss of the Royal

troops being 200 men. The city has since been declaredin

a state of siege. Garibaldi has written to Genoa for arms

and ammunition, the want of which is said to ha.ve

induced him to grant the armistice. An English-

steamer had arrived at Marsala from Queenstown

with 60 volunteers, 4000 rifles, and 1000/. for his

use, and a Sardinian steamer had landed 80 volun-

teers, 2000 rifles, and 100,000 cartridges. Another

Ist inst. for Naples, having ^eeu summoned thither by steamer was to leave Genoa on the 3d inst-

the King. The Ambassador, before taking his depar- with arms and ammunition, and from 700 ^ r^
ture, had a long conference witih the Pope. Rome was picked men, consisting of Italians and old soldiert-

tranquil, but likie inhabitants .W:^e ngitated by the j
The report of Bixio*s death is unfounded.
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a "to iournal of the expedition, written by
|

RJdo himself up to May 26. has just been
^

nublisbcd A letter from Marsala, dated the 23d,

states that the arms belongiug to the British residents

there, which had been taken from them, have been

ffiven np in consequence of a remonstrance addressed

bv Admiral Mundy to General Lanza,—Tbe Sardinian

Senate in its sitting of the 1st voted the Bill for the

-cession of Nice and Savoy unanimously, the members

present being 83.

TuKKEY.—By order of the Sultan the newly ap-

pointed Grand Vizier has proceeded to the provinces of

Turkey in Europe to superintend tbe inquiry which

has been instituted relative to the complaints of the

Christian inhabitants. Aali Pasha has been appointed

to replace the Grand Vizier during liis absence.

According to the most recent explanations of Prince

Oortschakoff to the great Powers of Europe, Russia

only proposed the assembling of a Congress on

the subject of the situation of tlie Christians in the

East in case an inquiry should confirm the justice of

the complaints against the Porte. The inquiry as pro-

posed by Russia was to be conducted by the Consuls of

the great Powers, with the aid of Commissioners

jippointed by Turkey. As however the Porte has itself

taken the initiative in the inquiry under the direction

of a member of the Ottoman Cabinet, the great Powers

have agreed to await the result before entering into

ulterior negotiations on the Russian proposition.

Syria.—Letters from Beyrout to the 24th ult. state

that disturbances have broken out in the Lebanon. The

Christians and the Druses had assumed a hostile atti-

tude towards each other, and the Pasha of Beyrout has

not sufficient troops to re-establish order.

Inbia.—By the arrival of the Overland Mail we have

received accounts from Bombay to May 4, Calcutta

May 8, A fierce controversy about the budget was

raging at both places. The following are the details :^
Calcutta.—The Governor-Geueral, whose retura to Calcutt*

-was necessitated by Sir C Trevolyan's minute, was expected

on the 20th April. Lord Clyde will follow a few days later,

and will leave Calcutta for England the first week in June. Sir

Hugh Rose was expected from Bombay to assume the com-
mand of the Indian army in his room. General Mansfield has
already been gazetted to succeed Sir Hugh at Bombay, where
he has been commanding in virtue of his senioi^ity.

Madras.~The publication of Sir Charles Trevelyan's minute
has had a very bad effect upon the natives of India, Prior to

its publication Sir Robert Montgomery, Lieutenant-Governor
of the Punjab, Mr. Edmonstoue and Mr. Wingfield, the rulers

of the North-West Provinces and Oude, had reported to

Government that the natives in their respective provinces
were prepared to accept the measure. Their reports subse-
quent to the publication state that the language used by Sir

C. Trevelyan had unsettled the minds of many who were
previously resigned, and had produced a strong impression on
the natives generally that they might yet escape taxation
altogether, and notbiug but the summary recall of Sir C.

Trevelyan by the Home Government could have arrested the
mischief,
£ombo.f/.—Sir G, R. Clerk had arrived at Bombay as Governor

of the Presidency. Cholera -Lj committiug fearful ravages in
some parts of the country, the mortality in Baroda, having
risen as high aa 3000 within a few days. The troops have
fiuflered comparatively little, but the disease has proved fatal

15 Captain Brodie, of the 7th Regiment ; Captain J. G. Forbes,

Military Auditor General ; and Mr. Henry Leo Pennell, a

merchant.
Punjaub.—The force under General Chamberlain assembled at

Tauk at the foot of the hills occupied by the Mushoods on the

14th April, and entered those hills on the 16th. It consisted

of 250 cavalry, 4500 infantry and 17 guns. It marched two
days after on Kotee Shuuger, the stronghold of the Mushoods.
These, however, had not the courage to defend it, but evacu-

ated it after some slight skirmishing on the approach of our
troops. A further advance was looked for every hour, it being

the intention of the General to inflict condign punishment on
rtheae tribes for their wanton invasion of our territory.

}

Jeyii.—A proceeding something similar to the circulation ofi

the mysterious chupatties from village to village, though less

extensive, has been discovered to have taken place in the

Delhi and neighbouring districts. It seems thata i^ftarra or

earthen pot was sent round from village to village in which all

or one of the community were^:o drop something, a stone or a
piece of money, and then pass it on. It has been traced to the

neighbourhood of Jhansee ; but where it originated or what
IB its object is involved in mystery. The PoHtical Agent at

Gwalior has been directed to investigate the matter.

CHi:rA.—Some commercial houses of Marseilles are

said to have received fresh news, by a supplementary

mail from Hong Kong to the 25th of April, stating that

the ultimatum had not heen absolutely rejected, and

that the Plenipotentiaries had remitted a second uUi-

matmny omitting the demand for an indemnity, to which

they intended to await the answer of the Chinese Court.

Japan.—The accounts from Japan are still unsatis-

factory, and the foreign residents at Yokohama still

consider tliemselves unsafe. The Regent had been

attacked and wounded by the retainers of the Prince of

Meto, who is a pretender to the position of Tycoon,

and said to be unfriendly to foreigners.

United States.—The Republican National Conven-
tion at Chicago has nominated Mr. Abram Lincoln, of

Illinois, for President, and Mr. Hannibal Hamlin, of

Maine, for Vice-President. The " platform" adopted by
the Convention is eminently conservative in tone. It

declares for the immunity of sovereign States from in-

terference with their domestic institutions, condemv-s

the treason of John Brown, advocates an exalted tariflF,

and a relaxation of the naturalisation laws. It is stated

that Mr. Lincoln used, as a youngster, "bare-footed,

and with ragged trousers, to drive his father's oxen and

spnd his days in splitting rails." His nomination was so

little the effect of preconcert, and so little antici-

pated by the Convention, as to have excited there

aft much surprise as it has unquestionably excited

«a the public mind elsewhere. It created an intense

Jhirare in Chicago; and the Republicans of New
York, Albany, Rochester, and other places exhibited

their enthusiasm by extraordinary explosions of gun-

powder and other noisy demonstrations. A crowded i

meeting of Democrats was held at New York on the
|

22d ult., at which resolutions were passed in favour of
j

the nomination of Senator Douglas, whose friends

are confident of his nomination at Baltimore. A
feeling of disappointment prevailed at New York at

the non-success of Mr. Seward, who has been wholly set

aside by Mr. Lincoln's nomination by his party. The

barque 'William, late of New York, had been taken into

Key West with 550 negroes on board, having been

captured by the United States steamer Wyandotte off

the Isle of Pines, on the south coast of Cuba. A Bill

providing for the shipment of all negroes captured in

slavers to their homes in Africa has since been passed,

and the President has entered into an arrangement

with the Colonisation Society for the return of those

captured by the Mohawk and Wyandotte. The sum

of 50,000 dollars is to be paid to the society for this

service.

Mexico.—Advices from Vera Cruz contain the

important intelligence that Zuloaga issued a decree on

the Ist ult. deposing Miramon, and assuming the

Presidency of Mexico himself. It is stated that this

movement had caused great alarm. Uraga, at the head

of 6000 Liberal troops, was at Guanajuato on the

5th ult., preparing to attack the capital.

43avitanunt.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
MoNDAT.— TA^ Bavl- of Ireland Bill was read a second time.

The Public Improvements Bill was read a third time. The

Trustees, Mortitgm, &c.. Bill was recommitted, when some
verbal amendments were agreed to. The report of amend-

ments in the Ecclenastical Courts Jurisdiction BUI was received.

The Refreghment Houses and Wine Licenses Bill was brought up
from the Commons, and read a first time. The Itepeid of

Sir J. Barnard's Act Bill was also brought up from the

Commons, and read a first time.

Tuesday.—Sunday Trodiiffj.—Lord Chelmsforb moved the

third reading of the Selling and Hawkiug on Sundays Bill.—

Earl St. Germans opposed the Bill, on th« ground that though

it prohibited Sunday trading in the afternoon, it legalised it

during certain hours in the morning, and would therefore

virtually compel tradesn-cn to open their shops contrary to

their will.—Lord Teynham moved that the Bill be read a

third time that day three months. —Lord Chelmsford

denied that any desecration of the Sabbath would occur by
sanctioning the Bill. The penalties of the Bill were not by any

means excessive, and if they were to be made less they would

entirely fail to accomplish the object for which they were

imposed.—Earl Gkanville opposed the Bill.—The Bishop of

LirHFiELD opposed the Bill, on the ground that it was the first

Bill proposing to legalise trading on Sunday.—The Bishop of

Cashel was wiUing to support the Bill, if the clause leg:ili|^mg

the sale of newspapers and other publications up to 10 o clock

on Sundays should be withdrawn. The House then divided on

the question whether the word "now" should stand part of

the motion, when the numbers were,— Content, 40; not

content, 29 ; majority for the Bill, 11. After some further dis-

cussion, the Bill was read a third time and passed.—Earl

Granvii.i:.b moved the second reading of the Itefrcshment

Houses and Wine Licences Bill. — The Earl of Harring-

ton thought it would be better to postpone the second

reading to a further day, as they had not had sufficient notice

of the second reading of the Bill—Earl Granville promised

that a full opportunity should be given for discussing the

measure on the motion for going into Committee on Fiiday*.

The Bill was then read a second time.

THOR3DAT.—The Trustees, Mortgagees, <&c., Billwas read a third

time and passed. Sir John Barnard's Act Repeal Bill was
read a second time. The Sale of Gas Act Amendment BiV passed

through committee. Manhood Suffrage.—Lord Teynham sub-

mitted a resolution to the effect that the House, greatly desir-

ing the settlement of the question of Parliamentary Reform,

was willing to give its most careful consideration to the peti-

tions which had been presented to it in favour of manhood
suffnige and vote bv ballot. In a speech of great length he

pointed out the reasons which induced him to bring forward

such a proposition. He believed that if the criminal, vagrant,

and poor laws were revised and improved, the very largest

extension of the franchise, accompanied by vote by ballot,

might be safely conceded to the people.—Earl Granville said

he could not give any countenance to the scheme of manhood
suffrage, as recommended by the resolution, and expressed his

opinion that universal suffrage, more than any other system,

tended to the destruction of liberty and the introduction of

despotism. The motion was then negatived without a division.

Friday.—Brrmhardment of PaUmio.—In answer to Lord
Brougham, who expressed warm sympathy with the Sicilian

insurrection, Earl Granville said that the Government had
received intelligence of the bombardment of Palermo. JH-plo-

malic Relations with Rome —The Earl of Stanhope moved for a

copy of the despatch from the Secretary for Foreign Affairs, to

regulate the diplomatic relations with the Court of Rome since

the cessation of her Majesty's Legation at Florence.
[Left sitting t

opinion had arisen bfei-oeen the Government and Sir H.
Rawlinson, and that in consequence Sir Henry had been re-

called, was altogether fabulous. On the contrary, his policy-

had been entirely approved by her Majesty's Government ; and
the sole cause of his resignation was that he disapproved of

the transfer of the administration of Persian affairs from the
Indian Board to the Foreign Office, "ft'ith regard to the policy

of her Majesty's Uovemment in Persia, it was to maintain the
independence and integrity of that country, but at the same
time to recommend to Persia not to make aggressions upon
other independent States. Our present relations with the
Shah of Persia were of the most satisfactory and friendly

character. There was, however, one point upon
which the position of the English Government might
be pecuhar— namely, that there had been a sort of

rivalry between Great Britain and Russia at Teheran

;

and persons who were in favour of England complained of the
conduct of Russia, while those who were in favour of Russia,

complained of England. It was the wish of the EngUsh
Government to discounige that rivalry, and he had written to

St. Petersburg, and had told the Russijin Minister here that

80 long as Russia wonld maintain the independence and
integrity of Persia, the English Govci-nment would cordially

aasi-st in that object. The answer he had received trom Russia

was that that Power had always intended to show the same
disposition.. With respect to Mr. Wyld's question about

China, he said he had not received nny despatch from

Hong KoDg concerning the transaction referred to. As to the

inquiry of Mr. Fortescue, the statements, he observed, rested

upon the responsibility of the party who published them ; but
there were reports in the Foreign Office from our Consuls of

cruelties and even tortures peri)etrated by the police in Sicily,

and no one who knew the state of that island could, he thought;

be at a'l surprised at what had occurred there. In reply to Mr.
Fitzgerald's question respecting Turkey, he stated that, at the

end of April, theMinister of Foieign Affairs for Russia informed
the Turkish Ambassador at the Court of St. Petersburg
that the accounts received from the different Christian

provinces under the dominion of the Sultan were such that, if

an insurrection were to take place, and should produce a mas-
sacre on the part cf the Sultan's troops, the Emi)eror of Russia

could not remain a tranquil spectator. On the 5th of May the

representatives of the five Powers were assembled by Prince

Gortschakoff, who made a similar statement to them. Three

propositions were then agreed to—first, that the present state

of these provinces had l>ecome intolerable; secondly, that an
inquiry should be made, and that such inquiry ought to be
conducted by the officers of the Sultan, and that they should

be assi.sted by the consuls of the five Powers ; thirdly, that the

Hatti-Humayoun having failed aa a security for the protection

of the Christians in the Porte, the Powers would deem it to be

necessary to have anew organisation of the government ofthose

provinces. When her Majesty's Government received these pro-

positions thev replied that they could not pronounce the condi-

tion of the provinces to be intolerable, although they could not

speak in favourable terms of the government of the Sultan.

With regard to the third proposition, providing for a new-

organisation, her Majesty's Government said that they could

not agree to a new organ i-sation on the principle of the Treaty

of Paris of 1S56. They therefore consulted with the other

Powers, and gave it as their opinion that, while they could

not give any consent to the first and third propositions, it

might be proper to make inquiries as to the state of the

Christian provinces of the Sultan. Austria took time for

consideration, but the French Minister suggested that remedtes

might be pointed out which might provide for tbe security of

the Christians as well as for the authority of the Sultan. Her
Maiestv's Government said that, if the Sultan thought that

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—Mr. H. D. Seymour called attention lo the state of

our RelatioTis with Persia, and asked for papers relating to the

recall or resignation of Sir Henry Rawlinson. He entered very

copiously into the history of Persian politics and of our

diplomatic intercourse with the Court of Teheran—Mr. Wylp
asked for information respecting the tri.il at Hongkong of the

master of a British barque for the murder of a Chinese at

Bwatow : and Mr. B. Portescue made inquiries reLitlve to

certain statements in a pamphlet published in Piiria of the

nroceedincs uf the police authorities in Sicily.—Mr. Osbobne.

recurring to the subject of the Persian 3Ii.ssion, int^uired what

was Its precise position, aad whether it had been tr-ins-

ferred to the exclusive direction of the Foreim Office—
a quesUon which, he thought, would be found to have

some connecUon with the recall of Sir H. Kawhnson -
j

LoTd C HA>m.TOJr defended Mr. Murray in relation to Persian

H^lonAcv—Mr S. Fitzgerald, adverting to the communica-

rimmadeby theMinister of Foreign Affairs at St Petersburg

+;.>;? Miniters of the five great Powers at the Court of

BuSa ^ "pecth^ conditi^of the ChrisUav, subjects of

rlPkev inqvW what were the exact terms of the proposition

S the' Russian Government ; what course with reference

to it had been pursued by that of France; what answer it wa«

propnsS to give by her Majesty's Government, and as U> other

E!r/JprH connected with the commumcatmn.—Lord JoHir

Su^Ill 4iedo these various questions. He observed tha

flps?^^ which hadreafthsd^lr.tieymour,. that diSerences of
I

not p'ress i"t upon him. Ultimately the Sultan had

directed bis Grand Vizier to proceed to tbe provinces and
institute the inquiry. The adoi<tion of this course might pre-

serve unimpaired the authority of the Sultan, while it would

hold out some hope for the future. No one could tell what
would be the future destiny of the Turkish provinces, but

during the last few years there had certainly been a great

change for the better. At present he had every reason to hope

that no difference would arise between the great Powers *>f

Europe on the subject. The St rile,—Mr. HtJBBARDaskedwhether

the attention of the Government had been called to the renewed

agitation of the metropolitan operatives for a diminntion of

the time of labour to nine hours ; and whether the Govern-

ment wouid be prepared to protect independent labourers

against the coercion and violence practised towards

them on a former occasion, should similar illegal

proceedings be attempted by the men on strike.—

Sir G. Lewis replied that he had no information on the subject

bevond that possessed by other members of the House. He
considered it to be the duty of the Government to held itself

impartial with regard to these unfortunate movements, wluch

told with the greatest severity on the men themselves. The
motion for the adjournment of the House to Monday was then

agreed to.—Mr. Whitesiue obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

consolidate and amend the laws relating to the powers of

Leasing and Improving Land in Ireland. The Universities and
College Rotates Bill was read a second time. The House then

went into committee ofsupply on tbe Army Rt^timates, and the

remainder of the evening was passed in their discussion.

Certain Bills were forwarded a stage.

Monday.— 77ie CTn'na If'ar.—The ChakCtllor of the Exche-
quer stated, in reply to a question from Sir J. Elphinstonb,

that the provision already marie for the war in China consisted

of the sums of 850,000/., and SOO.OiTQZ., but that circumstances

having since altered, it would become necessary for the

Secretary for War to submit a further supplemental

estimate on an early day. The Rifovm Bill—On the order

of the day for going into committee on the Represen-

tation of the People Bill, Mr. Hust moved that it

be an instruction to the committee that they have
power to provide increased facilities for polling at elections in.

the Un'ted Kingdom.—The Speaker stated that it was not
competent for the hon. gentleman to persist in his motion, aa

Bills were already before the House designed to remedy the
evil of which he complained. The Speaker also ruled that

certain amendments of which Mr. GaifFixH and Mr. Bestinck
had given notice were out of order, being "mandatory in

form."—Mr. Bentinck then moved " that it be an instruction

to the committee that they have power to make provision for

the better pre\-ention of bribery and corruption at elections."
—3Ir. Hume seconded the motion.—Mr. Whiteside supported
it, and urged that strong mea.sure3 to check bribery and cor-
ruption should precede an exteuMon of the franchise, a.-; other-
wise, to enlarge the franchise wotild only be to increase corrup-
tion.—Mr. WYLDsubmitted that theonlywayto purify therepre-
seutation of the people would be to introduce the "ballot, and
moved an amendment to that effect.—The Spfakke held that
this amendment was not in order.—Mr. Mellob hinted that
the object of Mr. Bentinck's motion wa.^ merely to delay the
measure, and that he bad no bondfi-ie desire to piuify the elec-

toral aystem.—Mr. Knightlev supported the motion and stated

that it was not his intention to press the motion of which he
had given notice, that the poll be taken by means of voting
papers.—Lord B. Cecil, Sir J. Hanmer, Mr. A. Mills, Sir Bl.

Fabquhar, Mr. Beekllet, and other members, .supported the
motion ; Mr. Bouverie and Lord J. Manners opposed it.

—

After some further discussion. Lord J. Rcssell said he was
quite willing that the subject should be taken up in committee
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although he thought there was no necessity for the formal
resolution proposed by Mr. Beiitinck.—The instruction was
then agreed to.—The Speaker ruled that the amendments pro-
posed by Mr. Hassard and Mr, Ennis, that one uniform oath
should be taken by each member of the House, were out of
order—a separate Bill being necessary to establish any chunge
in the oath.—Lord J, Russell then moved that the Speaker
leave the chair, and stated the course which the Govern-
ment proposed to take with respect to the three Reform Bills.

In their opinion, the English Bill should go into Com-
mittee and its provisions be assented to by Parliament
"before the other Bills were considered, and it was not to
he expected that the Scotch and Irish Bills, under those
circumstances, could be proceeded with this session. With
regard to the English Bill, two questions arose, one as to the
substance of the measure, and the other as tm the time it was
proposed to proceed with it. In respect to the first question,
the Government had proposed a franchise for the boroughs
which they did not think lower than it was proper to carry it

;

but this was a question of degree, and he was therefore justi-

fied in asking the House to go into committee, when any
propositions for amending the Bill could be fairly considered.
If the reduction of the franchise were objected to. the House
should not have assented to the second reading. With respect
to the queetion of time, it was to be proposed to wait the
result* of the Census^ but this would postpone a Reform Bill

for three years, which was equivalent to ptittin^f it off in-

definitely upon a very hollow pretence. Then it was said that
this was the 4th ofJune, and that it was too late to proceed with
the!Bill, oonsidering that the Estimates had notpasicdthe
House. Looking at the importance of this Bill, however, he
thought this no reason for not proceeding with it, and, if the
Government alleged this reason, it would be attributed to a
^desire to get rid of the Bill without the maT%line8s to avow it.

No time was fixed for the prorogation of Tarliament, and. If

important business was before it, there was no reason why
their sittings should not be prolonged.—Mr. Disraeli vindi-
cated the fairness and consistency of his party in relation to
the measure, observing that the policy which Lord J. Russell
liad recommended that night was in strange and startling con-
trast to that which he had recommended from the Opposition
"benches, and to the tone and temper with which the Bill had
been introduced. He pointed out the difficulties and embarrass-
ments which would attend the course the Government proposed
to adopt. If the English Bill only was to be proceeded with.
was there to be a partial dissolution of Parliament, or must
that House meet as a condemned House of Commons, the
English members not competent to their duties T Meanwhile
that was going on in Europe which should excite the anxiety
and engage the deep attention of the country ; and was that
a period when the House should be left in the state ^hich
Lord J. Russell contemplated? In his opinion it was most
impolitic at this moment to attempt such a settlement of this
question as that undertaken by Lord John, who, after all, had
come forward with no policy, but with a compromise which
might be justly called paltrj- and in such a coui-se he saw no
safety to the country.—Mr, Mackinnon moved as an amend-
ment that in order to obtain a safe and effective reform it

would be inexpedient and unjust to proceed further with the
propoped legislative measure until the House had before it

the results ol the Census of 1861, He urged various objections
to proceeding with the Bill, as well as the indifference of
the couutry, even of the working classes, towards it, insisting
upon the danger of lowering the franchise so as to import into
the borough constituencies a large number of operatives whose
organisation might be easily rendered available for political
objects.—Sir G. Lewis declined to follow Mr. Mackinnon into
arguments often urged and often answered. The postpone-
ment of the Bill till the CensuB had been taken would render
legislation u^xin this subject next session impossible ; and the
results of the Census would have no bearing upon tho borough
franchi.sc, the main subjectof the Bill, nor would they affect the
relative position of the boroughs in respect to population. If
the House had the option, it would be better, in his opinion,
to adopt a Census when there v:as no prospect of a Reform
Bill, and no useful object could be gained by delay.—Sir H,
Stbacey supported the amendment, which was supported by
Mr. Barrow, Mir, Bovill, and Sir M. Farqohar, and opposed by
Mr. Gbfgsos, Sir F, GoLDSMrn, and Mr. Baines,-On the
motion of Mr, Huxt, the debate was, at midnight, adjourned
to Thursday. The proposition to fix ^^^ Shtrlffi Court (Scotland)
Bill and another group of Scotch Bills for a morning sitting on
Tuesday, the 12th inst., led to a lively discussion, in the course
of which Mr, Disraeli recommended the House not to agree
to the suggestion, as no frank understanding had been come to
upon the subject between the Government and the Opposition.
XJltiraately, on a division, the proposition was carried by 102
to 89.—Mr. Clive obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend
and further extend the Acts for the Commxttation of Tithtif in
Sugfand and Wales.—Mr, Lowe obfciined leave to bring in a
bill for confirming a scheme of the Charity Commissioners for
the administration of Archbishop Tmison"9 Charity in St.
Marti n's-in-the-Fields, Certain Bills were forwarded a stage
Tuesday,— TAtf North Sea Tele^mpJi^—hcrd Palmerstox, in

reply to .A[r. Wyld, stated that the Government had no objection
to fnmish shins to survey the Norch Sea, in order to test the
possibility of laying the telegraphic cable to America by way
of Scotland, the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Labrador.
Transport Service.—ifr. Lindsay moved for a select committee
to inquire into the organisation and management of those
branches of the Admiralty, War Office, India Office, and
Emigration Board, by which the business of transporting
troops, convicts, emigrants, materials of war, stores, and any
other similar services by means of shipping, is now performed,
with a view of adopting som3 uniform system by which such
services may be economically and efficiently conducted, under
the authority of one consolidated and responsible department.
—Sir M. SFYMorR seconded the motion.—Lord C. Paget said
that the Government had no objectioft.^*^ the motion, but he
feared that there would be great difficulty in carrying nut the
proposed plan.-Mr. Baillib advocated a^separate department,
to be charged with the control of the^ransport service. After
some discussion. Sir J, PaKINGTON declared his satisfaction at
the consent given by the Government to the inquiry, and
deprecated further discussion under the circumstances. The
motion was tlien agreed to-—Civil Service -Rcamina/ioiw.—Mr.
B. Cochrane moved a resolution, that for the future the Civil
Service Commissioners shall publish, with their auuual report,
all the examination papers submitted to candidates; specie
fyinff the proportion in which the maximum of marks
assigned to each branch of knowledge is divided among the
questions contained in each paper. He attacked the
entire system of examination, which deprived the Crown,
he said, of many valuable servants ; but if it was to be carried
on, it should only be under complete publicity. He complained
that the absence of publicity had led to many instances of
terrible hardship, in which persons^ after many years of
service, in the event of promotion or transfer, had been sub-
jected to exammation and defeated by younger men crammed
for the occasion. He excited the laughter of the House by
citingsomeofthequestionsputtocundidates.-TheCHANCELi-OR
of the Exchequer said the motion was open to great objection,
and could not be considered apart from the speech of Mr.
Cochrane, the animus of which could not be mistaken ; he
appeared to regard the idea of examming candidates for the
civil service by commissioners as mischievous and absurd

;

and the real question, which should have heen avowed, was
whether the system should be maintained or abolished. He
jusU&ed tho mode of examination, aud even the questions

arithmetic,

the entire

cited, and suggested the unfair stratagems which would be
prompted by the course Mr. Cochrane had recommended. The
motion was of the nature of a censure and discouragement of

the Commissioners, and it was an attempt to force the

House to interfere at a time when a Committee had
been appointed to inquire into the very subject—Sir F.

Smith made some observations as to the manner of dis-

tributing the marks allotted to candidates.— Mr Bestinck
declared that examination was more necessary for members
of the Treasury bench than anywhere ebe. So long as the
Treasury exercised its patronage witiiout responsibility, there

would bo that feeling of dissatisfaction which gave rise to the
present motion,—Lord Stanley defended the present system,
entering at some length into the advantages of competitive
examinatiion in bringing out the naerits of the several

candidates. Those who had been rejected had failed in

the lowest elements of the examination—in spelling and
He opposed the motion because a committee on

subject had just concluded its labours, and was
about to issxie a report, which would throw much light upon
the subject. The information that report would furnish would
enable them to discuss the matter to much greater advantage.

—

Mr. BowYER entered into details, to prove the imperfections of
the present system, which constantly demanded knowledge
from the candidates totally inconsistent with their future
duties. — Sir G. Lewis said that there was no attempt
to adapt the examinations to the future duties of the
candidate ; the object was, in a general examination, to

ascertain that they had a liberal education.—Lord K. Cecil
objected to the high pressure system, which brought in clever

and worthless men to the exclusion of persons really fitted for

their duties.—Sir S, Northcotb urged the House to wait till the
evidence of the committee was brought forward, whose
inquiries had been searching and extensive-—Mr, B, Cochrans
replied, declaring that he had heard no valid reason against his
motion. Still, as the report of the cc^mmittee was about to
issue, he should not press it. The motion was then negatived
without a division. Criminal Law.—Mr. Dknman obtained
leave to introduce a Bill for the amendment of the proceedings
on trials for felony and misdemeanour, the object of which was
to assimilate the criminal to the civil law, in enabling the
counsel for the prisoner to comment upon the evidence after it

had been given.—Captain Jervis rose to move a resolution for
abandoning the prosecutions of certain persons at Wakejield for
offences against the Corrupt Practices Prevention Act, when
the House was counted out, at 20 minutes before 8 o'clock.

Wednesday.—Fcclesiccstical Commisuon Bill,—Sir G. Lewis
moved the second rc:\ding of this Bill, the object of which is

to transfer to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners the manage-
ment of the estates of the deans and chapters.—Mr. Selwyn
moved, as an amendment, that the Bill be read a second time
that day six months. It was a measure which virtually con-
fiscated the estates of the cathedral churches. The result of
carrying out tho centralising principle adopted by the com-
missioners had been to allow the business of the depart-
ment to fall into the hands of the subordinate officials, and the
accounts to go unaudited, in contravention of the Act of Par*
liament. Moreover, these xmaudited accounts were admitted
by the secretary, before a committee of the House of Lords,
to be unintelligible. He quoted from the accounts, to
&how the great, and, as he believed, unnecessary expenses the
commission had incurred.—Alderman Copeland seconded the
amendment. — Mr. Freeland contended that the Bill was
requisite in order to secure the administration of the estates of
church lessees on one uniform principle.—Sir G. Lewis said the
Bill was based upon the report of a select committee. All that
it did was to carry into effect an opinion already expressed by
both Houses of Parliament, that the whole of the ecclesiastical
property of the country should be vested in the Ecclesiastical
Commission, and that the bishops and deans and chapters
should be stipendiaries upon the fund — Mr. Mowbray
Buppc^rted the second reading of the Bill, but intimated
that he should oppose some of its provisions in com-
mittee. He thought the Government had mixed up too
many questions iu the Bill, and that on the whole it might
be a more desirable course to recast the measure and divide
it into three short Bills dealing with the different branches of
the subject.—Lord H. Vane was unwilling by opposing the Bill
to jeopardise the loss of any good that might be in it. Hewas
of opinion that there ought to be some fixed principle of en-
franchisement and some means of arranging between the
Church and the lessees.—Lord J. Manners contended that the
principle of the Bill was that the powers of the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners were not sufficient, that their powers should
be increased, that the Commission should be made permanent,
and that ultimately the whole property of the Church should
be vested in an all but irresponsible committee. He should
therefore give hia cordial support to the amendment.—Mr,
INGHAX said that if the Bill were now rejected, an opportunity
would be lost of doing a great public good,—Mr. C. Howard
gave notice that, should the Bill go into committee, he would
introduce clauses to enable the Commissioners to augment
sm.iU livings in the country,—Mr. Newdeqate condemned the
Bill as a measure which nobody approved of. He could not
recognise the argument, tfhat as something must be done it
was desirable to paqs a defective measure.—After SDine obser-
vations from Mr- Liddell in opposition to the Bill, Mr.
Deedes defended the conduct of the Commissioners, who had,
he said, endeavoured to discharge their duties conscientiously
and to the public satisfaction, but had met the fate of mos"t
persons similarly situated,—On the motion of Mr, Henley
the debate was adjourned for a fortnight,^The Masters and
Operatives BUI passed through committee--The Tramway (Scot-
land) Bill was read a second tirae,

TBvn?.r>.KY,~ Reforui BUI. — Mr. Buke and Mr. Brady
asked whether a dissolution was to follow the passing
of the Reform Bill, and what was to be done with Ireland and
Scotland if the English Bill passed by itself,—Lord J, Russell
said that after the passing of a Reform Bill it was usual to dis-
aolve^ hiit hd- cotthi »otr &*Ty irhrtlj ermratr'thc-CrDWn'ni^^t be
advised to take in tho present insUince, All he could say was
that Engla^id, Ireland, and Scotland would be dissolved
together.—On the order of the day for resuming the ad-
journed debate on Mr, Mackinnon's amendment to defer
legislation on the subject of Reform till the results
of the Census had been obtained. Sir J. Fergusson
complained of the ouirse which the Government intended to
adopt with reference to the Irish and Scotch Bills, and urged
that the interests of Ireland and Scotland were about to be
sacriticed in order that progress might be made with the
English Bill. He urged that the better course would be to
deal with Jhe whole of the United Kingdom in one measure ; and
that, regard being had to the lateness of the session, it would
be desirable to withdraw all three Bills at once* He moved,
as an amendment, that the debate on going into committee be
adjourned, — Colonel Dickson, on behalf ot tho Irish members,
seconded the motion-— Sir G- Grey complained that members
who professed to be reformei-s, after having delibenitely
affirmed the principle of the Bill by reading it a second time,
should now stop its progress by dilatory and obstructive
motions. If the Opposition wished to save themselves from
the imputation ot being ob'^tructives, they would adopt
the manly course, and subniit a motion for the rejection
of the Bill. — Lord J, Majjners said the Government
were only making a colourable attempt to proceed with
the Bill for England, and that :hey had no bond Jlde intention
of urging the measure on the acceptance of the House or the
country.—After considerable discussion, in which SirT. Cole-
BROOKK, Mr. LoNGFiELD, Mr. IxoRAJi, Mr. Wallinoton, Mr,

Alcock, Mr,C- BnucE, Mr Baxter, Mr. George, Mr. Pease MrStirling, the Lord-Advocate, and Mr. Whiteside took part'Mr. Bright denmnced the interminable amendments and
frivolous delays which had been interposed to the progress ofthe Bill.. The question was, whether the House was willing to
pass any reform of any sort during the present session. He
discussed the general question, and cited facts showing the ad^
vance of the working classes in education and intelligence and
even in wealth. Those classes had, he believed, geneVallv
expressed their satisfaction with the Bill brought in by the
Government, and he implored the House to pLa a measure
which was in every way safe and moderate.-Sir H. Caiuns
reverted to the question whether the Scotch and Irish Bills
should be proceeded with at the same time as the English and
contended that the measures ought not to be dissevered ^-
Lord Palmerston, after reviewing the courae that liad been
adopted towards the Bill, Faid that the measure had been
delayed entirely by a superabundant use of tho ''gift of
tongues" by its opponents. He asked the House to answer
the plain question whether it was intended to pass a Bill for
reforming the representation during the present or in anv
future session. The Opposition had themselves adopted the
principle of Reform, and their conduct was not straightforward
in trj'ing to defeat it by delay. All their objections related to
matters of detail, and ought in common consistencv to be dis*
cussed in committee. The motion then under discussion for
adjourning the debate was one of the series of dilatory pleas
designed only to fnistrate the progress of the measure. It wa»
based upon the assumption that the Government had aban-
doned the Scotch and Irish Reform Bills. This was altogether
untrue, and he contended that no inconvenience would ensue
from postiwning tho«e Bills until another session, as there was
no time to pass them this year. The course pursued by the
Opposition with regard to the Bill was, he maint:iined, unworthy
of a great political party- He hoped that the Bill would, never-
theless, be ftuccefisfuUy carried to completion before the close of
the session.—Mr. Disraeli congratulated Lord Palmerstoncn
the first speech he had made on the Reform Bill. The conduct
of the measure had been left to others, and consequently his
speech had been characterised by a total miisconeeption ot" the
buslnfrfis of the House* He had accused the Opposition of
delay; but the motion for going into Committee was only
made on Monday. Was their not opposing the second reading
of the Bill a cause of delay ? Tho majority of the speeches had
been made by the supporters of the Government, and if Lord
Palmerston really desired to know whether this Reform Ball
was desired he recommended him to inquire of some of those
who sat behind him. He had said scarcely a syllable of
the question immediately before tho House ; j-et he
could not lay down as a principle that when the
Government had introduced a measure of Parlia-
mentary Reform, and withdrew the portions relating
to Ireland and Scotland, the House ought not to coa-
sider their new position and its constitutional consequence.— Lord J, Russell ,said that the question waa
whether this motion was a real, substantial objection to pro-
ceeding with the Bill, or for the mere purpose of delay, and
briefly vindicated the course adopted by the Government. On
a division, tho motion of Sir J. Fergusson for adjourning the
debate was negatived by 269 to 24S.—Mr. Cochrane then
moved that the Hou« do adjourn. This motion was negatived,
on a division, by 267 to 222. The motion for the adjourn-
ment of the debate was then renewed, upon, which Lord
Palmerston gave way, and the debate was then adjourned
to Monday. — Mr, Cardwell moved that the order for the
second reading of the Irish Reform Bill be discharged. The
motion was opposed, but ultimately agreed to. and the Bill
was withdrawn. The same course was taken with the Scotch
Bill, and, the remaining business having been dispt»sed of, the
House adjourned at five minutes past 3 o'clock.

Friday.—In answer to Mr. Locke King, Sir G. Lewis said
that the royal proclamation for the encouragement of piety and
virtue, and f^r the prevention of vice, prufaneness, and immo-
rality had been revised with the approbation of the Lord Chan-
cellorand would be submitted to her Majesty in council to-morrow
Corrupt P^^actiees Prevention Act.—Jn answer to Mr. Hunt, Sir
G- Lewis said it was his intention to introduce a Bill thia
session based upon the report of the Committee upon the
Corrupt Practices Prevention Act. National Defences^-^u
answer to Sir F. Smith, Lord Palmebston said it would be his
duty, in the course of a few days, to state to the House the
course which her Majesty's Government intended to recom-
mend in reference to national defences.

[Left sitting,]

(Citfi InUlUqtmt.
City Banks,—It was announced on Thursday that a

fusion has been arranged between the influential bank-
ing firms of Messrs. Robarts & Co. and Sir John
Lubbock & Co., and th^t on the 30th inst, Mr.
Weguelin will retire from the former iu consequence of
ill health.

Monet Market, Fkiday.—British Funds: Cotit
sols closed at 94^ to 95 for Money, ancV 95i to f for the
10th July ; Three per Cents. Reduced, 93^ to i ; New
Three per Cents., 93f to 1; Five per Cent. Annuities,
112| ; Indian Five per Cent, Stock, 1859, lOG^ to I

;

Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 98; Ditto Five
and a Half per Cent., 1024 to 1U3; Indian Four per
Cent. Debeiitures, 1858, 96| to t; Ditto 1859, 96f
to i ; India Bonds, 3s. to Ss. dis. ; Exchequer Bills,
9s. prera.—FoEElG2f : Brazilian Old Five per Cents.,
99^; Belgian Four and a Half per Cents., 97^; Mexi-
can Three per Cents., 211 ; Ditto for Acet., 21^; Peru-
vian Three per Cents., for Acet., 70; Turkish Six per
Cents., 1854, for Acct., 76i; Ditto for 1858, for Acet.,
59i to i ; Venezuela Three per Gents., 25,

Notes iisued * «

iSanfe of ©ngliiiitJ.
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je2y,G55,Ca6

j
Uovcmment Dtbt .*
Otbf^r Stcuritifa
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Silver biUlioD .. ..

froprietors CapUftL, .^

fVCSC *« » 44 4« vf

I'qdHc Uepo&iCB (in^iud-

in}C Hxche<iuer,SHTin<s
Unnkiip Coiiimia»ioneri
ol>at. Debt, and Divi-
dend Acctn.)

Other l.^epostta

Seven day and other bi]li
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BANKING 1>EPARTMENT.
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Gold and Silver Coin ,,

M^ MILLER, Deputy Cabu^-^i.
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Cnjftte of tl)C ffl2Hee6*

Tnir^nAT—BANKRUPTS— J- Ai)Dt>'h1/L- Stockton -upon-TeeR^ Dorham,

Mi iioaSUeet Pentonville, Gold Healer,, and of Rosemary Branch

^hirf Hoxton Wood Cuttcrfi—R. Cabrcther^ and G. CAnauxHEftS,

1 ivernool. Drapem-W, G, Gooiiwi!^, 17. Upper Marylebonc Street, Draper

r J riEALD Manchcit**r, Money Scnvrner—\V, HEBiiiKfi, Liverpool,

r/.nfrrtioDer anli Spice Merchant—C. L. Kixg,4, Pier Terrace, Ryde, Isle

!;fWi-ht Tailor and Hatter—J- G. Shhffard. Towcestcr* Northampton

-

?Mrp Brewerand Wine Merchant-T. Tovwbek, 4. Southwick Street, Hyde

Parki Uotel Keeper—J- Yatbs, Oldbury, Worceatershire, Grocer,

SCOTCH SEQUKSTRATIONS — J- Ci.ark, Glangow, ProviMon Mer-

rhaot—J FKRr,tisow, Gla?KOw, Boat Builder — J. Guthrir, GlaBKOW,

TTrieht—W, I-aikg, Miln-ithort, Kinroiss-dhire, Innkeeper and Tablers—

W. MiLSK, Aberdeen, Grocer.

FRIDAY -^ BANKRUPTS — P. A. Aulto?<, NottinKliam, SmaUware
pealer—A. B. bioxAM^ Strand, Wine Merchant—S- A. Buttkrwobth and

H EiTTTKRwoRTir, Dycrc, Dealers, and Chapmen, In the county of York

—

G'rG«c-r,, Sheffield, Currier—W. UASTrn, Alri-tford, Hants Butcher—

W M'Hai'fik, juo., AuBtin Fhars, Merchant — T. W, Milskb, City,

Builder — K. H. Old and J, pR*Rao?i, Kiusrston-upon-HuU, Hatrers

—

e PADMORB,jun,, Northampton, Shoe Manufacturer—T- Palmbb, Wene»-
bourne, WarvLickwhire, Maltiter and Beerahop Keeper- T. E. Wbight,
Vfandsworth Koad, Surrey, Grocer,

SCOTCH SEQUESTBATIONS-J, Camb^ox, Lower Muckovie, Inver-

nfiE-shirc, Fanncr—M.LocKMAUT, Ardthiel, Quarry Master—L. M^cbka-n,
iDTcme&s, Grocer.

i^etvopoltj; anO m UictnUj;

ExnrBiTiON" op 1862.—A meeting of the Guarantee

Coimnittee of the Society of Arts was held at the

Society's honse on TuesOay, the Marquis of Salisbury in

the chair, when it was announced that the sums already

subscribed amounted to 302,000^.

National RirLB Associatiok,—A meeting of this

Association was held on Saturday at Willis's Rooms, the

Right Hon. Sidney Herbert, Secretary for War, in the

chair, Tlie report stated that rooms had been taken in

Trafalgar Square, and a secrerary appointed. The gross

amount of subscription received had been 3308^., and
the number of volunteers now enrolled was 120,000

effective members. Tlie first meeting is to be held on
Wimbledon Common in July, when there will be two
descriptions of prizes—one for volunteers and another

open to comers of all nations, the weight of the rifle

to be limited to a maximum of 10 lbs., and no hair

triggers to be allowed. TJie Goveruiueut had agreed
to provide 25,000 rounds of ammunition, which would
be brought direct from Woolwich and sold on the
ground to the volunteers. At the m atch for all

nations it is expected that competitors will attend from
Switzerland and Belgium, who will also be entitled to

shoot for the prize of 100 guineas given by the Prince
Consort, On the 9th of July will take place the com-
petition for the Queen's prize of 250 guineas, and on
that day it is expected that her Majesty will be
present. In a letter read at the meeting Lord Lynd-
hurst said that " a free people, if worthy of their
character, must be ready at any moment to defend
their freedom," and a resolution moved by Lord
Fielding, commending the association as deserving of
encouragement and support, wbs carried unanimously.
Lord Elcho having explained in detail the proposed

arrangements for the competition in July, General Sir

John iJurgoyne (who was received with general cheer-

ing), in proposing a vote of thanks to the Chairman,
spoke as follows :

—

"In Ills opinion no great advantage would ensue from allow-

ing inventora to compete with riflea of their own construction,

because it did not follow that the rifle which made the best
shot was the one best adapted to the p\iblic service. Uniformity
in the style of weapon was essential. Unless all the corps were
supplied with rifles that held the same sort of ammunition
much confusion would ensue, and there would be great danger
of their not being supplied with ammunition of a proper
quality. Then a rifle might make excellent practice, and yet
be too refined and complicated in its construction, too delicate,

or too expensive for general use. It required a great deal of

research to discover which was the best rifle, and he thought
the association had better not undertake so difficult a task.

They could always rely on the Govumment using every nicans
in their power to ascertain and provide the army with the most
efficient weapon. He had seen some little active service, and
he was satisfied that much depended on the handling of the
weapon. Even with the old Urown Bess better shooting might
have been obtained and the waste of ammunition prevented by
taking aim properly. In a short memoir which he
wrote on this subject, he stated that, in order to hit a
man at 600 yards, it was necessary, with Brown Bess, to
aim at a point G feet above him. With the present rifle, if

one aimed at the feather in a man's cap, he would be hit

somewhere. At Maida he was very much struck with
the efiiciency of our fire against the French. Ai\ English and
French division were advancing against each other, and when
they came within a moderate distance the front liue of the
French were mowed down as if by a sickle. The reason why
our men were able to inflict such deadly execution on the
enemy was that they had been trained by their officers when
practising never to fire without aiming at something. That
gave theiu not only precision of aim but steadiness in firing.
It was very desirable that riflemen should be accustomed to
make 'snap* shots at birds and objects in motion. Mere
target practice must not be thought too much of. A man
might be a very good shot at a target and yet be comparatively
useless in the field. A good rifleman should be a proficient in
both forms of practice. As competitive examinations for
conmiissions were now so much in vogue, he suggested that
fikill in rifle shooting should have very high marks assigned to
It." The gallant officer concluded by moving a vote of thanks
to the chairman, which was carried by acclamation, as was
'j^^^ther vote of thanks, proposed by Lord Radstock, to Lord

^
£lcho for his services in organising the association.

Eaexy Closing Association?.—A public meeting
was held on Wednesday at St. James'a Hall, for the
purpose of promoting the earlier closing of retail

establishments on Saturdays, so as to render the rifle

volunteer movement more generally practicable. Lord
Elcho, M.P., tool; the chair, ^and among tltose pre-
sent were the Earl of Shaftesbury, Earl Grosvenor,
M.P., Lord Radstock, Jin Arthur Mills, M.P., Lord
Rauelagh, the Marchioness of Cholmondeley, Lady

Rivers, Lady Elcho, Lady Radstock, the Dowager Lady

Radstock, the Countess of Shaftesbury, the Countess of

Tankerville, the Marcliioncss of Londonderry, Lady

Jocelyn, the Countess of Macclesfield, the Marchioness

of Kildarc, Lady Cremorne, Lady Wensleydale, the

Marchioness of Westminster, the Countess of Durham,

and several principals of the great houses in

the drapery and silk trades. The chairman addressed

the meeting at great length, and said that the object of

the meeting was to lead to the gradual closing of shops

on Saturday afternoons so as to give the assistants an

opportunity of joining the volunteer movement and

attending the necessary drills. A large number of

ladies had consented to refrain from shopping on

Saturday afternoon, and most of the West End houses

were favourable to the proposal, believing that its results

would be beneficial both to employer and employed.

The Earl of Shaftesbury', Mr. A. Mills, M.P.,

Lord Radstock, Rev. Mr. Landells, Mr. R. Shaw, Mr.

Jay, Mr. W. Locke, ami Mr. Daniell addressed tbe

meeting, and the following resolutions were unanimously

carried:

—

"That this meeting views with much satisfnction the pro-

gress of the Saturday half-holiday among the trading and
commercial establishments of the metropolis and m*ny im-

portant towns of the United Kingdom, and trusts that the

efforts made for the extension of the movement wherever
practicable will mtet with success.'* "That, while generally

approving the objects of the Early Closing Association, the

meeting is deeply impressed with the peculiar importance of

the Saturday half-holiday as an iiuxiliary to the Volunteer

Rifle Corps movement." "That the meeting, believing that a

willingness exists on the part of the i)rincipal retail firms of

the West-end of,London to adopt some earlier hour of closing

on Saturday, desires to render every facility for that purpose,

and pledges itself not to make purchases at so advanced

an hour on the Saturday as may interfere with such an
arrangement."

VOLUNTEEE FlELD DaY IN HyDB PaEK.—In Spltc

of the tempestuous weather a brigade drill of the

Volunteers took place on Saturday evening in Hyde
Park. The companies present were from the Queen*8,

South Middlesex, Highgate, Pancras, North Middlesex,

Barnet, West Middlesex> Hampstead, Westminster, and

Volunteer Engineers. Lords Radstock, Ranelagh, and

Earl Spencer were among the commanding officers

present, and the force under arms was estimated at

between tSOO and 2000 men.
The Census.—On Wednesday afternoon a meeting,

attended by about a dozen members of Parliament and

several Nonconformist ministers, was held at Fendairs

Hotel, to consider the provision in the Census Bill

requiring persons to state their religious profession.

The chair was taken by Sir M. Peto. On the motion of

Mr. A. Pellatt, seconded by Mr. Pease, M.P., the

following resolutions were adopted, together with a peti-

tion founded on them, to be presented to the House of

Commons by Mr, Raines, M.P.
" That the provision in the Bill for talcing the next census of

the population, proposing to compel, by means of a penalty, a

statement of the 'religious profession ' of every inhabitant of

the country, is regaixled by this meeting as an unwarrantable

exercise of authority, and aa repugnant to the spirit of modem
legislation. That the replies obtiined would inevitably be to a

large extent defective, ambiguous, and inaccurate, and that

the proposed -withdrawal of the i>enalty, instead of mitigating

the evil, would, by inducing a numerous section of the com-
munity to withhold the desired information, render the returns

still more inconclusive. That, as no useful purpose can pos-

sibly be served by such returns, the meeting is constrained to

believe that it is intended to further the designs of an ecclesias-

tical party who seek to cast discredit on the census of 1851.

That, looking upou this uncalled-for departure from the plan

adopted in IbSJl as a deliberate attempt to inflict political injury

on Dissenters by means of deceptive official statistics, the

meeting urges the necessity for such an expression of opinion

throughout the country as will induce her Majesty's Ministers

to abandon so indefensible a scheme, and for a distinct intima-

tion that, if it be persisted in, neither they nor the members of

the House of Commons who may support it can retain the cou-

iidence of the Dissenting bod}'."

Greenwich Hospital.—The reiwrt of tlip Com-
missioners (Mr. Ingham, M.P. ; Mr. Hutt, M.P. ; and

Captain Hay, R.N.), appointed to inquire into the

management of Greenwich Hospital, and to report

whether its resources could bo better applied for the

benefit of seamen who have served in the royal navy,

has just been published in the form of a blue boolc.

The following is an abstract of its most important

portions :—
It commences -with a short sketch of the history of the

institution, stating that Queen Mary had seen with pain the

difficulty of providing good shelter and attendance for the

brave men who had come home wounded after the great battle

I

of La Hogue, and that she proposed the scheme of convertuig

the Palace at Greenwich inio a retreat for seamen, which was
carried out after her death. The design of the lu.tpital was to

lodge clothe, and feed, between 30ut) and 400U meritorious

seamen, expressly selected on account of their age, wounds, or

bodily infirmities, to provide for tlieir widows, educate thtir

children, and lastly make the institution the means of promot-

inif that nautical skill which is the chief foundation of British

supremacy. The revenue of the hospiud for the year 1859

amounted to US.WSl. 9s. 2d., and if the calc.ilatioDS of the

c?^m"ssioners are correct, an addition of no less than 32.4m

should be made, so that the total annual revenue sbould
suouui u«

Large, however, as these re-

^o'ur^es a«, and' splendid J are the buildings, it is a
sources are, .«i« i

^^^^ number ol

vacancfes'hi 'l^en 'gLluaUy increJng. The author«ed

lumber for whom accommodation is P^o'''^''^ '%
'^'f^'

whTrels the actual residents are now fewer than I.W>0- I«-

Jiin^nce the vcar 1S48 the number of vacancies has increased

?rn,?; 11 to the e^normous number of 1124. The commi»ioners

n^Mncdv decLre that respectable old seamen of the royal navy

in notCbmrt to ask admission to the hospital m.der the

rLntaSngements. When a seaman enters the hospital all

5Sh,^tio^of rank are effaced. Badges ot good conduct are

inH^d Sned but, unlike the practice of the royal navy,

^rWbacl^sca^y ^ihthem neitiler emolument nor conside-

raUon Men tTm have attained the rank of petty even of

w.i™t officers, are practically disnited, and mmgled indis-

cr^mi^te^with ordinary seamen and the relune or the naval

1

service. Distinguished men of long standing who have been
wounded or maimed in action are confounded with others who
have" never seen active service at all, and who are rather to be
regarded as labourers or as domestic servants than aa seamen.
The food of the pensioners aeems to be good and abundant, and
the system of messes not objectionable ; but the dress appears to

be unsatisfactory to the men. **At tbe time of the foundation,"
say the commissioners, " the dress now in use there was the
mark of a superior condition in life, and vraa doubtless
adopted on that account." Now it is antiquated ; it

has no resemblance to the uniiorm of the navy,
and " its grotesque appearance not unfrequently attracts

a notice little complimentary to the -wearer." On
admission the pensioner is made to relinquish any pension he
may have gained in the service. Under tbe name of tobacco-

money he receives the sum of 1*. a week, which is understood
to be a provision for various humble comforts, as well ajs for

pocket allowance. This allowance has not been increased for

more than a century and a half. Even for unmarried men
it is far from adequate ; for the married it is painfully scanty.

The only privilege which married men have is to be allowed to

receive a money payment instead of provisions—less than lOd,

a day—part of which they can give their families. Some act

as servants, but no .-isswtanco is afforded the pensioner to

enable him to reach bis friends, or to maintain hira when away,
or to defray the eipenoe of his return. The commissioners

say "the wives are wholly ignored, and their circumstanoee

are deplorable." From the hospital they receive nothing hut

the broken meat of the hall, and the rations of men on short

leave of absence. For It ahould be observed that wb«n tlie

pensioner is away his allowance is stopped. The 1<W. » day
and It. a week is wholly inadequate to supply clotting,

lodging, and the necessaries of life to a wife and family . In
short the wives are reduced to extreme wretchedness, and
Bometimea even become chargeable on the pariah. But if

the condition of the wivea is bad, that of tbo children is, if

possible, worse. For them there is, in fact, no school at alL

The lady who fills nominally the office of schoolmistress is

superannuated, and the produce of the sale of grease from the

kitchen, which supplied the means of supporting a good school,

has been stopped. One witness says :—" It does not bear to be

spoken of as a school Yesterday morning I think there were
six boys in boys' clothes, and four or five in petticoats ; and In

the girls' school, reckoning the little infants, I should think

there were 17. It is, in fact, gone." It is not difficult to pre-

dict how this must operate upon the minds of seamen. A
husband or a father will hesitate long before he enters a

hospital upon the condition of abandoning his wife and children

to starvation, the workhouse, or casual benevolence. Many a

worn-out sailor would sternly reject a berth at Greenwich

under such circumstances. It is admitted that in some cases

sailors do enter the hospital in order to get rid of their families ;

but the commissioners assert that of the affection of the

married pensioners for their families the evidence is abundant

and incontrovertible. The craving, we are told, of some of them,

when separated from their families, to send them relief out of

their little savings, is displayed to an extent that

is truly touching. The concluding paragr:iph of this section

of the report says: — "But more touching still is the

spectacle often exhibited by pensioners who have brought their

wives with them to Greenwich, and whose own sufferings

require that they should become inmates of the infirmary, and

thereby forfeit the advantage of the * money list.' In such cir-

cumstance there is, in fact, nothing for the family. Dn
Wilson assures us that, rather than abandon their wivea to the

destitution which thus ensues, pensioners even in the last stage

ot life will refuse all the benefits of the infirmary, and will |>er-

siat in tfcis abnegation till actually on the point of death.

Whilst the sum allowed to each pensioner—the seamen for

whom the hospital was founded—remains almost as it was at

the end of the 17th century, the sum absorbed by the officers

has increased. The expense of the establishment now is

absolutely more than double ita coat at its foundation, whilst

relating to the number of pensioners it is more than treble its

previous charge. Whilst the expense of the individual pen-

sioner has not been increased during 55 years, and whilst th»

aggregate number of pensioners has been diminished by 30 per

cent,, the cost of the establishment has during that period been

consi'lerably more than doubled. It may be interesting to add

that, upon comparing the sums spent in the Invalides at Paris

in 1848 with the sums spent in Greenwich in 1805, each pen-

sioner cost nearly the same, from 26/. to 28^., but the adminis-

tration cost bl. 5#. and 91. U. In the vear 1859, however, the

Greenwich pensioner cost 30/., whilst the administration,

instead of 5/. 5s., Uke the Invalides, or 0/. li., Hke^the Green-

wich of 1805, cost the enormous sum of 28f. IftJ. id.'*

DRiNKiNa Fountains.—The first annual meeting of

the Metropolitan Drinking Fountains Association was

held a few days since at Willis's Rooms, Mr. Samuel

Gurney, M.P., in the chair. The report stated that the

first fountain erected in London, at St. Sepulchre's,

Snow Hill, was used about 7000 times daily ; and that

the total receipts of the association during the past year

have amounted to 2609/., and the expenditureM,o 2316?^

leaving a bahmce of 263/. The Middlesex Water Com-
pany had agreed to supply water without charge to a

few fountains, and the Lambeth Water Company had
agreed to the reduced charge of ^d. per 1000 gallons,

but the remainder of the companies adhere to the usual

charge of 6d. per 1000 gallons. Application was next

made to the Metropolitan Board of Works, and to the

district boards, and the mnjority of the latter responded

favourably, so that free grants of water were made t»

about 90 fountains. Among the fountains in prepa-

ration were instanced a beautiful fountain for the Royal

Kxchange, the donation of Mr. Samuel Gurney

;

a very handsome and costly fountain, of pure Gothic

design, intended for Palace Yard or some other

site contiguous to Westminster Abbey, the gift of

Mr. Chiirles liuxton, M.P. ; a beautiful fountain of

classic design, to be placed in the Strand, presented by-

Mr. Robert Hanbury, M.P.; and a fountain of very

ciiaste design, to be given by Mr. Noble, for which Mr.
Theed, the sculptor, is preparing statues. Another

fountain has just been erected at St. George's Hospital,

Hyde Park Corner, after a design by Mr. Westmacott,

K.'a. ; Mr. John liell has prepared some handsome

designs of both staudiird and murid fountains, and other

designs are in preparation by Messrs. Wills. A turn-

cock has been appointed, whose exclusive duty it is to

visit the fountains at regular intervals, for the purpose

of keeping them clean and in good order and to make

a daily return to the central office. The plan of attnch-

ine money-boxes to the fountains has been adopted at
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coins, viirying from fartliiiigs to two-shilling-pieces. The
experiinenfe is to be extended to five other fountains,
when, if successful, it is proposed to supply every foun-
tain with a money-hox, when the erection will be more
tlian self-supporting. The Earl of Shaftesbury, in
moving the adoption of the report, said that in respent
of a supply of water as a beverage this metropolis
presented an unfavourable contrast with continental
cities, A glass of gin could sometimes be procured
more readily than a glass of water. He hoped that
such a state of matters would no longer exist, and that
a glass of water would be placed within the reach of
the poorest of the working class. Mr. Slaney seconded
Ihe resolution, which was carried unanimously.
The Nine Hotjes Motement.—A public meeting in

furtherance of this object was held on Friday evening
at St. Martin's Hall. Upwards of 2000 persons were
present. Mr. "Wheeler, plasterer, was called to the
chair, and after reading the bill convening the meeting

,_

observed that the intention of its being called was to
'

eecure the object which workmen of various trades had
been labourinof with greater or less earnestness to

|

obtain since 1855. He denied that the present was a
'

revival of the movement. The question of the nine
!

hours movement had not been settled, and the sacrifice
|made had been too great to give it up now. The agita-
;

tion was not kept up by a few, but extended to 8000 or '

10,000 persons. The attitude they had taken towards
'

their employers was respectful, and while they con-
sidered that every legal means should be adopted in
labouring to secure their object they had reason to
'believe that they would ultimately be successful. Id
Scotland the amount of work performed had not been
lessened by the adoption of the " nine hours movemeiit."
In conclusion he urged the adoption of no coercive
means, and repelled the assumption that the movement
was kept up by paid agitators. Mr. Potter, who was
received with muchapplause. moved the first resolution:

**That the object of this movement is not to injure the
^master builders, but to benefit the men ; that the desired
reduction in the hours of labour, while it will materially con-
tribute to the physical health, the social improvement, and the
mental development of the operative builders, is not calculated
to inflict the slightest loss, either social or financial, on their
-employers ; and that the concession of this boon is certain to

^
beget a better understanding between them and their work-
anen than that which, unhappily, at present prevails."

After referring at considerable length to the genera^
laws of labour, and combating the views of modern
political economists, he urged the necessity of a higher
appreciation of labour and a corresponding advance of
wages. He further denied the utility of workmen
labouring longer than nine hours daily, and instanced
the testimony of Mr. Thomas Piper, an influential
master builder, that the only intention of the latter
^lasa in resisting their demand was not from any loss
that they might sustain, but because the ctuestion was
a public one, and they did not wish to give in. On the
previous agitation the case was not fully known in tiie

provinces. Now it was different, and support had been
Bromiaed to the nine hours movement from 40 towns,
besides diOerent societies. Mr. Quirk seconded the
Tesolution, and alluded to the large amount of destitu-
tion caused througli the late strike in the metropolis
during the past winter, and expressetl his belief that
through the discontinuance of emigration and other
-causes the labour market at home would continue over-
Stocked, and thus a very important social problem arise.
He had learned that the joiners had acceded to the nine
hours movement, and advised not only union among the
Members of one trade, but a thorough union among all
trades, in continuing to keep theu- claims before the
^public mind. The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Stacey, printer, moved the second resolution :—

''That the meeting is iuUy convinced that the desired
reduction is no more than is justly due to the manifuld require-
aoents of the oprative builders, and therefore pledges itself
*y the use of allthejnst and lawful means at its dispoHal, to
persevere m the present agitation until the nine hours move-
inent haa been crinted."
The motion was tiuly seconded and carried unanimously.
The Geeat Easter>-.—In consequence of the late

tempestuous weather having much retarded the com-
pletion of tlie upper-deck fittings and rigging of this
Tfissel. her departure for New York has been postponed.
The start now is not likely to take place before the
£Oth inst., though it will certainly not be delayed
beyond the 23d, as longer detention would again lose
the high tides over the bar at New York, It is uuder-
Mood that the day of sailing will not be advertised
until after the trial trip, which is to take place to-day.
Her paddles were tried on Jlonday last, and her
paddles and screw together on Tuesday, and tlie ran
to-day will consist ot 12 hours' iull steamiue down
Channel.

^

North ATLAyrrc Telegkaph.—In consequence of
an interview whieh took place about a fortnight since
between Lord Pnlmerston and an influential deputation,
respecting a projected line of telegraph to America via
the Faroe Islands, Iceland, and Greenland, his lordship
has responded to the request then laid before him by
granting the steamship Bulldog for the purpose of
making a complete survey and soundings of the proposed
route, and Sir Leopold M'Clintock has been appointed
by the Admiralty to command that vessel. As ho^>-
ever this expedition will only survey the deep sea line
of route, it has been determined by the promoters of
the enterprise to despatch a private expedition in the

An -^v
*^^*^ cruiser Foi, under the command of Captain

Alien \ oung, to survey the overland route as well as
the aorthern shores, and to determine the most suitable

points of landing the cable, as well as the best locality f

for a terminus in the north of Scotland. The Fox is

-,-

1

expected to be ready to sail about the Ist of July_
The Proposed CziiETERY at Clapton.—During

the last few months most vigorous attempts have been
made by certain capitalists to establish a cemetery at

Upper Clapton, in the parish of Hackney. The City
Commissioners of Sewers a short time since protested
against the measure, considering that such a cemetery
was not only unnecessary, but extremely unfair to the
City ratepayers—who are highly assessed to the conso-
lidated rate, in consequence of their having had to pur-
chase a cemetery ior the City parishes at Ilford; and
local committees were formed in opposilion to it. Incon-
sequence of these strong expressions of opinion Sir

George Lewis, the Home Secretary, has declined to

sanction the formation of the cemetery.
Depabtuee of Me. Spuegeon foe Geemant.—

The friends and admirers of Mr. Spurgeon met at New
Pai'k Street Chapel on Monday evc-ning to take leave of
him for a short time, as he is about to make a tour
through Germany and Switzerland for about two
months. Mr, Spurgeon has for some time complained
of great weariness, brought on no doubt by his minis-
terial labours, the amount of which may be estimated
by the fact that for the last seven years he has preached
on an average 10 sermons a week, always to large con-
gregations, but sometimes to as many as 30,000 souls
at one time, besides other public duties. It appears that
his physical and mental energies greatly need a relaxa-
tion from such excessive toil. He has however several
engagements to attend to in some of the principal cities

in Germany while absent from England.
Forged' Bank-notes. —A large number of forged

notes, bearing date February 15, 1860, arc in circula-
tion. They are so admirably executed that the most
experienced persons are likely to be deceived by them.
The paper is of a deeper colour than a good bank-note,
but the vignette at the head of the notes defies detection,
and the water-mark is not only a perfect imitation of
the paper manufactured for tlie Bank, but it cannot be
reiiioved or obliterated by damping—a test hitherto
supposed to be infallible for discovering the genuineness
of bank-notes.

The Union Bank Feattds.-Tiie Stock Exchange
Committee concluded their investigations regarding the
transactions of Pullinger on Fridaj', and resolved to
suspend Messrs. E. S. and J. S. Scrimgeour and Co.
until the 25th of March, when the next annual election
will take place. Messi-s Scrimgeour are the brokers to
the Union Bank and near relatives of the manager.
They appear to have executed speculative orders for
Pullinger in June, 1856, and to have continued them to
the period of his apprehension, but these were all of
comparatively small amount, and were chiefly in
Turkish Stock and Sumbre and JMeuse, Korth of Europe
Steam, and Grand Russian Pailway shares. The
committee report that the balance paid by Pullinger
on speculative accounts on the Stock Exchange only
amounted to 53,285/., leaving no less than 200,000/. to
be accounted for, of which 57,000/. is stated to have
passed tlirough the hands of a person, now dead, named
Nathan, who, however, was aiever a member of the
Stock Exchange. The committee comment on the
laxity of the system of check which has existed in the
Union Bank, and accuse the directors of keeping back
from the knowledge of the committee the fact that
Messrs. Scrimgeour, the brokers of the bank, had
speculative dealings with Pullinger, while giving up
the names of other brokers who liad had such transac-
tions with him.
Me, Raeet's Final Lectures.—Mr. Barey, who

after an absence of several months has just concluded
at the Alhambra Palace what was intended to be his
final series of lectures on horse taming, previous to his
departure for Americii, has at the request of numerous
gentlemen announced his intention to commence another
series on Monday next, the 18th inst. His uiducement
for the renewal of the series is his possession of an
entire horse said to be a second Cruiser for viciousness,
named Burndale, which has been sent to him from Wales.
His sire was Lanercost, one of the best racehorses of his
day,^and his dam, the dam of Ellington, the winner of
the Derby in 1856. He bus vury superior action and
symmetry, but though sound and clear of hercditcry
blemishes, he is so dangerously vicious that the only
means of reducing him to subjection has been bv
starvation. During the series which has just concluded,
Mr. Barey tried his system successhdly on three
animals of extraordinary viciousness. The first was on
a bay mare, wliich hnd been sold to the present owner,
Mr. Case, of a cavalry regiment, in consequence
of being incurable, and was so dangerous to approach
in any way that she could not be ridden, would strike
with her fbrei'eet like a pugilist, and kick as well with her
hind feet. So savage was she that no horseman
had been able to ascertain her age by looking at her
teeth, yet Mr. Karey not only tamed her but opened
her mouth and put his band into it several times; and
told his audience that, in his opinion, she was eight
years old. The second was a tlioroughbred, high-
spirited Arabian stallion, extremely vicious, perfectly
uncontrollable, biting at every one that approached him,
and would not suffer himself to be bridled except blind-
folded. He was brought from Wellington, in Shrop-
shire, and on his arrival at the railway-station knocked
down his groom by kicking him on the head ; and on
being taken into the ring at the Alhambra nearly broke

the arm of the man who led him in by striking him
with his forefeet, Mr. Barey, however, succeeded after
a desperate struggle, which lasted for about an hour in
rendering him as tractable as a lamb. The third subject
was an immense cart horse, " Captain," 19 hands Vnrh
perhaps the largest horse in England. There was somj
cariosity to see this animal, which was certainly
ferocious giant ; but in the hands of Mr. Barey he soon
became quite quiet and submissive.

Royal Dramatic Colxege.—In the notice of the
opening of this college in our last Number, we omitted
to mention the exertions of Mr. Robert Donald the
eminent nurseryman, of GohUvorth, near Woking,' who
will ultimately have the laying-out of the grounds
when the buildings are erected, in levelling the ground
and arranging the floricultuval department. No less
than 2000 American plants, in full bloom, were put into
the ground in the short space of two diiys, the plants
having been in the most liberal manner lent by Mr,
Donald for the occasion.

Another Destructive Storm.—On Saturday after-
noon the metropolis and suburbs were visited by an-
other storm of a very destructive character. During
the night it increased to a perfect hurricane, causing
great damage to the roofs of houses, trees and shrubs
in the parks and gardens, and the shipping in the river.
It was also felt severely at Portsmouth and other places
on the southern coast. At Brighton, which escaped
the effects of the previous storm, two vessels were
wrecked, and great damage was done to property in
the town and neighbourhood. In the previous storm of
last week, it appears from the registers at Lloyds, that
nearly 400 vessels were wrecked.
The Case oi Mart Eugenia Peummer.—It is

announced that her Majest^^ hiis granted a pardon to
this child, on condition of her being placed iu the care
of a lady selected by her friends, and that she has
accordingly been taken into that lady*s care.

The Public Health.— The Registrar-General's
Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in
the week that ended on Saturday, June 2, declined to
1004, In the corresponding weeks of the 10 years
1850-9 the average number, corrected for increase of
population, was 1088. The return of last week was
therefore 84 below the average. During the week the
births of 766 boys and 751 girls, in all 1517 children,

were registered in London. In the 10 corresponding
weeks of the years 1850-9 the average number was
1509.

L

t

BiRMTNGKAM.—A charge of forgery was preferred

at the public office last week against John Plimley
Edwards, a bankrupt in the East India trade, who
recently absconded from this town. The application
was made on behalf of Mr. Joseph Bull, of the Fentou
Ironworks at Tunstall, for a warrant to apprehend the
bankrupt upon a charge of forging a bill ibr 200/. on
the 30th of April last. The stipendiary magistrate
granted the warrant, which was immediately placed in

the hands of the police. On Monday a telegram was
received from Stockholm announcing that Edwards has

been taken into custody in that city, and that a large

portion of the money he obtained prior to his departure
has been recovered.

Deal.—A fatal accident has occurred at the village

of Sholding, about a mile and a half to the west of this

town, from the bursting of a shell fired from Sandown
Castle. It appeared from the evidence at the inquest

that some of the Koyal Artillery were practising with

shell firing, when one of the shells fell and burst near

some coastguard men "who were engaged in piling shot

near No. 1 Battery, when one of them called John Oxford

was struck by a piece of shell and killed on the spot

The other men escaped uninjured. The jury after a

brief consultation returned a verdict that deceased

was accidentally killed, coupled with the expression of

their opinion that shell should not be fired except

iu the direction of the sea.

Oxford.^During the past year an interesting

feature has been added by the zeal of Dr. Daubeny and

his assistant, Mr. Baxter, sen., to the botanic establish'

ment of this University. Specimens illustrative of the

structure, functions, and uses of vegetables, together
with the products, useful or ornamental, which have

been obtained by art from their several parts, having
been arranged in a separate apartment on the plan m
the museum at Kew, a soiree was given by Dr. Daubeny
on tlie 28th ult. to commemorate the opening of the

museum. The meeting was attended by the Vice-

Chancellor, the heads of colleges, most of the professors
and other celebrities both of the University and city,

and numerous ladies. The large laboratory, decorated
with greenhonse plants, formed the refreshment room.
Tlie herbarium opposite the garden was provided with

books of prints and other attractive objects, while a

new electrical lieht, microscopes, and stereoscope*
were exhibited in the upper rooms. Ihe mafieuca

itself was used as the reception room. In this

room a large number of wall and table cases are

now occupied with the botanic specimens above allwdea

to, arranged according to their natural order ; and on

entering the apartment a small pamphlet, giving »

description of the museum, was presented to each

visitor. A» an example, we quot« the short accountot

one or two of the order, showing the nature of the coi-

lectioa -.—« Order 55 : Flai tribe. Amongst the usenu

)

t

1
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products of tliis family are samples of flax, of paper, of

Hnen, lenclcred incombustible by being impregnated

with certain salts of linseed oil." " The Nightshade

family. Curious spinous seed vessels, of Datura;

bladder-like pods of Pbysalis. Among the products are

henbane, stramonium, tobacco, and nicotine ; the

vegetable alVali extracted from the last highly

pojsonons. Engraving taken from an old MS. of

Dio5Corides, representing the physician receiving the

mandrake root from P^uresis, the goddess of Discovery."

Our readers, both botanical and horticultural, will no
doubt perceive irom this account tliat a most instructive

addition has been made to the *Mions" of Oxford,
Pl-tmottth.—On Tuesday week, Miss Luke, duughter

of a boot and shoe maker in George Street, coniniifted

suicide under very distressing circumstances at a branch
establishment in Union Street, wliich was U!ider her
charge. It appears that for some time past an ill-feeling

has subsisted between the father and daughter, and
tli:it tliere had been a dispute in relation to the
sale of a pair of boots, wliich were found to be too small,

and were returned by the purchaser, a sailor, to Miss
Luke, with an ofl'er of one-half the amount realised by
the second sale. The circumstance so exasperated Mr.
Luke, whose temper is generally ungovernable, that in

the evening he went to Union Street, and, although his

daughter is 19 years of age, beat her most severely

with a double rope. He then left the house, but returned
in a short time, took the rope, and threatened to repeat

the infliction, when she rushed upstairs to her bedroom
in the second floor in the rear of the house, opened the
window, and jumped out. She fell on a porch, and
thence on the pavement, a height of 25 feet. Her
skull was fractured so frightfully that the brain pro-

truded through her nostrils, and she died in the course
of two or three hours. It is stated that before the
father attempted to beat her the second time she had
two black eyes, the result of his previous violence.

The father has since been in a state of frenzy.
After the death of the girl mobs have collected

around the house, and have been all trying the
means in their power to drag him into the street.

At the inquest deceased's sister made an [extraordinary
statement to the effect that circumstances had occurred
between deceased and the shopman, in consequence of
which the latter had been, discharged, and that about
10 days or a fortnight before this happened deceased
showed her sister a bottle of oxalic acid and a bottle of
laudanum, saying that she should take it if her father
were told what had happened. On Tuesday evening
before her father thrashed her she told witness that she
had taken a large dose of oxalic acid at dinnertime,
and was surprised that it had taken no effect. Tlie
wituess added that bhe saw a bottle of poison taken
from her pocket after she jumped from the window.
Thejury returned the following verdict :

—

*' That deceased having- been severely beaten by her father
became excited, and while labouring under temporary derange-
ment jumped from the bedroom window to the grchmd,
whereby her skull was fractured, of which she died, and that
her father's conduct was marked by undue severity.'*

Salisbubt,—On Sunday week the fine old mansion
known as Brickworth House, the country seat of Mrs.
Strangways, to the left of the road leading from this

city to Southampton, was almost totally destroyed by
fire. It was the property of Earl Nelson.

The PorE's Isisn Beigade.—The double tide of

emigration flowing from the shores of Ireland is the all-

absorbing theme of the Irish papers. The flight

towards Rome, however, seems for the moment to be
more attractive than that to the United States. The
Pope's recruiting sergeants have been so successful at

Limerick that a fourth batch of 62 left that city on
Monday for Waterford, 15 left Cork on Friday for Bristol

on their way to the Papal States, and 350 others were
enrolled at the North Chapel in that city on Tuesday,
Accounts from Anconastate that 46 Irishmen arrived at
that port on the 29th ult., and were disgusted both with
their quarters and the ragged fellows they were required
to consort with. In order to qiiiet them, they were sent
to an inn instead of to the barracks ; but they, never-
theless, applied to the British Consul for his interven-
tion, who, however, told them plainly they were no
longer British subjects, since they had taken service
under the Pope.

Hatch received a shock, the tire of the front wheel ofone
of the carriages came off, throwing the carriage off

the line. Some of the passengers were shaken a good
deal, but nothing more serious took place. The carriage

was removed from the train, which then proceeded on
its journey to Loudon.

Court of Exchequer.—^foi^t^u v. S<:e?t€.—In this case, in
which the plaintiff nsked for a new trial, judgment w;is given
on Saturday by the Lord Chief Barcn, Ilia Ijoidbhip

stated that the court were unanimously of opinion that the
jury were justified in giving their verdict for the defendant,
that all the grounds for anew trial had failed, and that the rule

must be dischai^ed. Counsel for the plaintiff then ai^plied

for leave to appeal from this decision. The Court took time to

consider, and on Tuesday liis lordship stated tliat it was the

unanimous opinion of the Court that there were no grounds lor

an appeal, and that it would be an improper exercise of their

discretion to grant an appeal wliere they entertained no doubt
whatever on the question. The application was therefore

refused.

porting

ASCOT RACES.
TuEsDAT.—The 2'rial Stakes. Mr. B. Ten BrnecVs CocV-a-

Hoop beat Ilouge Dragon, Maid of Peru, Amsterdam, and IS

otliers. — Third Year of the Eighth Ascot Triennial Stakes.

Mr. Bowes's Mouravieff beat St. Clarence, The May Morning-,

Little Mat, and Bastion.— The Gold Vase. Capt. Christie's

Horror beat Avalanche, Maguum, and Rupee.—A Handimp
Plate. Captain Little's Geneml Hesse beat Baron Munchausen,
Speculation, Predictor, and 25 others. — FirH Year of the

Third Ascot Biennial Stakes. Lord Stamford's Diophantus
beat Lupus, Win^', Copernicus, and 10 others.—Tbe^*co(5^rt<-es.
Lord Strathmore's Mouraviuff beat Mr. Payne's colt, Clydes-

dale, and 13 others.—The Ascot De^-hy Stokes. Mr. A. Nichols's

The Wizard beat Ebonv and Inpestre—The Queeas Stand Plate.

Baron Rothschild's b"f beat Duchess, Satellite, Lady Clif-

den, and 13 others.—PM^e. Mr. T. Parr's Eccola heat Count
H'^rn, Lord Clifden's c, and 5 others.

Wednesday.— Sweeps. Mr. Luniley's Lucy walked over.

—

Coronation StaJces. Mr. Gratwieke's AlUngton beat Seclusion,

Contadina, Emily, and Sir J. Hawley's t—-Second Year of the

Second Ascot Bienrdal Stakes. Mr. Hamilton's Rupee beat the

Ran, Men-imac, Viatka, Northern Light, and \^&mhA.— Visitors*

Plate. Neoptolemus beat Feodorowuti, Courier, and 8 others.

—

RmjalHunt Cup. Mr. Sargent's Crater beat Cheesecake, Cock-a-

Hoop, and 24 others. Won by half a length, three lengths

between the second and third; Suburban a bad fourth, and
Man-at-Arms fifth; the othere were pulling up when they

passed the poat.—FernhilL Stakes. Baron Rotlischild's f. beat

Thunderbolt, Big Ben, Little Lady, and Mountebank.—P/afc.
Baron Rothschild's f. boat Blisworth, Lord Clifden's c., and 19

nthevB.—Second Year of the Ninth Ascot Triennial Stakes. Mr. A.

Nichol's The XTizard walked over.—Sleeps. Lord Portsmouth's

King of the Forest beat Ticket of Leave, Neophyte, and 5

others.
Thursday.—The races to-day were honoured by the presence

of the Queen and Royal family, who came to the course in

state, with all the ceremonials observed on such occasions ; but

the heavy rain deprived the Cup day of its usual attractions.

Her Majesty was cordially cheered on arriving on the com-se,

and a separate cheer was given to the Prince of Wales. Sweeps.

Lord Stamford's Stockade beat Count Uatthyauy's Barabbas

and Desmond.— Pioff. Jfr. J. Thellusson's Confusion beat

Leontes, Oreus, and 2 othei-s.-Pi<'(e. Mr. S. Jacobs's Amster-

dam beat Precursor, Tyrant, Ingestre, and 4 others.—ffoW Cup.

Mr. Hamilton's Rupee beat Butterfly, The Promised Land,

Newcastle, and 3 others. Won by a head; four lengths between
the second and third, bad fourth.—Aew Stakes. Mr. Saxon's

Brown Duchess beat Wing, Lisbon, Lord Ailesbury's c. and 10

others.—Roval ^and Plate. Captain Christie's Horror beat

Avalanche, 'Ben Web.ster, Cock-a-Hoop, and 3 others.—P/ra^e.

Mr. Angell's c, beat Wee Polly. Billy Banks, Astiirte, and
12 others.—5(. James's Palace Stokes. Lord Derby's Tom Bow-
line beat St. James, Catawba, and Northern Light.

FRiDAY.~-<By Electric Telegraph).— TAird-CtaM IVokingham

Handicap. Suburban beat Philomela, Convivialist, and 3

others.—Siceeps. Trovatore walked over.— Visitor's P.'ate (run

on Wednesday). Plumper disqualified, and Neoptolemus gets

the 6tAkcs.~-First-Class IVoklni/Jiam Handicap. Prelude beat

Predictor, White Rose, and U others.—South-Western Plate.

Amsterdam beat Sneer filly. South Australian, and 9 others.

—

Second-Class }Voking?iani Handicap. Horace beat Mentmor^
Penalty, and 9 others.—Queen's Plate. Avalanche beat Promised

Land and Congreve.—Sweep*. The Wizard walked over.—

Grand Stand Plate. Plumper beat Jenny Longle^'S. Courier,

and a.nother.—£ngiemere Plate. Ticket-of-Leave beat Niger and

4 others.—Cup Course Plate. Romeo beat Desmond and
2 others.

House of Lords hy the title of Baron Strafford of Harmonds-
worth. He married first, in 1S29, Lady Agnes Paget, fifth
daughter of the late Marquis of Anglesey, who died m 1845:
and secondly, in 184S, the second daughter of Lord Cbesham.
The present i>eer has held several appointments during the-
Whig Administraticns, having been a Lord of the Treasury in
1834, Controller of the Queen's Household, and afterwards
Treasurer of the Household ; and in 1846 Secretary to the
Board of Control.
Major Leopold von Oruch, -of the Pnissian Guarrl.^, a

knight of several orders, died suddenly onSaturday in the house
of Admiral Hamilton, in Wimpole Street, in his 55th year. He
was the son of the officer whose desperate defence of Konigs-
berg against Jlarshal Ney is matter of history. He was not
only dtstiiiguishcd in the Pmsf<ian ser\-ice, but took an active
part in the operations of the British anny in India, where be
was sent on a military mission by the King of Prussia after
our disasters in Affgbani.stan. As'the result of this mission he
published, in German and in English, two interesting volumes
of his personal experiences, and was engaged during the latter
years of his life in a laborious "History of British India,** of
which two volumes have already ajipearod in Germany, and
for the completion of which he leaves behind him large mate-
rials. He was alan the author of the "Life of the Great
Klector," and the "War in Silesia," which rank high among
the militarj' histories of his country. He married the only
daughter of Mr. Geo»:ge 3Iathew, of Fowler's Hall, Kent, and
sister of her Majesty's Secretary of Lsgatlon in Mexico.
General Sir David Leighton, K.C.B,, the senior officer on

the Bombay establishment, died at Bafford House, near Chel-
tenham, on the 1st inst., in his 86th year. He entered the ser-
vice of the East India Company in 1795, served in the Mysore
campaign of 1799, and was present at the siege and capture of
Seringapatam. H-e accompanied the force under the Duke of
Wellington (then Colonel Arthur Wesley) in the operations
against the Mahratta freebooter, Dondia'Waugh, in 1800, and
touk part in the storming of the forts of Durnnuil, Rollebad>
and Syrhingy. He served in Malabar during the rebellion in
that province in 1803, and commanded a brigade in the Deccan
field force in 1815. He took part in the expedition to Arabia,
under Sir Lionel Smith, in 1821, which resulted in the subju-
gation of the Arab tribe of Beni Boo AH. He held for many
years the ofiSce of Adjutant-General to the Bombay Anny, and
gave general satisfaction by the firmness, regularity, and im-
partiaUty which characterised his administration.

T

The FAitniifGDON Street ExTEifSioy.—The Com-
mittee of the House of Commons on TImrsday rejected
the Bill promoted by the London, Brighton, and South
Coast for the construction of a line to connect the
Brighton with the South-Western and North-Western,
and passed the opposition Bill, promoted by the London,
Cliatham, and Dover. The latter measure includes the
extension of the London, Chatham, and Dover to
^'arringdon Street.

Accident on the Oeeat Northern.—On Tuesday
morning an accident occurred on tliis line whwh was
fortunately unattended «rith injury to any of the
passengers. Very exaggerated rumours wore current
about London as to the magnitude of the accident,
^ud, coming so close upon the latedisaster, created eome

Field-Marshal the Earl of Straffobd, G.C.B.. G.C.H.,

Colonel of the Coldstream Guards, died at his residence in

Lower Groavenor Street on the 3d inst., after an illness of a few

hours. He was the third son of Mr. George Byug, of Wrotham
Park, Middlesex, and grandson of the Hon. Robert Byng,

third son of the first Viscount Ton-ington, and had reached the

advanced age of 8S years, being, with the exception of Lord

Sinclair, the oldest member of the House of Peers. The
gallant earl had achieved an honourable reputation in the

army. He entered the 33d Beginient in 17&3, and served in

Flanders, Holland, Hanover, Copenhagen. Walcheren. Spain,

Portugal, and France, down to the close of the war in ISl.'i,

being present at the sieges and battles of Cuidad Kodrig-o,

Vitturia. the P>renees. Pampehina. the Nivelle, the Nive,

Bayonne, Orthea, Aire. TouJouse, Waterloo and Paris of which

he obtained possession by occupying the heights of lielle \ ille

and Montmartre. In 1S12 he was appomted Governor of

T nndonderrv and Culmore, and was made a Privy Cnuncdlor
Londondey ana

^^^ ^^'^j^^^^ed a Grand Croaa of the Bath.

Slvingin 1828 been made a Knight Grand Cross of the Hano-
naving m 10

gg^ j^^ represented P.^nlc m
thrnoSse of Commons' Tn^lS37 he was elevated to the House

*5 T^f SI the title of Barou Strafford, and was ulti-

ttdy^^c^eat'ed an'eS^^^^ He -s appointed Co^^^^^^

^^'nintM Colonel 0? the Coldftream Guards, in the rc^m of

?K!e^ukeo? Cambridge. His lordship, who bad frequently
thelateUu^toiu.

Parliament for his military services,
received the tf^^'^L'd Cross and one clasp for Vittoria,
had received

*^^%5|^f^_J^'^^t^^ and the silver war medal.

"^
one" era.:; or T^'oSse ; he w?s' also Knight of the Order

r;lra it esa of A^-l^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

.ddition t^^otw
^^f.^i^^^x7i^^^^^ -s^2-.^.e^fnt

BIRTHS.—On the 30th ult, at Croston Hall, Lancashire,
Lady Adelaide de Traffokd, of a son, who only survived a
few hours—31st ult, at the llcctory, Bedale, the Hon, Mrs. T.

J. SfoNSON, of a son—4th inst, at 63, Eaton Square, the Hon.
Mrs, MoSTVN, of a son—2d inst, at Dorchester House, Park
Lane, Mrs, Holford, of a son and heir—2d inst, at Brandeston.

"

Hall, Suffolk, Mrs. Austin, ofason,
MARRLAGES-—On the 5th inst, at the parish churchy

Pinner, Ar.EXANDEn Wtluam Adair, E§q., Captain 52d Lig-ht
Inluntry, eldest sou of Alexander Adair, Esq., of Heathcrtoa
Park, Somerset, and Colehouse, Devon^ to Caroltke Maria,
eldest daughter of J. G, TrRxnuTj., Esq., and granddaughter
of the late General Sir Peregrine Maitland, G.C.B.—:jlst ult, at
St, Paul's Church, Skctty, Jotin Cole Nicholl, Esq-, of Sfer-

thyrmawr, Glamorganshire, eldest son of the late Right Hon.
John Nicholl, to Mary De la Beche, eldest daughter of Lewis
Ll. Dillwyn, Esq., M.P,, of Hendrefoihm, in the same county-
—5th inst, at Kingscote, Gloucestershire, Ajxtuur Holmel
StiMNEu, Esq,, of Hatchlandfi, Surrey, to Georoiana Emily,
second daughter of Colonel Kingscote—29th ult, at St.

Stephen's, Paddington, Humphry Sandwith, Esq , C.B,^
D.C.L., Colonial Secretary of Mauritius, toLucr Ann, youugeat
daughter of the late Robhrt Hargreaves, Esq,, of Accrington^
Lancashire—5th inst, at 8t, Margaret's, Westminster, Georoe
P. Bidder, Esq-, eldest son of G. P, Bidder, Esq,, C.E, Preai*

dent of the Institution of Civil Engineers, to Annie, seconds
daughter of J. R, M'Lean, Esq,, C.E., of 2, Park Street^
Westminster.
DEATHS,—On the 7th April, atMussoorie, Bengal, Thoma*

Harvey, youngest son of the late Genei'al Sir Majitin HuNTMt
^Slstult, at Belmont Street, Aberdeen, Mary, second daughter
of the late General Hay, of i^nnes, and reUct of Major
Mitchell, of Ashgrove—2d inst, at 32, Sussex Gardens, Hyde
Park, 5[ajor-Gencral F, S. Hawkixs, of the Bengal Army, aged
01—Ist inst, at Painswick, Gloucestershire, Colonel Geokgr
Stuart, aged 75—2d inst, at 16, Porchester Terrace Norths
Kensington Gardens, John Samukl Toreens, Estt, late Judg&
of the Sudder Court, Bengal—29th ult, at 3, Southwick
Street, Hyde Park Square, Hugh Alexander Emurson,
Esq,, late Solicitor-General of Newfoundland, aged 66-^
1st inst, at Leamington, Joirs' Harvey Thubsby, late 6f
Abingtou Abbey. Northaniptonahire, aged 67—31st ult, at The-
Paddock, Thetford, Mrs, Bidwfll, relict of the late Thomas-
Bidwell, Esq,, of the Foreign Office, and of Gloucester Place^
Portman Square, aged 80—30th ult, at 20, Eldon Road, Ken*
sington, George Woollev, E^q., M.D,, upwards of 40 years-

Hon. Sledical Attendant at the Royal Humane Society's

Receiving House, Hyde Park, aged 77—26th ult, Mary, wife
of James Wyon, Esq., of the Roy;Ll Mint—2d inst, at Frognal,
Hampstead, Smith Sarah, youngest daughter of the late^

Thomas Norton Longman, Esq.

iiflaiktts!.

COVENT GARDEN.—June 9.

Vegetables are now becoming more plentiful. French
produce still continues to be largely imported. Grapes are
considerably cheaper. Ontnges are jAentifiil. Forced Straw-
berries are now abundant, fcjpanish Nuts fetch 16s. perbusheL
Cubs realise Is, per lb. Green Gooseberries fetch 3d, a quart.
PeiLS and Broad Beans of foreign growth may now be obtained*

! Potatoes reaiL'7e 4s, 6d, a bushel. New frame ones may be
had at from Is. to 2s, per pound. Mushrooms n:ay be
obtained in small quantities. Cat flowers chiefly consist of
Orchidn, Gardenias, Violets, Micmonette, Azaleas, Heaths^
Primulas, Geraniums, Lily of the VaiJey, and Rosea.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per Ib.,8« to 12s | Green Figs, per doz., 8s to 12fl-

Grapea, per lb,, 48 to 10a
Stniwberrics, p. lb., 4s to Rs

Peaches, per doz-, yiato36a
Nectarines, do., 18s to 34a
Chorrieti, p, lb,. Is to 3b

Melons, each, Gs to lOs
Applet, perdo;^., 28 to (5s

Oranges, per 100^ 2s 6d to 8s
Lemons, per 100, Us to 6a
Cobfl^ do.« 100a

forces in ireianu. "^*^
j;^;;^\go6

'
who after sitting iu the

»Iarm. It"appears tl.'at the Scotch train, ^vhich is due |J°ijTcommons .uccessivdy from
^^^..^"'J^^^TS''^:, i

»t King's Cress at 9.15 Aat-, wiile passing Coluejr e^I^ ^d Chatham, to 1862, wa. m 1653 «immoii.d tu
.

Asparagoa, p. bundle, 3sto6e

Bhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d

F. Beans, per 100, 2b to 38

v. _
, p. half fiieve, 3s t5 68

Cauliflowers, each, 6d to 8d

Greens, per dozen, 48 6d

to€a
Cabbrtgea, do,,lsto2s
Potatoea, p. ton, 90a to 100s

_ per bus., 3a to 48 6d
— per cwt.^ 69 to 8s

CaiTotB, per bunch, ed to Sd

Tumipp, per biincb, 5d to 7d

Spinach, p. sieve, 2.s to 33

Cucumbers, each, 9d to 1b 6a

VEGETAliLES,
ArtichrtVCs, per dor, ffs to Sa

; Beet, perdoz.. Is fid to 2b

I

Celery, per b-indle, 2s to 3a
Onions, p. hail »ieve. Is to la (Sd

Tomat"«5, per , fa to 3s
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Guriic, iHir JK.Ud to 8d
lettuces, Cabb., p. ecore, laM
to2s6d

Lettuces, Cos, p. Bcore, 6d to Is
Endive, p. score. Is to 2s

Horse Radisb.p. bun. ,le6dto 4i
Mushrooms, p. poCt., Is tolsfid

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 28 to 3i

Sftvory, per bunch, 2d to 4d
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HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Truaaes.
Smithfih^, Thursday, June 7.

Prime Meadow Hay 75a to 84s Clover
SuMrior do. (old) , . 90 95
Inferior do 60 70
New do — —
Bowen .. .,' ,.60 70

old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do, ,

.

Straw .. ..

"VTBrrECHAPiL^ TuURSDAT, June 7.

.. . 059 to 115s
New Clover .. ,. — —
Second cut do. . . 34 92
Straw 25 33

Davis & Co.

948to 9Sa
SO 8$

• *

23 S2

Fine old CloTcr . .115a to 120*
Inferior do ,, -,100
Fino New Clover . . —
Fine 2d cut .. ..96
Inferior do 80

110

100
S8

POTATOES,—SouTHWARK, Monday, June 4.
Eiirinpj the past week the arriyals coastwise have been more

than ftqual to the demand, and pricea have again fallen.
The followinp are this day's quotations :— Yorkshire Ro-
genta, 908. to 120a.; do. Flukes, 90e. to 1208.; Lincolnshire Re-
Rents, 80s, to 100s.; Dunbar do., lOOa. to 120s.; do. Reds,
200i. tollOs. ; Perth. Forfar, and Fifeshire do,, SOa. to 90a.;
do. Reds and Rocks, SOa. to 90a. ; Irish Whites^ TOs. to 80s,

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoxpoK. Friday, June 8.

The state of our trade ia unaltered. We still await the
Arrival of the new clip to determine the value of our several
deacriptions of wool. The apinnera and manufacturara have
supplied themselves for their immediate requirements, and
hope to do better when a larger quantity arrives on the market,
tut thia ia not responded to by the farmers at present, who
have made up their minds for high prices^ without, however,
any determination to hold their wool at even the present rates,
but Merely to try the market; and we think that to all present
-appeai-ances the coming clip will be bought up more rapidly
than any preceding one.

that direction. Flour has an upward tendency, and in some
markets an improvement of Is, per sack was established.
The arrivals of grain-laden Teaaels from the South of Europe
this week are small ; the transactions concluded, which are to

moderate extent, include Galatz Wheat at SOs. to 50s. 3d, per
480 lbs, ; SIftrianopoli at 539, 6d. and Odessa Ghirka at 51s. 3d,,

both per 4U2 Iba, ; Ibrail Maize at 33s. 6d. ; Danube
Barley at 253. 9d., Ibrail at 26s, T^d., both per 400 lbs.; Cal-

cutta Linseed at 4Ss. 3d, to 48s. 6d. per imp. qr,, all c. f. and
i. to the,U.K. The arrivals of foreign grain this week have
been to a fair extent, bat of English very little has come to
hand. Some of the English Wheat left over from Monday
being held above the views of buyers, and proportionately
dear, remained unsold towards the close of the market.
Foreign has been in active demand, and a considerable business
transacted at au improvement of la. to 23, per qr. upon
Monday's prices. Barley, Beans, and Peas bring Monday's
quotations. The Oat trade is firm, and the extreme pricea are
realised. Gauntry Flour is held for au advance of 2s. per sack,

AiUiiVAi^ ritOM June 4 to June 8.

WANTED, atSt. Peter's Marl^-et GardeiiTT^
Margate, an active industrious MAN, He must be well

up to Growing for Market and Tilling, obliging in his deport-
ment, and produce a good character for capability and honesty
from his last situation,—State wages required, and address to
Mr. Howard, 2, Rosehill, Raniagato,

English ,

.

Irish

Wheat.

780 qrs.

Foreign..] 10570

f*

f»

Barley. Oats.

60 qrs.

21S0

r»

ff

1700

26320

qra.

»*

**

Vlour.

1^70 sks.

(
60

f*

3 OSO oris.

COAL MARKET.—June 7.

Brass's Bebside West Hartley, 16s. ; DaTison'a West
Hartley, ICs. ; Howard'.-! West Hartley, Itis. ; Tanfield Moor
Butes. 138. 3d. ; West Hartley, 16a. ; Wylam, 15s. 6d. ; Walls
End i Acorn Close, 168. 3d. ; Walls End Eden, 16h. 3d. ;

Eden Main, 16«. 3d.: Walls End Boll, 158. 9d ; Walls End
Brandon, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Framwellsate, 16s. 3d. ; Walls
Esd Haswell, ISa. ; Walla End Hexigh Hall, 16s. 3d.

;

Walls End Whitworth, 15s. ; Carway and Duffryn Malting,
6d. ; Llaingennech, 2l3.—19 ships at market.

BUTTER MARKET.—June 9.

Best Frosli Butter , . ,, 128. p«r dozen lbs.
Second do. do. .. .. lis.

Pork, 5s. Od. to 53. 4d. per S lbs.
ft

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAT, June 4.

The supply of Beasts is about tho same as on Monday last.

Trade is active, and the prices of that day are rather exceeded.
There are a few more Sheep and Lambs; however, the demand
is good, and late rates are well maintained on the average.
Calves are not quite ao dear as on Thursday. From Ger-
many and Holland there are 350 Beasts. 4S00 Sheep, and
147 Calves ; from Spain, 40 Beasts ; from Norfolk and Suf-
olk, 2700 ; and 200 from the northern and midland counties.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Juno 5.—We have had a nuinorous
attendance of local millers and dealers at our Com Exchange
this morning, and several from the interior. A good consump-
tive business resulted in Wheat at au improvement of Id. to
2d. per cental on most descriptions over last market day

;

sellers of American, however, were found at previous rates.
Flour had a moderate iuquiiy, but no actual advances obtain-
able. Indian Com attracted little attention, and both
Amcricau and Egyptian were a trifle easier,

Fbidat, June S.—There was a good consumptive demand
for Wheat at rather better prices than were obtainable on
Tuesday. Flour in fair request at a slight advance. All other
articles remain quiet.

Wheat:Ateraoes.

April 28..
May 5..— 12..
, — 19..— 26..
June 3 .

.

Agg.Aver. -

51*

62
52
52
52
53

2ii

6
6
1

6
4

Barley. I Oa ts.

STslld
37 5

37 7
36 6
36 2
35 10

24 <

25
25
25
26
26

5rf

5
10
3
fl

8

52 4 t .36 11 I 25 8

3U
34
34
36
87
39

5<i

1

2
3
3

Beans, iPeas.

85 5

41*
42
43
44
44
44

6d
4
8

8
8
1

43 5

38*

39
40
39
40
41

Id
9
3
5

9

39 10

Fluctuatioms is the Last Six Weeks Averagb3.
"!E^ICH3. Apr. 28Tpfay~5may~r2r>lay

da
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. , , 5
Best Short-borus 5
2d quality Beasts i
Jiciit Downs and

Ilalf-breds .. ,

Do. Shorn . . 5

2 to 5
— 5
4—4

to
8 6

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn ..

Lambs
Calves

B d a d
.- to ..

5 4 — 5 6

53«
52
52
51

id
6
1

• >

19.

# 4
1

• *

r

May 26, June 2-

r

PARTNERSHIP.

WANT PLACES,—Letters to be Post Paid^

GARDENER (Head),—Age 26, single; has n good
practical knowledge of his profession. Can have a good

character,—W, H. Walker, Stationer, Leyton, tiasex, N.E,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, no inf^umbrance;
^as a thorough practical knowledge of Pinea, Vines*

Peaches, CucumberB, and Melons^ also Flower and Kitchen
Gardens.—J. B., i, Hargrave Place, Jamua Street^ Camden
Town, N.W^

GARDENER (Head).— Age 33, murried* no in"
cumbrance ; active and industrious ; has had several

yeara* experience in all parts of his profession, and lived with
families that required large siipplies. Can have excellent
character for ability and steadiness of conduct.— A, li., Mr,
Dubber, Printer, Wcstow Street^ Upper Norwood, S.

GARDENER (Head). —The Advertiser, who U
leaving his present ftituiition at his own request, and cau

hav© upwards oi 11 years' character, is wii*hful to procure
another situation.—Every particular will be furnished Tipon

appUcation to Jauks Dickson & SoKs, the ** Kewton**
Nurneries, ChcHter. ^
f^ AUUENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands his

vJT profession, Early and Late Forcing of Pines, Vines^

Peaches, Melons, and Flowers ; and is a good Kitchen Gardener.
No objection to the charge of Land. Good character from his

late employer.—W, Lad, Messrs, Leo's, Nurseryman, Ham-
mersmith, Middlesex, W.

STEVVARD7BAIL1FF, or GARDENER, or the three

oflBces combined,—Middle-aged ; experienced ; lield a

similar situation for some years; thoroughly conversant with
Estate Management, tlie Designing and Erection of Farm,
Buildings according to modem improvements, and has also

formed Gardens of the fin^t-class.

—

Alpha, Gardeners' Chronicle

Office, W.C,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; possesses
a practical and scientific knowledge of his profession in

all its branches, including Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Figs,

Meloxis, Cucumbers, <fec., and is a first class Plant Grower ; with
"Woods, Land and Stock. Has had 200 prizes for Fruit and
Vegetables. Wife can take charge of Dairy and Poultry,-^

J- D., Messrs. Drummond's Nursery, Bath, Somersetshire.

GAKOKNKR (Head Woekino).—Age 30, no in*

cumbrance; understands his profossion in all its branches.

Plants and Forcing, Pines, Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers,
Peaches, Ac, also Kitchen. Flower, and Fruit Dopartmenta,
FirHt class character,—J. B., The Gardens, Sir Clifford Con-

stable, near Hull,

4 8--5
6 8 --T 4
5 0--5 10
4 4--5 4

W^^^^SF;>ti.^i^'^^Jl^L''^'^'LTiJ?^^l?'®/^P'^^^ /^AKUENEK (Head).— H. Mitchell (age 26,
_ _

foraNURSEBYAND SEED BUSINESS. The advertiser \Jc single,) Quex Pkrk, wishes to engage with any nobleman
or gentleman in want of a practical gardener. Has lived in

situations in Scotland and Eiigl:\nd, where Gardening baa

been carried on extensively.—For character and ability, apply

to Mr. Hutchison, Quex Park, Marjjate, Kent.

300.Beaata, 38S0; Sheep & Lambs, 29,280; Calves, 224; Pigs,

Thijrsdat, June 7.

The supply of Beasts is small and che demand has increased,
consequently prices uro higher. There is a considerable
increasetiu the number of Slioep and Lambs ; ti-ade is very dull
Hnd a clearance cannot be efTected, although prices are much
lower than on Monday. A large Jirrival of foreign Calves has
materially affected the trade in that department. Our foreign
supply consists of ISO Beasts, 300U Sheep, and 270 Calres

;

and 135 Milch Cows.
Best Scots, Ilcre-

forda, «tc. ..5
Best Short-horns 5

2d quality Beants 4
Best Downs aud

Half-breda
Do. Shorn . . 5

4
2

6

to 5
— 5

8
6

8

Best Long-wools ,

Do. Shorn
Ewcs& 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

4 m to
5 2—5 4

« *

4
6
4
4

6
4

8

4

7
5
5

10

4

BeasU, 1005; Sheep &. Lambs, 11,300 ; Calves, 492 ; Pigs, 110.

MARK LANE.—MOMDAT, June 4.
The supply of Wheat from Essex and Ktnt to this mom-

has been an Assistant many years in some of the most
respectable Nursery and Seed Establishments in England, and
is now in treaty for a Nursery situated in a good locality in the
immediate neighbourhood of London.—Apply by letter to
J. S. (t Co., Messrs. Williams <k Lloyd, Stationers, 29. Moorgate
Street. London, E.C.

WANTKD, by a gentleman in tiie County ot Oxford,
an ARTICLED PUPIL. A limited number of Boarders

are taken. Termsmoderate.—Applyto Alpha. Kingham.Oxon.
ANTED, A FOREMAN in a large MAKKET
GARDEN and NURSERY; he must be well up to

growing for the northern markets. The situation is a respon-
sible one, aud security to the amount of 20L will be required
for fulfilment of duties and honesty.—Address, enclo.sint^ tes-
timonials and wages required, to G. H., Post Office, Newc;vstle-
on-Tyne.

WANTED, AS WORKING FOREMAN In a
Market Garden, one who thoroughly understands his

profession in all its branches. None need apply whose cha-
racter will not bear strict investigation as to sobrietv, honesty,

i and industry. Wages, 1/. per week.—Apply to Mr. Whitino,
Bath Rttad, Ilounslow, "W. »

ANTED, AS HEAD UARDENEK, by a clergy-
man in the cotmtry, an intelligent practical Gardener

who takes an interest in his profession, and is well able to
Force Pines, Grapes, Poaches, Melons, Cucinnbers, and other
fruits usually grown in Hot-houses, Conservatories, and

JlwS5''!^f\'^^T''*'^=^^°i^^''^'"*"'^''l'^.''^**'^^'*''°'"*'^^^ Orchard-houses, aud to manatee seasonably and well thedisposed of at an advance of 23. per qr.. btit some proportion
I Kitchen and Flower Gardens. He must be a Churchman and

/1AKDENER (in or out of the house).—Ago 40J

V.X thoroughly understands his business, also Stock and
Land. Can be highly recommended from his late oniploj'er.—

Y. Z., Post Office, Battersea Rise, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 21; under-

stands Forcing Vines, Melons, &c. Indoors or out—
W. A., Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 27 ; has bold respon-

sible iituationa in the above capacity in some of the best

conducted establishments in the kingdom. Unexceptionable
references can be obtained either of hist or former employers.—
X. Y., 8, Highland Vale, Durdhani Down. Bristol.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Undbk in a large

establishment).—Age 24, single ; well experienced in ^e

various branches of Gardening.—J. H., Post Office, Watistead^

being held early for a greater improvement remained unsold
towards the close. A tolerable business was transacted in
<oreign, at 2s. over the rates of this day sc'nnight The Barley
trade is steady, and prices unaltered. Beans and Peas bring
last week's quotations, Oats are a fair sale at the prices of
Monday last. There is no change in the top price of town-
made Flour, hut country marks are Is. per sack dearer.

Per Imperial QOARTCR. Is. 8.( Ig bWheat, Essex, Kent, A Suffolk. ."White 52—6S , Red 50—54— — fine selected runs.. dittols'i—6'2'iRed ...,l54 58— ^— Talavera 156—62— Norfolk.,..,., ...,.1
I Red— Foreign 148—^j3

Barley, giind. &. diat., 24» to 3ls. . Chev.

able to give good references as to his knowledge, ability, and
activity in his profession, and as to his character for honesty,
sobriety, and general goofl conduct. As the situation is per-
manenc, great care will be taken in filling it up.—Address,
stating whether married or single, and wiif^es expected, with
references as to ability and character, to the Rev. D. D., care
of Messrs. Sawyer & Sons, News Agents, 1, Castle Court,
Birchin Lane. Cornhill, London, E.C.

\9
23—30
24—30

Zf> Malting.
26

Feed
Feed

Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish PoUto— Foruign Poland and Brew 126—29 ' Feed
5^« 35-38: Foreign.
Bye-meal, foreign

j —
Beans. Wa:^agan.,..32s to 403 Tickj34—43 Harrow.

P'geou 36a — 473. . Winds. 48—54! Longpod

WANTED, AS GARDENKU, Single-handed, an
active Btendy Man, in a gentleman's family. Would have

the care of Cow-^, Poultry, &.c., and be expected to make Iilm-
self gcner.vlly useful. Wages IHs. per week. Xone need apply

iS—45(MaUinfi:. 36—41 ' wiihout gn.Ki refercnce-s.—Address with full particulars to
33—10 U. P., FostOmce. Fencliurch Mtieet E.C.

* t

If)—27
19—25
22 'IS

— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple . . . . "-S to —s Grey
yif^J^.E White
FiocR, best marks delivered, .per sack— *a do. ..,,..,. ditto— Foreign per barrel

38—46 Egyr)tian
38—40|SuflFolk .

32—34 'Foreign.
—

j
Yellow..

44—60
3d—44 'Country.
25—31 1Per sack

36 --41
30—40

WAITED, AS GARDEN Ell, in Hants, a respectable
married Man, witliout incumbrance, not over 40 years

of age. He will be required to take charge of a Cow and must
quite underetand Flower and Kitcheu Gardens, also a small
Greenhouse, Cucumbers, Melons, &c. He will have a Lad to
assist him during the summer months, and a Cntjge to live
in ; and all the winter duriuir the absence ot the family he and
his wife will be required to take charge of and keep clean the
gentleman's house. Wages during the time the family are in
town, Gardener, 16s. ; Wife, 4s. During the summer months,
16*., with Cottage to live iu,—B.C., Post Office, Stock
Hants.

Stockbridge.

35—44
30—37

WANTED, A GOOD GARDENER a^d LAUN-
DRESS (married, without incumbrance), in the West of

England, in Juno or July. Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Conservatory. Lawn Mowing, and ordinary Fnime Forcing.
Under Gardener kept. Laimdress must \je experienced aud
equid to the Washing of a lur^e family. Laundry, Cottage, and
Garden found. Any party applying is requested to give full
particulars, and to name references as to cliaracter and capa-
bihty, which, before any engagement, will be searchiiigly
inquired into.—Address " Liymau," Mr. Maye, 244, Ui^fh
Street, Exeter.

AS AJn^tiENTtCE. 11 strong, active

•tn .»r-w.^ «.» ^. ' - ; -" ^--
^''' f

", ^ne who will devote his time and energy to learnin spring coni continues macLive, and the tendency of prices Gardening will be preferred.—Apply by letter to Richard^>eing towarda a dechne, any change that has occurred was in NrcuoLsux, Ga
" t i ^ J

Friday, June H.
The weather since the Ist inst. has been very wet and

-boisterous, with a low temperature, and is considered to have
aprejudxcial effect upon the growing Wheat and Barley crops.
The wind, excepting on the 4th, wheu it was N.W., wiis
southerly, varying from east to west. The inactivity reported
of the trade last week has disappeared, and a further rise of Is.
-per qr., and in many market-* of Is. to 2s, per qr. has again
been established for Wheat, both English and foreign. An
xtensive busines.-i was also transacted here iu f. o b and
c. r. nxd i. cargoes from the l^altic, red at 64s. 6d. to 60s. ' ^^^ANTED,
«. f- and \. ; Konigsben; and Dantzic at 5Ss. to 633. Business ! V V LAD ; nn<

i

Tdeuer, Sharruw Lodge, Ripou, York.
^

I

/1AHDENEK (Undeu) in any tirst-class establish-

V_X ment. Experienced. Good testimonials.—B., PoatOffi^i

King^- on-Thamcs. S.W. __

IpOREMAN OB JOBIUNGAIAN.—Active, busine -

' like, one of the old school, a first-class hand at Training.

Laying, Budding, or anything else. W'ages required, l^ Is-

per week.—S. S. Cave, Mr. Palmer, 4, Campden Hill, «e3t

Kensington, W.
, ^

P~
UOl^AGATUK OB i*LANT GROWER, in the

Florist Department of a Nursery.—Middle-aged; has

had great experience in Growing for Exhibition and general

purposes in some of the best nurseries roimd London. Three

years and six months in present situation.—R. Catltugh^

5. Crown Terrace, Prince of Wales Road, Camden Town,j;J!L

-TO LANDED PROPRIETORS AND OTHERS.

STEWARD OE BAILIFF.— Small incumbrance;

thoroughly acquainted with Norfolk Farmin^f in all its

branches. Wife an excellent Dairywoman. Can have D years

first-rate character.—Mt. Partridge, Shouldham, Downharo^

STEWARD OK liAlLlFl'.—.Middle-a;^^eii, ot ener<retic

business hAbi*s ; is practically acquainted with everf

branch of Farming, Heavy aud Light Soila on a large scale

,

the Management of Labourers on the most economical system.

Erecting Buildings, &c. ; Breeding, Buying, and Selling aU

kinds of Stock. The highest reference can be given. Is lea>^ng

present situation on account of farm beiu^ left.—B- S., *"
Sutton's, Royal Berks Seed Establishpaent, Reading._____—

IT^ARM AND WORKING BAILIFF. — No in-

cumbrance ; Wife a good Dairywoman. Good characters.

—Y. Z., Mr. Wills, Grocer, 34, Great WmdmUl Street,

Haymarket, S.W.

BAILIFF OR GENERAL MANAGER.—Hus been

extensively engaged on a nobleman's estate, where

Agricultural pursuits have been carried out on the mos^

economical system ; is conversant with Heavy and ^S^^^J?^^*
the Management of Woods, Breeding and Selling ^^"."^jTr
horns and other Stock. Satisfactory reasons funushed lo^

leaving present situation, and the highest references g^J*^ .

W. C, Messrs. Gibbs & Co., comer of Half-Moon Street,

Piccadilly, London. W. _„—_—^ '

IMPROVER, where he may improve his knowledge

of Farming.-Age 20 ; has been nearly four years ^^L^
Farm B:uliff and Land Steward ; thoroughly acquainted ^
tho duties of an Accountant, and would take bis part »« *"J

of the work upon the Farm. Board, iodgiuL,'. and a .^*'' Z,-
201. required. He can produce the highest testimomala iro""

his late employer.—J. W., 15, Souici-s Terrace, Clarenaou

Square, London, N.W.
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MBS. ARTHUR HENFREY. Widow of the late

Pf>fe88or Henfrey, F.R.a.. F.I-.S., &c., of King's

College, London, continues to receive a limited number of

young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with

he r own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French

is constantly spoken, Mrs. HEi^FRET having resided on the

Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,

Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and

r rovided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort

of a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to

their health and morals. Beforences are permitted to^

Principal of King's College
Chiswick Vicarage, W.
Tumham Green, W.
Kew, W.

J
The"7Government Scbool of

-
I Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W.

. . 7,Bennett St., St.James's, S.W.
,, Acton Green, W.
. Kew, W.

, . Manor House, Chiswick, W.
Abtuur Henfbey, 12, Heathfield

Br. Jelf
Bev. Lawford W. T. Bale
Rev. Olive Hollingworth
Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker

Professor Huxley, F.E.S,

Dr. and Mrs. Martyn,.
Dr. and Mrs. Lindley..
Dr. and Mrs. Hooker -

.

Dr. and Mrs. Tuke
For terms apply to Mrs.

Terrace, Tumham Green, W

• *

4 •

NEXT OP KIN, HEIRS, &c., WANTED, who
have been Advertised for—Being exact Copies of Adver-

tisements from the Times, Gazette^ Chronicle, Herald^ Post, Mel-

iourM Arrjus, Sydmy Herald, HobaH Town Mercury, SouOi Aus-

Ci'alian HegiMer, Cape Mail and Monitor, New Zealand Gazette,

Weft India Record, Indian, Canadian, and American Papers for

the last 60 vcars, relating to many thousand names, descrip-

tions, and last residences of persons of all classes entitled to

money and property of several Millions value, and now laying

dormant for want of claimants. This prized and valuable book
is sent post free to any part of the United Kingdom for 12 post

stamps by the publishers, Fisher &. Sou, Kingsland, London,
N.E. Established 1847. " Worth its weight in gold."—Times,
Not. 26, 1859.

KeUjg of t^t aHetfe,
.—I

—

In the House of Lords on Friday Earl Stanhope
moved for copies of despatches regulating

our diplomatic intercourse with Rome, with

the yiew of showing the expediency of

establishing direct diplomatic relations with

the Pope. After some discussion the motion

was agreed to. The House then went into committee

on the Refreshment Houses and Wine Licenses

Bill, when certain clauses were objected to by

the Earls of SnAFXEsnirKT, DoNotronMORE and

HAitiiiNGTON. The Bill was supported by the

Earl of WiCKLOW and Earl Granville, who

stated that the Government proposed to extend

the measure to Ireland and Scotland, with modi-

fications suited to their circumstances. The Bill

ultimately passed through committee without

amendment. On Monday on the order of the

day for the third reading of the Bill, Lord

Denman moved that it be read a third time that

day six months. After some discussion the House

divided, when the third reading was carried by

36 to 2. The Bill then passed. Sir J. Barnard's

Act Repeal Bill was also read a third time and

passed. On Tuesday Lord Redesdale moved the

second reading of the Light Weights Racing

Bill, the object of which was to prevent

race-horses from being weighted below six stone.

The Duke of Beaufort moved as an amendment
that the Bill be read a second time that day six

taonths. The Earl of Winchilsea, Earl Gran-
ville, and the Earl of Derby opposed the Bill

;

the Marquis of Clanricarde supported it. After

some further discussion Lord Redesdale with-

drew the Bill, On Thursday the Duke of New-
castle, in answer to the Earl of Oarnaryon, said

that despatches had been received from the

Governor of New Zealand confirming the accounts
of serious collisions with the natives in the neigh-
hourhood of Kew Plymouth, and stating that every

effort was making to suppress the outbreak.

Earl Granville, in answer to Lord Monteagle,
said that Her Majesty's Government had no

reason to believe that the reduction of duties on

foreign wines would occasion any loss of revenue

upon malt, hops, and British spirits.

In the Commons on Friday Lord John
Russell stated that Spain by the agency of

the slave trade annually landed 40,000 slaves in

the island of Cuba in direct contravention of her

treaties with this country. The subject had

engaged the attention of the Government, and he

impossible to accede

by Mr. Mackinnon
the results of the

because such a delay

Bill to an indefinite

had now in preparation a despatch which he

intended to send to the various Powers, including

Spain and the United States. Mr. H. B. Sheridan

obtained leave to bring in a Bill to enable cities,

towns, and boroughs of 30,000 inhabitants and

upwards, to appoint stipendiary rangistrates ; and

Mr. Lygon obtained leave to bring in a Bill to

amend the law relating to the hiring of agricultural

servants. Sir J. Elphinstone was moving for

leave to bring in a Bill for establishing a test for

anchors and cables in the merchant service,

when the House was counted out. On Monday on

the order of the day for resuming the debate on the

Reform Bill, Lord John Russell said that in

the present state of public business the Govern-

ment had felt bound seriously to consider the

position of the BilL They had in the first place

determined that it was
to the amendment moved
to defer legislation till

Census could be obtained,

would postpone a Reform

time. Ashowever it was apparent from the recent

division that 260 members desired the postpone-

ment of the Bill ; as there was other important

business to dispose of ; and as there was not that

earnest demdnd for the measure out of doors which

would justify them in prolonging the session, the

Government had come to the conclusion that it

was not their duty to proceed with the Bill

in the present session. They were per-

suaded that a reduction of the borough

franchise was required for the future safety

of the State and for the improvement of the repre-

sentation, and it was their intention to introduce

another Bill at the earliest opportunity, Mr.

Disraeli and Mr. Bright approved of the course

taken by the Government; Lord Fermoy, Mr.

E. James, and other members opposed it. After a

desxiltory discussion Mr. Mackinnon withdrew

his amendment, whereupon Lord J. Russell with-

drew the Bill, and the order for going into com-

mittee was discharged. On Tuesday at a morning

sitting the House went into committee on the

Edinburgh Annuity Tax Bill, and agreed to the

first 14 clauses with amendments. At the even-

ing sitting, in answer to Mr. H. B. Sheridan,

Lord Palmeeston said that the Court of Naples

had applied to the Great Powers to guarantee to

the King the possession of the two Sicilies. Austria,

however, had positively refused to interfere, and he

had reason to believe that a similar reply had been

made by France. The British Government would

of course return a similar answer, and at the same

time, express its abhorrence of the atrocities com-

mitted at Palermo, which were a disgrace to the

age. In reply to Sir C. Douglas, Sir G. Lewis

said that the Government did not intend to insist

upon the clause in the Census Bill imposing

penalties on those who refused to declare their

religious belief. -Admiral Duncombe moved for a

select committee to inquire into the constitution

of the Board of Admiralty, and the various duties

devolving thereon. The motion was opposed by

Government, and, after some discussion, was with-

drawn. Sir C. Wood moved for leave to bring in

a Bill to repeal the Act establishing a local army

in India, and to enable the Government to cany

out the amalgamation of the Indian array with

the Uueen'b army. After a short discussion

the debate was adjourned for a week. On
Wednesday the House went into committee on

the Mines Regulation and Inspection Bill, and

agreed to the first two clauses after two divisions,

in which amendments were negatived by large

majorities. On Thursday Mr. Lindsay's motion,

calling upon the Admiralty to adopt more prompt

and eff'ective measures to complete the reserves of

marines and seamen for the navy, was negatived

without a division. Mr. Whalley called attention

to the modeofassessing the Property and Income-tax,

and complained that the Government had made no

efi*ort to remove its manifold inequalities and in-

justice. The Chancellor of the Exchequer

admitted that there were many inequalities in the

tax, but the Government had arrived at the con-
'

elusion that no readjustment could be made of the

distinction between permanent and precarious in-

i comes without inflicting greater injustice than that

complained of. The House then went into com-

mittee of supply, when the sum of 670,000/, was

voted on account of the civil service estimates, and

several votes were agreed to on account of the

Eavy.

The Prince Regent of Prussia left Berlin o^

Wednesday for Baden Baden, to attend a Confer-

ence of the German Sovereigns, consisting of the

Kings of Saxony, Bavaria, Hanover, and

WuRTEMBERG, the Grand Dukes of Baden and

Hesse Darmstadt, and the Duke of Saxe-Cobueg.

The Emperor op the French left Paris yester-

day for Baden Baden, to meet the Prince Regent
of Prussia, but it is not yet known whether the

other German Sovereigns will be admitted to the in-

terview. Accounts from Sicily state that in accord-

ance with the conditions of the new capitulation

enteredinto between GeneralLANZA and Garibaldi,

the whole of tlie Royal army at Palermo, numbering

15,000 or 20,000 men, have embarked for Naples,

leaving the capital of Sicily in the possession of the

insurgents. Catania has since been abandoned by

the Royal troops after having been bombarded and

pillaged, and the only place of importance which,

now holds out for the King is Messina, which will

be invested by Garibaldi as soon as he has

organised his plans.

The Court,—Tlie Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family, with their Royal visitors, continue at Buck-

ingham Palace. On Friday evening the Queen and

Prince Consort, accompanied by the King of the

Belgians and the Princess Alice, honoured th» per-

formance at the Olympic Theatre with their presence.

On Saturday tlie Queen lield a Court and Privy

Council at JBuckingham Palace. At the Court Dr.

Longley, Archbiiihop designate of York, was awora a

Privy Councillor; Arthur Helps, Esq., was sworn as

Clerk of the Council, in the room of the Hon. William

Bathurst, who retired; and Edmund Stephen Harri-

son, Esq., was sworn as Deputy Clerk of the Council.

The Right Rev. Dr. Wigrara had an audience and did

homage on being appointed Bishop of Kochester ; the

Mexico, had an audience on his return from a special

mission to the States of Central America. Earl Grau-

ville. Lord John Russell, Viscount Palmerston, and Sir

G. C. Lewis had audiences of her Majesty. The
Princes Louis and Henry of Hesse had luncheon with

her Majesty, and took leave previous to tlieir depar-

ture. In the afternoon the Duke and Duchess d*Aumale

visited the King of the Belgians. The Prince Consort

and the Count of Flanders visited the South Kensing-

ton Museum. In the evening the Queen and Prince

Consort, accompanied by the King of the Belgians, the

Princess Alice, and the Count of Flanders, honoured the

performance at the Royal Italian Opera with their pre-

sence. On Sunday morning the Queen and Prince Con-

sort, the King of the Belgians, Frmce Arthur, the

Princesses Alice, Helenti, and Louisa, attended Divine

service in the private chapel of Buckingham Palace.

The Rev. H. M, Birch preached the sermon. On Mon-
day morning the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by the Princess Alice and the Count of Flanders,

rode on horseback. Tiie Prince and Princess Frederick

of the Netherlands, accompanied by the Princess Marie,

visited her Majesty at Buckingham Palace. In the
afternoon the Qaeen held an investiture of the Order
of the Bath. Her Majesty afterwards took a drive in a
carriage and four, accompanied by the Princesses Alice

and Louisa. The Prince Consort rode on horseback.

In the evening her Majesty had a dinner party.

On Tuesday the Queen held a Drawing Room in St,

James's Palace. After the Drawii^g Room her Majesty
and the Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princesses

Alice andLouisa, visited the P-inceand Pi incessFrederick
of th(! Netherlands at Claridge's Hotel. Her Majesty and
his Royal Highness also paid a visit to the Hereditary
Grand Duchess of Mecklenburg-Strelitz at her residence

in St. James's I'alace. The Queen, accompanied by the
Princesses Alice smd Helena, arteruards took a drive in

a carriage nnd four. The Prince Consort rode on horse-
back. The King of tiie Delgians visited IVince and
IVincess Fiedtrick of the Netherlands, In the evening
the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the
King of the Belgians, the Prmcess Alice, nnd
the Count of i'landers, honoured the Royal Italian

Opera with their presence, visiting the Floral HalX
previous to entering the theatre. On Wednesday the

Queen, accompanied by the Princess Alice, took a drive

in a carriage and four. The Prince Consort, accom-

panied by the Count of Flanders, rode on horseback.

in the evening tlie Queen gave u concert, to which a

party of about 400 were invited. On Thursday the

Prince Consort visited the British Institution in I'all

Mall, and the Crystal Palace. The King of the

Pclgians, accompanied by the Count of Flaudcra, went
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to Tuubridge Wells, and visited the Countess de Neuilly.

In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by the
Princess Alice and Prince Leopold, took a drive in a
carriage and four. In the evening the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Count of Flanders,
honoured the performance at the Haymarket Theatre
with their presence.

The Hereditary Grand Duchess op Mecklen-
BUEG-Strelitz landed at Dover at 4 A-K. on Monday
morning from Calais, and after resting for a few hours

at the Ship Hotel, proceeded by midday train for

London.
The Prince and Princess Frederick or the

KetherxaNds, accompanied by their daughter, the

Princess Marie, left London on Thursday by the

Eastern Counties Railway for Harwich, where they
embarked the same evening for Rotterdam. The
Princess Frederick has been sojourning for some
months past at Torquay for the benefit of her health,

which has been materially improved by her residence

in this country.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street.

Privy CorNCiL.—^The Queen has appointed Mr.
Arthur Helps, the well-known author of " Friends in

Council," and other works, to be Clerk of the Privy
Council, in the room of the Hon, W. Bathurst, who
Las retired.

Convocation.— Both Houses of Convocation met
again on Friday, and after despatching some business

of the usual character, were prorogued to the 28th
August.

The Aejiy.—The colonelcy of the 78tli Foot, vacant

hy the death of Sir W, Chalmers, has been conferred
on Lient.-General Macncil; and the colonency of the
8th Foot, vacated by tins promotion, has been conferred
on Major-General Monins.

The Channel Fleet, consisting of 9 ships of the
line and 5 frigates and corvettes, steamed up the Frith
of Forth on Friday morning, and anchored in the road-
stead of St. Margaret's Hope, 8 or 10 miles above Leith
roads. It is expected that the fleet will remain there
about a week.
The Sheehness Command.—Vice-Admiral W. J,

Hope Johnstone has been appointed to succeed Vice-
Admiral Edward Harvey as Commander-in-Chief at
Sheerness.

The Docktabd Commission. — The Queen has
directed letters patent to be passed under the Great
Seal, appointing John Tjcwis Ricardo, E=q., the Earl of
Gifford, Sir Henry P. WiUou^hhy, Bart., Capt. R. S.
Roljinson, R.N., and Robert I)a\glish, Esq., to be her
Majosty's Commissioners to inquire into the system of
control aud management of lier Majesty's Dockyards
thepurcliiist? of luatorials and stores, the cost of building
and repairing, altering, fitting, and refitting the ships
of her Majesty's Navy, and the best mode of keeping
the accounts thereof.

National Defences Commission.—The Report of
the Commissioners on the Defences of the United
Kingdom was published on Wednesday. It commences
by stating that, while the Commissioners fully recognise
the importance of an efficient Channel fleet, tliey have,
come to the conclusion that a fleet alone is insufficient
for the defence of the United. Kingdom; that our
regular army is, and must always be, small; and that
the volunteers could not at first be able to meet the
"regularly disciplined soldiers of continental armies on
anything like equal terms. Having carefully weighed
these considerations they have been led to the opinion
that neither our fleet, our standing army, nor our
volunteer forces, nor even the three combined, can be
relied on as sufficient in themselves for the security
of the kingdom against foreign invasion. They
have therefore direct el their attention to the question
of fortifications. On this point they mention the
simple fact that, of the 900 miles of coast from the
Humber to the Land's End. 500 miles admit of a land-
ing under ordinary circumstances, to show the impos-
flibility of fortifying these islands. The commissioners
have consequently confined tlieir inquiries to the
defence of the dockyard?;, "Woolwich arsenal, and the
metropolis. They recommend the construction of new
works or the completion of those already in progress,
the expense of which, including purchase of land, is

estimated at 2.800,000?. for Portsmouth and the Isle of
Wight, 3,020.000A for Plymouth. 765,000/. for Pem-
broke, 630,000/. for Portland, 180.000/. for the Thames,
450,000/. tor the Medway and Sheerness, 1,350,000/.
for Chatham. 700.000/. for Wool wich, 335,000/.
for Dover, and 120,000/. for Cork. The armament of
these works tliey estimate at 500,000/., and add
1,000.000/. for floating defences. The total is

11,850,000/.; of which about a million and a half has
been already authorised, though not voted. It is the
intention of Government to proceed promptly and
vigorously on a great portion of the Report, but to
abandon

^
the attempt to defend Woolwich and tlie

metropolis for the present. It is proposed to expend in
all only eight and a half millions, instead of the" eleven
and three quarter millions of the Report. This includes
1,885,900/. for the purchase of hind, which it is proposed
to acquire at once under the Defences Act. As only a
small portion of the land will be wanted for the works,
and the remainder will merely "be kept clear frombuild-
jngs, the latter will be let out. and need not he an un-

profitable investment. The Government propose to com-

mencethe works immediately,andthe Commissionershave
pointed out how they may be available fordefence inthree

or four months, even while far short of completion. It

is Intended to raise the money by terminable annuities,

so that the whole sum may be absorbed in 25 years.

With regard to the nature of the works proposed, the

Commissioners state that, with the new artillery now in

use aa means both of offence and defence, it will be

necessary to advance the fortifications of oiu' dockyards

and arsenals so as to command the approaches to a

much greater distance, Tliey propose to place works

at every weak point of the Isle of Wight, and wherever

a gun can be brought to bear on the channel to Ports-

mouth either by Spithead or the Needles. On various

points on the shore, or on shoal ground they propose to

erect batteries with one, two, or even three tiers of

guns, like those that baffled us at Cronstadt, and did

oar fleet so much damage at the entrance of Sebastopol.

Works consisting of forts, with lines of communication,

are to he carried inland, in order to keep at a distance

any force that might be landed on another part

of the shore. The Commissioners propose the im-

provement aud eulargcment of the existing forti-

fications of all the other harbours and dockyards in the

same manner. They propose a guard of moveable
floating batteries, and suggest means of stopping the

channels, to be ready in case of emergency. They
recommend that all the new works shall be supplied

with the most approved guns, and that the guns of

obsolete fashion or irregular calibre they have found

about the country shall be disused. They reserve the

question of an internal arsenal for a subsequent report,

and they submit to her Majesty these unanimous recom-

mendations "with a firm conviction that their adoption

will place the power of this country for self-defence on
a par with its other elements of greatness and strength

;

will give security to its industry and commerce ; afibrd

a guarantee to the maintenance of peace, and add a new
glory to her Majesty's reign." The report is signed by
Major-General Harry D. Jones, M;ijor-General D. A.

Cameron, Rcar-Admiral Geo. Elliott, Major-General F.

Abbott, Capt. A, Cooper Key, R.N.; Colonel J. H.
Lefroy, R.A. ; Mr. Jas, Fergusson, and Major Win. F.

Drummoud Jervois, R.E., Secretary.

The VoLUNTEEiis.—It is officially announced that
her Majesty hits intimated her intention to review the
Volunteer Corps in and about London in Hyde Park on
Saturday, the 23d inst., at 4 p.m. As some applications

have been received at the War Office from volunteer
corps formed beyond the metropolitan district to be
permitted to attend the review at their own expense, it

has been decided that such applications shall be taken
into consideration, with a view to the admission, so far

as space and numbers will allow, of such corps as may
be at an easy distance from London, provided their

applications are received at the War Office on or before
Monday next, the 18th inst., immediately after which
each corps will be informed whether it will be possible
to accept the offer.—On Tuesday Mr. Painter decided,

j

at the Westminster Police Court, in a case of toll dis-

pute, that a volunteer in uniform was, to all intents and
purposes, a soldier so far aa tolls were concerned, and
entitled to claim the same exemption.—The following
instructions have been issued to the station-masters on
the western lines with regard to the charges to ho made
to the Volunteer Riflemen when travelling by railway :

—

"Tickets at Government fares may be issued to the Volun-
teer Rifle Corps oii the following conditions ;—The applicant
must be in the uniform of his corps, and must give a verbal
assurance that he is goiug to attend or is returning from drill,

exercise, inspection, or review. First-class tickets only must
be issued t^i the officers. First or second-class tickets, as may
be required, may be issued to the other members of the corps."

dForetgiu

Fba:n'ce.—The Momteur of Tuesday published an
Imperial decree, promulgating the treaty concluded with
Sardinia for the cession of Savoy and Nice. In a report
which preceded the promulgation of the treaty M.
Thouveuel explains the exceptional character of this new
acquisition of France. M. Thouvenel says, " The Im-
perial policy has not been directed by an ambitious
thought, but by a sentiment of foresight which sought
for a guarantee. This acquisition has not been obtained
by force, but only by the gratitude and friendship of
a Sovereign, increased by the spontaneous and unani-
mous enthusiasm of the populations, who will after-

wards be its guardians." On Thursday France took
oflioial possession of the two provinces, and on the same
day the Emperor held a grand review of the troops and
National Guard to celebrate the event ; a Te Deinn was
sung in the Cathedral of Notre Dame, and all the public
edifices were illuminated. Tlie MonUeur of Thursday
contains several decrees regulating the Customs* ad-
ministration and the military organisation of Savoy
and Nice ; and according to a project of law which has
been submitted to the Corps Legislatif, Savoy will

form two departments. The French laws and con-

stitution, however, will not come into operation in

the annexed provinces until the 1st of January,
1861. The Commander de Martino, the Neapolitan
Minister at Rome, arrived in Paris on Monday, and has
since been received in private audience hy the Emperor
at Fontainebleau. Lor4 Cowley, the Chevalier Nigra,
and Prince Metternich, the British, Sardinian, and
Austrian Ambassadors, wer.e »t J'ontainebleau during

the interview. It is said that the Commander de
Martino was not very well satisfied with what he heard
from his Majesty, who is reported to have told him
some home truths, and declared that the King and
Government were alone responsible for whatever might
take place. In consequence of this attempt of the
Court of Naples to negotiate directly with the Em-
peror, Couut Cavour, the Sardinian Minister for Foreign
Affairs, has addressed an official despatch to Paris ex-
pressing a hope that France will not in any way inter-
fere in the affairs of Sicily. He reminds the French
Cabinet tliat the principle of non-intervention in Italy,

as contained in the celebrated note of Lord John>
Russell, has been officially accepted by the French
Government, and he requests the Cabinet to adopt in
regard to Sicily the policy followed in reference
to Tuscany, Parma, Modena, and the Legations.
The Emperor left Paris yesterday for Baden Baden,
to meet the Prince Regent of Prussia. His Majesty
intended to sleep at Kehl, opposite Strasbourg, last

evening, and to pass the whole of to-day and probably
to-inorrow with the Prince Regent and the Grand Duke-
of Baden, returning to Fontainebleau at the close of
the interview. lu official quarters it is stated that the
interview was proposed by the Emperor with the

object of calming the distrust and uneasiness of the^

German people, and of re-establishing the international,

relations of France and Germany on a basis of mutual

,

and absolute confidence. Prince Jerome had a shiver-

ing fit on Monday, which was followed by a slow and
difficult reaction. He had an agitated and sleepless

night, but since Tuesday morning his Imperial Highness
has been calmer. A decree in the Monitetir dated the 9th

inst. appoints Count de Morny President of the Legis-

lative Body, MM. Schneider and Reveil Vice-Presi-

dents, and MM, Hebert and General Perrot Questors.

The Momteur also announces that the Government
has withdrawn the project for a railway from Graisserac

to Beziers. Great preparations are making at the

Palais de Industrie, in the Champs Elysees, for

opening the agricultural exhibition, which is to com-
mence to-morrow. The immense building was too

small to contain all the objects]to be exhibited, and it was
consequently necessary to build temporary additions

and to erect tents for the reception of a multitude of

machines and agricultural implements. Other buildings

have been prepared in the Champs Elys^s for the

reception of horned cattle and horses. The jurors were

to be occupied on Thursday, yesterday, and to-day in

preparing their report. The ships-of-the-line Bretagne,

Eylau, Imperial, and Redoutable have sailed from
Toulon for Naples to afford protection to the French
subjects established in that city.

Spain.—The Madrid Gazette contains a royal decree

enacting that the 'child to whom the Ducheps de Mont-
pensier is about to give birth shall, in addition to the
title of Infante or Infanta, already accorded, receive, on
being baptised, the Grand Cross of the Order of

Charles III., if a boy, or the decoration of the Order of

Noble Ladles of Maria Luisa, if a girl. The Cortes has
rejected by a majority of 200 to 26 the amendment to

the address proposed by the Progresista party, in

reference to the amnesty and the law decreeing the

banishment of the family of Don Carlos. The dis-

cussion of Signor Olozaga's amendment took place on
Monday, when General Dulce gave personal explanations

to the Chamber. In a preliminary meeting of the

political friends of General Ortega, the conduct of

General Dulce was approved as having been perfectly

honourable.

Belgium.—The Zevant Serald recently stated that

theDuke of Brabant, on leaving Constantinople, tookaway
with him 17 pipe sticks which the Sultan had lent him for

his use, several of M-hich had the costliest mouth-pieces
mounted in diamonds, the total value being 7000Z. The
Journal de Constantinople officially contradicts this

statement and says that the Sultan requested his Royal

Highness, like all other princes who have visited Con-

stantinople, to accept the pipes aa a souvenir of his

visit to the Kiosk of the Sweet Waters of Asia.

Switzerland.—It is said that there is no truth iu

the rumour that France is about to send a corps of

observation to the Swiss frontier. The Austrian.

Cabinet, in reply to the note of the Federal Council

dated May 25, says that the general state of aflairs

does not permit Austria to take the initiative in the
Conference.

Italy.—The King of Naples has not only addressed
the Western Powers, but has also invoked the
simultaneous intervention of the five great Powers*,
in order to obtain from their collective action a
guarantee for the integrity of his States. He
has also particularly claimed the mediation of the
Emperor of the French for the pacification of Sicily,,

and has promised to grant immediately a liberal consti-

tution for the whole kingdom. His Majesty has also re-
quested the five great Powers to employ their authority
and influence to restrain Piedmont from favouring any
revolutionary movement on the mainland of the kingdom
of Naples. As regards the collective action of the
great Powers, the English Cabinet was the first to

reply that it did not intend to interfere in any other

way in the conflict between the Neapolitan troops

and
^
Garibaldi than to stop, if possible, the

effusion of blood, without siding with either party.

Lord John Russell has, however, promised to-

recommend to Piedmont not to ferment any disturb-

ances in tlie NeapoUtaii possessions in the PenJnJ?^'^'
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^er this answer given by England the other great
[
immense, and the Treasury was destroyed. The Neapo-

Povvers likewise, in more or less positive terms, declined litans had committed great atrocities, and the .bnrnt
,. .^ ?_x i.;-_ rj^ijg Emperor Napoleon was bodies of women and children had been found in theany direct intervention,

at Lyons when M.Thouvenel transmitted to his Majesty

bv telegraph the demand of the mediation made by

the King of Naples. His Majesty replied immediately

that a mediation was only possible between two Powers,

and, unless officially recognising the Sicilian Revolution,

no Power could place itself as a mediator between the

King of Naples and his subjects. The French Minister

in communicating this reply is reported to have added
that, between the cowardice of a capitulation and the
barbarity of a bombardment, advice was impossible, and
that there only remained to express regret that the

Neapolitan Government did not follow the advice given
to it for the last 10 years. Had it done so. Southern
Italy would have acted as a counterpoise to Northern
Italy; whereas now the North threatens to swallow it

up entire. The Commander de Martino, the Neapolitan
iliuister at Rome, has since been sent to Paris after

having had a conference with the Ambassadors of
France and Russia. It is said that he is charged, on
the part of the King of Naples, to submit the bases
and the gnnrantees of the personal mediation invoked
from the Emperor by his Majesty; to state that his

Majesty is ready to engage himself to grant a liberal

constitution, on the broadest basis, to Sicily, to be also

applied to the whole liingdom ; and further, if the
Sicilians should desire a distinct and independent exist-

ence, to extend his concessions so far as to place Sicily

in a position similar to that of the Dncby of Luxem-
bourg. In allowing himself to be appealed to as a

mediator, the Emperor, it appears, considers that by
ratifying an armistice between General Lanza and
Garibaldi the King of Naples has removed the principal

obstacle which prevented foreign mediation. From
the moment that the King of Naples treated
with the Sicilian revolutionary party as one
Power with another, mediation became possible without
infringing upon diplomatic formalities. Although,
however, the Emperor authorised the Commander de
Martino to go to Paris, the Emperor reserved to him-
self the liberty of not coming to a decision until after
having received positive overtures from the Neapolitan
envoy. At all events the Court of the Tuilcries does
not wish to undertake any mediation unless in concert
with England and with the other great Powers- At
Naples it was reported that the promulgation of a con-
stitution framed according to that of France might be
expected shortly, and that the Count of Aquila, uncle of
the King, strongly insists that an Italiou policy and liberal
institutions shall be carried out. M. Brenier, the FrencTi
Minister at Naples, lias telegraphed to Paris for more
vessels of war. anticipating the necessity of affording a
refuge to French subjects. Captains Acton and
Caracciolo, of the two Neapolitan frigates which failed
to_ prevent Garibaldi's landing at Marsala, have been
tried by court-martial at Naples and acquitted.
Accounts from Rome state that fresh bands were also
menacing the frontiers, to which General Laraoriciere had
sent more troops. An oificialdccreehadextended thedelay
for the subscription to the new loan until tlie 15th of
July next. The Cardinals had held an extraordinary
meeting, and subscribed 30,000 crowns, but the public
revenues were diminishing daily. The Peter's pence
had only produced 500,000 crowns. Numerous families
were arriving from Naples. The health of Cardinal
Wiseman inspires great uneasiness, as, notwithstanding
the occasional appearance of favourable symptoms, suc-
cessive relapses leave little hope of bis recovery. The
;-official Giornale di Roma announces the definitive
fusion of the railway companies, and defers until the
end of 1861 the construction of the railway to the
Neapolitan frontier. The capital of the Pio Centrale
Company Is to remain

^
at 175,000,000f. A despatch

from Turin of the 10th 5nst. state that the Sardinian
«enate finally approved the Treaty of cession of Savoy
s^nd Nice by a majority of 92 to 10. Tlie Minister
has presented a project for a new loan of 150,000,000f.
.Marshal Vaillant, commander of the Frejich army in

Ttaly, has arrived at Turin on his return to France,
and is lodged in the Royal Palace. The Marquis
Forrearra, Marquis Rocaforte, and Count Manzoni,

"Sicilian exiles, have left Turin for Palermo. 3000
volunteers left Genoa on the evenings of the 8th and
9th inst. for Cornigliano, a villa on the coast in the
neighbourhood, to join Garibaldi, and there embarked
in five steamers, which were waiting for them.

Sicily.—Accounts from Palermo state that in ac-
cordance with the conditions of the new capitulation
entered into between Garibaldi and the General com-
rmmding the Royal Army, the Neapolitan army of
18,000 men evacuated on the 9th with all military
honours the whole city of Palermo, with the excep-
tion of the fort of Castellamare, and withdrew to the
3Iole and Monte Pellegrino, where they encamped till

they embarked for Naples and Gaeta with their arms
and baggage. Many wounded and much of the materiel
had been previously embarked. The fort of Castelia-
mare was to be evacuated after the embarkation of the
troops and the exchange of prisoners. The English
Admiral had consented to occupy the fort until the
troops fshould have completely evacuated the place

according to the terms of the capitulation, but the occu-
pation was not carried out. The official journals state

that two steamers, having on board troops and ammu-
nition, have since been captured by Neapolitan ships of
wai. The damage dope bj the bombardment was

streets. It is positive that Garibaldi has found
24.000,000f. in the Treasury and caisses de depot. The
Neapolitan Government had decided upon concentrating
all its military forces at Syracuse, Messina, and Agosta,

because, by preserving these strategic positions it still

hoped to appear in the eyes ofEurope as master of Sicily.

It seems to fear that the revolution would be recognised
as an accomplished fact should the Neapolitan army
abandon Sicily. Accounts from Messina state that

Catania had been bombarded and pillaged by the Royal
troops, and then abandoned. It is understood that Gari-

baldi will not undertake anything against Messina for

some days to come, as he is organising his plans. The
Official Journal of the Provisional Government pub-
lishes numerous decrees, all signed by Garibaldi, who
takes the title of Commander-in-Chief of the National

forces in Sicilv. One of these documents calls to arms
all Sicilians between the ages of 17 and 50 years.

Another orders that the revenue derived from im-

himself. All this is to come out in the papei-s to be
laid before Parliament.
New Zealand.—A native insurrection has broken

out in the district of New Plymouth, where the tribes
have taken oftence at the manner in which the land has
been disposed ot by the chiefs. In the early part
of last year some of them came to a determination to
sell no more land to the British, and to coerce those
who were willing to do so. A chief offered to sell his

land to the British Government, upon which another
chief, while acknowledging that the other had a good
title to the land which he desired to sell, declared that
he would not be permitted to sell it. The Government,
however, surveyed and took possession ; and a collision

on two occasions ensued, in which, most unfortunately,

a considerable amount of blood was spilt on both sides.

The following extracts from a letter from the Sydney
correspondent of the Times contains the most complete

account of the affair which has yet reached England:

—

" The immediate cause of the quarrel was the sale of a smal
piece of land by Te Teira. Wirirau Kiogi forbiide the sale and
obstructed the survey, though without offering- personal

, T I , . T X it • x- » violence- The Governor coiiM Dot admit this onpositioii, as the
posts and customs be paid over to the msm-rectional L^ner was anxious to sell, and his title was undispntod on any
authorities, valid grounds. The interi-upted survey was comjiluted, under

PhttSSIA.—The Prince "Regent, accompanied by the the protection of the troops, on the 13th and 14th of March, tho

President of the Council of 'Ministers, the Prince of
*^*^"^^ ^'''"" ""''"'^"' ^'''' .^n^nti^c, nnt, th« hnnnd«ri.« Th«

Hohenzollern, his Chamberlain and military suite, left

BerlinonWednesdayeveningfor Baden-Baden, reviewing
the troops of the Frankfort garrison on his way. Before

the Regent's departure the King of Hanover arrived

at Berlin, and had an interview of several hours*

duration with his Royal Highness. At Baden the
Regent was to be met by the Kings of Saxony, Hanover,
Bavaria, and Wurtemberg, the Grand Dukes of Baden
and Hesse-Darmstadt, and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg.
The Emperor of the l-'rench is expected to arrive

to-day, to have an interview with the Regent.
The arrangement of this congress of German Sovereigns

is attributed to the King of Bnvaria, whose object is

to remove the difficulties which divide the States of the

Confederation into two distinct camps of principles and
tendencies. Prayers for the safe accouchement of the
Princess Frederick William were commenced on Tuesday
in the churclics of Berlin, A Royal decree orders that

the whole Prussian army shall for the future wear on
their helmets the motto hitherto inscribed on those of

the Landwehr, ** With God for the King and the

Country."

Atjsteia.—The Council of the Empire has, from its

first sitting, claimed the privilege of examining the

projected budget for 1861, in accordance with the

principles of the representative system. This motion
having been agreed to by 47 against 13 votes, the

Emperor consented that a committee of 21 members,

in which all the provinces of the empire were repre-

sented, should be appointed to examine the budget.

The committee has presented to the Emperor a general

report on the state of the whole public debt of

the empire, which will be pilblished shortly.

The organic statutes of the Provincial Diets are ready
for promulgation, and only await the appi'oval of com-
petent persons of the different provinces to whom they
have been confidentially communicated by Government.
An Imperial decree has been published ordering that

the Stadtholdership of Hungary shall come into effect

on the Ist of July, when the five existing departments
of the Central Government, which were entrusted with
the administration of Hungary, will be abolished.

Another decree suspends the district authorities of

Moravia and the Provincial Government of Troppau.
Silesia is to be subordinate to the Stadtholdership of

Moravia, but the provincial status of Silesia, with a

separate provincial representation, will be maintained.

Another decree extends the authority of the Central

Congregation in Venetia, granting to that body a deli-

berative instead of a more consultative vote on a large

number of administrative questions. The decisions of

this Congregation will become law on being signed by
its President, As regards judicial afiairs, on which the

Congregation can now only decide in a suborduiate

capacity, it will in future fulfd its functions without

any further appeal. The only reservation made in

favour of the Central Administration is the approbation

of the proposed expenditure and the revision of the pro-

vincial treasury accounts. In order to re-establish the

national character of the municipal system in Venetia,

all the franchises and immunities granted by the patent

of the 26th of April, 1815, are confirmed.

Malta.—It is said that the English fleet, com-
manded by Admiral Martin, was to leave Malta on
Saturday last for Besika Bay. Several EnglisI) n»t'n-of-

war have been sent to Naples.

TVUKEY,—Sir Heury Bulwcr hns firndy pointed out

to the Porte the necessity of repressing abases, and

said that upon such repression would depend the

support of England. Tlie Sultan has received these

representations favourably, and has sent his portrait to

the Ambassador.
. ^ xi. i. i r c

India.—Letters from Madras state that before Sir

Charles Trevelyan decided on publishing his minute on

the financial scheme of Mr. WiUon, he wished to bring

his views before the Supreme Council of Calcutta mthe
,

first instance, and instructed the proper officer at

Madras so to do. Mr. Wilson got about him and made

him act contrary to Sir Chas. Trevelyan^s instructions,

savius t^i^t l^e courted discussion'-win\e he took care

to sunpresa it. Sir Chas. Trevelyan then published his

roijiute in desperation and reckless of consequences to

seller being present^ and pointing out the boundaries- The
rebel natives offered no oppoaitioxi beyond erecting a slight
'pah' that commanded the road between the land and the
town, and threatening interruption to the carts carrying
supplies to the troops. Tlie firmness of the mounted escort,
however, overawed resistance, and there was no colUaion
brought about. Shortly afterwards the pah was evacuated ona
summons to that effect from the Governor. This, however, was
the last act of submission^ and from that time Kingi assumed a
position that made a conflict inevitable. On the night of
the 15th he built another pah, of conaidembie strength,
in a corner of the purchased land about a mile from,

the camp, and his followers performed the war dance. A
further act of defiance was exhibited by them next day, when
they began to pull up the survey pegs and make fires along
the line. On the 17th the officer in command of the troops
sent a written summons to the pah, but its reception was re-

fused, and the messenger was warned off. Patience had now
reached its limit, and it was resolved to drive the natives from
their pah. They thus succeeded in causing the first shot to be
fired by the Europeans—a point to which they attach great
importance. Shortly after noon Colonel Gold, who was ia

command, opened fire- He had with bim two 24-pounder
howitzers, one 12-pounder howitzer, and one rocket tube. Ho
had also with him 300 soldiers of the 65tb, 25 men from the
Niger, and a mounted escort of colonists. As the troops
advanced, the natives blew a honi in token of defiance. The
artillery opened at the respectful distance of SOD yards, on the
north-west angle of the pah. After a fuw discharges, tlio

natives ran up a red flag on their flagstaff, indicative of their

determination to resist. The guns wore then moved round to

the west side, and planted this time within 200 yards, the
distance being gradually reduced to 150 yards. A fresh move
was subsequently made round to the north side, Wliile this

last moveaient was being effected some natives were seen to

be leaving, and, under the impression that they were cowed
and boating a retreat, some of the mounted escort rode close

up, but were received with a volley that killed one of them
on the spot ; and two privates, who were in the rush to

the rescue, were wounded, of wliom one died subsequently.

The men were with difficulty restrained from making a rush
at the pah. It was now evening, and the ammunition was
expended. The pah had been greatly knocked about, but not
destroyed or rendered untenable. The guns were withdrawn,
breastworks thrown up. and tlic troops camped under arms qn
the seaward side of the pah. For a long time during the
darkness the natives kept up an incessant fire, which did no
harm. After breakfast Colonel Gold advanced his guns to

within 30 yards of the stockade, and opened a heavy fire with
shell and common case-shot. When at length a small breach
was made a rush took place immediately, when, lo! the pah
wuaiound empty. The natives bad retired during the nigljfc

on the side that remained unguarded, having left only two or

throe behind to keep up a deceptive firing. The pah, on
investigation, was foimd to consist of 10 chambei-a excavated
in the clay and commimicating with each other, and capable

of holding 250 men, though not more than 150 were lodged in
It The chambers were overlaid with rafters and a layer of
fern and earth about 2 feet thick. The whole was surrounded
by a double fence, filled in with earth and fern, and loopholed

for musketry. Provisions for two months were found stored up.
Though rifle-proof, this native fortification had been considerably

knocked about by the artillery. It was destroyed by the
troops, who then returned to camp- The news that the natives
had all escaped capture was henrd with dismay by the colo-

nists^ who loudly condemned the commanding officer for not
bringing his artillery into close quarters at first, and * rushing '

the pah overnight, or, at least, surrounding it so as to i>revent

escape. From the testimony of one of the natives who has
since been into the camp, it appears that they were terribly-

frightened at the effect of the artillery on their defences, and
that though none were killed a great many were wounded.
The natives, after recovering from their fright, began to con-
strue the engagement as a victory, and the effect of this inde-
cisive action on the native mind was soon seen. !NTanahi, a
Taranaki chief, who had quite recently taken the oath of alle-

giance, began with his men to plunder the neighbour-
hood- A party of 100 volunteers, supported by a com-
pany of 200 of the fioth, were sent nut to loot after him,
and halted within half a mile of his encami>ment. But
Colonel Murray, who was in command of the regulars,

declined to take his men into the bush; and the volunteers,

though anxious to advance, would not do so unsupported,
and so they returnu! to town witliout doing anything,
Na'ives now began to muater round Manahi, and two days
after this ineffective reconnoitre news arrived that three
settlers and two lads had been found murdered. Great
anxiety waa then felt for several families, numbering about 35
eouls in all, who were still in the bush^ and who, it appears,
had congregated in the house of Mr. Brown, thr: K^ )palian
clergyman. An expedition waa orj^auised to bring them in,

and this led to a aecond and mrre drri«ive engagement, that
tiikes rank as the battle of Waireka. The expclition co; t^
of aboutSO Volunteer Rifles, -vO Militia, 25 of the Naval Brijrade,
aadtholightcompanyoftheesth—inJiUab#mt260men, undertho
command ofColonol Murray. The twu former j^artiesfoUowtKi the
beach^ the two latter took the road- Starting at about 1 o'clock,

the first-named, after a abort march, perceived the natives on
the opposite side of a at: . .i in front of tbera, principally in
the valley of a small affluent, their pah being entirely th« ridm
between themselvwand the sea. The Europe:ms advanced in

flkirmLshinf^ order, and then began an irregular figUt^ princi-

pally in the flax gulUes at the mouth of the little stream and
on the flat above, in which the atlacking party made up X>y

their sopcriority in weapons for their iiiftsriority in point of

nnrabem. After about an hour of this irregular firing the

liaval Brigade, whu had <?ome b^ the rWM*. appenrod on ttoo
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inland side of the ^nilly, and, getting into prutty close
qu^irters, did considerable execution. In another hour they
werejoined by a detachment from the 65th, who also proved

^^^ft^^- ^^® greater portiou of the rcRuIars were liaitedabout three-quarters of a mile off, and did not take part in theengagement. Notwithstanding their losses, the natives were
so numerous that they managed to enclose the Volunteers and

' 2m ?u^°
^^^ ^'^^^, ^^^ ammunition these latter had broughtwith them was nearly expended, and their position was getting

cntK^l. They sent a messengei to Colonel Murray to tell himhow they were situated, but without getting either svmpathyor help He returned answer that his orders were to be home
fceforc dark, and that, as they had got into a mess without his
orders they might get out of it ; and he forthwith sounded the
recall taking back with him the Naval Brigade, whose com-

.
mander. Lieutenant Blake, had been wounded at the com-mencement of the action. The Volunteers, thus left to them-

- !!i.^!^'-^ ,
expecting every moment to be "rushed." reservedWhat little ammunition they had left, and. thinking a retreat

Jangerous m the face of an expected attack, hastily protected
their position as weH as they could bv a low breastwork of logsand straw. Shortly after dark they heard a great cheering,
and could manage to see the flag m the pah was down. They
T^reprepanngtojoiu the rush, but, there being no response
to their own cheer, their leader thought the whole thing a )^e
to withdraw them from their cover. It was, however, no ruse
but a most fortunate divereitm effected by Captain Cracroft, of
the JViger, which arrrived from Manakau after the expedition
had started from Taranaki. Captain Cracroft finding what was I

g-oing on, landed at once with 50 of his men, and hastened to
the scene of action, and though it was dark on hie arrival
resolved at once on storming the pah. Having harangued his
men, and promished Zl. to the man that pulled down the rebel
flag, md finding the practice of a rocket tube ha had brought
*^th him altogether unnatisfactory it was left behind in chiu-ge
Of a small party, and the pah was 'rushed' with cutlass
bayonet, and revolver. No single man could claim the honour
Of seizing the flag, the rush was so instantaneous. Four of themen were severely wounded, but great execution was doneamong the natives, who were shot and bayoneted as they
tried to hide themselves in the chambers of their pah Cant
Cracroft and his party then returned on the road and over-
took the troops, reaching town with them at about half-past
«. The natives had been so astonished by the sudden
assault of Captain Cracroft that they quitted their
attack on the Volunteers, and returned in haste to the defence
of their Utile stronghold. The Volunteera finding themselve.
no longer assailed, began, at 7 o'clock, cautiously to eflect their
retreat, brmging their wounded with them, and reached home
a lit le after midnight. About half a mile from home tiiey met
a relief party, which had been rather tardly despatched inMarch of them. The number of the natives en-agcd in this
contest IS estimated at from 500 to 600. It is thought at least
100 were killed, and it is known that 10 influential chiefs fellVn the European side the loss was only two killed and 11wounded.

_
The effect of the engagement was in this respect

very decisive, though the immediate object of bringing in the
settlers was not at:hievcd. That, however, was etfected sifelvon a subsequent day. the natives having ftiUen back into theDusn. The want of harmony between the regulars and the
Volunteers has created a very bitter feeling in the small«.mmunity of New Plymouth. The latter ^'complain thatwhile bc'iru.g the brunt of the fight they were cniellv^andoned, and but for the timely arfd unex(S
assistance of Captain Cracroft they would have been cut off to

t^'l,'
y^'^*^,^^^« military men complain that the Volunteers,

ft-om their rashuesH and ignorauce of the art of war, are alwaysgetting into useless scrapes and expecting the soldiers to get

lnd^r^^!STM^^^^^^^""'^*''^".^^^^^™'^«y ^^'11 not servejnder Colonel Murray again, and aak to be enrolled with the
l^uviil Brigade. The Governor, in order to moacmte the vehe-

[Junk 16, 1860.
did not wish to complicate still further the question of privi-
lege between the two Houses of Parliament.—The Eart of
WiCKLow thought the measure ought to be extended to the
whole of the United Kingdom.—The Earl of Donoughmore con-
demned the Bill, and said that he should move an amendment
on clause 10 to give the licensing power to the magis-
trates. — The Earl of Harrington opposed the Bill in
the interests of teetotaliRm, and contended that the intro-
duction of wine would be far more injurious to the
community than the present use of beer, which was less
alcoholic and less poisonous.—Earl Granville defended the
Bill, and expressed his hope that Lord Donoughmore would
not persist in his amendment, which would only create a
monopoly and act prejudicially to the interests of the con.
aumers. With regard to the clause giving the police power
of entering the licensed houses by day, the Government pro-
posed to remedy that defect by means of a separate Bill. They
also proposed, if the Bill passed, to extend a similar measure
to IreUnd and Scotland, with modifications suited to the cir-
cumstances. The House then went into Committee tfu the Bill,
which after a very brief discussion was passed without an
amendment.
Monday.—The Ecclesiastical Courts and Registriet (Ireland)

Bill and the Church Temporalities Acts {Ireland) Abandon^neiU.
Bill were read a second time. The Baixk of Ireland BUI passed
through committee. The Frevenlion of Cruelty to Animals Bill
was withdrawn. The Sir John Barnard's Act Repeal Bill
was read a third time and passed. On the order of the day for
the third reading of the Refreshment Houses and Wine Licenses
Bill, Lord Denman objected generally to the principle of the
Bill, and moved that it be read a second time that day six
months.—The Earl of Donoughmore seconded the motion, and
after a brief discussion, in which Earl Granville, Lord Redes-
dale, and other peers took part, the House divided, when the
amendment was rejected by 36 to 2. The Bill was then read a
third time and passed.

^i^r^nrn^^^r-''^"^ ^^''^'"^'' ^'^ P^^omDy besought theediu^rs of the local journals not to discuss the subject. Mean-

IrliiL^L "^^^'^SJ^''^!?
'^'^'^ ^^^'^ chartered to take 215 soldifrooi Melbourne. The force thus concentrated wili; hishovodbe sufficient to bnng the war to a spceedy conclusion." ^ '

Australia.—Accounts from Sydney of April 24
•tate that nnother rid. goldfield had been discovered
rear Twofold Bay, and advices from Adelaide state that
Jarge emigrations to Snowy River were takm^ place
210,000 ounces of gold had been shipped from Australiadurm^ the month.

iJavltanunt.

TvESDAY.—Light Weights Racing 5i?7.—Lord Redesdale, in
moving the second readinj^ of this Bill, alluded to the opposiUon
which had been raised against it by n portion of the
Jockey Club, and explained the object which it
had in view. It was, he said, notorious that the
custom of placing low weights on horses had been carried to a
ridiculous extent in the present day, and that while it furnished
no fair test of what the horses could do, it was dangerous to the
boys employed ai! jockeys, and detrimental to the breed ofhorsesHe therefore proposed to raise the weight sanctioned by modern
practice to a miniiiiUDi of six stone, and thereby to strike a
blow at a great dejd of gambling that took place 'by means of

H?^T,*'I5*^*^
handicaps.—The Duke of Bea'dfort moved that

the Bill be read a second tin.e that day three months. He
denied the inferences of Ixjrd Redesdale, that the Bill wonld
improve the breed of horses, prevent rascality, or dispei.se
with the employment of boys. A heavy weiirht would destroy
half the horses before they arrived at maturity ; nor could he
understand how a ditierence of weights would prevent the
rascjility complained of. If heavy weights were to be put on
good horses no man would run them.—The Earl of Winchilsea
also opposed the Bill, seeing no reason why the turf should be
interfered with by the SUite.—Lord Clanricarde hoped the Bill
would pass, as it was terrible to see the children who were nut
upon horses and exposed to fearful accidents for the mere
I)leasure of the lookers-on.-'Earl Granville thought that the
details of oui- great races had better be left to the Jockey Club
as that Club was composed of men not likely to be opposed to
the advantages which this Bill proposed to confer on them ifthey were truly advantages. He did not think that the subiectwas one on which their lordships ought to legislate-first
bei:ause be deemed any such , interference as proiwsed bv the
Bill with the liberty of the boys ought not to be adopted : and
secondly, because be did not think that the Bill would be able toprevenc gambling on the turfby regulating what weights horseswere to carry. As to the deterioration of homes, he had con-
sulted with persons well skilled to give an opinion on the
subject, and they had stated to him that they did not believe aword about It. He thought their lordships would do well toremember the legal maxim, "de minimis non curat lex," and to
translate It, "do not legislate fur feather weights "— LordDkrbv partly concurred with the objects which Lord Redes-
dale had m view but did not think that the Bill he had intro-duced was calculated to attain them. Unless a very strone-
case were made out, this was not a subject for Parliamentary
interference, and ni the present instance there was hardly acase at all. The gambling which the Bill sought to suppress
did not depend upon the more or less weight carried by the
horses He proceeded to examine in detail the arguments ofLord Reder^dale on iiandicappi.ig, and pointed out.the fallacies
involved m them He denied that any deterioration bad taken
place m the breed of hors^-s, although he regretted the way inwhich animals were forced forward owing to the nrenonder-

Indian Government had been rewarded, whether theirro^"ment had been faithful or not.-In rejily to Mr Whii e^dJ^?;Mr. Hennessy, Mr. Cardwell explained the prc^ced ngs^of

taken by the late Government. He was sorry to admit that 11persons had been arrested at Dundalk as Ribbon conspimtorsHe further detailed the efforts made by the guardians ofthT^n;
b> relieve the distress in the west of Ireiand.-Mr. Cavk as*^Swhether any fresh communication had been m.-ide to Sreceived from the Government of the United States on th

^

subject of the Slave Trade. That Govei-nment seemed a?present anxious to put down the trade, which Spain wiscarrying on m defiance of civilLsation.-Lord J. RvLfjI^
that Spain unquestionably carried on the slave trade iSdi?^
violation of her treaties with this country, thereby transport-
ing annually 40.000 slavea to Cuba. The American fla^^™
seriously abused by Spanish traders, and in consequence of theimperfections of the American law, neither British ri>^i^American cruisers were able to check it. A proro«itionwas now under the consideration of the AmericVii Government that British and American vessels in concert shouldbe allowed to search suspected vessels under either fla^ litdid not believe that America would consent to pa^morestnngent laws for the repression of the trade Rnmsh Sf!n^g?Us inFrance.-ln reply to Mr. B. JouNSTolr.^ord <?'
Paget said that there was no truth in the statement that

HW.^ +iT'"^v,"'^'' ^^'TS
employed at Cherbourg. It was notlikely that they would leave a pay of six KbiUinKs a day

tor one of four francs.—Mr. Bailltk moved for papers re-
garding the disarming of tlie natives of India, and expressed
hiB opimoa that the Indian Government in rL-latio'n
to that measure had acted with unjustifiable severity Hecomplained that it had been carried out indiscriminately
and in territories where the people had shown no hostiliiy
to the Government.—Colonel Svkks seconded the motion— Sir C. Wood offered no objection to the production of the
papers. He defended the measure of disarming the natives
which was, he said, not one of punishment, but of prevention'
After a few remarks by Mr. Va.vsittart and Mr. J. B. Smith'
themotion was a^eed to.—Mr. H. B. Sheridan obtained leave
to bring in a Bill to enable cities, towns, and boroughs of
30,000 inhabitants and upwards to appoint Stipendiary Magis-
trates.—lAr. Lyoon obtained leave to bring in a liill to amend
the law relating to the Hiring of Agricultural Sci-vants.SiT J
Elphinstone was moving for leave to bring in a Bill to estal
blish a test for Anchors and Chain Cables in the Merchant Service
when the House was counted out shortlv before 9 o'clock. '

Monday.- 7Vi< Reform Bill—On the order of the day for
resuming the adjourned debate on going into conmiittoe on the
Representation of the People Bill, Lord John Russkll said Itwas impossible that the Government could agree to the motion
of Mr. Mackmnon to stay the progress ofthe measure unUl the
result of the next census had been ascertained. Nor couldthey—looking to the fact that 250 members had voted in favour
of postponing the measure—insist any longer on urging it
forward. Looking also to the impoesibility of canying the
Bill through both Houses of Pariiament in the present session,
without sacrificing the other business of the country, the
Government had arrived at the conclusinn that it would be
xdle, and perhaps culpable, for them to go into committee for
four or five nights, and then make the otwtacles which might
then interpose the reason for abandoning the Bill. Thenumber of amendments also, of which notice had been given,
showed the impossibility of carrying the Bill within the period
usually assigned to the Parliamentary session. The Govem-
ment, w-ere likewise bound to consider the general state of the
public business. Many important questions remained to be
considered. There were the estimates, the demands which
the Chinese war would necessarily entail, aud the important
questions of coast forUfications arising out of the report
of the commissioners on national defences. It might
perhaps have been possible to cany the Bill if theOovernmcnt had protracted the session to an inordinate
length, but they did not think there was that immediate
urgency nor that demand on the pait of the public out of
doors, which would justify them in adopting any extraordinarv
course in that respect. Such being the case, they were o"fopmion that it was not their duty to proceed further with themeasure in the present session. He was aware that he was
?r^^A^ ^^® accusation of having delayed the committee until
the 4th June; but his answer to that charge was that theirench treaty and the commercial changes arising out of itwere so important to the trade of the country, tliat he had ao
alternative but to give way to the Chancellor of the ExchequeAs to the Bill Itself, the Government was convinced that

er.

a

HOUSE OP LORDS.
TRWAY.—I>iplo7nntic Relations with Rome —The Eari Stak-

Legation at Florence said ih-^V C i\
*"^ -wajestys

ti,no and^pportunity. The Gorenimcnt would ijive no
i-ope but If, under present slrcumstances, tier made therequest themselves, they would probably be refused Tmbusiness was ra.,stskilfuJly managed by Mr. Odo RuSel'l la
-^he'fS'o'/M

'" °»---°"«d neither inconveulauce n^^deia;'

report that tho^^ H ^ 'i'^f ^^^ "" '""J-dation for the

r.s^\f--;,---. I-- - ->ti£S

HDE.^DALE withdrew the Bill. The Duchy of Conitcall
(limitation of Actions) Bill passed through committee. The
ii?"

o/-7i.i//i/5 Bd(, the Fccfesiastical Courts Jurt^diction Billand the .Vfl^iaoiw Injaries to Pi-opeHy Act Amendment BUI y,-eTtiread a third time and passed.

Thutwday.—The Ror^nl A^se-nt was given by commission to

'ilTT'-^'^'Vf'T'r C^-''««'^> ^'-^^ wa^ re"l a sTcond
tinie. Jhe JVc?!7 Zealand Ir^urrection.—ln reply to the EariofCvHNARvoN.the Duke of Newcastle said that despatcheshad been received from New Zealand, confirming the a^coun^sot the insurrection at New Plymouth. There^liad likew se^en a movement amongst the natives further north, and the

extrnrVirnf
^'"' '"* Auckland to ascertain its iZt and

^^ fi;.^ f ?''^?'"^"^^ had been sent in considerable num-
rk^Nv^w. "f^^*''-

^^T'"' •^'«<^«i°'^—On the motion of Earl

SdrP^i^ f t'h r
''*' agreed that the House should concur in theadUresa of the Commons for n commission to inquire into thecorrupt practices at Berwick-upon-Tweed. WineD^uUs-i:^

MoNT.-AOLE. in moving for ritums. asked if fore gn Gove^Sments had mode any altei-atinn in their scale of duties in con-sequence of the reduction by England of the wine duties

-

^ i Gf
^^viLLE replied that certain tiscal alterations had been

^^tn?^T''^'"^ 7^-''^\'''r'^'^
^^ advantageous to the winetrade ot both countries, but no communication on the subiecthad been received from Spain.

*'

¥mi>KY.~Ca^t h-on Rifed Own':,—Jn answer to the Earl ofCAMPiJiDowN, Earl DE Grey and Ripon said there were obviousrensons why he should not state the exact number of gunssupplied to the navy. No cast-iron rifled catmon had beendelivered to the navy, a.s Sir William Armstiong's guns werenot constructed of cast iron.-i^uriou* i>rirn,/r.-The Marquis
of VVestmkath moved the second reading of his Bill for preven-tmg f""/>u.s riding and driving.-The Lord Cha/cellor
opposed the Bill.

[Left sitting.]

^'y}}'^l!^^'^'^^^'\^
of the franchise VfAS necessar%- to the safety

of the State, and he denied the statements which had been put
forth impugning the character and fitness of the workinc
cliisses. ** *''" —M-^^ _.-...

_
.fa

ttTfS'- * ^ *"
^^'^i(

*'=*?'''^^' opportunity next session heshould introduce a Bill reducing the franchise, but all that he
could do at present was to ask Mr. Mackinnon to withdraw
his amendment, and on that he should move that the order
lor going into committee be discharged.-Mr. Mackinnon ex-
pressed his wilhngucss to withdraw his amendment, and con-
gratulated the country on the settlement of the question For
his own part he believed Lord John Russell could employ his
tune much better in managing our diplomatic relations than iis
attemptuig to carry such a measure to the exclusion of fai'
more important business.-Mr. Disraeli said the Govern-ment had taken a wise and not undignified course m
withdrawing the Bill, for otherwise it would have been
impossible to have carrried on the business of the
country. He had heaid the announcement of Lord J.
Kusseli with perfect spprobation, and he assured the
Government that the Opposition would afford them every
possible assistance iu disposing of the remaining business towhich the attention of Parliament might be iuvited.-Wr.Bright considered that the reasons which had induced the

aTS^nHZf"!^
to withdraw the Bill were to be traced, not to theamendment of Mr. Mackmnon, who had never succeeded mcarryn,g anything, but to the hostility of the Conservati^

Sad fint"S"? '^ '*^^
«'-T "' ^^*^""- The' essTon of 1 2o

Thetreatv wtb ^J^ ^rade and commerce of the country.

the Lount?v 1h h^h'^i'''^
also a great fact in the history of

exceed ev2.\!?Pr^Lf^
'^'''' ^"^ ^^'^^^^'^ ^^^^ its results would

sSric trieTds S "^"f'""^
ex^jectations of its most enthu-

tS Reform B^^^^
Government had withdrawn

should U^SdUwn^. thought it far more desirable that it

See Anvnrn w*'-''^ ^^^"^ ^^ tampered with in com-
™

toS> won!nr''*^-''"i^''^^''^^^«''''^t»^^i^ bomughs from
A-}l^LT^'}t}^ ^f<^.V'-^d with great diSsatlsfactioti out ofdoors and he warned the Government that in any future Bill

mi ihis";5Sint
^"

^'^''t'
''^^•"•'^^^ "^^^^ -"^t ^- no^comp "mi^^^^

?^ 'i f.J.riC?i^.^.^^?^«^TE objected to the reduction of

HOUSE OF C0M3I0NS.

t^hat nr?nc ,?. ?r*^'^i.^H^^
"''^^'^ ^- "itroduccd ba-.ed upon

foim ?n w ih";J '"•n^-,
^^'"^ complained of the imperfect

of the -.^n.^^ ?'" ^*^ ^^^" introduced; in particular

nr.inion i^ r
""^ * '^'"^''"^ ^^ registration. In bis

iiui, ana It they nersevf^rpri if Tv.i»kf u^ »o^;T.j t __j .r^„„^RTi>AX.~~The Indian Mutiny.-ln reply to Mr Vax^it sa d tW iUTTh^^'^T?'^ l*^ V''*^'^*
^ '=^'^^*^--l-o^'i

TART, Sir C. Woon said that it was %pn°ed to e4ct a dN^nno^mmenf^^^^
Lord J Hussell s announcement with

present and he was unable to discern iu the reasons assigned
L.ord John any go<jd ground for withdrawing the Bill --Mr.

^^r„ „ I A u .u I Hi
^^^'^,^' thought the conclusions of the two members lorcommended by the ' Maryieboue were unju.st! ;uid ungenerous, and that Lo«l
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^TCTRussell wus not responsible for giviiig up the Bill; the

iTponsibility rested upon the House which was offennff a

I^mium to out-of-door agit:itioa. There had not been a lair

fSnd up fight upon the question, which had been got nd of

vfl species of Parliamentary asassination, and th'^re had been

1? other course open to the Government than to drop the UilU

—Mr HoBSMAN^ said that an examination of the 90 amendments

would show that 70 had been given by Liberal and only 20 by
Conservative members. As to the promise given bT Lord J.

Rasaell to introduce another Reform Bill, he warned l^im that

it wks no light thin^ for a Minister of En.i^land to discredit its

old constitution, and to promulgate the doctrine that it was a

le^timate function of the State to make a new distribution of

political power, givin^^ less to intelligence and property and

loore to numbers. The Houee was now aware that this

tneasure did not emanate from without^ but from official

rivalry and a desire to bid for the support of a i>olitical

minority, \vhich ruled the Cabinet, the House and
the country, because its support was a political

necessity.—A desultory conversation ens^utd. in the course

of which Mr- Angerstein, Mr. Blanky, and Mr, Warnkr
expressed their regret at the withdrawal of the Blll» and Mr
B. Long and Jlr. W. E. Dukcombe their satisfaction,—The
amendment of Mr, Mackinnon was then withdrawn; and, on
the motion of Lord J0[(n Russell, the order for the com-
mittee Wiia discharged, and the Bill itself was withdrawn.—
The Bolicitor-Genhehl, in moving the second reading of the
OfencGS against the Person Bill^ said it was one of a series of
Bills whiclx had passed the House of Lords, and gave a history
of the scheme of consolidation and amendment of the law
embraced in the Bills» which assimilated the law of England and
Ireland,—Mr. Whitkside suggested certain amendments for
consideration in committee,—Mr. Collier was of opinion that
the proper mode was to consolidate and expurgate the statute
law, civil and criminal, as a whole; and that, under a Board
whose sole attention was applied to the subject, it might be
done in two or three years —M. M'Mahon objected to enact-
ments in the Bills that were in his opinion not merely matters
of detail,—Mr- Ayrton wished for a statement of the existing
law, that the Huuse might know what were the alterations made
by the Bills.—After some remarks by Mr. Georgk and Mr.
EwART, the ATTORNEY-GExrRAL Said he hoped, before the session
closed, to lay before the House a measure for expurgating the
statute law, which would bo a step to its consolidation and
codification. The Bill, after some further discussion, was read
a second time, as well as the following :—the Maiicioufi Ivjuries
to ProptTty £Ul, the Coinage Offences Bill, the Accessories a^id
Abettors Bill, the Forgery Bill^ the Jxtrceny, etc, Bill, and the
Criminal Statutes Reptal Bill The Highways^ Jioads, <tc.. Bill,

and the Titfie Commutaiion BUI were likewise read a second
time.—Mr, Whiteside moved the second reading of the Land-
lord and TeTiant (Ireland) (No. 2) Bill, which, he said, consoli-
dated all the Acts constituting the existing law on the subject.
After a brief discussion, tlie Bill was read a second time.
Tenure and Improvement of Land (Ireland) Bil!.~TUe adjourned
debate on the amendment, moved by Sir J, Walsh, to defer
the second reading of this Bill fo-r six months, was then
resumed,—The O'Bonoghue said that the Bill, so fiiras regarded
the interests of the tenants, was useless ; but he should
vote for the second reading in order that an opportunity
might be uflordtd for amending it in committee, and
making it a bond fide measure. — Mr. Lonofikld s;iid
that tiie best fteliug was growing up between landlord
and tenant, and that the emigration was not caused by the
conduct of landlords. He approved the principles of the Bill,
though its machinery admitted of improvement. — Mr.
MACtJvoY would vote for the second reading, though he did
not approve all tlie provisions of the BilL—Mr. Whiteside
explained in detail his objections to the Bill, which in his
opinion never could become law.—Mr Hknnessy spoke in
^efenceof the landlords of Ireland-—After some observations
from Mr, Blake, and a brief reply by Mr. Cardwell, the
amendment was negJitived, the Bill w;i3 read a second time,
and afterwards committed pro formd. Other Bills were fur-
carded a stage.

'TvESDAY.—£dinburf/hA7muityTax.—'At the morning sitting
the Bill lor abolishing the annuity-tax in Edinbargh was com-
mitted, and 13 clauses having been disiK>sed of, the chairman
reported progress,—The House resumed at six o'clock. NapUs
<ind Sicily.—In reply to questions from Mr. II. B, Sheridan, Lord
pALMEEtiToN said that the Government had despatched one
fibip-of-war to Marsala, one to Messina, and four to the Bay of
J^aples, to afford protection to such persons sis might claim the
protection of the British fla^ The Government of Naples had
despatched a diplomatic agent to Paris and London for the
purpose of ma.king some communication to the two Govern-
menty. Whenever he arrived her Majesty's Governnicut would
express their opinion on the barbarities which had been com-
mitted at Palermo, and which were a disgrace to the age and
to civilisation. He could not, however, hold out any expecta-
tion that such representi*tions would have any beneficial effect
upon the future government of Naples, or that the officers en-
gaged ill those atrocities would not, instead of being punished,
be rewarded anrl px'omotcd, as were those who were engaged in
the niaasacreat Perugia. The Neapolitan Governmenthadapplied
to its allies to guarantee to his Majesty the possCd-sion of the
Two bicilics, Austria had positively and peremptorily refused
to interfere, and he had reasons to believe that the Government
of France was equally unwilling to move in the matter. He
need Ecai'cely say what was the feeling of the Britis^h Govern-
ment upon the subject li was characteristic of bad Govern-
ments, like those of Rome and Naples, that they first drove
their subjects to desperation, and having compelled them to
xevolt, hurried to Inendiy Powers and demanded succour
gainst the authors of revolt—forgetting that they were the
real authors of the revolution of which they complained,
*md of which the only remedy would be then- own
removal. Military and Naval Attaches.—In answer to Mr.
O, Stanley, Lord Palmekston said that the Government
of^ France had appointed a military attachd to all the
principal foreign Courts, and that her Slajesty's Govern-
inent had long since appointed a military attache to Paris, A
fiimilar addition had lately been made to the British Euibassy
at Leriui, but he could not say to what extent the Foreign
He^etary mtended to carry appointmeutsof that nature.— feir
J. PAMNGTOK asked wlicther it was a fact that a naval attacht!had recenUy been appf>inted by the French Government
to the Embassy at Lonuun, and whether it was intended to
.ipponit a nav u a/facftt at Paris.-Ix>rd Palmekstox replied that
a nav;U attachihoA been appointed to London, but that lie was
unable at that moment to state whether the Secretary for
Foreign Affaire mtanded to make a similar appr>intment in
connection with the British Einbissy at Paris. The Census,-
fcirC Douglas inquired whether the Government intended towihdraw the Clause in the Census Bill relating to the
collection ot statii^tics with regard to the religious opicions
of the people, —Sir G. Lewis said that the penalty clause
would be witlidrawn, so that it would be optional
With the puMic to state, nut their religions "opinions" but
their protts.-^ions. The Admiralty. --^AdnnrjA Uunoombe moved
for a select co?nmittee to inquire into the constitution of the
Board of Admiralty, and the various duties devolving thereon.
He disclaimed any desire to throw blame upon any particular
Administration, bis object being to improve the efficieucy of
the service, and to render its operation itss burdensome xip'm
the country. With this view he suggested that the Bourd
should cun^i.-t of naval othct^rs, with the exception of the first
Lord and that the Comptroiler-Genend of the Navy should be

added to the board,-Lord 0. Paget opp*>sed the^ motion,

although ho was not prepared to say that the constitution of

the Board of Admiralty was as satisfactory as he could desire

to see it. There were already no fewer than four inquiries in

progrer^s with relation to various branches of the department,

all of which had received the approbation of tho Board—a proof

that there was no desire to avoid inquiry,—Mr. Osborne sup-

ported the raotifni, and said that the charges which Lord C.

Paget had himself brought against the Admiralty had done
much to engender that distrust which now existed in the

public mind with regard to the administration of that depart-

ment.—Sir J. Pakinoton said he was inclined to agree in some
of the suggestions of Admiral Duucombe ; at the same time he

thoughtit more desirable that whatever inquiry should be made
should be conducted, not by a conjinittee of the Huuse^ but by
a Toyal commission,-Sir C, Napier warmly supported the

motion,— A protracted discussion ensued, in the course of

which Sir C. Woon took occasion to defend himself from the

charge of haviiig been a party to the building of unscaworthy
gun-boats.— Ultimately, Admiral Duncomhk withdrew the

motion, on the distinct understanding that he should be at

liberty to renew it next session, should he consider it necessary.

Indian ^rmy.—Sir C. Wood moved for leave to bring ui a

Bill to repeal so much of tlie Act of Parlianjent a'* enabled the

Secretary of State for India to raise men in this country for her

Majesty's local European F^*rces in India. The me:i5=ure which
he proposed consisted of a simple repealing clause, and he had

;
adopted this course from a desire to obtain the opinion of the

House upon the question of principle involved. He thought it

right to Btato that the Council for Indiahad not givenitsapproval
to the scheme, for it was but natural that they would be in-

disposed to part with the power they now possessed ; but they

had stated frankly and fairly that if the views of the Govern-
ment were confirmed by the decision of Parliament they would
faithfully endeavour to carry them out. The question, there-

fore, oji which he now desired to take the ojiinion of

the House was, whether a separate European force

should be maintained for local service in India, or

whether the whole of the troops in that country should form
part of the Queen's army for general 8er\'ice? The recent dis-

affection amongst the Company's European forces in India,

and the consequent peril which it occasioned to our Empire in

the East, were no doubt mainly attributable to the fact that

the troops were irremovable. To prevent such dangerous com-
binations in future, therefore, and for military efficiency and
political safety, he had amved at the conclusion that the

European army of India ought to be one with the Qnoen's- He
explained at great length the changes which his measure
would entail in the organisation of the Indian army, and con-

cluded by expressing a hope that the House would allow him
to bring in the Bill and take the discussion on the second
reading.—Lord Stanley, Mr, Hoksman, and several mem-
bers, however, objected, on the ground that the Bill was
of far too much importance to be disposed of in a summary
manner.—On the motion of Mr, H. ScYMOun the debate was
eventually adjourned until Thursday week, -Mr, Fenwick
obtained leave to bring in a Bill to abolish P'f.v.H7^i7 Tolls,—Mr,

H, Herbert was permitted to bring in a Bill to amend the

Burial Grounds (Ireland) Act (JSj6). The orders of the day were
then disposed of-

Wedn'ksday,— TAtf Minef^ Regntafinn and Inf^pectwn BUI was
consideied in committee. On the first clause, by which it waa
proposed that no children under 12 years of age should be

emploj'^ed in mines except upon the production of a certificate

that they could read and write, Mr. Paget moved as an
amendment to insert 13 instead of 12, on the ground that

children of the latter age were too young to be employed in

such an occupation.—Mr. Clive opposed the amendment on the

part of the Government, and it was 'eventually negatived by
l7Sto71,—Mr, LiDDELL moved the omission of tho clause,

—

Lord Vane Tempfst secon led the motion, which was negatived

on a division by ISO toOl, and theclause wasagi'eed to. On the

second clau,se Mr. Kn-NAiRn moved an amendmt^nt to the effect,

tbataftertheSlstDecembernextitahouIdnotbelawfultoemploy
any boy under the age of 14 in any colliery or ironstone mine
hmger than 8 hours a day.—After considerable discussion the
amendment was negatived by 14(5 to 77, The Chairman then
reported progress.-The Local /Soa7\l^ of HtaUh, Xr,, Bill, the
Local Government SupplenunUd BilL, the Lands Clauses ConsoUda*
lion Act (\^Kb) Amendment Bill, and the Friendly Societieg Act
Amradment BUI were read a second time.—birJ, Elphinstone
obtjiiued leave to bring in a Bill for testing Anchors and Chain
Cabluiiiihe M^chant Strvict.—^\r. Sothkron-Estcourt obtained
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the act for regulating
measures used in the Sale of Gas.

Thursday,— The Neto Zealand Insurrection.—In answer to

Alderman Salomons, Mr. C, Foetkscuk said that it was not
intended to send out reinforcements from England to New
Zealand, as there was already a considerable force in the colony,

and both military and navifl reinf<»rcements had been sent

from Australia. Naval Reserves,—On the motion for going into

Committee of Supply, Mr, Lindsay called attention to the state

of the Naval Reserve, and moved as an amendment that, with
a view to greater efficiency in war and less expenditure in

peace, it is the opinion of this House that more prompt and
effective measures should be adopted to comijlete the reserves
of marines and seamen for Iter Majesty's navy,—Mr, Liddell
advocated the establishment of school-ships as the only means
of obtaining a due supply of men.—Lord 0, PAGKTsaid that tlie

system ofbchool-ship-'^ had been partially tried, and he thought
that they should proceed no further till the result had been seen,

Witii regard to the reserve, the excellence of the force was
shown by the desire of the shijjowners to obtain the service of
seamen of the rcr-erve. At present the total reserve of all

kinds numbered 23,83L The fcit, George and the Bacchante
had just been put into coraraissinn, and were already half

manned, and if the public would only wait patiently they
would find the navy on a satisfactory footing,—Admiral Wal-

j
coTT urged tlie necessity of impioviug the treatment both of
men and officers.—Sir C Napier urged the necessity of main-
taining an effective Chamiel fleet, and of supplying the navy
with boys, out of which men might be made, rather than
spend mt.aiey in tortifieations. which an invader would take
good care to avoid.—Mr. Bentinck also expressed his opinion

that vast sums spent in ff»rtifications would be so much money
thrown into the sea.—Mr. Whitbbead said that many of I

the means suggested for filling up the reserve would
end by ruining the fleet—Admiral Dukcombe said that the

merchant service could not always obtain seamen, and urgerl

the policy of promoting by all p<»ssible means tlie entry of

boys into the service. Tho amendment of Mr, Lindsay was

then put and negatived without a division. Income Tax.—'Sir.

WuAiLKY called attention to the inequalities in the present

mode of assessing the income-tax. and urged the adoption of a

more equitable mode of adjustment.—Mr. Pollard- Ui^QUUABT

Sir F Gorj^sMiD, aufl Mr, Westhead likewise protested agamst

the present mode of imposing the tax.-The CHANCEi.yjR ot

the EXCHEQUER said that the relief of one class involved addi-

tional burdens on another. Admitting the faults and m-

equihties of the income-tax, he remarked that they were

more prominent in the ir.c<.me-tax fmm the very nature

of its arrangement, and many ot the proposals or its re-

arrangement would cau>^e more injustice than it would remedy.

It must be remembered that persons under schedule A paid

practicaliy. for more than their income^ while those assessed

under other schedules paid commonly for much less. He

belV:^ the public, impressed ^vith the dithculty of re^

odehinc the t;iX, were now n.ore willing b» acquiesce m its in-

exi>eotations of reform, though he would gladly listen to any
prn|K>sals to that end.—Sir H, Willoughbt regretted to find
thai itwasimpossibletoreform the tax, and therefore hoped that
the House would sanction as little of it as possible, Ciinl Service
Esiiviates.—TheHousetheuwentintocommitteeof supply, when
a vote of 654,00fli. was taken on account of the civil service.
The Committee then proceeded to discuss the Navy E4timat€S,

—I^rd C, Paget explained a proposed scheme of retirement^
increased half-pay, and promotion, of officers in the navy,
comprehending captains, commanders, and lieutenants.—Sir

J, PAKiNfiTON disapproved the scheme, and wished the com-
plicated questions involved in it to be referred to the con-
sideration of a commission.—Tbe scheme was discussed at some
length by naval members, and ultimately the vote, which
would have carried the adoption of the scheme, was withdrawn,
and another vote of reduced amount substituted. Other votes
having been agreed to, the Chairman was ordered to report
progress.—The Phcenix Park Bill was read a second time, after

a short explanation by Mr. Cowpeii. Several other Bills were
advanced a stage.

TxauxY.^Edinhurgh Annuity Tax Abolition Bill—The Hood®
went into committee on this Bill, and agreed to the remaining
clauses with the exception of clause 10, providing for the re-

building of Trinity College Church after the lapse of five

yearsp which was postjxined.—A proviso moved by Mr.
Mure relative to the future incomes of ministers was
added to clause 14. — Mr, Bruck's amendment to clans*

28, giving an additional 50/, a year to the minister of
Montrose,"was negatived by 70 to 42- Annexation o/Savoy.'^
At the evening sitting Lord J. Rurseli* said, in answer to Mr.
Gkibfith, that a communicatiou would bo received next week
from the French Government respecting the annexation of
Savoy, but he could not, of course, say what would be the
nature of it. [Left sitting.]

Monet Matiket, Feidat.—Beitish Ftjuds: Con-

sols closed at 93^ for tbe Account ; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 93^^ to h New Three per Cents., 93i to i;
Thirty Years Annuities, expiring in April, 1885, 17;
Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 97i to |; Ditto

Five and a Half per Cent, 102^ ; Indian Four per Cent.

Debentures, 1858, 96h ; India Bonds, 7^. dis.; Exche-

quer Bills, par, 4s. prem.

—

Fokeign: Brazilian Four
and a Half per Cents., 1860, 87^; Ditto Scrip, f die.;

Buenos Ayres Deferred, 25:i ; Chilian Six per Cents,,

104; Mexican Three per Cents., for Account, 21^; Por-

tuguese Three per Cents., 1853. 45 ; Ditto for Account,

45; Spanish New Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct-,

38^; Turkish Six per Cents,, 1854, for Account, 77^;
Ditto for 1858, 60 to i ; Venezuela Three per Cents, for

Account, 24^.

Note> iaiued «>

13an£ of ffittg!an'D.

ISSUE DEFAnTMKNT.
, .. j£29,«9,9H) Government Debt 4

^£29.909.910

jen,ois,bM
Other S(rcurities .- .. H,459;J0e

Gold Coin and BuUion ,, I5,434,«l>

Silver BulUon

jE2^90StV10

Proprietors Capitftl-. ..

Rest
t'uDlic iiepoiiCB (includ-

in>c Kxcliequer.SrtTinss
llanhtir ConimiBftioDcrs
of Nat, Debt, and Um-
dend Accts.)

Othtrr i>epoAir9

Seven d«jr and other bilU

BANKING DEPAKTMENT.
,. jeJ4,553,000 GoTcmment SeroriUM

3,236,919

8,429,226

669,243

14th darof Jiuie* 1S60.

je39,2S6piai

(includiDK Dead Hei^b
Annuity).. .. .« •»

Other Securities ., «.

Note»i
Guld&nd Silver Coin .. 7o9,bW

H. UARSHALL, Deputy Caamer^

OTajcttc of tje asaccfe.
TUKSnAl—BANKRUPTS-J. Bailes, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Leather

Seller—J. T, Burgos, 35. BucUersbury, City, UhoU^sale HHrdwnreman and
Gun Flint Manufacturer — J. Caswbll, Marc Fair. Northamptonshire,

Boot and Shoe Manufacturer-J.CooKH, Staincliffe. Yi^rkahire, Jomer and
Cabinet Maker—F. H. Coleman, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire 3«rffeofi,

Apotliecdry, and Ironmaster—J. C»ofbr, Uanjcinj,' Ditch, Manchester^
Butter Merchant and ComiMis5ion Agent, and at Oxford Street, Manchester.
Illuminated Gia^s Manufacturer—T. Cbichtow, South >ea Peter Street^

Manche»ter, Machiuifit— R. Cbowlet, &3. Waterloo Srrf^et. Brighton,

Sussex, Builder-S. Faveil, Bourn, Lincolnshire, Coach Builder—J, W,
Pebcuso:*, 11, Paternoster Row, City, and of New Court, Middle Temple,
Bookseller and Publiflher-C, H- Gil«, 3, tnion Row, Tower Hill, and 327,

W'apping, Ironmonger and Gun Manufacturer—S. Uall, Oldawinford,

W orcestersliire, Carpenter and Builder-J, Hall. Monmouth, Innkeeper, and
Newland, Gloucesten^hire, Bri^kmaker—G. W. B, Kiallmakk, Punton,
Somersetshire, Cement ManufftCturei^-J. Mublet, St- Chai's IVella, Gray'a
Inn Uoftd, CurriaseatidCah Builder— rt, Noah, J. Noah, and J- B, Clark,
Dioitwich, Worcestershire, Salt Manufacturers — T- Swketlove, Great
B TidKC, ^Staffordshire, Chemrvt and DruKi^ist.

BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED — H, Clfmhrsos, Louffhboroush.
Leicestershire, Ironnoonger and Brazier-^W- G- Makti-N, Chepsiow, Moo-
moulhshire. Upholder.

FRIDAY — BANKRUPTS — C. Alies, Risca, Monmouthshire, Grocer
—ILP. Ballard and S- NkW^^omk, Ribbon Manufacturera— *i. Cohr».
Landport, Hants, Dealer in Glass—H. Cooffe, Iua, Great Cambridge
Street, llftckney Road, Shoe Manufacturer-C. E^GLAND. Barton-upon-
llumbcr^ Lincolnshire, Currier — J. Fuljoru, Mancbeater, Brewer—J.
MowREAT, Sherwood Rise, Radford, Notiinjcham, Baker — G, Seatom,
K i n>-^ton'Upon HuU, Currier—W. A. Staflki, Old Compton Street, Soho,
Shoe Mercer^
B-^NKRUPTCT ANNULLED—C. S, Duogaw, Ncwinston CaoMway,

Surrey, Wboleaali; Stationer.
Scotch SlLUUlLS'iRATlONS-J. Gilla:c and Co., Banffslure, Wine

and Spirit Slerchants— J. Sxitu, SVewarton, Ayrshire, Innkeeper—R. £.
SuLLiVAHf lately of Suffolk, now reaidiujf in Edinburj^h, Shipowner.

TuK Removai. of Westminster Schoou—The
adjourned meeting of OM Westminsters to consider

this subject WHS lield on Wednesday in the Jerusalem
Chamber, AVestininster Abbey, The attendance how-
ever w&s so numerous that the meeting was at once
adjourned to the Sjhoolroora, where tbe chair Has
taken by the Dean of Westminster. Among those

present were the Archbishop of York, the Marqnis of

Limsdowne^tlie Marquis of Westminster, Karl Amherst,

tlie Eurl of Mayo, the Earl of Albemarle, the Earl of

Stradbroke, Lord Llanover, Lord Bronghton, Lord

e^liuHtios. Hu could not, thurcfure, iudulge ;iuy saujjuine

Stirlintr, Dr. Cureton, tbe Bishop of Moray and R(JS6,

and many other personages of distinction. The Deau
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of Westminster in opening the business ot the meeting
repeated the assurance given on the former occasion,

that the Dean and Chapter, without iu the least ahdi-

cating their responsibility as guardians of the School,
Tvere desirous to express no conclusion of their own on
the sulyect, but solely to elicit a final utterance
of opinion on the subject from Old Westminsters. The
Archbishop of York then resumed the discussion, and
after acknowledging the benefits which he had derived
from Westminster, strongly advocated the removal of

the school as the only means ot restoring it to its

pristine vigour. Sir George Rose in a speech full of

classical allusions deprecated the removal as likely to

violate the religio loci, A long a^d animated dis-

cussion followed, in which Dr. Willson, M.D., declared

that the site of the school was pre-eminently healthy,

and that the neighbourhood in tliis respect had much
improved of late yeays. The Marquis of Lansdowne,
though inclining to removal, tliought that further in-

formation and inquiry was necessary, in order that no
step might be taken in the dark. The Marquis of

Westminster was aarainst removal; Lord John Kussell
was for removal, but thought a committee of Old
Westminsters should be appointed to consider and
report on the subject. Lords Stradbroke and Llanover
^and Lord Chru-les "Russell followed in favour of
'removal, while Sir David Dundas and Sir Walter
Stirling opposed it. Dr. Cureton, as one of the
canons and as rector of St. Margaret's, thought
that the School could not be removed without injury to
the vested rights of the city, created by the statutes of
the Royal Foundress. Lord Ebury, after giving some
statistics of other London public schools, drew this

conclusion from them, that if the school were to be
kept in London, and were to be full, it must be suited
to the requirements of day boarders ; but that if it

were intended for boarders only, it must be removed
from London. A resolution moved by the Archbishop
of York, to the effect that the subject of the removal
should be entertained, was met by Sir David Dundas
-with an amendment for appointing a committee to con-
sider the state and condition of the School, with a view

'to improve it on the present site, and also to ascertain
where a fit and proper site may be obtained elsewhere
should the removal be found necessary. On a division,
the amendment was carried by a large majority. The
committee was then appointed, to consist of the Arch-
bishop of York, Marquis of Westminster, Earl of Sfcrad-

l)roke, Earl of Devon, Lord Llanover, Lord Charles
Russell, Sir D. Dundas, Sir G. Rose, Mr. H. Chester,
Mr. James ilure, and Mr. Henry Bull. The meeting
lasted four hours.

The Census of 1861.—A deputation, consisting of
ftipwards of 150 gentlemen, had an interview with Lord
Palmerston on Tuesday, in support of the provision for a
religious censusproposedintheBill broughtin by Govern-
ment, as being preferable to the fallacious test of 1851,
Among those present were the Right Hon. B. Disraeli,
M.P., Lord Robert Montagu, M.P., the Earl of Dart-
mouth; the Right Hon. Sotheron-Estcourt, M.P., Sir
Stafford Northcote, Bart., M.P., Lord John Thynne,

.
Lord Lyttelton, and Mr. Howells Davies. Secretary to
the Church Institution. The other gentlemen present
represented the Loudon Union on Church Matters, the
English Church Union, the Church Institution, and the
Church Defence Associations of Manchester, Liverpool,
Kiddermmster, Bath, Bristol, Shrewsbury, Cambridge,
andMossley, Lord R. Montagu introduced the depu-
.tation, and urged Lord Palmerston to adhere to the
decision deliberately taken by the Government in re-
ference to the Census Bill, in order that a correct
return might be obtained. Mr. Beresford Hope ex-
pressed his opinion that if the Government stood firmly
to the Bill they would have the support of a large
number of independent Dissenters. Mr. Disraeli said
that the Government might depend upon the cordial
support of a very large party if they considered it their
duty to maintain the opinion they had formerly ex-
pressed, and which he believed had been most wisely
adopted. Sir James Eergusson. M.P., Mr. H. Hoare,
the Rev. Dr. Molesworth, Kicar of Rochdale, the Hon.
'Colm Lindsay, the Rev. Dr. Hume, of Liverpool, the
Rev. T. D, Gregg, and the Rev. Canon Owen havin>
expre - d their views, Lord Palmerston made the fol
lowmg reply :

—

i«r 5*^ ^^^ in the first place to thank the deputation for com-
ing ai«re to 8Uto their opmions and also to assure the Govern-ment ot their support in maintaining the liill as it now stood.Perhaps the i^est way m which he could explain to them Insopmions was by telhng: theai that he had not very lon^ ngo
the honour of receiving a deputation representing the other«de of the qncstion-uamely, the I>i«.sent^rs. who stated that

iLTT Y'";-
^i.^ol-^tio" of conscience to require of any man to

^tote what hi3 religious opinions were. They urged that

«^t,T?v. ^^^u'''
^*-:^/-««" a man and a higher authoritya^th^the BUI provided that if these quesiions were notanswered, hnes and penalties woiUd be Inflicted which would

iS^^ u-^^**
^^ rehgions persecution, especially if tines

IS^"^ irfl Tt™ "i"F°^ "tP^"
^^^^ ^^° f"*™ coniientiousm^we refused to state to what particular sect they belonged.

model of the last census, which merely provided tor a returnof the attendenoe of the different dcn^i^natxot^ oi a^ven^ tS^ wi«
^^.Sentlemen who formed that deputltion

for^ti.^n fnrT.^'rt-
^"""^ ^^""^ ^^^^^^^ obtain Statistic! 1 in-

^^Hn,^. ?n
^J',r'^t*^«.P^Poses. He told them that in

JSnS^ ^' ^^ cotiutnes, statistical returns were obtained

^^h^e 0^^;;;^*" ?^ Mslation and admiuLstration what
S^-'^SS^fh^i' "^ ^"^''^ enrcruuning various religious^janioofl, and that course was never con^ered an infrinffe-

^^^^^[Sl^'^^***"^'^*^^ adopted merely ffriecis?auve

ZtSrST^'' r»tt», ^-o <i""U the whole of Tcenms
, -hay^nd ti»« number, of the population, w... :ui impertUient

interference with the affairs of private life. A man might say,

and posyibly with justice : What business have you to ask me
whether I am a bricklayer, a farmer, a tradesmen, or any-
thing else? and the softer part of the community might
certainly with much more reason object to being asked what
their age was. The gentlemen who had waited upon him
had stated tbat many of the Dissenters would say that they
did not belong to any particular sect, but that" they were
general Christians. Well, . then, he thought that the
ladies, when they made their returns, might say that

they were of no particular age. The return obtained
by the last census merely gave a statement of the
number of persons who, on a particular day, attended religious

worship, and this was of course liable to fluctuations, the rela-

tive state of health and sickness for example, fine weather or

bad—in fact, it indicated nothing but the accidental presence of

persons at particular places of worship. If it should be thought
right to add to the enumeration of persons belonging to the
different religious denominations a statement of the number of

sittings at each place of worship, he was not prepared to say
that that might not be a very great addition. It might also

show what was the zeal of each denomination in regard to esta-

blishing means of worship in proportion to their actual

numbers. It certainly might be a question whether penalties

should be inflicted upon those who from conscientious motives
did not wish to have their religious opinions inquired into, but
lie had always understood tliat men were proud in acknow-
ledging the sincere convictions by which they were animated.
It must be recollected that the last census, by requiring a
statement of the buildings of the diflerent denominations, did
to some extent enter upon an inquiry as to religious opinions,

because each building was returned as belonging to one or
other of the religious denominations. He .saw no reason for

departing from the proposed form of enumeration, and it

appeared to him that no reUgious person could have any good
reason for taking offence at it. The object was simply to
ascertain a fact which would be of great importance as the
foundation of legislative action. The only other points which
he thought they had to consider were, first, that mentioned by
the Home Secretary a few evenings since, namely, whether it

might not be expedient to exempt from penalties conscien-
tious persons who had objections to answer inquiries: and,
secondly, whether, in addition to the enumeration of pcr&ons
belonging to diflerent sects, it might not be useful to know the
number of sittings in the different buildings employed for reli-

gious worship."

Trial Teip of the Great Eastekx.—Tlie fourth

trial trip of this vessel previous to her departure for

Xew York took place during Saturday and Sunday,
The trial only extended to a run of 12 hours out to sea

and 12 hours back, and was undertaken more to ascer-

tain the completeness of the various changes that have
been made in the macliinery than with any view to test

the vessel's speed. The speed, however, was tested,

and showed, as every one anticipated, from the very
foul state of the vessel's bottom, a considerable dimi-

nution in the rate attained in the trips of last year,

the average speed being only 12^ knots with screw and
paddles, and the highest with full steam being
only 16 knots. It is detinitively announced that the ship

will sail for New York to-day, the 16th, and it is confi-

dently anticipated that the voyage will be made in less

than 10 days. It is intended to take the ship over the
bar, and moor lier in the river in the very middle of

New York. The company on board during this trial

trip, in addition to the directors, included the Earl of

Shelburne, Lord Colville, Lord Willouahby de Eresby,

Lord Dunsany, Hon. James Howard, Hon. Ralph But-
ton, M.P. ; Mr. Saunders, of the Great Western
Railway ; Mr. AppoUl, Captain Heath, R.N. ; Mr.
Henry Brunei, Professor Froude, Captain Mangles,
chairman of the South-"\Vestern Railway ; Mr. G. Train
and Colonel Baker. Captain Robertson, R,N., chief

surveyor of the Board of Trade, with Mr, "Murray and
Mr. Ruby, were also present on behalf of the Board of
Trade, to watch the result of the trial previous to the
vessel receiving her passenger certificate.

Rexettal of the Builders' Strike.— At the
Clerkenwell Police Court on Saturday Jolm Goffin,

William Walsby, and William Trimlett were summoned
by Mr. Philip Anley, builder, of Whitecross Street, on
the charge of endeavouring by threats to force him to

discharge two men who were at work for him under the
"Declaration." Prosecutor produced a document
signed by the accused and others, of which the follow-

ing is a copy:—"At a meeting of the joiners in the
employ of Mr. Anley, on Tuesday eveiu'ng, May 15,

1860, it was resolved that Mr. Anley be given to under-
stand that unless the men who are working under the
* declaration * in his sliop be discliarged, and we have a
definite answer by dinner time to that effect, we shall

cease to work immediately." The accused and another
man, who could not be found, were the deputation, and
complainant gave them half-an-hour to consider what
they were about. At the end of that time they all

came and took away their tools, and had not been to
^\•ork since; and John Gofiin and Walsby liad been
instrumental iu stopping other men from entering Mr.
Anley's employ, aiid pickotting other men about his
premises ;to do so. Mr. Sleigh submitted that there
had been no infraction of the Act of Parliament and
intimidation by the accused, and they were entitled to
their discharge. Mr. Corrie entirely differed with Mr.
Sleigh on the point, so far as two of the accused were
concerned, and said, while he discharged Trimlett he
should convict the defendants Goffin and Walsby, and
send them to prison for one calendar month, with hard
labour. Notice of appeal was at once given, and, bail
having been put in, the defendants left with their
friends."

The PtTBLic Heaxth.— The Registrar-General's
Weekly Return states that the deaths in the week that
ended Saturday. June 9, were 969. In the correspond-
ing weeks of the 10 years, 1850-59, the average number,
after correction for increase of population, was 1079.
The present return is therefore 110 below the average.
During the week the births of 842 boys and 849 girls.

in all 1691 children, were registered in London. Jn
the 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59 th
average number was 1560.

^

iUvoDincfaU
- It appears thatBiiiMiNGHAM, — xt appears that John PUmlv

Edwards, who lately absconded from this town with
liabilities now estimated to exceed 100,000^., was captured
at Stockholm 10 days ago; but that, owing to the
absence of an extradition treaty with Sweden, there i

some doubt as to his being brought back. The case is
in bankruptcy, and it is understood that accommodation
bills figured largely in his transactions.

Chestee.—An inquest was held on Monday at the
Queen's Ferry Hotel, in this city, on the body of a well-
dressed man, who was found in a ditch at Queen's Ferrv
in a state which left little doubt that he had been mur-
dered. The jury returned an open verdict. The
gentleman's name is unknown.
Hemel Hempstead.—During the last few weeks

placards have been published otlering a reward of 50?
for the apprehension of the third man present at the"
Beechwood murder. On Thursday week a police eon-
stable of Wilden succeeded, iu the disguise of a butcher
in apprehending William Hawkins, a native of Ivinghoe
(who was at the time working on the underground rail-

way in London), on a charge of being implicated in the
murder. The prisoner is supposed to be tlie man who
was seen by Cook and Burgess with the two other men
at the time of the murder.

LiVEiiPOOL.—The Town Council have unanimously
agreed to appropriate 1000?. towards tlie expense of

opening the Free Public Library in this town. The
opening is expected to take place in October, and it is

hoped that her Majesty may be present at the ceremony.
NoBWiCH.—On Monday afternoon the magistrates

of this city were occuiiied with a case of considerable

interest and importance in reference to a charge of

Roman Catholic proselytism. Tlie Rev. Canon Dalton,

priest of the Roman Catholic chapel in St. John's,

Maddermarket, Norwich, two jewellers named Beha,
and an auctioneer named Foulsham, were charged with

being concerned in an attempted flight from Norfolk

to the metropolis of a young gentleman named William

Henry Vansittart, son of Mr. Vansittart, M.P. for

Windsor. It appeared from the evidence that the

young gentleman in question is au only son, and that

he was intended for the Navy, but was unable to pass

the mathematical branch of his examination, and so lost

big nomination. He was then placed with a Mr.

Jansen, who kept a military seminary at Brighton, and

had been successful in preparing his pupils for the

army. Mr. Jansen was in the habit of taking some

of his pupils abroad with him during the summer
vacation, cliarging 50?. for the trip; and as Mr. Van*

sittart thought it would be advantygeous that his son

should see the Continent, acquire a pure French accent,

with, perhaps, a smattering of German, besides seeing

the French army, he permitted him to go. On his

return from the Continent the boy spent last winter in

Ireland with some relations. When he came back to

his father's house he seemed restless and uncomfortable,

and on his returning to Mr. Jausen'shesliowed evident

symptoms of having imbibed Roman Catholic principles,

to the great grief of his father, who was a staunch

Protestant and a Low Churc*fiman. Mr. Jansen imme-

diately telegraphed to Mr. Vansittart to go down to

Brighton, where he found that the boy had been

secreted somewhere in a place known to a Mr. Clery, a

Roman Catholic priest. He called on the priest, and

insisted on his son being restored to him, threatening

him with a mandamus in case of refusal. After some

hesitation, Mr. Clery gave up his son, and after looking

about for a good Protestant clergyman in the country,

Mr. Vansittart heard of the Rev. Mr. Hodgson, rector

of Rackheath, Norfolk, with whom he placed his sou,

for the purpose of being educated, and in order

that he might be out of the way of the priests.

He arrived at Mr. Hodson's on the 25th of May,*

and eleven days afterwards, when his tutor had just

left the house on clerical duty, he descried a man

stealthily creeping up the drive which led to the

rectory. The stranger wore a small Italian hat, and

was muffled up in a large cloak, which half concealed

his features. For a moment or two he crouched down

under the hedge to escape notice, but at length he

approached the house, and was recognised by young

Vansittart as an old Italian priest, who had seen him at

Brighton, had tracked him to Norfolk, ai.d had dogged

his steps up to the precincts of Rackheath rectory.

After saluting the young gentleman he produced a

" holy relic," on which he swore him to secrecy, and

then, with an apology for the vulgarity of the expres-

sion, advised him to "cut and run, for what he did was

for the glory of God." and seek an asylum in some

Catholic chapel, of which, he observetl, there were

"plenty about.'* Young Vansittart followed this

counsel, and on Saturday last, between 5 and 6

in the morning, decamped from the rectory, and

went to the house of Canon Dalton of the

Catholic chapel in St. John's, JVtaddermarket, who

gave him a glass of wine from which he felt rather

stupefied, with a little relic of the Immaculate Concep-

tion, and afterwards took him to the defendants, Beha,

to dispose of his watch and pencilcase ; but the Behfts

being unwilling to buy, they went out and solaj^bem

to aoi auctioneer, Foulsham, another of th£ d^feno*'^^
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^^rMTThey^re negotiating the sale of these articles,

iin^ Vansit^art was told to widk close behind the

f-anon througli the streets, but not to keep ojien com-

wlth him for fear of attracting notice. Canon

Llton then gave theyoan^ gentleman a letter to Father

Tliomas connected with the Catholic Cathedral in St.

George's, Southwarlc, commemling him to the care^ of

Bishop Grant. One of his schooHellows, however, having

seen him in the streets. Canon Dalton advised liimto re-

main quiet at Beha's. where lie was having his dinner

when a police inspector arrived and took charge of him.

The Mayor, after consulting with the other members of

the Bench, stated that they considered the case a very

serious one. They should rematid it for a week, and in

the meantime issue a warrant for the apprehension of

Father Giugini. All the persons summoned wore ad-

mitted to bail, in the case of Foulsham his own recog-

nisance only biilng required. The inquiry excited great

interest, and the Court was crowded thronghonfc the

proceedings. At the close of the investigation Master

Van^iittart was recommitted to the guardianship of the

Rev. Mr. Hodgson, at Kackheath, and a warrant for

the apprehension of the *' Italian priist," was placed in

the hands of the superintendent of the Norwich police.

Ou "Wednesday evenuig Master Vansittart was directed

by telegram to proceed with all expedition to town for

the purpose of identifying a person supposed to be

Giugini, but the result of his journey has not tran-

spired.

Wakefield.—The prosecutions for bribery, m con-

nection with the late election for this town, will come

on for trial at the ensuing assizes for the county.

Criminal informations were filed last week at the Crown

Office by the Attorney-General against Mr. J. C. D.

Charlesworth, the Conservative candidate at the late

election; Mr. J. B. Charlesworth, his cousin; Mr. J.

Jubb; and Mr. Archibald Crowther, spirit m(>rchant,

Conservatives; Mr. \V. H. Leatham, the Liberal candi-

date ; Mr. Marsland, of the Black Swan ; Mr. E. Hinch-

cliflfe, plumber and glazier; and Jlr. Godfrey Noble,

Liberals. In pursuance of these informations, writs of

subpoena were issued by the Lord Chief Justice of the

Queen's Bench, in accordance with which the several

parties on Friday put in an appearance at Westminster

Hall, and gave bail, to appear and take their trials at

the assizes.

Windsor,—Durinsr the recent races afc Ascot a thief

walked into the Castle Hotel, in this town at 6 o'clock

in the morning, proceeded up the principal staircase to

the bedroom of Sir John Thorold, and stole from the

dressing-table a gold watch and chain, several valuable

rings and pins> nine sovereigns, and some silver, with

which he got clear off. He was respectably dressed in

black, and had dark moustachios and whiskers. The
barmaid, seeing him enter the hall so early iu the

morning, locked the bar door and followed liim upstairs,

but as he entered the bedroom she considered he was

one of the gentlemen who attended the races and had

taken the apartments for the week. Sir John was

awake at the time, and thought it was his valet who
had entered the rijom. The thief, therefore, quietly

left it. and coolly following the ostler, who at the time

was going downstairs, made his escape. Immediately

after the discovery of the robbery information was

given to the borough police, and telegraphed to the

difierent stations and Scohmd Yard. By a fortunate

oversight the thief left on the table a diamond pin

worth 60 guineas.
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most extravagant stories as to the social and spiritual

benefits that will follow such a step. The Drogheda

papers report the departure of another batch of recruits,

marshalled by a priest, and the Cork papers state that

volunteers for Rome are openly enrolled in the chapel

of that town. 200 athletic young men left Cork for

Bristol on Tuesday, and 100 others left Sligo on the

same day for Liverpool on their way to Koine.

Pari3. He was severely -wounded at Sarre, and haa had nine

horses killed or wounded under him in action— three of them
at Waterloo. For his conduct in the field he was twice pro-

moted, first to the brevet rauk of major at the battle of the

Pyrenees, and secondly to that of lieut.-colonel at the battle of

Waterloo. In 1837 he was nominated a Knight Commander of

Hanover, in 1838 he was made a Companion of the Bath, and in,

1S47 was made a Knight Bachelor by letters patent. He had
received the silver war medal and eight clasps for Barosaa^

Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, St.

same day lor l.iverpool on tneir w<iy lu ^wm....
gg^^stian, and Nivelle.

In Dublin "-reat caution is exercised by the Komisli jiajor Artuur Vandeleur, R A., died at Woolwich on the
*^

-
- - •- 1"^'— 6th inst. at the early age of 31. He entered the Royal Artil-

lerv in 1847: served in the Eastern campaign of 1854-5, in-a<^ents; and though a few young men, m better

position in society, have left Dublin for Italy, the

chief portion of the Irish Brigade, as it is called, is

derived from the rural districts—the counties of Lime-

rick and Loutli supplying: the hu-cr number. The con-

stabulary however is beginniiv^- to thin, and the Dublm

police has recently lost several members by lesignations.

SirThomas Ross of Drogheda, who recently preventcdone

of his servants from e.nbarking for Rome, m the face

nf a threatening mob, has published a letter m the

Dublin papers expressing, his belief that means suffi-

ciently energetic have not been adopted to prevent the

movement from spreading. In three months, he says,

there will not he an able-bodied young man in the

provinces, so great arc tlie efforts made by the Roman

Catholic clergy, unless the Government bestirs jtselt.

cludin" the aftairs of Bulganac and M'Kenzie's Farm; the-

battle of the Alma, and siege of Seba-stopol, for which ho was

rewarded with the Crimean medal and clasp, and the rank or

Major in 1856. ,.. , „ ^ rr j- j
The Rev. William Streatfeild, \icar of East Ham, died on

Sunday evening while in the performance of the duties of his

office He was preaching in the National Schoolroom, which

is used for Divine Bervice on Sunday evemn;;'s, when he was

seen to lean forward and stop in his address He we^ ^"l^^ed

into the vestry room, but died before medical aid could be

obtahied. Mr. Streatfeild had been Vicai- of Last Ham for

33 years, and till recently was rural Oean.

en aaopcea .o pruven. ... ^ M. <;-,^^^

In three months, he says. If^^^lT^t^dlfl^t from an attack of apoplexy, in his

60th year.

daughter—At Heottow Vicarage, _ .. ^ , .%,

SON, of a sou-8th inst, at 9, Chesterfield btreet. May Fair, the

Hon. Mrs. OKnovKR. of a dauffbter-6th inst, at Cetn, near St.

Asaph, the wife of Lieuteuiiut-Colonel Williams Wynk, M.r...

° 5IA1UUAGES.—On the li-'th inst, at All Saints' Church,.

Knightsbridge, the Hon. James Fitzwalter Butler, eldest

son of the Kight Hon. Lord Dunboyne, to Marion, only-

daughter of Colonel Morgan Clifford, MP., of 1. Queen s

Gate. Hyde Park, and Lhmtilio Crossenny, Monmouthshire—

5th inst, at Wimpole Church, Camhridgeshire, Hfnry Jomr

Adeane, Esq., M.P. for Cambridgeshire, to the Lady Eliza-

beth PniLLiPPA YORKE. eldest daughter of the Earl and

Countess of Hardwicke-6th inst, at Trinity Church Bath,.

Francis Stanikr-Bboade, Esq., of Silverdale and Fenton

Vivian. Staffordshire, to Carollve J., daughter of Major-

General William Justice, Madras Army, Bath—23d April, at

Mynpoorie. N.W. Provinces, \r;^
H^^^^^" /"f"'

f^.fc
son ofthe late Major-Gen. Sir ^YlUmm >\ hi.h, K.C.B., of the

Bengal Artillery, to MAROARm- Wkmyss, daughter of James

Black Esq of Joy T/xig©, Fileshire.

Court OF CaP^^CKRY.-Simpson v. The WeUminsler Palace DEATU,S.-On the 7th inst, at Bishton Hali, i»jnec0""^y

i/ot CoL^an, -^^^^^^ of Appeal on Monday de- of Stafford, the residence of her sister, La^iy CHETWrND a^ed

livered Xment on this appeal from Vice-Chancellor Wood's sO-l.th in.st, at Leamington, Lady Carneoie. f<^dOO-bthms^

Sou di^missinfr the plaintiffs bill. The suit related to an ^^ Updowne. Sandwich, Lady H.uiuis. rehc o the late Sir

^ran-ement entered into by the directors in January last for Thomas Noel Harris. ICC.H., aged 59-fith inst at
^^^^

leasing a portion of the hotel to the Secretary of Slate for under-Needwood, Rebecca, wife of ^'^ Rl-^sold A Alllyne,

IndUortffeeyLs certain, with the option of an additional u^^.-Sth i„st. at Holmwood Hou^e. Surrey the I.aronde

term of one or two years, at'an annual rent of 6000?., the com- HocHEriED Larpkn'T, aged 77- 5th inst. at theW
pany reserving to themselves a monopoly for the supply to the n^tel, Dover, of bronchitis. Major-Goneral Frldlric Thoma..
ya-iiy

^^^'^^^V ;° .„„ ^,,„:.. i. ,„„„«f ^v.«i«;niiQ WHIP- .fee. and Tj,„,^.n u»or.f tlif> Cnklstrcam Guards—8th u

demands npon the Delegate are so unbounded that the

Papal Government is not unlikely to retiuest them to

go back to Ireland.
.

The Ribbon Aeeests.—A private investigation by

the magistrates of Dundalk into the charges of

Ribbonism, has resulted in the committal of the twelve

accused for trial at the assizes. They were allowed out

on bail, the labouring portion in two sureties of 5^., and

the trades portion in two of 20Z. each. It is rmiioured

that the evidence is very strong, and that, m addition

to the oral testimony of the informers, nnportant

documentary evidence will be produced.

!Lalu

ItrelauO.

The Kidnapping Cases.—The Court of Queen s

Bench on Tuesday gave judgment in the case of Mary

aiatthew's infant, declaring unanimously that Miss

Aylward, the nun, had not given satisfactory answers,

and had been guilty of a gross act of contempt. The

Court also impounded the documents in the matter,

with a view of affording ground for ulterior proceed-

ings under the Act making child stealing a felony, and

bound over Miss Aylward in recognisances of 500/.,

and two sureties of 220/. each, to appear on the_ first

day of term in November next, when the Court will be

prepared to pass sentence. The Galway kidnapping

case also came before the Queen's Bench on Tues-

day, when the solicitor for Mrs. Sherwood, the mother

of the children kidnapped by the monk at Galway,

applied for the usual four-day rule, for the purpose of

having interrogatories submitted to the two O'Connors,

who were then in custody. After the decision in the

case of Miss Aylward, he believed there was a chance
that the children might be given up. The Court made
the rule, and the two O'Connors having been sworn to

give true answers to the interrogatories, they were

again delivered into custody.

Revival of the Repeal Agitation.—The Ultra-

montane party is endeavouring to arouse a new agitation

iu Ireland. The Morning News^ which is its organ,

publishes a long petition from Youghal praying for " an

Irish Parliament," and states that a petition identical

in sentiments has already received a vast number of

ignatnres throughout the country.

The Enlistments eos. the Pope.—It is now certain

that the enlistments are carried on by a regular and
efficient organisation, and that a regular crusade is

preached throughout the country from the Roman
CiifVinli/. olfoT'tt Tliia nf>r'nnnts for thft pnthusia.tim nf

India Board during their tenancy of provisions, wine, <tc., and

refreshments. A meeting of shareholders having been called

in May List, it was resolved by a majority of 345 that the

arrangement Bhould be carried into effect This smt was then

institTucd for an injunction on behalf of the mmonty, and the

question raised waa whether tbe proposed a»T'i"fe''-\"^
^-V^^'"'

Sinic'd out, v^as an employment of a portion of the budding

for objects consi.-^teut with hotel and Uvern business, for

the purpose of carrying on which on a large scale the conipaiiy

was formed. Lord Justice Kni^/ht Bruce was of opinion that,

considering the busineas had uot yet been commenced by the

comtKuiy, and having regard to the amount of means ot the

company, the magnitude of the undertaking, and the extent

of the portion of the building now complete, uot included in

the arrangement, it was competent for the directors and a

majority of the shareholders, acting, as they had done, m
good faith, to enter into the agreement with the India i3oard

and that therefore the appeal should be dismissed. Lord

Justice Turner said he was not satisfied upon the evidence that

the whole of the hotel might uot now be opened, and still less

that it might not be so before the expiration of the proposed

terra of the India Board. Assuming the directors and a

majority of the shareholders to have a discretion to deal ad

interim v:\t\i a portion of the building belore the whole was

opened, still it would not be competent to them to deal with it

iii such a manner as to interfere with the ultimate i-urposes of

the company ; as ho thought the grant of so long a term in the

way proposed was uot a carrying out of the purposes of the

company, i. e., the transacting of the usual business of an hotel

and tavern. With all deference, therefore, to the contrary

conclusions of his learned brother and of the Vice-Chaiicelior,

he was of opinion that the bill ought not to have been dis-

missed. The effect of the appeal is that the bill fur an mjunc-

Uon stands dismissed. ,«,,., , mu^
Coup.r OF ExcHKQUER.—Sifin/^m v. Lord auhfvford. —Ihe

Lord Chief Baron on Saturday delivered the judgment of the

Court in this case, in which the plaintiff had obtamcd a rule

for a new trial against the defendant, on the grovind that

while acting as her counsel as Sir Frederic Thesiger. he entered

into terms of compromise on her behalf, without her authonty,

and against her will, and contrary to her instructions- Alter

describing the details of the case at great lengfli, his lordship

said that the Court were unanimously of opinion that there

were no grounds for charging the defendant with neglect of

duty or with wrougfuUv and fraudulently agreeing to the

compromise, and it was therefore their judgment that the rule

for a new trial be discharged. Mr. Kennedy apphcd to their

Lordihips for leave to appeal. The Lord Chief Baron said

that it was understood that Uberty to do so was reserved

^""centrII'^^C^iminal CovnT.~-Emhezzh:meni-nenry Francis

Riihardion, 49. solicitor, was tried on Thursday on the charge

ot^mW^ing three sums of 3, 10, and U guine;is each, the

nrooerry of the London Hifla Brigade, of winch he was the
propMty oi ^^ItL. ^ ^ the evidence of Ai-lennrin Rose

SSotil aK^ of Ms defalcationH was r.m. The jury
that the touai am

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ returned a verdict ol

him to five ywws' |W»1

""Kuriate of the Colds.reAm Guards-8th inst a. ^b. Manne

Parade. Brighton, Adnjirul Uawkku. of A.hford i;^*dffe, Peters-

fidd. Hants, ag^ 78-29th Aprih at 5"^^^'=^?. *^^l'^^,'*^"^-

GEOKOEFurbes. Acting Military Auditor-Gener.U.Boml^y Army,

second son of the late John Forbes Mitchell, Esq ,
ot Tham-

sloT Ab"doensbire. aged 45-lUh April, ?* Saharun^r.

Upp^r Bengal. Fbkderick A. Cauleton, Major in II.M. s Indian

ZTy' rcir^d youngest son of the late Very Bev Dean Carle-

ton, Rector of KiUyle^igh, county Down, '^ffed a2-llth mst at

6. Stanhope Street, Hyde Part Gardens, the
^^^^-^f^^^^

FowKLL, Savilian Prof<.s.or of Geometry m the University of

Oxford-8th iust. at 14, Blandlord Street, P<>^; gj^" ^qu;u-%^.^^

Rev. Edward Sci.EPXL. M.A., Incumbent of St. Ijlers, Vera

Street, and Vicar of Turville, Bncks. aged *5-5th mst, at

Seend Wilts, the Bev. George Wu.liam
^'^"^f

^' ^/V^-
eldest son of the iatc Archdeacon Daubony aged '6--j2th mat,.

Mr. ROBKRT Mackay, of Eden Nursery, Stoke ^e^ington, from,

disease of the heart, age 1 5t).

iiiflaikctsf*

MARK LANE.-litoNDAT, June U. ,

Tlie supply of Wheat from Essex and K.nt to this mora-

ing'smarket^was small, and being held for an a<i™"f,°f 2«

i>er qr. upon Friday's prices, the greater part
J-f"^^^"f "^,=^^^

it a Htc hour. The holders of foreign genei-ally ^"/'ft^ "P^«

a similar improvement, but buyers not l^^^^S .^^'^P^^^,^^

exceed the rates of last day the business transacted 3} f^^f^'
Barley of all descriptions is a free sale Black Sea qualities at

a reduction of 6d. per qr. Beans aud Peas sell at Ift

^f\«
rates. Oats are in fair demand at the quotations of this ^ay

8e'nni.^ht The top price of town-made Flour is raised to Ms.

per sack ; country marks are held for 2s. to 3s. per ^ck more

money, and American barrels are Is. dearer.

Per Imperial QuABTER. «_ S;]

.55—61 Red^1

55—6*2 Red
I

Red

« 4 A a

« 4 »

B.

53—57
56-6LWheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White

tine selected runs, .ditto

— — Talavcra |5S—63

- Norfolk -
Foreign ii—do

Barley," gi-ind! &dis't., 24s to3ls. . Chev. 3S-45 Malting
.

36-41

19 26
o—30 'Feed
24—30; Feed
2^

alter aein^en*i.i"6 •• -: ,

GvAni. and Baron Brarowell sentenced

servitude.

^Ditu

Oats, Essex and Suffolk .......

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato

Ii'ish Potato
I— ForeieTi .... Poland and Brew 20—2<>
;

Feed

Rye ........'. 35—3S! Foreign.
Rye-meal, foreign •••.-•

1

Beans. Mazaga»....S2s to 403... . Tick J4—43
— Pigeon 368— 478. . Winds. 48-54| Longpod
— Foreign ., ..... .Bmalll.^8—

4

Peas, wbiut Bsaex and Kent . .Boilers a>,-4or.'uftulk

— Maple .... —s to —s .Grey

Maize ;-- "hue
Flour, best marks delivered, .per .sack

19

19
22-

-27

-2.5

-23

86—41
^•Z—U Foreign. J30—49

Yellovir.

.

48—54

2d do,

Foreign

dittoUo—4S Country.
?.- 30—87

4 4*

Catholic altarg. This acconnts for the enthusiasm of

the people, who are doubtless excited to eulist bj the ' i8U-i^ including the

dence

KSSt^^t^hep^ C.B., and
LIEUTE^^AST-GENKRAL Sir \ViLUA^t

the '.'tU inst. at his

K.C.H., colonel of the
;f^,f2?.^^^|i. after 57 years ofactive

residence near Dundee, i" ^>^ '

f^^ isoTV iu the can.
'- Tns of

service. He served m bici y ^"^ ^/^^^^^i^^ to WalcUeren,

p«r barrel

Kkiday. June 10.

m«^P tho 8th in'st. tbe weatlier hsis continued cold anrt

unsettled with h^^y rains at intervals, which iffon«dyred

n?eim^ cWl U> the future crop of Wheat ;
complaint, of ite

CXvirdnesl are general, and from m*ny i'^>r«*°*,;?^^tl*f

The

a .s. ..«. been

rates being 5fl«. t

Rostock afloat, 56
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Dantzic qu^lities^ Konigaberg touching b4s, c. f and L Where
any change has occurred iu the value of Barley it has been
X'nst the ttellers- Oats in three or four markets have de-

ed 6d. to Is. per qr,, o\shig to geod supplies, but the value
-of Beans and Peas waa generally supported. The tup price of
town-made Flour was raised here 4s* per sack on Monday;
country and foreign marks improved 1:3, to 3s. per eack, and
American barrels^ Is. As usual at such periods, great excite-
ment prevailed in the Baltic markets, and pruportiouably
higher rates paid there than here. The business done in
flofttinc: cargoes from the South of Europe, princii>ally of Wheat,
hfts been very large this week. The arrivals of English and
foreign Wheat are good, also of foreign Oata ; other English
griun small, and very large of foreign Barley, The English
"Wheat left over from Monday has met a slow sale at that day's
prices, some portion remaining unsold at a late hour. Foreign
was held very firmly at fully Monday's jfrices^ but the amount
of business transacted was limited. Barley is steady at
Monday's quotations. Beans and Peas are unaltered in value.
Oats are a slow sale and rather cheaper.

AfiKiVAia FROM June 11 to June 15.

]00s. to 110s. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 803. to 903.

;

do. Reda and Rocks, SOs. to 903, ; Irish "Whites, 70s. to SOs.

BRITISH WOOLS,—London, Friday, June 15.

In consequence of the inclement weather our arrivals are

very small- The clips are veiy short both in number and
weight.
South-down Hog- s.

gets.. ,, ,. 1

Half'bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes ., 1

Kent Fleeces ,, 1

d. s. d.

8 to 1 9
S — 1

6 — 1 7
(i — 1 7

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs , . 1

Combing akina
Blanket ditto ..

i Flannel Wool . . 1

6 to

7 —
6 —
—

1

1

1

7
S

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head), where two or tliree are kept.—Capable of taking entire manas^eraent ; understaiKiJ
the whole of his profession in all its brunches. Unexception
able character.—W. Y.. Post Office, Battersea Rise, 3.W.

Single

;

English .

.

Irish. ....

Foreign

.

W heat.

2920 qrs.

HSBO „

Barley,

160 qrs.
^^

If

17050 „

Uais.

40 (|i-s.

1-lSO „

31U90 „

Flour.

ai30 sks.

(

2120 ;;

4900 oris,

Liverpool, Tuesday, June 12.—We had a good attendance

of both millers and dealers at our Com Exchange this morn-
ing, and Wheat Uiia met a fair amount of inquiry both from
consumers and speculators, at an advance of about 3d. per

cental over the rates of last market day. Flour established an
improvement of 6d. per barrel and Is. per sack, with a good
demand. Indian Com was irregular in value, some low sales

i)cingmadein quantity ex quay; parcels in store, however,

were nominally unchanged, with the exception of Egyptian,

which recovered fully 6d. per qr. of the late depression. Oats

and Oatmeal are more saleable at late rates. Beans must be

noted 6d. to Is. per qr. dearer. Peas and Barley are without

Altei-ation. The market closed steady at an advance.

I-RIDAY, June 15.—Grain market firm, with a good con-

sumption in Wheat and Flour, at extreme rates. Indian Com
€d. dearer. Beans quiet. Oats, Oatmeal, uud Barley firm.

Weather fine.

COAL MARKEH-JuNE 14.

Byass'fi Bebside West Hartley, 16s. 3d. ; Davison's West
Hartley, 16a. 3d. ; Hastings West Hartley, 16s. 3d. ; Taiifield

Moor Bates, ISs. 3d. ; West Hartley, Ifis. 3d. ; Wylara, ISs. 9d. ;

Walls End Hetton, ISs. ; Walls End Kepier Grange, Isls. 3d. ;

Walls End Russell's Hetton. ISs. 3d. ; Walls End Cassop,

18s. 3d.; Walls End Kelloe. ISs. 3d. ; Walls End North Hartle-

pool, 15s. 6d.: Walls End Shincliffo. 178. f,d. ; Wall End South
Hartlepool. 17s. 9d. ; Walls End South Kelloe, ISs. 3d.—
21 ships at market.

BUTTER MARKET.—June 16.

Best Fresh Butter , ' . . 12s. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. 10s. 6d. to lis. ,,

Pork, OS. Od. to Ss. 4d. jier 8 lbs.
f

»

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, June 11.

The supply of Beasts is short; trade is brisk, and in some
instances oujr highest quotation is exceeded. We have a fair

supply of Sheep; the demand has decreased ; lower prices are
taken, and a clearance cannot be eflected. Lambs are lower.
Calves are about the same as on Thursday. From Germany
and Holland there are 340 Beasts, 6000 Sheep, and
239 Calves ; from Spain, 250 Beasts ; from Norfolk and Suf-
folk, 2400 ; aud 200 from the northern and midland counties.

Averages.

Uay 5..— 12..— 19..— 26..

June 2.

.

— »..

Agg. Aver.

Wheat.
I

Barley, i Oats.

5-2s 6d
52 6

52 1

52 6
53 4
54 2

5i 10

37s 5t/

37 7

S6 6
36 '2

35 10
35

36 5

25s 5d
25 10
25 3
26 6
26 8
27 8

26 3*

Hie. 15e;iMs.

B4s QU
34
36
37
39
38

1

2
3
3
1

36 6

42s 4.d

43 8

44 3
44 8
44 1

45 9
'44

1

Peaa.

39« 9d
40 3
39 5
40 9
41
4 8

40 4

8 d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, (tc. . . 6 6 to 5
Best Short-honia 5 4 — 5
2d quality Boasts 4 8 — 5
.Beat Downs and

Half-breda . . . . to .

.

Do. Shorn . . 5 4—5 8

8

6

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn
Ewesi 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

s d 8

to • *

5 — 5 4

4 W

4
6
4
4

4

S

4
6
5
5

8
8
4

FLCCTUATIOHa IS THE LaST SIS WeEKS AVERAGES.

"^icES.
I
May" 57 May"l27lrfay~197|Ma3r26r[June" 2rJnne~9.

Beasts, 3760; Sheep tt Lambs, 29,570; Calves, 335; Pigs, 410.

Thursdav, June 14.

We have a larger supply of Beasts than on Thursday last,

but the demand is gfiod, consequently Monday's prices are
maintained. The number of Sheep is about the same as last
week ; the av<rnge quality is, however, inferior, and choicest
kinds are rather dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 2tj0

Beasts, 3S90 Sheep, and 223 Calves ; and 125 Milch Cows.

J"
f

r
r

Befit i:cots> Here- Beat Long-wools , * to ..

forda, &Ci . . 6 6 to 5 R Do. Shorn , - 5 2 — 5 4
Best Siiort-honivS 5 4^-5 6 Ewes& 2d quality . * 4 «

2d quality Heasts 4 8--5 Do- Shorn .. 4 6-— 4 10
Best Downs and Lambs ». ,, 6 — 7
Half-breds „ . t ^ • * Calves «. ..4 8 — 5 4

Do. Shorn ,, 5 6--5 s Pigs • . . . 4 — 5

COVENT GARDEN.—June 16.

Vegetables are now becoming still more plentiful, more
•especially spring Cabbjiges^ wlxich are now excellent in quality.
French prcKlnce continuea to be largely imported. Grapes
have not altered since our last report. Oranges are tolerably

plentiAil, Forced Straw- berries are abundant. Spanish Nuts
TCtch 16s- per buahel. Cobs realise la. per lb- Green Gooise-

berries fetch 3d- a quart, Peaa and Broad Beans may now be
obtained. Potatuert realise 43. 6d, a buahel. New ones may
be had at from 4d, to 8d. per pound. Borne good Mush*
rooms may be obtained. Cut flowers chiefly consist of

Orchids* Gardenias* Violets. Mit^onette* Azaleas^ Heaths*
Ptimnlas, Geraniums* Lily of the Valley^ and Roses.

FRUIT,

Beasts, 1145; Sheep & Lambs, 11,120 ; Calves, 396; Pigs, 170.

Pine Apples, per lb., 8« to 12s
Grapes, per lb.* 4s to lOs
Strawberries* p. lb.* 4s to 8s
Peaches, per doz,, 2la to 363
Nectarines, do., ISs to 24s
Cherries* p. lb.. Is to 3s

Green Figs, per doz., 8s to 123
Melons, each, (Js to lOs
Apples, per doz., 2s to 6s
Onmgea, per 100, 2s 6d to 8s
Lemons, per 100, os to 8s
Cobs, do., iOOs

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p. bundle, SstoGs
Khubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F, Beans* per 100, I's to 3s
Peaa* p. half sieve, 3s t:> 6a
Cauliflowers, each, 6d to Sd
Greens^ per dozcu, 43 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do,^ Is to 2a
Potatoes, I), ton* 90a to IOOs— per bus,, oS to 48 Gd— per cwt-, 68 to Ss
Carrots* per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 3s
Cucumbers, each, Udto Is 6d

Artichokes, per doz,, 6s to Sa
Beet, per doz.. Is 6d to 2s
Celery, per bundle, 2s to 3fl

Onions, p. half sieve, 3s
Tomatoes, per doz.. 2s to 33
Shallots, per lb.* tid to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score* ls6d
to2s6d

Lettuces* Cos, p. score, 6d to Is
Endive, p. score* Is to 2s

I

KorscRadish,p.bun,,ls6dto4a
Mushrooms, p, p<»tt,, Istolstid
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 3s
Savory* per bunch, :id to 4d

HAY.—Per Load of Tl^irty-six Tnisses.
SMiTurii:LD. TuuRSDAT* June 14.

Prime Meadow U&y 75s to b48 \ Clover
Superior do- (old) . . 90 95
lulerior do tJO 70
Xew do — —
Kowea 60 70

\

95a V>H58
New Clover ., .. — —
hccund cut do. ..84 9:!

Straw 25 32
Davis lb Co-

CuMErBLAND Makkkt, Thubsday* June 14,
Sup- Meadow liay.. 9:!sto 98s
Inferior do 6d fi4

New do — —
Superior Clover ..113 120

S^stolOOflInferior Clover
New do — —
Straw ^ S3 88

JosuuA Baker.

^itlTiLCJtlAPEL* TllUBSDAT, Juue 14.

Fine old Hay . . . . »2ato 98a Fine old Clover
Inferior do SO 85
Prime New Huy .. — —
Inferior do -^ —
Stravr 23 SS

Interior do ..

Pine New Clover.
Fine 2d cut
Inferior do.

I14stollSa
100 106

I

4 * 95
80

100
S4

Chops.—Borough Market, Friday. June 15.
Messrs. PatteuUen di Smith report that the nii»rket con-

tinues firm, with uo alteration in prices since last quutations. w
POTATOES.—SouTHWARK, Monday, June 11.

Curing the i>uat wcuk the ariivala coastwise have been more
than equal to the demand, and prices have :l^':uu lidlon
The foUnwiiKT :iru this day's quuLUions .— Yorkshire Ito-
gent«, flOs. to VJUH.; do. FKikea, 'lOs. tol20s.; Linc-liiHliire Ro-
gtnt^ 808. trt IOOs. ; Duubor do., lOgs. to 12u». ; do. lleda,

/^:i ARDENEK (Head) in or out of house.

Land
N

GAUOENER (Head).—Age 36. single; under^
stauds Early Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Pines, Kitchen Garden, &c. Unexceptionable charaetpr—T. Q., Post Office. 40, Goswell Road, E C.

ri ARDENER (Head).—Acre 36, married, no incum^
vjT brance; well versed in all the brauches of his profession
Can take ch:irge of Cattle and Pasture Land if required,—H B

*

4, Central Hill, Upper Norwood, Surrey
, S, ' »

GARDENER (Hkad).—Single; a successful culti-
vator of Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; Forcing Early

Fruits and Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Eleven
years* good character.—A. B. , Dickenson's Nursery, Wcsterham
Kent, .

PARTN ERSHIP,
WANTED, A PARTNEli with a Tnoderatc capital

foraNURSERYANn SEED BUSINESS, The advertiser
has been an Assistant many years in some of the most
respectable Nursery and Seed Establishments in England, and
is now in treaty for a Nursery situated in a good localiry in the
immediate neighbourijood of London,—Apply by letter to
J. H, & Co-, Messrs. Williams it Lloyd, Stationers, 20, Moorgate
Street, London, E.G.

TEMPLEIWOYLE SEMINARY AND EGLINTON AGRICUL-
TURAL NATIONAL M0D£:L SCHOOL.

WANTED for tins Institntion, a PKACTICAL
AGRICULTURIST, competent to conduct to operations

incidental to the Management of 170 Statute x\cre3 of Land,
farmed on the most improved principles. It is necessary he
sh(*uld be acquainted with the Rudiments of Chemistry, so far
a3 relates to Soils and Manures; with Book-keeping, as con-
nected with all Farm Accounts ; and also with the structure of
Cattle and their Diseases. He will be required to explain the
foregoing subjects to the pupils. Salary to commence at 80^
per autium, with residence and rations, heretofore valued at
20i, per year. This salary may be incre;\sed in the event of the
persou selected lus heid agricultun:it being found efficient.
Candidates will have to stand an examination, by persons to be
appointed by the Managing Conimittee. Copies oftestiuionials
to be forwarded, with a letter, in applicant's own handwriting,
setting for his age, antecedents, and present position, to

Pitt Skipton, Honorary Secretary,
Derry. Jmie 16.

ANIED lALMEDlATELY, tor a Nursery in
Scotland, a Man to act as General FOREMAN, He

must bfl well acquainted with Budding, Grafting, and the
General Propa;:jation and Management of Nursery Ktock ; and
must be a good tSalesman.—Apply in own handwriting, stating
wliere previously employed, and wages expected, to A, B-,
G ardi ncri' throtucU O^cQ^ W-C.

\y^AiNrKU, A3 FOliKMAN, iu a Garden near
V T London, where Herbaceous and Greenhouse Plants are

chiefly gi'uwn, a young MaN of steady iudnstrions habits,
with Bome knowledge of and tiste for plants. Good references
must be given- Wage^*, 15s, pc^r week, and lodgings. Apply
by letter, in applicant's own handwriting, to X- X.. at the

1
Gnnfg»f7V Chrouich Oflice. W.C.

TX/"ANTED, A UAiUJfcl^EUuna his Wife without
T T incumbrance; must he clean, industrious, and of good

character; wagLS ii». per week with rooms in cottage, ci».ils

and Vegetables.—Apply by letter to Mr Maktis, at Mr
Keeley's, «, Green Btreeb. Theobald s Itoad, \V.C>

WAiNTEO, AN AS6l«TANr GAKOKNElt, for a
Trivate Square —Apply at Mr. ^i:W30^'*s Offices, 38,

Grofevenor Mews^ New Bond Street, W-

^T;rANTED, AN UNi^EK GAHOENM^K, in a tii-st-

f T rate Establishment in the north of England, where
Pines, Grape-, Melons, Cucunibers, A:c , are grown to a lar^je

extent, a fiiugle Man, practically and tboroughly acquait^ed
wi-h the Management of the above. To aueh a liberal salary
will t>o given,—Address by letter only, Y. Z., Mr. JJ,

Wheeler, Exchange Arcade, Manchester. _^_
ANTED, A GAUDEN'KU a>'I> GROO^rTtolive
in the house) in Bucks* 35 miles from London, perfectly

'cnnipcTent to manage a small Kitchen Garden and Lawn; he
"Will Lave charge of a Pony and Chaise, to iliik a Cow, Drive
occ^aaionally, clean boots^ kuivor^. Ae. A nober, lioneat, and
well coiiducted man (single preferred) only need apply, by
letter, stating length of service and other particulars to
" (ianiener," Mr&. tunptun, (jd, Grciit Kuadell Street, lJlo->ma-
bury, W.C.

(^ ARDENEU (Head).—Age 32, married, no incum-
7 brance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of Fines

Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, and Melons, and the management
of Flower and Kitchen Gardens,—J, R,, 3, Hargrave" Place
James Street, Camden Town, N-W.

ARDEXER(Head).—Age37, single; has a good
practical knowledtjo of Early and Late Forcing of Fruit,

Flowers, Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Four-and-
a-half years' good character from a family of distinction,—S,H.,
J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Nursery, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

("1 ARDENER (Head)- — Age~38, married, two
J^ children ; thorouglily understands his profession in all

its branches, including Early and Late Forcing: of Vines, Pines,

Cucumbers, Melons^ kc, the management of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardens^ &c. Has a good
character and can be highly recommended,—H. B., 14, 03£ford
Street, Southampton.

GAROKNKR (Head).—G, Thomas (nge33,married),
late Gardener to Joseph Baxendale, Esq,, is at liberty

to engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want of a first-

class Gardener, Wishes for a situation where there is scope for

energy. Seven years' irreproachable character,—Mr. Kay's,

Florist, Fincbley. Middlesex, N. _^^__

GARDENER (Head),—Age 33, murried, no in-

cumbrance; has had several years' practical experience

with families that required all Icinds of Early and Late Forcing,

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables, Steaditiess, ability* and
character will bear the .strictest inquiry.—A. B., llr. Dubber,
Stationer, Westow Street, Upper Norwood, S.

GARDENKR (Head).—Age 40, married; possesses

r a practical and scientific knowledge of his profession in

alt it3 branches, including Fines, Grapes, Fetches, Figs,

Melons, Cucumbers, &c., and is a first class PLmt Grower ;
with

Woods*, Land and Stock. Has had 200 i>nzes for Friut and

Vegetables. "Wife can take charge of Dairy and Poultry,—
J. D., Messrs, Drummond'ft Nursery, Bath. Somersetshire.

(^ ARDENER (Head Working),—As^e 30, no in-

X cumhrance; undersitands his profession in all its branches,

Plants and Forcinir. Pines. Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers,
Peaches. &c., also Kitchen, Flower, and Fruit Departments.

First class ch^^racter.—J. K.^ The Gardens, Sir CliEford Con-

stable, near Hull

GARDENER.—Ao;e 38, married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly underst.inds his profession in fill its branches.

C:m hfive a j?oof1 character from his last aitiiation.—Y. Z.,

Ularisaa Cotti£re, Beululi Road, H''aUh;imst-ow. Essex.

G

I

GARDENER.— Midaie-jiffcd, married, no incum-

brance ; practicallv acquainted with Gardening in all its

branchoa. Good character.—A. B., J. H. Brown's "Nursery,

Albion Road. Stoke Newintyton, K.

(GARDENER (SiNGLE-nA^'OED or otherwise}.—

^ Age 21 ; has a practical knowledge of his profession.

Four years' good character. —Z. T., Post Office, Harlow, Esse^.

GARDIRNRR fSiNGLE-HANDED), or WORKING
FARM BAILIFF. —Single. Referciicos permitted to

present and last emidoycrs and others.—T. R., The Royal

Nurseries. Slough. Bucks.

^ ARDENER (UNDEn).— Ai^e 23 ; ims served sii

X years in a nobleman's ufardens, and wishes for further Ira-

provement under a competent Gardener in a lar^e estabhab-

ment. Character nn exceptionable.— IB. A.. Lower Clapton. N.h -

GAHDENER (Undek) or FOREMAN.—Age 24,

single ; has had good experience in Plant Growing.

Forcing, and the profession generally in first-clnss establm-

nient!i.''from whence he can be well recommended.—E. H-,

9. Cochrane Terrace. St. John's Wood. London. K.W.

TO NURSERYMEN,
ITIOREMAN", or PROPAGATOR axb FOREMAN".—
^ A pracHcal Man who has had 20 years and \ipwards in the

Nursery business, aud a good Exhibition PIant»sman, Striker,

and Grafter. First class reference as to character and abilities-

—W. K. T.. Post Office. Lower Clapton, London. N.E. _^
PROPAGATOR, or FOREMAN and PROPAGA-

TOR.—A man of first-class abilities. Good references.—

A.B., Messrs. Mi!ne & Co., Vauxhall Nurseries, Wandsworth
Road, London, S.W. ^

TO LANDED PROPRIETORS AND OTHERS.

STEn^^RD OB BAILIFF. — Small hicumbranre

;

thoronchly acquainted with Norfolk Farminflr in «Xi it«

branches. Wife an excellent Dairywoman. Can have years

first-rate character.—Af r. PARTRinoK, Shouldhaio, Dowuham^

STEWAIU) OR BAILIFI'.—Middlc-af-cd. ofhnsiness

habif* ; is ])racticanj- acquainted with Farming on »

large scale; the Manat;cment of Labourers on the most econo-

mical system ; Erecting Bnildings, &c. ; Breeding, Buying,

and Selling Stock. The highest reference can be given. I»

leaving present situation on accoimt of farm being left.—R- 3 »

Messrs. Sutton's. Hoyal Perks Seed Establi.-^hment, ReadiDg
^_^

FARM BAILIFF.—Middle-a^ed; married; h^is a

thorough knowledge of his pn n. Can manage a

Kitchen Girden and take charge of WckhI-s and Phiutai'*>o^

JsHg'>o.i Accountant. His wife can manage a Dairy- vfv
references. Securitv if required. — W. X., Mr. H«»*c'»^

Jleaical Hall, Wind Street, Neath. No objection to Ire^^--^-
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A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEING ABOUT TO RESUME TH«

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors iu Foreign Countnes, the Council
are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. Salary in proportion to attainments.
Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimftnial?,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's
Place, London. W.C.

NEXT OF KIN, HEIRS, &c.. WANTED, wbo
have been Advertised for—Being exact Copies of Adver-

tisements from the TinifS, Gasftfe, Chronicle, Herald, Post, Mel-
bourne Avffirs, Si/dnaj Herald, IJobart Town Mercury/. South Aus-
tralian Register, ^Cape Mail and Monitor, New Zealand Gazeffe,
West Indta Record, Indian, Canadian, find xVnierican Papers for
the last 60 years, relating to many thousand names, descrip-
tions, and last residences of persons of all claa>"es entitled to
monoy and i)roperty of several iHilUons value, and now laying
dormant for want of claimants. This prized and valuable book
is sent post free to any part of the United Kingdom for 12 post
stamps by the publishers, Fisher & Son, Kingsland, London,
K.E. Established IS i7. "Worth its weight in gold."—Times.
Kov. 26. 1S59.

WHAT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is a
thought often occurring to literary minds, public

characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme-
diate answer to the inquiry may be obtained on application to
Richard BARRETT,13,Mark Lane, London,E.C. R. B. is enabled
to execute every description of Printing on very advantageous
terms, his office being furnished with a largo and choice assort-
ment of Types, Steam Pjinting Machines, Hydraulic and other
Presses, and every modern improvement in the Printing Art.
A Specimen Book of Types, and information for Authors, sent
on application, by

Richard Barrett. 13. Mark Lane. London, E.C.

LIVE FISH FOR STOCKING PONDS, AQUA-
RIUMS, &c.—Carp. Tench, Roach, Dace, Perch, Chub.

Gudgeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, &c. To be had
ftt Ceiarles W right's, Fishing Tackle Manufactory, 376,
Strand. W.C. Aquariums sold.

NOTICE.—" BEWARE OF IMITATIONS,"

LEA AND PERRINS' "WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE" is pronounced by connoisseurs to be a most

agreeable to every variety of dish. *»* See the name of Lea &
PERRIN3 upon every Label, Bottle, and Stopper. Sold by
Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, London; and by dealers in
Sauces generally. Sole manufacturers, Lea ' & Perrins,
Worcester.

T AMADIO'S STUDENTS' BOX OP MICROSCOPIC
t_J m PREPARATIONS, containing Six dozen beautiful speci-
mens in polished Mahogany Box. fitted with racks, brass lock
and key, Szc, produced under J. xVmadio's immediate super-
mtendeuce, specially adapted for the Student. Price 3f. ISs.Gd.
Just published, 3d ed., an Illustrated Catalogue, with the

names of liOO Microscopic objects, free for ^^ stamps.
7. Throgmofton Street. E.C.

ETCALFE, BIN(5LEY, and C0.*S NEW
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every description
of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet. Metcawe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2«. per box.

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicioas per-
fume "was originally discovered byone of Titama^s princi]ifll

^fctendanU. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy

handa from " tho bank whereon the wild Thyme grows/' The
authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the sAme de<^TOQ
Of certainty as is tho existence of Titania heraelf. It is

now prepared solely by Mktgalfe, Bingley, & Co., Per-
fumers, <fcc,, I3i> B and 131, Oxford Street, London, W.—In
bottles, 2x., 3^, 6d.> audSf, each .

WHITE AND SOUND TEETH are infuspensahle
to personal attraction and to health and longevity bv

thGproperm;xsticationoffood. ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl
Dentifrice, compounded of oriental ingredients, is of inestim-

ablevaUieinimprovingand beautifying the teeth, sfcreng-thenini;

the gums, and in rendering the breath sweet and i)ure. It

eradicates tartar from the teeth, removes spots of incipient-

decay, and polishes and preserves the enamel, to which it

imparts a pearl-like whiteness. As the most efficient and
fragant aromatic purifier of the breath, teeth, and gums ever
known, Rowlands' Odonto has for a long series of years
occupied a distinguished place at the toilets ofthe sovereigns and
the nobility throu^^bout Europe : while the general demand for

it at once announces the favour in which it is universally held-—
Price, 2s. 9d. per box, Catjtiok,—The words '* Rowlands'
Odonto" are on the Label, and*' A, Rowland &- Sons, 20, Hatton
Garden/'engravedontheGovemmentstampaffixedoneachbo^,
*"SoId by them, and by Chemists and Perfumf^rs.

OR. DE JONGH'S
(Knight of the Order op Leopold of Belgium)

IGHT-BKOWN COD LIVER OILL administei^d witH the greatest p^uccess in cases of

Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Coughs, Rhkltmatism,
Gout, General Debility, Diseases of the Skin,

BiCKETs, Infantile Wasting, and all Scrofulous Affections.
Extensive experience, and the recorded testimony of number-

Ims eminent medical practitioners prove that a half-pint of
Dr. De Jongh's Oil is equfd in remedial effects to a quart of
nny other kind. Hence as it is incomparably the best, so it is

likewise far the cheapest.
Palatableness, speedy efficacy, safety, and economy unitedly
^commend this uarivalled nrenaratinn t.n invaii/iarecomraen<

r

Opinion of A, B, GRANVILLE, Esq., M.D., L,R.C-R, F.R S.

Author of " The Spas of Germany/' '* On Sudden Death," d'c,
'* Dr. Granville has found that Dr, de Jongh's Cod Liver Oil

produces the desired effect in a shorter time than others, and
that it does not cause the nausea and indigestion too often
consequeut on the administration of the Pale Newfoundland
Oils. The Oil being, moreover, much more palatable. Dr.
Granville's patients have themselves expressed a preference
lor Dr, de Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liver OiL''

Sold ONLV in imperial half pints, 2jt. Gd. ; pints, As. 9d.
quarts, 9j»-. capsuled, and labelled with Dr. be Jongh's stamp
and signature, without which nonk can possibly be genuine,
t)y respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees,
ANSAR, HARFORD, & CO., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
CANTERBURY MEETING, STAND 38.

I>EAD'S IMPLEMENTS.—PATENT FIRE and
t GARDEN ENGINES, which for power, portability, and

simplicity of action, surpass anything of the kind hitherto
invented.

PATENT VETERINARY INJECTING INSTRUMENTS.
Improved HOLLOW PROBANGS, for relieving Hoven or
Choked Bullocks, Calves, Sheep, &c.

Garden Engines, Machines, and Syringes, of every descrip-
tion, upon the most improved principle.

Manufactured only by the Patentee, Richard Read,
35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London, W,

IMPERIAL WIRE WORKS AND WINDOW-
BLIND MANUFACTORY, 370, Oxford Street, W.- con-

ducted by W. Richards, Just opened, four New Show Rooms
for the display of his Improved and Elegant Designs in Flower
Stands, Flower Baskets, and every description of Wire Work
for Conservatory, both useful and omamentaL Several fine
Aviaries on Show, &c.

Onn ClTCaMaEU and melon HOXKS, AND
/C\J\J LIGHTS, AND 500 LIGHTS of all Sizes kept in
Stock, Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom.
James Watts <fe Co., Hothouse Builders atid Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, near the Green 3Ian, Old Kent Road,
London. S,R,

SLATE WORKS. ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX, W,
EDWARD BECK Manxjfactubes in Slate a

variety of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which
may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the
Gardener, Sundays excepted. PRICED LISTS of PLANT
TUBS and BOXES forwarded on application.

ENGINE OIL of superior quality as supplied to
the various Railways for Locomotive purposes, suitable

for all Agricultural Machinery.—May be had in 10-Gallon Cans
by forwarding a Post Office-order for iL to H, R. Briogs & Co-,

City Oil Mills, Primrose Street, Bishopso-ate, E.G,

OIL PAINT NO LONGER NECESSARY.

HILL AND SMITH\S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish

is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work and
is fully two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary
labourer, requires no mixing or thinning and is used cold. It

is used in the gi^ounds at Windsor Castle;. Kew Gardens, and at
the seats of many hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from
whom the most flattering testimonials have been received,

which Hill & Smith will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each at Is. Gd, per pallon at

the manufactory, or Is, Sd. per gallon paid to any station lu

the kingdom.—Apply to Hill & Smith, Brierlcy Hill Iron
Works, near Dudley, from whom only it can be obtained.

FERNERIES,^ AQUARIUMS, WARDIAN CASES, Xo.

T^OBERT KENNEDY respectfully uivHes atten-

L\ tion to his fine stock of objects appropriate for Orna-

mental purposes, such as Gold and Silver Fish, British Fishes

in great variety, Insects, Water flanta, as Apouogeton, Dis-

tachyon, tho richly-scented Cape Lily, Vallisneria, Pontederia,

&c. fWater and Land Tortoise, Green Lizards, Tree FroiiB, and
Salamanders, Wardian Cases and Aquariums tastefully ar-

ranged with Rockwork or otherwise. ^xV choice coUoctinn of

BRITISH AND EXOTIC FERNS, of which an ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE is just published, and may bo had on appUca-

tion for six postage stamps. Established a.d. 1840.

The Con .'^orvatorlcs, Covent Garden, W.C. ^
GLENFIELO PATENT STARCH, used in the

royal laundry, and pronounced by her Majesty's laun-

dress to be the Finest SUtrch she ever used. Sold by all

chandlers, grocers, Ac, <fec.

WoTHERSPOON & Co.. Glasgow and London.

Ntlus! of tl)t SSlcefe,

lu the House of Lords on Friday the Marquis

ofWESTMEATa moved the seeoud reading of the

Furious Riding and Driving Bill. Lord PoETMAif

moved as an amendment that it bo read a second

time that day three months. At the suggestion of

Lord Denman the Bill was ultimately withdrawn.

Oa Monday, on tlie motion for going into committee

on the Highland Roads and Bridges Bill, Lord

Redesdale moved the rejection of the Bill, and

the debate was adjourned. In answer to Lord

Brougham, Earl Gkanville said that there was

no foundation for the report that a large militaryforce

was about to be despatched from France to Naples.

On Tuesday Lord Lyvedex moved the second read-

ing of the Church-rates Abolition Bill. The Duko of

Maelborough moved as an amendment tliat the

Bill be read a second time that day three months.

The Bill was supported by Karl dk Grey and

KiPON, the Earl of Airlib, the Duke of Somer-

set, and the Duke of Newcastle ; and opposed

by Lord Wexsleydale, the Archbis,hop of Can-

terbury, the Duke of Rutlaxd, and the Earl

of Debbv. On a division the amendment was

carried by a majority of 97, the numbers being

128 to 31. The Bill was therefore lost. On

Thursday the Plea on Indictment Bill was

read a second time, and the Adulteration of

Food and Drink Bill passed through committee.

'

In the Commons on Friday at a morning sitting

the Edinburgh Annuity Tax Abolition Bill passed

throuo-h committee. On the order fur the

second reading of the Selling and Hawking Goods

on Sunday Bill, sent down from the Lords, Mr.

DiGBY Seymour suggested that one of the clauses

of the Bill constructively lessened the charge upon

the Consolidated Fund by imposing penalties

which might go in aid of the revenue, therebj
making it a money Bill and interfering with the
privileges of that House. The SrEAKEB on being'

appealed to thought the distinction was a nice one,

and required consideration ; and on the motion of

Mr. Bright the debate was adjourned for a fort-

night. On Monday Mr. Edwin James called the

attention of the House to the enlistments now
going on in Ireland for the army of the Pope.

Mr. Cardwell said that the Government had

given fair notice of what the law prohibited and
the penalties attached to its infraction , and

had given directions that it shoidd be enforced

whenever a case occurred in which it was possible

to institute a prosecution. The House then went

into committee of supply, and agreed to several

votes on account of the army estimates. On Tues-

day Mr. Lindsay moved a resolution, declaring it

to he the duty of Her Majesty's Government to

carry into effect the recommendations of the Com-
missioners appointed in 1858 to inquire into the

formation of harbours of refuge. Mr. Baxter
moved as an amendment the previous question.

The amendment was supported by Government,

but was negatived, on a division, by 145 to 128.

The original resolution was then agreed to, Mr,

Deasy obtained leave to bring in a Wine Licenses

and Refreshment Houses Bill for Ireland ; and on

the motion of Mr. Lowe, a select committee was

appointed to inquire and report what buildings

are necessary for the South Kensington Museum,

Oa Wednesday the Professional Oaths Abolition

Bill, after some discussion, was read a second time.

On the order for going into committee upon|the Ag-
gravated Assaults Act Amendment Bill moved by

Lord Raynham, Lord Eneiei.d moved an amend-

ment that the Bill be committed that day three

months. On a division the amendment was carried

by 174 to 57 ; the Bill is therefore lost. On the

order for the second reading of the Valuation of

Lands (Scotland) Bill, moved by Mr. Blackhuun,

Mr. Black moved that the Bill be read a second

time that day three months. On adivision the amend-

ment was carriedby llGto69; sotheBillia lost. The

Felony and Misdemeanour Bill was read a second

time. !The adjourned debate on the second reading

of the Ecclesiastical Commission Bill was resumed by

Mr. Henley, who defenJed the Couimissioners^

and supported the second reading of the Bill. Mr.

G, Bentinck: followed in opposition to the Bill,

but the debate was ultimately cut short by the

arrival of the hour for adjournment. On Thursday

the adjourned debate on the motion for leave to

bring in the European Forces (India) Bill was

resumed by Lord Stanley, who opposed the Bill

on the ground that the maintenance of a local

European Force in India was inevitable, and that

the dangers which had been apprehended from its

existence were greatly exaggerated. After consi-

derable discussion leave was given to bring in the

Bill. On the order for the third reading of the

Caledonian and Crinan Canal Bill, Mr. "Williams

moved an amendment that it be read a third time

that day six months. On a division the amend-

ment was negatived by 98 to 47, and the Bill was

read a third time and passed. On the order of

the day for resuming the adjourned debate on the

Roman Catholic Charities Bill as amended, Mr.

Henley moved the recommittal of the Bill, in

order that its provisions might be further con-

sidered. The motion was agreed to, and the

House having gone into committee on the Bill, a

long debate arose tipon the wording of the first

clause, which the Attorney-General ultimately

undertook to amend, so as to obviate any ambiguity-

The B-vat clause, as it stood, was therefore formally

negatived, and the other clauses were agreed to.

The Conference at Baden between the Emperor

of the Fre.nch and the Prince Regent of Prussia

took place on Friday evening, and on Saturday

morning the Emperor attended a Conference of the

German Sovereigns, consisting of the Prince

Regent of Prussia, the KiNosof Saxony, Bavaria^

Hanover, and Wuetemberg, the Grand Dukes

of Baden, Saxe Weimae, and Hesse Darmstadt,

and the Dukes of Nassau and Saxe-Coburg,

The Moniteur states that the Emperor in these

Conferences "explained freely to the united
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ioyereigns that his policy would never deviate
from the principles of right and justice, and that
aU who desire the re-establishment of confidence,
and the continuation of friendly international
relations, should felicitate themselves upon a
conference which consoHdates the peace of
Europe." A despatch from Baden dated Wed-
nesday last states that the final Conference
between the Pbince Eegext and the German
Sovereigns before their departure has broughtabout
a decisive agreement on all questions which refer
to the relations of Germany with foreign Powers.
The French Government on Thuisday addressed a
Circular IS^ote to the Powers that signed the Final
Act of Vienna, demanding their recognition of
the new settlement of the French frontiers, result-
ing from the annexation of Savoy and Kiee to
France. After reminding the Powers that the

[June 23, ISeo.

annexation has been accomplished by the sponta-
neous cession of those provinces by the King of
Sardinia and the free expression of the wishes of
the inhabitants by universal sufi'rage, the Note
states that France intends to assume the obliga-
tions resulting from Article 92 of tlie Final
Act of Yienna, referring to the neutralised
districts of Faucigny and Chablais, but
will not consent to any diminution of the Savoy
territory in favour of Switzerland, although she
accepts the European Conference on the question.
Accounts from Naples state that the Commander De
MAniiNO, whom the King had sent to Paris and
London on a special mission, to submit to the French
and English Governments the guarantees upon which
Bis Majesty invoked their mediation in the
affairs of Sicily, returned to Naples on the day after
his interview with the Emi>eror of the Fiiench,
having renounced his intention of going to London,
from the conviction that his mission would, at the
present moment, be of no avail at the Foreign
Office. It was reported on Monday that an
insurrection had broken out in Calabria, but there
appears at present to be no foundation for the
statement. The King has dismissed General
Lanza, General Letizia, and three other generals
lately in command of the troops in Sicily, and has
banished them to the island of Ischia. Colonel
Medici has joined General Gahibaldi at Palermo
with 3000 volunteers, and all the communes in the
island, headed by the clergy and aristocracy, have
presented addresses requesting annexation to
Sardinia.

^ome X£lu^»
The Court.

^Royal family.

—The Queen, Prince Consort, and tlie

_ with tlieir Royal visitors, coutinue at
liuckingham Palace. On Saturday moruing the Queen
ana rnnce Consort, accompanied by the Count of
i! landers, rode on horseback. In the afternoon the Queen
accompanied by Prince Arthur and the Princess Helena.

-^A J,""^
^ ^ carriage and four. The Prince Consort

and the Count of Flanders rode on horseback. In the
evening the Queen, accompanied by the Count of
ganders, honoured the performance at the Olympic
Iheatre with her presence. The Prince Consort pre-
sided at the 200th anniversary dinner of tlie officers of
the Grenadier Guards, in the Banquet Hall of St.James s Pahiee. The Princess Alice honoured the per-formance at the Princess's Theatre with her presence.On Sundny mornm- the Queen and Prince Consort, the

Sic! H .iL' "Yr- y'''''' ^^^'^^^"^> ^1^« Princessc.AUce^ Helena, and Louisa, attended Divine service inthe Prwate Chapel of Buckingham Palace. The Kev
J. W. Reeve preached the sermon. On Monduvmornmg the Prince Consort presided at a meeting o^fthe Ooveruors ot Wellington College. In the afternoonthe Queen, accompanied by the Prhu.ss Alice, took a
drive m an open carriage and four. The Prince Consortand tlie Count of Flanders rode on horsebact
In the everung the Queen and Prince Consort
accompanuHl by the Princess Alice, dined with theDuke of Camhrul^^e at Gloucester House, Piccadilly.Un luesday the Queen gave audience to Xah-ne-bah-
wee-quay Mrs. Catherine B. Sutton, of Oweu Sound,
Canada West, accompanied by Mrs. Christine R. Alsou

T?i r
"""^ 1^^'^ ^'^^'^"^ ^*"^'^' ^^^^*-^">» (William)

rotoe, from Kang-a-whia, Province of Auckland, andHemaru (Samuel) Reheran. from Alookn, Province ofAuckland Tlie Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of Statefor the Colonies, and Lord John Russell had an

the Duke de Xemonrs visii

at Buckingham Palace. In the afterlioon the" Queen"

tlie Royal Italian Opera with their presence. On
Wednesday morning the Prince Consort, the King of
the Belgians, Prince Arthur, the Princesses Helena and
Louisa, and the Count of Flanders, visited the Flower
Show at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. In
the afternoon the Queen held a Levee in St. James's
Palace in honour of her Majesty's Accession, at which
about 470 noblemen and gentlemen were presented. After
the Levee the Queen, accompanied by the Princess
Alice, took a drive in a carriage and four. The Prince
Consort and the Count of Flanders rode on horseback.
The Prince of Wales arrived at the Palace from Oxford.
In the evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-
panied by the Prince of Wales, the Princess Alice, and
the Count of Flanders, honoured the Duke and Duchess
of Wellington with their presence at a grand concert
at Apsley House. On Thursday morning the Prince
Consor.t, accompanied by the Prince of Wales, rode on
horseback. The Prince of Wales visited the Duchess
of Cambridge at her residence in St. James*s Palace.
In the afternoon the Prince Consort, the Prince of
Wales, and the Count of Flanders rode on horseback.
In the evening Vice-Admiral Arthur Fanshawe was
invested by the Queen with the msignia of a Knight
Commander of the Bath, at a private audience at
Buckingham Palace, having previously received the
honour of knighthood from her Majesty. The Queen
afterwards had a dinner party.
The Prince of Waxes will lay the iirst stone of

the New School of Art, in the parish of St. Mary the
Less, Lambeth, on Wednesday next, June 27, at 4
o'clock.

. The Cabinet.—a Cabinet Council was held on
Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury in Downing Street.
The Aemy.—The colonelcy of the Coldstream

Guards, vacant by the death of Field Marshal,.the Earl
of Strafford, has been conferred on General Lord Clyde.
K:nighthood.— At the Levee on Wednesday the

Queen conferred the honour of knighthood on Major-
General Charles Van Stranbenzee, late Commander of
the troops in China ; Colonel William Lockyer Free-
stun, formerly M.P. for Weymouth; and Mr. James
Ranald Martin, C.B., examining Physician to the
Council of India. The Queen has also directed letters
patent to be passed under the Great Seal, granting the
dignity of a Knight of the United Kingdom to John
Nodes Dickinson, Esq., First Puisne Judge of the
Supreme Court of Now South Wales.
Obdeb op the Bath.—At the investiture of the

Order of the Bath on the 11th inst., the following
officers and gentlemen were invested by her Jklajesty
with the insignia of the Order :

—

Knights Grand Crosses.—Admiral of the Fleet, Sir John
"West, Admiral Sir William Hall Gage, General Sir George
Scovill, General Lord Downes, Admiral Sir Thomas John
Cochrane, Admiral Sir George F. Seymour, General Sir Fre-
derick: Stovin, General Sir James Kerguason, and Lieut -

General Sir John BelL
Kn lOHTS Commanders (having previously received the honour

of Knighthood) :—AIilitari/ : Colonel Alfred H. Horsford, late
Rifle Bri^rade

; Lieut-General Philip IBainbrigge, Lieut-General
Thomas E. Napier, Lieut-Generul the Hon. Charles Gore, Lieut-
General Samuel B. Ellis, Vice-Admiral Pi'ovo W. P. Wallis. and
Lieut-General George J. Harding. Civil,—Mr. Rowland "HilL
Mr. Frederick J. Halliday. Sir Robert N". C. Hamilton, Bart.

;
Coionel Peter M. Melvill, Lieut-Colonel Herbert B. Edwardes
and Mr. Charles Lennox Wyko. (General H. Murray was
unable to attend this investiture from severe illness, but
received from her Majesty a dispensation to assume the
rauk and privileges of a Knight Commander ; and on Thursday
evening at a private audience at Buckingham Palace, the
Queen conferred the honour of Knighthood on Vice-Admiral
Arthur Fanshawe and invested him with the insignia of a
Knight Commander.)
Companions. —J/iUmry.—Lieut. -Colonel J. A. Ballard, Bom-

bay Engineers; Lieut. -Colonel A. Scudamore, 14th Light
Dragoons; Colonel G. Le Grand Jacob. 5th Bombay Light
Infantry; Colonel M. G. Dennis, 60th Rifles; Lieut. -Colonel
W. Payn, 53d Regiment ; and Lieut. -Colonel E. Hocker, Royal
Marines. Civil.-Mr. J. Ranald Martin, Examining Phy^iician
to the Secretary of State for India ; Mr. T. ErskineMay, Clerk-
Assistant of the House of Commons ; Colonel S. J Hill
Governor of Sierra Leone ; Mr. D. F. McLeod, Bengal Civil
Service, Financial Commissioner, Punjab ; Mr. E. Thornton,
Bengal Civil Service, Commissioner of the Jhelura division, Pun-
.lab; Mr. H. C. Tucker, Bengal Civil Service, Commissioner of
Benares

; Mr. R. Alexander, Bengal Civil Service, Com-
missioner, Rohilcund ; Mr. R. H. Dunlop, Bengal Civil Service,
Magistrate of Meeiiit; Mr. W. A. Forbes, Bengal Civil Service
Deputy Commissioner, Onde ; Mr. G. II. M. Ricketts, Bengal
Civil Ser\-ice, Deputy Commissioner, Loodianah ; Mr. H. G
Wake, Bengal Civil Service. Magistrate of Shahabad ; Colonel
iy. 8. Lawrence, Bengal Cavalry, Agent to the Governor-
General m Rajpootaua; Lieut. - Colonel P. C. Marsden, late
Keiigal Army, Deputy Commissioner, Ferozepore ; Major J.
K. Becher, Bengal Eugmeors, Deputy Commissioner, Haaara

;

Major B, C. Lawrence, Bengal Infantry, commanding the
Lahore Tohce and Cashmere Contingent.

PAiiUAMENXAKy MOVEMENTS.—Mr, Samuel G.
Getty, Mayor of Belfast, has been elected for that
borough without opposition, in the room of Mr.
Davison,

DiPLOM.\Trc AXD Consular Appointments.-^The
Queen has appointed John Hay Drummoud Hay, Esq.,
C.B., now Charge d'AflTaires and Consul-General in
Morocco, to be Minister Resident to the Emperor of
Morocco; William Perry, Esq., now Consul at Panama, to
he Consul-Geueral at Venice, in the room of the late
Mr. James; Cljarles Alau Henderson, now Consul in
Paraguay, to be Consul at Panama; and Sir Francis

pubhc establishments, will be closed at an earrvh^r^
and the private banks and other great commerciflf
houses and trading firms will close at 12, in order tnenable the young men in their establishments who
are members of volunteer corps, to assemble on their
respective parades in time to march to the Part
according to order. It is expected that about 30 000Volunteers will

.

be under arms on the occasion
The force will be arranged in two, divisions. The liri'
division, commanded by Lieut.-Gcneral Sir J F Lovp
will include the 1st Huntingdonshire Mounted Riflp«
under the Duke of Manchester, the 1st Surrey Mounted
under Capt. McUer, the London Artillery Comnanv
under Lord ColviUe, the 1st Middlesex Engineers and

™ioh' Ta'^'II'
'\' Artillery Brigade n^der CoCel

lulloh, R.A., the 1st Brigade under the Duke of
Wellington, the 2d Brigade under Lieut.-Colonel Hicks
the 3d Brigade under Lord Ranelhgh, and the 4thBrigade under Lord Elcho. TJie second division com
maiKled by Major-GeneraJLordllokeby, wiU include the'
1st Brigade (hssex and Lent Corps) under Col Thorold
the 2d Brigade (Gloucester, Somerset, Warwick Berk'**'
Oxford, Northampton, Bucks, Wilts, and London Irish
corps) under the Marquis of Donegal ; the 3d Brigade
(Lancashire and Nottingham corps) under Brigadier-
General Russell ; and the 4th Brigade (Surrey Kent"
Sussex, Stafford. Worcester. West Riding, and Cheshire
Corps) under Brigadier-General Taylor. The Queen
will leave Buckingham Palace at half-past 3, attended
by tlie usual Staff, and will enter the Park at Hyde
Park Corner gate. Galleries have been erected for the
accommodation of the diplomatic body, the members of
the two Houses of Parliament, &c., admission to which
will only be by tickets. Persons without tickets will be-
admitted, as far as there is room, to a place for standing
formed by hurdles in front of the galleries, from the
end nearest the Marble Arch to the saluting pomt.
The Great Rifle Match at Wimbledon.— Her

Majesty has announced her intention of inaugurating
the first great Prize Meeting of the National Rifie-
Association ou Wimbledon Common on the 2d of next
month, on which occasion addresses will be presented
to her Majesty and the Prince Consort by the President
of the Association. The competition will commence
immediately afterwards, the opening being announced
by her Mjijesty firing a rifle from a fixed mechanical
rest.

The Channel Fleet will leave St. Margaret's Hope
at an early hour this morning for Yarmouth Roads.

iFov

France.—The Emperor arrived In Paris on Mondsiy
morning at 10 o'clock from Baden. The Ministers and
many other personages of importance were in attend-
ance at the railway station to greet his Majesty on his
return. A crowd as usual assembled outside and cried
"Vive FEmpereur'" Very soon after it was reported
that his Majesty on alighting from the carriage said
aloud, " Gentlemen, I bring you peace for many years,"
or, as another version states, "1 have reason to believe
that the interview will tend to consolidate peace." The

audience of the Q„een.TJ.C^^^^^i-;;;i ^n^i' O^l^ now Vioe-Consul at Sc.tari. inisitea tiie Kmg of the Belgians
! ^Vibania, to be Con "

"

accom
v- -, .e

Consul for the province of ScutarL
Tkb Volunteer Review.—The great review of the
^lunteers by the Queen will take place this afternoon
4 o clock m Hyde Park, and is expected to be one
the most brilliant sights of the season. The Courts of
iw, the Stock Eichai)i;e. the Bank oi* England, and tha

Emperor presided at a Council of Ministers immediately
after his arrival. His Majesty afterwards went to Ville-
genis, and visited Prince Jerome, who is rapidly sinking.
At a Council of Ministers, held on Wednesday
at Fontainebleau, under the presidency of the
Emperor, M. Thouvenel, Minister for Foreign Affairs,
read the circular note which the French Government is

about to address to the Powers who signed the final
Act of Vienna, in order to demand their recognition of
the new settlement of the French frontiers, resulting
from the accomplished fact of the annexation of Savoy
and Nice to France. The following is a telegraphic
summai-y of this note :

—

*' After summarily recalling the circumstances under which
the annexation was accomplished—viz.. the spontaneous ces-
sion of thoae provinces by the King of Sardinia and the free
expression of the wishes of the inhabitants by universal suf-
frage, M. Thouvenel expresses hia confidence that such an act,
accomplished in conformitj with the generally admitted prin-
cijiles oi pubUe right and international law, wiU obtain tb&
adhesion of all Europe—the more so because France is ready to
renew before the European Areopagus the assurance that she
intends to assume the obligations resulting from Article
9i of the final Act of Vienna, referring to the neutralized
districts of Faucigny and Chablais. He then' says that-' the
good faith of the policy of France, and the friendly inte-r^t which she h:uj always shown in regard to Switzeriiind,

.

otter the best guai-antees for the faithful aecompHshment of
such an onn^ement.

' M. Thouvenel, in conclusion, distinctly
hints that the Court or the Tuileries wiU not consent to any
lessening of Savoyard territory in favour of ywitzerlaud,
although France accepts the European conference on the
question This circular note was despatched on Wedneeday
evening to Loudon, and on Thursday to Vienna. Berlin, and
at. feteraburg, for communication by the representatives of
f ranee to the different Ministers for Foreign Affairs. It wiU
also be communicated to the Cabinete of Stockholm, Sladrid,
and Lisbon.

'

'

A few }ioiu:8 before the Emperor's arrival at Baden
the well-known M. About brought out a pamphlet with
the ominous title of " VEmpereur NapoUtm UL et la
Prusse." As it has hitherto been a part of the Imperial
poUcy to put forth a pamphlet preparatory to any
important design, the public received the pamphlet as
bearing the impress of authority, and concluded that
M. About's name ou the title-page was all that was iu
reality his; though the Constitutiotinel, In an article

signed by its chief editor, strongly refute* thf

opinion that it fiwanated from official inspu-ation.
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;

^!^h(^^Qf the production was, in the first place,

T^iv it value of the friendship of France

Prussia, and in the second to^saggest the importance

if making Prussia the sovereign state of Germany

Id of anSexlug to her many of the mmor principalities

it the same time it urged that the general mistrust

„f Freach policy in Germany, and the reiterated

clamour that France has a plan for annexing the

Rhenish provi nces and encroaching on the German

Sil might susfgest to her bad thoughts if she >yere

less'iust, ^^^ France will take no offence, and faithful

to her generous traditions, will sacrifice her private

susceptihilities to the general good, and to the future

of peace, "for European order cannot be solidly esta-

blished except on the day when there shall be no

loii^^er nationalities oppressed nor kings insupportable

to their people/* Two other pamphlets have since

appeared, in both of which the aflTairs of Ireland are dis-

cussed ill a tone of great malignity towards the Enghsh

Xiovernment, and in extreme ignoranee of the facts.

The last of these productions asserts that there is

wanting at this moment in Ireland but one man, and

this man Providence seems to have specially marked out

ia "Marshal Mac Mahon, King of Ireland." The

M-oniteur publishes the following article on the Baden

Cougress :

—

"The rapid ioiimey which the Emperor lias just made will,

we doubt not, be attended with the most favourable results.

.There wanted nothing less than the spontanconsness of so sig-

nificant a step to put an end to that unanimous concert of

malevolent ruraours and false appreciations which has of late

.been remarked. In fact, the Emperor, by going to Baden to

exphun frankly to the sovereigns assembled there that his

policy would never make him depart from right and justice,

must have carried to minds so distinguished and so exempt

from prejudice that conviction which a true sentiment,

..explained with good faith, cannot faU to inspire. There has

been therefore, more than courtesy in the reciprocal relations

. of the members of this august assemblage. The sovereigns

passed almost the whole of Sunday together. After the Empe-

ror had returned to his residence most of the sovereigns went
' there to take leave of his Majesty, and a second farewell

orcctin^was exchanged at O o'clock, at the residence of the

Princess Mary, Duchess of Ssmilton. who had invited them all

to take tea with her. Thus all those who desire the re esta-

blishment of confidence and the continuance of good mter-

natiouai relations must congratulate themselves on a conference

which consolidates the peace of Europe." The article concludes

with an enumeration of all the sovereigas and princes who
were present at Baden.

The Commander De Martino, the Neapolitan Envoy,

left Paris on the 14th inst. on his return to Naples,

i having renouuced his intention of going to London,

from a conviction that his mission would at the present

moment be of no avail at the English Foreign Office.

In honour of the proclamation of the annexation of

Savoy, the Emperor has granted to M. Thouvenel the

' Grand Cordon of the Legion of Honour, as a token of

iiis high satisfaction. M. Thouvenel is concerting with
Count Cavour the line of policy to he followed by the

Governments of France and Sardinia in common in

reference to Sicilian affairs. Marshal Vaillant, com-

mander of the French troops in Italy, has arrived in

Paris. The weather is exercising a depressing influence

• on the French funds.

Spain.—The Senate has unanimously refused to

receive the manifesto of Don Juan. The draught of

the budget for the ensuing year has been presented to

the Cortes. The Ministry has requested the ratxfica-

tion of the payment of arrears which was made on the

demand of England, and the Minister for Foreign

Affairs has given explanations to the Cortes on the

note sent by Lord John Kussell at the commencement

of the war with Morocco. Tlie cholera is confined to

Malaga. The friendly feeling between the Moors and

the Spaniards increases. The Government has presented

projects of law for the sale and replacing of the landed

property of the Church, and has announced its intention

of introducing projects for reforming the tariff.

Morocco.—The brother of the Emperor of Morocco,

with the Moorish Amha.ssador and a suite of 15 persons,

disembarked at Marseilles on Sunday, and were received

with military honours. They left for Paris on Wednesday.

Accounts from Ceuta state'that Brigadier Manetti and a

Captain in the Spanish army, while on their way to visit

the Moorish Commissioner, have been attacked at Cape

Negro by two Moors, by whom the former was woun4ed

and the latter killed. The perpetrators of the criine

are to be pursued, and 11 huts belonging to the tribe

have been burnt. The Moors are indignant at this crime.

Switzerland.—The Sardinian Cabinet having offi-

cially communicated to the Federal Council the cession

of Savoy and Nice to France, a new note has been

addressed by Switzerland to the different Powers, pro-

testing agAinat the cession of Northern Savoy to France^

A public subscription has been opened at Berne to send!

,^rms to Garibaldi.

Bblgittm.—The Belgian Chamber of Bepresenta-tiTes

has adopted, by a majority of 57 to 54, an amendment
of M. de Brouckere. postponing to 1861 the eqfialisation

.of the duties on sugar made from cane and, beetioofc.

Baden-.—The German Sovereigns, who, attended the

Conference at Baden held their fi,rslf meeting on

I'riday morning, it is assented ib»k at this pre-

Bmlnary cqi^ftrenpe ^ij
_
^greejvbl^ unanimity was

.manifest^ on all questions refetjring to the rola-

the town and the promenade the Emperor met with a

warm reception, the Frenchmen salutinghim withahouts

of Vive VSmpereur. Soon after his arrival his Majesty

dined with his suite. At about 8.30 p.m. the Prince

Regent, who on the previous day had paid the farst

visit to the German Sovereigns, sent Lieutenant V on

Loen to present his compliments to the Emperor. It

was the Emperor's intention to visit the Prince Regent

first. The Prince Regent, however, came at 8.30 r.M.

to the Villa Stephanie, and remained with the Emperor

till 9 15 P.M. The Emperor then intended to surprise

the Duchess ofHamilton, daughter of the Grand Duchess

Stephanie, but did not find her at home. He there-

upon took tea with the Grand Duke of Baden, the

Dukes of Weimar and Coburg, who reside in the Duke s

palace, only being present. On Saturday the Emperor,

the Prince Regent, and the other Sovereigns break-

fasted at the Grand Duke's palace. At 9 o clock the

Emperor, while taking a promenade on foot, was sur-

rounded by a great number of persons. In the evening

there was a meeting of the Princes at the Palace, which

was illuminated. The Kings of Saxony, Bavaria, and

Hanover again visited the Emperor. At 5 p.m. they

all dined at the Grand Duke's palace. On Sunday

afternoon a Conference was hold at the residence ot the

Kingof Bavaria, and was attendedby theKmgs of Saxony,

Hanover, ^yurtemberg. and Bavaria, and by the Grand

Dukes of Hesse-Darmstadt and Nassau. At 5 o clock

a grand dinner took place in the Ducal Palace of Baden.

Before dinner the Emperor Napoleon presented the

Grand Cordon of the Legion of Honour to the King ot

600,000 men under arms. The artillery alone, which

is at present undergoing a complete re-organisation, na^

been augmented on a large scale. The Ban of Croatia,

Count Coronini Cronberg, has been pensioned at his

own request and the Grand Cross of the Order of St,

Stephen has been conferred upon him. He has been

replaced by General Sokesevits. The statement that

Austria is about to reinforce her flotilla in the Neapo-

litan waters is without foundation. Rear-Admiral

Fantz will only sail for the Adriatic in order to eityciae

the crew of the newly -built ship Kaiser.

Russia.— The Dowager Empress of Russia hag

resolved on celebrating her next birthday (13th July)

with the Royal family of Prussia. Her Majesty will

therefore leave AVildbad on the 10th July, so as to

arrive at Potsdam on the evening of the 12th.

iTAiiT.—Accounts fi-om Naples state that on the

receipt of the news that the Commander de Martino

had sicrnally failed in his mission to Paris and had

renounced his intention of visiting London, a Council

of the Royal family was held to deliberate on the course

to be adopted. It was reported on the 12th inst. that

2000 Garibaldians had landed at Catanzaro, in Calabria,

hut the rumour has not been confirmed. It is said how-

ever that the Neapolitan Government had sent General

Nunziante to Calabria as alter ego, arid that General

Planelli, the commander of the army in the

Abruzzi, had also been summoned to act in that

province, where the agitation is so great that

large reinforcements have been sent there. llie

capture of the two steamers with 800 volunteers

lElB'S?t^Si^f.^?
Ii=HS«liHHa

assemlUe at the villa of the Duchess of Hamilton At

this assemlUe the Emperor took leave of the Sove-

reigns, all of whom were present, and departed at

10 P.M. for Strasburg. It is stated on good authority

that the Emperor Napoleon, in his conversations with

the German Sovereigns, repeated his pacific assurances,

without alluding to questions regarding the interior or

exterior policy of Germany, or to the Italian question.

Qii M9»day afternoon the Prince Regent of Prussia

assembled tli^ G?r--n Sovereigns m the Cas^^^^^

thank them for having been presen. J: '^ l^eexmg

with the Emperor of the French, in order to receive

together the peaceful assurances of his Majesty. His

Royal Highness spoke as follows :—

"The maintenance of the integrity of Germany ^-ill always

be my principal caro. In pursuance of this object I shall not

allow myself to be influenced even by the consitloratiuu that

my ideas on the progress and aims of the Prussian and Gernian

policy are not shared by some confederate Princes, In order

to come to some understanding, Austria has taken some steps,

to which I attach great value. Should an understandmg be

brought about, I shall communicate it; to the German rnnces.

I shall continue the hne of policy which I have pursued till now
in reference to Prussia and Germany, and 1 hope that other

German Governments will join me in this course of poUcy.

The King of Wurtemberg, in the name of
_
the

Federal Government, returned thanks for the patriotic

representation of the interests of Germany by Prussia,

commanded by Siccoli, an officer who was formerly m
the service of the United States; and the other was a

steamtug carrying Sardinian colours. They were

captured off the island of Ustica, on the high seas, and

by cruisers whose papers it is said were not in good

order, and who deceived the adventurers by hoisting

the English flag. The captains of the two vessels have

claimcd^n indemnity of 26,000 ducats from the Govern-

ment • and the Sardinian Ambassador has demanded

the restitution of the steamers and their passengers, all

.i._Unm had passports for Malta. It was said that Mr.
2,\/.' *;; ,, „ 1- r I

'-—"'lor. had supported this
Elliott, the English Amuaao..-. — - •-„

f^j, jjje

demand, but there seems to be no fouudauo.. .

statement. It is asserted that the King has dismissea

General Lanza, General Letizia, and three other

generals in Sicily, and has exiled them to the island of

i:icliia.—Letters from Rome to the 16th inst. confirm

the news of the concentration of the Piedmontese army

at Ferrara. The statement published by some French

iournals, that the Holy See would invite the Court of St.

James to accredit an official representative at Rome,

is said to be entirely without foundation. The police

had found on some of the walls of Rome placards bear-

ing the inscription, "Vive Henry V." They are

supposed to emanate from enemies of the papal govem-

S"e™eTa les e U atr„ a^^h^^^^^^^^ mont, who hope to compromise it by leading France to

"onXThout hct.,veeu Prussia and Aultria. The believe that Rome .s «- centre o a l.g>t,m,stcons^^^^^^^^

Sovereigns offered their good offices for that purpose.

The King of VVurtemberg informed the Prince Regent

that the German Governments were occupied in draw-

ing up a military convention, which adopts as nearly

as possible the Prussian views on militaryorganisatiop,

and her proposals respecting reforms. His Majesty, in

conclusion, said that the Federal Governments on their

part expected that Prussia would take conciliatory steps

in reference to German policy. The Grand Duke of

Baden then said that this declaration of tlie King of

Wurtemberg could not be made in the name of all the

Federal Governments, as several important Govern-

ments had not taken part in the discussions relative to

the said military convention, and Baden could not give

her adherence to the Prussian proposals. According to

reliable information, another and a final conference

took place between the Prince Regent and the German

Sovereigns before their departure, which hroutrht

about a decisive agreement on

which refer to the relations of

foreign countries. It is also said

of Prussia insisted on the presence

Duke of Saxe Coburg Gotha at

because, as a German Sovereign, intimatply connected

with the Roval family of England, he would inform the

court of St. James's of all that passed, and would be

enabled to state that the interview, far from being a

subject of mistrust for tlie other great Powers, was a

frcsJi guarantee for the peace of the whole of Europe.

Afstbia.—The Council of Ministers has nnunlmon.sly

approved the re-estahlishment of the Ministry of Com-

merce and Public Works. The Commission appomtcd

to examine the Public Debt has presented to the Km-

neror a general report on the state of the whole ]mhhc

^ebt of the empire. The official Gazette of Vednesday

contains an Imperial decree granting to the Cen ral

Lombardo-Venetlan Congregation a decisive instead of

a deUberative vote upon all matters,^ft
W '

t^

upon such administrative questioiis
^^^f^, f^^^J^^ ^

of the Government, viz.. the approbation of the propo^d

I

those questions

Germany with

that the Prince

of the reigning

the conferences

tions^ of Germany with foreign Pc:*<ers, -whereby the

wlnpipal object of the meeting of tV German Princes

has already been obtained. In tha evening the Em-
peror Napoleon arrived in private dress. He was

received by the Grand I)u)^e, who conducted him to the

yilla of the Grand^Duch^ gtephanie. In passing through

franca hn- 7o7 economYcal reasons, been
^ff<^'}^f

r' tt-^h' two-fifths. It is however assert^l that

i,;^g to their perfect regimental organ.^.^t'on Anstr a

I be ablcin a fostnigl't, to bring into the field0'.»

Two steamers under theAmerican fl^tg,the Washington

and the Oregon, having on board volunteers for Sicily,

entered the harbour of Cagiiari on the 12th inst. The

Washington had 1400 men, and the Oregon between

300 and 400. With the exception of the American

captain and an American artist, the vessels had no com-

munication with the shore. Accordhig to the state-

ment of the captain of the Oregon, these steamers were

awaiting the arrival of another, which had a large

sailing vessel in tow, containing together 3000 more

volunteers. "Garibaldi's Enghshman" was on hoard

the Washington. The ardour and zeal with which

these men have taken up the cause of Sicily may he

estimated by the privations to wliich they had subjected

themselves. Though many of these were men of wealth

and family, they were huddled together in such a way
that they had scarcely sitting room, and it is said that

no slaveship during her middle passage ever presented

such a scene.

Sicii-Y"—Advices from Palermo state that Colonel

Medici, with 3000 volunteers, has arrived at^Palermo,

and that important desertions from the Keapolitan

army have taken place. All the communes in Sicily

have presented addresses requesting annexation to

Piedmont. The clergy and aristocracy are at the head

of the movement. The evacuation of Palermo con-

tinues, but Messina is being fortified. One hundred

more dead bodies have been discovered in the ruins of

the houses of Palermo which were destroyed by the

bombardment. Carini, Manin, and Palizzolo are recover-

ing from their wounds. Garibaldi lias organI>ed a

division under the command of Colonel Turr, and has

re-established the property-tax on its former footing.

He has also issued a decree lixing tlie 18th Inst,

fur the levy of men furnished hy the conscription,

and the 20th inst. for the departure of the con-

scripts for Palermo and Catania. Another decree

ordered the collection of horses and military stores.

These decrees were caused by the ne. ity of energe-

tically pushing on the war in favour of Italian unity.

Some cannon had been cast, and thousands of pikes had

been distributed among the inhabitant:^. The Council

of Defence of the town had ordered the harricndes to

be carefully kept up. The Archbishop of Palermo had

paid a personal vl.It to Garibaldi, and the Secret Com-

mittee of Mussina was in correspondence with him.

The convocation of a Sicilian Parliament according to
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t'le laws of 1848 was shortly expected, for tlie iHirpose
of ratifying the proclamation which decrees the for-
feiture of the rights of the Bourbons, and the union
«f. Sicily to the kingdom of Sardinia, under Victor

that it is expected to extinguish the Kansas Bill lor

this session, and to damage Mr. Lincoln's chances for

the Presidency, inasmuch as it contradicts entirely the
spirit of the resolutions which his party (the Repub-

Enamanuel. The forces of Garibaldi at Palermo are hcan) have just adopted in convention at Chicago.
4000 men. Seven persons found plunder-

ing had been shot by order of Garibaldi. The order for
the evacuation had greatly discouraged the Royal
troops. Garibaldi had opened a national subscription
on behalf of the war. The Archbishon and all the noble
families in Sicily had subscribed. A le"tter from Catania
says that the sack of that city took place on the Slst of
May. The Royal troops contended for eight hours
with about 500 insurgents, whom they succeeded in
driving out of the city. The troops then pillaged a
great number of shops and the University library, and
set fire to several houses. The foreign consuls' houses
were spared, but the Biscari palace and its celebrated
museum, and the palaces of Giuliano, Oioieni, Arcidia-
'cono, Guerrera, Tragala, Demitri, and others were
destroyed. The report that Mazzini had landed in

, Sicily was without foundation. It appears that he con-
templated a voyage to the island, but did not under-
take it as he did not expect a favourable reception,
TuBKEr.—The Sultan has sent fresh instructions to

the Grand Vizier in reference to the inquiry into the
condilion of his Christian subjects. The Grand
Vizier had arrived at Schumla, and on his journey
thither he had dismissed or imprisoned several Turkish
and some Greek functionaries for abuse of their
authority. One thousand five hundred houses had been
burnt in the Turkish quarter of Constantinople.

Albania.—It was reported at Constantinople that
sanguinary disturbances had taken place in Albania,
and that the dragoman of the Austrian Consulate had
been assassinated at Scutari. The Albanians, in virtue
of their privileges, dating from the time of Iskander, had
refused to pay the taxes or to contribute to the con-
scription, both of which the Christians refused to bear
alone.

Syeia.—Advices from Beyrout state that 36 villages
had been burnt on Mount Lebanon. The Turkish
Governor had sent some forces to Dar el Kamor, to put
a stop to the attacks of the Druses on that locality, but
at Saidi the Turkish soldicia supported the Druses, and
^rticip;;t^a in the massacre of the Christians. The
French Consul at Saidi is reported to have entrenched
himself within the enceinte of the Khan with all the
Europeans. On the receipt of this news the Porte sent
Vely Pasha to Beyrout an Extraordinary Commissioner,
in order to institute an inquiry, and appointed Namick
Pasha commander of the forces in the Lebanon, to
which district two steamers were to have transported
troops, but want of money caused the project to be
abandoned, the army being so exasperated at not
having received its arrears of pay, that a military
revolt was apprehended. The Ambassadors had con-
certed and sent identical instructions to the different
consuls in Syria, in order to prevent fresh disasters.
It was rumoured tliat a despatch had been received
announcing the outbreak of an insurrection at Smyrna
and the assassination of public functionaries, but the
correctness of this news was doubted.

India.—The Calcutta mail has arrived with accounts
iVrom that presidency to May 15. The following is a
summary of the news :

—

Calcufta.'—The Maharajah of Burdwan has sent in his adhe-
sion to Mr. Wilson's proyrarame. In a letter dated the 3d of
May he expresses the sense he entertains of the obligations
under which lie lies to the British Government, and states that
this feehng has induced him to tender his humble support to
the effort made to relieve the financial difiBculties of the State

;

the immediate cause of his coming forward being the attempt
which had been made to oppose Mr. Wilson's system. He
combated the idea that the Permanent Settlement was ever
intended to exempt the zemindars from taxation, and himself,

^ the greatest zemindar in Bengal, disclaims such exemption.
He concludes by expressing a hope that his example may
induce liis countt-ymen to believe tliat it is their true policy to
aim-ender a porUon of their wealth for the security of the
whole, and by announcing his belief that the system intro-
duced by Mr. Wilson will endear his memory to India. The
Governor-General was expected at Calcutta in a week ; Lord
Clyde a few days later. His Excellency will leave by the first
steamer m June ; before that time Sir Hugh Rose was expected
to arrive.

Bomferty.—Letters from Bombay state that before his depar-
ture the late Governor of that Presidency wrote a minnte in
support of Sir C. Trevelyan's views, thnn^h, unlike him, be did
not publish it. It has transpired, however, chiefly by means
of certain revelations made to the papers at Bombay, that the
minute was based upon errors in the accounts amounting to
nearly four millions sterling.

Shapoor,^A nortion of General Chamberlain's force after the
capture of the deserted strongholds was suddenly atbicfced by
the Wuzeerees, who, after a severely contested fight, were
beaten off. General Chamberlain immediately made arrange-
ments to follow them up, and on the morning of the 4th May
found himself in front of the Barrah Pass, the heights on
either side of which had been very strongly fortified. About
10 A.M. the General attacked the heights, and having cleared
them after about two hours' determined fightii)g, forced the
pass. The Wuzeerees, who were 7000 or 8000 strong, were
completely beaten, and Sed in two bodies eastward and west-
ward. Our loss consisted of 29 men killed and 26 wounded

;among the former was Lieutenant Ayton, doing duty with the
i

Sth Punjab Infautry,

United States.—Tlie Japanese Commissioners took
leave ot the President on the 5th inst, and expressed
themselves highly gratified with the treatment thev
had experienced. Tlie President, in reply, eaid that
^e considered their visit as historically important. A
Bill has since passed the Senate carying into effect the
Asiatic treaties. Mr. Snmner has delivered a speech in
Congveas denouncing slavery, and all who abet or take
part in it, in terms of such violence and indignation

General Walker and a few officers had gone to Central
America. The United States steamer Crusader Iiad

captured a harcjue off Cape de Yerde having over 500
negroes on board. A resolution had been adopted
in the Senate for an inquiry into the circumstances
of the arrest of Father Lanza, an Italian patriot, on
board an American vessel at Palermo. A fearful and
destructive tornado swept over Iowa and Illinois on
Sunday, the 3d inst. Three towns were demolished,
and many of the inhabitants buried in the ruins.

Canada.—The preparations for the Prince of Wales
were making rapid progress. The residence of the
Commander of the Forces at ^fontreal had been re-

decorated for the residence of the Prince during his

stay in that city, which was not expected to exceed four
days. While at Quebec the residence of his Royal
Highness will be the Parliament House, which is

to be suitably fitted up. for his reception. At a public
meeting held in Quebec resolutions were adopted
expressive of the great satisfaction with which the
approaching visit of the Prince was regarded, and a
committee was appointed to confer with the Common
Council of the city relative to the adoption of proper
measures for his reception.

Mexico.—Advices from Vera Cruz to the 30th ulfc.

state that the Diplomatic Corps had suspended
relations with Miramon's Government. IVHramon was
surrounded by Juarez's troops, without a chance of
escape. The American Minister intended to return
home if the Mexican treaty were not ratified.

43ailtament«

Friday.-
motian for

HOUSE OF LORDS-
Furious Drivinfj.—On the Marquis of Westmeatu's
the second reading of his Bill for preventing

furious riding and driving. Lord Portman moved as an
amendment that the Bill be read a second time that day three
months.—On the recommendation of Lord Denmax, Lord West*
MEATH withdrew the Bill, The Bank of Ireland BUI was read
a third time and passed.—In reply to the Earl of Carnarvon,
the Duke of Newcastle said that the Government did not
think right to contribute to the expense of Jcclimatigi'ng
animaU in Australia, The report of the amendments ou the
Duchy of Comiwall (Limitation of Actions) Btllwixs brought up
and received. The Union of Berufices Bill, after an amendment
to the fcrst clause, proposed by the Bishop of London, ex-
tending the operation of the Bill to the suburbs of any town,
was read a third time and passed.
Monday.—Public Business.—Lord Redesdale moved the

annual resolution, that the House should not read any Bill a
second time after Tuesday, the 17th July, except Bills of aid
and supply, or such Bills as the House might please to exempt
from this rule by a special resolution, — Earl Granville
acquiesced, and the motion was agi-eed to- Cathedral Commission.
—Lord LvTTELTON asked whether the Government intended to
bring in any Bill founded on the report of the Commissioners
of Inquiry into the condition of cathedrals and collegiate
churches, or on that from the Select Committee of the Lords
forinquiring into the means ofsupplyingthedeficiency ofmeans
for religious worship in populous places and^the metropolis ?

—The Duke of Newcastle, in reference to the report
of the Commissioners, declined to pledge the Govern-
ment, With regard to the second subject, he ob-
served that it had already been dealt with by the
Union of Benefices and Ecclesiastical Commission Bills,
The Ecclesiastical Courts and Registries (Ireland) Bill, and the
Church Temporalities (Ireland) Acts Am€nd7n€nt Bilt^ went
through committee.—Ou the motion for going into committee
on the Hiykland Roads and Bridges Bill, Lord Redesdale
moved the rejection of the Bill the debate was ultimately
adjourned, Fraiice and Jffap^^,—Lord Brougham alluded to a
report that a large force of French troops was about to be
despatched to Naples. This rumour, he observed, had caused
much excitement both in this country and in France, and he
asked whether the Government had any m formation to give
on the subject?—Lord Granville assured the House that there
was no foundation of any sort for the rumour in question, and
he was assured that the French Government had no inteution
X>f the nature aUuded to, as such a course would be inconsistent
with the declaration ot the Emperor of the French that his
policy in regard to Naples was one of nonintervention.
Tuesday,—Church Rates,—Lord Lyveden moved the second

reading of the Church Rates Abolition Bill After repudiating
the notion that in wishing to abolish church-mtes he was actu-
ated by any hostility to the Church, he said that the present
position of affairs was nuich worse for the Church than
for the Dissenters, because wherever the rate was con-
tested it strengthened the ranks of the Dissenters, In con-
chision, he called attention to the nuiubers, position, and
weight of the numerous statesmen who objected to church-
rates in the present day, and appealed to the bench of
Bishops to wipe off from the Church every unjust reproach
of seeking unlawful gains, assuring them that if the measure
were passed it would make the Church more popular,
the Dissenters more peaceful, and tend to the better considera-
tion of the highest interests of the community.—The Duke of
Marlborough could not understand why to conciliate a few
the many should be offended. The numerous petitions which
had been sent up to Parliament against church-rates were

I

merely the result of an active organisation of their opponents.

I

He admitted the great results produced from the voluntary
efforts of the Church of England, to which much of the influ-
ence of the Church and spread of religious education were
owing; but if another item were added to those vohmtary
efforts it would gieatly lessen the funds now raised for those
and other purposes. The arguments which had been put
forth in favour of this measure were scarcely, he thought,
calculated to satisfy their lordships' sense of justice, and he
therefore trusted that on grounds of public policy they would
not consent to the second reading of the Bill. He concluded
by moving that the Bill be read a second time that day six
months.—Lord Wensletdale considered the question from
its legal point of view. What their lordships decided in the
"Braiutree case was, first, that it was not possible for the
churchwardens of a pai'ish to make a rate in the absence of the
paritjhioners ; and secondly, that a majority ot the parishioners
in vestry assembled could mnke a rat^ which was bmding on !

the miiiority of the ratepayers of the parish. The omission to i

make a rate was, nevertheless, punishable by ecclesiastical
censure to this day. It was an error to suppose that the

majority ot the parish in vestry assembled bad a ri^hTn:decide whether or not they were legally bound to make achurch-rate-Lord DeGkev and Ripon said that the existenceof a grievance had been admitted by statesmen of all partiesand various compromises had been proposed, but reiecteHHe denied that the opponents of church-rates were influencTriby any ulterior motives. In his opinion, church-rates werpa hardship on the Dissenters, inflicting an iniurv on fhl
Church and tending to destroy that harmony which oulht
to prevail among Christian communities. He shonid therp!
fore, support the motion for the second reading of the' liVlZlThe Archbishop of Canterbury did not beUeve the voluntarv
system would be a benefit to the Church, as stated bv th^Churchmen who supported this Bill. It was a stranfip
coincidence that the Liberation Society, whose objects were fSmore violent than those of the supporters of the Bill shouldhave used exactly the same argument. The voluntarv ^v^tem
ought properly to be called the begging system. It was asystem which would much degrade the character of the clerev
as it would put them in a less independenc position For thesi
reasons he should oppose the second reading of the Bill thoueh
he was willing to accept any compromise which would secure
an adequate provision for the maintenance of the church fabrics-—Lord Grey was opposed to compromise on the matter as h^'
thought that by so doing they would be admitting the princinje
of the abohtiou of church-rates. The law, in his opinion as itnow stood, was just, right, and proper. Formerly tliis wm not
so, but the decision of the highest legal authoiity, that the
majority of a parish may tax themselves for the rei>airs of the
church, had made the law perfectly just. He knew that church
rates gave cause to acrimonious discussions, but was of
opinion that those very discussions Of^casioned a more
lively interest to be taken in the affairs of the Church.
The law as it stood at present answered its purpose in
the great majority of parishes, and he therefore would
not, especially after the revelations of the designs of
the Dissenters, made before the committee, be a party to the
alteration of that law,—After a few words from Lord Airlu: in
support of the Bill, the Duke of Rutlakd supported the
amendment, as he did not think the Bill would produce
peace, but would encourage increased opposition to the Church;
and would deprive the poor man of a right handed down to
him from time immemoriah^The Duke of Somerset said he
should vote in favour of tho second reading, as the agitation
and ill-will created by this matter were not worth the paltry
amount of money involved,—The Duke of Newcastle had
intended to .vote as he did two years ago, but his former con-
victions had been much shaken by what had taken place in the
other House and in their lordships* House during the present
session. If church-rates were to be maintained as at prespnt,
he saw no other remedy but to pass the second reading of the
Bill, and to amend it afterwards in committee.—Lord Derby
denied the imputation that the supporters of church-rates had
not pursued a conciliatory course, and thought that
that reproach ought to be on the other side, as the op-
ponents of the church-rates had rejected all compromiee.
If Lord Lyvoden had only seen the overwhelming majority
of their lordships against this Bill last year, or had cc>n8idered
the decreasing majorities of the House of Commons, he would
have hesitated before he had asked the House to again express
their opinions by voting on this subject. He denied that tha
committee had practically abandoned the principle of church-
rates by acknowledging the principle that the majority of the
parish should have the right of taxing themselves to maintain
the parish church. They had by that course endeavoured to
maintain the principle, but to modify the practice—a vast
difference from practically assenting to the principle of church-
rates' abolition- The supporters of the existing law, then, had
not been backwards in conciliation, but had been met in the
most uncompromising spirit by their opponents.—After a few
words in reply from Lord Lyveden, the House divided, when
the numbers were for the second reading:—Content, 31, Non-
content, 12S, Majority 97. The Bill was therefore lost. The
other orders of the day were then disposed of,

TjiuRSPAY.

—

Reported Occiipatioyi of Sicily,—Lord GRANVItLH,
in reply to Lord Normanby, said that the Government had
received no information in regard to the rumour brought by
telegraph that Mr. Elliot had tak«n steps for the occupation
of Sicilian territory by a British force.—The Pleas on Indictment
Billy on the motion of Lord Brougham, was read a second
time.—The Aduiteroiion of Food and Brink Bill passed through
Committee.

Friday,—Law and Equity Bill,—On the motion of tho LoRl>
Chancellor, this Bill was referred to a select committee
gonsisting chiefly of law lords. [Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.— The Commercial Treati/,—In answer to Mr. Batnes,

Mr. M, Gibson said that there was no truth in the re-

port that certain commercial men had been sent to Paris
with the object of impressing a more liberal policy on the
French Commissioners. When it was arranged that specific

duties should be substituted for the ad valoran duties of the
treaty, it was thought necessary to obtain the best informa-
tion from the French Chambers of Commerce, and those
chambers were requested to communicate with the Board of

Trade to that end. It was likewise thonght that delegates
should proceed to Paris for purposes of intormation, without
which the Commissioners could not proceed satisfactorily with
their duties. The statement that the treaty was a failure was
perfectly new to him. Ou the contrary, he believed thai, its

commercial value had been greatly underrated, and that, with
the assistance of the supplementary treaty, the result would
be fully to carry out the original designs and intentions of the
treaty.—In reply to Mr. Stanley, Sir G. C. Lewis said that
now the Reform Bill was withdrawn, he was prepared, if

necessary, to bring in a Bill for the establishment of a uniform
Valnation of Lands aiid Tenements in England, but he did not
believe that it would have much chance of passing in the
present session.—Lord A. Churchill called attention to the
recent di.sji.stera in N*w Ztaland, and expressed a hope that the
land of the rebellious chiefs would be forfeited,—Mr, C.
Fortesctte said the soldiers and the Volunteers had not acted
in concert, but this evil would, he trusted, not again recur. The
teimre of Lmd in the colony was very complicated, and had led
to this difficulty, in which the appeal to arms was unhappily
necessary. He saw no necessity for interference on the part
of the Government, as he had every hope that the mischief
would not extend beyond its present limits.- Mr. Adderley
said that what had occurred was a further proot of the poUcy
of leaving the colonists to defend themselves. The troops had
not only been of no use—they had been positively mischievous ;

and all that had been done was by the efforts of the Voluntt^crs.
—Mr. C. Fortescue said that the safety of the colony depended
on the troops. The Volunteers were a mere handful.—Captain
Jervis, Mr. Chiij)ers, and Mr. Sidxey Herbert defended the
conduct of the troops, which they declared was deserving of
all praise.—In reply to iln E. James, Lord Palmerstok said
tbat the report of the Committee on Tax Bills miglit be expected
next week. Its labours had hitherto been unremitting.
Poor Law in St. Pancras.—Mr, Lanigan called attention to the
deportation of an Irish pauper by the poor-law officials of 8t-

Pancrjis.—Mr. Monskll urged upon the Government the
necessity of bringing in without delay ^me measures to

remedy the present state ot the law on this pi_iint—

Mr. Disraeli also urged an immediate amendment of the 1a*
affecting the removal of Irish paupers. Much cruelty wi»
practiced towards those unfortunate persons, especial^ 9f tne
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WK)ritie3 of the Metropolitan parishes.—Sir G- Lewis pro-

mistd to institute some inquiries respecting the case referred to.

—Cclonel LiNDSEV moved an address praying her Majesty to

lecoisidur the 11th clause of the At-mjf Medical WarraiU of

Octofcer, 1858, as far as relates to its retrospective application

tothemedical officers at that timeserving in the ranks affected

haviDi due regard to the efficiency of the public service.—Mr,

S, Heibert opposed the motion and after a few words from
Colone. DicKSOx, the motion was withdrawn.—Mr, Butt
obtainel leave to bring in a Bill to amend and declare the law
relating to votes to be given to a disqualified candidate a
parlicinmitari/ Elections. On the order ot the day for the second
reading of the Sellivg and HovA'ivg Goods on iSunday Bill neut
down from the Lords, Mr, "W D. Seymour interposed on a ques*
tion of privilege. The Bill originated in the Lords, but contained
a clause respecting penalties, which he maintained related to
money, and the measure ought, therefore, in accordance with
the privileg'es of the Commons, to have originated in that
House.—Mr. Bright moved that the order should be adjourned,
—The Speaker said that as the question raised was one of
privilege, he thought the best course to adopt would be to
postpone the order,—Lord II. Montagu, who had charge of
the Bill, consented, and the order for the second reading was
postponed for a fortnight. The Tithe Cohimidation BUI passed
through committee- The Law of Property Bi% as amended,
was considered- On the order for going into Commiti^e on
the Tenure and Improvemmt of Land (Ireland) BUI a long dis-
cussion took place, embracing the history of the abortive
attempts at legislation on this subject. At a late hour the
House went into committee, and on reaching the 10th clause
the Chairman was ordered to report progress. Other Bills
were advanced a stage, and the House at 1 o'clock adjourned
to Monday.

M0NDAY.^rA€ Garibaldi Fund.—Mr. Maguire asked whether
a statement made in a 13ublin newspaper to the eflect that the
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland had subscribed to the Gaiibaldi
Fund was true.—Mr, CARDWELLsaid that no such statement had
appeared in tiie newspaper in question, and that the reference
was not to the present Viceroy, but to a former one, Tke Tax
Bills Committee.—Mr, Beamish asked when the report of the
committee to inquire into the practice of each House of
Parliament with regard to the bills imposing or repealing
taxes, might be expected to be presented.—Mr, Walpole said
that the committee had completed its examination and
classified the analysis of precedents, and the report might be
expected to be presented on Friday.—Mr. Hunt asked what
were the intentions of Government as to the introduction of
a measure for the prevention of Coi^mj)t Practices at EUctions.-^
Sir G. Lewis said that a Bill on the subject, founded on the
report of the committee, had been in preparation^ but there
could be no hope of passing it in the present session. Public
Business.—Lord Palmerston moved that on all future Fridays
during the session Government orders of the day should have
precedence of notices of motions. The motion was agreed to.

Promotion from the Bavks.—On the motion that the House go
into Committee of Supply, Mr, MacEvoy moved an address to
he» Majesty, praying that those officers in the army who have
been promoted from the ranks may bo allowed to reckon their
previous services in the ranks, in the same manner as is now
permitted to paymasters and quartermasters.—Colonel Dunne
seconded thje motion.—Mr. S. IIerbkrt, in opposing the motion,
pointed out the m^ny advantages now enjoyed by commissioned
officers rising from the ranks. They had no exananation to
pass, and were in receipt of liberal allowances. The motion
was -negatived without a division. Cavalry O^cerj.—Mr,
GiuFFiTH [moved a resolution that it is unjust to the officers of
cavalry to make a stoppage from their pay for the forage
supplied to the horses , which they are required to
*^*^P ^o^ the performance of their" regimental duty.—
The SpeakEK ruled that the decision on the previous motion
would not allow the motion to be put. Ordnance Sunj*??/.—Mr.
DiOBY Seymour called attention to the position and pay of
the civil assititauts employed in the ordnance survey, and said
that they were not paid with the same liberality used towards
other persons similarly engaged in the service of the state.

—

Mr. S. Hebbert questioned the accuracy of that statement,
and contended that, all things considered, the men had been
adequately paid- The Papal Enlistuunt—Mr, E. James called
attention to the enlistments now going on in Ireland to furnish
the Pope with troops in Italy, and ask the Government what
measure they had adopted to prevent this flagrant violation of
the law. He protested against the open and indecent manner
in which the Irish priests avowed their allegiance to the Pope,
and set Government and Parliament equally at defiance. The
terms of the Foreign Enlistment Act were clear and express

;

the Act itself had occasionally been suspended, butithad never
before been directly and openly set at nought- The matter
was exciting the attention both of this country and of
Europe, and the Ministry were bound to declare that they
intended to sanction the proceedings, or else to admit their
incompetency to check them—Mr. Cardwell said that when
the movement was first made known to the Government, they
issued, not a proclamation, but a police notice as to what the
law really -nas, and what her Majesty's subjects were prohi-
bited from doing. At the same time they gave orders to the
constabulary to enforce the law. Reports had been regularly
received by the Government, and as regularly submitted to the
law oflBcers of the Crown. But there had not been a single
case on which those officers thought that a prosecution could
be founded. The Government had done all that was possible
for them under the circumstances.—Mr. V. Kcully said that
the Irish recruits had been so sumptuously treated in Italy,
and had in consequencebecome so magnificent in theirdemands,
that the Pope would probably end by requesting them to go
home again. As to the question itself he protested against
interference on either side, and againet the insulting language
held by Lord J. Russell towards the Papal Administration.
The Government should a<^ with impartiiiUty, and pass
proper measures for Ireland, and they would hear no more of
Irish emigration.—Mr. M'Mahon called on the Government, if

they put down enlistment for the Pope, to put down ut the
sime time the equally illegal subscription to Gurilaldi.

—

Colonel Du-NNE called attention to the pioceediugs of the
IFecdon Cojjimwioji, and complained of the expense attending
it.—Mr, TuRNLR, one of the commissioners, defended their

i^S?"*^u
^^^^ complained ot getting nothing in return for their

labour but the character of mvolving the country in unneces-
eary expense. He did not thmk the commissioners had been
fan^ly treated either by the Lite or the present Government.—
Mr. H. HEhBtRT said tliat the Government entertained the
fuUeat sense of the importance of the labours of the commis-
eioners, and admitted that the payment of the expenses of
then- proceediiigt> \souid be justified by the circumstances. Th«
House then went mto committee o*supi>ly, and agreed to
a further series of votes ou account of the Armij Estimntes-—
In the discussion which ensued on the vote for Small Anns
Mr. S. Herbeut seated that if the Whitworth were substituted
for the Enfield rifle, the country must be prepared to incur nn
'expenditure of ten nnllions ; inasmuch as the former would
cost lUi. each, and the latter but 21 18«. As to the relative
merits of the ArmstrtMig and the Whitworth rifled ordnance,
the liovernment had made an offer to Mr, Whitworth for the
purchase ofliis invention.—On the vote for Mdiiary Hospital
Sir S. XoETHCuTE cidled attention to the Hof^pitai atNetlty,
The total estimated cost of that hospital he ^aid was '^9"> 91U

*

the amount already vi^ed was 28S,0U0f. ; the sura now propose-i
to be voted was 46,^00L, and the further amount required wiis
25,290/., showing that the expense would exceed the estimate
by iO,uoui,-bir J. pAXTOiJ bald that the Hospital at Netley

J

"was the most miserable and mismanaged public atfair in the
country," It was meant to accommodate 1000 men, and it

would cost 400Z. per man, while in a sanitary point of view it was
a most improper site for a hospital—Mr. 8. Herbert admitted
that Netley Hospital had not been spoken of a bit too severely.
The building was asbad as the site. There wore long corridors,
deep rooms wiih windows at one end turning towards the
north-east, and no side ventilation. Three years ago, when
the plan was proposed, he protested against it, and a commis-
sion, of which he was then a member, reported against it, and
he brought the matter before ttie House.—On the vote for
Barrack Accommodation ^ Mr. B. Osborxe moved that it be
reduced by the sum of 5000/., proposed to be taken for gymna*
siums and recreation grounds. The motion was rejected on a
division by lo4 to 18. The Chairman then reported progress-
The Phcenix Park Bill passed through committee. In committee
upon the Anstruther Union Harbour Bill, the Chairman was
ordered to report progress.—Mr. Lowe, in moving the second
reading of Tenison's Charity Bill, briefly explained its object.
The Bill was read a second time. The Criminal Lunatic Asylum
Bill was also read a second time- The consideration of the
Roman Catholic Charities Bill^ as amended, gave rise to a debate,
which was ultimately adjourned. Leave was given to intro-
duce certain Bills.

Tuesday.—At the morning sitting Uio' Tenure and Improve-
ment of land (Ireland) Bill was considered in committee. On
clause 10, giving a reference in case uf disputes respecting im-
provements to the Court of Quarter 8essions, Lord Naas
moved an amendment giving the relerence to the Encumbered
Estates Court. The Government consented to adopt the
amendnaent, wlilch was opposed by Colonel French, but
after a division was adopted. Clauses up to 20 were then
agreed to, and the Chairman reported progress. The China
irar.—At the evening sitting, in answer to Mr. Atrtox, the
Chancellor of the Kxchequkr said that he had nut as yet seen
the supplemental estimate for China, but that as soon
as it was brought under his notice he would lose no time
in making a statement to the House.—In reply to Mr.
FiNLAV, the Lord Advocate said that it was the intention
of the Government to extend the provisions of the
Refreshment Housts and Witie Licences Bill to Scotland-

—

Annexa-
tion of Savoy.—In finswer to Sir R. Peel, Lord J. Russell
said that the despatch of M. Thouvenel might be expected in
the course of the present week, and that until it was received
he could not say whether or not a Congress would take place
on the affairs of Switzerland, Harbours of Refuge. — Mr,
LiNDSAV moved a resolution to the effect that, in the opinion
of the House, it was the duty of her Majesty's Government to
adopt at the earliest possible period the necessary measures to
carry into eflfect the recommendation of the commissioners
appointed in 185S to inquire into the formation of harbours of
refuge on the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland.—Mr. Farrer
seconded the motion.—Mr. Baxter opposed it on the ground
that it would be inexpedient for the House, without further
consideration, to recommend a project which would involve^
at ihelowest estimate, an expenditure of 2,:^65,000i. He moved
as an amendment the previous question,—Mr. Dodson said the
loss of coasting ve^^sels was attributable to the circumstance
that the vessels were badly found antl insufficiently manned.
If the Houso were to agree to the present motion it would be
called upon to protect the agricultural interest from
hailstorms.—Mr, W- C. Talbot, Mr. Beecrokt, Sir H.
Verney, Mr. H, D. Sevmour, Mr. H. Taylor, and Mr.
Kendall, supported the motion; Mr. A, Smith opposed it.

— Sir J, Pakington expressed his surprise that no member of
the Government had risen to state thu course they were
prepared Ut adopt on this important subject. It was all very
well to rejoin that there was no money applicable for the
purpose ; but, surely^ if they could afford to reduce the duty
on champagne and rich silks, they could find the means to
prevent so lamentable a loss of life and property.—Mr. M.
Gibson said that the Government were not indifferent to the
subject, and that a Bill had been f)repared with the view of
carrying out some of the recommendations of the commissio-
ners by the provisions of winch the commissioners would be
enabled to raise funds for the .improvement of piers
and harbours. The num!>er and urgency of other
measures had prevented him from intioducing the Bill
in the present session ; but if any opportunity should
occur he would bring it imder the notice of the House.
—Hir F» Smith said that, osa an engineer, he was [tffrsuaded
that the works could be carried out for the sums reported by
the Coajmissit)nera. If these works could not be undertaken
he recommended that, at all events, the bars at Carlingford
and Watcrford should be removed,—Sir M. Pkto agreed v,ith
Sir Frederick Smith that the works recommended by the Com-
missioners were of a nature which could be very easily canned
out-—Sir J. Elphinstone suggested that, as the Government
was about to ask the country for 12 millions for fortifications,

they might as well ask for 15 and make the harbours of refuge.
^Ix*rd Palmebston said that the Government objected to the
motion, not from any inditference which tliej' ft;It on the sub-
ject, or because they had not made up their niinds upon it, but
because it would commit the House bHndfoIded to all the ro-
commendations of the committee, upon whicii agre^it differ-

ence of opinion existed. He assured the House that the
subject had occupied and was occupying the attention of
the Government, and that in the next session they would
bring it forward in a shape ripe for practical consideration.
On a division the previous question was rejected by 145 to 1^8.

—Mr. Lindsay's motion was then put and agreed to. Diplomatic
Service.—Mr, Duff moved for a select coiumittee to inquire
into the present condition of the diplomatic service and the beet
means ot increasing its efficiency.—The moticm was opposed by
Lord J. RcssELL, and after some discussion was withdrawn,

—

Mr, Serjeant Dkasy obtaiiicd leave to bring in a liiU for
granting certain duties ou Wine LiceTises and Refreshment Houses
in Ireiand, and for regulating the licensing of such houses.^—
Mr. Lowe moved for a select committee tu inquire and report
what buildings are necessary for the SoiUh Kensmgton Museum.
—Mr, Jons Locke thought the wording of the motion ought to
be altered, and that the question referred to the committee
should be whether the Museum should not be done away with
altogether.—Mr. Dillwyn moved that the debate be adjourned

;

but alter some discussion this motion was withdrawn, and the
origiuul motion, moditiud in its terms, was agreed to. The
orders of the day were then disposed of,

WEDNESDAY.^Mr. KwART movcd the second reading of the
Professional Oaths Abolition Bill, the object of which waa to

abolish unnecessary oar hs, particularly in reference to mem-
bers of the iegal profession-—Mr. ^ewdeoate said he enter-

tuutd strong objections to the Bill, and should move its rejec-

tion ou the motion forgoing into committee.—Mr. A. MiLL^aad

Mr Denman 8upp*>rted the iJilL—Sir G. Lkwis *aid he attached

^erv little importance to promissory oaths, and sliouM there-

fore vote for the second reading.—ili\ S, Estuoukt hoped that

before the Bill was committca it would be submitted to the

law officers of the Crown —After a short conversaUon, m
Mr aiELLoR and Mr. Henley and other members took i>art,

the Bill was read a second time,—Lord Kaynham moved that

the House so iuto committee on the Aiii^ravated A^satdtsAct

Amendment hilL-Lord E.NFitLD said that the present law had

mit proved inoperative, and doubted whether, if a degrading

r.»niVhnicnt were awarded to a husband in cases ot wile-

should vote itgumsttUeHili.—AlLurct lew wurua iroui ^uiuud
.North, Sir G> Lewis said the Bill was contrary to the spirit of
naodera legislation, which had been to diminish rather than to
increase tlie severity of punishment for criminal ofi'ences.
Several of the metropolitan ni:\giistrates had expressed to him
strong opinions as to the inutility of flogging, and believed that
It would be most injudicious to protect the woman by deerrading
the man —Mr- B, CARTEKsaidtbatif the Bill wentinto committee
he should move that the punishment of flogging should only
be inflicted in case of a second offence. After some further dh^-
cussion the House divided, when the Bill was rejected by 74 to
57. The Highiffays (South IKa/ej?) ^i/i was read a second time-—
Mr. Blackburn- moved the second reading of the Valuation of
Lands (Scotland) Act Amendment Bill—Mr Black opposed the
Bill, and moved that it be read a second time that day six
months,—The Lord Advocate supported the amendment, and
after some discussion the second reading was negatived on a
division by 116 to 69.—Mr, Denman moved the second reading
of the Felony and Misdemeanour Bill, the object of which was
to assimilate the procedilVe in criminal cases to that now
adopted in civil proceedings, and entitle counsel to sura up the
evidence- —After a short discussion, in which the Bill
received the support of the Solicitor-General and the
Home Secretary, it was read a second time. —The ad-
journed debate ou the second reading of the Ecdenastical
Commission, ^c. Bill, was resumed by Mr, Henley, who
supported the Bill and replied to the attacks made upon
it on a previous day by Mr, Selwyn. He considered that
it was neither a centralising nor a confiscatory measure^ and
denied that the amount of compensation which it would neces-
sitate was so gi'cat as liad been stated, or that the commis-
sioners had been wasteful or extravagant in the management
of the estates entrusted to their care.—Mr. G. C- Bentinck
opposed the Bill, and was speaking when the hour for adjotim-
ment arrived- The debate was therefore again adjourned. The
Tramways (Scotland) BUI passed through committee. The
Stipendiary Magistrates Bill and the Inland Bonding Bill were
read a second time.—The Chakckllor of the Kxchequeu
obtained leave to bring in a Bill to enable the Vnivo^sity of
Oxford to make statutes for the better regulation of professor-
ships therein, and for other purposes.
Thuesday.—/rirfmn A}-my.—The adjourned debate on the

motion for leave to bring ha the European Forces (India) Bit/,
repealing so much of the Act of Victoria as enables the Secre-
tary for India to raise men for the local European forces in that
country, was resumed by Lord Stanley, who admitted that
the Government had raised the question of the fusion of the
Indian with the Imperial army in the simplest form, but com-
plained that they had to discuss the subject before they wera
in ^osscbsion of tlie details. In the course ofa long speech ho^

pomted out the impossibility that soldiers of the line should
devote themselves to Indian service, the element of
uncertainty which would be introduced, and the con-
sequent danger that ludia would bo deprived of thoso
detendcrs best capable of serving her. He could not believer

that officers new to the country could avoid giving offence to
the natives and involving themseK'es in difliculticd. ^ far
Irom the existence of an Indian army being a course of dis-
content, they would be a source of trust and confidence to both
countries, tihould any disaatisfaction show itself it was far less
likely to extend over two distinct foi-ces than over a single
force. He dwelt on the military knowledge and experience
acquired in a long Indian service, which moreover, if kept
separate, would attract to itself the men beat fitted it. Adver-
ting to the argument for the amalgamation, that jealousies
existed between the two services, ho admitted their existence-
but contended that they were due to causes which could well
be removed.—General Peel said that the evidence both for and
against the question was very evenly balanced and Lord
Derby's Government, of winch he was a member, had
decided in favour of a local force, but since that time
his opinions had changed, from the force of late occur*
rences. He should > therefore not only vote for the
introduction of this Bill, but give it his cordial support--^
Colonel Sykes and Sir 1>. L, Evans opposed the Bill; Mr.
Peacock and Capt. Jervis supported it. Leave was then given
to bring in the Bill, The Poor Relief (Ireland) Bill was read a
second time. The Local Board of iUallh BUI and the Local
Government Supplemental Bill were read a third time and passed*
The Anstruther Union Harbour Bill and the Inland Bonding Bill

passed through committee. On the order for the third
reading of the Caledonian and Crinan Canals BUI Mr, W-
WiLLiAMS objected to the improvident outlay of public money
which the measure would sanction, and moved that the Bill be
read a third time that day three months.—The Chanckllob of
the ExcHHQUER said that the Bill authorised no grant of public
money, but on the contrary would relieve the public revenue
from an annual drain of money for the canal in question.
After some further discussion, the House divided, when the
amendment was negatived by 98 to 47. The Bill waa then
read a third time, and passed. The Law of Property Bill was
read a third time and passed. The Bunal Ground (Jretand) Act
Amendment Bill waa read a second time. The Criminal Lunatic
Asylums Bill was passed through committee. On the order
for resuming the debate on the Roman Catholic Charities Bill aa
amended, the ATTORNtv-GKNERAL gave a deUiiled explanation
of the legal etfcct of the amendments which had been introduced
in the measure.—Mr. Henley said that no 'opportunity had
b^en afforded for discusaiiig the Bill, and movud that it should
be recommitted. The motion was agreed to, and the House
again went iuto Committee, Some discussion then took place
on clau-ie 1, the operation of which, it waa urged, would have
the effect of exempting Roman Catholic charities from the laws
affecting the charitable institutions of other denominations,—
Ultimately, on the Attornev-Genkral agreeing to bring up
a clauhe to meet the objection, the hrat clause was posti>oned,
and the remaining clauses were agreed to.
yiUD\\\~Mines Regulation Impeciion JieU.—The House went

into committee on this Bill, when Mr, Kinsaird proposed to-
insert in clause two words limiting the labour of children
employed in mines to lU hours daily.—ttir G. Lewis opposed
the amendment, which waa negatived on a division by 79 to 61*—LordLoVAiNKmuved the insertion of words which would allow
coalowuers to employ boys under lOyeai-s of age till July 1, isai.—SirG. LKWisas>seutcdtotbeamcnduient, which WHSagreed to,
Mr. Paget mov^ azi amendment that tive hours should be
devoted to the ^education of boys on two, not oonaecutive, days
in every week,—Mr. Clive opjwsed the amendment, wliich waa
negatived on a division by 131 to tiO-—Mn BttvcK moved an
Hmendment that the five hours might be t^ikeu at different
times during the week. The amendment was negatived by
iOO to 84. [Left sittmg,

)

opponent of the punishment of flogtuig

QLit}} Intflligcncf.

MoxKT Market, Friday.—British Fpwds: Con*
sols closed at 931 to | for tlie Account; Three per
CenU. KcduceU^ U3 to i; New Three per Centa,, 93
to i; Indian Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, 101 1 to J ex
div.; Ditto Four per Cent. Debenture*, 1858, 96^;
Ditto 1859, 96^; India Bonds, 12*. to 7*. dis,; Exche-

quer Billfl, par to 2*. prein.

—

Fokkigx i Brazilian Four

and a Halt per Cents., 1852, 87^ ; Ditto tor 1858, 88i ;

Dutch Two and a Half per Cenih., 60; Ditto Fonr per

Cent. CertUicrtUs, IOUj Ku \n Four and a Half per
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Cents., 97 to 96h Ditto Three per Cents., 1859,64;
Sardinian Five per Cents., for Acct., 81i ; Ditto New
Deferxed Three per Cents., for Acct., 39i ; Ditto
Passive, 18; Turkish Six per Cents, 1854, for Acct.,

77^ to 78; Ditto for 1858. for Acct., 60^ to 61.

crajctfe of l^c ?i2Hrcfe.
TCESl'AT-BANKRUPTS-J.BAMFOBD.StHinlaTid, near Halifax. York,

shire. Grocer—U. BoueHEw, ^onlfici., Chemist and urusKist—J. G. Brett
Bornchureh, Essex, Grocerand Draper-W. S. Chaikleit, Liverpool. Ship'
owner, Coalomier, and Coal Merubact, Agent, and Money Scriviiier— JJ
Tbtsb. Great (jeorjEe Street, Berniondsey, iMachinist, formerly of Crooked
Lane, City, Umbrella and Farasol Manufacturer—J. Gibson, Todmorden
Yorkshire, Manufacturer—J. Heald, sen., and J. IIealb, iun., Eckhiffton'
Derbyehire, Shoemakers, Tea Dealers and Grocers, and Farmers — j'

HtJGHEBj Liverpool, Licensed Victualler—U. Mabsox, Ecclesfieli York-
shire. Butcher—C. MAini.ow, Alma Square, Hill Road, St. Jobn's Wood
Builder, late of the Ponsford Arm?. Hill Road, St. Jolni's Wood, lleer
Ketailcr-J. Pagkt, Brierley Hill, Staffordshire. Licensed Victufllier-'VV a
bHARP, late of (\orthwich, Chester. Timber Merchant and Boat Buildernow of Hdge Hill, Lancaahire-M. J. Stacey, Leeds, Dealer in Tea and
lobacco.
BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED-W. Noak. J. Noak, and J. B. Clabk.

JJroitwich, Salt Maoufficturers.
SCOTCH SEULESTKATIOXS-Bannf.rman and Co, Edinbursb,

f^^f^J J^x'^KRhU'^i
<-"9""-«<^^'o^-B- \VAB^ocK,Uumbarton. Grocer.I-KIDAY—BANkRUFTft—J, B. BucKBirBN, ^orwi(!tl, Currier — JChilton, Stone, Staffordshire, Shoemaker—G. Ccrtis, Landport. Hantsiicenaed Victualler—J. Faulkseb, Commercial Koad. Surre-v, Cab Pio-pnetor — T. Hakrisos, Henlcy-upoD-Thames, Oxfordshire, 'rni.or niijTjrapeT~W Uilliaeb. otherrase H. Bkvis, BurKhcU-re, Soutbimiiuon,Malmer-J Holland and S. H. Hoi...a:;d. Birmingham. Printers-E. J.

ri.ri^'' J-'^^T Ki
^ «"<-e*^eFftire. nraper-J. Mobga:*, Manchester,

rl^rnt 1 ^"T^ J??"'^^"^..~,V- ^^V''' Sheffiehl. Cmler-J. Tombs,

Dr^S
estmmster, Builder-J.YousG, Hisbbridse. Somersetshire!

A^^hf-iX^^Tl^l^^ ^^T?"^^^?,-'^- ^»=''''"^"' ^nddle^e^ Street,

c.-mS)^^?? ''^?^^,^'Xl-,^^*^''-^^- W«"C^ester. Coach Proprietor.SCOTCH bhUtESTKATlONS-J. Arsott and Co.. Glasgow, Ware-^uawnen-D. Cokmack, Wick, Merchant-A. A1il>e, HUton, Dundee,
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ISanfe of (Snglanu^
IS^UE DEPARTMENT.

. ..,£30,150,98.1 Government Debt 4 «

« tOther Si^cvitities __ „
Gold Coin ADil Bullion ..

Silver BuUioD

^£11,015,100
3,459,900

15.675,935

-£14,5^3,01)0Proprietors Capital..
Sest
PtiDlic Deposits (inc^ud-

iii*c Excnequer, Savings
Banks, Co-nmissioiiers
or Nat. Debt, and Di?i-

^?,«°'>*«t«;t ^,™,..>
Other Deposits 12,115.000
Seven day and oth?r billi 640,228

je:iO. 150,9^

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
^€30,150,955

8,688,191

Government Securities
(including Dead Weigh
Annuity)

Other Securities
Notes _
Gold and Silver Coid

4 4

t * m %

lv,325,Ml8

822,5 1

C

2l8t day afJune, I860.
^639,236,500 ^639,236,500

il. MARSHALL. Deputy Cashier.

Bi-Cententaut Festiyals or the Guabds.—The
•200th amiiversary of the Grenadier Guards wus com-
memorated on Saturday evening hy a Itauquet in St.
James's Palace under the presidency of the Pruice
Consort, as colonel of the regiment. His Roval Hi<^h-
mess was supported by the Duke of Cambridge and
•nearly 200 nnljlomen and gentlemen who either are, or
have been, officers of tlie regiment. In propo^in'r tlie
toast of "Prosperity to the Grenadier Guards/' the
Pnnce Consort pointed to the remarkable fact that the
houscliold troops have now for 200 years formed the
pcrnmnent garrison of London, and have always been

}
^o"""'^nd of the civil power to support law and

order; but have never themselves disturbed that order
or given cause of complaint eiUier by insolence or licen-
tiousness. The non-commissioned officers and privates
are to be entertained at the Crystal Palace on an early
dttj'. depending on the arrival of the battalion stationedm Dublin.—The 200th anniversary of the Scots Fusilier
iUuards was commemorated on Tuesday evenino- by a
dinner of the officers at Willises Rooms, under the pre-
sidency of the Duke of Cambridge, colonel of the regi-
ment, and on Wednesday by a dinner, given at the
expense of the officers, to tlie non-commissioned officers
and privates, m the centre transept of the Crystal

Depabtcoe of the Great Easteen por ^^EW
lORK.— rhe Great Eastern left Southampton on Sunday
morning on her first voyage to New York, her intended
ctcparture on Saturday having been countermanded by
a telegraphic message from London. She slipped her
inoormgs at 8 A.M., and although the weather was both
thick and stormy she proceeded rapidly down the
:8olent and through the Needles, the pilot loaviu- her
three mdes outside the Needles at 10.20. At 7 oMock
in the evening she passed Plymouth, and was apparently
in a hne with the Eddystoue lighthouse at 20 minutes

? u
^'j ^^***^^" had four or more funnels smoking.

'both paddles and screw going, and no canvas set. After
heavmg m sight she seemed to hug the land so as to be
"better observed, and then steered a more southerly
-conrse, which took her tlirec miles at least outside the
ilddystone. She passed Falmouth about midnight, and
was last seen at half-past 3 on Monday raornincr, about
14 miles from the Scilly Islands, " goin'^ ahead
tnajestically and very fast."

Westminster Bridge.— The temporary wooden
footway which has been constructed over the central
arches of Westminster Bridge, to enable the erftire
removal of those arches to be effected, and to facilitate
the works of the new bridge, Is now open to the public,
bat 18 of course entirely conaned to foot passeno-ers.

Visit of the FaijroH Orphbonists to Exgland.
--Three thousand members of tlie Orpheon. an associa-
tion of 170 Choral Societies of France, numbering
more than 30,000 musical amateurs, and extending its
Ranches thi-ough every department of France, will

Tt fT,
'^^

,"i'''^
''"^^^ ^^ ^^^^ * great musical festival

at the trystal Palace, accompanied by the hand of the

' Guides, which the Emperor has permitted to come
over for the purpose. As this opportunity of impres-
sing so large a body of our neighbours, many of whom
come from the most remote parts of France, with
correct, and it is hoped favourable, ideas of this

country, may not soon recur, a highly influential com-
mittee, consisting of members of Parliament and
others, has been formed to afford facilities for their

visiting the public and other institutions of the metro-
polis. The committee will endeavour to obtain the
admission of the Orpheoiiists to the principal public in-

stitutions on the production of their passports; and, as

many of them are interested in commercial and indus-
trial pursuits, to enable such of their number as may
desire it to visit themost important industrial establish-

ftients in the metropolis. They will also endeavour to

procure from the various railway companies facilities

for excursions in the neighbourhood of London, and
possibly to some of the manufacturing districts; and
they hope to succeed in making the stay of the Orpheo-
nists agreeable and instructive to themselves, ami pro-
ductive of good feeling towards tbi^ coimtry when they
return to their respective homes. The Orplieonists will

arrive in Loudon on the 24th inst., and remain till the
31st. The days fixed for the performances being jVlou-

day, the 2oth, Tuesday, the 26th, and Thursday, the
28th, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday will be un-
occupied by the immediate object of their visit, and
available for inspecting some of the features of interest

in London and its vicinity.

City Churches.—The inspectors of burial grounds,
Messrs. Grainger and Holland, have sent in a report to
the Home Secretary relating to the City churches.
They state that the proposal for removing some of
them, which has been made by the Hev. Charles Hume,
is not to disturb any of the burial-grounds, but simply
to take down such of the least used as may he deter-
mined upon, Messrs, Grainger and Holland are of
opinion that if it be proposed to take down any church,

i

and build warehouses, dwellings, or schools upon its i

Bite, the most satisfactory plan would be to remove
t!:e human remains beneath the churches to be taken
down entirely, and reinter them in some appropriate
pi ice of sepulture. This coursCj they say, is not free

from objection, and great care and expense would be
need-d to prevent danger and annoyance to the public
and just cause of complaint to the friends of the dead.
But with very careful management they believe that it

would be possible to guard against them.
Opposition to the riioposED Meat Market I^'

SiilTHEiEiiD.—A numerous meeting of carcuse butchers,
doing business in Newgate Market, was held a few
days since to consider the provisions of the Bill now
before PiU-liament for establishing at Smithfield a
metropolitan market for meat, poultry, and other pro-
visions. The chairman stated that the great objection
to the Bill was the claiTse which imposed a toll upon all

articles sold in it. A petition to Parliament was then
unanimously adopted and signed by every carcase
butcher in the market, expressing alarm and dismay at
the provision which imposed a toll upon all articles
brouglit to the market, the petitioners believing that
such toll was unnecessary, inasmuch as the source from
which the market should be supported should be from
the rent paid by the occupiers and tenants ; that the
toll would be unjust and partial to such of the peti-
tioners as became tenants or occupiers of shops in the
market, as they would have to pay it in addition to a
heavy rent on all the meat brought to their shops for
sale. A public meeting of the meat salesmen and
butchers of the metropolis has since been held, at which
it was resolved to make every effort to prevent the Im-
position of the tax. ^

The English SmpwRiGHTs in- France.—At the
Thames Police Office on Monday a respectable mechanic
waited upon Mr. Selfe, and stated that he was a ship-
wright who not being able to obtain work in England
had obtained a recommendation for a passport at that
court, and gone to Cherbourg in expectation of obtain-
ing employment at 8*. per day. He was grievously
disappointed. There were no ships building at Cher-
bourg, and not an English shipwright in "the place.
The British Vice-Consul had told him that the report
of there being plenty of work for English artisans was
a false one, imd that he had relieved two destitute
shipwrights from England, who had come over there
on a similar errand, and sent them back again at the
expense of the consulate, Mr, Selfe thanked him for
the information, and said that he should not grant any
more passports for English shipwrights to France.
Destructive Thuxderstorm.-On Thursday even-

ing, shortly after 6 o'clock, a terrific thunderstorm
burst over the metropolis, and although short in its

duration occasioned a considerable amount of damage,
particularly in Clerkenwell and the northern suburbs.
The storm lasted for about an hour.
The Public Health. — The Bogistrar-General's

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London,
which had fallen to 969 in the first week of the present
month, rose to 106 i in the week that ended Saturday
the 16tli June. In the corresponding weeks of the
10 years 1850-9 the average number, after correction
for increase of population, was 1070. The return of

PioDmcfaL

t

last week was therefore 6 below the average. During
the week the births of 879 boys and 873 girls, in all

1753 children, were re;;istered in London. In the 10
corresponding weeks qf {\iq years 1850-59 the averaare

flumber was 1495.

Bristol.-A large open-air meeting, principally of
working men, convened by operatives in the employ of
the Bristol and Exeter Railway Company and the
Bristol United Gas Company, was held on the 13th
inst. on Brandon Hill, to consider the best means to be
adopted for lowering the present exorbitant prices of
butchers' meat. The attendance was estimated at from
12,000 to 15,000, the great majority of whom, however
were spectators. The chair was taken by Mr. Gothe-
ridge of the Red Cross Street Pottery, who stated that
they were met to endeavour to do away with what they
considered a painful monopoly. Mr. J. Thompson, one
of the conveners of the meeting, moved the first reso-
lution, declaring the opinion of the meeting " that the
present high price of butchers' meat requires the care-
ful consideration of every thinking man, and that some
strong measures ought to be taken to reduce it to a fair
and reasonable price." This resolution was seconded by
Mr. E. Valentine, and unanimously carried. Mr. God-
ding moved the next resolution,—"That the working
men of Bristol abstain altogether from purchasing any
butchers' meat until the price of it is much reduced,''

This resolution was seconded by Mr. Gridley, jun., and
also unanimously carried. Mr. W. Nott next addressed
the meeting and denounced "jobbers" in general—the
chandlers, the corn merchants, potato jobbers, &c, Mr.
Wadge, who followed, moved a resolution to the effect

that "the system of butchers contracting with persons
annually, at a given price, for joints indiscriminately,

is injurious to the working man; because when the
price for ujeat rises beyond such contract prices they
have only a choice of the coarsest joints; and while the
working classes are deprived of their general necessary
quantity of animal food, the parties contracting feel

not the daily wants at their board consequent upon the
present market prices, which have now risen to near a
famine point as far as the labouring portions of society
are concerned." Mr. John Hayward seconded the
motion, and It was carried unanimously. The chairman
next put a motion to the effect that a committee be
appointed, consisting of a certain number of persons,

including the chairman, with power to draw up a yj^ti-

tion. and make the proper arrangements for its presen-
tation to both Houses of Parliament, praying them to

pass an Act prohibiting the slaughter of lambs or calves

for sale before they had attained the age of eight

mouths. This resolution having been carried it was
unanimously resolved " to abstain from flesh meat until

the price of prime joints was reduced to 7d.j second
cuts 6d. and 5(?."

Norwich.—The inquiry into the attempted prose-
lytism of Master Vansittart was to have come on, for

further Iieariug on Monday, but, on Friday, on the
appli(;ation of Mr. Vanslttart's solicitor, the magis-
trates ordered a further remand to the 25th inst., in
order to give the police time to apprehend Father
Euguine, who is a Spanish Jesuit, and who can be
identified by several persons in the village who saw him
when he visited Master Vansittart at Kackheath. A
special meeting of the Norwich magistrates was held on
Wednesday to receive an Important communication
from the Chief Constable who had just returned from
Brighton, where he had been in search of Father
of Father Euguine. The magistrates received the com-
munication in private, and then announced that nothing
had arisen to justify any departure from the course of

proceeding already laid down, and the case would there-

fore come on again, as arranged, on Monday.
Nottingham, —Newstead Abbey, the celebrated

home of Lord Byron, was offi^red for sale last week,
at the auction mart, by direction of the executors of the

late Colonel Wildman. The estate contains 3226 acres,

a baronial residence, parks, lakes, terrace-gardens,
the celebrated Abbey, an abundance of game, possesses

great mineral wealth, and yields an annual income of

4185/. The first offer was 100,000^. ; the biddings, by

1000/. at a time, gradually increased to 1^1,000?.. and,

no higher offer being made, the sale was withdrawn,
the reserved price being declared at ISOjOOOZ.
Oxforh.—The commemoration commenced on Satur-

day with the recitation of the Stanhope ' and Ellerton
prize essays, by the successful competitors, Mr. Magrath,
of Oriel, and Mr. Moberly, B.A., of Corpus. In the
evening the University Amateur Musical Society gave
a concert in the Town Hall, whicli was honoured by the
presence of the Prince of Wales. On Monday a morning
concert was given by Dr. Corfe in the Sheldonian
Theatre, under the patronage of the Prince of Wales,
who was present with his suite. The annual procession
of racing boats took place on the Isis in the evening,
when some thousands of spectators lined the banks on
each side of the river. The Masonic ball to the Prince
of Wales took place afterwards, and was one of the most
brilliant gatherings*of the kind ever seen in Oxford.
His Royal Highness opened the ball with Miss Bowyer,
daughter of Captain Bowyer, Provincial Grand Master
for Oxfordshire, and in the course of the evening the
Prince danced with ViscountessValletort, Miss Marsham,
daughter of the Warden of J^ew College, Mrs. Liddell,

daughter of the Dean of Christ Church, Miss Glad-

stone, Hon. Miss Stanley, Miss Barclay, and Hon. Miss,

Barrington. On Tuesday morning the annual sermon,

in aid of the Radcliffe Infirmary was preached in St-

Mary's Church by the Rev. Canon Stanley.^ In the.

afternoon the Oxfordshire Horticultural Society ^va
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•ts aiiiual iete in Worcester College Gardens, to which

Hdititnal interest was given to the show by a series of

ctizes <^iven by the Prince of Wales for the best collec-

tion of vegetables grown by cottagers. In the evening

the merabers of Christ Church gave a bnllatthe Town

HaH. which was honoured with the presence of the

prince of Wales, and a private dress concert toot place

in Exeter College Hall. On Wednesday the Encconia, or

Commemoration of Founders and Benefactors, the great

event of the week, took place in the Sheldonian Theatre,

ivhich W!is thronged at an ' early hour by members of

the University, ladies, and strangers. At 11 o'clock

the procession entered the theatre, the Prince of Wales,

hy virtue of his rank, taking precedence, followed by

the Vice-Chancellor, the nobkimen of Christ Church, in

their fall-dress gowns, the heinls of houses, doctors,

professors, and proctors. The Vice-Chancellor opened

the proceedings in the usual way, and was only slightly

interrupted by occasional cries irom the Under-
graduates, who cheered the Queen, the Prince of Wales,

iord Derby, the Bishops of- Oxford and Kxetcr, Lord
Palmerston, the Proctoi'S, Charles Kingsley, the
ladies, &c., and groaned at the names of the Pope,

the King of Naples, the Emperor, Lord John Russell,

Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Bright, the Radicals, the present

Jlinistry, the Bishop of London, the Times news-

paper, the Mecord, and the Penny Press. The
honorary degree of D.C.L, was then conferred

upon Count Phiten, the Swedish Aud>assador; Lord
Brougham, who was received with great applause

;

Count Strzelecki, Sir 11. Bethel], Sir Leopold M'Clin-

tock, and Air. Mottley, the American historian. An
honorary M.A. degree was also conferred on the Rev.

J, P. Harris, chaj-lain at Lucknow during the sifege.

The Crewian Oration was then recited by Mr, Arnold,

the Professor of Poetry, and the prizes were then
rehearsed in the following order :—the English Essay,

by Mr. Holland, of Exeter; the Latin Essay, by Mr.
Broughton, of Balliol;' the Newdcgate, by Mr. Sy-

monds, of Balliol ; and the Garsford (verse) prize, by
Mr. Chute, of Balliol. The proceedings closed with

the Masonic Musical Fete in St. John's Gardens,

Penzance,—Some extraordinary catches of mackerel
have been made recently on the Cornish coast. In
Mount's Bay in one night about 60 boats took about
1000 per boat, making a total of G0,000. They were
the finest fish that have been caught this season. On
another night the aversige was still larger—1500 per

boat, some of the fish weighing 3 lbs. each. The quantity
of fish at St. Ives' for one week has been estimated at

about 3000^. value. At Porthleven the driving boats
during the week have brought on shore about 5000 fish.

PofiTSHoc-TH.—The Granger transport from the
Cape o£ Good Hope, with 169 invalided soldiers from
various regiuionts serving at the Cape and from the
Indian hospital depot there, 17 women, and 39 children,

-

after entering the Needles passage late on Saturday
evening, ran ashore nearly opposite Hurst Castle, The
greater number of the women and ciiildren, with five

men, were landed during the night and sent round to

the village of Yarmouth. The troops on hoard, with
the remainder of the women and children, arrived at

Portsmouth on Sunday afternoon in a steam-tug, which
also bronght the cabin passetigers and invalids ctmsisting

of Lieut. Rourke, Cape Mounted liilles, in military

charge of the troops onboard; Surgeon Montgomery,
in medical charge; Mrs. Montgomery and four children

;

Mrs. Thompson, widow of the lute Lieut. Thompson,
19th Regiment, and two children; and Mr. Rourke.

RocHESTEE.—The ceremony of enthroning the Right
Rev. Dr. Wigram, the newly consecrated Bishop of

Rochester, was performed in .the cathedral of hisdioccss

on Monday the lltb inst., in the presence of a large num-
ber of the clergy and laity. His lordship, on arriving at

the cathedral, was conducted to the chapter-room, where
he was invested in his episcopal robes, and a procession

formed, consisting of the choristers, lay clerks, minor
canons, the Chapter, and the Bishop, who was attended
by his apparitor, registrar, and secretary. After leav-

ing the chapter-room, the procession crossed St.

Edmund's Chapel, and passed down the south aisle, to

the great doors at the western entrance, and after p.issing

up the middle aisle entered the choir in the same order,

the Bishop being cunducted to his throne by the

capitular body. Prior to taking his seat on the throne
the oaths of allegiance and abjiu-ation w^ere administered
to his Lordship, as well as the oath to maintain the
rights and privileges of the cathedral. The usual
afternoon service was then proceeded with. It is said
that Dr. Wigrum is the iirst Bishop who has been en-
throned at Rodiesler for nearly 100 years, the records
of the cathedral showing that the former holders of the
see were in the habit of being enthroned by proxy.

Sheffield.—The present high prices of butchei;3'
meat have given rise to much di^^satisfaction in this as in
many other towns, and advertisements have been
inserted requestmg the iidiabitants to " discontinue the
consumption of meat until it is reduced to a reasonable
J?rice." The workmen of the following firms have
signified their determimitiou to " abstain from the use
of meat until there is a reasonable reduction in the
price of it":—Messrs. Caramell & Co., Cyclops Steel
Works; Messrs. Kenyon & Co., Middlewood Works;
Messrs. Stanley & Co., Midland Works; and Messrs.
Round & Son, Tudor Works. The number of men em-
ployed at these works amouhta to upwards of 3000.

Wi>,-cniSXEH.—Piobert Sinapson, a private in the

60th Kifies, was brought before the Mayor on the 6th

inst. from the military hospital, charged with cutting

and wounding Sophia Rowe with a razor on the 12th

May, with the intent to murder her. The prosecutrix,

a young woman who has been from that date an

inmate of the County Hospital, deposed to the main
facts as they were reported at the time, admitting that

she brought the razor at the prisoner's request, and
asked him to cut her throat. The evidence showed an
extraordinary amount of profligacy on the part of the

prisoner and the prosecutrix, as well as of a girl who
slej)t with them at a public-house called the Painters'

Arms in Sussex Street. The prisoner when called upon
for his defence said he did not know what lie was
doing at the time. He was fully committed for trial

at the assizes, but before being removed was allowed to

shake hands with all the parties concerned, which he

did apparently to their satislaction.

YoiiK,—At the recent monthly meeting of the City

Council, the project of removing the West Riding busi-

ness of the Yorksliirc Assizes from York to either Leeds
or Wakefield w^as brought under consideration. Alder-

man Leeman moved that a memorial be presented to

the Home Secretary by a deputation from the Council

against the removal of the assizes irom York. Alderman
Husband seconded the lesolution, and it was adopted
unanimously.

JrelanD.
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into order it is

to send no more
In spite of this

The Papal Enlistments.— The J^atiouy " on
authority," advises that for the present the agents

of the Papal movement through the country should

suspend their operations. It says that a greater

number of "emigrants" have already arrived at Ancona
than the Pope's officers can accommodate or reduce to

a state of discipline. Irregularities luive occurred in

consequence, and to bring matters

declared to be absolutely necessary

men from Ireland for the present.

order the volunteering shows no sign of abatement in

several parts of the country. The movement has ex-

tended to the western province, and it is announced
that about 100 young men of Galway are prepaiing to

leave. Some of them have written to Rome to know
whether the Irish soldiers in the Pope's service will

form an Irish brigade and he drilled and maiiGDUvred in

the English or Irish language. They desire, if possible,

to make this a condition of joining the Papal army.

The total strength of the Irish recruits now in Italy is

said to be 000, the remaining portion of the Irish in

the Papal ranks being Amoncan. The city of Dublin

has supplied above 200, and Limerick has furnished the

largest continfrcnt amouL' the counties.

OitDER OF St. Pateicic.—The Lord-Lieutenant held

a chapter of the Order of St. Patrick on the 13th inst.

in Dublin Castle, when the Earl of Cork was invested

with the insignia of a Knight Companion. Ihe new
knight, who is an ofticer of the Cork Militia Artillery,

is the most youthful member of the Order.

aalM.
Judicial Comilittee or tue raivy Council.—7^ Bt.

Jiantabas Dispute.—An ap])lication was made yesterdny to the

Lords of the Privy Coimcil, the object of wliiuh is to ensure

the ciuryiiig out of the judgment pronounced by the Court in

the case of" LiddcU v. Beul," with regard to the iiltar aud t>riia-

mcnts in the church of St. Barnabas, Pimlico. It was stated that

a'luouitioii was issued on the 9th A pri., 1867, to the then church-

wardens. Messrs. Puike and Evans, who had failed to carry out

its directions. These gentlemen had ceased to be church-

wardens, but as the churchwardens were a coi-porutiou, it was
contended that the monition was directed to thein in their

corporate capacity, and not as private individuals, and that

therefore it should be amended by 'be insertion of the names
of the cxj.sting churchwardens. Their lord>hips granted the

application, the effect of which is that the momtion referred to

will ni:>w be addressed to the present churchwardens of St.

Barnabas.

ODttuaiu.
GENrnAL Sia Bobert John Harvey, Colonel of the 2d West

India Begiment, died on the 18th inst. athisiesidence, Mouse-

hold House, near Norwich. He entered the army 57 years

since, his commission as cnairrn being dated in 1803. He .served

as Assistant-Quartermaater-General of the British and Furtu-

guese armies in Portugal, Spain, and France, from 1S09 to the

close of the Peninsular war in 1814, and was preseut at the

passage of the Duuro, the action at Busaco, at the second siege

and stormiug of Badajoz, at the sieges of Ciudad Rudrigo and
Burgos, and at the battles of aalamanca, Vittoria, the Pyre-

nees, Nivelle, Nive, Orthes, and Toulouse. Prom 1809 to I8I1

he was employed in procuring inttlligcncu «f the enemy'a

movements in advance of the army, in organising: nine Fortu-

ffuese eut.rilU corps, and in resisting the attempt of thoenomy

to pass theTagiisatChamuaca; and Jrom ISU to I.
^J*

ho was

the organ of eommmncation between the Duko of \\c '--on

and the Portuguese troops- In 1818 he w:is app-mted c
S^ the M AVc^ lu'iia Regiment. He received the gold meaal

foV^he-SaUle of Orthes. the silver ^^-j"^^"'-
^^^"f-X*^*^ "^^^J

army, died on the
l^J^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^s Uentenant in the

and the Rhine i"^,.!'^* ,*Sr..in InlS02 heattained the rank
inSicily.Egvpt, India, and hp.u^^^^ ^^ i„ ,314

^^S&=^^- 1i\^^7UcSneageu.ralum... i

He was a brave impetuous soldier, aud was known among lii*
companions at arms by the sobriquet of ** Fighting Jack."
Rear Ax>MiP^L Ebwakd Hawi^er died on the Sth inst. in

his 78th year. He entered the navy as a midshijjnian when 11)

years of age, and was made a heutenant at the early age of 13.
He saw a great deal of service during the French war, in the
Channel, the West Indies, the Cape of Good Hope, the coast of
i^pain, mid North America. He was present at the capture of
Guadaloupe, and was afterwards captain of the Bellerophon
and Sali.sbury line-of-battle ships, bearing the flag of Sir
^. , '

^ ' - -
'

the

he went on half-pay, aud attained flag rank in 1837. In 185S
he accepted the "good service pension," vacant by the death
of Admiral Lord Aylmer.
The Rev. Baden Pov\ell, Savilian Professor of Geometry

in the Univerj^ity of Oxford, died at his residence in Stanhope
Street, Hyde Park Gardt^ns, on the 11th inst. He was educated
at Oriel College, Oxford, and graduated in 1817, when he was
first-class in mathematics. He was appointed SaviUan Pro-
fessor in 1S27. He was well known in Oxford and elsewhere
on account of the freedom of his views on religious matters^
and was an active member of the National Anti*Sunday
Leagfue Society, established under the presidency of Sir Joshua
Walmsley, for promoting the opening of museums, the Crystal
Palace, and similar places of amusement on Sundays. He was
a voluminous writer, his priucipal works being " Essays on
the Sj;irit of the Inductive Piiilofsophy/' " The Unity of Worlds
and the Philosophy of Creation," ** Christianity without
Judaism/' "Revelation and Science," *'The Connection of
Natural and Divine Truth," ''JFrce Inquiry and Religious
Liberality," '* The Law and the Gospel; " and various articles-

in Kitto's *'Cyclopsediaof Biblical Literature/' He mamedthe
eldest daughter of Rear-Admiral Smyth, by whom he has left

a family of 11 children, the youngest of whom was born little

more than a week before his death.

BIRTHS.—On the 3d ult, at Rome, the Viscountess
KvNNAiRD (Marchioness Bandini Giustiniani), of a sou and
heir- 3d inst, at liiiieen Castle, the Lady Killeen, of a
daughter—17th inst, at 3, Hamilton Place, the Lady Adeliza
Manners, of a son—Ijth inst, at 61, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin, the LadyCAREW, of a son and heir—11th inst, at Acton
Reyuell, yhrojjsbire. Lady Corbet, of a daugliter—20th inst, ab

23, Thurloe Square, the Lady Anne Suerson, of a son—17th
inst, at Porrugal Street, Grosveuor Square, Lady Kathleen
TiOHE, ofa tion—18th inst, at Hastings, the Hon. Mrd- Az>0XJ*HUS
Graves, uf a son—19th inst, at *-^t>, Manchester Square, the
Hon. Mrs. Mitfuicd, uf a sou—17th inat, at Buflryn, Aberdartv
the wife of H. A. Bruce, Esq-, M.P-, of a daughter.
MAliiilAGliS.- Un the 14th inst, at St- Peter*s Church,

Pimlico. Rickard Henrv Magenis, Esq., Brevet-M;\Jor and
Captain B2d Light Jnfautry, eluoat son of tho late Colonel
Mogenis^ to Lady Louisa Ann Lowrv-Coruy, eldest daughter
of the late Kurl of Belmore—7th inst, at St. PauFs Church,
Valctta, tho Hun. Victor Houltun, Chief Secretary to tne
Government, to Hyacinthe Harriette, only daughter of the
late KxcHAUD Welleslev, and grandda\ighter of the late

Marquis Wellesloy—16th inst, at St- George's, Hanover Square,
Thomas F. Scrvmsourb Fothringham, liaq., of Fothring-
ham and Powrie, iu the county of Forfar, to the
Lady CiiARLorrE Carnegie, daughter of the late Sir

James Cai'iiegie, Bart., and sister oi tho Eail of Southeak

—

14th inst. at St. John's Church, Hyde Park, tho Baron vow
Barnekow, to Anna Young, sibter of the Right Hon. Sir John
Young, Bart, of BaiUeborough Castle, county Cavan—13th inst^

at St. xVndiew'M Church, Aberdeen, Charles Murray Barstow,
Esq., to Elizabeth Carr, second daughter of the late Sir

Alexander Uamhay, Bart., of Bahuain^lSth inst, at St.

Georgo's, Hanover Square, Richard Ben yon Berens, Ei^q., of

Kevington, in the county of Kent, to Fanny Georgina,
daughter of Alexander Atherton Park, JKsq.^ of Wimpole
Street.
DEATHS--On the ISth inst, at 13, Canipden Grove, Ken-

singtun, Major-General Grantham, late of the Royal Artillery,,

aged 73—Utb inst, at 19, Fit?:roySquare, Licut-GeueniiSAMUEL
GooDEELLuw, of the ILE.LC.'s Bombay Engineers, aged 85

—

15th inst, at Brompton, Chatham, Kent, M^or Jaugs Mao*
DONALD, lute Paymaster of East India Depots, aged ^5—14th
inst, at Stevenson, Haddington, Anne Elizabkth, eldest

daughter of Vicc-Admiral Sir John Gordon Sinclair, Bart.^

—

12th inst, suddenly, at Paris, Maria Dolores, wife of Vice-

Admiral Grenfell, I.B.N-, Consul-General of Brazil, of 15,

WoUesley Terrace, Liverpool—15th inst, at Tyringham, Bucks,
Elizabeth, widow of the late Captain Richard Hoahe, R.N.,
and daughter of the lute William Praed, Esq., aged 71—
—7th inst, at Naples, Lewis John Barbar, Esq., her Britannic

Majesty's Consul for the Island of Candia, aged 37—10th inst,

at Canterbury, William Piers Ormerod, E^,, F.B-C,8-, late

on© of the Surgeons of the Radclyffe Infirmary, Oxford, and
fifth son of Geo. Ormerod, Esq., DX.L-, of Sedbury Park,
Gloucestershire, aged 42—18th inst, at his residence, 33, Eaton
Square, SETii Smith, Esq., aged 63—I4th inst, at 1, Heathcote
Street, Gray's Inn Road, the Rev. Thomas Bagnall Baker»
fur many years Incumbent of Wobum Chapel, St- Pancras,
Hged^4—i7th inst, at 32, Chesham Place, Elizabeth Sarah^
the wife of Abraham George Robarts, Esq,—15th inst, at
Dunoon, Margaret JIXachlan, wife of David Roberts,
Esq., R.A.

ittlaiketiS

POTATOES.—SouTuwABK, Monday, June IS.

Turing the week the arrivals coastwise have been light, and
trade butter, iit thu fuUowiuf.' quututioua :—YorksMre Uc-
guuts, 9U8. to 130s.; do. Flukes, Hue. to UOb.; LiiicolusbireRo-

Kcnts, 90a. to 110a.; Dunbar Reds, 110s. to 12UB. ; Perth,
FuriUr, aud Fifcbliire RegLUts, OOs. to IUOb. ; do. Eed8-90a. to
lOua. ; Iribh Whitta, 70:=. to SOs.

COAL MARKET.—June 21.

Byass's Bebside West Hai-tloy, His. Ud. ; BuJdIe'a West
Hartley, Ida. 6(i. ; Howard's West Hurtioy, 16s. 6A ,* Taniield
Muir, 7:3d. ftd. ; Ward's West Hartley, 15s. 6d.; Wylani, lt}3.6d. ;
Wails ICiid H.U-C01I, iTs. Od. ; Walls JCnd -Brutito", Iha. ; Walls

Kud Helton. I&s. ; Wali« Eud Cis.'sop, 18». &d. ; Wall-i Eud
North Trartl,,iK.oI, 10b. ; Walla End SUiucljJfe, ITb. 9d. ; Wiilla

End hoiith Hartlepool, Ks. 9d. : Walls Kud South Kolloe,

188. 6d. i VVull iJia tiouth WlutwoUh, lia. (nl.—aS abips at

IU

BUTTER 3IARKET.—June 16.

Best Fresh Jiuttcr , , . . IJa. ptr df»zen lb«.

Second do. do. .. •• 12b. ,, »
Pork, ^ 00. to £«. id. per S lbs.

COVEN'T GARDEN.—June 28.
,

CablMMf are new excellent In quality, and tiw warfcet w
overstocked with Lettuces. PrioeafiirV^ .bicaamWiUy ar»

heoou^xtg more modarate. French produce cofittJiuea ta o«

i^rted. Grapes haw Dot alt««l rtnc- «r l-* ^^«t.

\ .ViJoU. Pean..^d other frulU &«n t^ South of FWa
have juBt made thair .ippearanco. Strawberriea arc toterabty

pleii- '--I Cob Nuts realiae U per lb. Onea OMMHfMi
et£L .1 Quart. Peas and Broad Boaos may now be obUuied.

Nw FotMWK niay be h«l at fh/m 2d. to 4d. per povttd



Soma good Srushrooms may be obtained. Cut flowers
chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Violets. Mipnonfttte.
Azaleiis. Heaths, Primulas, Geraniums, Lily of the Vallevand Koaes. -

'

THE GARDENERS' CHEONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

Pine Apples, per lb., 6s to 9s
Grapes, per lb., 4g to lOa
Strawberries, p. lb.. 4s to Ss
Peaches, per doz.. 15s to 24s
Apricots, per doz., 2s to 4s
Nectarines, do.. 12s to iRa

FRUIT.

Asparagus, p. bundle, 2s to 43
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F. Beans, per 100, Is to Is 6d
Peas, p. bush., 48 to 68
Cauliflowers, each, 6d to Sd
Greens, per dozen, 4a 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do.. Is to Ss
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOs— per bus., 3s to 4s Gd— per cwt., 6s to 8s
Carrots, per bunch, 6d to Sd
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to Td
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to Ss
Cucumbers, each, 9d to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.

Cherries, p. lb., Is to 33
Green Figs, per doz., Ss to 12s
Melons, each, 6s to lo/
Apples, per doz.. 2a to Cs
Oranges, per 100, 2s 6d to 8s
Lemons, per 100, 5s to fia

Artichokes, per doz., 6s to Sa
Beet, per doz., Is Cd to 23
Celery, per bundle, 28 to 3s
Onions, p. halfsieve, 3s
Tomatoes, perduz., 2s to 33
Shallots, per lb., dd to Sd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to Sd
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, ls6d

to 2s 6d
Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d to Is
Endive, p. score, Is to 2s
Horse Radish,p.buu.,ls Gd to 4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., lstols6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 3s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

_, FBiDATrJunc 17.
The weather during the last eight days has again been wet,

but less so northward than here. The Wheat cn.p is frenerallv
representcd as two or three weeks later than usual, and as
looking, thin, yellow, and sickly in many important districts.
Barley is also much complained of. The trade having geneniUy
purchased ^\heat very largely during the past fort5i|ht there
has been less activity during the present week ; and altboucrh
holders resist a decline in prices, the extreme rates previously
realised have not been obtainable, either here or in several
other important markets of the kingdom. In the different
kinds ot spring corn no alteration of value requiring comment
has occurred but m a few markets there has been a slighttendency to dechne. Flour has also been in limited request,and pnces for country marks are rather easier. Very little
f. o. b. business trom the Baltic has been transacted this week,pnces there being quite out of proportion to ours, and con-
fidence supported by the receipt of orders from France and

^'i"™:. 7^^. ^^^^^^ of English grain this week are very
simiU of foreign Wheat good, and of Oats and Barley con-
siderable. A part of the English Wheat left over from Monday
has been sold at that day'.s prices, and factors declining to take
less a portion remained unsold late in the day.

Arrivals from June IS to June 22.

[Ju]SE 23, 1860.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
SMrTBKIE7.D, THURSDAY, JuUG 21,

Prime Meadow Hay 76s to 80s
Superior do. (old) . . 84 100
Inferior do 60 70
New do —
Rowen 60 70

958 to llSs
4

Clover
New Clover
Second cut do. . . 84 95
Straw 28 34

Davis & Co.

Enghsh .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

W heat.

781) qrs.

If

23190

Barley. Oats.

50 qrs.

»f

7760

1910

82370

qrs

FJour.

2730 aks.

r>( ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 32, married, no in^^
tV^ brance; has a thorough practical knowledge of Pin«>Vines Cucumbers and Alelona, Flower and Kitchen Gardens?:
J. K., 3, Hargravc Place, James Street. Camden Town, N w'(^AR I)ENERTHEAB).--MiddIe.aged,-[iI^rri;i^^
VJ children Scotch. Mailing, active, obliging and comnetent. Cai;e of Meadow Land. A quick Accountant. GooS;
ractcr.-H. B.. 4. Pleasant Row, Mollowav Road, Londoii. K
GARDENER (Head).-Age 36, inarrred; active

energetic, and of first class ability, with 10 years' unev'
ceptionable character from his present employer A eood
Judge of Stock.—Garde>-er, OukUvnds, Shepherd's Bush
Middlesex, W. '

AROENEK (Head, where two or three are keptT
—Middle-aged, no incumbrance ; capable of taking cntim

management ; understands his profession in all its branches
Unexceptionable character.—A. B., ilr. W, Barnes Camden
Nursery, Camberwell, S.

'

^n3'dle-agetl7 marriedT^viW^rm

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime Xew Hay
Inferior do. ..

traw .. ..

Whitechapel, Ththisday, June 21.

* t

95stol00s
80 90

28 32

Fine old Clover ..llSstolSOs
Inferior do .. ..so 100
Fine New Clover., — —
Fine 2dcut .. .. 95 100
Inferior do SO 84

rBRITISH W0OLS.-LONDON, FRinAT, June 22.
There has been some business tnmsacted with the farmersby the woolstaplers and country dealers during the last few

days. The prices have been on the advance, occasioned by the
senous deficiency both in the number and weight of the fleecesahom m comparison with previous years, which circumstances
have operated towards raising the views of buyers and sellers.
Is. 8d. to Is. Od. have been currently paid for flocks, and many
farmers refuse to sell under Is. lOd. to 2s. per lb. These
pncea are considered exorbitant by the purchasers and are
resisted, although no one can shut his eyes to the probability
of scarcity before another clip should anything like the presentme of consumi^tion continue throughout the coming year
Ihe deficiency is calculated by some at 30 per cent., but if we
take 20 per cent, we shall, perhaps, be nearer the mark, and i

this would make more than 10 weeks' ordinary consumption
[

-deficient. In conclusion, it is evident that for the present
season the price of wool must rest with the farmers themselves.
vvith a short supply they may command good prices if they
aave wisdom to supply the manufacturers as their
requirements demand ; but if this year's clip is all to be
pushed into the market in July at the wool l^iirs, it must beD 'Uiht at a price to pay speculators to hold it for the wants ofne coming year.

HETROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
JloKDAY, Juno 18.

The number of Be;\at8 is about the same as Monday last.
•Quotations remain unaltered. The supply of Sheep is much
shorter, rather higher prices are consequently obtained. Trade
bowever, is not very brisk. Calves and Lambs are selling
about the same as on Thur.«day. From Germany and Holland
there are 340 Beasts. 5100 Sheep, and 241 Calves; fmm
Scotland, 26 Bea-sts ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 2800 ; and
i50 irom the northern and midland counties.

f 52S0 .,

,

I — oris.

ofboTr^uf" '^""Ti'-'/""^
I9.~\\c had a good attendance

iL a^H wrf\'^^''^*T ** our Com Exchlnge this morn-

ontrP^vnf ? f ''t ?^i * ^^^('^y consumpUve sale at the

favnnr ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^
,f^^J-

^^^"'' **^^ "^« contrarv had lessfavour, and may be called a trifle easier. Indian Corn wasonly in retail demand, and all sorrs may be written 6d. per orcheaper than on Friday, with the exception of wM.e,^wh?chbeing now less freely offered was the tirn better. Oats andOatmeal had each a steady retail sale at previous rtUe.. No
nnp nr?".^^

''°^'"'
*^, ^"^"^' ^^^^- «^ ^^^^^^y- Tl^^re were

market h1^^^7'""K'^"^'^*'^
Wheat at the commencement ofmaiket, but these being cleared out we closed with a firmer

Avt:KAaE3.

ilay 16..

June

WE^x: j^ariey. Uats. , Bye.
, i^e.ms.

a

3is Id
86 2

i'eas.

ioTTd

FLUcrruATiONs in thk Last six Wekks Avekages.
Prices. May 12. May 19. |l\tay gg.~JilHi~2. JuE^orJdH^lf^

54«lld ..

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5

Best Shorthorns 5
Sd quality Beasts 4
JBest Downs and

Half-breda
Do. Shorn . . fi

s d 8 d

6

4

8

to 5
— 5
— 5

to ,

8
6

6 —5 10

Best Long-wools.
Do. Shorn
Ewes A; 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

s d s

to

W PARTNERSHIP
ANTED, a PARTNER with a modernte capital

his
./"^^,^^iRSEftTA.xn SEED BUSINESS. The advertiser

r<S.iS Ki ^'
^^^'^'^^"*^ ™^"y y'^''^^« ^" ««™e of the mostrespectable ^ur8ery and Seed Establishments in England and

m^r^iiiy*'^*^ fj" ^ ?"^^^>* ^^t^^t^*^ "^ ^ good locality i^ the
T « ^ ?.*® neighbourhood of London.-Applv by letter to

Str^et^ Eondot KC.'^'^""^ ^
'''''^' "^^^""-^' '''

^^-'^^'^

TEMPLEMOYLE SEMINARY AND ECLIIMTON ACRICUL-
WAxra^L.'^r^^'^^'^'Q'^'^^

'^'ODEL SCHOOL.
A^l^^^.rl'*'' **^'' Institution, a PRACTICAL

inH^«nftP?. ^F^l^^^^'^' <^0'"P«tent to conduct to operations

f^vni^^.t?.
the Management of 170 Statute Acres of Land,

5 4 — 5 6

4
6
4
4

S

8

5
7
5
5

4

r;.AiiDENi.^ ^. ._, „„„.
V^ out incumbrance : has a thorough practical knowleage
of bis profession in all its branches ; no objection to the charge
of Meadow Laud if required.—A. B., Mr. Lock's Librarv
Lower Tooting, Surrey.

,

ARDKNEU (Head).—Ajite 33, married, one child;
thoroughly understands his profession in all its branches

including Early and Late Forcing. Fruit, Flowers, and Vege-
tables. Can take the management of Land and Stuck. Wife
Dairy and Poultry if required. Good references given.—H. \{ j
11, Rectory Place. Parson's Green. Fulham. Middlesex, S. ''

G'
ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married i possesses
a practical and scientific knowledge of his profession in

all its branches, including Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Figs,
^Melons, Cucumbers, &c., and is a first class Plant Grower ; with
Woods, Land and Stock. Has had 20U prizes for Fruit and
Vegetables. Wife can take charge of Dairy and Poultry..-
J- IX,_Mcssr3. Drummond's Nuiscry, Bath, iSomcrsetshire.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 37, single; h^ ,
good practical knowledge of Early and Late Forcing of

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, also Flower and Kitchen
Gardening, Four and a half years* good character from a
family of distinction.— S. 11., J. & J. Frascr's, Lea Bridge
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, mtirried, no in-
cumbrance ; has had several years practical experience

with families that required all kinds ot Eurly and Late Forcing
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. Steadiness, ability," and
character will bear the strictest inquiry. — Mr Dceber
Stationer, Weatow Street. Upper Norwood, S.

*

TO NOBLEMEN AND GEIMTLEMEIM.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, native of

Scotland; thoroughly experienced, practical in every
branch of bis profession ; leaving his present situation in conse-
quence of the death of his emf-loyer. Four years' excellent
ciiaracter. No single-hauded place accepted.—The Gardener,
Wanstead Hall, Essex, N.E.

G^ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, two
I children; has a thorough practical knowledge of his

profession in all its various branches ; including Early and
Late Forcing of Vines, Pines, Cucumbers and Melons, &c., the
growing of Stove and Greenhouse plants, the gt;neral routine
of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Unexceptionable character.—
H. B., 14. Oxford Street, Southampton.

GAKDENER (Kokemax, in a good establishment).

—

-Age 24, single ; has had good experience in every branch
of his profession. Testimonials of the highest character.—The
Foreman, Hale Hall Gardens, nenr Wanington.

Beasts, 3730 ; Sheep & Lambs. 25,080 ; Calves, 319 ; Figs 6'^0

Thuksdat, June 21.
We have again a very short supply of Beasts, and trade for

AU^ ^^..^^' ^^^^ P^''^*^^ ^^® consequently well sni)ported.
'

Although the number of Sheep is not much larger, trade is

fe^o'l^' ^^V\ " ,_^*ffi«^lt to realise Monday's quotations,
l^ood Calves and Lambs are not very plentiful, and meet with
o.Jf^i'y '^®-

^^."Z.*"^'"^'^ """PP^y consists of 240 Beasts.
2^30 Sheep, and 280 Calves ; from Norfolk and
Beasts: .ami Hn Vil.-li p.™o
Beet Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 5
Best Short-horns 5
2d quality Eeaate 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds .

.

Do. Shorn . . 5

6 to 5
4 — 5
5 —

5

8
6

5 S

Best Long-wools .

Do. Shorn
Ewes<t 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

Suffolk, 400

. . to .

.

5 0—5 4

« 4

4
6
4
4

6

4
10

4

r

5
5

s

6

Beasts, 1090; Sbeep & Lambs, 11.660 ; CaK-es. 5^9Ul^L
"^

Ti, ,
MARK LANE.—Monday, June 18The Bupply of Wheat from F^ex and Kent to this mnm

und on y a ret^l buau»e» resulted inCT^Tt our U«T^^'^v;quotations. Barley is a steady «le at last week'l mtL
^e Oat trade is quiet, and inferior or out-of-ennriiaon pa^ccU^38. per qr. cheajK-r. In Flour there is but little doin^ andcountry markd are rather easier.

^'
Pm Imperial Qvartf.r. Ig. g > ...

WHEAr, Eysei Kent & Suffolk.. White 55-«i Red .... 53-57" fine selected runs. .ditto 55-e3|Red .... 5&-61
vr""r.i

^^^^e^k 58—63

— * oreign 52—65
Basley, gnnd. & dist, 24s to 3Js. . Chev. '38-^5

23

19

Foreign
. .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire". . Potato, ^o" if- Potato 24

Rye
*^™^^ Poland and Brew

Kye-meal, foreign
BEA.Ns^Mazagau. „ .32a to -iOs.. . . Tick— J«eon 366 -4Ts.. Winds— Foreign Small
1 EAS, White, Essex and Kent . .Boilers

5,*'=''= V-- Wnitei^ui^ best marlo delivered, .per sack" |^*i<?
ditto~ ^^'^^ per barrel

Malting. 36—41
Malting. 35—40-36

-26

-30 1 Feed
-30 ^ Feed
29 Peed

# •

* 4

26-

35—3S'Foreigu.

34—43 'Harrow.
48—64 Longpod

19—27
19—25
22—28

34—43

— — .—
^ ^„ i^v-.jo <iiju. luiiiiures, witn JDOOk-keenincr .is can-

Cat ifand H^^-' "n"™
^'''''^''

'
*^"^ ^^^ ^''''^ thTs^fu^u^ ofCattle and their Diseases. He wiU be required to explain the

^X''aiZn?''^'?f' *" >?" P^^*"^- ^'^^'^^^•^'^ commenc^e at SO/

?0Z n?rvV ; Th-''''^'i'^"'''*'
""? '"'*^'°"^' heretofore valued at

r.^«.5f, Li ^; 2^ ^^^7 '"^y ^« increased hi the event of the

K^^^
selected as head agriculturist being found efficient.

am^nh^.nl''' l^ M^ '^ f^"^ ''*" ^^^"'^"arion, by persons to be

?n ^^ f .^ ^ *?'' Managing Conmiittee. Copies of testimonials

^ttSi^Shh?«'''^'^\^*''"^/'
^"^ applicant'Lown handwriting,settmg forth his age, antecedents, and present position, to

Perry. June 16.
^^^^ ^^ifrON, Honorary Secretary.

\\^'^^'^o^\ ?r
^ experienced person us OLKUK and

\.Ua HoT ^*^ ""^ ^ ^^""^^ Nursery. He must Write a good

forfnte^f^f^k'^T'"^^^''^-' ^."^ of unexceptionable character

WalS&e^^^
ANTKD, A HAY iM^ijEK and STACKKK. who
understands his business well. Wages, \l per week

—

Address. Mr. Ward's, Southend. Eltham, Kent, S.E

WANTED, a Man used to the work of a PKO-
t. r 1

y*^^^'^^ NURSERY, to make him.self generallyuseful m doors and out; constant employment given Stite

STcroS"'''^-"^^^'^ *" ^- ^"^^"'^^' Pnsl?y 'Nursery!

W^^u^^^'/."* ^^"^^*^^^ ^ALIUKNEK.—Must be
a. tLc p ^^^"^^ '" *^'' blowing of PINES and GRAPESas thea^ Fruits are grown lar-oly. .t is very essential rhr-i^mU

'

cant should be thornu(fbly =*capable and havThad go<3 ex-perience.—Z.,flarri«»wM;_C7^^ ^v.c.

"lArANTRD, an active GARDENTabOURER, an~d

J
' f's ^){^?« ^^.t>>out incumbrance (with the exception ofa daughter) to live n a Lodge and attend to the gate. Wife to

,

wS:ChiselLJ!S; lilt sl''
^-^^^ ^ <^^^^^e.-Tov, Home-

WANTEO, AS COWMAN, a j.cr.son who can Milk
; ^^11 well and attend to about 20 Cows. W.ages M perweek.-Addrcss, L„ Mr,_Ward's. Southend, EUham, Kent, sTWANTED IMMEDIATELV, in a gentleiWs

. V f T^ ^' ^^^^?"e active Girl, about 25. who thoroughlyunderstands the DAIRi' and care of POULTRY; a personbrought up in a Farm House would snit. Good wages given toa competent person. An excalleut character will be required—^^ppiy by letter, addressed Mrs. L. ScAELErrd, near

38—46
38—40

Egvptian
Suflfolk .

—34 Foreign.
Yeilow,

.

48—54
40—4S
io—32

36—41
30—40

Country. *0—48
30—37

WANT PLACES.-Letter^ to be Post Paid.

/:j_ARDENER (IlEAD),-Age 27, two cl.iMren ; has

nil ifi* k'""""?^'' 8%'? Pi"^<^ticul knowledge of his profession in

A "r r p"'^ n-«; ^^?^ ''"^ "" ^''^^ years' good c-haraeter.-
A. a. C, Post Office, Bolaterstoue, Sheffield.

/ :j.ARDENER.—Ai^e 30, single; thoroughly mider-
V_X stands Kitchen and Flower Gardens, tttove and Green-
house Plants, *c. Wages expected, \l. l.i. per week with
lodging.—H. H., Post Office, Petersliam, Surrey. S-W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 2^; live years' expe-
rience. Good character.—A. B., 1, Crawford Place, Cold

Harbour Lane, Camber well, S.

GAKDENEK (Uwdek).—J. B. Wuitino, gardener
to H. T. Hope, Esq , at the Doepdene, Dori;ing, Surrey,

can highly recommend a Man (age 26, married, no incum-
brance) who has worked under him 11 years, to any gentleman
who may require a skilful and industrious Gardener.

GARDENER, LODGE KEEPER, &c., or to manage
a small extent of Land and Dairy. A respectable Man

and Wife, with small incumbrance ; can be well recommended.
—X. Y., Mr. Hales, 8, Gieat St. Helen's, Bishopsgatc. E.G.

GARDENER ok MANAGER of Pal)lic Gardens,
— lias been in present situation 11 years as Gardener and

Manager, and offers his services to any gentleman or proprietor
of Public Gardens in want of an experienced Gardener and
trustworthy servant. Highest testimonials as to ability, Ac-
William Bawcittt, Gardener, Blisworth Gardens. Northamp-
tonshire.

TO NOBLEiviEIM AND. CtNTLEMEtM.
~^

GARDENER, or GARDENER ^nd BAILIFF.—
Middle-aged, married ; thoroughly understands his pro-

fession in all its branches. Seven years' good character.—E. M.,
Mr. Uods, Epsom Nursery, Epsom, Surrey.

^

BAILIFF OR GENERAL MANAGER.—Has been
extensively engaged on a nobleman's estate, where

Agriculture has been carried out moat economically ; is con-
versant with all Soils, the Manacjenient of Wood.^ Breeding
and Selling Short-horns and other atock. Satisfactory reasons
turiaahed lor leaving present situation, and the highest
references given.—W. C. Me.'^ars. (iibbs & Co., corner of Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

nXS,.'"t.'V?^^ PROPRIETORS AND OTHcRS:IKUARD OR BAILIFF. -Small incumbrance;
thoroughly acquainted with Norfolk Farming in all its

branches. Wife an excellent Dairy woman. Can have 9 years'
hr-st-rate chai-acter

.—Mr. Fartrioqe. Shnuldham, Downham.

BtTTTT'S
^^OSLEMEN AND CENTLEMtN.

A
1
LI ti.—Perfectly understatuls the Cultivatiou

and Management of Land, Hops, Breeding and ReariLg
Stock, ,tc. Unexceptionable references. —J. R , Messrs. Burgess

? !^^ /Jcrncultur.l Implement DepOt, 95. Newgate Street,
Londor, E.C.

f f »
a

13 AlLIt'F.—Age 45; thoroiiglily understands Farn 1
J^.mg, both Stiff and Light Soils; attending Markets if
reqmred

; and will make himself generally u-eful on the f»rn'.
Can have first-elasa testimonials from his late employer for
14 years.—J. H., Mr. Porch, News Agent, Wimbledon. Surrey.

CARPENTER iNi> AULLWRIUHI'. or IuIlIfF.
V^ on a nobleman or gentleman's esUte.—Age 33 ;

tborougJJy
conver.sant with Heavy and Light Soils; also Buyiir^-, Seliint?*
and RearniK Stock. Twelve yeare' character fn»m under
Cfovernment.—H. IUndel, Hid House, Wiukficid, Uerka.
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INOT
ANK OF
3, Pall Mali

CE OF DIVIDEND.
BANK OF DEPOSIT (Established a.d. 1844),

3, Pall Mali East, London, S.W.—The "WARRANTS for

the HALF-YEARLY INTEREST, at the rate of 5 per cent,

per annum, on Deposit Accounts, to the 30th iust., will be
ready for delivery on and after July 10, and payable daily
between the hours of 10 and 4.

Peter Morrison, Managing Director.
Prosppctiises and Forms sent free on api)licatiQp.

S'H^NEY LKCTUKES on GEOLOGY, in connection
with the British Museum. —A COURSE of TWELVE

LECTURES will be delivered at the Museum of Practical
<5eology, Jermyu Street, on TUESDAYS. THURSDAYS, and
SATURDAYS in each week, commencing on July 5. at 3
o'clock; by A. G. Melville, M.D., Professor of Natural History
in the Queen's University, Ireland. Admission, Gratis.

MKS. ARTHUU HKNFKEY, VVMow of the lute
Professor Henfrey, F.R.S., F.L.S., Ac, of King's

College, London, continues to receive a limited number of
young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
her own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
ia constantly spoken, Mrs. Henfrey having resided on the
iContinent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will havejthe comfort
of a private lamily, and unremitting attention will be paid to
i,heir health and morals. References are permitted to

—

Dr. Jelf Principal of King s College

TO GARDENERS.
"No book on Practical Gardening has yet superseded

' Loudon's Encyelopiedia of Gardening.'"
Gardeners' Chronicle, Feb. 12, 1859.

'
' There is no m ore general book than ' Loudon's Encyclopsedia

of Gardening,' which treats of all manner of things."

L

Kev. Lawford W- T. Dale
Rev, Olive Holltngworth
Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker

Professor Huxley, RR.S

Dr and Mrs. Martyn. .

Dr- and Mrs, Lindley.,
Dr. and Sirs, Hooklr .

,

Dr, and Mrs. Tuke

» #

Chiswick Vicarage, W.
Tumham Green, W.
Kew, W.

C The Government School of
\ Mines, Jermyn Street, S.W.
7,Bennett St., St. James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W.
Kew, W.

. . Manor House, Chiswick, W.
For terms apply to Mrs. Arthur. Henfrey, 12, Heathfield

Terrace, Turnhatn Green, W.

EXT OF KlN, HEIH8, &c.. WANTED, who
have been Advertised for—Being exact Copies of Adver-

tisements from the Tivies, Gazette, Chronicle, Herald, Post, Mel-
^bourne Argus, Sydney Herald, Hobart Town, Mercury^ South Aus-
tralian Register, Cape Mail and Monitor, New Zealand Gazette,

West India Record, Indian, Canadian, and American Papers for
the last 60 years, relating to many thousand names, descrip-
tions, and last residences of persons of all classes entitled to
money and property of sever^ Millions value, and now laying
dormant for want of claimants. This prized and valuable book
is sent post free to any part ^f the United Kingdom for 12 post
etamps by the publishers, Fisher k. Son, Kingslnnd, London,
N.E. Esublished 1817. '* Worth its weight in gold."—Jtm«s,
Nov\_26, 1S59

.

A GUIDE TO THE QUADRUPEDS ajtd REPTILES
OP EUROPE, with descriptions of all the Species. By

Lord Clermont. Post 8vo, 7s.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row. E.C.

BOOKS ON BOTAiv^,
~

This day is piibiished, 12mo, with a Map, price 7«.,

FLORA OF CAMBRIDGESHIRE: or a Catalogue
ofPlants found in the County of Cambridge, with references

to former Catalogues, and the localities of the rarer species.
By Charlfj* CARDA.LE Babinoton, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., &c.

MANUAL OF BRITISH BOTANY: containing the
Flowering Plants and Ferns, arranged according to their
Natural Orders. By C. C. Babington, A^A., F.R.S., F.L.S.,
Ac. 12mo, the Fourth Edition,with manyadditions and correc-
tions, 10«. 6(?., cloth.

ELEMIONTARV COURSE of BOTANY : Sfcruotnral.
Physiologi&tl, and Systematic. With a brief Outline of the
Geographical and Geological Distribution of Plants. By
Arthur Henfrey, F.R.S., L.S., die., Professor of Botany in
King's College, London, Examiner in Natural Science to the
Royal Military Academy, and to the Society of Arts. Illus-
trated by upwards of SOU Woodcuts, post Svo, X2s. 6c/.

Also by Professor Henfroy,

RUDIMENTS of BOTANY, A Familiar introduc-
tion to the Study of Plants. With Illustrative Woodcuts.
Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, Zs. 6d.

A SET OP SIX COLOURED DIAGRAMS, IlUistra-
tiveof the Rudiments of Botany. For Schools and Lectures. lu«.

WEEDS AND WILD FLOWERS. By Lady
Wilkinson. Post Svo, with Colonred Engravings and Wood-
tcuts, lOs. 6d.

THE BRITISH FERNS at ONE VIEW. By
Berthold Skemann, Ph. D., F.L.S. A coloured S page Chart,
with a portion of each species coloured aud descriptions of each
genus, 8vo, cloth, 6s.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Just published, Svo, price 11. \s. Od,

A HISTORY OF THE BRIIISH SEA-ANEMONES
andMADREPOUE^. With Coloured Figures of all the

Species. By Philip Henry Gosse, F.R.S.

By the same a^ithor,

A NATURALISTS RAMBLES ON THE DEVON-
SHIRE COAST. With 28 Plates. Post Svo, 21s.

THE AQUARIUM: an UNVEILING OF the
WONDKRS or the DEEP SEA. Second Edition, Enlarged.
With Chroiuauigraphs and Wood Engravings. Post Svo, 17s.

A HANDBOOK to the MARINE AQUARIUM.
Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2*. 6d.

A MANUAL of MARINE ZOOLOGY fob the
BRITISHISLKS. Two Vols. Svo, with nearly700 Engravings. 15«.

TENBY : A SEA-SIDE HOLIDAY. With 24 plates,
Coloured. Post Svo, 21a.

OMPHALOS: AN ATTEMPT to UNTIE the
GEOLOGICAL KNOT. With 56 illustrations on Wood. Post
"Svo, lOi. 6d.

This work announces and illustrates a grand Physical Law,
which, though hitherto unrecognised, is proved to be of
uniyersal application In the organic world—the law of
Prochronisni in Creation. On this principle the author shows
that the couclusiiins of geologists as to the great antiquity of
the earth are not inevitable—that there ia anotlier solution of
the fact, at lestst. possible.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Gardeners' Chronicle. March 12, 1859.

OUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of GARDENING :

Comprising the Tlieory and Practice of Horticulture,
Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening

;

including all the latest Improvements, &c. New Edition,
corrected and improved by Mrs. Loudon. A cheaper Edition
of the above work, price 31a 6d., is now ready.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts,
Of whom mav be had a Cheaper Edition of LOUDON'S

ENCYCLOPiEDIA of AGRICULTURE, uniform with the
above in size and price.

NEW WORK BY THE ABBE DOMEWECH.
On Thursday next will be published, in 2 vols Svo, with Map,

aud about 60 Chromoxylographic Illustrations,

SEVEN YEARS* RESIDENCE in the GREAT
DESERTS OF NORTH AMERICA. By the Aeb£

DoMENECH. Author of Missionary Adventiu-es in Texas and
Mexico.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

NEW WORK BY MR. C."r. WELD.
On Friday, July 6, will be published, in post Svo, with 4
Illustrations in Chrorao-lithography from Original Drawings

by Mr. George Barnard, and 4 Woodcuts,

TWO MONTHS IN THE HIGHLANDS, ORCA-
DIA, AND SKYE. By Charles Richard Weld, Barrister-

at-Law, Author of "The Pyrenees, West and East," itc.

London : Longman, Green, Loxoman, & Roberts.

Now ready, in fcp. Svo, with Wooicuts and Map, price 48. 6d.

THE OLD GLACIERS of NORTH WALES and
SWITZERLAND. By A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S. and G.S.,

Local Director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, and
Professor of Geology in the Government School of Mines.
Revised and reprinted from ** Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers," and
forming a Guide to the Geologist in North Wales.

_Londonj^ Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.
In crown Svo, with Map and 40 Woodcuts, price 10s. 6d.,

SALMON FISHING in CANADA. By A Resi-
dent. Edited by Colonel Sir James Edward Alexander,

K.C.L.S., F.R.G.S., 14th Regiment; Author of "Travels in

Africa, Persia, America,*' &c.
London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roeebts.

Just published, in 2 vols. Svo, price His. cloth,

LIFE of sir MARTIN ARCHER SHEE, President
of the Royal Academy, F.R.S.. D.C.L. By his Son,

Martin Archer Shee, Esq., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-

at-Law.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners^
Chronick of May 12, containing Mr. Nesfield's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore,
IS still on Sale at the Office, 41, WeUington Street, CovenC
Garden. W.C. and will be sent by post on receipt of six stamps.'

Now ready, price is.,

JOURNAL OF THE BATH and WEST of ENGLANDO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, for the Encouragement of
Agriculture, Ac, Vol. 8, Part 2. 1S60.
James Ridgway, Piccadilly, W. ; R. E. Peach, Bath ; and

W. Roberts, Exeter. -

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, TWELVE SHILLINGS.

THE JOURNAL of AGRICULTURE, and the
TRANSACTIONS of the HIGHLAND and AGRICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. No. LXIX. July 1860.
Price 3s. Free by post, 3s. 4rf. Published Quarterly.

I^DlNliURGH REVlLnV, No. CCXXVIL—Advee-
J tisements intended for insertion are requested to be

forwarded to the Publishers immediately. Advertisements
and Bills cannot be received later than FRIDAY NEXT.

London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Rqbsrts.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for JULY, 1860.
No. DXXXVIL Price 23. 6d.

Contents :

—

The Secret History of the Russian Campaign of 1812—Sir
Robert Wilson.

Captain Speke's Adventures in Somali Land. Part IIL
Poetry.
Judiciitl Puzzles—The Campden Wonder.
The Royal Academy and other Exhibitions.

Norman Sinclair : an Autobiography. Part VI,
An Election in France.
Erinnya.
The Reform Bill and the Tory Party.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

THE I'LOKAL MAGAZINE, No. 111., 2*.

Contents :

—

ed.

3. Hybrid Tydeeas
4. Crimson Camellia

"An interesting' and valuable
bio(fraphy,illustruting not only

the private character of a man
highly graced in literature and
art, but the history of English

art in general
It is one of the best specimens
of biographical composition
that we have seen for a long
period."

—

John HulL

London : Longman, Grken, Longman, & Robebts,

Lately published, in 2 vols,, post Svo.^ price 15^. cloth,

rriHE RAMBLES OP A NATURALIST on Tn;E__
SPAIN, AND SICILY. By A,
of the Institute, Professor of
of Natural History, Jardin des

A_ COAST OF FRANCE,
DE QuATRLVAGES, Member
Ethnology in the Museum
Piante?, Paris, &c,

** The work will be read
with pleasure for the sake of

its enthusiasm, its sketches of

the varions coasts and their

inhabitants, and its revelations

ofthe marvels of organisation,

Zeader.

t*

London: Longman, Grp:en, Longman, A: Roberts.

Now publishing, 2d Edition, to be completed in Vi Monthly
Parts, price 2s. each. Part L, July 1, containing a Chapter
on Drawing Instruments,

THE PKACTICAL DRAUGHTSMAN'S BOOK
OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN. A Complete Course of

Mechanical, Engineering, and Architectural Drawing. By
William Johnson, Assoc- Inat. C.E., editor of '* The Practical
Mechanics' JournaL"
The whole of this work h;is been remodelled and extended

British measures and dimensions are used throu;?hout in place

of the French mcnsutes employed in the first edition. The
general contents will be as follows

;

Application of Shadows to
Toothed Gear

The Cut ring and Shaping of
Masonry

The Study of Machinery and
Sketching

Oblique Projections

Parallel Perspective

True Perspective

Examples of Finished Draw-
ings of Machinery

T

Drawing Instruments
Linear Drawing
The Study of Projection

On Colouring Sections, with
Applications

The intersection and Develop-

ment of Surfaces, with Ap-
plications

The Study and Construction oft

Toothed Gear
Elementary Principles of

Shadows
Each Part will contain eight quarto pages of Plate Engrav-

ings, occasional Wood Engi-avings, and 16 pages of Lett«rpress.

London : Longman & Co. ; Editor's Offices (Offices for PatentaX

47, Lincoln's InnFields, W.C; Glasgow: 166, Buchanan Street.

BEAUTIFUL BOOK FOR BOYS.
Completely Illustrated, containing 100 Engravings of every

detail. Cloth, gilt, 3s., post ii-ee.

HE HISTORY OF A SHIP FROM HER CRADLE
TO TIER GRAVE. By Grandpa Ben.

'* A thorough boy*a book, crammed to the full with excellent

Engravings, Illustrations, and Diagrams, explanatory of the

whole mysteries of a Jihip, while numerous naval adventures

and catastrophes are interwoven with the text. It will torm a

positive treasure to the youth who shall be so fortunate as to

become possessed of a c»py."—T/ie Dispatch.

London : W. H. CoLLiNORroGE, 117 to 119, Aldersgate St., E.G.,

and all Booksellers.

Just published, cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE WIFE'S DOMAIN: the Young Couple—the
Mother-the Nurse-the Nursling. By Philothalos.

London: John Churchill, 11, New Burlington Street, W.

TH.nP>^P«t.erj_AjBELANi> & Co., 22. Market Street.
.

"
Just pubUshed, fcap. Svo, cloth, Zs. 6d.

/-VN CHRONIC ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION;

yj or Alcoholic Stimulants in connection with the Ne^ouB

S^^tem By W. MARCHrr, M.D., F.R 8-. Pel ow of the Royal

clS of Physicians, and Assistant-Physician to the West-

miuster H<^P^taL^^^^^^
11. New Buriington Street, W.

"
Just pubUshed, fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

KIN DISEASES AVJ) theib REMEDIES. By
Robert J. Jobdak. M.D., L.R.C.P. Edin

John Churchill, 11, New Burhngton Street, W.

1. Volunteer Auricula
2. Lobb's Rhododendron
"With Fitch's pencil to aid him, Mr. Moore has

advantages enjoyed by no one else."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

LovELL Rekve, 5. Henrietta Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

OSSIP OF THE GARDEN, for July, contains fall

Reports of the Great Horticultural Exhibitions at the

Crystal Palace. Regent's Park, Leeds, York, and the National

Exhibition of Tulips at Cambridge. Also a Paper on Chemistry

as apphed to Horticulture, Papers on the Auriculas of I860,

Lists of New Florists' Flowei-e, Ac.—Loudon: Houlston A;

Wrioht. Derby : J. A. Rqwbottom, and all Booksellers.

Just Published,

A LETTER ON STEAM CULTIVATION. By
William Smith, of Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks.

May be htid of the Author for 12 postage stamps.
~^

Just published, price 1». ; by post for 13 stamps,

THE ITALIAN ALP-BEE, oit the GOLD MINE
OF HUSBANDRY. Short and Practical Instructions to

breed genuine Prolific Italian Queens ; to multiply them by
hundreds in a few months, and how to change ordinary Hives

into Italian. By H. C. in;uMANN, Tamins, Switzeriand.

London: Geo. Neighbour & Sons, 149, Regent Street, W.,

and 127, High Holbom, W.C.

BOHN'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY FOK JULY,

CAin'AIN MARRYArS SETTLERS IN C.VNADA.
New Edition, Illustrated wit¥ 10 fine engravings on wood

by GiLBKRT and Dalziel. Post Svo, cloth, Us.

Henry G. BQHN,iYork Street, Covent Garden, London, W.U

BOHN'S CHEAP SERIES FOR JULY. '

SANDFORD AND iMERTON: By Thomas Djy.

New Edition, lUuatratcd with eight fine engravings on

wood by Anelat. Post Svo, 2».
, ^ . ^ , ™. ^

Hknry Q Bohn^ York Street, Coventj^ardcn.j^ondon.WC^

"a'COLLECTOR of seeds and PLANTS REQUIRED.

mHE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
i BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION or SEEDS and PLANTS

bv means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the CouncU

afe desirous of finding a well informed ^^l\2n^
dencr. familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage

in this underUiking. Salary in proportion to attaiumenta.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society. 8, St. Martm'a

Place, London. W.C. ^^_^^___^^_^_

In- the House of Lords on Monday Lord

Steatheden moyed an address to Heb Majesty

for the appointment of a Consul at Mozambique,

for the purpose of promoting the interests of com-

merce, and the execution of the treaties between

this country and Portugal for the suppression of

the slave trade. Lord Wodehotjse opposed the

motion, which was carried, on a division, against

the Government by a majority of 5, the numbers

being 11 to 6. On Tuesday the Archbishop of

York moved the second reading of the Ecclesias-

tical Commission Bill, the object of which is to

provide that the money paid by the see of Durham

to the Ecclesiastical Commidsioners shall be ex-

pended for the benefit of the miners and poorer

classes of that diocess, instead of beingf applied

to the ecclesiastical purposes of the whole king-

dom.' After a long discussion the Bill was read

ft second time. On Thursday the Marquis of

Clan'kicarde moved for a committee to inquire

whether breakwaters and harbours cannot be con-

structed on a plan less costly and better adapted

for certain localities than the system of solid

masonry hitherto in use, and whether any such

plan can be rendered serviceable for our national

defences. Earl Granville said that the Govern-

ment had no objection to the committee if the

motion were renewed in a more formal manner
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and after the usual notice. Lord Claneicarde
adopted this suggestion, and withdrew his motion
for the purpose of renewing it oil a future day.
In the Commons on Friday tlie Mines Regula-

tion and Inspection Bill was further con-
sidered m committee. On clause 2 Mr. Kix-
TTAiRD moved to restrict tlie labour in
mines of children between 10 and 12 years
of age to 10 hours a day. On a division,
the amendment was negatived bv 79 to 61. On
ttie order for going into committee on the Savings
Banks and Friendly Societies Investments Bill,
Mr. CoLLi::fs moved that the Bill be committed
that day three months. On a division, the amend-
£Ilt_wa3 negatived by 92 to 65, and the House

went into committee on the Bill. Sir H. WiL-
XOUGHBY then moved the postponement of the
first clause. After a prolonged discussion the
motion was negatived on a division by 73 to 49.
The Chairman iras, however, ordered to report
progress before the clause was finally agreed to.
On Monday the report from the committee on the
Bankruptcy and Insolvencv Salaries Bill having
been brought up, Sir H. Willoughbt moved as
an amendment that the word ''compensation^'
should be struck out of the Bill. On a division
the amendment was carried by a majority of
111 to 98. The Attorxex-General then said,
that after this decision it would be impossible to
proceed with the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill,
which was the next order of the day, but he was
willing to give the House an opoortunity of
reversing its vote. After some discussion on the
inexpediency of withdrawing the Bill, the debate,
at the suggestion of Sir G. Gkey, was adjourned.
The Refreshment Houses and SVine Licenses
(Ireland) Bill was read a second time. The
adjourned debate on the second reading of
the Ecclesiastical Commission Bill was resumed,
when Mr. Selwyjj withdrew his amendment with
tile intention of renewing it in committee, and the
liill was read a second time. The consideration of
the Mines Regulation and Inspection Bill was re-
sumed in committee, when the remaining clauses
were agreed to. On Tuesday Mr. Conolxt moved
two resolutions censuring the recent appointments
made hy Lord Carlisle as Lord-Lieutenant of
Ireland referring especially to that of Mr. Ltle
to the lieutenancy of Londonderry, and that of
Mr. Tegison to the lieutenancy of Roscom-
jnon. After considerable discussion
tion was negatived without a
Mr. Hennessy moved an address
Majesty praying that steps may be ....^ ..
relieve the distress in Erris, and other parts of

V i?r ,.^^^ ^'^^''^'' "^^^ negatived on a division
by 84 to 49. Mr. S. Herbert obtained leave to

^r-vf- '""o^
^'^^ *^ ^"^"^^ *^^ 1^^« ^el^tlng to the

Militia
;

Sir G. Lewis obtained leave to bring in a
Bill to make better provision for preventino-
corrupt practices at elections; and Mr. Clive
obtamed leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Local
Government Act. On Wednesday the Labourers'
Cottages (Scotland) Bill, and the Bleaching and
^Dyeing Works Bill passed through committee. On
JLhuTsday, on the motion for the second readin- of
the European Torces (India) Bill, Mr. A. Millsmoved as an amendment that the Bill be read a
second time that day three months. After a lonj?
di^cussiou Mr. Rich moved the adjournment of Ithe debate On a division the motion ^.as
negatived by a majority of 262 to 83. Mr. D^ynY
Seymour then moved the adjournment of the
House, whicfi was negatived on a division hy '^'^O
to oL Mr. HEx.vEssr then moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate, which was negatived by 190
to 4 J. Mr. A. Mills then moved the adjournment

'
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Bkeniee, the French Ambassador, who while

j

passing through, the Strada di Toledo in open day
was struck senseless to the ground by several
blows on the head from a loaded cane. It was
hoped, however, that his w^ounds would not pro\e
serious. As Baron Beekiek was known to have
counselled liberal measures the attempt on his

life was attributed to the anti-reform party.
From Sicily we learu that General Gari-
baldi held a council of war on the evening
of the 21st inst., at whicli it was unanimously
resolved to march on Messina as soon as the
necessary forces were collected.

Accounts from Canton to May 6th state that the
allied forces occupied Chusan on the 21st
April without opposition from the Chinese.
ISTo^ answer had been received from the
Chinese Government to the second communi-
cation from the British Minister, and the
Chinese were making extensive preparations
for resistance. The Malabar, with Lord Elgin and
Baron Geos on board, was wrecked in Galle
Harbour on the 22d of May. All the passen-
gers and crew with a portion of the mails were
saved, but the two Ambassadors lost their creden-
tials and papers.

The great Review of the Volunteers by the
Qtteek took place on Saturday in Hyde Park, and
was in every respect a complete success. About
20,000 riflemen were on the ground, and it will
be seen from the details in another column that no
such sight has been witnessed in this country for
half a century.

Duke

the mo-
division,

to Hee
taken to

The Cofet.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and tlie
Royal family, ^vith their Eojal visitors, continue at
Buckingham Palace. On Friday morning the
Prince Consort, accompanied hy the Prince of Wales,
visited the National Gallery. His Royal Highness
afterwards inspected the Hon. Artillery 'Company, of
which be is Captain-General and Colonel, at the Artillery
ground. The Count of Flanders went to Tunbndge
Wells and visited the Countess de Neuiliy. The Queen
held a Court at Buckingham Palace at which his
Excellency Sidi Mahomed il Shaniee, Ambassador from
the Emperor of Morocco, and Hadjee Abderrahman il
Augee, Envoy, had an audience of' her Majesty, Pro-
fessor Henslow has had the honour of delivering a
course of lectures on botany at Buckingham Palace.
The last of the series was given on Friday in the
presence of the Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales,
the Princess Alice, and other memhers of the Royal
family. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by
the Prmcess Alice and Prince Arthur, took a drive in a
carriage and four. The Prince of Wales visited the
French Exhibition in Pall Mall In the evenino- the
Queen gave a State ball, to which a party of''l219
were invited. On Saturday morning the Prince of
Wales visited Prince Victor of Hoheiihole and the
Princes of Holstein Glucksburg at their respective
residences. In tlie afternoon the Queen went in state
to Hyde Park and reviewed the Volunteer Bifle Corps
Her Majesty was accompanied hy the Prince Consort'
the King of the Belgians, the Prince of Wales, t'ne
Princesses Alice, Helena, and Loui^^a, Princes Arthur
and Leopold, tlie Count of Flanders, and other members
of the Royal fiunily. In the evening the Prince Consort
presided^ at a dinner at t!ie Trinity House, of which

with her presence. On Sunday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, the King of the Belgians, the Prince of
\Vales, the Princess Alice, Prince Aitluir. the Princesses

[Meleiui and Louisa attended Divine Service in theprivate chapel of Buckingham Palace. The Rev HDrury, Chaplain to the House of Coromons, preaclied
the sermon. In the afternoon the Prince Consort and
the Prince of Wales visited the Grand Duchess of
Leuchtcnberg, at Claridge's Hotel. On Jlondav
inorning the Queen and Prince Consort accompanied
by the Princess Alice, the Prince of Wales, and theCount of Fianders, leit Buckingham Palace for theCamp at Aldershott, travelling to FaiT.borough by a

visit to the Duchess of Kentrin'tirc*a?te7noon^^^^
Queen rode on horseback, accompanied by the Prince
Consort Princess Alice, the Prince of Wales, and the

of the House. Lord Palmeestox said that from 't?-^*^'"'^

''"*'" ""^ *^^ South-Western Railway,
consideration for the Speaker he wodd not prolong' "^,°^^''^T?*'^P^"'

^'^^ ^^'"^ ^""'^ Progmore,
the contest, and the debate was then adjourned ° "" ' " ""

^"
A despatch from Jfaples announces that the ^^"-"^^, ...» ^.c«, .ne rnnce ot Wales and theKlXG on the recommendation of the Conncil of ^--^^ of Flanders, and visited the difeent%n<^m^

totate, has granted a constitution, a general am- If"X^' ^"*^,'^f
"^'^ ^'^^'^^^'^ Barracks. In the evening

nesty, an offensive and defensive alliance with ^li-'lfr " ^'''Vf
"^ ^'^^^-^ "*^ the Eoyal Pavilion

Sardinia, the adoption of the tricolour fia^, a new i ^^^^^^^^^^l^t^^^ -^ the colonels ^ommandin,

Ministry under Commander Spinelxi, a^'nd ana-
logous instituUons for Sicily under a Royal Prince
as Viceroy. The announcement of these reforms
has been followed hy a grpsg putra-^^e on Baron

nnkp?f' r'^^T^"^- °" Tuesday morning theUuke of Saxe-Coburg and the Duke of Canib.id..e

of Cambridge, rode on horseback to the W^Vahey, and reviewed all the troops in camp. At2conclusion of the review, which lasted three hours th!Queen and Koyal party returned to Buckin^V
Palace The King^fL Belgians arrfv^fft^
lalacefroml-rogmore. In the evening the Prince ofWales and the Count of Flanders honoured the perforinancc at the Haymarket Theatre with their presenTe"On Wednesday the Judge-Advocate-General had ar."audience of the Queen, and submitted to her Maiestv
t^ie proceedings of some Courts Martial. The PrinZ
Consort went to Oxford, and attended a meeting of theBritish Association. In the afternoon the OuePtt
.accompanied by the Princesses Alice and Helena took a
drive m an open carriage and four. The Prince of
Wales, the Count of Flanders, and the Duke of Saxe
Cohurg rode on horseback. In the evening the Queen
had a dinner party and a concert. On Thmsday theDuke and Duchess d'Aumale visited the Queen and
took luncheon with her Majesty. The Prince Consort
went to the Provident Institution in St. Martinis-
Place, and afterwards presided at a meeting of
the Royal Commission for the Exliibitiou of 185],
The King of the Belgians visited the Duke of Cam*'
bridge at Gloucester House. The Prince of Wales rode
on horseback. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied
by the Princesses Alice and Beatrice, took a drive in a
carriage and four. The Prince Consort, the Prince of
Wales, the Count of Flanders, and tl^e Duke of Saxe-
Cohurg rode on horseback. In the evening the
Queen, accompanied by the Princess Alice, the Priace of
Wales, and the Count of Flanders, honoui'ed the per-
formance of the Opera with her presence. The Prmce
Consort and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg honoured tlie

performance at the Haymarket Theatre with their pre-
sence. Her Majesty will hold a Privy Council to-day at
Buckingham I'ulace.

CorET Aebangements.— The Queen and Prince
Consort, accompanied by the youthful members of the
Royal family, according to present arrangements, will
leave Buckingham Palace on Saturday next, the 7th
July, for Osborne. The Queen and Royal family will
remain about six weeks at Osborne, and will then return,
to town to prorogue Parliament, after which her
Majesty will proceed to Balmoral for the autumn.
Visit of the Prince of Wales to CANAnA.—It

is officially announced that the arrangements for the
visit of the Prince of Wales to Canada are now com-
pleted as follows :—His Eoyal Highness will embark at
Plymouth on the 10th of July, m the line-of-battle ship
Hero, Captain G. H. Seymour, which will be accom-
panied by the steam frigate Ariadne, Captain A^ansit-
tart, and the steam corvette Flying Fish, Captain i

C. W. Hope, and escorted for some distance across the
Atlantic by the Channelileet. The Prince will be attended
by the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of State for the
Colonies; the Earl of St. Germans, Lord Steward of her
Majesty's Household; Major-General the Hon. R, Bruce,,
his Royal Highness's Governor; by Major Teesdale, R.A.,.
and Captain Grey, Grenadier Guards, Equerries in
Waiting; and by Dr. Acland, of Oxford, his Royal
Highness's physician. Mr. Engleheart, Private Secre-
tary to the Duke of Newcastle, will accompany his
Grace. The Prince of Wales will first land at St.
John's, Newfoundland, the^^ visit Nova Scotia, and
thence proceed to New Brunswick and Prmce Edward's
Island, and will reach Quebec by the route of the
St. Lawrence. He may be expected at Montreal about
the 23d of August, and the opening of the Victoria
Bridge will take place a iew days later. His Royal
Highness will represent her Majesty on this important
national occasion, and will hold levees and receive
addresses in the capitals of the different colonies. It is

intended that the Prince should visit the principal
towns in both the Canadian provinces. On his return
from the western districts his Royal Highness will drop.
all Royal State, and assuming the title of Lord Ren-
frew, under which he lias before travelled on the con*
tinent of Europe, will visit some of the most important
and interesting localities of the United States. It i&

understood that the President, Mr. Buchanan, having in

an autograph letter to the Queen expressed his personal
desire to receive the Prince at Washington, his Royal
Highness will pay him a visit in that city, and that his-

Royal Highness has also accepted an invitation from
the city of New Yoik. His Royal Highness may b^
expected hack in this country about the middle or end
or October.

The Peincess Aiice.—The Pmsslan l^ew Gazette
states that a marriage is projected between Prince
Louis ot Hesse, nephew and heir presumptive of the
Grand Duke of Hesse, and the Princess Alice.
The Caei>-et.—a Cabinet Council was held on Wed-

nesday evening at the official residence of the Pirst
Lord of the Treasury, which was attended by aU the
iuinisters.

The Aemy.—The Colonelcy of the 93d Foot, vacant.
by the promotion of Lord Clyde to the Coldstream
Guards, has been conferred on Lieut. -General Suther-
land, and the Colonelcy of the 53d Foot, vacated by
ihis promotion, has been conferred on Mafor-Generat
Maunsell,

PAHLiA:.rENTAEY MoTEMENTs.—The death of Sir E,
S. Hayes, Bart., has caused a vacancy in the represen-
tation of the county of Donegal. Mr. Alex. J. R*

1

Cons;rttt'pH!;:eS"A^ Stewart of Ardsia.'d Lord mn;irto,;,soTofrhrirarqai*

Count of Flandere the DnkP nf s/ r I
^^ "''',' '^®

I

"^ Alj^corn, are candidates for tl.e vacant seat.t 01 iianaers, the Duke of Saxe-Coburg, and the I The China Wae.-Au order ia Council was
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» nubiiSed in Tuesday's Gazette, directing tliat in

tlie event of hostilities in China the flag of any

neutral Power shall cover the enemy's goods, with the

exception of contraband of war.

The Channel Fleet. — Commodore Hastings

Yelverton, C.B., has been appointed to hoist his

broad pendant in the Colossus, 80, as Commodore of the

lieserve Channel II 'et, about to assemble in Torbay,

and which will consist of 10 line-of-battle ships and one

frigate. Kcar-Admiral Stopford has been appointed

Captain of the Channel Fleet, in the room of Rear-
Admiral G. Elliott, who has resigned.

The Great Rifle Match,— The Council of the
Jfatioual Rifle Association have made arrangements by
which all members of the Association at the great
meeting on Wimbledon Common on Monday next will

be accommodated within the reserved spo.ce prepared
for the presentation of the addresses to her Majesty
and the Prince Consort. Members of the Council and
all officers connected with the Association are requested
to appear in uniform. Her Majesty is expected to

arrive on the ground at 3 p.m., when the addresses will

be presented by Mr. Sidney Herbert or Lord Elcho,
and the active business of the meeting will commence
as soon as the Queen has fired the first ritlefrom a fixed

stand. The Council of the Association have extended
the time for the entry of volunteers who desire to com-
pete for the prizes to this day, Saturday, the 30th inst.

Beewick Electioit Commission.—The Queen has
appointed James Vanghan, Esq., Thomas Unwin
Barstow, Esq., and Franklin Lushington, Esq., to be
Commissioners for making inquiry into the existence of

bribery at the last election for Berwick-upon-Tweed,

Feance.—The Monitenr publishes the Convention
between France and England relative to the division of
captures in China, and contains a decree proro-
guing the session of the Legislative Corps until the 14th
of July. Ill consequence of the death of Prince Jerome,
which took place on Sunday evening, the Emperor has
gone into mourning for 21 days. All the guests of
their Majesties left Fontainebleau on Monday, but the
Court will remain there until the end of June, During
July the Emperor and Empress will take up their rcbi-

dence at St. Cloud. The Emperor has renounced his
Tnteuded journey to Plombieres, and has postponed his
visit to Xice and Chambery until September. Prince
Jerome was embalmed on Monday at Villegenis, was
brougiit to Paris on Tuesday, and will lie in state at the
Palais Royal till Tuesday next, when he will be buried
in a grave next that of his brother Napoleon L in the
chapel of the InvaUdes. It appears that the Emperor,
who has an old partiality for St. Denis, the ancient
burial-place of the Kings of France, at first intended
that Prince Jerome should be buried at St. Denis, and
that the body of Napoleon L should be removed to
that royal resting-place at the same time and with
:great pomp, but as on reading the will of his Imperial
Highness it was found that the Prince expressed a
deaire to be buried in the Invalides, near the remains
of Napoleon I., the Emperor has commanded that
Prince Jerome's desires should be in every way
-carried out. It is rumoured however that the
Emperor is in correspondence with the Count de
Chambord and with the Orleans family for the
purpose of bringing the remains of Charles X. and
of Louis Philippe to St. Denis.—The Moniteur states

that the rumour which has been circulating

that the Government intended to negotiate a loan
is completely without foundation. The Emperor
has given orders that the Papal loan shall be quoted at

the Bourse like all other loans. Since the return of
the Emperor from Baden orders have been given by the
Minister of War to send the regiments concentrated on
the eastern frontier of France to their several dep&ts.

General Ulrich, commanding a division in the depart-

ment of the Ain, received a telegram on the 17th mst„
which instructed him to divide his corps, composed cf

the 18th, 26th, 80th, and S2dRegimen!s of Infantry,

between the towns of Cahors and Cambiai, the opposite

extremities of France.—Great preparations are making
at Toulon for trying an experiment with the steel-plated

frigate Gloire, which is to be impelled by steam against a

ship of the line, in order to cut her in two with her

bronze bow. The steam-engines of the Gloire are

enveloped with mattresses, to protect tliem from being
*«> much shaken by the force of the shock, and every
precaution against accidents has been adopted by her
engineers. The experiment is to be tried against
the ship-of-the-line Montebello, which is now
old. Should it succeed, several large steam-
'Ships will be built on the plan of the Gloire.—
-M. Prevost Paradol, author of the pamphlet LesAnciens
'Partis, has been sentenced by the Police Correctionnelle
to one month's imprisonment and 3000f. fine. The
editor is fined 3000f., and the publisher 500f.—The
•Opinion J^ationale and the Courrier de Paris have
received a warning—the latter for having given a
speech made by M. Victor Hugo at a recent meeting in

.Jersey on the Sicilian Insurrection.—M. Charles Gruel

d'lndreville, of Nesle, Normandy, the tallest man in

France, has just died near Rouen, at tlie age of 71. He
-founded, and for many years carried on, some very
extensive glassworks at that place- His stature was

nearly 7 feet 6 inches Enghsh, and his body was stout

in proportion. In early life he entered the Imperial

army, and was present in the battles of Wagram and
Moscow. His glassworks were of such importance that

King Louis Philippe several times visited them. He was
a memberof the Iiegiou of Honour, and had filled several

local offices,

Spain".—Don Juan de Bourbon has addressed a new
communication to the Cortes, protesting against the

exclusion of his family from the throne, and stating

that the "spirit of reform, and the sad experience of

the evils occasioned bv the succession of women to the

throne of Spain, called forth the Auto Acordado
of Philip V." The Count de Montemolin and Don
Fernando have since, with the counsel of their legal

advisers, cancelled the renunciation of their pretensions,

which was signed by them at Tortosa. The Spanish

Government, through its Charge d'Affhires at Turin,

has presented a protest to Count Cavour against the

assistance indirectly given by Sardinia to the Sicilian

revolutionary party. Should the remonstrance of

Spain remain without any effect the Spanish Legation

will be ordered to quit Turin.

PoRTTTGAli.—Accounts from Lisbon of the 17th inst.

state that the Bill for the increase of taxation was
before the House, and violent debates had taken place

on the subject, the Bill extending taxation to the

extreme with every class of society, profession, and
trade. It was thought probable that the Bill would
pass the Lower House, but it was expected it would be

rejected by the Peers. If carried in both Houses and

put into execution it was thought that Portugal would

have another revolution, as in 1846, when Cabral

enforced his Sanitary Regulation Bill, which imme-
didtelv tlirew the northern provinces into revolt.

Switzerland.—In view of an approaching Confer-

ence on the annexation of Savoy, the Federal Council

has confidentiall}' proposed to the great Powers a new
combination, to be substituted for the stipulations of

Article 92 of the Final Act of Vienna. The proposition

commences by stating that, after the annexation of

Savoy to France, the neutralisation of Fauclgny and

Chablais would be of no practical use whatever for the

maintenance of the neutrality of Switzerland. In order

to attain this object, Switzerland claims such a portion

of territory as might be traversed in a two hours'

march, and which, surrounding the Lake of Geneva,

would form a bulwark between Switzerland and France.

The Swiss diplomatic agents abroad are charged to

recommend a similar combination for adoption by the

Great Powers, and more especially by England, which

has already taken the initiative in a similar proposal,

but which demanded a far more considerable territorial

cession. The note also points out that France has taken

military occupation of the neutralised provinces.

Switzerland therefore deolares that she persists in her

views on the question, and maintains her protest before

the Powers against the annexation of those provinces to

France. She also asks for an Immediate convocation of the

Conference. To this note England has replied that she

accepts the first proposal ofFrance,—nnmely the meeting

of a Conference. M. Thouvenel, the French Minister

for Foreign Affurs, has since declared to the Swiss

Ambassador in Paris that as Switzerland by her note of

the 23d of May last rejected the French proposals,

France entirely withdraws them, and will hencefortli

merely place herself in the position formerly occupied

by Sardinia, in reference to the obligations resulting

from the neutralisation of Fauclgny and Chablais. M.
Thouvenel is said to have further declared that the

Emperor Napoleon would not give up any portion of the

territory of Savoy.

Denmark.—Count Moltke, the Danish Ambassador

in Paris arrived at Copenhagen on Sunday, having been

summoned by the Government on account of the affairs

of the Gorman Duchies. The King of Sweden visited

the King of Denmark on the 10th inst. at the Palace of

Kronborg, returning to his owncouutry in the evening;

and on the 17th the King of Denmark visited tlie

the following items:—Ministry of Police, 2,6UO,000
florins; Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2,400,000 florins ;

Ministry of Public Worship, 4,000,000 florins,

Hungary.—The inauguration of the statue of the
late Archduke Joseph, Palatine of Hungary, will take
place on the 20th of August next, the fete of St. Stephen,
the patron saint of Hungary.
Russia.—It is said that Count Stackelberg, the

Russian Minister at Turin, has been instructed to

declare that if the Sardinian Government does not
henceforth prevent the departure for Sicily of the expe-
ditions in course of organisation In the different ports

of Sardinia, Count Stackelberg, with the whole per*
sonnet of the Legation, will quit Turin.

Italy.—A despatch from Naples states that on the
the 22d inst. the Council of the Kingdom adopted
by a majority of 9 to 3 the following resolutions : 1.

The adoption of a Constitution ; 2. A general amnesty;

3. A total change of Ministry ; 4. An offensive and

defensive alliance with Piedmont ; 5. The adoption of

the Italian tricolour flag, with the arms of Naples.

6. Analogous institutions for SiciJ^^ with a Royal

Prince as Viceroy. These propositions have since been

submitted to the King, who has accepted them and
by a sovereign act, dated 25th of June, has granted

constitutional and representative institutions on national

and Italian principles to the whole kingdom of Naples.

The Royal decision was immediately communicated to

the diplomatic corps, and favourably received. The Min-
isters have since resigned, aud the Commander Spinelli

has been intrusted with the formation ota new Ministry.

In execution of the orders of the King, the constitutional

NeapolitHn tricolour flag has been hoisted at Fort St.

Elmo, and saluted by the whole artillery of the forts and

the city has been illuminated in lionourof the event. On
Wednesday however, a deplorable affair occurred in con-

nection witli these reforms. The French Amba^Jsador,

liaron Brenier, wliile passing through the Stratla di

Toledo, where much agitation was ]>revailing, received

several blows on the head with a loaded cane. He fell

senseless aud was carried to the palace of the Legation,

where he received tlic ncccssiiry attention. Baron

Brenier having counselled liberal reforms, the attempt

on his life was attributed to the nnti-reform party. It

was hoped tliat his wounds would not prove serious. It

was said to be the intention of the Governmout to restore

the two captured vessels. The American MiniiUc;

however, desired roparution for the insult offered to his

national flag. The King was RfHously ill, and was

stayinfr at Portici. 20,000 more sohliers were to leave

for Sicily, and the Government liad despatched three

columns from Naples—viz., one to Busilicata, another

towards Salerno, aud a third to the Abruzzl. The
Castle of St. Elmo had been fortififd. On the occasion

of the recent mission of the Commander de Martino to

Paris, no interchange of autograph letters took place

between the King of Naples and the Emperor oi the

French, but in order to give a motive for his mission,

the Commander de Martino was instructed to recall

that, when the Court of the Two Sicilies was in 1852

the first to recognise tliere-eatablishment of the empire

in France, Napoleon lU. declared that he would never

forget the friendly step of the King of Naples. It ig

also stated that the Commandt-r de Martino received

from the Emperor the formal assurance Uiat Fi ance

will not recognise the annexation of Sicily to Pied-

mont, and that his Majesty drew particular attention

to the fact that the Court of the Tuileries has not

recognised the annexation of Tuscany and the

RoniHgna to Piedmont. Accounts from Rome

state that General Goyou, the Commander-in-

Chief of the French forces in that city, has demanded

a reinforcement of two regiments of infantry and one of

cavalry. General Lamorici^re wf>a making preparations

as if he expected shortly to be atmcked. Cardinal

Wiseman's health is said to be visibly declining, and

very little hope is entertained of saving his life. Dr.

Manning had been appointed Prelate. Letters from

Swedish camp at Ljungby accompanied, by the Crown
Prince Ferdinand, Prince Chris'':m of Denmark, Prince

Frederick and their consorts. Prince Frederick of Ilesac,

and a large military suite.

Baden.—It is stated that at the last Conference of

the German Sovereigns the Prince Regent directed the I

attention of the assembly to the state of affairs in Italy. 1

The Prince Is said to have declared that the Sardinian

Government was already overrun by revolution, and that

it no attention were paid to the further course

of events all Europe might be threiitenod by re-

volutionary ngitation.

Austria ^Fuither Interviews between Sovcr^ „:is, .-- - ..-.,, . i .i

are announced The Emperor of Austria is shorti/ to
j

i««ued h proclamation uwiting the clergy to «oe«d the

Tve "r with the King of Bavarnt. and the Prince i^olutiou. The fir^t d,v,..on ot U.e revolutionary
have one

.^
f^

^ ^!i*L'^_'? „f !>„„;« 'jhe hiterview at forcee has been dire- towards C * m, nnd another

^Ji'^^'^K'^'^V^'^.^'^^^lZ..^^^^^ towards Syracuse. The Municipality of Palermo M.
sent an nddrew to the Dictator, nsqueBtrng the

,?nmediate annexation of Sicily to the Italinn kingdom.

The Dictator replied that such annexation wus his wish,

that he was a ijreat admi *" King Victor Kmmnnne!,

Venice announce that the Austrian Government is

making vart preparations for war. The quantity of

ammunition which arrives daily by Trieste is enormous.

Four corps d'armee are already complete, and a fifth is

shortly expected. There are 70,000 men establiahed in

an intrenched camp al Pesehiera, and -iO.OOO are in posi-

I tioii on the frontiers of the Papal States.

Sicily.—A despatch from Palermo states that on

the 21st Garibaldi held a council of war, at which it

was unanimotisly decided that the insurrectionary

army, after having collected all the neceaaary military

torces, should march on M \n:\ im the 28th in»t. 'ilie

D!ctiitr)r h I- published :wi olecforal law, nnd decnMil

the demolition of Fort Castellnmare. lU ha^ aI»o

has brought about an understanding between

send a military representative to the Conference on

tha. question, which will take place at Baden. Austria

h.s sent a Colonel of the General Staff. Besides

Colonel Lowenthal, who already discharges the func-

tions of Mditary Commissioner at **»« A"«tL:^^"„[-^:

,
bassy in Paris, a Chef d'Escadron of the Staff w.ll_ be

I adJed as military attache. It is said th.^t great im-

gr

and that he believed the annexation would be accom-

plished by him, and with him ; but that at present

the annexation of Sicily aloue would not he

advisable; besides, in the L-.at ot immediate

annexation, he would then be under the nec«i«it;y

of retiring. Garibaldi i» aoid to have sent an

airent to London, in order to negotiate tliere a loan= ;Er fe;',;rsr TS'C,;;5t."S ri -="- =. .„rs;™»- .^,
army, after the French system
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being offered as a guarantee. He has bought four
steamers of about SOO tons each from a French
company, and two tugs. The Count de Torrear^ia
Las been appointed President of the Council of
Ministers during Garibaldi's absence from Palermo.
The official journal of that city has published a pro-
clamation by the son of the Neapolitan General
Benedetti, calling upon tbe army to rise against the
Bourbons. The barric;\aes had been taken up, and the
insurgent bands had been sent back to their homes
for reorganisation. Accounts from Messina state that
the famous Bosco, who undertook to assassinate
Garibaldi for 25,000 fr., has not had the courage to
commit the crime, but has, on the contrary, had an
audience of the General, to whom he has made
important revelations. The latest news states that
Garibaldi has issued the following decree :—

^* Considering that a free people should abolish every custom
wbjch calls to mind the old state of slavery :—Art. 1. The title
of 'excellency

' is abolished without respect of persons. Art. 2.
Doing homage by kissing hands is prohibited."

This decree, if acted upon, is in itself a social revolu-
tion. In Sicily the lower orders call almost every well-
dressed mau his excellency, and kissing the hand is a
common compliment psud by a tenant to Ms landlord.

TiTRKET.—The Sultan has established a Council of
Pinance, charged with drawing up the regulations
necessary to good administration, and with arranging
the details of the receipts and expenditure of the
State. The presidency of this council has been con-
ferred on Kuchdi Pacha. Hassan Bey has been sent
on a tour through the empire in order to institute
inquiries. The Marquis de Lavalette has given
3000 francs to the sufferers from the fires which have
lately desolated Constantinople. On the 20th inst. the
fires recommenced for the 11th time since the first
broke out, but now show signs of subsiding.
Sybia.—On the 19th inst. 2000 soldiers were sent to

Beyrout. The garrison of Damascus have committed
acts of pillage. The governors of Damascus, Aleppo,
and Smyrna have been deprived of office. The
Christians received with joy the intelligence that the
Porte was instituting an inquiry into the recent dis-
turbances. The troops sent to restore order are, how-
ever, insufficient, and massacres are feared. The
Christian inhabitants of Cyprus are emigrating en
ma^sse to Greece.
Albania.—The report that disturbances have broken

out in Albania is said to be without foundation.
Cape of Good Hope.—Much gratification was ex-

pressed at the Cape at the approaching return of Sir
George Grey and the expected visit of Prince Alfred. Pre-
parations were making to give the Prince a loyal wel-
come. A Parliamentary Finance Committee had been
appointed, to consider whether the Government of the
colony can be carried on with the present revenue.
Some method of direct taxation was expected, A
motion had been made in the House of Assembly for
mstituting a responsible Government. The dissolution
of the House was expected to take place at the close of
the session. The Convict Exclusion Bill had passed
both Houses. The population on the Caffre border was
very unsettled. Major-General Bolton, of the Royal
Engineers, died on the 16th May, aged 67, after a service
oi 49 years.

China.—Account from Hong Kong to May 7 state
Uiat ships and troops continued to arrive. The Queen's
Koyals, from the Cape, were among the most recent
comers, and preparations for the general move to the
north were rapidly completing. Chusan was occupied
by the allied forces on the 21st April, without the
Slightest show of resistance on the part of the Chinese.
Ojr Hope Grant after the occupation went to Hong
Jvong; but the French naval and military commander-
in-chief remain in the north. No answer had been
received from the Chinese Government to the second
communication from the British Minister, but the
Chinese were making extensive preparations for
resistance. The rebel disturbances were over, andtmde had improved. It is evident from this news
that the accounts which had previously been received

tl""" ^h^vV"^^-^^
^^^^^ ^y *»»« overland route

rhTn'£ ^ 1

"''*' ^*,\^*^ ^^^^ April, stating that theChmese had consented to pay the English and FrenchUovernments their expenses, and to accede to theirdemands, were without foundation.
Japax.—An attempt was made to assawinate the

Ji^mperor of Japan oa the 15th of March. While on
ins way to the palace he was attacked by 14 Japanese
dressed as travelJers." The Emperor was dangerously
wounded, and SIX of his guards were killed and several

7^r^ ^l^^'-fcy suspected persons had been beheaded,and two R-inces of high rank were permitted to
disembowelthemselves. An insurrection was threatened
United State^.-Iq the Senate the majority and

minority reports from the Harper's Ferry investigating

^1Ta.1 ^^^^ ^f""
P'-esented. The committee recommended the discharge of Thaddeus Hyatt, and a reso-

The rJ^wuT^Z'^^ the suggestion was adopted,

is tn^ T 'i^^.^^^'lfi"^"^ postponed by a vote of2o to 23. The Pacific Telegraph Bill had passed both
ileuses of Congress.
Central Ameeica.—The ratification of the treaty

between Great Britain and Honduras, recognising thi
sovereignty of the latter over the Bay lflancls.^and^e exchange of tbe ratifications at Comayagua on

Sif^''*?-
^""^""^^^'l^to the people of Rultli in aJubUc meeting held at Port McDonald on the same day

The acting Lieutenant-Governor Thomas Price after-
wards read to the people the Queen's proclamation,
announcing the separation of the islands from the
British Crown, and stating that the Honduras Govern-
ment had given guarantees for the civil and religious
liberty of the inhabitants, for their freedom from forced
military service and from the use of passports, and for
their being governed by resident officers of their own
choosing, A large majority of the inhabitants, how-
ever, are unwilling to become the subjects of anv other
Power, and it is understood that the British Govern-
ment will agree to their request for a free passage in
one of her Majesty's ships to one of the West India
islands.

Beitish CoirMBiA.—The affair of San Juan again
threatens to create misunderstancHng between England
and the United States, in consequence of General
Harney's determination to foi-ce matters to extremities.
It will be remembered that General Scott, feeling it is

supposed some difficulty in absolutely overruling
General Harney's aggression, offered a joint occupation
of the Island of San Juan, an offer which, though at
first declined, was afterwards acted upon. In con-
sequence of this arrangement the northern point of the
Island of San Juan has since been occupied by a
British and the southern by an American force, with
an interval of fifteen miles between them, and
the officers of both forces have for months enjoyed
the interchange of mutual civilities and good offices.
General Harney however, disapproving of this good
understanding, has removed the American officer in
command, on the ground tliat he has " English procli-
vities," and has replaced him by the officer whom he
selected as his instrument when he first seized upon the
island, and who seems to have been removed from his
post by General Scott at the request of the British
authorities. He has also issued instructions, a copy of
which he has transmitted to the English Admiral, in which
he repudiates altogether the proposition of Gen. Scott
for a joint occupation. He asserts that our troops
were "permitted" to land on the island, whereas it is
notorious that the superiority of force was entirely on
our side, and declares that inasmuch as the Legislature
of Washington Territory has thought fit to include the
island within the county of Whatcom, any attempt to
ignore this sovereignty " will be attended with deplor-
able consequences." These proceedings, it is said, are
in direct contradiction to the instructions of the Com-
mander-in-Chief, and to the sentiments of the President
himself, who wishes that the status of either party
should remain unchanged until the question as to the
property in the island shall be finally decided.

)9avltamem*

HOUSE OP LORDS.
*u^-.^T*^;rr;^^"'

°'^ -fi'awi'i/ Sill.—The Lord CHANCELi.oa moved
that this Bill be referred to a select committee. The object of
the Bill was to secure the fusion of law aud equity by enabling
the common-law judges in certain coses to deal with questions
of equity in order that the expense and inconvenience of a
double course of procedure might be avoided.—Lord Lynd-
HURST supported the Bill.—Lord St. Leonards, on the con-
trary, expressed bis disapprobation of the principle of the
measure, which he considered to be unsound. It would, he
thought, throw more labour upon the common-law judges than
they would have time to dischurge.—Lord Brougham thought
as there was a division of opinion between the common-law
and equity judges, the proper course was to refer the Bill to a
select committee.—L^rd Chelmsford hoped the Bill would bemuch altered before it became l.iw, but concurred in referring
the Bill to a select committee.—Lord Kingsdown thought, if
the BiU were referred to a select committee, it could not
become law during the present session. The motion was then
agi-eed to Ti,^ Engluk Shipzcrigkts in Franee^-ln reply to
Viscount DuNGANNON. the Duke of Somerset stated that the
wages ol shipwrights at Cherbourg were only 3fr. a day, thatuoLnghsh workmen were employed there, and that the only
ship now building was a transport-The Duchy of Cornieal
(Limitation of Actions) BUI and the Fisheries (Scotland) Bill were
read a third tinio and pas^^sd.
Mom>xY.—The Slave TraiUat MozamUqu<>.—\jord Strathf.denmoved an address to her Majesty, praying for the appointment

01 a Lousui at Mozambique, with a view to promote the
interests of commerce and the execution of the treaties
between Great Britain and Portugal for the suppression of the
f Yu

*^'^^®-—Lord WoDEHousE opposed tbe motion in the name
of the Government, thinking that the suppression of the slavetrade depended more upon developing the resources of thecountry and imbuing the natives with a love of trade and com-
^^^'iw^'^.^^l^^''.^^^ ourselves or the Portuguese. To further

5^ fn.t ''*!^M
*" Government thought that it would be better

wM^lT"? .i/^^..^^^f^t 0£_ ^-^V Livingstone's expedition.

wnnM JuA^-"}'^'^
Granville triistcd that Lord Strathedenwould withdraw his motion, as, if persisted in, he should fei?bound to oppose it. That course niight lay the Governmlnfopen to a false charge, of lukewarmntss in the supprcss^n ofthe slave i-ade, than which nothing would be moreMnfounded—The Bishop of Oxford hoped Lord Strathedeu would n< ^agree to Lord Granville's suggestion.-After a few words fromLord STR..VTHEDEN who declined to withdraw the motion theHouse divided, when the motion was carried by 11 to 6

Tuesday.-The Church TtinporalUies (Ireland) Acts'Amendment £dl vi^ read 0. third time and passed -The Archbisho.
of York moved the second reading of the FcclesiasticalCom-
muyion Bill, explaming that its object was to amend tht-^existing law so as to provide spiritual instruaion in thosPdioceses from which the commissioners derived revenue bc"wapplying that revenue to the wanU of other districts —Th^Earl of Chichestteu opposed the Bill, and observed that a more
satisfactory measure had been introduced in the other Hous^
''rt^'' u-n'''^;T.^^'^^''^'''''"''-'=

Bugge.stcd the postponement
of the Bill until the measure now m the Commons came beforpthem.-Earl Grey Siiid that a similar BiU, founded on thereport of- a select committee, bad in a former session passed
their lordships' House, but too late to pass the Commons Th&subject was a most important one, and some assurance .should
be given that it would not be abandoned.—Lord Poutman said
that, as a novel principle was iuvolved iu the Bill, it outrht not
to be adopted without careful consideration.—Lord Ravens-worth denied that the principle was a novel one. haviug been,
already accepted by the House.—The Earl of Derby supported
thesecondreadingof the Bill, which met his entire approval
—After some remarks by Lord Brougham, Lord WexsleyI
DALE, and Earl Granville, the Bill was read a second time
The Bcclesiatticai Courts and Regiitrics (Ireland) Bdl was read &
third time and passed.
Thursday.-The Adulteration of Food and Drink Bill was

read a third time, and passed. Breakwaters and Harbours.^-
The Marquis of Clanricarde moved for a select committee*to
inquire whether breakwaters and harbours cannot be con-
structed on a plan less costly and better adapttd for certain-
localities than the system of solid masonry hitherto in use

;

and whether any such plan appears likely 'to bu also service-
able for the improvement of our national defences.—The Duke.
of Somerset said that there was great difference of opinion
among scientific persons as to tbe best materials to be ufed for
breakwaters and similar works, and that for all practical
purposes stone was the cheapest material that could be used.
He did not think that the appointment of a select committee
would lead to any beneficial result.-The Earl of Hardwicke
was of opinion that floating breakwaters might ba cheaply
constructed in many localities, and would prove very uaelul
under certain circumstances. Tbe result was at any rata
sufficiently probable to justify an inquiry by a select
committee, and the institution of a few inexpensive ex-
periments.—The Earl of Derby inquired when the inten-
tions of the Government would be anuouuced with regard,
to the important question of national defences.—Earl Gran-
ville replied that the announcement would be made in thefiisfc
instance in the House of Commons, but he could not then name
the exact day.—The Marquis of Clanricarde said that h&
should leave the responsibility in the hands of the Goveniment.—Earl Granville said that if the motion were renewed iu a
more formal manner, and with the usual notice, the Govern-
ment would agree to the committee. The suggestion was-
accepted, and the motion was for the present withdrawn.—Lord
Brougham introduced a Bill for the purpose of enabling defen-
dants to be examined iu certiiin cases iu CniniitaL Prostcutions.
The Bill was read a first time.—The Duke of Newcastle laid on,
the table a Bill for the better Govei-nmmt of Ntic Zealand, and
for the management of crown lands.—The Bill was read a
first time.
Friday.—rrofijwin'a Anchors.-^-Ihe Earl of HardWicke:

called attention to the anchors in use by the Entish navy, and.
asked if the Government intended to use Trotman's anchors
in the Navy.—The Duke of Somerset said that the Admiralty
were satistied with their own anchors, which had during the
late gales held when others said to be Trotman's, attached to
merchant ships, had dragged. He understood also that Trot-
man's anchors were too light for heavy ships of war.—The Earl
of Hardwicke said that as these anchors were alleged to be
80 bad, he presumed the noble Duke would have tbe onu
which was hanging over tlie bows of ber Majesty's yacht
removed to-morrow, and an Admiralty anchor substituted,

[ Left sitting].

_ had done by proposing a grant ui imum-money to assist him, than "^byapp^ointi-^^ ConsulatMozambuiue Tlie real source of tfie evilf however, wasnot on this, but on the other side of the Atlantic, at cJba -Lord Brougham said that until the Portuguese honestlyearned out the engagements by which they had bound them-
selves, so long would the development of the resources of the

l^tT^^ w ^'f"'*' /'' iP'*^ ""^ '"^"^ «*^"^ts on our part, beretarded. He strongly denounced the insincerity of Spain in
suppressing the slave-trade in Cuba, and contrasted with it theconduct of Brazil, which had done its best to do away with this
1. human traffic by admitting emancipated negroes to the

sS lifS" TV ^T^ ''"'?^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^i^ ^it^ ^^^ whites in
social Ufe.—The Bishop of Oxford was much disappointed atthe announcement that it w^l^ not the intention of the Govern-ment to appoint a Consul at Mozambique. He agreed in theimportMce of Dr Livingstone's expedition, but thought it

Tf « D^-S^^°'^'^^''^^ '^ "^'^ ^*«=*^ed by the influence
ot a British Consul at Mo;:ambique. He trusted that the
decision of the Government ..n tUs subject was not fiual.-
^i'^ ^"^e of &omerset wanted tn know how the appointment
ot a Consul at Mozambique wt.uld tend to the suppression of

^^^'tV f%'
^^ ^""^^ ^ ^'^^^^'^ carrying an American flagwere exempt from exammation it would be impossible to stop

^if^iSftW T.I" ^f^- '^"5* """"^y p'^'^^ ^*i^ >t would b^
FK«sible to affect the slave trade was at Cuba. He was ghid tosee that the Lmted States had co-operated lately with us iusuppressmg this trade by seading a squadron to the west

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
* Friday.—Capture of GaribaldVs Steamers.—On the motion fon

adjournment till Monday, among other subjects aiscussod, Mr.
Ghiffith asked whether the Government had received any
account of the capture of two vesseis by a Neapolitan frigate
hoisting English colours.—Lord J. Russell said that tha
Government had received informutiou that two vessels
supposed to be carrying r^nforcements to Garibaldi had beeiv
captured by a Neapolitan ship of war. Whether the latter
hoisted English colours he could not say ; but it it were so, it;

woidd certainly be a most unwarranted use of our dag. Savoy
and JUice.—Hir K. Peel, after censuring in very strong terms
the foreign policy of the Secretary of State, which he
characterised as weak, vacillating, and very shameful and
humiUatingto this country, adverted to a recent note of M.
Thouveuel m relation to the annexation of Savoy and Nice to
France, which, be said, was at variance with the assurance
given by the Emperor of the Freuch, and confirmed by 3L
I'houvenel himself, that the great Powers of Europe should be
consulted before the annexation took place, ile protested
against the conduct of the Emperor of the French and against
the lax maiiuer in which the foreign affairs of this country,
were conducted. He complained that the neutrality of Swit-
zerland was at an end, that the way in whicu the anuexatiou
had been cticcted was opposed to the distinct uuderstandhig ol
the Ireaty of Turin, that Switzerland had not boen consultedm the matter, and that her rights were menaceu by the cruel

M^^'Thn'^'
«*.^'-^^f'-Lord J. Russell said that Iho note of

n^:^ . T. **lv''^''^''
^^ ^^ received only that alternoou, didnot contain the passage upon which Sir Robert had founded

bis remarks. He detailed the substance of tht, note, the object
of which was te reconcile the second article of the Treaty oilunn With the 92d article of that of Vienna in regard to tha
neutralised territory. He recounted the different proposiUo^amade with a view to that end, observing that France had not
consented to the proposition which her Majesty's Goverament
had thought would afiord an equivalent security to Switzer-
land. He hoped that he siioula very soon be able to place a
portion ol these volummous papers upon the table.—Colonel
DICKSON called attention to tlie present Stuts of the Amay iu
the United Kingdom, contending that, in the present state of
Jiurope, we required a larger force, and suggesting Uicans by
which the additional force could be raised.—Mr. S. Herbert ia
reply explained in much detail the sute of the army, and the
mt.-asures taken for its improvement in number uixa condition.
The motion for adjournment was then agreed to. On the order
for going into committee upon the tiaviuyi Banks and Fritndiy
Soaeiioi' InvtsinwUs Bilt.HirH. Willocchbv called attention
to the mam principle of the Bill, and to the rep. Tt of the Select
Committee ou Savings Banks of 1S&8 relating to the invest-
ments of the moiieys of the savings banks, contending that the
manii^euieut of the savings banks' funds should l>e pidced in &
commission specially appointed, and that no s»ies, purcha«ea»
or exchanges of the stovks or securities should be made excepL
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OT^the purposes of the banks.—Mr, Hankey opposed the Bill,

which ignored, he said, the recommendations of the Committee

of 1S58. and did not treat the funds as trust property,— Mr, S.

EsTCoUET objected to the Bill that it dealt only with invest-

jnonts, leaving the other important portions, which vitally

affected savings banks and called loudly for settlement un-

touched.—Colonel Sykes and Mr. Maltn's argued that the

savings banks* money should be treated as a truftt fund.—The
Cha>'Cellor of the Exchequer said th^t the Cotnmissionera

for the Reductiou of the National Debt were in fact bankers on
akrge scale ; but that by the bill now under consideration an
entirely new system would be introduced. A perfect title

would be given in law to depositors in savings banks upon the
gecurity of all the assets held by the commissionets, the State
deposit account, and the fund of the State itself- A true
account wo\ild also be given of the national debt, which nobody
held as yet ever seen, and it would bring the savings banks
under the annual revision of the House.—Mr. T. Bajuno could
not see that the Bill would give increased security to the depo-
sitors, or benefit them in any way. He therefore protested
agaiuflt the necessity of the measure, and expressed itia hope
that the Chancellor of the Exchequer would withdraw it.—
Mr. AVETON opposed the bill as a dangerous innovation.—Mr.
CoLLTNs thought that as no one had been found to support the
bill but the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the best thing to be
dona would be to move a direct negative- He accordingly
moved that the House go into committee that day three months.
Oa a division the motion was negatived by 92 to 65. The House
tJien went into committee, and Sir H. Willoughby having
moved that the first clause be postponed, the motion was re-
sisted by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and on a division
was negatived by 73 to 49. The CiiAiRMAN then reported pro-
gfress. The Uiiiversity a^id College Bitates JJiii passed through
committee. The Railway Cheap 7"rm;^f 5if£ was read a second
time. The Crlrsunal Lunatic Asylums Bill was read a third time
and. passed. The Vote for J)isqualijied Candidaieii Bill was read
a second time.—The Lord Advocate obt;uned leave to bring
in a bill to extend the Refreshment ffoases and JVine licenses Bill

to Scotland,

UosDAY,^Bankruptcy and Insolvency Salaries 5zZ/.—Outhe
report of the resolution of the committee upon this Bill, Sir H,
Willoughby objected to the charge of 2l,oeOi, which the Bill
proposed to throw upon the Consolidated Fund for eorapenaa-
tions to persons who had no claim upon that fund, and moved
to omit from the resolution the word ''compensations/'—The
Attorney-General said that these compensations had been
transferred from the Fee Fund to the Consolidated Fund, in
accordance with the recommendation of a commission, and
that they were a penalty on the country for former errore in
legislation.—After a brief discussion, in which Mr. Bariiow,
Colonel French, and Mr. Hadfield took part, the House
divided, when the amendmetit was carrieci by 111 to 98,

—On the announcement of the result of the division, the
Attorney-General said it would be impossible for him
to go on with the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill, the
committee on which was the next order of the day.

—

Mr, Malins thought the Attorney-General was perfectly right
in giving up the Bill, as its value was now entirely destroyed.
"-Mr. Bright recommended the Attorney-General to withdraw
his resolution, and not add to the dististers of the session by
withdrawing the Bill.—Mr. Bouverie added his entreaty to the
same. effect. There were, he said, other funds applicable to
these compensations.—Mr. Mowbray said he had voted with
the majority because he knew the enormous amount of charge
saddled upon the Consolidated Fund for large compensation to
individuals in the prime of life.—The Attorney-General Wiis
most unwilling to throw away many months' labour, and
would be ready to give the House one more opportimity of ex-
pressmg its opinion.—After some observations by Mr. Ellice,
Mr. CollJv\s, Mr. Headlam, and Mr. Henlev, Sir G.
<?REV suggested that the House should not come
to a haaty decision, and moved that the debate
on the resolution as amended be adjourned. — Sir
H. Cairks ti'usted that the Attorney-General would not
come to the conclusion to abandon the Bill, believing the pro-
posal to transfer the compensations to the Consolidated Fund
to be founded in justice. The debate was then adjourned till

Thursday. The House then went into committee upon the
Bxcisea7id Asstssed Taxes Acts^ when resolutions were agreed to
for imposing duties on game certificates. The report on the
AnstnUher Union Harbour Bill^ after a division upon one of the
clauses^ was agreed to. The Tithe Commv/aZion Bill was read a
third time, and passcfi. The Spirits Bill passed through com-
mittee. The Oxford University Bill, the object of which is to
confer upon the University certain powers already
granted to the University of Cambridge^ was read a second
time. The Refreshment-houses and Wine Licenses (Ireland)
BUI was likewise read a second time, after an at-
tempt on the part of Irish members to delay the stiige.

—

The adjourned debate nn Mr. Selwyn's amendment on the
second reading of the Eccteuastkal Commiuion, tCc, Bill was
resumed by Mr. G. Bentinck in support of the amendment.
He opposed the Bill, he said, because it proposed to transfer
all chapter property to the hands of the Commissioners with-
out any provision for persons whose services were recognised,
and who were not to be heiird in support of their claims,

—

Mr. Howes and Mr. Malins opposed the Bill.—Lord Joh.v
RossKLL said that the object of the Bill was to ensure a more
equitable distribution of Church revenues, so that the excess
of income from capitular estates should go to the augmenta-
tion of small Uvlugs. He had always been of opinion that it

was desirable that the bishops and deans and chapters should
hold landed property. He was ready to admit that if the
estates of the Church were sold and the money invested in the
funds, the dignitaries of the Establishment might have more
certain incomes ; but then they would not have that depend*
enceonthe land and that fixed stike in the country which
it was desirable they should possess. '— Mr, 8. Estcourt
was opposed to the measure, because it made use of
the machinery of the Ecclesiastical Commission alike for
the sale and future management of the esbites. The
ancient system of management was, in his opinion,
preferable to that which it was * proposed to substitute

7. ™*^*itrn legislation. He thought, however, that the
objectiona which had been urged -igainst the measure could be
better discussed in committee.—Mr, Sfxwvn ultimately with-
Ctrew the amendment, and the Bill was read a second time.
itxe House then went into committeeupon the Minefi ReguUition
ami Jnypection Bill, and some of the clauses were agreed to
attermuch discussion, the Chairman being ordered to report
progress. The /ni«m; Bonding Bill was read a third time and
passed. The Union of Benefices Bill was read a second time.

Ine adjourned debate on going into committee on the
^^^'tcipal Corporati4)ns (Ireland) Act Amejulment Bill was re-
sumed, when Colonel Dickson moved to defer the committee
lor SIX months. This motion, after a short discussion, was
negatived on a division by 61 to 2i, and the House went into
f^^^?"ee on the BilL—Mr. Villiers obtained leave to bring

T , ^ continue the Poor-law Board for a limited period,
Tuesday,— Tenure and Luprovement of Land (Ireland) BilL—

ine morning sitting was occupied with the further considera-
tion of this Bid in comRiittee, when some further clauses were
^^'^^^ to. A discussion took pla«,'e on the posiuou of the

# 1
^^^^ money with regard to former incumbrances. It was

a., last decided that the loan for improvements should Like
precedence of all other charge?'.—In the evening sitting, th^
LOKD Advocate brought up the Rifre^huunt ami It^'^ne Liceyises
K^cQtUind) Bill, which was read a first time. The Irish

Government.—Mr- Con'olly moved two resolutions censur-
ing the recent appointmeuts made by the Lord Lieu-
tenant of Ireland, Ho demanded that the charges against
Lord Carlisle should be fairly examined, and that if tliey

were true he should be removed from a position Which
he was unfit to hold. The Lord Lieutenant was return-
ing to the exploded policy of exciting the north against
the south, and attempting to govern the country by means of
patronage, upholding by these unfair means the Whig influ-

ence among the constituencies. Never had a grosser insult
been offered to the magistracy of a free country than by
the appointment of Mr. Lyle, the taxing-master to the Court
of Chancery, to the lieutenancy of Londondeiry. The magis-
trates of the county w^ere Conservative, and Mr, Lyle was the
only black sheep among them. Lord Carlisle had, by this step,
done more harm than by any of his ]>revious follies. Then
there was the transfer of Mr. Tenison from the Hetitenancy of
Leitrim to that of Roscommon, another mischievous step,
founded as it was on a most incautious use of the Royal prero-
gative. He cited other instances at great lting^h, contending
that in every instance Lord Carlisle had endeavoured to pro-
mote Whig interests, without regard to fitness or justice, and in

defiance of evei-y principle of prudence and decency. It was
time that a rigorous remonstrance was offered in the House of
Commons against such shameless conduct- It was a fearful

thing that the destinies of Ireland should be entrusted to such
hands, unless the:>e imputation.-i could be fairly explained.—Mr-
Agar Eluce seconded the motion.—3lr. Gregory aaid that he
had in the first instance disapproved of tiie af^pointment of
Mr. Lyle, but on further information he was satisfied with the
explanations of Lord Carlisle, aiid was convinced that the
Government was not open to censure. Such appuintments could
not generally be defended^ but Londonderry, owned as it was by
the great English companies^ was anexcentiou to tlie general
rule,—Mr, Cardwell asserted that Lord Carlisle had in his ap-
pointments regarded the public interests. He had already suf-

ficiently vindicated his appointnient of Mr, Lyle, which was
made purely on the merits of the man. As to Mr. Tenison, the
apt^iointment had been made during the former tenure of the
Lord Lieutenancy by Lord Carlislo. and hadreceived the entire
sanction of Lord Derby.—Colonel French dechtrcd bis earnest
wish that the Lord-Lieutenancy should be abolished altogether.

—The discussion was continued by Mr, M'Mahon, Mr. Ormsby
Gore, Sir G, Grey, Mr. M'Cann, Lord Palmlrston, and Captain
Archdall.—Mr, Horsman said that personal fitness had
always been the primary consideration of the present Lord-
Lieutenant when selecting functionaries for any vacant office

in Ireland. If any unfit appointn:ient had been made,
the fault must lie with the Chief Secretary, whom Lord
Carlisle made it an invariable rule to consult on all

these matters. After some further discussion the
motion was negatived without a division,—Mr. Hennessv
moved au Address to the Crown, praying that steps
might be taken to relieve the Diiftress in Brris and other
parts of Ireland.—The motion was seconded byTheO'Doxo*
OHUE.—Mr. Cardwell said that the local administrators of
relief under the Poor-law had done everytliing which was pos-

sible or necessary for the alleviation of the distress in Erris and
elsewhere.—After some remarks by Mr- M*Evoy, Lord Fee-
MOY, Lord C. Hamilton, Mr Clivk, and other members^ the
motion was negatived on a division by 84 to 49. The Militia.

—Mr. S. Herbert moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the laws relating to the militia, by giving power to unite
regiments in maritime counties for the purpo.se of forming
artillery corps, providing buildings fur the permanent staff,

regulatmg the mode and time of trahiing, and increasing

th^ force in Scotland and Ireland in the same proportion in

times of danger as was now the case in England. This would
raise the entire force hi the United Kingdom to 180,000 men-
—After a few words from Lord Knficld, Colonel Gilpin,

Colonel DiCKSoy, and General Uptox, in favour of the pro-

posed nicafture, Itave was given-—-Air, Clive obUiined leave to

bring in a Bill to amend the Locai Oovcmment Act—Sir G.
Lewis obtained leave to bring in a Bill to make better pro-

vision for preventing Corrupt Practices at Blectio^is for members
ot Parliament. The House then went into committee on the
Locomotive Bill, but, before the clauses were gone through the
Chairman was ordered to report progress. The Sale of Gas Act
Amendment (^o. 2) BUI was read a second time, and referred to

a select committee. Other Bills were advanced a stage.

Wednesday.—The Labourers* Cottages (Scotland) Bill passed
through committee. The House then went into committee on
the Bleaching and Dyeing Works BUI, and resumed the dis-

cush^ion of the first clause, to which Kir H. Cajuns moved an
amendment for the exemption of linen, linen yarns, and
cambric works. On a division, the amendment was carried

by 190 to 48,—Mr. A. Egkrion next moved, as an addition to

the clause, that females and young persons might be employed
in bleaching and dyeing works for VI hours a day, exclusive of

two hours for meals, and for eight hours on Saturdays, ex-
clusive of an hour and adialf for meals. After along discussion

the motion was negatived by 256 to 42. The remaining clauses
were agreed to, and the House resumed. The Dealers iji

Marine Stores Bill was read a secoml time. The Tramways
(Scotland) BUI was read a third time and passed. The Metropolis

BiuldinfT Aci (IS55) Amendoient Bill was read a second time.

—Mr. M. Gibsos obtained leave to bring in a Bill for amending
and making perpetual the Railway (Ireland) Act (1856).— Mr.
CowpER obtained leave to bring iu a Bill to confer powers on
the Commissioners of her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings
to acquire certain property in Edinburgh, for the erection of au
Industrial Mfseumfor Scotland.— iU\ H. B. Sheridan obuined
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Act of the 22d and 2Ad
years of her Majesty for regulating Measures used in tiie Sales

of Gas.

Thursday.—Indian Army.—On the order for the second

reading of the European Forces (India) Bill, Mr. A, Mills
moved as an amendment that the Bill be read a second time
that day three mouths. He objected to the proposed change
on financial, sanitary, and poUticiU grounds, and urged tliat

the real question at issue was whether they should annihilate

and utterly abolish an ancient and vaiutble machinery which
had been tried and not found wantnig during the vicissitudes

of a hundred years.—Sir E. Colebr^oke seconded the amend-
ment, and read a letter written by L#«>rd Cumw^ilha in the year

1787, in favour of maintaining a I- ca! European army in India,

—Mr. T. G. Baring coutended that the principle of tiie

measure was correct, namely, that the British troops In India

should be goi'emed and organised on British principles^

and the native troops on native principles. The mili-

tary arguments were altogether in favour of the iwheme

;

the pohtieal arguments against it had not been RtipiKirted,

and no one had ventured to assert that it would intertere with

the rights of the army of Bengal. With regard to the letter of

Lord CornwalHs, it should be remembered th^it it had been

written only five months after he arrived in India, and that

the nnble lord had subsequently i^reparcd a plan for offermg au

amalgamation of the two armies in India-—Mr. H. Baillie,

Sir H Verney, Sir J. Elphin to.vk, '^Ir- Kinnaird, air M.

FARorHAR, Mr. Buxton, and Mr. HoBSMA-f opposed tlie iJiU

;

Mr VAJfsiTTART, Sir W. HusstxL, and oa Peucv Hkrhrrt

supported it,-Mr. S. Herbert confessed that it was not with-

out some liesitation that he hud come to the couchis|on that It

ould be desirable to amalgamate the two armies. 1 he subject

tlie debate,—Lord Palmer^^ton resisted the motion as unrca-
sonnljle after the ample discussion which had taken place.—Sir
H. Willoughby protested against an attempt to hurry on the
measure pending the production of the papers which had been'
moved for.—On a division, the adjournment was negatived by
'J62 to S3.—Mr, Danby Sevsiour tfieu moved the adjournment
of the House, which was negatived by 229 to 51,—Another
attempt, by Mr, Hennrssy, to adjourn the debate, was nega-
tived by 19a to 43.—Mr. A. Mills then moved the adjournment
of the House.—Lord Palmerston said, that as it was then past
2 o'clock, he should out of regard for the Speaker, who had to
take the chair at a morning sitting, give up the contest. The
adjournment of the debate was then agreed to. Certain Bills
were advanced a stage,

Y^\r>KY.— Tenure and Improvement of Land (Ireland) Bill—
The House went into Committee on this Bill, and resumed the
consideration of clause 27, which was agreed to. Clauses 28 to-

36, inclusive, were agreed to with certain verbal amendments,
—On clause 37 Mr. Maguire moved an amendment, to ensure
to the tenant compensation for improvements, although made
without the consent of the landlord, provided they were
sanctioned by the chairman.—Mr, Deasy believed that the
amendment would, if adopted, prove fatal to the measure.—
After a ven.'- long discussion the amendment was negatived by
140 to 48. The clause was thou agreed to. Tax Bills Committee.
—Mr. Waxpole brought up the report of this Committee, whfch
Wiis ordered to lie on the table. [Left sitting,]

dttj} itttelltsence*

The Russian Loan.—Tlie proposals for tlie new
Russian loan were issued on Monday by Messrs..

Baring. The total is 8,000,000?. of 4^ per cent, stock,

at 92 (wliich will amount to 7,360,000^.), and the-

dividends are to be payable on the 1st June and
1st December at Messrs, Baring's in London, or Messrs*

Hope's at Amsterdam. The instalments are divided-

over each month of the current year^ commencing
with 10 per cent, two days after the allotment. The
loan is stated to be issued in lieu of 5,000,000/. of the-

3 per cent, loan of 1859 unissued, and about 7,000,000/.

of the inscriptions of the 6 per cent, loan of 1818,.

received by the Government from the Loan Bank and
Bank of Commerce in exchange for the money raised

by the 3 percent, loan which was applied in strengthen*

incf those banks.

93^ to 93; New
Four per Cent*
12*. to 7*. dia. ;

par.^FouBiGN

:

Money Maeket, Friday.—Bettish Funds: Con-
sols for Account clostid at 93i to f ; Bank Stock, 229-

to 2305^ ; Three par Cents. Reduced,

Three per Ceiitn., 93 to ^ ; Indian

Debentures, 1859, 9G\; India Bonds,

Ditto Stock, 218^; Kxehuciuer Bills,

Braziliiui Four and a Halt per Cents., 1858, 88 ; Bel
gian Fonr and a Half per Cents, 95^ ; Dutch Four per
Cent. Certiticates, 101^ ; Mexican Three per Cents., 20i ;.

Peruvian Four a!id a Half per Cents., 92i ; Portuguese

Three per Cents., 1853, 45^; SpanisU New Deferred

Three per Cents., 39i ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1851^.

773r to I; Ditto for 1858, 591 to 60.
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C. i.ASSKTT, CardilT. Outfitter—H. aud K. W. Holdkr, Bbctlield. Cattle

Uealera—U. H. I.ilik, Biattt S»an ¥ard, BeniionJsey, Currier—E. J.

FiCitSLAT, Wakefield, Scrivener — G. J. SAUvrouu, Clerkcuwed Ure«n,
LiuendTdper—T. H. VEa.ios, BilitoD, IronmMter.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATlON—J.LocKHAaT.GUairow, Cattle Saleiman.

FRIUAT— BAJfKRCPTS — J. AiBTOir, St. Paufa Road. HiKhbury*
Builder—R.Barkf.h, MaldoD. B'JOt and ."^hoe Mauutacturer-H. Dowioit*
Ncwcantle-upon-Tyne, iJruper—i. B. Duns and t. if. A. Botlb, Spring

Gardens, Muldle»ex. Commmsion AKeni^-K- Elmb, Niirthamptun. Cbemisti,

—11. G^taroBD, Stfimty, builder—G. GaiULar, Ulin^tun, Coach Maker—
J. A. HtJ»«T, Lu.igHte Strei-t, City, Manila Maiiulacturer—J. M'Alfisk,
tbe youORer. Bftll'a I'ond, B.ettcher- A. Pkkhv, KicUmond Villai, Uoltoway^
Underwriter—T. Rtdeb, I5ti, Leadenliali Strett, Meri:b,aul -A. Sltio.i,

Cowley Vale, near St. Helen's. Laacaabire. Corn Miller.

SCUTCU StIiiUESTUATlON—A.Bi».>iK, Camlackie, Brickmaker.

was of a m«»st complicated nature, and the authorities

on either Bide were alruoat ewuly b:i!anes.l ;
bat, on

mature consideration, ho felt thnt. he was bound to giva his

adhesion to the prMject.-Mr. li x.ii moved the adj-unimout oi

iflctiopult? aii5 110 Utfjiutu.

The Review op Voloteebs.—On Saturday after-

noon, the Queen, accompanied hy the Prince Conaort,

the King of the Belj^nans, the Count ofFlanders, and the

Iloyal family, reviewed an army of about 20,000 volun-

teer riflemen, or about one-sixth of the whole force, in

H^dc Park. The streets of the raetropolis presented &

singular spectacle during tlie morning. Tlie lines

of route taken by the respective corps were crowded

with people, white the windows and houfie-tops wera

tilled with personsof both sexes, who vigorously cheered

the volunteers as they passed. At every railwj.jr

station there were crowds ot people to see the country

corps come in; Oxford Street whs like a fair; the City,,

Fleet Street, and the Strand were crowded ; the steam-

boate on the river going west were all packed, while
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the omnibuses from the outsldrts, tliougli clii\rg-

iDg- double fares, were filled with passengers. From
12 to 2 o'clock all London seemed pouring in the direc-
tion of Hyde Park, the suburbs being silent and
deserted. The park itself, from an early hour in the
day till long after the review was over, was
like Epsom Downs on a Derby Day. The Govern-
ment had provided a series of stands extending
about half the length of Park Lane, to which
about 15,000 persons were admitted by tickets.
But for these 15,000 tickets there were no less than
150,000 applicants, and from the moment the War
Office announced their issue to the last one given away,
an incessant crowd besieged their doors. Then came
the_temptation to those who had obtained them to sell

their prizes to the less fortunate applicant, and one
guinea, two, and even five guineas were offered and
given for a place in the stands, T!ie Hon, Artillery
Company, 400 strong, with their splendid band, started
from Finsbury at 1 o'clock, and marched through the
City and up Fleet Street. This was the tirst rolling in

of the military tide, that swelled as it proceeded with
the 1st and 2d battalions of the Citv oe London Ritles,

who started from Guildhall, GOO strong; the 4th, otii,

6th, 7th, 39th and 40th :\Iiadlesex ; and the 2d City of
liOndon, who started from Gray's Inn at the same hour,
'^00 strong in the aggregate, with another division
from rinsbury Square, also at 1 o'clock, and of the same
strength; the 2d and 3d Tower Hamlets, the 33d
Middlesex (Tottenham), the 1st Essex (Romford),
2d Essex (Cranbrook), 3d Essex, (Brentwood), 4th Essex
(Chelmsford), and the 7th Essex (Rochford). This
force, numbering 2800 men, took up at Somerset House
400 of Lord Bury's 21st Middlesex (the Civil Service
Begiraent), the 38th Middlesex (the Burlington House
Corps) consisting of artists; while the 23d iMiddlesex (the
Inns of Court Corps) just preceded them, having filed

out from the Temple Gardens to the nmnber of 400.
Passing the opening from Waterloo Bridge, tliis long
line was joined by the head of another column, consist-
ing of 909 men; three Surrey regiments—the 5th
(Keigate), 14th (Dorking). 16th (Egbam); hve Kentish
regiments—the 5th (Canterhurv). 9th (Cliatham), 19th
.(Rochester), 26th {Maidstone), and 31st (Leeds Castle)

;

five regiments of the Cinque Ports—Ist (Hastings), 2d
(Ramsgate), 3d (Rye), 4th (Hythe), 5th (Margate),
with two from Sussex—the 1st (Brighton) and 7th
^(Horsham). At the Adelphi the Scotti^sh (I9th Middle-
sex) fell in with 450 men, and thus, with 4509 men.
Charing Cross was reached. Here the 1st Kent
^Gravesend), the 5th Kent (Blackheath), the 9th Kent
<JPlumstead), the 10th Kent (Royal Arsenal, Woolwich),
starting from Westminster Bridge at half-past l,joiiied
the line with 500 men, while au additional body which
came up from Feuchurch Street of three more Essex
regiments, the 5th (Plaistow), 8th (Stratford), and 9th
'(Silvertown)—the latter from the factory of Messrs.
-Silver, making an aggregate of 630, joined soon after-

wards. On entering the Mall, on the way to Constitu-
tion Hill, 14 Kentish corps, starting from the
l)ack of the Poor Law Board, added 1560 to tlie Vme
—viz., the 3d (Lee), 4th (Woolwich), 6th and 7th (Kid-
brooke), 8th (Sydenham), 9th (Chatham), ISUi (Green-
wich), 18th (Bromley), 21st (Lewisham), 25th (Black-
heath), 27th and 34th (Deptford), 28th (Charlton), 32d
-mtham), and two battalions of the 26Lh—from the
Boyal Arsenal, Woolwich. At Carlton Terrace Lord
•Grosvenor's regiment, the 22d Middlesex (Queen's),
marched up to the number of 950. At Euckin^liam
Palace 690 men from St. George's Barracks, constituting
six Surrey regiments—the 2d (Croydon), 4tli (Brixton^
6th (Esher), 8bh (Epsom), 9th (Richmond), and 11th
<Wimbledon)—joined the line; and at the top of
Piccadilly, Colonel the Hon. C. Lindsay's 3d battalion,
consisting of the 11th, 12th, and IStli Middlesex, com-
prising 600 men, and Captain the Earl Spencer's 4th
battalion, comprising the 28th Middlesex (the Irish),
about 400 strong, completed the line. This body of
9000 men in one line then entered Hyde Park
by the Apsley House Gate. From the New
Road, from Paddington,from the North-Western, Great
Western, and Great Northern Stations, came men
from the west, the midland counties, and the north.
Mwichestcr ah)ne sent nearly 2000. The Manchester
men were drilled in Manchester at 5 in the morning,
arrived in London at 2, and by half-past had tak^n up
their position in tlie western side of the park. Of otlipr
*corp3 who arrived from that side of the metropolis
were the 1st Gloucester (Bristol), 3rd (Gloucester), 6th
<Sfcroud); 1st, 2d, and 17tli t^omerset (Bath); 1st
Warwick (Birmingbam), 2d (Coventry, Warwick', and
^Stratford) ; 1st Berkshire (Retidin^), 3d (.Vewhurv), 4tli

^bingdon), 5th (Maidenhead), 6t]i (Wokincjiiain); 2d
Oxford (Oxford), 1st Dorset (Bridport). These were
joined by the 28th Middlesex (Irish), 1st, 4th, and 5th
Northamptonshire (Northampton), 4th Bucks (Ayles-
bury), and the 1st Huntingdonshire Mounted Kifles.
Altoge^ther this army of volunteers was composed of
two divisions of four brigades each, the whole being
formed of 34 battalions. By half-past 3 o*clock the
whole force, numbering about 20,000 men, of whom
the metropolitan corps supplied 13,226, had brigaded
in battalion order, the line extending from the
Serpentine nearly to the Bayswater Road. The
force was arranged in two divisions, the first com-
manded by Lieut.-General Sir J. F. Love, and the
second by Major-General lord Rokeby. At 4 o'clock
the first gun of the Royal salute at:d a succession of

Prince Jules of Holsteiu-Glucksburg

cheers from the extreme left; announced that her
Majesty was entering the Park. A detachment of Life
Guards headed the procession, which passed from left

to right along the front of the galleries. Her Majesty
was in an open carriage, with the King of the Belgians,
the Princess Alice, and Prince Arthur. The Prince
Consort, in uniform, rode by the side of the carriage,

near which were also the Prince of Wales and
Aides-de-Camp,

Equerries, the Adjutant-General," and other high
military officials preceded the carriage. It was im-
mediately followed by the venerable Lord Comber-
mere, who was present at the opening of the
war in 1.793, and was old in service before most
of the soldiers on the ground were born. His
horse was led, and every attention was paid to the
veteran warrior, who wore his Order of the Bath and
the uniform of his regiment, the Life Guards. In the
two other carriages were the Princess Louisa, the Prin-
cess Mary of Cambridge, and Mr. S. Herbert, Secretary
at War; Prince Leopold, Princess Helena, the Duchess
of Cambridge, and the Grand Duchess of Mecklenburgh
Strelitz. Jn the line of the procession followed the
Lords-Lieutenant of the counties to which the several
corps of volunteers belong. The cortege passed nearly
to the extreme left of the line of volunteers, then turned
and proceeded slowly along the front to the extreme
right, and turning again drew up on the open ground
in front of the Royal standard. The three bands
of the Household Brigade were stationed opposite
the Royal carriages; through the intervening
space the volunteer companies marched, tho^e on the
right of the line of columns coming up first. It was
half-past 4 o'clock when the 1st Huntingdonshu-e
Mounted Rifles passed her Majesty; and at a few
minutes to 6 o'clock the 25th Cheshire closed the review,
which lasted without intermission for quite an hour
and a half. Tlie general impression produced by the
appearance and bearing of the Volunteers was very
favourable, and there was but one opinion of their
efBciency—that it did infinite credit both to the men
and officers. The Huntingdonshire Mounted Rifles,

commanded by the Duke of ^Manchester, all men
of mark, with beards and moustaches, with
swords in hand and rifles slnng at their shoulders, were
much admired for the beauty of their horses, which
were finer animals than any of our regular cavalry
regiments can show. The City Artillery Company was
the first body of infantry that passed, and might easily

be luistaken for the Foot Guards; but they are an
ancient corps, with a long training. Some of the
besc known companies were cheered as they passed.
Lord Elcho and the Highland Company, the London
Irish, the Inns of Court Companies, aiid the Notting-
ham Robin Hoods were among many thus distinguished.
Her JTajesty left the ground afc (5 o'clock, in the same
order as she arrived, but some time elapsed before the
public could get clear of the enclosures. When the
review terminated, the Dake of Cambridge expressed to
the ofScers of the Volunteers the gratification of Her
Majesty at the display on the field; and it was com-
niuuicated to the difierent companies before they were
dismissed. The difficulty of getthig a large body of
troops out of the Park lias almost become a military
axiom, but the event of Saturday proved that the diffi*"-

culty is not insuperable. The Voluriteer officers solved
the problem without confusion, except a little crushing
at the gates; but the crushing was more among the
spectators than the troops. Notwithstanding the
immense multitude in the Pa\-k, and the pressure of the
crowd at difierent points, the whole proceedings passed
off without any serious accident. Indeed, there were
only two mishaps on the field; the Duke of Newcastle
and Lord Otho Fitzgerald were both thrown from their
horses, but without severe injury. The following
general order has since been issued from the Horse
Cuards by the Commander-in-Chief:

—

" His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge has received
the commanda of the Queen to convey to the several Volunteer
Corps reviewed by lier iliyesty on Saturday, the 23d inst., the
very great Batisfaction with which she observed the rapid
progress they have made in military discipline, and the degree
of perfection at which they have aiTived. The steadiness and
precision with which they performed the parade movements
leave little doubt in hor Majesty's mind, that, if they continue
to be actuated by the same '. they have hitherto evinced a
mo<' to degree of diill. in- .ring as little as possible with
their usual avocaUons, will render them a most valuable
auxiliary to her rcLnilar forces for the defence of the country.
Much as her Majesty's admiration was excited by the soldier-
like l>earingof the various corps pivssed iu review, a still deeper
impression has been made on her mind by the proof which the
Volunteer movement throughout the country affords of their
devotion and loyalty to the Throne, and their anxiety to second
her endeavours to insure the security, and thereby the pTos-
perity, of the kingdom. The General Comraanding-ia-Chief is
further directed by her Majesty to mark especially her sense
of the zeal displayed by the officers of Volunteers comman.ling
brigades of corps, and to notice particularly those battalions
and companies which, regardless of personal inconvenience and
expense, came from distant counties to join the display of
loyalty and patriotism, which will render the 2M of June.
1S60, memorable in the annals of our times. The General
C)5mmanding:-in-Chief having thus given expression to her
M^esty's Kentioaents regarding the Volunteer force, commen-
dation on the part of his Royal Highness would be super-
fluous; but he desires to offer"his thanks for the support and
co-operation he has received on this occasion from toe officers
of the re;ailar army employed during the day, and, more
particularly, to refer to the excellent arrangements made by
the Inspector of Volunteers and his assistants, which were so
well seconded by the intelligence and orderly conduct of the
various corps present."

Loss OF THE Malabar.— The Peninsular and
Oriental Company's steamsliip Malabar, with Lord

Elgin and Baron Gros, the English and French
Ambassadors to China, on board, was totally wrecked in
the harbour of Point de Galle on the 22d May. She
parted her hawsers in a gale of wind, bumped heavily
against the rocks, and went ashore on the sand. The
passengers and a portion of the mails were saved, but
the Ambassadors, who were the last of the passengers
to leave the vessel, lost their credentials and papers, and
all the bullion and baggage sank with the ship.

'

She
was lying with her stern deeply imbedded in the
sand and was certain to become a total wreck. Divers
were endeavouring to recover the specie on board, the
amount of which was 282,446^. The Malabar was a com-
paratively new ship of 916 tons and 200-horse power.
The Peninsular and Oriental Company are their own
insurers, and will consequently lose the value of the
ship, which is estimated at 40,d00Z.

The FfiENCH Orpheonists at the Crystal Palace,—The first performance of the Orpheonists took place'
on Monday, the second on Tuesday, and the third on
Tlmrsday, with a success which so entirely surpassed
all previous expectation, that a fourth performance will
take place this afternoon at the usual Saturday price of
half-a-crown, when the 3000 French musicians and the
band of the Guides will bid adieu to their English friends.

The excellence of their performances and the knowledge
that they have come over to England without pay, for

the sole purpose of establishing the alliance of the two
countries by the bonds of art, naturally secured for

them the most enthusiastic welcome, and they manifested

theirfeelingsforthecordiality of thelrreceptionby singing .

" God Save the Queen '* at the commencement and end
of each performance. The audience acknowledged this

compliment by unanimously demanding " Partaut Pour
la Syrie." This was grandly played by the Guides'
band, the audience andOrphconists joiningheartily inthe
chorus, and then exchanging anotlier volley of cheers.

The first day's performance was attended by 10,615
visitors, the second by 10,429, and the third, which was
by far the most attractive of the three, by 16,700.
Last evening the Sacred Harmonic Society entertained
the Orpheonists at a special performance of Handel's
music at Exeter Hall, and Sir Joseph Paxton, in accor-

dance with a suggestion made in many influential

quarters, has undertaken to make arrangements and
receive subscriptions for entertaining them at dinner

in the Crystal Palace after their farewell performance
this afternoon. The band of the Guides will give a fare-

well concert this evening in St. James's Hall for the

benefit of the French Charitable Association, under
the patronage of the French Ambassador.
Statue oe John Hunter.—At a recent meeting of

the Hunterian Committee at the College of Surgeons,
it was decided that the execution of the statue of John
Hunter should be intrusted to Mr. Weekes, A.R.A.;
and that, when completed, it should be placed in the

museum of the College.

The Great Eastern.—TheMarco Polo, which amved
at Queenstown on Tuesday, passed the Great Eastern at

noon on the 20th inst. in lat. 47° 50' North, long.

22° 50' West. She was then steaming very fast, and
that if the same speed were maintained she would have
arrived at New York on Thursday.
Election of Sheeiefs.—At a Common Hall held on

Monday in Guildhall, Alderman Abbiss and Mr. Andrew
Lusk were elected Sheriffs of London and Middlesex for

the year ensuing,

SuNDAT Open Air Service.—On Sunday afternoon

Lord Wriothesley Kussell preached to a tolerably large

congregation in Covent Garden Market, being the first

service for the season of the series originated last year

under the auspices of the London Diocesan Mission. The
northern avenue, in which the pulpitwas erected, was well

filled with visitors, who listened throughout with marked
attention to the service. Manv soldiers and volunteers

were amongst his lordship's auditory.

Church - rates in St. Clement Danes.— On
Monday night, at the close of the poll which has taken

pliice in this parish on the question of a church-rate of

2d. in the pound, the numbers were declared to be 210

for and 13 against, leaving a majority of 197 for the

rate.

Rejection of the Free Libraries Act in Mart-
LEBONE.—The electors of Marylebone have rejected the

Act for the establishment of free libi aries. Only 10 votes

were given in its support.

Attempted Suicide in the House of Lords.—
On Thursday afternoon as the House of Lords was
sitting with the Judges to hear appeals, it was startled
by a sudden yelling. An Indian, who was standing
among the spectators, was seen to draw out a smaU
knife, which he drew across his throat. The messen-
gers of the House, with the aid of the police, imme-
diately seized him and took him to the Westminster
Hospital. It is said that the wound is not likely to

prove dangerous.

St. George's-in-xhe-East.—On Sunday evening
the rioters in this church, not content with interrupt-
ing the intoning of the prayers and the delivery of the

sermon from beginning to end, followed the choristers

into the streets, and hunted them through the lanes

and alleys of Wapping and Whitechapel. The
choristers were pursued by several ^hundreds of people,

who pelted them with dirt and stones, beat them, met
them at the ends of the narrow streets down which

they had run for safety, foi'ced the proprietor of A

coffee-house where they had taken refuge to give them

up, and only abandonetl their pursuit after a despf^rate
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conflict with the police. On the previous Sunday
evening the Rev. Mr. Ibhetson, curate of Morpeth, who
took part iii the service, was followed in a similar

manner, and took refuge in a public-house in Uethnal
Green, ironi -whlcli lie was ejected upon the demand of

the mob. He at length escaped hy jumping into a
Hansom cab, which was passing at the time. In conse-

quence of the continuance of these riots, a public meet-
ing of the parisliioners was held on Monday evenhig,
when an address to the Bishop of London was unani-
mously agreed to. calling upon him to put a stop to
"the Popish practices wliich prevailed in the parish
church, us ^yell as in two district chapels, in which un-
sound doctrine was also taught."
The PtTBLic Heaxth.—The Kegistrar-Generars

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London
n_^the week that ended Saturday, June 23, were
965. In the corresponding weeks of the 10 years
1850-9 the average number, corrected for increase of
population, wiis 1093. The present return is therefore
133 below the average. During the week the births of
837 boys and 851 girls, in all 16S8 children, were
registered in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks
of the years 1850-9 the average number was IGOG.

Beadfoed.—The masons of this town have recently
struck for a curtailment of the hours of labour au'd

have carried their point. They have forced all their
employers, with the exception of six, to sign a docu-
ment, fixing 51^ hours as the regular amount of weekly
labour ior the future. The six recusants s re not un-
willliig to concede the 51^ hours, but they declare that
under no circumstances will they consent to the " odious
document." This is an exact reversal of the position
which the operatives and masters occupied in the
London "lock-out."

Cambridge.—In the Court of Common Pleas on the
19th inst. Mrs. Cattaway, the wife of an engine-driver
on the Eastern Counties Railway, obtained a verdict,
with 50/. damages, against tlie Rev. Barnard Smith,
one of the pro-proctors of this University, for liaving
allowed his "bull-dogs" to apprehend and'^imprison her
in the Spinning-house, for talking in the streets

to two girls of improper character.

Lincoln,—Tlie existence of iron in Lincolnshire has
now been established by discoveries of considerable
interest and importance. lu the neighbourhood of
Caistor ironstone has been found in abundance, and
also limestone, an essential element in the process of
smelting. Borings to the depth of nearlv 500 feet have
also been made in the parish of St. Martin, Stamford,
the result being tiie discovery of valuable beds of iron-
stone, pyrites, and coal.

Manchester.—On Friday morning the extensive
cotton mill of ISIessrs. Mayall, called the Britannia Cotton
Mill, at Mossley, about midway between this city and
Huddersfield, was destroyed by fire. It wag the most
extensive spinning mill in the country, having about
120,000 spindles, most with the latest improvements.
The loss is estimated at 120,000/, to 150,000/. A great
number of workpeople will, of course, bo thrown out of
work by the occurrence.

WoECESTER.—A public meeting has been held at the
Guildhall of this city, at which it was resolved wholly
to abstain from the use of butchers* meat until a rea-

sonable reduction in its price be obtained. About 1000
persons are said to have signed an "abstinence pledge."
The w^orknien engaged at Messrs. Wright & Sons'
railway carriage works at Salthill numbering up^vards
of 1000 men, have agreed to a similar resolution.

vaisseau, and commissioned to claim the French and Genoese
prisoners from the 0ey of Algiers. He completely succeeded
in this difficult mission ; and iu recompense of his services
Napoleon I. appointed him to the coniuiand of the squfidrou
destined for the revietuuUing of the French ports in the
Antilles, During the voyage the squadron was dispersed by a
storm of terrific violence, and Prince Jerome, striving- to re-
assemble his scattered atiips, fell iu with and captured several
of a convoy of liriiish merchantmen ; but on his return lie was
nearly taken prisoner by the cruisers of Admiral Keith. He
however escaped, and his vessel was stranded olf the coast of
Brittany. On reaching Paris he received the cordon of the
Legion of Honom-, was promoted to the rank of admiral, and
created a Prince of the Emi>ire. Here the maritime c;ireer of
the Prince terminated, and he followed his Itupcriul brother
into Germany as a general of division. After the battle of
Jena the new general put himself at the head of the 9th corps
of the Grand Army, at the head of which lie achieved the con-
quesc of Silesia. In August, 1807, be niariiod th^' eldest
daughter of tiic King ofWiirtemberg, and a few days afterwards
was |)roclaimcd King of West[)halia—a kingdoni which was
formed of the dukedom of- Urunswick, Hanover, Hcsse-Cassel,
together with Magdeburg, 0.=!naburg, and other pnncipaHties,
Alter a peaceful reign of a few years, devoted to tho iucoriial

organisation of his new kingdom, he entered into his brother's

colossal plans of conquest, and accepted the command of tho
ri^iht wing of the Grand Army in the campajgu of Russia; he
was present at the operations ou the Niemeu, and on his

return he took part in the battle ofLeipsic. The force of events
lost him a throne, but Prinr-o Jerome, far from indulging- in
idle regrets for liis disparted spleiiduurw, hastened to place his

sword at the service of the Kmperor. Napoleon 1. however
had abdicated, and Prince Jerome retired for a season to

Trieste. Ou the return from Klba, the ex-King of Wtstphalia
i-ushed to Paris and took the command of the army intended
to operate on the Sanibre. He overthrew tho Prussians, en-
tered Chfirleroy, and received a wound at the affair of Quatre
Bras. Ou the ISth June he was at Waterloo, and distinyuiahed
himself particularly at Hougoumont. When all was lost, he
demanded hospitality from his flither-in-law, the King of

WUrtcmberg, who detained him for a while in captivity. In
1815 however he had established himself in Austria, iu 1S23 he
was at Rome, and he settled in Florence hi 1830. During his

exile ho lost his wife, his eldest son, and his two elder brothers,

Joseph and Louts, the latter of whom was the father of

Napoleon III. Actuated by his desire to revisit France, ho
solicited permission from tho Chamber of Deputies to reside <<n

French territory, promising to live peacefully with the Govorn-
meut, and demanding employment in tho French army for his

son and nephew. This permission having been granted while
he was at Brussels, he at once proceeded to Paris, and had the

happmess of once more bx*eathiug the air of France alter an
exile of :-;0 years. A few months later witnessed the Revolu-

tion of February, and the Bonaparies were no longer e.xitys.

Prince Jerome was now created a Marshal of France, and at

bis own desire appointed Governur of the Invalidcs, that lie

might in person watch over the tomb of liia illustrious brother,

and notwithstanding his advanced age ho became one of the

most con6dential advisers of the present Kmperor. At the

outbreak of the war in Italy last year he was [jresent (sictiug

in the saddle he occupied at Waterloo) when the troops dufilcd

on their raarcli to conquer the Austrians at Magenta and Bol-

ferino. The Emperor on his departure called hiin t« the

Council of the Regency. The Prince leaves two survivhig

children—the Priueess Mathilde, born at Trieste in 1820, and
maiTied iu 1841 to Prince Auatole Demidoff do San Dunaio;

and Priiiuj Napoleon, born in lSii2, who was lately married to

the Princess Clothilde, daughter of Victor Emmanuel, King of

Sardinia.

21st mst, at his residence, Beresford Lodge, Peel Terrace,
Brighton, Luke Thomas Flood, Esq., Justice of the Peace for
the counties of Sussex and Herts, also of Middlesex, of which
he was a Deputy Lieutenant, aged 86—24th April, at Melbourne,
Victoria, Edward Macdowell, Esq., late Attorney-General of
Hobart Town, eldest son of the late John Macdowell, Esq., of
M:^lton, county Wieklow-2l8t inst, William Simms, Esq.,
i-.R.b., of Carshaltou, Surrey, and of Fleet Street—2tith inst,.
Emily Anne, pecond daughter of Townlet Parkkr, Esq.,,
Cuerden Hall, Lancashire— :;5th inst, the Rev. Hekky GarRKTE
Nkwlakd, Vicar of St. Mary Church, Rector of Westboume,
:md Chaplain to the Bishop of Exeter, aged 50—27th inst, at
his residence, 28, Park Crescent, Portland Place, William.
Parry Richards. Esq., second sou ot tho late Sir Richard
Richards, formerly Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, agedTL

Jtlarketg.

COVENT GARDEN.-Juue 30.
English Pine Apples are coming- in very abundantly, and a

large importatiou of W. India ouea in tolerably good condition
has also airived. Grapes are plentlfal, as are Ukewise Cherries.
Apricots, Pears, and other fruits Jrom the South of France
have just made their appearance. Strawberries are tolerably
plentiful- Cob Nuts realise Is. per lb. Green Gooseberries
letch 3d. a quart. Peaa in excellent condition may now be ob-
tained at a cheap rate. New Potatoes range from 12s. to 16s, per
cwt. Some good Alushrooma may be obtained. Cat tfowers
chiefly couaiat of Orchida, Gsirdenias, Violets, Mignonette,
Azaleas, Heaths, Biimulaci, Geraniums, Lily of the Valley^
and Hoses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 5fl to 8s
Grapes, per lb-, 4s to iOs
Strawberries, p. ib., Is to 3s
Puatihes, per doz., li'sto :^4s

Apricots, per doz,, 28 to 4fl

NecUirmes, do., 10s to 13a

CheiTies, p. lb., Is to 3s
Green Figs, per doz., Ss to 128-

Melons, each, 68 to 10s
Apples, per doz., 2s to 63
Orang-es, per 100, 2s 6d to Sa-

Lemons, per lUO, 5s to Ss

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, p, bundle, 2s to 4s
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to Cd
F, Beans, per 100, la to Is 6d
Peas, p. bush., 4s t3 Cs
CauUflowera, each, 6d to Sd
Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to tis

Cabbages, do.. Is to 23
Potatoes, p, ton, DUs to 100s
— per bus., Ss to 4s (id— percwt., Ss to 83

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p, sieve, 2a to Js
Cucumbers, each, 6d to la

Artichokes, per doz., 6s to 8*
Beet, per doz., Is Cd to 23
Celery, per bundle, 2s to 3k
Onions, p, halfsieve, 3a
Tomatoes, per doa., 2s to Ss-

Shallots, per lb-, Cd to 8d
Garhc, pur lb,, tid to Sd
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, Ifi6d

to 2s bd
Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d to Is
Endive, p, score, la to lis

IlorseiiudLsh,p.Duu.,l8ddto40
Mut^hnxinis, p. pott.^ lstol86d
Parsley, p- l:J bunches, 2s to ^
Savory, per buuch, 2d to 4d

«

HAY.—Per Load of Tliirty-six Trusses.

Smithfikld, Thursday, Juno '2S.

Prime Meadow Hay 70« to fS4s , CJovei
auiierior do. (old; . . Sti "105

lulorior do 55 60
Now do 39 80
Uowcu tiO 70

. . . 05s to nas
New Clover .. .. — —

-

Becond cut do. . . 90 95
Stravr 36 3ft

Davis & Co.

VrriiTEcnAPEL, TncRSDAV, Juno 28.

Mr. Seiueant Murphy, one of the Conirairisioners of tbe

lusolvcot Debtors' Court, died at his residence at Kensington

ou the 17th inst., from con^estiuii of Uio bmiii caused by a

tumour in the throat wliicli could not be reduced. Ho was
cahed to the Engli.sh barin 1833, and repre-seuted the county
of Cork in Parliament for upwards of 10 years ; his c<nmcction

with the House of Commons only ceasing in September, 1853,

when, he was appointed aCommitosiunerui'the Insolvent Coiuu

4 *

Fine old Hay
Inierior do,

Prime New Hay
luleriur do, ..

titruw . - .

,

.lOOstolOSa Fine old Clover . .120a to 128a

* «

so S6

Ulterior do .. . .105

Fine New Clover ., —
fine -Jd cut .. ..ICS
Inferior do 8«

112

112
9&

©Ottuavi)*
Prince Jerome Bosaparte, the youngest; brother of

Napoleon I. and uncle of tbe Emperor of the French, died on
Sunday afternoon at Villeg^nis, in his 76th year. By his death
the elder branch of the Bonaparte family has become extinct.
He Wiis bom at Ajaccio, Corsica, on the lotli November, 17S4,

the year in which bis elder brother Napoleon, a student at
Brienne, quitted that school to enter the Military Academy of

Paris, which he soon after left as an officer of artillery. As
soon as he was old enough to leave the paternal roof, Jerome
proceeded to France, where he prosecvited his studies at the
College of Juilly. In 1798 General Bonaparte, then coinruand-
ing in Italy, was consulted as to his young brother's future
career ; and the victor of Areola, v;ho at that time directed bis
attention particularly to the power of Great Britain, recom-
mended that his brother should choose the navy as a profes-
sion. In 1799, in accordance with this recommendation, he
entered the French navy as a midshipman ; his first cruise was
in the MediteiTanean ; and as if fortune meant to favour the
views of hie brother, the first combat in which he was engaged
was with an English vessel. By an act of gallantry connected
with tbe English ship Swiftsure. wliich bad attacked the
French frigate 1'Indivisible, he won the rank of lieutenant and
the command of the Epervicr. A year afterwards, being
charged by the Governor of the Island of St. Domingo with a
mission to the First Consul, he acquitted himself with a tact
wid abihty scarcely to be expected from so young a mau; and
having returned to tbe Antilles, he continued for some time
cruising before tbe port of St. Pierre de la Martinique. It was
at this period that the young commander of the Epervier,
having visited Philadelphia, made the acquaintance of Miss
Patterson. He could not foresee tbe mighty destinies that
awaited his family, and con.sequcntly felt no hesitation iu
demanding tbe hand, of the heiress of one of the richest mer-
chants in America in marriage. He did not however inform
his brother, now become the head of his family, of this
alliance, which he was ultimately compelled to dissolve.
Napoleon I. permitted him, though annulhng tho marriage, to
recognise the son born to him by Miss Patterson, and one of the
children of this son is at this moment an officer in the French
arnoy, and took part in the campaign in Italy a year ago. In
1805 Prince Jerome was promoted to the rauk of capitaiue de

BIRTHS.—On the 2Gth inst, at Bath House, Lady Ash-
BURTOX, of a dauj^liter—L'Oth inst, at iO, Laugham Place, tiiu

Lady Muncaster, of a daughter—lUth inst, at Wiiiesley Hall,

Ashby de la liouch, the Lady Edith Aenkv Hastixos, ot a son
21st inst, at Headford House, Lady Joiln Taylour, of a son

2-lth inst, at Aikenhead House, Lanarkshire, the Lady
Isabella GoitDON, of a son— ^Gth inst, at Gleuvicw,

Llaii.wrtyd-\VeUs, Breconshire, the wife of D. Peyse Davies,

Esq., of a daughter.
IiiARRIAGES.—On tbe 26th inst, at St. Paul's, Belirravia,

Captain Chaklks B. Wynne, OOtli Regiment, to Emily F. G.

GoEE Booth, eldest daughter of Sir R. Gore, Bart., M.P.—:i5Lh

inst, at St. Peter's, Pimlico, Colonel Frederick William
Hamilton", C.B., of the Grenadier Guards, sixth sou of tho Jate

William Richard Hamilton, Esq , to Louisa, fourth daughter of

the late Sir Alexander AxsTRUTiiF.R, of Thimpart, 1i!l*—:Jlit

inst, at St. Peter's Church, Pimhco, Colonel Macdouoall,
Coinmandaut SUifT College, Sandhurst, and only son of Colunul

Sir Duncan Macdougall, K.C.T., to Adelaide, youngest

daughter of the late P. J. Miles, Esq., of Leigh Court, Soinor-

set, and of KingswestDii, Gloucestershire—-1st inst, at Wyko
Regis, Uorselahii-e, Horatio BeaItman Young, Captain in

the Royal Navy, fourth son of tlio late Sir Samuel
Young, Bart., to Elizabeth, only daughter ot S. Prb-
TOR Esq., of Wykc Houijo, county of Dorset—
inst^ at Woolley Cnurch, Captain Wixhx.notos, 7th Ur;

Guards, second son of the late Thomas Kllamos Withiiigtoii,

Esq., of Culcheth Hall, Warrington, to CrtiiiEitiNK Mary,
youngest daughter of Godfrey Wentwoeth, Esq , of Woolley

Park," near Wakefield—--ilht iust, ra Saint John's, TTa-kney,

CuARLES Edward Kingstone Butler, of Onslow Square, eldest

son of Charles Salisbury Butler, Esq., M.P.. of Cazenoves,

Middlesex, to Mart Ann, second daughter of tho late William
BRADbHAW, Esq., of Upper Homeitou, Middle.scx.

DEATHS.—On the 21st inst, at 78, Upper iiurkeley Street,

Lieut -General DyneleY, C.B,, Koyal Artillery, aged Zti-14th

inst, at Slebeck Park, Pembruticshire, the Batuueim de

RuTOEN tho wife of the Barou do Rutgeu. and sister of the

Countess Dowager of Licliheld-21.st iiist* at the residence of

his sister. Lady Dunalley, Moukstown, Dublin, the ll.-n. and

COAL MARKET.—June 'iS.

Walls End Byron. Itis. 6d. ; Walls End Harton, 168. yd. ;
Walls End Gosforth, 16a. ad.; Walls End Tanlield Moor»
13s. Jd. ; Walls Knd Stewarts, 188. 6d. ; Walls End South

Hettou, I8s. (jd. ; Walls End Haswell, iSs. ed. ; Wails End
Belmont, Ids. tid ; Walls End Hetton. 1«8. 6d. ; Walls End
Framwellgate, ITs. ; Walls Eud Heugh Hall, 17s. ; Walls End
North Hartlepool, 615s, (Jd. ; WaUs End Wliitwoith, Itis. ;

Tautield i-Moor Bvites, ISa. tid.; Walker Primrose, 13s. 6d. ;

West Hartley, Ids. ; Wylam, 16s. ; Bebsidc Hartley, Itis. ;

Davison's Hartley, 16fl. ; Ha.stings Hartley, 16fc ; Howard's
Hartley, li5s. ; Lambert's Hartley, ItJa. ; North Holywell

Main, iOs.—72 ships at mai-ket.

BUTTER MARKET.—Juno 29.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 13«- P*r dozen lbs.

Second do. do. • •- ,
^^'*' n " '*

Pork, 5s. Od. to 68. 4d. per 8 lbs.

lyth
agoon

POTATOES.—SouTirwARK, Mu.nday, June 25.

Turing the week the arrivals coastwise have been bmall,and

a rise in price was the consequence. As the old Potatoes are

ncariy hni^hed, this will be our last report for the MMon.
The foUowuig are this day's quotaUons :— Yorkshire flukes,

13(JS. to 170a.; Perth, Forfar, and FUtbhue Iledt, 120a. to 14W. ;

Irish Whites, lOOd. to 1208.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Mokdat, June 25.

Tho sujjply of Beasts is again short, and consequently pri^e*

are not much altered, although trade is slow. The number of

Sheep is about the same as on Monday Uiat; the demand has

decreai>e<i, and prices on tho average are lower. Lambs
and Calves are rtiher lower. From Germany and Holland

there are 410 Beasts, 4200 Sheep, and 2tiy Cftlve»; from

fcctland, 4U Beasts; from Norfolk and SufloUc, 2600; and

151) from the northern and luuiluid counties.

B

Best Scots, Here-
r N^Ac. .. 5

Bost-^li'ii t horns 5

2d quality Buajits 4

Best l>uwii8 .-aid

Ualf-h,-._' ... 5

Bo. Shorn

d 8 a

4to5 8
2 — 5 6
({— <4 lu

4 to 5

Best Lcng-wootl. 5

Do. Shorn
Swea & 2d qumllty 4

Do. Shuru
Lambs .. .. ff

Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ^

d fl d
a--5 2

. to ,> m

fl--4 8
1

^ * •

0--6 8
8--5
0--5

E Bindloss Perrott, Bart., third daughter "f the late

Colonel N. Bayly, ^-^-^ 2'^'"^^% m a^^° -ifS k^*^^
Guards (Grenadiers), Wid the R. W. M. il., aged

_
HI —

Uthuit at Inverness, General Joiis Mackenzie, ot Gairloch,

second son of Sir Alexander Muciienzie, of Gairloch, Bare,

aired 97—Supposed to have perished ou board the Uurmah, m
November, Koqeb, lourth son of the late Thomas Cavk-

Browne-Cave, Esq.. ot Bepton Lodge, Derbyshue, and graud-

Bon of the late Sir William Cave-Brown "ive, Bart, of

StreHon-en le-field, aged 23—April 2d, at sea, on board the ship

Surrey Lieutenant Frrz Thomas Goldsworthy, Ute of tho 72d

Re-^itnent Bengal N. I. . and Brigade Major at Luc^now, af^ ;J 1

_mh Lst, at Holywell, Oxford (from tho effecU of an ;

a-cident), Sarah akn Chap.«an, > ger daughter of,

?he Rev Joseph Chapman. D D., '^/njf 7 /««'iJ°E^^^
Trinity CoUege, hi the University of Oxlord, aged ,9-

'

Beasts. asOO ; Sheep ft Lambs, ^4,oO0 ; Calrea, 2W ; Pigs, 440,

Ti: DAY, June 28.

Tbe number of BasU Is considerably larger than on Thura-

djiy liujt nd is, however, gotrti. and prices canoot

be quoted much lower. The sui'ply of ^
, aiid Lamba is

^ r; trade is not very brisk, but Monday's qnotations axe

well ^ ^^,\''•^^^Q^ ; we have a large number of inferior Calrea on

sale. f'T wiiiuh trade is heavy. Choice qu<.»»...»i are in demai^
Our . .;,'n «upp!y eonslsta of 860 Beaata, 1300 Sheep, 4W
Calves, and 10 Pigs ; and 142 Milch Cows.

i

Best Scots, Uere-
forfb*. kc. . . 6

Best Shortrb''^^* 5

2d quality BwMna 4

Best Downs and
Half-breda .. &

Do. Shorn

4to5
2
4

5

4

5

8
4
8

6

Best Loog^wools . A
Do. Shorn
Ewesft 2d qtMttly 4

Do. Shorn
Lamba .. .. t
Calves .. ..4
Pigft .. ..4

0—5 2

6 — i's
to ..— • 8

e — 5 t
0— .-s

Beaabri342 1'sheep t Lfcibs,,— .J ; ddvaa, <M ; PIga, TZi\,
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s.

55
55
5S

o2

38
•zs

19

23
24
23

8.)

61 Red ....

62|Red ....

63
Red ....

65
j

(i-Maltinsr.

•36 Malting.
24
28 Feed .

.

28
!
Feed ..

27 1 Feed .

.

a. 8.

53—57
56—61

35—38iForeigu.

36—41
35—40

19—27
19—24
20—27

34—43
1
Harrow.

4S—54
' Longpod

38—46'Egyptian
;JS—40'SuflbIk .

32—34
i Foreign

.

— YeUow..
54

SJCountry.

34—43

4S

36—41
30—40

AlAUK LANE.—Monday, June 25.
The supply of Wheat to this morning's market was very

BmaU from Essex, and from Kent moderate, and must be
written Is. to 28. per qr. cheaper than on this day se'nnight.
The market was fairly attended, and on the business trans-
actea m foreign "Wheat, which was limited, last week's prices
were fully supported. Barley is in fair demand at ifully last
Treek s rates. Beans and Peas biing late prices. With a very
large arrival of Oats tbe trade is dull at a decline of Is per qr
«pongood qualities, and Is. to 2s. per qr. upon inferior and
t)ut-of-conditioned parcels. For Flour there is no demand, and
prices are nominal.

Per Imperial Qttarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto
"~ „~"

,
Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist., 243 to 3is". . CheV.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Sufifolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato^ Jrish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
R-i-E

Bye-meal, foreign ....'.'.'.*.!......'.'.*!!

Beans. Mazagan....32s to403 Tick— Pigeon 36s — 47s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
•'^'^^ White
•S'e.qV R, best marks delivered . .per sack _ ^— 2ddo ditto 40 .., „ ^.— Foreign per barrel'25—^2 Per sack

Friday, June 29.
We are unable to report any amelioration in tlie weather for

the past week; it continues to be of a wet and stormy cha-
racter. Temperature slightly warmer, but very cold for the
season of the year. The wind was high and chiefly from the
S.E. and S.W. As regards the appearance of the crops, we can
add little to our report of last week, excepting that the hay is
suffering, and there appears bat too little probability of its
being well got. The Wheat trade has been dull throughout
the kingdom, and in many markets a decline of Is. per qr. is
reported, but few holders appear disposed to submit to a
reduction, rather looking with confidence for an advarce. Oats
in several markets are quoted 6d. to Is. per qr. lower. In
other descriptions of spring com no alteration worthy of
comment has occurred. The demand for Flour is exceedingly
^mited, aud country marks have been purcbaseable at a reduc-
tion of Is. to 2s. per sack. Few f. o. b. sales from the Baltic
nave taken place, quotations being generally out of proportion
to our own, but large purchases of Wheat represented to be
for account of the French Government have been made there
also in Hamburgh and Marseilles. There have been very few
-arrivals of grain-laden vessels from the South of Europe this
week, and the sales are likewise to a small extent. The
arrivals of EDglish Wheat this week have been small, foir of
foreign Wheat and Barley, and large of Oats. A portion of
the Eng]i^h Wheat left over Irom Monday has been sold at that
xlay's prices. The demand for foreign improves, and where
sales are eff"ected former rates are realised. Barley is in fair
demand at the extreme prices of Monday. The value of Beans
«nd Peas is unaltered. The Oat trade is very heavy, aud sales
of all but the finest qualities difficult.

ARRivAia FROM June 25 to Jiine 29.

40—48
30—37

Wheat.

English
Irish

Barley. Uats. lonr.

» ft *

Foreign .

.

1010 qrs,

II

12740 4390

qrs,

II

II

— qrs.

15G0 „

30770 „

19;iU 8k8.

{

3650 .,^ 5070 oris.

LiTERPooL, Tuesday, June 26.—We had only a small
attendance ot buyers at our Com Exchange this niorning, and
the business passing in Wheat has been on a very restricted
scale, at a reduction of Id. to 2d. per cental. Flour though
difficult of sale cannot be quoted lower. Indian com was little
.Inqun-ed for, and all descriptions declined 6d. per qr. Oats
.^d Oatmeal were tolerably steady at late rates. In Beans
Peas, and Barley there is no alteration to notice. The day la
fine and sunuy, and buyers act on the reserve.

%^l^^^'
'^""^ 29.—There was a good consumptive business

in Wheat ; French the turn dearer. Flour a fair trade at late
i^tes. Indian Cora rather more in demand at the late decline
,Bean8 without change. Oata aud Oatmeal dull sale. Rather
better attendance.

AvKRAoraT

May 19..
— 26..

June 2..— 9..— 16..
— 23..

Am. Aver.

Wheat.

52^ Id
62 6
M 4
54 2
54 11
57

54 U

iiarley.

36s 6d
Z6 2
35 10
35
35 3
34 7_

35 7

Oats.

25 1 3d
26 6
26 8
27 8
26 11
27 5

26 9

Rje:

36a 2d
37 3
39 3
38 1

3T
33 9

Beans.

4l.f 3d
44 8
44 1

45 9
46 2
45 10

37 9 45 2

Fldctuatioms in the Last six Weeks Averaue.4,
^Rices. May 19. iMay~a6. Jii^^^2~Jnne O.iJHKTlfi. Jui^23.

> *

* *

T
r J r

• 4

r
« »

BRITiaa WOOL8.-LONIWK, Friday, June 29..The quantity of new wool in this market is not large as yet.The pnc^et^p nn with apirit in all parts of the coimtry.

AVA^"^'^'^' A PAlCrNEU, in the occupation of a
» » large tract of Uud. A Kood House, and a share in the

Shooting over 2000 acres may bo had.-For particuhus, a..nly
4a Mr. Jamkh Kixo, T^»id Agent, Win.slow. ' it J

~~ Ty GARDENERS, Xc.
ANTKD, an industrious, orderly MAN, with

T i.

ch*i"^^er from last place, to keep in order fassisfed by

^S^CHrvV*\1f?,^FV*'^^^^
OROL'N'Dd ari

-KIlCBfcN GARDh.N. No Hothouse.—Apply by letter, in firat
lustwice, to Mr. Estall, Office. Oatlands Park Hotel, Waltan-
on-Thames; or any |wreon wjlUng to undertake the work by
yeariy Contract, may apply as above. A Lodge may be hud ifa Jaamed .Man.

W WORKING GARDENER AND BAILIFF.
ANTED.a WOKKKNG GARDENEK, to attend
to a moderate)y-8ized Garden and small Vinery, and

capable ofsui^nntending the ttanagement of 30 acres of LandMa must be a thorough practical Farmer and good Hayaiaker.A man between 30 and 40 years of ago, without children, pre-
ferred. —Wages 15*. a week with com, furnished cottage,
weUbles, and milk when it can be spared. Address (sUtinif
Tpfcrences) to E. R., Rock HiUa, Sydenham. S.E.

TVrANlEU, A GAKDENKK, and his WiFK hs
•j* ^AUNDREHS.—Without incumbrance; the Man strong,and a practical Oardtner, about 30 years of age, willing tunake himself useful in a small nunUy.-Apply at 4, otraud,n»r Charmg Cross, W.C.

WANILD, a respectable Man of good address to
call upon country gentry on commission. One having

a good connection among agents aud stewards will be liberally
treated.—Address, with references, B., Post Office, Moss Lane,
Manchester.

WANTED, a steady ohligmy MAN, who can take
charge of a Horse and Gig, manage a very small Garden,

clean Knives and fchoes, and be willing to make himself gene-
rally useful. State age, former services, and wages expected,
without Board or Lodging.— Address, H. J. Turner, Land
Agent, Richmon-i, Yorkshire.

WANTED, an experienced person as CLEKK and
SHOPMAN at a large Nursery. He must Write a good

hand, be a good Accountant, and of unexceptionable character
for integrity, sobriety, and industry.—Apply to Mr. Sklivino,
Walton Nui-sery. Liverpool.

WAMEO, a suii;le youuj^ Man to act as biiopman
(and occasionally travel) in a Seed and Corn establish-

ment. Satisfactory refoiencesrequired.—Apply by letter.stating
tei-ms, to Thos B. Thomson, 20, High Street, Birmingham.

Age 37, single ; strong.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; Las a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession in all its

branches.—A. B., 31r. Robsou's Library, Lower Norwood
Surrey-. S.

.

GARDEN Eli (Head). —Age 30. nuirrind, one
child ; xmderstands Forcing, Fruit, Flower and Kitchen

Gardening, Two years' good character from his present
employer.—J. Mc. P., Rosebank, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

/_J.AKDKJSKR (Head).—Age 3y, married, no in-^^ cumbrance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his
profession in all its branches. Wife a good Dairy Woman, if
required.—A. B., 31, Cockraue Ten-ace, Portland Town, St
John's Wood, N.W. '

GARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged, married, no
incumbrance ; thoroughly understands his profession in

all its branches, with mau;iyeinent of Meadow Land and Stock.
Left on account of his employer, with whom he lived six years
giving up his country residence.—J. C, 45, New Street, St!
John's Wood, NW. "^

/^lAHDENEH (Head).—Age 32, married, no iiicum-
V-l brance ; has a thorough r)ractical knowledge of Phies,
Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, and Melons ; Flower and Kitchen
Gardening.—J. R., 3, Hargrave Place, James Street, Camden
Town. N.W. ^
GARDENER (Head).-

active, working man ; understands Forcing Frni^^
Flowers, and Vegetables, and the management of Flower and
Kitchen Gardens ; also Land and Stock. Six years' character.
~^-_^-

yM^- _ ^f" ^f^ett^J^rseryman, High Street, Clapham, S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, two
children ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his pro-

fession in all its various branches, iucluding Early and Late
Forcingof all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, Grow-
ing of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &c. ; the
management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Good character
and references.—H. B., 14, Oxford Street. Southampton.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married
; possesses

a practical and scientific knowlwlgo of his profession in
all its branches, including Pmes, Grapes, Peaches, Figs,
Melons, Cucumbers, &c.. and is a first class Phmt Grower ; witlt
Woody, L.tud and Stock. Has had :^00 prizes for Fruit and
Vegetables. Wife can take charge of Dairy and Poultry.—
J , P., Messrs. Drummond'a Nursery^ Bath, Somersetshire.

GARDENER (Head).—He.nry May begs respect-
fully to ofTer his services to any lady or gentleman

requiring a Gardener. He lived under his brother four years
while with the late Mrs. Laurence at Ealing P;irk, and he has
subsequently been foreman in the plant department of a Nur-
sery. In addition to his experience in the cultivation of phmts
ani flowers, H. M. ftels himssif quite competent to undertake
the charge of a Kitchen or Frait Garden, and other matters
connected with the duties of a gardener.

—

Henhy Mav, New
Road, Bamet, Herts, N,

C;^ARDENER (Head).—Alex. Lamrie, thoroughly
T experienced in every department of Gardening, of long

and extensive practice, has just left the service of the Earl of
Effiughaui (who has changed his residence), in whose family he
has been many years, and to whom reference can be made as
to cliaracter, at 57, Eaton Place, London,S.W. ; Mr. Henderson
Gardener to the Earl Fitzwilliam, Wentworth, Rotherham;
Mr. Robert Wilson, Head Steward to the Duke of Norfolk,
Sheffield, formerly Gardener at Arundel; Mr. Law, Gardener
to Lord Wliarncliffe, Wurtk-y Hall, Sheffield; or to Messrs.
Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Nurserymen, Sheffield.— Address
Blackburn, Rotherham .

AROENEU (Head), or GARDENER I^
I BAILIFF.—Ago 30, married: thoroughly understands

his profession ; also the Management of Cattle, &c. Three and
a half years' gond character.—A. B. C, G, Devonshire Street
Hanimer.'imith, W, *

/ ^ARUEN Eu.—Alutaie-Kgeu. single ; active, sobcTi
V-^ and industrious ; thorough goud "Flower, Fruit, and
Kitchen Gardener. Good character. Will be disen^affed on
the 30th inst.-B. A., 3, Leitfham Road, Streat>.am. S

GARUEXKU. — i^larricd, wiiuwut incumurauce;
understands Vii\ftT-io», Ortienhoiwes, Pmpagatintr, and

B"ddTMr->ut Plants. Wife cm manage Ijnuudry, if required
G-od reference.—A. B., Post Office, Doveridge, near Uttoxeter
Sta9ordshirc. *

GARDENER.—J. H. WiuTi.va, Gardener to H. T-
Hope, Esq , at the Deopdene, Dorking, Snrrey, can highly

recommend a Man (ago 2r., married, no incumbrance), who has
worked under him 11 years, to any gentleman who may require
a^kilAiI and inHti^ftnoiis Girdener.

1 > .AUUi'^iM'^ii.—JuH> CAiiTEK, Juii.. Nurseryman,
V>I Keighley, wishes to recommend a yoimg Man to any lady
or gentleman in want of a good practical Gardener; he has
had considerable experience in Pines, Vines, and every other
branch (f Gardening, and J. C. has every con6denco that he
will give satisfaction. Wife a good Laundress.

C^A R I) E N EU. — Age 38; married, no tauiily ;
M thoroughly understands ForcinEj Grapes, Melons and

Cucumbers, <tc.
;
also a thorough knowledge of Hants, Kitchen

and Flower Gardens. Good character from hist employer.— A.B., 2. Clarissia Cottage, Beulah Road, Walthamstow,
Essex, N.E. ^_\ '

C^ARDEXEH.— A gentleman wisiies to obtain a
J situation for a Man who uuderstmds the Management

of Cows and Stock. He is a gfx>d worknum, and would be
fnund a very useful and valuable servant. His Wife could
underUke the management of a Dairy.—A. B., care of Messrs.
Gates & Bellamy, 2, Moorgatc Street, City, E.C.

C^ARDENER.-Age 30. single; practical knowledge
A of Growing Vines, Peaches, Greenhouse, and Beddiuc-

out ilants. Melons and Cucumbers; also the Flower andKitchen Gardens. Satisfactory testimonials.-J H Pn«t
Office, Redland, Bristol. '

^'^^^

GARDENER (Foreman or Second, in a gentleman's
family).—Age 23, single; thoroughly understands themanagement of the Greenhouse, Hothouse, Fruit and Flower

Gardens. Three years' good character.—H. C.. 3, Hyde Place
Royal Hill, Greenwich. '

ARUENER (Single-handed),— Understands the
Growing of Fruits and Flower in or out of the house —

W. A., 1, West Street, Dartford, Kent.

AROENER (Under, where Forcing is carried onT.—Age 20 ; has been accustomed to Gardening for several
years. — A. Z., Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park:
London, N.W. *

UKSERY FOKEMAN.—Thoroughly understands
Roses, Fruit, and Ground work in general. Has lived in

some of the first Nurseries in England, where satisfactory
testimonials may be had. Six years' character from the place
he is now leaving.-B. C, Messrs. Rollisson, the Nm-serv
Tooting. S. ^_^ *'

PLANT GROWER, RROPAGATOR, or FORE-
MAX, &c.—Long experience in the Trade.—G. G., Mr-

Tolman's, Alphingtou Cross, Exeter.

TO ESTATE. At;EiMTS. SOLICITORS, 2iC.
'

LAND STEWARD.—High cliaracter; wishes for a
change of situation. A liberal Premium will be given to

any person who can introduce him to a suitable appointment.
A., care of Publisher. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

TO LAiMDLD PROPRltTORS AND OTHtRS.
STEWARD OR BAILIFF. — Small incumbrance;

thoroughly acquainted with Norfolk Farming in all its

branches. Wife an excellent Dairywoman. Can have 9 years'

first-rate character.—Mr. Fartridok, Shouldham, Dowuham.

AILIFF OR GENERAL JHAXAGER.—Has been
extensively engaged on a nobleman's estate, where

Agriculture has been carried out most economically ; is con-

versant with all Soils, the Management of Woods, Breeding
and Selling Short-horns and other Stock. Satisfactory reasons

furnished for leaving present situation, and the highest

references given.—W. C, Messrs. Gibbs & Co., comer of Half-

Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.T A:ND steward, bailiff, OR GENERAL
JLj manager to a nobleman or gentleman wishing to

farm his Estate on the most improved modern system.—Age 36

;

is about leaving a situation in Norfolk. Has had gi-eat

experience in Cultivating both Light and Heavy Soils,

the Drainage of Lands, the Breeding, Rearing, and
Fattening of Stock, the Manufacture and Use of Artificial

Manures, Growing of Green Crops, the Working of every

description of Improved Machinery, the Planning of Farm
Buildings, and the Purchase and Sale of Live Stock and other

Farm Produce. He can be highly recommended by several

large landed proprietors and eminent agriculturists.—A. P.,

Norfolk Netcs Office, Norwich.
,

BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and GARDEXER.—W. P.

Atrks having coiopleted his engagement in the formation

of the Forcing aud Pleasure Gardens to the new mansion at

Orchardleigh Park, will shortly be at liberty to enter upon a

similar engagement. During his residence (four years) at

Orchardleigh W. P. A. has had the general supervision of the

Estate Improvements, Draining, Re-modelling of Farms, Re-
ceiving Rents, &c. He has also Designed and erected a Farm
residenceandcoveredHomesteadof the first class ; is thoroughly

conversant with the principles of Construction and Artificers'

and Ground work of all kinds. Liberal remuneration expected.
*<j* W. P. A. has been known to Professor Lindley, the learned

Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, for upwards of 20 years, and
has the honour to refer to him as to his professional cajabili-

ties.—Orchardleigh Park, Frome.

I
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TTTHAT will this cost to print? is a

VV- thought often occiirring to literary minds, public

characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme-
diate answer to the inquiry may be obtained on application to

Richard Barrett, 13, Mark Lane, London, E.G. R. B. is enabled

to execute every description of Printing on very advantageous

terms, his office being furnished with a largo and choice assort-

ment of Types, Steam Printing Machines, Hydraulic and other

Presses, and every modern improvement in the Printing Art.

A Specimen Book of Types, and information for Authors, sent

on application, by
Richard Barrett. 13. Mark Lane. London. E.G.

.

IIVE FISH FOR STOCKING PONDS, AQUi^
J RIUMS. Ac—Carp, Tench, Roach, Dace. Perch, Chub.

Gudgeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, &c. To be had

at Charles Wright's, Fishing Tackle Manufactory, 376,

Strand, W.C. Aquariums sold. ^ ,

QAUCES.—Conuoiseurs have pronounced Lea and

O Perrins' "WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE" one of the best

additions to Soup, Fish, Joints, and Game. The large and

increasing demand has caused unprincipled traders to manu-
facture a spurious article; but the *' Genuine" all bear Lea
& Perrins' name on Bottle, Label, aud Stopper.—Sold by

Crossk & Blackwell, London, and all respectable Oilmen ana

Grocers. Sole Manufacturers—Lea &. Periuns. Worcester.

LENFIELD PATENT STARCH, used in The
royal laundry, and pronounced by her Majesty's laun-

dress to be the Finest Starch she ever used. Sold by all

chandlers, grocers, Ac, &c.
WoTHEnsFooN ai Co.. Glasgow find London.

ALLEN'S PATENT PORl'MANTEAUS and
TRAVELLING BAGS with square openings.

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING BAGS, with silver

fittiu>is.

DKSPATCHEOXES.WRITING and DRESSING CASES, and
500 other articles for home or continental travelling, illustrated
Catal(^ues for 1860. By post for two stamps.

J. W. ALLEN (late J. W. and T. Allen), Manufacturer of

Officers' Barrack Furniture and Military Outatter(a©e separate

^.'^-o^^X-^L^^d ?2,^trand, London, W.C.
PRIZE ^aE6AL, PARIS exhibition t855.

l\;l ETCALFE, BINGLEY, AND CO.'S New Pattern
Xl-L and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached
Hair Brushes, Improved FleshandClothes Brushes,andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and everv description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thorou^ly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effec-

tnally-the hairs never come loose. M., B., 4: Co.'s new and

delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet and the Oxford and
CaTubridgu Bunqnet, in bottles 2«., 3». 6d., and &*. Metcalf*^
celebrated Alkaline Tootli Powder, 2*. per box.—Sole E^tath-

lishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, ad and Sd doors we«t

from Holies Street, London, W.
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MRS. ARTHUR HENFREY, WMo^v of tlie late
Professor Hctifrey, F.R.S.. F.I^.S.. &c., of King's

•Collego, London, continues to receive a limited number of
young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
her own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs. Hekfrey having resided on the
Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private familj', and unremitting attention will be paid to
their health and morals. References are permitted to—
Br. Jklf Principal of Kings Cfjilego
Jtev. Lawford TV. T. Bale
Jvev. Olive Hollingworth
Sir 'Wsi. and Lady Hookeii

4

Professor Huxley, F.R.S

Dr. and Mrs. Martvn"..
Dr. and Mrs. Lindley,.
Dr. and Jlrs. Hooks-r .,

©r. and Mrs. Tdke

Chiswick Vicarage, W.
Turnham Green, W.
Kew, W.

I
The Government School of

( Mines, Jermvn Street, S.W.
7,Bennett St., S"t. James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W.
Kew, W.
Manor House, Chiswick, "W.

For terms apply to Mrs. Artuuii Henfrey, 12, Heathfield
Terrace. Turnham Green, W.

FARM BUILDINGS.
LOANS may be obtained under the General Land

Drainage and Improvement Company's Act for the full

nmount required by the Owners of settled Estates, Incumbents,
Trustees, Uodies Corporate, ifec. for the erection ofFarm Houses,
Farm Buildings, and Labourers' Cottages designed by their own
Agents and sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners.
The loans are repaid by a Rent Charge on the estate for any

term the Landowner may fix, not exceeding 31 years.
No investigation of title being required or notices given to

Eeversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses arc incurred.
The Company furnish designs of every description, and

undertake the entire responsibility of the works wherever
"dsaired by Landowners,
No profit whatever is taken by the Company on any works

Jthey execute, the actual expenditure only approved by the
Inclosure Commissioners, with a commission thereon, being
charged in all cases.

•'Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the
cSocretary, at the Offices of the Company, 52, Parliament
Street, London, S.W.

ELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
ESTARLtdHED IN 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, E.C., and 57, Charing Cross, West-
minster, S.W.

Directors.

read a second time that day six months. After
some discussion the Bill wrs read a second time
on the understanding that it should be referred to

a select committee. On the motion of the Duke of

I^EWCASTLE the New Zealand Bill, the object of
which is to establish a native Council, under the

authority of the Crown, to which all disputes in
reference to land may be referred, was read a

second time. On Thursday, on the order for the
third reading of the Highland E-oads and Bridges
Bill, Lord Eedesdale moved as an amendment
that the Bill be read a third time that day three

months. On a division the amendment was nega-
tived by 35 to 33, and the Bill was read a third

time and passed.

In the Commons on Friday the Soxicitor-
Geneeal said that the Government intended
to proceed with the Bankruptcy Bill during the

present session. The House tben went into Com-
mittee of Supply, and after considerable discus-

sion agreed to the votes for the salaries and ex-
penses of the Customs departments, the Inland
Hevenue, and the Post-office service. On Monday
the second reading of the European Forces (India)

Bill was carried on a division by a majority of

229, the numbers being 282 to 53. On Tuesday
the Mines Kegulation and Inspection Bill and the

Tenure and Improvement of Land (Ireland) Bill

Paper Duties Bepeal Bill was a rash and unjustiti-
able act, which might be followed by others if the
Commons did not assert their constitutional rights.
On the motion of Mr. D. Seymoxjh, the debate was
then adjourned.

_

Accounts from Naples state that an insurrec-
tionary movement took place in that city last

week, in which the commissariats of the 12
districts were ransacked and pillaged, the archives
burnt, and the agents murdered. The city was
immediately declared in a state of siege. A tele-

gram dated "Wednesday last has since been
received, stating that the state of siege has been
raised, that the Constitution of 1848 has
proclaimed, the press laws of 1848 and
have been re-established, and the Chambers
yoked for the 1st of September. The Madrid
papers announce that, in conformity with the
counsel of their legal advisers, the Coc:nt
DE MoNTEMOLiu and Dox Feenando have
cancelled the renunciation of their pretensions

to the throne of Spain which was signed by them
at Tortosa.

been

1849

con-

jilonu Xfius.

The Cofet.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Royal fiimily left town on "VVednesdaj for Osborne,

, . , where tliey will remain for several weeks. On Friday
were again considered in committee, and severa^ i

Prince Jules and Prince Jolm of Schleswig-Hol-
clauses were agreed to. Colon3l Lindsay's motion

''" ^'
'

' " — -

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.
IVilliam Cotton, D.C.L., F.R.S.
John Davis, Esq.
Jas. A. Gordon, M.D., F.R.S.
Edward Hawkins, Jna., Esq.
Kirkm.in D. Hodgson, Esq.,

Lancelot Holland,Henry-
Esq.

William James Lancaster, Esq.
John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq-
M:itthew Whitiug, Esq.
M. Wyvill, Juu., Esq., M.P.

This Company offers Complete Seenrity.
Moderate Rtites of Premium with Participation in Four-fifths

or 80 per eent. of the Profits.
Low Rates without Participation in Profits.
Loans in connection with Life Assurance, on approved Se-

curity, iu suuis of not less than 500/.

Ron us of 1S61.—All Policies effected prior to the 1st July,
1S61. on the Bonus Scale of Premium, will participate in the
next Division of Profits.

Robert Titckkr, Secretary and Actuary.

NOTICE OF DIVIDEND.
BANK OP DEPOSIT (Established a.t>. 1844),

3, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.—The WARRANTS for
the HALF-YEARLY INTEREST, at the rate of 5 per cent.
per annum, on Deposit Accounts, to the 30th iust., will be
ready for delivery on and after July 10, and payable daily
betweeo the hours of 10 and 4.

Peteu Morrison, Managing Director.

Prospectuses and Forms sent free on application.

Ktlus! Of x%t saecfet

The Eevenue Returns for the year and quarter

ended on Saturday show an increase of 5,727,014/.

en the year and an increase of 326,918/. on the

•quarter. The only branches of revenue which show
a decrease on the year are the Customs and Miscel-

laneous, the decrease in the former being 262,061/.,

and the decreose in the latter, 413,351/, The only

tranch wliich shows a decrease in the quarter is

the Customs, in which there is a decrease of

375,641/.

I
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for a select committee to inquire into the claims of
seven Major- Generals to the pay of General officers

was opposed by Mr. S. Herbert, but was carried

on a division against the Government by 108 to

94. Captain Esmo>^de's motion for a select

committee to inquire into the present system of

nomination to cadetships in the Eoyal Navy was
negatived on a division by 81 to 24, The House
was shortly afterwards counted out. On "Wed-
nesday Mr, HuBBAUD withdrew his Church Hates
Law Amendment Bill for the present session. On
the order for the second reading of Sir G. Lt:wis's

Highway Bill, Mr, Hodgkixson moved that the

Bill be read a second time that day three months.
On a division the amendment was negatived by
203 to 120, and the Bill was read a second time.

The House then went into committee on the Dealers
in Marine Stores Bill, when in deference to the general

wish of the House, Mr. Spooner consented to,

withdraw the Bill, on the understanding that the

subject would be inquired into by Government.
On Thursday Lord J. Kussell announced that in

consequence of the violent proceedings of General
Hakxey in the island of San Juan, the Pi^esidext
of the United States had ordered General Harnet
to be recalled, and matters to be restored to the

state in which General Scott had left them.
Lord Palmekstox moved a series of resolutions

in reference to the recent rejection of the Paper
Duties Repeal Bill by the Hou?e of Lords,

declaring tl^at the right of granting aids and

supplies to the Crown is in the Commons alone,

as an essential part of their constitution ; that the

exercise by the Lords of their power of reject-

ing Bills relating to taxation is regarded by
the Commons with peculiar jealousy ; and that,

to guard for the future against an undue

exercise of that power, the Commons have iu their

own hands the power so to impose and remit

taxes, and to frame Bills of supply, that their right'In the House of Lords on Friday, on the motion

of the Marquis of Claxeicarde, a select committee as to the matter, manner, measure, and time may
was appuinted to devise some plan for the con- be maintained inviolate. Mr. Collier and Mr. E.

struction of breakwaters and harbours less costly

than solid masonry. On Monday the Duke of

Marlborough, in spite of appeals from Lords
-Deebt, Graxville, SnAFTESBiTEY, and other
-reers, who urged him to delay his motion, moved
^ resolution expressing the opinion of the House
that the authoritative exclusion of the Bible from
the Government colleges and schools in India ought
to be removed. Lord Brougham moved, as an
amend ment, the previous question , wh ich was carried

without a divisionand withoutdiscussion. Oi^ues-
day Lord St. Leonard's moved the second reading
of the Masters'* and Operatives' Bill, the object of

which is to establish Courts of Conciliation to

decide disputes between masters and their work-
nien. lA>rd Eatenswoeth moved that the Bill he

James havins witlidrawn the amendments of

stem -Glucksburg visited the Queen. The French
Imperial Band of the Guides had the honour of
attending at the Pidaoe, and perfonning several
pieces in the Grand Hall dunng her Majesty's
luncheon. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied
by the Princess Alice and Prince Arthur, took a drive
in a carriage and four. The Prince Consort, the Prince
of Wales, and the Count of Flanders rode on horseba<;k.
In the evening her Majesty had a dinner party. On
Saturday morning the King of the Belgians and the
Count of Flanders took leave of the Queen on tlieir

return to Belgium. The Prince Consort and the Prince
of Wales accompanied the King to the Bricklayers'
Arms station^ and there took leave of his JIajesty. In
the afternoon the Queen held a Court and Privy Council.
At the Court Sir John Crarapton, her Majesty's Minister
at St. Petersburg; Sir Thomas Wyse, her Majesty's
Minister at Athens; Sir Andrew Buchanan, her Ma-
jesty's Minister at Madrid; and Sir WilHam Gore
Ousely, her Majesty's Minister to Central America, were
presented to theQueenatan audicncehy Lord Palmerston.
Earl Granville and Lord Palmerston had an audience of
her Mfljesty. Thi Queen, accompanied by the I'riucess

Alice and Prince Leopold, afterwards took a drive in a car-

riage and four. The Prince C3nsort, the Prince of Wales,
and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg rode on horseback. The
Prince of Wales visited the Exhibition of the New
Society of Painters in Watercolours, in Pall Mall. In the

evening her Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompa-
nied by the Princess Alice, the Prince of Wales, and the

Duke of Saxe-Coburg, honoured the performance of

the Royal Italian Opera with their presence. On Sunday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the Prince of
Wales, Princes Arthur and Leopold, the Princesses

Alice, Helena, and Louisa, attended Divine service in

the private chapel of Buckingham Palace. The Arch-
bisliop of York preached the sermon. On Monday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the Princess

Alice, the Prince of Wales, and the Duke ofSaxe-Coburg

rode on horseback. In the afternoon the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince of Wales, the

Princesses Alice, Helena, aiid Louisa, Princes Arthur
and Leopold, and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg, went
to the first prize meeting of the National BiHe Associa-

tion on Wimbledon Common. The Queen and
Prince Consort received addresses from the Cuuncil

of the Association, and her Majesty inaugurated the

meeting by firing the first shot. In the evening the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princess

Alice, the Prince of Wales, and the Duke of Saxe-

Coburg, honoured the performance at the Olympic
Theatre with tlieir presence. On Tuesday the Queen
stood sponsor Jn person to the Infarit son of Colonel and
the Hon. Mrs. T. M. Biddulph, in the private chapel at

which thev had given notice, the ChaxCELLOR of Buckingham Palace, the Princess Alice representing the

l.o Tv/^TTrV,Tnrtj onM +hnf ha sbniiM simnnrt: fhfl Princess Frederick William of Pruiisia ag tlie other

sponsor. Lord John Kussell had an audience of her

Majesty. In the afternoon the Queen, accompanied by

the ExcHEQiJER said that he should support the

resolutions as a simple declaration of the privileges

of the House, but at the same time he thought

it desirable to vindicate its right by action,

and he reserved to himself entire the freedom

to adopt any mode of vindicating that ri^ht

which might appear to him desirable. Mr.

DiSKAELi said that the resolutions moved by

Lord Palmeestox were wise, calm, impartial, and

statesmanlike, and would receive the entire

support of tiie Conservative party. Lord J.

Russell admitted that the technical right

belon'^ed to the Lords of rejecting a Money Bill,

the Princesses Alice and Helena, took a drive in an
open carriage and four. The Prince Consort went to

Wimbledon. Tlie Princeof Wales went to Windsor Castle,

where he entertained a party of noblemen and gentle-

men at lunclieon and played cricket in the Home Park,

In the evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-

panied by the l*rince of Wales, the Princess Alice,

Prince Arthur, and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg. honoured

tlie Royal ludian Opera with their presence. On
Wednesday morning the Ducbeis of Cambridge, the

ICert-'ditary Grand Duchera of Mecklenburgh-StreUtz,

nnd the Princtss Mary visited the t^ueen. Mr. John
Watkins attended at Buckingham Palace, and had the

but exprccsed his opinion that the rejection of the , honour of taking photographic portraiU of the Prince
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of^Wales and the notlemen and gentlemen who will

accompany him to Canada, In the afternoon the

Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince

of Wales, Princes Arthur and Leopold, the Princesses

Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, and the Duke of

Saxe-Coburff, left Buckingham Palace for Osborne,

travelling to Gosport by a special train on the South-

Western Railway, The Rojal party arrived at Osborne

at 7 o'clock iu the evening.

The Prince of Wales will enihark at Plymouth

on Tuesday next in the Hero line-of-battle-ship for

Quebec, and is expected to arrive there on Monday from

Osborne in the Royal yacht Victoria and Albert. The

Channel fleet is expected to arrive at Plymouth to-day

for the purpose of escorting his Royal Highness for

some distance across the Atlantic. As a special

compliment to his title of Duke of Cornwall, the

Cornish corps of Volunteer Rifles have obtained per-

mission to act as guard of honour to the Prince when

he arrives at Plymouth.
The Cabinet.—a Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday afternoon at the residence of Lord John

Kussell, in Chesham Place. Another Council was held

'on Monday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was

held on Wednesday.
Paexiamentary Movements.—The death of Sir

E. Hayes has caused a vacancy for the county of

Donegal, The death of Sir G. Pechell has caused a

vacancy for Brighton ; Mr. F. D. Goldsm'id, brother of

Sir F. Goldsmid, and Mr. James White are candidates

for the vacant seat.

GoTERNOKSHip OF Ceylon.—Sir Charles McCarthy,

late Colonial Secretary of Cej-lon, has been appointed

to succeed Sir Henry Ward iu the Government pf the

island.

The China Wah.—An estimate of the sum required

to he voted towards defraying the expenses of naval

and mihtary operations in China, beyond the ordinary

grants for army and navy services for the year ISGOGl,

has been published. Including 443,896/. to be repaid

to the Government of India for advances on account of

former expeditions to China, it amounts to 3,800,000?.

The Puitileges of the HorsE of CoMiroNS.—

The Select Committee appointed to search the journals

of both Houses of Parlliinient, in order to ascertain and

report on the practice of each House with regard to the

several descriptions of Bills imposing or repealing taxes,

prsented their report on Friday. The following is an

abstract of its contents;

—

"The Committee commence by stating tbat they have
gearchcd for precedentB in the Jovirnals, from the year 1628 to

the present time, iu order that they mi><ht ascertain and report

on the practice pnrsned by either Houae with regard to the i

several description of Bills imposing and repealing taxes ; and
'

that they commenced their search with the year H}2S, for two
reasons— first, because the previous cases are most ably com-
mented on in the great precedent of 1671 ; and, secondly,

because the year 1628 is the year in which the present form of

gmnting the supplies may be said to liave been practically

established. They have classified the precedents they dis-

covered chiefly under one or other of the following heads :

—

1. Bills of Supply and Tax Bills; 2. Bills for appropriating

Supplies ; S. Public Bills, which are not strictly Bills of Supply
or Tax Bills, but which operate as a tax or charge on the

people ; and 4. Bills for altering or repealing Acts which relate

to Supply Taxes, or Charges ; and they have thought it

necessary to call the attention of the IIouso to

those cases only in which the Lords have interfered.

They have discovered cases wherein the Lords have rejected

Bills wliich went to repeal duties ; though none of these cases

seem in di-itinctncss to come quite up tt5 the case which has
nowoccuiTed; bat they have found uo precedent of action taken
]^the House of Commons upon any one of these rejections.

They at^duce. instances in wliich it wasdistinctlylaid down that
the office of the Commons is to grant, and that of the Lords is

to asecnt. They quote the declaration of the Lords at a Con-
ference held in 1G40, that "My Lords would not meddle with
matters of subsidy, which belong naturally and properly to

you~no, not to give you advice therein ;" and they show the
establishment of the practice of returning the Supply Act to

the Ilouse of Commons in order that, having been assented to

by the Lords, it may bo presented for the Royal assent by the
Speaker. They quote a warning given by the Commons
to the Lords in 1G78 :

—"The Commons, thei-efore, leave
the Bills and the amendments with yonr lordships,

together with the ill consequences that attend the not
passing this Bill." They state that in 1708 the Lords rejected
aSu()ply lliU to lay a duty upon foreign woollens, and that in
176^ ft Bill to fix a license-tax upon brokera was lost upon a
prorogation. In 1T14 rhc Lords rejected a Bill for relieving
merchants from part of the duties due on tobacco and wine ;

and in the next year the same Bill was sent up again, and was
'fllgsin rejected- In 1 a Bill to allow free impoit u of

—

that ia, to suspend or repeal the duties upon—salted meat and
butter waft p''stp<^)ned to a day after the prorogation. In ITSl
a Bill forroUuciijg the duties on salt used for manure was, in
like manner, defeated by postponement. There are several
other precedents which go to a similar extent. The most im-

Sortant, however, is the rejection in 1808 by postiwnenient of a
upply Act founded upon a reeolution of the whole House

repealing the existing coal duties, and grantin,' other duties in
lieu thereof. This is all that can be discovered, and so far as it

goes it pro^iii that the osage h.as been uniform, that the Lords
have never been allowed to originate, and never allowed to
amend, any Bill imposing or repealing a tax ; but that when-
ever they have chosen to reject such a Bill the Commons liave
submitted to the rejection, satisfied with, in one instance,
fixing '-.pon the Lortls ' the ill conserjuences tbat attend the
xioa-pa>sinjf of tho Bill.' The Committee iu ret>orting these
precedents state that they have refrained from offering any
opinion and making any comments upon them, and have ab-
'Sfiftined.from any statement of the practice of each House,
except iu so far assuch practice appeai-a from iho entriea in iho
Journals.

"

The RETKyTTE-—The Kevenue Returns for the year
and quarter eni^ietl Juno 30 show an increase oF
6,727,014/. on the year, nnd an increase of 326,918A on
the quarter. The Year's Account shows an inci-ense in
the ExcUe of :ii.300.UOOi. ; Sbanips. 269,277/.; Taxes,
52.000/.; Property Tux. a.636,710/.; P«t Office,
130.000^. ; Crowii Lauds. R4^Q/_ - nn.1 n c^t>t*i-anaa W. fl.^

Customs of 262,061/. ; Miscellaneous, 413.351/. The

Quarter's Account shows an increase in the Kxcise of

169,000/.; Stamps, 107,660/.; Taxes, 5000/. ; Property

Tax, 306,710/.; Post Office, 40.000/.; Crown Lands,

1500/.; Miscellaneous, 72,689/.; and a decrease in the

Customs of 375.041/.

Fkance.—The funeral of Prince Jerome tooV place

on Tuesday in the chapel of the Invalides. Prince

Napoleon officiated as chief mourner, and all the details

were carried out with imposing magnificence, and with

that strict regard to etiquette which is so peculiar a

characteristic of the Court of the Tuileries. An
immense crowd of people assembled to witness the pro-

cession, and all places of public business and amuse-

ment were closed throughout the day.—The Enipieror

and Empress with all the Court, left Fontainebleau on

Thursday morning for St. Cloud.— It is -stated by

the Paris correspondent of the Times that the Emperor
Napoleon at Fontainebleau expressed his opinion in the

most unequivocal and positive terms, " that it had

become a matter of necessity that both the Bourbon
of Naples and the Pontiff of Rome should de-

camp," and added that it was possible the Pope

might inhabit the Island of Sardinia, with the

nominal sovereignty over the island, but allowing it the

full enjoyment of its present free institutions, the Pope

enjoying a civil list of 10,000,000f., of which 3,000,000f.

would be contributed by France, the rest by other

Catholic States. The Emperor professed the utmost

admiration for Garibaldi's exploits, and said that France

would never be a hindrance to the furtherance of his

future achievements.—The Moniteur annoimces the

presentation to the Corps Legislatif of the project of

law relative to the calling out of 100,000 men of the

class 1860. It also states that the report on the

Budget of 1861 has been laid before the Corps Legis-

latif together with a project of law demanding its

approval of the convention for the establishment of a

submarine telegraph between France and the United

States. The session, which was to be concluded on the

14th inst., will be prolonged to the 21st July, on account

of the amount of business still remaining for discussion.

The Moniteur also announces the appointment of the

Duke de Grammont, M. Benedetti, and M. de

Talleyrand-Perigord as Grand Officers of the Legion of

Honour. — The Treaty to arrange the boundaries

between France and Sardinia has been signed al Paris.

The French Government has communicated to the

Powers that it is willing to accept one of the three

following modes for settling its dillerences with Switz-

erland : — 1. To negotiate di'rect with the Federal

Government. 2. To admit to this negotiation the

Powers who signed the final Act of Vienna. 3. To
assemble in Conference, If a Conference shall be deter-

mined on, it will very probably take place at Paris. It is

quite certain that France will make no cession of terri-

tory whatever.—All the important journals of Paris

contain articles on the recent visit of the Orpheonists

to London,, in which the hospitality and good feeling

bestowed on them in Engliuid are fully acknowledged
and recorded with infinite satisfaction. The I*resse

says:—"The campaign of the Orpheonistes in London,

assumes almost the dignity of a political event, through
tho cordial demonstrations of ^\hich they were the

object. The English nation has justified on this

occt\sion its old renown for hospitality, arid has

its desire to live on good terms with ns."

—

pamphlets have just been published entitled

Administration of the Empire," and "The
Empire of the Rhine and the Kingdom of Poland,'* Tne
author of the last establishes the balance of power in

Europe on the following foundation :— 1. The creation of

an Empire of the Rhine in place of the petty States

which, by their impotency, endanger the independence

of Germany. 2. The re-establishment of the kingdom
of Poland. 3. The complete emancipation of Ireland,

with a Catholic Prince. 4. The expulsion of the Turks
from Constantinople, and the creation of a neutral

eastern kingdom, to be placed, like Greece, under the
^[naruntee of the Powers. 5. The return of the Ionian

Islands to Greece, the restitution of Gibraltar to Spain,

and a viceroyalty in Hungary.
Portugal.—The Ministry has been dissolved, and

the Marquis de Louie has been charged to form a new
Cabinet,

SpAix,—The Emperor of Morocco has paid one in-

stalment of the indemnity. The Madrid Gazette of

the 25tli publishes an official account of the birth of the

daughter of the Duchess of Montpcnsier. The infant

was at once baptised, and received the name of Maria

de las Mercedes, and a great many others, including

among them " Holy Trinity," and "AU Saints." .The

Queen and King acted as sponsors, and immediately

after the ceremony the child was decorated with the

Royal Order of Maria Louisa. The P:u*i3 Consiitidionnel

gives the following as the text of Count de Monte-
raolln*s retractation, and states that Don Fernando's

retractation is in the same terms, lb adds that the
Count de Montemolin has forwai\led the retractation to

the Queen of Spain, accompanied by a very affiictionate

letter, in which he explains his conduct:

—

" Coasidering that tho Act of Tortosa of the 23d April of

1 the present year. 13S0, was caused by exce^onal ami extra-

ordinary circumstances; that, meditated in a prison, and

testified

Two new
" Of the

signed at a moment when all communication was prohibited'
to ue, it fulfils none of the conditions necessary for its validity

;

that, consequently, it is null and illegal, and cannot be ratified •,

that the rights to which it refers can only profit the persona
who hold them by the fundamental law from which they
emanate, and who are called on by the said law to exercise
them according to their rank and when the moment comes •

taking also into consideration the opinion of competent juria-
consults whom we have applied to, and the disapprobation
which our best servants have several times expressed to us, we
retract the said act of the 23d April of the present year, 1860,
and declare it null in every respect, and void. Given at Cologne'
the 15th June, 1860—Carlos Louis de Bourbon and de
Bragasza, Count de Monteuoun."

GiBTtALTAB.—Martin Escalantc, a British subject,

has returned to Gibraltar after 13 months' imprisoft-

inent in Cadiz, In May of last year he was sentenced
by the Judge of Chinchilla to nine years' penal servi-

tude for attempting to change the religion of Spain by
distributing copies of the New Testament.

Denmakk and Sweden.—Letters from the Swedish
camp at Bonarp state that the King of Denmark has
returned to Schleswig after having spent a week iu the
camp with the King of Sweden in the closest intimacy.,

A report was prevalent that the two Scandinavian

sovereigns had concluded a treaty of alliance, offensive

and defensive, in case the independence of Denmark
should be compromised in a struggle arising from the

Schleswig question,

Switzerland.—The British Minister at Berne has.

informed the President, in the name of Lord John

Russell, that England has given her adhesion to the

proposal of a European Conference. The Minister also

expressed the firm intention of England to support

the right of Switzerland to new guarantees for the

maintenance of her neutrality. It is asserted

that Switzerland will submit to the Conference

the following question only : — Is it .in the in-

terest of Europe and the neutrality of Switzerland

to leave the Siraplon- Pass perfectly accessible

to France without demanding any fresh guaran-

tees? Should this question obtain a solution unsatis^

factory to Switzerland she would confine herself to

taking cognisance of the declarations in which Trance

engaged herself to assume all the military obligatloris

resulting from Article 92 of the final Act of Vienna.

Switzerland w^ould, besides, claim the right, in case of

war, of militarily occupying the neutralised districts of

Chablais and Faucigny. Switzerland would also state

her reserves, the insertion of which in the protocols of

the Conference she would demand, and would mainti\iu

in principle all the rights which are guaranteed to her

by treaties. The report of the Federal Council to the

Federal Assembly on the Savoy question concludes by
requesting the renewal of the powers conferred upon
the Council on the 4th of April last to follow up the

affair.

PniJSSiA.—Since the meeting of German Sovereign*

at Baden, the Prussian Ambassador, Baron Werther,

has had several conferences with Count Rechberg with

the object of bringing about a perfect understanding

between Austria and Prussia. The fact that Austria no

longer insists upon a guarantee of the integrity of her

dominions will greatly facilitate such an understanding-.

Attstria.—Accounts from Vienna of the 30th ult-

state that the loading men in the Eeichsrath have held

repeated meetings in private during the past week, and

have agreed to advise the Emperor to grant a consti-

tution to his subjects. The mode of operation has not

yet been definitively determined on, but it is probable

that at the next meeting of the Coinicil of the Empire

one of its members will move that the assembly express

to his Majesty its conviction that a representative form

of government is necessary to the welfare of the

empire. Shoiild the Archduke-President permit the

motion to be made, it will be supported by almost all

the newly-appointed members of the Eeichsrath, as

they are aware that the present system cannot be longer

maintained except by force of arms.—On Monday the

Austrian Ambassador in Paris paid an official visit to

M, Thouvenel, in order to give the reply of the Court

of Vienna to the despatch of the French Government

in reference to the annexation of Savoy. Immediately on

the receipt of this despatch Count Bechberg ascertained

by telegraph the views of the Coiirt of Berlin, which

replied that it was about to thoroughly examine the

question whether, under present circumstances, a

European Conference would be advisable, or whether

preference should be given to the ordinary diploraatia

course, or to direct negotiations between France and

Switzerland. Austria, although ready to attend a

Conference, would not take the initiative, not being

directly interested in the question. She therefore

leaves to France the task of inducing a majority of the

Powers to agree to one of the three combinations pro-

posed by M. Thouvenel, and accedes beforehand to the-

decision of the majority, Tlie official Vienna Gazette

of June 28 says that strict military inquiries relative

to the embezzlements of the late General Eynatteu

have proved that no charge of dishonesty can be raised

against any other funcfcionar}' in his department, lb?

convention between England, Austria, and the Porte>

for the establishment of a submarine leTejrraph imo-

from Jtagnsa to Alexandria, was signed at Vienna oa

Friday.

ErssiA.—The Russian Ambassador at Paris 1^
officially informed M. Thouvenel that the Court of >^'

Petersburg, having examined the three propowto ot

France for the definitive settlement of the question oi

the aimexation of Savoy, has resolved upon givmg

preference to the assembling of a European Conference*
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j^iJY]^lA~telegrain from Naples, dated Wednesday

evening/aiinouncea the promulgation by the King of

the Constitution of IS'IS ; the re-establishment of the

laws on the press of 1848-49 ; the convocation of the

rChambers for the 1st September; the promise of the

Constitution of 1812 for Sicily, with a separate Govern-

ment; the raising of the state of siege, declared on the

g6th nlfc., and the provisional re-establishment of the

National Guard. The city has again become tranquil

and indifferent, but the public at hu-gjc believe that the

concessions -80 tardily made by the King will not save

the Crown, and the general state of things inspires

great fears of anarchy and of conflicts between the

laBzaroni and the middle classes. It appears that

fl^emblages of the populace commenced on the evening

of the 26th ult., the people shouting "Garibaldi for

ever I " *' Annexation for ever I
'* " Death to the police !

"

Ob the following day a panic took place, the police were

maltreated, and disappeared as soon as the same cries

were repeated by the populace. On the 28th ult. all

the police stations were pillaged in open day ; 40 of the

agents were surprised, and either killed or wounded-

Xhe archives were burnt, and the spoils carried about in

triumph by the mob. The King who had been ill at

Portici returned to Naples, and ordered the immediate

formation of a National Guard, appointed the

Advocate Romano Prefect of Police, and issued a pro-

clamation prohibiting seditions shouts, and recommend-

ing the military to disperse assemblages of the population

with moderation. The troops who were stationed in

the environs of Naples were concentrated in the city,

and the garrison of St. Elmo was filled with foreign

soldiers. In other parts of the kingdom the police

were maltreated in the same manner as those at Naples.

Twelve thousand visits' of condolence have been paid

to Baron lirenier, whose health is improving, and it is

boped that he will soon be able to resume his func-

tions as Ambassador, The King sends to the Embassy

twice a day to inquire about his health,and has instructed

the Marquis Antonini to express to the French Govern-

ment his most sincere regret at the cowardly insult

offered to the Baron, and promising severe retribution

npon the guilty parties, who. however, have not yet been

discovered, having succeeded "in escaping immediately

after committing the assault. The new Ministry is

formed as follows:—Commander Spinelli, President

of the Council; Commander de Martino, Foreign

Affairs; Signor Del K^ Interior; Signor Manna,

Finance ; Prince Torella, Ecclesiastical Affairs

;

Signor Morelli, Public Works; Marshal Lestncci,

War; Admiral Garofalo, Marine. Tlie fundamental

point of t!ie programme of the new Cabinet is the for-

mation of ail Italian Confederation, as recommended by

the Emperor of the French. This Confederation to be

essentially of a defensive character, the independence

of every State to be maintained although national unity

may be favoured. The new Ministry have ordered the

<^ptured vessels to be restored to Garibaldi, and all

on board set at liberty. The marriage of tlie Count of

Trani with the Duchess Helene of Bavaria is postponed.

The ?wiss Colonel Von Mehel, who burnt down nearly

a whole faubourg of Palermo with its inhabitants, has

been promoted to the rank of General, and sent into

Calabria at the head of a division. Lieut.-Gencral

Clary, who commanded the sacking of Catania, has

%een made a full General. Signor Frescobaldi,

the representative of the Grand Duke of Tuscany

at Naples, has taken down the escocheou of the

Grand Duchy.— Letters from Kome, of July 3,

assert that a crisis is imminent, and that the attitude

of parties towards each other is provocative of a colli-

sion. The fermentation has been increasing since the

agitation commenced at Naples. General Lamonciere

has returned to Rome in haste after having concen-

trated troops on the frontier of Tuscany, to cover the

Pope's retreat to Ancona, in case of necessity. The

reforms which the Papal Government has decided upon

granting are to be promulgated shortly in a moiu

^propria. Among other concessions the Pope will grant

to the Consulta of State a deliberate vote on all financial

questions, on which until now it had only a

consultative vote. Bat these reforms are to be

granted on condition of the integrity of the

patrimony of St, Peter being guaranteed. On the

occasion of the anniversary of his installation, the lope

commuted the punishment of 70 out of a total of

212 political prisoners. On the previous day two bat-

talions of Irish volunteers entered the barracks ot

Borne. The desertions from the Swiss regiments

continue.—Accounts from Turin state that Baron

Talleyrand has been instructed by the Austrian Govern-

ment to insist that Count Cavour should give due consi-

deration to the overtures of the King of Naples, and the

more so, as these overtures were counselled by France.

The Sai-dinian Chamber of Deputies has voted

the new Loan by 215 against 3. Baron Poerio

and Signor Mancini made interpellations relative

to the state of affairs at Naples. Both speakers

opposed any arrangement with the Bourbons. The

Mmister Farini replied in a manner favourable to the

idea of national unity, but with reserve.

€>lcrLT.—Advices from Palermo state that a new

Ministry has been appointed by Garibaldi for Sicily, as

follows:—Signor Natolio, Foreign Affairs; Signor Daita.

Interior; Signor Orsiui, War ; Signor Laporta, Public

Safety; Don Lanza, Benedictine, Keligion; Signor

Loggio, Public Instruction ; Signor Giovanni, Finance.

A skirmish took nlace on the SOth ult., near Messiur*

between some detachments of Garibaldians and a por- 1
defend Great Britain ; she migbt be false and hjjwcritical in

... — ,. ™. . !.«• ^c relation to thft slavR trarlp! hnf. juwailinir her did not lUStllT
tion of the Royal troops. The universal suffrage of

the people and the army was to be taken on the

question of the annexation of Sicily to Piedmont.

Orders have been given for the conversion of

the greater parts of the bells into cannon. After

the departure of the last Neapolitan soldiers from

Palermo, the prisoners detained in the fortress as

hostages were set at liberty. They were-Baron
Giovanni Iliso, Duke Salvatore di Monteleone, Prince

Francesco Garadinelli, Prince Corrado Niscemi, Chevalier

Giovanni di S. Giovanni, Duke Leopoldo Ciesaro,

D. Ottavio Lanza of the Princes of Trabia, and the

relation to the slave trade, but assailing her did not justify

them. He knew of nine vessels which had sailed within the
last six months from New Orleans, to engage in that trade.

They wanted for its suppression small steamers that could
enter the bays and rivers of Africa, and sail swiftly, and not
large 80-gun'vessels.—Mr. MoUory denounced the conduct of
Great Britain in reference to the treaty, as a fraud practised
under the name of philanthropy. She could stop the slave

trade with Cuba any day, if she chose to do it. He said that

no prominent man in ihe South was in favour of the slave

trade.—Mr. Seward said that a year ago he had introduced a
proposition to increase the iiavaJ force and police, to prevent
tfie escape of slavers, and Southern Senators opposed to the
slave trade had approved his Bill He was not prepared to

abrogate the treaty with Great Britain, which required us to

keep a squairon on the African coast, but he preferred not

ecclesiastic Olivetano. Presh massacres of the slirrl making Great Britain a police for them. England had enough

I 1 i. 1 1 „ r'«,;K,,i/i; lio/l conf cmnp fnlnmn<; fo to do to take care of herself. The slave trade that we should
had taken place, (jraribalui liau sent some columns to

„i,„i,-„t, *_„^„ w„ oi,^„i,i v.^«T-^nf nnr r,wn

re-estahlish order in the interior of the island. Not-

withstanding the dissensions between the towns and the

villages, and the resistance offered to the levving of the

imposts, the same ardour to drive the Neapolitans out

of the island continued to prevail. Mazzini landed at

Palermo on the 23d ult. Mardini, Mario, and his wife

(Miss White) had preceded him.

Turkey.—Advices from Constantinople to the 27th

ult. state that the Sultan had written to the Grand

Vizier, congratulating him on the results of his mission,

and had assembled the Ministers, to whom he declared

that he would support them against all rivalry. Judg-

ment had been pronounced against Hassib Pacha, ex-

Minister of Finance. His property was declared seques-

trated. The property of Osman Pacha, the ex-favourite,

had also been confiscated. Cyprus was agitated
^
in

favour of annexation to Greece, and the Turkish

Customs authorities had seized a bundle of proclama-

tions in favour of the re-establishment of the Byzantine

Empire. The agents in whose possession they were

found had been arrested.

Syria.—Advices from Beyrout to the 21st ult. state

that the Druses, reinforced by hordes of plundering

Kurds and Bedouins, liad attacked the town of Zahli,

the last refuge of the Christians. The town was

entirely burnt down, and 1000 Christians were mur-

dered. Deril Kamar, inconsequence of the inhabitants

having been unarmed, was plundered and deserted.

Other acts of incendiarism, pillage, and murder liad

been perpetrated in the " anti " Lebanon. It was said

that the children at the school Malahala had been

killed, though they were under the protection of Uie

French flagrand the French Consul had sent to with-

draw the chiUlreu from the Catholic colleges. The

Turkish military reinforcements had not arrived at

Beyrout. ^ „ ,^ , , ,i

United States.—Accounts from New lork to the

25th ult. state that a split had occurred in the
,

Baltimore Convention, the Northern Democratic Con-

vention having nominated Mr. Douglas for the

Presidency, while the Southern Democrats have

nominated Mr. Breckenridge. Both Houses of Con-

gress were actively winding up the business of the

session, which would terminate on the 25th ult. The

Senate had been engaged in discussing the slave trade,

in a tone of considerable hostility to England. Ihe

debate took place on the 16th on the Navy Appropriation

Bill, and the following is a summary of the leading

SDGGCllGS ! ~^

Mr Gavin propo9ed that the President be authorisedto ask

the 'British Government to enter into a Convention to

make nrovifiions for the return of each captured Afncau, as

onff al the eighth article of the Ashburton Treaty remains m
forS) ; and if the British Government refuse to enter nito such

a Convention, then the President sh^ sigrnify the wish of this

Government to have that treaty abrogated He said the

Rrifciah Government did not send back the Africans but kept

them and made them useful.-Mr. Wilson 8aid the slave trade

was^c?eaSng It wa<,a fact that vessels were fitted out at New

?o?k^ and lea that port with the knowledge of the United

Stated officers, who received money for permission. He thought

it his duty to try to put a stop to it.-Mr. Green

thought that the Government had no right to put a police force

S)on^l"coast of Africa. It had no right to interfere with the

slave trade between Africa and Brazil or Cuba but only to

prevent the imporUtion to our own shores. \\e might well

Su on the British Government to end a treaty compelling any

^h action.-Mr. Hemphill, of Texas (Democrat oppc«ed the

Amendment of the Senator from California. He thought there

w^ no information that the British Government maSe slaves

ofcantarcd A fricana.-Mr. Feesenden, of Maine (Kcpubhcau)W if gentlemen wished to abrogate the treaty with Great

Britx n let them say so. butuotti-y to dodge the Question in

arvway-ilr. Mason, of Virginia (Democrat) said tfiequesUou

of the African slave trade was pre.entiug itself m a new hght.

He euuldi'ct account for the increasing activity m the sUwe

S?^^ iJ^ffialation miuht possibly act to incicaso the tr;ide

and iie^Sughrwe Should be' very careful. He trusted

?hat at the proper time the American Government

would abr^te^ that article of the treaty, but was

il.i t^both these propositions. Ha could not

Sfve a gi^ter cruelty^hTn sending M'^se Africans

wv tn Afi-ica The proposition was reject^ by 2i

fn 10 On the' 19th the debate was continued, and an
*"

A «rS r^rnvidinff for three steamers for the suppres«on
amendment P'^riL^-lde wis moved by Mr. Wilson, of Slassa-

'^*^Mf:f7rn«blIcaS^->^>™»^^^^^ ^f J"^"^^'^ (Democrat),
chusetts

<«^?"?{J: uiiited States interfering in the
. .

-

was opposed to the Unv^aoc ^b
although he

sion of the 3^7^*^, ™?^^Kweentbe Unite^J States a..d Africa,

was opposed to the
*J^°® "^^ /-Rep^bUcau). said that the time

-Mr. (5onamer.
^[^^^f^'^r^^^ British Govem-

badcome to ^^^e some "ndcrs^^^^
Government,

inent in relation to >^«
.^|;^"Xnot worked well in her West

finding that ^'^SerSricans andlent them to Sierra Leone

I-1?r^^ii2"^' XTthet wTi^ iudueed to^ become voluntary

abolish was our own trade. We should prevent our own
merchants from fitting out ships, and our citizens from buying

Africans. After further debate a vote was taken on the

amendment, which was lost by a vote of 18 to 25. The >avy
Appropriation Bill was then passed.

A Bill has been passed in Congress for a loan of

21,000,0(X) dols. TI)e Japanese embassy bad reached

New York. A report was curreut that the Mormons
had offered to sell their possessions in Utah, and reuiore

to the British territory. California news to the Istiilfc-

announced.'skirmishes \vith tlie Indians at Western Utah.

A great battle was expected. Tbe destination of Walker

.

was said to be tbe Bay Islands, belonging to Honduras.

Dr. Hayes's Arctic expedition wag to sail from Boston on

or about the 26th ult. The Prince de Joinville, who

has been making a tour in Canada, has returned to

Kngland by this packet.

pailtnnient.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Feid ^^.-IrUh Mail PacMs.-The Duko ofSomebset in reply

to Lord DUKOANNO^, said that the Admi,;aUy bad no hmg to do

P'*'*T.h/srr^rt.?rTf?om the scheme of National EJucuUon
azon of the Scnptvires ir-^m t e

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
,u Bntifih ndm.-Tho tKiU^e^^^

^^^ effect that

S^ Brit sh GovTriTm'^^^^ « the represeatatiye of a
the lintisb wovenim^

charced with the duty of promoting the
,

Christian
"/^f\^"*J^f^^^^veif^e of tlie people of that country ;

moral as woU:^ social w^^^^^^^

further such objects, it was
and that, m o^^f„™^_^X^^^ authoi itative exclusion of the
^^^ 7'Ta^tc^Z^^^^r^ education afforded in the

tho boiuiden duty
Christian, and that such inco^uru would be neither a viola^

' - with the
was

Cnristian, ana uuit&ui.i* « "- ,„^ „n irifprfproiics with 1

tion of the royal procla-at^^^^

relgious freedom of the n^Uives I.

^^ ^^^^ ^^ .^_

qu te ready to admit tuat
^^^^_^^^{^fl^^ imoolicv oF discusa-

^rtance
;
but he was «o^<f"^^^^^^^^^^ onlyc >^rs" «P^^ ^^ ^'"^

ing it at the present moment t^^t the c" >
^^^^^ ^^^

was to move the P^^^'^^fLo^Hrou^^^ was carried with-
ensuing, the amejidment of Lord u^^

^ therefore lost. The
out a division The origmal I es^tionj^^^

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^
Councillors o/f "''^'^ .•''*l£"cSman and CHnan Canal Bill,

mend'
BUImu were reau »ew;v-""« "«,«ff^
m««<5ia passed thnni^hcommitue^ commission to
TiiEsnxv -T^ ^o.«i

G^AS^ STro^ught up'a message from
various BiHs. 1-^1 'Y • ""T? that the appointment of a
the Queen «««^rV'«/,^' Jd^^'civrdue consideration.-Lord
Conml at Mozambique should repcive u

Meamres
Tetnhah moved the recomm^Ul of th^^^^^ ^ ^ ^
amendment that the BiUbe^comnt^^

a diviiiou.-Lord Sx
The amendment waacarn^^w

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
Leonards moved the

^?^^*^,^^^^f to eaUihlish courU of
Operalives Bill, f2^<^^AuJ£d^or\:men. Although they
conciliation between m^te« ^na

^idputo. altogether,

could "H^t hope by this ™ea"« to
p^^^^^ better feeling between

they might exi>ect that it wou>^ P
^^ ^^ amendment.

the twoparties.-Lr.rd ^^^^^.^^"hat dal six months. He
that the Bill be read a j«ond time t^^^^ y

^^^.^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^^_
did not behove that it wouW

^^^^ ^^^^^^.^ uy all the wit-
posed, and

^}^J^l'';^l',^,^^^^^^
"^^r^rTn? iIfTbv i^d that a measure so in>portant «. th«
"^^' ?fIm to be LTa s^ond time, though it would pro-
present ought to **®

'^'Ti^ J^-i Gbinville cou d not approve
bably r<^Hl"-'^=J'"^"rM^;^f but dti not wish the impiJ«ioa
of the Bill in its Vyj^^f.^^^"j^^gU , u^^^ to deal with
to go abroad that their l^'^^i**^"^!^^J^ *;V^; . Vug Rill bo referred to
tbe'subject. and therefore ^--^^^.'^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the
a select committee.--The UmD ci a

produce
Bill passed in >*? PJX, ™v "o1 .uiHm^^V express^ much
serious mjury.-LordaTANLLy ^

(j^o^nted to tho second
dibsati,sf:icti..n with ^^^^^I'J'^^ti^oxxhi be i....red to »
reading upon tl^unlw^ingtnat^^^ ^ ^^^^^^, ^
select co'^'^'tt^^.-Lord i^^

^i time.-The tiutco

this arrangen.cnt the BUl^r«w«
^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^

of Newoastlb moved the ^^^_"JrVhe rot nee of tboM
mn, which w«s ^"tended to

If^^l^^^J^o l«d which had
disputes resp ng the ri^ht o£ tne

LyTTELTOiJ fewred
been pro i«cti««f «o

™'«'*^^^'*^^J to «Ubli.h two 8cpar«a
that the effect of the '*•"

T.'f „,.» f-S^ *« come into ""=-'—

inaia».;ui..".w,^-i- iudueed to uecome vuiu»u*.j

or St. Helena, f^^*^
they were

British Government
labourers for the West TndL-i Islajws x

^^
\r.w a bead f' a- them

gave
'^^7 ['" 'tSt/tSe™ and\he effS w» tl^t the British

':^'^±.t^lttV:\Z-^ inducement to shi,, M many

slTvelas they ™"''l*°ff^V^rea'tr h
™

» f"™''^^^ *ip., hire

S:^;^.ll'™^eadaaiMtimea_ndp^^^^
^^ ^^^^^^^

'"^^ii^'t^tSeS^rtc^E^gl^^^^ a pe»ou could only
accredited to the oouritHK Qenerul Garibaldi.—
be considered a« ^"^,'^fP"^"^ was no truth in the report.

Lord WoDEHOiJSEsa^d that there wm
^. _^^ ^,^^^

He took the ov>p^rt.m ty of B.ati^

J

„leMed.-Lord
seized by t'*^«^^'^^Xr^"ToFTvery l«i-0 BnglUhmea

rt3pras«atati
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ol iii»ribai<ii, he could not repiti-icnt a bettyr uiau.—Lord \V ode- liucl arrived at the concluaiun lliat the safe and proper course
HOUSE said that from the official account it appeared that [would be to amalgamate the two armies. To that determina-
Garibaldi had acted throughout with the greatest generosity tion they adhered, and for liis own part he confessed that he
and humanity.—On the order of the day for the third reading
of the Highland Roads and Bridges Bill^ Lord Redesdale moved
that the Bill be read a third time that day three months.
After some debate the House divided, and tlic third re;iding
was carried by 35 to 33. The Bill then passed. The Endowed
Charities Sill and the Inland Bonding Bill were also read a third
time and passed. The Commons* Amsndmenta of the Law of
Property Amendment Bill were considered and agreed to. The
Ionian Islawh Marriages Bill -was rea I a second time.
Friday.— TAe Jews Act Amendment Bill, on the motion of

Xord Ltndiidrst, was read a second time. St. George's-in-the-
-E'tu/.—In answer to Lord Dukgvnnon, the Bishop of London
said that it would bo quite impossible to carry on the services
in this Church without the presence of a strung body of police.
He had issued a circular to the clergy of the diocese, forbidding
any alteration in chancels for the future without the consent
of the faculty of the Bishop's Court, but as to whether the service
pKould be a mxisical one or read he had no power to interfere.

—

Earl Granville said that there was already a larger number of
police on duty at this church than had for j-ears been employed
except at large open air meetings. The Government deeply
deplored the continuance of these Hots, but could not do more
thaji it was doing. [Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—Indian Army.— Jii rcj^Iy to Colonel Sykcs, Sir

C. Wood explained the cause of the delay in printing the
papers relating to the local European force in India,
wUich was commented upon the preceding night. He stated
that the papers, which were voluminous, had been laid on
the table and ordered to be printed in March, but they had
been sent back to the ifilitary Secretary for revision ; that
600 pages had been printed, 300 remaining to be printed, which
would bo done without further delay.— On the motion for
adjournment till ilonday, Lord Palmerston proposed that the
adjourned debate on the second reading of the Eiiropean Forces
(India) Bill, which was the first order of the day, should be
postponed till Monday, when the greater part of the papers
would be in the hands of members, upon the understanding
that the committee on the Bill should be deferred till all were
printed.—Mr. Horsuan assented to this suggestion. He re-
marked that, although Sir C. Wood had on the preceding night
attributed the delay of the papers to the printer, it now ap-
peared that they were at the time in the hands of a subordinato
of his own departmeufc. He trusted that the papers when
delivered would be the real papers asked for.—Sir C. Wood
denied that he had either directly or indirectly been concerned
in the delay, and stated in the strongest terms consistent with
Parliamentary language that the ohai-ges brought against him
by Mr. Horsman were entirely unfounded.—Mr. E. Jamks in-
quired what course the Government intended to adr)pt with
reference to the Bankruptcy and Intolvency Bill.—The Solicitor-

Pt' - -
wiCH called the attention of the Secretary for tlie Home De-
partment to the di3turb:inces which took place on Sunday last
in the neighbourhood of the Church of St. George's-in-the-EaJit,
and asked what mea.<!ures he had tiken to prevent their recur-
rence.—Sir G. Lewis said lie had caused inquiry to be made
as to the extent of the diaturbances referred to, and hud been
iuff.rniedthat the statements which had appeared in print on
the subject were mucli overcharged. No actual breach of the
peace had occurred, and a force of upwards of VO constables
wero ou du'.y every Sunday iu tl» vicinity of the church to
mamtaiu order. Tiotmau'g AvchoTu.—Mr. Mildmav nskc*! if it
Witt true that no Trotman's anchor hud been supplied to the
Navy, except the one iincd by the Royal yacht.—Lord C. PAnrcT
•aid .thftt he did not consider Tmfrn.'in's anchor u good one
and that it lm<i a gro^t many disadvant:tges, there being- a
Srr«ftt difficulty in fishing It; still the Admiralty desired to
give it a fair chance, and had otfered to order a trial of it on
bow-d two of her Mujestj's shifw, but Mr. Trotman had
aeclined thin nffur; nothing would satisfy him but a committee
A\ith regard to the coat of Trotman's anchors, he stated that
Instead of being cheaper than the .\dinirulty anchors they weredMrer— The other subjects discussed included the case of
^

,

,,^"^^ican at Nottingham, fined for removing a
soldier billetc<l upon him in a state of extreme
sickDMs to the Union HospiUI; Mr. St. George's
rerusal of a site for a suitable house of worship to the
Catholic mhabitanU of Headford, in the county of Gal way

-

the new harbour and works at Holyhead ; the salubrity ofNet-
ley and the adjacent district, with refeftnce lo the position of
the hospital; and the taking VoMosaion by the sherill of the
ccmnty of Leitrim, supported by a large armed force, of a

had heard nothing in the course of the debate to shake the
opinion which he had formed. It had been ui*ged
against him that he had not consulted the Council collectively.
That statement was technicully accurate, but he had freely and
fully communicated with them individually upon this and
every other subject connected with the business of his de-
partment lie would however give the Indian Council the
same opportunity of recording their dissent which he bad
offered them some weeks ago, and would lay it upon the table
as soon as possible.— ?Ir. A. Mills and Mr. Horsman expressed
their satisfaction at this declaration, and the motion for the
atljournraent halving been negatived, the House divided on the
motion that the Bill be read a second time. The numbers
were 2S2 for the motion, and 53 for the amendment, giving a
majority of 229 for the second reading. The Bill was then read
a second time. The report of the Committee on Suppbj was
brought up and agreed to. The order for the committee on
the Count}/ Prisoii^ (Irdand) Mid was discharged. Tho Poor
Law Board Continuance Bill was read a second time. The
Militia Bill was read a second time. The local! Taxation Returns
Bill passed through committee. Several other Bills were
advanced a stage.

Tuesday.—At the morning sitting the Min-;s RemCation and
Inspection Bill and the Tenure and Improvement of Land
{Ireland) Bill were again considered in conmiittee, and several
clauses were agreed to, with an amendment, moved by Mr.
Frkkland, that magistrates interested in mines should not be
allowed to adjudicate on questions connected with such mines.
—In the evening sitting Sir G. Lewis, in reply to Mr. Wick-
ham, agreed to refer the Parochial Assessment Bill to a select
committee.—Mr. Cayley inquired if it was competent for
officers in the Yeomanry and Militia to accept commissions in
the Volunteers.-Mr. S. Herbert said that as the raising
of volunteer corps was attended with great expense,
militia or yeomaury officers incurring the expense
might receive volunteer commissions, but if the force
was called out, they must choose to which they would
belong.—In reply to Mr. Disraeli, Lord J. Russell said that
the terms of the proposed Resolution on Tax Bills would be in
the bands of m<_mber3 that evening. The -4 j-my.—Colonel
Lindsay moved for a select committee to inquire into and
report upon the claims of seven major-generals to the pay of
general officers, who are now receiving only the half-pay of
brevet-majors, and who accepted substantive rank upon half-
pay upon the terms and engagements contained in the Horse
Guards memorandum of the 25th JIarch, 18l6, and general
order of the 25th April, 1826.—Colonel North seconded the
motion.—Mr. S Herbert denied that these officers had any
ground for the claims prefen-ed —General Peel expressed a
contrary opinion. After some debate the motion was carried
by 108 to 94.—Captain Esmo.nde moved for a select committee
to inquire into the present system of nomination to Cadctshipa
%n the Royal JVauy.—Lord C. Pa tET opposed the motion a.s

e

e

Seneral\„'*^roceed''wilh treML^ndthat Vhoi;^f/"J"T; »""^'=«««'"-y. ""dsaidthat thenp„ol„tmerits were already made

that these appointments were commonly made upon political
grounds.—Mr. TAVLORcorroboratedthisstatement by an instance
within hia own knowledge.—After some remarks from Sir F.
Barino against the motion, the House divided, when the motion

Ireland obtained leave to introduce a Bill to amend the
provisions of the Common Law Procedure {Ireland) Act Amend-
ment Bill relating to Charging Orders.—Mr. Massey obtained
loaTe to bring in a Bill to enable the Ecclesiastical Commissiouera
for Lngland to apply certain funds towards the repairs of the
Cathedral Church or Manchester. The House tlien went into
committ»;e on the Soticilors, Proctors, and Certified Conveyancertt'
Bid, but before any progress was made the House was
counted out

Wednesday.—CAitrc/i Ratcs.—'r^lv. IIl-bbard withdrew his Bill
for the amendment of church-rates for the present session —
Sir G. C. Lewis moved the second reading of the Highways Bill.
—Mr. HoDGKiNSOX objected to tho measure both in principle
and detiil, and moved, as an amendment, ttiat the Bill be read
a second time that day six months.-Mr. Ker Seymer sup-
ported the Bill, and expressed his acknowledgments to the
Government for introducing it.—Mr. Frceland, on the con
trary, thought the measure altogether unnecessary and uncalled
for, as no case had been made out to show that the present
system of managing highways required alteration.—Mr. Knight
said he was indisposed to interfere with a system under which
England possessed the best i-oads in the world. He saw no
reason for changing the present parochial system for one of
centralisation.—Mr. Heneage, Mr. Walter, Mr. Deedes, andRoman CathoUc chajwl in that county, for the Earl of Leitrim !

folonel Thompson spoke iu favour of the measure.—Sir G.—Mr. Cardwell, in reference to tho Irish questions, e.xpressed I

''''^'^s reminded the House that the Bill was simply of a per-
his regret that Mr. St. George and Lord Leitrim had nor; endca-

'
—''=--"^—

- ^-- - —^ • '
^

vonred to conciliiitc their Houian Catholic neighbourp, and
hoped that no exceptional legislation would be necess^iry upon
such a subject. The motion for adjournment was then
Jflrre^ to, and the House went into a Committee of
supply upon the esti.nates for Mad Packet and Revenue
Vepartmenis, when curtain resolutions were agreed to, aftera protracted discussion, and ordered to be reported —
Mr. Laiso stated, with reference to the office of Postmnster-
Generaf, that the Duke of Argyll had been nominated, andwould continuo to hold the office of Lord Privy Seal, but would
only receive 2500/. a ye:ir as Poetniaster-General.—Tlie House
having resumed, the K^giftration of Birlks(Scotland) Bill iwssed
through committee. Several Bills were forwarded a stage.MONDAY.—I^rdPALMEUSTON gave notice that on Thursdaynext he should call attention to the report of the select com-

„.,, . ^ ^, ,. nne Store Dealers'
Bill.- but the general impression of the committee being that
the Bill could not l>c carried into operation in its present shape
Mr. Spooner, in deference to the feeling of the House con-
sented to witlidraw it on the understanding t'tiat tlie subject
would bo inquired into by the Government. The MetrnpoUtan
Buildings Act (1855) Amendment Bill and the Friendly Societies'
Act Amendment Bill passed through committee. The Medical
Act (185S) Amendm nt Bill was road a second time. The Sale ofGoA Act Amendment (No. 3) Bill was also read a second time and
referred to a select committee.—On the order for going into
committee on the Highways, Roads, ifrr.. Bill, Mr. Spooner
moved that the Bill be committed that day three months. The
amendment was agreed to without a division, and the Bill was
lost.-Lord Raynham obtained leave to bring in Bills to amendmittee appointed to search for precedents on tax bills and » „ ^

Fr^'i"!*;
^/^^''^'^^^on founded thereon, which he would lay on *'",® '^*^*^ ^^^ consolidating aud amendim? the laws in England

K *^? w T
^*"^ "f" *^« evening. He hoped, therefore * "^^jog to Larceny and other offences connected therewith •

tnat Mr. E. James and Mr. Collier would not press tho motions ,

**"^ ^ amend the Act for tho better regulation of MetvoLtolUan
Of which they had given notice. Mr. E. James and Mr Collier ^'''^^^ ""'^ Hackney Carriages.
assented. State of I^aple.-f.—In answer to Mr. H. B. SiiERtoAN
Lord Jou}j nvssF.u. stated that it wu.s true thai a w^rtv of
Jazziironi liad rcconUy attackerl and wounded Baron Brenier
the French Ambassador at Naples, and that her Majesty's
Mmister at Naples had received instiuctiona to demand assist-ance from the commanders of our 8hi()8 of war for the protec
tionofBritish residents in the evont of any attack in>m the
lazzaronL Switzerland and Savoy.-ln answer to Sir U. Pekl
J° . *; .?^'^1^^^ ^**^ ^^''"^ **»« Government had agreed to the
first of M. Thonvenel s three proposals for referring the ques-tion of the neutrahsed territory of Savoy to a conference ofthe European Powers, and that Russia had given a similaranswer.-The adjourned debate uu the oi-der of the day for

resu^rby^S'^'lica ' wlo'^'pW^thri^^ri ^n^f T^ I 'l^^'^^'^' \' ^^ the Commons aTone, ai aVessent'iai pTrt of
ground that the re^SwhiVfS^WT.^^^^"^^^^ constitution, and the limitation of all such gniuta
4„«*^„.'lt.f"1.''*l=^"^'^^'*=^.'»a? to matter, manner, measure, and time, is only in them.

2, That although the Lords have exercised the power of
rejecting UiUs of several descriptions relating to taxation
by negativing the whole, yet the exercise of that power by

TavRSDXY.—Sicily and Naples.—In reply to Colonel Stuart,
Lord J, Russell said that her Majesty's Government had
addressed a strong remonstrance to that of Nap]cs as soon as
they heard of thibombardmentof Palermo ; and he had reason
to beheve that similar atrocities would not agiiin be repeated
eitherm Sicily orat Naples. Inland of San Juan.—In reply to
Mr. Williams, Lord J. Russell stated that General Harney
had been recalled by the United States Government from tho
Xfiland of San Juan, for issuing orders entirely at variance with
his instructions. The conduct of that Government, he added,
had been perfectly satisfactory. Privileges of the Bouie on Tax
Bills.—hord Palmerston then rose to move the following reso-
lutions:- "1. That the right of granting aids and supplies to

to impose and remit taxes and to frame bills of su^^lTlST^the right of the Commons as to the matter, manner, m^sm?and_ time may be maintained inviolate." After adver^n^'the importance of the subject, and tracing the history of ^th^Parliamentary struggle against the undue exercise of the i-oJiiprerogative, he stated the result to have been the exclush^right of originating money Bills vested in the Commons Spthe Lords possessed an undoubted right to reject such BiliMIhat right had been repeatedly allowed in confeiences betweenthe two Houses. The case, however, which had not cleari?arisen was that of the rejection of Bills repealing taxe-** .7^

mitting all the claims of the Lords to assent to or disseSfrom money Bills, the present instance presented feature*
of a peculiar character. It was the special dutv of fh2Commons to provide for the ways and means of thi
year, and no case could be found where the Lords had int^r
fered with the financial scheme intended to that end so oTuirender necessary an entire revision of that schera'e Yp"^
such was the efi"ect of their vote in the nresent instance On
the other hand, it was maintained that in this case the LofHr
looked not alone at the financial question, but at the ffcnciS
interests of the country. Looking broadly at the question,^
his opinion the Lords would not have interfered as thev haddone under ordinary circumstances; nor could he believe thatthey desired to encroach upon the privileges of the Commons
until a second instance of the same kind offered a move decisis
proof. Until that occurred, he adjured the House not to enter
into a contest with the other branch of the Legislature. Allmust admit that the conduct of that House with regard to the
Paper Duty Repeal Bill afforded a direct enconmgemonfc to the
proceedings of the Lords, who would not have rejected it but
for the small majority by which it passed its third reading in
the Commons. He had, he contended, stated the case fairly
on both sides. He had shown that the Lords would not be
justified in interfering with the financial scheme of
the year, and he believed it had no intention of &9
doing. He believed, therefore, that the House ought to be
satislied by a declaration of its constitutional rights and privi-
leges. When the time arrived it was not by words, but by
actions, that their rights were to be vindicated, and it wouU
be most disresijectful to the House to assume that it did not
know how to maintain its privileges when they were really
attacked. A declaration was requisite, lest silence should be
construed into submission ; but he earnestly deprecated an un-
necessary quarrel with the Lords, which would present to the
world the spectacle of a disunited Legislature, at a time when
it was essential to the dignity and honour of the country to
show to foreign nations a harmonious unity of action between
all the estates of the realm.—Mr. Collier said that if the con-
duct of the House of Lords was not illegal, it was yet clearly
unconstitutional, as directly interfering with tho right of that
House to decide upon the manner and time of taxation. As
however it was desirable that they should come to an unaiumous
^ote on this question, he wouldnotpresstheamendmentofwhich
he had given notice.—Mr. Coninqham, Mr. Lkatham, andMr. Otv
BORNE thoughttheresolutiouainsufficient;Mr. Scully approved
of them.—Mr. £. Jahes also disapproved of the resolutions,
but said he should not press the amendment of which he had
given notice.—The Chamcellor of the Exchequer reproacbe«k
the Opposition with their prudent silence, when they were in
reality the partisans of a gigantic innovation, the most gigan-
tic which tad been attempted in their time. There were two-
modes of proceeding—either by words or action. If the former^
the resolutions of the Government were good and sufficient.
But the House had a right to vindicate its privileges by action ;
and he reserved to himself the power so to vindicate tliem if
he saw fit to do so hereafter. Amidst all the instances adduced,
there was not one which showed a shred or a« rag of precedent
in favour of the course now adopted by the Peers, who had
interfered with a financial measure in a manner which had
been unprecedented for at least two centuries. The example
was fraught with the most injurious inferences. It would warn
all future Finance Ministers to cultivate popularity, and post-
pone the measures which they believed to be right to
those which seemed at the moment to be expedient.—
Mr. Whiteside, in reply to the taunt of the Chancellor of tha
Exchequer, said that the speech of Lord Palmerston was such
as became the First Minister of the country, and admitting, as
it did, distinctly and emphatically, the right of tho House of
Lords to resist the repeal of a tax. the speech was satisfjictory
to the Opposition side of the Hou.se.—After some further-
discussion in which Lord Fermoy, Mr. Dillwyn, Sir J.
Shelley, and other members joined, Mr. Disraeli com-
phmented Lord Palmerston upon his patriotic speech, and;
on behalf of the Opposition, gave their adhesion to his-
resolution. On the general question, he maintained that the
privilege which the Peers had exercised in rejecting the Paper
Bill was justified bylaw and sanctioned by policy. As how*
ever after the discussions that had taken place, and the formal
report of a committee, it was necessary for the House to
express some definite opuiion on the question, he thought
this was sufficiently accomplished by the resolutions
brought forward by the Prime Minister, which, ia
his opinion, expressed a temperate and wise coursa
on the part of tho House, and bad been proposed in a spirii)

suited to the occasion.—Lord J. Russell said that Mr. DisraeQ
had misrepresented the Prime Ministei-'s speech, and misin-
terpreted his resolution. Of the technical right of the Peer*
to negative a money Bill there could be no question, but they
had not exercised it for 200 years, and he denied that the
proceeding was sanctioned by precedent, or justified iu policy.
The repetition of such an act would disturb the loundation oS
the constitutional system, and occasion irremedijible confuaioo
in the finances and commerce of the country.—On the motion
of Mr. D. Seymour, the debate was then adjourned. Various
Bills were advanced a stage.
FBiDXY.—Edinburgh Annuity Tax Aboliiion Bill.—The House

went into committee on this Bill, and agreed to the remaining
clauses, an amendment moved by Mr. Dunlop to Clause T
having been negatived by G6 to 11.—An additional clause moved
by Mr. Stirling to transfer the patronage from the Town
Council of Edinburgh to the Kirk Session, as in the case c£
Montrose, was negatived by 87 to 25.—Two clauses moved by
Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Miller were also added to the BilL
The House went into committee on the Herring Fisheri*»
{Scotland) Bill, when several clauses were agreed lo and th»
Chairman reported progress. [Lett sitting. ]'

ing the i-resent European force in India were not founded on
3f;v , J„*l °^t^"™ '^ moreover, contrary to the opinion of«U the authontita to which the House ought to look, and hadbeen introduced in defiance of the Govei-nor-Genera! In Calcutta

Fv*«, If 'i?*^^
for India at home.-Mr. Turre.n-.s, Sir D. L.

SYK^.ni M ''•'''^ "* " ^- S«^^««^'«» Sir F. Smith, Colonel

Mr^u^^^**-*"'' ^^^''P. ^P\^^ the Bill; Mr. Avrton' and

her MiiStv?»i5,^^ *"*^ tliat after the events of hist summeriierMi^iefltysGoTerameut, aftur much doubt and hesititi^n

them ha-* not been frequent, and ia justly regarded by this
HoiLic with peculiar jeixlonsy, as affecting the right of the
Commons to gntnt the supplies, and to pruvide the ways and
means for the service of the year. 3. Thiit to guard for the
future against an undue exercise of that power by the Lords,
and to secure to the Commons their rightful control over taxa-
tiOQ and supply, this House has in its uwu hands the power bo

fflif]} inlrlligenfe.
The Leather Teade.—For the last two or ttires

months the leather trade has been in an exceedingly
depressed state. Last week matters reached a criaU,

and Messrs. Draper & Co., Messrs. W. Frances &. Co^
Mr. Joseph Hooper, Messrs. Hooper &. Parkinson,
Messrs. Smith, Patient, & Smith, Messrs. J. H. Smith k
Co., and Messrs. Gibson & Co., suspended payment. Thft
liabilities of these parties are comparatively small, bu
their failure was immediately followed by that of
Messrs. Streatfeild, Lawrence, &. Mortimore, one of th«

largest houses in the trade, with liabilities sUitei' co be
about 1,100,000/. On the announcement of thii fsilur»

a complete panic took place in tlie trade, and th»

additional stoppages were announced of Messi^. ^V. i

I
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^r"J^;;ia7 for 70,U0U^., Mr. Hacker tor ubout 4U,UU0/.,

xfr \ VVarin"" for 30,000/., Messrs. Lawrence, Morti-

morJ
'& Co., of Liverpool, for 30O,000Z., Mr. T. H.

jlortimore of Andover, Mr. John Baker of Heatlifield,

iiniJ Mr Gibson of Godalming; the latter with liabilities

estimated at 140,000/.

sob for Account, 93 7-16 to 9-16; Keduced s

Three per Cents., 93^ to f ; Indian Five p

MoNX"? Makkbt, Friday.—British FuijdS: Con-
and New

Three per cents., va^ to ?; lutuan rive per Cent.

Stock, 1859, 104^ to ^ ; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee
paper, 96i ; Ditto Five and a Half per Cent,, 102;

Indian Four per Cent. Debentures, 1858, 961 ; India

Bonds, Ss. dis.

—

Foreign: Brazilian Old Five per

Cents., 99f ; Dutch Two and a Half per Cents., 65t ex

div.; Greek, 5; Russian Four and a Half per Cents.,

93 ex div. ; Ditto Three per Cents., 1859, 64 ; Spanish

Throe per Cents., for Acct., 49 ex div. ; Ditto New De-
ferred Tliree per Cent?., for Acct., 40 to i ex div.

;

Committee's Certificates, 4^ to | ; Turkish Six per

Cents., 1854, for Acct.. 77 i ; Ditto for 1858. for Acct., 61.

Koles issued t

iSaufe of ©nglanxr.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

. .. j£30,-327.l50 i

Government Debt .. .. ^611,(115,100
Otlier St;curities ., .. M»9,900
Gold Coin and Bullion .. I&,7a2,150

Silver BuUioa

with apparent interest the arrangement of the ground
and the [osition of the butts, the ditferent ranges of
which were explained by Captain Mildmay. The
formal business of tlie day commenced with theprcsentu-
tion of addresses from the members of the Association

to her Mi'jesty and the Prince Consort. The Queen
and the Prince Consort, standing a little forward from
the remainder of the Royal group, were approached by
a deputation of members of the Association, headed
by its president, the Right Hon. Sidney Herbert,
M.P., Secretary for War, who read the Address to her

Majesty us follows :

—

"May it please your Majesty,—We, tlie President and
Council of tiie National Rifle Association, bumbly approach
your Mjijesty with sentiments of devoted attachment to your
throne and person. We tender to your Majesty our grateful
acknowledgments for the patronage and encouragement so

graciously extended by your Majesty and your illustrious and
Koyal Consort to our Association, which has been formed to
give permanence to the Volunteer force. This force, of which
a small portion had recently the honour of being reviewed by
your Majesty, has sprung from the iutuitive loyalty and
patriotism of your Majesty's people. We hope that, wide as is.

^ _.. v«_..«. The ranges were all at tha

^, ^ J , . r 1 ir 1 i .• L *.
comparatively short distance of 30O vard^s and the

the present developmeMt of the Voluutoer force, it may yet i \. i. j.i ^ •! j • j. j. mv
attain to much larger proportions. To aid in this development, I

results were not therefore considered important. Th

accuracy of his weapon to Mr. Whitworth, who expressetf
his regret that the fresh wind then blowing across the
common would probably prevent a series of bullets fired
from the rifle used by the Queen successively striking
exactly the same mark on the target. After examining
Mr. Whitworth's long range gun, which carried a
5^ lbs. ball more than five miles at the recent
trials at Southport, the Queen and the Royal
party returned to their marquee, where several
presentations were made to her Majesty. After
a short interval, during which the Prince Consort,
the puke of Saxe-Coburg, and the Prince of Wales
examined a collection of arms laid out for inspection in

an adjoining tent, the Royal carriages were ordered
round, and her Majesty re-entering m;ide the circm!;

of the shooting ground amidst enthusiastic cheering
from the spectators and Volunteers. The Royal party
left Wimbledon about 6 o'clock on their return to

Buckingham Palace. After the Queen's departure the
trial shootinsr connnenced.
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BankB, Commissioneri
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741,790

M- MARSHALL, Deputy Caahier,

OTajctte of tf)c ffiSUecfe.

TUESDAY—BANKUUPTS—W, S- C. W. Bas31.tt» Slieernefis, Kent,

Grocer and Tea Dealer—C- T, Collins, Worcester, and Penchurch Street.

City, Wine Merchant — G. Gridley, Matilda Street, Caledonian Road,
Coachmaker and Cab Proprietor—W. Horsfield^ MrtncheBter, Merchant
and Commission Agent— W. S- Kliszezewski, Cardiff, Glamorciansliire,

Watfhniaker and Jeweller—J. Lord, BirniinKham^ Commission AK*^nt—
E. M4IGXOL, Newgate Street, Photographic and Stereoscopic Agent— S.
Perry, Woodfield, Salop, Manure Dealer—T. A Pickehisg, ViKO^t Street^

Limehouae, Manure Dealer— U. pLANBt King's Lynn, Nortolk, Draper—
W- Wf^ITTl^GH^M, St. Helen's, Lancashire, Com Miler,
SCOTCH SKUUESTRATIONS—A, Drummowd, Glasgow, Commission

Aeeiit-L G. M'ljyATH, Gla^jrow, Merchant,
FRIDAY — BANKRUPTS — J. Adste!*, Pierrepont Fow, jRlinptr^n,

Leather Selhr— rt. Chebrincton, Doninictiin, Uncolnshire, Piinter—

B

Clasion, Ketton, Rutlandshire, Stone Merchant — E. Counreicu, A-
CoHSREiCH.and I i Coh:*reich, Commercial Uoad Kast, Boot and Shoe
Manutacturers—B, Gibbs, Bermondsey Street, Southnark, Leather Mer-
chant—W. Hou?«apiEL», MancheEter. Merchant—J, Lord, Biiminsfbam.
Merchant-H, Potter and S. J J. Hind, Sutfon. Surrey, Builders-S-
SANfJEtt. &H. St- Mary Axe, Merchant — Ij. P- SuttoWj Glamorganshire,
Spirit flealer—J» Waller, Hitci»in, Hertfordshire, Dealrr in Oilcake,
BAXKRUfTCY ANNULLED — E. K, Suerres, Westbourne Grove

Aorch, Bf-yawater. Buildtr
SCOTCH SKiiUtiSTKATIONS—J- Wilson, GUiKOW, Silver smith- \V,

WILSON, Stonctield, Bl'^^-tv^''. RH/^VrnflVpr.

ifUtiopoUi5f anO its VicintVj.

National IIitle Association, — The gnmd rifle

match of this association comuicnced on Monday on the

ground on Wimbledon Common under tlie highest

auspices and the most favourable circumstances. The
fineuess of the day, which was the first genuine day of

summer we have had, attracted an immense number of

persons from London, and at au early hour in the after-

noon the enclosure was filled with company. There
were 10 pairs of targets on the ground, each pair sup-

poited by a hutt of earth, and separated by a space

of 80 yards. The ranges varied from 200 to 1000 yards.

At the lesser distances the targets were 6 feet by 2 feet,

with a bull's-eye of 8 inches ; and at the greater ranges

the targets were 6 feet square, with a 2 feet centre and
no bull's-eye. The following code of signals was
adppted to indicate the results of the firing:—When a

bull's-eye was hit, a red and white flag was shown and
three points were scored ; when a centre was hit, a

dark blue flag was shown, and two points were scored;

when an outer—tliat is, the target outside the centre

—

was struck, a white flag was shown and one point was

scored. AU comers were permitted to shoot as they

liked, except that they could not use au artificial rest.

Previous to the arrival of her Majesty the various com-

petitors of the day were drawn up in line in the vicinity

of the Royal marquee, the ground between which and
the Queen's shooting tent was lined, at short intervals,

by a deputation of some 60 Swiss riflemen, 20 of whom
had come over from their native valleys to compete for

the prizes offered by the association. Shortly before

4 o'clo<k the Duke ot Cambridge arrived, having driven
from town in an open phaeton and pair. Her Majesty,
"i^'ho had been expected about half-past 3, did not reach
the ground until a few minutes after 4, having been
delayed m Wimbledon Park by tlie badness of the
roads. The Royal party occupied seven of the Queen's
carriages, and were escorted by a detachment of the
10th Hussars. Her Majesty, who was accompanied by
Ike Prince Consort, Prince of Wales, Princes Arthur
and Leopold, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,
a^d the Duke of Saxe-Cobnrg, was received, on lier

arrival, by the Eight Hon. Sidney Herbert. M.P, Earl
Spencer, Lord Eleho, the Hon. A. Kinnaird, M.P., and
Captain E. St. Jolin Mildmay, by whom the Royal
party were conducted through the Royal marquee to the
dais overlooking the practice ground. The Queen, on
presenting herself to the assembled visitors within the
hues, ivas received with loud cheers, which her Majesty
graciously acknowledged. Advancing to the front of
the dais, the Royal group for a few moments surveyed

and to give permanence to this force by fostering and diffusing

a taste for rifle-shooting-, are the objects of the National Riflo

Association. These, we think, can best be effected by establish-

ing a great annual meeting for competition in rifle shooting
similar to the Tir Federal of Switzerland, where every two
years prizes to the value of 10,000^ are competed for, and
where ritlemen from the dirterent cantons meet together iu

friendly rivalry. Theuseof the lougbow and thecloth-yard shaft

was once the pastime of the English people, and at the same time
the terror of England's fues. The spirit which animated our
fathers still lives in their descendants, and the National Rifle

Association hope, by establisliing rifle-shooting as a national
pastime, to make the rifle what the bow was in the days of the
Plautageuets—the familiar weapon of those who stand forth iu

the defence of their country, yuch being the objects of our
Association, it has been honoured iu a special degree with your
Majesty's favour and countenance; for not only has your
Majesty been graciously ule;ised to express your approval of

our undertaking, and muuiticently founded a prize which will

be the highest lionour that can be gained by the competitors,

but your Majesty has even condescended to inaugurate in

person this the first pri?.e meeting of the Association, We
most cordially and respectfully thank your M;ijesty lor this

special mark of your favour, and we fervently pray that health

and happiness may long attend yom- Majesty, your Koyal
Consort, and every memoer of your illustrious family."

Her Majesty rose from her chair, and in a very clear

and distinct manner made the following reply :

—

" I receive with sincere satisfaction the sentiments of attach-

ment to my throne, person, and family which have been
expressed by the President and Council of your Assuciatiuu

;

and I assure you that I, together with my Royal Consort, have
gladly given eucomageincnt to a body whose object it is to

renderpermanent an armed force, limited exclusively to defen-

sive purposes, and founded upon voluntary exertions. I have
witnessed with pleasure the manner iu which the ancient fond-

ness of the English people for manly and sylvan Kports has been
con 'erted by your Association to more important ends, and haa

been made au auxiliary instrument for maintaining inviolable

the safety of our common country,"

Mr. Sidney Herbert then read the following address to

the Prince Consort :

—

" May it plea'^e your Royal Highness,—We, the President
and Council of the National Rifle Association, humbly approach
your Royal Highness, and eagerly embrace this opportunity of

expressing to your Royal Highness our grateful acknowledg-
ment for the patronage aud support wliJch you have been
graciously pleased to extend to our Association. Your Royal
Highness is ever found either oiigioatiug or giving your en-

lightened and disciiminating support to such schemes as have
for their object the advancement of the public good and the

prosperity of the United Kingdom. To this Association your
Royal Highness has, however, shown a special mark of favour

by deigning to become its patron, and no further proof is

wanted of tUe value and importance of the objects we have in

view. We thank your Royal Highness f-.-r the active interest

you have shown in our undertaking, aud for the valuable

counsel and aspiptance which we have frequently received at

your hands, as well as for the prize whicti your Royal Highness
has generously oflfcred for competition by all nations. We trust

that the National Rifle Associati' -n, honoured as it is by the

favourof her Majesty, and patronised by your Royal Highness,

will meet throughout these realms with that countenance and
support which its national and patriotic character may be

found to justify."

To which his Royal Highness replied as follows :

—

** Gentlemen, I thank you sincerely for your kind addresft

and beg you to be assured that I am very senbible of the

flattering manner in which you speak of any support which it

may have been in my power to aHurd to objects oi national

interest. Fully appreciating the value and injpnrt.ince of the

National Rifle Association as a meaus of encouraging the

Volunteers in their endeavour to acquire that skill in the use

of their weapon on which their whole efficiency depends, it ia

with peculiar pleasure that I have accepted yourinviution to

become its patron ; nor can 1 doubt, when 1 lotik around mo
and see the manner in which the call of the Council has been
responded to. that the result will answer the most sanguine

expectations of those who set the present movement on foot

In establishing a prize open to the competition of all nations,

my object was to give our IJriLisli markbUicn an opportunity of

comparing their own arms and their own skill with those of

other countries; aud I am convinced the result will be to

show that, as the British manuracttu-er is already second to none

in the fabrication of the arm itself, so the people of tliis country

are not to be surpaeeed by any iu the knowledge how to

At the conclusion of this ceremonial, her Majesty and

the iioyal party were conducted from tlie reception

marquee along a laised plalfurni, covered with crimson

cloth to the lioval sliootiug tent, whtre Mr. VVbitworth

was presented to the Qneen, and had the honour of ex-

nlainmff the mode in which her Majesty was to fire the

first shot from one of his own rifles. l!ie Queen

luoearcd to be somewhat amused at Mr. Whitworths

Assurance that she n.ight rely upon hitting the cen re

of the target set up at 400 yards distance. Her

M
" '

of

the trigg

4

(

the tanret set up at 400 yards uisumce. iier

aiestv lost no time, however, in testing the accuracy

his statement, by pulling the silken cord attached to

P triE-^er of the ufie, the sharp snap of n. Inch was

number of volunteers who had entered themselves for

the match was 331; but only 320 took part in the
firing, there being a few absentees. The following
were the successful competitors out of five rounds to
which the trials were limited:

—

Sergeant Tomalin, 4th Korthampton, 8 points; Lieut. Dear,
9th Middlesex, 8 ; Mr. Edward Pant, 5th Kent, 8.

The company lingered on and about the common unti^

after 7 o'clock, when an apparently interminable line of

carriages divided on the Wandsworth Hoad, and made
it almost impassable in two directions—city-wards and
to Wimbledon, making the resemblance to the Derbj
day complete in dust, puzzled driving, and confusion.—
On Tuesday the actual business of the meeting com-
menced; the Volunteers began their work at 9 o'clock,

and continued till Imlf-past 5. The first prize con-

tended for was one given by the Association—20 Whit-
worth riHes, one to each of the best 20 shots, and a
silver medal in addition to the host shot of the 20. This
band of victors will be entitled to compete for the-

Queen's prize of 250/., and the honour of being ad-

mitted to the same competition is also extended to the

20 next best shots to those who win the rifles. The
conditions were that each competitor was limited to

five shots at each range, of 300, 500, and 600 yards.

The rille used was the Enfield, of the Governmcufc
pattern of 1853. At the range A (of 300 yards) the

target was 6 feet hy 4, with an 8-inch bnU's-eye and
2 feet centre; nt ranges IJ and C (500 and COO yards)

the target was an exact square of 6 feet, with a 2 feet

centre, and no bull's eye. All ties in the compctitioa

at these three ranges to be decided on Wednesday by
those who scored equally firing one shot each at the

longest distance— 600 yards. Tlie following list of the

volunteers who made the greatest number of polnta for

this prize and on these conditions gives the result of the

firing. The number of points include all that were-

made at all three ranges:

—

Bainbriggo, lat "West York, 17 pohits ; Henry, Tdniburghy
17; Sharp, 9th Sussex, 17; Coltinson, 6th North York, 16

;

Pant, 5th Kent, 16 ; Burgh, 10th Glocester, 15 ; May, 5th

bussex, 15 ; Cocks, 11th Middlesex, 14 ; Jenkins, 5th Glamor-
g.an.shire, 14; Jackson. :J2d Kent, 14; Caiger, 2i Middlesex^

14 ; Fielding, 4tk Flintshire, 14 ; PhUlips, 1st Shropshire. 14 ;

Wood, Edinburgh, 14 ; Baker, Bristol, 14 ; Gibbs, Bnstol, 13 ;

Lawlcy, Derby, 13; Howard, Essex, 13 ; Blackburn, Edin-
burgh, 13; Heaton, 5th Manchester, 13; Russel, Edin-

burgh, 13 ; Tinley, 2d Lancashire, 13 ; Beard, 4th Surrey;

13 ; Owen, 2d Glamorganshire, 13 ; Boss, 7th North York, 13 ;

Cowan, 1st Lanark, 13 ; Wvlie. Ist Lanark, 13 ; Marshall, 1st

Lanark. 13; Fentou, 9th Middlesex, 13; Batcy. 9th Surrey,

13; Potter, 5th Surrey, 13; Sanford, St. George's, 13; John-
son, Victoria Rifles, 13; PlaL-ket, 21st Middlesex, ^3 ; William?,

Bucks, 12; Turpie, Derby, 12; Coulbum, 1st Lanark, 12;

Dear, 9th Middlesex, 12; Bridgeman, 9th Middlesex, 12;
Cleaver, 23d Middlesex, 12 ; Gosnell, Ist Norfolk, It; CnppBj,
Oxfordshire, 1-2; Murray, Perthshire, 12; Lyster, 9th Surrey;

12 ; Brookes, 12th Middlesex, 12 ; Marriott, 4th West York, 12

;

Pipon, 7th West Sussex, 12.

For "all comers of all nations" there are four separate

series of prizes, increasing in valne from 20/. to 50^.

according to the distances, seven sums of 20/. for the

best seven shots at 200 yards; 30/. each for the best

seven at 300 yards ; 40/. each for the best seven at 500
yards ; and 50/. each for the best five at 600 yards,

with the Armt/ and Kavy Oazelte prize of 20/., and
the rifle given by Mr. Egan to the other two. Ouly the

prizes of the first two ranges. 200 and 300 yards, were

decided on Tuesday. The Swiss were, of course, com-

petitors in this contest. Any rifle was allowed to b«

used, provided it did not exceed 10 lbs. in weight, and
had not a hair trigger. The following were the higheat

scores made at 200 yards :

—

Sergeant Newman, Royal Marines. 12 puinta: Piece, Switzer-

land, 12; Rosa, 7th VfvBi Riding, I'ork, 11 ; Peter, awitzerUnd;

11; Cheasex, Switzerland, 11; Knecht, Switserland, U ; John'
son, Sherwood Foresters, 10; Nouriaron, S witzariaod, 10;
Mauler, Switzerland, 10 ; Collins, Victoria Rifles^ 10; Frinc&,

St. George's, 10; Thorel, Switzerland, 10; Thoman, Switzer-

land, 10; Sergeant Wilson, Hythe, 9.

The following were the highest at 300 yards ;

—

Roes, Weat Riding, 9 pointe; Nomlaaoii, Switzerland, 9^
Ingram, Glasgow, i* ; Sergeant Wilson, Hythe, 9; Forbeiv

2d Derby, &: Sergeant Dillon. Hvthe, 8; Colonel Lindsay,

St. George's, 8 ; Captain Marriott, West York, 8 ; Hail, Switr

Ztirland, 6 ; Jackson, 8 ; Knecht, Switaeriand, S. * .-J=rt

From this it will be seen that the best shots at

the two ranges were Mr. Edward Kosa (20). iC
Knecht (19). M. Nourisson (19), and Sergeant Wilson

(18) The Unst pair ot targets on the left have been sefc

apart for "Aunt Sally" firingfor "pool" prizes. Asbilling

is paid for each shot by any one «o inclined, and the sum
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yards ; but the eye is also reduced in size to 4 inches*

diameter. Tliese targets have been very attractive

throughout the week ; on Tuesday Lord Vernon made five

hits in this open competition. Prince Albert was on the
ground during the afternoon. The number of spec-

tators was of course much les3 than on Jlonday,
but the attendance was quite equal to what the Associa-

tion expected. The Volunteers were paraded and
dismissed at 6 oVlock.—On Wednesday the proceedings
wore of a very business-like character. The ranges
•were with few exceptions 500 and 600 yards, and in

spite of a cross wind blowing in gusts which made it

difficult to make the proper allowance, and a good "deal

of ground haze which hung about near the horizon, our
*^olunteef riflemen showed their superiority over their

^wiss competitors, who broke down completely at the
^ng range. The firing was stopped at half-past 6, when
etill short of the decision point, and many of the ties

for the Association prizes have still -to be determined;
but the following 15 may be considered winners of prize

Henry, City of Edinburgh, IT poiats ; Shai-pe, 9th Sussex,
17; Baiubrigge, Ist "West York, IT; Colliiison, 6th North
York, 16 ; Pout, 5th Kent, 16 ; Burgh. 10th Gloucestershire, 13 ;

May, 5th Sussex, 15 ; Baker, Bristol, 1-i ; Wood, Ediuburgh,
14 ; Fielding, Flintshire, 14 ; Jenkins, 5th Glamorgan, 14 ;

Jackson, 3-2d Kent, 14 ; Caiger, 2d Middlesex, 14 ; Cocka, 11th
Middlesex, 14; Phillips', 1st Shropshire, 14.

The other prize decided wa^ that given by Mr. Gye, as

« commemoration of the Volunteer ball in Covent
Garden Theatre, viz., 100^. to the best shot, and four

sums of 25/. to the next highest number of points.

The conditions were—five rounds each person, at the
£hree ranges of 300, 500, and 600 yards. The following
are the names of the winners :

—
Whomes, 4th Kent, 20 points, lOOl prize; Sandford, St.

fGeoi^e's, 19, 25Z. ; Robertson, 10th Perth, 19, 25i. ; Dove, 91st
ii^nai-k, IS, 25?. ; Muiray, Ist Perth, IS, 231.

^\e result of this match left four ties to be " shot
off," but the result will not affi^ct tlie prize, and will

merely phice the winners in an prtler of prececlence. In
the eveningthe ties standing over from Tuesday were shot
off at 200 and 300 yards. Tiie 300 yards' competition
brought about the most interesting contest of the
^vhole day—that, namely, between iVT. Nonrisson, the
ijrack shot of Switzerland; M. Knceht, a Swiss also;
Blr. Edward Ross, Sergeant Wilson, the best shot at
Hythe, and Mr. Ingram, of Glasgow. Each had to fire

one shot at 300 yards; and, as may be imagined when
Bp much depended on one chance, each did his best.
The results were as follows :

—

Wilson, Outer, 1 Point ; Nourisaon, Centre, 2 ; Robb, Centre, 2

;

Xuccht, Centre, 2 ; Ingram, Centre, 2. Hence, according to
the rwults of this «hoottng, Wilson was put hors de covahat, and
tUe other toar were tlei. Tho couti_sL now becamo very
eicithigr. M. Nourisson advanced, deliber.itely fired, and
*cored one. Mr Koss levelled his Whitworth and snapffcd,
the cap exploded but ffave uo rosulfc, an accident which
frequently occurred during the day, tho communication
botwoen nipple and chamber behig too narrow. M. Knceht
followed and misaod tho target. M. NourJHSon, jrr. Ross, and
Mr. Ingrau were now tMree final tiea. M. Nourisson made a
Wank; Mr. Rms sent his shot plarap into the buU's-oye and
floored two ; Mr. Ingram only scored ouc. Mr. Ross was there-
fore the victor.

On Thursday the firing commenced at half-past 9, and
uas continued till sunset without intermission. The
following was the result of the competition, at 500 yards,
for a Whitworth rifle given by Mr. Fairb;iiru for
foreigners:—

Thorel, 9 points; Von Matt, 7; Tliorraann. G; Roth, C; Van
Berchen, 5; Piece, 4; Do Gondre. 4; Knceht, 3; Wessel, 3

;

Chesaex, 3 ; Peter, 3 ; Staub, 3 ; Heit, 1.

The following were the live additional winners of
Whitworth rifles :

—

Plasket, 21st Middlesex. 13 points; "Wylie, 1st lanark
13; Blackburn. Edinburgh, 13; Russell, Edinburgh, 13: Ross,
7ta North York, IZ.

a
/ /

*

iae winners of these 20 Whltwortli rifles, and the
undermentioned 20 second-best shots will shoot to-day
for her Majjesty's prize, at 800, 900, and 1000 yards :—
_Owen Glamorgan, 13 polnte ; Cowan, 1st Lanark, 13:
Maraball, 1st Lanark, 13 ; Sandford, St. George's, 13; Lawley.
Derby, 13; Howard, Essex, 13 ; Tioley, 2d Lancashire, la
Heaton. 3dMimcheater,13; Fenton, 9th Middlesex, 13 ; Beard
4tti Surrey, 13 ; Steam. 6th Siiffhlk. IS- R.-ifv ot-K h.i,^o^ tj'.

«ex, 12 ; Brooks, 12th Middlesex, 12.

Tl\e contest for the series of prizes "open to all
comers," winch commenced on Wednesday, was con-
cluded on Tlairsday. It was necessarily a long one,
there being four diflerent ranges—200, 300, 500, and
600 yards. There ivcre seven prizes at each range,
increasing in amount according to the distance—20/.,
30?., 401., and 50^. The following were returned as
tlie winners at the four ranges:—
^^200 Yards.—TiQCG. Switzerland; Xewman, Royanrariufle:
Ro^,

.
th North York ; Knecht, Switzerfaud; Peter, Switzer-

land; Chessex, Switzerland; Mawlcr, Switzerland. At 300
^arrfj.—Ross; Ingram, Glasgow; Nourisson, Switzerland;
TTilson Hytho; Heil, Switzerland; Dillon. Hythe; Forbes.
2d Berby. At 500 Tn rrf,«.—Brooks, 12th Jfiddfesex ; Tinley
2d Lancashire

; Stapylton, Hythe; Dove, Olst Lanark; Forbes!M Derby; Peter, Switzerland; Roth, Switzerland.—^i 600

r?!r^'r^??^'^*^' Wright, Linley, Holloway, Saddler, Cocks.lUh Middlesex; Hodder. '

The 28 winners at these four ranfjes, and the fiv©
second-best shots at each, are qualified to compete for
the Prince ^Consort's prize of lOO^., for the silver cup
given by the London Kifle Brigade, and a rifle given by
Mr. Smith. For these three prizes the distances will

crouching. As none of the rifles had been sighted for

this long range, five trial shots were allotved each
person before boglnnhig the five that would count. This

prolonged the contest till the evening, without any
decision.

Sham Fight of VoLrNTEEua.—Mr. Strode, of

Camden Park, Bromley, having placed his grounds at

the disposal of Lord Ranelagh, Colonel-Commandant
of the South Middlesex Corps, a sham fight has been
fixed to take place there on tlie afternoon of Saturday
next, the 14th inst. The railway companies have made
most liberal arrangements for the conveyance of the
Voli^nteers to Southborougli station and back, from
Pimlico and London Bridge, and it is announced that
the actual expense to each Yolnnteer attending is not
to exceed 2*. per man, including railway fare to the
field of evolution and back again to town. It is under-
stood that the Volunteers will assemble on the ground
on the afternoon of Friday, wlien a sort of rehearsal of
what is to be done on the next day will take place. The
War Office will provide the tents, cooking and other
necessary apparatus, and as evening approaches the
various corps will pitch their tents, and the contending
armies are to form their own encampments. Every
movement is to be carried out by the sound of the
bugle, and the sham figlxt will commence about 11
o'clock on Saturday morning, and conclude by about 3
in the afternoon, so as to enable the Volunteers to reach
town again before evening. Officers commanding
Volunteer corps in any part of the country can partici-

pate in the fight by signifying their intention in due
time to Lord Ranelagh.
Gbeat Robbery of Jewels.—The Duchess of

Mecklenbui'g-Strelitz, who arrived last week from Ger-
many on a visit to her mother, was plundered during
her journey of a case of costly jewels set with diamonds
of the most valuable description. Her Royal Highness
travelled through Hanover, 'Berlin, and Paris^ landed
at Dover, and proceeded to London by railway. On
reaching Buckingham Palace the jewel case was dis-

covered to be missing, and though several of the most
experienced detectives have been investigating the
matter, they have failed to discover it. The articles

abstracted, independent of their intrinsic worth, said

to exceed 3000^, are valuable as family relics and
presents from friends. A large rew^ii-d is offered for

their recovery, but the officers engaged in the inquiry
are of opinion that the case was stolen before the
Duchess reached this country.

Tuii OnruEOMSTS.— The exertions of Sir Joseph
Paxtou to get np a dinner to the Orpheonista after
tiieir farewell performance proved successfnl. The
total anioimt of subscriptions received up to Saturday
afternoon was nearly 1000/., which enabled tlie

committee to entertain about 2500 Orplieonists at a
dinner consisting of innumerable pieces of cold roast
and boiled beef, liams, veal and ham pies, salads, tarts,

paddings, etc., three dozen of pale ale and eight bottles
of claret being allowed to every 24 guests. Sir Joseph
Paxton presided, having by him M, Delaporte, the
leader of the Orpheonists, and supported by Mr, Bright,
I\r.P., Mr. Joseph Locke, M.F., Mr. E. Ewart, M.P.,
iMr. John Locke, Mr. H. Ingrain, M.P., Mr.
Jackson, M.P., Mr. Langton, M.P„ Mr. Walter,
M.P., ]\Ir. \V. Dilke, and other gentlemen. The
toasts wore few but appropriate, and were
received tvith great enthusiasm by the visitors,
" the Queen," and *' the Emperor of the French,*'
especially being loudly cheered. Sir J. Paxton then
gave "The Health of our Friends the Orpheonists,*' and
expressed the high appreciation entertained of their
musical talents by those in England whom they had
come so long a distance and at so great a sacrifice of
time to instruct and delight. M. Delaporte i-eturned
thanks for the toast in his native tongue, and said that
the Orpheonista would feel themselves an^ply recompensed
if they had succeeded during their visit in giving satis-

faction to their English friends, and in contributing in
the slightest degree to cement the alliance which, he
was happy to say, at present subsisted between the two
nations. The Chairman theu announced the last toast
on his list to be " The AUiance of France and England,"
and in proposing it took occasion to observe that no one
who reflected for a moment on the vast interests which
depended on the continuance offriendly relations between
the two greatest nations in the worldcouldfailto entertain
the heartfelt desire that no rivalry should henceforth
exist between thorn save in the peaceful paths of
commerce, science, and the arts, and in the endeavour
to excel in those invenfions and productions which
accorded witli the peculiar aptitude of the people of
.each- To the furtherance of that great object he
expressed a hope that the present visit of the Orpheonists
to England would tend, adding that in the cultivation
of mutual feelings of goodwill and respect lay the best

security that no intrigues or temporary causes of
difference w^ould be of av.ul in endangering, much less

severing, an alliance based upon so solid a foundation.
Loud cheers followed the interpretation of these senti-

ments. The excited Frenchmen seized upon every
available point of elevation, and sliouted " Vive
rAUiance!"*' Vive la 7?^/ne/"aud" ViveVEmpereiir!"
until they could no longer shout anything. When the

800,900, and 1000 yards, "The shooting for Miss loud r/poTs had toned donm to smne'thing^ like m'odcra-
ittss prize of oO?., for all comers, with any rifle, tion Mr. Bright rose to acknowledge the toast, and

[

said that there was at the present momentlTveri'
intimate friend of his in the French capital ne^n
tiating a treaty of comraorcc between tlie two
countries which he trusted, when fairly set on foot
would do more to cement the alliance between En<rland
and France than all tho diplomacy of past or pi^seufc
times. He then proceeded to impress on the Orpheonists
the expediency of telling their countrymen, on their
return to their native land, that Englishmen were not
the enemies of France, and that whatever might be the
occasional differences between the Governments of the
two nations, th5 peoples of both were one at heart.
Cries of " Vive VAngleterre ! " " Vive la France

!

"

followed the conclusion of Mr. Bright*s address, and M
Delaporte having given the "Health of Sir j' Paxton'
the Parliamentary Committee, and the Managers of the
Crystal Palace," which was duly responded to, Mr,
Joseph Locke, M.P., wound up the proceedings, so far
as the dinner was concerned, by proposing in French
the "Health of the Guides." The toast having been
cordially drunk. Sir J. Paxton vacated the chair. After
a brief interval, the Orpheonists gradually found their
way out of the dining room in a continuous stream as
they had entered it, and passed along a regular lane
formed by the spectators outside, through the corriders
of the palace, to the railway platform. On the route
they shook hands with everybody and everybody
shook hands with them in the most affectionate

manner. The Volunteers, who in large numbers were
present in uniform, came in for a considerable share of
their notice. Two or three Orpheonists, more enthu-
siastic than their brethren, seized upon an equal number
of Volunteers, and insisted in drinking on the spot to

the perpetual alliance of the two great peoples of which
they were the representatives. The entire procession
to the railway platform, marked as it was by cordial
a£?i>M^, reiterated cries of " bon voi/a^ge/* "aurevoir"
and a thousand other forms of bidding farewell, assumed
the appearance rather of a parting between old friends
than the first step towards the return of the sojourners
of a few days among us to their native land. Shortly
after 10 o'clock the , Orpheonists had all arrived safely

in town, and on Sunday morning they returned to

France. During their stay the committee* obtained

permission for them to visit free, on presentation of

their passports, Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's, the

Tower, Greenwich Hospital, Zoological Gardens, and
the Surrey Gardens, Hampton Court Palace, Windsor
Castle, the Park, St. George's Chapel, and the Rojal
Stables, the Bridgewater Gallery, the Times Printing

Office, Messrs. Barclay and Co.'s Brewery, Messrs.

Broadwood's Pianoforte Manufactory, the United
Service Institution, Messrs. Perm and Co.'s Works, the

Royal Mint, Houses of Parliament, South Kensington
Museum, Kew Gardens, Bank of England, and many
other places of interest. About 50 of the leaders of the

undertaking had tickets for the galleries at the Volun-
teer Review, and they were admitted in relays to the

gallery of the House of Commons during a debate.

The only drawback to the enjoyment of their visit was
the wretched accommodation provided for them in the

way of lodgings, and the sufferings which those who
refused to remain in such quarters subsequently endured

from the " ignoble rapacity" of innkeepers, or the objec-

tions ofcautious lodging-house keepers to the badges or

insignia which they wore at their button holes.

Happily however the blame of their first night's recep-

tion in London lies with a compatriot of their own,

who having undertaken to lodge them comfortably,

considered he had fulfilled the contract liberally by

engaging two waste buildings erected for public-houses

in Islington Cattle Market, and furnishing them with

a thousand straw mattresses laid on the floor, with

pillows of the same material. In the morning they found

that their countryman had not considered any toilette

appliances necessary in the bedrooms, so that they could

neither wash nor shave. The band of the Guides gave a

farewell concert on Saturday evening in St. James 3

Hall for the benefit of the French Charitable Associa-

tion, under the patronage of the French Ambassador.

The Employment op Women.—A conversazione

of the Society for Promoting the Employment 91

Women, in connection with the National Association fo

the Promotion of Social Science, was held at 1^>

Langham Place, on the evening of the 29th ult. The

Earl of Shaftesbury took the chair, and in an opening

address, explained the principles of tho Society, con-

gratulated the members on the success which had

attended their efforts during the first year, and enforced

the necessity of still further extending their operations.

Mr. Cookson urged law engrossing as a suitable occn-

pation for women, described the office established by

the Society, which is already supported by several

solicitors, and gave an interesting account of the work
done there. Mr. Hastings spoke of printing as peculiarly

well adapted for women, and read a paper contributed

by iliss Emily Fuithfull, on the introduction of women
into the printing trade. Mr. Mackenzie read a paper

by Miss J. Boucherett, on bookkeeping, stating that a

want of knowledge of accounts was one great reasoii of

the disinclination to employ women in shops, showin:

"

how they might be fitted for the offices of cashiers an^

bookkeepers, and announcing that a school to supply

these dt'ficiencies had been opened by the Society.

Vice-Chancellor Wood spoke of other occupations for

women, and recommended that they should be em-

ployed as clerks in post offices, managers of hotel?, hair-

dressers, &c. He read a paper by Miss Parkes on tne

\-t
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^^^rf^^tject, and concluded witli an appeal for furtlier

bscriptions. The audience were then introduced iuto

^"imverroom, where an interesting collection of women's

work in law engro.-siug, printing, designing, &c., was

pxhibited, and excited much admiratibn.

High Price of Butchers' Meat.—A numerous

ineetlng of the operative classes residing at Stratford

and its vicinity was held a few days since, when a

resolution was adopted to the effect that the present

liicrh price of butchers' meat places that portion of their

^jjj]y food beyond tlie reach of the operative classes, and

strongly urging the necessity of abstaining from such

food until it is sold at a more reasonable price. A
committee was formed to arrange for holding an

flgtrregate meeting on the same subject at Manby Park,

StAitfbrd Grove.

The Approaches to Covent Gajihen.—Tlie houses

at the south-east angle of Covent Gardci», adjoining

the Old Hummunis, tlie sites of whicli are required for

the formation of the new street in continuation of Bur-

leigh Street, Strand, are now in process of demolition.

The Imperial Hotel, situate in the angle, and its exten-

sive range of buildings in the rear, have already been

razed to the ground. This approach, when completed,

will be of the greatest importance to market gardeners.

Fikeat Figgins'3 Type I'oundey.—On Wednesday

night a fire broke out in the type foundry of Messrs.

FiiTo-ins, in West Street, Smithficld, and destroyed a

great quantity of metal and nearly the whole of the

floors in that part of the promises in which it occurred.

The cause of the fire is not known.

The PuBXic Health.—The weekly return of the

Registrar-General states that the deaths registered in

London in the week that ended Saturday June 30 were

1001. In the corresponding weeks -of the 10 years

1850-9 the average number was 1106, which if raised in

proportion to the increase of population will become

1217. The present return is therefore 2IG below the

average. During the week the birtlis of 859 boys and

873 girls, in all 1731 children, were registered in

London. In [the 10 corresponding weeks of the years

1850-59 the avera^je number was 1031.

general comniittee had previously met in the Con-

vociition House, imder the presidency of Dr. Whewell,

to transact the general business, and appoint the presir

dents, vice-presidents, and officers for the diilerent

sections. On the 2Sth ult. the sections assembled in the

rooms appointed for them, for reading and discussing

reports and other communications. The sections were

as follows :—
Mathematical and Physical Scielvce.—President, Rev. B'

Price, Professor of Natural Philosojihy, Oxford. Chemical

Science.—President, B. C. Brodie, Ksq., Professor of Chemis-

try, Oxford. Geology.—President, Rev. A. Sedgwict, Pro-

fessor of Geology, Cambridge. Zoology and Botany.—Pre-
sident, Dr. Daubeny, Professor of Botany, Oxford. Physio-

logy.—President, Dr. G. Rolleston, Mli., Professor of Phy-

siology, Oxford, Geography and Ethnology.—President,
Sir U. I. MurcbisoD, Diic.itor of the Geological Survey.^ Eco-

nomic Science and Statistics.—President, Nassau W. Senior,

Esq., late Professor of Political Economy. Oxfoni. Mkchanic.\l

Science.—President, W. J. Macquoin liiinkine, Esq., Professor

of Engineering, Glasgow,

On the evenings of the 28th, 29fch, and 30th there wefe

conversazioni in the University Ifuseuni. On Monday

last the general committee met for the purpose of

deciding on the place of meeting for 1861, when it was

resolved that it be held at Manchester towards the

close of August under the presidency of Mr. W, Fair-

bairn, and that tlie Earl of EUesmere, Lord Stanley,

Sir C. Heywood and Mr. Bazley be the Vice-Presidents-

On Tuesday evening there was a microscopical soiree in

the Museum, and the concluding general meeting took

place in the Theatre on Wednesday, when the pro-

ceedings of the general committee and the grants of

money sanctioned by it were announced, the total

amount voted being 1390/. In a Convocation held on

Monday in the Theatre, the honorary degree of D.C.L.

was conferred on M. Auf^uste de la Hive, Minister

Plenipotentiary of the Helvetic Confederation; Lord

Wrottesley, M.A., Y.P.R.S. ; and the Rev. Adam Sedg-

wick, M.A., F.K.S., Fellow of Trinity, and Wood-'

wardian Professor of Geology, Cambridge. IVofessor

Sedgwick was very warmly and loudly applauded.

BiLSTON.—Tlie bank of :Messrs. J. Foster & Co.,

in this town suspended payment on the 16th ult.,

causing a good dealofconsternationin theneighbourhood,

the transactions of the bank having been chiefly with the

shopkeeping class of the South Staflbrdshire iron

district. Mr. Foster, the surviving partner, commenced
the business with a capital of 15,000^.; and does not

possess any landed property ; and Mr. Cross, tlie cashier,

is a debtor to the bank to the amount of 15,000^. The
accounfcs show' the liabilities to be about 2200/,, and the

assets about SCO/., viz. GOO/, debts and 200/. stock.

NonwiCH.—The magistrates of this city resumed

last week the inquiry into the extraordinary charge

preferred against the Rev. Canon Ualton, a Roman
Catholic priest, and the two Messrs. Beha, of conspiring

to assist in keeping Master Vansittart from the care of

his father after lie had run away from school, Foulsham,

the auctioneer, who was also summoned before the

bench when the case v.-as first gone into, and who pur-

chased the watch oflered for sale by the young gentle-

man, was now called as a witness, and consequently was

not included in the charge preferred against the other

parties. The matter excited great interest, the court

being crowded throughout the proceedings. Master

Vansittart was the first witness called, and in the

course of a long cross-examination admitted, in the

coolest manner, that all he had stated at the former

examination respecting his having been visited by an

Italian priest at Rackheath was false, and that all the

information be had giving to the 'chief constable wlio

had been endeavouring to trace this priest was false

likewise. After hearing evidence from other parties

showing that Canon Dalton had assisted the boy in

carrying out his wish to become a Roman Catholic, the

magistrates retired to consult, and on returning into

court after an absence of 25 minutes, the Mayor said

that the bench considered the conduct of Canon Dalton

exceedingly reprehetisible, in that, knowing that the

boy had clandestinely left a school where he had been

placed by a Protestant parent, he did not at once

advise him to return, but on the contrary did what he

could to facilitate iiis leaving school. At the same time

there were difficulties connected with the case, both in

regard to law and evidence, and also as to the manner
in which the evidence had been brought forward. The
magistrates had therefore deteimiued not to send the

matter for trial, but to dismiss it. As the assizes were
close at hand, it would be in the power of Mr.
Vansittart, if he thought proper, to prefer an indict-

ment against the parties.

OxTORD,—The 30th Annual Meeting of the British

Association was opened on the 27th ult. in the Sheldonian

Theatre, when the Prince Consort laid down his office

as President and resigned the chair to Lord Wrottesley.

His Royal Highness, who was greeted with prolonged

applause, briefly addressed the meeting, expressing a

hope that the interests of science had not suffered in his

hands, and paying a graceful compliment to his suc-

cessor in the presidency. Lord Wrottesley, having
been duly installed in the chair, delivered his in-

augural address, after which the Earl of Derby
proposed, and Dr. Whewell, Muster of Trinity, seconded,

a rote of thanks to his lordsliip for his address. The

The Pope's IeISK RECRrixS.—A letter from the

King's County states that the cautionary notice of t!ie

Government has been completely set at defiance in that

quarter, and that the Papal emissaries are still actively

engaged in enlisting recruits for the Pope's service.

Gaeibaldt Bukned in Effigy.—General Garibaldi

was burnt in effigy by the Roman Catholics of Limerick

on St. John's eve. The effigy was placed upon a long

pole, attired in shabby military uniform, with out-

stretched arms, and the name "Garibaldi " being

conspicuously displayed in large letters on the front

tho late baronet was nominated Gentleman of the Privy
Cbambcr, and in April of the following year was ap-
pointed one of the Equerries of Queen Adelaide, and a-

Groom in Waiting to the Queen, but declined that
honour from tho position he held in the Dowager Queen's
household. He had represented Brighton in Parliament for

25 years, having been tirst returned for that borough in 1835.

During his Parliamentary career he uniformly supported the
V.'hig administration, and displayed a strong interest in the
efficiency of the navj'. He married in 1826 the Hon. Kathe-
rine Aunabclla Bishopp, daughter of the late Lord De la

Zouche, and co-heii'ess with her sister, the present Baroness
De la Zoiiche. He succeeded to the baronetcy on the death of

his eider brother. Sir Juhu R. Pechell, in 1849. The baronetcy,
in default of surviving male issue, devolves on his cousin,
George Samuel, eldest son of the late Captain Samuel G.
Pechell, R.N., bom in 1819, and married in 1S42 to Miss
Breniiur, daughter of Colonel Brentier, of the Madras army.
He has served in the 47th Madms Native Infantry, and is now
a Captain in tlie Shropshire Militia.

Sir Henry Allen Jounsos, Bart., died at his residence at

Southlands, Isle of Wight, on the 27th ult. He was the aon of

the firrit baronet, who was a distinguished military commander.
Sir H. A. Johnson was bom at Shelboum, Nova Scotia, in 1785,

and was educated at Christ Chinch, Oxford, where he took hi»

B.A. degree in 1807, and M. A. three years afterwards. He was
created a Knight of the Order of Wilhelra, by the King of the

Netherlands, for his services as aide-de-camp to the Prince of

Orange during the Peninsuhir war. He is succeeded in the

baronetcy by bis son, Henry Franks Frederick, who became »
captain of the 5th Fusiliers in 1S43.

Sir Georor Bowyer, Bart., died on the Ist inat. att

Dresden, in his 7Sth year. He succeeded on the death

of his father, Admiral Sir George Bowyer to two titles

—one conferred on Sir 'Winiam Bowyer, of Denham Court,

Bucks, in lliGO, for services during the Civil War and-

at the Restonition ; and the other granted to Admiral
Bo^vyer, after Lord Howe's victory on the 1st Juno, 1794, in

which engagement he was severely wounded. The deceased

baronet formerly represented Malmcsbury and Abingdon in

Parliament, and was a friend and supporter ofPitt and Canning.

By his wife, the daughter of Sir Henry Snape Douglas, who
was captain of Lord Howe's flagship the Queen Charlotte and
also severely wounded at the victory on the \st June, he leaves

three sons and two dau;^ditors. Ho is succeeded in his titles

and estates by his eldest son, Mr. Bowyer, M.F. for Dundalk,,

now Sir George Bowyer, of Radley Park, Berks.

Mr. Brououtos, the metropolitan police magistrate, died

on the 20 th ult. at his residence in Dorset Square from an at-

tack of paralysis. He was for some years one of the magis-

trates of Worship Street Police Court, and on the death o* Mr.

Rawiinson. he was appoiiitt-d to Warylobone Court, where ho

remained up to about a month ago, when he retired on a
pension. Ho was upwards of 80 years of age, and was univer-

sally reftpected as one of the beat magistratca on the metro-
politan bench. •

and back of the fijirure.

Ealu*
Court of Excuequer.—Ma^iserv.ihe Eastei'ii Counties Jiail-

viay. The TMtenham Accident.—ThU was an action broxight by
the ' plaintiff, a miller at Hoddesdou, in Hertfordshire, to

recover compensation for tho injuries sustained in the accident

at Tottenham on the 25th February by reason of the alleged

negligence of the defendante' servants. The evidence of the

plaintifl" was to the effect that the flaw in the tire of the wheel

could and ought to have discovered before the accident ;
wliilo

the defendants said that the flaw was wholly imperceptible

from the surface, and could not have been ascertained while the

wheel remained entire, and that all proper means of examina-

tion had been adopted. After three days' trial the jury after

an absence of nearly two hours found a verdict for the plaintiff,

on the ground of insufficient care on the part of the company-
damages 2000?.

^, ^ ^ ,, ^,

Court of Queen's BEScK.^Podmore v. the Great Northern

Hailwav, The JlUchin Accident.—The plaintiff, Mr. J. J. Podmore,

a member of the firm of Hester and Podmore, wholes;»le tea-

dealers in Fenchurch Street, sued the Great Northern Railway

Company to recover damages for very serious injuries which

he had sa^itaiued in tlie accident which took place at Hitchm

on the company's line on the 8th of September, 1859. At the

close of the evidence for the plaintiflf. the defeudauts agreed

to a verdict for the plaintiff—damages 2000;.

Rolls Court: Bridewell Hospital.—Tho blaster of the Rolls

gave judgment in this cwc, which was in the form of a sum-

mons to the court to vary the scheme approved by the Attor-

ney-General for the future destination of a part of the property

of BridewuU Hospital. By the scheme it was proi d Ut

establish a reformatory with thu property ; on the other hand,

the City unions were desirous to devote it to the cstanlishnig

and support of a house or houses of refuge for the houseless

poor His Honour, after rcfeiring to the object of the foun-

ders of the charity, observed that reformation of adults, of the

character described in the ordinauce for the government, 1557,

by means of compulsory labour, appeartjd to form its main

feature—a purpose laudable indeed, but one proved by expe-

rience to be well nigh impracticable, and he thought the

scheme of the Attorney-General, by educating and training to

virt^uous habits the children of the elasa to which those whose

benefit was contemplated belonged, altogether better i

than the plan of the City unions to promote the views of ti.^

tomidera Tlie scheme of tho Attonu cneml would there

fo^bc adoptXand the summons ... ...issed, but withovrt

costs.

BIUTTIS.—On the 2d inst, at 2. Lyall Street, Belgravc Square^

Lady SKrrwirn, of a son—1st inat, at Hamiistead, the Hon.

Mrs. M. DrI'mmoxd, of a daughter—2/th ult, at Worplcsdoii

Lodge, near Guildford, tho wife of William Bovill, Esq., M.P.,

of a son—2d inst, at High Elms, the wife of John Lubbock,

Esq., of a tlaughter.

MAUIIIAGES.—On the 30th ult, at St. George's, ITauover-

Square, Colonel Gborqe Campbrll, G.B., late of ;,he52d Regt...

to EiiMA, widow of Evan Hamilton Bailliii, Esq., and
youn^/est daughter of the late Major-Gcncml Sir William^

Douglas, K.C.B., of Timptmdean, Roxhnrghahirc—2eth ult, at

St. Paul's^ Knightsbridge, Charles B. Wvnee, Captain H.M. s

90th Light Infantry, to Emily Frances Graham, eldest daugh-

ter of Sir Robert Gore Booth. Bart-, M.P., of Lissadell,

Sligo, and -14, Eaton Place, Belgrave Square—lititb uJt, at Wal-

cot Church, Bath, the Rev. Horacl :\rAN.v Blakiston, Vioir of

Benhall, Suffolk, second son of Sir Matthew Blakistoa, Bart*,-

to Charlotte, second daugliter of the Rev. W. H. G. Mann,

late Vicar of Bawdon. Clieshire—3d inst, at St. Georges^

Hanover Square, Charlks Edward Ratclyffe, only son of the

Rev. Charles Edward Ratclyffe, of South Sydenham, to Cos-

stance Albuera, daughter of Colonel and Lady Maria Sacn-

DERSON, of Clargea Street, London, and Northbrook House,

Hampshiro-24th ult, at St. John's Church, Cardiff. John Par-

TRinei: Bookfr, Esq., youngest son of the late T. W. Booker
BLAKLMORE.Esq., M.P., to Clara Geoeoina, youngcst daughter

of the lato J. H. Langley, Esq. „,.,.,.
DEATHS.—On the 25th ult, at his residence, ^^ood^Ue,

Lucan county Dublin, Sir Huiros Statford Scott, K.C.B—-

20th ult, at Frankfort, Henby Chfateb LiOHTON.^q sou of

the late Sir Thomas Lighten, Bart.—L>7th ult, at Rhyl, Flint-

shire, CATHEniNE, widow of the late Rev. Johw Hanmeb,J1.A.,
and daughter of the late Sir Thomas Whichcote, Bart, of

Aawarby, Lincolnshu-e, aged 64-30th ult, the infant son of

Admiral Sir Thomas and Lady Cochrane—22d May. on board

tho P. and O. steamer Nemesis. Rose Frances, wife of C. W.
Moore, Esq., of the Bengal Civil Service, and seoHMi daughter

of Colonel Sir Samuel Falkiner, Bart., aged 20-2lst ult, at

ChuUenham, Vice- Admiral Rowland Monbv. C.B., son ol the

late WillLun Muiiey, ICsq., of Homme House, Herefordflhire.

and brother of the late General Sir Jamea Kyrle Money, Bart..

—29th ult, at Hy^res. France, Joseph Mullikos, Esq., of Kast-

c^urt, WilU, eldest son of the late J. R- MuUmga, Esq.,

formerly M.P. for Cirencester, aged 23—27th ult» at 7, Campden
Hill Road, Colonel Geurce Jamls Mu.\t MacDowbll, C.B., late

commanding 16th Lancerc. aged 59—2:th ult, at Long Lodge,

Mcrton, Surrey, Sarah Jane, wife of Lieut. -Colonel James
Robert Colebrookk, of the Royal Artillery, aged 69—25th ult,

at Florence. William Soherville, M.D., formerly one of the

principal Inspectors of the Army Medical Board, and Physician

to the Royal Hospital at Chelsea—^Oth ult, at Brighton,

Thomas Addison, M D.. of 51, Ba-keley Square, late Consultang:

Phyfdclan to Guy's Hospital.

^avhetg

^©DitunvL>'
T » «T*iT cjm Gforge R Brooke Pechell. M.P. for

Barton d^d on th^S^uli. at his hous. in niU Screet
Brighton, aiea ou j.u«

iii„^, tt*^ wrw the second son of

Revenge at the cai-.u...>^^
vlgoTwhl^n lieutenant of the

Sa'ceirnUn letou^ma with ler boats a lugger from under
Maceioniau lit. -

1812 ; was comm.inder of the

J^^-^^'^.TLti^t off New Yort a^d CharleB^wn in 1814, an 1

?^r-admlral in 1852, and v:ce admiral in 18.S. la 1..^

atEXUOPOUTAN CATTLE ifARKET.
MosDAT, July % „ _, . , u . ,-

Tho supply of R. ^ to «ffain very short. Trade is not bn»lc

owing to th« higii prioe^ b«t ^ve cannot quote h'wer. The

number of Sheep U about the same as on Monday Uat, and

nriaea remain unaltered. Trade is heavy for I^be J^ rather

lower rates. Good Calves are rather dearer. From Germany

and IloCd there are 720 Beasts, 4900 Sheep, ^and 242

CalvM- from Spain, 350 BeasU; from ftcoUancf 50; ftom

Norfolk and Suftolk, 1800; and 200 from the northern and

mhlland comitiefl.

B d fl d

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. - 5

Rest Shorthorns 5

-^d quality Beasts 4

Tj ' -vns and
H:ilf-bred!S ... 5

D '. Shnm

6 to5 «
2 — 5 6

C— 4 10

Beit Lotig-wools. 5

Do. Shorn
£wea 1 2d qxiality 4
Do. Shoru
Lambs . . >. B

4 to 5 8 ICalToe .. -.4
Pigs -• >- 4

d
2

8 d— 5 6
to ..
-4 10

c
6
5
5

G
8

O
Hco^is^zho ; ^oovt r^mhs. 24,460; Calves, 296; Pig^ 360.

Thttrsdat. July 5.

We have a ^ery ihort supply of Bcasta. Trade is not bnak. but

pricls^rstiU very high. There are a few more Sh^ep; th.
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^average quality i^ very indifferent, consequen
descriptions are readily disposed of at full rates.
Calves are selling about the same as on Monday,
supply consists of- 264 Beasts, 900 Sheen, and
and 120 Milch Cows.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &.C. .. S 6 to

3e3t Short-horns 5 2 —
2d quality Beasts 4 6 —
Best Downs and
Half-breds ..5 6 —

Do. Shorn

5
5

4

5

8
6

10

S

Best Long-wools .

Do. Shorn
Ewes &, '2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

tly choicest
Lambs and
Our foreign
283 Calves;

5 2—5 6

4"0 — 4'io
. . to .

.

6 0—6 6
4 6 — 5 6

-- . - „- .. .. 4 0—5
Beasts, i)40; Sheep & Lambs, 10,300 ; Calves, 474 ; Pigs, 200.

COVKNT GARDEN.—July 7.
English Fine Apples are very abundant, and consequently

much reduced in price. Plums, Pears, and Figs are now
received in addition to other articles from France. Grapes are
plentiful, as are likewise Cherries. Strawberries maintain good
prices. Cob Nuts realise Is. per pound. Gooseberries
fetch 3d. a quart. Peas in excellent condition are now
abundantly supplied. New Potatoes range from 8s. to 12s. per
cwt. Some good Mushrooms may be obtained. Cut dowers
chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Violets, Mii^notistte,
Azale.is, Heaths, Primulas, Geraniums, Lily of the Viillcv,
and Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb., 3n to 69 I Chemos, p. lb.. Is to 3s
•Gmpes, per lb., 4s to 10s
Strawberries, p. lb.. Is to Ss
Peaches, per doz., IDs to 20s
Apricots, per doz., 28 to 43
ifectarines, do., es to 12s

shipment ju ^tis. per 45)2 lbs. ; Lagos Maize 32s., Ibrail 31s. 6d.,
both per 4S0 lbs. ; Oilessa 33s. per 492 lbs.; Danube Barley at
25s. 6d. per 400 lbs. all c. f. and i. to U. K. ; Taganrog Linseed
at 503. per qr. delivered. Accounts from Galatz state that the
crops have a magnificent appearance, and the yield will be
very abundant of all kinds of grain. The aiTivals of English
gram this week have been small, of foreign Barley moderate,
and of Wheat and Oats imusnallv large. The attendance at
to-day's market was small; both 'English and foreign Wheat
were neglected, and their value consequently nominal, but to
have forced s:iles, for which there appeared to be no disposi-
tion, lower prices must have been submitted to. Barley is in
fair request at Monday's quotations. Beans and Peas bring
late rates. With a very large arrival of Oats trade is exceed-
ingly heavy, and sales difficult even at a decline of fully
Is. per qr.

Ar^RivAT.s FROM July 2 to July 6.

English
I ridh .

.

m «

Foreign .

.

vv ticau I Barlcj'. 1 Oats. Fluur.

1020 qrs.

Jl

440S0 ,,

iJU qrs.

J»

3500 „

150

109150

qrs,

»'

>»

lOtSU SliS.

f 19:

\ 70:

f •

1920
030 oris

• >

VEGET
Asparagus, p. bundle, 2s to 43
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
P. Beans, per 100, Is to Is 6d
Peas, p. bush., 4s to 6s
Cauliflowers, each, 6d to Sd
Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do.. Is to 23
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to 100s— per bus., 3s to 48 6d— per cwt., 6s to 8a
-Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 8d
'Turnips, per bunch, 6d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to Ss
Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is

Green Kig^, per doz., 8s to 12s
|

Melons, each, Ss to Qa
Apples, per doz.. 2s to 6s
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 15s
Lemons, per 100. Ss to lOs

ABLE3.
Artichokes, per doz., 6s to Ss
Beet, per doz., Is ed to 23
Celery, per bundle, 2s to 3a
Onions, p. halfaieve, 33 to 5g
Tomatoes, per doz., 2s to 33
Shallot.s, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, perlb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, IsCd
to2s6d

Lettuces, Cos, p. score, Cd to Is
Endive, p. score, Is to 23
Horso Radish, p. bun.,ls 6d to4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., Istolsdd
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 49
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Liverpool, Tuesday, July ;-!.—We have a fair attendance
of millers and dealers at cur Com Exchange this morning, but
the business passing has been on the most retail scale, and
quotations may be considered as in a great degree nominal at
a reduction of Id. per cental on Wheat and Od. per barrel
and sack on Flour. Indian Corn gave way fully 6d. per qr.,
and some forced Svales of mixed American were made even as
low as 303. per 4S0 lb?, ex ship. Oats and Oatmeal dull
without change in value. Beans declined 6d. per qr. Peas
and Barley are nominally unaltered. The day is very fine, and
the market closes with a depressed tone.

FiiiDAY,PJuly 6.—The corn market was quiet. Wheat and
Flour diflacult of sale, unless at a reduction of last week. Oats
and Egyptian Beans lower. Barley and Peas iirra. Indian
Coz-n steady ; American mixed. 30s. to SOs. 3d.

AVEEAGEa
26..
2..— 9..— 16..— 23..— 30..

Agg. Aver.

May
June

Wheat.
r Barluv.

'SdslOd

t Oats.

£6* 6'/

"Tlje.

37« 3^/

Beans.

41s Sd52s 6d
G-i 4 : 35 2 26 8 39 3 44 1
54 2 35 10

,

27 S 38 1 , 45 9
54 11 35 26 11 37 46 2
57 34 3 27 5 33 9 45 10
6S 5 32 10

34 11

25 5

26- 9

41 9

33 S

47 1

45 755 !

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

_ .
SHrTHFiKT.D, Thubsdat, July 5.

Prime Meadow Hay 703 to 84s Clover '

105
60
80

953 to 1 26s
New Clover . . ,

.

Second cut do. . . 90 95
Straw 26 36

Davis & Co.

90stoll0a

Superior do. (old) . . 83
Inferior do 55
Kew do 36
Howen -^

Cumberland Market, Thursday, July^s"
«op. Meadow lJay..llS8tol263 1 Inferior Clover .

^ferior do. .. .. 90 110 New do — _New do. .. ..60 72 Straw .. .. " 33 45
Supenor Clover . .118 130 1 Joshua Baker.
*,. _„ "WaiTECHAPEL, Thursday, July 5.
Tine old Hay .. ..lOOstolOSa 1 Fine old Clover ..120a to 126.
Inferior do. ..8* 92 .Inferior do .. ..100 108TrimeNewHay ,. — — Fine New Clover „ — —
S^T ° ;: ~ 1

Fine 2d cut .. ..100 115:Straw .. .. ..32 36 Uuferior do 80

^__^Fi>uctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.
Prices. May~ 267\T7ine~2.~June~'C!Jimel CfJune

5Ss 5d
57
54 11
54 2
53 4

52 6 r

J r

# *

r
* 4

90

HOPS.—BoROUOH MiBKET, FBrDAT, July 6.
Messrs. I attcnden & Smith report that the accounts fromthe plantations come more unfavourable. Market very active«t an advance of 23. to 38. since Monday. Duty 160, OUO;.

BUTTER MARKET.—July 6.
Beat Fresh Butter . . . . Ua. per dozen lbs.
Second do. do 13s.

Pork. 45. Sd. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs. "

COAL M.VRKET.—July 5.
Byass's Bebside West Hartley, l.^s. 6d. ; Davison's AVest

Hartley, ISs. ed. ; Hasting-s Hartley, l.^s. 6d. ; Howard's
West Hartley, 15s. 6d. ; Lambert's West Hartley, 153. 6d. ;
Tanfield Moor, 13s. ; Tanfield Moor Bates, Ijs. ; Walker
Pnmiose, 13s.; West Hartley, 15s. 6d. ; Wylam, 168.;
Walls End Acorn Close, 17s. ; Walls End Eden, 17s. ;Walls End Gosforth, lOs. ; Walls End Harton, IGa. : Walls
End Braddyll's Hetton, 17s 3d.: Walls End Framwellgate,
16s. 9d. ; Walls End Haawell, 18s. 6d. : Walls End Hetton,
18s. 6d.

; Walls End South Hetton, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End
Stewarts. 183. 6d. ; Walls End Cassop, 17s. 6d ; Walls End
Hartlepool, 18s ; Walls Eud Heugh Hull. 16s. Od. ; Walls End
w 1, 'r^^^^U

**^-' '^'''"^ ^"^ North Hartlepool, 15s. 6d. ;

JV*"^ J"!^
Shincliffe. 16s. 3d. ; Walls End South Uartlepool.

173.; ^alls End Trimdon Thornley, 15s. ; Walls End West
Hetton. 173.; Walls End Whitworth, 16s.; Carway and Duffryn
Malting, 22s. 6d.—104 ships at market.

BRITISH WOOLS -London, Friday, July 6.The prices of all descriptions of wool keep up high in thecountry. The fineness of the weather tends to support the dis-
.position of the dealers to purchase at full rates

* t t

a. 8.

53—58
56—60

MARK LANE.—Monday, July 2

iJ^.^r^^'l^l^
""^

^^^^li
^''?'° *^^^ *^"^ K^nito this morn-

ing's market was small ; in oi-dcr to pi-oceed with sales a

^Wh?K"H^Ki" -^- ^'^''.'^'' "^^" '^« nites Tf thU day
Tn^^t ^ ^-^ submitted to. Foreign was generally heldat hist week's pnc.s

; holders not being disposed to nress saleqonly a limited business resulted. For^^BarleyTherJ'flSdemand at an .advance of 6d. per qr. Beans bring mther mo«
Sf^S^y-..^^ ^« unaltered in value. Oats are a duU safe and

1s\'rw'^sat^air^S.'^^^^ '^ '' '^' ^^-^^-^^ ^"-

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, A Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talav3ra .,.,.— Norfolk ;;— Foreign
BARLEY.gnnd. &diat.24sto3l8..CbeY— Foreign, .grinding and distilling
Oath, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnahire.'.Potkto— }^^ Potato— Foreign PoLond and Brew

Rye-ueal, foreign....
Beans, llazagan..,.S2s

— ^^^5*" 368 -47s.. Winds. Us-S4'Lo"ngpod

^::7zE*'!^!^-:::-^^.-' m^'zH^t^-
•Fwua, best marks deiiver^', .per sack 48-54

^^^^*"''

'

— 2ddo ditto— ioreigu perbarrel

8. s.t

55—60 Red
55—60 1 Red
58—63

1

— iRed
52—65|
38—15 Malting. [36 i\
28—36 Malting. 35_40
19—24

Feed

• * • * * « »

23—28
24—28
-'3—27 Feed
35—38 Foreign

.

34—J3
: Harrow

.

19—26
19—24
20—27

34—43

40-48!Countrjr.
25—32 1Per sack

36-41
30—40

10—48
30-37

WANTED, A PARTNER, in the occupation of a
large tract of land. A good House, and a share in the

Shooting over 2000 acres may be had.—For particulars, apply
to Mr. JAME3 Kino, Land Agent, Winslow.

^

ANTED, a TKAVELLKK, in the Nursery and
Seed Trade, of good address, well informed in all tlie

departments, and with unexceptionable references —Apply bv
letter to Mr. Wm Baxter Smith, 27, Great George Street,
Westminster, S.W. a ,

ANTED. A PKOl^AGATOR and SALESMAN.
Middle-aged. Married man preferred.—Apply T & GSWAILKS, Nurserymen, Beverley, Y..rk.shire.

^^ •" '

WANTED immediately; lor the linddiuff
Season, or as a permanent situation, a MAN who

thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Roses —Apnlv
statmg wages required and reforeuce, to W. H. Bavis Rose
Nurseries, Newbury. '

WANTED, in a Nursery near Londun, a htetidy
MAN, to Grow Plants for Market and make himself

useful m and out of the houses. Wages 20». per week.—A MMr. Cuthberfs, Salesman, Covenb Garden, W.C.

ANTED, a steady single -MAN, with general
knowledge of Gardening. i;o^d character.—Address

dln^'wC
^^''' ^" ^' *^'"'^^"^*' Salesman, Covent Gor-

WANl'KD, a strong active Mim, acuustimied to a
Market Garden, and whose character will bear the

strictest hivestigation. A m uried m;in and teetotaller pre-
ferred. WorK f..r a LAT> 12 or 14 years of ao-« —Am>lv s'-atino-WageB with Cottage, to Thomas^ Ellam, "Marke^t^'.^arWr^
Wooltou, Liverpool. •

WANTED, AS GAKDEXEK, a Youuf. Man. not
_
exceedmg 25, who thoroughly understands the care of

Vineries, and is a good Mower. Wages, 18v. per week in
creasing to 20?. in six months iffound to suit.—Annlv to a' B
57, Coal Exchange, Loi^don.

^
'

:f w jx. u..

w
.* ^ Fridat, July 6.
After five successive weeks o£* verv wpf aii/^ »i«^*«- i

we are enabled to report theVnc ending ttda^lh^^tne, and highly benSciai for the growing crYnf Dnri 1*?^?*
latter period the wind blew from the NwT;^^?"""^- *^,"'

ianprevailed in the Woeat trade throughout the k?nJ^^"''''Xou the buainess transacted a concSo of is to^,f^^:^°?iipontiie rates of Che previous week has been geierlf; ^LlYv^aabeen m fair request and, in some instanc1« at Ri ro 1?

Mr. W

AN 1 KD, a single Aian tu ^ake chHr^^e ot a small
Garden and Orchard, and a couple of Cows,—Apply to

. B. :?MITH. 27, Great George Street, Westminster, aW.
WANTED, AS UNDER OAUDENEK.a competent

young Man, to look after the Kiies and Air in a Forcing
Establishment where there are Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Melons
&c. ; must t>e steady and trustworthy. W;iges, Irj*. per week'
and lodging, without vegetables.—Address, 13. F., Post Office'
Stockport, Cheshire,

'

(t'V^?'^?^'^
(FIEAD).-Age 37,s;ngle; ...xki^I^ii:\A Earlv Fori! ii<r_ Stn^A n^H nv.aQ»,l,«.,^« r..-. ^,':**"U3^ Early torcmg. Stove and Greenhouse Plants Ym^

Strawberries, Melons, Kitchen Garden, &c. UnoKceDtion?K?'
character. -R. P., Post Office, 40. GoswoU Road, jg

g^P^^^^^ble

r^ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 36. marri";nr;wu;^bV^ incumbrance. No objection to take chai-ge of Cows an^Pjisture Land II required. Three years' good retbrence -H RWindmill Gardens, Upper Norwood. Surrey^ P .
'

GARDENER (Head) in or out of houI^^IlAiMO;
thoroughly experienced in his profession Also th«management of Stock. Highly recommended.—M N Pnt?

Office, Battersea Rise, S.W. ' ^^^^

G1
AKDENEH (Heab, in a gt^itlt^maii's familTTZ

fl Understands the Forcing of Peaches, Pines Vine^
Cucumbers, and ilelons, and the management of Flo'wer andKitchen Ganicns. Can have four years' good character, and he
strongly recommended as trustworthy.—W. G. Post Office
Uipley, Surrey.

' *

TO IMOBLEIVIEN AND G£NTLEIW£im
GARDENER(Head).—Age 30, married; native of

Scotland ; thoroughly experienced and practical in
every branch of his profession. Leaving his present situationm consequence of the death of his employer. Four years'
excellent character. No single-handed phice accepted —
The Gardener, Wanstead Hall. Essex. N.E.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36. married ; wishes to
engage with any noblemau or gentleman requiring a

firat-chisa Gardener. Uuexceptionabla reft:renoes as t*-
character. &c.—J. Priso, Gni-dcuer, Duuorkui Park, Tuubridge
Weils, Kent.

/"[^AKDKNEU (HkaB).—Age 42, married, no incnm"
VJTbrance ; has had20years' practical experiuiice in all bi-ancheS
of his profession, including the Forcing of Pines, Vine3,.Peaehe3»
Strawberries, Jtc. ; is a first-class Plant Grower. Could
manage Land if required. Three years' unexceptionable
character.—K. A., Mr. Henderson's Nursery, Pine-apple
Place, Edgeware Road, W.

AUDKNEU, (Heao).—Age 38, married, two
children ; has a thorou^jh practical knowledge of his pro-

fession in all its various branches, including Early and Late
Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, Growing of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &c. ; also the general
routine of Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Good character from
last employer, and highly recommended.—H. B., 14, Oxford
Street. South.ampton.

/ > AUDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; professes
VJT a practical and scientific knowledge of his profession in
all its branches, including Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Figs,
Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; and is a first class plant grower.
Has had 200 prizes for Fruits and Vegetables. With Woods,
Land, and Stock. Wife can take charge of Dairy and Poultry.—J. D., A. Henderson's, Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Road,
London, W.

i^^AUDENEK (Head).—Henry AIay begs respect-
VJr fully to oflTer his services to any Udy or gentleman
requiring a Gardener. He lived under his brother four years
while with the late Mrs. Laurence at Ealing Park, and he has
subsequently been foreman in the plant department of a Nur-
sery. In addition to his experience in the cultivation of plants
and flowers, H. M. feels himself quite competent to undertake
the charge of a Kitchen or Fruit Garden, and other matters
connected with the duties of a gardener.

—

Hesrt May, Neff
Road, Barnet, Herts. N. -

GARDEN Ell.—Jliddle-aged, single; experienced.
Two and a half years* character. No objection single-

handed or to live in the house.—Address, stating wages given,

Z. K.. Mr. Sexton's. Marriages Squaro, Chelmsford, Easex.

G AKDENEH (Single-handed or otherwise).—Age 33;
has a thorough practical knowledge of his profession.

Character satisfactory.—S. T., Mr. Higgs, Builder, 14, Fuller.

Street, Dethnal Green Road, London, N.B

/ 'J_ARDENEU(SiN&LE-HAKDED,or where one is kept),
V-^ —Age 28, married, two children ; understands Kitchen,
Flnwer, and Fruit Gardens, Propagation of Bedding Plants.
Melons, and Cucumbers. Three years' unexceptionable
character.—A. B., Mr. Cripps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells.

PLANT GROWER, PRUPAUATOR, OB FORE-
MAN, &c.—Long experience in the Trade.—G. G., Mr.

Tolm.an*s, Alphington Cross, Exeter. ^
GARDENER (Under) or FOREMAN.—Age 26;

has a practical knowledge of his profession, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens, Plants, &lc. Nine years' good character.

—

A. B. , Mr. Hannam, Bookseller, High Street. Knaresborough.

GARDENER (Under), or GROOM and GAR-
DRNER. — Age 25, single.— G. E. P., Mr. B. Clark,

Pocnck Place, Tottenham, Middlesex, N. _

ARDENEK(UNDJiK).—Age20; has been ac^

customed to Gat^ening in all its branches for severa

yeara,—A. Z.. Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, N-W.

ri AKDENEH (Under).—Age 26, siiicrle; 1ms had
VJ considerable experience in the Culture of Plants ; wishes
to improve himself in the Forcing- Department where it is

carried <m to a large extent. Can l^ highly recommended.—
T. H. "Walker, Stationer^ Leyton, Essex. ^
UTEWAKU, or FOKh:&TER and GAUDKNKK, orO the three offices combined.—Middle-agGd, experienced;
held a similar situation for several years; tlioruughly conver-
Sfint with Eiitate Management, the Erection of Fai-m liuildings.

Draining, Fencing, ire, ; has a practical knowledge of Garden-
ing and Foresting. No objection to Ireland. Unexceptionable
testimonials and references to present employer.— A, B,, 44,

St, Ann'a Street, Chester

AILIFF, or BAILIFF a^d GAFvUENEK.— \V. P.
Athks having ccnpleted his engagement in the formation

of the Forcing and Pleasure Gardens to.the new mansion at
Orchardleigh Park, will shortly be at Uberty to enter upon a
similar engagement. During his residence (four years) at
Orchardleigh W. P. A. has had the general supervision of the
Est.^to Innprovements, Draining, Re-modelling of Farms, Re-
ceiving lUjiiU, &c. He has also Designed and erected a Farm
residence anticoveredHomesteadof the tirst class; is thorotighly
conversant with the principles of Construction and Artificer
and Ground work of all kinds. Liberal remuneration expected.
*«* W. P. A. has been known to Professor Lindley, the learned
Editor of the G'irdeners' Ckrtmicle, for upwards of 20 years, and
has the honour to refer to him a» to his professional capabili-

ties^—Orchai^leighPark, Fromo.

AILIFF OR GENERAL MANAGER.—Has beeii

extensively engaged on a nobleman's estate, where
Agriculture has been carried out most economically; is con-
versant with all Soils, the Management of Woods, Breeding
and Selling Short-horns and other Stock. Satisfactory reasons
furnished for leaving present situation, and the high^
references given.-W. C, Messrs. Gibbs <fe Co., comer of Hall-
Mfion Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

WOOD FOUESIEK, and coald undertake the

management of a Home Farm.—A Scotchman, whoh«»

I

been six years iu England with his present employer. ^*,,
reference can be given.—J. W,, Weatroinster Arms, Holy**^
Street, Westminster, London, S.W.

}
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SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1860. agreed to.

OKYSTAL PALACE.—GRAND ARCHERY MEET-
ING. —The SECOND ANNUAL MEETING of the

ARCHERS of the UNITED KINGDOM will tak« place in the

Grouuds on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July IS and IS).

Ladies aud Gentlemen desirous of competing are requested to

jiiake immediate application to the Manager of the Meeting-,

Mr. N. MerFvIDEW, Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; or to Mr.
Tho>[as Aldred, Hou. Local Secretary, Crystal Palace, Syden-
iiam, ti.E., who will furnish every information in reference to

the ifeeting:. Shooting will commence each day at 1 1 o'clock

by the Geullemeu, and 2 by the Ladies. Disphiy of thu Great
Fountains and Entire Series of Waterworks on WEDNESDAY,
at 5 o'clock.—Open at 10. Adraisyion each day, \8.

in a slight augmentation of the County Court fees,

the salaries of the judges of those courts being

equalised and placed on the Consolidated Fund.
After some discussion the report as amended was

The House then went into committee

on the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill, and agreed

to about 50 clauses. On arriving at clause 77,

the Chairman was ordered to report progress, and
the House resumed. Lord Palmerston then

moved that the committee on the Bill should sit

This motion was

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.
rpHE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
jL BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THIS

IMPORTATION of SEEDS ani> PLANTS
by means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council
are desirous of landing a well iuforraud active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plauts, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. SiUai-y iu proportion to attainments.
Apply immediately by letter only, inclosiug testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, S, St. Martin's
Place, London. W.C.

KCUJS of tf)f

\

In the House of Lords on Monday, in answer to

the Marquis of Nobmanuy, Lord Wodehouse
said that every effort had been made, and severe

measures adopted by General Garibaldi to stop

all violence and outrage among the Sicilians. On
the motion of the Duke of Somerset the N'aval

Discipline Bill was read a second time. The rep rt

upon the amendments of the Criminal Lunatics

Bill AVas brought up and received, and the Law
and Equity Bill passed through committee. On
Tuesday Lord Steatpord de Redclippe called

attention to the recent massacre of Christians in

Syria, and insisted on the necessity of some decided

step being taken by the British Government on
the subject. Lord WoDEnousE said that her Ma-
jesty*s Government hadinstructed Admiral Martin
to take the Mediterranean fleet to the coast of

Syria, and to adopt such steps as he might consider
necessary for the protection of the Christians.

Her Majesty's Government had also been in

communication with Turkey, Russia, Prussia,

Austria, and France as to the measures which
would become necessary, and that it was the wish

of both the French Government and our own that

Turkey should repress these disorders herself, and

take securities against any repetition of them. On
Thursday the Jews Act Amendment Bill passed

through committee. Lord Mayo moved for a

select committee to inquire into the efficiency of

the new Harbour of Refuge at Holyhead. The
Duke of Somerset opposed the motion, and after

some discussion it was withdrawn.

In the Commons on Friday the adjourned

debate on Lord Palmekston's Privilege resolu-

tions was resumed by Mr, D. Seymour,
who contended tbat the resolutions were

iasufB cient for the occasion. Mr. Hoksman
supported the resolutions ; Mr, Bright recom-

mended the House ta giye the Peers an oppor-

tunity of reconsidering their decision, by sending

up another Bill. The first resolution was then

agreed to without a division. On the second reso-

lution Mr, Mellok moved a verbal amendment,
which was opposed by Lord Palmerston, and
negatived on a division by a majority of 317, the

numbers being 369 to 52. Mr. Whalley then
oxoved the adjournment of the debate, which was
negatived on a division by a majority of 397, the
numhers being 433 to 36. The resolution was
then agreed to. On the third resolution being put
Lord Fermot renewed the motion for adjourn-
nient. After some discussion the motion was
withdrawn, and the resolution was adopted with-
out a division. On Monday on the order of the
day for resumiDg the debate on the Report upon
the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Salaries, &c.. Bill,

the Attorkey-General intimated his assent to

the recent vote by which the House had disallowed

the proposal to charge the compensations on the

Consolidated Fund. He explained the means by
which he proposed to provide a fund for these

compensations, and which consisted principally

again on Thursday morning,

opposed, but was carried on a division by 135 to

66, On Tuesday the adjourned debate on the

consideration of the Nuisances Removal and
Diseases Prevention Bill was resumed, and even-

tually the Bill was recommitted. Same pro-

gress was made in committee on the Savings

Banks and Friendly Societies' Investments Bill.

Mr, CocHRAXE moved that the House resolve itself

into a committee to consider an address to Her
Majesty to place the officers and men of the fleet

in China on the same footing as the troops with

respect to extra pay and allowances. Lord C.

Paget said tbat it was his intention iu the course

of a few days to propose a vote as an extra reward

to the officers and men engaged in the last opera-

tions in China, and that when the present opera-

tions were concluded a further reward in the shape

of batta would be distributed among thera. Mr.
Cochrane thereupon withdrew his motion. Mr,

"VVyld obtained leave to bring iua Bill to alter and
amend the law and practice relating to the taking

of votes at elections for members to serve in Par-

liament. The House then went into coAmittee on
the Gas (Metropolis) Bill, when Mr. Staxilan"!)

made a statement iu behalf of the gas companies

and moved that the Chairman leave the chair

After some discussion the Bill, at the suggestion

of Mr, S. EsTCOURT, was referred back to the

select committee. The Smithfield Market, Streets,

and Improvements Bill passed through committee.

The House then went into Committee on the

Roman Catholic Charities Bill, when the third and
fourth clauses, after a protracted discussion, were

agreed to, and the Chairman was ordered to

report progress. On AVednesday the House went
into committee on the Census Bill for England and
"Wales. On clause 4, which raised the question as

to ruligious profession, Mr. Baines, in the interests

of the Dissenters, moved as an amendment that the

words ** religious profession" be struck out of the

clause. Sir G, Lewis condemned the opposition

made by the Dissenters to the clause, but said that

as the returns would probably be incomplete if the

words objected to were retained, he would assent to

the amendment. After considerable debate the

amendment was agreed to, as were also the re-

maining clauses. The Bill then passed through

committee. The House next went into committee

on the Census (Ireland) Bill, when Mr. Card-
well said it was the intention of the Govern-

ment to take the religious census in Ireland,

where the people were unanimously in favour

of it. All the clauses were then agreed to,

aud the Bill passed through committee. On
Thursday in answer to Sir R. Peel, Lord J.

Russell said that it had been the policy of

Her Majesty's Government during the late

events in Sicily and Italy to leave the people

of Sicily, Naples, and he would add the Roman
States, to decide for themselves the form of

government under which they chose to live. On
the order for going into committee of supply, Sir J.

Trelawny moved as an amendment that the House

postpone the consideration of further supplies until

the Paper Duty Repeal Bill should have become

law. On a division the amendment was

ce'^atived by 19S to 13. The House then went

int" a Committee of Supply, when Mr. S. HERiiERi

moved a vote of 3,800,000/. for the expenses of

to report progress. On the order for the third
reading of the Annuity Tax Abolition (Edinburgh)
Bill, Mr. DuNLOP moved as an amendment that
the Bill be read a third time that day three
months. On a division the amendment was nega-
tived by 204 to 17, and the Bill was read a third

time and passed.

Accounts from Beyrout confirm the telegraphic
announcement of the massacre of the Christiana

of Zahleh, Hassebaya, Rachaiaand Der-el-Xamar,
and state that the Christians of Beyrout, Damascus

,

Aleppo, Jerusalem, and other places in Syria,

were in imminent danger of becoming the victims

of similar atrocities at the hands of the Druses,

aided it is said by the Turkish soldiery. At Beyrout

nearly the whole of the Frank inhabitants had
taken refuge on board the English, French, and
Russian men-of-war in the roads, and parties of

marines had been landed from the ships to assist

in maintaining order in the town. The latest

news announces that the arrival of Isjlael Pacha,
one of the heroes of Kars, with 2500 men, had
tended in some measure to restore confidence.

From Constantinople we learn that the Turkish

Government has also sent Fuad Pacha to Bey-
rout with full powers and with reinforcements

which will raise the troops at his command to

16,000 men.—A despatch from Cagliari announces

that the Neapolitan steam corvette, Veloce, of 6

guns, has gone over to Garibaldi.—Accounts from

Canton announce the defeat of the Imperialists

by the rebels, and confirm the report that exten-

sive forts had been erected at Taku. The British

force had left for the Peiho, and hostilities were

considered inevitable.

The Cottht.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Oahorne. On Thursday
the 5th tlie Prince aud Princess of Leiningen and
Prince William of Baden visited the Queen, and
remained to luncheon. In the afternoon her

Mnjesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Duke of Saxe-Coburg and Princess Alice,

drove to R^de in an open carriage and four. On Priday

the Qweeu and Prince Consort, with the Prince of

Wales, Princess Alice, Princess Helena, and the Duke
of Saxe-Coburg. drove to Ventnor, and returned to

Osborne by the ITndercIiff and Slianklin. On Saturday

the Queen drove iu an open carriage to Cariibrouk

Castle, accompanied by Princess Alice, Princess Louisa,

and Prince Arthur, The Prince Consort, \\\t\\ the

Prince of Wales and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg, lode

on horseback. On Sunday morning the Queen, Prmce
Consort, the Prince of Wales, Prince Arthur, Princesses,

Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and the Duke of Saxe-

Coburg attended Divine service at Osborne. The Rev.

G. Prothero officiated. In the afternoon the Dnke of

Saxe-Coburg took leave of her Mnjesty and the Prince

Consort, and left Osborne for Buckingliam Palace,

on his return to Germany. The Duke of Newcastle

arrived on a visit to her Majesty. On Monday morning,

at 9 o'cluck, the Prince Consort and the Prince of

Wales left Osborne for Plymouth, where her Mnjosty's

ship Hero was in waitint^ to convey the Prince of

Wales to Canada, The Queen, accompanied by the

Princess Alice and Prince Arthur, embarked at Trinity

Wliari with the Princess Consort and Prince of Wales
in the Fairy, which conveyed their Royal Highnesses to

the Victoria and Albert in Cowes Road^. Her Majesty,

with the Princeas Alice and Prince Arthur,

remained in the Fairy, which followed the

Royal yacht for some distance, and tb en re-

turned to Trinity Wharf, where her Majesty
and the Royal party landed, aud returned to Osborne.

On Tuesday morning the Queen and the Royal family

walked in the grounds. In the afternoon the Prince

Consort landed at Osborne pier from Plymouth. Her
Majesty, with Princess Alice, drove down to the pier to

meet his Royal Highness. On Wednesday the Duchess
of Kf'nt arrived at OBborne from Frogmore on a visit

to her Mnjesty. The Duchess drove out in the groanda
in the afternoon.
DfiPABTt'BB OF TUB PEUfCE OF ^VaLZS FOR

Cakada.—The Koyal yacht Victoria and Albert nrrired

at Plymouth on Montlay evening at 7 o'clock, with the

Prince of Wales and Prince Consort on board. Sir

Charles Fremantle'a »cju;idron, whioli had arrived oiT

the port in the mominjf, formed two lines to receive

naval and military operations m China be^^onci tne
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Impregnable

ordinary grants for the year 1860-1, \^hich in- anj other shipB-in liamoaze. On roundioj? the wti^t-cud

luded he said the sum of 443,896/, due to the ^f the Breakwater the yard-arms of the Hero, 91, St,

..i;.n' nnvernment for advances on account of George, 91 KmeraR 51, and Ariadne, 2fi were,
^^^^^^and the three latter and Plymouth Citadel saluted.Indian Government

former expeditions to China. After considerable

discussion the vote was reduced, at the suggestion

of Sir H. WiLLOVGHBY, by the sum of 443,896/.,

to be voted separately.

Shortly after their arrival the Corporation of Devoa-

port went on board the Ro>al yacht aud present?*! the

i*rince of Wales witha congratulatory iwldr ,
v\ ]i m h was

to DC voi.a «.u..a.c.,. The vote of 3,3o6, 104/
!
graciously reccUed and replied to by his R^J^;^";?^-

was thin agreel to, and the Chairman was ordered ness. About 2 p.m. the Prmce w«nt on board the Hero,
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imder a Koyal salute from the Emerald and the Citadel.

On Tuesday morning at 4 o'clock the Royal yacht,

with Prince Albert on board, left the Sound for

Osborne, and at 7 o'clock the Hero, with the

Prince of Wales, and the screw steam-frigate Ariadne,

weighed anchor, and sailed for Quebec. On leaving

the port the Prince was saluted by the St. George and

Emerald; by the Citadel, and by the Cornish Royal

Volunteers from a field battery near the ruins in Mount

Edgcurabe Park. About a league and a half south-east of

the Eddystone the Hero wasjoined by the Channel fleet.

At half-past 6 in the evening the Hero was passed and

saluted by the Hawke, 60, coastguard screw steamship,

25 miles south of the Scilly Islands. She was then

proceeding very fast \inder steam and canvas. Admiral

Premantle's Channel squadron had just parted from

her, and was steering under easy sail for the coast of

Ireland. The suite which accompanied the Prince con-

sisted of the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of State for

the Colonies; the Earl of St. Germans, Lord Steward

of her Majesty's Household; Major-Goueral the Hon. R.

Bruce, governor to the Prince; Major Teesdale, R-A.,

and Captain George Grey, Equerries ; and Dr. Acland,

phrslciau to his Royal Highness-

Tke Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the of&cial residence of the Eirst Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council

was held on Wednesday.
Pasliamentaey MoyE:MENT3.

—
"Mr. J. A. Wise has

announced his intention to retire from the representa-

tion of Stafford, and the Right. Hon. J. Wynne is

about to retire from the representation of Sligo. Mr.

Stewart has retired from the contest for Donegal, and

Lord Hamilton will therefore be unopposed. Mr. Moor
has announced himself as a candidate for Rrighton in

opposition to Mr. Goldsmid and Mr, White,
The BrsHorEic of Natal.—The Right Rev. Dr.

Colenso, who was appointed in 1853 the first Bishop of

Natal, has intimated his intention of resigning his

see for the purpose of proceeding as a missionary

to the couuLry of the Zulus, in order to plant

the Gospel in that territory.

r

M. Jules Gerard, the famous lion-killer. It is expected

that the National Guards, and such of the public asjoin

tlie Association, will soon become expert sharpshooters

under his training. A circular has been addressed to

the Prefects of France by the Minister of the Interior,

requiring them to take vigilant measures to suppress

the feuUleto7is published in the Frencli journals.
" The feuiUtton romance," it says, '* that outrages proper feel-

ing in the lower columns of a journal is even, perhaps, more

hurtful than the dangerous articles in the upper columns that

tend to unsettle public opinion. This easy species of litera-

ture, which oulv aspires to success through the cynicism of

the scenes it represents, the immorality ot its intrigues, and

the singular perversity of its heroes, has latterly acquired a

sad and dangerous development. Invading, as it docs, almost

all the periodicftl publications, proiiting even by this method

of publicity to keep in suspense and super-excite the morbid

curiosity of readers, it unceasingly disseminates its mex-

haustible and meretricious conceptions ; and must now be put

down by the salutary penal laws which are in existence lor the

protection of public morals."
i

'
l

PORTUGAI;,—Accounts from Lisbon of the 10th mst.

state that the Portuguese press enthusiastically sup-

ports the new Ministry.

Spaix.—^A royal decree prorogues the session of the ^
^ ^^^

Cortes. The Official Gazette announces that an exhi-
\
j^ifteen liundred Austrians had been sent to Urbino".

bitiou of the fine arts will be held at JMadrid at the end
, Yi\q hundred and fifty-seven Irish volunteers had dis-

of October. Senor Zabala has been appointed Minister
'

of Marine, and General Mac Rohon has been appointed

Captain-General of the Philippine Islands. General

Rios has died at Tetuan ; but his body will be trans-

ported to Barcelona. Large quantities of provisions

have been stored at Tetuan and Ceuta.

Swt:den".—Immediately after the return of the King

announce officially to M. Thouvenel that Greece will
pay 900,000f. yearly to France, England, and Russia
until the debt of the protecting Powers is liquidated. '

Italy.—Accounts from Naples state that the Ministry
has obtained the Royal assent to the removal of General
Nunziante and the Court Camarilla of the former reic^n

The commissary of police, Campagna, has been arrested"
in order to give explanations relative to the attack on
the French Ambassador, Baron Brenier; and the two
Manettas, father and son, have also been arrested on
suspicion of having been concerned in the attack. Thev
were taken on the 5th inst. in the Island of Ischia
and sent to Naples the next day. A grand fete is to
take place at the San Carlo in honour of the Constitution
at which the King, Queen, the King's brothers, and
other members of the Royal family will be present,
—A despatch from Rome says that General Lamoriciere
having withdrawn his troops into the interior
insurrectionary movements have breken out at
Sant' Agata, Montefeltro, and near Cattolica. The
Papal troops stationed at_ Pesaro were ready for
departure, but their destination was not known

Fbance.—It is announced that the Conference for

the settlement of the question of Savoy will not
take place till October, and that the Powers have
agreed to be represented by their ordinary Ambassa-
dors at the Court of the Tuileries. It will meet
at Paris under the presidency of M. Thouvenel.
By the mail steamer which left Marseilles on Sunday,
M. Thouvenel sent instructions to the Marquis de
Lavalette, directing him to inform the Porte that
Prance, from feelings of humanity, as well as in con-
sequence of ibrmer conventions concluded wftii Turkey^
is bound to put a stop to the Iiornblo massacres of the
Christians in Syria. Tiie Turkish authorities not being
capable of protecting the Sultan's own subjects, France
will concert with the other Powers the most efficacious

means for preventing the bloody scenes of which Syria
has become the theatre. Orders were also sent to
Admiral Jehemie at Naples, directing him to proceed to
Beyrout with the Donawerth and Kylau, in order to
protect the Christians, and two men-of-war left Toulon
on Sunday to replace these ships at Naples. In order
however not to obstruct the free action of the Turkish
Government, as well as to leave to it a complete
responsibility, the French Cabinet has instructed
Admiral Jehenne to abstain from all intervention, and
confine himself to protecting the French Consuls and to

oifering refuge to all Christians who may apply for it.

It is positively stated that a perfect understanding
exists between the Governments of England and France
in reference to the affairs of Syria, On Monday after-
noon Prince Metternich had a long conference with M.
Thouvenel in reference to the initiative which France
has taken in favour of the Syrian Christians and in
claiming the concurrence of the Great Powers on the
same subject. In consequence of this conference.
Count Hoyos, Secretary of the Austrian Embassy at
Paris, left on Monday evening with despatches from
Prince Metternich for the Austrian Cabinet at Vienna.—By an Imperial decree, Vice-Admiral Roraain-Des-
fosses has been promoted to the rank of Admiral;
Rear-Admiral Count Bouet-Willaumez to that of
Vice-Admiral ; and Captains Lvigeol, Maussion de
Cande, Boiiet, .Taurus, Labronsse, andD'Aboville, to that
of Rear-Admiral. The Dnl;e do Grammont has com-
pleted his cure at the waters of Viciiy, and lias left

Paris to resume his functions as Ambassador at
Rome.— The Marquis d'Antonini, the Neapolitan
Ambassador, has officially announced to M. Thouvenel
and to the members of the Diplomatic Corps that he
has sent his resignation to Naples. Signor Ajossa, the
ex-tlirector of the Neapolitan police vvho took refuge at
the French embassy iluring the recent riots, has arrived
in Paris.—The manceuvres which will, take place thid
year at the Camp of Chalons are intended to decide
upon the expediency of transforming all the heavy
cavalry of the French army into light cavalry. Several
foreign Courts will send military delegates, and it is

axpected that several German Sovereigns will also be
present to witness the exptiriments. The Emperor has
authorised the formation of a National Kltle Association
like that in England, to be uoder the (Jirection of

embarked at Ancona, and committed disorders at
Sinignglia, which were repressed by the Papal
Carabiniers. The Irish Volunteers who had arrived at

Rome had been ordered to march to Spoleto, where a

corps of 10,000 men is to be concentrated before the

fortress. The total number of Irish who had arrived,

^
or were expected, amounted to 400. The Papal army

from the camp of Scbonen, his Majesty dissolved the
|
^y^s paid at the Siunc rate as when oa service

interim Government. Much sympathy lias been shown I

;„ f]ie field,—Accounts from Trieste state that the

in Sweden for Garibaldi, and a fund collected for his Austrian Government is undertaking gigantic works,

use at Gottenburg had reached 1046 thalers on June 26, i \^ order to render the famous quadrilateral per-

including the gross receipts of a soiree, which produced fectly impregnable. At Verona the works are

365 thalers.
^^ \

directed by 14 engineer officers, who have imder their

Bavaeia.—The Emperor of Austria and the King of
j
orders an entire regiment of engineers. The fortresB

Bavaria will be present at the inauguration of the
. of Mantua has recently received a large supply of heavy

opening of the railway between Salzburg and Munich,
j

guns, and heavy artillery has also been sent to Verona
which wil} take place on the 15th August. The

i ^^^1 Venice. There are now four corps d'arinee hi

sovereigns will meet at Salzburg, whence they will Venetia, but it is said that only one of them is on a full

proceed to Munich, where several other German ^yj^j. footin^-. New gunboats have been placed on the

sovereigns are expected, I Po as well as on the Lake of Garda. One thousand

PRUSSIA.—Accounts from Baden state that notwith- i five hundred volunteers embarked on the 9th inst. at

standing the denials of some newspapers, it is certain

that the Prince Resent during the recent Conference
drew the attention of the other sovereigns to the state

of things in Italy. The King of Naples had directed the

Marquis d'Antonini, the Neapolitan Ambassador at Paris,

who is well known to the Prince, to request his Royal
Highness to defend in the Conference the monarchical

interest threatened in Sicily. The Prince Regent, in

reply, gave the Marquis to understand that he acceded
to his request, and not only remarked on the state of

affiiirs in Italy, but also caused an exchange of views on
that question to take place between the Powers in the
ordinary diplomatic course,

Feankfout.— The German Sovereigns have re-

nounced their project of holding special conferences at

Baden, considering that a definite understanding would
be more easily brought about by confiding the negotia-

tions to their ordinary representatives at the Federal
Diet. Frankfort moreover being a more central point,

.
the Plenipotentiaries accredited to the Diet are much
better informed than special envoys would be. In the
meantime there is a frequent exchange of views between
the German Courts, with the object of concerting the
instructions to be given to their representatives at

Frankfort,

Austria.—Count Rechberg has instructed Prince
Metternich to declare to M. Thouvenel, in the'name of
the Austrian Government, that Austria intends to

maintain that Piedmont can show no title to be
admitted to the Conference. The rumom- that the
Austrian Government intends to contract a new loan is

without foundation. The official (?dre^^e publishes the
report of the National Debt Committee, stating that

the entire national debt amo\inted at the beginning of

1860 to 2,268,000,000fl., Austrian currency. Tlie

annual interest required amounts to 99,500,000(1. The
Committee propose the gradual conversion into 5 per
cent, securities, Austrian currenc}', of all bonds of

Kouventionsmiinze not belonging to the category of
lottery shares, and that the further redemption of the
bonds be suspended until the surplus of the public
revenue offers sufficient means for their partial redemp-
tion. The opinion ofthe Minister ofFinance on this report,

which is also published, is adverse to a forced conver-
sion of the national debt. The budget of the Austrian
War Department, which has just appeared at
Vienna, contains an item of 1,000,000 florins for the
troops of the Duke of Modena, whom he took witli him
from Italy. It is believed that this item will be

Genoa for Sicily. Another embarcation was to take

place on the following evening, and volunteers con-

tinued to arrive. The municipality of Pavia has-

forwarded 14,000f. to Garibaldi, with an announcement

that they will soon send more.

Sicily.—A despatch from Cagllari states that the

Neapolitan steam corvette Veloce, 6 guns, had gone over

to Garibahli. Advices from Messina to the 8th inst. state

that Colonel Medici was at the village of Barcellona,

awaiting volunteers. He had reconnoitred the heights

of Messina and Melazzo, The attack on Melazzo was

fixed for the 10th inst. Assassinations took place at

Messina on the night of the 7th, The Neapolitan army

was demoralised and the soldiers were deserting. Signor

Cosenz arrived at Palermo on the 6th inst., and was

received with joy by General Garibaldi.

Malta.—The English fleet, which left Malta in June

last, is cruising in the Levant. A division is at

Navarino,

Syria.—Accounts from Beyrout confirm the tele-

graphic despatch announcing the massacre of the

Christians of Zahleh, Hassebaya, Rachaia, and Der-el-

Kamar, and there is reason to believe that these

atrocities have been committed with the connivance of

the Turkish authorities, and the co-operation of

Moslems, Metwalis, and the Druses. The village of

Dheis-el-Kamar was sacked, burnt, and every Christian

male, to the number of 2000 put to the sword by the

Druses, who a fortnight before had disarmed theiDj

in cold blood. The women and children escaped and

reached the mouth of the Damoor river, whence they

were rescued to the number of 1100, by H.M. ships

Gannet and Mohawk. Of the men of Dheis-el-Kamar,

not more than 30 escaped. The refugees say

that the Turkish soldiers assisted the Druses, and

were the only people who insulted the wcmen.

The Christians of Damascus, Aleppo, Naupulas, Jeru-

salem, and all other places throughout Syria are in

imminent danger of losing their women, children, pro-

perty, and lives, while about 16,000 families are abeady

homeless, many of whom will doubtless die of hunger.

The agitation at Damascus was so great that cannon

had been placed in position, and Abd-el-Kader had come

forward to use his influence for the protection of the

Christians. There was such a general panic at Beyrout,

that nearly the whole Christian population had taken

refuge on board the English, French, and Russian men-

of war, which had landed marines to assist in maul-

energetically protested against in the Council of the taining order. Her Majesty's steamer Exmouth hiw

embarked the cash, books, and personnel of the Ottomaii

Bank, and as many of the other English residents »
possible. It was reported that the French consul at

Beyrout had received a blow on the head from a ?*'^*

ghan, but there is at present no confirmation o| the

Empire.
Russia.—An Imperial ukase lias appeared, ordering

that for the future in all the 44 governments of the

empire magisterial investigations in criminal cases shall

be no longer carried on by the police, but shall be
, ^ » — -•' "« ^-^»^ -- ^ • t h*

confided to certain officers belonging to the Ministry of rumour, though it is certain that the Christian ^^^"\

Justice. These inverftigating magistrates will receive a ' tants were taking to flight. The French Governme

yearly stipend of 1000 silver rubles. A code of laws
|

have since received the important intelligence tna

ifor their guidance and for the police has also appeared,
j

Ismail Pacha had arrived Irom Constantinople,^^'*

Several addresses have been presented to the Emperor 2500 men, to put a atop to the massacres, Ismail ra

from the nobles expressing approval of this reform. is the general who dnring the Crimean war, "^. i

Geeece.—The Greek Government has commanded
,
himself illustrious by the defence of Kars. ^j?,?"^!^,

Qpi^SV^ Kalergis, Minister Plenipotentiary at Pfixi^ to in a grsat measure restored coufideBce. The follow*

\
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^^t^^lromihAt town of the 2l8t ult. gives a detailed

acconnt of the outbreak :—

"I have already informed you that JaMr Pasha had gone

to Der-el-Kamar in order to compel the Druaes to absiudon

the attack on that place. Since then we have learnt that

he could not obtain that result, except by giving the latter

the assurance that the Christians would not leave it on any

nreteuce. Being trailquillised on that score they turned their

attention towards the two towns of Hassobaya and Rachaia, and
made a vigorous attack on them, and the former fell into their

bauds. The inhabitauts took refuge in the barracks, but they

were not admitted without depositing their arms. Rachaia

baring resisted, the Druses were compelled to conclude a

treaty of peace, but which, notwithstanding all formalities

bad been gone through with the idea of making it lasting, did

not continue in force for more than 24 hours, the town being

again attacked at the expiration of that time. The Christians

being taken unawares were massacred, and their houses pillaged

auii burnt. After completing their work at Rachaaa the Druses re-

turned to the barracks of Hassebaya. The unfortunate people in

it experienced the same fate as their neighbours ; they were all

slaughtered, and with them the MusaulniiUi Governor and
32 members of his family, because they were descendants of

tbe Clicab family, and protected the Christians against those
horrible attacks. After the destruction of these two towns the
Druses, accompanied by a great number of the Bedouins of the
plain, Metualis, Mussulmans, and other non-Christian sects,

went to the town of ZahM, which could not offer any effectual

resistcncc. After the massacre of all the inhabitants, a French
Jesuit convent at the gates of the town was set fire to. Having
accomplished this work there only remained for them Der-el-

Kamar to put the finishing stroke to their atrocities. They
attacked it with tbe greatest fury, and there now remains of it

ueither houses nor inhabitants. At the present time the

country which formed the Druse Kaimakanate does not contain

a Christian, and the general expectation is that the Druses,

reinforced by Mussulmans of all sects, will soon attack the

other Christian countries—Maten, Beckfeya, Castrawan, fee.

Unless assistance be sent from abroad, the Christians of this

country will soon be completely anniliilated.

"

Coast of Africa.—Accounts from Sierra Leone to

the 21st ult. state that on the 14th the town of

Maybeli was attached and plundered by a party of

Kosiolis. The mission premist!s were sached, and ilr,

and Mrs. "Wiltshire, the missionaries, narrowly escaped

with their lives. The war between the two kings of

Alvim had been put an end to by mutual consent.

India.—The Bombay mail has arrived with news

from that presidency to the 7th June :

—

^i?i6ct7/.— Lieut. -General Sir James Outram, President of the

Council of India, has issued a very lengthened minute, protes-

ting against the proposedamalgamation of her Majesty's Inditin

forces with the British army. He bases his protest in 75

-different articles, and expresses his belief tliat if the

measure is carried out it will prove most iDJurioift to India,

and inflict a great grievance on the servants of the late East

India Company.
Calcutta.—hord Canning returned to Calcutta on the 21st

May, and Lord Clyde returned on the followirg day. On the
S6th Mr. Wilson presented to the Legislative Council tbe report

of the select committee on tbe Income-tax Bill, approving of
its main principles, but introducing changes and improvements
in the details with the view^of simplifying its machinery and
bringing it into harmony with the theory and practice of the
existing revenue system. The License Bill had been postponed.
Banswarra.—Disturbances have taken place at Banswarra,

and troops have been ordered out from Mhow, Neemuch,
Ahmedabad, and Baroda to assist iu their suppression.
Banswarra is a Rajpoot State 45 miles long by 33 wide, on the

route from iihow to Deesa. The State pays a small tribute to

the Supreme Government, and maintains a force of 500 or 600

soldiers, exclusive of its military police. The cause of the

disturbances has not transpired.

Persia.—The aspect of affairs is hostile. In the

Persian Gulf the Governor of Bahrein has hoisted the

Persian flag, and ordered us off the island. Captain

Jones went over in the Semirarais to remonstrate; but

the Governer refused to listen to him. Captain

Jones, therefore, returned to Muscat. Balirein originally

belonged to independent chiefs, and it is just possible,

if they are supported by the Shall, that if we aid tbe

cause of the Muscat Prince, to whom the island now
belongs by right of couquest, the result may be another

Persian war.

Cetlott.—Lord Elgin and Baron Gros have left

Galle for China. About 100 boxes of specie have been

recovered from the wreck of the Malabar, with a small

quantity of luggage, including among the latter Her

Majesty's autograph letter to the Emperor of China,

Lord Elgin's credentials and instructions, and his

orders of the Thistle and the Bath. The letter is

legible, though much discoloured, while the credentials

are in very fair preservation. Baron Gros has also

recovered his papers, but the ink is all but obliterated.

and the autograph letter of the Emperor is a blank

-sheet. The luggage is utterly ruined by the salt water

and bilge.

China.—Accounts from Canton of :May 22 state that

trade was almost at a standstill, the insurgents having

defeated the Imperial troops. The British force had

left for the Peiho, and a collision was considered in-

evitable. Sir Hope Grant was to sail north on

May 27. At Shanghai great excitement prevailed

-among the Chinese owing to the progress of the rebels.

At Naukin the Imperialists had been forced to raise tlie

the siege, with the loss of their guns. Chusan had
been placed in charge of the allied Commission. Tlie

French were settling at Cheefoo, in the Gulf of PecheU.

The reported erection of extensive forts at Taku was

•confirmed.

United States.—The Great Eastern arrived at

New York on the 28th June after a passage of

llj days. She reached the dock without the least

trouble. An immense crowd assembled, and much
enthusiasm was manifested.

which the ship ran in one

The shortest was 254 miles.

attained during the voyage

hour. The New York journals are almost entirely

filled with descriptions and incidents of the voyage, and

the New York Uerald publisher nearly 20 columns of

' particulars. On the 25th of June, the Tliitty-sixth Con-
gress of the United States was brought to a close, with
the usual ceremonies. On the 26th the Senate met again

for a Special Executive Session, when the extradition

treaties with Switzerland and Sweden were ratified;

and Treaties of Commerce were ratified with Bolivia,

Venezuela, Honduras, and Nicaragua. The Treaty with
Nicaragua was amended, so that an American force

cannot be used without the previous consent of the

United States Congress. The Mexican Treaty and the

Treaty with Spain, for the settlement of the cloims

of the two countiies on Mexico, were rejected. The
special session was brought to a conclusion on the 28th

ult., and the Senate adjourned sine die. The San Juan
question is said to bo no nearer a solution than

when the negotiations first commenced. Commodore
Vanderbilt had refused to carry any more mails for the

United States, Congress having adjourned without

making any appropriation for that purpose. Mr.
Douglas, in formally accepting his nomination to the

Presidency, has strongly reiterated non-intervention

doctrines. The Japanese Ambassadors took their de-

parture on the 30th ult. in the United States' frigate

Niagara.
Mexico.—The English had blockaded the port of San

Bias, and had landed troops, wlio kept possession of the

mouth of the river. Tliey evacuated the town on the

28th. The cause of these proceedings was belived

to be the imprisonment of the British Consul on a

charge of smuggling.

AUSTRALIA.—Accounts from Sydney of May 18 state

that the export duties on gold will be abolished at the

end of the year. Accounts from Melbourne state that

the Appropriation Bill and the Land Bill had been read

a second time in Council, Tlie committal of the Lftnd

Bill was opposed and the debate adjourned. The
general feeling was adverse to deferred payments and

commonage.

Ne"w Zealand.—a letter from the Governor of New
Zealand, dated Auckland, April 6, says that there is

reason to believe that the chiefs will he brought to

reason, and that the town and district of Auckland Ls

perfectly secure against any attack which could be made
by the largest force the Maoris could bring into the

field. The following, received by way of Melbourne, is

the latest intelligence of the war:

—

"We have news from Taranaki to the 3d May, nearly a

month later than was contained in our hist summary. There

had been nd more bloodshed, but the aspect of allaira was still

extrcn:ely unsatisfactory. Large reinforcements had arrived,

and there were at Taranaki above 800 troops of the lino, com-

posed of detachments of the 12th Regiment from Sydney,

the 40th from Melbourne and Hobart Town, and the (luth

stationed in New Zealand, in addition to 45 artillei-y-

men, together with the local militia and volunteers, some
engineers, the marines and blue jackets of the Pclorua,

Iris, Elk, Cordelia, and the crew of the Victorian sloop

of war Victoria. There was some reason to appre-

hend that the Waikatos near Auckland would take

part in the war, and a portion of the 65th Regi-

ment and her Majesty's ship Niger were rctaint-d

at the capital. The powerful tribes at Wanganui and Wel-
lington had promised to preserve their neutraMty ; but a

very uneasy feeling prevailed. Meanwhile the natives had
possession of the interior, and all the women and children

had been sent away from Taranaki. Rumours had prevailed

that, at the suggestion of Bishop Selwyn, the Government
would make great concessions to Wiremu Kiiigi ; but this

l.olicy was violently opposed by the settlers. Great complaints

were made of the incompetency of Colonel Gold, who was in

command of the troops ; and there was great reason to appre-

hend a general rising of the natives on the northern island.

The amount of injury to the property of the settlers must be
enormous. Meanwhile, Wircmu Kingi remains in his pah;
professes himself ready for the soldiers whenever they clioose

to attack them ; and has formally given the Land in dispute to

the Maori king."

The greatest distance

day was 333 miles.

The greatest speed

w^ 14^ knots per

43avlianunt*

HOUSE OF LORDa
Friday.—S(. Georgt^g-m-ihe-Eaet.—In answer to Lord DuK-

GANN'OK, the Bishop of London said that there had been threat

difficulty in dealiug with the riots in this church, but an

Act had bees passed during the present session enabling

the churchwardens to take any brawler in a church before a

justice of the peace, who could fine him 5i., or award, in de-

fault of payment, two months' imprisonment, which would

perhaps remedy the evil. Further legislation however, in

his opinion, was also required in order that those

who were the cause of such riots should be punished.

Karl Granvii.lf. said that the Government deeply deplored

the continviance of these riots, but eouhl not do more than

it was df.ing. The Eail of Rllenbobouoh suggested that

the church should be closed.—The Lord Chancellor said that

neither the Queen' in Council nor the Government had power

to pass an order to close a church. Chri»tianit}/ in India.—ThQ

Bishop of Oxford presented a petition on the introduction at

the Rible into the Government schools in India, .-md urged the

Government to repeal the measure which excluded the B.ble

from those schools.-A short discussion ensued on the subject

between Lord Galloway, the Duke of MARtBonorou. Lord

GRANVifcLE, and Lord Bbououam. The .^^/ ^.- -/ A nl

the Cafiokan and Cnnan Raih^n. BUI parsed through

^'''Sda^y -/M^/ find Sicily.-The Marquis of Nohmaney cor-

rected a misapprehension of some remarks made by him a few

Sts since regarding his Florentine correspondence, and the

eiSss^ committed by those acting under the control of

Garibaldi He reiterated his assertion that atrocities had been

commuted by the revolutionary party, but exonerated Gencml
?^ -KiiH? from conniving at them.—Lord Brouohak defendBa

thTcondu t o't^revS^t^oni and of General Garibaldi, and

hnn?d that the promise of the constitution would fail to saye

"t^e detestable tyrant of Naple8."-Lord ^^0DEH0USE s^d

+u„*fr^«; the latest intellitfenco which had been received by

hfborrnmenUt^w^^^ that tieneral Garibaldi had

adopted the severest means to check excesses. 1/ the people

^d^committed atrocities, were the Royal troops tameless ?-

ThP nSe of SoMERSETT movcd the second reading ot the haial

m^^t^t ^Hbe object of which he explained was not to

make any extensive changes, hut to regulate a number of
minor oflcnces and to consolidate the existing law, in which
there had been no alteration for the last century.—After a
short discussion, in which the Earl of IlAitnwicKE and other
noble lords took part, the Bill was read a second time. The
Law and Equity BUI passed through committee. Several other
Bills were advanced a stage.
Tuesday.— The Massacres in Syria.—Lord Stratford be

Redcliffe asked what steps had been taken by the Govern-
ment in reference to the massacre of the Christians in the
Libatius, cither singly or in concert with other Powers ; and
whether the Government had received information that France
had determined to put a stop to the atrocities.—Lord Wode-
uousE was sorry to confirm the accoimts which had been
received from Syria, than which nothing could be more dis-

tressing. The principal places in which these massacres had
been perpetrated were Hasbeeyeh and Zahleh. At the former
jjlace the Christians, imder fair promises, were persuaded to
lay down their arms, and were massacred the nest day by the
Druses, before the Turkish troops, who had not, as it seemed,
interfered to pi-event such an atrocious crime. At Zahleh the
people, after defending themselves, were overpowered. In
both places however great numbers of Christians, he was glad

to say, had escaped. The whole country was in a state of the

direst confusion, the Turkish authorities being mucli to blame
for their indolence iu suppressing the outbreak. Her Majesty's
Government had de?pacched Admiral Martin with a squadron
to the coast of Syria for the protection of British subjects.

France and Russia had also sent vessels of war for the same
purpose. Hor Majesty's Govenimcnt had been in communi-
catioa with those two Powers, as well as with the Governments
of Tvirkey, Prussia, and Austria on the subject. No intelli-

gence had been received irom Paris that France meditated
taking strong measures if the Porte was unable to suppress
these disisters. Tlie attention of all the great Powers had
been directed to this point, as it was considered absolutely

necessary that some decided step should be taken, one of the
Consuls having reported that there were 20,000 women and
children wandering iu the mountains without shelter, liable at

any moment to be murdered by the infuriated Druses. The
Raihcay Cheap Trains Bill was read a second time. The local

Boards of Ikalth JHll was read a third time and passed. The
Amalgamation of Small Benefices in Ireland BUI, the Universities

and Colleges Estate.'! Bill, and the Phcenix Park Bill were read a

second time.
Thursday.—Lord Lyndhdrst moved that the House resolve

itself into Committee on the Jew^' Act Amendment BUI, the

object of which was to prevent the necessity of a separate

resolution when a Jew took hia seat in the House of Commons,
by making that resolution a standing order.—Lord Chelms-
ford opposed tiie Bill, uiging that the Act ns it stood precisely

fulfilled the intentions uf the Lc^^^i-^Iature.—Lord Brocoham
urged the House not to reject this measure, which
seemed a fair and reasonable mode of carrying out the

wishes of the House of Commons. He took the op^r-
timity of asserting the right of their lordships to reject

anv Bill whatever whenever they thought fit. The niiiti*)n

wa's agreed to, and the Bill p:i8sed through committee.

The Indemnity iuid the local Taxation Bilh were iva-l a second

time. The Railway Cheap Trains Bill, tbe Auirm.ntation qf
i^mall Bem'ficesi Ireland) Bdl, the Univeraities and C " "s Estates

BUI, passed through committee. The lata and Equity Bill

wasroada third time and passed.—The Earl of Mayo moved
for a select committee to inquire into the state of tlie liar

at Holyhead, and the cause of the numerous wrecks which have

occurred there.—The Ouke tif ISo.MKn.-^i: r said that thu present

harbourhad been erected under the advice of a commission, and
he could not take ou himself tbe respon Ability of constructing

a now one. The present works ought tobe completed before

any further steps were taken. As to the committee, he saw
no practical uho in its appointment. After a short discussion,

the motion was wthdrawn.
FmDW. —Scottidi Dra « aiitl I.nprovemen^ Company's StU.

—On the motion for the third reading of this Bill, Lord St.

Leonards moved that the further consideration of tbe Bill be

postponed for a Ibrtni^ht. He opposed the Bill on the ground

that it enabled the company to lend money on mortgage for

improvements on lauds already mortgaged, without regard to

the extent of its previous encumbrance or its rontiil, and

further because it gave the company priority over the mortga-

gees who had preceded it in adv.incing money on the land.

[Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
ISRID^Y.—Collection of Taxes.—In reply to Mr. XoRRrg,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the boards

of land tax commissioners had reported, in .answer to a

circular which had been sent to them, m favour of a transfer of

the duties of the collection of the income and assessed taxes to

the officers of Inland Revenue, especially in rountry distncU.

GaVe and Trincnmalee.—lAx. Bailuk asked if it was the mten-

tion of Goveniment to continue to compel the Indum and

Australian packets to use the harbom- of Galle. r,r would allow

thom to use for the future the harbour of Trincomalee ?—Lord
C Paget said that no alteration would bo made m the j>re.sent

arrangements.—In reply to Mr. Ceawford, Lord PALMEitaXON

said that he intended to persevere with the Banl'r 'i-fr., BM^
however late it might prolong the session. Poor law in

i:t Pancras.—In answer to Mr. Lanioan, Sir G. Lewis said

that the proceeding of the magistrates in signmg.the order of

removal of a poor Irishwoman called Maiy Carter was

unquestionably ineguiar, and that the magistrates would
careful in future. 'Ihe Privi'ege

asked if, in the event of the
being carried, the Government

- thtm up by action, iu accord-

ance with'the declaration of the Cl.^uicellor of the Kxchequer.

—Lord Palmkrston said he was perfectly satisfied with the

resolutions, and if they were carried he did not intend to go

further.—The adjourned debate upon the resolutions was then

resumed by Mr. Dioby Heymour, who contended that they

did not go far enough, and moved an additiouiil clause, st-rting

forth *' that the rejection by the Lords of the Bill for roi>ealing

the Paper Duty is a violation of tho constitutional rights of

the Common.**."-Mr. Hobsmak reminded the House tbut ho

and othera had opposed the r '
''*'

' ' 'rdutyatapOTiod

when there was a dutjcicncy iu tbe e lucr. The net of the

Houso of Lords was not, in his opinion, the rejection of a

money Bill but the reversal of a f 'Cial j y which ap-

peared to them to be apart of n -^rf.r, dungL-r-us, and iimo-

' Uing scheme upon which the Cuitiicuiior of the Exche<pier

was about to enter. It wjw a fallacy t
. .

' ^
: the H.-uso

of Lords was not a cnnstitutionnl becaii=" not a rui-.w v..:..aive

body It was as much as the House oi (.(jmrn an integral

portion of the Legislature, and a tru.. of tbe natioujl

interest; it represented a large amount of the feehng of tho

country: it w»8 responsible to the same tribunal of pubhc

oniuion, and it was eminently calculated to -rgo tho«

constitutional functions absolutely necessary f.-r i anwmentary

government. In matters of hD"»cetlie con.-.. ^-g action of*

^ond chamber was the more desirable, although he adimttod

that monev Bills ought to originate in the <- h. So ttr

from^eeklug to limit the authority^ House of Lords, he

WM rather in favour of admitting them to a largr - .re of

ruO.ority in the general legislation of tbe <>^"ntry. In his

omiion the rejection of the Paper Duty Bill wiw^^^^t ^ho

exerS« of an undoubted legal anl constitutional nght, and he

Wd Aefore give the resolutions a sincere and cordi4

be instructed to be more
/ieio/M(;o3«.—Lord Fkbmoy
resolutions on Tax Bills

were prepared to follow

I
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fiupporu.—j>lr. iiBiuHT did not leel himsell' callea uptm
to attack or defend the resolutions, but in his view
hey were not worthy of the occasion. Tliey bore

the marks of being prepared by more than one hand,
and, if they expressed all the House was to express
Tinder the circumstances of the nionient, he thought that pos-
terity would say that they were the resolutions of a somewhat

• degenerate House of Commons. He did not think that they
were taking a sufficiently bold and decided co\u*se by agreeing
to the resolutions, because the House of Lords had reversed in
a moment the fundamental principle, so long asserted by the
Commons, that taxation and representation should be insepar-
able in this kingdom. The House of Commons was the best
judge of what was necessary for the trade of the country, and
of what financial measures should be passed for its mainte-
nance, yet it was now asked, in the most unblushing and
audacious manner, to abdicate its functions, and leave the
control in the hands of 400 inexperienced and irresponsible

< gentlemen. The House of Lords had committed two offences
which would not raise its character in the eyes of the people.
In rejecting the Bill for the repeal of the paper duty it had

_ strangled a great branch of industry, while, by increasing the
income-tax by a million, it had trampled upon the confidence
and abused the f;uth of the House of Commons. The course

' lie would recommend, and which he believed would be conso-
nant with the dignity of the House, would be to pass another
Bill for the repeal of the paper duty, and he believed the Lords
would accept it. He reminded the House of the great obliga-
tions which it owed to the wise and beneficent policy of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and ho warned the Administra-
tion of the consequence which would result from the loss of so
sagacious and far-seeing a statesman. The position in which
the House was placed was humiliating, for it bad abased itself

before an irresponsible and hereditary chamber. He at least
would be free from the shame which he feared would attach to
the chief actors in these proceedings, for he would do all in his
power to maintain the honour of the House, and to preserve
inviolate the sacred trust confided to him by his constituents.
The first resolution was then agreed to.—On the second reso-
lution being put, Mr. Mellor said that it expressed more
than the precedents proved, and moved to amend it by
inserting, after "relating," the words "among other matters."—
Lord Palmerston objected to the insertion of the words. The
wording of the resolution, he observed, had been the subject of
a good deal of consideration. — Mr. Whalley moved the
adjournment of the debate, but the motion was negatived on a
division by 433 to 36. The House next divided upon Mr.
Mellor's amendment, which was negatived by 369 to 52. The
resolution was then agreed to.—The third resolution having
been put. Lord Fermoy moved that the debate be adjourned ;

but the motion was negatived, after some discussion. The reso-
lution was then agreed to. The other orders of the day having
been gone through, and certain Bills forwarded, the House
adjourned at 3 o'clock to Monday.

Mo^^^AT.—T^^ Paper Duties.—In reply to a question from
Mr. Disraeli, the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated that
it was his intention to move a resolution for equalising the
customs and excise duties on paper ; and would give full notice
of the form in which he would make the proposal.—Sir J. Tre-
i^wxY expressed his determination to oppose all motions for
going into committee of supply until tlie question of the paper
du^ was anally settled. The Census Bill.—In answer to Sir

. C. Douglas, Sir G. Lewis said that he would state the inten-
tions of the Government with reference to this mejisure on
Wednesday.—On the order of the day for resuming the debate
on the report upon Bankruptcy and Insolvency ikilaries^ the
Attorney-General explained the means by which he intended
to repair the " mischief" done by the vote of the House for
omitting the word '• compensation" from the BilL He pro-

;^
posed to leave the additional salaries of the county courtjudges
on the Consolidated Fund, but to give the Consolidated Fund
a large compensation in lieu thereof. He would fix the salaries
of the county courtjudges at the uniform rate of 1500^. a year.
The fund from which he proposed to pay the other salaries and
compensations would be raised from an augmeutition of fees
in the county courts. He frankly admitted that unless there
was a gcnerid disposition to put confidence in the Government,
in the attention and care of those who had framed the Bill,
and in the approbation expressed of the measure by the mer-
cantile claates throughout the country, he must give up the
attempt to legislate on the subject as a hopeless task. In con-
clusion he moved that the report as amended be agreed to.—
Sir H. Willoughbt denied that the vote of the House refusing
to transfer the salaries and compensations of the new Court of
Bankruptcy to the Consolidated Fund had been attended with
any mischief. All the House had done by that vote was to
leave them chargeable upon the Suitors' Fee Fund, as before.—
Mr. Barrow doubted the justice of raising a fvmd to pay the
officers of one court by increasing the fees payable by suitors
in another, and that other the poorest court in the kingdom.

—

Mr. BouvERiE defended the vote which he had given with the
majority on a previous evening, and said that the Attomey-
tteneral could scarcely expect the House to pass a Bill of 550
Clauds on his simple ipge dixit.—After some observations from
Mr. Henley and Mr. Malins, the report was agreed to.—The

-.House then went into committee on the Bankruptcy and Insol-
vency BiU, the clauses of which up to the 77th underwent a
very fulUUscussion, more than one amendment adverse to the
views of the Attorney-General having been carried upon a
ciivislou, much.to his apparent dissatisfaction.—Ou the question
inat the Chairman report progress. Mr. Malins, adverting totue number of clauses remamiug for consideration, and to theme of progress made, recommended the withdrawal of the
^111. a suggestion however which was not favourably received

.iH^- '"^^rH'^'^
Palmerston moved that the committee

S«f^Ji
''"' Thursday at 12 o'clock, 'mis motion was opposed,

«^ tu ^r''"^ "T^" ^ div-Bion by 135 to tie. On the ?epori

SK^ wSS^^H^r ^-^^^TJ.'^' '^T-
<^''«"'i) B'« severalK

A^^lm.^^* w^^i-^^ ^^^^'^ altertttiuns made in the Bill.

Vy ' / r!^*"^^' ^^^ "» '^« report. The Cfmrnon Late Pro-c^urt(lMana)Jct (1853) Amenduunt Bill and the Quem^sPriZ.
f!.o *?^^**'^ *" ''^""** '^'"«- '^^^ Parochial Astesmimt^ Bill

tTmnS; '*'^'^";. ^'^S^^'^^'ff' r^"«y ««<; Nav:;) J^Ul passed

Amendment (Scotland) Bill was withdrawn. Other Bills wereaavanced a etage.

thJ^'^^V'^^i*^^*" "i^'^i^fi^ sitting the adjourned debate on
^.!.f f.^" ^j/nom; Bill was resumed, and the Bill was

SS,?"«^i ^^I ^?"^ **^^" ^^^^ ^^to committee on the

^-^.ZJ'^'^WiJ'''?'^^^
^^"^''^^ ^'^'' ^^^" some progresswas made with the clauses. The Massacres in ^W -Tn

fS^ZZy. ^n *^- HAMILl^y, LO,^ J. RtJsSELL s^d tha"unfortunately the Govornment was in possession of information

«ml^?"H^ ^^% reported disturbances in the Lebanon. The
ta^^r "? ?^ ^^*^ ^^""^'^ ^^^''^^^ ^^^ "^ged the Sultan tow i^ ^'^'''^ftP^*''*"'^"^ ^^«« c""^es. and Fuad Pasha

vlt^rT ^^i-.'^^'''^ ^ *^^ commissioner for that purpose.r«-tofour Mediterranean squadron had been ordered to the^t. National Defencet.~-\u answer to Sir J. Shelley. Lord

H-m^^'S!;j''\ '^v? '.^^^ ""^ ^"^^y» "^^^^ t^« China vote wnsdemanded, he should state to the House the amount of moneythe Government proposed to raise for the national defences,and m what manner it was proposed to niise it,-In reply to

'4n;.;^"
-^ ^^5;^' I^ord ,L Russell said that arrangements Were

thi X7l^5''!f"/^''' ''"** England for the regulation of
- Suh'r^''.f*/*'''"'''*•- T»^« deuils would not be givenHU the rtportot the commission was produced. France and

nardinia.—In answer to Mr. Griffith, Lord J. Russell said
he bad no reason to believe that any pressure had been put
upon the Government of Sardinia by that of France, to induce
the former to enter into alliance "with the Government of
Naples, on the strength of the promise of a constitution. The
Ctmference.—Li answer to a further question Lord J. Russell
said that the object of the Conference on the annexation of
Savoy would be to reconcile the articles of the Treaty of
Vienna referring to this matter with that of the Treaty of
Turin. Her Majesty's Government would submit a proposal
for that purpose, to which, of course, it would be open for
France to object. The Fleet in China.—Mr. Cochr.a.nk moved
that the House resolve itself into a committee to consider an
address to her Majesty, praying that the officers, marines, and
seamen of tiie fleet serving in China may be placed on the same
footing as her Majesty's troops with respect to exti*a pay and
allowances. — Sir M. Seymour seconded the motion,
which was supported by Admiral Walcott, Colonel
North, Sir C. Napikr, Sir J. Elphinstone, and opposed by Mr.
S. Herbert and Lord C. Paget, who said that, by the regu-
lations, our naval forces could not be paid their extra allowance
as events went on, like the land troops. They were paid by a
specified vote when the operations were closed. A vote would
be proposed for the seamen under the command of Sir M. Sey-
mour in China, and votes would hereafter be proposed for

future operations.—Mr. Cochrane hoped the Government would
not delay the promised batta, and withdrew the motion.—Mr.
JIacaulaywithdrew his motion for a select committee on Danish
claims.—Mr. Wyld moved for leave to bring in a Bill to alter
and amend the law and practice relating to the taking of
Votes at Elections for members to serve in Parliament, briefly
explaining Us object.—After a few xvords from Sir C. Lewis
and Lord Palmerston, repudiating all responsibility for the
Bill on the part of the Government, the motion was
agreed to, and leave given to bring in the Bill.—Mr. Bradv
moved for a select committee to inquire into the Bitmissal of
Br. Macloughlin from the Government medical service.— Mr.
8. Herbert said that the question was a very
simple one. When Dr. Macloughlin, being on half-pay, was
called upon to serve, he refused to serve. He therefore
declined to accede to the motion, which was negatived without
a division.—Sir C. Wood obtained leave to bring in a Bill to
provide for the transfer and management of EaH India Stock at
and by the Bank of England.—Mr. Cltve obtained leave to
bring in three Bills relating to Turnpike Roads and Trusts.
The Union of BeneHces Bill was committed pro forma and in
order to being reprinted with amendments. The House then
went into committee on the Gas (Metropolis) Bill.—Mr. Stani-
LAND moved that the Chairman leave the chair, and entered
into a long explanation of tlie position of the Gas Companies
of the metropolis, the contracts which he considered the Legis-
lature had made with thtm, and the manner in which the
Bill, by cutting down dividends, would invade the rights
of a very large property embarked in gas works.

—

Mr. S. EsTCOURT, Chairman of the Select Committee to which
the Bill had been referred, suggested, afrer the statement of
Mr. Staniland, that the Bill should be referred back to the
same select committee.— Sir G. Lewis approved of this
suggestion, and the Bill was referred back to the select com-
mittee. The SmitJijield Markets and Streets Improvements BUI
passed through committee. The House then went into
committee on the Roman Catholic Chanties Bill^ and some
further progress was made with the clauses after a protracted
discussion. The third and fourth clauses having been agreed to,

the Chairman was ordered to report progress, and the House
resumed. The remaining business was then oisposed of.

Wednesday.—CensvLs (England) Bill.—The House having re-
solved itself into a committee upon this Bill, Mr. Baines moved
to amend the fourth clause by leaving out the words ** religious
profession." He objected to an inquiry into religious opinions
or professions, not as a Dissenter, but upon general grounds,
in which many Churchmen concurred, believing that the civil
Government went beyond its legitimate province, and infringed
upon religious liberty, in instituting such an inquisition.—Sir
G. Lewis said that almost every civilised country required
from its citizens a statement of their religious belief. Even in
Ireland no objection was raised by the many denominations
there existing. Of all nations and people the Mussulman alone
opposed it, and even their opposition had been overcome in
India. The objection of the Dissenters rested rather on an
unreasoning instinct than on any real ground of complaint.
At the same time, as the discontent of any portion of
the people would affect the accuracy of the returns, he was
willing to acquiesce iu the amendment —Mr. B. Osborne said
that this declaration would only offend those whom it was
intended to conciliate.—Lord R. Cecil attributed the opposition
Of the Dissenters to their dread of the result, which would be
less favourable to them than former returns.—Mr. Newdeoate
said that the Church of England would be perfectly satisfied
with a complete system.—Sir J. Pakington, on behalf of the
Church, and Mr. Monsell, on behalf of the Roman Catholics,
declared their readiness to abide by the result of the census,
and taunted the Nonconformists with being afraid of it.—Lord Palmerston could not imderstand on what
tangible grounds the Dissenters opposed the clause,
now that the penalty was withdrawn, and the fulfiloient of the
clause rested solely on that voluntary principle on which they
so much prided themselves.—Mr. Whiteside regretted that
the Government had been frightened by the Dissenters out of
their original intention. The position of the Church of England
w;is clearly shown by the fact that SO per cent, of the mar-
riage were soleraniacd in church.—Mr. Cardwell said that the
Government would persevere in requiring the religious census
in Ireland, where the people were in its favour.—Mr Peel
Dawson heard this declaration with great satisfaction.—Mr.
Baines complained of the contemptuous and discourteous
insinmttions of Sir G. Lewis, who treated the Dissenters as
an unreasoning class. Such conduct came badly from a
Minister in reference to live millions of men who formed
the back-bone of his own party. The Dissenters were
not afraid to avow their opinions, but they objected to
compulsion. After some further debate, the clause, as amended,
was agreed to.—An amendment moved by Mr. Childebk, to
insert in the same clause the word " education," was nega-
tived.— In reply to a question by Mr. Henley, Sir G. Lewis
aaidit was not the intention of tiie Government to make any
inquiry not expressed in the Bill. The other clauses were
agreed to without amendment, and the Bill passed through
committee. The House then went into committee on the
Census (Ireland) BilL—On clause 3 Mr. Cardwell declared
that he should not give up the census column re-
quiring a statement whether persons could read and
write. Clauses 4 to 6 were agreed to, as was clause 7,
imposing a penalty for refusal to make the return. The Bill
then passed through committee. The Corrupt Practices Pre-
vention Act (18S4) Amendment Bill was withdrawn. On the
order for going into committee upon the MttropoUs Local
Managmient Act Amendment (A'o. 2) Bill, moved by Sir J.
Shelley, Mr. T. Miller moved to defer the committee for
three mouths, urging objections to the Bill.—Sir J. Shelley
shortly replied to the objections. The discussion was not
concluded when the hour for adjournment arrived. The
remaining orders were then gone through without debate.

Thursday.—£aH^r«/>/cy and Insolvency Bill.~The morning
sitting wa.s occupied with the consideration in committee of
this Bill. Some progress was made with the clauses up to clause
12S, clause 102 being struck out, and others postponed. In-
the evening iu reply to Mr. Corry, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer said that the Government had refused to sauc^inn
j

the arrangement by which the Galway steam-packet contri.?had been transferred to the Montreal and Ocean Comoanv
The Syrian Massacres.—In answer to Sir G. Napier and Sir TFergusson, Lord J. Rus-sell said he agreed that very in-eat
cautiou must be used in imputing blame to either the Dru«S
or the Maronites ; but, whatever be the cause of the <S
turbances, the European Powers were bound to use tW
efforts to put a stop to the massacres, and he stated th^measures already taken with that view. Malt Credits -~.1n
reply to Mr. Hodgkinson, the Chancellor of the Excheouer
said that it was his intention to proceed with his pronoqai
for shortening the time of the malt credits, but not 7t
present to propose any discount on the duty. If the imnortl
tiou of foreign malt was sanctioned, it was intended to modify
the existing excise instructions,—On the motiou for goinffiuto
Committee of Supply Mr. Cowper. in reply to AdmiAl
Walcott, explained that the delay in the completion of the
yelion Monument was the anxiety of Sir E. Landseer to make
the lions at the base worthy of the subject and of the British
lion. Italy, Sicily, and France.—^ir R. Peel moved for anAddress for copies or extracts of papers relating to the
threatened annexation of Sicily to Piedmont, and of any infer
mation received by her Majesty's Government as to the
probable demands of France consequent upon the event of that
annexation taking place ; also for any papers showing that her
Majesty's Government have within the last few weeks inti-
mated to the Government of Turin that the continued aggree-
pive policy of that Government would not be viewed with
indifference by Great Britain. After giving a sketch of
the history of Sicily from the period when the island
was in the possession of the House of Savoy down to
the present time, he expressed his apprehension that
the aggrandising policy of Sardinia, which he characterised as
merely the tool of France, would in reality give an immense
increase of ten*itory to the latter Power, and give her a
dangerous preponderance in the councils of Europe. He hoped
that her Blajesty's Government would not consent to the island
of Sicily being joined to the crown of that Sardinian monarch
who had bartered the liberty and betrayed the interests of
Savoy and Switzerland —Lord J. Russell said that her
Majesty's Government had consistently urged upon the late
and the present King of Naples the necessity of carrying out
reforms, and acting the part of constitutional sovereigns. The
object of Ix)rd Minto's mission had been to bring the influeuce
of Eugland to bear in the settlement, but it had failed, as all

subsequent efforts had failed. Even a few months ago the
King might have saved both Naples and Sicily, but he
neglected to avail himself of the counsel of his well-wishers
and the result wiis that his concessions came too late. If, how-
ever, the people of Sicily chose to live under the constitutional
Government so tardily offered them by their Sovereign, itwould
not be for her Majesty's Government to find fault with them

;

but, on the other hand, they would never lose sight of the
sacred principle that the people of every country were the best
judges of their own internal affairs. It was for the people of
Italy, Sicily, and the Roman States to declare what was the
form of government under which they wished to live ; and if

their determination was such as to lead to their future happi-
ness, he should rejoice at it, not only for the cause of liberty,
but for tlie balance of power in Europe, for which there could
be no greater security than an independent Italy.—Mr. King-
lake expressed his satisfaction at the observations which had
fallen from Lord John Russell, but declared that his opinion
with reference to the insincerity of the Emperor of the Frencli
remained unchanged. He feared that the policy of France
in strengthening and extending the sceptre of Victor
Emmanuel was animated by the sinister desire of raising
up a Power to be used hereafter in his designs against
Germany. In proof of the correctness of the conclusion
at which he had arrived he said that at the second
interview between the two Emperors at Villafranca the Emperor
of Franco proposed to give back Lombardy on condition that
Austria would acquiesce in the operations which he then
intended to attempt upon the Rhine. The answer of the
Emperor of Austria on that occasion was worthy of a great
Sovereign—*' No ; I am a German Prince." It was notorious
that all along the eastern frontier of France agencies were at
this moment at work to sow the seeds of discontent. He had
seen a letter from a gentleman of high character, residing in
one of the states so threatened, who had had an interview with
one of those French emissaries, who told him that there was not
a country which France did not hold in her haud—nor a coun-
try without some internal question on which it was possible to
found a strong and immediate intervention—in Prussia, there
was Denmark, and the hostility of the smaller states ; in

Austria, there was Hungary ; in Russia, Servia ; and ia

England (Here the hon. member paused, and several

gentlemen on the opposition side below the gangway
exclaimed "Ireland.") Mr. Kinglake said he had paused
in reading this letter, because the truth was that

this French emissary mentioned, as the ground on
which the French government founded its hopes in England,
the name of an hon. member of that House who was not

now present iu his place. But it was unnecessary to say that

the emissary did not at all mean that the hon. member
referred to was engaged in any sort of intrigue which would
bring upon him any kind of blame ; all he meant was that the

policy pursued by that hon. member was of such a kind as to

give the French Government great gratification.—After some
remarks by Mr. Whiteside, Mr. Monsell, Mr. Griffiths, and

Mr. V. Scully, the motion was negatived without a division.

—On the motion that the Speaker should leave the chair, Sir

J. Trelawny objected to going into committee oi supply until

the House had vindicated its privileges, which had
been compromised by the rejection of the Paper Bidy BUl
by the House of Lords. On a division, the question that

the Speaker leave the chair was carried in the affirmativB
by 198 to 13.— The House having gone into committee
of supply, Mr. Sidney Herbert moved a vote of credit for

S.SOO.OOOi. on account of the War iu China. He declined to
discuss the pohcy of the war, and said that at one time there
was every reason to hope that the dispute would have come
to an end by an imposing demonstration of force, and that
redress would have l»een obtained from the Chinese for the
outrage committed at the mouth of the Pei-ho. But those
who were best acquainted with China maintained that until
the Tartar chief who was at the head of the war party expe-
rienced a defeat, there was little chance of an alteration in the
policy of the Chinese Government. The course of events
now appeared to make hostilities inevitable; and thia

being the case, it was the duty of the Government to

make the force acting against China as efficient as possible,

so that the war might be brought to an e:wy and suc-

cessful issue.— Sir H. Willoughby censured with some
severity the policy and conduct of the war. and proposed that

the vote should be divided into two sums, so that the 443,896^.

which it was proposed to pay to the East India Company for

the balance due to them on account of the last Chinese war
might appear as a separate item.—A debate ensued, in the

course of which Sir S. Northcote, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Sir J. Pakington, Lord J. Russell, and Mr.

Disraeli took part ; and ultimately Mr.S. Herbert expressed
his willingness to accede to the suggestiunnftSirH. Willoughby,
and the vote for the 443,S96f. was omitted, to be made the

subject of a separate vote hereafter. The vote of 3,356. 104/. was

then agreed to. The House having resumed, the third reading

of the Annuitif Tax (Edinburgh) AbolUion />i« was opposed by

Jllr. DtJNLOP, but was cairied on a division by 2U4 to 17. Tl^

;

\
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Rentable ikairUUs (^Scotland) Bill passed through committee,

i

Other Bills were forwarded a stage. -£iJ^i

Friday.—The /.'.?« of Wight {Eastern Section) Railway Bill was
read a third time and passed. The Tenure and Improvement

of Land {Ireland) Bill as amended, was considered, and some
clauses having been added, was agreed to in its main pro-

visions. The "retrospective clause," proposed by Mr. Butt,

led to a division, when there appeared—for the clauj^e, 26

;

against it 102. The clause was therefore lost. [Left sitting.]

m\M Jntellisenre*

The Leather Trade.—Some more failures in the

leather trade have been announced during the week,
including Messrs, D. and J. Mackintosh, of London,
tanners, with liabilities to about 25,000?. ; Messrs.

Barton and Son, of Liverpool, with liabilities to about

180,000^.; Messrs. Rider and Co., leather factors in

Paris, with liabilities estimated at 45,000?. ; and Mr, R.
Mortimer, tanner, of Cliippenbam, with liabilities to

34,4007. The amount of the liabilities of the entire

body of failures in this branch of the trade is estimated

at 2,500,000/.

Monet Makket, Friday.—British Funds: Con-

sols closed at 934 to f for Money, and 93| to \ for the

9th of August; Reduced and New Three per Cents.,

93b to t; Indian Stock, 219^ to 221 ; Indian Four per

Cent, Debentures, 1858, 96| to f; Five per Cent. En-
faced Rupee Paper, 97^ to ^ ; India Bonds, 3^. dis.

;

Exchequer Bills, 1*. pra. 1*. dis.

—

Foreign: Buenos
Ayres Six per Cents., for Acct., 83^ ex div. ; Dutch
Two and a Half per Cents., 64^ ex div.; Peruvian

Four and a Half per Cents., for Acct., 95; Portuguese

Three per Cents., 1853, for Acct., 44^ ex div.; Russian

Four and a Half per Cents., 93f ex div.; Spanish Three
per Cents., for Acct., 49i to \ ex div. ; Turkish Six per

Cents., 1858, for Acct., 60f; Ditto Guaranteed Four
per Cents., 102.
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M. MARSHALI*, Deputy Cuaier.

TUESnAt—BANKKUPTS—T.BEESLET, Thames Bank, Pimlico, Bottle

Craie Manufacturer — T. Brookes, iJirmniKbbiu, lunketiier — ti- H.

KwiGHTs, iitnuondaey Street, Leatlier MercuuDt— J. ^UTT, Leadt-nball

Street, jeweUer— 1. 1-ai>e, iJirmiuKliam, Grocer-J. I'hili.ipb. i-enion

Street, Peiitonville, Dealer iti WatcUcB—T. Sireitberg, U ilaon fetreei.

linsburj- Fancy Wood Merchant—E. VVhkbry, .market DeepioK, froviuion

Dealer- W". X. uhliams, Urtgory's ifsuk, near W orcester, Tea uealcr.

Bankruptcy aN>ULLED—J. Gibsos, Xiwhoordeo^anufacturer.^

*SCbfci^''SE(ii^EVfRAfion's—J."lJl)H?iET, Thurso, Shiinnaeter-R.

£dwabd, Sliair, ueai iort'at. Cattle Deaier—U. King, Glasgow. Manu-
facturiuK Chemist—W. Bodger, GlaB^ow, Tobacconist—G. Tuenduli, and
J. MvHiiAY, llawick, AccouutantB-U.T. Twke.u, Linlithgow.

"PRIUAY—BANKRUPTS—jri. Alexa:<deb, Exeter, China Dealer—
A. B. Harbiks and W. A. Uarrikb, fembroke Uoclt, Pembrokeshire,

Timber Merchant5-J. Lamb, Pendleton, Lancaaiiire, Gcocer-L, Le Batt,

Exeter Barracks, Messman— F. G. OacaARDandG. P. Cunsisigto>, Brick

Lane, 01d:Stre€t, St. Luke's, Tent Manufacturers—T.Pokter, .Kingsland,

Cabinet Maker—O. Kewmas, I'l, Martin b Lane, Cannon Street, Uity.

Merchant—J. T. RoGEHSON, Salloid, Laucashire, Cotton \Vaf*te Dealer—
P. VVamsley T. Uam-mersley, and P. HAMMKRSLBr, Leek, Staffortlahire,

Silk Manufacturers—J. WiMis, Aewcastle-upoa-Tyne, Spirit Merchant-
TV. G. YouMG,BaDSOi-, Brewer.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION—A. MuBBAr. Ediaburgh, Hotel Keeper.

nig
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K"ATToyAT. KiFLE ASSOCIATION.— On Friday two

series of prizes, seven in all, were opened and decided

at Wimbledon. They were the Frmce Consort's

prize of 100^.; the Silver Cup given by the

London Kitie Brigade, value 50 guineas; and a ritle

given by Mr. Smith, value 35?. The competition tor

these three prizes was restricted to the winners of the

"all coiners" series, who are 28 in number, and to the

20 second best shots made in that contest. There were,

therefore 48 competitors, to fire 10 rounds each, at the

three longest ranges, 800,900,and lOOOyards There were

1440 shots tired lor this series alone, with the followi

results :

—

Prince Albert's prize of 100^. was gained by Lieutenant Lacy»

12th Regiment who made 22 points at the three ranges using

an ordinary Westley Richards rifle, the barrel of which is on

Mr. Whitworth's principle. The second prize, tlie SiU;er

Cup given by the London Rifle Brigade, was gained by

Sergeant Lawley, ot the 2d Derbyshire Volunteer

and one of Lord Vernon's gamekeepers. He made IS

points. The third prize, the rifle given by Mr. Smith, value

35i., was won by M Peter, one of the Swiss champions, with U
points. In the shooting tor the tie Lawley won. The next

series of prizes were four in number, open to all comers, for

breech -loading lifies only, not exceeding 10 lb. m weight, five

rounds, at the long ningts of 800 and 1000 y^irds. The first

prize was 601., given by the Dix^lq of Cambridge ; the second,

third, and fourth, 301., 2ui., and Hi. 11*., were given by Mr.

"W. Richards. The first prize, the Dufee of Cambridge's SOi.,

was gained by if. Kneclit, a Kwis:;, who at all the ranges made
10 points, 'ihe second prize, :^0I., was won by Lieut. Lacy,

the winner in the preceding match. He made 9 points, a^ain

with, the Westley Richards rifle. The third prize, 20^, was won
by Turner, let Berkshire, 8 points ; and the fourth, 11/. lis.,

by Edwards, 4th West York, 8 points. Peter in this contest
also made 8 points, but on the shooting for the ties Turner and
Edwards won. Miss Burdett Coutts' prize was withdrawn,
owing to the large number of entries, and the consequent
difficulty of concluding thu competition before the termination
of the meeting.

On Saturday the meeting was brought to a close by the

great match for the Queen's Prize of 2.^01, and the Gold

Medal of the Association. The competition was restricted

to Volunteers; the 20 winners of the Wliitworth rifles

given by the Association, and the 20 second best shots of

that contest, now contended betweeti themselves for the

higher distinction. The distances were 800, 900, and

1000 yards, each competitor firing five shots at each

without any artificial rest. Of the 40 qualified four

withdrew; the remaining 36 were placed as follows.:

—

Edwfird Ross, Tth North York, 2i points ; Lord Feilding, 4th

Fliutshire, 21; Williams, 2d Bucks, 20; Tinicy, 2d Lancadliire,

18 ; Hidton, 3d Manchester, IS ; Jenkins, 5th Glamorgau, 17 ;

Blackburn, Edinburgh, 17; Baker, Bristol, Z6 ; Heury, Edin-

burgh, 15; Cowan, Lanark, 14: Plaskett, 2Ist Middlesex, 14;

Potter, 5th Surrey, 14 ; SandtV.rd, St. George's. 13 ; Gosnald,

Norfolk, 13 ; Colliuson, tith North York, 12 ; Lawley, Derby, 11

;

Wylie, 1st Lanark. 11; Phillips, 1st Shropshire, 10; Marryat,

4th West York, 10; Caiger, 2d Middlesex, 0; Cocks, 11th

Middlesex, 9 ; Owen, 2d Glamorgan, 8 ; Marshall, let Lanark,

8 ; Burg, 10th Gloucester, 7 ; Jackson, 32d Kent, 7 ; Penton.

9th Middlesex, 7 ; Pout, 5th Kent, 6 ; Batty, 9tb Kurrey, 6 ;

Jdhnson, Victoria Rifles, 6; Howard, Essex, 5; May, 5th

Sussex, 5; Sharp, 9th tiussex, 5; Brooks, 12th Middlesex, 5;
Wood, Edinbro, 3; Russell, Edinbro, 1; Beard, Edinbro, 1

;

The second match of the day was lor the Duke of Wellington's

prize of 50/. ; the conditions five rounds at 1000 yards.

This contest was also decided early in the day. The winner was
Lieutenant Archibald, 33d Regiment, an instructor of mus-
ketry. But he was very closely pressed by M. Knecht, one of

the Swiss; they each made three points, and on the deciding

shot of the tic Lieut. Archibald won. M. Knecht was awarded
as a second prizea watch given by Mr. Bennett, value '.iO guineas.

The Swiss Prize.—In return for the prize Whitworth rifle, of-

fered by Mr. Fairbairn for the competition of the Swiss only,

they had given a Swiss rifle, to be fired for only by Volunteers,

but excluding those who W3re entitled to compete for the

Queen's prize. This was gained by Mr. Dear, ffth Middlesex,

who in five rounds at 500 yards made seven points.

At 6 o'clock several of the Volunteer companies from

London and the suburbs marched on the ground with

their bands, and closed the proceedings of the week

with more military "pride and circumstance" than had

even marked their opening. The distribution of

the prizes took place on Monday in the Crystal Talace

in tlie presence of 20,000 persons. Earl de Grey and

Kipon officiated as President, in the absence of Mr.

Sidney Herbert, who was detained in town by oflicial

business. In opening the proceedings his lordship spoke

as follows :

—

"Eighteen months ago no one could have foieseen the

extent of the present movement, or tliat the rifle was likely

to become a national weapon. How short a time had sufiiced

for such important changes. Great, however, as had been the

Volunteer movement, the late exhibition at Wimbledon had

opened the way to lar>rer views. That exhibition was not

confined to Volunteers ; it was open to jUI co,»ers, though

every eflfbrt was made to connect it with the volunteer move-

ment The Volunteer should remember that, as the riHe was

inefficient without drill, so the drill was impoifect without

the rifle The Minister f.-r War liad ielt that he was

only discharging a duty in sanctioning the movement.

But the Volunteers did not wish to be dependent on Govern-

ment, they preferred total independence, and reliance on the

aid of the British pubUc, to whom alone they looked lor

support and maintenance. He trusted that the time would

come when every Englishman would use the rifle. This

time however, they had an interest of another kind. Several

gentlemen had visited them from Switzerland, and he con-

gratulated them on their success. The English and Swiss had

I common object, which was solely for defence, not for

aggression, and their efforte were the best security for tlie

maintenance of peace. He wa-s still able to congratulate bis

countrymen on having shown themselves so worthy of their

ODDonents. Their success was all the more marked as it had

been attained after such short practice. The reputation they

had acquired he hoped they would maintam so loug as the

Volunteer movement lasted, which he trusted would be for

manvyeais. The events which had .occurred from the day when

the Volunteers passed in review before the Queen m Hyde

Park to the late contest in Wimbledon bad been most satw-

factory, and it rested with the people of England to^dccide

whether then- motto should be lulliUgd— ' -Sm^ perpdua.

The presentation of the prizes immediately followed his

lordship's address. Lord Klcho read the bst; every

winner was called upon the platform separately, the

Volunteers and regulars saluting in military fashion as

thev advanced, the civilians with a bow. Ihe prizes

were handed to the President by Colonel Kennedy, and

given by the President to the winners, who then cro-cd

the platform and descended on the opposite side. Xhey

were all cheered as they passed, especial y Mr. Hogs,

the hero of the day, and MM. Peter and Knecht, the

most successful among the Swiss. When Mr. Uoss

came forward to receive the Queen's prize, the band

strncknp "See the Conquering Hero coines.
^

Lord

Elcho sa d that though Mr. Kosg was put down m the

official lists as belonging to the 7th North York and

the President had flattered himself that the grand

pnze had been won \v « Yorkshireman the ..uner

Ls really n^nch " i^^U.- ^north^ ^than^TorJ:
^

^S^L Zll year allowed aSc^otchman ^to tal. tlie
j

.old meda ; t wo^uld be a disgrace to them. To this

?h. P^elent rejoined, that if it took a bco chman to
I

most skiirm ^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ t

Council, and n knot of friends—among them was his

father. Captain Ptosa, the iamous deer-stalker. Most
of the winners were congratulated by the President, the
Swiss gentlemen receiving marked attention. They ap-
peared much more excited than the English victors; some
of them could not resist a flourish of the prize-rifle

over their heads as they carried it off—most of the
Volunteers shouldered the arm, and disappeared at the
marcliing step. The presentation of the prizes occupied
rather more than an hour, and at its close Lord Elcho
announced that her Majesty has expressed her intention

to make the prize she has given an annual one as long
as the Association exists. He concluded the ceremony
with an appeal in favour of the Association. Owing to

the state of the weather the expenses at Wimbledon
had been enormous. The Swiss distributed 10,000^.

every two years, and it would be a disgrace to England
if she did not do as much ? He urged every one

—

ladies and all—to come forward, and at once enter their

names. In the evening the Volunteers assembled on the

ground to join in the various athletic games for which

prizes had been offered, while the Council of the Asso-

ciation entertained at dinner in the Crystal Palace the

Swiss riflemen who had competed for the prizes and the

gentlemen of the School of ^lusketry at Hytbe who had
assisted in carrying out the arrangements. Lord Elcho

presided, and among the company present were Earl

Spencer, Colonels Kennedy and Bevves, M. de la Rive,

the Swiss Minister, the Swiss officers who accompanied

the riflemen to England, Captain Archibald, 58th Regi-

ment, and Lieut.Lacy, 12th Regiment. All the speeches

were delivered in the French language. Lord Elcho

proposed the first toast :^

most
of the Tweed.

" La Reine, la premiere carabiniSre d'AngleteiTe " which was
followed by that of " Prince Albert, the Patron of the Associa-

tion." Lord Elcho then proposed '* Tbe Health of their Swi8«

Guests," expressing the pleasure they had had in welcominr
them to England, and of meeting theaa that evening to bit

them farewell. Had time permitted the Crystal Palace might

have been filled with an audience desirous to do them honour
and to testify to the sympathy which existed between England

and awitzerland. both alike the homes of freedom. The Asso-

ciation had in their first cKiieritnent endeavoured to carry out

the Swiss model, which had made every man a skilful inarks-

m:m and every citi?:en a soldier, and had caused Switzerland to

be respected throughout Europe. It had given him great

pleasure to sec that their worthy friends had succeeded in c«i^

lying otf prizes, at the same time they had an [o]iportunity ot

seeing the superiority of Eugliah woaptms, although thoy nau
niaiiitaincdthL'irancientrepnfcitionbythowaytheyhad handled

them. Ho trusted their visit would oncounigc a renotiti<in next

year, and in far greater numbers. M. WesHelrosiwmded on behaU

of the JSwiKH, in a speech icinarkaUc for ta«t« and gfMW

feeling, expressing their sense of the high honour that had

been done them. Ho could not express the delight thoy felt

at their reception, and of what they had seen in Ki igUnd. At

Wimbledon tliev had scon a 8ho<tting-gronnd unequalled in

their own couutrv. and they had firod tor the ftnit tuue with

arms which hadftstonifihed them. Such weapons use 1 with

skill would make any invasion hopeless. M. Weasel spoke in

eloquent terms of the proud position of England and of the

hospitality they had experienced as evidencing the true

syoipathy which existed between tlio two countries, and in

proposing the health of Lord Elcho he thanked him for the

courtesy and kindness he and all his companions had received

from his lordship. Lord Elcho returned thanks. M. De La
Kive proposed *' England, and the development of her military

spirit." To accomplish this only two things were wanted—
men and arms. Of English courage, and endurance, and

energy it was unnecessary to speak, and wlicn the country

could produce Armstrong and Whitworth guns and rifles there

was no fear but that England would maintain her pre-eminence

among the nations.
^

The Volttntter Sham FionT.— It is officially

announced that the trains for the conveyance of the

Volunteers to Camden Park near Chiselhurst will leave

the Loudon Bridge and Timlico stations thi:^ aaernoon

at 3.30 P.M., and that the evolutions will com-

mence at 5 o'clock. The force will be divided

into two divisions, one for attack and the other for

defence, under the respective commands of Lieutenant-

Colonels Hicks, Thoroid, Lind:iay. and Lord.s Rudstock

and IJury. Maps of Camden Park have been prepared

by ilr. Wyld, of Charinii Croes, and Captain McGregor,

of the London Scottish, showing the direction of the

viiriuns inanceuvres and instructions for placing carriages,

&c., of visitors. Captain Grant's apparatus lor cooking

and the field telegraph are to be used for the occasion.

It is not intended for the Volunteers to pass a night

under ciinvaa, and they will return between 9 and 10

o'clock this evening. The northern slope of XJickley

Park, wliich commands a good view ot the scene of the

sham tight, will be thrown open by Mr. Dent to the

public. The entrance will be on the public road from

liromley to Chiselhurst, about a mile from South-

borougii Road station, on the Mid Kent Railway.

RitASS Bajtd CONCEfiT.—A great concert of bras

bands commenced on Monday at the CrysUl IVUoe

and presented leatures of uucommon interest, rrom

10 o'clottk iiu Icf^s than U hands of brass instruments,

divide d into six compartments, performed in succession,

before appjinted jnu^irr., on platforms erected in various

pnrts or the building. At 3 o'clock the in*-mhers of

these 44 bands, numbering 1200 performers, assembled

together in the Handel Orchestni, and played the

following selection : — " Knie Britannia," Handel's

" Hallelnjah," Mendetoiohn's "Wedding March,"

" Tbe Heavens are XeUiug," bv Hayduu, and " God

Save the Queeu." After this coloasa! displKy, 12 band%

selected by the iudgeaas the most worthy to contend

for the prizes, appeared in the Handel Orchestra, and

alternately exhibited their »trength. The^ Were the

Pultaire Hnnd. maintained by Mr.Titu. Sa^^ ofBradfond;

the Cyfarthta Han*!, supported by ^^^-^^y^^jy V
DeiLThton MilU Band, the Witney B-'^^^^l'^^^^^f'^PJ*
»...^ r,.m th.. wilds of Cumberland, the CbcsterfleUl
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Baud, in the costume of the Chesterfield Rifles, regi-

ment of Sir Joseph Paxton; the Staleybrid^e Band,
the Dewsbury Band, the crack band of Yorkshire; the
Black-dyke Mills Band, a subscription band, supported

by the wealthy proprietor of the mills ; the Ackringtou
band, the champion band of Lancashire, which has

carried off all the prizes in the county ; the Holm-
firth Temperance B.uid, and the Darlington Saxhorn
Band, generally known as the Catholic band, and which
plays sacred music exclusively^. At 8 o'clock the judges
awarded the first prize consisting of 40^. in money, a

flplendidsilvercup fortheband-master, and a "champion"
contra basso in E flat, value 35 guineas, presented

by Mr. Henry Distin, to the Blackdyke Mills Band ; 2d
prize, 25?. in money, to the Saltaire ; 3d prize, 15^. in

money, to the Cyfarthfa; 4tb prize, 10?. in money, to

the Darlington Saxhorn j 5th prize, 5?. in money, to the

Dewesbury. On Wednesday the contest was resumed
in the presence of about 20,000 persons, when the

following 12 bands were selected as worthy to contend
for the prizes:—The Brighouse, Chesterfield, Heywood
Amateur, Goldshill Saxhorn, Keighley, Hudders-
field, Darweu Temperance Band, Dawley Green,
Cyfartha, Dewsbury, Mossley, and Meltham Mills.

The first prize consisting of 30?^ in money, with
a silver cup for bandmaster, also a perfect set of

Boosey's " Brass Bund Journal," 16 volumes, bound,
value 12 guineas, was adjudged to the Cyfarthfa; the
second prize, 20?. in money, to the Goldshill Saxhorn ;

the third, 15/., to tlie Dewsbury; the fourth, 10?., to

the Chesterfield; the fifth, 57., to the Meltham Mills.

In addition there were two splendid prizes, a beautiful

electro-plated cornet-a-pistons, by Antoine Courtois, to

be presented to the best soprano or cornet player of the

two days' contests, awarded to the first cornet player
of the Goldshill band ; and one of Boosey's best B flat

euphonious, presented to the best bass player of the
two days' contests, awarded to the first ophicleide

player of the Cyfarthfa band.

Wreck of the Sapphiee.— The Admiralty Lave
received information that of the persons wrecked in

October last in the Sapphire, near Torres Straits, the
following have reached Port Curtis in safety :

—

B. Western, Captain, IMadras Native Infantry, England ; "W.
Beveridge, mate, Scotland ; John Walker, Dublin ; H. J.
Sampson, Mudgee, New South Wales ; Thomas 0. Clark, Bir-
mingham; W, Keid, Scotland; J. Crawford, Ireland; — Mit-
'Chell, Corfu : J. M'Denmole, Liveqiool ; and R.Law, American,
picked up from Ufeboat. The following are missing:—John
M'Kinlay, from Greenock; Joel Bowden, Plymouth; Joseph
Watson, DubUn ; Chai-les F. Schmallfuas ; David Dougall,
Greeaouk ; John Conquest, Sweden ; William Warren and
Ebenezer Tibby, England ; Isaac Devereaux, Wales ; John
Morris, DubUn ; James Allian, Saltcoats. Scotland ; Charles
Campbell, Elgin: Jubus Julif, Loudon; WiUiim Twig, Glas-
gow ; William Charleton, Newcaatie ; James Connell, Cork

;

Michael M,Kenna, Ireland; and Henrv Armstrong, England.
Tho persons on board the Sapphire left her in two boats, one
containing Schmallfuss and all the survivors except Law, and
the other containing Law and all the missing persons except
Sclimallfuss. The boats parted company, and were both
attacked by savages. In ona Scbmallfuss was killed. In the
other there can be no doubt that all on board were murdered
except L:iw, who threw himself into the water, and was even-
tually pickad up by the boat which escaped.

High Pbice of Butcheks* Meat.—On Saturday
evening a numerous open-aii- meeting, chiefly composed
of the operative classes, was held at i\lanby Park,
Stratford, for the purpose of considering the best means
to he adopted to obviate the present high price of
butchers* meat. The chair was occupied by Mr. Nash,
and after the deUvery of various addresses, a resolution
was adopted to abstain from purchasing butchers' meat
until the present exorbitant^ prices are reduced to 'a

Teasonahle limit.

St. GEOnaE's-iN-THE-EAST.—On Sunday night there
was a considerable disturbance in the parish church of
St. George's, although the churchwardens had exten-
sively circulated the provisions of the late Act, and there
were a great many policemen present to enforce order.
On the two or three previous Sundays the church
services had been le^.^ disturbed than for many months,
while the riots in the streets were of a moat serious
character. On Sunday night there was a reversal of
-proceedinga. The disturbance was in the church, while
the stress were kept comparatively quiet by the
police. The pray^-vs and sinking were disturbed with
Visaing and coughing, and there was couslderable dls-
tuxbance m the church at the close of the service, but
the lights were put out, and the congregation soon
afterwanLj dispersed. Large crowds of persons assem-
bled in the streets for the purpose of having tlie usual
.Rttack upon the choristers, but the police compelled
them to move awny before the choriitors came out. It
IS understood that communications have passed, emana-
ting from the Rev. Brvan King, the rector, which are
nkely to be productive of good results. Mr. King has
made proposals for the exchange of his living with one
near Colchester, which will, if accepted, put an end to
the riots which have so long prevailed in the parish.

The Public Health.—The Weekly Eetum of the
Begistrar-General states that the deaths in the week
that ended Saturday, July 9, were 919. in the cor-
Tesponding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59. the average
number, after correction for increase of population, was
1115. The present return is therefore lOB below the
average. During the week the births of 879 boys and
788 girls, in all 1667 children, were registered iii Lon-
don. In the 10 corresiwndiug weeks of the years
1850-59 the average was 1 167.

BarnardCASTLE.— On Sunday afternoon a man
named Thomas Dixon, employed as a sawyer on the

works of the South Durham and Lancashire Union
Railway, residing in Galgate, a low part of this town,

murdered a woaian named Mary Ann Wilson, who
passed as his wife. A young woman who was his niece

lived with them in the same house. Saturday was the

pay-day on the line, and it would appear that Dixon
and Wilson had been drinking after the pay, and had
wandered about the town and neighbourhood nearly all

the night in a state of intoxication. After their return

to the house on Sundav the woman and the niece

quarrelled as to who should do the household work.

Dixon having gone out and returned again in the

afternoon, and finding the women still quarrelling, said

that he would soon settle their disputes, and seized a

poker and felled Wilson to the ground by a fearful

blow with it on the head ; after which he kicked her
with his strong navvy's boots on the face and body.

The niece ran out to alarm the neighbours, and as they
came to the dwelling tliey saw tho man running out of

the town. On entering the house they found the
woman quite dead, and her face and head beaten in in

a fearful manner. The county constabulary were
despatched in search of the murderer in all directions,

but no tidiufTs were heard of him until es^rly on
Monday morning, when he was seen to approach the
town ; but he lied again before the police were able to

capture him. He has, however, been apprehended at

Brignal, in Yorkshire, by the Greta Bridge police; and
the jury at the inquest having returned a»verdict of

Wilful Murder against him, he has been committed
for trial at the Durham assizes.

BiRKExnEAT*.—An inquest was held last week on the
bodv of Mrs. Patterson, the wife of a chemist and
druggist, residing in Limekiln Lane, near this town,

who had died under circumstances which induced the
coroner to have her body exhumed, and a post-mortem
examination made by two surgeons, ^rom the evidence

of these gentlemen there was reason to believe that

deceased had been injured about the head, and the
husband was in consequence ordered into the custody of

the police, the inquiry being in the meantime ad-
journed.

Frome.—A. shocking tragedy occurred four miles

from this town on the morning of the 30th ult.

Mr. S. Savill Kent, one of the Government Inspectors

of Factories, lives in a retired house standing in

its own grounds at Koad. On Saturday morn-
ing, about 7 o'clock, one of his sons, a fine boy
just four years of ago, was missing from the cot in

his nurse's room, and after an hour's search his

body was found stuffed down the seat of a privy on the
premises, the throat being cut from ear to ear, with a
large stab in the region of the heart, evidently inflicted

after death. The child was wrapped in the blanket
belonging to its bed, and appeared to have been killed

while asleep. The murderer must have been in the
house overnight, for all the fastenings were untouched,
just as they had been left on the previous night when
examined by Mr. Kent, with the exception of the
drawing-room window opening on the lawn ; this was
found partially open, and the shutters unfastened, but
no violence had been used either there or to the drawing-
room door, which was locked on the outside overnight.

The wounds were inflicted apparently with a large table-

knife, but no such weapon or any clothes stained with
blood have been foundin the house orpremises. Theknife,
it is supposed, was wiped on a piece of newspaper, which
has been found. The family consists of Mr. and Mrs.
Kent and seven children—three girls and one boy by a
former wife, and t^vo girls and the deceased by the
present wife. About three years ago the two youngest
children of the first wife, Constance and William, con-
ceiving themselves to be ill-treated, started off, both
dressed in boys' clothes, and were not discovered for
two days. They have now just returned from school.

An inquest was held on Monday before the coroner for
Wilts. The nursemaid out of whose room the deceased
was abstracted, the housemaid who examined the
drawing-room fastenings the night before the murder
and found them undone, and the persons who discovered
the dead body, were examined, but no fresh facts of
any kind were elicited. Constance and William Kent,
the half-sister mid lialf-brother of the deceased, were
also examined, but no new information was gained.
The superintendents of police from Frome, Trowbridge,
and Devizes, and the chief constable of the Wilts force,

were in attendance, but could throw no light on the
afiUir. After a five hours^ inquiry the jury returned a
verdict of " Wilful murder against some person or
per>ons unknown." The magistrates of the Trowbridge
division, assisted by Messrs. Sinkins and Sheppard, of
the Frome division, the chief constables of the counties
of Wilts and Somerset, and the superintendents of
police of the districts of Frome and Trowbridge have
since held private meetings at Koad for the purpose of
investigating the case. A great many witnesses have
been examined, including Mr. and Mrs. Kent, the
father and mother of the murdered child, the three
maid servants, the man servant, the boy who cleaned
the knives, the washerwoman of the family and her
daughter, and several other persons. On Saturday
night, at the request of Mr. Kent. Superinten-
dent Summers searched two uninliabited houses at

I

the bottom of the lawn of Mr. Kent's residence, but
nothing was discovered tending to throw any light on
this mysterious afiair. Mr. Kent has suggested that
the servants who formerly lived with him might have
secreted themselves in the house and committed the
murder, and at his request the police have instituted
inquiries which prove this supposition to be groundless.
On Tuesday evening, the nursemaid w^as apprehended
on suspicion and remanded.
Leeds.—The masons of this town are agitating for

tlie reduction of an hour's labour on the Monday. At
present they are obliged to be at work at 6 o'clock in
the morning, and as many of them live at a distance
from their work they are obliged to leave their families

on the Sunday night, as no train arrives in Leeds on
the Monday morning early enough for the commence-
ment of work. They are now asking the masters to
allow them to begin at 7 on the Monday morning
instead of 6; and with the object of promoting this

alteration, a large meeting was held on Friday evening
at Briggate. Whether the masters will make the con-
cession remains to be seen.

LiTERPOOL.—A man named Thomas Winslow, 45
years of age, has been apprehended on the charge of
having poisoned Mrs. Ann James, a widow, and keeper of

a boarding-house in Vauxhall Koad, with whom the

prisoner had lived for some years as manager
Deceased, it appeared, was 42 years of age, and the

prisoner was aware that she had made a will disposing

of her property to a sister (Mrs. Townsend) who lived

with her and her children, the prisoner being appointed

residuary legatee. In September, 1859, i\Irs. Townsend
was attacked with vomiting and purging, and died;

in December her daughter was seized in a similar way
and died; and in January last her sou was attacked

with the same symptoms, and died. In January last

Mrs. James was herself attacked with vomiting and
purging, but being promptly attended by a medical

man, she recovered. In March she was again attacked,

but recovered, and towards the end of May she was
again attacked by the same symptoms. Dr. Cameron,

her medical attendant, having his suspicions aroused

by the frequency of these attacks analysed some ot the

discharges, and discovered the presence of antimony.

He persuaded Mrs. James to go into the hospital, which

she did about a fortnight ago, but notwithstanding

every care and attention she died. A quantity of

cooked sago which had been prepared by the prisoner

was found by her bedside before she was removed, and

it was stated that she had partaken of it two or three

hours before she was attacked on the last occasion. A
portion of this sago was analysed and found to contain

antimony, whereas the uncooked sago found in the

house did not contain any. These facts having been

laid before the mogistrates, the prisoner was appre-

hended, and has been remanded to allow time for the

bodies to be exliumed, and an analysis made of

the contents of the stomach. The jury at the in-

quest however were so satisfied wuLh the general

evidence that without waiting for the analysis they

returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against the prisoner,

who has been committed for trial. During the inquiry

the coroner stated to the jury that the case was one

which could only be paralleled by tho memorable one

of Palmer, and those of Dove and Smcthurst, of still

more recent occurrence. On Monday the prisoner was

again brought up before the magistrate, when 'the

solicitor for the prosecution applied fur a further remand

on the ground that the scientific and other examinations

had not yet been completed. He said that on Friday

last the three bodies of the sister and two nephews of

Mrs. James had been disinterred, and that poison had

been found in each of them. Under these circumstances,

it became necessary to have the assistance of the best

analysts to perfect the investigation, which he consi-

dered would occupy about a fortnight. The solicitor

for the prisoner said he should not offer any objection

to the application. The prisoner was then remanded for

a week.—At the recent quarter sessions for this town,

two London thieves, named Thomas Lee and James

Joy, with a number of aliases, who, it is believed,

belonged to a gang of bank robbers who have committea

considerable depredations in the metropolis, w^ere con-

victed of stealing bank bills to the amount of 11,000?.

from the person of Mr. Haigh, of the firm of Haigh &
Co., cotton brokers, Liverpool. The circumstances of

the case as well as the capture ofthe thieves were of a

remarkable character. The prosecutor lost the parcel

of bills on the way from his oflice to Heywood's bank,

a distance of only a few hundred yards. He gave

information to the police, but the prisoners had already

been apprehended as suspicious characters by a Liver-

pool detective, who saw them leaving the Post Oflice,

and who, assisted by a London ofiicer, followed and
apprehended them. It was afterwards ascertained that

Joy had sent a registered letter to "Martlia Wilde,

7, Friendly Place, Bancroft End, Mile End Koad,

London," and on the following morning the

London officer attended at the address, and

when the letter was delivered apprehended the woman,
who, although she had signed "Martha Wilde" to the

receipt for the letter, afterwards admitted that her

name was Martha Lee, and that she was the wife of

the male prisoner Lee, whose likeness was found in the

house, llie letter was found to contain the whole of

the stolen bills. The jury found tbem guilty, and the

Court sentenced Lee to 10 years' penal servitude, ana

Joj- tQ 7 years. The police have every rea^oa V>
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of the name ol" Let-. \\ ho lia« i
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bankinc hoi*» in Lombard Street for an unlawful

purpose. Til -TO ai e three ot! - - of the gang in custody

iLa uian iiud « \vo"-"i in Paris and a man in UristoL

The c\'tont of rublM'ries commiLted in the London biiukt

of late h«s bctn very great, and it is undc. :.Jod that

the police are iu jxjMMtion of iK.-..ualluu to show thiit

all theie parlies an* imidicatod In the *! ^
Tatiotis.

J^OBWicn.—^r r N'ansiUai t, who recently appeared

go promtuentl)' before the public !n conti ^**nn with an

attcini't to ortect his conversion to Roman Catholicism,

hji
' '^n remitted to the care of the Itev. h\ liuJgson,

rector oMl.**..vhcath, from who5e huuse he ran uway to

Korwich. Canon IJ./.- jU '-. thii..^. .,-1 one of the

local piipers, tin* " ^^ '/* Chron' '

,
with an action for

iii:_^_I r ' -' '" ' :•, and Father Cobb, n

Bomaii Catholic priest in this city, has pnblisbcd a

doft'iipf* of Canon Dalton's condnct.—The Hij^h SlieritV,

of Norfolk 1ms oflci.,d a cup of the vftlue of 50/. to the
J

be«t rillo shot among the eurtiUcd Vuhi»lt.Lra of tlic

county. The prlzl.' will be shot fur on the ?'

range, in the I * ' -ik of S( .

' mb.T. TIitlm- ronmls
'

wUl !)' firt'd by i-arh man, at (lisfuin-i's of 300, 'K)0, 500,

and *)tK^ yanls, .ic* ovding to Hytbe r'^^'Mhitiona. i

OXKouD.—The trustees of the lute Dr. Uudclifle

iiavc appointed the llev. llobert Main, M.A., fust

^^^,'. -.- :'- the r -il Ob^tTvatory, Oreeiiwiclj, to sue-
;

cee*l the late ^Tr. M. .1. Johnson as llailclifTe Observer

at this University. Amontjst the candidates for the

office were many of tlie lirsL astronomers of the day.

Wok ' -^1 III.—At n recent meetiu;^ of the Midluud

Arcix^jlogKu A. /... il. Sir K. A. II. Leehni ! in

the chair, ad *
" ' /ice on tliL- pn-posed

demoliti :i of the (iueston Hall in the cathedral pre-

cincts of this city, when the following resolution was

unanimously adopted aud transmitted to the Dean and

Chapter :

—

" That this met. *...^ looks'^on theGueston Uall as a roost

valuable rcf-nl of ai;
'

'^t architecture, and believing that the

iu.„....^ uf art aud the honour of the city of Worcester alike

requiro i*^ preservation and maintenance, resolves that the

foliowiug memorial be signed on its behsrff and presented to

the Dean and Chapter. That your memorialists consider that

the Giie-t-u Hall, ihed to your cathedral, Is a rare speci-

men of ancient architect'U*e, and an historical record most
interesting to the citv of Worcester ; they have heard with pain

aud dismay of the possibility that the hall may either be

dset^ -ed or suffered to perish from decay ; and they believe

ttot either of such ev«its would be deeply deplored by all

lovers of art. Thay therefore most respectfully implore you to

take such steps as shall secure the preservation and future

protection of ibis \\4.^.i.ble building."

YoitK,—In consequence of the genenU report that the

Queen had it in couttimplation to hold a review of the

Rifle Volunteers of the northern district in the city of

Tort during the en / ig autumn, a special meeting of

the town council was hrld last t^eok, when it was unani-

mously resolved to present a memorial to her ilajesty,

inviting her to visit York for the purp _ of reviewing

the different Volunteer Corps of the north of England.

dislocated shoulder, and the porter was severely bruised

;t
' Ided by the nu from the engine. Several

persons who happt*ued at the time to be sitting on the

•^fone bulwarks beneath the railway also narrowly

escaped with their livca.

OaVTKTwm or Wi_.._.ow died on Sunday, at the family

in Cavendish Square. Hue was the only daughter of the

lata M^aquis of Abi'
,
(yrandf- ' the i:rt- .:>: m .. jiiis,

by hiR Moond marriftfr*) with the ei^hth daughter of the UoK.
and ilt^v. George Hamilton, of ,\' m. fchc was bom in

1796, and marri«d in ISlii the Earl of Wicklow, by whom bur

ladyship hu had a family of «ix daughter*, three of wLuni arc

,..i"f, ti-»mftlr. I^^ .y Frances, marncd to _ i.l the lion.

CoiUi i.jii'ittrty, lady Anne Jane, widow of Lord Mllford ; and
Lady K-uthurmc, married l^> tlio Hun. A. IN

Mft. J' '* J ERV 18, Associate of the Court of Common Pleas,

.: unly cm Monday ni"niiiit;. lie had vion^ly been

in his uiiual hca'f '' and was found u-.-.^ iu tlie water closet, lie

w.m the son ol ftirJ^lm Jet "

. tlio hitc Hi! f Justiceof the

Court, aud was appointed Associai - - .. 1-^ fiitbor bi.
,

.

'
-

the hc-noli. Prot' to his npjiointmont, the ©flice Iwcaroc

VH<.:tnt on the dea'.- rix-i. ,tl<»f tit-j I
' '

i" Ju ^
',
but

' ' T a reCL-nt fltatnto. Mr. Jervis and the Assomte of tbe other

mte were .i\'i
'

- Ufo.

Mb, Robebt b. iiKuunn, well kunwn as a hnuioroiw writer

f.-r tlie staffo and for the minor penodicahi. died on the 2(>th

uH. at MaiichuHUr. Uc had I.. uommthsa RC

sufferer, and was on his way to Llangollen for change of air.

when 1
". by illness from coutinuing bis journey beyond

MauuheBtcr. _^_^
Wi —The will of Sir W. F. Mi ^ " ''r\, Bart., hits been

sworn under 4^.vjyi. ; the ilost Itev. Dr. Alu^i^Tuve. Ar. " dhop

of York, 60,000i.

itlisccllancous*
TUE KCLIl'SE OF THE SUN OX W£D: .-^Ar NEXT,

—The screw stomuship Hiuiulaya luft riymouth Sound

on Saturday morninu- with the Astronomer Royal and

fhiblln. Colonel HnrKREv Lyons, H.M.'s Indian Army, to the
liuu. Adelaide Matilda Yelvebtos, faecond daughter of
the Viscount Avonmorc—3d inst, at Witham, Essex, Sir Wk.
O'.Malley, eldest sou of tjir ^iimuel O'Malley, Bart., of Rose
Hill, CO. Mayo, to Louisa Mart, secoiid daughter of the late
Rev. Henrt DC Cane, of the Grove, Witham—26th ult, at St.

George's, Hanover Square, Captain Dasiel Peploe Webb, of
the 4th Dragoon Guards, to Kliza Tueopuilx Metcalfe,
youngest daughter ul the late Sir Theopiiilus Metcalfe, Bart.

—

10th mst, kt St. James's Church. Colonel Leith Hay, C.B.,
1 Higbhiuders, t<i Chri.-^tina Guale Agnes, eldest daughter

of the late W. C. Hauiltok, Esq., of Craighlaw, Wigtonshire

—

5th inst, at the Paribh Church of Howick, the Kev. Duos
Brown, of L'uthauk Uall, Korthumbcriand, to Geokoina
Elizaekth, only daufViter of Colonel Ferraiw Loftus, and
granddaughter of the late General Loftuii~:iSth May, Sir Joskph
Arnould, one of the Judges of the Supreme Conrt, Bombay, to

A.NMu ri'itAiRS. daughter -a' Majur J. W. Carneoie, C.B.
IJLAliiS.—On the flth inst, in London, Louisa, the Dowager

Lady St. Joun, of Bletsoe, aud relict of tlie Right Hon. the Lite

Mr. JuKticc Vaughax— litb inst, at Tlie Lsi)lauadu, Plymoiith,

Annk L^titia, eldest and la.st surviving child of the &tc Rev.

Sir llAttRY Tkklawnv, Bart., uf Trelawny, Coruwall—7th inst,

at 80, Jermyn Street, St. James's, Lady OtUJDtii MacIwEKZIe, of

A \ i<. r.Mid. aged 6-'—10th inst, iu London, after a few

days' illness. Major-GeiierAl G. C. Musdv, Lieut. -Governor of

Jersc Idwt son of the late Gencrid and Hon. Sarah Mundy—
10th i'nst, at 43, La-ibroke Squai-e, Nottnig Hill, Major-General

Wavkll, K.F., K.C.S.. F.lt.S., aged 75-3d inst, at BiUton,

rdshire, William Tayloii, Esq., fuimerly M.F. for Barn-

st.nple, lately residing at Titley Cottigo, llerelordabire, aged 78

—Oth inst, at Tiu- Oaks, Leamington, Colonel Waltbr
UxE-rr, late of the 3d Light Dragoons, aged 4S—
3d inst, at thePiRenn House Von Bairacka, uear Dublin, aiter

a short Illness. Licutenant-Coloiiel CoLi.isowooD Feswick, of

the 7tith Regiment, fourth son of the late Chriatophcr Feu\vick»

Ksq., of Newcastle-on-Tync—7th inst. at his residence, 19,

I'ortland Place, Major John Arthur Muobe, aged 60—6th inst,

at Chester, Mra. WramghaSC, widow of the late Ven. Areh-

deacon Wrangham, aged 8a— -JOtli ult, suddenly, at Bath,.

HoBtniT Mansers Croft, late of the 1st Itoyal Dragoons, eldest

son of the Archdeacon of Canterbury-, agod 45—29th ult, at

Crowcombe Cottage, near Taunton, John Francis Carew, Esq.,

a magistrate for Somerset, aged 6(i—<Jth inst, at Walmer, alter

a loug iUiic...r, G. J. GuNNtLL, Esq., for many years of the

House of Commons.

Paetz Eiot in Akmagh.—It was hoped that the

1st and 2d days of July would have passed over this

yuarof "revival'* in the north of Ireland without a

party collision; hut as far as Armagh is concerned,

this anticipation has not been realised. A serious coq-

ftct occurred iu that city on the night of the 2d inst.,

and appears to hnve been originated on very slight pro-

vocation by the Roman Catholic population. When the

streets were cleared of the rioters, the ground presented

a stai-tling appearance. The pathways and channels

were covered with stones and brickbats, and the

houses were withont even a vestige of doors or windows.

The windows of several unoa'ending: citizens were left

without a pane. The riot lasted till nearly 1 o'clock in

the morning, and the poUce patrolled the streets

during the whole night, in anticipation of the renewal

of the disturbances.

The Galway Link.—Tlie Galway Mail-packet Com-

pany has sold to the Canadian Government, for the sum

.000/ "

' "

staff, coi.
* tnig of about 60 persons, and arrived at

Bilboa at noon on Monday. From Bilboa Professor

Airy intended to take the chief portion a distance

of IGO miles, to secure a clear atmosphere and a cloud-

less sky for the observation of the eclipse. The rest

were to proceed to Santander. At both these places

the eclipse will be total for about four minutes. In :

this country it will be large, but will not approximate

to totahty. The Superintendent of the Xauiical

,

Ahnyznaci' stsites that it will begin at Birmingham at

,

1.28,4; Bristol, 1.25.7; Cambridge, 1.39,0; Dover,'

1.46,9; Durham. 1.27.2; Exeter, 1.21,6 ; Liverpool &;
Manchester, 1.25,1; Xorwich, 1.44,9; Oxford, 1.32,4;

|

Portsmouth, 1.34,4 ; York, 1.30,8. Mr. Hind writes that

in London the eclipse will begin, at Ih. 39m. I'.M., a little
^

below the sun's centre, on the right hand. " The
,

greatest eclipse will take place at 2h. 49m. p.m., when
,

82-lOOths of the diameter will be covered. Nothing
,

like darknojs, or even obscurity, can, however, be!

expected at this time, 18-lOOths being too large a por-

1

tion of the sun still visible to allow of a very sensible

diminution of daylight. At 2h. 49m. p.m. the sun will
'

appear as a crescent, with the convexity towards the

zenith. A dark glass will serve as well as the telescope
i

to exhibit this, the most interesting feature of the '

eclipse in England. The moon will finally separate

from the sun, or the eclipse will eud, at 3h. 51m. P.M.,

a little north of his centre, on the left hand."

The Xzw Comet.—A comet, visible to the naked eye,
j

has been visible during tlie last fortnight in the

N.W. ; it resembles that of Donati, except that this one.

instead of having been indicated three mouths before-

hand, was, in consequence of the unfavourable state of

the weather, not discovered until it had acquired con-

siderable brilliancy. It may be seen in the evening

as soon as the twilight is weakened, and again early in

the morning. The nucleus is well defined, growing

brighter and brighter towards the centre, aud of

a reddish colour.^ It has the appearance of a star

of the second magnitude, and has a bright narrow

tail extending vertically upwards 5 or 6 degrees m
leno-th. Mr. Hind, the astronomer, has addressed a

letter to the Times giving the resuks of his calculations

of the elements of the comet's orbit, from which the

following is an extract :-—

" It appears that the comet is receding from the sun, but is
'

itlaikctg.

COVENT GARDEX.-July 14.
^

We have still to report heavy supplies of Eng-lish PmeS,

Peaches, and NecUirines. Ptums, Pears, and Pigs fe also

received from France in large quantities. Grapes are plentiful,,

as are hkewise Cherries, ilest samples ol Strawberries main-

tain fair pirices. Cob Nuts realise Is. per pound.

Gooseberries fetch 8d. a quart. Peas in excellent condition

are now abundant. New Potatoes range from 6s. to 8s. per>

cwt Some good Mushrooms may be obUined. Cut flowers

chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Violets, Mignonette.

Heaths. Kalosanthes, Geraniums. Lily of the VaUey, and

Roses,

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb.. 3a to 5s CheiTies, p. lb.. Is to Ss

Grapes, per lb., 4s to 83 Green Pigs, per doz.. 8s to 12S

Strawberries, p. lb., is to 3a Melons, each, 'is to 4a

Peaches, per doz., lOsto 20s I
Apples, per doz., 2s to 6s

_

Apricots, per doz.,'28 to 4a 1 Oranges, per 100, 6a to Us
^

Kectai-ines, do., tistol2s Lemons, per 100, 5a to lOa

VEGETABLE3.
Aspai-agus, p. bundle, 3s to 6s

Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
P. Beans, per 100, Is to Is 6d
Peas, p. bush., 4s to 63

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 4d_

Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d
to 6s

Cabbages, do. , Is to 2s

Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOa
.— per bus., 33 to 4s Cd
— per cwt., 6s to Ss

Carrots, perbuncb, fidtoSd
Tamips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve. 28 to 3a

Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is

Artiuhokes, per doz., fis to 8a

Beet, per doz., Is ed to 23

Celerj", per bundle, & to M
Onions, p. halfsieve, Ss to 5s

Tomatoes, per doz., 2s to 33

Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., ed to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, ls6d
to 2s 6d

Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d to la

Endive, p. score. Is to &
HorseRadish,p.bun..,ls6dto4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., Istolsed
Paraley, p. 12 bunches, 28 to 4*
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

HAY.—Per Load of Thu-ty-sis Ti-uases.

Smithfield, Tudbsd.\t, July 13,

Prime Meadow Hay 70s to S43 ;

Clover

Superior do. (old; . . SS 1C5

Inferior do 55 60
New do 36 80
Rowen

. 95a to 126a-'

New Clover .. ,. — —
Second cat do. ..90 95

Straw 26 36
Davis 2c Co.

CotBEJiLl>'D Market, Thursday, July 12.

Sup. Meadow Hay.. 110stol203

hiferior do 84 100

Newdo. ..' .. .. 65 84

Superior Clover . .120 130

»T

# 4

carrying the muik to the United States and Canada hut appr™ct£>gtb. earth. -J-ieh >t w.U cont^ue to^ d^ untU^th.

fitill retains the Newfoundland contract. The Canadian

authorities intend the service to be conducted by the

Montreal Ocean Steam Company, the port of departure

to be Galway. and the ports of arrival Quebec in

summer and Portland in winter.

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. .-

Straw . . .

.

Inferior Clover ..lOOatollOa

Newdo 65 lOe

Straw 42 46
Joshua BakeIu

rilTECHAPEL, TntJKSDAT, July 12.

lOOstoiOOs Fine old aover ..120stol2&
Inferior do .. .-100 IIO

Fine New Clover . . 80 90
Fine 2d cut .. ..110 116

Inferior do 84 94 i

* *

85
63

95
76

32 38

Itailtoau^

middle of the month. It crossed the ecliptic from north to

south very near to the orbit of Venus on the Uth mst., the
\

planet bemg at the time about 21" further advanced in 1

loncntude. Thtre is no similarity between the elements of ,

this comet aud those of any other at present computed. Though

the position by the Paris observation of June 22 was precisely

that which the comet of Charles V. should occupy, if in

periheUou on the 26th, the opposite motion of the comet now

visible soon indicated that it could not be ideuticd with theone

8olon<- expected. Dr. Donati considered the nucleus .on the

2*>d ult as bright as a st^ir of the first magnitude, and judged

the leuffth of the tail to be 15 deg. As the comet was then

SrooToOO of miles from the earth, and about ^3,000,000 from

?be sun the tnie lenjjth of tbe tul would be rather more tlian

4 OOroOO of miles. There is nothing remarkable m the comet s

;?ne^l appearance; the tail is thrown off m the more

uuU form without bifurcation, so far as the state of the

Fatal AccrDE>'T on the Edinburgh, Peeth, ani>

Dundee.—On Sunday afternoon an accident of a very

melancholy nature occurred between Trinity and Gran-

ton, by which four lives were lost and five or six persons
^^^^j.^i i.^rna wuuuu. u.....^....^. ^^

were seriouUy injured. The engine and tender of the atmosphere has enabled me to judge.

Sunday evening piis^ongcr train were returning^ with

six persons on thoux to tbe station in Scotland Street,

after having safely conveyed the train to Granton, and

were proceeding rapidly along the line, which at that

point runs close to the sea on a high --'' •

when they ran oflf the rails into the sea, a aistance or
: daughter—-a ni^^, «- ", ^ki-.. ,"-."-,-. xTp„^,,„ Middle-

aLout 30 teet. crrjlng W.tl. them the railh,? of » 1 StcIh^nso^ of a sUUt«m aon-^t^^^^^

bridge, which at tiiat point crosses the road, and a por-
j
5®^' ^f^'lgd inst. at Radnor Place. Gloucest

HOPS.—Borough Market, FBioiT, July 13.
_

Messrs Patteuden & Smith report that the market is very,

active, and the accounts from the plantations worse. Duty

130,0u0t. to i40,000i^

BUTTER MARKET.—July 13.

Best Fresh Butter . . .. Us. per dozen Iba,

Second do. do. -• • iSa, ,* >
Pork, 4s. 8d. to 5e. 4d. per 8 lbs.

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDOK, Fridat, July 33.

The trade continues healthy at former prices. The rates.

paid at tbe fau-s to the farmers iu the country continue ex-

orbit:mt compared with the expectations of many. The con-

sumers and their agents, however, are the highest buyers on

these occasions, and as all tnmsactions are for cash our

business is on a sale basis.

BIRTHS -On the 3d inst. Lady Robert Cecil, of adaughter

.fth^Inst,- at EdinU^rgh, JU<iy ^^CIs_Tuo..v.e, of a

South-down Hog- a.

gets 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Eletjces . . 1

d. B. d.

8 to 1 9

8 — 19
6 — 1 T
tj — 1 7

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing bkins
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .. 1

6
7

6

to 1
— 1

—
— 1

7
8

7

tion of the low parapet wall skirting the line.

por-
j

sex, thejv-iie
"^^.^^^^^^-^^d^r place 'gIo'^^^^^ ^^uare. the

T»'«
i tllfowfint' R cil?To/E.sT, 8th Madras Light Ca

i-iuu Ul iiic luw paiitutju .i«ii. o«..»v.,.-f, ^^.-^ ix.x^, *
1 Wile 01 tjaptaui r. j.*. v.—^»»"" — 1

engine-driver, his son, and brother-in-law, aud the 1 valry, of a daughter.
Peter's Church.

poLsman. were kiUed on ,tUe spot; the stoker had a
' MARRIAGE3.-0n the -th mst., at St. Petei s C

,

MARK LANE.—Monday, July 9.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this mora-

iug'8 mai-ket was small even for the season, and held firmly

for the rates of this day se'nnight The. attendance waj
.„„„„- ^v.™« «f iaf>. and more disnosition evmced on the part

I

. 1
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Red . . .

.

Red . . .

,

Red ....

Malting

.

Maltiug.

Feed ..

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

8. 8.

53—58
56—60

•of millers to effect purchases, which gave an improved tone
to the trade, and on the sales effected the prices obtain;ible
last week were generally realised. Bailey brings fully last
week's rates. In the value of Beans and Peas there is no
alteration. The Oat trade is heavy, and all but the best con-
•ditioned parcels are Is. to 2s. per qr. cheaper. For Flour
there is scarcely any demand, and prices ai-e rather easier.

pKRlMrKRiAL Quarter.
fi'HEAT, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. "White— — fine -selected runs, .ditto— — Talavsra— Norfolk— Foreign
^Barley, grind. &dist., 24s to 31s. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnsliii-e . .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan.,..328 to 40s Tick— Pigeon 36s — 47s..n'inds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— ilaple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
FiouR, best marks delivered..per suckJ4S^54— ^d do ditto 40~4S

8. 8.

55—60
55—60
58—63

52—65
38-^5
28—30
20—24
26—28
26—28
21—26
35—38 Foreign

.

34—43 Harrow

.

48—54 Lougpod
38—40;Egvptian
3S_40' Suffolk .

32—:i4! Foreign.
Yellow..

36—41
35—40

24—26
21—24
17—26

34—43

36—41
30—40

Country.
Foreign perbarrcl]2j—o2'Per sack

10—4S
30-44

Frldat, July 13.

Tbe weather during fhe pv^st week has continued dry, the
sky cloudy with little exception, the nights cold, the wind
from the E. and N.E. The inactivity noticed m our kist
circular in the Wheat trade throughout the kingdom con-
tinues, and we have to quote alurther depreciation of Is. to 23.

per qr. in the country markets for EngUsh. and of Is. per qr.
on foreign ; this reduction rather stimulLiting the demand in
Scotland. Flour has been neglected, and prices receded 6d. to
Is. per barrel and Is. per sack without inducing purchases.
Beaua and Peas remained firm. Grinding Barley advanced 6d.
te Is. per qr., while Oats, owing to the large supplies and
more genial weather, receded Is. to 2s. per qr. From the South i

of Europe we continue without arrivals off the coast, and the I

sales for the week are confined to a cargo of Egyptian Barley
'

on passage at 25s. 6d., and 5000 qrs. of Danube Barley to be
shipped at 25s., both per 400 lbs. The arrivals of Eugli^h grain
this week consist only of 590 qrs. of Wheat ; those from
abroad arc less than of late. The attendance at to-day's market

|

was small, and confined to buyers of retail quantities ; in the
sales effected both of English and foreign Wheat Monday's
prices were reaUsed. Barley is in good demand at Monday's
quotations. For Oats there is a fair inquiry at an advance of
Is. per qr. u^jou the depressed sales lately made.

Arrivals froii July 9 to July 13.

English .

.

Irish * « «

Foreign ,

.

%v iitiac.

590 qrs.

8990

9M

Vf

±(ariey. Oats,

qrs,

3920

31

t»

— qra.

268i0 „

Flour,

245U sks.

{

•
1150 „
1770 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, July 10.—The grain market was largely
attended to-day. Wheat and Flour in fair request at late
jates. Indian Com in active demand at 6d. advance. American
mixed Sis. ; Ibrail and Foxanian, 30s. 9d. Beans steady and
a turn dearer. Oats, Oatmeal, and Barley '\uiet.

Friday, July 13.—The corn market was steady. Wheat in
good request at full rates. Flour dull. Indian Corn rather
easier. Ualatz, Sis. 6d. Mixed American the same. Beans
unchanged and neglected. Oat?, Oatmeal, and Barley quiet.

AVERAOiB.

June 2 .

,

— 9..— 16..— 23..
— ao.,

July 7..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat. Barley, l Oats. , five. , Beans. iPeaa.

395 3d

55 11

44s ld\ils Od
33 1 45 y 40 8
S7 46 2 40 4
38 9 45 10 41 4
41 9 .47 1 41 8
41 3 46 6 41 4

39 4 ~4T11 41 T
Fluctuations in the Last Six Week^a Averaues,

PRiCEa
:
June2^ June 9. June ]6.iJune~23rjune^'o7|July~ 7."

57 9

57
54 11
64 S
•43 4 — r

r
J

r T
*

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, July 9.

The number of Beasts is about the same as on Mondav last,
and the prices of that date are pretty well supported. "Good
Sheep are by no means plentiful ; trade is not brisk, but

*

quotations are not lower. Trade is very heavy for Lambs; the
quality of the supply is inferior, prices are lower. Calves are
notselling quite so well From Germany and HoUaud there!
are 897 Beasts. 5000 Sheep, and 232 Calves ; from Spain,

'

eo Beasts; from Scotland, 26; from Norfolk and Suflolk,
1800 ; and 400 from the northern and midland counties.
_ a
Best Scots. Here-

fords Ac. .. 5
Best ahoit-homa 5
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and

Hatf-breda ^.. 5
Do. Shorn

d 8 dj 8

I

Beat Long-wools. 5
6 to 5 8 1 T)n. Whom
2 — 5 t>

;
EwesA 2d quality 46— 4 10 Bo. Shorn

I Lam ha
6 to 5 8 \ Calves .. ..4

Pi«» .. .. 4

d s

2 — 5
. to

4 10

5 S
i
o

6
5
5

4

3720 ; Bhwp & Lamba, l , ; Calves, 298 ; Pigs, 340.

Thursday, July 12.
We have a very middlinfj supply of Beasts both as regards

numbers and quality. Consequently in choicest descriptions
there w a slight advance. Sheep and Lambs are rather more
plentfAiI; however, there is u coudidcrablo deinand. and
prices are not lower. Trade is rather bri.sk for choice Lambs
at rather higher rates. For Calves trade remains as on
iiFJi. tl' ^^^^ Germany and Holland there are 320 Beasts
2,30 Sheep 420 Calves, and :;0 Pigs ; from Spain i*o Beasts-
from Ireland, 51 Calves; and 105 Milch Cows from the home
counties.

Beat Scots, Here-
fords, &.C. . . 6

Best
; Short-horns 5

2d quality BeasU 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds ,. 5

.Bo. Shorn _ .

Beasts, S55; Sheeo

6 to 5 10
4 — 5 8
8 — 5

6 5 8

[
Best Long-wools . 5
Bo. Shorn . . .

Ewes J: 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn .. .

Lamba .. ,.6
Calves .. ,,4
Pi^a .. ..4

4—5 6

6 — 4'io
. to ..

8—6 6
4 — 5 6
0—5

COAL MARKET.^luLY 12.

BumhopeGas, 13«. 6d. ; Clark's West Hartley, 153. 3d.:^vison'B West Hari:ley, 158. 6d. ; Holywell. IDs. Hd.Howards West Hartley. ISs, od. ; Stmker'a W^i Hi^itlcv

15s. 9d. ; Tanfield Moor, 13s. ; Tanfield Moor Butes, ISs. ;

West Hartley, 15s. ,* Wylam, Ids. ; Walls End Acorn
Close, 17s. ; Walls End Eden, 173.; Walls End Riddell, 16s. 6d.;

Walls End Wharncliffe, I69. 6d. ; Eden Main, Kjs. 9d. ; Walls
End Framwellfrjite, 17s. ; Walla End Haswell, 18a. 9d. : Walls
End Hetton, 18s. 9d. ; Walls End Kepier Gninye, I7s. 6d.

;

Walls End Russell's Hetton, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End South
Hetton, ISs. Od. ; Walls End Auckland Park, ICs. ; Walls
End tCassop, '17s. 9d ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 17s. ; Walls
End North Hartlepool, 15s. 6d. ; Walls End South Hartle-
pool. 17s. yd. ; Walls End Thorpe, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End Whit-
worth, 16s.; Carway and DuQrjn Malting, 22s. Od.—56 ships
at market.

THE OFFICE OF CURATOR to the 13otanic and
the other Public Gardens in Liverpool is now VACANT.

The salary is 100 guineas per annum, with house, taxes, coals,
water, au<l gas.

A competent knowledge of Scientific Botany, as well as prac-
tical skill in Gardening, is indispensable.

Applications to be made by letter, enclosing testimonials,
addressed to the Chairman of "the Gardens' Committee, Town
Hall, Liverpool, on or before the 25th instant.

WANTED, AS WORKING FOREMAN, in tlie
riant Department, in a Market Garden, where Plants

are grown in quantities for the market, a steady active Man.
References as to cb;uucter and ability will be required.—Apply,
personally, to J. G. Bbuci;, Park Nursery, Richmond Road,
Kingston, Surrey, S.W.

WAISTED, in the County oF Pembroke, a sober
and steady Man as GARDENER, who can also Super-

intend a Small Farm, chiefly Pasture. Wages SOL per annum,
with Cottage and Garden.—Apply, with full particulars of age,
family, situation held, and to whom references are to bo made,
to James JAME.S. Esq., Noi-th Sodstoa. Narborth.

WANTED, AS GARDENER, au active Han, who
perfectly understands the management of a Green-

house and Vhies, and the Cultivation of a small Garden.
Wages. 2-2s. per week.—Apply by letter to Itj, Temple Street,
Wolverhampton.

XXTANTED, a "MAN who lias a good luiowlcdge of
V V Roses ; he must be an industrious Working Man, and an

expert Budder.—Apply, stating where having lived, amount
of wages expected, &c., to John Cranston, King's Acre
Nurseries, near Hereford.

WANTED, A GARDENER, and his Wife as Lalm-
dresa, ifec, without incumbrance. The Man must be

.strong and a Practical Gardener, about 30 years of age, willing
to make himself useful in a small family.—Apply at 4,

Strand, W.C.

TT/^ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, one who
V T has been accustomed to Xailing" and the General Work

of a Kitchen Garden- No one need apply who cannot be well
recommended for being a good workman, and also for sobriety
and activity. Wage-s 12*. per week.—Apply to Mr, Harland^
the Gardens, Bedwell Park, Herts.

WANTED, AS FAUM STEWARD, and also to
superintend a Garden^ an active married Man to

manage a liffht Land Farm; "his Wife to have the care of the
Dairy and Poultry.—Address W. N,, Post Office, Thetford-

WANTED, A PROPAGATOR at^d SALESMAN.
Middle-ag-ed, Married man preferred.—Apply, T. & G,

SwAiLKS, NTirserymen, Beverley, Yorksliire-

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a Young Mnn well
accustomed to the Retail Seed Trade, as SHOPMAN.—

Apply in own handwrithip^, statiny- terms and reference, to
Edwin Cooling, 4*2. Queen Street, Derby.

WANTED, n BOY, in a Nursery in the North of
England. He must be a good Writer, as he will have to

Assist in the Seed Shop. He will live with the fixraiiy. Oue
about 15 years of age, and to remain till 21.—Apply, with full

particulars, to T., 41, Welliuyjtou. Street, Coveut Garden,
London, W.C.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GAPvOENER (Head).—Age 30, nifirried ; under-
stands Greenhouse and Hothouse, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens. Three and a half vears' character.—W.B., Post Office,
West Wickham, Bromley, Kent, S. E.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; has a thorougli
practical knowledge of his profession in all its hmnches.

Has no objection to the .su]ierintendeuce of Land. First-rate
references.—A. B., Mr. Cutbush. Barnet Nurseries, Herts. N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; perfectly
undprstands Early and Late Forcing, Fruit, Flower, and

Kitchen Gardening. Will be disengaged in a month.—Joh.v
WiNwooD, the Gardens. Briiles Hoii^e, Shipstnn-on-Stour.

/^ARDENER (Head).— A<re 38, married, two
VJ children ; has a practical knowledge of his profession in
all its various branches, including Early and Late Forcing of
Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables ; Growing of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Orchids, &e. Also the general routine of Flower
and Kitchen Garileiis. Gnod ch;,r.icter from last lemulover

—

H. B, U. ft^rorrl street. SoiUhiimptnn.
i r j -

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;

30 years' experience ; h:is a thorough practical know-
letlge of Vine.s, Stove and Grcenhouso Plants. Early and Late
Forcing, and the management of Flower au.l Kitchen Gardens
Six years' good chanietcr. No single-handed place accented —
R. B.. Mr. Myers'rt Library. Knfield. Middlesex. N".

r^ARDENER (Head).—Acre 40. married; professesV^ a practical and scientific knowledge of his profession in
all its branches, including Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Fiffs
Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; and is a first cbiss plant grower'
His had 200 prizes for Fruits and Veget.-ibles. With Woods'
Land, and Stock. Wife can tako charge of Dairv and Poulti-v'—J. D., A. Henderson's, Piue-apple Place, Edo-eware R n * *

London, W. °
"^^

GARDENER (Head).—Henby May begs respect-
fully to offer his services to any lady or gentleman

requiring a Gardener. He lived under his brother four years
while with the late ^Irs. Laurence at Ealing Park, and he has
aubaequeotly been foreman in the plant department of a Nur-
sery. In addition to his exi)eri«nce iu the cultivation of pLinta
and flowers, H. M. feeia himself quite competent to undertake
the charge of a Kitchen or Fruit Garden, and other matters
cnnnt'Cted with the duties of a gardener,—Hesky May New
Road, Barnet, Herts. N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no incum-
brance; thorough knowledge of his i)rofesf'iou in aUit-i

branches.-F. C, 13, Canipden Grove. Kensington, W.

G~ARDENER (Head).— Single ; understancITthe
Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants Forcing

Early Fruits and Vegetables; Flower and Kitcuen 'Gardens
Good character.—A. Z., Dickers, Wcsterham, Kent.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child •

is about leaving his present situation ; thoroughlv under"
.stands his profession in aU its branches. Early and Late
lutcing. Two years' good character.—J. B., at the Lodge R
Edmund's, Esq., New Cross, Surrey, S.E. ' '

GARDENER (HEAD).-Slng!e ; lias a thoroucrh
practical knowledge of his profession in all its branches

Five and a half years' character. Good testimonials. No*
objection to Buperiutend a Farm.—T. M., 2, Argyle Street
Regent Street, London, W. '

GARDENER (Head, to any nobleman or gcntlman)"— Age 36, married; has extensive experience in
every department of his profession ; also a" good Botanist. No
objection to the Management of Land if required.

*

The
liighest references for character and ability, &c.—J. Pring
Gardener, Dunorlan Park, Tnnbridge Wells, Kent.

* '

CS ARDEXKR (Head),—Age 42. married; 27 years

.

^ experience in his profession, IG of which in the capacity
of Head Gardener; a clever and intelligent Plant Grower, in-
cluding Ferns, &c., and well sUilled iu the routine of Forcing,
Fruits, Cropping, &c. Testimonials highly satisfactory.—
Alpha, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood,
London. N.W.

/ ^ AKDENER (Head or good Single-handed).—
^ * Age 34. married, : experienced ; of good character.
—Y. Z., 2, Bowling Green Pasaage, High Street, Stoke
Newiugton, N.

GARDENER (Head, or Second). — Single;
Thoroughly understands his profession. First-class

reference.—X. Y., 14, Chandos Street, Strand, W.C.

1 ARDENER.—Married; perlectly understands theG Munarrement of the Vinery and Greenhouse, Wall Trees,
Kitclieu and Flowur Gardens ; also Eai'ly Forcing. Has no
objection to the care of Meadow Land- Good character and
rcterence given.—11, D,, 40, Ebury Street, Eaton Square,
Pimlico, S.W.

GAUDKNEK.—Age 40, married; sober, active, and
industrious, a native of London ; has had 25 years' prac^

ticalexperieuce iu the Management of the Kitchen 3nd Flower
Gardens, Growing of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing
of Grapes, Peaches,^ Cucurabens, l\Ielons, &c- Can keep the
Conservatory gay with Flowers throughout the year,—A. B.,

Spring Cottage, Great Cheatham Street^ Higher Broughton,
Manchester,

/^ A11D1::XEU (PRACTICAIi Wokkia'g)- — Henby
VJJGiBSoy (age 36, married, small incumbrance), seven years'

Gardener to the late Sir Henry Lambert, at Aston House,
near Tetworth, Oxfordshire, and with the present Sir Henry
up to the time that he disposed of his property in Oxford-
sliire. Is now at liberty to engage with any nobleman or

gentleman.—Direct as above. ^^
GARDENER (FoKZiiAx)-—Age 22 ; unJerstands

Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, and Cucumbers; and
Stove and Greenhouse Plants,—G. L., Messrs. RolUssons^
Nursery, Lower Tooting, Surrey, S.

i^ARDENER (Foreman).—Age 26 j acquainted with
VJl Plant Growing and Early and Lato Forcing, Ac. Highest
teatimonials given.—J. W., Pine Apple Nursery, Edgeware
Roa-i, London, W.

GARDENER (Under) or FOREMAN.—Age 26;
has a practical knowledge of liis profession, Flowor and

Kitchen Gardens, Plants, &c. Nine years' good character.

—

A. B., Mr. Humiain, Bookseller, Iliaii Street, Knaresborough.

TO NOBLEMEN'S AND GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS.
FOREMAN. — W. Tayjoh, Giirdener, Sbrulland

Park, Suffolk, will be glad to recommend a young MTiu

who has lived under him nearly two years and is a moat com-
petent and trustworthy Man.—Address as above.

_

FOREMAN (in a nobleman or gentleman's establish-

ment).—Age 24, single; has a thorough knowledge of

Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Forcing of Early

and Late Fruits, &;c. ; has had gi-eat experience in Specimen
Plant Growing, also with exhibiting at the MetropoliUni and
Provincial Shows. Character will bear the strictest investiga-

tion.—A. B., Mr. Geirr, Grecian Villa, Norwood, Surrey, 8.

GENERAL FOREMAN OR GROUND FOREMAN
in a NDRSERY.—Thorouohly understands the Propaga-

tion and Growth of i rait and Forest Trees, Shrubs, Roses, and

Coniferaj. Good references as to character, ability, &c.—A. B.,

Mr. Heale'8, 9. Boston Place, Brook Street. Upper Clapton, K.E.

p ENERAL FOREMAN, SALESMAN, ok PLANT
VJT GROWER.—Extensive practical experience andhnow-
iedere of plants, also Designing and Landscape Gardening.

—

Frutex, Catleigh Nursery, Hans Street, Cbel-sea, S.W.

Satis-

Goring,
PROPAGATOR (Soft-woodt:d).—Asre 22.

factory references can be given.

—

G. H., Mr.
MemelCotta'?'-', Oatlands Park, Walton, Surrey.

IMPROVER (Undek, in a nobleman or gentleman's
Garden).—Age 18. Good character. A Premium will be

given if required.—A. B., Post Office, Ashford, near Stames,
Middlesex.

A SSISI'ANTS.—Two joung t^cotcli Gardeners wish
XjL for situations as above where not less than three are kept.
One of them has been Foreman in his present situation lor
three years.—J. M., Sundnim Garden.^, Ayr, N,}J.

BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and GARDENER.—W. P.
A vRns having completed his engagement in the formation

of the Forcing and Pleasure Gardens to the new mansion at
Orchardleigh Park, will shortly be at liberty to enter upon a
similar engagement. During hia residence (four years) at

Orchardleigh W. P. A. has had the general supervision of the
Estate Improvements, Draining, Re-modelUng of Farms, Re-
ceiving Rents, &c. He has also Designed and erected a Farm
residence and coveredHomesteadof the tirst class ; is thoroughly
conversant with the principles of Constniction and Artificers

and Ground work of all kinds. Liberal reumneration expected.
»,* W. P. A. has been known to Professor Lindley, the learned
Editor of the G'xrdeners' Chronicle, for upward.^ of 20 years, and
has the honour to refer to him as to hia professional capabili-

tie.s.—Orchardleigh Park, Frome. __

OACHMAN, in the Co lid try.—Acre 35, single;
4 J years' good character.—A. B.,' Printing Office, Boltor,

St. Njuts, Uertb.
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i^RYSTAL PALACE.-GRAND ARCIIEUY MEET-
\j ING — Tho SECOND ANNUAL MEETING of the

iRrHERS of the UNITED KINGDOM will Ukt place in the

GrouudBon WEDNESDAY and TllURtiDAY, July 18 and 19.

Ladies and Gentlemen desirous of compctiug are requested to

make immediate application to the Manager of the Meetiug,

Mr. N. Mkrridkw, Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; or to Mr.

Thomas Aldred, Uon. Local Secretary, Crystal Palace, Syden-

ham, S.E.J who will furnish every inforrnatioii in rotureuce to

the Meetiug. Shooting will commence each day at U o'clock

by the Gentlemen, and 2 by tho Ladies. Display of the Great

Fountains and Entire Series of Waterworks on WEDNESDAY,
,at 5 o'clock.—Open at 10. Admission each day^l.?^

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.
HE HOK/ncULTUUAL SOOIETY

BEING ..VBOUT TO RESUMIi THE

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS
\i7 means of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council

;ife desirous of lindhig a well inforuKd active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage

in this undertaking. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place, London, W.C.

T

m,

In the House of Lords on Monday, in answer to

the Marquis of Nokmanbt, Lord Wodehotjse

said that every effort had been made, and severe

measures adopted by General Gaeiealdi to stop

all violence and outrage among the Sicilians. On

the motion of the Dnke of Somerset the Naval

Discipline Bill was read a second time. The rep rt

upon the amendments of the Criminal Lunatics

Bill was brought up and received, and the Law
and Equity Bill passed through committee. On

Tuesday Lord Stratfokd de Redcliffe called

attention to the recent mas&acre of Christians in

Syria, and insisted on the necessity of some decided

step being taken by the British Government on

the subject. Lord Wodehouse said that her Ma-
jesty's Government hadiustructed Admiral Maetin
to take the Mediterranean fleet to the coast of

Syria, and to adopt such steps as he might consider

•necessary for the protection of the Christians.

Her Majesty's Government had also been in

communication with Turkey, Russia, Prussia,

Austria, and France as to the measures which

would become necessary, and that it was the wish

of both the French Government and our own that

Turkey should repress these disorders herself, and

take securities against any repetition of them. On

Thursday the Jews Act Amendment Bill passed

through committee. Lord Mayo moved for a

select committee to inquire into the efficiency of

the new Harbour of Refuge at Holyhead. The

Duke of Somerset opposed the motion, and after

some discussion it was withdrawn.

In the Commons on Friday the adjourned

debate on Lord Palmerston's Privilege resolu-

tions was resumed by Mr. D. Setmoitr,

who contended that the resolutions were

iasufficient for the occasion. Mr. Horshait

supported the resolutions; Mr. Bright recom-

mended the House ta give the Peers an oppor-

tunity of reconsidering ^heir decision, by sending

up another Bill. The first resolution was then

agreed to without a division. On the second reso-

lution Mr. Mellor moved a verbal amendment,

which was opposed by Lord Palmerston, and

negatived on a division by a majority of 317, the

numbers being 369 to 52. Mr. Whalley then

moved the adjournment of the debate, which was
negatived on a division by a majority ot 397, the

numbers being 433 to 36. The resolution was
then agreed to. On the third resolution being put
Lord Fermoy renewed the motion for adjourn-

ment. After some discussion the motion was
withdrawn, and the resolution was adopted with-

out a division. On Monday on the order of the

d.ay for resumiDg the debate on the Report upon

the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Salaries, »S:c., Bill,

the Attorney-General intimated his assent to

the recent vote by which the House had disallowed

the proposal to charge the compensations on the

Consolidated Fund. He explained the means by

which he proposed to provide a fund for these

compensations, and which consisted principally

in a slight augmentation of the County Court fees,

the salaries of the judges of those courts being

equalised and placed on the Consolidated Fund.

After some discussion the report as amended was

agreed to. The House then went into committee

on the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill, and agreed

to about 50 clauses. On arriving at clause 77,

the Chairman was ordered to report progress, and

the House resamed. Lord Palmerston then

moved that the committee on the Bill should sit

again on Th'ursday morning. This motion was

opposed, but was carried on a division by 135 to

QG, On Tuesday the adjourned debate on the

consideration of the Nuisances Removal and

Diseases Prevention Bill was resumed, and even-

tually the Bill was recommitted. Some pro-

gress was made in committee on the Savings

Banks and Friendly Societies' Investments Bill.

Mr. Cochrane moved that the House resolve itself

into a committee to consider an address to Her

Majesty to place the officers and men of the fleet

in China on the same footing as the troops with

respect to extra pay and allowances. Lord C.

Paget said that it was his intention in the course

of a few days to propose a vote as an extra reward

to the officers and men engaged in the last opera-

tions in China, and that wlien the present opera-

tions were concluded a further reward in the shape

of ; batta would be distributed among them. Mr.

Cochrane thereupon withdrew his motion. Mr.

"Wyld obtained leave to bring inu Bill to alter and

amend the law and practice relating to the taking

of Totes at elections for members to serve in Par-

liament. The House then went into committee on

the Gas (Metropolis) Bill, when Mr. Staniland

made a statement in behalf of the gas companies

and moved that the Chairman leave the chair

After some discussion the Bill, at the suggestion

of Mr. S. EsTCorRT, was referred back to the

select committee. The Smithfield Market, Streets,

and Improvements Bill passed through committee.

The House then went into Committee on the

Roman Catholic Charities Bill, when the third and

fourth clauses, after a protracted discussion, were

agreed to, and the Chairman was ordered to

report progress. On Wednesday the House went

into commUtee on the Census BiUfor England and

"Wales. On clause 4, which raised the question as

to religious profession, Mr. Baines, in the interests

of the Dissenters, moved as an amendment that the

words ''religious profession" be struck out of the

clause. Sir G, Lewis condemned the opposition

to report progress. On the order for the third

reading of the Annuity Tax Abolition (Edinburgh)

Bill, Mr, DxTNLOP moved as an amendment that

the Bill he read a third time that day three

months. On a division the amendment was nega-

tived by 204 to 17, and the Bill was read a third

time and passed.

Accounts from Beyrout confirm the telegraphic

announcement of the massacre of the Christiana

of Zahleh, Hassebaya, Rachaia and Der-el-Kamar,

and state that the Christians of Beyrout, Damascus

,

Aleppo, Jerusalem, and other places in Syria,

were in imminent danger of becoming tho victims

of similar atrocities at the hands of the Druses,

aided it is said by the Turkish soldiery. At Beyrout

nearly the whole of the Frank inhabitants had

taken refuge on board the English, French, and

Russian men-of-war in the roads, and parties of

marines had been landed from the ships to assist-

in maintaining order in the town. The latest

news announces that the arrival of Ismael Pacha,

one of the herues of Hars, with 2500 men, had

tended in some measure to restore confidence.

From Constantinople we learn that the Turkish

Government has also sent Fuad Pacha to Bey-

rout with full powers and with reinforcements

which will raise the troops at his command to

16,000 men.—A despatch from Cagliari announces

that the Keapolitan steam corvette, Yeloce, of 6

guns, has gone over to Garibaldi.—Accounts from

Canton announce the defeat of the Traperialists

by the rebels, and confirm the report that exten-

sive forts had been erected at Taku. The British

force had left for the Peiho, and hostilities were

considered inevitable.

words objected to were retained, he would assent to

the amendment. After considerable debate the

amendment was agreed to, as were also the re-

maining clauses. The Bill then passed through

committee. The House next went into committee

on the Census (Ireland) Bill, when Mr. Card-

AVELL said it was the intention of the Govern-

ment to take the religious census in Ireland,

where the people were unanimously in favour

of it. All the clauses were then agreed to,

and the Bill passed through committee. On

Thursday in answer to Sir R. Peel, Lord J.

Russell said that it had been the policy of

Her Majesty's Government during the late

events in Sicily and Italy to leave the people

of Sicily, Naples, and he would add the Roman

States, to decide for themselves the form of

government under which they chose to live.
^

On

the order for going into committee of supply. Sir J.

Trelawnt moved as an amendment that the House

postpone the consideration of further supplies until

the Paper Duty Repeal Bill should have become

law On a division the amendment wag

ne-atived by 108 to 13. The House then went

into a Committee of Supply, when Mr. S. Herbert

moved a vote of 3,800,000/. for the expenses of

naval and military operations in China beyond the

ordinary grants for the year 1860-1, which in-

cluded,^he%aid, the sum of 443,896/. due to the

Indian Government for advances on account of

former expeditions to China, After considerable

discussion the vote was reduced, at the ^"gS^^tion

of Sir H. ^yILLOt:G^BY, by the sum of 443,bJW.,

to be voted separately. The vote of 3,356 104/,

was then agreed to, and the Chairman was ordered

TiTK Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and tho

Koyal fiimily continue at Osborne. On Thursday

the 5th the Prince and Princess of Leuiingon uiul

Prince William of Baden visited the Queen, and

remained to luncheon. In the afternoon her

Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Dnke of Saxe-Coburg and Princess Alice,

drove to Rvde in an open carriage and four. On Friday

the Queen and Prince Consort, with tlie Prmce of

Wales. Princess Alice, Princess Helena, and the Duke

of te'axe-Coburg, drove to Ventnor, and returned to

Osborne by the Undercliff and Shanklin. On Saturday

the Queen drove in an open carriage to Carisbrook

Castle, accompanied by Pruicesa Alice, Princess Louisa,

and Prince Arthur. Tlie Prince Consort, with the

Prince of Wales and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg, lode

on horseback. On Sunday morning the Queen, Pi-mce

Consort, the Prince of Wales, Prince Arthur, Princesses,^*.^«o^. ^.* ^.
. -J iv i Pon'tort the Prince of Wales, Prmce Arthur, rriticesses,

made by the Dissenters to the clause, but said that
~Vele,^^^^^^^^^ ,„d the Duke of Saxe-

as the returns would probably be incomplete xt the q^-^^^„ attended Divine service at Osborne. The Rev.

G. Prothero officiated. In the afternoon the Dnke of

Saxe-Coburg took leave of her Mnjesty and the Prince

Consort, and left Osborne for Buckingham Palace,

on his return to Germany. The Duke of Newcastle

arrived on a visit to lier Majesty. On Monday morning,

at 9 o'clock, the Prince Consort and the Prince of

Wales left Osborne for Plymouth, wliere her M:ijosty*3

ship Hero was in waiting to convey the Prince of

Wales to Canada. The Queen, accompanied by the

Princess Alice and Prince Arthur, embarked at Trinity

Wharf with the Princess Consort and Prince of Wales

in the Fairy, which conveyed their Royal Highnesses to

tlie Victoria and Albert in Cowes Road^. Her Majesty,

w ith th e Pri ncess Alice and I'rince Arthur,

remained iu tho iVIry, which followed the

Royal yacht for some distance, and then re-

turned to Trinity Wharf, where her Majesty

and the Royal party landed, and returned to Osborne.

On Tuesday morning the Queen and tlie Royal family

walked in *the grounds. In the afternoon the Prince

Consort landed at Osborne pier from Plymouth. Her

Majesty, with Princess Alice, drove down to the pier to

meet hia Royal Highness. On Wednesday the Duchess

of K^nt arrived at Osborne from Frograore on a visit

to lier afajesty. The Duchess drove out in the grounds

in the afternoon.

DErABTTEB 09 THE PbIXCE OF WAtES TOB

Canada.—The Roval yacht Victoria and Albert arrived

at Plymouth on Monday evening at 7 o'clock, with the

Prince of Wales and Prince Consort on board. Sir

Charles Frcmantle's squadron, which had arrived off

the port in the morning, formed two lines to receive

the Royal yacht, which was saluted by the Impregnable

and other ships-in Hamoaze. On rounding the ";' '^"d

of the Breakwater the yard-arma of the Hero, 91, bt.

George 91, Emerald, 51, and Ariadne, 26, were manned,

•md the three latter and Plymouth Citadel saluted.

Shortly after their arrival the Corporation of Devon-

port went on board the Royal yacht and presenUMl the

Princeof Wales withacougratulatorv address. which was

trraciously received and replied to by his Royal High-

ness. About 2 P.iT. the Prince went on board the Htro,
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done that day to a simple soldier returned from the
performance of his duty." His lordship, who was
accompanied by Major Alison and Colonel Stirling, his
aides-de-camp, shortly afterwards left for London, amid
farther demonstrations of respect.

Paeliamentaey ]\I"ovements.—The Brigliton elec-

tion terminated on Monday In the return of Mr. White
hy a large majority. The numbers were, for Mr. White,
1588 ; Mr. Moore, 1242 ; Mr. Goldsmid, 548.—Lord
Hamilton has been elected for Donegal without opposi-
tion.—A meeting of the electors of Galway has been
convened for the purpose of calling upon Mr. Lever to

resign his seat.

^
The Channel Fleet, consisting of 11 sail-of-the-

line, arrived in Bantry Bay on Saturday.
CanadianBishoprics.—TheQueen has dlrectcdletters

patent to be issued, under the Great Seal, appointing
the Lord Bishop of Montreal and his successors to be
Metropolitan Bishops of Canada,
The Canadian Akmy.—The Queen has appointed

Col. the Hon. Sir Alan JTapier Macnab, Bart., Com-
manding 7th Military District, Upper Canada, and Col.

the Hon. Sir Etienne Paschal Tache, Commanding 2d
Military District, Lower Canada, to be Aides-de-Camp
to her Majesty with the hon. rank of Colonel in the
Army.

Births, Maeeiages, and Deaths.—^During the
last 15 years—that is to say. since 1S45—9,178,621
bu-ths, 6,163,403 deaths, and 2,285,520 marriages have
been officially registered in England and Wales. The
population, which amounted to about 16,720.000 in

1845, was estimated at about 19,740.000 in 1859, being
an increase of about 18.06 per cent, or 1.20 per cent.

annually. This increase, it should be remembered, has
taken place notwithstanding a considerable emigration
and several wiirs of more or less magnitude. In Trance
the population, notwithstanding a comparatively feeble

emigration, has only increased in the same period from
8 to 4 per cent.

Fkance.—The Moniteur of yesterday publishes the
following article in reference to a military intervention
in Syria :

—

. "In presence of the deplorable events of which Syria is the
theatre, and which have caused deep emotion throughout
Europe, the Governmentof the Emperor has deemed it its duty
to commnnicate its views without delay to the cabinets of the
other Great Powers, and to the Porte, in order to concert the
measures which circumstances demand."

The Emperor has already despatched General Trochu
as Envoy Extraordinary to Syria. He is to embark in
the new steamship ot the line Fontenoy, at Toulon,
and it is said that he will be followed by a division of
troops, to be drawn from the army of Lyons. Six
Bteam gunboats have also been despatched from
Toulon to Syria, at the request of Commodore de la

Eoncierele Nourry, who commands the French fleet in
the Levant.—The Con^tltuflonnel contains an article by
its chief editor, M. Grandguillot, against the false
rumours which are current concerning the acts and in-
tentions of the Emperor, and stating that a treacherous
conspiracy is plotting against him by the parties of the old
regime. The article states that the malignity of these
parties is endeavouring to sow mistrust between France
and England, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Belgium, and
Italy, by attributing false designs to the Emperor,
who would treat such inventions with contempt
had they not, unhappily, found too ready a cre-
dence

^
in Europe, thus encouraging a distrust

which is injurious to the progress of affairs. It dwells
on the fiicts that, in the event of Russia seizing Can-
tantinople and holding the Dardanelles, England must
necessarily fall to the rank of a second-rate Power;
that there is now no serious ill-will on the part of
France against Russia, for Russia has inspired France
with esteem, and France returns it ; that the conquest
of Turkey by Russia would rather strengthen France
than weaken her ; that Germany must soon understand
that ahe must be on good terms with France; that
Qerwany w too divided and too weak to be relied upon
by England -, that whereas EaRUnd is indifferent to, or
T\ot idarined by tbe fencrowEmenU of Austria. th«moment France obtains "a few glaciers n. a-y for
her defence ' she at once cries out and protests; and
tnat If hngland does not change these sentiments, " the
flllmnoe with France is but a word; it is too onerous/'
Another pamphlet has appeared under the significant
title of Za Pomque Anglahe. Its object is to show
that if the pohcy of England, inspired hy hatred to
i-rance, mchnes her to rely on Germany, she commits apevous fault. England, it says, should, on the con-
trary, maintam the alliance with France, for the danger
ihe apprehends will not come from Brest or from Clior-
bourg, but rather from Xew York and Cronstadt, It
considers that it is a piece of folly for England to he
always thinkitig and dreaming about French invasion.
France need not take the trouble of invading, for n
single naval battle lost by Englaiid would be sufficient
to annihilate English preponderance; a defeat at sea
would be her ruin; but a naval battle lost by France
would have no greater consequence than the loss of a
Beet. It concludes by saving:^

vJ1k2 ^^-^ ^^^^^^^ P«ace between France and England would

the contrary take place—that is, the German instead of the
French alliance—it would mean France aggrandised and the
Czar at Constantinople ; the route would be closed against
England,' and her maritime royalty would be suppressed
forever."

In consequence of the determination of the Legislative

Body to insist on an amendment to the Bill for reducing
the export duty on rags and other raw materials of

paper, in order to render their exportation more difficult,

the Government has withdrawn the Bill for the present,

but witli the intention of bringing it forward again at

the earliest period of next session. Meantime the

question will undergo the fullest discussion, and
English manufacturers are invited to contribute

any arguments or evidence which their experience

enables them to furnish upon the subject. — The
Moniietir announces that the project of law for the
purchase of the canals has been adopted, and contains

the appointment of Admiral Rigault de Genouilly as

Senator. The Marquis La Greca has arrived in Paris

from Naples on a special mission to the Governments
of France and England, with the view of obtaining
their support in inducing Sardinia to form an alliance

with Naples. — The steel-plated frigate Gloire was
floated at Toulon on the 9th inst, after having
been plated with steel of the thickness of 13 centi-

metres. The operation has perfectly succeeded. The
Gloire will be armed with 36 rifled cannon, carry-
ing shot 30 lbs. weight. The machines are of

900 horse-power, and it is believed that a crew of

600 men will be sufficient to navigate her. The
screw ships-of-the-line Massena and Castigllone lately

launclied are to be prepared for sea as quickly as

possible.

Belgiitm:.—The Belgian Senate has terminated the
discussion of the Bill abolishlner the octroi dues. It

rejected an amendment to give the law a temporary
character, and to subject it to a revision at the end of
five years. The final vote on the bill was 37 votes in

its favour to 15 against it. There are therefore no
more octroi duties in Belgium-
Hamburgh,—In the sitting of the Commonalty of

Citizens on the 13th inst. the constitution, as proposed
by the Senate and with the alterations already known,
was adopted by 116 to 23.

pRXTSaiA.—The official journals announce that the
Emperor of Austria and the Prince Regent will hold a
conference next week at Toplitz, and that an interview
will take place between the Emperor of Russia and the
Prince of Prussia, in September next, at Warsaw.
Several Vienna jom-nals state that some other Ger-
man Sovereigns, especially the Kings of Bavaria and
Saxony, will take part in the conference at Toplitz.
The Prince Regent has granted a sum of 10,000 crowns
for the monument to Goethe, which is to be similar to#

that which is now erecting to the memory of Schiller.

Tlie Government intend to send a ship of war and
several steam transports to Naples.

Afstkia.—The Emperor has addressed an autograph
letter to the President of the Reichsrath notifying his

resolution that all questions relating to taxation, excise

and stamp duties, and the concluding of new loans, shall
in future be subject to the assent of the enlarged Council
of the Empire. From the explanations furnished by
the new Minister of Finance to the Budget Committee
of the Council it results that, were the hopes for
the maintenance of peace to be confirmed, the Govern-
ment would make fresh reductions in the army,
with the view of confining the expenses of the War
Department to 80,000,000 florins. By this economy,
which would amount to 20,000,000 florins in the budget
of the current year, the Minister of Finance would have
the certainty of being able to present an equilibrium in
the budget for 1861. The frigate Radetzky has been
ordered to proceed to Syria in order to co-operate
with the vessels of the other Powers for the
protection of the Christians.

Italy.—A conflict took place at Naples on the 15th
inst. between the troops and the people, in consequence
of a popular manifestation in favour of the refugees
who liad disembarked at Naples. The conflict was
provoked by soldiers of the Royal Guard, who shouted,
" The King for ever !

*' " Down with the Constitution \
"

while other soldiera in the Pizzofalcone barracks raised
cries in fiwour of Prince I>uigi, the eldest aou of the
Qaeen Dowager. The troops fired upon tbe people
kilhng several and wounding 50 others The Ministry
immediately resigned, the Commander de Martino alone
remaining in office; but on the King disavowing all
knowledge of the proceedings of the troops, and pro-
fessing his adhesion to Constitutional principles, the
Ministers consented to remain in office. They have
since ordered the removal of the Royal Guard from
Naples, and the departure of the other troops to the
fortresses, all the posts being intrusted to the National
Guard. Count de Cutrofiano, military commandant of
Najjleg, has resigned and been succeeded by Gen. Viglia
Patrols were constantly traversing the streets, and the
moderate party was full of apprehensions concerning
the future course of events. An inspector of the former
police was stabbed a few davs since in the Strada di
loledo. Proclamations of Garibaldi and Settembrini
against the Bourbon dyuasty had been distributed in
> aples. The first one says, " I am a Royalist, but prefer
V ictor Emmanuel, who will lead us against the Aos-
trians."—Accounts from Turin state that Signer Amari
has arrived from Sicily, and that Signori Mauua and
VV mspeare, the Neapolitan Plenipotentiaries on a special
nnssion, were received on the 17th by Count Cavour,

They were to proceed from Turin to Paris and London,—Letters from Rome state that the revolutionary
movement in Umbria had assumed so much importance
at Todi that the Sardinian escocheon had been erected
and tricolourcd flags hoisted. A detachment of Pon-
tifical troops arrived there and imposed a fine on the
commune, to be reimbursed however by the rioter-s,

A secret Consistory was held on the 13th, in which
the Pope pronounced an allocution against the arrest
and condemnation of the Bishops of Pisa, Imola, Faenza
and Piacenza by the Sardinian Government, approving
the conduct of those Bishops, and designating the
annexation of the Duchies and the Legations to Pied-
mont as a usurpation. The Duke de Grammont, the
French Ambassador, had a long audience of his Holiness
on the 14th. There is no foundation in the rumours
that the French army of occupation in Rome will be
reduced by a brigade, or that General Goyon has been
re-called. Cardinal Wiseman has undergone a painful
surgical operation, and his illness has since become
more serious. ,

Sicily.—Advices from Palermo to tbe 8th inst

state that Signori La Farina, GriselU, and Totti, who
arrived at Palermo on the 7th, were immediately sent

away from Sicily by order of the Dictator, GriselU

and Totti are Corsicans, affiliated to the police of the

Continent, The official journal says that the three

were expelled for having conspired against order, and
that the Government, which watches over public tran-

quillity, could not tolerate the presence of such

individuals. The National Society, it adds, whose

resources have been reduced since Garibaldi declined

the presidency, " has been rather a hindrance than an

assistance to the Sicilian cause." In consequence of

the expulsion, of these persons the Ministry sent in

their resignations, which were accepted. This example

was followed by the other, authorities. A new
Ministry has been formed. La Loggia, Saporta, and
Orsini remaining in it, and Sigiior Interdonato, Amari
the historian, and Signer Erranti being among the-

members. Sanguinary combats have taken place near

Messina between the Neapolitan Colonel Bosco and
the advanced guard of the Sicilian army. An engage-

ment between the two armies was imminent , Garibaldi

had joined Colonel Medici at the village of Barcellona

with 3000 volunteers. The vessels which have passed

over to Graribaldi are mercantile steamers employed.

as transports by the Government. Admiral Mundy
had left Palermo for Naples, and there were scarcely

any but Sardinian vessels in the roads of Palermo..

Garibaldi has ordered the assassin of Colonel Puglisi to

be arrested.

Turkey.—A despatch from Constantinople states

that nothing has yet been decided respecting the inter-

ference of the great Powers in Syria, Negotiations

are in progress, however, on the subject. The Sultan

has.addressed the following letter to the Emperor of

the French, and it is said that a similar one has been

sent to Queen Victoria :

—

" I have it at heart tliat your Majesty should know with what
grief I have learnt the events in Syria. Let your M^'estybe
convinced that I shall employ all ray powers for establishing

security and order in Syria, and that I shall severely punish
the gnilty parties, whoever they may be, and render justice to

all. In order to have no doubt whatever of the intentions of

my Government, I have intrusted this important mission to

my Minister for Foreign Affairs, with whose principles your

Majesty is acquainted.

The CattCASus.—Another battle was fought on the

15th ult,, between the Circassians and the Russians,.

A strong Hussian detachment was escorting a large

remittance of specie to a military station, when they
were assailed by the mountaineers, and, after an

obstinate fight, defeated, with the loss of the whole
convoy of roubles. The prize being so considerable, the

struggle is said to have been proportionately bloody,

with corresponding loss on both sides. Six days before

a general exchange of prisoners had taken place at

Soujak.

Syria.—The state of things in Syria continues to be
of the gravest character, A fearful massacre has taken

place at Damascus, On the evening of the 9th inst., the

Druses attacked the Christians of that city, putting

500 men to the sword, and carrying off the women for

the harems. The Dutch Consul was among the mur-
dered, and the American Consul was wounded. All the
Considates were burnt down, with the exception of
the English, TlAe French, Russian, and Greek Consuls
took refuge in the house of Abd-el-Kader, who bad
done everything in his power to arrest the atrocities
of the Druses, and had led 1200 Algerians to the
support of the French Consul, who had displayed the
greatest energy, and had proceeded along the coasts
supplying provisions to the refugees, and defending the
port of Sayda. The attitude of the Turkish authorities
had been indecisive, and rather injurious than usefu
to the Christians. The Pacha affected to negotiate for

peace, but the Maronite tribes were claiming in-

demnities. Accounts from Beyrout to the 5th inst.

state that a Christian having killed a Turk from whom
he had received provocation, the inhabitants took

to arms, ill-treated the Christians in the streets^ and
compelled the authorities to behead the murderer.

The presence of the ships of war prevented greater mis-

fortunes, but there was an enormous immigration ot

Christians into the town from other places, and

thousands of Maronitce and many wounded encumbered
tlie streets, being fed and nursed by the French Sisters

of Charity. 3000 Turkish Bokhera arrived on
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the 11th. The fears of the Christians were some-

what allayed, but the Commissioners Vely and

Jfamick Pachas were expected with impatience. Great

agitation prevailed at Aleppo and at Killis, and fears

^vere entertained for the Christian inhabitants of those

places. The Metualis at Balbeck, in the Pashalik of

Acre, appeared very ill disposed. The Catholic Bishop

of Latakia had taken refuge onboard a French steamer,

-ivith all the monks of the Convent of Ziaret. Serions

apprehensions were felt for the safety of the Patriarch

of Antiocb, who was making a tour in the neigh-

bourhood of Damascus. Tyre was very nearly

being the scene of excesses similar to those at

Bamaacus, but the energetic conduct of an English-

man, Mr. Harvey, with the crew and guns of his yacht

Claymore, saved the town and population from a band
of Druses and Metualis who were marching on it.

M. Por-talis, a French cotton-twist manufacturer in the

Lebanon, had saved the Christian inhabitants of the

jieighbourlng villages, having granted a refuge to 1800
persons, and driven back the enemy. It was believed

that 'the originators of|the disturbances bad connections

with some other points of the Ottoman territory. The
Count de Paris, who was at Damascus with his brother,

the Couot de Chartres, when the massacres on Mount
Lebanon commenced, embarked in the first steamboat

which sailed from Beyrout for Athens.

India.—The Calcutta mail has arrived with news to

June 4. The following are the most important items :

—

CcUctUta.—Lord Canning has given his strong adherence and
support to Mr. Wilson's meiisures, and there is no doubt they
wiU be carried, with a few modifications, in detail The tobacco
tax is to be levied in the form of a license tax. Lord Clyde
has returned to England by this mail, and his successor Sir H.
Ro8(! has reached Calcutta.

Oitde.—The dissatisfaction among the people of Oude,
consequent on the imposition of an. income-tax, is reported to

have subsided.
Madras.—A large meeting of the natives has been held to

vote au address of sympathy to Sir Charles Trevelyan.
Zanzibar. — News has been received at Bombay from

Zanzibar that a French frigate, on being refused certain con-
cessions, fired upon the town, aud landed marines. The Imaum
then surrendered.

United States.—The American Secretary of the

Legation to China had arrived at Washington bearing

the ratification of the treaty, and an autograph letter

from the Emperor of China. The bark Kate, Captain

Otto, had been seized off New "York on suspicion of

being a slaver. The case of the capture of Miramon's
two steamers, the Marquez and the Habana, which was
recently tried at New Orleans, had been decided, the
judge having declared these steamers not to be lawful

prizes, and ordered their restitution. The claim for

indemnity was withdrawn. The Japanese Ambassadors
took their final departure from the United States on
June 30, in the frigate Niagara. The Great Eastern
having been cleaned and renovated was opened for

public exhibition on the 3d inst., and was visited by
1500 persons at a dollar a head. The 84.th anniversary of

the independence of the United States was celebrated

on the 4th inst. with great enthusiasm, Medame
Emile Zulavsky Kossuth, the sister of Louis

Kossuth, died at Brooklyn on the 29th June. A large

meeting of the Democratic party was held in Tammany
Hall, New York, on the 2d inst., to ratify the nomina-

tion of Mr. Douglas for the Presidency and Mr. John-

son for the Vice-Presidency. The administration and

the secession movement were strongly denounced.

Mexico.—The latest advices from Mexico state that

the clerical party had been defeated by the Liberals,

and that Miramon had been taken prisoner near

Salamanca.

Honduras.—Advices from the Bay Islands, dated

Rnatan, the 20th June, state that the cession of the

islands to Honduras was unfavourably looked upon.

Fifty troops had arrived from Belize to maintain order.

The people objected to the treaty, and it would probably

be amended.

anticipated good results from the Conference.—Lord Stratford
DE Redcliffe had no faith whatever in the Conference, unless
it would secure guarantees for the independence of Switzerland.
He thought it would place Switzerland iu a painful position,

which might end in producing coolness between France and
this country, which was as undesirable on the one hafid as too
close an alliance on the other.—Lord BaouoHAM expressed his

approval of the Conference, as the manly conduct of the Swiss
had attracted to them the sympathies of Europe. He did
not believe that France had gained, either territorially or
strategically, by the annexation of Savoy and Nice as much as

she had lost in the opinion»of Europe by that proceeding. He
could not agree with Lord Stratford de Redclifie'a opinion on
the French alliance, believing that it was of the greatest im-
portance to the interests of the two countries and the surest

guarantee for the peace of the world. The motion was then
agreed to.

Tuesday.— 77ie Co.iiard Zine.—Lord Brouguam called atten-

tion to the fact that persons of colour, free citizens of the
United States, had been refused a first-class passage on board
one of the Cunard steamers.—Earl Granville was not sorry
that the attention of the House had been called to the case, but
it was one in which the Government could not interfere.—Lord
Brougham said that in a similar case which took place some
years ago an action had been bruu^ht against the captain of

the vessel, but though damages could have been recovered the
case was compromised.—The Annuity Tax Abolition (Edinburgh
and Montrose) Bill and the TitUs to Land (Scotland) Act (XS58)

Amendment Bill were read a second time.—The LpRD Chan-
cellor called the attention of the House to the Zaw of
Marriage in Scotland, and laid on the table a Bill to
assimilate the raan-iago law of that country to those of England,
and especially in rendering decrees of divorce in the
Scotch Courts bindinr^ in England.—Lord Wodehouse,^ in

reply to Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, was sorry to confirm
the intelligence in the morning papers relating to the Massac^^e

of Christians oX Damascus. About 600 persons had been
massacred^ among whom was the Dutch Consul. The
American Consul had been wounded, and the houses of all the
consuls, with the exception of the British^ had been burnt.

Thursday.—The Annuity Tax AbolUiotJ^ {Edinburgh and
Montrose) Bill passed through committee.—The Earl of Derby
called attention to the mode of conducting the Business of the

Bouse. After six months" toil only 36 Buls had been passed,

and 13 were waiting for the Royal assent. He therefore urged
the necessity of improving the system, which was more at fault

than the Legislature itself. He owned that the House of
Commons was better fitted for originating, and the House of

Lords for revising. Bills; but he could not approve of the

manner in which the Lower House treated measures which
were sent down to them from the Lords. Confasiou was the

(

result, and a large number of Bills had to be regalarly

abandoned at the close of every session. He could not

himself venture to suggest a remedy unless, perhaps,

that it would be judicious to regard the prorogation

as an acyournment, so that measures might be re-

sumed in a succeeding session at the same stage at

which they were left off in the preceding session. At all

events, the subject was one that might be fairly referred to a

select committee, and he made a motion to that effect,—Earl

Granville, while admitting the existence of the evil, con-

fessed that he was unable to suggest a remedy. It w;\8 desir-

able, perhaps, that inquiry should be made, but he thought

the twst way of accomplishing that object would be by the

appointment of a joint committee of the two Houses. At
present, however, no steps could be taken, in consequence of

the advanced period of the session imd the soreness felt by a

section of the House of Commons at the recent proceedings

of their lordships.—After some discussion, in which Lord
Brougham, Lord Redesdale, and other lords took part, the

motion was withdrawn. Several Bills were forwarded a stage

.

Friday.—South- Western BailwaT/.—l^ord TVtnford presented

a petition of local interest complaining of certain conduct of

the South-Western Railway Company. He objected to a private

Bill entitled the London and South-Western Railway (Kmgston
Extension, &c.).—A prolonged discussion arose in wliich Lord
Ebcjry, Earl Granville. Lord Rediosdale, and other lords

took part. [Left sitting.]

i^avltamcnt

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Friday.—Scottish Drainoffe and Jmprovenient Company's Bill.

On the motion for the third reading of this Bill, Lord St.

Leonards moved that the further consideration of the Bill be

postponed for a fortnight. After a long discussion, in which
Lord Stanley of Alderley, the Earl of Derby, the Duke of

Buccleugh, the Duke of Marlborough, and other peers took

part, the motion for the adjournment was negatived by 39 to

3«. The Bill was then read a third time and passed. The

the Local Government Sappleinental Bill were read a third time
and passod. The Indemnity Bill passed through committee.
Monday.—Earl Gransille, in postponing the second reading

of the New Ztaland Loan BiU, took the opportunity of stating
that the reports of the outrages by the natives in that colony
had been much exaggerated. The Conference. — The
Marquis of Clanricarde moved for certain papers connected
with the Treaty of 1815, respecting the military boundary of

Nice and Savoy. He entered at some length upon the general

question of Italian affairs, and stated that the late annexation
of Savoy to France had violated the international law of

Europe, unsettled the mindsof men in Europe, and produceda
feeling of uneasiness which the late Conference at Baden had
only increased. He thought that the Government should, at

the approaching Conference, seek some assurance from France
that this principle of annexation, as sanctioned by the Treaty
ofTurin, would not be carried further.—Lord Wodehouse, while
concurring in tl • iuotion, stated thattbcGovemment were ready
to support the indepcndenceof Switzerland. He was of opinicai,

however, that It would be inexpedient to seek any assurance
from France on this subject. In entering the Conference her
Majesty's Government did not necessarily admit the Treaty of

Turin, while they might find the means there of allaying the
fears of Switzerland.—The Marquis of Noruanby aoid he

» HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—The Conference.—Mr. Kinqlake asked what Powers

were expected to i,take part in the Conference jrelative to

Savoy and Switzerland?—Sir R. Peel declared that it was
not from France, but from Switzerland, that the pro-

posal for the Conference had cume. He warned the

House that the test of imiversal suffrage, as applied to

the annexation of Savoy, was most fallacious.—Mr. B.
Osborne said that after reading the desjiatches he was
quite willing to leave the management of our foreign affairs iu

the hands of Lord J. Russell. He wished toTcnow whether the

statement of Mr. Kinglake, made on the preceding evening, as

to the proposals of the Emperor of Austria at Villafranca to the

Emperor of the French, were correct?—Lord J. Russell re-

capitulated the three modes proposed, by the French Govern-

ment for reconciling the Treaties of Vienna and Turin. Of
these three her Majesty's Goven^ment had chosen a Conference.

But no direct answer had been i-eceived from other Powers, so

that at present nothing had been decided. With respect to

the statement made by Mr. Kinglake, he said that what
had occurred at the conlureuce at Villafranca could have passed

only between the two Sovereigns, no other person being pre-

sent, aud, though the Government had received various

accounts, xaore or less official, as to the general substance of the

conference, they had not received any information that the

proposal alluded to was made. Ualwuy Packet Contract.—In

answer to Sir a. Northcote, Mr. Laing smd that the proposed

purchase of the Galway contract by the Canadian company hiul

only recently assumed a deiinite shape. The assent of the

Home Government and of Parliament was still required. The

subject was under consideration by her Maje8ty'.s Ministers,

and if the negociation went forward, the question would be

duly submitted to the House.—Lord Falmerston added that he

had been obliged to give a negative to the conditions of the

transfer of the contract when put into his hands on Wednesday,

because an answer " aye " or "no " was required on the spot.

—

Sir F. Baring hoped that the Government would enter into

no fresh engagements imtil the House had formally

discussed and decided the vote for the Galway contract.—

VolunUer* in Ireland.— ln answer to Mr. Brady, Lord

Palmekston said that the Government, without intending

anv imputation upon the loyalty of the Irish, did not tlimk

it expedient to alter the law respecting the enrolment of

volunteers in Ireland. The Treaty of Ti^^tsin.-On the order

for going into a Committee of Supply, Mr. 0->chrane moved a

resoluUon that, in order to remove one great obstacle to p^ce

with China, the British Plenipotentiary be lustructcd not to

kisist on the fulfilment of the third article of the Treaty of

iSen-tsin, by which the Emperor of China agreed that a British

Minister may reside permanently at the capiUl, or vi^t it

ocSIally/at the nptiou of the British Govemment.-Lord .

5^ BuSeu- opposed tSie motion and said that so far from the

r^idence of *a^ British Minister at PekiR being considered

bv the Chinese Government as a degradation, they

dfd not object to a Rusaan Minister, whom they had

Siived wkh great distinction, and who had been resident

S^y montlis at Pekin. This had entirely changed Uie

mifition • the Chinese Government could not refuse to Great

?.'^^lTv^h;t had been readily granted to Russia. The motion

was negatived without a division. The China fTar.—The
House then went into a Committee of Supply, when the vote
of 443,S96i., for repayment to the Government of India of
advances on account of former expeditions to China, was agreed
to, after a long discussion, which ranged over a great variety
of topics relative to the policy of the present and past wars
with China and to the financial incidents of the vote.—In
the course of the discuasiou Mr. Roebuck asked the Chancellor
of the Exchequer how it was that he, who biid denounced in
indignant terms the war with China in 1857, was now an
advocate of such a war.—The CHA^•CELLOR of the Exchb-
QUEB replied that the nature of the two wars was
entirely different. With regard to the present war, he
deeply regretted it, and it had been undertaken by the
Government only in conformity with a sense of pubhc duty.—
Lord J. Manners and other members asked what were the
real objects of the war, in which he said no member on either
side of the House expressed any sympathy, but an earnest hope
that it might be brought to a speedy termination.—Lord J.
Russell said tliat if any members ought to be informed o£
the objects of the war, those who had been connected with
the late Government should be. The present Government
deeply regretted this war, but after the calamity at the Peiho
it was their duty to protect the lives and property of our
countrymen exposed to danger ; that duty they were bound to

perform and would perform.—Mr. T. Baring condemned the
war in very strong terms, and said that the merchants of

England wanted commerce with China and not war.—Lord
Falsierston justified the policy of the Government.
He was satistied, he said, that we should receive from
the Emperor of China a full and formal ratification of
the Treaty, and, so far from this act destroying his empire,
it would in his opinion, rather add to its security. The
Government had had no choice, and the only question would
be whether they had adopted means adequate to procure
redress, and those means had been properly applied. The
Ga.ne Certificates, <tc., Bill, and the Common Law Procedurt

(Ireland) Act (1853) Amendment Bill passed the Committee. On
the order for going into Committee upon the Poor Law Board
Continuance Bill, Lord E. Howard moved an instruction to th»
Committee that they have power to introduce clauses

requiring that a creed register be kept both in workhouses
and district schools, and providing that access shall be had to

every inmate by the minister of the religious persuasion to
which he or she belongs.—Mr. Villiers said that the Bill waa
simply for the continuance of the Poor Law Board, and that a
Bill was under consideration in which a provision like that

proposed, which was full of difficulties, might be introduced

—Mr. James moved the adjournment of the debate.—Thj*
motion, aft«- some discussion, was negatived upon a division

by 97 to 40.—Lord E. Howard withdrew his motion, and the

House went into Committee upon .the Bill. Several other

Bills were advanced a stage.

Monday.— TAfi New Bronze Colnoffe.—la reply to Mr. Hop-

wood, the Chanckllor of the Excheqoeb stated that the form

of the new copper coinage had been agreed upon, and that in

two months trom the present time the Mint would bo in a
condition to supply the public, late SittiTig».—iir. Newdb-
OATE called attention to the recent pr«.>tractcd sittings of the

House, and moved a resolution that the rule applied to the

Wednesday sittings should also be appUed to the ordinary

evening debates, so that no disputed business should bo

proceeded with after 1 o'clock a.m.—A desultory conver-

sation ensued, in which Lord Palmerston and Mr. Bisraeu
expressed an opinion that the sugge.'^tion of Mr. Newde-
gate would but aggravate the evil.—Sir G. Qw.ky and Mr.

Bouverie concurred, and Mr. Newdegatewithdrew his motion.

Vie China irui-.—Ou the report of the Committee of Supply of

the vote of 448,606t. for arrears due to the Indian Government
on account of the last China war. Mr. Roebuck condemuBl the

war as utterly indefensible as regarded cither theinterestsor the

honour of England. It began by an attempt to force opium upon
the peouie of China, aud ho asked whether the people of this

country would tolerate the forcible introduction of arrack into

Liverpool- We bombarded Canton, aud compelled the Chino»«

Government to agi-eo to a treaty stipulating, among other

things, to allow a British Minister to rosida at Pekin, and we
were now sending a large force and spending raillions of

money to enforce a treaty the result of that unjust war.—The
Chancellor of the Exchequer reminded the House that the

question really at issue was, whether the treaty which had
been concluded and approved by the Emperor of China should

or should not be ratified at Pekin. Wags and Means.—The
House then went into Committee of Ways and Means, when
the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated the provision wWoH
the Government proposed to make to meet the expendi-

ture incurred on account of the war *ith China. Having

referred to the provision made in Februaij laat on
account of the war, amounting to 850,000?., and a f^irther

sum of 1,700,000^. charged upon the ways and means
of 1S60-1, making a total of 2,550,000(., he said that he had

no reason to depart from the estimate of receipts and e*.

penditure made when the budget was brought forwi^. The

revenue for the quarter ended in June last exceeded the expec-

tation of the Government, but it waa not his intention to

take into account any excess to be derived from that souWe.

Presuming that the paper duty,would be retauied for the year,

he believed that 700,0001. would be made available out of the

1,000,000/. which represented the year's duty. Taking credit

therefore for the sum of 70e,000i. derivable from

paper, the sum remaming to bo provided would be

2,336,000^ Of this sum it was proposed to take part from

taxation, and part from other sources. The sum which the

Crovemment proposed to raise by taxation was m round

numbers 1,000,000^, and it was proposed to raise it by an im-

mediate duty upon ardent spirits of U. lid. per gallon.

The effect, then, would be to leave British spirits chargeable at

10.5. per gallon, colonial at lOs. 2d., and foreign at 10«. 5(i. The
conclusion at which the Government had arrived was that

there was no reason why the duty should not be fixed at the

permanent standard of 10«. per gallon, lie did not apprehend

that the incretise of 20 per cent, in the price of spinto con-

sequent upon the proposition would increase illicit di?<tnlati'^a,

as the experience of progressive additions to the duty had not

produced that result. The increaaed duty of J». lid. was

estimated to i-aise 2,253,000/. but jis the collection wmild not

be for the whole year, and as it was but reasonable to suppose

that there wouJd b« a diminntinu in consumption of about 11

per cent., he calculated upon receiving 1.0.>0,(K)Oi. only

beduLting, therefore, 1,050,000/. flrom the net deficitof2,W6,00<W.

the sum of 1,286,000/. would rsmain to be raised, ne wnm

pleMed to say that the brfances in the exchequer would anow

of that sura, or a larger, being withdrawn, and therefore he

proposed, instead of paying those bahmccs to the credit ot the

national debt and borrowing them again, to apply the

portion required in aid of the service of the year.

With r«ard to the national fortificaUons, it waa the Intention

of the Prime Minister on a future day to maks » statement in

which, however, he would not propose any further ^em^d oil

the taxation of the year. He conchidcd by moving a w™"
resolution raising the duty on home-made colonial, "wforrtgn

sniriU in the ratio proposed in his speech, f^^^a brief <«»

cossion the resolution waa agreed to, as was lOso a sSriea of i^

solutions with reference to malt and hop credits, chicory, ^n-

tract notes, assignments ofleasw. and insurance policies.--Tha

House then resumed the ooniWeratlon m comroitteo of the

Bankruptcy and /flJo/w«wy BUL On the l-2Sd clauae, which

p^rideithat, if the funds in which the securities bo
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louijing to the Court are invested should be depreciateu

in value, the deticiency should be made good by
rarliament, Mr. Bouverie^ Mn Barrow and others

objected to making the coui^try responsible for such deficiency.

On a division, the clause ^vas carried by 85 to 20, Anotiier

division took place on clause 135, which provides that the

commissioners might, after a certain term of service, retire on
full salary.^Mr. Paget moved that the compens;\t:oii should
be restricted to two-thirds ; but the amendment was negatived

by 77 to 43. On the 152d clause, which proposes to abolish

the distinction between trading and non-trading debtors
Mn Henley proposed an amendment to continue the di?^-

tinction, A debate ensued, in the course of which a strong
opinion was expressed by Sir F. Kelly^ Mr. M, Smith, and
other members, against the principle involved in the clause, and
eventually the Chairman was ordered to report progress,

—

On the order for going into committee on the Refreshment

H<nises and mne Licences (Ireland) Bill, Mr. Heknessy moved
that the Bill be committed that day three months.—Colonel
Dunne seconded the motion,—The Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer justified his proceeding with the Bill, and a motion
for the adjournment of the debate being ne^tived, the House
divided on Mr. Hennessy's amendment, which was negatived

by 136 to 38. The House then went into committee upon the
Bill, but the Chairman was soon ordered to report progress.

The i*ma>w {Scofiand)5i// passed througb committee; and the

remaining orders of the day, 47 in number, having been dis

posed of, the House adjourned at 3 o'clock, a,m.

Tuesday,—Mr, Ai>derlev moved the second reading of the
Bdumtion Bill— 'Sir. Pease said that the Bill contained no
machinery by which it could be brought into operation, and
moved that it be read a second time that day tbree months.

—

Sir G- Lewis and the Chancet lor of the Exchequer supported
the an:endment, the latter stating that they might as well
attempt to abolish the House of Commons as to pass sucb a
Bill at that period of thesessiou.—After considerable discussion
in which Mr, Hesley, Mr. Buxton, Mr, Baylev, and others
joined, the amendment was can-ied on a division by 122 to 51

;

80 the Bill is lost. The SpiHt Duties Bill was recommitted, in

order to introduce the provisions of the Ministerial proposal of
tbe previous evening. In committee on the Game Act^

a cmuse was agreed to, imposing a charge of 2/.

for a license to deal in game in Scotland and Ireland,

as well as in Knglaud. The Parti/ Riots in IrelantL—
Mr. CoGAN asked what steps the Government had taken in

consequence of the riots and shooting of several persons near
Lurgan on the 12th of July?—Mr, Cardwell said that he had
received a telegraphic message stating that some further
disturbance was apprehended at Lurgan, but not to any serious
extent. The police force on the spot had beeh increased.
National ^ucatioR in Irefajid.—"Mr, Burr moved an address to
her Majesty representing that the House had learnt with regret
that many of her Majesty's subjects in Ireland are prevented by
conscientious objections from availing themselves of the benefit
of the funds voted for the promotion of National Education in
Ireland, and praying that mquiries may be made whether such
changes might not be made in the rules under which that
grant is distributed as would enable all classes in Ireland to
enjoy the advantages which that grant is intended to sucure to
the Irish people. He said that though the object of the
National system was to give a combined education to all

classes, including Roman Catholics and Protestants, the
combination w:us only apparent, the system being really
Beparate. He contended that the Roman Catholics and Pro-
testants in Ireland should be put in the same position as
in England, and that the conscientious scruples of
those Proteatanta who regarded instruction in the Scrip*
tares as interwoven with education should be consulted.—Mr. Kennedy seconded the motion.—Mr, WHrrcsiDE, who
had a similar notice on the paper, cordially supported the
present motion. He urged in detail tbe objections felt by the
Protestant clergy and laity to the system, and claimed for their
objections the same respect shown for those <*f Dissenters in
England-—Mr. Cardwell said that the National system as now
existing in Ireland hud enjoyed a most successful and beneli-
cial existence of 30 years. All previous attempts to educate
the people of Ireland had failed^ but this had succeeded in
disseminating the blessings of instruction over tbe country,
and had produced the most happy effects upon the rising gene-
ration of Irishmen. These statements he i>roceeded to support
by citing various returns and entering at considerable lejigth
into the details of the system. He insisted upon the inexpe-
diency of disturbing an establishment which had produced
so many benefits, because the rules of the National Board were
sometimes violated, or because some defects might be detected
in its details.—Mr- Lefroy opposed the resolution. The
"mixed** principle might be open to criticism, but he regarded
the denominational principle as much more objectionable,—Mr,
P. Hennessy moved that the debate bo adjourned. — The
O'DoNOOHUE seconded the motion, which was opposed by Mr,
B, Osborne,—Lord Palmekston also opposed it as unnecessary
and unreasonable. On a division the motion was negatived by
177 to 66,—The House then divided on Mr, Burr's motion,
which was negatived by 196 to 62,—Lord Fermoy moved a
resolution, '* That the rejection by the House of Lords of
the Bill for the repeal of the Paper Duties is an encroach-
ment on the rights and privileges of the House of Commons •

and it is therefore incumbent Upon this House to adopt a prac-
tical measure for the vindication of its rights and privileges/'—
Sir J» Trelawnv seconded the motion, — Lord Palmerston
said that the subject had iUready been amply debated, and there
was no occasion to disturb the decision then arrived at. He
therefore moved the previous question,—Mr. Clay thought the
motion ill-advised, and that a large majority out of doors
approved of the financial sagacity of the House of Lords The
Chancellor of tbe Exchequer regretted that the constitutional
question had been re-opened In the present shape and
at the present time. Ho concurred with Lord Pal-
merston, and intended to vote for the previous ques-
tion, objecting to the resolution that it was combative
in language, but destitute of any practKal action Mr B
0«BOJU*E said that the Chancellor of the Exchequer
himself had formerly urged the House to ^'action/' but he did
not behevc that either he or Lord Jb ermoy, whose resolution he
thought singularly ill-tiraed, were at all anxious to act

—

After some remarks from Mr, Coninghaw, Mr, Disraeli
commented sarcastically upon the inconsistent conduct the
contrary opinions, and distracted councils of different members
of the present Government and the great Liberal party ItTO, he contended, a paltry though perhaps convenient method
of evading the real issue by moving the previous question, and
he challenged the Government to meet the present motion bv
a bold and direct negative—Sir G. Grey justifiwl the course
adopted by the Prime Minister, Ou a division the previous
question was carried by 177 to 13S.—Mr. Fenwick moved aji
address to her Majesty for a Comnussiou of inquiry into the^inan Fisheriisqf England and Wales, with a viewof incre;Lsin(r
the supply of a valuable article of food for the benefit of the
pubbc-—Sir G. Lewis assented to the motion, which was
agreed to.

WEDNF.SDAY,—The TiighiBaifs {Soulk WaU*)Bill passed through
committer-Mr. Cobbext moved the second reading of the
Corfmenf Billy the object of which is to provide inwment for
coroners by salaries instead of fees-~Sir G, Lewis absented to
the motion, as the select committee had adopted the principle
of the Bill. He thought, however, that coroners should be
removable, and that their appointment should be vested in the
lordfrUeutcnant The Bill waa read % second time, and

cumraitted pro for^nd.- The County Rates and Expenditure Bill

-ind the Agricidtural Servants Bill were withdrawn. The
Lords^ amendment of the Duchy of Coymwall (Limitation of
Actions) Bill was agreed to, Tho adjourned debate on the
motion for going into comntittee on the Metropolis

Local Managcjiient Act Amendment (No. 2) BUI was then
resumed-—The amendment which had been moved by
Mr. T. Miller, to defer the committee for three months,
was supported by Mr. Sandilands and Sir P. Goldsmid, the
Bill being supported by Mr. Jame=i, Mr, W. Williams, and Mr.
John Locke.—SirG, Lkwis stated reasons why. in his opinion,

there should be some control over the action of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, and, although the powers proposed to be
:pven by the Bill were very extensive, he did not object to go
into committee to consider its provisions.—After further dis-

ctission, the House divided upon Mr. Miller's amendment,
which wasnegatived by 78 to 6?i, and the House went into com-
mittee upon the Bill, the clauses of which were agreed to

with amendments, — The Lords' amendments of the
Adulteration of Food or Drink Bill were agreed to.

Further amendments on the re])ort of the Tenure and Improve-
ment of Land {Ireland) BUI vfexQ taken into consideration, and
occupied the House during the remainder of the time allotted

to debate. In Committee of Ways and Means, on the motion
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, a resolution was agreed
to imposing a Stamp Duty on Promissory Notes, The report on
ways and means relative to the increase of Duty on Spii^its was
brought up and the resolutions agreed to- The resolutions as
to Malt and Hops and the Stamp Duty were also agreed to. The
Copyhold and Diclosures Coraniissions Bill ; the Turnpike TrvMs
Arranganents Bill ; the Highway Rate^ Act ContinuaTice Bill

;

and the Oxford University {No, '2) BiU were read a third time
and passed-—Mr. Deedes obtained leave to introduce a Bill to
repeal the Act of 1359 for regulating measures used in the
Sale of Gas,
Thursday,—The House at the morning sitting went into

Committee on the Landlord a7td Teriant (Irdand)BiU, and agreed
to the clauses up to 35. In the evening the House resolved
itself into Committee on the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Bill,

resuming the consideration of the 152d clause.—TheAxxoRNET-
General said that this clause, which abolished the distinction
between tmders and non-traders, was likely to produce so
much controversy that it was hopeless to expect the House to
give the measure the consideration it required, and send it up
to the House of Lords in time to pass in the present session.

He had therefore, with the approval of the Government, reluc-
tantly determined to withdraw if. He hoped, however^ that
the time spent upon it thus far would not be thrown away, and
that earlynext session thej' might hope to carrya measure which
would become the law of the I and,—SirH, Cairns, Mr, Malins,
Sir J. Pakinoton, and Mr. Henley expressed their opinion
that cho Attorney-General had arrived at a judicious conclusion
in withdrawing the Bill, The order for the committee was
then discharged, and the House resumed. National Defences,—
In reply to Mr. Disraeli, Lord Palmerston said that it was his
intention the first thing ou Monday to make a statement with
reference to the recommendations of the commission on
national fortifications.—Sir G, Lewis announced that, regard
being had to the state of public business, it was not his inten-
tion to proceed with the Bill for the Refo^nn of the Corporation
of London during the present session. The Bill was conse-
quently withdrawn. Indian Affairs, — Mr. Horsman pro-
tested against proceeding with the Indian Army Billf

and attacked Kir C, Wood for his conduct in with-
holding papers on the subject necessary for its discussion,

—

Sir M. Farquhar, Mr, Vansittart, and Sir J, Elphinstone
expressed great alarm at the proposal of the Secretary for
India to introduce a Bill affecting the Civil Service in India.
—Sir G. Grkv and Lord J, Russell, in the absence of Sir C,
Wood, reminded the House that it had it in its power to pro-
ceed with the Indian measures or not as it pleased, and that Sir

C. Wood was <>nly performing a public duty in submitting them
for consideration.—Sir C, Napier brought under notice the
report of tho committee ou Greenwich Hospital^ and, having
dwelt at some length upon the necessity of acting
upon their recommendations, moved that the report
be carried into effect- — Lord C. Paget said that the
Government were not prepared to advise the adoption of all the
recon^mendations made by the commissioners. If, however,
the gallant admiral would word Ins motion so that the report
should be considered with a view to its being carried out, he
would gladly give it his assent.—After some disctission, Sir
C- Napier consented to modify his motion, but not so as to
meet the suggestion of the Government, and it was negatived
without a division. The House then went into a Committee of
Supply upon the Navy Estimates^ when the remaining two
votes, viz., 12,000L for the new system ot retiring allowances,
and 33,000L for the pay of seamen on special service in China
were agreed to. Tho Tenure and Improvevient of Land (Irela^id)

BUI waa read a third time and passed,—The Prisons (Scotland)
BUI and the Herring Fii^heries (Scotland) Bill, as amended, were
considered and iigrecd to. Several other Bills were advanced a
stage.

Friday,—Savings BanLi and Friendly Societies Bill. — The
House went into Committee on this Bill. On clause 1, Mr, S.
EsTCOURT opposed the clause and moved as an amendment its

omission from tbe Bill.—The, Chancellor of the Exchequer
supported tbe clause. On a division, tbe amendment was
carried by IIG to 78.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer then
moved that the Chairman leave the chair, as the loss of the
first clause entirely destroyed the Bill.—The Chairman then
left the chair and the House resumed, but immediately
went into Committee on the Refreshment Houses and Wine
LiceMa (Ireland) BilL Clauses 1 to 5 inclusive were agreed to,

On clause 6, Lord Naas moved an amendment that the clause
should not apply to night-houses of a humble class» and a
concession was offered by government to exempt houses under
a rental of 20i. a year, in towns with a population not exceed-
ing 10,000.— Mr, Hennessv moved that the Chairman report
progreae. On a division this motion was negatived by 79 to 28,

(Left sitting.)

a future heating the question whether future dividends
may not be restrained, together with the question of
costs and the liability of the directors to make good the
PulUnger loss.

Monet Maeket, Friday.—British Funds : Con-
sols closed at 93^ to f for Money^ and 93^ for the 9th
August ; Bank Stock, 230 to 228^ ; Three per Cents.
Reduced, 93i to I ; New Three per Cents., 93g^ to ^ jNew Two and a Half per Cents., 76^ ; India Stock, 220
to 218; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 1859,96^0 97;
Ditto Bonds, Gs. dis. ; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee
Paper, 971 to ^ ; Exchequer Bills, 4^. pm.—Foreign :

Brazilian Old Five per Cents., 100.j ; Ditto Four and a
Half per Cents., 1858. 88 to 88i

; Dutch Two and a
Half per Cents., 65 to ^; Ditto Four per Cent. Certifi-

cates, 101^ ; Russian Four and a Half per Cents., 93f ;

Ditto Three per Cents., 1859, 64; Committee's Certifi^

cafces, 5; Turkish Six per Cents., 1858, 60^.

Qxit}} Intelligence.

Union Bank.—A hill in Chancery was filed on
Monday against the directors of the Union Bank of
London by Mr. Fawcett, a shareholder, praying, first,

an injunction to restrain the directors from paying
any dividend out of the capital of the bank; and
secondly, that the liability of the directors to make
good the losses caused by the frauds of PuUinger
(263,125/.) inay be ascertained under the direction of

the court. This course was adopted iu consequence of

tte recent annual meeting having resolved, on tbe

recommendation of the dirtjctors, to meet the loss occa-

sioned by these frauds by appropriating 120,000/. of

the paid-up capital, the reserve, and a portion oi the

profits, leaving sufficient of the latter to enable a divi-

dend to be paid at the rate of 5 per cent, for the past

half-year* On Thursday Vice-Chancellor Kindeisley
refused the injunction on the ground that as the divi-

dend had been legally- declared at a piihlic meeting of
the shareholders, it must now be paid, but reserved fo^
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Cajette of tf)e SSaccfe.
TUESDAY—BANKRUPTS—J. W. Ahmstrot^g, Manchester, Tarn Apent

—J, CooPEE, Commercial Road, Newport, Monmouthshire, Outtittfr—

W, H, Edmowds, Wroughton, Wiltshire, Horsedealer, Miller, and Baker—
G- HoLGATB, Halifax, Grocer—B- James, Brierley Hill, Staffordshire,

Currier and Shoemaker^G. F.James, Manchester, Elastic Heb and Smail
Ware Manufacturer—W* Kilbt, Church Knd, Willesden, Contractor and
BuiMer—C Lt Batt, Exeter, McsBman—L. Lew, formerly ot Savannah,
in the United States of America, and late of GrAvcl Lane, City, Merchant—
K. B, J, Read, Leadenhall Market, and Upper North t^treet, Bethnal Green,

Butcher—J- W. Sullivam, Blackman Street, Southwark,Boot and Siu>e

Manufacturer* ,, , . ., . —7^"*

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION — W- Milleb, Yonderfield, Ayrshire^

Farmer,
FRIUAY—BANKRUFTS—W. A ppLKTABi>,Kinpston.upon-HuU, Plumber

—G, Di3tos andJ-C- Adcock (by the name of C- J, Aiir(K:Kh Alders^ate

Street, City, Coach Lace Manufacturers — H- Dum>*;ton, NottmRhani,

Glove Cloth Manufacturer—J- Green. Philpot Lane, City, Cummiesion

A-ent—W- Hughes, Leicester, Grocer—J* Jckks, Eyton Lod-e, Denbigh-

shire, Iron Master—M. L, J. Lavatkr, Strand, Indianibbcr Manufacturer^

J. MriB, Kinff3ton-upon-Hull, Drapei—R. K- Philp, Great New Street

Felter Lane, Publisher-J. Raven, Fish Street Hill, Slationcr—L- Russeil,

Lone Lane. Berraondsey, Leather Merchant—W. Sword, Dewsbury, lork-

Bhire, Draper-J- Walker and J. Nkave, Soutbwark Bridge Roai
Builders- A. F. Whitb«e«, Enfield, Brewer—T. Youwo, Liverpool, Tea and

Coffee Dealer.

ifletvopolig an0 tw UUinttij,

Dinner to Hee Majesty's Ministees.—On Wed-
nesday night the Lord Mayor entertained at the

Mansion House the leading memhers of theCahinet, the

foreign Ministers, and many of the delegates frona

foreign countries and the colonies to the International

and Statistical Congress. In acknowledging the toast

of " Her Majesty's Ministers" Lord Palmerston spoke

as follows:

—

** My Lord Mayor,—You have been pleased to draw a com-

parison between the daily labours we have to perform and

those which fiUl to your own lot. It would be difficult, I

think, to say which of the two, the Lord Mayor or her Majesty a

Ministers, during their respective mayoralties lead the raoet

laborious lives. But when the Lord Mayor adverts to the

noxious influences which our avocations may have on

our health, I beg leave to say there might be a course of life

suggested to me by the entertainment uow before U3 which

might be still more deleterious ; and that would be if every

day of the week, every week of the month, and every i^ontn

of the year, we were to indulge iu tbe same splendid

and luxurious repasts as tbat of which we have

j ust partaken. It is the abstinence w hich we are

compelled to practise which enables us to get through

our work. I can assure you it must always afford to

those who are charged with the responsible duty of conductmg
the affairs of this country the greatest satisnietion to withdraw

themselves from the labours, turmoil, and contests of pohUcal

life to enjoy the social and splendid hospitality of the chiet

magistrate of this great city. It must always be a pleasure to

find ourselves in tbe greatest commercial centre of the greatest

commercial nation in the world, and I trust that in addressing

this assembly we may take some credit for having in the coiurse

of the present session been able to devise aijd execute several

measures which we hope will greatly contribute to the com-
mercial prosperity of the country. It has sometimes been the

fashion to say that commerce enervates the mind of a nation

;

that it destroys the manly vigour to be found in nations not

commerciaL The history of the world is full of examples
which demonstrate the fallacy of that opinion ; and if oay
further proof to the coatrai-y were wanUug, that proof waa
supplied in the present year» when we saw 180,000 of the

youth of this nation, most of them engaged in commercial
pursuits, all of them employed in the civil avocations of We>
submitting to privations and labours to which their previoxis

habits had not accustomed them, and devoting all the energies

with which nature has endowed them to tbe defence of theur

native land. I think that this is the noblest spectacle ever

exhibited in any nation of the world. Precedents are not

wanting where nations, when danger imminently threaten**

when tbe enemy is knocking at their gates, have risen like on«

man, and, tearing themselves away from everything that con-

stitutes the plea-sures, enjoyments, and business of civil lile.

have prepared to shed their blood in the defence of ^°®*^
common country. But this is not an instance of that kind, i*

is said that the lion of the forest .snuffs danger from afar, ana

preoares for resistance ; and so it has been with the youtnoi

England. An insLiucdve feeling has poaseesed them that cir-

cumsUnces might arise which would show that tbe ™«*^^'
defence previously existing were perhaps not equal t*> tno

emergency, and with a spirit almost prophetic—thougui

trust the prophecy may not be accomplished m an evu

sense—they have proved their manly energy by arrajiuK
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t^ ivP^ Hi ttiw iiumoers 1 liave nlready «t:aea, which,

l^'tllpre were need, could be dotible.l. tvelAed, or even
^

J .inled It is an old saying: that to preserve peaxie

'^^
hmild be prepared for war. Now, that is both true and

y'"
i It is untrue if it be meant that a nation assuming an

"i?,nl^4ve attitude should create larger militaiy and naval

^&abiishments than are necessary for its defence, and which,

hini evidently intended for encroachment on its neighbours,

Tr te suspicion, distrust, and alarm. Instead of aflordmg a

trMiritv for peace, they are more likely to be a provocation to

Z^r But far different is it when a nation acts as we are doln^^

aQd coateots itself with possessinfr such an army and making

mch preparations as are necessary for simple defence, abjuring,

not only by words, but by its conduct, all aggressive designs on

others I say that such pri'parati(»ns fora contest purely defen-

sive constitute the best guarantee for peace. I trust we shall

lonff continue to enjoy tliat security, and be in a situation to

declare that peace we will have ; because he who attacks us will

rue the day when he made the attempt. What I have now

said I hope will be taken in its proper sense, and viewed as a

corapHment to that noble body of Volunteers, who, I maintain,

may be regarded as most active and valuable members of the

peace Society."

INTERNATIOXAI. STATISTICAL COKGEESS. — The

Fourth Session of the Interiiiitional Statistical Con-

gress was opened in London on Monday last, under the

presidency of the Prince Consort, and the sittings

liave been continued over the five succeeding days. The

meetings have been held in Somerset House, the council

of King's College having placed their large hall and

other portions of that establishment at the disposal of

the Commission, while the Society of Antiquaries, the

Geological and Astronomical Societies have allowed their

apartments to be used for the sectional meetings. On
Monday before his Royal Highness arrived a preliminary

meeting was held, at which Mr. Milner Gibson took

the chair, and on the part of the Government, expressed

to the delegates from foreign nations and the British

colonies its acknowleJgment of the service they had

rendered in coming from such distant countries to

attend the Congress, and stated that the Government

would do all in its power to assist their deliberations.

Baron Czoernig proposed, in French, that the executive

committee, which had so ably discharged its duty,

should be requested to continue its services as the com-

raittee of the Congress, and that the Kt. Hon. M.
Gibson, M.P., and the Rt. Hon. W. Cowper, M.P., should

be requested to act as the vice-presidents. The

Prince Consort, in opening the Congress, delivered an

address which fills upwards of two columns of the daily

papers, and was received with loud applause. On tlie

motion of Lord Brougham, a vote of thanks was given

by acclamation to his Royal Highness for his able

address. M. de Carvalho Moreira, the Brazilian

Minister, on behalf of the foreign delegates, begged

to express their profound admiration of the address to

which they had listened ; in the most elevated language

it pointed ont with precision, and defined with clear-

ness, the objects the Congress had in view. To that

tribute of admiration he begged to add the warmest
expression of their obligation and thanks. The Prince

Consort then declared tlie Congress opened. On his

return to Buckingiiam Palace liis Royal Highness

received the delegates from foreign countries and the

colonies, who were severally introduced by the Belgian

Minister and Mr. Milner Gibson. On Tuesday the

Prince Consort visited each of the six sections into

which the Congress was divided, and the sections then

proceeded to elect their officers and consider the

various subjects included in the programme-
namely. Section I., Judicial Statistics? II., Sanitary

Industrial Statistics—two branches,

IMining; IV., Commercial SUitistics;

Military and Naval Statistics; and

,_ .._ Methods. Lord Brougham, Lord

ShaVtesbury, Lord Stanley. M.P., Mr. N. W. Senior,

Earl Stanhope, and M. Quetelct were elected presidents

of these sections. The business of the sections was

then proceeded with, and continued regularly up to

last evening, many of the papers read being of great

interest. On Thursday the foreign and colonial dele

the meeting thsit

one of the royal

by Royal permission.

^. ,

Statistics ; III.,

Agriculture and
v., Census, and
VI., Statistical

Mr. J, T. Gait, Finance Minister; Cape of Good Hope,

Mr. W. Field; Ceylon, SirC. McCarthy; Jamaica and

Barbadoes, Mr. S. Cave, M.P.; British Guiana, Mr.

W.Walker; Mauritius, Mr. G. Fropier; and the Ionian

Islands, Mr. Drummond Wolff.

Ekcroachment in Kensington Gardens.—On
Saturday at a meeting of the Marylebone vestry, the

new ride through Kensington Gardens, which has

been commenced by Mr. Cowper, the Chief Com-

missioner of Works, was the subject of discussion. Mr.

Mitchel strongly urged the interference of the vestry

and moved the appointment of a committee on the

subject. Mr. Nicolay denounced the intended ride, and

considered that tlie board would not be doing their duty

to the ratepayers unless it sent up to the Governinent

a strong protest against this usurpation of the rights

of the people. Air. Smart thought the board should

confine itself to an indignant protest against the step

taken by the Chief Commissioner. He reminded

Kensington Gardens formed

parks, and were only open

The ride was not yet formed

but simply laid out. A lengthened discussion

ensued, in whicli many gentlemen took part for and

against the motion. At length the terms of the reso-

lution were altered and agreed to as follows:—"That

this vestrv desires to express its disapprobation at the

attempt which has been made to form an equestrian

ride in Kensington Gardens, since, in its present con-

dition, it is peculiarly adapted, and would otherwise, as

designed, be specially dangerous, to the comfort and

convenience of children, invalids, and pedestrians

generally." On Tuesday the Paddington vestry

unanimously adopted a resolution condeuniing the

encroachment as destroying the beauty and repose of

the gardens; and convening a public meeting, to be

held in the Vestry Hall, to receive an expression of

public opinion. On Thursday a numerous deputation

from the vicinity of Kensington and Bayswater, headed

by Lord Enfield, M.P., Sir John Shelley. M.P., and

Mr. Edwin James, M.P., and the Recorder of London,

waited upon the Chief Commissioner and presented a

memorial, signed by 1500 inhabitants of those districts,

praying that the new ride may be immediately

abolished, and the gardens restored to their original

state. Mr. Cowper said he had made the road on the

principle of giving pleasure to all classes, but if a good

case were made out, he had no objection to make such

alterations as would obviate any supposed inconvenience

or danger to the public. On the same day a deputation,

consisting of the Earl of Harrington and other in-

habitants of Kensington, favourable to the continuance

of the ride, had an interview with the Commissioner.

INTEKNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 18G2.—Tlie gua-

rantee fund now subscribed amounts to 335,300Z. It is

understood that the Royal Commissioners for the Exhi-

bition of 1851 are willing to grant the use of a part of

their estate of South Kensington for the Exhibition,

and that a portion of the buildings to be ertctcd will

be permanent, available for future exhibitions of art

and industry.

The Volunteer Suam Fight took place on Satur-

day in Camden Park, between Bromley andChiselhurst.

25,000 persons were conveyed safely by railway to the

scene ol action, but the difiiculty of conveying such a

concourse of people wns so great that considerable delay

took place in the arrival of the regiments, and the fight

did not commence until two hours alter the appointed

time. The companies of the corps of attack were

posted in and behind Bickley Wood; those of the

defence in the western portion of the grounds, where

they were kept under cover till the moment of action.

The defending division included the following corps and com-

panies, under the command of Colonel Hicks :-lst and :'d

Battalions London Rifle Brigade, 1st Middlesex Engineere, 32d

Middlesex (Six-Feet) Guards, 1st Kent ; making a total onu44

men —The attacking division, commanded by Lord Kanelagh,

Among the foreign delegates who were deputed

by their respective Governments to attend the Con-

gress were the following :— From Austria, his Excellency

Baron de Caoernig ; from Bavaria, Dr. Hermann,

Councillor of State ; from Belgium, M. Qn^telet.

Director of the Royal Observatory, M. Heuschling,

and M. VisscherS; from Brazil, his Excellency S.

Carvalho Moreira ; from Denmark, Dr. David,

Councillor of State ; from France, M. Legoyt.

Chief of the Statistical Bureau, Paris ; from Hamburgli,

Bremen, and Lubeck, Dr. Asher ; from Hanover,

Proftssor Wappiius, ^rom Holland. Dr. Banmhaner;
from MeckUnburgh-Schwerin, Dr, Ackeisdyck and

Baron de Maltzahn; from Norway, Professor Daa;
from Prussia, Dr. Engel and Professor Schubert; from

Russia, MM. Wernadski and Von Busvhen; from Saxe-

Coburg and Saxe-Meiningen, M- G. Hopf ; from Spain,

Count de Kipahia; from Sweden, Dr. F. T. Berg;

from Switzerland, M. Vugt and M. Kolb; from Turkey,

Agassi Eft'endi ; and from United States, Judge Long-

street and Dr. Edward Jarvis. Several of our own
colonies also had representatives. For the Australian

Colonies—New South Wales, Messrs. James MacArthur,

Edward Hamilton, and Stuart A. Donaldson; Queens-

land, Mr. M. Marsh, M,P. ; Victoria, Mr. W. West garth ;

Sooth Australia, Mr. E. Stephen; Tasmaida, Mr. J. A.

Youl; New Zealand, Mr. J. E. Fitzgerald; Britiai

Hamlets, 4th Surrey, .th and lUtn auiTey. oin p^-^^.v, v

Surrsv. 16th Kent, Ist BaltaUoa of Kent R. V., Captain

Wilkiiiston's Battalion consisting of Highitatc, Horusey,

Hampstead. and Railway, and the 9th West Middlesex;

making a total of 3300, the entire force being 4344.

General Eyre, commanding at Chatham, was deputed

by the Duke of Cambridge to act as inspecting officer

on the occasion, the Inspector of Volunteers, Colonel

M'Murdo, being absent on duty. Of the Volunteers,

unattached, wlio attended in uniform, many were

engaged in keeping the ground. A portable telegraph

was laid across both hill and vale, from the head-

quarters tent to the attacking position. At 7 o'clock

the action commenced. Tlie company of Engineers of

the City Brigade, under Captain M'Uod, conspicuous

bv their red uniform, appeared on tlie right of the

defended position, and, advancing, lined tl.o hedge of

the wood, through which tlie enemy was approi.ching.

The Eneineers opened fire on them, and it was returned

from the wood. A light, dropping fire continued tor a

few moments, then the Kngineers fell back in sk.rimsh-

inff order on the open field, loading and firing rapidly.

They were followed up by the enemy s skinuishers.
hey

who were also soon on the clear ground. When

stream

the

line

the

iy ofthev had nearly driven their oppuuents to

^tr/am in the centre of the vale the mam bod

attack suddenly issued from the woo<l. formed m

Youl; New Zealand, Mr. J. E. Fitzgerald; British [ hue, advanced and m^^^^^^^^^^

Guiana, Mr. VV. Walker, Colonial Secretary ; Canada, ? the defence crossed the stream rapiu^>.

ing line pressed forward, keeping up a quick fire. A«
the wood from whicli tliey had issued here makes a

bend the ground was not wide enough for the whole
line. In the centre it was four deep. This first

appearance and advance of the attacking force was one
of the l)est portions of the spectacle, particularly the

dash out of the wood which had concealed their forward

movement. On the other side, while the skirmishers

were retreating, the main body of the defence had been
forming on the level to the right of the lime kilns*

their front defended by the little stream. Pressed

still more sharply by the advance of the attacking linCi

the defence made a stand in the cover of the lime kilns

The firing was heavy on both sides, volley following

volley iu quick succession; but the position soon

became untenable. Part of the attacking line crossed

the stream, and took its defenders on the right

flank ; assailed on two sides by superior numbers

nothing could be done but retire. The defencs

drew out of the cover and the chalk pits, and forme4

on the slope of the hill, the summit of which was

crowded by spectators. They were followed up by the

left wing of the attack, the right wing keeping in the

valley, in a line parallel with the stream, gradually

closing on its retiring foe, and keeping up a heavy tire

on his front and flank. The defence again retired up

the hill, and formed in position along the slope. The
attack, which had hitherto been made in line, was now
made in two columns ; but in this form was repulsed by

the longer line of fire concentrated on its masses. The

columns stopped, turned, and descended the hill at the

double, partially disordered. It looked so much like

real running away that some of the uninstructed spec-

tators hissed disapprobation ; but were themselves dis-

comfited by the burst of laughter that told them the

true state of the case. The columns were formed again

very quickly, and returned to the charge, this time

successfully. The defending line broke, and retired

to their last position, their left on Camden House and

their right towards Chislehurst Common, at which

point of the action hostilities terminated. It was a

smart engagement of rather more than a hour*

The firing, while it lasted, was heavy, and was made as

varied as possible; there was the continued flie from

the whole line, from right to left, volleys by companies^

and volleys from the line again. Some of them were

given with great precision, as if fired by one pull of the

trigger—others left a straggling spatter of shots in

arrear of the time. But as the first field-day on which

the Bsveral corps had been out for such practice

together, the proficiency shown was very creditable to

all, and it was considered doubtfid if any rcginionts of

the line, so soon after their first drill, would have

acquitted themselves so well. The arrangements for the

hivouacy whicli was announced to follow the fight, com-

pletely broke down, CapWn Grant's cooking apparatus

not being on the ground in consequence, it Js said, of

the authorities having refused the use of Govern^

ment horses for the occasion. The presence of

artillery from Woolwich was also refused by the

Duke of Cambridge. During the whole evening

the roads were crowded in all directions with carriages

and equestrians and regiments marching. The railway

np to a late hour continued to discharge hundreds of

impatient passengers at the London Bridge terminus*

It was pnst midnight when the West Middlesex marched

across London Bridge and down Cannon Street, with

their band playing the " British Grenadiers."

St. Geoboe's-in-the-Easx.—The services in this

church on Sunday were interrupted with the usual

outrages, and Mr. Rosier, whose name is familiar to the

public in consequence of his having already been fined

by the Consistory Court for brawling, took so prominent

a part in the interruption that the churchwarden had

him ti.rnei out of the church. In the streets, after

the service, Mr. Hosier collected large crowds about

him by distributing a reprint of an article denunciatory

of Mr. King which had appeared in the Times;

and there would, in all probability, have been a riot,

had it not been for the dexterity with which the police

cleared the streets. Some hundreds of persons assembled

to receive the clergy and choristers, but they were dis-

appointed, as these gentlemen did not appear among

them. On Thursday Mr. Rosier was brought before

Mr. Elliott, on a summons charging him under the

recent act with "disturbing, vexing, and troubling"

the minister. Mr. Elliott said he was of opinion that

every incumbent had a right to prescribe the mode of

ceJcbrutiiig Divine service, and whetlier it should be a

choral service, or otherwise. If a clergyman thought

fit to order thiit the responses sliould be sung, and

people read the responses iu a loud voice. t> prevent the

singing of them, as directed by the minister, that wa«

an offence witltin the mt^aniiig of the act. He therefore

fined the defendant Zl. Mr. Rosier gave notice of

appeal.

Vbee SxiiEEr Chapel.— The Rev. T. C. Maurice,

formerly Theological Lecturer at King's College, and

latterly Chaplalu of Lincoln's Inn, has been appointed

by the Rt. Hon. W. Cowper, Chief Commissioner of

Works, to the incumbency of the district church of

Vere Street, Marylebone,

The Satuedat Half-Holtdat.—A meeting of

tlie china and glass trade was htdd on Tuesday, at

which it was resolved, in compliance with the strong

etted

should ce.tse at an early hour on Saturdays, to close

their establishments ou and after Saturday, the 1th of
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August next, at 2 o'clock. An intlueutial meeting of

West End tradesmen in the silk and haberdashery

trades was held a few days since in St, James's Hall,

where it was unanimously resolved to close at 4- o'clock

in summer, and at 6 in winter.

Destbucxion op the Valentine Milis by Fibe.—
On Wednesday morning the " Valentine Steam Flour

and Spice Mills," in Webber Street, Blackfriars Road,
belonging to Messrs. Neville and Co., the patentees and
manufacturers of " Arabica food," were totally destroyed

by fire. The building was three floors high, and con-

tained a large quantity of flour, wheat, lentils, peas,

and spices, as well as the patent food.

The Ptblic Health. — The Registrar-General's

Weekly Return states that the number of deaths

registered in London in the week that ended Saturday,

July 14, was 1015. In the corresponding weeks of the

10 years 1850-59 the average number, after correction

for increase of population, was 1104. The present

return is therefore* 89 below the average. During the

week the births of 935 boys and 819 girls, in all 1754
children, were registered in London. In the 10 corre-

sponding weeks of the years 1850-59 the average
number was 1488,

i9i-o\)tnciaL

CoTENTEY.—In consequence of the present depressed
state of the silk trade and the increased competition
with foreign markets, the ribbon manufacturers have
announced their inability to adhere to the old " list of
prices" drawn up in 1843. The weavers have refused to
accept any reduction and have consequently struck
work, and more than 10,000 operatives are now oiit of
employment. A few nights ago a large body of the
discontented weavers proceeded from Coventry and
Bedworth to AttleborougL, and attempted to force an
entrance into Mr. Townsend's factory, one of the few
where the reduced price is in operation. The work-
ipeople, headed by I^Jr. Townsend, were able to defeat
their object, but the mob vented their fury upon the
windows of the factorj', and afterwards did considerable
damage to Mr. Townsend's private residence. Ten of
the ringleaders have been arrested, and will be brought
to justice. Great distress prevails among the weavers,
^nd a committee has been appointed to raise a relief

fund, to which Sir J. Paxton and the Right Hon. E.
EUice have contributed 50/. each. The ribbon manu-
facturers say that they are determmed to spare no
expense in procuring the best machinery, and are
determined to overcome all foreign competition if the
hands will but help to do their part ; but if the present
•obstructions continue, they must shut up their factories
and go elsewhere,

ITbome.—After the arrest of the housemaid on Friday
the magistrates proceeded to Mr. Kent's house and
-examined several of the inmates. The nature of their
statements was not permitted to transpire ; but it may
be assumed that nothing was elicited tending to
criminate the nursemaid, as at the close of the day the
magistrates liberated her on her father and cousin
becoming responsible for her being forthcoming on
Monday. The girl, however, did not avail herself of
the offer, bat voluntarily preferred returning to Trow-
bridge and remaining at the house of the Superintendent
of police during the interval.. On Saturday Sir G.
Lewis, the Home Secretary, sent down Inspector
Whicher, of the metropolitan detective police, for the
purpose of investigating the case. The inspector
reached Trowbridge on Sunday evening, and proceeded
on Monday to Road, where he had an interview with
the magistrates by whom the inquiry has been con-
ducted. In the course of the conference Elizabeth
Gough, the nursemaid, was brought before the Bench
aod liberated. After sitting for abou6 two hours with
•€*»ed doors, reporters were admitted, when the Rev.
H. Crawley said the magistrates had little to commu-
nicate beyond the fact that Inspector Whicher had
been sent down from London, and that the investiga-
tion was now placed in his hands. A reward would be
immediately offered, 100/. by the Government and 100/.
on the part of Mr. Kent, to any person giving such in-
formation as should lead to the conviction of the perpe-
teator of the crime, together with a free pardon to any
acGompVioe not b^uoft the actual murderer. The nurse-
maid had been dischargtHl, and had been iuformed that
she was at liberty to go where she liked, and she had
stated her intention of returning to her duties at Mr.
Kent's house. lb was then announced that the inquiry
would be adjourned to Friday, and that in the event of
any evidence being then taken on oath the public and
the reporters would be adraitte<l, but that at present the
magistrates were unable to say what course would be
pursued. Mr. Ludlow, magistrate, wished It to he known
that the house had been re-examined and re-searched
in every possible way ; and that every inmate, except
the iniant, had been called on to state what they knew
in reference to the matter. The best superintendants
or the force had been engaged in the investigation, and
it was only an act of justice to the police and to the
magistrates to state that they had used their utmost
exertions in endeavouring to trace out the guilty party.
The two servants mentioned by Mr. Kent iis having
formerly lived in his employ, and as being piu-ties likely
to have had an iU-will against him, had both been found
out by the police, and it was proved that they were
maar mUui distAat from the scene of the murder on the

night of its occurrence. At the conclusion of the sitting

Inspector Whicher, accompanied by the superin-
tendants of the county constabulary, proceeded to Mr,
Kent's residence, and made a further search of the

premises. The practicability of removing a child about
the age of deceased from its bed without waking it or

disturbing the persons sleeping in the same and adjoin-

ing rooms has been tested by the police, and has been
accomplished in three instances. A minute inspec-

tion of the premises leaves little doubt that the object

of the murderer in selecting the spot where the crime
was committed was that the body might completely

disappear. The cover of the water-closet has been
removed, and the splashboard being talcen away a large

opeu space has been disclosed, containing water several

feet deep, so that had the body passed through this

aperture it would have been entirely concealed from
observation. Three years since when the two
childi-en of the first marriage ran away from the

house, the daughter, after catting off her hair and
dressing herself as a boy, threw her own clothes into

this water-closet after assuming male attire.

Paett Riot at Ltjegan.—An encounter took place
on the 12th inst at Derrymacast near Lurgan between
the Orangemen and the Roman Catholics while the

former were celebrating the anniversary of the battle of

the Boyne. It is said that one of the Orantre party dis-

charged a pistol at the chapel cross, whereupon the Roman
Catholics, who were present in unusually large numbers
on account of a fair in the town, attacked the Orange-
men and soon brought on a general riot. The
disturbance having continued for some time, some of the
Orangemen returned to a Protestant bouse in the neigh-

bourhood, and there procured fire-arms, with which
they returned to the spot, and fired at the Roman
Catholics, 16 of whom were wounded, and two are not

expected to survive. The police made a number of

captures, but grave apprehensions appear to be enter-

tained of another outbreak between the rival factions.

The Irish BiiiGADE in Rome.—Accounts from
Rome state that several affi'ajs in which the Insh
brigade have taken a prominent part have occurred since

their arrival in Rome. In the latest ofthese disturbances

the acting British Consul, although an Irishman, was
subjected to offensive language, with threats of personal

violence, at the barracks of the brigade here, and on the
same evening another person was actually a sufferer

from the violence of the recruits. A still more serious

affray took place on June 27, between the Papal
troops and a portion of the Brigade. It appears
that one of the recruits objected to be a simple private

and put on his private clothes for the purpose of walking
about the city. The captain ordered the sergeant to

arrest him, but the sergeant appealed to the other
Irishmen, who took part with the discontented private.

A row took place, in which some one called out a Belgian
troop of recruits to restore order. This exasperated the

Irish to such a degree that oneof them struck one of the

Belgian soldiers to the ground with a blow of his fist,

declaring that the Belgians would sell the Pope to the

highest bidder and go over to Garibaldi. The officer of

the Belgians ordered his men to load and fire, but
before they could carry out the order the major of the
Irish regiment rushed between them and succeeded in

preventing bloodshed. During this riotous scene some
of the Irish took refuge in the Irish College, and on
the Papal troops appearing at the gates to apprehend
them, they were resolutely refused admittance by the
priests. The latest news states that the whole of the
Irish recruits had been removed to Spoleto.

cotlanti.

Review of Scotch VoLrNTEEEs by the Qtjeen.—
Her Mnjesty has intimated her intention to hold a
review of volunteer corps in Edinburgh on the 7th of
August. The commandhig officers of corps desiring to
attend are to intimate their wish to the Secretary of
State for War through the Lord-Lieutenant of their
respective countius before the 1st of August, and they
will then be admitted as far as space and numbers will
permit. Immediately after receiving this application
each corps will be informed whether it will be possible
to accept the offer.

exercising the power of dealingr witli all the coal in a lame diT
trict. And if they could do this, they might on the same nrin
ciple becoiue dealers in agricultural produce, and supply Londnn
with the agricultural produce of their district. In fact he di?not know, if this principle were admitted, where it was'tostoi?
There would, therefore, be great detriment to the interest oi'
the public in allowing such a practice. It had been said thaf
so far this practice of the Great Northern liad been not to thft
prejudice of the public, inasmuch as coals had been cheaner
but he confessed he bad no faith hi the morality of any ioint
stock company, and especially in that of a company which had
contrived so cunning a device as this company had for thJpurpose of concealing its proceedings. He was therefore of
opinion that the injunction must be granted and with costs on
the understanding that the injunction was not to prevent'thecompany from disposing of their stock of coal on hand

ILaU).
Vice-Chancellor's Court: The Altomty-General v, the Great

Northern Railway Couipany^—Jajunction against Mealing in CoaL
—This information was tiled by the Attorney-General on the
rehitif»n o( Thomas Xorth, for the purpose of obtaining an
injunction restraining the company from dealing in coal. It
appeared that since 1852 the Great Northern Ktuhvay Company
hag engaged in business as coal merchants, and has formed an
immense traffic in that particular branch of business. Some
of the shareholders took exception to this diversion from the
original purpose of the company, and sought the intervention
of Chancery by this suit. Vice-Chancellor Kindersley in giving
judgment said that, by a crafty and tricky contrivance, the
company had thought to blind the transaction by taking the
profits they derived from the coal into the railway traffic, and
saying it was so much they had gained by their business as
railway carriers; but even if 99 shareholders out of 100
agreed to carry on a different business from that which they
were incorporated to carry on, however beneficial to the
company that ditferent business might be, a single shareholder
had a right to aay» " That is not our contract among ourselves,"
and he might come to that Court and get an injunctirui.
Here was a railway company having in its hands the traffic

from the principal coal fields in the north of England, and

THE ASSIZES.
NoRTf^ERN Circuit: York,—Regina v. Zeatham.~me Wake-

field Election.^Thi& was an information on the part of the
Crown, nnder the Corrupt Practices at Elections Act, charginff
Mr. "William Henry Leatham with corrupt and illegal practices
at the last election for Wakefield, at which he was returned as
member. The court was densely crowded, and for a length of
time it was exceedingly difficult to hear the address of the
Solicitor-General, who stated the case on the part of the
Crown, owing to the buzz and noise in court.
After a long trial the jury returned a verdict of Guilty. There
are yet seven other cases of this description to dispose of, three
against persons on the Liberal side at Wakefield, and four
against per&ona on the Conservative side, and two against
persons implicated in charges of bribery at the Beverley
election, TAe hull Murder,—Thomas Kirkwood, a soldier, aged
30, was indicted for the wilful murder of Elizabeth Ana
Parker, a widow, at Hull, on the 23d April, under the circum-
stances noticed at the time In our Provincial news. The jury,
after an absence of nearly an hour, returned a verdict of Hot
Guilty, on the ground of insanity. The prisoner was ordered
to be confined during her Majesty's pleasure-

Home Circuit: Hertford.—The J\Iu7'der of Sir T, S^riglu's
Gamekeeper.—George Cain, 23, Henry Miss, 28, and James
Norwood, 32, three powerful looking young men, were indicted
for the wilful murder of John Seebrook, head gamekeeper to

Sir Thomas Sebright^ at his estate at lieech Wood, near
Dunstable, on the 2Sth March. The facts of this case are
already familiar to our readers, and the only question was as
to the identity of the prisoners. The jury, after deliberating

about a quarter of an hour, returned a verdict of Not Guilty.

Night Poaching,—The prisoners were then charged with being
unlawfully upun Sir T. Sebright's land for the purpose of night
poaching. Norwood pleaded "guilty" to this charge, and the
jury, without any hesitation, returned a vei'dict of Guilty against
the others. Norwood was recommended to the merciful con-
sideration of the Court, on the ground that it was believed he
had taken the least active share in the fatal transaction, and
had made a statement which had tended to assist the interests

of justice. Mr. Justice Blackburn, in passing sentence, said

the prisoners had had a very lucky escape in not being con-

victed of tlie crime of murder, and that if they had been be
should certainly have left them for execution. There was
another indictment against them charging the capital offence

of wounding the unaer keeper, the companion of the unfor-

tunate deceased, with intent to murder him, and he had great

doubt whether he ought not to have proceeded with it. They
were now however only convicted of night poaching, but taking

into consideration the other circumstances connected with the

off'ence, he felt it his duty to pass upon two of thera, Cain and
Bliss, a very severe sentence, which was that they be kept in

penal servitude for the space of 14 years. The other prisoner,

Norwood, he should sentence to be imprisoned and kept to

hard labour for 12 months.
Western Circuit ; Winchester.—3fii7v7^' at GosporL—Mi-

chael HyneSf a serjeant in the 16th Foot, aged 32, was indicted
for the wilful murder of Anne Shein- The prisoner, a fine-

looking man, was stationed with his regiment at Aldershott,
and in Marcli last, being on furlough, he went with one of his

childien to the house of his father-in-hiw, John Clark, a water-
man residing at Gosport, A few months ago he received an
injury to his head on board the Himalaya, and since then was
much affected by drink. On the 9th March he was out drink-

ing with some marines of the Euryalus, and afterwards with
his father-in-law, and he eventually returned home much in-

toxicated- As' he would not be quiet, angry words ensued^

and the disturbance became so great that the neighbours came
in to endeavour to quell it, including deceased, a woman 64

years of age, who tried to pacify him, whereupon he forced his

mother-ill-law out of the room, locked the door, and was then

seen by a person who looked through the window hacking with

his drawn sword something upon the floor He ran trom the

house when further assistance anived, his sword and clothes

covered with blood, but was at last disarmed and handed over

to the police. Mrs, Shein was found lying on the floor, her

skull fractured, and with many dreadful wounds upon h^
head and body. The surgeons found that she had received

two parallel gashes on the temple, reaching to the nose; a

third cut on the left temple, a cut beneath the left eye, a

serious jagged fracture of the skull, two cuts on the left arm,

and some minor wounds and bruises. These shockmg injuries

caused inflammation, followed by an abscess on the brain, in

consequence of which paralysis ensued, and at the termination

of a few weeks the unfortunate woman died. For the defence

it was urged that there was no previous malice on the part of

the prisoner, and that the wounds were intiicted by hini when

he was in a state of temporary mental derangement, in con-

sequence of drinking, he being previously a sober well-con-

ducted man. Three officers of his regiment, who had known
the prisoner from 5 to 14 yeai 3, gave him an excellent character-

The jury, after a lengthened deliberation, and after repeatea

application to the judge to know if they could return a verdict

of manslaughter, found the prisoner Guilty, with the strongest

poBaible recommendation to mercy. Mr, Justice Keating theB
put on the bhick cap, and passed sentence of Death in the usual

form- The prisoner appeared much prostrated on hearing the

sentence, and had to be assisted from the bar. The Aldtrshoit

Murder.—Marlin Comcay, aged 24, and John Farrell, 23, were
indicted for the wilful murder of Mary Ann liowe, at the caffiP

of Aldershott. The evidence in this case, which was noticed

at the time in our Provincial news, was entirely circumstan-
tial- The prisoners were the last persons seen with the deceased
on the night before she was found drowned in the canal, and
her purse was found in the possession of one of them. The
dress of deceased had been partly toni from her body, which
was covered with bruises; and tlie sui^eon's opinion was that

the girl was reduced by a heavy blow to a state of fainting, and
in that state was thrown into the eanaL Next morning the

dress which she had worn waa found at some distance from
the canal at a place where there were marks of a violent

struggle; and the supposition was that the gb-1 was there

attacked, that sho fainted, and that she was then dragged to

and thrown into the canaL The defence was that the evidence

was not sufiScient to warrant a conviction, and that deces^ea

might have committed suicide. The jury returned a verdict

of NotOuaty. ThtUUof Wight Murder. -^Wiiliam Hmry J*A-

irortA, a serje&rt of artillery, was indicted for the wilful murder
of Martha, his wife, and his six children, at Sandown Fort, ui

the isie of Wight. It having been stated that the prisoner waa

insane, and not in a fit sUte to plead, the jury were ^^^^^^^
determine the fact, and having found that the prisoner
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-
i i,. a fiTstatetoplead, he was directed to be detained during

"'^
Sotfi^tv's plcasiire. 7Ae Attempted Murder and Suicide at

^vrS -Robert SiMpso7i, a private in the Rifles, was in-

JifS for cutting and wounding Sophia Rowe. with intent to

r-ii -md murder her, at Winchester. It will be remembered

S^^ the prisoner, while in bed with the woman, cut her throat

>h a razor at her reque^st, and then attempted to commit

aiicide A girl who had been sleeping with them gave an

larm and promjjt surgical aid having been procured their

Hves were saved. The judge, in summing up, said that if the

woman had died the prisoner would have been guilty of murder,

ffe supposed they had been reading novels. It was a must

Siamelul and -wicked act. Even if the girl had asked him to

?ake her life he had no right to do so. The jury found the

orisoner Guilty, and judgment oi Death was recorded.

Midland Circuit : IjEicv:v,tv:&.—Hannah Hobaes, 16, domestic

servant, was indicted for the wilful murder of her master,

Samuel Wells, 60 years of age, a farmer, on hisown land at

Seagrave, by adnainistering arsenic in his food in April last.

The details of this case were noticed at the time in our Pro-

vincial news. The medical evidence proved that deceased had

died from the effects of arsenic, and letters were put in, written

by prisoner, expressing sorrow for what she had done, and

Bating that she did not mean to kill her master. For the

defence it was urged that the prisoner was ymng and did not

loiow the consequences of her act, so that it could only be

considered a case of manslaughter. The jury found a verdict

ofGitilty, with a strong rocomniendation to mercy. Mr. Justice

Wightman thou put on the black cap and pronounced the sen-

tence of Death in the usual form. The prisoner was conveyed

from the dock in a fainting fit.

Norfolk Circuit: Aylesburv.—Attempted Murder.—Jesf.e

BmrdinfT, 29, was charged with shooting at Sarah Harding, his

wife, with intent to murder her, at Winslow, on the 21st

February. The prisoner was a labouring man at Winslow and

had been married eight years, having a family of four children,

On the night in question he returned home very late, having

been drinking in the town, and commenced threatening and

abusiug his wife, complaining that she would not remain at

home, and had spent money he had given her. He then fol-

lowed her to the bed-room, and levelling a gun at her, lodged

the contents in her body. She was fortunately in a stooping

position at the time, and the charge entering at the side passed

beneath the skin of the abdomen and was left at the back of

the upper part of the thigh. He then struck her with the

butt-end of the guu until she became senseless. Beconamg

alarmed, he then undressed her, and admitted to some neigh-

boiuB that he intended to kill her. that he had given her an

hour for repentance, that he meant for some time past to have

her life, and had borrowed the gun on purpose. For several

weeks her life was in imminent danger. Upon being called on

for his defence, the prisoner, crying violently, said his wifo had

been a very bad wife to him and a bad mnther to his children

;

that he was so drunk at the time hediduot know what he

was doing, and that he would as soon have shot himself as his

wife. The jury found him Guilty of the intent to murder, but

recommended him to mercy, because they believed he had

received great provocation. The Lord Chief Justice sentenced

him to penal aer7itude for life.

Oxford Circuit: Os.FORjy.—Attempted CldJd Miirdcr.—Ann
Barkers, sei-vant, aged 22. was charged with throwing her child,

13 months of age, into a well at Ipsden, on tbe 18th April last,

with intent to murder him. On Wednesday, the 17th Aprd,

the prisoner, who had been staying with her child at the house

of a relative, Mrs. Prior, of Berrin's Hill, Ipsden. left with her

child, as she represented, to visit her aunt at Henley. About
an hour after she was seen by two witnesses on the road to

Henley without her child. On reaching Henley, in reply to a

question by her aunt how her child was, she stated that she

had put it out to nurse with a person named Prior, at Hether-

idge Hill, as she was anxious to go to service again. She
stopped the night with her aunt, and returned the next evening

by train from Twyford, when a young woman who knew that

she had a baby, asked her where it was. when she replied that

it was dead, and had been for two months. In the meantime.

'^i^A fatal to a constitution already enfeebled by a tropical ' Terrace, Regent's Park, to Kate Macreadv. second daughter

was never married, the Scottish barony descends to his cousin.

Mr. John Elphinstone Fleming, eldest son of the late Adnural

the Hon. Charles Elphinstone Fleming, son of the 11th biron,

born in 1819, and formerly captain in the 17th Lancers.

Liedt-Gkner.vl Loed Sandys, Colonel of the Scots Greys,

died on the 16th inst., at his seat, Ombersley Court, Worcester-

shire, in his 62d year. Ho entered the army in 1809, accom-

panied the lOtb Hussars to the Peninsula iu 1S12, and was

present iu the action of Morales, and battles of Vittona and

Pampeluna. He served also in the campaign of 1815, as an

aide-de-camp to the Duke of Wellington, and was present at

Waterloo. He received the silver war medal with one clasp

for Vittoria. He beoame a lieut-general in 1854, and Colonel

of the Scots Greys in 1Sd8. ^ „ „ ^. j
Lieut.-Gkn. Sir George Judd Harding, K.C.B., died on

the 8th inst. in his 74th year, at Belmont Lodge, Guernsey, oi

which island he was formerly Lieut-Governor. He obtained

his commission as Second Lieut, in the Royal Engineers in

1802. He sei-ved with the array in Sicily in 1812, and the

following, year joined the forces in the Peninsula, where he saw

much active service. In ISLJ ho served as Commanding

Engineer with the Prussian army, under Prince Augustus ot

climate and worn out with work. Lord Elphinstone returned of Charlfs Dickens, Esq., of Gad's Hill Place.
irin^

f^Z^n, on,, to «o fron. shoe. ....n.uL As hi. lo^ship ^„DEATH«.-On^the.^^ ^^f«-/S^^'^X
Vesey— 9th inst, at Wells, Charlotte, youngest daughter of

the lat^ Colonel the Hon. Samuel Knollvs, aged 80—Ibth

PhilippeviHe, and Recroy, and ci>ntmued wi

occupation till 1S18. For several year^ he fil
. ^ ,

Lieut.-Governor of Guernsey. In 1S38 he was nominated a

Companion of the Bath, and m May last was made a Knight

1 Commander of tbe Order. x- i ^
Major-General (Jodfrey Charles Mundy, Lieutenant-

Governor of Jersey, who died on the 5tU inst. after a tew days

illness, had seen service in India, where he was aide-de-camp

to Lord Combermere as Commander-in-Chief, and was present

at the siege and stunning of Bhurtpore in 1825-26. For some

years he was Under-Secretary o£ State for War, under the

Duke of Newcastle and Lord Panmure. He was afterwards

appointed Lieut.-Governor of Jersey. He was the eldest son

of the late General Godfrey Basil Munday, by the Hon Sarah

Rodney, youngest daughter of the celebrated Admiral Lord

Rodney, and was brother of Admiral George Rodney Mundy.

inst, the infant son of Mr. and the Hon. Mrs. Frederick

Webb—13th inst, at Horkstow, Ann. widow of the late Colonel

Tufnell, and previously relict of the late Admiral the Hon.

Thos. Shirley—15tl» inst, at 59, Portland Place, Georgiana,

filth dautfhter of the Hon. Sur ThomaS J. Platt—12th mst^

George Soane, Esq., A.B., youngest son of the late Sir John

Soanc, R.A., aged G9—5th inst, at Cheltenham, Major-

Geueral Frederic Blukdell, C.B., Madras Artillei-y, aged 62—

13th inst at Donaghadee, county Down, FLORE^CE Charlotte

Hester, eldest daughter of the late Nathaniel Alexander,

Esq., of Portgienone, county Antrim, and formerly M.^. tor

that county—10th inst. at Corstorphine Lodge, Ryde, I.W.,

James Player Lind, Esq., M.D., late of Wadham CoUege,

Oxon, a J.P. for the county of Hants, ^nd ^i^^y,?.^^

Chairman of the Bench of Magistrates at Ryde, aged 7U—

7th inst, at the Vicarage House, Salehurst
^^f

^x, the

Rev. Jacob George Wrench, D.C.L ,
^-^.A., of Tnndy

Hall, Cambridge, and Vicar of the above parish, aged
<
0—

16th' inst, at Upper Norwood, the Rev. Joseph So«^^.
minister of North Street Chapel, Brighton, aged o0-i6.h inst.

Prussia, at the sieges of Maubeu;>e. Landrecies, Marienburg,
^''":^''='^'''^]l'':;"'^^^^^^

Cotton, Esq.,

The
nesday

Parkfield House, Devon, Francis Garbatt, Esq., aged 77-

17th inst, at New Grove. Bow Road, Middlesex, Emma, wife of

Mr. Thomas Alexander Morris, and secona daughter ot tne

late Henry Groom, Esq.. of Clapham Rise Surrey, aged -0-

3Uth of Anril last, at Bendigo. Victoria, killed by a
^f^J^^

his horse, Edward, third son of Mr. John Coates, Castletown,

Isle of Man-lSth inst. at his residence, ^y^^ham Oxon,

Samuel Druce. Esq., aged 72 - May 23d. at Secunderabad^

Clara Frances, wife of Thomas Crawford, M.D. Ibth Royal

Irish Regiment, and daughter of the late Richard Morrison.

Esq., of Dublui,

iWaifectg

and immediately heard the cry of a child proccedmg from it.

Having procured ropes and a rail, they let a boy down with a

lantern, and he found the child, and brought it up m his arms.

It was alive, but cold, and bleeding from wounds on the head.

Owing to the great and prompt attention paid to it, it ulti-

mately recovered. It was produced in court, and looked well

and full of animation. The prisoner was taken i^to custody

on the 20th April, when she admitted that she had stunibled

over a stump near, and that the child had fallen out of her

arms into the well : that she remained there two hours, neara

the child cry. and then left. The judge in
S'^^'^^if^^T',/'®'

marked on her extraordinary conduct, if the child had tatlen

by accident down the well, in not obtaining assistance, but

allowing it to remam there for two days without saying a wora

about it. Theiury found her ffwirtv of the capitiU chaise, and Mr.

Justice Bvles ordered sentence of Death to be recorded against

her, but said he should take time to consider what punishment ne

should award her. AmsGDOs.—George WooUon, 16, shoemaker,

was convicted of wilfully and malicioualy^lacing a piece ot iron

upon the Great Western Railway, with intent to obstruct an

engine on the line, and to endanger the lives of the passengers,

on the 5th of April, at Bray, and was sentenced to five years

Central Criminal CovRT.-miza, Harriett Mary FeUham,a

well-dressed woman, the wife of the manager of a city bank

surrendered to take her trial upon an indictment charging her

with stealing four doyleys and a pair of mittens from the stall

of Lady Emfly Peel at a fancy fair held in the Crystal P^^^T-^e on

the 9th June for the benefit of the Warehousemen and Clerks

school. Tbe jury found her fiui/(y, recommending her to

mercy, in which the prosecution joined. Mr. Justice Cromp-

ton sentenced her to six mouths' imprisonment m >ev.gate.

OHminal AssanUs.-John Spencer, 60. Roman Cathohc ^r est,

was tried on three indictments charging him
Y'^^^tT^v^

aasaultiug three boys who had been placed with Jim as

scholars. He was acquitted on the first two charges and found

^i^fy on the third. The Lord Chief Baron ordered sentence

of Death to be recorded.

Eclipse op the Sun.—The eclipse of Wed-

was seen from all parts of London and the

suburbs without interruption from clouds sufficient to

disappouit the general observer, but tlic sky was too

much obscured iu the direction of the sun to enable the

astronomers to ascertain the times of beginning and

endinn- satisfactorily; indeed, at the ending the sun

was quite invisible. Mr. Hind reports that xvith

adequate magnifying power on Mr. Bishop's 10-feet

equatorial, inequalities on the preceding and following

limbs of the moou were very distinct; and were great

enouf^h to render pretty certain the visibility of Haily's

bead? in the line of totality. Three solar spots were

visible to the naked eye. At 2h. 30m. the sky had the

appearance of a November sky just before a snow

storm. At 2h. 37ui. It was similar to that Qf a summer s

morning al^out half an honr before sunrise. At

2h. 49m. (the time of the greatest eclipse), Highgate

Churcli, visible at the commencement, could not be dis-

cerned. At lb. 40m. the thermometer stood at 70.3 ;

at 2h. 30m., at G9.3° ; and at 4h., 68.8" Thus, towards

the time of greatest phase the temperature tell I'' in

50 minutes, but only 0.5** in the ne.\t hour and a half.

A tele'^ram from Ciranda, in Spain, sent by one of the

party ''who left England to observe the complete

obscuration of th.e suu, says :—
** The success was complete. We have two photographs of

red flames, which prove that they belong to the sun. and many

photographs of other phases."

COVEXT GARDEN.—July 21. _ , .- «.
Trade is falling off. and, in the face ot ^^^^""P^r^^^

,— >.« r-™Hr...«t nriijea are recedmff. English
_
Fme

a^/a' ate, w' Tears, and . Figs. Grapes are ^bundan^^.

as are likewise Cherries. Best samples ot "fe*™* "^
tain fair Drioes Cob Nuts realise Is. per pouna.

G^seben-ies'^.bich 3d.\ quart. Peas i?^ «="=?"«°'
«'£'^'r

are abundant. New Potatoes range rem 6s. t»^. per

ewt. Some good_MusLr«ms may be obtained Cut«ower»

S;rns,^-fOrrUMTGa-^enias Violets M^nonette

Heaths. Kalosauthe-s, Geramums. Lily of the VaUey. ana

Roses.

FRUIT.
Gooseberries, perqt., 8d to Cd

CurranU, per qt., ad to 6d

Green Figs, per doz., Ss to 13a

MeluuB, each, 28 to 4a

Apples, per doz.. 28 to 6s
.

Or.tni,'fB, per 100, 6s to 16a

Lemons, per 100, &» to 108

Pine Apples, per lb., 3r to is

Grapes, per lb., 3s to fls

atruwbeuios, p. lb., 6d tolaOd

Peaches, per doz., lOs to 208

ApricotH, per doz., 26 to 48

Nectarines, do., «s to 12a

CheiTies, p. lb., Is to Ss

VEGETABLES. , «^ .^o.
Rhubarb. perbundlc,4d to 6d \

Beet, perdoz.,lB Cd to /s

At
I F. Beans, per 100, la to Is 6d

Peas, p. bush., 3s to 48 Gd

Cauliflower:*, each, 2d to 4d

Greens, per dozen, 4s (id

to (is

Cabbages, do.. Is to 2s

Potatoes, p. ton, 908 to lOOs

— per bus., 3s to 48 6d
— per cwt., 68 to Ss

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 8d

Turnips, per bunch, 5d to "d

Siiinach, p. sieve, 2s to 3b

Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is

Artichokes, per doz., 6s to Ss {

Celery, per bundle, la 6d to 2a

Onions, p. half sieve, 3& to 5b

Tomatoes, per doz., 2s to 3a

,

Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d

Garlic, per lb., ed to 8d

Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, la6d

to 28 (id

Lettuces, Cos, p. ecore,M to Is

Endive, p. score. Is to 2s

Horseltadish,p.bun.,l86dto4a
Mushrooms, p. pott., IstolsCd

Parsluy, p. 12 bunches, 28 to 48

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

i?^l>(tUffVI)

BIRTHS—On the 12tli inst, at Dromoland, the Lady

INCHIQUIN, of twin daughter3-l5th inst, at 12 Chester Square,

the L^y Rose Lovell. of a daughter-23th ult, at Pau Basses,

Pyren^H, the wife of the Hon. Geokoe Anneslev of a

dauc-hter who only for a short time -survived her birth—

Qthfnst at Leamington, the Hon. Mra. St. John Methuen, of

a daughter-l3th inst, at Meggetland House, near Edinbu^h,

the wife of the Hon. A. Telverton Bingham, of a daughtei--

12th i St at 12. Nottingham Pla=e. Regent's f'^rk, the wife of

Sir CHAP.LE3 H. J. RICH Bart of ^. d'-^^^^^^.r"^*^ ,?^^^^

S^dnev New South Wales, the wife ot Sir William m.

Manning of a son-1 2th inst at 15, William Street Lowndes

Sm?are the wife of Captain Sir F. Nicoi^n. Bart, of a

dSer-llth inst. at k Park IU>aa. Stoke Np^^l^^o".

NA^fN^EBAHWEEQtiAY (Catbebinb B. SuTro>^ wife ofJViUum
Sutton, of Owen Sound. Lake Huron, Upper Canada), the

Envoy of the Ojibway Indians, of a flon,

M \RRI \GE3.—On tbe 19 inst. in Westminster Abbey, John

Gilbert TALBff^^ Esq., eldest son of the late Hon. John

Chetfynd Talbot, Ad nephew of the Ear of Shrewsbury

and Tllbot, to the Hon. AIebiel Sarah, eldest daug.tcr of

TnV LYTTELTOv-lTth iust, at St. George's, Hanover

lmfare!^IIeut':!col. John Campbell, of her Majesty's Indian

Ai-mv to the Princess Victoria Gooramma, daughter of

the fate ex-Ryah of Coorg-I2th inst. at Great Marylebone

Church, the Hon. Ralph Pelham Nevill, second son of the

Earl of Abergavenny, to Louisa Maeiannp,
«fj^"d.;^f^^^^^%f

s?r Tharlfs Fitzroy Maclean, Bart. —nth in.st, at ol.

Michael^ Church. Chester SqAare. the Hf^- i^^;^^^

MoR^roN brother to the Eart of Uucie. to Char^otpe

rnvTAToE only Aiughterof the late Sir John Bt:xix>P, Bart.

^mh inst, ai^St. G^e's, Hanover Square,
^f'^J^^^^-

CHICHE3TEB, .
Esq, , «?coxid _ SOU ^^of_tho^

^.^e'^M.n,^;

New Clover .

.

Becond cut do,

Straw .. ..

# *

* «

90b to 120a

89 »$

HAT.-Per Load of Thirty-aix Trusses

SMITHFIELD, TUCKSDAV, July 19.

Prime Meadow Hay 76b to dOa Clover

Superior do. <old> . . »5 106

Interior do 60 70

New do. &7 84

Rowcn — — , i„iQ

P-«?.—?,^.^\-f'.'!^.?r?tIo^^ ': 98atoU0a

.. 36 44
Davib & Co.

lulienor Clowr
New do.

Straw

Sup. Meadow Hay. .106itoll4s

Inferior do 90 98

New do 60 84
Superior Clover ..120 130

WUITECHAPEL, THCBSDAY,^ JuJy 19

Fine old Hay . . . . lOOatolOSs

70 lOtf

JOBHUA BAKEK,

VZ^ili Cl^«r . .120. to :=6,

* tInferior do-

Prime Ntiw Hay
luferior do» ..

Btra^y

* *

« «

« •

90
75
60
38

95
80
70
42

Inferior do .. .-100

Fine New Clover,. 95

Inferior do 60

Fiue 2d cut .. .- —

108
ICO
72

The Right Hon Lord Elphinstone, G.C.B., and G.CH.
died on Thursday at 29, King Street. St. James s, m his 53.1

year. He was the 13th Baron Elphinstone m the peerage ot

Scotland, and succeeded his father in 1813 After having

fiUedthe office of Governor of Madras from lS3i to 1842, he

returned to England; but shortly afterwards .ogam visited

India in a private capacity, and travelled through Hindo-stan

as well as in Cashmere. Having again returned to England he

was appointed a Lord in Waiting to the Queen, which office he

held till 1853, when he was appointed .Governor of Bombay.

During the latter part of his tenure ot this olhce the outbreak of

the IndLin mutiny took place, and Lord Elphinstone

displayed an amount of Uxct and reflation which

obtained for him the thanks of Parliament for his services,

distinction of a Grand Cross of the Bath, and a Barony m

of Donegal, t^^^Sii^ Esq of Poslingford, Suffolk-
heiress of S.

^Q^^4;^^'^^o,^e; Square, Sir Brydoes Hen-
14th mst. at St- Jj-orge s, aanr i

d:inghter
NiKUi,Bart^. of Newton Hall. I^cx, tor ^a

j^^^ ^^^j

of THOMAS H^'«^*^i,^'|,' "%t LeaminS^^ Edward.
Louis^v Haghan-mh^iua^t. ^t^^^^^^^

^^,^^^^^ ,3^^,^^

,late

Lodge. Dorsetshh-.-^-j^.. .^^^-^^^ jj-^j^ia. and late

Persse, E-q-* Aajut-iuL "'"!^'*\
,^^^ Colonel Peraso. C. B.,

Captain 22dRegt., only son ottaete^Col^^^^
^^ ^^^^ ^

1601 L*°<=«^^- ^^fXevdonGroverE.ssex--llthin.t, at St.

Whiteman. Esq.,
**V ,?re Geo»oe Cox Bomfab. eldest aur-

^b&nerfo;iim"the"'^anks of Parliament for his services, the T|^™f;j/o'f\'£riaS Mr! Serjeant Bompaa. to Mary Ah^
Bath, and a Barony m the

|

vmng son "'
r"'' . j^. ^iiuirhtur of the late Very Bey. ftiL

His lordship only recently ! Scott Buckland,
^J^g";^

^^'^'^
^f Westminster-l7th inat, at

Peerage of tbe United Kingdom.
returned to England, having prolonged his stay i^J^^^ *t "AM Blcklan^ . ^^^^^^ coLUS
the exnress renuest of the Government. That delay, however, ' Higham unurcn.

s, Esq., of Clarence

COAL MARKKT.-JOLV 19.

Hastings Hartley. 15s. 9d. ; Holywclb 15a^9d ;Jto^^
West Haitky 168. ;

WyUm, 16s.
.J^^"«y^i°^ g^^ Harton..

Haswell. ISs. 9d. ;WaUsLnd Helton 18a. W. ,

^^^^
Caasop, 17s 9d ; Walls End ^el^. l?"!.^^^ a^^^^

.

South Hartlepool. ^'\'±.'^,^ jj; CowiS Hartley,
Carway and Duffryn Malting, *-«. ou. , *-« i

IGs.—21 ships at market.^

F

BUTTER MARKET.-^uly 20.

B«t Freah Batter . . .. ".. par down Iba.

^^
Fork, 4a. 8d. to 6* Od. per S Iba.

METROPOLITAN CATILE IIARKKT.

The number ot .
Bbeep ia wao in^u B

maintained through-
last, and the pncea ^^.tt^tJ^rT^LimbT Cal«« •» adU-g
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and; Suffolk, 500 ; aud 1400 from the northern and midland
counties.

s d 8 d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, ttc. .. 5
Best Short-horua 5
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
ItHalf-breds .. 6
Dj. Shorn . . .

6 to 5 8
2 — 5 6
G —

4

10

4 to 5 8

s d
Best Long-wools. 5 2 •

Do. Shorn . . .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4
Do. Shorn .. .,

'

Lambs .. ..5 8
Calves ,. ,,4 4
Piga ., ,.4

s
5

to

6
5
5

90.

4

I
S

I

6

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, July 20.

Our tr.ide continues healthy. The prices in the country
are as high as ever.

South-down Hog- s.

gets . . . . . . 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes .. 1
Kent Fleeces .. 1

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — 10
6 — 1 7
6 — 17

Leicest. TTethers I

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto . .

Flannel Wool ,. 1

6 to 1

7 — 1

6
1

7

6

8

GARDENER (Head).—Age 22. single; baa aV_J general practical knowledge of bis profession in all iu
branches. Six years' good character.—L. B., ^''°*- ^^^^

Dulwich, Surrey, S.
Post Office,

Beasts, 4140 ; Sheep & Lambs, 29,200 ; Calves, 309 ; Pigs,

Thursday, July 16.
The number of Beasts is larger than on Thursday last.

Trade is not so brisk, and prices are rather lower. There is

scarcely any alteration either in the supply of Sheep or in the
demand for them ; prices consequently are as on Monday.
From Germany aud Holland there are 327 Beasts, 3000 Sheep,
461 Calves, and 20 Pigs ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 100 Beasts

;

from the northern and midland counties, 200; and 115 Milch
•Cows from the home counties.
Best Scots, Here- Best Lonff-woois .5 2—5 4

fords, Ac. . . 6 4 to 5 S
Beet [Short-horns 5 2 — 54
2d quality Beaats 4 4 — 4 S
Best Downs aud
Half-breds , . 5 4 -

Do. Shorn . . . . -

Colonial Wool Sales : Thursday evening. — The July
series of sales has commenced to-night at about the rates of the
last series.

5

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn
Ewesife 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn ..

Lambs .. ..6
Calves ,. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

6 — 4
. to
8—6
4—5
0—5

4
6

• « •

S. 8.

53—58
56—60

Beasts, 1004 ; Sheep & Lambs, 12,100 ; Calves, 6S1 ; Pigs, 100.

MARK LAXE.—Monday, July 16.

The was but a small supply of Wheat at the Com Exchange
this morning from, Essex and Kent, which was held firmly
"for the rates of this day se'nnight. The attendance was
'larger than of late, and more disposition evinced on the part
"of millers to effect purchases, which gave an improved toue
to the trade, and on the sales effected the prices obtainable
'last week were generally realised. Barley brings fully last
week's rates. In the value of Beans aud Peas there is no
alteration. The Oat trade is heavy, and all but the best con-
ditioned parcels are Is. to 23. per qr. cheaper. For Flour
there i« scarcely any demand, and prices are rather easier.

Per Ihpgbial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White
— — fine selected runs, .ditto— — Talav^ra— Norfolk
— Foreign

-BARLEy, grind. &, diat., 24s to 31s. . Chev.— Foreign . . grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire , . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Eye
"Kye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan....32s to 40s.. ..Tick— Pigeon 36s— 47s.. Winds.— Foreign .,., Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —a ...... Grey
^Iaize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d do ditto

a.

55
55
58'

52

s.

60 Red
60 Red
G3j

Red
-65

3S—45
23—36
20
26
26-

21-

-24

-28

•28

-26

Malting

.

Maltiug.

Feed ..

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

35—3S Foreiiju

.

34—43
48—54
38—46

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian

38—40|Wuffolk .

32—34 [Foreign.
Yellow..

48—54

36—41
35—40

24—26
21—24
17—26

34—48

WANTED, AS GAKDENER, an experienced Man,
who thoroughly understands the management of Grapes

and Piues, as well as the Flower and Kitchen ^Gardens.
Assistance given. S;ilary 70/. per annum, no extras. None
need ap|>ly but those who can be well recommended as having
a thorough knowledge of their profession.—Apply at Berry
House, Tiilae Hill, Brixton, S.

WANTED, a Man aiui his Wife without incum-
brance; the Man as good practical GARDENER and

to look after a Cow. The Wife as experienced LAUNDUKSS
and to attend to Dairy. A Cottaee, firing, milk and vegetables
found.—Apply, by letter, to A. B., 10, Moutpellier Road,
Brighton, stating wages, &c., required.

ANTED. A3 GAKDENER (under a lli;AD), a
young Man who has been bred under an excellent

Gardener in a nobleman's or gentleman's family. A know-
ledge of Propagating and Beddin<^ Flowers essential. None
need apply from^ajiurseryman.—X. Y. Z. , Witney, Oxon.

WANTED, A MAN who has a good knowledge of
Roses ; he must be an industrious Working Man, and an

expert Budder.—Apply, stating where having lived, amount
of wages expected, &c., to John Cranston, King's Acre
Nurseries, near Hereford.

W"ANTED liMMEDUTELY, a peisevering MAN,
well up in the Propagation and Management of Roses

in pots and Soft-wooded Plants in general. A short distance
from London.—Address by letter only to C. D., Mr. May, 53,
William Street, Regent's Park, N.W.

WANTED, A GAKDENEU, ok GKOUM and
GARDENER, where a farm servant is kept. A short

distance from town. No objection to his being married if

without incumbrance. Wages liberal and a comfortable house.
—F. H., Post Office. Woybridge, Surrey.

ANIED, aFAUM bailiff.—Apply to James
Dickson & Sons, Seedsmen, ifcc, Chester.w

40—48 Country.
1 ^1 f tf^ k1 I M 1 . __> .m. ^ 1 ^

36—41
30—40

10—4S
30-44Foreign per barrer25—32lPer sack

Friday. July 20.
Tlie weather this week hits become unsettled, some quantity

of rain having fallen on Monday, Wednesday night, and
jresterday morning. The wind has blown chiefly from S.W.
The crops are supposed to progress favourably but slowly.
Increased firraness has been apparent in the Wheat trade this
week throughout the kingdom, enabling holders here and in
several markets to realise an advance of Is. per qr. In the
A-alue of Spring Corn no alteration of moment has occurred.
Flour is neglected, although the small arrivals from the
Ulterior have induced factors to hold these descriptions for Is.
to 28. per sack advance. The arrivals from the South of
Europe during the last eight days have been unusually large

;

they amount to 289 cargoes-say, 68 Wheat, 98 Maize, 9 Rye,
91 Barley, nearly all of which are out of condition, 6 Oats, 13
Linseed, 4 Cotton and Rapeseed. The business done has not
been in proportion to thearrivals, and a large nuoiber of cargoes
remain on hand. The sales comprise Wheat, Odessa Gliirka
at 51s. Cd., 52fl. 3d., and o3s. 6d., Taganrog Ghirka 51s. 6d., all
?er492 lbs. ; ilaize, Odessa 308. 6d. aud 31s. 44d. per 492 lbs.

;

brail 28s. to 30s. 3d. aud American 30s. 6d., both per 480 lbs.
;

Danube Barley on passage and arrived 258. 6d. nett and less
-24 per cent., Ibrail ^tis. nett, and 258. 6d. to 24s. Dd. less 'I', per
cent., all per 400 lbs.; a cargo of Oats was sold at SOs. 6d. per
qr. imp., all c. f. and i. The arrivals of English grain during
the week have been small, those of foreign were to a fair
extent. English Wheat was more inquired after, but the
market was bare. Foreign met an improved demand at the
full rates of Monday. Barley is Is. per qr. che -per. For Oats
there is a good demand at the extreme prices of Monday. The
ilour trade is steady, and country marks are held for a slight
Jidvance.

Arrivals from Julv 16 to Julv 20.

WANTED, A FAHM SERVANT, a short distance
Irom town, who understands Milking, Stock, Ac. ; one

willing to make himself generally useful would receive liberal

wages and a cnmlortable house. If married and without in-

cumbrance, Wife may get employment in Dairy or Laundry.

—

Apply on Monday next (23d) between laud 2 o'clock, at Mr.
SORiPPS's, 13, South Moltiin Street, Bond Street, W.

ANTED, A DAlKVMAlO for 12 Cows, who
must thoroughly understand her business.—Apply by

letter or personally before the 30th July, to E. G., 70, Portland
Place, W.

WANT PL A.CES—Letters to be Post Paid.

EnglUh .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

"W heal.

1020 qrs.

11030

tt

rt

iiarley. Oaca.

qrs.

1700

»i

*>

20

23950

qrs.

tt
{

Ftour.

1390 ;;

9660 oris.

LivtRPooL, Tuesday, July 17.—We have a fair attendance
Ot both town and country miUery and dealers at our Cora-nccbange this morning, who have in some instances obtainedAmerican Wheats at a trifling conces-sion ex ship, but otherjnaUUea cannot be quoted lower. Flour has met with little
^*ltt»>T, and is nominally unchanged in value ; sack Flouraowever, is rwt to bo h^ ou any low«r terms. American
Si^ //'i? y^'^*'^ *=^''° ^^ ^^ °"»y * »™*» «ale. at a reduc-tion uf fully 6d per qr., buyers holding back in the expecta-
tion of dumg better; other descriptions are held firmly Oatsand Oatmeal have had rather a better inquiry for consumption
atfull prices. Beans, Pe;is, ;uid Uariey each maintiin fullyprevious rates The market closed on the whole steady.
FRmAY, July 20 -The grain market was steady. Wheat in

foiir request at fuU rates. Flour steady. IndLm Cum i»

Si^Suiuli"^ "^^^ *^ ^^® decline. Oats and

BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and GARDENER.—W. P.
AYRE.S having completed his engagement in the formation

of the Forcing and Pleasure Gardens to the new nian-sion at
Orchardleigh Park, will shortly be at liberty to enter upon a
similar engagement. During his residence (four years) at
Orchardleigh W. P. A. has had the general supervision of the
Estate Improvements, Draining, Re-modeiling of Farms, Re-
ceiving Ileuts, &.C. He has also Designed and erected a Farm
residence and covered Homestead of the first class ; is thoroughly
conversant with the principles of Construction and Artificers
and Ground work of all kinds. Liberal remuneration expected.
*»* W. P. A. has been known to Professor Lindley, the learned
Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle^ for upwards of 20 years, and
has the honour t> refer to him as to his professional capabili-
ties.—Orchardleigh Park, Frome.

AUDKNEK (Head).—Age 34, marriid ; thoroughly
understands his profession in all its branches. Good

reference.—A. H., Mr. Parry. 7. High Street. Notting Hill, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Uiiderstuiids the Forcing of
Pines, Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, and Melons ; Flower

and Kitchen Gurduns. Four years' good character.—W. G.,
Ockham, Ripley. Surrey.

GAKDENEK (Head).—A geutleuiau going abroad
is desirous of recommending his Head Gardener; he

thoroughly understands his prolession in all its branches.

—

J. R., Post Office, Damerham, Wilts.

d GARDEN EK ( Head).—Age 3ti, uuirried ; thoroughly'
VJT understands Forcing. Fruit. Flowers. Veirftt;ahlfts_ anrl

Genei
Chepst

GARDENER (Head), either town or country.—
Age 26, single ; a practical knowledge of his profession.

Nearly three ye-.irs' good character. Wages 11. per week.—
A. B., Piwt Office, Ticuhurst.

AKDENEit (Heaj.)). — Age 33, married, two
children, aged V and it years; underatanis the cultiva-

tion uf PiiiuA, Villus, !Uid all other Early aud Late Forcing
plant*. Excellent character.—A. B., II, Trinity Square.
Brixton, 8. '

J H
,

G1
ARDENEU(HiSAD, or good Single-handed).—A^e

I 35. married, no incumbrance ; well undersuinds Forcing,
Vines. Cucumbers, Melons, and is a good Kitchen,and Flower
Gardt;ner. GoikI character.—Wm. P., Mr. J. Matthuws. Kintrs-
bury, Middlesex, N.W.

^

Whjat. BftTley^ i Oats. Rye. S^iiEs.

56 7

27s Srf

26 n
27 5
25 5
20 5
25 8

an 7

SHi hi
37

41
41
41

9
9
3
3

39 8

45* yd
46 2
45 10
47 1

46 6
46 t:

46 4

40
11

41
41

43

41

4
4

8
4
7

^LUCTUATIONa IN THE LaST SlX WkF.KS AVKR.4UES.
^PR^^ June 9. June Ig. June 23. June ^o., Julv 7 .i.tiv u
B8f 5(i

67 9
67 7
57
54 11

» *

r
J

L

* «

GARDENER (Head).— A^'e 3U, married, one cliild;
uuderst;uida Vines aud Forcing Fruit, and Vegetables,

and the management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; o.xcellunt
character aud well recommended.- A., Mr, Young's Nursery,
Milford. near Godalming.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLElVltrM, Xc.

GAKDENEU (HEAD).—Age 39. married; tboronghly
practical both iu Kitchei», Fruit, and Flower Gardens

;

has had great experience, and can be highly recommended bv
Mr.iBr-agg, of the Star Nursery, SlougU.—J. Y, Star Nurdory,
Slough.

m # L

GAUDtNEK (Head).-Hk>ry Gibson (age 36,
small incunibrance), begs to offer hia services to any

nobleman orgentiemunin wautof a pr-actical Giiixiener. Seven
years Gardener to tho late Sir Uenry L-itultcrt, at Aston Hou-,e,
near Tet-worth, O.x.on, and witU the present Sir Henry up to
the time that l»« disposed of las property iu Ox I'ordtthire. (Jau
have eight years' gui>d ciiaractor.—Direct as above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26; thoroughlTT^I^d^.
stands the Cultivation of Flowers, Greenhouse Hothouseand Forcing Department in all its branches. Good characS—G. C , 4, Bloomtleld Place, Crouch End. Hornsey,^K_^

GARDENER (Head, in or out the house).—Aee 32-
understands every branch of Gardening, Early and Late

Forcing, and is a good Kitchen Gardener. Character will bear
strictest investigation.—M. A. Y., Huntsworth Terrace Port-man Market, Paddington, London, N.W.

*

ARDENER.—Age 34, single ; understands Kitdi^
and Flower Gardens, Greenhouse, Hothouse, Forcing *cGood character.—E. G.. Mr. Fryer.s, Xuiseryman, Camber-

well. S.

GARDENER.—Thirty years' experience; has a
thorough practical knowledge of Early and Late Forcing?

Vines, Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Six years'
good character; no family.—R. S., Public Library, Enfield
Middlesex, N. *

GARDENER.—Age 34, married, no incuml^rauce

;

understands Kitchen and Flower Gardens, and Green-
house. No objection to Horses and Cows. Three years' good
character.—M. Hardv, 2i>, Charles Street, Mortimer Street
Cavendish Square. W. *

GARDENEK (Single-handed).—Married, no in-
cumbrance ; understands Flowers, Melons, and Cucum-

bers. Can have a good character.—F. V., 4, Rosemary Place,
Priory Street, Tunbridge, Kent.

ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 24, single;
understands the Management of Vines, Cucumbers,

Melons, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens. Two-and-a-half-
years' good character. State wages.—W. F,, Mr. Barnard,
Grocer, Plaistow Park, Essex, E.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where one is Tiept).

—Age 27, married, one child ; understands Kitchen,
Flower, and Fruit Gardens, Propagation of Bedding Plants,
Melons, and Cucumbei"s, &c. Two years' unexceptionable
character.—G. B., Mr. Crlpps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent.

ARDENER.—Mr. J. Sidlet, Gardener to the late

Samuel Ashtou, Esq., of the Oaklands, Godley, near
Manchester, wishes to obtain a situation for his present
Foreman; he can be reconiiuondcd with the greatest con-
fidence as a Plant Grower, including Orchids, Ferns, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, for exhibitiuu or otherwise.—A. B.,

care of the above.

ARDKNER (Under).—Age 19; under glass and
the Flower Garden preferred. Understands Kitchen and

Flower Gardens, and Forcing.—H. H., Post Of&ce, Dartford,

Kent. _^__
GAKDENER and HAILIFK—Age 32, married;

thoroughly competent to manage Fruit, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardens, and Farming aud Stock. Can be highly

rccoamiended.—D.E., Mr. Henderson's Nursery, Kilburn,

Middlesex, S.W.

RUl^AGATOR, or FOREMANand PROPAGATOR.
—First class references.—A. B., Post Office, Bridgwater.P

TO NOBLLMLi\i':» AND C£NTlilM£IM'S CAKDcNtKS.
FOREMAN. — W. Tayloh, Gardener, Slirublaud

Park, Suffolk, will be glad to recommend a young Man
who has lived under him nearly two years and is a most com-
petent and trustworthy Man.—Address as above.

1710REA1AN (in u nobleman or gentleman's estubtish-
*

ment).—Age 24, single ; has a thorough knowledge of

Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Forcing of Early

and Late Fruits, &c. ; has had great experience in Specimeu
Plant Growing, also with exhibiting at the Metroiwiibm and
Provincial Shows. Character will bear the strictest investiga-

tion^—A^Bv,MT\GeiiT^rec^^

ENERAL FOREMAN, SALESMAN, oii PLANT
GROWER.—Extensive practical experience and know-

ledge of plants, also Designing and Landscape Gardening.

—

Fhutex, Catleigh Nursery, Hans Street, Chelsea. S.W.

TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.

LAND STEWARD, BAILIFF, OE GENERAL
MANAGER to a nobleman or gentleman wishing to

farm his Estate on the most improved modern system.—Age 36;

is about leaTing a situation in Norlolk. Has had great

experience in Cultivating both Liglit and Heavy Soils,

the Diainage of Lauds, the Breeding, Rearing, and Fattening

of tetock, the Manuiacture and Use of Artificial Manures,

Growuig of Green Crops, the Working of every descriptioa ol

Improved Machinery, the Planning uf Farm Buildings, and ^e
Purchase and Sale of Live SUtck and other Farm Produce. He

cm be highly recommended by several large landed proprietois

aud eminent ajjriculturists.—A.P, Norfolk Iscva Office. Nurwich-

BAILIFF. — Middle-aged ; active, energetic

;

tboronghly conversant with every branch of his pro*

fession on Heavy and Light Soils, the management of Wood?,

Breeding, Buying, aud Selling of Stock. Sis'er would take

charge of Dairy aud would make herself useful. The b^j&t

relereuces given. Left situation ou account of farm being let.

—Z. Z., Messrs. Gibbs A: Co., Seedsmen, 29, Down Street,

PiccadUly, W.
_ _____^

JOBliINU MAN.—Practical; a goud baud at budding,
Training, Nailing, &c. ; also a goud Propagator of Hard-

wooded Piiuits, aud kno\v3 Pljiiitrf well. Wages required, 1/- !*

per week.—D. S., 85, Princess Road, Notting Hill. W.

OHOPAIAN (Head), or MANAGER.—Age 30;

k^ has been 12 years iu an extensive Mursory and '^^
Establishment, and has for the last three years had the

Management of aud Travelled for the tieed 'Dcpa^itiiicnt.

Apply by letter to J. D., Gardeners' ChronJcU O^ca, W.C-

MANAGING COWMAN and BUTCHER (ou any

nobleman's or gentleman's estate).—Age 25, smgle.
_
He

is fully competent to take the eutira management of all kinds

of Stock, is a good Butcher, and uuderstunds a Kitchen Garden

and Meadow Land, and would be ever ready to make himseu

gencnilly uselul. Can be highly recommended. Is leaving his

present situation on account uf low wages.—W. W., Post Otnce,

Morttake, Suirey, S.W. ^

10A0HMAN, to drive a Pair.—Age :;5,^ uiiuried

;

excellent character and well recommended in every way.

K., Mr. Yf'Ung's Nursery, Milford. u«ar Godahninjf.
c
LADY'S MAID iu a Nobleman's or Ucialeman's

family.—Age 24 ; to wait on one or two young Ladies-

U uderst.iuad Mantle Making, Hair Dressing, &c. She has

lived 2 years iu a nobleman's family, fi-om whoiu she will

have the hi^jbedt recommendation, and is only p:irted wito

from a cbang« in the esUbliahmeut.-X. Y. Z., Witney, Oxon.
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SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1860.

T
A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

HE HOKTICULTUUAL SOCIETY
BEISa ABOUr TO RESUMt: THE

IMPORTATION" of SEEDS and PLANTS
ty menus of Collectors in Foreign Countries, the Council

are desirous of finding a well iufonncd active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who ia ready to engage

in this uiidtivtaking. Salary in proportion to attainments-

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, S, St. Martin's

Ftace, London. W,C,
' NOTICE ol^ DIVIDEND.
BANK OF DEPOSIT (Established a.d, 1844).

3, Pall Mali East, London, S,W,—The WARRANTS for

the HALF-YEARLY IXTEREST, at the rate of 5 per cent.

er annum, on Deposit Accounts, to the 30th June, are ready
or delivery, aud payable daily between the hours of 10 and 4.

Pf:ti:r Mokrtson, Managing Director-

Prospectuses and Forms sent free on application. ^

ES T "a~B

I

LISHED 182 4.

SCOTTISH UNION INSURANCE COMPANY,
97, Coruhill, London, Edinburgh and Dublin.

BONUS NOTICE,
Policies opened bcfure the close of this month (July) "will

secure the bonus for the whole year then ending.
Riflemen aud other volunteers, while serving in the United

Klogdom, assured at ordinary rates-

FACTS and FIGURES.
Capital paid up and undivided profits - . . £253,224
Accumulated Life Fund 427,432

Annual Revenue from all Bcurces, upwards of 130,000

Amount of Life Insurances in force , . . . 2,000,000

Tbe New Life PoUciea issued during the year ending
August L 1S59, were 522.

Sam« insured thereby £252,740
Yielding of Now Premiums . . . . 7814 1 9

The funds of the Company are securely invested, chiefly upon
mortgage or real securities, and in the tiovermnent and i>ublic

funds-

Forms of proposals and prospectuses, containing all the
necessary particulars, may be had at the office, or from any of

the Company's agenta. F. G. Smith, Secreti\iy to the London
37> Comhill, London,—July 21, Board,

REATlNG'a PERSIAN [NSKCT DESTROYING
POWDER,—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants are effectually

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with wliich they are

infested, by the above Powder, which is quite harmless to

animal life. The Farmer, the Gardener, or the Sportsman, will

therefore find it invaluable. Bugs, Cockroaches, Beetles, Moths
in Furs, and every other species of Insect are also instantly
destroyed,—In packets, post free, for 14, or treble size for

36 p:>stage stamps, by Thomaj? Keatikg, Chemist, 79, St. Paul's
Churchyard, London, E,C. Take notice each genuine x>acket
beara the above name and address.

ICKOaCOPlC PHOTOGRAPHIC NOVKLTIKS.
—Just published. GARIBALDI and the KING op

SARDINIA, 2* Qd. each ; or post free for 32 stamps. Just
published. Second Edition, an ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE, conUiniufj the Names of 1500 MICROS-
COPIC OBJECTS, post frea for six stamps.—Joseph Amadio,
ThrogmortoD Street, E.G.

NEXT OF KIN, HEIRS. &c., WANTED, who
have been Advertised for—Being exfict Copies of Adver-

tisements from the Times, Gazette, Chronicle, Herald, Post, Md-
houme Arqus, Sydimj Herald, Hobart Towft Mercury, South Aus-

tralian Register, Cape Mail and Monitor, Neio Zealand Gazette,

West. India Record, Indian, Canadian, and American Papers for

the last 60 years, relating to many thousand names, descrip-

tions, and last residences of persons of all classes entitled to

money and property of several Millions value, and now Isiyiu^

dormant for want of claimants. This prized aud valuable book
is sent post free to any part of the United Kingdom for 12 post

stamps by tbe publishers, Fisher &, Son, Kingslaud, London,
N.E. Established 1S47. "Worth its weight in gold."— Xiiiiis,

Nov. 26. 1859. _^^
WHA'J' WILL THIS COST TO PKINT ? is a

thought often occurring to literary minds, public

characters, and persons of benevolent intentions. An imme-
diate answer to the inquiry may be obtained on application to

RiCHARDBAiiRETT,13,MarkLane,London,E.C. R. B. is eilabled

to execute every description of Printing on very advantageous

terms, his office being furnished with a large and choice assort-

ment of Types, Steam Printing Machines, Hydraulic ajid other

Presses, and every modern improvement in the Printing Art.

A Specimen Book of Types, and information for Authors, sent

on application, by , -, ~
BicuARD Barrett. 13, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

MR. CLENNY'S NEW WORK 7oR PRESENTS.

THE GARDEN FOROET-ME-NOT. with 35
Engravings, 38 Original Articles, dedicated to Lady RoUe.

Price 19 stamps, cloth and gold 32 stamps.

GLENNY'S GARDENERS' GAZETTE, monthly 3tZ., per
post 4a. The Number for July commences the fourth volume,
complete in itself.

GLEN NY'S ANNUAL POCKET ADVERTISER, free on
receipt of a directed envelope. This contains his list of the best

60 seeds for amateurs, and 48 pagesofrespectable tradesmen's ad-

vertisementa.—G. Glensy, Horticultural Agent, Futham, S.W.

THE YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW
AT PONTEFRACT.

To Readers and Advertisers.

ON SATURDAY. August 4, a SUPPLEMENT will

be Presented with the PONTEFRACT CHRONICLE, con-

taining FuU Reports of the Proceedings at the Yorkshire
Agricultural Society's Show, and the Pontefract and West
Riding Floral and Horticultural Society's Exhibition. The
columns of the Chronicle will, therefore, be the best medium
in Yorkshire for the advertisements of all parties connected
with Agriculture and Horticulture.
Advertisements received at the Chronicle Office, "Wool Market,

Pontefract,
The Chronicle and Supplement, price ONE PENNY, maybe

had by sending two stamps to the Office.

Price of Advertisements; 20 words, 1*. ; and 6(?. for every
14 words additional.

Just pubhshod, Icp. 8vo, cloth, 2*. 6rf.,

SKIN DISEASES and their REMEDIES.
By RoBEKT J. Jordan, M.D., Licentiate of the Royal

College of Physicians, Edinburgh.
John Churchill, New Burlington Street^ TT.

TH 1'] Q U A R T E R L Y R E V I E W,
No. CCXV., is published THIS DAY.

Contents :

—

I. THE LONDON POOR.
II. JOSEPH SCALIGER.
III, WORivMEN'S SAVINGS and EARNINGS.
IV. THE CAPE AND SOUTH AFRICA.
V. MRS. GROTE'S MEMOIR of ARY SCHEFFER.
VL STONEHENGE.
VII. DARWIN ON SPECIES.

VIII. TBE CONSERVATIVE REACTION.
John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

MURRAY'S EDITIONS FOR THt PEOPLE.
Oa July 31dt, a New Edition, with Illustration!?, to be published
Monthly, and completed in Seven Sliilling Parts, Royal 8vo.

rpHE RKV. GEORGE CRAHBE'S POEriCAL
JL WORKS, with his Letters, and Journals, and a Memoir
of his LiFK. Edited, with Contemporary Notes by Scott,

Heeeb, Moore, Rogers, ifec. by HIS SON.
Now Complete, uniform with the above,

LORD BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS, with Notes
by Jeffeet, Heber, Wilson, Moore, Giffoed, Crabbe,
LocKHART, <tc. Illustrated with Portrait and Eng^ravings,

Royal 8vo., 9s , sewed; or 10*. 6d. in cloth.

in.

MOORE'S LIFE of LORD BYROK. ^Vitb lus
Letters and Journals. With Notes by Jefferv, Heber,
Wilson, Moore/Gifford, Craebe, Lockuart, kc. lUu^tnited
with Portraits. Royal Svo, 9s. sewed ; or 10«. <jd. in cloth.

IV.

EOS\VELL*S LIFE of JOHNSON; including Uie
TOUR TO WALES and the HEBRIDES. With Notes by Lord
Stowell, Sir W. Soott, Mackintosh, Marklan'd, Lockhart,
&.C. Edited by Mr. Croker. Ilhistrated with Poitniits.

Royal 8vo, 10^. sewed ; or 12s. in cloth.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

FOWLS, By Bailt. This Work, considGi-nbly en-
larged, and containing every information necessary t'or

Table or Exhibition Poultry, may now be h^ui at 113, Mount
Street, W., fnr 25 stamps, postage free.

Just published, price Is. ; by post, U. 3d.,

THE RESOURCES of RECLAniAFsLE LAND.
By James Sanderson, Land Valuer, &c., 13a Cannon

Row, Westmiuster.
London : Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange, E.C.

In a few days will be pnbliahed, lllusti'uted by Coloured
Lithographs aud Woodcuts, 8vo, 1 guinea,

GATIIKRINGS ofaNATCJRALLSTin AUSTi?AL-
ASIA : being Observations principally on the Animal and

Vegetable Productions of New South Wales, New Zealand, and
some of the Austral Islands. By Geoegk Bennett, M.l).,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., Sferaberof the Medical Faculty of .the Univer-

sity of Sydney, &.c.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.G
.

OrES ON TKE GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, and
SPRINGSoF ENGLAND and WALES: with a Glossarial

Appendix, aud Remarks on Local Etymology, By Edwin
Adams, M.R.C.P. New and improved edition, price l*.

Examination Questions are added for Educational uses.
*' A useful little book. It does not profess to teach much,

which is no small merit, but what it docs teach is done cor-

rectly."

—

Gardeners' ClironlcU.

London : Longman & Co., E.C. ; Fi^trier, Turnliam Grocn, W
^

Just published, in Sv3, ijricc 13*., cloth,

THE PHILOSOPHY op NATURE: a SystemAtic
Treatise on the Causes and Laws of Natural Phenomena.

By HK^'RY S. Boase, II.D., F.R.S., and G.S.

London : Longman, Green, Lonomav, & Roberts.

NEW WORK^BY COLONEL J.~PrHAMILTON, K.H.

In Two Vols., post Svo, with 6 Illustrations, price IS^. cloth,

-QEMINISCENCES of an OLD SPORTSMAN.
\\} By Colonel J. P, Hamilton, K.H., Author of "Ti-avels in

the Interior of Columbia."
London : Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

NEW WORK BY PROFESSOR GOODEVE^
In post 8vo, with 206 Figures on Wood, price 65. 6ci

,

THE ELEMENTS OF MECHANISM, fL'signed

for Students of Applied Mechanics. By T. M. GooDEvr:,

M.A.» Professor ofNatural Philosophy in King's College, London.

London: Longmas, Gref.n, Longman, & Roberts.

NEW WORK BY MR. ALFRED WILLS.
~

On Thursday next will be published, in post 8vo, with 12 Illus-

trations drawn on Stone by Hanhart, from Sketches and
Photographs by Mr. and Mrs. Wills, and a Map,

«rnHE EAGLE'S NEST," a Summer Home in an
I Alpine Valley: Together with some Excursions among

the Great Glaciers. By Alfred Wills, of the Middle Temi)le,

Esq., Barrister-at-Law ; Author of "Wanderings among the

High Alps."

London: LoyoMAiT, Green, Longman, t Roberts.

NEW WOtlK BY THE AB3£ DOMEIMECH.
Ju3t published, in Two Vols. 8vo, with a Map, about 60 Wood-

cuts and other Illustrations, price 36s. cloth,

SEVEN YEARS' RESIDENCE ijt the GREAT
DESERTS OF NORTH AMERICA. By the Anoft

DoMEN-ECii, Author of Missionary Adventures iu Texas aud

Mexico.
, , , , T^ , V ,

ablyknown to English readers.

It is an elaborate work of great
interest, with an abuiidance of
finely executed and very
curioua illustrationg."

Spfcfator.

E

CHAULE.S KNIGHT'S POPULAH HLSTOHY of
ENGLAND.— r/^e additional lahoiir 1^0% falls

upon the Author^ through the vast accumulation of neiv
historical materials since tJieperiod oftheFrench Revolu-
tion, compels him to claim the indulgence of his readers
for a short period. The PiihUshers, therefore, rer,pecU
fxiUy announce that the next Part ''-53) will not le
published until the Isf September.

n, Bnuverie Street, E.G.—.July 28.

r» N G L I S U C Y C L O P /E in A.-AKTS A^D
SCIENCES. Part XIX. will be published on August 1,

T)rico 2s. 6d., containing a portion of the letter !\L

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, EC.
This day is published, price 105. Gd. ; or separately. Is. ei^ch,

jV/FR. BUIGGS AND HIS DOINGS (FISHING)
-LtJL a series of Twelv^ Coloured Plates, enlarged from ilr.

John Leech's original Drawings from ''Punch/' by a new
process introduced by the Electro Block Printing C<^inpany.

Contents :—
llr, Briggs con templates a Day's Fisliing.

-Mr- Briggs manages his punt himself.
-Mr. Briggs Tries for a Perch,
-Mr. Briggs Catches a Jack.
-Mr, Briggs Catches an Ee!.
-J!r- Brif,'g3 goes out Fly Fishing-
—Mr. Briggs goes Salmon Fishing.

Plate T,-

If.-

iri-
IV,-

VI, &VIL-
VIII.—Xll.
BiiADBL'RY &, Evans, U, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E,C.

mo NURSERYMEN and SEEDSMEN.—Ntjksjsuy-
JL MEN^ and Serdsmcn" will oblige by forwarding any altera-
tion in their Address to the EJitor of the "Gardeners' Year
Book, Almanack, and Directory," for coiTection in the forth-
coming Edition for 1861,

CoUage Gardener Office, 162, Fleet Street, London, E.C,

OVV TO FARM TWO ACRES PKOKITABLY,
including the Management of the Cow and the Pi^^ by

John Robson', is now ready, price 1*., limp cloth ; free by
post for 13 stamps.

Cottage Gardme)' Office, 162, Fleet Street, London, E C, and
to be liad of all Booksellers and it the Railway Station s^

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.,

free by post, 5r lOrf.,URAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R-S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

S^Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, Professor of Chcnnstry to the Horticultural Society of

London, Lecturer on Chemiiitry in the Hon. E. I, Co/s Military

Seminary at Advliscombe, &c,, &c,

J. MArrnews, 41, Wellington Rt- OnvftntO-iMrn. "W f'.

^^ORTICULTURAL UAKDENS,-The Gardeners'
Chronicle of May 12, containing Mr- Nksfield's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore,

is still on Sale at the Office, 41, Wclliugton Street, Curcnt
Garden, W,C. and will be sent by post on receipt of six. stamps.

R

H

"The only bonk of mark
which the week has brought

U8 ia * Seven Years* Residence

iu the Great Deserts of North
America,' by the Abbe Dome-

NECH, whose name is favour-

London : Lon:gman, Greew, LoyoMAT^^&JRoBKnT^.

NEW EDrXION OF
KEITH JOHNSTOM'S GENERAL GAZETTEER.

COHBECTED TO THE PRESENT TU4E-

TCTION
Physical,' statistical, and Historical : Forming a complete

"General Gazetteer of the World." By Alexander Korn

TnHN°.TON F R.S.E.. F.B.G.S., F.G.S., &c. Geographer at

Ed?nb»?gb in Ordiuiry to her Majesty. New Edition, revised

to April 1S60

D

Kcms of x\M Metu,

Is" the House of Lords on Monday Lord

Stratheden moved the second reading of the

N^ewsjiapers Bill. Lord CnEi-iisjFOiiD moved as an

amendment that it be read a second time that day

six months. After some discussion the amendment
was carried on a division by 36 to 10, so the Bill

was lost. On Tuesday the House went into com-

mittee on the Census (E-igland and Ireland) Bills,,

when the Earl of Ellenboeough moved the

omission from the Irish Bill of the clause requiring

the statement of religious profession. Lord Moxx-

EAGLE and Earl Graxville supported the clause,-

and after some discussion the amendment was w ith-

drawn, and both Bills passed through committee.

On Thursday ia answer to Earl Foetescue, Earl

De Grey and Bipon stated that the Gjvernment

had it in contemplation to grant an increased

allowance to adjutants iu Yolunteer corps, but did

not intend to make any grants" for the payment of

permanent ser^'cants, except in corps of mounted

Volunteers whose numbers were not sufficient to

require the services of an adjutant.

In the Commons on Fridiy, on the motion for

the second reading of the Maynooth College Bill,

Mr. Spooxer moved that it be read a second time

that day three months. On a division the second

reading was carried by 13o to 57. On Monday

Lord pALiiERsroN made his promised statement

on the subject of the National Defences. After

referring to the change effected in the position of

England as a naval power by th? introduction of

st.ara, and to the enormous efforts recently made

by France to raise her army and navy

to an extent far greater than was necessary

for purposes of defence, he said that

any Government would deserve impeachment

which did not at once place the country, as f^r as

human means are concerned, in a position of corn-

Great Britain. A very recent

and accurate Beries of article

In the present edition of

Johnston's "General Gaze-

teer " while the whole body of

the work has been carefully

rectified by the author tfl the

present date, special attention

haa been paid to the late

territorial arrangements, and

tondon : LoNGiiAN, Grees, Losgmas, & Roberts.

plete and efTicient security. He proposed, there-

fore, to carry into effect the recommendations of

to the Colonial po^^f ' ni of the Commissioners so far as they related to the

defence of the dockyards and the creation of a

V ^1 • 1. . central arsenal. For these purposes he should ask

Z^l^^^S^^- 1r the su. of 9.000,000/.. I be rai-ed by ter.uin-

Author's friend, Mr. W. West- L^ie annuities for a term n.t exceeding 30 years

«*'^^"-
'and chargeable on thr Consolidated Fund. He
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proposed in the present year to take a vote lor

only 2,000,000/.. to be expended on worL-s which
cm be completed within the year, and to take the
failanee, as it may be wanted, next year and the
year succeeding. It was not, he said, the inten-
tion of Government to make any proposal for the
defence of the metropolis, believing that it

was too large and too populous to be fortified, and
that the real defence of Lmdon would be in the

field. Mr. Disraeli, General Pkel, andopen

Mr. Newdegate expressed tlieir approval of the
proposed scheme; Mr. CiUGnx protested against
being called upon to vote upon a question of such
importance without further deliberation, and
moved that the Chairman report progress. Lord
Palmekston ultimately consented to th.e adiourn-
ment of the debate to that day week. On Tuesday
the House went into committee on the Poor-law
Board Continuance Bill, when Mr. Bazley moved
that the period of continuance be reduced from five

years to one year, on the ground that an amend-
ment of the whole system of poor-law administra-
tion was necessary. After some discussion, the
amendment was withdrawn. Mr. Deedes then
moved that the term of continuance should
be three years instead of five. On a division
the amendment was carried by 147 to 92,
and the Bill passed through committee. The
Eoman Catholic Charities Bill was eouaidered in
committee, and some slight progress was made in
the clauses. Sir J. PAKraGxojr moved an address
for a Royal Commission to consider the present
system

^
of promotion and retirement in the

Royal Navy. • The motion was opposed by Govern-
ment, and negatived on a division by 89 to 56.
Mr. Drxxor, as chairman of the select committee
on packet and telegraphic contracts, moved a reso-
lution to the efi'ectthat all such contracts extending
over a period of years and creating a public charge
should in future be brought under the control and
supervison of Parliament. The Chancellok of
the Exchequer assented to the resolution, which
was agreed to. On Wednesday Sir G. Lewis with-
drew the Coroners' Bill, which stood for a second read-
ing. On the order for going into committee on the
Ecclesiastical Commission, &c., Bill, Sir G. Lewis
intimated that he should abandon the clause trans-
ferring the property of the chapters to tlie Com-
missioners. The House then went into committee.
On clause 5, Lord Jony Mak-nees moved that
It be omitted from the Bill. Sir J. GEAiiAir
suggested that it be made discretionary instead of
compulsory. The suggestion was adopted, and the
clause as amended was agreed to. Clause 16,
giving the managemeut of the Episcopal property
to the Commissioners, gave rise to a long discus-
sion, but was carried on a division by 159 to 41.
The subsequent clauses, up to 21 inclusive, were
^reed to. On Thursday the CnAXCELLOR of the
ExcnEQTJEE Stated that he should bring forward
the Paper Duties Bill on Monday week. Mr. Beiget
gave notice that on Monday next, on resumiu"-
the adjourned debate on the proposed loan for
the IS ational Defences, he will move an amendment
postponing the consideration of the question to a
luture period. Lord J. Russell stated that the Nea-
politan Government ha<i sent a special Envoy to
Lx>ndon to request the mediation of England with
Garibaldi lor the purpose of obtaining an
•rmistice and prevenHug any attack on the main-
land of ^aple8, and to propose that in the event
Of the mediation being refused by Garibaldi,
the forces of France and England should be
empioyed to impose such an armistice upon him.
10 that proposition Her Majesty's Govern-
ment had declined to accede. Lord Palmerstox
mored that on all Tuesdays during the session
after Tuesday next, Government orders of the
day should have precedence of notices of motion.
After some discussion the motion was agreed to.Un the motion for going into committee on the
±-uropean Forces (India) Bill, Mr. Hennessy
moved that half the vacancies among tlie Euro-
pean commissioned officers in India be allotted to
the sons or orphans of officers who have served in
India in the military and civil services. After
considerable discussion the motion was negatived
by 73 to 15. Sir J. ELrnrs-sioNE moved that the
committee have power to make provision for the

future regulation, discipline, and patronage of the

Euioptau forces in India. Mr, E,oebuce moved
the adjournment of the debate* Lord Palmehstox
assented, and the debate was adjourned.

Accounts from Syria announce that fresh out-

rages have been perpetrated at Aleppo, Orfa, and
otiier places, and confirm the report that the

Turkish soldiers toolc part in the massacres. The
French Government last week proposed to the

Great Powers" to send a joint European force to

Syria to co-operate with the Turkish authorities

for the protefition of the Christians. England,
Austria, and Husaia at once assented to the pro-

posal, on the understanding that the object and
extent of the intervention should be settled by a

convention to which Turkey should be a

party. It was subsequently announced that,

in consideration of the gravity of the

crisis, France would not wait for the other
Powers or for the concurrence of the Porte,

but would immediately send an expedition of 8000
men to Syria. The Turkish Ambassador, how-
ever, has objected to the intervention of a single

Power, and the departure of the French expedition

has been counterma nded until the formal assent of

the Porte has been obtained.—Accounts from
Sicily inform us that Gabibaldi attacked the

town of Melazza on the 20th inst, with the

bayonet, and after a desperate combat compelled

the K'eapolitans to withdraw to the citadel. The
King of Naples has ordered the whole of

Sicily to be evacuated, but at the latest

dates the citadel of Messina was still occu-
pied by a division of the Eoyal troops. The
interview of the EMEEEOit OE Afsteia and
the Prince Regent of Prussia took place on
Wednesday at Toplitz. Count Rechbeeg has
addressed a Circular to the Austrian Ambassadors
at the Courts of the great Powers stating that the

Empeeor of Austria requested this interview for

the purpose of conferring with the Prin'CE Eegent
on the general state of Europe and especially on
the German question.

Prince and
On Sunday

service at

On Monday

The Cottet.—Tlie Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Royal family continue at Osborne. On Friday the
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by Princess
Beatrice and Prince Leopold, drove out. The Judge
Advocate-General had an audience of her Majesty.
Prince and Princess Leiningen, and Prince William of

Baden, visited her Majesty, and stayed to luncheon.
Prince William of Baden took leave of her Majesty pre-

vions to his departure for Germany. On Saturday the

Queen and the Prince Consort walked out. Earl
Granville arrived on a visit to her Majesty.

Princess Leiuiugen dined with the Queen,
uiorniug the Queen and Prince Consort, the Duchess
of Kent, the Princesses Alice, Helena^ and Louisa,

and Prince Arthur, attended Divine
Osborne. The Rev. G. Prothero officiated,

morning Earl Granville returned to London. The
Queen and Prince Consort received by telegraph the
joyful intelligence of the confinement of the Princess
Royal and the birth of a Princess, The Duchess of
Kent took leave of her Majesty and returned to Frog-
more. On Tuesday the Queen, Prince Consort, and
Princess Alice rode on horseback. Ou Wednesday the
Queen and Prince Consort drove and walked. The
Princess Alice and the Royal family also drove in the
grounds. Lord Clyde arrived from London on a
visit to ber Majesty.
The Prince op Wales.—The mail steamer Adriatic,

which arrived at Cowes on Tuesday, passed at 11 p.m.
on Friday the 20th, in lat. 49 40 N., long. 36 \V., a
fleet in close order of sailing, supposed to be the con-
voy of the Prince of VViUea.

ACCOTTCHEMENT 01" THE PeINCESS FbEDEEICK WIL-
LIAM.—Her lloyal Highness the PrIncesB Frederick
William was happily delivered of a daughter, at 22
minutes after 10 on Tuesday morning. Her Royal
Highness and the Royal infant are doing so well that
no bulletin was published on Wednesday.
The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Conncil was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was
held on Wednesday.
The Chan>'el Fleet arrived at Queenstown on

Wednesday from Bantry Bay. It will next visit Dublin,
and will then probably proceed to the Clyde. It is

siipposed that Sir Charles Fremantle will winter in
Plymouth Sound.

1'he Volunteek Movement. — The numerical
strength of the Volunt^e;r3 was on Monday for the
first time made the subject of a Parliamentary return.
The first tabular statement shows the strength of the

A'olunteers within a circle of 20 miles' radius describpcl
around the Post Office. The total number of conipanie^
within this circle is 231., the maximum strength bein?
23,665 men, and the minimnm strength 14,170, but th
actual number of men on tlie rolls is not stated A
farther return refers to the counties of Kent, Devon
and Hants, in which the maximum strength is 12 19i*
the number of companiea being 113. In addition to
these there are 33 companies of artillery, with
maximum strength of 2747 men.—The Surrey Mounted
Rifles met at their head-quarters, Eattersea Rise on
Saturday, and marched, headed by the band of' the
Royal Horse Artillery, through Clapham, Brixton
Dulwich, Camberwell, Peckham, and Deptford, to Green-
wich, wliere they dined at the "Ship," Major-General
the Hon. Sir James Yorke Scarlett in the chair.—
The Lambeth and Southwark or 7th Surrey assembled
on Saturday at the Sessions house, Newingtou Causeway
and marched over Westminster Bridge, accompanied by
their band, to the residence of their commander Maior
Beresford, at St. John's Wood, where thoy were liberally
provided with refreshments.—The Chelmsford and
Brentwood Companies were reviewed on Saturday in
Boreham Park, the seat of Sir John Tyrell, by Lieut-
General Sir Harry Smith. Some ball practice followed
a regimental sword and silver cup being awarded to the
best shots, and the Volunteers were afterwards
hospitably entertained at dinner by Sir J. Tyrell.—The
3d West Riding (Bradford) regiment consisting of five

companies, with the Eccleshill sub-division attached
were inspected on Saturday in Bradford barracks by
Colonel M'Murdo, the Inspector-General.— The 12
companies forming the Birmingham Corps were
reviewed on Saturday in Calthorpe Park, by Lord
Leigh, the Lord Lieutenant of the county.—On the
previous Thursday the .IGth Middlesex were inspec-

ted in \yhitton Park, near Houuslow, hy General
Tremenheere, when a handsome silver bugle was pre-
sented to the corps by the Duchess Dowager of Northum-
berland.—On Saturday the 1st Surrey assembled at

Kennington, and marched down the Clapham Road,
Bedford Road, to Tooting Common, where they went
through skirmishing drill forabout anhour,andthen pro-

ceeded through Balham to Clapham Common, and thence

home by Clapham Road, Stockwell, Vassall Road, and
Camberwell New Road, where they were dismissed.—
The two battalions of the Edinburgh corps were in-

spected in Holyrood Park by Colonel M*Murdo, the

second on Saturday, and the first on Monday. On both

occasions the battalion was put through a variety of

field movements, including skirmishing on the adjoining

heights.— On Sunday morning the 41st Middlesex
(Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield Lock) made their

first appearance in uniform in public, headed by the

brass band' of the West Essex Artillery, and attended
Divine service at St. James's, Enfield Highway.—On
Monday the Ipswich Company had a field-day in the

grounds of the Chauntry, the residence of Sir F. Kelly,

M.P., who provided them with a luncheon on the occa-

sion. In the afternoon a silver bugle was presented to

the corps by Mrs. Josselyn, wife of the Mayor of Ipswich,

and the proceedings closed with a dinner in the

Corn Exchange.— The 8th Hampshire (Bitteme

and Botley Companies) assembled on Monday at

Bitterne, two miles from Southampton, on the occa-

sion of wearing their uniform for. the first time. After

going through a few evolutions, the corps marched
to church, headed by the band of the Southampton
corps, *and after hearing Divine service marched to

Heatlifield, the residence of their commandant, Captain

Richardson, where they partook of a collation to which

he had invited them.—The Isle of Wight corps con-

sisting of the 1st and 3d or Ryde Companies, with their

band, the 2d or Newport Company, the 4th or Nunwell

Company, the 5th or Ventnor Subdivision, the 6th or

Sandown Company, and the 7th or Cowes Company,

mustered on their parade grounds at an early hour on

Monday morning, and proceeded to Mersley Down, near

the centre of the island, for the purpose of battalion

drill, under the command of Colonel Dunsmore, late of

the 42d Highlanders. —The 33d Middlesex Rifles

received a silver bugle on Tuesday from the ladies of

Tottenham. The bugle was presented by Mrs, Hall,

the wife of the vicar, in the grounds of Captain Goas, in

the presence of a large assemblage. After the presenta-

tion a party of about 200 sat down to a dinner, provided

by the captain.—A competition open to the Volunteer
Rifle Corps of Glamorgan and Monmouth took place at

Cardiff on Monday and Tuesday. The prizes were a

Lancaster rifle for the best shot at 400 yards, and a

short Enfield for tbe best shot at 300 yards. The first

prize was won by Private William J.Jenkins, of the

Dowlais Company (2d Glamorgan) j the second by
Sergeant Nethersole, of the Swansea Company (3d

Glamorgan). The winners made seven points each

in five shots. — On Tuesday the Stamford and

Grantham corps were reviewed by Lord Burghley, on

the parade-ground in Burghley Park, in the presence of

a large concourse of spectators, after which a set of

colours worked in silk, the gift of the ladies of Stam-

ford, were presented to the Stamford corps by Lady
Burghley, and the proceedings of the day concluded

with a concert and a dance.—On Wednesday the 4ith

Middlesex Rifles assembled at the parade ground

opposite Conipton Terrace, Islington, where Lord Truro,

Capt.-Commandaut of the corps, presented them with

a set of colours, the gift of a few young

ladies in the district. — The Earl of Derhy has
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pl.iced Kuowsit^ i'arii aC LUe Uij*pusal ot the 4th liiigade

and other corps witliin the hundred of West Dtjrby,

Liverpool, for a fi^-Ul-day, and it is uaderstQod

that the review will take pUce on the last

Saturday in Aup:ust.— It is announced that the

reviGNv of the Volunteers of nionrps^ershirp, Worcester-

shire, Herefordsliire, and Soutii Wales will take place in

the midiUo of September, on the Town Ham and Maise-

more Ham. near Gloucester.—Sir Alexander Malet, her
Majesty's Minister to the German Diet, has presented

a silver goblet, witli chased cover and gilt inside, to

the Salisbury or First Wiltshire Volunteer Eltles as a
etiallenge cup, to be shot for by the members of the corps.

Tlie contest took place on Wednesday last, at 300, 500,
and 600 yards, and terminated in the following scores :

—Mr. John Butler, 18 points; Mr. Henry Wilton, 13;
Lieutenant Piiickney, 12; and Mr. Cox (corporal), 12.

The two latter being ties shot cff at GOO yards, and the
result was in favour of the lieutenant, whose last shot
hit the very centre of the bull's eye,—Admiral
>rHardy, chi(!f constable of the Essex police, has
matured a scheme, in conjunction with Colonel
Kinloch, for forming the rural constabulary into
artillery and rifle corps, qualified to drill other
Volunteers in the rural piu'i^ihjjs. Uy tliia means it is

calculated that without much expense an additional

100,000 Volunteers miglit be obtained.—In addition to
the cup which will be given in September by the
tihcriff of Norfolk for the best shot among the Volun-
teers of that county, Mr. J. Middleton, of Hayuford,
ba3 offered the sum oF 50?. for division among the
second, third, and fourth shots.

dFoictgu*

FaAirCE.—The Moniteur of Sunday says :

—

"The proposals made by France, with the object of arresting
the effusion of blood in Syria, and of protecting the Christian
inhabitants, have been acltuowledged by the Great Powers.
England ia ready to co-operate with ships, and recognizes the
expaiieucy of sending a Corps d'arm^e, of which France would
funiiah the whole or the gieater part. Austria and Russia
have given the same opinion. The Prussian Minister for
foreign Affairs has gone to receive the orders of the Prince
Regent on the subject. A convention is to be signed for deter-
miuing the chajiacter and object of the European intervention.
The acquiescence of the Porte only is now awaited."

The French consular reports received from Syria state
that the massacres which have taken place are the
result of a conspiracy of the Mussulman fanatics, en-
couraged by the "odious conduct" of the Turkish
authorities and of the Governor of Beyrout. The
report having spread among the Druses that European
diplomacy was about to drive away the Turks from
Europe, they determined ou exterminating the Chris-
tians in Syria. The French Consuls therefore state that
the Porte will be unable to repress a rising which has
been organised in its own favour. Under these circum-
staricea the Emperor of the French was disposed to
send an armed expedition to Syria without waiting for

the signature of a Convention, but the opposition offered

by the Turkish Ambassador to the intervention of
France alone, has induced him to countermand 'the

'orders for the immediate departure of tlie troops until

the assent of the Sultan has been received.

The Constltutionnel expresses doubts as to peace
having been concluded between the Druses and
Maronites, and hopes that Europe will not allow a
sponge to be passed over the blood of Christians, and
suffer all that has passed to be thus hushed up, A
prompt European intervention, it says, is absolutely
necessary to rescue the remaining Christians from being
massacred. It adds that a perfect good understanding
prevails between France and England, that Lord John
Eussell has authorised Lord Cowley to come to some
arrangement with France respecting the expedition,
and that nothing delays its departure except the

Convention for regulating the
the representatives of the five

Great Powers were to have signed on "Wednes-
day. It is understood that the French Government
is prepared to send 8000 men, under the command of
General Trochu, to those parts of Syria where the
Christians are in danger, and to nominate a mixed
-commission, charged with the adoption of an adminis-
trative reorganisation that shall effectually protect
them hereafter. Great activity prevails in the camp
at Chalons, as well as in the arsenal and forts at

Toulon. The Emperor has postponed for the present
bis journey to Chalons, where he intended to superin-
tend the departure of the troops in person, and the
Empress has left for Eaux-Bonnes. Prince Napoleon
has arrived at Cherbourg. The Indipendance Beige
reports from Paris that the French Government
propose to give a high military command in Syria
to Abd-el-Kader, anft employ big influence over the
Mahomedan population in favour of the Christians.
5'or the exertions he made to protect them in the late

outbreak of fanaticism it is stated that the Arab chief
is to receive the Cross of the Legion of Honour. The
Monifeur con':ains the promulgation of the Convention
between the French and Belgian Governments in refer-
ence to the entry of French wines and spirits into
Belgium. It also announces that the new loan of the
city of Paris has been adopted by 215 against 9 ; that the
Emperor has received Signor La Greca, the Neapolitan
Envoy

; and that the session of the Corps Legislatif was
closed on Friday, and that of the Senate on Tuesday.
SwiTZEELAND.—The Federal Council has received

signature of the
expedition, which

inlurmai-ion that the Conferences on the neutrality of delivered an aHtlrpaq P,.r.»i»^»4-' c ^i t^- —:—rf^
^iwi.zeHand wiH he i„defin,te.y adjourned, a. Ansiia

!
anny a7.d tTe^ti^^iJeTkS
borne of the officers of the Navy took the oath to

absiilufel> refuses to take part in a Conference should
Sardinia he admitted to it.

Holland.— At a recent sitting: of the Second
Chamber of the States General the Minister of Foreipn
Affairs said tliat the Government had received official

intelligence of the murder of the Dutch Consul at
Damascus, and had immediately given orders for vessels
of the royal navy to proceed to the Syrian coast and
other parts of the Levant to protect Dutch subject*,
and maintain the honour of the flag,

Belgium.—The Chamber of Deputies on Saturday
presented to King Leopold, on the 29th annivoriBry of
his accession to tlie tlirone, a remarkable address, in
which they made the following allusion to the alleged
designs of France for the annexation of Belgium :

—

"There are political crimes which enlightened nations have
not to fear. In the centre of the civilisation of Europe as she
now is, Govamraents do not trample under foot all that the
huiuuu coiiBcience respects. In our day the blood of natioii:^ is

not squandered to snieM a throne which millions eft* men
unanimously surround witli their veneration and their grati-
tude. Attempts are not made to assassinate a nationality full
of Ufe and strong in its good rit:ht, in universal esteem, and in
the solemn ciigageiiicnts of all Europe. If one day, Sire, it

were possible that all the rights and duties which exist
between Governments as between nations could be dia-
regarde i ; if your crown, our liberties, our holy independence
and our native land, were menaced, Belgium, at the summons
of the King, would know how to defend her national treasury
as a free and virtuous people defends all that it holds most
sacred. She has had lont; enough experience of foreign domi-
nation ; long enough were lier rights, her dignity, her riches,
her rank, sacrificed to other interests than her own. Her head
will never again bend beneath a yoke slie detests and has for
ever broken. In the hour of pjril her courage will not remain
isolated. The faith of treaties, the interest and independence of
Europe, are not vain words. A cause to which no honest men
of any country can remain indifferent will never be in danger
of perishing or of lacking defenders."

AuSTKiA.—The Emperor of Austria left Vienna at

2 o'clock on Tuesday morning for Toplitz, accompanied
by Count Rechberg. the Minister for Foreign Affairs,

the First Adjutant-General, and M. von Biegeleben,
Minister-Councillor. The Emperor arrived at Toplitz at

4 P.M., and was received with the usual honours, while
the Austrian, Bohemian, Prussian, Saxon, and Bavarian
flags were hoisted on the public buildings. Baron von
Werther, the Prussian Ambassador at Vienna, arrived

at the same time as the Emperor of Austria, and the
Austrian Ambassadors at Berlin and Dresden had
arrived previously. The Prince Regent of Prussia
arrived on Wednesday at 6 p.m., and was received at

the terminus by the Emperor, who shook hands with
his Royal Highness. The Emperor wore the Prussian
military uniform, and the decorations of the Order of

the Black Eagle ; the Prince Regent wore the Austrian
uniform, and the decorations of the Order of St.

Stephen. The two Sovereigns were cheered by crowds

the Constitution on condition ofnot heingordered to fight
agamst Italians; and several officers of the Navy, Ai-til-
lery. and of Engineer corps, tendered their resigna-
tions.—Letters from Turin state that the King had
received the Neapolitan Plenipotentiaries, and that after
a conference with Count Cavour it was decided that his
Majesty should send an adjutant with an autograph
letter to Garibaldi, requesting him not to attack the
mamland, and proposing a truce for six months between
him and Naples,

Sxx;iXY.—The King has given orders for the Neapo-
litan army to evacuate the whole of Sicily, and some of
the troops which garrisoned the fortresses' have already
been transported to Naples in steamers. Messina how-
ever is still held by the NeapoUtans, General Clary
having only evacuated the outposts and the town, and
concentrated his corps d'armee in the citadel. The
remainder of the troops, and especially Colonel Bosco'f
division, have been dispatched to Calabria, wJiere
Garibaldi was expected to land. It is said that
when the revolutionary army approached Messina
the Neapolitan troops intimated to their officers that
they did not intend to fight against the national
colours of Italy. This being telegraphed to Naples, the
King gave orders to evacuate the island immediately in
order to " avoid a civil war." In Colonel Medici's
engagement before Mekzzo on the 16th and 17th inst.
the Neapolitans had 580 men put hor^ de combat.
Garibaldi left Palermo in an English steamer on the
18th inst. witii from 8000 to 10,000 men, and attacked
the town of Melazzo on the 20th with the bayonet.
After a desperate combat the Neapolitans withdrew to
the citadel. It is said that Garibaldi's force suffered
great losses in this engagement, and that Garibaldi him-
self was wounded in the foot. Garibaldi had ordered se-
veral inhabitantsof Melazzo to be shot for having fought
against him. The Sardinian agent, M. Depretis, arrived
on the 21st inst. at Palermo, and proceeded at once to
the camp. It was Garibaldi's intention to invest him
with the dictatorial authority. The City of Aberdeen has
disembarked 1200 volunteers. The vessels which have
passed over to Garibaldi are mercantile steamers
employed as transports by the Government. Garibaldi
ha.s expelled the Jesuits from Sicily and has remitted
to the directors of the Naples Bank a sum of 133,000
ducats, owing to the establishment from the Bank of
Palermo; and be imposed a war-tax of 2 per cent, ou
the property of the convents and the clergy.
The Duke of Verdura, prastor of Palermo, has
published an official list of the corpses disinterred
from the ruined houses between the 30th of May and
the 12th of June, amounting to 573 bodies up to that
day. It is said that these form less than one-halfof the

at the terminus, and afterwards appeared at the biilcony I total number which perished in the bombardment.
of the Palace and expressed their thanks. On Thurs-
day morning the Prussian inhabitants were re-

ceived by the Prince Regent, who, in his reply to

an address presented by them, said that he intended to

keep the path which he had chosen for the welfare of
Prussia, Germany, and Europe. The Emperor paid a

visit to the Prince Regent, which lasted one hour and
a half. Count Rechberg afterwards had a long audience
of the Prince Regent, which was followed by a confer-

ence between Baron von Schleinitz and Count Rechberg.
The Prince of HohenzoUern remained with the Emperor
a considerable time in the afternoon. Count Recliberg

being also present. In the evening a grand gala dinner

tooV place at the residence of the Emperor, at which
Count Rechberg wore the Cordon of the Order of the

Black Eagle, which the Regent had conferred upon
him, and Baron von Schleinitz wore the Cordon of the

Order of St. Stephen, No toasts were proposed. The
Emperor and the Prince Regent were to leave Toplitz

at 9 A.M. yesterday, the former proceeding to Pilnitz

and the latter to Potsdam, by way of Dresden. The
Kings of Saxony and Bavaria did not take part in this

interview, the Regent having objected to the proposal

of the Emperor that they should be invited to attend.

Count Rechberg has addressed a circular to the Austrian

Ambassadors at the Courts of the great Powers,

respecting the object of this interview, and stating that

the Emperor of Austria had expressed a wish to confer

with the Prince Regent of Prussia, not only on the

general state of Europe, but especially on the German
question.

Italy.—The chiefs of the revolutionary movement at

Naples have caused un illumination of the whole city

to take place. Crowds of people shouted " Garibaldi

for ever I " in defiance of the Royalists. About 10 of

the late police agents have been killed. General

Nunziante, and Messrs. Neraux, Agostino, Debre, and

Scaletta, all members of the reactionary party, have

been sent away from Naples, and the Constitutional

Government has dismissed the Jesuits from the colleges

of which they had the direction. The Minister of the

Interior has officially received 44 emigrants who

arrived at Naples on the 16bh inst. The King has

ordered the Royal guard to be dissolved, and has

convoked the electoral colleges for the 19 th of

August, to proceed to the election of Deputies,

These measures have made a favourable impression,

and a manifestation has taken place, some of the

inhabitants shouting, " Hurrah for the King

!

I Hurrah for the troops!" The army has taken the
'

oath to the Constitution, on which occasion the King

TUHKET.—The Porte has instructeditsAmbassadorsat
Paris and London to officially communicate to the Courts
of the Tuileries and St. James's the conclusion of peace
between the Druses and Maronites on the 10th inst. In
this official communication the Porte, although expres-
sing its satisfaction at this happy event, adds that it

will nevertheless pursue with the utmost rigour the
authors of the recent massacres, and that Fuad Pasha
had to that end been invested with the most ample
powers, not only to punish the guilty parties, hut also

to take such measures as would prevent the recurrence
of fresh conflicts between the Druses and the Maronites.
The Turkish reinforcements sents to Syria are said not
to exceed 6000 men, as it is not possible to withdraw the
troops from Roumelia on account of the agitation

prevailing there ; but it is said that the Porte purposes
to ask the Viceroy of Egypt to send an auxiliary con-

tingent of 10,000 men to aid in the pacification of the
province. The Tnrkis': squadron under the orders tf
Vice Admiral Mustapha Pasha left Cyprus on the 18th,
for Beyrout, Sir Henry Bulwer has received a
telegram from London, and immediately had a long
conference with the Sultan.

Syria,—The last accounts received by the Frencli
Government from Syria announce that violences have
been perpetrated at Aleppo, Orfa, and other places,

in which the Turkish soldiers took part. 10,000
Druses were marching on Damascus, where the
Christians were in the greatest danger. The deepest

anxiety was felt at Beyrout as to the fate of the
Christians who had fled for refuge to the south
of Kes-Rouan, in number 45,000, and who were
surrounded by a more numerous body of Druses
and Mutualis. Further accounts of the recent massacre
at Damascus have been received. It appears that the
Druses and Bedouins, in returning to Kaman (?), passed
through Damascus, and proposed a general massacre of
the Christians to Abd-el-Kader, who refused to

countenance it. The inhabitants, however, became
accomplices in the murder of the Christians.

It is confirmed that some of the Turkish soldiers as-

sisted the assassins. Their General, Ahuaed Bey, took

to flight, but the other authorities remained in the

fortress. The Mahomedans had conducted themselves

with great violence at Sayda, Latakla, and St. Jean
d'Acre, to each of which places the French Commodore
had sent a ship of war to keep them in check. He had
also sent envoys to Koukfeya, where the Chief of the

Druses was, to put a stop to his designs. In the

neighbourhood of Sidon, and near Damascus, Christian

priests and villagers have been forced at the point of
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thestt-ord to embrace Moslemism by hundreds. It is

calculated that between May 29 and June 30 tlie Druses

have murdered in cold blood upwards of 4000 Christians,

including more than 100 Catholic and Greek priests and

uioulis, and have burnt down upwards of 150 Christian

villages, including more than 100 churches and IG con-

vents. The plunder of church plate and other valuables,

and"^'the damacrc done to crops, houses, and to

the country iii general, is said to amount to

ui,war.l3 of sis millions sterling. Fuad Pacha

arrived at Beyrout on the 22d. The Christian Kaima-

kan of the Lebanon, his council, and some of the prm-

cinal inhabitants, had signed a declaration of peace, m
wliich, however, the renunciation of any chum for in-

demnity was not mentioned. After having discussed

this act they went, by order of the Muchir of Saida and

of the Turkish authorities, to confer with the chiefs ot

the Druses. ^ ' l ±

Egtpt.—The Pasha of Egypt liad sent a frigate to

Beyrout with provisions and other supplies tor the

reincree Christians. It was reported that the A iceroy

had decided on organising a corps of 5000 troops, and

placing them at the disposition of the Porte. ^

MoiH-TENEGKO.—A report has reached Pans that a

quantity of arms and powder has been landed at the

small ports in the Adriatic in the direction of Herze-

govinaand Montenegro, Bosnia and Croatia are also

politically agitated, so that troubles may be expected in

that direction.
. , .., 4.

India.—The Bombay mail has arrived with news to

June 22, but the news has mostly been anticipated by

the last maih The foUowmg are the chief items ot

news :

—

Calcutta —The illness of Mr. Wilson and the absence from

CUcuttaofSir James Outram have delayed the passing of the

Income Tax Bill.
. , „ -.r *. •„•

Bombay.—A telegram has been received from Muscat givmg

intelligence of the loss of the Indian navy sloop Elphinstoue lu

the Persian Gulf.

United States. — The following correspondence

between President Buchanan and Queen Victoria, in

reference to the visit of the Prince of Wales, has been

pubhshed in the New York papers:—
Letter from the Pbesident to the Queen.

"To Her Majesty Queen Victoria.—I have learut from the

public journals that the Prince of Wales is about to visit your

Majesty's North American dominions. Should it be the in-

tention of his Royal Highness to extend his visit to the United

States, I need not say how happy I should be to give him a

cordial welcome to "Waehingtcn. You may be well assured

that everywhere in this country he will be greeted by the
^

American people in such a manner as cannot fail to prove

gratifying to your Majesty. In this they will manifest their

deep sense of your domestic virtues, as well as their conviction

of your merits as a wise, patriotic, and constitutional Sovereign.

Tour Majesty's most obedient servant,
" Waahmgton, June 4, 1860." James Buchasas.

TuE Queen's Reply.
" Buckingham Palace, Juno 22.

" My good Friend, — I have been much gratified at the

feelings which prompted you to write to me, inviting the

Prince of Wales to come to Washington. He intends to return

from C:mada through the United States, and it will give him
great pleasure to have an opportunity of testifying to you in

person that these feelings are fully reciprocated by hira. He
will thus be able at the same time to mark the respect which
he entertains for the Chief Magistrate of a great and friendly

State and kindred nation. The Prince of Wales will drop all

Royal state on le.-iving ray dominions, and travel under the

name of Lord Renfrew, as he has done when travelling on the

Continent of Europe. The Prince Consort wishes to be kindly

remembered to you, I remain ever, your good friend,
•* Victoria E."

The journals also publish the letters from Mr. Dallas

and Lord John Russell accepting the invitation of the

Major of New York to the Prince of Wales to visit

that city, in pursuance of the resolution of the Common
Council. The New York Serald says:

—

" The United States will give the Prince of Wales such a

reception as never Prince had in the New World, and which
will not fail, both now and hereafter, to cement that friendship

which ought always to subsist between the English and
Americans, who are allied, not onlv by ties of interest, but by
an af&nity of race and language. These last are natural bonds
which can never be entirely broken ; and wo hope the day may
never come when thoy wiU be found weaker than we find
them now."

The schooner United States, with Dr. Hayes and his

baud of 16 explorers, sailed from Nantucket Roads on
the 10th for the Arctic regions. The Rev. Jacob S.

Harden, a Methodist minister, was hung at Belvedere,
Kew Jersey, on the 6th inat. for the murder of his

Twife by poison ; and on the 13th Hicks, the murderer
of the crew of the oyster sloop E. A. Johnson, was
executed on Bedloe'a I?iland, in the presence of fully

10,000 persons, who surrounded the island in steam-
boats, sailing vi'ssels, and small boats. The price of ad-

mission to the Great Eastern had been reduced to lialf

a dollar, and a great increase of visitors had been the
result. A rumour was prevalent that the Mormons
contemplated emigrating from Utah to one of the East
India Islands. Mr. Spurgeon*s sermons, some of which
contain severe remarks on the slave institntions of the
United States, had been burnt in the Virginia Court
House.

i)avUainent»

HOUSE OF LOBDS.
T^\t>kY,—South Western {King-tton FximHon) RaUicay BiU.—

On the motion for the third readinfjr of this Bill Lord Wynford
Opposed it. After a long disciisslon the third reading was carried
by a mnjority of 1, the numbers being 33 to 32.—The Marquis of
CLAJ.T11CARDE moved the second reading of the Tramwayi
{Irda-inl) BUi.— L'-rd REDFaoALE opposed the Bill, as introduc-
ing a new principle Into togishition.—Lonl LrOiN likewise
opposed the Bill, and moved as an amendment that it
be read » second time that day nine montha. —

After some debate, Lord Lucan ^%-ithdrcw his amend:

ment and the Bill was read a second time. The ioc«(

Taxaiion Returm Sill, the Mdropolifan Building Act (1855;

A'niendmmt Bill, and the Annuity Tax AboUtion (Edinburgh and

Mo7Urose), d-c. Bill, were read a third time and passed The

Tithe Commutation Bill, the Burial Grounds (J-^'^'^^O^
IS^G

Ameiidnient BiU, the Registration <,f Births, Ac {Scotland) Bill

,

the Cocrf of QueaCs Bench Act Ahiendment Bill, ixndihGlncio-

sure (A'o. 2) Bill, passed through committee.
, „ ^ ,

UosD&.\'—Review of Scottish Volunteers.—^oirl De Grey and

RiPON in reply to the" Marquis of Breadalbane, said that her

Maiestv intended to review the Volunteer Corps in Scotland

and the adjoining parts of Enghmd on the Vth August. The

qaine arran<^ements would be made for the review as were

adopted at°the recent review in Hyde Park. Those corps

which desired to take part in the review must signify tbat

desire to the Secretary for "War through the Lords-Lieutenant

of their respective counties before the 1st August.—Lord

Stratheden moved the second reading of the Neicspapers, d-c.

Bill, the object of which was to free proprietors from the obso-

leteand vexatious restrictions of the law as it now stood.—After

some discussion, Lord Chelmsford moved that the Bill be read

a second time that day three months. Ou a division, the

numbers were—For the second reading, 10 ;
agamst it, 61 ,

so

the Bill waslost. Several Bills were advanced a stage

TtxESBAV.—The Bieachmg and Dyeing Works Bill, tne

Nuisajices Removal and Diseases Prevention Bill, and the Lands

Clauses Act Amendme.it Bill passed through committee. Ihe

House then went into committee on the Cmsus (England and

Irela7id) Bills.—The Earl of Ellesborough moved the omission

from the Irish BiU of the clause requiring a statement of

religious profession. A similar clause had been struck out of

the English Bill, and he did not sec why it should be retained

in the Irish.—Lord Monteaqle supported the clause, which

was simply permissive, and which would neither create dis-

satisfaction nor inflict hardships.—Earl Granville also sup-

ported the clause. After a brief convei-sation, the amendment

was negatived, and the Bill passed through committee The

Queen's Prison, tho Ofences in her Majesty's Possessions Abroad,

and the Bernng Fisheries (Scotland) Bills were read a second

time The Labourer.^' Cottages (Scotland), the Bunal Grounds

(Ireland) Act Amendment, the Me of Man Harbour, ana the

Dominica Hu)-ricane Loan Bills were read a third time and

passed. Lord Brouquam moved the second readmg of the

Felony and Misdeineanour Bill, of which the object was to give

to prisoner's counsel the right of reply now enjoyed by counsel

in criminal cases.-LordWENSLETDALE opposed the Bill, which

was supported by the Lord Chancellor. After some debate

the House divided, when the second readmg was carried

by 13 to 10. , „ T T
TuvaaDA.r.~Th.e Prisons (Scotla7id) Bill, the Tenure and Im-

provement of Land (Ireland) Bill, the Postage (Anny and Navy)

Bill, the PaHy E^nblenis (Ireland) BiU, and ti.e Highicay Rates

Continuance BiU were read a second time. The TUles to Land

(Scotland) Act Amendment Bill, the Queen's Prison Bill, the

Herring Fisheries (Scotland) BiU, the Felony anl Misdemeanour

Bill, the Census (Ireland) BiU, the Census (England) Bdl, the

Tithe Commutation Bill, and the Oj^ord Univei-sity Bill were

read a third time and passed.—The Earl of Carnarvon called

attention to recent statements made by the chaplam of the

Bermuda Convict Establishment, as to the deplorable state of the

moral and sanitary condition of the convicts on board the

hulks, and urged the necessity of searching inquiry into the

truth of those statements.—EarlGRANviLLE said that an mquu-y
was now in progress. The Volunteer Movement.—la answer to

Earl FORTESCUE, Earl De Grey and Ripon said that the volunteer

force now consisted of 130,000 men. ' The Government had it

in consideration to grant an increased allowance to adjutants

of volunteers in rural districts, on account of the distances

they had to traveh It was not, however, intended to make
grants for the payment of permanent sergeants,- except in the

case ofthose corps of mounted volunteers whose numbers did

not entitle them to an adjutant.-Lord Vivian contended that

greater encouragement should be given to volmiteers in rural

districts.—The Earl of Ellcnborouoh suggested that the

magistrates at quarter sessions should be empowered to make
a rate of a halfpenny in the pound to meet the expenses of

adjutants.-After some observations from Lord IIardixoe and

Lord Melville, Earl Granville said that any attempt to levy

rates for the support of the movement would destroy its volun-

tary character and deprive it of its popularity.

Friday —The MilUia ifif?.—Earl De Grey and Kipon moved
the second reading of this Bill, and in answer to Lord Hae-
DINOE said that it w;is intended to give an increased allowance

to non-commissioned officers ou the perm;ment staff. The Bill

was then read a second time. Municipal Corporations (Ireland)

Act Amendment Bill.—hord Monteagle moved the second

reading of this Bill. [Left sitting.]

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—Sfo^fo/ Syria.—In answer to Sir J. Ferousson, Lord

J. Russell said that he had no information that British troops

had been placed on board French ships with a view to their beiug

employed in .Syria. The French Government was, however, in

communication with the great Powers and the Porte for the

purpose of considering whether a convention might not be

arranged for putting a stop to the massacres in Syria.
^

The
matter was still 'under the consideration of her Majesty's Go-

vernment and that of France, and he did not believe there was
any huention on the part of the latter to act alone. The Indian

Council.—air C. Wood replied to the attack which had been

made \ipon him ou Thursday during his absence by Mr. Hors-

raan. He vindicated himself from the charge of having acted

with arrogance and unfairness towards members requiring iu-

formation respecting India, nnd denied that he had inten-

tionally suppressed or withheld the necessary papers ;

and he declared that the intercourse between himself

and the Indian Council hud been frank, full, and free, and
that with very few exceptions all their decisions had been
umuiimoua.—Mr. Horsman said be would ropuat that since Sir

C. Wood auccs-'eded to tho administration of Indian affairs

there had been great dilBculty in getting the information

which the House required; that they had been misinformed
with regard to the papers in the of&ce ; that those which were
promised had becu withheld ; that the right hou. baronet had
endeavoured to pass tho BiU relating to the amalgamation of

the Queen's and the Indian armies without their production

;

that he had overridden his Council, and had not given them
an opportunity of recording their opinion on the Bill. He con-

cluded by declaring that he saw no reason to modify or retract

a single syllabic which ho had uttered in reference to the

matter.—Lord Palmerston hoped and believed that Mr.

Horsman was the only person in the House who wotdd
have so conducted himself. He had come down with
an unfair and unhandsome attack, and any man
of common feeling and generosity, or who knew the social

obligations between man and man, would, before he

made such an attack, have taken the trouble to ascertain that

the person to be attacked was in hia place. He imagined that

he was in possession of the keyhole of the Indian Council, but

he (Lord Palmerston) requested him to coufme tliis mysterious

knowledge to the Council, and not give the House to infer that

he had hia ear also at the keyhole of the Cabinet, for he could

assure hira that his wonderful information and startling reve-

lations were totally destitute of truth. Party Rif^ts in Ireland.

—Jn answer to Mr. Cogan, Mr. Cardwell aaid that he in-

tended to bring iu a Bill, which he hoped to see passed this

session, for preventing the recurrence of party demonstrations,
[

and which might put an end to the fruitful source and or ig
of an admitted evil.—Mr. James called attention to the new
Equestrian Ride in Kensington Gardenft, protesting against it as a
serious inconvenience to the pedestrians who frequented the
park. He urged the Government to abandon the innova-
tion.—Mr. BvNQ likewise urged the Government to give
up this serious invasion of the privacy of the park. —
Mr. Hubbard and Sir J. Pakinotox approved of the new road,
which in tbeir opinion added to the liveliness of the scene, and
consequently to the enjoyment of pedestrians, as well as to the-
convenience of the equestrian.—Mr. Cowper explained that
bis reason for establishing the ride arose from his experience
of the popularity (Jf the scene where equestrian exercise was
previously allowed. At the end of the season the ride would-
be closed, and it would depend on public opinion whether it

was to be again opened. For himself, his feeling was strongly
in favour of the plan. The Bible Printing Pattnt.^ln answer
to Mr. BA1KE3, Sir G. Lewis said that the exclusive privilege

heretofore enjoyed by the Queen's printers, for the printing of
Bibles and Prayer-books, had now ceased, and would not be
renewed. He thought, however, that under the competition
with the university printers the price of the existing editions

of the Bible and the Liturgy was as low, and the quality as
good, as it was possible to expect. He proposed, there-

fore, to make no practical change in the present svstem.
The Paper Duties.—In reply to Mr. Pullee, Lord J. Russell
said, although some of the continental Governments had
promised to consider the question as to the taxes or restrictions

on the export of rags, nothing had yet been done ; that the
French Government were favourable to a change of the system
of prohibition for a system of dutv on the export of rags, and
that that Goveniment had not claimed a diminution of the
Customs' duty on French paper imported into this country.—
Mr. Cardwell moved the second reading of the Maynooth
College Bill, the object of whicli was to enable the trustees of

the college to appropriate some portion of the annual grant

from Parliament to the repair of the building. Mr. Spooner
moved, as an amendment, tbat the second reading of the Bill

should be postponed for three months.— Sir W. Verner
seconded the amendment.—Mr. I. Butt, Mr. George, and Mr.
Bellew supported the Bill ; Mr. Whallev and Mr. Newdeo.ytk
opposed it. On a division the second reading was carried by 135

to 57. The Industrial Museum (Scotland) Bill passed through

committee, and was read a third time and passed.—On the order

for going into committee on the Militia Bill, Colonel Dunne
opposed the Bill, and moved the adjournment of the debate.

—Mr. S. Herbert resisted the motion for adjournment, whUh
was negatived without [a division. Tlie House then went into

committee, but the Chairman was ordered to report progress.

On the order for the third reading of the Metropolis Local

Management Act Amendment (No. 2) Bdl, Mr. Clay moved that

it should be read a third time that day three months.—Mr.
Newdeqate moved, as an amendment, that the House should

adjourn. On a di^dsion this amendment was negatived by 52

to 22.—Mr. B. Stanhopb then moved the adjournment of the

debate, which was agreed to. „. , «
Monday.-«a(e of Syria.—In answer to Sir J. Ferousson,

Lord J. Russell said that her Majesty'is Government bad in-

structed Admiral Martin to proceed with the Medite^anean

fleet to Syi-ia, and, if necessary, to land marines for the pur-

pose of checking the massacres of the Christians. The Turkish

authorities had behaved in a most shameful manner, and the

Pasha of Damascus had betrayed a largo number of Christians

into the hands of the Druses. There was every reason to.

believe that unless some interference took place the massacres

would continue, as it was the general opinion among the Euro-

peans on the coast that the Turks had not done all they could'

to stay the massacres. The French Government had therefore

proposed to the Great Powers to send European troops to

Syria. Her Majesty's Government, in common with the

other Great Powers, had resolved that, under the pressing

circumstances of the case, immediate action against tho

Druses was necessary, and they had given their assent to

it on the understanding that there should be a conven-

tion, to which the Porte should bo a party. Since that

period her Majesty's Government had received a telegi-am from

Constantinople, stating that peace had been signed on the 10th

inst. between the Druses and the Maronites, but no confirma-

tion of this report had yet beenreceived. Nat,onal D.fence^.—

The House having resolved itself into committee on fortifica-

tions and works. Lord Palmerston said he had to P"ppse a-

resolution, the object of which was to carry into effect tiie

recommendations of the Royal Commissioners on National

Defences, with a view to secure by fortifications the dock

-

yaids and arsenals, and the ports of Dover and Port and,,

and also to create a central point at Cannock Chase,,

to serve as a substitute for or assistance to Woolwich,

He felt persuaded that the House and the country were

not indifferent to this important [subject. As long as tuo-

movement of ships depended upon wind and wether, tne

Channel fleet maintained by Great Britain was sufficient lor

her defence, but the introduction of steam had completely

altered the character of naval warfare, and changed the namre

of our insular position. Mauy years ago tho Duke of Wei-

Ungton in his well-known letter to Sir John Burgoyne called

attention to the defenceless state of the country, and implored

the Government of the day to provide artificial means against;

possible attack. But that appeal fell on deaf ears for nations-

are slow to alter their perception of tho state of things luo-

Government of Lord Derby however, and that which followed

it, had done something towards putting the dockyards m a

better condition of defence. The Commissioners on NatioMi

Defences had recommended an expenditure of 11 milhons. ne

thought it absolutely necessary for the safety of the country

that these recommendations should substantially off

carried out, and completed at the eariiest possible ra?^"^^^^-

The amount requisite for the works might be raised either oy-

setting aside every year a portion of the annual lucome ot tne.

count^, or, as he proposed it should be, by raismg by mcans

of terminable annuities a sum sufficient to eff"ect the objecc

in three or four years. If the works were necessary, it would,

he thought, be folly to postpone them. It was impossible tor

any one to cast his eyes over tho face of Europe without being-

convinced that the future, charged as it was with clouds, was

not free from danger. He would not attempt to disguise the-

fact that the danger was to be apprehended from our nearest

neighbour across the Chaunel. That neighbour, however,,

would not be justified in taking offence at any measures which

we might take for our defence. We had recently completed a

commercial treaty with France, Irom which he hoped much,,

but the treaty alone would be a frail security to a naUon

possessing great wealth, whoso shores were more open to

attack than the land frontier of any other coimtry. It wouia

be folly therefore to rely upon a commercial treaty while there

were many vulnerable points that required artihcial delence.

At this moment France had an army of 600,000 men, of whom
400,000 were actually in arms and 200,000 on furiough. Due

ready to join their regimenU in a few days. That army

was far greater than France could require for any

jjurpose of defence. Nobody would think of attactaDg

trance, nor would anything be got by such a Pro?^??
°f;

Ho did not mean to s.ay that the vast military force of tix^Q

was raised and maintained for tho doUbenite purpose ot aggres-

sion : but it should be remembered that the power to aggiw
frequently inspired an inclination for aggression ^"^J^^'
armamenta of France were not limited to the land- Ihe

utmost exertions were making to create a navy as po^^^^ ;!

our own, which could not be reqmred for the P"T'5**fJ^^

defence, ^d which we were therefore justified m looking upon
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possible aUtagouist. We liad Uo right to rely for security

on the mero forbearance of another Power, For the sake of

^^ace therefore, it was desirable that we should be able fully

^nd efe'ectnally to defend ourselves against attack. There were

th ^ee motives which might induce a foreign Power to attack us.

Th iv were, the hope of conquest ; the gaininp: possession of

the metropolis,
levying a heavy contribution, and dictating in

the capital terms of peace ignominious to the country ; and,

i^tly^ a sudden attack by land and sea to take possession of

our naval arsenals, and thus destroy at a blow our maritime

supremacy. The last of these motives was that which, in his

opinion, was most to be apprehended, for the idea of conquest

was too absurd for a moment's contemplation. With regard to

London, in his opinion it was far too vast to be lortified ; it

must be defended by an army in the field. If, on the other

hand, the dockyards were destroyed, the navy would be cut up
at the root, and the trade of the country Would be at the mercy
of thfi invader. Let the House imagine what would be the re-

sult if Liverpool, Bristol, and the Thames were blockaded.

The Government were of opinion that (exclusive of the charge

fjr artillery, which would be met by the annual votes of

Parliament) the sum of 9,000,000i- would be sufficient for the
purpose required. Of this sum 1,835,900/. was for land, a part

of which would be profitably let, and 7,lC5,OO0i- for works.
The works of defence which the otker Powers of Europe had
raised might be quoted as a precedent for what the Royal
Commissioners had recommended to be 'done in the United
Kingdom. France had expended and was still expending
enormous sums in the fortification of Paris, Cherbourg, Toulon,
and other places; while Germany, Italy, and Russia had also

created .fortifications for the purpose of self-defence, some of
which had proved so efficient that iu the late war against Russia

ve were unable to make any imprcs??ion upon them. Ho was
aware of the spirit which animated the country, as proved by
the Volunteer movement, and he had entire confidence in the
cour£^e and endurance of the troops and the people to repel

attack; but looking to the condition of modern warfare, and to

the state of Continental Europe, he thought the Government
of the day WmuU be guilty of a high crime and misdemeanour,
which would deserve the penalty of impeachment, if they
failed to take every necessary precaution against foreign

invasion. Having stated that 2,000,0001. only would be
required for the works to be imdertaken in the course of the

present year, and that an annual application would be made
for such portions of the remainder as might bg required, he
concluded by moving a formal resolution that the sum of

2,000, OOO^ be charged upon tlie consolidated fund for

the construction of the proposed works, and that the
Commissioners of the Treasury be authorised to raise

the amount by annuities for a term not exceeding 30

years,—Mr. Hcbbard thought it was nnadvisable to raise this

amount by terminable annuities, which would be throwing
away a million sterHng.—Mr- Bright complained that a propo-
sition iuvolving the expenditure of so large a sum of money
had been brought forward without notice. Ho believed that
the expenditure, so far from being limited to eleven millions,

would amount to double that sum. In order to give tbe House
and the country an opportunity of considering the subject, he
moved that the chairman report progress.—^Mr. S. HERDEitx
stated in detail the steps which it was proposed to take, and
Sledged himself that the estimates had been framed on a most
beral scale. The works which it was intended to commence

immediately were at Portsmouth, the Isle of Wight, Goaport,
Pembroke, Cork, Dover, the Medway, and the Thames,

—

General Peel approved of the scheme proposed, but suggested
that some competent person should be made responsible to the
House and the country for the economical expenditure of tho
money.—Mr. Osborne said that tho speech of the Prime
Minister opened up new and alarming considerations, and that
after such a statement there could be little hope of maintaining
friendly relations witli France. He thought the House should
have a few days to reflect upon the matter.—Lord Palmerstok
said he would consent to the adjournment uutil Monday Tiext —
Mr, Newdegate gave his cordial approval to the Government
proposition. — Mr. Disraeli entertained grave doubt as to
the wisdom of the manner in which the money was to be raised

;

but with this reservation he was prepared to give his support
to the Government.—The Chairman then reported progress,

and the House resumed- — On the motion for going Into

Committee of Supply, Mr. Henrv Seymour moved that, in the
opinion of the House, tbe state of tbe Ecclesiastical Law in

England and Ireland, and of the Courts in which it is adminis-
tered, and especially the Clergy Discipline Act, required to be
amended and reformed ; and that it was incumbent on the

Government to direct measures to be prepared for that purpose.

—Sir G- Grey opposed the motion, which was negatived with-
out a division. Tbe House then went into committee on the
Civil Seroice Edimates. A vote of 12001, for the erection of a
bmlding for tho reception of the Wellington Car was withdrawn,
ia deference to a very unequivocal expression of opinion by tho
committee- The other votes were agreed to without alteratiou,

hut not without much discussion and many objections. The
MaynootU College Bill and the Sheriff Coitrt Houses (Scotland) Bill

passed through Committee. The Heritable Securitie^^ dtc.

(Scotland) Bill was read a third time and passed. Some other
Bills were advanced a stage.
Tuesday,—Poor-law Contlnuajice Bill—At the morning sitting

the House went into committee on this Bill.—Ou clause 1,

Mr. BazLEY moved an amendment reducing the term of con-
tinuance from four years to one, contending that the whole
system of Poor-law administration ought to be amended,—Mr,
S, EsTCOURT admitted the necessity of a revision of the system,
but opposed the amendment, suggesting that the subject

should be referred to a select committee-—After some discus-

sion, Mr. Bazley withdrew his amendment.—Mr. Deedes then
raoved that the period of continuance bj fixed at three years.

On a division this amendment was carried by 147 to 92. Tbe
Bill then passed through committee. The House then went into

committee on the Roraan Catholic Chanties BUI, but made little

prc^ess before the sitting was suspended. Evacuation ofSicily,—
In the evening, Mr. Griffith asked whether it was true that the
King of Naples had ordered the whole of Sicily to be evacuated,
and that the King of Sardinia had sent an autograph letter to
Garibaldi, requesting him not to attack the continental domi-
niona of the King of Naples.—Lord J. Russell replied that a
tel^ram had been received from the British Minister at
Naples, stating that the King had ordered the evacuation of
Messina and other places occupied by his troops in Sicily. He
had also been informed by the SaMinian Mioistcr in London
that, after an interview with the Neapolitan envoy at Turin,
the King of Sardinia had sent an aide-de-camp to Garibaldi,
but he could not state the nature of the message with which
he was charged. Promotion in the iV<xvy,—Sir J, Pakixgton
moved an addi-ees praying her Majesty to issue a royal com-
mission to consider the present system of promotion and re-
tirement in the Navy, and the present pay and position of the
Mveral classes of naval officers, and to report what changes
therein are desirable, with a view to the increased efficiency of her
Majesty's naval service. He grounded his motion on the general
discontent now felt by officers of the navy, none of whom were
6;itisfied with their position. Into the reasons for this dissatis-
action he entered in some detail, objecting to many of the
measures of the present Administration as injudicious or use-
loss. If these complaints were false they ought to be exposed ;
xf true, they ought to be redressed-—Sir M. Seymour seconded
Uie motion, which was supported by Sir J. Elphixstone, Sir C.
Napier^ Mr, Cochrane, and Mr. Lin'dsay ; and opposed by Sir

^ Baring, Mr. Whitbread, and Lord C. Paget, who said that
wie position of the junior ofScers of the navy had been

tion (Ifidia) Bill, were read a second time. The Poor Laio Board
Continuance Bill anA t\i& lA>cal Government Supplemental (No. 2)

Bill were read a third time and passed. The T/uatres and
Pvhlic Homes Bill was withdrawn,
Friday.—iandiortf and Tenant (Ireland) Bill—The House

went into committee on this Bill, resuming at clause 36.—Tho
Attorney-Geiteral for Ireland said he was prepared to amend-
this clause by reducing the term of imprisonment for disobey-
ing an order of the petty session to restrain waste, from three-

months to one month. The Clause as amended was then
agreed to. Clauses 37 to 42 were agreed to with verbal amend-
ments. In clause 43 Mr, M*Mahon moved the insertion off

words limiting the operation of the clause to leases that may
hereafter be made.—The Attorney-General agreed to the
amendment, and the words were inserted. The other clauses.

after two divisions were agreed to- The Militia Ballot BilL

passed through committee. [Left sitting.]

CTifLJ Intelltflcncc.

Money Mahket, Feidat.—British Fria)S: Con-

sols closed at 93i for Money, and 93i to | for the 9th

ofAugust; Bank Stock, 229ff to 2285 ; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 93^ to |; New Three per Cents^, 93|; Thirty

Years Annuities, expiring in April, 1855, 16f ; India

Stock, 217J to 217; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 1859,

1041; Four per Cent. Debentures, 1858, 97; Ditto

1859, 97 ; Ditto Bonds, 75. to 3^. dis. ; Five per Cent.

Enfaced Rupee Paper, 97 to f ; Ditto Five and a Half

per Cents., 102f ; Exchequer Bills, 4^. pm.

—

Foreign :

Brtiziluin Old Five per Cents., 100| ; Ditto Four and a

Half per Cents., 1860, 88; Russian Four and a Half per

Cents., 93^; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 48^;
Ditto New Deferred Three per Cents*, for Aect., 39|;
Ditto Passive, 20^ to ^ ; Turkish Six per Cents,, 1854,

761 ; Ditto Six per Cents., 1858, 60.

Uanft of esnslann.

p:radually improved, and that the Admiralty were disposed to

do more, especially in making an addition to the allowances
of mates, and of officers in command of ships. Kothiug would
give him greater pleasure than to improve the position •of all

classes of naval ofl&cers, but he could not forget his duty
to the country. He would, however, take the matter into
sermus consideration, and he thought that it had better

bo left to tho Admiralty than to a royal commission,
which would unsettle the feelinr^s of the entire navy, and
raise hoi^es whih must infallibly ba disappointed. On a
division the motion was negatived by 89 to 56. Packet and
Telegraph Codtract?.—Mr, Dunlop, asthe chairman of the recent
committee on these subjects, moved a series of re^^olutions,

setting forth that in all contracts for packet and telegraphic

sei'vices a clause should be inserted making it a condition that
the agieeinent shall not be bindmg until it had lain for at least

a month on the table of the House without disapproval,

unless approved by a resolution of the Ho'ise^ and that in cases

whero such contracts require to be confirmed by an act, the

measure for that purpose shall not be brought in as a private
Bill.—The Chancellor of the ExcitEQUER made no opposition

to the resolutions, and thotight the committee had adopted the
very best expedients which the case admitted, Tho
resolutions were then agreed to. I/idia —Sir C, Woon obtained
leave to bring in a Bill to remove doubts as to the
authority of the senior member of Council, the Governor-
General &c. , in the absence of the President, a Bill

to extend to the Indian service in certain cases the pro-
visions of the Superannviation Act, and a Bill tu extend certaiu

provisions for Admiralty jurisdiction in tbe colonies to her
Maje3ty*s territories in India.—The Voles at Elections Bill was
read a second time. The Local Government Supplemental (No, 2)

Bill, the Militia BlU, and the Poor Relief, d^c. (Ireland) Bill

passed through committee. The Turnpike Acts Continuance

Bdl^ th"^ Mai/nootk College Bill, tho Weiffhts arid Measures (Ire-

land) Bill, the Bank (No. 2) BUI, the Police and Tbwns Improve-
ment (Scotland) Act A7nendm€nt Bill, and the Stipmdiary Magis-
trofe-^ Bill were read a third time and parsed-

Wednesday,—The Coroners Hill of the Government was with-
drawn by Sir G. Lkwis. The Gunpowd^, &c.^ Bill passed
though committee, Ou the order for going into com-
mittee on the Ecclenistical Commission Bill, Sir G. Lewis
stated that he should not persevere with the clause transferring
the capitular property to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

—

Lord J. ^IAN^"ERg urged the further withdrawal of the clause
giving increased powers to the Coramiasiouers over episcopal
prnperty,—Alderman Copeland recommended that tho Bill

should be withdrawn altogether till the accounts of the commis-
sioners were examined, which he understood were in a very
confused state, and had not been an lited for three years,

—

Mr, Walpole defended the Commissioners, and declared that
much good had resulted from their labours. The House then
went into committee on the BilL—On clause 5, Lord J- Man-
ners protested against further powers being given to the Com-
missioners, who had entailed great expenses already on eccle-

siastical property, and moved the omission of the clause,

—

Lord J- Russell supported the clause, which could not be
omitted without abandoning all further review of ecclesiastical

property-—Sir J. Graham reconmiended that the powers given

to the Commissioners should be discretionary, and not com-
pulsory. After a long debate this suggestion was adopted, and
tbe clause as amended was agreed to- The next clause, giving

the management of capitular property to the Commissioners,
was struck out. Claus'^^s up to ir> were agreed to. On clause

16, entrusting the management of tho episcopal property to

the Commissioners, con>ri Icrablo discussion arn.se, but ulti-

mately the clause was carried on a division by 159 to 41,

The subsequent clauf^es, up to 21 inclusive, were agreed to.

The Local Goiernm'^t Art (18r>S) Amendmmt Bill and the Sheriff
\

Cowt Houses (Scotland) Bill were read a third time and i

passed. The Lords' amcudFoonts to the Jetcs Act Amendraeat
[

Bill were agreed to. Tho Ulyhways ifiW and the i^/rc^n^/ Xa/c^^

Consolidation Act Amendment Bill wero v^itMrawQ.
Thursdav.—At the mornin;]f flitting the Militia Bill vras read a

third time and passed. The Gas (Metropolii) Bill and tho
EccUskistical Commi%non, <tc,, Bill pas^^cd through comraittco

NoMonal De/enees.—At the evening sitting Mr, Bright
notice of his intontioii to move, on Monday, as an amendment
to the loan for natinnal defences, rcpolntions to the effect

as the House had already voted 2-5 millions for the army and Outfitter.' and 'General Dealer— -,- tw t> w i ^ i,.™^*^^,

navv for the year, and a further sum of 3,S00,000L for the war MaltBt^ra and Dealers in Gram - M H. RollI^.o:*, \^ol^e^Ilampton.

L.^^ .x.y^^J„:,i^^^^i^,. ^f- *-K^ «.,f:™oT U..r^..^^^u^ v.^o^_ Staifordshire.Tefllor and ^\ooUcn Draper- _ ._

Newton of Nydie, l-ife-

sMrc"Faraer-E"GBA':^VrVyfe,"^or Ducat, Edinburgh-N- Macdo-^alu.

Shcildftig, KosB-abire, Uercbaot.

FRIDAT-BANKRUPTS-B.Aal, Lambeth Street, Whitectanel, Tailor

-S. O. Bekman, Lower Thamem Sireet. Wmr Mcrchant-S- Ub!<sett,

Nottiotcbam, Tailor^E. Heatbcotk. Roc\ Frrry, Cheshire Grocer-J,

HooF/a,Bermond.ey, Leather Mercbant-C H, Josiffe, Straud Hotel

Keeper^. LAwsox.Fenchurcb Street, City. Ship B^"^"" y* VuS™^
Hirkenhead, Prioter'-T. Palmbb and S- WtMEa Pijmouib^^^

T, E. Por>TNST. BromsirroYe, Worce»t«r»hire.
'^'^^'^"^S J,*f^"f"^^^^

Sr«RADKE. LivpiTOol, Leather Factor-G. Stety^o:*., K« «' ^^*^^^^
Shoe Manufacturer-K. Wright, Manchciter, LodKin« Hou« Kecper-

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS -J. Love, FraierburKh, Shipowner-

J.MuBRAT.nen.. Kilmarnock. Baker-E- Sfe?<ce and Sosi. Lmluhifov,

Tanners—G- R. Stewabt, Glasffow, Commiasion AifenU

Xotei iftiued • * ••

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
£i*J6]4A'^0 ;

Government Debt .. .< <lL015,10fl
' ' Other S^curiticB .. .. 3,459,900

Gold Coin and Bullion .

.

15,1^,440

Silver BiUUon

jt2'J.6 14.440 je29.6IM«

BANKING DEPARTMENT,

3,304,616
Proprietors CapttaL, ,.

Rest
t'uDlic Deposits (includ-
ing Ezchrqufr, RaTinj^t
Banks, CoLnmiAsionert
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-

dend Acrts.)
Othi:r Uepositt H,B2H/'l4

Seven dijr and otber bills 71^.1^^

3,W0,02l

2Gth day or July, 1800.

*37,4W,40:

Government Securities

(tnelndinpc Dead Weigh
Annuity) ^61,771.44^

Other Securities .. „ 1^,4*16,303

Notes 7,4l*0,2GS

Gold and Silver Coin .. 77^^^

jKt7,4^^«7

. MARSHALL, Deputy Cashier.

Cajcttc oC tl)e HJBleefe-

aw for the year, and a further sum of 3,S00,000L for the war -

M^i^^t^" ^^% V^^^" ;?. u^i^Zr
1 Chiaa, the consideration of the national dcrences be post-

Staffordshire, Taylor and ^^ooUcn Draper-

poncd to a future period.-The Chancellor of tho Exch^ukr scotcu sEQUESTRATiONS-J-^Flkmi^o,

aattouuced that he would move the Paper DiUies Bill on

I

Mouday wuek. In answer to Mr. Brioht, the Cua^^cellor of
tho Exchequer saiii tliiit he inteiificd to frame tbe new Bill

for the inipasitioa of the Spirit Duties so as to make it

a permanent measure. Tfapks and Sieily.—In reply to

Mr. Gkiffith, Lord J. Kussell stated that a proposition had
been made by the special envoy of the N'eapolitan Govern-

ment, that the Briti.-(h Government shotild use its offices in

mediating between the King of Naples and General Garibaldi,

with a view to prevent thd latter from inva-ling the mainland ;

and that, should the armistice be refused, Englaud and
France should interfere by force of arras. To that pro-

position her Majesty'.-* Guverumeut had refused their assent.

Public Bimness.—hord Palmer-ston moved that on Tuesday,

the 7th of Avigu-st, and every succeeding Tuesday during the

remainder of the session, orders of the day should have prece-

dence of notices of motion. Government orders of the day
having piiority.—The motion gave rise to a long- discussion, iu

which Mr. Disraeli, Sir M. FAnQrHAR, Mr. Bentinck, and
other members complained of the delay which had taken place

with reference to tbe paper duties, and of the impossibility of

obtaining the attendance of a full house on the day fixed for

tiic discussion. The motion was ultimately agreed to.—On the

orderforgoingintocommitteeon the European Forcts{Indvi) Bill,

Mr. HENNEdSV moved that it be an instruction to the com-
mittee that half of all the vacancies iu the ranks of the

European commissioned officers of her Majesty's line or local

troops serving in India be allotted to the sons or orphiLna of

offtcerg, line or local, or the sons or orphans t)f her Majesty's

civil service'of India, who shall have'passcd the prescribed ex-

amination, and that thcreoiainingvacancies be filled up by open
competitionatoneoftheroyalmiUtarycolle?es,—Mr.S. Herbert
opposed the motion, which was negatived on a divisioa by 73 to

15.—Sir J. ELPFirK.sTONE next moved that it be .in instruction to

the committee that they have power to make provision for tho

future regulation, discipline, and patronage of the European __
forces serving iu India—Sir D. L. Evans seconded the motion,

j rt i-jg parish Oil Wednesday for a twelvemonth s tour

-Sir M.Far'quhar supported it. ccusurmgm severe terms the
*>,„ pontiuont Tbe Bervicea at the dmrcli were

conduct ofthe Government with reference to the attempt made pn the UoncnitUt. loe wivivu

to transfer her Majesty's Indian forces to the regular army > again

without their consent —Mr. Roebick moved the adjournment

of the debate.—Lord Palmerston said he would not oppose

the moUon, but as the Goverumont attached great

Beitish Museum.—:M:r. Hawkins has tendered his

resignation as Keeper of the Antiqiuties in the British

Mureum, It 19 said that great changes are likely to

taVe place in the administration of the various brandies

of our antiquarian collections.

The Increased Duty ox Briiisu Spihits.—Since

the increase of the duty ot» British spirits of Is. \\d, per

gallon the publicans have held meetings in various parts

of the metropolis, at which it has been resolved to

increase the price of spirits and cordials a penny per

quartern, to take effect from Monday last. Thia addi-

tion will raise the price of spirits to 2jf. Sd. per gallon,

which will give tbe publican an extra profit of 9d.

per gallon,

St. GEORaK*S-nf-THE-EAsr.—The Rev. Bryan King-

importance to the Bill, and. as thoir pat ence was mexhaustible,

they were quite willinfi: to remam until Chnstmas to Pfs it.

—Mr HoRSMAK asked hw it was that, after bo many Bills had

been 'withdrawn, the Ministry should cling with such tenacity
aa unconstitu-

in an expiring session to a measure which

tional as it w^ ui.precedented.-XIr. J. B^ Smith recommended

that the Bill he withdra^vn.—Colonel Svkes described tbe

strone feeUnc of dissatisfaction which pervaded the ^tmaw
of British officers in India. The debate was then adjourned.

The Bad Mia Stock Trantfer, &c., BiU was read a second time

and committed pro forma, with the view o^ ^cjo^ reprint^

with amendments. The Smior Member of Counca (Uiia) BUI,

thlsaperannwUion Act (1859) BiU, and the Admira-ti/ Jnmdic-

disturbed on Sunday, but on the whole they

^ssed off more qnictly than usual, the anuouncemeat

that Mr. King was about to retire for a year having-

probably tended to produce this change for the better.

The rioting iu the streets was prevented by the presence

of a large body of police. During Mr. King's absence

his place will be taken by the Rev. Septimus Hansard,

who has been long known as a hard-workmg curate m
one ofthe dUtricts of Marylebone, and whose views are

those of a sound and liberal Churchman, unconnected

with either of the two parties which have promoted

the recent disturbances. At a public meetmg of the

parishioners on Tuesday, a committee was appointed to.
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take the necessary steps to raise a *' Protestant Det'euce

Jj'uad/' iu orvler "to r^ialsfc the uiacUinatioiisof Puseyite

intriguers in the courts of law," ami it was resolved

l]iat an appeal be made to Protestants througliout the

liuigdom to aid them in their cftbrts to vindicate the

Pi'otestant reformed faith and stop the progress of

heresy in the Church of England.
The Last op the Atlantic Cable.—The report

-of Mi\ Varley and Capt. Kell on the state of the

Atlantic cable, dated St. John's, Newfoundland, July 3,

I860, was received on Wednesday. It appears tliat

although they have on many occasions been able to

raise the cable and set ou hoard difforent lengths,

amounting in all to about seven miles, they have in-

variably found it broken again a few miles off. The
iron wires on minute inspection, were found eaten

away and rotten; the sewing was decayed, and in some
-places the wires were coated with metallic copper and
much eaten, having probably rested upon copper ore,

of which there are veins in Trinity Bay. The gutta

percha and copper wire were, however, in as good con-

dition as wheu hiid down. They conclude by statins'

their deep regret that it was impossible to recover the

cable, and that it was consequently necessary to abandon
the attempt.

The Public Health. — The Eo^Istrar-General's

when it was proved that deatli hud been caused by an

overdose of pvussic aciih It appeared that Mr. George
Bull is given to liabits of intemperance, and that he
was not entirely sober when he udministerGtl tlie last

dose to the deceased. The jury accordingly returned a

verdict that death was caused hy an overdose of prussic

acid, incautiously given to deceased hy her son, while in

an intemperate state, and unfit to judge of the proper

quantity to be administered; and at the same time ex-

pressed their full opinion that he had no intention to

dt'Stroj' his mother. The coi'oner observed that this

was in effect a verdict of JFan slaughter, and the prisoner

was committed for trial. He was accordinarlv tried at

the Lewes assizes on Tuesday, when the evidence as to

the varying strength of prussic acid, and as to the

exact amount of the dose administered to the deceased

was so unsatisfactory, that the jui'y returned a verdict

of Not Guilty.

LiTTLEnAMPTON".—A molancholy accident happened
in this place last week. 200 men of the 21st Dep6t
Battalion are receiving rifle instruction at the fort, and
on the 14tli inst., after the practice with the long
Enfield at 400 yards range, the men were pointing

their unloaded rifles and snapping caps at each other
while the officers were engaged in comparing the

register of the shots made with the tararet. One of the

her Majesty the apartments iu Holyrood Palacewhlch
his lordship and predecessors have held for many years
The rooms are on the south side of the palace, and in
immediate connection with those of her Majesty. The
Dukes of Hamilton and Argyll are now the only noble-
men possessing apartments in Holyrood. The Duchess
of Kent has taken Lauriston Castle, near Kdinburo-h
for the summer months, and is expected to take
possession shortly.

Monument to the Ettrick SnEBnEUD,—A statue
to James Hogg, the celehratod Scottish poet, popularly
known as the Ettrick Shepherd, was publicly in-
augurated on the 28th ult., on the hanks of St. Marv's
Lake, at the head of the Vale of Yarrow, one of the
finest and the most picturesque strciims ou the Scottish
border. There was a large assemblage at the in-

auguration, at which three daughters of the poet were
present. Mr. Glassford Bell, one of the Sheriff-Sub-
stitutes of Lanarkshire, delivered an inaugural address,
in which he reviewed the life, character, works, and
friendships of the poet.

— — — — - cy — -icj <:j

\Yeekly Return states that in the week that ended men, named Dockerell, when directed to unload had

Saturday, July 21st, the number of deaths registered

in London was 975. In the corresponding weeks of

the 10 years 1S50-1859 the average number, corrected

not done so, and, to conceal this, when ordered, as

usual, to ground arms, had removed the cap. Forgetting
what he had done, he joined with his comt'ades in point-

{ov increase of population, was 1156. The present ing his rifle at one of the groups who lay around, and

return is therefore 181 below the average. During the

week the births of 809 boys and 827 girls, in all 1636
children, were registered in London. In the 10 cor-

rcKsponding weeks of the years 1850-59 the average
number was 1530.

FltOMlE.—On Friday Inspector Whicher applied to the
magistrates for a warrant for the apprehension of Miss
Constance Kent, the chief actor in the runaway drama
four years ago. He took this step on the ground that,

on examining the linen of the house subsequently to

the discovery of the murder, he found that a
bedgown belonging to the young lady was missing;
and although a strict inquiry was made, it had not been
discovered. The bedgown was seen on the morning of
the murder with the family linen arranged for the wash,
aud appears to be entered in the washing-book ; but on
the linen reaching the laundress it was missing. The
latter immediately sent word to the house, that if the
bedgown were not forthcoming she must inform
the police of the circumstance, as they were then
engaged in searching the house. The reply was that
the clothes had been carefully looked at and entered by
Miss Kent, and, if anything were missing, the laundress
must account for it. The laundress, however, positively

affirms it was never sent her. After some consideration

the magistrates granted the warrant, which was at once
put in force and Miss Kent brought in custody before
the justices. She stoutly asserted her innocence, but
was ultiiuately remanded for a week, and at the close of

the examination was conveyed by the police to
the county gaol. On her removal to Devizes she main-
tained a dogged silence, not speaking throughout the
whole journey, or on her arrival at the gaol. Mr.
JCant'a present wife, the mother of the mm-dered child,

lived in the family as governess for 13 years during the
lifetime of the first Mrs. Kent, and had the entire
charge of the children, Mrs, Kent having for several
years previous to her death been afilicted in her mind
and incapable of attending to her household duties.

Mr. Kent was married to the present Mrs. Kent, who
u very respectably connected, 16 months after the
death of his first wife. Tt has been ascertained that the
grandmother of Constance Kent was of unsound mind
as well as her mother, and that one of her uncles has
been twice confined in a lunatic asylum, so that should
the evidence produced be sufficient to warrant her
committal for trial, there is no doubt that the
question of hereditary insanity will he raised. It is
stated that since she absconded from home disguised in
hoy's clothes with her younger brother four years ago
her conduct has not been cousidcred unusual or extra-
ordiuary, hut two medical men acquainted with her
t«iip«nm«iit have g\T«a it as their opinion that in a
paroxysm of mental aberration she might have com-
mitted the murder, Sergeant Williamson, of the me-
tropolitan detective force, has arrived at Road this
week, and is actively enga^ with Inspector Whicher,
Captain Slereditb, chief constable, and other officers of
the county police, in investigating the affair.

Le^tes.—A lamentable case of poisoning has occurred
in this towTi, a lady, Mrs. Ann Bull, having died from
the effects of a dose of prussic acid administered by her
own son. It appeared from the evidence taken before
the coroner that Mrs. Bull had 'generally very bad
iMftltb, aud was iu the habit of taking doses of prussic
*cid, sometimes administered by her son. Mr. George
Bull, a surgeon, who resided with her. In the early part
of the day Mrs. Bull had taken her usual dose, and
went out for a walk during the evening; ou her return
abA «)mplained of feeling poorly, and another dose of
pruasic acid was administered by her son. After drink-
m^ it she went upstairs without assistance, and in a few
minutes fell senseless on the floor, and died in about
aO xoinutes. A poH mortem examinatiou was held.

having placed a cap on he directed his piece at a com-
rade named Cotton, who was standing with two others,

Dwyer and Green. The rifle, of course, went off im-

mediately, and the shot took effect on the right side of

Cotton's face, carrying away part of his jawbone and
passing out at the right side of his neck. Dwyer had
moi'ed a little on seeing the piece levelled, and so

escaped, but the bullet, after passing through Cotton's

neck, entered Green's tliroat, passing out at ins mouth,
and taking with it several teeth and a portion of the

jawbone. Green was not out of danger on Thursday,
and but slight hopes are entertained of the recovery of

Cotton.

Southampton".—The steam yacht Fox, under the

command of Captain Allen Young, sailed from Cowes
Roads on the 19th inst., on her surveying voyage to

Iceland, Greenland, and Labrador.

The Irish BniaiDE.—TheMarseillespapersannounce
the arrival in the steamer Quirinal from Civita Vecchia
of 124 Irish volunteers who had been sent away from
Rome, the Cardinals, it is said, having subscribed among
themselves to pay their expenses back to Ireland. A
still larger body of volunteers had previously left Rome
t(5 return hoitie. On Saturday 69 of the latter party

were landed at Dublin from Liverpool by one of the

City of Dublin Company's steamers in a state of great

distress. They immediately went to the house of the

agent in Abbey Street by whom they had been enlisted,

anu were greatly disappointed on finding the house
locked up. They said that Ihey had been misled,

deceived, and ill-treated, that many of them had been
almost starved, and that they had come home without

money to take them to the places from whence they

came. They said that 150 other " emigrants " were
" about the docks" in Liverpool In the same unfortu-

nate plight as themselves.

The Oraj^ge Riots.— On Thursday evening the

magistrates committed for trial all the prisoners who
had been identified, refusing to take bail for those who
used guns. At Belfast on Saturday Judge Fitzgerald

sentenced the Armagh Orangemen who pleaded guilty

of an illegal procession to six months' imprisonment.
The Catholics who pleaded guilty of a riot, in interfering

with the illegal procession, were sentenced, the leader

to four months*, and the other to three months' im-

prisonment. At a meeting of the Privy Council on
Saturday, the Lord Lieutenant presiding, that part of

the county of Armagh not already proclaimed was placed
under the provisions of the Peace Preservation Act,
The Cork Election. — The action brought hy

Alderman M'Carthy, of Cork, agaiust Mr. John Pope
HenoMsy, M.P., for the balance of expenses incurred on
behalf ot Lord Campden at the recent election, having
been referred, at the request of Mr. Hennessy, to the
arbitration of Dr. Leahy, Roman Catholic Bishop of
Dromore, The O'Donoghue, M.P,, and Mr. John
O'Hagan of the Munster Circuit, was decided on
Friday, after a long investigation, hy an award in

favour of Alderman McCarthy of 1000^. (the full amount
claimed by him), with costs of cause, of arbitration, and
of award. Alderman McCarthy conducted his own case.

Mr. Hennessy was represented by his brother, Professor

Hennessy,
The Galway Subsidv.—The negotiations between

the Canadian Government and the Galway Company
have been broken off, the Cabinet having refused to

sanction the transfer. Mr. Lever has tendered his re-

signation as a member of the Galway hoard of directors.

lAn{UuaL)!5.
London A^'D South-Westerx.—The extension Ime

of this company from Exeter to Yeovil was formally

opened on the 18th inst, by the chairman and directors,

who passed over the whole line to Exeter. The event
was celebrated by pviblic rejoicings in the different

towns along the line, and at Yeovil, Axmlnster, Colyton,

and Honiton the inhabitants presented congratulatory

addresses to the directors at the stations. At Exeter

the Mayor and Corporation presented an address, in

which the directors were congratulated that, after 16

years of opposition and difficulty, they had accom-
plished the construction of the line, Tlie citizens of

Exeter observed the day as a general holiday, and the

chairman and directors of the line were entertained at

a banquet, under spacious marquees, on Northernhay,

the Mayor presiding. The line is intended to be ex-

tended from the Queen Street Station to the St. David's

Station of the Bristol and Exeter, and ultimately a

mixed gauge will be laid down thence to Crediton, and

on the North Devon Railway to Bideford. The line

was'opened on the 19th for passenger traffic, and will

open for goods traffic on the 1st of August.

Railway Traksport oe Troops.—A few days agq

an experiment was tried for the purpose of ascertaining

the time required to convey a combined force of

artillery and cavalry from point to point by railway.

The London and North-Western Railway received 20

hours' notice that it would be required to transport a

battery of field-pieces, with all their horses, carriages,

&c., and about 500 cavalry of the 2d Life Guards and

10th Hussars, a few mites out of London. The trains

started from the Caledonian Road station of the North-

London, and deposited the troops on a piece of waste

ground, near Willesden, where a lane crosses the railway

on the level, and where platforms were constructed,

sloping towards the ground, down which the horses

walked, and the guns and carriages rolled. No less

than six trains, consisting each of 30 carriages, were

required to transport this force from Islington, the last

of them, starting at 11.15, not having completed its

task before 4; and It was found that, with all the

appliances which the greatest railway iu Europe could

supply, it took from 30 to 40 minutes to clear each

train.

Vice-Chance llor's Court.—Kottidge r. Princ4: The Agape-

mone.—Vice-Chancellor Stuart on Wednesday delivered judg-

ment in tliia case, which was argued on the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th,

and 8th of June last. The defendant Henry James Prince was

educated at Lampeter College with the view of becoming a

minister of the Church of England, and was in due course

ordained deacon and priest. In 1840 he became the curate of

Mr. Starkey, then rector of Charlinch, Somersetshire, and con-

tinued such for about two years, when, in consequence of his

interference with neighbouring parishes, he was deprived by

the bishop of bis license. He then obtained a curacy at Stoke,

ue;ir Clare, in Suffolk, in the neighbourhood of which place the

late Mr. Josiaa Nottidgo Uved. Mr. Prince there became

acquainted with that gentleman and his family, which

consisted of his wife and four daughters, and suc-

ceeded in acquiring great influence over the daughters. Oi

that curacy likewise Mr. Prince was deprived by the Bishop ot

Ely at the end of 1842. From Stoke he went to Brighton,

where he took a chapel, which he called the Cave of Adullani-

T hither he was foUowod by tbe four Misses Nottidge, witb

whom he had in the meantime kept up his influence by means
of letters written as well to them as to servants of his owu
whom he had left at Stoke, tbe letters to bis servants havinj
been written by him with the express view of their being read

to the Misses Nottidge. He remained at Brighton until May,
1845 In December of that year Miss Louisa Jane Nottidge,

who was then about 41 years of age, went to reside in the

neighbourhood of Weymouth, where Mr. Prince then lived, in

order to be near him. After some difficulty her brother and
brother-in-law succeeded iu taking her to her mother's, and

as she appeared to betray symptoms of insanity they

called in medical aid, and tlw result was, Miat m
November, 1846, she was, on the usual medical certifi-

cates, placed in confinement. She remained in confinement

until May, 1848, when she was released by the Lunacy ^^
missioners, who were of opinion that, although she labotwwi

under extraordinary and irrational notions on the subject oi

religion, sbe had exhibited no other indications of insanity,

and that her bodily health would suffer by her confinement

being prolonged. In the meantime Prince and bis foUowera

had taken up their abode at the Agaperaono, at Spaxton. n^
Bridcrewater. On the day of Mis* L. J. Nottldge'a relea«8iw

was met by Thomas, a member of the Affapemone, who tooK

her on tbe same or the following day to Prince's ^^^^f^}^
a view of making a transfer to Prince of the stock then Btapa-

Heb Majesty's Apae^k^w at HoLTEOOD.-The '^1, feowi^th^ '^^Tnt 'J^^Ji^i^^^diL^at^^. -Je
Marfjuis of Breadalbane has relinq^nisbed for the use of was then unable to make the propoa«d traiw&r, and went wita

cotlanB.
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«hfl died intestate at the Agapemone. where she had cou-

ffnued to reside since her release from the lunatic ^ylum.

The present suit was instituted hy the plaintiff as the admmis-

tmtor of the estate of his deceased sister seeking a declaration

It the court that the transfer of tiie stock to i^iince had been

nhtjiined by his fraudulent misrepresentations and undue

influence, while she was incapable of undcrstandmg or

appreeiuting the effects of such a transaction^ Ihe Vice-

Chancellornow gave judgment, declaring that the transfer of

stock was improperly obtained, and must bo set aside ;
that

the stock mubt be transforred to the legal personal representa-

tive of Miss Louisa Nottidge ; that all the dividends accrued

since her death must be paid to the plaintiff; and that the

dofendant must pay the costs of the suit.

NoETHERN- CiECUiT : ToEK.—After the conviction of Mr.

Leatha.li for bribery at the last Wakefield election the Court

proceeded with the other case^. In that of Meyma v.

CharltmorUi, the trial was postponed on account of the

V. Ihmhcliffe, defenftinfs counsel said he could not res st

the charge made, and would withdraw his plea of Aoi irUiUy.

The jury were therefore discharged from giving a verdict. 1»

the case of Rtgina v. Mardand, the jury fomid the defendant

Not a>'>lty on the first count, but GuilOj on the aecond (whu-h

charged that the detendaut offered to forgive a debt m order to

induce a man to vote. In the case of Regina v. AoSifi^the jury

found the prisoner GuiWjon the firstcount, andnotonthe others.

Inthecaseofii6j7ina v. Boyes, the jury I'et'Urued a verdict of

GiiiUy on the count char;niig the givmg of a bnbe of two

THE ASSIZES.
Home Circuit : 'Ly:vi^.—-Mans'au{ihter hy a Schoolmaster.—

Thomas HopUij, 41, a person of gentlemanly apiiearance, sur-

rendered to take hia trial upon a charge of the manslaughter of

Reginald Chanuell Canecllor. This ease created the nioet in-

tense interest, and the court was crowded nearly an hour

before the time appointed for the commencement of the pro-

ceedings. It appeared from the evidence that deceased was

the son of the late Mr. Cancellor, formerly one of the Masters

of the Court of Common Pleas, who had died since this untnr-

tunate transaction, and wasthe godson of the late leader of this

-circuit, Mr. Baron Channell; and that the prisoner, who was

the master of a private scbf^ol at Bastbomne and had the

reputation of being a man of high attainments, was paid ISO/.

per annum for taking charge of his education. The lad, it

appeared, was to some extent what was called a slow boy. and

in fact was labouring under water on the brain, so that he was

stolid and stupid, and could not learn. He was silent when

asked to repeat a sum in ai-ithmetic which he had just been

tauo-ht, and he did not know, or, as the prisoner thought,

affected not to know, the difference between a sixpence and a

shilling The prisoner thought it was a case of obstinacy to bo

broken down by force; he therefore punished him to some

considerable extent when he bad been only a few months

under his charge. The boy went home for a .short time at

Easter, and then returned to school, and about the middle of

April the prisoner wrote to the father of the deceased, stating

that he had tried eveiy means in his power to conquer the

boy's obstinacy, and induce him to perform hia studies, but

they were of no avail, and that the only thing that could be

done was to resort to strong measures of corporal punishment,

and he asked the consent of the father to the adoption of this

com-ae. The father permitted the prisoner to act as he thought

fit, and the result was that one morning the boy was found

dead in his bed. The body was carefully covered over, having

white kid gloves upon its hands, and long stockings drawn up
over the thighs, nothing being visible but the lace. The
prisoner suggested that the boy had died of disease of the

heart, and wished a certificate from the surgeon in order that

the body might be immediately buried. But mysterious stones

began to be whispered about. The servants had seen blood

upon the linen in the room of the prisoner's wife, and had heard

sounds which convinced them that she had spent the night in

preparing the body to pass a superficial investigation, and in

getting rid of the traces of violence which would testify against

her husband. An investigation was therefore set on foot.

The gloves and the stockings were stripped off, when the legs

and the arms of the corpse were found coated with extra-

vaaated blood, "the cellular membranes under the skin of the
thighs were (according to the medical evidence) reduced to a

perfect jelly; in fact, all torn to pieces and lacerated by the

blows that had been inflicted." There were two holes in the

sovereigns. The B'verUy EUction.—R'igina x. Taylor.—In this

case which was a charge for bribery at the Beverley election,

the fiist witness for the prosecution swore that defendant had

bribed him with twoguineas, but he objected on cross-examina-

tion to state what his principles were, saying that his princi-

ples were togetallthemoneyhecould, and voteashehked best.

Two other witnesses called to support the case were

so drunk when placed in the witness-box that his lord-

ship said it was impossible to go on, and directed an

Acqu.ittal.

Oxford Citicdit :

Edward Hamphrits,
Stafford.— r/ifi Wolverhampton Murder,—

28, boatman, pleaded guilty to the man-

slaughter of Elizabeth Evans.on the 12thMuy,atWalverhampton

The prisoner had been committed on the charge of wilful

murder, but the grand jury threw out the bi 1, and found one

for manslaughter. The prisoner had been drinking with de-

cased, who had lived with him for some years, and became

enraged because she had told a publican to draw him no more

ale. Meeting her after this on the high road in company with

other women, he struck her several times on the head with his

fists, disregarding her entreaties for mercy, and kicking her

with great violence as she lay on the ground. When told that

he had killed her. he said that if he had not killed her already,

he would do so when he got her in the boat. She died how-

ever before she could be lifted from the ground The post-

mortem examination showed that death was caused by extra-

vasation of blood on the brain. The judge sentenced the

prisoner to eight years' penal servitude.

Norfolk Qi^cxjn.—Arson,— William Johnson was charged

with setting fire to his dwelling-house, at March, m the Isle of

Ely, with intent to defraud the Norwich Union Fire Office.

The prisoner kept the 'miite Horse Inn at March, where a

beneht society held its meetmgs, and he was entrusted with

the care of the "club box." On the lOth April the house was

found to be on fire. The lid of the box had been broken open

with some rough instrument, and the box itself, with a large

cheat ill which it was kept, were burning. The cupboard was

not in the least injured, and there is no doubt the boxes were

set on fire to destroy the evidence of their having been forced

and the money abstracted. Upon the prisoner being asked tor

his tools a chisel was found which accounted for the marks in

the lid of the box, the indentations corresponding with the

size and shape of the iron. The jury found the prisoner GuiUy,

and the Lord Chief Baron sentenced him to six years penal

servitude.

porting

GOODWOOD RACES.

TuESDAT.—CravTO Stakes. Mr. Sargent's Crater beat Gaspard

and 7 othera.—Lavaiit Stakes. A dead heat between Mr.

Meri'v's colt and Lord Stamford's Walloon, beating two others.
Dlows that nad been innictea. inero w«io lwu ^^.^^ ^^ v"" iT^HHinir Wt won easilv bv the Fhemy colt.—Gratwicke Stake),

right leg about the size of a sixpence and an mch deep, which T^f'^^^ rC^wfiud's^wTnton b^t 8a^^^^ and 3 others.-
appeared to have been made by jobbing a thick stick into the

;

Mr
^;- ^- ^„^'^ Lord ASey's Sweetsaace beat Maggiore

flesh. The head was large, and exhibited the appearance of
I ^*jf%7* ,^"£' ^°»7;„„ ? Jn i fi^ainst Maeiriore Won by

theboybavingsufferedfromwateronthebraiu,andthisturned and 35 others. Betting t> to 1 against Maggiore. «on ny

out to be the case when the head waa opened. A servant girl

who slept in the next room heard the boy crying and screatn-

ing under blows and her master talking and beating. She

listened at 10 o'clock, when the flogging was g^»ing on, and
when she awoke at 12 it was still proceeding. Then the cries

suddenly ceased, and nothing after was heard during the night

but the movements of the wife, who was doing her fearful tusk

of hiding the traces of the tragedy. The jury without hesita-

tion returned a verdict of Gu'dty, and the Lord Chief Justice,

after commenting upon the brutal character of the offence,

sentenced the prisoner to be kept in penal servitude for four

years. The StorHngton Murder,—Peter Dewdney, 55, was in-

dicted for the wilful murder of Samuel Rowland, by shooting

him with a gun. The evidence showed that the pnsouer, who
was formerly a gardener, wis a weak-minded man, and that

he was very much excited at the time of the occurrence by the

seizure of his goods for arrears of rent, and there was reason to

believe that he was under the impression that his f^ther-in-Iaw

intended to turn him out of his house and send his wife to the

lunatic asylum, and that deceased had been acting with his

father-in-law against him. After shooting the unfortunate

man dead, the prisoner ran away into an adjoining plantation,

where he was found shortly afterwards hanging from a tree,

and when he was taken down he again got away and after-

wards made two attempts to cut his throat. The jury found

the prisoner Guilty of Manslaughter, but recommended him to

mercy on account of the circumstances under which the act

was committed. Sentence was deferred.

Midland Circuit; Nottingham.—I%e Walkeringluim Murder.

'-John Fenton was charged with the wilful murder of Charles

Spenser. It will be remembered that deceased was a cattle

jobber, well known about the country in the neighbourhood of

Gainsborough, and lived at Walkeringham, and that the pri-

soner, a blacksmith, lived in the same village. The deceased

who was in the habit of can-ying a good deal of money about
with him, had on the 6th March been at the Gainsborough mar-
ket, and before his return over Walkerith Ferry he went, about
6 o'clock, into a public-house on the Lincolnshire side of the
Trent. Several persons were in this public-house, with some of

whom he walked homewards, the prisoner accompanying them.
After crossing the ferry, the deceased wished the rest good
night, and took the road to his own house, which was only
200 yards distant. He was however never again seen alive,

and various circumstances combined to prove that the prisoner
had followed and shot him in the head, and afterwards cut his

throat and tlirew the body into a dyke. Pistols were found
close by the body of deceased, which were fitted by the bullets

extracted from his head, and the bullets -were sworn to have
been the property of the prisoner's father, to whose house and
property he had succeeded, and similar bullets were found in
bis pockets, together with caps which exactly fitted the nipples
of the pistole. His clothes also were stained with marks which
Mr. Herapath proved to be marks of blood, and some of the
deceased's hair was found adhering to his leggings. His boots
«l»o corresponded with the footmarks traced from the scene of
the murder to his house. The jury after deliberating for two
hours returned a verdict of WH/ul Murder. Mr. Justice Wight-
man put on the black cap, and passed sentence of death, ex-
horting the prisoner to use the abort time left him on earth in
preparation for his death. The prisoner, both immediately
oefore and immediately after the sentence was pronounced,
«aid " I am not guilty of this mui-der."

three lengths. Value of the stakes 4901., with the cup.

value 300/. — Sweeps. Mr. Payne's Kingston filly beat

Bavard and 5 others.—i/tti/i Stakes. Mr. Payne's filly beat Star-

light and 5 others.—Fifty Pounds, added to a Sweeps of 5 sovs

each. Mr. Sargent's Physician beat Newstead and 2 others.

WEDNEyoAT.—A Handicap P!aU. Captain Christie's Miss Julia

beat FravoU and 15 others.—The Draicinrf Room Stakes. Lord

Portsmouth's Buccaneer beat Trovatore.—//andtcap Plate.

Sir H.desVoeux'a Comforter beat Rcstes and 4 others.-The

Ooodioood Derby. Mr. Merry's ^'orthem Light beat Ebony
aud St James.-The Goodwood Stakes. Mr. Gibbs's Wallace

beat SateUite and 15 others.—The Cowdra Slake. Mr. T. Pan-'s

Paraaite beat Billy Banks and 4 others.

TiiVRSt>AY.—Sussex Stakes. Mr. Merry's Rambler walked

over —Zetland Stake?. Mr, Merry's Trovatore beat Fusileer.—

Tenth Bmt'mck Memorial Stakes. Mr. Henry's Vergisz-mein-

nieht beat Knight of St. Patrick and 3 otheTB.—Racinrj Stakes.

Mr Payne's Tuccio beat H^honj.—Moleeomb Stakes. Lord

Stamford's Diophantes beat Parasite, the Phemy Colt, and

2 others.

—

Goodwood Cup. Lord Annesley's Sweetsauce beat

Gustave, Zouave, Starke and Optimist (American horses),

Butterfly, Highwayman, and Kotyov.—Ninth Bentinck Mi^norial

Stakes. Mr. Menys Northern Light beat Emily.—Finrfon

Stakes Mr. Merry's Dundee beat Nemesis and 8 others.—

Bighth Bentinck Memorial Stakes. Lord Strathmore's Mouravieflf

beat St. Clarence and May Morning.—Swjeeps. Lord Stamford's

Provision walked over.

Friday.—<By Electric TelegrapTi) Nassau Stakes. Provision

boat Seclusion, Contadina, and 8 others.—Dute of Richmond's

Plate The Speaker beat Montebello, Provision, and U others.

—March Stakes. Spicebox beat Pomona, Lady Harriet colt,

aud 6 othera.-ChesttrJield Cup. Orlanda beat Cecilia, Catawba,

and 23 oihora.—Queen's Plate. Crater beat Starke and Touma-
mQnt.—Nur>ery Stakes. A dead heat between Rouge Dragon

and Captain Fortibus, beating Clematis aiid 13 others. The
stakes were divided.

BIRTHS.—On the SOtli in»c, at 9, Upper Grcsvenor Street,

the Viscountess Storsiost, of a son—21sfc inst, at 41, Grosvenor

Square, the Lacly Charlottk Watsok-Tavlou, of a daughter—
20th inst. at 55, Portland Place, Lady Uarbiet Vkenon, of»
son—18th inst, at Kelso, N.B., Lady Cusingham Fairlie, of a

daughter—18th inst, at Brasted, the Lady Afflkck, of a son—
23d inst, at the Grange, Farnham, Surrey, the Hon. Mrs.

Henry Clifford, of a daughter—18th inst, at Earn Bank,

Bridge of Earn, the Hon. Mrs. Rollo, of a son—15th inst, at

Donuington Hall, Herefordshire, the Hon. Mrs. Fredehtck

Webb, of ason-i2-id inst, at the Victoria Hotel, Euston Square,

the Hon. Mrs. Frlderick Holland, of a daughter, which

survived its birth about four hours— 2'2d July, at Clevedon,

Somersetshire, the wife of W. J. M. Pocock, Esq., of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the '2ith inst. at St. Paul's, Knights-

bridge, Henry Bingham Mildmay, Esq., to Georgiana Frances,

daughter of the late J. C. Bulteel, Esq.. M.P. for South

Devon and niece of Earl Grey—ITth inst, at St. George s

Church Hanover Square, Henry Vere Choumondeley. Esq.,

second son of Lord Henry Cholmondeley, to Frances Isabella

Catfierine second daughter ; and, at the same time and place,

by special hcense, the Hon. Charles Murray Hay Forbes, of

Bnix, Aberdeenshire, second son of Loi-d Forbes, to Caroline

Louisa Elizabeth, tliird daughter of Lieut.-Colonel the Hon.

George A. Spencer—19th inst, at Gormanston Castle, John

Arthur Farkell, E^q., of Moynalty, county of Meath, to

LocRETiA, second daughter of the Right Hon. Viscount Gor-

manston—19th inst, at the Church of the Bavarian Embassy.

Warwick Street, Walter George Nugent, Iat-« Captain m the

33d(Welhugton) Regiment, eldest son of Sir Percy ^ugent,

Bart county oi Westnieath, Ireland, to Maria, only

daughter of the Right Hon. Richard More O'Ferrall,

M.P. for Kildare, and granddaughter of Viscount Southwell

—

19 th inst, at the parish church, Knaresborough, Captain

Leslie, Royal Horse Guards, to Emma Louisa Catherine

daughter of the late Charles Slinosby, E^q., of Loftus Hill,

and sister of Sir Charles Slingsby, Bart,, Scriven Park,

Kiiaresborough—19th inst, at St. Mary's, Bryanston Square,

Ross Lewis Mangles, V.G., of the Indian Civil Service, to

Henrietta Anne, youngest daughter of James More Moly-

neux, Esq.. of Loseley Park, Surrey—24th inst, at St. George's,

Hanover Square, Henry Lyon, Esq., of Appleton Hall,

Cheshire, to Vanda, third daughter of Colonel Wii^N Patten,

M.P.—24th inst, at St. George's, Hanover Squaje, Lekox
Prendergast, Captain Scots Grey.s, to Marion, eldest daughter

of the late Neill Malcolm, Esq.. of Poltalloch, Argyllshire.

DEATHS.—On the 23d inst. at 22, Grosvenor Place, after a

short illness, the Lady Mary Pelpiam, eldest daughter of the

late Earl of Chichester, aged 5G—20th ult. at Burnet, near Bath

Lady Wilson, relict of 6Iajor-Gen Sir J. Wilson, K C.B., aged

74_24th inst, at Brighton, the Hon. Mrs. Silvertop, aged 30—
ISth inst, Jane Mary, wife of Kenelm Henry Digby, Esq.,

aged 42—20th inst, at Green Royd, near Kipon, Sarah Bradney,

the wife of Captain William Slavteb Smith, Adjutant of the

Yorkshire Regiment of Huosar Yeomanry, and formerly ofthe

13th Lt Dragoons and 10th Hus-sars—1 Tth inst, at 4, St. Alban s

Place Major. F Hammerslev, late King's Dragoon Guards—

2l8t inst. at Dunstan Villa, Trinity, Edmburgh, Francis

Stupart, Major in the Army, the last surviving officer m Scot-

land belonging to the Sci.ts Greys present at the battle of

Waterloo where he was a Lieutenant, and severely wounded—
17th inst, at 13, Dorset Square, Cai)tain Hakry Eyres, C.B.. of

Knockwood Park, Tenterdtjn, Kent—18th inst, George Crau-

furd Heath, Esq., the Senior Fellow of King's College, Cam-

bridge, aged 76—19th ult, at Amcdabud, Bulkley J. Mack-

wuuTU PRAED, of the iiombay Civil Service, second son of

Bulkley J. Mackworth Praed, Esq., of Bryanston Square,

London. aE^ed 22—14th ult, at Government House, Madras,

JankTheopuila, wife of D. F. Cakmichael, Esq. (Civil Ser-

vice), Private Secretary to his Excellency Sir C. E. Trevelyan,

K.C.B., aged 25.

iiflavkets^

COVENT GARDBK.—July 28.

English Pines, Peaches, and Nectarines are still plentiful,

as are also Plums, Pr-r», and Figs. Grapes are abundant,

as are likewise Chcrrie .*. Best samples of Strawberries maui-

tain fair prices. Cob Nuts realise Is. per pound.

Gooseberries fetch 3d. a quart. Peas, first-class varieties,

are abundant. New Potatoes range from 63. to Ss. per

cwt Some good Mushrooms may be obtained. Cut flowers

chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Violets. Mignonette,

Heaths, Kalosanthcs, Geraniums, Lily of the Valley, and
Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb.. Ss to 4s Gooseberries, per qt., 3d to 6d
Grapes, per lb., 3s to fis Currants, per qt., od to 6d

Strawberries, p. lb., 6d to ls6d Green Figs, per doz., 8s to 12s

Peaches, per doz. , 10s to 20s Melons, each, 28 to 4s

Apricots, per doz., 28 to 4s Apples, per doz.. 2s to 63

Nectarines, do., Os to 12s

Cherries, p. lb.. Is to 3s

Oranges, per 100, 6s to 15s
Lemons, per 100. 5s to 10s

VEGETABLES.
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d

F. Beans, per 100, Is to Is 6d
Peas, p. bush., 28 to Ss

Cauliuowera, each, 2d to 4d
dreens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do., la to 2s

Potatoes, n. ton, 90s to 100s
— per bus., 38 to 48 tid

— per cwt., 6s to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2b to 3a

Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is

Artichokes, per doz. , 6s to 8a

Beet, per doz., Is Cd to 2a
Celery, per bundle, la 6d to 2a
Onions, p, halfsieve, 3a to 5s
Tomatoes, perdoz.» 2a to 3a j

Shallots, per lb., Gd to 8d
Garlic, purlb.,6d to 8d
Lettuceti, Cabb.^p. score, la6d

to 2s 6d
Lettuces, Cos, p- ecore, 6d to la
Endive, p. score, Is to 2a

HorseI{udish,p.bun,,ls6dto4«
Mushrooms, p- pott., l8tols64
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 4i

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

^Dltuaiu
of the 17th Foot,
at Bath. He had

BUTTER MARKET.—July 2?.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 14s. pei* dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .- ISs. ,,

Pork. 45. 8d. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.
• »

LiEOT. -General Weuyss, C.B., Colonel

died on the 19th inst. at bis residence

nearly completed his 60th year of service m the ai-my. He
accompanied the Walcheren expedition in 1809, and the follow-

in£r year proceeded to the Peninsula as Major of Bngade to the

brigade under Lord Howard, with which he served durmg the

rerSaioder of the war till 1814. During the war he was i«-e«ent

S the actions of Po.nbal, Redinha, Foz d'Aronce battle ot

Fuentes d'Onor, surprise of Marshal Gerard at Arroyo de

Molinos, storm of Fort Napoleon and the bndge of ^U'^faz,

Sin of Alba de Tormes, defence of Bejar. battles of Mttona

and the Pyrenees : at Maya, Lesaca and Donna Mana where

he was severely wounded ; the battles of the Nivelle, Cambo,

St Pierre (again wounded), Hellette, Gams, St. Palais, Tarbes,

IrriveriettaT Orthes, Aire, and Toulouse be^^^^f^,
°^°^.^^°^J

^nor affaira. aubsequently he served with the 99th regiment

S^?ndia. and against the KandL-.ns i^.C^yl^^'
X^hTlfiT-

of his services he was made a Companion of the Bath in 1838

,

deceived the silver war medal and seven cUisps for Fuentes

d^nor, Vittoria, Pyrenees. NivelU. > ive, Ort^«.^^ Toulouse,

and in 1854 was appointed Colonel of the 1
.
tb Ftjot.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

SMirnriEi-D, TiltnwwlT, July 2*5.

dOs to 120s
80 100

Clover
New Clover . . .

Second cut do. .. — —

-

Straw S4 U
Davts A: Co.

Prime Meadow Hay TOs to SOs

Superior do. (old) . . 90 100

luforior do 60 00
New do 60 80
Bowen — — _^

CtTMBERLAKD Mark^t, Thuesdat, July 26.

Sup Meadow Hay.. lOOstolUs t Inferior Ckxver .. OOstollO*

Inferior do 80 92 New do.

New do 60 90 I Straw
Superior aoyer . .120 128

Whptechapel, Thcrsdat, July 26.

70 100
45 50

fcMUCA Baker.

4 *

m A

Fine old Hay .

.

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inierior do.

Straw . . .

.

-.loOstolOSs

* «

*

80
TO

95
80

40 45

Fine old Clover ..1208tol28«
Inferior do ,. ..100 115
Fine New Clover . , 90 1.00

inferior do.
Fine 2d cut

• #
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HOPS.—EoB lUGH Market, Friday, July 2^.

Messr?. Pjittendeu & Smith report that the accounts from
the plantatiotis continue to come very bad. Duty 120,0001.
Marktt 5s. to 10s. jer cwt. higher than on Monday last.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, July 23.

The number of Beasts is larger than we have had for a
long time past. The trade is not quite so brisk, and prices on
the average are lower. The supply of Sheep and Lambs is

rather less than on Monday last, aiid choicest qualities made
rather higher prices. Calf trade is the same as on Thursday.
Prom Germany and Holland there are 1789 Beasts. 7000 Sheep,
and 280 Calves; from Spain, 430 Beasts; from Ireland, 170;
from Xoifo^k and Suffolk, 300; and 1500 from the northern
and midland counties.

8 d s d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 5
Best Short-horns 5

2d quality Beasts 4
Bp=^ rir^wns and
Half-breds .. 5

I>u. Stem .. ,

4 to 5 6
— 5 4

— 4 8

6 to 5 10

Best Long-Tpools. 5

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Laa:ibs ., ,,5
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ,.4

B

5

d
6

to
5

8

4
6
5
5

4
6

and with an active demand from the interior sellers of good
American descriptions found no difficulty in obtaining the
advfnce of Id. to 2d. per cental- Plour had only a moderate
inquiry, but was not to be had iinder an advance of fully Od.

per barrel and sack. Indian Corn was held firmly fur Friday's

prices, but the business passing was only in retail. Oats and
Oatmeal steady at full prices, BeaniP^-ere the turn better

with a fair detnand. Peas and Barley unaltered. The market
closed with leas briskness.

jPitiDAY, July 27.—The grain mai-ket is firm. 'Wheatl Id.

dearer, with good consumptive demand. Flour active at full

rates. Slaize a turn in sellers' favour. Oats and Oatmeal
steady. New Saidi Beans scarce, at 35s.

Averages.
1
Wheat.

,
Barley. Oats.

26sll(/

R>e.

373 ^Ot^

Beans.

46s 2rf

Peas.

June 16.. 54-illrf 35s Qd iOs 4d
— 23.. 57 34 3 27 6 38 *9 45 10 41 4
— 30..; 53 5 32 10 25 5 41 9 47 1 4i 8

July 7.

.

57 9 34 2f3 5
1

41 '3 46 6 41 4
— 14.. 57 7 33 5 25 8 41 3 46 € 43 7
— 21.. 56 6 32 5 26 4 40 8

40 1

46 7 39 4

Agg. Aver. 57 S3 9 26 4 46 4 -11 3

FLUCTUATIONS IN THE LaST SiX TVeeKS AVERAOES.

Prices.
BeasfB, 4650; Sheep & Lambs, 28,010; Calves, 330; Pigs, £40.

Thursdav, July 26.

The supply of Beasts is again very short; choice qualities

are scarce, and prices for them are high. All descriptions find

a ready sale. Sheep and Lambs are also scarce, and in good
demand, consequently on the average Monday's quotations are

exceeded. Calves are plentiful, and Monday's prices with
difficulty obtained. From Germany and Holland there are 300

Beasts, 2900 Sheep, and 377 Calves ; from Spain, SO Beasts ; from
Ireland, 50 Calves; and 100 Milch Cowa from the home
counties.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. .. 6 6 to 5 8

Best ;Short-hom8 5 2 — 56
2d quality Beasts 4 4 — 410
Best Downs and

Half-breds ..5 8 — 5 10
Do. Shorn . , . . — .

.

Beasts, 1060 ; Sheep & Lambs, 11,140 ; Calves, 594 ; Pigs, 120.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, July 27.

Our arrivals are much less than usual at this season of the
year, and the prospects of wool maiutiiining its price continue

likely with the present fiivourable weather, and towards the
spring higher rates may be realised than have been heard of

lately.

Best Tjong'wools , 5 4<— 5 6
Do. Shorn . . . * » •

Ewe3& 2d quality 4 8--5
Do. Shorn ,• . t to . «

Lambs ,, *, 5 8-— 6 6
Calves .. •4 4--5 6
Pigs ., ,.4 0-— 5

South-down Hog- b.

gets 1

Half-bred ditto-. 1

Down Ewes • , 1
Kent Fleeces ,, 1

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9
8 -- 1 9

6 -- 1 7

6 -- 1 7

538 od
67 d
57 7
57
66 6

June 16.!Junc23. Juno 30. July "7.1 July 14. iJuly 21

54 11

COAL MARKET.—JCLY 26.

Eyass'sBebside "West Hartley, 16s.; Davison's West Hartley,

16^.; Holywell, 16s.; Howard's West Haitley, 15s. 9d. ;

Tanficld Moor, 133. 6d. ; Tanfield Moor Butes, 13s. Cd. ;

West Hartlev, 16s. ; Wvlam, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Aconi Close,

17p. 6d.; Wails End Eden, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End Gosforth,17s. ;

Walls End lledley, 17s, 3d. ; Walls End Hilda, IPs. 6d. ;

Walla End Braddyll's Hetton, 188. ; Walls End Framwell-

gate. 17s. 6d-: Walls End Haswell, 10s.; Walls End Hetton, 19s.;

Walls End Cassop, 18s. ; Walls End Hartlepool, ISs. 9d. ;

Walls End Heugh Hall, I7s. 6d.; Walls End Kelloe, 18a. 3d. ;

Walls End South Hartlepool, I7s. 9d. ; Walls End Thomley,
16s 6d. ; Walls End Thorpe, 18s. ; Walls End Whitworth, ICs.;

Walls End Peases West, 15s. ; Carv,-ay and Duffryn Malting,

22s. 6d.—117 ships at market.

Leicest. Wethers 1 6 to 1 7
Ditto Hoggs . . 1 7 — 1 6
Combing Skins — — —
Blanket ditto . . 6 — g
Flannel Wool . . 1 — 1 7

Colonial Wool Sales.—These sales proceed at full rates,

and with the improvement in the weather may be expected
o maintain their prices, if not improve, towards the aluse.

MARK LANE.—Monday, July 23.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morn-
ing's market was small, and met a ready sale at an advance

,

of 2s. per qr. upon the prices of Monday last, A similar im-
;

pTovement was also realised upon Baltic red and white, but
,

we cannot quote Russian more than la. dearer. In Baltic
Wheat f, o. b. busmess was limited, bein? genei^ally held out
of proportion to the prices on the si)ot. Barley is in good de-

,

mand at a decline of fid. to Is. per qr. on the rates of this
day Be*nnight. Bcan.s and Peas bring late rates. The Oat
trade is firm, and fine qualities bring an advance of 6d. per qr.
Country Flotir is held for 2s. per sack more money ; foreign is

alio a frijie dearer.

"Per Imperial Qttartfr. Is,

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk, . Wliite— — fine selected runs.. ditto
— — Talav^ra t ;..— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist., 24a to 31s. . Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign....!!

'.

Beans, Ma/agan 328 to 40s Tick— Pigeon 868 — 47s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... -H5 to—8 Grey
Maize White
FuJUB, best marks delivered, .per sack

s.
f ^53—02 Red

p m

52

38
28

20

58—64 Red
00—65
— (Red

68

1

Malting.
36 Malting.
24

26—28 Feed .

.

20—28 Feed ..

22—261 Peed ..

35-38 Foreign

.

34—43 Harrow.
48—54iLongpod
38—46 'Egyptian
38—40 Suffolk .

32—34 Foreign.
Yellow.

.

48—54

8. fl.

56—60
-6258

36—41
35—40

24—26
21—24
18-26

2d do ditto 48—54 Country.
Foreiim per barrelI25—32!Per sack

34—43

36—41
30—40

40—48
30-46

Friday, July 27.
The weather was very wet during the 21st and 22d, shon-ery

on the 23d and 24th. with S.W. wind, changing on the 25th to
N.W., since when it baa been dry with a cold autumnal tem-
perature ; to-day S.W. and warmer. Wo do not hear that the
Wheat is suffering from the effects of the season, excepting
that it and also Oats have in viuious districts of the country
been much knocked about and laid by the rains. Complaints
of the Potatoes reach \« from all partdof Germany, and many
of England that the hauUa is tiimuig black. During the last
eight days the trade baa further improved, and a considerable
amount of busmess has been transacted in all ite branches at
an improvement of Is. to Ss. per qr. Upon the prices of the
previous week. Although no quotable rise can be noted in
the value of Spring Corn geueraily, nevertheless the tendency
of prices has been in favour of holders. The sale of Flour has
Improved, and some quantity of American (prni>ortiouately
the cheapest; has found buyers. German and French is the
turn dearer, and country marks are held for 2s. i>cr sack
ad^^mce. The arrivals nfgi-ain-ladeu vessels from the South
o( Europe off the coast have been to a fairextent ; the business
done was very considerable, and the greater part of last week's
amvala, as well as a portion of this week's, have been sold
Theamvala of English Wheat are limited to 1030 qrs. of
Wheat, but those of all kinds of foreign grain are unusually
large. The market was moderately attended, and some dis-
position was shown to purchase Wheat at a decline, but holders
generally being disinclined to submit to a reduction, unless for
the purpose of clearing vessels coming on demurrage, the
amount of sales was only limited. Barley is in fair demand at
Monday s pxices. Oat trade slow at Is. per qr. reduction.

Arrivals from July 23 to July 27,

Wheat.

THE ISLAND OF ASCENSION.—Notice is hereby
civen that the situation of UNDER GARDENER and

SHEPHERD at this station is filled up by the appointment of

Mr. Jamks Deerino.

WANTiOD, AS NUKtiERV FOKEMAN and
PROPAGATOR, one who understands growing Soft-

Wooded Plants, and can work Roses, Rhododendrons, &c.

No others need apply. — Apply by letter to Benjamin
Whittam, The Clough Nursery, Mottram, near Manchester.

WANTED, for a Nnrserv in Scotland, a Man to

act as GENERAL FOREMAN. He must be well

acquainted with Budding, Grafting, and the general propaga-

tion and management of Nursery Stock, and must also be a

Eood Salesman. Apply in own handwriting, stating where
previously employed and wages expected.—A. D., Garden^s'

Chronicfe Office. W.C. .^_^^
ANI'EIJ, A GARDENER, accustomed to grow
Forced Strawberries and Flowers for market.—Apply to

George Tuyne&Son, King's Arms Lane, Hounslow, W.

W.\NTED, A GARDENER, at Michaelmas next,

who thoroughly undei-stands the Growing of Grapes,

and who is a good Florist. Wages IS*, per week and beer.

None need apply whose character for industry, steadiness,

honesty, &c., will not bear the closest investigation.—Apply by
letter, stating age, to A. B., Post Office, Great Baddow,
Chelmsford, Essex.

W~ANIKD, AS GOOD WORKING GARDENER,
a strong and willing hand, by a gentleman who has a

few Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and a Flower, Lawn, and

Kitchen Garden of limited extent. No cottage. Wages 501.

per annum, paid weekly. Occasional help. Most respectable

references required. —T. L, Villetta. Emsworth, Hants.

ANTED, A SHOPMAN, who must Write a good
business hand quick, uped to retail trade, strong, and

willing to assist at hard work. Say if any knowledge of times of

sowing Flower and Garden seeds, &c., and their cultivation.

Good character for honesty, sobriety, &c,, indispensable.—Stat©

wages, age, &c., to II. Cottrell, 15, Bull Ring, Birminghani .

S^ ED TRADE.
WANTED, a young Man as IJNDER-SIIOPMAN',

and to make himself generally useful. Apply, stating

age, where last em[>loyed, and wages expected, by letter only,

to Dickson's & Brown. Manchester.

TIngliah .

.

Iriah

Fereign

* •*

1030 qra.

54410

*t

>*

Barley. Oats.

qrs.

Floor.

qrs.

35050

}*

*t

n
138480 „

Ititiu si^a.

{

t*

2700 .,

9850 brig.
tavERPooL. Juesday, July *J4.-We had a good attendance
•- millers and deal*™ at nnr- p^™ T^-jhange this mominir

WANT PL A.CES.—Letters to he Post Paid.

BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and GARDENER,—W. P.

Ayres having completed his engagement in the formation

of the Forcing and Pleasure Gardens to the now mansion at

Orchardlcigh Park, will shortly be at ht>erty to enter upon a
similar engagement. During bis residence (four years) at

Orchardleigh W. P. A. has had the general supervision of the
Kstato Improvements, Draining, Re-modelUug of Fui-ms, Re-
ceiving Rents, &c. He has also Designed and erected a Farm
residence and covered Homesteadof the lirst class; is thoroughly
conversant with the principles of Construction and Artificei-s

and Ground work of all kinds. Liberal renuuicration expected.
** W. P. A. has been known to Professor Lindley, the learned

Editor of the Oardmers' Chronicle, for upwards of 20 years, and
has the honour to refer to him as to his professional capabili-

ties.—Orchardleigh Park, Frome.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no incum-
brance ; understands his profession in all its branches.

Wife competent to take charge of the House or Lodge.—A. B.,

36, Northampton Road, Clerkenwell, B.C.

GARDKNER (Head).—Steady, active; thoroughly
experienced iu his profession, also to take the JLanage-

ment of Stock, which he thoroughly understands. Highly re-

commended.—A. B.. Post Office, Battersea Rise, Surrey.

ARI)EN ER (Head).—Middle-aged, married ; under-
stands Eiirly and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens. No objection to superintend Meadow Land, Dairy,

and Poultry, &c. Unexceptionable character.—A. B., Mr.
Musket, Florist and Seedsman, High Street, Clapham, 8.

r^AKDKNKR (Head).—Age 41; tinderstanda Forc-

VJT ing Pines, Grapes, and Flowors ; also the Laying-out and
full Management of Geometrical Flower Gardens or otherwise.

1 No objection to work. First-class reference with 10 years'

j

good chanicter from present employer.—J. S., Great Baddow,
Chelmsford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; has bad experience
both iu noblemen's and gentlemcu's places. Good refer-

ences.—J. 8., Post Office, Welwyn, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31-, married^ has "a
thorough practical knowledge of his profes.-iion.—BiiYE>r

Brackley Lodge. Walt^n-on-Thame?, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, single; has tak^i
upwards of 100 pnzes at Flower Shows.—A. B., 17

Caledonia Street, Pimlico, W,

ARDENER (Head).—Age 26 ; tlioroughly uudcr-
stands the management of Fruit, Flower, aiid Kitchen

Gardens, &c. Character unexceptionable.— L. J., Mrs. Woods,
Wood Street, Walthamstow, Essex , N.E. ^^
GARDENER (Head).—Age 2G, single; well expe-

rienced in the cultivation of Vines, ilotliouse. Green-
house, and Gardening; Early and Late Forcing in all its

branches. Three years' good character.—G. C, 4, BloomfiLid
Place, Croucti End, Hornsoy, N.

C1
ARDENER (Head).—Age30, unirriedj^thoroughly

IT understands the Forcing of Grapes. Poaches, Cucumbers,
Melons, Strawberries, Mushrooms, and is a good Flower and
Kitchen Gardener, Budder, and Grafter. Five years' character.
—J. WiNWOOD. the Gardens, Brailes House. Shipwton-on-Stouv._

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, marriod; one child ;
a native of Scotland ; understands Early and Lata

Forcing, also the management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens ;

has no objection to look after Meadow Land if required. Can
have two years' unexceptionable character irom his presenu

employer.—G. Mc F., Rosebauk, Tunbridgc Wells, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married; 27 yea.

V

experience in his profession, 16 of them in the cnpacity

of Head Gardener; a clever and intelligent Plant Grower, in-

cluding Ferns, &c., aid well skilled in the routine of Forcing,

Fruits, Cropping, &c. Testimonials highly satisfactory.-^

Alpha, Messrs. E, G, Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W. -

GARDENER (Head or Single-uakded).—Age 3i,

maiTied ; experienced in the management of Vines av,d

Flower and Kitchen Gardens. First-elaaa references,—R. E.,

2, Grove Terrace, Grove Lane, Stamfoid Hill, N.

SMUFiMAN (Head), or MANAGER.—Age 30;
has been 12 years in an extensive Nursciy and Seed

Establishment, and has for the last three years had the

Management of and Travelled for the Seed Department.—
Apply by letter to J. D., Gardeners' Chromch Office. W.C.

ARDENER. — Age 36, single; has a thorough
knowledge of his profession, including Early and Late

Vines, Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Greenhouse Plants, kz.

Highly recommendcd.—J.B., Mr. Sandy. Nurseryman, Stafford.

/^ ARDENER.—Age 24; understands the mauagc-

VT ment of a Greenhouse, Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen

Gardens.—M. T., Mr. Pettet, Bookseller and News Agent,

Cambridge. -

ARDENER, in a nobleman's or gentleman's Garden.

—Age 15, of good moral character and industrious habits ;

has been employed in a gentleman's garden nearly 12 months.

—James Ridsdale, Bilbrough, near York.^
^

GARDENER.-Mr. Cripps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent; can with con&deuce recommend to any

nobleman or gentleman a thorouglUy practical Gardener

(age 36, married; ; is thoroughly acquainted with the culture

of Pines, Vines, and every description of Early and Late

Forcing, Orchids, Fern.s, Stove and Grocnliouso Plants, Flower

and Kitchen Gardens. Has been a successful exhibitor of

Plants and Fruits. Can manage Land if required. The
highest references for character and abilities.—Direct as above.

ARDENER (tSoGLE-HAifDED).-Age 29, miirrieti>

no incumbrance ; would not object to look after a liorse

and brougham. Four and a half years' good character, and

can be highly recommended.-D. H., J. Simes, Seedsman, &c ,

Upper Tooting, Surrey, S.
^ .

/"^ARUENER (Second, or Single-handed).—
vJT Ago 21; has been seven veai-s in the Garden.—W. A.,

1, West Street, Dartford, Kent.
^ , .—

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18; has a good know
ledge of Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good cbaracte-

from present employer.—W. C, 1, Spring Grove, Hampton

\

Wick, Middlesex, S.W.

GARDENER and RAILIFF.—E. Raveu (age 35,

married, no incumbrance), for the last 10 years with the

Rev C. W. Ethelstone, Rectory, Eplyow, Dorset ; has a thorough

practical knowledge of the cultivation of Vines, Pines, Peaches,

; Melons, &c., the general manngoment of the Kitchen, fcruit.

Flower Garden, and Pleasure Grounds ; also a thorough know-

I
led^e of the management of a large Farm in all its branches.

! Can have 7 years' good character for ability, &c.— E. Pater,

Market Place, Sidmouth.

."r>AlLlFF.aARUENER,ORGKNERAL MANAGER*
I J —Middle-aged ;

practically acquainted with the duties of

the above professions; Breeding and Rearing of Live Stoctc,

Sale or Purchase of Farm Produce, Timber, <tc. Has had great

experience in Forcing generally. Superior reference wiU Oe

given —J. K.. Arpsten Cottage, Bridge Road, Barnes, S.W.

BAILIFF (Working).-Age 32, from Aberdeen-

shire ; understands Light and Heavy soils, Drainmg,

i

Breeding and Fatting of Stock, Buying and Selling, &c., and
I can Farm on the Newest Systems. Wife can take the charge

of Dairy and Poultry. Can be well recommended by his lats

employer in Sussex.—

B

. J., Post Office. Hertford.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, or SALESMAN.—
Age 30, married. First-class references.—T. E. B., 27,

Clarence Street. Gravesend. ^

FOREMAN, or FROFAGATOR and FOREMAN.
—A German, who speaks English and French : has

worked in some of the first establishments on the Continent

i and iu England. No objection to go abroad.—G. N., *3»

Victoria Terrace, St. John's Wood, N.W\

FOREMAN, in a nobleman's or gentleman's Garden.

—A Young Man ; thoroughly understands his profession.

Good character.—A. M., Mr. Taylor, Bookseller, Staumore,

Middlesex.
^

„.
t"© seedsmen.

SHOPMAN OR ASSISTANT-CLERK.-The Adver-

tiser. age 30, who is about leaving a London RetiU

House, is open to an engagement as above, euher Whoifflaie or

Retail, in town or country. Has a fair kno^wledfre ^^^^^
Good references can be given.—D. E. A., OariUners Chromcte

Office, W. C.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Has been in one of the

first Londmi Nursery and Seed EsUblishments ; Ji ĴL

^

knowledge of Garden and Flower Seeds. Fu-st-cUs. reference

—A. T., Gardaiert' Chroiiicle OSicCt w.C.
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NOTICE OF DIVIDEND.
BANK OF DEPOSIT (Established A.i>. 1844).

3 Pall Mall East, London, S.W.—The WARRANTS for

the HALF-YEARLY INTEREST, at the rate of 5 per cent.

per annum, on Deposit Accounts, to the 30th June, are rea<iy

%r delivery, and payable daily between the hours of 10 and 4.

Peter Morrtson, Managing Director.

Prospectuses and Forms sent free on application.

EL I CAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, E.G., and 57, Charing Cross, West-
minster, S.W.

Directors.

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.
WiUiam Cotton, D.C.L.,F.R.S.
Jthn Davis, Esq.
Jas. A. Gordon, M.D., F.R.S.
Edward Hawkins. Jan., Esq.
Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.,

M.P.

Henry Lancelot Holland,
Esq.

William James Lancaster, Esq.

John Lubbock, E.-iq., F.R.S.
Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Matthew Whiting, Esq.
M. Wyvill, Jwn., Esq., M.P.

This Company offers Complcre Security.

Moderate Riites of Premium with rartieipatiou in Four-fifths

or 80 per cent, of the Pi-ofits.

Low Rates without Participation in Profits.

Loans in connection with Life Assurance, on approved Se-

curity, in sums of not less than 500Z.

Bonus of 1861.—All Policies effected prior to the 1st July,

1561, on the Bonus Scale of Premium, will participate in the

next Division of Profits.

Robert Tockf.e Secretary and Actuary.

HOT-WATER A P PAR A T U S.

J JONES begs to offer a complete HOT-WATER
• APPARATUS FOR GREENHOUSES, at the following

prices, delivered free to any Railway SUition in England :

—

*' c': *-TT WithCylinderBoiler. With Saddle Boiler

\(rORK FOR THE MOORS!
NEW SPORTING WORK Illustrated JOHN LEECH.

On the lOth insf, will le published, price 14*.,

^( PLAIN OE R I N G L E T S .f>

yj

By the Author of "Sponge's Tour," "Handley Cross/' "Ask Mamma" &c.

ILLUSTEATED WITH THIETEEN COLOUEED ENGRAVINGS AND KUMEEOUS WOODCUTS BY

JOHN LEECH.
'• The Author of ' Handley Cross,' ' Soapey Sponge, " &c. is fast bringing bis new work to a conclusion. It is to the full as rich in

character and in sporting anecdotes as any of its predecessors. The Illustrations by Leech are in his happiest style. —Bell « Uft.

BRADBURY AND EVAKS, 11. BOUVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET, E.G.

size of House.
20 feet by 10 feet

25
30
30
40
50

ft

ft

by 12
by 12
by 15
by 15
by 15

f*

**

tf

II

ft

« 4

£8 10
10
11 10
13 10
16 10

£9
10 10
12
14 10
17 10
2018 10

The above prices include Boiler, strong Furnace Doors, Bars,

Soot Doors, Cistern, Damper, Hot-water Pipes and Connec-

tions, Air Pipes, &c., all ready for fixing, and of the best

•quality. Further particulars will be sent on application.

Parties ordering must send plans, showing doorways, position

of boiler, &c.—J. Josbs, Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturer,
'6. Bankside, Southwark, London, S. E.

TTIETE CHAMPETRE in tlie Park, and on the

Jj Lawn.

BENJAMIN EtJGINGTON'S MARQUEES and
TEMPORARY ROOMS, lined, boarded, and decorated.

ENGLISH AND FRENCH TENTS, Awnings,
Colonnades.

FLAGS AND BANNERS, and every desideratum
for OUT-DOOR ENTERTAINMENTS.

Address—Benjamin Edginoton, 2, Duke Street, London
Bridge, Southwark, S.E.
Warehouse—32, Charing Cross. No other establishments.

AGRICULTURAL AND GENEKAL MACHINEKV.
—As PRIZEHOLDER3 for the best Articles manurac-

tured, Messrs. Boroess &l Key, of 95, Newgate Street. Ix)ndon.

E.C., invite the attention of the Public to their large and

choice Stock.

REAPING MACHINE-PRIZE REAPER,
And the best in the world, is manufactured by Bcroess &
Key, 95, Newgate Street. London, E. G.

LAWN - MOWING ' MACHINES—BURGESS and
KEY'S

Machines are the mo.st simple and effective yet introduced to

the public, and at a lower price—16 in., 6i. ; 19 in., U. IOj!. ;

2-2 in, 11 ; including box of tools, &c., for sharpening. Garden

Engines and all kinds of Garden Tools always in stock.

PAKKEV bTtEL DiCttING FORKS..

BURGESS AND KEY, 95, Newgate St.. E.C., London,

being the Wholesale and ReUiil Agents for these cele-

brated TOOLS have always a large Stock on hand from which

their Customers may select what they may reqmre „,„„_
ANTHONV'S PATENT AMERICAN CHURN.-The FIRST

PRIZE was again awarded to this Chum in Competition with

aeveralothers at the Chester Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society; it has obtained the First Prize yiven by the Society

at every Meeting since 1850. Messrs. Bcfgess & Key, 95,

Newgate Street, E.C., strongly recommend it as the most per-

fect Chum now in u se. Full particulars sent on application.

THE FiNcST FRUITS IN ENGLAND.
~

HAYTHORN'S HEXAGON and CHISWICK
GARDEN NETS are guaranteed to protect all kinds of

Fruit from W;isps, Birds, Flies. &c. They are used and recom-

mended by aU the principal Gardeners. — For testimouials,

patterns, and prices, gratis, by post, please direct to Mr.

Haythorn. Nottingham.

i^ ALVANlSEi) GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.
VJT —By improved machinery at reduced prices. 2-inch

Hexagon Mesh, 24-inch wide, light, Sd. ; Medium, &d. ; Strong,

7d • Extra strong, 9ici. per yard. Any other width, strength,

or mesh, from i to 6 inches, at proportionate rates. Every

description of Wire-work by Thos. P. Hawkins, Manufacturer,

2T, Dale End, Birmingham.

BUY TANNED NETTING of the promoter of

Reduced Prices. 200 square yards, 10«. ; 500 yards. 24«^ .:

1000 yards, 47» MARQUEES. TENTS, FLAGS, and BAN N fc>Ra

-executed with taste. Be particular—Frederick Edgington,

Thomas Street, Old Kent Road. London, S.E.

T^ANNED NETFING FOR FRUIT TREES,

-

200 square yards for 10». : 500 yards, 24«. ; lOOO yards, 47*.
j

ficrim Canvits for Wall Fruit ; Kick Cloths with Poles and

Ropes complete. New and Second-hand; Sun Blinds and

Awnings.—Edgington & Co., 17, Smithfield Bars, London, E.C.

ATENT WOOL NET 40 inches wide, 8rf. per yard

;

6 feet 8 inches wide, 1.?. bd. per yard ; 10 feet wide, 2«. 2d.

per yard. NEW TWIN E NETTING, Tanned if required, 1 yard

wide, 2(i. per yard ; 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard ; 4 yards wide,

Srf. per y.ard. HMf-inch MESH ditto, 2 yards wide, 8d per

yar<l The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NETTINtr, -0

Meshes to the .square inch, effectually excludes birds, wasps,

fUes, &c , from fmit trees, flower or seed beds, ^\d. i>er square

yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, lid. per yard ;

4- or 6 yards wide, M. per yard. At W. Cullinofoiu> 3,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington, N.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. CCXV., is published THIS DAY.

Contents:—
I. THE LONDON POOR.

II. JOSEPH SCALIGER.
III. WORKMEN'^ SAVINGS and EARNINGS.
IV. THE CAPE and SOUTH AFRICA.
V. MRS. GROTE'S MEMOIR of AHY SCHEFFER.
VL STONEHENGE.
VII. DARWIN ON SPECIES.
VIII. THE CONSERVATIVE REACTION.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS FOR ENGLAND,
FROM DOVER TO THE LAND'S END,

The following are now ready,

HANDBOOK—MODERN LONDON. A Complete
Guide for Visitors. Maps. 16mo, 5*.

HANDBOOK—KENT and SUSSEX. Map. Post

Svo, 10s.

HANDBOOK—SURREY, HANTS, and the ISLE of

WIGHT. Map. Post Svo, 7s. U.

HANDBOOK—WILTS, DORSET, and SOMERSET.
Map. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

HANDBOOK—DEVON AND CORNWALL. Maps.
Post Svo, 7*. Gd.

Also just ready,

HANDBOOK—BUCKS, BERKS, and OXFORD-
SHIRE. With a particular account of the City and Uni-

versity of Oxford. Map. Post Svo.

HANDBOOK—SOUTHERN CATHEDRALS of
ENGLAND. Plans and Woodcuts. Post Svo.

HANDBOOK—SOUTH WALES. Map. Post Svo.

• From the Time».

"Mr. Murray has succeeded in identifying his countryman

all the world over. Into every nook which an Englishman can

penetrate he carries his distinctive Red Handbook. These

familiar and invaluable Handbooks now comprise our Southern

Counties, including the coast line from Dover to the Land's

End. This series is intended to proceed until it maps out and

includes the entire island ; but in the meantime this very con-

siderable instalment deserves a welcome, for it supplies a long

felt want, and supplies it satisfactorily."— T<7h««.

JqHW_M'JBRAY^jUbcmurle Street. W.

ELEMENTARY WORKS OF I/^STRUCTION,
PUBLISHED BY JIB. ilURRAY..

The following are now readj',

MARKHAM'S HISTORY or ENGLAND, from

the First Invasion by tlie Romans to the End of the

Year 1S58. 118th Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo, 6s.

MAHKHAM'S HISTORY of FRANCE, from the

Conquest by the Gauls to the Death of Louis Philippe. 58th

Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo, Gt.

MAKKHAM'S HISTORY of GERMANY, from

the Invasion of the Kingdom by the Romans under Marius to

the present Time. 12th Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo, 6^.

^SOP'S FABLES. A New Version, chiefly from
original sources. By Rev. Thos. James, M.A. 26th Thousand,

with 100 Woodcuts. Post Svo, 2*. 6d.

PHILOSOPHY IN SPORT made SCIENCE in
EARNEST, by aid of the Toys and Sports of Youth. By Dr.

Paris. 8th Edition. Woodcuts. Post Svo, 9s.

JESSE'S GLEANINGS in NATURAL HISTORY,
with Anecdotes of the Sagacity and Instinct of Animals.

9th Edition. 12mo, 6s. I

LITTLE ARTHUR^S HISTORY of ENGLAND.
By Lady Callcott. 100th Thousand. Woodcuts. 18mo, 2«. 6d.

CROKER'S STORIES for CHILDREN, selected

from the History of England, loth Edition. Woodcuta.
16mo, 2«. 6d.

CROKER'S PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY fok
CHILDREN. 4th Edition. 24mo, 1«. 6d.

'

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Just published, in Svo, price 12«., cloth,

THE PHILOSOPHY of NATURE: a Systematic
Treatise on the Causes and Laws of Natural Phenomena.

By Hknry S. Boase, M.D., F.R.S., and G.S.

London : Longman, (jrees, Longmak. k Roberts.

NEW WORK BY PROFESSOR COOOEVE. ~
In post Svo, with 206 Figures on Wood, price 6*. 6d.,

THE ELEMENTS of MECHANISM, designed

for Students of Applied Mechanics. By T. M. Goodeve,

M.A., Professor ofNatural Philosophy in King's College, London.
London : Longman. Green. Longman, & Roberts.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners'

Chronicle of May 12, containing Mr. Nesfield's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore,

is still on Sale at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent

Garden. W.C. and will be sent by post on receipt of six st amps.

THE ADVERTISER has a COPY of tlie GAU-
DESERS' CHRONICLE to dispose of from the commence-

ment of 1867 to the present time ; the five first years are bound.

There are a few Numbers wanting in some of the subsequent

years ; it is in good condition.- Address Mrs. Ckoft, 60,

Pulteuey Street, Bath. _

D VERTISEMENTS FOit THE ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL, intended for insertion in

No. XLV., must bo forwarded to the Printer without delay,

accompanied with an Order for their Payment and Insertion,

as no attention will be paid to them otherwise.—William

Clowes & Sons, Printers, Duke Street, Stamford Street, Black-

friars, S.
;

New Volume commenced July 1. Published Monthly, 16 pp..

Imperial Svo, price 3d., post free. 4d.,

GLENNY'S GARDENERS' QAZEITE.-Tlie only

original Gardeners' Newspaper.—Yates & Alexander,

Horse Shoe Court, Ludgate Hill, E.C. ; J. Allen, Warwick

Lane, E.C.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
Price 6d., or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

ON THE PROGRESS AND RESULTS OF
UNDER DRAINAGE IN GREAT BRITAIN. Prize

Essay. By J. Bailk? Denton, Agricultural Engineer, and
author of the "Prize Essay on Itoad Waking," and other

AgriculturarTreatises.—52, Parhament St.,_Westminster, S.W.

FOWLS. By Batlt. Tliis Work, considerably en-

larged, and containing every information necessary for

Table or Exhibition Poultry, may now be had at 113, Mount

Street, W., for 25 stamps, postage free.
"

Just published, Icp. Svo, cloth, 2a. 6d,,

SKIN DISEASES and TUEiit REMEDIES.
By Robert J. Jordan, M.D., Licentiate of the Royal

College of Physicians, Ediuburgh.

John Churchill. New BnrVmgton Street. W. .

Now ready, price 2«. 6d., '

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part IX. Containing tlie

conclusion of Pleurothaliis.

Parts I. to VIII.. price 25. 6d. each, may still be had.

J Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
being about to resume ths

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS

by means of Collectors la Foreign Countries, the Coimcil

are desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-

dener familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage

in this underUking. Salary in proportion to attaniments.

ADPly immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martins

Place, London. W.C.

~ NEW EDITION OF
KEITH JOHNSTON'S GENERAL GAZETTEER,

CORRECTED TO THE PRESENT TIME.

In One largo Volume. 8to, of 1360 pages, comprising about 50,000

Names of Places, price 30*. cloth ; or half-rusaia, 35*.

DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY, Descriptive,

Physical, Statistical, and Historical : Forming a complete

"General Gazetteer of the World." By Alexander Kfith

Johnston. F.B.S.B.. F.R.G.8. F.G8., Ac Geographer at

Edinburgh in Ordinary to her Majesty. New Edition, revised

to April 1S60.

In the present erlitinn of

Johnston's "General Gazet-

teer," while the whole body of

the work has been carefully

rectified by the author to the

present date, sjiecial attention

. has been paid to the late

territorial arrangements, and

to the Colonial possessions of

Great Britain. A very recent

and accurate series of articles

on the Australian Colonies has

also been contributed by the

Author's friend, Mr. W. W^rr-
CARTH.

London : Longman, Gkekn, Longman, & Robeht3.

The Emperor of the French has addressed

a letter to the French Ambassador in London,

expressing an earnest desire for the continuance

of the English alliance. The Emperor begins

by admitting that affairs are comi-licated in conse-

quence of the mistrust excited everywhere since the

war in Italy, but emphatically declares that he

wishes to live on the best terms with all his

neighbours. He had, he says, renounced Savoy

and Nice, and was only induced to resume the

question of their annexation by the extraordinary

territorial acquisitions of Piedmont. He states

that his army is not too large for the requirements

of France when the deductions for foreign service

are made, and that his navy is not on a scale

commensurate with that established under Lours

PniLirPE. If other people have seen the bright

side of the late war, he himself, who was on the

spot, has seen the defects, and is anxious to remedy

them. In the East he wishes only for the staius

quo, and that Turkey should live as long as

possible. He was, he says, transported with

indignation at the Syrian outrage; but he

remembers what Algeria has cost in the best

blood f\nd money of France, and desires no

acquisitions in the East. He ha3, however,

conquests to make, but they are to be made ia

France, in her interior organisation, her moral
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development, and the increase of her resources.

He asks, he says, nothing Letter than to act with
England in Syria and in Southern Italy, as to -which

he is bound by no treaty obligations ; and he desires

to quit Rome when he can do so without compro-
mising the safety of the Pope. He seeks no new
acquisitions abroad, and wishes the frankest inter-

change of opinion between himself and the eminent
men who are at the head of affairs in England.

Accounts from Damascus, to the 17th July,

state that the massacres have ceased, and that the

Kurds and Bedouins had retired into the interior.

The agitation, however, has spread to the Euro-
pean depend en cics of Turkey . In Bulgaria

and the neighbouring provinces an organised

conspiracy for the massacre of the Chris-

tians has been discovered, and in Constanti-

mission Bill, as amended, was considered aud agreed

to. On Tuesday the House went into committee on

the Refreshment Houses and Wine Licenses (Ire-

land) Bill, and made some progress with the clauses.

Colonel French moved for leave to introduce a

Bill to extend the Volunteer rille system to Ireland.

Lord Paxmeesto:^ and Mr. Cakdwell opposed the

motion, which was negatived on a division by S6
to 30, Mr. EwART moved a series of resolutions

for regulating the business of the House, but after

some discussion the motion was withdrawn, Mr.

HEJfNESSY moved for a return of the salaries,

hours of attendance, &c. of the clerks in the

Government ofSces, and was proceeding to explain

his motion when the House was counted out.

On Wednesday, on the order for going into com-
mittee on the Metropolis Local Management Act

nople itself the Christians have been subjected to
J Amendment Bill, Mr, Brady moved, as an ameud-

such outrages that military precautions have been

taken io prevent a more serious outbreak.—The
Conference of the Great Powers on the proposed

intervention in Syria met in Paris on Monday,
and agreed to make some essential alterations in

th6 convention on the demand of the Turkish

Ambassador. These alterations have since been

agreed to by the respective Powers, and the

conference reassembled yesterday afternoon to sign

the convention.—General Garibaldi has entered

Messina, and has refused to sign an armistice

which had been agreed upon between Gen. Clart
and Colonel Medici. The latest news states that

he was preparing 300 vessels to transport troops to

the mainland.

In the House of Lords on Monday several Bills

passed through committee, and others were read a

third time and passed. Ou Tuesday, on the order of

the day for going into committee on the Local

Government Act Amendment Bill, the Earl of

LEfiBr objected to a clause injuriously affecting

mining interests, and in committee on the Bill

Lord Stanley of Alderley moved the omission

of the clause. On a division tlie clause was carried

by 42 to 24, and the Bill passed through com-
mittee. The New Zealand Bill, the Party
Emblems (Ireland) Bill, and several other Bills

were read a third time and passed. On Thursdoy
the Mines Regulation and Inspection Bill was read

a third time and passed. On the order for going
into committee on the Tenure and Improvement of

Land (Ireland) Bill, Lord Dunganxon moved that

it be referred to a select committee. The motion
was negatived on a division by 34 to 30, and after

a very long debate on its various clauses, the Bill

passed through committee.

In the Commons on Friday the Landlord and
Tenant (Ireland) Bill passed through committee,
and the Militia Ballot Bill was read a third time
and passed. The adjourned debate on the motion
for going into committee on the European Forces
(India) Bill was resumed, when the instruction

moved by Sir J, Elphinstone was negatived with-
out a division. Mr. MIL^'ES then moved an in-
struction, with the view of vesting all military
appointments in India other than staff appoint-
ments in the Governor-General and his Council.
On the motion of Mr. H. SEYiioiric, the debate was
adjourned to :irouday. The Endowed Charities
Bill, sent down trom the Lords, was read a second
time and ordered to be committed. On Monday

ment, that the House go into committee that day
three months. On a division the amendment was
negatived by 71 to 13. The House then went
into committee, and agreed to the clauses of the
Bill with amendments. On Thursday the House
resumed in committee the debate on Lord
Palmeesto>''s resolutions on fortifications and
works. Mr. Lindsay moved, as an amendment,
that, as the main defence of the country depends
on an efficient navy, it is not expedient to enter into

a large expenditure on permanent foitiflcations.

The amendment was supported by Mr. Bkight,
Sir C. Napier, Mr. B. Osborne, Sir E. Smith,
and other members, and opposed lyLord Palmek-
STON, Mr. S. Heebebt, Mr. Newdegate, and Mr.
HoRSMAN. On a division the amendment was
negatived by 268 to 39. The resolution granting

2,000,000/. on account of fortifications during the

present year having been put from the chair, Mr.
Monsell moved, as an amendment, that it was
inexpedient to fortify Portsdown Hill, near Ports-

mouth. On a division, the amendment was nega-

tived by 165 to 37. The resolution was then

agreed to.

»!o

The Cotjrt.—The Queen, Pruice Consort, and the
Royal family will arrive at Buckiugliam Palace ou
Monday morning from Osborne, and will leave town in

the evening for Balmoral, travelling to Ediubnrgli

by night by the Great Northern route. On Thursday
the 26th, the Queen and Prince Consort, ac-

contpanied by Princesses Helena and Louisa and
Prince Arthur, rode on horseback. The Belgian
Minister aud Madame and Miss Yun de Weyer
arrived on a visit to her Majesty. Ou Friday the
Queen and Prince Consort gave their annual dinner
and fete to the seamen aud marines of the Royal yachts,
the detachment of infantry stationed at East Cowes,
the labourers and workmen employed on tiie Osborne
estate, and the Coast Guard and Trinity House men.
Dinner was prepared for about 550 persons, and was
laid in large tents erected on the lawu. Lord Clyde
left Osborne for London, On Saturday afternoon her
Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied by Frin-
cessea Alice, Helena, Louisa, and Beatrice, and Princess
Leiningcn embarked in the Royal yacht Victoria and
Albert, aud steamed round the Isle of Wight,
returning to Osborne Pier about 7 o'clock. Lord and
Lady Palmerston arrived from London ou a visit.

On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince Consort,
Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, aud Prince Arthur,
attended Divine service at Osborne. The Rev. G.
Prothero officiated. On Monday morning the Queen,
Prince Consort, aud the Royal family walked ont.

the adjourned debate on the European Torces Lord and Lady Palmerston returned to London. In
(India) BiU -was resumed. After a desultory dis- the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-
cnssion the instruction moved by Mr. MiLNES was - = '

^-- "- "^-- »^-

negatived without a division. Sir J. Fergusson
then moved a resolution declaring that it was in-
expedient to proceed further until the whole plan
of the Government for regulating the military
force of India has been submitted to Parliament.
On a division the motion was negatived by S8 to

50. Sir J. ELPEiXaioxE then moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate. Alter considerable discussion
the motion was withdrawn and the House went
into committee. On clause 1, Mr. Hjenley moved
the iusertion of a proviso securing to the Indian
army all the advantages as to pay, pensions,
allowanc-3, privileges, promotion, and otherwise,
secured by Act of Parliament to the military forces
of the East India Company, Sir C. Wood accepted
the proviso, which was agreed to, and the Bill
passed through committee. The Ecclesiastical Com-

punied by Princess Alice, and Princess Helena, rode on
horsehaL'k. On Tuesday the Prince Consort and Prince
Arthur went to the Wellington College. The Qnceu
drove to West Cowes and visited the Princess Leiuingen.
In the afternoon her Majesty, accompanied by Princess
Alice, emharhed in the Fairy, and went over to South-
ampton to meet the Pnnce Consort and Prince Arthur,
on their return from the Wellington College. The
Hereditary Grand Duke and Duchess aud Prince
Adolphus of Mecklenherg-Strelitz, and Prince Philip of
Wurtemberg arrived on a visit. On Wednesday the
Queen held a. Privy Council at Osborne, at which Sir
Henry Kawlinson and Mr. Augustus Paget had
audiences of her Majesty. Lord Palmerston, Lord
Gnmville, and Lord John Russell also *had audiences.
In the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-
panied by the Hereditary Grand Duke and Duchess of
Mecklenberg-Strclitz, Princess Alice, and Prince Philip
of Wurtemburg, drove out in an open carriage and four.
Prince Arthur aud Prince Adolphus of Mecklonburg-
Strelita rode on horseback. Ou Thursday morninr: the
Hereditary Graad Duke aud Duchess and Prince

Adolphus of Mecklenburg, and Prince Philip^nf
Wurtemburg left Osborne for London.
Arkival of the Prince of Waxes at Newfound-

XAND.—Her Majest;y's ships Hero and Ariadne arrived
at St. John*sonthe23dult. ThePrinceof Waleslandedou
the 24th amid great enthusiasm, received a deputation
and addresses, and held a Levee. On the 25th his
Koyal Highness attended a regatta and state ball. The
Prince was to leave St. John's on the 26th. During his
preseuce all business was suspended.

The Duchess of Kent left Frogmore on Tuesday
for Scotland, and will not return from the north before
September,
The Cabinet.—a Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of
the Treasury in Downing Street.

The AKMr.— Tlie colonelcy of the 2d Dragoons,
vacant by the death ofLord Sandys, has been conferred
ou Lieut.-General Chirk Kennedy ; the colonelcy of the
6th Dragoon Guards, vacant by this promotion, has
been conferred ou Lieut.-General Sir Jaraes Jackson,
who has been succeeded iu the colonelcy of the 6th
Dragoons by Major-Geueral Bechwithj Lieut.-General

Sir John Maik Frederick Smith has becu appointed

Colouel-Commai'ulaut of Uojal Engineers, m the

room of the late Sir George J. Harding.

PAEXIAMENTARr MOVEMENTS.—Th 6 clCCtion for

Stafford terminated yesterday in the return of Alder-

man Sidney by a large majority over Lord Sandon.

The Co^imission to Syria.—Lord John Russell

has appointed Lord Dufferin to be British Commissioner

in Syria. Lord Dufferin is intimately acquainted with

the country and the people, having recently returned

from a prolonged tour in Syria and Eg^'pt.

The Moorish Embassy.—The Moorish Ambassador

arrived at Portsmouth ou Monday with his suite, and
was received with the usual honours by the garrison,

aud fleet. Ou Tuesday his Excellency visited the dock-

yard aud public establishments, and on Wednesday-

embarked in her Majesty's screw frigate, Melpomene,

50, at Spithead, ou his return to Morocco.

.

The National Defences.—The following details

showing the total estimated cost of the several new
works proposed to be execnted, the sum proposed to be

taken for each station for the period between the Ist

of August, 1860, and tlie 1st of August, 18G1, and also,

the extra sum, not provided for in Annual Estimates,-

required for the same period for works already sanc-

tioned by Parliament, were issued by the War Office on

Saturday :

—

District.
Proposed
New Work.

Portsmouth .

.

Plymouth

Total Esti-

mated Cost,

including Fur-
chase of Land.

Pembroke

Thames

Medway and
Sheerness .

.

Chatham

Dover .

.

Cork .

.

Central Arse
nal .

.

Spithead*
Needles
Isle of Wight .

.

Portsdownf
Gospoit "Ad-
vance "

Se<a defences -.

Staddon-heights
Maker-heights..
North-Eaat de-

fences

Bays to south-
ward .

.

Work at Sco-

vestou

Four batteries .

,

Sea defences
aud works
in front of
Mile-town§ .

Eastern defences
/Work in front

j of Castle,

and other
improve-
ments

Defences pro-
posed by Com-
missioners .

.

For purchase of
a site .

.

840,000^
160,000
130,000

650,000

150,000

1,020,000
875,0001
200,000

I

25,000 [

I

600, 000^
1,200,000

100,000
A «

120,000 y

220,000
180,000

350,000
650,000

.. 170,000

. . 120,000

Proposed to

be taken for

Period between
August 1, 1S60,
and Aug^ist 1,

1861.

580,000, to jn-

clude pur-
chase of

land.

450,000, ditto.

60,000, ditto.

60,000, ditto.

100,000, ditto.

175,000, ditto,

Total

Say

150,000

4,960,000

50,000, ditto.'

30,000, ditto*

150,000, ditto.

For works already sanctioned by Parliament
fl

Giand total required, irrespective of sum
provided iu Estimates 15iii)-61

1,635,000

1,650,000

S50.000

12,000,000

The Steam Reserve.—The whole of the steam
vessels of war now lying in liarbour at the Royal
Dockyards are to be fitted for the steam reserve

ordinary, the Government having decided on every ship-

belonging to that class being made ready for service, in-

case a sudden emergency should arise for tlieir imme-
diate use. The steam reserve in the Medway now con*

* Omitting *'Spit" and ** intermediate " works.
t It is proposed to omit the three ** minor works" proposed!

by the Commissioners ou Portsdown, and it is only proposed,

to construct one work on the Gopport Advance Line.

J Itisrnly proposed to execute four works ou the north-
east side of Plymouth—viz., those at Catdown, at Lipson, at

ilount View, ami St. Budeaux.
§ It is proposed to niace works immediately in front of

Town, Sheerness, instead of the advanced works proposed by
the Commissioners.

II
Viz.—Portsmouth. 150,000?.; Plvmoutb, 75,000?.; Pem-

broke, 55,000?. ; PortLind, 30,000i. ; Dover, 40,000?. Total.

350,000?.
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f^ii^Tsomeoftlie finest line-of-battle ships and other

screw steamers, all of which could he brought forward

for immediate service at a few days' notice.

The Voltjntebe Movement.—A memorial, signed

by 35 commanding officers of Volunteer Corps between

the Trent and the Tweed, having been presented to her

jjajeety praying her to hold a review in some of the

northern counties on her journey to Scotland, the

Secretary for War has written to Sir John Fife, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, stating that the Queen's arrange-

ments will not admit of her reviewing the Volunteers

of the Xorth of England, either on her way to or from

Scotland, but her Majesty hopes that she may at some

ftiture day have an opportunity of doing so. It is

intended, how-ever, to have the Volunteer Corps of the

northern counties strongly represented at the grand

review to be held by the Queen at Edinburgh on
Xuesiay next, which will he observed as a holiday

at Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leith, and other towns.

The magistrates of Edinburgh have received intimation

of upwards of 13,000 Volunteers intending to be
present at the review, in addition to 2000 of the

Volunteers of Edinburgh and Leith.—On Saturday
evening the inauguration dinner of the 19th Surrey
(Lambeth) corps was held in the great hall ofthe Surrey
Gardens, IMr. Roupell, H.P., the Major Commandant,
in tht chair. After dinner Miss Roupell presented the
corps with a silver bugle from the ladies of East Surrey,

and the Chairman iu the name of the corps presented
Captain Truman, the acting-adjutant, witli a silver

-salver and a purse of 100 guineas.—The first annual
meeting of the 7th Surrey was held on Saturday

• evening at the Sessions House, Newington Causeway,
Mr. Johnson, Chairman of the Quarter Sessions, pre-

siding. It was stated that the number of eifective

members was 360.—The annual meeting of the 1st

Surrey was held on Saturday evening at the head-

.quarters, Hanover Park, Pecltham; the commanding
officer, Lieut..Colonel Macdonald, presided, and stated
that the corps now numbered 800 members.—At a

meeting of the Royal Irish on Saturday evening in

Hungerford Hall the Marquis of Donegal announced
that he will present four Whitworth rifles of the value
of 25 guineas each to be shot for as at Hythe on the
:24th December next; also five silver medals, being ©ne
for each company, and a sixth, gilt, to be competed for

by the whole corps, on three successive Easter Mondays.
—-The Six-feet Volunteer Guards were entertained at a
dinner on Friday by Mr. Frederick Hodges, a member
of the corps, at his distillery, Lambeth, Tlie corps, 100
in number, assembled in Hungerford Hall, audm;irchcd
to Pall Mall, by the Dnke of York's column, across the
parade. St. James's Park, tlirough the Horse Gunrds,
thence to Parliament Street, and over V\ estminster
Bridge to the distillery, accompanied by their band.

—

An inrtuential meeting was held at the Town Hall,
'Reading, on Saturday, wlien a committee was appointtd
to consider the best means of organising u mucting of
all the ride corps in Berkshire, to contest for prizes in

rifle shooting and atliletic games iu September next.—The thrpc town companies of the lat, iLh, and 5th
iLeicestershire were reviewed on Leicester racecourse
last week by Earl Howe.—The 7th (BinniiiL^^ham) Bat-
talion of the Warwickshire assembled at Wyddrinorton,
Edgbaston, the residence of Sir John Katclilf, last week,
and competed for several prizes offered by Captain Rat-

• cliff.—^The 1st Northumberhmd Artillery, the Ist North-
umberland Rides, two companies of the Gateshead,
the Durham, and the Chester-le-Street corps were
inspected last week by Major Harman, Assistant-

Jnspertor of Volunteers, upon the Town Moor.x—
The Stratford-on-Avon corps were presented with a

silver bugle last week, subscribed for by the ladies of
that town.—On Friday evening the 5th Cumberland
'Avere inspected by Major Fairclough, at Brougham Halt,

the seat of Lord Brougham. On the same day the
4th Cumberland or Workington Artillery Corps was

prosciited with a silk Hag and a silver bugle, the gift

of the ladies of Workington, in the presence of a large

number of spectators.—A metting was ^eld on Satur-

.^y at Chipping Ougar, when upwards of 30 volunteers

"wei-e enrolled, and about 200/. was suhscribed for the
formation of a company. A subdivision has been nearly

formed at Epping, and a considerable tiumber of gentle-

men have enrolled themselves at Plaistow as a con-

tingent to the South Essex, An additional company is

.about to be formed at Brentwood among the artisans

'iuthe employment of Messrs. Burgess Sc Key. A corps

IS also to be formed in tbeSaflVon Walden district.—The
members for Colchester, Mr. Miller, and Mr. Paptllon,

'bave aignitied their intention to oti'er prizes for the
best shots among the Volunteers of that town.—At a
meeting held at Ipswich on Saturday it was resolved

to promote the formation of a "Scotch company " in

that town.—Capt, Eckersley, Commandant of the 2l8t

Lancashire, has offered the sum of 250/. to such mem-
ber of the corps as shall succeed in winning the Queen's

prize of the National Rifle Association next year.

—

A movement has commenced in Leeds for the formation

•of artisan companies, and two large firms, Mu.-srs. KitMU
"it Co,, of the Monk Bridge Ironworks, and Sir Peter

Jair^aim & Co., of the Wellini^ton Foundry, have each

rfumished a sufficient number of men to constitute

one company. The Mayor and other gentlemen have

^vbscribed for the purchase of rifles to be offered as

prizes for competition among the members of the corps.—-A corps of Artillery Volunteers has been formed at

Blyth, Korthumberlajod, under the name of the 3d

Northumberland Artillery.—The WeUhmeu resiUeiiL in

London are about to form themselves into a distinct

company or corps, under the title of the London Welsh.

—The Earl of Derby has received acceptances of his

invitation to the review at Knowsley from 4000

Volunteers. His lordship is making very liberal

arrangements for their reception. — The Clevedon

or let Somerset Artillery mustered for their

first parade in uniform on the 25th ult., and marched

through the principal streets, preceded by the

band.—On Monday the Duke of Richmond irtspected in

Goodwood Park the 10th Sussex (Ciiichester), 12th

Sussex (Westbourne), and 15th Sussex (Bognor) ; the

whole under the command of Lieut.-Colonel Nicolls,

—

The Ashridge, Berkhampstead, Hemel Hempstead, and

Tring companies dined together on Tuesday in the

grounds of the old Castle at Berkhampstead. The chair

was filled by Lieut.-Colonel Smith Dqrrien, supported

by Earl Brownlow, the Hon. General Finch, and the

gentry and clergy of the neighbourhood. It was an-

nounced during the meeting that the companies present,

with those of St. Albans and Watford, were about

to be formed into the 1st Hertfordshire Battalion.—

On Tuesday an artillery volunteer corps was formed at

Grays, under the auspices of Mr. R. Wingfield Baker,

formerly M.P. for South Essex. There was a muster of

Volunteers from various parts of the county, and the

officers of the 1st Kent Artillery assisted in the forma-

tion of the corps. The visitors numbered upwards of

1000.—An influential meeting was held on Wednesday
evening at Blackheath, Major Farnell in tlie chair, at

which it was resolved to form a volunteer rifle corps,

composed of the skilled artisans of the district, the

corps to form a division of the 3d Kent, and the cost of

uniform not to exceed 3Z. 3s., of which each member
shall contribute 1/. 8^., by instalments, during 12

m''onths.—It has been arranged between the West

Middlesex, North Middlesex, and other corps established

in the northern and western districts of the metropolis,

to have a field-day and sham fight this afternoon on

Hampstcad Heath.

era of peace, and to live on the beat terms with peace Rufflcient for the necessities ot the service

neighbours, and cspociully with EiiK'l'ii'^i- I liad created by the increase ot" the army atloiulaiit upon the

?:',..^'.y..rL^Jr'^JJ'%''^^^^^ extension of French territory.-M. _Thouvenel has

drovctgii*

France.—The Emperor Napoleon has addressed the

following letter to the French Ambassador in London,

explaining his policy towards Knglaiid and his views of

the English alliance:—
"Bt. Clout), 25Tn Jri.Y, 1860.

"My dear Porsigiiy,—Atfairs appear to me to bo so com-

plicated—thunks ti) the niistruat excited everywhere Hincothe

war in lUly—that 1 write to you in the ho|.e that a convcr-

flation. in perfect fhinkneM, with Ix>rd t^alniorntou will romoay
tliQ exiatin« evil. Lord P;ilnicrston knnws nie, and when I

affirm athiug he will belitvo me. Woll. you ciui toll hiui Iroin

mo, in the most explicit miuuur. that since the peace of Villa-

franca 1 have had but one thought, one objctt—to inaugnrato

a new
all my
renonnuod ibAvoy and Nice; the •xtraordinary additions

t" Piufliimut alone caused m« to resunio the deaire to

see reunited to Franco provineea eflaentially I'lonch.

But it will be objected * You wish for peace, and you
IncreMe innuoderatuly the military forcofl of Franco.*

I deny the fact in every sense. My army and ray fleet have in

them nothing of a threatening cliaraotor. My steam navy is

even far from being; adequate to our requirements, and the

numljor of steamers does not neaWy equal that of sailing ships

doemod aecewnry in the time of King Louis Pliilippc. 1 have

400,000 men under arms ; but deiluct from thi° amount
60,000 in A\g I, 0000 at Rome, 8000 in China, :ji>,(»00 gen-
darmes, the sick, and the new cousuhpt^ and you will see—
what is the truth—tliat my regiments are of smaller effecrive

strength than duiingthe (jrcuodinfj reign. The rtnly addition

to the Army Liit has been made by the creation of the Imperial

(iuard. Moreover, while wishing for peace, I desire also to

organise the forces of the country on the best possible footing,

for, if fureignei-s have only Rcen the bright side of the last war,

I myself, close at hand, have witnessed the defects, and I wish

to remedy them. Having said thus much, I have, sinco Villa-

franca, neither done, nor even thought, anything which could

alarm auy 'me. When Lavalette started for Constantinonle,

the instructions whiuh 1 gave him were confined to this—'Use
every eflfort to maintain the Uaiut quo; the interest of France
is that Turkey shwuM live as long as possible.' N^w. then,

occur the massacres in Syria, and it is asserted that I am very

glad to find a new occasion of making a little war, or of

playing a new part. Really, people give me credit fbr very

little common seoM. If I instantly proposed an expedition, it

was because my feeiingfi were those of the pc"j)lo whicii has

put roe at its head, anil the intelligence from Syria transported

me with indignation. My first thought, nevcrth-iles^, was to

cnmo to an understanding with England. What other interest

than that^ of hnm.anity oouM induce me to send trooiw into that

country? Could it li« tha.t the puoacobion ot it would increase

my strength? Can I conceal from myself that Algeria, notwith-

standing its future advantaffea^ Is a source of weakness to Fran ',«;,

which for 30 yeara has devoted to it the purest of its blood and
its gold? 1 said it iu 1S.j'2 at Bordeaux, and my opinion is Ht ill

the same— I have great conquests to make, but only in France,

her interior orgaj^Mttion, her moral development, the increiise

of her resources, have still immenao pr<'pT««a to make. Tliero

a field exists vast enough for my ambiijun and srifficicnt to

satisfy it. It was difficult for me t- - -me inidcrstanding

with England on the subject of Central Ituly. buv-iU^e I wfts

bound by the p«ace of Vilurr \. Aa to aoatbern Italy, I

am Irec from cngagemeut^i, and 1 ask no better tliau a ooncert

with England on this point, as on others: but In Heaven's

name let the eminent men who aro placed at the head of the

English Government lay aside petty jeftlouaws and u»n-.-t

miBtrusts. Let us understand one another ifi g')od faith, hko

hone«t men as we are. and not like thieves who desire to

cheat each other. To sum up, this Is roy Innermost

thought. I desire that Italy should obtain peace, no matter

how, but without foreign intervention, and that my troops

should be able to quit Rome without compromising the

security of the Pope. I could very much wish not to ba

obliged to uuderUke the Syrian expedition, and. in any o««a,

not to undertake H alone ; firstly, because it will be a great

expense, and secondly, because I fear that this intervention

may involve the Eastern question ; but- on the other hand, I i

do not see how to resist public opinion in my country, which

will never understand that we can leave ulipuni^h.Jd, iv ily

the maesacre of Christiana, but the burning of our coiisuUtee,

the insult to our flag, and the pillage of the monasteries which
were under our protection. I have told youall I think, without
disguising or omitting anything. Make what use you may
think advisable of my letter. Believe iii my sincere friendship.

"Napoleon."

Official intelligence was received on Saturday in ParU
that the Snltan had agreed to the proposal for inter-

vention in Syria, subject to certain modincations of the

Convention. A conference of the Ambassadors of the

Groat Powers and of Turkey was accordingly convened
for Monday to consider the Convention. At the request

of the Turkish Amha^ador a preparatory naeeting was
held at which he explained that if the Sultan authorised

him to adhere to the Convention, under certain reserva-

tions, it was only in order not to be the cause of a conflict

between France and England, The essential reserve

which the Porte wished to make was that, before

adopting the convention for regulating foreign inter-

vention in Syria, mention should be made in it of the

spontaneous desire of the Sultan to arrest the effusion of

blood in Syria, and to accept the co-operation of his allies

to that end. M. Thouvenel having adhered to this

demand, the conference, in its meeting on Monday,

entirt-ly changed the original plan of the convention

already agreed to by the great Powers, and the sir

articles were carefully revised in such a manner as to

remove all that might excite the susceptibilities of the

Porte, or even indirectly attack the sovereign indepen-

dence of the Sultan. A protocol was also agreed upon
defining the*objoct of the intervention, setting forth that

as the co-oporation of the great Powers takes place by
desire of the Sultan, the foreign troops shall act at all

times in unison with the Turkish forces, and remain

only as long as t le Porte deems it advisable; and further

that the French troopsulroady on the point of embarka-

tion shall start without waiting for the contingents of

the other Powers. The protocol also stipulates that, as

the great Powers, in giving their assistance to the

Sultan, do not seek vengeance, but merely wish to dis-

cover the guilty parties who are to be punished, no

rigorous measures shall be taken except after a common
inquiry, in which the commissioners ot the great Powers

and of the Pn-te will jointly assist. Tn consequence of

this protocol, the representatives of the great Powers

were obliged to refer to their respective Courts before

definitively signing the convention; hut all the rowers

iiuving ttgreod to Ike cundiLiona, thu cinifercuce rcaisjjem-

bled yesterday afLL'nioou to sign the convention.—Tho
French Governniout is said to have entertained

favourably the recent proposal of the Neapolitan Envoy
to prevent Oaribnldi landing on the mainland of Naples,

but the project tailed in couaeqnenco ol Lord John

Russell's refusal to entertain it.—The J/oMi/twr publishas

a decree uugnieniing the number of Lin- otfieers of the

General Stall' from 50f> to 680. This decree is

priL'fdod by an explanatory statement to tho

effect that the Staff is not even in time of

peace pufHcient for the necessities of the service

addressed a despateh to the five Great Powers demand-

ing the ndtni^^-iion of Spain to their Councils as one of

the Great Powers of Kurope.—Numerous fugitives from
Naples, in tlie shape of police agents and members of

the old Court party, are diiily arriving at Paris in dis-

(ifuise, and bearing foreign nn -. They complain

louUy of the] "ingratitude of the Bourbons,"—The
Ainbiissadors from Morocco left PaiJs on Thursday.

They entrusted the Minister of Foreign Alfairs with

the sum of 10,000fr. for the poor of the capital, and a

similar sum for the relief of the Christians in Syria.

PoiiTUGAL.—Accounts from Lisbon of the 27th ult.

state that the o'idium had nppeared amon^^ the vines in

the neighl»ourhood of Figueira, and fears were enter-

tained for the vintage in that district.

PucrssiA..—The ofHcial Prussian Gazelle states that the

hopes which had been entertained in reference to the

meeting of the two Sorereigna at TOplitz have n<^t been

disappointed, and that the approach to a better under-

standing between tho two Civbincts has been promoted

bv this raeetinar in the manner to be de.sired. ** Kurope,"

it says, "will by the Toplitz meeting obtain fresh

guarantees for the inainteuanco of public peace and for

the respect of the equilibrium." The Prince llegent on
leaving Toplitz %v;is mcompanied by the Emperor of

Austria and Prince George of Saxony as far as Pirna,

where they met tho King of Saxony. Tlie Prince

Kegent arrived at iJerlin on the 27tli, and after a short

stay continued his journey to PoUdam. Tlie Empress

Dowager of Russia and the Dowager Grand Duchess of

Mecklenburg arrived at Potsdam aw the same day,

BAVAiiiA.—The Kingof Bavaria will leave Munich in

a few diV' fr Potadam, accompanied by his minister

in Puns, to pass 10 or 13 days with tlii; Royal Family

of iViissiii.

IxALr.—Au insurrection has broken out at Avellino

nearN'aliiw,' Tiie fon-ign tro.jw fired on tiie inhuhitatits

and plundered wveral houses. At Gaeta the soldiers

shouted ** Down with the Constitution \
" " Long live

Maria Teresa!" The Miuisttrof War has promij»ed to

diaband the foreign truops. A Naples paper haa

assumed the title of " Garibaldi," and tlie public press

is very violent in its langnigc. An ordinance hfts

been published by the Prefect of Police against abuses

of the liberiy of the press, and the Minister of the

Interior has issued a circular authorising the fuaction-

lu-ies to use all exceptional means for maiutaining public

order, as *' the welfare of the people was the highest

law." Sixteen persons belonging to the Court had
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been exiled. Numerous refugees had returned to

Naples, among whom are General Ulloa and Signor
Bavala. The existing municipalities were to be renewed
oil the 6tli inst.—^^The Pope had decided on not quitting
Kome. Bills had been posted up iu Rome announcing
the approaching outbreak of a revolution.—The Turin
jom-nals mention the probability of au interview
between the Emperor of the French and the King of
Sardinia during the Emperor's approaching visit to

Nice. The following is the lette^ recently addressed by
the King to Garibaldi, requesting him not to attack
the mainland of Naples :

—

" General,—You know that I did not approve of your expe-
dition, and remained a perfect stranper to it, but the serious
circumstances in which Italy is now placed impose on rae the
duty of entering into direct commuuicatiou with you. In case
the King of Naples should consent to the complete evacuation
of Sicily, or should voluntarily abandon all kind of action, and
formally engage to exercise no pressure whatever on the
Sicilians, so that they m;iy be able, in all freedom, to express
their will and make choice of the mode of gOTemment they
prefer, I think it would be wise on your part to renounce any
further enterpriae against the kingdom of Naples. In the
contrary case I expressly reserve ray cotuplete liberty of
action, and refrain from making any further observations on
your projects. "Victor Emmanuel."

4

SiciXT.—The Official Gazette of Turin, in giving the

details of the action at Melazzo, states that the loss of

the Neapolitan troops was 580, killed, wounded, and
prisoners. Garibaldi's force lost 50 killed, 100 wounded,
and 17 prisoners. After the town was taken, Garibaldi

ordered 39 of the inhabitants, among whom were
several gendarmes, to be shot, for pourmg boiling oil

and water on his men during the attack. After the

capture of Melazzo Garibaldi marched to Messina and
took possession of the town, the Royal troops with-

drawing to the citadel. An armistice had previously

been agreed upon between General Clary and Colonel

Medici, at the suggestion of the King of Sardinia, on
the following terms :

—

" The Neapolitans to remain in possession of the forts of
Syracuse, Agosta, and Messina, and to have liberty of access to

all parts of those towns. The citadel of Messina not to fire

upon the town. The Garibaldian colours to take equal rank
with the Neapolitan flag, and the navigation of the Straits of
>fessina to be free. Hostilities to cease throughout the island,

and the belligerents to retain the positions they now occupy."

Garibaldi refused to sign this armistice, on the ground
that he alone could judge concerning the real state of
things, adding that he would not pause until the cause
of national unity had triumphed. The latest news
states that Garibaldi is preparing 300 vessels at Mes-
sina to transport troops to the mainland, and that the
Neapolitan troops are demoralised, and refuse to fight.

Signor Depretis, whom Garibaldi has invested with the
dictatorial authority, intends to modify the Ministry by
choosing only such members as are favourable to
Italian unity. Signor Crispi will re-enter the Cabinet.
The Electoral Committees were to enter upon their
duties on tl^e 6th inst. Father Gavazzi ia said to have
arrived at Palermo, and Miss White, of Mazzinlan noto-
riety, is mentioned :is being at Palermo, engaged in the
superintendence of the hospitals.

TcbKET.— Official intelligence has teen received in

Constantinople stating tliat iu Bulgaria and in the
Deighbouring provinces maSsfteres of the Christians
have been organised. The Porte has taken all necessary
measures for arresting in the most efficacious manner
these criminal attempts. Several Christians have been
insulted and beaten in Constantinople itself, and a
general panic prevails among the Perotes, in consequence
of which the Sultan on the advice of Sir H. Bulwer
has recalled the Grand Vizier, The troops of the
capital have been paid two of the four months'
arrears of pay due to them, and great precau-
tionary military measures have been taken. The
bridges of Galata and Pera are raised every
night, and the Sisters of Charity have dismissed
all their pupils. The Marquis de Lavalette has
had a conference with the Sultan, which lasted
three hours, in which he has notified the resolution
of France in reference to an expedition to Syria.
It; had been resolved to increase the Turkish trmy
in Syria to 26,000 men. The official journal
denies the report that the Sultan had requested the
Viceroy of Egypt to send a reinforcement of 10,000
soldiers. Disturbances have taken place in Constanti-
nople among the schismatical Armenians. Several
thousands of them opposed the burial of Protestant
Armenians in their cemetery, which has hitherto been
used by the Armenians of both sects. At the request
of Sir Henry Bulwer, the military interfered, and
killed or wounded -iO persons.

SXKIA.—Despatches from Beyrout state that on the
17th of July tlie massacres at Damascus had ceased.
The Kurds and Bedouins Jiad retired into the
desert, but the Christians were still concealing
themselves. The Turkish garrison consisted of 5000
men, inactive or hostile. 3000 Christians had taken
refuge in the citadel, which was occupied by the
Algerines under Abd-el-Kadtr, who still had the Consuls
under his protection, and had given refuge also to
several Englishmen. The number of victims in the
recent massacres is stated at from 3000 to 4000,
but as the massacres lasted for 80 hours it was
difficult to ascertain the exact number. It is

confirmed that 6000 houses belonging to the
Christians have been destroyed, and tha*". the
Jewish quarter has been burnt. The Turkish houses n
which the Christian women had taken refuge were also
burnt, and the soldiers drove the Christians into the
flames of the burning hotisea. Although peace had

been signed by the tribes of the Lebanon, Jievoral

Christian Sheiks refused to give their adherence to the

treaty, as they considered it illusory. Some wretched
and starving Christians had endeavoured to return to

the mountains. The Lazarists, Sisters of Charity, and
other women of Damascus, have sai'ely arrived at

Beyrout, under an escort furnished by Abd-el-Kader,
The new Governor of Damascus had arrived with 1200
soldiers. 3000 Turkish regular troops arrived at

Beyrout on the 11th ult. in a llne-of-battle ship and two
frigates, under Khalid Pacha. On the same
day a detachment of 1800 Turkish regulars

left Beyrout for Damascus. The Greek, Spanish,

and Dutch governments have sent ships to the
coast of Syria, and there is no doubt that all the

Christian Powers will shortly be represented in that

quarter. The French Commodore has gone in a liue-of-

battle ship to Smyrna, to which place the agitation has
now spread. Fuad Pacha, the Extraordinary Com-
missioner of the Porte, reached Beyrout on the 25th
ult., the day after the Turkish squadron, under the
orders of Vice-Admiral Mustapha Pacha, arrived from
Candia. Before leaving fijr Syria, Fuad Pacha sent the
following message to the Marquis de Lavalette :

—

**Tt;ll the Ambassador that, at the risk of my life, I shall
wash out the stiin upon the honour of our army, and that the
soldiers will also do their duty."

Egypt.—A subscription has been opened in Egypt
for the sufferers by the Syrian massacres. The Pacba
has headed the subscription with a sum of 5000 fr. A
great number of Christian refugees had arrived at

Alexandria from Syria. They were well received, and
lodged in public buildings.

India. —The Simla with the Calcutta and China
mail has arrived at Aden, with her main shaft broken.
Her passengers and cargo have arrived at Suez by the
Noma, Malta, and Madras.

China.—A great panic has prevailed at Shanghai
among the natives, owing to the approach of the rebels.

The allied troops had been landed to keep the city.

Confidence was partially restored on the 30th May, but
the native banks were closed and trade was suspended
in consequence of the movements of the rebels. The
steam transport Assistance had been totally lost. All
on board were saved.

Australia.—Accounts from Melb'Surne to June 19
state that the commercial depression continued, but the
crops were promising. The Fidus had been totally
wrecked on Kangaroo Island.

New Zealand.—No active measm*es have yet been
taken against the rebels.

United States,—The State Department at Washing-
ton had received officially a copy of the Order in Council,
stating that it is the intention of her Majesty and the
Emperor of the French to act during th« hostilities in
China in strict conformity with the declaration of mari-
tinne law signed by the Plenipotentiaries of Great
Britain, Austria, France, Prussia, Russia, Sardinia, and
Turkey at the Paris Congress of 1856; and to extend
the benefits of the declaration to all Powers which may
be neutral in the said hostilities. The papers con-
tain favourable reports of the grain crops in the West,
and state that not only has a greater breadth been
sown, but a heavier and better yield may be confidently
expected than was ever before known,—The Harvard
University had invited the Prince of Wales to visit

their institution, and, according to the Boston papers,
the invitation had been accepted, — The Great
Eastern is announced to sail from New York on the
16th inst. on her return to England. Previous to her
departure she was to make an excursion to Cape May,
with a limited number of passengers, at 10 dols. a head.
It was expected that a large number of persons would
take passage by her to Europe.—The New York papers
state that the 10 days' visit of the Japancjse Envoys
cost the city 20,000^. The bill at the Metropolitan
Hotel, where the Envoys were quartered, amounted to

14,000/. The item of champagne alone amounted to
3000/.

Nova Scotia.—Halifax papers announce the death,
on the 16th ult., of the Hon. Brenton Haliburton, Chief
Justice of Nova Scotia.

Mexico.—The Washington correspondent of the
l^ew YorTc Herald states that England and France had
resolved t^t interfere in Mexico, and had invited the
United States to participate in the intervention. The
invitation was not likely to be accepted.

Bbitish Columbia.—By the arrival of Captain
Lempriere, R.E., we learn that the Royal
Engineers under the command of Lieut.-Colonel
Hawkins, R.E, have made great progress in surveying
and planning the boundary between the British
possessions and the United States, both officers and men
exerting themselves to the utmost in the prosecution of
the work. The chief camp for the present is at
Dallas, in the State of Oregon ; but the dep6t from
which the officers and men draw their supplies, and
which forms the base of their operations, is at Esqui-
nialt, Vancouver's Island. The mining news is

encouraging. The war between the Indian tribes rages
furiousl^v, and the Government showed no disposition to
interfere in their quarrels.

Central Aaieeica.—Honduras was to take possession
of the Bay Islands on the 30th June, and the people
intended to resist the transfer by force of arm?.
General Walker, the filibuster, left on the 27th Jnne,
it WAS supposed for Central America. The yellow fever
was raging at Belize.

4t)ailtaiueiu.

HOUSE OP LORDS.
Friday.—Lord Chelmsford moved the second reading «#the County Coroners BUI, and explained th^t iU nh^ fwas to prevent the disputes between coroners and W,?^trates ot quarter sessions with regard to fees for hol^?"inquests, by enacting that the coroners should hi future 2^

paid, not by fees, but by salaries calculated ou an avei^l ?5hve years fees. The Lord Chancellor supported thTn.Rwhich was read a second time. ^ vue uut
Monday—Lord Clyde took the oatha and his spaf

The Papal States.-lh^ Marquis of Normanby movVt'Zcopies or
^
extracts from the despatches of her Majcstv^!Minister m Tuscany m 1855, 1856. and 1S57 rofirSJ

to the condition and administration of the lUrnaS
States in order to complete the information alreadv n^duced as to his own conduct and that of Mr. Lyons in tKttcommunication with the Papal Government.—Lord WmT^HOUSE offered no objection, and the motion was agreed tnLord St. Leonards called attention to the state' of the 1

respecting the Ducky of Cornwall, especially as regards Crow^
debts.—Tlie Lord Chancellor said that he should have ni
objection to any alteration in the law which could be shown to
be conducive to the public interest.—tord BRottOHAM Smoving for certain returns conuected with the Comdv CourUremarked upon the euormoua amount of business tliere transi
acted, and suggested the policy of transferring tho comitv
court judges, as vacancies occurred, to the superior courte
The returns were ordered. The Prisons {Scollaixd) Bill the
Titkt to Land (Scotland) Hill, the Xfunicipal CnriWj-ations (Ireland)
Act Amendment Bill, the Party UmLUms (Ireland) Bill, a»d the
County Coroners BUI passed through committee. The Higl.viavg
(South h'ales) Bill, the Manchester Cathedral Church Bill, the
Felony and Misdtnieanour Bill, the Postage (Army and kavjji
Bill, the Medical Act A mend liiertt Bill, and tlic liigkway Ratet
Act Continua7tce Bill were read a third time and passed.—
Lord Denman, on the order of the day for the second
reading of the Stipendiary Magistrates Bill, asked the House to
consider it of sufficient urgency to suspend the standing order
prohibiting Billa after the 17th July from being read a second
time.—Lord Redesdale, Earl Powis, *nd Lord Stanley of
Alderley, opposed the motion, not thinking the Bill of auffi*.

cient urgency. The" order was dischargeal.
Tuesday.—The MiiUia BUI, the Metro^iolis Police Force Bill,

the Bank of Ireland (No. 2) Bill, the Common Law Procedure
(Ireland) Act AmeHdmeitt Bill, the Kailicay (Ireland) Act (1851)
Amendvxmt BiU, the Game CertiJtccUi Hill, and tho Municipcd
Corporatimi BiU passed through committee. The Militia Ballot
Bill was read a second time. On the order of the day for
gfoing into committee on the Local Government Act Ame/idment
BUI, the Earl of Derby objected to a clause injuriously affect-

iyg mining interest*; and in committee on the Bill Lord
Stanley of Alderley moved its omission, but on a division
the clause was carried by 42 to 24. The BiU theu passed
through committee. Ttie Felony and Misdemeanour BUI, the
Herring ' Fisheries (Scotland) Bill, the Titles of Land (Scotland!^

Act Amendment Bill^ aud the Party Emblems (Ireland) Bill were
read a third time and pasBed. On the motion for the third
reading of the iVfw Zealand Bill, Lord Lyttelton op^wsed the

measure as contrary to the opinion and motives of the Colouiai

Legislature. After a short discussion the Bill was read a third

time and passed.
Thursday.—The Mijies Regulation a7id Inspection Bill, after a

short discussion on. some amendments proposed by Lord
KiNNAiRD, was read a third time and passed. On tha motion
for going into committee on the Ttnure of Land Improvement
(Ireland) Bill, Lord Dunoannon moved that the Bill be referred
to a select committee. The motion was negatived by 34 to 30,

and the Bill, after a very long debate on its various clauses,

passed through committee. Several other Billa were advanced
a stage.

. ,

Friday.— The Slave Trade.—Lord Brougham piesented a
petition from the Anti-Slavery Society complaining that Spain
had not performed her treaty obUgations with reference to the
slave trade. Private Business of the House of Coiumons.—Lord
Brougham moved that the report of the House of Coniraons-
Committee on private bills should be repriuted. He com-
mented on the system on which business was now carried ou
in the House of Cfmnions, and on the bod practice of allowing
the motion for adjournment to be the signal for a desultory
discuBtiion of all kiLds of topics. [Left sitting.]

i

HOUSE OP COMMON'S.
Friday,—TA^ SpanUh Tarijf.~lti reply to Mr. Lyaix^

Lord J, RussKLL eaid that iu consequence of the ad-
vantages granted to Spain by the recent aUerations of
our tariff lie had called upon the Spanish Government to

('e-Gonsider its tariflF, but as yet had received no intimatica
of their intention to do so. Naples and Sicili/.—Lord JoHif
Russell corrected a statement made by him on the previous
evening respeetnig the demand of Naples on France and Eng-
land. The Neapolitan envoy had written to him that morn-
ing, stating that his request was to tho effect that France
and England should use their pressure upon Garibaldi for tfio

purpose of obtaining a real truce with a view to the conclusion
of peace, but be had not requestod any direct interference in

the affairs of Sicily,—Mr, Lindsay lisked what steps had beeni

taken to carry out the unanimous resolution of the House in

regard to a Maritime Treaty with France.—Lord John Russell.
said her Majesty's Government had appointed a commission on
the subject, bat in consequence of the late treaty^ and
the dread of the introduction of British manufac-
tures great excitement had been produced in Frencb
commercial circles, and Lord Cowley found so general
an indisposition to alter the present state of things^ that h&
had not pressed the matter on the attention of tho French
Government. Harbours of R*^fuge.—In answer to Mr. Lindsay
Mr. Gibson said that the Government would introduce a Bill)

early next session, relating to barboura of refuge. Cruelties in-

-^iiwncan Saps,—In answer to Mr. Milnks, Sir G, Lewis said
that her Majesty^s Government had entered into negotiations
with the American Minister on the subject of the crimes com*
mitted in American ships, and had prepare d tiie draft of a con-
vention, which they had submitted to Mr. Dallas, but no reply
had yet been received from the American Government. Sus-^

^iciouB Foreiyaers. — Mr. Bentinck: called attention to the
necessity, in the present state of Europe, for conferring
on the Government more etringeat powers for dealing with
foreigners of suspicious character resident in this coun-
try. He pointed out the dangers to be apprehended from
the thousands of foreigners now in London—most of them
men of the worst description—iu the ©vent of hostilities

breaking out with the continent of Europe, or of au inva-

sion being attempted, as seemed to be expected from the recent

measures of the Government.—Sir G- Lewis said that it was a

mistake to suppose, from any recent act of the Government,
that they apprehended invasion. Should war break out, it

would then be the time to demand an alien act. The foreigners-

residing in this country were not generally men of a dangerouft-

class, and certainly were not likely to sympathise with the

existing continental Governments,—Mr. Hubbard called atten-

tion to the imi>olicy of raising money by loan repayable in

TerminabU Annuities. Reverting to previoua otx\a^ions when
loans were wanted, in 1855 and 1S56, be contended that whea^

the money was borrowed by tbe medium of ConaoU^ or

Exchequer Bonds, tLe price paid by tbe country was consider-
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•blv less than if an equivalent sum hud been raised by
Terminable Annuities-—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
Jcclined to anticipate the discussion which would take place

on Monday, and said that Mr, Hubbard had under-

valued the cost of borrowini? on Consols, Pvhlic Business.-—

Mr. HoRSMAN called attention to the stite of public businesa,

especially with regard to Indian legislation. Much of the
financialibusiness of the session remained to bo got through.

Many important supply votes had to be proposed and discussed^

and when supply was finished, 10 days must still elapse before

the prorogation. It would be rash to prophesy on what day
they might hope to be dismissed for the recess- XJeeides this

mass of business, there were no fewer than 40 Bills still before
Parliament ; and he enjoined on the Government the propriety
of at once withdrawing all those measures whicli were not
absolutely necessary, seeing that it was impossible to give
them due considetation and discussion this year. More espe-
cially he enlarged upon the expediency of postponing all the
measures relating to legislation for India.—Sir C- M^^ood
explained that of the several Bills relating to India now before
Parliament all but one [related to trifling but beneficial im-
provements in details,- and required little discussion. The
only important measure was the Indian Army Bill, which
there was ample opportunity to debate and pass if the
House only improved the tiinc still at its disposal.—Mr, T.
I3ARING objected to legislate for India at so late a period of the
session.^Lord PalmehstoN" said that if the discussion on the
Indian Arm}'^ Bill were not completed that evening he should
propose to proceed with it on Monday, postponing for that
purpose the question of the national defences.—Mr Disraeli
intended tliat the present block of businesa bad arisen from
the fault of the Government, who had monopolised the earlier
months of the session with Biils wbich they had since
ibandoned, — Mr, H. D. Skymour rose to continue the
lebate, but the Speakfr interposed, observing that the real
/question before the House was the motion for adjournment
till Monday, from which the discussion had latterly widely
diverged. On this appeal the debate was allowed to terminate,
and the motion for adjourning to Monday was agreed to. The
discussion on the Indian Army Bill was resumed by Mr,
RoEBUCK, who dilated on the importance of a measure which
flo materially affected the destinies of 200 millions of
human beings. Kxpresaing, and defending, his preference for

the old system of the local army, he opposed the Bill
chiefly on the ground that it was introduced at too
late, a period of the session for its due consideration.
— Lord John Russkll thought that if the House
were adverse to the plan of . the Government, and
was determined to have a local force in India^ the
proper course would be to reject the Bill of the Government
and to bring in a local measure/ so that the army in India and
the civil authorities might know what Parliament meant and
what were its intentions a$ to the future. He looked upon the
proposition of Sir James Elphlnstone, that it be an instruction
to the committee to make provision for the future regulation,
dis<;ipline, and patronage of the European forces in India as
quite impracticable, and he should oppose it.—Mr, M, Mtlnes
thought that as no one had called for the measure it must be
quite. unnecessary.—Colonel Dickson* warmly supported the
project for amalgamating the two armies.—Sir J. Elphinstoke's
instruction was then negatived without a division.—Mr,
MiLNES next moved that it be an instruction to the com-
mittee that all appointments to military command in
India and all staff appointments be vested in the Governor-
General in Council and other constituted authorities in India.
—On the motion of Mr. Daxet Seymour the debate was again
adjourned until Monday. The Superannu<Uion Act (1859)
Amendnmit Bill and the AdmiraUy Jurif^diction (Irulia) Bill
passed through committee. The Clearance Jnwardjf and Lien of
Freight Bill, the Census (Scotland) Bill, and the Corrupt Practices
Prevention Act AynewhueTit Bill were read a third time and
passed.—The £}ido-wed ChdriHfet Bill sent down from the Lords,
after some opposition from Mr. Ksiqht was read a second tinie^

and comnutted pro jorrtid,

MoNDAV,

—

Affitirs of Syria.—In reply to 51r. B. Osborke and
Sir C. Napibr, Lord J. Russell said that Lord Dufferin had
been appointed to represent this country as her Majesty's
commissioner in Syria for the settlement of the difficulties in
that quarter. Lord Dufferin had already been in Syria, and
was well acquainted with the people.—On the order of the day
for resuming the debate on going into committee on the
European Forces (India) Bill, Mr, Horsman moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate, for the purpose of urgitig the Premier to

follow up his late alarming speech by putting the national

defences in order without delay,—The Speaker interposed,

and told him that he was out of order in thus discussing a
matter totally foreign to the subject.-Lord Palmerston said

he was as anxious as Mr, Horsman that the question of the
national defences should be settled, and as soon as the im-
portant question of the Indian army was settled, no time would
be lost in bringing forward that of the defences of the coimtry.
—The adjourned debate was then resumed by Mr, Danbv
Seymour, who supported the instruction of Mr. Milnes, to the
effect that all military appointments in India be vested in the
Governor-General in Council.—Colonel Sykes and Sir E. T.

CoLEBROOKE also Supported the instruction — Sir C.Wood
opposed it, on the ground that the Bill coutemphited no change
in regard to military patronage.—After some remarks from
Mr. Rich, who urged the withdrawal of the various amend-
ments that the House might at once proceed with the com-
mittee on the Bill, the motion was negatived without a division.

—Sir J-,FERGUSaoif then moved as an amendment that it is

inexpedient to proceed furtlier until the whole plan of the
Government for the regulation of the military force uf India
shall have been submitted to the consideration of Parliament,

•^Mr. T, Baring seconded the amendment, which was nega-
tived on a division by 88 to 50.—Sir J. Elphinstose then
moved the adjournment of the House, condemning the coui'se

of the Government as dangerous and unconstitutional.

—

Sir E, CoLEBHOOKE seconded the motion.-»^Sir H. Willouchby
supported it, and opix*sed the Bill as unsettling everything
and settling nothing-—Lord Palmerstok hoped that the
motion would be withdrawn. He put it to the House whether
they were not striking at the root pf constitutional govern-
ment, when the decision of the majority was not allowed to
prevail? lu countries not accustomed to constitutions,
minorities used force. The present minority acted upon a
similar principle, though differ<^ntly carried out. He appealed
to the country as to the propriety of this course, and declared
that he should re.si.st, as long as health and strength t)erniitted,
what he must call a factious opposition.-Sir J. Elphinstone
immediately withdrew his motion.—Mr. Malins, disclaiming
all factious opposition, objected on constitutional grounds tu
the measure, because it had been introduced by the Minister
"Without taking the advice of his council, and against their
unxnimous opinion. — Lord C, Hamiltok, Colonel Sykes,
Colonel Dunne, and Major Parker opposed the Bill.—Mr.
Vassittart, and Colonel Herbert supported _ it. The Hoxise
then went into committee on the Bill.—Mr Henlky moved the
following proviso;—That the provision made for the sons ot
persons who have served in India, and the advantiges
*3 to pay. pensions, allowances, privileges, promotions,
and otherwise, secured to the military force of the East India
Company by exisiing acts^ shall continue and be maintained
in any plan for the reorgamzation of the Indian army.—Sir C.
Wood said that all the pledges given to any class of persons on
icco ait of the Indian army would be faithfully kept, and as tl e
proviso ida^e i that determination oh record, he assented to its

introduction. The proviso was then agreed to, and the Bill,

which consisted of one clause onl}-, passed through committee.
Public Business.^Oix the question that the Chairman leave the
chair, a discussion arose on the order of public biusiness, in the
course of which Mr, Horsman con? plained that the discussion
that evening had been more than once restricted by the
manner in which the Speaker had put questions from the
Chair.—Sir G. Grey said that it was improper, if not irregular,
to impugn the conduct of the Speaker while the Chairman
was in the chair, and the Chairman observed that it was
not regular to discuss any question but the one
which he had put, that he do leave the chair.
This question was ultimately agreed to. The Senior Member of
Council (India) Bill, the Superannuation Act (IH29) Ahtcndrnent
BUI, and the Admiralty Jurisdiction (India) BUI were read A
third time and passed. In committee of the whole House a
resolution was agreed to respecting the transfer of East India
Stock. On the report upon the Ecclesiastical ComtnUsioa, ttc,
Bill^ as amended, \'arious amendments were discussed and
disposed of. On the order for the third reading of the Poor
Relief tfcc, (Ireland) BUl^ Mr. Osborne complained of certain
strictures having been published in the newspapers by Mr,
Senior on a statement made by him in the House on a pre-
ceding night, without any previous communication with htm.
—Mr, Nbwdeoate moved that the Bill be recommitted,—Mr.
CARDWELLnaid he could not justify the terms of Mr. Senior's
letter. He opposed the recommitment of the Bill. T!io
amendment was negatived by 100 to S, and the Uill was read a
third time and passed.

Tuesday-. — T/iT Paper Duties, —The Chancellor of the
Exchequer stated his intention to move on Monday
two resolutions, — one relating to the Importation of
paper from. France, under the treaty obligation, the
other affirming th« same duties in relation to tlie importa-
tion of paper from other parts. On the order for going into
Committee upon the Savings Banks and Friendly &KiHit:i Invest-
ments BilU the Chancellor of the Exchequer said it was not
his intention to proceed with the main subi^Umce of the Bill,

but simply to amend the 4th clause so as to empower the Com-
missioners to holdall stocks and securities under Farhumentary
guarantee, constituting the national debt under whatever
name. The House then went into Committee on the Bill,

when the 4th clause as amended and the 17th clause were
agreed to. The House then went into Committee
on the Rffre^hment'h Olives and Wine licences (Irehind) Bill.

and made some progress with the clauses. The
Emperor's Letter. — In answer to Mr. B, Cochrane,
Lord John Russell said that a private letter from the
Emperor of the French had been shown to him by the
French Ambastiador containing assurances of the most friendly

' description with reference to this country. He had been per-
mitted to submit it to his colltiagues in the Cabinet, but as it

was a private communication, he could not lay it upon the
table of the House. The amendments of the European Forces
(India) Bill, were considered and agreed to.—Mr. Buxton
withdrew his motion with reference to the encouragement of
the Slave Trade by Spain. Irish Folunteers.—Colonel French
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to extend to Ireland all

powers to make rules and regulations for the enrolment and
organisation of Volunteer Corps, which are now by law appli-
cable to Great Britain, Ha expressed his aurprise that the
Government, which had just invited the House by most
alarming statements to vote an enormous sum for

national defences, should refuse to the Irish people the
means of protecting their lives and property from
foreign invasion.—Sir D. L. Evans seconded the motion.

—

—Mr. Cardwell, without distrusting the loyalty of the people
of Ireland, or their readiness to resist any attempt at inviusion,

said that considerations of great importance, in connection with
the internal state of some parts of Ireland, led the Govern-
ment to the conclusion that it was not judicious or expedient
to agree to the motion.—Mr. Maguire denounced the policy of
the GoTcrnment in not trusting the people of Ireland, This
distrust confirmed the disaffection which existed in a large
mass of them, who, armed or unarmed, would not meet in-

vaders jls foes.—Lord Palmerston said that Mr. M;i^anre had
not held out great encouragement to the Government to
depart from their intention, and to accept the proposal
to place arms in the hands of the people of Ireland. On
the part of the people of Ireland, however, he denied the
asperNion which Mr, Maguire had cast upoTi his countrymen.
Ireland could not be said to be without means of defence with
60,000 trained men. After some further discussion the motion
was negatived on a division by 80 to 30. Business of the House.
—Mr. EWART moved a series of resolutions for the better regu-
lation of the business of the House. On the first resolution
being put to the effect that the discussion on the principle of a
Bill be confined to the time of its introduction and second or
third reading, Sir G. Lewis said it would be difficult to lay
down an inflexible rule to govern their proceedings ; but the
subject migiit with advantage be referred to a select committee.
In the meantime it was Imrdly worth while to discuss the
subject. Mr, Ewart ultimately withdrew his motion.—Mr,
Hennessy was moving for a return relating to the attendance,
salaries, <tc., of CUrk» in (he PufAic 0^6-^, when the House was
counted out at half-past 8 o'clock.

Wednesday.—The Attorneys, Solicitors^ and Certificated Con-
veyancerf^ Bill, the Augmentation of Small Benefices (Irdaad) Bdl,
the Infants' Marriage Act Avieiuiment BiU^ and the East Imlia
Stock Tranxfe^' B?7f passed throngb Committee. On the order
forgoing into committee on the Metropolis Local Governuient
Act Amendment BiU, Mr. Brady moved as an amendment, that
the Bill be committed that day bix mouths. The amendment
was negatived on a division by 71 to 13, The House then went
into committee and agreed to the clauses of the BilL Some
additional clauses, pmposed by private members, were re-

jected.—The Lords, Amendments to the iVuisances Jieraova! and
Diseases PrtLerdlon Bill were considered and agreed to.—The
Votesfor Disqualijled Candidates Bill was =vithdrawn.

Thursday.—National B^fe^ices:—^Tho House went into com-
mittee and resumed the debute on Fortifications and Works,
when Mr, Lindsay moved, as an amendment to the proposed
resolution, *' That, as the mrdn defence of Great Ih itain agiinst

aggression depends on an efficient navy, it is not now expedient
to enter into a large expenditure on permanent land fortifica-

tions." He warned the House that the proposed works would
involve the country in an expense of little less than 60 mil-

lions, and ridiculed the notion of an invasion from France. We
had a powerful navy ; we had a volunteer force^ in addition to

our army, of 130,000 men, which could be augmented to

1000,000; and if the Frencli should succeed (which he

doubted) in tlirowing 100,000 men upon our shores, not one of

those 100,000 men would ever return to their native country.—

Mr. H. Berkeley, in seconding this amendment, said that

with Lycurgus, he preferred walls of men to walls of tt me, and

thought that instead of skulking behind tortificinions, we
should rely on our wooden walls^— Mr. S; Herbert acknow-

ledged that our navy was our first and great line of defence ;

but its effect had been seriously impaired by steam. Adverting

to the anxiety expressed in the Icfer of the Emperor of the

French for peace, he said that no nation would attJick France,

and England was least inclined of all. The Emperor was

strengthening the fortifications at Cherbourg, L'Orient, R*jch-

fort, and Brest, a^^d he had no ground to complain of as for

protecting our dockyards and arsenaU, wiiich were in a far

weaker condition- Ifany country, when once the sea line was

broken through, depended upon lortiticatif>ns, it was En,;laad :

and the public opinion was t! at we were not in t\ at

fit state of defence in whi.h so ri.:h a uatian ought t be,—Mr,

Bright said the House would deceive itself if it supposed thafc
the estimate of the Government as to the cost of these w^rks
could be relied upon. Whenever the Government undertook any
work the estimate was never adhered to ; the expenditure was
doubled before the work was completed, and he had no doubt
that, if the House voted for the carrying out of these works
to completion, the expenditure would be at least 20,000,000?,
Millions more would be involved; there mu^t be an increase
of the standing army, and the works would be useless without
men to man them. He wanted to know by whom this expen*
diture was ur^red ; was it by a united Cabinet? He beUeved
that if the follies and sui)erstitions of the Foreign Ofi&ce could
be got rid of, we might save three fourths of our military
expenditure, and that whatever was necessary for internal
defence might be had at little expense by our volunteers.
After a review of the opinions and suggestions of the
military authorities upon this question, he asked the
Committee wliether there was any other thing they would
consent to undertake upon such counsel, than which nothing,
he declared, could be more confused. He proceeded to arguo
that the representations as to the naval augmentations and
coast fortifications in France were gross exaggerations ; but
they acted, he said, upon the people, and if the people believed
them he charged this to the contemptible cowardice of th«
Cabinet Ministers of this country. Ho arraigned in severe
terms the policy of the present Administration towards France,
characterizing it as grossly inconsiste it, and in one particular
insulting at once to the people of England and of France.
The Emperor of the French had made efforts to meet the wishis
of the English Government, and we should act as if we thought
him sincere and amicable towards this country. But the
speech of Lord Palmerston the other night in bringing forward
this resoUition was calculated to encourage the panic
in England, and to create excitement and distrust in
France, France might be our enemy (he did not believe
she was), but he could point out an enemy at home in the
insane and wicked policy by which this enormous amount
of taxation was abstracted from the labour of the
people. With all his heart he opposed the lesolution.

—

Sir. Newdegats, Lord R. Montagu, Mr. Corry, and Mr.
Horsman supported the original resolution ; Sir F- GoLDSMmi
Mr. White, Sir C. Napier, Mr. B. Osborne, Sir. F. Smith, and
Sir M. Peto opposed it.—Lord Paluerston reminded the com-
mittee that the object of the Government was not* at pre-
tended, to line the coast with defences and fortify London, but
to protect our dockyards and certain other important points
essential to the m;4intenance of our first line of defence. He had
never, he said, varied hia opinion that it was necessaiy to
defend those vulnerable points, and he denied that the report
of the Commission impliod any distrust of a power with
which we had concluded a Commercial Treaty- This Com-
niif-siou was appointed more than twelve months ago,
before the treaty was thought of. He trusted that the
peaceful relations between this country and Franco wo\ild
continue for a long time ; but he was convinced that the only
security was to be strong enough to defend our^eWes, and
those who were so were the most likely to remain at peaco
with the world. On a division the amendment was negatived
by 2C8 to 39. On the original resolution being put, Mr,
MoNSELL moved as an amendment to add to the resolution^
'* That, in the at>sence of artillery and engineering information,
it is not expedient to incur any extraordinary' expenditure ia
constructing permanent works at Fort^iJown Hilh—Mr- B^
Herukut could not assent to the auicndmout, and after a short
discusRion, extending to the whole scheme, the committee
again divided, when the amendment was negatived by 165 to

37.—After some further remarks by Mr. Bright, Sir IL WiL-
LODOUBY, and Lord Palmerston, the reaolutiau waa ultimately
agreed to, and ordered to be reported.

Friday. — The IHsh Poor Law Cor^nx^ssi^yner$. —*. Tno
O'Donuguue called attention to the dismissal of the Uev. Mr-
Fox from the office of Catholic chaplain to the South Dublin
Union by the Iriwh Poor Ltw Commissioners, and Lord
Fehmoy moved that the conduct of the Commissioners
relative to the dismissal of Mr Fox, and the occur-
rence's which jfave occision to it, are not calculatcvl to

promote confidence in the administration of the Poor Law
or the proper excrcit^e of the jwwers of the Commissioners.
On a division the motion was negatived by Sti to 4i». Ti»
house went into committee of supply on the Civil Servict

estimnteA, when the vote of 39,597^ for works on the new houses
of Parliament, was agreed to- The Savings Banks and Friendlf
Societies InveM^nents Bill, the East India Stock Transfer Bill, and
the Landlord and Ttiuint (Ireland) Bill, were read a third Itimu
and passed. [Left sitting.]

ciTiti) inxtlUqtntt.
Money Market, Fkiday.—Bumsii Funds: Con-

sols closed at 93i to i for Mone^, and 93^ for the 9tl2

inst, ; B;mk Stock, 230; Three per Cents. Keduced,

93| to 93^; New Three per Cents., 94 to 93J; New
Two and a Half per Cents., 77i ; Thirty Years' Annui-
ties, expiring in January, 1880, 13i ; Ditto in April,

18S5, 161; India Stock, 217; Ditto Five per Cent.

Stock, 1859, 104J ; Ditto Four per Cent- Debentures,

1858, 97k ; Five per Cent. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 97J

;

Exchequer Bills, 3j. pm.

—

Foreign: Brazilian Four
and a Half per Cents, 1860, 88tob7J; Mexican Three
per Cents., for Acct., 21^ to i; Peruvian Three per

Cents., 73i; Russian Four and u Half per Cents-, 1860
(scrip), 1 to I prem. ; Sardinian Five per Cents., for

Acct,, 83^ ; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 48^

;

Ditto New Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct., 39|
to 40.

ISanfe of ffinglanu^

Note« ifttued «

«

4 t *i

* ri
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1S«1UE DEPARTMENT-
£i%49S,4-2Q

I

Government Ofbt
Oth^r Srcuntic»
Gold Coin nnd Bullion.. n^iTZl^^A)

SiiTcrBuilioD ,.

Proprietora CApitnl.. ..

\ieU „ *.

fuDlJc DepORiu (inc^ud-

inic Ekcbequer, Savinxs
UaDkt, CoinnuHtioner*
of Nat. Debt, and Uifi-
dpnfl Accti.) ,. .. ,.

Otber Dfpoftitt . .. ..

Seveu <Iaj and otbfr bilU

BANKJMi UKPARTMENT.
it:»«4M.42a

3,422,51:*

2d dftr or Auffutt, 1960.

4,1KM,9fi9

HJ17-ftS4

(inrludinjc De&d \fci^b
Aiiiiuiiy) t

Othcrr Srcwxitiei ». „
Notrt
Gold ud Silver Cow .»

7,4».6t«
737,4«0

MARSHALL, Deputy UMOicr,

iTajftte of tJ)c iMut.
TUESMAT—BANKKLPTS-I- J. BAnarxT, LWerpoal, Hotel Ke<Tii

W. HoDsiD, fen-, Foole, and Corfc MuUen. DorMt«bire, pArmer, Coni,

Seed, hiid Coal Mechant—J- Bu8Hell and A Waleki, Wood Street, Citj^

m\'i Uan»''ti'lP". liertfo dshire. Straw Hat Manufarturer»-E. H. Daunt
and J. WiLSM^, Old Bn>ad Street, City, BiU Br ke" — S, N, Hatmbi,
Leek, Staffordshire, Grocer—B, HaArroiD, LouKhboroui^b, LeiceBterthirc,

Auctioneer and Comfaclor—A- lioi-ME, late of Old Swan Lane, Dpper
Tbaines Street, *iUipownep-C.W- UoopKa and H. rAa,iti>ao:<. SeptbinR

i,ane, City, Leather Merchants—W. Ibsitiu;! and J. Ibbitsot^j YcudoOt
Yorkthire, Woollen Cloth Manufactureri—J, M.*MAaTE.& and S. UAims.
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A ben^wnny. Monmouthshire, Drapers and Tea Dealers—T. K. Mitchki.l,
hiyerpool, Apothec»ry— P. H. Paynr, Easton Road, formerly of Bush Lane.
Caniion trreet, Leather Merchant-W. O Pearson, Gravesend. late ofGresUam Street, City. Silk Aitent-B Richards, J. Kicuarbs, and T.BicHARDS, West Brom«irh, Staffordshire, Ironmasters - I. Shaw
Macclesfield, Cheshire. Joiner and Builder-J. H. Smith. Myid's Rents

?li![Sber
*"' ^^"" ~ ^- V^'K^"EKSToN. Cheltenham. GloucesterBhire;

BAT^KaUPTCT ANNXJLLED-T. ToTNBEE. Southwick Street, Hyde
Park, Hotel Keeper
SCOTCH SEtfuESTRATIONS-W. Ancrum. EdinburRh-D. Leach,

liOchffitpheadMerciiant-J. Miller, Edinbarhb, Merchant-J. A. Smith.
frttiBOur^ti, Baker,
FRIDAY-BANKRUPTS-F. Afplftard, Bradford. Tanner-E. Hay-

XA's, ^^ounl Molten Street, GrosTenor Square, Mi-idlesex, Pruiterer-E.
JosEs. Marlboro.ieb, Horse Dealer-J. h. Pillikgbr, Tredegar, Mon-
H^)!^,^^,«' ?I'*P^^r''- P Wi«Ga"« aud T. W. Wood, St! Albau'8,
•*^?r*-Yrr"^'^ *^'*'^ Manufarturerers.

r?,1^i£^^Z'l'^^^^ ANNULLED-J. Bamford, Stainland. Yorkshire,
tjrocer—J. u. Sdepfakd .Towccsier, Brewer.

Ml
LoED Clyde at Fisiimongees' Hall.— Tlie Fish-

mongers' Coiiipsuiy celebrated on Wediiestiay the return
•of Lord Clyde to Enghmd by a magnificent banquet in
their great hall at London Bridge. In acknowledging
the toast of his health Lord Clyde spoke as folio ivs :—

"Beingrtotnlly unaccustomed to the making of speeches, I
trust you will pardon me for any omission or any deficiency
that may occur on my part. It appears to mo that entertain-
ments like the present form an important part of the reward
which public servants receive frnni their fellow countrymen
when they return from their services abroad. They are proud
of such distinctions, and no one more proud of them than
myself. I have received many honours, conferred in the most
fracious manner by her Majesty, honours which were far
eyond my merits, and far beyond anything which I ever

dreamt of receiving. The kind reception I have met with to-
day from my countrymen in this hall—men holding a high
?osition in the metropoHs—convinces me that they do not
hink me altogether unworthy of the honours which her

Majesty has bestowed. You speak of soldiers, Mr Pi-irao
Warden. I have been 50 j-ears a soldier, and I can tell
you that the men of England, Ireland, and Scotland have not
deteriorated ; I say it boldly, that thev are as obedient soldiers
vdien properly officered, as ever served in the British army!
The Prime Warden has been pleased to pay me some handsome
compliments respecting the late war in India, but I must say
that to one man above all does England owe a groat debt of
gratitude, and that man is the present Governor-General
Lord Canning throughout the whole trjing period of the war
was brave, cool, and self-possessed, exhibiting all the qualities
of a great administrator. I had the honour of maintaining
intimate relations with his lordship during the wh(»le o*" the
three years I remained in India, and I believe that it was the
support V7hich his firmness of character gave me that enabledme to fultil the expectations which my countrymen had enter-
tained of my mission. Therefore, whilst receiving with grati-
tude the complimei.t which is now paid me, I think it only
Tight that Englishmen shonld know the merits of the great and
I may say gifted, man, whose prudence and calmness in dif-
ficulty, whjse never-disturbed self-possession, exercised so
pow«r{ul an influence on the suppression of the mutiny."

EilBA>-E:MENT OP THE TilAMES.—Sir J. Paxton's
«elect committee on the Thames Embankment have
presented their report, which was ordered to be printed
•by the House of Commons on Friday night. It states
that the committee have carefully considered the
several plans which have been brought before them,
and have received much valuable evidence on the
subject. In connexion with the matters referred to
them they have considered it necessary to inquire into
'the mode proposed for con^^tructlng the low level sewer
about to be made by the Metropolitan Board ot Works,
and have found that if that sewer were carried under

Con-
City

The

suggest a mode by which the money may be raised with-
out intrenching on the general taxation of the country,
and they recommend that a public guarantee should be
given to secure it.

The New Ride in Kensington Gaedens.—The
joint committee of the parishes of Marylebone, Pad-
dington, and Kensington, met at the Court House,
Marylebone, on Friday, and unanimously resolved to
petition the Queen, praying that the new horse ride he
at once removed, and the gardens restored to their
former state. At a meeting of the vestry of St. James's,
Piccadilly, on Friday, on a motion for the appointment
of a deputation to protest against the ride, the votes
were equal, when the chairman gave the casting vote in

favour of the resolution. On the other hand a body of
j

gentlemen favourable to the ride have resolved them-
selves into a committee, and sit daily at 121, Regent
Street, to receive signatures to a memorial requesting
the Chief Commissioner to continue the ride. "Upwards
of 2000 signatures have already been attached to this

memorial.
"VVesleyan Coni-eeence.—The 117th annual

forence was held last week in the Old Chapel,
Road, and was attended by nearly 450 ministers.
Rev. William "Wood Stamp, of Liverpool, was chosen
President by 186 votes, and the Rev. John Farrar,
Governor and Chaplain of the School at Woodhouse
Grove, near Leeds, was re-elected Secretary by 288 votes.
Return oe Mk. Spurgeon.—This popular preacher,

who during the last two months has been on a tour
through the Continent for the benefit of his health,
returned home last week. During his travels he
preached in the Cathedral at Geneva, and, con-
trary to the Baptist custom, ascended the pulpit in
full canonicals. So great was the anxiety to hear him
that some came as many as 200 miles for "the purpose.
MuEDER OF Four "^Persons at Walworth.—On

Tuesday morning a frightful tragedy was committed at
16, Manor Place, Walworth, near the Surrey Gardens,
a man called John Godfrey Youngman, who has
recently been in service as a footman and valet, having
murdered his mother, his two brothers aged 11 and 6^
and Mary Walls Streeter, a young woman from Wad-
hurst, Sussex, to whom he was paying his addresses.
The discover^' of the murders was made by the landlord
of the house in which the family resided. He was
alarmed by hearing some one fall upon the first floor
landing, and on proceeding up stan-s was horrified
at seeing three bodies lying on the floor, with their
night clothes saturated with blood. He at once gave
information to the police, who instantly proceeded to
the house and found the dead bodies of two females
and a little boy lying upon the landing in a pool
of blood, aud the footprints of a man who had been
walking thvougli the blood and about the house. In
the first-floor front room they found the youngest boy
dead upon a bed. Two medical men were promptly in
attendance, and on examination they found that each
of the murdered persons had received a stab in the
breast, and that their heads had been nearly severed
from their bodies, the vertebrae of the neck of the
youngest boy being entirely cut through. The mur-
derer made no effort at concealment. He was still in

the Strand and Fleet Street it would cause an amount
, „^. „^ ^^^,, ^, ^^...^^....oml, ^x« ».i« m.u. m

of injury to the trade and traffic of the district, which his night shirt, which was saturated with blood with
It IS scarcely possible to estnnate. The importance of one of the wristbands torn ofl'. The oflicers found the
providing lor the construction of the low level sewer wristband behind a chest and covered with blood, and am connection with the embankmenthas been recognised new dagger knife 10 inches in length, likewise covered
_by the enemeers whose plans have been submitted to with blood, with the point and one side of the hand-them

;
and provision has been made in all these plans

I
guard recently broken off, apnarently by the force of a

for constructing the low level sewer alongthe foreshore
, blow. On the prisoner being ta'ken into custodv, he said heof the river, and withm the embankment. The com-
! had committed the murders in self-def'ence. His

mittee have had many plans before them, out of which
they have agreed to select the three presented by Mes?rs.
Bazalgette, Bidder, andFowler,civilengineers.Allofthese
plans propose to carry the embankment from West-
minster Bridge to Queenhithe on the west side
of London Bridge, and that of Mr. Fowler com-
prises a railwny and a roadway. They do not propose to
interfere with the wliarves, but on the contrarv, to
improve thera by the construction of docks and other
facilities within the embankment, which would be four
feet above the level of high- water, and would be carried
out from the bank so as to diminish the width of the river

the pro^wsitiouB to attempt
aud recommend that as the legislature hnvtrairea'dv
^ntruated the mam drainage of the metropolis to the
Metropohtan Board of Works, and armed them with
powers to deal with the foresliore of the river in con-
nection therewith, tlie construction of tlie embankment

mother, he said, entered his bed-room, where he slept
with his little brother, and with a knife cut the child's
throat. Tlie child awoke him by his cries, aud while
the boy ran to the landing his mother attempted to
murder him (the prisoner). He, however, disarmed her,
and in the struggle which ensued his wristband was
torn off". The prisoner, who is about 25 years of age, and
is of short stature, was taken before the magistrate in
the course of the day, and remanded. The inquest was
opened on Tluirsday, but the witnesses threw little
light on the causes of the tragedy beyond what may be
gathered from the evidence of the father, who admittedconsiderably in some pla.v.. The committee rejected that the'prisoner'Vmotherw^sTpVoTed^to his marriage,

M,r^„l;l!!.?J? 1 T^'"Y* ^"^^ *^^"^*^„!!^ expected some money with the young

i

woman. The inquest was ultimately adjourned to
Mmi d ay.

The Ptblic Health. — The Registrur-GeneraVs
\S eekly Return states tliat the deaths in London in the
\veek tliat ended on Saturday, July 28, were the same

Hathcnck two young ladies who were at sch^l withthe accused at P.eckington, stated that they had hear^Miss Constance Kent express dislike towards the childrlm
of Mr. Kent and his present wife, owin? to th
partiality shown them by their parents; and that sh!had also complained that Mrs, Kent would not let CI
have the coloured dress she liked, but bou-ht the vtZ
opposite to that she selected. Mr. Parsons, a surgeo?
described the wounds on the throat and body ofdeceased
andsaidthathehadexammedthebedgownofthepris^Pr
but found no marks of blood upon it. The housemS
deposed to fastening the drawing-room windows and to
finding one of them open the following morning, thoui>h
It did not appear that any one had entered the house"
she also spoke to collecting the dirty linen the Mondav
after the murder, when she received a bedgown from
aiiss Constance which she placed in the clothes-basket
Shortly after the prisoner asked her to get a glass of
water, which she fetched and gave to her upon the
landing, close to the room. where the clothes were
deposited. The washerwoman stated that she removed
the clothes from the house the same day, and when she
got home she found that a bedgown belonging to Miag
Constance was missing. There were three entered in
the book, and only two could be found. This was the
last witness examined. Mr. Edlin, barrister, then made
a most powerful appeal to the bench on behalf of the
prisoner, contending that there was not a tittle of
evidence against her. The mirgistrates, after a
private consultation, discharged the prisoner on
her father entering into 200^. recognizances to
produce her, if required. The feeling in favour
of Miss Kent in the neighbourhood is extremely
strong, and the local papers are almost unanimous in

their opinion of her innocence, while the hostiUty
manifested against the lather is equally strong. Mrt.
Kent, the mother of the murdered child, was confined
on Saturday morning, the day after her step-daughter
was liberated. In consequence of the gossip circulated

respecting the character and demeanour of Con-
stance Kent at school. Captain Meredith and Superin-
tendent Woolf last week visited the school at Becking-
ton, and interrogated Miss Williams, the principal, on
the subject. Both Miss Williams and her assistant,

Miss Scott, spoke in the highest tei*ms of Constance,

saying that she was a well-conducted pupil in every

respect while in that establishment ; and so assiduous

in her studies that she became a successful competitor

at the half-yearly examination, and canied oif the

second prize. It appears also that the rumour which

has been so industriously circulated, that the deceased

child had a strong antipathy to Miss Constance, is

entirely untrue. The child was on most affectionate

terms with her, and on the evening before the murder,

in the course of a childish romp with Constance, he

gave her a little bead ring, he himself had made for her.

Leicester.—A communication has been received

by the high sherifl' of Leicestershire, from the

ITomc Office, stating that the execution of Ilaiinali

Holmes, who was convicted at the recent assizes of the

Wilful Murder of her master, at Seagrave, has been

respited during her Mnjesty's pleasure.

Nottingham.—The execution of John Fenton for

the murder of Charles Spencer, at Walkeringham, took

place on Wednesday morning in front of the count)

gaol in the presence of a vast number of men, women,

aiid boys, many of whom had taken up their position

in front of the scaffold early on the previous night

The culprit made no direct confession of his guilt; bnt

admitted that he knew the murderer and had pro-

mised not to divulge bis name. It was evident, how-

ever, from his manner and conversation that he was tlie

guilty man. He scarcely seemed to live half a minute

after the drop fell.

Iiclano.

10 years 1850-59, corrected tor increase of population,
is 1206; the present return is, therefore, 231 below the
average. During the week the births of 917 boys and
888 girls (in all 1785 children) were registered in
London. In the 10 corrospondiiiff weeks of the years
1850-59 the average number was 1534.

should also be entrusted to tl„..n. They recommend I in number as those of "theVevious^^^eki;";'; °^5

the coS :;:d « „e dut"
' "r r"

"'^'' ''"• "'? "'"•"' T'"-" ''''''^' "-''^'-- "' ^''« corresponding teek "of thexne coai ana nine autie.<i, which are to expire in 186*' '
""^ -— « — . , . .

^ &

should be renewed for a limited time, and the proceeds
be applied to tlio expenses of the embankment, the
<*ost ^of which including sewers, &c., accortliner
to the highest estimate would be a million anil
a half. One fourth of tliis sum at least would be the cost
of the sewer, which would however be much more if it
Tan under Fleet Street and the Strand. From the
renewal of the &/. and the Id. coal tax, and the wine
duty of Id., an annual sum of 180,000/. mav be expected.

The eo,nTt i ?;, t 1 r^' T" *''r'^
^"^"^. ""S'^trato. at Road on Friday for re-exa,nination. Tho

the CCvloti dut es £.' ,^
^ '" appl.oat.on of nnrsemnld having described the circumstances under

Cwnt and do ^m f't^ ^
" P"'"PT.,°f ""^ *""; ''^'"''^ ''"teased was missed, a,ul the man who found the

*Sl^ k^ri iL n^,fit^ nn't," ""T"^ ^K'^^t °^ ''°^y "' '''" *^'^'' '='°"'' ''=>''"? ^'«P°«"1 to the mannersurplus lands, or the profits on the nulway traffic. Tliey i in which it was discovered, Misi Moody and Miss

i3iol)tiutaI.
FaoiTE. —Miss Constance Kent, who was remanded

The French Emperor and the Irish Peebs.—

The following letter appears in the Tipperoff

ISxamlnery the editor of which has repeatedly declared

his dissent from the charges of enmity to the Pope

which were made against the Emperor by many of fc«

Irish Catholic journals :

—

** The Emperor's Cabinet, St. Cloud, July ^
** Sir,

—
"When in a country the presa passionately persists i^

forgetting itself in-order to calumniate and misrepresent tw

intentions of a Foreign Sovereign, nothing can be more ple*^

ing, or even more consolinp, than to see a clever and diffli"

terested writer rise np .spontaneously to defend Mm. ^'^^ ,1*

have been that writer; you have had the Bingular merit, »
resisting the general overwhelming irapidse, tooppose»«J^
ecienticus judgment to false interpretation, and a cilm ^"^^^Jj

the clamours of malevolence; thus success has 8™*'**^
crowned your efforts, and, if the error ba not totally <W**^J2
it is at least already much enfeebled, so much powder o^
truth bestow ou him whom she animates with her iuspjrot^*

I have, then, with real satisfaction, submitted various arUJ^
published in your esteemed journal to the Emperor, ^"^^
Majesty entertains for them the sense of gratitude '^^®

fJ^^S!
expression of which he charges me to address to yon. Ac<*P|

sir, the assurance p3f my most distinguished con&ideratioB--'

The Emiieror's Secretarv. Chief of the Cabinet, „
" MoOQt'ARD.

The Galway Postal Sttbsidt.—A meeting of th?

citizens ^of Dublin in fnvour of retaining the fiuba»"J

cmiitPi-l Viw fhft rini'ofTiniAnt; was \\y\A OU Tne*d*y •
The Earl

Mr.
Sftd

1

(

the Mansion House, and was well attended.

of Clancarty, Lord Gough, the Hon. G. Handctx-t

Pim, Mr. O'Reilly D.-ase, Sir. P. O^Brien, M.X\



Atcitst 4, 1S60.1 THE GAEDENERS' CHEONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

t iJtionswere adopted expressing the just claim of

Ireland to have a paclcet station, and the breach of

good faith and sound poUcy it would be for the present

Gov-eriiment to ivithdraw the grant, which had been

conceded upon national grounds hy the Government of

Lord Derby, to wliom the meeting acknowledged the

obligations which Iruhmd owed for so important a con-

cession. .Similar meetings have been held at Limerick

and Gal«ay.

The iBisn Brigade.—Letters from Paris state that

troops of Ii'isli continue to arrive in that city from

Eome in the most destitute state.

The Peace Peeseiivation Act.—A letter from

Armagh states that not a gun, pistol, boyonet, or any

other weapori has yet been delivered to the police,

although the 4th August was the last diiy allowed by the

proclaination for that purpose. It is said that, in case

tliere are no deliveries, additional police will be sent to

the county, and a search made. The two men, M'Caun
and JIurphy, who were so seriously wounded at Lurgau
iffe still alive, but no hopes arc entertained of their

recovery.

The Irish Constabulatiy.—Lieut.-Colonel Poborts,

who lias been nearly 21- years connected with the Irish

constabulary, is about to retire on his pension. The
salary of the office is 1000^. a year.

The Dungannon TRAaEDY.—The trial of Holdon,

the soldier charged with the murder of Sergeant

3l'Cleland at Dungannon, his intention being to

kill Mr. Mathew, the inspector of ids corps, has

terminated in a verdict of Guilty, accompanied by a re-

commendation to mercy on account of the good
character he had previously borne in the regiment. The
judge passed sentence of Deat7i,mn\ sentenced him to

heharigcd on the 27th August. The prisoner was per-

fectly cool throughout the trial, and requested as a last

favour that he might be shot, instead of dying by
the rope.

Accident on the Blackwall.—On Tuesday morn-
ing as the North London train due at Fenchurch Street
at 9.25 wi^s passing the Playdon Square junction of the
Blackwall, the engine ran off the line, and, after tra-

versing about 29 yards rolled over on its side. Two
composite carnages which were next the engine
instantly rose upon it, and the remainder were thrown
off the line. There were between 300 and 400 pas-

sengers in the train. The engine driver and stoker
sprang off the engine as it fell over, and escaped un-
hurt, and the passengers of tlie two carriages which
had mounted on the top of the engine sustained no
injury with the exception of being bruised.

General the Hok. Sir ITekry Murray, K.C.B., Colonel of
the 14th Light Dragoons, died on Sunday last at his residence
at Wimbledon. He was one of the few snrvivinj^ Waterloo
officers, and had been 60 years in the ariuy, his coiurnissiou as
Comet dating as far back as May, 1800, In I?^0(>-7 ho served
in Naples, Sicily, and Calabria, and in the latter year
accompanied the expedition to Egypt as aide-decamp, and
was present at the attack on Alexandria, siege and storming
of Eosetta, and on every other occasion where our troops wore
engaged. He was also in the Walcheren expedition in 18*j9,

and was at the siege and surrender of Flushing, In ISl'^ he
went, as Lieut.-Colonel of the 18th Hussara^ to the Peninsula,
and was present at the crossing of the Eslar and the action of
Slorales de Toro. He also comTuanded that regiment in the
campaign of 1S15. He commanded the rear regiment of the
cohmm in the retreat on the day after the battle ot Qaatre iiras,

and at Waterloo took part in the brilliant charge of his brigade
at the conclu-sion of the action- For his services at Wateidoo he
was made a Companion *if the Bath, and in May last was made
a Knight Commander of the order. In 1S53 he was appointed
Colonel of the 14th Light Dragoons He was a commissioner
of the Royal Military College and of the Royal Military Asylum,
and had held for the usual term the niilit;iry command of the
western district. He was the youngest sou of the second Earl
of Mansfield, and was born in 17S4,
Mr, Hammill, the Police Magistrate who was appointed one

of the magistrates of JMaryleboue Police Court in January last

onthe retirement ofMr Long, died suddenly on Monday evening.
He complained of a pain in his side when hean-ived at the Court
on Monday morning, and after disposing of several night
charges he was unable to proceed, and returned home. He
Inimediately wont to bed, and on the arrival of his medical
<*ttend;int3 they found that he was dead, lb is supposed that
death was caused by apoplexy or disease of the heart.

BIRTHS,—On the 2'>th ult, at Burley, near Leeda» the wife
of the Hon. Mrs. BECKErr Denison^ of a daughter—4D,

Rutland Gate, the Hon, Mrs. CiiAHLt:.^ Lindsay, of a son—:^6th
^It, at 2, Chappel Street, Grosvenor Square, the Hon, Mra,
SEYMouft DiWsuN Damer, of i\ diiugliter-2Dth nit, at 26,
Wilton Crescent, Mrs. Bah he Cochkane, of a son and heir.

Northuraberland-25th ult, at St. James's, Croydon, by his
waco the Archbishop of Canterbury, St. George Tucker, Esq.

,

^eijgal Civil Service, to Francf.s MAROARiiT, only daughter of
Jlajor-General Sir Frederick Abbott, C.B , Lieut-Governor of
^e Royal Indian Military College, Addiscombe — 25th

Y^ at Aghadii, near Cloyne, the Rev. T, Pax-ling
1-ittle:, incumbent of Oxenhatl and Pauntlcy, Glou-
£gtersMre, second son of the late JoH^F Little, Esq., of
ptchcombe House, in that coimty, to Anne HJsther Maria,
J^onddaughter of the late Lieut-General Sir Joskpii Thack-
J^^x^ G.C-B, — 2fith nit, at St, Paul's, Knightsbridge,
t;DMiJNT> Salusburv, thii\i Son of the late Lieut.-Colonel
^F'ouLivEs, of Eriviatt, Denbighshire, to Anne, youngest
Jaughter of the late Sir Thomas Strange, formerly Chief
J^tice of Madras — 24th utt, at St. James's, Piccadilly, the
**^"^- Robert Braithwaite Batty, M.A,, Fellow of Emmanuel

of tk^^'
Cambridge, eldur son of the latci Lieut,-Colouel Batty,

g
the Grenadier Guards, and grandson of the late Sir John
rrow, Bart-, to Beatrice, eldest daughterof the Rev. Henpa'

OTEBBiNc, D,D., rector of iit- Mary'^j Upper Thames Stieet^

2/ith ult, at St, James's, Dover, William Jamks Smith Neill,
|

generally, snd of mould in the best parts of Mid Kent and East
Esq., Royal Artillery, of Bamweili and Swinrige Jluir, Ayr-
shire, eldest son of the late Brigadier General Neill, C*B.,

H.K.LCS.* to Jessie Gideon, youngest daughter of George
Leighton Wood, Esq., Bath.
DEATHS.—On the aist ult, at the Marine Hotel, Worthing,

Lord BuRGhersh, eldest son of the Earl and Countess of
Westmorland, aged 1 year and 10 months— 2Gth ult, at 29,

Portland Place, the Rev, Lzveson Vkrnon Harcourt, Chan-
cellor of York, son of the late Edward Harco'irt, Archbishop
of York, aged 72— 17th ult, at Anderton, near Dcvonport,
Rear-Admiral William Frederick Lapidge, aged 67—98th ult,

at 31, Lansdown Cretrcent, Cheltenham, Frances Maria, widow
of the late Lieutenant-Colonel Johx Macdonald, of Summer-
lands, Exeter, and daughter of the late Sir Robert Chambers,
formei'ly Chief Justice of Bengal, aged 85—25th ult, at his resi-

donee in George's Street, Dublin, the Yen. Wm, Wray
SIaunsell^ Archdeacon of Limerick, and Precentor of
Cork, aged 77—27th ult, at Ho, King's Road, Brighton,

Captain Edward Willouguby, of H.M.'s Bengal Artillery,

from the effects of wounds received June 23, aged 29

—

^Oth ult., Frederick Augustus Cahrington, E-q., F.A.S., of

Lincoln's-inn- Fields, and Ogbourne St. George, Wilts, barrister.

Sussex. Duty S0,000i, to 60,000/.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Aug. 3,

Our arrivals are much lets than usual at this season of the
year, and the prospects of wool miiintaining its price continue
likely with the present favourable weather, and towards the
spring higher rates may be realised than have been heard o£
lately-

South-down Hog- s. d. fl. d. Leicest. Wetbera 1 6 to 1 7
8 to 1 9

;

Ditto Hoggs . . 1 7 — 1 6
Half-bretl ditto.. 1 8 — 1 9 ' Combiner Skins _ _ --
Driwn Ewes . , 1 6 — 1 7 Ijlaiiket ditto . . 6 — 8
K.eut Fkuccs . . 1 6 — 1 7 Flannel Wool .. 1 — 1 7

JJARK LANE.—Monday, July 30.

The supply ot English Wheat to tins morning's market w;

exceedingly small, and being held lor very full prices met only

a slow sale at last week's rates- Notwitlistanding the

immense arrival of foreign, it sold freely in retail, having a
larger number or co\mtry buyers than we have seen for a long

tiuie piibt. Fur Darlcy th(;ruis a fair inquiry at rather over the

of the Oxfr)rd Circuit, Recorder of Wokingham, D,L. fur Berks, prices of this day sennight. Beans ai-e scarce aiid bnng rather

and J-P. for Wilts, aged 5S—27th ult. at Little Efibrd, Devon, more money, l\as are unaltered in value- We have a very

Frances (lODDARD, wife of George W, Soltau, Esq., and largeairi^al of foreign Outs, chiefly from Russia, the remainder

youngest diui^hter of the late Rev, Thomas Uuhne, of Tot!all, from Swedish and other ports, which are mostly out of con-

near Plymoufb, aged 58—25ihnlt., at the Vicarage, Doncaster,
the Rev. John Sharpe, D.D. for 43 yoars vicar of that place,

and canon of York, aged 69— 27th ult., at Cowes, the Rev.
JIaximilian Genestf, for 28 years Incunibcnt of Holy Trinity,

WestO'Wt'S, aged 60—30tb ult, at Meaburn Lodge, Clapham
Park. Harriott, wife of John Thwaites, Esq., chairmain of the
Mcti'opolitan Board of Works,

itfl»iUct?5.

COVENT GARDEX, Aug. 4.

The supply of most things, both English and foreign, is now
abimdant. Pines, Peaches, and Nectarines are still i^Ientiful,

as are also Plums and Figa. Grapes are abundant, as are
likewise Cherries- Strawberries, though getting past their

best, still maintain fair prices. Cob Nuts are realising

Is. per pound- Gooseberries fetch 3d, a quart. Peas
are abundant. New PotaLoes range fmrn 6s- to 8s. per
cwt. Some good Mushrooms ir.ay be obtained. Cut l^owers

chiefly consist of Orchiils Gardenhis, Violets, Mitmonette,
Heaths, Kalosanthes, Geraniums, Lily of tUe Valley, and
Roses.

FRUIT.
Pine Apples, per lb,, 3s to is Gooseberries, per qt., 3d to Od
Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5s Currants, per qt , 3d to 6d
Strawberries, p. lb-, 6d td la6d Green Figs, per doz., 43 to Ss

Peaches, per doz., 8s to 153 " Melons, each, 2s to 4s
Apricots, per doz., 3s to 4s Apples, per doz,, 23 to 6s

» > 4

• * •

a a I

5*8—62
; Red

58—64! Red
60—65
— Red . . ,

.

52—68
38—45,MalUn«.
^S—36:Maltiug.
•20—24

!

J6—28; Feed ..

26—9S Feed

IS. B.

56—60
38—62

22—26 Feed
.—38;Foreigu.

34—43
48-64

Harrow

.

Longpod
38—46,'Egyptian
38—40jSuffolk .

3-2—34 Foreign.
Yellow..

36—41
35—40

24—2G
21—24
18—2ff

34—4a

48—54
4(1—48

36—41
30—40

Coui: try. 10—4S

OruDges, per 100, Us to 15s
Lemous, per 100. 5a to 10s

Nectarines, do., 5s to 10s
Cherries, p. lb.. Is to 3a

VEGETABLES.
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to Gd Beet, per doz., Is Cd to 2s

F. Beans, per qrtn , 9d to Is

Peaa, p. bush., 2s to 38

Cauliflowers, each, 2d to 4d
Greeus, per dozeu, 4s 6d

10 63
Cabbages, do., la to 23

Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOs
— per bus., Ss to 4s 6d— per cwt., 69 to Ss

Carrots, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 3s
Cucumbers, each, 6dto la

Artichokes, per doz., f>a to 8s

Celery, per bundle. Is 6d to 2a
Onions, p. half sieve, Ss to 5s
Tomatoes, per doz., 2s to 3s ^

Sballots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb.. 6d to Sd
Lettucen, Cabb.,p. score, l3 6d

to 2s Od
Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d to la

Endive, p. score. Is to 2s

Horse Radish, p. bun. , Is 6d to 4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., lstols6d
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2a to 4s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

BUTTERpiARKET.—Aug 3.

Best Fresh Butter . . .. 148. per dozen lbs.

Becoud do. do. .. .. 13s. ,,

Pork, 5s. Od. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.
1

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

SMrTHKrFr,T>. Tiiursd.w, Aug. 2.

Prime Meadow Hay itOs tolU5a
Superior do. (old) ..105 115

Interior do 54 72
New do 70 90
Rowen — —

Clover 100a to 120a
New Clover . . . . 80 105
Old second cut ..70 105
Straw 36 42

Davis & Co.

dition and v. ry difficult ot sale. Russian and inlerior sorts are

Is. per qr. cheaper. Flour is unaltered in va.ne.

pF:n Imi'EUIal Quaetkr.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & SuHblk. .White
— — fine selected runs, .ditto

— — Talavsra
— Norfolk— Foreign

BARLEV,grind. &dist., 24sto31s. .Chev.
— Foreign, .grintling and distilliiig

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire, .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Braw

Rye
Rve-meat., foreign

Beans, iliizagau 32s to 40s Tick

Pigeon 36s — 47s. . Winds.
— Foreign Smal i

Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers

— Maple —s to —s Grey
Maize White
FiOLR, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2ddo ditto

— Foreign per barrel!25—32)Per sack 30—46

Fkidav, Aug. 3.

On the 28th and 29th we were visited by heavy thunder-

storms and rain. The weatlier has since been cloudy and dull,

without sun; during Wednesday night and yesterday momina
we hiida few alight showers of rain. The Lite unusually heavy

arrivals of foreign grain have caused a general aulness in the

trade of the kingdum, notwitirstamiiug which, however, the

prices of Wheat have been unusually well supported, im-

poiters generally having a strong conviction that the stocks of

English are reduced to a low ebb, and the prospects for the new
crup reuderi-ig it probable that it must be a very long time-

Vfore it can furnish any great proportion oC the consumption

of the coTintry, even under favourable circumfitances, whereas

that prnportion would be greatly reduced and deferred by wet.

Spring corn has not undergone any noticeable change of value.

American Flour being ;>roportinnatcly cheaper than any other

description has met a tree sale both here and m other porU.

We quote extra Stiite 2Ss. to 293., prime Ohio 30s. to 3l8^

Only a limited number ..f grain-laden vessels have amved Off

the coast during the week, most of which have been disposed

of. Accounts from the Brtltic represent the Wheat crop as

being greatly jeopardised by the heavy rain, and holders decline

selling unless at higher prices. The arrivals of English grain

continue to be very limited, those of foreign exceed U3,00i) qrs.

The English Wheat left over from Monday being he d tirmly

and above the views of millers remains unsold. We had *
large attendance of country buyers at market this mnruing,

but owing to the liigh prices iu.«isted upon by the holders of

foreign the sales effected were Umitcd, and our quotations are

con-sequently un^.ltered. Grinding Barley is lu good demand

at fully Monday's prices. The Oat trade i^ firm, with a fair

inquiry at extreme rates lately current.

Arrivals from July 30 to Aug. 4.

Oats. Flour.

VThitechapel, Thubsdat, Aug. 2.

Fine old Hay .

.

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do.

Straw •

..lOOstoHJis
., 90 100
,. 75 80
..50 70
.. as 42

Fine old Clover , .120s to 126
Inferior do .. ,.108
Pine New Clover , , 95
Inferior do 75
Fine 2d cut .. ..110

118s
1IJ2J

84

116g

METROrOLITAX CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, .Tuly 30.

We have a shorter supply of Beasts, and consequently trade

is brisk at fully late rates. The number of Sheep and Lambs
is for the time of year small. They are readily disposed of at

rather advanced rates. Calves are selling about the same as on
Thursday. From Germany and nolland there ar« 1600 Beasts,

6900 Sheep, and 230 Calves ; from Spain, 99 Beasts ; Irom
Scotland, 50 ; from Ireland, 80 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 150 ;

and 1500 from the northern and miulaud counties.

English .

.

IrLdh . . .

.

Foreign .

.

SV heat.

1280 qrs.

Barley.

qrs.

rr

49910 „ 11700

:*

*»

20
150

qrs.

»•

51430 „

V27i) aka.

(n..

40 .,

380 oris.

s d s d

6 to
o

4 —
5
5

4

8
6
10

8 to 6

a d
Best Long-wools. 6 4

Do. Shorn .. ..

Ewes A; 2d quality 4 8

Do. Shorn
Lambs .. ..5 8
Calves .. ..4 4
Pigs .. -.4 ()

B
5

d
S

Liverpool, Tuesday, July 31.-We had a good^ attendance

of millers and d.;alers at our Com E.«hange this morning,

and Wheat lias commanded a fair consumptive inquiry at the

rates of our la.-=t market. Flour was more looked after, ana

American was the turn dearer. Indian Corn was mtolerabljF

fair request, and mi:ted American brought fuljy 3<i- Pfr V-
more money, there being few sellers. Oats and Oat.neal v«ry

steadvattull prices. Beans advanced 6d. per qr. Peas and

barley held firmly at extreme rates. The market closed steady ;

weather looking unsettled.

Friday, Aug. 3.—The grain market is firm for Wheat and.

Flour, but quay parcels of American much pressed indiaa

Cora in active speculative demand, at 6d. advance. Ibrad and:

mixed American 31s., Galatz 328. Oatmeal dull, but held for

more n)oney. Weather gloomy.

to
5

6
5

6
6

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. , . 5

Best fcihort-horns 5

2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and

Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn ...
Beasts, 4200; Sheep & Lambs, 24,600; Calves, 304; Pigs, auO.

Thursday, Aug. 2.

The supply of Beasts is again short, and coii.sequenUy

Monday's prices are maintained, although trade is dull. The

number of Sheep and Lambs is about the same as of late ; the

demand has decreased, and prices on the average are lower.

Calves are selling as on Monday. Our foreign supply consisU

of 210 Beasts, and 3100 Sheep; there are 52 Calves Irom

Ireland ; the number of Milch Cows is 105.

Averages Wheat.

June 23 .

.

— 30..
7..

14..

— 21..— 28..

Agg.Aver.

Barley. I Outs, i
Rje.

July

57^

57
57
5r>

57

5

7
6

34* U
32 10

57 4

84
33
32
83

5
5

27*-

25
2«
25
26
26

bd
5

5
8
4
4

384

41
41
41
40
S7

9U
9
3
3
8
5

'Beans.

^silOrf
47
46
46
46
46

1

6

6
7
1

S3 5 I 26 3 i 40 2 ( 46 3

4lJ 44(

l4A »,
41 4
43 7
39 4
41 1

41 &

Beat Scots, -Here-

fords, &c. . . fi

Best Short-horna 5

2d quality Beasts 4

Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn

6 to
2 —

8

5
5
4

5

8

6
S

10

Best Long-wools . 5

Do. Shorn . . .

Ewes&: 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn .. .

Lambs .. ..5
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. .-4

4—5 6

6
ft

4

4

5
to
— 6

Prices.

Fluctuations in the Last Six Webks Averaoks.^

Juno23::Junc30MJuly 7., July 14~JuIy 21.'

J

uly 2^

5S«

67
67

57
56

5'f

9
7

-

6

L

«

•

» *

rV

*

• t

I
* *

^ • *

r
* #

5

JO ohom •• - ~" -• 1 ^^B" *• .. -» V "

Beasts, 955 ; Sheep & Lambs, 11,900 ; Calves, 625 ; Pigs, 120.

4

6

I HOPS —Borough Mafkbt, Friday, Aug. 3.

TWH'isrs Pattenden & Smith report that the accounts from, __ . _ ™ „ ^ , „ ,, ---.^ «- ,i t- .3 c- lu
thfpSaUorsuplothiEmoments^^^ Hall, ISs. ; Walls End Kelloe. 19s.; \V alls End South

COAL MARKET—Aue. 2.

Byasa'sBebside West Hartley. 16s. 3d.; Clark's West Hartley,

1.53. i*d. ; HolywoU, Ids.; Lambert's West Hartley, 16s.;

Tanfield Moor, I3b. 3d. ; Tanfield Moor Butea, 133. 3d. ;

Walker Primrose, ISs. 6d.; Wylam, lOs. 6d. ; Walls End Byron,'

18» ; Widla End Gostorth, Hs. 9d. ; WallsEnd Hilda, 178.3d.

;

lideu Main, 18s. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hetton, ISs. 9d. ;

Walls End Framwellgate, 18s.; Walls End Haswell, 20s.; Walla

End Helton, 20s. ; VTaWa End South Hetton, 208. ; Walls End
Canidoc, 18s. 9d. ; Wails Knd Cahsop, ISs. 9d. ; Walls End
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Hartlepool, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Trimdon Thomley, 16s. 9d. ;

WaIIs End Thorpe, ISa. 6d. ; "Walls End West Iletton, ISs.
;

Walls End Whitworth, 163. ; Carway and Duffryn Malting.
233. 6d.—64 ships at market.

WANTED. AS FOREMAN, in a considerable estab-
lishment, a young single Man who understands the

management of Pineries, Forcing Houses, &c. ; he must also
be a good Florist. An excellent character will be required.—
Apply for terms, &c, to Mr. Aysos. Oxton House, Henton,
Devon.

WANTED, A FOREMAN, in a Market Garden.
Must undersuind the Forcing of StrawbeiTics, &c. A

middle aged married Man preferred. One who has been accus-
tomed to the Market Gardening preferred. His character
must bear the strictest inquiry as to honesty and sobriety.
"Wages li. a week with cottage and garden attached.—Apply by
latter to A,B.. Mrs Everley> Stationer, Hounslow, Middlesex, W.

WANTED, FOB THE SEED and NUKi>ERY
TRADE, a person whose chief occupation will be

TRAVELLING, but who must be competent for office or shop
work when neceti£>ary. No one need apply without satisfactory
testimonials,

—

Peter Lawsox & Son, 27. Great George Street,
"Weatminster, W,

TO SEEDSMEN,—SHOPMEN WANTED.
WANTED, A HEAD SHOPMAN, who has bad

some experience in the Management of an extensive
Cotmter Trade, a single Man of active habits and good address,
who writes a good hand, and accurate at Accounts. Also au
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, of good address, and possessing some
experience of Counter "Work.—Apply to "W. Duummond &l Sons,
Seedsmen, 58, Dawson Street, Dublin, inclosing copies of testi-

monials, and stating age and salary expected.

WANTED, AS SHOPMAN, in a Retail Seud
Business and to attend to the Books and Accounts

generally.—Apply in own handwritings stating, references and
terms, to Thomas Jackson & Sqn", Kingston, _

S- W,

WANTED, A SHOPMAN, who must Write a good
business hand quick, used to retail trade, strong, and

willing to assist at hard work. Say if any knowledge of times of
sowing Flower and Garden seeds, &c-, and their cultivation.
Good character for honesty, sobriety, &c., indispensable,—State
wages, age, &c. . to H. Cottrfll, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

WANTED, A GARDENER and PORTERESS.—
The Guardians of the Poor of the Parish of Saint

Leonard, Shoreditch, Middlesex, require the services of a
respectable married couple, without incumbrance, nnt less
than 25 nor more than 45 years of age, the man as Gardener
and his wife as Porteress, at the Industrial School of the Parish,
at Brentwood, Essex. The man must be a good Kitchen
Gardener, competent to instruct boys in Gardening, and his
wife must be able to read and write well. The salary of the
man will be 30/, per annum, and that of his wife 10/. The
parties elected will reside in the lodge, whiclx is fumislied;
and rations, coals, washing, &c., are allowed. The appoint-
ments will be made subject to the approval of the Poor Law
Board, Applications in the candidates own writing, with
testimonials as to character and ability must be sent to the
undersigned, at Shoreditch Workhouse, London, N,E-,
indorsed, ** Application for office of Gardener " not later tban
Tuesdiy the 2l6t inst,—By Order of the Board,
August 4. Wm. Nightingalk. Clerk.

"VV/ ANTED, a steady, active MAN, as UKOUM and
\y GARDENER, and to make himself generally useful in a
Ve<Ucai man'ii faukily. To one upon whom dependence conld
be placed, liberal wages would be given,—Address, statiiig full

particulars, to L. 1\ D-, Post Office, Ambleside, Westmoreland.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 47^ married; competent
to manage a large or small place, Meadow Land, D^iirj',

or Poultry. Good character from the place he is leaving-

—

E. W,, Rush House, Lavender Hill. Wandsworth Road, S,

GARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gentle-
man,—Age 38, married ; one child 6 years old. Wife a

thorough Dairy-woman, Twelve months' good character from
the Lady and Gentleman they are now leaving,—G. R, New
Crofts Lodge, Hillingdon, Middlesex. _^
/ "t ARDENER (Head), where three or more men are
\Jf kept,—-:\ge3S, married; well acquainted with his pro-
fession in all iis branches. No objection to look after land.

Seven years* good character,—A- B., ciire of Mr. Cutbush, Nur-
seties, Barnet, Herts. ^^__^^
GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, no incumbrance;

lias a thorough practical knowledge of Growing and
Forcing Fruit, Flowt-rs, and Vegetables ; and of all new ground
work cither private *)r public ; good chumcter from his present
employer,—M,, Bonohurch, Isle of Wight,

/GARDENER (Head),—Age 38, married, 1 child;

V^ understands Vines, Forcing Fruit and Vegetables, and
the Minagcment of Flowers, Kitchen Garden, &c. Good
character and well recommended-—A, B,, Walker's Newspaper
Office, High Street, Leyton, Essex. N,E

.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, mnrried, no incum-
brance ; miderstands Early and Late Forcing ; also the

management of Fruit, Flower^ and Kitchen Garien, Has no
objection to look after Meadow Land if required. Five years'

good character,—A, B., Mr. W. Barnes, Camden Nurserj-,
Camberwell, S-

GARDENER (Head).—Henry Hoyce, aged 38
married, is at liberty to engage with any nobleman or

gentleman in want of a thorough practical Gardener who per-
fectly understands his profession. An excellent character from
last employer. Can be highly recommended.—Address, 14,
Oxford Street, Southampton,

(1 ARDENER(Head).—Age 35, married; thoroughly
JX understands his profession iu all its branches. Is capable

of taking the charge of Meadow Land and Cattle if required.
His only reason for leaving his last place was the death of his
master. An unexceptionable character can be had.—W* A,,
Mr. E- Tiley, Nurseryman, Bath.

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentle-
man,—Age 29, single ; has a thorough knowledge of

Pines, Vines, Alelons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Kitchen Garden, &c. ; also Laying Out and Planning
Flower Gardens. Will be disengaged on 16th October next.
Wages, 70L per annum.—X. Y. Z,, Tackley Park Gardens,
Oxtordshire,__

GARDENER (Head), where two or Uiree men are
kept.—Age 3S, married ; thoroughly understands his

profession, Early and Late Forcing, &c. Has been nearly
four years in present situation, and will be at liberty on August
24th, Terms HOL per year, and cottage. Satisfactory reasons
can be given for leaving present situation,—J. Usher, Gardener
to Sir C, Honywood, Bart., Evington Place, Ashford, Kent-

GARDENER
experience in

of Head Gardener

;

eluding Ferns, ttc.
Fruits, Cropping,
Alpha, Mes?srs- E.
London, N \W

(Head).—Age 42, married; 27 years'
his profession, 16 of them in the capacity
a clever and intelligent Plant Grower, in-

and well skilled in the routine of Forcing,
&c. Testimonials highly satisfactory,

—

9. Henderson & Son, St- John's Wood,

WANT PLACES.—LfeUers to be Post Paid.

BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and GAKDENER.—W. P.
Ayrf.s liHving co.npletod his engagement in the formation

of the Forcing and Ple:i8ure Gardens to the new mansion at
Orchardleigh Park, will shortly be at liberty to enter upon a
Mmilar engagement. During his residence (four years) at
Orchardleigh W. P. A. has baa the general supervision of the
Betate Improvements, Draining, Re<modelliug of Farms, Re-
ceiving Rents, Ac. He has also Designed and erected a Farm
residence and coveredHomesteadof the first class ; isthoroughly
conversant with the principles of Construction and Artificers
and Ground work of all kinds. Liberal remuneration expected.
*«* W. P. A. has been known to Professor Lindley, tiie learned
Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, for upwards of 20 years, and
has the honour to refer to him as to his professional capabili-
ties.—Orchardleigh Park, Fronie.

AILIFF.GAUDEXEH,ohGOKIUL MANAGER.
—Middle-aged

; practically acquainted with the duties of
the above professions ; Breeding and Rearing of Live Stock,
Sale or Purchase of Farm Produce, Timber, &c. Has hail great
experience in Forcing generally. Superior reference will be
given.—J. K., Arpsten Cottage, Bridge Road, Barnes, S.W.

/ 1 AUUENEK AND liAlLlFF.—E. Pavku (age ^6,
V>i married, no inctimbrance), for the last 10 years with the
Kev. C. W . Ethelatone, Rectory, Eplyow, Dorset ; has a thorough
practical knowledge of the cultivation of Vines, Pines, Peaches,
llelons, Ac, the general maniigemont of the Kitchen, Fruit,
Flower Garden, and Pleasure Grounds ; also a thoroui^h know-
ledge of the man:M?emcnt of a large Farm in all its brunches.
Can have 7 years' gwid cbaracter for ability, Ac— E. Paver.
Market Place, Sidmoutb.

GAHDENEK (Hkai>).—Age ^9, married; tlioruuyh
knowledge of his profeaaion in all its branches. Four
igood character.—W.W.. Post Office, Beckenham, S.K.

GARIjENER(Hkau).—Married, one cVild; unUer-
standa Early and Late Forcing. Two years' good

chariPt^r.—F. R. 26, Grafton Road, Kentish Town. X,W.

ARDKNEK (Hicad>—Age 34, married; thuroiighly
understands every part of his profession. Three years'

character.—W. »., Vale CotUge Grove, Vale, Peckham Rye
Surrey, 8. E. ^^ ^ '

GAHDKNEU (Head).—Agt; 39, single; Las a good
general practical knowledge of his profession ; can pro-

duce good testinionmls. Four and a half years' good character
from last employer.—J. H. , J. A J. Fraser. LeaBridge, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—Single;" thorongh practical
knowledge of his profession in all its branche.s. Abovetwo

years' unexceptionable character from his present employer.

—

C. C, Mr. Lawrence, aputh atreet, Camberwell. S.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, singiej thorongbly
understands Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Forcing

and Gardening in all its branches. Three years' good charact':;r.

C, 4, Bloomfield Place. Crouch Eud,"HomMey, N.

GARUENElt (Head).—Alarrietl, with incumbrance;
has served over 14 years in his present situation super-

intending two establishments ; has had SO years* practical
experience as a gardener ; has never been disengaged since he
was 13 years of age, and his moral character is unsullied.
"Would engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want of
a real gardener and a good servant.

—

Chakles Shaw, Gardener,
Bedding's Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

GARDENER.— H. Page, Teiidington Grove, S.W.,
wishes to recommend a good practical Working Gardener.

Age 40 ; throe and a half years' good character.

GARDENER.—Young, about to be married; would
have no objection to look after a Pony and Chaise or a

Cow. Four years* good character.—D. H., the Hon. S. R. C,
Grove House, T'Xitinij, Surrey, S.

TO GENTLEMEN AND MARKET GARDENERS.
GARDENER.—Well experienced in every branch

of Forcing, and the general roiitine of Kitchen and Flower
Gardening.

—

G., Mr. Lawrence, Nurseryman, Chatteris,
Cam bridgeshire. ^_^^____^
GARDENER.—Married; perfectly understands the

raanagement of the Vinery, Greenhouse, Kitchen and
Flower Gardens. No objection to the care of Meadow Land ;

the Wife could take care of the House or Lodge ; good character
and references given.—H. H., 40, Ebury Street, Eaton Square,
PimlicQ. S.W.

C^
ARDENER.—Mr. CitlPPS, Nurseryuian, Tunbridge

T Well.-i, Kent, can with confidence recommend to any
nobleman or gentleman a thoroughly practical Gardener
(age 36, married; ; is thoroughly acquainted with the culture
of Pines, Vines, and every description ot Early and I^te
Forcing, Orchids, Terns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower
and Kitchen Gardens, Has been a successful exhibitor of

I

Plants and Fruits. Can manage Land if required. The
highest i-eiereace.'t for character and abilities.—Diruct as above.

C'^AllDKNKU ^M.^Gl.t-UA^i)El>).—A^e 40, single;
T ijnderstands the management of Vines, Fniit. and Flower

and Kitclien Gardens. Good character—A. B., Mr. Howes,
St. John's Road. Battersea Rise, Surrey, S.W.

C^ARDENER(Head).—Age30,iiialTied; thoroughly
T undersUnda the Forcing of Grapes, Peaches, Cucunibers,

Melons, fatrawberries. Mushrooms, and is a good Flower and
Kitchen Gardener, Budder. and Grafter. Five years' character.—J.'WiMWOOD. the Gardens. Brailea House. shiustou-on-Stour.

/^AKDENER (Kokeman).—Has u pracriciil know-
vjfl ledge of Forcing and Plunt Department ; also Kitchen
and Flower Gardens.—G. L., Mesi^ra. RolUsson's, Lower Toot-
ing. Surrey, 8.

OREMAN OK FECUND GARDENER.—Age 23;
thoroughly understands Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Fine Foliace Plants. Ferns, Forcing, ire. Good testimonials,

—

A.B., 5-, Amelia Street, Walworth Uuad.

ARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
raiui's family.—Age 20. Good character.—L. S., Wood's

Nursery, Wandsworth Road, Clapham. Surrey, S.

IMPRUVKK.—Age 21; has been 5 year« in gentle-
men's gardens, and is desirous of placing himself for a year

or two in a first-rate Nursery or elsewhere. Can have two
years* good character from the situation he is leaving.—C. P.,
'1, Brook Place, I^ower Edmonton.

t"o F U O R I S T 3.

APPRENTICE.-A respectable youth to the above
business. The advertiser would receive in exchange

into her Rmall -select school a young LADY to BOARD and
EDUCATE.—Z. Z., Post Office, Stoke Newington, N.

JOHN FOWLER, JuN., 28. Cornhlll, London. E.G.
Full particulars of FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

can be obtained by applying at the above address, CATA
L0GUE3 containing Prices and Testirnontal.s sent post free.

TO GARDE N E R S.HORTICULTURE EXTRAORDINARY.
JAVEEKS AND CO. respectfully invite the above

• Gentlemen when visiting the Metropolis to an insiiection
of the immerous and striking novelties exhibited at their
Horticultural Works and Fruit Forcing Show Establishment.

Horticultural Buildings in choice variety ; Patent One-Boiler
System ofHeating, in efficient working perfection ; their wonder-
working Upright Tubular Boilers of manifold sizes ; an entirely
original Ventilating Apparatus, the most perfect ever invented.
An exuberance of magnificent Pines in all stages and splendid
condition, grown on various systems. The Grape Vines, Peach,
Nectarine, and other Fruit Trees have proved to be the admira-
tion of all visitors. The numerous Horticultural Works in
course of constrxiction throughout the various workshops"
showing the superiority of Workmanship by Steam Power, are
well worthy of notice.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water
Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W\

GARDEN BORDER EDCIIMC TILES.

ROSHER AND CO, bejf to invite attention to their
varied Stock of ORNAMENTAL GATUtEN BORDER-

EDGING T1LE« in Terra Cotta. Terro-Metallic ware, and
Earthenware. They present advantages o\er Box or Grass-
edging in that they afford no harbour for slugs, &c., take up
less room and are less expense and trouble to keep in order.

They may be had of various patterns at R. &l Co.'s promises.
Albion Wharf, Holland Street, Blackfriara. S.E. ; and

Kingsland Road Wharf, near the Canal Bridge, N.E.
N.B. Sketches of the patterns will be forwarded by post on

application. Ornamental Flower Boxes kept in stock.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for CONSER.
VAT0RIE3, HALLS, CORRIDORS, BALCONIES. Ac,

as cheap and durable as Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours,

and capable of forming a variety of designs. Also WHITE
TILES, highly glazed, for Lining Walls of Baths. Dairies,

Kitchen-ranges, Larders, &c. To be obtained of Rosher & Co.,

at their premises as above.
,

BRADFORD'S PATENT WASHING MACHINE
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

*' I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordinary patronage I have re-

ceived from all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which haa
very far exceeded my most sangnine
expectations." — Tromas Bradford,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester.
London Office : fi3, Fleet Street, E C.
N.B. My Machines always have^

and always will be sent on approval,

if desired, before payment. Descrip-

tion and Price free by post,

IVE FISH FOR STOCKING POXDS, AQUA-
J RIUMS, &c.—Carp. Tench, Ronch, Dace, Perch, Chub.

Gudgeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, k.c. To be had
at Charles Wright's, Fishing Tackle Manufactory, 376,

Strand, W.C. Aquariums sold.

M~
ECHI AUD BAZ1N';> DBSFATCH BOX
WRITING CASES in Russia and Morocco leather are

made in 20 different forms and sizes, fitted with real Bramah
and Cbubb Locks, Also others of a cheaper description. Prices

vary from \l. to 50i. Portable writing and dressing cases, brush

cases, courier bags, pic-nic cases, wicker luncheon b;iskets,

sporting knives, wine and spirit flasks, &c.—112, Regent
Street. W., and 4, Leadcnhal l Street, EC.

METCALFE, JUNGLEY, and CO.'S NEW
PATTERN TOOTH BRUSHES, Penetrating Unbleached

Hair Brushes, genuine Smyrna Sponges, and every description

of Brush and Comb and Perfumery for the toilet. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2^. per box. *

THE FAIRY BOUQUET.—This delicious per-

fume was originally discovered by one of Titania's principal

attend;Lnts. It is made from wild flowers, culled by fairy

hands from ** the bank whereon the wild Thyme grows." The

authenticity of the recipe is vouched for with the same degree

of certainty as is the existence of Tit;iiiia herself. It is

now prepared solely by Metcalfe, Binolet, & Co., Per-

fumers, <fec., 130 B and 131, Oxford Street, Loudon, W.—In
bottles, 28.. Zt. 6rf.. and 53. each.

ANDSOME BRASS and JRON KEUSTEADS.-
Heal & Son'b Show-rooms contain a large assortment of

brass bedsteads, suitable both for home use and for tropic^

climates; handsome iron bedsteads with brass mountings and

elegantly japanned ; plain iron bedsteads for servants ; every

description of wood bedstead that is manufactured, la

mahogany, birch, walnut-tree wood, polished deal and japanned,

all fitted with bedding and furniture complete, as well as every

description of bedroom furniture.

HEAL A?a) SOX'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
containing designs and prices of 100 bedsteads, as well as

of 150 different articles of bedroom furniture, sent free by post.

—Heal & Son, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bedroom Furniture

Manufacturers, 19t>, Tottenham Court Road. W.
.

ISITORS TO THE SEASIDE, TOURISTS, a>T)

TRAVELLERS will find the application of ROWLANDS
KALYDOR, both cooling and refreshing to the face and skin,

alUying all heat and irritability, removing eruptions, sunburn,

freckles, and tan, and lendering the skin soft, clear and

healthy. Price 4». 6d. and 8«. 6d. per bottle. The heat of

summer also induces a dryness of the hair, and a tendency to

its falling off, which may be completely obviated by the use of

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, an invig<^rator and beautifier

of the hair beyond all precedent: Price 3.s-. 6d. ; 7». ;
fanoil?

bottles (equal to four small), 10s. %d. ; and double that size, 21«-

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, OR PEARL DENT! KRICE, compoun-
ded of oriental ingredients, is of inestimable value in improving
and beautifying the teeth, imparting a pearl-like whiteness,

strengthening the gums, and in rendering the breath sweet

and pure. Price 2s. Od. per box. Sold by A. Rowland t SoKS,

20, Hatton Garden, London, E.C., and by Chemists and

Perfumers. Beware of spurious imitations.

THE BEST REMEDY FOR irMDICtSTlOiM.

NORTON'S CHAMOMILE PILl^ are confidently

recommended as a simple but certain remedy for I^.*^[*

gestion, which is the cause ef nearly all the diseases to which

we are subject, being a medicine so uniformly grateful and

beneficial, that it is with justice called the "Natur^
Strengthener of the Human Stomach." Norton's PILU*
act as a [riswerful tonic and general aperient, are mild in their

operation, safe under any circumstances, and thousands m
l>ersous can now bear testimony to the benefits to be denvea

from their use.—Sold in Bottles at Is. \\L, &. M, and H^-

euch, in every town in the kingdom. Caution.—Be sure to asK

for ' Norton's Pills," and do not be persuaded to purchase the

various imitations.
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A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
BEIXG ABOUT TO RESUME THB

IMPORTATION" of SEEDS and PLANTS
by means of Collectors ia Foroign Countries, the Council

are desirous of fiudiug a well iuforracd active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who ia ready to engage

in this undertaking. Salary in proportion to attainments.

Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing teatiraonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place, London, W.C. ^_^
RS. ARTHUR HENFUEY, Widow of tlie late

Professor Henfrcy, P.R.S., F.I^.S., &c., of King's

College, London, continues to receive a limited number of

young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with

her own Sons, in all the branches of a Hberal education. French

is constantly spoken, Mrs. Hknfrey having resided on the

Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,

Singing, and Drawing. The house Is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort

of a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to

their health and morals. Keferences are permitted to

—

Dr. JELF Principal of King s College

Rev. Lawford W. T. Dale
Kev. Olive HoixiNQwoitTir

Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker

Professor HuxLET, F.R.S,

Dr. and Mrs. Martyn..
Dr. and Mrs. Lindley..
Dr. and Mrs. Hooker .

.

Dr. and Mrs. Tuke

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS FOR ENGLAND,
FRO?/I DOVER TO THE LAND'S END.

Chiswick Vicarage, W.
Turnham Green, W.
Kew, W.

t The Government School of

\ Mines, Jermyn Street, S.TV.

7,Bennett St., St.James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W.
Kew, W.
Manor House, Chiswick, W.

For terms apply to Mrs. Arthur Hesfrey, 12, Heathfield

Terrace. Turnham Green, W. ___^
HE BELGIAN HORTICULTURAL BOARDING
ESTATE SCHOOL, belonging to the Government, is

under the superintendence of M. LouisVas Houtte, at Ghent ; it

and the buildings connected with it being in hia Nursery.

Foreigners are admitted on the Ist of October next. Yearly

terms for instruction, hoard, lodging, and washing in-

cluded, 20/. a year No persons are received unless the

references are first-rate.

N.B. Mr. Cripps, of Tunbridgc Wells, Mr. Johw Sandt, of

Stafford, Ac, will probably be kind enough to give information

if required concerning the character of the education given in

the Royal Belgian School.
^

NEXT OF KiN, HEIRS, &c., WANTED, ivho

have been Advertised for—Being exact Copies of Adver-

tisements from the Tir,ies, Gazette, Chronicle, Herald, Post, Mel-

bourne Argus, Sydney Herald, Hobart Town Mercury, South Av^-

tralian Register, Cape Mail and Monitor, New Zealand Gazette,

^yest India Record, Indian, Canadian, and American Papers for

the last 60 years, relating to many thousand names, descrip-

tions, and last residences of persons of all classes entitled to

money and property of several Millions value, and now laying

dormant for want of claimants, This prized and valuable book
is sent post free to any part of the United Kingdom for 12 post
stamps by the publishers, Fisher & Son, Kingsland, London,
N.E. Established IS47. "Worth its weight
Not, 26, 1859.

in gold,"—It^itfs,

Powi^s.
and c

iJAiLj. Thi?3 Work, consf<terabIy en-
larged, and containing every information necessary for

Table or Exhibition Poultry, may now be had at 113, Mount
Street, W,, for 25 stamps, postage free.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
Price 6(/., or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

ON" THE PROGRESS AND, RESULTS OF
UNDER DRAINAGE IN GREAT BRITAIN. Prize

Essay. By J. Bailey Deetton, Agricultural Engineer, and
author of the "Prize Essay on Road Making," and other

Agricultural Treatises.—52. Parliament St., Westminster, S.W.

Just published, in Svo, price 12s., cloth,

THE PHILOSOPHY op NATURE: a Systematic
Treatise on the C;i«se3 and Laws of Natural Phenomena.

By Henry S. Boase, M.D., F.R.S., and G.S.

Londonj__LojJQMAS, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

NEW WORK BY MR. ALFRED WILLS.
Now ready, in post Svo, with 12 Illastrations drawn on Stone

by Hanhaht, from Sketches and Photographs by Mr. and
Mrs. Wills, and 2 Maps, price 12j. 6d. cloth,

«mHE EAGLE'S NEST iif the VALLEY op
I SlXT;"a Summer Home among the Alps; together

with some Excursions among the Great Glaciers. By Alfred
Wills, of the Middle Temple, Esq., Barrister-at-Law ; Author
of " Wanderings among the High Alps.**

London : LoNaMAN, Green, JjOngjiav, & Roberts.

Just published, price Sixpence,

TO MY LABOURERS, on the Economy of Food
and the real sources of BODILY STRENGTH ; with some

Suggestions for their Improvement. By Charles Lawrence.
London: Lonqman, Green, Lokgmak, & Roberts.

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN'S LIBRARY.

STONEHENGE'S BRITISH RUU.VL SPORTS. A
complete Encyclopaedia of Sports, with 300 illustrations.

Post Svo, half bound, 10s. td.

MAYHEW ON DOGS, their Diseases and Treatment, illustrated

by H. Weir. Post Svo, half-bound, 5i.

BCRUTATOR'S HORSES and HOUNDS, illustrated by H.

Weir. Post Svo, half-bound, 5^. .„ , ,,

CECIL AND YOUATT on the HORSE, with illustrations.

Crown Svo, half-bound, 2a, Qd.

THE PIG, by William Yocatt, enlarged and re-written by a.

Sidney, with original illustrations, 1 vol. Post Svo, half-

bound, 5s. „,„, „
STONEHENGE'S SHOT GUN and SPORTING RIFLE, with

illustrations. Post Svo, half-bound, IOj. 6(1.

RHAM'S DICTIONARY of the FARM, revised by W. and H.

Ravnbird. with illustrations. Crown Svo, half-bound, 5«.

MECHI'S (ALDERMAN) HOW TO FARM PROFITABLY,
with illustrations, half-bound, 35.

DOYLE'S (MARTIN) DOMESTIC POULTRY, with coloured

illustrations. Post Svo, half-bound, 5*.

RAREY'S HORSE TAMING, new edition, with illustrations.

Fcap. Svo, half-bound, 2a. 6d.

DELAMER'S KITCHEN and FLOWER GARDEN, with a

coloured frontispiece. Fcap. Svo, cloth 2j. 6d.

BRITISH TIMBER TREES, by John E. C. Blenkarn, with

practical illustrations. Post Svo, half-bound, 5*.

London; RocTLED<ip, Wakjx, & Rotjtledge, Farringdon Street-

The following are now ready,

HANDBOOK—MODERN LONDON. A Complete
Guide for Visitors. Maps. 16mo, 5*.

HANDBOOK—KENT and SUSSEX. Map. , Post
Svo. 10«.

HANDBOOK-SURREY. HANTS, and the ISLE op
WIGHT. Map. Post Svo, 7s. 6rf.

HANDBOOK—WILTS, DORSET, and SOMERSET.
Map. Post Svo, 7«. 6d.

HANDBOOK—DEVON and CORNWALL. Maps.
Post Svo, 7j. 6(i.

Also just ready,

HANDBOOK—BUCKS, BERKS, and OXFORD-
SHIRE. With a particular account of the City and Uni-

versity of Oxford. Map, Post Svo.

HANDBOOK—SOUTHERN CATHEDRALS or
ENGLAND. Plans and Woodcuts. Post Svo.

HANDBOOK—SOUTH WALES. Map. Post Svo.

From the Times.

"Mr. Murray has succeeded in identifying hia c^-^untryman

all the world over. Into every nook whicih an Englishman can

penetrate he carries his distinctive Red Handbook. These
famihar and invaluable Handbooks now comprise our Southern
Counties, including the coast line from Dover to the Land's

End. This series is intended to proceed until it maps out and
ineludea the entire island ; but in the meantime this very con-

siderable instalment deserves a welcome, for it sxipplies a long

felt want, and supplies it satisfactorily."

—

Tir,ies.

JoH?r M'JRRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

ELEMENTARY WORKS OF INSTRUCTION,
PUBLISHED BY MR. MURRAY.

The following are now ready,

MARKHAM'S HISTORY ov ENGLAND, from
the First Invasion by the Romans to the End of the

Year 1858. 118th Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo, 65.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY op FRANCE, from the
Conquest by the Gauls to the Death of Louis PhiUppe. 58th

Thousand. Woodcuts. 12rao, 65.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY of GERMANY, from
the Invasion of the Kingdom by the Romans under Marius to

the present Time. 12th Thousand. Woodcuts. 12rao, 6».

^SOF*S FABLES. A New Version, clneHy from
original sources. By Rev. Tuos. James, M.A. 26th Thousand,

with 100 Woodcuts. Post Svo, 2«. &d.

PHILOSOPHY IN SPORT made SCIENCE in
EARNEST, by aid of the Toys and Sports of Youth. By Dr.

Paris. 8th Edition. Woodcuts. Post Svo, 9j.

JESSE'S GLEANINGS in NATURAL HISTORY,
\yith Anecdotes of the Sagacity and lyistinct of Animals.

9th Edition. 12mo, 6ji.

LITTLE ARTHUR'S HISTORY or ENGLAND.
By Lady Callcott. 100th Thousand. Woodcuts. 18mo, 25. 6(£.

CROKER'S STORIES for CHILDREN, selected

from the History of England. 15th Edition. Woodcuts.
16rao, 2«. Qd.

CROKt:R'S PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY ron
CHILDREN. 4th Edition. 24mo, \s. 6<Z.

John Mdrray, Albemarle Street, W.
^

Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, price la., each containing
Four Coloured Plates,

A NATURAL HISTORY of NEW and RARE
FERNS. By E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R. A.S., F.Z.3., F.G.S.,

F.L.S., M.B.M.S. A Supplementary Volume to the Author's

Work on British and Exotic Ferns. To be completed in about

Fifteen Parts.
London: Groombridqe & SOTfS, 5, Paternoster Row, E.C.

U VE RT I S E M K N T S fob THE ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL, intended for insertion in

No. XLV., must be forwarded to the Printer without delay,

accompanied with an Order for their Payment and Insertion,

as no attention will be paid to them otherwise.

—

William
Clowes & Sons, Printers, Duke Street, Stamford Street, Black-

friars, 3.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners'
Chronicle of May 12. containing Mr. Nesfield's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kenaint^ton Gore,

is still on Sale at the Office, 41, Weilingtnn Street, Covent

Garden. W.C. and will be sent by post on receipt of six stamps.

EN POUNDS will be given for the best ESSAY,
in the Judgement of the Advertiser, on the most

PROFITABLE MODE of CULTIVATING SMALL FARMS
C20 to 40 acres) of Good Land in the immediate vicinity of Large

Cities and FIVE POUNDS for the SECOND BKST ESSAIT.

Address C. D., care of ifr. Mitchell, 33, Old Bond Street, W.

N.B. None of these papers to be deposited for five weeks aud
all within six weeks.—C. D.

KetoSf of tl)c

In the House of Ijords on Friday in answer

to Lord SxEATFOitD DE Redcliffe, Lord Wode-
KOUSE stated that a protocol had that day "been

signed by the representatives of the Great Powers

and of Turkey, to the effect that 12,000 European

troops should proceed to Syria, that France

should at once furnish one-half of that number,

and that the remainder should be furnished by

one of the other Powers when required ; that

the Porte should furnish them with subsistence

and all facilities for their movements, and that

the stay of the troops in Syria should not exceed

six mouths, A second protocol had also been

sio-ned by which the Great Powers had declared

their intention not to seek for any territorial

advantage or for any exclusive inftuence or privi-

le-^ea. On Monday, in answer to the Earl of

Shaftesbury, Lord 'Wodehouse stated that the

object of the expedition was the paciacatioa of

Syria, and there was not the slightest intention of

meddling in either the civil or religious aiFairs of the

country. On Tuesday the report on the Militia Bill,

as amended, was received, with the understanding

that a suggestion made by Lord Derby for reducing

the minimum age from 18 to 16 should be con-

sidered. On Thursday the European Forces

(India) Bill was brought up from the Commons
and read a first time. The Ecclesiastical Com-

mission Bill was read a second time, and the Riile

Volunteer Corps Practice Ground Bill passed

through committee.

In the Commons on Friday Lord JonN Ettssell

made a statement in regard to Syria similar to that

made by Lord Wodehouse in the House of Lords.

His lordship also stated that Austria aud Russia

had objected to the Savoy Conference, on the

ground that no advantage was likely to accrue

from it, and unless they withdrew their objections,

some other arrangements must be made. The

resolution on Fortifications was reported aud agreed

to, and leave given to bring in a Bill founded on it.

The House then went into Committee of Supply,

and after a long discussion on the subject of the

frescoes and other decorations of the Houses of

Parliament the vote of 39,597^. for the two Houses

was reduced by 1600^., the cost of the proposed

statues of the last t^vo Sovereigns. Mr. Spooner

moved a further reduction by omitting 1200/. for the

Commons' Corridor, but the motion was negatived

by 67 to 44. Mr. A. Smith moved a reduction of

the vote by 30,000/., on the ground that the vote

of last year was unexpended. The motion was

negatived by 60 to 32, and the vote, reduced to

37,997/., was then agreed to. On Monday the

Cn:ANCELLOR of the ExcHEauER moved two reso-

lutions for reducing the duty on foreign paper to

the level of the Excise duties imposed on home-

made paper. The first resolution applied to paper

produced in France and Algeria, and had reference

to the commercial treaty ; the second applied to

paper manufactured in other countries. To the

first resolution Mr. Puller moved an amendment,

fleclaring that without desiring to prejudice the

question of a reduction of the Customs' duty on

paper at'a future period, the committee did not at

present think fit to assent to such reduction.

After a long debate the amendment was negatived

on a division by a majority of 33, the numbers

being 266 to 233. The resolution was then agreed

to. The second resolution extending the equalisa-

tion of duty to all other countries having been put,

Mx*. Puller moved a similar amendment, but Mr,

Disraeli declining to support it ; it was negatived

without a division, and the resolution was agreed

to. On Tuesday the Roman Catholio Charities Bill

and the Industrial Schools Act Amendment Bill

passed through committee. On the motion for the

thirdreadingof the European Forces (India) Bill,

Sir J. Elphinstone moved as an amendment that

the Bill be read a third time that day

three months. After some discussion the

amendment was negatived without a divi-

sion, aud the Bill was read a thiid time

and passed. On the order for considering the

report of the Committee on Customs, Sir F. Kelly

moved as an am^endment that the resolution con-

cerning malt be recommitted, in order to raise the

duty on the importation of foreign malt from 25.t.

to 26s. per quarter. On a division the amend-

ment was negatived by 86 to 49. The report was

then agreed to. The Solicitor Gener-^l with-

drew the Offences against the Person Bill, and

six other Bills for the consolidation of the Criminal

Law, on the ground that no time was now left for

their consideration in the present session. On
Wednesday, on the motion forgoing into committee

on the Union of Benefices Bill sent down from

the Lords, Mr. ORiFFiTrr and Mr. HEyLET

objected to proceeding with the Bill, on the ground

that the period of the session was too late for

the consideration of »o novel and important a

measure. The House ultimately went into com-

mittee, when Mr. Maltns moved that the chair-

man report progress. On a division the motion

was negatived by 76 to 16. An amendment

restricting the operation of the Bill, which origi-

nally extend:-d to five cities, by limiting it to the

metropolis was agreed to without a division. *"An
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nmeDdment moved by Mr. C. Bextixck, excluding

from its operation the churches of St. Stephen's,

Walbrook; St. Martin'a, Ludgate ; St. Peter's,

Cornhill; and St. SNvithin, Cannon Street, and
the towers and steeples of the City churches was
also agreed to. An amendment moved by Mr.
IIexlet, prohibiting the sale of Church sites

where burials had taken place, was negatived
9n a division by 60 .to 50. Sir M» Veto moved
the insertion of words permitting Dissenters
to piirchase a church as it stood, if it was decided
that the Church of England should give it up.
Mr. EouYEKiE promised to take the motion into

consideration, and to propose a clause before the
Bill -was reported. Sir F. Baeixg, Lord J.

Maxxers, and other members opposed the motion,

and the discussion was ultimately cut short by the
arrival of the hour for adjournment. On Thursday
the House -went into Committee of Supply on the

Civil Service Estimates, when the vote fur the

Hoyal parks gave rise to an animated debate on the

subject of the new ride in Kensington Gardens.
W\T J. Shelley, in order to test the opinion of the

House on the question, moved that the vote be
reduced to the sum of 250^. the amount required

or the fenc3S of the road. On a division, the
amendment was negatived by 71 to 48. On the
order for the second reading of the Fortifications

(Provision for Expenses) Bill, Mr. E. James moved,
as an amendment, that before proceeding fiirtlier

it was desirable to have further information as to

tneentire costof the construction and maintenance of

the proposed works. After a long debate the amend-
ment was negatived on a division by 143 to 32. The
Bill was then read a second time. The House again
went into committee of supply, when Mr. Laing
moved a vote of 60,0007. for the conveyance of the

mails between Oalway and Newfoundland, stating

that the Government had come to the conclusion that

they were bound to fulfil their obligations under
the contract entered into by the late Government
with the Galway Packet Company. Mr. Bouverie
moTed as an amendment that the vote be dis-

allowed. After a long debate the vote was carried
by 145 to 39.

^e protocols regulating the intervention in Syria
were signed on Friday by the plenipotentiaries of
the Great Powers and of Turkey, and General
BEArFonT^ T)'HATTTroFL, the commander-in-chief
of the expedition, sailed on Thursday from Toulon
with the first division of the French troops.

Accounts from B-yrout state that tranquillity has
been restored since the arrival of Fttad Pacha at

Damascus, but murders were still committed in
the surrounding country, and a threatened out-
break has been prevented at Salouica and Aleppo.
Ahmet Pacha, the late Governor of Damascus,
has been degraded and sent for trial ; Ktjrchid
Pacha, the Governor of Beyrout, Colonel Alt
Bet, and upwards of 400 other influential persons
belonging to the Mahomedan party, have been
arresled, and an extraordinary commission has
been appointed to try them summarily on the
charge of having participated in the recent
massacres. From Constantinople we Idarn that
B conspiracy against the life of the Grand Vizier
has been discovered, and that a greatpanio still pre-
vails among the European inhabitants.—A despatch,
at present unconarmed, has been received in Paris
announcing the unopposed disembarkation of 1500
Garibaldian volunteers in Calabria. G.vRTn\LT>T
himself is expected to arrive very phortly at
Napled, having been summoned by the Garib^il 'Ian
committee of that city to assume the direction of
the Government. Tlic latest news states that he
had not left Messina on the 8th inst., but still

continued his preparations.

second saloon carriage with the lady in waitino-. A
third saloon was devoted to the accommodation of the
young princes. The train left King's Cross at 9 o*clock,
and arrived at Ediiibargh at a few minutes past 8 on
Tuesday morning. On Tuesday afternoon the Queea
reviewed the Scottish Volunteers in Holyrood Park. In
the evening her Majesty had a dinner party to which the
arenerals who took part in the review were invited. On
Wednesday morning lier Slajesty and suite left Holy-
rood Palace at 845 for Balmoral, travelling to Aboyne,
a distance of 180 miles, by lail, and thence by road to
Balmoral, where the Koyal party arrived at 5 o'clock.

The Coijet.—During the brief sfay of the Queen in
town on Monday afternoon, her ]\fajesty held a Court
at Buckingham Palace, at which Sir G. C. Lewis, Secre-
tary for the Home Department, had an audience, and
the Kight Rev, Dr. Longley, Archbishop of York, did
homage on his translation from the See of Durham to
ths Archbishopric of York. The Prince Consort visited
the South Kensington Museum in the afternoon.

The Prince of Wales left St. John's, Newfound-
land, on the 26th nit. for HahCax, where he was
expected to land on Monday the 30th. The following
is tlie reply of his Koyal Higluiess to the addresses
of the inhabitants of St. John's and Harbour Grace,
and of the various societies of St. John's, presented on
his arrival in Newfoundland :—

*' Gentlemen,—I eincerely thank you for the addresses which
you have presented to me, and for the hearty welcome which
I have received from you all on landing upon the shores of
this the earliest colonial possession of the British Crown. I
trust you will not think me regardless of j'our zealous loyalty
if I acknowledge these addresses collectively. It will afford
me tho greatest satisfaction to report to the Queen the devotion
to her Crown and person which has been aa unmistakably
evinced by your reception of her son as it is eloquently ex-
pressed in the words of the several addresses from various
bodies of this town and from the inhabitants of Harbour Grace.
I am chained by the Queen to convey to you the assurance of
the deep concern which she has ever felt in this interesting
portion of her dominions. I shall carry back with me a lively
recollection of this day's proceedings and of your kindness
towards myself personally, but above all of those hearty
deraoustratious of patriotism which ]irove your deep-rooted
attachment to tlie great and free country of which we all glory
to be called the sons."

The
liis R
Canada

On leaving St. John's the squadron was to proceed to Halifax,
calling at St. Peter's on the way. At Halifax a great gathering
of mayors and civic dignitaries had already assembled to meet
him with becoming state and ceremonial. After a stay of
nearly two days at Halifax the Triuce will proceed by land to
Frederickton, and thence to St. John's, New Brunswick,
stopping ;it each place a day at least. He will then embark on
board the Hero, and visit Charlottotown, the capital of Prince
Edward's Island, where he will remain the greater part
of two days. From Prince Edward's Island he will pro-
ceed with the fleet to Gasp6 Bay, at the mouth of
the St. Lawrence, where the Governor-General of
Canada, I^ord Lyons, the Minister to "Washington, svnd the
cliief nicnibcrs of the Canadian Government will proceed by
sea to receive him. Thence he will proceed by the St. Law-
rence to the moTith of the Saguenay River, up which he will

jonrney from home thut morning, and, owins tolTieimmense pressure on the railways, several ot the arrivalR
were very late. The number of the Volunteers under
arms was 21,514, being: "early 1000 more than the
returns sent in to the War Office. There were also
from 2000 to 3000 present as spectators, the latter
nicluduig numerous men <5f the London Scottish
Her M:ijosty left Holyrood at half-paat 3. attended
by a brilliant retinne. The Ducliesa of Kent, the
Princess Alioe, and Prince Arthur occupied the carriage
with her Majesty. The Prince Consort and the Duke of
Buccleuch rode on eithersideof the carriage. In attend-
ance on her jMajesty were Generals Scarlett,* Airey and
Grey, the Marquis of Tweeddale, and other military
officers of high rank; and in the suite were Mr
Sidney Herbert, the Earl of Wemysa, the Marquis
of Stafford, RI.P., Lord Polworth, Lord lielliaven the
Lord Provost of Edinburgh, &c. The Marquis of
Breadalbane, the Earl of Kosslyn, and other noblemen
were in the ranks of the Volunteers, and Lord Elcho
in the iniiform of the London Scottish, wag also on the
field. Behind the saluting flag was a splendidly-deco-
rated gallery, containing about 4000 spectators

J and on
the hills there was a gathering of not less than 200,000
persons. The Volunteer army was commanded in chief
by General Sir George WetheraU, and the two divisions
respectively by Lord Kokeby and General Cameron.
There were about 150 different corps on the ground,
marshalled into 35 battalions—one of mounted Rifles'
six of Artillery, one of Engineers, and 27 of Rifles'.

There was the utmost variety of uniform, from dark
grey—which a large proportion of the earliest formed
corps, includingtheEdinbnrgh battalions, had adopted—
to the light grey, approved by Government, and in which.,
man^' of the more recently formed corps were. clothed.
T|ie marching past commenced at 4 o'clock and occupied
exactly an liour and 20 minutes. Towards the close
and throughout the passing of the second division the-
clouds of'3ust to a considerable extent marred the"^
beauty of the display. The marching past being con-
eluded the various corps reformed in line and advanced
towards the Queen until the bugle called a halt. The
officers then saluted with their swords and the whole
line presented arms. The final command given was
three cheers for the Queen ; the command was instan-
taneously responded to from one end of the line to the
other, and was then caught up with still louder
acclamation -by the spectators on the hill-side, and con-
tinued without intermission for several minutes. At a
quarter before 6 her Majesty left the ground, followed
by the renewed acclamations of the entire multitude,
and saluted, as on her arrival, by a battery of artillery

stationed at the foot of Arthur's Seat.

TitE Cabi>^t:t.—A Cabinet Council was held on Satur-
day at tho official residence of the First Lord of the
Treasury in Downing Street. About 180 members of
the House of Commons had an interview with Lord
Pabn^rston on Monday in Downing Stxeet. Lord John

Bteamforthebestpartof aday, to see tUe'wild mafrnifieence! ^^^®^^^*^^*® Chancellor of the Exchoquor, thn Richt
of its rocky shores. From the Sa!?uenay ho will proceed ;

Hon. Sidney Herbert, the Right Hon. T. M. Gibson, Sir

George Grey, the Right Hon. C. P. Villiers, and the

Right Hon. E, Cardwell were present at the interview.

following is said to be a correct programme of
:oyal Highness's movements iu Nova Scotia and

Dbpahttjki: op tite Qttee-v fok Scott axt>.—The
Queen and the Prince Consort, accomiv.iw-d by tlie
Prmce««es Alice. Helena and Louisa, Princo Arthur
and Prince Leopold, arrived at Buckitigliam Palace on
Monday afternoon from Osborne,.and lert town at half-
past 8 the same evening by the Great Xorthern Hail-
way, for Rdinburgh, attended by the Right Hon. SUhmy
Herbert as Secretary of State. The Queen and Prince
Cuntiort occupied the state saloon, which was tittod up
as a sleepiug apartment. The Princesses occupied a

straight to Quebec, where he is expected to arrive about the
ISth of August, He will, it is believed, remain at Quebec at
least five diiys, during which time there will be a ball aud a
levee. His Royal Highness will also visit Lorette, the Chau-
diere Falls, the Falls, of Montmorenci and the rocks called the
Natural Htepa above that cataract. He will leave Quebec on the
23d for Montreal. He will anchor for the night about 30 miles
below that city, whence a fleet of river steamers, with visitors,
has beeu arranged to go out and meet him. At Montreal he
will remain some days, one day being devoted to opening the
Exhibition of Arts and Maiuitactures, another to opening tho
Victoria Bridge. On other days there will be levees, banquets,
and ballR. Two days are set apart for riding out privately
and vi.-jiting the tine scenery round Montreal, and 15 splendid
horses have already been provided for the Prince and his suite
for this pvu-pose. Two days are to be devoted to a visit to
BrockviUe, to witness Indian games, and to go thence by water
down the rapids of the St. Lawrence to Montreal again. From
Montreal the Prince vrill proceed by water direct up the
Ottawa river to Ottawa, the present capital of Canada, wliere
he will remain two days, and lay the fouudation stone of the
Parliament bnildings to bo erected there. On the Ottawa
river he will be met by a fleet of 100 canoes iu which the
lumbermen will escort him across Ijako Duchesne and
back again. From Ottawa he will proceed to Kingston,
and remain a day, and make an excursion up the Lake
of tho Thousand Isles. Hi.^ next visit will be to the
Bay of Quints, where he will join the Grand Tnmk
Railway, and go up to Toronto, where he will remain, it is
expected, for four days or more. He will thence make an
excursion to Lake Simcoe, and to CoUingwood, on the shores
of Lake nuron. After this he will go to Bamia, near Lake
Huron, whore there will be a large inuRteT of the chief Indian
triljds in their caiioca. to do him homage and show their games '

'\ stn _;.h and skill. From Samia he will visit London for a
day, and also Brentford, and so on to Hamilton, where ho will
rest for a few d

, . I there open the Agricultural Exhibition
I'f Upper Canada. While at Hamilton he will make a short
I'xcursion th \ the woods in the neighbourhood. From
Hamilton the Prince will proceed to Niagara, where he will
remain probably a week. This tour will occupy altogether
to tiie end of September or begiimnig of October, and
after that he will visit both Wasliingtnu and Xcw York. His
mute to the former city is expected to be from the ueighbour-
bood of N'-^^ra to Saratoga by rail, and thonce by Whitehall
to Lakes Goorge and Champhiin, and back from Whitehall to
Albany and Waahington. From Washington he will travel
privately iis Baron Rcufrow to New York, whei-e, it is, antici-
pated, he will remain for a few days. The port of his departttre
lias not been yet fixed. The date is not likely to be much
before ihe middle of October ; and, unless his Royal IL'ghncPs
tT^es grc '

1, it mr.y probably be even later. He is certain,
throughout Cauada and the States, to be received with
almo.st boundless enthus; i.

The QrEE-^'s Reviewof tite ScottishVoL^^'TEEl?3.—Tlie great review of the Scottish Volunteers took
place on Tuesday afternoon, ip Holyrood Park,
with ihe utmost snccess, It was lialf-past 3
before the eutire line was formed, nearly three-
fourths of the' Volunteers having had to make the

Paeliamektaky Movements.—The Sligo election

has terniiuated in the return of Mr. Macdonogh, the

Conservative candidate by a large majority. Mr.
Tenison, the Liberal candidate, having retired from the

contest, on account of the division of the Liberal

interest by the determination of Mr. Somers to go to the

poll. The numbers at the close of the poll were, for

Mr. Macdonogh, 160 ; Mr. Reilly, 5 ; Mr. Somers, 1.

Order of the Bath.—The Qaeeu has given orders

for the appohitment of Colonel George Lloyd Hodges,

C.B., Charge d'Affaires to the Hanse Towns and formerly

Consul-General in Egypt and Servia, to be a Knight
Commander of the Path.

The Army.—The Colonelcy of the 17th Foot, vacant

by the death, of Lieut.-Gen. Wemyss, has been con-

ferred on Major-Gen. Sir Richard Airey, K.C.B.
The Volunteer Movement.— The first annual

meeting of the London Scottish was held on Friday at

the Scottish Corporation Hall in Crane Qourt, Lord
Elcho presided, and in the course of a lengthened speech

announced that Lord Clyde had consented to become
Iwnorary colonel of the corps,—The l3th Middlesex, or

Hornsey Ritle Volunteers, met on Saturday iu the

grounds ofMr. William Bird, of Crouch Hall,near Crouch
End, and were presented witlt a silver bugle the gift of

the ladies of Hornsey.—The 4th, 7th, and 10th Surrey,
and a troop of the Surrey MoTinted Rifles assembled on
Streatham Common on Saturday afternoon, and were
pub through various evolutions by Colonel Lysons,
Deputy Adjutant- General.—The sham fight ofthe West
and North Middlesex corps on Hampstead Heath on
Saturday was hampered iu all the movements by a crowd
of from 50,000 to 60,000 persons, who had assembled
to witness the operations.—Mr. I)aw, of Threadneedic
Street, recently presented a ritle, value 35 guineas, to

be contested for by those members of the Victoria Rifle

Corps who had provided themselves with rifles of his

construction. Tiie competition took place on the 2d
inst-, ovep a, range of 750 yards, the candidates

being Mr. Barnard, Mr. Braithwaite, Mr. Dickins,

Mr, Badeley, and Mr. Leverson. Each man
fired 10 rounds, and the prize was awarded
to Mr. Herbert Barnard, of Portland Place.—At a

general meeting of the 38tU Middlesex (the Artists')

corps, held on the 2d inst., at Burlington Honse,

Captain H. W. Phillips announced Ihs iptentiou of
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triving a silver cliiLllcnge medal, to be contended for

annually, and worn by the best shot; and Lieut. Lewis

presented a handsonae silver-gilfc cup to be sbot for at

tb£ close of the present year.—The Essex corps were

J•evie^^'ed on Siiturday in Hylands Park, near Chelms-

ford, by General Wood, commandant of the camp at

Colchester. The Essex and Uxhridge Yeomanry

Cavalry and Artillery also took part in the review, as

did the Victoria Rifle*, the lion- Artillery Company,

the London Brigade, the Tower Hamlets, Truman and

Hanbury's, and one or two other metropolitan corps.

The various Essex corps were about 400 strong, and
;altogether about 3000 Volunteers of various classes

were collected on tire occasion.—The 4th Kent or

Woolwich Dockyard Battalion assembled on Wed-
nesday evening on the parade, in a body exceed-

ing 300 men, and were sworn in before the Com-
modore Superintendent of the yard.—The Skipton and
IS'orth Craven, with a detachment of the Ingleton Rifle

Corps, forming j)art of the 2d battalion of the West Rid-

ing, Volunteers," assembled on the 2d inst. at Malham
Tarn, near Settle, and shot for a silver bu^le, to be held

by the winning corps. The prize was won by the !North

Craven Corps, whose representatives made 39 points

—

viz., 17 at 200 yards, and 22 at 400 yards; Skipton
being second and Ingleton third.—Another ai'tisan com-
pany, consisting of persons in the employ of Messrs.

Greenwood & Batley, of the Albion Eoundry, has been
added to the Leeds Corps, and the officers for it were
selected on Saturday. The formation of a Volunteer

Artillery Corps is making considerable progress in

Leeds.—The Colchester Volunteers assembled on Thurs-

day in Alresford Pai'k, near Colchester, the scat of Mr.
Hawkins, when a bugle of honour was presented to the

corps by Lady de Crespigny, wife of Sir Claude de Cres-

pigny, who commands the Essex battTlion, on behalf ol

the ladies of the town and district.—An artillery corps

has been formed at Preston, andalreadj'- includes a large

number of efiTective members.

creating a special cadre of naval lieutenants, with fixed

residence. It also gives the result of the great ploughing

match in presence of the Emperor at La Fouilleuse,

near St. Cloud. The first prize, a gold medal and
lOOOf, was awarded to Messrs, Burgess & Key, for their

new ploughing machine. This firm also obtained the

prize of honour. The second prize, a silver medal and
500f. was won by Mr. Cuthbert, of Bedale ; and the

third, a bronze medal and 300f. by Mr, Crampton, of

London, for a plough invented by Wood. The
French winner of a first prize was M. Mazier, of

Laigle. There was no successful competitor for the

second, and the third was obtained by M. Legendre.

PoETUGi-Ai. — Advices from Oporto confirm the

unfavourable accounts of the prospects of the vintage.

All tlie way between Oporto and Coimbra, and to the

opposite side of the Mondego, the Vines, it is said,

which at the outset promised abundantly, are covered

with the o'idiuin.

Switzerland.—The Federal Council has received a

note from the Swedish Government, dated July 18,

reiterating the intention of [Sweden to support the

claims of Switzerland at the Conference on the affairs of

Savoy. The annual Federal fete has taken place at

Geneva. OfficersYrom all parts of Switzerland, to the

number of 1200, assembled on the occasion, under the

presidency of General Dufaur. The enthusiasm was
generid. The Duchess of Parma has just purchased for

4-00,000^ the Wortegg chateau, near Rorschach, and
the Count de Chambord the Wartensee mansion, in the

same vicinity. The Bishop of Winchester has fixed

Thursday, September 6, for the opening of the English

church at Chamounix for Divine service.

Attstria.—The Committee of 21 members of the

tions, began to divide the landed piuperty of Prince
Borghese. Men, women, and children took part in the
distribution of lotg, A detachment of Gendarmerie re-
established order. Instructions have been sent to the
frontier of Naples to seize all inflammatory addresses,
proclamations, &c. General Lamoriciere has de-
spatched a colunm of troops to Terracina. Tlie
Pope has addressed an energetic letter to the
Bishops of Syria lamenting the massacres of the
Maronitea which have been committed by the Druses,
and expressing his horror of the barbarities of the
Turks. His Holiness fm-ther speaks in high praise of
the French expedition, and exliorts tiie Princes to
repress the excesses of the infidels, and to arrest the
enemiesof morality, justice, religion, and social order.

Sicily.—An official account states that Gai-ibaldi
only consented to the terms of the capitalatlou of
Melazzo after representations had been made to him by
some Neapolitan officers, to the effect that their soldiers

were still brothers of the Sicilians, although fighting
against them by order of their superiors. The munici-
pality, the police, and all other branches of the public
administration of Messina have been reorganised. The
lighthouse and Fort Gonzaga are occupied by the
Garibaldians with a battery of 14 ^nua. Volunteers
and siege artillery are dail^^ arriving at Messina. The
Royal forces have evacuated Syracuse andAgosta, in ac-
cordance with a convention between Garibaldi and
General Clary. It is expected Ihsit some persons who
oppose the Government by proposing an Italian Con-
federation, and others who are suspected of being
foreign agents, will be expelled from the island. The
ladies of Palermo are very active in supplying the
hospitals of Melazzo with lint, linen, and medicine.
Large numbers of Volunteers continue to arrive. TheReichsrath sat on Monday for the purpose of receiving

communications from the Ministers. The sitting lasted
|

statement that the inhabitants of Melazzo threw boiling
fom- hours. The labom-s of the Committee will require oil on Garibaldi's troops, and that Garibaldi ordered 39
several sittings, at the conclusion of whiclx a of them to be shot, is said to be without any foundation.

FBAJfCE.—The plenipotentiaries of the Great Powers
and of Turkey had another Conference on Friday and
signed two protocols respecting the intervention in

Syria. The first provides that the force shall consist of

1^000 men, that one-half shall be furnished im-
mecUately by France, and the remainder by one or

more of the other Powers if necessary ; that all its

movements shall be in concert with the Porte, which
shall facilitate the provisioning and subsistence of the
force; that the Great Powers shall send a squadron to
co-operate, with the military force on the coast; and
that the stay of the foreign troops in Syria shall not be
prolonged beyond six months. The second protocol
declares that none of the Powers, in interfering
in the affairs of Turkey, shall seek any ad-^i^-iou of

or any separate commerchU advantage,
.e same time expresses the extreme impin-tauco

attaphed by the respective Courts to the adoption of
serious administrative measui-es, in accordance with
the solemn promises of the Porte for the improveinenfc

of the status of the Christian populations, of whatever
rite, throughout the Ottoman Empire. The Emperor
left Paris on Monday for the camp of Chalons, Vhere
he haa been joined by Prince William of Baden. On
Tuesday his Majesty reviewed the regiments under
oxdQx^ for Syria, and afterwards addressed them as

follows :
—

" Soldiers—Ton leave for Brrfa. Franco hails with joy an
expedition tbe sole aim of which is to cause the rights ofjus-
tice and humanity to triumph. Tou do not go to make war against
any foreign Power, but to assist the Sultan in bringing back the
obedience of his subjects, who are blinded by the fanaticism
of a former centuiy. On that distant laud, rich in great re-
miniscences, fulfil yom- duty ; show yourselves the worthy
children of those who once gloriously carried into that country
the banner of Christ. You do not leave in great numbers, but
your courage and your prestige will supply the deficiency,
because, wherever the French flag is seen to pass, nations know
that a great cause precedes it and a great people follows it."

General Beaufort d'Hautpoul, who is to command the
expeditionary corps, has left Toulon for Syria with 1000
men. In an order of the day he reminded the soldiers

that they were going to avenge offended humanity in a
country where they would find souvenirs of Godefroy,
the Crusaders, General Bonaparte, and the first Re-
public, and concluded by saying that the wishes of the
whole of Europe accompanied the expedition. A large
number of troops has already left Toulon for Beyrout,and
transports have been sent to Algiers to embark others.

The Emperor has conferred the Grand Cross of the
Legion of Honour upon Abd-el-Kader, as an acknow-
ledgment of his noble conduct in saving 11,000
Christians, and protecting the European Consulates at

Damascus. It is announced that the Emperor and
Empress will visit Lyons on the 24th inst., ai^d leave it

on the morning of the 27th for Savoy, returning again
into France through Grenoble, Valence, Orange,
Avignon, Marseilles, and Toulon, where they will

embark for Algiers, touching at Ajaccio. Prince
Napoleon and the Princess Clotilde are about to make
an excursion to Switzerland, during which they will

visit their estate on the borders of the Lake of Geneva.
General Goyon, the French Commandfr-in-Clilof at

Eome, arrived on Tuesday at Marseilles. The Moniteur
publishes a decree allowing the importation of wool
through any Customs* station in France, and another

general report will be presented to the Council

of the Empire, proposing resolutions in reference

to pending political questions. The Hungarian
members of the Beichsrath intend to present a

memorandum demanding reforms on a federal basis.

Count Szecseu is said to be the author of this memor-
andum, which appears to have a prospect of

meeting with a considerable majority in its

fiivonr.—Immediately on his return from Toplitz

the Emperor signified to his Ministers his desire that

the whole of the reforms, which for nearly a year after

M. Alexandre Dumas, the French novelist, has arrived
at Messina in his yacht, surrounded by his dogs, birds,

and monkeys, photographers, secretaries, and amanu-
enses, with Circassian, Greek, Spanish, and Indian
servants; and accompanied by a lady called by the
sailors the "she-admiral," wearing lilac velvet uniform,
with epaulettes and gold lace.

EiTSsiA.—Prince GortschakoiT has addressed a cir-

cular to the Bussian diplomatic agents abroad on th^
subject of Turkey, e;ii'jressing the conviction of th®
Kussian Government 'that thines have now come t^

the programme of Laxenburglmve been m the course I

s^^.1j ^ j„t in the Christian provinces under Turkish
of elaboration,^ should be finished and promulgated at

^.^j^^ ^^^^^ j^ cannot continue without shortly leading to
as early a period as possible. It is believed that this

^ ^^j^-^ dangerous for the repose of the East, the exist-
act will strengthen the alliance between Prussia and

Austria, the bases of which were concerted in the inter-

view at Toplitz. It is stated that the approaching

anniversary of the Emperor's birthday on the 20th inst.,

will be marked by the solemn promulgation of the reforms

which are so impatiently awaited by all classes in

Austri.i. Tlie Cabinet of Vienna has assented to the

proposal of France for the admission of Spain to the

rank of a Great Power, on the understanding that It is

not to be drawn into a precedent by other Powers,

The Count of Paris and the Duke of Chartres left

Vienna last week for Bavai"ia on their way to Switzer-

land and Italy. It is said that an Interview Is to take

place at Warsaw in September next, between the

Emperor of Austria, the Emperor of Russia, and the

Prince Kogent of Prussia.

Itaxy.—A despatch has been received in Paris an-

nouncing the unopposed disembarkation of 1500 Gari-

baldlan Volunteers at Fort Scylla in Calabria, on the

eastern side of the Straits of Messina. The same
despatch states that Garibaldi was expected to arrive

very shortly at Naples, having been summoned thither

by the Garibaldian Committee of that city to assume the

direction of the Government. The latest news
dated Messina, the 8th inst. states that Garibaldi

had not yet left for the mainland, but still continued

his preparations Two of the King's regiments

—the 1st and ^he 13th had revolted at Naples, to

the cry of " Viva Garibaldi !
** 300 soldiers who were

on the point of joining Garibaldi had been arrested.

The Minister of War had withdrawn the troops from
the Abruzzi, in order to concentrate the principal part

of the army round Naples. Preparations were making
to repulse any attempt at invasion, and improvements
were in progress in the Boyal army and navy. The

ence of the Ottoman Government, aud consequently for

the general interests of Europe. He has,therefore,
by order of the Emperor, proposed to the repre-
sentatives of England, Austria, France, and Prussia at

St. Petersburg, that the five great Powers shall issue

au immediate declai^ation that they can no longer tole-

rate the present state of things, and shall demand
effectual guarantees calculated to satisfy the lesitimate
complaints of the Christian provinces ef the Porte, and
at the same time tranquillise Europe with regard to

the possibility of compUcations which afifect her general
interests as well as those of Turkey.

TuitKET.—Despatches from Constantinople state
that a conspiracy against the life of the Grand
Vizier has been discovered, and that the revelations
comprise persons of high standing. The Grand Vizier
has compelled several high functionaries to return
public money illegally acquired. Arrears of pay are
fltill due to the army and to public employes. A
great panic prevails among the European inhabitants,

and many have returned from the country to Con-
stantinople. Tlie sale of gunpowder has been pro-

hibited, but the Turks are said to have already bought
large quantities. The agitation in Bosnia is increasing.

Seevia.—Serious disturbances took place on the
5th inst. at Belgrade between Servians, Turks, and
Bosnian sailors. Some Servians were wounded, and
some Turks were killed or wounded. The garrison

took no part in the aiSair. On the following day Prince
Miloseh returned to Belgrade, and the Foreign Consuls,

the pashas, and the Chiefs of t!ie Police had a confe-

rence at which measures were taken to preser^'e public

order. The Consuls also visited the hospitals, where
13 wounded Turks were lying, and the wives and

Count de Trapani, the King's uncle, had been appointed children of the Turks took refuge in the Citadel.

commander of the Royal Guards; Commander Cape-
celatro had been appointed Director of the Ministry of

Marine, aud the renewal of the personnel of the dif-

ferent administrative departments was nearly completed.

The office of Private Secretary to the King had been

Steta.—Ahmet Pacha, Governor-General of the

province of Damascus, and Commander-in-Chief of the
army of Arabistan, has been degraded and sent to Con-
stantinople for trial, and Kurchid Pacha, Gov^ernor-

General of Beyrout, has been placed under arrest.

suppressed, and the Camarilla had been replaced by Upward* of 400 persons had been arrested by Fuad
by the Ministers. The King had Pacha for participating in the recent massacres; theypersons recommended

visited the head-quartera of the National Guard. Naples

wa§ quiet, aud it was said, that the Government in-

tended to convoke the Parliament. The King, in

accordance with tlie advnce of his Ministers, is disposed to

add a most important article to the constitution of

1S18. By this article, following the example of i*ied-

mont, every Italian will be able to sit In Parliament,

even if not a native of the kingdom of Naples, provided

that he is legally eligible in other respects.—Accounts

from Rome state that a popular movement has taken

place at Arphio but has been suppressed. 'The people

shouted for Garibaldi. The inhabitants of Munte-

porzio, near Frascati, excited by anonymous proclama-

are incriminated on the charges of consuls, foreign
agents, and natives. Among those arrested are
Colonel Ali Bey and other influential persons" belonging
to the Mahomedan party. An extraordinary com-
mission. has been appointed to try them summarily, and
those convicted are to be immediately execute. A
considerable portion of plunder has been recovered,

Damascus is quiet, and the authority of the Saltan has
been re-established in the city, but murders are still

committed in the surrounding country. Three thotKand
Christian womep have been sold at 25 piastres each, aud
are detained iu the harems. A threatene<i outbreak

has been prevented at Salonica and also at Aleppo,

/
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India.—The Calcutta mail of June 27, has arrived

but the news ivns mostly anticipated Vy the last mail :

—

Calcutta.—The estimated de&cit for the current year is

9.000.000i., nearly 2,000,000i. more than had been expected.
Mr. Haringtou had re-introduced into Council a Bill to effect a
general disarming of all classes of Europeans as well as of
natives, but it had met with such opposition that it had been
postponed for a week, and would no doubt be greatly modi&ed.
General Outram had returned from his trip to Singapore and
•lava, but his health was no better than when he left, and his
departinre for England could uot be delayed further.

Bomhaij.—Some of the wealthy native gentlemen of Bombay
have petitioned the Legislative Council against the income-
tax, on the ground of its tendency to oppress the poorer closes.

Ma'iras.—Sir Charles Trevelyan embarked for England
on the '24th Juue, in the presence of a vast concourse of spec-
tators, and amidst the moat marked demonstrations of respect.
In all the Presidencies sympathetic meetmgs had been held,
and addresses voted to him on his departure from India. The
meetings were composed chiefly of natives, and were of the
most enthusiastic character.

BOROUGH giving Botice of his intention to oppose at a f

Btaire. The Local Quvernment Act (1858) Amendment Bl

??ailiamcnt.

HOUSE OP LORDS.
FraDAT.

—

Jtetiremtnt of Bishops.—Lord Dunganxon called
attention to the case oT Dr. Hinds^ the late Bishop of Norwich^
and complained that no provision was made for the past ser-
vices of bishops,—Earl Ubanville said that the subject had
been under his serioug consideration, but it was a very difficult

one, aiid he had not been able to arrive at any satisfactory
ccnciusion,—Lord Stanley of Alderley made some remarks
on the conduct of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners with refer-

ence to the Btaii of York.—The Earl of Derby blamed the
commissioners for raising the dean's salary without consulting-
Pftrliament.^5(ai?« o/ Syria,—Lord Stratford de Redcliffe
moved for copies of the despatches, reports, and instructions
which hare passed between the Government and our Ambas-
sador and consuls in Syria, in reference to the recent disturb-
ances. In a lengthened statement on the subject, his lordship
expressed a hope that the measures about to be taken would
restore tranquillity to the country, though he felt that as long
as Turkey continued in her present course, and did not put in
practice the reforms which she had promised, it would be in
pain for foreign Powers to patch up the eastern question,
which might at any time involve the country again in war. The
great war of principles had hitherto been kept in the distance
by palliatives, but we were beinfr rapidly brought in presence of
that tremendous war which had been so long impending.

—

Lord WoDEHOUSE said that it would be injurious to the public
interest to produce the papers. The different Eiu-opean Powers
had acted in coniunction on this matter, and the result of their
deliberations had been a protocol si^ed at Paris defining the
conditions under which the intervention of an European force
ought to take place. This protocol had been signed by the
fivQ great Powers and the representative of the Porte, and was
to the effect that a force not exceeding 12,000 European troops
should be sent to Syria, of which France would immediately
furnish 6000, that the other 6000 should, in case they were
required, be furnished by such one of the Powers as shall be
deemed expedient ; that the Porte should provide them with
subsistence and all facilities for their movements, and that the
continuance of European troops in Syria should be limited to
six months. The great Powers had also declared their disin-
terestedness in concluding the arrangement for intervention
and their intention not to seek for exclusive advantages,
influence, or privileges. He also stated what steps had been
taken by the Porte for the suppression of these
disturbances. The different Powers had also deter-
mined to send a commission to Syria, and Lord
Dufferin had been selected to repreatnt England- lie
was glad to inform the House that tije Governor of
Daraascui was already in custody^ and was to be brought to
trial. The stability of the Turkish empire was of the greatest
importance to Europe, and everything ought to be done to
preserve it,—In reply to a question from Lord Derby, Lord
WoPEHousE stated that the facts concerning the noble conduct
of Mr. Harvey, at Tyre, as stated in the newspapers, were
quite correct He also referred, in eulogistic terms, to the
spirited and humane conduct of a Mahomedan lady at Hasbeia
who had given refuge to 300 Christian women, and prevented
their massacre.—Lord Cla^ricarde paid a compliment to the
conduct of Abd-el-Kader He dissented from the plans of the
Government and counselled far more vigorous proceedings with
the effete Government of Turkey,—Lord Granville said wo
ought not because our feelings were roused by indignation at
what had occurred, rashly and entirely to change our policy in
the East, which had materially contributed to the peace of
Europe and the baLince of power in the world. The motion
'was then withdrawn,
MosDAY.—The JCo7/al Assent was given by Commission to the

dnms (England and Ireland) Bills, and several other Bills.
Tht2 Indui^trial Museums (Scotland) BiU, the Tramways (Ireland)
Bill^ Bjxd the Adiniraltj/ Jurisdiction Bill passed through com-
mittee. The Si/Han Bxptdiiion,—The Earl of SsArrESBORY
asked if the force about to be sent to Syria was to be employed
simply in the preservation of peace, without interfering in
civil and religious matters? He trusted that the vigorous
policy inaugurated by Lord Stratford de Redcliffe would be
mamtamed, and expressed his distrust of the intentions of the
Emperor of the French.—Lord Wodehouse replied that there
was no further interference contemplated than what was
necessary to restore peace and order—The Marquis of Clanri-
CARDE trusted that tbe interference would not atop with the
mere restoration of order, but that some settlement would be
effected of the country Iwelf, The order for the committee on
thQ Landed Property Improvement {Ireland) BQl was discharged

TtrESDAY.—Afiiitia Bi«,—On the motion that the report of
amendments on this Bill be TMeivod, the Marquis of Sausbury
objected to the provision for reducing the age up to wbich men
could be bailoted for the Militia from 35 to 30*—Earl De Grey
sad RiPON briefly explained that the proposed change waa
made m order to exclude men of settled position in life from
the action of the ballot.—The Earl of Derby suggested that,
as reducing the maximum age would reduce tbe numbers
liable to serve, the loss might he counterbalanced by reducing
the raimmum age from IS to 16.—Earl GRAifviLLE thought the
suggestion very judicious, and promised that it should be
attended to- The report was then received—Earl De Grey
and RiPON moved the second reading of the Bifle Volunteer
Corps Practice Ground Bill, and stated that the object of the
meusm-e was to afford facilities to Rifle Volunteer Corps for
acquiring practising grounds.—Earl Spekceb cordially sup-
ported tbe Eill, which was read a second time. The Naval
Bisciphne Bitl, the Game Certijicaiu Bill, the Senior Meriiber of
Council Bilt, the Admiralt!/ Jurisdiction (Ireland) BUI, and the
Superannuatwn Act (1855) Amendment Bill were read a third time
and passed. Public Business.—In reply to the Eari ofDerby Eari
Granville stated that the Government intended to proceed
with the Poor Law (Ireland) Continuance Bill, the Ecclesiastical
Commission Bill, the Friendly Societies Bill, the^Eaet India
Transfer of Stock BUI, the FortificaUons BUI, the Indian Army
Bill, the Land Improvement (Ireland) BiU, the Roman Catholic
ChanUes Bin, and the Industrial Schools Bill.
Thursday,—The European Forces (India) Bill was brought up

from the Commons and read a first time, the Eari of Kllen^

future

tage. The Local Guvern-menz acc {ib^^) Aitiendmenc ^ iff was
read a third time and l>a3sed. The report of amendments on
the Tramways (Ireland) Bill was brought up and agreed to. The
Ecclesiastical Commission Bill was read asecond time, altersome
discussion on the powers of the Commissioners in regard to

the recent increase of the stipend of the Dean of York. The
mUe Volunteers Bill 'pd.sBed through committee. The Industrial

Museum (Scotland) Bill was read a third time and passed. The
Tenure and Improvement of Zand (ilrtland) Bill was read a third

time and passed. Some other Bills were advanced a stage.

Friday,—Public Bx^iness.—'E^l Granville said, in answer
to the Earl of Derby, that the Government intended to proceed
with the Lien and Freights Bill, but if the House strongly

objected to the Bill they were ready to abandon it. He
could not speak positively Jwith reference to other
Bills, but the Government intended in any ease to

proceed with the Tenure of Land (Ireland) Bill-

—

Lord Redesdale protested against the needless delay of the
present session. Poor Rdiff (Ireland) BilU—Lord Wodehouse
moved the second reading of this Bill.—Lord Redesdale
opposed it. [Left sitting.]

H O USE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—The Savoy Conference.^—In answer to Lord J, Man-

ners, Lord J. Russell said that her Majesty's Government had
assented to a conference on the affairs of SSavoy, but that Austria
and Russia had objected, on the groimd that they saw no advan-
tage likely to accrue from it, and, rmless they withdrew tlieir

objections, some other arrangements must be made. State of
Syria,—Mr. Rich brought under notice the papers respecting
the disturbances in Syria, and inquired what steps the Govern-
ment intended to take with reference to the present emergency.
—Sir J, Ferqcsson said that although the Uhiastians had been
the sufferers, they were not without blame, and that the recent
outbreak was attributable, in a main degree, to their conduct.
—Mr. S. Fitzgerald recommended that, ifwe interfered in tbe
internal affairs of Syria, great care should be taken
not to diminish the authority of the Sultan,—Lord John
Russell explained the arrangements which had been made
by the five Powers, and stated that the nature and degree of
the proposed intervention were laid down in a protocol which
had been signed in Paris by the representatives of the con^
tracting Powers, Since the arrival of Fuad Pacha at Damascus
the massacres had in a great degree ceased ; the Governor had
been sent to Constantinople to be tried, and there was no dis-
position on the part of the Porte to show any lenity to him,

—

Mr. Bright said that no intervention could be so vrell excused
as that proposed in Syria, which was more of the character of
an intervention by a police force than by a body of troops for

a political object, and he hoped the course taken by the French
Government in this matter would lessen the distrust as to its

intentions. He protested, however, against the policy of inter-
fering in support of a Power like Turkey, which was doomed to
fall to pieces by a decay which it was impossible to arrest.

Lord Palmerston said that Mr. Bright took a very limited
view of the subject- Although immense progress must be
made to bring Turkey up to a level with the civilised nations of
Europe, his opinion was that if Turkey was left to herself she
would not fall to pieces. Affairs of Sicily,—In reply to Mr.
Griffith, Lord J. Russell repeated that the Government
adhered to the policy of non-intervention, ^ke Chinese
Indemnity.—In answer to Mr. Gregson, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer said that no sums had been received from China in
respect of the late war, as no precise period of payment was
stipulated by the treaty of Tien-tsin. The French
had, however, succeeded in obtaining the first instal-

ment of the indemnity due to them, as they had
introduced a special provision to that effect in their treaty.—
The other subjects discussed on the motion for adjournment
included the report of the select committee on Military Organisa*
tion ; the British territory on tbe Red River and As9i7iihoiyie ; the
superannuation of Dockyard Labourers : the promotion of
Colonels for service in the Crimea ; the Public Lunatic Asylum at
Kingston, Jamaica; shortening the stocks ot Et\fi.€ld rifles : and
the appointment of Mr. George Keogh Crown prosecutor of
the County of Meath. The report on Fortifications and
IVorks was brought up and agreed to, and leave was then
given to bring in a bill to carry the resolution into effect

The House then went into committee of supply. The vote
of 39,937i. for the Houses of Farlia7nent led to a protracted
debate on the frescoes, statues, and decorations, in the
course of which the old question of the claim of Oliver
Cromwell to a statue was debated, and the general
opinion appeared to be that the Lord Protector was
not entitled to that honour. The vote was ultimately re-

duced by IGOO/., the cost of the proposed statues of William IV-
and George IV-—Mr. Spooner proposed to reduce the vote still

further by the omission of 1200i- for the Commons' Corridor ;

but this amendment was negatived on a division by 67 to 44.
Mr. A, Smith moved a reduction of the vote by 30,000Z- upon
the ground that the vote of last year under this head was un-
expended, and this amendment was likewise negatived by 60
to 32, The vote, now reduced to 37,997^, was then agreed to
and ordered to be reported. The other orders of the day were
then disposed of, and the House adjourned at 20 minutes t«
3 o'clock to Monday,
Monday.— The At!a7iiiG TelegrapK—In answer to Mr- BerkE'

ley, the Chancellor of the Exchequer said that in conse-
quence of the failure of the AtLantic Telegraph Company in
their attempt to lay down a submariiie line to America, the
agreement entered into between them and her Majesty's
Government, though not repealed, had become void. Looking
to the small success of deep-sea telegraphs, the Government
would exercise great caution in entertaining applications for
the construction of any similar telegraphs,—In reply to Mr.
Caird, the Lord Advocate said that it was the intention of
the Government to appoint a commission to inquire into the
state of the Scotch Herring Fisheries, Abd-el-Kader, — In
answer to Mr. Griffith, Lord J- Russell, protesting against
the repetition of these inconvenient questions, said that the
Government had received information that Atni-el-Kaker had
saved the lives of several hundred Christians. The Paper
Ihdies.—The House went into committee on the Customs Acts,
when the Chancrllor of the Exchequer moved the two reso-
lutions of which he had given notice for reducing the duties
on the importation of foreign paper to the level of the Excise
duties imposed on the home-made commodity. The first of
these resolutions ap[>lied to paper the production of France
and Algeria, and the second to that manufactured in other
countries. The former had considerations attaching
to it which grew out of the late commercial treaty, in addition
to those which were matter of policy; whilst the latter was
proposed on the ground of policy alone. The question at issue
was a minute one as respected the public revenue and the trade
to which it related, though, of course, the effect of the diminu-
tion of the duty would be to increase the customs revenue and
stimulate the manufacture. The exaggerated consequences
anticipated by :i particular class from tUe change and the pre-
dictions of ruin that must result to the English manufacturers,
only showed that if true they had been taxing the consumer
to an unjust extent. If he were asked what advanbige would
be derived by the consumer from the measure, his renly was
that he would have the same advantage that was enjoyed by
the consumer of every other article—namely, that of calling in
the aid of the productive power of his own country, the pro-
ductive power of foreign lands, and reducing an undue presfeure :

on the market by resorting to other sources for su| plying the I

demand. But the question was one of great importance in con-

1

nection with other principles, the first of which was the obli-
gation of honour resting upon us to carry out the treaty with
France. Further, as a matter of policy, his proposal would
test tbe real opinions and convictions of the present
House of Commons in regard to that system of com*
mercial legislation whichi triumphing over all resist^
ance, had now become estabhshed in this country^ and
presented a noble example to the world. There were also
considerations of justice to particular classes and interests,
which would suffer not only under the legislation of foreign
countries, but under our own, unless the committee thought
fit to adopt the resolutions. With regard to treaty obligations
the treaty with France contained an abaohite and indis-
putable obligation, without reference to whether one or th«
other party was or was not disposed to carry it out, whi«h
bound us to the immediate execution of its provisions. The
House had sanctioned that treaty, and had entered into a
general engagement to take the steps necessary to give it
effect. But it was said that this was done on the understand-
ing that the French Government would remit their export
duty on rags- The French Government had done their best
to accomplish that object, but unfortunately the protectionists
had been too strong for them. He hoped the House would not
afford any encouragement to those monopolists, but that it
would strengthen the hands of the enlightened statesmen and
writers in France who were endeavouring to introduce the
great principle of free trade into that country That rag?
were cheaper in France than in England was not a fact, for w*
exported more rags in one year than we could get from Franco
if the export duty were removed- As to postponing legislation
on the subject, nothing could be more impolitic than to keen so
largeabranchof industry i-:- suspense. On the ground, therefore;
ofhumanity to a protected interest it would be well to have tht
paper question settled at once. The paper manufacturer had
no teal ground of complaint ; on the other hand, he had reason
to be specially grateful, for while the manufacturer in foreign

counties was taxed in respect of his machinery, chemicals, and
all other commodities necessary for the production of paper,
the British papermaker had no such disadvantages to contend
against. Having referred at some length to the special grounds
of exception urged by the British manufacturer, he concluded
by expressing his conviction that the House of Commons
would once more and once for aU give effect to that great prin-

ciple of free trade which had conferred such signal benefits upon
the very class which it was at one time asserted it would anni-

hilate,—Mr. Puller moved as an amendment "that without
desiring to prejudice the question of a reduction at a future

period of the customs duty ou books and paper, this committee
does not think fit at present to assent to such reduction.** He
contended that, regard being had to the capital embarked in

the paper trade, and the number of persons engaged in it,

Parliament was not justified in making so important a change
as that proposed without previous inquiry before a select com-
mittee. — Mr. Childers, Mr, Crossley, and Mr. Marsh
supported the resolutions, Mr. Waguire, and Mr, Nor«s
opposed them,—Sir Hugh Cairns denied that the House
was bound to the resolutions either by the provisions of

the treaty or by the principle of free trade. The
division of the argument by tbe Chancellor of the Exchequer
was suspicious, for, if the House was bound by the treaty*

what necessity was there for referring to free trade ? It seemed
I to him that the object of the Government was transparent, and

!
that they had thrown out a double net to catch the admirers of

'

theFreuch treaty, and,shouldthesenot be suniolent, to include

the Freetraders. He analysed at some length the provisions

of the treaty, and argued that according to the true construc-

tion of it, and in honour and good faith, France ought to have
removed the prohibition on the export of rags. The course^

then, for the House to take would be to wait for the fulfilment

of the contract. He maintained that if the representations of

the paper-makers were true, there was no room for the applica-

tion of free-trade or protection, and that the House was nound
to grant an inquiry. The alternative offered by Mr, Puller wa«
a reasonable one, and he would give it his support-—The
Attorney-General said that looking to the true import of the
Commercial Treaty, not in the spirit of a technical lawyer, but
as apparent to the intelligence of men of honour, endowed
with common sense, he had come to the conclusion that, as

between England and France, aU Customs duties were to b«

taidffed on the English side, merely so as to counterbalance the

Excise duties charged on the native manufacture. On this

underetanding, the assimilation of the Customs and Excise taxea

onpaperwas, he contended,directlyandincontrovertibly derived.

—Mr- Henley said that the Attorney-General had evaded the

real question at issue. He confessed he could not understand

how the Government made the House agree to a differential

duty on Hops if the seventh article of the treaty were con*

elusive.—Lord John Russell said that the difference between

the proposal to reduce the customs duty on paper and the

question of the export duty on foreign rags was, that one was

expressly stipulated for m the treaty, whUst the other was not

He condemned the amendment on the ground that it sought

by an evasion to eet rid of a treaty obligation, and submitted

that if the House gave it their approval they would stand

before Europe as an assembly regardless of honour and good

faith. He called upon the House, on the ground of wisdom

and policy, not to present to the world the discreditable spectacle

of a groat nation running away from its engagements, and

frightened at the hobgoblin cf protection,—Mr. Disraeli said it

was idle to contend that if the House rejected the resolutions

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer it would be guilty of a

breach of faith with France ; because the course already taken

vrith regard to hops was a violation of the treaty. France had

already taken time to consider the articles respecting nron,

steel, yarn, and other commodities ; and it would be neither

unreasonable, dangerous, nor unjust if the Government were

to avaU themselves of the same delay which France had

claimed for herself—Lord Palmerston expressed his opimon

that the House had no alternative but to carry out the engage-

ments of the treaty- It was said that paper was not supposed

to be included originally under the provisions of the treaty

;

hut it should be remembered that when the treaty was drawn
it was supposed that the excise duty ou paper would
not be continued. When, however, ch-cumstauces occurred

which led to the continuance of the duty, paper, as a

matter of course, came under the provisions of the

7th article of the treaty. He hoped the House would
look at the matter in a plain, English, common-sense manner,
and maintain the character of the country for honour and
integrity in its relations with foreign nations. The House
divided, when the amendment was negatived by 2*56 to 233.

The first resolution was then agreed to. On the second reso-

lution being put, Mr, Puller moved a similar amendment
with respect to it, but Mr, Disraeli declining to give his sup*

port, it was negatived without a division, and the resolution

was agreed to. A further resolution, increasing the rat« of

Duty on Wine according to the quantity of proof spirit, w^
also agreed to. The remaining orders were then disposed of,

and the House adjourned at halfpast 2 o'clock,

TUESDAY.—iJf>man Catholic Charities BilL—The House went
into committee on the clauses of this Bill, which w«re agreed

to after a long discussion with amendments. The clause in the

Bill of last year vesting the management of invalid charitiesm
the Charity Commissioners, and, failing these, in the Court of

Chancery, was unanimously adopt^- The Industrial Schools

Act (1857) Amendment Bill also passed through committee. On
the order of the day for the third reading of the European

Forces (India) Bill, Mr. Dobson opposed the Bill, which

waa also opposed by Sir H. Willouohby, Sir T^ toix-
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^^—-—
hItT)" L fiVANS, Sir 11. Veeney, tfir M. Fahquhar,

BBOt'Kbj
°g^jj^gjg^ji^ and supported by Mr. Vaksittabt, and

and itti-
HfiBBERT. — Sir J. ElphiNstone moved as an

n^ment that the Bill be read a tbird time that day three

*'^^iM—Mr J- B. Smith seconded the amendment.—Sir C.

S^^i^TTRnd Mr T. G. Baring orpposed it. The amendment was

nti"ed without a division, and the BUI was read a third

?me and passed.—On the order for considering the report

f m the committee on the Customs Acts as to the duty on

p^rekiii -^f«^'» Sir F. Kelly moved as an amendment that the

iT/polution relating to malt should be recommitted with the

view of augmenting the import duty on that article from 25«.

7
26^ per quarter. This higher duty was, he contended, the

Tninimum rate which would place the native producer of malt

Si a par w^*^^ ^'^ foreign rival.—The Chancellor of the "Ex-

chequer apposed the motion, on the ground that no con-

siderable amount of malt came from abroad, and

that the great body of maltsters were satisfied with

the airangement made by the Government under the treaty.

—

A'^ter some remarks by Major Parker and Mr. Bass, the House

divided, when the amendment of Sir F. Kelly was negatived

Ijy So to 40, and the resolution was ai^eed to. The report on

the Customs duty on Paper and Wina was brought up and

EOT3ed to, and leave was given to bring in a Bill, The TiiUs to

U^d (ScotlaHd) Act (185S) Aniendjnent Sill was read a second

time. The report of the Committee of Supply was brought up
and agreed to. Public Business.—The Solicitor-General

moved that the orders for the committal of the Offences

against the Person Bill and six other Bills for the Consolida-

tion of the Criminal Law, which had been sent down from the

Loids, be discharged, and stated that the Government intended

to introduce the Bills in that House next session.—Mr. James,

Sir F. Kelly, and Mr. Maliks lamented the fate of these Bills,

and Lord Palmkrston expres-sed his regret, but had no alterna-

tive. The motion was then agreed to, and the Bills were
withdrawn,
Wednesday.—rnion of Bm^ces Bill.—On the order for going

into committee on this Bill, sent down from the Lords, Mr.

Griffith objected to proceeding with the Bill at that late

period of the session.—Mr. Henley also objected that the Bill

took good care of the bishops and clergy, but altogether ne-

glected the parislnoners. The House then went into com-

mittee, but almost immediately after Mr. Malins moved that

the chairman report progress. On a division the motion was
negatived by 76 to 16. A long discussion then took place on

the provisions of the Bill Mr. BouVerie, who had charge of

it, said that the measure, as originally drawn, was intended to

include London, Lincoln, Exeter, York, and Norwich, but as

the House was opposed to so wide a range he was ready to

consent that it should be confined in its operation to the

metropolis only. The limited attendance at the City churches

formed a leading topic in the discussion, and Sir M. Peto
offered to accept, on behalf of the Dissenting body, all the City-

churches which might be given him, and to undertake to fill

them with congregations drawn from the parishes which were
now deserted.—Mr. C. Bentinck moved an amendment
prohibiting the pulling down the churches of St. Stephen's,

Walbrook, St. Martin, Ludgate Hill, St. Peter, Comhill, and St.

Swithin, Cannon Street, or the towers and steeples of any of

the churches within the City specified in the schedule annexed
to the Bill.—Mr. Bouverie consented, and the amendment was
agreed to. On clause 14, Mr. Henley moved, as an amend-
ment, the insertion of words prohibiting the sale of any
ecclesiastical site in which there had been interments, but it

was rejected by 80 to 50.—Sir M. Peto then moved the

insertion of words giving power to the ecclesiastical Com-
missioners to sell the churches to dissenters for purposes of

public worship.—Lord J. Manners, Sir F. Baring, and other
members objected, but Mr. Bouvkrie promised to consider
the subject, and bring up a clause on the report. At a quarter
to 6 o'clock the chairman quitted the chair without putting the
question, and the House resumed. Several BiUs^fjassed through
their formal stages.
TuuRSDAY.

—

National Galhry.—On. the motion for going into
committee of supply, Mr. Adderley called attention to the
plans for the improvement of the National Gallery, strougrly

recommeqding that of Captain Fowke.—-A discuasion followed,

Tn^tiicn strong protesis were maae against the retention of

the Royal Academy in the present building, contrary to the
decision of the committee and a direct understanding with the
Government of the day.—Mr. Cowper promised to explain
the matter fully when the estimates for the National Gallery

were brought forward. Civil Service Audit.—Sir F. Baring
moved a resolution that the present system of audit and
appropriation of the Civil Service expenditure was im-

perfect and ought to be amended.—Sir G. Lewis assented
to the motion, which was agreed to. The House thea
went into committee of supply. The first vote of

100,440^. for Royal Parks and Pleasure Gardens gave
rise to a warm debate, chiefly upon the subject of the

Kennngton Garden Ride, which was condemned by Sir J.

Shelley, Mr. W. Williams, Lord J. Manners, and Mr.

Malins, and defended by Mr. Cowper, Mr. A. Mills, Mr. H.
Seymour, Mr. J. Locke, and General Peel. SirJ. Shkllev
moved to reduce the vote by 250i., the cost of the fence for the

new ride. On a division the motion was negatived by 71 to 48.

Spain and the Great Pov}«rs.—In reply to Mr. Baillie, Lord J.

Russell said that no application had been made by Spain

herself to be admitted to the rank of a first-rate Power,
but France, Austria, and Russia were in favour of the

admission. It appeared, however, to her Majesty's Govern-
ment to be at present undesirable that Spain should be

recognised as one of the great Powers.—On the order for the

second reading of the Fortijications (Provision for Expenses)

Bill, Mr. E. James moved, as an amendment, that before pro-

ceeding further it is desirable to possess further information as

to the entire cost of the construction and maintenance of the

proposed works, distinguishing the expenses of the sea

defences and land fortifications.—Sir C. Napier seconded the

amendment, which was supported by Col. Dickson, Mr.

MoNSELL, Sir F. Smith, Mr. B. Osborne, Sir M. Peto and Mr.

White, and opposed by Mr. S, Herbert, Lord Elcho, Capt.

Jervis, Sir D, L. Evans and Lord Palmerston, who said that

the Government were of opinion that permanent defences were
the best and the cheapest. He repeated that the proposal was
not founded on distrust of any particular Sovereign or nation,

but on a deliberate conviction that we ought to be prepared to

defend the vulnerable points of the country, and that the best

security for the continuance of peace was to be found in

the ability to defend ourselves. On a division the amendment
was negatived by 143 to 32, and the Bill was read & second
time. Ordnance Survey.—On the motion that the House
resolve itself into a Committee of Supply, Sir M. Peto moved a

resolution that it is expedient to discontinue the ordnance
survey on the 25-inch scale till the survey on the l-inch scale

shall have been completed and published.-Mr. S. Herbert
said it was the intention of the G^jvemment to discontinue tbiis

year the survey of new ground on the 25-inch scale, merely
finishing the counties l>egun, and to consider before the next
Session the best course to pursue in future. After
a short discussion, the resolution was withdrawn and
the House went into Committee of Supply. — Mr.
Lainq moved a vote of 60,000/. in accordance with the
Galwaj/ Packet Contract. He entered at great length into the
details of the case and the position of the Government in rela-

tion to it, and said that the Government had come to the con-
clusion that there was no other course, under the circumstances,
than to fulfil their obligations under the contract entered into
by their predecessors.—Mr. Bouverie moved as an amendment

thitt the vote be diaailowed.—The amendment was supi>orted by

Sir F. Baring, and opposed by Mr. Whiteside, Mr. CRArFORD,

Mr. Disraeli and Mr. Roebl'ck. On a division the vote was

carried by a majority of 106, the numbers being 145 to 39.—The
Chairman then reported progress, and the House adjourned at

25 minutest© 3.

Friukv.—The Royal FarJcs.-TliQ House resolved itself into

Committee of Supply, and resumed the consideration of the

vote of 100.440i. for the royal parks and pleasure grounds.

—Colonel Dunne moved that the sum bo reduce::! by the sum
o f IS.OOOZ., the cost of the metropolitan parks. He protested

against Ireland being called upon to contribute to an outlay

wtiich was of no use whatever to that country.—Sir J. Shelley
again protested against the new ride in Kensington Gardens.
After considerable discussion Mr. Cowper said that

probably before the end of the session—if ever it

did close—the ride would be closed altogether.—On a

division Col. DuKnk's motion was negatived by 66 to 15.—
Mr. A, Smith moved the reduction cf the vote by 2600(., the

amount of items for a well, steam engine, and flowers charged
for Battcrsea Park. The motion was negatived on a division

by 55 to 31.—Sir J. Shelley moved the reduction of the vote

by 400/., part of the cost of draining Richmond Park, The
motion was negatived without a division. The origual vote

was thea agreed to. [Lsft sitting.]

OIitL) Intcliisencc.
Monet Maeket, Friday,—British Fu2fDS: Con-

sols closed at 93 to ^ for Money, and 93 g to ^ for Accfc,

;

Bank Stock, 230 to 231; Tliree per Cents. Reduced,

93| to ij New Three per Cents., 9H to ^; Thirty

Years' Annuities, expiring in April, 1858, 16| ; India

Stock, 219; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, 104^;
Ditto for Acct., 103 J to i ; Ditto Four per Cent. Deben-
tures, 1858, 97to96i; Ditto Bonds, 4*. dis.; Exche-
quer Bills, 6*. prem.—Foreign; Austrian Five per
Cent. Metallics, 55i ; Chilian Four and a Half per

Cents., 82^ j Duteli Two and a Half per Cents., for Acct.,

65i; Mexican Three per Cents., for Acct., 21^; Portu-

guese Three per Cents., 1853, for Acct., 44;^ ; Russian

Four and a Half per Cents., 93^; Spanish New De-
ferred Three per Cents., 40g; Ditto Passive, 21;
Turkish Six per Cents., 1858. for Acct., 60J to h

ISank of e^nglanly.

Notes ieaued • < • A

ISSUE DEPARTMENT,
j£29,309/205 liovernraent Hebt .• .. ^11,015,100

Other Sfciirilies •. *, 3,4^9,900

Gold Coin and BuUit>n . . 14,SH205
Silver tiulUou

rraprictora Capital,. ..

Kest
Puolic Deposits (includ-
ing ExcUequer^SavinpR
UankE, CoLnmisaioners
of Nat. Debt, and Divi-
dend Accta,)

Other Deposira..
Seven day and other bills

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
.. jei4,55-i/)00 Govcmroeiit

jK:9.309,205

3,01^,1;^

* *

# «

4.fi23,222

7H-l-t2

9th daj or AuRuU. I860.

37,606.774

SfcnrltlfB

(including Dead Weijfht
Annuity)

Other Securitiea
Notes
Gold and Silver Coio

• «

4 «

7,601.815

717.339

£VfiOt,77*
SI. MARSHALL, Deputy Ca»bier.

<ira?ette of ttje fflSHeefe.
TUESDAT—BANKRUPTS— J, Adamb, llanley. Staffordshire, Grocer—

H. Bkf,8o\, Buslioy Heath, ITertfoulshire, BuiUer—E. J. BvRW, jun,,

Briffhton, Stationer— F- CRucKt^uiiD, St. James's Street, EatinK House

Keeper—E.Gandbll and H. J- Tono. Gm-nwich Street, Upper Thaniea

Street, and Sise Lane, City, MercbanU—J. Hart, Crown Street, tinabury.

Boot «nd Shae Manur*ietiirer—J. V. How^a, Chiawell Street, Leather

S^]lei.__j, E, Nbal, Leicester, Glove Manutlicturer and Soda WaterManu-
fgctur<>r L, J. Pnrrp, FlymmUlt. Bulclier and Meat Seller—J. Pbick.

Abertiilery, Moomouihfchire, Draper, lien^^ral Shop K^-eper, and Manaver
of a Ship—G. Eawie, Porlock, Someraetafaire. Tanner—J. L- Stkvess,
Kish Street Hill. City, Dealer in Iron.

. , „SCOTCH SEQUESTKATIONS — J- ABKaDKi?r, Aberdeen, Draper—W.
S. GiLMiN, Edinburgh, Merchant—T, Grbk!«shirt.i>8, EdinbarKh, Cabinet

Maker^G. C. Monteath, GlasRow, Accountant—M. U- Smith, Glaijcow,

Ship and Insurance Aicent. __ , « - , , . ^

Harts Hill, Worcester, Ironmaster— lj. LiHWIS, i^ew cjcreci, v^«y, iriiinuuiK

Seller—S, S. Maubick, Great St. Helen's, BishopsNrate Street, City,

MercTiant— R. Millbe, Vinterbonme, KioKatoa. Dealer— B- Olivbb,
Wilmin-ton Street, Clerkenwell, Jeweller—J. Pitchkr, Hampslead Koad,

I-eather Seller — G. REBvaa, iun., Cbeltenhain, Riding Master— W.

OpEff-AiE Service fob WoREixa Me^.—Ou Sa-

turday evening the Sisbop of Louiloti preached in the

open air to bet^^een 1500 and 1600 working men and

children, in one of the most uncivilised portions of the

outskirts of the metropolis. The place selected for this

mission-service lies between Shepherd's Bush and the

Great Western Railway, on the east of Wormwood
Scrubs. The people who live around it are engaged in

maVing bricks and pottery, while it is dotted here and

there with gipsy tents and the temporary' habitations of

persons who are not able to obtain better shelter else-

where. Many of the leading employers of labour in

the neighbourhood, in compliance with the request of

the local clergy, paid their men early in the evening,

and vast numbers of them not only attended the

service, but took their wives and children with them.

The bishop, who was attended by his chaplain, arrived

at half-past 7, and having put on his episcopal robes,

the service commenced with the 100th Psalm. The

litany was then read by the Rev. A. D. Hill, of Trinity

Hall Cambridge, the incumbent elect of a new church

dedicated to St. Andrew which it is proposed to erect in

the neighbourhood. The bishop selected for his text

the 16th chapter of St. Luke, verse 8-«Thechadren

of this world are in their generation wiser than the

children of light." The latter part of the bishop s

address was particularly solemn Darkness had eome

on and the moon had risen, and all around the gipsies

tents were lighted up. Not a sound was heard but the

bishop's voice, and now and then a train on the adjacent

railwav. A deep impression appeared to be made on

many unused to such services by the solemnity and,

peculiarity of the scene. At the close of the serrjtm

the doxology was sung, and the bishop pronounc'jd the
benediction. On Wednesday evening the bishop
preached to a congregation composed of 400 persons of
a similar class in the courtyard of his epi'jcopal palace
atFulhain; and on Monday evening his^ Itwdship will

commence a series of special services f ^^ the working
classes at St. John's District Church, 'W"alham Green.

Experiments with WniTWOB'^fH Gfns.—In ord^r

to test the facility with wh\ch Mr. Whitworth**
ordnance can be worked, a sej^ies of experiments occu-^

pying three days was made a Sew dayssince on the sanda

at Southport. The guns were an SO-pounder and a 12-

pounder, rifled breech-loaders, and were worked by twO'

parties of gunners, one of the Royal Artillery, fromths
North Fort, at Liverpool, under command of Captain

Carpenter; the other from her Majesty's ship Excellent^

under command of Lieutenant Ward, R.N, The expe-

riments were made with shot, and also with shell of a

construction suited to the guns. On the part of the

Government there were present Colonel St, George,

president of the Ordnance Select Committee; General

Bingham, Sir G. Wetherall, Sir John Burgoyne; Cap-

tain Moore, R.N., Secretary to the Duke of Somerset

;

Captain Herbert, R.N. ; Captain Marryat, R.N". ; Cap-

tain Halstead, R.N. ; and the Hon. Captain Wrottesley,

R.N, Thta:e were also present Mr. Bidder, President

of the Institute of Civil Engineers; Mr. Vivian, M.P.,

and a considerable number of the principal residents of

Southport and Manchester. The highest range

obtained with the 80-pounder firing 55 lb. shell was

5053 yards; the highest obtained with the 12-pounder

firing 12 lb. solid shot was 10,100 yards, the greatest

range ever yet attained by any gun. Notwithstanding

this extent of range the Ordnance Select Committee
have reported that Mr. Whitworth's ordnance are

ineligible for her Majesty's service- Four causes of

objection are said to be especially insisted upon

—

namely, great irregularity and uncertainty of range

;

difficulty of extracting the expended cartridge ; danger

to be apprehended from the launching rearwards of the

friction tubes ; wildness of ricochet.

Official Tkial of AEMSTEONa Gun3.—A series of

experiments was commenced on Tuesday with three of

the Armstrong guns, with the view to test their breach-

ing powers at short ranges. The place selected for the

trial was Eastbourne, about seven miles east of Beechy

Head, on a plot of ground about a mile from the town,

and the object of attack was one of the old Martella

Towers, with which that part of the south coast is

studded. The Duke of Cambridge and a numerous

staff of artillery and other officers were present on

the occasion, furnished with a telegraphic and photo-

graphic apparatus, which were in couatant use. The
guns used in the experiments were 40, 70, and
100-pounders, Sir W. Armstrong himself acting as

artilleryman. The range was nearly 1000 yards, and

the results after each round were photographed. The
firing included seven or eight rounds from each gun,

'

and every shot told on the Martello Tower, which is-

composed of massive brickwork, 6 feet thick on the land

side, and 9 feet thick on the sea side. At 4 o'clock the

brickwork was pierced through, and the interior of the

tower was laid bare. The breach, which was about

15 feet across the tower, and about 7 feet Sn height,

presented the appearance of a rough and jagged arch-

wiiy, growing narrower and narrower inwards, till, at

the narrowest point, where the interior was actually

visible, it was about 3 feet across, and 1 or 2 feet in

height.

TuE Walwoeth MrRDEBS.—The adjourned inquest

on the four persons murdered in Manor Place, Wal-

worth, was resumed on Monday, when formal evidence

was adduced to show that the prisoner had induced the

young woman Streeter to insure her life for 100/. a-

iew days before the murder, and had made false repre-

sentations respecting his means both to her and to her

family. It was also stated that the prisoner was con-

victed, at the spring assizes at Stafibrd last year, of

stealing the plate of his master, Mr. Keate, and sen-

tenced to 12 months' imprisonment with hard labour.

He was discharged in March last, and then obtained a

situation at Dr. Duncan's, Henrietta Street, Covent

Garden, by means of a false character, and

was dismissed in the beginning of last month.

The policy of insurance payable to the prisoner,

on the death of Mary Streeter by the Argus

Life Office, had been found in a box in his pos-

session, together with a receipt for the payment of the

first premium. Several letters which had been

addressed by the prisoner to the young woman, and

which had been handed by Iier father at Wadhurst to

the officer who had charge of the cane, were next read-

They were filled with entreaties to her to come to town

and complete the insurance; some of them remonstra-

ting with her on her objections to insure her life, and

referring to their approaching marriage, and otherf

urging her to keep every thing secret from her friends,

and bring all the money she could, as a day or two after

their marriage be could get all they wanted. The

letters recurred again and again to the insurance of

her life, and made it a tine qua non to the marriage

that the insurance should he effecte<h Having succeeded

in that object, he wrote a letter requesting her to come

up on the morning before the murder, at the same time

ur-^ing her to destroy or burn all hU letters to her.

The evidence of the medical men showed that the
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woTiTids in the chests and throats of the miu'dered
persons conUl not have been inflicted hy themselves, but
must have been the work of a strong determined man,
and tiiey accounted for the absence of any noise by the
supposition that he used chloroform. Tliey expressed
their opinion that the little boy who slept with the
prisoner was the first person murdered, that the young
woman Streeter wag the second, that the mother and
second boy were the next, and that the deaths of all

must have been instantaneous, with the exception of the
youngest boy, with whom there mast have been a con-
siderable struggling. The knife produced, and claimed
by the prisoner as his property, was declared by the
S'.ir?:eons to be e;xactly the instrument calculated to
produce the injunes of which they died, and the point
wliich had been broken off was in their opinion still

in the body either of the young woman or tlie mother.
Tlie jury, after deliberating a few minutes, returned a
verdict of Wilful Murder against William Godfrey
Youngmau in each case. On Tuesday the prisoner was
brought u^ for re-examination at the Lambeth Police
Court, when evidence was adcluced similar to that given
before the coroner, and the prisoner was committed for

trial on the capital charge. During the hearing of the
case, a young woman from Staflbrdshire identified the
prisoner as the person who had been courting her while
in service in that part of the country. She produced
the letters whicb the prisoner had addressed to her
some months ago, and it appeared tliat they agreed word
for word with those that he had addressed to Mary
Streeter. In these letters the prisoner, who at the time
passed under the name of Godfrey, made violent love
to the young woman, and as in the case of Mary
Streeter, implored her to insure her life. He
also told lier that he was possessed of in-

dependent property, and that he should have plenty
of money after his marriage, hut that meanwhile she
must provide as much as she possibly conld to meet the
expenses of the wedding. After the wedding ring had
been bought and she had consented to accompany him
to Aiistrali?, the prisoner was sentenced to 12 montlis*
imprisonment for the plate robbery. The yonng woman
visited him in prison and sold the ring for the purpose
of providing him With flannel jackets to wear in the
prison. On his discharge he disappeared from Stafford-
shire, and she heard nothing more of him until she saw
by the papers that he was in custody for these murders.
It is stated that the defence to be set up is that of
insanity, on the ground that the disease i's hereditary
in the family; the prisoner's grandmother on the
mother's side, and his grandfather on the father's side
having been insane, and one of his uncles having died
in a madhouse.
The PtTBLrc Heixth.—The Weekly Ketnrn of the

Kegistrar-General states that the deaths in London in
the week that ended Saturday, August 4, were 1047.
In the corresponding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59,
the average number corrected for iucn-ise of population
was 1287; tlie present return is therefore 190 below
the average. During the week the births of 921 boys
and 831 girls, in all 1752 children, were registered in
London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years
1850-59 the average number was 1563.

momminh
Bristol.—On Saturday morning as a man was

gathering herbs in Leigh Woods he found a large
brooch, which has been identified as belonging to the
unfortunate Charlotte Pugsley, whose murder by John
William Bcale some three years since created so much
Bensation. The brooch was lying in a hollow covered
with weeds. The hair was slightly discoloured by
water, which had penetrated it. The pin is missing,
and the brooch has the appearance of having been
violently torn from the dress of its wearer.
DovEE.—On Thursday evening a fatal accident took

place in this town. While the Artillery Volunteer
Corps were engaged in gun practice at Archcliff Fort
one of the guns burst, killing Lieut, G. T. Thompson
andbergeant Monger on the spot, and seriouslv iniurino-
several other members of the corps. Mr. Harris a
nephew of Captain Wollaston, who is in command of the
corps, 13 lying in a dangerous condition from concussion !

$T ^v-ran'"''
^""^ ^'^^^S tbe other persona hurt are

aU. GilhlWu. tMlor ; Mr. Hadlow, painter ; and ayoung man named BouhVmg. Liout. Thompson was
the coroner for the borough, and Sert^eant Monger wma tobaoconttt m the town. It is l..,oyed that the acci>
dent arose from a defect in the gun and not from its
bemp: imperfectly loaded, as the ball discharged from it
reached withm a few yards of its proper range, which
would not have been the case had there been anv defect
jn the ramming of the chart^e,

BcDLET.-Mr. George Hayes Hinchcliife, of this
town, one of the coroners for the county of Staftbrd
committed suicide at Bristol on the 5th inst., under
circumstances of a melancholy and almost romantic
cUar^ter. The deceased gentleman was married outhe previous \Yedne8day at West Rromwich, to a lady
of equal position in society, to whom ho had been fn-
some time engaged, and in the course of the day they
arrived at the Queen's Hotel, Clifton, on their trip for
the honeymoon. Nothing strange was observed in the
inanner of the bridegtx>om until night, when he refused
to sleep with his wife, and requested to be provided

JIu m""! v^** ^^r^^"- The house being full he was
1»W that he could not be accommodated, and \m thon

left the Queen's and proceeded to a tavern on the quay,
where he passed the night. His wife, alarmed at his
strange behaviour, telegraphed for her brotlier, Mr.
Fereday, of West Bromwich, who arrived in the course
of the following day, and Mr. Hinchcliffe was sought
out and prevailed on to return to his wife. He dined
with her and her brother, but in the evening he again
left the Queen's, and is believed to have wandered about
all night. On Saturday he took lodgings at the house
of a grocer in Thomas Street, and on Sunday morning
committed suicide by throwing himself from the roof
of the house, fracturing liis skull and thigh in such a
manner as to cause instant death. It appeared from
the evidence at the inquest that he was exceedingly
nervous and excitable, and tliat he had been suftering
fromhernia, which had probably tended to make him still

more sensitive. He was about 30 years of age and was
described by the witnesses as being of an amiable dis.

position and high character. The jury without hesita-
tion returned a verdict of temporary insanity.

ExETEE.—A subscription has been opened in this
city for the lencfit of Abraham Cann, the champion
wrestler of England, now nearly 70 years of
age. When wrestling was at its height Cann was as
popular in the sporting world as Sayers and Heenan
aie at the present time. Many thousands of pounds
were won by bets upon him ; and although it is a well-
known fact that be was offered large sums of money to
sell his back be never would consent to do so, and was
never thrown in his life. Latteriy it has been dis-
covered that the veteran champion was reduced to
great poverty and was on the verge of the Union Work-
house. Mr. Langdon, of the Bull Inn, in this city,

cominenced the subscription on liis behalf, and in answer
to his appeal a large number of noblemen and gentle-
men have liberally subscribed, including Lord Poltimore,
Sir T. D. Acland, Sir M. Lopes, M.P., Mr. Kekewicli,
M.P., Mr. Divett, M.P., Mr. Gard, M.P., and Mr.
Sillifant ; and Lord Palmcrston has sent a donation of
10/. out of the Royal Bounty Fund. When sufficient
money has been raised it is proposed to purchase an
annuity for the old man, so as to place him in
coinfartable circumstances for the remainder of his
lif^. The subscription, increased last week by the
proceeds of a wrestling match in London at which Cann
was present, has now reached a goodly sum, but Is

insufficient to purchase the annuity.
Feome.—Advantage was taken of a private visit of

Mr. Edlin, barrister, to the family of Mr. Kent, on
Friday last, to hold a conference with him and Mr.
Dunn, solicitor, and Mr. Parsons, the surgeon, who was
called in within an hour after the discovery of tiie

murder. Superintendents Foley, of Trowbridge, Woolf,
ofDevizes, and Summers, of Prome, were in attendance,
and were present during part of the interview of the profes-
sional gentlemen. The local police have since made
the most searching investigation of all the inmates of
the house and of the persons in the locality likely to
allbrd information on the matter. So-minute has been
the search that the body of the murdered child has been
exhumed, with the sanction of the Home Secretary, at
Baynton, Devizes, under the impression that the missing
nightdress might have been secreted in the coffin with
the body, as it was not interred for four days after
the nightgown was first missed, but nothing was
found in the coffin beyond the usual grave clothes.
Mr. Inspector Whicher and Sergeant Williamson have
returned to London to await further instructions from
the Home Secretary. It has been suggested that the
investigation should be commenced de novo, and that,
in addition to the employment of metropolitan detec-
tives and the county constabulary, a London solicitor of
experience in criminal cases, with a stipendiary magis-
tratc to assist the local justices as their assessor, should
be sent down to conduct the investigation. It has not
yet been publicly stated that on the morning of the
murder Mr. Parsons, the surgeon, made an ex-
aminntion of all the knives in the house (none
of which were missing), and subsequently sub-
mitted them to a microscopic inspection, but could dis-
cover no traces of blood on any ofthem. Mr. Parsons also
expressed an opinion that the woimds found on the body
of the child, and which were inflicted both ^before and
after death, could not have been caused by*any of the
knives found in the house. The absence of the weapon
with which the murder was committed, like the
mysterious disappearance of the night-dress of Miss
Constance Kent, has hitherto baffied the researches of
the police. The two pieces of newspaper which were
found stained with blood, and on which it is supposed
that the knife was wipedj liave been proved to be
portions of the Times of tlie Dfch of June. They were
stated at the inquest to be parts of a paper which was
not taken in by Mr. Kent or any other person resident
m the house, and from tliat circumstance the possibility
of some person having secreted himself on the premises
was suggested. As these fragments, however, are
proved to be portionsof the journal which was regularly
supplied to Mr. Kent, the theory that the mm-der was
committed by some inmate of the house is so far
additionally confirmed.
GriLBroRD.—An extraordinary occurrence took place

in the Crown court at the Assizes held in this town on
Friday. About the middle of the day the grand jury,
having concluded their business, came into court with
the remainder of the bills, and Mr. Justice Blackburn
dismissed them, thanking them in the usual form for
the assl^.^.... they had rendered to the adminisfcratiou

of justice. It appears that the High SiieriffTf the
county. Mr. Evelyn, had requested the learned Judo-e
to pay a simihu- compliment to the gentlemen who had
attended, but who had not actually served on the f^rand
jury, as many of them had come a consi.lerahle distance
to perform the duty, but the Judge considered it unne-
cessary to do so, and it was understood that the Ilio-h
Sheriif expressed bis intention of thanking them him.
self. When the judge had addressed the grand iurv he
was about to proceed with a trial that was before the
Court, wlien the I^igh Sheriff rose, and, addressine
a number of magistrates who were on the bench
said that "he also "— Mr. Justice Blacldmrn inter-
posed, and said that he could not allow the High Sheriff
to proceed, and he must request him to desist
The High Sheriff seemed determined to go on, when
the judge laid his hand on his shoulder, and said he
could not permit him to speak, and he must request
him to sit down. The High Sheriff still persisted, and
Mr. Justice Blackburn threatened that if he did nofc
desist he would fine him. As the High Sheriff did not
sit down, Mr. Justice Blackburn ssiid, "Mr. High
Sheriff; I feel myself called upon bo fine you 50o}. His
lordship then directed the Deputy-Clerk of Assize to
record the fine. The imposition of the fine did not
have the effect of inducing the High Sheriff to desist
and Mr. Justice Blackburn then threatened to commit
him for contempt of Court, and interfering with the
administration of justice. The High Sheriff then re-
sumed his seat, and the event caused great sensation
among the magistrates, who were very numerous in
the town, and the bar. A correspoudence subsequently
passed, in which Mr. Justice Blackburn offered to
remit the fine, in reply to which Mr. Rvelyn sent the
Judge a cheque for the money. Afterwards Mr.
Scarlett and other gentlemen had a conversation with
the Chief Justice in the other court, tlie result of which
was that the High Sheriff came into court and read a
written apology, expressing his sorrow for having com-
mitted any act which might bear the semblance of a
contempt of the Court. Mr. Justice Blackburn stated
that he had no personal feeling, but must protect the
dignity of the Court, and could not allow any improper
interruptions to the business of the assize. He then
remitted the fine, and the affair terminated,
Liverpool.—After several remands Tliomas Winslow,

the man charged with poisoning Mrs. James, her sister,

nephew and niece, was brought before the' magistrates
last week for final examination, the investigation haying
been continued by adjournment from two days of the pre-

vious week. The general evidence added little to the facts

already established at the inquest, but the medical evi-

dence founded upon an analysis of the viscera, clearly es-

tablished the existence of antimony in all the bodies that

have been exhumed under the orders of the Secretary of

State. Pi'ofessor Taylor, of Guy's Hospital, deposed to

the discovery of antimony in the viscera of Jlrs. James,
' and believed that death had laeen caused by its adminis-
tration in presence of a diseased cceciim, which had
been ruptured in the voinitingr which antimony was
certain to produce. Dr. Cameron, Dr. Edwards, and
other medical men confirmed this_ evidence, and Mr.
Aspiuall, for the prosecution, stated that antimony had
been found in much larger quantities in the bodies of

the other members of the family, but the magistrate

declined to receive evidence of the fact in connection

with the present charge. Inspector Home deposed to

finding a cup containing a portion of cooked sago,

which,on being analysed, was found to contain antimony,

although the parcel, uncooked, out of which it had been

taken, contained no trace of that poison. He also deposed

to finding a printed form of a will, which the prisoner

said he had purchased for the purpose of making Mrs.

James's will himself. To this witness the prisoner, on

being charged with poisoning Mrs. James, admitted

that he knew the use of antimony, but said he had not

used any for 15 years ; and he also pointed out a drawer

containing a bank book, showing 135/. to the credit of

Mrs. James, a receipt for four 25?. shares in the Liver-

pool Gas Company, a gold watch and chain, 35?. in cash,

and the will of the deceased. After some further

evidence the magistrate committed the prisoner for

trial at the assizes.—Mr. Jeremiah Chaffers, Manager

of the Royal Bank, committed suicide last week by

hanging himself at his house. Belle View, Annfield

Road. It is said that he had been in depressed spirits

for some weeks, caused by the death of his brother at

Oxford, and that he was greatly excited by a motion

made at a meeting of the bank directors hist week for

dismissing him from his office for having made large

advances to pai-ties in the leather trade who have since

failed. It appears, however, from a circular issued by

the director to the depositors, that so far as his connection

with the bank is concerned, everything has been quite

right, and that no embarrassments of any kind exist.

The jury at the inquest returned a verdict of Temporary
Insanity.~Mr. Robert B. Anderson, of 23, Falkner

Square, formerly one of the vice-presidents and general

manager of the Korthern Hospital in this town, has been

taken into custody on a charge of having forged

various receipts and embezzled money, the property of

that institution, to the extent of 4000/. The prisoner,

who is in his 67th year, is son of the late Rev. Robert
Anderson, Unitarian minister of Park Chapel, Liver-

pool. He moved in a very high sphere of society, and
it was supposed that he was a man of substance, and
also that his wife was possessed of good property in

Worcestershire; so that no suspicion was excited by his

t
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'-Isoner was coitmittcf^ to take his trial at

the assizes* the magistr^t^ refusing to accept bail on

any terms,

T

The Orit^.gemex and Roman Catholic Jitdges,.

^A few days since Chief Justice Mouahan, when
addressing the grand jury of Fermanagh, condemned

the "evasion of the law in spirit" by the Orangemen

of that district. Although they did not attempt to

walk in procession, their fliigs were disphiyed from the

church towers, and the Chief Justice, who has always

carefully avoided mixing himself up with any of the

party squabbles peculiar to Irish society, declared that

this display was offensive to Roman Catholics. The
grand jury, on retiring to their room, drew up a protest

against the Chief Justice's observations. His lordship,

^rhen the document was presented to liim, refused to

read it. After this occurrence the Chief Justice

proceeded to Londonderry, with Baron HugVies, another
Komau Catholic judge, to open the assizes in that town.

At an early hour in the morning a largo Orange flag,

having in the centre a representation of William III.

crossing the Boyne, was exhibited on Walker's Testi-

luonial, by which the judges had to pass in going to

court. The mayor on hearing of this display, sent

tliree or four times to request that the flag shouUl he
removed, but the key of the staircase leading to the

summit of the pillar on which it was displayed could

not he found. About 12 o'clock the mayor ordered the

city police to break in the door and remove the flag;

whereupon the parties who had charge of t1ic demon-
stration produced the key, and the constables hauled
down the flag. «

adjoiued the parish of Llanweiiiirth, where the prosecutor lived.
Ho hfid a flock of 500 shoep feeding on the mountain near his
farm, and wlien counted it was found that 65 were missing.
On the night of the 4th April the prisoner drove 42 sheep
through a turnpike gate at Abergavenny, aud the next day be
sold 40 of them at Ros^* market. The sheep were clearly ideutified

by a witness who conld not write, hut who produced a book,
in which lie had made drawings of the peculiar mode in which
the sheep's ears were slit. The priaoner, in his defence, said

he had received the sheep from his brother-in-law in dischargo
of a debt. The jury found hini Gialiy, and it was then proved
that he had been convicted in 1851 of a similar offence, and
sentenced to seven years' transporj;ation. 31r. Justice Byies

Balcorabe Place, Sussex—24th ult., at St. James'i», Paddiiijrton
the Hou. John Hknkv H , a Cukzon, to Harriet Ann*
eldest daughter of the late Major Johs Harman Brown, of
Salopian Villa, Clieltenliam. aud formerly of H.M.'s 90th
Reguneut.-9Lh iust, at Trinity Church, St. Maryleboue,
Andrew MgREAT Lawson, Esq., thirdsou of Chirlcs Lawson,-
Esq., of Borthwick il.Jl, aud George Square, Edinburgh, to-
Elizabeth, second surviving dancrhterof Daniel Nash. Esq.I
of 4, York Gate, RL-geui'rf Park*
DEAXUri. — On the 20th ult, at Spa, Belgium, Phiup

Frederick, fourth son of the late Sir John Cocrtkn-ay H.- - —o»v-
wooD, Birt., of Eviugton, Kent, aged 44—Ist inst, at The

. . . ,

Grange, Leamington. Lieutenant-Colonel Pratt, late 17th
said the prisoner's next sentence would be much more severe Lancers, aged 65—Fell while gallantly ie.^ding on liia men in. an
than the last, viz., seven years' penal servitude. attack upon the rebels at Rajooghur, near Goonah, Central
Home Circuit: Maidstone.—Manslaughter at Bexley.—John India, Lieutenant W. H. J< Jenniso-, ILM.'s 2d European

Gr^iiiger^ a maa about 40 years of age, was charged with
having wilfully caused the death of Cordelia Covill, a woman
with whom, he lived. The evidence proved that the prisoner
aud deceased had been travelling about the country^ and
that on the 5th inst, they slept in an open lodge near Bexley.
A little girl, 12 years of age» the daughter of deceased, who
was with tliem, deposed that the prisoner quarrelled with her
mother, and knocked her down on the night in question, and
that she fell into a hedge/ The prisoner then kicked her with
such violence that she died from the effects of the blows on
the unxt moruiuff. The prisoner was committed originally on
a charge of wiHul murder, but the grand jury ignored the bill

for that offence, and found one for manslaughter only. The
jury returned a verdict of GuiUf/, and the prisoner was
sentenced to three years' penal servitude.

Hah).
t _

KoRTHERN CxROurr: Carlisle,—TAe Cochemiouth Murder,—
George Cass^ 25, labourer, was indicted for the Wilful Murder of
Ann Sewell, at Embleton, on the 26th March last. It will be
remembered that prisoner was a farm lal>ourer in the service
of Mr, Fearon at Embleton, near Cockermouth, and that
deceased was a servant in the same family. On the day on
which the murder was committed the prisoner and some
fellow labourers had their dinner at their master's house, and
were waited on by deceased, both Mr, Fearon and his mother
being absent. The ojher men went away, leaving prisoner
alone with deceased, and this was the last time she was seen
alive. On the family retui-ning the same evening the house
was shut up, and on an entrance being gained through the
window deceased was found with her throat cut and a knife
loosely placed in her hand. There were evident marks of a
severe struggle having taken place. Evidence was adduced to

©Dituavi)*
The Hon. Philip Stourton died on' the 3d inst. at Ilolmo

Hall, Yorkshire. He was born in 1799, and was the youngest
sou of the l*5th Lord Stourtnn, He married, in 1829, the eldest
daughter of the late Mr, Henry Howard, by whom he leave*
a family.
General Sir Henry Wvndiiam, MP. for West Cumberland,

died at Cockermonth Castle on the 2d inst. in his 70th year-
He was second son of the third Earl of Egrcmont, who died in
1837, and succeeded to the lordship of the barony of Egreraont
and the honour of Cockermonth, as well as to the other estates
belonging to his father in Cumberland. He was one of the
surviving veterans of Waterloo, whore he distinguished him-
self by an attempt which, though unsuccessful, won him high
fame. He was a field ofl5cer, and, seeing the carriage of
Jerome Bonaparte in the wake of the geuertu retreat, he made
a dashing attempt to capture the Emperor's brother. But
Jerome was on the alert, and plunged out by one door while
young Wyndham opened the other.
Rear-Ai>miral Sir John Hindmarsh, K.H,, First Governor

of South Australia, and late Lieutenant-Governor of Heligoland,
died on the 29th ult., after a very short illness, at Denbigh
Place, Belgravia, in his 76th year. He entered the Xavy in

1793, served in the Bellerophon in Lord Howe's victoiy of the
1st of June, iu Lord Cornwallis's retreat, and at the battle of
the Nile, For his conduct in this last action, when iu tem-
porary command of the Bellerophon, he received the public
thanks of Lord Nelson, and was presented with a sword by the
of&cers of his ship. He served under Sir James Saumarez in
the battles of Algesiras and the Straits of Gibraltar, and as
Lieutenant at Trafalgar. He also served under Lord Cochrane
at the Basque Roads, Flushing, and the capture of the West
India Islands. He was the first Governor of South Australia,
and was Governor of Heligoland from 1840 to 1856. He had
received a medal and seven clasps for his naval services.

General GnsTAvua Nicolls, Colonel Commandant of the
Royal Engineers, died on the 1st inst. at his residence near

B. L. Cavalry, and attached to Mayne's Horse, elder son of the
late Rev. M. J. JeTmin^^s, M.A., Chaplahi of Delhi, aged 22—
30th ult, at South Square, Giay'slnn, Commander Bowerbank.
R.N. ; was Lieutenant of the Bellerophon, on board which ship
Napoleon Bonaparte isurrendercd aftur the battle of Waterloo,
aped G9—0th iust, at Wlxite Barns, Herts, Thom\s Hoblyn,
Esq., F.R.S., of Liskeard, Cornwall, aud hite Chief CUrk in

I

H,M/s Treasury, aged S2—6th iust, at St, Leonani's, the Rev.
' Edward Repton, Canon of Westminster, aged 79—6th inst,

at St Oiave's Rector^^ Hart Street, the Rev, David Lainq,
aged 59—31st ult, after a short illness, h^t Birminghim,
Charlotte Elizabktii, wife of Thom.AS Swinkouhne^ and
only daughter of John Vandenlioff, Esq,, of North Bank,
Regent's Park.

"
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COVENT GARDEN, Aug. 1L
In addition to foreign importations the market has this week

been supplied with some good Plums, Apples, and Pears of
English growth. Notwitht>taudiug that the weather, has
interfered considerably with home-gi'own produce, the
supply of most things is still abundant. Fines, Peaches,
and Nectarines are plentiful. Grapes are abundant, as are
best, still maintain fair prices. Cob Nuts are realising
Is- per pound. Gooseberries fetch 3d- a quart. Peaa
are abundant. New Potatoes Vange from 63. to Ss- per
cwt. Some good Mushiooms may be obt;^uiied. Cut t^owers
chiefly consist of Orchids Gardenias, Violets^ TWicijonette,
Heaths. Kolosanthes, Geraniums, lAly of the Valley, aixd
Roses,

FRUIT,
Pine Apples, per lb., 3fl to 4s Gooseberries, per qt, 3d to 6d
Grapes, per lb-, 2s to 5s Currants, per qt-, 3d to 6d
Strawberries, p. lb., 6dtole6d Green Figs, perdoz.,4s to 8a
Peaches, per doz., Ss to 15s Jlehms, each, 2fi to 4s
Apricots, per doz., 2s to 43 Apples, per doz., 2s to 68
Nectiirines. do., 5s to lOs
Cherries, p. lb.> Is to 3a

Oranges, per 100, 10s to eOs
Lemons, per 100, 10s to 15s

VEGETABLES.

connect the prisoner with a purse and some money which had Brouthampton, in his 80th year. He had seen much active
belonged to deceased, and it was also shown that w'hereas he service iu early life, having gone out with reinforcements to
had no money before the murder some was seen in his posses-
sion afterwards. He had been heard irpqnently to give ntter-
ance to ^^inL^Tl^ f^^i-ivt>fi^ipj^s an^ threatstow^irrla her* At the
conclusion of the evidence tlie jury f^liirrrud a verdict of
Guilti/f with a recommendation to mercy. Mr. Baron Martin pro-
nounced sentence of DraiA, holding out no hope of a remission.
Lancaster,—J%e WHghtxngton Murder, ^ Charles Hart, 21;
Bdicard Cahbin, 33 ; and Richard Benson^ 36, were charged wdth
the Manslaughter of Hugh Ainscough, at Wiightington, on the
2d May, the grand jury having ignored the charge of murder
against them. Deceased, who was 63 yeai'S of age, was a 1:^ Colonel-Commandant of the Royal Engineers,
farmer at Wrightiugton, and on the 1st May he had been to f

Major-Gkneral Hassell Moor, of the Royal Artillery, died
pay his rent at Bispham. He was returning hon:o, ranch the ' ^^ ^^^^ 4th inst at Farcham, iu his 74th year. He served in
WOrSft few linnn-r Qr*nnrv\t^oni.^rl Kit Tlfva l»^^e^r^ Tr;^'Un-» « ^.^^A tVio T*^»^irnanla ?r'r\rr\ 1 fill f/\ 1 Ql Q nwA rxr^^o T\t*aof>i

Gibraltar on the war breaking out with Spain iu 1796, and
-remaiaed blockaded in that fortress two years and a half- In
1799 he proceeded to the West Indies. In 1808 he accompanied
Sir George Prcvost to Nova Scotia as commanding engineer,
under expectation of hostilities with the United States, and
remained there until the war broke out in 1812, and was
actively employed in the protection of the frontiers of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick. ITc was present at the capture of
Moose Island, Castine, and Belfast, aud was commanding
engineer iu Canada in 1SI4 and 1815. In 1851 he was appointed

Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F, Beans, per qrtu , 9d to Is
Peas,"p- bush., 2a t3 Ss
Cauliflower;^, each, 4d to Cd
Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do.^ Is to 2a
Potatoes, p. ton, POs to lOOs

^- per bus., 3s to 4s Od
^~ per cwt, 6s to 8s

Carrots, per hunch, 4d to 6d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to Ss
Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is
Artichokes, per doz., 6a to 89

Beet, per doz.. Is Ed to 23
Celery, per bundle. Is 6d to 23
Onions, p. halfsieve, 38 to 5s^

Tomatoes, per doz., 2s to 3s
^

Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., Gd to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.^p, ecore, IsCd

to 2s 6d
Lettuces, Cos, p, score, 6d to Is
Endive, p. Score, Is to 2s
Horse Radi8h,p.bun . ,1s Cd to 4.3

MuHhrooms, p. pott, 2s to 3a
Parsley, p, VI bunches, 28 to 43
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

BUTTER MARKET.—Aug 10.

Best Fresh Butter . .. 13s- per dozen lbs.
Second do. do 12s. „

pork, 5s. Od. to Ss, 4d. per 8 lbs.
>»

worse for liquor, accompanied by Mrs. Ellen Fisher, a widow,
and also a tenant of a neiglibouring farm, to whom he was
engaged to he married. The prisoners followed the old couple
lor the purpose of annoying theni, and at length threw sods
from the hedge at them. The old man wished to fight them,
and as he would not go on, Mrs. Fisher left him. After her
departure the prisoners threw him down on his back and
heaped sods and clods of earth upon him to the extent of
10 cwt., and finally stopped up his raouth and nostrils with
excrement. He was found next morning at 4 o'clock quite
dead, his body covered with earth, and his mouth filled with
filth which had evidently suffocated him. The jury Acquitted
Benson and found Hart and Cahbin Guilty. Mr. Baron Martin
-sentenced thera to three years' penal servitude.
Midland CmcriT: Warwick.—TAc Birmingham Murder —

Francis Price, 24, shoemaker,was charged with the Wilful Murder
ofSarah Pratt, at Birmingham, on the 13th April last. It appeared
from the evidence, which was of considerable length, that the
prisoner, who is a shoemaker, had been paying his addresses
to deceased, who was a barmaid or servant at a small inn at
periten, near Birmingham, hut his attentions did not seem to
nave been acceptable. However, he persevered, and at an
early hour on Monday, the I6th April, he went to the inn
before her master and mistress were up, and seeing her clean-
ing in the bar he endeavoured to lift her over the counter,
g^e escaped from him and he left the house. On the following
Wednesday he went to the house of a woman named Holmes,
who lived in a court a short distance from the inn. Telling
her that he would give her 5s., he sent her to Mr. Jackson's to
say that her sister wanted to see Sarah Pratt. This had the
effect of bringing the deceased to the house of Mrs. Holmes,
who had jiist reached her door when she met Price rushing
out. Ou entering the house she found the young woman lyiuo-
in a pool of blood on the floor, and on medical assistance being
procured, Lfe was extinct. Mr. Thomas Powell, a yoiml
baker, whose bakehouse is near the court, hearing the cry of
^'murder," ran up tfl the spot, and prevented the murderer
irom makmg his escape. On being searched, a nearly new and
extremely sharp shoeraal^er's knife, smeared with blood, was
found upon him. When searched he had about him photo-
graphs of himself and the deceased. The unfortunate young
woman's head was nearly severed from the body. The jury
found the prisoner Guilty. He then made a long statement of
the causes which induced him to commit the crime, admitting
that it was jealousy which prompted him to act as he had
done, and stating that deceased had that morning positively
refused his addresses, and that he did not think of niurderini
her five minutes before he did it. Mr. Justice WiUiams parsed
sentence of Death, holding out no hope of mercy.
Oxford Circuit : Mosmouth.—SAeej) Stealing.—Iloiedl Powell

*J'^'^rner, was charged with stealing 40 sheep, tlie propertv
Of Walter Lewis, on the 4th April, 1S60, at Llanwenarth. The
pnsoacr was a farmer, living in the parish of Llanfoist, whioji

the Peninsula from ISll to 1813, and was present at the battles
of Bnsaco, Fuentes de Onor, and Salamanca, at the sieges of
Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz, the action of Castrajon, and
numerous minor engagements. For his aeiwices in the Penin-
sula he had received the silver war medTil and five clasps.
Major Stopford, R.E,, Adjutant of the Royal Engineers,

died at Brompton Barracks, Cliatham, on the 7th inst., after a
very short illness. He had seen a great deal of service, having

« «

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfield, Thur-sdat, Aug. 9.

Prime Meadow Hay S3s to 90a i Clover
Superior do. (old) . . 9li 105
Inferior do 60 70
New do 68 95
Rowen . . . , . . — —

90a
70New Clover .,

Old second cut . . —
Straw 33

O1209
SO

33
Davis & Co.

Cumberland i\rARKET, Thuesdav, Aug. 9.

Sup. Meadow Hay. .lOSstollUs
Inferior do 80 ICO
New do 60 90
Superior Clover ..120 130

Inferior Clover .. QOatollOa
New do. .. ..70 105
Straw .. ..40 47

Joshua Baker.

served during the whole of the Crimean campaign, including \ Fine old Hay
'.Vhitechapel, Thursday, Aug. 9.

d *

the battles of Alma, Balaklava, Inkermanu, and Scbastopoh
In addition to the Criraeari medal ho wasalso decorated with
the 4th class of the Medjidie, the Sardinian medal, and the
Turkish medal-

"VTiLLS.—The will of the Dowag-er Lady Langford baa been
sworn under 60,0002. ; Lady Boston, 18,000Z, ; General Sir
Bavid Leighton, 45,000/. ; General Berkeley Brummond,
12,000?.; Sir William Domville, Bart., 30,000?.; Lord Elphin-
stone^ G.C.B,, UMOL ; La4y Mary Somerset, lO^OOOi.

»»

BIRTHS.—On the Ctli inst, at Talacre, Flintshire, the Hon-
Lady Mostvn, of a spn—3d inst, at 45, Rutland Gate, the Hon.
Mra. Louis HoPR, of a daughter—5th inst, at 12, Berkeley
Square, the wife of George Petrb, Esq., Secretary to H.M.'a
Legation at Hanover, of a son—3d inFifc, in Portland Place, tbe
wife of J. Bonham-Caiiter, Esq., M.P., of a daughter

—

24th uU, at Ardmnrc, the wife of Thomas FitzGebald, Esq.,
of BalUnaparka, High Sheriff of the county of Watorford, of a
Bon—31st ult, at JMoneyglass House, Toomebridge, county
Antrim, the wife of Tbomas MoRRrs Hamilton Jone^, Esq,, of
a son and heir,
MARRIAGES.—On the Tth inst., at St. George's, Hanorer

Square. Captain the Hon. William SACKvrLLK Wk^t, Grenadier
Guards, youngest son of the Earl and Countess Belawarr, to
Georgina, youngest daughter of the late G:
BoDWEUi, Esq., of Kevinsfort, comity of Sligo, Ireland
—6th inst, at St, Paul's, Knightsbridge, Lieutenant-

Colonel Henry Crees Wilkinson:, Scots Fu^^ilier Guards, to

the Hon. Louisa Catherine Bateman HakbOry, youngest

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw *• ..

» t

• *

.lOOfltoIOSs Fine old Clover . . 120a to 126^
, 90 100 '

Inferior do .. ..108 118
,75 80 Piue New Clover . . 95 102
50 70 Inferior do 75 84
38 42 Tine 2d cut .. ..110 116

COAL MARKET.—Afs. 8.

Buddle'a West Hartley. ISs. 6d.; Elswick Gag, 14s, ; Holy-
well, 158. 9d. ; Howard's West Hartley, 15s. 9d. ; Lambert's
West Hartley, Ids. 9d. ; TauBcld Moor, 138. ; Tanfield Moor
Butes, '13s.; Whitridge Hartley, 15a. Sd. ; Eden Main,
17a.3d.; Walls End Durham, Ifis, 6d.; Walls Ejid Uetton, IQs. 3d.;
Walls End Kepier Grange, 18s. ; Wails End South Hettoo,
19s. 3d. ; Walls End Stewarts, 19s. 3d. ; Walls End Caradoc,
ISa. ; Walls End Hartlepool; 18s. 9d. ; Walla End Kelloe,
188. 3d. : Walls End North Hartlepool, 15s. 6d. ; Walla End
South Hai-tlepool, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End Trimdon Hartlepool,
18s. 6d, ; Walls End Thorpe, 17s. 9d.; Carway and Duffryn
Maltmg, 223. 6d, ; Hei'waiu Merthyr, 19s. Qd.—53 ships at
market.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Aug-, 6.

We have a larg'C supply of Beasts, and trade la slower;
there is a reduction in price of all kinds. The number of
Sheep and Lambs is larger than on Monday last ," there is,

however, very little difference in quotations. Calves aret

selling abouc the same as on Thursday. From Germany aud
Holland there are 1500 Beasts. 8510 Slieep, and 280 Calves

;

from Spain, 350 Beasts ; and 1500 from the northern and mid-
laud counties.

daughter of the late, aud sister of the present Lord Bateman— „ . q . -rr

2d inst, at St. George's, Hanover Square, Francis Georue ^esi; ptcots, uere-

Manningham Boileau, Esq., second son of Sir John and Lady „ * It ti "' ?
Catherine Boileau, of Kettcringharo, Norfolk, to Lucy ^'^^^ Short-horns 5

Hexhietta, ellest daughter of Sir Qeorok and the Hon.
Lady NuQEXT, of West Harliug, in the Ramo county—
2d inst, at St. Georf^e's, Hanover Square, Charles IIallt-

BURTON Campbell, Esq., son of the late Sir George Campbell,

of Edenwood. Fife, to Eveltn, eldest daughter of Hesbv
Stuaut, of Newton Stewart, and grand-daujjhter of the iatc

Hear-Admiral Loi-d George Stuart.—4th inst, at Trinity Church,

8 d B d

2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
Half-br«ds , . 5

Do. Shorn . . .

4 to 5
— 5
— 4

to 5

6
4
6

10

s
Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes lfe 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn ..

Lambs . . . . 5
Calves .. .,4
Pigs .. ..3

S
5

to

» «

6

h

4
4
8

6
5
4

d
(5

I
4
6
8

Beasts, 4000 ; Sheep & Lambs, -7,300 ; Calves, 355 ; Pigs, 310.

TurRSDAV, Aug. 9.

We have a few more Beasts than on Thursday last ; how-
3Iarylebone, Howard Warburtos Elphinstosf, only son of :

ever, the demand Is pretty good, and Monday's quotations are

Sir Howard Elphinstone, Bart., to Constance Marv Alex- \ fully maintained. There are not quite so many Sheep and
MupER third daughter of John Alexanper ^AWR«^r, Esq., of ' Lambs, and prices on the average are better. We have a
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good supply of Calves; they are not selling quite so well as on
Monday. From Germany and Holland there are 300 Be&U
3150 Sheep, and 406 Calves; from Ireland, 48 Calves • and 1:6

[AtOUST 11, ISGO.

Milch Cows.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, Ac. . , 5
Beat Short-horns 5
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

4 to
— 5

5

4

5

6
4
6

10

Best Long-wools , 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes& 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Eambs .. ..5
Calvea .. ..4
^ig3 .. .. 3

5 8
» t

m • to
5

6
+ *

6
5

6
4

8— 4 8
Beasts. 1110 ; Sheep & Lambs, 10,650 ; Calvea, 639 ; Pigs, 145.

HOPS.—BoRoroH Market, Friday, Aug. 10.
M^srs. Pattenden & Smith report a very active demand

for Hops of all descriptions at a further advance of 5s. to 6s.
per ewt. The accounts from Mid and East Kent. Farnham.
and Worcester come daily more unfavourable. Duty 60 OOOi.

BRITISH WOOLS.-London, Friday, Aug. 10.
Our arrivals of fleeces are still considerably below the usual

quantity at this season of the year. Not much business done
the last few days. Skin wool sells at a very high price as

VITANTED, at:JLiitinmasnexfc, aLAND STEWAtlD,
T T to tabe the General Management of au Estate fn the

West of Scotland. A middle-aged married Man with no family
will be preferred. He must be thoroughly acquainted witli
the approved modes of Agriculture, the Buying and Selling of
Stock, Keeping Books, &c. ; and none need apply who have not
held a similar situation, and who caunot produce undoubted
testimony as to character and qualiBoations.—Apply, with
testimonials, &c., to Mr. Kikloch, General Kegister House,
Edinburgh.

'Y\rANTED, A NURSERY FOREMAN, competent
T T for the general management of a provincial Nursery.

Wages good to an experienced persou. Also several GARDEN
LABOURERS wanted. Wages 13«. per week.—H. W., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office.

GARDENER (HeAD).—Middle-aged, sinHe- uruTo..stands t>tnfliK Vm^. TT/sfl,.„.„ c.°.. '_ >„ *"^'"'-L'-
se, Stove, aud Grcenhom<*

T. E.^ 7. Queen's Road West, Chelsea , S."W.

AKDENER (Head).-Age 26; has
practical knowlfir)Dr« ni

Plants
; a good Kitchen Gardener. Five years' characrei"!!

a

pulled.
South-down Hog- s.

gets 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes .. 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. s. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — 19
6—1 76—17

Leicest. 'Wethers I 6 to 1 7
Ditto Hoggs . . 1 7—1 6
Combing Skins — — ^

—

Blanket ditto . . 6-0 8
Flannel Wool ..1 — 1 7

52-

38-

23-

•20-

26-

26-

35-

-62 Red ....
64 Red ....
-651

- Red
-68

45 Malting

.

36 Malting.

8. e.

5S—62

-24

23
-28

26
38

Feed .

.

Feed ,

.

Feed ..

Foreign

.

36—41
35—40

24—26
21—24
18—26

34—43
48—54
38—46
38—40
32—34

48^

40^

54
46

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.

34—43

36-41
30—40

40—43
30-46

Foreign .

.

English.. izyuqrs. — qrs. — qrs. 1320 aks.insh — .. — .. 9flo . _ ^^

6230
"

7410 brl s.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Aug. 7.—We have had a numerous
attendance of buyers at this morning's market, and Wheat&M attracted a fair consumptive inquiry at the full rates off^day, the majority of sellers holding for a slight advance.
J! lour meets a good demand at an improTement of fuUv 6dper barrel and sack. Indian .Com is much inquired for, and
|iS?!l'''*"i!fw**it"''"'*^

^"^
"V"^**

^^'^^^^ ^^- P«^ 'V- dearer since
*nd.iy, whilst other sorts have advanced fully 6d. Oats andOatmeal are both the turn dearer. Beans. Peas, and Bai-lev
each command a fair retail sale at extreme rates. The market
Cittwd steady, holders exhibiting much firmnesa
Friday Aug. 10.—The market steady for Wheat and Flour

at fuU quotations Beans 6d. cheaper. For Indian Corn and
other feeding stuffs there is a fair inquiry at late price*.
&V£ra6bs

June 30.,
July 7..— 14..— 2L.
— 28..

Aug. 4 .

.

Agg.Aver. '

Wheat.

58/ 5d
57 9
67
56
57
59

7
6

7

BaHey. 1 Oats.

32a'W
34
S3
S2
S3
S3

67 7 ) 83

TiyeT, an 8.

4U 9U 47* li^

41 3 46 6
,

41 3 46
1

6
40 8 46 7
87 6 45 1
45 6 46 9

44 4 46 5

5
9
7

6

J^"Q ^^- JnW 7. ]July 14 ;July^7Juiy-287Ali^~i:

Fluctuations is the Last Six W^eeks Averages.
Prices.

68« 7d
58
57
57
57
56

• •

• «

« « I r

4

* « * •

Colonial Wool Sales.—These sales keep up in an unpre-
cedented manner, and are now likely to do so to the close.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Aug. 6.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market was
small, and met a slow sale at the prices of this day week. The
market was largely attended by counti-y buyers, and foreign
Wheat was in fair request at previous rates, a slight concession
being acceded to in a few instances where vessels were coming
on demurrage, and the owners unable to obtain warehouse
room. Barley is in good demand ; grinding 6d. per qr. dearer.
Beans are scarce and bring rather more money. Peas un-
altered in value. Oats are firm, with a fair amount of business
doin^ at an advance of 6d. per. qr. Prices of Flour ai-e
unchanged.

Per Imperial Quarter. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White 58— — fine selected runs., ditto 58— — Talav^ra 60— Norfolk— Foreign
Barley, grind, idist., 248 to 31g. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk^ Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign !!..'.!

Beaks, Mazagan. . . .32s to 40s Tick— Pigeon 36s— 47s.. Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize

, White
Flocr, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d do ditto— Foreign ...per barrel 25—32]Per sack

Friday. Aug. 10.
The weather during the past week has been of a showery

character, the atmosphere gloomy, with a low temperature.
On the night of the Tth and during the 8th heavy rain appears
to have been general. The crops profpress veiy slowly towards
maturity ; in a few iiustances the cutting of Talavera Wheat
aud Oats has commenced, but harvest can scarcely be general
before the 20th inst. in the early districts. Complaints of the
Potato disease have considerably increased during the present I

week, and caused greater firmness in the value of Spring
Com, particuhtrly M:uze. From Sweden, the Baltic, and South
Germany the crops are represented as good, but harvest is
delayed, and the crops threatened with considerable deteriora-
tion from constant rain. From Petersburg wo learn that
excessive heat has considerably lessoned the yield, in some
provinces to the extent of one-half. Prices of Wheat through-
out the kingdom have been maintained, but business in many
markets limited ; in a few, as also here on Wednesday, rather
higher rates have been realised. The value of Spring Com and
Flour was fully supported. The arrivals of grain-laden vessels
off the coast from the South of Europe continue on a very
hmited scale. In Paris, eight hours' rain had given great firm-
ness to the trade, and for Flour an advance of I fr. has been
reah.^ied. The arrivals of English grain continue to be small
of foreign Wheat, Barley, and Flour good, of Oats limited.
Ihis mornings market was moderately attended. The Uttle
^.nglish Wheat on sale was realised at the full prices of Monday
iJ oreign was inquired after both on spoculatioa aud for con-
sumption, but buyers being unable to purchase at former
prices the quantity sold was liputed. Spring Com of all de-
Bcnptious is steady at Monday's prices.

Arrivals »kom Aug. 6 to Aug. 11.

PHeatT

WANTED, in a Btnall provincial Nursery, a Person
to Propagate and Grow Greenhouse PlEuits, Roses.

Bedding Plants, &c. He must also have a knowledge of
Nursery work, and be willing to assist in any department, and
competent to ofl5ciate as Salesman in the absence of the
Principal. Liberal wages will be given to a competent person.
Satisfactory testimonhtls indispensable.—Apply, in own hand-
writing, to K. H. Vertegans, Chad Valley Nursery, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.

ANTED, AS BAILIFF, a steady, active, middle-
aged Man, who has been accustomed to the Manage-

ment of Heavy Land, and is practically acquainted with the
Management of Cattle and Sheep. He must produce undoubted
testimonials for honesty and sobriety, and general knowledge
of modem Farming, and give security if required,—Address
W. C, 15, Park Place, Milton Road. Gravesend, Kent, statin^
all particulars of age, salary required, and of family. If married".

SEED TRADE.
WANTED immediately in a London Seed House, a

SHOPMAN and TRAVELLER. A man of experience
and good address. Testimonials as to character and ability
must be unimpeachable.—Apply by letter only, to F. R., care
of Mr. John Wilson, 12, Harp Lane. Lower Thames Street, B.C.

ANTED, A SHOPMAN, who must Write a good
business hand quick, U!-ed to retail trade, strong, and

wiUmg to assist at hard work. Say if any knowledge of times of
sowing Flower and Garden seeds, (fee, and their cultivation.
Good character for honesty, sobriety, &c., indispensable.—State
wages, age, Arc, to H. Cottrell, 15, Bull Ring. Birminghaoi

.

WANTED, in the country, a Married Man, witli-
out family, or with only one child, as good GROOM and

G.\RDENER; must know how to Milk aud make himself
generally useful. No one without the most satisfactory refer-
ences as to character need apply.—N. H., Forbes & Bennett's
Library, Southampton.

ANTED, as an APPRENTICE or IMPROVEK,
under a Head Garglener, a strong, active LAD, one who

will take an interest in the general work of a large garden,
where he would have an apportunity of seeing the cijltivation
of Fruits and Flowers, Early and Late Forcing, &c.—Apply,
stating particulars, to Wm. W. White, Gardener, Church Lane,
Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

WANTED, at a small Dairy, 28 miles from Town, a
good DAIRY-WOMAN, with a knowledge of Rearing

and the Management of Poultry.—Address, stating Wages
required, term of service in last place, with references, &c., to
Mrs.'' Patternoster, Bucklersbury, Hitchin, Herts. A
"WOODMAN or FORESTER required upon the Estate, and
if a Man and his Wife could undertake the two places it would
be preferred.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER, OB GARDENER and BAILIFF.

—A person who has had upwards of 20 years* experience
in the management of Landed property, Draining, Planting,
and Rural Improvements generally, and who is well known as
a very superior cultivator both of the Garden and the Farm, is

open to an engagement. Has a practical knowledge of
Planning, Improving, and Constructing Farm Buildings and
Cottages, having recently completed extensive works of that
kind, and would not object to take a situation as Clerk of
Works, to plan and direct Draining, Building, or Rural Im-
provements of any kind. Reference is kindly permitted to
Dr. Lindley, Acton Green, Tumham Green, London, W. who
has known the advertiser tor many years.—Letters addressed
"Hortus," care of the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 41,
Wellington Street, Covent Garden, Loudon, W.C., will meet
with immediate attention.

GAKDENKU (Head).—Has a thorough practical
knowledge of Plant. Flower, Fmit, aud the Management

of the Kitchen Garden.—L. D., Post Office, Esher, Surrey.

/^AKDENER (Head).—Smgle; understands the
\jr Management of Greenhouses, Conservatories, Forcing
Early and Late Fruits, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Good
character,—Z. Z., Dickers, "Westerham, Kent.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; native of

Scotland ; thoroughly experienced and practical in every
branch of his profession. Leaving ,his present situation in
.consequence of the death of his employer. Four years'
excellent character. No single-handed place accepted.

—

The Gardener, Wanstead Hall, Essex, N.E.

GAUDENER (Head), where two or three men are
kept.—Age 38, married ; thoroughly understands his

profession. Early and Late Forcing, &c. Has been nearly
four years in present situation, and will be at liberty on August
24th. Terms 001. per year, and cottage. Satisfactory reasons
can be given for leaving present situation.—J. Usher, Gardener
to Sir C. Honywood, Bart., Evington Place, Ashford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, with incumbrance;
has served over 14 years in his present situation super-

intending two establishments; has had .^0 years' practical
experience as a gardener ; has never been disengaged since he
was 13 years of age, and his moral character is unsullied.
Would engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want of
a real gardener aud a good servant.

—

Charles Shaw, Gardener,
Bedding's Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

GARDENER (Head, to a lady or gentleman).—
James Stanton, age 42, married ; has had 27 years* expe-

rience in his profession, 16 of them in the capacity of Head Gar-
dener, the last 4J of such to John Waterhouse, Esq., of Well
Head, near Halifax, and is recommended as a clever and intel-
ligent Plant Grower, including Perns, &c., and well skilled in the
routine of Forcing Fruits, Cropping, &c. Character and testi-
monials highly .satisfactory. Voluntarily leaving his last posi-
tion.— Alpha, Messrs. B. O, Henderson & Son, St. John's
Wood, London, N.W.

practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branchf<:Two years' good character.—A. B.. 49. Ordnanco t^vI^
*

St. John's Wood, London, N.W. '
uranance Terrace,

ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 34, married,liii^^SihT
thoroughly understands liis profession. Can have mostSiitisfactory character from the gentleman he is now leaX?Wife an excellent Laundress.—A. E., Post Offi-e H IHof

"

borough, Tonbridge, Kent. ' ^^^^en-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; understands his
profession in all its branches. Has had considerable^

experience m the management of Kitchen and Flower Garden •

the Foromg of Grapes, Peaches, &c. Can be well recommenderl
by his present employer.-Mr. Forsyth, gardener to Baron
L. de Rothschild, Gunnersbury Park , Acton. W.

"'i^uu

/-^AKDENER (Head or Single-handed).—Under-V-» stands Forcing Grapes, Cucumbers, Melons, aud Straw-
berries; is a good Vegetable and Flower Gardener Good
character.—R. Cooper, Egham Hythe, nearStai ties. Middlesex.

ARDENER.—Age 23, single; understands his pro-
fession. Seven years* good character.—J. W.. Victoria

Cottage, Middle Road, Brixton, S.
*>^ictoria

ARDENER.—Middle-aged, married, two children"-
.Scotch

; first-rate, active, sober, honest, and a thoroujrh
good workman. Wages very moderate.—B., 4, Pleasant Row
Holloway Road, Islington, N. '

/^^ARUENER.—Age 47, married; perlectiy under^\^ stands the Management of the Vinery, Greenhouse
Kitchen, Fnut, aud Flower Gardens. Wages IG*. per week
with cottage. Good character and reference given.—H D 40
Ebiiry Street, Eaton Square, Fimlico, S.W.

"

' *

GARDEXER (in a gentlenian*a family).—Age 28,
single," understands the management of Greenhouse'

Vinery, and Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Two and a half
years' good character.—J. A., 10, Diamond Row, Southampton
Street, Camberwell, S.

/"I ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26, married,
vJfl one child ; has a good practical knowledge of his pro-
fession. Can have a good character.—J. W., Post Office, Kings-
land (near the gate), Middlesex, N.E.

GARDENER (Single-Handed or Otherwise).
Age 24 ; thoroughly understands Fruit, Flower, and

Kitchen Gardens. Vines, &c. Excellent character.—H.J. , the
Gardens, Portnall Park, Egham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under or Single-handed).-Age23
;

well acquainted with Forcing and Kitoheu Garden.

—

A. A., Post Otfice, Beckenham, Kent, S.B.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 25 ; has a good know.
ledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Forcing of

Early and Late Fniits, &c. Good reference &c.—A. B., Weston
Gardens, Shiffnal, Salop,

GARDENER (Under, in a nobleman's or gentle-
man's family).—Age 20. Good character.—L. S., Wood's

Nursery, Wandsworth, Clapham, Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Under) in a nobleman's or gentle^
man's family —Age 20, good character ; has been brought

up under a first class Gardener-—T. K-, Post Office, Osmaston,
Derb^; _____^ ^_^
GARDENER AND BAIUFR—E. Payeu (age 35,

married, no incumbrance), for the last 10 years with the
Rev. C. W. Ethelstonc, Rectory^ £plyow, Uorset ; nas a thorougU
practical knowledge of the cultivation of Vinos, Pines, Peaches^
Melons, ire, the general management of the Kitchen, Fruit,

Flower Garden, aud Pleasure Grounds ; also a thorough know-
ledge of the management of a large Farm in all its branches.

Can have 7 years' good character for ability, &c.—E. Paver,
Market Place, Sidmouth.

TO THE AGRICULTURAL NOBILITY AND GENTRY.

FARM STEWARD OE GENERAL MANAGER,
to any nohleman or gentleman wishing to Farm his

Estate on the most improved scientific principles.—Age 36

;

about leaving a situation in one of the most highly cultivated

districts of Norfolk. Has had great experience in Cultivating

both Light and Heavy Soils, the Drainage of Lauds, the Breed-

ing, Rearing, and Fattening of Stock, the Manufacture and

Use of Artificial Manures, the working of every description of

improved machineiy, the Planning of Farm Buildings, the

Purchase and Sale of Live Stock and other Farm Prcduce,_aiid

is likewise thoroughly acquainted with Chemistry and Animal

and Vegetable Physiology as these sciences relate to agriculture.

Can be highly recommended by several large landed pro-

prietors aud emineut agriculturists.—A. P., Norfolk Ne'^s

Office, Xorwich^^

BAILIFF, GARDENER, oeGENERAL MANAGER-
—Middle-aged

;
practically acquainted with the duties of

the above professions; Breeding and Rearing of Livestock,

Sale or Purchase ofFarm Produce, Timber, &c. Has had great

experience in Forcing generally. Superior reference will be

given.—J. K.. Arpsten Cottage, Bi-idgc Road, Bamea. S.W. _

BAILIFF.— Age 38, married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands his profession. Wife can take

charge of Dairy and Poultry. Satisfactory references will be

produced.—A. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office.
^

FOREMAN (in a nobleman's or gentleman's Garden).
—Young; thoroughly understands his profession.—T. B.,

Mr. Taylor, Stanmore, Middlesex, N.W.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.—Age 26, un-

married, no incumbrance ; no objection to a single-handed
place.—Apply to A. L., at W. H. Wheeler's, Farnham Nursery,
Farnham. Surrey.

DAHLIA GROWER.—Has bad tbe management
of the Dahlias 11 years at the Royal Nursery, Slough.

Can also undertake the growing of Pansies if required.—H-
Joel, Alpha Road, Slough.

GENT (Under), or ASSISTANT SUKVEVOK.—
Age 23, single ; has a good knowledge of Sui^reying aud

the General Management of Estates. Can have five years

good character from former situations.—J. B, Shenby, Post

Office, Barnet, Herts, N. __^

TO NURSERYMEN.
TRAVELLER ob MANAGER.—Age 30, single;

first class references.

—

Alpha, Post Office, Worcester.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
CLERK. SHOPMAN, oe WAREHOUSEMAN.—

Unexceptionable references. — F., 29, Garden Row,
London Road, Southwark, S.
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A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.

rp H E H O R T I C U [^ T IT R A Ij SOCIETY
I BEING ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPOHTATIOX OF SEEDS and PLA^'T3

bv means oi Collectors in Foreign Countries, tlie Council

ife desirous of findinfj a well inform d active Gar-

dener, familiar with Garden Phitits, who is ready to engage

io this undertaking. Salary in proportion to attainments.

ipply immediately by letter only, iaclosiug testimonials*

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's

Place. London. W.G.

the

tiou

second

(Ireland

reading

Act,

VISITORS TO THE SEASIDE, TOURISTS, axd
TRAVRLLERS will find the application of ROWLANI)S'

KALYDOR, both coolingf and refresliing to the face and skin,

flliaving all heat and irritability, removing eruptions, sunburn,

freclcles, and tan, and rendering the skin soft, clear and
healthy. Price 4.?. Qd. and S-f. M. per bottle. The heat of

siiDQmor also induces a dryness of the hair, and a tendency to

itsfAllin.cr olT. which mav be completely obviated by the use of

BOWIjANOS' macassar oil, an invig.>rator and beautifier

of the hair beyond all precedent. Price Ss. Qd. ; 7<, ; family

bottles {equ.T,! to four small), 10«. Qd. ', and double that size, 'lis.

ROWLANDS' ODOXTO, OR PEARL DENTIKRtCK, compoun-

ded of oriental in*,n-edlents, isof ine?itimable value in improving

afld beautifying the tcebli, imparting a pearl-like whiteness,

streo^'theiiing the gums, and in rendering the breath sweet

and pure. Price 2ir. 9(i. per box. Sold by A. Rowland & Sons,

20, Hatton Garden. London, E.G., and by Chcmisis and

Perfumers. Beware nf spurings imitations.

DRESSING CASES, DRESSING BAGS, and
highly finished elegancies for presenbition in great

variety ; Ivory-handled Table Cutlery: every requiaibo for the

Toilet and Work Tables.—Mecui & Bazin. 112, Regent St , W. ;

4, Leadenhall Street, E.G. ; and Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.

LIVE FISH FOR STOCKING PONDS. AQUA-
RIUMS. &c.—Carp. Tench, Roach, Dace. Perch, Chub.

Gudgeon, Minnows, Gold and Silver Fish, Eels, &c. To be had

at Charles Wright's, Fishing Tackle Manufactory, 376,

Strand. W.C. Aquariums sold.

Xei»5 of tT)e aaaeefe,

In the House of Lords on Friday the Duke

qI Akgxll moved the second reading of the

European Forces (India) Bill. The Earl of Ellex-

BOitOTjGH and the Earl of Derby expressed their

objections 1o the Bill, which was supported by

Earl DB GiLEY and Ripon, the Duke of Cam-
bridge, Lord Clvde, and Earl Granyille. The
Bill was ultimately read a secdud ti»ue without a

division. On Monday the Duke of Argyll moved,

ia favour of the Saving's Banks and Friendly

Societies Investments Bill, the suspension of the

resolution of the House under which no Bill can

l)e read a second time at the present advanced

period of the session except as a matter of ''real

urgency." Lard Monteagle opposed the motion

on the ground that the measure was not of an

urgent character, and that it dealt with a subject

that demanded preliminary investii<ation. On a

division the numbers were equal, 18 for suspend-

ing the resolu'vion, 18 against it. The motion,

therefore, fell to the ground, and the Bill

was lost. On Tuesday, in answer to

Lord SxR.iTFOBD de Redcliffe, Lord WODK-
KOUSE stated that Admiral M.vrtix, who had a

large force at his disp»>sal on the coast of Syria,

tad received general directions to render assist-

ance to British subjects at any points where it

might be required. As soon as tranquillity was

restored, it was intended by the Great Powers to

take measures for effecting the necessary adminis-

trative reforms in the Government of Turkey. The

Chancery Evidence Commi33i)n Bill, the Euro-

pean Forces (India) Bill, and the East India Stock

Transfer Bill were read a third time and passed.

On Thursday Earl Granville gave notice that he

intended on the foUowiagf day to m:)ve the suspen-

sion of tUe standing order prohibiting any Bill

which was not a measure of "urgency" being

read a second time at the present period of the

session, in order to ask the Houae to reverse their

decision of Monday in regard to the Savings Banks

and ^Friendly Societies Investments Bill. The

matter had been considered of sufficient i:nportance

to warrant the summoning of a special Cabinet

Council, and it was the deliberate opiniou of the

Cabinet that the Bill was one which ought to

pass this sessioo.

In the Commona on Friday Mr. Bright called

sttenUoi^ to the Excise Duty on Paper, and con-

demned the course taken by the Government and

the House on the subject of the paper duties,

suggesting various means by which the Government

might even now restore the authority and redeem

the credit of the House of Commons. Lord

Palmerston expressed his opinion that the resolu-

tions which the House had already affirmed by a

majority of 400 sufficiently maiutaiued the dignity

and asserted the privileges of the House, and

that Mr. Brigut's suggestions were alto-

f^ether impracticable. On the motion for

of the Peace Preserva-

18jG) Ameadment Bill,

Mr, Blake moved, as an amendment, that the

Bill be read a second time that day three mouths.

After some discussion Mr. HES-NEiSY m-tved the

adjournment of the debate, which was negatived

by 104 to 12. A division was then takeu on Mr.

Blake's amendment, which was negatived by

87 to 27. The Bill was then read a second time.
%

On the motion for the second reading of the Party

Emblems (Ireland) Bill, Mr. Henxessy moved

as an amendment, that the Bill be read a second

time that day three mouth?. On a division the

amendment was negatived by 62 to 29. The Hill

was then read a second time. On Monday the

House went into committee on the East India

Loan, when Sir C. Wood moved a resolution to

enable the Secretary of State of India in Council

to raise money in the United Kingdom for the

service of the Indian Government, After a long

discussion the resolution was agreed to.
^

The

House then went into committee on the Fortifica-

tions (Provision for Expenses) Bill, when Sir F.

SiiiTH moved to reduce the sum to be voted by

200,000/. the estimated cost of the works at

Portsmouth. On a division, the amendment was

negatived by 79 to 28. The Bill then passed

through committee. On the motion for going into

committee on the Peace Preservation (Ireland)

Act (185G) Amendment Bill, Mr. Blake moved as

an amendment that the Bill be committed that

day three months. On a division, the amendment

was negatived by 71 to 15. The Bill then

passed through committee. On Tuesday on

the order for going into committee of supply,

Sir John Pakington moved a resolution to the

effect that ragged and industrial schools, which

are alone adapted to meet the wants of destitute

and neglected children, are entitled to a larger

amount of aid than they at present receive from

the Committee of Council. On a division the

motion was negatived by 41 to 25. The House

then went into committee of supply, when the

vote for Public Education, the National Gallery,

&c., were agreed to. The vote for the South

Kensington Museum gave rise to considerable dis-

cussion and two divisions, but was ultimately

agreed to. The Fortifications (Provision for

Expenses) Bill was read a third time and passed.

The Defence of the Realm Bill passed through

committee. On Wednesday the House disagreed to

some of the Lords' amdudments to the Coroners

Bill and a conference was appointed on the subject.

The House then went into committee of supply,

and passed a large number of votes for the civil

service estimates. On the motion of Mr. T.

DuNCOMBE, the resolution of the 24th January last

relating to the oath to be taken by members of the

Jewish persuasion, was made a standing order,

and the standing order of the 14th April, 1859,

was repealed. On Thursday the Stamp Duties

Bill, the Excise Duties Bill, the Customs Bill, and

the Defence of the Realm Bill were read a third

time and passed. In c mmittee of supply, on the

vote for the British Museum, a discussion was

raised by Mr. Danjjy Seymour en the propriety

of opening the Museum in the evening for the

convenience of the working classes. Mr. Walpole

promised to bring the subject under the notice of

his co-trustees, and the Chancellor op thi:

Exchequer expressed himself favourable to the

proposal. The House went into committee of

supply, when Mr. Casdwell moved a vote of

272,000/. for national education in Ireland.

After a long discussion on the national system, the

vote was agreed to. The East India Loan Bill

was read a second time.

A despatch from Naples announces that the

King, at the suggestion of the Court party, has

declared that city in a state of siege, and the

Genoese journals announce the unopposed disem-

barkation of Garibaldi with SOOO men, near
Reggio, on the night of the 10th inst., but there is

at present no confirmation of this statement.

Garibaldi himself visited Naples on the 4th inst.,

and had a conference with the principal in-

habitants in reference to his future proceedings on

the mainland. The Count of Syracuse, the uncle

of the King, and the refugees whom the electors

are preferring as candidates, have openly declared

themselves forthe annexationof Naples toPiedmont.

—Accounts from Constantinople state that Kurchid

and Achmet Pachas, the late Governors of Bey-

rout and Damascus, who had been sent to Constan-

tinople by FuAD Pacha, have, at the earnest re-

monstrances of the Ambassadors, been sent back

to Syria to be tried by a mixed commission. A
conspiracy has been discovered at Buyukddre, near

Constantinople, the object of which was to plunder

the embassies.— Despatches from Syria announce

that Fuad Pacha had arrested the principal civil

and military authorities and nearly 800 other per-

sons of importance, and had threatened the Lebanon

with fire and sword if the Druse Sheikhs did not

surrender in two days, Damascus and Aleppo

were tranquil, but the Mutualis had pillaged

Baalbec and plundered the Christian inhabitants.

Prince Danielo, of Montenegro, was shot on Sun-

day evening by a Montenegrin exile, and died on

the foUowiug day from the eflects of the wound.

m^

The Court.—The Queen, Prmce Con<*ort, and the

Royal family continue at Bnhnoral. On Thursday, the

0th Inst., the Queen walked in the grounds with the

Prince Consort. In the afternoon the Prince Consort

went out upon Craig Rowan, when the woods were

driven for deer. The Queen and Princess Alice accom-

panied his Ro^-al Highness. Prince Arthur rode to the

Falls of Garrwalt. Sir George Grey arrived and suc-

ceeded the Right Hon. Sidney Herbert as ilinister in

attendance on her Ma\esty. On Friday the Queen,

accompanied by the Princess Alice, drove to Altua-

Guithsuok, and rode home by Glen Gelder. The Prince

Consort, accompanied by Prince Arthur, drove to Aber-

geldie, wlien the woods were driven ibr deer. On
Saturday the Queen, accompanied by the Piincesses

Helena and Louisa, drove to the foot of the Falls of

Garrwalt. The Prince Consort went out deer stalking.

On Sunday the Queen, Prince Consort, and Princess

Alice attended Divine service in the parish church of

Crathie. The Rev. Dr. M'Pherson officiated. On
Monday the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice and

Prince Leopold, drove to luvercauld and honoured Mrs.

Farquharson with a visit. The Prince Consort and

Prince Arthur went out grouse shooting at Gairnshiel,

accompanied by Sir George Grey. On Tuesday the

Queen, accompanied by Princess Helena, drove out m
the afternoon. The Prince Consort, with Sir George

Grey, went out grouse shooting.

Tue Prince of Walks arrived at Halifax on the

30th ult., and landed amid the booming of cannon,

The inhabitants made a most enthusiasticdemonstration.

On the following morning the Prince reviewed the

troops and partook of luncheon at the Government

liouse, and in the evening attended a ball. On the

Ist inst. his Royal Highness held a ?ey^'^, and afterwards

went on board the Nile and took luncheon with the

Admiral. He then attended a grand regatta given in

honour of his visit, and afterwards visited a farm

once occupied by his grandfather, the Duke of

Kent. In the evening the Prince was present at a

dinner and evening party at Government House.

On the 2d his Royal Highness left Halifax by rail for

Windsor, and afterwards proceeded to Haulsport in the

Styx, and was warmly received at both places. He
sailed from Haulsport on the same day for St. John's,

New Brunswick, where he arrived on the morning of

the 3d inst., and met a most enthusiastic reception.

2000 school children, who were drawn up at the gate,

sang tlie national anthem, and afterwards strewed the

road with flowera. Tiie members of the Government

and several of the Legislature dined with the Prince in

the eveniii'^. The whole West India squadron was to

accompany the Prince to Quebec.

The Cabinet.—a Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the First Lord of

the Treasury in Downing Street, Another Council was

held on Wednesday.
The AiiifT.— Tlie Colonelcy of the Uth Light

Dragoons, vacant by the death of the Hon. Sir Henry

Murray, baa been conferred on Major-General AUau T.

The Chcbck.—Lord Palmerston has conferred the
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canoury of W esTniinster, vacant by the death of the

Rev. Edward Kepton, upon the Rev. Evan Nepean,
chaplain in ordinary to the Queen, incumbent of Groa-
venor Chapel, South Audley Street, and rector of
Heydou-with-Irminglaud, Norfolk. The llev. Dr*
Vaugban, late Head Master of Harrow School, has
been presented by tlie Archbishop of York to the vica-

Tage of Doncaster.

The Ieish Peeeage.—The House of Lords has

admitted the claim of the Eight Hon. Theobald Fitz-

walter Butler to the title of Lord Dunboyne, in the

peerage of Ireland, and to vote for representative peers

for Ireland. The House has also admitted the claim of

Lord Aylmer now resident in Canada to rank among the

peers of Ireland,

. The late 'Review oe Scottish Volunteees.—The
following General Order has been issued from the

Horse Guards:

—

"The Adjutant-General has received the Queen's commands
to convey her thanks to the sever^il corps ot artillery and rifle

volunteers assembled at Edinburgh on the 7th inst, and to

assure them of the satisfaction and gratification with which
,

lier Majesty beheld the ma^jnificent spectacle there presented
j

to her. Her M^'esty could not see without admiration the
aoldier-Iike bearing? of the diflferent corps as they passed before
her, aud she finds iu the high state of efficiency to which they
have attained in an inci-edibly short space of time, another
proof that she may at aU times sxirely rely on the loyalty and
patriotism ot her people for the defence, in the hour of need,
of the h-cedom and integrity of the empiie."

The Yoxunteee MoVEiiE>'T. — Lord Elclio has
addressed a letter to the Times stathig his objections to

a scheme which has been proposed for forming separate

artisan corps, and sliowing that there is no reason why
artisans should not enter into existing corps if the

expenses be topt within moderate bounds, and the

uniform he a cheap, comfortable, working dress, the

cost being limited to about 3Z., payable by instahucnts,

and the artisans being exempted from the entrance fee.

—On Satiu'day last the members of the London Brigade
assembled in Guildhall, and, preceded by their band,

marched through Cannon Street, Ludgate Hill, and
over Blackfriars Bridge, to the Waterloo station of the

South- Western Railway, whence they proceeded by
train to Bushy Park, to keep the ground for the Queen's
fWestminster) Volunteer Corpsduringtheir inspection by
Colonel iI*Murdo,Inspector-Generai of Volunteers. The
brigade now numhers upwards of 1600 effective members.
—On Saturday the Victoria Rifles, now numbering about

800 strong, mnsterad in great force, under the command
of the Duke of Wellington at Kilbnrn, and were pre-

sented by the Duchess of Wellington with two very
beautiful silver bugles subscribed for bv the wives of

the members of the corps.—On Thursday week the
6th Surrey met at West End, Eiher, and contended for

a silver cup, valne 10 guineas, given by the subaltern
officers. After five rounds at each of the 200, 250, and
300 yards' ran;;es Mr. R. Bainbndge was declared the
winner, having scored 21 i>oints; Mr. H. Burnett, who
represented the corps at Wimbledon, scoring li> points.

The corps again met on Friday and competed for a
121. 12:4. rifle given by the captain, Sir H.Fletcher.
ThiB prize was decided by five rounds at 500, 550 and
600 yards; and the shooting also decided the competition
for a prize of a 15/. 15*. ritle given out of the funds oFthe
corps for the greatest aggregate score at the six rangea
above mentioned. Mr. Burnett was again first, thereby
winning the 15/. 155. rifle; and after a close contest for

the 12/. 12a\ rifle between Sir H. Fletcher and Ensign
R. H. Few, wliioh ended in a tie, the latter succeeded
in winning the prize. On Saturday the corps after !

some lit;ht infantry drill and blank firing marched to
Enher Green, where they were presented with a silver

bugle, which had been subscribed for by the ladiesof Esiier
and the vicinity.—On Saturday afternoon a battalion
Composed of the 7th Surrey, 4th Surrey (Streatham)
and 10th Surrey (Bermorulsey), the wh(»le under
the command of Major Beresford, marched from

|

the Sessions House, Newington Causeway, to Ken-
nington, where they were inspected by Colonel
Pipon, C.B., Deputy .Assistant Adjutaut-Genend.
— On Saturday evening the members of the Ist Kent
asseniblod at the ^Militia Barr..cks, Maidstone, under
the command of Major Sc-)tt, and marched thence to
th« Mote Park, the seat of the Earl of Romuey, where,
ui the presence of a Urge company, they were pre-
sented with a pair of colours by Mrs. Randall, wife of
Mr. RitiidiiU, the banker.—On Saturday the ceremony
0< BWMtriui: in the 12th Middl _x (lluruet) by L.ord

first class at 700 yards; two silver cups to the

best sliot in each ^ving, given from the funds of the

corps, the winner of the rifle not being allowed to com-

pete; a silver cup of the valne of bl. 55., given by

Lieut. Clifton, for the best shot in the second class, at

400 yards ; a silver flask of the value of 51. 6s., given

by Mr. Harvey, for the best shot in tlie first class at

500 yards; and a field glass given by Mr. Donblett,

for the best shot in the first class (winners of previous

prizes excepted) shooting from the shoulder at 300 yards.

'I'he first prize was carried oft* by Mr. Edward Agar,

who obtained four points; the second by Mr. S. W.
Fry, who made three points ; the third by Mr. Knowles,

who made two points ; the fourth by Mr. R. Wilson, who
made five points; the fifth by Mr. J. Hart, who made
five points; and the sixth by Mr. F. Mitchell, who made
six points.—On Saturday the Lancashire and Cheshire

corps, consisting of 7000 men, gathered from 54 cities,

boroughs, and townships, spread over all parts of the two
counties to a distance of 4-0 miles, were reviewed at

Nevvton-le-Willows by Lieut.-General Sir G, Wetherall.

—On Friday the Ipswich corps had target jriractice for

a prize cup at Landguard Fort, Harwich. The cup
was given by a number of Ipswich gentlemen, and the

firing comprised five shots at 650 yards* range, five at

700, five at 800, and five at 900. The competition
lasted four hours, and the highest number of points was
obtained by Mi*. Pretty, jun., who made 12 out of 20. The
second was Ensign Josselyn, who made nine points, and
the third Sergeant Crcsswcll, who made eight.—On
Thursday week the 5th (Mnidenhead) Company of the
Berkshire Corps mustered at their parade ground, and
headed by the drums and fifes of the Reading Corps,

marched through the town to the residence of their

Quartermaster, Mr. R. W, Greufell, where a sham
fight on a small scale took place.— On Wednesday week
the 16th (Harrogate) Companyof the West Fading Corps
assembled at High Harrogate, and received a hand-
some silver bugle, which cost 60 guineas, presented to

the corps by Mrs. Reynard, widow of Captain Reynard,
of Harrogate.—The 1st, 2d, 7th, 11th, 12th, IStli, and
17th Companies of the Cornwall Corps, from Penzance,
Camborne, Helston, Truro, Hayle, and Redruth, under
General Tremenheere, assembled on the 7th inst., at

Trevetbow, near Hayle, the seat of Mr. W. Pi-aed

Tyringham, and were inspected by Lord Vivian,

the Lord-Lieutenant of the county.— The members
of the 19 Lh Cornwall took the oath of allegiance

on Friday, at the Town Hall, Camelford. — A
meeting of noblemen and gentlemen connected with

J

Gloucestershire and Worcestershire was held a few days
since at Xorthwick Park, at which it was resolved to

get np a corps under the name of the " North Cots
wold."—'

day was celebrated on the same day with tl
ceremonies. The Prince Imperial ioinpii x.-^

he Duke of Beaufort contemplates ral^slng a
corp.i of mounted Volunteers for Gloucestershire, to be
armed with rifted carbines.—The arrangements for the
great rifle prize meeting and Berkshire Volunteer
review, which, by permission of. her M;tjesfcy, will be
held in Windsor Great Park on the 13th of Sep-
tember, are now completed. The shooting will com-
mence at half-past 9 A.:3r., to be followed by athletic

games at 11, the review at half-pnst 3, dinner
at 5, and the wlvole to conclude at 8 o'clock.

—

Tiirough the exertions of Mr. Thomas I)yke Acland,
son of Sir T. D. Aeland, about 40 officers and non-com-
missioned officers belonging to various Volunteer corps
in the West, have assembled during the past week in

Exeter for musketry practice and drill, on the principles
adopted at Hythe.—The Misses Rawson, of Nidd Hall,
ladies of the manor of Bradford, have offered to lease to
the Bradford Volunteers, at a nominal rent, a field con-
veniently situated in that town for the site of an
armoury, drill-room, and offices of a permanctit charac-
ter. The buildings will co'sfc about 1000^., and the
money is to be raised by a bazaar, to be held in St.
George's Hall next spring.— It is stated that the Low
Moor Iron Company intend establishing a company of
Volunteers, to wear the same uniform as the Bradford
Corps and to be attached to that battalion.—On Friday
the 12th company of Somerset Volunteers met at
Wiveltscombe, and after going through several evolu-
tions, were presented with a set of musical instruments
by the ladies of the neighbourhood. The shops were
closed and business entirely suspended during the
afternoon. In the ovoning Captain Hancock, their
Ci^ptain, gave a ball and supper to the Volunteers and
their friends.—An inspection of the North Stafibrd-

Ead*tock took place on the Uwn at Hadloy Hurst, near shire battalion, oomprising eight companies, took placeBarnet.the resuleuce ot their ^ptam, Mr. Wilhraham iu Trentham Park on Tuesday last, in presence of
Taylor, after which they went through various militury
evolution-*, and partook of « sumptuous dinner provided
by their captnin, over which Lord Rndstock presided.—On Monday afternoon a large body of tlic Hon.
Artillery Company of the City of L >ndon, accompanied
by their band, arrired at Portsmouth frouj London on
their way to Sandown, in the Islfe of Wight, where it

» their intention to estftblish Iheir head-quarters
during the next fortnight, for the purpose of carrying
out a course of ball practiceon the sands. On alighting
ftt Poptsmouth from the train the corps was received by
a guard of honour of the 5th Hants Volunteer Bitles,
with their band, a portion of the 2d Hants Artillery
Volunteers, and the bands of the Royal Artillery
and other raiments in the garrison, who had
Msembled to do them honour.— The Ilford
or 2d Essex corps have just had a competi-
tion for six prizes,—viz. a Jacob Kifle, given by Mr.
Johu Davis, of Craubrooke Paik, to the best shot in the

thousands of spectators from the PotterieSj'^Newciistle,
and adjoining places.—The 3d Battalion of the Sussex'
comprising the 1st (Brighton), 2d (Cuck field), 4th
(Lewes). 7th (East Grinstead), and 16th (Battle)—met
at Brautridge, iiear Balcombe, and went through 10
rounds of volley and file firing.—The 13th Kent
Artillery (Sheeruess Dockyard), who are making
excellent great-gun practice both with shot and shells,
marched, for the fii-st tinio under arms, several miles
up the island on Monday, preceded by their band.—The
Portsmouth Civil Service Corps commenced thuir drill
iu the dockyard on Tuesday evening. This corps, which
is of quite recent formation, already musters 256
eSective members, besides 30 Volunteers for the band.

France.—The Emperor returned to Paris on Wed-
nesday from the camp of Chalons, aud his Majesty's

tete

usual ceremonies. i.ne I'nnce imperial joined h*
Majesty before his departure from the camp an?
followed the movements of the troojis in an' on
carriage near the Emperor during the grS
mancouvres on Eriday. Towards the close of tl
evolutions, his Imperial Highness mounted a ponv ami
passed in front of the troops, who received him with th
warmest acclamations. On Friday a fire broke out i**

the barracks of the Emperor at the camp, in the part
occupied by the Imperial Prince. On the first alarm
the Emperor took the young Prince out of bed so gtutlv
as not to disturb his sleep, and carried him in his arm
to a place of safety. The fire was promptly extinguished^
but not until some of the Prince's clothes wei-e burned'
The Ambassadors of England, Austria, and Prussia have*
already received the full powers necessary for convertiut
the protocol of the 3d inst. into a formal convention
It is expected that before the departure of the Emperor
for Savoy and Algeria the Ambassadors of Russia and
the Porte will have. likewise received full powers and
that the convention will be then definitively signed
Prince Metternich and Count Kisseleff will innnediatelv
afterwards quit Paris on leave of absence. M. Declard
Consul-General of France at Alexaiidria, has been
appouited commissioner in Syria. Lord Dufferin, the
English Commissioner, left Marseilles on Saturday fop

Beyrout. It is said that he carries with him an order
to Admiral Martin to land 1500 seamen and Marines to
co-operate with the French troops in maintaining order
in the district of Beyrout. The embarkation of troops

of all arms is proceeding with the utmost rapidity at

Toulon. M. Jules Favre, well known for his opposition

to the Government, has been elected Mdtonnier (Chief)

of the Barristers of Paris. The Monitcur publishes an

article on the labours of the legislative session, and
states that the trial made of the Imperial constitution

has been favourable, and that the constitution of France

can bear a comparison with the most Vituuted

organisations.

Spain,—The National Union of Madrid accuses the

Carlists of seditiously intriguing to bring about the

annexation of Catalonia to France. Thirty luilUon reals-

of the indemnity have arrived from Morocco. The
Queen has consented to the marriage of the Infante

Don Sebastian with the Infanta Cliristina, and it is

reported that her Majesty intends to restore to Don

Sebastian his revenues and estates. The Queen and

King are about to make an excursion through the pro-

vinces, during which they will visit Palma, Minorca,

Barcelona, Lerida, Saragossa, Vittoria, and Burgos.

The tour will not be completed till the end of October;

the Cortes will therefore not be assembled till the 10th

of November. Their Majesties will he accompanied by

the Duke of Totuan and the Ministers of Foreign

Affairs and the ^larine.

PoETTTGATi.—The Cortcs was closed on the 4th inst.,

when the King delivered a speech from the throne, in

which the following reference was made to the new
tariff:—
"The modifications effected in the tariflf, which were pro-

posed for the purpose of benefiting the consumer without

injuring the Icgitifiiato interest of national hidustrj--, must tend

towards realising among us the advantageous results which re-

forms of this nature have invariably produced among more

advanced natious."

Sweden and Norwat.—The coronation of their

Majesties as King and Queen of Norway took place ou

the 5th inst. in the cathedral of Drontheim, amiddt

the enthusiastic acclamations of the people.

Denma-RK and the Duchies.—A treaty is said to

have been concluded between Denmark and Sweden by

which Sweden binds herself to occupy the Duchy of

Schleswig with 10,000 Swedish troops, in case Prussia

or the German Confederation should take forcible

measures to' enforce their claim upon Denmark ift

respect of Schleswig.

Holland.—At the Royal Agricultural Union, held

at the Hague in May last, it was resolved that an inter-

national competition for steam ploughs and corn-reaping

machines should take place, and by the assistance of the

Ambassadors at the different Courts the matter was

made fully known to the nnnmfactufcrs of agricultural

machinery. The competition took place at the Wil-

hclmina marsh. Goes, near Amsterdam, on the 9th inst.

Four reaping machines by the following makers were

tried :—Messrs. Cuthbert & Co., of Bedale, Yorkshire;

Messrs. Burgess & Key, of London (M'Cormick's) ; Mr*
Cranstoun, of London (Wood's machine); and one by

Dr. Mazier, of France. After a full trial the awards by

the judges were as follows:—First prize of 500 fiorins

to Messrs. Burgess & Key; second prize, gold medal,

to Mr. Cuthbert ; third prize, a silver medal, to Mr.

Cranstoun. The French reaper being damaged early

in the trial was withdrawn.
PitussiA.—The infant daughter of the Princess-

Frederic William was christened on Tuesday at the new

palace at Potsdam, by the Court preacher, Heym, when
the yonng princess received the names of Victoria

Elizabeth Augusta Charlotte. It is said that Prussia

has refused her consent to the admission of Spain into

the category and councils of the great Powers of Europe

unless Sweden be admitted also, considering that »

Protestant country is necessary to couriterbalance a

Catholic one. — The Kord states that the following^

engagements were concluded between the Prince ot

Prussia and the Emperor of Austria at the late inter-

view at Toplitz :

—

*
1. The Prince Regent aud the Emperor undertake to firmly

hold together on the Eastern question, on the ground of tne-

f
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Ti^potv of Piiris ; to prevent everythingr that can affect its

"S^nty of the Ottotnau empire, and to confer on this subject

with the Cabinet of Loudon. 2. In the homo questiou of Ger-

manr Austria makes souie important military concessions,

Sid eiigaoed to make no opposition to the liberal reforms iden-

tified with Piussian policy in the internal questions of

Germany. 3. With regard to_ Italian aflairs, the Prince of

Prussia recognises the possession of Venetia as of real im-

portance to the Austrian empire ; but declines all engagement

on this head as long aa the Italian movement is restricted to

the Italians themselves. If, on the other hand, a foreign power
takes part in it, the Prince Regent undertakes to lend Aostria

the support of the Prussian forces. 4. The Prince Regent uq-
derfakes to employ all his good oflBces and personal influeiioe

with the Emperor Alexander, to bring about a reconciliation

between Russia and Austria."

AtrsTRiA.^The inauguration of the railway from
Salzburg to Munich took place on Sunday. At the

dinner given in honour of tlie event tlie Emperor of

Anstria, in proposing the health of the King of

Bavaria, said :—
*'The sentiments of unity -which, as neighbours, wc bear

towards each other I apply to all German Sovereigns. I cannot
hut joyfully direct my thoughts to the day on which I grasped
the hands of the Prince Regent, to strengthen the unanimity
of sentiment which brought us togetlier. Long live the unity
of the Princes and peoples of Germany! The health of the
King of Bavaria : cheers for the brave people of Bavaria."

"The King of Bavaria, in acknowledging the toast, said

:

*' I hail with joy and full of hope the late friendly meeting
of the rulers of Austria and Prussia. That meeting is a
guarantee for German unity, for therein lies our power and
strength. The health of the Emperor of Austria I Cheers for
Austria's true and valiant sons ! Cheers for the unity of the
two German great Powers !

"

On Monday Baron Charles Rothschild, who was
present afc the inauguration of the Railway, had a long
audience of the Emperor of Austria in reference to
important financial measures.—Count Rechberg, follow-

jng the exanple of Baron Schleinitz, has addressed a
circular note to the European Powers, stating in general
terras, as the result of the interview at Toplitz, the
-complete establishment of an understanding between
Austria and Prussia on all great questions of European
policy, as well as on questions specially referring to the
affairs of Germany. It is reported in Vienna, that, since

this interview. Count Rechberg has addressed a note to

the Sardinian Government, recapitulating all the events
-that have taken place in Southern Italy since the
spring, establishing a complicity on the part of the
Sardinian Government with Garibaldi. Count Rech-
berg declares, in the most formal manner, that if the
.army of Sicily invades the territory of Naples, Austria
will consider it a casus telli.—The Committee of the
Reichsrath have agreed to draw up the project relative to

the political organisation ot the Austrian empire in the
most simple manner possible, in order to oblige the
"Government to give its answer affirmative, or negative,
in the most decided manner. At a private sitting of
the Committee it was resolved by a majority of 18 to 3
that a constitution based upon the federative system
<Iemanded by the Hungai ian delegates should be
printed to all the provinces, thus recognising the
intimate union which henceforth must exist between all

the provinces of the empire. Arcliduke Renier and
the majority of the Ministers are favourable to tlie pro-

posals of the Committee; the promulgation of reforms
is therefore merely only a question of time. The official

Gazette of Vienna on Friday last published a report
of the Slinister of Finance on the present financial

-condition of the empire, and the means of
covering the different deficits. The Minister states that
the deficit of 1861 > estimated at 39,000.000(1, which
will be met by the balances in the Treasury, and by the
reductions in the expenditure arising from reforms in the
administrative and military organization. The Minister
concludes his report by saying that the real income and
expenditure may, therefore, be considered equalised.

HtTNGART.—It is stated that General Benedek, in

whom the Court party had placed great hopes, finds the
task of tranquilllsing the population impracticable with-
out important concessions, and has consequently ex-

pressed a wish to retire from the Governorship.

Russia.—'The Emperor of Russia, by imperial

Tescript addressed to the Senate, has sanctioned an
association which has been formed, under the protection

of the Empress, with the name of" Society for the re-

establishment of the Christian Orthodox Faith in the

Oaucasas." The rescript states that formerly the
-Christian faith predominated in the Caucasus, and that

though it was set aside by Islamism, numerous traces

of it can yet be found there. The society in question

consequently proposes to re-establish that faith by
*' persuasion and the preaching of the Gospel."

Italy.—The King of Naples, in compliance with the

demands of the Court party, has issued a proclamation

declaring Naples in a state of siege, and exhorting
the regular troops and the National Guard to do all in

their power to maintain public order. It is also re-

ported that the Electoral Committees have been dis-

solved. Garibaldi is said to have been in Naples on
Saturday the 4th Inst., and to have conferred with the

principal inhabitants. He left again on Sunday. It was
decided to await the assembling of Parliament, the elec-

tions to which will take place on the 19th. Refugees are

"the candidates preferred by the electors. They openly
declare themselves for the annexation of Naples to Pied-

iiaoat. One electoral district has already elected General
Cosenz, cue of Garibaldi's most distinguished ofiicers,

as its representative The Sardinian Admiral has

arrived in his ship from Palermo, and has been visited by
the Count of Syracuse, who pronounced himself favour-
=able to annexation, and expressed his readiness to

declare himself the first subject of the King of Sardinia,

The Count of Aquila, another of the King's uncles, who
is said to have been an advocate of liberal institutions,

has received his passports and taken his departure.
Three Neapolitan journals hostile to the Government
have been suppressed. The Garibaldian steamer Veloce
on Monday night attempteil to surprise and carry off

a Neapolitan ship of the line (rom the port of Castel-

lamare, in the Bay of Naples, the chief naval arsenal in

the kingdom. The attempt however was repulsed, and
the Neapolitan frigates were sent in pursuit of the
aggressor. The Genoese journals publish despatches
announcing the unopposed disembarcation of Garibaldi,

with 8000 men, near Reggio, on the night of the 10th
inst., and the evacuation of the fortressof Scylla by the

Neapolitans. The news hovvevcr has not yet been con-

firmed. It is also announced by telegram that on
Sunday night the Veloce disembarked one batt.ilion of

Garibaldian volunteers in Calabria. The Neapolitans

kept up a brisk fire during half an hour. On Monday
morning the Castiglia attempted, but without success,

to capture a Neapolitan steamer in the straits of

ilessiiia. The Fuhniuaute fired upon the Castiglia.

The Government has sent a diplomatic note warn-

ing the various Powers, and particularly Piedmont, that

if vessels under the Piedmontese flag shall attempt to

land any Garibaldians they will be fired on. A despatch

from Venice mentions a report that Garibaldi intends

to attack Austria, not on the Venetian, but on the

Croatian coast, by attempting adiserabarcationat Fiume.

The Austrian authorities believe that Garibaldi

will first endeavour to provoke a revolution in

Croatia and Hungary before proceeding to Venetia.

All the coasts are rigorously watched by the cruisers of

the Imperial Marine.—The official Gazette of Turin

publishes an account of the subscriptions to the new
Sardinian loan, according to which the total amount
subscribed is 27,594,240 lire of Rentes, about three

times the sum required. The Minister of the Interior

has addressed a circular to the governors and other

functionaries with a view to repress illegal interference

in the affairs of the State, and to prevent the under-

taking of hostile steps against neighbouring Govern-

ments, as well as to piinish the instigators of desertion.

The same circular announces the formation of a corps

of volunteers to join the National Guard.

SiciLT.—A despatch from Messina states that a

Calabrian has been arrested who has confessed having

received money from Count Aquila Jto assassinate

Garibaldi. The constitutional statute of Sardinia has

been promulgated in Sicily by Signor Depretis, the

Pro-Dictator, countersigned by all the Ministers, and

the municipalities of Sicily have expressed their

satisfiiction with the decree. Signor Depretis has

dismissed the Bourbon magistrates who were still

in office. Tiie following is published as the reply of

Garibaldi to the letter of the King of Sardinia, coun-

selling him to renounce the idea of invading Naples:^
" Jlolazzo. July 27, 1S60.

"Sire,—Your Majesty knows the high esteem and the

devotion which I feel towards y-'iir Majesty ; but such is the

resent state of things in Italy that, at the present moment,
cannot obey yourilajesty's injuuciions, much aa I should like

it. I am calJod for and ui-ged on by the people of Naples. X

have tried in vain with what influence I have to resti-ain them,
feeUng, as I do, that a more favourable moment would be

desirable. But if I shoidd nowhesitute I should endanger the

Ciiuse of Italy, and not fulfil my duty as an Itulian, May
your Majesty therefore permit me this time not to obey I As
soon as i shall have done with the task imposed upon me by
the wishes of the people which groans under the tyranny of the

Neapolitan Bourbon, I shall lay down my sword at your
Majesty's feet, and shall obey your Majesty fur the remainder

of my Ufetime. Garibaldi."

TtTRKEY. — Fuad Pacha has sent Kurschid and

Achmet Pachas, the late Governors of Beyrout and

Damascus, to Constantinople. The Marquis de Lava-

lette and the principal Ambassadors have energetically

protested against this proceeding, and have induced the

Porte to send them hack to Syria, after having been

publicly degraded, to be tried by a mixed commission.

A conspiracy has been discovered at Bujukdere, near

Constantinople. The conspirators had formed tlie

project of plundering the Embassies. Numerous arrests

have taken place, and arms have been seized. Tlie

Sultan visited tlie Porte on Thursday, and delivered a

speech to the Ministers, expressing his resolution to

punish the Syrian offenders most severely, and also his

intention to reduce the vast list of sinecure high func-

tionurit'S, and effect economy generally. The Sultan is

about to address another autograph letter to Queen
Victoria and the Emperor Napoleon on the subject of

Syri.i, expressing his desire to have the sole punishment

of offenders, A local loan of 75,000,000 piastres is

negotiating by the Porte.

SxiiiA.'-Advices from Damascus to the 5th inst.

state that Fnad Pacha had arrested the principal civil and

military functionaries, and had surrounded the Lebanon

with troops, and threatened fire and sword if the Dru-se

Sheikha did not surrender in two days. Twenty had

already been taken, and nearly 800 other important

arrests had been made. A thousand camel loads of

plundertd property had been recovered. All was quiet

at Aleppo, hut the Mutualis had pillaged Caalbcc and

plundered the Christian inhabitants.

bEKTiA.—The Porte has refused to recognise the

hereditary succession of the Obrenovitch family, but

has consented to the succession of Prmce Michael It

has also consented to forbid the residence of Turks in

Servla beyond the boundaries of the fortresses, and has

agreed to send Commissioners to inquire into the

defects of the existing Constitution.

f

MoNTENEGfio.—Prince Danielo was mortally wounded
on Sunday evening, at Cattaro, by a Montenegrin
refugee named Kadie, who fired a pistol at the Prince
as he was going on borird a vessel to return to Perzagno.
The ball was fired at a distance of two paces, and piissed
through the lower part of his body. The Prince died
on Monday from the effects of the wound. The assassin
has been arrested. Nikizza, the son of Mirco Petro-
vitch, the nephew of the deceased Prince, who is
educating at Paris, has been proclaimed his successor.
India.—By the Calcutta Mail we have advices from

that presidency to July 5 :

—

CalcuUa.—'VhQ Income Tax Bill had passed through com-
mittee of the whole council, preparatory to its third reading.
The two essential changes in it are that the tai is not to be
levied from 1st May last, that is, will not be retrospective;
and that the proceeds of the one per cent, intended for local
purposes are to be devoted solely to Imperial reproductive
works. The Council is now engaged with the sister measure
for imposing a licence-tax on trades and professions Great
opposition continued to be made to the bill for the renewal of
the Disarming Act of 1867. A public meeting had been held,
and resolutions carried against it hi the Calcutta Town Halh

China.—Soochow, a town of_the greatest importance
pin connection with the trade "of Shanghai, has been
sacked and burnt,—the worst of the evil being that it

was in the first instance done by disorganized and
mutinous Imperialist troops, who are now reported to
have joined the rebels. Several high provincial officers

have been murdered, the Governor-General of the Two
Kiangs has taken refuge in Shanghai, between which
place and the interior all communication is cut off, and
the greatest anarchy and confusion rei;:;ns throughout
these districts. Trade in the north is consequently
paralysed. Lord Elgin and Baron Gros arrived at Hong
Kong on the 21st June, and proceeded for the northl

Sir Hope Grant, with troops and transports, has also pro-

ceeded northward.

United States.—The only topic of interest in the
United States and Canadian journals is the progress of

the Prince of Wales. The New York Herald states

with satisfiiction that the Prince will embark for

England at New York, and that the ro^al squadron,

and the admiral's fleet also, will probably reiklezvous

there to see him safely off. The Great Ktistern started

on the 30tli ult. with 2087 excursionists for Cape
May. The New York papers contain columns of

letters complaining of the misunmagement on board.

Three-fourths of the excursionists had to sleep on deck
and there was no accommodation below, on account of

the intoxication of the stewards. A great indignation

meeting against the directors was held on board, afc

which the adair was denounced aa a gigantic swindle,

Tlic Great Eastern left New York on the 2d inst. for Old
Point, Comfort, and Aniuipolis, with about 100
pnssongcrs. The excitement had already nearly

subsided ; there were not more than 200 present to

witness her departure, and not the sVi^^htcst entliusiasm

was displayed. She was expected back at New York
on the 12th, aud was to leave for Halifax and England
on tlie 16th. Onlv 10 berths had been taken for

Halifax and only about 20 for Europe.

BEiTisn COLriiBiA.—Advices by the overland mail

from California report further discoveries of gold in

Oregon and British Columbia, the former on the tribu-

tai'iea of the Des Chartes River, and the latter in

Okonaaon and Inseuelle Counties.

Friday.-
the second

ii)ailiainunt^

HOUSE OF LOT. DS.
Poor liduf (Ireland) Bill.—On the motion for

riding of tbis Bill, Lord 11 rdbs&ale moved
as an amendment that a.8 the third and fourth clauscB

related to matters which wem not of an urgent nature, and
such as ought not to form part of a continuance Bill, they
should be struck out. On a division the amendment wu
carried by 34 to 30, and the Bill in its curtailed form was read
a second time. The Chaiiciry Evidence Cot.uriissio-n. Bill v?as read
a second time. The Militia BaUot Bill was read a third timo
and passed. The Oas {M^TOpo.ix) Bill passed through com-
mittee.—The Ihike of Argyll moved tlie second reading of

the Bwopean Forces (I/ulia) Bill, and 8t:*ted the reasons for

cousidermg the Bill one of urgency.—The Earl of Elli^j-

BoitouGH protested against the Bill, which he regarded u
unnecessary and caliimitous, and as having been inspired by
the jealousies which had lately arisen between thelf»cal Indian

forces and the Queen's troops. So far from producing an
amalgamation of the Indian army, its effect would
be to give a -wider extension to the native levies,

and estabUsh a sharper distinction between the Sepoy
and the European members of the military system in India.

—

Earl De Grey and Ripon defended the Bill.—The Ouke of

Cambridoe said that the measure was but the natural :md
inevitable consequence of the changes that liad been lately

eflectedin the Indian administrative system. The maintenance

of the old distinction between the local and the British

European regiments was now iiupossihlc, and the time had
come when amalgamation could no longer be postponed.—The
Eiirl of Dkbby, without intending to vote against the measure,

expressed much anxiety and apprehension as to its effecta.

These doubts were, he observed, much enhanced by the vague-

ness of the information aff d by the Government tnuchin^

the nature of the new arrangemenU which they proposed to

base upon the j'resent Bill.— I^ird Clyde snpportei the Bill.

Prom pei-aonal observadan, he knew that disciphne waa
dJin^erously lax irt the local corps, and he considered the

establishment of nn united army highly advisable.—After some

remarks by Earl Granville, the Bill whs re-ad a second time.

—In answer to a question from the Earl of KLLEa»BOH0DOH, the

Duke of SoMKBSBTsUted that the coat in* urrcdl>>r the TroTisrort

of Traops to China amounted to lM,(iOOi. per month. The

JScclmtulical CoMniiggion Hill p^s^ed through coramittoe.

MoiD^Y.—JVutwI BeliremenL—Tbe Earl of tJHBEiraBimT

moved fur the correspond tnee between the Captahis on the

Reecrved List and the Admindty, and contended that the

officers who had litionxlly retired in 1851 ought to share in

the increased allowances now given by regnhition to sU cap-

tahis who retired after W yewrs of age. -Lord Chelmsford
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supported the motion, as he was convinced of the justice of
the officers' claims.—The Duke of Somerset vindicated the
Board of Admiralty against the charge of having treated their
officers with bad faith, and contended that it was neither the
intention of the Admiralty, who made the arrangements in
1851, nor the meaning of the Order in Council, to grant cap-
tains on the reserved list more than an in: mediate—certainly
not a prospective—advance of pay. He would not however,
oppose the motion if it were made to include the correspond-
ence previous to 1859.—The Earl of Hardwkke thought the
noble Diiko might have looked at the case from a less narrow
point of view.—The motion as amended was then agreed
to.—On the motion for the second reading of the Refresh-
ment Houses and Wine Licences (Ireland) Bill, Lord Den-
man movpd, as an amendment, that the Bill be read
a second time that day three months. On a division the
amendment was negatived by 27 to 5. The Bill was then read
a second time.—The Duke of Ar«yll moved a resolution
declaring the Savinpf BanJ:^ ayid Friendly Societies Investments
BUI to be one of urgency, briefly with a view to the second
reading of the Bill. After some discussion the House divided
on the question whether the Bill was a matter of urgency,
when the numbers n-ere equal, viz., 18 to 18. The resolution
of urgency therefore fell to the ground, and the Bill was lost.

The Census (Scotland) BUI and the Corrupt Practices Prevention
Act (lS-54) Confinuance Bill were read a third time and passed.
The Poor Reli^ (Ireland) Bill, the Chancery Evidence Commission

the

tions of Mr. Bright, not one of them could be practically
}
was

entertained for a moment. 6tate of Syria —Tn reply to Mr. I On
Sheridan, Lord J. Russell said that intelligence had been
received of vigorous mciisures adopted by Kurschid Pacha for
the arrest and punishment of the guilty parties, and of the
loyalty of the Turkish troops, which afforded ground for hope
that a better state of things would soon be restored. The other
subjects brought under discussion on the question of adjourn-
ment comprised the enclosure of Hainaxdt and E/rping Forests

;

the case of the Rev. Mr. Fox and the constitutiou of the Irish
Poor Laio Board ; the proposed alterations in the National
Gallery ; the authenticity of the letter alleged to have been
written by the Emperor of the French to the editor of the Tippe-
raiii Ej:anii>ier ; the inadequate provision made by the Corpora-
tion of the City of London for the ineasuring ofgrain.' harbour's

of refuge ; the reippointment of Sir C. Eastlake to the director-
ship of the National Gallery: and the mode in which Irish
business was transacted in that House and patronage dispensed
by the Iri'^h Governin>:nt. The motion for adjournment was
agreed to.—On the order for the second reading of the Peace
Preservation (Ireland) Act (1856) Amen-hnent Bill, Mr. Blake
moved as an amendment that the Bill be read a second time
that day three months.—Colonel French, Mr. Longfield,
Mr. M'Mahon, Mr. I. Butt, Mr. Maguire, and Sir G. Bowyer
supported the amendment ; Mr. Cardwell. Mr. Whiteside,
and Mr. Deasy opposed it, the latter stating on his official

responsibility that it would be attended with the most

read a third time and passed. Bagrjed Schools -^
*.-

t"e motion for going into committee of sunnlvMr J. Pakinoton moved a resolution to the eflpofthat the grants annually made by Parliament forpromotion of education ought "
to be"" expcnd&i

Bill, the Biiropmn Forres (India) Biil, the Pom'-lair Contiiiuatice,. mischievous consequences if the House refused to con-
BiUf the Local Government SiippUmental Bill, and tbe Ea^t India
Stock Transfer Bill pa.ssed through committee.
Tuesday: Syria and Tv.rkey.—Lord Stratford de Redcliffe

inquired whether vessels of war were to be sent to Smyrna
and other places in Syria, where disturbances were expected,
for the protection of British interests and of the inhabitants in
general. Ho had received information touching tiie great
probability of an outbreak at those places, and even at Con-
stantinople itself He had further received a letter from
Constantinople urging the Euroiiean Governments, and France
and England especially, to take the opportunity of bringing
about effectual reforms in the Turkish administration. The
Syrian disturbances were not due to mere local causes, but to
mis-government and weakness.—Lord Wodehouse said that
no special order had been sent out testation ships- of-war at
Smyrna, but Admiral Martin had a large force at his
disposal, and had been instructed to afford assistance
wherever it was required- He was fully alive to the
necessity of the reforms attended to, and as soon as tranquil-
lity was restored, the Great Powers would use every effort to
obtain an effectual reform of the Turkish administration.—The
Marquis of Nokmanby expressed his gratification at this state-
ment. The Greek Loan.—fn reply to a further question from
Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, Lord Wodehouse said that
a commission, composed of the representatives of England,
France, and Russia, had inquired into the state of the finances
of Greece, in reference to the payment of the loan guaranteed
by those powers. The report of that commission had been
laid before the House of Commons, and woiild shortly be pro-
duced for the information of their lordships. The European
Forces ( FMid) Bill, the Chancery Evidence Commimon Bil, and
the East India Stock Transfer BUI were read a third time and
passed.
Thursday.— ra« Savings Banks i?i7L—Earl Granville gave

notice that he should on Friday move that the standing order
on the question of "urgency," be suspended, for the purpose
of permitting the Savings Banks and Friendly Societies In-
vestment Bill to be read a second time. The question was
one of the greatest importance. A Cabinet Council had been
held upon it, and the Government had deliberately come to
the conchision that the House should be asked to reverse their
vote of Tuesday niKht.—The Earl of Donoughmore, Lord
Redesdale, the Earl of Desart, and Lord Monteaole ex-
pressed their regret at the course adopted by the Government,
as many peers had left town, believing the decision of the
other night to be a final one. The Consoli-lated Fund
(lO.OOO.OOOi.) Bill, tbe Spirits Bin, the Industrial Schools Acts
Amendment Bill, and the Landlord and Ttnant (Ireland) Bill
were read a second time. The l/mded Property (Ireland) Bill
passed through committee. T^e Exlenasiical Commission Bill
was read a third time and passed.
FRWA.V.—Savings Banks BiU.— hor(i Redesdale referring to

Lord Gran\'ILLE's notice suspending the standing orders in
favour of this Bill, said that, on full consideration, he had come

tinue this Act, the powers of which had never been abused.
After a long discussion, Mr. Hennessy moved that the debate
be adjourned; but the motion was negatived by 104 to 12.
The Honse then divided on the amendment, which was
negatived by 87 to 27, and the Bill was read a second time.

—

Mr. Cardwell, in moving the second reaiiing of the Party
Emblems (Ireland) Bill, sent down from the Lords, shortly
explained the object and provisions ofthe Bill, the existing law
upon the subject being defective and requiring amendment.

—

Mr. Hennessv moved that the Bill be read a second time that
day three months.—Mr. Longfield, Sir W. Vernek. Mr.
James, and Mr. Malins supported the amendment^ Mr. Deasy
opposed it.—Mr. CooAN moved that the debate be adjourned.—Lord Palmerston said that the House was inconsistent in
giving such a reception to a Bill for which there had been a
universal call. The motion for the adjournment of the debate
being withdrawn, the House divided, when the amendment
was negatived by 62 to 29. The Bill was then read a second
time.
Monday.—India Loan.—The House (consisting of less than

40 members) resolved itself into committee on the East India
Loan, when Sir C. Wood moved a resolution enabling t'.e
Secretary of State in Council of India to raise monev fn the

with fair and just regard to the requirements of the different
clfusses of schools recognised by the minutes of the Committi>A
of Council, and that Ragged and Industrial Schools, which arsalone adapted to meet the wants of a considerable number n?
destitute and neglected children, are therefore entitled tnl
larger amount of aid than they at present receive. Under th J
present system these schools failed of producing the crnnrf
wl.ich ought to be expected of them, and he nrged the Goveiriment to take more effectual steps in furtherance of institutionV
so necessary to the well-being and morality of the population—Mr. Black seconded the motion, pointing out the immenKPadvanUges produced by the establishment of these schools in
Scotland, and their perfect success wherever faii-ly tried —MrAdderley opposed the motion on the ground that if it wa^
adopted there was no guarantee whatever that the grant would
be properly applied.—Mr. Briso<-)e. Mr. A Mills, and Mr Cavespoke in favourof the motion.—Mr. Henley said that the motion
seemed to him to have a wider scope than Sir J. Pakington
apprehended. It appeared to him that itfiobject would be to sena-
rate the penal element from the Industrial and Ragged Schools
and to give them adistmct«?a^its-,and he should oppose anv pro-
ceeding that would set up a system of secular education —
Mr. Lowe said that the motion would subvert the whole practice
of the Privy Council, and introflluce a new piinciple of action
If more money wore given to Ragged Schools, there would be
a run upon tbe Government on behalf of schools giving them-
selves that denomination, and the education vote must ba
doubled. On a division, the resolution was negatived by 41 to
25, and the House then went into Committee of Supply.—On
the first vote of 798,167/. for Public Education in Great Britain
Mr. Lowe, in moving tbe vote, said that, though there was an
apparent decrease compared with last year of 38,753/., there
was, in fact, an increase of about 36,000? , though 40,000^,
short of the estimate had been expended. He then proceeded
to explain the details of the vote, the distribution of the grant
&c. After considerable discussion the vote was agreed to. On
the next vote for the South Kensington Musev-m, Alderman
Salomons moved that it be reduced by 2000i., being the ex*
pense incurred for photographic apparatus and advertisements.
After a long discussion the motion was negatived by 80 to 19,'

—Mr. Ayrton then moved to reduce the vote hv
20,0007., nearly the whole amount of the vote. On a division
the motion Wiis negatived by 79 to 13. The vote was then
agreed to. The vote for the National Gallery, after some
remarks on its management by Mr. Cokingham, and several

_, .. , ,„. , . - --- other votes were also agreed to. The Forlificaf ions ( Provider.-
United Kingdom for the sen-ice of the Government of India, for Expey^es) Bill was read a third time and passed. The
Taking the last two years together he had laast August esti-
mated the a(?gregate deficiency at 23,9S8,000/., and the actual
deficit in those years turned out to be 24,168,000;,, a difference
of only 180,000/, The deficiency of Indian revenue for the
present year was 6,196,000Z , or including guaranteed interest
on railroad capital 7»47'2,00OL No one could be sanguine
enough to suppose tiat this deficiency could be met by a
reduction of tbe military expenditure, in which, however,
there had been a reduction iu the last two years of 6,000,000^.
After reviewing the principal items of charge which had
augmentfd since the year 1856 57, the pattern year before
the mutiny, he stated that comparing the estimated amount
of revenue with that of charge for the year 1861-62,
the estimated deficiency would amount to 6,611,000/. The
question was how this deficiency was to be met, and, after a
careful examination, he had come to the conchision that it was
impossible to effect this by a reduction of expenditure. The
Government of India had resolved to meet the exigency by a
system of increased taxation, inchiding an income-tax, and,
although the result of this experiment might be contemplated
with some anxiety, there was no alternative, and he thought
the Home Government and Parliament ought to give its best
support to the Government of India. The next question was
the probable produce of the new taxes. Not much could be
expected to be obtained in the present year ; but, in 18H1-62,
it was estimated thnt they would yield 3,500,000/.; deducting
this from 6,611,000/, there would still be a deficiency of
3,111,000/, This he believed would be eventually met by a
reduction of expenditure, so that at the end of the year 1861^62,
the expenditure and the revenue would be equalised. He

^^*\ ! I'^^r5^'^^"'^*'°°PP"''**^^®'*^^"*'"-~^*^^^^'^^^^^^ ^ to PTOTide for the immediate deficiency without
salcl that afterthe representations made to him in regard to the having recourse to borrowing money by means of the balancesBbortness of the notice, he would p. stpone the consideration of in the Treasury, and from the payments on accounts of railroadsthe Bill till Monday. [Left sitting.]

HOUSE OP COMMONS.
Friday.

ment till

— TJie Paper Duties.—On the motion for adjoum-
Monday. Mr. Briqht called attention to the pre-

sent state of the Excise duty upon paper, and to the efJect
which the recent action of the House of Lorda had produced

u?i.S^r"onf p?rlf^''r!^^T
"^ ^^^ ^ouse of Commons He

,

resources would make our mle of India the me^ans of conferring

hS^.i^^.f^ T ?k"°*'
to pre.s the motion of which he a lasting benefit upon the peonle.-Mr. H. Seymour con^

t^S^^o? th.'t'^ K^*'^^
""^ the paper duty, feeling that

;
sidered the statement of Sir C. Wood most unsaSfcto?y

^^?_fJl^*=^ ^;, ^^^^ ™«ti^^^ ^^ at the present moment im- ' contending that the Government had not exerted thefr

in India, which would amount to 7,000,000!., this year, of which
5,000,OOUf. would be disbursed in India; and he moved the
resolution empowering him to raise a sum not exceeding
3,OD0,O0OZ. by way of precaution only. He then entered into
details regarding a paper currency, railroads, public works and
iraprovementB in India, revenue settlements, the new arrange-
ments made in Oude and the Punjab, tlie treatment of the
talnokdars, and other matters of a social and economicil
nature, concluding with a confident anticipation that iu time
the improvement of the country and the augmentation of its

17—*u """J'^*' ^ ^"« grievance or tne r;xcise, at the sametime that they were deprived of all protection, and this had
oeen done not only on the sole authority of the Lords, hut in
cmpoBition to the opinion of the Board of Inland Revenue and
tne repeated decisions of the House of Commons. They inishthave raatored the authority of f at House, even during the
present session. If Lord Palmerston had had the spirit of the
great statesmen of former times, he might have called uponthe House to suspend the ntaudiugorders, and have introduced
t,^?l .

^""^^ '*"'' * *='*"»« ™i(?lit be introduced
into the Appropriation Bill, or a Bill be passed suspendingthe collection of the Excise upon paper until April next, orthey might adjourn until the time when the six tnonthV nost
ponementotthe Bill by the Lords had expired.

elyan, and complained generally of his mode of
carrying on the business of India.—After a long discussion on
Indian finance, the reduction of the army. Indian railways &c
ill which Mr. Ewart, Mr. Gregson, Sir H. WiLLnuoHBY.' Sir
D. L. Evans. Mr. Vansittart, Mr. Crawford, Mr. Avrton,
Mr.T.G. BABiNoand othermembers took part.theresolution was
agreed to. The House then went into Committee on the /or(i;^a-

1

tions (Provision for Expenses) BUI.—Sir F. Smith moved, as an
j

amendment, to reduce the proposed expenditure on account of
I

Portsraoiith by 'iOd.OOOf. On a division the amendment was
negatived by 79 to 28. The Bill then passed through com-
mittee The Con^oVuJated Fund (10.000,0.-0;.) Bill, the Stamp
Dwus(.\o. 2) Bill, the Spirit BuXien Bill, and the Excise D,. tiesVs the case

,
Bill also passed throiigh committee. The Customs (No. 2) BUI

, 4 . :
?,"^ ^^^ Defet7ce of the Realm Bill were read a second time. The

third time and passed. On the order for

the Hoa,e or Con^^o^r^Z^Z^^^lTi^^ °? ' ffii^^-^n"^'™^ ^- -v?^*™tfSr^ it
" ' • * -^ ;k™„"^*V„ " L"*,r^? °*

i
^^°^'"»ttee for three month?, but this amendment was

^^tS f^t ''T.^'^l
^"'^

l*i^
traditions of the past

; if they
a««3rte.1the rights bequeathed to them by their forefatherswd he relt sure thatif tbe Minister had taken more actfve ste?s

S^^ni "r Jk®
^^"^^ "2 ^^^ P'^^^tion it occupied at the

«!?r3 -S-^K-^**^
''^*°"' he would have had theunanimous

support ot his own party and the support of many of those
f?^T"i^K**PlS'!J ^% him. -Lord Palmer.ston had hoped that

i^^^^T^^iir* ?? }'^\ f ^^^ 'l"^*^^^^" d"""*f the presentwmon If Mr. Bright felt so strongly, why did he not act

heMi\h^TTrA ^•'^
v?"^

'^"^ affSif'recent ? For hTmseTf,
tie felt that he had done his duty in taking such steps as the

^ST''^''^ permitted. If there was one thing TesTd^
5?^^ ?^*^ another, either to *n assembly Sr an in-

tZrS^L'^ k'^
to utter puling lamentatu.ns and uselesscomplaints when action was Tmpo.-^sible. He felt assured thatthe course pursued by the Govemmeut had tbe sanction of

«d h«"S:;-^ '5i?^fJ"=^^y
'^^^ "^ ^^« H«"«« ^^ Commons

maoe to thtm on such an occasion. Aa for the «n<r^*«.augget-

. , ,-.., amendment was
negatived on a division by 71 to 15, and the Bill passed
through Committee, ^
Tv^DAV.—India Loan.—The report of the committee on the

fcjafit India Loan was brought up, nnd leave given tu introduce a
Bill founded upon it. The Kensington Gardens ni>te.—}ir. Jamfs
asked tbe Chief Commissioner of Works whether the report
that he had addressed a large assembly in Kensington Gardens
lu favoiu- of the new ride was true?—Mr. Cowpkr replied that
he was strolling through the gardens when he heard a Socialist
orator addressing the crowd, and denouncing the aristocracym general, and himself in particular, especially in reference to
his conduct with regard to the new ride. As soon as the
orator had finished, he jumped upon the bench and replied to
his observations. This, he contended, was the correct and
manly course, and he trusted that the House would think with
him. The House then went into committee of supply, and
passed several votes in the Civil Service Estimates as vreU as a
vote of l.OOO.OOO;. to take up Exch-^qHtr Bonds lading due
next November. The Consolidated Fund (10,000 000?) BUI

Defence of the Realm Bill passed through committee, with a few
amendments. The Exci7>e Duties Bill, being considered aa
amended, received a further amendment with reference to the
duty on hops. The Customs (No. 2) Bill passed through com-
mittee.—On the order for the second readingof the Nev? Zealand
BUI, Sir J. Pakikoton presented a petition against the Bill,,

and made an earnest appeal to the Government not to proceed
with the Bill, iu opposition to the views of the Colonial Legis-
lature.—Lord Palmerston said it was not intended then to-

read the Bill, and when it came on for a second reading, the
rensons which had induced the Government to introduce it

would be stated. The second reading was deferred till Monday.
The Conjugal Rights (Scotland) BUI passed through committee.
ViEDVESVAY.—CouTUy Coroners' Bill,—The Lords' amend-

ments to this Bill were disagreed to, and a conference was
appointed on the subject. The House then went into Com-
mittee of Supply on the Civil Service Esfim"tes. On the vote of
100,000^ for the expenses of prosecutions at Assizes and
Quarter Sessions, Mr. E. James called attention to the dis-
graceful state of the courts at Guildford aud other parts of the
country, instancing the recent Collision at Guildford as a reason
why better accommodation should be provided.—Sir G. Lewi,?
said the county magistrates only could deal with the subject^
as the Government had no power of remedying the evih
With regard to the recent occurrence at Guildford, however
much he regretted that any collision should have taken place
between the High Sheriff and the judges, he felt bound to say,
fi-om what he knew of the facts, that the judges had
exercised a proper discretion in the matter.—Colonel
Frknch thought that more attention and temper ought
to have been displayed by Mr. Justice Blackburu, who had, in

fact, in the most unwarrantable manner, committed an assault
upon the highest officer in the county in a public court.—Sir: G.
Lewis said that if a motion weremade on the subject, he should
be prepared to justify by facts and reasons the opinion he had just

expressed.—Mr. James declined to take the initiatiye to whicb
the Secretary of State invited him, but at the same time, he
could not help expressing an opinion that if the Chief Justice
had been present such a scene would never have taken place.—
On the vote tor ttie Metropolitan Police, Sir G. Lewis in reply

to various strictures, declared that the metropolitan police was
a most efficient body, and contrasted favourably with the
police of tbe continent, which was held in abhorrence by the

whole population. The House then resumed. On the motion
of Mr. T. DtTNCOMBE, the admission of a Jew on being elected

member of the House, to take the Jeuish Oath without further

resolution, was made a standing order.
Thuksday.— TA/r Stamp Duties (No. 2) BUI, the ExciH Didks

Bill, the Customs (No. 2) Bill, and the Defence of fk^ Realm Bill

were read a third time and passed. The House having resolved
itself into a Committee of Supply. Mr. Walpole moved the
British Museum Estimate, as trustee, with the usual prefatory
statement. A long discussion ensued in which several

members urging that greater facilities ought to be given to the
working classes to visit the museum iu the evening. Mr.
Walpole promised to bring the matter seriously under the
consideration of the trustees, and the Chancellor of the
KxcHEQui-iR expressed himself not unfavomable to the proposi-
tion. The vote was then agreed to, as were several others.

Volunteers for Garibaldi.— 'Six. Hennessy asked if the govenir
ment had assented to the proceedings of Captain Styles,

announcmg himself as an agent of Garibaldi, who
was now in London for the purpose of obtaining
volunteers to joiu in the Sicilian insurrection.—Sir
J. Shelley observed that Mr. Henne.^sy's indignation had
not been roused when the Papal recruiting was going
on in Ireland. • He sincerely hoped that the gallant fellowa
about to join Garibaldi would be better treated than tbe
Pope's Irish Bngade.—Lord Palmerston said that the Go-
vernment had no knowledge of any enlistment in this

country for the service of General Garibaldi. The act

of proceeding to Sicily to join Garibaldi was precisely
similar to that of Irish volunteers proceeding to join

the Pope. Both the one and the other wee equally forbidden
by the Foreign Enlistment Act. Grt-at difficulties, however,
existed in the application of the act : for as tbe Papal recruit*

said that they were going to work upon the railroads, the
Garib;ddian recruits might say they were gi>ing to see Mount
.^Btna. The question, iu an international point of riew, was na
doubt a very grave one, but it was extremely difficult to apply
international law in such cases.— Air. Scdli.y condemned alike

the enlistment of Irishmen for the Pope, and of Erif^lisbmen
for Garibaldi. He blamed the Government for giving a moral
support to tbe Italian revolution. National Edvcvtion in Irf
/anrf.—The House then went into Committee of Suj-ply, whe«
Mr. Cardwell moved a resolution granting a sum ot 270,722^

:
tor the education of the people of Ireland. He accompanied the
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^^'iT'^irbv^details showing the results of the uational system ;

^^^"^ had completely taken root In the country ; that it

not confined to a particular portion, but that its benefits
"""^^p

in proportion to the requirements of the country ; that

^fr^lidous denominations participated in them ; and that in

TX>rtion as the population was mixed, so was the number

^fmixed schools- He alluded to the efforts made to obtain a

Hmominational system of education, and to the reasons which

W induced and would continue to influence the Government

firmly to resist the proposal.—Mr. Maguire, Mr. MacOTerrall,

Sfr Bb^^dv, Mr. Henkesst, and the O'Donoghub opposed the

national system, Mr, Deasy, Mr. C, Fortescue, Lord Fermoy,

and Lord Palmerston supported it. The vote was then

flffreedtoand the House resumed, Tlie East Imiia Loan Bill

^as read a second time, and several other Bills were advanced

Fhibat-—Additional Io(7tt,—The House went into Committee

of Ways and Means, when the Chancellor of the Exchequer
jnoved three resolutions authorising the Treasury to raise a sum
not exceedinpf 2,000,000i. by the issue of Exchequer Bonds or

Excheqxier Bills, The object of these resolutions was to replace

1 OuO,OOOL of Exchequer Bonds now in the hands of the Com-
inifisioners of the National Debt, which wouli expire in

Koveraber; and. the Government thought it better to ask

for an extra million on account of the bad prospects

of the harvest and the high prices of animal food,

which would necessarily have an effect on the revenue.

—

Sir H, WiLLoUGHBV, Mr, W- Williams, Mr. Henley, and
Mr, Malins, complained of this additional burden being
brought forward without longer notice. The resolutions were
ultimately agreed to and the House resumed, Rel Sea
TtUgraph.—In answer to Sir H, Willouohby, Mr, Laing said

that the Red Sea telegraph had failed in several plu'jes ; and
that a convention had been signed with the Austrian govern-

ment, binding this country to pay 15,000!. for 25 years for the

use of the telegraph to Alexandria.—Mr. H, Seymour hoped
that the convention would be broken off in consequence-

—

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the essenti;\l

condition of the contmct was that it should not depend on the

success of the undertaking. Ho doubted the wisdom of such a

contract, but it had not been made by the present government.

The House then went into Committee of Supply,
[Left sitting.]

<!riti} intelligence*

Monet Maiiket, Friday.—British Funds : Con-

sols closed at 92| to 93 for Money, and 93 to ^ for the

6th ofSept.; Bank Stock, 230^ to' 232; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 93t to \\ New Three per Cents., 93 to |

;

India Stock, 216| to 218^ ; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock,

1859, 103.^ to I; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures,

1859, 96| to I; Ditto Bonds, 4y. to 5^. dis, ; Five per

Cent. Enfaced Rnpee Paper. 96i to | ; Ditto Five and

a Half per Cent., lOlf to 102i; Excheqner Bills, 2*. to

4*. prem.—FoBEiGN : Brazilian Old Five per Cents.,

for Acct., 100; Buenos Ayres Six per Cents., for Acct.,

88; Ditto Deferred, 27; Chilian Six per Cents.. 103;
Danish Five per Cents., 101 ; Peruvian Uribarren Four
and a Half per Cents., 83; Portuguese Tliree per Cents..

1853, 43; Ditto for Acct., 43^ to 41; Russian Four
and a Half per Cents., 94i ; Sardinian Five per Cents,,

for Acct., 82| ; Spanish Committee's Certificates, 51
to I ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 74 to73|;
Ditto for 1858, 59|; Ditto Guaranteed Four per
Cents., lOOi ex div.

iSanft of ©nglanlj.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

KotesiEflued (

•

• t « ^£29,282,37^ Government Debt »
Other S«'curities
Gold Coin and Bullion
Silver Bullion ,* «.

•

• *

j*:29.-28-j.-:7&

BACKING UtiFARTMENT.

jrii,oi5,ioo

1-1.8(1;.275

je29/282,275

1 «Pfoprictorfl Capital..
Rest
Puolic liepoaits (includ-

ing? Exchequer, Savinfcs
Sanka, Coiumissioner»
of Nat, Debt, and Divi-
dend AcctB.)

Other Deposits
Seven daj and other bill*

je J 4,553,000

3,520,954

5.95fi,219

770.254

Governraeni Securities
(includinjc Dead Weight
Annuity) ^£9,804,273

Other SecuPitiet
Notes
Gold and Silver Coin

t V

• *

4 t

%m

I9,3;i8,7;«

;-«\47-i

16th ^ay of Anffuat. 1860.

^37,592.861 ^37,592.861
M. MARSHALL, Chief Casnier.

oraKtte of tfie asacffe.
TUESDAT—BANKRtPTS—J. E, Davies, Newport, Monmonth^iTiire,

Innkeeper—J, Doi>i>< Hexham, Nortbumberland, Thnner—T. ki, kixapER,
Abingdon, Berkshire, tonfeetioner and Tobacconist—G, liASLCCK.Teibury,
Glouce^terahire, Ironmonger and Toy Dealer—J. "\V, Hok?«. Finntn,

Cumberland- aiid Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Tobacco and Snuff Manufacturer

—W. Katk Clayton, West yorkehire. Grocer and Draper— R. Mitchbli..

TunbridEe WellB, Draper—J Pagr, Tonic Norton, Shropshire, Licensed

Victualler and Farmer—J Rotherv, Halifax. Yorkshire, \\ atchmaker and
Jeweller—J. R- Thale, Leeds, Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer-J. Thomf-
SOS (tradinir as C- Thompfon ) Uifrh Street, Kensington, and Brydtcea

Street, Covent Garden, Licensed Victualler—E, Wherrt, Market Deeping,

Lincolnshire, Grocer Rod I'rovision Dealer—K, G» W iLKrr*Bow, Fenchureh
Street, City, Ship anil InBurance Brokcr-J. Williams, Koath, Glamorgau-
ibire. Builder and Brickmaker — J. Z, Williams, ^Vobum Chambers,
Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, Bailder.

BA>KRl3rTCItS A^NtLLED—J. Walker and J. Neave, Southwark
Bridge Road. Surrey, Builders and Contractors—E, Whebry, Market
Deepine, LlLColn^hire, Grocer and Provision Dealer.

SCOTCH SEQUfcSTKAT10>S— T. CorLTFB, Lochgilphead, Merchant
—R. G- CvMMisG, Hort Au^ufitUB, Proprietor ol the li^ouih African Museum,
FRIDAY—BANKRUPTS—C, Ballahd, Dhlston, |Shoeuiakcr—J, Bell,

andC- AViLSON, Bradford, Vorkshire, Smff Merchants-T. Bjscof, Great
James Street, Marylebone, Leather Seller—J. Burtos, Colsterworth, Lin-
colnihire. Brick and Tile Manufacturer— G, Bvbdkb, Swansea, brewer—
M.Cartwright, i-onRtoD, Staffordshire, Deaier in Pottery Mateaals—J.
Dales. Old Broad Str<^ei, City, Merchant—C- S. Davis, Goswell ^Street,

Bookbinder—1\ A Gross, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Furniture Dealer — J,

Hall, Oxford, Builder—G, S. HuiiBAKO, Aldermanbury, Cay, Wa^efaouse-
man—H, KiSRoaa and J- Suaw, Kinjistonupon-Hull, Cab Proprietors—
R- LiHBRicK, Golden Valley Mill, Gloucesterehire, Miller—J. S, Lo^^t-

BocsE, Liverpool, Licensed Victuallers — J- M'Nultt and J. M'nulii,
Aahton-under-LynCj Joiners—T, Milks and R. Miles, Derby, Grocers—
*. C.Pebry, Stockport, Ironmaster-S. Rogers, Regent Street, Licensed
Victualler—A. Smith, HoUoway, Builder—W. Smith and VV. F. Patiewt,
Bprnion<l»ev New Road, Tanners— H. Steward, Great Varmou'.h, Norfolk-
shire, BuiUer— J. C. Webbter, Watlinff Street, t^ity. Shirt iiresser-G.
WiGGLEiwoRTM, Richard&on Street, Bermond^ey, Leather Dresser.

—T, KiRSLASD, Falkirk, Draper,

TffE Kew Ribe in Kensington Gahdens.—A depu
tation from Kensington and Bayswater waited on Mr

Cowper ou Wednesday, and presented a nieuiori:il in

favour of the new ride, signed by 5475 persons, including

2793 of the nobility and gentry, 1389 persons con-

nected with trade, 71 members of Parliament, 46

medical men, 253 belonp^ing to the army and navy, 42

clergymen, 56 lawyers, and 825 mechanics. Mr,

Cowper, in reply, said lie was much pleased with the

memorial, as it showed that the residents in the

neighbourhood agreed with him that the new ride

would prove an enjoyment to tlie people, while it would

improve the property of the surrounding neighbour-

hood. It was precisely because the opposition to the

ride was thoroughly seltish in its ends that it was no

less unscrupulous in its means. It had been got up by

persons who took an interest in agitation, and lie did

not think it had much chance of success. Many im-

provements would be made in the ride if it became

permanent.
Proposed Cokcentratiox of the Law Couets.—

The Report of the Royal Connnission on the selection

of new sites for the courts of law has just been issued.

The Attorney-Generars scheme for appropriiiting the

entire space between Carey Street and the Strand is

carefully considered by the commissioners, who are

unanimously in favour of adopting that scheme. They
propose that the different offices, 14 in number, shall all

be brought top:ether; that the law courts, instead of

sitting at Westminster, Guildhall, BasinglmU Street,

and Doctors* Commons, shall be domiciled together on

the proposed site, which is midway between the Temple,

Ijincoln's Inn, and Serjeant's Inn. wliere most of the

solicitors and counsel have their chambers.. The cost of

acquiring the site, the purchase of existing houses, and

the erection of other houses will, it is estimated, take

an enormous sum, but the ccrtnmissioners nevertheless

recommend the plan, on the ground that the unclaimed

suitors' fund, with the exception of abont 16,000/. to be

provided for out of the consolidated fund, will be

quite sufficient to cover every expense. All that the

House of Commons will have to do will he to pass a

short Bill authorising the expenditure of the money,

and guaranteeing that in case any of it shall hereafter be

claimed the Treasury shall be empowered to make it

good. It is proposed, should the plan be adopted by

the House of Commons, that the first building to be

erected shall be one 'for the registry of the Court of

Probate and for the Divorce Court, as ^these depart-

ments stand more in need of proper accommodation

than any other. This the commissioners estimate can

be accomplished in two years from this time, if a Bill

be passed this session ; otherwise it will be more than

three years before the first buildings can be erected,

because the Office of Works will have to give the usual

notice for the acquirement of tlie property. The

scheme of the commissioners has received the support

of the Lord Chancellor and all the judges, and the only

members of the bar who are opposed to it are those who

are either members of Parliament, or largely engaged

in Parliamentary practice.

Westminster School.—Tlie committee of old

Westminsters appointed to confer with the Dean and

Chapter respecting the iiniaMvement of the school on

its present site or its rcmo\'nl elsewhere, have concluded

their labours for the present. The committee con-

sisted of the Archbishop of York, the Marquis of West-

minster, the Earls of Stradbroke and Devon, Lord

Llanover, Lord Charles Russell, Sir David Dundas
(chairman). Sir George Rose, Jtr. Harry Chester, Mr.

James Mure, and tlie Rev. Henry Bull. On the

question whether the school should be removed to the

country the committee have pnnounced nooonclusun

but they were of opinion that the expense of removal,

if it were thought desirable to remove, would be con-

siderably greater, and that the mean': available from the

sale of the school property at Westminster would be

considerably less than the Dean and Chapter had antici-

pated. The committee have communicated their

report to the Dean and Chapter and to the head

master, and intend to communicate it to the old West-
minsters in good time to allow of their careful

consideration of the snbjoct before they are summoned
to give their decision when a fuller meeting can be

' obtained than at the present time. The report

embraces a great variety of questions interesting to

those interested in the school, including the appoint-

ment of headmasters, the discipline, play, use of college

gardens, accommodation of home boarders, and a long

listof improvements, which the committee unanimously

recommend to the Dean and Chapter, to effect in the

school, dormitory, day rooms, cricket-field, and play-

grounds. The report, in effec^t, finds fault with the

want of repair, comfort, and convenience of ahnost

every part of the premises of Westminster School;

and, as the Dean and Chnpter express their concurrence

in a great many of the recommendations on this head,

and their intention to give effect to them, it is believed

that the general appearance and convenience of the

whole phtce will at once be effectually improved.

Loss or the Steamer Ganges.—The new steamer

Gano-es, belonging to the Oriental Inland Steam

Navfgation Company, sprung a leak and foundered in

a sudden and unexpected manner, on the 29th nit.

about 200 miles north of the islund of Mad-.-ira. S!ie

left Liverpool on the 12th of June, hound for India.

When the crew abandoned her they divided themselve*

among threo small boats, and steered for Madeira, but

in consequence of the high sea running they parted

company during the night. The boat in charge of the

second officer, which contained seven ot the crew, made
Madeira after a lapse, of four days, and as the mail was
leaving the port she passed another of the boats, which
was in charge of the chief officer. Tlie lifeboat, con-
taining the captain and nine men, had not been heard
of, and much anxiety was felt for her safety, five days
having elapsed since the accident- Those saved in the-

first boat were the master, chief engineer, carpenter^
steward, three seamen, and two firemen.
THTTNDERSTOitM.—On Saturday morning, between.

11 and 12 o'clock, there was a storm of thunder and
lightning in the metropolis, accompanied with heavy
rain. The storm did not last long, but several persons

were injured and much damage done to property. The
large dragon on the steeple of Bow Church, Cheapside,

and the gilt grasshopper, the crest of Sir T. Gresham,

on the clock tower of the Royal Exchange were

struck by lightning, and a labouring man was killed

at Dagenham, Essex, while in charge of a flock of sheep^

several of which were also killed. Several minor acci-

dents occurred at Bethnal Green, Hackney, Kings-

land, Dalston, Clapton, Homerton, Bow, Stratford,

Ilford. Walthamstow, North Woolwich, Plaistow, West
Ham, and otiier parts, where the grounds of the

market gardeners were inundated and much valuable

property destroyed.

The ' PucLic Health.—The Registrar-GeneraVa.

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in the

week tiiat ended Saturday, August 11, were 999. If the

deaths from epidemic cholera in the 32d week of 1S5

1

are excKuled from the calculation, the average number

in the corresponding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59

corrected for increase of population was 1227. The
present return is, therefore, 228 below the average.

During the week the births of 857 boys and 799 girls^

in all 1G56 children, were registered in London. In th»

10 corresponding weeks of the years 1350 59 the aver-

asre number was 1550.

i9ioUtiutaL

Bridgewater.—Atan early hour on Friday morning

the Rev. Mr. Price, accompanied by three men, pro-

ceeded from this town to Spaxton for the purpose of

forcibly releasing his wife from the Agapemone. Mr.

Price was the first to enter the "Abode of Love," and

succeeded in finding his wife in one of the conservatoriea.

He was on the point of securing her when she cried

" Murder ! " and the Princeites then came to the rescue

and routed her hu«hand and his companions. Mr. Price

was formerly an inmate of the Agapemone, and after

leaving that establishment endeavoured to obtain the

release of his wife also. The latter was taken before

the legal authorities upon a habeas corpus, when she

I stated that she preferred remaining with the "brethren,"

1 and was consequently allowed to return to the

Agapemone.
Canterbcbt.—A few days since, about 3 o'clock iQ

the morning, as a man was passing along the New Road
from Cimtt;rbury to the village of Bridge, he heard a noise

which he believed to be the whining of a dog. Having
completed his occupation, that of gathering water-cress,

he returned about 6 o'clock, and on arriving at the spot

again heard tlie noise, and resolved to ascertain what it

was. He d scovered it to proceed from a drain, covered

over with a fliig-stone, used to carry the water from the

road into the fields. On raising the stone he found a-

female infant, about two months old, which he forth-

with conveyed to the police station. The child was

wrapped in a piece of black coburg, and some whitd

tape was tied tightly round its neck. The child was

conveyed to the Canterbury Union, where it has since

died. The jury at the inquest returned a verdict of

Wilful Murder against some person or persons unknown*

Dover.—The Town Council having appointed a new
coroner in the room of Lieut, Thompson who waa

killed by the late gun accident at Archcliff Fort, the

inquest on the bodies of Lieut. Thompson and Sergeant

Monger was opened on Wednesday, and adjourned to

Tuesday next for the purpose of obtaining scientific

evidence as to the cause of the explosion. The funeral

took place on Tliursday ; that of Lieut. Tliorapson was

conducted in the most private manner in the churchyard

of Sibertswould, a village about 6 miles from Dover.

but that of Sergeant Monger was attended with the

fullest mihtary honours, all the Kent Volunteer corps-

and several from Surrey and the metropolis, as well aa

the troops in garrison at Dover, taking part in the pro-

cession. .

Eeosie.—On Saturday afternoon all the towns m thiS

neighbourhood were thrown into intense excitement by

tl.e announcement that a man had been apprehended

who confessed to the perpetration of the Road tragedy.

Shortly after 3 oVIock a man arrived in tlie custody of

two police officers. He was dreoMd as a working:

mason, and appeared to be 40 years of age. He was

conducted to the police station, which was immediately

surrounded by an immense crowd, and a magistrates^

meeting was held, at which only the magistrates and

their clerk and Superintendents Koley and Woolf were

present. It appeared from the evidence given by the

constables, that on Friday aftern<K>n the prisoner

came to the railway station at Wulverton, near

SLony Stratford, Buckinghamshire, and accosting

Sergeant Ro^len. of the Railway Police, nsked him

if he knew anything about the Road murder. The

policeman said'he oidy knew what he had read, and

asked if the prisoner knew anything about it? *' Yes,**
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TdpUcd the prisoner with much coraposuro, "I dUHt."
The policeman then said he must detain him, and with
the assistance of a police constable he was conveyed to
the nearest town. Stony Stratford. On the w'ay he
stated that Mr. Kent had himself handed the child to
him out of the drawing room window, and that he then
took it away and tilled it. He said he was promised by
Mr. Kent a sum of money, either l?.or 100/., the officers
were not perfectly sure which, but that as he had not
been paid, and as he was sure the curse of God was npon
him, he had determined to confes?. At Stony Stratford
the prisoner was taken before the Rev. H.'j. Barton,
Chairman of Petty Sessions, who. after hearing his
statement, remanded him to Trowbridge. He was then
locked up, and on Saturday morning was removed to
Trowbridge, a distance of about 150 miles, the tele-
graph anticipatin;^ his arrival by messages which excited
great interest. In reply to tlic magistrates the prisoner
said his Christian names were Edmund John, but " he
should reserve his surname." He spoke in a bewildered
manner, and complained greatly of headaclie. He said
he did not know in what town lie was ; he had never
been either in Trowbridge, Frome, or Road in his life.

He gave an account of his life during the past few
months, specifying the various places where he had
worked as a mason since Christmas—in London and
elsewhere ; but insisted that he had never been in the
West of England before. The magistrates ultimately
remanded him until Monday. On that day he was
again brought up and examined at great length, when
he stated, after considerable hesitation, that his name
was Edmund John Gagg, that he bad been in the em-
ploy of Mr. Piper, Mr. Myers, and other builders in
London as a mason, and that from an accident received
by falling from a scaffold in a fit, he had frequently
been an inmate of the London hospitals. He stated
that he was at Portsmouth on the night of the murder,
and mentioned tlie inns at which he had lodged in that
town, as well as at Portsea and Godalming, to which
places he had gone in search of work. He had never
been at Road, and should not know Mr. Kent if he saw
him. He had confessed that he committed the murder
in a fit of desperation, having become sick and tired of his
life and feeling that it would be better if he could be
hung. The magistrates told him that he had brought
this trouble upon himself, but he would not be released
until he produced satisfactory evidence to prove where
Jie was on the night of the murder. He was then
remanded to Wednesday, and was then again remanded
for a week, to give the police time to make the necea-
«ary inquiries. Captain Meredith, cliief constable of
Wilts, Superintendents Foley and Wolfe, and other
officers of the force, were engaged nearly the whole day
on Tuesday in prosecuting an investigation at Road,
the nature of which is, for prudential reasons, not per-
mitted for the present to transpire; but the hope is
entertained and expressed that some light will shortly
be throvvn on this hitherto irnpenetrabie mystery. It
IS the opinion of the local police that the prisoner is at
least partially deranged, and that ho has been ep in-
fluenced by the newspaper reports of the case as to be
induced to declare himself the murderer.
Guildford.—A great deal of excitement was

occasioned m this town on Monday morning by the
^llowing placard being posted upon the outside of Mr.
JttBtice Blackburn's Court, the late affair between the
judge and the sheriff iu reference to the magistrates
summoned to serve ou the graud jury naturally tendin
to increase it :

—

["

* To lUK FaEEUQLDERa AND TiniABITANTa OF THE COUNTV Or
,

SURBEV.
GentUmen,—On Friday, August 3d. Mr. Justice Blackburn

^™^j ^r^^*^"^®' ^^^ without addressing himself to mc
orrtcred that part of the court which is appropriated to the
puDiic to bo cleared, at a time when perfect quietntss previviluJamong the putjUc, who, were there present according to customFTom that time tho public have been burred out from the

wlM l^""-
-^"^tice BlaL-kbum presides, and the prisonersuaje Deeutned and causes heard without the possibility of

S^ .T.^r^^
^^^^^^'^'^ ^^^^'^^ requires that 'bo many as will or

feSint filf
^™^ ^ near as to bcrir.' As your Sheriff, aud

Jjeunfftfaat tho general dissatisfaction is well grounded, it is

^iV^^?" '^^ record my protest ^gainat this unlawful j>ro-

h^S Lf"^^} ^^u^ ^T^ directions that the court shall b6opened mjam to the public, accordiug to the custom and the
Sft^«,« f

^^o"" so long as they conduct themselves with
'

Si«bi n^Jf .*
'*^^"' ^ig^^t to b« present in court ; and T

aUemL'r^'^ 'y^u''®*^^ '^^«* ^^'i^K ^'^'^ abetting any
!m ^^ ^^ °*'* ^^^ P^^^^*^ ^^"^" ^^* «««• to the court Ijm^ntlem.u, ^oxxt f^thful servant. Wiixiam Johk Evelyn*

'o

^e judg^ imTneduitaly aont copieg of the pUcurd to
the Lord Chancellor and to the Home Office, and Mr
Jfcvelyn was ordered to be in attendance oix Tuesday
mormi)^ ui the court in which Mv, Justice nbirkbuni
presided Accordingly at Q o'clock the Higb Sheriff,
in Court drcps, came into court, and was soon after-
jrards follo^ved ly Lord Chief Justice Cockburu and
SHr, Justice BlacVburn in their robes, escorted by their
marshals and officers. The Lord Chief Justice then
cftlled upon the High Sheriff to state whether the
placard that had been posted outside the walls of the
wort had been placed there by his authorltv. TheHigh Sheriff replied that it had. The Lord Chiet
Justice then uiquired what explanation he had to jrive
Of such a proceeding? The High Sheriff then rose,
and. bowing to their lordships and the bar, of whom
tbere was a full attendance, said be was gla.l to have
raat opportunity of offering an explanation of the
course he bud pursued in publishing tlio phu-ard whi(.-h
wa3 no^v the subject of remark. That course ho had
not taken without dehberation, and he was bound, with

the greatest resi)ect and deference to their lordships, to

affirm thiit he believed he had discharged his duty to

the county of Surrey as the High Sheriff appointed by
her Majt^sty. He proceeded to say that Air. Justice

Blackburn had ordered the court to be cleared of

several of the audience, and that the officers effectually

executed the command- This, he respectfully contended,

was an illegal act, and had the effect of invalidating the

verdicts which luid been afterwards returned; and, this

being so, he considered it obligatory on him to do what
he believed the duties of his office required at his hands
—viz., to assert the illegality of the course pursued by
the learned judge, and to command his officers not

again to obey such orders from the Court. The High
Sheriff then stated that lie had le!t the town on Thurs-
day with their lordships' sanction, that lie had departed
on terms of amity and g<x)d feeling with their lord-

ships, and he now distinctly disavowed, on his honour
as an English gentleman, the least intention to offer

any personal insult to Mr. Justice Blackburn. He could
only say, in conclusion, that be desired to treat the
Court with all respect and submission, and that the
step he had taken was taken upon a sound conviction
tliat in ordering an English court of justice to be
cleared of the auditory the learned judge had assumed
an ill gal authority, and one which he felt bound to
disobey, as the chief officer of the county. Their lord-

ships having briefly consulted, the Lord Chief Justice,

amid breathless silence, spoke as follows :

—

The Court had heard with anxiety and sorrow the statement
which the High SberifFhad addressed to them, amounting, as
it did, to an entire justification of what their Lordships, as
her Majesty's Judges of Assize, sitting as the reprepentatives of
the Suvereign, lelt to be a most improper, unlawful, and
unseemly contempt of their ofBce and of the administration of
justice. Tlie High Sheriff had most unquestionably mistalien
the law to the utmost, and he (the Lord Chief Justice) now
declared that the power and authority of her Majesty's Judges,
acting in pursuance of her Majesty's commission, were per-
fectly well defined and established, and that the course taken
by his learned brother was one which he had the most un-
doubted right to adopt. He at once conceded that English
courts ofjustice were open to the public in the fullest sense,
and he trusted they ever would remain so; but it was going
far beyond eitlier law or necessity to avow, as the High Sheriff
had done, that there was no power reposed in the presiding
judge to ordersuch modificationsof the arrangements of the court
as were indispensable to that which it was the office of a judjre
to carry out, viz, the efficieiiL administration ofjustice. His
Lordship then adverted to the great structural inconvenience
of the courts in which thejudges bad presided, and to the fact
that his learned brother had ordered the lower part of the court,
open to the street, and not the other ])arts of the court, to be
cleared, because the examination of witnesses in criminal
cases, when prisoners were standing on their trial, was in-
auiiible to the Court and jury, and this was surely a trans-
parent necessity for the order which his learned brother had
convoyed to the officers of the High Slieriff. The High Sheriff
had not made the least complaint or remonstrance before he
left the '.z-i town, the C'HU't were nevertheless perfectly as-
sured that the High Sheriff, who was an honourable English
gentleman, ueitbev had intended nor was capable of offering any
personal indignity to her Majesty's Judges ; but the course he
had pursued was clearly a painf illy contumacious contempt of
the Court as such, and ^ most serious reflection upon the
authority of the Judges' commission, wtiich emanated from tho
Throne, and demanded, especially from the High Sheriff, as
one of her Majesty's important otficers of justice, obedient and
respectful observance. The Lord Chiof Justice then fined
the High Sheriff 500;., and the fine was immediately recorded.

LiNCOLN.^-A labouring man, named Dodds, died
suddenly at Wrangle a few days ago. He had been
attended by a surgeon for a slight illness, and on the
2l8t ult. his wife went to the doctor to inform him that
her husband was better. She received a tonic to com-
plete his convalescence. As she returned home she
called at tlie shop of Mr. Cherrington, druggist, at
Leake, and asked for a quarter of a pound of arsenic,
stating that her husband was suffering from toothache,
and reipiired it to relieve the pain. After some hesita-
tion she was supplied with the arsenic, being well
known. Next dtiy the doctor was brought to Dodds,
who was ill with inirging and vomiting, and in a state
of collapse. He thought the man had "English cholera,
and prescribed accordingly, but the man died the same
evening in great agony. A ceitlticate of death from
bilious diarrhcea was given, and the body was interred
on the following Tuesday. A day or two after the
widow called on Mr. Cherrington, who, on finding her
husband was dead, expressed surprise, and reuiembtring
the purchase of arsenic, made some iuquiries. It was
then ascertained that tteccascd aud his wife had not
lived ou very comfortable terms, and that she had been
heard to use threats in reference to him. These circum-
atauces shll further excited suspicion, and ultimately a
communioation was forwarded to the authorities, when
the coroner ordered the body to bo exhumed, and :i post
mo;-/ew examination to be made. After this liad been
doue an inquest was held, when the medical evidence
proved that death liad been caused by arsenic; and
other witnesses spoke of the heartless way iu which the
woman had, in conversation, alluded to the probable
death of her husband. The jury returned a verdict of
Wilful Afnrder against the wife, who was committed for
trial at the assizes.

^
SifUEWsBUKY.—Tho British Archaeological Associa-

tion held their 17th annual congm^^s in this town last
wetk, under the presidency of Mr. Botfield, M.P.,
who delivered an iunngural address on the antiquities
of Shropshire. The programme of the week included
excursions to Ludlow Castle, Stokesay Castle, Tung
Castle, Ruildwa-^ Abbey, Wenlock Priory, Boscobel, the
UoyalOak, LiUoshall Abbey, ShilVnal Church, Roman
lead mines at Shelve, Roman villa at Linley, Haugh-
mond Abbey, Battlefield, and the interesting excava-
tions ou tho site of Uriconium at Wroxeter. Among
the papers rtad at the evening meetings, were

one by Mr. Planchd ou "The^arls of Shrcwsli^ -
one by the Hon. aud Rev. U. Bridgeman on "tL
Princes of Upper Powys;" one by Dr. Beattie on
* Ludlow Qistle; '* two by Mr. Pettigrew, and one bvMr. Wright on "'J'he Discoveries at Wroxeter."

The Pope's BRiGADE.-Thc local papers continue to
chronicle the return of the Irish volmiteers from RomeA second party of 22 arrived iu Limerick last week and
36 also arrived in Cork and have since returned to their
homes m Kerry and the neighbouring countie.^. Their
description of the hardships they endured in the Papal
service precisely corresponds with the reports of those
u-ho preceded them. They state tbaji they were sub-
jected to exhausting marches, the vilest lod^inrrg
and the worst food, aud of that only just °a^much as kept them from actual starvation. The
Cork Reporter states that of 12 members of the
CoustabuUu-y force who recently resigned their posts to
take service m the Pope's Irish Brigade, only one
enlisted on their arrival at Rome. The rest refused to
do so after five days' experience, and raturned to
Ireland._ Some of these have since enlisted in the line
in Dublin, and others are seeking employment in the
London and Dublin police. To^those who desired to
withdraw their resignations and join the constabulary
again, it was answered from head-quarters, that "they
did not regret having got rid of discontented servants
at their own request.*' The accounts received from
Italy this week mention renewed disturbances among
the members of the brigade at Spoleto, commencing
with a drunken row in the streets, and ending in a fin-ht

with the Pope's Italian troops, in which much blood was
shed on both sides.

Orangeism in the Chuecct.—The Bishop of Down
and Connor (Dr. Knox) who, as the great patron of the
revivals in TJlster, had attained an unexampled popu-
larity among the disciples of that movement, has given
deep^ otfence to his late admirers by objecting to
political sermons, and inhibiting the Rev. S. G. Potter,
whose discourse iu the Church of Downpatrick on one
of the recent Orange anniversaries had attracted a good
deal of public notice, from preaching in the church of
the Rev. T. P. Miller, at Btdfast, ou the cTcbration of
the relief of Derry. Mr. Miller disputed the bishop's
authority to interfere with the freedom of his pulpit,
and Mr. Potter refused to be bound by the prohibition.
The result was that the latter gentleman preached on
Sunday in defiance of the bishop's injunction. In
Londonderry also, notwitlistamling the order of the
bishop, Dr. Higgin, that no party flags should be
hoisted on the cathedral, a large Orange fl;ig was dis-

played on the steeple, and continued to float there until a
late hour in the evening. A similar display too'^ place
in Enniskillen.

Roman Catholic Pastoral.—Archbishop Cullen
has addressed a long pastoral to his clergy iu tlie diocese
of Dublin, iu which he alludes to the massacres in Syria,
the revolution in Sicily, and the painful position of the
Pope, of whom he says that " the Churcli aud its

supreme head " seem doomed to suflTor. On tlie subject
of National Education he remarks :

—" Mixed education,
which unites in the one school teachers and pupils of
every creed, and professes to teach the religious doctrines

of no church, must be looked upon as unfifc for

Catholics, and calculated to promote scepticism and
infidelity."

TnE Irish Constaeulart.—Colonel Wood, C.B.,

has been appointed Deputy luspector-Goueral of

Constabulary, in the room of Colonel lUibertSj retired

on full pay.

The Halp Yearly Meetings.—The London and
Xorth-Western di\idcnd is at the rate of 5 per cent,

per annum out of a disposable balance of 618,150/.

The Great Northern dividend is at the rate of 4i per

cent, per annum out of an available balance of 109,087^.

The London and South-Western dividend is at the rate

of 4i per cent, per annum. Tlie London, Bi ighton, and
South Coast dividend is at the rate of 2\ per cent, for

the half year. The Great Western dividend Is at the

rate of 3 per cent, per annum, leaving a balance of

about 5100/. to be carried over. The AVim-
bledon and Croydon dividend is 4*. per share,

or at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum. The Mid-
Kent dividend is at the rate of 3 per cent, per annum.
The London and Blackwall dividend is at the rate of

3 per cent, per annum. At the meeting of the Charing
Cross Company it was stated that considerable progress"
has already been mode iu the works connected with the
bridge across the Thames. The two cylinders forming
the first pier on the Surrey side have been sunk to some
depth. At the meeting of the Metropolitan it was
stated that the Corporation of London have become
sbartholders to the extent of 200,000/., and l>ave

nominated three of their body dircctoiv. Kxtensive
markets for the sale of meat and prt " ions are pro-

posed in Smithfield, underneath which will be a goods
station. The works both at King's Cross and
Paddington are iu full progress, and a considerable
portion of the land has been purchased and cleared.

An extension from SmithUeld to Finsbnry Circus is

contemphitcd. The whole of the v. . nt gmund on the

eastern side of Victoria Street has been taken for the
station there. *
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Spoiling.

Cricket.—On Saturday Uio loatcli between iho tmpfoy^s

of Messrs. Thomas Gibba <fc Co.. Seedsmen, of Half Moon
Street, Piccadilly, and Mcsyrs. Minier, Nosh <fe Co., Seeds-

men, of CO, Strand, was played in the reserve Ki'ound

at Battersea Park, and turiniimted in the firm of Messrs.

Thomas Gibbs & Co. being: the winners by a largo score.

The players and then- friends diued together iii the
evening at the Balmoral Arms Tavern, Pimlieo; the chair

being filled by Mr. David PuUen, head clerk in the firm of

Thomas Gibbs & Co., and the vice-chair by Mr. P. Wood, head
warehouseman in the firm of Minier, Nasli, & Co.

ilalu«
Western' Ciitcuix : VfKiA^ --- Ckarge of Murder. — James

Itorris, 19, a farm labourer^ was indicted for the wilful murder
of Benjauihi Rich, at Chewtou Jlendip, Somerset, on tlie lOtn
of July last. The occurrence arose out of ^ poaching affray.
Deceased was gamc-keepor to Mr Naisb, and while engaged
In. watching hU aiaster's estate, he heard the discharge of a
gun on a part of the demesne. lie hastened to the spot and
5aw prisoner in the act of preparing to discharge his gun at a
rabbit The deceased demanded bj» what right or by whose
permission he was there. As no answer was returned he
stepped forward for the purpose of seizing- the gun, when
Iforris irninediatel^^ fired at him, strikini^ him on the leg" and
shattering the bones. The evidence of the surgeons went to
show that althmigh they amputated the leg carefully their
efforts proved unavailing, and the unfortunate man died from
the eCects of the injury. The defence was that the prisoner
was not poaching for ga:ne, and that the gxxii went off by
accident. Tlio jury returned a verdict of Not Giiilty. The
prisoner and E(i Norris were further charged with the man-
slaughter of Benjamin Rich, on the coroner's inquisition; hut as

no evidence on this case was offered they were both discharged.
NaErrnnR^T Circitit : Liverpool.— The Chilian Ab hidion Case.

^Captain Leslie^ who was found guilty at the last assizes on
an indictment for falsely imprisoning tivo Chiliau gentlemen,
who were political prisoners sentenced to be banished, and
Who was employed by the Chilian Government to bring them
in Ins ship to this country, and laud the
brought up on Monday for judgment,
rfeservod for the opinion of tlio Court of
conviction was ainrnied, that Court bei
although perfectly justified in detainin
long iw hin ^:hip was in Cliilian waters, yet that tboir detention
against their will was milawfal when the dofendanthad passed
out of the bouudariea of that country. Mr, liarou Martin
sentenced the defendant to bo fined Is,, and to be discharged,
Tiie Liverpool Murdei\—James Hailoran, aged 17, and Phillip
Jtfaci; age I 18, two shoe-blaxiks, were indicted for the wilful
murder of Patrick Gibbons, a rival shoe-black, at Liverpool,
on the 2d of May last, by b^^ating him on the head with a poker
and a shng shot^ inflicting such injuries that he died three days
afterwards from their effects. The jury found them Guilty of
manslaughter. Baron Martin, in prtssiug seutence, said it was
as cruel and as bad a mansUughter as he had ever heard,

!

and that the difference between it and muider w^xs
very slight. The sentence of the Court was, that they
be sent to penal servitule for the term of their lives.
Child Murdtr.—Ann BiLiiagion was indicted for the mUul

,

murder of lier new-born infant, by cutting its throat with a
knife, The prisoner had denied the fact of being with child
and was confined during the night, the dead body being after-
wards found wrapt up in a bundle under the cellar steps. The
medical men stated that the wound in the throat was the
cause of death, but admitted that at such a moment of* pain,
shame, and auxiety a woman might be deprive 1 ol all judg-
ment, and might destroj her offspring without being conscious
of what slie was doing, Tlio jury aftor some deliberation
returned a verdict of concealment of birth- In piissiug sentence^
Baron Martin declared it to be ft very bad case, and sentenced
the prisoner to IS month.s' imprisonment. Wift^ Murler,—
Thomas Rati linson^ 41, a carter, was indicted on the coroner's,
waiTant with the wilful mi:rder of his wife, on tiie loth June
last. The prisoner and his wife lived in a cellar, in Mason
Street, Wat>ping, The prisoner wa=^ a carter, and deceased
was an habitual drunkard. On the day in question,
prisoner on going home to dinner found that his wife had been
in a helpless state of intorcicitini ^iiice 10 o'clock in the
morning. A quarrel ensued in which he stnick heron the
head with a saucepan, inflicting such iTijuries th tt she died nn
the same day in the ho^ipital to which he had her conveyed.
All the witnesses admiited that the prisoner was a steady,
sober, and industrious man. The jury returned a verdict of
GuilfT/ of manslaughter, with a recommendation to mercy.

brothers was evidently a part of a pvoconcerled scheme, in
order to act up the pretence that his mother had murlered the
others in a fit of insanity, and that he had killed her in self
defence. Dr. Duncan, his late master, was called for the
defence, with the view of establishing a plea of " homicidal
monomaTiia," and it was also ar;rued that us there were no
witnesses of the transaction, the story told by the prisoner
as to his mother having cnrumittt-d the Uiurdcrs might
possibly be true. Jin Justice AVilUaras, iu summing up, par-
licularly called the attention of the jury to the fact that the
prisoner had himself stated that he wrenched the knife from
his mother after she had, as he alleged, murdered his Sweet-
heart and his two brothers, and, if his story was true, she was
then powerless and might easily have been secured, and there
was no necessity to destroy her life. The jury, after 10
minutes' dehheration, retumedaverdict of GtuUy. The learned
judge then pat on the black cap, aud said that the prisonerhad
been convicted of one of the most heinous murders that was
ever committed. His lorddhip then passed sentence oi Death
in the usual form. The prisoner maintained the utm(.>st cool-
ness throughout the trial, and w^hen the sentence was pro-
nounced turned round deliberately and walked with a firm
step out of the dock, AUemptei Child Mwdcr. — Elizabeth

Wteksieed, 30, a soldier's widow, was charged with felo*

niousiy attempting to drown her illegitimate child in a water-
butt, with intent to murder her. She was found guilty, butas
the attempt was made while she was in a mad state of drunken-
ness the jury recommended her to mercy on account of her
previous kind treatment of the child. Mr. Justice Williams
sentenced her to 3 years' penal servitude. Crudtt/ to a Child.—
Mary AlUn, 40, wa** charged with unlawfully and maliciously
assaulting Caroline Lefevre and causing her b 'diiy harm. This
Wiis a very shocking case ; the prisouer waa a schoolmistress in
Southwark, and had adopted this child, who was the daughter
of a labourer in the service of Messrs. B;xrclay and Perkins.
She had beaten her with a cane and stick until the child was
one mass of bruises and clotted blood- She had also burnt her
with a hot iron, and h-td compeilerl her to swallow human
excrement. The defence was that she had only treated the
child it STich a manner in order to correct her of bad propensi-
ties. The jury found her *' Guilt?/' of the whole charge, and Mr.
Justice Williams, in passing sentence said th;Lt in all his

expeiionce he did not remember any case where one human
being appeared to have acted with so much cruelty to another
as she appeared to have acted towards this i)Oor child. He

rendered to take his trial for ndsdemer^nour in having
threatened to publish certain libellous matter charging^ Sir

James Fergusson of the Guards with cowardice in the Crimea,
with a view to extort money. The prisoner for the last two
years had persecuted Sir J. Fergusson with threats of various

kinds, and not content with writing letters to him of the mhst
offenaive character, had written simil^ir libels respecting him
to Mr, Disraeli, I^ad^' Fergusson, and other persons, accom-
panied by scraps o( doggrel poetry filled with the most
scandalous and defamatory insinuations agsxinst his public and
private character. The case was clearly proved by the evidence

of Sir J. Fergusson, Lady Kdith Fergusson, 3Ir. Disraeli,

Captain Hill, Govennrof the "Westmtristor House of Detention
and others, many of wiiom were subjected by the prisoner to

so offensive a line of cross-examination that the Recorder
interposed, and said that ho would not permit such an infamuu^
abuse of the privilege of cross-examination. The jury roturnel
a verdict of GitiVy, but recommended d fendant to mercy, oji

account of the state of his health. The Recorder sciitenced

him to bo imprisoned and kept to hard labour for 12 mouths,
and at the ex:pirati *n of that time to entex into recognizances,

himself in 80i- and two sureties in 40L each, to be of good
l)ehavinTir for 12 months. Frawis in the Coal Trade.—
IIcnrT/ Jonesj 27, the manager of one of the numerous so called

coal companies wliieh profess to be connected with the Great
Northern Railway Company, was cliarged with uttering a
forged receipt purporting to be tliat of the Company, He had
previously been indicted with other parties on a charge of

conspiracy to defraud the Company by soiling coals of inferior

quality and defrauding the public by representing them as

Walls End coals, and sending out false weights, but Avas

acquitted from some deficiency in the evidence. On the present
charge he was found GtUUf/, and sentenced to IS months' hard
labour.

©uiutari?
The Grvnd DrniKss Ann'f: of Russia, nt^e Duchess Julienne

HenriettA of Saxe-Cuburg-Gotha, si-^ter of the Duchess of Kent,
Bar.*n Martin in passing sentence said the jury had found the and King Leopold, and aunt of the Queen, died on the 15th

There was |

inst, at Elfessau, in riwitzerluud Tlio deceased y:rand dugb^ssonly verdict they could under the circumstances,
no doubt deceased came by her death from a blow with a
saucepan, under the most miserable circumstances. It was

,

vex'y wrong to use sueh a weai>o?i, and as he could not look over
the offence altogether ho should sentence the prisoner to one
month's imprisonment. The Embe^leineiit ca^e at hiv^rpooL—
Robert Brew And-.r^on, 68, formerly manager of the Northern
Hospital, Liverpool, pleaded guilty to haviug forged and uttered
several receipts fur moneys, with intent to defraud the trustees

of that institution, under tho ciruum^tauoes already describ*_d

incur provincial news. There were two other true bills found
agiinst him for similar offenc ^s, to ' each of which ho also

pleaded gmlty. The judge said that [it was embezzlement of
the worst kind, and sentenced the pridoner to tifteon inunths'
imprisonment with hard labour.
Oxford Circuit: Gloucester.—Placing Stones on Railways,—

Ja>ti€s W'i/nnlatt, 15, labourer, was charged with maliciously
placing atones and iron uiion the Midland Railway, with intent
to up=et a train, on t!ie 14th July. The jury found him Gnilfy^

ajid Mr. Justice UiU. after pointing out the gravity of the
offence, sentenced him to 14 days' imprisonment, to be fullowcd
by three years' confinement in a reformatory.
Norfolk Cercuit: Ipswiuh.—Henry JVatso/i, rate collector,

aged 51, was imlicti^d for embezzling iM 10^., being money paid
by certain inhabitants of the parish of St- Clement's, Ipswich,
on the 30th December, 1858. There were six other indictments
against him, ciiarging different acts of embezzlement in the
same capacity up to February, 1860. The prisoner, by the
advice of his counsel, pleaded GaUty to the first indictment,
and it was stated that the defalL^ations were believed to amount
to nearly 1300d. His lordship, in passing sentence, said that
tho prisoner h;id been in a situation of public trust, and had
betrayed that trust. For the sake of example his sentence
would be severe—18 months* hard labour.
Central Criminal Court. — The Walworth Murders. —

WilHar/i Godfrey Toungman, 25, described as a tailor, was tried
oa Thursday for tho wilful murder of Mary Wells Streeter.
Tliere were three other indictmanta against the prisoner,
charging him with the murdur of his mother and his iwo
brothers. The evidence added little to tho dett^^ils already
familiar to our readers, and fully confirmed the fact which
the examinations at the inqxiest had established, that
the single object of tho prisoner in inducing the girl to
leave her home by a promise of maniage, though he was at the
time engaged to another woman in Staffurdshire, was to obtain
possession of the l60f, for which he had persuaded her to
insure her life. The subsequent murder of his mother and

was born in 1781, and married, in 17:^6, tho Gamd Duke
Cmistatitino of Ru^wa, elder brother of the late Emperor
Nicholas. The union proved unhappj% and the prince, dis-

appointed, it is said, in ni>t having a family, treated his wife
with indifference, and ultimately divorced her in 1820, having
previously re^^igned his pretensions to the throne of liusi^ia-

Tlie grand duke subsequently married the plebeian Johanna
Gradzinska, afterwards frinceas Lovicz. The grand duchess^
after the dissolution of her marria:^e, retired into privacy, and
rarely sought aociety, even among tho members of her own
family.

BIRTHS.—On the 12th inst, at Sliugbornugh. t^c Covmtcss
of LiCHFiELn, of a daughter— 11th inst, at The Ness, Shaldon,
Devon, the Lady Clifford, of a daughter—&th inst, at Maris-

ton, Plymouth, the Hon. Lady Lopes, of a daughter~15th inst,

at 7, Queon's Terrace, Hyde Pai'k, tlie Hon, Mrs. Claude Lvon,
of a son—12th inst, at 47, Upper Brook Street, the Hon. Mr?,
Ogilvy, of a son and heir—Sth inst, at WindiJOr, the Hon, Mrs.
Henry Campbell, of a daughter—11 th inst, at Ribston HaH,
Yorkshire, the wife of Joun Dent Dent, Esq., M.P,, of a son—
9th inst, at 35, CiiarlcR Street, Berkeley Square, tlie lady oi

Major-Genoral Robert Wood, of a daughter,

MARRIAGE^,—On the 14th inst, at St- George's, Hanorer
Square, Lord Conyers, to Mabv, older daught-r of th*» latQ

Regi-^ald Curteis, Kaq., and stepdaughter o( Licut^^nant-

Colonc^l Fitzroy Campbell—7th inst, at St. John's Church,

Roundbay, William James Armitaoe, Esq., second son of

ames Armitage, Esq., of Famley Hall, near L«d», to I-mily

idP^r dauLdUer of Willfam NicnoLso!^ Nicholson, Efcq., of

daughter of the lato Rev. Andkew Irvine, of St. Margaret's,
LtK^ester—IGih it^st, at St. Paul's, Wilton Place, the Rt Hon.
Lord Skelmersdale, to the Lady Alice Villieiw, second
daughter of the Etirl and Countess of Clarendon.
DEATHS—On the 13th inst, at Brput Pelham Hall, Herts,

Mary Frances IIowley, widow of the lato Archbishop of Can-
terbury, aged 7S—13th inst, at Weston-super-Mare, of gastric
fever, the Hun. Gerald Jons Lambart, son of the Earl of
Cavan, aged 14 years^-4th inst, at 29, Oxford Square, Hyde
Park, Lady Smith, widow of Sir David William Smith, Bart,,
of Alnwick, aged 77—7th inst, at Leamington, Ckristina Mart
CARNEorE, eldeat daughter of the late Sir David Carnegie,
Rart,, of Southe.sk—10th inst, at 27, Chapel Street, Bdgravo
Square, Frances Caroline Neave, daughter of the late Sh:
Thomas Neave, Bart, aged 68—Sth inst, in Eccleston Square,
Margaret Dvce, wife of Willia^i Nicol, Esq,, M.P,—10th
inst, at his rej^ideuce, 26, Siissex Placc^ Regent's Park; Baron
de Sam[:el, ai^^ed 77—Sth inst, at Stratton, Cornwall, John
Dicker Inglett Fortescue, Esq., the last male represeutativa
of the Buckland Filleigh branch of the Fortoscue family—Sth
inst, at his residence, Drayton House, near Norwich, Francis
Green Bradshaw, Esq., a magistrate for the county of Nor-
folk, and formerly of the Sth Dragoon Guards, aged 75—9th
inst, at his residence, Toddington Manor, Beds, William
Dodge Coopkr Cooper, Esq,, Deputy- Lieutenant fur the county
of Bedford and Justice of tha Peace for the counties of Bedford
and Middlesex, and the Cinque Ports, aged 78—9th inst, at 2,

rurtiaud Place, Thomas FiTZOEUALD, Esq,, of Shalstone House,
Bucks, aged 81—Sth inst, at Croft-y-Uwla, Monmouthshire,
from tho effects of sun-stroke. Captain O'Neil 9- Seorave, loth
Light Infantry, eldest surviving son of O'Neil Segrave, Esq.,
of 28, Gloucester Place, Portman Square—11th inst, at the
Mauur House, Mappcrtun, after giving birtli to a son^ Geor-
GiANA Charlotte, wife of Lieut,*Colonel Marryat, and
daughter of tho late Rev. Townshend ScUvyn, aged 46—11th
inst, at the residence of his sister, Vale Lodge, Sutton, Surrey^
TuEOPHiLUs Thompson, M.D., F.R.S., of 3, Upper George
Street, Portman Square, late of 3, Bedford Square, aged 32—
loth inst, at his residence, King's Road, Clapham Parle,

Charles May, C.E,, F.R.S., of 3, Great George Street, West-
minster, aged 5 9,

itlaikctg? d
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COVENT GARDE:J. Aug, IS..

Plums, Aj)plos, and Pears of P^nglish growth are plentifully

supplied, li.juic-grown produce id also stiil abuiidaat. Piuuis,

Peaches, and, NecUrioes are plentiful. Grapes are abundant,
and still ludiuUdn fair prices. Cub Nuts artj realisiug

Is. per pound. Goftse berries fetcli 3d. a quart. Peas
are abundaut. New PoUttoea range from 6s, to 88. per
cwt. Some good Mushrooms J^a,;, be pbUiiuod. Cut dowcra
cliiefly cnusist of Orebids Gardenias, Violets, MiemoDette,
Hofitlts, Kalusfluthcd, Gcraniuma, Lily of the Volley, and
Roeea.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb.. 3a to 43 Gooseberries, per qt, 3d to 6d
Grai)*js, per lb., lis to iis Currants, per qt.. ad to tJd

Strawberries, p. lb.. 6d to la 6d Green Fijfs, per aoz., 48 to 8a

PwiehoH, iicr doz., Ss U> lOa Melcua, each, 28 to 4s

Apricots, per doa., 28 to 4b Apples, per doA.. 2b to 68

Oranges, per lOU, 10s to 209
Lemons, per iOO. lOs to Vj a

Nectarines, do., oi to 10s
Cbeiiies, p. lb., Is to 38

VEiGETAiU.K3.
llhubai-b, per bundle, 4d to 6d

\
Beet, pordoz., "H Gd to 2«

l'\ lieaua, per qitu , Od to Is
Peas, p. bush. , *2h t > Ss
Cauliftowcra, each, 4d to Od
Greoii:^, per dozen, 4s Cd

to as
C.abbftges, do., la to 2s

Potatoes, p. ton, DOs to lOOa
— per bus., 8s to 4s Od
— per cwt., 6b to 8a

Carrots, per bunch, 4d to fid

Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 33

Cucumbers, each, 6d to Ifl

Artichokes, per doz., (Js to 88

I Celery, per bnnfllc, Is M to 9r

j Oniotifl, p.h:dl"siQVO, 8s to B*
1 Totiiatocs, perdox., "is to Utt

^

fehallots, pur lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per Ih.. (id to 8tl

Lettuces, Cuui>.,p. ecor©, l86d
to 2s 6d

Lettuces, Cos, p. acoro, Od to la
Endive, p- score, Is to Ss

Horao Kadtsh,p. bun.,ls5d tA4»
Mushrooms, p. pott, 2s to 88

Parsley, p. 19 bnridies. 28 to 4S
Savory, pur buuch, 2d to id

HAY,—Per Load of Thirty-aix Xrufl8«.

SMiTaKie(J>. Thursday, Aug. 16.

Prime Meadow Hay S5s to 90b

Superior do. (old) . . 96 lOo

luterjor do 60 70

New do 68 8^
Rowun — ""

• f

Clover
New Clover
Old second cut

Stiuw

006 to 120a
70 80

* • .. 32 88
Daviu ii Co.

C0M3ERLAND MARKET, ThUESDAT, Aug. 16.

lulerior Clover .. OSstollOs

New do 70 105

Straw .. .. 8» <5
JOSttVA Bakeb. ,i

Sup. Meadow ilay. .ll'istol^Us

Interior do S4 ICO

New do 50 90

SuiiOflor Clover -.120 130 ^ » ,-
V.'lUTECHAPKL, THUBSDAT, AU|?. 16;

Fine old nay . . . .lOSstollOs Fino old Ciovor

Inferior do 90 100

Prime New Hay .-80 90

..lMstol£to

Inferior do.

Straw
m •

w *

t * 50
39

to
49

Inferior d» .. ..100

Piue New Oover . . 100

Inferior do **

Fine 2d cut .. ..105

109

I

(

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.

SIO^PAT, Aug. 13.

^e have a shorter supply of Beasts, Uit we ^annotquofc*

higher prices although g!^d qualities are ie.v |ly dispo^ of.

Tlfe number of Sheep and Lambs is a so »'"*'l''';,,/^^,J
ver>' little alteration in quotations. Bales aje "-^f^^^lyj^^;^

Calves are selling about as .,n Thursday.
*^'^^,*^"rSSvii •

Holhind fcliere are 1559 Beaats. SooO Sheep, and 202 Calves,

from Ireland, 260 Beasts
fi d s

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. - . 5 4 to 5

Best Shorthorns 5 — 5

2a quahty Beasts 4 3—4
Bo.-.t Downs and
Haif-breds . - 5 6 to 3 10

Do. Shorn
Beasts. 4420:

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Sl^orn
Ewes A lid quality 4
Do. Shorn -. -

Lambs ..J
Calves .. •• *
Pigs .. ..a

d a
4 — 5

. to
8 — 5

4

4
4

a

4

4
4
&

Llo7d Of H.M.'sUth"Regiment-Oth inst. at the Church of

the Holy Trinity, Brompton, the Rev. /RANCia St Johk

Thackeray. Fellow of Lincoln College. Oxford, and one of the

Assistant Masters of Eton College, to Louisa Kathlrin'e,

Sii'eep & LanlbS, 24,750; Calves, 267; PW", MO.

tnUIWBAY, Ai»j?. 1*>.

We are only modwately sufvUed with Beaats. and a larga

pi-oi>ortion ot inferior qualitv. Late pnces ^^/^^y ™"J;
tained. Trade is dull lor fcWp and Lambs, but we cannot

quote lower. The average qnahty m very inferior. Calve, am
sclltng about the aamo as on Mondaj. Our f^^lK" "^S^
consteteof 800 BeWU, 2150 Sheep. 466 Calve., and 80 Fiff9>

Milch Cowe, K5. _ ,, , ^
, Best Long-wools . 5

I
Do. Shorn
i:we8* 2d quality 4

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &.C. . . S

Best Shortrhorns 6

2ii quality Beasts 4

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 6

D o. Shorn
Beasts. 1185 : Sheei

5 S
4 to
— 5

6 5

4
6

10

Do. Shorn
Laraba
Calves
Pigs

* «

# 4

# m «

H — 5
. to ..

5 4—64
4 0—5 4
8 S— 4 t
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BUTTER MARKET.—Aug 17.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 133. per dozen lbs.
Secoud do. do i2s. „

Pork. 4s. Sd. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.
>»

ro

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Aug. 17.
"Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the accounts .^-

ceived this morning are worse than ever from a great part of
the plantations. Duty 50,000?. Market very active at a con-
siderable advance in prices.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Aug. 17.
Our arrivals continue on u small scale, but fully commen-

surate with the demand.

iloor Bute.s. 13s. ; Walls End Acorn Close, IGs. fid. ; Walls
End Gosforth, 10s. 3d. ; Walls End Hartou, l6s. 3d. : Walls
End Uiddell, 16s. 3d. ; Eden Main, ITs. ; Walls End Braddyl's
Hetton, I7a.6d.; WalU End Durham, 16s. ; Walls Knd Fram-
v-ellgate, 16s 6d. ; Wails End Haswell. 18s. 9d.; Walls End
HBtton, ItJs. 9d.; Walls End Kepier Grange, I7s. 6d. ; Walls
End Cassop, 20s. ; Walls Heuoh Hail, IGs. 6d. ; Walls End
Hunwiek, 15s. ; Walls End Kclloe, 173. 9d. ; Walls End Sbin-
cliffe, 16s. 9d. ; Walls End South Hartlepool, 178.3d.; Walls
End South Durham, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Trimdou Thoruley,
168. ; Walls End Thorpe, 17s. 6d. ; Carway and Duffrju
Malting-. 22s. 6d.—64 ships at raarkefc.

South-down Hog- s.

gets 1
Half-bred ditto . . 1
Down Ewes .. 1
Kent Fleeces ., 1

Colonial Wool

d. B. d.
8 to 1 9
8 — 19
6 — 1 7
6 — 17
Sales. -

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins.
Blanket ditto . ,

Flannel Wool .. 1- •

6
7

6

to 1

1

1

7
9

S

7

H S
58—6'2tRed

60
-G4

-65
• • *

52—68
3S—45
•28—36

20
26

26
22.

35-

Red

Red

Malting

.

Malting.

8.

56
5S

B,

-60

62

-24

-28 Feed
-?S Feed
-26 Feed .

.

38' Foreign.

Harrow

.

Longpnd
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow .

.

Country

36—41
35—40

24—26
21—24
18—26

34—43
48—64
38—46
38—40
32—34

48—54
40—48 Country. 10—43
25—32iPer sack 30—44

36—41
30—40

-These sales keep very uniform in
their rates from the commencement until the present time,

4

MARK LANE.—Monday, Aug. 13.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this morn-
ing^s market w;i.s small, and met a quick sale at the full prices
of Monday last. We had again an increased attendance of
country buyers, who took foreign in retail at the extreme rates
of last week, and in some instances rather more money was
paid. Barley is in fair demand at the prices of this day

|

ae'nnight. Beans and Peas are rather dearer. The Oat trade '•

is ftrm, with a g04>d inquiry, and fine com brings an advance
of 6d. per qr. Flour is un;iltered in value. .

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs., ditto— — Talav3ra— Norfolk

,— Foreign ;

Barley, grind. &d)st.. 24s to 3Is..Chev.— Foreigu..gr3ndinjr and distilling
Oats, Essex and Si ffo:k— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Jrish Potato— Foreign Poland and 13rew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .32s to 4O3 Tick— Pigeon 36s — 478., Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple .... —s to —3 Grey
Matze White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d do ditto— Foreign per barrel

Friday. Aug. 17.
Since the 10th inst. rain has fallen almost daily. The Wheat

crop has made but slow progrej^s towards maturity, and gene-
rally is less favourably reported of than a week since. A few
forward fields of Oats and Barley have been cut, and we have
seen a sample or two ofnew Wheatgrownin the neighboiu-hood
of Reading, but some days must yet elapse before cutting will
be general in the earliest districts. It is too early to giva an
opinion about quality or quantity ; the former in all pro-
bability will be coai-se and uneven, the latter caunot be large,
and with a continuance of the present weather a long timo
must yet elapse before enough to form any important portion
of Che consumption can be brought to market. The trade has
been strong throughout the kingdom, ond an advance of Is.
per qr. generally realised. The value of all kinds of SpringCom has also slightly improved. Rather hitrhur prices are
obtamed for Flour in Newcastle, Liverpool, Manchester, and
Glasgow. The number of grain-laden vessels arrived off the
coast from the Sonth of Europe is still very small. The
transactions have been limited, and consist to a great extent
of parcels not yet arrived. Very bad weather has been ex-
perienced in Paris, which causes millers to ask more hioney,
but buyers not being disprsed to accede, purchases have only
been made to provide for the most urgent requirements. TheamvaU of foreign Wheat and Oats this week have been large
of all other grain moderate. The little English Wheat at this
mornmga market was sold at the full prices of Monday in
foreign transactions were limited, but the late extreme rates
were realised. For Spring Com of all descriptions there is a
four mquiry at Monday's quoUtions. Flour is unalteredm value.

— _Arrivals from Aug. 13 to Aug. 18.

Wheat.

WANTED. A FOUEirAN and GENERAL
MANAGER in a provincial Nursery, who has had ex-

perience, and who has a good knowledge of Out-door Propaga-
tion in all its branches ; also of the Propagation of Hard-
wooded Greenhouse Plants. Good testimonials will be required
as to chnnioter and abilities.—Apply to Mr. Young, Xursery-
niEui, Taunton.

PROPAGATOR AND GREENHOUSE FORtMAN.
WANTED, by the utulersi^nod, an experienced

PROPxVGATOR and GREEXHOUSE FOREMAN.—He
must be thoroughly acquainted with the Propagation of Hard
and Soft-wooded, Greenhouse, and Stove Plants, Conifers, &c.,
and bo able to grow good specimen plants. A single Jtlan pre-
ferred, for whom comfortable lodgings can be provided on the
ground. None need apply who cannot produce unexcepfion-
able references as to character au.i ability.—Apply, stating
wages expected, naming at the same time all previous situa-
tions, references, &c.—Feancis &, ABXHua Dicksox & Sons,
Upton Nurseries, Chester.

ANTED, an intellii;eut WOKKIXU GAR.
DENER to take charge of a small place where one

labourer is kept. He must be a married man, bat with small
family; wages 50 guineas a year with furnished lodge, &c.
The Wife would be required to attend to the gate.—Apply in
own hanclvvritingto Mr. E. Cooling. Wile Ash Nurseries . Derby.

WANTED, in one of the most extensive metro-
politan Nursery and Seed Establishments, an active

intelligent person, as GENERAL ASSISTANT to the principals.
The chiet duties will be to act as Salesman, execute orders,
and assist in the correspondence, Ac, Unexceptionable refer-
ences required. AppliCiitions, stating salary required, &c., to
be addressed to A. B. C, Gardeners' CArotitcfe Office, W.C.

WANTED, by _ _„„__ ,._...
interest in his garden, a first-rate PINE GROWER,

who will take the greatest pains in this department of the
garden, and devote the utmost of his abilities to excel in pro-
ducintj fine fruit. He will also have under his care Vineries,
Pot Vinery, Peach House, Orchard Houses, and Melon Fit.
None need apply who caunot produce testimonials as to ability
in Pine growing, and also a character for honesty, sobriety,
and industry. A person who does not smoke will be preferred.
No perquisites allowed, and the advertiser engages and pays
all the under gardeners. Any person who really loves Pine
growing, and makes gardening his whole business and delight,
will find this a place where his views and wishes will be met
in every way.—A personal interview will be required, but
apply first of all by letter, stating wages, ago, &c., to Pixe,
Foat Office, Margate.

TO SEEDSMEN.-SHOPMAN WAIMTED.
ANFED, A HEAD SHOPMAN, who lias had
some experience in the Management of a Wholesale

and Retail Business, ami to assist in Accounts. Good character
for honesty and sobriety indispensable. State i-eferences
wages, age, &c., to A. Fontey, Nurseryman and Hetdsmau.
Plymouth.—August 18-

(^AKDENEU (Head .-Age 30, mamed,^^^-^!;^!^-.V^ undex-stands Vines and Forcing Fi-uit and VeKetable. i Jthe management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens^ ExSl''?character und well recommended —A Mr Y.mm,:= jJ^^^-eHent

Milford. nearGodalming.
A- ^J^- i^uug s Nurseries,

/-^AUDE.NER (Head).

I

GiAUDENb;U (Heaj> or ^vhere one is kept uud"^
^ Age 32, married, no incumbruiico : uuderdtanrtQ iTiJk

(^TlU^ET^^
V^ cumbrance ; thoroughly Xinderstands Eariv aid r -,+*.Forcmg; also Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen Gardens NooW
tion to look after Meadow Land if required. Five years' Sfortcharaetcr.-A. B., Mr. W. l^uiues, Camden Nm-JryCanfber

GARDENERS.
a Gentleman who takes great

W

English .

.

Irish * » P f

Foreign .

.

1250 qrs.

»
27040

Flour.

ti'JU ai^s.

( 5880 „
1 12390 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Aug. U. — We have had a large
attendance of millers and dealers at our Com Enchange this
morning, and Wheat has met a bealtliy demand, both for
consumption and to held over, at an advance of from Id. toM, percental on the rates of Friday, whilst Flour must be
noted bii. y.er barrel and Is. per sack dearer, with a fair iuquirv
Indian Com being held 6rmly for an advance of Irom 6d. to f)d
per qr., only a retail business resulted; 33s. was the cm-rent
pnce for mixed American. Oats improved Is. per bushel, andOatmeal 6d per load. Beans, Peas, and Barley' were each the

fS'un*'^
tavour. The market closed with a strong

Fridat, Aug. 17—A good attendance, and good countrybu^»M m Wheat at an advance of 3d. per centSl. Flour in-acttve oCttle, ^d la. per sack and Urrei advance on Tuesday's
rate. Indian Com m brisk demand. Galat/.. 358. ; mixed.Me. Egyptian Beans a turn dearer. OaLa and Oatracal con-tinue without alteration.

Oats.

WANT

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
/TJ.ARDENER. on GARDENER and BAILIFF.
\* —A person who has had upwards of 20 years' experience
in the management of Landed property, Draining, Planting,
and Rural Improvements generally, and who is well known as
a very superior cultivator both of the G;trden and the Farm, is
open to an engagement. Has a practical knowledtje of
Planning, Improving, and Constructing Farm Bull. lings and
Cottages, having recently completed extensive works of that
kmd, and would not object to take a situation as Clerk of
Works, to plan and direct Drahiing, Building, or Rural Im-
provements of any kind. Reference la kindly permitted to
Dr. Lind'ey, Acton Green. Turnham Green, London, W. who
has known the advertiser for many years.—Letters addressed
'* Hortus," care of the Editor of the Gardeners* Chronicle 41
Wellington Street, Covent Garden, Loudon, W.C, will meet
with immediate attention.

GARDENER and UaILIFF.— E. Paveh (age 35,

o /^"«ri?^' ^° incumbrance), for the last 10 years w7th the
Rev. O. W Ethelstone, Rectory, Eplyow, Dorset ; has a thorough
practical knowledge of the cultivation of Vinos, Fines, Peaches
Melons, &c.. the general management of the Kitchen, Fruit'
Flower Garden, and Pletisure Grounds ; also a thorough know-
ledge of the management of a large Farm in all its branches
Can have 7 years* good ciiaracter for abUity, &c.—E. Pavek.
Market Place, Sidmouth. ^
C;i ARDENER (Heau).—Age 28; understands his

M prolession in aU its branches. Can have 3 years' cood
character.—A. B., Post Office, Findon, W..ri:hing.

G
Av«RA0E3i wheat
July

Barley.

7.,

14..

21..

28..

4..

U..
Agg.Aver.

67i 9d,

•Ana;

57
56
57
58

59_

57

7

6

7
6

10

B4m

S3
32
S3
33
34

33

26 i 5d
25 8
26
26
26
26

26

Fldctuatioss i» the Last Six Weeks Averaues.
>*Tcra. lJuly 7:^y 14^ iJiily 21. July 2^~A
59t 6d
58
67
67
67
56

T
9
T

6

I
4 *

Aug. U

» 4

ferencea as to character and ability. No Single-handed placeaccepted.-X. Y., WiUo.ighhy. Field, Longhb^ron^h.'

AUDENER (Head).—Ag«;il, married, two cbU-
dren

: understands his profession in all its branches
Can De well recorameMded.—C. K., 6, Rectory Place, Pai-sou's
Green, Fulbam, London, W.

AUDENER (Head).— A^'e 39, single; has a good
general ).ractical knowledge of his profession ; can pro-

duce good testimonials. Four and a half years' good character
from last employer—J. H., J. & J. Fniser, Lea Bridge, Essex.

Age 30, married; thoroughly
Diession in all its brauohea. Four

G

COAL MARKET.-ADO. 15.
Buddle'B West Hart:Iey. lfl«. ; Davison's West Hartley, 16s ;

H^^Fl?^;;'^^ *^= >^SJy**'"* ^^•' »<-waid-V westHarUey, Us. Od. ; Lambert'* West Hartley, 15s. 9d. ; TunHeld

C>
AKDENEH (Heal*, to a huly or j^entlemun).

—

_
^ Jamss Stanton, age 42, married ; has had 27 years' expe-

rience in his profession, Iri of thcni in the capacity of Head Gar-
dtjner, the last 4j of such to John Waterhoude, Esq., of Well
Head, near liaUhix, an<t is recommended ii^ a clever and iutcl-
bgcnt Plant Grower, mcluding Ferns, &c., and w e!I skilled in the
rontme of Forcing Kndts. Cropping, &c. Cburactor and tcsti-
momals highly Katiafactory. Vi'lunturily leaving hia last posi-
tion.— .^LPHA, Messrs. E. G. Henderson i Sun, fct. John's

C^ARDEiNER (Head), to any noblemuu or gentle-A man requiring a practical Gardener.—Young
; possessing

a good knowledge of his profession in all its brunches Has
lived foreman in some Urge estuUiahments, and three years in
his present situation. — A. B., W. Hawe, E^q., Architect
Kegebtar Square, Beverley. *

i^^ARDENEK (Head).—Aged 32, married, no incum"
VJI brance ; thoroughly undcr-stands Forcing in all its
branches, and the culture of Hard and Soft-wooded Plants •

also a good knowledge of Ferns. Good references to past and
jiresent employers. No single-handed place accepted.—P H
Post Office, Wallmgton, Surrey, 8.

'
'

/;^ARUENEU (Head).—Mr. Eoksi-xii, Uiirdener to\J the Baron de Rothschild, Gunncrsbury Park, Acton W
can with confidence recommend B. Vernon (age 28) to' any
nobleman or gentleman requiring his services; has had con-
sideiaUle experience in this aud other large establishments*
is well skilled in the routine of the profession. No Single-
hanHeij T>laco accepted.

/ ^rvKUEAEU (Head), where two or three men are
VJ^ kept.—Age 38, married ; thoroughly understands his
profession. Early and Late Forcing, &c. Has been nearly
tour years in present situation, and will be at liberty on August
24th. Terms 60i. per year, aud cottage. Satisfactory reasons
can be given for leaving present situation,—J; Usuee, Gardener
to Sir C. Honywood, Bart., Eviugton Place, Ashfurd, Kent.

/"^l AUUENEU (Head).—Married, with incumbrance;VX has served over 14 years in hi:j present situation super-
intending two establishments; hiis had 30 years' practical
experience as a gardener ; has never been disengaged since he
was 13 years of age, and his moral character ia unsullied.
Would engogo with any nobleman or gentlemau in want of
a real gardener and a good servant.—Chables Shaw, Gardener,
Redding's Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

GARUENEK (Head or Si>'ule-uani>ed).—Age 34,
married; practical in the Management of Vines, Wall

Trees, Flower and Kitchen Gard<jns, &c. Good character.
G. L., Bowling Green Passage, High Street, Stoke Newing-
ton, K.

GJ^AKDIilNER (Head or good Single-uakded).—
M Age 35, married, no incumbrance; good practice in all

its branches ; understands Land and Stock. Wife willing to
assist in the Laundry or House. Character is good.—P. M. W.,
Row Green House, Kingsbury, Middlesex, N.W.

GAUDEA'EU.—Mr. Cbipps, Nurseryman, Tuiibridge
Wells, Kent, can with confidence recommend to any

nobleman or gentleman a thoroughly practical Gardener
(age 30, married;; is thoroughly acquainted with the culture
of Pines, Vines, and every description of Early and Late
Forcing, Orchids, Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Has been a successful exhibitor of
Plnnts aud Fruits, Can manage Land if rt^quired. The highest
references fur character and abilities.—Direct as above,

FOREMAN.—Mr. Dkummond can with confidence
recommend his Foreman (age 26) to any nobleman or

gentleman's Gardener requiring the services of a well experi-
enced Man.—The Grove, Hoehampton, Surrey, S. W.

GARDENER.—Age 34, married; thoroughly under*
stands his profession in all its branches. Two years' good

character.—L. C, Mr. Pod's Nursery, Epsom, Surrey.
;

GARDENER.—Single; tlioroughly understands The
Cultivation of Vines, Stove and Greenhouse, Flower and

Kitchen Gardens ; 2i years g«x)d character. First-rate reference

.

—T. H., at Huiue's, atationer, High Kuad, Lee, Kent.

LAND MANAGEK ou FARM EACTUR.—Age 36.

single, Scotch ; a steady, active, aud thoroughly expe-
rienced farmer, who is most intimately conversant with all the
various duties and departments pertaining to improved Agri-

cultural practice and management. Most satisfactory certifi-

cates with security if requii'ed.—A. B,, North British News
Rooms, Edinburgh.

FXrM STEWARD ok BAILIFF to a geiitlemaii.
Accustomed to both Light and Heavy Land. Wife if

required cuuid take charge of Dairy, &c.—B. B., Post Office,

Staines, Middlesex.

IiWPROVEK (under u Head Gaidener).—Age 17; lias

some knowledge of Gardening. Where his services could
be received as equivjUeut for his board and lodging.—31. N.,

17, Howley Place, Maida Hill. W.

iMPROVER.—Age21; ha3 been 5 years in gentle-
men's gardens, is desirous of placing himself for a year or

two in a tir.-jt-rate Nursery or elsewhere. Can have 2 years'

good character irom the situation he is leaviuf.-C. P., 2, Brook
Place, Lower Edmonton. N.

_

INVOICE CLERK ok ASSISTANT.—Ago 19; has
had some experience in the Seed trade. References to last

employers, Afesais. J. Carter & Co., High Holbom, B.C.—J. C,
Mr. Lvans, 332, King's Road, Chelsea, ti.W,

TO SEEDSMEN.
CLERK. SHOPMAN, oil WAREHOUSEM^VN.—

Unexceptionable references. — F., '29, Garden Row,
London RJ., 8outhA-ark. 9.

C^OAL'HAlAN, to drive a pair.—Age 25, married;
J excellent character and well recommended in every way.

—K , Mr. Young's Nurseries, Miiford, near Godalmiug.

««)

{
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Just published, 12th Edition, 12nio, price 6s. cloth.

CLATER'S- EVERY MAN HIS OWN CATTLE
DOCTOR; containing the Causes, Symptoms, and Treat-

meut of all the Diseases incident to Oxen, Sheep, Swine,
Poultry, and Rabbita. By Francis Clater. 12th Edition)
rcTised throughout, and containing many important additions
by Edward Mavuew, Esq., M.R.C.V.S.

Also, 30th Edition, 12mo, price 5s. cloth.

CLATER'S EVERY MAN HIS OWN FARRIER;
containing the Causes, Symptoms, and most approved Methods
ofCure of the Diseases of Horses and Dogs. By Francis Clater.
Carefully revised by Edward Mayhew, Esq., M.R.G.V.S.
London : Longman & Co. ; H. Washbourne ; Whittakeb &

Co., HOULSTON & Co., ROUTLEDGE & Co. J J, CORNTSH I C.
Cradock : and Simpkin, Marshall, fc Co.

T_
TOAD VERTISERS.

HORLEY'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS' ALMA-
« * ^^.^ ^^^ ^^'^^' IGOpp., crown 8vo, price 6d. This
first-class Almauack-the first illustrated Farmers' Almanack
ever piibhshed-wiU be embellished by several solendid illustra-
tions of prize stock, &c. ,ia chromo-lithograph> (six colours).
in addition to 12 original engravings, forming a commentaryon the seasons, and others, and wiU contain articles on aU
subjects of importance to the Agricultural public. The iUustra-

fiv.^ A-^^^
Almanack will alone cost SOOi. , and the guaranteed

trst edition will be 100,000. Notwithstanding thU large
circulation, the charge for the insertion of Advertisements wiU
oe as toUows :—Outside page of wrapper, 100 guineaa ; inside

K?ff
**^,7'**PPer, 50 guineas; first white paper page after

patter. oO guineas ; last do., 50 guineas ; all other white pages.

r.n£^ K?if
'" }^^ P^^» ^^ guineas; quarter page, 8 guineas;

ohS^? n ^Iv^""^^^ * ^""*^*''
'
^^^ advertisTrs wifi please

fk! 1 1- '^ ^^^^ amounts will not only cover the expense ofthe before-mentioned 100,000, but of all subsequent editions.A8 no agent is authorised to solicit on behalf of this Almanack,
Advertisers are requested to communicate duect, in reference

n^N^wgaU sV^^^^^^
^^°^^' ^"^"^'^^ l^epartment.

Eiit (BKxtftmv^' Ciitontcle

SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1860.

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.rpHE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
-- x,r^^^ BEING ABOUT TO RESDME THK

IMPORTATION of SEEDS and PLANTS
by means ot Collectors in Foreign Countries, tlie Council
^ra desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-
dener, familiar with Garden Plants, who is ready to engage
in this undertaking. Salary iu proportion to attainments
Apply immediately by letter only, inclosing testimonials,

to the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, St. Martin's
Place. London . W.G.

/?» OVEUNMKNT SCHOOL OF MINES, AND OFVJ SCIENCE APPLIED TO THE ARTS.
Director.

Pir RoDKRiCK Tmpev Murchiso.v. D.C.L., M.A., F.R.a. &c.Dming the Session lStiO-61. which will commence on the 5th

o A T 7?^M J^v-^^i^J^'^'*''
COURSKS of LECTURES and PRACTI-CAL DRMOXSTUATIONS will be given—

1. Ghemistry.-By A. W. Hofmaun, LL D., F.U.S., &c.
2. Mct<illurgy.—By Jons Pei:cv. M.D., F.R.S.
3. Natural History.—By T. H. Huxley, P.R.S.
4. Mineralogy. ) n -nr ™. -,

5. Mining. f^^ Warinqton W. Smytu, M.A., F.R.S.
6. Geology.—By A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S.
7. Applied Mechanics.—By Hobert Willis, M.A.. F.R S.
8. Physics.—By J. Tyndall, F.R.S.
Instruction in Mechanical Drawing, by Mr Binns

The fee for Matriculated Students (exclusive of the labora-
tones; IB SQl. in one sum, on entrance, or two annual payments
of 2QI. *^ *'

Pupils are received in the Royal College of Chemistry ftbe
laboratory of the School), under the direction of Dr. Hofmann
and m the Met^iUurgical Laboratory, under the direction of Dr
Tf^*;^',«

'* *° s^'I>arate courses of lectures are issued atU, 1/. 105 and 2i. each. Officers in the Queen's service, her
Majesty 8 Consuls, acting mining agents and managers, may
obtain tickets at reduced prices.

Certificated schoolmasters, pupil teacherB. and others en-
gaged in education, are also admitted to the lectures at reduced
fees.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has granted two
Lxhibitions, and others have also been established
For a prospectus and information, apply at the Museum of

Practical Geology, Jcrmyn Street. London, S.W.
,.

Trenham Reeks. Registrar.

ALLEN'S PATENT PORTMANTEAUS and
T .j^tZHI^^'^^^^ rags With square openings.
LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING BAGS, with silver

nttmgs.

.n?^l^^'^^° BOXES, WRITING and DRESSING CASES, and
500 other articles for home or continental travelhng, Ulustrated
Catalogues for I860. Bv post for two stamps.

ni ^; ^^LLEN (late J. W. and T. Allen), Manufacturer of
Officers Barrack Furniture and MiUtary Outfitter (see separate
Catalogue), 18 and -jg, Strand. London. W.C.

I^^XT OF KIN, LEGATEES, and Others Adver-
r;^ -„«®''*^^^^ ^^^ °"^y ^^^^ reference to the same for above
100 YEARS PAST to the PRESENT TIME.—Apply to Mr.
IjEAOON, Agent for all Papers, 154. Leadenhall Street, London.
The London and Provincial Papers filed ; also Australian,
American, French, German. &c. ; for aU of which Advertise-
ments are received. Admittance to the News Rooms
One Penny. '

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
Price 6d., or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

ON THE PROGRESS AND RESULTS OF
UNDER DRAINAGE IN GREAT BRITAIN. Prize

Essay. By J. Baile? Denton, Agricultural Engineer, and
author of the "Prize Essay on Road Making," and other
Agricultural Treatises.—52, Parliament St.. Westminsfer, S.W.

GUIDE TO THE QCAORUPEDS and REPTILES
OF EUROPE, with Descriptions of all the Species. By

Lord Clermont. Post 8vo., 7s.

John Va.n Voorst, 1. Paternoster Row, E.G.

This day is published, illustrated by Coloured Lithographs and
Woodcuts, Svo, One Guinea.

GATHERINGS op a NATURALIST in
AUSTRALASIA : being Observations principally on the

Animal and Vegetable Productions of New South Wales, N ew
Zealand, and some of the Austral Islands. By George Bennett
M.D., F.L.S., F.Z.8., Member of the Medical Faculty of the
University of Sydney, &c.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row, E.G.

WORKS ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.

'T'HE VEGETARLE KINGDOM; or. The Struc-
.

TURE. Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

?«, -ft
Natural System. In One Volume, Svo, cloth, price

36*., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.
rpHE ELE.MENTS OF BOTANY, Structural and
J- Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In

* *^Tu ^^"^^^^ **^**' ^^°^^> ^i.t^ numerous Ilhistntions. price 12^.
* Ihe Glossary may be had separately, price Os. cloth.

QCHOOL BOTANY; or. The R^DnIE^-T3 ob

^1 ^?a1;7*^'^^
Science: In One Volume, 8vo, half-bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5s. 61.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; on, The Art of
c
,^,^^^«iBiNa Plants correctlv, in Scientific Language, for

Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price l.s.

Bradbury & Evans. 11, liouverie Street.

ROFESSOR LINDLEV^S INTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4tli Edition, with CoiTCctions and Additions,

in Two \ols. Svo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings. Price 245. cloth.

London : Longman, Pro^vn, & Co.

NEW AND CHEAPi:;R EDITION OFHAWKER ON SHOOTING.
Eleventh Edition, in One Volume, square cro.vn Svo, with

several Plates and Woodcuts, price IHs. half-bouud
TNSTRUCTIONS to YOUNG SPORTSMEN, in allX that relates to GUNS and SHOOTING. By the Ute Licut.-
Col. P. Hawker. Revised and corrected by his Sou.

"Colonel Hawker expounds
| essential to succe.'^s, and with-

the whole rationale of shaothig
with clearness, fulness, and
vivacity."—E.linlurgfi Review.
"Colonel Hawker's work is

replete with that species of
information which every man
who desires to know what he
ia about in the field deems

la the Commons oa Friday, after the Chancellor
cf the Exchequer's resolution authorising the
Lords of the Treasury to raise any sum of money,
not exceeding 2,000,000/., by the issue of Exchequer
Bonds or Esohetiuer Bills, had been agreed to, the
House went into committee of supply and agreed
to various votes in the civil service and army
estimates. Oa the order of the day for going into
committee on the Party Emblems (Ireland) Bill,
Mr. Hexnessy moved, as an amendment, that
the Bill be committed that d:y three months.
The amendment was negatived by 53 to 22. The
Kouse then went into committee, and the Chair-
man was immediately ordered to report progress.

On Saturday the House, in Committee of Supply,
resumed the discussion of the remaining estimates,

comprising several items for (;he civil service. On
Monday the report of the Committee of Supply
having been brought up, Mr. Conxngham moved
the rejection of the vote for the National Gallery.
On a division the vote was carried by 60 to 21. The
vote for the Model School at Cork was opposed by
Mr. Scully, and carried on a division by 38 to 13.

The Appropriation Bill was brought in, and read a
first time. The East India Loan Bill, the Spirit

Bell's Life in London.
London: Longman, Green, Lonojian, * Roberts.

NlW series of BRITISH NATURAL HISTORIES.
In broad octavo Volumes, 400 pages, cloth gilt, each Volume

niustrated with 24 Coloured Plates,

LOVELL REEVE'S BRITISH NATURAL
HL'STORIES.

1. British Fungology. By
the Rev. M. J. Berkeley.

[In a few days.
2. British Mosses. By the

Rev. M. J. Berkeley.
[In preparation.

3. British Field Plants. By
TuouAS Moore.

[In preparation.

out wliich he must share the
fate of all novices. . .Tiie know-
ledge of this thorough master
of bis art is combined with a
faciHty and clearness of expres- , ^
sion and dcsciiption which Duties Bill, and the Law and Equity Bill wereleave nothing to be desired."— j *»• j.- i , ™ *r^ -^ ^ "-*&

read a third time, and passed, Tae Party Emblems
Bill passed through committee, the Atxokney-
Genekal Foa Ikeland assenting to an amendment
limiting the operation of the Bill to a period of
five years. On the motion for the second reading
of the Divorce Court Bill, which had come down
from the Lords, Mr. Hennessy moved that the
Bill be laid aside, contending that the House
of Lords had infringed the rights and privi-

leges of that House by introducing a
money clause into the Bill.

By4. British MoUusca.
LovELL Keeve.

[In preparation.
5. British Desmidiai. By

Dr. G. C. Wallich.
[In preparation.

6. Entish Ferns. By Tho-
mas MOORE-

[In preparation.
LOVKLL Reeve, 5. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
Just published, price Zs. 6rf., crown Svo, embossed cloth.

HINTS TO LANDLORDS. TENANTS, and
LABOURERS: or what Landlords ought to do. what

Tenants can do, and what Labourers would do, if allowed, with
the Agricultural Balance Sheet. By S. G. Finney.

Londofi : James Ridgway, V»9, Piccadilly. W.
Just published, in 8vo. price Xr;, by post, 1«. Id.,

'~

REMARKS ON THE FINAL CAUSES of the
SEXUALITY OF PLANTS, with particular reference to

Mr. Darwin's work on "The Origin of Species. ByGHARLES
DAtJBENY, M.D.. F.R.S., &c., aud Professor of Botany in the
University of Oxford.
Oxford, and 377, Strand, London, W.C. ; J. H. and Jas.

Parker and Henry Bohn. York Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Now ready, price 28. 6d..

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part IX.
conclusion of Pleurothallis.

Parts I. to VIII.. price 25. 6d. each, may still be had.
J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Containing the

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners'
ChronicU of May 12, containing ^\r, Nesfield's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore
is still on Sale at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden. W.C. and will be sent by post on receipt of six stamps.

xems of tfic

In the House of Lords on Friday the Local
Government Supplemental Bill, the Gas Metro-
polis Bill, and the Consolidated Fund (11,000,000/.)
Bill, were read a third time, and passed. The
Refreshment Houses and Wine Licenses (Ireland)
Bill passed through committee. On Monday the
Landlord and Tenant (Ireland) BQl passed through
committee. The Savings Banks and Friendly
Societies Investments Bill was treated as a measure
of ** urgency," and the standing order having
been suspended, the Bill was read a second time.
The Refreshment Houses and Wine Licenses
(Ireland) Bill was read a third time and
passed. On Tuesday the East India Loan
Bill was brought up from the Commons aud
read a first time; the Fortifications Bill, the

Rifle Vol'inteer Corps Bill, the Defence of the

Realm Bill, the Landlord and Tenant (Ireland)

Bill, and several other Bills were read a third time

and passed. Oa Thursday, on the motion of the

LoED Chancellor, the Commons' Amendments
to the Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Bill were dis-

agreed with. The Excise Duties Bill was read a

third time and passed. The East India Loan Bill

and the Spirit Duties Bill were read a second time.

The Appropriation Bill and several other measures

were brought up from the Commons, and read a

first time.

The Speaker
said that the Bill was a technical invasion of
the privileges of the House, and that he
had already protested against it. After some
discussion the debate was adjourned. On Tuesday
Lord Palmerston withdrew the New Zealand
Bill, sent down from the Lords. The Naval Dh-
cipliao Bill passed through committee with amend-
ments. The adjourned debate on the Roman
Catholic Charities Bill aud the amendment moved
by Sir G. BowYER to leave out clause 1, was then
resumed. On a division the amendment was
negatived by 70 to 13, and the BQl was
ordered to be read a third time. The House
then went into Committee on the Court
of Chancery Bill, and disposed of the new
clauses. The Lords* amendments of the Ecclesias-

tical Commission, &c., Bill, were agreed to by 35
to 18. On Wednesday the House went into Com-
mittee on the Union of Benefices Bill, when Mr,
Hubbard moved as an addition to clause 14, that

the scheme for the removal of any church or parson-

age shall provide for the erection of another church

or parsonage within the limits of the metropolis. The

;
motion was agreed to. Mr. Vance moved a clause

to the effect that no scheme for carrying out the

provisions of the Bill should be submitted to her

Majesty in Council until it had been laid on the

table of both Houses of Parliament for two months.

The clause was agreed to. The Metropolis Local

Management Act Amendment Bill was withdrawn.

On the order for the third reading of the Roman
Catholic Charities Bill, Mr. Bun moved as an

amendment, that the Bill be recommitted with a

y'lavr to the amendment of the first clause. Sir G.
Leivis opposed the amendment, which was ulti-

mately withdrawn. The Bill was then read a
third time and passed. The Court of Chancery
Bill and the Party Emblems Bill were read
a third time and passed. On Thursday
the Appropriation Bill, the Exchequer Bonds
(2,000,000/.) Bill, the Endowed Charities Bill, and
tne N'aval Discipline Bill were read a third time
and passed. On the order for resuming the debate
on Mr. Hennesst*3 amendment to the motion for

the second reading of the Divorce Court Bill,

Lord PALiiERSTON reverted to the question of

privilege raised in a previous debate. There was
no doubt that the introduction of a money clause

into the measure by the House of Lords was an

I

invasion of the rights of the Commons. The

I

infringement was, however, alight and accidental;



fcUg-And as the Bill \vas an important one, he
gesfed that the House should cuutt-nt th.-raselve^

with the protest already made hy the Speaker,
uud nut sacrifice the measure altogether for tlie

l.resent session. Sir J. Guaoam expressed his
cuncuirence in this ^iUj^^cesHon, and after a short
discussion Mr. Hennessy*s amendment *' that
the Bill be laid aside" was withdrawn. On
the motion for the second reading of the Bill
Mr. Malins moved as an amendment that the Bill
he read a second time that day month. On a
division the amendment was negatived, by 43 to 11.
Ihe Bill was then read a second time, and the
standing orders having b.eu suspended, the Bdl
passed through committee. The Church Tempo-
ralities (Ireland) Act Amendment Bill and the
Union ot Benefices Bill were read a third time
and passed. Sir De Lact Etaxs moved an address
to the Crown praying that the recommendation of
the National Defence Commission for the erection
of a fortified work on Shooter's Hili be carried
into effect.

motion when the House was counted out.

Despatches from ^"apIes announce that Gakibaldi
effected a landing in Calabria with 8000 men on
the 19th inst. without opposition. His force dis-
embarked at Melito, Capo delle Arme, Ba-nara,
and other points of the mainland, and tfien took
Eeggio, the capital of the province. The latest
news statesthatarevolutionary movement has taken
place in the province of Basilieata, and that a
provisional governmenlf has been proclaimed at
Potenza. The Neapolitan army was concentrated
at Monteleone, and a general battle was considered
imminent.

TMK (JAH[)KKKr.s' «in{()vli;hE AND JGRIGCLTIIHAL ftAZKITE.

He was arguing in favour of his

It is tlierefon* calculated that the prorogation will
take place on Tuesday next, the 28th inst.
The Ikish Peerage. — The House of Lords has

admitted tiie claims of the Higbt Hon. Charles Rudolph
Joseph Fi-iuu-es Clement to the title of Viscount Taaffe
and Baron Hallymot.e, in the Peerage of Ireland, and
tn vote at the election of Representative Peers for
Ireland.

The Volttnteer Movement.—A notice has been
IpsufMl, signed by Lieut.-Colonel Earl Grosvenor, Colonel
the Miirqnis of Doneffall, Lieut.-Colonel Hiclvs, Lieut.-
Colonel the Hon. C. H.Lindsay, Colonel Thorold, Major
Ben'sford. Cfiptain Hon. T. Bruce, Captain Templar,
Cuptiim Glover, Captain Spottiswoode, and Captain
:\rartinoau. boing a committee of officers commanding
volunteer rifle dorps in the metropoHtan district, stating
tliat as numerous schemes have been published purpor-
bns- to be Volunteers' Friendly Societies, &c., they have
dfcliiied to promise their support to anv society for the
present, inasmuch as a general scheme for Great Britain
with the patronage of the Secretary of State for War
IS under consideration, which the public and the
\olunteers will be invited to join.-On Saturday after-
noon between 400 and 500 of the London Brigade
accompanied by their band, assembled in review order
at the Kmg's Cross terminus, and proceeded by a special
tram to Cohiey Hatch, from which they marched about
tliree miles to Southgate to bave a field day at Oak
Lodge, the seat of Mr. Sugden, but the weather
was so unfavom-able that it was impossible to
attempt any military evolutions. The Regimental
Committee of the Brigade has decided that the
first of the annual meetings in connection with
the corps shall talce place in October, when challenge
medals and other prizes will be competed for. It has
also been determined to form cadet companies, and as
the subscription will be almost nominal and the cost of
uniform moderate, it Is expected the measure will be
attended with the same success as in other corps —On
Saturday the 12 companies forming the 1st Kent Bat-
talion, viz. :-3d Lee, 4th Woolwich, 7th Kidbroolc
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onn KeU>s»

8th Sydenham, 13th Greenwich, 18th Bromley, 21st
Lewisliam, 25th Blackbeath, 27th Beptford, 28th Charl-
ton, 32d Eltham and 34th Deptford, were reviewed by
\ iscount S>;dney, Lord Lieutenant of the county, in the
park of Sir T. M. Wilson, Bart., at Old Charlton.-On
VVeJnesday weolc the 1st Kent Artillerv assembled at

Dorking v^^B 22E~^^A^^i^7-^~^^^
scores on the part of Dorking were^made W fir^Shearburn and Fuller, 28 and 27 points; on theSofReigate Messrs. Porter and Blakeston made 26 and 2^points; Sergeant King, 24.-On Friday evening the3d Durham Rifle Volunteers were presented uffl.!stand of colours at Sunderland by Ciy 4mn Van!Tempest -The 5th Hants paraded on ti Sl^sGreen, Portsmouth, on Tuesday, and were nrlwL
with eight silver bugles, subscribed for by UieUetof h^^twn ami neighbourhood.-The Ryde cLp.ny oflsl ofW.^it Volunteers were presented with two silVer bZleson Wednesday m the grounds of Ryde House Parle -^Thfcompany formed at Saffron Walden is to be desi^nif^d
the "North Essex Borderers."-The 1stVSAonare to be shortly presented with a silver bu-le andcamp colours by the ladies of that localitv.-The 14S,1
Lancashire (RushoUne). the "cracV regiment of Man-
Chester, have agreed to purchase their own arms andclothing, adopting the short Enfield, to build their ownbutts, mmntaiii their own drill-sergeant, and to train up aband (hfe and drum) composed of youths, with s com-
petent instructor.—Lord Portman, Lord-Lieutenant of
Somerset, is completing arrangements for placing the
Volunteer corps of that county on a more complete
military footing. For this purpose tbe county is to be
divided into three districts—an eastern district a
western district, and a central district—and a colonel
and adjutant will be appointed to each. It is intended
to hold occasional divisional parades and reviews in each
district.-The Devon County Volunteer Association
which has been formed through the instrumentality of
Earl Fortescue, the Lord-Lieutonant of the county
and other noblemen and gentlemen, has announced its
intention of offering prizes of 100/. and downwards to
be competed for in a short time, at some eligible placem the county, by A^olunteers connected with the various
corps of the West of England.

dFowtau

Trr n mt ^ Y^^^^""'-V "*'*^'t liie ±sc Kent A rtillerv assembled atIHE COURT.-The Queen, Prince Consort, and the ^^^ Terrace Pier, Graveseud, and maVched to theOyal famdv continue at, Rfllmnr.,! On \V,w»„„.^.„ m.„ ^ Cr nknt Gmnn/I «-l,n..^ +!.«„ : ^ ,.' „. ^ *^

Frarxe.—The
on Thursday on
Savoy and Nice.

Royal famdy continue at Balmoral. On Wednesday, the
lotli the Queen and Prince received the intelligence of
the death of their aunt, the Grand Duchess Anne of
Kussia, the eldest and last surviving sister of the
Puchess of Kent. On Thursday the birthday of the
^uchesa of Kent was celebrated quite privately at
UaJmoral, without any of the usual festivities, in con-
sequence of the death of her Royal Highness'a sister.
Uu Friday and Saturday her i^rjes^y and the Prince
remained at Balmoral in the strictest retirement. On
Sunday the Queen, Prince Consort, and Princess Alice
attended Divine service in the parish church of Crathie.
Ihe Rev.Dr. Caird officiated, and had the honour of
beuif^ invited to dinner in the evening. On Monduv

Cricket Grojind, where they were inspected by Viscount
Sydney. -On Saturday afternoon the Civil Service
Brigade proceeded to Fox Warren, near Cobham,
burrey for sWn.isbin? practice and field manoeuvres.-On Friday the 4th (Lewes) Sussex mustered at their
barracks, an_d marched to the Downs, where they went
through various battalion movements.—The Hull Artil-
lery and Rifle corps are to be reviewed on Mondav
next by Lord Wenloek, at a great demonstration in
bouour ot the Mayor of Hull giving to the town
27 acres of land for a people's park. All the Hull
companies with the exception of the one last formed,
have bad siWer hngles presented to them by the ladies
of Hull.-The Nottingham Robin Hood Corns now

Emperor and Empress left St. Cloud
a visit to the new departments of
Marshal Vaillaut is intrusted with

the care of the Imperial Prince during the absence of
their Majesties, and will also sit at the Council of
Ministers. A French ship of war is about to proceed
from Toulon to Tunis to convey the Bey from that
place to Algiers, where he will remain during the stay
of the Emperor and Empress. A squadron of seven
vessels wiU escort their Majesties to Algiers.—The
Count of Aquila, uncle of the King of Naples, and his
Countess, have arrived at Marseilles on board a
Brazilian corvette, escorted by a Neapolitan steamer.
They were to leave on Saturday evening for Paris and
London.—Tiie representatives of the great Powers on

., p.
-" ^.w>..«. lu tiie uveijiug. un iVioniiuy

I

"' ^»"i>.— iue ^>uLiiiignain Kobm Hood Corps nowilie i^ueen, with the Princess Alice, Prince Arthur, and ' Jin^hers nine companies, mustering nearly 800 mem-
Princt: Leooold. drovp tn thn ^^r^n nf n^„ 'in... i> • , bers. an.! if. i« nr^i^^c^.T 4-^ i.„.7„ A^... I .^ "'.,

,i mice Leopold, drove to the Linn of Dec. The Piiuce
Consult n-eut out deer-stalking.

The PiiiNCE OF Wales left St. .Tolni's, New Bruns-
wick, on the ith inst. for Fredcricton, the sent of the
(government where he met with a most enthusiastic
reception. On the 6th inst. his Royal Highness re.jeived
an ad.lress from the Government of New Uruuswick
.naugurated the New Purk, and attended a ball at the
Government House. The Prince kit Fredericton on

towu.IrmceMward-s Island, ou the 10th. He was

fl

™
it VM

";"'!*''""» ^y "'« Adniiral Milne, in the

i'Si'^' ^^v'*' ^1 "'* *'"'^''"«' Cossack, Valorous, and

TW V,',
*;""^'^" French Commodore's ship Pooione.

n«?wi^^ •'^' Tf ''"''"^ """^ ""' '''« Roy! High-

of wlZ Tr"'^ V ' S-'eat multitude of people, many

^'U? tt

.

^io'^o^eut, m,.,„ber. of the pnhlic

up.il cituens. Ho was conveyed to the C ™meutIloiiso ,u the Governor's carriage, acoinnained hy aprocession .-j^ong the streets, which were I'lne 1 by ' IkA oluufeer Battalion. Numerous tasteful arches w re :

bers, and it is proposed to embody a tenth, to be called
the 'Armstrong" company, and to be composed of
artisans and others who are not wholly able to equip
themselves. - The Bristol and Gloucestershire Ar-

M u^ /''^^'t
^-"'P*^^^^*1 «« Saturday by ColonelMMurdo, Inspector-General of Volunteer Corpsand Major Hume, inspector for the district!

Lach hattery fired four shots and two shells.-
11m review in Knowsley Park on the 1st of September
promises to be very successful. It will be strictly con-
hned to the Lancaslnre Volunteers; and already the
acceptances amount to 10,500 men. Licut.-General
Wetherall wiU command.-Lieufc.-Colonel Gladstone
*nd Major Tniley, of the 2d battalion Lancashire, aremakmg arrangements for a county rifle contest on theirground at H.ghfcown. near Liverpool. The meeting
will commence on the 29th of October, and is likely to

It U n'r f\"\. ^rH ^'^^ ^^ *^^^«ted to all comers.It IS mteuded that on this occasion there shall be a
P

.

for Artdlery Volu^.teerg, who will contest with

c^Ihl^rarTJtm
•"''''""'

V^"^*^*^^"'^
^«t ^^^'^^1^- ^"-

casureare stn oneampod at Crosby, near Liverpooland notwithstanding the very bad weather, are Sto remain there for some time to come.-fhe Ear oT

.V.k1 i:...'n.^^"^^^ ^9^ « S:<^neral review

i&.^'''';:^I'^'T^^^!}^^^J^^^^ camp at

tion wa8 considered
: unplete succc"s.. LordMuI^rJe

oSurTf ^n' ^''"f
^"""^ ^?'" ^^'"'"^ ^^'th a guard p*

/'-i'-^en^rai >voo(f, commandant of the camp at
oL^f^ . Z*'^''*'''* *''^P'- "'s Hoyai Hit^bness was I

^^'^*^^'^^''- ^'"^"^ 1000 to 1200 Volnnt»^ers wHl hpexpected at Gaspe on the 12th. and L HnX-'f. ?,! assembled on the ocfiflslnn ^..i:.^..„? " x/" 7 " *'?

buTh'^recovt? '
"' """""^'^^ ^"' '^^'^^ ^'^-^^^

contraifoXr^^^^^^^ ^^ ---^
Tif „ I :

" ^^ ^"® Court to ffo into mourniui? on

KrLTn* '^' \^-^-^*^^' f- ^er Majesty's a^i"Clie Urand Duchess Anne of Uiissia.

din^n^f f^l'"''''?^^'*'''' ~J^'''
Ministerial whitebait

hXT r P '^^' *'^ ^^^"'^^^^y. «t the Trafalgar

^robifl^-''''''^; T"^}^""
^«^«« *^*" Conmons will

l^LZ ^"^ conchide the remaiuinff business and toBend the commission for proroguing Parhamtmt for theQueen's signature, ivhich wilf it«.ir .{-I *u'' '^^^

assembled on the occasion, ind^din^t FoV^rch and

Iv[Zm T^^^' ^""?r-"^^
from%nn, Fakenbam;A> I.luun, Swaffham, Reepham. Loddon. North

Ihe Melton Mowbray Corps bad a field-day on Thursdavweek, and were inspected by Lieut-Col.krner.-The8th Lmcobjslnre, S eaford, were presented with a setof colours la.f uvok, at Leasingham Rectorv bv thelad.es of the town.-The 2d battalion & Cx\olunteers was officially inspected on Saturday byLic«t..Co
1 Ibbeteon, Assistant-Inspector of VohmTeers^—A match took place on Monday at Reigate, betweenhe

.
Surrey meigate) and Ubh Surr^- (borkhi'

)

12 men from eac^k corps firing 10 rounds each at 200jard. and 10 at 300 yards. The aggregate score of

Wednesday signed the convention regulating the joint
intervention in Syria.—The Constitutionnel publishes a
letter from Turin, bearing the signature of M. Grand-
guillot, commencing as follows:

—

"lUljMs now entering the most critical and most decisive
period of her regeneration. Henceforth she stakes on a single
card either her ruin or her salvation. Engaged as she is in the
path upon wliich she has been thrown by the expedition of
Garibaldi, Italy will within two months be either free and
completely independent, or Austria will again reign, and this
time from Messina to Turin." The letter then details the
course of past events, and states that the negotiations between
Naples and Piedmont were unsuccessful by reason of Gari-
baldi's refusal to arrest his course, and on account of the
enthusiasm prevaihng throughout Italy having paralysed the
measures which Piedmont miglit otherwise have talcen to pre-
vent further complications.

An Imperial decree is expected, according to which
corn and Hour on being imported into France, by land
or sea, either in French or foreign vessels, will only be
subject to the minimum of duty until the end of
September, 1861. All vessels laden with corn and flour

will be exempt from tonnage dues.—^he inquiry
relative to the treaty with England is drawing
towards its close. The Superior Council of Com-
merce, presided over by M. Rouher, held five

sittings last week, two of which were devoted to
matters connected with the silk trade, and the three
others to the fabrication of spirits and chemical pro-
ducts. About 150 manufacturers, representing these
three branches of French industry, were examined by
the Council. The following extract from a private
letter, addressed by Mr. Cobden to a friend in England
onthe subject of the Treaty, has been published in the
daily papers :

—

" 1 have still no reason to doubt that matters will belirought
to a satisfact.^ry result liere. Up to the present moment I have
experienced nothing but candour and straightforwarrineHs inmy dealings with the French Government, while all the mis-
representation, falsehood, and difficulties which I have hud to
encounter have come from the English side of the Channel.
>'>thing disgusts me more than the cowardice and want of
hones^ principles in our politicians. Anything for a momen-
tary cry which may give a triumph over a political opponent.
seems to be the motto of our party men. You w:!l see that in
less than a couple of years all our pohticians will be eager
enough to claim the merit of having always been friendly to
the French treaty. The par;igraph you enclosed, giving a conver-
sation of mine, is one of those ra-'ically acta of eavesdropping for
which American newspaper writers are so notorious. There Is
a good deal of the paragraph which agrees with what I have
thought

; but whether I expn I it in private conversation
IS more than I could swear to, as no one expects to be made
responsible for private eossfp. There ought to be the punish-
ment of the pillory or the stocfes revived inr those who publish
in newspapers the unguarded remarks which fall from a man
in private conversation, when he frequentiy speaks merely to
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^J^^f^koarepl.v iiud kije). people from goiijg to sleep over too
Lrions an iiiterchiinKO o*" views. No ; I did nnt help the Eni-

noW to pruparu ills paniphlet about the Eiiylish and French
u-inies and navies. Tulte aiy word for it, however, thar there

is a vast doiU of eystemiitie lying in Kuglami about the French
.qrtnamenta. You leiueniber that cliarniiug old lady, Madame
Wolley'e landhidy, whom we visited, who remarked'—' Pauvre
John Bull, quaiid on veut enlever sou arjfent, on lui fait peur
de nous r I am qu'te ashamed of the childlike simplicity with
which Kiiglishmeu allow thomseU't*s to be imposed upoa
respecting anytninp; French. You will see a great arid snddeu
reaction in the public mind soon Commoti sense, aided by the
publicatiou of the new Freucti tariff, will put an end to the
panic.

"

gpAlii'.—Tlie Spiiiiish Government has determined to

senti to the coast of Syria the screw-frigate Princesa
de Astnrias aiul steamer Vulcan, two of liie best ships

in the navy. 'J'iiey will each carry a hirp^e force. The
Madrid journals state that serious embezzlements have

,
recently been diticovered in different Government offices.

Portugal.—Accounts from Lisbon announce the
marriage of the Princess Antonia, youngest sister of
the King of Portugal, to tlte Prince Leopold of Ho-
henzollern-Sigmaringen, brother of the late Queen of
Portirgal, and son of the President of th.e Prussian
Ministry. The Princess was born in 1845, and is con-
sequently in her 16th year.

SWJ3DJEN.—Three of the Orders in the Swedish Diet,
the nobility, the citizens, and the peasantry, have
aflirmod the proposition for holding the sessions of the
Diet annuRlIy, instead of every three years, as at

present; but the motion has been rejected by the
fourth Order, the clergy, which has also negatived a
proposal for tlie abolition of imprisonment for debt,

which was affirmed by the three Orders of the laity.

The penalty is retained in cases of actions on bills of
exchange.

PJSUSSIA.—The official Pri^ssian Gazette designates

the statements of fhe Nord m reference to the points
determined upoTi in the interview at Toplitz as jiare

inventions. The Prince and Princess- Freilerick

William will leave Berlin on the 1st September for

Puttbus, where she is to tidte sea-bathing. On the
24th' of that month the Prince and Princess wdl go to

the Court of Coburg, to meet Queen Victoria.

.

BwiTZEEiAND.—A fital accident happened on the
15th inst. to three Knglish travellers—Mr. J. M.
Eoohester and Mr. F. Vavassour, of Cardiff, and Mr. B.
Fuller, of London, wdiile crossing the Col du Geant
from Chamouny to Cormayeur, attended by three
guides. Before they reached the summit a thick fog

came on, accompanied by a storm of hail and rain. The
principal guide advised them to return to Chamouny,
which they refused to do. The guide then tied them
together by a rope whidi he fastened also to himself,

the two ends being held by the other guides, one of
whom preceded, the other followed the party. In des-

cending from the summit across a steep projecting
ridge covered with soft snow, one of the travellers

slipped and dragged with him bis two companions and
the three guides. The guides at the end of the rope
made every effort to arrest their progress, but in vain, t

and seeing that they were all upon the point of being
lost, they let go the rope, forced their hands and feet

into the snow, and stopped themselves at the very edge
of an abyss, into which the rest of the party were
immediately plunged. The bodies were recovered on

;

the following day and burled in the cemetery at

Cormayeur.

Hesse.—A letter from Frankfort of the 12th inst.

states that the Elector of Hesse had been stopped on the
j

public promenade at Hanau by some persons, who
abused him in the coarsest terms, accused him of breach

of faith, and demanded from him tlie re-establishment

of the Constitution of 1S31. The Elector was com-
pelled to take refuge in a jeweller's shop,

AirsTEiA.—The Committee of 21 members of the

Council of the Empire adopted on Tuesday, by a

;

majority of 18 to 3, the political programme of|

the Hungarian members for all the provinces of the

Austrian Empire. The Ministers also gave their formal

adhesion to that programme. The Committee have
\

admitted the justice of the reasons adduced in the

memorandum of the Archduke Maximilian against the

reduction of the Austrian navy, proposed by the Minister

of Finanee, and have unanimously decided that the

marine budget may be increased by l,000,000fl. Pre-

parations hi'.ve been made at Vienna for the reception

of the King and Queen of Naples in the event of their

being obliged to leave the kingdom, and an, Austrian

fiotilla has been sent to Naples in order to be at the

^lisposal of their Majesties.

Httsgart.—The national fete of St. Stephen took
place on Monday at Pesth, and passed off with the
most perfect order. General Benedek was present at

the procession, in which the arms of St. Stephen were
carried through the streets. Many noblemen and the
Primate of Hungary, escorted by young men with
drawn swords, also took part in the procession, which
was very imposing. General Benedek entertained the
principal inhabitants at a grand dinner, to which the
Primate was also invited.

KtrssiA.—Despatches from St. Petersburg state that
a grand banquet has taken place at the Imperial Court
in honour of the birthday of the Emperor of Austria,
at which the Austrian Ambassador was present. The
Czar, in proposing the health of the Emperor, said,

'''In honour of my dear brother the Emperor of
Austria." The accounts given in all the Russian
journals of the prospects of the hai-veat are very un-

favourable. Violent storms uf ram and hail, floods,
and higli winds have damaged the crops in many loca-
lities

; and, in addition to these causes of destruction,
some of the southern provinces have been visited by
swarms of locusts. In Bessarabia the population was
called out against the advancing swarms as against an
invading army. A cordon of 20,000 men, under mili-
tary orders, was drawn round the district in which the
locusts had appeared, and the measures taken for the
extermination of the pest had to some extent succeeded,
when anotlier swarm appeared in the same dis-

trict,
^
and in the government of Cherson,

sprendJng over the country till it covered an area of

30 miles in length by 12 broad. It crossed the
Dniester, and settled down on the forests and fields,

devouring every blade of corn and every leaf. The
cordon of defence extended along 10 miles, and an
active war was carried on against the insects, but by
the last aocoants the result was doubtful, as the locusts
had broken tlirough the line and advanced into the
interior of Bessarabia. They have also appeared at

Odessa in such immense swarms tliat it was necessary*"

to play fire-engines upon the boulevards and town
gardens to drive them away.
Norway.—The coronation of the King and Queen, 1

at Drontheim, on the 5th inst., was succeeded by
several days of festivity. On the 6th the King held a

levee, at which all who took part in the coronation pro-

cession were presented, and afterwards the principal

officers were cuLertaincd at dinner. In the evening the
leading inhabitants of the city gave a ball, to which
the King and Queen were invited. The hall

was held in a building erected for the occasion,

which was most elaborately decorated, under the
superintendence of M. Schinner, the chief archi-

tect of Chiistiania, and lighted by 30 glass

chandeliers and numerous candelabra. The base of the

columns supporting the roof were adorned with the

choicest flowers and beautiful ferns. The walls were
draped with white, festooned with dark red and blue

—

the national colours. Prior to the arrival of their

Majesties about 1200 assembled. The King and Queen
were received by the principal citizens and officers of

state; the band playing the English national anthem
to words arranged for the occasion. The whole arrange-

ments for the evening were on a scale of unbounded
liberality and elegance.

Italy.—Gatibaldl landed in Calabria on the 19th
inst., after having visited the isLind of Sardinia, where

an expeditionary force of several thousand men had
assembled to meet him. He had left Messina on the 12th

inst., after appointing General Sirtori to command the

land and sea forces in his absence. His destination was
not made pu\)lic and it was at first supposed that he

had gone to Calabria, where sotuc small parties of his

followers had already landed. He proceeded however

to Cagliari in Sardinia to obtain his reinforcements,

passing before Naples on his way, under the very eyes

of the Neapolitan fleet. He left Cagliari on the morn-
ing of the 18th at the head of an expeditionary corps of

about 5000 men, stating that he was returning

to Messina, but it was understood that the state-

ment was made simply to cover his real plans.

On the 19th, with a force of 3800 men, he landed at

Melito, on the Ciiliibrian coast, 12 miles from Reggio.
Another body of 6000 men landed at Capo delle Anne,
and another body, conveyed in 130 Sicilian vessels,

disembarked at Bagnara. Their united force subse-

quently attacked and took Reirgio, and cut the telegraph

lines between Palma and Reggio. The steamer Torino,

with another body of 2000 men, ran ashore, but landed
her men. The steamer Franklin attempted in vain to

get the Torino ofl^ and the Neapolitan cruisers, as at

the first landing of Garibaldians at Marsala, fired

on the stranded ship after the landing had been
effected, but did not fire upon the Franklin.

It is said thai a revolutionary movement has taken
place in the Province of Basilicata, that a Provisional

Government has been established at Potenza, and
that two companies of Dragoons and several

artillerymen at Foggia have joined the insurgents.

From Naples the latest news announces that the

elections have been adjourned until the end of Sep-
tember, and that the Parliament is to assemble on the
20th of October. 1500 men, with arms and 200 tents,

said to have come from Sardinia, had been gradually

lauded at Naples, but were compelled by the

Royal Guard to re-embark. It was suspected that their

intention was to assist in the construction of barricades,

in the event of an insurrection breaking out. It is said

that the Count of Aquila, the King's uncle, who in

former times had declared himself in favour of liberal

institutions, was banished in consequence of the dis-

covery that he was conspiring to get up a revolution in

Naples with the view of seizing his nephew's throne.

The Ministry discovered 15,000 portraits of the Prince,

with the m6tto, " Long live the Regent !" and several

cases of muskets and revolvers addressed to the Prince,

which had been entered at the Custom House as articles

of ironmongery. Tlie prince is said to have enrolled

several thousand men belonging to the reactionary and

Mazzinian parties, as well as an immense number of the

priests, all of whom were ready to effect a coup de main.

The Queen Dowager is said to have at last left the

kingdom, having embarked in a Spanish vessel from

Gaeta for Spam, accompanied by her daughters and her

youngest sons—the elderone.the Count de Trani,reraain-

iug at Naples.—Despatches from Rome state that the

fUe of the Assumption on the 15th m.HC. vasstd off' in
tranquillity. It is stated that 3000 sohliers formerly
in the service of the Duke of Modena have entered the
service of the Pope. Disturbances connected with the
enlistments have been suijpressed. The official journal
announces that the total amount of IVtei-'s Pence
which has reached the Pope from different parts of the
world, is 1,120,000 Roman crowns (5,992,000 fr.). This
Am is only sufficient to maintain an army ot 25,000
men for three or four mouths.—The Offtddl Gazette of
Turin publishes a circular addressed by the Minister of
the Interior to the Governors and Intendants-General
in reference to J;he formation of Volunteer Corps to
join the National Guard. The Due de Chartres has
resigned his commission as a cavalry officer in the Sar-

dinian Army, in which he gained distinction. This step'

is regarded at Turin as a sign that a fresh conflict with
Austria is imminent.

Sicily,—Messina was illuminated on the 19th in

honour of the departure of Garibaldi fur the mainland.

Garibaldi, on his return from Sardinia, met and went
on board an English vessel. On his arrival at Faro he
found another English ship, having on board 30,000
muskets and 15 rifled cannon. He departed again
without landing, accompanied by Colonel Bixio and 5000
volunteers. General Cosenz was prepaiing to leave for

another point of the mainland. The installation of the
New Sicilian magistracy took place at Palermo on the
9th inst. The memhers all took the oath to the consti-

tutional statute of the Sardinian kingdom. Before his

embarkation for Calabria Garibaldi addressed the follow-

ing proclamation to the people of the Neapolitan
continent :

—

" The oppoaition of the foreigner, interested in our abase-
ment, and internal factions have prevented Italy from con-
etitatiug herself a country. Now, however, it appears that
Providence has put an eud to so many misfortunes. The
exemplary unanimity of all the provinces, and Victory smiling
everywhere on the arms of the sons of liberty, are a proof
that the sufferings of this laud of g-enius are drawing
near to their termination. Yet another steps remains. That
step I do not fear. If the sUght means which have conducted
a handful of valiant men to these Straits are compared with the
enormous means at our disposal at present, every eye will see

that the enterprise is not difficult. I would that the shedding
of blood among Italians could be avoided, and therefora I

address myself to you. Sons of the Neapolitan Continent, I

have proved that you are brave, but I desire not to mako
further proof of it. Our blood we will shed together on the
bodie3 of the enemies of Italy. But between us let there be a
truce. Accept, generous men, the right hand which has never
served a tyrant, but which is hardened in the service of the
people. I ask of you to constitute Italy without slaughter of

ner sons, and with you to serve her and die for her.

•*G. Garibaldi."

Ttteket.—Sir Henry Bulwer is said to have made
representations to the Sultan respecting the dangers
which threaten the Turkish empire, and to have again
advised the recall of Kibrisli Pacha from Uoumelia, and
the transfer of his mission to Omar Pacha.

Syria.—The last accounts from the Levant state that

great fears are entertained of a general rising of the
Mahomedans against the Christians. Fanatical

emissaries are traversing the Turkish provinces in every
direction, calling on the faithful to rise in the defence

of the Crescent. In their wild preaching they do not

spare the Sultan, whom they represent as a degenerate

Prince making common cause with the Giaours, At
Balbeck, the capital of the Mutuali, who inhabit the

Anti-Lebanon, the ferocious mountaineers have again

attacked the Christians, and murdered a vast number
of them.

Egypt.—The decision of the Indian Government on
the late outrage committed by officers of the Indian

army in the Mosqne at Cairo is, that the two senior

officers be dismissed the service, and that the others be
severely reprimanded.

India.—The Bombay mail of July 23 has arrived.

The following is the only news of public interest :

—

Oalcvita.—The standing ord^ra having been suspended, the
Income-tax Bill has passed. The first quarterly payment is to

be due on the 1st November, and the tax is not made retro-

spective. Closing s'.ops, or doing or iniiucing any act to

evade the enactments of the BiU, is punished by 12 months'
imprisonment and a fine. The Disarming Act has also passed,

but in a very diflFerent shape from that in which it was
originally presented to the Council. The Government carried

their point of not specially exempting Europeans, but the act

gives permission to magistrates to exempt whomsoever they
'

please, whether native or European, and gives the Governor-

General and subordinate governors power to exempt whole
districts. Mr. Wilson has explained in the Legislative Council

that India will have to bear no share of the expenses of the

Chinese war. The Governor-General in Council has appointed

a committee to inquire into "the large and rapid increase in

civH expenditure of various branches which has occurred within

the last /our years."
Bombay.—The Bombay Chamber of Commerce have passed,

by a large majority, resolutions condemnatory of 'Mr. Wilson's
proposed Paper Currency for ludiii. Their opinion is in favour
of a privat3 bank framed upon the model of the Bank, of Eng-
land, with a capitn of at least five mi. lions.

Chit«"A.—Accounts from Shanghai of June 29, state

that Lord Elgin and Baron Gros had arrived there, and
that Sir Hope Grant and Admiral Hope had left for

Pecheli. Tiie city was protected by the AlUes, and the

rebels were making progress, all trade being stopped.

At Canton on the 8th July niatters appeared more
settled. 100 war vesadsand transports were In Foochien

Bay on the 24th of June. The Mandarins had been
ordered to furnish no supplies.

United States.—The President visited the Great

Eastern at Annapolis on the 9th inst, accompanied by
a large party of ladles and gentlemen. The President

was received with a salute both on his arrival and
departure, and expressed himself much gratified with

' his visit, which lasted two hours. The ship left the
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Chesapeake on her return to New York on the 10th, and

the 16th was named as the day of her departure for

England. Th'e reported resignation of Secretary Cass

was without foundation. The foreign residents in New
York were making arrangements to give a grand recep-

tion and liall in honour of the Prince of Wales.

South America.—The interior of Salvador had b^en

visited by a severe earthquake, which was said to have

destroyed St. Vincent. A serious insurrection of the

negroes was reported in the guano island of Sombrero.

Mexico.—A Spanish frigate had arrived oif Vera

Cruz with despatches from the Spanish Minister.

Miramon was at Lagos, unable to effect his escape from

that country. An attack on the capital was expected.

The Bishop of Guadalajara had been seized.

:i()avltanum

Malmesbury
the expense

HOUSE OP LORDS.
FRiDAY.-^Volanteer JievUics. —The Earl of

called the attention of the Goverameut to

and inconvenience of calling out detached corps of 'olun-

teers in rural cotintiea to a distance from their head-

quarters, for the purpoBe of inspecUon dunnR times of

peace.—Earl De Grey and Ripon said the Government had

no power to call out the volunteers for drill or inspection

except in case of invasion, and if they were put to inconve-

nience by goiug out of their districts it was entirely of their

own free will, the Refreshment Houses and Whie Licenses (Ireland)

Bill, the Industrial SckooU Act (1857) AnuTidmeni Bill, and the

Spirits BUI passed through committee. The Local Govtrnm£id

Supplemental BiU, the Gas {Metropolis) Bill, and the Conaoli-

dattd Fit/ki (10,000,000/.) Bill were read a third time and passed.

Monday.—The Royal Assent was given by commission to

various Bills. The Landlord and Tenant (Ireland) BUI passed

through committee. On the motion of the Duke of Argyll,

the Savings Bank and Friendly Societies* Investments Bill was

treated as a measure of "urgency," and the standing order

liavine: been suspended, the Bill was read a second time.—Earl

Granville moved the second reading of the Fortifications

(Provision /or Bzpenses) JS«i.—The Earl of Ellenborough re-

garded this important Bill with the greatest satisfaction. For

many years he had attempted to call the attention of successive

Governments to the almost defenceless state of the country,

as he earnestly desired that England should not remain un-

armed and defenceless in the midst of an armed world. He
regretted that further measures had not been taken with

regard to the fortification of Sandown, in the Isle of Wight,

and in providing defences for the dockyards. The state

in which Woolwich would be left would materially

affect the success of any expedition which might be made with

a view of attacking London. Woolwich ought to be the citadel

of London, and the arsenal, if properly fortified, would make

human customs. The great obstacle to tbe-s^ccess of th^e

endeavours was, however, the slave trade carried on by the

citizens of civilised countries. The Syrian Massacres.—Mr.

KiNNAiRD asked whether the Govenimeiit had made any repre-

seuUtions to the Porte, or taken any steps to cause the resto

ration of the Christian women earned off and sold by tbe

Druses —Mr. Monsell inquired what were the instructions

given to Lord Dufferin, as Commissioner in Syria ; and com-

mented in strong terms upon the conduct of the Turkish

authorities in that conntry. — Lord Palmerston aaid

that Lord Dufferin had instructions to take steps for procunng

the liberation of the Christian women, and her Majesty s

Ambassador at Constantinople would exert his efforts tor the

same object. The state of Syria was the result of the absence

of a direct authority. One of the duties of Lord Dufferin \\as

to ascertain, in concert with his colleagues, the state of the

country, and to suggest what system of government would

conduce to the happiness of the people and prevent the

recurrence of these collisions. Discussions were like-

wise raised relating to the Royyian Catholic Charttus

BiU, the Bursting of the Gv.n at Dover, and other

topics The House then went Into committee of supply,

and agreed to the votes for the militia, fortifications at home

and abroad, and the remaining items in the Army mvo^xUes

The Metropolitan Police Force (Dockyards) Bill and the Naval

DisciplineBiU were read a second time. The Ecclesiastical Courts

and RegiJitries (Ireland) BiU was withdrawn. The East India

loan BiU passed through committee. The Conjugal Rtghts

(Scotland) Bill was read a third time and passed.
0",*^^^P?f5

for going into Committee on the Party Embieias {Irdand) Bill,

Mr Hennessy moved as an amendment that the Bill be com-

mitted that day three mouths. After considerable discussion

the amendment was negatived on a division by 53 to 22, and the

House went into committee on the Bill, when the Chairman

was ordered to report progress. The Report of the Com.nUtee of

Supply was brought up and agreed to.

Saturday.—The House liad a morning sitting for the

purpose of getting through the remaining votes on the CivU

Service Estimates. Long discussions took place on the vote for

the Mciiiterranean and Red Sea Teteg^-aphs, which was opposed

on the ground that the lines were not in working order. The

vote was ultimately agreed to. The votes for the Historical

Portrait Gallery and the National Gallery were opposed by Mr.

Spooner and Mr. Coningham, and defended by Lord Palmkr-

STON. Both votes were carried, after divisions—the latter by
31 to 23. The vote forthe Kensington Museum-vfas like wise passed.

The vote for the Ecclesiastical Commission v!us opposed by Sir H.

Willoughby and other hon. members; and Mr. Coninoham
gave notice that he would, on bringing up the report of supply,

give the House another opportunity of rejecting the vote.

The report of the Committee of Ways and Means and the

Report of the Committee of Supply, were brought up and
agreed to.

Monday.— Westminster Improvement Commission .—Sir W.
Gallwey asked if the Government would next Session grant a

Committee to inquire into the proceedings of the Westminster

Improvement Commission, with especial reference to the

condition of Victoria Street.—Mr. Cowper acknowledged that

the condition of the street was disgraceful, and said that next

Session he would offer no objection to a committee of inquiry.

Mr. Lindsay complained of the enormous Increase of Exptn-an attack on London impossible. Highly as he thought of the
- Volunteers and of the spirit which animated them, they could

ditur'e • that "little or nothing had been done during the Session
not, he feared, act as well as,reguUr troops in the tield, and he

j ^J^^ spending money ; and that this had been altogether a
therefore regretted that no enlargement of the regular army
was contemplated. Such an enUrgemeut was imperatively

necessary, and the sooner It was made the better for the
ecurity of the coiintry —Earl De Gret and Bipon was glad

that the Government scheme had met with Lord Ellenborough'

s

approval, and stated, in reply, that tkfi fortification of Wool-
wich, if Ciiiricd out, would absorb too larife « sum of money.

moat unsatisfactory Session—Mr. Scclly and Mr. Newde-
oate made some observations to the same effect—Mr. James
objected to the law charges for drawing the Reform Bill of the

late Government, and for collecting statistics to serve as the

basis of the Reform Bill of the present Government.—Mr.
Malins said that the preparation of Reform Bills was a very

expensive amusement. No one wanted reform but some score of
In regard to the enlargement of the regular army, that army

\ g.eutlemen below the gangway, and yet the two last Bills

had not for several years been ho large as at present ; be-

sides which it might now rely upon the Volunteers, many
battalions of whom, he had been informed on military

authority, would be well able to take the field with
a regular army. The Bill was then read a second time.

The Defence of the Realm Bill, the Customs (No. 2) BilU the Stamp
Dalies (No. 2) Bill, and the Peace Preservation (Ireland) Act
AtnaidmeiU Bdl were read a second time. The Refreshment

Houses and Wine Licenses (Ireland) BiU, the Poor Relief (Ireland)

Bdl, and tUe Industrial Schools Act (1857) Amendviffnl Bill were
read a third time and passed.
Tuesdav.-The RijU Volunteer Corps Sill, the landlord ond

Tenant (Ireland) BUI, the Fortifications (Provision for Expenses)

Bill, the Customs (No. 2) BiU, the Stamp Dulies (No. 2) Bill, and
the Defence of the Realm BiU were read a third time and passed.

The Excise Duties Bill was read a second time. The Commons*
amendments to the Lords' amendments on the Croian Debts a7td

Judgnuiits BUI, the C(mnty Coroners Bill, and the Weights and
Measures (Ireland) Bill were considered and agreed to. The
Sa^t India. Loan (3,000,0002.) ^i'' ^^ brought up from the
Commons and read a first time.
Thursday.—The Commons* amendments to the Conjugal

Rights (Scotland) BUI were disagreed with, and a committee
appointed to state the reasons for so doing. The Excise IhUies
.fliH was read a third time and passed. The Eatt India Loan
BiU and the Spirit Duties BUI were read a second time. The
Co}\solidated Fund Appropriation BUI and several other Bills

Were brought up from the Commons and read a first time.
Friday.—Law Reform.—The Lord Chancellor laid on the

table of the.House a BiU for the repeal of several statutes, and
moved its first reading, not, he said, with a view to its passing

had cost 6000/. in money, and several months of public time.

—Mr. Bass inquired whether it was the intention of the
Government to legislate on the subject of Trade Marks.—Mr.
M. Gibson said the Government had prepared a Bill, but that

they had found it impossible to proceed with it this session.

—

General Poi^t O^ce—IAT. Daijby Seymour expressed a hope that

the advent of a new Postmaster-General would lead to some
acceleration in the conveyance of letters in the country, and
that the Post-office authorities would no longer neglect availing

themselves of railways for the conveyance of the mails.—Mr.
MoNisELL referred to the recent outrages upon the Christians

in Syria, and censured in terms of severity the conduct of the

Turkish authorities, whom he accused of openly abetting the
Druses in their attack upon the Christians. He thought there

should be active intervention in the affairs of Turkey,
which was weak and paralytic, and denied that the Maro-
nite3 were the aggressors in the recent outrages.—Lord
Palmbrsi'on regretted to find Mr. Monsell the advocate
of the dismemberment of the Turkish empire. Grave
complaints might no doubt be made against Turkish
rule, but < any one who had paid the slightest attention

to such matters knew that the Turkish empire could not be

partitioned without a European conflict, or without endowing
other States with territory to the prejudice of Great Britain.

He explained the steps which had to be taken to bring the
Druses to justice, and stated that the Turkish Government was
doing all in its power, in conjunction with France and other
European Powers, to make its authority respected, and to pre-

vent a recurrence of such scenes for the future. The report of

the Committee of Supply was then considered. On the vote
of 15,000/. for the alterations in the National Gadery, Mr,

fully discussed next session. He then called the attention of
the House to the measures of law reform that had been brought
before tbem during the present session, expressing his opinion
that whether regarded in its administrative or judicial character
the House had done all in the way of law improvement and
reform that could reasonably be expected of them. After a few
words fium Lord St. Leonards, the Bill was read a first time.

[Left sitting.]

i^„^>-^.?"'..^''^!i?^tf?L ^^^P'V;P?.!*l?f,„^yi^^A^.!„^™^l*i coningham reiterated his objection to the vote.-LordPALMER-
STON said that the alterations were absolutely necessary, what-
ever might be tho ultimate decision as to the National Gallery
and the Royal Academy. After a brief conversation,

in which Mr. John Locke, Mr. H. Seymour, and Lord H.
Lbnhox took part, the vote was agreed to.—On the vote of
17,000i. for the So^ah Kensington Museuff^ Mr. Cosinq-
BAM moved t^at the resolution be ''not agreed to.

On a division the vote was aflBrmed by 60 to 21,

A further attempt was made by Irish members to negative the
vote of •20001. for a Model School at Cork, which was defeated,

on a division, by 58 to 13. The report of the Committee of
Ways and Mians w;i.s brought up and agreed to. The Consoli-

dated Fund (Appropriation) Bdl was brought in and read a
first time.—On the order for tho third reading of the East India

Loan Bill, Mr. Buxton complained of the unnecessarily large

army maintained in India, and Colonel Sykes characterised the

expenditure as extravagant.—Sir C. Wood said that the Govern-

ment in India, who were best able to decide what was the

amount of force necessary, thought that 80,000 was the

minimum number of European troops, and he was not pre-

pared, in the lace of their opinion, to withdra%v any portion

of the force now in India. He had. he said, repeatedly

urged upon the Indian Government the necessity of economy
and the reduction of all expenditure not absolutely required.

—

The Bill was then read a third time and passed. The Spirit

Duties BiU was read a third time and passed. The Militia Fay
BiU was read a second time. The Party Eni>>letns (Ireland) BiU
passed through Committee after considerable opposition, in

the course ol which the Attorney-General for Ireland con-

sented to limit its operation to five years. The Local Govern-

ment Act (1858) AmeiLdment Bill passed through Committee.
The Laio and Etiuity Bill and the TUles to Land (Scotland) Act

(1S5S) Amendment (No. 2) Bill were read a tliird time and
passed. On the order for the second readhig of the Divorce

Court Bill, Mr. Hennessy raised a question whether the

House of Lords, whitJi had passed the Bill, had not trenched '.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday.—The House went into Committee of Supply, and

agreed to several votes of the Civil Service Estimates. The Irish

Magistracy.—Colonel Fkench called attention tu a report that the
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland had transferred to the Inspector-
Geneml of Constabulary the appointment of one-third of the
resident magistrates, to beselected by him from the force under
his command, stating his objections to such a measure.—Mr.
Cabdwell said that by the act of 133P the appointments of
magistrates were thrown open, and Lord Carlisle had adopted
the course, on every third appointment, of consulting the
inspector of police. In reply to Mr. Scully, he aaid that there
was no intention of appointing a second commissioner.
Human Sacritices in Africa.—Lord Fkrmoy called attention to
the intended sacrifice of 2000 human beings according to a
barbarous custom by the present King of Dahomey, in memory
of his . father, and suggested that mcasm'es should be
taken to dissuade the King from this terrible slaughter.^
Mr. C. FoRTESCUE said the Government had reason to know
that the intention attributed to the King of Dahomey was too
txue ; that instructions had been sent to the Admiral on the
station to forward a message of remonstrance and warning to
tho King, but he feared it would be of no avail.—Lord Pal-
HEBSTON said the matter had for a long period of time engaged
the attention of the Government, and endeavours had been
made to persuade the King gf Didiomey to abandon his in-

upon the privileges o^ liie Commons. He concluded by moving
that the Bill bo laid aside.-The Speaker gave his opinion
at some length that the question was open to doubt ; and, on
the mcftion of Mr. James, the debate was adjourned. Several
Bills received -from the Lords were re.id a second time. The
Metropolitan Police Force (Dockyards) (No. 2) BiU passed through
Committee. The Companies BiU was withdrawn. The Sale of
Gas Act Atnendmerit BiU was read a third time and passed.
Tuesday.— r/ffi Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) BiU and

the Exchequer Bonds (2,000,0001.) Bid were read a second time
The Endowed ChariZies BiU and the Militia Pay Bill passed
through committee. The House then went into committee
on the Court of Chancery Bill, and agreed to several of the
clauses. On the order of the day for tho st^coud reading of the
New Zealand BiU, Lord Palmerston said that the object of the
BiU was to protect the interests of the aborigines. It appeared
however, that the constitution of New Zealand already ga^e
the Crown sufficient power for that purpose. Under these
circumstances, and at that late period of the session, he thought
it best to withdraw the Bill.—Sir J. Pakinoton complained of
the conduct of the Government in reference'to this Bill, it
was a most objectionable measure, and the Government
ought long before to have made up their minds upon
the subject. — Mr. Hadfield defended the Bill, and
the conduct of the Government in introducing it.

Mr. C. FoRTESCDE also defended th« principle of the Bill, and
explained the reasons of the Government for adopting a mea-
sure which was in accordance with the interests of the colony.

—Sir G. Lewis said that when the Bill first came down froni

the Lords, the Government felt some dilficulty as to the course

they should pursue. It was only on the nrevious evening that,

after examining the powers of the Crown, they had come to the
decision that those powers were sufficient, and that they would
withdraw the Bill.—Mr. Adderley declared that if the Go-
vernment had proceeded with the Bill they would have been
unable to pass a measure so dangerous and subversive of

our previous colonial policy. — The order for the second

reading of the Bill was then discharged. The House then

went into committee on the Naval Disciplme Bill, when
Lord C. Paget explained that it was Intended to modify the

naval code of laws, which was now two centuries old, and of

extreme severity. It was proposed to make the presence of

three ships necessary for holding courU-martial, instead of

five as heretofore, and to facilitate their holding by allowing

lieutenants to sit upon such courts. The BiU limited the power

of the courts to pronounce sentence of death to certain cases

really deserving of such punishment, and gave them the

power of awarding punishments of different grades. It also

gave power to deal with offences committed on shore, the

absence of which at present caused much inconvenience. It

did not abolish the punishment of flogging, but checked it and
brought it under due control. It was also intended to copy

the regulation introduced into the army, so that sailors placed

for good conduct in a particular class would not be liable to

corporal punishment. Moreover, when any sailor was accused,

the Bill made it necessary in the first instance that inquiry

should be made by one or more officers, who should report

to the captain, with whom would lie the ultimate decision.—

Sir J Pakington expressed bis gratification at the introduc-

tion of the measure, in the provisions of which he generally

concurred. He thought the Admiralty were entitled to great

credit for having grappled with a question of such importance,

and he had no doubt it would prove in a high degree satisfac-

tory to the service.—Sir J. Grahaj^, Sir C Napier, and other

members also expressed a general approval of the BUI, which

passed through committee with some verbal amendments.

The adjourned debate on the Roman Catholic: Chariius Bill, as

amended in committee, was resumed. A division took place

on the question whether the first clause, which had been intro-

duced in opposition to the wishes of the original framers of the

measure, should stand part of the BUI. This was decided ia

the affirmative by a majority of 70 to 13.—Sir G. Bowyeb com-

plained that the Attorney-General had broken faith with

him, and that the effect of the clause just agreed

to would be to render the Bill a penal statute, in-

asmuch as it declared as superstitious the prayers for the

dead, which were an essential portion of the Koman
Catholic religion. He called upon the Government to add a

I

proviso which would remove this grave objection.—The
Attorney-General said he had tried to frame a clause whiah

would be acceptable to all parties, but that hd found, like

others who essayed the difficult task of pleasing everbody, that

he had pleased no ©ne. In a moment of weakness he under-

took to prepare a clause, and he gave it as his opinion that that

which the House had j ust affirmed would not affect the present

disposition of the law on the subject of superatitious uses.—

Sir G. BowYER stigmatised the clause as mischievous, msult-

ing, and injurious to the Roman Catholic body. The Bill,

however, would have to be referred back to the House

of Lords, and he trusted that, despite of the jeers and

laughter of the Treasury Bench, the large class of her

Majesty's subjects who would be injuriously affected by the

Bill would receive more consideration in that place than m the

House of Commons,—Lord Palmerston emphatically ^f^^
that the Government had been guilty of any breach of fsuUi.

inasmuch as the clause, as originally proposed, had been

agreed to without a division. There was. therefore, not tae

shadow of ft ground for the violent vituperation in which Su-u.

BowYER had indulged,—Mr, Hutt (whose name was on tbe

back of the BUI) said that the provisions of the measure as tney

now stood were perfectly satisfactory to the large body oi

Roman Catholics in the North of England, who had requestsa

him to bring the subject under the notice of the House, loe

BUI was then ordered to be read a third time on Wednesday.

The Court of Chancery BiU passed through committee. On tne

order for the consideration of the Lords' amendments to

the Ecclesiastical Commission. Bill, Mr. Bernal Osboiwe con-

demned the recent addition made to the salary of the ^^^^
York, and moved as an amendment that all schemes proposea

Vy the Ecclesiastical Commissioners by which the income oi

any ecclesiastical dignitaries are altered or increased, shall De

laid before Parhament six weeks at least before they are

submitted to her Majesty in council.—Sir G. Lewis oppo^a

the motion, on the ground that it was not relevant to the

amendments of the Lords.— The Speaker ruled that the motion

was irrelevant, and the Lords' amendmenta were ultimately

agreed to by 35 to 18.—The report on the Parly EmUita

(Ireland) BiU, as amended, was considered and agreed to.

Wednesday.— r;ie ajTair at Gitiirf/ord.—Mr, Cochrane astea

whether, having regard to the high character of Mr. Evelyn,

the Uiah Sheriff of Surrey, and the misapprehension unaer

which he issued the placard blaming the conduct of J""^
Blackburn, it was the intention of the Government to le^it'te

fine of 500£. inflicted by the Judges?-Sir G. Lewis said Uiat

the only way by which Mr. Evelyn could obtain r-lDQittance oi

tho fine was by petitioning the Crown, showing that ^e ^rj

acted under misapprehension. Having seen the Pl*jara u

question, he considered the steps taken by the
^J^^^.J^

perfectly justifiable. The Appropriation BiU and the C\m«Ki««

ted Fund (2.000.000i.) BiU passed through <^^^^}\'^S: o Rill

MilUia Pay BUI and the Metropolitan Force (Dockyards) Ao^^
were read a third time and passed. The House resum^i^^

committee on the i'nion of Beneiice»tB-dl. On clause .

Mr. Hubbard moved an amendment providing ^^^^
scheme for the removal pf any church or Pa™*"**.

shaU provide for the erecUon of another churcb or p«

sonage within the Umits of the m^UopLAi^ i^
motion was agreed to after some discussion.

J°fJ"^
itself- authori^ff the m1« and removal of churches, w--

f

i
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+Teira«reed to. A clause proposed by Mr, Vance, that nu

heme for carrying out the provuioas of the Bill should be

^bniitted to her Majesty in council till it had lain on the

tables of the two Houses of Parliament two montbB, was like-

^se agi'ced to- The Bill then passed through committee. The
order for the second reading- of the MttropolU Local Management

Act Jrnendtue/it Bill was discharged, on the motion of Mr Tite.

The Endowed Charities Sill and the Ifaval JHsciidine Bill as

iiinended, were considered. -On the order of the day for the

third reading of the Roman Catholic Charities BUI, Mr, Butt
moved that the Bill be recommitted, alleging, that as it stood,

it was a penal measure, and tliat the law of superstitious uses

might be injuriously applied in consequence,—Sir G- Lewis
opposed the motion and denied that the Bill wa« of a penal

character.—Sir 6. Bowyer apologised for the warmth with
which he had spoken on the previous night, and Lord Palmer-
STON and the Attorney General expressed their satisfaction,

—Mr, Butt having withdrawn his motion, the Bill was read a

third time and passed. The Court of Chancery B'dlj and the

Part}/ EmblemB (Ireland) Bill were read a third time and pas-sed.

The House went into committee on the Church TtmporaUties BiUy

when Mr Cardwell abamioned the first clauses referring to

the constitution of the Ecclesiastical Commission. Clause 38,

permitting the Commissioners to apply money to the augmen-
tation of small hvings, was agreed to with an amendment,

—

Mr. Vance moved a clause, giving the regulation of the salaries

of the clerks of the Ecclesiastical Cornmi?^sion to the Commis-
sioners of the Treasury.—Mr Cakdwell contended that the
control of the salaries should be left to those who had the
control of the funds, namely, the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.
—Mr Vance, on the understanding that the claims of these
underpai'l officials would bo duly considered, wittidrew his
clause. The Bill then passed through committee. The Bebtors
arid Creditors Act Amendment BUI, the Coast of Africa Act
Aviendment Bill, and the Offences within her Majesty's Possessions

Abrootl Bill were read a third time and passed,
Thursday.— rAfi Sue: Canai.—In answer to Mr. Danby Sev-

MOUR, Lord Palmers-ton stated that the Pacha of Egypt had
been induced to take a great number of shares in the Suez
Canal scheme, one of the greatest delusions of modern times,
and that on his refusal to take more shares, M. Lesseps had
pledged the Viceroy's credit without his knowledge or consent.
Communications on the subject had passed between her Ma-
jesty's Government and that of the Emperor of the French^
and the latter had declared that they had nothing whatever
to do with the project. Mr. Cobden had not received
any instnictions to negotiate with the French Govern-
ment on the subject. The French Treaty. — Mr Spooner
asked whether Mr. Cobden was now her Majesty's representa-
tive at Paris.—Lord Palmerston replied that Mr Cobden, in
conjunction with Lord Cowley, was fully authorised to nego-
tiate whatever might remain to be settled of the treaty. The
Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill^ the Exchequer Bonds
(2,000,000?.) Bill, the Endowed Chanties Bill, and the Naval
Biscipine Bill were read a third time and passed.—On the order
for the adjourned debate on Mr- Hennessy's amendment to the
second reading of the Divorce Court -Bi«—viz., that the Bill be
laid aside. Lord Palmerston called attention to the remarks
made by the Speaker on Monday on the question of privilege
involved in the fifth clause of the Bill, which had been intro-
duced by the House of Lords contrary to the privileges of the
House of Commons. Considering that the object of the Bill
was to improve the jurisdiction of a most useful court, he
hoped the House would be satisfied with a protest against
the interference of the Lords, and consent to read the
Bill a second time.—Sir J, Graham said that» although he was
an ardent supporter of the rights and privileges of the House,
he thought it would be unduly magnifying the circumstance
complained o/if the House were to lay the Bill aside. After
a short discussion the amendment was withdrawn. On the
motion that the Bill be read a second time, Mr MalIns moved
as an amendment that the Bill be read a second time that day
month, contending that the law of 1857 had been moat
disastrous in its results.—Sir G- Bowver seconded the amend-
ment, which was supported by Mr Spooner and Mr. Hen-
KEssY, and opposed by Mr B- James and the Attorney-
General, On a division the amendment was negatived by 43
to 11, and the standing order having been suspended, the
House went into committee on the Bill, and agreed
to the clauses with some verbal amendments.—Mr.
Mauns moved that the Bill continue in force for two years
<>Jfily-—The Attorney-General having assented, a clause to
that effect was added to the Bill.—The Trustees, Mortgagees, etc..
Bill passed through committee. The Church Temporalities
(Ireland) Acts Amendment BUI was read a third time and passed.
The Poor Law O^ers Superannuation BUI was withdrawn. The
Union of Benefices Bill was read a third time and passed.

' Be/oice of london.'^SiT T). L. Evans moved an address to her
Majesty, praying that the recommendations of the National
Befence Commission for the construction of a fortified work ou
Shooter's Hill for the protection of Woolwich Areenal be carried
into effect, and that a Royal Commission be appointed to
examine and report on the lines of march available to an invad-
ing army advancing against London. He was arguing in sup-
port of his motion, when the House, consistmg of 16 members
only, was counted out,
Friday,—Austria and Sardinia,—In answer to Mr Butt

Lord Palmerston said that the statement that Austria had
informed the Sardinian Govemmet that she would treat
the landing of Garibaldi in Naples as a ccwiw belli was
totally devoid of any foundation. The Austrian Govern-
rnent had invariably stated that they did not intend to
interfere by force of arms beyond their own frontier,
but that they intended to defend it if it was attacked.
The Bivorce Court Bill and the Trustees, Mortgagees, &c. Bill
were read a third time and passed. Switzerland and Savoy.-^
In answer to Mr Kinglake and Sir G. Bowver, Lord Pal-
merston said that the independence of Switzerland ought to
be maintained, and that the annexation of Savoy was not
creditable to the parties engaged in it, especially when it was
remembered that Faucigny and Chablais were to be ceded, of
which there appeared to be no intention,—Mr Griffith pro-
ceeded to call attention to the outrages at Damascus, when
Mr E. James moved that the House be counted. There were
not more than 16 or 17 members present, and the House
adjourned at a quarter past 6.
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i^ajette of tfte fflSaeefe.
TUKSnAT-BANKKUPTS-J. M. A>drew, Dewsbury, Inokeeper-
f',.

J- ;>«"0'-D, Luton. Bedfordshire, Strww Plait Merchants—J. Bkll
?«,. " iLBO>. Bradlurd, Yorkshire, Stuff Merchants - J. Chadwick,
WellinKton Wharf, Augustus Streer. Regent's Park, Stone Merchant-j.

rehouse'
Linton,
Street,

ufacturer—

rhilpoit Lane. ^ iry. Mercham-l>, Teablk^ UouRhton Reici^ Bedfordabire
Straw Flait Dealer—\V. M Townsom, LiverpooU Vi^^tualVer—J, Wilson!
Sunderland, Hoot and Shoemaker,
FKXDAY—BANKUUl'Tte-J. Barber, Vanrliester. Machine and Roller

Maker-C. BuAnLKv^ Deepfield^ Uilfltun, Matfordshire, Irou Dealer and
Iron Broker—A. BirHREit, skinner Street, Snuw Hill, Importer of Foreign
GlHft.,and ML-rcliant—J. Chosb, \Mnd«or, Dntoer—G. A Dragf, Oloey,
Buckini-hanishire, Shoe Maiiufacturer—J. J. K. Kyke, George Yard, Milton
Street, Cripple^Cate, CarniKn—W, Kkancis and J. Hoofer, New Leather
Market, Bermondtey, Leather Faetora-J. J^khelti^e, Xorwich, Hotel
Keeper and i*08tmaater— R. Uorrocks, Liverpool. Baker and Klour Dealer
—J. Hughes, Basin<hallStreet, and Gresham Terrace, Dalatoo, Woollen
Warehouseman Hiid Commission A>ceiit— K. Jobbims, (iloucester. Currier
and Leafher Seller—T, R. Lewis, GoliLI Square, Crutchfd Friar?, City,
Merchaiit-^T, Spu er. Little Britain. City, Oil and Colourman—F SxRVB^a
and li, Abbott, Earls Barton. Northamptonshire, C^urriera and Leather
SeUera—J, H. Watts and J. Watts, Woolriich, Ironmonger*, Plumbers,
PaiaterBi and Glaziers.
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Cit]) intelligence*

Money Masket, Friday.—British Funds : Con-
sols closed at 92| for Money, and 92^ to | for Account

;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 93:^ to i ; New Three per
Cents., 93| to i; Thirty Years* Annuities, expiring in
April, 1885. 16f to 16|; Indian Five per Cent. Stock
of ^1859, 1031; Indian Four per Cent, Debentures,
1858, 96|; India Bonds, 8*. txj 4^, dis,; Exchequer Bills

(small), 35. prem.—Foreign : Dutch Two and a Half
per Cents., 64| ; Mexican Three per Cents., for Acct.,

201; Portujrnose Three per Cents., 43|; Ditto for
Acct., 43f ; Russian Five per Cents., 108; Ditto for
Acct, 107^ ; Ditto Four and a Half per Cents., 93^
to \; Sardinian Five per Cents., 82^ to ^; Spanish
Aew Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct., 40; Turkish
Six per Cents., for Acct., 60i

The City Towers and Steeples.—A meeting of
the Council of the lloyal Institute of British Architects

was held last week on the top of St. Paul's, for the
purpose of exaniiuing the various towers and steeples,

with tlie view of determining which should be preserved.

The meeting found few spires to the destruction of

which they were willing to assent, and resolved to

present a memorial to the House of Commons on behalf

of the following towers and steeples, in addition to the

four which the Select Committee have already recom-

mended for preservation :

—

"St. Alban's, Wood Street; Allhallow's, Bread Street;
Allhallow's, Lombard Street; Allh;LUow's, Thames Street;
St. Andrew's, Holbom ; St. Autholin, Watling Street ; St.

Auguatin's, Wutling Street ; St. Bartholomew's the Great

;

St. Benefs, Thames Street ; St. Bride's, Fleet Street ; Christ-
church, Newgate Street ; St. Diouis* Backehurch ; St.

DuiiittiiLi's-iu-the-East ; St. Dunstjm's-m-tbo-West ; St. Edmund
the King's ; St. George's, Botolph Lane ; St. Giles's, Cripple-
gate ; St. Jamts's, Garlick Hill ; St. Lawrence's, Jewry ; St.

Magnus's, London Bridge ; St. Margaret's, Lothbury ; St.

Margaret Pattens'; St. Mary's, Abchurch; St. Mary's, Alder-
mary ; St. Mary's-le-Bow; St. Mary's Somerset; St. Mary .

Magdalen's, Old Fish Street Hill ; St. Michael's, Comhill ; St.

Michael's, Queenhithe ; St. Micliael's Royal; St. Mildred's,

Bread Street; St. Mildred's, Poultry ; St. Sepulchre's ; St.

Vedast's, Foster Lane."

The Kensington Gardens Ride.—On Thursday a

deputation from the three parishes of Kensington, Mary-
lebone, and Paddington had an interview with Sir

G. Lewis at the Home Office, and placed in his hands a
petition to the Queen iu opposition to the new ride in

Kensington Gardens. The petition was signed by
43,268 persons, exclusive of a separate petition from
Paddincrton to her Majesty of 705 persons. The signa-

tures filled 1099 slieets, and tlie petition was upwards
of 41,000 feet, or over half-a-mile in length. Sir

G. Lewis, in reply, said that it was the most numerously
signed petition which had been presented since that of

Feargus O'Connor on behalf of tlie Chartists. It would
be duly presented to her Majesty, but he understood

the matter was now adjourned, as tiie ride was closed

for the present, the season having terminated.

Jlii. Spurgeon and the Metuopolitan Tabes-
NACLE.—A large meeting was held on ilonday in the
Tabernacle now erecting near the Elephant and Castle,

to hear an account of the Rev. C. H. Spurgcon's tour

on the Continent, the object being to obtain funds to

proceed with the undertaklnjr. According to the
statement of the treasurer, 22,196/. 19*. 2d, has

! already he^n expended on the building, and about
5500/. more is required to complete it. In & pre-

liminary speech Mr. Spurgeon remarked that he should

feel himself a *' guilty sneaking sinner" if he came
into the place with a 100/. debt upon it. The ground
had been as much given to them by the Lord as if an
angel had come down from heaven and cleared it. He
eulogised the design of the building, but said he would
have no towers upon it, unless some of the brethren

wished to 'hang him on them. Before the promised

lecture on the Continental tour numerous ministers of

different denominations addressed the meeting, Mr.

Spurgeon having announced that he would not begin

until 1000/. had been collected. By 7 o'clock 960/.

was raised, and Mr. Spurgeon theu delivered his narra-

tive, of which the following is an abstract ;

—

"He said that as in the early part of the day some of the

speakers had mentioned some points of divergence from

his creed, ho felt it right at <»nc.e to aver that he waa a

'Calviniat Proper;' that he could forgive his rev. brethren for

differing with him ; that for himself he preferred a seventeen

ounce to a fifteen ounce Calvinist ; that he had read every one

oftbe works of Calvin, and, with one exception—which waa
Calvin's cpiuion, expressed when very young, as to the

Reformation—he endorsed fully every word and every opinion

f*5 fS^^P?l^ ¥ ^^"^ some more of the Pope's Irish guard

h^ nt.^?''^'V^^ ^^'^"^ ^"^^^^^ They seemed as if it wo5dDe necessary for others to gimrd them soon. He hoped theday would come when Ireland's brave sons would find a nobler
occupation than the attempt to prop up a rotten throne, whichhe prayed might fall, and might Garibaldi be the means ofshakmg it. This observation was received by the audience
with repeated rounds of applause. He theu proceeded to crive
cursoiy notes of the chief facts of interest in his tour, mauy of
tiis remarks exciting loud laughter. Antwerp he considered
the most religious place on the face of the earth, in a bad sense—it wiis full ot Virgm Marys and supersUtion. He saw
articles [or sale there which were horribly indecent and vulgar
lie blushed to recollect them. In Belgium he was glad to find
that JU>uis Napoleon was much disUked. He thought the day
yfould come when the people of this country would regret that
they had not allied themselves to Prussia instead of to France.
Our natural alliance was with a Protestant and free country*
united to us by ties of marriage, and not with a tyrant.
Brussels did not please him much, but there was a man
preached a sermon there iu a Catholic church which gratified
him. Throughout the country the women did the work whUe
the men looked on and smoked their pipes. Had he been on©
of the great strapping women he saw at work, and had the
husband been sitting down smoking his pipe, he would have
broken any Act which might be iu existence for giviiig two
months' imprisonment to a woman who beat her husband.
It made him quite indignant to see women sweeping the
streets and doing all kin(& of work. As to Boulogne be never
wanted to go there again. He had a more vivid recollection of
what he smelt than what he saw. Every half yard gave some-
thing more terrible than he had ever smelt before—he did not
know whether it was Popery or not. At Baden he went to see
the gaming-table, and thought it the most frightful spectacle
he ever saw. Women sat up all night at it. He would warn
people that the worst thing that could happen to them at such
places would be to win. If they lost, serve them right ; but if
they won the Devil would have them."

Removal of the East India Boaed.—The work of
removing from the old India House, in Leadenhall
Street, to the Victoria Hotel, Westminster, will com-
mence on the 1st of September. The rent to be paid
for the portion of the hotel to be occupied by the new
offices is 6000/., in addition to half the rates and taxes.

The Loss of the Malabak.—The Board of Trade
have received a report from the officers appointed
to institute an inc^uiry into the loss of the Peninsular
and Orienta) Company's steamer Malabar, in the harbour
of Point de Galfe, They are of opinion that " the loss

of the Malabar was attributable to the extreme violence

of the squalls, and that the evidence tends to prove that
nothing could have beendone to preveut the calamity dur-
ing the short time that elapsed between the bursting o;^

the squall and the striking of the ship." A despatc h was
received on Wednesday by the company intimating that
the whole of the specie in tlie vessel had been recove red,

ToWEB OF London.—Lord De Ros, the High C on-

stable of the Tower, has been making great improve-
ment there, by cultivating the ditch. Among other

shrubs that have been planted is a cutting presented

by Colonel Pahner, of Nazing Park, from the vine

planted by the great Napolecn at St. Helena shortly

before his death. Tiiis Vine was brought to England
soon after, and was given by Colonel Palmer a few
months since to the Governor of the Invalides, at

Paris, alter having had some cuttings struck frpm it.

MufiDEE AND BUKGLAKY AT Stefney.—On Friday

morning Mrs. Mary Emsley, a widow lady aged about

70, the owner of landed property producing an income
of 5000^. a year at Stratford, Bow, Bethnal Green, Vic-

toria Park, and other parts of the east end of the

metropolis, was found murdered at her residence, No. 9,

Grove Road, Stepney, a short distance from the Tower
Hamlets Cemetery in the Bow Road. She lived alone

and had no servants, but was well known as of miserly

habits, although she carried on extensive dealings with
energy and acuteness. It was also well known that she had
a number of agents and collectors who were in the habit

of carrying her large sums of money weekly, arising

from rents and other property which she had held

since the death of her husband, a large contractor

and brickmaker, well known at the east end of

London for his eccentric habits. The deceased had
not been seen by the neighbours for some days, and
as no answer could be obtained by knocking at the

door, her solicitor with a policeman forced an entrance

into the house on Friday, and found her lying dead
with the back part of her liead forced in, in one of th«

rooms on the second floor where she kept her stock

of paperhangings for papering her houses. There was
a large wound of the scalp, from which blood had flowed

copiously, and which had evidently been inflicted by-

some hard substance. She was fully dressed, and there

were no signs of the house having been broken into, or

of any lights having been burning in the room. It

is interred therefore that she was killed in open day by
some one who had called about the paper and had been

admitted by herself at the front door, and who
murdered her in order to get her money, her boxes and
drawers having been ransacked, and a sum supposed to

be from 50^. to 100/. removed. The police have satisfied
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on tlie bodies of

.;iV, wlien the jary, after hciir'mg the evidence of Capt.

foble, liispector of Artillery, from Woolwich, and

district tlfe murder \vas committed. The prisoner

made a full confession of his guilt, and stated that

a quarrel arose between him and the girl about a

half-crown which lie had lent her, and that a scufflti

ensued in which he murdered her.

Dover.— The coroner's inc|uesb

Lieut. Tliompson and Sergeant Monger, of the Volun-

teer Artillery Corps, v/ho were li:illed by the late explo-

sion of a gnu at Avcheliff Fort, was resumed on Tnes-

d
Noble.

other scientific witnesses, returned the following

verdict :

—

"That death was caused by thehuraling of a g:un while at

ball practice, and that the acclicut was aceelen^ted by the

long use of the guu, and from the metnl not being of a quaUty

suitable for the castirtgr of guns lor artillery practice. The jury

are unanimously of opinion that a pariodical inspection of all

guns used in forts should take place."

FiiOMK.—Anotlier child murder has been committed

in this neighbourhood. On Sunday morning the body

of a male child was found in the river Frome, quite

nalied, and with part of a staylace which which it had

been strangled, tied round its neck. The medical man
gie Dioou relation, miu expie&seLi

|
qu examination, pronounced the corpse to be that of a

the intention of disposing of her wealth to found an ' fuUy growu child, who had lived some hours after birth.

themselves that the murder was committed by some

person well aoqaaiuted with the premises and with the

habits of deceased, and it is said that they have

obtained a clue which is likely to lead to the apprehen-

sion of the murderer. A coroner's inqnest was opened

on Monday and a Ijourned for a week. The police, in

searching tlie premises on Monday, found a sum of 4Sl.

secreted in the coal cellar, under a ton of coals—S2/. in

gold, being wrapped in a piece of wash-leather, and

16Z. 2s, in silver, in a tin case; the wbole being rolled

in a piece of dirty printed cotton. It Is believed

that this money was secreted by her own hands,

and the fact of its concealment is regarded

as a proof that she was apprehensive that the

knowledge of her wealth might lead to an attempt at

robbery or violence. It is said that in all probability

the whole of the property belonging to the deceased

wUl lapse to the Crown for want of kindred, assuming

that she has died intestate, whiv:h there is every reason

to believe, since a careful search among her pnpers for

ATay testamentary document has been wholly fruitless.

Since the death of a sister, about four years ngo, whose

legitimacy was questioned, she is said to have denied

the existence of a single blood relation, and expressed

almshouse after her death.

Great Fire hear Lohbon BuTDaE.—On Friday

night between 11 and 12 a fire broke out in the exten-

The murder was evidently perpetrated by the mother,

as some of the customary duties of a midwife had not

been attended to. An inquest was opened on Wednesday

sive premises of Messrs Hu-tley, corn and provision ' and adjourned to the 30th inst.—On Wednesday Edmund
wharfingers, at West Kent Wharf, on the Surrey side of; John Gagg, theprisoner who gave himself up as the mur-

London Bridge and adjoining the Hibernia wharf of dererofFri-Micis Saville Kent, was brought before thema-

Alderman Humphrey, which was not long since the gistrates at Trowbridge, when letters were read in corro-

sceoe of a simUar catastrophe. Notwithstanding the horation ofhis statemoutthathe wasatPortsmouthonthe

exertions of two floatino: steam engines, and of land niirht in which the murder was committed. Theprisoner

engines almost innumerable, the whole building, with

its contents, consisting chiefly of grain, hops, bacon, oil,

cheese, &c., forming a mass of inflammable materials,

was wholly destroyed in an incredibly short space of

time; nothing remaining but a bare mass of blackened

walls. For some time the corn stored in the upper

stories of the premises poured out of the windows

like an avalanche, and literally sunk by Its weight

several barges laden with tea and other merchandize in

the adjoining creek of St. Mary Overy. The cause of

the fire is said to have been the negligence of a clerk

who set fire to some bales of jute in lighting the gus.

The damage is estimated at 200,0001., and it is feared

that not one quarter of the property destroyed was
insured.

Cheat Fire in ShadwbIjL.—On Saturday night the

Phoenix Mills, in Ratcliffe Highway, occupied by
Messrs. Parkinson & Salmnn, wholesale biscuit bakers

to the army and nary, were totally destroyed by fire.

The premises, which were 150 feet long, comprised

steam boilers, engines, and otlier valuable machinei-y,

and an imujense stock of Hour and other articles used in

ttie manufacture of biscuits. Several of the adjoining

houses were damnged by fire and water.

Thb Fublic Health.—The Registrar-General's

weekly return states that the deaths in London rose to

1029 in the week that ended Saturday, August 18.

Excluding t'^e deaths from epidemic cholera in the 33d
week of 18o-i, the averao-e number of deaths in the

corresponding weeks of the last 10 years, corrected for

increase of population, was 1200; the present return is

therefore 171 below the average. During the week the

births of 829 boys and 856 girls, in all 1685 children,

were registered in London. In the 10 corresponding

weeks of the years 1850-59 the average number was
1589.

that population, for that povtiou of the coiaiuuiiity which, I
must rt4ie;it again, are untainted by vice hitherto, who have at
liKiue nu prospects, who set) at home nothing but the deepest
poverty and the deepest desfradation, iu too many cases
who see before them nothing but examples of squaUd
poverty, of intemperance, and profaneness ; it ia for tbem,
with, such a home—if home it can be called—iu the night
and in the day time exposed to all the idleness and al

the temptations of a great", a dissolute population, framed,
as it were, to be the prey of those who go about to seek whom
they may devour, to bring them into the patlis of wickedne&s
which they have so long- trodden themselves. I say, it is for

those poor children, many of them the children of honest
poverty—and yet the children of dishonest parents are still more
the objects of compassifm—it is lor them that these well
called ragged schools—the name is significant, and 1 should
be son*y that it should be changed—it is for them specially

that the hand of well directed and well devised charity

has contrived these invaluable institutions, in which
they may be rescued from the fate, which, otherwise, would
too certainly depend over them, and in which they may
receive, iu the strictest sense of the world, a truly moral and
religious education. And when I use the word education, I

wish to bear in mind what is the true meaning and the true

object of that important word. It is not the learning to read

and to write ; they hive nothing more to do with education

than learning to speak, and are the mere means by
which education and instruction may be afforded; but,

according to what you speak and what you hear, accord-

ing to what you read and what you write, will be the effect

this elementary part of education will have upon the futui;e

conduct of the child, and consequently oftheraau. Nor is it

desu-able that in these institutions the cliildren should be
brought up iu a state of society to which they are never likely

in their future lives to attain. The object of all fitting edut^-

tion is to suit the child, and afterwards the man. for iittmgly

discharging his duty in that state of life to which it has pleased

God to call him, and fitting him to be a good and taithfuL

subject here, a usefid member of society and worthy, through

the mercy of God, to enter upon a higher and holier stiite of

existence hereafter. Wisely, then, you do not in these schools

attempt any wide dights of knowledge or any great extension of

science, but wisely, most wisely, do you devote a considerable

division of each day, not to the acquisition of material know-

fnrther stated that he had never been to Road before his ledge, but to the acquisition of those habits of industry which

are to form the future means of subsistence of those whom
you are bringing up. But it ia also proposed, and more than

proposed, for it has been attempted, with success, to combine

with the education of the children a room which shall agrve

for the rcliaious instniction of the parents of the children, and

apprehension, that he had never seen^Mr. Kent or any of

his family or servants in his life, and that he could not

tell what, had induced him to make the statement he

had made. The magistrates ultimately resolved to send , „ ^ . , ^ ^- .^ a • *.\ ™ 1 « ^+-
t. ^"^^^\ ^"^. "o. ^^

»,r ;. ^ "^^^^ .^..;„^ +1,^;^ any others who may be induced to attend in the same class of
him to hia parish m Wesfcmmster, expressing their

.

^.^^^^ j^ -^ intended to combine with the education of the

regret that they had no power to pulJBsh him severely children the religious and moral training of the parents, and

for his conduct. To show how contagious are freaks to bring together a large portion of that population into a

T, .1 p +u^ ^„o« r^^r^. ;f \a ct-if^/l flnf nnnf-hpr chm-ch for the worship of Almighty God, absolutely free and
like those of the man Gagg it is stated that another ^

^^ everyone, without money and without price. Now, it

party has written to the police from lreland,_ stating
| ^^ ^ remark often made, and it is one of painful significance,

that he has the missing night-gown, that Miss Con- that, even among the respectable portion of the working

stance Kent committed the murder, and that he is ready

to produce the missing article if money be sent over to

enable him to come to England!

KiREDALE.—The first stone of the Industrial School

in this town was laid on Saturday by the Earl of

Derby, who delivered a long address on the occasion,

from which the following are extracts ;^

classes and mechanics of this great country, there is a large

proportion who never enter a House of God, and know-

nothing of the truths or comforts of religion ; and various

causes, no doubt, there are for this lamentable state

of things, for this total absence of a large portion of the popu-

lation from the service of God, whether according to the prin-

ciple of the Established Church or the Dissenting body. But

I heheve, apart from hostility to religion, apart from what is

more common still, absolute indifference and absolute igno-

rance—there are two prevailing causes which tend to dnye
*' Yfiara ago the vast increase of the population was looked

1 ^^.^^^ ^^^ churches even the best disposed, I will not say of the

npon with triumph and satisfaction, as adding to the power
p^^^ipgi., but of the poorer population. The one is the appro-

and wealth of the country; but it was looked at without any
prjation of the greater portion of tlie saats in our churches-

true appreciation of the great moral, social, and religious conse- ^^^ above all, of all the best seats—to the richer and the
quences which must How from an increase of the ill-educated

^^i^j. classes-to the exclusion of the poor man. or to his rele-

and the irreligious population. Ido not say that thishas been the ^j^^ jj^^.^ ^j^^ j^^gf. inconvenient, the most distant, and the

case in any of the country districts, where any great increase of most inadequati
the population has not taken place, and where there is great >,„^nT> nnfnrfi. ;

room for the exercise of those kindly sympathies between the
' upper and the lower classes which are the surest bond of union

I
between the various classes in this country; but it is the

case in great towns, in the great hives of industry to which
:

the redundant population flock for employment, where
,

' the influx of the populatir n and the increase of buildings '

. _^__._e seats. This is, I am afraid, an evil inherent

m

human nature, and it is an eVil of such antiquity that it formed

a ground for rebuke on the part of the Apostles themselves. I

need not remind many of those who hear me that St. James

distinctly points to this ungTacious and invidious distinction,

in the earliest Christian churches, between the rich and the

poor. He notices it not only as a fact, but as a fact for

condemnation and amendment. The other cause is, 1 believe.

has caused the population to increase beyond the possibility of
j ^^ honest shame of parading the wretched garments in

the means of moral and religious instruction. In those great
^jji^.^^ ^i^g poorer classes are clad in immediate contiguiLV to

Bbidgewatee.—The Rev. Lewis Price has made two
further attempts this week to recover his wife from the

Agapemone. On Tuesday he went to Spaxton accom-
paiiied by about 30 or 40 men and his legal adviser,

and found the Agapemone strongly barricaded by chairs.

towns there is, comparatively speaking, little room for social

intercourse between the high and the low. between the rich

and the poor ; and thus the immense size of the parishes and
of the townships, and the immense number of the population,

baffle the efforts of the most zealous ministers, whether
belonging to the Established Church, or whether belonging to

the better clothed, and the richer garments of the wealthy

and more easy-to-do-population of the town. I do not say that

is a feeling to be altogether vindicated, but it is a feeling not

unnatural, and a feeling for which we must make every indul-

gence. Nor do I condemn absolutely and entirely, for ^^^
reasons, the appropriation of particular seats, provided a suffi-

tithlPS and nfh.^fRrt!plp«;nf fnrnltnrP hphind whiMi fhp ' l^-^ elapsed, and we are not combating now the origin or even
uimes, ana otner articles or nirnitiire, oenmci wnicn tne

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j.^ ^^ ^^^ disease, but we are contending agamst a
Princites were stationed with firearms, threatening to

shoot any one who attempted to force an entrance.

After a long parley, Mr. Price and a party of six were
allowed to enter and search the premises, but no trace

1^ the lady could be found. On the following morning
Mr. Price and hia party made a shullar descent on three

those numerous dissenting sects of whom, gi-eatly as 1 Uitter
| ^^^^^ amount be set apart for the use of those who are not able

from them, I wish to speak with the greatest and the deepest
1

^^^ j-^^. ^^^^^ accommodation. On the contrary, I believe it

respect for their exertions in the cause of education and
| ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ solemnity, regularity, and order of the parochial

worship. I am sure it tends much to the inculcation of the

best feelings where father, mother, and children can enter the

House of God with a knowledge that there is a scat for them,

where they can go united to offer up their prayers and praise,

and hear the word of God. And X am far from condemuulg

the appropriation of certain seats to those who are able to in-

crease the meansof the Church, providing that it is not granted

to the exclusion of those who have no such means of paying lor

such accommodation, and who are equal—who, by the law 01

the land and the constitution of the Church, have absolutely an

equal right, with the richest of the rich, to enter and worship

God in that parish church, which is not for the rich but for every

parishioner. Well, then, in this case we have to deal "With a

mixed population. We have to deal with a population aU oj

whom are of the poorest class—''ew of whom could aflora

anything—none of whom could aiford any considerable suni

religion ; but here a population, 1 say, has grown up which has

mocked all our etforis, which has defeated all our activity, and
has outgrown all our means, moral and pecuniai-y ;

and though
it is quite true that the present generation are awakening to

a painful and active consciousness of this great evil, and are

alive to the neces,-iity of applying some remedy, our difficulties

in doing so are so much the greater inasmuch as a longer time

stag'

chronic and systematic disease, which is gaining strength

almost exceedihg that which it will be in our power to apply
as a retnedv to prevent it. From these causes—from this vast

population'which, in our great towns and in the suburbs of

those great towns, is growing iip in a state of practical

heathcnisui—1 am afraid I must say in the indulgence of

the grossest sensuality, and in the indulgence of that intem-

disciples, but after a careful search the lady could not be

discovered. It is believed tliat she is still in the neigh-

fcourhood, and that she is concealed iu the house of one
of Prince's adherents, of whom there are many in the

villages of West Somerset.

Cambktdge.—This University is to be honoured by
the presence of the Prince of Wales at the commence-
ment of the ensuing Lent Term on the 13th of January

' next. It is understood that Madingly Hall, the seat of

the Cotton family, situate about three miles from
Cambridge, has been engaged for his reception, there

being no available place within the limits of the
University capable of accommodating his Royal High-
ness and his numerous suite.

Caelisle.—The execution of George Cass for the
wilful murder of Ann SeweU, at Kmbleton, on the
26th March last, took place at the county gaol on
Monday, in the presence of many - thousands of

concerned who have been practised in the habits of vice and
crime—the best directed efforts and the wisest discipline are

comparativeh' insufficient to restore them to a better state;

and few of those advanced in life who are subjected to this

discipline arc permanently and in heart brought to a true sense

of their guilt, to a sincere and an earnest reformation. But

with regai-d to the younger classes—to those who are not har-

dened in crime, to those who are seduced by a bad example,

and encouraged by idleness and vicious habits to enter on the

paths of crime, a more hopeful path is opening, a more cheer-

ful prospect is entertained, from those invaluable institutions

which, under the name of reformatories, are combining for the

young criminal the advantages of penal imprisonment, and

cnnuecting with that a Christian, moral, and industrial educa-

tion. Again, as to the absolutely destitute classes of the com-

munity, the workhouse schools furnish no compatible amount

of disciphne and training ; but there is a class, haply un-

tainted with crime, above the condition of the absolutely

destitute poor, yet below the scale of what may be called

decent jwverty, for which the reformatories are not fittmg

recepticles, nor the workhouses, to which they are either not

admitted or nnwilUng to enter. In neither is there any

provision, and except for the insti-umentality of such institu-

tions as this of which we are now laying the first stone to day.

is moat important, not that there should be some free sea^i

but that e rery seat in this church school which is about to be

built—every seat should be free and open, without payment ot

money or without payment of price ; and that no amount oj

poverty of clothing, no amount of squalid destitution, shoulU

be sufficient to exclude the very poorest of the poor, who a^
willing to enter and worship in His house in whose eyes the

rich and jioor are aUke, and the distinctions of rank and title

are as nothing."

PtTMOUTH.—The line-of-battle ship Gibraltar was

launched on Friday from this dockyard in the presence

of an immense concourse of spectators. Missfidgcumbe,

daughter of the Hon. George Edgcumbe, performed

the ceremony of naming the ship. The French am-

bassador and the Countess de Persigny arrived in this

town last week from Pencarrow, Cornwall, the seat 01

Lady Molesworth, and after pa^'ing a visit to Mount

Edgcumbe proceeded to the Hoe to witness the regatta.

Warwick.—Francis Price, who was convicted at the

recent assizes of the murder of his sweetheart, Sarah
.nectatora includmo- a orpat nurnhHT- ivhn h-id mmP nn '

""^"^ as uus 01 wmcu we are uu« .a^^e ..^j. ..*^^ o^w».- w ^^, recent assizes of the murder ot nis sweecnearu, ^^-"
,lj«!vvu.s.^jra, uicmumg a great numoer wno naci come up .. must crow ud from ignorance to vice, and from vice

\ n ,,..... , ., ,0,. ^p a,^».;i l-wt was
to Witness it by the trains from the west, iu which

1 SaSrtoS the Usts of the crinainal popuM^^ It is for 1
Pratt, at Birmingham, on the 18th ofAprdlast, vnxs
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ted on Mondiiy uiuniiiig ovoi tiie eutnuict.- of the

he coiiifs^^" ^ --" ''— •' "" ^^^^y

cvixoe but drunkenness; that he had made three

separate attempts to kill three (lilffrent sflrla^ from dis-

^ pointed feelings; thnt lie had enlisted as a soldier

and deserted three times, and that he had witnessed

many V^'^^'^^
executions.

paraded at PiershiU Barracks in presence of daughter of Lit-uteuiint-Coi
several witnesses who had seen the girl in the

JrrtanD*
O'Brien
of Paris,

has

the
The Irish Qfestiox.—Mr. Smith

addressed a letter to M. Marie Martin,

author of the pamphlet entitled *' La Question

Irlandaise," thanking liim for his advocacy of the cause

of Ireland. The following are extracts:

—

" I can assure you that Ihoufjh I am not one of those who
desire to witness an invasion of tliis country by France
fbelieving that such an invasion would be disastrous to both
France and Ireland), I yet ardently desire that friendly
sympfttlii es and iictive intercommunication should continually

exist between the French nation and the people of Ireland,
^etber it bo our destiny to remain politically in-

corporated with England, or to re-e.stubUah a domestic
Parliament in connection with the Crown of England,
or to acquire an independent existence as a nation, under
any of these contin^'oncies it is desirable that we should
tind in the French people sympathizers and allies.

We are habitually misrepresented and calumniate 1 in the
English press, and, as foreigners seldom see the Irish news-
papers, it is of the utmust importance to us that fo]-eign

writers who, like you, take the trouble to inves igato facts,

should be ready to vindi-mte our character and our claims, and
thus induce the public opinion of Europe to render justice to
us. * • * There are many points of aflBnity between the
French and the Irish character, and the traditions of. this
country lead a large portion of my countrymen to entertain
towards Fi-ance sentiments of afiection and gratitude."

Dbsteuctite Floods.—The local papers in all parts
of Ireland, especially in Meath, Westmeath, and Kil-
dare, are filled with disastrous accounts of the weather

soldiers' company, but no one could be identified by
them. Four men were at this time absent, and for
these an immediate search was made throughout the
town by the police, and between 3 and 4 o'clock two of
the absentees were apprehended. One of them, named
John Tanner, was identiaed as having been one of the
Dragoons seen in company of the deceased, and he has
been committed for trial on the charge of murder, and
the other, John Quin, wlio was not so identiBed, has
been handed over to the military authorities and placed
under arrest on the charge of absenting himself from
the barracks without leave. No trace has yet been
discovered of the "corporal" whom some of the wit-
nesses saw in company with the girl; nor of the two
absentees still missing from PiershiU. A shift, a
printed cotton bedgown, and a white worsted stocking,
have been found among the loose stones at the east end
of the park, and have been identified by the members
of Mr. Slater's household as having formed part of the
contents of the bundle which the girl carried with her
from the house.

e d y, . -,, ,- "^- ' iii^RBiatl WiLLIAM WoOD, late
ot H.M.B Madras Army-'2Ut inst, at St. Mark's Church.
Jtegent 8 Park, Robert Orridgk, Esq., of the Middle Temple,
liarnster-at-iaw, to Mabgauet Moule, eldest daughter of
ii.LDLRicK MuLLETT EvANs, of Quccn's Road Wcst. and Wliite-
mars-lGth inst at St. John's, Paddington, Clarmont JohnDamell, Esq Bengal Ci vil Service, to Fanny Louisa, second

T^FATH''^^n"*.'f
^^'^''^^' ^*1' o^Albury. Surrey.'

l)ii.ArHb.—On t'Ae l.tli inst, at Wootton Hall. Warwick-
shire, the Dowager Lady Smythe, aged 70-ltith in«t, at
Claremont Terrace, St. Helier's, Jersey. Vice-Ad...iral Isaac
Ha^\kins MoBRisoN-l4th iust, at 3, Palaee Garden Villas.
Kensington, Henrietta Randolph, youngest and only suiTiv-
ing daughter of John. Lord Bishop of London, aged H8-19th
inst, at Upper Norwood, Henry Mostyn, Esq.. of 10, Portman
Square-20th m.st, at Mar.'Hte, Henry Wm. Tancred. Esq.,
Q.C., Bencher of Lincolu's Inn, and late M.P. for a^nbury--
17th inst, at Birkby Lodge, Huddersfield, after a painful ill-
ness of six weeks. JoaEPU Armitage. Esq.. J.P., and Deputy-
Lieutenant for the West Riding of the county of York, and a
Magistrate for Lancashire, aged 82—15th lust, at Apedale
Hall, Sta£Fordshii-e, Anna Maria Kennedy, daughter of the
late Hugh Alexander Kennedy, M.D., and sit^ter of the
late Sir Robert Hugh Kennedy, Commissary-General-in-Chief
under the Duke of Wellington in the Peninsula—17th inrf,
Lts Parker, Esq.. of Prescott House. Gloucestershire, and
Little Cawthorpe Manor House, Lincolnshire, aged 74.

Northern Circuit ; Liverpool.— TA^ Antimony Poisonings.—Thomas Winslow was indicted for the wilful murder of Ann
James at Liverpool on the 24th of June last, by administering
to her the |)f>isoii of antimony. It will be remembered that
the prisoner bad for some time lived with the deceased as the
manager of her business, and that several of her relations who
had also been living- with her had died after short illnesses, the
symptoms of which were precisely those of poisoning by
antimony. The prisoner, and he alone, knev/ deceased to be
possefiBcd of funds beyond those which she had in the house
He had taken steps to make himself

^ master of these
funds but a short time previously by inducing her
to make a will in which the furniture and goodwill of the
house and business were lett to himself, the residue of the

iiflaikcts*

COVENT GARDEX, Aug. 25.
Foreign importations are heavy and trade dull. The laefr

cargo of West India Pines is reported to have arrived for this
aeaaun. Pears consist of Jargonelle, Windsor, and Beurr6
d'Amanlis. Peaches and Nectai-iues are plentiful. Grapes
are abundant, and still maintain fair prices. Ci>b Nuts are
realising Is. per pound. Gooseberries fetch 3d. a quart.
Peas are abundant. Potatoes are for the most part badly
diseased ; for sound samples there is a good demand Some
good Mushrooms may be obtained. Cut flowers chiefly con-
sist of Orchids. Gardenias, V iolets. Mignonette. Heaths,
Kalosanthes, Geraniums, Lily of the Valley, and Roses.

FRUIT

and the floods. Whole tracts of country have been laid P*'^P^''*^y being left to be divided among her relations. It

under water^ hay and cattle have been swept away,
while in some instances the fanners have found safety
only on the tops of the stacks which they had vainly
attempted to save. Bridges have sriven way under the
pressure of the current; fields of Wheat have heen laid
flat as if with a roller, and acres of soil have been
covered by a deposit from the inundations which it will
take months to remove. A single week has changed
the whole face of the country, and inflicted an amount
of damage in certain districts which they will not
recover dnnng the present year. The Curragh camp
has been for some days under water, and the state
both of men and horses is described as deplorable.

was
proved that lie was acquainted with the effects of antimony,
and that he more than once sent to a chemist's for a supply

;

that he had been seen to give Avbite powder mixed in water to
a dog, which was seized with the same symptoms as Mrs.
James; that he had been observed to throw a white powder
on bread and butter intended for her ; and that antimony was
traced in the remains of sago placed by him at her bedside on
the night of the 9th of June. Ou the following day deceased
was removed to the hospital by the order of her physician, who
suspected foul play, audit was remarkable not only that the
vomiting and purging 'abated very shortly after the preparation
of her food was carefully guarded, but that the traces of anti-
iiionial poison in the evacuations gradually decreased from that
very day. When the idea of poison had been raised, the
prisoner endeavoured to cast suspicion on a niece of deceased,
the only one of her relatives who was present during her
attack, and more than once made use of the expression that
Mr. James was **Pulmerised/' On the death of deceased in
the hospital, antimony was found in large quantities in
varic»ns parts of her body, but it was also found that she was
labouring mider caucer of the etecum,—a natural disease which
had perforated the bowels and caused her immediate death.
The charge against the prisoner therefore was that by
administering to her smaU doses of antimony he

Pine Apples, per lb., 3fi to 43
Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5s
Strawberries, p. lb., 6dtols6d
Peaches, per doz., Ssto 153
Apricots, per doz., 2s to 4s
Nectarines, do,, os to lOs
Cherries, p, lb.. Is to 3s
Gooseberries, perqt., 3d to 6d

Currants, per qt-, 3d to 6d
Green Figs, per doz., 3a to Oa
Melons, each, 2s to 48
Plums, p. i sieve, Ss to 4s 6d
Pears, per doz.. Is to 3s
Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 10s to 20s
Lemons, per 100, 10s to 15s

VEGETABLES,

Sup. Meadow llay,. 11 2stoPJOs
Inferior do 84 100
New do. 84 95
Superior Clover . .120 X30

^-ise have done- There
antimony had been administered by son:

e

one, and the questions left by Baron Martin to the jury were
whet hor antimony was administered to deceased in order to cause
her death; whether that antimony was administered by the
prisoner, and whether it led to or accelemted her death? The
jury almost immediately returned a verdict of Not GvAlty.—Wife
Muvder.—Thomas GallapJi^'r was indicted for the wilful murder
of his wife, at Liverpool, on the 8th June last. The prisoner
was separated from his wife, and had called to see her at the
house of his dauglUer by a former marriage, who was ill in bed.
He asked her to give him 6rf., when she said she had not got
one. A quarrel ensued in which the prisoner stabbed her
with a large table knife, inflicting four incised wounds, one on

j ii^ferior^do'
the cheek, ono on the left collarbone, one penetrating into the ; prime New Hav
left shoulder joint and injuring the head of the bone, and one

| Inferior do
right through the palm of the right hand- Inflammation of ' "
the shoulder-joint ensued, cons^uent on the wound, abscesses
formed in various parts of the body, and the woman died on
the 6th Ancrust. The prisoner mride a statement that he was
drunk, and that he was aggravated by Iiis wife refusing to live
with him. The jury found the prisoner Guilty, and Mr- Baron
Martin havmg put ou the blackcap, passed -sentence oi Death in
the usual form, entreating him to use the time the law allowed
him to make his peace with God, for so sure as he was then a
living man so surely would the sentence be carried out.

fotlanU*
Etjmoueed PtJEcnASE OP AN Estate fok Loed

Clyde.—It is reported that Government, in considers- ^ ._ __. ___. _ „ .,^

tion of Lord Clyde's services in the Crimea and India, ^ad hastened her death by a^gravuting^her" disease and
have determined to present him with an estate in his !

^° reducing her strength and system that she was unable

native country, as an expression of the national gvati- : ^rnfdouu'S rnttirha'dteT^i
tude, and are negotiatnig for the purchase of the estate
of Hai'viestoun and Castle Campbell, at present the
property of Sir Andrew Orr, who is now in London
arranging as to the terms of sale.

MiTEDEE IN HoiYROOD Paek.. — On Sunday
morning, about 4 o'clock, the body of a girl named
Elizabeth SUiter was discovered in the Queen's Park,
near Holyrood, bearing marks of violence which left no
doubt that she had been murdered. The deceased was
respectably connected, having resided with her uncle,
Mr. Andrew Slater, a slater by trade, in St. John
Street, Canongate. She left her home, unknown to her
relatives, about 4 o'clock, on Saturday afternoon,
carrying a bundle of her clothing, and her absence from
home that night led to an anxious but unavailing search
on the part of her friends, aided by an officer of police.
According to her uncle's statement, she was only 11
years of age, though her appearance would have led to
the belief that she was 14 or 15. Her motive in leaving
home has not been explained, her friends asserting that
no quarrel or misunderstanding of any kind had taken
place. The first trace made of lier after leaving home
was her being seen about 9 o'clock in 'the
High Street with a soldier of the 13th Light
Dragoons, from PiershiU Barracks. She was
next seen shortly after midnight in the com-
pany of two Dragoons, one of them a corporal. She
was also seen about 2 o'clock on Sunday morning by
the sentries on duty in the front of Holyrood Palace
and at the south gate of the Palace Gardens; and
lastlj^ she was seen in the company of three soldiers in
the park behind the Palace by a man whom she
accosted and asked the way to Musselburgh. This man
saw one of the soldiers striking her with his switch,
which caused her to cry, and supposing that she wished
to part company with them, he pointed out to her the
way leading- out of the park at Croft-an-righ. She
followed him for a short distance in the direction which
he had indicated, but suddenly she turned ao-ain and -

H*^^^' ^" '^^^ ^"'^"^^ *'^^^*'^'*" ^^''^'^'^^^^*^^^^'^^^^'^*^ ''^"^^^'^'"

rpirMiiDfl +^« ^„t;i*. „ ^ 1 „-^ i
°

.,, ' ofSu-DiGBV Neave, Bart, of Dagnam Park, in the county ofrejoined the soldiers, and ^^as seen to go away with
j Essex-22d inst. at New Park Sn-eet Chapel the Rev. James

tnem, taking one of them by the arm, and proceeding
with them towards that part of the park where the
body was found. Her face was blackened and disfigured,
the bridge of her nose was broken, and marks of
attempted strangulation were found on her tliroat.
Whether any criminal assault was made on her person
remains to be cleared up by the post mortem exami-
nation. At 2 o'clock on Suiidav the regiment were

Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F. Beans, per qrtn , yd to Is

Peas, p. bush., 2a to 3a
CauUflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to 68
Cabbages, do.. Is to 2s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to 100a— per bus., 3s to 48 Od— per cwt., 68 to 8s
CaiTots, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Turnips, per bvmoh, 5d to Vd
Spinacli, p. sieve, 23 to 3s
Cucumbers, e;icb, 6d to l*
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 6a

Beet, per doz.. Is 6d to 2s
Celery, per bundle, la 6d to 2i
Onions, p. halfsieve, 38 to 5s
Tomatoes, per doz., '2a to 3s
Veg. Marrows, p. doz., 6d to Is
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, ls6d

to 2s 6d
Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d to la
Endive, p. score. Is to 2a
HorseRadish,p.bun.,ls6dto48
Mushrooms, p. ptitt., *2sto3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 4a
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

* *

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfieuj, Thdrsdat, Aug. 23,

Prime Meadow Hay 73q to 85s Clover
Superior do. (old), » 96 105
Inferior do 60 70
New do 60 90
Rowen — —

New Clover ,.

Old second cut
Straw .. ..

• 4

ri 4

95a to 1208
80 100

.. 30 36
Davis & Co.

CCTMBERLAND MARKET, THURSDAY, Aug. 23.

Inferior Clover .. SSstollOs
New do 70 110
Straw .. ..39 45

Joshua Baker.

Fine old Hay
Whitechapel, Thursday, Aug'. 23,

4 *

Straw

..lOSstoUOa
90 100
S8 92
40 60
36 42

Fine old Clover ..120s to 126s
Inferior do .. ..105
Fine 2d cut .. .,100
Pine New Clover . .105

Inferior do 70

115
110
110
80

BIRTHS.—On the 15th inst, at the Palace, Salisbury, the
wife of the Bishop of SALiSEURy, of a daughter—16th inst, at
KingRton, Notts^ Lady Belpeh^ of a daughter—16th inst, at
Woodrising Hall, Norfolk, the Lady Catheiune Wetland, of a
son—17th inst, at Swainston, Isle of Wight, Lady Simeon, of a
daughter—15th iust. at 7, Queen's Terrace, Hyde Park, the
Hon. Mrs. Claude Lyon, of a son~20th nist, in Grafton Street,
Mayfair, the wife of John M, Cobbett, Esq., M,P-, of a sou

—

14th inst, at Edinburgh, the wife of Edward Charles Buller
Elphjnstone, E^q , of a son—i2th inst, at Kensal Manor House,
the wife of Major- Geneial R, P, Douglas, of a daughter,

MARRIAGES.—On the ISth inst. at the parish church,
Birnhaoi^ Herwald Craufurd Wake, C,B,, fourth son of Sir
Charles Wake, of Courteeu Hall, Bart., to Lucy, fourth
daughter of the late Sir Georoe Sitwell. of Reni5?haw, Part.

—

15tb inst, at All Saints', Paddington, the Rev, Joav Goddivg,
Incumbent of Homerton, Middlesex, to Agnes Sophta, eldest

daughter of General Sir James Wallace SLFiCfH, K.C.B.,

Colonel of H.M/s 9th Lancers—21st lost, at St, George's,

Hanover Square, John Richard Westgarth TTildvard, Esq.,

of Horsley, in the county of JJurham, and of Hatton-Bonville

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Aug. 20.

We have a large increase in the supply of Beasts ; in conse-
quence trade is heavy, and prices are rather lower, but there is

not much reduction in the choicest kinds. There are also
several more sheep, but the average quality is very indifferent.
Best descriptions are not lower, and a very fair clearance is

effected. There is no alteration in the Calf trade. From Ger-
many and Holland there are 1650 Beasts, 6000 Sheep, and 189
Calvefl; from Scotland, 50 Beaste; from Ireland, 300; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 200 ; and ISOO from the northern and mid-
land counties. ids

2 to 5
— 5
— 4

6 to 5 10

s

Best Long-wools. 5
Do, Shorn
Ewes h 2d quality 4
Do, Shorn
Lambs .. .,5
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..3

d 3 d
4--5 8
1 to .> *

S--5
^^" 4\ *

— 6 4
0'— 5 4
8-— 4 8

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac, ,. 5

Best Short-horns 5
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and

Half-breds .. 5
Do. Shorn , . .

Beasts, 4S70; Sheep <t Lambs, 27,500; Calves, 229; Pii;s, 270.

Thursday, Aug. 23,

We have a shorter supply of Be ists, and demand active ; con-
sequently on the aVerage prices are rather better than on
Monday last. The number of Sheep and Lambs is about the
same as of late. Trade is dull, but there is very Httle altera-

tion in quotations. Calves are selUng about the same as on
Monday. From Germany and Holland there are 330 Beasts,

240U Sheep, and 310 Calves ; and 120 Milch Cnwa, '

Best Long-woola . 5

4 to 5

ARCuea toPUiiOEON, Minister of Purtl-md Chapel, Southampton,
to Emily Georgina, youngest daughter of General Sir

John F. Buugoyne, Bart —14th inst, at Doddington, Kent,

William:, younser son of the late Sir William Marjoribanks,
Bart., of Lees, Berwickshire, to Frances Ann, daughter of the

late Baldwin Duppa Duppa, Esq., of Hollingbourne House,
Kent— 15th inst, at St. Luke's Church, Cheltenham, Captain
George Aiexander Arbuthnot, H.M/s Sth Re^^iment Madras
Light Cavalry, eldest son of Colonel George Bingham Arbiith-

not, H,M/s Madras Light Cavalry, to Fanny Isabella, eldest

2
2

5
4

6
4
6

Best Scots, Here- Best Lonsr-woola .5 4 — 5 G
fords, &c. .. 5

Best Shorthorns 5
2d quality Beasts 4

Best Downs and
Half-breds -. 5

Do. Shorn
Beasts, 1030 ; Sheep & Lambs, 10,250 ; Calves, 520 ; Pigs, 140-

6 — C 8

Do. Shorn
Ewes i: 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn -. .

Lambs .. ..5
Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..3

4—5
to . m

4 —6 4
0—5 4
8 —5

COAL MARKET,—AcG. 22.

Bowers West Hartley, 16s. ; Davison's West Hartley, 16s, ;

Hastings Hartley, 10s. ; Holywell, 15s, 9d. ; Howard's West
Hartley, 15s. 9d, ; Lambert's West Hartley, los, 9d- ; Tanfield
Moor Bute*, 13s, Ud. \ Walls End Acorn Close, 173. ; Wall*
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Bnd Harton, IGs. 9d. ; "Walls End Hedley, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End
WharncUffe. 178. ; Eden Main, 178. 3d. ; Walls End Uniddyl's
Helton, 17s. 9d.; Walls End Durham, 168. ; Walls End
Hetton. 193. ; Walla End Kepier Grange, 17s. 9d. ; Walls End
South Hetton, 19s. ; Walls End Camdoe. 17s. 9d. ; Walls End
Cassop. 17s. 6d.: Walla End Heugh Hall, 17b. ; Walls End
Hunwick, 16s. ; Walls End Kelloe, ISs. ; Walla End Shin-
cliffe. 17a. ; Walls End South Hartlepool. 17s. 6d. ; Walla
End South Durham, 163. 9d. ; Walls End Trinidon Thornley,
Itis. ; Walls End Thorpe, 17s. 9d. ; Carway and Duffryu
Malting, 22s. 6d.—101 ahipa at market

BUTTER MARKET—Aug 24.

Best Fresh Butter . , . . 13s. p«r dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. lis. to 12s. „
pork. 5s. Od. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

*f

Hprs.—Borough Market, Friday, Aug. 24.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the accounts from
the Hop plantations if possible come worse. The Markot is very
active, and fine Weald Kent and Sussex 1859's keep advancing.
Duty 50,000i. to eO,OOOf., but lew in favour.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London. Friday, Aug. 24.

Our sui>plies are still small, and the amount of business
transacted during the ]iast week has been more than the
previous one, although by no means large, as the consumers
purchase merely to m,eet their weekly requii-einents. The
stock ot long wool in the north of England has become larger
than wanted, and a reduction mus^t he submitted to there if

sales must be made of that description of wool. Skin wool
aalls here at full ratos.

South-down Hog- a.

gets 1

Half-bred ditto. . 1
Down Ewea . . 1
£eut Fleeces . . 1

Colonial Wool

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — 1 9
6 — 1 7

6 — 1 7

Sales. - f

Leicest. Wethers 1 6
Ditto Hoggs . . 1 7
Combing Skins —
Blanket ditto ,.0 6
Flannel Wool ..1

to 1

1

1

7
9

8

7

These sales proceed more uni-
formly than any large series was ever observed to do before.
Good classes of wool keep fully up to late rates, but the
opinions relative to inferior and dirty parcels vary, as some
buyers think they also maintain their rates, and othera that
they sell on slightly easier terras; but such differences of
opinion may be referred more to the estimate of the amount of
dirt present in the various marks than to any alteration in the
actual value of the clean wool when diveated of its needless
and damaging accessories.

MARK LAXE.—Monday, Aug. 20.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market was
very small ; the bulk of the Essex was disposed of at fully 2s,

per qr. over the prices of this dar se'nnight, but the Kent
factors quoted no improvement. The market was numerously
attended by country buyers, who appeared to be restricted in
their operations by the sun, and only a retail business was
transacted in foreign at an advance of is. per qr. Barley is in
good demand at 6d. and Is. per qr. advance. Beans and Peas are
scarce and rather dearer. The Oat trade is firm, and tine
com brings an advance of 6d. per qr. Norfolk Flour is Is. per
sack dearer, and American barrels are held for a similar
improvement.

S. B.

59—62
60—65
60—68

Red
Red

Red

* • « fe

28
20
26—28
26—28

PtR Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White^ — fine Belccted raus..ditto— — Talavera— Norfolk— Fureign 1.52

—

68
BARLEV.grind. AdJst., 24s to 3 (a. . Chev. [38—45 1 Malting.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

1
22—26

RVE 35—38
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .92a to 40s. , . . Tick— Pigeon S6a — 47a.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple .... —& to —a Grey
Maize White
FiouR, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto— Foreign per barrel

Is. s.

56—60
58—62

SO Malting.
24

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Feed ..

Foreign

.

36—41
3a—40

24—26
21—24
18-26

34—43
48—54
38—46
33—40
32—34

48—54
40—48

Harrow

.

Longpod
Eg31>tian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.

34—4S

;^6—41
30—49

40—48
36—4628—33 Per sack

Friday. Aug. 24.

The weather haa been exceedingly wet and stormy since the
17th inst., but with tbe exception of an occasional .slight
shower was fine yesterday uutil the evening, when rain fell
again m torrents ; to-day it is very wet. The growing crops
are -suffering from the same, and its continuance would be dis-
astrous. The cutting of Oats and Barley is becomhig general
on early lauds, but as yet little has been done with Wheat.
Our accounts from all [)arts of the Continent express great
alarm for the crops, which in places have already suffered
irremediably. Business in Wheat this week has been both
active and extensive at an advance of Is. to 2s. per qr. Barley
has been in request at an advance of 6d. to Is. per qr. Beans
and Peas must be noted Is. and Oats 6d. per qr, dearer. Flour
has been in demand, bat owing to comparative cheapness of
American barrels the business has been principally confined to
them, and tliey are consequenay la. to la. 6d. per barrel
dearer. The nominal top price of town-made Flour was ad-
vanced oil Wednesday 3a. pur sack. The arrivals of grain-
ladeu vessels from tha South of Europe off the coast have
been more extensive this week, but a large portion were sold
before arrival. The ai-rivala of foreign grain and Flour this
week have been large, and small of English. The little English
Wheat on sale this morning was disposed of at an advance of
2a. per qr. over Monday's prices ; in foreign a fair extent of
busines.s ivas transacted at a similar improvement, and in some
instances Is, per qr. more was obtained. Barley is Is. per qr
dearer. Bams and Peas are held for more mon ey. The top
price of town-made Floui- is to-day raised to 60a. per sack
American barrels are Is. to 2s. dearer. "

Arrivals from Aug. 20 to Aug. 25.

each improved Is. per qr.
animation.

The market closed without

Averages Wheat.

57j 7d

j

Barley. Oats. Rje. Heana.

46.« fWJuly 14.. 33s 5d 25 s Sd 41s 3rf— 21.. 56 6 32 5 26 4 40 8 46 7— 28.. 57 33 1 26 4 47 5 45 1

Aug. 4.

.

58 7 33 26 6 35 6 46 9
— 11.. 59 6 34 26 1 44 9 46 5— IS.. 59 6

5S 1

32 10

33

28 2 41 9 47 1

46 5Agg.Aver. ' 26 6 41 11

Prices,

Fldctuation^s in the Last Six Weeks Averages,

AugT IS.July H.July 21.|JuIy 28. Aug. 4. l

4 *

r
* m

m *

Aug. 11.

*

NEW ZEALAND.—A Geiitlemun who Ims had
extensive experience in Farming and in the Management of

Sheep Stock in the South-west of Scotland, is desirous of meet-
ing with a Gentleman possessed of some Capital, who may
wish to go to New Zealand, and who would be disposed to
enter into PARTNERSHIP witli the Advertiser in the Lease of
a Sheep Farm, for the Management of which the Advertiser
possesses eveiy necessary qualification, and is well suited to
conduct all business transactions connected with the concern*
—Apply, stating references, to '*M-," office of the Wigtown-
shire Free Press, Stmnraer, X.B. Stranraer, August 23-

(t PINE/*—The applications received by the Adver-
tiser, under the above signature, being far too numerous

to reply to by letter, he takes this means of saying the
Situation is filled^

WANTED. A SUPERINTENDENT to the
LAMBETH CEMETERY.—The Burial Board for the

Parish of Lambeth will receive applications for the Situation of
Superintendent to the Lambeth Cemetery at Garratt Lane,
Tooting. Salary 1?- 16s. per week and firing, with separate
residence free of i-ent and taxes. Candidates are to be from
the age of 25 to 45 years, —For information as to the
duties apply to the Clerk at the Vestry Hall, Kennington,
with whom written applications and testimonials are to be left

on or before 12 o'clock on September 11. By order.

C. M- Barker, Clerk to the Board,

WANTED, A PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN,
thoroughly acquainted with the Propagation and Cul-

ture of Out door Nursery Stock generally ; also a Young MAN
acquainted with Propagation and Culture of Bedding Plants,

and to asF«i;st in the Nursery- References required as to character

and ability ; state age and amount of wages expected.—Apply
by letter to D. Thomson, Nursery, Wimbledon, Surrey, S.W.

WANTED, A HEAD GARDENER (married,
without incumbrance), capable of taking the entire

management of Forcing, Greenhouse Plants. Vines, and Flower
Gardens, No one ona need answer this whose character for

industry and sobriety will not bear the strictest investigation.

Wages given, 21.^, per week, with cottage to live in, and no
extras.—Apply on Tuesday morning, between 10 and 12 o'clock,

at 12, Aldermanbury, City, E>C, -j

WANTED, A GARDENER to conduct a small
Garden establisiiment,—Five compartments or Glass

Houses for Forcing Fruit ; the Culture of Stove and Green-
house Plants for the supply of a Conservatory ; also a Kitchen
Garden and Pleasure Ground, Six Garden Men are employed.
None need apply whose moral character will not bear the
strictest investigation ; a Wesieyan and "Member of Society'^

will be preferred.—James P., Gardeners^ Chronicle Office, W,C,

WANTED, at Martinmas next, aLAND S IEWARD,
to take the General Management of an Estate in the

West of Scotland. A middle-aged married Man with no family
will be preferred. He must be thoroughly acquainted with
the approved modes of Agriculture, the Buying and Selling of

Stock, Keeping 6ooks, &c- ; and none need apply who have not
held a similar situation, and who cannot produce undoubted
testimony as to character and qualifications,—^Apply, with
testimonials, &c-, to Mr. Kinloch, General Register House,
Edinburgh,

TO SEEDSMEN.—SHOPMAN WANTED.
ANTED, A HEAD SHOPMAN, who has had
some experience in tl^p Mancigeraent of a Wholesale

and Retail Business, and to assist in Accounts- Good character
for honesty and sobriety indispensable. State references,

wages, age, &c., to A. Pontey, Nurseryman and Seedsman,
Plymouth.—Auerust IS.

w
WANTED, in a London Seed Business, a Youn^

MAN, who is intimately acquainted with Bulb, Vege-
table, and Flower Seed departments,—Address, B, C, Gar-
deners^ ChronicU Ofiice, stating salary, &:c.

ANTED, AS GROOM and GARDENER, an
active and intelligent single Man, of light weight, and

from 30 to 45 years of age. He will be required to live in the
house, and a well conducted servant would be liberally

treated. There is no class.—Apply by letter only, with
references. 73t>, Herald Office, Birmingham,

w

English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

1210 qrs.

tf

32770 >t

biirlev Oats. FTmir.

20 qia.

5380

Jf

• I

20 qrs.

42810

t>

ft

17ao sks.

f
2530 ;;

1 15930 oris.

_ I

uivERPooL, Tuesday, Au^^. -li. — We have hiid a large
attendance of country buyers at our Com Exchange this
morning, but the day being fine, and tbe pretensions of
holders above their ideas, only a moderate amount of business
wsulted. and the advance established in the interval since
Friday could not be maintained. Wheat may be written
nommally 2d. per cental, and Flour Is. 6d. per barrel and sack
f®^^^'"'

^*^^® ^^^^^ article being held with great firmness.
Indian Com was held for the advance of from 6d. to Is. per qr.

^n.^^ 1 K^'
^^t the demand was quite in retail. Oatsana Oatmeal bnug luU prices. Beans, Peas, and Barley have

ANTED. A MAN and WIFE without incum-
brance. Man must understand Land and Stock

;

Wife—Dairy, Poultry, and Laundry.—H. B., at Scadding's
Library, Belgrave Road, Fitnlico. S.W.

TO LAUNDRESSES.
WANTED. 20 miles from London, a LAUNDRESS

fully capable of undertakhig tbe washing of a large

family, including the getting up of fine Linen, &c. A cottage

and garden, with utensils, are provided. The situation will

well suit a widow and daughter, or agricultural lalx>ur would
be found also for a husband.—Apply by letter, with name,
address, and references, to X. Y. Z., 20, Parliament Street,

Loudon.

GARDENEU (Head, Avliore two or more are kont^ -,Age 26, single. Unexceptionable referouce tw tn ,i
racterandability.-W. T... Post Office, Tiuuhurst. Sussex

/llAUDENEU (HEAD).-Age -iO, married; has a^oodVJ practical knowledge of Forcing Fruits, &c and t>management of Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens ol^
references given.~RG., Kensington Hall, North Rndrpulbr^
riAUDENER (Head).—AKe36; tirsi-dii^

larr,.

V-^ of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, dec • pin
Vines, and Cucumbers. Early Forcing and the' maiiatremlfl'
of Orchard Ilouses. - W. P., Messrs. Roilinsou's,Toouni? Surr^

GARDENKR (HEAD).-Age 27, singleTp;i^ti^
understands tbe Forcing of all kinds of Fruits and Vetre

tables, the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants tuii
the management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens
Goud references.—H. M., 1 James's Ten-ace, lioriisey Roai*
Holloway, N, ^
GAKDENEK (Head).—Age 27, sin-le; thorouahiy

understands Forcing Pines, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons
Ac, manati-emeiit of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and'
Kitchen Gai-dens ; four years' excellent character —3 v
Messrs. Osbom & Sons, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, kWl
Road, Fulbam, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married; practical
knowledge of Gardening in all its br.inehes, Furciug and

Plant Department, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardeniug
; and

cau do Glazing, Painting, and put up Hot-water Apparatu*
if required. Two-and-a-half years' good character.—R. p.^ ijij.

Payne's, 33, Archer Street, Kensington Park, W.

G'l
ARDENER (Head).—Aged 32,manied,uo iij^^

T brance ; thoroughly understands Forcing in all its-

branches, and tbe culture of Hard and Soft-wooded Plants -

also a good knowledge of Ferns. Good references to past aud
present employers. No single-handed place accepted.—P. h
Post Office, Walhngton, Surrey, 8.

.''

AHDENER(Head).—Age30, married, one cliui;

a native of Scotland ; understands Forcing, the manage-
ment of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Has no objection ti>

look after Meadow Land if required. Two years' unexcep-
tionable character from liis present employer. Expected wages,
21s., and cottage.—J. Mc P.. Hojsebank, Tunbridyo Wells. Kent'.

ARDENER (Head).—Wm. Randalx (age y5

,

married, no incumbrance). Gardener to Lieut.-GenenJ
SirThos. Wiltshire, Bt., Hill House, Wingfield, Windsor, begs
to offer his services to any nobleman or gentleman requiring a
thorough practical Man in every branch of his profession.

Unexceptionable reference as tocharacterandahility.—Address
a^jibove.

"

;_

GARDENER (HEAD)or GARDENERa^jd BAILIFF,
in or out of the house.—Age 40 ; thorough knowledge of

his profession. First class reference.—J. F., Post Office, Batter-

sea Rise, S.W.
: i ^

GARDENER OR FOREMAN (in a Forcing Esta-

blishment, for either private or marketable purposes).—

Age 35, married ; has a thorough knowledge of his professicu.

—T. C, Mrs. Catleugh's Nursery, Hans Street, Chelsea.

^ ARDENER, to any nobleman or gentlemani-
X R. Drummond, seven years Gardener to the late S. Lyue

Stephens, Esq., and also six years Gardener at Pontypool Park;

has Designed and Superintended the Erection of extensive

Forcing Houses.—Address as above. The Grove, Boehampton.

GARDENER (Single or Under).— (joc id cliarjictei-

from Mr. E. Hamp.—G. Cross, Fruiterer, Sanfield Street,

Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Under).—Young ; wishes to engage
himself as the above to any nobleman or gentlem;iQ.

Can have 2^ years' good character from his last employer.—
T. C, Post Office, Southborough.

-

GARDKNER (Under).—Age 18; lias had good

experience in the Flower department. Four and a h:ilf

years' good character.—J. C, Rally's Nursery, Granville PiU-k,

Lewisham, S E.

TO NOBLEMEN and GENl'LEMEN C'ontem-

PE^TINO LaYINO-OUT NeW OR Re-ARRANOINO 'EXISTIKC

Grounds, &,c.—The Advertiser, who has had great experience

in carrying out every description of work connected with tho

Park, the Pleasure Ground, the Kitchen Garden, aud the

general improvement of Estates, wishes for an engagement

where taste and practical skill are required in conducting rticIi

operations.—Reference kindly permitted to W. A. Nesfield,

Esq., under whom the advertiser has executed importint

and extensive works.— A.B., % Lansdowne Place, Fulhiim

Road, S.W.

1

c

WAKT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head, to a lady or gentleman).-
James Stanton, age 42, married ; has had 27 years' expe-

rience in his profession, li) of them in the capacity of Head Gar-

dener, the last 4i of such to John Waterhouse, Esq., of Well

Head, near HaUfax, and is recommended as a clever and intel-

Ugent Plant Grower, including Ferns, Ac, and well skilled in the

routine of Forcing Fruits, Cropping, &c. Character and testi-

monials highly satisfactory. Voluntarily leaving his last posi-

tion.— Alpha, Messrs. E. G. Henderaun L Son, St. John's

Wood, London, N.W.

rilO SEKDSMEN and FLORISTS.—An energetic

_L young man, possessing extraordinary facilities for the in-

troduction of business, wants a situation in the above traau

where his services would be appreciated ; is well up in Boot-

keeping and cultivaUon.—A. B., Mr. Dubber's, Upper >or-

wood, S. ^

and" manager OS FARM FACTOR.—Age 36,

single, Scotch; a steady, active, and thf>roughly expe-

rienced farmer, who is most intimately conversant with all the

various duties and departments pertaining to improved Agri-

cultural practice and management. Most satisfactory certifi-

cates with security if required.—A. B., North British News

Rooms, Edinburgh.

FARM steward OB BAILIFF to a gentleman.--
Accustomed to both Light and Heavy Land. Wife "

required could take charge of Dairy, &c.—B. B., Post Office*

Staines. Middlesex.

BAILIFF.—Age 43, married; is thoroui,Hily practical

in the most modern systems of Farming both Heavy

and Light Land. Is a good judge of all kinds of Stock, and

fully competent to \indertake the entire management ofa IwV"^

Farm.—B. C, Poet Office, Tunbridge Wells, ^^'^^};^____^^^^.^

BATLFFF.-Middle-a-ed, married, withoutlucum-
brance; practically acquainted with the duties of bis

profession, Breeding aud Rearing of Live Stock, Sale or ^Pnr-

chase of Farm Produce. Timber, Ac. ; has had 25 years ex-

perience on both Heavy and Light Soils, with great practica

in draining. First-rate reference will be given —P. C, ^i".

E. Tiley. Nurscrymau, 14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath.

H0PMAN.—Young; has had eigiit vears' experi-

ence. A Wholesale Business preferred.—X. Y., 4, Fair

Street, Horsleydown, S.E. —

.

SHOPMAN (Second) in a Seed Establishmeiit.--

Young ; of good address, who writes a good jpLun hand.

i
Well accustomed to the trade. Good chai-acter.—T. H., roa^

J
Office, Macclesfield, Cheshire,
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III tlie House of Commons on Friday, in answer stalking.

^(it (B^VuttttX^ dlto UtClC. to ^r.KiNNAiRD, Lord Palmeksto?? stated that

no period h?.d yet been fixed lor the proposed Con-

SATURBAY, SEFTEMBUR 1, 1860.

A COLLECTOR OF SEEDS AND PLANTS REQUIRED.
fTiHE HORTICULTURAL, SOCIKXY
I BETKO ABOUT TO RESUME THE

IMPORTATION OF SEEDS and PLANTS
bv Tneans of Collectora in Foreign Countries, the Council

^fe desirous of finding a well informed active Gar-

dener, faoiiti^ir with Ganlen Plants, who is ready to engage

ill this nndertakinjy. Salary in proportion to atUunmcnts.
^nply imniediatoly by let^er only, inclosing testimoninl53,

„.. the Secretary of the Horticultural Society, 8, 8t, Martin's

Fliico, London, W.C-

KMCAN
'

to s

COM^AXY,PKi--HJAiN LIFE INyUKAiNOE
Established in 1797.

ro Lombard Street, City, E.O , and 57, Charing Cross, TiVest-
'

'
minster, S_W.

OctavhiH E. Coope, Esq, Henry Lancelot Holland,

William Cottnn,D.C.L.,F-R,S, Esq-

John Davis, Esq. William James Lancaster, Esq
Jas. A- Gordon, M-T)., F.R.S. John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S,

Edward Hawkins, Juu,, Esq,

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.,

M,P.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.
Matthew "Whiting, Esq.
M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq., M.P.

This Company offers Complete Security.

Moderate Hates of Premium with Participation in Four-fifths

or SO per cent, of the Profits,

Low Rates without Farticipation in Profits.

Loans in connection with Life Assurance, on approved Sc-

ctirity, in s\ims of not less than 500/,

Bonus of 180L—All Pulitiies effected prior to the 1st July,

1S6L on the Bonus Scale of Premium, will participate in the

next Division of Profits,

Robert Tuckek, Secretary and Actuary.

Ktlwg of x\]t SHeefe.

Parxiamext was prorogued on Tuesday by

Commission. The Queen's Speech, after a brief

reference t(> the ** long and laborious session,"

expresses the hope that the peace of Europe is in

no danger of interruption, and adds that if no

foreign Powers interfere with the Italians in the

settlement cf their aflPnirs, the tranquillity of other

States will remain undisturbed. The Speech men-
tions that the proposed Conferences on tlie cession

of Savoy and Nice have not yet been held, but

Hj^r Majesty trusts that in any negotiations

w?]feh may take place, adequate arrangements

will be made to secure the neutrality and in-

dependence of Switzerland. Her Majesty states

that the Syrian massacres have inspired her with

ih9 deepest grief and indignation, and she has

entered into a Convention with the Great Powers

fjx the purpose of rendering temporary assistance

to the Sttltais" in restoring order. The speech

n?xt announces that China has rejected our pacific

overtures, and that the Allies have ^dviinced

towards the northern provinces of that Empire,

with Lord Elgin^ as Her Ma.je3TT*s Sj)ecial

Ambassador. Her Majesty thanks the House
of Commons for the liberal supplies they have

granted for the service of the year, and

for the provision they have made for the

defence of the dockyards and arsenals.

Her Majesty expresses her gratitication and
pride at the rapid progress of the Volunteers, ar»d

refers with satisfaction to the Bill for amalga-

mating the European Forces in India, to the

additional freedom given to commerce, to the Irish

Landlord and Tenant Bill, to the new Act for the

Discipline of the Navy, to the Bills for the better

management of Endowed and E-oman Catholic

charities, and to the several Acts of legal

reform which have passed during the Session.

Her Majesty states that she has observed

with deep satisfaction the spirit of loyalty,

order, and obedience to the law, which pre-

vails among her subjects, both in the United

Kingdom and in her dominions beyond sea ; and
that she has witne-sed with heartfelt pleasure the

warm and affectionate reception given to the Prince

OF Wales by her North American subjects. The
Speech concludes by expressing a hope that on re-

turning to the important duties which await them
in their several counties, the Members of both

Houses of Parliament will, with the blessing of

Providence, be guided to the attainment of the

objects of Her Majesty's constant solicitude—the

MelJare and hai)piness of her people. The writ

for the proro:2:ation of Parliament was then read,

by which Parliament standsprorogued t> Tuesday,

the 6th of November.

ference of European Powers, and that the cession

of Savoy and Kice had not yet been formally

acknowledged by any of the Powers, and there-

fore did not at present form part of the public

law of Europe. On Saturday, in answer to a

qupstion by Mr. B. Cochrane relative to the

reported intention of France to erect a fort on the

Lake of Geneva, Lord Palmerstox said that her

. ^- Mr. Arthur Helps arrived in the
Castle to attend the Privy Council on Monday.
Oil Sunday morning the Queen, Prince -Consort, and
Prii , - ^. . ...

AT • , , /-, , ... , ,, . ., na-Gui3sach in ths eveninp'. IVUicoss Helena and
Majesty s Government were ot opinion not that it

p^j^^^^ Louisa rode to the Garr-walt. On Tuesday
wasnotcompetenttotheKlNG OF SARBTNlAtocede inomlng the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice,

and the Emperor of the Frexch to accept Savoy, left AU-na-Guissaeh and returned to the castle in the

but that it was not competent to th-m to effect the evening, havingridden round by Locli Cal\ater._ The

transfer freed from conditions contained in a treaty

to which France herself was a party.

Sunday the Prince Consort's birthday was celebrated
quite privately. On Monday morning the Queen held
a Privy Council, which was attended by tlie Prince
Consort, Lord John Russell, and Mr. Sidney Herbert.
Her Majesty, accompanied by Princess Alice, afterwards
left the castle for Alt-na-Guissach. The Prince Consort
went out deer stalking, and joined her Majesty at Alt-

na-Guissach in ths evening. IMncoss Helena and

The Emperor op th:e Frexch on Saturday

delivered a Speech at Lyons, ia reply to the

addresses of the civic authorities, in which he said

that being soltly occupied with the general

interests of the country, he scorned all that which

might place obstacles in the way of their develop-

ment. The unjust distrust excited abroad, as well

as the exaggerated alurm and selfish interests at

home, would therefure not affect him, and nothing

would make him deviate from the path of moderation

and justiee which he had followed, and which main-

tained France on the height of grandeur and

prosperity that Providence had assigned her in

the world. They might, therefore, give them-

selves up with confidence to works of peace.

Despatches from Naples state that on Monday last,

the Neapolitan generals assembled in council, and

with the sin-^'le exception of General Bosco, unani-

mously resolved to advise the KiXG to take his

departure from the city. It has since been re-

ported that the officers of the army and navy had

tendered their resignation in a body, and that the

KrNG had embarked for Trieste. Despatches

from_ Calabria announce the triumphant

march of General Garibaldi toirards Naples.

Reggio, the capital of Calabria, capitulated on

the 2l3t. Two Neapolitan brigades have sur-

rendered at discretion to General CosEXZ, who had

crossed the Straits with a considerable force at

Fiuraicino, and the insurrection has since spread

with great rapidity to various important cities in

the immediate neighbourhood of the capital.

Disturbances have also occurred at Civita Yeechia

and Benevento in the Papal States, the re-

inforcements sent by the Government to the latter

place having been driven ont and obliged to return

to Rome.—Accounts from Beyrout state that Fuad

Pacha has executed 180 persons convicted of

having taken part in the late massacres, and has

compelled 3000 inhabitants of Damascus to enter

the army. 4500 soldiers of the French expedition

have disembarked at Beyrout.

I
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The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Balmoral. On Tuesday week the

Queen, accompanied by thePrince Consort, Princess Alice,

and Princess Helena, drove to Loch Bulig,and rode round

l>y Inchrorie and Dee Side, Prince Arthur and Prince

Leopold went to Loch Muich. Lord and Lady John

Russell dined with the Queen in the evening. The
Right Hon. Sidney Herbert arrived at the castle, in

successi'in to Sir George Grey, as Secretary of State in

attendance on her Majesty. On Wednesday the Queen,

accompanied by Princess Alice and Princess Louisa,

drove to the Linn of Muich, and rode up the Coils,

returning to the castle by Birkltall, where herMajesty

honoured Sir James and Lady Clark with a visit. The

Prince Consort went out deer-stalking. On Thursday

the Queen, accompanied by Princess Louisa and I'rince

Leopold, rode with the Prince Consort to the Moss of

Monaltrie, where his Royal Highness shot grouse. Prince

Arthur went to fish in the Gelder. On Friday the

Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by Prnicess

Alice and Princess Helena, drove to the Derrie Sheel,

and rode up to the top of Muich Duie. and visited Loch

Avon on their way down. The Royal party left Bal-

moral at half-past 9 A.M., and returned at 10 in the

evening. Prince Arthur and Prince Leopold drove to

Laich Calleter. On Saturday the Queen, accompanied

by Princess Alice and Prince A.tlmr, drove round by

tiie Hridge of Dee, and then walked round by tlie Falls

of Garrawalt back to the Castle thruugh the buUoch

Bhuie. The Prince Consort went out deer-

Prince Consort went out tfeer stalking. The Prnice

and Princess of Leiuingen arrived at the castle on a

visit to her Majesty.

The Peixce of Waxes on the lltli u!t. lield a

levee at the Government House, Charlottetown, Prince

Edward's Ishind, and afterwards proceeded to the

Colonial Buildings and received an address from the

Legislature, to which he returned a suitable reply. His
Royal Highness afterwards embarked for Gaspe, where
he arrived on the 12th nU., and was met by the

Governor-General of Canada and his Cabinet. He re-

mained at Gaspe for the night, and proceeded westward

the next day. On entering theSaguenay River the Hero

grounded on the bar, but was got off with little damage.

The Prince made two excursions up the Sa^uenay in

Canadian steamers, and was much pleased with the

grandeur of the scenery. His Royal Hijfhness arrived

at Quebec on the ISth' ult., and was received with a

salute from the fleet, the citadel, and the town. The

shipping were dressed wdtli flags and their yards

manned. The fortifications and roofs of the houses

were covered with spectators, and the city was crowded

with visitors from all parts of the British possessions

and the United States, who received his Royal Highness

with great enthusiasm.

The Ex-Rotal Family of FnANCE.—Tlie Countess

de Neuiliy, the Duke de Nemours and family, and the

Princess of Wurteiiiburg, have returned to Clarcmont

from Tunbridge Wells. The Count de Paris and the

Duke de Chartres returned last week from their Conti-

nental tour, and are now staying at Claremont. The
Duke and Duchess d'Aumale and family arc on a tour in

Scotland. •

The Count d'Aquha, uncle of the King of Naples,

embarked at Cabiis on Saturday for Dover. His stay

in England did not exceed a few hours, and he returned

to Calais on Sunday morning, and left for Paris at

noon by the express train.

ConKT MouRNixo.—Tiie {zaze//^ of Friday contains

an order for the Court to go into mourning for a

fortnight, for her Majesty's aunt, tlic Grand Duchess

Anne of Russia.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Saturday at the official residence of the I'irst Lord ot

the Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was

held on Tuesday.
CONVOCATION.—The Convocation of the province of

Canterburv was prorogued on the 23d ult. by commission

to the 23irof October.

The PEERAGE.—The Queen has bestowed on Lord

Kinnaird the grant of tn Engli.-h barony, by the title

of Lord Kinnaird of Kinnaiid, with a special remainder

to his lordship's brother, the Hon. Aithur FitzGerald

Kinnaird, M. P. for Perth.

PAnLiAMENTAUT MOVEMENTS.—The Hon. Percy

Wyndham, second son of Lord Leconfield, was returned

for West Cumberland on Tuesday, without opposition,

in the room of the late General Sir H, Wyndham. A
new writ was issued on Tuesday for the election of a

member for Ludlow, in the room of Colonel Percy

Herbert, who has accepted the Chiltern Hundreds.

The Abmt.—The Colonelcy of the 11th Light

Dragoons, vacant by the death of General Sir H.

Wyndham, has been conferred on jMajor-Gencral the

Earl of Cardigan, and the Colonelcy of the 5th Dragoon

Guards, vacated by this promotion, has been conferred

on Maior-General the Hon. Sir James Yorke Scarlett.

The Chuuch akd tue Hauvest.—The Bishops of

London, Oxford, and Rochester, have addressed letters

to the clergy of their dioceses, requesting them to use

the appointed prayer for fine weather at all the public

services of the Church, and to call the attention of the

congregations to the importance of earnest prayer at the

present season of anxiety to agriculturists and to the

country.
GoVERNOBSHiP or Cetlon.—Tlie Queen has ap-

pointed Sir Charles Justin McCarthy, Knt., to be

Governor of Ceylon and its dependencies.

GovEENoitsHip OF Jehbey.—The Queen lias ap-

pointed Major-General Robert Percy Douglas to be

Lieutenant-Governor of Jersey, in the room of the late

General Mundy.
Knighthood.—TheQueen has directed letters patent

to be passed under the Great Seal, granting the dignity

of a Knight of the United Kingdom to Stuart Alex-

ander Donaldson, Esq.. formerly Principal Secretiiry to

the Government of New Soutli Wales.

The Volunteek Movkmf.nt.—On Saturday the 3d
' iddlesex (Hampstead) celebrated the opening of their

rifle range and butt, situated in the fields of Child'*
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Hill two miles from the Regent's Park. The butt is

50 feet wide, with two 12-feot wiTijrs, and 40 feet

high; the rmige is 600 yards.—The 20tb Middlesex,

five companies, find 39th Bloomsbury, two companies,

went to St. Alban's a few days since, where they were

joined by the Watford, St. Albau's, Ashridge, and

Berkhamstead (Hertfordshire) Corps, the whole formin~

11 companies, which were put through battalion an

light infantry exercise.—The 26th Middlesex (Her

Majesty's Customs) Volnnteers marched last week from

the Custom House Quay to the Tower, where, by

direction of the Secretary of State for War, they were

inspected by Major Nelson, assistant-inspector of the

district.-The Woolwich Royal Arsenal Volunteers,

consisting of the 10th Kent Artillery, and the 2Gth

Kent Rifles, numbering about 1500 men, and forming

a brigade, were reviewed on Saturday by Lord Sydney,

the lord-lieutewant of the county, on Woolwich Com-

mon.—The gun division of the Hon. Artillery Company
paraded at the Armoury House, Finsbury, on Sunday,

[

and after attending Divine service at Bow Church,

Cheapside, returned to head-quarters and fired
|

a Royal salute in honour of the birthday of the

Prince Consort, the Captain-General and Colonel.

—

The 2d Kent Artillery (Favers\iam)had a set of musical
;

instruments for their band presented to them last
1

week on the Faversbam Recreation Ground.— The ,

Reigate, or otb Surrey, mustered on Friday in the
,

Market Place and marched to Horley, where they went
j

through various mauceuvres, and fired 20 rounds of!

blank cartridge in skirmishing order.—The Eye, Strad-
,

broke, and Botesdale (Suffolk) companies were reviewed

last week in Oakley Park, and were afterwards enter-

tained at dinner by Sir Edward Kerrison, M.P., and '

Lord Henniker, M.P.—The 1st, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 8th
j

companies of the Worcestershire Volunteer Corps were

Homcastle, and Barton. The 4th battalion comprised

the five companies forming the Hull battalion, the

whole numbering about 1600 men.-—A large and influ-

ential meeting was held at Keighloy, in the West
Riding, on Monday, for the purpose of cousulering the

propriety of establishing a Volunteer Rifle Corps for

that town and district under the title of the Airedale

Corps. Some opposition was made, but the proposition

was carried by a large majority.—On Saturday the first

and second companies of the Macclesfield Corps were

presented with silver bugles iu the Public Park, one a

present from the mayor, and the other a present from

the ladies of Macclesfield.

dFovjetsti

have been
journey to

the Mayor
said, "The

pres-

When

France.—The Emperor and Empress
received with great enthusiasm in their

Savoy and Nice. On aniving at Dijon

delivered an address in which he
Government of your Majesty has carried the

tige of the country to a dazzling height.

Europe affects to be always afraid of the power
of your armies, she really fears much more the

sympathies which you have brought forth among
peoples." Tlie Bishop of Dijon in his speech extolled

the expedition to Syria, " an enterprise undertaken not-

withstanding the distrustful exigencies of diplomacy,'*

and expressed a hope that the Emperor will likewise

triumph over the difficulties, almost impediments, which
the same diplomacy in departing from the path of right

and justice pretends to impose upim the eldest son of

the Church, upon the Emperor, the successor of Popin

and Charlemagne. The Bishop concluded by expressing

district inspector of Volunteers.—The 5th Hants was

presented with eight silver bugles last week by the

ladies of Portsmouth on the garrison parade ground.—
The 2d or Wycombs sub- division of the Buckingham-

shire corps was inspected last week by Lieut.-Colonel

Ibbetson in the park of Wycombe Abhey, the seat of

Lord Carrington, Lord-Lieutenant of the county.—The
Holheach Corps assembled for ball practice a few days

|

ago, when the number of points obtained by the three

successful competitors was 30, 19, and 18, the average

number of each member being 15^.—The 1st and 3d
Companies of the Isle of Wight Corps paraded last week
in the grounds of RydeHomePavk, and were presented

with silver bugles by the ladies of Ryde.—The Ply-

mouth, Devonporfc, and Stonehouse corps were

inspected on Thursday week at Mount Wise,

by Colonel M'Murdo, Inspector-General, accompanied

by Major Hume, Inspector for the Western
District.— The 10th Sussex (Chichester) were

inspected on Thursday week in the Priory Park
by Sir John Lawrence, Bart., G.CB.—On Monday the

Bungay and Harleston corps had a meeting in the grounds

ofDenton Lodge, and went tlirough various evolutions.

—The Isfc battalion of Cornwall, consisting of companies

from Truro, Falmouth, Helston, Redruth, Camborne,
Rayle, and Penzance, were inspected on Tuesday week
in Clowance Park by Major-General Tremenheere.

—

The 1st South Hants Artillery assembled at Woolston
on Saturday, and placed their guns in position in a

» battery they have erected on a piece of ground the use

of which has been granted them by Mr. H. Buchan, of

Southampton.— On Saturday a nfte contest took pUce
near Rottingdean, Sussex, on the property of Mr. Eliot

Macnaghten, of hor Majesty's Indian Council. The
prizes were two silver cups, presented by Mr. Ravenhill,

the engineer, and Mr. James Allan, a director of the

Peninsularaud Oriental Company. Tlie competitors were
members of the West Kent, Middlesex, Queen's, West-
minster, Cambridge University, Surrey, and Sussex.

Mr. RaveuhlU's cup was won by private Hack'ett, of the
1st Kent, and Mr. AUan*s cup was a tie between Cap-
tains Rucker and Morris, also of the 1st Kent battalion,

the deciding shot being in favour, of Captain Rocker.
A second prize in the latter matcb, consisting of a
statuette, presented Viy Captain Vacher, of the
Queen's Westminsters, fell to Captain Morris.

Tiio ranges were 200, 300. and 400 yards.—
On Saturday upwards of 800 VoUinteers, from Lanca-
shire ami Chetjliiro, accepted the invitation of the
Jlunrhester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway
Company, who gave them fi-ee conveyance to Hull
aqd Grim?by and back, with hospitable entertainment

|

daring their visit.—The 1st battalion of Lancashire,
'

which for the last month has been encamped at Blundell
Sands, .Crosby, near Liverpool, broke up their camp on
Saturday, and returned to quarters.—Four battalions of
the Artillery and Hide Corps of Yorkshire and Lincoln-
shire took part in the festivities at Hull op Monday, on
the occasion of planting the first tree in the People's
Park, and were afterwards reviewed by Lord Wenlock.
The 1st battalion comprised the 1st East York
Artillery (Bridlington and Flamborough), 2d East York
Artillery (Filey), Isfc and 2d Lincolnshire Artillery
(Boston and Grimsby). The 2d battalion consisted of the
4th East. Riding (Hull Brigade), eight companies; and
the 1st West Riding Artillery, from Leeds. The
3d battalion included the 1st, 2d, 4th, 6th, 9th and 12th
Lincolnshire, from Lincoln, Louth, Boston, Grimsby,

reception. The following speech was delivered by the

Emperor in reply to the addresses of the civic authori-

ties of Lyons :

—

*' I thank you for the manner in which you appreciate my
efforts to increase the prosperity of France. Solely occupied

with the general interests of the country, I scorn all which
may place obstacles in the way of their development. Therefore

the unjust distrust excited abroad as well as the exapfjerated

promptitude, and the Emperor succeeded in realising the
object for which they were undertaken. The destruction of
Sebastopol prevented Russia from taking possession of
Constantinople, and the Eastern question was confided to the
charge of united Europe. As regards the war in Italy, the
Italian States were delivered from Austrian domination, and
the principal object of the war was thus obtained. Although
the Italians now jeopardise the independence which they
acquired in consequence of the war, the principle of non-
intervention, now a recognised rule of international policy,
exercises a dominating influence over the further deve-
lopment of the question. These are the only questions,
which occupy the attention of Europe at the present
moment. The apprehensions entertained in Gerpoany
respecting the Rhine frontiers, and the fears of an in-

vasion current in England, do not merit serious discus-

sion. The Rhine is no longer a strategic frontier.

France, being much stronger when Germany is divided, will'

never support the project of German unity for any compensa-
tion she might obtain. As to England, I have always been
astonished that men of authority in that country can have
appeared to have given credit to the possibility of an attack on
our part. I could understand that fear in certain miuds of a
concourse of extraordinary circumstances which might bring

about some serious misunderstanding between the two coun-
tries ; and that, looking to this, it might be deemed useful on
both sides to place the military defences, on a level with the
progi-ess of science ; but to beUeve seriously that either of the
two Governments could be disposed voluntarily to bring about
between the two greatest nations of the world that terrible and
frightful stniggle, where we both should have everything to
lose and so little to gain, w:ould be the height of madness^
Assuredly no one in France would for one instant admit the
existence of such a disposition in the mind of the Emperor or of

his Government. Well, it is the same thing in England. There,

apart from certain fractions of parties whose attitude tends, from
different causes, to envenom our relations, but who only derive

an accidental importance from the present equality between

the forces of the two principal parties—the eminent men of alt

opinions, hke the august and virtuous princess who doea

honour to the throne of Great Britain—only wish for peace

and good harmony between the two countries. The whole
English people, noiwithstanding so many contrary excitations,

dc'-ire nothing else. Deceived, or deceiving itself, as to our
intentions—persuading itself, on the faith of false information,

that we have been wanting iu loyalty, a portion of the English

public bestirred itself and thought itself justified in taking pre-

cautions against us. But the calm and worthy attitude of
that host of young volunteers who came forward so generously

to offer their services to the country, their noble motto,
' Defence not Defiance ; ' lastly, the manner in which the

Treaty of Commerce was received, all prove that no hostile

p;ission agitates the nation against us; that far from
that, it only desires to be, enlightened as to our senti-

ments ; and that thus, when the truth shall have shone
forth, the two peoples will only have to engage exclusively

in the struggle of emulation to which the Treaty of

Commerce invites them. In view of so many great results

obtained by France, and the lustre which they throw
ai-ound the French nation, it is natural that uneasiness and
distrust should have arisen in Europe. France, however, did

which I have to this day followed, and which maintains Austria to follow^thefatajjoohcj^^^^

France on the height of grandeur and prosperity that Provi-

dence has assigned her in the world. Therefore give your-

selves up with confidence to works of peace. Our destinies are

in our own hands. France gives in Europe the impulse to all

great and genemus ideas. She only suffers from evil influence

when she is degenerating. Believe that, with the assistance

of God. she shall not degenerate under my dynasty."

The Emperor afterwards inaugurated the Palais du
Commerce, and conferred the decoration of the Legion

of Honour on the most eminent manufacturers of the

city. On Sunday the Emperor and Empress went to

hear Divine service at Notre Dame de Fourvieres, a

well-known place of pilgrimage in the neighbourhood

of Lyons. On Monday their Majesties left Lyons for

Charabery, the Emperor having previously given

directions that as a memorial of his visit the tolls on
the hridgcs of the Rhone should he immediately sup-

pressed. On arriving at Chamhery their Majesties were
received with enthusiasm. The Mayor, in the speech

ho addressed to the Emperor, recalled the ardour and
national feeling which carried the inhabitants of

Savoy towards France. In the evening a grand dinner

took place, and the town was splendidly illuminated.

On Tuesday the Emperor and Empress received the

public authorities and the principal inhahitants of the

department of Savoy. Their Majesties then paid a

visit to the principal chufoli, and afterwards rode out

in tlie neighbourhood of Chamhery, In the evening a

grand hall was given in the theatre. On Wednesday
their Majesties received Signor Farini and General

Cialdini, who had come from Turin to compliment
them in the name of the King of Sardinia. Their

Majesties afterwards proceeded to Aix andAnnecy, and
were enthusiastically received at both places.—The
Moniteiw contains a decree ordering the establish-

^mpnt of a port at the city of Thonon, on Lake
Leman, and tlie improvement of the already existing

port of Evian, on the same lake, as works of public
'utility. It also contains a decree ordering the con-

' struction of a section of railway between Toulon and
Nice, to connect the two departments of the Var and
Nice, as a work of public utility^. The Constifntionnel

publishes an article, signed Grandguilbt, stating that

the relations between France and Austria are excel-

lent, and congratulating tlie latter Power on having
frankly entered on the path of reform. The news
published in some German papers that the Emperor
Napoleon has propoaed a Congress for the settlement of
the affairs of Italy is totally unfounded.—The Count de
Pcrsigny, in his capacity of President, opened on Tues-
day the sittings of the General Council of the Depart-
ment of the Loire with a speech on the foreign relations

of France, of which the following is a summax'y :—
"Tlie Emperor's programme of Bordeaux has not been

chauged. Without pretending to abolish war, the Emperor
has, however, repudiated the inheritance of mere lighting for

the sake of veDgeance for thu defeats of the first Empire.
Before the inauguration of the present Empire two extraor-
dinary questions were pending— vi?;., the question of the East,
and that ofItaly—neither of which could l» resolved by moans
of tiiplomacy. Although the wars resulting from these
questions could not be avoided, they were carried out with

ItaUans, nor is she responsible for the treaties which Austria

concluded with the ItaUan Princes. France uaed every possible

effort to prevent the conflict. If the Emperor kept silence

before the outbreak of the war in reference to bis promises to

repulse Joe attacks of Austria upon Italy, it was with tho
motive of leaving the Italians in ignorance of his powerful
assistance, which, had they been aware of it, would have
spread increased excitement among them. Thus the silence

with which the Emperor has been reproached was disadvanta-

geous to himself alone. The same can be snid in reference to

the cession of Savoy and Nice to France. The Italians, after

the conclusion of the peace of Villafrauca, having acted in

violation of that treaty on the other side of the Alps, France-

could not renounce her Alpine frontiers, seeing that a

great Italian kingdom had been constituted. France

has uever concealed her intentions, either from Sar-

dinia or from England. She has deceived nobody. The
Emperor has certainly replaced France in her legitimate

position, without shaking the confidence of Europe. Taken as

a whole, his policy was pure and honest. If he has made war
in Italy, it was only because the other Powers were not willing

to engage their own responsibility. As soon as it was ^ssibl&
to arrive at a definite result he concluded the peace desired by
the world. Since 1815 FrMice has been forced to follow the-

role imposed upon her by the treaties of Vienna. Another
spirit now- reigns, and the political system of 1815 has been

subverted by Europe herself. This system was the result of a
violent transition, wbich by two great convulsions entirely

disturbed the European equilibrium. Since then it has been

the great interest of Europe that a general reconciliation

should be effected between the different Powers, and that

France should, by common consent, reassume the positioi>

which belonged to her in the Councils of the Powers. She»o
longer threatens nor is threatened. Her work is achieved, and

the mission of the new Empire is accomplished. The militaiy

role of France in Europe is at an end. It affords me great

bappinesa to be conscientiously able to say that an era of peace

and prosperity is now opening for Europe."

Spain.—Letters from Madrid state that the Em-
peror of the French, on his return journey from

Algeria, will stop at Barcelona, where he wishes to

have an interview with Queen Isabella IT.

Switzerland.—It is stated that the Federal Counci',

having been solicited by the French Government to

send a deputation to Thonon to greet the Emperor,
replied tliat there was no occasion to talie such a step.

Holland and BtLGiUii.—Letters from Wiesbaden
mention the meeting of the Kings of Belgium and

Holland in that city. The meeting If^sted more than

two hours, and the most friendly declarations were made
on hoth sides. At a very early date the King of the

Netherlands will become the guest of the King of the

Belgians at Brussels, and before Christmas this visit

will be returned by King Leopold, who wishes to con-

solidate the good feeling now existing between the

Koyal families and the people of Belgium and Holland

hy visiting the King at the Hague,

PRrssiA.— Letters from Berlin state that although

during the interview at Toplitz an understanding was, in

principle, brought about on all pending questions, the

Prince Regent expressly declared to the Emperor that

Austria, since 1850, had been committing a positive

infraction of the Federal Act, which distinctly state-

that all the States of the German Confederation shall

receive a constitution on the representative system, and

that until Austria enters upon the path of con-
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-s'titutionaT reforms there can be no liope of a real

ind durable alliance.

AtTSTETA.—lictters from Vienna state that althougu

ilie Ministers declared in the lust sitting of the Com-

mittee of 21 members that the Government had no

obiection to the Hungarian programme being discussed,

the German party, backed by the military aristocracy,

have prepared a connter programme to be submitted to

the Council at the fall meeting on Monday. In order to

avoid a rupture in the Council on the subject of these

4'ft'O programmes, and also to leave to the Emperor the

merit of spontaneously adopting the proposed reforms,

the ministers have resolved to propose to Ins Majesty,

that at the opening of the full meeting on Monday the

president shall read to the assembly an autograph

letter from bis Majesty, stating the sincerity of

his intentions to give siitisfaction to the legi-

timate wishes of the people, and promiaing

to take into serious consideration the views expressed

in the two .programmes. But while waiting a means

to reconcile the opposite tendencies of the majority aiid

minority of the committee, the Emperor, in order not

to adjourn the political regeneration of the empire,

-considers that in his sovereign capacity he should

grant the Statutes of the provincial diets, and fix

beforehand their precise privileges, thus assuring

and guaranteeing the autonomy of each province.

The promulgation of these statutes is not in any way to

prejudice the right of the diet to claim changes and

inodificatioim of proved necessity and utility. The

autograph letter is likewise to announce the immediate

promulgation of the electoral law both as regards the

formation of the provincial diets, and tlie definitive

constitution of the enlarged Council of the

Empire. The Ministers hope that such an^ auto-

- .graph letter will prevent political debates in the

Keichsrath, and allow the Government to tranquilly

close the session with the increased confidence of

the country. Notwithstanding the positive announce-

ment made by several German journals of an approach-

ing interview between the Emperor of Austria, the

Tlie Garibaldians thereby ^eeame masters of their artil- i renewing the conflict.

lerv, arms, horses, and materials of war, and of Fort Kader the decoration

t

del Pizzo. Meanwhile the insurrection had spread from

the Basilicata to the province of Capitanata and the

important towns of Foggia, Calento, Campobasso,

Avellino, and Salerno, situated only a few miles from

the capital, were in full revolt. The Pro-Dictator at

Poteuza bad furnished arms to 10,000 inhabitants of

the province of Basilicata, the insurgents of which

were advancing towards Salerno, to join Garibaldi and

march against Naples. The Neapolitan troops were

attacked at Piale by the Garibaldians, by whom they

were surrounded and defeated. An armistice was

then proposed. The commanding officer referred

this proposition to the General-in-Chief, in order

to obtain bis decision. In the meantime the Nea-

politan troops became disorganised and dispersed,

leaving the batteries without any defenders. Colonel

Deftotte, the French Republican and one of Garibaldi's

officers, was killed in the engagement before Peggio.

Garibaldi ordered splendid obsequies in his honour.—

From Naples we learn that several Neapolitan journals

have published an appeal to the population to rise in

insurrection. Fifty Sardinian Bersaglieri having dis-

embarked at Naples from Sardinian war steamers, a

desperate combat ensued between them and the Royal

Guard, in which several Bersaglieri were killed and

others wounded. The Bersaglieri finally re-embarked.

The Marquis de Villamarina, the Siirdinian Ambassador,

is said to have declared that the Neapolitans were the

an-o-ressors, and has demanded immediate satisfaction.

B°aron Brenier, the French Ambassador, has also

demanded of the Neapolitan Government the satisfac-

tion due to him on account of the assault recenfly

committed on his person. Baron Brenier pointed out

that the best mciins of doing an act of justice and of

showing him courtesy would be to proceed immediately

to the liquidation of the indemnity due to the French

subjects who had suffered through the bombardment of
^

Palermo by the Neapolitans, and to appoint a special

Ambassador to Paris with the mission of making

!

:

^L^^^:^.^^V^.^^^i:^:^^U^^ apologies ^r ..^o.it o^red t^F.nce

that no steps have been taken with that object up to m_ his person. ^Negotiations
, «J^^^ ,.„fi"'„ t...!^.that no steps have been taken with that object up to

the present time either by the Emperor of Austria or

the Emperor of Russia. Out of consideration to France

both Emperors will carefully abstain from taking any

steps which might be interpreted as an act of coalition

in his person. Negotiations to that effect are

still carried on, and it is not yet known whether Baron

Brenier will remain at Naples.—Accounts from Rome
state that a detachment of gendarmes which the Papal

Government had sent as remforcements to the garrison

of Benevento, after having crossed the Neapolitan

territory without arms, according to existing treaties,

were insulted, driven out of Benevento, and finally

obliged to return. The Governor of Benevento has

taken increased military measures ot precaution at the

against her.

HUNGAET.—At the recent festival on St. Stephen's

Day at Pesth, the Prince-Primate, in the presence of

General Beuedek, the Governor-General, proposed the

health, not of the Emperor of Austria, but of " the

King of Hungary," thereby impb'ing that Hungary by
her constitution acknowledged no Emperor, but only a

King governing by an ancient constitution and well-

kiioWn laws. A magnate, the head of the Lutheran

confession, declaied that all classes were unanimous iu ^
, ^ „

the view expressed by the Prince-Primate, and a Roman Hic latter has left Koine.

Catholic and an Israelite expressed their entire accord.

In consequence of these demonstrations of nationality,

General Benedek returned to Vienna, at the close of the

festival, and requested the Emperor to relieve him of

his functions in Hungary, where his position had

become untenable, on account of the continuully in-

•creasiug agitation in the country. General Benedek

is said to have expressed his opinion that the wishes of

his countrymen are legitimate, and to have refused to

-carry out any coercive measures against the national

'•tendencies of the Hungarians. The Emperor, however,

has induced him to remain at the head of the Hungarian

Administration until the closing of the Extraordinary

Session of the Council of the Empire.

The Tteol.—A spirit of disaffection to the Aus-

irian Government has for some time been exhibited in

the Tyrol. Ttlore than 300 of the inhabitants have

quitted it without passports. The lunspruck Gazette

publishes their names, and formally summons them to

4ippear before the authorities. Sixty-nine of the num-

ber, belonging to the middle class, who have not

app'eared to the first citation, are declared illegally

absent from the State, and their property is confiscated.

"This measure, however, has not checked the emi-

gration.

The Apeiatic.—In case Garibaldi should attempt a

disembarkation on the Austrian coast, the Archduke

Ferdinand Maximilian, as Commander-in-Chief of the

Austrian army, will assume the personal and direct

command of the naval forces destined to repel the

attack,

PoLA^•D.—Accounts from Poland state that the har-

vest in that country is this year a total failure.

Italy.—On Monday last the Neapolitan generals

assembled in Council, and with the exception only of

General Bosco, unanimously resolved to advise the Iving

to take his departure from the city. Tlie officers of

the army and navy had previously tendered their re-

signations en masse to his Majesty. It is believed that

the King left Naples on Tuesday evening on board the -t.;; ^ -- - *. , , . c:^-mture
Strombol The trfumphanl progress ofGarM5> and the ^

The Sultan has sent to Abd-el-

of the Medjidie, of the highest

class, in acknowledgment of his courageous conduct

during the massacres at Damascus.
United States.—The politicians of the United

States are actively preparing for the coming Presi-

dential campaign. Elections for State officers have
taken place in several of the States. Lady Franklin is

staying at New York, where she is the guest of Mr.
Minturn, who took so prominent a part in the search

made for her husband. She will shortly leave New-

York for Canada. Gen, Walker was last heard of on
the Ist August. He was then off Buatan, with five

vessels and 500 men, bound for Costa Rica or Nicaragua.

The people of Kansas are on the borders of starvation,

owing to the total failure of their crops, the consequence

of drought, no rain having fallen there for months.

A sanguinary fight has taken place on the Solomon

river between the Belawares and Cheyennes and

Arrapahocs. The fight wps witnessed by two pioneers,

who were at the time hunting buft'alo, and is des-

cribed by them as bein^^' a fearful scene. The com-

batants numbered some thousands, were all mounted,

and kept constantly circling, lying down in their

saddles, and firing over their horses' necks as they

approached the enemy. Tlie fight lasted two hours, and

at the end of that time after many had been killed, the

Pawnees broke and ran, with the Cheyennes after them.

A party who passed over the battle-fiuld subsequently

found about 300 dead bodies, all of which were scalped.

Mexico.—Miramon's army had been routed by the

Liberals while trying to escape from Lagos. Tbo latest

accounts reported Miramon at Leon, surrounded by the

victorious Liberals. Kobles liad abandoned Jalapa.

The Spanish Minister had threatened a bombardment

of Vera Cruz, Mirainon's Government having refused

to accede to his demands. Jdarez lias surrendLrod the

Spanish barque Maria Conception, whiclrthe Comroodoro

demanded. Bishop Espinosa had been unconditionally

released, in the hope that it would induce Miramon to

release Ura^rna, but that hope had not been realised.

Cape of Good Hope.—Accounts from the Cape to

the 21st ult., state that her Majest^-*s ship Forte,

Admiral Keppel, with Sir George Grey, arrived out on

the 4th ult. Prince Alfred had not arrived, and it wag

supposed the Eur^aUis had broken down. Tlie prepa-

rations for bis reception had been completed, but it

was feared that he would not be able to go through the

colonial visiting programme, his stay being hinited to

October 23. Parliament was prorogued on tjie ITtHi.

In the session, which lasted 80 days, 31 Bills had been

passed, and nearly a million sterling voted. The exca-

Veec^laon ^J.e occaslou of the oWauiesof A.branOi, -n-LZ^: "«^:M=^-:±r!]t^f L^J^^^S^!
chief of the Revolutionary Committee. Several arrests

were made. Monsignor Merode has refused to permit

the departure of the Volunteers under Cathelineau, and

the latter has left Rome. General Lamoriciere has sent

a military column to watch the Tuscan frontier.—

Kossuth arrived at Bellagio on the Lake of Como on

the 25tli ult., and was received with great enthusiasm,

the whole town and the neighbouring heights being

illuminated in his honour.

Turkey.—Notwithstanding the representations of

tire Ambassadors, Kursehid Pasha remained at Constan-

tinople until the Marquis de Lavalette again insisted on

and obtained his departure, in order that he might be

brought to trial in Syria. The Mussulman inhabitants

of Constantinople are assuming a threatening attitude.

The Garrison has been increased, but the soldierii^ pay

is still in arrear.—Tlie Sultan, in authorising his Ambas-

sador at Piiris to sign the protocol of the 3(1 ult., which is

to be converted into a Convention, imposed the condition

that the protocol should contain nothing which might

involve the idea of foreign intervention in the interior

alTuirs of Turkey. It was for that reason that the

wishes of the Great Powers respecting the measures to

be taken for improving the condition of the Christian

subjects of the Porte were embodied in a second and

separate protocol. This protocol, by the distinct reserve

of the Turkish Amba'f^sador, was not to be inserted in

the Convention. "Russia, nevertheless, insisted that the

Convention should recall and confirm the promises given

by the Porte at the Congress of Paris in favour of

the Christians. The Divan refused to accede to this

demand, which it declared would constitute an act of

intervention in the inferior administration of Turkey.

The Porte, however, declares that, acting in the full

exercise of its sovereign independence, it will use every

effort to fulfil the wishes of the Christian Powers.

The missionaries in Mosilikatses had been badly treated.

iaailtarncnt

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Friday.—The E.ist India Loan Bill and the Savings B-mlcs and

FrienHly Sociedes Investments Bill passed through committee.

The Roman Cokolic Charities Bill, on the motion of the Lord
C.iANOELL R, "was read a second time, on the undei-standlng

tlwt no a n ments should be introduced. The Spirits Bill

was read a tliird time and passed. The Commons amend-

ments to the Partij Emblrr.is (Ireland) Bi'l, and the Debtor and

Creditor Acta Amendment Bill, were agreed to. Ihe OamMltdated

Fund (Appropriation) Bill, the Exdiequer Bonds or Bills

f 2 000,000/.) Bill, and the iVilitia Ta-u Biil were read a ^cond
time.
HATunDAY.—On the motion for the third reading of the

Roman Calkolic Charities Bill, Lord MoSTi^AGLE proposed an

amendn-e.it to one of the clauses, which was eventually

negatived without a division. The Bill was then read a third

time and parsed. The Spirits BUI, the Savings Bayiks and
Fnendhj Societies' Invesfments Bill, the Ptace Preservation

(Ireland) Bill, the East India Loan £Ui, the MiUtia Pay Bill,

and Exchtquer Bands or Bills Bdl-were read a third time and
passed. The Commons' amendments to the Tmure an I Ii/i-

provement ofLand (Irel<tnd) Bill led to a lengthened discussion,

but they were agreed to on a division by 7 to 6. SMme other

foi-mal business was disposed of, and their lordships adjourned

to Tuesday, when the prorogation will take place.

Tuesday.—The Rmfai Ai^^ent was given by commission to the

Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bill ; Exchequer Bonds or

Bills (2,000,000^) Bill ; Befreshiueut Houses and Wine Licenses

(Ireland) Bill; Fortifications (Provision for Expenses) Bill;

Customs (No. 2) Bill; Btimip Duties (Xo. 2) Bill; Excise
Duties Bill; Spirits Duties Bill; Bi)ints Bill; Defence of the

Realm Bill ; County Coroners Bill ; Militia Ballot Bill ;

Endowed Charities Bill ; Naval Discipline Bill ; Ecclesiastical

Commission, &c. Bill ; Gas Metropolis Bill ; Party Emblems
(Ireland) Bill ; Union of Beneacea Bill ; Rifle Volunteer Corps
Bill ; tJavings Banks and Friendly Societies Investments Bill;

Peace Preservation (Ireland) Act (lS5t>) Amendment Bill;

East India Loan Bill ; Roman -Catholic Chftfities BiU ; Dircfrcc

Court Bill; Tenure and Improvement of Land (Ireland) Bill

;

These prehminaries have delated the signature of the ivmdlord and Tenant (Ireland) Biil; lYamways (Ireland) BUI

;

Convention upon which, liowever, all the Powers have and otherpublic and private Bids.—The Qneen's CoramiSMon

Timv rome to an a'-'reement. Six copies have been for the prorogatiouflfParHameut was thmi read after which
Tim\ COIKC Lu rtu <i^i CCIWC..L. " i .. j,^^ rw.^rnFTf f>R rcfiri l->ie Roval Sneech. ^s follows :

—

diiiwn hp, one of which is destined for each of the

contracting Powers. Tlie Austrian and Russian

Ambassadors signed their copies before quitting Pari.^

on leave. The date of these copies wdl be filled up and

sio-ned by the other Ambassadors as soon as the Turkish

refusal " of the Neapolitan army to fight for

the Royal cause sufficiently explain this step.

The city of Reggio capitulated to Garibaldi on the 21st

tilt., tJhe Neapolitan garrison being allowed to leave

with muskets and personal baggage only. After a short

fight the Garibaldians next took the town of Villa San

Oiovanni, while two Neapolitan brigades, "Melandez and

Bnganti, suriendered at discretion to General Cosenz,

who had landed with a considerable force at Fiumicino.

Sybia —Fu<id Pasha on the 20th ult. hanged 5^

•JMoslems of different classes, who had been con-

victed of having taken part in the late mnssacres

and shot 110 policemen and Bashi ^^f'j»l^-^^

the ereat Sleidan. He has also compelled 3000

inhabitants of Damascus to enter tiie army. Forty-

five hundred soldiers of the French expedition

have disembarked at Beyrout, General Beaufort, m a

the Lord CifANCEU-fm read fhe Royal Speech, ^s follows .-

''Mv Lords asd Qest^tmek.
"TYeaic commanded by her Majesty to release you Trom

further attendance in Parliameut, and at the same time td Ciyn-

vey to you her SSajesty's acknowledp-roents for the'^^ealftnd

assiduity with which you have applied yourselves *t!> ~lhe

performance of -your important duties during the long and
laborious session of parliament now about to close.

"Her M*jestv commands us to inform you that her relations

with foreign powers are friendly and satisfactory; and her

Majesty trusts that there is no danger of any inten-iiption of

the general peace of Europe. Events ot considerable importance

are, indeed, taking place in Italy ; but if no foreign powers

interfere therein, and if the Italians are leR to settle their own
affairs, the tranquillity of other statea will remain undisturbed.

"The proposed conferences on the subject of the cession of

Savoj' and of Nice to France have not yet been held. But lier

MAiefitv confidently trusts that in any negotiations which may

tcu';STTar pSued tUr' M.u.o.Ues f.w 1^^^^ fuU .i. ^e.u^ a.™.eu.ents .iU .0 n.a.o for
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s
of
icurina^, in dccordauce with the spirit aud letter of the Treaty

f Vieuua of ISio, the noutraUty and independence of the Swiss
Confedaration- That neutmiity and independence wtre an
object to which all the powei'3 who were parties to the treaties

o£ Vienna attiiched great importance, aud they :ire no loss im-
portiut now than then fur the general interests of Europe.

the Emperor of Austria, the Emperor of the French, the Prince

Ee8:entof Prussia, and the Emperor of Russia, in entering into

an engagement with the Sultan, by which temporary miliUry
assistance has been aflVaded to the Sultan, for the purpose of re-

establishing order in thr^t part of his dominions.
*' We are commanded by her Maj*jsty to inform you that her

lifajesty greatly regrets that the pacific overtures which, by
her Majesty's directions, her envoy in China made to the
Imperial Govemraent at Pekin did not lead to any satisfactory

result; and it has» tliercfore, been necessary that the combined
naval and military forces which her Majesty and her ally the
Emperor of the French had sent to the China seas should
advance towards the northern provinces of China, for the
purpose of eupportin^^ the ju^ demands of the allied powers.

" Her Majesry, desirous of giving all possible weight to her
diplomatic action in this matter, has sent to China, as upecial

ambassador for this service, the Earl of Elgin, who negotiated
the treaty of Tien-tsin. the full aud faithful execution of which
is demanded from the Emperor of China-

« "Gentlemen ur the House of Commons,
"Her Majesty commands us to convey to you her warm

acknowle<lgments for the liberal euppliea which you have
granted for the service of the present year, and for the pro-

of the President of the Council, on account of a severe domestic
affliction, that attention was not paid to this special case which
it would otlierwise have received, and it had eonaequently
received the s;inction of an order in Council, In reply to

Sir F. Smitk, Mr- AVnixBREAD stated that the Govern-
ment had considered the project of the late Mr. Rennie
for the improvement of the Navigation of the MaUvay and of
Chuthiim Dockyard. Part of these plans had received the sanc-
tion of the Admiralty, but circumstances were now so changed
that it was no longer considered advisable to adopt them. The
Paper Trade.—In reply to Mn "Wihte, Sir G, Lewis said that
he was not awaie that the papcrmakers had sustained any loss

in consequence of the decision of the House of Lords, or were
thereby entitled to claim compuiisation. — Lord Palmerston, in

moving that the House on its 7-ising adjourn to Tuesday, called

special attention to the labours of the coiiuuittees < n petitions,

in order that the ])ublic might know how much business was
disposed of by meuibors of that House which did not appear
in the published debates. The House then adjourned to

Tuesday.
Tuesday,—LegUlalion for Ireland.— Mr. V- Scully gave

notice that, next session, he should move a resolution that

identical legislation for England and Ireland would strengthen
the union between the two countries, and remove Ireland

from the condition of a province.—Sir G. Bowver' gave notice

that next session he should introduce a Bill declaratory of the
Laio ofSuperstitious Uses.—Mr Cochrane asked whether it was
intended to call out The MUilia before the harvest was over, if

indeed there was to be any harvest at all.— Lord Palmerston
replied that he hoped there would be a harvest, if not a good
one. As for the militia, there were but thirteen regiments to

be called out, and their movements depended upon the
arrangements of the Lords Lieutenant. The House was then

retaining these different collections in connexion with th^
library

;
and says that if they should be removed, the purchase

of a special library of reference would be indispensable. Theestimates of the expense of the construction of a new Natural
Htt^tory Museum and the transfer of the collections to it a^next given. Of the three sites which have been proi>o3ed one
IS a portion of the land in the neighbourhood of Konsington
belonging to the Royal Commissioners for the Exhibition of

vision which you have made for those defences which are ™mo^ed to the H^^^

essenti;U for the security for her dockyards and arsenals. On their return the Speaker read the Speech at the table to

*' My Lokds and Gentlemek,
**Her Majesty conmiands us to express to you the gratifica-

tion and pride with which she has witnessed the rapid progress
in military efficiency which her volunteer forces have already
made, and which is highly honourable to their spirit and
patriotism,

*' Her Majesty Las given her cordial consent to the act for

amalgamating her h rci\\ European ibrces in India with her forces

engaged for general service,

"Her Majesty trust* that the additional freedom which you
have given to commerce will lead to fresh development of pro-

ductive industry,
•*Her Majesty has given her ready assent to several mea-

sures of great public uscfulness-
*'The acta for rf^gulating the relationfl between landlord

and tenant in Ireland will, her Mi^esty trusts, remove some
fertile causes of disagreement.

**The act for amending the law which regulates the
discipline of her Majesty's navy has established salutary rules

for the administration of justice by courts-martial, and for

maintaining good order in the naval service. The act bearing
upon endowed charities will give means for a less expeiisive

administration of the property uf charities^ and for the speedy
and economical settlement of disputes afifeeting such pro-

perty; whilei by another act, relief has been afforded to her
Majesty's Roman Catholic subjects with regard to their

charitable endowments-
" Several other acts have been passed for legal reform^ which

must lead to the more satis!"actory administration of justice.

*'Her Majesty has observed with deep satisfaction the
spirit of loyalty, of order, and of obedience to the law, which
prevails fimoDg her subjects, both in the United Kingdom and

the 30 or 40 members present, and the Session of ISCO closed.
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orajctte of tte ESaeefe.
TOKSl^AT—BANKRUPTS—G. Almond and R. Manlotk. Luton. Beds,

Straw Hat Maimfacturen!— F. Bkard, We*ton-fiuper-Marc. Builder— W.
Biii.Urpethilill, near Uhcsterde^Street, Miller—M. H, BtRRo^Ti, ^^ake-

ficld. \S'orsted SpiDner— F- Caitelli, Bury Court. St. Mary Axe, tom-
mis&ion Mercbant—J. CoR?<«. Stourbridge, Soda Water Manufaeturcr-

J. CoTTOM, Sm*-thwiclc. Boot and Shoe Maker—M- Mltlrewaji, treat Uotct

Street, South^^ark, Leatlier Dealer— R. Ntwiow, Derby, Silh Throwster—

CV.I-B L7Ui.li iLi i-iAt KJ^^^^^Ju ^x^^^...^- »^v. W. and P. Prbiiiw, WellingborMUffli, Boot and Sboe Manufacturers —
4 * J •

- u A
^ vJyJ^vl^vL^.^^ Kj^,^^^ ^^^^^.,^, ^^^

Beyan, New Oxfo d Stieet, Boot and Shoe Manu-
in her dominions bevond Bea; and her Majt^sty has witnessed

^^cturers-T w"^ Provision Dealer.
the \varni and affectionate rece|)tion

| SCOTCH SEQ,13LSTRAT10NS—G. Lawsom, GlaaRow, Cabinet Maker—
W- Rosa, tilKftROw; J. Mitchbi-l, Edinburjcli; and J. FisKtM^ Toronto,

Canada Wett, Merchants— W. ISTRUTHEaa^ Uddinic»t"n. Joiner*

PBIUAY — BANKRUPTS- J. Clahkb, Kidderminster and Bevdley,
Tanner, Currier, Leather Factor, and Jap&nncr— W. T. P- Gbebn. North-

ampton, Currier and Leather Sellcr-W. iliLLi, Sand^ate, Kent. Draper—
W- Jo>E»» .^ottinKham. Grocer and FroTision Dealer-J- C. Lencu, Dale

End, Birii*in>fham, Leather Seller- T. Manhikc, Aldenhott, Hotel Keeper
— D Smttk, Hertfordshire, Straw PUit ilaiiufacturer — W. Tuomab^
Cardiff- Glamorifansbire, Publican.
BANKRDPTUY ANNULLED — Q. Bleacklet^ Salford. Laneashire,

Comuion Brewer.

with, heartfelt i>le;i^iire . _

given to hia Royal HigUnesB the Prince of Walea by her North
American subjectB.

**You will, on returning to your eevcral counties, have
duties to perform jBcarcely less important than tUose which
have occiu)ied you during theeesBionuf parliament, -\ud her
Majftfity fervently prays that the blesffing of Almighty God
may attend yuur effurttf and guide them to the attainment of

the objects of her constant aolicitude— the welfare and
the happiueas of htr people."

The Lord CnANCFt.LOR then declared the Parliament
prorogued until Xuesduy the Cth ot Novembor.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Feiday.—Mr. Jaheh gave notice that next session he should

move fur a select comuiittee to inquire into the operations of

the Board of (f'orir^.—Mr. Whalley asked wh^^ther it wua in-

tended next session to introduce a Bill to remedy the inequa-
lities of the Income Tax ?~ThG Chancellor of the Exchequer
said that no Lill w;m contemplated fur the reoonntruction of
the income-tax, but ho might, perhaps^ introduce some modi-
fication in the mode of imposing it-—Mr, Cardwkll stated, in

answer to a question by Mr- Osborne with reference to the con-
dition of theciivulry at the Ccirrti^/iCtoup, thatSirG. Brown had
reported to the War Office that no serious miscbief had yet
occurred to the health <ifthe troops or the horses by rea**onof the
present inclement weather,— r/ie Conjtrence.— In answer to Mr.
^lyNAiKD, Lord PALiu:RSTr>s Said that the proposed Conference
of Europe;in Powers had been delayed, and no period had yet
been fixed fur its asfiembling. The Treaty of Turin had not
received the formal acknowledgment of any uf the Powers, and
could not therefore be considered a part of the public law of
Europe. The cession of Savoy and Nice was attended with pecu-
liar circumstances, and France held them on the same conditions
as the King of Sardinia. Tlie denial at one time, the avowals
at another, the promise made by the French Goveanmcnt that
whenever the cession should be completed Faucigny and
Chablais should be coded to Switzerland—a promise which was
afterwards retracted, and apparently never intended to be per-
formed—must create a puinful impression in the mind of every
one in regard to all parties concerned. The fueling of dis-
trust thus produced had proved to the other States

!

of £ui-uL)o that hertaltcr forethought aud precaution
were theauty of every Power—The House was counted out at
• quarter past 6.

Saturday,— r/itfJ/eViVfa,—Mr B, Cocurane gave notice that
on Tuesday Iio should move tl^at, on account of the state of the
weather tho militia be not called out until after the harvest
jibd-el'Kader. — ln reply to Mr Gkikfith, Lord Palmerston
said that her Miyesty'e Govemraent had directed the British
Consul to convey to Abd^el-Kader and the sister of Said Bey.
a Druse chief, their thanks for the humane services they had
rendered to ^he Christian pttpulation. France and SmUzei'land.
—In answer to Mr, B. Cochrane, Lord Palmkbstok said he
had seen the statement in the Momteuvj ordering the con-
struction of a fort and other permanent works on the Lake
of Geneva, but that the Government haa not received any
official information f»n the subiect. Her Maiestv'a Govem-

Money Market, Friday.—British Funds : Con-

sols closed at 93 to \ for Money, aud 93| to ^ for the

llth Oct.; Three per Cents. Reduced, 93} to i; New
Three per Cents., 93^ to | ; India Stock, 218; Ditto

Five per Cent, Stock, 1859, 103| ; Ditto Bonds, Ss. dis.;

Five per Cerl, Enfaced Kupee Paper, 96; Exchequer
Bills, 4*. to 1*. preni.

—

Foreign; Anglo-Austrian Five

per Cents., 79; Buenos Avros Six per Cents., for Acct.,

92; DiHo Deferred, 29; Greek Bonds, 9^ to 10;
Mexican Three per Cents., for Acct, 21ito|; Peru-

vian Four and a Half per Cents., 96^; Ditto for Acct.,

97; Ditto Three per Cents., 73i; Ditto for Acct, 73^;
Portuguese Three per Cents., 1853, for Acct., 4Z\ to 44;
Russian Four and a Half per Cents., 1860 (scrip), g

prem.; Spanish Committee's Certificates, 6; Turkish
Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 73| to 74; Ditto for

1858, 60^ ; Ditto for Acct., 60| to f ; Venezuela Three
per Cents., for Acct., 22^^

jtfletiopolts! auO us YJitiwixu*

The Beitish Museum. — The Select Coimnittee
appointed to iiK|uire how fiir and in what way it may he
deslruhle to find increased space for the extei sion and
nnangement of the vaiious collections of the British

Museum, aiid the best means of rendering thein avail-

able for the promotion ofscience and art, have published

their report, of which the following is a summary :

—

"The first point of the inquiry was the provision of addi-
tional space for the various colli^ctious ; and, in conutctioa
with it, the suggested removal of the Natural History collec-

tions. The evidence taken wus almost i^auimous against tlie

removal of the natural history collections, which are the most
nunierf)U3ly visited. The committee state that the removal
would excite much dissatisfaction, not merely among a large
portion of the inhabitants of the metropolis, but :imong the
numerous inhabitanta of tho country who from tinae

ment did not hold thatthe KingofSardiniawaa not competent
I

to time visit London by railway, and to whom the
to cede, or the EmptTor oftlie French to accept, the tniusfer of

j
proximity of the British Miweum to most of the railway

flovoy ; but they held that neither party was competent to make
that trnnafer if thereby the Tieutnilised territory was to be freed
from the conditions wiuch were imposed ujwn it as a porti<in
of the S:irdiuiau dnnainiona by n trenty to which France herstlf
had been a coutracting party.—Mr. Craupurd called attention
to the correspondence rehirivo to the Dennerv of York', atid
aslved what course her Mjyesty's Government intended t : adoptm the matter of the pron.)fted increase of the snlary of thnt
c«anery.—Sir Q LtWB said that in consequence ot" the absence

tei-mini, as compared with the distance of the localities to
which it has been pioposed to transport such collections, is

of great practical importance. Similar evidence shows that
the proposed removal of these collections Irom the British
Museum has excited grave and gentnil di&approl>ation in tho
scientific world, and that a memorial against it was signed by
114 persons, including many eminent promoters aud culti*

vators of science in England, and presented to the Chancellor

gton House
covers an area of only three acres, and the new Museum would
require 5J acres ; in Victoria Street more than sufficient
space might be obtained at the rate of 7000^. per acre
Ground enough might also be obtained in the immediate
vicinity of the present Museum, but at a cost of 240,OOOZ. The
formation of a special library of reference for the natural
history coUectious would be about SO.OOUi., and the addition of
all new works would be constantly required. Tho natioa
would have to support two librarians and a double staff of
attendants. As to the building, according to the system of
aii-anging the collections approved by Professor Owen, who
states that '* varieties are now as important as species," and
that all comparisiims are best made by " stuffed specimens,"
the edifice would cover 10 acres, if containing g:dleric3 on one
floor; if on two flours, five acres. With this eminent exception,
all the other scientific naturalists w^ho have been exiimined,
including the pi-esent keepers Of ail the departments, think
that an exhibition on so largo a scale would be need-
lessly bewildering and fatiguing to the public, and be an
iinpedimyut to the studies of the scientific visitor. They
therefore recommend a limited, though liberal, exhibition
of the collections, on the principle of arraugeniont tech-
nically described a.s " typical. The expense of a building for
this purpose covering 5^ acres would probably amount to
567,000;. With regard to the British and Mediaeval collec-

tions tho report states that the evidence received on the
subject of their retention or removal has been most conflicting,

both jiroposals havii>g received the appi-obation of high
authority. But, having considered the arguments on both
sides, the Committee ob-serve that the British Museum is a
repository in which objects of historical or archaeological interoefe

ought to find a place without limitation to any particular time
or country ; that there Is no more reason for keeping mediseval
antiquities separate from those of Greece and Borne than for

placing the latter apart from the remains of Egypt and Assyria

;

that if space were assigned, and a fair proportion of the
public grant were allotted to it, the department of mediaeval

antiquities would soon become one of great interest

to the public and of great value to the student of
history, and probably be enriched hy valuable bequests
and gifts. With regard to the collection of antiquities the
keeper of the department requires 61,469 additional auperficial

feet of floor space for exhibition, assuming that the ethnogra*

phical collection, which will require a space of 10, dOO feet, will be
retamed m the Museum. The Committee have come to the
conclusion that the total amount of apace required for the

various collections is 81,268 superficial feet, exclusive of the

ima&certained space required for the Department of Zoology,

and for studies and working rooms. They state that the grousd
immo.iiatcly surrounding the Museum, within the adjacent

streets on the east, west, and north sides, comprises altogether

about 5i acres, valued by Mr. Smirke at about 240,000i., that

as the proprietary interest in all this ground belongs to a single

owner, it would be a convenient, and possibly even a profitable,

an-angement for the State at once to purchase that interest, and
to receive the rents of the lessees in return for the capital

inveated. The SUte would then have the power, whenever anj

further extension of the Museum became necessary, to obtain

possession of such of the bouses as might best suit the purpose

in view, whereas if only a limited portion of the land required

be now purchased, the price •f what remains wouhi probably

be enhanced. The cost of the land and buildings required to

carry out the plan for the removal of the Natural

History Collections to Kensington, according to the

estimate contained in the report of the Special Committee
of Trustees, which was founded on the assumption that

54 acres of land are nece.ss:iry, would amount to 620,0001.

To this sum would have to be added the expense of a depart-

mental librjiry, of packing and removing the collections, and
of the extensive fittings and cases required in the new Museum
—expenses all foi-ming part of the first cost of this plan, and

independent of the additional annual charge for augmentitiona

of the departmental library, and for the maintenance of the

requisite staff" both for that library and for the greatly enlarged

public galleries of exhibition. If, however, the limited prin-

ciple of exhibition for the natural history collection should be

adopted, less laud would be required, and the estimate for

buildings might be greatly reduced. But neither of these

arrangements would obviate the necessity of providing the

additional space required for the department of antiquities at

the British Museum. Under all these circumstances, and on

a full consideration of the evidence adduced, the Committee

have ai-rived at the conclusion that sufficient reason has not

been asf=igned for the removal of any part ff the valuable

collections now in the Museum, except that of ethnography

and the iHtrtraits and drawings, which might be removed soa

building to be erected on the north side. With regard to the

means by which the collections in the Museum may be made

most available to the interest of science and art, it has been

suggested that lectures should be delivered in connexion with

the Museum ; but the Committee are of opinion that, though

it would be of the greatost advaniage that the meaning of_the

various collections should be rendered as intelligible as possible

to the pubhc, they consider it questionable whether the con-

version of the Museum into an educational institution w«nd
not be a departure from the principle on which it rests. The

Committee look on the British Museum as primarily being a

great consultative repertory, aud have, therefore, come to a

conclusion decidedly against the proposal for giving lectures in

the Museum.
r

Return of the Great Eastern. — The Great

Eastern arrived at Milford Haven, at half-paat 6

oil Sunday eveniog, with 67 passengers, after a puccess-

ful passage of 10 tuijs. She left New York at 4.40?-5r»

on the leth uU., and arrived at Halifiix at 4.40 on the

18th, the shortest passage ever made. She started fi'om

Halifax for En^hiiid at 9.10 A.M. on the 19th, and

arrived at Mil ford at 6.30 p.m. on the 26th. The total

distance of 2980 miles was run in 212 bours, 54 niiiiutes,

giving an average speed of nearly 14 knots an hour.

The niacliiiiery both of the paddle and screw engines

worked admirably, and no one who witnessed her per-

formance during the trip douhts that, under favonrable

circmnstances, she wouhl make the run from New York

to Liverpool, in less than eight days. On Tiu'sdny she

was thrown open to the inspection of the public for a

few dnys, after which she will have her bottom cleaned

on a "gridiron "which haa been in course of coiii^tructlon

for two mouths, giving employment to about 200 men,

both day and night. It is formed on the nortlioi n shore

I

vators 01 science m l!-ngtaiin, ana preseutea to the uiianceuor -. , "^ s. \ , t li r *t, • nc nf
of the Hichequer iu 1S4S. The report aaaerts tbe uecesijity of ^t the Havci!, a few hundrca j ards liom the leniiiiius u*
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i^aik at spring tides, liavingat each end a "grid " ISOfeet

lou'^)
constructed of 40 strong transverse beams ot 45,

35 ""so, and 25 feet long, which are hiid down in four

lots—10 of each length, and firmly fixed in their places

by irou-shod piles. The Great Eastern heing 650 feet

long> slifi "'^^^ ^^^"^ when in position be snpported b3*

550 feet of her length, viz., 300 on the two "grids,"

and 250 on the levelled beach, leaving only 50 feet at

her bow and stern projecting beyond the timbers and
excavation. It is announced that she will again &ail for

^ew York on Wednesday, the 17th October.

Lord Clite's FrKD is now the subject of a contention

^'hich is not unlikely to come into our courts of law.

The fand was formed in 1770 by a donation from Lord
Clive of 62,833/-, the amount of a gift from the Nabob
of IJengal, and the interest was to be distributed in

pensions to officers obliged by wounds or sickness to

retire from the service of the Company, or to their

widows. In the deed granting the money, the Company
covenanted with Lord Clive that in case they ceased to

employ an army, and ceased to Iiave ships for commerce,
they should repay the money to Loid CUve or his

executors and assigns, subject only to the pensions
payable to persons living at the time or cessation. As
the Company' ceased last year to have any control over

India, and no longer possesses either an army or a

navy, the Baroness Windsor and Earl Powis, as the

descendants of Lord Olive, have claimed the fund; but

the Crown, having taken the opinion of counsel on the
Buhjecfc, decline to give it up.

South Kensington Musettm:.—The report of the

selectconimitteeon this museum has recently been iesued.

It states that the committee have arrived at the con-

clusion that the museum in respect of its action as well

throughout the United Kingdom as in the metropolis is

exercising a beneficial influence, and that it is fully

deiservhig of continued parliamentary support. Having
turned their attention to the state of the buildings at

South Kensington, the committee arrived at the con-

clusion that additional space for the accommodation and
eihibition of the art collections should be provided at

once. Captain Fowke states that the cheapest mode of

obtaining this space would be to complete the quadrangle

of brick buildings, which was commenced for the

Sheepshanks, Vernon, and Turner Galleries, and to

glaze it over. He estimates that this might be done
for 17,0007., and by doing so the art collections now in

the Iron Museum would be placed in safety, others not

properly shown would be efficiently exhibited, while

space would be provided in the Iron Museum to receive

and exhibit the architectural casts procured as models
for the Houses of Parliament, which at present lie un-

exliibited in buildings at Thames Bank, costing an annual
rent of 490/. The danger arising from the use of the

wooden schools and dilapidated houses renders it

equally necessary to remove these buildings, and to

provide at once in their stead safe buildings for official

residences and the art training schools. The cost is

estimated by Captain Fowke at 27,OOOZ. The com-
mittee recommend these works as matters of extreme
urgency, the completion and covering in of the quad-

rangular court as a means of rescuing much valuable

public and private property from a receptacle quite

unfit for it, the removal of the wooden schools and the

dilapidated houses from considerations of safety and
therefore of real economy. The iron building and the

temporary l)rick buildings the committee see no occa-

sion to disturb at present ; they can be usefully em-
ployed, and may well be allowed to stand for some
years to come. The committee state that they " are

by no means anxious to involve the revenue in large

expenses for mere ornament. The museum is yet in

course of formation, and they think it unwise to commit
the country to a heavy expense in anticipation of its

wants. Tlie committee recommend that any plan

which may be adopted for the buildings to be erected

should be capable of being worked into a general plan

which would at once fully occupy the ground, and be

susceptible of a proper amount of decoration. Such a

plan has been laid before the committee by Captain
Towke. Tlie sum required to provide permanent
accommodation for the collection in accorduuce with
this report, appears, from a return just published, to

be 17,0007.

l^EW Telegtiaph Company.— A prospectus has

been issued of the United Kingdom Electric Telegraph
Company for introducing a system of electric comiuu-
nication on the Post Office principle of a uniform charge
irrespective of distance. The rate proposed is 1^. for a

short message to any part of the United Kingdom. Mr.
Allen's patents are to be used, effecting a saving in

labour which will greatly reduce the working expenses.
The capital of the compimy is to be 150,000^, in shares
of 5/. each.

I ;Gas Leakage.—Dr. Letheby, Medicul Officer of

Health for the City of London, has presentod a report
to the City Commissioners of Sewers on the injurious

efiects of gjis leakage on the street earth. For some
tine past the attention of the New Iliver Company has
been directed to the serious damage done to the street
m lins by the rapid corrosion of the iron, and its con-
version into a suft plumbago-like substance. This
change has been observed only in those localities where
the soil has become tainted with gas, and where the
earth has acquired tho.'e biack and fetid qualities so

well known to the inhabitants of London. The atten-
tion of the Commissioners of Sowers having been recently
called by the Nevv River Cumpanv to the subject, they
requested Dr. Letheby to examine and report upon it.

After describing the chemical conditions and circum-
stances to which the rapid corrosion of the metal
of street mains is due. Dr. Letheby says the
subject is not one that alone concerns the water com-
panies, whos:e property is so seriously alfected by
it, but it concerns also the public, for it may soon
become a dangerous nnisanco. The quantity of coal
gas, he says, which escapes'- into the street earth
in the mctropohs amounts to no less than 38G,000,000
of cubic feet per annum ; and in the citv alone
it is as much as 25,000,000 of cubic feet in the year,
or nearly 70,000 cubic feet a day. Mr. Spencer, who has,
he says,

lated

twice L1113 iuiiuuni., ur auuuL iime per cent, or ail cne gas
distributed, whereas Dr. Letheby had sot it down, on
the authority of Mr. Wright, at only 5 per cent. In
round numbers, according to Mr. Spencer, 630,000,000
cubic feet of gas are annually absorbed into the street
earth of the metropolis. In every way, he says,
this is a nuisance, for it not only darkens the soil and
makes it so otlenslve that the emanations from it can
hardly be endured, but it :dso impregnates the atmos-
phere of the sewers, und renders the basement
rooms of houses uninhabitable from the poisonous
action of the gas, and even dangerous from explosion.
It likewise often taints the water of the street mains
with the odour of gas. Kven on the score of waste, he
adds, it is a matter for consideration, for at the rate of
1*. 6d. a thousand, the cost price of gas, it is a loss of
more than 47,000^. per annum. Tlie remedy for the
mischief, he states, is two-fold— first, the supply of gas
freer from ammonia and sulphur ; and, secondly, the
UKC of tighter joints. Already in Liverpool, Manchester,
and Leeds the Utter remedy has been applied. The
ends of the pipes are turned and bored, and fitted into
each other by grinding, like a stopper in a bottle, and
thus the leakage from the joint has been prevented.
Even at the present, he says, the condition ot the sub-
soil of the streets, from the leakage of gas into it, is

most offenelve, but when it is considered that the mis-
chief is progressive, and therefore accumulative, it is

not improbable that the soil may at last become so foul
as to be dangerous to the public heaUh.
Magistekial Changes. — Mr. Tyrwhitt, of the

Ckrkenwell Police Court, has succeeded Mr. Bingham
at Marlborough Street Pulice Court; Mr. D'Kyncourt,
of WorBhip Street, has succeeded Mr. Tyrwhitt at
Clerkenwell; Mr. Mansfield, of Worship Street, has
succeeded Mr. Hammill at Marylebone. Mr. John
Henry Barker and Mr. Alexander A. Knox have been
appointed to succeed Mr. D'Eyncourt and Mr,
Mansfield at Worship Street.

New Chubch in Mat Fair.—A committee, con-
sisting of the Duke of Devonshire, the Earl of Shaites-
bury, Earl Powis, Lord Foley, Lord Calthorpe, Lord
Ebury, Lord Crewe, Sir G. E. rhillips, Sir E. Antrobus,
Admiral Duncombe, M.P,, the Hon P. Bouverie, M.P.,
the Hon. P. S. Pierrepoint, the Dean of York, Mr. H. T.

Hope, and other gentlemen, has been formed for the
purpose of promoting the erection of a new church in

May Fair for a portion of the parish of St. George,
Hanover Square, Towards this object the Duke of
Devonshire has subscribed 500/., the Marquis of West-
minster, 200/.; Mr. John Malcolm, 300^ ; the Earl
Powis, 100/.; Lord Ebury, 100/.; Mr. J. W. Thrupp,
100/.; Mr. U. S. Holford, 100/.; Lord Foley. 50/.; Mr
H. T. Hope, 50/.; the Hon. P. Bouverie, 50/. ; the
Dowager Uuchess of Norfolk, Lady U'illoughby de
Broke, the Earl of Romney, the Earl ot Bessboruugh and
Lady Holland 10/. each, tlie Rev, H. Howarth (rector

of the parish), 25/.; &c. Tlie affitirs of the new church
are to be entrusted to thr«e trustees. Lord Calthorpe,
Lord Ebury, and Mr. Thrupp.
Woolwich Ai{se>'aL.— It has been reported this

week that Sir William Armstrong has resigned the
Superintendence of the Rilled Ordnance Department;
and that the office of Director-General of Artillery, as
recommended by the Military Organization Committee,
is to be re-created. It appears however that there is

no foundation for the statement. Sir W. Armstronff
writes to the Times Uiat he has " neither tendered his

resia;nation nor had the slightest communication with
the War Office on the subject ; but tiiongh his engage-
ment witli the Government is for a term of years, he
has no intention of retaining either the office or the

emolument longer than his sei vices m.iy be required
for perfecting the system of artillery which he has been

the means of introducing."

Destruction of St. Martin's Hall.—Tliis well-

known building, erected by Mr. Hullah for his singing

classes, luis been totally destroyed by a fire which broke

outat4.o'clockon Sunday morning in the adjoining coach

factory of Messrs. Kesterton, situated at the junction oi

Long Acre and Endell Street. The fire broke out in

the upper floor of tlie factory containing a considerable

amount of turpentine, varnishes, and other infhtmmable

materials, and rapidly extended downwards from floor

to floor until tiie entire building was reduced to

The stock of carriu^ccs on the ground floor

completely destroyed it, with the fine organ by which it
was adorned, and the valuable library containing many
ihousaud musical works by the ancient masters. During
the fire one of the galleries fell upon one of the firemen,
partially burying him under the fragments, and while ia
this position a mass of melted lead poured from above
upon his face and neck, severely burning him, and ren-
dering it necessary to remove him to the hospital. It
is understood that all the property destroyed, as well
as the adjacent houses, which were damaged by fire and
water, were insuved,
VoLUNTtEics A>-D AiD pofi Gakibaldi.—Soou after

the first landing of Garibaldi at Marsala, a subscription
was opened in this country for the purpose of sending
him assistance in the form of muskets and ammunition,
and a Ladies* Association was formed under the presi-

rphans of his followers. By
of the organisation thus established, large quantities of
rifled cannon, shells, rifles, and revolvers, with medical
stores, hospital tents, air beds, and other necessaries,

have already been sent to Sicily, and great efibrts are
making to raise a fund of 3000 guineas. Captain Stylee,

a member of Garibaldi's staff, is now in Scotland
actively enlisting volunteers from Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and other towns, who will shortly join a similar body
already enlisted in London under the name of
" Excursionists.'* The following letter from General
Garibaldi has been received by Lady Shaftesbury, as

President of the Ladies' Association:

—

"Suuthem Army, iTessina, Aug. 12, 1800.
^'Dear.ind gracious Lady,—Among the greatest fortunes of

my life the must surpasgiiig assuredly is that of having secured
for my countiy the S3'mpathy of the generous ladies of
England. ll»y I beg of you, most courteous lady, to be the ih-

terpreter of my gratitud* to tliose most valued and most dear
friends to whom Italy owes so much ?—With all the feelings of
my heart. I am your most devoted servant,
"Lady Shaftesbury." " G. Garib.uj^i.*'

The MuRDEE XT Stepnet.—Her Majesty's Goven.*
menfc have offered a reward of 100^. for the discovery and
apprehension of the murderer or murderers of Mrs.
Emsley, and a free pardon to any one who may have
been privy to the crime, short of the person by whom
it was actually committed, Mr. Whittaker and Mr-
Faith, two of the relatives of deceased by marriage,

have offered a reward of 200/., in addition to that of
the Government. The murderer is still undiscovered,

and it remains to be seen what effect the offer of 306/.

may have in solving the mystery. The inquest was
resumed on Mondav, and after the examination of some
unimportant witnesses was adjourned to yesterday,

when it was again adjourned sine die, the coroner

stating that there was at present no other evidence to
be adduced.
Tub Public Hkaltii.— The Registrar-General's

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in the
week that ended on Saturday, Aug. 25, were 937. Exclud-
ing the deaths from epidemic cholera in the Slth week
of ISS't the average npinber of deaths in the corre-

sponding weeks of the last 10 years, corrected for

increase of population, was 1175. The present return

is therefore 200 below the average. Curing the week
the births of 827 boys and 780 girls, in all 1607
children, were registered in London. In the 10 cor-

responding weeks of the years 1850-59 the average
number was 1563.

i

ruins.

were, however, fortunately removed before the flames

had descended to that part of the premises. Great

efforts were made to save St. Martin's Hall, but the fiie
\
hour, turuiug one or two extiemely sharp curves with

speedily g.iined entire possession o£ the coi.cert-room, mid .hj utmost lacility, and landing the piissengers at Lkcir

IDiobmctaU
Aldebnet.—On Monday evening her Majesty's ship

Emerald arrived in this harbour from Spithead, aftd

landed two batteries of Royal Artillery, taking up her
moorings inside the breakwater. On the following

morning she embarked two batteries of the 15th
Brigade for conveyance to Spithead. The frigate

slipped her moorings, when, to tlie surprise of all

hands, It was found that she was aground. The pilot

declared that no rock was in the way, and that her

screw must have fouled the moorings. It wa?, how-
ever, soou discovered that the finest 51-guu frigate in

her Majesty's service was hard and fast on a rock,

right underneath her funnel. The engines were tnrued

astern at full speed, the foremost guns run aft, all

boats hoisted out, and every possible means taken to

free the ship, but without effect. Every precaution

that good seamanship could suggest was then taken to

prevent the ship from falling over on her beam ends.

Tlie tide fell rapidly, and she soon heeled over 4^®.

On the turn of tlie tide the ship got off, and as some
parts of the machinery had received injury, she pro-

ceeded under sad to Spithead, where she anchored on
Wednesday moruing and disembarked her troopg.

BiBKEXHEAD.—The street railway or horse tramway
which lias been for some time constructing in this town
under the supenntendiince of Mi*. G. F. Train of Boston,
on the plan ot those at New York, Boston, Philadelphia

and other chief cities in the United States, was formally
opened on Wednesday for public traffic. The line <-f

railway extends from the Woodside Ferry, t^ie landing
place at Birkenhead, just opposite the centre of Liver-
pool, by the Shore Road, and through Angle and Con-
way Streets, to the entrance to Birkenhead Park,
the whole diistance being litlle more than a mile
iuid a (piarter. Each train vvas drawn by two horses at
the rate of about four miles an hour, which might
without difficulty te increased to six or seven miles an
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several destiuations in perfect security. The trains

continued throughout the day to ply for hire with com-

plete success, and their progress was, at different points

along the lontB; watched by some hundreds ofspectators.

BKiDarwATEH.—In consequenceof therecent invasion

<)f the Agapemonc by the Kev, Mr, Price, Mr. Thomas,
who acts as the deputy of Mr. Prince during his

absence, applied to the magistrates of this town on
Monday for protection. The Mayor stated that if such

a scene again occurred he would issue warrants against

any number of offenders, Mr. J3rpwne, one of the

"magistrates, ohstTrvcd that, whatever the magistrates

had done, and whatever the public might do, he con-

sidered that Mr. Prince's coaduct in the matter was
disgraceful.

COVENTET.—A meeting of the operative riband

weavers was held on Monday in the Corn Exchange to

receive certain proposals from the vicar of St. Michael's,

the Rev. Sidney H, M'lddrington, with a view to

putting an end to the strike. Five thousand persons
Were present in the building, while many hundreds who
were unable to 6btain admission were collected in the
street in front of the Excliange, Mr. VViddrington
addressed the meeting at some length, and concluded
by submitting the following resolutions :

—

1. *'That this body of weavers form tbemselvea into an
'Association for the Protection of Labour. 2. That such
association appoint a body of arbitration, if the consent of the
manufacturers can be obtained to form a part of such body, or
that otherwise a body of standing cousultees be appointed,
"Whose office shall be to collect the best information, and every
month to advise the operatives whether any, and what changes
have taken place in the value of labour, and on what terms
they advise the operatives to offer their labour. 3. That in the
event of any special circumstances, or in all offers made of
special work, varying from the list of prices, the weavers shall

J*
fall back on the board of arbitration, or on their consultees, for

' advice. 4. That in accordance with the above resolution, each
weaver is requested to enter his name in a distnct book to be
kepfforthis purpose, pledging himself to abide by the list of
prices agreed on by the arbitration proposed, or by the con-
suHees. 5. That, subject to the above resolutions, the strike

, is this night declared to be at au end."

. All these resolutions were unanimously adopted, but at
the suggestion of a member of the Operatives' Coiu-
mittee» it was resolved that they should not take effect

for three days, and a deputation was appointed to wait
.
upon the manufacturers with the view of obtaining
their co-operation in forming what is designated in the
second resglution as **a body of arbitration." The
three days expired on Wednesday, and the strike is

. now declared to be at an end.

Feome.—The. following memorial to the Secretary
of State praying for a special commission to investigate
the recent child murder at Koad, has already received
numerous signatures in Bath:

—

"To THE RiQHT Hon. the Secretary of State for the
HOMt', Dtl'AtiTMEKT.

"The memorial of the Mayor and other Inhabitants of the,
City of Bath, being magistrates, clergymen, bankers, com-
inissioned officers in her Majesty's two services, members of
the legal and medical professions, Ac, ehewetb,—That an
extraordinary crime and as f-iv as wc know a crime unique iuhI
uni>araUeled hi the annals of this country was committed on
the 29th of June last at Road, in the adjoinii-g county of Wiles.
That as living; in the immediate neighbourhood our attention
has been specially directed to it. That a niiscarriajre ofjustice
has occurred through the defective manner in which the
«oronei's inquest was conducted, that inquest Tiavinpr been
closed after ouo sitting without any attempt to ascertain and
name the murderer. That in consequence of this Samuel

fiaville Kent, his family, and houseliold have never been
- '"iexaBihifid and cross-examined. ITiat the condition of the

doors, windows, and fastenings of the hause proved that Rocid
House was not forcibly entered from outside during the night.
That, therefore, the murderer was an inmate of that house, or
was secreted there .for the purpose, and that liis accompUces
before and his acces-sniics after t)ie fact are to be sought in that
mansion. That Mr. Kent's household are, therefore,
collectively responsible for that murder, and that the innocence
of no one of thorn is to bo assumed. That, nevertheless, the
inmates of that house have ncrer been exannned. That we,
therefore, humbly pray you to grant a special ccmmisBion fur
the investipUiou of thiy crime, as the orr'inary means have
entirely fiiiled. That n speoial commissiion is an unusual
procedure, but that the crime is extraordinary and un-
paralleled in its character and circiunstances. We, tlierefove,
pray you co grant such special commission."

Hull.—A great demonstration took place in this
toAHi on Monday, on the occ.xsioii of planting the first

tree in the people's park. The hind, 27 acres in extent,
tad bt^en given to the town hy Z. C. Pearson, I^sq., the
mayor of Hull, and for some time past the festivities in
connection with the ceremony had heen anticipated
jvith great interest. The town was thron^red hy an
immense number of persons, and the Hags and banners
vrcre innnmerahle. The corporate bodies and most of
the Artillery and "Rifle corps of Yorkshire and Lincoln-
flh?re uflsemblcd near the Town Hall about noon, and
the streets ronnd nbont for n considorahle distance were
occupied hy the friendly societies witli their fhig

banners, and insignia. These formed n procession esti-

mated to extend over an area of about tliree miles, and
proceeded to the park ground, headed by the park
committee, and the band of the East York Militia. On
the procession arriving in the park, tlie brigade was
marched rotmd the review ground, and formed in line
in front of the platform, where they i ained during
the ceremony of the presentation of the i)ark. The
Mayor then planted the first [tree, a Wellingtouia
gigantea, which had been purchased by Captain
Wharton, of the screw steamer Kugenie, and presented
to the park committee. A review, which lasted neaily
half an hour, thentook place, after which, tlie mayor's
guests, to the number of 200, adjourned to the Station
Hotel, where a sumptuous banquet had been provided
tor them.
LrrmpooL.—The grand jury at Liverpool laat week

imnded in a presentment pointing out the evils which

other trees have failed, and acU as an effecUial screen fm-S;^
tender growths. Gradually the bogs have been reclaimp.1 ^^
converted into meadow land, and the bleak shore omi fShome of the sealurk and the plover, is covered with'lnvi,!-
crops. ' Nothing,' says the report, * but the most unremiHt^
care for a succeBsion of years, biicked by the proprietor's^
sonal exertions during his occasional visits to hia estates nl'
have accomplished this.' It is pleasant to meet Lord p',i

'^

ston, alter all the trials of State are over, euperintcmh t?ir
planting of * bent grass,' and sea pine, and wiimiuL' from J?^
sea those acres which, as if already its own, the oceajTiTJ
covered with aaud. Lord Palmerston has done this an^ if-
multifarious duties. Far more leisure and the samp f-i,>i?ui

are offered to all, yet how Uttle is done." ^-^^mties

EXECFTION ov H0LDE^^.—On Monday morning the
convict Holden was executed at Ouiagh for the murdp
of Constable M'Clelland; the Lord Lieutenant i

answer to the applications made to him for a remission
of the sentence, having decided that the law must take
its course.

nS,

have arisen from the reduced scale of allowances to
,

dually converting the estate into a rabbit warrra^ffT?
witnesses. The effect of Sir George Grey*s orders, they

j f^'"^''"^
planting of the *bent grass' has stopped the bWi«

s.y. is visible m tl.e sfog disiuclluation manUest^a^l ^^^^^^^
*' in the great majority of instances," to aid in the
apprehension and conviction of offenders, persons
naturally objecting to take steps which would only
result in serious pecuniary loss, in addition to the per-

sonal inconvenience arising from attendance at sessions

and assize courts, A large number of criminals are

thus permitted to escape; the floating criminal popula-

tion swells to most serious proportions; and "the
natural consequence appears to be the extension in this

county, and probably elsewhere, of the graver class of

offences." The jury are of opinion that unless a more
liberal scale of fees be adopted, "all efforts for the

diminution of crime and for the amelioration of society

will be rendered comparatively unavailing."

OxFOED.—The colossal statues of Lord Chancellor

Eldon and Lord Stowell, Judge of the High Court of

Admiralty, which attracted so much notice in the Greati

Exhibition of 1851, have arrived in Oxford, and ai-e

to be jplaced in the New Library of University College,,

of which the two brothers ivere members on the
foundation.—The Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel has resolved on the establishment of two exhi-

bitions, one at Oxford and one at Cambridge, for the
purpose of securing the services of clergymen well quali-

fied, by real study and preparation, for missionary work
in India. The election of the first two missionaries will

ti.ke place on the 8th Feb., 1S61. The exhibitions are
to be of the annual value of 150/. each, tenable for two
years, and are to be open to all candidates under 30
years of age who shall have passed the examination for

their B.A. degi'ee. The exhibitioners will be required,

as a condition of their appointment, to go out at the
expiration of their two years of study as missionaries to
India in connection with the society. Tlie subjects of
examination will bo theology, Church history from the.

Christian era to the rise of Mahometanism, moral and-
mental philosophy, the history of the religious and philo-
sophical systems of India, the elements of Hebrew and
of either Sanscrit or Arabic.

YARiioiTTH.—The fund raised for the relief of the
relatives of the fishermen of the East Coast who lost

their lives in the gale of May last now amounts to
j

between 9000Z. and 10,000/. Hitherto the 88 widows
|

who are objects of charity have been allowed 5s. each,
and the 1G6 children 2s. Gd. each a week; but the
committee for managing the fund have determined
that the relief permanently given shall only consist of
25. 6d. a week for each widow, and 1^. a week for each
child, with Gd. additional for each eldest member of a
family. The smallness of the allowances has excited
some- surprise, but, little as the pittances proposed to be
doled out are, they will absorb 1000/. per annum ; and
as the interest on the amount invested in Consols will
not be more tiian 300/. per annum at first, the principal
will be exhausted in a few years.

The Irish Brigade. — Accounts received from

coilanK*
The Late MtraDEn in Holteood Paek. — On

Saturday morniug au order was issued for the libefa-

tion of the prisoner Tanner, no evidence sufficient to
justify his committal having been obtained. Thecoj^
mortem examination of the body has confirmed what
was previously only a suspicion—that the nmrderof
the unfortunate girl was preceded by a criminal assault,

A button belonging to the 13th Light Dragoons has
been picked up within a few yards of the foot of the
tree near which the body was discovered, and is noi^in
the hands of the authorities. Evidence is still wanting
to connect any soldier of the regiment directly sviththe

deed, hut the autliorities are actively engnged in the

investigation of the matter. The body of the deceased

was buried on Saturday,

Murder at Glasgow.—On Saturday afternoon as

a fine little boy, two years of age, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Smith, respectable persons living in the Commercial
Koad, was walking along the pavement to meet his

fatber on his return to dinner, he was picked up by a

young man about 20 years of age, named John

M'Fayden, and taken away up the bank of the river,

Oa the arrival of the father without the boy, the fears

of botli parents were aroused for his safety. A long

search resulted in nothing satisfactory ; but at leugth

the mother, in going up the Clyde, met M'Fayden

carrying what she immediately recognized to be the

clothes of her missing child. On questioning the young

man as to where her boy was, he replied with the

greatest unconcern, that the boy was drowned, and that

he had got his clothes and was going to sell them.

Just at this moment several parties came up and

chiirged MTaydeu with drowning the child, having .

observed him in the very act. He was then

of course, taken into custody. It appears that

MTayden had led the child up the river side till he

arrived opposite Higginbotham*s works, where he

stripped him of his clothes for the purpose of appro-

priating and selling them. It is thought that his

orimnal intention did not extend beyond this, but,

child
Italy this week state that the Papal authorities, having according to his own subsequent confession, the

got tired of sending home the discontented Irish ^^^^" *« "^ ^°^ ^^,^ mother, and then the idea sug-

' gested itself that by destroying the child he shonld
recruits, are now treating them in a less lenient
fiisliion. Those who refused to sign the oath of'
allegiance to the Pope are placed in prison'till they
repent, and then hi\nded over to General Lamorici^re,

j

who seems to entertain a peculiar dislike to the Irish

brigade.

Fatal Accident in Dublin.—During the per-
formance of M. Blondin on the tight rope at Portohello
Gardens, Dublin, on Thursday week, the rope and two
poles at one end supporting a small platform, on wliich
two men were stationed for the purpose of holding
lights, gave way, precipitating the men to the ground.
Both men were killed on the spot, but M. Blondin
escaped uninjured. The jm-y at the inquest returned
a verdict expressing the opinion that sufficient diligence
had not been used by M. Blondin and his agent M.
Morel in testing the rope before the ijerforuiance. Tiie
coroner said that this was a verdict of manslaughter
against M. Blondin and M. Morel, and they were
accordingly removed in custody.

T-ORD Palmeeston's Estates tn Sligo.—The fol-

lowing interesting remarks relative to improvements
that liave been effected hy Lord Palmerston in his pro-
perty at Sligo, are copied from a Dublin journal :

—

** When the great famine came, some 13 years since, it was
believed, and the result of expeHcnce proves that the belief
wiis right, that, by dmiiiing off the lodged and stiignant
water, we could both employ onr labouriag poor and re-
imburse ourselves from the additioual Increase of our crops.
Money was lent out by the State at a trifling interest. The
principal was to bo repaid at the rate of 6^ per cent, per
annum. The works were placed under the control of the
Board of Works—tbnt board wbich the theonsts of centralisa-
tion wish to transfer to London. In those ISyears 18i).000 acres
have been improved or reclaimed by drainage and subsoiling.
The average number of acres now annually drained and
cleared ia 5530, at au expense of 4('. 17«. per acre. AU those
who have obtained loaus testify that they have ob-
tahicd benefits much beyond the actual outlay, and some
proprietors, who enajployed their poor in drainiigo merely from
philanthrnpic motives, have been amply remunerated
by the benefits that Lave resulted. Lord Palmerston
figures among the borrowers, and Ma estate in

prevent detection. As soon, therefore, as the boy was

stripped he lifted him in his arms and threw him into

the water. Fearfnl that his object wonld not be

accomplished, he then got a stick about 3 feet long,

and as his little victim was struggling close to the

shore M'Fayden held him down with the stick till life

was extinct. The murderer then walked off with the

child's clothes towards the city. The Sheriff has com-

mitted him for trial on the charge of wilful miuder.

It is supposed that he is insane.

Collision on the SmiEwsBUitY and HERErour —

On Monday morniug the passenger train from Shrews-

bury ran into a goods train which had broken down

near Woofiertou, a short distance from Ludlow. As the

line is a single one the break down had been telegraphea

to the different stations, and places appointed at whicb

the trains should pass each other, so as to enable the

traffic to be carried on with as little delay as possible.

In consequence of some misunderstanding of the tele-

graphic message the passenger train proceeded under

the impression that it was to pass the goods train at

Onibury, and while travelling at the rate of about 30

miles an hour, down a steep hicline, near VVistanetofff

the driver passing round a sharp curve, saw the gooOB

train, which he had expected to meet at^Ouibury,

approaching
diately shut

applied the _ ,

the train down the descending gradient tliat it i^

with great force into the goods train, which -wm

ascending the incline at a speed of about eigut

miles an hour. The collision did great damage w
the carriages of the passenger train, and several ^^

^^
,
passengers were injured. Among them were •

the I
Jobson. corn merchant, of Shrewsbury, ^^^^/^Jjl"^^

by
I
a dangerous state at the Craven Arms ; Mr. i^^**^^

I

county of Sligo exhibits what can be done by i « u<uig<^xv/u^ oi-tn-c ai, i/uc vy*». *-«—»— » - ^^
energy and perseverance. The surge of the Atlantic Tipton, secretary to the Shropshire Fire Office ; a pori^
beat upon th. .ore and scalded the herbage ; the wild winds, 1 •. \i ' r - v.^ ^^^^-oNi^fl n cpvere Walp
laden with saline particles, stunted the growth both of animS; "* *-"^ company's service, who sustained a severe .

and plant. Auuually the sand was thrown up, and wftsgra- wouud; a lady whose name has not transpireu, if
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centr

is the

openings ot 1.75 feet eacli, Jincl is entirely compo

n-ron""lit iron, with stone piers and abutments.

"rr^glit others. The driver of the passenger I
*Ir. Anthony Todd, Secretary to the Post Office, and was bom

^inn^vodoff the engine just before the collision, and I 1" V"}l''H ?^'"'^rM'' ^I^*-
He succeeded to the earldom on

^Tpen-iS. a severe shaking. The persons in charge
^^- ^^-'^.^I ^^? father m IS.9. and wa. hentable Standard-

Ttbc coods train jumped off and were uuiujured. Mr.

rndla.Tj *'*^® traffic manoger of the line, was riding in

the ffuard'a vnn, hut escapod without injury.

The Victoria Line akd Station at Piiclico.—

_„This line, which forms a connection between all the

Tih'aYS south of the Thames and the Victoria station,

Lw ju erection at rimlico, will he opened in a few days

to the public. It forms an imporiant feature in the

I jjietropolitan communications, as affording access from
n i]iQ raiUvnys south of the Thames to the western and

l^ntnd districts of London. The chief worlc on the line

bridge over the Thames, which consists of four

posed of

The

^^sWn is exceedingly light and equal, and when quite

completed it will be one of the most beautiful ot the

metropolitan bridges. On the north side of the river

the Hue c?GSCcnds by a steep gradient to the Grosvenor

canal, the course of which it follows to the terminus,

passing under Ebury Street, St. George's Road, and
Eccleston Koad, where it enters the station now
constructing for the accommodation of the Brighton,

Great Western, and London, Chatham, and JDover

companies

larger area, and afford more accommodation than any of

the existing metropolitan stations. 'J'his important line

was comuicnced in the autumn of 1853 ; the first stone

of the viaduct over the Thumcs was laid in June, 1859 ;

so that the time occupied in erecting it has been

exactly 12 months.

Court of ARcui^f^-— The Case of the Rev, Mr. Bomaell—On
Vfednosd^y mornicg Dr. Lusliington pronounced judgment in

this case, the hearing of which took place in July. It was not

necessary, ho said, to cite tlie evidence at any great length,

because there was no conflict of testimony^ none whatever
having boon produced on tl*u j>Mit of Mr. Bonwell- All he had
to do was to ascertain the effect of the evidence. He then

bearer of Scotland, and Mar.^hal of the Royal household in
>Scotland; Lord- Lieutenant ot Berwickshire, and a Deputy-
Lieutenant of nadiiingtoHbhire,
Vice-admiral Isaac Hav^kins Mohrison died on the 16th

nit. at St. Heller's, Jersey, at an advanced age. He entered the
Navy in 1795, in the Mihihar, M, and in 1796 was present at
the surrender of the Dutch settlements of Demerara, Epse-
quibo, and Berhice, He subsetiucntly served in the West
Indies and in the Channel, and was present at two or three
actions with French frigates. From ISM to 1S31 he wtls in-

specting-commander in the Coast Guard at Tralec, county
Kerry, and he became a Vice-Admiral iu 185'J.

Colonel Authur John Ueyxell-Pack, G,B., died suddenly
on the iTthult, at Cork, at the early age of 43. He served in the
Eixsteru campaign in 1855, was prei^tnt at the siege of Scbss-
topol with the 7th Fusiliers, and was severely wounded when
commanding that regiment at the assault of the Redan on the
18th June, for which he received ibe medal and clasp, was
created a C.B., Knight of the Legion of Honour, and 5th class

of the Medji'Jle. He was the ehiest son of the late Major-Gen.
Sir Denis Pack, K.C.B,, and at the time of his death held the
post of Deputy Quartcrnmstcr-Gcneral of the South- West Dis-

trict of Ireland.
The Rev. Chan'Celloti ^lAETiy, Chancellor of the diocese of

Exeter^ committed suicide at Harberton, near Totness, on
Monday, by cutting his throat. He was well Icnown in clerical

circles as an active member of tlie Lrjwer House of Convoca-
tion, and as belonging to the mcderate Chtirch party. He was
educated at New College, Oxford, where lie graduated in 1S13,

and was shortly after -vards urdained by Dr. Cornewali, Bishop
,», ... - ^ 1 L 1 -11 r .» of "Worcester, in whn>sc diocese he filled several minor offices in
1 his station, when completed, will be ot the Church- In ISIG be was appninted a canon residentiary of

Exeter Cathedra!^ worth 7SiL a year, and four years after-

wards became Chancellor of the diocese, which is worth 4"20/,

a year. Shortly after this he was nominated by the Dean and
Chapter of Exeter, of which body he was a member, to the
vicarage oi Harbcrton, near Totness, which he held fur 40 years-

He was a man of quiet and studious habits, and was much
respected throughout the diocese. The jury at the inq^uest

returned a verdict of temporary insanity.

Mil Jis?e Haktley, engineer of the Liverpool Docks, died a

few days eince at his house, Derby Road, Bootle- He was
upwards of 80 years of age, and was a native of the North
Riding of Yorkshire, in which county his father held the posi-

tion of bridge-master. After receiving an ordinary education,

he served his apprenticeship as a stonemason, and worked at

the building of Borough Bridge, Subsequently he succeeded

his father as bridge-master in the North Riding, until hi^

removal to Liverpool, on receiving the appointment of engineer

to the Dock Committee- Duiing the long period in which he

held that oflBce he altered or entirely constructed every dock
belonging to the port He was also the engineer of the Bolton ^

and Manchester railway and canal, and consulting engineer of

the Dee Bridge at Chester, the centering for which was con-

sidered a triumph of engineering skill.

I

I

Nectarines from hothouses are nearly over ; very few as y&
have come iu from open walla. Grapes are abundant, and
still maintain fair prices. Cob Nuts realise I3. and Filberts
i>a. to Is. per lb. Gooseberries fetch 3d. aqtiart. Peas are
comparatively plentiful. Potatoes are for the most part badly
diseased

;
for sound samples there is a good demajid Some

good Mushrooms may be obtained. Cut flowers chiefly con-
sist of Orchids. Gardenias, Violets. Mignonette, Heatha,
Ivalosanthcs, Geraniums, Lily of the Valley, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 3s to 43 Currants, per qt. , 3d to 6d
Grapes, per lb., 28 to 5s Green Figs, per doz.. 3s to 68
Strawberries, p. lb., 6d to Is 6d Melons,' each, 28 to 4a
Peaches, per doa., Ss to 15s PInms, p. ^ sieve, Ss to 43 6d
Apricots, per doz., 2s to 4s Pears, per doz., Is to 3s
Nectarines, do., osto 10a
Cherries, p. lb., Is to 38
GoosebeiTies, perqt., 3d to 6d

Apples, per doz.. 6d to 1b 6d
Oranges, per 100, 10s to 20a

! Lemons, per 100, 10s to 15s

I

Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F. Beans, per qrtn , 9d to Is

Peas, p, bush., 2s t^ 33
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 4s 6d

to 6s

Cabbages, do.. Is to 2s
Potatoes, p. ton, 90s to lOOs
— per bus., 3s to 4s Sd— per cwt-, 6s to Ss

Carrots, per bunch, 4d to fid

Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 3a
Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is
Artichokes, per doz., 4$ to Ca

VEGETABLES.
Beet, per doz,, Is Cd to 23
Celery, per bundle. Is 6d to ^
Onions, p. halfsieve, 3s to 5s
Tomatoes, per doz,, 23 to 3s
Veg. Marrows, p, doz., 6d to Is
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to Sd,

Lettuces, Cabb-,p. ecore, ls6tf

to 2s 6d
Lettuces, Cos, p- score, Gd to Is

Endive, p. score. Is to 2s

i

HorseRadi3h,p,bun.,ls6dto49
MushrooniS, p, pott., 23toSs
Parsley, p, 12 bunches, Sa to 49
Savory, per bunclv 2d to 4d
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HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Aug. 30-.

Prime Meadow Hay 7o9 to S5s
i

Clover
Superior do. (old).. 96 105

I

Inferior do 60 70 I

New do 60 90 !

Rowcn — — 1

953 to 120a
8jO 100New Clover, ..

Old second cut,

Straw 30 36,

Davis & Co.

» P

CUMEKRLAND MARKET, THURSDAY, AUg. 30.

Sup. Meadow llay,,llSstol20s
Inferior do 70 110
New do 65 100
Superior Clover , .120 130

Inferior Clover ,. OOstollOs
New do SO 110
Straw .. ••40 45

Joshua Bakiir.

WiiiXECHAPEu Thursday, Aug. 30,

analysed at conflidcrHl)le lenarth all the evidence with which
the public are already familiar, and concluded as follows ;

—

'*0n a review of this evidence, entirely uncontradicted, the
conclusions to which I must necessarily come are— tftat Mr.
Bonwell deduced this young lady; that ho, being a married
man, promised her marriage ; and that he had the
almost inconceivable boldness to cairy on that pretence
before the Chancellor of the Diocess of LlandafE and
other respectable perfeona ; that the consequence of their

intercourse biiccming apparent he concealed his victim

under a feigned name in lodgings; then in his own house, he
being the curate of the parish; that she was delivered of a
child at his own school-house, and that at the birth and burial

of the child be conducted himself as its father; for no man of

1 ine old Hay ,. ..lOSstollOs
Inferior do- » * ^

'

"" ^^*

Priine New Hay .. 86 93
Inferior do. .. ..40 6S
Straw .. .. ..34 40

Fine, old Clover ..1208tol26s
Inferior do ., ., — - —
Fine 2d cut .. .. ^ —
Fine New Clover . . 105 lip
Inferior do 84 90

BTRTITS.—On the 21st wU, <at 4, Rutland Sqnare, Bviblin,

the Countess of Grakaed, of a daughter—27th ult, at Titness

Park, Spuming Hill, Lady MAncAUET Chakteris. of a dau(,'hter

—'2Stb ult, at 37, Green Street, Lady Harriet Westworth, of

a daughter—28th ult, at Somerleyton Hall. Suffolk, Lady Peto,

of a daughter—-^ad ult, at West Court, IJerksbire, Lady Perrv,
of a daughter—23d June, at Secunderabad, the wife of Sir W.

sane mind would have acted as be had except nnder the belief
I Gordon, Bart, of the 17th Lancers, of a daughter, who sur-

tbat the child was bis. No one of common sense can entertain
[ vived her birth only a short time—23d ult, at Heath Lodge, tbo

wife of Colonel Poulett Somehset, M.P., of a son-2lst ult, at

Blyth Hall, near Colesliill, Warwickshire, the wife of J. D.

WiNGFiEiJ> DiGBV, Eeq., of a daughter—20ch ult, at Chidding-

stone, the wife of H. D. Streatfirld. of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 29th ult, at Asbri(l,;-e, Lient.-Colonel

the Hon. Peregrine Cust, uncle of the Earl Brownlow, to

Frances, widow of Augustus Frederk-k, late P^arl of Albe-
., . ^, w, osn, .,!» n* ei- T>a*-Q».'a Oliiii-z-h PiTnliVrt T.iAnf_.f7nlnnf'l

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Aug. 27.

"We have a shorter supply of Bo.ists ; trade is active, and
prices remain uuaUtered. The number of Sheep is about the

same as on Monday last. Trade is dull, and it is difficult ta

obtain that day's quotations; The deinaad for Lamb has con-

siderably decronsed, and prices are lower. Calves are selling

about as on Thursday. From Gern^auy and Ilollaud there are

967 Beasts, 6000 Sheep, and 170 Calves; from Ireland, 70*
Beasts ; and 2000 from the northera and midland counties.

B d 8

a rational doubt that this evidence establishes the fact that
ndultcry has been committed, although it may be that the
precise time and place are not distinctly proved; but the
doctrine of law is, that proof of time and place is not
necefisaiy. On that point, in addition to several other
cases, there is the case of Trotter v. Trotter, decided

Libout 00 years npfo^ in T^hich the rule was laid down after

Dest Scots, Tlcrc'

fords, &c. ,. 5

Befit Snort-hon\s 6

2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and

Half-brcdfl ,. S

Do. Shorn

4 to 5

2 — 5
2 — 4

4 to 5 8
• ^

8

Best Long-"woolB, 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do, Shorn
Lambs . - .* 5
Calres .. ..4
Pigs -. .-3

d ft

2 — 6
• to

5

* »

4 — 6
— 6

8 — 4

d
6-

.t

4
S

great conBideration. These are the facts established by the marle—25th ult, at St. Peter's Church, Pimlico, Lieut.- Colonel

evidence, anf!, in my opinion, they prove all the most im-

portant allegations iu'^tbo articles. I do not, however, decide

this case upon the ground that any specific act of adultery
has been proved either within or without the diocess of

London, but I decide it on the following ground,—that
:Mr. BonwcU so conducted himself, more especially in

the latter part of these transactions, as to cause it to be
believed that he was the father of the child of which
Elizabeth Yorath was delivered, for no sane man. unless ho had
deemed himself to be the father of the child, could so have
behaved, and of course bo could not have believed himself to

be the father of the child unless he had committed adultery.

The adidteroua connection is manifestly and, I will add, neces-

Charles Barino, Coldstream Guards, to Helen, younp:est

daughter of the Right Hon. Sir James Graham, Bart., M.P.—
2Sth nit, at Trinity Church. Marylebonc, Herbert, younger
son of the late Lord James Stuakt, to Fansy Adelaide, third

daughter of JouN Labouchere, Esq., of Broom Hall, Surrey

—

23d ult, at St. George'.s, Hanover Square, George Sholto
Douglas Pennant, Esq., eldest son of Col.mel the lion.

Douglas Pennant, of Penrhyn Castle, to Pamela Blanche,
second daughter of Sir Charles Rusuout Rushout, Bart., ami
the Hon. Lady Rushout—28Lh ult, at Pitlochrie, N.B., Wil-
liam Francis Kempe, M.A., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-

Law, to Julia Lane Grace Sandford, daughter of the late Sir

Dauicl Kete Sandford, D.C.L. O.xon—28th ult, at the Parish

Beasts, 4470 ; Sheep & Lambs, 27,850 ; Calves, 220 ; Piga, 860,

Thursday, Aug. 30.

Wc liave a largo supply of Be^ists, aud consoqu'^nlly a reduc-

tion in prices. Several ofinfcx-ior qu:iUty remain unsold. The
number of Sheep and Lambs is about the same as of late

;

trade is exceedingly dull aud prices on the average are lower.

Calves are not selling quite so well. From Germany and
Iloll.md there arc 770 Beasts, 2850 Sheep, and 300 Calves ; and
1:'0 Milch Cows.
Beat Scots, Hero-

fords, &c. ..6 Oto5
Best Short-horns 4 10
2dquahty Beasts 3 10
Best Downs and
llalf-breds ..5 2

Do. Shorn

4

5

2

4

Best J/>ng-wools .5 — 6 4
Da Shorn . . . . —r - •

Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—4 S

Do. Shorn .. •» to ..

Larobfl .. ..5 0—6
Calves ., ..4 — 5

Pig3 . - - - 3 8—4

a
0-

8

sarily the motive of all those parts of his conduct which were i church of Walditch, Captain James Charles Still, lato 3d
proved after Miss Yorath came to Llandaff. That B!r. Bonwell
has committed the very gi-avest of ecclesiastical offences,

seduction and adultery, fraud and deception, cannot bedoubted.
The proof is overwhelming. The necessary consequence must
be grave—public scandal, and the -worst example baa been set

to the parishioners whose spiritual intt:rest he was bound to

watch over. I have pondered carefully what decree it is my
duty to pronounce under these circumstances. I have care-

fully considered whether there are any circnmst;;nces of

extenuation. I can find none. There is not the plea of

Dragoon Guards, second .son of the late Rev. Peter Still, of

Cattistock, Dorset, to Eliza Margarrt, only daughter of

Joseph Gundry, Esq., of the Hyde, Dorset.

DEATHS.—On the 24tb nit, at Swaius^n, Isle of Wight,

Jane Maria, wife of Sir John Simeon, Bart.—28th ult, at

Rosenc, Tunbridge AVells. Frances Marg.aretta, relict of the

late Thomas Read Kemp, Esq., of Kemp Town, Brighton, and
sister of the late Sir Charles Shakerley, Bart., of Somerford

Park, Cheshire-2l8t ult, at Esurick, near York, the Rev.

Frederick Peel, M. A., of Trinity College, Cambridge, brother of

I

early youth; there is not the strength of temptation which
. the late Sir Robert Peel, B.art., I'rebendary of Lincoln Cathedral,

aiighl possibly have misled a single man ; thereisnotaraertly •' ' ^ fn-;n;.,~i ;„ .v,,. cot,,^ ..r.„r^f,T nrrA.i rn

accidental deviation from the iniies of propriety. This is the

case of a married man with a family, his wife at the head of a

ladies' college, who seduces the daughter of a deceased clergy-

man, a seduction deliberately carried on under the pretence of

marriage. There is one thing most disgraceful in Mr. Bonweirs
conduct, and that is his attempt to throw the blame upon the
victim of his passions, Jlr. Bonwell put this question to Mr.

Yorath,—"Did I not inform you that I never should have gone
to Newport unless it had been at Mi=s Yorath's earnest

bound to pay attention. The scene of some of these discredit-

able occurrences is the school-house of the pariah. The place
where this most niifortunate lady is concealed and harboured,
where she is delivered of an illegitimate child the offspring of
the incumbent of the parish, having been brought to that place
by his instrumentality, isthe school-bouse, where the pringiples ^

of religion were to be inculcated and the foundations of sound-
aiorality laid. That very place has been polluted, the
ministry of the parish has been disgraced, and ail the moral
and religious persons in the parish have been scandalised.

What natural hope is there that Mr. Bonwell sbfluld ever agaia-
fulfil his spiritual duties to the parishioners of that parish to
their edification ? None. The sentence 1 pronounce is deiiri-

vation and condemnation in costs." The crowd in court made
an attempt to applsud at the conclusion of the judgment. Mr.
Bonwell, in the usual form, gave notice of an appeal to the
Privy Council.

and formerly rector of Williugham, in the same county, aged 70
—

''.'itb ult. at Olapbam Common, the Rev. Henry Worsley,

LL.D., rector of Hayes, Middlesex, at^ed 7S—'^Ist nit, at

Liidgate Lodge, Ratho, the Rev. Wm. Jennings Rees. M.A.,

Fellow of St. John's College, Oambrid^fe — 26th ult,

in Wobum Place, Elizabeth, widow of the late Richard
EsTCOURT Crebswell, Esq., of Pinkney Park, Wilts—

12th ult, at Biarritz, from the effects of a severe accident,

Isabella, second daughter of the late William Richardson,

Esq., of Rich Hill, county Armagh, many yeara M.P. for th.at

„^,,.,*x,_n*v. TiiItt Qn^irJimtnllu drowned from the Caudia, in

son of the
Wilts—

_ rector of All

Splints'" 'Colchester, and formerly Fellow and Tutor of Balliol

College Oxford, aged 62— 27th ult, at Clifton Terrace, Margate,

Sophy, daughter of Liaut. -Colonel and Mrs. James Olipiiant,

of Wimbledon, aged 19.

— - « -

HOPS.-Borough Market, Friday, Aug. 31.

Messrs Pattenden & Smith report that the first pocket of

new Hops arrived at market yesterday on a cab ; it has been

sold nt ii2L per cwt. ; many of the new growths are hkely to

arrive in a simiiai- manner. If a fair spccmieu of the crop of

IV 50 vciriings and old Hops must advance considerably in

price fa more miserable specimen of the genus Hop has not

been seen lor many a year.

Beasts, 1670 ; Sheep & Lambs,. 11,200 ; Calves, 560 ; Pigs, 100.

COAL MARKET.—Aug. 2i>.

Buddie's West HarUey, 17b. ; Byass's Bebflida gesfc

Hartley, l7s,; Hastings Hartky, 178.; Howards Wiest

Hartley, 17a.;. St. Cutbbert's Hartley, l^s. ; Taufield Mjoor

Butes, 13s. .'id. ; Washington Hartley, 168.; Wylam, 1«8. 6d.

;

Walls End Byron, 17s. ; Wails End Hedley, 17s. ; Eden Mein,

17s. 3d.; Walla End Braddyl's Hctton, 178. 9d.; WaUs Bad
Framwellgato, 173. ; Walls End HctCon, IDs. : Walls End
Kcpier Grange, 17a. 9d. ; Walla End South Hetton, 19s. ;

Walls

End Stewarts. IDs. ; Walls End Cassop, ISs. ;
Walls End

Heugh Hall, 178.; Walls End Kelloo, ISs, 3d.: Walls &»d
Shincliffe, 178. 3d.; Walls End South Hartlepool, 17s. 6d.

;

Walls End Thornley, ICs. fid. ; Walls End Thorpe, IBs. ;
WaUs

End West Hetton, 17s. ; Walls End Peases West, 15s.; Carway

and Duffryn Malting, 22s. 6d.—86 ships at market.

I

BUTTER MARKET.—Aug 31.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . ISs. p«r dozen lb».

Sjgcond do. do. .. .. 12s. ,,

Pork, 5s. 4d. to 5s. 8d. perJ8 lbs.
I*

BRITISH WOOLS.-LoNpos, FiuDAT, Aug. 31.

The supplies continue small, and the amount of busiiie»

transacted during the past week has been more than the

previous one, although by no means laa-ge, as the consumers

purchase merely to meet their weekly, requirements. The
.stock of long wool in the north of England has becoma larjrer

than wanted, and a reduction must be submitted to there if

Hales must bo made of that description of wool Skin wxd
sells here at f^ll rateflv

t

bouth-dbwnllog-s.
gets 1

1

1

Half-bred ditto..

Down Ewes
Kent Fleeces

# 4

4 *

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — 196—17
6—17

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs .. 1

CombiDg tikins

blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .. 1

6 to

7 —
6 ——

I
1

1

7
9

9
TS

The Earl or Lauderdale died at his seat, Thirlestfine

Castle, Berwickshire, on the 22d ult., in his 76th year. He
was the son of the eighth earl, by the daughter and co-heir of

COVENT GARDEN, Sept. 1.

Foreign importations continue heavy and trade dull. West

India Pines are over for this fieasun. Pears suU coutist of

Jargonelle, Windsor, and Beurre d'Amauhs. Peache'? and

MARK LANB.—Monday, Aug. 27.

The supply of Wheat from Efiex and Kent to this morn-

ing's market was small, and dispoawi of at an advance of fis.

per qr. upon the price* of this day se'nDighfc. The market

i vifis we.l attended by country buyers, and the prices obtained

for foreign were 4s. above the rates of Monday last. Grinding

Barley is in good demaud at an advance of 2». per qr. Beans

are la. and Peas 2s. per qr. dearer. The Oat trade is firm at

/
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a n advance of M. to Is. per qr. Norfolk Fluuv is held for 4'J3

pel* sack, and American barrels are 2a. dearer.
S. 8.

IGO—65, Rod
Oti—TO.Rcd ....
65—74 1 .

— !Rod ....
12—74*
3S—4.=)-sr:iiiin£r.

30—38! Mulling.
>0—241
26—28 Feed .

.

26—28'Fced ..

24—27
j

Feed ..

35—3S Foreigu.

30—43

33-46

HaiTOW

.

Longpod
Egyptian

40—42:Suftolk .

36—38! Foreign
Yello vv .

.

S. B.

60—65
62-6S

36—41
35—40

•24—26
21—24
20—27

:J6—43

51—60
4::—52 Country.

«6-4n
30—43

12-52
43-52

Per Imperial Quarter.
ITheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. White
— — fine selected runs, .ditto— — Talav-ara
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. 4,dist.. 24.s to 31^. . Cliev.— Foreign, .grinding and diBtilUug
Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

RVE
!Rv.:o.ii_.iL, foreign
Beaks. Mazagan....3la to 4ns.... Tick— Pigeon 40s — 473.. Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers—

' Maple —s to —s Groy
Maize White
FiouR, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2udo ditto— Foreign perbarrel'23—34'Per sack

Fkiday. Anpf. 31.
Birco the 24th inst. heavy rain has fallen almost daily. The

lo vness ol the temperatnre has can -^ed tlio mf>isture probaMy
to have a less injurious cfFcct upon the corn than would other-
wise have been the case. Harvest operations are naturally
much retarded by this state of the weatiier.andits continiiance
cannot fail to be most disastrous. A good business baa been
transacted in Wlieat at about 2s. per qr. advance on the week,
and would have been more extensive but for the firmness of
holders and the high rates gcncriiUv insisted upon. A little

parcel of new red Wheat of good quality from the south of
France was sold here on Wednesday, and realised 66a. ]>er
496 lbs. Sprincf corn has conimauded'an advance throughout
the kingdom. We quote Barley Is.. Oats 6d. to Is., and Beans
and Peas Is. dearer, American Flour is here sold for an
advance on the rates of Friday la.st, and in other markets .<-acks

bave been quoted Is. to 2s., but no improvement is quoted on
barrels, the arrivals being large. Our accounts from the Baltic
to the 28th ult. represent the now crop of grain to be in a
deplorable condition, Wheat weighing 55 to 60 Iba. There has
been a fair arrival and a free sale tins week of pmin and seed
arrived off" the coast from ths South of Europe. The arrivals of
English grain continno very small this week, those of foreign
are large, as also of barrel Flour. To-day's market was very
thinly attended, and the little English Wheat on sale being
held for Monday's prices renmned unsold. Very little business
was transacted in foreign, and on the few retail sales effected
Is. perqr. less money was generally accepted. Barley meets a
fair inquiry at Monday's quotations. The Oat trade is quiet
and prices are unaltered. Flour is a slow sale, but holders are
not disposed to take less money.

AKRIVAUI FROM Aug. 27 TO Aug. 31.

Barley.

GARDEXER ([Tead).-
is desirou.'j tocn£raL-o him?

his late employer.—John Tegg,
Hammersmith, W.

WANTED, a jrood sinsle-handotl GAIJDENER,
where Vinos, Melons, Flowers, tc. are cultivated on a

small scale. Wages, ll. per W3ek.—Address, Rev. H. Tiiorpk,
Aston ie W'all.-^, IJavcntry.

WAN'J'El), for a Farm of about 200 nores, a
WORKING BAILIFF, married, and if without incum-

brance pvererrcd ; he must be practically acquainted with the
Man;\goment of Land and Stock. None above 40 need applj'.

Witn to Manage I'onltry, and possibly a small Dairy.—Address,
stating wages, at^e, qualificiitious, &c., to C. B. A., Qardenera'
Ckron'de Ol\^ce, V.'.C.

TO SEEDSMF.N.—SHOPMAN WANTED.
WANTED, A HEAD SIIOPMAX, who baa bad

]

('I^AUDKNER (Head).
sriiYiA Avn^rinnpR hi thft M;\ii:irrr-.Tnftiit of n. Whnlfisalf> V^ in Early and Late Fo

31,J. Tegg, nge oi, sind.
, -;^-.gago himself to any gentleman requiri,a good experienced Gardener ; well acquainted with T^nr

^'

ail Fruits. Flowers, and Ve-etablos ; likewise a ifood K?f J^^and Flower Uarduner. Good references can be Obtained f'-
'

'

Messrs. Lee's Kur!S^

GARDEN Eli
has a tlioroiiff

aiiiAD).—Age 22, inarntidTtW;;^^
rh practinal knowledge of Fruit, Kitehp/

some experience in the Management of a Wholesale
and lleLiil Uusiuoss. and t') assist in Accounts. Good character
for honesty and sobriety indispensable. State references,

wages, ago. i:c., to A. 1'onti:y, Nuraeiym.in and So^:dsnKLn,

Plymouth.—Sejit. 1.

35; wotl expeiiencpd
Forcing, Pknt Growing, FlowerKitchen, and Fruit Garder.s, Pleiisure Gr..undB, &(j. f lioruiitrhl

competent to take charge of a nobleman's or gentleuri
'^'

establishment. State all particulars. Good reference J a^
Mr. Dubbers. Stationer, Upper Norwood, Surrey S ' "•

GARDENEU (Head), 0!i GAllDKNER

Mr. Boult, Acton, W.

SEED TRADE.
^T^AXTED IMMEDIATELY, in a London Seed

,

„
VV House, a SHOPMAN and TRAVI-LLER. Amanofex- g^^,

perience and good address. TestinLoniah as to character and '

^^^.g^^j

fl"^^u"l"'*' ^^"';i"^P^f''=^^^f—'^I'li',^
l>y letter only, to F.R.,

jj^^.^;. months' good character.-Adures.s as aboveJohn Wdson, 12, Harp Lane, Lower Thames Street, E.G. °
. ^r

«--H--r \ v'PiMx orir\i>iT 1 XT
'

, ., ,
'. T" /^APiDENEK.— Well experienced : oirers Ids Sfrvion^.T;rANrLD A bEJOraAN ,n a retail business in Lt to any laiy or gontlem.n wishing to make thd/4X'

\' the country and t.> attend to Books and Accounts, self-supporting, or would like to rent a good garden -g a-^-Apply- staTinp terms and particuUrs, to L- S. A., Messrs, " ^^""^
. ^ ,,,

e. t:, u. u. a.
Hurst i&Co., Seed Merchants, 6, Lead'^nhall Street, Lnndon. E.C,

j

WAXTKI) IMMEDIATIiLY, an APPRKXTICe'
in a large Garden, where ho can make himselfacquainted

with the uKinag^'-mcnt <»f the Orchard llmise. Pineries, Vine-
ries. Stove and Greenhouse^ Flower and Kitchen Gardens, &c.
—Apply to \V:n-W. White, CliurchLaue, Chatteris, Canibrllge-
shiro.

^"X'^ANTKD, two strong LADS to work iti a large
f V Garden wlure Forcing i.s done to a great extent. Wages

10^, per week, and Lodgings.—Address L, M., Post Office,

Kurlg'Tick. Snssox.

GAKDENKR,—Married^ perfocUy understimds the
Mana£?emcnl of the Vinery, Greenhouse, Kitchen and

Flower Gardens. Good cliai^acter- Wages 52/. per year and
Cottage,— H- D., 40, E!>nryStreet» Eaton Square, Pimlico, S,ff

GAII
charge of the

Forcing, &c. Can bo
Gardens, Regent's Park, N,W.

DEXEU.—Age 27, single; competent to take
3 Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens
J well reconinjcnded-—T- C, KoyalBotanic

English ,.

Irish * • *

Fftreign .

,

W£'e'^tr~

1180 qra.

21270

t»

If

Oats-

qrs.

5530

vr

l»

Flour.

lOiiU sks.

I* I

980
30 oris.

«»

WANTED, A GROOM and GARDENER
who has been used to a Greenhouse and General Gar^

dening; will hare to take care of a Horso and Ctiaise and
drive occasionally. One year's character rtquTred,—Apply to

G- S-, Tiie Monnt, Northfleet, Kent,

WANTED, a respectable FAKM LADOUKER, age
30, a Married Man, without family ; he must be a good

Ploughman and capable of taking the load in the General
Work of a small Farm. He will be r^^quired to carry out pro-
perly the orders he will receive, and iu the absence of the
Bailiff to take the oversight of ^ny other labourers employed
and all thinc;s oti the Farm. There is a thorough good Lodge
to liv^e in, which the Woman will be required to keep clean. To
find their own furniture. State wages required- Xo person to
apply who cannot produce a first-class character.—Address,
Mr. Payne, Wmibledon, House, S,W.

(^ AUDENER to auy nobleiran or gentleman.
X R- Drummond, seven years Gardener to the late S, Ljne

Stephens, Edq., and ylao six years Garduner at Pontypool Park;
has Designed and Superintended the Erection of extensive
Forcing Houses.—R. Djli;mmond, 6, Devonshire Street, Ham-
mersmith, W,

GARDENER (biNGLis-HANDED). — IMiddle^aged,
thoroughly understands his profession. First class cha-

racter,—W. JEL, Cliarles Southby, Nurseryman, Ac, Clapham,

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Middle-age,
married, no incumbrance ; understands his profession!

No objection to a Cow,—J. W,, 2, Fort Cottage, Morton Street,
Highbury Vale, N.

GARDENER, (SiXGhE-HANDHD or otherwises-
Has a thorough practical knowledge of his profession

Good character.—T. P., Mr. G, Higgs, 14, Fuller Street,
Bethnal Green Rr»ad, London, N,K

j

LiVKRpooL, Tuesday, Aug. 28.—With a lai-ge aecessiou ui
American suppliea of Wlieat, and a decided improvement in
the weather, our market has been iree from excitement, but a
good conaumptivc trade has been done, and very full prices
made. At this morning's m;irket there was a fair attendiinco
of buyers, but they were indisposed to operate to any large
extent, and only the extreme rates of last Tuesday were
obcainable. Flour a slow salo at late prices. Oaia and Oat-
meal the t'lm dearer, as are also Beans and Barley. Indhm
Corn was r.ither more freely ..iTcred at about the prices of this
day week, say 34s. 9d. for mixed American and Ibraila, 35s.
Galatz, and 398. for white per 4S0 Ib.s.

Fjuday, Aug. 31.—Grain mfirket firm. Wheat and Flour in
good request at full prices. Maize steady. Beans quiet.
All other aiti.-Ies in moderate demand, at "imchanged rates.
Weather fine.

WANT PL 4CES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

TO KOBLE^IEX A^-D GENTLEMEN Coxtem-
PLATiKO Layiso-out New OR TlK-AmANoiNa ExrsTiN-o

Grounds, &.c.—The Advertiser, who has h^td great experience
in canyingf out every de.':cription of work cnimected with the
P;irk, the Pleasure Ground, the Kitchen Garden, ond the
genend improvement of Estates, wishes for an ensjagcment
where ta*te and practical skill ar-e required in conducting such
operation-s.—Reference kindly permitted to W. A. Nesfield,
Esq , under ivhoni the ad\erti3cr has executed important
and extensive works. — A.B., 2, Lansdowue Place, Fulham
Road, S.W.

GAUDENi^R (Unukk, or Single-uandei)).
acquainted with Forcing and Kitchen Ghirdeu. J8

character.—A. D., Post Office, BecUenhain, Kent.

—Well
mouths'

Gakueni!:k (Undeu).
FIELD, Donnington Park,

A^ed 21.
near Derby.

Mr. WiSG-

w

I

AVERAr.TH Wlieat. Barley. Oats.

July 21.. 66-1 6'i 32* 5</ •26 ^- 4'/— 23.. C7 S3 1 26 4
Aug. 4 . .

! 58 7 38 26— It . ; 59 6 84 26 1— 18 .

.

60 6 32 10 28 2- 26.. 60 1

;

58 6

34 9 27 1

26 9A^nr-Aver. 83 4
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40jt

47
35
44
41
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5
6
9

4

41 9

lit), t its.

77/46«
45
46
46
47
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1

9

6
1

I

46 7

Peas.

41

4L
ii
44
43
41'

4d
1

3

9

9

Fluchja-iio.ns in tue Last $ix Wkkks AvEit.voKd.

^tcwL
;

JuTy g"CTul?~S8T~Aug.TrAugnT."
<J04 hi
69
58 r
57
56 6 —

« *

Aug. 18.;Aug. 25.

I

I

* t

V

« •

« •

T^EW ZEALAND.—a Gentleman who l.aa had
i: extonsivoexpcriencoiuFarmingandin theManagcmcntof
Bheep stock m th.) S-.uth-west of Scotland, is desirous of meet-
ing with a Gentleman possessed of some Cnpital, who may
WISH to go to New Zealand, and viho w-mld be disposed to
enter mto P.\RTN'ERSUIP with the Advertii'er in the Lease of
a-aueep Farm, for the Management of whieh the Advertiser
pOBBCRses every necessary quaUncaLiwn, and is well suited to
con.iuct all busnitaa transactions connected with the concern

1

nent fim Accounrant. o.nng aesirous to exte.id his acquaint-
ance with the Valuation of L.\nded Property, wishes to meet
with a Land Agent in good practice with whom he could
arrange to assist for a low mnnths on terms of mutual
advantage. Unexceptionable testimonials and references.

—

Full particuliirsand real address to N. R , Messrs. Davies A; Co.,
Advortwiag Agen.s, 1, Finch Lane, City, B.C.

GARDImN'EU (HKAD).~Aj5e Zb,snv^iii; umlcrstauas
his profession iu all its branches. Can bave a good

charaftcr and be well recommended ; leaving through Ids
employer giving up his establi^imieut.— F. H., The Gal-dens.
Rose Hill. Dorking.

/ ' AKUi'..NEti (I1ea]>J.— Single ; thorougU know-
^^ ledge of his profession. Fifteen years' experienca in
fist-class places in Scotland and Ireland. Satisfactory re-
ference as to character a;id ability.—A. B., 20. New Street
St. Jo'in's W,.or)^ N.w.

/ 1 AUUiiiNi'JK (Heal>).—The A'.lverLidtT would beVX glad to en?'igo 'vith any nobleman or gentleman, having
had groat experience in .all its branches in some of the tirst
noblemen's families m Ch*j.shire ; no objections to land.
Testimonials undeniable.—S. P., 13, Sessay Street, Bangor
Street, Iluime, Manche>der._^

GAUDKNEU (Head, where two or more are kept). ' QA
-Acre 26, single ; has n thorough practical knowledi/e of lO C—Apply, stating rtferencw, to "M.," offioe of the Wiiftowu- I C^ —Acre 26, single; has n thorough practical knowledge of

»hire Free Vnm, Stranraer. K.K. Stranraer Sent 1 i hia protcasion. T^vo years' K"nd character.—L. J., 49, Ordnance—- - - !—_:_—: _^ I Rt-ad. St John a Wn^'d. N.W

A SLl*KliL\TENUfci\r to the
LAMBETII CKMETFRr-Tho Burial Board for the

W A PAATNtR WANltO.
ANTED, in n large Narat-rv and Seed Trade in

11.
™ of the largest Agricultural Connttea in England a

thorough biwincss Man, well acquainted with either; there
has been a large Seed Trade carried on for more than half a
*"^ u-"^\*°** " «^P»^^e of verygreit e.\tcn.^i..n. Any onewUhing to enter into a first-rate busjt.ese, this offers an onnor-
ttmity rarely to be met with.- For partiurdars inquire of

^*IZ?T^''T'''^ J'^^^^^'-^''^' Seedsmen, 46, Leadenhall
Street, London , E.C.

anted;
LA

^^ ^^,^^,^ ^^^
Parish of T^imbeth will receive applications' for^tlTesitmaion of

^??!T"i " ?"_^.. ?*^ ^^? Lambeth Cemetery at Gan-att Lane.
with separate

M.. „ * n, .
" -«.,...,.,..>,„ are to be fromm age of 25 to 45 years. —For information as to the

IVfK K*^P^^ ^"^ *^®
^l*'*"*'

**^ '^''^ V^stf-y Hall, Kennington,
T^ith whom written applications and tcsUmonials are to b« left
on or before 12 o'clock on September U. By order.

..
C M Harkfr. Clerkto tfae Bor\r 1,_

WAXl'KD, H I'KHSON thi»n>u^'hiy t^ualined to

n^,^.
_,*'^^« the Man.iffement of an Extmsive Nurserv and

eeert Busn»ef8. .and conduct the Sales thereof. Securitv for nUwrnminnj. will he requirci.-Apply to CBARt.F.s ilclNT.H,«-, Murray hold.—Edin' urgb. Sept. 1.

C:^AHDhNER (Head).— A-f S.i, married, witliout
J incumbrance; thnrou^hly understands his profession in

G^AUDENER (Under).—Age 20; wishes to engage
I with some good gardener where he can improve himself.

Good character from present situation.—K. R., \V. Hawe, Esq.,

Architect. Hogister Square, Beverley.

/ 1 AKUE.NER (Undek). — Age 22; live jears'
\jr exiierience iu his profession. Three years' good character
from bis present employer.— Apply, stating terms and par-

ticulars, to A. Z., Post Office, Newcastle, 8tatf.

/^ AKI>i:]iNEU (UiiDEitj, in a iiobleiiiau's or gentle-

\JT man's establishment,—Aged 21 ; has received a good
education, is strongs, active, and obliging. Character and
teatimonials can be obtained on application.—Letters pre-paid

to Mr. ToMKiN?^o>r, Bnokseller, High Street, Coventry,

TO rLUUISrS."The Advertiser seeks a sitnation

oft*-ust, is educated, intelligent, quick at correspondence;
Grows KosGS, Soft-wooded Plants, &c- ; would make himself

useful—A. B. 0-, Post Office, Tci^umouth, Devon.

DAHLIA GROWER,—Has had the managcmentof
the Dahlias 11 years at the Royal Narsery, fSlough, and

can undertake the growing of Pansics if required. Can have a

good character.
—11 . Joku Alpha Road, Slough,

rno NOULEAIEN AND GENlLEMEN'ri GAF*
X DENEfl3. — A respectable Youth, age 18, of good

education and character, wishes fur a situation where he

would have ;in opportunity of learning the profesainu in its

vanoua brunches, A premium will bo given,—Address, stating

particulars, A. L.. Post Office, Pocklihgton, Yorkshire,

AKM SIEWAUD, OR liAiHEK — t^ingle; per-

fectly understands his profession in every department;

can be highly recommended by hia last employers.—1>- G--

Thos Scott, Esq., Land Agent, IS, Parliujnent Street, TVest-

minstcr, S.W,

TO rjURSt-RYfviEN.
LESMAX oil GENEltAIi MANAGEK.-

. „ ^ J. Pyhr offtrs bis services to any one tliat may require

them; has liud IS years experience iu two, of the principal

Nurseries in England ; is well acquainted with his profession in

all its branches, nnd can have a good character trom present

eninloypr,— 15, Stamf^^rd Roiid, FuHiam, S.W.

I

1

I

i

all Hi branches, and has had great eicpoHence in Pine and ' Tj^'OREiVlAN A>'D bliOP.MAN, in a Nurscrv where
^

Gnipe Growing. Leives his pix-s-iiit situation, wh-ch h.as
!
JO he would have to devote apart of his time to "the Seed

been famous as a forcing establishment, in cnn.scqucnce of the i Trade.—Age 22 ; has occupied the place of Foreman in a Nur- j

gar.iens being broken up. Can produce unexceptionable
"

testimonials as to character and abilitied.—J. T., Mr. Veitch,
Royal E.^ntic Nursery. King's Hoid. Chelsea, S.W.—Sept 1.

ser^-, and can have a good recommendation from bis late em-

ployer.- A. B., Mr. G. Fish, Great King Street, Hockley,

Birmingham. )

A D E
active

lootnig. Siihiry 1/. 16*. per week and firing,
lesjdenco free of rent and ta^ea. Candidates :i

is profession. Being about to termmate an engage-

e of the T>rincipal London houses is desirous of »

GAKDLM'.K (ilKAD), u> anv Lmiy or Geiitlemaii
requiring a confideiitial sctvant—Age 42, married, no

incumbrance ; thorotighly pnictjcal. including the Culture of
Pines, Vines, Pe.ichea, Fli.wers. ;md Vegetables; Ljis lived
upwards of tWe years in present situation; can produce
testimonials from previous emi.lover; satisfactory reasons for
leaving. No single-baiidcd place accepted.-W. P.", Post Office,
Leytonston e, Eanex. N.E.

C^ARDKNKR (nE.\n. to a Uu\y or yeMtU'inuii;.—
J James Staxton, age 42, married ; hj\3 had 27 years* expe-

rience in his profession, l-i of ihem in the capacity of Head Gar-
dener, the lust 4j of such to John Wiitorliouse, Esq., of Well
Head, near Halitnx, and is recommended as a clever and intel-
ligent Plant Gii.'A-er, including Vcrun, &.c., and well skilled in the
routine? of Forcing Kridts. Cropphig. ,^rc. C^ ar.icter iind lesti-
moniaU highly - ' ".

; y. V.hmtinly leaving hi« 'n.'^r posi-

w'^LTt*^^'*']'*'
^^1^"^' ^- G- Hendcr!4yn & ?on, St: J !m's QHO^MAN (U.M)Eii>, in tbo WlioKsale Seed Trade.—

Wood, Londc.u, N.^\

.

{ ^ S years* experience. —T. H., Gardeners' ChrvnicleOf&ce, W.C.

S E £ O T R
SHOPMAX on CLEUK.— Age 26; of

business habits, and thoroughly acquainted with the

duties of hi;

ment in one or tne pnncii
rc-cngTigenient. Is a good Con-esiKindout and BooU-kocper.—
—Shi.pman, Gardeners' Cf-rtyrich Office. ____^

TO THE SEED TRADE.
SHOPMAN OR WAHEHOUSEMAN.—Age 23; wlo

hivs had 7 years' experience in the seed busi: -

H. A. W., Gardeners' CUroidck Office.

f

SH<
at

HOPMAX.
TO THE SEED TRADE.
-A Yonnc- MAN who li^s boon s:x .years

the Seed Trade.—M. M., 4(i, Queen Street, Glasgow.
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WORKS ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.

I

— —
THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or. The Steuc-

TURR. Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated
upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price
36*., with upwards of 500 Illubtratious.

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. Structural and
^

Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In
One Volume, 8vo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations, price 12s.
*^* The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s. cloth.

SCHOOL BOTANY; ok, The RuDi]o>^Ta oi
Botanical Scien'cs. In One Volume, Svo, half-bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5*. 6a,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; OB. The Art of
De-scribing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for

Seif-Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price U.
Bradbuhy & Evans. 11, Bouverie Street.

Just Published, Enlarged and Improved, the Sth Editiou of

THE ORCHARD HOUSE. By Thomas Riveks.
3#. 6d. Longman & Co. ; or per post from the Author,

S;iwbridpeworth. Herts.

Price Is. 6d., tree by post, Is. 7d.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIU3I,
CONSISTING OP THE NAMES OF THE

tEixt (SatUetterjS' Cfiroiiicle

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, I860.

BANK OF DEPOSIT (Established A-D. 1844),
3, Pall-Mall E^ist, London,—Capital Stock, lOO.OOOL

ParlitJ^ detiiruvi-s of luvestiug Money are requested to ex-

aniiiie the Plan of the Banlc of Deposit, by which a high rate

of inteiC:*t nuiy be obtained with ample security.

Deposits made by special agreeraeut may be "withdrawn
vithuut notice-

'Xhe interest is payable in January and July,
Peter Morrison, Managing- Director.

Forms for opening accounts sent free on application.

Q'^^UEKN IrJSURANCE COAlii'A^ Y.—
Chief Office, Liverpool.

Loudon Office, 2^ Royal Exchange Buildings.

London Dircclors.

C/,airmaH—Henry Bruce, Esq. (Rainey, Bruce, & Co.) Direcfccr
of Ooloniiil Bank. Mincing Lane.

Epward p. Aldekson, Esq. (Kelson, Tritton. & Co.), 26, Old
Broad Street. [Southwark.

Henrv Fowler, Esq. (H, & R. Fowfer), St. Saviour's Dock.
Xhomas William Kough, Esq. (Jonca Brothers) "Upper

j
CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,

Than^es Street, OF
Samuel Lloyd Stagey, Esq., (Corbyn, Stacey, & Co.), Holborn.

Bankers.—Messrs. Barclay, Bkvan 4; Co-

Medical R'/eree—J, Edward Pollock, Esq., M,D.
Soliritors —Messrs J. & J. W. Sewell,

LIFK DEPARTMENT.—Life Assarance in every branch.

Special Featukk — Nonforfeiture of Policies. The in-

surer has the right, on an ordinary Life Policy, after three

years, to cease his payments, and obtain a free Policy, for

the total amount of Premiums paid, and whatever Bonus may
iiave been addecL
FiliE DEPARTMENT.—The nitiis of Premium vary accord-

ing to the nature of the risk, and will bo found as moderate
as those of other first-class offices.

Application for Agencies requested,
W. P. Clirkhlgh, Mrinager.

H. B. Taplin, London Secretary*

JOHNSON AND SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANAC
FOE 1861.—This long-established wo/k which is annually

nearly rewritten, and contains a digest oi" the chief agricultural

improvements of the previous year, will be published as asual
on November L Corrections and suggestions for its irnprove*

ment are earnestly requested, addressed to the Publisher.
Advertisements intended for in:4ertion in the Advertising

tolumus, not later than October 1.

Jamrs Ridowat, Piccadilly, W,

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
Price 6i,, or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

ON THE PROGRESS AND RESULTS OF
UNDER DRAINAGE IN GREAT BRITAIN. Prize

Essay, By J- Bailey Denton, Agricultural Engineer, and
author of the "Prize Essay on Road Making," and other
Airrienltnral Treatises.—52, Parliament St,, Westminster, S/W,

Just puolished, with IllustraUonM, iu. Two Vols., price 13a.,OUR FARM CROPS.
Being: a Popular Scientific Description of the Cultivation,

Chemistry, Diseases, and Remediea, &c., of our different Crops,

worked up to the high farming of the present day. By John
Wilson. F.R.S.E., Professor of Agriculture in the University of

Edinburgh, &c.
Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City. London; and all

Booksellers. ^ ^___^^_
Just published, price 3s. 6d., crown Svo, embossed cloth,

HINTS TO LANDLORDS. TENANTS, and
LABOURERS : or what Landlords ought to do. what

Tenants can do, and what Labourers would do, if allowed, with
the Agricultural Balance Sheet. By S. G. Finney.

London : James Ridoway, 109, Piccadilly, W.

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.
J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden

London, W.C.

R
Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5*. 6d,,

free by post, 5s, lOrf.,URAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.aS., RL.a, RG.a

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England^ Professor of Chemistry to the Horiicultural Society of
London, Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon, E. L Co/s Military
Seminary at Addiscom be, &c., &e-

J. Matthews, 41, Wellington St, Covent Garden, W.C.

Now ready, price 2*. 6d.,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part IX. Containing the
concJuflion of PleurothalUs.

Parts I, to VIIL, price 2^, Gd. each, may still be had,

J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W,C.

ORTICULTURAL GARDEXS.—The Gardeners
ChronicU of May 12, containing Mr. Nesfikld's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore,

is still on Sale at the Office, 41, WeUington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. and will be sent by post on receipt of tix stamps.

H

H
NOTICE.

OOKER'S SPECIES FTLICUM.
This Work may still he had in Parts, as follows :—

* *

4 i

PartL
Part I

L

Part III.

Part IV.
Part V
Part VI
Parts VII. and VIII.

m

£0 13
10
10
6

10
10
10

Part IX £0 10

PartX 10

Parts XL and XII. 10

Or in Volumes cloth :—
Volume 1 1 18

Volume II 1 10

Volume in. .. 1 10

W. pAMPLiN, 45, Frith Street, Soho, London, W.

Now ready, price IOj., Parts XL and XU., or Vol. III»

PavUi III and IV. (Completing the Third Volume).

SPECIES FILTCUM: being Descriptions of all

known Ferns. Illustrated with Plates. By Sir William

Jackson Hooker, K,H., D.C.L. Oxon, F.R.S., F.A.S., F.L.S.,

&c., and Director of the Royal Gardens of Kew.
It is intended to publish Part XIII. shortly.

London : William Famphn. 45. Frith Street, Soho Square. W
SCIENTIFIC FARMING.

In crown Svo, price 2s 6(i.,

CIENTIFIC FARMING MADE EASY; or the

Kttog of ti)c WLttk,

Garibaldi landed at Salerno on "Wednesday last

and proceeded inland to Eboli, and it is expected

that by this time he has arrived at Naples. At a

meeting of the Aunexionist Committee of that

city on Monday a letter from him was read, stating

that, as the condition of the country required a

definitive solution, he would arrive in Naples

about the Sth inst., to assume the Dictatorship of

the Two Sicilies in the name of Victor Emma-
KTJEL. The whole province of Salerno was then

in a state of insurrection, and the Terra di

Lavoro, which may be considered the metro-

politan province, was in full revolt. The

King of Sardinia had been proclaimed at

Sula and other important towns, and placards had

been posted on the walls of Naples itself bearing the

words **Lon": live Victor Emmanuel," a demon-

four batteries have been sent from Vienna to the
Kreat artillery depot at Venice, and that the 7th and
8 ^h Austrian corps d'armce have received orders
to join the army of Venetia at the first summons.
On the other hand, Hungary, Croatia, Bohemia,
and the other nationalities which compose the
Austrian Empire, are anxiously looking for the
reforms expected from the Council of the Empire ;

and it is confidently believed that if the Govern-
ment fail to bring the present crisis to a solution,

grave complications will result.—The Emperor or

THE French arrived at Grenoble on Wednesday,
after having visited Thonon, Sallenches, Chamouni,

Charab6ry,and other towns in Savoy, in all of which

he is said by the Government journals to have been

received with great enthusiasm.—Despatches from

Constantinople state that the Sultajt has addressed

a letter to the Grand Vizier, ordering him to

return immediately without visiting Bosnia and
Herzegovina, though there is still agitation in

those provinces. The accounts from Syria state

that FuAD Pacha had struck terror into the

inhabitants of Damascus by the recent executions,

and that tranquillity had been completely

restored in that part of the province. It

is, however, again asserted that Christians have

been massacred at Baalbec, Bekaa, Cofarbaram,

find in the villages near Jean d'Acre, and that

the Christians in Palestine are in a state of great

alarm.

By the Bombay mail of the Sth August, we
learn that Sir Henry Ward died of cholera at

Madras on the 2d ult. The British forces in China

were ready for attack, but the French had protested

against commencinghostilities, on account ofhaving

lost all their harness in the vessel which was

wrecked at Amoy, and having also 2000 men less

than the British. On the 26th June Lord Elgin

induced Baron Gros to withdraw the protest, and

the attack was tc commence immediately.

The Couet.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Balmoral. On Wednesday
week the Queen rode in the neighbourhood of the

castle, accompanied by the Princosa of Leinihgen,

Princess Alice, and Princess Helena. The Prince of

Leininf^en went out shooting. The Right Hon. Sidney

Herbert left the castle, and was succeeded by the Duke
of Argyll as Secretary of State in attendance on her

Majesty. The Biwhop of Durham arrived at the castle

and did homage to her Maji^sty on his appointment to

the see of Dnrham, the oath being administered by

Lord John Russt'll as Secretary of State. On Thursday

tlie Queen, accompanied by the Princess of Leiningen,

Princess Alice, and Prince Arthur, went to the falls of

the Garrawalt, and then rode to Craig Clunie. The
Royal party afterwards drove to Castletown. The Prince

Consort went out deerstalking. The Prince of Leiningeit

, , ^, 1 1.1 V 4.1, J *. i
went out grouse shooting. Ou Friday the Queen, Prince

station renderea the more remarkable by the tact
j

(^^^nsort, the Prince and Princess of Leiningen, and

that the Lazzaroni, hitherto so loyal, attacked the Princess Alice walked in the neighbourhood of the

Castle. In the afternoon her Majesty and the Prince

giivG ^ dinner in celebration of the Prince Consort's

+u f kr,3o"f;I,. \!^.a'Z'.' birthday to the tenantry of the Balmoral, Abergeldie,
was without foundation, has re- ^^^ j^./^,^^jj ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^.^^^^^s, and giUies

resist the advance oi GaribaldIi

troops who attempted to remove the placards.

Meanwhile the King, whose reported departure

last week
solved to

and has

S resistance, and that the King will retire to Gaeta

C. FL^tra.ln'^a^^rnciS'cle^^^
'" "*'''''''* ^^ ''"'"''

I
before the issue of the expected battle, and there

In fcap. Svo, boards, price 3s, ; or half-bound, 3s. Gd. ,

HOW TO PARM PROFITABLY. By Mr. Alder-

man Mechi. A new Edition, emended and considerably

enlarged. . , „,
London : Koutledge, Warne, t Koctledge, Farnngdon St.,

E.G., and all Booksellers.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.-MEW VOLUME.
Price Eighteenpenee each.

OGS: THEIR MANAGEMENT. Being anew
Plan of Treating the Animal, based upon a consideration

of his Natural Temperament. By Edward Mathew, M.R.G.V.S.

With many Illustrations.

THE RAT: its History and Destructive Character.

With numerous Anecdotes. By Jaues Rodwell.
London : Rodtledge, Warse, & Routledgk, Farringdon

Street, E.G., and all Booksellers.

embark for Spain where he has been offered an

asylum by Queen Isabella

Rome announce that great agitation prevails

in all parts of the Papal States. A ncona

has been declared in a state of siege,

and the Papal Delegate has been recalled.

DOGS: THEIR MANAGEMENT. «eing anew P4>iitecorvo and Benevento are in a state of insur-

Plan of Treating the Animal, based upon a consideration
j.gg^|Qji ^ud all the other provinces are more or

less disturbed. General Lamoriciere has massed

his forces on the frontier for the purpose of

opposing the advance of Garibaldi, and General

j)E NoXTE, the new commander-in-chief of the

This day is published, illustrated by Coloured Lithographs and -p i^ armv at Home. haS announced to Ms
Woodcuts, Svo, One Gmnea. ^ reuvu. i^^j ,

3 2 \.- a.

n ATHERIXGS OP A NATURALIST IN officers that the EnMUOE Las ordered him to

upou the three properties. In the evening the Queen

concentrated his army for that and Prince gave a ball to the tenantry and gillies, with

nurpose between Capua and Nocera. There is, their wives and families. Her Majesty honoured both

L:ever a general impre.sioa that the Royal Z'^ZT^^^^S^'^'^ ^^^^^
army will either not hght or ofier but a feeble

\ ^^ Lei,.ij,ge„, and the Princesses AUce, Helena, and

Louisa, and Piince Arthur, drove to Alt na Guissach.

and rode to the Falls of Glasshalt. The Prince Consort

went out deer-stalking. On Sunday the Queen and

Prince Consort, accompanied by th« Prince and
X7espat„ues irom

^^-^^^^^^ ^f Leiningen and the Princess Alice, attended
r..f«f.nn r.rpr«,]fl j^.^..^^ ^^^^j^^ j^ ^^^ ^^^j^j^ ^y^^^^^ ^j Craithic ; the

Rev. A. Anderson officiated. On Monday the Queen,

accompanied by the Princess ofLeiningen, the Princesses

Alice and Helena, and Prince Arthur, drove to Inver-

cauld, and afterwards rode over Craig Noarty. The

Prince Consort went out deer-stalking. On Tuesday

morning the Queen and Prince Consort left the Castle

on an excursion. The Prince and Princess of Leiningen

left Balmoral for Blair Castle. The Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, drovt; and rode in the grounds.

Prince Arthur went to the Falls of Quoich.

TuE PaiNCE OF Wales landed at Quebec on Satur-

day, the 18th August, and was received with the

greatest enthusiasm, though the day was wet and dis-

. -^
-j"*v.^.*» ™—

^
- - ,^\' 1 atrrecable. The usual address was presented on his

VT austrvLASIA: being Observations principally on the defend the provinces ot Kome, tivita ^
'^^^^^J^* | ij^^dinff, after which a procession was formed which

S^^d^akSfo?t\e^^^^^^^^^^^ Comarca, and Yiterbo.-A despatch from Venice
j

^^-j
i;:;"^' tire" Govm^^^^^^^^

M.D., F.L.S.. F.Z.S.. Member of tlie Medical Faculty of the i informs US that on acCOunt of the rapid progress
j

gion, owing to the state of the weather, was rather a

UmvcrsityofSydn^y^^^^^^^
j of GARlBAtDl' s army in the kingdom of Naples,

[
failure, but the U'.umination of the city at night wa..
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very ine. Oa the 19th the Prince attended Divine
serrice at the Eugligh Cathedral, after which he visited the
PkinsofAbridmm, Wolfe's Monument, andtheGoveruor-
Gencnira residence at Cataraqui. On the 20th, in spite of
the rain, the Prince paid a visit to the Chaudiere Falls.
winch occupied the whole day. On the 21st the
Prince held a grand letee in the Parliament House, and
after receiving and replying to the addresses of the
two Houses of Parliament, his Koyal Highness con-
ferred the honour of Knighthood on Mr. Narcisse
i»ei!eaii, the Speaker of the Legislative Council, and on
Mr. Henry Smith, the Speaker of the Commons. An
address was then presented from Bishop Mountain and
tlie .v^emljers of the Anglican Church, to which the
Prmce made an appropriate reply. After the ler^ee his
Itoyal Highness visited the Falls of Montmorenci. In
the evening the Prince entertained a large party at a
banquet, and afterwards went to a grand ball given by
the Maj'or and citizens of Quebec. His Royal Highness
danced 22 out of the 24 dances, and remained till half-
past 4 m the morning. A slight accident occurred
during one of the polkas. A little midshipman who
lal whirled his partner into too close proximity to
the Prince, tripped up his Royal Hi-hness, who
was dancing with Madame Cartier, wife of the
Canadian Premier. The Prince fell on one
knee, but immediately recovered himself and proceeded
with the dance. The most exaggerated accounts of
the incident have since been published in the American
papers. On the 22d the Prince visited the Laval
University, and received and replied to addresses from
the Bishops of the Roman Catholic Church and the
members of the University. His Royal Highness after-
wards visited the Ursuline Convent, from which, by a
rule of the establishment, all males but those of Royal
birth are excluded. The nuns presented an address to
thelnnce, who read a brief reply, thanking them for
their kindness, and expressing the hope that their well-
known exertions in the cause of education may lonff
contmue to exert a beneficial influence upon the popu-
lation of their interesting country. His Royal Hio-h-
ness next visited the citadel, and on his return had a
btate dinner at the Parliament House. In the evenincr
there was a grand display of fireworks. On the 23d
the Prince left Quebec by the steamer King-
ston, and arrived the same evening at Three
Kivers, where he was received by the city
authorities. Government officials and citizens, who
presented an address. The to^vn was illuminated
at mght. On the 24th the Prince arrived at Montreal,
but, owing to the unfavourable weather, did not land till
the morning of the 25th. He was met on the wharf by
the Mayor and Corporation, the members of the
Government, the members of Parliament, the Com-
mander of the Forces, attended by a numerous staff,
and the Anglican and Roman Catholic Bishops and
clergy, &c. A guard of honour and escort were furnished

^[^^ Volunteer Corps. It was estimated that
M),000 persons were present. After receiving and
replying to the address of the Mayor and City Council,
the Prmce drove in procession through the principal
streets^ to the Exhibition, which was opened with
great aclat. His reception was very enthusiastic, and
ttie hnc of route was beautifully decorated. His Royal
Highnrss procoeded in the afternoon to lay the corner

regard to collisions. The Qlohe is authorised to state
that there is no truth in this report, and that Mr.
Lindsay has received no authority to enter into negotia-
tions with the United States on behalf of her Majesty's
Government.
The VoirNTEER Movement.—The great Review of

Lancashire Volunteers took place on Saturday at
Knowsley, the seat of the Earl of Derby, in the presence
of nearly 200,000 pei^ons. More than 11,000 Volunteers
accepted his lordship's invitation, and at the close of the
review, which passed off with immense spirit and success.
Sir G. Weatherall addressed the troops, expressing hie
admiration of the discipline and progress they had dis-
played, and concluding by calling upon them to give three
cheers for Lord Derby, to whose kindness and hospitality
they were indebted for that splendid spectacle. The
whole line of Volunteers responded to this appeal by a
prolonged and ringing cheer, which was taken up and
repeated by the spectators. Lord Derby acknowledged the
compliment paid him by two or three times taking off his
hat. The Volunteers were subsequently supplied by Lord
Derby with refreshments on a scale of princely liberality.
At the rear of the plateau on which they had formed
line 10 large tents were erected, each being divided into
two compartments, and each compartment containing
refreshments for the number of men in a battalion," of
which 20 went to compose the five brigades which took
part in the review. The number of each brigade and
battalion was attached to the tents and divisions of
tents thus allotted to the purposes of the commissariat,
80 that all confusion in serving out the refreshments
was avoided. The refreshments consisted of 11,340
meat pies, one for each man, and 59 hogsheads of beer,
brewed atthehall. Nor werethe wantsofthegeneralpublic
forgotten. Tents for their accommodation were erected
at convenient points throughout the park, and refresh-
ments supplied to them by Mr. Morrish of Liverpool, at
a reasonable and regulated rate of charge. Waterbutts
for their use were also placed at intervals along the
ground. The troops shortly afterwards marched
out of the park in the most perfect order
and without crowding or confusion of any kind-

—

The Southwark and Lambeth, or 7th Surrey, assembled
in great force on Saturday at the Sessions House,
Newington Causeway, and marched along the Walworth
Road, Camberwell Park, and Denmark Hill, to the
Greyhound, Duhvich, where they piled arms. After a
halt of about two hours they returned to head-quarters.
—The 1st Surrey mustered on Saturday at Kennington
Oval, whence, attended by their band, they marched
through Clapham to Streatham, Brixton and Camber-
well, where they were dismissed.—The Workmen's
Volunteer Brigade had their first parade and drill on
Saturday evening in an enclosed yard, Botolph Lane,
lent by the parish authorities for the purpose. About
250 men fell in, in two divisions, and the drill was
superintended by Captain Cameron Geddes, late of the
96th Regiment, acting adjutant to the corps. After
each of the drills the men were marched round, the
full

^
band of fifes and drums of the regiment

playing popular and patriotic airs.— A public
meeting has been held at Mile End, at which it
was resolved to take steps to further the objects of
the 2d Company of Tower Hamlets Rifles, aiid more
especially to increase the effective strength of the

were invi i^ f. -['^ l^^^' ^ considerable number 3d Company.-The 12th (Chatham) Kent Artillery was

Prkcr. !f I ^fT^ ^^^ ceremony, after which the inspected on Saturday at Port Amherst by \^scount

Gru"fd Irunk r"*- p '^ ^\ ^"P^^"^!
"^ ^^^^ ^^^"^>' ^^« Lord-Lieutenant, who afterwards went toSin M?r ^^^T^'^Yvr^l"'^^^^^

^^' Sheerness and inspected the 4fch (Sheerness) and theS V fitted nn^n- If
""^ ^^'^ Forces which was 13th (Sheerness Dockyard) companies of Artillery.-The

iCh{f.i •'
ff '

^'^''^'^
T*^

''''*^'
.

^^^ "^^y ^^^^ ^^^^ ^«"t' ^^ Greenwich and Deptford Corps, is raising

nfT™! ,^;". *V'
^^'*^^^"g' ^"^ a magnifi..ent display a company of cadets between the a^es of 12 and 16„^ ,

ening, and a magnificent display
Of trcworks took place on the Victoria Bridge. On
the 30th the Prince visited Aherbrook, St. Hyacinth,
and Lennoxville. He started for Ottawa on the Slst,
and was to visit Boston about the 14th October.
lAfiLUMEVTAET Mo^-EMENTS. — The Hou. Capt.

Oeorgo Windsor Clive, was elected for Ludlow on Wed-
nesday without opposition, in the room of the Hon.
Colonel Percy Herbert.

TT^n
AEMT.-Major-Gen. Sir Harry David Jones,^.B has been appointed Col.-Commandant of theK<^id Engineers, in the room of the late Gen. NicoUs.

T.? r-
,'^?,^^ ^^^ ^"^ Pacific Isi.Ai«n)S.-The Rev.

.John CoWridge Patteaon, M.A., formerly Fellow ofMerton Colkge, Oxford, son of the Right Hon. SirJohn Patteson, late Judge of the Qncen's Bench, has
been nominated Bishop of the Islands of the Pacllic.
acting under the direction of the Bishop of New
^ewaud. He graduated in 1848, and served for some
time as curate of St. James's, Ottery St. Mary, Devon.He aftervvaids went to New Zealand, where he became
chaplam to Bishop Selwyn, and missionary of the

o^I^T\ ^}^'^^'^ ''^ ^^^*^ ^^°^^s«- ^^ ^vi" be conse-cmed^at Christmas next, and will exercise episcopal

unr7T"p°-f'i^^ °' ^^ ^^''^^^^ ^^ ^^^'^ ^-^^'^^ ^otunder the British crown. Mr. Patteson has been for
the last five years in the habit of visiting these islands,
^^ made himself acquainte<l with six or seven of the
principal languages prevailing there, and has always
t>een gladly welcomed by tiie natives.
CoMMERCiAz Mission to the U.vited States —

It was reported hist week that Mr. W. S. Lindsay,
Oi.P. for Sunderland, was about to be despatched on ai^ion to the United States in ord.T to ih-gutiate our
admission into the American coasting tn.de, to arrive
at a mutual understanding respecting belligerent riehts
at sea, and to settle the kw of the two countries with

company oi cauets cecween tiie ages ^„,
A similar company is forming for the Hatcham (New
Cross) Corps, the ages being fixed at between 14 and 16.
When formed this company is to be attached to the
Ist Surrey.—At the opening of the public recreation
ground at Faversham, a few days since, the ladies
of that town and neighbourhood presented a set
of drums and fifes to the 2d Kent Artillery.-
The Cheltenham Volunteers were inspected last week in
the College grounds by Colonel M*Murdo, Inspector-
General, and Colonel Dick, Assistant Inspector of the
district.—Tiie Bath Volunteers, comprising the 1st, 2d,
17th, and ISLb companies of the Somerset Corps have
also been Inspected by Colonel M'Murdo.—On Monday
the members of the Stourport corps were officially
inspected by Lord Lyttelton, the Lord-Lieutenant of
the county.—The 1st Suffolk has just completed its
annual course of musketry drill and target practice

obtamed
in volley

- - — Jr iCTurp of
Merit," 37.86.- On Friday the 3d Suffolk or Wilford
Corps \vere inspected by Colonel Ibbetson on Bromes-
well Heath, three miles from Woodbridge.—The first-
class shots in the 6th Suffolk or Stourmarket corps
competed on Friday at Landgnard Fort for a silver cup
presented by the officers. The firing was at 800 and
900 yards, and the cup was won by Sergeant
Armourer Colson, who make 11 points. Sergeant
Betts scored 10 points, the next best number.— lOi of the workmen belonging to the
Elswall Ordnance works have joined the Newcastle
Corps, and will form a detachment to be called the
EUwick Engineers.—The Bristol Rifles and the 1st
Gloucestershire or Bristol Artillery were inspected on
Saturday on Clifton Down, after which a silver bugle
and colours were presented to the Rifie Corps by the

ladies oi Clifton and its vicinity, and a sdver trumpet
also the gift of the ladies, was presented to the
Artdler^ Corps.—On Friday a silver bugle was presented
by Mrs. Silver, of Norton, on behalf of the ladies of that
parish, to the 2d Shropshire (Market Drayton) CorpsA copper bugle and trumpet, and a drum, which had
been in the battle of the Alma, were at the same time
presented to the corps by Mr. Spencer Silver-^
On Tuesday the 1st Wolverhampton (5th Staffordshire)
was inspected by Lieut.-Colonel Vernon, with a view to
their commencing rifle practice.—On Tuesday the Ist
company of the 1st West York Corps presented to Lady
Mary Thompson, wife of Mr. Leonard Tiiorapson, of
Sheriff Hutton Park, near York, a set of waist and
cross-belts and pouch of ^-blue velvet, in the same style
as the belts of the corps, and mounted with silver
emblems, as an acknowledgment of the compliment paid
the^ corps by her ladyship having enrolled herself as one
of its earliest members.—An influential meeting has
been held at Salisbury, at which it was resolved
to establish a County Rifle Association for Wilt-
shire on the principle of the National Association,
recently inaugurated by Her Majesty at Wimbledon.

—

The first Scottish national " tir " was held last week at
Montrose. On the first day the chief prize, "Scotland's
Cup," value 50Z., open to all Scotland, was contested by
67 competitors, and after an exciiiing contest, which
lasted the whole day, three of the competitors were
found equal, viz. :—Mr. Blackburn, Advocate, Edin-
burgh; Captain Molr, Stirling; and Dr. A, Irvine,
Aberdeen, These gentlemen then shot off the ties,

when Captain Moir won the cup ; Dr. Irvine winning
the second prize, a Richards rifle, value 21^, ; and Mr.
Blackburn the third prize, a Lancaster rifle, value
10^. 10*. The winner shot with Mr. Edward Rosses
Whitworth rifle, the others with a Lancaster and a
Whitworth. "The Ladies' Cross" was won by Mr. John
Gibb, Forfarshire, who made 13 points out of six shots at
150 yards. On Wednesday the Counties Cup for skir-
mishers, value 25^., open to Volunteers of the neighbour-
ing counties, was won by Mr. Mills, Forfar; the Mearna
Gold Medal, was won by Mr. William Thomson, 5th
Kincardine Corps; the Angus and Mearns Cup, value
32^., was won by Sergeant Francis, Dundee; the Ladies
Mearns Cross, was won by Mr. Brown, of the 5th
Kincardine ; and the Montrose Cup, value 25^., open to
all Scotch Volunteers, after a severe contest was won
by Captain Macgregor, of the Leith Rifles, who made
15 points out of 20.—Two members of the 4th Kent
(Woolwich), Mr. Herbert Whomes, who won Mr, Gye's
100^. prize at Wimbleton, and Mr. Muller—were
prpsent at the grand rifle match which has just taken
place at Cologne, and were both successful in competi-
tion for prizes. In the English match Mr. Muller won
the first prize—a silver cup—having made 21 points
in two shots; and Mr. Whomes the second prize, having
made 18 points. Mr. Muller also won the first prize in
another match, having shot the wing off a wooden bird
placed on a pole.—The Colchester Vulunteers competed
on Thursday last in Wyvenhoe Park, near Colchester,
for a prize cup, given by Mr. Gurdon Rebow. The
ranges were at 600 yards, five rounds being fired, and
the ties were shot off at 900 yards. The cup was won
by Mr. Taylor, wine merchant, of Colchester, to whom
it was presented by Lady Georgiana Rebow. The
grounds were then thrown open to the public, for whom
viirious rustic sports were provided.—On Tuesday Lady
Ward presented to the Dudley Volunteers a silver

bugle, purchased by the ladies of the town and neigh-
bourhood. The ceremony took place in the grounds
attached to Dudley Castle, and was witnessed by
upwards of 2000 persons.—On Monday a prize of
10^. 10*., offered by the members for Great Yarmouth,
Sir H. J. Stracey and Sir E. H. K. Lacon, was com-
peted for by the Volunteer corps of the town. At first

the number of competitors was considerable, but at

400 yards' range only two remained, viz.. Lieutenant
Browne and private Fenner. At 500 yards private

Fenner mads eight points, and Lieut. Browne six

points, and the former was accordingly adjudged the

winner.

dForetgn*

FfiANCE.—The Monitevr of Sunday contained the
following article respecting the Muratist intrigues at

Napbs :

—

" Prince Murat has published a letter disavowing those who
would in his name excite troubles at Naples. The Govern-
ment of the Emperor can only applaud this declaration; but
the hope whicb the Prince expresses in that letter of being one
day able to go to Naples with the consent and support of
France is too much opposed to the wishes of the Emperor to
allow sucb a supposition to pass without au official disavowaL"

To this article Prince Murat immediately replied in the
following letter to the Editor :

—

*' Sir,—I have to protest against the interpretation given to
my letter in yesterday's MoyUtettr. I never had the presump-
tion to engage beforehand either the policy of the Emperor or
the alliance of France ; but I think, and I wished to say, that
if, free from all foreign influence, universal suffrf^re should
express itself in my favour, the wish of the populations would
doubtless not be less respected by Naples than it has been by.
otherpartsof Italy.—I remain, &c., L. Mprat."

The Emperor and Empress arrived at Thonon on Friday
and made an excursion on the Lake of Geneva as far

as Evian. On Saturday they proceeded to Sallanchfls,

and were enthusiastically greeted by numerous inha-

bitants of the mountains scattered in groups along the
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j^QQ^, Tiieir Majesties arrived at Charaounix on

Sunday, and were eutlmsiastically received, the whole

town being illuminated. After visiting the Mer de

Glace, the Emperor and Empress proceeded to Boane-

viUe, travelling by the road on the right bank of the

Arve through Marignier, the usual road having been
rendered impassable by the heavy rains. In passing

through Cluses, their Majesties visited the large watch-

making school in that place. On Tuesday morning the

Emperor and Empress left Bonneville for Chambery,
where they passed the night, and on Wednesday morn-
ing proceeded to Grenoble, where they were received

with enthnsiasm. The Bishop of Grenoble, in addressing

their Majesties, said :
—" It is a great consolation to see

that wherever there exists a just and holy cause the

banner of Franco is raised to support or to avenge it. The
armies of the Emperor are serving the sacred interests

of Christian civilisation in the Far East, they maintain
the chief of the Church on the throne which they have
re-established, and the security of which is now so me-
naced; and they also avenge in Syria the outrages
4^gainst religion and humanity." The Emperor during his

prt:^ress through Savoy has granted vai'ious large sums
for purposes of local utility—300,000f. to the towns
and communes of the department for the most urgent
local improvements ; 200,000f. for the opening of a new
street at Chambery; 500,000f. to Chambery as pur-

chase money of its ban-acks and military buildings ;

4i00,000f. to a lunatic asylum at Bassens; 500,000f.

to make Aix-les-Btiins a first-class watering-place,

and the old castle of Chambery is to be trans-

formed into an Imperial residence.—The Pa^s states

that there is no foundation for the rumour that Signor
Farini had requested the Emperor to send French regi-

ments to garrison the different towns of Lombardy.

—

The Pairie says that there is no intention of increasing

the garriscm at Rome, and that the regiment which has
been dispatched to that capital has merely been sent to

replace another regiment which will return to France.
The same journal says :

—" The report that Austria is

about to occupy the Marches and Umbria is without
foundation. Austria will confine herself to repelling

any attack which may eventually be made uponVenetia.
France will protect Rome alone, as the army of
General Lamorici^re suffices for the defence of the
Pontifical provinces.'*— The speeches made by the
various members of the Government at the meetings of
the Councils-General have been most pacific Marshal
Magnan announced to the Council-General of the Bas-
Khin that he had an assurance of the maintenance of
peace from the Emperor himself. "It would be," he
«aid, *' contrary to the intentions and to the wishes of
the Emperor were the good relations broken which now
•exist between the European Powers." M. Michel
Chevalieiv at the Council-General of the Hfeult,
extolled the exploits and wisdom of the Emperor, and
expressed his conviction that the abandonment of the
prohibitive system in France and the commercial

treaty with England will open a new career of pros-

perity to France, draw nations closer together, and
confirm the peace of the world.—It is said that

Prince Napoleon and the Princess Clotilde are about to

visit the coasts of England, Scotland, and Ireland, in

their yacht, the Prince being desirous of pursuing some
agricultural investigations. — The Gloire, iron-cased

frigate, lately launched at Toulon, has made several

trial trips which have fully confirmed the success of this

new description of vessel. Vice-Admiral Trehouart,

M. Dupuy de L6me, and some superior officers of naval

engineers, were present at the trial, and fully approved
of the rate of speed attained.—Mr. Jolm Mitchell, one

of the convicted Irish rebels of 1818, according to the

Limerick Chronicle, has left Richmond, his adopted

country, for France, at the invitation of the Emperor,
who has conferred upon him a Government appoint-

ment.
Spaot.—^The Queen of Spain has offered the King

of Naples a refuge in Spain, in the event of his leaving

his States, and the offer has been accepted by his

Majesty, The Spanish Minister at Vienna, who is also

accredited to the Court of Munich, has just negotiated a

treaty between Spain and Bavaria for the mutual
extradition 0/ criminals.

SwiTZEBLAND.—The Ambassadors of Switzerland at

the Courts of Paris, London, Berlin, and Turin
aisembled at Berne on Monday for a Conference with
the Federal Council.

PfiuasiA.—The Prince Regent of Prussia and all the

Royal Princes have been invited by the Emperor of

Russia to a grand hunting party at Warsaw. The
Prince Regent will probably proceed there in the

middle of the present month, after the conclusion of

the manoftuvres of the Prussian troops. This visit may
be officially considered as made in return for the last

visit of the Emperor Alexander to Breslau.

RtrasiA.—The Emperor left St, Petersburg on the
23d ult. on a tour of inspection, accompanied by the
Minister of War and other Generals, proceeding first to

Tver, and thence to Moscow and Toula. The Emperor
wiU be absent about 10 days, and will then join the
Empress at Tsarskoe-Selo. A widow about 40 years of
age committed suicide a few days since at Moscow by
burning herself to death on a funeral pile. She had
repeatedly declared that in these times the sacrifice of
human victims was necessary to appease the wrath ot

-God against sinners, and the Moscow journals state,

that self-cremation, from motives of religious fanaticism,

not rare in the Russian empire. In the province of

Olonetz, last spring, 15 persons, men and women, bm-nt
themselves to death in the belief that they were per-
forming an act pleasing to God.
Austria,—Count Nadasdy, the Minister of Justice,

who has already twice tendered his resignation, insists

upon leaving the Cabinet at the close of the extraordinary
session of the Reichsrath, the first plenary sitting of
which is now fixed for the 10th inst. His retirement
will bring about, if not a complete change, at least

essential modifications, in the present Ministry. During
his stay at Vienna, Prince Metternich has not ceased to

urge the Government to enter frankly upon liberal

reforms, which he stated to be the only efficacious

means of establishing the influence of Austria abroad.

The Prince was present on Saturday last at a Cabinet
Council at Schonbrunn, presided over by the Emperor.
Hungary.—Letters from Pesth state that although

tranquillity continues to prevail in Hungary, it is less
j

to be attributed to the measures taken by the Govern-
ment than to the perfect unity with which the national
movement is organised throughout the country. The
instructions for this course of action have been given
by secret chiefs, and are observed by the masses with
an admirable discipline. It is therefore believed that
unless the Government brings the present crisis tp a
solution, grave complications will result.

The Adeiatio.—The Archduke Ferdinand Maximi-
lian is now coasting the rfiores of the Adriatic, in order

|

to inspect the means of defence ordered along the
Austrian coasts against any attack by Garibaldi. In
the event of the King of Naples embarking on board
a Spanish vessel, the Austrian squadron at Naples has
orders to return immediately to Trieste.

Italy.— The Annexation Committee assembled at
Naples on Monday and received a letter from Garibaldi,

stating that, as the state of the country requires a
definite solution, he will arrive at Naples about the 8th
inst., and will then in the name of Victor Emmanuel
assume the Dictatorship of the Two Sicilies, The
Committee is making preparations for his reception, and
the city is to be illuminated for three nights. Another
reactionary conspiracy was discovered on the 1st

inst,, when a mass of proclamations was seized.

In consequence of this discovery the Ministers
tendered their resignations, but the King declined

|

to accept them. Prince Ischitella having refused
'

to undertake the Presidency, and nobody else daring
to accept it. General Catrofiano, who had been
appointed Commander-in-Chief at Naples, had assem-
bled the General Staff of the National Guard, and
declared to them that he reckoned on their assistance,

but that he would shoot all traitora and the heads of

secret societies, Tlie Chiefs of the National Gmurd
have since entered the Royal Palace and demanded from
the King the dismissal of Generals d*Ischitella and
Catrofiana This demand has been complied with, and
General Viglia has now been appointed Commander-in-
Chief of the Army, and General Desanjeto Commander
of the National Guard. The confusion is increasing in

the city. The King had presided at a Council of
Ministers, at which resistance was resolved upon, but
his Majesty promised that he would not bombard the
city. The foreign Ambassadors were subsequently
applied to for the purpose of guaranteeing the neutrality

of Naples with the view of preserving from hostilities

the territory of the capital itself, but the Ambassadors
unanimously declined to accede to the proposition. The
pictures, the furniture of the palace, and the baggage
of the King, have been embarked on board a Spanish
vessel, and his Majesty was expected to leave Naples
for Gaeta on Thursday, The Minister Pianelli had
assembled 20,000 men at Capua, under the command
of Generals Bosco and Barbalonga, and another mili-

tary camp had been formed at Avellino. Four thousand

men, under the command of General Torre, have dis-

embarked at SaprL Garibaldi landed on the coast

near Salerno on the 5th inst., and proceeded imme-
diately to Eboli on the high road to Naples. Several

corps were to join on the following day. A battle was
expected on the 7th between Capua and Nocera, The
Royal troops occupied strong positions, and had been
visited by the King and his brother. Part of the

Royal troops at Salerno have fraternised with the

insurgents, and part have been dispersed. The district

of Sala and the province of Terra di Lavoro have risen

in insurrection to the cry of "Long live Victor

Emmanuel!" At Naples also placards have been posted

up with the words, " Viva VtUore Mmnianuele ! '*

The soldiers attempted to tear them down, but the

Lazzaroni interfered and blows were exchanged on

both sides. Lord Llanover is now at Naples.

Mr. Edwin James, M.P., the Hon. Mr. Ashley,

and other Englishmen have also arrived and left

in a Sardinian vessel to pay a vis-t to Garibaldi at

Salerno. The Count of Syracuse, the King's

uncle, left Naples on Friday in a Sardinian steamer,

having been summoned to Turin by the electric tele-

graph, and is now residing in the Royal Palace of that

city. He will shortly proceed to Florence to visit

Prince Carignan, and will remain there ten days. Two
Sardinian vessels with troops arrived at Naples on the

morning of the 3d inst., and it is said that, should

anarchy ensue, a disembarkation of Sardinian troops

may be expected. Other advices say, that as soon as the

revolution takes place, Sardinian troops will occupy the

States of the Church. Letters from Reggio state that

General Briganti, whose brigade was one of the two

which surrendered last week to General Cosenz, had '

been guilty of treason, in massing his division togethe'*m such a way that they were surrounded, and that in
consequence of their indignation he whs shot at
Monteleone by the soldiers of his own regiment. After
the surrender of these brigades Garibaldi was surrounded
by the Neapolitan troops, who cheered and embraced
him, and their dehght was unbounded when he
told them that all who desired to do so might
return home. About 2000 availed themselves of
this offer. In accordance with Baron Brennier's
demand for satisfaction for the assRult recently com-
mitted on him, the Duke of Canajello has been sent
to Paris to express officially to the Emperor the pro-
foBud regret of the King of the Two Sicilies at the
assault, and at the inability of the Government to dis-

cover the individuals guilty of it. The demand of the
Sardinian Minister for satisfaction on account of the
late attack of the troops on the Sardinian Bersaglieri

has also been successful. The Neapolitan Government
has ordered the soldiers engaged in the affray to be
brought to a court-martial, and has paid 25,000f. to be
distributed to the families of the five victims of the
outrage.—-A great conspiracy, organised by secret

agents, with the object of provoking manifestations in

favour of Garibaldi, has been discovered at Udine,
Numerous arrests have taken place at Udine, as well as

in other Venetian towns. The Austrian Govern-
ment, foreseeing an attack on Venetia, is actively

carrying on the works for the completion of a
brftnch hne to connect the Venetian railways with
those of Germany. On the 5th inst, the line from
Kabresina to Udine will be inaugurated. This railway

will enable Anstrla to transport a considerable force

to Venetia in a few days.—Accounts from Rome
state that General Lamorici^re, in an order of the

day, has directed his troops to phinder any town
which, on the approach of the enemy, should

rise in iosurrecton.—General De Ncue, the com-
mander of the French army at Rome, has atmonnced to

his officers that he has received orders from the Em-
peror to de&nd tlie provinces of Rome, Civita Vecchia,

Comarco, and Viterbo. All political manifestations

have been prohibited. Aucona has been declared in a

state of siege, and the Papal delegate has been recalled.

Pontecorvo and Benevento are almost in a state of

insurrection. Agitation likewise prevails in all the

other provinces.

Sicily.—The official journal of Sicily contains a
decree by the pro-Dictator Depretis, opening a loan by
subscription for the amomit of 3,400,000fr. 5 per cent,

rente, representing a capital of 68 millions of francs.

The bonds of the old Sicilian renie are to be withdrawn,

and issued again on the same model as the new ones.

By another decree the old Sicilian debt contracted by
the Parliament of 1848-19, which had been repudiated

by the Bourbon Government, is to be paid off.—Gari-

l^di has decreed the adoption of the decimal system for

the coinage in Sicily. The new pieces beai- the head of

his Sardinian Majesty, with the legend " Victor-

Emmanuel, King of Italy."

Turkey.—The Porte has refused to allow the conven-

tion regulating the intervention in Syria, to contain any
allusion to the -Hatti-Humayoun of 1856, as suggested

by the Ambassadors of the Great Powers. Vekif Effendi

has therefore received formal instructions not to sign the

convention until the allusion be removed. The Sultan

has addressed a letter to the Grand Vizier, ordering him
to return immediately without visiting Bosnia and Herze-

govina, although agitationcontinnally prevails in those

provinces. An emeute has occurred at Tirnova, and
another of a more serious character is apprehended at

Philippopoli, where the Russian propagandaisvery active.

Austria is said to have offered to assist the Porte in the

event of an outbreak in Bosnia. Constantinople is

tranquil, but armed Montenegrins arrive there daily.

MONTENEGfiO. — Letters from Dalmatia in the

Austrian journals state that the Princess Darinka,

widow of Prince Danielo, is about to marry his nephew
and successor. Prince Nicolas, though he is some years

her junior; and it is rumoured that the assassination of

the Prince was planned by the Princess herself in order

to accomplish this marriage
Stria.—It is again asserted that Christians have

been massacred at Baalbec, Bekaa, Cofarbaram, and in

the villages near Saint Jean d'Acre- Some anxiety is

manifested by the Christians in Palestine. Letters

from Damascus state that the late executions have

struck terror into the inhabitants of that citv, which

remained tranquil. Those condemned to hard labour

and detention were about to be taken, under a strong

escortj to Beyrout, to be embarked for Constantinople.

Among the persons hanged were brothers, sons, and
parents of the first men in the country. No attention

was paid to their rant or dignity. All the other

principal persons compromised are to be arrested and

tried, and the sentences are to be enforced immediately

after they are pronomiced.—The Pairie and Pai^s give

a positive deniid to the report that Prussia and Russia

are about to eend 6000 men each to Syria,

Egypt.—Said Pacha ig] taking strong measures

against the Druses who are coming into Egypt for con-

cealment. A iew days ago he started himself in great

haste on hearing of some Druses having crossed the

Desert with a number of Christian slave girls; he

succeeded in intercepting them, liberated the Christiaoi,

and beheaded a number of Druses on the spot-

INDIA.—The Bombiiy mail of the 8th August has

arrived. ^ Henry Ward died of cholera at Madras oa
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tlie 2d \il^, end was buried on tlie following day in St,

Mark's Churcli, Port St. George. The Hon. W. A.

Moreh^acl succeeds provisionally to the Governorship.

—

The Income-tai came into operation on the 1st August.

Extraordinary revelations have taVen place in a libel

case as to the manner in which taxes have been collected

in Oude. It appears that an Oude newspaper charged

Ram Dyal, one of the Extra-Commissioners for collec-

,ting the Income-tax, with great oppression and cruelty.

Kam B^al brought his action agjuust t'le paper for libel,

and the defendants pleaded in justification that insults

. were offered to the zenanas ofpersons who were unwilling

or unable to pay the tax ; that persons were compelled to

contribute who were not liable to the tax; and that

women were stripped of their jewels, which were their

own property, to pay the tax due from the male mem-
bers of the family. Captain Chamberlain, Commandant
of the Police at Lucknow, was examined in support of

these pleas, and stated that having read the charges in

the local paper, he had inqmred into them, and found
thei^ truth to be notorious ; and that he had directed

Lieutenant Scott, who commanded under him, to make
further inquiries. Captain Chamberlain has since been
dismissed from his appointment, and Lieutenant Scott

suspended. The trial was not concluded at the depar-

ture of the mail.

Chika.—;The British forces were ready for attack,

but the French had protested against commencing hos-

tilities, on account of having lost all their harness in

the vessel which was wrecked at Amoy, and having also

2000 men less than the British. On the 26th June
Lord Elgin induced Barou Gros to withdraw the pro-
test. The attack was to commence immediately.
United States —The correspondence between the

British and American Governments on the trade in

slaves and coolies has been published. President
. Buchanan will not accede to the propositions of Lord
John Eossell, because, in his opinion, to do so would be

. to violate the principle of non-intervention by which
the United States Government has been animated ever
since 1793, when Washington was President. He
says that until the terms of the treaty between England
.and Spain for the suppression of the slave trade are
carried out in good faith, that trade can never be aup-

i pressed, and he denounces the Coolie trade as
being open to the same objections that
jare laid to the doors of the negro traders.

—

General Houlston has declined to become a candi-
.
date for the Presidency, and urges a union of the

.
Conservatives, and the Union men against Lincoln.

.
Mr. Victor G. Audubon, son of John James Audubon,

. died pa the Ilth ulfc. at New York, at the age of 51.
He assisted his father in getting up his works on orni-
thology, and was an artist of considerable talent.

—

General Walker, with his Filibusters, has attacked and
taken Truxillo, in Honduras, after a very brief resist-

ance. His schooner, the Clinton, had previously been
. seized by the British Consul at Belize. It is said that
he intends to establish a slaveholding Republic that
will encourage and legalise the importation of slaves
into the Southern States, and that his scheme has the
approbation of Mr. Douglas, the Democratic candidate
for the American Presidency,

British Columbia.—Advices from British Columbia
,
to the Ist ult, report that four small steamers were
.building at Victoria to run on Eraser River and other
-inland waters. Several brick buildings were erecting
in Victoria, with an increased disposition to invest in
real estate. The mining news states that the Chinese
continued to flock to the diggings, ah*eady outnumber-
ing the whites five to one. Her Majesty's ship Satellite
had sailed from Victoria for England.

ISanfe of ©nfilairt.
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

NotCiUtued *:9.914.3ra GoTernmrnt Debt .. .. Jeu,015,100

Other Securities . . ., 3,469,900

Gold Coin and BuUion .. 15,439,900

Silver BulUoa

^£29.914.375

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

L914.375

Proprieion Capital.. .. ^H.553.(IOO

Rest 3.JK./23
PuDlic UepOBits (includ-

ing Etchequer,Saviii(Ci
BsBks, Commisaionert
of Nat. Debt, and Diti-

dend Accta.) 6,496,821

Other UepoBits 11431.519

ScTeu day and otVer biUa r>U339

je38,9S0.402

6th dar of SepU 1S60.

Government Securities

(includiDB Deadweight
Annuity)

Other Securitiea ..

Motea
Geld and Silver Corn

* A

» •

^9,663.511
20,101,934

8,4M.285
730,672

jE3S 980402

U. MARSH ALL. Chief Cashier.

'

GTitii intelligence.
East India Stock.—Under the provisions of the

recent Act of Parliament all business connected with
East India Stock will in future be transacted at the
Bank of Ene-land.

MoKEY Market, Friday.—British Friros : Con-
sols closed at 93J to i for Monev, and 93i to I for the
nth of October; Bank Stock, 232| to 231; Reduced
and New Three per Cents., 93^ to ^ ; Five and a Half
per Cent. Eiifaced Rupee Paper, 102^ ; India Bonds, 4s.

dis.; Exchequer Bills, 4s, prem.—FoREi«y: Buenos
Ajrt's Six per Cents, for Acct., 95; Ditto Deferred, 31;
New Granada Active, 15f; Ditto Deferred, 5^; the
Spanish Committee's Certificates, 5f; Turkish Guaran-
teed Four per Cents., for Acct., lOOi ; Venezuela Three
per Cents., for Acct., 24^ to 24.

Gtajette of tfie Hieefe.
TUESDIT-BANKROPTS—C.BoTTBir, Crawford PaaBase.ClerVenweU

Brass founder—F, T. BaAastHGTon. Burelem, Steiffordahire, Boot and Shoe
Maker—a.BuTTLK, 54, Look Acre, Tailor—J. Cijirke, Kidderminster and
Bewdley, Worcestershire, Tanner, Currier, Leather Factor, and Japanner—
C.Dkhks. 49, North John Street, LiTerpool, Importer of foreign Merchan-
dise and Wine Merchant—J. F. Kest, Croydon, Surrey, Builder—P Milns,
Stamford, Lincolnshire, Bootmaker and Leather Cutter—S. F. L. Fbbbira
.and J. Grant. 91, Great Tower Street, City, Wine Merchants-J. SEAaoN,
'^Xeeds, Yorkshire. Cabinet Uaker and Furniture Broker—W. P. Watsow.
J9, Uampstead Road, Draper.
SCOTCH SEQUfcSTRATIONS-W. Isslis, jun.. Leith, Merchant-

S-V.****"!^' Dundee, Rope and Sail Maker.
•FRIDAY -BANKfiUptS -J. Fell, New Compton Street. Soho,
t.urner— R Fbev.la.id, Manchester, and J. Frbrlasd, tKirkintilloch,
fecotUnd, Merchants — T. L. Holdich. Hinckley, Leicestershire. Iron-
BioiiRer—G.JoB>8UH, Durham Place, Hackney Road, Shoe Manufacturer-
J. U. ItsjiT, Lmiehouae, Dtrnper—T. J. Smith, Luton. Bedfordshire. Tailor—
C. SFiRiss.Duke htrwt Portland Place, Beer Merchant-jAMEs Thomso:t,

x'^.Jyf^^ "^ h WooDHousE, Birmingham. Warehou«men-J

5SSi%-t^^'^Sa?Jl^fJ?,^^^.:^^"^ BuUder^-M. A. Woon. Luton.

Btvcct, Lace Mmnufacturert*

1

Meteopolitan Boaed of Woek3.—The annual

report of this Board has just been issued, from which

the following are extracts :

"The Northern High Level Sewer is fast approaching com-

pletion. The line will extend from near the foot of Hamp-
Btead Hill to a point on the River Lee, near Old Ford, being

with the branches about eight miles in length. When
finished it will complete the interception of the waters

descending from the high grounds of Highgate and Hampatead,

and, while effecting a general improvement in the local

drainage throughout its entire length, it will relieve Hackney
and the adjacent districts from the evils arising from the foul

condition of the open watercourse by which they were
intersected. The high level sewer south of the Thames was
commenced on the 26th of December, 1859. This work wiU
extend from High Street. Clapham, to Deptford Creek, a

length of about 9 miles, 2,940 feet, traversing in its course

Stockwell. Cambcrwell, Peckham, and New Cross. The course

which will be ultimately selected for the low level sewer north

of the Thames will depend upon the decision at which Parlia-

ment may arrive with respect to the embankment of that

river. The Board have on former occasions expressed

the opinion that it would be most important to con-

struct this sewer in conjunction with a Thames embankment,

but whether that can be accomplished or not de-

pends on the provision which may eventually be made
by Parliament for defraying the cost of the embankment. As
the period within which the main drainage works are to be

finished is fixed by Act of Parliament—viz. , the Slst of Decem-
ber, 1863, it becomes of extreme urgency that an early solu-

tion of this important question should be arrived at. The
Board have directed their attention to the disposal and utilisa-

tion of sewage-matter, and, though nothing has been sub-

mitted to them which enables them to speak with any definite-

ness npon the subject, they are willing to hope that the period

may not be far distant when some satisfactory results may be
arrived at which may augment the means at present available

of adding to the fertility of the soil, and at the same time be-

come a source of revenue to the ratepayers. As regards

the Southwark and Westminster commimication, the
Board have proceeded with as much expedition as was
practicable for obtaining possession of the property re-

quired for the improvement. The sum paid or agreed to

be paid for the property in the locality in question during the
year ending the 23th of March for the purposes of the street

was 110,374^ 17«., making the total expenditure under this

head up to the same date, 222,232i, 11*. Sd., the claims amoimt-
ing to 306,512i. 8«. Id. These included 102 freehold aud copy-
hold estates, and 71 leasehold interests and goodwills. The
ground for the Covent Garden approach has, with one excep-
tion, been entirely cleared. The claims for this property
amounted to 157,725i. 17*. Si., which have been settled for

92,849/. 14«. 8d. Towards the end of this year the new offices

for the Board will be finished, and the improved passage into

St. James's Park from Spring Gardens completed. The
receipts of the Board during the year ending 25th March, 1S60,

amount to 670,1931. lis. 7d., while the payments during the
same period amounted to 594,2S8i. 14s. Sd."

The Geeat Bell.—A Parliamentary paper has
been issued containing reports on the condition of the

great hell by Dr. Tyndall, Dr. Percy, and the Astronomer
Royal. These reports relate principally to the cavities,

cracks, and composition of the bell, and to other

matters of a technical or scientific character. They all

agree that there is as yet no sensible alteration in the
quality of the sound which the bell gave out before the

crack was discovered, and Mr. Turle, the organist of

Westminster Abbey, has expressed an opinion to the
same eflect. It appears from the general tenor of

these reports that there is some probability of another
attempt being made to use the bell.

Untveesitt of Londok.— The Council of this

university have given notice that the second examina-
tion for the new degree of Bachelor of Science, will

commence on Monday, the 22d of October, at Burling-

ton House. Candidates will be examined in mechanics,

natural philosophy, organic and inorganic chemistry,

animal physiology, geology, paleontology, logic, and
moral philosophy. The examination for honours,

in connection with this degree, will take place in the

following week. The examination for the degree of

Doctor of Science will take place annually within the

first fourteen days of June.

Packet Conteacts.—The Committee on Govern-
ment Contracts with the Steam packet Companies for

the conveyance of mails by sea have made their first

report, leaving telegraphic contracts for a second, which
is to follow. The Committee state that the Admiralty
enter into these contracts, but the Treasury have the

power of prescribing their terms and of communicating
with the Post Office and Colonial Office on the questions

involved, but there is no proper concert between these

departments, each of which hasacted in several important
cases without a knowledge of what the others have
done or sanctioned. In the case of the Dover contract,

the Committee state that it was extended in 1855 by
the Admiralty without the sanction of the Treasury,

which was essential as the only legitimate authority

for such an act; but when the Committee came to in.

vestigate the grounds of the renewal, " the minute and

other important papers were missing

!

" With regar

to the Canadian and United States contracts, of which

: full details are given, the Committee state that the

result of the arrangements entered into with the

Cunard, the Lever, and the Montreal Companies, is

that England and Canada are subsidising rival lines.

They consider that these and other defects of adminis-

tration must be remedied in future transactions, and

that the responsibility of the Treasury should be com-

plete and effective. Lastly, they record their convic-

tion that it is quite practicable to dispense with large

subsidies in cases where ordinary traffic supports several

lines of steamers, and that, in the circumstances which

have for some years existed in regard to the communi-

cation between this country and North America, no^

such subsidies are required to secure a regular, speedy,

and efficient postal service.

Ancient Coins.—The finding of gold, silver, and

copper coins, ornaments, and other relics, having led to

considerable confusion and dissatisfaction among the

persons finding and those claiming a right to them, he?

Maiesty's Government have issued, through the Secre-

tary of State for the Home Department, the following

instjuctions to the chief constables in the provinces :—
" Whitehall, Aug. 27.

" Sir.—I am authorised by Secretary Sir George Lewis to

inform you that the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury have

been pleased to authorise the payment to finders of ancient

coins, gold or silver omamente. aud other relics of antiquity in

England and Wales, of the actual value of the articles on th«

same being deUvered up for behoof of the Crown, and I am to

request thtt you will instruct the police officers of your county

tokive notice of the instructions of her Majesty s Government;

and to inform all persons who shall hereafter make discoveries

of any such articTea, that on their delivering them to the

sheriff they will receive from the Treasury rewards equal in

amount to the full intrinsic value of the articles In aU cases-

where it shall come to the knowledge of the police that such

articles have been found, and that the perdous having found

them refuse or neglect to deliver them up. Sir George Lewi*

desires that measures may be taken for then- i-ecovery, and.

that information may be forwarded to him.—I am, Ac,
G. CuvE.

NOBTH Atlantic Telegkaph.—A letter from Cap-

tain Allen Young, dated Haldersvig, Aug. 7th, states

that the Fox was on the point of starting for Iceland^,

after a successful survey of the Faroe Isles. All well.

on hoard.

Sir Benjamin Beodie has lately undergone an

operation on his eyes, which had become impaired either

from advancing cataract or glaucoma. It is under*

stood that the operation on at least one eye has failed.

New London Chdecheb.—In addition to the new

church about to be erected in Mayfair, as stated in ouf

last Number, several others are in progress of comple*

tion iu diflferent parts of the metropolis. The new

j
church of AU Saints, Kensington Park, is to he conse-

I

crated on Thursday, November 1. The Rev. John

Light, M.A., late curate of Ashton-under-Lyne, has

been appointed to the incumbency.—A new churchi

dedicated to St. Luke, is erectmg near King's Cross

in one of the worst districts of the parish of St. Pan-

eras. The Rev. C. H. Andrews, hite curate of St.

Paiicras, has been nominated incumbent.—In the parish

of Paddington a new church is to be erected for the

extensive district of St. John. The Rev. G. F. Pres-

cott, M.A., formerly curate of Little Marsden» Lan-

cashire, will be the incumbent.—Two new churches are

to be erected in Westminster, one of them, dedicated to

St. Peter, being at present in progress in Great Wind-

mill Street, at the top of the Haymarket, in

the centre of a very poor district. A site has

been secured, and plans prepared for another new

church, to be dedicated to St. James the Less.—

A new church is rapidly approaching completion in

Onslow Square, of which the Rev. Capel Molyneui,

M.A.. chaplain of the Lock Hospital, has been nomi-

nated the incumbent.—In the parish of ClerkenwelU

new church (Christ Church) has just been commenced

in Penton Street, Pentonville, of which the Rev. Dr.

Courtenay will be the incumbent.—Another church is

to be erected in Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Lane,

the poorest part of the parish of St. Andrew, Hoiborn.

—Holy Trinity Church, Knightsbrldge, will be shortly

consecrated, the Rev. Dr. Wilson, head master of St.

Peter's Collegiate School, Faton Square, being the

incumbent.—A new church is to be built in Penn

Street, Hoxton, as soon as a district can be consti-

tuted from the parish of St. John's, Hoxton, containing

at present about 25,000 people, with two churches and

five clergymen.—New churches are also to be com*

menced, as soon as circumstances will admit, in Poplar

(^t the junction of North Street and the East India

Road), and in Bethnal Green.
The Peefeement of the Ret. F. D. Maubice.—

On the incumbency of St. Peter's Church, Vere Street?,

becoming vacant a few weeks since by the death of the

Rev. Edward Scobell, the Right Hon. W. Cowper,

First Commissioner of Works, to whose department the

appointment belongs, nominated the Rev. Frederick

Denison Maurice, M.A., of Exeter College, Oxford, and

chaplain of Lincoln's-Inn, to the vacant benefice. The

appointment was strongly condemned by a considerable

body of the clergy, ou the ground that Mr. Maurice

had taught unsound doctrines at King's College, and a

memorial numerously signed was presented to the

Bishop of London to refuse him institution. His lord-

ship declined to adopt this course, and Mr. Maurice is

now in lull possession of his benefice. An address is

about to be presented to him, signed by clerical and lay

members of the Church of England, expressing their
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--^ig^^n at'KU^appomtment. and stating that

fhougli they differ from him in some of his views as

thev ao from each other, they consider him not only as

/of the most learned theologians of the day, but

jnore particularly as a wise and benevolent co-operator

with the working classes of the community. The address

,js signed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Earl de

Grey and Ilipon, Lord Richard Cavendish, the

Bishops of St. David's and Labuan, the Deans

of Westminster, Canterbury. Ely, Hereford, and

Chichester, Canon Stanley, Mr. Alfred Tennyson, Sir J.

Kay Shuttleworth, Bart., Sir E. Strachey, Bart., Lord

Lyttelton, the Earl of Airlie, Lord Monteagle, Mr.

Chichester Fortescue, M.P., Mr. Bazley, M.P., Mr.

Cavendish Bentinck, M.P., Mr. C. Buxton, M.P., Mr.

Malins, M.P., Mr. Puller, M.P., Mr. O. Ricardo, M.P.,

Mr. Rich, M.P., Mr. Stirling, M.P., Sir Lawrence Peel;

the Rev. Dr. Jacobson, Regius professor of divinity in

the University of Oxford; the Public Orator at Cam-

bridge, the Head Masters of Harrow, Rugby, Shrews-

bury, Marlborough, Kidderminster, Leeds, Nottingham,

Hereford, Worcester, and other schools ; the Sub Dean

of her Majesty's Chapel Royal ; the Rev. Charles Kings-

ley, Regius professor of modern history at Cambridge

;

the masters of Downing and Sidney Colleges, Cam-

bridge. Mr. Tom Taylor, Canon Cureton, Prebendaries

Cook, Coleridge, Sedgwick. Thompson, Heaviside,

Musgrave and Melvill ; Professor Perowne; Sir P.

Palgrave, deputy keeper of the public records; Mr.

Pollock, master of the Exchequer ; Mr. Nassau Senior,

late professor of political economy at Oxford ; and a

large number of college tutors and beneficed clergymen.

Memorial to Mr. Pugin.—The Dean of Canter-

bury, Sir Edward Cust, Bart., Archdeacon Thorp, Mr.

Charles Barry, Mr. T. D. Acland, Mr. Beresford Hope,

and other gentlemen, have been appointed a committee

for the purpose of founding a travelling studentship in

architecture to commemorate the services of the late

Mr. Pugin in the promotion of true principles of

medieval architecture. It is proposed that the interest

of the fund shall be awarded to an architectural student

in such maimer and at such periods as may hereafter be

decided, and be expended in travelling in the United

Kingdom, and in examining and illustrating its

mediajval architecture, sculpture, and painting. About

300Z. has been subscribed. Mr. Beresford Hope and

Mr. Gilbert Scott will act as treasuiers of the fund,

and the Royal Institute of British Architects will be

Execution of thi-j Walworth Murderer.—The
execution of William Godfrey Youngman for the mur-

ders of his mother, two brothers, and sweetheart, took

place on Tuesday morning in front of Horsemonger

Lane gaol in the presence of 30,000 persons. Since the

execution of the Mannings, nearly 11 years ago. at the

samo place, no crowd half so vast has assembled in

London at a similar spectacle. The great bulk of the

people stood in a compact mass in the limited area m
front of tbe prison, in all the little adjacent streets

which commanded a view, however remote, of the

gallows, and hundreds clustered on the house tops. A
considerable number were half-grown men, boys, and

women of the lowest class, many of whom bad assem-

bled in front of the prison so early as 9 o'clock on the

previous evening, and passed the night upon the

spot. As the morning advanced the crowd con-

tinued to augment, until it reached propor.

I made from the first, that bis mother murdered bis two
' brothers and his sweetheart, and that he killed her in

self-defence. After their departure the governor and the

chaplain spent a considerable time in vain endeavours

to induce him to relieve himself by confessing the

crime, upon which he did not, as before, assert

his innocence, but, on the contrary, maintained

a strict silence, leavmg an impression on the minds of

the governor and the chaplain that it was a tacit assent

to the justice of his sentence. Ou being pinioned for

execution a death-like pallor suffused his countenance,

but he was nevertheless qtiiet and collected, and

ascended the drop with a firm step. There, on con-

fronting the vast mass of human beings, he looked wild

and startled, but, recovering his composure, he allowed

himself to be placed on the drop, and, with evident

fervour and an audible voice, he followed the chaplain

in a prayer, clasping his hands in unmistakeable

devotion. For a moment he paused to request the

executioner, who was adjusting the noose, to pinion his

legs, which was done ; and after thanking the chaplain

for his kindness and requesting him to give his love to

his brother and all at home, the drop fell and he died

in a few minutes. At 10 o*clock the body was cut

down and buried, towards evening, within the precincts

of the prison.

The Public Health.—The Keglstrar-Ueneral s

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in

the week that ended Saturday the 1st September were

1018. Deducting from the returns the deaths from

cholera that occurred in the 35th week of 1854, the

average number of deaths in the corresponding weeks

of the°10 years 1850-9, corrected for increase of popula-

tion, was 1149. The present return is therefore 131

helow^ the average. During the week the births of

944 boys and 905 girls, in all 1849 children, were

registered iu London. In the 10 corresponding weeks

of the years 1850-59, the average number was 1586.

t9volJincial*

tions with which the police, numerous though

they were, were but little able to cope; but the

general demeanour of the mob on the whole indicated

an improvement upon that of kindred gatherings for

some years past. For some time after his trial tbe

convict appears to have been buoyed up with the hope

that his sentence would be commuted, and it was not

until Saturday, when an answer to a memorial he had

addressed to the Home Secretary arrived, to the efl'ect

that the law must take its course, that he regardful his

fate as irrevocable. On Saturday evening during the

temporary absence of one of his keepers, he rushed out

of his cell, shutting the door upon the other keeper,

but the lock did not catch, and the keeper whom be

thought he had locked in having given anakrm, he was

caught at tbe end of the corridor and taken back to his

celL On being asked why he had so conducted himself,

be replied merely for a " spree
;
" but on mentioning the

circumstance to his father, brother and two sisters who

visited him on Monday, he stated that he had intended

to destroy himself, if possible, by throwing himself over

the balustrades. The opinion of the prison authorities

18 that he had an idea of being able to effect an

escape. The interview with bis father, brother and

sisters took place in the presence of tbe governor

and the chaplain, and was for some time extremely

painful, from an unseemly altercation in which

the convict and his father became involved

He upbraided his father in bitter language with having

treated him ill. and with having been a bad husband to

his mother and a bad fiither, lashing himself at last into

an ungovernable rage. The father retorted upon him,

and a scene of mutual recrimination ensued, which

became so fierce that the Governor was obliged to

interfere by recommending the father to leave the cell.

He also complained with intense bitterness of the

evidence given against him at the trial by Mr. Spice,

landlord of a public-house in Bermoudsey Street, adding

that the only thing he wished was that he could get

hold of him and strike off his head. In answer to the

questions of his family, be reiterated the declaration he

Blackpool.—Mr. John Grelgg. surveyor for this

town and district, Wiis arrested on Saturday in one of

the New York liners at Liverpool, on the charge of

embezzlement. Mr. Scott, of the Liverpool detective

force, bavins gone on board the liner in search of

another party, was struck with some suspicious appear-

ances on the part of the prisoner, who was passing on

board under the name of Morton. Having ascertained

in the course of conversation that he came from Black-

pool, tbe officer telegraphed to this town, and in reply

was directed to arrest the prisoner. Ou being taken

into custody, he appeared astounded at the suddenness

of the capture, but at once admitted that his name was

Greigg. It was then found that, in addition to tlie

tirst-class passage taken for himself fi^r New York in

the name of Morton, there was another for Mrs. Morton,

who turned out to be a Miss Nickson, the keeper of a

boarding-house in Blackpool, a young lady 18 years

of age, and of attractive appearance. The prisoner

has a wife living in Bhiekpool.
^

TiiOME.—The memorial from Bath praying for a special

commission to investigate the Road murder has been

presented to Sir George Lewis, the Home Secretary, by

Mr. Tite, one of tbe members for that city. Sir G.

Lewis, in replv, stated that looking to the grave im-

portance of '^the subject and the influential names

attached to the memorial, he would give the matter

his most anxious and patient consideration. Another

memorial praying for a special commission has been exten-

sively signed at Frome, Trowbridge, Warminster, West-

bury, and the adjacent villages. The first person to whom
this* memorial was presented for signature was Mr. Kent

,
himself, who at once exnressed his willingness to sign

,
it, and added that his whole household would be glad to

sign it also. His solicitor, however, advised that, con-

sidering his position as a Government officer, it would

be inexpedient for him to do so, especially as it was Mr.

Kent*s intention to proceed to London, in company

with his solicitor, personally to urge its prayer. Mean-

while Sir G. Lewis has communicated to the memo-

rialists that there is a difficulty in complying with their

prayer for the issuing of a special commission, as such

commissions are accompanied with an indemnity to tbe

witnesses examined under them. In these circu;n-

stances Messrs. Slack & Simmons, solicitors,' of Bath,

have been instructed to re-examine the witnesses who

were produced before the coroner and magistrates, and

to report the result of their inquiry to the Home Secre-

tary. The inquiry was commenced ou Monday, and is

conducted in private.

NOETHAMPXOX.—An extraordinary case of courtship

to Moulton, whither they were foUow^ed by Miss Smith's

father,who had received a letter from Cheltenham stating

that his daughter was keeping company, not with a

man, but with a woman, and that the supposed father

of the latter was iu reality her husband. On being

taxed with the deception she admitted the truth of the

charge. The police then took her into custody, and

escorted her to this town, when she was brought before

the county magistrates and remanded. She is 23 years

of age, of middle height, slender, and of handsome

features. Her hair was closely cropped, and she was

dressed in a black glazed cap. cloth coat, grayish vest

and trousers, and Balmoral boots. The motives for Upr

conduct are hitherto inexplicable, and even the husband,

who brought her food to the station-house, did not

attempt to unravel them.

Nottingham.—Mr. E. G. Shipley, colliery pro-

prietor, of Giltbrooke, near this town, who served the

office of sheriff in 1856, was on Tuesday last committed

by the Mayor and magistrates for trial at the assizes-

on the charge of forging a bill of exchange for 671. IGs^

upon Mr. Thomas Pacey, coal merchant, of Fiskerton,

near Newark, The magistrates refused to take bail,

and bound each of the two principal witnesses in 500L

to prosecute. On Thursday he was again charged with

five other cases of forgery, and was fully committed for

trial on all the charges.

PONTEFRACT.—A shocking murder was perpetrated

at Upton, a village half-way between this town and

Doncaster, on Sunday afternoon. The murdered person

was a vonng woman named Elizabeth Mitchell, a farm

servant of Mr. Spink, of Upton farm. Mr. and Mrs.

Spink ware from home on Sunday, and on returning ia

the evening they found the poor girl lying upon the

floor of the coal-house quite dead, death being the result

of a gunshot wound in the back of her head. A young

man named Thorpe, a farm servant iu the same house,

who had been quarrelling with deceased on the evening

of the murder in the presence of a young woman who

took tea with them, has been apprehended on suspicion,

and one of Mr. Spink's guns to which he had access wa^

found to have been recently fired. The prisoner's smock

was also found to be stained with blood. A post mortem

examination of the body has been made, and a large

number of shot have been extracted from the bram cor-

responding with some which had been removed from Mr.

Spink's drawer. The position in which the body wasfound

favours the supposition that after the departure of the

young woman the prisoner again quarrelled with

deceased ; and having possessed himself of tbe gun, she

became alarmed by his threats, and attempted to escape

' by rushing out of the back door. Unfortunately, she

was not sufficiently rapid in her movements, and the

murderer must have deliberately shot her in the back

as she was enteriilg the coal-house in her attempt to

get away from him. The deceased on receiving tlie

shot fell upon her face, upon which her murderer coolly

left her, and returned the gun to the place where he

liad obtained it. At the inquest on Wednesday the

jury alter an investigation of five hours, returned a

verdict of Wilful Murder against the prisoner, who was

committed for trial at the assizes.

by a married woman passing as a man has been brought

to light within the last few days at Moulton, m this

county. About seven years ago a girl of 16, named

Catherine Coome, married her tirst-coubin, a painter of

the same name, at Cheltenham, of which town they

were both natives. After some time they went to

reside at Bedford, where the wife assumed male attire

and the name of Fred, and passed as the son of her

husband, working with him at his trade. In the same

house with them lodged a Miss Smith, a straw bonnet

maker who fell iu love with Fred, who reciprocated the

affection, and passed himself off and was received as

Miss Smith^s sweetheart. The intimacy lasted five

months, Fred sleeping every mght with the painter

and Mi^s Smith entertaining no doubt whatever that

her lover was a man. Three weeks ago they removed

fiitlano.

Mr Smith CBeien on the VoirNTEEE Movb-

MENT—Mr. Smith O'Brien has published a letter

advocating the extension of the Volunteer movement

to Ireland He complains that his feliow-countrymen

« are to be treated as children, to whom sharp-edged

implements are denied, lest they should injure each

other, and that whilst the population of England and

Scotland are encouraged to prepare themselves for the

deferice of their country." He suggests that the

Government in withholding from Ireland the liberty to

form volunteer corps, purposely design to leave Ireland

defenceless in order to attract the invader, and make

that part of the kingdom the battle-ground. He re-

commends a great VolunWer physical force de^

monstration in order to overaw^e the Government

into a repeal of the Arms Act, « The existing law does

not prevent indwiduals, except m prochumed districts,

from learning the use of arms. The law prohibiU

regimental ti-aining. but it does not impose a pen^ty

upon the practice by individuals of the art of r.fle

shooting, and I conceive that any number of persons

may meet to try their skill as marksmen. rhe

ori/anization of such marksmen into mihtary companies

would be effected in a fev.- days. If any effort should be

made by the Legislature to put a stop to such training,

I venture to hope that Irishmen of all persuasions would

resent such an attempt, and would show that, as it i8

impossible to imprison a whole nation, so is it dangerous

to contravene the wishes of a united people.*'

National Education.—A document has been signed

by 66 incumbents and 35 curates of the united dioceses

of Derry and Raplioe—more than two-thirds of the

united dioceses, declaring that, as ministers of the

Church, it is their duty to co-operate with the State in

the work of educating the poor, so far as they can do

so without violation of duty, and that this is the more

incumbent on theui at the present crisis, when declara-

tions and demands have been put forward on the sub-

iect which appear to them unreasonable in themselves,

and opposed to the truest interests of the people.

Execution in the Counts- Clake.—A man named

Hederman was executed last week in the county Clare
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for murder. This is tlie second execution in Ireland in
]ess than a month.

His ExcELLKNCV Sir Henrf QEt»hOi. ^Vard, G.C.M.G. died
of cholera at Madras on the 2d ult, a tow weeks only after he
had succeeded Sir C. Trevelyan as Governor of that Presidency.
He was the only son of the late Mr. Robei't Plumer Ward, of
Giistou Park, Herts, by his first wife, danjifhterof Mr. Maling,
of West Hennington, Durham. He married in 1S24 the

giving such information as slrnU lead to the apprehen-" t^^^l^^^l^^^'^^li^'^'^JJi^

totlmXt,
Tke Qttben's Park Muedee.—The officers, non-

commissioned officers, and privates of the 13th Light
Dragoons have offered a reward of lOOZ. to any person

©Dfuiari).

sion and conviction of the person or persons who
murdered Elizabeth Slater on the 19th ult. in the
Queen's Park.

HailtDaaiS*
Fatal CoLLisrox on the Lancashiee and Yoek-

SHIEE.—About 1 o'clock on Tuesclay morning a terrible , .^.^^., ^^«.*^«»,™.
accident occurred on the East Lanca,shire section of this

i

^^^^ t*ie public stage and was well known onThe Londonboards,

tentiary to the Mexic-m Republic ; Secretary to the Admiralty
from 1S46 to 1849; Lord High Commissioner of the loni:m
Islands from 1849 to 1855, when he was appointed Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of Ceylon. He was also proprietor of
the Weekly Chronicle from its establishment np to 1819, and took
an [active share in railway enterprise. He was M.P. for St.
Alban's from 1832 to 1S37, and for Sheffield from 1837 to 1849.
The Dowager Countess of Craven died on the i26th ult at

her residence, Hampstead Marshall, neai* Newbury, in her
78th year. She was, with the single exception of Lady Essex,
the last of the coronetted ladies who were formerly connected

railway, near Hehnshore station, abaut 18 miles north
of Manchester. On the previous day a great number of
excursionists had gone to Manchester from Colue,
Burnley, Accrington, and other towns on the line to
attend a fete at the Bellevue Gardens, and three heavy
trains were necessary to convey them hack again. They
-started from Manchester before 11 o'clock at night,
with about 2500 passengers in the three trains. The
first consisted of about 14 carriages and arrived safely.
The second train, which had 31 carriages, arrived safely
at the Helmshore station, where some of the passengers
alighted. Helmshore is situated on a steep incline,
rising in some places one yard in 52, which extends
nearly from Ramsbottom to Haslingden, a distance of
four to five miles. As the train was again put in
motion at Helmshore the coupling chains of a Birken-
head Company's carriage (which had been lent to the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Company) gave way from
some defect in the iron, and owing to the fracture 14 of
th« carriages began to move backvvards down the
incline, at first slowly, but with gradually accelerating
force, towards Manchester. Immediately the backward
movement was observed one of the guards jumped
again on his van, and applied his break, but the other
guard, being at the front of the train assisting
the passengers to alight, was of course unable to
apply the break under his charga One break
being insufficient to arrest the 14 detached carriages,
they rolled back 400 yards, when they came into
collision with the third train, which had left Manchester
20 minutes after the second. Three carriages of the
Sttoand train were smashed to atoms, and several of the
succeeding ones were much shattered. The engine-
driver and stoker, having done all they could to reverse
the third train, lay down upon the bed of the engine
and escaped without injury, though some portion of the
debris of the first carriages they ran into passed over
their heads. In the ruins of the three carriages 10
persons were found killed, and 42 severely injured
with fractured limbs and contusions, the total number
who suffered injuries more or less severe being nearly
100. The unfortunate persons were all of the operative
dwB, from Burnley, Accrington, Baxendale, Butterfiold.
Barrowfield, Haslingden, Symondstone, and Nelson.
The inquest was opened on Wednesday at Helmshore,
and after the bodies had been identified, was adjourned
for a few days.

Thb late Collision on the Shbewsbuet A.m>
H£REFOBD.—Mr. Jobson, corn merchant of Shrewsbury,

half a century ago as one of the most popular favourites of the
day, under her maiden name of Miss Louisa Brunton. She
was the daughter of Mr. Brunton, long connected with the
theatre at Norwich, and in 1807 she manied the late Earl of
Craven.by whom she had three sons and one daughter, ofwhom
the present Earl of Craven and his yoimgest brother are the
only survivors.
Lady Adela Ibbetson, youngest daughter of the Counteas

Dowager of Jersey, and sister of the late Princess Nicholas
Ksterhazy and Lady Clementina ViUiers, died on Tuesday at
Osterley Park, the Countess of Jersey's seat, near Hanwell, in
her 32d year. She was the youngest of the family of the late
Earl of Jersey ; was born in 1828, and married, in ISlJ, Captain
Charles Parke Ibbetson. then of the 11th Hussars.
Mes. Abbott Lawrence, widow of the late Hon. Abbott

Lawrence, formerly Minister of the United States at the Court
of St. James's, died on the 20th ult. at Boston, United States,
after an illness of three weeks.
Lieut.-Genekal Horatio George Broke, Colonel of the

Sath Foot, died on the 30th ult. in hia 7lst year. Ho had seen
much service, having taken part in the expedition to Copen-
hagen in 1S07, and in that of the following year to Portugal,
and being present at the battle of Vimiera, the advance into
Spain, and retreat unier Sir John Moore. In 1809 he served
on the "Walcheren expedition. In ISll he joined the Light
Division on the retreat of Massena from the lines of Lisbon,
and served in Spain till the end of the wai-. In 1812 he joined
Sir H. Clinton as Aide-de-Camp at the siege of Burgos, and was
severely wounded, being shot through the lungs while serving ^

with him at the battle of Orthes. He also served with the
Army of Occupation in France from 1815 to 1S18 as Aide-de-
Camp to Sir H. Chnton, and received the war medal with four
clasps for his services at Vimiera, Salamanca. Nive. and
Orthes.

*

Major-General Lockyer, C. B. , K.H., died on the JSOth ult.,
while on his way home from Ceylon, of which colony he was
Commander-in-Chief and acting Lieut.-Governor. He entered
the army in 1813, and served iu the Peninsular campaign with
the 7lat Regiment from 1S13, to the end of the war, including
the battles of Nivelle, Nive, Orthes, Aire (where he was
severely wounded), and Toulouse, besides all the minor aflfiurs _
after the army entered France. In is:i4 he sailed for the ! parHpd*'ronnd thV "pnrlnRnrP*PirsBus, m command of the British contingent directed in con- i^^"®^ rouna tne enclosure.

the proposed arsenal. On the eastern and westein
sides, they said, it could not be defended from bom.
b.irdment without such a devolopuient of fortiHca-
tion as would be Justified only on the score of
defending a place of most vital importance
Besides, tliey added, the buildings now exist-
ing at Weedon are of second-rate consideration, and
the place is difficult of access from tbe sea. a' new
arsenal, they said, involving considerable outlay ia
fortification, as well as the maintenance of a large
garrison, should be so situated as to form a rallyino-
point for the defenders of the country in the event oi
London fidling into the hands of an enemy. The com-
missioners subsequently reported their opinion that the
proposed secondary arsenal should be complementary to
Woolwich, that it should possess those properties in
which the latter is deficient, that it should be situated
nearly in the centre of the country, and, as far as
possible, out of the reach of an enemy making a descent
on our shores from any quarter. The district of Cannock
Chase, in Staffordshire, is in their opinion the best that
could be selected as regards its strategical position;
besides possessing all the requirements for an internal
arsenal in a very remarkable degree. The particular
spot to which they direct attention is the highest
plateau of that open moorland district, containing
about 3000 acres, principally common land, having few
enclosures, and possessing every capability for defence.

It is divided, they say, from a district rich in coal, only
by a " fault ** on the upper side of which no minerals are
found, and the land being gravel and aand, without any
loam on the surface, is wholly unsnited for agricultural,

and almost equally so for even grazing purpoRCT,and may
therefore, they assume, be obtained at a moderate cost.
The district, they add, is healthy, well supplied with
water, and possesses excellent stone for building pur-
poses; limestone is also abundant in the locality, and
excellent clay for making bricbs. It is, moreover, near
to Wolverhampton, Walsall, Birmingham, and other
groat centres of the iron manufacture, and thus able to
command an almost unlimited supply of skilled labour
on an emergency. Being in the middle of Staffordshire

they point to its central position with reference to sea-

ports, while it is, at the same time, well retired from
the coasts. They remark, also, on its being in the
centre of an extensive system of railways and canals,

requiring only to be connected by short branches to

afford easy communication with every part of the king-
dom. A locomotive railway, might, if desired, be

"On the west side

junction with a French force for the occupation of Greece. In
the November following he joined the army in tbe Crimea,
and was placed in command of the 2d Brigade, 2d Division, and
remained with the army the whole of tbe winter and spring of
1S54-55. Hereceived the war medal with three clasps for his
services in the Pemnsula, tlie Crimean medal and clasp for
Sebastopol, the decoration of the Legion of Honour, and the
order of the Medjidie of the 3d class.

^ Major Thomas Moore, R.M., died on the 27th ult. in his
75th year. He entered the Royal Marines in ISOl, and served in
the Amphion frigate from 1803 to 1811; was at the capture
of four Spanish frigates off Cape St. Marj-'s; in an action with
a flotilU of gun-boats in Gibraltar Bay: in cutting out a
schooner in Corsica ; and in a severe action with a French
frigate in the Bay of Rosas in 1S08. He served at the capture

the site would thus be connected with the Cannock
Mineral Railway of the London and North-Western
system, and by means of it with the Trent Valley
Railway, near Rugeley, which runs to the ports of
London, Liverpool, and Holyhead. On the east
aide the line will connect the proposed works with
the South Staffordshire Railway, and by means of it

will have another independent communication with
the Trent Valley at Lichfield, and also with the Midland
Railway, running to the ports of Bristol and Morecambe
Bay on the west coast, and Hull and Great Grimsby
on the east coast of England, and, by means of it and

^L^/S"""'
*^o^telazza, and Grao, and was present at the cap-

, the Great Northern, with London and Edinburgh. Ontureof several other towns m the Adriatic. He was senior m « i-i *j -i. -n * • 4.1 -vr i, i ? /. jVociiiur
j.jjg south Side it will join the Norton branch of the
South Staffordshire Railway, and by means of it will

officer of marines in the a<'.tion off Lissa in ISIO, and was twice
severely wounded and twice rewarded from the Patriotic Fund.
He had been in upwards of 30 successful actions with the
enemy, and was frequently mentioned in the despatches fordied on Sunday night from the effects of the iniuries u- n *. tt -u ^ - . , .

^

he «»taiiied in tbe%ollision of Monday week betwirn^ cu\^^^^
°' ^'^ ^''''^'^ *'^ "^" '^'^'' "^^^ '^"«

pawenger tram and a goods train at Woofferton, near
Ludlow. He received a concussion of the brain, and it
was feared from the first that the consequences would
befatoL

le

was

Pbbvevttbli: Risk in Fast Railway Teavelling.
—Colonel YoUand'a report to the Board of Trade on the
aottxdent at Hatfield in April, when a Great Northern
train after passing over a rail that had been turned got
off the hue, and Mr. Pym, a passenger, lost his life, has
recently been published, and is of peculiar interest at
tto time, when a similar want of break power on an
loclme has led to the diaastrous accident on the East
l^eashire. dwcnbed above, though the report sin^u-
Iwly enough refers to that line as being sapplled with
an amount of break power which had made it an
example to all other lines in the kingdom. The
report states that the whole weight of the trainWM about 200 tons, and the total weight on tl
wUeels to which break blocks could be applied wu
but about 26 tons. Now a train at Hatfield, travel-
hng down an incline of 1 in 200 at the rate of 60 milea
an hour (a frequent rate of that train at that point)
could not have been stopped by these breaks in less
than three-quarters of a mile. Colonel
this U a very unsatisfactory condition attending fast
railway travelling, and that such quick trains ought to
t» turnished with an amount of break power which will
enable them to be stopped in n third of that distance,
and that this can be done by means of continuous breaks,
winch augment the retarding power three or four fold
Iwoyeai-sagothe Board of Trade sent to all ralhvav
companies a report of the successful working of such^^son the East Lancashire Railway, where a train
or 90 tons, supplied with 80 per cent, of break power,
travellmg at the rate of 53 milea an hour down an

ITrr Tl
'" ^^'^' .was stoppod after running 235

tWn ^^'^T;^*'.;" which Mr, Pym rode was not

«pot where the accideut oecurred.

Commander Edward Garrett, R.N., died suddenly on Sun-
day morning at Greenwich Hospital. He was lieutenant of the
Mars, 74, at Trafalgar, where he was wounded, and was in the
same sliip at the capture of the frigate Rhin and four others.
Ha was at the taking of Copenhagen in 1807, and seuior
lieutenant of the Onyx at the capture of the Dutch brig-of-war
Manly in 1S09. He was appointed a commander in Greenwich
Hospital in 1844.

Wills.—The will of Lady Noel Bvron has been sworn under
60,000^. personalty ; the Dowager Lady St. John {Lady Vaughan),
45.000i. ; Baron de Hochepied Larpent, of Holmwood, SOOOi.

:

Gen. Sir G. J. Harding, K.E., OuO-t^ ; Mr. Charles Few, soli-
citor, of Henrietta atreot. Covent Garden, 45,0001. ; the Hon
John Wilham Fortescue. formerly M.F. for Barnstaple, and
^ o" o^^"° P^

^^^^ Fortescue, 12,0t)0L ; Sir WiUiam Home,

ifligcenantous.

form a junction with the London and North-Western
and Grand Junction lines, and thus form another route
to Liverpool and London. By means of the South
Staffordshire it will form a junction with the mixed
gauge lines of railway at Wednesbury, and thus secure

another independent route to the north, south, and
west of England. At Dudley it will join the Oxford,
Worcester, and Wolverhampton Railway, which opens
another route to the west and to South Wales. A
canal may also be run round the enclosure, and join by
means of locks with the Birmingham Canal, which is

connected either by basins or branch canals with nearly

every work in the manufacturing district of South
Statfordshire, and is on the same level from Cannock
Chase to Wolverhampton, Olbury, Smethwick, and
Birmingham. It also communicates with the other
canals of England, and atfords access to London,
Liverpool, Gloucester, and Hull."

SiE Benjamin Beodie on Tobacco.—The following
interesting letter from Sir B. Brodie on the use and
abuse of tobacco appears in the Times

:

—
*'_Sir,—Having been applied to some time since to join in a

petition to the House of Commons that they would appoint a
committee to inquire into the eflFecta produced by the prevail-
ing habit of tobacco smoking, I declined to do so ; first, because
it did not appear to me that such a committee would be very
competent to discuss a question of this kind ; and secondly,
because even if they were so. I did not sea that it would be
possible for Parhament to follow up by any act of legislation
the conchisions at which they might have airived. Never-
theless I am ready to admit that the subject is one of no triflii^

The Centkal Aesenal.—The following details of the
investigations of the National Defence Commissioners
respecting the central arsenal which it Is intended to
establish on Cannock Chase in StaflTordshire, will be read
with interest. Towards the end of November last,

V II I (

^^^ Government decided that it was desirable
Jolland says^that the store of guns and warlike materiel

should no longer be concentrated in a place so
exposed as Woolwich, and requested the Commissioners . ,
to report upon a suitable site, pointing in particular to

' importance, and well worthy the serious consideration of any
Weedon, which had been recommended bv a nrevious

«?*^^^° ^^^^ ^^Jpterest in the present and future well-being

onmmUamn TUo T>.r
^"\"^fiueu uy a prcMOiis of society. From these considerations it is that I now venturecommission. Ihe DGfenc-e Commissioners, after a visit to address to you the following observations. Theempyreu-

to Weedon and a careful examination of the Govern-
ment establishments and the surrounding country,
came to the conclusion, which thev reported to the
Secretary for War, tliat the place did not afford
facdities for such defenco by intrenehment as would be
necessary to give security to the valuable public pro-
perty wliich it was proposed to deposit there; that the

following oDservatious. The empyreu-
matic oil of tobacco is produced by distillation of that herb at
a temperature above that of boiling water. One or two drops
of this oil faccording to the size of the animal) placed on the
tongue, will kill a cat in the course, of a few minutes. A cer-
•tain quantity of the oil must be always circulating in the blood
of an habitual smoker, and we cannot suppose that the effects
of it on the system can be merely negative. Stdl I am not
prepared to subscribe to the opinion of those who hold that, in
all circumstances, and to however moderate an extent it be

defensive works would bo divided into f)ur detached !

practised, the smoking of tobacco is prejudicial. The first

portions, in as many deep vnllevs and that the fall of I ^'H*^*^^
"'^*^

^^ ^*^ ^°***^® ^""^ *™"*5"^^'^^® ^^*^ "^"^"^^y^^^™" ^^

miv nnp mrt wmil.l <vlw^ «» n««.^^ <• f 1 J f '
allays the pains of hunger, and relieves the uneasy fedingsauj one pttxt, would give an enemy fatal commf\nd of produced by mental and bodHy exhAuation. To the
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meuw "
jigr jn an unculUvated region, witn aa msumcient

^^^ w nf food the use of a cigar or a tobacco pipe may be not

'"PP I orateful indulgence, but really beneficial. But the
only a K

„ndfir such circumstances is a very different

""ioin claeses of society at the present day. The effects of

^^hftbit are indeed various, the difference depending on

F^^^TPnce of constitution, and difference in the mode of life

Slrwi:ie But from the best observations which I have been

hi^S make on the subject, £ am led to beUeve that there arc

^
rv few who do not suffer harm from it, to a greater or less

^^tent The earliest symptoms are manifested in the derango-

Ipnt of the nervous system. A large proporUon of habitual

^^nkers are rendered lazy and listless, indisposed to bodily

!nd incapable of much mental exertion. Others suffer from

^nression of the spirits, amounting to hypochondriasis which

Bmoking relieves for a time, though it aggravates the evil

flfterwards. Occasionally there is a general nervous excita-

hihtv which, though very much less in degree, partakes of

4e nature of the delirium tremens of drunkards. I have known

many individuals to suffer from severe nervous pams, some-

times in one, sometimes in another part of the body. Almost

the worst case of neuralgia that ever came under my observa-

tion was that of a gentleman who consulted the late Dr. Bright

and myself. The pains were universal, and never absent
;
but

during the night they were especially intense, so as almost

wholly to prevent sleep. Neither the patient himself nor his

medical attendant had any doubts that the disease was to be

attributed to his former habit of smoking, on the discontinu-

ftnce of which he slowly and gradually recovered. An eminent

surgeon, who has a great experience in ophthalmic diseases,

beUeves that in some instances he has been able to trace bUnd-

iiftss from amaurosis to excess in tobacco smoking ; the con-

nection of the two being pretty well established in one case by

the fact that, on the practice being left off, the sight of the

natient was gradually restored. It would be easy for me to

refer to other symptoms indicating deficient power of the

nervous system to which smokers are liable ; but it ia un-

necessary for me to do so, and indeed there a*-e

some which I would rather leave them to imagine for

themselves than undertake the description of them myself in

writing But the ill effects of tobacco are not confined to the

nervous system. In many instances there is a loss of the

healthy appetite for food, the inc perfect state of the digestion

beinfif soon rendered manifest by the loss of flesh and the sallow

countenance. It is difficult to say what other diseases may not

follow the imperfect assimilation of food continued during a

loDff period of time. So many causes are in operation in the

human body which may tend in a greater or less degree to the

production of organic changes in it, that it is only in some

instances we can venture to pronounce as to the precise manner

in which a disease that proves mortal has originated.^ From

cases however, which have fallen undermyownobservation, and

from a consideration of all the circumstances, I cannot entertain

a doubt that, if we could obtain accurate statistics on the

subject, we should find that the value of life in inveterate

smokers is considerably below the average. Nor is this opmion

in any degree contradicted by the fact that there are mdivid-

Tials who in spite of the inhalation of tobacco smoke live to be

old and without any material derangement of the health ;

an^ogous exceptions to the general rule being met with in

the case of those who have indulged too freely in the use of

spirituous and fermented liquors. In the early part of the

present century tobacco smoking was almost wholly confined

to what are commonly called the lower grades of ^^^^}y- 1*

was only every now and then that any one who wished to be

considered as a gentleman was addicted to it. But since the

war on the Spanish peninsula, and the consequent substitution

of the cigar for the tobacco pipe, the case has been entirely

altered The greatest smokers at the present time are to be

found, not among those who live by their bodily labour, but

among those who are more advantageously situated, who have

better opportunities of education, and of whom we have a nght

to expect that they should constitute the most intelhgent and

thoughtful members of the community. Nor is the practice

confined to grown-up men, Boys, even at the best of schools,

get the habit of smoking, because they think it manly and

fashionable to do so ; not unfrequently because they have the

example set tbem by their tutors, and pjirtly because there is

no friendly voice to warn them as to the special ill consequences

to which it may gi?e rise where the process of growth is not

yet completed, and the organs are not yet fully developed.

The foregoing observations relate to the habit smokmg as it

exists among us at the present time. But a still graver ques-

tion remains t-o be considered. What will be the result

if this habit be continued by future generations? It is

but too true tliat the sins of the fathers are visited upon

theu- children and their children's children. We may here

take wamingfrora the fate of the Red Indiana of America. An
inteUigent American physician gives the following explanation

of the gradual extinction of this remarkable people:—One

generation of xhem became addicted to the use of the fire water.

They have a degenerate and comparatively imbecile progeny,

who indulge in the same vicious habit with their parents.

Their progeny is still more degenerate, and after a very few

generatioES the race ceases altogether. We may also take

warning from the history of another nation, who some few

centuries ago, while following the banners of Solyman the

Magnificent, were the terror of Christendom, but who since

thOT, having become more addicted to tobacco smoking than

any of the European nations, are now the lazy and lethargic

Turks, held in contempt by all civilised communities. In thus

placing together the consequences of intemperance in the use

of alcohol and that in the use of tobacco, I should be sorry to

be misunderstood as regarding these two kinds of intem-

perance to be in an equal degree pernicious and degrading.

The inveterate tobacco smoker may be stupid and li\zy,

and the habit to which he is addicted may gradually tend to

shorten his life and deteriorate his offspring, but the dram-

drinker is quarrelsome, mischievous, and often criminal It

is under the influence of gin that the burglar and the murderer

become fitted for the task which they have undertaken. The
best thing that can be said for dram-drinking is, that it induces

disease, which carries the poor wretch prematurely to the

grave, and rids the world of the nuifeance. But, unfortunately,

in this, as in many other cases, what is wanting in quality is

made up in quantity. There are checks on one of these evil

habits which there are not on the other. The dram-drinker,

or, to use a more general terra, the drunkard, is held to be a

noxious animal. He is an outcast from all decent society,

while there is no such exclusion forthe most assiduous smoker.

The comparison of the effects of tobacco with those of

alcohol leads to the consideration of a much wider question

than that with which I set out. In all ages of which we
have any record, mankind have been in the habit of

resorting to the use of certain vegetable productions, not as

contributing to nourishment, but on account of their having

some peculiar influence as stimulants or sedatives (or in

some other way) on the nervous system. Tobacco, alcohol,

the Indian Hemp, the kava of the South Sea Islanders, the

Paraguay tea, coffee, and even tea, belong to this category. A
disposition so imiversal may almost be regarded as an instinct,

and there is sufficieut reason to believe that, within certain

Uniita, the indulgence of the instinct is use'uL But we must
not abuse our instincts. This is one of the most important

rules which man, as a responsible being, both for his own sake

and for that of others, is bound to observe. Kven such

moderate agents as tea and coffee, taken in excess are prejudi-

cial. How much more so are tobacco and alcohol, tending, as

they do, not only to the degradation of the individual, but to

thatof future generations of our species. If tobacco smokers

would limit themselves to the occasional indulgence of their

appetite, they would do little harm either to themselves or

others, but there is always danger that a sensual habit once

begun may be carried to excess, and that danger is
^^J^^^*^

great as in the case of those who are not compelled by the

necessities of their situation to be actively employed, l-or

such persons the prudent course is to abstain from smoking

altogether. Trusting that you and your readers will excuse

me for having occupied so large a space in your columns, I am,

sir, your obedient servant, *' B. C, Bkodie.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-sis. Trusses.

Smithfiki-d, Thursday, Sept. 0,

SOa to 1 16

f

• ft

Clover
New Clover
Old second cut .. 80 100

Straw 30 36
Davis & Co.

Prime Meadow Hay 758 to SOs
Superior do. (old) . . 90 112
Inferior do 60 60
New do 50 90
Rowen — —

CUMBERLA>'D MARKET, ThITB-SDAT, Sept. C.

Sup. Meadow Hay. .l]5stol26s I Interior Clover .. O.latollOs

Inferior do 84 105 New do 90 1*20

New do 70 105 Straw ,. ..40 45

Superior Clover ..120 130 I Joshua Baker.
Whitechapel, Thuesdat, Sept. 6.

Fine old Hay . . . .lOSstoi lOs i
Fine old Clover . .120b to 12f.s

BIRTHS.—On the 1st inst, at Dunskey, Scotland, Lady

Hunter Blaie, of a son—28th ult, at the Rectory, Stoke-upon-

Trent, Lady Stameh. of a son—28th ult, the Baroness de

RoEBECK, of a daughter-3d iust, at 5, Oxford Square, Hyde

Park, the residence of her mother, Lady Grant, the wite ol

Clinton F. Henbhaw, Esq., Rifle Brigade, of a daughter-26th

ult atPamflete, Devon, Mrs. Bulteel. of a son—3lst ult, at

33, Pultuey Street, Bath, the wife of T. K. Bateman, Esq., of a

son and heir. , ^ j~, i.

MARRIAGES.—On the 30th ult, at Uffculme, Devon, Capt.

William Armytaoe, Royal Navy, second son of the late John

Armvtage. Esq., to Jane Sarah, third daughter of Lord Bnd-

port and widow of the late Capt. SirCHAKLES Hotham, R.N..

K c'b—28th ult, at West Ashton, Charles William Forbes,

of Moniack Castle, Inverness-shire, to Jane Aoneb, third

daughter of Walter Long. Esq., M.P., of Rood Ashton, Wilts

—3oth ult, at St. George's Church, Hanover Square, Major

W D. Macdonald. H.M.'s 93d Highlanders, eldest son of

Captain and the Hon. Mrs. Macdonald, of Sandside, Caithness-

shire, to Emma, youngest daughter of Colin Lindsay, Esq.—

Ist inst, at St. Georre's. Hanover Square, GeosQE

Frederick, only surviving son of the Rev. S. d.

Ceompton, of Carlton, in the county of York, to Marcia

Henrietta Mary, daughter of Charlks Douglas Halford,

Esq , of Grosvenor Square, and of West Lodge, Suffolk—

4th inst, at Trinity Church, Ciapham Common, Henry Kimeee.

Esq., of Wandsworth, Surrey, to Mary Adelaide M. Dixon,

only daughter of Major-General Charle.'i Dixon, R.R.E.—25th

ult at the British Embassy, Paris, the Baron Victor d'Huart,

of Longwy Maselle, to Isahella Frederica, daughter of the

late Colonel William Granville Euot, R. H. Artillery, of

Valebrook, Sussex—30th ult, at Leigh, Essex, the Rev. Charles

Geerard Andrewbs, youngest son of the late Rev. Gerrard

Thomas Andrewes, to Elizabeth Catherine, youngest

daughter of the late Yen. Walker King, Archdeacon of

Rochester. . „ ., *t -r* t^
DEATHS.—On the 27th ult, at Beaufort Castle, N.B., Mrs.

Fraser, relict of Alexander Eraser, Esq , of Stricben, and

mother to the Right Hon. Lord Lovat. aged 88—Ist mst, at

Wrottesley, the Hon. Mrs, Edward Goodlake, only surviving

daughter of Lord Wrottesley, aged 28—3d inst, at Lamorbey,

Kent, Susan Emily, the only daughter of Charles Henry and

Lady Louisa Mills, aged 2 years and 5 months—28th ult,

at her residence, Colton House, StaiTordshire, Elizabeth,

relict of the late John Hill, Esq., Attorney-General of the

Chester Circuit, and grandson of the late Rowland HiU, Bart.,

of Hawkeston, 8alop-29th ult, at the Priory, Mendam,

Suffolk, Rosamond SUby, wife of Captain W. J. W. Wood,

and eldest daughter of the late Sir Alexander Dixie, Bart., ot

Bosworth Park, Leicesterahire-25th ult, at Frankfort-on-the

Maine, Maria Margabct Ibarklla, daughter of Sir Frederick

Frankland, Bart, aged 25~30th ult, at Tredunnoc Rectory,

Monmouthshire, Eleanor Isabella, wife
P.^

^^^ Rev. John

Phiup Gell, incumbent of St. John's, Nottmg HiU. and ouly

child of the late »ir John Franklin, K.H.. aged 36—29th ult,

at Bower House, Dunbar, General Carfrae, of Bower House,

H E I C S.—30th ult. at Strangford House, Colonel John

Richard Ward. C.B., of Tubber-na-Carrig, county Down,

Ireland, aged 68—30th ult, at 13, Rutland Street, Edinburgh,

Lieut. -Colonel Humphry Hay, late of the Bengal Cavalry, third

and sole surviving sou of the late Robert Hay, Esq., of Spott,

East Lothian—17th May, on board the Lady Clarendon, on her

passage from India, Mabel; and on the 14th June,

Maod—the onlv daughters of Brevet Lieut. -Colonel

Maycock, &3d Regiment — 30th ult, the Rev. Richard

Panton D.D., Archdeacon of Surrey, Jamaica, — 3d

inst, at 33, Gloucester Place, Hyde Park, John Herbert

Koe Esq., Q.C., Treasurer of Lincoln's Inn for the current

year*, and Judge of the County Court Circuit No. 37—26th ult.,

at his residence, Wicklow, Hughes Rtdgway Denton, Esq.,

of the Middle Temple, London, barrister at-Jaw, and one of

H M 's Justices of the Peace fur the county of Denbigh, aged 48

—1st inst, suddenly, Henry, eldest son of William Bradbury,

Esq., of Whitefriars, aged 31—1st inst, at 1, Mount Place, of

malignant sore throat, after a few days' illness, the Rev. John
MoRisoN Snody, M.A., Chaplain of London Hospital, aged 33—
23d ult, at Bolney Vicarage, Sussex, the Rev. Joseph Dale,

M.A., Vicar of Bolney, aged T4. #

Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw . . .

.

40 80

I •

4

33 36

Inferior do
Fine 2d cut ..

Fine New Clover .

.

Inferior do

80 95

HOPS —Borough Market, Friday, Sept. 7.

Messrs Pattenden & Smith report that the accounts still

come very bad from most parU of the plantations The

market is quiet but firm, at late prices. Duty 45,000i. to

50,000;.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 3.

We have a large increase in the supply of Beasts, and

trade consequently is worse. A large proportion are of

inferior quality, and several remain unsold. A fair clearance

of choicest descriptions is effected, although at lower rates.

Sheep are also more plentiful, and the average prices lower.

A clearance cannot be effected. There is now scarcely any

demand for Lambs. Calves are selling about the same as on

Thursday. From Germany and Holland there are 1650 Beasts,

10,000 Sheep, and 245 Calves ; from Spain, 61 Beasts ; from

Ireland, 500; and. 2600 from the northern and midland

counties.
s

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short^horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-brede ., 6

Do. Shorn

d s a

10 to 5 2
8 — 5

6 — 4

2 to 5 6

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs .. ..5
Calves .. .-4
Pigs -. -.3

dad
— 5 2

. to ..

— 4 6

s

5
5
5

8

Boasts, 6090 ; Sheep & Lambs,' 30,100 ; Calves, 300 ;
Pigs, 280^

Thursday, Sept. 6.
^ • ^

The number of Beasts fre.sh up from our grazing districte is

bv no means Urge. The majority of the supply consists of

those left over from Monday and foreign. Tbe same maybe
said also of Sheep. The trade is very dull, and it is with

difficulty Monday's prices are obUined. Our foreign Biipply

consists of 340 Beasts, 2800 Sheep, and 356 Calves; Milch

Cows, 110.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn

8
6

5
4

5

2

Best Long-wools . 5

Do. Shorn , . ,

Ewes& 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs .. >• 6
Calves .. ..4

.. 3

0—5 2

* *

0—4
. to
0—5
— 5
8—5

6

8

Beasts, 1170 ; Sheep t Lambs. 8710 ; Calves, 526 ; Pigs, If 0.

BUTTER MARKET.—Sept. 7.

Best Fresh Butter .. ,, 13a. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. •• l^s. „
Fork. 5s. 4d. to Ss. Sd. per 8 Iba.

>

BRITISH WOOLS.—London. Friday, Sept. 7.

The present beautiful weather, the aspect of the crops, and

the quantity of com being carried has put spirit into the trade,

and a general disposition to obtain a fair price for wool is the

result. The north country dealers who, frightened by the

weather had been anxious to sell their long wool at a reduc-

tion, are now recovering from their alarm, and lower pnces

are not thought of.

South-down Hog- s.

gets 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes .. 1

Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9

8 — 19
6 — 1 7
6—17

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Tloggs .. 1

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .. 1

6

7

6

to 1
— 1

—
— 1

7
9

8
7

itflavfeet!» >

COVENT GARDEN", Sept. S.

Foreign importations continue heavy. Dessert Cherries are

over, but Morellos may now be had. Pears consist of

Jargonelle, Windsor, and Beurr^ d'Amanlis. Peaches and

Nectarines from hothouses are nearly over ; very few as yet

have come in from open walls. Grapes are abundant, and

still maintain fair prices. Cob Nuts realise Is. and Filberts

9d. to Is. per ib. Peas are comparatively good and plen-

tiful. Potatoes are for the most nart badly diseased. Some
good Mushrooms may be obtained, and excellent Tomatoes

are being imported from the south of France. Cut flowers

chiefly consist of Orchids Gardenias, Violpts, Miemonette,

Heaths, Kalosanthes, Geraniums, Lily of the Valley, and Roses.

FRUIT

MARK LANE.—Monday, Sept. 3.

The supply of English Wheat at this morning's market in-

cluded samples of loOO qrs. of new, the quality of which was

generally indifferent, and varied considerably-in weight from

55 lbs. to 63 lbs., and from 48s. to 70s. m price
;
the old Kent

was sold in many instances at Ss. to4s. perv dechne, but Essex

factors preferred to hold over rather than accept the reduction.

In foreign only a limited busmess wa.s transacted, and at a

reduction of Is. to 28. per qr. Barley is a steady sale at the

prices of this day se'nnight. Beans and Peas are unalteral

in value The Oat trade is quiet, and inferior qualities ^e 6d.

T>er qr cheaper. In Flour scarcely any business was trans-

acted; factors not being disposed to sell at less money

Fek Tmpktiial Quarter.

Wheat. Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White
S. B.

I

60—65 Red

fine selected runs.. ditto 63—68

Pine Apples, per lb., 3fi to 4s

Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5a

Peaches, per doz., 8s to 15s

Apricots, per doz., 28 to 43

Nectfirioes. do., 5s to 10s

Cherries, p. lb., Is to 3s

Currants, per qt., 3d 1

Green Figs, per doz., 3s to 6s

Melons, each, 2fl tti 49

Plums, p. i sieve, 3s to 4s 6d
Pears, per doz.. Is to 3s

Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, lOs to 20b

Lemons, per 100. 10s to 15s

VEGETABLES.
Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to ed \

Beet, per doz., Is ed_to_28

F. Beans, per qrtn , 9d to Is

Peas, p. bush., 23 t> 3s

Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d

Greens, per dozen, 43 6d

to 6s
Cabbages, do.. Is to 2s

Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 160s

per Dua.,43 to 53 tid.

— per cwt., 58 to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 4d to 6d

Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d

Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 3a

Cucumbers, e:ich, 6d to Is

Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 6a

—. ^ Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign " • •

Barley, grind. &dist., 24s to 318. .
Chev.

— Foreign . .grinding and distiUmg

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
A'V I

'

— Scotch and Lincolnshure . .Potato

_ Irish Potato

— Foreign PolandandBrew
RVK
Rye-meal, foreign '• •
Beans. Mazagan. . . .34s to 40s. . . . Tick

— Pigeon 40a— 47s..Wmd8.
^ Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent ,. Boilers

_ Maple.... —sts—a Grey

Matze White

Fu>uB, best marks delivered, -per sack

_ 2ddo ditto

— Foreign per barrel

* • • *

65—70

50—70
38—45
30—38
20—24
26—28
26—28
24—27
35—38

Red

Red * V P •

Maltbig

.

Malting

.

8. B.

60—63
62—66

86—41
S5—40

# *Feed
Feed . -

Feed -.

Foreign

,

35—43 Harrow.
Longpod
Egyptian

So
33—46
40—42
36—33

54—60
4-2—52
28—34

24—26
21—24
20—27

36—43

Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow.

.

Country.
Per sack

36—43
30—43

42—52
48—52

Celery, per bundle. Is 6d to 2«

Onions, p. half sieve, 3s to 58

Tomatoes, per doz., ?8 to 38

Veg. Marrows, p. doz., 6d to Is

Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb.. 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb..p. ecore, ls6d

to26 6d
Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d to Is

\

Endive, p. score, Is to 2s

Horse Radish, p.bun.,ls6d to 48

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 28 to 48

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

Fbtdat, Sept. 7.

J 'During the past eight days the weather has been remarkably

fine Throughout the forward districts of the country harvest

operations have been expedited by all available means, and

considerable progress has been made with cutting the corn.

Judiring from the samples exhibited for sale it is much to

be feared that some has been stacked prematurely. The appear-

ance of the new Wheat and low ebb of old English stocks leave

no doubt that the demand and consumption of foreign during

the ensuing year must be much larger than has been the caae

in eitl.er of the two preceding. The fine weather lias produced

its usual effect upon the Wheat trade of the kmgdom and on

the sales concluded a decline of about 3e per_ qr has been

general Barley, Beans, and Peas have been in less active
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request, and Oata in several instances are written tiU. per qr.

cheaper. Foreign Floiu- has also been sold at a reduction of Is.

to 28. per sack and barrel. On the Continent the weather
appears to have been lews settled than here, and the majority
of the samples of new "Wheat which we have seen (excepting-
some from Hungary, Spain, and the S.E. of France), are ill

adapted for importation or for the improvement of our own
growth. Tlie arrivals of grain-Iuden vessels from tha South of
Kurope ofi' the coast during the last eight days amouut to 41
cargoes. The supply of Ejiglish grain continues to bo of the
smallest amouiit, that of foreign this weuk has been moderate,
and also of Flour. The attendance at to-day's market was
almost confined to sellers of Wheat, and prices are conse-
quently nominal for both English and foreign, the few retail
buyers requiring a reduction of 28. to 3s. per qr. upon the
quotations of Monday last, which holders were not wiUing to
concede. Barley, Beans, and Peas are unaltered in value.
Oats are a slow sale at a decline of Is. per qr. For Flour there
is no demand.

Arritals from Sept. 3 to Sept. 7.

Barley, j Oats.

English .

.

Irish * m

Foreign

W heat.

530 qrs.

' 9920

f*

»*

40 qrs.

3710

if

t*

qrs.

15530

pt

$f

our.

710 tiiis.

(

f

w
4530
840 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Sept, 4,
—
"We have had only a siuaU

attendance of buyers at our Corn Exchange this morning:, and
a good week's import and the more favourable rei>orts of the
harvest prospects have brought prices down about 3d. per
cental on Wheat, and Is. per barrel and sack on Flour, and
only a moderate amount of business w;is practicable- Indian
Corn met a fair consumptive inquiry at a reduction of about
€d. per qr. Oats and Oatmeal ahow no alteration in prices

;

we have a few samples of new in the market. Beans, Peas,
and Barley bring former prices in retail Linseed cakes are
again 5s. per ton dearer, making the advance now about 30s,
per ton from the lowest point. The market closed without
animation.

Friday, Sept. 7,—Grain market most inactive. Wheat 2d.
lower since Tuesday, Flour Is. lower. Beans quiet but
steady- Indian Com freely offered at 34s,

Averages IVheat. Barley. Oata.

26v id

lt>e.

47s 5U

Be;ins. Peas.

4l« l(iJuly 28.. 57* Od 33s lU 45* Id
Aug. 4 .

.

68 7 S3 26 6 35 6 46 9 44 3— 11.. 59 6 34 26 1 44 9 46 5 41— 18.. 59 6 32 10 2S 2 41 9 47 1 44— 25.. 60 1 34 9 27 1 40 4 47 7 43 9
Sept. 1.. 60 11 ' S3 3 28 2

27 1

40 7

41 9

47 10 44 5

Agg.Aver. 59 3 33 6 46 10 42 7

Fluctuations ik the Last Six Weeks Averages.
'Prices. July 28.iAiig.~4^

~

60 1

59 6
58 7
57

A ug. 11. Au^'. IH. Aug, I'-x Sept. 1.

• ' r
1

* 4

* *

COAL MARKET,—Sept 5.
Buddle's West Hartley, 17s, 3d, ; Byass's Bebside West

Hartley, 17^. 3d- ; Hasting;, Hartley, 178. 3d. ; Howard's West
Hartley, 17s. ; Tanfield Moor. 133, 3d, ; Tanfield Moor Butea,

WAKTED, A GARDENER and LAUNDRY
WOMAN, An active married Man, without family, well

up to his business, and to Milk two Cows, Tl-e Wife as Laundry
Woman—six in family. Wages 2t^, per week, with cottage ana
coals. Five miles from London. Good character required.

—

A. B,, care of Messrs. Dawson & Son, Stationers, 74, Cannon
Street. City, K.C, ^ __^BAILIFF.
WANTED, a FARM BAILIFF, to Manage

200 acres of Land, Pasture and Arable, He must be a

good Judge of Stock, and have been accustomed to the

Man agemcnt of a Farm as Bailiff before. Salary 50L, no extras,

—Apply witli testimonials and full particulars of previous

occupation, age, &c., to C. J. T., Post Office^ Staplegrove,

Taunton.
'

TO SEEDSMEN.—SHOPMAN WANTED.
ANTED, A HEAD SHOPMAN, who has had
some experience in the Management of a Wholesale

and Retail Business, and to assist in Accounts. Good character

for honesty and sobriety indispensable. State references,

wages, age, &c,, to A. Ponteit, Nurseryman and Seedsman^
Plymouth-—Sept- 8. ^__
WANTED, A SHOPMAN, in a retail business in

the country and to attend to Books and Accounts-
—Apply, stating terms and particular's to L. S, A*, Messrs,
Hurst & Co-, Seed Merchants, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E, C.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN Contem-
plating Laying-out New or Re-arrangingJ Existing

Grounds, &c,—The Advertiser, who has had great experience
in carrying out every desciiption of work connected with the
Park, the Pleasure Ground, the Kitchen Garden, and the
general improvement of Estates, wishes for an engagement
where taste and practical skill are required in conducting such
operations.—Reference kindly permitted to W. A, Nesfield,
Esq., under whom the advertiser has executed important
and extensive works.—A. B., 2, Lansdowne Place, Fulham
Road, S.W. ^
GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;

possesses a thorough knowledge of his profession in all

its branches. Unexceptionable references,—P- J., Mr. Charles
Southby, Nurseryman, Clapham, S.

ARDKNER (Head).—Age 28, single ; understands
Early Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and the

whole routine of Gardening.—J. G., Mr, Allman, Nursery,
Horsham, Sussex,

GARDENER (Head).— Single; suocesstul cultivator

of stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing,

Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Good character given.—A. B.,

Dicker's, Westerham, Kent.

/^^ARUEISER (Head).—A^e 27, murried, without
Vjr incumbrance ; well acquainted with hia profession, and
can produce first-rate testimonials —G. B., Mr. F. Joyes,

Grocer, Reigate.
,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single; has a

thorough practical knowledge of hia profession. Two years'

good character.—A. B., 49, Ordnance Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.Wj

^2-*^^;* ^^n^^'^^^fv* U^.^^^V ^^'^y'^^^^^^^-*^^^^"'^^^ (Head).—Age 30, single; practical
1_,8. 9d.

;
\\all8 End Braddyl's Hetton. 188. 6d.; Walls End

| [^ knowledge of his profession in all its branches. Four
years' good character from the gentleman he is leaving —R. W.,
Post Office, Foot's Cray, Kent.

Framwellgate, ITs. 9d. ; Walls End Hetton, lOs. 6d. : Walls
End Hetton Lyons, 178. 9d. ; Walls End Kepier Grange,
188. 3d. ; Walla End Rus-sell's Hetton, 18s. 3d. ; Wallu End
South Hetton, Z9s. 6d. ; Walls End Stewarts. 193. 6d. ; Walls
End Hartlepool. 198. 3d. ; Walls End Heugh Hall, 17s. 9d. ;

Walls End Kelloe, 18s. Od. ; Walls End South Hartlepool,
18s. 3d. ; Walla End Trimdon Thornley, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End
Thorpe, ISa. 3d.; WulU End West Hetton, 17s. 9d. ; Walla End
Whitworth, 168. M. ; Carway and Duffrya Maltin
74 ships at market.

S. 22s. 6d.

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY.
TIT-ANTED, A GENERAL MANAGER. — The
T f Plymouth Seed Company is in want of a gentleman

fully conijHjtent t<t Manage a largo Seed Bu-siness. He niu.-.t be a
married Man, and wouldi be preferred if between the age of 30
and 40. He must produce uncxoeption.ible testimonials as to
character and ability, and will be expected to devote the whole
of his attention to the advancement of the interests of the
Company. Salary 100/. per annum, with house rent and taxes
free, equal to 251. jicr annum ; and in addition he will have a
Conimi.ssion of 5 per Cent, on all profits, after paying 5 per
Cent, to the Shareholders.—Letters to be addressed to the
Managing Director, riyuioutii Seed Company, Union Road,
rlymouth.

TO MARKET GARDENERS.
WANTED IMMKDlATELY,an active. Industrious,

middle-aged Man, to SUPERINTEND the Cultivationm about 40 acres of Land for Gardening purposes ; and to work
bmisQlf. None need apply unlcM thoroughly competent.
House found.—Address E. B.. Deuuison's Mills. Landpurt
Portfiea. f

>

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married; four

years' excellent character, and highly recommended as

a thoroughly practical and industrious Gardener. Will be dis-

engaged in November next.—M. B., Mr. Green's, Post Office,

New Watford. Herts. .__

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, one child;

thoroughly understands Forcing Grapes, Melons, Cucum-
bers, &c. ; has also a thorough knowledge of Plants, Kitchen
and Flower Gardens. Two years' good chaiacter.—A. B-, Mr.
Allman. Nursery, Horsham, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, without
incumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of his profes-

sion in all its branches. Three years' character from the
situation just left.—Y. Z., Boshefs, Seedman, High Street,

Borough, B.E.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, without

incumbrance ; thoroughly understundy Gardening in all

its branches, Early and Late Forcing, &c. Can have two years
and nine months' undeniable character from his present
employer.—P. J., Rev, Dr. Allen's (Shouldham), Shouldham
Hall, Downliam Market. Norfolk.

C^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; understands
V !X the cultivation of Fines, Vines, Melons. Cucumbers,
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
First-class reference from a nobleman with whom he has lived
eight years.—J. W., Messrs. Henderson's, Wellington Nursery,
St. John's Wood. N.W.

AKUENKR .(ilEAi^)-—Age 31. single; wishes to
engage with any nobleman or gentleman in want of a

first-clA.se practical Gardener. Wages not so much an object as
a comfortable and permanent situation. Unexceptionable
references from present and previous employers.—A. B., Mrs.
Mason's, ShowtMTough Lodge, Twyuiug, Tewkesbury.

C"^
ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, without

_X incumbraucG ; thoroughly understands his profession in
all its branches, and has bad great experience in Pine and
Grape Growing. Leaves his present situation, which has
been famous as a forcing establishment, in consequence of the
gardens being broken up. Can produce unexceptionable
testimonials as to character and abilities.—J. T., Mr. Veitch,
Royal Exotic Nursery. King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.—Sept. 8

GARDENER (Head).—Married; a respectable Alan,
whose term with his present employer will soon cease,

having served as Head Gardener over 14 years; has had 30
years' experience in good families, and has never been dis-

engaged since he was 13 years of age. Will bo well recom-
mcn.Ied to any nobleman or gentleman in want of a good
Gardener.— Chaiu,e.s Shaw, Gardener, Reddings Park,
Alfreton, Derbyshirr.

ARDEXEK (Head, to a lady or gentleman).—
James Stanton, age 4-2, married ; has ha<i 27 years* expc-

, an unmarrit'd abbj-bodied GARDENER, ' rience in his profession, Irt of them in the capacity of Head Gar-
who has had for some years sole charge of Garden and ' <i^uer, the la.st 4J of such to John Waterhouse, Esq.. of Well*-'-

' Head, near Halifax, an I is recommended as a clever and intel-

ligent Plant Grower, including Ferns, Ac, and well skilled in the
routine of Forcing Fruits. Cropping, &:c. Cbar.icter and testi-

monials highly satisfactory. Voluutiirily leaving his last posi-
tion.— Alpha, 51e9srs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St, John's
Wood, Loudon, N.W.

PROPAGATOR AND GREENHOUSE FOREMAN.
YY^ANTED, by the undt:rs'itr"cd, an experienced
\ > PKOPAGATOU and GREENHOUSE FOREMAN.-He

nmstbo.tUonmghlyacquAintedw.tU the Propagation of Hard
and Soft-woodtid. Greenhouse, and StovaPUiits. Couifors, &c.,
and be able to grow good siiecimen planU. A single Man pre-
ferred, for whom coiiiforUblo lodgings can bo provided on the
grouna. None need &pp\y who cannot produce unexception-
able references as to character and ability.—Apply, statinir
wagea exiiected, naming at the finmo time all previous situa-
tions, references, Ac—FKANujb &. Arthur JJickson & Sons.
UptonNursenea, Chester.

WANTED, Is FOREMAN OB WORKING
BAILIFF on a large Farm, a married Man.—It is

desired to meet with a thoroughly respectable and indus-
trious person, who has been accustomed to overlook the labour
of others, whilst able to do all kinds of Farm work himaelf in a
siipen..r way. Wages according to character and intelligence.
(Romans, ch. xii.. v. II.)—Addre-ss, post paid, A. B. C, care of
Masars. Sutton & Song. Readiiiy.

WANTED IMMKDIATELY, one or two First-
class HEDGERS.—Apply to Messrs. Dowme & Laird

fturaerymeo, 17, Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Heaj>).—A thoroughly competent
and experienced hand, with nine s'ears' character.—

K

GnAVKR, Mr. K. Hornan's. Friern Watch, "Wbt^t-fttono, X.

GARDENER (Head or Single-Handed). -Age i;y,
.'tingle ; understands Forcing Vines, Peaches, Cucumbeis.

and MelonH ; also Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Thr^e yenrs*
character.— C. D.. Mr. Rasher's. 31, Market PI;ice, Banbury.

/ ^ ARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).—
V_T Middle-age, married, no incuni))rance ; understand?.
Forcing of Vines, Cucumbers, &c., and the matiagement of tlie

Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Wife can Bake or assist in tlie-

House. Chanicter unexceptionable. — R. M., Post Office,

Kingsbury, Middlesex, N.W.

ARDENKR (Head), o^ GARDENER I^
BAILIFF.—Thoroughly understands hie profession, and

the management of Stock and Land. Highly recommended.'—

,

J. S., MesHrs. RoUisson, Tooting, "Surrey, S.

GARDENER.—Age 24; has a perfect knowledge of
his profession in all its branches. Can undertake the

management of Pasture Land if required.— A. B., Mr. Mailer,

Seedsman. Granville Terrace, LewJsham , S.E.
^^

GARDENER (Under).—Age 25 ; eiuhfc years' good
praijtice. Can be well recommended. Three years'

character.—D. S., Eardi-ston Gardens, Teubury, Worcestershire.

GARDEN'ER~(Undek).—Age 30, single ; can Milk,
Mow, and hassomeknowledgeof Forcing. Noobjection to

assist in the stable. Good character.—G. M. B., Staines Post
Office, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 19; luis a good know.
ledge of Flower and Kitchen Garden : wishes for improve-

ment in the Forcing department. Good character.—G. W.,
Post Office, Wanstead. N. E. .

GARDENER (Under), wiiere Grapes and Plants
are ^rown.—Age 20 ; sober, steady, and can have a good

character from last employer. No objection to any part of

England. WiUiug to pay any gardener for the information re-

quired.—B. S., Mr. Young, Nurseryman, Small Heath, near
Birmingham.

TEVVARD OB RAILIFE.— Understands Farming
in all its branches, Buying and Selling Stot;k, the erection

of Farm Buildings, Land Surveying. Wife can take charge of
Dairy.—

A

. B., Mr. W. Clark, 25, Bishopsgate Street, E.G.

TO NOSLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND LAND AGENTS.
STEWARD OR FARM BAILIFF.—Age 38, married p

has a general knowledge of Agriculture : has the superin-
tendence of au estate 1000 acres ; understands the Breeding,
Buying, and Selling of Stock, the general improvement of Land
and Buildings. Unexceptionable refeieuces.~J. H. Insall,.

Aston SomerviUe. near Evesham, Worcestershire.

BAILIFF. — Age 3U, married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands his profession. Wife can take

charge of a Dairy and Poultry. Satisfactory reference will be-

produced.—A. B.,No. 1, St. Mary Street, near Canal Street,

Wolverhampton.

BAILIFF.—Age 40, married; is thoruughly practical

in the most modern style of Farming both Heavy and
Light Lands, having had great experience in the Midland and
Southern Counties. A good Judge and Manager of Stock.

—

B. C.Post Office, Tunbridge Wells. Kent.
,

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
BAILIFF,—Has had long experience in the most

improved system of Farming, Draining, Laying out and
Improving ; understands the Breeding and Rearing of Stock,

Marketing, &c. Testimonials from the geutleujan he is just

leaving.

—

N. L.. 25, North Kent Terrace, Woolwich, Kent, S.E.

BAILIFF.—Age 41; has a thorough practical know-
ledge of Farming on the most improved system. Buying

and Selling of Stock, «tc. ; can likewise take the management
of a Garden, understanding his profession in all its branches.

Wife cannianage a Dairy and Poultry. Can have a good ehuracter

from present employer.—J. L., Little Heath, Potter's Bar,

Herts.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEtiDSMcN.

APPREVnCE (In-door).—The Parents of a Youth
between 17 and 18 years of age, are desirous of placing

him in the above business, where he will be treated as one of

the Family.—J. E,, care of Messrs. Katou & Son, College-

Street, Worcester. ___^
yi PPRENTICE. — Age 21, strong and willing;

r\ wifhes to place himself under some nobleman's or gen-

tleman's Gardeuer, where he could learn practically the

branches of the profession. Premium given. Fir9t-clas.-i tes-

timouiala.—A. B., The Gai-deus, Cranbury Park, Winchester,

H ants. ^ ,

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.

SHOPMAK.—A Young Man, steady and active, well

up in the Wholesale and Retail Department.—E. H-^

Gardeners' ChromcU. Office, W.C.

Pony, and of unexceptionable character. 'Age above *>f
G. E. P., Po8t Office, Uxbridge, W.

(

*V\7'ANTED, a good Plain GAKDENEK, who can
1 > be well recommended. Witgca 12^. per week, wltheood

Cottage and Garden.-Address J. C, P. O., Godalming, Sun^ey.
i

KEATING'S PERSIAN INSECT DESTROYING
POWDER.—Poultry, Dogs, and Plants are effectually

freed from Fleas and all other Vermin with which they are

infested, by the above Powder, which is quite harmless to

animal life. The Farmer, the Gardener, or the Sportsman, will

therefore lind it invaluable. Bugs, Cockroaches, Btietles, Moths-

in Furs, and every other species of Insect are also instantly

destroyed.—In packets, post free, for 14, or treble size for

36 postage stamps, by Thomas Keating, Chemist, 79, St. Paul'*

Churchyard, London, E.G. Take notice each genuine packet
bears the above name and address.

ALL afflicted with WEAK EYES may obtain instant

relief by using Dr. WARNER'S EYE WATER, which
removes all inflammation arising from cold, dust, or constitu-

tional causes.—Sold in bottles, 2*. 9c(. and t.v. Qd., by Hannav,
Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, O.^ford Street, W. ; Edwards, St.

Paul's Churchyard, E.G. ; Hooper, King William Street, City,

E. C. . and all CbemLsts ; of whom may also be had. Dr. Warner's
LOTIOX. a certain cure for sore and ulcerated legs, burns, aud
scalds, and bites of insects, and in cases of iaflammation is in-

valuable. In bottles, 2s. 9rf., As. Qd. ^
PRIZE medal, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

METCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO/S New Pattern
and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetratiug unbleached

Hair Brushes, Improved FleshandCtothes Brushes, andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most esffc-

tually—tho hairs never come loose. 11., B., A Co.'s new and
delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet and the Oxford aud
Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles 2«., 3«. Qd., and 5«. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.—Sole Estab-

lishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street. 2d and 3d doors west

from Holies Street, London, W.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, I860.

MRS. ARTHUR HENFRKY, Widoi^^ of tlie lute
Professor Henfrey, F,R.8.. P.Ti.S., &c., of King's

College, l.oudon, contiuuos to receive a limited uumbur.of
younk Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
iier own Sona, in all the branches of a liberal cducarion. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs. Henfrey having resided on the
Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,
Smging, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a largo Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to
their health and morals. References are permitted to

—

. Principal of King s C(*Uege
, Chiswick Vicarage. W.
. Tuniham Green, W.
. Kew, W.

( The Government School of

[ Mines, Jermyn Street, S-W.
. 7, Bennett SL, St James's, S.W.
, Acton Green, \V,

. Kew, Vf.

. Manor House, Chiswick, W,

Or- Jllf ,,

Rev. Lawford W. T, Dale .

Kev. Olive Hollingworth .

Sir Wm- and Lady Hooker »

3?rofes3or HuxT-EY, F.R,S

Dr. and Mrs. Martvn'.,
Dr, and Mrs- Lindley,,
Dr. and Mrs, HooKtR .

,

Dr. and Mrs. Tuke
For terms apply to Mrs. Arthur Henfrky, 12, HeathQeld

Terrace, Tnrnliarn Green, W,

ovkunmi^:nt school oi?^ mines,
Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

Director—Sir KoDERrcK L Mukchison, D C.L., i:c.

The Prospectus for tho SIi;5SI0N"j commencing on October 1,

will be sent on ai>plication to the Registrar The Courses of
Iu3tructi<m embrace Chemistry, by Or. Hofmasn ; PhyHics,

by Prof, Tvndall ; Natural HiJ^tory, by Prof Huxley ;

;Mineralogv and Mining, by Mr. Waringtox Smyth ; Metal-
lurgy, by Dr- Pkucy; and Applied MuchanicH, by Pr^f Willis-

Trenham Rekks. Registnir

ANK OK DKPOSIT (Kstublishrd a.i>. 1844),
3, Pall-Mall East, London,—Capital Stock, loO.OOOZ-

Parties riosiroua of Inventing Money are requej^ted to ex-
amine the PUn of the IJauk of Deposit, by which a high rate

of interest may be obtained with ample security.

Deposits made by Si>ecial agreement may be withdrawn
without notice.

The interest is payable in January and July^
Peter Morrison. Managing Director,

T'orms for opening accounts sent free on appUcatiiui.

U K E N INSURANCE O M P A N Y,—
chief Office, Liverpool-

London Office, 2, Koyal Exchange Buildings.

London Bvrcctors,

CAainiia7i—Henry Bruce, Esq (Rainey, Bruce, &l Co.) Directcr
of Colonial Bank, Mincing Lane,

Ebward P- Aldeuson, Esq. (Kelson, Tritton, & Co.) 26, Old
Broad Street. [S'»uthwark,

Henry Fowler, Esq. (H. & R. Fn^\der), St. Saviour's Dock,
Thomas Willlam Kough, Esq. (Joi*es Brothers) U|»per

Thames Street, [Ilulboru,
fiAinJELLLnYD Stagey, Esq. (Corbyu, Stacey, Messer, & CoJ,

Banhrs.—Messrs Barclay, Bevan &l Co-
Medical R':ffre€.—J. Edward Pollock. Esq., M.D.

Soliciiors,—Messrs, J. & J. W, Bewhjll.

JjTFE DEPAUTMENT.—Life Assurance in every branch,
Special Fbature — Non-forreitnre of Pnlicit;S- The in-

surer has the right, on an ordinary Li^e Policy, after three
years, to cea.se his payments, and obtain a free Policy, lor

the total amount of Premiums x>Hid, and whatever Bonus may
have been added,

FIRE DEPARTMENT-—The rates of Premium vary accord-
ing to the nature of the risk, and will be found as moderate
:as those of otiier iirat-class offices.

Application for Asencies requested.
W. P. Clirehuoh, Manager.
H, B. Taplin^ LoudoxiStjcretary.

KtUJS Of X\)t SSltCfe.

Oakibaldi entered Naples on Friday evening

and pruclaimed Victor Emmanuel as Kixa of

Italy. The King of Naples had previously tied

to Gaeta, from which place he took his departure

on "Wfcduesday last in a Spanish fri^j^ite tor Seville.

On leaving Naples, the Ki^'G is said to have

ordered the bomhardment of the city and the

burning of the Rayal Palace. But the army wiiich

had been Ci>ncentrated in a strong positiou hetween

Oapua and Nucera to resist the advance of Gaei-
2JALDI, refused to tight for him. The Biij^ade ol

Oeneral Caldarelli, and the division of General

-Ghio, passfd over to Garibaldi ; General Bosco,

the Corninander-in-CJiief, ai^ked permission to quit

the camp on the plea of ill-health, and the officers

and seamen of the navy, with the coucurreuce of

the Ministers themselves, refu:<ed to obey the

King's orders for the removal of the fleet to Trieste,

and subsequently refused to follow himtoGaeta,
Even Sigiior Komano, who, as Minister of the

Interior, had countfrsi;ined his lateet pruclamation,

remained in Naples to weleomB GAiiiBALUi, and
has since consented to remain in ottice as the

Minister of the Dictator. The forts ami arsenal

capitulated on Saturday, the Neapolitan fleet has

since passed over to the Sardinian Admir.ils, and
the Sardinian flag is now flying in every town of

tke Two Sicilies, The latest ncA's informs us that

Garibaldi is about to march to Umhria, and th^it

annexation to Sardinia will be effected when
he is able to proclaim it from the top of the

Quirinal.—Tlie insurrection in the Papal Statts

has spread during the week to all the cities

of Umbria and the Marches. The revolted

provinces, on Monday, excited by the renewal of

the massacres of Perugia by the Pope's mercenary

troops at Fossombrone, sent a deputation to Turin

to solicit the protection of Yictok Emmanuel.
His Majesty, feeling that the time had come for

placing himself at the head of the Italian move-

ment and controlling the course of the revolution,

at once acceded to the request, and issued a procla-

mation to his army directing them to enter the

Papal States, and stating the grounds upon which

the invasion is to be justified. These grounds are

the misrule and oppression of the Papal Govern-

ment, and the presence of the large bands of

foreign adventurers by which the country is in-

fested. The King says that the ohjeot of the

iovasiou is to give the people an opportunity of

expressing thoir own wishes, to re-establish civil

order, to teach the people forgiveness of

ofl'tnces, and Christian tolerance to the Pope and

his General. He intends, he says, to respect the

seat of the Chief of the Church, and to give him

all the guarantees of independence and security

which his misguided advis rs have in vain hoped to

obtain from the fanaticism of the wicked sect

which conspires against His Majesty's authority

and the liberties ot the nation. In aocnrdance with

these orders a Sardinian army of 50,000 men has

entered Umbria and the Marches, and has already

occupied P^ saro, Fano, Urbino, and Citta di

Castello. Russia and Prussia have protested

strongly against this invasion, and the Emperor
OF THE French has shown his disapprobation of

it by recalling his Ambassador from Turin.

General LAMORiciiiiiE, the Pope's Command*ir-in-

Cliief, has ci-ncentrated the Papal force of 8000

men at Ancona, and will there give battle to the

Sardinian army.

The Empkkor of the French on Monday

delivered a speech at Marseilles, at a banquet

given to him by the Chamber of Commerce in that

city. He said that tranquillity was the wish of

all the world, and that although some envious

murmurs reached them from afar, they should not

be disturbed on that account, for such murmurs
would dissipate themselves against their indiffer-

ence as the waves of the ccean broke upon theii

shores. '* Let us therefore," he said, ** lahour to

develop the resources of our country. The works

of peace are in my eyes crowns as beautiful

as those of laurel. Jlu that tuture of national

prosperity and greatness which I contem-

phte, Marseilles by its proximity to the military

port of Toulon seems to me to represent the Genius

of France holding in one hand the olive branchy

but having her sword at her side, I wish that

this ancient Phociean city, by the mild iufluenc^'

of her trade, may induce the people of Europe to

come and join their hands on the poetic shores of

this sea, and bury in the depths of its waters all

the jealousies of another age.

Bv the Australian mail we have accounts from

New Zealand of a disastrous character. A force,

Composed of two companies of the 40th Regiment

and a detachment of saihirs, gallantly attacked a
** pah," atWaitara, intliedisirictolNewPiymouth,

and after four hours' hard fighting, were obliged

by the non-arrival of reinforcements to retire with

a loss of 29 killed and 33 wounded. On the

»>

receipt of this intelligence at Melbourne, General

Platt, the Commander-in-Chief in Australasia^

proceeded immediately to the seat of war vntw the

40th Regiment, and there is no doubt that on liis

arrival at New Plymouth energetic measures will

be taken to retrieve the disaster.

—

—

ReTUUK of the COXTRT TROM PCOTLAND.—The
Queen, Prince Consort, tind the younger hram-hes of

the Roynt family, will leave Baimond this morning on

their return to the south. The Court will pass to-u.orrow „

and Monday at Holyrood, and on Monday' evenintr her Highness laid the corner stone of the new Parliament

Maiesty will continue herjtmrney south wards travelling I'udding at Ottiiwa in tlie presence of an immense

Basingstoke and Gosport), to Osborne, where the

Rojal party will ariive at 10 o'clock on Tuesday
morning.—On Tuesday week the Queen and Prince
Consort drove up the Dee to the foot oi the Geldie, and
crossed thence on ponies by Glen Fishie to Loch Inch,
and crossing the Spey at the ferry, posted to Grant
Town, where the Koyal party passed the night at the
hotel. On Wednesday morning they drove round
Castle Grant and Llience to Tomantoul, when they took
their ponies np Glen Avon to Loch Biillig, and returned
to Balmoral in the evening. On Thursday the Queen
and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, and Princes Arthur and Leopold,
drove to Braeniar Castle to witness the Highland games.
Her Majesty was received by the elans of Farquharson,
Duff, and Forbes of Strathdon. At the conclusion of

the games her Majesty returned to Balmoral. In the

evening the choir of Crathie had the honour of per-

forming before her Majesty. On Friday her Majesty-,

accompanied by the Princesses Helena and Louisa and
Prince Arthur, drove to Alt-na-Guissach, and then rode
up Lochnagar. The Prince Consort went out deer-

stalking. Her Majesty gave a ball in the evening. On
Saturday the Queen, accompanied by the Princess

Helena, drove to Aberarder, and then rode over
Culardach, and returned to the castle by Invercauld.

'I'he Prince Consort went out deer-stalking. Sir Charli's

Wood arrived and succeeded the Duke of Argyll

as Secretary of State in attendance on her
Majesty. On Sunday the Queen and Prince Con-
sort, accompanied by the Princess Alice, attended

Divine service in the parish church of Crathie.

The Rev. A. Ar»der.son officiated. On Monday the

Queen, accompanied by the Princess Alice and Prince

Arthur, took a drive in the afternoon and honoured

Mrs. Farquharson by a visit at Invercauld. The Prince

Consort went out deer-stalking. On Tuesday the Queen,

accompanied by the Princesses Alice and Helena, drove

beyond Castleton to the Coloners Cave, in Glen Eye.

The Prince Consort went out deer-stalking. In the

evening her Majesty gave a ball to the tenants and
gillies on the Balmoral and Abergeldie estates.

The Queen's Visit to Geemant.—The Court wlU
arrive at Buckingham Palace from Osborne on Satur-

day next ; find in the afternoon her Majesty and the

Prince Consort, accomp-uiied by the Princess Aru;e,

will embark in the Victoria and Albert, at Gravesend,

for Antwerp, on her way to Coburg, on a visit to the

Grand Duke of Saxe Coburg, where they will meet the

Prince and Princess Frederick William of Prussia and
their infant Prince. The Queen's stay at Coburg,

wbich will probably be from 10 to 14 days, will be

entirely of a private character, as will be the whole

of the expedition. On the return to England her

Miijesty will stop two nijjhts at Coblentz with the Prince

Hejj;ent and the Princess of Prussia, and a siiuilar

time with the King of the Belgians ub Brussels. Lord
John Russell will be in attendiiuce upon her Majesty

aa Secretiiry of State.

The PitiNCK OF Wales on Sunday the 2Gtli

uU. attended Divine service in the Cathedral of

Montreal. On the 27th he witnessed a variety

of Indian games on the cricket ground, and after-

wards held a levee at which several addresses were
presented- Durinj^ the day the New York committee

had a conference with the l*rince, who accepted their

invitation to a ball on the 12tli October. In the evening

a magnificent ball wiis given to his Royal Highness by
tlie city of Montreal. On the 2Sth, the Prince proceeded

by train to Dickson's Landing up the St. Lawrence,

returning by boat and running all the rapids. In the

evening bis Royal Highness attended a grand musical

festival, and honoureil a ball at Mr. BlackweH's with

his presence. Ou the 29th his Royal Highuesa reviewed

the troops in garrison at Montreal and the volunteer

forces. He also n ceived a deputation which the

Corporation of New Orleans had sent to Montreal, a

distance of 1600 miles, to invite him to visit them.

On the 30th the Prince paid a visit to St. Hyacinth,

Sherbrooke, and other places, received and answered
addresses, and returned to Montreal in the even-

ing. At Sherbrooke he created the greatest enthu-

siasm among the people by remitting the sentence

of a naval court-martial, passed many years ago, upon
a person named Felton, and restoring him to his former

rank of signal uiiilshipman, which he held on board
Lord Nelson's flag-ship at the balLle of Trafalgar. Ou
the 31st the Prince lelt for Ottawa. The passage up
the river was very pleasant, in spite of occasional

sh'iwers. Every village along its banks was decorated

with flags, and the population fired salutes and rang
bells in his honour. At the mouth of the Gatineau,

trt'o mifes below Ottawa, his Royal Highness was met
by six steamers, dressed with flngs and banners, and
crowded with passei'gei-s, and by a flotilla of 150 bark
cnnoes, manned by 12u0 lumber men, who closed up in

two lines and escorted him to the city as an aquatic

procfi-sion. 200,000 persons were assembled at the
iitndli!g-place, ai d received hi:* Ko;ial Highness with
woiideriul enthusiasm. 'Ihemnyor presented an addix'ss,

but a sudden shower coming on spoiled the effect of the

ceremony. The Prince entered the town in a close

carriage, escorted by volunteer cavalry. The streets

were beautifully decorated. On the lat inst. his Royal

over the Caledonian and Noith-Westeru Railv^ays (by
I

crowd of spectators. He afterwards went down a

Le has i«8ued a proclamation, stating that the '

Carlisle, Lancaster, Stafford, Leamington, Oxford, ' timber shoot, on a taft, and then proceeded in a canoe

I.
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to witness the canoe races of the Inmbermen and The 19tU Surrey (Lamliotli), inimliering nbout 400,

In(!ian». Ifc is nndprstood that while in the United
States the Prince will visit Chicaj^o, Saint Louis, Cin-
ciunnti, New Ynk, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Wash-
ington. Ho will embark for England froii Portland,

Maine, and will reacli home early in November, unless

he visits some of the southern cities, which would
require more time. His Royal Highness will visit

Bermuda on his return voyace. The House of' Assembly
of that colony has plncpd 2000^. at the Governor's
disposal to provide snitably for his reception,
Peince Xapoleox arrived on Wednesday at the

Brunswick Hotel, Jennyn Street, and lias since left

town on a visit to Portsmouth and Yarmouth. His
Imperial Highness's screw yacht, the Jerome Napoleon,
remiiins at Deptford, awaiting his return. The Prince
had left Paris last week on a cruise in the channel,
accompanied by the Piincess Clotilde. Their Imperial
Highnesses first visited Ch^rbourg and then crossed to

the Isle of Wight. On Monday evening their yacht
ran aground on the rocks off Dunrose and fired signals
of distress. A steam-tug and several boats immediately
pat off to her assistance, but she refused help, and
at 10 o'clock, when the tide rose, she got herself off,

Tlie yacht anchored that night in Sandriwn Bay, and on
Tuesday morning the Prince and Princess landed with
their suite, and visited Carisbrook Castle, while the
yacht went round to Cowcs and took thera up. They
then proceeded to Calai:?, where the Princess landed and
returned to Paris. The Prince then re-embarked for

England.

accompanied by their own band and the drum and fife

band of the Scots Fusilier Guards, marched on Saturday

toStToatham Common, where they went through various

evolutions and fired several volleys.—The 1st Surrey

Juvenile Corps, which has enrolled upwards of 80 in

its ranks, visited Greenwich Hospital on Friday. They

marched with colours and band playing through the

the association, and with the view of furthering the
progress of the movement and creating a taste for
rifle shooting throu^'hout the county, it is

to institute an annual shooting match, to
if practicable, at tho head-quarters of the
A^oluntcer Corps in Wiltshire, in succession,

the required range can be procured in the locality,

At each meeting prizes will be offered to the members

proposed
be held,

different

provided

hospital, and after visiting the Painted Hall, the of all the ritle corps, and to any other residents in the

Dining Hall, and the Chapel, they halted in front of county who may be willing to contend for them.—The
'

- -- great Cheshire meeting is to be held on the 19th andthe Governor's House, where the band played various

airs.—The Woolwich Dockyard Brigade, consisting of

five companies, the Charlton Rides, the Woolwich

Rifles, and the Plumstead and Blackheath Artillery,

were rev-ewed on Saturday in tlie park of Sir T. M.
Wilson at Old Charlton, by Viscount Sydney, Lord

Lieutenant of Kent.—A Volunteer fete was held on

Wednesd ly in the same park in aid of the bnnd fund

of the 26th Kent. Tho amnseraents comprised concert,

ballet, morris and maypole dancing, equestrian circus,

fire balloons, &c., and concluded with a torch-light pro-

cession. Tiie band of the Royal Artillery aud two
Volunteer bands were in attendance.— The Faversham
Artillery were inspected last week by Lord Sydney,

20th inst., at Lciisowe Common, on the practice ground
of the Ist and 2d Cheshire Companies. The value of
the prizes will be nearly 300/., presented by various
persons in and about Birkenhead, There will be 10 or
12 prizes open to all Volunteers of Artillery or Rifle
Companies in Cheshire, and three or four prizes open to
all comers hondjide residents in the county. Thirty
companies have already intimated their intention to

send members to compete for the prizes, and the meet-
ing will, no doubt, be the forerunner of a county asso-

ciation, in connection with the National Rifle Associa-

tion of London.—The first meeting of the Northamp-
tonshire Association will take place in Lord Spencer's

lord-lieutenant ofthecounty.—Tne3d Kent(Tenterden)
;

park at Althorp, on the 27th inst., when the entire

have commenced ball practice on a piece of ground near

the town, affording a range of upwards of 1000 yards.

volunteer force of the county will be reviewed, and
amusements, consistirtg of archery, foot races, &c., will

On the first day of practice, which is to be continued

twice a week, the men fired at 100 and 150 yards five

rounds at each range, and the average points made
were 6.36 at the former, and 4.9 at the latter range.

The Ex-Rotal Faitilt or FKAycE.—The Countess
|
Tlie best shooting was made by Private Clemetson, who

de Neuilly, the Count de Paris, the Duke de Chartres,
and the children of the Duke de Nemours have removed
from Claremont to the villa of Admiral Sir Augustus
Clifford at Ryde. Tlie Count de Paris and the Duke
de Chartres visited Portsmouth dockyard on Wednesday,
The Chaxnbl Fleet.—The Lords of the Admiralty

arrived at Milford last week, and on Friday reviewed
the Channel fleet in St. Gcorge*s Channel. The
fleet got under way about 8 A.^r., and stood out
to sea, and, having made an offing of aV»out seven
miles, the Osborne, which had the Lords of the
Admiralty on board, made the signal for the fleet

to form a double line. They accordingly bn)ke
into two divisions ; the starboard one, consisting of the
Royal Albert, 121; Donegal, 101; Conqueror, 101;
Mars, 80; and Trafalgar, 91, was led by Vice-Admiral
Sir Charles Freuiantle, K.C.B., in the Royal Albert.
The port division, under Rear-Admiral Erskine, in the
Edgar, 91, comprised the Algiers, 91; Aboukir, 91;
Centurion, 80; Mersey, 40; and Diadem, 33. This
manoeuvre havimi been executed with great precision,
the 0:iborne si^naUed for the fleet to make sail under
easy canvas, followed by an order from the Admiral to
bankup the fires. Havingstood on tJms for some time, the
two divisions tacked in succession to the starboard,
after which the order w:(s given to form a single line of
battle. Tin's w.is effected by the starboard division
standing on its course, and the port one tacking until
they came into line, when they followed in the wake of
their predecessors, an interval of two cables' length
separating each ship. The concluding and most excit-
ing miinoe'ivre of the day was then made by the whole
getting orders to make all sjiil that could be done with
safety, and running before the wind. Studdingsail
booms were then run ont, and every inch of canvas
both below and aloft that would draw was set. The
order was then given to make for the nearest port, on
vrhich the fleet bore up for Milford Haven. The Osborne
then steamed up to the Admiral's ship, and Rear-
Admirid Pelham, C.B., hailed Sir Charles Fremantle,
and expressed, on the part of the Duke of Somerset
and the rest of the Lords, the extreme satisfaction they
all felt, not only in the appearance of the fleet, but also
in the admirable precision with which all the manoeuvres
had been- performed. On Tuesday the fleet left Milford
nnder steam on a cruise of three weeks or a month
during which it is supposed it will go round the Western
Islands, and then rendezvous at Torbay, previous to
going into winter quarters.
The Volunteeu MoYE^^E^-T.—A general assurance

society for Volunteers is about to be formed under the
iminwliate patr.mflge of Mr. Sidney Herbert, Secretary
for War : the Lord Chancellor, and Lord de Grev and

ts object is to extend the Volunteer move-
ment_ by lightening its expenses, and by giving in
addition a prospect of pecuninry advantage in case of
need. This it is proposed to do by combining the prin-
cipes of a friendly society and an assurance society
each member payinga weekly subscription, and receivinc^
in return an advance for his outfit, an allowance-d

be provided.

#oietgn

made 17 points, eight at 100 and nine at 150 yards'

range.—The I7th Kent (Tunbridge Wells) have been
presented with a handsome rifle by Mrs. Wright,
of Lansdowne, which is to be coir.peted for by the
members at the close of the course of instruc-

tion they are now undergoing in rifle shooting.

—

The grand review and rifle match of the Berkshire
Corps, comprising the 1st Reading, 2d Windsor, 3d
Newbury, 4th Abingdon, 5th Maidenhead, and 6th
Wokingliam, took phtce on Thursday, by permission of
her Mtijesty, in the Great Park at Windsor. The first

prize, the Ladies Cup, was won by Private Salter, of

Reading; the Challenge Cup was won by Private
Jackson, of Maidenhead; and the best shot and winner
m the All Comers Ci:»s3, was Mr. Mortimer, of Reading.
The Volunteers were afterwards entertained at a
dinner provided at the expense of Lord Overstone,
and a series of old English games for which
prizes w^ere offered brought WiQfete to a conclusion.

—

In Suffolk the number of companies is gradually
increasing. Capt. Jervis, M.P., presided last week at
a meeting to promote the organisation of an Artillery
Corps in the Colneis hundred, on the Suffolk coast.
The meeting resulted in the enrolment of about 20
Voluneers on the spot, while several gentlemen
announced their intention of subscribing and nominat-
ing others.—About 50 gentlemen have been enrolled
as members of a proposed *' Scotch Company" at
Ipswich, but the Lord-Lieutenant of the county has
declined to sanction the corps as a separate company in

arrived at

an enthusi-

FaANCE,—The Emperor and Empress
Avignon on Friday evening, and met with
astic reception from the civil aud religious authorities.

On Saturday morning their Majesties proceeded throuc'h
Tarascon and Aries to Marseilles, at all of which places
their reception was most cordial. On Saturday evening
the Emperor and Empress went to the Grand Theatre,
where an almost unexiimpled ovation was given them,
and particularly to the Empress. On Sunday evening
a grand {^ie and ball were given to their JIajesties at
the Chateau Borelli, the neighbourhood of which was
illuminated with variegated h;mps. It is calculated that
300,000 persons were present in the vicinity. On
Monday morning the Emperor visited various parts of
the city, and in the evening his Majesty and the
E'lipress were present at a grand banquet given by the
Chamber of Commerce, when the Emperor delivered the

following speech :
—

"' Gentlomen,—The banquet offered by the Chamber of
Commerce gives me the happy opportvmity of publicly
thanking the city of Maraoilles for the warm reception it has
given to the Empress and to myself. The uiiaiumous demon-
stratious of attachment which we have receivtsd 3ince the com-
mencement of our jouraey touch me deeply, but do not raalvC

me more proud ; for my only merit has been to have full faith
in Divine Providence as well as in the patriotism and good
sense of thfe French people. It is this intimate union
between the people and the Sovereign which conatitutes
our strength at hoiue as well as abroad, and which
has enabled us, in spite of great difficulties, to
proceed without pause in our progressive movement.
This desire for what is good, this enthusiasm for all that is

noble and useful, cannot relax now when circumstances are
more favourable and tnuiquillity is the wish of all the world.
If envious murmurs reach us from afar, let us not be disturbedconsequence of the difference of uniform from that of on that account, for they will break gainst our indifference

the present Ipswich corps. Tiie subject is to be brought
under the notice of the Secretary-at-\yar.—The result
of the efforts made at Attleborough, Norfolk, to promote
the rganisation of a Volunteer Corps in that district,
has been a subscription of 270/. and an enrolment of 52
effectives, A company is to be at once formed, and
will, in all probability, be commanded by Sir K. J.
Buxton of Shadweil Court.—The movement continue^

like the waves of the ocean on our shores. Let us labour,,

then, with all our strength to develop the resources of our
country ; the works of peace have crowns as noble in my eyes
as those of lam-el. In the future of prosperity aud greatness
which I contemplate for France, Marpeilles naturally holds a
large place from its energy and the iutelligeuoe of 'its

inhabitants, as well as from its geographical position. Close
to the military port of Toulou, it appears to me to represent on
these shores the Greuius uf France holding an oUve branch
in one hand while touchinsr the sword at its side.

extremely popular in Esse?:. A proposal hag been made ^^^ ^^^ Phocfean city reign in peace upon this sea, by the calm

for the formation of a second company at Colchester,
and at a meeting, convened bv the Mayor of
aiuldon, and held in the Town Hall, ifc was
resolved to form a corps for that town. A similar
movement has been made at Coggeshall. There will

Kipon. It«

officers of the different companies for rifle-shootino-,
and some spirited competition hns been the result. A
temporary battery has been erected on the coast, at the
south side of Sealiam harbour, and it is expected that
in a short time the men will be so far advanced as to

influence of commerce ; let her civilise barbarous nations by
increased tralHc; let her draw closer the bonds of civilised
nations. Let her induce the peoples of Europe to come and
shake hands upon the poetical shores of this sea, and sink in
the depth of its waters the jealous faults ofa past age. Lastly,
let Afarseilles always show herself beautiful as I now behold
her, equal to the destinies of France, and one of my most
ardent wishes will be accomplished. I drink to the prosperity
of the city of Marseilles."

Their Majesties afterwards proceeded to Toulon, where
they met with a splendid reception, and, after having
attended a ball given in their honour, embarked for Kice,.

where they met with an enthusiastic reception.
Thoy liave since embarked at Nice for Ajaccio.—In
consequence of the representations made by the French

commence hall practice.—A Rifle Corps is about to be I

^*^^^^"""^"***^ ^^^'^^"*^ ^S^^^^t the entry of a Sardinian
fcrmed in the district of Qucenshead, in the West ^

^'*'^^' ^"^^ *^^*^ ^*^P^^ ^^'^^''^^^'^^^^^^I'lg Proved IneffectnaU

unng^
sickness, a pension after long service, and the certainty
oi his fam.Iy receiving a sum of money on his death.-
i he commanding ofhcers of the various Corps in the

W^i. r^'i^^r"''''
^'^^' '^'^^^'^^^ ^ communication

I'om the Lord-Lieutenant recommending the a-sem-Wing the various corps of a connty or district for the
Purpose of periodical reviews.— Tlie
a^hngfon) met at Lawn House,
l^esdtiy, accompanied by the band
iHulur.'sex, and were presented with
subscribed for by the ladi

^wv.^.,^1 ^auiwiijc xiouse, naiirax, has generously
offered to completely equip them all at his own cost.
Above 30 Volunteers have already been enrolled.—Tlie
l-rome Corps were presented last week with

from Paris on

The Tairie and

a massive

I th Middlesex
Holloway, on
of the Royal
a silver bugle

es of the- district.—The 7th Surrey, accompanied by the ba!id

--—^.. «c^^^.,iiyii urui ana sKirmiWe and volley firing, and field evolut

of the 3d
Nesbitt's

were put
includinorrmishing,

ions generally.

silver bugle, valued at 40 guineas, by Mrs. Boyle, wife of
theHon.and Rev.Riehnrd CavendishTownshend Boyle.-
The nth Wilts (Swindon) Corps were presented on
luesday wi h a silver bngle and a set of drums by the
Earl of Shelburne, and a set of colours by Mrs. Gooch
wife of the Captain of the Corps. -A meeting of influ-
ential residents has been held at Horsmonden, at which
It was resolved to form a volunteer rifie corps for the
parish, A number of members joined, and a liberal
subscription was made in aid of the fund8.-The pro-
visional committee of the Wiltshire Association are
taking energetic mensnres to carry ont the resolutions
passed at the preUminary meeting held a short time
since at Salisbury. The Right Hon. Sidney Herbert.
becretary for War, has consented to act as president of

and General Goyou was despatched
Wednesday to resume the command.-
tbe Pays publish a communicated article, of which the-

' following is a summary:^
"Some foreign journals hfxve incorrectly represented the-

pohcy of France in Italy. France, since the peace of Villa-
franca, has not altered her policy, but, true to the principle oi
non-intervention, has lelt the Italians to dispose of themselves
as they wished, confininsr herself to pointing out their dangers
and reminding them that in pursuing the project of national
unity they are acting at their own risk and peril. France ha»
also shown them what grave coiisequeticee might result from
an attack on Venetia or Rome." The Vairu adds :—" We have
reason to believe that Austria has declared that she would not
intervene in Naples while the revolution is confined to that
State, and does not threaten other frontiers, but up to the
present moment her declarations go no farther."

—The Moniteur, in its non-official section, announces
that the Emperor has authorised the establishment of a
national tir, or shooting competition, the plans of which
have been preparuig at the Ministry of War since
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T.^arV ^is*^- Ifc ^^^^^ *^'^^® l^^'**^® *" *^^® ^^"^^^ ^
V-nceiines and will commence annually at the perioa

V
tije fUes of the 15th of August. This year, by

Exception, it will open on the 30th of September, and

last till the 9th of October. Numerous workmen are

uow getting the ground ready. There will be 44t

targets, to which Frenchmen and foreigners will alike

be admitted with all sorts of arms ; six other targets

will' be reserved for the National Guard and the army,

"two others for pistol-shooting, and two for bow and

arrow. There will be a grand prize of 10,000f. ; the

list of the other prizes will be immediately

published, as well as that of gifts from individuals.

A committee of seven gentlemen, three of them military

men, has been named to direct and superintend the

competition.—A daughter of Abd-el-Kader has arrived

in Paris for the purpose of becoming a Sister of

Charity. Having been sent to Constantinople to be

educated, she had an opportunity of seeing the Sisters,

who have a branch establishment in that city, and

became desirous of entering the order. She is only 18

years of age, and when she asked her father's leave

to embrace Christianity, he at once consented, Abd-el-

Kader's own mind has, it is said, been profoundly

affected by the circumstances of his extraordinary

career. His faith has not been shaken in the tvutli of

the Koran, but he supposes that the time is come when,

according to the will of Providence, Mahomedanism

mitst yield to Christianity, destined to become the great

civilising force of the world.

SwiTZEitLAKD.—The Federal Council, through its

diplomatic agents, has recently Informed France, and

the other Powers which signed the treaty of 1815, that

to guarantee efficaciously the neutrality of Switzerland

it would bo indispensable to exact two things :—

1. That the Simplon road, henceforth open to France,

should be properly protected. 2. That the Lake of

Geneva should be separated from the French frontiers

by a portion of laud of about two hours' march in

breadth. In reply to these overtures the Cabinet of the

Tuileries has withdrawn its former concessions, declar-

ing that it would not cede either an inch of territory or

-a single inhabitant of Savoy. In this state of affairs

any direct arrangement between Switzerland and

France is impossihle. Having received the report of the

Swiss representatives at Paris, London, and Turin, who
are now here, the Federal Council persists more than

ever in considfring this affair as a question of European

order reserved for the con^petency of the Powers which

•signed the Final Act of Vienna.—The English church

.at Chamounix was consecrated on the 6th lust, by Dr.

-Sumner, Bishop of Winchester, who, more than 40 years

-ago, discharged the duties of British chaplain at Geneva.

Pjjtjssia.—The 'Nord has published a statement to

the effect that an arrangement has been agreed upon

between Prussia, England, and Austria, by which the

three Powers engage themselves— 1. To oppose any

military intervention of France in Italy, under any

pretext whatsoever. 2. To oppose any other military

intervention of France in Europe, without a preliminary

omderstanding with the Powers. 3. To oppose any

territorial extension of France, either by meai.s of

-conquest or negotiation. The official organs of the

three Powers declare that this statement is totally

without foundation.

Russia.-A highly important official telegram from

-St, Petersburg was received at Vienna on Saturday. In

-substance it is as follows :

—

"The Eraperor A.lexander and bis Government sincerely

desire a perfect reconciliation with Austria. The good under-

a landing between Russia and Austria ought never to have been

interrupted. The necessary arrangements for a meeting

betweea the two Emperors will bo made without delay, and
measures will be taken for putting an end to the present state

of things, which is no lon^jer tolerable."

It is positively stated that, in consequence of this

intimation, an Interview between the Emperors of

Austria and Russia and the Prince Regent of Prussia

will take place shortly at Warsaw, and that several of

the German Sovereigns will go to Warsaw to meet them.

CoBUBG.—A telegraphic despatch dated Coburg, 4th

inst., states that the general meeting of the National

Union have unanimously adopted as their programme of

union the transfer of the central power to Prussia, and

the convocation of a German Parliament.

AusTfilA.—A grand dinner was given by the Emperor

at Schoeubruun on Tuesday, in honour of the birth-

<lay of the Emperor of Russia, at which the

Emperor of Austria in very cordial terms proposed

a toast in honour of the Emperor-^ Alexander II.

—

The Emperor has received Counts Sczechen and

Apponyi, who explained to his Majesty the historical

rights of Hungary. The Emperor pronounced

himself in favour of the Hungarian programme,

which, it is said, will be adopted, with an amend-

ment presented by Count Hartig, and concerted

between the latter and the Hungarian delegates.

Nevertheless, it is still expected that during the first

plenary sitting of the Keichsrath an autograph

letter of the Emperor will be read, establishing the
|

principle of the autonomy of the provinces, and an-

1

iiouncing the reforms to be immediately promulgated.—

In the sitting of the Reichsrath on Monday the Budget

for the Army and Navy was agi'eed to. Before the

discussion of the Budget for theMinistry of the Interior,

Count Rechberg protested against the prevailing idea

that the Ministry wished to maintain a poUtic;il system,

the abolition of which was generally dtsired. The
Minister said that this supposition was perfectly

incorrect, and he assured the members of the Council

that all the Ministers were agreed upon the necessity of

entering the path of reform. The Reichsrath resolved

upon adjourning any discussion of constitutional prin-

ciples until the conclusion of the discussion of the

Budget. On the discussion of the Police Budget, M.

Maager, President of the Chamber of Commerce, pro-

posed that the laws aflfecting the press should be modified.

This proposition was supported, but the vote upon it was

a<ljourned until the conclusion of the discussion of the

Budget. In the debate on the Budget for Public Worship,

M. Maager proposed a revision of the Concordat, and

that the placing of all Christian confessions on an equal

footing should become a principle of the Constitution.

It was resolved to insert two additional paragraphs

in the report of the Committee of Twenty-one, in

accordance with M. ^lijager's motion—viz., to abolish

the difference between the positions of the confessions

as constituted by the subsidy at present granted

to the Catholic Church and schools of public in-

struction, and in general to settle all questions

respecting the religious confessions. — Count Rech-

berg has instructed the diplomatic agents of Austria

abroad to seize every opportunity for declaring

the falsity of the reports that the Imperial Cabinet

intends to place itself at the head of a coalition against

France. Count Rechberg says that Austria has no

other object than that of leaving her state of isolation

by means of a conciliatory and moderate policy, which

would allow her to maintain friendly relations with

France as well as with the other great Powers. Count

Rechberg protests in the most positive manner against

any concealed idea of a coalition, for which Austria

thinks there is no necessity.

IXALY.—The King of Naples .embarked in a Spanish

ship of war on the evening of the 6th inst. for Gaeta,

and took his departure from Gaeta on Wednesday last in

a Spanish frigate for Seville. His Miijesty has retired to

Spain contrary to the advice of the Cabinets of Vienna,

Munich, and Dresden, which had advised him to take

refuge in Austria, where preparations had been made

at the Imperial Castle at Hitzendorf, near Vienna, for

his reception. Before his departure from Naples, the

King is said to have ordered the bombardment of the

town and the burning of the Royal Palace, and it is even

asserted that the original of that order has been found.

But both the army and navy rL-fuscd to fight for him,

though the former occupied a strong position between
^

Capua and Nocera. Gen. Bosco, the commander-in-chief,

had asked permission to quit theeamp on account of ill-

health, and General Caldarelli's brigade and the division

of General Ghio had passed over to Garibaldi. The

navy also had refused to leave the port, in cousequence

of the undoubted design of the King to send the fleet to

Trieste in order to give it up to Austria; and the Sar-

dinian Admiral had threatened to fire upon any

Neapolitan vessel which should attempt to follow the
j

King to Gaeta.—Garibaldi entered Naples on Friday at

noon, accompanied only by his staff. The citizens and

the Lazz.aroni went out to meet him armed, some with

pikes and some with sticks, and welcomed him with

enthusiastic acclamations. He was escorted by them to
;

the Palace, from the balcony of which he addressed the

people in the following words :

—

"Neapolitans, this is a solemn, holy, and memorable day.

This day, from being subjeeta under the yoke of tyranny, you
have become a free people. I thank you in the name of the

whole of Italy. You have performed a great work, not only-

for Italy, but for all hiuuunity, whose rights you have vindi-

cated. 'Hurrah for liberty!' so much dearer to Italy inas-

much as she has Buffered so much more than other nations.

•Long live Italy r"

The cry was taken up by the thousands assembled, and
" Vwa Italia I " might have been heard from one end

of the city to the other. Garibaldi then proclaimed

Victor Emmanuel as King of Italy, consigned the fleet

and the arsenal to the charge of the Sardinian Admiral

Persano, confirmed S. Romano as Minister of the

Interior; and nppointed S. Arditi, Director of Police;

General Cosenz, Minister of War; and S. Pisanelli,

Minister of Justice. He also dissolved a Republican

Ministry which had been illegally' formed in his name,

and ordered the Prefect of Police to punish its members.

He afterwards went to the Cathedral, where a Te Deiim

was celebrated^ the people as he passed shouting

"Hurrah for Victor Emmanuel 1 " "Hurrah for

Garibaldi !" In the evetiing the whole of Naples was

illuminated. On Saturday morning the forts and arsenals

capitulated, and the Sardinian flag was hoisted upon them.

Garibaldi found an immense quantity of war materiel

in the arsenal, and 80.000,000 lire in the bank. On
Monday the English Admiral paid a visit to Garibaldi,

who afterwards went on board the Hannibal ; the

English Ambassador being present. On that occasion

the Sardinian fleet fired a salute of 17 guns In honour

of the Dictator. The Sardinian troops disembarked on

Monday by his order. The whole army of Garibaldi

will arrive at Naples in the course of a few days, and with

the Insurrectionai-y bands the total force will he raised

to 80,CO0 men. The Bixio and Medici brigades have

already arrived. A proclamation of Gaiib.ildi to the

Neapolitans was issued on Tuesday, in which he says

that the annexation will be effected when he will be

able to proclaim it from the top of the QuirinuL The

revulution Is everywhere triumphant, and it is

that Garibaldi is about to march to Umhria.

Papal Nuncio, the Austrian, Russian, Prussian, ai.

Spanish Ambassadors, and Count Trapani, followed thu

King to Gaeta, where his Majesty iippouite^ Signer

Ulloa, brother of General UUoa, as his Prime

Minister, and issued a proclamation asserting his

rights to the throne, and declaring that during hia

short reign he had not-entertained a single thought

that was not devoted to the huppiiiess and the good of

his subjects, and that the institutiona which he had
irrevocably guaranteed them was the proof of this.

After the flight of the King a great rise took place in

the public funds.—A despatch from Rome states that

the entry of Garibaldi into Naples has thrown the

Papal Government into a state of consternation. The
insurrection at Pontecorvo has been confiimed, and
similar Insurrections have broken out at Pesaro, Fos-

sembrone, Montefeltro, Urbiuo, and other towns in the

Marches. In the latter the tricoloured flag has been

hoisted to the cry of "Long live Victor KiumanuelP*

and a Provisional GovernmL'nt has pioclaimed the

annL'xati(m of theprovinceofUrblno to Sardinia. Orvleto

and other towns in Umbria have also revolted to the

cry of "Victor Emmanuel for ever!" while the Papal

troops having become discouraged, have retired, oflering

no resistance, but committing acts of ferocity on their

passage. The Papal Government Immediately pro-

claimed a state of siege at Fauo, Smigaglia, and

Pesaro, and at Fossombrone the inhabitants, in their

struggle for liberty, were vanquished by the over-

powering numbers of the mercenary troops, who, after

their victory, renewed the massacres of Perugia. On
Tuesday a deputation from the cities of Umbria and

the Marches arrived at Turin, and had an audience of

the King of Sardinia to solicit his protection for the

revolted provinces. His Majesty granted the protection

which they solicited, and issued orders to the Sardinian

troops to enter those provinces by the following Procla-

mation :

—

"Soldiers! You are about to enter the Marches and

Umbria, in order to estabhsb civil order in the towns now
desolated by misrule, and to give to the people the liberty ol

expressing their own wishes. You will not fight agairst the

armies of any of the Powers, but will free those unhappy
Italian provmces from the bands of foreign adventurers that

infest them. You do not go to revenge injuries done tome
and to Italy, but to prevent the popular hatred from unloosing

itself against the oppressors of the country- By your example

you will teach the people forgiveness of offences, and Christian

tolerance to the man who compared the love of the Italian

Fatherland to lalamism. At peace with all the Great Powers, and

holdingmyseifalooffrom any provocation, I iutundto nd Central

Italy ofone continual cause of trouble and disorder. 1 intend to

respect the seat of the Chief of the Church, to whom I am ever

ready to give, in accordance with the allied and friendly

Powers, all the gn;irautees uf independence and Rccurity wbicix

his misguided advisers have in vain hoped to obtain tor mm
from the fanaticism of the wicked faction that conspires •

against my authority, and against the Uberties of the nation.

Soldiers ! 1 am accused of ambition. Yes, 1 have one ambition

,

and it is to re-estabUsh the principles of moral order in Italy,

and to preserve Europe from the continual dangers of revolu-

tion and war."
1 T • 11

In accordance with these orders, General Ciahlini, the

commander-in-chief of the Sardinian army on the Papal

frontier, entered Umbria on Tuesday evening with

25.000 men. and was followed on Wcduesdi-y morning

by :25,000 more. He first attacked and took Pesaro,

where 1200 German soldiers, under the command of

aionsjgnor Bella, who were slmt up in the fortress,

were made prisoners. General Cialdini sustained

trifling loss in this operation, and sent Monslgnor Bella,

who had ordered the sack of the town, to
^
Turin.

He next proceeded to Fauo wlierc he made 300 prisoners,

and then marched to Urbico, whidi he entered without

opposition. Meanwhile, the division under the com-

nmnd of General Fanti entered the Papal States at

Citta di Castello, and was to march on Tlmisday towards

the valley of the Tiber, while another division was march-

ing towards Fratta. The Gorman garrison of Orvicto

has already capitulated to the insuii^eu ?. Count Cavour

has despatched a note to the French Geveru-

ment explaining the new att itnde of Sardinia.

Russia and Prussia have strongly protested against

the entry of Sardhiian troops into the States of

the Church, as an attack upun international rights,

and the Moniteui' of ycsterdayl announces that the

Emperor of the French has ordered his Ambassador to

quit Turin. The Pope is about to address a note to

all the European Powers protecting against the Sar-

dinian' invasion, and staling that the foreign

troops to which Sardinia has objected, were

enlisted on the advice 9f France and Austria.

General Lamorlciere has concentrated his troops, num-

bering 8000 men, at Aucoua,and has denied the alleged

order'of the day in which he was stiid to have directed

his soldiers to plunder any town which should rise m
insnvrection. It is believed that his lines of defence

will shortly be attacked by 45,000 Sardiirmns.—The

accounts from Venice state that the Austrian troops

liave been concentrated on the extreme frontier of

Venetia, facing Modena and the Romagna. It is said,

however, that whatever may take place in the States

of the Church, the attitude'of Austria will be Purely

defensive as long as her Italian frontie' s are not mvaded

;

and that all her military preparations have tio other

object than that of energetically repelling any eventual

Sicily—The garrison of Syracuse has declared its

Garibaldi. The wh.>le of Sicily thereforeadhesion to

said

The
aitd

has now pronounced for the Italian cause.

TCKKEY.—The Giand Vizier, whose recall was

mentioned last week, has not yet returned to C<m8tan-

tiui.ple, as he intends first visiting Bosnia, to calm the

agitation prevailing there. It is said that he will then

be sent to Paris and I.ondou to negotiate a new loan.

Vely Pacha is again in favour with the Sultan, and has
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been appointed Governor-General of Adrianople. The
arrival of the prisoners from Damascus has excited the
population. '1 he AnihassaJors have congratulated the
Sultan on justice having hoen done, and the French
Amhfl?S:idov has demruu'el that Ihe repression of the
tlistnrhances in the Lebanon should !)e t'Oirplef cd.

Steia.—Accounts from Damnsena state that Fuad
Pacha had not incorporated the 3000 prisoners into the
army, hnt had sent 300 of them to the pallcys. He
had also given 120 Mnssulman houses to the homeless
Christians, hut as the mob insulted and threw ruhhish
at these Christians, they were oblijved after the first

nicrht to return to the citadel, where, to the number
of 10,000, they were exposed to the burning snn, and
destitute of everyihinsr. The large indemnity imposed
on the city had excited threats and great agitation.
It was asserted that some soldiers had deserted and
joined the Druses on account of not having received
their pay. The French army was still encamped at
IJoyroufc. Seditious prints against the Christians were
in circulation.

India and CinyA.—By the arrival of the Calcutta
mail we have news from Calcutta to the 8th August,
and from Hong Kong to the 26tli July. The following
are the details:—
CalciUia.—The: death of Mr. Wilson and the operation of tb©

Income T.ix, which ciiine hito operation nnthc Ut ult , are the
chief topics of general news. Sir Hugh Rose baa issued a
General Order annoniicing hi? inteptiou to confer appointments
solely on officers who mny, by their conduct in the field or in
cantonments, show themselves deserving of them.

China.—Lord E!gin and B;iron Gros hid arrived at Pecheli.
The Takn forts were to be attacked on the 20th of July. Th9
allied troops were liealthy. The rebels hiid maintained their
positions. Foreigners had visited the rebels, and were cour-
teously received. A new transit duty of 11 taela per bale was
to be levied.

Japfin.—All vras quiet on the 20th June, and trade was
progressing

Singapore.—The Prussian Ambassadors had arrived. A great
demonstration a-aiiist the Indian Income-tax had been held.
The Joshua Waddington had been totally lost in Gaspe Straits.

New Zeala>'D.—We have news from New Ply-
mouth (Taranaki), to the 30th of JuKe, of a dipastrous
character. An advance upon the rebels' pah at
Waitara has been made, and, after fighting for more
than four hours with great eallantry ai^ainst large
numbers of natives, covered by their intrenchments, our
forces were obliged to retreat, leaving 29 dead and 33
wounded on the field. The following account is con-
densed from the Taranaki Herald :

—

"The Tasmanian Jlaid on Tuesday brought intelligence that
a reconnoitring party of the 40th had been fired on by the
natives from the pah restored at Piiketakjtuere. This act of
a:;gresBion induced our military commander to take steps to
pmlsli the insurgents. Wednesday morning was ffxed for
attacking the pah. Guns and reinforcements of the <Oth
Regiment and of the bhie-jackets were dispatched from town,
but weather of the moat inclement kmdaddei tothehardshit"S
of the duly. The reinforcements waded through a sua of mud,
under south-west squalla and showers. The Puketa-
kauere Pah consists of two otockades ; one upon the intrench-
Tiients of the old pih of the same name, the other
new and apparently without intrencbments. They stind
on a ridge formed by two small gullies. These gullies meet a
little below the palj, and open on a swampy ground in the
W;iit.ira Valley, forming a sort of l..ng Y, the stitlk tnv.-ard.s the
river, and the stockades In the fork. The main body, consist
ing of the Grenadier and Light O>mpanio.s of the 40th
liL-giment, under Captain Richards, -and 00 bluejackets, under
1st Lieutenant Batti>!Combo, of the Pelorns, with the Artillerv.
ii[iproaclied the pah by the directest ntad from the camp, and
at 6 o'clock a.m the guns wtjre brought to be.ir. ainl the men
extended on the n..rih-west, or seaward sLIo of the pah the
smaller giilly between them and it. With this division were
M;ijnr Nelson, ami CapUiin Seymour, of the Pelnrus. A second
division of about 50 men, under Captain Messenger, was p'-«tefl
on the flat of the W;iitiU-aj to cut off the retreat on that side

;

and a tliird, under Captinn Bowiler, passed along the river
binks, and attempted to tnko the pal* in the rear. The nativcn
v,i:re awiiro of tlie movement and on the alert. The first firuig
w.is^n the r&arward party, and -a Maori iulormant states that.
lintling the troops advancing on that side, many of the natives
went out of the stnckafle, some nf them cutleavouriiig to
escape, and some occupying the intrcnchrnents of a second old
pah, to the rearward of— thai is to s;iy. nearer to the Waitira

!-U.ick m the reitr would succeed ; but, after a ah<.rt space a
large reinforcemt-nt fr-.m the inland stittlements of Wi Knigi
ainved among the high fern, and a fierce battle ensued the
natives greatly outnu-i.bcring the trtM^ps. The Gren idier
eo-npanyof tl.e 40th R^Kiment and the biue-i:ickets formed
llio nglit wmg of the main pirty in tront, and extemied V>c.yndtho head cf the guUy, taciug partly round towards i he
Maith west side of the iwh. large numbers of the encmvc^me to the brink of tbe gnlly, ,md the pah was pr.>bablvalmost empty. Ti.u cnmbatant-* were :.bout 160 yards apa i

divided by the guUy, firing briskly and steadily, but not »bl.'
to olo«e except wheru the right wing overlapped the head of
the gully, and here a dciperatc strnggW tivok place with u
iv>rty of imlivos who had a tn-nch at one nf the oui works of the
..1. forti' ,-i„nH IIuo wM the h-.ttest fighting and the
greatest loss snatainci by this .livisiou. Karly in the divi
mwi^enger of tiio rcU-I-i vfixs seen to start from the rearand between 9 and JO o'clock large reinforcements came hummland: part of which as we have ahuwiy said, attacked th.
-d and 3d divisions, and the remainder outdankcd the manhMy in fr^nfe. Havhig bald his ground fur some time, withour

n "^ MT'*"^^ '''"'''"^' •^'.'"'y "^fi^"" f>f a diversion appear-
n.g. Major Nelson gave orders to sound the 'retire ' Some
atieiTipt to fnllow was checked by a murderous fire from theurtUIery, snd the main b-dy retr«ited in order an-l withoui
Hcriojis rpolcifation, und arrived in oimp at 1 p.m. The othe.
divisions were u-uch harassed in thuir retre.vt. not h^tviui/hravy guns to support thorn, and Lieutenant Brooke andothers were kdU-d. Captain Seyu.our. of the Pelorns. receiveda bullet in the leg. N-n-commissioncd officers «nd privates

u™ ^S"^'V», '° *""*' *^*^ ,*'"«'y '^"^ ^^'^"y filing oniarge bodies of the enemy, and then as coolly retiring The
ihJ;'fliV*'>^^^'r''*^

une.xi>ected resohition, and have provedthe first body of men able to meet the British bayonet. ThebUme of their reverse is thrown on Colonel Gnld, the Com-
lh^ntL''Hi;^^V'^.*''^*''^^'''^.^^ ^'^^ was aware ol
» he mtended atta-:k, and had left the town at 9 o'clock on that

very morning with a force of nearly 300 men and two
24-pounder howitzers, and was actually within two miles and
aimo<it within sight of the besieged pah, at a time when
succour would have b* en invaluable. It is alleged, however,
t- at a river was so swollen between him and the scene of
rction, that he was unahJo to cross it. The officers engaged
in the action were : — Naval Brigade. — First Lieutenant
Bat.tiscombe. .Midshipman 'Wadlow, Midshipman Garnett ;

Lieutenant Morris, Royal Marine Artillery. Royal Engineers.
—Lieut Mould. Royal Artillery.—Lieutenant M'Naughten.
40th Regiment.~M;ijor Nelson, Lieutenant Brooke (killed),
Lieutenants Dowman, Jackson, and Rces, Ensign and Adjutant
Whelan."

Australia.—The Anslralian colonies have tnade a
prompt and enerf^otic response to the appeal of New
Zealand for assistance. No sooner was the disaster at
New Plymouth known at Melbourne than iuimediate
help was resolved upon, and on the 18th July a fast
steamship was despatched for New riymouth, with
Lieut.-Colonel Leslie and 210 officers and men of the
40th Kegiment, Miijor-Gdneral Platfr, Commander-

I

in-Chief of her M:'jesty's Forces in Australasia, wi h
his staff and the head-quarters of the 40th sailetl

for the same place on the 2'lth, leaving the defence of
Victoria in tlie hands of the Volunteer Flifies, who were
to be raised in number from 2000 to 10,000, while an
a<Mitinnal sura of 5000/. was voted, on the motion of
Mr. Wilson Gray, one of the ultra-democratic memhers,
to provide prizes for marksmanship, A similar demon-
stration has taken place at Sydney.
United States.—Great preparations are making at

New York to do honour to the visit of the Prince of
Wales, and no expense will be spared to invest the
occasion with an interest worthy of its object. As
announced, his Royal Higliness will only remain three
days in New York. A proposition has been addressed
by the well-known rope-walker, Blondin, to the Duke
of Newcastle, offering to trundle His Royal Highness
on a wheelbarrow over a tight rope to be stretched
across the Falls of Niagara. The exhibition of fire-

works and the performance of various gymnastic evolu-
tions during the passage Mr. Blondin thinks would
render this a truly imposing entrance into the Republic.
Advices from Honduras to the 16th ult. state that the
Prtsideut was^daily expected to attack Walker at

The inhabitants of that town were leaving in
Walker had raised the Federal Central
flag, and contemplated uniting five of tlie

States. The excitement in Texas relative to the
Abolitionists was increasing. The town of Mount
Vernoa was reported to have been destroyed by
incendiaries.

British Columbia.—A silver mine is reported to
have been discovered on the lower Frazer river. Dis-
coveries of lead were also reported fnrther in the
interior, containing ab(mt 5 per cent of silver. Copper,
in blocks too lar^e for removal, are said to have been
discovered in enormous quantities, but the accounts
were regarded as exaggerations.

MEXico.—Advices from liavannah to the 23d of
July stitte that the movements of Spanish vessels along
the co:ist of Mexico caused considerable speculation.
The New York Times announces, on "the best auth'

•

rity," that the Mexican question is on the point of
being peremptorily settled by a decisive intervention

army

.

to, but

Truxillo.

alarm.

American

several counties, wo were bound to undertake tboae office^ ^^were we also bound to undergo some personal inconvenim,^2and expense in assisting in the defence of our countrv H^
Tif J ^'^'^ *^^^'"?' ™^" ^^^ quite as much bound to contribute t^the defence of his country a.s be was bound to perform IrZother duty which might devolve on a citizen. One of the Sii
rrinciples on which any society could be based was that pTpKman should do his best in the defence of the country. In oth^iparts of the world this was effected by the personal contributions of the inhabitants for the maintenance of an enormon:standing army. Tbe principles of our constitution had alwav^however been opposed to tbe maintenance of a largo standm.^He hoped that that principle would always be adhem*then If we did not have a large standing armv wamust, as reasonable men, provide in some other wav a'fnwi.which would be sufficient to place us in safety, so that wTmight have no fear of anv events either at home or abro=^lHe should say nothing, afler all that had been said bv so mftmlhavmg far greater authority than himself, as to the puiSvdefensive character of the Vohinteer movement, but it must-be acknowledged—and it was one of the advantages of fh^movement—that there was nothing in it offensive to anvnation whatever. It was simply a movement which showed
that we were determined to place ourselves in such a position
that we should be enabled to take <iur own coiii-se without
having regard to anything but that which wc believed to be tothe advantage of the country and the proraot:iou of general
peace and tranquillity throughout the world. There were two
aspects in which this movement might be regarded—both ofthem, be thought, very advantageous to it. In tlie first plice-
it provided for tbe defence of the country ; and secondly—whatwas of no inconsiderable importance— it afforded a healthy and
useful recreation to all classes. He thonght we were in want
in this country of something which should bring different
classes of society together by engaging them in some common
object which was at tbe same time useful and agreeable, and
such a means of social intercourse and recreation was provided
by Volunteer corps. There was no one, be was sure, who-
began to practise riffe-shooting who would not find it extremely
amusing and attractive; a man felt that he was acquiring an-
art whicli some day or other might be useful, and which at any
rate could do hin no harm to learn. With regard to the ex-
pense, as that deterred many from joining, be thought it ought
to be kept as low as possible. As the Government now found
the rifles, the merat>ers would only have to provide their
uniforms and accoutrements, which he was informed at the
War Office need not cost more than Zl. 10a., and could even be
provided for a lower sum than that. He suggc^ited a general
subscription for defraying the expense of procuring a practice-
ground, and that honorary members should be admitted for an
annual subscription of from bl. to 10*.. with the privilege of
practising at the butt and wearing the uniform. "With respect
to the drill, a Volunteer, in order to be enrolled as an 'effec-
tive,' was only required to attend eight drills in four months,
so that the tax on his time and convenience was really very
trifling. Afteroff"eringa donation of 50f. aud an annual sub-
s^'iption of 61. to the corps, and expressing his regret that his
official duties in town would prevent him from becoming an,
active member, ho said, in conclusion, that he believed a more
patriotic movement than this had not been inaugurated during
the present century. Nothing had been done more calculated'
to raise England both at home and abroad—both in her own
self-respect and in the estimation of other nations- than that
we had gone heart and hand in a movement so essentially
English, being calculated to give us a cheap means of defence,
and at the same time to improve the personal bearing, he-
rn igbt say, of every man who made himself one cf a b(xiy of
men who were animated by such laudable and patriotic-
motives."

LoED Elcko, at the recent distribution of the prizes
won at the rifle-shooting competition on the Links of
Montrose, made the following remarks on the Volunteei*
Movement:—

•

of fonr of the great Powers— namely, England, France,
^pain, and Prussia. These Powers have signed a con-
vention to which they have invoked the adhesion of the
United States' Government. TJie bases ot toleration
for all religious opinitms, and of a modified establish-
ment for the T^oman Catbolic Church, are understood to
have been already accepted by the Constitutionalists
under Juarez on the one part, and hy the clerical party
under Miranion ou the other. An armistice for 12
months is to he declared, during which period each
party will hold what it at present possesses, being
responsible for the proper administration of their trusts.
The people will he appealed to to elect between the
principles represented by the two factions, and tlie
respective leaders pledge themselves to nsign all their
authority and arms into the hands of the Government
thus designated.

|Jut)Uc WaHxt^^i^

.

LoTtD WoDBnousE. the Under Secretary of State for
Forei^in Affairs, piesided on Fiiday at a public meet-
mg at Wymoudham for the purp<>se ot ft)rn)ing a
Volunteer Rifle Corps for that town, and made the
loUowing remarks on tlio Voluntter movement:—

•• It mi^iht be considered almost supererogatory now to say
'Uiythlng hi fivonr nf the m-.v. ment, because there courd be
IK. greater proof of its advantages than the extraordinary suc-
cess it ba-I met with throughout the cuutry. Manv iier^us
ho w.tsavaro. still felt some objection to j.n„ing these corps'.mder the idea that it was caliiug upon them to do something
out, of their usual sphere, and to un-lergo inconveniences whichthey wtre not bound to »'ui.ject themstilvt-s to. He iboiiuht amoments n.-flecU-.n would show any one that this movement
was precisely ill accordance with the general character of our
mstitutions. There was n..t one of us who «as not called upon
every day to submit »o cmsidemble ptrs0n.1l inconvenience in
-rder to curry on what was in fact the Government of the
country. Many gentlemen present acted in various iKwitinns
..I responsibihty— either as ovei-seers or oa guardians of the
foor. or as unimid magistrates—all of tttem offices f.r which

This Voinnteer movement was biwed on the same tdi-a—namuly that, though it m^ght bu p,_r-onaI]y inconvenient, and
even expensive tu us 10 diachargg these local offices in our

"These rifle gatherings mark an epoch in the Vohinteet*
movement. They show bow far it has advanced, ;md I hope
they are prophetic of how far it will yet go. Some people. I-

know, are surprised at the success which has attended tliis-

myvenient ; for my part I am not surprised, beciiuse it appealeii
to one of the strongest feelings of one's nature. It appealed to-
the sense of public duty, and it appealed to love of country. I
think that, without unduly flattering ourselves, we may say
tlmt thei'e is no country in which a sense of duty is mere
strongly felt, or where love Of country burns more brightly,
th;ni in this country. But there is another i-eason wl:y we-
have joined so heartily in the Volunteer movement, and that is
from a love of peace. It is essentially because we aie the
peaceful citizens of a peace-loving country that we have
a.'^puiued t!ie garb of war. and it is in the interest of peace, and
for the sake of our hearths and homes, that we have united in
the endeavour to learn the use—as the.se meetings will teach-
the use— of the deadly weapon which the skill of our manu-
facturers has placed in your hands. Now, look for one
moment at the position in which we now stand, compared
to the position in which we stood a short time ago. We
have got an army of 150,000 men, who bare in a few months
sprung, almost like the fabled army that sprang from the-
liragriirs teeth, as it wore, from the ground ; and it is an army
—allow me to say—of which any sovereign might be proud
who saw the sight which our beloved Sovereign saw recently
in Hyde Park in London, and in the Queen's Tark in Edin-
burgh. I had the good fortune to see both those reviews. I
do not intend to draw any comparison between them ; none is

needed ; but I can tell you that geueral officers who were
there told me that, with the men they saw in the Queen's-
Park a few weeks ago, they would be prepared to go any v.'hare

and t> do anything. Now, there is no denying the fact that
England stands in a very different position now irom what she
did. The effect of the Crimean war. to a certain extent, was-
te lead foreigners to believe that we misniaiiaged our miUtary
matters, iiotwithstj\n(ling the bravery shown by our soldiers^
and it needed, to a certain extent, that feartu! mutiny in-

India to restore our preHi'je. The unheard ot courage of
English men uud womun displayed in thnt terrible crisis went
far to .to so, and nothing has done more to raise ibis country in
the eyes of foreifinei-s than this great Vohinteer movement.
It lias added enormously to our strength by its moral bearing:
upon the politics of Europe Every man who ernes forward as-
a Volunteer may have the eatisfiction 01 feeling—and I say it
bet-ause I beUeve it in my con.vcience— that every individual
added to this movemt-nt. every man who comes forward, has in-
t'uonce on tbe great stage of European politics. Certain we may
be that the influence of this country will never be exerted but
fors.'me good and wholesome purpose, tt is for defence, not
for defiance, that we are taking up this movement, and yoi*
may be certain England's views wdl only t>e uryod in th»
interests of peace au^ weU-otdered leasonable libcity. Well,
if this is tbe only object the country has in view—xs I b<^Heve
it is— by tliis Volumeer movement, I think that the feeling
which mu-Ht animate every one who hears me is an earnest
liope that it may still go on—that as it has pn>gre»Hed slowlv
and sU-jidily, that as it has advanced like a tide, I ho|ie it will'
never recede hkt) a tide, but tuat it will become h permanent
institution, because it is not a movement metvnt t«» meet any
in Idcn dat.Ktr. The people of this 'country wi^b for all time
t4) pill, e themselves in a pusiiiou that they need never b©
deterred from their peaceful occupations by any fe;ir of danget-
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g two great ways, and thin m one of thorn. Form cadet corps.

How, then, is this to bo effeetedY Why, tlieroVotn abroad

-ire two grea - - . , ^, . ^ .,1 j ^

i-aflch your boys at school their di-ill, and trwn np your children

Ro that they will look forward, when they become 17 or 18

L^rs old. as a necessary part of their social duty to take their

rjiace iu the Vj untcer ranks. The o-her means is by appeal-

iiifftothe spirit of rivalry and competition which is churac-
(eiifitic of our countrymen. It U by forming associations svich

as this, anl by formini? great national associations such

as tte National Rifle Asaocifttton, of which I am proud
t;^j

ste the gold medal upon the breast of a countryman—
jCr. Edward Ross, the champion of Great Britain. We have
wished to bring this country back to the situation in which it

was in the time of the Plantngenets ; we wish to make the rifle

j,ow in the days of Queen Victoria what the bow was in the
time of the Edwards ; we wisli to make it the familiar weapon
of the British people, and I believe that meetings such as this
will infallibly lead to that result. I hope you will give your
support to the National Rifle Association, because, important
as local associations are, important even as are the associations
which repx-esent a country such as Scotland, still an association
vrhich brings into competition the riflemen of the two conntries
must have a more wide, a more lasting, and a greater effect
than a mere local association, however important. You must,
to keep up this movement, study the strictest economy in all
the arrangements of your corps. Depend upon it that, unless
these corps are self-supporting, they do not stand on a sound
find stable basis. But, governed and conducted so, these rifle
meetings and competitions will do more than anything else to
cause people to t-ake an interest in the movement. Remember
that it rests with yourselves. Why should not the Volunteers
of Great Britiin make it permanent? That feeling which led
you to show such love of country will make you learn to d^
your duty steadily in the ranks, and you will aijd to what you
have thus nobly begun a dogged determination to do your
d'lty."

Mr. Habdy, M.P., at the annual dimior of the
Leominster Agricultural Association, made the fol-

lowing remarks 011 the duties of the Government and
House of Commons :^
" He could not help thinking that what had been said about

the farmers and their teams on the highways might be said
with great truth about the Government. Like a carter, the
Government in the past session had set out with their waggon
well loaded and harnessed, thinking the road was smooth aud
free from obstructions, and that they could get to the end of
their journey as merrily and easily as they had set out, and
without so much trouble as even turning their horses' heads.
But, unfortunately, the road was not so smooth and easy as
they had expected; on the contrary, it was like some of the
highways which had been spoken of. When they had advanced
but a short distance they found that the horses began to flag,
and that it was a task of some diificulty to proceed as rapidly
as the pace with which they set out. I.ike a carter who knew
nothing more than that his horses were made to go the road
irrespective of weight and distance, they were surprised at the
obstruction, and like him they said, " Why, these horses were
made to go, aud if they won't go of their own accord I shall
flng tliem." Flog them thoy did ; but it was of no use, and
therefore they found, as the carter would do, that there was
nothing to do but to lighten the waggon ; they, therefore, began
to throw overboard some of the contents with which it was
laden. Accordingly, Bill after Bill was pitched mit; among
others the Bill which was to improve the representation of the
borough of Leominster. Yes, the Reform Bill was pitched out,
along with another, which was to benefit the landed interest
by making them bankrupts ; one by one the various Bills were
thrown out, until at length the cart was cleared of these miser-
able abortions, which they had been pulling along the Govem-
raent highway for the last seven months, and done no good
after they had arrived at the end of the journev. Now h^ had
been sometimes acting the part of adrag while the Government
waggon was going down hill, while his hon. friend Mr. Mild-
may had been one of the horses. However, the end of the
journey had been reach, d, and now, or by and bv, they wonld
he having one of thnpe treat political meetings at which it
might bo decided wheth r 1 he drag or the horses had donem*>st
good. But seriously thu questions which h;in been before Par-
namentthis session were questions of paramount importmcc,
and, although many of them had not come out in the shape of
Acts of Parliament, there had been a great deal done this
session which wonld influence the destinies of this country lor
ages to come Changes had been made in the taxation of the
country; changes had likewise been made in the army and
the navy ; and, in the shape of resolutions, treaties had been
made w ith foreigu countries which would tell upon the pros-
perity of this country, and the ojieration of which « nuld require
to be carefully watched by all who were interested in our com-
niersial auccessee."

^
Mr. Hoebfck. M.R at the ^Faster Cutlers' dinner at

Sheffield on Friday, spoke as follows on public affairs:—
"My colleague and mypelf owe a great debt of gratitude t^

the people of Khuffiold, who have allowed us, as inde|K;n.ieiit
members, to pursue cur conrpe in parliament unpestertd by
the .'fuggestions nnd ofisc' vations of our constituents. Thev
h ve thought us honest, .' n I they believe that we are upon tl 9
veiy theatre in wl.icli p<.utical affairs are being wrought our,
and that we Know as much of them as they do themselves. IWay say for myself, that my course has been entirely unorc-
judiced by almost any observation on the part of my consti-
tuents, who t-how by it a right conception of what a represonta-
nye ought to be If I am wrong, the time will come when you
^1^-1 ^^® *^" power to say you tbfnk he is wrong ; but
while he is acting for them, any pestering, any call
of interest, or telling him his constituents thmk this,
that, or the other, is wholly foreign to the r.-prosen-
tative system. The House of Commons has been
twitted with having done nothing during the past Rcssion. I
have worked very hard, and mv colleague has w.>rke<i very

li
'!"** ^ believe the best thing that could result is tiiat we

could have done nothing. That may appear a paradox, but [thmk I shall soon enable you to understand what I mean.
Ane people of England are pccidiar for being only able and
only willing to undertake one thing at one time ; and the only
^bject that nccnpiel every nian*s mind duruig the hist six
i^f^iths has buun tiic fnrt-iiin relations of this country. Durir.g
trus time it was t<ttally imposfible to produce any effect on tht
internal matters «<fthc c >mmunity. But 1 kuo^- enough—and
aeemg around me gentlemen belonging to the aristocracy, I

aia sure they v.-ill not mibun'Jerstand me when I say I kno«
CTiou^h of the relations of this countiy to be ^ure that any
attempt to re'orm the Parliament of this couiitrv withou'r
being backed with the strong voice of the people will be utteriv
useless. I sriid some two years ago that you would never g. t
a reform of Parliament out of the present administration I

said 80, and act«d upon it, and I thereby incurred the feeling
01 some sort of reprobation on the part of some of my friemis.

o t ^f
j"^^ li«« prnve'J 1 was right, and forthis reason, the pebpk-

out of doors did nor raise a voice sufl^cent to bear down all opposi-
tion. It w:i3n..t th<^f ultoithe House of Commons that the
tmngwasnot d ne, butoi thcpeopleofEngland.SWeintendetUo
carry out the Retorm liill, but the opposition was too strong-
Tor us--ftnd the people of England did not support their repvt--
8«itatives. T ere w;.s also another thing—yonr minds ha v,wen fixtd on the foreign relations of this country. England
stands alooflrom all Europe; she alone is free ; she ah.ne has

my country-
men that danger was at hand For that I incurred great
reprobation, but my justification is in the Volunteers of Great
Britain. You do not want the volunteer merely to h)ok at his
dress. You want him to prevent the possibility of invasion

;

and where was the invasion to come from ? .Aianv years ago I

mentioned the name of a great potentate, and the news-
papers of FVance, and the servile papers of England, abused
me for so doing. Don't you fear that man now .' (Cries of
"No.") I used the wrong word—you don't fear him; for,

God bd thanked, the Volunteers show there is a feeling among
the people of England, that, if a foreign invader put his foot on
our shore, he would never take it off again. Therefore, sir, I

say that I used a wrong word. Fear does not enter into our
feelings; we merely protect ourselves. We put ourselves in
such an attitude as that we fear no one. This it is that calls
the peaceable inhabitants of Sheffield from their peaceful
counters and desks to put themselves into the tented tield.

When I walked unstairs to day I saw around me what I con-
ceived a body guard of soldiers, but when 1 was told that all

of them were men of Sheffield, I felt my heart'warm, and I felt

that I was safe, and that the grasping band of ambition and
the restless foot of the despotic adventurer would never dare to
touch anything belonging to our country. Scill. sir, our
minds are occupied with this question, and ho occupied that
we have not time to attend to anything else, and when
the next ses-ion comes, if something lias not happened in the
meantime to ensure peace to Europe without this mailial
array, depend upon it tiie next session will be as fruitless as
that which has passed, in everything connected with the
internal operations of this country. But do not blame us—do
not blame the House ot Commons for this. The House of
Commons is England, and if England were on the spot it

wonld do the same. Sir, I know it is easy to write articles
against the House of Commons, but I have not .seen a man go
into that House, whatever might be his reputation outside,
but he has been totally inefficient to alter the course of that
legislation; and why? Because, sir, we are the voice, the
living voice of the people of F.ngland. We may have been
wrong. Talk, talk, talk, is the curse of that House ; and I

think it is the curse of this room. But I contend that
the House of Commons has drne much good during
the past session, in spite of the Times, in spite
of the penny papers, and in spite of the gentlemen
who have abused ua ; I say we have done much
good by doing nothing. Now, you do not suffer by sitting up;
but my hon. friend and I do. I have sat up more nights this
sesrion than during any previous one. I have gone to bed at
3 o'clock in the morning, thinking th^t I had done my duty ;

but next morning, out comes an article blowing out fiercely
against the House of Commons for misusing its time. This is

all very well, hut what harm have we done ? I say, we have
done much good. No other peop'e in tlie world have spoken
out as we have spoken out Our voice has gone across the sea,
has crossed everv mcintain, and has been raised in favour of
libertv, justice, and truth; and the House of Commons, by
the mere act that it is an outspoken place, is the very harp of
th© liberty of the world Tiien, I say to you, do not abuse
your representatives, but set them a good example."

SCOTCH SEQUESTR.\TION-J. Somebville. GIa»now, Aactioneer.

rJJl^°**^*rc^*^*i^"***^S - TC. Bkll, nurham. Corn MiUcf-W.F.
^^^"'^"^^^^^^*.^'^}.Oxfou\ Street, Hrinter-F. Garfit. of BriKtf. and
If™ .VmH'"'^*''"^.*"'"^'

Scrivener-A Rolfk and J. Uavim. l)or?iiiKU)D
Street, Clerltpnwell, Timber Merchantt-S. Rutherforp. York. l)rai«i—
u. hioKE, terne Abbas UonsetBhire. Innkeeper-E. Toikbkk, Lm.^o,
Asncuhural Merchant- E.TuasHCLi. West Hwtlepool.hbipowner.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-*. BAaNSTT. Cupar-An-us. Merchant-

A. 11. (Jbat, Kdiiibureh. Bookseller-J. Mauchlim!, eoUocksbaws, Carter—

Flesher*"
GlasRow. Corarai8»iou Merchanta-J. Wilib, GlasROW,

ift?TctvopoUs( auij ttg Uicinlti}.

The Great Eastern.—The diapules between Mr.
Scott Russell and the Great Ship Company relating to

the Great Eastern have at length been decided b^ the

arbitrators, Messrs. Hawkshavv, M'Lcan, and Fowlw^
awarding bim the sum of 18,000/.

The Earl of Kingston.—At Westminster Police

Court ou Saturday, the Earl of Kingston was convicted

in a penalty of 40^. or one mouth's imprisonmen fc for

being drunk at Morle^'s Hotel, refusing to pay a cab-
man, and assaulting a police constable who undertook to
see him to a friend's house. In the course of the case,

his lordship insulted the magistrate and said it was ds-
graceful to see a man administer justice iia he did.

Lord Kingston refused to pay the fine, whereupon Mr.
Paynter directed the goaler to remove him. Another
cabman then stepped forward, and asked how he
was to get his money for driving his lordship about

for nine hours on Friday. Mr. Paynter said

that there were already three, if not four, orders

against his lordship for unpaid cab fares, and it

seemed useless to make them, as the cabman did not

get their money. The only way be could suggest to

them was not to take his lordship. Shortly after he
had been removed by the gaoler a gentleman came and

paid his penalties, and settled with the cabman for the

nine hours. On Monday his lordship was brought up
at the police court. Cheater, under the fuUowing circam-

stances : On Sunday morning he went on the Holyhead

railway, and persisted in walking through the tunnels

The policeman would not allow him to do so, and took

him to the police office. After being kept there for a

few hours he was released, and in the afternoon went
to the cathedral. He there refused to take his hat otf,

flfifn ly\ttif\Untnrfi ^'^*^ force was obliged to be resorted to to got hUn out.
^ iiJi iruitmyciue, ^^ ^^..^^ then given into custody, and taken to the Royal

Income Tax on Indian SEcrRiTiES.—The Secre- Hotel, where he remained all night. The first thing
tary ot State for Indin sent a notice to the Bank of on Monday morning he got out in the streets naked,
England last week ordering the deduction of the Indian and was again taken into custody. About 12 o*clock

income tax ou all dividends of Rupee paper held in 1 he went to the Bishop of Chester's palace, and so

Enghind which fill due on and after the 3lst ult. As 1 annoyed his lordship that the police were sent for

t!ie English incnme fax hiis already been paid upon to take charge of him. On being taken into court
these dividends, the Onentnl Bunk Corporation intend ! he went right up to the bench, seated himself
to dispute the legality of the order; aud in conse- with his hat on, and commenced a long rambling
quence of a representation from the Bank of England I statement, to the e£^ect that the Bishop of Chester
lis to the inccmvonienreof reclaiming the tax on interest I hiid uisulted the House of Lords through him,
which has now been paid, the India Council liave notified

|
and tlnit he would bring his lordship to justice at the

Uiat the dividends of tin; 31st of August last wtU I bar of the House in the next session, and deprive him
be exempted, and that the tax will be enforced on all ot his living. lie intended to write to his friends,

that fall due after that d-.ite. Messrs. Bright and Cobden, to bring the matter before

the House of Commons. Bishops had no right to be

seated in the House of Lords, and -he would see that it

sliouhl be altered. He was going to write to his lawyer.

Lord Clielinsford, to cuter an action against the Holy*

\ head Railway Company for 100,000/. for insulting him.

He then went on to say that his brother wanted to be

married, and had perpetrated a fraud upon him in

taking possession of his estates, worth about 50,000/.

a iear, and settling upon him a miserable pittance. It

was enough, he aaid, to niiike any man insane. He in-

tended to go and see his friend Lord Westminster, but

lie was out of town, and therefore he should go back,

to Dulilin, where he had been under the cjire of a
policeman's wife, Two medical gentlemen of the city,

liaving certitied that his lordship was of unsound miiid^

the magistrates signed an order for his removal to the

County Asjlum. On Thursday morning a gentleman
who stated himself to be a friend of Lord Kingston^

j
aud who was supposed to be a solicitor from London,

( arrived ali Chester, and attending at the office of the
niiigtbtrate's clerk, paid all expenses incurred OQ the

eaii'a account, and obtained an order to have his lord-

-n3t -KX"
I
^^"P given up to hiin by the othcers of the county

uiirvJia asylum. In the course of the afturnoim he left Chester

Money Market, Friday.—Bkitish Funds: Con-
sols closed at <J3 to ^ for Money, and 03^ to i for tlie

11th Oct.; New Three per Cents, (slmb), J>3^; India
Stock, 2181; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 1851*, 103^
Ditto Bonds, 2j. dis. ; Five per Cent. Enfaccd Rupee!
Paper, 96^; Ditto Five and a Half per Cent., 102;
KNc'icqner liills, 1^. to 4^. prem.— Foueion : Buenos
A.vies Deferred, 30^; Mexican Three per Cents., 21 i;
Ditto for Acct., 21^; Peruvian Three per Cents., fur
Acct., 74^; Kussuni Four and a Tlnlf per Cents., 93^;
Ditto Three per Cents., 1859, 63|; Sardinian Five per
Cents,, 83; Spanish Three per I'ents., 48i ; Ditto New
Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct, 39^ to i ; Turkish
Six per Cents., 1854, 73^ to, 74; Ditto for 1858,57^;
Ditto lor Acct., 57^ ; Dilto Guaranteed Four per Cents.,

lOlJ ; Venezuela Three per Cents., 23^.
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TUFSII4T—BANKUUCTS-J. II. BABP.rniind W. II. KLtia, tWerponl
Iron Merchants— J. Ford ami K You>g, Nortli I'urtraan Mews, I'ottman
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with his liH'driliip for Dublin. It is

Kingston was very content dnring Iiis

asylum, and Knid that he should have
stiiy there for a month.

The Pknny Fkess.— It is announced tliat the i)«aS

Weekly ewspaper 18 abont to be auial^Hinateil with the

iifar T le shareliolders of ti e Dial and the S.ar are to

form uue company, each lumibhin^ 17,500/. to the

concern, making a capital ot 35,000/.

The India House Librabx i^ ttbout to be removed

to the uthccB or the liuard ot ConUul m Cannon Kaw.
It cont.inis npwarda of 16,000 volamesof every clasa

of KiLstern literature, and 8UU0 ntamiscriptis, Cuntainihg

the choicest cuUe(;tiou of Sanscrit unil i'ersian MSS.
iron aiercnanis— .1. runo ami r. iou>g, norm iiinraan ,»ifws, lutiniEn • ^ , » », .1 i ti V .. »» ....:4-4-»_
-s.uinre, fci. Vlarjl.b ne CHi.inHt >;anurHrtuiTrn -J. l. Holdkn, MocKl.-y ' OXtfint. AniUli^ them IS tllC taUluUS JlOran, WnCtCll
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THE GATiDENKR CnECyiCLE AJI^D AGRICULTUEAL GAZETTE. [Sepxembeb is, iseo.
Othmanlll., about 35 of the Hegira(A.D. 655)< bearing
numerous autograplis and seals of Oriental monarchs.
There is also a portion of the "Koran" wiitten by
Huzufc All, son-in-law of Mahomet, with the seal of
Timour and other Kings of Persia ; and a memorandum
written by Shah Jehan, referring to his having given
tSOO^ golden inoliura for itf Among the "early
fecorua of the East India Company are two volumes
<:outaining the autographs of subscribers under an
Act "for raising 2,000,000Z. upon a fund for payment
of annuities, and for settling the trade to the East
Indies," dated 14th July, 1698. in the tenth year of the
feign of William HI, The first entry is by the Com-
missioners of the Treasury, as subscribers of 10,0007. in
the name of his Majesty. The subscribers, ISU m
number, include most of the English nobility, as well as
foreigners. The signatures are written on 47 pages of
parchment. The amounts subscribed range from 100/.
upwards, the highest being that of John Dubois, for
^15.000/. The printed library contains the largest
and most unique collection of works rclatuig to India,
<!hina, and the Archipelago ; and as a whole may be
regarded as one of the most valuable as well as useful
libraries in Europe. The Secretary of State for India
has determined to maintain and extend the library, and
has appointed Dr. BuUantyue, of Benares, to succeed
Professor Wilson as principal librarian.

^
Thb Stepney Mubder.—On Sunday last a remarkable

•circumstance occurred which led to the apprehension of
two men called Mullens and Emms on the charge of
being concerned in the murder of Mrs. Emsley. It
appears that Mullens, who was in the habit of doing
work for the deceased as a bricklayer, made a voluntai^
^iiommunicatiou to the police, to the effect that, having
occasion to suspect Emms, who lived in a brick field at
"Globe Town, and sometimes accompanied Mrs. Emsley
in collecting her rents, he had watched his movements
for the last fortnight ; that before 8 o'clock on the pre-
vious morning he had seen him leave his cottage
and go to a ruined house at a little distance in the
brick-field, and then return to his cottage carrying
a parcel; that a few minutes afterwards he was seen
to leave his cottage again with a smaller parcel in his
"hand and to enter a little outhouse at the back, and then
to return to his own house empty-handed. Furnished
with this information, the three officers went on Sunday

'' to the spot to !nake inquiries into the matter. On meet-
ing Emms they frankly told him who they were, and
repeated the story they had heard, but withheld for
the^ moment the name of their informant. Mullens is

3^(i to have been not then in their companv, but at a
httle 'listance and within call. Emms declared that
the story was a fabrication, and the manner in which
he ^d ao gave to his denial an air of truth. He stated
that ho had not been to the outhouse for a fortnight,
and thnt on the day in question he was not out of bed
so soon as 8 o'clock. He referred to liis wife for proof
find a sergeant on buing despatched to interrogate her
on the subject ascertained that he was ill and did not
get up till half.pasta Einms's house was then searched,
as well as the outhouse, but nothing was found to confirm
-the accusation. Mullens then approached and told the
officers m what part of the outhouse thev were to look,
and that the parcel would be found concealed under a
^g-stone. They accordingly returned, and in accordance
with the information found behind a flagstone a small
parcel covered with paper. Emms on being appealed
to emphatically denied all knowledge of its being there
and of its contents, and at once denounced the affair as a
^^oul plot. The parcel was then opened in the presence
of Emms, and was found to contain the check for 10/.
given by Mr. Pickering to the deceased in payment of
rent on the day on which slie wag last seen alive, a
German silver tablespoon and some teaspoons similar to
others found in the liouse of deceased on the discovery
of the murder, several pieces of blotting-paper, and
two lenses which appeared to have belonged to a
telescope. The outhouse, it should be stated, is acces-
sible from the outside as well as from the inside of the
^ttage, 80 that the parcel miijbt have been placed
there without the knowletlge of Emms, who is a shoe-
maker ui a very small way of business, and has lived
respectably in the same situation for 18 years. The
pohce took both Emms and Mullens into custody, and
<m Monday morning they were brought before Mr. Selfe
at the rhnmes l*oUce Court for examination. The
evidence of the police left little doubt that Emms wa^

fuT"?y i"'"'"'^*''"*'
°^ ^*^ participation in the affair, and

that Mullens, if not the actual murderer, was a partaker
of the spoil, and that he hud himself placed tlie parcel
under the slab, in the hope of fixing the guilt on Emms,
-and 80 ol)taining the reward of 300/. Ifc was provtd
that he liad promised to act liberally to the police
if all turned out as he wished, that the parcel was
tied round by a string, partly of wax-ends and partly
of common tape, that his shoes were found to be tied
With was-ends of the same kind, and that on searcbincr
hishousesome tape was found which in like manner
-corresponded with that on the parcel. An apron
stained apparently with blood, and which is beUeved
to have belonged to the murdered woman, was found in
his house. A hammer, which he was in the habit of
-carrying about with him as a plasterer, was also found
concealed under the hearthstone of the room he
occupied, and the size and shape of this hammer
'CorrcstH)nded with the blow on the forehead of
Mrs. Ems ey. At the conclualon of this evidei ce
tne magistrate remanded the case to Tuesday next,

admitting Emms to bail, but ordering Mullens to be
detained in pnson. It appears that Mullens was for-
merly a constable in the K division of police, and that
on being superannuated he obtained a situation on the
Brighton Railway, where he was detected (as
a detective) in a serious robbery, of which
he was convicted and sentenced to four years'
penal servitude, his daughter being sentenced to
six months' imprisonment for being concerned in the
same felony. For some days he had been seon by the
children of Emms loitering about the brickfield, and
sleeping on two occasions upon the grass near a pile of
bricks; and on Saturday morning about 3 o'clock
Emms and his family were roused by the barking of
their_ dog, as if somebody was prowling about his
premises.

The Case of the Kev. J. Bo>-well.—The Bishop
of London has licensed the Rev. J. G. H. Hill, M.A.,
Brother of St. Katharine's Hospital, Regent's Park, to
be curate in sole charge of the parish of St. Philip's,
Stepney, until Mr. Bonwell's apoeal against the sen-
tence of deprivation passed upon 'him by the Court of
Arches, has been determined. The Bishop of London,
accompanied by the new curate, visited the parish on
Thursday.
The Public Health. —The Registrar- General's

Weekly Return states that the deaths registered in
London in the week that ended Saturday the 8th Sep-
tember were 968. Excluding from the returns the
deaths from epidemic cholera in the first w^eek of
September, 1854, the average number of deaths in the
corresponding weeks of the 10 years (1850-9) corrected
for increase of population, was 1143. The present
return is therefore 174 below the average. During
the week the births of 887 boys and 860 girls, iu
all 1747 children, were registered in London. In the
10 corresponding weeks of the j ears 1850-59 the average
number was 1571.

Bridgewaxer. — After a series of unsuccessful
attempts to rescue his wife from the Agapemone, the
perseverance of the Rev. Lewis Price has at length
been rewarded by the attainment of his object. On
Friday, from information which he had received, he
traced his wife to Exeter, and thence to Wilton and
Salisbury, where he found her on Tuesday last in
lodgings with Mis Starky, another follower of Prince.
On Wednesday Mr, Price returned with her to this
town, and immediately proceeded to Glastonbury, where
he has temporarily taken up his residence.
Frome.—The private inquiry into the Road murder

which was opened last week at Bath by Messrs. Slack &.

Simmons, solicitors, seemed likely last week to be ren-
dered abortive by Mr. Kent declining, on the advice of
his counsel and solicitor (Mr. Edlm of the Western
Circuit, and Mr. Dunn, of Frome) to submit himself and
the members of his family for examination. Mr. Kent
stated that ho was still most willing to submit himself,
his wife, and every other member of his household to
examination, on oath or otherwise, by any mno-istrate
of the connty or other competent ofiicial whom the
Government may appoint ; but that, acting on the re-
commendation of counsel, he will not accede to the re-
quest to attend at Mr. Slack's office, not knowing by
what authority the inquiry Wiis conducted, Mr. Kent
has si!ice been informed by Mr. Waddington. the
Under Secretary-of-St.vte, that Mr. Slack's proceedings
have been taken at the instance of the local magis-
trates, with the sanction of the Home Office. He has
therefore instructed his solicitor to inform Mr. Slack
that if he should desire to put any questions to him or
to Mrs. Kent, or to any member of his family or house-
hold, he will be prepared to receive him at Road, A
private meeting of the local magistrates was held at
'Irowbridge on Tuesday, at which Mr. Slack was in-
structed to write to Mr. Kent, stating that it was of
the utmost importance that he and his family should be
examined

; and that it was the desire of the magistrates
that he should attend at Mr. Slack's office at Bath, on
Thursday or Friday. A letter to this eifect was re-
ceived by Mr. Kent on Wednesday, but as it is unlikely
that he will make any further concession, it is expected
thiit Mr. Slack will proceed to Road and examine ilr,
Kent and family at liis own residence.

Liverpool.—The execution of Thomas Gallagher for
the murder of his wife took place on Saturday in front
of Kirkdale Gaol, in the presence of many thousand
spectators. He died penitent, and fully admitted the
justice of his sentence.

Newcastle-on-Ttne.—Great excitement has been
caused in the mercantile circles of this town by a letter
which has been sent to the Town Council by theFnnch
Consul in the port, with regard to a provision in the
French treaty. It appears that the b\irgesses of New-
castle consist of "freemen" and " ten-pounders," and

imported in them, shall be equally granted to the
vessels ui the other country, and to tlie goods exported
ori'"P*>rted in them." The French Minister of Foreien
Affairs considers that this article esttiblishes an exemp-
tion from the payments of local dues, which are also
imposed with occasional or particular exemptions of
classes, and lias therefore directed the French Consul to
claim exemption for French vessels, on the same prin-
ciple as that extended to the freemen. If this claim be
adnntted the effect of the 10th article in the treaty will
he to place the French shipowner on the same terms as
the freemen, and protect him, upon a vessel worth
1000/., to the extent of 50/. a year upon the vovages to
Havre or Rouen over the British shipowners"trading
with those ports who are not freemen of Newcastle.
Another privilege a French vessel has over an English
vessel, whether belonging to freemen or not, in a
British port, is that the crew of the French vessel is
allowed to consume stores duty free in port. The
question has been referred to the law advisers of the
corporation, and it is expected that it will bring the
whole question of local charges on shipping to an imme-
diate settlement,

Nottingham,—The struggle which has existed for
the last six weeks in the Mechlin department of the
lace trade in this town still continues, with as little
prospect as heretofore of a satisfactory termination. At
a quarterly meeting of the lacemakers on Saturday it
was stated that large sums of money had been received
from various parts of the country, and the receipts and
expenditure of the past quarter, notwithstanding the
six^weeks' lock-out, showed a balance in favoar of the
society. A resolution M'as carried that the same
allowance should be continued—na\nely, Ss. per week
to the men on strike, and that a similar amount should
be levied on the lacemakers in work, viz., 1^. per man
per week, until the struggle shall come to a conclusion,
Stockport.—Mary Ann Howard, the wife of an aged *

labouring man residing in Weaver's Row, in this town,
was found dead in her bed last week, with her skull
fractured and her throat cut in a frightful manner.
At the inquest the surgeons stated that they found the
body lying on a bed from the side of which the head
projected, while the arms were exteided towards the
floor. There was a large quantity of blood on the floor,
and a knife so placed as to create an impression at first
sight that deceased had committed suicide. There was
a wound on the left side of the neck an inch long and
very deep, more like a stab than a cut, as if the knife
had been wriggled in the throat. Great pressure must
have been used to cause the wound. There was another
wound over the ear, and the skull had been fractured.
The temporal, parietal, and frontal bones were com-
pletely detached and depressed upon the brain ; and a
piece of the temporal bone had been forced into the
brain. These injuries might have been caused by a
blow from an axe like the one produced, which had been
found in the house with stains of blood and human hair
corresponding in colour to that of deceased's adhering
to it. It was proved that deceased had come home
drunk on the night of the murder, and it appears that
she must have been murdered in !ier sleep, the murderer
having first rendered her insensible by fracturing her
skull, and then cutting her throat. The jury unani-
mously returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against the
husband, John Howard, who was accordingly committed
to Chester Castle for trial at the assizes.

that the freemen have for ages enjoyed an exemption
fi-oui the payment of local duties, in the form of quay,
harbour, and light dues, whicli are imposed not
only on the vessels of strangers, but also on the vessels
of '*ten-pounilers." The 10th article of the French
treaty provides. "That in all that relates to local

treatment, the dues and charges in the ports,
basins, docks, roadsteads, harbours, and rivers of
the two countries, the privileges, favours, or advan-
tages which are or shall be granted to national
vessels, without exception, or to the gootls exported or

The Swohd of M'Mahox. — The O'Donoghue,
M.P., and the Irish deputation appoiHted to present to

Marshal M'Mahon the sword subscribed for by his

Irish admirers, arrived at the camp of Chalons on
Sunday, and were received with honours. The Marshal
was attended by a crowd of generals and officers invited

for the occasion. The deputation presented the sword,

accompanied by an address complimenting the Marshal
on his being "the worthy descendant of that heroic

king who crushed the fierce foes of Ireland on the

bloody plain of Clontarf," and declaring tliat the "land,

once ruled by those whose rojal blood flows in your

veins, has felt the burden of most unhappy days ; but

the glory her exiled sons bestowed on Uer by then:

soldierly virtues on fields of battle, and by their wisdom
in the councils of Europe, is for her brow, still encircled
with the crape of her widowhood, as it were a laurel
which interlaced the funeral wreath of her immense
sorrows," The Marshal on receiving the sword drew
the blade from the scabbard, and replying at some
Iength,and with iudebcribable fervour and feelfngjsaid:—
" I shall one day leave to my eldest son Fatrick this

magnificent sword. It shall be for him, as it is for me,
a new pledge of those close ties which ought to unite him
for ever to the noble country of his ancestors." The
deputation and invited guests were afterwards enter-
tertained on a grand scale by the Marshal. The blade
of the sword is of steel, highly pohahed, and adorned
with Irish tracery ; the hilt is of bog oak, covered with
crosses of gold, and studded with Ir'ish amethyst, berjl,

and other precious stones, and the scabbard is of wood,
covered with green velvet, with gold ornaments. On
one side of the bhule is etched in the Celtic character,
and on the other in the French language, thifl

epigraph :—" Ireland oppressed, to the brave soldier,

Patrick Maurice de M'Mahon, Marshal of France, Duke
of Magjenta, descendant of her ancient kuigs,"

Mi
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The tATB Accident ox the Kast Lancasitirk.—
-riie jnanest on the persons killed in tlio recent aei-ident

at Hel'»sliore, lias been resumed ut several sittings by

orl^niirnmeiit, and is not yet concluded. The \iv sb

ven was that of Coloiicl

sent down by tlte Board
d report on tlip canse.s of

the accident. He attended the sitting of the jury on

TuesdiiV) ^"'^ stated his opinion that the coupling Hide

which broke was of good iron, and tluit the pi-e-

vention of this class of accident should be sought

for in some other way than through the in-

creased sfreiigth of the couplings and side cliains.

He coiiFiderod tliat the train itself was ot too great

jenfrth, that two breaks were quite insufficient for it,

that a greater amount of break-pon*er should be

attached to all trains, that the Leyislatuie should not

sanction stations being placed on inclines, and thut when
they ai'G situated on indinc-S or such slopes as will

cause carria^'CS to run back by the action of gravity,

the guard in charg.* of the break at the (ail of the

train should not be i ermitted to leave his break.

unnod f^'i- WuHi biu;v iu 1S47. On the furmatioQ of the Liberal
Almistry of 1852 he bec*ioe financial secretary to the Treasury.
and he wa^ Ja«t year selected Ijy the Mi.tistry as the auaucier
best quahhc'd to ucal with thedifficulties nf our Fndian revenue.bm Robert Alexander Cherms[dr, M D., died at Oxford cai
the «th nisr,. He was tlio third son of the late Dr. Cherm*ids,
of rortafen-y, county Down, Ireland, anl entered the medical
sorvie ot tt.e aniiy in 1810 as assisUnt-surgeon to the 7th
Husdurs. lie served in Spain, France, Flanders, &c., and was
pre--ent at the battle of Waterluo. Immediately after that
battle he was proiu-.u^d to tha surgeoncy of the lOth Hussars.
In 1821 he was admitted a licentiiite ut the Royal College of
rhy.siL-Lms, London, and in l^Sd was elected a Fellow of that
colloKe; he graduated M.D at Edinburgh, and -w-s a member
of the Royal 0<.lloi?e of fturgeous of London and Edinburgh,
tor snoQe years previous to his death he was i.hvsician extra-
ordni iry to the Duchess of Kent, aud physician'to the British
Enibissy at Pans. In recoernition of liis war sprvini^a Ita wqq

JWaike??

.
COVEXT GARDEN, Sept 15.

i?oreign importations continue to airive Pears and Apples
are now plantiful, ae are also Peaches and NecUrines from
°^^"t^,.^' Gi-apes are abundant. Cob Nuts realise Is.
and Filberts 9d. to Is. per ib. Peas are scarce. Potatoes
are lor the most part badly diseased. Home good Mush-
rooms rr.ay be obtained, and excellent Tomatoes are still
being imported from the south of France, Cut Howere chiefly
consist of Orchids Gardenias, Vuitete, Mignonette. Heaths.
G eniniums, Lily of the Valley, aud Roses,

FRUIT

povfing

BONCASTER RACE3.
TxiESDJ^Y.—FUswlfliam Staka. Srr. S. JafliAi*.^ Amsterdam

])«rtTwilit4ht, Cronstaiit, and U others.—iifrivt*! POite. Sir J.

jlAwley's Catawba beat Doyftwt and 5 others.

—

Doncaftcr Plnte.

3Ii-. Uowe^'s Doniior und Blitz, beat Hegirii, White Rofo, and
6 oi\i(ixs—Champagne Stakes. Lord Stamford's Walloon boat
Kettledrum, Vaga, and 7 others—Great Yortshlre HamHcap.
Mr. J. O-sborne's Moorhen beat Chfero Amio, Syringe, and 10
other?. Won cleverly l)y a length; Syringo a bal third.—
Sdting Stak-e^i, Mr. Saxon's White Rose beat Confusion,
Weathermtch. Mr. J. Osborne's f, and 5 others,—Glagnw Sfahea.

Hr. Merry's Folkestone beat See-saw and Canto.

—

Fitl^ iiU'-k>:8.

Jlr. Saxon's Brown Duchess beat Vorgisz Mein Nicht, and
Qiieen of the Vale.
ffEDNESD.vY. —jl/«)n*ci^«(i StaJces. Mr. Henry's Klarikoff beat

Vaga, Lord Ghisgow's c, and Wild V^iW.—Corporation P.'ate.

Lord Stamford's Eaiily beat Amsterdam, Sagitta, and 11 othere.
—St. Leg^r Stahen. Lord Ailesbury's St. Alban's beat High Trea-
son, The Wiziiid, Sabreur, and 11 ot lers. Betting —5 to 2
against Thormanby, 100 to 30 again-st Sabreur, 5 to 1 against
The Wizard, S to 1 against St. Albau's, 10 to 1 against Umpire,
1000 to 30 each against High Treason. Won easily by a length
and a half, a Jicck between the second and thiri, two lengths
between the third aud fourth ; the two leading favonrites,
Thormanby, the winner of the Derby, and Umpire, the Ameri-
can horse, being fifch and sixth, and unplaced by the judge.

—

Sweeps. Captain Christie's Lady Clifden heat Queen, of the
Vale. Brown Uuelie-sR, and S others.

—

fiamiicap Sweeps'. Lord
Derby's f. beat ilr. Smith's C-, Nutbush, and 14 others.—^anrf
PliiU HantUcap. Mr. S. Jacob's Von Stroom beat Pomona,
Xeophyte, ;md 14 others.—//cr Majesty's Plate. Mr. Lowe's
Wild Rase beat Wamba, Vanquisher, Moorcock, Feodorowna,

fcand Pagtimo.
W Thursday.—Sc'irhorough Plate. Lord Annesley's Sweetsance
beat Cheesec tke.~7'or.' /</;;,? Pl<j,te. Mr. H. O'llara's Tattoo beat
Emily, Lady Derby, Twitighr, and 26 others.—Swer??!?. Mr.
Jackson's Longshot beat Parasite, Charing Cross, and
Lucienne.

—

SgUnton St-'l-es. Mr J. A. Hurd'a Lady Clifdeu
beat Dictator, Folkestone, and 4 others.—C'evetand Handicap.
SirH des Voeux's Comforter beat King of Diamonds, iJenbuw,
and 10 othei-s.

—

Jv.veniie Selling Stakes. Lord Stamford's

I

Sacerdos beat Billy Banks, Damsel, and 6 others.

—

Zetland
Stid-ta. Mr. A. NichoU's The Wizard walked over.
Frid.vt—(Br Electric Telegraph.)—TJonca.rfCT' Cup. Sabreur

beat Thormai.by, Vanquisher, and 2 others.

—

Doncanter Stakes.
Cape Flyaway beat Sutherland and The Wizai-d.—5iP«p».
Northeni Light walked' ovew— Match. St^ckwell colt beat
Caliban.—Scui-r// Sijikes. Bayonet beat Wild Rose, Hetty, and
another.—JVu?-fC?V/ Plate. Elchobeat Molly filly and 20 others.

I^DoTi SloMx Buccaneer beat Emily. The Wizard, and another.
*~-Park Hill Sti'k''s. Lady Tre?T>ass beat Makeleas filly, Aurora,
fxnd another.— To^ra Plate. Maid of the Mist beat Curlew,
Tian\, and 12 others.

Colonel John Richard Ward, C. B., late of the 2d Dr.igoons.
died a few days sinoe at Strangford ILniso, county Down,
Ireland, in his i;9th year. He entered the army at an early
age, and was present with his regiment at most of the enga^o-
meuts of the Peninsular campaign. Ho wa.s one of the few-
officers still surviving who obtained tlie gold medal for their
services, having received that decoration and two clasps for
taking part in the engagements at Salamanca, Badajoz (at the
assault of which he was severely wounded), and the Pyrenees ;he had also received the silver war medal with one clasp for
Busaco. ,

Mn. Jardise, the Magistrate of Bow Stueet, died at his
country residence, near Weybridge, on Thuifiday evening, in
his tJSth year. Ho had been suffering for some time from an
asthmatic affection, aud had been unable to take his seat in
court for several days. He was called to the bar in 1823, and
had been upwards of 20 ye.ars a police magistrate He was also
Re(!order ot Bath, asd, in the earlier part of his career, was the
author of several popular legal and other works, some of which
were published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge.

Pine Apples, per lb., 3r to 43
Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5a
Peaches, per doz., 8s to log

Is to 4s
to lOs

to 3s
Currants, per qt., 3d to 6d

Green Figs, per doz., 38 to 68
MeI'ms, each, 2« to 43
Plums, p. ^ sieve, 3s to 4s 6d
Pears, per doz.. Is to 3s
Apples, perdox.. Od to la Cd
Or:mges, per 100, 10s to 20b
Lemons, per 100, 10a to 15s

Rhubarb, per bundle, 4d to 6d
F. Beans, per qrtu , 9d to Is
Pea3> p. bush., 28 1 5 3a
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 43 Cd

to 6s
Cabbages, do., Is to 2s
Pptatoes, p, tun, lOOs to 160a— per bus., 4s to 53 6d— per cwt., OS to Ss
Carrots, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to Td
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 33
Cucumbers, each, 6d to la-
Artichokes, per doz., 4,s to Gs

VEGETABLES.
Beet, per doz., Is Cd to 2a
Celery, per bundle. Is 6d to ?9
Onions, p. halfsieve, Ss to 5s
Tomatoes, per doz., 2s to 3s
Veg. Marrows, p doz., 6d to Is.

Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, eabb.,p. ecore, ls6d
to 2s 6d

Lettuces, Cos, p. score, ed to la
Endive, p. scoix;, Is to Sa
Horse Radish, p. bun.,ls6dto48
Mushrooms, p. pott., '2sto33
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 48
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

I

The Tobacco Question is Feance.—Tlie pupils of
the Polytechnic School in Paris have recently furiiishcd

some caiions statistics bearing on tobacco. Dividing
the yonng p;ontlemen of that college into groups, the
smokers and the non-smokers, it is shown that the
smokers have proved tliemselves in the various compe-
titive examinations far inferior to the others. Not only
in the examinations on entering the school are the
smokers in a lower rank, but in the various ordeals they
have to pass through in a year, the avera2:e rank of the
smokers liad constjmtly fallen, and not inconsiderably,

while the men who did not smoke enjo3'ed a cerebral

atmosphere of the clearest kind.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Tnisscs.

Smithfield, Thursday, Sept. 13.
Prime Ifeadow Hay 75s to 80s
Superior do. (old) . . 90 112
rnferior do 50 GO
Now da 50 90
Rowen — —

SOtito 115*Clover
New Clover .

,

Old second cut .. 80 100
Straw 30 36

« #

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Sept. 13.
Sup. Meadow Hay. .li8stol;i6y
Inferior do 9S IT,)

j
New do. Qo 105
Superior Clover ..114 126

Inferior Cluyer ., 84fl 105».
New do. .. .. — —
Straw ,, .. 39'

JosauA Bakeb.

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do, .,

Straw ,. .,

TIVhitechapel, Thursday, Sept, 13.

.105ston28
. 50 70

* t

33 38

Fine old Clover ..H0stol26B'
Inferior do ,, ..100
Fine 2d cut ., ..8*
Fine New Clover.. —
Inferior do. ..

110
9&

* *

BIRTHS.—On the 4th inst, the UiJy Catiiauine "VTiieele, of
a son—3d iust, at 97, Eaton Square, Lady Scott, of a son—6th
Inst, at Eastwood Park. Gloucestershire, Lwdy Jenkinson, of a
son—5th iust, at 2, Gloucester Place, Portman Square, Lady
M'GiiiGOR, wife of Sir Charles R. M'Grigor, Bart, of a soti—

1

11th inst, at 39, Grosvenor Square, the Hon. Mrs. Eyder, of a
daughter—7th inst, at Somerhy, Leicestershire, the Hon. Mrs.
Ueniiv Forester, of a son—6th inst, at the Grange, Taplow,
the Hon. Mrs. Irby, of a s^n aud heir—Sth iust, at Cromer,
the Hon. Mrs. Delaval Astley, prematurely, of a son, who
only survived his birth a few mftoit^nts.

MARRIAGES—On the 21st July, at Christ Church, South
Tarra, his Excellency Sir Henry Garki.y, K.C.B., Governor of
Australia, to Miss .Pbatt, only daughter of Major-General

HOPS.—BoEouon Market, Friday, Sept. 14.

Messrs. Pattcaden & Smith report that tlie accounts come
worse this morning. IHity down to 45,it(H>i. Market again
advanciug. One pocket of new Sussex anivod at marlset
yesterday from Mr, Falcouer, Ticehurst, and sold by Mr.
Dickenson to Messrs. Kitchin and Thornton at i6i. 16a. per cwt.

COAL M.\RKET.—Sept. 12.
Bower's T7eat Hartley, 16» ; Buddlo's \Ve.st Hartley. 16«.

;

Davison's West Hartley, If.s. ; lli'ward'ii and Lambert's West
Hartley, 10a. ; Tantield Mot>r, Us. 3d.; Tau&eld Moor Butos,
13a. 3a. ; West Hartley, lUs. ; Walls End Acorn Close, 18s. 6d.;
Walls End Edea, ISa. ed.; HolywoLl. l(>s. ; Eden Main,
ISa. 6d. ; Walls End Braddyl's Hutton. 19a. ; Walls End
Framwellgate, IS3. Od. ; Walls Kn-I Hetton, SOs, ; WaU»
End Kepier Grange, iss. 9d. ; Wails End Lanibton, 208.

;

Walls End RusselTs Hotton, 18s. Sd. ; Walls End Stcwarta^
208.

18i.

193.

, Walls End Cassf.p, ID.i. ; Walls End HeiigU HaU,
6d. ; Walls End Huuwick, I6s. tid. ; Walls End Kelloo,

Walls End South Hartlepool, iOa. ; Walls End
Walls End West tletton, 18s. fid. ; Walls

168. Od. ; Carway and Duffryn Maltlnj;;,

market.

(^Dtnmr)).
Urs HoYAL HroHVESS thk Grand Dukk of Mkcklkneurg^

SrRELiTz died on the 6th inst. after a lingering iUnefis.
He was bom in 1779, and married iu 1817, the daughter of the
late Landgrave of Hosse CasseL He succeeded to the Princi-
pality on the death of hi=* fathei-, the Grand Duke Charles, in
1516, By liis maiTiage with the Duchess, who survives
^ni, he leaves the Hereditary Grand Duke Frederick
William, born 1819, a LieuL-General in the Pru.ssian
anny, married in 1S43> the Princess Auf?usta, eldest daughter
of the late, and sister of the present Duke of Cambridge, who
|iavc issue an only son. Prince Adolphus Frederick, now in Iiis

13th year; the Duchea^^ Caroline, born in 1821, married iu 1841

George's, Hanover Square, Captain Ralph I.ekscw, nephew of
the Earl of Miltowu. to Elizabeth Fi..ora, only daughter of the
Rev, G, R. Harding, Vicar of St- Anne's, Wandsworth—6th
inst, at the Church of St. John Leys, Northumherland,
Alfred Fredkrick Adolphus Sj-adc, Esq., Captain
H-H/s 100th Fout, eldest son of Sir Fredeiick Siade,
Bart

, Q C, to Mary Constance, secon t daughter of
William Cuthbert, Esq-, of Beaufront Castle, Northumber-
land—6th inst, at Milstead, Kent, Charles C. O. Tvldebt
Wrtght, younge^^t son of the late Kev, E- C, ^'right, rector of
Pitaford, Noi'thamptonshire, to Elizabkth Jane, only child of
Sir John Maxwell Tvlden, of the Maiior House, Milstead

—

11th inst* at Sketty, Glamorganshire, George Johk, second
son of E, S, Cavley, Esq., >LP,, to Mary Anne Frances,
eldest daughter of Montagu Wilmot, Esq., youngest son of the Yic^t Scots Hcre-
Jate Sir Robert Wihuot, Bart., of Osmast-m, Uorbyshire—4th i f^rds &c' 4
inst, at the Parish Church, Brighton, Frederick William g^gj; Short-horns 4
Lambkrt, Esq., Major in tha Indian Army, son of Vice-

'

Admiral Sir George Robert Laaibert, K.C B., of Norbituu
Place, Surrey, to Mart Jane, daughter of the late General Sir
John Lambert, G,0. B,, &c., of Weston H6u?e, Thames Ditton,

Surrey.
DEaTH^?.—On theSd inst, at Eltham, after a short illness,

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 10,

The number of Beasts is still large, although much smallop
than on Monday last; the trade is rather more active than on
that day, but we cannot quote liigher rates. There is a cou-
sidiJrable redxiction iu the number of Sheep, consequently
prices ou the average are higher. There is scarcely any^
demand for Lambs. Calves are selling about the same ason^
Thursday, From Germany and IIoHaTid there are 1550 Beasts^.

7300 Sheep^ and 140 Calves; from Ii:elandr 530 Beasts and
15 Calves; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 100 Beasts; and 2200
from the northern and midland counties.

s

3

to the Crowu Prince of Denmark, and separated in 1S4() ; and ' the Hon. Wiluam Lameart, son of the E irl of Cavan, aged
the Duke Geori^e, bnm in IS24, and married to the Grand
Duchess Catherine Michaellowna. daugliter of thchite Grand
Duke Michael of Rus^^ia.

p
'The Counters Manvers died on the 7ch inst, at Thoresby

Jark, Notthighamshire, iu hei-70th year. She was the eldest
aaughter of the late Mr, Anthony Hardolph Eyre, of Grove
i^ark Notts, and married, in 1804, the Earl Manvers, by whom
ner ladyship leaves surviving issue Viscount Newark, M,P,,
and two daughters, Lady Mary, married to Mr. Egerton, M.P.,
*nd Lady Annora, married to Mr, C. W. Wvnn, M.P.
The Dowager Lady Rivers died on the 6th inst, in

her 75th year. She was the daughter of the late Lieut.-
Colonel Rigby, of Ml^tloy Hall, Essex:, and married 1808.

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breda .. fi

Do, Shorn „ ,

d s d

10 to 5 2

8 — 5

6—4

4 to 5 6

• d ft d
Best Long-wools. 5 — 5 4
Do, Shorn - •

. - - to „
Ewt:e&: 2d quality 4 4 — 4 8
Do, Shorn .. , ™" • *
Lambs », ., 5 — 6 S
Calves .. ..4 — 5
Pigfl .. -.3 8—6 0-

15 years—5th inst, at Harrogate, the Hon. James Lyon*
Brdwne, eldest son of Lord Kilmaiuc, late Lieut. -Colonel

H.M.'s 21st Fusiliers, aged 87—6th inst. of decline. Ansa
Clumf.ntise, only daughter of the late James Annoslcy, Esq.,

and wife of the Hon. Geoege Amnf.slet, of Castluwellan,

county Down—3d ult, Sir Francis Blake, Bart., of Twizel
Castle, and Tilmo\ith Park, Northuraberland, aged 86—2d
Jnly, at Monte Video, Commander Robert H. B. Kowlet,
yonnjfcst son of the late Admiral Sir Churles Rowley, Bart.J ^"^.'^'VI^-L^r*?.';^
G.C B.. a^ed 42—5ch inst, at Cleve House, near Exeter, Lady' „„,/k™^-
Rroos MiLLRR. relict of Sir John Jtiocs Jlrr.LEK. Bart., and
eldest daughter .^f t'le late John Beauciiump, l-Jsq-.of Peugrcep,

Cornwall, aged 54—2 I inst, Eleanor, wife of S. H. Unwin

Beasts. 3100 ;' Sheep <t Lambs, 2-l,:JeO ; Calves, 204 ; Piga, 440.

Thursday, Sept. 13.

Tlie supply of Be:\9t8 and Sheep is about the same as ott/

this day week, but the weather being fine and cool the trade
was brisk ; prices remain the tame on Monda> last. The
foreign supply consists of 240 Beasts, 18j0 Sheep, and 250
Calves ; Milch Cows, 195.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. .. 4 10 to 5 2

Best Short-horns 4 8 — 50
2d quality Beasts 3 6—4
Haif-breda

Do. Shorn
S 4 — C 6

Best Long-wools , 5
Do. Shorn . . . v

Ewesi 2d quality 4 4
Do. Shorn ,, ,.

Lambs .. ..5
Caifes .. ..4 Q
Piffs .. ..3 «

5 4

4"8
to

5
8
a-

the third Lord Rivers, by whom she leaves the present Lord Heathcote, Esq,, of Shephaibury. Hertfordshire, and
..

. ^ , . ., ^ — — f
daughter of the late Sir Robert Wigram, Bart., aged 72—
4th inst, at Uddens, Wirahome, Charlotte, wife of TirOMAs

EiiowsE Evans, Esq., of North Tuddeuharp, county Norfolk,

and of Deane, Oxon, and second daughter of the late Sir John

Simeon, Bart.—4th iiist, at Bank Ilall, Chorley, Lancashire—

George Anthony Legii Keck, Esq., 57 years Lieutenant-

Colonel Commandant of Prince Albert's Owu Leicestershire

Yeomanry Cavalry, and M P. for Leicestershire for 35 yaara,

»ged 86 -30th ult, at Strangford House, Colonel John Richard

Hivers, Lieut. -Colonel the Hon. Horace Pitt, and the Hon,
Harriet Elizabeth, married to Mr. Charles Dashwood Bruce
The Right Hon. Jam es Wilson, Chancell-.r of the Indian

Exchequer, died at Calcutta on the llth Augiist, From his
first arrival in India he had isufFered from the effects of the
climate, and had been advised to retire f>tr a time to the Hills.
His anxiety however to bring into operation the measures he
fad initiated for the reform of the Indian system of finance
Jnduced- him to remain in Calcutta, and he has now fallen a
sacrifice to anattacU of cholera. Mr. Wilson wa.s born at Hawick
ju 1805, and was consequently in his 55th year. He was
hfe in business on bis own account, but by nn means success
His treatment in successive pamphlets of the great revenue ' of JHajoi - , < „ i ^ t> i

"'lestions which agit:^tedthoworld from 1840 to 184.5, attracted Dth inst. George Carew-Girsok, L»q., oi brarjjit^.n Brook,

public attention, and the esrablishment of the JcoHOj/ii'J news- .
Surrey, and Sandgate Lodge, Susaex,_agcd 4j^-eth !; at

liticians. St. Leonard's, near Windsor,

Beasts, 1115 ; Shssp * Lambs. S'J^ ; CaXves, 30£ ; Pigs, 230.

EUTTKR 3IARKET.—Sept. 14.

Best Fresh Butter , ,. I4s. ptr dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. 12& to 1S«. „
Fork. 5s. 4d. to b^. 8d. psr 8 lbs.

••

paper gave him a fixed place among- commercial po „, ^-. ,

These 2>apers brought him into Parliament, an I he wan re- Banker, aged 50.

ABRAHAX OEOHflF. RnPiAHT.i, Laq.,

IIABK LAKE.—MONDAT. Sept. 10.

The Bnpif^y of Wheat from E^asax and Kent at tbui mon>>
ing'fl market was good, and cotiaisted chiefly of tbs now crop,

the weight, quality, and cnndiUwi of which waA v**ry vari»b^•
the majority of auu^.^j being djunp- and lufurior, and the

price 1 ranging from 40,i. to 5S«. per qr. Old EngUsta and foreign

must be wri 3». per qr. low<»r than on this day
se'nnigbt, but there apj.eared to be more dispoaiUon to

pur :e the 1 ' r than on Friday. Barley is Is. per qr.

.^ cheaper. Teas arc unaltered in value. Boaaa are rather

/
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3. S.

02—58
54—60
5a—67

iO

38
30
>o
16

25

35

68

—38
—24
—28
-28
—26
—38

38-4^

Red
Red . , .

,

Red . . .

.

Malting

.

Maltiug.

Feed ,,

Feed .

.

Peed .

.

Foreign

.

s. s.

42-60
50-62

lower. The Oat trade U ftlow at a decline of Is. per qr. The
top price of towu-made Flour is reduced 3s. per sj\ck,
Norfulks are offered at 40a., and barrels are l9. to 2s. lower.
There were about 150 (^rs. of new white Mustiird Seed at
market ; the quality being very inferior, the manufacturers
appeared careless about purchasing, and it remained uusold at
a late hour.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. White— _ fine selected runs., ditto— — Talav^ra— Norfolk
— Foreig-n

Barley, gi-ind. & dist., 25s to 3 Is. . Chev.— Foreign., grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brev.v
RVE
Bte-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan 36s to 333 Tick— Pigeon ..418 — 473.. Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —8 to —8 Grey
Maize White
F1.0UR, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d do ditto— Foreign per barrel

36—41
35—40

M—26
21—24
20—26

Han-ow. 133—42
Longpod

38-46'Egyptian
iO— 52 Suffolk .

Foreign
Yellow..

50—57
a4—50|Country.
23—3lTer sack

50—54
30—43

34—50
40—50

Friday, Sept. 14.
We have to report another week of magnificent weather for

the harvest, with which great pr0;;p-ess has been made, and
some localities are already becoming bare ; in these, however,
we have reason to tear that the crops have been prematurely
hurried up, and the Wheat will either be unsuitable f«'r several
months or only saleable for starch. Business in Wheat during
the past week has been very limited. Milters being more or
less in stock were indisposed to purchase unless at a decline,
which holders refuse to accept, and there is evidently a better
feeling in the trade than at the close of last week. On the
transactions which have occirnvd, a decline of about "^s. per
qr. appears to have been submitted to. Spring com of all

kinds in the principal markets has sympathi-jod with Wheat,
and in several each descriptioa has been quoted 6ii. to Is. per
qr. cheaper. Flour is generally quoted Is per sack and ban el

Icwer; here the top price, which was nrimiual, only recutled
38. on Monday. Of grain and seed-la'len vessels 30 have
arrived off the coast this week. Tue weather last night became
unsettled, and we have had a few showers. A large portion of
the English Wheat sold on Monday was refused this mnrniiig
in consequence of the miserable condition iu which it arrived,
and could only be disposed of at a reduction of several shillings
per qr. ; dry samples command the extreme rates of that day.
The market was better attended, and mi>re disposition evinced
to purchase old foreign, but the disinclination of holders to
accept the prices they would hare taken last weuk restricted
sales. Barley is dull at Monday's prices. The Oat trade is

steady at late quotations.

Arrivals from Sept. 10 to Sept. 14.

PLYMOUTH SEED COMPANY.
ATT^ANTEO. A GENKR.XL MANAGER. — The
T T Plymouth Seed Company is in want of a gentlnman

fully conifwtent to Manage a large Seed Business. He must be a
married M;m, and would be preferred if between tlie age of 30
and 40. He must proiluce unexceptionable testimonials as to
character and ability, and will he expected to devote the whole
of his attention to the advancement of the interests of the
Company. Salary 100?. per annum, with house rent and taxes
free, equal to 25/. per annum ; and in addition he will have a
Commission of 5 per Cent, on all profits, after payiug 5 per
Cent, to the Shareholders.—Letters to be addressed to the
Managing Director, Plymouth Seed Company, Union Road,
Plymouth.

ANTKl), in an extensive Nursery, a FIKST-
CLASS MAN, whose duties would consist in Selecting

and Preparing Ciders for Packing, assisting iu Office Work, and
attending on Customers. A general knowledge of the Nursery
Trade indisjiensable.—Apply, by letter only, staling where
previously employed and salary required, to A. B., 50, Bow
Lane, C'he;tpsido, E.G.

WANTED, a ^ood PRACTICAL GAIIDENEU
without incumbrance, to go into Wales.—Apply, D. C,

25, Bishopsgate Street Witliin, E.C.

A.NTED, A YOUNG xMAN of some oxpeiieiice
to assist in the Projjag.Uion and Management of a large

Collection of Gceenliouso and Stove Plants. Ferns, ttc. ; also to
Pack when required.—Apply, in own liand-writing, stating
terms, &c., to "Mr. E. Cooling, Mile Ash Nurseries, Durby.

GARDKNEU (Head).—Ago 28, single; understantls
Early Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and the

whole routine of Gardening.—J. G., Mr. Allman, Nursery
Horsham, Sussex.

ARUENKU (Head).- Middle-aged, single; un(Wl
stands Pines, Vines, Hothouse, Stoves, Giecnhouse

j

Plants. A good Kitchen Gardener. Five years* character —
T. E., T, Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W.

/"^ARDENER (Head).—Age 25 ; good experience T^VX Forcing and general Growing of Plants. Leaving his pre-
sent situation through his employer giving up his establish-
ment. Good character.—F. H., St. Mai-tin's Place, Dorking
Surrey.

'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, one cliild
;

thoroughly understands Forcing Grapes, Melons, Cucum-
bers, (tc. ; has also a thorough knowledge of Plants, Kitchen
and Flower Gardens. Two years' good character.—A. B., Mr.
Allman. Nursery, Horsham, Sussex.

WANT PL ICES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 32, married; tho-
roughly' understands his profession in all its bi-anchcs.

Good character.—!). Mel)., 80, Westbourne Street, Eaton
Square, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Single ; thorough knowledge
of his profession. Fifteen years' nractical experience i;i

first-class places iu England, Ireland, and Scotland. Satisfac-
tory reference as to character and abihty.—A. B., 20, Now
Street, St. John's Wood, Loudon, N.W.

W heat. Barley I Oats.

English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign . . 1

880 qrs,

15790 „

170 qrs.

2790 „

90 qrs.

10 M

PIour.

23240 I

2iJltt siiS,

I
i5<.o ;;

\ 7it oris

LivERPooi., Tuesday, Sept. 11.—We had a very fair attt'nd
ance of millers and dealers ut our Corn Kxchange this mrjrniiig,
asid a better demand springing up for Wlieat than had been
anticipated, no further duclino was CHtablishe*! on the quotatinns
of liist market day. FJour was not prosi-cd fi)r sale, and conse-
quently no cheaper. Indian Corn had only a limited iiitjuiry,
and must he noted 3d. to (Jd. per qr. lower than on Friday.
Oata gave way Id. per hushel, but in ()"traeal tliore i.s no
change. Beaus, Peas, and Barley all maintain previous rates
in ret.iil. The market closed with greater firmness tban it
opened.

Friday, Sept. 14.—Grain market more steady, and a slight
advance obtained for good descriptions of Wheat and Flour.
Indian Com 31. dearer; 1 brail > 33. 6d., mixed American and
Galatz^ .^48. Beans firm, and other articles steady. Weather
cno after rain.

"^^VEHAGES

Aug. 4 .

.

— 11..
— 18..

25..

1..
— 8..

Agg.Aver.

Sept.

Wheat.

584 7d

Barley. Oata.

33t Oil 26% 6fi

59 tS 34 26 1

59 6 32 10 28 2
to 1 34 9 27 1

60 U 33 3 23 2
62 10

60 3

35 2

33 10

27 2

27 3

35a 6.7

44 9
41
40
40
39

4
7
4

42

Beans.

46* 9d
46 5

47 1

47 7
47 10

49 3

47 6

Peas.

im 3d
41
44
43
44
II

42

9

5
4

8

Fluctuations in tub Last Six Weeks AvEaAues.

Prices.

60 11
60 1

69 6
W 7 —

Aug. 4.

r

AugTTT.IAug. 18. Aug. 25. ;Sept. 1.

• « * •

* *

r
r

* ¥

* *

« *

J
» m

* *

Sept. 6.

* *

BRITISH WOOLS.—Loi.i>OM, Friday, Sept. 14

Our market is in a buoyant state with the tendency
upwards, say from ^d. to Id. a lb. over the prices offered three
2«ekB ago. Tlieae price.% however, were not aLecpted lieie.
The fine harvest weather has put every one into spiius.

South-down Hog- a.

gets 1
Balf-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes ., 1

Kent Fleeces ., 1

d. s. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — 19
6 — 17
6 — 17

Leiceat. Wethers I 6
Ditto Hoggs ..17
Combing Skins —
Blanket ditto ..0 6
Flannel Wo4)l ..1

to 1

1

1

7

9

8

7

/^AHDKNEIi (HEAD).-Aue 27. single; practically
^^ understands the Forcing of all kinds of Fruit and Vege-
tables, ttie culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and the
management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. Good
charicter fur capability, sobriety, and industry.—H. M., 1,
James's Terrace, Hnrnsey Road, Holloway, London, N.

ARDENER' (Heaj>). -A-e 31, single; wishes to
cogage with any noblemnn or ffentlemau in want of a

first-class practical GHrden9r, Wages not so much an oVtjeet as
a comfortable and permanent situaHou. Unexceptionable
references from preseritaud previous employers.—A. B., Mrs.
Mason's, Showborough Lodge, Twyning, Tewkesbury.

GATIDKNKR (Hrad).— A^^e 40, single; thoroughly
imierdtands his ]jrore3<i<ui in all its branches. Had

great experietice in Early :nid Lnte Forcing in liia last pbico,
and likewise the Management of Laud- Can have four years'
good cliaracter from his late employer.—J. B., i!3, Mark House
Place, Waltliaaisto^', Essex, N E.

TO tMOBLEWlcN AND GENTLEMEN.
(:i AHDEN'ER (Head). -Ago 35, niarned, without^ incumbn\nce ; thoroughly unrlerstan'ls Garilening in all

its branches, Karly and Late l-orcing, Ac. Can have two years
and nine months' undeni:iblo character from his present
eninloyer.— P. J.. Rev. Dr. Allen's (::ihouUham), Shouidham
Hall, l>ownhf.m Market. Norfolk.

GAUDENER (HEAD).-Ag.- 33, niarned, without
incumbrance; h:is a thoroutfh knowledge of his profes-

sion in all it-< branches ; no objection to man.nge a little Paytnre
au'l Arable land. Will be di.sengiged on the SOtii lust. .Can
have a three years' unexceptionaljie charact»-r from his present"
emp'oyer, and previous references if required. —A. A., at
Mossts. I very 's Nursery, Dorking.

AKDENEU (Mead).— Ag.- 40, mnrriod, without
incumbrance : has a thorough practical knowledge of his

profession in all its branches. Under.-^tands the management
(

of Laud. Nearly 4 years' unexc 'ptlouable testimonials for,
good character and abdities from the in'blenmn he is about
leaving through his changing his residence.—J. B., Harlestow
Park, Northampton.

GAUDENEli (Hkau).— Marred; a respctable Mun.
whose term with his present employer will soon cease,

having served as Head Gardener over 14 years; has hal 30
years* experience in good families, and has never been dis-
engage^l since he was 13 year.-* i>f age. Will bo well recom-
mended to any nobleman or gentleman in want of a good
Gardener.— Charles ShaW, Gardener, Beddings Pai-k,
Alfreton, 'Derbyshir j.

GAROENKU (Heai>).— A-:e 40, inarric<i, sober and
iudustrous, iKitive of London, 25 years' practical expe-

rieiice; uiider.-tands the MauageuiCnt of Stove, Greeiihou.-iC,
and Bedding Plants, Forcing Grapes, Peaclies, Cucumbers,
Melons. Flowers, WgetaUcs, &c. ; an exc-dleut Kitciien.
Flower, ond Fruit Gardener. Can keep the Conservatory gay
thruugn.,ut the y^ar. — A. B, 1, Mellor Street, Mostou,
llarpurhey, Manchester.

C:j_AUnENEIt (Head).—Aeo 33, mavricd, without
^ incumbrance ; thoroughly understands his profession in

all its branches, and has had great experience in Puie nud
Grape Growing. Leaves his present situation, which has
been famous as a forcing establishment, iu con.sequuiicc of the
gardens being broken up. (^an produce unexceptionable

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, single; good
practical knowledge of Early and Late Forcing of Fruit,

Flowers, and Vegetables, also Piowev and Kitchen Gardening
;

four-aud-ahalf years' good character from last employer.—
A. B., J. A J. Fraser's, Lea Bridge Nursery, Essex, N.E,

GARDENER (Hkad or Sikgle-handed).—Age 28,
married ; h<is a thorough i)ractical knowledge (.f Plant,

Flower, Fruit,"anH Kitchen Gardens. Twoyears' good character.
Apply A. R., Mr. Fryer, Nursery, CamberwtU New Eoud,
Surrey, S.

("GARDENER.—Age 30, lufirriod, no incunibimice;
^ understands Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good charac-

ter will be given.—A. B.. Post Office. Feasenianc. Berks.

GARDKNEU.—Ae:e 30, married ; lias been five years
head in a first-class nobleman's establishment. Unex-

ceptionable references as to character, &c.—A. L., 12, North
Street, Manchester Square, W.

GARDENER.- Aj:fe 40, nianie<l, witli small family;
one that is not afraid of work and can give every satis-

faction to his employer; 7 years' character.—W. W., care of
Mr. Ward, 79, Gt. Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn FieMs. W.C.

C^
ARDENEli.— Middle aged, nmrned, without

X incumbrance ; is thoroughly practical in all the branches
of his profession. Ten years^ character.—E. B., Post Office,

Stamford Hill, N.

GARDENER.—A-e 37, married; well versed in all

branches of his profe-ssion, and has the most satisfactory
testitnouials as to ability and character.—X. Y. Z., The Nur-
Sbries. Tooting, Surrey. S.

/^AKDEaEK, from the Counti-y.—Married ; small
Vjr family ; understands Greenhouse, Kitchen, Fruit,

and Flower Gardens. Can Milk and makfe himself useful.

Four years' character. — N. B., Mr. Cook, Baker, Bexley
Heath, Ken t , S.E.

(GARDENER.—Age 37, married, no incuinbrMUcc;
^ understands the management of Greenhouse, Vinery,

and Fh»weraud Kitchen Gardens. Lived two aud'a half years

iu a todge. Good character.—H. R., Post Office, Forest Hill,

Kfnt, S. t:.

GARDENER.— Middle-aged, niairied, without in-

cumbrauce ; is at present engag^jd laying out nen' plea-

sure gr^'iunds, in which he Inis had considerable practice; will

be shortly disengaged, and seeks a similar engagemeut or a

permanent sitUTitiou. He is thoroughly experienced iu every

branch o( his |<rofession, inchiiing Forcing of every descrip-

tion. Testimonials aud reference to his pi-osent employer.—
A. R , Belle Vuo Cottage. Buckhur.'*tnin, Woodfmd, Kssex.N.E.

/ ^ ARDE.NER (Single-handed oit otjieewise).—
V^ Age 32, married, no incumbrance ; well experienced in

the management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, Ac.

Giod cb.uucter from present employer,—A-. R., Bilbrough,

near York.

GARDENER (Under).—Aged 21.

FIELD, DonniPgtou Park, near Derby.

iMr. WiNG-

1AK1>ENER (Under).—Age 19; good knowledge

of Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; wishing for Improvement

There was a sale of burnt Colonial wool yesterday, which
[ testimonials as to character and abi"li[iort.-J. T. Mr Veituh

realised very high rates. It is considered much higher than , Koyal ExoUc Nursery. King's Koid, CiieI.sea,S W.-Seot 8 '

the late sales. 1
= ~ £_:

GARDENER (IIeau, to a lady or t;eutlem:iii).—
James Stanton, age 42, married ; has ha'l 27 years' expe-

rience iu his profes-sion, b. ot them in the capacity of Read Gar-
diner, the la.st 4j of such to John Waterhouse, Esq., of Well
Head, near PLiIifax, auo is recomniended us a ulever and intul
ligent Plant Grower; including Ferns, Ac, and well skilled in the
routine of Forcing Krnits, Croppit.g, &c Character and testi
monuiis highly satisfactory. VoUmtarily leaving his last posi-
tion.— .Alpua. Messra. E. G. Hendertiju &, Sun, tt. JohnV
Wood. London. N. W

A PARTNER WANTED.
WANTED, in a large Nursery and Seed Trade in

one of the largest Agricultural'Counties in England, a
thorough business Man, well acqaaintC'l with either; there
has t>eeu a large fteed Trade carried ou for mt>rtj than half a
century, and is capable of very great extun.-,ion. Any one
wishing to enter iuio a tii-st-rate business, thi.-f offers an oppor-
tunity rarely to be met with.—For partieuhirs inquire <if

Messrs. Hurst &. M'Mllle:!. Seedsmen, 46, Leudcnhall
Street, L^mdon, E.C.

TO MARKET GARDENERS.
T\rANTED i.\iMb.UlArELY.an active, imlustnous
TV middle-aged Man, to SUPBRINTK.SD the Cutiv.itiou
^about 40 acres of L.and for Gardening purposes ; and ^t work
himself. None need applv unless thoroughly coinj«tt;nt.
House found.—AddrottS E. B., Deauisou's Mills. Ljiiidtiort.
Portsea.

*"

GARDENEt<(HKAD).— Mittdli'-a'jed, aitivf, married,
without incumbrance ; possesses extensive experience it

Modern Gardening, ati<l can niidvrLake to keep tiie Cou.serva-
tory and Urawing-ruotn gay with Klowers all the year at a
trilling expense. He is a g..od Grower o: H.-wtting Plam.-^.
Pines, Ompcs Ac, aud in exiH-rii;nced iu the Fl"wer and
Kitchen Gardens ; cari tnke charge of Meadow Lan-i .ainl

Phm^aiions. Will perfornt idl the -Muies with which he may
be entru-ted with proper attention and due toon- my. Unex-
ceptionable family character.-C. F., 7, Riidge atreet, York,

a „ .^
in the Forcing Department.—A. R., Wansiead Grove^Essex^

NURSERV FORP^MAN oit PROr.VGATOU.—
Age 2G, single ; nndunstauds Hardy Shrubs, Rhododen-

drons, Coniferie. <kc. Can have a good character for honesty,

sobriety, tc— 11. C, AYanninstcr Nursery, Wilts.

FOREMAN, in a nobleman's or treiitlenian's family.

—Age 24 ; has had some experience in Kurly fi^d ^^^^

F..i-cing, Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, tc Good reter-

euce if rt-quired. No objection to any part of the country.—

A. H., Post Office. CrickhoweJi. Breconshire, S.W .

PROl'AGATOR.—UiiderstatuU tlie varioua branches

of his prolession, aud has had long experience in the

uado. Good character as to abilities, <tc.—A 13., Mi*. Siramons,

6

r

jitioner, 1, Moore i'ark. Walham tii^en, Fulham, S.W^ .

TO CENTLEMEN X ACRiCULTUh.lSTS.

STEWARD ou BAILIFF.—Age 40, luarnod, lias

liad groat experience in the midland and southern coun-

ties, is thoroughly practical in the most modem stylo of farm-

ing ; agtH.d jud^'e and manager of Stock, and a good Account-

tiiL—J. iKoe, Octaviii Cottaf^e. Tuni-ri'lge Wells. K^nt.

StEWARD OK liAlLli-F.— Understands Fiuiii'mg

in all its biauches, Buying and Selling StocK, the Erection

ot Farm Ruildiugs. Wite cau take charge of Dairy ana

Poultry. The bi^^hest reference as to character and ability

from present employer.- A. li., Mr. W. Clark, Seedsman, 25,

^l^^ll^®S"'\^'^_^ir?lL^lil!}l''i:^ —
TO r^OSLEMEN, CENTLEMnIM, AND LAND AGENTS.

STEWARD OK FARM BAILIFF.— A^.- 3S, uiarried;

hiis a general knowledge of Agriculture: has the snperiu-

ttjudencu of an estate luOu acres; iindtrstands the Breeding,

iJuymg. ai.d Selling of Stf>ck, the general improvement ot Laud

tiiU ltuiMiT.^gs. Unexceptionable ruiereiiot-s. - J. U. Insall,

Asron Soniei ville near Evusham, Wori:eatershu*e

s
TO LAIMD AGENTS AND ACRiCuLTURISTS.
I'KWARD (Undek), over a nobleman's properly*

KJ or to assist a gentleman Fat nn r,—A young Man of lespec-

cbiiity and e-nication, who has been engag.:d 4 yc irs iu the

a'Mive ca|.acity. Can be well recommended. Security if

ruHpiired.-Acer, Post Office, Rovey Tracey, Devon.

BAILIFF.—Age 38, married, wiilmut incuuibrance
thoroughly understands his |'n»fe»sion- Wife cau tako

LiiaiKo of ;4 Dairy and Poultry. SatiMfuctory references will be

r -reduced.—A. B., 1, St. Mary's Stre&t, ne-ir Canal Street,

Wolvcjhanipton.
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OVEKNMENT SCHOOL OF MINES,
Jeraiyn Street, Louduu, S.W.

i);r(c/or—Sir Roderick I. Murchison, D.C.L., &c.
a

j_j- y r T -.- - — - J r -

The Prospectus for tho SESSION, commencing on October 1,

^ill be sent on application to the Registrar. The Conrrics of

Tiistruction embrace Chemiatry, by Ur. Hofmasn ; Physics,

bv i"rot; Tvndall; Nutiiral History, by Prof, Huxley;
Minemlogy and Mining, by Mr, Wakington Smyth; Metftl-

iiirgy by Dr. Pcrcy; and Applied Mechanics, by Prof Willis.
Trekiiam Rkeks, Registrar

St, Thomas, Charterho\i8e. Goswell Street, E-C, ; Itotherhithe,'

(Grammar School, Deptford Road, S.E. ; St. Martin's-m-the-

FieUa, Castle Street, Long Acre, W.C, ; Lambeth, St. Mary's,
Prince's Road^ 8.; Hampstead, Dispensary Building; and
Christ Church, St. George'.s-in-the-East, Cannon Strcc-t, E.C-

;

ffill reopen on MONDAY October 1.

By order of the Committee of Council on Kducation,

ANK OF DEPOSIT (KstHblisheU a.d. 184^1),

3. PalbMall East, London,—Capital Stock, luO^OOOL

Parties desirous of Investing Money are requested to ex-
amine the Plan of tho Hank of Deposit, by which a high rate

of interest may be obtained with ample eecurity-
Peposits made by special agreement may be withdrawn

/without notice.

Xhe interest is payable in January and July,
Petfr Morrison, Managing Director.

Forms for opening accounts sent free on application.

UEKN INSURANCE COMPANY.—
chief Office, Liverpool.

London Office, 2, Royal Exchange Buildings,

LoTuion Dlrfctors,

^lain/KtH—Henry Bruce, Esq. (Rainej% Bruce, & Co,) Director
of Colonial Bank* Mincing Lane-

Edward R At-derson, Esq, (Kelson, Tritton. & Co.). 26, Old
Broad Street, [Southwark,

Henry Fowler, Esq (H. & R. Fowler), St, Saviour's Dock,
Thomas William Kough, Esq, (Joi^es Brothers) Upper

Thames Street. [Holborn.
Samuel Lloyd Stagey, Esq. (Corbyn, Stacey, Messer, & Co,),

Bankers.—ifessrs. Barclay, Bevan & Co,
Medical Referee.—J, Edward Pollock, Esq., M.D.

Solicifors.—Messrs. J, & J, W, Sewell,
LIFE DEPARTMENT,—Life Assurance in every branch.
Special Feature. — Non-forfeiture of Policies, The in-

surer has the right, on an ordinary Life Policy, after three
years, to cease his payments, and obt:iin a free Policy, for
the total amount of Premiums paid, and whatever Bonus may
have been added,

FIRE DEPARTMENT.—The rates of Premium vary accord-
ing to the nature of the risk, and will bo found as moderate
as those of other first-class offices.

Application for Agencies requested.
W. P- Clirehugh, Manager,
H, B. Taplin, London Secretary.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
Price 6rf., or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

ON THE PROGRESS AND RESULTS OF
UNDER DRAINAGE IN GREAT BRITAIN, Prize

Essay. By J. Bailey Denton, Agricultural Engineer, and
author of the ** Prize Es^^ay on Road Making," and other
Agricultural Treatises.—52, Pavliaraent St.. WestmiiiRt-er, S.W.

Just published, with Illustrations, in Two Vols,, price 135,,OUR FARM CROPS-
Being a Popular Scientific Description of the Cultivation,

Chemistry, Diseases, and Remedies, &c,, of our different Crops,
worked up to the high farming of the present day. By John
Wilson, F-R.S,E,, Professor of Agricultuio in the University of
Edinburgh, &c.

Blackie & Sox, Warwick Square, City, London ; and all

Booksellers.
' FARMIlMC ACCOUNTS.
IT^REEMAN'S FARMER'S ACCOUNT BOOK, the

- Best and Simple.st Sv-tfim, as testified by the leading
agriculturists. Price 53. 4to, for small farms ; 85, 6d, folio, for
large occupationf*.
Published by J. Loder, Woodbridge ; Simpki:^^ & Marshall,

London ; Mobzley, Derby ; Lodor, Lincoln, and all Book-
sellers in the Kiugdoni,

Price 1^. Gd.^ free by i>ost, 1^. 7d.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
CONSISTING OP THE NAMES OF THE

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERSi
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S *'VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.
J, Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden

London. W.C.

PROFESSOR ^INDLEY'S IMTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
In Two Vols, 8to, with Six Copper-plates, and numerous

Wood Engravings, price 243. cloth,

TNTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
' By Professor LiNDLEir, Ph, D. F-R,S., Professor of Botany

in University College, London, &c, 4th Edition, with Correc-
tions and numerous additions-

It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that he
has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
eo very considerable a quantity iof new matter, especially in

what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that the
preseat Edition may be considered, in those respects, a new

'

London : LoKcatAX, GREEtf, LoxcMAy, & Roberts.

Now Ready, piice 5s., with PracticiU Illustrations,

THE DEAD SHOi'; OB. SPOUTSMAN'S COM-
PLETE GUIDE : being a Treatise on the Use of the Gun,

with Budimentary and P^inishing' Lessons in the Art of
Shooting Game of all kinds ; Dog Breaking, Pigeon Shooting ;

with new and complete Rules for conducting Pigeon Matches

;

and a variety of useful information. By Marksman.
London : Longman, Greex, Longman, & Roberts.

Oil the ZOth, 'ISO^'i?., 24 Coloured Plates, cloth, 30^.,

OUTLINES OF BRITISH FUNGOLOGY
CONTAINIXG CHAKACTKKS OF ABOVE A TilOUSAXD SPECIES OF FUXGI,

A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL THAT HAVE BEEN DESCUIDED AS NATIVES OF THE BRITISH ISLES.

By the Eev. M. J. BERKELEY. M.A , F.I.S.

LOVELL REEVE, 5, HENKIF.TTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C

On the ZOth, Four Coloured Tlates^ price 2s. 6rf., JVb. VI. of

9

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE:
By

COMPRISING FIGURES AND DKSCRIITIONS OF POPULAR GARDEN FLOWERS.
THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S., Secretary to the Floral Committee of the Horticultural Society,

LOVELL REEVE, 5, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

ATLAS
Recently pvMished, 80 Coloured Plates, cloth, 3L 3s,

OF BRITISH SEAWEEDS;
COMPRISING FIGURES, ^\'ITn DISSECT10^'S, OF ALL THE SPECIES OF ALGiE INHABITING THE SHORES OFTHE BRITISH ISLES.

Copied on a reduced scale from Professor Haetey's " Phycologia Britaniiica," of which the price Is 71. 17*. Qd.

LOVELL REEVE, 5, HEXRIEITA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Pecenth/ puHlshed, GSO pp., cloth, 12s.,

HANDBOOK of the BRITISH FLORA :

A DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOWEHING PLANTS AND FERNS IXDIGEN"OUS TO
OR NATURALISED IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

FOR THE USE OF BEGINNERS AND AMATEURS.
By GEORGE BEXTHAM, F.L.S.

LOVELL REEVE, 5, HENRIE'n^A STREET, COVENT GARDEN, TV.C.

This day is published, price Is.,

THE GREAT EASTER N'S LOG,
Containing HER FIRST TRANSATLANTIC VOYAGr:,

and ALL PARTICULARS of her AMERICAN VISIT. By
an Executive Offickr.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

WORKS ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.
— —

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, The Struc-
ture. Classification, and Uses of Piants. Illustrated

upon the Natviral System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price

363., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural and
Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In

One Volume, Svo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations, price'lZ*.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners
Chronicle of May 12, containing Mr. Nesftixd's

COLOURED PLAN for the New Gardkn at Kensington Gore»
is still on Sale at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden. W.C. and will be sent by post on receipt of six stamps.

Xelusf of tfic aaecfe,

* « The Glossary may be had seput-ately, price 5s. cloth.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or. The Rudiments op
Botanical Scien'ce. In One Volume, Svo, half-boimd,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5s. 6d.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or. The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scieutific Language, for

Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price Is.

Bradbury & Evans. 11, Bouverie Street.

Now ready, price 2s. 6d.,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Part IX.
conchision of Pleurothallia.

Farts I. to VIII., price 2s. 6d. each, may still be had.

J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Containing the

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS.

The following New Volumes are Just Issued

:

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK poe BERKS, HXICKS,
AND OXFORDSHIRE; with a particular accouT.t of the

City and University of Oxford, and the Descent of the

Thames to Maidenhead and Windsor. With Map. Post Sro,

7e. 6d.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK foe SOUTH WALES.
With Map. Post Svo, 5a. 6d.

III.

THE HANDBOOK for NORTH GERMANY,
including HOLLAND, BELGIUM, PRUSSIA, and the
RHINE TO SWITZERLAND. A New and Revised Edition.

With Maps and Plaub. Post Svo, 10*.

JoHH Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

KUCLER'S HANDBOOKS OF PAINTING.
"Now Ready, a New Edition, enlarged and for the most part re-

writteu. With numerous IlUistrations, 2 vols. Post, Svo, 24«.

THE GERMAN, FLEMISH, and DUTCH
SCHOOLS or PAINTING, Biised on the Handbook of

KuoLER. By Dr. Waaoen, Director of the Royal Gallery of

Pictures, Berlin.
Uniform with the above,

THE ITALIAN SCHOOLS of PAINTING.
From the German of KuGLER. Edited by Sir Crarleh East-

lake, R. A., President of the Royal Academy. Third Edition,

with Illustrations, 2 vols. Post &vo., 30f.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.
^

Now ready, price 3*. 6rf.,

THE FRUIT MANUAL; Containing Descriptions

and Synonymes of the Fruits and Fruit Trees commonly

met with in the Gardens and Orchards of Great BriUiin, with

Selected Lists of the Varieties most worthy of Cultivation. By
Robert Hogg, LL.D., F.H.8., Secretary to tho Fruit Com-

mittee of the Horticultural Society of London. Author of

"The Vef^table Kingdom and its Products;" "British

Pomology ;" and Co-Editur of the " Cottage Gardener."

On December 1, will be published, price l-^.,

THE GARDENERS^ YEAR BOOK. ALMANACK,
AND DIRECTORY for 1861. By Robert Hogg, LL.D., F.H.S.

Advertisements received up to the middle of November.

London; "Cottage Gardener" Office, 162, Fleet SUeet, EC.

General LAMORicifeaE and the Papal army of

11,000 men, were totally defeated on Tuesday
muruiug ia the neighbourhood of Ancona hy the

Sardinian division under General Cialdinx. The
battle was commenced by General Lamoeici^re
with an attack on the Sardinian positions at Castel-

fidiirdo, Osimo, and Jesi, while the garrison of

Ancona supported the movement by a vigorous

sortie. After a sanguinary combat the Papal

forces were completely routed, leaving in

the hands of the Sardinians six pieces

of artillery, an immense quantity of armS)

and a great number of prisoners, including

General Pimodan, who has since died of his

wounds. After the battle the greater part of the

Papal army capitulated, and the PoPE does not

now possess a single battalion outside the walls of

Ancona, The 4000 men who made the

sortie from that garrison were driven back

by the Royal troops, and they have since been

joined by General Lamoricieee, who succeeded

in reaching Ancona with a few horsemen by

passing through the defiles of Monte Canaro*

General Ci.iLBiNi has now commenced the siege of

Ancona, while the Sardinian and Neapolitan navies

are blockading the port. The second division of the

Sardinian army under General Fanti took Perugia

on Friday after a severe fight, in which the Papal

troops were driven to the citadel, where they sur-

rendered towards the evening. The Sardinians made

leoOprisoners, including theSwiss General ScHMiDTj

who has been sent to Turin as a prisoner of war.

The German garrisons of Orvieto and Spoleto sub-

sequently capitulated, and in the latter city 600 of

the Iriih brigade were made prisoners of war

without firing a shot. Cardinal Anxonelli and

the other cardinals are urging the Pope to fly from

Home before the arrival of Garibaldi ; and the

Frenchofficial journals, while ostensibly opposing

the suggestion, make no secret of the fact that the

Pope's flight would facilitate the settlement of

the Italian question, by enabling the Emperor to

withdraw his army fromRome, The King ofNaples

is said to be still at Gaeta, relying on the expected
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junction of the two divisionf? of his army, -which

have maiiitained their positions at Capua and

Gaeta. Garitalbt, however, has left Naples this

week with 15,000 men to attack Cai)Ui. and it

is confidently expected that the garrison will

caidlulate on the first summons. Aecoiiits

from Turin stnte that the Sirdiuian Parlia-

ment has been convoked for the 2d of October-

It is reported that Ga-rtbalbi has peremptorily

refused to sanctiin the annexation of Sicily to

Piedmont imtilhe has c<»mplrted his " programme,'*

and has address, d a letter to the King demanding

the dismissal of Count Catoue and Signer Fakini,

as the indispensable condition of a good under-

standing between him and Sardinia, The King
lias therefore dLtcrmiued to convoke the Parlinment

inorder that the policy of tlie Government, as repre-

sented by the Cavovr Ministry, may be submitted

to the Chambers in juxtaposition with the policy

of Gakibaldt, and a vote of confidence bo taken

upon it. Tlie official journal of Turin denies the

leport that any such letter has been received by

the King from Garibaldi, bvit there seems to

be no doubt that the old antipathy between

Garibaldi and Count Catottk has led to renewed

differences on the policy to be pursued in the

present crisis, and that it has become necessary to

appeal to Parliament to arrest the danger of a

more serious rupture.
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gate. His Imperial His;hnoss returned to E^Unbiu^
in tlie afternoon, and drove to Cruigentiimy, where Mr
Ciiristy, late M.P. tor Newcastle-nnder-Lyne, met thp

j^ome KcUis.

The Qfeen's RETrsN to Osborne.— The Queen,

Prince Consort, and the Royal family arrived at

Osborne shortly before 10 o'clock on Tuesday morning
from Edinburgh, which they iett on the previous even-

ing, travelling all night by the Caledonian, North-
Western, andiSouth-Western Railways. On NYednesd.iy

morning the Count de Paris and the Duke de Chartrcs

visited the Queen from R^de. In the afternoon her
Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied by the

Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, drove over to Kyde
and visited Queen Marie Amelie. Lord Palraerston

arrived from Broad ands on a visit to her Majesty.

The Queen's Visit to Germany.—The Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princess Alice, will

leave Osborne this morning for London, and will embark
in tlie afternoon from tiie 1 errace Pier, Giavesend, in the

Victoria and Albert, for Antwerp, on her way to

Coburg. Her Majesty will be met at Coblentz by
the Ambassador at Frankfort, Sir Alexander Malet,

wko will accompany the Queen to Frjinkfurt.

Her Miijesty will proceed from Frankfort by the

Bavarian State Railway to Aschaftenbnrg, where she

will be met by her Ambassador at Munich, who will

aicompany the Koyal party to Coburg. The Prince and
Princess of Prussia, and the Prince and Princess

Frederick William will be at Coburc to meet the

Queen on her arrival. Lord John Russell will be in

attendance on her Majesty as Secretary of State. The
Admiralty yachts Osborne, Rlack Kaj^le, and Vivid, will

accompany the Rojal yaclit to Antwerp.

The Couut in Scotland.—On Wednesday week
the Queen, acccnupanied by l^rincess Alice and Prhice
Leopold, rode to the Loch of Loch-na-garr. The
Prince Consort dmve to the Abergeldie woods, wbieh
were driven fi)r deer. The Princesses Helena and
Louisa drove to Birk Hall. On Thursday the Queen,
with PrinceflB Alice and Prince Arthur, accompanied
the Prince Consort to the RalU)chbuie woods, which
Were driven for deer. On Friday the Queen, accom-
panied by the Princesses Alice and Helena, made an ex-
pedition to Craig-na-bam. The Prince Consort went
ont deer-stalking. On Saturday morning the Queen,
Prince Consort, and the Royal family left Balmoral for

Edinburgh, and arrived at Holyrood a few minutes
beture 7 in the evciung. Her Mtijesty was received with
the usual honours on her arrival at St. Margaret's
St:t*Ton, and proceeded to the Palace with the customary
escort, the guns of the castle firing a Koyal salute.
On ^:nMday morning, her Majesty, the Pi-iiice Consort,
.and tlie Princesses Alice and Helena left Holyrood for
Cramond House, about six miles from Edinburgh, on
the margin of the Firth of Forth, on a visit to the
Duche^js of Kent, who has been residing there for about
two months. The Royal party reached Cramond about
half-past II, and at midday attended Divine service in
the parish church, where the sermon was preached by
the incumbent, the Rev. Dr. Colvin. After the service,
the Queen, Prince Consort, and Princesses were joined
by the younger members of the Royal f;imily, who druve
out from Kdinburgh, and partook of luncheon with the
Duchess of Kent. The Royal party returned to Holy-
rood in the afternoon. On Monday morning the Queen
and Prince Consort drove to DunsapieLoch, and walked
thence to the top of Arthur's Seat. Princes Arthur
and Leopold visited the Castle and inspected the regalia
« Scothind. Their Royal Highnestse^ afterwards
ascended Arthurs Seat, lu the afternoon the Prinre

;C<>n'Ort visited Quoon Mary's Bath, the National

'0=llefv. and the Botanic Gardens. The Queen,

accompan'^'d by the Princess Alice, drove in a carriage

I
an I li.ur to Hosehank Cemetery, and paid a visit

1 to the grnve of Ida Bononomi, the Italian dressing-

maid, to whom her Majesty some years air*> erected a

simple monument. The Duchess of Kent, accompanied

I
bv IVince Vietor of Hohenlolie, arrived from Cramond

I H )Ufie and took luncheon with her Mnjesty. In the

i
evcninar at 7 "'cloek, the Queen, Prince Consort, and

\
Royal family left Edinhurgh for Osborne.

The Pkince op Waxes left Ottawa on the evening

of the 2d mat., and arrived at Brockville on the

following evening, after a fatiguingjourney by carriage,

canoe, and toot, through the back country from Ottawa.

Oa the 3d his Royal Highness slept on board the

steamer, and started the next morning for Kingston,

where he arrived on the evening of tlie 4th, hut did not

land in con^^cquence of the conduct of the Orange

party, who insisted upon joining the procession with

Orangre flaf^s, rea-alia, &c. The Duke of Newcastle

hitd previously informed them that the Prince would
not ride under any Orange Arch, or take part in any

procession where party colours were worn or party tunes

played. The Orangemen, however, determined to carry

out their design of a procession with party banners,

and after waiting 24 hours to give them time for recon-

sideration, the Prince refused to land, and on the 5th

proceeded to Belleville, where a similar occurrence pre-

vented his landing. The townspeople were anxious to

receive the Prince, but a number of Orangemen had
followed his Royal Highness from Kingston with their

banners and insignia, and so rendered it impossible.

These disngreeahle occurrences were verymuch regretted

by the people of the province in general, and great in-

dignation was felt towards "the leaders of the Orange
party. The Prince arrived at Coburg on the evening of

the 6th, where he met with one of the warmest recep-

tions, his carringe being drawn by 50 gentlemen
carrying torches and escorted by an immense
crowd, cheering vehemently, to the Town Hall,

where he received addresses from the town council and
Victoria College. In the evening the Prince attended

a ball which he opened with Miss Beatty, daughter of

the Mayor, and entered with spirit into the festivities.

On the'Vth his Royal Highness left for P^^terborough,

where he was likewise warmly welcomed. He after-

wards visited Rice Lake, where he was received by the

Mississangie Indians, headed by their chief, a man
nearly 100 years of age. The Prince took luncheon

with the authorities of Port Hope, where his reception

was very gratifying, and then proceeded by rail to

Whitby, where 4000 persons had assembled, who fired

a salute and cheered Ins Royal Highness on his way to

the stenmer with almost frantic entbu^siasm. The
Prince arrived at Toronto the same evening and met
with a magnificent reception, the preparations sur-

passing those of all the other Canadian cities. At the

landing, where there was a gorgeous canopy provided

with a dais and throne, the Prince was received

by the mayor, corporation, judges, members of

parliament, oflicers of the army, volunteers, &c.

The national anthem was sung hy 1000 children. The
Mayor presented an address, and a procession of militia,

firemen, and national societies defiled past the Prince,

drooping banners and cheering vehemently in passing.

Iw was quite dark before it was finished, but the city

was most brilliantly illuminated. The Prince's

carriage followed the procession through the principal

streets, cheered by the people the whole of the way,
and flowers being strewed before him, and proceeded

to the Government House, where quarters were pro-

vided for him. On the 8th his Royal Highness held a

levee. The weather had been most unfavourable. The
conduct of the Orangemen of Kingston was severely

condemned by the whole press of the province, and
there was not the slightest probability of its being
imitated in any other locality.

The Gra^d Duxe Michael of Rttssia, the Grand
Duchess and their infant son, attended by Prince
Gortsch;iko(r and a numerous suite, arrived at Dover,
on Saturday morning, and, accompanied by Baron
Brunnow, the Russian Ambassador, proceeded by special

train to Torquay, where they intend to reside for a few
mouths.
Pkince Napoleon has been visiting some'ofour agri-

cultural districts since he left London,for the purpose of
making himself acquainted with high English farming
and the working of the poor-law system. His Imperial
Highness is accompanied by M. Bella, director of the
Imperial model farm at Grignon ; M. Visat, an archi-

tect; M. Wyatt, secretary; M. le Plat, Councillor of
State, and his suite. A few days since, the Prince

visited the firms of Mr. R. Leeds and Mr. T. Hudson, two
leading agriculturists on the great Holkham estate in

Norfolk. The Prince had also an interview with Mr.
H. W. Keai-y, the Earl of Leicester's agent, and in-

pected with much interest some improved cottages

which the earl is now building. His Imperial

Highness afterwards visited the Gressenhall Union
VVoriihouse, where notes were taken by M. de Plat with
reference to a series of careful inquiries into the working
of the poor lavv, the condition of the rural population, &e.

On Monday the Prince visited Leith for the purpose
of seeing the agriculture, farm steadings, and irrigation

in the Mid-Lothian district, and proceeded by the
North British Railway to inspect the farm steadings of

. Mr. Hope, of Fentonbarna, and of Mr. Sadler, of Ferry-

1

the
Prince, and drove him in an open carriage through the
meadows, explaining the method which is pursued in
the irrigation. His Imperial Highness spoke in admira-
tion of the system which produced such excellent
resuUs, and expressed his intention to promote a similar
w^ork in Frnnce, in the locality of his own chateau. After
careluliy inspecting the meadows watered by gravitation
and also those where the water is lifted by the aid of
pumps, the Prince was driven to Leith Docks, where he
embarked in a small steam-tug for his jacht, which was
lying under Inchkeith.

The Armt and the Haetest.—A circular has been
issued from the Horse Guards to the commaiiding
officers of regiments, stating that there will be no
objection on the part of the commander-in-chief to
officers permitting a certain number of men to assist in
the harvest, on being applied to for such assistance.

The Volunteer Movement.—Lord Palmerston, in

reply to an invitation to become the patron of the Royal
National Rifles, has written to Mr. Walmisley stating

that he fully appreciates the patriotic feeling which
impels the members of Volunteer corps, and estimates

at its full value this important national movement, but
in his official position he does not think it right to con-

nect himself as patron with any one particular local

organisation, and in tlie present instance it seems the

less necessary that any such extrinsic aid should be

required, because any corps which is to be organised

under so able and experienced a chief as Sir De Lacy
Evans is sure to be prosperous and efficient.—The War
Office authorities, with a view to advance the various

Volunteer corps in efficiency, have recently issued an

order for holding county and district reviews, under

the direction of field officers of rank, and for forming

various corps, where they are not a battalion of them-
selves, into administrative battalions. This latter order

has, however, admitted of so many interpretations that

the authorities on Saturday felt it necessary to issue

long explanatory orders to the commanding officers.

—

On Saturday afternoon the London Brigade, numbering
upwards of 700, mustered in the quadrangle of Christ's

Hospital, and marched thence, preceded by their two
fine bands, through Holborn and Oxford Street, to

Hyde Pai-k, where they were reviewed by Colonel

M'Murdo, C.B., Inspector-General of Volunteers, in the

presenee of some thousands of people.—The Workman's
Volunteer Brigade, now numbex'ing close upon 500 men,

paraded on Saturday evening, in Guildhall, by per-

mission of the Lord Mayor. Upwards of 400 members,

including the band, were present. After having been

inspected by Captain Norton, in the absence of General

Beatson, the battalion marched, headed by the band, j
from Guildhall to their head-quarters in Great Tower*
Street. A body of temperance men have signified their

wish to join as a distinct company under the same

organisation and rules, and it is expected that a second

regiment will shortly be enrolled.—The 7th Surrey

paraded at Newington Sessions House on Saturday, and,

headed by their band, proceeded to Peckham, where

they were joined by the 10th Surrey (Bermondsey).

The two corps marched home together to the music of

the 3d Surrey Militia. The 7th continues steadily

increasing its muster-roll, and will shortly compete for a

prize ride.-The 19th Surrey (Lambeth) mustered strongly

on Saturday evening, and marched through Camberwell

and Pockham to New Cross, returning home by the

Elephant and Castle to Kennington. On their arrival

at head-quarters Major Roupell informed the corps

that an arrangement had been made with the Peckham

and Streatham corps to co-opeirate with them in the

use of their rifle butts on Streatham Common, whereby

the 19th Surrey may shortly be expected to commence

ball practice ; and that the piece of ground belonging

to the battalion would in three weeks' time be entirely

covered in and lighted with gas, thus enabling the drill

to take place independent of the weather during the

winter months.—On Saturday a shooting match took

place upon the grounds ofMr. A. K. Barclay, at Dorking,

between 12 men of the 5th Surrey (Reigate), and 12 ot

the 14th Surrey (Dorking). The match was at 20

rounds eaeh man, at 200 yards. The 14th were victo-

rious by a majority of nine points, the number tnev

obtained being 263 points against 254 obtained

by the 5th. The best shots of the day were—
Potter 29, Sergeant Nichols 28, and Corporal Brown 28.

—Colonel Gladdish, commanding the 1st Brigade of

Kentish Artillery, entertained the officers commanding

companies at dinner on Friday evening at his seat

Bycliffes, near Gravesend.—The 12th Kent Artillery

(Gillingham), visited Sheerness on the 12th inst. for the

purpose of ball-practice. The centre garrison batteries,

consisting of 32-pounders, were placed at their disposal,

from which 40 rounds were fired at a target placed at

about a mile distant. One of the shots hit the target,

and several passed within a short distance of it.—The

2d Company of Cinque Ports Artillery was inspected

on the I3th inst.. at Sandwich, by Colonel Morris,

Deputy-Inspector of Artillery Volunteers.—The non-

commissioned officers and privates of the 3d Kent

(Maidstone) and of the Leeds Castle and East Sutton

companies were entertained at dinner on the I2tn

inst. in the Corn Exchange, Maidstone, by Colonel

Scott and the officers of the regiment. — The

Bromley, Beckenham, and Chislehurst corps were

inspected on Tuesdav by Colonel Lnard.—The West
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^^^f^;^^J"yi^itU)r.l compaiiifs of tlu- 5tli Kssex parjuled

Snnday nioiniti;.' at> Stratford, aocompiiiiied by their

T^\ and iTiiiHied to West Ham, where they attended

t?"^!p sevvioe iit the parish chiircli.— A. Volunteer

^^\)pmGnt will l»e formed on Naziii^ Wood Common,
^".

. the Broxhoiirne station of the Eastern Counties

p^MwaV, 0" t-'*® ^^^^^ October, to consist of the West

i^ex' yeomanry Artillery and Cavalry, the Artillery

ronipanj' of London, the Victoria Hilles, and any other

Volunteer Corps of the connties of Essex, Herts, or

"Middlesex, who may feel disposed to avail themselves of

the advantage of hrii^ading with artillery and cavalry.

^A prize meeting of the 1st Berks (Reading) took phce

I^ the practice ground at Keadi;ig on Tuesday. The

nrizes offered were an Enfield Rifle, the gift of Sir P.

Goldsmid, B.irt., M.P.; a silver cup, of the value of

10?. given by Mr. H. A. Simonds, Mayor of Reading;

and" a silver cup, value 5Z., tlie gift of Lady Hunter,

wife of Sir Paul Hunter. Bart., High Sheriff of the

County, and Captaui-Commaudant of the Reading

Corps. The compefcition excited much interest, and at

the close of the shooting the following were declared to

bethe successful competitors:—Mr. Turner, musketry in-

structor to the corps, the rifle given by Sir Francis Gold-

smid, M.P.; Corporal SoperthelO^.silvercup; and Private

Stevens the 5^. adver cup. Mr. Tui-uer, the winner of the

firat prize, was a successful competitor at the Wimbledon

meeting, where he gained the prize given by the Duke of

Cambridge.—The Cromer and Stalham companies of the

Norfolk Corps, assembledinGunton Park, on theinvitation

df Lord Sheffield, on the 14th inst., and were put through

various evolutions by Lord Bury, as a preparation for

the great review about to take place at Norwich.—The
Korth Craven were inspected a few days ago by Major
Cookson, who is about to be appointed adjutant of the

2d battalion of the West Riding Corps, of which the

North Craven form one company.—On Saturday the

1st West Riding (Leeds) assembled in the yard of the

White Cloth Hall, Leeds, and received their new
Captain Commandant Sir John W. Ramsden, Bart.,

M.P.—It was mentioned last week that Mr, M,
Stocks, of Catherine House, near Halifax, was taking
steps for establishing a Rifle corps in the district

of Queenshead, in the West Riding of Yorkshire,

to be called the Shibdendale Rifles. This corps, 100
strong, is now completely formed, and has been fully

equipped at the charge of Mr. Stocks.—The 1st

Battalion of Cornwall assembled on the 10th inst.. for

a field day, in the grounds of Peudarves, near Cam-
borne, and were put through various evolutions by
General Trcmenhure.—On Monday the 2d Cornwall
Artillery were inspected at Looe by Lieut.-Col. Gilbert.

After going through their company and battalion
drills, they marched to the battery and were exercised
with the 24-pounders sent for their accommodation.
—On Tuesday Lieut. Col. Hutchinson, commanding
officer of the western district reviewed upwards of 6000
Volunteers on the Maisemore Ham, at Gloucester, in

the presence of an immense concourse of spectators

from the adjoining counties, including the Lords Lieu-

tenants of Gloucester, Brecknock, and Glamorgan,
and many of the nobility and gentry. The Volunteers
numbered about 5200 Rifles, 450 Cavalry, and 380
Artillery. The Rifle Corps were formed into brigades.

The first consisted of the Bristol, Gloucestershire, and
Worcester battalions, and numbered 2155 rank and
file. The second consisted of Welsh and Worcester-
shire Volunteers, and mustered 12a0; and the third,

consisting of corps from StaflTord, Somerset, Monmouth,
Hereford, Pembroke, Carmarthen, and Radnor,
was 1768 strong, giving a total strength in

the field, including officers, of 6300. After
the review the Volunteers marched into Glou-
cester, and partook of refreshments provided for them
at the different hotels.—A competition for a silver

cup, valued at 50 guineas, given by the High Sheriff of

Korfolk (Mr. H. Birkbeck), and three prizes of 25?.,

IW., and lOZ., given by Mr. J, Middleton, of Haynford,
near Norwich, took place on Monday, on Mousepold
Heath. The competitors were 36 in number, and w^ere

selected from the Volunteers formed in Norwich, Yar-
mouth, Harleston, Holkhara, Lynn, Aylshara, Diss,

Loddon, Fakenham, Eynesford, Stalham, and East
Dereham. Each competitor fired 12 shots, at four
ranges, three from the shoulder and nine from the knee.
The highest score was obtained by Private Read, who
made 13 points; Private Bussey obtaining 11 points;
Private Burrell, of Fakenham, 10; and Captain
Middleton, Private Gunn, Sergeant Fox, and Sergeant
Burton making 9 each. These four ties were afterwards
shot off, the result being that Private Gunnmade a centre,

wbile his competitors added nothing to their scores.

The cup was, therefore, awarded to Private Read; the
25?. prize to Private Bussey, the 15?. prize to Private
Burrell, and the 10?. prize to Private Gunn.

—

On Tuesday a review of the Norfolk Volunteers took
place on the heath, Major-General Wood, commandant
of the camp at Colchester, attending as inspecting
officer. From 1100 to 1200 Volunteers were collected
on the occasi)n.—The prizes competed for by the Great
larraouth Volunteers a few days ago were distributed
by the Mayor on Friday at the Town Hall. Mr. BIy
won the ladies' challenge cup, valued at 30?. ; Mr.
H. Fenner, the borough member's prize of 10?. ; Mr.
Scott, a cup valued at 5?.; and Mr. Leraan, a Turner
rifle. Of 31 Volunteers who competed for the challenge
cup, 16 obtained such a number of points as would have
entitled them if they had been iu the regular army to

rank as m irksuien, an 1 to receive \d. per day extra pay.

—A mHrks.iiHn*s badge of cross uiuslu-ts, to be worn on
the left sleeve, has been

i resented to three privates in

the Colchester corps, Mr. Tayler (wlio recrently won a
prize cup in Wyvenhoe Park), Mr Cole, and Mr.
Fenuirig, all three hiivit.g made the requisite number of

points in the re;rulation practice to entitle them to the
nuik of marksmen. An effort is making to form
another company of Volunteers in Colchester,
and ai>out 100?. Las been subscribed for the purpose.^
A rifle match at four ranges took place on the 12th
inst., on the practice ground of the Kelso Rifle Corps
at Mellendean Burn, between four gentlemen staying
at Flooj's Casth?, the seat of the Duke of Roxburgh, viz.

Captain Gordon, Mr, Phillips, Mr. Watts Kussetl,and Mr.
J. B. Lines, and four members of the Kelso Rifle Corps,

Messrs. Somner, Small, Forest, and Morris. The Floors

Visitors scored 60 points, and the Kelso Rifles scored

73, giving a majority of 13 for Kelso.—The Liverpool

Borough Guard, or 66th Lancashire, on Saturday
embarked in the Bock Perry steamer, and on arriving

at the otlierside of the Mersey marched with tlieir new
bniss band to the residence of their commander, Capt.
Mayer, by wliom they were entertained at a substantial

dinner laid out iu two large tents erected for the occa-

sion.— Mr. James Morrell, of Headington Hill House,

entertained Lient.-Colonel North, M.P., and the officers

and yieiniiers of the two companies of Oxford City

Corps, at dinner in the Town Hall, Oxford, on
Thursilay. The Duke of Marlborough as lord lieu-

tenant of the county, the Bishop of Oxford, tlie Earl of

Abingdon, LordNorreys, several members ofParliament,

and the principal gentry of Oxfordshire and Berks were
invited to meet them,—Mr. G. W. Martin is now
organising a choir of several hundred Volunteers for

the purpose of introducing the practice of singing choral

marches when on the march. A great meeting of

Volunteers interested in this movement will shortly be

held in either the Floral or Exeter Hall,and subsequently

at the Crystal Palace.

Feance.—It was reported on Monday that an
insane person fired a pistol at the Emperor during

his stay at Toulon, and that the arm of the assassin

having been struck by a woman at the moment of his

discharging the pistol, his aim was frustrated. It is

now said that the statement is entirely destitute of

foundation. The Emperor and Empress left Ajaccio on
Saturday for Algiers. On passing Mahou their

Majesties disembarked for the purpose of meeting the

Queen of Spain. On finding that the Queen had not

arrived, their Majesties reimbarked, leaving a letter

for the Queen. The Imperial squadron arrived at Algiers

on Monday morning, tiieir passage having been longer

tb;ni usual, on accountof bad weather. The Bey of Tunis
arrived at noon on Monday and ivas received by their

Majesties. One of the brothers of the Emperor of

Morocco was also expected to arrive in the course of the
day. Ihe/etes given in honour of their Majesties were
splendid. The Empress, suffering from grief on
account of the alarming state of her sister's health,

was not present at the ball. Their Majesties were ex-

pected to re-embark on Thursda}' evening for France, and
will arrive at St. Cloud on the evening of Monday next.

The telegraphic cable just laid down between Toulon
and Algeria, and by which the Emperor expected to

communicate hourly Trith France during his ab-

sence, broke on Sunday in a gale of wind.

—

The Duchess of Alba, sister of the Empress of the

French, died on Sunday night after a long illness from
an internal disease. She was in her 34th year, and
leaves the duke and three children to lament her loss.

—The Constitutionnel gives a categorical denial to the
report that the islands ot Sardinia and Elba are to be

ceded to France as an indemnity for the annexation of

Naples and Sicily to Piedmont. The same paper
publishes a long article by its chief editor, M. Grand-
guillot, explaining the policy followed by the Emperor
in Italy. It says:

—

" The object of the French government in recalling its am-
bassador from Turin is to express its dissatisfaction at the
course which has been taken by Sardinia in invading
the Papal Stites. it is no longer the sovereignty of
the Holy See over one or two provinces which is

questioned, but his temporal independence is threatened.
There all concessions ought to end, and disagreemcDt change
into disavowal. It is ti-ue, doubtless, that there is a long way
from that disavowal to a rupture. The interests of !^*anc6
and Sardinia are always the same ; they require that Pied-
mont shall remain the invincible bulwark ofthe Peninsula, on
the legitimate additions for which she is indebted to our
common victories and to the treaties which have sanctioned
them could not in any case becompr-ijmised. But our honour,
also, required that France should be free of all responsibility

in such enterprises, for aecordmg to the declaration of the

celebrated pamphlet, France did not go to Italy "only to

defend there a great political cause, but to protect there a

great religious cause."

In another article, signed also by M. Grandgmllot, the

advice given to the Pope by Cardinal Antonelli and

others to leave Rome is discussed in the following

terms :

—

''The extreme party at Rome, after having counselled the

Pope to foll'tw a policy without concessions, now advises him
to take to flight without honour, but as long as the French
troops are at Rome the security of the person and the authority

of the Pope are guaranteed. We earnestly desire that the P<ipe

should not quit R'jme, and in expressing this wish we have
only in view the interests of the Papacy, for that which at

present compTcatea the position of France is the presence of

her army at Rome, and if this occupation could cease all would

be siranUfied, at least in a political point of view. It is not
Rome that we occupy, but it is the Papacy which we det'end-

Our occnpation could in no case a<?snme a political character.
Th'j fiist consequence of the flight of the Pope would he the
evacuation of Rome by the French, and in leaving^ we should
carry with us gr^iat uneasiness respecting the future of the
temporal power of the Pope."

The Dehats contains an article signed by M. Lemoine*
in favour of the Sardinian invasion of the Pap.d States-

It says:—
** The resolution taken by the Piedmontese Government,

though it h;is the appearance of a forward movement, is, on
the contrary, a hUt. It is even for the movement an impedi-
ment thrown in the way of the general Italian movement.
None have any cause to complain of it except the party most
anxious for the complete unity of Italy, but those who call

Victor Emmanuel and his Minister revolutionists are Km^^y of

great injustice, for the occupation of the Marches and Umbria
by the regular troops of Piedmont is the very raeasore best

calculated to arrest revolution in Italy and prevent a European
war. For the Italians themselves this halt is most judicious.

Venice, it is true, still remains in the hands of Ausi:ria. but the

day will probably soon come when that State will also form part

of the Italian kingdom Meantime the best thing that the

Italians can do is to organise themselves carefully, and throw
aside all petty self-^overnnient in favour of a groat Italian

kingdom, with no longer a King of Piedmont, but a King of

Italy, crowned at Florence."

The inhabitants of Paris are ahout to be gratified with

another magnxftcent promenade. The Emperor has

given orders for the construction of a road round Paris

within the fortifications. It will be 20 miles long and
120 feet wide. The footpaths will be bordered with

trees. Tbe Minister of Police has stopped a subscrip-

tion which had been opened for a monument to M. de

Flotte, who was tilled at Reggio, fighting in the

ranks of Garibaldi De Flotte took an active part in

the insurrection of June, 1848.

SPAIN.—Tlie Queen embarked at Palma on the 18th

inst, for the Balearic Islands. The Royal squadron

consisted of a ship of the line, a frigate, a corvette,

and five steamers. The French Ambassador, M. Barrot.

accompanied her Majesty, in the French steam-frigate

Gomer, of 16 guns. The Moorish Ambassadors took

their departure on the 15th. They had intimated that

their Government would be glad to be allowed a longer

time for the payment of the indemnity than that fixed

in the treaty; but the Government insisted that there

should be no delay. The notorious Sor Patrocitiio has

been banished from Madrid, at the suggestion, it is said,

of the Duke de Montpensier. It was thought probable

that a similarly decided measure awaited Father Claret,

the Queen's confessor.

HoLLiND.—On Monday the King of Holland opened

the Legislative Session at the Hague, with a speech

from the throne, in which he gave a favourable account

of the foreign relations and domestic affitirs of the-

country.

The Ttbol.—A fatal disaster happened in the

Tyrolese Alps on the 31st ult., by which the Rev. W.
G. Watson, Chaplain of Gray's Inn, and grandson of

the celebrated Bishop of LlandafF, met with a similar

fate to that which so recently befell our three country-

men in crossing the Col du Geant. At 2 o'clock in the

morning of the 31st Mr. Watson and Mr. Frederick

K. H. Cock, barrister, accompanied by an expt^rienced

guide, started from the chalets of the Mutterberg Alp,

at the head of the Stubbayer Thai, where they had
passed the night, for the purpose of crossing the glacier

pass, which leads thence to Solden in the Otztlial. On
reaching the summit, Mr. Watson proposed to the

guide that they should avoid the roughness of the Wind-
acher glacier by sliding down the slopes of snow. The
guide assented, and they accordingly proceeded three

abreast. They had reached about half way down, when
Mr. Cock's left leg suddenly sunk under him, and in an
instant he was up to the hip in snow. He recovered

himself however, and was in the act of rising when he
saw Mr. Watson disappear downwards perpendicularly

as if through a trap-door. On looking down the cavity

it appeared to be an apparently fathomless abyss of ice.

After shouting in vain to Mr. Watson, without obtaining

any answer, and lowering a rope, which the guide then
for the first time in the day produced, Mr. Cook
despatched the man for assistance, he meanwhile
remaining by the side of the fatal hole. After an
absence of three hours and a quarter three men
arrived from some chtLlets in the Windacher Thai with
a rope, by which they let down one of their number,
but the rope was not long enough, and the man reported
that all was dark below him and he could see nothing.
Mr. Cock and the guide descended to Solden, where,
with the aid of the cure, ropes and men were
procured, with whom Mr, Cock returned at once.
It was past 2 o'clock when they left Solden, and it

wag not till about half-past 5 o'clock in the after-

noon that they reached the scene of the disaster.

Here a young man named Joseph Carlinger, of Kayser,
near S6Iden, was lowered into the abyss, and after he
had descended, at the imminent danger of his life, to a
depth of about 90 feet English, he discovered the body
of the unfortunate gentleman quite dead, with such
injuries on the face and head that death must have
been instantaneous. The body was buried on the 4th
inst. in the churchyard of Solden by the cure, the Eev,
Bernard Scbopf.

Feavkfort.—On the 8th and 9th inst, there were
sanguinary conflicts between the Austrian and Prussian

soldiers in garrison at Frankfort. Several men were
wounded on either side.

Russia,—The Russian navy and the cause of science

have sustained a severe loss in the screw corvette
Plastun, which was blown up on the 4th inst. near
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Revel in the Gulf of Finland, on her return from a

voyage round tlie world, m which much valuuble

scientific infurmation had been obtained which will not
be easily replaced. The catastrophe was most sudden
and destructive. The captain, five other officers, an
enginfter, and 69 men were killed, and a lieutenant,

two midshipmen, a snrgcon, and 31 men saved, of whom
three were more or less injured,

Prussia.—The Prince Regent will arrive at Warsaw
on the evening of the 13th of October. The Emperor
Alexander, the Prince Kegent, and the Emperor of

Austria will meet on the 14th of October. As regards

the Ministers who are to accompany the Sovereigns,

nothing has yet been decided.

Atjsteia.—Count de Toll, Aide-de-camp General of

the Emperor of Russia, arrived at Vienna on Monday,
with an autograph letter from the Czar, in-

viting the Emperor of Austria to an interview at

"Warsaw.—On the discussion of the budget in Saturday's

sitting of the Reichsrath, it was resolved that

after the expiration of its present privileges the National

Bank should be emancipated from any connection with
the Government, and that special members should

be appointed for this re-organisatiou of the bank.

In tlie same sittiiig the proposal of the Committee
of the Public Debt for the conversion of the public

funds into bonds of 5 per cent, was rejected, Tlie

proposal to increase the amount of direct taxation

was also declared inadmissible. In the sitting of

Monday, the budget of the department of Justice having

been brought on for discussion, the Minister of Justice

announced that the Emperor had authorised him to pre-

pare a Bill for oral and public trials before the commer-
cial and maritime tribunals ; and if the measure should

succeed, it would be extended to the civil courts. He
further saJd that a reform iu civil proceedings was in-

dispensable. At the next sitting a new attack was

made upon the concordat by M. Maager. The Arch-

bishop of Vienna defended the concordat by maintain-

ing that the dependence of the Church on the State

was in no wise modified by it. Several members replied

to the archbishop, declaring that national feeling and
public opinion, and Christianity itself, were generally

hostile to this Papal compact. The Count Apponyi,

and other Hungarian magnates, declared also that the

concordat, in addition to the other disadvantages,

fceriously affected the rights of the Catholic Church of

Hungary.

Elba.—The Supreme Court of Porto Ferrajo passed

sentence on the 5th inst. iu the case of Mr, George
Watson Taylor, proprietor of the island of Monte
Christo, who was accused of having encouraged reac-

tionary demonstrations among his dependants, and
uttered the cry of " VivaLeopoldoIl.*' with expressions

of contempt towards the reigning Sovereign, Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor, bavin"' placed themselves beyond thejuris-

diction of the Court by crossing tlie French frontier,

allowed judgment to go by default. Mr. Taylor was
found guilty, and sentenced to 18 months* imprison-

ment; but the crime of Mrs. Taylor (a French lady)

waa considered more heinous, inasmuch as she was
stated to have said, looking at the portrait of Victor
Emmanuel, that he was more hke a marchand de hatuf

than a king. For this the Court sentenced Mrs. Taylor
to 22 months* imprisonment. The four labourers

employed by Mr. Taylor, and accused of participating in

his political indiscretions, were acquitted.

Italy.—In addition to Count Cavour's memorandum
explaining the entry of Sardinian troops into the Papal
States, addressed to the diplomatic agents of Sardinia

for comiiiunication to the respective foreign Courts,
the Chevalier Nigra, Sardinian resident Minister at

Paris, communicated a confidential despatch to

M. Tliouvcnel on Saturday. In this despatch Count
Cavour is said to show that the occupation of the
Marches and Umbria was indispensable in order to
prevent a collision between Garibaldi and the French
troops occupying Rome. He is also said to state that
Garibaldi has given Piedmont to understand in a
peremptory manner that if she does not immediately
disperse the foreign volunteers of the Papal army,
he would proceed from Naples to Rome in order
to pursue and accomplish the task himself, and that he
would only respect Rome on the condition that the
il arches and Umbria were occupied by Sardinian troops.

The King of Sardinia has also addressed a memorandum
to his representatives abroad, explaining the state

of things in Italy since the peace of ViUafranca, The
followinij is an abstract of this document :

—

It advt-rts io the refusal of the Court of Rome to accede to tlie

demand of Sardinia to disband the foreign Icg-ioDs, and justifies
by imperative rejisnns the step taken by Sardinia. The
Sardiuiun GoTernment could not allow the Italian movement
to diasii>ate itself in anarchy and disorder. The memorandum
conarms the assurance already 0ven that the Royal troops
will scrupulonsly respect Rome and the surrounding territory,
and makes an appeal to the Holy Father, who some years ago
inaugurated the national movement. The memorandnm thus
concludes :

—" When the Pope shall recognise the regeneration
of Italy, which enters among the designs of Providence, he
will again become the Father of the Italians, as he has never
ceased to be the augiiat and venerable Father of all the faithful."

The Sardinian corps commanded by General Fanti
entered Perugia on Friday. The town was taken after

a hot tight, which was continued in all the streets.

The Papal troops withdrew into the fortress, which
surrendered towards evening. The Sardinian troops
made 1600 prisoners, among whom was the Swiss
Ci«QeTal Schmidt, who has been sent to Turin as a
piisoner of war. The losses of the Sardinians were

tion,

not
but

insigniticant. The German garrisons of Orvieto and

Spoleto have capitulated to the insurgents, and are now
occupied by Sardinian troops, as are also the towns

of CittadellaPieve, Castello, Urbino, Pesaro, Siuigaglia,

Fano, and Fossombrone. At Spoleto 600 of the Irish

brigade were made prisoners of war. On the 18th

General Lamoriciere with 11,000 men attacked the

positions lately taken by General Cialdini, near Castel-

tidardo, Osimo, and Jesi. At the same time the

garrison ofAncona made a vigorous sortie. After a fierce

combat the Papal army was completely routed, leaving

in the hands of General Cialdini pieces of artiU'^ry

and a flag, 600 prisoners and a great number of

wounded, among whom was General Pimodan, who
has since died of his wounds. The column of 4000 men,

who made a sortie from Ancona and took part in the

fight, was compelled to retire, pursued by the Royal

troops. After this battle the greater portion of the

Pontifical army, including every battalion outside the

walls of Ancona, capitulated, the foreign troops being

allowed to return to their respective countries. General

Lamoriciere, with a few horsemen, succeeded in reach-

ing Ancona by passing through the defiles of Monte
Canaro. The Sardinian army are now besieging Ancona,

and the Sardinian and Neapolitan fleets are

blockading the port, but if possible they will avoid

firing into the city. The towns of Terni and
Todi have risen in insurrection, driven away the Ponti-

fical gendarmes, and constituted a Provisional Govern-
ment amid shouts of " Long live Victor Emmanuel !

"

The head-quarters of the Sardinian army in the
Marches are at Tolentino. General Masi's column con-

tinues its operations towards Viterbo. On Wednesday
last his Chasseurs attacked the German mercenaries at

Montefiascone and pursued them on the roadtoViterbo.

—

Letters from Rome state that the Pope is about to issue

a manifesto, calling upon the Catholic Powers for assist-

ance. The brother of Monsignor Berardi has been

arrested at Velletri, and will be tried by a council of

war. General Goyou has arrived at Rome, and the

French Ambassador, the Duke de Grammont,
has officially announced to the Pope that

diplomatic relations between France and Sardinia have

been interrupted.—Accounts from Naples state that

Kossuth was expected in that city. Mazzini, it is

said, has already arrived. A Republican demonstra-

whicli was announced for Monday, has

taken place. Everything continued tranquil,

there was a great desire on the part

of the public to destroy that great monument of

domestic tyranny, the Ciistle of St. Elmo, and very

ardent popular demonstrations were taking place in

the city. Many priests and monks were fraternising

with the people. The King is said to be still at

Gaeta, having disembarked it appears from the Spanish
ship in wliich he had taken refuge, hoping to eifect a

Junction het^veen the two divisions of his army at

Capua and Gaeta, which are said to number 50,000
' men. His Mojesty has appointed a Ministry at Gaeta,

and has addressed letters to various Sovereigns of

Europe, calling on them for help. Capua, however, was
expected to capitulate on Wednesday. 15,000 Gari-

baldians headed by Garibaldi himself having
left Naples to besiege it. Liberio has been
appointed Pro-Dictator of Naples during the absence
of Garibaldi. General Sirtori has heen appointed Com-
mander of the Army in the Dictator's absence ; Colonel

Bertani, Secretary-General of the Dictatorship
Chevalier Colonna, Syndic of Naples ; and the
Advocate Mignona, Secretary-General of Police.

Garibaldi has also issued decrees ordering all

political prisoners to be immediately set at hberty, all

pawned property in the Monte di Piet^, not exceeding
three ducats in value, to be given back to the owners,
all customs and custom-house impositions between
Sicily and Naples to be abolished, retreats for orphans
to be formed in the various quarters of the city, all

secret fund money in each of the Government Minis-

tries to be abolished, and the order of the Jesuits, and
all offices and powers belonging to the sect, to be
abolished throughout the continental dominions, and
all their property of every description hence-
forward to belong to the nation.—Accounts from Turin
state that the Sardinian Parliament has heen convoked
for the 2d October. This step is said to have been
taken in consequence of Garibaldi having refused to

annex Sicily at once, and of his having addressed a
letter to the King demanding the dismissal of Count
Cavour and Signor Farini, and the despatch of 30,000
Sardinian soldiers to garrison Naples, as the sine qud
non of a good understanding between Mm and
Piedmont, It is said that the King imme-
diately despatched a brief reply, but the con-

tents of his letter are not known. The Ministry,

it is added, will communicate to Parliament the
demands of Garibaldi, and will request its approval

of their conduct. Should this approval be withheld, the

Cabinet will tender its resignation. The Official

Gazette however gives a formal denial to the report

that any such letter has been received and answered by
the King. iTurin was illuminated on Wednesday iu

honour of General Cialdini's victory. The Armonia of
Florence has been seized for having published an article

insulting to the Emperor of the French. Up to the present

no foreign Minister, with the exception of Baron Talley-

rand, has received orders to quit Turin. The Marquis
d'Azeglio, Governor of Milan, has tendered his resigna-

tion, and has been replaced by Count Pasolini. It is

m the
journals

of the

stated that General Bosco, the late Commander-in-
Chief of the Neapolitan army, has followed the
example of General Nunziantc, and taken service

army of Victor Emmanuel. The Turin
express regret on account of the recall

French Ambassador. The Diritto sa^s,
" We must rally round the King in order to assist

him in overcoming the present difficulties." The other
Turin journals publish articles of a similar nature. The
Opinione says, " Italy does not desire that the respon-
sibility of France for her actions should be her shield..

Great liberty of action is necessary for our Government,.

Those States who are in friendly relations need not on
that account be responsible one for another. The policy

followed by Sardinia is imposed upon oirr Government
by the state of things in the interior of the Peninsula.""

Sicily.— Signor Crispi has retired frow the Sicilian

Ministry and returned to Naples, Guribaldi has ap-

pointed Signor Saffi, the ex-triumvir of Rome, to be Pro-

Dictator of Sicily, in the room of Signor Depretis, who
has resigned in consequence of Garibaldi's refusal to

convoke the Sicilian Parliament for the immediate
annexation to Sardinia. The Neapolitan garrison have
evacuated the citadel of Messina ar.d crossed over to

Calabria. MM. Maniscalchi, father and son, notoriou?

for having been the most active agents of the late

King's tyranny at Palermo, were arrested on the 7th,

and taken under escort to Naples,

SxEiA.—Accounts from Damascus state that the ex-

Muchir, Ahmed Aga, the commanding oflicers at

Hashbeya and Deir-el-Karaar, Osman Bey, and Abdul'

Selam Bey, as well as some other officers of inferior

rank, have been shot at Damascus. Fuad Pacha after

having consulted with the French Commander in Chief,

General Beaufort d'Hantpoul, had called together the

chiefs of the Metualis, and prohibited their giving any.

refuge to the Druses. It was said that military opera-

tions would commence after the hot weather, and that

Fuad Pacha had prevented the outbreak of an insur-

rection at Nablous.—^The Vienna journals announce the
death of Prince Milosch.

India.—The Bombay mail has arrived with news
from that Presidency to the 34th August. The fol*

lowing are the details :

—

Calcutta.—'Tdr. Beadon, the Foreign Secretary, and Mr. C. J.-

Krskine, of Bombay, have been appointed by the Governor-
General to be members of the Supreme Council.

Cutch.—The Rao of Cutch (Rao Daissuljee). died at Bhooj on
the 26th July. He was one of the most respectable of the

native Princes, and the Supreme Government have lost in hiia

a faithful ally.

NepavZ.—The cholera has broken out as badly as it did four

years ago, when it was very destructive. The wife of Baldf

Rao, brother of Nana Sahib, has been carried off by it.

Oude.—The Lucknow libel case has terminated in the (Hub

Gazette being cast in 3000r. damages and 500r. costs. Between
lOOOr. and 2000r. have already been subscribed towards defray-

ing the damages. The journal has appealed to the Sudtlur

Adawlut, and it is most unlikely that the judgment will be up-

held. Two of the witnesses for the defence, Captain Chamber-
lain, bead of the police of the province, and Lieutenant Scott^

have been summarily dismissed.

Beemtjda.—A terrific thunder-storm has broke over

the island. The Scotch church was almost totally

destroyed by lightning.

CentbaIj Ambeica.—The latest advices from Hon-
duras state that an English man-of-war had arrived fon

the protection of the citizens and their property. On
the 23d ult. 700 men were outside the walls of Truxillo;

under the command of Guardiola, ready to attack the

town.

r

LoKD Stanley, at the recent meeting of the

Manchester and Liverpool Agricultural Society, in

proposing the toast of Prosperity to the united associa-

tion, made the following remarks on agricultural

societies :

—

"I suppose nobody who is interested in agricultural affairs

can entertain a doubt as to the value or as to the utility of

associations of this kind. Farmers and landholders, by the

nature of their occupations, live comparatively isolated ana

separated. They are not packed together like the inhabitants

of towns, and any occasion which brings them together once a

year is to them a pleasure, and I think to society in general

an advantage. But besides that, there is another advantage m
these meetings of which I think we are ail aware. If a man

Uvea altogether at home he is apt to put a wrong construction

upon that excellent old saying about there being ** no place

like home." He is apt to think there is no place like home,

and that there is no farm like his ; that there are no crops ana

cattle like his, and that he has not much to learn from his

neighbours. Now, if any Lancashire man has an illusion like

that, it is an illusion which a walk over this showyard ia veiy

likely to dispel; and if a man is sharp and has his

wits about him—and for my part I know very few Lancashire

men who are otherwise—if he has his wits about him he can

hardly help getting hold of some ideas which are worth taking

home and working out ; he can hardly help going back and

knowing more of his business than when he came. And there

is another use which these meetings answer. They create toat

without which 1 believe that no trade, and no business, and

no profession can be efficiently and satisfactorily carried on--

they create that spirit of healthy emulation and rivalry and

competition, which is the very life and soul of business.
J

suppose nobody who knows Lancashire will doubt that

societies of this kind are doing a great deal of good in the

localities in which they are estxblished. There has been very

much accomplished of late years in the way of agricultural

improvement. One cannot go anywhere about England, or

this county, without seeing fences etriightened, fields thrown

together, cottages improved, waste lands reclaimed, ana cmti-

vatiou creepiug up the face of the hills ; but, though there is a

great deal done, Bome of us recollect what small farmers were

apt to be in the old days before agricultural improvement was

thought of. We have seen farms where all the fieldii were very

small, and where all the fences were very big—occnpymg a

considerable per-centage of the soil, probably most of/^P^f
crooked—where the drains were old and shallow, and far oe-
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tween, and where, as a conBequence of that defective drainage,

the most abundant crop was a crop of rushes. That kind of farm-

ing has pretty nearly disappeared, and it is quite time it should.

I do not say that we could not find two or three now ; but
certainly they are the exception to the rule. But whatever we
have done we must not stand still. I do believe that in this

end of the county—on the area of the Lancashire and York-
shire coalfield—you have a larger amount of wealth and a
larger amount of mechanical power, more industrial enter-
prise, and more human intelligence than ever was, in the old
world or in the new, concentrated within the same limits.

But as we know the greater part of that capital and the greater
part of that energy and enterprise are turned to manufacturing
rather than to agricultural employment. If you speak of
manufactures, there is no man all over the world who will not
adroit that Lancashire stands without a rival; if you talk
ftbout agriculture (you see I don't mean to flatter you),
although Lancashire holds a fair and satisfactory position
amongst English counties,, still it does not hold an equally pre-
eminent and unrivalled position ; but I for one shall not be
satisfied till it does. We live in times when farming is likely
to go through a revolution greater than any which the world
has hitherto seen. The old time-honoured implements with
which men have tilled tho soil and gathered in its produce
Bince civilised society began, are, one by one, being superseded
in favour of new and modem inventions. The flail has pretty
well given way to the threshing machine, and, on level gi-ound,
the reaping machine is beginning to supersede the sickle ; and
although hitherto people who have tried ploughing by steam
have not made much of it—certainly they have not made it pay
—still the difficulties in the way of that discovery are diflicul-

ties such as time and patience are very likely to get the better
of ; and I do not think it would be an over sanguine prophecy
if one were to say that there are nen now living who may see
it as much a matter of course to till our fields by steam power
as it is a matter of course now to use steam power to take you
from place to place. I do not know what may be tho result of
these changes to the farming interest. "We cannot all

of us afford costly machinery, or afford what is tho most
expensive of all things—to try new experiments ; but
there are

^
some things which I believe every far-

mer who is worth his salt can have, whether he is a
large or small farmer, and these are — straight fences,
clean crops, thorough draining, and plenty of manure. And,
I take it, if a man has these four things upon his farm he will
be able, for the present at least, to hold his own against any
competition, native or foreign, with which he is likely to have
to struggle. Gentlemen, I beg your pardon, because I have
been talking to you a»x>ut a subject of which most of those in
this room know a great deal more than I do; but there is just
one word I may say before I sit down. The reception which
we have met with at Bolton is one of which we ought to be
proud, and for which we have reason to feel grateful. When I
drove through the town I did not know what was * agate '-if I
had not known I should have thought that the Queen was
coming at least—but it was all because our Agricultural
Society is meeting for the first time in Bolton."

Sir Jastes Gkaham: attended the annual exhibition

of the East Cumberland Agricultural Society, at
Carlisle, on Tuesday, and spoke as follows on land and
farming :

—

"He would not make one political alhision, as there was a
rule which prohibited the introduction of politics. As, there-
fore, politics were eschewed, and agriculture was accounted a
bore, he would take up the subjects introduced by preceding
speakers. He differed from the chancellor of the diocese, who
had stated that real statesmanship consisted in upholding
Jand. All that he possessed in the world was laud ; and
although he did not pretend to be an expert in statesmanship,
yet as a land-owner, and a? a statesman, he did contend that
sound policy consisted not in a vain attempt to uphold land,
as ipparated from commerce and manufactures, but that real
statesmanship consisted in the absence of any attempt to
favour the one at the expense of the other, and to do the best
to promote the good of ovir common country. He was sorry
also to differ from the chairman and from one of the repre-
aentatives of East Cumberland (Mr. Marshall), who were
both in favour of the establishment of a northern agri-
cultural college—a project from which he dissented on the
ground of expense. He believed that the best teaching of agri-
culture was to be found at the present time in Cumberland and
Westmoreland. Applications had repeatedly been made to him
by great landowners in the south to recommend to them from
these two counties persons qualified to manage large estates.
When he was one of the servants of the Crown, the Prince
Consort asked him to recommend a person capable of managing
the home farm at Windsor. He offered the afipointment tn one
of his own tenants, but the person preferred staying in Cum-
berland, and he then procured a farmer from Dumfries-shire to
undertake the duty. When he left to manage tho farm of the
Duke of Richmond, in Sussex, the Rcyal family greatly
regretted his loss. Now, he was satisfied that the home of the
Cumberland farmer afforded a better education in tho system of
agriculture than any college. Something had been said as to the
formation of associations to give perpetuity to the rifle move-
ment. He didnot wish to dwell upon that movement. As a
measure of protection to our native land and of peace, he ap-

Sroved of it. and he thought it had had the effect, if ever the mad
esign had been entertained—which he would not confidently as-

sert, of making an invasion ofthis country, he thought thespirit
displayed by the inhabitants had diverted any such intention,
and he argued that it was most desirable to give permanence to
the movement. He was too old to contribute to the persomief,
but in order to give permanence and eflSciency to it he should
subscribe to auy well-considered plau to effect that object.
Something had been said by the vice-chairman with regard to
the late measure on the subject of the high roadjs. He had
always attached the greatest importance to a measure of that
kind, but to make it efl&cient it must be made compulsory.
The late measure on the subject gave too large and exclusive
powers to magistrates. A bett^er measure would be the result
if the power were given to the poor-law unions. The poor-law
unions were adapted by the subdivisions of counties for the
management of highways, and if power were confided to the
board of guardians it might be made compulsory. He had
always been favourable to these agricultural meetings. They
were convivial and uaelul, because there was an assemblage of
all classes—landlords, yeomanry, tenants, were all drawn
together in a harmonious meeting—harmonious because not
political. The great advantage was, that notes of their prac-
tical experience were compared from time to time. As to
draining, if ever there was a year when the advantage of
draining was palpable to the senses and experience of men, it

was the present. They had suffered little in Cumberland from
the wet weather, but they might trace the fields which had
been drained and those which had not been drained. In the
former the crop was ripened, in the latter it was green. The
necessity for draining w^as now generally admitted—the only
difficulty was in finding capital to carry it on with spirit and
efiBciency. Well, now, I have said much In favour of these
societies; I must, before I sit down, say one word more.
Possibly this may be the last. If at any time I have said or
doue anything that has given pain or offence to any man, I beg
his pardon, and hope to be forgiven. When I am gone I may
be remembered as one who w^as firmly attached to his native
county—who, through a long life, had done his best to preserve
and improve that property which he inherited, and that to the

latest hour of ray life my greatest pleasui-e was still to continue

in Cumberland an improving farmer."

The Right Hon. Siu J. T. Colicridoe delivered a

lecture at Tiverton a few days s'n -e on " Public Schools,"
;

fi'otn which the foUowiiig are extracts :

—

'

With regard to Winchester, Harrow, Rugby, and other great

public schools, their morita were well and widely known.
[

and they had reason to bu proud of ttieir distinction. He
.

should, however, confine his remarks and illu-strations prin-

cipally to Eton—not merely because he knew more about it

than any other, but partly because he conceived from its size

and composition it was at once the most important and com-

plete of its class. Tracing the origin of Eton to Henry V I.,

and giving an elaborate sketch of the history and character of

the school, he said that Eton and her fellow institutions had
ever fulfilled, and were still fulfilling, their glorious missKtn ;

adapting themselves in form to the changing manners of the

times, but always preserving their identity and spirit. Ever^
educational institution had its idea— that which, so long as it

was consistently carried out, influenced all its details.

The idea of Eton wa.s the union of liberty of action and

independence of thought in the boy with that maintenance

of discipline and sulxtrdiuatioii without which no school could

exist, much less the scholars maintain progress in learnmg.

Many of the schools scorned to have their idea founded upon
the problem, how much of restraint and di.<ciplinc was con-

sistent with tho maintenance of the vigour of the intellect and
the warmth of the heart. Boys were trained to walk, rpgularly

rather than to fly high or far. Safetv for all was sought rather

than excellence for many. The.se principles, however, admitted

of qualification. Each schor,l, perhaps, had its merits, and
England had rwm for all. The judicious parent would select

a school according to his son's peculiar disposition, intellect,

and circumstances, for ' The child is father of the man. '
There

was, it must be admitted, for many children, danger in the

Eton system. Even with men, liberty often trembled on the

edge of licence, and it required great firmness, discretion, and
skill so to govern a school on this pi-inciple as to maintain

constant regularity, obedience, and willing application of the

mind. The tendency of the Eton system was to make a boy
generous and firm-minded, to teach him to exercise his com-
mou sense and feel his responsibility, and to make him
act under the influence of generous shame and emula-

tion,—in short, to make him a manly boy, trusting

because he was trusted. This was a favourable pic-

ture of tho tendency of the system. Many might fail to be

influenced bv it. but these were its natural results. The tradi-

tions ofan ancient school had great influence upon the working
out of its idea ; and the ,Eton traditions were favourable to

these results. Eton boys loved their school while theie, and
would leave happy homes to return to it with none of the usual

schoolboy's regret. They were often idle, noisy, and not proof

against ternptatinn—they might desire, but could not easily

make their boys faultless ; but there were many faults from
which the Etonian was free, in part, at least, because he was
an Etonian, After bestowing high praise on the system of

teaching adopted at Eton ho said it had been commonly
remarked that Eton boys did not bring to the University and
to the competitive examination that sound knowledge of the

mathematics which Eton professed to teach, and the suspicion

got about that there was a want of reality in mathematical

teaching. It was, however, .said that within a few year.-^ a

great apparent change had been made, but without corre-

sponding results, as tested in the Univensities and elsewhere.

This w.is much to be lamented, if true, for if there was one

principle more sacred in schools than another, it was
that nothing should be professed more than was per-

formed, and that what was taught should be taught well.

Was the other department of te;iching sacrificed to this?

He believed not, and yet the scholarship of the pupils

appeared to him to be below what it had been, and the compo-
sition less accurate. Perhaps he spoke with the prejudice of

old age. and he should not trust his own opinion, but he spoke

the opinion of thope who examined the boys for the Newcastle
scholarship. He did not say that the best boys were inferior

in the knowledge of metres, but they did not appear to grasp

the ideas of the crcat writers as good Eton scholars used to do,

and in composition they Hhowed less of the manliness and sim-

plicity of the great classical masters, and too much of Italian

conceit and false brilliance. Scholars could distinguish what
bespoke of; Lucretius would not have been ashamed of Dr.

Keate's poem on the 'Immortality of the Soul.* and Virgil

would have admired the versus of the Bishop of Lichfield.

Some might smile, perhaps, and think he attached too much
importance to these things, but they indicated a less perfect

command of the language. He did not think this was the

result of too much attention devoted to other studies. The
boys used to be incited to exertion by the honours they
might gain, and the honours for competition were sent up for
* good ' and for * play ' in the sixth form. Tiie head-master
read them aloud to the assembled class in the former instance,

and the sending up of a good exercise was the condition

upon which the half-holiday depended. By modern practice

however, he thought these honours had been made much too

cheap—too much the reward of good behaviour rather than of
'

good composition; ana the bnys were content to reach the

standard. He thought, too, that the number of prizes and
examinations was excessive, and tended to distract boys from
regular application. These prizes, however, were useful as

]
testing results, and were most satisfactory when they were
preceded by no specious training of the lads. With reference

to the sports, he had watched the cricketing, boating, and
,

drilling of the boys with increasing interest as some indication
j

of the general well-being of the school. It was a bad time for .

the study of the school when the sports languished. There
;

was. he was glad to say.raarked improvements in the religious
^

training of the school, in the knowledge of the Scriptures and
ecclesiastical history, which was in some degree owing to the
Newcastle scholarship, the influence of which had extended
throughout the school, even to those who might never be in a
condition to compete for the prize. Ou the subject of

parental influence, he said that some parents ex-

pected everything good and great from their boys
through the instrumentality of public schools, forgetting

how many other agencies operated upon them, and doit.g

nothing themselves to aid in the production of the virtues they

desired. Some deliberately and almost avowedly disre^rarded

the studies of tlie schools, rather leading their sons to consider
;

that their first objects were the formation of good connections
;

for after life, and the acquisition of good manners. The boys,

in such cases, were the victims of bad homes rather than bad

schools. The sons of such parents were very injurious to

schools, and it was the dttly of masters to give such boys
,

ample warning and trial, but if these failed to send them away, I

as one would send away an infectious patient, aa kindly as

might be, and with as little disgrace as possible, so that the

removal might not f;ul to produce a good effect upon the schor.l,

while it couid not injure tho boy himself, but might do him ,

good There was great widdum in the maxim, * Learn or

dt-part.' In conclusion, ho said the public schools of England

had a powerful influence on the English character. To

have been toge'her at Eton, Harrow, Winchester, or Rugby
was a tie for life ; and to have been friends there was a

charm which made the holiest friendship more boly. Even

to have been in the same school, the same class, and the '

same chapel [ was a link which bound together old and

young great and humble, soldier and civilian, and made
^

personal strangers at once familiar by common associations

And so Wellesley, tho stately and puissant governor of millions*

and Charles Metcalfe, a boy from Eton, commencing his course

in life, met first on the banks of the Hooghley, and felt them
selves the sons of the same mother. A feeling such as this

operated ou the character, and it spread so widely and deeply
as to leaven the mass. But this was not all—for the education
itself was of a kind to favour the growth of certain qualities.

Of course a strong and uncongenial nature might overpower it,

but it tended in itself, with a silent toree, to make men ready
to oblige, aflable, and self-reliant ; it helped to the develop-
ment of common sense and dexterity in the ordinary concerns
of life ; to make men cheerful in retirement, agreeable in society,

no less than to bear their parts gallantly and cleverly in the
tumult and conflicts of public life. In a word, it fostered that
assemblage of qualities which, combined with the higher ones
of intearrity and goodness, constituted the accomplished
gentleman. His last words then vfarG—Estoperp^ua,"

mt^ JntelliBencc.

MoNzr Market, Feidat.—British Funds : Con-

sols closed at 93^ to i for Money, and 93f to I for the

11th October; India Stock, 216^; Ditto Five per

Cent. Stoct, 1859, 103 f toi; Pitto Bonds. &?. dis.;

Exchequer Bills, 4s. to 1*. prcm.—Foemgn: Austrian

Five per Cents., 48^ ; Buenos Ayres Six per Cents., 96

;

Dutch Four per Cent. Certificates, lOli ; Mexican

Three per Cents., for Acct., 21 1 to 22 ; Peruvian Three

per Cents., 74^; Russian Five per Cents., 104 to J;
Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 48^ ; Committee's

Certificiites, 6\ to f ; Turkish Guaranteed Four per

Cents., 101^.

Notes iaiued

eanfe of ffinglanDi^

ISSUE DKPABTMENT.
j830,073,460 I

Government Debt .<

Other Seruritiei •-

GoM Coin and UulUon
Silver buUioo ., •»

4 « ifll.OIS.KW
3.459,909

15,598,460

jt30.073.460

« *

itr30,U73.460

Proprietorn Cafital.i •»

IVCBV tv v4 *« •
I'utjLic UepoaltB (indud*

inic Excnequer.SiiTinirB
Banks, Co inmissionen
of Nat. Debt, and Um-
dend Aocts.) .. .. .4

Other UepoaiTs
Seven dajr and otker biUi

BANKING DEPARTMENT.
jtH553,(W)i GoTemment SeeurlHes

(including Dead WciKbt
Aunuitf)

Other Securitiei .. ..

A otes •• ' ••

Geld ftad Silver Coin ..

3,784,978

SOthdayof Sept., 1880.

6,9fi5,466

)3. 1 ;y.9:i4

752.469

^£39.235,847

19,i>7i.(t78

9,215.960
781^J3

U. MARSHALL. Chief
^«39,235,8h7

Cajettc of tfie WSLttt.
TUESDAY—BANKRUI'TS—J. |E- Blkech, LWerpool, Ship BroVerj-

G.Bhoukk, Newport, Shropshire, IronmoQicer and Cabinet Maker—Cx. H.

Hickman, and A. Hickman, Bilslon. Staffordshire. Iron Manufaeturert and

Iron Dealers—«. Huhtincton, 21, Great Suffolk Street. Boroujjb, Boot and
Shoemaker—S-LucKCUCU, White Hone Yard . LlTcrpool Road. IaUn*cton,

LWery Stable Keeper and Cab Proprietor—J. Moos, Swansea, GiamorKan-
abire. Ship Broker- J- Nicholsu:*, Liverpool. Currier and Leather Ueaiei^
IV I'lCKFORD. 157, Fenchurch Street, City, Merchant and Hewler in Artiflcial

Manures-T. Pitcher, 1, Rnven Rowland South Street, Whirecha|>el Road^

Trunk and Packing CaBC Makerand Builder— W, Kk\iu>s Mortimer Street

Cavendish Square, Coach Builder—W. Tait, NottinjchHui, Jewcllir, Watch-
maker, and Silversmith— E. C, Walker, Brewbouse Yard St. John Street,

Clerkenweli, Annatto and Blue Manufacturer, Drug Grinder, Drysalter,

and Commission Agent—K.M. \VAt80A,72, Tottenham Court Road, Lineo
I* fun PI*

SuOfCH SEQUESTRATIONS—J. CoMRiK, Ki^yth,MaBon and Builder

—Rev- G. GOKDON, Gkurinnes, Baiiffabire, Minister of the Gospel and
Farmer—R- Gordo?«, Mains, Aberdt^cnuhire, Fanner—J, Hamilton, KU-
birnie, Ayrshire. Baker and Grocer—K- M'Lbod, Glai«ow, Jeweller and
Hardware Merchant. , , .^
FRIDAY — BANKRUPTS— J. G. Dtckissow and S. A/CaeiGMTOfi,

Aldermanbnrv, i^oilar and Shirt Manufacturers-T. P. Du:<n, ^ oodcho^tcr,

Gloucestershire, Woollen Flock and Waste Dealer, and of Maeste^*

Glaniorsanshire, Ironmaster and General Shopkeeper — G-Lelam, Upper
Street, lalinu'ton. Woollen Draper—W. A, Fat.sioM, Macste^r, GlamorKau-
Bhire, Ironmaster and i>enend Shopkeeper, and Stroud. Gloucesterihire,

Attorneyat-law—J- Habdwick. Strand, Tailor-J, K. Uabi>t, tcnchurch

Street, Anatio and Blue Manufacturer, Dnijc Grinder, and Gnnder of Bjaclc

Leads, and General Agent-W, HxaGRiAVBa and W, Slathb. Bradford,

Yorkshire, AVhitcsmiths-G, Harbib. Woking. Surrey, Tailor~G. Hust-
iNGuox. Great Suffolk Street, Borough, Boot and Shoemaker — G. U
MouLTos, Gresham Street. City, and lateof Brunswick SijnaTe, Bloomshury,

i>eater in India Rubber and other Goods—T, B, Picklkj-, Great York MewR
Baker Street, Portman Square, Ilackney Coach ^d Cab Proprietor, and
Horse Dealer—J. Sherby, PortRea, Boot and Shoemaker*-C. lt^oebwuod*
James Street, Covent Garden, Drury Lane, and Long Acre» Grocer.

itfimopoUsi anD us 'iJicimtfi.
4

St. Paul's Cathedeal.—The work of restoratioiv

is going on rapidl^^ but fi-om the deficiency of funds it

will be some time before the contemplated improvements

in the decorations of the interior are completed. The
organ screen has been removed, and an uninterrupted

view has thus been obtained from the great western

door to the eastern extremity of the choir. A splendid

marble pulpit has been presented to the Dean and
Chapter, and it will henceforth occupy the place of the

unsightly wooden structure on the north side of the

choir. A handsome stained glass window has also been

presented to the Dean and Chapter, who have resolved

upon placing it in the nave of the cathedral. The
Grocers* Company have subscribed 200/. towards the

contemplated decorations; and the Merchant Taylors

and other wealthy city companies will follow the

example with their characteristic liberality. A new
organ has been purchased, and will be placed in a
suitable part of the cathedral under the direction of Sir

F. Ouseley, Professor of Music at Oxford ; the Rev. W,
C. F. Webber, M.A., precentor of the Cathedral ; Mr.
Gobs, the organist of St. Paul's ; Mr. Turle, of West-
minster Abbey ; Mr. Hopkins, of the Temple Church ;

Mr. Beer, of St. Peter's, Pimlico ; and Mr. Cooper, of

the Chapel Koyal. The general decorations of the

Cathedral are under the direction of Mr. Penrose, the

architect, with the advice and assistance of a sub-com-

mittee, consisting of Archdeacon Hale, Mr. Tite, M.P.

;

Mr. Beresford Hope, Mr. Bunning, the city architect;

Mr. C. R. Cockerel), and other gentlemen.

Removal of the East India Office.—Tlie o^sh

and account departments of the India Office were
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removod on Momkv from tbe India House in Leaden-
]
mined to adjourn the Court to "Ta^d;iAribe~16 1i

?."^^. ?''.:,.' f'\i*^^
\\estuiinstLT l\iluce Hutel, in

;

October.—The prisoners were tlien-conveved to the
Vietoriii Street, Westminster. A huge nii nber of carts
T\-:is employed in removing the jumderous volumes eon-
taming the accounts of the ea?li dep.irtments of the
service. Mr. Kric Smith Carrimrton was last wet*k
elected a member of the court of directors, in the room
of Major Moore, deceased.

LAU^'CH OF THE Anson.—The screw line-of-hattle
ship Aus m, 91, Mas launched on Saturday from
Woolwich Dockyard in the presence of about 10,000
pers tns. Viscountess Sydney, in the absence of Princess
Mary of Cambridge, performed the ceremony of naming
the ship.

Fire at the Satot CHArcx.—On Sunday morning.
between six and seven o'clock, a fire broke out in the
Savoy Chapel Royal, in the Strand, tlie ohlest ecclesias-
tical edifice in the metropolis with the exception of
Westminster Abbey. The roof on the south end of the
chapel, the organ presented by George lY., and several
of tlie pews were destroyed. The fire was caused by
the overheating of the stoves.

Geeat Fire at Ratclief.—On Wednesday morn-
ing, between 2 and 3 o'clock, the steam biscuit bakery
of Mr. Walter Greenwood Clarke, a large navy con-

pi'
„ _.- .. _ __

Thames Police Court, where the witnesses were agun
examined. At the ch>se of their evidence the prisoners
were remanded to Wednesday next, MuUins being sent

,

back to prison, and Emms being admitted to bail in the
same amount as bo'ore.

TiTE PriiLic Health. — The Registrar-General's
Weekly Return states that the total deaths in London
in the week that ended Saturday, Sept. 15, were 96:i.
Excludirig fro-n the returns the deaths from epidemic
cliolera in the 37th week of 1851', the average numt)or
ot deaths in the corresponding weeks of the 10 years
1850-9, corrected for increase of population, was 1133.
The present return is therefore 166 below the average.
purhig the week the births of 890 boys and 842 girls,
in all 1732 children, were registered in'London. In tlie

10 corresponding weeks of the years 1S50-59 the
average number was 1536.

iaiobJuciaL
Coventry.—A prospectus has been issued of the

. „ -^ ^.^ - - Coventry Cotton Spinning and Weaving Company, with
tractor, at Ratcliff, was totally destroyed by fire, a capital of 250,000/. in lOZ. shares. The members foi
including the machinery, three horses, and an enormous
quantity of food in the shape of flour and manufactured
biscuits, principally for shipping purposes. The scene
of the fire is in the immediate vicinity of the site of the
large flower and biscuit mills of Parkinson and Salmon,
which were recently destroyed by a similar casualty,

and also close to the extensive rope factory of Messrs.
jFrost, which was destroyed still la'icr by an incendiary
fire. The total loss is estimated at 2300Z- exclusive of
the buildingi and of the carts, vans, and implements.
Depaet^ee of Gaeibaldian Volfnteees.—The

first detachment of the "Sicilian Excursionists**
numbering 250, left the Fenchurch Street Station on
Sunday for Tilbury, and th'^re embarked in a steamer
which was in waiting to convey them to Sicily. In her
passage down Channel the steamer was obliged by stress

of weather to put into Plymouth, where about 15 of
the excursionists stayed behind, and one left the ship in

the pilot's boat. The Excursionists will remain in Sicily

till they arejoined by the second detachment, which will

leave London in a few days, and on the arrival of this
second detachment, they will all proceed in a body to
join Garibaldi In Italy. The Glasgow Garibaldian
Committee forwarded on the 13th their 16th weekly
remittance, amounting to 250?., making the total sum
contributed by Glasgow. 24007.
A Subway in London.—The Metropolitan Board of

Works report that, with a view to the adoption of
means for obviating the expense and inconvenience
attending the breaking up of the pavement for the
repair of mains and pipes, sewers, and other under-
ground works, and in the hope of obtaining valuable
data for their guidance in carrying out future improve-
ments, they determined, in making the new Covent

the city, the RIglit Hon. E. Ellice, and Sir J. Paxton,
are on the provisional committee, and the object is to
open a new source of employment for the 20,000
operatives hitherto engaged in the silk trade, who have
been thrown out of work "by the recent fiscal altera-
tions." An important feature in favour of the project
is tliat coal and labour are cheaper at Coventry than in
Lancashire.

Exeteb.—Earl Fortescne, Lord-Lieutenant of Devon,
has given 1000/. to endow a chaplaincy to the Devon
County School at West Buckland,
Fbome.—The determination of Mr. Dunn, Mr. Kent's

solicitor, not to allow his client or any of the house-
hold to be examined at Mr. Slick's private office in
Bath, has at length induced Mr. Slack to accept the
oflfer of conducting the examination at Road Hill House,
in Mr. Dunn's presence. Accordingly, on Friday last,

Mr. Slack, with a superintendent of police, attended at
Mr. Kent's bouse and commenced by examining most
minutely Sarah Cox, the housemaid, and the cook, who
has never yet publicly given evidence. The examination
was resumed on Saturday, when the two eldest Misses
Kent and the youngest daughter, a little girl 2^ years
old, were examined. On Monday afternoon the other
domestics were subjected to the same ordeal, and the
inquiry was then adjourned until Wednesday. The
investigation was strictly private, and although Mr.
Dunn was present, it is understood that he has taken
no active part in the proceedings, except occasionally
interposing to request that some question sliould be
put in an altered form. No cross-examination was
attempted, and the replies were recorded in the precise
form in which the interrogations were made. The
evidence of each witness has been read over and signed

Garden approach, to form a subway under the street, ! by the witness; but of course, no evidence was taken
for the receotion of eras and water mains. «>1ppt.ri^ fplp. J nn nifTi SliAnM U ha u^t-^^-^AnA v,r t\t„ aio^v „„ :™for the reception of gas and water mains, electric tele-

graph conductors, &c.; and that on the 31st July they
entered into a contract for the execution of the works,
ti'hich are now in hand. They include an arched sub-
way under the street, 7 feet 6 inches high by 12 feet
wide, arched side passages for house service pipes, proper
cellarage on each side of the street, and convenient
Arrangements for drainage.

The Stepney Ml'rder.—The
Mrs. Elmsley was resumed on
prisoner MuUins, by permission
State, was brought before the

on oath. Should it be intended by Mr. Slack, as is

rumoured, to publish these statements, their ex parte
character will cause them to militate strongly against
certain persons, and until explanations are made the
effect would bo to inculpate those who might afterwards
be shown to be wholly innocent. On Monday morning
Mr. Slack examined at Beckington, a boy called Holi-
day, 16 years oF age, who was discharged from Mr.
Kent's employ on the day of the murder. He was the

^

first to arrive at the house on the morning of the
of the Secretary of murder, and cleaned the knives. It is generally stated

'

.

« Court. As it was that his evidence, which has never been before taken, is
generally known tliat he would be produced before the very impartant, but as he has hitherto been singularly
jury, hundreds of people stood in the road awaiting his

|

sullen and taciturn on the subject, and has ov°er and
arrival for nearly two hours, regardless of a drenching

|

over again made contradictory statements through
ram

: and so vindictive was the popular feeling against
|

sheer stupidity and obstinacy, much importance is not

adjourned inquest on
Tuesday, when the

him that strong precautionary measures were taken to
prevent a riot and protect hifti from personal violence.
Emms, who had been apprehended on the information of
the other prisoner, was also in attendance with his bail.
Several witnesses were then examined. One of them,
the charwoman who at a previous sitting had deposed
to the fact of a man having called at the house of Mrs.
Emms to sec some paper hangings on the Saturday
previous to the murder, identided MuUins as that man.
Mr. Gill the surgeon who made the post mortem
examination of the body, deposed that the wounds in
the deceased's head were caused by such an instrument
as the plasterer's hammer which had been found in the
prisoner's lodgings; those at the back of the head
having been caused by the butt end of the hammer,
and those on the forehead by the chisel or sharp end,

attached to what he may say. It has been well ascer-
tained that on the night, of the murder he slept at his
home in Beckington. Up to the present time neither
Mr. Kent, Mrs. Kent, nor Miss Constance Kent has
been examined.

astern, with one on the port bow and another on the
staibo (rd quarter. All the available boilers were then
pinnped fall, in order to throw an additional wti^rht of
80 tons of water to keep h*>r steady on the gridiron
Owing to the threatening aspect of the weatber, steam*
was kept up until Monday morning, when the scraping
and painting ot the ship's bottom commenced.
Worcester.—The 137th Festival of the Three

Choirs took place in this city last week under very
favourable auspices. It has hitherto been customary
to opi'u these festivals with full cathedral service, the
"Dettingen Te Deum," and two or three anthems,
with a special sermon in advocacy of the charity for the
relief of the widows and orphans of clergy of the
three dioceses of Worcester, Hereford, and Gloucester.
Instead of this full service there was daily mornin^
service at 8 o'clock, and a sermon on Tuesday. This
gave an. extra morning to oratorios, and consequently
they were arranged as follows : — Tuesday morn-
ing. — Part 1 of Haydn's " Creation," and the
whole of Mendelssohn's •' St. Paul." Wednesday
morning.—Spohr's " Last Judgment," and a selection
from Handel's "Judas Maccabeus." Thursday morning.—M(.'ndelssohn*s " Elijah." Friday morning. —Handel's
"Messiah." There were concerts on Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, and Thursday evenings at the College Hall, and
a ball at the Guildhall last night. The concerts in-

cluded a new cantata by Mr. N. W. Gade ; the " Erl
King's Daughter," performed for the first time in
Enghmd; Mr. Sterndale Bennett's "May Queen;"
selections from "Lurline," ** Dinorah," and other
operas. The principal performers were Madame Clara
Novello, Madame Rudersdorff, Mrs. Weiss, Madame
Sainton-Dolby, Miss M, Wells, Mile. Parepa, Mr.
Sims Reeves, Mr. Montem Smith, Signer Belletti, and
Mr. Weiss. The band was selected as usual, from the
opera and London concerts, Mr. H. Blagrove leading
in the mornings, and Mr. Sainton in the evenings. The
total receipts of the festival were 1124/. 18^. 4d.y which
will be raised by additional donations, &c., to 1200/,,
making the largest amount ever received.

Attempt xo Murder the Eael op Leitrim.—On
Saturday afternoon as Lord Leitrim was returning
through Mohill from presiding at a meeting of the
board of guardians, he was fired at while passing the
shop of a man named Murphy, but the charge which
consisted of three balls, narrowly missed his Lordship.
Two policemen who were in the neighbourhood at the
time, having observed a puff of smoke issuing from the
shop door, rushed forward and found Murphy standing
in the front of the shop, holding in his hand a blunder-
buss with a spring bayonet, which had just been dis-
charged, and having on his person a pocket pistol
loaded with powder and ball, and ready capped, together
with two clasp knives. They immediately took Murphy
into custody, and there is no doubt that the inquiry
before the magistrates will prove that he is insane.

For several years past his mind has been affected to the
great peril of his wife and family. A short time ago he
sent Lord Leitrim one or two threatening letters, in

consequence of some imaginary domestic wrongs, and is

said to have sent him a challenge a few days before he
made this attempt.

The Pope*s Irish Betgade.—"The brave captive^

of Spoleto," as the Morning ^ews calls the 600 Irish-

men taken prisoners by General Fanti, are regarded by
the Ultramontane journals as having been unnecessarily

sacriticed by Lamoriciere when he evacuated Spoleto.

Dr. CuUen's organ, in an article lamenting the in-

glorious termination of their career, gives the following

list of the Staff of the Brigade, as it stood on the War
Office books before the advance of the S irdinians :

—

•'MaJDrMylesW. O'Reilly; Chaplains. Rev. F. M'Loughlin,
O.S.F., D.D., Rev. J. M'Devitt ; Surgeon Nicholas G. Whyte,
M D, ; Assistant-Surgeon Philip O'Flynn, M.D. ; Capt«ns
O'Mahony, Blakeney, Russell, Guttenberg (attached), O'Carrell,

Coppinger, Kirwan, Boshan (attached) ; Lieutenants Carey,
Kiley, Howley ; Sub-lieutenants (Full) Luther, M.Kirwan,
Butler, O'Oonnell, Doyle ; Sub-lieutenants (Provisional) Crean,

Staffi>rd, Delahoyde. ^. Kirwan, Greene, Crouin, Teman,-_ — — otani>ra, ueianoyae. \\ . iurwan, oreene, cromn, reman,
Manchester.—The Corporation of this city have M'Swiney, Lynch, O'Keeffe, Keogh, Barey, D'Arcy, "Walab,

given permission to Mr. Train, of America, to try his '
^'^ ^^^y"

system of street railways in Oxford Street and Stretford
Road. The rails are to be laid down at Mr. Train's
cost, and are to be removed and the pavement restored
to its original condition if the experiment does not
meet with the approbation of the authorities.

MiLFORD.—The important operation of placing the
Great Eastern on the gridiron in this harbour was
effected on Sunday evening with masterly skill, under
circumstances of the most adverse nature as regards+>,- „„„^ /. , •

, ,,
''

- ----- ^. — .J. ^,..., w.vuu^aL.wn,ca \i\ bue uiuau auverse nature as regaras

thP^^/ T,' v^'^'^^^S*''"'^'^^^^ The ship having got up steam on herthe wound. The children of Emms nrnvpH hha+ ;„ fi.^ i «o^,n^ j„„™ t.i ^t'^ ^^ j ^ , . ,the wound. The children of Emms' proved that in the
morning on which MuUins had stated that he saw
Emms place the parcel behind the stone in the shed,
their father was ill and did not leave his bed till
S o'clock, and that for some days previously they saw
MuUius himself loitering about the premises, A sergeant
of police stated that the shed was as accessible to any-
body else as it was to Emms; and that the position of the
parcel was such that a person could have phiced it behind
the stone there without going into the shed at all.
After hearmg this evidence tlie coroner and jury had
a private deliberation for about half an hour, when the
Coroner stated that in the interests of justice and for
TCMona whirh ho mln-Vif t.^*- ™^.,*.;-,« ;*. t.,.j i 3 ^

paddle engines was allowed to drop slowly down
towards the gridiron stern foremost, with wind and
tide, her speed being checked to about three knots per
hour by her padtUes being occasionally reversed, while
a powerful tug held her head in the required position.
On reaching the gridiron the ship anchored till the tide
slackened, when she steamed ahead and took up her
place to an inch. She is now supported for about
580 feet of her whole length on two grids of 150 feet
long, each with an interval between ot nearly 300 feet
of levelled beach. As soon as she had attained the
desired place the mooring chains were hauled in, and
she is therefore now firmly kept in her upright
position by four anchors, one right ahead, another

Steiee of WoiiEN EOS ADVANCE OF Wages.—The
women of the manufacturing village of Alva, to the
number of about 400, have struck work, and in conse-

quence of their refusing to fill pirns, all the mills are

idle. The women have long complained of the small

remuneration they have for their yam-filling, and
demand an additional halfpenny for each spindle. At
the present rate of pay, they say they are not able,

with bad yarn and long hours, to earn more than fo. a

week in the summ.er, and not more than half that sum
during the winter months. It is expected that the em-
ployers will make the advance asked.

Sporting.

The Championship of the Thames-—A grand sculling matcb
for the Championship of the Thames, accompanied by a purse
of 400i , took place on Tuesday afternoon, between Robert
Chamber3. of Newcaatle-on-Tyne, who, about a twelvemonth
ago snccesafully contested the championship with Henry
Kelly of Fulham, and Thomas White, of Beririondsey, who
defeated Finnis, of the Tower, three y«flS ago. The race wfl«
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from Putney to Mortlflke, a distance of about 4 railefl and a

Quarter, In spite of the rain the b;mks o' the river lietween

ttiose points wt^ro crowded with speotn'or^ on lo-^t and horse-

bacW, whUe the river itself was alive with steamboats and

everr description of smaller craft. At startin^^ White seemed

to use his aculU more swiftly thau CKaru^iert^, and gaiued a

niomentarj- advantage. Up to the end of the first qiarter of a

mile there was hnrdly any percci^tible difference between them.

BLK>n, however, the superior ease and vigour of Chnmbers's

rowing sent him ahead, and the strength and neatness of his

strokes gradually iucrcaaed his leai. before the first mile had

been completed, the match was virtiiiilly at an end. Chambers

-ms about a dozen boats* lengths ahead when he passed

Hammersmith Bridge, and he mjuntained that |>osiLion with

little or no variation thn^ughout the remainder of the struggle,

and when the gun announcing the arrival of the twice

victorious Chambers at the goal was fired White was manfully

but vainly labouring a dozen to 15 boats' lengths behind. The

<jontest did not occupy more than 25 minutes. It was reported

insomeof the evening papers on Wednesday that White had

committed suicide after his defeat, but there was not the

siigntest foundation for such a report.

tPRizr: Fight FOR the Championahtp.—The contest for 200/.

a side between Brettle of Birming^ham, and Mace of Norvrich,

took place on Wednesday morning, in a field near Walliu^ford

Koad. on the Great Western line, the police having prevented

the intended meeting at Gorins?. Ater six rounds in wliich

Mace had the advantage, the police interfered, and the reieree

adjourned the fight to Thursday. It was then resumed in a

field near Souihend, vrhen Mace was declared the victor after

five rounds and a most punishing fight of seven minutes,—

A

second fight, between Young Crutchley and Longmore, then

took place. The men fought 6s minutes and 30 rounds,

Cmtchleyhad the best of the fight, when the police arrived and

nut a stop to the encounter. On the journey home, Brettle,

Longmore, and the two Cmtchleys were taken into custody-

he had received in trust. The jury found the prisoner GuiUy,
but rtfC'irnmended him to mercy on acc^nntof his ai^e. Mr.
Jusico Blaokburn, in passing sentence, told the pTi-oncr that,

sertit'g aside che provisions of the Act, which had hut recently
made the c^m'hict he had been guilty of a legal offence, a man
in liis p.^sition must have known that ho was acting most dis-

boneoitly. It was a painful thing to have to pass sentence upon
a rnriii of the prisoner's age, and but for thut ag^e the sentence
would have buen lieaviur than the one he was about to pas?;,

which was, that tlie prisoner be imprisoned and kept to hard
lab,fur for six months. Prisoner : A raostunjnst sentence, my
lord and jury. He then bowed and left the dock-

i^DitURrjK

1 of Gk-ng^ill, and si.ter of the late earl, w^^s born in irOO. tZ^.^r^'^Tj^k^l^^^^
I married, iu 18-^2. the M.irquis of Donegall (then K.^rl of ^f^^j;^^«^_^;;^^f[J'^^^7,^^"^^
fast), by whom she leaves an only daughter. Lady Harriet

^^^^.^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^, Francis Sacheverel
^'^y- ,_ „ „ RrPMrl^^rtll Priurv. Perhv^hire—IHth ulL at tt

I

Thb ^fARCHioxESS OF DoNEOALL died on the 14th inst. in Paris

ftfur a short illness. She w;l3 che eldest daughter of the first

Earl of Glung:ill, and sister of the late earl, was born in 1799,

and
Bel
Ashley.
"Lady Margaret Bruce Yeoman died on the 13th inst, at

Marsh Halt, near Redcar, Yorkshire. She was the eldest

dau>^htcr of the first E:irl of Zetland, was born in 1706. and
married, in 1S16, Mr, Honry Walker Yeoman, of Woodlands,
Yorkshire.
Major General Sir IVTtchaElCrfagh, Colonel of the 73d Re-

giment, -lied at Boulogne on the 14th iust. Heenteredthearmy
in 18 '2, and saw much active service in ludiri, Africa, and the
West Indies. Reserved in thu expedition unHer Sir David Baird
against the Uape of Good Hope, was wounded in the action of

the Blue Bourg: in 1810 accompanied the expedition from
Madras against the French islands; was desperately wounded
by acinnou shot* which carried away a part of his left shoulder

and killed six of his men, and was present at the attack of the
bitttries before St. Denis, Isle of Bourbon. In 1817 and 1818 he
commanded the S6th flank companies during the Mahratta and
the Pindarree wars in India. In 1S18 he served in Ceylon,

during ihe Kandyan war. He was Colonel of the 86th Foot
from 1832 to 1842," when he was appointed to the 11th Foot, a
command he held up to 1845, In 1832 he was made a Knight
of the Guelpbic Order, and created a Knight Bachelor. In
January last he was appointed Colonel of the 73d Regiment.

The I.ATE AccrDE>'T on the East Laxcashirb.—
The inquest on the persons killed in the recent collision

at Helmshore was concluded on Friday, when the mry Sir Michael was the fifth sou of the lat« Mr. John Creagh, of

T- J.. ^Q i„,^ v^„™ ^..^-it^n^^l fl^a fi^nntv Limerick, and married Miss Osborne, only daui^hter of the
after a consultation of two hours, returned the tollow^ ^^^^ ^.^^; ^^^ nh^ri^^ o«»

ing verdict :

—

*' The jnry is of opinion that the amount of break power and

the number of guards were insuftiuient for so large a train, and

recommend the directors to adopt Colonel Yollaud's sugges-

tions. Their verdict is Accidental Death."

AcciDEXT ON THE Stttingbotteite A^'T> Shtieuwess.

late Bight Hon. Charles Osborne, Justice of the Queen's Bench
in Ireland,

Sir Georgk Siiip^on. Governor of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's Territory, died at his residence, La Chine,

near Montreal, on the 7th inst., a few days after

he had hospitably entertained the Prince of Wales and his

suite. The illness of which he died was of only a day or two's
duration, and he was in his 6!)th year. He was the only son of

of the present Earl of EMon—12th inst, at Niddrie House
lient -CoJonel the Hon. Daykoixes Blakeney dk Molevns,
eldest son of the Lord Ventry, of Burnhani Hmse, C'>.

Kerry, to Harriet Elizabeth Prances, elder daughter of
Andrew Watjcoope, Esv]., of Niddrie Marischal—13th inst, at
All Souls', Langham Place, Henry Campbell, Esq., second sou
of Sir James Uionubell, of Stracathro, Forfarshire, to Sarah
Charlotte, onlv daughter of the late Majur-Goner.il Sir
Charles Bruce, K.C\B. — 13th iust at St. Martin's in-
the-Kields, James William Mac-^all, Esq., eldest sun of the
late James Munro MacnalL Esq,, of Hightield House, Hants,
to Amy, daughter of Sir Jami:s Weir Hooo, Bart,—12th
nit, at Swanage, Dorset, Captain Freberick Stephen
Stkele, eldest son of Captain Matthew Frederick Steele, of
Sutton, Surrey, to MAi^TJiA. eldest daugliter of the late Sir
Frakcis Blake, Bart, of Twisel, Korthumherland—13th inst.

at HagwortJdnghara, Lincolnshire, Arthur Reginald 8T- C-

Rabcliffb, third son of Sir Joseph UadelifTo, Bart., of Rudd:ng
Park, to Georgiana, third daughter of the Rev F. Pickford,

Rhyl, the Rev.
usAX, youngest

Darwin, of

Ereadsall Prinry, Derbyshire—lf5th ult, at the Cathedral,

Barbados, Lieut-Colonel Chambkrlayne, 3d West Indian
Regiment, to Charlotte Louisa, tecond daughter of the Bishop
of Barbados—Utlj inst, at St. Saviour's, Paddington, Robert
W- Keatk, Ei^q., Governor of the Island of Trinidad, West
Indies, to Hesrietia Jemima, daughter of T, Murrav, Esq,,

M.D., of Woodbrook, int.ie same Island.

DEATHS,—On the 4tli inst, at Suez, on his passage home
from Madras, Brevet-Major John George Cavendish Dis-
EHowE, a'mX Light Infantry, only son of Colonel and Hon. Mrs.
Disbrowe, age ;i2—15th 'inst, Sarah, third daughter of Sir

Thos. Turt^^k, Bart., of Felc^mrt, Surrey, aged 71—18th July,

at Baterfijrd, Australia Hicnrv Allday ^'illiam Alexander,
youngest sou of Lieut.-Colonel Henry Alexander, Staines, Mid-
dlesex, aged 27—11th inst, in Bath, Captain Joseph Francis
Stirlixo, R.N., youngest son of the late Vice-Admiral Charles

Stirliug—At Shortlands, Oystermouth, near Swansea, Lieut.

-

Colonel Hugh Dive, aged 85—At Spolcto, of dysentery, Lieut,

Alfred E, Lawless, one of the Irl^h Papal Brigade, aged 29 —
15th inst, Noel, only son of Professor Uuxley, of the Govern-

ment School ol Mines, Jermyn Street-12th inst, at his resi-

dence, Corubrook, Manchester, Joshua Sc ^ofield, Esq,,

aged 60—14th inst, at Wtutley, near Tynemoutii, George
Heppel, voungest son of George Heppel Ramsay, Esq., of

Derwent Vilhi, near N"ewc^stle-upon-Tyne, Chairman ot the

County of Durham Bench of iMagistrates, Gateshead Division,

aged 30—At Clmdleigh, Devon, Margaret, eldest daughter of

Lieut. 'General Turner, Royal Artillery—17th inst, at his resi-

dence, 10, Cavendish Place, Bath, the Rev. Henry Rice, rector

of Great Holland, Essex, aged 83—17th inst, at Stoke, Guild-

fore, 14 days Lifter her mothei-, Sophia Slade, secoad daughter

of the Kev- Giffard Wells, of that place, aged 20.

On Friday mornins as the train from Sittingbourne
\

the late Mr. George Simpson, of Loch Broom R?ss^nd was
vu X 1 1^- j^ 5

1 ciL i.' i-u *, « well known some veare since as the author of a *' Narrative of
was approaching Queensborough btation, the engine

ran off the line and fell on its side into an adjoining

field, dragging with it two luggage vans, the break

van, and a passenger carriage, all of which were

more or less broken by the concussion- About 30

passengers were in the train at the time, but, with the

exception of the engine-driver and stoker, no one was

hurt. The former sustained a contusion of the thigh,

and the latter received a violent blow on the forehead,

which has temporarily deprived him of the sii?ht of one

<ye. The cause of the accident has not been ascertained, I

J^",^;i"'H^^^^ in 1795. wa. lieutenant of the Inconstant
the rails being quite new and solidly laid, and the line, ^^ ^he capture of the French frigate L'Unite, and when in the

whicb has not been opened more than a few weeks, Boadicea, assisted in h»r boats at the destruction of a convoy

Tioin^ in a thorough state of repair. I
i» t**^ P^^^^ du Raz, ai^d was officially noticed for cutting

an Overland Journey RoTind the World." He had held the post

of Governor over the Hudson's Bay Company's settlements for

upwards of 35 years. He received the honour of knighthood in

1841, for his zeal in fitting out several Arctic expeditions- He
married in I8:i7, the second dau^^hter of the late Mr. Geddes
Mackenzie Simpson, of Great Tower Hill, London, and Stam-
ford Hill, Middlesex:, by whom, who died in 1853, he leaves a

son and two dau^^hters.

Vice-Admiral George Hewson died a few days since. He
was one of the small surviving number of Trafal^far officers.

He entered the navy in 178S under Sir Hyde Parker, and was
midshipman in the St. George at the siege of Toulon and at the
reduction of Corsica, When in the Britannia he took part in

iflaiket^

COVEXT GARDEN", Sept. 22.

Foreign importations of Pears, Apples, Tomatoes, &c. continue

to arrive. Poiiclies and Nectarines from open walls are now
plantifal. Grapes abundant. Cob Nuts realise Is. and

Filberts 9d. to Is. per ib. Peas are scarce. Potatoes are

badly diseased. Some g:ood Mushrooms may be obtained.

Cut flowers chiefly cou:^ist of Orchids Gardenias, Violets,

Mignonette, Heaths, Geraniums. Lily of the Valley, and Roses.

FRUIT

JrnGEs' CirAA!FER9.— 7^^ Afja-p/rmovf.—The Qvj^m v. the Rev.

Levris Price.—Mr. Bishop, with Mr Lovihond, solicitor of Bndg-

water, applied to Mr. Baron Wilde on Wednesday for a writ of

fiabMs corpu.^ on the part of Mrs, Harriet Lancaster Price,

directed to her husband, the Rev. Lewis Price, to produce her

hcfore the judpe at chambers, and to show cause by what

authoritv he liad forcibly removed and detained her in close

custodv/ and refused her permission to return to the Abode of

Love and join Brother Prince and other inmates. The affidavits

in support of the application stated that Mrs. Price had, of her

own free will and consent of her husband, joined the commu-
nity of the Agapemonites, and that his secession from that

body, and his wishes for her to retire, were o]ipoRcd by her

;

that her removal had been made by stratagem and force
;
and

thai it was her strict determination and desire to return to her

former rcMdence, the Abode of Love, and that she was now
placed under a state of imprisonment and prevented from

returning. Mrs. Price went on to say that she desired at once

to return, that she did not desire to remain with her husband,

and that she had given Mra- Starkey, who was with her

when she was abducted, every atithority to instruct Mr Lovi-

bond to take the necessary legal proceedings to obtain her

liberty and freedom of action to return to her former abode-

Baron Wilde, without expressing any opinion on the case.

out a lugger of six guns from under the batteries of St.

Mitthewa. He afterwards commanded a division of boats,

which cut out the Spanish gun-ship Neptune, from Corunna-
He was First Lieutenant of the Dreadnought at Trafalgar, and
of the Superb at Copenhagen. He commanded the Fleche in

the Walcberen exi>efiitiop, aiid assisted at the reduction of

Flushing, and on the evacuation of the British lie covered their

retreat. Since May, 1816, he had not seen any active service,

Brfvet-M.ajor DiSBR'WE, of her Majesty's 43d Foot, died of

dysentery at Huez on the 4th inst,, on his return home from
Madras, He had been 16 years in the service, and was present
with his retdraent during the whole of the late operations in

Central India.

Mb, Joskph Lockr, MP. for Honiton^ President of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, died on Tuesdav at MofFatt.

He had been in the habit for years of passing the shooting

season in Annandale, and had been enjoying the sport in

apparently his ordinary health for the last five weeks. On
Monday morning he was seized with a violent attack of colic

in the ileum, and after suffering great pain expired on Tuesday
morning, Mr. Locke leaves a widow in very delicate health,

but no family. He was the engineer of the Grand Junction

and South-Westom Railways and their branches, President of

the Institute of Civil Kntrineers, in succession to Mr. Robert
Stephenson, a Fellow of the Royal Society, and held the

Cross of the Legion of Honour, as an acknowldgment of his

services as engineer of the Paris and Kouen line, the first

great railway constructed in France.
Mr- Joseph Jackson, the eminent railway contractor, died

at Bombay on the 9th inst. from an attack of dysentery. In

Pine Apples, per lb., 3fl to 4s
Grapes, per lb., 23 to 53

Peaches, per doz,, 4s to 6s
Apricots, per doz,, 2s to 43
Kcctariues, do., 5s to 6s
Cherries, p. lb., Is to 3s
Green Figs, per doz., 3s to 4s

TEGETABLES,
F, Beans, per qrtn , 9d to Is Celery, p, bundle, ls6d to lfi9d

Melons, each, 2s to 4s
Plums, p. i sieve, 3s to 43 6d
Pears, per doz . Is to 3s

Apples, per doz., 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 10s to 20s
Lemons, per 100, 10s to 153

Peas, p, bush,, 2s tD 3s

C;Lulifl(»wcrs, c:ich, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 2s 6d

to 3s
Cabb;iges, do., Is to 2s

Potatoes, p. ton, 105s to H"^Os

— per bus, , 4s to 5 ^ 1

^ per cwt., 5s to ^o

Carrots, per bunch, 4d to fld

Turnips, per bunch, 5d t^ 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 23 to 3^
Cucumbers, e::Ch, 6d to Is

Artichokes, per doe., 4s to 6s

B Get, pur Uoz., Is t;d to 2s

Onions, p. half sieve, 3s to 5s
Tomatoes, per doz., 28 to Ss'

Veg. Marrows, p doz., 6d to Is
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, ls6d
to 2s 6d

Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d to Is
Endive, p. score, Is to 2s

Horse Radish, p. bun.,Is 6d to 43
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2sto35
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 4a
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfieijj, Tborsdat, Sept. 20-

thought there was sufficient primd jame evidence to justify the
^;^^^ju^^.ti^Ji ^^^^ l^ig partner, Mr. Wythes, hehad been employed

writ of hobMs corpus, and made an order accordingly. Ihe
| ^^ -'j.^^q^.^^ works, as an engineer and contractor, since 1834.

issued, and sent by express tnun to be aerv^ ^.^ ^^,^^ contract was on the Grand Junction, followed by the
comphance ^'"i this writ,

f ^^^^^^ ^^.^^ London and Brighton, Shnreham Harbour,
.n 1 hunsday, and Mr. trice

^^^^^^ Counties, &c. In 1850 he went to India, and nndertook

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 80s

Superior do. (oldj... 90 112

Inferior do 50 60
Newdb 50 90
Rowen — —

» wClover ,

.

New Clover ..

Old second cut
Straw , . .

.

SOato 1153

,. 80 100
..30 36

D AVIS &. Co.

Tvrit was at once
on Mr. Price at Glastonbury. In

Mrs. Price was brought to London on
vest Peniiisiilaresterday made a special return to the writ sUtuig that she

.

^^^ contract for that part of the Great Indian
had been acting under the undue influence of Mr. I'nnee, that ^^.j ^ ^^ ^^.^^ Tannah to Oomrah, and suksequently
he had secured her person without violence and taken her to

I

^^3^.^^^!^. the gigantic works on the Thull Ghant. including
his

that

own lodgings, where they occupied the same rooms, and
.

^^^ ^ ^^.^^^ ^^J,^ ^^^^ tj^^ Godavery. This latter work
; no agreement or deed of separation had been executea.

, ^^^ ^^^ immediate cause of his illness, the constant exposure

CUMEERLAt-'D MARKET, THURSDAY, Scpt. 20.

Sup. Meadow Hay.. n48tol203
]
Inferior Clover .. 70a 105^

Inferior do 00 105 New do. .. .. — —
New do. 65 105 Straw .. .. S8 4*
Superior Clover ..115 126 I

Joshua Baker.

"WaiTECUAPEL, Thuhsdat, Sept 20.

Fine old Hay .

.

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay

..105atolI2a
60 904 *

he died. About three years ago, while engaged in a large
;

Straw

contract in Glamorganshire, he married the daughter of the

Rev. William Leigh, vicar of Lanfabon, by whom he leaves one

daughter aged 18 months. „„«,„-,, ^

Wills —The will of Vice-Admiral Sir G. B Pechell, Bart.,

MP has been sworn under 30,0001. ; Rev. Edward Repton.

leoobi. ; Lieut.-Gen. Lord Sandys, 10,000^ ;
Major-General

Mundy, 12,000^

BIRTHS.—On the 15th mat, at 4, Kildare Gardens, the wife

of N LiNDLEY, Esq,, Barristor-at-l;iw, of a son— '26th nist, at

Hillinrrdnn Court. Uxbridge. the Hon. Mrs. Cecil Duncombe,

of a daughter-15th in.st., at DubUn, the Hon. Mrs Yktk

BUROES. of a daughier-13th inst., at Rvmcton Hall Lady

Tropbridoe. of ason-12th inst, a* J^"*efnict Lady BLom:-

FIELD the wife of the Rev. Sir T. E. W, BlnmefieM. Bart., oH

aouth-down Hog- s.

gets.. ... .. 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces . . 1

The judgment of Mr. Justice Coleridge was cited to show that
; ^^ ^ ^^^ ^ having brought on the disease of which \

Inferior do.

the husband had a right to the custody of his wife. Baron
]

'" ''-^
- -

.

-
^ «*

. -. ^ -.- - . :
«^^-.w

WUde said the proper home of the wife wms with her husbana I

until she obtained a legal separation. He was satisfied with i

the return to the habeas, and ordered the wife to be restored to
j

her husband, who had a right to possession of her, so long as

there was no violence.

Cestral Criminal Court.— 77iC Colnqj-Halch Lunatic Asylum.

—VmiaTn. Slater and William Vivian, keepers at the county
asylum at Colney-Hatch, were charged with the manslaughter
of WilUam Swift, one of the patients, by kicking and beating huu
with such violence that his ribs were broken and he died of tho

injuries received The charge mainly rested upon the evidence

of two witnesses who were lunatics, and the question turned
upon the value which ought to be attached to their testimony.
The medical eridence wjis in favour of the prisonor.s, and the
jury after a short consultation returned a verdict of Not Guilts/.

Thtre wac an attempt at applause when the verdict was pro-

nounced, but it was speedily repressed by the officers of the
court. Fraud bij a Trustee.—J)r. Daniel de la CUroi-^ Govrloy,

60, physiciau. w;is indicted for having as a trustee, unlawfully
converted to his own use the sums of 503i. Ss. 9(i., 3001., and
I4f«9i. 10a. 4rf..with intent to defraud Mrs. Eliza Brigg, the widow
of a sohcitor at Canterbury, who had made the prisoner the

32 3S

Fine old Clover . .110s to 1269

Inferior do
Fine 2d cut ..

Fine New Clover .

.

Inferior do

80
84

95
90

BRITISH WOOLS.—LosnoN, Fridat, Sept. 21.

Our market is only slightly supplied with Wool, and prices

are buoyant.
d. 8.

8 to 1

8 — 1

6 — 1

6 — 1

d.

9
9
7
7

Leiccst. Wethers 1 6 to 1
1Ditto Hoggs .

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto .

Flannel Wool .

17 —

1

6
1

T
9

8
7

HOPS —BoROFOH Market. Fridat, Sept. 21.

Messrs. Pattenden & S:i^iai report the market a*;*^^^' a^
accounts worse. The duty has t>e^n estimated by a l«rge firm

as low as 35 OnO?., viz., Rochester. 8000i. ; Canterbury, 6000/.

,

Sus^x 15 OWi /Worcester, 3000/. ; Famhr.m. 2500U Kmg-

do^ 500i but the general betting is 45.0001 The Hop

Skle n the TimeB money market and city intelligence oT

W -dnesday morning statmg that a large importa.ion of foreign

HoprwiU take place has astonished every one who knows any-

tiling about tbe prospect of the Continental crop Our

i>.Antt..A..r....--.'M w. ^-.^, --^.
r'i^«f..,m ^formation leads ui to the conclusion that Belgium will not

Square. Captain Lord EysTACE_GASCOT.^.CEaL Coldstream
, ^^^^^^^ ,^^ one-fourth _and Bavaria one-th^rd of a crop

daughter-llth inst, at Cionmannon, county ^Y'^^l^lor'/^^

wife of the Hon. Mr. Justice Haves, of a 8on-16th mst, at

Plymouth, the wife of T. C. J. Drydkn, Esq., paymaster R.N.»

*'

MARRI.AGES-On the 18lh inst, at St. George's, Hanover

«i a soucitor at Uanteroury, wno nau m:iut3 Lue pri.uiicr luc c«)"^"^. v-r™*" xu V*„-^„j= r.? ^nliehtirv to f adv grow more inau uuc-i-^ut.." »"- -7 - ™-.,ir^f hi,f
executor of his wUl. It was proved that the pri..oner had paid Guards, third son of the M^^^l^^^ S the ate and siste About 40 pockets of new H^^ b^^e arrived at market, but

several sums of money and lent others from the monies which ' G ertrude Louisa Scott, fourth daughter ot the late ana s.ste
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naming been picTcwl full a fortni;2ht before coming to maturity

are not sought after. Fine 1859 and older Hopa are in good
demand at improved prices.

COAL MARKET.— Sept. 19.

Taiifield Moor, 13s. 9d. ; Walls End BraddyVs Hetton, 19s.
;

Walla End Haswell. lii'a. Od. ; WalU End Stewarts. 203.

;

W-,Ul8 End Auckland Park. 17a. 6d. ; "Walls End Caradoc,
19a ; Walla End Heugh Hall» I83. 6d.—S ships at maxket.

METROPOLITAX CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 17.

The number of Beasts is rather smaller than on Monday
la>t ; trade is dull at abuiit that day's quotations. There are a

few more Sheep, and the demand is limited, consequently a
clearance cannot be effected, elthough on the average prices are

scarce.y so pood. The Lamb season has now closed. Good
Calves are rather dearer. From Germany and Holland there are

1000 Beasts, 5670 Sheep, and 52 Calves ; from Ireland, 350

Beasts and 600 Sheep ; and 2500 from the northern and mid-
land counties.

and sack more money than was obtainable on Friday. Indian

Corn held firmly for an advance of Is. per qr., which rather

checks business. Oats and Oatmeal little inquired after, and

rather cheaper. Beans, Feas, and Barley each bring fully

previous prices in retail. The market closes with a steady

feeling.

Friday, Sept. 21.—Grain market active, and all articles

exceedingly tirm. Wheat in good demand at Id. advance.

Indian Com G'i. dearer; mixed American and Ibrail S5s.,

Galatz 35s. 6d. Beans, Barley, and Oatmeal very firm. Weather

fine. Samples of new Wheat very bad.

8 d S

Best Scots, Here-
furds &c. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 8 — 5
2d quality Beasts 3 6—4
Best Downs and

Half-breds ..5 2 to 5

D.>. Shorn

d 8
5

d
2

« «

4
5
5
5

Best Long-wools. 5
2 Do. Shorn .. .. to

Ewes A 2d quality 4 —
Do. Shorn
Lambs .. -.6
Calves ,, ..4

„ .. «^ .. ., .. 'Pigs .. ..4
Beasts, 5450 ; Sheep & Lambs, 25,250 ; Calves, 90 ; Pigs, 410.i

1 Thubsday, Sept. 20.

The supply of Beasts has incre-aaed, and the demand is

Kmall ; con&equently trade is very dull, and it is with difiBculty

Monday's quotations are realised. Several remain unsold.

The number of Sheep is about the same as of late. Prices

are rather lower on the average, and a clearance cannot be

effected. Calves are selling at 4d. per stone reduction. From
Germany and Holland there are 350 Beasts, la50 Sheep, and
360 Calves ; from Spain, 80 Beasts ; 115 Milch Cows.

AVERAO&S

Aug. 11..
— 18..
— 25..

Sept. 1.

.

— 8..— 15..

Agg. Aver.

1
Wheat. liarley. Oats.

•26s Id

ttje.

4-4S 9d59i Gd S4s Od
59 6 32 10 2S 2 41 9

60 1 34 9 27 1 40 4

60 11 33 3 28 2 i 40 7

62 10 35 2 27 2
'

39 4

62 11 37 10
'

27 42 4

41 661 84 S 27 4

Beans,
j

4Gs 5d
47 1

47 7

47 10
49 3

60 1

48 1 1

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Sept. 15.pRiCES.!Aug. ll.iAng. TS.'Aug. 25. Sept. 1. ;Sept. 8.

I m *

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts S

Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn

8 to 5

6
4

4
4

5

10

Best Ijong-wools . 5

Do. Shorn
EwesA 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn ..

Lambs . . .

.

Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

5 2

4 6
to

4

* •

5
4

Beasts, 1425 ; Sheep & Lambs. 8260 ; Calves, 530 ; Pigs, 830.

BUTTER MARKET.—Sept 21.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 148. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 138. „
Pork, 5b. 4d. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.

tf

MARK LANE.—Monday, Sept. 17.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's tnarket
coEsisted almost exclusively of the new crop, the major part
(if which was in very soft condition ; the quantitj from Essex
was small, that from Kent lai^e ; fair conditioned samples
were realised at fully last vseek's prices, but the soft and
inferior were difficult of sale, even at 38. to 4s. less money.
Old brought Is. to 23. per qr. advance. The market was largely
attended by country buyers, and foreign Wheat was held
firmly for an advance which at first checked business, but
upon the sales effected Is. to 2s. per qr. over last week's prices
were obtained, and a good business done at the close. For
Barley there is a good demand, and the decline of this day
week is recovered. Beans and Peas are unaltered in value.

The Oat trade is firm at an advance of fid. per qr. In foreign
Flour there is little doing, but it is held for a slight improve-
ment. The few sales made in Mustard Seed were generally at

a decline of I's to 4s. per buahel.

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto
^ — Talavsra
— Norfolk
— Foreign

EARLET, grind. & dist., 25s to 3 Is. . Chev.
— Foreign.. grfnfiing and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

KVE
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Ma/agan. ... 36s to 33s .... Tick
— Pigeon 44s — 478. . Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers
— Maple —8 to —s Grey

Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2ddo ditto
— Foreign , per barrel

8. a.

52—58
54—60
50—67

50—76
38-45
30—3S
20—24
26—28
20—38
24—26
.35—38

3S

Red
Red ....

Red ....

Malting.
Maltlug

.

Feed ,

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

B. 8.

42—60
50—62

36—41
35—40

2 Harrow

.

— Longpod
38—46 1 Egyptian
50—52iSuffolk

24-

21-

20-

-26
-24

;

-26

3S

50—57
34—50
28—31

Foreign

.

YeUow..

Country.
Per sack

•

:

50—54
30—43

34—50
40—50

TO NURSERY FOREMEN.

WANTED, A FOREMAN, who understands the
Propagation of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Budding.

Grafting, and Laynig, Growing Forest Trees. Fruit Trees, and
general Nursery work, and who could take charge of a number
of men.—Apply to J. G. S., Gardtners' Chro7iic(e Office, W.C.

WANTED, by a Gentleman resident in a town in

Surrey, a GARDENER capable of managing the usual

Greenhouse, Pits, and Kitchen Garden. Wages. 16«. per week,
and a house in the street, let at present for lOi. per annum.
—Apply by letter, addressed H. E. P., Chertsey.

WANTEDTA^iNDOOrrSERVANT. in a country
family where a boy is kept. Wages, 40(. He must be

between the ages of 30 and 50, and have an unexceptionable

character for honesty, sobriety, cleanliness, civility, and capa-

city for his business.—Apply to Mr. iJiYaxos, Stationer,

Bridgend, Glamorganshire.
_

ANTED, AS UJSDEU GARDENER in a private

Garden where four are kept, a young Man competent
to grow Orchids, Ferns, and Greenhouse Plants. He must not

bo unwilling to be useful as the Head Gardener may direct,

though his chief occupation will be the care of the above

named plants.—Address, stating age, references, experience,

and wages, by letter in own handwnting. The Gardener, The
Holme, Regent's Park, N.W.

WANTED, an elderly and steady MAN to attend to

a Seedahop in the absence of the proprietor, and to

make himself generally useful in the writing department.
Wages 17s. to 20s. per week.—Address, P. P. L., Post Office. Hull .

ANTED, in a London Seed Merchant's Counting
House, a JUNIOR CLERK. A good handwriting and

a knowledge of the business absolutely necessary.—Address,

with full particulars, to W. I., care of Wm. Dawson & Sons,

74, Cannon Street, City, E.C.
.

SEED TRADE.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, in a London Seed

House, a SHOPMAN and TRAVELLER. A man of expe-

rience and good address. Testimonials as to character and
ability must be unimi-eachable.—Apply by letter only, to F. R.,

Mr. John Wilson, 12, Harp Lane, Lower Thames Street, E.C.

W^ ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a steady and indus-

trious MAN to look after a Horse and Phaeton, a small

Flower and Kitchen Garden, with Hothouse and Greenhouse ;

he must thoroughly understand Propagating. To a sober and
industrious man competent for these duties this would be a

Eermanent situation.—Address, stating name ol last employer,

ow long in his employ, wages required, age, if married or

single, to C. W.. Ashley Villa, Ashley Road, Bristol.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a respectable well-

conducted LAD to assist in the Shop and Counting-

house. Must write well and quick. He will have the oppor-

tunity of gaining a practical knowledge of the Nursery and
Seed Business nuder the directions of the general Foreman,

Also a Young Man who has been accustomed to potting and
indoor work generally.—Apply, by letter only, to Messrs.

CuTBUSH & Son, Highgate NurKcries, London, N.

FiUDAY. Sept. 21.

Since Friday last rain has fallen here daily, and appears to
have heen pretty general throughout the country at the close
of last week and beginning of the present, which must again
have retarded harvest operations and add to the quantity of
bad-conditioned grain, unless followed by fine drying weather.
Wind during the w^uok was westerly, excepting on the I9th
and 20th, when it became easterly ; this morning after heavy
rain during the niitht. it is N.W. The improved tone ob-
served in the market on the I4th has been succeeded by
increased activity in the Wheat trade, and an improvement of
Is. to 2s. per qr. in tlie value of old English and foreigti ^Vhcat.
For spring Corn also higher rates have been obtained, and
American Flour must be quoted Is, per barrel dearer. The
number of grain and secd-iaden vessels from the South of
Europe arrived off the coast during the last week amounts to
104. The arrivals of Euglish grain and foreign Barley and Oats
this week have been small, but good of foreign Wheat. The
attendance at this morning's market included numerous
country millers, whom we have not seen during the last t%vo
years. Old English and foreign Wheat was taken in retail at an
improvement of Is. per qr. on Monday's quotations, but the
demand was chiefly contiued to Black Sea qualities. The
value ofnew English is unaltered. For Barley there is a fair
inquiry at the extreme urices of Monday. Beans and Peas are
unaltered in value. Tlie Oat trade is firm, and in some in-
stances a trifling advance is obtained.

Arritals from Sept. 17 to Sept. 21.

English .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

,

Wheat.

124U qrs.

26510

»»

ti

Barlov Oats.

13U qrs.

i>

750 „

170

10740

qra.

Flour.

13-.:u sks.

UvERPooL, Tuesday, Sept. IS.—We have a large attend-
ance of millers and dealers, buth local and from a distance, at
our Com Exchange this morning, and Wheat meets a healthy
consumptive demand, whilst Flour brings fully 6d. per barrel

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married ;

Scotch ; thoroughly qualified, honest, obhging and
energetic; can take chare of Grass Land to any extent.

Wages very moderate.—B., Porter's Row, Holloway Road, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married, without
incumbrance; perfectly understands his profession. Good

references from former employers.—X. Y., 9, Vine Place,

Bond Street, Vauxhall, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—AgeSl, married; great expe-

rience ; has been supplying first-class families with every

necessary and luxury that can be produced from the garden,

both early and late. No place will be accepted but what is

kept up in the first of order, and where he will have the entire

management of everything connected with the garden. Several

years' unexceptionable references. — H. C, Portuall Park,

Egham, Surrey^

GARDENER (Head).—William Cope, Wyniistay,

Ruabon, will feel great pleasure in recommending to any
nobleman or gentleman a thorough practical Gardener (age 37,

single). He left the last place in consequence of the death of

his noble employer, in which situation he lived upwards of

six years ; during which time he had the superintendence of

laying out new Grounds, erection of new Houses, Stoves,

Pits, &c.—Address as above.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—A first-class Gardener, in

the prime of life, energetic and industiious ; has had
extensive and most euccesafut practice in every department of

Gardening ; is an enthusiastic cultivator of all kinds of Fruits

;

understands Early and Late Forcing of Flowers and Vegetables,

and has had most extensive practice in Landscape Gardening

and Laying out Grounds. Moral chameter unexceptionable.

Ample testimony to the above can be had of his late employer,

first-class families of the day in gardening, and several of the

leading Horticulturists. No small plare accepted.—A. Z.,

Gardmers' ChronicU Office, W.C,

C:t
AHDENER (Head).—Age 27; an active prat^ticaT

A Man, well versed in all branches, having 10 years' exrpe
rience. Can be well recommended.—A. B. C. Post Office
Birchtlelf^s, near Birmingham. *'

AKDENER (Head).—Age 35, munh-d; u^idi^-
stands Early and Late Forcing and Gardening in all its-

branches. Seven years' character.—A G, CoinwcU's Nursery*
Hadley, Barnet, N.

7^ ARDliNKR (Head).—Age 38, uiarriud, without
Vjr incumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of his pro-
fession. Wages, \l. per week with house. Two years' character
—A. B-, 10, Greenwich Road, Greenwich, S.E.

ARDENER (Head).—Ajye 35, married ; first-class

and has a thorough practical knowledf^e of Forcing Pinos,^
Vines, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Eighteen years' experience. Relerence
from last employer.—T. R., Mr. Dunn, Stationer,j^ork^_^^

GARDENER (Head, or Good Single-handed).—
Age 33, married, two children, aged 9 and 12 years-

well understands Forcing Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, and is a
good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Good character.—A. B.
22, Elizabeth Street, Brixton Hill, Surrey. S.

*

GARDENER (Head), to any lady or gentleman in
want ofa competentandperseveringMan.—Age 2f>, single X

has had upwards of 10 years' practice (six as Foreman) in first-

class establishments. Can be well recommended by hin present
employer.— A. B.. Po.st Office, Brongh. Fast Yorksh-re.

f^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, one child

VJT four years of age ; has a thorough practical knowledge of
his profession in all its branches—Pines, Grapes, Stove, and
Greenhouse Plants.—Mr. Rolls, Bobbingworth School, Ongar^
Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—J. Tegq (age 34, singU)
wishes to engage himself to any nobleman or gentleman

requiring a good exi)erienced Gardener. Well acquainted with
the Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and could take

charge of Land if reqviired. Good references.— Messrs. Lee's
Vineyard, Hammersmith, W.

G1
ARDENER (Head), or GARDEN EH and

T BAILIFF.—Married, small family; thoroughly practical

;

perfectly understands his profession in every department ; has

a good knowledge of Land, Stock, itc. Fifteen years* good
character.—

M

r. Rivers, Nurseryman. Sawbridgewortb, Herts .

GARDENER.—Age 25, single; nndersraiids the
[Management of Greenhouse, Vinery, Flower and Kitchen

Gardens, Cucumbers, and Melons. Three and ahalfyearb' good
character.—J. C, Post Office, Purton, Wilts. -

GARDENER.—Unmarried ; tborouglily undcrsiands

.

his profession. In the house if required. Two and a

half years' good character. Can be highly recommended.— J. J.,

Mr. Bunn's, 14, Chandos Street, Strand. W\C.

ARDENER (Journeyman).-Age 20 ; wishes for

a place where Planting and Forcing are extensive. Served

two years with Mr. Cuthill and three yciirs with Mr. Barnes.—

J. W., Mr. James Cuthill's, Camberwell, London, S.W.

AKDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25; wUling

to make himself generally useful. Good character.—

James Gilbekt, Calverley Fields, Tunbridge Wells. _^^
ARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).—
Age 25 ; Thoroughly understands Flower and Kitchen

Gardens, Greenhouse, Forcing Vines, &c. Excellent ebaracter.

T, H., Mr. MacMalleu, Coombe Wood Nursery, Kingston HiH,

Sun-ey. S.W. ^^^„_^___
ri ARDENER (Undek).—Aged 21.

VJIT FIELD, Donnington Park, near Derby.
Mr, Wing

GARDENER (Under).-Age 21, single; is well

acquainted with Forcing and Giirdening generally.

Three years' good character.—J. B., Wanstead Grove, N.E.

FOREMAN (where Forcing and Phiut-growing arc

carried on in general.)—Age 27, single ; has served 5 years

in a large Forcing establishment, in which he obtained con-

siderable knowledge of his ^^rofession. Eighteen months' good

character from present employer.—M. Y., Blyih Hall, Wort-

sop. Nottinghamshire.

AND STEWARD OR FACTOR.-Aue liS, sniglt*-

Scotch ; holds a similar situation, and is leaving in con-

sequence of the Proprietor (the Improvement on the Estate

being nearly finished), giving up Farming and going abroad.

Has had the entire Superintendence of an Estate in the west

of Scotland for nearly four years, where extensive improve-

ments have been conducted by him in Draining, Building,

Fencing, Planting, Roadmaking, Embanking, and the

reclaiming of Moss Land, also the Management of the R^^J
Farm, Marketing included. Is a smart accountant, and would

accept a situation as Under Factor on a large Estate. L nex-

ceptionable references as to character and qualifications from

present employer and other eminent agriculturists. Security

i£required^—AJD. , Qardeturii C/»-tmicfe Qfiice . W.C.

t6~N0BLEMEN\ ACRicULtURISTS, ETC.

STEWARD OR BAILIFF.—Age 26, single; of good

address and active business habits; experienced in the-

management of Arable and Meadow Land. Light or Bei^
Soils, Cultivation of all kinds of Crops; thoroughly acquaiotea

with the Breeding and Fattening of all description of btoctr'

conversant with all Modern Agricultural Implements, Steam

Machinery, Iirigation, &c. ; experienced Conductor of Labour,

qualified to Keep Accounts, and do all business connected witu

a first-class' Farm, however extensive.—H. H., Post Office,

Brockenhurst, Lyniington, Hants.
.

TO LAND AGENTS AND AGRICULTURISTS.
STEWARD (Under), over a nobleman's properly^

or to assist a gentleman Faimer.—A young Man of respec-

tability and education, who has been engaged 4 years in the

above capacity. Can be well recommended. Security n

required.

—

Acer, Post Office, Bovey Tracey, Devon.

YARDSMAN to a nobleman or gentleman.— Tbo'

roughly understands the Management of Cows, Breeding

and Rearing of Stock. Csm be highly recommended.—2. i*»

Post Office, St. Ann's Road. Wandsworth, S- W.

SHEPHERD AND BAILIFF, or fcHKFHERD
only, in a large establishment.—Scotch ; highly recom-

mended by his last emplf>yer for steadiness, honesty, ana

knowledge of Cattle. His Wife can take chiU-ge of Poultry n

required.—John Patrick, Greslord Lodge. JWrexhauJ._

TO THE NURSERY AND SEED TRADE.

SHOPMAN OR CLERK.-Has had 14 years' ex-

perience, all in first-class houses.—A. T., Gardeners

Chronicle Office, W.C.
.

TO SEEDSMEN, ETC
SHOPMAN.—Age 26; 10 years' experience of the

trade. First-rate references. -Seedsman-, Mr. Richardson s,

54, Benyon Koad, De Beauvoir Town, N.
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P

aOVERNMENT SCHOOL OF MINES,
Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

Director—Sir Roderick I. Murchison, D.C.L., &c.

The Prospectus for tho SESSION, commencing on October 1,

^U be sent on application to the Registrar. The Courses of

iDstniction embrace Chemistry, by Dr. Hofmann ; Physics,

by Prof. Tyndall ; Natural History, by Prof. Huxley ;

Geology, by Prof. Ramsat ; Mineralogy and Mining, by Mr.
TVabingtos Smyth ; Metalhu'gy, by Dr. Percy ; and Applied
5lcclianics, by Prof, "Willis.

Trenham Rseks, Registrar.

M'
INEKALOUy. — King's College, London.—
Professor Tenkakt, F.G.S , will commence a COURSE

ofLECTURES on MINERALOGY, with a view to facilitate the
stuHy of GEOLOGY, and of the application of Mineral Sub-
stances in the ARTS. The Lectures will begin ou FRIDAY,

tnberS, at 9 o'ClocV, a.m. They will bj continued on each
Huccoding WEDNE:I)vY and FRIDAY at the same hour.
Fee, 2/. 2s. R. W. Jelf, P.P., Principal.

FIVK PKK CENl'. INVESTAIENTS.—Particulars
of Investments for LARGE or SMALL SUMS of MONEY,

bearing FIVE PER CENT. PER ANNUM INTEREST (well

secured), withi^ruwable at notice, ma,y be obtained, on applica-

tion to Thomas H. Baylts, 429, Strand, London, W.C.

ANK Ob^ DEPOSIT (P^stablished a.d. 1844),
3, Pall-Mall East, London.—Capital Stock, lOO.OOOL

Parties desirous of Investi^ig Money are requested to ex-
amine the Plan of the Bank of Deposit, by which a high rate

of interest may be obtained with ample security.

Deposits made by special agreement may be withdrawn
without notice.

The interest is payable in January and July.
Peter Morrison. Managing Director.

Form^ for o])ening accounts sent free on application.

QUEEN i.NSUKANCE COMPAJS Y.—
Chief Office, LiverpooL

London Oflfice, 2, Royal Exchange Buildings.

London Directors.

CTffirmaa—Hesrt Bruce, Esq. (Rainey, Bruce, & Co.) Director
of Colonial Bank, Mincing Lane.

Edward P. Alderson, Eaq. (Kelson, Tritton. & Co.), 26, Old
Broad Street. [Southwark.

Hekry Fowler, Esq. (H. & R. Fowler), St. Saviour's Dock,
Thohas William Kough, Esq. (Jones Brothers) Ujiper

Thames Street. [Holborn.
Sampel Lloyd Stacby, Esq. (Corbyn, Stacey, Messcr, & Co.),

BatOcera.—Messrs. Barclay, Betan & Co.
Medical Re.fp'tt.—J. Edward Pollock, Esq., M.D.

Solicitors.—Messrs. J. A J. W. Sewell.
LIFE DEPARTMENT.—Life Assurance in every branch.
Special Feature — Non-forfeiture of Policies. The In-

surer has the right, on an ordinary Life Policy, after three
years, to cease hia payments, and obtain a free Policy, for.
the total amount of Premiums paid, and whatever Bonus may
have been addeci.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.—The rates of Premium vary accord-
ing to the nature of the risk, and will bo found as moderate
as thode of other iirst-class offices.

Application for Afdfencies rQqtiested.
W. P. Clirkhlqh, Manager.
H. B. Taplin, London Secretary,

MRS, ARTHUR HENFREY, Widow of the late
Professor Henfrey, F.R.S., F.L.8., &c.. of King's

College, London, continues to receive a limited nim:iber of
young Gentlemen under 12 years of age, to be educated with
her own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
lA constantly spoken, Mrs. HKNFUEy having resided on the
Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,
Singing, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
cff a private family, and unremitting attention will be paid to
thcii- health and morals. References are permitted to—
Br. Jklf Principal of Kings College

CHARLES KNI CHT'S
OPULAU HISTORY OF ENGLAXD. —
The Publishers of this "Work have to announce a change

in its mode of issue. The necessity for this change rests upon
the following representation of the Author, which appears to

the Publishers as conclusive as they trust it will be satisfactory

t the Public.

"I have been occupied,* says Mr. Knight, 'during nearly

five years, in writing the Popular History of England, for

Monthly Publication. With three exceptions it has appeared
regularly during that period ; and has now reached to Fifty-

three Numbers, bringing up the narrative to 1793. I now
find it impossible,—in the first place, with a proper regard to

my own health, and, secondly, with an anxious desire to com-

plete my book in a way to justify the favour with which it has

been received,— to proceed with a il/on/A/y Publication. The
pressure of a periodical issue, with so short au interval between
each publication, has become incompatible, according to my
view, with a due regard to the research and thought which
are necessary to deal with the vast accumulation of materials

for history since the period of the French Revolution. The
difficulty which now presses upcn my responsibility for accu-

racy and impartiality has not been felt by me in the earlier

stages of my undertaking, when the field of investigation was
more limited. It has now become so onerous as to demand a

decisive change.
" I propose, therefore, that it should be announced that the

publication in Monthly Numbers will be discontinued, and
therefore that a Number will not appear on the Ist of Octoljer.

That the quantity required to complete Vol. VII. will be pub-

lished as a Part, or Section, in the month of J;uin; ry
simultaneously with the publication of the Volume. That
Volume Vni., completing the work,will be pviblishcd in the

course of 1861 ; and for the convenience of jjurchasers, will be
divided into two Parts, or Sections." In making this announce-
ment the Publishers have only to add, that on the appearance
of each of the Parts, or Sections, the Work will also be on sale

in the usual form of Shilling numbers.
e^ The Six Volumes of the Popular History of England,

which are now completed, bring down the narrative from the

Invasion of Csesar to the close of the American War. The first

Four Volumes, forming the Fii-st Division of the Work, carry

down the History to the Revolution of 1688, and are published
with a copioti.s Index. The Second Division, commencing with

Volume 5, will come down to that period of the reign of her
present Majesty which has become a constitutional epoch in

the important change of the commercial poliiy of the country.

The price of each Volume is 9s.

Bradbury &, Evans, 11, Bouvorie Street. Fleet Street^ E C.

WORKS ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.
— -f—

THE VEGETABLT? KINGDOM; on. The Struc-
ture. Ci^ssiFicATioN, AND UsES OF PLANTS. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo, cloth, price

36«., with upwards of 500 Illustrations,

SCHOOL BOTANY; or. The Rudiments of
Botanical Sciencs. In One Volume, Svo, half-bound,

with 400 111 usti:ations, price 5a. 6d.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

XeiDS of m ©Keck,

Rev. Lawford W. T. Dale
Rev. Olive Hollingwortii
Sir Wm. and Lady Hooker

Professor Huxley, F.R.8

Dr. and Mrs. Martyn..
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The accounts received this week from Central

and Southern Italy show that a new crisis is at

hand. Garibaldi has publicly proclaimed his

dissensions with Count Cavoue, and has made
appointments both in Naples and Sicily, which

have created the painful impression that, while

he has promulgated the Sardinian Constitution

for the whole kingdom, he has thrown himself

without reserve into the arraa of the Mazzini party.

On the 17th inst. he published a fresh proclama-

tion to the Sicilians, repeating that he will ouly

proclaim at Rome the constitution of the Italian

kingdom, and that he will not accomplish the

annexation " as long as there are any chains to be

broken in Italy." lie has also addressed a letter

to Signor Brusco, declaring that there exists an

irreconcilable difference between his policy and

that of Count Cavour, and "that while disposed

to sacrifice; all personal feeling on the altar of the

country, he will never be reconciled with men

HORTICULTURAL GARDEXS.-The Garrfeners']^^^
have sold an Italian province" It is said

ChronicU of May 12, containing Mr. NeseieldV that the IvlNG OF SARDINIA 13 about t:> VlSlt
COLOURED PLAN for the New Qardrn at Kensington G^ \^ o^der to Counteract, by Ms presence,
IS stdl on Sale at the OflSce, 41, WelUngt-^n Street, Covent '^ * - , i- i ,?

the effects of GATtiUALDis proceedings, and to call

upon the people of I^aples and Sicily to come to

a'l immediate vote on the question of annexa-

tion. Meanwhile the troops of Garibaldi, which

disembarked last week at the mouth of the Garig-

liano, in order to intercept the communications of

the Royal troops between Gaeta and Capua, have

s?istained a check in the neighbourhood of the

Yolturno, having been driven back to their posi-

tions by a charge of cavalry. The latest news

states that Garibaldi was preparing to avenge

this repulse by the bombardment of Capua, and

that the King of Naples, who is at Gaeta at

the head of 50,000 men, has at length deter-

mined to oppose Gaexbaldi by force of arras.

A rupture has taken place between the E!ixg and

the Court of Austria, in consequence of the dis-

covery that His Majesty before leaving Naples,

endeavoured to save his throne by offering to join

Garibaldi in an attack on Yenetia. The Austrian

Government has announced that the Empeeoe can

no lunger offer hospitality to His Majestt, and has
ordered the Austrian war steamers in the Neapo-
litan waters to return to Trieste. Trom Central
Italy we learn that the bombardment of the
citadel of Ancona by the Sardinian military and
naval forces under General Cialbini and Admiral
Peesano commenced at midnight on Sunday.
Forts Pelago and Pulito were taken by assault on '

Tuesday, the suburb of the Porta Pia was occupied
on Wednesday, and the operations of the siege wer3
in active progress on Thursday evening. General
Mast has taken Montefiascone, Civita Castellana,

and Viterbo, and General Fanti*s corps has

reached Bracciano, on the road to Rome, before

the walls of which it will shortly be encamped.

The Pope has addressed a note to the P*.oman'
r

Catholic Powers claiming their assistance against

Sardinia, and is said to have sent an uUimatuin

to the Empeeoe of the Feench, threatening to

quit Rome at once if the French Government

does not interfere against Sardinia. The

Secretary of the French Embassy at St,

Petersburg has arrived in Paris with despatches,

stating that Prince Goetschakoff has intimated

to the Freiich Ambassador that the alliance

between France and Sardinia encourages the

propagation of doctrines constituting a permanent

danger to the balance of power, aid the stability

of thrones, and that Russia would entirely fail in

her mission were she not, in common with other

States threatened, to raise her voice in defence of

social order and monarchical interests. Prince

Goetschakoff added that this was the object of

the approaching interview at Warsaw, between

the Empeeoes of Russia and Austeia, and the

Prince Regei^t of Pettssia,

By the Overland mail from Calcutta we bave

news from Shanghai to the 2d August. The allies

left for the Peiho on the 26th July, and were to

take the forts before treating with the Chinese.

The French and the general division were landing

simultaneously at Pehlang. A severe engagement

had taken place with pirates, 200 oi whom were

killed and two European leaders captured. The

rebels had taken the city of Nautsien in the silk

district, and were in possession of the passes.
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The Queen's Depaeture ron Germaxt.—The
Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Princess

Alice, left Odborue on Friday afternoon and arrived at

Buckingham Palace at 7 o'clock in the evening. On
Saturday afternoon her JIajosty, the Prince Consort,

and the Princess Alice left London for Graves-

end and embarked from the Terrace Pier in the
Victoria and Albert, for Antwerp, on her way to

Coburg. At Graveseud the streets through which the
Royal cortege was to pass from the railway to the pier

were decorated with fiaga, banners, and floral wreaths^

and the principal public buildings had appropriate deco-

rations in flowers and evergreens. The Terrace Pier was
arranged with seats for 1500 visitors, and from the

pier-head the gangway was continued by a wooden
hridge, covered with criuisoncloth and draped with union-
jacks, to the Royal yacht, the state of the tide not per-
mitting her to come close alongside. The gangway
was kept by the Mayor and members of the corpora-
tion, in their robes and carrying white wands 'of office.

Those who had not tickets for the pier were admitted
to the Terrace gardens, from which a good view could
be had of tlie embarkation. The streets were kept by
a numerous body of police, assisted by the Graveaend
Volunteers. The Earl of Darnley's Yeomanry Corps
supplied the guard of honour, and several bands of
music were stationed at different points of the route.

The Queen arrived at the railway station by a special

train at 10 minutes after 5. Her Majesty, the Prince
Consort, and the Princess Alice having entered one of
tlie Royal carrijtges, proceeded by tlie New Road,
King Street, and Harmer Street to the pier^ amid
loud cheers, and were immediately followed
by two other carriages containing the Royal suite.

At 20 miimtes after 5 the Queen arrived at the entrance
to the Terrace Pier. Her Majesty wa.s received by the
Mayor and conducted by Prince Albert down the centre
gangway, followed by the Princess Alice and Lord
John Russell, who attended her Majesty as Secretary of
State. The Royal party were in mourning, the exem-
phiry phiinuess of which was the subject of general
remark. As the Queen passed down the gangway-

cheering was almost entirely suppressed at the instance

of the Town-clerk, who intimated that liir Majesty
would be pleased to dispense with it. As soon as the
Queen set foot on board the yacht the Royal standard
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was hoisted at the main and received with a Royal

salute from Tilbury Fort, Her Majesty and the

Prince Consort retired for a few minutes to the

saloon, followed by Lord John Russell. The Queen then

re-appeared on deck, and was received with a general

oothnrst of loyalty, which being graciously acknow-

ledged, her Majesty returned to the saloon. A few

minutes afterwards the yacht left the pier, and pro-

ceeded down the river amid the cheers of the spectators,

followed by the Osborne, Black Eagle, and Vivid, and

by a number of river boats filled with passengers. Her
Majesty'i

-- - ~ — -- ' "

with the

Albert, and awaited her arrival in the Scheldt. Xlie

Eoyal Squadron anchored for the night at the Nore,

the darkness rendering it unadvisable to proceed

further. On Sunday morning they got under way at

5 o'clock, and after an unusually fine nassage arrived off

Flushing at half-past 12 p.iH. The Royal yacht was

saluted by the forts at Flushing, and the English men-

of-war manned yards and saluted. On entering the

Scheldt the state of the tide rendered it necessary to

slacken speed. The yacht therefore proceeded slowly to

ascend the river, and arrived at Antwerp at half-past

6 in the evening, but in consequence of a dense fog

which prevailed, her Majesty, the i^rince Consort, and

the Princess Alice slept on board the yacht, which

anchored for the night lu the centrd'tif the rirer. Soon

after 7 o'clock on Monday morning King Leopold, ac-

companied by the Duke and Duchess of Brabant, and the

Count of Flanders, arrived from Brussels and went on

board the yacht to receive her Majesty. The royal party

landed shortly afterwards, and proceeded by railway to

Verviers, escorted by the King of the Belgians and his

family. On arriving at Verviers tlie Queen and Prince

Consort received by telegraph the unexpected in-

telligence of the death of the Duchess Dowager of Saxe-

Coburg, stepmother to the Priticc Consort, which took

pla*)?e that morning^'it Gotha. At Aix-ln-Chapelle the

Prince Regent of Prussia received the Queen, and with

his brother. Prince Charles, accompanied her Majesty

as far as Darew. The royal party arrived at Cologne

shoirtly before 2 o'clock, passed through Coblentz at 4,

and arrived at Frankfort at half-past'7. On her arrival

the Queen was received by the Priheess of Prussia, the

Grand
wards

the incessant rain, his Royal Highness went through

most of the programme laid down for him. He wit-

nessed a boat-race, and at the conclusion was made a

member of the Toronto Yacht Club; he then laid the

corner-stone of a statue of the Queen in University

Park, and visited the university, the normal school, and

the Horticultural Gardens. During the clay he received

a deputation from Belleville, which had arrived for the

purpose of inducing him to return. They made the

most abject propositions, but the Prince declined the

invitation on the ground that his engagements did not

was received everywhere with entliusiasm. At London in

the evening there was a torch-light procession including

1500 firemen and several hundred Indians, the latter of

whom formed a circle in front of the Prince's hotel, and

amused him by a war dance invented for the occasion

by one of their number, who is 104 years old.

On the 13th the Prince left London for Sarnia,

where 200 Ojibbeway Indians from Manitouliu Islands

had assembled in full costume, painted and feathered.

The principal chief delivered an address to his Royal

Highness welcoming hlni to their wigwams, and the

1
Prince replied through the interpreter. He then

distributed medals among the Indians, who presented

his Royal Highness with a tomahawk, horn and arrows,

warnpan, &c. In the evening the Prince returned to

London, where he held a levee, which was numerously , . _ _

attended, and went in the evening to a State ball, ; of the Eersto river, where he breakfasted at Welmoed,,

which he opened wath the wife of theMayor. On the 14th the residence of Jits. Van der Byl. The pleasures ofa

Brand, presented the Prince with the stirrup cup of*
love and fidelity. On the 27th his Royal Highness-
visited the armoury and the Observatory, where they
were received by Sir Thomas Maclear. On the 28th
the Prince attended a review of the troops, including-
the 59th Regiment, Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers
Cape Mounted Rifles, Cape Royal Rifles, Scotch Volun--
teers, Sappers, Miners, Volunteer Artillery, &c. On
the same day a deputation of Malays, headed by two
Mahomedan priests, presented an address wishing his.
Royal Highness joy and prosperity. On Sunday the
29th the Prince attended Divine service in St. George's
Cathedral, and afterwards went to the Breakwater
works, the Somerset Hospital, and the Sanitarium.

On the 30th the Prince went into the country, and oiv

the road was received everywhere with unfailing manifes-
tationsof rejoicing. He passed through the village of Salt
River, and at the outskirts of D'Urban was met by the
Volunteer Cavalry with their band. At the biidge the
young ladies of the village with their aprons full of
roses strewed the path of the Royal sailor, who was
hospitably entertained at an African farm-house, Oude-
Bass, by the brothers Beyer, the wines being entirely

of native growth. The next place visited was the-

Paarl, where his Royal Highness was met by the-

I

Volunteers, and where he received a deputation from

I

Wellington. On the 31at the Prince went to Stellen-

bosch, which was brilliantly illuminated in the evenings

and on the Ist August his Royal Highness commenced
his return to Cape Town by passing through the valley

the Prince left London for Niagara, travelling by the

Bufihloattd Lake Huron Railroad, and by steamer from

Fort Erie. At Brantford the Prince received addresses,

and was also welcomed by a large number of Indians,

who made various warlike presents to his Royal High-

ness. At Fort Erie a troop of cavalry from the 74th

Regiment ofNew York State Militia acted as an escort

to the Prince, and as the steamer in which he had

taken passage for Chippewa passed down the river a

Royal salute was fired from Fort Porter. On arriving

at Chippewa huge bonfires were lighted, and a torch-

light procession escorted the Royal carriages to the

Falls, which he reached in the evening. His Royal

where her Majesty passed the night. Prince George of fires, producing a remarkable effect. On the 15th Blondin

Saxony called likewise in the evening to pay his respects

to the Queen on behalf of the King of Saxony. On
Tuesday the Queen and Prince Consort left Frankfort for

Coburg, and arrived there at 5 o'clock in the afternoon.

The Prit^ce or WAXES.^After the levee held by
the Prince on the 8th Inst, at Toronto his Royal High-
ness attended a reception given by the Law Society of

was to cross on the rope, the Prince was to inspect the

suspension bridge, and a boat was to be sent over

the Falls. It was expected that his Royal Highness

would remain at the Falls two or three days, and

would then begin his visit to the United States.

Prince Alfred at the Cape.—The 'steam-frigate

Euryalus, with PrinceAlfred on board, arrived in Simon's

Upper Canada, and was admitted to the bar by signing Bay on the 21th July, and in the evening all the sur-

the barristers' roll, and the rolls of the Queen's Bench rounding heights were illuminated with bonfires. On the
" "

"
- .. I

25th the Prince, accompanied by Major Cowell, Captainand Common Pleas, The review of the troops and the

laying Of the foundation-stone of New Park, which

were on the programme, were postponed, ostensibly on

account of the rain, but really for another reason

connected with Orangeism, the excitement in regard

to which had been again revived, under circumstances

which had compelled the Duke of Newcastle to inti-

mate to the Mayor and Council that they would not be

received at the levee. In his communication

to the Mayor, Mr. Wilson, the Duke upbraided him
for deceit and treachery, and said that he and
the Prince had been entrapped into Toronto, an Orange
flag having been Haunted in the duke's face at the

knding-place, and the Orange arch in Khig Street,

which wiis otherwise unobjectionable, having been

adorned by a portrait of William HI., as he appeared

When erossing the Boyne, the usual "emblem on all

Oranpre flags. The Mayor fh 'f'eply to the Duke of

Newcastle, explained that the flag which he took to be

that of Orangemen was in reality that of the Loyal
Ontario Lodge of Odd Fellows, and that the portrait of

William III, had been placed on the arch without the

Mayor's knowledge, and during the hitter part of the

afternoon. In answer to this explanation the Duke
replied that it was a relief to hid mind thfet he could,

without any sacrifice of duty" to the Prince of Wales,
accept the apology ottered by the Mayor's letter, and
aaid that the frince would receive him and the Council
on Tuesday morning. On the following day, however,
as the Prince was driving to church, the mob endeavoured
to seize the horses and carriage when they were near
the Orange arch, and by main force to drag the vehicle

under the arch. The coachman resisted by every means
in hrs power and finally succeeded in disengaging the

carriage and reaching the church. On the 10th the

Prince visited CoUingwood and the intermediate places.

The Orangemen had previously erected three arches

over the railway to CoUingwood, under which the

Prince would have to pass in order to roach that place.

The first arch was at Aurora, and was hterallv covere(f

with the colours and insignia of the order. The
Duke did not notice the arch until the Princ^
had passed under it. At Holland there was
another Orange arch, on which were two paint-

ings—one of the Queen and one of I\ii>g William
—and the inscription "Loyal Orange Lodge, 1693."
The train did not stop, however, but proceeded to

CoUingwood. The greatest enthusiasm prevailed at all

IK^nts, and the Prince mtt at least 30^000 people during
the course of the day. On the 11th, notwithstanding

Tarleton, and two messmates, sons of Earl de Grey and

Lord Jocelyn, and escorted by Volunteer Cavalry, pro-

ceeded to Cape Town, and beyond Rathfelders was met

by Colonel Travers, military secretary to the Governor,

who was waiting at Herschell, where, horses being in

a'ttendaiice, his Royal Highness mounted, and having

Sir George Grey on one side and Lieut.-Governor Wyn-
yard on the other, and a number of Cape Mounted
Rides and private carriages following, passed through

Claremont, Rondebosch, and Mowbray, where triumphal

arches had been erected, A salute was fired at Roode-

bloem, and in Cape Town thousands lined the streets

fp©m the castle to the entrance of the Government
(wardens. The Volunteer Artillery were stationed on

the Grand Parade. Flags of all nations and colours

were 'exhibited at every eligible point, and

from the roof of the Masonic Hall, a number
of ladies and gentlemen dropped a shower of roses on

the approach of the Prince, who graciously acknow-

ledged the compliment. Never since the Cape became
ritish colony were the streets so gaily decorated.a

The walk from the steps of Govenimont House was

lined with a guard from the 59th Regiment, Amid
the pealing of the Cathedral and the Dutch Reformed
Church bells and the salutes of the artillery at the

Castle and Grand Parade, the Prince passed down the

walk, the band playing the national anthem, and the

whole multitude cheering. The Prince was received at

the Government House by the Secretary, the Attorney-

General, and the other members of the Executive

Council, the President and members of the Legislative

Council and of the House of Assembly, the judges,

dignitaries of the Church, &c. A large number of

presentations subsequently took place, and an address

from the commissioners of the municipality was received

and acknowledged. The illuminations and trans-

parencies in the evening were so attractive that his

Royal Highness went in an open carriage to see them.

One picture represented the Prince and Sir George
Grey welcomed by a South African farmer, holding

out his hand and saying **^Dag Mynheer j kom't
binnen " (" Good day. Sir ; come in "). Another had

Kritannia in the costume of Pharoah's daughter, giving

the Prince to Keptuue, and saying, "Take this child

and nurse it for me," Others had "Prince Alfred,"
** Welcome, son of England," "Civilisation," "Progress,"

&c. A shower of rockets from the roof marked the

approach to the Masonic Hall, where the Provincial

Grand Master of the Netherlands, Sir Cristotfei

South African fi)xhunt were defeated by the heat of the

day, which precluded all chance of scent, and his Royal

Highness then proceeded to Krul's River Inn, kept by

the veteran Dunn, a trumpeter at the taking of

Seringapatam. At Government House tire guard of

honour was, by pfermUsibn, i^upplied by the Voluntto
corps of Sappers and Miners. In the evenirfg

Prince Alfred dined at the mess of the 59th

Regiment, and subsequently attended a ball given

by Lieut.-Geueral Wynyard. On the 2d of August his

Royal Highness with the Governor and suite left Cape

Town for Simon's Bay, where they rejoined the

Euryalus, and proceeded to Algoa Bay, arriving at Port

Elizabeth on the 5th, The next day the Prince landed,.,

and having taken his seat in a carriage drawn by six

cream-coloured horses, proceeded to the r^idence of Mr,

W. Fleming. On the road Mr. Pearson, on behalf of

the Malay population, read an address expressing

loyalty and affection to the Queen and throne of that

nation to whose " generosity many of themselves (onfee

slaves) owed their freedom." In reply to the address

of the town-clerk, the Prince said that, « although not

at home to receive the con^atulations of his parents (fe

that day (Ins birthday), it was with pleasure that h&

found himself in the midst of such loyal subjects of the

Queen." At Mr. Fleming's residence a levee was held,

and was attended among others by Isaak Jukkie, a

Malay priest, on whom the Prince bestowed much
attention. In the afternoon the head men of a Fingde

vilhige, accompanied by two ''Witch doctoirs," wefe-

introduced. On the 7th, Sir George Grey laid the

foundation stone of a Freemasons' Lodge. A slight in-

disposition prevented the presence of the Prince, who was =

honoured by a farewell salute from the Volunteer

Artillery as he passed Rawson Bridge. At Uitenhage

five bucks and two hares were shot and sent On board

the frigate. On the 11th his Royal Highness arrived

at Fort Beaufort, where his reception- was of the most

loyal and hearty character. "He attended Divine ser*

vice on Sunday, the 12th, and in the afternoon left for

Heald Town, where an address was presented bv a

Fingoe, followed by "God Save the Queen." The

Prince was to leave Alice on the 13th for the Qrange

River. The members of the Free States Volksraadhad

given Pretorius a carte blanche to spend as much as

might be necessary in celebrating the Prince's visit

over the Orange River and to the great King Moshesh.

The Prince was expected to return to Cape Town about

the 6th of September, to lay the foundation-stones ot

the Breakwater and the new Sailors* Home, and in-

augurate the new library, after which there was to be a

special review of the Volunteer forces. The Euryalus

would probably sail for England in the second week ot

September.
Prince Napoleon, accompanied by his' Suite and

Mr. Hall Maxwell, of Dargavel, arrived at Paisley on

Tuesday from Greenock, and visited the extensive

thread factories of Messrs. Coats & Co. at Fergushe.

The Prince afterwards proceeded by railway to Ayr,

where he visited several farms, accompanied by Mr-

Hall Maxwell and Mr. Ralston, of Lagg, His Im-

perial Highness then embarked m his yacht foP

Ireland, and arrived about noon on Wednesday la

Kingst6\Vn harbour, where he was received with the

usual salutes.

CouET MouESiKG,—Orders have been issued from

the Lord Chamberlain's Office for the Court to go into-

mourning for 10 davs from Thursday the 27th ins t,, for

the late Grand Duke of Mecklonburgh Strelitz.

Orders have also been issued for the Court to go into-

inounilng to raoiTow the 30th iust. for the Dowager

Duchess of Saxe Coburg, step mother of the Prmce

Consort. .

The Army.—The colonelcy of the 88th regiment,

vacant by the death of General Broke, has been con-

ferred on Major-General Sir George Buller, K.C.B.
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The'Times states Uiafc it is the inteu- presence of several thousand persons.—On Friday the.

21st Company Staffordshire (Hugely Rangers), with
,. ^^q( Hr. Gladstone to collect the Income Tax

!l?«rterlY. instead of half-yearly, commencing the

'Stion with the 20th inst.

The Volunteer Movement.—Her IVlnjesty's Go-

vernment hcing anxious to encourage the formation of

the Mounted Rifle Volunteer Corps, the Secretary of

State for War has addressed a circular to the Lords-Lieu-

tenant of the different counties stating that he, will

he prepared to sanction on certain terms the appoint-

ment of a sergeant-in 8truetor to every corps of Mounted

Rifle Volunteers which is not entitled to the service of

an adjutant, and to allow a second sergeant instructor in

.cases where the corps consists of more than 100 enrolled

members, and a third where the numbers exceed 200.

^A meeting was held a few days since at the Thatched

House Tavern, at which it was resolved to form a Light

Horse Volunteer Corps for London and its vicinity.

It was stated that the Lord-Lieutenant had expressed

himself favourable to theformationof thecorps,andahout

100 gentlemen had agreed to join it, among whom were

the Earl of Bessborough, Lord Schomherg Kerr, the

Count de Gendre, Lord Seymour, and Lord Powerscourt,

thelatterof whom had consented to take the command.

—

On Friday evening the 26th Middlesex (Her Majesty's-

Customs' Corps), assembled on the grounds of Mr.

R. Moreland. at Stolce Ncwington, and presented the

Rev. T. Jackson, rector of the parish, with his commis-

sion as their hon. chaplain ; after which a meeting of

the inhabitants was held at the same place, when it

was resolved to form a Volunteer corps for Stoke

Newington.—The 1st Tower Hamlets Regiment had a

me champ6tre on Tuesday in Mr. Moreland's grounds

at Stoke Newington.—The West Middlesex is about to

be increased by two new companies, one called the
** Primrose Hill Company," which already numbers

upwards of 60 members ; the other, composed of the

assistants of Messrs. Marshall & Snellgrove, Oxford

Street, who. have presented 1007. towards the expenses

of their equipment.—Several of the different metropo-

litan corps—the Royal Irish, Civil Service, Queen's

Own, Middlesex Artillery, and others have re-

sumed their drill in Westminster Hall, which

has been placed at their service during the winter

months, until the reassembling of Parliament.

—

The Workmen's Brigade by the permission of the Lord
Mayor assembled in the Guildhall on Saturday evening

and were inspected by General Beatson nnder whose
command it is to be placed. The Brigade now numbers
nearly 600 enrolled, and. will shortly be increased to

1000 by companies which have signified their intention

to join.—The 3rd battalion of the Kent Corps including

the 1st (Maidstone), 9th (Chatham), 19th (Rochester),

20fch (Northfleet), 22d (Sheerness), and 31st (Leeds

Castle), were reviewed last week on Chatham lines by
Viscount Sydney, Lord Lieutenant of the county.

—

The 4th Battalion of Kent comprising, the companies

formed at Canterbury, A«hford. Sittiiigbourne, Ash, and

Wingham, were inspected last week at Canterbury, by

the Lord-Lieutenant.—The 1st battalion of Kent, com-

prising the companies formed at Woolwich,_Cluu-lton, Lee,

Greenwich, and Beptford, Deptford Dockyard, ' BUick-

heath, Eltham, and Lewisham, were inspected on Satur-

day in the park of SirT. M. Wilson, Bart-, at Old Charlton,

by Colonel M'Murdo, inspector general of volunteers.—^The Graveseud Artillery Corps visited Sheerness last

week, and practised at heavy gun drill, being the first

time. they have had the opportunity of firing with shot

and,shell. The target was stationed at a range of 1500

yards from the centre garrison battery, and during the

practice the flagstaff was taken from the target three

times,—The Ramsgate Corps were inspected on Friday

by Colonel Lnard.—The 3d Essex (Brentwood) had .a

shooting match on Friday at Weald Park, the seat of

Mr. C. T. Tower, who though in his 86th year, and the

commander of a brigade in the Volunteers of 1803, is

now a private in this corps. The firing was 15 rounds

si,t 200, 300, nnCi, 400 yards, and the five best shots

were Private Morris, 24 points; Corporal Eush, 23;
Sergeant Hill, 19; J. Hill (Cadet Corps), 17 ; Private

Dawson^ 16. The corps were afterwards., enter-

tained at dinner hy Mr. Tower.—A meeting was held

at Walthamstow a few days since, at which it was
resolved to form a Rifle Corps for that locality, and
100^« was subscribed in the room to defray the expenses.

-rrAt a meeting in Hertford it w.ag resolved to form a

secojad company from the working classes, only, with a

subscription of 1?. per annum, payable by instalments

;

umform, ammunition, and all other necessaries, to be
found out of the funds of the corps. — The 2d
Hants Artillery commenced practice with solid shot,

from two 32-pounder3 last week on Soutliaea Common.
Forty rounds were fired at a range of 1280 yards, and
=the target wm struck several times.—The Winchester
Corps had a shooting match last week on Teg Down.
The firing was 25 rounds at ranges of 300, 400, and
600 yards. The prizes were won by Ensign GQdvvin,

-Sergeant Morris, Corporals White and Parmiter,

Privates Pigott, Fielder, Munday, Bunce, Fernie, and
'Cross.—Ou Saturday the 9th Suffolk, numbering
100 men, were entertained at dinner by Richard
Garrett, Esq., at his seat, Carlton Hall. The corps

consists mainly of workmen in the employment
of Garrett and Sons, at Leiston Works, who have con-

tributed about 200/. to its fuuda.—The Burton-ou-Treut
companies of the Staffordshire corps were inspected last

.week by Lord Hatherton,
county, on the cricket ground at Burton,

their band, inarched from the depot to Hawkesyard.

Park, the seat of their captain, Mr. J. Spode, where

they were inspected by Colonel Newdigate. After

the inspection the whole corps was entertained at a.

supper provided for them by Captain Spode.—-The

Secretary of State for War has authorised the addition

to the Bradford Corps of the Eccleshill sub-division,

which has been constituted a company. The Bradford

regiment now comprises six companies.^On Friday

the 4th West York were presented with a silver bugle,

the gift of Mrs. Akroyd, the wife of the major of the

regiment, and a set of colours subscribed for by the

ladies of Halifax. After the presentation about 400

ladies and gsntlemen were entertained at a cold

collation, provided by Major Akroyd and the officers of

the regiment. The invitations included all the

members of the corps, the officers of the various corps,

in the West Riding, and about 100 of the lead-

ing inhabitants of Halifax and the neighbourhood.

—

On Saturday the four companies of the 8th Lancashire

met at Chesham, the seat of Mr. O. O. Walker, when
the 1st. and 2d companies were presented with silver

bugles, subscribed for by the ladies of Bury,—The 11th

Lancashire marched ou Saturday afternoon from their,

depot to the grounds of Mr. John Cooper, " The Oaks."

Fenwortham, when they were presented with a silver

bugle subscribed for by the ladies of Preston.—The
Volunteer corps of Cheshire had a shooting match last

week on Leasowe Common, near Birkenhead. There

were 61 competitors, from 23 corps, at ranges

of 300, 500, and 600 yards for the first day,

and of 70O, 750, arid 800 yards on the second

day. The winners were Messrs.

Gregory, Worthington, Horner,

Brierley, Wakefield, Coulbourne,

RoUett, and Collinge.—A return shooting match took

place between the 7th Cumberland (Workington) and

the 3d Cumberland Skiddaw Greys on Friday, and
ended in the victory of the Skiddaw Greys, who, in the

first match in the beginning of the present mouth,

were beaten by two points by the Workington. In the,

evening a silver bugle, subscribed for by the ladies of

Workington, was presented to the 7th Cumberland, in

the new market hall.—The Devizes, Melksham, Chip-

penham, and Calue Companies of the Wiltshire corps

were reviewed on Monday at Bowood, and were after-

wards entertained at luncheon by the Marquis of

Lansdowne. The day was kept as a. general holiday in

all the towns in the neighbourhood, and the shops were,

closed in order that the tradesmen and their assistantSj

might attend.

1

Watson, Frost,

Farrer, Cowap,
Bell, Buxton,
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pohtical equilibrium and the stability of throneB.

Russia, he said, would entirely fail in her mission were

she not. in common with other States threatened, to

raise her voice in defence of social order and monarchi-

cal ititerests. The Prince added that this was the

object of the approaching intm*iew at Warsaw. Baron
de Bonde was to leave Paris yesterday for St. Petei^s-

burg with the reply of the French Government to the

communication of the Russian Minister. M. deCadore,
secretary of the French Embassy at Rome, has also

arrived m Paris, bringing an ultimatum from the Pope,
to the effect that if the French Government does not

interfere against Piedmont, his Holiness will at once
quit Rome. The Constifvfionnel of Tuesday contained

an article signed by M. Boniface, which is considered an
indirect reply to this manifestation on the part of the

Pope- It says :

—

** A very near future •will apprise U3wbefher the influencea

which urge the Pope to quit Kome will be victorious. It is

unreasonaDlo to ask that France should declare war againat

Sardinia in order to protect the whole of the Papal territory.

France will not extend her intervention beyond Rome- Were
she to act otherwise she would become the oppressca: of Ital^

and would render herself suspected to Europe and odious to

Italy. We hope that the Pope may resist the counsels which
are g[ven to him through hatred to France."

The Momteur announces that the Chevalier Nigra, the

Sardhiian Ambassador, had an audience of the Emperor
ou Wednesday to take leave. Signer GropoUo, First

Secretary, remains to conduct the business of the Em-
bassy. Tlie Marquis de Moustier and the Prince

de la Tour d'Auvergne, the Ambassadors of France

at Vienna and Berlin, who are now at Paris

ou leave of absence, will not return to their

posts until after the interview at Warsaw. The
naval authorities at Toulon have received orders to
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prepare a considerable number of transport vessels for

the conveyance of troops. It is asserted that three

steamers are expected at Malta with reinforcements

from England. The Fatrie says :
—" We believq we

can aiErm the complete falsity of the report that the

Emperor had expressed a wish to be invited to Warsaw."

—M. Kossuth has arrived in Paris from his visit to

Switzerland and Italy, and the Espero publishes the

summary of a letter which he is said to have addressed

to Garibaldi, He entreats the Dictator to. keep him-

self in most intimate connection with King Victof

Emmanuel and his Government, on whom depend the

enfranchisement and greatness of Italy. He urges him
to give up any design whatever against Rome, so as

not to bring on himself the enmity of France, the sole

defender of Italy and the hope of oppressed nationalities.

Lastly, he warns him to abstain from instigating or

undertaking any ^revolutionary enterprise in Hungary,

the juncture not being suitable for a rising, and the

country not being at all prepared for it.

SPAi?r.— Don Juan de Bourbon has addressed,

through the English papers, a letter to the Spanish

nation, deploring the condition of Spain, and stating

tliat if called to the throne, he is ready to break openlyFeance>—The Emperor and Empress of the French
landed at PortYendres on Friday from Algleis, a storm ' from the antiquated ideas and traditions of his family.

of wind and rain having prevented the Imperial yacht

from crossing the gulf of Lyons. It was only after

her landing that her Majesty was informed of the dea^h

of her sister, the Duchess of Alba. Their Majesties

immediately proceeded to Porpiguan, and arrived at

Saint Cloud on Saturday morning. On Sunday the

Court went into mourning for 30 days for the Duchess

.

of Alba. During the Emperor's stay at Algiers, his

Majesty delivered the following speech at a banquet

given to him by .the city of Algiers :

—

'".My first thought, on putting my foot on African soil, was
directed towards the array, whose courage and perseverence
accomplished the conque.'it, of this vast territory. The God of

armies only inflicts en nations the scourge of war as. a punish-
ment or as a redemption. In our hands the conquest can only
be the latter, and our first duty is to occupy ourselves with the
welfare of three millions of Arabs, whom the fate of arms has
brovight under our ruU. Providence has called on us to spread
over this land the blessings of civilisation. What, then, is

civilisation? It is to reckon material comfort for something,

the life of man for much, and his moral improvement as the
greatest blessing of all. To raise, therefore, the Arabs to the
dignity of free men ; to spread instruction amoug them, while
respecting at the same time their rehgion ; to improve their

existence by bringing out from the earth all the treasures which
Providence has buried therein, and which a bad Government
would allow to remain fruitless—such is our mission, aud we
will notfail in the performance of it. As to those bold colonists

who have come to implant in Algeria the flag of France, and
with it all the arts of a civilised nation, need I say that the pro-

tection of the mother country will never fail them.? The in-

stitutions which I have given make them already find here
their native country, with all its blessings ; and by preseveriug

in that path w,e may hope that their examv>le will be followed,

and that other poimlations will come and fix themselves on
this soil, for . ever French. The peace of Europe will allow
France to show herself more generous towards her colonies,

and if I have crossed the sea to remain for a few^ moments
among you, it is in order to leave here, as traces nfmy visit, con-
fidence in the future and entire faith in the destinies of France,
whose efforts for the welfare of humanity are always blessed by
Providence. I give as a toast ' The prosperity of Africa.'

"

A Council of Ministers was held on Saturday at the

Tuileries after the arrival o£ the Emperor, and slmihir

Councils were held on Monday and Tuesday, They sat

a long time, the Emperor presiding on each occasion.

Baron de Boude, Secretary of the French Embassy at

St. Petersburg, arrived in Paris a few days ago with

despatches stating that Prince Gortschakotf had had a

long conference with the French Ambassador, in

reference to the general state of things in Europe and

the affairs of Italy. The Prince, after having ex-

pressed the sincere desire of Russia to maintain

friendly relations with Franc?, said that the alliance

Lord-Lieutenant of the
j
between France and Sardinia encouraged the propaga-

iu the ' tion of doctrines constituting a permanent danger to the

by guaranteeing individual liberty; the freedom of the

press ; true equality before the law, and equal privileges

to all parties; entire freedom in elections; the total

abolition of such duties as are most grievous to the

public ; the abolition of the monopoly of tobacco and

salt; and the most ample system of amortization, not

excepting the property which is called the Royal

Patrimony. And if all these be not sufficient to satisfy

the wishes of the people, he is ready to submit Ins claim

to universal suflrage, wjiich now decides the fate of

monarchs.
AirsTEiA.—In the sitting of the Relchsrath on Friday

the Committee presented its report of the state of the

finances, which it declared to be most unfavourable.

The Committee also pronounced itself against the

proposed conversion of interests. The Minister of

Fnmnce stated that the account given by the Committee

of the state of the finances was exaggerated, though he

acknowledged the necessity for a change in. the

system- AL Maager said that the question of

currency could only be solved by the creation of

proper institutions. Count Rechberg, the Minister

for Foreign Affairs, declared that the Ministry

was not authorised to follow the discussdon on. that

ground. Count Ciam-Martinitz, the reporter of the

Cott^mittee, denied that the Coinmittee had taken too

gloomy a view of matters, and claimed a change of the

system which had been followed up to the present time.

The report of the Committee was, in the end, nnani-

mously adopted. In Saturday's sitting Count Clam-
Martinitz declared that the laws concerning thq public

press were not satisfactory, and proposed tlie insertion

of a.demandibr tli£ir revisal in the reports of the Com-
mittee. The majority of the Committee agreed to this

proposition. The reports of the majority and the

minority of the Committee were then read by the
reporters. Count Saechsen declared that the cau^q of all

the evils in Austria was to be found in the system of
Government. It was now absolutely necessary to

satisfy the wants of each province, based as they were
upon political and historical right. The question of

Hungary especially demanded a solution. It was the

duty of the Council to discover in what way the

individuality of the provinces could be re-established

without disturbing the union of the different parts of

the empire. The application of this project to each

single province should be arranged between the

Sovereign and the provincial Diets. M. Heyn then

justified the view taken by the minority of the com-

I



mittee, aud said that if the majority would state theii

intentions more distinctly an understanding with the

minority miglit then be possible. He expressed a hope
that the majority would adopt the concluding^ words of

the miuorifcy's report, which proposes as the progr;immc
for the political re-organisation of Austria the unity of

the empire, and, as umch as possible, the autonomy of

each province. In the sitting of Monday Cardinal

Rauscher agreed that the greatest possible solf-

governraent should be granted to the provinces, but

at the same time especially insisted on the nccessit}

for maintaining the unity of tlie empire. Prince
Auersperg recommended that equal constitutional rights

should be granted to the provinces, and that the basis

of the libertieti acquired iu 1848 should be recognized.

The Prince further recommended a greater extension ot

the ancient institutions of provincial diets by the" ad-

mission of representatives from the citizens and the
rural population. Count Mailath condemned tie

privileges of certain classes of society. He also

spoke in favour of the unity of the empire accord-

ing to the tenour o( the Pragmatic Sanction.

Count Apponyi stated that the re-establishment

^of. the former constitutional privileges of Hungary
could be effected without any danger to tl^e State.

Ai. Maager preferred sacrificiiag the historical rights of

his compatriots to t\»e estabUsliment of the representa-

tive system throughout the whole empire. In the
sitting of Tuesday M. Lichtenfela spoke in defence of

the proposition of the minority. He principally

opposed the re-establishment of the former constitu-

tion of Hungary, by which he said the unity of the
Empire would be endangered. He also stated that the
adoption of the proposition of the majority would
lower Austria to the rank of a eecond-rate. Power.
Count Hartig was of opinion tliat both propositions
were not sutficiently explicit. He agreed with neither,

and therefore read a programme drawn up in 12 articles

as an intermediate proposition. In the sitting of
Wednesday M, Strasse expressed his opinion that a
modern constitution, framed upon M, Maager's proposi-
tion, would be impossible for Austria, He did not
observe in the report of the Committee any indication
respecting the future position of Austria towards
Germany, and suggested that an additional clause
should he inserted in the report expressing a wish
for the greatest possible harmony of relations with
Germany. In the sitting of Thursday, Count Hartig
withdrew his mediatory proposition. The assembly
then proceeded to vote on the principles of consti-
tutional reform proposed by the majority of the
•committee, which were agreed to by 34f to 16 votes.
Tiie Archduke President then stated that the Emperor
would examine the propositions without delay, and give
*Vis decision as suou as possible. The session of the
Council of the Empire was tlicn concluded.
Russia.—In consequence of the accourfhement of the

Empress not iinving yet taken piace, the interview at
Warsaw will not be iield before the 20th of October
The Emperor of Austria and the Prince Regent of
Prussia will arrive at the same time ia Warsaw, and
will stay three days. According to reliable information
Austria intends to propose at the interview^ that the
diilerent Powers should not recognise any settlement of
the Italian question as binding without her consent.
iTALV.—The dissensions between Count Cavour and

Garibaldi liave reached a point at which an explosion of
some kind appe^irs inevitable. Garibaldi himself has
made them public in a letter to Signor Brusco, pub-

,liflhed in the official journal of Naples, as well as by a
manifesto issued to the people of Palermo, and by a
speech from the balcony of the Royal Palace in that
"city. In his letter to Signor lirusco, he says:
"Although I am quite disposed to sacrifice all personal
f< fling on the altar of the country, I could never be
reconciled with men who have sold an Italian province."
In his manifesto to the people of Palermo, he s lys :—

*' Corrupt men, wlio want to lead you astray, have spoken to
you of aniiexation, as if any one wiis more fei vent than myself
for the regeneration of Itdy ; but their object waa to serve
nersoniU iuteresta, and you replied like a people who felt its
own dignity, and placed confidence in the sacred aud unviuUted
pmgtumniii which £ proclaimed, 'Italy ;uid Victor Emmanuel,'
At Rome, people ofPalermo, we will proclaioi the kingdom of
Italy, and there only will be sanctified the great family bond
between free men aud those who are still slaves in the same
co-iutry. At Pitlernio annexation was demanded that 1 might
not pa.s9 the Straita ; at Naples it ia demanded that I may not
cross the VuUumus. But as long as there are chains to be
broken in Italy, I will fuUow my course or bury my bones
there." ^

In his speech from the balcony of the Royal Palace
he said :

—

" Those who wished to urge you to a speedy annexation were
puttiug vou to the wrong path. If I had followed their advice
I should not have crowed the Wtraits aud restored seven
millions of men to Italy. They would have prostrated ua at
the feet ol diplomacy, which would have bound us hand and
foot. There would have been brothers beyond the Vuhumus
with chains on their ankles. 1 thank you iu the name of
Italy for your reaistance. I love Italy and Victor Emmanuel
no one ia a greater friend than myself of Victor Emmanuel the
represeuutive of Italy. You desi-ised their counsels, and I
thank you for it, you invicible people of the barricades."

It .ia now reported that Garibaldi has declared that he
will publish not only the letter he wrote to the King,
and the existence of which has been officially denied 1^
the Piedmontese Gazette, but also correspondence and
documents relating to the share which the Sardinian
Government had iu the invasion of Sicily, the money it
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suppliod. and other matters which it is supposed
A. Cavour would much rather not see brought to light.
These proceedings, coupled with the fact that Garibaldi

luis recently conferred some of the principal appoint-
ments both in Naples and Sicily on leading followers of
Mazzini, have created a painful impression that he has
completely thrown himself into the Urma of the
Republican party. His letter to Signor Brusco, which
was a suggestion of this party, gave such offence to the
moderate Liberals, aud was moreover so unconstitutional
a proceeding, having been written without the know-
ledge of the Ministers, that the entire Cabinet tendered
their resignations, and were only induced to withdraw
them at the intercession of the moderate party. In
doing so however they insisted on publishing the official

document by which they had been originally appointed,
in order to show that they were nominated Ministers in
the name of Victor Emmanuel, and not in that of
Garibaldi. The impression that Garibaldi is now in the
hands of the Republicans has been strengthened by the
appointment of M. Alexandre Dumas as Director of
the Neapolitan Museums, and by the arrival in Naples
of Mazzini, Victor Hugo, and Ledru RoUin, Notwith-
standing these demonstrations. Garibaldi has published
a decree promulgating the Sardinian Constitution for
Xaples and Sicily, but without fixing a date for its

execution. It is now reported that Victor Emmanuel
proposes to visit Naples, to counterbalance, by his
presence, the evil effects of Garibaldi's proceedings, and
that the people of Sicily and Naples will be called upon
to vote the question of annexation by royal authority.
It is also reported that the King is about to send
5000 men to take iiossession of Sicily, and that the
corps, called " the King's Brigade," has already left

Genoa for Naples, where it is to occupy the forts now
held by the National Guard. The miracle of San
Gennaro which the reactionary party had predicted
would not take place while the city was iu the occupa-
tion of Garibaldi, was performed on the 19th inst. in
accordance, it is said, with a bint from the. Dictator,
with unprecedented alacrity, the blood having boiled up
in three minutes—a process which usually occupies
more than as many hours. An engagement took place
between the Neapolitans aud the Garibaldians
neat Capua on the 19th and 21st inst, in which the
latter sustained a check. Bixio's brigade attacked
the Royal troops, and after a smart cannonade was
driven back by a brilliant charge of cavalry. The
Garibaldians returned to their positions, with a loss of
400 killed and wounded, leaving 300 prisoners in the
hands of the Royal army. Nevertheless, the positions
were maintained, and the Dictator is collecting all his

forces to bombard Capua and take a signal revenge.
It is asserted that the King of Naples, who is still at
Gaeta, is at tbe head of 50,000 men, and will show
fight. General Bosco, who had been accused of follow-
ing Nunziante*s example, is with the Kintr, and has
said that all the Piedmontese will ever get of him
will be his corpse on the battle-field. Cardinal
Sforza has been expelled from Naples by order of
the Dictator's Government, and the Archbishop of

(Sorrento has been sent to the prison of the Con-
cordia.^ The King of Naples has issued decrees,
abolishing the National Guard, and declaring bis whole
navy guilty of liigh treason, with the exception of one
frigate which followed him to Gaeta. It is stated
that the King has had a General shot at Capua, but
there Is a doubt as to the name of the victim. It is

supposed that it was an officer who had passed over to
the Garibaldians, and who had been captured in the
combats near Capua. The Austiian steamers in the
Bay of Naples ha.ve been ordered to return to
Trieste, the offer made by the King of Naples to Gari-
baldi to join him in an expedition against Venetia hiving
become known to the Vienna Cabinet, and obliged
them to withdra^v their offer of hospitality made to the
King some weeksback,—From tbeMarches we learn that
the cannonade against the fortress of Ancona and its

approaches commenced at midnight on Sunday. The fleet

opened fire at a later hour. On Tuesday the Brigade
of Bologna and the battalions of the 23d and 25tli
Regiments of Bers9glieri took by assault two of the
forts, namely, Forts Pelagoand Pulito, and on Wednes-
day after a short combat the troops of the 4th Corps
d'Armee occupied the suburb of tlie Porta Pia, The
Papal army, with four pieces of cannon, was defending
the gates of the town of Anconii. The Sardinian
frigate Governolo had been sent to Trieste with
1000 Austrian prisoners of war, lately mercenaries in
the service of the Pope. After some hours' figliting
the garrison of the fortress of Santo Leo had sur-
rendered at discretion, and the Sardinian troops
occupied the fortress on Monday. Several officers and
soldiers of the Sardinian army distinguished themselves
in the attack. The flying columns commanded by Gen.
Brignoue have made prisoners 500 other officers and
soldiers of the Papal army. On Friday General Masi,
with the Chasseurs of the Tiber entered Vitorbo, the
inhabitants of which had revolted and driven away the
Papal garrison. General Masi had previously taken
Montefiascone and the fortress of Civita Castel-

60 of the garrison pri-

at Montefiascone 70 Papal
wounded ; 8 Irishmen were
advanced guard of General

Fanti's corps d'armee is at Bracciano, between Viterbo
and Rome. These troops were to be encamped before
the walls of Rome. Captain Ducci has arrived at
Toscx^nella and was to occupy Corneto on Tuesday, the
Fr»nch having evacuatetl that town, and taken the road
to Civita Vecchia. Some free corps have arrived within

34 miles of Rome, Frascati and Albano have been occu.pied by the French. The Papal troops have reoccupied
Pontecorvo without bloodshed,-The official iourual oPRome publishes a note of Cardinal Antonelli chum-iur
the assistance of the Catholic Powers against Sardinia
The Pope is said to have assured General de Govon
that he has full confidence in his protection, and that
he wiU not quit the Vatican as long as it is guarded
by French soldiers,—The Official Gazette of Venice
publishes a proclamation ot the Lieut.-General in
creasing the military patrols, and limiting the use of
arms tor the suppression of revolutionary attempts
The Marquis Pallavicini has lea Turin for Naples. He
had been intrusted by Garibaldi with another letter to
the King, stating on what conditions an agreement
may he come to. The King received the Marquif
but simply observed that he should make his reply
known, "^

Greece,—Letters from Athens state that a demon-
stration on the part of the students had taken place
before the King's Palace, amid shouts of " Down with
King Otho V "Down with Austria !" Some cries of
"Napoleon for ever!" were also heard.
Tpekey—The Sultan has ordered the Grand Vizier

to continue his journey to the provinces, In order to
calm the agitation which prevails in Bosnia and the
Herzegovina. Great misery and mortality prevail at
Constantinople. The public Treasury has deferred pay.
ment of the interest due on the public securities, Aa
immediate rise of 14 per cent, in the exchange on
London took place.

SrsiA,—The Journal de Constantinople states that
Syria is now tranquil, but as the Greek Consul at
Beyrout has asserted that massacres were threatened at
St. Jean d'Acre, two war vessels had been despatched
thither, the commanders of which bad declared that
they would open fire on the town on the slightest
attempt being made to create disturbances.
Egypt.—His Highness Il-Hami Pacha, son of the

late Abbas Pacha, Viceroy of Egypt, and son in !Iaw of
the Sultan, died on the 16th inst. at Tchiamlitgiit, near
Constantinople, where he had lately been residing for
the benefit of his health. He was only 26 years of age..
During his youth he made several long visits to London,
in the course of which he acquired a perfect command of
our language and a lasting partiality for our national
character, habits, and institutions. He also passed some
time in Paris, and mastered the French language too,

but much less perfectly than English. In June 1858
he married Munire Sultana, young?3t daughter of the
Sultan, and has sluce then occupied the post of a Minister
without portfolio. The body was embalmed, and sent

on Monday by a special steamer to Alexandi-ia for inter-

ment in the family mausoleum at Cairo,

Seevia.—The SerhsJce Novine announces that Prince
Milosch is not dead, as the Vienna papers had reported,
but, on the contrary, is recovering, and his complete re-
storation to health is anticipated. Prince Michael
Obrenovitch has issued a proclamation announcing that
he assumes the Government of Servia as hereditary
Prince. He has been recognised as Prince of Servia
without any delay, and in that quality has received the
foreign Consuls. Order has not been disturbed.
India and China.—The overland mail has arrived

with news from Calcutta to the 22d August, and from
Canton to the 8th August. The following are the-

details :

—

CalcxUta.~T\it Maharajah of Travancore died on August IStlu
CAina.—The rebels have taken Nantsien city, ia the silk

district, and have possession of the passes. An American
named Werd undertook to recapture Singpoo. He failed iuthe
attempt and wus wounded. The Allies left for the Peiho on
the 26th of July. They were to take the forts before troatiny
with the Chinese. The French were landing simultaneously at
Pehtang. A severe engjigement had taken place with jiii-atfift.

200 were slain, and two European leaders captured.

United States.—The Republicans had carried tbe

Maine election. The Washington correspondent of the

New York Times states that the United States Govern-

ment had given its assent and co-operation to the in-

tended mediation of Kngland, Prussia, France, and

Spain in the affairs of Mexico, and that Mr. M'Leaa
had received instructions to that effect.—Prof. Lowe
had again failed in inflating his balloon in which he

intends to make a voyage to Europe at the first favour-

able opportunity.—The steamer Lady Elgin was run

into by a schooner and sunk on Lake Michigan on the

8th inst., when 380 persoi;s were lost and SO saved. It

appears that she left Chicago on the same evening on
an excursion to the most prominent points in Lake
Superior. At about 2 o'clock in the morning, in a
storm of wind and rain, she was run into by the

lana, where he made
soners. In tbe combat
soldiers were killed and
amonar the dead. The

schooner Augusta, whieli was fljing along before

the wind at the rate of 12 knots an hour. Tbe
steamer was struck about amidships, and in

less than half an hour filled and sank. Before
the collision there were music, dancing, and general
jollity in the grand saloon, and at first nobody sup-

posed that anything serious had occurred. The few
persons saved belonged mostly to the ship, and not
more than half a dozen passengers reached the shore

alive. Among those lost were Mr. Herbert Ingram,
M.P. for Boston, and proprietor of the Illustrated

London Kews, and his son, who were on a tour through
the United States and the Canadas; General Best, of

Milwaukee, Mr. F. A. Lumsden, one of the editors and
, proprietors of the New Orleans Picat/itne, the pioneer

of journalism in the south-west, and all his family. Ifc

appears that the Lady Elgin was totally unprovided
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Vtli boats or life preservers, so that no organised

efftits could be made to save tlie lives of the passen-

QBTfy though Captain Wilson the commander did

everything in his power to save them, and was drowned

bims^ within 100 feet of the shore. The journals

are unanimons in calling npon the Government to

cause a strict inspection of all steamboats engaged in

the carriage of passengers to he made without delay.

Up to the morning of the 10th only 27 bodies had been

recovered. All accounts represent the city of Mil-

waukee as shrouded in mourning, and business seemed

to be entirely suppended. The owner of the Lady

Elgin has libelled the schooner Augusta, and the vessel

has been taken in charge by the United States Marshal.

This will cause a full investigation of the affair.

Centhal Ameeica,—The latest advices from Hon-

duras state that in compliance with the orders of the

Commander of her Majesty's ship Icarus, which had

aiTived for the protection of the citizens and their

property, Walker evacuated Truxillo on the Ist inst.

and proceeded down the coast, harassed on the way by

the Hondurians. Walker is said to have lost a large

proportion of his men, and to have been himself severely

wounded in the face.

Mexico.—The defeat of Miramon on the 10th of

August at Lagos appears to have heen complete. The
forces engaged, however, were much disproportioued, as

he had but 2000 men, while Doblado, the Liberal

genera], had from 10,000 to 18,000. Miramon,

with his cavalry, fled in the direction of the city of

Mexico, and all his artillery fell into the hands of the

Liberals, who were much elated at their success.

Miramon, on his return to the capital, resigned

the Presidency, but was re-elected by the Council of

State. Tlie threatened war between Spain and Mexico

is represented to be very unpopular at Matamoras.

Preparations were making at Vera Cruz to resist the

threatened attack of the Spaniai'ds, which is expected

next month.

The New Shekitfs. ~ Alderman Abblss and Mr-

Andrew Lusk, Common Councilmeu for the w-ard of

Aldgate, were sworn in yesterday at Guildhall with the

usual ceremonies, as Sheriffs of London and Middlesex

for the ensuing year.

The New Law CorETS.—A few days since, in conse-

quence of a Government order, Mr. Abraham the

architect and a staff of surveyors made a survey of the

houses in Holywell Street and Wych Street, it having

been determined to seek powers from Parliament in the

ensuing session to concentrate the law courts and

offices on the ground at present occupied by those

thoroughfares. It is proposed to clear away the block
^^

of houses on the south side of Holywell Street, with
(jiff^{.^„fc

Effrn, which acts as a sewer for a great portion of the

district, and is in some parts uncovered, overflowed its

banks and found its way into the kitchens and
cellars of the houses of Hanover Square, Harley*
ford Road, and other places in the district, filling

the basements with water two or three feet high.

In Brixton Road, for a quarter of a mile beyond
Kennington Church, the water was so high that

the early omnibuses to the City were submerged
to above the axle-trees, and iu some cases the

water flowed into the bodies of the carriages. The
market gardens and grounds of private houses at

Balham, Tooting, Mitcham, Sydenham, Oulwicb, and
other places on the south side of London, as well as

those on the line of the North Kent and Eastern

Counties Railways sustained considerable damage, and
it appears from the telegrams received from the

of houses on the south side of Holywell btreet, witti
^jig-^^g^t seaport towns, that the storm extended along

the buildings in the rear facing the Strand, and then to
^^^^ ^^^^j. ^.^j^ ^ -^ severity, and led to several ship-

remove the north side of Holywell Street and Wych ^^^^^ ^

Street, including a portion of Lyou^ Inn, and several

;

CitL) JutelKflenre.

The Corn Teade.— Messrs. Archer and Son, of

Upper Thames Street, corn-factors, have suspended pay-

ment in consequence, it is said, of large losses on eon-

tracts. Their liabilities are believed to be about 40,000/.

The suspension of Mr. Thomas Nokes, of West Thurrock

Mills, near Grays, Essex, with liabilities of about

20,0007., is also announced.
. The Distilleky Trade.— The failure of the old

established firm of Messrs. Smith and Co., of White-

chapel distillery, is announced. It is understood that

their liabilities are large, but that their assets are con-

siderable, and a great portion of the debts secured.

Monet Market, Friday.—British Fukds : Con-

sols closed at 93 to ^ for Money, and 93^ to i for the

11th of Octobev; India Stock, 218; Ditto Five per

Cent. Stock, 1859, 103 g ; Ditto Four per Cent. Deben-

tures, 1858, 96i to I; Ditto Bonds, 2*. dis.; Five per

Cent. Enfaced Bupee Paper, 96 ; Ditto Five and a Half

per Cents., 102; Exchequer Bills, 1*. pm., par., 2*.

prem.—Foreign : Brazilian Four and a Half per

Cents., 1860, 87i to 87; Mexican Three per Cents., for

Acct., 22i to 22 ; New Granada Deferred, 6i; Portu-

tuguese Three per Cents., 1853, for Acct.. 43i ; Spanish

Passive, 22^; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct.,

73f toi; Ditto for 1858, for Acct., 55^ to 56; Ditto

Guaranteed Four per Cents., 101^ to i; Venezuela

Three per Cents., for Acct., 23^^

notes itened • I

iciantt of ©nglauTj;
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

, ,. jeW.ysy.OSa Government Debt

celebrated structures. The several inhabitants were

questioned as to the length of their leases and value of

their business, which consists principally of the book

trade. In a few weeks the Parliamentary survey will

' be complete, and referred to Government, but in the

meantime every inhabitant on t\ie site required will be

served with the proper notice of the proposed plans.

St. Philip's, Stepkbt.—This church was re-opened

on Sunday under the curacy of the Rev. J. H. Hill.

For several months past the grounds which surround

the church have been converted into a play-ground by

the children of the district, who have made sad havoc on

the windows of the edifice. The windowji of the schools

where Miss Yorath was taken by Mr. Bonwell for her

confinement, have been removed bodily by thieves. A
meeting of the parishioners was held at the school-

room on Wednesday, when it wiis resolved to raise a

subscription for repairing the church and schools.

The Sxkian Relikp Fund.—A Central Ladies'

Committee has been formed under the presidency of

Lady Stratford de Redclide, and of which Lady Monte-

fiore, the Countess of Shaftesbury, Miss Florence

Nightingale, and other influential ladies are members.

The object of this committee is the collection of new

and cast-off garments, of remnants, soiled or damaged

goods, and materials of every description for the

clothing of the destitute women and children who have

thronged to the number of from 20,000 to 30.000 into

Bejrout, helpless and homeless, and in like proportion

into other towns and ports of S>ria. Applications have

been made by the committee to the leading manufac-

turers and warehousemen throughout the kingdom for

donations of such remnants and damaged goods as they

can contribute. A benevolent EiiElish lady, who has

resided in Syria, is going out to Beyrout, under the

auspices of the Committee, to co-operate with the

Beyrout Committee in ministering to the necessities of

the sufieiers, especially of the women and children and

the sick. The London Committee have authorised her

Majesty's Consul-General at Beyrout to employ, at tlieir

expense, the able-bodied refugees there in the thorough

cleansing of the town, with a view to avert the epidemic

disease which the committee there apprehend as the

inevitable consequence of the multitude of the sufferers,

who are exposed to all the dangers occasioned by utter

destitution in respect of foud, clothing, and sanitary

regulation.
-The adjourned examination

resumed on Wednesday, at
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IITTIESIIAT—BANKUUTTS — J. Asselt, Seven Sisters Koad, t'pper

Hollo^sr. Coniractor-E. Beaks, Petty Corry. Cambridjceahire, »"tcWr-
O. CARtiwELi.. K\ire«amry. innkeeper-J. t Cox, Hi^b Street, Lambeth,

Dealer in Stone«aie Pipes and Cement-G. Craven, Liverpool Merchant

andCommigsion AKent-U. Joses, Wrexham, Uenbigh, Coach Bi''/1"-

J.Jui-iAN, Noble Sm-et. Falcon Pqurire, M holesale ISIiUiner and cancy

Manufacturer-^. T. Mabss, Arbour Place. FairtieliU. bippney. Rope

Maker-J. Pov«.,. Warwick. .lnnkeeper--b. R- ^K^mag^, bond_^ Court^

,Uppe
d Bon

y> iiie aim Spirit jikh-uhui.— »• ""'^.*--;• _-__-, — -- ,-€
i ii'„t^»

O. A. Skagoou and H. W. Smith. Wellin«ton Road. Uollo«ay Middlesex,

Buildert—J. Thofshili., Sheffield. Awl blade Manufacturer-P- Ualiebs,

T\-oWerhRmpton. Stafioidshire, Auctioneer-T. Whitehkad, l>u^e ^t«f^
Smilhfleld, Tailor— W. Wilsom. Thirsk and >oitliaUertnn, Yorkshire,

Currier and Leather Cutter J WnnKRSPuo>-, Cheltenham, Orbptr.

SCOTCH SEQUtSlKATlONS — J. Buows, Hamilton. BooKseller—

S. Mackintosh ot (Jarden. late of DiUK«aU — It. Moodib, 01;t!=soW,

Joiner—R. Swan, Shawland, Bui'der—J. W akd. Port UinsRow, Giocer.
_

FRIDAY — BANKRUPTS— R F. AI)ams. Stowmarket, Sussex, l ipe

Maker—J. Ashdows, Porsford Terrace, Middlesex. I)raper-\V. Klliott,

Chelsea. Buildtr—W Foxcboft and G. Wbllock. ifce younger, Heckaiond-

wikp. TorksLire, Cotton J^pinners — F. Johsstone, bastboume Te-race.

Pa<:diiigto , loarJinjc House Keeper—C. F- Liv ft. Kishponds, (.iouceat -

Bhire, biiker—J Li:wg, Briaiinnwi Qiiay, East Kidms; of Yorkshire, Vic-

tualler—E. LiPn.or, KnitchtoD, Stafforusnire, I'ariiifr— M. L. Mulleb,
Aldermanbuiy I'ostein, City, \\atch Maiiulaclurtr - J. I hiupsos. ^ttw-

Castlo-upoii-Tyne, Mi'liner-I. Selke, Tower Hill, Provision Merch; nt—
P. E. SHiPLBr, iun.. Gilibrook, ^otliogham, Bnckmaker—W Smith -nd
R.W. SixcLAiR, Pancras Lane, t ity, Linen Factors — G. Taitlob, " eet

Bromwich, Timber Meichant-C. TfCK, Ely, Cambridgeshire, Butcher—
J. W iLLATs hinthury paveuieiit, UphoUteier-J. Yaxlky, \auxhaU Bridge

Jload« Cap Proprietur.

there was no ground for detaining him any longer in

custody. The magistrate, therefore, disohurged him,

and said that there was now no imputation upon him

as to any implication in the murder of Mrs. Ehnaley,

but he hud better remain in court in case his evidence

should be required. The examination of witnesses in

the ease of Mnllins was then proceeded with. It

appeared from their evidence that Mnllins has been

identified in the prison by a man who met hira nesir

Stepney Green in a very excited state at 5 o'clock in

the morning of the murder, and to whom it appeared

as it he was anxious to avoid observation, believing the

witness to be an officer in disguise. It was also proved

that u silver pencilcase which the wife of Mullins sold

to a potboy at Chelsea belonged to the murdered

woman ; and that a man's boot, found in the dusthole

of his lodgings, corresponds with the impression of a

footmark in blood on the stairs of Mis. Elmsley*s house.

A man who was at work with the prisoner when the

murder was discovered deposed that he shook violently,

aiul expressed a desire to leave when thj witness, who
suspected his guilt, looked hisn full in the face and said

that he had strong suspicions of ihc man, and had him

then in his eye, and wuuld never lose sight of him till

the
'

perpetrator of the murder was discovered. The

wrecks.

Thb Public Health. — The Registrar.General's

Weekly K^port states that in the week ending Satur-

day, September 22, the deaths registered in London

were 1016, In the corresponding weeks of the 10 years

1850-59, the average number, corrected for increase of

population, was 1267. Excluding from the calculation

about 150 deaths from cholera in the 38th week of 1854,

the present return is about 100 below the average;

During the week the births of 859 boys and 811 girk,

in all 1670 children, were registered in London. In the

10 corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59 the

averaire number was 1607,

l9voDinciaK
Bristol,—The stonemasons of this city have atrnck

for an increase of wages and a diminution of the hours

of labour. In consequence an extension of time has

been granted in several large contracts. The master

builders propose that the question of wages and hours

of labour shall be submitted to the consideration of a

committee composed of equal numbers of employers

and operatives with a view to an amicable settlement

of the points in dispute. It remains to be seen whether

this reasonable course will be adopted.

CovBNTRT.—" The Coventry Independent Deputa-

tion" have just returned from Paris, and have issued

their report on the state of the silk trade in Franca

and Switzerland. They started from this city on the

5th of August, with letters of introduction from Sir

Joseph Paxton and Mr. Ellice to Mr. Cobden and tlie

Hon. \V. Grey, and arrived in Paris on the 10th. Tliey

there received further letters of introduction from the

Secretary to the Ambassador in France, aifft proceeded

at once on their mission to Lyons, where they were

favourably impressed with the " councils of conciliation"

established between the masters and men. Wherever

these coancils of conciliation are estiiblished (says thfl

report) both masters and workmen speak of them in

the highest terms of admiration ; and the very fact of

tlieir being so popular with both the parties immediately

affected by their decision is the strongest proof of their

efficiency in performing the functions for which they

were created- The deputation subsequently visited St.

Etienne, St. Just, St. Chamond, and Basle, and report

as the result of their visit that France has suffered in

her rihbon trade much more than England, there being

at the present time little more than one-half the

number of the people engaged in the manafacture in

France compared with the number employed in 1857.

Feome.—On Wednesday the 19th, a meeting of

magistrates was held at Trowbridge, when Mr. Slack

attended and read over the whole of the evidence

he had taken at the house of Mr. Kent at Road,

on the previous days. Considerable discussion

ensued, for the statements of two or three of the

witnesses occasioned surprise among gentlemen even

so well versed iu the case as the magistrates

present. The evidence of the boy Holiday, the knife-

cleaner, especially exhibited some remarkable features,

and tended at first sight to incriminate some members

of the household. It had not been determined previously

what course to adopt in reference to Mr. and Mrs. Kent

and Miss Constance, but after a lengthened deliberation

Mr. Slack was instructed to proceed with his inquiry,

and to take the evidence of all who had been ascer-

tained to have slept at Road Hill House oa

the night of the murder. On Thursday morning

therefore Mr. Slack resumed bis sitting at Road,

accompanied as before by two clerks, who transcribed

the evidence from his notes, Mr. Dunn, Mr, Kent's

legal adviser, and Superintendents Wolfe and

Foley. The evidence of Mrs, Kent \\i\a first taken, and

from 11 o'clock until 4 that lady endured a most

scHrching examination, which, however, failed to elicit

any new feature in the case. Mr. Kent was also

examined lor two hours that evening, and on Friday

inquiVy was then"adjourned' to' Tuesday next, and the morning sustained several hours' further questioning.

formally remanded until that day. Miss Coji^tance Einily
prisoner was „ . , i *

Destructiye Storm.—On Monaay night the metro-

polis and suburbs were visited by a storm of wind and

rain which caused a great deal of diuuage to jiroperty

of various kinds. Along the hiinkfl of the Tltauies many

of the cellars and kitchens were Hooded, and the fields

in the neighbourhood of Lewiahani were laid Muder

water ; while in Dartford t-O'i^e of the streets were so

much Hooded as to impede the ordni;u-y traffic. In the

Kent was then called in, and,

having been examined for two or three hours, the

inquiry was adjourned. The whole of Saturday was

occupied by her renewed examination, which she

bore with great self-possession and fortitude; and at

the conclubion on Saturday evening Mr, Slack was

undirstoud to say that he had concluded all the pro-

ceedings be deemed it n: cessary to take on the

premises. It is his intention, before finally closing his

^:^Z^^ ^^:^>^:nZI^^^^ rU.r[U..^S<^on. to caU before Una the lUuuly n,edic.l
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man—Mr* PdMOns, of Beckington, who was summoned
immediately after tlie body liad been found, and who
made the post mortem examination—and the nurse.
Elizabeth Gough. It has not been hitherto stated
that one of the witnesses examined by Mr. Slack
at Bath was Emma Sparl's, who left Mr. Keut^s
service a year and a half ago. Her evidence is
said somewhat to contradict the statements which have
been made as to the harmony existing in the family.
The position of Mr. Kent's solicitor during tliese exami-
nations, at which he has invariably been present, has
teen simply that ofapassive listener, refusing to incur the
responsibility of even the appearance of a cross-examina-
tion. He interposed however to prevent those who
gave evidence at Road from signing their depositions,
as had been done by the witnesses examined at Bath,
•and he is understood to have formally protested against
the examination of Miss Constance Kent on the ground
that she was still under accusation, of the murder, being
lK>und over to appear when called on. As, however,
she expressed her entire willingness to answer any
questions put to her, the objection was unheeded, and
it ig understood that her examination has removed all
suspicion which might have existed of Iier guilt.
"While the examination was in progress a new attempt
was made to discover the missing night dress. A
piece of ground, cultivated by Miss Constance as her
garden, w;\3 carefully dug up under the inspection of
^T, Foley, but nothing was discovered.
Hakhowgate.—Lord Beaumont, the head of one of

the oldest Roman Catholiq families in England, was re-
'Ceived jnto the Church of England on Sunday week
before the commencement of morning service, at Christ
Church, in this town, in the presence of Lady Beau-
mont and several private friends*

LiTEfiPOOL.—A man called Thomas Neasam, living
in Gomer Street in thw,tpwn, murdered his wife last
week by stabbing li$r with a clasp knife. It appeared
from the evidence that tlie wife,.\^Jllo is represented as
having been an industrious woman, returned home some-
what the, worse for liquor. Herhw^baud, who Is stated to
have been a Iqoae character, addicted to coursing and
keeping without any very visible, means two or three
f^yhqumis, became irritated at her appearanceand con-
"tion, and a quarrel arose in which she called him a
returned convict. He immediately drew his knife and
stabbed her to the hear^.. She uttered a piercing shriek
A^d ran into the street, blood flowing copioasiy from
the wound, but had only proceeded a ?^i\y st^psfi:oni the
door when she fell on the pavement and almost imme-
diately expired. The. husband was taken into custody
la.ttie course of the evening, and has since been com-
mitted.foY trial on the charge of Wilful Murder.
MA^-CHE|TEE.—0^. Monday evening a fatal acident

•occurred by the breaking of an iron foot bridge, which
crosaes the Rochdale Canalintlus city. There was a
fair at New Islington, and in order to reach it, it was
necessary to.crosa this bridge, whjch is on}y wide enough
to pei-mifc the passage oS about three persons abreast.
Ahout 6 o'clock, when a number of girls from the
neighbouring factoriQs.had collected on the bridge, the
steps at either end. gave way, and the bridge with
upwards of 150 occupants fell into the. canal. Only one
person, a girl about 12 years of age, was drowned. The
joiyr.ftt. the inquest returned a verdict of Accidental
4eatli.

MlirOBP,—The bottom of the Great Eastern has
open found tq be njuch cleaner than was expected.
About the. water lioe and at the bow a quantity of
green slimy matter was. founds below that, and by no
meana very thickly studded, patches of a fringelike
fleaweed only were seen varying from 1 to 3 inches in
length, and adhering very loosely. During the week

were miscellaneous concerts- A new cantata, " Undine,"
composed for the festival by Mr. Benedict, was
brought out on Thursday evening, and the principal
feature of the Wednesday evening performance was
Professer Sterndale Bennett's "May Queen." Mr.
Benedict officiated as conductor, and the principal
vocalists were Madame Clara Novello, IkUle. Titiens,

Mme. Borghi-Mamo, Mrs. Weiss, Miss Palmer, Mx.
Sim Reeves, Signor Giuglini, Mr. Willbye Cooper, Mr.
Santley, Mr. AVeiss, and Signor Belletti.' The iiuaucial
results of the festival wci-e about 48007., and after
payment of expenses the net profit ia expected to be
nearly 800/.

Nottingham.—-Th e strike of the operative hosiers is

at an end. The deputation of working men who
attended the recent conference have since that time
visited the hands throughout the Sutton hose and half
hose districts, and, after having fully represented to
them the bearings of the debate at the conference, have
been empowered by the trades' milon to declare the
strike at an end, and to resume work at the prices
current in January last. It has also been agree(f that
in order to prevent a recurrence of strikes, which have
been so disastrous to employers and employed, and to
protect the mutual interests'of masters and workmen, a
board of arbitration be at once formed, to consist of six
manufacturers and six operatives, to which all questions
relating to the wages of labour shall be referred, the
decision of the Board to be final and bindmg upou all
parties.

Stockpoet.—On Monday evening after a display of
fireworks in the Market Place, in honour of the second

'

anniversary of the Vernon Park, the- crowd who had
assembled to witness them, consisting, it is said, of
nearly 20,000 persons, began to descend the steep
narrow streets leading from the hill on which the
market is built. Down the narrowest of these streets
called I\reat House Row, some thousands of people were
hurrying homewards, when some of those in front fell

or were pushed down on the slippery jjavement, others
fell over them, and before the crowd behind could be
stopped they passed over their bodies and trampled
them to death. Six persons, including a man and two
women, and three children were killed, six others were
so severely injured that it was necessary to remove them
to the infirmary, and several others were more or
less hurt. Thejuryatthe inquest returned a verdict
of accidental death, and that no blame attached to any
party.

Loud Kixgstox.—The Freeman's Journal has the
following statement in reference to. the unfortunate
Earl of Kingston, at one time the possessor of Milchels-
town Castle, and of estates in the south of Ireland
valued at between 30.0007. and 40,000?. a-year.

" A commission De Lunatico Inqu'trendo will be shortly
appointed for the purpose of ascertaining the state of mind of
the Earl of Kingston. The condition of imbecility to which the
unfortunate gentleman lias lately been reduced was as painful
to behold a3 it was discreditable to those relatives or friends
whose duty it was to have interfered in hia behalf. During the
last Session of Parliament the noble Earl made it a point to
pass the greater portion ofthe dav in the vicinity of the House
of Lords, where his eccentric figure was as familiar as that of
the policeman on duty. Whether from eccentricity or other
causes the noble earl was seldom in possession of any currentcom of the realm, and the cabmen who drove him to the House
generally remained the whole day in expectation of their fare
The noble earl's credit was also so low that the contractor for
the refreshments stopped the supnlies, and refused tobrincup
a dmner until paid in advance. It is stated by those who are
acquainted with the noble earl's affaii-a that his mental and
pecuniary embarrassments are directly traceable to the frauds
committed upon him by the notorious John Sadleir."

Attempted Assassination in Meath.—A daring
attempt was made on Sunday last, in open day, to
assassinate Mr. Kichard Dyas, J.P., of Heathstown,
county Meath, while returning in his carriage from
Athboy Church. He was seated with the coachman on
the box of the carriage, the inside being occupied by
his family, and, as he was driving along the public

, , -,.—- 1- -J --
I

^°^^' ''^ ^^''^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^i'O"^ behind a hedge by two men
-set u^wn at 500/. a week. She will in all probability be :

^^^^^ised in women's clothes, and having their faces
fewi>ved from the gridiron on the 1st of October, but j

blackened.. Some "of the slugs grazed his side and

the bottom has been cleaned, painted, and coated with
MJunes's, patent metallic composition, a preparation
which, pitesents a smooth surface to the water, and by
lessenmg the friction increases the speed. Of this it^s taken about two tons and a half. These operations
were concluded on Saturday. The ship appears to Iiave
Jostnone of her attractions, and the. receipts may be

town Rt Knn; n «-nM^ ci.« ™:n t n „. .1^1 m./ ^

ifc does not seem probable, that she can sail on the 17th
•of:Q«tober for Nevy York as at first intended, as she is
to take m 12.000 tona-of coal, which cannot be put on
tward at a greater rate than 3000 tons per week. In
addition to this, her screw shaft being unsupported by
the sternpost, has worn away some inches of the
beanngs, which must be repaired before she goes to
s^again. Three also out of four leafUno- noints of heraagain. Three also out of four leading poin
sereiE,JiJiYe beeainjureJ, it is supposed, during ,„^ ^..,,
she encountered in Holyhead harbour, when the Eoyal
Charter went dovvn.

XoBwiCH.—TJie Triennial M:usical Festival took
place last week in St. Andrew's Hall, the use of the
cathedral having been denied to the committee by the
bishop, who again declined on conscientious grounds
to become a patron of the festival. It began on
Jlpnday evening with Haydn's oratorio of " The Crea-
tion." On Wednesilay morning Handel's Dettingen
Te Deum " and Spohr's " Last Judgment " were per-

formed. On Thursday- morning Herr Molique's new
oratorio of " Abraham." conducted by himself, was
gjven and followed by Mendelssohn's version of the
^2a Psalm. Friday morning was devoted to the
Messiah," and a fancy dress ball brought the festival

to a close at an early hour on Saturday morning. On
ijieaOay, Wednesday, and Thursday evenings" there

lodged in the coachman's coat" This is the fourth
attempt made upon his life. The Government have
oflered a reward of 100^. for the discovery of the perpe-
trators of the. outrage.

'

The Repea^l Question.—Mr. Smith O'Brien has
addressed 11 letter to tlie Irish Repealers of Glasgow, in
which he states that his convictions in favour of repeal
are unchanged, and that he is convinced that the resto^

the gale nation of the Irish Legislature will be attainable when-
ever the Irish people possess such public virtue and
such public spirit as shall induce them, to regard the
national interests of their country paramount to their
private and individual interests. He believes also that the
restoration of the Parliament of Ireland can be effected
without a disruption of the British empire, but for him-
self he entertain.5 great reluctance to sign petitions to
a Parliament which he cannot recognise as dejure the
Legislature of his country. The O'Donoghue, in a letter
to the same body, says that his experience of the
En^lLsh House of Commons, though short, has con-
vinced him that it is impossible to give effect there to
the will of the Irish people ; and that it is incumbent
npon them to resist, in the first instance, by encourag-

cotlnnir*
Social Science Association.—Tb© fourth annual

meeting of the National Association for the proniotlon
ot bocial Science commenced in Glasgow on Mondav
with a special religious service in the cathedral atwhich the sermon was preached by the Rev 'or
Robertson, In the evening the. opening raeetine of
the Association was lipid in. the City Hall, when the
president. Lord Brougham, delivered an inaugural
address, which fills several columns of the daily papers
The foUowing is an abstract of the principal topics dig.'
cussed by his lordship in this address :

—

'* After some introductory reraarbs in favour of GlasffOOT
he alluded to the advantage of the diffusion of kuowIed?e-I
thQ progress of social science, the party policy of the last-
century, and the growth of public opinion. He then stated af
great length. hU views on slavery and the slave trade and
proceeded to remark on the education of children and of themiddle classes, on teaching for the middle classes, on the
necessity of education in common things, on religion and
secular instruction, and on tho domestic life of the poor and
their condition, especially as connected with the operative
societies of the working classes. He then adverted at leno^h
and with much earnestness to the position and mode*' of
transacting the business of the Legislature, expressing his
opinion that the greatest obstruction to the conduct of business
In the two Houses of Parliament, particularly in the Commons
arises from the reluctance to fetter discussion either by rules
binding upon the members, or by restraining the apcakera iu
their addresses. In the present state of things there ia a
paramount interest to be consulted—a great catastrophe
to be averted. The cause of constitutional regimen is in
jeopardy; the continuance of free—that is of Parliaraentarv
—government is at stake; the question is, shall we any longer
enjoy the blessings of a mixed and balanced constitu-
tion, or shall we be sunk into tho deplorable condition of beinffgoverned by an absolute monarch and a mob—suppressing afl
discussion, whether in assemblies or a mock legislature otamong the people ; and not only rigorously forbiddiuff allobjecUons to tho acts of power, all, observation on those whowield it» but compelling both the slaves who speak and the
slaves who write to labour in panegyrics of the extent and
according to the pattern set down before them, till from thescum of the German baths and the slime of tho French
provinces, there ia compounded a phxster only bearable by
those over whom it is spread, to all the rest of mankind mvinff
unspoakable oflence and disgust. Such a fate could never
befall this country; but, though a despotism in form is im-
possible here, let us never forget how large a portion of its
substance might be inflicted upon ns by a not very slow or
gi-adual process. If the obstruction to all business cannot bo
any longer endured, if anything would be less intolerable than
a contmuunco of the evil, never let the recollection fade from
our memory of how much has been suffered by other countries
to prevent the recurrence of evil times. The successive despot-
isms in France, whether of the multitude, or of the oligarchy
or of a single tyrant, have all been rendered possible, and been
even quietly borne, rather than encounter the^worse calamity
of the Reign of Terror. Let us not be too sure that a regime
differmg'in little but the name from absolute government
might not be gradually introduced among us under shelter of
the cry, ' Anything is better than the session of 1860 ' He
then remarked on the necessity of a department of justice
the consohdatiou of th^ criminal law, judicial statistics the
employment of women, the prevQution of railway accidents
and the various modes of taxation. In describing the usual
fate of law bills in the House of Commons, he said that thedebate of some hundred clauses of a code, in a House of somehundred members, comprising lawyers iu either kind—barris-
ters and attorneys—recorders of boroughs and corDoratinTit
justices giving eai- to the town-clerks, chairmen of se=?Sand other magistrates, country gentlemen instructed bv th^
solicitors, bankers and merchants with sons atthebar dil^tante law reformers—presents to the mind such a picture of
endless proposal and objection, cavil and comment that thebare aspect ia enough to induce slumber in the lea^t somno-
lent-, or confuse or turn round the steadiest head. If however
there were established a mmister ofjustice, the present tesselatadpavementofEugUsh jurisprudence would in due time assume
that simphcity and order which would enable every subject ofthe Queen to understand the laws which he is bound to obey.He then remarked upon the checks put upon inquiry by
despotism, and drew a parallel between despotic and consti-
tutional Government. Mightily must the cultivators of social
science rejoice in the noble conduct of the absolute sovereigns
to whom the fortunes of so vast a portion of the world af^
entrusted, and full wcU they know that their cause mainly
rests upon the preservation of peace abroad and the mainten-
ance of order at home. Well may they apply to social science
the Roman orator s words, spoken of his own art, for truly she
istheoffsprmg of peace, and by a greater than theEoman
chanty gratefuUy gives her pious support to her parent. Let
us not fear danger to this first of blessings from any quarter,
by the pursuit of warlike glory, guilty, and as senseless as
guilty, among any of our neighbours. An eminent political
economist at our last congress declared that he only dreaded
the arts of the fiend, the enemy of mankind, tcmptmg his
countrymen with a laurel, instead of the apple with which
he deceived our first parents. But it ig edifying to ob-
serve the same individual now announcing his entire con-
fadence in the pacific tendency of that enlightened pohcy to
which he has so greatly contributed. In his hopes we muat
a together share ; in the greater part fof his confidence
also. Hut It IS no mark of mistrust in others that we trust
ourselves more; and we must all heartUy rejoice in the spirit
of deterrnmation to be well prepared which the country
universally shows. Let us also rejoice in the training to which

^PJni^f
h^""

"^^^'=.°l^"*
^a« ffi^en "^e. As a mere sanitarymeasure this association has a right to owu it and highly to

hnn^f^.i"^ lf-^\
,S"fc?^ £***• "lore lofty grounds we^rebound to exult m it for it is the pledge of peace. Here, above

all other places, such feelings are natural and appropriate. We
are in the land sanctified by the struggles of religion, andrenowned for supporting her sister. Freedom, in thewoWtof
*'^'ti,.

the martyrs of the cause swore to the Covenant

^hJr!^u .^""^ f the Lord their God '-here, in the next age,the rebels against civil and reUgious liberty encountered tli9
stoutest resiatance-here, in yet later times, was be<nin the
arming of the people for defence of the realm. Is it wonderful
that attachmeut to religious and attachment to civU rights
should kindle the same fire of patriotism, and in the same
Dosoms i Ihose treasures which men prize the most dearly are
nearest their hearts, and them with heart aud hand they wilt
defend."

Sir John Pakingtbn, M.P.,, moved, and Lord Ardoiillan
seconded, a vote of thanks to Lord Brougham for his
address, which was carried with acclamation, the whole
assemblage rising and greeting the noble lord in a most
enthusiastic manner. Lord Brougham having briefly

I

ing the people to proclaim their right to govern them- . __
selves, and never to desist until they have secured to acknowledged the compliment71fir"Archibald Alison
Ireland a national Parliament. moved a vote of thanks to the Karl of Shaftesbury, the
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IIJlHent of last yO(\r. Sir John Lawrence seconded monial observances, and in a fancied personal freedom from

Up nation, which was carried amid loud clieers, and certain contaminatiug influences. They aro extremely igno-
the nTJiiu",

, , X 1 t> 1 • ir 1 * £. ra"t and proportionate y superstitions Ttiev have certainlv a
ackiio«led-ed by Lord Brougham m the absence of generaMmprUsiou that^we^Sre their c^^^^^^^

Lord Shaftesbury, who liad, as Lord Lieutenant of

Dorset, to attend a great meeting in that county in

«/^rtIlPctioll with the Volimteer movconnectio vement. On Tues-

this will be accomplished by physical means. Thus stories of
bono-dust boiiiff mixed with the ftc.ur sold in the markets, and
the like, are couatantly floating about the country. We are never
secure from panics arisino; from such causes. Does not this.

anV the business Ot the Viinons sections began m the then, inculcate tbe policy of instructing the people, where tiey

halls of the University, the Lord Advocate officiating as are willing to receive it, astotherealch;iracterof our religion?

,.rP.ident of tbe department of Jurisprudence and ^^'"''^ ^^^'""^
^""^f^

dictates that we should gi.e them the
presiuuib u

1 c:^ To™«<, IT cu T/i l\
means of comprehending: Its principles. We cannot teach

^niendment of the Law
;
bir James Kay bhuttleworth, them the very elements of our sciences without showing them

Bart., as president of the department of Education ; the

department of Public Health ; and Sir James Emerson
Tennent, as president of the department of Social

Economy. The Lord Advocate delivered an address on
jurisprudence on Tuesday. Sir J. K. Shuttleworth

delivered an address on the Correlation of Moral and
Physical Forces, on Wednesday, and the other presi-

dents of departments delivered their addresses on the

remaining mornings of the week. A J)rbm1nent

feature of the Conference was a meeting of the working
classes on Wednesday evening in the City Hall, for

whicli 3000 ticket:) were disposed of, and which created
considerable excitement among the artisans. An inter-

national character was also on this occasion given to

the association for tlie first time by the presence of a

number of foreign delegates from America and the

Continent to discuss the feasibility of an intern ationitl

system of general average. The success of the meeting
in regard to numbers hus far exceeded that of pre-

ceding meetings. Upwards of 2500 tickets have been
disposed of, hoing more than 300 in e.vcess of the Liver-
pool mcetinpr, and the whole of the ladies tickets,

numbering 600, were sold on the first day of meeting.
Sib John Lawrence at Oxasgow.— Sir John

Lawrence arrived in Glasgow, on the 20th inat., from
Inverary Castle, where be luid been on a visit to the
Duke of Argyll, and took up his residence at the house
of the Rev. Or. M'Duff. On the following afternoon

'

he was presented with the freedom of the

resolution of the Town Counc
the honour, Sir John made the
on the causes of the late rebellion

thefolly of their own faith. Shall we, then, sap the founda-
tions of their belief without giving them facilities for acquiring
true knowledge Y Can this be wisdom? It is said that the
work should be restricted to the missionaries. But what can
a few missionaries do among hundreds of millions of people ?

I do not desire to see the government undertake the duty of
the missionary ; but that when the parents of children belong-
ing to our schools do not object, and masters are able and
willing to instruct, the Bible should not be "prohibited.
Government, as regards the extension of our faith, cannot
really remain neutral. Its influence will cither be for or
against its progress. Under the most favourable auspices that
faith will not spread very fiust ; the probability rather is that
its j)rogress will be laoientably slow. I myself believe that

f
sound policy, as well as our duty to God and to man, demand
that we should give facilities and encouragemeut to the spread
of Christianity in India, and that the introduction of the Bible
into the government scliools may be effected in many places
with the full consent of the children and their parents by
teachers who have their heart in the work.'*

The Alleged Poisoning- in Dumbartonshire.—
Flora Macdonald, accused of having administered poison

to her mistress, Mrs. M'Murrick, of Shegarton, in a
cup of oatmeal porridge, was tried on the 13th inst.,

before Lord Ardinilian. The medical evidence showed
that there was nothing abnormal in the deceased's

death, and after a long trial tiiejury returned a verdict

of "Nut proven."

poning

NEWMARKET FIRST OCTOBER MEETING.

Tuesday.— Tj'irt^ Pfate. ^fr. Slundy's Malta beat Orlando,

Shingle, Montebello. and 4 others.

—

Sweeps. Mr. Chase's

accordance with a

In acknowledging
following remarks
in India :

—

'"•'It has been urged that the annexation of so many pT'o-

viuces, and in particular that of Oude, which took place
shortly bufure the mutiny, w^is the cause which led to that
calamity, and the reputation of one of the greatest oien who
ever governed India—I njtian the Mitiviuis of Dalhousic—has
consequently suffered, I do not well know who was the author
of that annexation, but I belitive that had the advice of that
statesman been followed, and a proper addition been made at Strathmore's Amy Bcott beat Tomboy. — Sy:ceps, Lord
that time to the Enj^liwii army in In-lia^ cither we should have Coventry's Mousetrap beat Amy Robert, na. Longhope, and
had no mutiny, or that the mutuiy would have been much ; S others,—Secojici Year of the TweJjVi Triennial ProiiiceStake\
more easily buppressed. The annexation of Oude had Lord Derby's Cape Flyaway beat Ebony, Kinp: of Diamond's,
nothing whatever to do witli tho mutiny in the first instance, ! Neoptolemua, and Uncle Ned.— fit. Leger Stakes, Mr* A.
though that measure certainly did add to the number of our ' Nichols's The Wizard beat The Leprochain and Montenegro.—
enemies after the muHTT j umm—mLHid , The old Government .Ft/iy Pounds, Captain Little's Pitman beat Greek, Forager,
of Oude was extremely obnoxious to the mass of our native

{
and Foretop,

soldiers of the regular army who came from Oude and
I Thursday —Owrfji'a Plate. Lord Strathtuore^s Mouravieff

the adjacent province of Tiehar, and with whom the mutiny
[ ^^^ Ochiltree Master Bagot, and Pitman,—//ant^im^ Sweeps.

originated. These men were the sons and kinsmen of the Lord William 'Powlott's Sr

Cantine beat Bankrupt, Tame Deer, The Rover, and 14 others-

— Bvxkenharn StaJcts, Lord Derby's f. beat Folkestone,—/roj3e/w2

Stakes. Mr. Merry's Dundee beat Little Lady, Walloon, Queen
of the Valo, and Evenhand.—Cft-and-Dute J/a'/tafiSiale^ Mr.

A. Nicholrs The Wizard beat Thormanby, Thunderbolt, and

3 others. p
Wednesday,— TAirtZ Ttar of the Eleventh Triennial Produce

Slakes. Mr, Bowes's Mouravieff beat The Rover, May Morning,

and St- Clarence.—ff?Y/H6y Stokes. Mr, Merry's Folkestone

beat Hespen—i/anrftcap Sweeps. Mr. Barnard's Parapet beat

Sister to Roesia and 4 olhevs.—Ifandicap Sweeps. Lord

Hindoo yeomen of the country^ all of whom benefited
more or less by annexation; while Oude was ruled by
aMahomedau family, which had never identified itself with
tho people, and whose government" was extremely opi>ressive
to all classes, except its immediate creatures and followers,
and to 110 class so much as to the great body of the ngricul-
tiuists,

^
But when the introduction of the ^re^^^stid cartridge

had excited the nitivearmy to revolt; when the mutineers
saw nothing before them short of success on the one hand or
destruction on the other, they and all who sympathise'^ with
them were driven to the most doeperate measures, AU that
could be influenced by love or fear rallied round them. All
that had little or nothing to lose joined their ranks. All that
dangerous class of religious fanatics and devotees who abound
Jn India ; all the political intriguers, who in peaceful times
can do no mischief, swelled the numbers of the enemy, and
gave spirit and direction to their mei\sures. India is full of
races of men who from time immemorial have lived by service
orbyplimder, and who are ready to join in any disturbance
which may promise them employment. Oude was full of
J*_T _3_> *t» y 1 1 ^T__JJ_*

.. Hu^h buat"5Ian Fiifiay, Pomor-^
Romsey, and 3 others.—^l/a/c7i. ilr. H. Roberts's Opera DancLr

beat Wizard (late Lord Raglan).— Fir«( Tear of Thirteenth

Triennial Produce Sttd-es. Mr. Merry^s Folkefltone teat

Klarikoff, Knipht of St. Patrick, WiU-o'-the-Wisp, and
3 olhtivs.--Handicap Plate. Mr. G. Bryan's Faultless beat

Zaretan. Rattlesnake, Sherbourne, and G othvvi^.—Sweeps.

Duke of Bcdford'3 Loontes beat Bentinck, Lord Berkeley,

and MayAower.—Rutland StaJcts. Mr. Batson'a f. beat Cowley,

a id Sweet Hawthorn.—Swe#p«. Mr. Barnard's Parapet beat

Wiidgi-ave, Clielmsford, Duke, and Gipsy.

vfSDltlUUL^

General THACKnaAT, C.B., Colonel-Commandant of tbe

Royal EuLMnecrs. died oti the lyth inst. nt Windlesbam.

Surrey, in his 85th year. He entcrud tho army in 1793. and

commenced his career as second lieutenant in the Itoyal

Engineers. He saw considenible service, having heen present

disbanded soldiers, who had not had time to settle down.- Our I at the capture of Surinam iu 1799, and at St. Martin's and St.

gaols furni.shed thousands of desperate men who were let ' Bartholomew's in 1801. He directed the- sie^e cf Bcylla Castle

loose on society. The cry throughout the country, as canton-
I in 1806, and'that of the fortress of Sauta Maura in ISOO, He

ment after cantonment became the scene of triumphant
mutiny, was, " the'Slnpflish rule is at an end: let us plunder
and enjoy ourselves!" the industrious classes throughout India

were in our favour, but for a long time feared to act. On tha one
side they saw the few Euglisb in the country shot down, or flymg
for their Uvea ; or at the best, standing on the defensive,

sorely pressed. On the other side, they saw summary punish-
ment iu the shape of the plunder and destruction of their

homes, and even of death itself, dealt out to those who aided
U8. Was it then so wonderfiil that they refused to sacrifice

all that was dear to them for our sakes? But when we
evinced signs of vigour—when we began to assume the
offensive, and vindicate our authority, many of these people

cameforwardandidentified themselves withourcause. Surely. it

is mere folly to suppose that we could ever have weathered the

storm which beset us had the mass of the people of the

country risen heartily against us. One of the great evils of

those sad times was the large numbers who were gradually

drawn or forced into the struggle against us, who, when pnce

Committed, saw no hope of safety except in continuing the

struggle. Then it was that sound policy dictated the advantage

of giving such men a way to escape, and of dealing tenderly with

them. There is one other subjecton which I will sayafew words,

and that is on the introduction of the Bible into our schools

in India. The Sepoys revolted, not because Christianity

was taught to the people of India, but because they believed

that the cartridge they were required to use would convey

destruction to their bodies and their souls. This was. iu their

view, a tremendous attack on caste and religion. Their ideas

on such matters in no wise accord with ours. A Hindoo soldier

lying wounded on the field of battle has died rather than drink

water offered to him by a man who, in his eyes, was an out-

cast. A Sikh soldier in our hospitals at Agra preferred con-

tinuing to suffer for some hours all the anguish arising from
feverish thirst, induced by severe wounds, rather than receive

water from the hands of an English lady. His words were—
' Though no man see me drink, Qod will see it.' The religion

of th« great majority of the people of India consists iu cere-

served with the army in Spain iu 1812, and was present at the

battle of Castella and siege of Tarragona in 1S13, and remamed

with the army until 18U. In recognition of these services he

was made a Companion of the Bath.

Sir Francis IIksangii:^, Ivuight. who had been sheriff of

London and Middlesex, and also of Oxfordshire, died iu the

Queen's Bench ou the 20th inst., in his 76th year. An niquest

was held on Saturday, when it appeared in evidence that he

had been an inmate of the prison upwards of four years, at the

suit of Mr. "W. F. Low, solicitor, of Wimpole Street. He had

been in a weak state of health for some time, and on the 19th

he was taken to the infirmary, where ho died on the following

evening. Mrs. CHflFord, the daughter of deceased, stated that

her father formerly possessed considerable property, that his

imprisonment had preyed on his mind, and that he had com-

plained of the long time he had been kept in prison. The

Coroner said that he had no doubt died from the dccav of

nature. The jury returned a verdict that deceased died Irom

natural causes.

Vice-Admiral thf Hon. H. D. Byno, on tho retired list, died

at his residence ia Queen's Terrace, Southsea, on the ^3d irtst

in his 7Sth year. He was fourth son of the fifth Viscount Tor-

ringtou. and grand-nephew of the unfortunate Aara'™* "^h"

Byng! who ^^ executed in 1757. He entered tbe navy m
U9lf and saw much service in America, China, the West

indies, and South America. In 1806 ?ejaa mtnisted by Sir

Home PophDm with the command of
^^«/^y|X mominff of

first unsuccessful attack on Mon'.evideo, aiid on the ^orning of

its a.«sault and capture he entered tbe breach at the h^ of

the 38th Regiment. He afterwards aided '" ««
,=^^"^J^« ™^?;

of-war and other vessels in the
^]^''^''i\^^^J^'%^^^J^^

while in command of the Goree, sloop of ^^ ?;*"?• ^'P.^;}^^

he h.d a very long running fight with t^eArncr.can brig Tom

of Baltimore, carrying 20 24-pouuder8
^^'J,

^00 men. Iu m^

Chesineake under Sir George Cockburn, ^e.took '^/ery ^"VwXeM wbicb gained ^im.the p"blic t^^a^^^^^

Commander-in-Chief. He was captain of the ordinary at For..-

mouth lu 1S33, and hi 1842 and 1843 was commodore at
Jamaica, but was compelled to return home from ill health-ue was placed on the retured list m 1846. and became a retired
vice-admiral in 1856.

+1.!^ n;
^.^"^^^^ Ingram. M.P. for Boston, and propfieter-Sr

ine /«Ks(raiC(i London Ntws, was among the passengers who
pensut^d 1,1 the Lady Elgin steamer, on Lake Superior, Canada,,on ine 8th mst. His body had been recovered, and was to t«
sent to England, but that of his son, by whom he waff^ccotn-
panied, had not beeu found.

t' '

BIRTHS.—On tbe 25th inst, at Hopetoun House, LinUth-
gowshire, the Coimtess of Hopetodn, of son and hek—24th
mst. at 48 Bryatjatoa Square, tho Lady Wodehotwe, of a son.—I8tn mst, at tbe Dowager Lady Wenlock's. 29. Berkeley
Square, the Hon. Mrs. Jaiies Stuakt Wortley, of a daughter—19Lh mst, at 14. Dawson Street, Dublin, the wife of the Hon.
RoBRRT Hasdcock, of a 8on-2oth inst, at 3a. St. George's
Road, Eccleston Square, the wife of Lieut. -Colonel Bradford,
Grenadier Guards, of a son—2l3t inst, at Spuiua Hall, Essex,
the wife of Lieur.-Colonel Ruggles-Brise, of a son—21st inst,
at the Western Heights, Dover, the wife of Colonel KELtr,
C.B., 47th Eegiment, of a sou.

MARRIAGES.—On the 25th inat, in the parish church of
Withyham. Sussex, Sir Alexander Bannerman, BaH., of
Crimoumogate, county of Aberdeen, to the LadjE Arabella.
Diana Sackville "West, youngest daughter of the Earl and
Countess Delawarr— 19th inst, at Edmonsham, WiLUAit
Inglis, Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel 57th Regiment, eldest son of
the !ate Lieutenant-General Sir W. Inglis, K.C.B., Colonel of
the 57th Regiment, to Mary, 'youngest daughter of the late
Hector B. Monro, Esq., of Edmondsham, Dorset, and Ewell
C:istle, Surrey—1 Sth inst, at Kildiess Church, county of Tyrotic,
Ireland, Major Hugh Massy, late Major 85th King's Light
Infantry, eldest son of the Hon. John Massy, to Augusta La
ViscooNT, only cliild of Major Richardson BRADY.'-latel&t
Life Guards, of Oaklnnds, county of Tyrone—20th inst, at til©

parish church, Twickenham. Henry Fane Travers. Esq.,
Military Store Service, son of thelate General Sir Robert Travers,.

K.G.B., to Jane Lluy, daughter of the Rev. John Humphry
Davis, of Siou House, Twickenhann, and granddaughter of
the late Sir Anthony Hart, Lord-Chancellor of Irel;md—
19th inst, at Denton, George Troyte Bullock, Esq., only spa
of George Bullock, Esq., of North Coker House, Somerset-
shire, to Alice, tLird daughter of Sir Glvnxe Earle 'Welby,
Bart., of Denton Hall, Lincolnshire—18th inst, at Trent
Vale Church, near Stoke-upon-Tfent, Staffordshire, Thomas
Chappell BftOWN-WESTHEAD.-Esq., of HighSeld House, Barla-

stone, youngest son of J. P. Brown-Westhead, Esq., il.P.,-of

Lea Castle, \v'orcestershire. to M^riax, fourth daughter of

George H. 'Foordrinier, Esq., of the Villas, Stoke-upon-
Treut-19th inst, at Castle Townseud Churcb, the Rev, Wil-
liam IzoN Chaya^se, only son of Pye Henry Chavasse, Esq.,

ot Priory House, Birmingham, to Anna Gf.orgina, daughter
of the late Vice-Admiral Sir Josiah Coohill Coghill, Barb.^

of Belvedere, county Dublin—22d inst, at St. George's,

Uauover Square, Edward Hall, Esq., 18th Royal IrisU

Regiment, to Augusta, fifth daughter of James Theobald,
Esq., ;of Hyde Abbey, Wiudioster—20th inst, at the Romaa
CathoUc Cluirch of St. Andrew, Dublm, Alexander Mo~rpht»

Esq., of Killarney, to Kate, daucrhter of Sir X. OUriex,
Bart., of Merriou Square, East Dublin.

DEATHS. —On the 7th Inst, at Quebec, from scarlet feVisr,

ALEXANDt:R David, eldest son of Roar-Admiral Sir ALEXAi^itet
and Lady Milne, aged 9 years.—21st inst, Maria GurAey,
youngest laughter of Sir Bknjamin Hawf5— 2!st'ult, ht
Trinidad, Barbara, relict of the late Captain William Gray,
of H.M.'s30th Regiment, and grand-daughter of the late Sir

Walter Blake, Bart., Mcnlough Castle, OaUvay, Ireland—'2^
inst, at Clifton, Frances Mahianni:, widow of Major-General

Thomas Leighton, Bombay Army—Slst inat, at Clifton, Maby
Fitzgerald, last surviving daii^'iiter of tha lata Limit. -Colonel

Ross, 4th Dragoon Guards—lJ»tli ia«t, at hla rosidence, Tyn«
ILUl, lUord, Es^jcx. Dr. Kkks Price, M.D., aged 7tf—2yd inat,

at the \Vestern Heights, Dover, tho infant son of Colonel

Kfllv, C.B., 47th Regiment—24th inst, thd Rev. Tho'ma*
BoYLEs Murray, M.A., Rector of St. Dnnstan's in-the-Eaat,

Prebendary of St. Paul's, and Secretary to the Society fbrTh)-
motiug Christian Knowledge, aged 61—22d inst, at Brougbtim
Hall. Staffordshire, Jane, wile of tho Rev. Delves Brououtom
—19th inst, at St. Leonard's-on-Sea, MAnr.AUET Isabella, Wife

of the Rev. Lewis IIensley, M.A., Vicar of Hitchin, Herts,

only daughter of the late Andrew Amos, Esq., of St. Ibbs,.

Herts, aged 23—14th inst, at Harrington Street North, Mr.
James Foggo, historical painter, a^ed H,

iiOiailidji

COVENT QARDEy/Btept, 29.

Pine Apples and Grapes coDtiauo pleutifuL Peara consitt

chiefly ot Jfarie Louifie, WiUiams'a Bon ChrC-tien, Louifie Bonne
of Jtraey, Gansel's Bergaraot, and Dachwse d'Angoulfime.
Peaches, Jfectarinca, and Plums may yet be obtained, O^An^to
realise 39, txl. and lOs, per hundrei. Good Filberts raay be had
for 2d. per lb. Cabbages, Beans, Carrots, and Artichokes may
be obtained in qimutity. Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoes
realise from 68, to 15a. per cwt- Cucumbers abundant.
Cut flowers chiefly con&ist of Orchids. Gardenias, Kalo-

sanths, Dalilias, Violets, Mignonette, China Asters, Heaths,
and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb,, 3s to 4s
Grapes, per lb-, SstoSa
Peaiihes, per doz,, 23 to 6e ]

Apricots, per doz,, 2s to 4a
Nectarines, do., 2s to Ga

Cherries, p. lb,. Is to 3s
Green Figs, per doz,, 3s to 48

VEGET
F, Beans, per qrtn , Od to Is

Peas, n. bush,, 2s to 80
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Grt;eus, per dozen, 2g OJ

to 3s
Cabbages, do.. Is to Ss

Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to l^Os
— per bus- , Ss to 4fl

— per cwt,, 53 to8»
Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per bnnch, 5d to 7d
tipiuach, p. sieve, 2s to 33
Cucumbers, each, fid to la

Artichokes, per doz., 4a to Ca

Beet, perdoz.p Is Cd to 28

Melons, each, 23 to 4a
Plums, p. i sieve, Ss to 4s 6d
Pears, per doa,. Is to 3b
Apples, perdoz., 6d to la 6d
Oranges, per 100, 10s to 20a
Lemons, per 100, 10s to IDs

ABtES*
Celery, p, bundle, ls6d to U§^
Onions, p. halfsieves Ss to 53
Tomatoes, per doz-, Ss to 33
Veif. Marrows, p. doz,, t>d to Is^

Shallots, per lb-, 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, ls6d
to2s6d.

Lettuces, Cos, p. score, 6d tol»
Endive, p. score. Is to ta
Horse Radish, p, bun., Is 6d to 4a
Mushrooms, p- pott,, Ss to 3a
Parsley, p. 12 bunches; ^ to 4b
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

COAL MARKET.-^flept. 9$.

Buddie's "West Hartley. I69. ; Davison's Vfc.^i Ilartley,

Us, ; Hartting's Hartley, 10s. ; Howard's West Hartley, Ifis.

;

Tan6eld Moor, 13s, Od. ; Tanfield Moor Butes^ISs. 6d. ; Walls

End Barton, I7s. 9d, ; Walls End Riddell 17b. 9d-; Edeu Main
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18s. ; Walls End Braddyl's Hctton, ISs. 6d. ; Walls End
Frnmwellgate, 18s. 6d. ; Walls End Hettou. 10s. Od; Walla
End Kepler Granpe, 188. 3d. ; Wnlls End South Hetton,
198. 6d. ; Walls End Auckland Park, lis. ; "Walls End
Oas-sop, 18s. 9d. ; Walla End Heugh Hall, 18a. 6d.; Walls
End South Hartlepool. 18s. fid.; Walls End Trimdon
Thornley, Us. 9d. ; Walla End West Hetton. ISs. 6d. ; Walla
End Whitworth, 16s. 6d. ; Carway and DufEVyu Malting,
228. 6d.—128 ships at market.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-aix Trusses.

Smithpiet-d. Thursday, Sept. 27.

QOsto 115.^Frime Meadow Hay 75a to SOs
Superior do. (old).. 90 112
Inferior do. • . , . , 50 60
New do 50 DO
Bowen — —

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Sept. 27.
Sup. Meadow Hay., llOatollGs I Inferior Clover ,. 90a
Inferior do 70 ICO New do — —
Newdo 65 105 1 Straw ,. .. 36 42
Superior Clover ..120 130 | Joshua Bauer.

Whitechapel, Thursday, Sept. 27.

Clover
Xew Clover .

.

Old second cut . , 80 100
Straw .... ..30 36

Davis dE Co.

110s

hero, at Liverpool, and Glasgow, continues, and averages in
the principal markets of tha kingdom about 23, per qr,, in

several of tho agncultural districts 4s- per qr, improvement i3

qiioted. In Scotland, where the weather has been finer, the
demand has been les.s active, and an enhunL-uuicnt of Is. per
qr. was scarcely obtainable^ All descriptions of spring corn
continue to have an upward tendency- The arrivals of English
grain this week have been moderiitu, of foreign Wheat and
Barley large, and small of Oats, The attendance at this

morning's market was good, and towards the close a rather
extensive business was tran.sacted in foreign Wheat at an
advance of 2s. per quarter upon the prices current last Mon-
day ; a similar improvement was also establi>*hed on English,
Barley is rather dearer. Oats sell at an advance of Cd. to 1»-

per qr. Norfolk Flonr is held for 453. per sack, and American
barrels are la. dearer.

Arrivals from Sept. 24 to Sept. 23,
~^~^

Barlev. i Oats-

Fine old Hay
Inferior do, ".

.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do. .

.

Straw .. ..

..100stoll2s
60 90m m

t t

34 3S

Fine old Clover . .110s to 1268

« tInferior do
Fine 2d cut .. ,,

Fine New Clover ,

.

Inferior do

80 95

Engrliflh .

.

Irish ....

Foreign .

.

W lieut.

1830 qrs.

28160

l>

>>

3yu qrs.

13050

f9

tf

20 qrs.

12040

1

i>

Flour.

1070 BliH.

/ 5S40 !i

in 550 oris.

BRITISH WOOLS.—Lo.vDON, Friday, Sept. 2S.

Our market is only slightly supplied with Wool, and prices
" buoyant.

bouth-down Hog- s.

gets 1
Half-bred ditto . . 1
Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. 8. d.

8 to 1 9
8 — 19
6 — 176-17

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Skins
Blanket ditto . .

Flannel Wool .. 1

6

7

6

to 1

1

1

7
9

8

7

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Sept. 23-

Mesars. Pattenden & Saiith report that the accounts come
worse generally, and great complaints continue, stating that
fty and lice are on the increase, and that the crop falls very
snort of estimate. Duty down to 30,000^ About 300 pockets
of new Hops have arrived and been selliug from 14i. to 2'2t.

per cwt.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 24.

We have a large supply of Beasts, and trade is very slow ;

prices on the average are not so good as of late, but there is not
much reduction in choicest kinds. There are a few more
Sheep, but the average quality ig inferior, consequently new
qualities find ready purchasers. Calf trade has rather im-
proved. From Germany and Holland there are 1960 Beaats
6960 Sheep, and 280 Calves ; from Spain 60 Beasts ; from
Ireland, 610 Beasta, 300 Sheep, and 5 Calves ; and 2600 from
the northern and midland counties.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Sept. 2-5.—Wo have a largo attend'
ance of buth town and country millers and dealers at our Corn
Exchange this morning, and Wheat has commanded a r^rady
consiiniptive sale at the extreme prices of Friday, with the
exception of fine white, which cannot be bought uuder an
advance of about 2d. per cental. Flour has met a fair inquiry
at fully previous rates. Indian Corn was in good favour at
Is. per qr. more money, and holders very careless about
selling. Oats and Oatmeal are each the turn better both in
demand and value. Beans and Peas must be noted Is. per qr.
dearer. Barley unchanged. The market closed very steady.
Friday, Sept. 28.—Grain market very firm. Wheat in

good consumptive demand at Id. to 2d. advance. Flour
firm. Indian Com 6d. dearer; Ibrail and mixed American
36s., Galatz HGa, 6d. Oats, Oatmeal, and Barley very firm.

AVERAQ^
Aug. 18..

Sept.
25..
1..

8..— 15..— 22..

Agg. Aver.

^eat^
50-j 6rf

60 1

60 11
62 10
62 11
53 3

60 9

Barley.

32sl0(;

34 9
33 3
35 2
37 10
38 5

35 4

Oats.

23 s

27
28
27
27
25

2ft

1
2
2

9

27 3

Kje.

41ji

40
40
89
42
40
40"

Ue.iiis.

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averages.

Prices. Aug. IS. Aug. 25. Sept. 1.

B d

8 to 5
4 — 4

— 4

8

2 to 5 4

8 d B d
Beat Long-woola. 5 — 5 2
Do. Shorn . . . . to .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4—46
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ..4 4
Pigs .. ..4 4

• -

« *

5
5

2
4

Best Scots, Here-
fords, <fcc. .. 4

Beat Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn ,. ^. _.^„ ,. . , ,_^
Beasts, 6120 ; Sheep & Lambs, 26,84"o ; Calves, 365 ; pFgs. 4'80.

Thursday, Sept. 27.
Wo have a fair supply of Beasts and a small demand ; Mon-

dftT's quotation.^ are barely maintained. Sheep are not very
ptontiful, quite suthciont, however, for the demand ; indeed,
» clearance cannot be effected, prices are about the same as on
Monday. Trade ia very dull for Calves. From Germany and
Holland there are 114 Beasts, 1490 Sheep, and 393 Calves ;
COO Beasts from the northern and midland counties, and 110
Milch Cows from the home counties.

I Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn .. .. —
Ewes& 2d quality 4 4 —

4

Do. Shorn ., .. to

62*1 Irf

62 10
60 11
60 1

59 6
53 3

t

* 4

Sept. 8.

« «

Sfipt.l5.:Sept.22

1

* «

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-hnrns 4
ad quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-bredfl .. 5
Do. Shorn

8 to 4
4

4
4

4

10
8

5 2

A PARTNER WANTED.
WANTED, in a large Nursery and Seed Trade in

one of the largest Agricultural Counties in England, a
thorough business Man, well acquainted with either; there
has been a large Seed Trade cairied on for more than half a
centui-y, and ia capable of very great extension.—Any one
wishing to enter into a first-rate business, this offers an oppor-
tunity rarely to be met with.—For particulars inquire of
Mej^ars. Hurst & M'Mullkn, Seedsmen, 46, Leadenhall
Street, London^ E.G.

TO CARDENERS.
ANTED, for a single-handed place, a sober,
honest, induatrious GAIiDEXER. who thoroughly

understands his profeBsion. Wages 40^ per annum. A cottage
and small garduu.—Apply to Capt. Turton, Kilvingtou Hall,
Thirsk.

5

Lambs
Calves
Pigs

4
4

4
4

5
5

Beasta, 1300; Sheep & Lambs, 5790 ; Calves, 484 ; Pigs, 190.

'BUTTER MARKET.—Sept 28.
Best Fresh Butter . .. l-l«. ner dozou lbs.
Second do. do 13s.

" „
Pork. 5fi. 4d. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs. »

2
4

MARK LANE,—Monday, Sent. 24.
The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this

morning's market was small, and cleared at an advance of Is
to 28. per qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. The
attendance of country buyers was again largo, and a good
retail buamc^^a was transacted in general qualities, and fine red
foreign Wheats at an improvement of 2s. per qr. upon our
quotations of Monday last, excepting for Dantzic, which are
not more than Is. per qr. dearer. There is a good demand for

"Y^TANTKU, AS OAKDK.NEU, au industrious and
T V intelligent married Man, without children. He must

understand the Rnccession of Crops in the Kitchen Garden,
theCultivationof Plants for the Flower Borders, and the care
of a Greenhouse. They will live in the Lodge, and tlie Wife will
be expected to attend to the Entrance Gate. Wages 11.
a-week.—Apply, stating particulars of service and references,
to P. H. L. Feltham, nounslow, W.

V\/^ANTEU, in a London Seed Alerclmnt's Counting
> IIous^, a JUXIOR CLERK. A good handwriting and

a knowledge of the business absolutely nocessarv.—Address,
with full particulars, to W. I., caro of V/ra. Dawson is Sous,
74, Cannon Street, City, E.C.

WANTElA AS « HO I'MAX, a Youu- Alan thiit
has been used to a pushing retail trade. JIust bo well

recommended, aud security rdiuired. — Address, Timotuy
Brioden, Seed Merchant, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge.

WANT letters to be Post Paid.

G )).—Age 30, single ; nndcrstands
Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden.

51—62 Red
50-70
— Red

50—70
38—45 Mall
JO
•20

-33

•24

t

Malting.

Feed .

.

— — fine selected runs.. ditto
*— — Talav 3ra— Norfolk

,— Foreign
Barley, grind. & di.st., 25s to Sis. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk _ _,— Scotch and LincoIn.shire.. Potato 26—28— ^rish Potato 26—28 ^Feed ..— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—26,' Feed ..
5^"= ••'•.• -35-38 Foreign.
Rye-meal, foreign
Beans, Maz-agau 368 to 33s Tick— Pigeon 44a— 47a.. Winds— Foreign Small 38
Feas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers 50— Maple .... —s to —s ...... Grey
Maize White
Fioi'R, best marks delivered, .per sack

2d do ditto

50—64 Gipay Hill, Norwood.

G —Age 22, married, one child
;

33—42

6
52

36—41
35—40

?4—26
21—24
20—26

I

Foreiii:n per barrel 28—SajPer sack

50—57
34—50

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign.
TTellow .

.

3S—42

Country.

50—54
30—43

3 1—50
40—60

Friday, Sept. 28.
Since the 21st in.^t. ram ua.s laiieu daily, and to such an

extent that on large tracts in many counties the com, of which
some quantity is still in the fields, ia standing in water. The

lughly practi'jal and energetic. Four years' excel-
lent character.—G. ELLrs, Eustou Hall Gai-deiis, Thetford,
Nurfolk, stating Wages, fcc.

GARDEN!' U (Head).—Age 27, married; h:ts a
thorough good practical knowledge of his profession in

all its branches. Four years good character.—A. B. C, Bol-
sterstone, Sheffield.

GlARDENKU (Head).- Age 25. single; has had
I good experience in all kinds of Forcing, and the general

Growing of all kinds of Plauia. Leaving through his employer
giving up his Estabiishment. Undeniable character.-F. H.,
St. Martin's Place, Dorking.

ARDEN KR (Head).—Ago 30, mtirried ; no inctim
bi-auce. Understands Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardens,

E.irly and Late Forcing. No objection to a siuglo-handed
place. Cau liave four years' character from his present em-
ployer.—W. F., Post Office, Wingham. Kent.

/.TAUDENEU (liKAi>).-Agc 3U, single. A lait>
vT who, in consequence of a death, is parting with her
Gardener, is anxi'-us co obtain for him another situalion. He is

f??_^^i^'^?^
some of the new Wheat brought to m-wket this ja eteady,' iuduatrioua, woikingman, i bonVnghTy e¥p^^^^

i, \
an icleverjn Deslifiiiugiitiw Grounds.—2i. B., Littb Warj^rove.^,

week has been slightly better than that previously received, ;
.*.. .^.^t^. ,». ..^....k,but the produce in Flour of the new crop is much complained ! Jiawkhurst, Kent.

/^ARDENER (Head, or Good SINGLK-TrA^-D^iT^
-T^. *?®-'' ni^i-ried, no incumbrance; well iindcrqtaV.^'Forcing Viii.>s, Cucumbers. Melons, aud Flower a?d K f^SGarden. Four years' good character.-A. B., Marlboron^SCottage. New Road, Hammersmith, W.

J^i^inoorough

GA RDENEK. — Married, small fom.ly 7~i^i^
stands Greenhouse, Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Garden

Heati;; Kent
*'

^'''''''^' character.-A. B^ Post Otfioe. Bexf^y

GARDENEK.-Ago 37, married, no incumbrance-
has a good practical knowledge of his profession • twn'

and-a-hftlf years good character; Wife at Lodge if requirpH
A. B.. 3. South Road West, Kent Park. Forest Hill, S .

GARDENER,—Married; understands the Manaee-
meut of liitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens, Green

house, -fcc. No objection to a Cow.—G. S., J. W. Brothertnn
Esq.. The Firs, E.sher, Surrey.

""erton,

GARDEN E K (Second).—Age 25 ; in any noblemau'g
or gentleman's Garden ; well acquainted with Forcincj

and has a good general knowledge of his profession.—L. W
Post Office, Beckenliam, Kent.

**

GARDENER (Under).—Aged 21.
FIELD, Doanington Park, near Derby.

—Mr. Wing,

GAUDENER (Under).— Age 21, single; well
acquainted with Forcing, Kitchen and Flower Garden.

Would not object to a small single-handed place. Three year*'
good character.—J. B., Wanstead Grove, N.E.

/^ARDE:'>ER (Under).-
\^ active, and williug, who
Forcing, Nailing Wall Trees, &c.
by the Gardener he ia leaving.
Surrey,

-A Young Man, steady,

has had practice iu Fmlt
Can be highly recommended

—J. Miles, Great Bookham,

PROPAGATOR or FOREMAN, and PKOPA-
GATOR of Soft-wooded Plants generally. — Has had many

years' expcrieuce in Growing ler the London Market.—A. B.,

2, Harriett Street. Stanley Bridge, Fulham, S.W.

FOKEMAN, ill a nobleman's or gentleman's esta-

blishment.—Leaving his present situation, where he has
been but a short time. Tliroe years' character from his former
place.—A. D., Col . Challoner, Portaall Park, Egham, Surrey.

FOREMAN", iu a nobleman's or gentleman's family.
—Age 24 ; has had some experience in Early and Late

Forcing, Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Good refer-

ence it required. No objection to any part of the country.—
A . B., Post Office. Crickhowell, Brcconshire, S.W.

To LANDOWNERS.—A person fully competent toT tike the entire Slanagement of an Estate^ and who haa for

rni^ny years had the Management of a Farm of 800 acres, at

Peasemore^ Berks, desires a similar engagement, or cue to

superintend an Estate gt^uerally. The fullest explanation will

be given by Mr. John Matthews, of Peasmorep and reference

may be made to the owner of the Peasemorc Estate, as well as

to Mr, Graham, of Newbury.

STEWAPvD, or to assist a Gentleman.—Age 40,

single ; understands Stock and attending Markets
;

reference given,—S, M,, Post OfTice, Aylsham, Norfolk.

STEWARD OR I5ATLTFF.—Age 40, married; haa

had great experience in the midland and southern counties

is thoroughly practical in the most modern style of Farming;
a good Judge and Manager of Stock, and a good Accountant.^
B, C„ Past Office, Tunbridge Wells, Kent,

TO NOBLEMEN, AGRICULTURISTS, ETC.

STEWARD OK BAILIFF.—Age 26, single; of good
address and active business habits; experienced in the

management of Arable and Meadow Land, Light or Heavy
Soils, Cultivation of all kinds of Crops ; thoroughly acquaiutod
with the Breeding and Fattening of all description of Stock;

conversant with all Modem Agricultural Implements, Steam
Machinery, Irrigation, &c, ; experienced Conductor of Labour,
qualihed to Keep Accounts, and do all business connected with
a first-claRs Farm, however extensive.—H, H,, Post Office,

Brockeuhurst, Lymington^ Hants.

LAND-STliWAUO on 15AIL1FF. — Middle-agctb

married; a native of Scotland; practically acquainted

with the most improved methods of Agriculture, and
thoroughly competent to take the entire management of a

Farm, Buying and Stilling of tfto'ik, &c- First class testimo-

nials and rererenee to last employer.—C. C, Messrs. Thos.

Gibbs &: Co., Corner of Half Moon Street, Picoadilly, W.

T AND SVE\YAUDorFAUM BATLII-K.-Age 37;
JL^ has had mucli cxpenence in the Management of large

Farms in Norfolk and other parts of Englaii'J. Has Testi-

monials of very high character, and would be glad to treat with

any gentleman.

—

Thomas G. Reynolds, L. Booth's Library,

307, Kegent Street, \V.

BAILIFF.— Age 46 ; thoroughly uiKleistands Farm-

ing, Breedini,' and Kcaring of StocK- a"d Attending

Market. Can have first- class testimonials frora hi:* late

employer for 11 yenrs.—B. B., Mr. Perch, News Agent,

Wimbledon, Surrey, S. W.

TO NURSERYiVlErd AND SEEDSMEN.
BOOK-Ki^EPER, CASHIKR, ok TUAV1i;LLEI:,

Is about to leave his present situation. Fourteen years'

refertnce in first class Houses both in Scotland and England.

A good Con'csp'indent, and can be well recommended.—C. B.,

6, I.,iverpool Street, London, E.O.

QHOPMAN, WARKHOCSKMAN, on CLKUK.O Wholesale or Retail.—Age 30 ; has a kuowleilge of Plants

andtbc Nursery Trade.—M. N. E., Vickers, Holywell Street,

Strand, W.C.

TO MURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
SHOPMAN on CLERK.—Age 21 ; fiist class

business habits, and cau be recommended by one of the

first Nurserymt'U iu Englnud
;
good knowledge of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. &c. well known in the Gardening world.

A. B., Post Office, Upper Baker Street, Rcgent' .s t^ark, London

SHOPMAN.—Has had several yCiuV exnorieuce in

the Seed Trade. First-cla-ss charaetei-—R. F.'J., 39, Car-

lisle Sireet, Portman Market, W.

T O
QHOPMAN.

SEEDSMEN, ETC.
-Age 26; 10 years' experience of the

KJ} trade. First-rate references —Seei>sman, Mr. Ricliardaon's,

54, Benyon Road, De Beauvnir Town, N. _

SHOIVMAN (Under), in the VVhuicsale Seed Trade.

—Ha-* had ei^ht years experience.—O. P., O'ardmert*

Chronicle Office, W.C.
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SATUHDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1860.

TlTINERALOOr. -King's College, London.—
JjiX. Profeasor Tensast, F.Q.S^wiH commence a COURSE
of LECTURES on MINERALOGY, with a view to faciUtatethe
study of Gl^OLOGY and of the application of Mineral Sub-
stancea in the ARTS. The Lectures began on FRIDAY
October 6, at. o'clock, a.m. They will be continued on each
succeeding WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at the same hour
Fee, 2/. -Is. R. W. Jelf , D.D., Principal.

F
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AGI;ICPLTD1UL GAZLTTE.

IVE PKll CEXT. INVESTMENTS.
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Per foot.
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Per 10 feet.
£0 12 6

16 8
18 9

1 10
1 2 11
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-Particulttrs
of Investinents for LARGE or SMALL SUMS of MONEY

bearing FIVE PER CENT. PER ANNUM INTEREST (well
secured), withdrawable at notice, may be obtained, ou applica-
tion tfTTHOMA^JX^AVLis^^^^ -w-.c.

ANK Ot^ DEPOSIT (E..tablished a.d. 1S41),
3, P.ai-Mall E-ist, London.—Capital Stock, 100,000?.

Parties desirous of Investing Money are requested to ex-
amine the Plan of the Rank of Deposit, by which a high rate
of interest may be obtained with ample security.
Deposits made by special agreomout may be withdrawn

without notice.

The interest is payable in January and July.
Peter Morrison. Managing Director. "

Forms for opening accounts sent true on application.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES.
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY AND CO. are supplyin- 16-oz. Sheet Glass
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, contaming 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

fiizes.—Inches Inches.
Under 6 by 4

From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5

8 „ 6 „ 10 „ 8
10 „ -8 „ 12 „ 9
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3c;. to Z'^d. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ Hd.tobd.
26 oz. „ 3id. to rid.

PATENT ROUGH PLATE. THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all
other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

. List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to
James Hetley & Co. . 35. Soho Square. London, W.

CUTTA PERCHA TUBINC FOR SPREADING LIQUID
JMAMURE.

THE GUTTA PERCIIA CO:UPAXY have been
favoured with the following Letter relative to the use of

Gutta Percha Tubing in spreading Liquid Manure.
From James Kennedy, Esq.

*'MyremiIl, by Maybole, Ayrshire.
**I have received your inquiryas tomy experience in the use

of Gutta Percha Tubing. I had 350 yards of it from your firm,
and I have used it for the last few months in distributing
hquid manure from my tanks over my fields, having often a
pressure of 300 feet on it ; and have been able to got the" liquid
from the end of the Tubing, by the pressure from the steam
engine, upwards of 40 yai-ds. I have 350 Scotch acres laid with
metal pipes under ground for the conveyance of liquid manures
over my farm, and your Gutta Percha Tubing has given me
great facility in spreading it over the surface of the land. I

likewise think highly of the Gutta Percha Union Joint."
Every variety of Gutta Percha articles manufactured by the

GuttaPerchaCompany, Patentees, IS, Wharf Road, City Road,
London, E.C., and sold by their wholesale dealers in town and
country.

INDELIBLE GARDEN TALLI ES. — Mark your
Tallies of wood, parchment, or zinc for the greenhouse or

garden, with Dunn's PATENT SOLID MARKING INK
PENCIL, find they will be indelible. Retail at Messrs. Butler
& McCulloch's and Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden,
W.C. ; J. Carter & Co., 237, High Holboru, W.C. ; T, Brioden,
Railway Arcade. London Bridge, S.E.; and all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, Chemist, Stationers, &c. With ecrew-holdcr,
complete, Is, %d, each ; will refill for Is. ; by post for 19 penny
stamps. Wholesale by J. Lusher^ 19^ Holborn Hill, E.C-;
Barcjlay & Sons, Farringdon 4ireet, E.G. ; or any other whole-
sale house ; and John Mackay, 121, George Street* Edinburgh.
Further information obtained by addressing Arthur Dunn,
the Patentee, at the Manufactory, 1^ Durham Place, Dalston
Green, London, N.E.
N,B, These Pencils are unequalled for marking indelibly on

Linen, &c., for which purpose a much finer point is made,
at the same price, than that contained in the Gardener's
Pencil. Exiwsm'e to light or heat renders it permanent.

KADFOKiys PATENT WASHING MACHINE.
SIMPLICITY AND WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

*' I very gratefully acknowledge the
extraordmary patronage I have re-

ceived from, all parts of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland, and which has
very far exceeded my most sanguine
expectations,"— Thomas Bradford,
Patentee, Cathedral Steps, Manchester.
London Office : 63, Fleet Street, E C.
N.B. My Machines always have,

^nd always will be sent on approval,
if desired, before payment. Descrip-
tion and Price free by post.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION (855-

METCALFE, BINGLEY, AND CO/S New Pattern
and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached

HairBrushe3,ImprovedFIeshandCIothes Brushes,andgenuine
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery forthe Toilet, The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most etfec-

tually—the hairs never come loose. M., B., A Co.'s new and
delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet and the Oxford and
Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles 2s. y Ss. 6d., and 5^. Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tootli Powder, 2s. per box,—Sole Estab*
lishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d doors west
from Holies Street^ London, W,

y^

In the next Number of ONCE A WKEK. the Story of "EVAN HARRINGTON"
A NEW SERIAL TALE,

will be completed; aud

WITH
Br SHIRLEY BROOKS,

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOHX TEXNIEL,
M^ill be commeuced shortly.

BEADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET, B.C.

and

n^iTH^^^ PALACE. -ONE SHILLING PRIZEV^ WRITING CASES, Manufactured at Arthur Grangkr'sCheap Stationery -Warehouse, 308. High Holborn. W.C, are
gttgd With Paper, Envelopes, Blotting took, Pen Holder

Post"fee^'^5^'''/^"^
'

reserve for Htads, Btainps, &c. Sent

IVTOIRES ANTIQUES.-Sewell & Co. are now^TJ. selling the richest MOIRES ANHQUiilS in London at
4i Guineas the Dress, in all Colours.

Com ptou HouBe. Fiith Stree t, Suho, W.
ALLEN'S PA;fENT PORniANTEALS

TRAVELLING BAGS with square oneninffs
LADIES' DRESa TRUNK::J. DlliiaSING UAGd, with silver

fittinrrs.
'

DESPATCH BOXES, WRITING and DRESSING CASES and
500 other articlos for home or contiwenLil travelling illustrated
Catalogues for 1S60. By post for two stimpa.

J. W. ALLEN (late J. W. and T. Allen), Manufacturer of
Officers Barrack Furniture and Military Outiitter (see separate
Catalogue), IS and -^2, Strand, London, W.C.

rpilE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXVI., willX be published NEXT WEEK.
Contents :—

I. THE E^IPIRE OF BRAZIL.
IL DEACONESSES.
IILT>UBLIC SCHOOLS.
IV. WILLS AND WILLMAKING.
V. GEORGE ELIOrS NOVELS.

VI. ARREST OF THE FIVE MEMBIiRS bv CHARLES 1.
VII. IRON SIDES AKD WOODEN WALLS.

VIII. COMPETITIVE EXAMINAIIOXS.
John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.

Now ready, price 3«. 6ii.,

THE FRUIT MANUAL; Containing Descriptions
and Synonymes of the Fruita and Fruit Tues ommouly

met with in the Gardens and Orchardu of Great liricain, with
Selected Lists of the Varieties most worthy of Cultivation. By
Robert Hogo, LL.D., P.H S., SecreUry to the Fruit Com-
mittee of the Horticultural Society of London. Author of
"The Vegetable Kingdom aud its Products;" "British
Pomology ;

" and Co-Editor of the " Cottage Gardener."

On December 1, will be Published, price Is.,

THE GARDENERS* YEAR BOOK, ALMANACK,
AND DIRECTORY FOR 186L By Robert Hogo, LLD., F.H.S.

Advertisements received up to the midtUe of November.
London; "Cottagre Gardener" Office. Ic2, Fleet Street, E.G.

Containing the

Now ready, price 2s. 6t2.,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Part IX.
conclusion of Pleurothallis,

Parts I. to VIIL. price 2s. 6d. each, may still be had.
J. Matthews, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TTOIMTCULTURAL GARDEXS.-TI.e Gardeners'

^.r^TTo.'''??^^.''/.^^''^^ ^^ containing Mr. Nesfield'sGOLOURLL) PLAN for the New Garden at Kensington Gore.
19 stiU ou bale at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, AV .G. and will be sent by post on receipt of six stamps.

ages of

O^

Just Published, pnoe 2^ 6<t,,

A TREATISE ON the VINE- By S. Caulfield,
Superintendent Richmond Nureeries, Ballybou^h Bridge,

Dublin^ to whom the Prize for the beat Esilay on its cultivation
was awarded by the Royal IlurticultunU aociety of Ireland,
Can be had from Messrs, Fergus FarrcU and ti0U| Capel Street

;

at their Nurseries ; and from all the principal yco<lsmeu iu
Dublin. Sent free to any part of the tUrco kiugdoms ou the
receipt of thirty postage stamps,

DRAINAGE OF LAND*
Price Qd,, or by Post for Eight Postage Stamps,

r THE PROGUESS AND RESULTS OF
UNDER DRAINAGE IS GREAT BRITAIN, Prize

Essay, By J. Bailed Dentoh, Ajpricultural Engineer, aud
author of the "Prize Essay on Road Making/' and other
Agricultural Treatises.—52, Parliament St., Wcstminsi-er, S,W.

FARWliiMG ACCOUiMTS.
REEMAN'S FARMER'S ACCOUNT BOOK, the
Best and Simplest Systkm, as testified by the leading

agriculturists. Price 5j. 4to, for small farms ; Ss, 6d, folio, for
largo occupations,

Published by J. Loder, Woodbridge; Simpkin & Marshall^
London ; Morzley, Derby ; Lonoa, Lincoln, aud all Book-
sellers in the Kingdom,

Now ready, in 16mo, with 6t Ilhistrations, price Js. Qd.

X THLETIC AND GYMNASTIC EXERCISES

:

XA_ Comprising 114 Exercises and Peats of Agility performed
with Parallel Bars^ the Horizontal Bar, the iSuspended Bar,
the Suspended Ropes, and the Indian Clubs; preceded by. a
Description of the requisite Apparatus.* By John H, Howard,

London : Longman, Grken, Longman, &, Rf^BKRTs.

Second Edition, fcap- 8vo, with Eleven Plates, 55,

^

RACTICAL METEOROLOGY.
By John Drew, Ph.D., F.R.A,S,

John Van Voorst, 1. Paternoster Jlow, KC.

F

P
This day i^ published, with Eight Tmted Illustrative Plates,

post 8vo, price 6^.,

THE HONEY BEE; its Natural History, Habits,
Auatomy, and Microscopical Beauties.

By Jam££3 Sauu£I^on.

And by the same Author, a Second Edition, price 35. 6c/,, of

The earthworm and COMxMON HOUSE-FLY.
John Van Voorst, 1, Paternnater Row, EC,

The 10th of October will be the hist day for receiving

Advertisements for insertion in

THORLEY'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
ALMANACK, for I86L

The First Edition of 100,000 copies will be ready on the

ISthinst Such a medium for advertisers as this is rarely to

be met with.
For further particulars apply to Joseph Thorley, 77, Newgate

Street, E.C- ; or at his Steam Mills, Caledonian Ruad, Kin^i's

Cross, N,

ZADKIEL'S ALMANAC for 1861 contains the

Millennium—The Great Conjunction—Louis Napoleon to

"cleanse the Sanctuarj"—Downlall of Rome—Jiise of Jerusa-

IdQi—Hieroglyohic : Reign of Discord.
Price 6d. ; post free, Id.

London : G, Berger, Holywell Street, Strand, W.C.

XelusJ of tt)c

Aftee a bombardment of sis days Ancona
capitulated to the Sardinians on Saturday morning,
and General Lahoriciere and his whole garrison

are now prisoners of war. The vanguard of

another division of the Sardinian army h at Tivoli

within siyht of Eome j and the division of General
Masi, after occupying Alontefiaacone, Civita

Casteilana, and Viterbo, has hoisted the Sardinian

flag on the left bank of the Tiber. The
Sardinian Chambers were opened at Turin on
Tuesday, when Count Cavotjr, in enunciating
the policy of the Government, disavowed any
intention of making war upon Austria for the
liberation of Yenetia, and renounced the hope of

recoveriuq: Home by the agency of the sword alone.

He repudiated the idea of a collision with France

at Hume as an act of ingratitude so monstrous as

to bratid Italy with a deep disgrace, such as

suffering could not obliterate ; and
coucluded by asking the Parliament for a

vote of co/iiidence, which had become the more
necessary because *'a voice which was with

reason dear to the people had manifested its dis-

trust of the Ministry both to the Kiira and
country." A project of law was then presented

authorising the King to accept and establish the

annexation of those provinces of Central aud
Southern Italy which might express by universal

sufl^rage their wish to form a part of the Saroinian

monarchy. A committee was appointed to examine

and report upon this project of law, and at their

sitting on Wednesday, the members of the Com-
mittee expressed full confidence in the Govern-

ment, but desired that all ** dualism" -with Gaei-

CALDi should cease. The Kixg of Sardinia has

left Turin for Ancona to take the command of his

army, and wiU proceed thence to !?{aples, in

compliance with an address presented to him

by a deputation of the inhabitants inviting him to

go to Naples in order to restore tranc^uillity and

to diffuse the benefits of liberty and progress. la

an order of the day addressed by ni3 Majesty to

the army, he says that he takes the command
because it would cost him too much not to be

foremost wherever there may be danger, and that

they must establish a strong Italian monarchy on

the liberty of peoples who will aid them with

order and concord. Garhjalbi himself has seen

the necessity of submitting to the guidance oi

Sardinia, and of allowing the Italian movement

to proceed henceforward under the leadership of

YiCTOR EiTiiA^-uEL. He has accordingly dismissed

his republican advisers, formed a moderate Ministry

which commands the confidence of the country, and

issued an address to his troops, congratulating

them upon the approach of their Sardinian brothers.

The check which he received last week on the

tanks of the Volturno, has been followed by the

loss of Cajazzo, but these reverses have since been

retrieved by a great victory over the royal army

at Caserta, where Garibaldi repulsed them along

their whole line and succeeded in surrounding

them, making 2000 prisoners.

The Pope on Friday last delivered an allocution
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in a secret Consistory of Cardinalsj in ^hich iiu

coudemned as "detestable aud sacrilegious" llie

** guilty invasion" of the Tapal State* ly tlie

King and Governmfcut of Sardinia, declaring tu^ir

acts "to be null and void, and stating that lie

will not cease to protest against their crimiiial

proceedings in order to maintain entire tlie civil

power enjoyed by the Roman Church. He
deplored the '* disastrous and pernicious policy of

non-intervention," and above all, its ** detestable

application to the Roman q^uestion," and said that

if such ** an odious violation of international law *

were not entirely nullified, there would no longer

be any force or security to legitimate rights. In

conclusion, his Holiness called upon all Catholic

princes and peoples to "come to the assistance of

the Father of the Faithful, attacked by the parri-

cidal arms of a degenerate son." The reply of the

French Goyernment to the recent uUlmatutn of

the Pope threatening to quit Rome at once if

France did not interfere against Sardinia, was

received in Rome on Sunday. In this document

the French. Government is said to have assured

tlie Pope that nobody deplored more tlian the

Empeeor the course taken by Sardinia ; that the

employment offeree, instead of diminishing, would

but aggravate the evil, by plunging Italy into a

struggle from which a general war might arise ; and

that, in order to afford efficaeions protection to the

Holy See and make the patrimony of St. Peter

respected, the French army in the Papal States

would be increased to 24,000 men. At the

same time the Empeeok still maintained the prin-

ciple of non-intervention, and would be glad to

consign the city of Rome to the protection of a

genuine Italian Power. It is now believed that.

in spite of all declarations to the contrary, the

PoPK wiU shortly leave Rome, and that the Duke
of Grammont and General Gotoh" have been

instructed to offer no obstacle to his departure-

The Spanish Government has addressed a note to

the different Powers declaring that it is its duty to

maintain, in the moat formal manner, the rights

of the Ei^'G OP Naples as a member of the

IRoyal family of Spain, and to raise every opposi-

tion against the flagrant violation of arrangements

Solemnly made by the Treaty of the quadruple

alliance of 1718, and confirmed in 1815 by the

Treaty of Vienna.

The Revenue returns for the year and quarter

ending the 30th of September, were issued on
Saturfay. They show a decrease on the quarter

of 606,610?., and a net increase on the year of

4,819,680/.

^lomt 'Ktm.

TuE QuEEX IN GEEiTANT.—Her Majesty was received
on her arrival at Coburgon Tuesdayweek by the Dulce and
Duchess ofCoburg and Gotha, and thePrince and Princess
Frederick William of Prussia, with Prince William,
their infant sou. Oa Wednesday morning the Queen,
Prince Consort, and the Princess Alice, accompanied the
Puke and Duchess of Coburg and the Piince and
Princess Frederick William in a"walk in the neighbour-
hood of the Palace. On Thursday morning the Prince
Consort, accompametl by the Duke of Coburg and
Prince ¥rederick William of Prussia, went to Gotha
and attended the funeral of the late Dowager Duchess.
The Queen, accompimied by the Duchess of Coburg and
the Princess Frederick William of Prussia, attended a
special service in the Dacal Chapel of the Palace, afc

which a funeral sermon w.is preached in honour of the
late Duchess. In the evening the Poyal fomily dined
in private, there being no addition to the party but tlie

Count Mensdorff, who had previously arrived on a
mission from the Emperor of Austria, and had been
introduced to her Majesty by Lord John Eusseli. On
Friday morning the Prince Consort, the Duke and
Duchess of Coburg-Gotha, the Prince and Princess
Ffederick William of Prussia, and Princess Alice, drove
to the Chateau of the Callenberg. Her Majesty drove
out in the afternoon, accompanied by the same Royal
party, and walked in the environs of the town.
In the evening Prince Ernest of Wurtcmbcrg paid his
respects to the Queen, and afterwards joined the Royal
^nner party. On Saturday morning the Queen, Prince
Consort and the Princess Alice, accompanied by the Duke
Mid Dnchess of Coburg and the Prince and Princess
Prederick William of Prussia, went to the Palace of
Rosenau, where luncheon was served to the Royal
pMty, In the evemns the Roval mrtv retnmprl to

Cob-irg. On Sunday the Queen, Prince Consort, iind

t Hi Princess Alice, the Duke and Duchess of Coburg,

aud the Piinee and Princess Frederick AVilliam of

l*russia attended Divine service at the Church of

St. Moritz. The sei'vice was performed by the Rev.

Dr. Meyer.

AcciDENf TO THE Prince Consout.—On Monday
last, on the retiu-n of the Prince Consort to Coburg

from shooting, the horses of his carriage ran away. His

Royal Highness jumped oat, and was not hurt beyond

some slight bruises and cuts on his face. On Tuesday the

Prince did not leave the Palace ; his general health how-

ever was not affected and ho sufftTcd bnt little from the

injuries received on the previous day. On Wednesday

his Royal Highness had so far recovered as to be able to

resume his usual pursuits and to go out.

The Peincess Alice.—The Augshiirg Gazette stated

that on the return of her Majesty from Coburg the

hetrothal of the Princess Alice with Prince Louis of

Hesse Darmstadt will be officially made known at May-
ence. Prince Louis is the son of Prince Charles, brother

of the reigning Grand Duke, by the Princess Elizabeth

of Prussia, cousin of the King, aud was born in 1S37.

The Peinoe ot Walt:3.—On the 13th ult. his Royal
Highness saw M. Bionclin cross the Falls of Niagara on
his tight-rope with a man on his back, and return along

the rope on stilts about 3 feet high. His Royal High-
ness then went up in a steamer to the foot of the Falls,

On the 17th Ins Royal Highness visited the Cave of the

Winds and di'ove round to see the scenery of the

neighbourhood. On the 18th his Royal Highness laid

the corner stone of Brock's monument, and then went
on to Hamilton where ho was received with great

enthusiasm, the city being decorated with arches and
brilliantly illuminated. On the 20th the Prince under
the title of Lord Renfrew commenced his tour in the

United States under the most favourable auspices. He
reached Windsor at 8 P.M. by special train from

Hamilton, aud was escorted on board the Detroit and
Milwaukie ferry, which had been gorgeously decorated

for the occasion. When the steamer reached American
waters Mayor Bahl, on belmlf of the city of Detroit

welcomed the Prince to the United States, Arranged
in the river and covering a space of nearly a mile in

length waa a large fleet of river and lake vessels,

beautifully rigged with variegated lamps, and decorated

with banners and emblems inscribed with words of'

reeting. As the royal steamer passed through the

eet each vessel sent forth a perfect shower of rockets

and fireworks, and the warehouses frontingthe river were I

splendidly illuminated. Fireworks were also let oil' from
;

the docks, aud the whole river was one complete flame of
j

light,makrng one of the grandest displays ever witnessed.
The Prince laiuTetl at the foot of WoodwarJ Avenue,
in which, and in the adjoining streets, 30,000 people

were assembled. An escort composed of the firemen of

tlie city, bearing torches, and most of the city military,

was intended, but the crowd was so great it was found
inipoisible for the procession to form. After some delay,

and the greatest confusion, the Prince was taken away
in a close carriage, and driven to the Russell House
unrecognised. His suite foliowcd,';escorted by firemen.

On the 21st, liis Royal Highness attempted to drive

through the city in an open barouche and four, but
found it impossible, on account of the streets being
blocked up by spectators who cheered him with the
wildest enthusiasm. The Prince left in the afternoon

under a Royal salute for Cliicago, passing through
Kalamazzo, Ann Aibor, and Marshall, where crowds of
people lined the roads and received him with salutes

and music, the people at the stations climbing up the
carriage and looking in at the window in their

anxiety to see his Royal Highness. On arriving at

Chicago in the evening the Prince met with the most
i

gratifying and cordial reception. The city was brilliantly

illuniinuted, aud the railway station was beset by
thousands of people who welcomed the Prince with
repeated cheers, while the crowd so blockaded the
streets that the Royal carriages had some difficulty in

reaching the hotel. On the 22d the Mayor presented
'the principal citizenS to the Prince, who afterwards
stood on the balcony of the the hotel, in order to gratify \

the ladies and gentlemen who wished to see him. His '

Royal Highness afterwards drove through the city, and i

then proceeded to St, Louis for^three days' shooting on
the Prairies.

Phiitce N'apoleon.—On Thursday, the 27th, the
Prince landed fi'om his yacht at Kingstown, and
proceeded by railv^'ay to Dublin. At the station in

Westland Row he took a hack car and drove to

Glasnevin, where he minutely inspected theAlbert Model
Farm. He then returned to Dublin, and shortly after-

wards left for Kingstown, where he walked about until

dusk and then went on board the yacht. On Friday
morning the Prince went to Ballinasloe, and accom-
panied by the Earl of Clancarty proceeded to Garbally
and Lismore, where he inspected the extensive agricul-

tural operations carried on by Mr. Allan Pollok. The
Prince returned to Dublin in the evening, and imme-
diately proceeded to Kingstown, where he embarked in

his yacht aud set sail for St. George's Channel, calling

at Milford on his way. On Sunc ay afternoon his Im-
perial Highness anchored in Kingsroad, and proceeded
thence in a small steamer attached to his yacht to

Lamplighter's Sap, where he took a carriage to Bristol.

After a stay of a few liours in that city, the Prince
returned to Kingsroad and re-embarked. On Tuesday

inuming his Imperial Highness arrived at -Southampton*
where he still remains.

PAnLIA>rENTART MOVEMENTS. — Mr, MofFutt, late
M.P. for Ashhurton, is a candidate for Honiton in the
Liberal interest, in the room of the late Mr. Locke.
Mr. J. W, Malcolm, of Poltallock, is a candidate for
Boston in the room of the late Mr, Herbert Ingram,
Mr. F. Pigott has vacated his scat for Reading by
accepting the Governorship of the Isle of Man, and his

brother, Mr. Serjeant Pigott, lender of the Oxford Cir-

cuit, has offered himself to the electors as his successor.

Major H. W. Porter, of Winslade, and Mr. Alfred Seyl

mour, are candidates for the seat about to be vacated

by Mr. Divett at Exeter.

The Plymouth CoM:iiA>'D.—In consequence of con-

tinued and increasing illness Vice-Admiral Sir Arthur
Fanshawe, recently appointed Port Admiral at Ply.

mouth, has been obliged to resign that appointment.

Vice-Admiral Sir Houston Stewart is spoken of as his

successor.

The Channel Fleet.—The second division of the

Channel Fleet consisting of the Edgar, 91 ; Trahilgar, 91

;

Algiers, 91 ; Mersey, 40; and Diamond, 32, under the com-'

maud of Rear-Admiral Erskine, an-ived at Spithead on
Wednesday, The first division under Vice-Admiral
Sir Charles Fremantle, consisting of the Royal Albert,

121; Donegal, 101; Conqueror, 100; Aboukir, 90; and
Centurion, 80, arrived on the same day in Plymouth
Sound, preparatory to theu' return to their respective

stations for the winter.

The Revenue.—The Revenue Returns for the year

and quarter ended the 30th Sept, show an increase of

4,819,680?. on the year, and a decrease of 606,G10?. on

the quarter. The year's account shows an increase In

the Excise of 1,385,000/.; Stamps, 279,277/.; Taxes,

G7,000/.; Property Tax, 4,623,710/.;. Post Office,

115,000/.; Ciown Lands, 7989/.; and a decrease in the

Customs of 1,412,371/.; Miscellaneous, 245,925/. The
quarter's account shows an increase in Stamps of

116,000/.; Taxes, 20,000/.; Property Tax, 407,000/.;

Post Office, 20,000/.; Crown Lands, 3589/.; and a

decrease in the Customs of 688,866/. ; Excise, 460,000/,

;

Miscellaneous, 24,833/.

The Volunteer Motement.—The North Middlesex

were reviewed on Saturday by the Inspector-General,

A Marylebone and St. John's Wood Company has

recently been added to this corps ; companies from

Cainden and Kentish Towns and Haverstock Hill are

to be formed, and nearly 100 young gentlemen of the

North London Collegiate School have been attached to

the Corps as a Cadet Company. The General Cadet

Company is also progreeslng favourably, and it is

intended to form a Bugle Cadet Band.—The 12th
Middlesex (Barnet) had a shooting match for a valuable
rifle last week at 5 ranges of 150 yards from the
shoulder, and 5 at 400 yards kneeling. The prize was
Won by Mr, Hammerton, who scored 16 points.—The
great review of the Yorkshire Volunteers took place on
Friday on Knavesmire, about a mile south of the

city of York. The number of A^olunteers assembled
on the occasion was 4S94, arranged in three brigades.

The 1st Brigade comprised two battalions of Artillery

and two battalions of Rifles. The 1st battalion of

Artillery consisted of the Bridlington, Filey, Whitby,

and Leeds corps. The 2d battidion consisted of the

Hull Artillery. The 3d battalion included the York,

Harrogate, Wetherby, Knaresborougb, Ripon, and Tad-

caster Rifles. The 4th battalion included the Sheffield,

Pontefract, Rotherham, and Doncaster Rifles. The 2d

Brigade consisted of five battalions of West Riding

corps. The let comprised the Bradford, EccleshiU,

Wakefield, Goole, and Dewsbury corps. The 2d con-

sisted of the Huddersfield and Holmfirth corps. The

3d consisted of the Halifax corps. Tlie 4th consisted

of the Leeds corps. The 5th included the Skipton,

North Craven, Burley, Guiseley, and Ingleton corps.

The 3d Brigade comprised four battalions of East and

North Riding corps. The 1st consisted of the Hull

corps. The 2d included the HowJen, BridUngton,

Beverley, Driffield, and Market Weighton corps. The

3d comprised the Swaledale, Stai-tford, Bedale,

Stokesley, Masham, Catterick, Richmond, and North-

allerton corps. The 4th included the Malton, Hoving-

ham, Scarborough, Helmsley, Thirsk, and Pickering

corps. The reviewing officer was Lieut.-General Sir G-

Wetherall, and the manoeuvres were gone through in a

very ci-editable manner. There was an immense
number of spectators. At tlie close of the review a

meat pie and a pint of ale was supplied to each Volun-

teer at the expense of the Lords Lieutenants of the

three Ridings.—The Northamptonshire Rifle Associa-

tion held their first meeting last week in Althorp Park,

the seat of Earl Spencer, when the first competition for

prizes for rifle shooting took place, and all the corps in

the county were reviewed by the Earl of Euston, in the

presence of the Marquis of Exeter, Earl Spencer,

Lord Overstone, Lord Lyveden, 'and about 15,000

persons. At the competition the challenge cup,

value 25/., M'as won by Sergeant Presland, of

the Towcester corps. This cup, however, will not be

retained by the winner permanently, but is open to

annual competition. A cup, value 10/., offered as a

prize to all comers, was won by Mr. J. Biggs, of

Elkington.—The first battalion of the Staff'ordshire

Corps, including the Longton, Hanley, Burslem,

Tunstall, Stoke-upon-Trent, Kidsgrove, and New-
castle, were inspected last week at Trentham by

Lord Hathcrton, Lord-Lientenant of the county,
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nnd tlio Iu&i»ei:tor-Oi'iK-nil of tho ilistriut. — On
Friday n meotlng of the Volunteer officers of Staf-

fordsliii"^. convened by tlie Lord-Lieutenant, was held

flt
Stafford, when ft resolution was adopted asking the

Government to establish an additional nnmhei" of

schools of musketry similar to the school at Hythe.

It was also resolved to establish county associations for

prize shooting;, the Lord-Lieutenaut stating that he

would himself subscribe 100^., and that he could at

once obtain 1200/. without calling n^^on the officers.

In the evening Lord Hatherton was entertained at

dinner by the Volunteer officers of the county.—

A

public meeting was hold a tew days since atQueenshead,

hi the West Kiding, at which Mr. Michael Stocks

offered to subscribe 500/. if a corps of 500 men could

be raised at once. About 40 young men entered their

names at the conclusion of the meeting. Mr. Stocks is

the same gentleman who recently equipped 100 men
in his own neighbourhood to form the Shibdendale

corps.—The Hovvden and Tynemouth companies of the

Ist Korthumberland and the 3d Durham Artillery

were inspected last week at North Shields by Colonel

Morris, Tnspector-General of Ai-tillery Volunteers.

—

The Artillery and Kifle Corps of the Alnwick Division

of Northumberland were reviewed in that town last

week by Earl Grey, Lord-Lieutenant of the county.

—

On Saturday the members of the Gateshead

Corps mustered in full force at the Drill-ground

and were presented with a handsome silver

bugle, the gift of the ladies of that borough.

—

A public meeting was held last week at Shotley

Bridge, when it was unanimously resolved to form a

corps for Shotley Bridge and Consctfc.—The Stephenson
companies of the Newcastle-on-Tyne corps met on
Saturday in the Corn Exchange, when the successful

competitors at a shooting match lately held at Tyne-
mouth, were presented with the silver medals given by
the officers of the companies for the best shots at

200 yards.—The 7th Shropshire met on Friday at the
Wrekin, and contested for' a rifle, the gift of Captain
Eyton, which after a severe contest at ranges of 300,

600, and 600 yards, was won by Corporal M'Kenzie.

—

The Newtou Review prize shooting commenced on
Wednesday week at Southport, and was brought to a

close on Saturday. The Grand Cup, value 50/., given
hy the officers of the Manchester, Salford, and Ardwick
Kegiments, open to the Volunteers of Great Britain,

was won by Sergeant Hale, of the 13th (Dukinfield)

Cheshire corps ; the prize of 50/,, given by Mr. Barnes
of Manchester, and restricted to Manchester regiments,

was won by Mr. James Rogersou of the 3d Man-
chester; the Legh Challenge Cup and silver medal
was won by Mr. Kemp of the 3d Manchester

;

the Ladies' Cup, open to the whole kingdom,
was won after a protracted contest by Major Renny
Tailgom-, of the Forfarshire Corps. The 20/. prize opeu

to the whole kingdom was won by Capt. Greig, Wilm-
slow Corps ; the 50/. prize at 800, 900, and 1000 yards,

was won by Captain Ick, of the East York Militia, who
scored 16 points ; his competitors, Mr Marriott having

scored 15, and Mr. Leece, assistant to Mr. Whitworth,
13. For the Southport Cup, value 35/., open to all

comers, Capt. Ick and Mr. Leece each scored 15, and
had to shoot off the tie. This was a very exciting con-

test. The target was placed at 1000 yards, and the

two champions put three balls in succession into it.

At the fourth shot Capt. Ick missed, and Mr.
Leece hit the mark and won the prize amidst

the cheers of the spectators. Other prizes were
won by Sergeant Lawley, Captain Shepherd,

Lieut. Archibald, Lieut, Dixon, Ensign Raddiffe,

Sergeant Lawley, Messrs. Adshead, Ragnor, G. Hall,

Batley, Phillips, Colliuson, Marriott, &c.—On Friday a

grand rifle contest took place at Northdown Park,

about a mile and a half from Margate. Among the

corps who took part in it were the Margate, Ramsgate,

Canterbury, Tunbridge Wells, St, George's, West
Middlesex^ Westminster. Woolwich, Deal, Royal East

Kent Mounted, Esher (5th ' Surrey), Lambeth, and

7th Surrey. There were 14 prizes for competition, at

ranges varying from 100 to 500 yards, the successful

competitors being Capt. Fisher of the Tunbridge Wells

Corps, StaffSergeants Dillon and Wilson, Corporal Men-
tier, Privates Feakins, Keble, Palmer, Blaize and Robb,

—The 5th and 6th companies of the Kent (Canterbury)

Corps have been presented with banners by Mrs. and

the Misses Austen (the wife and daughters of Captain

Austen). The banners are composed of silk and velvet,

and are embroidered with the Kentish horse and the

motto ''Invicta."—The 7th Esses have had a compe-

tition at Southend for a silver cup, presented by Mrs.

lawke, and a silver cream ewer, provided from the

funds of the corps. For the first prize, at 400 yards,

Messrs. R. Hill and H. AUen'made a tie, in shooting off

which Mr, Allen was successful. For the second prize,

at 300 yards. Sergeant Knapping and Mr. W. Cause

made a tie, in shooting off which Mr. Cause was the

victor.—On Saturday two silver cups were shot for by

Volunteers of different corps at Rottingdean, near

Brighton, at ranges of 200, 300, and 400 yards. The
first cup presented by Captain Rucker, of the 25th

Kent, was won by Corporal Bayley, of the 3d Kent,

who was also the winner of the second prize attached

to the other cup, given by Ensign Barnes, of the 25th

Kent. The second cup presented by Mr. Bowes, was
won by Sergeant Winser, 3d Kent; Captain Rucker's

second prize was won by Mr. Sepplngs, of tlie Civil

Service Brigade.—A shooting match took place at Wis-
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bech last week between 10 Cambridge and 10 WisbechT^^oT^he H,.ly Kather and rrc
\ oluntecrs. The shooting, which was at 150,200, 250, and ^P^^^ •>• the Catholic world."
300 yards, was conducted under the personal su'perinten-
deneeof Captain Fryer,r.udendediuthefoUowing scores-
Cambridge, 198 points; Wisbech, 249.—The Wiltshire
Corps were reviewed last week in Clarendon Park, near
Salisb\iry, the seat of Sir P. H. Bathurst, by General
Lord William Paulet, C.B. The corps were arranged
in two battalions. The first consisted of the Salisbury,
Trowbridge, Bradford, Southampton, Market Laviiigtou,
Mere, Warminster, Melksham, Romsey, and Audover;
and the 2d included the Malmesbury, Devizes, Maiden
Bradley. Westbury, Milton, and Portsmouth.—The
tii-st meeting of the 2d battalion of Gloucestershire took
place at Cheltenham last week, when numerous prizes
were competed for at ranges of 200, 300, 500, and 600
yards. The chief prize given by the ladies, and con-
sisting of 50^. and a gold medal, was won by Private Jack
of the 7th (Cheltenham) Company.—The Bristol Corps
had a grand competition last week extending over three
days on their practice ground at Sneyd Park. Upwards
of 200^. was given in prizes, presented by Earl Dueie,
Lord-Lieutenant of the county, the Duke of Beaufort,
the Earl of Kllenborough, Lord Dynevor, the Mayor of
Bristol,&c. Theprincipal prize was a silverbugle competed
for by the 10 companies for the Bristol corps, the officers

and two men from the ranks being selected from each
company, the bugle to be held by the company gaining
the greatest number of points at file and volley tiring,

and skirmishing practice. The prize fell to No. 3
company, which out of 50 shots, averaged 62.41 points

per man. The average firing of the whole corps reached
the high point of 50.11. The competition for a regimental
challenge gold medal, to be held for one yeir, and to
become the property of any member winning it two
years in succession, was not concluded.until Saturday.
The shooting was at ranges of 800 and 900 yards, 10
rounds at each distance, and there were 12 competitors.
Ensign Pinney and Private C. Thomas, both of No. 3
company, each made eight points, and in firing off the
ties Ensign Pinney won at the sixth shot.—The Bristol

and Gloucestershire Artillery held a prize meeting on
Friday, The first match was for the ladies' prizes,

five in number, the first of which, a silver claret jug,

was won by Sergeant Kattriss ; the 2nLl, a silver

tankard, by Private Gilford; the 3d, a Westley
Richards rifle carbine, by Sergeant Hanson; the
4th, a silver beaker, by Private Stanton ; the 5th a
silver cup, by Lieut. Bean, The second match, open to

any company of Volunteers, consisted of three prizes.

The 1st, 15/., was won by Viscount Fielding; the 2d,

10/., by Sergeant Baker, and the 3d, 5/., by Sergeant
Hanson. The third match, for two prizes of 10/. and
5/., was open to all comers. Sergeant Bingham and
Private Hansom, who each made seven points at the
first raii^e of 600 yards, agreed to divide the stakes,

and fire for the honour at 700 yards, when Sergeant
Bingham was the victor.—On Saturday, the 17th
Glamorganshire made' their fii-st appearance in public,

equipped in their new uniform, the cost of which is paid

for by Mr, Kvan Evans, proprietor of the Vale of Neath
|

Brewery and captaiu of the coi'ps.—The Plymouth
corps had a shooting match last week in the pi*esehce of
General Hutchinson, commandant of the western
district. A cup given by Lieutenant Norriugton was
won by Mr. Jeffrey. There were 15 competitors for a

challenge cup, given by the Rev. Mr. Bewes, the officers'

gold medal, and a rifle, given by Mr. Derry. Mr. J. H.
Osborne won the medal, and should he be successful

next yeai*, he will obtain the cup ; Mr. R. G. Edmonds
won the rifle.—A meeting was held on Monday
week at Colyton, at which a Volunteer corps

was organised for that district of Devonshire.

—

A Volunteer Artillery Corps, in addition to the Regi-

ment of Riflemen, is in the course of formation in

Preston, and about 100 young men have already

enrolled themselves.—The three companies of the

Reading Corps were inspected last week by Colonel

Luard, after which the prizes obtained at the recent

competition were distributed in the Corn Exchange.

—

On Thursday and Friday week a shooting match, for

20/., took place between 10 selected members of the
Windsor Corps and 10 of the Maidenhead. The latter

proved the victors on both days, defeating their

opponents on Thursday by 23 points, and on Friday
by 33.—On Wednesday week Mr. Hope, M.P., for

Windsor, entertained the members of the Windsor
Corps at dinner at Ditton Park,—Lord Hastings gave

a splendid entertainment on Tuesday week at Melton
Constable to the Fakenham and Hote Companies of

the Norfolk Corps.

dFoicign.

Feance.—The Moniteur of Sunday contained the

following article on the increase of the French array at

Rome :

—

"The Emperor has decided upon immediately reinforcing

the corps of occupation at Rome by sending a division of

infantry, two squadrons of cavalry, and a batteiy of artillery.

The SardJnian Government has been informed that General

Goyon has received instructions authorising him to extend his

action so far as the military conditions to which it is naturally

subordinate will permit him. It only appertains to the groat

Powers assembled in Congress to pronounce once for all on the

questions which have arisen in Italy out of late events ; but
until then the Government of the Emperor, in conformity

with the mission which it has imposed upon itself, will con-

tinue to discharge the duties resulting from its sympathies

from the presence of our flag in the
i."

The -ConHUuliomiet publishes an article on the same
sulgeet stating tliat the "augmentation of the army of
occupation is but the conse<]uence of the late events
acconiplisbed in Italy, and the revolutionarv character
ot Garibaldi's recent acts. In ISGO, as in 181-0, France
wiU protect Home and the Papacy agauist ihe attacks
ot demagogues. The presence of a French corps d'armee
at Rome will suffice to prevent any assault against or
revolntion.iry movement within that city; but if it
were otherwise, the French battalions will form an in-
vincible .barrier for the protection of the Eternal City
and the authority of the Chief of the Church. In
augmenting the army of occupation the French
Government renders the protection of the city of Rome
more efficacious, but lespects the principle of non-
intervention." In answer to the Pope's ultimatum
transmitted last week through the Duke de Cadore the
French Government is said to have assured the Pope
that nobody deplored more than the Emperor the
course taken by Sardinia. Under actual circumstances
however, the use of force, instead of diminishing, would
but aggravate the evil, by plunging Italy into a struggle
from which a general war miglit aiise; but in order to
afford au efficacioua protection to the Holy See the
French army in the Papal States would be increased to
2i,000 men, whose mission would be to make the patri-
mony of St. Peter respected; this "patrimony," pro-
perly so called, comprising a population of 420,000 souls,

and including Rome, Civita Vecchia, and Viterbo,
The Emperor will still maintain the principle of non-
intervention in the question of the internal affairs of

Italy, and while promising to maintain order at the

Holy See, he would have it at heart to consign the City

of Rome to the protection of a genuine Italian Power,
Meanwhile Marshal Vaillant, the defender of Rome in

1849, will, in case of need, assume the command in chief

of the army of occupation, should the patrimony of St.

Peter be threatened either by Garibaldi or Piedmont.

—

M. Thouvenel tendered his resignation to the Emperor
while at Ajaccio, insisting that a more efficacious pro-

tection should be granted to the Pope. Since the

return of the Emperor and the reply given to the Duke
de Cadore, M. Thouvenel has withdrawn his resigna-

tion.—A meeting was held on Saturday at the Hotel

of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, which wfa attended

by Lord Cowley and Mr. Cobden, for the purpose of

settling, in accordance with the Treaty of Commerce,
the first Supplementary Convention, affecting the ad-

mission of iron, metals, and hardware into France-

The Moniteur of Sunday published an Imperial decree,

of which the enacting article is as follows:—
**Art. 1. The tariff agreed upon between the Plouipoten-

tiaries of Fi-ance and Great Britain, annexed to the present
decree, will be applied to the Importation of the morehaudise
therein mentioned, of Briti^Ii orig;in and manufacture, to com-
mence from the 1st October next.'*

'Jhe Moniteur also contains a decree raising Jf. Chas-
seloup-Laubat, Minister of Algeria, to the rank of

Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour.—Two aide-de-

camps of the Emperor of Russia presented to the

Emperor on the 27th ult., four magnificent horses sent

to his Majesty by the Emperor Alexander. The
horses were selected by the Czar himself, and

were accompanied to Paris by a veterinary surgeon,

four Hussars, and a non-commissioned officer of the Im-
perial Guard. The Emperor expressed his admira-

tion at the heauty of the animals, and sent a

courteous acknowledgment of . the present. — The
British Consular Church in Paris in connection with

the Kirk of Scotland, was opened on Sunday last, in a

chapel connected with the Church of the Oratoire

opposite the Palace of the Louvre. The services were

conducted by the Rev. Mr. Cromhie, who has been

appointed minister by the British Government under
,

the Consular Act. This is the first instance in which

the Kirk of Scotland has availed herself of the im-

portant privileges conferred on her, in common with

the Church of England, by the Consular^ Act.

Spaix.—The Cortes will assemble du the 25th of

October. The Mpana asserts that the principal

Carllst chiefs are disposed to recognise Queen Isa-

bella II. The Spanish Government has addressed to

the different Powers a note supporting the protest issued

by the Kmg of Naples when retiring to Gaeta. The
Spanish note recalls that, by the Treaty of the Quad-

ruple Alliance of 1718, the kingdom of the Two Sicilies

had been ceded by Austria to the Spanish Bourbons.

This cession was afterwards confirmed by the Treaty of

Vienna. The article 114 of the Final Act of Vienna

having, under the guarantee of Europe, again sanc-

tioned these stipuUtions, the Spanish Government

considers it its duty to maintain in the most formal

manner the ri;;lits of a member of the august family of

Spain, and to raise every opposition against the flagrant

violation of solemn arrangements. The Absolutist

journals reproach the Government for not having seat

an army to defend the Pope.

Holland.—In the last sitting of the Second Chamber
the draft of the address in reply to the speech from the

throne was presented. Instead of being as usual a

mere echo of the speech it declared that several bills

and measures not noticed iu that document ought to be

presented.

BELOIU3I.—The King of the Belgians on Sunday

visited Tournay, where he was received with great

enthusiasm. A triumphal arch was erected by the

Society of Boatmen at the end of the bridge over which
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Us Afzije^ty pnssei.1, unci, in the public square a tliruue

was raised, on wUich the King took his seat to witness

the tiling off of lUl the communes, corponitious, and

societies. The Bnri>oiniister congratulated his llajesty

on his arrival, antl tlie King in reply thanked that

functionary, and^ through him the whole of the inhabi-

tants, for the warm welcome which had been given to

him. His Majesty before leaving the town reviewed

the troops of the gari-ison and the National Guard.

Switzerland.—The Berne papers state that the

Connt de Chambord has purchased for 300,000f. the

residence of Wartensee, near Rorscharch, in the Canton

of St. Gall.
. .

Bavaria.—It is currently reported that negotiations

are on foot between Austria and Bavaria for the occu-

pation of tiie Tyrol by Bavarian troops in case of a war

;n Italy. The visit of General Sc-hau-rUng to Munich is

fiaid to be connected with the negotiation.

Peussia.—Intelligence has been received from Nubia

that Baron von Barnim, the son of Prince Adalbert,

died there in July last of swamp fever, und^thafc his

medical attendant and servant were still aufKring from

the malady. The prince received the intelligence at

Stralsund, and immediately l\a5tened to Vienna, where

liis consoit was awaiting the return of their son to pass

the winter with him in Italy.

Atjstbta,—The Emperor has ordered a levy of

100,000 men to be effected with all possible expedition

;

and all the officers of the navy, without exception, have

been ordered to be at their posts within 24 hours.

The wives and families of the generals and officers of

the army in Venetia have received orders immediately

to quit the Venetian territory. General Count

ilensdorff lias left Vienna for Coburg, to convey

to Queen Victoria the condolences of the Austrian

Court on the death of the Dowager Duchess

of Saxe-Coburg, and to offer the Emperor's congratula-

tions on her Majesty's arrival in Germany. On Satur-

day the members of the Council of the Empire were

received by the Emperor in final audience. The

Emperor addressed them as follows :

—

" I have heard with satisfaction the repeated expressions of

your love for our cotmtry aud of your loyalty as subjects. I

coufidently expect that my resolution respecting your views

,will, when promulgated, meet with ready concurrence, and
that my good intentions will be gratefully acknowledged. I

also expect that the inauguration of popular institutions will

obtain your energetic support."

HuNaAaT.—It is stated that if the former constitu-

tion of Hungary be not restored by the Emperor, a

refusal to pay the taxes will be organised throughout

the kingdom. Numerous arrests have taken place on
account of the dissemination of revolutionary proclama-

tions, and an ordinance of the Commander-in Chief of

the army has deferred the recommencement of the

lectures at the University of Pesth for the remainder of

the vear. The military classes of 1S40, 1839, 1838, 1837,

1836, comprising young men of the age of lf> years,

have been called to service. The levy will terminate mi

the 3l3t of December.

The Athiiatic—The Austrian Naval Board has

ordered that trading vessels of the Two Sicilies shall

only be admitted into an Austrian port when hoisting

the Neapolitan flag ; and that before leaving, the visa

of the Neapolitan Consul must be attached to their

papers. The Naval Board has likewise informed the

Chambers of Commerce that, by order of the military

governor, the lighting of the canals, the port, ahd the

Venetian coast must be suspended until further instruc-

tions. This measure also applies to the two lights of

Malamocco and Piave. The reason assigned for this

order is tliat Garibaldian agents secretly entered the

laguncs at night in order to take soundings.

Italy.—The bombardment of Ancona was continued

until Friday evening, when the Sardinian fleet having
t by a bold manoeuvre destroyed all the batteries of the

port, General Lamorici&re, in order to express hia

admiration of the bravery of the fleet, oflered to

surrender to Admiral Persano. On Saturday morning
Ancona capitulated, and General Lamoricierc and the

whole of the garrison became prisoners of war. The
Admiral sent him a small boat, and ordered the whole
crew under arms, to pay the General military lionours.

The Admiral also offered his own cabin to the General,
who was deeply toncbed by these courtesies. General
Lamoricifere will embark on board* the steamer Count
Cavour, which will convey liim to Genoa, whence he
will proceed to Turin, Admiral Persano anived at

Turin on Monday evening. It is said that the port-

folio of General Lamoriciere has fallen into the hands
of General Fanti, and that it contains letters of the

most compromising character, and the most positive

proofs of numerous intrigues entered into with the
Legitimist and even the Red Republican party against

the Government of the Emperor Napoleon. The friends

of General Lamorici&re however deny the truth of this

statement. The Sardinians found 110 cannons and
700,000f. in the fortress of Ancomu—A Secret Consis-

tory of Cardinals was held ou Friday at Rome, when
the Pope delivered au allocution of which the following

is a summary :
—

*' We detest and deplore the conduct of Piedmont, and her
guilty invasion of ti>e Papal States. Wo lament the brave
w^ldiers who have ditd in their defence, and have the firm hope
that they have obtained eternal peace and blessedness. We
reprove and condemn in every way the detestable and sacri-
legious attacks of the King aud the Government of Piedmont.
We declared their acts to be null and of no effect. We protest,
and will not cease to protest, in order to maintain
entire the civil power enjoyed by the Roman Churt-h.
The Bnpport of fureign asaistauce against criminal invasion U

still to be desired, and reiterated declaraUons on that pomr

have been made by one of the most powerful princes of Europe.

Whilst huwever, we have for a lon^: time been expectmg such

aiesnll. we are most painfully affected in seeing the authors

and abettors of this invasion advance as far as the walls of onr

capiUl as though they bad the assurance that no one would

S?.p^e them. In presence of such a penlous position we see

oKvea forced, oven against our will, to the sad necessity

of occupying ourselves with the measures to be taken for the

protectioT^of our dignity. We deplore the disastrous

and pernicious policy of non-intervention, and above

all its detestable application to tho Roman question.

We call upon all the princes of Europe to examine

seriously what great and innumerable evils are comprised in the

detestable event which we deplore, for if such an odious viola-

tion of international law were not entirely nuUiBed there

would no longer bo left any force aud security to any legitimate

rlMit All Sovereigns should be convinced that their cause is

intimately bound up with ours, and that in coming to our md
thevwill provide equally for the preservation of their rights

We have no duubt that tho Catholic Princes aiid peoples will

come to the assistance of the Father of the Faithful, who is

attacked by the parricidal arms of a degenerate son.

A long conference hetween Cardinal Antonelli and the

French Ambassador took place on Saturday. The revo-

lution is at tlie very gates of Rome, hut the Pope has

peremptorily declared that he will nob leave the city.

The provinces of Umbria, Viterho, and the Marches are

lost to the Papal Government ; Subiaco and Arsoli are

in insurrection, and the whole population of the Sabine

and I^atian territories have risen to the cry of " Victor

Emmanuel for ever!" The Chasseurs of the Tiber

have defeated the Pontiftcal Gendarmes, and have

hoisted the Italian flag on the left side of the Tiber

;

and the vanguard of another division is at Tivoli,

a few miles from Rome. Gen. Goyon has hoisted the

French flag at a distance of five miles from Rome.

The only provinces still under the Papal Government

are Civita Vecchia, Frosinone, and Velletri, and but^for

the French these would also speedily pronounce against

the Pope. It is said that the Papal Government has

given up the idea of defending the two latter against

the Sardinians, should they pass through them to pro-

ceed to Naples. The head-quarters of the Sardinian

army will be at Aquila, the oflicers of the Commissariat

having already arrived there. The Sardinian Chambers

were opened on Tuesday, when Count Cavour read a

Ministerial report, of which the following is a summary:

"Henceforth Italy, with the exception of Venetia, is free.

As regards the latter province, we cannot make war upon

Austria against the almost unanimous wish of the European

Powers. Such an enterprise would create a formidable coahtion

against Italy. But in constituting a strong Italy we are

serving the cause of Venetia. These reasons also impose upon

ns the duty of respecting Rome. The question of Kome cannot

be decided by the sword alone. It meets with moral obstacles,

which moral force alone can vanquish. As to the

rumoured possibility of a collision with France at Rome, an

act of ingratitude so monstrous would brand our country with

a deep disgrace, such as centuries of sufFenng could not

obliterate. Whatever populations may be freed from oppres-

sion, their independence will be respected. Parliament has

been convoked in order to pronounce whether the present

r Mini^itry still enjoys its confidence. This is so mucU tho more

necessary, as a voice which is with reason dear to the people

has manifested its distrust of us to the Crown and the country.

'

After this report was read the following project of law

was presented :

—

"Sole Article.—The Government of the King is authorised

to accept and establish by Royal decrees the annexation to

Sardinia of those provinces of Central and Southern Italy in

which the population, by direct and universal suffrage, freely

manifests a wish to form an integral part of our constitutiooal

monarchy."

The project was received with loud cheers, and the

Chambers adjourned to Wednesday, when a committee

was appointed to examine the project of law presented

by the Government. The members of this committee

expressed full confidence in the policy of Count Cavour,

but desired that all dualism with Garibaldi should

cease. Lord John Russell has addressed a despatch to

Sir James Hudson, l3ritish Minister at Turin, directing

him to warn the Sardinian Government of the danger

of attacking Rome or Venice, and so bringing on a war

with Austria, "The only chance," says his lordship,

*'that would be left for Sardinia in such a conflict,

would he the hope of drawing France again into the

battle-field, and kindling a general war in 'Europe.

Let not Count Cavour indulge in tliat pernicious de-

lusion. The Great Powers are resolved to maintain

peace, and Great Britain has interests in the Adriatic

Sea over which she watches with careful interest."

The King of Sardinia left Turin last week to take the

command of his army in the Papal States, aud has since

issued the following order of the day :—
" •' Soldiers 1 I am satisfied with you because you are worthy
of Italy. 13y arms you have vanquished your enemies, and by
conduct the calumniators of the Italian name. The merce-

naries whom I set free will spealt of Italy and of you in foreign

countries, alter having learnt that God recompenses those who
serve him, and not those who oppress peoples and despise the

rights of nations. We must establish a strong Italian monarchy
on the liberty of peoples, who will aid us with order and
concord. The national army will increase more and more the

glory which since eight centuries hits shone on the cross of

Savoy. Soldiers ! I take the command. It would cost me too

much not to be foremost wherever there may be danger."

His Majesty arrived at Bologna on Saturday, passed

Monday night at Forli, and left on Tuesday for Ravenna,

where he will embark for Ancona, and proceed thence to

Naples. The Neapolitan population of the frontiers has

implored the protection of his JIajesty, and a deputa-

tion ofthe inhabitants ofNaples left that city on the 26th

uU., to present an address, inviting him to go to

Naples in order to restore tranquillity and to

diffuse the benefits of liberty, order, and progress.

Addrtsaes have also been presented to Garibaldi himself

by the Municipality of Naples and other public bodies,

entreating him to hasten annexation, and to form a

moderate Ministry which shall command the confidence

of the country. In consequence of tliese representations,

supported by the recommendations ot his own generals,

and by an aatogr;iph letter from l.he King of Sardinia,

Garibaldi has dismissed Signer Bertani, liis Secretary-

General, cancelled the appointment of Signor Saffi, as
Pro-Dictator of Sicily, and formed a new Ministry com-
posed of men chosen from the party of moderate
Liberals. He has also published an order of the day to his

soldiers dated from hia head-quarters at Casurta, telling

them that their valiant brothers of the I Calian army,
commanded by the brave General Cialdini, after defeat-

ing the army of Lamoriciere and giving freedom to all

the prisoners which were slaves of the Pope, are about to

enter Neapolitan territory, and that very soon they will

bave the happiness of clasping thtir victorious hands.

In conseq^uence of these important indications of the

re -establishment of friendly relations between Garibaldi

and the Sardinian Government, tho state of things in

Naples has improved, and the arrival of the Sardinian

army is daily expected. On the other hand Mazzini has

issued a manifesto in which he denies that he is

labouring to establish a republic, but at the same time

pronounces in favour of Garibaldi's system of no imme^
diate annexation, and declares that Rome and Venice

can only be rescued fron* slavery by tliis war of the

volunteers. The position of Cajazzo, gained by Garibaldi

on the 19th ult., was retaken on the following day by

the Royal trooos with a force of 10,000 men. It was

defended by 800 Garibaldians, who fought like heroes,

but fell victims to a barbarous stratagem. The people

of Cajazzo closed the gates of Uie town after the

Garibaldians had gone out to meet their assailants, and

then sallied oub~'and massacred the wounded men.

They met however with a speedy retribution, for ou

their return to the town they found that their own
houses had been first sacked aud then reduced to ashes

by the Royalist soldiers of whose vengeance they had
made themselves the instruments. Garibaldi after

this check occupied Piemonte, defeated the Royal

troops at Limatola, and has since repulsed them
from Caserta, where he succeeded in surrounding

them and made 2000 prisoners. He has also

fortified St. Angelo and Santa Maria. The outcry

raised against the nomination of M. Dumas to

the Directorship of the Museum has been
^
so great

that he has resigned his post, in order to avoid a com-

pulsory dismissal. The first and only act of his official

life was to throw open to the public the secret Cabinet

of the Museum. Padre Gavazzi is exciting general

enthusiasm by his sermons to the people, which he

delivers in the semi-circular space in front of the Royal

Palace, and Bibles and Testaments printed in London

from Diodati's text, are now openly sold in the streets

of Naples. The ex-Triumvir Avezzano bag taken

his seat in the Sardinian Parliament, having just

arrived in Italy from New York, where, since the

capture of Rome by the French, he has been engaged
in commercial speculations. He was Minister of War
under Mazzini, and is intimate with Garibaldi,

Sicily.—The Citadel of Messina reopened fire upon

the city on the 2ith ult., in order, it is said, to secure a

S ipply of provisions.

Russia.—The Empress of Russia was happily

delivered of a Prince at Sarskoselo on Wednesday last.

Tlie Emperor will leave on the 12th inst., and arrive at

Wilna on the 13th. The Russian Ambassadors at Berlin

and Vienna have been ordered to proceed to "Warsaw

before the arrival of the Sovereigns, as Prince

GortschakofF wishes to see them before the arrival of

Count Rechberg and Baron Schleinitz. This would lead

to the supposition that some importr.nt political resolu-

tions will be adopted.

Greece.—A letter from Athens announces the death

of General Metaxa at the age of 71. Coletti, Metaxa,^

and Mavrocordato, the three great leaders in the war of

independence, afterwards took part in most of the

important political events of their country. M. Mavro-

cordato alone survives.

TuaKEY.— All Pacha has formally denied havmg

stated to the Austrian Charge d'Affaires that he had

proofs of Sir Henry Bulwer having conspired against

the Sultan, a story which he declared to be utterly

absurd and untrue. The Grand Vizier has been sud-

denly recalled by the Sultan. He is expected to arrive

in Constantinople on the 29th inst. Another Minister

has been sent to complete his mission.

Sykia.—The Commander-in-Chief of the French

troops at Beyrout has declared to Fuad Pacha that he

had received orders from Paris to place himself at his

disposal, and to act according to the instructions

agreed upon on the lOth ult. at Constantinople between

the Porte and the foreign representatives. Fuad Pacha

and the French General left Beyrout ou the 25th ult,

to act in concert against the Druses.

India.—The following are the principal items of

intelligence received by the Calcutta mail of the 22d

August:

—

Calcutta.—The Indian Government have announced that they

will carry out the financial measures of the late Mr. Wilson in ail

their integrity. A series of instructiuus for the managenieut,

assessment, aud collection of the income tax, have been issuea

for the guidance of all ofBci;da. The tax; commi&aion and the

iissessors for Calcutta have been appointed. The Legislativo

Council is chiefly occupied iu committee with the Penal Code,

to be followed by the Code of Criminal Procedure, after which

they will Uke up the License and Paper Currency Bills. A
commission has been appointed to draw up a report on an

organised system of native police fur all India.
, j -

J/yderabad.—It is nirfioured that the Nizam of Hyderabad is

to have certain districU, which were annexed by L^ra-

DalhouBie, restored to hiro, in recognitioa of his loyalty during
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H miou to this iidcbt which he owes the liritish tJovtinuuent,

, .anting to a little rooro than half a million aterUng, is to be
"

ncelled. Salar Jung, his Minister, is to have 30,000 rupees.

Kotuh. Accounts from Dulhi state that several rebels who
took a conspicuous part in the late mutiny, including the

nirderer of Major Ijuiton, the political agent at Kotah, have

^rri executed, nnd more will follow.

lJuiTBD States.—Senator Douglas, the democratic

candidate ior the Prtsideucy, addressed about 20,000

people at Clil'Lou Springs on the 15tb. He afterwards

visited Syracuse, and .'^poke to a large multitude, and

on the 12fch he addressed upwards of 10,000 persons at

jjew York. The Government had appointed aboard of

officers to examine all the vesscU of the United States'

navv, with a view to ascertain the practicability of con-

verting them into steamers.—About 100 decomposed

bodies had been passed by a steamer on Lake Michigan,

being, no doubt, the victims of the Lady Elgin catas-

trophe. The body of Mr. Herbert Ingram has arrived in

England by this mail to be buried at Boston, for which

place he was M.P. The body of his son had not been

found, A great fire had taken place at Fort Smith,

Arkansas; the loss was estimated at 200,000 dollars,

Mexico.—The latest news states that 14,000 Liberals

wei'e marching on the capital, Miramon was in the city

with 7,000 men. A terrific gale raged in the Gulf of

Mexico on the 15th nit. Several vessels were blown

, asiiore and immense damage was done. Nearly every

house in Belize was carried away, and several lives were

lost, and a third part of the city of Mobile was flooded by

the gale.

Centeal Aheeica. — Advices from Honduras report

that her Majesty steamer Icarus having conveyed the

troops under Alvarez to the place where Walker was
encamped. Walker and his men were captured and
taken to Truxillo, Tlie Honduras Government has

since shot Walker and one of his colonels, called

Kudler. His followers were allowed to depart. The
natives would have murdered some of the sick had not

the captain of the Icarus threatened to hang them at

the yard-arm if they did so. The excitement, however,

continuing, he took them on board his vessel for safety.

(Eit^ IntclUseufe,
Money Market, Fbidat.—British Funds : Con-

sols closed at 93^ for Money, and 93i to ^ for Account

;

India Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, 103^ to f; Ditto

Four per Cent. Debentures, 185S, 96f ; Ditto Bonds,

5j. dis. ; Exchequer Bills, 4^., 1*. prem.—FoEEiaN

:

Austrian Five per Cent. Metallics, 52 ; Brazilian Four
and a Half per Cents., 1860, 87f to 88; Peruvian Three
per Cents., for Acct., 73^ ; Uussian Four and a Half per

Cents., 94 ; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 49

;

Ditto New Deferred Three per Cents.. 40 ; Turkish Six

perCents., 1854, 731; Ditto for 1858, for Acct., 56^;

Ditto Guaranteed Four per Cents., 101 g to | ; Vene-

zuela Three per Cents., 231 j Ditto One and a Half per

Cents,, 12i.
_ _

—
T
"
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iSanfe of ffiUfilanK,

ISSUE DEPARTAfENT-
Ji20M2A()b

I

Government Debt ., .. rfll.OlSJOO
' ' Other Securities ,, ., 3,4^9,900

Gold Coin and Bullion .< 15,167,40^

SUver Bullion

Notes iBiued

J . -«-^ -

BANKING DEPARTMENT,
^29^642,405

Proprifujra Capital,, ., j€J4,553.noO

Rest 3i8U4,588
Public PepoBlts (includ-
ing ExcnequCT, Satinffa
Sanks, CommiJisionera
of Nat. Debt, and Dm
dend Accts.) ,, ..

Other IVposits ,

SeTen daj^ and otker bills

• • fi.8:^2,025

1 2.006,M9
803.672

4th day of Oct., 1860.
ge37.999.834

Government'^ SerurltlM
{including Dead Weight
Annuity)- , .•

Other Securities
Note^
Gold and Silver Coia

4

» 4

4 r

• *

19,945,221
7.fiH9,47(l

701,683

M. MARSHALL, Clue/ Cashier,

iSanttt of tfie m^ttt,
TURsnAT --RANKRCPTS — li ANnRRw;*, WeUs Norfolk, Grncer—

G.^E.^ ArJJb .. Ms SarVon. Northamrtonshire Boot and Sboc Ma...

f«clurer-J. Cartwrigiit. Frankton. Salop Btiilder-GDRAKF Stoke

IVewinffton, Brewer-S. Easov. Liverpool. *-al
^^"^J'^"*-^;^''''^":^™

Bromwich Corn Fartor—T- Knight, jim., B«rffe Yard Chambers. Hnrk ere-

huSTsm^ener-B. Matlin, Blackfrfar. Road, Gmj-er-G Noble. MiddlM-

bo^iffh InTTkeeppp-A. Pickett. Bri-hton, Coal Merchant-T. Price.

EvP°.ham. MS'/tV.«rden.r-J. J. RoLi-s, Cp^^^

port. Monmouthshire, Boiidpd St^re Mei^c^an^-T. Tolson. Uewfibu^^^

earjipt Maniifftcturei—C. Tunc. Ely. Bntcher-P. T.\ hiiwobih, Staly-

bridftP. Grncer-W. Wooi.Lf.T, Tipton, BoiW Maker,
_ r.n«« _ wSCOTCH SEQUESTRATIO^'^B-W. Cairns. Haw.ck, Grocer -K.

Campbko. and R. Peodie, Gla^KOW, Yarn Mercbants-H. FaASFa Aher-

deen. Clothier-if. Knr.ora, \llo« nraper-W._SKF:>K. .^^^jj^*""' ^"*71fl
•-FRIPAY — BANKRUPTS — C- Barbow. jnn., ColrmaTi Street, l.ity,

Wine Merchant-H. B. Gabkeli.. LWerpool. Broker-L. Gvi^^vul-eice^^^r

Snuare. Coffee Houso Ke^Mier - T. /Harris. Plj^outh, M"ce^-;M.

HKwisot^, Nottingham. Hosier - F- JoH:ssTO^E. tastbounie Tejrace

BoardinKHou.eKeeper-.r.A. M2^"^"i;.^^v """^'^^C^^ "/"«" Sh\bp/
HouRP KppoPr—J Rice, Lutma Street, Pimlico. Butcher—J. H. bH*BFK,

Den\'y, Oe?ry,bi;e Comractor-T^ S„okt. Park Street. Camden Toj™.

Tailor-G. Swales, Doncaster Hotel Keeper -J- J *"• ,"'';^„'l*^'
Canyaas Merchant and Baker-T. Wilkiss and J. Wilkiss, CoTcntry.

Builders-G. WRir.KT.Nort>iampton. Coach Manufacturer.
„„,, r^m

SCOTCH SEQUESTR.\TIONS-R. Oilman, Gla-^o"' G;« » «"/^on^

miMion Af^ent-J.M'DoNALD, Tomdon. Loehearron. Ko"-«^'J^' J.^/'^^ir
A. Petrie. Glft^sow. Watch Manufacturer-WSTEDWABn^ Lower Ben-

Wa, AberdeeD, Proprietoi— J. W ii.sos, LesUe, Fifeshire, Farmer.

Election of Loed Matoh.—A Common Hall was

held on Saturday in Guildhall for the election of a Lord

Mayor for the year ensuinjr. The names of the Alder-

men eligible for election '-.aving been put to the Livery-

men a large majority of hands were held up in favour

of Alderman Cnbitt. Sir Henry Muggeridge received

the next greatest number, and that of Alderman Mechi

elicited a complimentary cheer. The Lord Mayor and

Aldermen then proceeded to their chamber to make
their choice, and on their return the Common Serjeant

aniiouuced that the elecLiou had fallen on Alderman

William Cubitt, M.P. The imuouncement was followed
by loud and prolonged cheering.
Magisterial Changes.—Mr. Corrie of the Clerlieii-

well Police Court, has been transferred to Bow Street in
the room of the lafce Mr, Jardine; Mr. Barker ol

Worship Street Court, lias been transferred to Clerken-
well, in succession to Sir. Corri(>, and Mr. J. Leigh, now
stiiujiidiary magistrate at Wolverhampton, has been
appointed niiigistrate of Worship Street Court, in the
room of Mr. Barber.

The Stepmey Mctrdee. — On Tuesday James
Mullins was brought up on remand at the Thames
Police Court, when evidence was adduced to complete
the case against him, so lar as it proved that he was in

the neighbourhood of Mrs. Kinsley's liouse at 8 o'clock

on the night of the murder, that he was not again seen

till 5 o'clock on the following morning when he was
met in a state of high excitement on Stepney Green,

and that, whereas he ought to have been at work early

on that morning, he did not return to Ins work tJll

about midday. Evidence was also adduced to show
that Emms could have had no part in the

murder ; that he was not in the brickfield at

the time mentioned by the prisoner, and was collect-

ing deceased's rents at Stratford up to 12 o'clock on the

night of the murder. The evidence being completed,

the prisoner in answer to the magistrate declined to say

anything, stating that he left it all to his solicitor.

He then became greatly agitated, and was advised by

his solicitor to remain silent. The magistrate then

committed the prisoner to Newgate to take his trial

on the charge of wilful murder. As the police-van was

leaving the yard adjoining the court the mob yelled

and groaned loudly.

RE2fEWED DiSTrnuiycES m St. George's in the
E^gx.—On Frid.iy Joseph Rowe, a dock labourer who
has taken an active part in the proceedings of the

Anti-Puseyite League in the parish of St. George's,

appeared before Mr. Selfe at the Tliames Police Court

to answer two summonses, issued against liim at the

instimce of Ui\ William Cooke, sexton of the church,

where the services had been conducted in a compara-

tively quiet manner for several weeks. The first

summons taken out under tlie new Act charged the

defendant that he did unlawfully molest, let, disturb,

vex, and trouble the Rev. J. Hooper, a clergymanin

Holy orders, ministering Divine service in the parish

church. The second summons charged the defendant

with a common assault upon Mr. Cooke in the parish

church on Sunday last. 'Iheie was a large attendance

of the parishioners, wlio appeared much interested iu the

proceedings. Since tlie departure of the Rev. Brpn
King, the rector, on leave of ulisence, and the appoint-

ment of the Rev. Septi\nus Hansard, there have been

considerable alterations in the services in the pariah

church, but the serviced of the choristers have been

retained, and they are very unpopular with the

parishioners. Tlie sermon on Sunday morning has

been preached in a white surplice, and some portions

of the service have been sung, which the parishioners, or

rather the congregation, wished to be said, and

dissatisfaction still prevails. Mr. William Coxall,

head porter at the Whitochapel Union

William Whittenbury, 29. Trafalgar

Stepney J
Mr. William John Thompson,

warden; Mr. William John Compton, clothing con-

tractor; ISebecca Wyman, pew opener, and the Kev. J.

H. Hooper, assistant eurato, all gave evidence of the

defendant having conducted hnnself in a disorderly

manner in the church on several occasions, and of his

practice of leaving his seat and walking down the aisle

iu his wooden shoes whenever the clergyman crave out

the text before commencing the sermon. Tlie defendant,

in reply to the charge, said he wiahed the case to be

postponed, to obtain legal assistance and to bring

forward witnesses who were at present in the country.

The prosecution was the result of a conspiracy against

him. Mr. Selfe consented to Uie application, and

adjourned the case until Thursday, when, after hearing

the witnesses called for the defence, he sentenced the

defendant to he imprisoned for three weeks in the

House of Correction, statiui? that his whole conduct in

tlie church had been most disgraceful, and a pystematic

violationofall that was decent in respect of the per-

formance of Divine service and the rites of religion.

Street Railways in the Metropolis.—A staflf of

lurveyors and officials connected with' the projected

' undertaking for laying do^vn street railways in the

: metropolis, has made a preliminary survey and taken

the necessary measurements at the Broad Sanctuary,

Westminster, nreparatory to the commencement of the

works for a ti'amway, by way of experiment, in that

locality The tramway is to be of a similar kind to that

already successfully completed at Birkenhead, and will

extend along Victoria Street, Westminster, comraencmg

at the New Westminster Hotel, and ending at the

Vauxhall Bridge Road.

Child Murder at Lea Buidgb.—A shocking Kise

of child murder has been brought to light at Lea

Bridge About three mouths ago a young woman

called Emma Padfield, 23 years of age, a domestic

servant, lodged at the house of a labourer called Mead,

at Lea ' Bridge, and was there couJmed ot an illegjti-

mate child, who was christened Augustus Frederick

Bryant, the reputed father being Frederick Bryant, a

merchant's clerk, 18 years of age, of 6, HoUoway Place,

Islington, where the girl hul been in his fathers

service. Oa Monday, August 27, the prisoner left the

house with the child, which was then in a sound.
Healthy state, and did not return home till about 13
c otk that night, aaer Mead and his wife had gone to

'.i V^\,^^^^"g
admitted Mead saw that she was

without the child, and she accounted for its absence
by stating that her sister had taken it with her into
Somersetshire. On the following day prisoner left,
|^sei;tmg that she had got a situation and was going te
It. Notlimg more occurred till Wednesday of last
week, when Mrs. Mead happened to look into the
cesspool of her house, and to her astonishment per-
ceived the body of a child lying on its back, witTi the
legs uppermost. She despatched a messenger for her
husband, who procured a constable, and orf the body
being extricated it was found to be nearly black, and
the left arm was missing, having apparently been
chopped off near the shoulder. The cesspool
was emptied, but the limb mentioned could not
be discovered, and the evidence at the im|uest
left little doubt that it had been removed in order to
prevent identification, as the arm was strongly marked
with the inflammation of recent vaccination. 7he girl

was traced and found to have entered the service of a
gentleman in Lansdowne Road, Nottiug Hill, as a house-
maid, wliere she was apprehended. She then stated
that the father of the child had taken it away from her
to keep, that he had treated her with great cruelty, and
given her nothing to support it, and that she had been
ill great distress and in want of bread, and that she did
not kill the child herself. The clothes found upon the
body were identified by several witnesses as having been
worn by the prisoner's child, and after several sittings

the jury returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against

her, and she was committed to Newgate for trial.

The Public Health. —The Registrar-General's

weekly return states that the deaths in London iu the

week endin;? September 29, were 1,056. Excluding

from the calculation the deaths from cholera in the 39th

week of 1854, the average number of deaths in the cor-

responding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59 corrected for

increase of population was 1227, The present return is

therefore 171 below the average. During the week
the births of 909 boys and 893 girls, in all 1802 children,

were registered in London. In the 10 corresponding

weeks of the years 1850-59 the average number was 1627,

Mr.
Square,

church-

Aldershott.—Two murders of a shocking character

were committed on Saturday in the centre block of the

permanent barracks. About half-past 1 o'clock on that

day Lance-sergeant Owen Chlpp and Lance-corporal

Jo\m Coles, ot the 41st Regiment, were sitting at the

table immediately after dinner playing draughts, when,

witlioiifc the slightest provocation on their parts, a

private named James Johnson deliberately walked

behind Sergeant Chipp and placed the muzzle of his

rifle in the middle of his back and fired; the bullet,

after going through the unfortunate man's body,

entered the breast of Corporal Coles, passed through his

body, and fell fiattened against tlie wall. Sergeant

Ctiipp rose, staggered three or four paces, and fell dead

between two bedsteads. Corporal Coles fell backwards

and diejj instantly. The murderer was immodiately

secured and taken to the guard-housc, from wlnmce he

was conveyed by two policenieu. escorted by two

privates and a corporal, to the police station. The only

cause given fur this dreadful occurrence was that t!io

murderer had been sentenced that morning to three

days' confinement to barracks for insubordination, both

the deceased liaving appeared against him. At the

inquest on Wednesday it was proved that the prisoner

had been sentenced to extra drill at the instance of

Sergeant Chipp for some neglect in cleaning a grate,

that he had threatened to have some one's life before

night, and had admitted on going to the guard-room

that he did not mean to shoot Corporal Cole, but Ser-

geant Cliipp. Tlie jury returned a verdict of Wilful

Murder in both cases, and the prisoner was committed

to Winchester gaol to take his trial at the assize?.

While the inquest was going on the funeral took place,

and was attended by hundreds of military men and

civilians, including the whole regiment.

Birkenhead.—At the monthly meeting of the town

Commissioners, held a few days since, it was intimated

by the chairman that at the next meeting a plan will

be submitted for extending street horse railways through

all the leading thoroughfares of the township.

Newcastlb-on-Tyne.—A frightful murder was per-

petrated at Urpeth Corn Mill, near Chester-le-Street,

on Saturday night. The victim is a bailiff m the

employ of the Bankruptcy Court in this town, named

Thomas Harrison, formerly a police inspector ; the

murderer, Milner Lockey, is a pitman workmg at

Leazingthorne Colliery, near Bishop Auckhind. It seems

that about three weeks ago Lockey was separated from

bis wife on account of his bruUil conduct. Harrison

has recently been put in possession of some crops be-

lonelng to a bankrupt, and lodged with Mr... Lockey in

acotta'ge adjoining* Urpeth MiU. On Saturday mghfc

Lockev who had conceived some jealousy for which there

was no foundation, went over from Leazingthorne, a

distance of 16 miles, and entered the w i fe s c^ottage.

Xi the time Harrison w.is ill in bed. When Lockey

entered the house he drew a knife out of his pocket and

atrnck hU wife on the chest. The bone m her stuys

however caused the blow to glance off. He struck her
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agniii with the same effect ; then lowerhig Lis
hand, he made a blow at the storaacli, but the
knife entered the thigh, inflicting^ a wound au inch
A^ep, wliich penetrated to the bone but is not
likely to prove fatal. Hai'rison observing Lockey stab-
bing hii wife, rose up in bed and remonstrated with htm,
bi^ng him not to kill her. Lockey immediately
turned round, and with an Oiith plunged the knife into
Harrison's left breast, inflicting a wound six inches in
depth, and while the knife was in the wound turning it
in all directions. Harrison fell back dead. AVhen
Lockey entered the house and attacked his wife, his two
children ran out and alarmed the neighbours. Two
farm labourers arrived just as Mrs. Lockey was running
from the house after having wrested the knife from her

'

liushaud. She passed the labourers followed by her
husband, and though he was unarmed they appear to
have made no effort to stop him. He chased her up a
hill, but she got among some uncut barley, and he lost
her. Lockey then made off, but was captured about
8 o'clock on Sunday morning. He had been hidino-
in a wood all night, and the rain had driven him into a
pig-stye for shelter, where he was taken by the noHce.
The inquest on the body of Harrison was opened on
Monday and adjourned for a week.
Northampton.—On Friday a man called Richard

Williams, otherwise Richard Hayward Grove AVilliams,
who by means of forged credentials had so deceived the
bishop of the diocese and other authorities as to obtain
the appointment of curate of the parish of Xassington,
in this county, committed suicide at the railway station.
It appears that the Rev. Hewitt Linton, of Nassington,
having advertised for a curate, Williams answered the
advertisement from Copenhagen Street, Islington,
giving as referee the Rev. Mr. SoUy, of No. 7, Catherine
Street, TLornhill Square, which was the house where
be liimself was living. Mr. Linton answered the letter,
believing the reference to be correct, accepting Williams
as his curate. The latter went to Kassington and
remained there for some time, performing the services
at the church as curate, and celebrating several marriages,
including that of the rector's daughter. His mode of

'

living, however, was not in accordance with his
assmmed holy calling. He obtained gold watches and
other valuable property from several firms in the city
on the representation that he was the "Rev. ^Mr.
Williams, curate ;" while by his plausible manner he

\

introduced himself into the most respectable
families in the neighbourhood, and at present
it ifi difficult to conjecture the amount of misery
he may have occasioned. To avoid criminal pro-
ceedings he left the place, and it was not until
then, when the parish authorities made inquiries about I

bis antecedents, that the imposition was discovered, i

The matter was placed in the hands of the London
'

detectives, and WilJiams was apprehended in London.
'

On Friday morning he was taken by Mr. Webb, the
detective, to the London and North-Western Railway
for the purpose of proceeding to Oundle, where he was
to be examined before the magistrates on the charge of
ha\'ing fraudulently obtained the cmacy by means of
forged documents. On the train arriving in this town
Mr. Webb alighted with his prisoner to await the
arrival of another train to take them on to Oundle.
They had not been standing on the platform many
minutes before the train for Oundle came up,' and just
as the engine was about to pass them, Williams sprung
forward and threw himself on the rails, and in another
instant the engine went over him, crushing and muti-
lating his bodj in a frightful maimer, causing imme-
diate death. It appeared at the inquest that Mr. Webb
not wishing to act ^-ith any degree of harshness to
Wilhams, whose demeanour did not in the slightest way
indicate that he intended violence to himself, did not
use handcufis, or put any restraint upon him to excite
the notice of the passengers in the train, and the jury
returned a verdict that "Deceased committed suicide
while labouring under temporary insanity, and that no
blame was attached eithex- to Mr. Webb or the raUway
officials."

^

Teowbetdge,—Elizabeth Gough, who, at the time of
the Koad murder was the nursemaid who slept in the
game room with the unfortunate child, has been
re-apprehended, and waa ou Monday brought
before the magistrates ia this town for examina-

*^*J^; .^\ appear* that Mr. SUck, the solicitor
ot iidtb, having completed his inquiries, forwarded the
depositions of the witnesses to the Attorney-General,
who havmg given them an attentive perusal, appointed

.
Wednesday last for a consultation, which was attended

cf T

'^- ^^'- Sauii^ers, o the Western Circuit, and Mr.
black. The result of the conference was that an opinion
was signed jointly by the Attorney-General and Mr.
Saunders to the effect that there were sufficientpnma facie grounds for issuing a warrant for
the apprehension of Elizabeth Gough, and that the
interests of public justice rcquu-ed that a pubUc exa-
mination should be instituted. On the following day
ilr. black had an interview with the magistrates of the
^vision, and, having laid before them the opinion of
the Attorney-General and Mr. Saunders, a warrant was
issued for the apprehension of Elizabeth Gough, the
execution of which was mtrusted to Mr. Superintendent
Wolfe, by whom she was taken hito custody on
on iriday. On Monday the prisoner was brought before
the magistrates in this town, and charged as principal
lu the murder. At the request of the magistrates of the
division, Su- John Awdry, Chairman of the Wilts

Quarter Sessions, who has had great experience in

criminal inquiries both lu this country and lu India,
presided. Mr. T. W. Saunders conducted the
case on behalf of the Crown; Mr. Edlin, of tlic Western
Circuit, instructed by Mr. Dunn, of Frome, watched
the proceedings for Mr. Kent and his family-, and Mr.
Eibton, instructed by Messrs. Farroll & Eriggs of I^le-

worth, appeared for the prisoner. Mr, Saunders stated
the case at great length, and said that Mr. Slack's in-

vestigation had at length enabled him to put evidence
before them which would warrant them in sending the
prisoner for trial. After describing the previous steps
in the inquiry, and saying that from first to last 'there
was not the shadow of a ground for the arrest of Miss
Constance Kent, who ought now to go forth to the
world without a shadow of suspicion against her, he
called attention to the fact that the appearance of the
body had induced Mr. Parsons, the surgeon, to believe
that the wound on the neck was inflicted after
death, and was done after death for the purpose of con-
cealhig the flict that the child had been previously
smothered. He proceeded to contend that the prisoner
must have been at least accessory, as one person could
not have removed the child from the bed and replaced
the clothes, and that two persons could not have. entered
the bedroom without her connivance. He also laid
great stress on the fact that she had told Mr. Kent
that the blanket was taken away with the child before
deceased was brought in, and before she could have
seen that it was gone from the bed. A piece of flannel
also had been found with the child, which exactly fitted
the prisoner's chest and corresponded, with peculiarities
on her body, which it did not do with the pers<ni of any
other female in the house. Mr. and Mrs. Kent, aud
Sarah Cox, the housemaid, were the only witnesses
exammed on Monday. Mr. Kent in his evidence stated
that on hearing that the child was missing, he concluded
that he had been stolen, and determined to go to Trow-
bridge to give information to the police, and that he
heard of the murder as he was returning home.
Another point on which he was subjected to a cross
examination, related to the fiict that on the night after
the murder two policemen were sent to his house by the
superintendent, that he did not let them in until all

the inmates were upstairs, and that he then locked
them up in the kitchen all night, Mrs. Kent
in her evidence denied the statement of the prisoner
that she was in the habit of taking the deceased child
out of his bed, and said that the child was so heavy
that she could not carry him. She also denied the
prisoner's statement that she had knocked at her bed-

|

room door to inquire after him before half past 7 in the
morning. The watchfulness caused by her approaching
confinement had made her so wakeful that she should
have heard the knock if it had been made. On
Tuesday, Sarah Kerslake, the cook ; James Halcombe,
the gardener; Emily Doel, the assistant nurse ; Misses
Mary Ann, Elizabeth and Constance Kent; James
Morgan, the parish constable; Alfred Urch and Tleniy
Heritage, of the county constabulary ; William
Nutt, the shoemaker who predicted that they would
find a dead child, aud afterwards found the
body in the closet ; Thomas Benger, fmmer, who
assisted in recovering the body ; Superintendents Foley
and Wolfe of the county constabulary were examined.
The evidence went to show that the drawing-room
windows were found open, and that there was no mark
whatever to show that they had been opened on the
outside; that the fiannel found with the body was
lying under it on the soil of the privy; and was spotted
with recent blood ; that the clothes on the child's bed
were folded down as by an experienced female hand

;

that the blanket in which the body was found had been
taken from between the quilt and sheet; aud further,
that on trying au experiment to test the prisoner's
statement that she missed the child on rising up in her
bed^ and looking towards his cot, it was impossible to
see into the cot from the prisoner's bed unless she had
stood up in it to do so. It was also proved that the
prisoner had stated fo m the first that the
murder must have been comm itted by some one
concealed in the house, though notraceof^uch conceal-
ment could be discovered. Ou Wednesday Master
William Kent, Miss Elizabeth Kent, Dauiel Oliver, the
gardener ; John Alloway, the knife cleaner ; Mr. Par-
sons, the surgeon'; Captain ISIeredith, the chief con-
stable of Wilts; Sarah Kerslake, the cook; Mrs. Dalli-
more, wife of an officer in the county police ; and Super-
hiteudent Wolfe were examined; and Mr. and Mrs.
Kent, Alfred Urch, and Sarah Cox were recalled and re-
examined on some parts of tlieir previous evidence. The
chief points elicited during the day were from Mr. Par- I

Bons, the surgeon ; Captain Meredith, and Mrs. Dalli-
more. Mr. Parsons stated that he had come to the con-
clusion that the child was first suffocated, or that life

was almost extinguished by suffocation before the stab
in the side was inflicted, that the throat was cut after
death, and that great force would be required to inflict

^

such a womid. Capt. Meredith deposed to having
, examined on the morning of the murder the cot in
,
which the child had slept during the night; and ascer-

I

tained that it was quite impossible to see whether there
was a blanket between the sheet and the counterpane,
and that if a blanket had been withdrawn from between
the sheet and counterpane, as he saw them, the clothes
must have been adjusted afterwards. Mrs. Dalllmore
proved that no person unaccustomed to the door of the
prisoner's roam could have opened it without making a

noise, that it was impossible for any one kneelino-"^
the prisoner's l>ed to see a child in the cot, and that°the

I

chest flannel found with the body Htted no female in
I

the house but the prisoner. Mr. Kent, in hia examina-
tion, stated his bejief that a discharge i female servant
who hud used expression of revenge a;rainf5t the
children had couunltted the murder, but the Chair-
man siiid that the magistrates had made inquh'ies
respecting this person, and had found that she was not
in the neighbourhood at the time the murder was com-
mitted. This closed the case for the prosecution. On
Thursday, Mr. lliBton addressed the court at great
length for the defence, contending that tliere was no
evidence against the prisoner, and that the opinion she
had expressed on the discovery of the murder that it

had been committed by some one who had secreted
himself in the house over night, and had been actuated
by feelings of revenge against Mr. Kent and his family,
was probably the true one. He said that there were
only three points which had been brought against her.
First, the various inconsistencies with regard to her
knowledge of the removal of the blanket before the
child was brought in. Even if these discrepancies did
exist, which was very uncertain, he contended that they
might be attributed to the agitation of the moment,
and nothing more. With regard to the flannel, the
evidence as to its fitting the prisoner, and no one else

in the house, even if it were a material point, was
wholly dependent on the testimony of Mrs. Dallimore,
whose contradictory evidence he denounced in the
strongest terms. With regard to the third point,

that the prisoner could not have seen the child
lying in his cot from the bed, he contended that
her expressions should not be arbitrarily and strictly

interpreted; she had once said "got up in the bed,"
which might imply much more than the kneeling as

tried by Mr. Wolfe, who was a tall man, and unaccus-
tomed, as she was, to the exact position of the cot and
its contents. The evidence had been quite as hard
against Miss Constance and Mr, Kent himself as against
the prisoner, aud he appealed to the magistrates most
earnestly not to subject her to a trial on the paltry case
of suspicion, which, after all their endeavours, they had
been only able to wring in three days of close examina-
tion from 24 witnesses. She had acted throughout
without the slightest concealment, and had given at all

times all the information in her power, and there was no
foundation whatever for a case against her. The magis-
trates then adjourned for half an hour, to consider their

decision. On their return into court the intensest

interest was apparent. The prisoner shook violently,

and became deadly pale, which indeed she had been
throughout the day. Sir John Awdry then said, "I
will not keep the poor girl in suspense a minute
longer than necessary, but inform her at once that
we have determined on not committing her for trial.

'

We feel we shall not be justified in committing the
prisoner on this evidence, especially as all our previous
inquiries have agreed in this, that there is not the
slightest imputation ag^nst her previous character;
indeed, this is true to a wonderful extent^ considering
how severe have been the criticisms to which she has
been exposed in all quarters. She appears from the
first to have betrayed neither over indifference in the
matter nor sullen silence, as is frequently the case with
prisoners charged with grave offences. I do not say
there is not material even now which may hereafter,

with other additions, be acted upon in reference to the

prisoner : and we have therefore decided to bind her

her over in sureties, either one or two, in a moderate
sum, to appear when called on.'* This announcement
was received with loud cheers. Tlie prisoner was then

discharged, a verbal bond being taken from one of

her two uncles who were present, to produce her, if

requured, under a penalty of 100/.

The New Postal Aeeangements,—The new postal

service between London and Dublin came into operation

on Monday. The train with the mails left London at

7v30 A.M., and the new steamer Leinster, which con-

veyed them from Holyhead, arrived in Kingstown at

5.44 P.M. London time. The through journey was thus

performed in somewhat less than 10 hours and 44
minutes, being 46 minutes less thau the time stipulated
in the contract. The running speed of the railway
train was 45 miles an hour and 40 miles including
stoppages.

The Affeat at Dereymacash.—The adjourned
inquest on the body of Thomas Murphy, who died from
the effects of a gunshot wound received at Derrymacash
on the 12th July, was resumed and concluded ou
Monday at Lurgan. The jury returned a verdict to

the effect that deceased died of a gunshot wound
infticted by some persons unknown. They also added
that the peace of the country would be much promoted
by the discontinuance of party displays of every kind.

cotlanU.
Social Science Association.—At the general

meeting on Thursday week, the Hon. Arthur Kinnaird
delivered an address on Punishment and Reformation

;

on Friday Sir Emerson Tennent delivered an address

on Social Economy, and on Saturday Mr. Edwin Chad-
wick delivered au address on Public Health. On
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V^U\ cveiiiu- tlicro was a biui(|iud in tlie City Hall,

^yp/;Uicli T. 1 Hi-ondiiim presidod. The concKuliiig

meeting \\'!i^ li^^^'^ ^^^ Saturday, when tlie Council i)re-

fteiited a xvpn-t stilting' that the meeting had been more
„ieroiisly attended than any hitherto held; the

number of uicuibcrs having becu 719, of associates 1531,

and of ladles who have taken transferable tickets 600;

laaking a total of 2S50. The i>aper3 received and read

]iU been 1G1> a"<i in aU t^^e departments discussions of

(Treat interest and value had taken place. The report con-

cluded by stating that invitations had been received

fro.u Nottingham, Newcastle-ou-Tyne, and Dublin, for

the annual meeting of 18G1, and that the Council will

decide upon tlieni ou an early day in London.

The xate Accident on the East Lancashire.—
Another death has resulted from the accident at Helm-
shore on the 4th ult. Mr. Hartley Butterfield, con-

fectioner, of Barrowfield, died in the Manchester
Infirmary last week. He was injured prin-

cipaliy in the leg, and was reported to be improving

shortly after he was taken to the infirmary; but his

illness"^ took a fatal turn on the 26th. At the inquest

Mr. Cobbett, solicitor, who appeared for deceased's

relatives, agreed with the coroner that it was not

necessary to re-open the whole investigation, as there

was no charge of criminality, nor any dissatisfaction

with the verdict alreadj^ given. The jury found a

verdict of Accidental Death.

The I'atal Collision on the Shrewsbury and
Hereeord.—The jury at the inquest on the body of Mr.
Jobson, corn merchan*-, ofShrewsbury, who was killed by
this collision, returned a verdict of Accidental Death,
caused by the miscopyinp; of a telegraphic message
at Shrewsbury, and by the traffic manager ordering

the train to proceed from Church Stretton without pro-

per instructions having been received th^re. They also

recommeuded that a stringent code of rules should be
laid down with regard to the passing of trains and the
authorities for making any alterations, and that a por-

tion of the railway should be doubled.

Collision on the South-Western.—On Thursday
the 27th ult. a collision took place at the Woking Station,

between the Southampton and Alton goods trains,

which ran into each other at the point where the

Guildford branch joins the main line. No lives were
lost, but one of tho engines was much damaged and
several trucks were broken into splinters.

Opening oe the Victoria Terminus. — The
opening of the Victoria Station of the London and
Brighton Hallway took place on Monday, so that the

city Will henceforth be relieved of the whole of the

west-end traffic in connection with that line. It will

likewise accommodate the numerous passengers from

Westminster to the Crystal Palace, Wandsworth,
Streatham, BLtlham, Lower Norwood, Sydenham,
Croydon, and the Surrey suburbs generally. During
the day 4-7 trains left the station and a similar number
entered, making 94 trains, the whole of which ran with

all the regularity and despatch of an old-established

line.

T.iK litv T a AU-KRAY, Whose death wo aiinouQced brieily
last week, b^.boen well known for mxuy yo^irs a. the secre
tary of the h ty tor the Promotion of Christian Knowledge.He was also the author of several works, anion- which rnay bo
mentioned, '"History of the Wociety for Promotin^^ ChristiauKnow edge History of Ely Ch:ipel and Palace," " Pitcaiin ;the Inland the People, and the Pastor." "Golden Sayings of
the Au.e King,"J'Historj' of the Cliurcli and Pari/h of St.
DuTistan in the East," " Alphabet of Emblems." -Zoological
Skotcheg. He was the Rector of St. Dunstan's in the East,
anit honorary prebendary of St. Paul'g.

'^"'i-5fYT-.^^,.^^*^r*^"^^^^'*' i-'^ctur of Long Ivlelford, Suffolk,
and of ^\_atlmgton, Norfolk, died by his own hand at Thomas's
Hotel, PiccadiUj-, on the 2Sth ult., iu his 62d vear. It appeiu-s
that on the previous evening he entered the coflfeeroora of the
hotel and ordered dinner. About 6 o'clock be left the table
abruptly, leaving untasted a pint of stout he bad just ordered,
and proceeded to the bedroom he had engaged ou the second
floor. About two boura before, while dressing in the same
room, he inquired of the chambermaid the means of escape in
the event of a fire iu the house, of whioh he bad great dread.
He told her that wbile staying there some years ago, he had a
fearful dream of a fire raging, and under its inqueuce had
been compelled to leave his bed, and effect his escape by the
window into the street, and that he had one leg over the sill of
the windotv when he providentially awoke and found his alarm
groTindless. On waking in the morning he found the wir.dow
opened as he had left it. He remarked in conclusion, "I don't
know whether I shall sleep in this house or not. That shall
make no dififevence to you; you shall have your fee," and he
gave her a shilling. On Friday morniug, as he did not make
his appearance and no answer could be obtained, the police
were sent for, and on the door being forced the luifortuuate
gentleman was found lying on the floor with a i-azor tightly
clenched iu hia right hand and his head nearly severed from^
his body. On examining deceased's carpet bag it was found to
contain a strange mixture of soiled socks, betel nuts, half-
wmoked cigars, cigar cases, and the two following memoranda :—
"Mem.—If I should be found dead either from apoplexy or
epilepsy, send word to my brother, the Rev. R. Cobbold,
Worthem, near Diss, Norfolk." "I 'm insured for 50001. under
policy dated 1S44." In his pockets were found SO^ iu bank-
notes, and nearly 10^. in silver and copper.

and^KoeeiT^"*'*'
Violets, Mi^uouetty. China Aeier.s, Heaths.

Pine Apples, per lb., 3s to Is
grapes, per lb., 2s to 58
Peaches, per rloz., 2a to 6s :

Apricots, pur doz., 2s to 4a
Nectarines, do., SstoSs
Cherries, p. lb., U to 3s
Green Figs, per doz.. 3s to 4s

FRUIT
M elons, each, 28 to 4a
Plums, p. ^ sieve, 8s to 4s 6d
Pears, per doz., Is to Ss
Apples, per doz.. 6d to la 6d
Oranges, per 100, I03 to SOs
Lemons, per 100. 10s to 15a

F. Beans, per qrta., 9d to la
Peas, p. bush., 3s t^ is
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 28 6d

to 3s
Cabbiiges, do.. Is to 28
Potatoes, p. ton, lOOs to ISO3— per bus., Ss to 43— percwt., 5s to 8a
Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per bunch, 5d to 7d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 33
Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 6a
J3ect, per doz.. Is Cd to 2a

TEGETAELE3.
Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to 1t9d
Omons, p. i sieve. Is 6d to 2s6d
Tomatoes, perdfta., ?s to 3s
Veg. Marrows, p do!i., Gd tO la
BLallota, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.,p. score, IsBd

to 2s6d
Lettuces, Cos, p. score, fid to I3
Endive, p. score, la to 2a
Horse Radish, p.bun.,l96d to 4a
Mushrooms, p. pott., 28 to 3a
Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 28 to 4a
Savory, per bunch, 2d to id

®DUuari).
liORO Ffuekch died on the 25tU ult. at Tarver Hall, in the

county of Mayo, In bis 7oth year. He was a zealous Roman
Catholic, and a follower of Mr. O'Connell throughout his long

career of Irish agitation. He was the first magistrate in

Ireland to whom Chancellor Sugden addressed his celebrated

letter notifying the intention of Her Majesty's Government to

remove from the commission of the peace any person who took

part in furthering the scheme of a repeal of the Legislative

Union. This letter, written early in 1843, acted as the signal

for the commencement of hostilities between the Repealers and
the Ministry of Sir Robert Peel, the latter winning the final

victory at the affair of Clontarf towards the close of the Bame
year. Lord Ffrench succeeded his father in 1809 ; married in

1827, the eldest daughter of the late John Browne, Esq. of

Moyne by whom he had three sons and a daughter, the latter

married to Mr. Valentine O'Connor Blake, of TowerhiU. He
is succeeded iu the title and esttites by his eldest son Thomas.

Sir John Edw^uid Swinburne, Bart., the oldest country

gentleman in the northern counties, died on the 27th ult. at

his seat, Capheaton, near Newcastle-on-Tyne. The venerable

baronet was born on the 6th March, 1762 ; consequently had
he lived to the spring he would have entered the 100th year of

his age. Sir John Swinburne, throughout the course of his

long life, was a warm patron of literature, and tho library at

Capheaton is probably the largest in the north of England. It

is particularly rich in French and Spanish literature. In a

very early period of its history he became attached to the

Newcastle-ou-Tyne literaryandPhilosophical Society ; a society

to which the elder Stephenson, Bewick the engraver, and other

aelf-taught Northumberland men, including the Rev. Thomas
Binney, and Dr. Morrison the Chinese missionary, have ex-

pressed themselves indebted for assistance in their early

atrut^gles. To the day of his death Sir John was the president

of the Newcastle Antiquarian Society, a society to which the

country is much indebted for recent explorations in connection

with tho Roman Wall. Tho venoriible baronet was also a

muniacent supporter of the Royal Literary Fund and the

Royal Society of Literature, and greatly aided the late Rev.

John Hodgson in bringing out his well-known " History of

Northumberland." Almost to the close of his life Sir John
exhibited peculiar vigour and strength of constitution, and he

bid fair to outlive his 100th year. His eldest son and the son

of his eldest son died before him. The second son succeeds to

the title and estates of his grandfather.

Me. Dunn, M.P. for Dartmouth, died on the 11th ult. of

apoplexy at Aden, in the Red Sea, while on his voyage to

Australia, in the Peninsular and Oriental steamer Nemesis.

He was a merchant and shipowner in. London, and largely

engaged iu the Australian trade. He had formerly been a

member of the Legislative Council of Tasmania. He was
elected for Dartmouth in August, 1859, having imsuccessfully

contested Totnes in the previous May, and was generally a
supporter of Lord Derby's Government.

BIRTHS.—Oc the 3dinst, at Apethorpe Hall, Northampton-
shire, the Coimtes.'i of Westmoreland, of a daughter—3d inst.

Lady Norrkv^, of a son—29th ult, at Bowlhead Green, near
Godalming, the Lady Dorothy Nevill, prematurely, of a
daughter, still-born—2Sth ult, at Edinburgh, the Lady Edith
FeR»u3S0K, of a daughter—25th ult, at Brighton, tlie Lady
Emily Gatsford, of a son—27th ult, at 21), Chester Street, Bel-
grave Square, the Lady Maria Spearman", of a daughter—24th
ult, at RuperraElastic, Glamorganshire, the wife of the Hon. F.
0. iioROAN, of a daughter—25th ult, at Stoke Talmage. Oxford-
shire, the Hon. Mrs. William Btron, of a son—2Sth ult, at
Chaddlewood, Devon, the wife of George Soltau Symons, Esq.,
of a daughter—2yth ult, at 122, Westbourne Terrace, the wife
of Lestock R. Reid, Es^, late of the Bombay Civil Service, of
a daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On the 4th inst, at Wimbledon Church, the

Hon. Colonel Percy Herbert, M.P., brother of the Earl of
Powis, and heir presumptive to the earldom, tq the
Lady Mart Petty Fitzmaurice, only child of the late

Earl of Kerry, and granddaughter of the Marquis of
Lansdowne—2d inst, at Cheam, the Hon. Humphrey de
BoHrN Devereux, to Caroline, third daughter of Sir

Edmund Antrobus, Bart.—2Tth ult, at Margart, Captain
Edward Keate, R.A., to Florence, fifth daughter of General
and the Bi^ht Hon. Lady Charlotte Bacon'.—2Sth ult, at All

Souls' Church, St. Marylebone, the Rev. Wollaston Goode,
Rector of St. Giles's, Colchester, son of Henry Goode, Esq., of

Rydc, Isle of Wight, barrister-at-law, to Amelia Agne.se,

younger daughter of Sir Charles Munro, of Foulis, Bart.,

Foulis Castle, Roas-shire—2d inst, at Roehampton Church,
Richard Decie, Esq., Royal Engineers, third son of the late

Henry Decie, Esq., of Douglas, county of Cork, and grandson
of the late Sir Geo. Buston Prescott, Bart, to Arabella, only
daughter of William Georqb Prescott, Esq., of Clarence,

Roehampton, Surrey, and 02, Threadneedle Street, Loudon—
2d inst, at St. John's Church, Notting Hill, tho Uev. Henry
Doddridge Gordon, eldest son of the Rev. Richard Gordon,
rector of Elsfield, Oxon, to Elizabeth Oke, second daughter
of the late Very Rev. William Buckland, D.D., Dean of

Westminster—11th July, at Jetumir, in Russia, according to

tho rites of the Lutheran Church, and on the 25th ult, at

St. George, Hanover Square, Middlesex, Alexander, son of

the late Sir Alexander Crichton, to Annette, daughter of

M. JosKPH BoKSZczANiN — 27th ult, at Ruddington, Johw
William Mellor, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law,

eldest son of John Mellor, Esq., of the Inner Temple, QC,
M.P., of Otterspool, in the county of Herts, to Cai:olike,

fourth daughter of Charlks Paget, Esq., M.P., of Ruddington
Grange, in the county of Nottingham—26th ult, at Packington,

Dudley Robert, second son of John Abel Suith, Esq., to

Emsla Maroarette, youngest daughter of the late Rev. Edward
WiLLES
DEATHS.—On the 29th ult, at Clifton, Bristol, the Dowager

Lady Wrotteslev, widow of the first Lord Wrottesley, aged 77
—27th ult, at Old Charlton, Lady Fisher, reUct of the late

Major-General Sir George Bultcel Fisher, aged 89—18th July,

at Hunter's Hill, Sydney, after a year's iUness, Mary Edwvna,
wife of W. Phillips, Esq.. and second daughter of the late Rev.

Sir C. De Burton, Bart, rector of Blatherwicke, near Stamford,

aged 52—25th inst, at Docking, Weston-super-Mare, Charles
Penrose Coode, M^yor in the Royal Marines, and eldest son

of the late Vice-Admiral Sir John Coode, K.C.B., aged 40—
26th ult, James Stewart, Esq., late Secretary- to the Copy-

hold Commission, and formerly M.P. for Honiton, aged 55—
8th August, at tho Naval Hospital, Simon's Bay, Cape of Good
Hope, Brevet Lieut. -Colonel Ma\oock, 53d Regiment —27th ult,

at Glanduff Castle, county Limerick, EyrbIvars, Esq., J.P.,

of Mount-Ivars, Six Mile Bridge, county Clai-e-2(jth ult, at

Drumleaso Vicarage, county Leitrim, Ireland, the Rev. Willlam
WiLLOUOHBY Wynne, Rector of Drumlease, son of the late

Owen Wynne, Esq., of Haslewood, aged 57—28th ult, at

Wrotham Rectorv, Kent, Blanche Ejima, youngest child of the

Rev. Charles Lane, Rector of Wrotham and Rural Dean—
30th ult, at his residence, 4, Portland Place, Lower Clapton,

the Rev. Alexander Fleicuer, D.D., aged 73.

COAL MARKET.—Oct. 3.
Bate.s's West Hartley. 153. 9d. ; Craghead Hartley, 153.

;

Hasting's Hartley, 16a. ad. ; Howard's Weat Hartley, IGs. 3d. ;

Tanfield Moor, 13s. 6d. ; Tanfield Moor Butea,133. 6d. ; Walk
EndGosfortb, I7a.9d.; Walls End Durham, 17s. 3d.; Eden Main,
188. ; Walls End Braddyl's Hetton, 18s. 3d. ; WalU End
Framwellgate, iSs. 6d. ; Walls End Hetton, IDs. fid; Walla
End Kepicr Grange, ISs. 3d. ; Walls End South Hetton,
198. 6d. ; Walls End Pensher, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End HeugU
Hall, ISs. 6d. ; Walls End Kelloe, IPs. ; Walls End North
Hartlepool, 168. 3d.; Walls End South Hartlepool, ISs. 3d.;
Walls End Thornley, 17s ; Walls End Thorpe. ISs. Qd. ;

Walls End West Hetton, ISs. 6d. ; Walls End Whitworth,
16s. 6d.; Carway and Duffrjn Malting, 223. 6d.—51 ah^)a
art market.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
Smithfield, Thursday, Oct. 4.

Prime Meadow Hay 75a to 84s
Superior do. (old) . . 95 115
Inferior do 60 60
New do — —
Roweu 40 50

CuiiBERLAyn Market
Sup. Meadow Hay.. 1058tol34s
Inferior do 60 92

New do. 65 105
Superior Cloyer . .118 126

Whitechapel, Til

Fine old Hay .. ..lOOstollOs
Inferior do 36 60]
Prime New Hay , . — —
Inferior do — —
Straw 34 38

« t A dOiito 120a

* •

Clover
New Clover
Old second cut -. 80 100
Straw 30 38

' Davis ife Co,

, Thursday, Oct- 4,

Inferior Clover
New do, .. -. — —
Straw .. .,38 44

Joshua Bak£r.

PRSDAY, Oct. 4.

Fine old Clover . .120s to 12

rOs 110a

6d

Inferior do •-

Fine 2d cut ..

Inferior do- .-

Fine New Clover

« »

m *

84
86
60

100
flO

70

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDOM. Friday, Got. 5.

Our arrivals of fleece?j eontinue moderate, but sufficient for

the demand, whicb is by no means active. Skin "woul con-
tinues to move off at full value, the prices advancing in abent
the same proportion as the improvement in lenxth. In short

i
sm'ts tbe demand aontitiut^^ in medium qualities piiuciptUlyf

;
the best being comparatively nog-Ioctod. Half-bred and ionj;

wool fleeciis have been ftir a conaiJerable period the most In

request, and as they rose to the p^atoat height, so in the late

depression they receded the most, but they continue g>toabl>
at the small advance obtained afortuight ago ; but tho decline

only had reference to needy persons obliged to effect walea.

the trade genex'ully wore not disposed to submit to sacriticea

South-down Hog- s. d. s. d.

gets.. .. ..1 8 to 1 9
Half-bred ditto.. 18 — 19
Down Ewes ..1 5—1 7
Kent Fleeces . , 1 6 — 1 7

Wetbers 1

Ditto Hoggs ., 1

Combing 8kinB
Blanket ditto .,

Flannel Wool .. 1

6 to 1

7 — 1

6
1

7
9

8
i

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Oct. 8.

Messrs. Patteuden & Saiith report that ripe ISiiO Hops ara

selling freely as follows:—Weald of Kenta from Ifii. to 3W. per
cwt. ; Sussex, HI. to 16/. Yearlings and old Hops are in

demand. New Mid and EiiSt Kenta are a complete drug on
tho market, being so blighted. It aeems by some of tho

circulars sent out that the export of Hons since 1854 has
amounted to upwards of 10 millions of lbs. weight. Duty
30,000i. with but few in favour.

HETROFOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MOJTDAT, Oct. I.

Although the number of liciiats is not quite so largo as on

Monday last, we have still a good supply. Trade is dull, but

quotations are not altered. The demand for Sheep i« small,

and iirices cannot be quoted higher on the average. Trade is

scarcely as good as on Thursday last for Calves. From Ger-

many and Holland there are 1610 Beasts, 6300 Sheep, and
70 Calves; from Ireland, 500 Beasts; from Norfolk and

Suffolk, 100 ; and 2600 from tho nortliom and midlaa*
counties.

d s

Best Scots, Here-
fords. &.C. . . ^

Best Short-horna 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn
Beasts, 6600

;

8 to 5
4 — 4
4—4

5 2 to 5

Best Long-wools. 5

Do. Shorn
Ewes &, 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
LaDiba ,.

Calves .. ..4

d •
0—5
, to

d
2

m

4 6
* t • •

t «

5
5

2
4

iiflavketsf

.... . . Pigs . . ..44
Sheep & Lambs, 25,600; C*lves, 120 ; Plg:^ 440.

J

TUURdDAV, Oct. 4.

The supply of Beasts is small, and the average qualHy very

inferior. A few of the choicest kinds find ready purchasers,

but other descriptions are unsaleable. The number of Shoep

is about the same as of late, but the detoand has deereoMod,

consequently a large profKirtion remain unsold. Good Calves

are rather dearer. Oiir foreign supply consisU of S63 Beast^

loOO Sheep, and 231 Calv«s ; Milch Cows, 110.

COYENT GARDEN, Oct. 6.

GrLM'Cs continue plentiful and good, especially black

varieties, which are well ripened, and in general finely coloured.

Pears consist chiefly of Marie Louise, WilUams s Bon Chretien,

Louise Bonne of Jersey-, Gansel's Berg-amot, and Ducheaso

d'Angoulfime. Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums may yet ba

obtained but both Peaches and Nectarines are very inferior in

flavour Oranges are 3s. a dozen. Good Filberts may be had at

from 9d. to Is. per lb. Cabbages, Beans, Carrots, and Turnips

maybe obtained in quantity. Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoes

reaUse from 6s. to 15s. per cwt. Cucumbers abundivnt.

Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Kalo-

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4 8 to 5

Best Short-horna 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds ,. 5

Do. Shorn

4
4

4

4

5

S

« 4 * #

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Kwes& 2d quallt

Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calvofl

XHgs

5 0—5 2

*

4 —

i

to
6

« *

« #

* t

• *

# *

« 4

m 4

4
4

4
8

5
&

4
6

BoaeUk 1130 ; Sheep & Lambs,

MARK LANE.—Monday, Oct. 1.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent «> 'tQ";

morning's market was very sronll; the few samples of old utd

tolerably dry new commanded an advance of Ss. per qr. on the

prices of Monday last We also experienced a good country

Ji«r«««H fm- *v,rpioTi. at 2a. to 3fi. per qr. over the priCOB of tms



8.

63
a.

55-

SO -74

Red
Red

Red

m •

« * « ft

31—39 Malting.
20—24
2d—-28 [Feed ..

2&—28 Feed ..

24—26! Feed ..

35—38 Foreigu.

38

a. r.

4C—60
53—ti6

38-

00-

36—41
36—11

24—26
21—24
20—26

3S—42

50
34

50—54
30—43

day «e iiiiiKht. i ur lialley tUerc is a good tradu U a . uUvHuce
of is. per qr Beaus iiud Peas are fully as dear. Oata are a

Sf^n1fLt.T 1^-
^'^ '^'- '^''''''^'- ^°^^^^^ ^^^ Aa^erlcan barrel

r^Iour are la. dearer.
Per Imperial Quarter.

WHEAT, Essex, Kent. & Suffolk..White— "- fine selected runa.. ditto"
v'"ri,

^^^'^^-^"*— Norfolk— Forei^ni.. 54_74
BARLEY.griud.&djst.,253to31s..Chev. 38—45 Maltintr— Foreigu.. pnnding and distUlintr "' --
Oats, Essex and Suffolk !— beotcti and Liucolnsliire. .Potato— i"sh Potato— Foreign PolandaudBrew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign ''!

I !!!!!!'. V. *!].'] ".

Beans. Mazrtgan....368 to sVs'.V.VTick— Pigeon 44s— 4rs..V7mds.— Foreign Small
I'EAS, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple _e to—s Grey
Uajze ,.., 'White
ri,ouR, beat marks delivered, .'per sack— 2ddo ditto ....J.,.,— i-oreifiTi per barrel 29—34 .Per sack|40—50

Feiday, Oct. 5.
The weather this week has been fine, and will have greatly

assisted m prepunng the corn for carting, of which very litt!e
has been done during the last fortnight or three weeks, andmuch of that little would probably have been better left in the
tields, where there is still some quantity, and some not yet
cut, even m Kent, Surrey, and Sussex. The wind has been
westerly. To-day strong from S.W. Tiie Wheat trade has
again been active, but less so the last two or three days, at an
advance of Is. to 2s. per qr. in tlie chief ports of the kingdom,
and fully 2s. m the agricultural markets on the week. Spring
Corn has met with a good inquiry, and rather higher rates have
been obtained for each descriptiou. American Flour has also
improved about la. per barrel. The number of grain and
aeed-lflden vessels arrived off the coast since the 28th of
September amounts to 17, viz., S Wheat, 6 Maize. 1 Beans,
and 2 Linseed. The business done was very limited and the
tone quiet. The arrivals of English grain this week have been
very small, but good of foreign. The attendance at this
mornings market included a fair sprinkling of country
buyers, but owing to the firmness of holders the amount of
business transacted was limited. In the prices of either
Enghsh or foreign Wheat we observe no alteration. SpringCom of all descriptions is firm at Monday's quoUtions.

Arrivals from Ont. 1 to Cio± s_

TTTR aWDF^v.VR^ OmmCL?. AND AGRICULTi EA^. GAZTTiR [OciocEu G, ISGO.

WAATKO, A I'KOl'AUATOH AND SALEsi^MANi
havmg a general knowledge of his profession. Slanied

"^J^'^L*^"^'^'^'^
"^'"^ preferred. W.>gcs with house 20a. per week.— 1. & It. Swailes. Nurserymen. Beverley.

W"ANTED, AS WOOUMAN. a working Man able
to Afeasuro Timber and take the Mi^nagomcnt of Woods.

Wages 15*. a week and house reiit free.—Address to M. P.,
care of Mr. Lakmg. 26. Half-Moon Street, May Fair, London, W.

WANTED, A KEEPKU anb WOODMAN.—
Address post-paid to X., care of Mr. Prince, Postmastei,

Bridport, Dorset.

B AHJFF.

4"r Harrow.
j
Longpod

46;Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

YeUow
-57

50'Country.[34—50

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

98u qrs.
"~*

It

18860 ,,

Barley.

470 qra.

23S0 „

Oats.

30 qrs.

60 ,.

36070 „

Flour.

157U sks.

{

26S01 „
5370 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Oct. 2.—We had a numerous attend-
ance of buth local and distant buyers at our Corn Exchange this
morning, and a large consumptive business has been done in
Wheat at a general advance of about 3d. per cental over the
rates of Friday last. Flour has had a fair sale at 6d. per barrel
and sack more money. Indian Corn sold readily at an improve-
ment of 6d. per qr., and holders quickly raised their pretensions
to Is. Old Oats and Oatmeal brought fully previous rates
whilst new were the tura easier. Beans established an
advanceofed.. and Peas and Barley Is. per qr. The market
closed with firmness, hut holders were not able to obtiun the
same high rates for Wheat aa at the opening.
Friday, Oct. 5.—There was a fair attendance at the grain

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (fTEAD)-Age 42. married, without
mcumbrance; perfectly understands his profession. Good

references from former employers. — X. Y., 9, Vine Place,
Bond Street. Vauxhail, S.W.

G^^UDKNER (Head),—Middle-age, single; under-
stands Early and Late Forcing of Fruit and Flowers, and

a good Kitchen Gardener. Fivo years' ch;u-acter —T E
7. Qugen'sJloadWest, Chelsea, S.W. ''

GARDENER (Head).—Aee 38, married, no incnnr
brance; understands Early and Late Forcing Plants,

Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Two years' character —Y Z
Mr. Rains, Middle Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

* ''

TO NOBLEMEN AMD GENTLEMEW.
/^ARDENER (Head).—John Ivison, late HeadV^ Gardener for U years to His Grace the Duke of Northum-
berland, at Syon House, is now open to an engagement in a
similar capaciry.—Mulberry Cottage. ?Jew Road, Old Brentford.

01 AKDKNER (Head).—Age 40, married, without
.^\,^'^^^^^^^^y^^' t^h'^i"0"gh practical knowledge, including
the Culture of Pines, Vines, Peaches. Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. Can Manage Land if required. Four years' unexcep-
tionable character.—J. B., Harleston Park. Northampton .

ARDENKR (Head).— Age 33, married; tirst-class
Gardener

; wishes for a situation where there is scope for
energy. Seven years' unexceptionable character from his late
employer. — G. Thomas, Kenwood Gardens, Hampstead,
London, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single; understands
the Kitchen, Fruit and Flower Gardens, Vines, Cucum-

bers,- Melons, &c. Ten years' good character from his last
place ; left through the breaking up of the establishment —
L. B., Carter's, Carlisle Road, Leyton, Essex, N.E.

GARDENER (Head). — William Stewart*
Gardener to Miss Broadley, Welton House, Brough, York"

shire, can with confidence recommend his Foreman (age 2C'
single) to any lady or gentleman in want of a competent,
persevering, and trustworthy Man.—Direct as above

.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 3o, no incumbrance;
has a thorough practical knowledge of his profession in

every depai'tment. Can have 5 years' good character from the
aentleman he is about leaving. The Wife can Manage the
Dah-y and Poidtry. or attend to the Lodge gate.—A. B., 3,
Nelson Ten-ace, Trafalgar Road, Dalston, N.E.

(^ARDENEK, (Head).-Age 30, married, a native
A of Scotland^; understands his profes6ion[in all itsbranches,

including the Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables, the Culture and Propagation of Stove and Green-
house Plants, and the Management of the Kitchen and

^^^^^ f?*^y- -^ moderate business was transacted in Wheat ' Flower Gardens. Character will bear the strictest investiffa-
at the full prices of Tuesday last. Flour steady at late rates, tion.—C. R., 41, Eaton Place, Well street, Hackney N E
Indian Com in moderate demand at36s. 9d., to S7s. for mixed
and 37s. for Galatz. Rather more doing in Oats and Oatmeal
at fully Tuesday's rates.

AVEBAGES Wheat. Barley. Beans.

47s 7U
47 10

Agg.Aver. 48 U 40 10
Fluotoations in the Last Six Weeks Avkraues.

taicKs..

62#lid
62 10
eo 11
60 1

58 3

56 11

Aug. 25. Sept. r
* *

r

Sept. 8.:Sept.l5.,Sept.22. Sept. 29.

* d

« *

* «

I
BUTTER MARKET.-Oct 5.

Beat Frebh Butter . . . . 14s. per dozen lbs.
Second do. do iSs,

pork. 5s. 4d. to 58. >;d ner S lbs.
tt

W._„
A PARTNER WANTED,

ANTED, m a huge Nursery and Seed Trade in

*v
one of the largest Agricultural Counties in England, atborougU biwmess Man. well acquainted with either; there

has been a large Seed Trade carried on for more than half a^tury, and w capable of very great extension.—Any onewiahmg to enter into a tirat-rate business, this offers an oppor-
tunity rarely to bo met with.-Por particulars inquire of

Sj^ond^^E^C.
^^'^^^^-^--^ Seedsmen, 46, Leadenhal l

_^ „ LAND DRAINERS.
nf)f)

^^'^'^'^^'-^ at lluicot Park, two miles from
y^Vu .^«"ngdon, two miles (irom Lechlade, three miles
from Shnvenham.-Apply to the Foremen, M. Lake aud
oL. fS^^' ?" the m-ound, or to Twos. Scott, 18, Parliament
Btreet, London, 3. W.

ANTED, A3 HEAD GAKDKNER. an active
intelligent married Man, irom 30 to 40 years of a*fe

poasessmg a thorough practical knowledge of his profession ia
every department, particularly Early and Late Forcing,
balary 801. per annum, with free house and coals. None
need apply whose characters will not bear the strictest investi-

§t !S°*~« P^'^.
i*?

^"^^ hand-writing, to A. B. C, Mr.
Rusher, Market Place, Banbury, Oxen.

W"ANTED, AS GARDENER, a stoady active younff
rr-. T.

*Jan, a«;e about 20 or 21, to take the m;inagement of a
Kitchen and Flower Garden. He will h.ave the cai^ of Pony
Mid Chaise, and must be prepared to make himself generally use-mi.—Apply to T. S. , Kingsrhorfie Lodge, near Northampton.

WANTED. A3 GAKDENKK, a tirst-class Mam
thoroughly competent to Slaaoge in the best style, the

*ruit and Flower Gardens. Pleasure Grounds, Conservatory
wid Stove houses. Vines, Pines, and Forced Fruits, also aGarden under Claw. Salary 75;.. with house, fuel, and

SrC^nlttfe^XTi^f^.
''^''^ '' testimouialB to A. B. C,

GARDKNER (Head).—Age 32, married; a most
energetic and persevering Man. Has had extensive

practical experience in .all branches of his profession. Has
been supplying a first-class family with every kind of produce
from the garden, both early and late. Can have the highest
testimonials from where he has had the superintendence of
the Erection of Pineries, Vineries, &c. ; also understands
Laying-out New Gardens and Remodelling old ones on the most
approved principles. His character will bear the strictest
investigation from his apprenticeship.—W. C, Gardeners*
C/ironicie Office, W.C.

GARDENER (Working Head).—Age 41, .-narried,

slight incumbrance ; thoroughly experienced. Twelve
years' unexceptionable character.— C. C, Messrs. Jackson's
Nursery, Kingston, Surrey. '

GARDENED. — Marrietl, without incumbrance
under-stands Flower aud Kitchen Gardens. Good charac-

ter from his present employer.—B. C, Peasemore, near New-
biiry, Berks.

AUDENER.—Age 38, single; well understands
his profession. Can take charee of Cows and Meadow

Land if required.—J. F., Mr. Barnes, Camden Nursery,
Camberw-cll, Surrey, 3.

GARDENER.—Age 16, married, no incumbrance;
practical in all branches of his profession. A good judge

of Stock. His Wife is experienced in all branches of House-
keeping. Nine years' character from a family of distinction.

—

W. W., Post Office, Stoke Ncwington, London, N.

G^
ARDENER (Second, or Single-handed). —

^ Age 23 ; well acquainted with Early Forcing and Kitchen
Gardening. Can have 18 months' good character.—A. A.,
S. Pearson, Bcekenham. Kent.

GARDKNER (UndBr or Single-handed) in a small
place).—Age 19 ; can be well recommended.—A. H.,

Bohson's Library, Lower Norwood, S.

7:1 ARDENER (Undeh) in a gentleman's iamily.—
\JX Age 20. Town prefeiTed.-X. Y.. 256, High Holbom, W.C.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEWEN.
GARDENER or GARDENER and BATLIFP.—

Married, without incumbrance ; has had great practical
experience in the re-arranging and formation of extensive
Pleasure Grounds and Park decorations, the construction of
Horticultural Buildings, and Heating on the most approved
principles ; has grown Pines, Grapes, Peaches, and other
Fruits and Plants to the highest perfection attainable. Has
lived with two families of the highest distinction for 20 years,
and is about leaving at his own wish a family of note, where
be has been for the last three years, having newly arranged
the place, which can be seen. Character will be found unex-
ceptionable^—T\lL^Po^^

OREMAN OB BAILIFF ou a Farm.-Age 36;
thoroughly practical. Can keep accounts well, and

produce the highest testimonials of honesty, sobriety, and
capability for the hist 10 years.—P. T., 34, Grafton Street East,
Tottenham Court Road. W.

PROPAGATOR, FOREMAN, and SALESMAN.—
Understands his profession in all its branches. Good

chamcter.—T. C. E., Lower Edmonton, N,

->Singlo; capable of taking tlie entire-^Management of a large Farm. Can have good reference—J. v., btc-nt sLibnay, Guildford, Surrey.
^^erence.

T> A I LI FF.~ A"^ 407'i;;i^irdT"lm^"^lmd'^ir^.^
^J^ rience in the midland and southern counties, and f<.thoroughly practical in the most modurn style of FarmiL-a good Judge and Manager of Stock, and a good Accouutai t?lB, C.. P.^U)&ce,_l^mbri^ uutant.^

BAILIFF. — A^e 38. married, no incmiibT^^ii^.
tl-.oroughly understands his business. Wife can Hi

'

charge of a dairy and poultry. Satisfactory rcfereuce can h^
1
produced.-A. B, l, St. Mary St., Canal St., Woh-erhampfL

AILIFF (WoitKiNG)—Age 4D; Wife clI^T^^H^IiJr.
Dairy. Has been in his present situation 20 vearR-

leaving on account of the farm being let. Can bo well reeom*mended by his present employer. Moderate wages expected -1
J. N., Mr. Young. Mdford Nurseries, near Godalming.

TO NOBLEMEN, AGRICULTURISTS, ETC
~

STEWARD OB BAILIFF.—Age 26, sin-le; of\rood
address and active business habits; experienced in themanagement of Arable and Meadow Land, Lif^lit or H^jivv

Soils, Cultivation of all kinds of Crops; tlion)ugUlv acquainted
with the Breeding and Fattening of all description of Stonk •

conversant with all Modern Agricultural Implements, Steani,
Machinery, Irrigation, &c. ; experienced Conductor of Labour
qualified to Keep Accounts, and do all business connected with
a first-class Farm, however extensive.—H. IL, Post Office
Brockenhurst. Lymington, Hants.

ARM STEWARD OB BAILlFF.-iVaLivc of Scot-
land; has been bred to Fanning and hiid considerable

experience in England and Ireland both on Light and Heavy
Lands; has had much practice in tho Purchase anrl &ale of
Live Stock, and the most Improved Modes of Arable Farming •

has also had extensive practice in Deep Diaining, is a good
Accountant, and can be highly recommended for steadiness
and integrity by his last employer.—D. G., Thos. Scott Esq
Land Agent, 13, Parliament Stree t, London. S.W.

STEWARD, or to assist a Gentleman.—Ao-e 40
single

;
understands Stock and attending- Markets -

reference given.—S. M., Post Qftice, AyLsham, Norfolk
*

J AND STEWARD or FACTOR.-Age 2S
"

sin'c;!?
J_^ Scotch ; holds a similar situation, and is leaving in wn-
sequence of the Proprietor (the Improvement on the Estate-
being nearly finished), giving up Farming and going abroad
Has had the entire Superintendence of an Estate in the West
of Scotland for nearly four years, wlicrc extensive improve-
ments have been conducted by him in Draining Building
Fencing, Planting, Roadmaking, Embanking, and the
rtclaimmg of Moss Land, also the Management of the Home
Farm, Marketing included. Is a smart Accountant, and would
accept a situation as Under Factor on a large Estate. Unex-
ceptionable references as to character and quahfications from
present employer and other eminent agriculturists. Security
if reqiured.—A. P., Oardeners' Chronicle O ffice. W.C.

TO LANDOWNERS.—A person fuilj competent to
take the entire Management of an Estate, and who has for

many years had the Management of a Farm of SOO acres, at
Peasemore, Berks, desires a similar engagement, or one to
superintend an Estate generally. The fullest explanation will
be given by Mr. John Matthews, of Peasmoro. aud reference
may be made to the owner of the Peasemore Estate, as well as
to Mr. Graham, of Newbury.

MANAGER.—Noblemen or gentlemen requiring- an
experienced Manager to conduct Estate Improvements

in Draining. Planting, Landscape Gardening, Buildings,
Laying out new Farms or Gardens, &c., may bear of a fully
qualified person on application to A., Jlr. J. Hopkins, Map
Draughtsman. 14, Carey Street. Lincoln's Inn , London, W.C.

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEfVlEN.
FORESTER, HEDGER, &c.—Middle-aged, without

incumbrance
; perfectly understands his profession in all

its various departments. Fences of any kind. Wood or Iron ;

and has no objection to manage a Sawmill where one is kept
for the use of his department, &c. ; great experience.
Undoubted reference will be given. No objjctiou to Ireland.—
J. M., Post Office, Killearn, near Glasgow.

STOCKMAN OB BAILIFF.-A^e¥l ; the son of a
Farm Bailiff. Has been accustomed to look after Fat

Stock and Short-horns. Good refereuces.—B. A., Tunbridge
Wells.

TO SEEDSMEN AND NURSERYMEN.
SHOPMAN OE CLERK. —Age 29; up^varJs of

11 years' experience in a largo Nursery and Seed business;
has travelled ; is a good Correspondent, and active at counter
work. Is well recommended by former employer.—X. Z.,

Herahl Office, Glasgow.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
SHOPMAN OE CLERK.—AMAEANTiirs respectfully

offers his services to any Nurseryman or Seedsman desir-

ing such ; he has b^en about 15 years at the Trade, and has a
good knowledge of all the branches.

—

Amarantuus, GanitMn*
Chronicle Omce^ W.C.

FINE HEAD OF HAIR.
The Beard, Whiskers, and Moustachios.

rROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL is uuiversany in

\j liigh repute fur its unprecedented success during the last

sixty years in the growth, restoration, and in beautifying the
human hair. It prevents it from fillinj? off or turning grey—
strengthens weak hair, cleanses it from acurf aud dandrif—and
makes it beautifully soft, pliable, and glossy. In the growth
of whiskers, the beard, and moustachios, it is unfailing in its

stimulative operation. For children it is especirtlly recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair, while
its introduction into the nursery of Royalty, and the numerous
testimonials constantly received of its efficacy, aff.>rd the best

and surest proofs of its merits,—Price Ss. 6d., 7.^., 10j.6rf., equal
to four small, and 2ls. per bottle. Caution.—Ou the wrapper
of each bottle are the words, Rowlands' Macassar Oil, &c- in

white letters, and their signature, "A. Rowland <fe Sons/'

in red ink.—Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and by Chemiflts and
Perfumers,

STHMA.—Dk. Lococx's PULilOA'iC U'AFERS
give instant relief, aiid a rapid cure of Asthma, Con-

sumption, Coughs, and all disorders of the breath aud lungs.

To singers and public speakers they are invaluable for clearing

and Btrengtbening the voice. Tbey have a ple^u^ant ta^^te.

Price Is. lirf,, 2^. 9d, and lU. per box. Sold by all drug^istg.

IXNKFOKU'ri PUUli FLUID iMAGNKSlA has
been, during 25 years, sanctioned by tho medical pro*

fession and universally accepted by the public as the t>e8t

remedy ft>racidity of the stomach, heartburn, hciid^iche, fif^^
and indigestion. As a mild aperient it is arhnirably adapted
lor ladies aud children,—Manutactured (with the utmost at-

tention to strenc^th and purity) by DiNt^EFORD & Co., 172, New
Bond Street, Loudon, W., and sold by all resyectabie Chemist*

thtfougbout the empire.
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The French Cabinet, in reply, while admitting the carriage to proceed alone to Coburg. After Iiis Royal

,,IVE TKR CEXT. INVESTiMEXTS.-Purticulars
1 of Inve:»tiiiciit3 for LAUGR or SMALL SUMS of MUNEY,
nrluff FIVE PEli CENT. PER ANNUM INTEREST (well.Learin^

eecureii), wJt!n1i":tw;iblo at notice, may be obfcutiied, on applica-

tion to Thomas H. Bayi.is, 429, Strand, London. W.C.

BANK OF DEPOSIT (Established a.d. 1844),
3, rail-Mali EASt, London.—Capital Stock, lOO.OOOL

Parties desirous of Investing Money are requested to ex-
amine the Plan of the Bank of Deposit, by which a high rate

^f interest may be obtained with ample security.

Deijosits made by special agreement may be withdrawn
without notice.

The interest is payable in January and July.
Peter Morrison-. Managing Director.

Forxs for opeoing accounts sent free on application.

expediency of a C-ngress, has stated that the

territorial changes caused by the late events in

Italy would render it necessary to refer the Roman
question to a Congress of the Great Powers.

Accounts from China to the commencement of

July have been received through St. Petersburg,

stating that the insurrection was gaining ground,
especially in the eastern maritime proviaces ; and

that in consequence of reports that the English

who disembarked at Petcheli had not ill-treated

the natives, the inhabitants of Pekin were favour-

ably disposed towards the English, and desired

their presence at Pekin. A corps of 6000 men had
been despatched from that capital against the

allies, and a corps of 10,000 had been sent in

another direction.

>seiu5 or tfic WLtt\\,

The King op SAiiniNiA nnd his Gavernmeut
Lave assumed the responsibility of the Neapolitan

levolution, and Gakibaldi has invited his Majesty

to go to ^N'aples and send him reinforcemeuts. The
"King has taken tiie commaud-iu-chief of the

army of Italy, and is now on his way to Naples,

in accordance with the invitation of Gaieibaldi and
with the resolutions presented to hi:n by deputa-

tions from every province of the kingdom. The
Sardinian troops in the Papal States crossed the

frontier on Tuesday at three different points, and
the >SarJi[iian fleet had previously left Genoa with

the King's brigade and 3000 other troops to rein-

force the army of Garibaldi* In taking this

final resolution the King has issued a manifesto

to the people of Southern Italy explaining the policy

he has adopted in consequence of the late events,

and has also sent a Commissary-General to Sicily,

charged with the administration of that island.

The great victory gained by Garibaldi over the

Eoyal array in the neighbourhood of Caserta, and
which will be known in history as the Battle of

Yolturno, was fought on the 1st and 2d inst., having
lasted for nearly two entire days. On the first day it

commenced at half-past 3 in the morning and
lasted till 7 iu the evening. The Royal army, which
is said to have been commanded by the King
OF Naples in person, amounted to 20,000 men,
while the total number which Gauibaldi
could bring into the field was only 12,000.

Notwithstanding this disparity of numbers,

XjA-RIbaldi, at the close of the day, had com-
pletely routed the King's army and driven them
back to Capua with the loss of about 3000 men
and 2000 prisoners, bis own loss being estimated

at upwards of 4000. During the night the Royalists

took possession of the heights above Caserta, with

the intention of descending into the plain and
renewing the battle on the following morning.

Oaribaldi however had information of the move-
ment, and made his arrangements with such skill,

that when the Royal troops descended the moun-
tains at an early hour on the morning of

the 2d, he immediately gave them battle^

•and at last completely routed them, cutting off two
entire battalions, and making them prisoners

almost to a man. Garibaldi has since made a

reconnaissance of Capua, but it is supposed that

no regular attack will be made upon that fortress

until the arrival of the Sardinians. The latest

jiews states that Garibaldi is about to convoke
the electoral colleges of the Two Sicilies for the

21st inst. to vote by universal suffrage on the

r^uestion of annexation, and that the Marquis
]DE PallavICINO, in his quality of pro-Dictator,

Iiaving requested Mazzini to leave Naples, the

latter had taken his departure from the city.

Despatches from Turin inform us that the great

debate on the law of annexation was brought to a

close on Wednesday after an important speech

from Ci>uut Cavour, when the order of the day

proposed b}' the committee rendering homage to

'Garibaldi and unanimously expressing their

approval of the proposed law, was agreed to on a

ballot by 290 votes to 6. The Cabinet of Madrid

has addressed a note to the French Government de-

manding a Congress of the Catholic Powers, similar

to that held at Gaeta in 1849, with the object of

guaranteeing the integrity of the Papal States.

The Qcteen'S Keturn Jourkey.—On AVednesday
morning at 10 o'clock, the Queen, Prince Consort, and
the Princess Alice, accompanied by the Prince and

Prhicess iVederiek VViUiam, took leave of the Duke and
Duchess of Saxe-Cuburg, ami left Coburg for Mayence,

where tbey arrived soon after 7 o'clock in the evening.

On Thursday the Royal party left Mayence tor

Coblentz, where tbey arrived at half-past 3 in the

afternoon. The Prince Regent and the Piincess of

Prussia, the Grand Duke and Grand Duchess of Baden,

were at Coblentz to receive her M:)jesty.

The Queen' at Coburg.—On Tuesday week the Queen
drove to FuMbach (a property belonging to the King of

the Belgians) witli che Duchess of Saxe-Coburg and the

Princess Alice. The Duke of Saxe-Coburg accompanied

her Majesty on horseback. Lord Augustus Loftus, her

Majesty's Miuiater at Vienna, arrived at Coburg, and
had an audience of her M:ijesty. Ou Wednesday the

Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince

and Princess Frederick William, Princess Alice, aid the

Duke and Duchess of Coburg, walked to tlie Museum of

Natural History, where tliey remained for some time

inspecting its contents. In the afternoon her ^Injesty

and the Prince Consort, with the Duke and Duchess of

Coburg, Prince and Princess Frederick William, Princess

Alice, and Count Mensdorff, drove to Ketcliendorff and
walked in the neighbourhood. The Hon. Charles Mur-
ray, her Majesty's Minister at Dresden, arrived at

Coburg, and had an audience of her Majesty. On
Thursday the Queen jind Prince Consort, the Duke and
Duchess of Saxe-Coburg, the Prince and Princess

Frederick William, Princess Alice, the Prince and

Princess of Reuss, Count and Countess Mensdorff, and

Lord John Russell, drove to Rosenau, where luncheon

was served. After luncheon her Minesty and the rest

of the party pi*oceeded to Waltersdorff, whence they

walked over the hill to Lauterburg» and afterwards

returned to the Palace at Coburg. On Friday morning
the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by the

Duke and Duchess of Saxe-Cobui*g, the Prince and

Princess Frederick William, and the Princess Alice,

walked out. In the afternoon her Majesty, accom-

panied by the Duke and Duchess of Saxe-Coburg, Prince

and Princess Frederick William, and Princess Alice, drove

to NeuhofF. The Duke and Duchess of Saxe-Melningeu

and their daughter, the Princess Augusta, visited

lier Miijesty and remained to luncheon. The Heredi-

tary Prince and Princess of Reuss left Coburg. Count
Munster arrived with a letter to her Majesty from the

Kinjf of Hanover. Count and Countess Mensdorff took

leave of her Majesty and returned to Vienna. On
Saturday tlie Queen and Prince Consort, the Duke and

Duchess of Saxe-Coburg, the Prince and Princess

Frederick William, and Princess Alice, accompanied

by Lord John Russell, drove to the Wald Pare at

Monckroden, where, the gentlemen being posted, the

forest was driven for wild boar. The sport was very

successful, seven boars being killed. Luncheon was

afterwards served to the Royal party in one of the

forester's houses. After luncheon her Majesty and

Royal party,

Highness had gone about three miles the horses, which
were driven four-in-hand, commenced kicking violently,
and shortly started off at full speed. The coachman,
assisted by his Royal Highness, did everything in his
power to arrest the progress of the frightened animals,
but without effect. At about a mile from Coburg the
road from Callenberg crosses the railway at a level, and
on approacliing this spot the Prince observed that the
bar which is lowered to prevent carria.u'cs crossing the
line when a train is expected was closed preparatory to
the anival of a train. A waggon which had been
stopped by the bar was also standing upon the road. A
violent concussion being then inevitable, the Prince
jumped from the carriage, and fell to the ground.
His Royal Highness, thomj^h recieiving some super-
ficial cuts and bruises in tlie face, was not at all stunned
or seriously hurt, and proceeded to assist the coachman.
The carriage had in the meantime come intocolUsion with
the bar of the railway, and was upset, the coachman
being dashed to the ground and considerably hurt.

His Royal Highness immediately devoted his attention

to the coachman, who was conveyed to tlie Iod;^e of the

railway servant who has charge of tlie bar. Tlie horses
having thus freed themselves from the carriage, con-
tinued their career into the town of Coburg, and were
there seen by Colonel Ponsonby, the Prince's Equerry,
who had been in attendance in the carllcv part of the
day. The Colonel immediately procured a carriage,

and proceeded with Dr. Baly and Dr. Carl Horschiitz,

the medical attendant of the Duke of Saxe-Coburg, to

meet his Royal Highness. The Prince, who was still in

the small cottage, directed the attention of the medical

gentleuien to the coachman, and desired Colonel Ponson-

by to continue his route to meet the Queen, who was afc

that time on her return to Coburg, in order to inform

Her Majesty of what had taken place. His Royal
Highness's general health did not suffer from the

accident, and on the following Wednesday he had so

far recovered that he was able to go out. The
coachman is also doing well.

The Peince of Wales.— On the 22d ult. his Royal

Highness visited one of the immense grain elevators at

Chicago, and then drove through the city. He after-

wards visited the Hydraulic works and then proceeded

to the Prairies for three days* shooting. His Royal

Highness left Dwight ou the 27th for St. Louis amid

hearty cheering. Every station along the line was

crowded with people who cheered the Prince as the

train passed by. At Alton he took steamer for St.

Louis. Crowds followed the carriage to the steamer,

and a royal salute was fired from the wharf, which was

crowded with spectators. His Royal Highness arrived

at St. Louis early in the evening, and was received on
landing with loud and hearty cheers. Evor> thing passed

off quietly and in an orderly manner. The Prince intended

to leave St. Louis on the 28th for Cincinnati and to pro-

ceed thence to Pittsburgh, Harrisburgh, and U'ashing-

ton, where he was expected to arrive on the 3d

of October. After a stay of throe days with the Presi-

dent, his Royal Highness was to visit Richmond,

Baltimore. Philadelphia. New York. West Point,

Albany, Boston, and Portland. It is understood that

his Royal Highness will not, as first intended, visit the

Island of Bermuda, but will sail from New York for

England direct on or about the l7th inst,

PRI>-CE NafoleON left Southampton on Thursday

week for Havre, and proceeded thence on Friday morn-

ing to Paris.

Court Moukning.— Orders have been issued from

the Lord Chamberlain's Office for the Court to go into

morning to-morrow, the 11th inst., for a fortnight, for

the Duciiess Dowager of Saxe-Coburg.

Parliamhntaby Movements.—Mr. John Hardy,

the ironmaster of Staffordshire, and brother of the

member for Leominster, and Mr. John CurUng, of the

firm of Curling and Young, shipbuilders, are can-

didates for Dartmouth ; the former in the Con-

servative, the latter in the Liberal interest.

Captain Walter, brother of Mr. J. Walter, M.P. for

Berkshire, and Mr. G. J. Sliaw-Lefevre, nephew of

Viscount Eversley (Ministerialists), mid Mr. Ribton,

barrister (Conservative), are candidates for Reading, in

addition to Serjeant Pigott, who was announced last

the Royal party. with Lord John Russell, week. Mr. Samuel Ridley, a native ot Boston, who has

walked over the hills to the village of Monckroden, realised a fortmie by business m America, has offered

where carria-es were in waiting to convey them back himself as a candidate for the seat vacated by the death

of Mr. Herbert Ingram. Mr. Jenkui, who issued an

address to the electors of Honiton, on Liberal Con-

servative princii^les, has retired, and Mr. Moffatt is

to Coburg. In the evening a selection of sacred music

was performed in the Giant's Hall at the Palace. Baron

Carlowitz arrived from Dresden on a mission from the

King of Saxonv to express his Majesty's condolence on

the death of the Duchess Dowiger of Snxe-Coburg, and

his congratulations on the escape of the Prince Consort

in his late accident. Baron Lansch also arrived on a

similar mission from the Duke ot Saxe-Alteuburjrh. On
Sunday the Queen and Prince Consort, the Duko and

Duchess of Saxe-Coburg:, the Prince and Pri

Frederick William, and Princess Alice, attended Divine

service in the Palace chapel. The service was performed

by the Rev. Dr. Schwartz. The Grand Duke and Grand

DucliessofSaxe-Weimar arrived at Coburg, and joined

the Royal dinner party, return'ng to Weimar at night.

The late Accident to the Prince Consokt.—

The following are the particulars of the accident which

was briefly noticed in our last Number. On Muuday

the 1st., the Prince Consort, liaving some business

the only candidate in the field,

>LONiAn HisHOPEics.—The Riff'

incess

now . _ ^

Colonial Hishopeics.—The Right Rev. Dr. Chap-

man has intimated his intention to resign the Bishopric

of Colombo ou account of failing hnulth, and will only

remain in the dtocess until his successor is appointed.

The report that Dr. Colenso is about to resign the

Bishopric of Natal is contradicted, on authority.

The army.—The Colonelcy ot the 73rd Foot, vacant

by the death of Sir Michael Creagh, has been conferred

on Miijor-General B. O. Jones.

The Channel Fleet.—It is understood that, owing

to continued ill-health, Vice-Admiral Sir Charles

Fremantle, K.C.B., will shortly strike his flag as

commauder-in-chiet of the Clninnel fleet. A portion of

the fleet will shortly proceed to the Azores, for the

purpose of meeting the Prince of Whales on his

to transact, left M.e Queen and Royal party at return from America. According to present arm^^^^^^

Callenberg after hU shooting excursion, and entered a Vents the two divisions of the fleet will winter
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at Paitsmouth aud Plymouth, reuiaining under the
coimiiaiKl of the Port Admiral at the respective ports.
The XArY.—Tlie Aduiualty liave decided ou build-

ing at Chatham "Dockyard another steel-plated ship, of
large proportions, and fitted with engines of f^reat
power. She is intended to be 400 feet in length, nearly
double that of many of our Hne-of-battle ships. Every
device which science can suggest to make her shot
proof will be adopted, and she will be armed exclusively
with heavy Armstrong guns of great range. The
armour-plated steam-rams Warrior and Defiance, the
former building for the Government at the Thames
Iron Works, and the latter at Messrs. Palmer's works
at Jan-o\v, are now in a forward state for launching. A
large portion of their machinery is already completed,
and their construction is of such a nature that they
would be perfectly safe in deep water, even were it

possible to perforate them with shot. When completed
they will be armed with 36 of the Armstrong 100-
pounder guns.
The VoLTiNTErE JTovemeiW.—A detachment of the

Hon. Artillery Company has just completed a period of
eight days' rifle practice at Walton-on-the-Naze, on the
Essex coast, and returned to London. Arrangements
are in progiess for the visit of a strong force of the
Victoria Rifles to Walton for a similar period of practice.
—The Lumber Troop, more correctly called the
" Lombard Troop," from having been originally formed
by the Lombard Merchants for the defence of their
banking establishments, is about to be placed ou an
effective footing as a Cavalry Volunteer Corps.—The
committee of the Central London (40th Middlesex)
have issued a prospecttis announcing their intention of
forming a city company for the convenience of gentle-
men engaged in the large mercantile warehouses in the
city.

—

The London Brigade, to the number of upwards
of 400, mustered in Guildhall, on Sat-jrdav, and thence
march.ed, preceded by their bugle band, to the Shore-
ditch terminus, and proceeded by special train
to Wanstead, where they spent the remainder of
the day in battalion and skirmishing drill. The
Brigade have obtained permission from the Common
Council to hold a ball in Guildhall in the second week
in November.—The Workman's Brigade, now muster-
ing nearly 1000 strong, assembled in Guildhall for
practice and parade on Saturday evening, when it was
announced that Colonel Sir William de Bathe had
accepted the command of the Ist battalion.—A meeting
of gentlemen interested in the formation of a Mounted
Volunteer Corps for the west end of London was held on
Tuesday at Willis's Rooms, Major Richardson, C.B., of
the 8th Bengal Irregular Cavalry, in the chair. It was
lesolved that the uniform should consist of a loose blue
jacket, with blue velvet facings and silver cord em-
broidery, pantaloon breeches of white Melton cloth,
Napoleon riding baots of patent leathei-, plated liunting
Spurs, a blue for;tge cap with silver band and crown
ornament, and without peak; that the s\vord should
be the ligiit cavalry sword with scroll hilt, and the belts
and pouch of Russia leather, with plated orniunents. It
was also agreed that the subscription should be for
effectives two guineas per annum and one guinea
entrance, and that honorary members should subscribe
one guinea per aiiimm, a donation of 10 guineas to
constitute a Ufe member. 36 gentlemen have already
enrolled themselves, and nearly 100 more have promised
to join, and it was agreed to communicate with the Lord-
Lieutenant fortliwith, offering their services to her Ma-
jesty.—The 29th North Middlesex wasjoined on Tuesday
by a new company entirely composed of the work-
men employed in the pianoforte manufactury ofMessrs.
Hopkinson, ot Regent Street. This accession raises
the strength of the North Middlesex to 600, and appli-
cation will be forthwith made to increase the re<i'iment
to 1000 rank and file.—The 24.th Middlesex (Uxbridoe)
met ou Saturday, at Cowley House, and received a set
of drums and files presented to the corps by the Hon.
Miss^ Gmrgina Irhy, sister of Lord Boston. On the
provmus Thursday and Friday the regiment had a shoot-
ing match for pri/es, when a challenge cup subscribed
Jor by the corps was gained by Private Rafferty, and
otUer prizes, p^wen by the officers, were won bv
Pnvates NichoUon. Sherwin, W. Rayner, jMurray,
Phihpg, and Uallowes; and Corporal Wood-
brulge. Two cups, given by the ladies of UxbridLre,
wer« won by Privates RaPTurty and Youens.—Four com-
panies of the 2d Tower Handots paraded in Victoria
lurk on Saturday and went tlirough several evolutions
preparatory to the review at Nazing to-day.—A public
meeting oi the inliabitanta of Upper Claotoa and neiMi-
bonrhnod was held on Tuesday, when it was resolved^to
add to the strengtli of the 2d Tower Hamlets Rf>£riment
by raising anotlu'r company for the locality.—The 7th
Surrey on Saturday assembled at the Sessions House,Newmgton Causeway, and preceded by their band
marched to their pnrado

"

Lane, wliere they went
of a light infantry tield

(Ijambeth) marched out on ^ ..^

headed by their baud proceeded through Kennington,
Brixtou,^ t^treatliam, and Cinpham, This corps is
rapidly increasing in numbers. A large firm in the
neighbourhood, perreiving the interest taken in the

T^'^^^M -^ **'^T
'^^^^^^"e"' l'=^ve formed a company

ot bO of their^ workmen m connection with it; also, an8th company is in u state of completion. The corps ha*

hXnll "^"P^"^ tije Lime light for the purpose ofAjghtmg up their drill ground at Kennin-ton. This

ground in Kennington
through the evolutions
dny. — The 19th Surrey
Saturday afternoon, and

then sliot

Jones.—The
day for the
the different

ground, which is about 230 feet in length, and upwards
of 100 in width, making an area of about 2300 square
feet, is lighted by four lamps containing eight jets o
lime light, consuming 60 feet of gas per hour at a
maximum, and equal in illuminating power to 400 fish-

tail gaslights consuming at a maximum 2000 feet of gas.
—The 5th Surrey had a match at Reigate on
Friday, for the prizes given by the Hon. Mr.
Monson, M.P., captain of tlie regiment, and a purse of
20 guineas given by the ladies of Reigate. The prizes
given by Captain Monson were a rifle, a silver cup, and
a field glass. The first was won by Mr. F. Blackstone,
the second by Mr. Hughes, and the third by R. Killick,
The ten best shots then competed for the ladies' purse,
which was won by Sergeant Nicholls.—Thirty-two
members of the 8th Surrey (Epsom, &c.) competed last
week in shooting for four prize medals given by Mr.
Robert Carter, Treasurer to the Epsom Committee,
when Private Keeling gained the first prize, a silver-gilt
medal, making 7 points at 600 yards; Privates R.
Wood and Radford each made 7 points at 300 yards;
and in shooting off the tie the former gained the second
prize, a bronze medal, and the hitter gained the third
prize, a plain raedel. Captain Hastie made 10 points at
200 ynrds, and received also a plain medal.—The 15th
Surrey (Chertsey) held their first annual prize contest ou
Saturday at St. Ann's Hill. The prizes consisted of a
valuable rifle for the first prize, and a silver tankard for
the second and third. The six highest scorers also be-
came entitled to shoot for the county prize at Dorking.
There was also a silver tankard for competition by
honorary members. The result of the shooting was as
follows:— Joseph Hunt, 22 points; Pidcock and H.
Hunt, 19 points each (in shooting off the tie Pidcock
won the second prize); Alder and R. Hunt. 18 points
each; Smith, 17 points. These six therefore will con-
tend for the county prize. The honorary member's
priz ewas won by Air. Wetton. who scored 8 points in
five shots at 200 and 300 yards.— Several handsome
prizes, given by tlie members for Windsor, Mr.
Vansittart and Mr. G. W. Hope, the Hon. L. H.
Ruthven, &c., ^to the Windsor corps, were shot for last
week, on their practice ground, Dedeworth Green.
The following was the result:-Tull, 22 points;
Hill, 21; Bambridge, 21; Holden, 21; Jones,
19 ; Harper, 19. The ties were
off and won by Messrs. Hill and
Birmingham corps had their last field

season at Malvern, on Saturday, when
companies, numbering upwards of 700 men, were
reviewed by Earl Beauchamp. A sham fight con-
cluded the proceedings, after which the men were
entertained at dinner by their officers.—The Seaham
Harbour Artillery and the Sunderland Artillery
were inspected on Thursday week by Lieut.-
Colonel Mon-is, R.A.—An influential meeting of the
residents of Tunbridge was held a few days ago, at
which it was resolved to form a companv of cadets to
be attached to the 17th Kent.—The Cinque Ports Corps
met in large force on Monday at Ecclesbburne Glen,
near Hastings, and shot for prizes. The 1st prize, a
Lancaster rifle, value 10 guineas, was won by Mr. Webb,
who scored 15 points; Lieut. Crake and Messrs. Pen-
hall and Hildred fecored 14 each, and in shooting off
the tie the second prize (a silver medal) was won by
Mr. Ilildred, and the third prize (a bronze medal) by
Mr. Penliall. A contest then toc^ place between
12 members of the Hastings Company and 12 mem-
bers of the Rye Company, when the Hastings
Company proved victorious, making 119 points
to the Rye Company's 115. A prize cup value 17
guineas was won by Mr. Webb, and a prize of five
guineas was won by Mr. C. Brittenden.-On Friday
tlie 8th Forfar or Wharnclifle Corps competed at
Xew^tye for a silver medal presented to the company
by Lady Wharncliffe. Sergeant Saunders, Captain
Thomas, and Private Whitton, each scored 12 points.
In shooting off the tie Sergeant Saunders won the
prize, having made 19 points, while Captain Thomas
made 18, and Mr. Whitton, 9-

Brigliton, accustomed to ride
mined to form a mounted corps
Ist Sussex Rifles.—The Robin
first sliobting match at Nottingham last week, when
the 1st prize was won by Private Brownsword, the
2d by Sergeant Simkins, the 3d by Sergeant
Henson, and the 4th by Private Hedderley.
On Wednesday week the corps were reviewed on the
Trent Bridge Cricket ground, and were afterw^ards
presented by Lady Belper and Mrs.Enfield witha set of
colours and a silver bugle, the gift of the ladies of
Nottingliain, who also presented a charger to the
Adjutant of the regiment.—The Second Bcvon Bat-
talion, consisting of seven companies, viz. the 1st Ply-
mouth, 2d Devonport, 3d Stonehouse, 4th Tavistock,
5th Plymouth, 6th Devonport, and 7th Stonehouse and
Maker, were reviewed last week by General Hutchinson
at Mount Edgecumbe.— A sham fight representing the
successful invasion of the coast by a hostile force in the
presence of a strong defending body, took place on
Friday at Cromer. The volunteers "who represented
the " enemy " comprised the 2nd Norwich, Cromer and
Fakenham Companies, and the defending force com-
prised the Stalliam and Aylsham Companies,
and 20 gentlemen on horseback, commanded by
Capt, Chapman, of the 1st Bengal Cavalry, and pre-
puaiod to represent an irregular troop of horse. After
the engagement the Volunteers were entertained at a

dmner gnen by Captam Buxton, M.P., hTinii^F^e
near the Hotel de Paris.-The Great Yorkshire shootintmatch commenced at York on Thursday week anf
terminated on Monday. There were 133 competitor.
including persons from Leeds, Hull, Sheffield, Halifav'
Bradford, North Craven, Bedale, Knaresborough Scar
borough, Malton, Wetherbv, York, &c. A prize of 50/
was won by Mr. Lufton, of the York Corps, who scored
26 points

; a prize of 15Z. was won by A. R. Hardine-
of Leeds, who scored 22 ; wliile for a prize of 5^, theS'
was a tie between Mr. J. A. Whalley, of Leeds and
Mr. James Ingledew, of the 8th North York, each ofwhom scored 21. The shooting off this tie ended in
favour of Mr. Whalley. A silver cup, of the value of
5/., given by Captain Lloyd, was won by Private
Anderson. For a silver cup given by Captain Meek
there was a tie betw-een Sergeant Gibson and
Private William Robinson. A silver cup given by
Captain Lloyd was won by Private J. Bainbrido-e, ^
silver cup, 5^-, given by Captain Meek, was won by
Corporal Cooper. A silver cup, given by the subalterns,
of No. 1 Company, was won by Private Anderson. A
silver cup, given by the subalterns of No. 2 Company
was won by Sergeant Gibson.—The Bungay, Beccles,'
Harleston, and Halesworth corps were reviewed on
Monday at Flixton Hall, the seat of Sir Shafto Adair,
who afterwards entertained them at dinner.—A shootino^
match for three cups, of the values of \0L, 7/., and ^l^
took place on Monday in Finborough Park, between 40
competitors selected from the 1st, 2d, 3d, 6th, 8th, 10th,
and 12th Suffolk companies. The prizes were won by
Private Marriott of the 6th, Sergeant Colson of
the 6th, and Private Chapman of the 1st Suffolk.—On Saturday the City of Edinburgh Artillery and
the Mid-Lothian Coast Artillery wore inspected at
Leith Fort by Lieut.-Colonel Morris, R.A. On
Saturday, by permission of the Lord- Lieutenant of
Lancashire, the Kirkham Artillery, the Lytham, and
Rossall Rifles were reviewed by Colonel Patten, M.P,
at Rossall, and were afterwards entertained at dinner
in the great haU.—The Butterley and Dove Valley
Companies met last week, for the first time, in the park
of Osmaston Manor, at the invitation of Mr. Wright,
and after a substantial dinner, were reviewed by Captain
MacGregor, of the London Scottish.—The Wensleydale
and Staledale Companies of the North York were
reviewed on Monday in the grounds of Mr. C. Other>.
of Elm House, Redmire, by Sir George Dennis, Captain-
Commandant, and were afterwards inspected by Lord
Ailesbury. They then marched, headed by their band,
to the village of Redmire, where a substantial luncheon
was provided by the officers and friends of the 12th
(Wensleydale) Company.—Ou Saturday a silver bugle
was presented to the Southport Corps by Mr. T. R.
Bridson, J. P., who afterwards entertained the corps
at a luncheon provided at the Hoghton Arms.

Several gentlemen of
to hounds, have deter-

in connection with the
Hood Rifles had their

Fraxce.—The J*ai/s and the Patrie again give a
denial to the report that the Emperor will go to-
Warsaw.—M. Mon, the Spanish Ambassador, presented
to the Emperor on Monday an autograph letter from
Queen Isabella, in reply to the letter left by his-

Majesty at Mahon.—The report that the Marquis de
Turgot had remitted a note to the Swiss Confederation,

energetically protesting against an insult offered to the
French flag at Slon is witho.ut foundation.—Count
Kisseleff, the Russian Ambassador at Paris, leaves to-

morrow for Warsaw.—The Emperor on Saturday in-

augurated the Zoological Gardens, founded by the
Imperial Society of Acclimatisation in the Bois de Bou-
logne. His Majesty was received by the Council of

Administration, headed by M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire,,

who delivered an address on the occasion. The Emperor
in reply, expressed the interest he felt in the new
establishment, and afterwards examined the coflection

of animals.—The "Tir National" opened on Sunday at

Vincenncp, and has been continued daily during the

week. Several English officers and a number of Swiss-

and Germans were present, but as the meeting proves

to be a private speculation, and not, as at first supposed, a-

national shooting match, the principal marksmen of Eng-
land will take no part in it, except as spectators. The-

regiments of the Line and National Guard have hitherto-

been the principal competitors for the prizes, which
amount altogether to 50,000f., and as yet there has-

been very little firing by civilians. The French Govern-

ment have addressed a series of inquiries to the-

Chambers of Commerce throughout France, to obtain

their opinion as to the advisableness of anticipating

the dates fixed by the Commercial Treaty for the

admission at the reduced duties of the various

classes of British manufactures. Some members of

the deputations sent to Paris by Manchester and
Glasgow to give information to the joint commission
under the Commercial Treaty have returned to England;,
but six remain in Paris, and it is hoped that all the

questions bearing upon the admission of cotton goods,

and yarns will be got through during the present week.
A telegram was sent to the Nottingham Cliamber of
Commerce on Tuesday, requiring the attendance of a
deputation to aid Mr. Cobden in the settlement of some
details of the Treaty relati:ig to the lace and hosiery

trade. In compliance with this message, Mr. Heymann,
lace manufacturer, and Mr. Mundella, hosier, proceeded

to Paris on Thursday.—A religious ceremony in honour
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^Geuei-iil de Piiuodan, wlio was killed iu the action at

(^astelfidiirdo in the service of the Pope, was poifonned

on Fridiiy morning in the Cathedral of Xotre Dame.

It consisted of a mass celebrated by the Cardinal

j^^i-chbishop of Paris, and the solemn chants

used ill the commemoration of the dead. As
Oeneral Plmoduu was a staunch Legitimist, born and
bred in tlie Carlist cauip, the service was attended by
the leadnig notabilities of the Faubom-j,^ St. Germain.
Several political notabilities of other parties were also

present, as well as military men of all runlis who served

In the African and Crimean wars. The child of the

late General was also present, and on being recognised

by the crowd was treated with extraordinary respect,

the ladies kissing him and the gentlemen shaking him
by the liand, and afterwards escorting him to his
carriage.—The Minister of State hiis commissioned
M. Triquetti, the sculptor, to execute a statue of Gaston
^e Foix, for the town of Pau.—The Constitutionnel
publishes an_ article, signed by M. Boniface, on the Sar-
dinian invasion ofNaples, which itdenonneesasa contra-
diction of all the principles invoked by Sardinia herself,
as a direct violation of the rights of an independent
state, and as an act of aggression for which Sardinia is
responsible before SJurope. It also publishes the follow-
ing remarks on the allocution pronounced by the Pope
on the 28th ult.:—

^

" What strikes us ia this document is, first, some iiulooked-
for insmuutions coucernixig French policy, and then the still
more inexplicable silence respecting the protection with which
we cover the patrimony of St. Peter. But, iu our opinion, that
which m some way compensates for this reticence is the wise
resolution which the Holy Father appears to have taken to
remam m Rome, uuder the protection of that great Catholic
nation whose intentions, but not whose services, may be mia-
Goustrued." .

Spai^S".—A Eoyal ordinance decrees the payment of
an annual pension of 510,000 reals for life to the Duke
of Parma. The Spanish Governmeufc has demanded the
assembling of a Congress of the Catholic Powers, similar
to that held at Gaeta in 1849, with the object of
uarantoeing the integrity of the States of the Holy
ee. The French Cabinet, although admitting the

expediency of assembling a Congress, has nevertheless
fltated that the territorial changes caused by the late
events in Italy would render it necessary to refer the
Roman question to a Congress of the great Powers.—
The Absolutist journals reproach the Government for
not having sent an army to defend the Pope.—Don
Juan de Bourbon has addressed another letter to the
Timest disclaiming all intention of kindling a civil war
•in Spain, and stating that if the Spanish people
respond to his appeal by making him king of the
Spaniards, he will guarantee the liberty of the press,
financial credit, toleration for Dissenters, the wise
government of Cuba, and the cultivation of the waste
lauds. The King and Queen left Barcelona for Lerida
on the 5th, and liave ^iiice arrived at Saraj^ossa. Their
Majesties will return to Madrid on the 16th.
Holland.—The Bill for the abolition of slavery in

the Dutch West Indies has been laid before the
Chambers by the Colonial Minister, who stated that the
measure was necessary as well for the interest of the
-colonies as that of the mother country. The cost of
emancipation is estimated at 13,859,280 florins, inde-
pendently of 2,000,000 for the encouragement of
-immigration.

THE GARDENKRS' CHKONICLK AND AGIUCULTURAL GAZETTE.
.» v.j,u.. Luo pusBiige inrougn tne bridire of

bouts until iihe had been searclied, and also refused

-m '^^^^^!^!^f
;>^<^er8 to land, although in their uniform.

Ihe British Consul immediately telegraphed to Berlin,
and in due course orders were received to allow the
yacht to proceed to Mayence without further molestation.
AUSTEIA.—The Secretary of the Austrian Embassy

at Rome has left Vienna for that capital with the reply
of the Austrian Cabinet to the Pope's Circular of the
18th ult. to the European Courts. The Austrian
Cabinet, though severely censuring the Sardinian inva-
sion of the Papal States, declares the utter impossibility
of intervening otherwise than in the ordinary diplo-
matic way.

HUNGAET.—In spite of the efforts of the Vienna
Government, the agitation in Hungary is increasing.
The closing of the University of Pesth has excited the
greatest indignation, and it is the general opinion that
the existing difficulties between Hungary and the
Austrian Government must lead to a revolution.

tZ '!!'"rii" TI" ^^fJ^"^^'. "!-"g^ the bridge of
[

espeei.il, wherTThe danger was greatest. a,.d displ.ved analmost superhuman activty and energy. His loss is stated by the

S" Ti^^J^.H^^P
^^^^ ""®° ; that of the Rnyalists was about

?hA ;, ^4V^ ^^^^%^ ^''^"^ half-past 3 in the morning till 7 in

hnnr« ^f '"^: ^M° o clock, after Garibaldi had retired for a few
A^ln o *

/" **'^^'"^'' chamber of the parish priest of St.

hilSwJ *^,^g^l;tiic despatch arrived from Caserta informing
^^,i+^*.^^P^^'*^° ^'^^^^^ ^*^ made its appearance on the

w" .^n'
^"

^^«."r^^ «^ ^^^•^t^' ^"d that a body of them
fhA JJv ?S^^P}ed Monte Briano above the cascade of

la?.i^f^^'
'^^''? '\"''t « ™ile from the palace. With thatrapidity which characterises the resolutions of Gari-

baldi in moments of emergencj, he immediately called
in all his avadable troops and made arrangements for
attacking them. At an early hour on the foUowintr m.rning
the Neapolitans who were in possession of the heights sentdown a couple of battalions, which succeeded in reaching the

Pu 2
^t "^ ^"""^ Pt-'rceived, and actually got possession of

the ^st houses and the barracks on the north-eastern flank of
Caserta. The sentmel at the barracks was the first to give the
alarm. General Sirtori with the force he had in hand, including
two companies of Piedmontese Bersaglieri and two com-
panies^ of the Line, which had been telegrapht^d for
from Naples, immediately went out to meet the Royal troops,
which were already more busy plundering than .ighting. They
were soon pressed back, and a number of them taken prisoners

:

of the rest, a part moved off in the direction of Maddaloni,
where General Bixio came down upon them, and made
hkewise a number of prisoners. While this was going
on General Saulis had drawn nearer with his brigade,
and Garibaldi himself had reached the heights. The
Piedmontese as well as some other troops were sen t up to assist,
when the Royalists fled followed by the Garibaldians, with the
Piedmontese BersagUeri in front. The Royalists tried to make
a stand in front of Caserta Vecehia, but were soon obliged to
yield, leaving 400 or 500 prisoners in Garibaldi's hands. °After
this, the whole affair assumed altogether the character of a
chase. Two entire battalions, cut off and pressed back, fell
into the hands of Colonel Viackler, of the Biigiide Saulis, and
were made prisoners almost to a man. This large number oi
prisoners, many of whom still had their arms, was escorted by
a few of Garibaldi's men to the Palace of Caserta, in the court-
yard of which, before evening, 2500 prisoners, with two
colonels and several other superior officers, were collected.
The rest were dispersed in all directions, so that of the ccluma
of 5000 very few returned to the right bank of the Voltumo.
It is evident that tbcso formidable attacks were the last efforts
of Francis II., who, had ho been victorious, would have been
in Naples before night. The Royalists set fire to several houses,
and some persons were burnt to deatn. but these cruelties
were committed by Bavarians and not by Neapolitans. The total
number of prisoners in Garibaldi's hands is said to be 5000.
General Milbitz, General Longo, Colonel Dunn, and a son of
Garibaldi were wounded. The Colonel of Garibaldi's Eua-ineera
was killed, and General Bracco has since died of his wounds.

of

Bataeia. — Tbe performanee of
spiel/' religious dramas similar to the
the middle ages, and which only takes

the " Passions-

miracle plan's of
place once in 10

years, has just concluded at Oberamraergau. The King
of Bavaria was present at one "

"

The AjDiiiATic and Venetia.—All the Austrian ships
war wliich were in the Syrian and Neapolitan waters

have returned to Pola, where they are concentrated under
the command of the Archduke Maximilian. Tbe
Austrian Government last week ordered all the lights on
the coasts of Istria and Dalmatia to be ex-tinguished,
and the garrisons in these provinces to be considerably
reinforced

J but in conseciuence it is presumed of the
remonstrances of the maritime powers, the lights have
now been re-established. The Press ofVienna states tha*^^

the vessels belonging to Garibaldi will be treated as

pirates, even though hoisting the Sardinian flag. Austria
is concentrating enormous bodies of troops in Venatia,
and a letter from Verona states that 800 carts are daily

employed conveying materials for tbe fortifications and
ammunition.
Russia.—It is reported that Russia is on the point

of recalling her Ambassador from Turin. A courier

from St. Petersburg has passed through Paris for Rome
with despatclies from the Russian Government advising
the Pope not to quit Rome, or to pronounce any ex-

communication, but for the present to confine himself
to protesting against the invasion by Sardinia.—It is

asserted that at the interview at Warsaw the basis of a

programme for a future Congress on Italian affairs will

be examined and afterwards submitted for approval to

Prance and England; and that Russia, Prussia, and
Austria will issue circular notes to their diplomatic

representatives on the results of the interview. The
Russian Ambassadors at Berlin, Vienna, Paris, and
Turin, and the Ambassadors of Austria and Prussia at

St. Petersburg, have been summoned to Warsaw to be

present at the interview of the Sovereigns,

Italy.—The King of Sardinia has left Aucona for

Naples after taking command of the army, which
entered the Neapolitan territory on Tuesday at three
different points. Deputations had previously arrived

from every province of the kingdom with the resolutions

of the Municipalities and other constituted bodies,

proclaimiug Victor Emmanuel King, and soliciting his

presence. The Governors and magistrates of the

different provinces had also signed an act of submission

and homage to the Kin>i;'s Government, and Garibaldi

had written to his Majesty soliciting him to go to

Naples, and requesting that 14,000, men be sent as soon

as possible, A manifesto of his Majesty addressed to

the people of Southern Italy has been published,

in which the King explains the line of policy he has

followed, and the resolutions he has taken in conse-

f +1 I -Vv- J quence of the late events. Admiral Persano left Genoa
or the exhibitions, and

i

^ c^ i_ i -ii ii i -i o. t • n ».

on the last performanee the number of spectators from *

°" ^^'^''^^'-'^ ^"'^' ""^ "'''"^'^ Sarclnium fleet. co„vei'ing

all parts of the country \vas so great that the theatre,
which holds 6000 spectators, was filled. About 20
performances were given in all, and the net receipts
•exceeded 50,000 florins, part of which will be devoted
to the production of the entertainment in 1870, and
part to works of utility.

SwiTZEELAND.—The Geneva papers state that the
•questions of Savoy and the neutrality of Switzerland
will be discussed at the interview at Warsaw.
Peussia.—The news of a Prussian protest identical

with one of Austria against the Sardinian policy, and of
'the recall of the Prussian Ambassador from Turin, is

said to be unfounded. The Prince Regent will leave on the
morning of the 20th inst. for Warsaw, accompanied by
the Minister of War. His Royal Highness has
nominated 18 life members to the Chamber of Peers,
all of whom belong to the Liberal party; and has con-
ferred on the cities of Memel, Greifswald, Halberstadt,
Minden, Bonn, Elberfeld, and Barmen the privilege of
electing a representative for life to the Upper Chamber.
The chief importance of this measure is that it has
dissipated the illusions of the retrograde party that the

Prince Regent shared their opinions.— Baron von
Schleinitz has addressed a fresh despatch to Baron
Werther, the Prussian Ambassador at Vienna, stating

that Prussia will soon be obliged to give her serious

attention to the affairs of the Duchies of Schleswig-

Holstein, and instructing Baron Werther to claim the

<;o-operation of Austria.

The Rhine,—The Prussian Custom House officers at

Emmerich attempted to board and search her Majesty's

yacht Fairy during her recent passage up the Rhine to

wait the orders of the Queen at Mayence. The officers

of the yacht refused to allow them to board her, where-

the King's Brigade and more than 3000 other troops

to Naples, and the Government has sent a Commissary-

General to Sicily, charged with the administration of

that island. Letters from Naples contain detailed

particulars of the great battle which took place on the

1st and 2d inst. between the army of Garibiildiandthat

of Francis II.—a battle which has probably decided the

campaign, and will leave the Neapolitan forces an easy

conquest to the King of Sardinia. The following is a

concise account of the battle:^
At break of day on the 1st inst., taking advantage of a thick

miat, the Roval army left Capua in three columns; one of

wliicti attacked Santa Maria, the other St. Augelo, while the
;

thh-d cut the communication between those two points at
i

Maddaloni. The advanced posts of Santa Maria, ccusislinj? of >.

Sicilians, were surprised and forced to retreat. The Royalists i

then made a furious attack on Santa Maria and penetrated into

the first houses, and it required eight charges with the

bayonet to dislodge them. St. Angclo, heroically defended by

After this battle the Neapolitans withdrew towards
Capua and Gaeta. The King and his brothers intend

to continue the fight, and have ordered the forti-

fying of the road leading to Rome. On the morning of

the 4th inst,. Garibaldi made a reconnaissance iu person

in the direction of Capua. He ascertained that the

line of the Yolturno was still strongly protected, and
that the Royal troops, despite their recent deft-at, were
prepared to defend it. He went as far as the bridge of

TreHisco, and found that fresh redoubts, armed with

camion, had been thrown up, and that it would be
impossible to turn, the place on the iiortli side. The
King of Naples has addressed a circular to his Ambas-
sadors at Foreign Courts, of which the ibJlovving is a

summary :

—

" His Majesty protests against the unheard of usurpations of
General Garibaldi and his handing o^er the whole of Ms
Mfyesty's fleet to a foreign Sovereign in whode uamo he has
taken posBeasion of the iloyal poi.ver and performed acta of
Government. The King declares that all Europe has been
stupefied by those unprecedented facts, and states that all the
piratical expeditious wliich have torn Siuily fro.n him and
driven him from hia capital were prepared under the eyes of
Count Cavour, when he was giving him the most e.xplicit

assurances of his peaceful intentions, and while
there was a Sardinian Ambassarior at Naples. He
protests against the " iiiexiilicable toleration nf these
things by the Sardinian Government," against the new
title of King of Italy [iroclaimed by Garibaldi in favi^ur of the
King of Sardinia, "a title which supposes the destruction of all

recognised rights, and the complete ub---ori)tiou of the iiide|>en-

deut States sUll remaining' iu the I'euiusuhi," and also against

the decrees of Garibaldi, "declaring them to be null, void, and
illegitimate; and he appeals to the justice of Kinv>i>o a>jfainat a lino

of conduct which tranaforuia the Mediterraueau Sea of civilisa-

tion and commerce into an open field for piracy, and which
leaves a nation all the advantages of conquest, without the
responsibilities and dangers of war."

It is stated that Garibaldi is about to convoke th

Electoral Colleges of the Two Sicilies for the 21st

October, to vote by universal suffrage.

de Pallavicini, in his quality of

having requested Mazzini to leave

latter had taken his departure from the city. The
concession of all the Xeapolitau railways was granted

last week by Garibaldi to the firm of Adami of

Leghorn; but the concession has since been (cancelled,

A despatch from Rome states that preparatlim^ for de-

parture were ostensibly making at the Vatican, but it

was understood that the Pope had aj^aiu declared that

The Marquis
Pro- Dictator

Naples, the

the 1st brigade of Medici's division, resisted aU the attacks of **"" ";"
t?^.»^ ti.^ nm^:^l 7^„v.-, ,7 l,-.^

the Koyalista, though their efforts were concentrated against he would not leave Rome.
^
Ibe Official Journal had

that position. The J st brigade suffered cruelly, 3ue of the .staff published an article claunuig the payment of Pt'terg

officers was killed, and the other two severely wounded. The 1 „^„,.o frnm nil thf. faithhil. but tpvtuallv dp^hirincrpence from all the faithful, but textually declaring

that the Pope would accept no subsidy from
any earthly Power. It is asserted that the Pope
has refused a pecuniary indemnitv otfered by the

Emperor Napoleon and King Victor EmmanueL
General Goyon had notified tliat he was about

officers was killed, and the other two severely wounded. The
Royalists simultaneously crossed the river at Cajazzo and
attacked Garibaldi's extreme lett at Luciatala and Cistel

Boronue, held by the division of General Bixio and Sledici's

3d brigade. Bixio's dividiou had to cope with 7000 Royalists,

three battalions of Bavarian chasseurs, a squadron of cavalry,

and a battery of rifled cannon. The Royalists, 30,000 strong,

having driven back the Garibaldians along the whole line,

began to attack tt

of General Eber
reserves came
field. Fifteen
Renown, who
also came up to take part in the engagrement, and two
battalions of Sardinian BersagUeri and a division of Sardinian

artillery were sent up by the Sardinian Minister at the request

of General Sirtori to work the guns taken from the Royalists.

At about 2 P.M. Garibaldi resumed the offensive; at 6 o'clt/ck

the Royalists, broken on every side, were driven to the
\ lodged in the Royal Palace.

Voltumo. or in hasty retreat upon Capua. The King com-
.

^^^^^^^ j-^, Turin. It 18 asserted
upon the Customs authorities telegraphed to Cologne, sanded 'in person, dressed in plain clothes, and was several

|
^^«"^^^ Ar/r«pnip« U^ sm-nrP i* nas^n^o

aud on the arrival of the yacht at that place the autho- times seen under fire. Garibaldi, as u:>ual, was cverj-where, tele^am to iliarsemea 10 secure a passage

states that the loss of the Irish battalion m the fight at

Spoleto was only three killed and 10 wounded. It is

said that Mousignore Jlerode will be dismissed. General

Lamoriciere arrived at Genoa on Monday, and was
i[e afterwards pro-

has sent a
in the

that he
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packet for Civita Vccchia for Inmsolf niui three

officers.— Accounts from Turin state thnt in the
sitting of the Chamber of Deputies, on Thursday week
Count Cavour deolaretl that there existed no public
document or private treaty, that no conversation or
negotiition had taken place, and that no Power had
ever made any propositions or demands involving ihe
cession of a single inch of Italian soil. He further said

that the fiict that the news oonceiniug a treaty for the
cession of Sardinia, of which the journals had spoken,
was simultaneously sent from Vienna and Palermo, was
sufficient to show its falsity, and to explain its double
origin. In the sitting of Friday Signor Cabella
demanded the production of all documents relating to
the entry of the Sardinian troops into Umbria and the
Marches. Count Cavour refused to comply with the
motion, and said that the consideration of the diplomatic
qnestions arising out of that affair had scarcely com-
menced. In the sitting of Saturday Signor Poerio
asked for information respecting the statement of the
Naplesjournals tliat a concession of all the lines ofrailway
in the Two Sicilies had been granted by the Dictator to

the firm of Adanii, of Leghorn. Count Cavour replied

that Government had no official information on the
subject, but he believed that the news was entirely

unfounded. The debate on the law of annexation iu

the Chamber of Deputies terminated on Wednesday,
when Count Cavour made an important speech, of which
the foUowinir is an abstract :

—

Pebsia.— News has been received at Constantinople
of a great Persian victory over the Turcomans at Merwi.

China.—Advices have been received at St. Peters-

burg from Pekin to the commencement of July. The
insurrection whs gaining ground, especially in the
Eastern maritime provinces. The militia had been
called out in Pekin and its environs. Discontent pre-

vailed everywhere. Provisions of all descriptions were
exceedingly dear, and commerce was stagnant. The
inhabitants of Pekin were favourably disposed towards
the Knglish, and desired their presence at Pekin, This
was caused by reports that the English who disembarked
at Petcheli had not ill-treated the natives. A corps ot

6000 men had been despatched from Pekin against the
English. 10,000 soldiers had been sent in another

current at Pekin that the
winter at Moukden. The
was to be celebrated bv

"Your vote is demanded in order that you may give to the
inhabitants of Southern Itjily a pi'oof that the steps taken by
the Government have met with your approval. As regards
the disunion Tihich has arisen between the Governmeut and
Garibaldi, the fault has not been ours. Public opinion leaves
no doubt on this ptiint. The ministry, therefore, decided on
presenting themselves before the parliament in order that it

might judge their policy. This is the greatest homage that
can be paid to any maD. The crown, after mature considera-
tion, refused to accept the offer made by us to tender our resigna-
tion, being of opinion that Government would thereby be too
much weakened at home aiid abroad. It only remained to us,
therefore, to address ourselves to you, not that you might
judge Garibaldi, who ia not subject to your examination, but
ourselves, over whom you have power. Should you support
ns, we shall go to meet Garibaldi and present to him the order
of the day proposed by your committee, which you will
approve and which we accept with all our hearts. We shall
offer him our hand, and invite him to union in the name of
the Italian parliament. The cession of Italian territory as an
indemnity has again been spoken of. To this report I give a
formal denial, and add that when the annexation shall have
tli^eu accomplished any cession of territory will become impos-
sible. Nobody will be able to ask such a cession from a country
with a popnl.ition of 24,000,OCO. An att;ick against Rome and
Venice has also bten i-poken of. We desire that the Eternal

direction. A report was
Emperor would pass the
Emperor's 30th birthday
festivals at Pekin.
United States.—Mr. Lindsay, M.P., arrived in

Boston on the 21st ult., and has since addressed the
local Board of Trade, wliich has appointed a committee
of 12 to consider the various subjects which he pre-
sented to them, viz., the liabilities of shipowners, the
rule of the road at sea, collisions, signal lights, the
application of the T^ritish Foreign Deserters Act to the
ships of the United States, offences committed on the
high seas, the settlement of disputes relative to wages,
&c., the establishment of shipping offices, the rights of
belligerents, the registering of British-built vessels, the
coasting trade, &c. Two more slavers had been cap-
tured by the American squadron oiF the coast of
Africa. An unknown brig, supposed to be the Storm
King, had arrived at Norfolk, in charge of a prize
crew from Monrovia, where the slaves, 619 in
number, had been landed. The other capture,
tlie ship Erie, with 800 negroes on board, was like-

wise taken into Monrovia.—The coroner's investigation
into the Lady Elgin catastrophe had ended. The
majority of the jury censure the Lady Elgin for having
on board too many passengers, but lay the principal
blame for the disaster upon the schooner Augusta
declaring the second mate of that vessel incompetent.
Two of the jury, however, were disposed to fasten the
whole censure upon the steamer, believing her to have

I

been mismanaged in several respects. It was believed tliat

another disaster occurred on Lake Michigan on the same
night on which the Lady Elgin was lost. The schooner
St. Mary, which left Chicago on the same day for Cedar

City should become the^'^ri'of ^U^^B:"S 'i^^^S'^o ^ ^'^-^V' f''^' ^JS^ ™f" »",'^ '^Y'^^ '-"''i' P*^'^<="g«" °"
means to that end we should be ^ble to say in what condition
we shall be six: months hence. The revolution in Rome will be
accomplished by the convio'ion that liberty is favourable to reli-

gion. Respecting Venetia, Europe does not wish that we should
make war upon Austria- "We must take into consideration the

ceremony.
Colonel Rudler was sentenced to four years' imprison-
ment.

opinion of the Great Powers. We must bring about a change j
^lie 12th inst. It is stated that 10 shots were fired at

in thia opinion. Europe believes us incapable of delivering him, amid tlie cheers of the native spectators. His
Venetia alone. Let us show ourselves united, and that opinion ' remains wprp snhspnnpntlv linrip.I hv fhrpIcriK^ra tliP
will change. It is untrue that the Venetians are peacefully ^^^,^^^^^ "^ere suosequently uuriccl Dy Toreigneis, the

supporting their destiny. Austria has flattered them iu vain. "»tiv«s refusing to take any part m the ce
Public opinion will change not only in France and England,
but Germany also, which is becoming liberal, will be in our
favour."

The order of the day proposed by the Committee, ren-

dering homage to Garibaldi, and unanimously express-

ing their approval of the proposed law of annexation,
was then agreed to by ballot by 290 votes to 6. In the
sitting of Tuesday, Signor Bertani gave a formal denial
to all the calumnies which had been propagated respect-

ing his administration at Naples. He declared that he
had been faithful to his oath, and devoted to Italy and
King Victor Emmanuel. He desired only that suffi-

cient guarantees might be given that the interests of
the inhabitants of Southern Italy should not suffer.

Turkey.—The Grand Vizier arrived at Salonica on
the 5th inst. The Russian Minister has presented a
note complaining of the Grand Vizier's return before
having completed his mission.

Loud "Wodehousb, Under-Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, at tlie anniversary dinner of the North
Walsham Agricultural Society, made the following
remarks on the subject of foreign affairs :

—
*'The principle of non-intervention is the principle which

has been announced by her Majesty's ministers from the first,

which has been steadily adhered to, and which I am confident
the people of this country are desirous should be adhered to by
the government. No doubt we do not conceal—we shoiild be
very much ashamed if we did conceal—our sympathies for the
people struggling for liberty; and if we did not express those

I sympathies we should certainly not represent the unanimous
feeling of the people of this country. The government, as

„ -
, ^ -r» t 1 « 1 I

*^^ faithful exponent of the people of tliitj country, is bound
OEEVIA.—Accounts from Belgrade confirm the report , to make the other governments of Europe with which we are

of Prince Milosch's death, and state that he died of
'^^ communication fully aware of what the opinions of the
people of tills country are, and minibters are also bound to
show that those opinions ^re shared iu a reasonable, fair, and
temperate manner by tbemselves. At the same time, while
we give a full expression—and in public we have given a
full expression—to thia sympathy, we are determined—al-

though I have no ri;;ht to speak for the goverumeut—not to
drag this country into any quarrel with which we have no
concern. There is one other point upon which I ventured to
expreS'^ an opinion when 1 was not in office^an opinion which
I still hold, and upon which I will say one word. I ventured
some time since to say iu this room that I thought it was very
desirable that we should be close friends with our powerful

Letters from Damascus state that since the neighbtmrs iu France, but that it was not for the interests of
departure of Fnad Pacha from that city the Mussulmans ' *^'^ coumry that there should be an exclusive alliance with

have resumed their u,is<Ieed., and kilU^d 20 Christians.
|
S,-,- w^^a'^t tT^o't^cf'exd:.'3it^^rL^s:'7nd"?a'i!At iM^igrncsni they have iiiassncred 70 Chnstjans ot both confulent that such a policy whea adopted bv the government

cancer, nnder which be had been for a long time suf-
fering. The accession of Prince Michael has been unat-
tended with iiny opposition or disturbance.
The Phincipalities-—Advices from Bucharest state

that Prince Cousa hns appointed a diplomatic agent to
Turin. It is believed that the Porte will protest
against this appointment, because it has always chiimed
the exchisive right of representing the Daiiubiau
Principalities in foreign countries,

Sykia.-

sexes. At Latnkia also they are fnrions against the Chris- ^^* ^^^" approved by the people. You may have an alliance

tians. and have tlireatened the life of the Russian Consul.
""^ ^" exclusive kind, such as we had with the French govern^

Tf ;« Qoco^fr.^ #1 „4 *.i * • *• i> ^1 1 1 r\ ^^nt and the French people, for a particular purpose—theIt 18 asserted that, on the termination of the labours of
|
Crimean war. That was a perfectly intelligible alliance, and it

the European Commission at Beyrout, which will
probably occupy two months, the expedition in Syria
will return to France. The Moniteur of Sunday con-
tained the following article :

—

'[The affairs of Syria tiave entered a new phase. Military
action will now succeed the moral influence which lias hitlterto
been exercised hy our troops. Some other chiefs of the Druses
have been arrested and tried at Beyrout, The Caimakan of the
Unifles IS now amoi'g the prisoners. These measures have
produced a kind of panic among the Druses of the Mountain,
and their attitude is more undecided Measures have been
taken for the protection of the French twist manufacturers
Ihe wisdom and the energy of the chiefs of the Franco-Turk-
ish Army allow ua to hope tliat the niotnent approaches when

^ff^rta^''^^
dearly bought wiU be the reward of so many

may avoid a general conflagration. If such an event—audi
hoi>e It may be far distant—should arise, wo have the irrcA
satipfaction of feeling that a spirit has been evoked in thUcountry which enables us to look forward without dread £whatever may occur. I am confident that too much has notbeen said upon the volunteer movement, although the tonicmay seem to be used up- Nothing has done more honour to-England than that movement, and nothing is more calculated
to strengthen this countrv in the eves of all the nations of the-
world, because it luis shown that the British people, wrapped
up as they are in peaceful and commercial pursuits, will ifdanger should arise, rally and come forward in the defence'oE
their country."

General Peel, M,R, Minister of War in Lord-
Derby's Government, at the annual meeting of th^
Huntingdon Ag;rlcultural Association on Friday, spoke
as follows on the National Defences:—

>

" The army, navy, and volunteers include 600,000 individuals-
The branch of the service to which I belong, her Majesty'^
regular army, with the addition of the local European army oi;
India, comprises 250,000 men, and these, with the militia,
pensioners, and yeomanry, amount to 500,000, and if we add
our gallant sailors and royal marines, than whom there is not
a braver body of men in the whole world, the number swelU
to 600,000 men, who are prepared to defend the possessions of
her Majesty, And yet w^e are told we are not a military nation.
We are not for the purpose of aggression, and I trust we may
never be. I tnist we shall never be induced to make an attack
upon other nations, and that we shall never go to war 'for an
idea,' but for the purpose of defence. I trust we shall always
be a very military nation, that we sbaH hold some very strong
ideas upon it, and be prepared to fight for it if necessary ; anc?
one of those ideas is ihis, that if a foreign foe should ever laud
in this kingdom, that he will never be allowtd to go back. In
carrying out this idea I am perfectly certain that the regular
army would receive every assistance from those other branches
of the service I havo mentioned ; but I think the contingency
will never arise. The volunteer movement has become a great
and established fact, and I trust that those who have come
forward will n(3t only continue, but encourage others to follow
their example- This has been a voluntary movement, and the
Government deserve every credit for the assistance and eu»
couragement they have afibrded it, and which exceed the
support I could offer, for the rifles were not ready at the time
I was in office, but I have the gratification of knowing that
they were ordered by me. But depend upon it the movement
could not attain to its present magnitude but for the exertions -

of individuals in various localities. You all know how much
wc are indebted to my noble friend in the chair, the Duke of
Manchester, who has raised the corps which does him so much
credit, I know it is invidious to mention the names of indi*
vidnals, aa there is danger of oraittitig others who may bo
worthy of the same praise, but it is well known that Lord
Elcho and other young men have done a gi-eat deal to cncoui-
rage the volunteer movement. The e^^tablislunent of the
National Rifle Association, which was the first to introduce
those prizes which I am happy to see extended through the
whole of the country, has also done much to secure the perpe*
tuity of the movement, I wish to say one word with regard to
these pnze meetings. Let no man bo disheartened if he cannot
obtain a prize. Depend upon it, if you cannot obtain that
accuracy necessary to gain prizes, you liavo no occasion to feel

disheartened and withdraw from the corps. There are many
good soldiers who are comparatively bad shots. To fire at a
buira-eye and a battalion are two difi'ereat things. No battle
was ever gained by sheer dexterity of individuals; it was by
steadiness and the valour of the masses, and the confidence
which you place in each other, that these gi^eat results were
accomplished. Perhaps I may be excused for taking part in
this matter, having been 16 months concerned in it, for I hold
that the Minister of War is responsible for the Siifety of th«
country, I tliink that the Volunteer movement is now becom*
of greater consequence than many persons imagine. The
defence of the country, it is said, depends upon our maritime
superiority, and it is imagined that if our navy is not equ:d
not only to that of any other nation, but all other
nations combined, we must keep up a large military force.
But without the volunteers you cannot maintain that large
military force- It is somewhat disheartening, after all our
exertions for two years, to hear that our ships and money are
all lost, A doubt has arisen whether the money spent on ships
is not useless. It is now supposed that the new war vessefo^
the iron-cased frigates which have been established, will render
all our exertions valueless, I speak on the authority of one
whose opinion is of the greatest importance. Sir William Arm-
strong has told me within the last eight days that he considered
it a mere question of naval architecture, and that if iron-cased
vessels could be produced and made seaworthy, with anything
like the same rate of speed as the ordinary man of war, na
other vessel could have any chance against them. If this is

true, and I have no reason to doubt it, what will be the results

Why, the entire reconstruction of the navy. You will form
some notion of the cost when I tell you that two vessels built

by Lord Derby's Government cost 500,000i. each. But what-

ever may be the co^st, this country cannot afford to be behini
any other in the superiority of her ships and implements of

war. Whatever may be the cost, we must be equal to others,

and I fully believe we are equal in point of soldiers and sailors."

Mr. Disraeli, at the annual dinner of the Eoyal

Buckinghamshire and Central Bucks United Agricultural

Association, made the following remarks on the desiga

and tendency cf agricultural associations:—
" We are met to support with our presence and our sympa*-

thetic feeling one of those societies which, iu my opinioa,

exercise eo beneficial a result upon the general feeling^ and
conduct of all classes connected with agricuUure. It is no
longer necessary to rise and vindicate the design and manage-
ment of these agricultural associations They liave become, if

not formally and legally, at least in spirit and in truth, a part
of the institutions of this country, and all classes and all

parties combine in acknowledging the advantas:eoua influences
which they exercise on the general life and pursuits of this coun*
try. When this Society was first formed—aiid I took aparticular
interest in its formation, for I was one of its original members
—it limited itself merely to recognising the virtues of the
humblest class connected with English agriculture—to recogni-
sing and rewarding the merits of those who, by their service and
their skill in husbandry, had deserved such lecoguition of

their labours. That was a most laudable, but in a' certain^

sense it was a limited object; and limited as it was, for a
considerable period it was by some persons viewed with cold-

ness and even derision- But all that has passed. It bas^

passed, because every man connected with rural life has long
arrived at the conviction that these associations, even with
that limited object, had done much good, that they had
elevated the tone of this country with the labour of the land^

past, aTid the great dangers through which we have gone, that and that they had brought about results which those connected
although we cannot venture to toretell what may take place, with the labour of the land have shown they highly appre*

board, has not since been heard of.

Central America.—The British w\ir steamer Gla-
diator has arrived below New Orleans with the remnant
of Walker's Filibuster force. Walker was executed on

was natural that it should be exclusive; but when the war
ended we returned to the old state of things. Wo wish our
relations to be as good as possible with France, that in every
matter in which we can unite in common we should unite in
common ; but at the same time it is right that we should have
friendships and alliances with all the other nations of Europe
and the world. I am not one of those who feel great alarm at
the present situation of Europe. I think, looking at what is

we may have good hope that peace and tranquillity may be
maintitined. I say so because 1 think that the great govern-

ciate. Every one knows that those rewards which have becit

described as not commensurate with the merits they recog-
ments of Euro|>e—and I hope I may also say her Majesty's nise are rewards which are eagerly sought and highly appre-
government, speaking, of course, in no party sense—have

\
ciated by those who receive them ; and there never was a

shown great prudence, and a great desire to prevent the flames
\

greater mistake than to suppose that labourers on l^ind ever for
wiiich are now raging iu Italy trom extending to the rest of a moment believed that their merits were valued by the mere
Europe. As long as that prudence and diycretiou are sliown
by the principal states of Kurope there is good hope that we

pecuniary amount they received. They always soupht these

rewards, and always cherished them, because they looked upon
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Tiijimiary reward, butapumierecnfynition of his long-endurmfj

EXtit-fl virtues which he sought, and which he vnlued,ivate

1 SB a public recognition of their private virtue, I co\itd

'^ vm if necessary, many iustances to prove the truth

fij^^j^gio 'assertions; but there is one I will touch upon,

A rry briefly, because it occurred only this mornin^f,

d it is to me quite ft convincing proof of the ponition

T^ isl t^ enforce. That is the case of a man who liad

^k^ on a fiii'm for 45 years in the same service,

^'^i vho was several tinies requested by his friends to

^r^^e his claim for the ]m7.es to which, by the regulation

f tlis society, be '^as entitled. This man bus repeatedly
^^

dthat he wuuld not come forward to claim that public re-

*^Liitionof his qualities until he had completed the 50th j^ear,

fiis service; whieb shows that, in bis mind, it was not a

^Ithougl^ that was the limited object of the society when it

vas originf^lly formed, it baa, as time has advanced, in

T)hedienco to that law of development and progress without

which no societies and no institutions can lor*g exist, been

found neccsRiiry to increase the area of our exertions, and to

mm at other and more extensive objects than those wo
oriidnally proposed ; and so, in time, we found it advisable to

ftopeal to that spirit of competition and emulation whieh per-

vades all classes, and toapk, not merely peasants and labourers

ou land to exert themselves to obtain a recognition of their

superior qualities, but also the farmer and landed proprietor to

prove their skill and their anxiety to obtain a public recogni-

tion of tbeir attempts to advantage the public welfare ; and so

by this course we have now the means by which rewards are

offered to those who produce the best crops, the best root.^, and
the most superior stock. These are the great and important

objects of which we ought not to lose sight, and whieh the

Royal Bucks Agricultural Association, wlioso anniversary we
meet here to-day to celebrate, has aimed at, and I hope will ac-

complisb- Though I ahould not myself be speaking with that

franl^nesa with which you permit me to address you on allocca-

Bionsif I were to say, what is sometimes said on similar occasions,

that I went to the show-yard to-day and was struck with
amazement and Tronder by wliat I saw—I certainly did see

something whicb did <»ur friends great credit; but I did not

see enough good things. And I think it is of very great im-

portance, when we dine at these exhibitions, and sum up our
experience, that we should not shut our eyes to the truth of

what has occurred, because it is by this annual taking stock of

our progress, as it were, that we may regulate our exertions

for the coming year, I did not see, I must aay, with respect

to the homed cattle, or even the sheep, that promise which
was so brilliantly made last year fulfilled. Though this may
be, and no doubt is accounted for in a great degree by the
imfortunato weather which has occurred at the penod of our
union, and which I know has prevented some of our host
friends from exhibiting, still we must not for a moment forget

that it is by progress, by constant efforts at excellence, that

societies like the present can alone be maintained with spirit

and advantage, I would not have made these observations

if I had not recollected that although the old Agricultural
Aasociation of this countj'^ is more than a quarter of a century
old, the peculiar institution whc^se anniversary w^e are now
celebrating is really almost in its cradle. This is only the
second year of the amalgamated societies- I beard with very
great pleasure that those societies had determined to amalga-
mate their resources and their energies, I thought tliat, on
the whole, it was most for the advantage of the county, and I

am convinced mysdf that this amalgamation, founded as it is

on sound principles, will, if wo are determined to carry out
those principles, ultimately accomplish all which the most
sanguine amongst us anticipated. But success is not to be
attained by being blind to the real circximstances around us.

Ani/ilgamation is an admirable arrangement under favourable
circumstances, such as were the circumstances when
the amalgamation of the two societies of this county took
place. But when you amalgamate you diminish rivalry,

and if amalgamation has Its virtues, emulation can also

produce wonders. Emulation has always two strings to its

DOW ; amalgamation, we flatter ourselves, although it bus
only one strrng, has that string of a stouter character. I

trust we will not be disappointed in our expectations, and
that under amalgamation we shall not have only one string

to our bow, and that not a bit stronger than it was before,

We must avoid that as much as possible. We must attempt
to arrive not merely at the advar.tages of rivalry, but also at

the benefits of permanence, and that was the object we
proposed to ouisolves by the amalgamated society. I am sure
that the members in this roura—members of both the original

societies—meet together with only one admirable object ; and
that they will not at all misconceive the spirit of my observa-

tions. They are made w ith a sincere wish to see the Royal
Bucks Agricultural Association not only maintain but increase

its character in public estimation, We can only do that by all

of us puttirg our shoulders to tlie wheel; and all classes of

o^ir society must unite together, ai?d by union of exertion
aoomplish the great object which we have at heart- It

becomes, therefore, 1 think, the principal proprietors of this

coimty, the leading meu among our tenant farmers, and all

connected with the various clasf5cs of our rural life, to

remember that it is only by that union that societies of this

kind can be maintiined, and that the objects of such societies

are the most admirable that can possibly propose tliemselvea

to a progressive free people like the people of this country,"

—The Right Hon. Gentlem:m last week presided at the

anniversary dinner of the Royal South liuckinghamshire

Association at Sulthill, and again enlarged on agricultural

topics at considerable length. The only allusion made to

politics was in reply to some remarks by Mr. Truraper in con-

demnation of Sir U. Lewis's Road Bill and the Frenctj treaty of

last session. On these points Mr, Disraeli said :— ** As your
chairman I shall rigidly observe that rule which forbids allusion

to political topics, as 1 shall Ireely avail myself of its absence
when this society should be pleased to put an end to it. But
1 may say that although in this room the Road Bill is doubtless

a subject of considerable interest, yet I cannot be accused ot

having suj^ported that measure, inasmuch as I did everything

m my power to oppose it, and that successlully. Witli regard

to the French treaty, and the stimulus that may be given to

the consumption of claret and not to malt, all I can say is that I

opposed the treaty, and when I had thcopportunity, asa Minister

ot the Crown, I also proposed a great reduction of tlie malt-tax.

I trust, therefore, that without entering into any political

subject, I have entirely vindicated myself from any charge on

the heads which have been touched upon," ***** With

regard to our farms. South Bucks has no reason to fear any
competition, and it may lake a very proud place in that agri-

cultural race which, I believe, will every year become m<ir©

rapid, as every year the position of the active cultivator of the

soil will become more important The English farmer has a

great future, and I for one wish to see him equal tu

ife. I have full confidence that be will be so, but
the question is one the importance of which cannot be

exaggerated. It may be said that it is imposi^ible to have a

variety of local agricultural associations throughout the county,

together with those exhibitions of skill aud production to

which I have aoverted, I confess there is a good deal in that

objection. As far as the locality ia concerned, nothing can be

inore complete in their operation than these societies with
respect to the elevation of the condition of the lahuurer. No
central association can do that ; it requires local knowledge and
local feeling. Therefore, I think you can't have toi^ many local

societies with the distinct and avowed object of the Souti.

Bucks Association. But you have to consider whether you
i

could not combuie with them some means by which all these
local societies should hold communication with a centml body,
by which on at least one day in the year the whole of the
enterpris* and skill of this county could be brought together,
BO thit we may know what is the general progress of
Buckinghamshire, whether we are up to the mark, whether
there is that readiness either to adopt new inventions for
the improvement of the soil or to create these inven-
tions ourselves, which is highly desirable, and whether
all these vario\is divisions of labour for which this
county is eminent, cannot produce these specimens and make
that show which may at once maintain its reputation, and
stimulate its skill and cnterj)riso to new devek^pments, I do
not see why some federal constitution—if I may use the phrase
—may not be devised for these societies, by which the dairy-
man of the extreme North, the gi-azier of onr rich vale, oi;r

stock farmer in the hills, and those who produce the admirable
crops in the fields about us, may not meet together, and com-
t)are notes, implements, machinery, and stock, thereby
yecoming acquainted with each other's different degrees of
industry and skill. By some such means a niore general >^ym-
pathy might be engendered in respect to the great occupation of
all of us than I c^mdidly believe now exists. Gentlemen, it is

a great mistake to suppose that the importance of a commu-
nity depends upon the extent of its population; otherwise
what would England be in comparison wdth the empire of
China? There are counties in England much more extensive
and more po])ulous than this, but fewer to which she is so
much indebted on many accounts, Kobodr in this room can
foi^et that the British Constitution was devi-^ed in the Chiltern
Hills, I would have you not only uphold but increase that
rep\itation. Tijc career now onen to a great agricultural coimty
is no mean one. To feed every year, aud to feed better, a
great and thriving community like ours, which takes the lead

inhuman atfairs, and is steadily rising higher and higher in

the opinion not only of Europe but of the New World, is a very
gi-eat office, and it will dcuiand the utmost exertion of yonr
intelligence and the applicjLtion of all the resources which an
active science is placing at your disposal. And let me impress
upon you again that it is not by the amount of its population,
but by its intelligence and public spirit, that the imiwrtance of
a county is to be estimated/'

Monet Karket, Fuidat.—British Funds: Con-

sols closed at 92^ to 93 for Jloney, and 03} to i for the

8th of Nov.; BanV Stock, 229, ex div.j Three per

Cents, Kednced, 91| to i ex div. ; New Three per

Cents., 9U ex div.; India Stock, 219^ to 219; Ditto

Five per Cents., 1859, 103t; Ditto for AccU 103^;
Ditto Four per Cent Debentures, 96^; Five per Cent.

Enfaced Rupee Paper, 96Hoi; Exch((p.ier Dills, 3?.

prem.—FoEEiGN : BrazHian Four and a Half per Cents.,

1858, 871 to 88; Mexican Three per Cents., for Acct.,

22i to I; Sardinian Five per Cents,, 86; Ditto for

Acct, 85| ; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct, 49|;
Ditto Passive, 23 ; Committee's Certificates, Gi-

;

Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, 70i cxdiv.; Ditto tor

1858, for Acct., 56 ; Ditto Guaianteed Four per Cents.,

tor Acct, lOlf to 102,

NoteBitfued * «

*

ISanft of <Kng[anu;
ISSUE nKPARTUKNT.
j£23,l62,255 i Uovernment Debt

Other Si'curities

Gold Coin nnd BuUian
Silver UuUiotk ,. ..

«

•

t

.

.

.

a •

jen.ms.ion

BANKINO PEPARTMENT.

je'29,if5:.?55

Proprlfturi CApltah. ».

Kest
KuoLic Mepoitlts (indud-
mg Exchcquer,SavmKi
Banks, Co<umisi*ioncri
ofNal Oeht, and Uiyi-
d^nd AcctA.) ., .. ••

Other PrpoftiM . .. ..

Seveti day and other billt

lUhaajof Oct., 1860.

jei4,55:i,000

3,1-83,017

12.813,771

7a**.fi3l

4637-793.363

Govemnioni S*^rnrltlf8

(in<!lu>linK Peitd VVtight
Annuity)..

Other Securities

Gold and Silver Coin

« »

* *

• f

j£9,663.4fiO

19.fW2,ft95

7,8tl-^,y.iO

73y.;j63

^37f70.s.a^:5

M. MARSHALL, CLicfe««ii r.

ffiajctte of tlje ffiJKcfft-

Habkkb 292 and ';!y4, I'cntonvillc Ro»d, Linendraper—T. J<hin50>, Rilaton,

StAffordHhi-e, Inm .Meirha«»t—T, Linmit, HrMrUy, Yorkshire, Grocer—
W.PiKF, WbeatBbenf, niffh Struef, Uappin;f, \ iriuallfr—C, I'uiTniAHis

5. East Plarc. Lnmheth, rtumb<% Painter, and Glazier^ T A llAnG.Hijrf*

Street, BinninKliam, and of SprinBr Street, HdKba-ton, Wflrwickslnre. Book-

leUerftud Stationer—&, Kandlk, nuckuen Streer, Piymouth, Devonshire,

Auciioneer— H. Retnolds, 159, Hoxron Old Town. Cheeaemonjcer — J.

Satjvdehs. Claujchton, Hitkenhead. Ciifihi-c, General Ajccnt, Contractor,

flnd^miiimiitHm i acki^r-J. Skitter, Norhainptoii, 8o<H and Phoe Maun-
facturer— W. Sykbs, Kinver. StatTi-rdsiiii-e, Traveilinic Mrjiper-J, Thomar,

ton Butcher—T" U, Wicks, 3t», Itockt'ord [Uw, Ualwoith, Linoodraper-

W. WoLSTENHOT,ME,97, Brook :>trt^et, OidGarralt, Manchesfr, IronmoHjcer,

S( OTCn SEQUKSTRATIONS—J- Ben>rtt, Dundrciinan, MiiUri-ht-

J and W, Baowji, Ayr, In^nmonpers-hHowiX a^d M'Oonalu, KdiuburKh,

OJicli Bull 'ers—A- Kexton «nd Co.. Leith. MerchantR—U- A. Mit-uell,

EdiriburKli—J- ^^RNTifl, Paisley, Oil lix'raciorand Stearine Mdnufacrurer-

U. •'* iLSOK, Windyseatcs, Flax Spinners.

FRIDAY—BANKRUPTS—M. Abchbr. Fi^^r, Y.^rkshire, Grorer-C, TV.

DUR!tE. Dudley. "Worcesteruhire, Corn Factor and Hour Dealer— V-

^ooFEE '.rea Vatmouth, Printer, Bookseller, and SlaUoner-J-WLvAr^a,
Nrwcaiitleunder-Lynie, Staffordshire. Cotton Spinner and Mill Owner-
J Fowler, 'ire*ietrar, Monmouth^^hire, Draper and Outfitier^B, Goodbo:*,

jun.. Little Co^>rt:8ha!l, ts.ex. Fanner, Vi^maller and Mik .vlanufacturer-

J Kf.zs Leadenhall Street, Meri-hanl-S,LiNroUc»lbouriieOrove, liays-

watcr^Wine, Spirit, and Beer Merchnnt, and BiM Broker-D- P"^AyK^,

Donl ester, hr.per-J- SiDro>« and W. Ciauk. Great Bnd.'e. Stafford-

shire Iron rounders-A, Silvkstek, New Di>rfet Street, tlapham Uuhd,

Photographic ArtUt-R, Stkv£»», lpsw;ch. Innkeeper,

Bo
Coo

/fletvopolts atiD Its Utctn(tj).

The Old Westminsters Crimean SrEMORiAL.—

During the last tew days considemble progress Ims Iiecu

miule with the cohunn which U cnctiiig \n the Rron.l

Saiictuiiry to the uu-inory of Und Ua-Ian luul tMghi

olhur "OKI \Vtstiniii>tc.-8" who fell in the Crimea.

The first stone wjxs hiid nearly two \ears ago, hut tht

work was dehiyed by the desire of tlie committee to
procure three large blocks of Aberdeen granite for the
column. After all the time wasted this has been found
impossible, aud smaller blocks have been sent up. The
column is now about 33 feet high, and is to rise to 66,
or withiii 4 inches of the topmost turrets of the now
houses in Broad Sanctuary. The Aberdeen granite,
itself 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, presents a beautiful
appearance. At about 25 feet from the base are eight
shields, which will contain the coats of arms of the
eight officers. Lord Eaglau's being by itself nearly at
the bottom of the structure. Mr. G. G. Scott is the
architect, and Mr. J. R. Clayton is engaged on a figure of
St. George and the Dragon, which is to surmount the
column. It is expected that the memorial will be
finished by the end of the year.

St. Geoege's-in-tue-East.—Iu consequence of the
sentence of imprisonment recently passed ou Eowe,
by the magistrate at tlie Thames Police Court, there was
a fierce outbreak in the church on Sunday evening.
The churchwardens apprehending a riot liad closed the

galleries, and placed the congregation in the hotly of the
church. During tlie prayers the service was constantly

interrupted ; tlie responses being bawled out by a large
number of persons, whose evident determination was to
drown the voices of the choristers in the orcran-loft. In
the second lesson the word "imprisonment" occurred.

A loud laugh and shout followed its utterance, and the
prayer for bishops and curates was received with cough-
ing and derisive cheers. The hymns were parodied by
the congregation— or rather by some 50 or 60 young
men and women who had taken up their position in the

north aisle; and during the delivery of the sermon, the

people received with laughter every expression which
could be turned to the purpose of agitation or applied

to the circumstances of the parish.

The Thaites KifBAyKMENT.—At the meeting of the
Metropolitan Board of Works on Friday, it was resolved,

on the motion of Mr. Le Breton, that it be referred to

the Main Drainage Committee to consider and report as

to what measures it is expedient to take as to the recom-
mendations iu the report of the Committee of the

House of Commons on the Thames embankment and
other improvements connected with it.

Great Fire at Limehouse.—The well-knowa
sugar-house aud refinery of Messrs. Goodhart, in Horse-

ferry Road, Limehouse, was entirely destro^-ed by fire

on Wednesday eveninc;. The factory was one of the

largest of the kind in the metropolis. It was nine

stories in height, and flanked the river entrance of the

Regent's Canal Dock, forming a prominent object

to travellers on the river and BUckwnU Railway,

The firm ^is heavily insured, and it is computed that

the loss will exceed 30,000?.

The CniXT> Muri>er at Lea Briboe.—Emma
Padfield wlio was committed for trial last week on the

coroner's warrant for tlie wilful murder of her child at

Lea Bridge, was brought before the magistrates at

Worship Street Police Court, on Wedncsdny, for final

examiTiation. The snrgcon, who had made the post

mor/fm examination by directionof the coroner, detailed

minutely the appearances of the body, and expressed

his opinion that the child had been suflocated, and thiii

the missing arm had been partly cut off witli some sharp

instrument, and the bone then broken so as to separate

the limb. During this evidence the prisoner was in a

most agonising state of mind, fainting several times,

and rendering it necessary to administer restoratives

and stimulants. On the completion of the depositions

the prisoner was fully committed to Newgate to take

her trial on the capital charge.

Metropolitan Street Railvtats.—A special meet-

ing of the committee of the Mnrylebone vestry waa held

on Thursday, to consider the plans proposed by Mr.

Train of America, Mr. Curtis of Old Broad Street, and

the London General Omnibus Company, for coT.Rtruct.

ing a tramway from St. Jolm's Wood through Baker

Street, Oxford Street, pnd Regent Street, and back to

St. John's Wood, tln'ough Gloucester Place and the

New Road. After hearing the statements of the three

parties, it was resolved, with only four dissentients,

that Mr. Train's plan be approved of, and recommended

to the vestry for adoption, Mr. Train engaging to con-

struct the line entirely at his own risk and expense,

witli a guarantee to remove the rails whenever called

upon to do BO by the vestry. In the course of the

meeting Mr. Train said that the experimental line

which he is constructing in Victoria Street, Westminster,

will be in operation in the course of six weeks. On
Saturday a great number of persons were attracted to

the neighbourhood of Westminster Abbey to witness the
" trial trip" of one of the huge omnibuses which are to

run on this tramway. The omnibus is to hold 58

persons inside and out; the outside seats being

approached hy a spiral staircase.

New Steel Gry.—The new rifled steel gun invented

by Mr. Lynet Thomas, recently forwarded to Woolwich

Arsenal from tlie Mersey Steel Works, for experimenta

at Shoebnryness, has been fired in the long range, with

the following result. The gun, charged with 281b. of

powder, and a shot weighing 1601b. obtained a flight

ot 10,000 y:ird-s or 5f miles. ArraniCments are

making to carry out a course of trials and expt;rimenta

uith tlic gun, in the presence of the select committee

iif Woolwich Ai-senal.

New C1I0UCH on Vauxuall Gardens.—Arrange-

inents arc in progress for trccting a new church on tho

ate of the old Vauxhall Gardens, near the School of Art,
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the foundation-stone of which was kid by the rrinoe of
Waies a few months ago. The church will be dedicated
to St. Peter, and an ecclesiastical district will be Jissigned
to it out of the parish of Lambeth.
The Londox Hospitals akd the Turf.—Mr.

Joseph Bond lias written a letter to the Jockey Club,
proposing that a sum of ten per cent, upon the Derby
aud Oaks Stakes at Epsom should be annually coutri-
feuted to six of the metropolitan hospitals ; and that a
-similar per-centage should he paid out of all racing
stakes, which would produce an annua! sum of about
20,000/.—the annual sum changing hands at TuttersalFs
on racing stakes alone being upwards of 200,000/. In
accordance with this suggestion he savs that if at the
Derby and Oaks settlement next spring 10 per cent, be
-appropriated to this purpose, he will pledge himself to
meet the donation with an equal sum from his own
f)urse.

The Public Health.—The Registrar-Generars
Weekly Report states that the number of deaths
registered in London in tiie week that ended Saturday,
October 6, was 1075, being somewhat less than the
average mortality of the first week of October in the
10 years 1850-59. During the week the births of 982
boys and 834 girls, in all ISIG children, were registered
in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years
1850-59 the average number was 1X65.

Boston.-The funeral of Mr. Herbert Ingram, M.P.,
took place in this town on Friday, the body having
arrived from Liverpool on Wednesday morning. All
business was suspended on the occasion, the blinds of
all private residences were drawn, the vessels in the
port displayed their flags half-mast high, and tlie bells
of the churches tolled muffled peals. The processio!!
was headed by a body of police constables, the 1st
Lmeolnshire Artillery Volunteers and the 4th Lincoln-
fihire Rifle Volunteers. The Mayor of Boston, with
the magistrates and members of the corporation, came
next; and then followed a large number of the in-
habitants of the town and neighbourhood, including
the Freemasons, Odd-fellows, Foresters, and artizans of
iioston. The vicar of Boston, and other clergymen
preceded the body, which was conveyed in a hearse
drawn by four horses. Mrs. Ingram, widow of the
deceased, with her two sons, rode in the first mournino-
coach, and other members of the family followed in
-Bucccedmg carriages. The procession was closed by
yearly 200 gentlemen, headed by Mr. Staniland, M.P;
tor^ the borough, and including many literary and
artistic friends of the deceased. The road to the
cemetery, both within and without the town, was lined
With spectators. On arrivhig at the cemetery clinpel
the first part of the funeral service was performed by
the vicar, the prayers at the grave being read bv the

a bottle, I returned with it into the house. Ken-
worthy, after receiving the bottle, asked for several
otiier articles, which Luptoii had to go bacl; into the
shop to procure. On his return he was reckoning the
price which thoy amounted to, when Kenworthy felled
him to the ground by a heavy blow \\ ith a hatchet on
the crown of the head. Luptou immediately tried to
spring to his feet, but, before lie could do so, he received
another blow on the head. He managed, however, to
get hold of the prisoner, and struggled with him, at
the same time succeeding in alarming the neighbours.
The injuries he received were of so dangerous a cha-
racter that he became insensible soon after his deposi-
tion was taken by the magistrate, and there is little
or no hope of his recovery. It has been ascertained
that Lupton's bed had been turned up, and as he was
accustomed to keep money between the bed and the
mattress, it is conjectured that during his absence in
the shop collecting the drugs required the prisoner had
searched the place with the view of plunder. A day
or two previously, however, Lupton had taken all the
money he had in the house, except a small sum which
he carried in his pocket, and left it in the care of a
brother. The prisoner was in somewhat straitened
circumstances, having lately had some County Court
summonses issued against him, and on Monday
morning he had made arrangements for removing his
furniture, but the removal was stopped by the police,
and the furniture was afterwards seized for rent. Tlie
prisoner was examhied before the magistrates on Wed-
nesday, and remanded for week, the witnesses being
bound over to give evidence against him at the assizes.
NEWCASTLE-ox-TyNE.—At the adjourned inquest on

Thomas Harrison, who was murdered at Urpeth Corn
Mill, near Chester-le-Street, on Saturday week, the
jury, without hesitation, returned a verdict of Wilful
Murder against Lockey, and the nsual order for liis

committal to Durham gaol was made out by the coroner.
His wife, who was so severely wounded, was sufficiently
recovered to appear in court and give evidence against
him. The prisoner was examined before the magistrates
on Wednesday, when he made and signed a declaration
fully admitting his gailt. He was then forniully com-
mitted for trial on the capital charge, but is to be
watched in his cell, as fears are entertained that he
will make an attempt to destroy himself.

Newcastle.—The Town Council have at length
replied to the claim made by the French Government
to have all French ships trading to the Tyne put upon
the same footing a,^ those belonging to the freemen of
the borough. The reply is to the effect that the exemp-
tion from local dues is a privilege accorded to the free-
men under the Municipal Reform Act of 1835, in con-
sideration of certain claims which they as a body had
upon the Corporation, and that French shipowners, not
being fi-eemen, and having rendered no service to the
town, have no claim to the privilege. The Board of
Trade has also given the opinion that the privileges
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last illness, and ^yho supposed she died from peritoniti^deposed that during the time he attended dece^d ^^^^^^

gave her no arsenical preparation; and that he bTlieVedEmma b ringer was her nurse. The Rev. John IroTnKooian Catholic priest, who was accustomed to ittrn^'
deceased, deposed that a few days after her deafli th.prisoner Emma Stringer asked him to sign a ^Lp.
s atmg that Miss Adamson had made o^ver toTi
all her plate, jewellery, furniture, &c., and thai Ldechued to sign it on the ground that he had nnfwitnessed the document, and that it did not bear C,Adamson s signature or anything to prove that it w-,her act. Other witnesses proved that this documei^
was in the handwriting of the prisoner's brother thl^she was in possession of a 50^. note immediately afterthe death, that she was seen wearing deceased's rincs
and that she and her family removed a good deal of the
other property in a cart in the course of the evenin.^
It was also proved that a pot of arsenic was found fn
the kitchen after deceased's death and thrown into the
fire. Mr. Taylor, ol the firm of Taylor and Mountain
proved tliat, at Miss Adamson's request by letter, he
had supplied an arsenical and mercurial preparation for
Uie purpose of killing rats. He had nuver supplied
Liuma Stringer with any arsenic or other poison. The
inquest was then again adjourned to Saturday, when
tlie mother and the two sisters of the prisoner were
examined. Their evidence went to show that the
mistress had a great regard for her servant Emma, and
as great an antipathy to her own brother; and this, it
was presumed, was sufficient to account for deceased
wishing to deprive her brother of what property she
might possess at her death, and for this purpose to
make it over to the accused. After nearly four hours
deliberation the jury returned a verdict that deceased
died from the effects of arsenic administered to her in
small doses, and that the evidence fully justified them
in coming to the conclusion that the arsenic was ad-
ministered by Emma Stringer, her servant. They
therefore returned a verdict of Wilful Murder ao-ainst
the prisoner.

Windermeee.—The first fall of snow has taken
place on the Helvellyn, a fortnight earlier than it

appeared there last year.

W'resid^d^^^^^^ T,'-
^"°'""'' ^"""'^ ^"J^y^^ byVreemen cannot be extended to subjects°ofmve resiaea tor

^
some years. Ihe remains were this or any of

"

deposited in a plain brick grave, and the coftin bore on
a brass plate, the simple inscription :—" Herbert
atigram, Esq., M.P. Died Sept. 8, 1860."
BuET St. Edmunds.—A case of poisoning under

remarkable circumstances has been for some time
nndergomg investigation by the Coroner for West
Suffolk. Mr. Nunn, a farmer of Fordhain St.
Genevieve, has in his service two persons named
Hawkins and Curtis, the former a farm bailiff, and the
-^hera labourer. It appears from the evidence that
-Hawkins had gone, by permission, to a flour-bag in
Curti3*s house for the purpose of borrowing some flour,
*On the following day, a pudding having been made by
Curtis s wife of ilour from the same bag. all of those
tvho partook of it were taken ill, and one poor boy
Earned Robert Murton died soon after. A post mortem
examination proved that arsenic was the cause of death
and the difiiculty to be solved is how the poison became
mixed with the flour. The evidence proved that there

*v .
been quarrels between Hawkins and Curtis, and

that the former had been heard to use threats against
-Curtis and his wife, and it was therefere snggested that
jt had been done deliberately and with a murderous
-xlesign. AU however there was no direct evidence
another ad]ournment for three weeks has tsikeu place^afford an opportunity of bringing forwiu-d further
evidence. -«

CirEADLE.--Tho private chapel of the Earls of
-Shrewsbury, m Alton Towers, which, up to the death
ot the late earl, Iiad been devoted to the service of theKoman Catholic Church, lias just been reopened for
i'rotestanfc worship, according to the rites of the Church
-w England.

LEEDS.--A shocking crime was committed at the
village of ^ew Wortley, in this borouLrh, on Monday
morning. A few minutes before 5, a man named
Htepheii Lupton, a grocer and provision dealer, who

any other country who are not freemen.
Wakefield.— Miss Frances Adamson, an aged

lioman Catholic lady, died at Sandal Magna, near this
town, in August last. Her death having taken place
under suspicious circumstances, an inquest was opened
and adjourned from time to time in order to allow Mr.
Nunnoley, of Leeds, to complete an analysis of a por-
tion of the body, which had been transmitted to him
for that purpose. Poison having, however, been found
in considerable quantities in the course of the examina-
tion, the magistrates ordered the arrest of Emma
Stringer (who had been domestic servant to deceased),
and of her two young sisters Matilda and Abigail, tlie

former •charged with the wilful murder of Miss
Adamson, aud the two latter with aiding and abetting
her in the same. The three prisoners were brought up
at the Court House on Wednesday week, when the
magistrates ordered the two sisters to be discharged
from custody on their undertaking to appear again if
required. Evidence was then adduced to prove that
Miss Adamson died from poison, that the prisoner's
conduct before and after death was full of suspicion,
and that the motives under which she acted were to
obtain possession of deceased's property. After a long
inquiry the msUgistiates fully committed the prisoner to
take her trial at the assizes on the ciiarge of Wilful
Murder. At the adjourned inquest at Agbri^-g,
Mr. Nunneley, the surgeon, deposed that in all the pa'rts
of the body that had come under his examination
arsenic in considerable quantities had been found. The
result he stated to be—1st, that there was no evidence of
any disease in the viscera which would account for death.
2d, that the appearances of the oesophagus and the
portion of the stomach and duodenum seen by him, and
the rectum, were such as the presence of arsenic would
account for; 3d, that arsenic was administered into the
stomach at a period not long antecedent to death ; 4th,
that death was caused by arsenic; 5th, that not only

Memoeial to the Irish Beigade,—The Ultra-
montane journals announce tliat a committee has been
appointed to collect subscriptions for erecting in Sack-
ville Street, Dublin, a statue to the memory of the
members of the Irish brigade who fell at Spoleto,
Perugia, aud Ancona. Dr. Cullen has also issued an
address to the clergy of his diocess announcing that a
solemn high mass at which he and his chapter will
assist, will be celebrated in the metropolitan church for
the repose of the souls of '* their brave countrymen and
their generous companions in arms, who fought and
bled defending the eternal principles of justice,°the in-
dependence of the Catholic Cliurch, and the rights of
the Holy See." The address concludes by saying—
- "Though brute force and overwhelming numbers, accom-
panied with fraud and treachery, prevailed against them for
the moment, yet we c;^n entertain no doubt of the final
triumph of the cause which enlisted on its side such devoted-
ness, such self-sacrifice, and so many exalted virtues. Let the
Feast aud Octave of the solemnity of the Rosary be celebrated
with special devotion, and let us he^ of the most Holy Mother
of God to protect the Church against the perfidious wiles of
French and British diplomacy and the violence of revolution,
fts she did in former times against the corruption of the
Albigenses and the spread of Mahomedanism."

aho^iPlIc coTr;^ ,1.-. 'I' — 1 i
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, tuac aeacn was causeU Dy arsenic; 5th, that not only

rotlnnU.
Geeat Stobm oy the Xoetii-Eastekx Coast.—Oa

AYednesday and Thursday of last week the coast and

counties along the north-east of Scotland were visited

with a storm of wind and wet more destructive than
has been experienced for 20 years. Life and property

were lost to a serious extent; in several instances vessels

went down with all liands, whilst in many others the

crews were lost in their efforts to reach the shore.

Great trees, 70 and 80 feet in height, and the growth
of as many years, were blown down or uprooted, the

stacks in the corn yards were much injured, while the

sheaves that happened to be in stook were lifted up
and sent spinning about the fields like feathers. The
storm seems to have raged in the Baltic with still

greater Unj, causing tlie wreck of about 60 vessels, and
great loss of life. Among them was the Arctic, hron

screw ship, sailing between Hull and St. l\'tersburgh,
which was totally wrecked on the coast of Jutland,
four of the passengers and two of the crew perishing iu

their efforts to reach the shore. Another storm has
since visited the western coast of Scotland, and has

caused great damage to shipping.

a knocking at the outer door of his house. The bed-
room in which he slept was over his shop, and the shop
communicated with his house. On looking out of the
window he saw a neighbour, a man named John Ken-
worthy a fire-brick maker, at the door. Lupton asked
nim what he wanted, tnd Kenworthy replied "Some
master oil, whereupon the former slipped on his

also been administered at some considerable period
before death, and probably on repeated occasions; 6th,
that considering the symptoms of the last illness, the
appearances of the body after death, the results of the
chemical analysis of the different parts of the body, and
the character of the attacks from which deceased suffered
during the last two or three years of her life, it is

porting

clothp<i'wor.f,i^,., • Ti r.V -^/rp^-^^ iJii ills uurmg inc lasc two or three years of her 1 fe. it s

He t^ernrocl^^^^^^^
the house, highly probable that the said attacks were really due

ca^idle and aftpr n^^
^^ "p .'"

l.ffMed to the administration of arsenic, and not to naturalcaiime, and, after pouiing two ounces of castor oil into I disease. Mr. Hirst, who attended the deceased in her

NEWMARKET
Monday.— Renewal

beat Lady Falconer.

-

and Sir J. Hawley's

SECOND OCTOBER MEETING.
of the Sweeps. Lord Derby's Stockade
-Sweeps. Mr. Savile'g Roesia beat Eda,

„. .„...,^^ ^ r.—Match. Duke of iiedford's Vicar of
Bray beat Lord Glasgow's c—Handicap Sweept. Mr. Gulliver's
Tiara beat Lupellii:;, Tightfit, Emily, aud 3 otlaers.—^^tj*
Pmmds. Lord Stamford's Lava beat Mr. Merry's c, Hagar, and
11 others.—il/a^c/i. Lord Glasgow's f. beat ^nno.—Selling

Uiiiidicap Sweeps. Captain Cofttea's Yooicks beat Eilenj Wild-

f
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rr;r'l.ana Saliib, and Mayflower.—Jl/afcA. Sir J. Ha^
SZhdoU l>t:;it I-f>rd Glasgow's c.—Fv;

, Lord Ktiiin

pi-cbloio walkcil _uvcr.—JI/oTcA. Lord Glasgow's c. beat

THE GATIDENERS' CHRONICLE AM) AfiTUnnTTnilAI. GAZETTE.
Hawley'a

t'orii's

Krabic.-/^'^»"^""«P^'""'-
*'•" J"a"cs*8 Fcodorowiia beat Bovis.

r.ickncw. and U alhcri.

n'Jiti'iAX.—Siirefips Mr. Merry's Special Licence beat Tho
Promi-*'^ Land and Stivke.—Motck, The Duko of Bedford's

Hespe- walked over.—Sweepa. Mr. Henry's Dr. Nichol bt-at

Trett/K^sa and Bavard.—The Cleanodl Hiakes, Mr. Merr>''8

rolkestono beat Von;is8-mein-niclit, Imaus, and Solferino.—

jjaiih. The Duke of Bedford's MoDtenofrio beat Baron Muu-
^Hsen.—The CesarewiUh Stake*, Mr. VV. Day's Dulclbella

iwjit Optimist, Heiress, and Moorcock. Won in a common

*asa

fifth. Ben Webster, tjape i-ij-away, Feodorowna, and Plumper
vere next, in tho order named; Viitka, Starke, and The
prophet being tho last three. Stapletou broke down and wilt

never mn again, and Ancient Briton pulled up lame.—The
Royal Stakes. 3\Ir. J. Barker's Sutherland beat King of Dia-
monds and Trovatore.

—

Selling Handicap Sweepstakes. Mr. W.
Etwall's Jessi-^ Brown beat Jessie Brown, and 5 others.—
Sweeps. Mr. Eastwood's Ruby beat Parapet, Alice Jane, and
2 others.
Wednesday.—//anrficap Smeep». Mr. Smith's Miss Fanny

beat Sister to Jessie Brown, Ladybird, and 8 oth ers.—^andica/)
Sweeps. Lord Stradbroke's Doubloon beat Goldtin Rule.—The
Bedford Stakes. Mr. Merry's c. beat Dr. Nichol and Polyolbion.—
Match. Duke of Bedford's Plum beat Philomela—-S?«€iJ«. Mr.
Baker's Wee Polly beat Pedlar, Ruby, and 5 others.-The Town
Flate.\Mr. Fuller's Ambush beat Guilder, Newstead, and 3 otliers.
—Handicap Sweeps. Mr. Henry's Niger beat Sparta, Doeskin,
and 7 others.—A MaiiUn Plate. Mr. Merry's c. beat Baron
Rotbschild'8 f., Conundrum, and 6 othen^.—The Select Stakes.

Mr. Alexander's Thunderbolt beat Buccaneer and King of
Diamonda—Tho Outlands Plate. Mr. Martin's Z;iretan beat
Courier, Ambush, and 7 others.
Thursday.— Pia(tf. Sir J. Hawley's Gallua beat Slalfcn,

Styria. Desdemona, and 5 others.

—

Kcneieal of the Si-etby Stakes.

Mr. H. Savile's Sister to Kocsia beat V;iga and Cantatrice.—
Bwee;ps. Lord Coventry's Mousetrai) beat Ilenhani Lass,
Pomona, Sacerdos, and 9 others.—The Canoa Sweeps. Duke of
Bedford's Cowley beat Gabardine,

—

Sweeps. Sir J. Hawley's
Caliban beat Weatherwitch, ChiflV.ni&re, and 5 othera.—Match.
Buko of Bedford's Iambic beat Slyboots.— Swep/w. Mr. \V.

Etwall's Jessie Brown beat Zingari, Infanta, Lady Falconer,
and Yooicks.—Sweeps. Duke of Bedford's Eda beat Largesse.-
Handicap Plate. Mr. Filling's Moorcock beat Gladiolus, New-
stead, Gallus, Mentmore, and 14 others.—5wefp«. Lord
Glasgow's Tom Bowline beat Thormauby and Montenegro.
'PmDAY.—SfUing Handicap. Romsey beat Misa Digbv and

4 others.—//«/i,/ieajj. Sir Hugh beat Oliver, Lady Clare, and
9 QtliQra.—PrendergaH Stakes. Preceptress beat Phemy c.,

Barb-Pigeon, and 2 others.—//am^zca^. Twilight b^ut Tigbtrit
and 4 othQv^.—Sweeps, Lady Like beat May Bell filly and
5 others.-50?. Plate. Precursor beat Pedlar, Rattlesnake,
and 5 others.— SiPce^g. Mi.ss Fanny beat PoUyolbiou and
3 othera.

tho Royal Academy la.st year contained
works A few yuars since he and

^^fnt n « A
of Hampstead, his collection of water-colourpamt ngs, on condition of their providing a building for their

nffi?tT; n"V^
^'''^"^/ ^^'^^^^S saUry to^a euratorVbut the

offci was not accepted. It is understood that he has died
intei,tate, and consciucntly his collection will be brought tothe hammer. It appc^trs that he made his will before leavingtown this summcT. und duly signed it ; but neglected to tak?
the necessary precaution of having it witnesst^d. His only
sister as well as hi.s brother having died befo.e him, he has leitno near reUtivos. so tiiat at present it is doubtful who will be
entitled to administer to his effects
LiEUT.-CowxRL Spence, C.B.. late of her Majesty's Slst

Regiment, died at Bath on Monday last. He entered the army
at an early age, and saw much service. He was present with
his regiment m the action of Stuola, near Genoa, in 1S14, in

,

the subsequent attacks upon Genoa until its surrender, and at
the surrender of Corsica in the same year. In 1815 he served
with the army in Naples. In 1825'he was present at the
burning of the Kent in the Bay of Biscay. He commanded
the Slst Regiment throughout the campaign on the Sutlej, for
which ho received the war medal and three clasps; was
pre.<!ent at the battles of Moodkee, Ferozcshab, Buddiwal,
Aliwal. and Sobraon, and was one of only five officers out of 30
who escaped being wounded in these actions. At Feroxeshah
and at Sobraon he had his horse shot under him, and for his
conduct on these occasions he was created a Companion of the
Bath. ^

filR. Ebekezer Landells. tho well-known engraver on wood,
died on the Istinst., at Brompton. He had been for some
time in ill health, and was in his &2d year. He was a native of
Newcastle-on-Tyne, where he was a pupil of Thomas Bewick,
tho celebrated engraver. He came to London about SO years

j

ago, and has since been connected with the leading illustrated
periodicals of the day. In 1841 he was one of the originators of
" Punch," and in the autumn of 1S42 he was commissioned by
the proprietors of the Illvstrated London News to sketch and
engrave the scenes and incidents of her Majesty's visit to Scot-
land ; and his success on this occasion led to his being subse-

; quently engaged to iUustrate, in the same journal, the several

I

Royal visits to various parts of the United Kingdom and the
j

Continent. He was likewis-e the originator of the ''Illumi-
nated Magazine," and one of the original proprietors of the
Lady's Newspaper.

WiLi£,—The will of Major-General Broke has been sworn
under 12.000i. ; Lady Mary Pelham, 10,000i. ; Baron Denis
Moses Samuel. 300,000/. ; Mr. Abraham George Robarts,
Banker, 200,000;.; Mr. Tancred, Q.C., M.P.„ 35,000/.; Mr.
Nathaniel Goldsmid, 9000^. ; Mr. Thomas Cottcrill, of Birming-
ham, 1,100,000;.

Beans, Carrots, and Turnips
Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoe^

p,,. f, V — per cwt. Cucumbers abundant-

-ii;fv,= ^i'^uv
^^^'^'^^ consist of Orchids. Gardenias. Kalo-

aTd R * Violets, Mignonette, China Asters, Heaths,

Pmc Apples, per lb., 3h to 4s
Grapes, per lb., 2s to 5s
Peaches, per doz., 2s to 6s
Apricots, per doz., 2b to 43
Nectarines, do., 2s to 6s
Gruen Figs, per doz., Ss to 48

FRUIT
Melons, each, 2s to 4a
Plums, p. i sieve, 33 to 4$ 6d
Pears, per doz., Is to 35
Applea, per doz., t)d to is Cd
Onoiges, per 100, 10s to 20a
Lemons, per 100. 10s to 153

VEGETABLES.
FrenchBeans, per quarto., 9d Celery, p. bundle. Is Cd to l69d

to Is
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 2s Cd

to 3s
Cabbages, do.. Is to 2s
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 1303— per bus., 3s to 4s— per cwt., 5s to Ss
Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 0d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 33
Cucumbers, each, 6dto Is
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to Ga
Beet, per doz.. Is Cd to Ss

Onions, p. i sieve, Is Cd to 2a6d
Tomatoes, per doz., 2s to 3s
Veg. MaiTowa, p. doz., 6d to \^
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score, la

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do., Is to la 6d
Endive, p. score. Is to 2s
Horse Radi8h,p. bun.,ls 6d to 43
Mushrooms, p. pott., 23 to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 48
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

COAL MARKET.—Oct. 10.
Benton's "West Hartley, IJs. 3d. ; Craghead Hartley, 158. ;

HastiDg's Hartley, IGs. 3d. ; Howard's West Hartley, 166.

;

Tanfield Moor, ISs. 9d. ; Tanfield Moor Bntes, ISs. 9d. ; Walls
End Acorn Close, 19s. ; Walls End Durham, 18s. 3d.; Eden Main,
19s. ; Walls End Braddyl's Hotton, 19s. 6d. ; Walls End
Framwellgate, 19s. ; Walls tnd Hetton, SOs. Bd ; Walls
End Hetton Lyon.s, 18s. 9d. ; Walts End South Hetton,
20s. 6d. ; Walls End Stewarts, 20s. Gd. ; Walls End Heugh
Hall, 19s.; Walls End Hunwick, 10s. 6d. ; Walls End North
Hartlepool, IG.s. 9d. ; Walls End South Hartlepool, 19s. 6d.

;

Walls End South Durham, 19s. ; Walls End Thorpe, 19s. Od. ;
Walls End West Hetton, 198. ; Walls End Whitworth,
16s. 6d. ; Walls End Woodhouse Close, 17s. 3d. ; Cftrway and
Duff"ryn Malting, 228. 6d. ; Cowpen Hartley, 16s. 3d.—83 ships
at market.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
SMITHFIELD, TUUEfiDAY, Oct. 11,

©DituaaJ'
The Earl of Lkve?^ and Melville died ou Monday at his

residence, Melville House, in his 7oth year. He was the son of
the 7th eari, by the daughter of Mr, John Thornton, of London,
and was born in Lmidon in 17S5. He succeeded to the title on
the death of his father in 1820, and in 1824 he married the
daughter of Sir xVrchibald CampbelL Ho entered the Navy at
an early age, and commanded a boat at the capture and
destruction of a convoy in the Bay of Rosas in 1809, and
became a vice-admiral in 1859, He was one of the representa-
tive peers of Scotland, and a deputy-lieutenant of the county
of Fife, He is succeeded in the title by his brother the Hon.
John Thornton Leslie Melville, born in 1786, and a partner in
the bank of William Deacon and Co. in Birchin Lane-
General Sir Haiiry Smith, Bart., G.aB., died yesterday

morningat his residencein Eaton Place West, after a long illness.
His services were of the most distinguished ehanicter, having
been present at all the creat battles of the war from Coruni^i
to Waterloo, besides taking part in the American, Cape, and
Sikh wars. In the latter he gained a brilliant victory over the
Sikhs at Aliwal, and was created a B ironet and G.C.B, for his
services. Ho had received the war medal and 12 clasps.
Sir William Edwakd Crosbie, Bart, formerly of the 23rd

Royal Welsh Fusiliers, died at his residence at Bray, Ireland,
on the 3d inst. He was son of the fifth baronet by the
daughter of ^rn Warner Westenra, aunt of the second Lord
Rossmore, and widow of Captain Dodd, of Purley. He was
bom in 1794, and succeeded to the baronetcy on the death of
his father in 1708, having at his succession barely attained his
fourth year. In 1813, he entered the array, in which he
remained till 18-26, when he went on halfpay. In 1831 he
married the daughter of Mr. John Walsh, of Dublin.
AmriRAL Charles GoRDOK, C.B., brother of the late Admiral

Henry Gordon, died on the 3d inst, at his residence at Bath,
aged 79. He was educated at the Royal Naval Academy, and
entered the service as midshipman in 1795. For three years
he was signal officer to Admiral Cornwallis, in command of tho
Channel fleet. Ho was then Appointed to the command of the
St. Lucia sloop off Antigua, tnitil May, 1807. when he had the
misfortune to be captured. In 1S09 he was appointed to the
Caroline, 36, one of the squadron employed in the destruction
of more than 80 piratical vessels at Rus-al-Khyma and other
ports in the Porsiau Gulf He was next appointed to the com-
mand of the Ceylon, 40, in which he fought, in 1810, a gallant
night action off the Isle of France with the French ship Venus,
44, and Victor^ 16. Captain Gordon was among the wounded,
and owing to his ship being diJ^abled by the enemy, he was
compelled to surrentier to them. The Ceylon was, however,

j

retaken the same day by the Boadicea and Otter brig. Captain
\

Gordon and hid crew were afterwards honourably acquitted by
j

a court-martiah Since then he hag been on half-pay. In 1S40
'

he was made a Companion of tlje Bath,
j

Mr. James Stewart, formerly M.P. for Honiton, and
;

secretary to the Copyhold Commission, died a few days
si»ce, at the age of 55. He was born In 1805 ; and was called
to the bar, at Lincoln's Inn, in 1826. He practised for many
years as a Chancery barrister and conveyancer, and was the
author of several legal works of some authority, including
'*The Practice of Conveyancing," "The Principles of the Law
of Real Property," &c- He represented Honiton in the Liberal
interest from 1837 till 1841, when he retired from Parliamentary
life. He was for many years secretary to the Copyhold Com-
mission, from which post he retired a short time since. He
married, in 1834, his cousin Margaret Emily, daughter of the
late Mr. Duncan Stewart, of Glenbuckie, Perthshire.
Mr Alfred Edward Chalos, R.A,, portrait i>ainterto her

Majesty, died at his residence at Campden Hill, Kensington, on
the 3d inst., at the ripe age of 80 years. He was of Swiss ex-
traction, and will be long remembered, not only on his own
account, but also as the brother of the late eminent landscape
painter, Mr, John James Chalon, R.A., who died about six
ysars since. Mr, Altred Chalon was for many years the
fashionable water-colour painter of the age ; and wa.^ pre-
eminently the artist of ladies,, in the portraiture of whom, more
©specially in their Court dresses^ his pencil was peculiarly

P^PPy- That he stuck to his prcifession to the last may be
inferred fronaihe &ct that tbe f^at^Jrijne of the exhibition of

BIRTHS.—On the 6th inst, at 22, Belgi'ave Square, the Lady
Katheeine Hvmiltox RrjssELL, of a ^daughter— 7th inst, at

Mortimer House, Halkiii Street, the Lady Louisa Douglas
Pennant, of a daughter, still-born— 7th inst, at 17, Hertford
Street, Mayfair, Lady Mary Craven, of a son— 6tli inst, at
Shelton, county of Wicklow, the Lady Catherine Petre, of a
daughter—8th inst, at Trafford Park» Lady Annette de
Trafford, of a daughter—31st Aug., at Mazagon Castle,

Bombay, Lady Jamsetjel: Jejeebhoy, of a son — aoth nit, at
Denue Hill, Kent, the wife of Lieut -Colonel Montressor
Grenadier Guards, of a daughter—6th inst, at 5, Pont Street,

Mrs, William G. Vernon Hakcourt, of a son,

MARKIAGES.—lltli inst, at Knowsley, Colonel the Hon.
W. F. M. C. Talbot, brother of the Earl of Shrewsbury, to the
Lady Emma Stanley, only daughter of the Earl and Couatess
of Derby—At St- John's Episcopal Chnrch, Edinburgh, the
Hon. Mark George Kerr Rolle, second son of Lord Clinton,
to Lady Gerthude Jane Douglas, fifth daughter of the late

Earl of Morton—9th inst, at Wicknor, Staffordshire, the Hon,
and Rev, George Barrington Legge, second son of the late
Earl of Dartmouth, to Sophia Frances Margaret, only
daughter ot the late John Levett, Eaq., of Wickuor Park—4th
inst, at Dawlish, John Crawshay Bailey, Esq., Commander,
it. N,, of Midtbrd House, Somersetshire, son of the late Sir
Joseph Bailey, Bait., of Glanusk Park, Brecon, to Maria
Fowler, youngest daughter of Charles Cooch, Esq.—
4th inst, at Warblington Church, William Butler Fello>ves,
Captain in the 3d Madras Cavalry, second son of the late Sir
James Fellowes, M-H., F.R.M., to Mary Anne, only daughter
of the Rev, William Norris, rector of Warblington, Hants—
6th inst, at St. George's Church, Hanover Square, Harry
Robert Newton, Esq.^ only surviving son of Su' William J,
Newtoci, of Argyll Street, to Edith Nicola, youngest daughter
of Dr, Billing, of Grosvenor Gate, Hyde Park—4th inst, at
the parish Church, Clupham, Godfrey W. Barry, Esq, fourth
son of the late Sir Charles Barry, to Franci b Emily, youngest
daughter of J. S. Rutter, Esq., Clapham Common—3d inst, at
St, Mary's, Bcddingtnn, Surrey, Captain Frederick Torrens
Lyster, of the nth Regiment, fiith s|k of the late Major
Thomas St. George Lyster, 0th Dragoon uiuards, to Frances
jKiiiMA, second daughter of the late Charles Reed, Esq,, of
Westerfield, Worthing, Sussex.
DEATHS.—On the 30th ult, at Naples, IMadamc Dupont, the

second daughter of the late Sir Andrew Snape Douglas, Kt.,
and sister of the late Lady Bnyer—5th inst, at her residence,
Grosvenor Gate, Park Lane, Lady Fisuer, wife of Sir John
William Fisher, and eldest daughter of the late William
Haymes, Esq., of Kibworth Harcourt, Leicesterbhire—7th inst,

at Garendon Park, Leicestershire, Mary, fourth daughter of
Ambrose Lisle PniLLiPrs, Esq., aged 17—5th inst, in Hollos
Street, Cavendish Square, Dr. Wiluam Horwood, M.D., of
Ridware, Staffordshire, for many years a justice of the peace
for that county— 29th ult, at Savilo House, St. Helier's,

Jersey, William Pigott Shuckburgh, Esq., of The Moot,
Downton, J. P. for the county of Wilts, aged 59 —
5th inst, at Ostend. Matthew Uztelli, Esq., of Hanover
Lodge, Regent's Park, second partner of the house of C. J,

Devaux & Co., merchants, of King William Street, City,

aged 55—2d inst, Edward Goodwin, Esq., 40 years Deputy-
Treasurer of Christ Church College, Oxford, aged 73—3d inst,

at the Manse of Greenock, the Rev. James Reid Brown, D.D.,
Minister of the Middle Parish of Greenock, and formerly of the

Scots Church, Swallow Street, Loudon, aged 63—6th inst, at

The Heath, Weybridge, Sarah, widow of DAvm Jardinl, Esq.,

of the Middle Temple, barrister-atdaw, and of 23, Cumberland
Terrace, Regent's Park, having survived her husband three

weeks and two days, aged 68—Frederick Perkins, Esq,, of

Chipstead Place, Kent, whose death is announced in the Times

of Oct. 12, was one of the oldest Follows of the Horticultural

Society, having been elected on the 7th May, 1816,

Prime Meadow Hay 753 to S4s
Superior do. (old) . . 95
Inferior do 50
New do —
Rowen 40

115
60

50

90Bto IdOfl

• •

Clovtr .. .,

New Clover ..

Old second cut -. 80 100
Straw .... ..30 3»

Davis& Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Oct- 11.

Sup, Meadow Hay. . 112stol20s I Interior Clover - . 84a

Inferior do €5 105
New do — —

110a
New do. .

.

Straw
Superior Clover ..118 130

.. 38 45
Joshua Baber.

Y/HITECHApel, THURSDAY, Oct. 11.

Fine old Hay .

,

Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do.

Straw .. ..

.1059toll0s
. 36 80

Fine old Clover .,115fl to 1203-

84 36

Inferior do
Fine 2d cut
Inferior do.
Fine New Clover

« r

* *

* *

> «

90
90
45

10&
95
60

BRlTian WOOLS.—London, Friday. Oct. 12.

Our trade continues in a tolerably healthy state, holders not
pressing sales, but suppljiug: cousumeis as tJiey require. The
ainouut of business doing' is consequently small in many
descriptions, and is likely to be so long as the prices remain at
their present high rate.

buuth-down Hog- s.

gets,. ., ,. 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Eves . . 1

Kent Fleeces .. 1

d. B.

8
8
6

6

to 1

1

1

1

d.

9
9

7

Leicest. Wethere

Uitto Hoggs .

.

Combuig skins
bUiuket ditto ..

Flannel Wool ..

1

1

1

6
7

6

to 1
X

1

7
9

S
4

HOPS.—TloROuon Market, Friday, Oct. 12.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report a steady demand for con-
smii[)tion fur tlie best grown new Hops, at prices varying from
12^ to 25/. per cwt. Yearlings and gcod sound old Hops arciia

fair request at firai prices. Duty 30,000/,

BUTTER MARKET.—Oct. 12.

Best Fresh Butter . . . , 16s. psr dozen Iba.

Secoud do. do. .. .. I3s. „ ,,

Pork. 5s. Od. to 5s. Sd. per 8 lbs.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Oct. 8.

The number of Beasts U much smaller than on Mond-iy last,.

and consequently trade is more cheerful. Choicest descrip-

tions arc rather dearer. The supi^ly uf fjheep is ;ilso smaller,

and prices on the average are better. Good UaJves are rather

dearer. Our fuicigu supplies cmisist of 6U0 Beasts, 5600

Sheep, and 29 Calves,

B d 8

Best Scots, Here-
furd^, die. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Ualf-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn

8 to 5
6—4
4 — 4

2

10

2 to 5 6

« «

B d fl d
Best Long-wools. 5 — 5 4

Do. Shorn .. ,, to .,

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4 — 4 8
Do. Shora •• .. — •>|i
Lambs — ..

Ualvea .. ..4 6 — 5 6
Pigs .. .. 4 8 — 5 G

Beasts. 4540 ; Sheep & Lambs, 23.500 ; Calves, 77 ; Pigs, 360.

Thursday, Oct. 11.

The supply to-day is large, a great number being foreign

;

the trade is consequently very dull and slow, but prices may
be quoted the same as on Monday. Our foreign supply i»

620 Pigs, 1550 Sheep, and 207 Calves ; Milch Cows, liS.

Best Long-wools . 5

8 to 5 2 Do. Shorn
6 — 4 10 awes& 2d quality 4 4—4 S
4 — 4 Do. Shora ,. ..to

Best Scots, Hero-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Shnrt-homs 4

2d quahty Beasts 8

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Do. Shorn
5 6

Lambs
Calves
Pigs

« *

4
4

6

8
5
5

Beasts, 1440 ; 'shoep & Lambs. 6J-10 ; Calves, 332 ; Pigs, 180.

6
6

i«aihetsJ

COVEXT GARDEN, Oct. 13

Black Hamburgh and other tirapes arc still supplied in

great quantities. Pears consist chie6y of Marie Louise, Seckle,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Gansel's Bergauiot, and Dachcfse

d'Angoul^me. Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums may yet be

obtaiued, but both Peaches and Nectarines are very iufcrior in

flavour. -Oranges are Ss. a doaea. Good Filberts may be had at

MARK LANE.—MOA'DAV, Oct. 8.

The supply of Wheat from Esser and Kent to this

morning's market was small, and i. ly the whole of it in

most miserable condition ; old and dry new was dupoied of

at last week's rates, but it was difficult to find purohaaors for

the damp, for which prices were very irregular. The attend-

ance of country buyers was large, but not liking the prices of

last week, which were insisted upon by the factors, they

restricied their purcha«M to retail quantities. The Barley

trado is firm, and in aomo instances rather more luonoy is

obtiincd, lieana and Poas are each is. to 88. per qr. dearer.

For Oats there is a fair demand at the prices ol this day
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a.

o Uerl ....

Red ,..,

Red ....

Maltinef

.

B. B.

46—60
53—66

se'nnight. In foreipn Flour scarcely any business wag tians-
acted, and prices remaiu unaltered.

Per Imperial QrARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.

.

"White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto
^^ ^^ X*WlX 1 ^1» ««*ftft«ftVftt t«4ft— Norfolk ;— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist., 25a to Sis. . Cliev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling'

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ,— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
^" 3t£d «kfr« ftaft«k«ft**«*fttp4«*«*4ftt ft*ft«bft

Rye-mkal, foreign
BKA^5, Mazagau....36sto 403.... Tick— Pigeon 44s— 503.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple —s to —s Grey
HaiZB White
Flour, hest toarks delivered, .per sack— 2d do , ditto
— Foreifin per barrel
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34—50 Country.

36—41
36—41

24—26
21—24
20—26

3S—41

30—43

34—50
40—5020—34!Per sack
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Friday. Oct. 12,

The weiitlier during this week has been fine until the morn-
ing of the 10th, when rain set in and continued until yesterday
afternoon, with sharp frost last nightj to-day fine. The wind
has chiefly been westerly, vaTyin^j from S, to N. and back
again^ until yesterday tnoming. when it blew from the N.E.,
to day N-W. The teinperatiu-e was cold, and some snow
is reported to have fallen in the north, and a few
flakes even not far from the metropolis. Great pro-
gress has been made with the harvest during the last week,
but the rain has again suspended operations- The result of

trials made of the quality of the new Wheat fully confirms the
opinion we expressed, that it would require a large admixture
of old and foreign, the consumption of which durine the
ensuing nine months will probably be unprecedentedly large,

and doubtless be provided for accordingly. The Wheat trade
during the paat week has been generally leas active, and in the
majority of markets new Wheat has undergone a decline in
price of Is. to 23. per qr., particularly damp inferior qualitiea,

whilst for old and foreign former rates have been insisted upon.
Where any alteration has occiured in the vahie of Spring Com
it has been in favour of sellers. Owing to the inferior quality
of the new country Flour, we experienced here on Wednesday
more inquiry for American barrels, and late prices were some-
what exceeded. The number of grain and seed-laden vessels

arrived off the coast since the 5th of October amounts to
27. The business done was rather extensive, and prices
tended upwards. The arrivals of foreign Wheat this week
have been good, but of all other grain small. The attend-
ance at this morning's market inchided some distant
country buyers. English Wheat was inquired after at Mon-
day's prices ; foreign was held in many instances for an
advance, which checked business, and sales to a limited extent
only were effected at oui late quotations. Barley is Is. per
qr. dearer- Beans and Peas bring Monday's quotations. The
-Oat trade is firm, and good old com brmgs an advance of
M^ per qr.

AnniVALS FROM Oct. 8 to Oct. 12.

Oats.Wheat.

Engliah
Irish ..

t t

m •

1260 q.r3.

Barley.

880 tira.

TI5S?:

Foreign..} 213C0

If

r> 2270

»»

»»

10 qra,

510
690 sks.

»»

7S40 „ f
^

1 10

t*

4180
080 oris.

*r

IjIvcrpoou Tuesday, Oct. 9. — We had a good attend-
ance of buyers at our Com Exchange this morning, but holders
generally nf>t being disposed to meet tbeir views only a
moderate business resiilted; what sales, however, were made
were at a reduction of about 2d. per cental on Wheat and 6d.
per barrel on Hour, Indian Cora had a fair consumptive
inquiry, and commanded the extreme prices of Friday. Oats
and Oatmeal steady. Beans, Peas, and Barley, from scaixity,
were each held lor more money. The mai'ket closed with a
quiet fceliiig.
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A PARTNER WANTED.
WANTED, in a large Nursery and Seed Trade iu

one of the largest Agricultural Counties in England, a
thorough business Man, well acquniiited witli either; there
lias been a largo Seed Trade carried on for more than half a
century, and is capable of very great extension,—Any one
•wishing to enter into a first-rate bu-siness, this oflVrs an oppor-
tunity rarely to be met with.—For particulars iuquire of
Messrs. iJi hut A: Jl'AIuLLKN, Seedsmen, 46, Leadenhall
Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, AN UNDKU GARDKNER, who lias

been accustomed to Forcing and Plant Growing. No
one need apply but a good Workman. Wages 16.?., with fur-

nished rooms.—Address Mr. Prong, The Gardens, Newsell
Park, Royston.

WANTED, A3 SHOPMAI'., a yoimj? Man well
acquainted with Retail Trade, and of quick aud sober

habits. If accustomed to call upon Farmers, &c. preferred.
Mu>t bo willing to assist at anything required.—State age,

wages, X-o., to Blta, Messrs. Noble & Co., Seed Merchant?,
Fleet Stn-^ef. T,nnHnn- K C.

WANTED, A COWMAN, who thnronphly un-
derstands the management of Cows, Pigs, and Sheep,

rsood character indispensable.— Ap^ily, Cooper, Stationer,

Hcunslow, W.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

ARDENER. — Single ; thoroughly nnderstin.r
Early and Late Forcing, Greenhouse aud Conseivatorv

GAKDEKER (Head) where two or more men are
kept.—Age 37> married, no incnnibrance ; unexceptionable

reference,

—

Head Gardener, Curgh Hall, Boston, I_iineolnshire.

GAKDENER (Head).—Age 29, understands liis

profession in all its branches; also Planning and Laying
out Grounds, the Erection of Horticultural Buildings, &c, good
reference-

—

Alpha, Banbury, Oxon,

r^AUDENEU (Head).—Age 33. married; under-
V^ stands the management of Kitchen, Fi-uit, and Flower
Gardens, and GreenlK>iise, Three years and five months' good
character.—W, M,, D, Thompson's Nursery, Wimbledon, S, VV,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; thoroughly
understands his profession in all its branches. Unex-

ceptionable reference^. —J. A. B., Coythori^e, Grantham,
Lincolnshire,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25, single; can take
care of a Kitchen aud Flower Garden, Stove, and Greeu-

houae, Conservatory, &c.—T. U., 1, Andovci Road, Homaey
Road, Loudon, N.

G

GARDENER (Head)—Age 42, married, without
incumbrance

; perfectly understands his profession. Good
references from former employers, — X. Y., 9, Vine Place^
Bond Street, Vauxball, S-W.

GARDENER (Head). — Married, middle-aged,
Scotch ; thoroughly qualified, intelligent, sober, honest,

and energetic. Can take ciarge of Grass Land to any extent.
Wages moderate.

—

M., 3, Porttr*s Row, HoUoway Roan, N. ^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; thoroughly
practical in Growing Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucum-

bers, and the general routine of Gardening.—Y. Z., 8, Church
PLice, Old Town, Claphum, S,W.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).-Joun Ivisok, Lite Head

Gardener for 11 years to His Grace the Duke of Northum-
berland, at Syon House, is now ojjtsn to an engagement in a
similar capacity.—Mulberry Cottage, New Road, Old Brentford.

GARDENER (Head)-—A gentleman wishes to
recommend as above, a middle-aged, mairied Man, without

incumbrance; superior abilities, industrious habits; has a
thorougli practical knowledge of bis profession iu every
dei>arhnent.—A, If., Mr, Lindsay, 22. Cowgate, Peterborough.

GARDENER (Head),—Age 37, married, one cliild^
experieuced in Pines, Gi'^es, Early and Late Forcing;

alao Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower
Gardens. Can be highly reconimcnded for honesty, sobriety,
capability, &:c.—A, B-, ilr. Hinder, Park Nursury, Forest Hill,
Sydenham, a.E,

A^RDENER (Head).-iliddle a-ed, single; has a
thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.

C:in have three and a half years' good character from the gen-
t!e.nau he is leaving, in consequence of an alteration in the
iStaL^lialiujent.—H. IL, Post Office, Kast Bridgeford, near
Nottingham,

r^ArvDEXEU (HEAD).-Age -iO, thi^rie; tLorougliI.v
V_X understands his profession in all its branches ; had great
experience in EiU-ly aud Late Forcing in his hist place, aud
likewise the Management of Land. Can have four years' good
charAcLur from his Lite employer.—J. B., 2^, Mark. House Place,
Walthamstow, Essex, N.fci.

GAUDENEll (Head).—Age 40, no incumbrance;
understands his profes&iun iu all its branches, iucluding

Early and Late Forcing of Plants, Flowers, and Vegetables,
the Culture and Prui>Htiatiou of iritove and Greenhouse Plants,
and the manugeuient ot Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Four
years' unexceptionable character.— J. JU., Iladeston Park,
Northampton.

GARDKNER (Head).—Ajje 32, married, one child;
has a ihorouyh prsietieal kuowiedgo of his profession,

having lived as Furetuau in some of the leading Gardens in
EngLtud, where all kinds of Forcing is carried out ; has also
hveti U3 Head Garduuer, where ho gave every satisfaction ; can
take charge of Laml if reqiiirtd. No singie-handed place
aceeptud. Unexceptionable character.— II. !>., Post Olhce,
Hamoiersniith Gate, W.

GAlii. E^EU (hEAD).—Age 40, married, fUmily
giown up; well skilled in the management of the Fruit,

FJovver and Ki.chen Gardeny, also the Early Forcing of Fruira,
Flowerri, aud Vegetablea, 1^^ iug out, Planting, altering, and
improving or making new Gardens, in which he has had great
experience. ConJd enter on an immediate engagement, or a

500 to

month or two hence.— W. It. C-, 6, Hamilton Terrace, Highbury
Park, High bury, Londcn, N.

LAND DRAINERS.
600 good bauds WANTED at " Buscot

Park." near Faringdon, Berkshire. Good clay !
/^ AHOENnlt (HjiAD).—Affe 35luttmp and tools provided to those who do not possess them. ! KjT ^^i.hes to eng.i;<e with a noblemai

, no incumbiancc;
eman or gentleman. Has

LaAfJ^^plrn^^^^^^ ®'^^'^'
i
^^'" ^''''^' P'acticaiVx7>enencc'in;U bTairch^s^TMsTrm^^Xano Agent, 18, Farhament Street, London, S.W. . and is fully competent to take charge of an establishment
s.liere early Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables are required, aud
is iilso agtMjd KUchcii and Flower Gardener. Five years' good
char tcter from ihe guutlenian he is about leaving. The Wite
can manage the Ponltiy and Dairy, or attend to the Lodge
Giite.—T. \V., Ivrcy'a Nursery, Keigate. Surrey.

WANTED, A FOREMAN ant> PROPAGATOR
in the Plant Department. He must be a mau of

experience and acquainted with the Loi.don Trade. His
chanicter will require to bear the strictest investigation, and
which must also be sustained by references as to his capability.
—Address in own handwriting stating terms, to Hoktus,
GurdcHtn' Chronicle Office.

WANTED, a married MAN, without incumbrance,
to lake the entire management ot a Market Garden ; one

who understands Early and Late Forcing, Vineries, Conserva-
torea, Kitchen and Flower Garden in idl its branches aud a
goodPropa^ator.—Address J. Creek, 2, Union St., Cambridge.

C^ARDENEK (FokeMaN).—Age 23, single; has iiad
A guod experience iu Phiut Growing, Orchids, Kxutic Ferns.

i t>ve and Greuuhouse Plants, and Forcii.g Pines, Vines, iic.—
JN. y., P;*rudi«e Nurseiy, Seven Sisters Uoad, London, N.

C^AUDKNEK (ill or out ut tlie house).— A;?e 23,
•* single ; has a then

siou.

•ugh practical knowledge ofhis profes-
Good reference.—3. T., Gardenern" ChrcfiucU Oflice, W.C

G ,,.^ -^,- .,,, „.„
A. 13., The Lodge, Elmer Lodge, Beckenham, Kent.

GARDENER (PiiACTiCAL).-Age 46, marrhT^
out incumbrance; a good Judge of Stock Wife an

perienced Housekeeper. Nine years' character from - TJ}'
of distinction.-K. B . Post Qffiee, Stamford Hill. Londoa'Tw^

GARDENER.—Married; who understands bis'nm
fessiou. Can have a good character from his las^ x.u

Wife can look after Poultry or Dairy; or Cook in a Vn.1i
family.—W. it., 74, Castle Street East, Oxford Street V.

ARDENER.-Age 31, mtirried, witliout incum^J brance
;
understands the management of Vinery Gret-

house. Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Good character froruv'
present and htst employers.—H. W., Mr, Giduer tia-
Gipsy Hill, Norwood. Surrey. 3. ' '^'^®^'

fVRDENER.—Mr. Hae>'E3 can with confidence re-
J^comraeuda Man (age 3S, married) thoroughly com petenft"

undeitako the manngement of a nobleman or gentleman'^
Garden ; has had good practice in the Forcing of Fruits^
Flowers, and Vegetables, and has been nearly four years iu the
situation he is now leaving, during which time he has super-
intended extensive alterations in renovating an old garden'
Can take charge of Laud and Stock if required.—Camdeii
Nursery, Caniberwell, S.

GARDENER (Undeh).—Age 21; has a good kno^-.
ledge of Plants. Six years' experience in Nurseries

lastly in private place. Good references.—J. W., Mr. Cuthill'
Camberwell, London, S.

*

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GATIDENER or GARDENER and BAILIFF.^

Married, without incnmbraBce; has had fjreafc practical
experience in the re-arranging and formation of extensive
PleastTro Grounds and Park deeorations, the construction of
Horticultural Buildings, and Heating on the most approved
principles; has grown Pines, Grapes, Peaches, and other
Fruits and Plants to the highest perfection attainable. Has
lived with two families of the highest distinction for 20 years,
aud is about leaving at his own wish a Homily of note, where
lie has been for the last three years, having newly arranged
the place, which can bo seen. Character will be found uues-
Qcptionable.—T, H., Poat OfBce, \\'inchester, Hants,

GARDENER, OR GROOM ^nd GARDENER.—
Age 30 ; understands his profession ; and can be well re-

commended by his present employer, who has no further

occasion for his services.—E- W., Corfe Cottage, near Taunton,
Somerset.

FOREMAN OR RAILIFF on a Farm.—Age 36;
thorouglily practical. Can keep accounts well, aud

produce the highest testimonials of honesty, sobriety, and

capability lor the last 10 years.—P. T., 34, Grafton Street East,

Tottenham Court Road. W.

TO NOBLEMEN, AGRICULTURISTS, ETC.

STEWARD OR BAILIFF.—Age 2G, single; of good

address and active business habits; experienced in the

roinagement of Arable and Meadow Land, Light or Heavy

Soils, Cultivation of all kinds of Crops ; thoroughly acquaiDted

with the Breeding and Fattening of all description of Stock:

conversant with all Modem Agricultural Implements, Steam

Machinery, Irrigation, &c. ;
experienced Conductor of Labour,

qualified to Keep Accounts, and do all business connected with

a first-class Fnrm, however extensive.—H. H., Post Office,

Brockeuhurat, Lyniington, Hants.

FARM BAILIFF,— Married; has Lad 15 years

experience in Breeding and Reanng of first-class Short-

homed Cattle, Down and Leicester Sheep. The oiauagement

of Light and Strong Land. Can be highly recommended by

gentlemen in Yorkshire and Northumberland.—A. B., Post

Office, Bolton, Lanciishire; or, Samuel Wiley, Esq., Branaby,

York.

BAILIFF.—Age 40, inarried ; tliovoughly practical

in the Most Modem style of Farming, a good Judge and

Manager of all kind of Stock, and a good Accountant.—J. Juoe,

Octavia Cottage, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

BAILIFF or AGENT (Under).—Age 36, mnrried;

a native of Scotland; is at present Bailiff to a nobleman

in South Wales, wishes for an engagement as above ou an

Estate. Reference to present employer and others.—Bailiff,

Gardenertf' C/trtmide Offico, W,C. ^_ -

IMPROVER.—Aged 18; in a iiobleunin's or gentle-

man's family. Has a knowledge of Plants and \me8.

Goodrecommeuaatiou.-R- S,, The Gardens, Buckham HiU,

Uckfield, Sussex, _

TO NURSERYMEN. LANDSCAPE GARDENERS,
AND OTHERS.

. , ,

DRAUGHTSMAN, having some leisure in the

evening, will be glad to undertake the Plain or ta^

Conjing of Designs for Laying-out Grounds, ^C- ,,^"!1
moderate-Mr. Rich. Hovse, 2, Caroline Row, Durdham

Down, Cristoh

To NURSEUYMEN.—Age26; has harl some expe-

rience in the Nursery Trade, and has been in the h^bit o

keeping Nursery Books and picking out and seeing to I'e

execution of orders ; wishes for a situation where he couia vj.

similarly employed, and aUo where he could acquire a tmtaer

knowledge of the business. Would be willing to make him.eu

generally useful. Wages not so much an object as permaneut-y

aiid improvement.—O. 0., Gardeners' ChrouicU Office. ,

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
BOOK-KEEPEK, CASHIER, ou TRAVELLLK-

Is about to leave hi.«i present situation. Fourteen yciirj

reference in first class Houses both in Scotland and EugiAna.

A good Correspondent, and can be well recommeuded.--Jj^. ^^"

care of Mossi-s. Cuckburn & Cummiug, C, Liverpool btr^.t-w

LLiudon, E.C.

TO THE LONDON SEED TRAOE.

SHOPMAN or CLEltK.—R. ^., 37, London Street,

Fitzrov Squaie, "W. -—-.

TO SEEDSMEN AND NURSERYMEN. .

SHOPMAN osCLERK. — Age 29; upwards oi

11 years' experience in a large :^ ursuiy a"*i Seed J>"Sine».

uu* travelled ; is a good Corr.-spondent, and active at coun^

work. Is well rtcommended by lormcr employer.—a. o-i

Herald Office, Glasgow.

A

SEEDSMEN, ETC.
-Age 26 ; 10 years' experience ot the

O trade. First-rate relerences.-Seedsuaw, Mr. Uichardsou 9,

54, Benyon Road, Ue Beauvuir Town. N.

T O
OHOPMAX.
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IVE PER CENT. INVESTMENTS.-rartlcnlms

BANK OF DEPOSIT (Established a-D 1844)
3. P,m-JIall East London.-Capital Stock, 100,000^.

Parties desirous of Investing Moiiev av*» vf.fiii,/ta,i t« ««
,.,iue the Plan of tl.o Bank of Depositfby Vh?eS a h'ah r'fe
of interest may be obtained with ample security

iUiout notlce*^^
^^' ''^^"^^ agroumeiit may be withdrawn

»l'he interest is payable in Jauunry and July.

.
Peter AIobAison. Maiiajjin^ Director.Forms for opening accounts sent free on applkaUon.

XclusJ of t\)t

The vote on the question of annexatioa to
Sardinia commenced on Sunday iu all the provincts
of the Two Sicilies. In the city of Naples the
result of the vote was 154,000 in favourof annexa-
tion, and it M'as known that in 20 provinces of
the continental portion of the kingdom, and
in all parts of Sicily, the voting was
almost^ unanimously in favour of annexation.
The King of Sardinia, accompanied by General
CiALDiNi's division, Las passed through the prin-
(Tipal towns of the Abruzzi durin> the week on his
way to Naples, and has everywhere been received
with great enthusiam. His Maj£3Ty is expected
t» make his entry into Naples to-morrow, and the
proclamation of the vote will take place on
Monday. Garibaldi has issued a decree declaring
that the Two Sicilies form an integral part of
^e Italian Kingdom under the constitutional
King Yictou Emmanuel, and his descendants,
and announcing that on the King's arrival he will
resign the Dictatorship into nis Majesty's hands.
General Cialdini has defeated the Eoyal troops
at Isernia, and captured a General, 50 ofHcers
§00 soldiers, and a portion of tlje King's artillery!
The loyalists have since evacuated Cajazzo, the
scene of the only victory they have gained in this
campaign, and have abandoned the line of
the Yolturno for that of the Garigliano ; in
other words they have fallen back from Capua
to Gaeta. The heights above Capua are
already occupied by Garibaldi, and there is
no doubt that Capua itself will shortly fall into
Ms hands without bloodshed.
The 0>«5^tVK^io??we?of Wednesday published an

article on "French policy in Italy," which is

universally regarded as the answer of the
Emperor Napoleon to the accusations brought
against him by two opposite parties, the one
reproaching him for not intervening in Italy
against the revolution, and the other calling
upon him to sustain the Italian movemenl
at all hazards. If, it says, the Emperor
took any part against Italy, he would lose the
character he holds from universal suffra«-e,

a charter founded upon the basis of the Pragmatic
Sanction, restoring constitutional freedom to
lluugary and nearly all the other provinces of the
Empire; and at the same time increasing the
number of the Ileichsrath, and confiding to that
Assembly full authority in matters of finance.
An imperial patent has since been issued constitut-
ia- a Bt tute for the organisatioi cf the Prc-
vincial Diet of Styria.

The Confi^rences at "Warsaw between the Em-
peror OE EussTA, the Emperor oe Austria, and
the Prince Regent of Prussia, commenced on
Saturday and were continued daily until Thursday,
when they were brought to a close by an interview
of an hour's duration between the three Sovereigns
and their Ministers. The result of the Conferences
has not yet officially transpired, but it is reported
that Ihj Russiao Charge d'Affaires in Paris has
received a telegraphic despatch announcing that
the principle of a European Congress has been
adopted.

GAZETTE.

jl^onu Nelus,

The CorET.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Saturday
morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess Helena,
walked in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of
Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort came to Lon-
don and visited the South Kensington Museum. The
Duchess of Cambridge and Princess Mary took luncheon
with her Majesty, and afterwards visited the Duchess
of Kent. The Judge-Advocate-General liad an audience
of Iier Miijesty to submit the proceedings of some
courts-martial. On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince
Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa,
Princes Arthur and Leopold, attended Divine service
this morning in the private chapel of the Castle. The
Rev. H. J. Ellison, vicar of Windsor, preached the
sermon. The Hereditary Prince and Princess of Hol-
steiuAugustenburg visited her Majesty from Frogmore
and took luncheon. On Monday morning the Queen,
accompanied by Princess Louisa, walked and drove in

the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of Kent at

Frogmore. The Prince Consort, the Princesses Alice

and Helena, and Prince Arthur, rode on horsebuck.

The Grand Duke Michael and the Grand_Dueliess 01i;a

of Ku'^iflj accompanied by tlie Princess of Leiningen,
arrived at the Castle on a visit to her Majesty.
In the afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-
panied by their Imperial Highnesses and the Princesses,

drove out in open carriages. The Duke of Cambridge,
Earl and Countess Spencer, Lord John Russell, and
Lord Pahnerston arrived on a visit to the Queen, In
the evening Her Majesty liad a dinner party. On
Tuesday morning the Queen, accompanied by the
Gi'and Duchess Olga, the Princess Alice, and Princess

Leiningen, walked in tlie Home Park and visited the

Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Grand Duke Michael, the Duke of

Cambridge, and the Hereditary Prince of Holstein

Augustenburg, went out shooting. In the afternoon

the Grand Duke and Grand Duchess took leave of her

Majesty and lePfc the Castle for London, accompanied by
the Princess of Leiningen. The Duke of Cambridge, Lord
John Russell and Lord Palmerston also left tlie Castle.

On Wedr^e^duy morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by Princess Alice, rode out on horseback,

Hassan Ali Khan, the late Minister from Persia, had
an audience of her Majesty to present his letters of

recall, and Meerza Djaater Khan, had an audience to

present his credentials as Ambassador from the Shah of

Persia. Lord John Russell had an audience of her

Majesty. Earl and Countess Spencer left the Castle.

bywhichhowos elected, and woulddivesthin^seif ^'\ '^'^"".f^y
^^''"^ \^'^- *^^''"' accompanied by

«f thp inthA^H.r r,«.„ AC -
**'='^/;^"'=*^" Pruicess Helena, drove out in an open carnage. Tlie

01 tne authority necessary to a Sovereign of France
for the good of Europe, If, on the other bond, he

New York, and was received with the booming o^
After

S UUl-

dfiu-n^vr„- 11 1
,"' '^^' ^" ^'^ *^P^'i barouched.a^n by s.x b ack liorses. The most unbounded enthu-

half JnUHn^'^P
Broadway was densely packed withha fa million of luunan beings of all clashes, the win-

^^2^^:^'t^^^^-^?^ the house-tops com-

O"

gave his active assistance to the movement, he
would become an accomplice of the revolution, and
would have to estrange England, to break with
Russia, Prusaa, and Austria, and inevitably brin
on a general war. Tnstead of continuing as at

present the "moderator of the revolution," the

"pacificator of Europe" and the ''arbiter on
questionsof political equilibrium," he would become
the chief of the revolution, the terror of Europe, and
a mere instrument of party. It reiterates the

Empebor's former proposal, that the revolution,
when accomplished, should be consolidated by the
act of a European Congress, and it concludes by
declaring that ** an organised and powerful Italy
is henceforth for the interest of Europe, and that
m consecrating it by an act of high jurisdiction

Europe would show both prudence and justice."

The Vienna Gazette of Sunday published a
manifesto of the Empehoil of Austria, introducing

Prince Consort rode on horseback. Princess Alice

walked and drove in the Home Park, and Prince Leopold

drove out in a carriage and four.

The Peince op Wales arrived on the 6th Inst, at

Richmond in Virginia, where, for .the first time since

liis landing in America, he was insulted by a mob who
followed him to the Capitol, and made jeering observa-

tions about Washington and the Revolution, His

Royal Highness left Richmond on the 8th for Balti-

more, which he did not reach till 9 at night owing to a

detention on the railroad. At the Washington depot a

crowd had collected to greet him on his passage through,

and on his arrival in Baltimore he was received with

considerable enthusiasm. He was to have attended an

operatic entertainment, but he arrived too late. On
the 9th the Prince proceeded to Philadelphia, where he

was received and entertained in an unostentatious

manner by the Mayor and prominent citizens. His

reception was not marked by any demonstration on the

part of the people, his arrival being comparatively

unnoticed in the prevailing excitement relative

to the state election then in progress. On the

10th the Prince visited numerous places of interest,

witnessed the races, and attended the opera in the

I.- 1 !• J ;i
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entirely eclipsed the Atlantic cable, the Japanese, and
all other celebrations. The P.mce looked nell and in
good spirits, and bowed continually to the people.
During the procession a man stepped from the cro«-d
and auned a heavy blow at his Royal Highness, at the
same time giving uUerance to the most opprobrious
epithets. Tlie Prince e.scaped the blow, and the ruffian,
who is said to be an insane Englishman, was imme-
diately arrested. The Prince's visit was otherwise a
great success. The weather was fine, and seats sold
on Bread vay at from 5 to 20 dollars each. The
ball on the night of the 12lh inst. xvent off with great
eclat.

PniNCE Alfred was at Bloemfonteiu on the 23.1
August, and was expected at Natal on the 27th. His
Royal Highness was not expected to return to Cape
Town before the 12th September, when he was to be
Jeted on a grand scale.

The GeandDuke Michael of Rnssu, accompanied
by the Grand Duchess Olga, went to Windsor on
Mondaj on a visit to the Queen, and returned to town
on Tuesday. On Wednesday tlie Grand Duke, ac-
companied by the Duke of Cambiidge, went to Woolwich
and witnessed a review of the Horse and Field Artillery,
after which lie visited the barraeks, the Roval Military
Academy, the Royal Arsenal, including the" Armstrong

penormeu at the Kussian chapel
in Welbeck Street, at which the Grand Duke, the Grand
Duchess Olga, and the principal Russian families in
London, were present.

Ministerial AproiKiiiENT. — The Right Hon,
Frederick Peel has been appointed to succeed Mr. Laing
as Secretary of the Treasury.
Parliamentary Movements.— Mr. Moffatt was

elected for Honiton on Monday without opposition in

the room of the late Mr. Locke. Lord Bury is a csmdi-
date for the Wick Burghs, vacant by the appointment
of Mr. Laing as Minister of Finance for India.

The French Treaty.—The Gazette of Tuesday
publislicd the foUowmg as the English text of the
articles of the Convention between her Majesty and the
Emperor of the French, supplementary to the Treaty
of Commerce of the 23d January last, with a Tariff

annexed. This Convention was signed at Paris on the
12th October, and the ratifications were exchanged at

Paris on the 24th :

—

^

Article 1.—TIio articles of British origin or ruanufacluro
enumerated in the Tariflf annexed to the present Convention
shall, wlicn imported direct from the United Kingdom, under
the French or the British flag, be admitted into Franco at the
duties specified by tlie said T;u-iff. Art. 2.— In order to esta-
blitih the fact that the goods are of British origin or manufac-
ture, the importer must present at the French Custom Houso
either an utlicial declaration, made before a British magistrato
exercising jurisdiction at the place of despatch, or a certificate

granted by the chief officer of tlie Customs at the port
of embarcation, or a certificate granted by the Consuls
or Consular agents of Franco at tlie places of despatch,
or at the ports of embarcation. The above meulioued
Consuls or Consular agents of France shall legalise the
signatures of the British autliohties. Art, 3.—The ituportcr

of machines and mechanical instruments, complete or in
detached pieces, of British origin or manufacture, shall

be exempt from the obligation of producing at the French.

Customs any model or drawing of the imported article.

Art. IV.—Tl:e importer of any goods of British origin or manu-
facture taxed ad valorem, must attach to the declaration

verifying the value of that article, and to the certificate of

origin, an invoice emanating from the manufacturer or from
the seller, which shall show the real price, and shall be vife by
a Consul or Consular agent of France in the United Kingdom,
Art, v.—When articles upon which an ad valorem duty is levied

have been previously warehoused, the duty shiUl be levied

according to the vjUue of those articles at the time of their

actual entry into France. Art. VI.—The importer against

whom the French Cuiitoms may dc&ire to exercise the right of

pre-emption stipulated in the Treaty of the 23d of January, 18C0,

may, if he prefers to do so, dcniaud a valuation of his goods by
experts. I'he same demand may be made by the French
Customs when they may not think fit to have immediate
recourse to pre-emption. Art. VII. — If the result

of such valuation by experts should prove that the

goods have not a value of 5 per cent, above that

which has been declared by the imiwrter, tlie duty
shall be levied upon the amount of the declaration.

It" the proved value is 5 percent, above the value declared, the

French Customs shall be entitled, at their choice, either to

exerci'^e the right of pre-emption, or to levy the duty on the

value determined by the experts. This duty shall be iiicreMed

by 50 per cent., as a fine, if the raluation of the experts is 10

per cent, alwve the declared value. If the value, %s determined

by the arbitration, exceeds the declared value by 5 per cent.,

the costs of the inquiry by the experts shall be defrayed by the

declarant. In the contrary c&ae, they shall be defrayed by the

French Custom House. Art. VIII.—I . the cases contemplated

by Art. VI. thy two arbitiating experts &hull bo named, one by

the declarant, the other by the local chief of the French.

Customs Service. If there be difference of opinion between

them, or if at the time of appointing the exiwru the declunmt

shall require it, the experts shall choose an umpire. In default

of agreement, this umpire shall be appt^intod by the President

of the Tribunal of Commerce at the port of importation, or,

in hia default, by the Bresident of the Tribunal ol Commerce
at the nearest piac6. The deciwon of the arbitiators shall

be given within tlie 15 days wMch follow their nomination.

Art IX —Independently of the duties of Cu.st^-.ms. articles Of

goldsmith'e work aud of jewellery of British manufacture in

eveuuiff. Ou the 11th his Koyal Highuess arrived at
[
gold, silver, jJaliua, or other metals, imported into France,
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shall be subject to the system of control established in that
country for similar articles of domestic raamifacturc, find ehiiU
pay, if it becomes necessaiy, on the same basis as those, the
duties of marking and of guarantee. Art. S.—The Tariff
annexed to the present Convention shall, independently of the

the Surrey Volunteers.—The Maidenhead and Reading 1

Corps had a challenge shooting match on Thursday
'

week, when the Reading men scored 142 points and
the Maidenhead 140, the former winning by two points

^^?Jf:vtn^« l™!ri".^,""'!f„^,S^,JjrlLli^L:!? f! only.-The Wjcombe corps was presented on Thursday
Januai-y last, be immediately applicabla to refined sugars, to
works in metal, to machines, to detached pieces of machines,
to tools, and to mechanical instruments of every description.
Art. XI.—The present Convention shall have the same duration
as the Treaty concluded between the high contracting parties
on the 23d of January last, of which it is a complement.
Art. Xri.—The present Convention shall be ratified, and the
ratifications shall be exchanged at Paris within 15 days, or
sooner if possible."

The Volunteer irovEiiENT.—An artisan brigade
of the Koyal National Rifles has been formed for the
defence of the metropolis under the auspices of Sir De
Lacy Evans, M.P., honorary colonel, and Sir John
Shelley, M.P. It is hoped that a reliable force of

10,000 men will eventually be established on a perma-
nent basis,—The 1st Middlesex Engineers (South Ken-
sington), miniberiug now more than 500 members,
inarched out for the first time since the vacation on
Saturday last, under the command of Majoi" M'Leod of
M'Leod, accompanied by its band, composed entirely of

Volunteers, The regiment, which is daily increasing in

strength, is making rapid progress in its drill.—The
Loudon Scottish, now about 850 strong, marclied
out for the first time since the vacation on
Saturday, and after a circuit through Bayswater
halted for refreshment at Paddington Green.

The boxing and fencing class has begun with great

spirit, and Mr. Benedict has commenced a class for

singing Scotch songs iu a "marching chorus." More
than 200 candidates for admission into this corps have
been refused because they are not "connected with
Scotland by birth, marriage, property, or descent,"

which is one of the fundamental rules of the regiment.

It is in contemplation to form a " Volunteer Medical
and Ambulance Corps" in London.—The 20th Middle-
sex has recently been increased by a 6th company com-
posed entirely of skilled artisans in the employ of

Messrs, Cubitt & Co., the eminent builders iu Gray's

Inn Road, of wliich the Lord Mayor elect has long been
at the head. The company already numbers upwards
of 100 young men, and is daily receiving fresh acces-

sions to its ranks.—The boys of Queen Elizabeth's

Grammar School at Horselydown have formed a cadet

corps and band in connection with the South Middlesex.
—The services of the Waltham Abbey, Loughtoii, and
Buckhurst Hill Company have been officially accepted,
and the corps has been numbered the 22d Essex. Sir

Charles Wake has granted an admirable site for a rifle

week with a silver bugle, the gift of Lady Carrington,

iu the grounds of Wycombe Abbey ; and on the same day
there was ashooting match between the Buckinghamshire
Corps for three silver cups presented by Lord Carrington.

The 1st cup was won by Private Columbine of the Great
Marlow corps, the 2d by Private Ward of the Aylesbury
corps, and the 3d by Sergeant Kirby of the Aylesbury
corps.—On Monday the five companies composing the

Hallamshire Rifles, bj' invitation of Earl Fitzwilliam,

Lord-Lieutenant of the West Riding, assembled at

Weutworth House, and were presented with a set of six

cast-steel side-drums, the giit of Mr. C, Atkinson, ex-

mayor of Sheffield. Earl FitzwilUam afterwards enter-

tained the companies at a dejeuner.—On Tuesday week
a banquet was given in the city of York, the Lord I

Mayor presiding, for the purpose of presenting to the
winner of the first prize in the late county contest at

York the silver cup and 25 sovereigns. After the pre-

sentation it was resolved to approve and support a
scheme for promoting an annual contest in Yorkshire,
—The first prize competition of the Bradford
Corps took place on Friday and Saturday, on
the shooting ground of the corps at Bowling. The prizes

were won by Capt. Farrer, Corporals Shuttleworth,
Jenkinson, and Cookes, and Privates Wright, Branson,
Ching, Arraitstead, Crowther, Whalley, Home, Wilson,
CoUinson, and Barraclough.—On Friday the Wrentham
and Halesw^orth corps was reviewed in the grounds of
Holton Hall, the se;*t of Mr. Andrew Johnston, by the
Eai'l of Stradbroke, Lord-Lieutenant of the county,—
The 1st Suffolk battalion, consisting of the Sudbury,
Hadleigh, Bury St. Edmund's, and Eye corps, have been
reviewed this week on Mellis Green. The Mayor of

Eye (Mr. C. F. Costerton) has ofi'ered a silver cup to be
shot for by the members of the Eye company.—The
Vice-Chancellor of the UniversiLv of Cambridge has
presented a silver cup to be shot for by the Cambridge
University Volunteers. Tlie match will take place

on the Slst inst.—The Earl of Yarborough, Lord-
Lieutenant of Lincolnshire, intends to give one or

more prizes to each of the three battalions of

Volunteers in that county, to be shot for in the
spring of next year. The Countess of Yarborough will

also offer a cup to each battalion, to be shot for afc the

same time as the Lord-Lieutenaut's prizes.—On Monday
e — — ^ «-.^ .., V, the North Staffordshire, Macclesfield, and Congle-

Tange at Forest Side, Waltham Abbey.—The Witham
]
ton (Cheshire) Rifles, numbering about 1000 men,

Company have had their last field-day for the season at
TexVmg Place, the scat of Lord Rayleigli.—The 1st, 3d,
and ith companies of the 5th E&mx (Bcucouiree)
marched on Sahirclay from head-quarters by tlie

Commercial Boad to London. On tlic way they were
joined by the 2d (London) company of the corps, and
proceeded to Royal Mint Street, where the arms were
deposited in the armoury of the London company, and
the men dismissed,—On Saturday tlie Highgate corps
were presented by Miss Burdett Coutts with a silver

Luglc, subscribed for by the ladies of Highgate. The
presentation took place in the grounds of Holly Lodge,
the residence of Miss Coutts on Highgate Rise,
in the presence of about 6000 persons. After the
ceremony the Hampstead, Highgate, and Hornsey corps
were liberally supplied with refreshments at the expense
of Miss Coutts, while the lady subscribers, the officers

and visitors were entertained at a dejeuner, in the
mansion of Holly Lodge. During tlie meeting Miss
'Coutts announced her iutontion to give two silver cups
to be shot for by the members of the Highgate Corps.
—The oflicers of tlie East London Brigade (Gtli Tower
Hamlets) gave a dinner to the members of the Corps
last week at tlie Rosemary Branch Tavern, in Mildmay
Park.—The Whitton or Hounslow Corps, and the
HaiTow and Kingston Corps had a challenge shooting
match last week at Whitton Park, the residence of
Capt. ilurray, when the Hounslow Corps scored 103,
the Harrow Corps 98, Kingston 94*. The prizes were
awarded to Colour-Sergeant Gould, Corporal Hunt,
Privates Dell and Knyvett. After the shoot-
ing Captain Murray entertained the competitors
and members of the Hounslow Corps at dinner.—The
37th Kent, which embraces about 16 parishes of the
Weald of Kent, including Cranbrook, Hawkhurst,
Gondhursfc, Staplehurst, Brenchley, Lamberhurst,
Bolvenden, A'c., was inspected on the 9th inst., in
Craiibrook, the head-quarters of the corps, by the
Lord-Lieutenant, accompfinied by Lient.-Colonel Luavd,
Assistant-Inspector of Volunteers. After the inspec-
tion a dinner was given to the battalion by the com-
manding officer, at whicli upwards of 500 guests were
entertained.—The Sussex Artillery has been increased
by a 4th company entirely composed of persons
in. the employ of Messrs Hanniiigton and Sons,
of Brighton. The company already numbers eighty
effective members, who were sworn in at the
Town Hall on Friday with great ceremony.— The
1st Battalion of Sussex Rifles, consisting of the
Arundel, Chichester, Worthing, Storrington, Bognor,
and Westbourne Companies, mustered on Friday at the
village of Broadwater, about a mile from Worthing.—
The 4th Sussex (Lewe^) was entertained last week by
the Hon. H. B. W. Brand, M.P., at his mansion near
Glynde.—The 16th Surrey (Egham) was inspected last
.week by Major Parratt, Adjutant of the 2d Battalion of

together with the Leek troop of Yeomanry Cavalry,
were reviewed at Leek in brigade drill, by Lient.-
Culonel Buller and Major A\'alfcers.—The Isfc, or Duke
of Mancl)ester*s, Corps of Mounted Volunteers were in-

spected at Kimbolton Castle on Monday by the Earl of
Sandwich, Lord-Lieutenant of the county, and Colonel
M*Murdo, C.B., Inspector-General of Volunteers.—The
Haverfordwest Corps were presented last week by Mrs.
PliiUips, wife of the Lord Lieutenant of the county,
with a silver bugle, subscribed for by the ladies of the
town,—A prize contest took place on the 19th inst., at
Gluvcrlng Park, for a silver cup given by Mr. Andrew
Arcede(;knc, to be competed for by members of the
Glavcring Club, and representatives from the various
neighbouring corps. Tlicre were 27 competitors, and the
prize was carried oflT by Mr. Marriott, of Stowmarket.

—

The 3rd battalion of Staffordshire was reviewed on
Tuesday week by Major Dick, the Government inspector,
in Patshall Park, the seat of the Earl of Dartmouth,
captain of the corps.—A meeting was held at the Court
House, Aberdeen, on Friday last, the Lord Provost
presiding, when it w^as resolved to form a Highland
Company in connexion with the Aberdeen battalion.

—

The 60th, 61st, and 93d Lanarkshire Highland Volun-
teers, and the 14th Lanarkshire Artillery, were sworn
in on Friday evening by Sir Archibald Alison, in the
City Hall, Glasgow. A prize competition took place
between the members of the 2d Lanarkshire Battalion
on Saturday in the South Side Park, Glasgow, when
the prizes were won by Capt. Cogan. 22d Lanark-
shire, and Mr. Fenton, 10th Lanarkshire.

—

A shooting match between the 17th Lanarkshire
(Accountants') Company and 39th Lanarkshire (Ship-
ping) Company, both belonging to the 1st Regiment of
Lanarkshire Rifles, took place on Saturday on the
range at Castleniilk, when the 17th scored 99, and the
39tli scored 76, leaving the 17th winners by 23 points.

—The 10th Somerset Corps met on Friday in the park
of the Bishop of Bath and Weils, and were presented
hy Mis. Tredway with a silver bugle, the gift of the
ladies of Wells.—The presentation of prizes to the
successful competitors at the recent rifle contest in con-
nection with the Bristol Volunteer Rifle Corps took
place on Saturday on Clifton Down, in the pre-
sence of a large concourse of spectators.—On Wed-
nesday the Hants and Isle of Wight Volunteers, num-
bering 2600 men, and consisting of the Hants Mounted
Rifles, "Winchester College Rifles, Bitterne Artillery,
Southsea Artillery, the Bishops Waltham, Havant,
Southampton, Lyndhurst, Lymington, Andover, Roiu-
sey, Ycatley, Alton, Basingstoke, Alresford, Farebam,
Portsmouth, and Gosport corps of the Hants Rifles,

and the Cowes, Newport, Ryde, Ventnor, Nunwell,
Sandown, and Freshwater corps of the Isle of Wight
battalion, had a grand review and sham fight on
Comptou Down, near Winchester, Lord William Paulet

officiating as inspecting officer. After the review~ro»
freshments were provided at several of the hotels at the*
cost of the Marquis of Winchester, and in the evening
a grand ball took place, which was numerously attended—A Society on the mutual principle under the name"
of the "National Volunteer Mutual Association," ig.

about to be formed under the patronage of* Mr.
Sidney Herbert, Secretary of State for War ; Kari
De Grey and Ripon, Under Secretary at War ; the Lord
Chancellor, Lord Brougham, Lord Eleho, M.P., Earl
Grosvenor, M.P., the Marquis of Donegall, Lord Rad-
stock, &c., " to promote the stability ot the volunteer
force, and the general welfare of its members, by
enabling them, with the aid of their regimental
machinery, to provide, effectually and economically, by
small contributions during youth and health, against
the natural evils and exigencies ot sickness, accident^
old age, and death," and at the same time to give-
" absolute security that all the liabilities undertaken
shall be literally fulfilled, as it is on this point that so
many friendly and benefit societies have failed."

dFoveigiu

FfiAKCE.—The Coitrrier de DimancTie of Sunday
last published an article asserting that Baron Hiibner
had arrived in Paris on a special mission "to prepare
the French Government for an early intervention of
Austria in Italy, to ascertain whether the Emperor
Napoleon would again aftbrd assistance to Sardinia,.

and at the same time to intimate that Austria would
only make an attack against Sardinia in the event
of her obtaining the moral concurrence of Russia and
Prussia." The ConstUiitionnel has published the follow-

ing semi-official statement, signed by M. Grandguillofc,

in answer to this article :

—

*' The report has been spread in these last few days, with
systematic persistence, that Austria has resolved to intorven
iu Italy, One journal spoke yesterday even of a sort of secre
mission said to have been intrusted to an old diplomatist, with
a view to elicit from the Fiench Goverumeut an explanation
on the views which, should the case occtir, it would attach to
such an intervention. It is our duty to put the public on its

guard against reports of a nature to mislead public opiinon^
and alarm public interests. For some time Austria has given
proof in her external policy of a resei-ve and wisdom which it

would be unjust not to admit. The eminent statesman who is

at the head of the Department of Foreign Affairs at Vienna
knows better than any one how much an offensive attitude of
Austria would complicate the state of afTairs in Italy. A
purely defensive attitude offers, moreover, too many advau-
tages to the Austrian Government for it to be supposed that it

would easily renounce it. As regards ourselves, we are fully

convinced that this is the line of conduct which she has

adopted, and from which she does not intend to depart."

The Constitutionnel of Wednesday published a semi-'

official article headed ** Erench Policy in Italy," of

which the following is an abstract :—

•

" It begins by energetically repelling the charge brouglit
against the Government of the Emperor by those who reproach
him for not intervening in Italy against the revolution, and by
those who wish to see him sustain the Italian movement at all

hazards. French policy could not, without compromising its

most undoubted principles and its essential interests, hold to
either one or the other of the two lines of conduct. In taking
part against Italy the Emperor would betray his origin—he-
would lose the character he holds from univeraal suffrage, by.
which he was elected, and would divest himself of the authority
necessary to a Sovereign of France for the good of Europe.
The more he is equitable to the people the gi-eater is the
service rendered by the Emperor to the principle of authority.
Besides, an intervention could only be a military occu*
pation of the Peninsula. What wouid Italy, England,
and Europe have said ? They would have looked
upon the Peninsula thus protected as a French Italy.

The other attitude was equally impossible and dangerous.
It would have made France an accomplice in the

revolutionary state of things. It would have caused France to

break with Russia, Prussia, and Austria, and have involved

her in a general war. The Emperor would have changed his

part. Moderator of the revolution, he would become its chief.

Pacificator of Europe, he would become its terror. Arbiter on
questions relating to the balance of power, he would lose the

titledeeds of his right. Representative of the national -will, he
would become a mere party tool. Thus France could neither

support revolutionary intentions nor absolutist reactions in

Italy. What line c f policy should she follow ? After a detailed

consideration of the political position of each of the great

Powers of Europe, and a review of the state of things in Italy,.

the article draws the conclusion that a Congress is possible,

and defines the part France should take therein. It conclud^
by saying that " an organised and powerful Italy is henceforth

for the interest of Europe, and that in consecrating it by an act

of high jiuriadiction Europe would show as much prudence as

justice."

The ConMitutionnel also announces that the Emperor
has received an autograph letter from the Czar, ex*

plaining the interview at Warsaw in such a manner as

to deprive it ofany significance hostile' to France. The

Moniteur of Sunday published a decree suppressing

the Gazette de Lyons, an important step when taken iu

connection with the recent opposition of the French

bishops and clergy to the Imperial policy in Italy. The

Ministerial report proposing the suppression, says:

—

"Under esisting circumstances the Government found _
it

convenient to aUow great liberty to the journals ; but toleration

would be weakness if discussion were allowed to degenerate to

injurious hostility and guilty provocation. For seyei-al days

the portion of the press which pretends to represent the sacred

cause of religion has redoubled its violence. An act of firmnew
becomes necessary. Conscience is troubled, authority and
faith are lessened by the confusion that party spirit engender?
between passion and religious duty. Religion would be com-
promised if her most respected principles were lowered to com-
plicity with that revenge or ambition which the country has so

often repudiated. The G'a«(<e£fei7/fi«a has signalised itself before

all others by its incessant appeals for agitation, by the i->erfidy of

its attacks against the Government, and by the disdain it h««

opposed to the good advice of the Administration. Its number
of the 17th inst, more especially reached an excess that cannot

be tolerated."

The Kmpevor held a Military Council at St. Cloud on
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of the

at tlie railway station

of Commerce recently

the various Chambers

MoiiSyT^^^*^^* was attended by all the Marshals of

France, with the exception of Marshal Bosquet, who is

\ judisposed. It is said that the Emperor wished to consult

them on anew plan he has suggested for tlie formation

of an army of reserve. Accounts from Toulon announce

tliafc a Cummlssion composed of a Rear-Admu-al, two

Deputies and several other members, chosen from the

various bodies in the Naval Department, are about to

prepare a plan for organising the Imperial navy on

au extensive basis. The Duke Decazes, President of

the Council under Louis XVIII., and a zealous sup-

porter of the dynasty of Louis Philippe, died in Paris

yeaterday from the effects of a severe fracture
- " thigh, which he accidentally sustained

at Tours. The Minister
addressed a circular to

of Commerce requesting

tJicir opinion on the propriety of shortening the

period for the application of the Treaty with England.

It appears from the answers which have been received

from 113 Chambers that G6, including Paris, Rouen,
Lille, Havre, Amiens, Mulhouse, and other great
manufacturing cities, demand the maintenance of the
period originally designed; 33 are in favour of short-

ening the period; and of the remaining number some
declare that they can give no opinion until they know
the new tariffs; others that they have no interest

iu the matter. Some of the Manchester merchants,

who recently returned from Paris, where they had
spent some weeks in assisting to arrange the tariffs on
Cotton goods, were again telegraphed for on Monday
evening, and are now iu Paris. At the request

of Mr. Cobdeu the Leeds Chamber of Commerce
have deputed Messrs. Edward Wurtzburg and
-J, D. Birchal to represent the interests of Leeds
at; the discussion on the French tariff on English
woollens, and the Huddersfield Chamber of Commerce
bas deputed Mr. Weiss to represent the interests

of that district. Tlie Tir National at Vincennes
closed on Sunday, when the prize of honour was
^von by M. GilUon, a Belgian, with a Liege rifle, in the
presence of the Emperor and Marshal Eandon, Minister
of War. Eight other Belgians took part in the
different matches and carried off 13 prizes. Mr. Whit-
worth, the inventor of the polygonal system of rifling,

visited Paris during the Tir and had an audience of the
Emperor on Friday, when his Majesty invited him to

test bis weapon at Vincennes against the French rifles.

Mr.Whitworth readily agreed to do so, and accordingly
telegraphed to Manchester for his assistant, Mr.
Leese, the winner of the shooting match at Southport.
Mr. Leese arrived in Paris on Sunday, and on Monday
tlie range, which was for 500, 700, and 1000 metres,
was marked out at Vincennes, and a commission ap-

pointed to superintend the trial and report. On
Tuesday the trial took place, when tlie superiority of

the Whitworth rifle was so decisive that at the 700
metres' range the French marksmen retired from the

•contest. The Emperor has since intimated to Mr.
Whitworth bis wish to have a number of rifles made
tfor him, and his intention to send an oflficer to South-

-port to see the cannon tested, with a view to negotiate

for the purchase of the French patent, so as to make
the invention available for the service.

BelGhtjm.—The National Defence Committee of

Belgium has presented a report to M. Bogier, Minister

of the Interior, stating that the military resources of

Belgium are inadequate to cope with the rapid action of

modern warfare, and recommending the appointment

of a commission to subject to a series of trials the cara-

bines of Janssens, of Montigny, and [of Galoppin, the

carabine of Dervil, of Liege, the breech-loading car-

bine of Legeune Chaumoiit, of Liege, the Swiss Chasseur

Carbine, and the Enfield rifle, in order to discover that

which best answers all the conditions of a good war
arm, a prize of 5000f. being given to the Belgian

armourer whose weapon may obtain the preference.

Sweden.—A Royal Ordinance has been published at

Stockholm formally repealing all existing laws relating

3iO passports, and enacting that henceforth no such

document shall be required, either on entering or on
leaving the country, or for travelling in the interior.

Austria.—The official Wiener Zeitung publishes a

manifesto of the Emperor introducing a charter founded
upon the basis of the Pragmatic Sanction, to be binding
on all heirs to the throne, to be drawn up for all the

provinces, and to be enrolled among the federal laws.

The following is a summtiry of its provisions:

—

'* Tlie charter announcea that henceforth the legislative

IMJvrer will only be exercised with the co-operation of the pro-
vincial Diets as well as of the Reichsrath. Tlie number of
members of the latter is to be increased to 100 by councillors

elected by the Provincial Diets. The members are to be dis-

tributed among the provinces in proportion, to their exteur,
their population, and the amount of their taxation. The
Jliaistries of Justice, Religion, and the Interior, as universal
central authorities, are suppressed. The Court of Chancery is

restored in Hungary, and one for Transylvania is to be
•ostibUshed. The Chancellor of the Hungarian Court is to be a
member of the Ministry. The affairs of the other provinces are
to be represented in the Imperial councils by a Minister of State.
A special Ministry is to be appointed for Public Instruction.
The judicial affairs of all provinces not Hungarian are to bo
represented in the Ministerial councils by the President of the
Court of Cassation. The interests of national economy and
commerce are to be represented in the Ministry by a Minister
of Commerce. The financial fnnctiona of the Reichsrath are
to be considerably increased. The contracting of new and the
conversion of existing loans, the mortgage and sale of the
lauded property of the State, are to be subject to the approval
of the Reichsrath. The customs, coinage, all monetary mat-
ters, credits^ the regulations for the issue of banknotes, postal,

«^:^^way and telegraph affairs, are only to be treated by Govern- i

re

ment with the co-operation of the Reichsrath. Other legisla-
tive questions are to be referred to the competency of the
different Provincial Diets. The treatment of general questions
relating to all non-Huugarian provinces is reserved lor
a conference of the Councillors of the Empire (i. «.,
members of the ReichsrathJ representing those Provinces.
As regards the representation of non-Hungarian provinces,
detailed instructions are to be given to the Ministers of State on
the basis of local self-government and the representation of all
classes and interests in the provincial Diets. The earlj presen-
tation of provincial regulations, drawn up according tu these
principles, and the convocation as soon as possible of the Pro-
vincial Diets is, ordered. The constitutional institutions of
Hungary are to be re-established. The Hungarian language is

to be introduced as the official language injudicial, poh'ical,
and administrative proceedings. The University of Pesth is
to be re-opened. The abolition of the personal services due to
landlords and of the privileges of the nobles as to exemption
from payment of taxes is confirmed. The representation of ail

classes of the country in the Legislature and the Administra-
tion is to be established aa a principle. The convocation of the
Hungarian Diet is to take place with the least possible delay,
on which occasion the inauguration of the charter, and
the coronation of the Emperor as King of Hungary is to
take place. The administration of justice is to bo carried on
in the prescribed manner, and on the basis of the civil and
penal codes until they are legally changed- The Royal Curia in
Pesth and the Stadtholdership in Budaarc to be reestablished.
As regards the claims of Hungary and the Servian subjects of
Austria for public rights, an Imperial Commissioner is to be
appointed to receive communications from the most inlluciitial

persons representing the different classes. The decision of the
Emperor is reserved until the presentation of the Com-
missioner's report. Similar constitutional institutions are to
be granted to Transylvania. The relations of Hungary with
Croatia are to be settled by a joint representation of those
provinces."

The Wiener Zeitung also publishes an Imperial

patent constituting a statute for the organisation of the

Provincial Diets of Styria, of which the following is a

summary :
—

" The Diet is to consist of six representatives of the clergy,

12 proprietors of landed property, to which certain privileges

are attached, 10 representatives from certain chartered cities,

two from the Chamber of Commerce, and 12 from the other
communes of Styria, making in all 42 members, of whom 40
are to be elected. The Emperor appoints the Presidents of the
Diet."

In consequence of these concessions Counts Tbun,
Nadasdy, and Tbiery, who were opposed to them in the

Reichsrath, have quitted the Ministry. General Benedek
has been recalled from the Government of Hungary,
and appointed Commander-in-Chief of the army in

Venetia. Preparations have been made by the autho-

rities of Vienna for a solemn reception of the Emperor
on bis return from "Warsaw to-morrow.

Httngabx and Ceoatia.—All the reports from the

provinces announce that the Emperor's Charter lias

been favourably received, more especially among the

educated classes in Croatia and Hungary. The Cardinal

Primate of Hungary lias been ordered to commence
preparations for the corouation of his Majesty as King
of Hungary, wbicb is to take place at Presburg next

spring. On Tuesday morning General Benedek took

leave of the troops and addressed them. The municipal

authorities bad resolved to illuminate Pesth and Buda
in the evening in honour of the now Cbarter, but the

illumination did not take place, by desire of General

Benedek, who stated that it would be better to pre-

sent the cost of the illumination to the army. Some
slight' disturbances took place in Pesth In the

course of the evening, in consequence, it is supposed, of

the postponement of the illuminations.

Veicexia.—The Patrie asserts that a note bas been

addressed by Lord John Paissell to the Cabinet of St.

Petersburg, recognising the absolute right of Austria

as regards Veuetia, and adding that for all parts of

Italy the right of non-intervention should be absolutely

exercised by Europe.

UussiA.—The Emperor of Russia arrived at Warsaw
on Saturday afternoon, and was warmly received. The
Emperor of Austria arrived shortly afterwards with a

numerous suite, and was received at the Railway

Station by the Emperor of Russia. Both Emperors

proceeded in the same carriage to the Chateau La/ienki.

The Euiperor Francis Joseph wore tlie Russian,

and the Emperor Alexander the Austrian uniform.

The Prince Regent of Prussia arrived at half-past 10

at night, and was heartily cheered. His Royal High-

ness was met at the station by the Emperor of Russia,

who accompanied him in an open carriage to the Belve-

dere. On Sunday the Emperor of Russia and the Prince

Regent dined together at the Belvedere. In the evening

the whole Court visited the theatre. On Monday

morning a military parade and manoeuvres of the

Cossacks took place. In the evening the Emperor of

Austria paid a visit to the Emperor of Russia, wliich

lasted half an hour, and afterwards visited tlie Prince

Regent of Prussia, with whom he stayed for a short
j

period. Gen. Paniutin personally attended the Emperor

ofAustria. The wlioleCourtafterwards visitedLhc theatre.

On Tuesday morning there was a grand military

parade, at which the Emperor Alexander assumed the

command. The Prince of Hohenzolkrn, the Pru?Man

Prime Minister, arrived from Berlin, and paid a visit to

the Prince Regent. On Wednesday morning the

Prince of Hobenzollern again visited the Prince Regent,

and Count Recbberg, the Austrian Foreign Minister,

conferred with the Emperor of Austria. On Thursday

morning the Emperor of Austria paid a visit to the

Emperor of Russia, at the Belvedere. Tho two Em-

perors and the Prince Regent, with their Ministers,

afterwards held a conference of one hour's duration.

The Emperor of Austria left Warsaw yesterday, with

the Emperor of Rifssia and the Prince Regent, for

Skcerneewicz, on a hunting excursion, and is expected

to arrive in Vienna to-morrow. It is asserted that the

Russian Charg^ d'Affaires at Paris, ou ThursdayTr?.
ceived the following despatch :—
"At ^N'arsaw everything poea well- Tlie principleof a Euro-

pean Congi-eaa has been adopted. Commuuicate this in the
proper quarters."

Peussia.—Baron Schleinitz, the Prussian Minister
of Foreign Affairs, has addressed a despatch to the
Prussian Ambassador at Turin, in reply to the Sardinian
memorandum of the 12th September, in which he saya
that the Cabinet of Berlin deeply deplores the acts and
principles of the Sardinian Government in regard to
Central and Southern Italy, and believes that it b
strictly performing its duty in expressing in the most
explicit and formal manner its disapprobation of these
principles and of the application given to them.
It says :

—

"All the arguments of that document uphold the principle
of the absolute right of nationalities. Assuredly we are far
from wishing to dispute the great value of the national idea. Ifc
is essentially the openly avowed moving power of our pohcy,
which in Germany will always aim at the derelopmeat and the
reiujiou of the national Powers in a more efficient and powerful
organization. But, while it allows immense importance to
the principle of nationalities, the Prussiazi Government cannot
on that account admit the justification ofa policy which would
renounce all the respect due to the principles of international
law. On the contrary, far from regarding these two principles
as incompatible, it considers that'it Is only in the legal way
of reforms, and by respecting existing rights, that a regular
Government is pei-mitted to realise the legitimate wishes of
the people. According to the Sai'dinian note everything should
yield to the national wishes, and whenever pubUc opinion
should have pronounced in favour of those wishes the existing
authorities ought to abdicate their power in the presence of
such a manifestation. But a maxim so diametrically opposed
to the most elementary rules of the right of nations could not
be put in force without most serious danger to the quietude of
Italy, to the balance of power, and the peace of Europe. To
sustain this maxim the road of reform is abandoned for that of
revolution."

Italy.— The vote on the question of annexation
commenced at Naples and in all the provinces of the
kingdom at 7 o'clock on Sunday morning, and con-

tinued amid much enthusiasm. A large concourse

of citizens and clergy were assembled at the voting

for places. In the city of Naples 154,000 persons voted

annexation, and in 20 provinces the voting is I^nown to

have been almost unanimously in its favour. The King
of Sardinia arrived at Pescara on the 16th, and left on
thefoUovving day for Chieti, Popoli and Sulmonn, escorted

by the corps d'armee commanded by General Cialdini-

On the 23d bis Majesty arrived at Caste di Sangro and

Isernia, and has since proceeded to Venafro. He was

expected to arrive at Naples on the 28th, and the pro-

clamation of the vote was to take place on the following

day. Garibaldi has published a decree proclaiming

Victor Emmanuel King of the Two Sicilies as au

integral part of tho Italian kingdom, and announcing

tbat he '.vlU resign the Dictatorship on the arrival of

his Majesty. He has also ordered the destruction of

the Castle of Sc, Elmo as soon as the ortiJJery can be

removed. The lit-ad o( General Oialdiiii's column has

encountered and boatcn a corps of Ncnpolitan troops at

troops, and the line of the Volturno has been abandoned

for that of the Garigliano. Tho national flag now
floats on the heigbts ftbove Capnii, and hopes are enter

tamed that Capua Vill be shortly evncuated. Count

Arrivabene has been set at liberty by the King's

order. General Turr's division has received orders

to be ready to start by sea, but its destination is not

known. The Hungarian Legion is to form part of it.

The English brigiule landed at Naples on the 14th inst.

and afferwards proceeded to Capnn. Major Styles

was placed under arrest on landing, but has since

been liberated on ptirole. The Paris Tresie contains

a letter from the heud-quarters of General Bixio, dated

Santa Maria, near Capua, on the evening of the 19th,

whicb says th;it " the English brigade had been that

day attacked by two battalions from Capua, and that

they not only defended themselves with bravery, but

defeated the Royalists in such a manner that they

will never forget the steel of the Enfield bayonets.

The English regiment bad eight men killed

and thirty wounded," Tlie Povaliat garrison of

Baiffi bas at length capitulated to Garibaldi, and

500 soldiers belonging to it have fH^onQ to Gaeta

to join the King. Provisions are beginning to

fail at Gaeta. Signer Catrofiano bas been sent by bis

Majesty to Warsaw on a special message. The French

Admiral Barbier do TInan lias arrived at Gaeta from

Naples with two ships of the line and a frigate.—

A

despatch from Turin states that the Prince de Gagarin,

the Russian Chaige d'aflaires presented a note to M.

Cavour on the 20th Inst, in which he officially signified

the recall of the whole Legation on tlie ground that

the Sardinian Government had never taken any notice

of the communications and verbal representations which

the Court of St. Petersburg had thought fit to make to

it respecting recent events, and especially as : ,,
trds the

entranceofPiedmoiitesetroopsintothekiiigdomofNiipleg-

Count Cavour, on receiving this communication, imme-

diately telegrapbfd to the Sardinian Mmisttr at St.

Petersburg, to demand his passports. It is reported at

Turin that the Amliassadors of Prubi^Ia,^ Spain, and

Portugal are all preparing to leave that capital. Baron

llicasoli. who was reported to have resigned, is now said

to remain in office. Forty additional battalions of the

National Guard are to be' mobilised forthwith, and the

battalions which are now serving at Alessandria and

Paviii, have enthusiastically responded to the invitation
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of the Government to prolong their service.—The
warlike preparations of Austria on the line of the
Fo, are becoming more and more menacing. The
most recent intelligence announces that a corps
of between 40,000 and 50,000 men is concen-
teted between Oitiglia and Rovero. — Accounts
from Rome slate that the departure of the Papal
Nuncio from Paris took place in consequence of orders
received from Rome. The Duke de Grammont had
an audience of the Pope on Sunday. General
Lamorici^rc will leave Rome with full honours.
The enrolments for the Pontifical army continue. The
Papal Kxchequer Is not destitute of funds, and the
Government entertain great hopes concerning the
issue of the interview at "Warsaw, A despatch from
Ancona states that a decree has been Issued convoking
the popular nssemblies for the 4th and 5th November,
to vote on the question of annexation. The French
have occupied MontHlto, and are said to have abandoned
thei

Emmanuel and the Emperor Napoleon.
Sicily.—A despatch from Palermo states that the

voting in Sicily commenced on Sunday, and that the
result is almost unanimously in favour o'f annexation.
TuEKEY.— It is asserted that several Ambassadors

have requested that Turkey in Asia should be visited
by the Grand Vizier as well as Turkey in Europe, tlie
state of the former being equally serious. Arrests are
reported to have been made in the army and among
the lower clergy of Constantinople. Several Poles and
Terrad^ Pacha have been arrested, and the fall of Riza
Pacha IS expected, charges of groat corruption having
been made against him. He is supported by M. de
Lavalette. i'inancial reforms will immediately be
carried out. Official salaries and the civil list are to
be reduced 200,000.000 piastres. The Grand Vizier is

said to be favourable to a forced loan. The British
Government has proposed to the Porte an amendment
of the Commercial Treaty of 1838. Aali Pasha has
been named Minister for Foreign Affairs. A great
fight took, place at the election of the Greek Patriarch.
Prince Couza left Constantinople on the 17th inst.
Nothing important was done during his visit.

SvKiA.—It was reported at Reyrout that agitation
again prevailed at Damascus, and that threats had been
made against the Christians in consequence of the war
tax. Fuad Pacha and the French and Russian Consuls
had returned in haste to Damascus. The Eno-lish
squadron left Beyrout on the 11th inst., it was said for
the Adriatic. Fourteen of the Druse chiefs have obeyed
the summons of Fuad Pacha, and surrendered theni-
Relves at Beyrout for trial.

Cape or Good Hope.— It is rumoured that the
Kaffir Chief Sandili has consented to go to England on
the express recommendation of Sir George Grey.
Unitbd States.—1 lie Republicans have carried the

State elections in Pennsylvania, Ohio, BaUimorc, and
Indiana, which is considered indicative of tlie success of

scale. Others went oiit as officers of the great kingdom
which was perpetually thrusting its power andiiifluence through
Central Asia, and attempting to possess the en: pire of the world.
Like the Russian communities who were described by BIr,
Atkinson in his recent work on the Lower Amoor, and who
were forced by the necessities of their position into union and
sympathy with each other, every mass of men in this country
Uving in the same place hud their secret sympathies, the same
links, the same opportunity of uniting and discerning the
separate influences which were at work, and that the common
good, the common happiness must depend upon the bond
of unity being discovered, and the elements of separation
being sunk. It is exactly what one would witness
in attending a philosophic experiuient. They would see
the electric current sent through a line of magnetised iron
becoming magnetic, giving to every single filing one common
uifluence which sprung together around it at a common
centre, and for a time adhering together and appearing to be
one body, instead of a thousand bodies. And whence did this
dissevering of man come? Let them go back to history, and
they would find a history of Babel division and Babel sepai-a-
tion. They would find that man became unfeeling and selfish
because he dissevered, and it was the object of the Christian
religion to undo that selfishness and bind together the dis-
ievered members. But civilisation alone, as separate from
religion, while it bound cliques and parties together, had a
great tendency to separate man from man. Let them take
the band of which he had spoken before. Their separate pur-
suits m society all tended to sever them until there w;is some
one overmastering necessity which broke through and bound
them together in unity. Now, civilisation tended gicatly to
remove from society this pressing necessitv, and to preserve
every ouem his own class and in his own place. Therefore
they would find that in all countries of no civilisation there
was a greater union between the rich and poor, because theirown necessities caused them to bind themselves together,
but when there was no necessity to bind them together thework of selfishness began, and, as there was an everlasting
necessity to overpower this civilisation and to bring Icommon safety and peace and a certain kind of common
unity, the tendency was to destroy the unity between
classes living together in apparent unity ; and eo it was at the
present moment. There was a great deal to divide class from
Class, and the object of that institution w;is to make head
against that evil principle. It was only by perpetually intro-ducmg new methods that they could successfully make head
against it. The principle of eelfishuess was ever at work, and
•*^^^i?"'^'P ^'*^^*^^'^^^*"""^*^y "^"•'*t bo employed to subvert
It. The first object of the Oxford Churchmen's Union wiis to
accomplish all this by admitting as members those who were
connected with the Church, and in the next place to admit as
associates all who wished to join them. It appeared to him
that Englishmen needed more opportunities of social inter-
course.

^
It was a necessity planted by God ia their nation.

ae rejoiced that they were aaeerabled in close proximity to the
free public library in this city, where they could meet together
to read, to study, to amuse themselves, but they needed beyond
that to speak about what they read in social intercourse. Man
was not all eye nor all brain, but he had a voice, and God in
His goodness had furnished him with unnumbered sympathies.
It was a good thing to say to a man '* Look here, here is a
thing that will interest you," and they would take a double
mtereat in what they read, because men who had read to
one another welded together in the feeling of our common
humanity, and the kindness which flowed from it. Thus, the
object which they proposed in thcur institution was the develop-
ment of the social in common with the intellectual. There
was an old proverb, and he would refer to it, because proverbs
were the concentrated wisdom of ages gathered up into the es-
sence of a jelly, which said, "That all work and no playmakes Jack a dull boy." That nroverb was the illuRfrafinn ^(

l^n^ li +T^
party question. He might find ^^Tilhiit;;.

tion at the present day; they might congiatulate them-peace and prosperity. We ought to be grateful that the ViZdom IS not torn asunder by combined or divided factions no.tormented by those distresauig anxieUes which at this mo^Pnfperplexed almost every other nation but our own. Wew^^attached to the Sovereign and to the institutions under whiplTwe lived. We had minor differences among us, no doubt w
there was one great fact for which we could not be too thaSkfn)—that we were a people happy, prosperous, and contented and

iT Tj Tu J .
" v^<^" *" "I'teuaiiigtuese meetinimshould not be to court constituencies, but to pay their resneMH

to mother earth. His right hon. friend, Mr. DisraeU. had set awise example in this i-eapect in his own county of Buckswhere he had addressed an agricultural meeting without
touching on politics ; and he could wish that gentlemen whoundertook the task of drawing up tho lists of toasts on thoso
occasions would not give the members of Parliament for the
district so conspicuous a jwsition on their lists. Thei?
object at these meetings should be to disseminate ac-ri,
cultural knowledge.

' ^

CTitj) Intellisencr.
WoNJT MATiKET, Fkidat.—BfiiTiSH Ffnds : Con-

sols closed at 93 to i both for Money and the 8th of
November; Bank Stock, 231 to 230; Three per Cents,
Reduced, 91 f to f ; Kew Tliree per Cents., 91i to f

;

Thirty Years' Annuities expiring iu April, 1885, 16i

;

India Stock. 219^; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock, 1859>
103 to 102^; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1858>
96i; Ditto 1852, 96i; Ditto Bonds. 6s, to 3*. dis.;
Five and a Half per Cent. Enfaced Kupee Paper, lOli;
Exchequer Bills, 2s. pra., 2s, dig.—FOEEION : Dutch
Two and a Half per Cents., 64f ; Ditto Four per Cent.
Certificates, 99| to 99|; New Gmnada Deferred, 6i;
Portuguese Three per Cents., 1856, 1857, and 1859, 44|:
Busaiau Four and a Half per Cents., 93^; Sardinian
Eiveper Cent?., 85i; Spanish Three per CenU, for
Acct., 49 to 48f ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for
Acct., 70^ ; Ditto for 1858, for Acct., 55^ to |; Ditto
Guaranteed Four per Cents., lOlj.

KotectflHued

iSanft of ffinfllauTi.

ISSUE DRPARTMENT.
• * • .1 d£2S,165^15 GovemmpntPebt .. „ «11.015.]09

OtUer Securilie 3,4o9,y00
GoM Coin nod BulUoii ., 13,690.41^
SiWef BklUoB .. ,. „

je2S.I6«,GlL I jeSS,165.Cl«

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

Mr. Lincoln, the Bopublican candidate for the Presi-
dency, Mr. Lhidsay, after meeting the mercliants of
Boston, had had an interview with the raerchants of
New York. His informal mission, however, does not
meet with favour at the bantlg of the New York press.
Caxada.—The Govcrnor-GeneraJ of Canada left ou

the 12tU inst. for Boston, on his return to England.
Mexico.—Advices from Mexico state that the British

Uovernmcnt contemplated withdrawing diplomatic
relations. Miramon hud announced that the Liberals
bv\ rejected another proposal of the British Govern-
ment for the restoration of peace.

^uWc mnvmcff.

The Bishop of OxroRr presided at a public meetincMd m the Town Hall at Oxford a few davs since
ior the purpose of inaugurating the Oxford Church-
raens Lmon, and made the following remarks on the
objects of the new institut*-lOU

'rr^Zl^
general purpose was a very simple one ; it was to pro-Tnoto union conuected with the social habiUs intellectual

oTlMs'Stra^nd^.l^^'^'S^
amuscmenU among S. inhaSuOf this city and cspeaally amonp the youumr meraberB of it.

}ZVT °^,J'-r
"^o^lddo^l^t that the™ wSroom^.^"ch in

v^fh
«'?1*' It WM well managed. A number ofinfluencr

nn ln,^\'h ""^K ""i
^^^^"'^ere cognizant who hnd reflected aJnlunon the subject, tended to dissolve the bond of union iuhighly civilised counti-ies between different daises ofsocietrbetween men hviug in the main for the selfsame objected in

id.a^^S'fP'T- J^
"""^ the tendency of civilisacion a^ /advanced to break men up into cliques, and parties and«ctions; to esti-ange by *^degree< thei; symmthieg* ^^th

W which they belonged, aad so to break up the Feem-jnguQion of every principle upon which all real uai^ntnust turn because all real uVdon must consist in ^he
Sf^^''^.v,°^1'•!if

""'^^ *'"'"^«''' ^'^ the full conviction thatinderneath all the separation and accidenU which belong todifferent ranks and habite of society there was one ^Tt u^denying community which must be cultivated by mere tmst-

fi«din^'thT/h.'v'hS""J^/^
undersUnd one LS'Td

IZ'^f^ ^?.*^t^^y h,id points in common ; that they had nVht
^rfiT^V"'^^'^? ^'"^"^? P"« ^"^^'^^ *"«^»^er. He thought a

SHL V*'"^u'"';
^""''^"^ ^^'"'^ ^*^^™ tl^^t this disintcgmtion^.wt be at work when society came to the condition in^wh ch

^^e?trsl\^'%^""^"'
timerieTtrem pSct^^^ Th^

WtLrfr, ?^^ ^'*-" "^'^"^ ^'""^ ^^'^^ ^"t and were living

^o h^ i.o.*^"f^bP*'*^'^'
iti America at that moment-mi

Twi^l .^ ,* ^^^^' ^"^"^^ ''^ ^^cm as pliilosopbers to make
the^S? ;^^^'r^^'^ V ^^'"T " nat*;,ralist^ in'orderTltaey might trace the great workii^ja of nature upon a large

proverb was the illustration ofa necessity or a union of that kind, not the direct stimulant
of the brain alone, which may be too much stimulated, or tho
cuUivation of_the social element alone, but that they miVht
have amusements in which men might engage in the boura of
relaxation. There was one other thought he would express
before he concluded. It was all very well for men to talk
about intellectual improvements, but there was another
consideration which could not be overlooked. They should re-member that their bodily constitutions needed refection just as
the bram needed relaxation, and therefore they must h.-ive their
cup of tea or coffee sold at a low price. He. for one, entertained
the opinion that whatever brought men together upon lawfid
andcommon ground was a great gain, and he also maintained that
whatever narrowed the sympathies and bound man up in hia
class interests was evil in ite tendency ; and that, on the other
hand, whatsoever brought men together for kindly intercourse
tended to break down the partition between different classes
of society and was productive of the most beneficial results.He therefore rejoiced that he had come among them on that
occasion to render his help to the scheme so lovingly and
wisely devised by the committee who had undertaken itsmanagement."

Sir John Pakikston. M.P., at the annual dinner
ot the Worcestershire Agricultural Society, spoke as
follows on the proposed reconstruction of the navy, and
on tlic tendency of agricultural societies :—
" He had 110 doubt that the British navy was at this moment

as ready as It had ever been at any former period to do good
service to the country if need be. Hia former official expe-ncnce. however, had qualified him to speak on one subject con-nected with the navy which just now was attracting public
attention m the newspapers-be meant the question of the
policy of expending a large sum of money in building ai-mour-

?^.^f *>,•
^*'* ^""^^ administration, to propose that the/should

^.£ .h^k"'''^-';^''*^'" ^^^ "*^^' «*^^^^ tl^^t other nations^ere adopting it, and as they had reason to believe that theinvention would be a mmt valuable one. It had been hisduty to superintend and to weigh the experiments that badbeen made in connection with this invention, and the resuluhad been that these armour- covered sbipa, although theymight not be proof against every possible attack under
^,T^7-^ ^/"^i.^*

circumstance, were shown to be so

llf^ L^ the ordinary wooden vessels as well to repay theextra cost. The kte Government had built two of these

nr?''^"^/;'''*''"^*^
*^'P^.*^^ Warrior and the Black Prince; the

Rr?M h\. n ""T^'i^
had ordered othera; and he believed the

fLftt ^w^l\?
^^«^^"ed that the experiment should be well

ested. With regard to agricultural socieUea he was of opinion
that they were tendingtoo much to speech-making. They werebecoramg very general ; but one result of this was that a part

?L^fZ^^'''^l^^ '^^. \ '^""^^ ^™P '^f speeches, and like oOier

I^v^fh.?^**''^?"'^.*^^^^.^"^^" ^^^^^'ty- He would not

thL ,i^« J *'?''^;''^1^ ^"^^ ^^^ of -chaff.' but no doubt

th!I^^.- ^^^^"^
5?

different markets. One of the rules of

dit^«!S« vf
7'*^'

,^^f.r^^t^=«
"bould be excluded from their

discufwions, but, unluckily, the practice was all the other way.

thnl o^TV^'P^'"'' « **^>>'^ practice of introducing politics fitthese raeetmgs. He did not mean to say that there were no

?Sf;rH ""V^i'^i l^^J^*^^ ^f ^ Pohtical'^nature mi'^ht b^ in-

th??thP ;..?^- *''''*

f^T^"'^
expressed his opinion at that table

exehided Thi'^
""^ ^^^ ""?

""'^f-
^^^^ P^^^y P«^iti<^« should be

Sp rrh^lV •
^r ^''^F^'l^

political questions, such as thelate rebellion in India, tho famine n Ireland the nosition of

miLh'tTJl^'r «^^^'-P«^ -"d such l]ke'eubjeS?^^^i<.bmight fairly be discussed at these gatherings; aa not in-

*«ProprlfLon Capital**
"'^" ^ *• fl •• *• *4
Public Deposlti (includ-

in;;: Exchequer,Savmf^
Bankt, Comminfiioneri
of Nat. Debt, aad Uifi-
dend Accib.) ,. ,, „

Otbcr UcpoiitB
ScTCQ dAs and otker bills

25th dar or Oct. 1860.

3,413.745
14,786.598

Gorcrament S rcurltin
(includiiafc Dead Wei^bt
Annuity)., ,,

Other Sccuritiei
Not«
Gold and SUt» CoLb

« «

»4

6,718.550

H. MABSHAU^ CUicrS^M
*

Fo

©ajrfte of tfie mAtti.
TUESDAY — BANKKOPTS-T. Bennitt and E. Williami of Moft
orse, Tipton, Staffordsliire. Ironmaiteri — W. Boies. Ktist D«^rtham.
Norfolk, Printer/ StaUoner, and Bookfeller-J. Bboad, H9 and liO Drurr
LancjE-oact Ironmonger—F. Cokkb, Wrrcetter, Builder and Uvueral tartb-work Contractor-H. A. T. Fowlkb, F. t. T. towi.ER, J. STtBM.and W. G.
UuMT, .a A, txeter Street, Strand, New»p&per Proprietors, Printers, and
Publiahers-G. Gee, 31 u, Beckford Bow. V'alworth Uood. Merctr and
Hosier—A. Habbis, ScTen Oaks, Kent. Licensfd Victualler and Innkeiwr—
J. IIULLAH, St. Martins Hall. Long Acre, and of .% Langham Street, Port,
land Place, Bookteller-L. JicoBa. 124, HiRfa Street, VVhitechapel, Fiioe

Nicholas, Vox Inn, Wilbareton, NorthRmptonsl.jre, Inokeepei^T Pabi
Kinver, Staffordshire, Spade Manufftcturer and Betaii Brewer-W. P_...
FOLD, 4. Market Terrace. Caledonian Road, Smith and Gesfitter-T.rowiai.
^4. Milk Street, Cheap?ide, and 77,Hackiiey Koad, Uoaier and Shift Maker

47, B Isckman Street, Boroujrb, Wine, Spirit, and BetrMereliMit—K. Wili^w,
GloFBop, UerbyBhire, Grocer and Mour Denier.
SCOtCH StQUKSTRATIONS-D.AKDBRBOW. Campbeltown, Ilpeea««l

—W. Battrum, Heiemsburtt, Wright, Joiner, and Feuar-3. G. Seamibm.
GlasKow—J. GowAHS, Hawick, Watebmaker—T. LAi^oiR, Saiut Amlrewt,
iMfe, Potato Merchant—T. M'Istosk, Blairgowrie. PerrUsbire, Builder—
W, M'LiWTocK, Glasgow, Cement Manufaciurer—J. Millbb, HardhilU
Farmer- P. Slthekland, Clyth, CaittncM, Innkeeper — Wii-uit an*
MiLi-AK, bdinburgh. Mine Merchants.
FRIDAY-SANKRUPTS-J.ADAMi, Nottingham, Builder-C. Cob:<m.l,

Rochester, KentjandMelbourne-J.CcBBos, Liverpool, Builder—R. Egax,
Bradford, Gunmaker-D. Greeji, VauxhaU, Polterj— C. S. Harriiow,
Glossop, rerbyshire. Grocer — W. K. M'Livcr. Stonehouse, DeTonihire,
Draper—H. Osmord, Sturminster, Newton Castle, Bonrtsbiie, Cheete-
monger—b. Stboud. Thatcham. Berkshire, Butcher.
BANKRtjPTClES ANNULLEU-R. Ma^lih, Blackfriara Road, Tea
Uealer and Grocer—J. Z. Williamb, Henrietta Street, tovent Garder.,
Builder. *"•

_

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-J. CiMraELL, KothegarrJmneT^.
JJiKfiWAM, Raniornie, Fifeahire, Factor- J Jou^BOM and Co, Glasgow,
Potters—J. JoHNSTOH, MaxweUtown, Provision Merchant — A. M'ilK,
KilmaiDock» Tanner—J. M'Murtbib and Co, 01a«Kow, Shoemaker*.

itTctiopoltja! anO its Yfidms*

Loss OP THE CoNNAiTQHT.—The steanier Connauglii,
of the Galway line, sprang a leak 150 miles off Boston
ou the 6tU inst. She alterwards took fire, and was
abantloued. She had 50 cabin and 417 steerage passei>
gers, aiul a crew of 124 persons, the whole of wlioro,
with the mails, were saved ; but a sum of 10,000/. in
gold. Government money, taken ou board at St. John'e,
Newfoundland, was lost with the ship, llie follow.
ing is the report of Captain Lc-itch :—
"On Saturday, the 6th inst. at 8 p m., 150 miles oast of

J
the Coi.nau-ht sprantr a leak in the engine-room. W«

succeeded m keeping it below the fies until 1 o'clock on
bundny morning, when it commenced to gain rapidly, and
hiially extinguished the fires. At half-past o'clock we dis-
covered smoke from the aft smokehole. KotwitLstanding the
utmost exertions to prevent it, the fire gained ni].idlv, and
vei-y soon drove the cubin passengers on deck. Aa the water
and fire gained so fast the boats were got ready to satc the
paFsengers. There was a heavy Eta running, and the first
boat that was lowered wae stoved. Six other boats were then
lowered successfully, and all of them filled vith passengera.

f
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iiJ^ut 1 2 o'clock the brig Minnie Scheffer, Captaiu Wilaou, saw
our Bignals of distress and bore down to us. At 7 p.m. we
commenced the task of embarking the passengers on board

the brig, that vessel having attached a hawser to the steamer.

_At this time the starboard side was very hot. Bv9.30 p.m.
all the passengers were placed safely on board the" brig. The
mails of the Connanght were all saved. Captain Leitch was
the List person to leave the wreck. The weather was pleasant

after leaving St. John's from Wednesday at 2 p.m. nutil

Saturday, when it blew a very heavy gale from the south-west.

The last seen of the steamer was at 2 a.m. on Alonday,
when she was one mass of flame. The passengers saved
nothing except the clothes in which they stood. It la

Special Services for the \Vorking Classes.—
The united committee of Churclimeu and Disseuters,
who ongiiiatea the system of preaching in theatres,
commenced operations on Sunday last, when the follow-
ing places were opened for Divine service:— Sadler's
Wells, in Clcrkeuwell; the Victoria, in the New Cut,
Lambeth; the Pavilion, in Whitechapel ; and the
Standard, in Shoreditch. At St. James's Hall,
Piccalilly, two special services for the working

„-„,-„ ^ ^ ^ ^ .
classes were held on Smiday. No announcement has

supposed that the fire had been smouldering for a long yet been made in reference to Kxcter Hall The
time from the rapid progress the flames made after it was die- cprvip^e nf <t Po.,v= o J^ .

r-^tier ii.m. ine

covered. Captain Leitch is unable to account for the leak
°*^^^*c^s ^^ ^^^ 1 aul s are expected to commence on

vhich filled the vessel so rapidly against all the efl'orts of the
pumps. The bri? Minnie Scheffer arrived at Boston at one
o'clock. She is about 300 tons burden, and the standing room
on her was completely covered by the rescued passengers.
The greatest credit is duo to Captain Wilson, of the Minnie
Scheffer, for bis humane exertion.«i in saving the paesougers,
even after his crew had expressed their unwillingness to
return to the burning wreck. The Connaught was fallen in
with on the evening of the 7th by the sclu>ouer Lamartine,
which remained by her till 5.30 a.m. on the 8th, when she
went down. 300 dollars had been subseribud at Boston for the
sufferers of the Connaught, and the passengers had held a
meeting and passed resolutions complimentary to Captain
Leech Wilson, the ofiicevd and crew of the Minnie Schefl"cr, for
their noble conduct."

Adtilteeation op Food Act.—At the meeting of

the City Commissioners of Sewers on Tuesday, a letter

from the ilome Secretary was read approving the
appointment of Dr. Letliehy as the public analyst of
food and drinks purchased within the City of London
under the Adulteration of Food Prevention Act, which
recently passed into a law. Deputy Lott asked whether
it was the intention of the Court to take any further
action under tliis excellent Act than the appointment
of Dr. Lethtby as the analyst, and whether they meant
to give him any definite instructions as to the making
of analyses under its authority. The Chairman said the
Committee of General Purposes, to wliom the subject
was referred, reported strongly in favour of adopting
the Act. The Court, upon that report, elected Dr.

Advent Sunday, Xov. 2; and those at Westminster
Abbey on the Gth Jan., the first Sunday of the new year-
It appears from a report relating to the services in
theatres that during the course instituted by the com-
mittee last season, 161 services were held, which were
attended by upwards of 27,000 per.^ons, at a cost of
1125^., being at the rate of Id. for each individual

Tub Westminstee Plat.—It is announced that
the Queen's scholars will play tlie *'Trinummus" of
Plautus about the second week in December.
Club foe Wokkino Men,—An undertaking of great I

usefulness has just been cstubVished in Clave ilavketj
by the Rev. C> M. Kobins. the minister of Claic Market

,

„ _ ,

Chapel, with the liberal assiRtance of Miss Bardett Coutts. '
certified by Henry Thomas Fox as otftciutino- minister.

A large room which was formerly a dissenting ch:ipel
|

It was clear, therefore, that he had either "committed
lias been converted into a working man's club, contain-

!

perjury in sw

the children were quite dead, and that their mother
had mfiicted such severe injuries on her windpipe that
she was not likely to recover. She was immediately
removed to the intirmary, and has since admitted to the
.Mayor that she cut the throats of the children and then
her own. At the inquest on Tuesday it appeared that
Rowland, who is a native of Sunderland, was receiving a
guinea a week, and that his home was a wretched abode,
consisting of one room with a stone floor and very little
farniture. It also appeared that ho was a man of
drunken and disreputable habits, that he spent his
earnings in dissipation, and had often left his iainily ia
a state bordering on starvation. He had recently had a
child affiliated upon him, and there was no doubt that his
wite had been excited by jealousy to commit the deed. The
inquest wjis then adjourned tiU Tuesday, the 6th Nov.,
the object of the adjournment being to see whether
the wife, who is now in great danger, will be likely to-

recover. A post r.iortem examination was ordered to be
made of the body of the elder child- In the course of
the inquest Gowland stated upon oath that be was not
married to the mother of the children, but a document

g man's ciuo, contain-
1

p«i'.|ury in swearing that the unfortunate woman was not
ing reading rooms and smoking rooms well supplied his wife, or that this certificate was a forgery. He was

therefore apprehended and brought before the magis-
trates on Wednesday, charged with having committed
either perjury or forgery. After hearing the evidence
the magistrates remanded the prisoner, wlio conducted
himself with great levity, to Monday next, and refused

with books, papers, chess, draughts, and otlier comforts;
while an adjoining row of houses in the market, abutt-
ing upon Clement's Lane, has been converted to several

philanthropic purposes, including a refuge for children
and adults, for instruction and amusement. The mem-
bers of the club, which already includes a large number

'

of working men, have entire control over it, and the
management of its atfaira is totally in their hands.

MUEDEB AT Sea.—Mr, William Brookholding Webb,
chief officer of the ship Brierly Hill, from Australia,

Letheby as the analyst, and empowered tlie committee
j

now lying in the Victoria Dock, was brought up on
to supply the necessary apparatus and to carry the
Act into operation. Dr, Abraham'said it was tlie dutj
of the Court to provide all the requisite machinery, and,
having done that, and appointed a competent analyst,
their functions under the statute would cease, and it

would then remain with the public to avail themselves
of the protection it was intended to ailbrd, or to allow
it to be a dead letter. Deputy Lott held that it rested
with the Court, as the representative body of the
citizens in this matter, to afford every facility for
putting the Act in force, and if they did their duty in
that respect, instead of merely looking passively on, the
public, and especially the poor, might before long
expect that the food and drink they bought had some
claim to be considered genuine. The Chairman said he
had no doubt that the committee for general purposei
would do everything that was proper to carry out the
Act,

Sr. GEOKaL's-iN-THE-EAST.—The services on Sunday
were marked by a total absence of disturbance, the
principal parishioners having formed themselves into a
committee to prevent a renewal of the rioting. A
letter from the Bishop of London promising on his
return to town to meet the vestry and confer with them
on the best mode of preserving the tranquillity of the
church, also tended to the re-establishment of order.
The Steeet Railways.—An active opposition has

been organised in the parish of Marylobone with a
view to prevent the introduction of tramways into
certain streets of that parish. At the meeting of
the vestry on Saturday the committee presented a
second report recommending that Mr. Train be allowed
to lay down a street railway from St. John's Wood to

remand before Mr. Selfe at the Thames Police Court,
on Friday, charged with the wilful murder of William
Brown, at sea, near the Island of Ascension, on the Gth
August last. It appeared from the evidence that the
water had become so bad and brackish that the crew
could not drink it, and that they deputed decensed to

ask the captain to touch at the Island of Ascension for a
fresh supply. The captain refused to do so, whereupon
deceased said that they should be obliged to tie the
captain down, or words to that effect. The prisoner
immediately went down to the cabin and brought up a
largo horse pistol, and having cocked it said ** The fiist

man that lays hands en the captain 1 will blow his
brains out," at the same time presenting the pistol at
deceased's breast. Deceased merely said ** Will yon ?

"

upon which the prisoner deliberately shot tlie man, who
fell dead at his feet. These facts were sworn to by
three of the crew, and three others were in court ready
to confirm them, though the entry made by the captain
and mates in the log book was so drawn up as to make it

appear that deceased was about to draw his knife when
the shot was fired, and that the firing was accidental.

Mr. Selfe after a long inquiry committed the prisoner
for trial on the charge of Wilful Murder, and refused to

accept bail- The Grand Jury, however, at the Central
Cruuinal Court on Tuesday ignored the bill, and the residing' near HeaUifTop cVuVcirYl7oughton,"'in7hU

to take bail.

Bristol.—Tlie master builders of this city, anxious
toterminate their prolonged disjigreement with theopera-
tive masons, invited the men to select six of their body
to meet a similar number of masters, jointly to arbitrate-
on the questions in dispute under the presidency of a
chairman to be mutually agreed upon. This proposi-
tion was declined by tlie men un'ess they were allowed
to appoint the chairman. To this request the masters
could not accede, and having exliausted all the means of
bringing about a fair and equitable solution of the
difierences betvveeu the men and themselves, the termina-
tion of the strike appears as far off sis ever.

Cantekbuey.—An influential moi'ting of the hop
planters of Kast Kent was held in this city on Satur-
day, Mr. W. Carter in the chair, at which it waa
resolved to present a memorial to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, praying that, in consequence of the almost

\
total failure of the hop crop, the collection of the
second moiety of the duty on the crop of 1859, due next
mouth, be deferred ioi- one year,

Ceickhowell.—On Saturday a middle-aged woman
residing at Gwyn Vechau, near thid town, was shot by
a young man, her own nephew, and died in a few
minutes. Statements made by the nephew give the
affiiir the aspect of murder, and not of accident, and
he is in the custody of the police, awaiting the resulti

of an inquest,

DEiiDY.—On the evening of the 16th Inst, a daring
attempt at murder and robbery wiis committed on the
person of Ann Wood, the wife of Charles Wood, labourer.

prisoner wcs discharged.

The Public Health.— The Registrar-General's

weekly report states that the deaths in London in the
week ending Saturday, Oct. 20, were lllG. In the
corresponding weeks of the 10 years 1850-59 the
average number was 1020, which if raised propor-
tionally to the increase of papulation will become 1122.

Churchyard, Kt, Martin's-le-Grand, Cannon Street, and
J^osweli Street. The rails, he added, which he should

t f ffi'^

at his own cost, would present no obstruction
to traffic, and lie was prepared to remove them at his
own expense and to reinstate the road in the event of
their being felt, after a trial, to be inconvenient to the
public. After some discussion it was moved that the
Ae^.erbe referred to the General Purposes Committee
JO examine and report. An amendment was moved
that Mr. Train be summoned before the Court to explain
nis plan and intentions. On a show of hands the amend-
uieut was carried.

ISvoDinctaL
Bath.—The carpenters' strike at Bath was brought

to a close on Monday when the men resumed work. The
employeis have agreed to make an immediate advance
of 1*. per week on the old rate of wages, to give another

Is. from the 1st of March, and a third \s. from Septem-
ber next. The men are to leave work at 5 o'clock on
Saturdays from March, and at 4 o'clock from September,

For work executed at 3 miles from Bath, they will

receive 4.d. per d:iy above the ordinary wages, and Qd.

[•er day for work done at a distance of G miles. When
at work in the country at a less distance than 3 miles,

they are to proceed there in their employers* time, and

to return iu their own time. The cmj>h)yer8 have also

expressed their readiness to assist the men in establith-

ing reading-rooms and libraries, and in otherwise

promoting their social well-being,

BBADFORD.— OuSnnday night the wife ofan attorney's

clerk named John George Gowland, cut her own throat

and those of her two children, one aged 4; and the other

2 years. Gowland on going home about 10 o'clock

found the door locked and the house in darkness. He
knocked several times before the door wjis opened,

when he discovered his wife sitting on the bed-side wiih

her throat cut, the bed covered with blood, and the

cliildren lying upon it with their throats cat. He
called in the police and several surgeons, who found that

Oxford Street, as proposed in the application referred
|
The present return is therefore 6 below the average.

to them for consideration. Deputations from the . During the week the births of 939 boys and 861 girls,
inhabitants of Portman Street, Oxford Street, Wigmore in all 1800 children, were registered in London. In the

'

Street, Dorset Place, and Baker Street, through which 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59, the
the proposed line is intended to pass, presented

|
average number was 1576.

memorials in opposition to the plan ; and the agents
for the Duke of Portland and Lord Portman said that
if the vestry gave leave for the construction of 'the
railway, without an Act of Parliament, their lordships
•would take legal measures to prevent it. After a long
discussion it was resolved to adjourn the debate for a few
days. At theraeeting of theCity Commissionof Sewerson
Tuesday, a letter was read from Mr. Train, stating that,
having introduced street railways into Birkenhead, and
obtained permission to do the same in Manchester,
Birmingham, and Victoria Street. London, he was
•desirous of co-tipletiug arrangements for the perfect
c'evelopment of the system in the metropolis. With
that view he applied lor permission to lay down lines
T^ithin the jurisdiction of the Commission, naming,
nTii ~ —

county. A tramp walked into the house, having a mask
over his face. Seeing no one but the wife in the house, he
demanded her money, and on her saying she had none,
he slapped her in the face, and, kneeling on her stomach,
drew out a clasp-knife and attempted to cut her tliront.

She raised her hand to prevent him, and received a
severe wound upon it, and another across her breast;
each from 3 to 4 inches in length. He then tore her
pocket from her, and took out of it one half-sovereign,

6*. in silver, and \\d. in copper. Her husband was at
work a short distance off. The police are endeavouiing
to bring the offender to justice.

HrcDEESFiELD.—On Saturday evening Lord
Brougham presided over a «oi>te in the Philoaoplucal
Hall, in celebration of the 20th anniversary of the
Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute. His lordship
addressed the meeting at great length, and afterwards
distributed to 83 pupils the prizes which had been
competed for by nearly 400 candidates, and were
awarded for work done in the evening chisses. The
meeting was ;ilio addressed by Sir J. W. Ilamsden, the
Kev. Gervase Smith, Mr. Frank Crossley, M.P., Mr. Q,
A. Sala, Mr. Stansfield, iSf.P., Mr, Leatham, M.P., and
Mr. F, Stuart Wortley.

Hfll.—The great storm in the North Sea and the
Baltic on the 3rd inst, in which the steam ship Arctic
was totally lu^t on her passage from this port to St.
Petersburg, has proved fatal, it ia feared, to several

other steamers and sailing ships from the North Kiisfc

coast. The Edinburgh, Moscow, Viscount Lambton,
Pacific, and Titer have been mi^sinp: since the gale; and
information has been received of the loss of the brigs

Phoedo and Valiant of North Shields, the Hendon of
Sunderland, the Sir John Bcnnie of Blyth, and the
Tyne ships Carlisle, Tiberias, Ptido, and St, Lawrence.

Leeds.—Lord and Lady Puhnerstfin, accompanied by
the Right Hon. W. Cowper, arrived in this town on
Wednesday evening- The Central Station WiW crowdeU
with spectators, who received his lordship with great

enthusiasm and repeated cheers. In answer to repeatetl

calls for " a bit of a speech," and "just a word or two,"
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liis lonlalilp went out on the platform and said :

—

" Gentlemen,—There is a very good old line

—

" ' Welcome the coming—speed the parting guest."

We are very much obliged for the kind welcome you
have given us, and now I hope you will make a road
for us to get away." This little speech excited great

applause and laughter. An opening was immediately
made to the carriage, and Lord and Lady P«linerston and
Mr. Cowperthen drove off to Kirkatall Grange, the seat

of Mr. William Beckett, where they were received by a

-distinguished party. On Thursday, his Lordship had
a conference in the Town Hall with deputations from
the Town Councils and Chambers of Commerce of Leeds,

•Sheffield, Bradford, Hudders&eld, Hull, and Batley, on
the subject of the amendment and consolidation of the

Bankruptcy Laws, when he expressed his belief that,

next session, with the assistance of men of all sides, they

will be able to carry a Bill which will be satisfiictory to

all parties. In the evening, his Lordship presided at

the annual soiree of the Leeds Mechanics' Institution.

The hall was crowded, and Lord Palmerston spoke at

.some length on educational subjects, pointing out the

advantages of a more extended Instruction in science

and art among the middle and industrial classes. After

the distribution of the prizes, medals, and certificates,

resolutions were unanimously adopted in favour of

erecting a uew budding for the Institution. The reso-

lutions were moved and supported by Sir J. Kaye
Shuttleworth, the Right Hon. W, Cowper, Sir John
Hamsdijn, Mr. Balnes, M.P,; Mr. Beecroft, M.P.; Mr. V.

Crossley, Mr. M. Milnes, M.P., and others. Lord Pal-

merstou was loudly cheered on entering and leaving

the hall.

LiTERPOOii.—This town was last week the scene of a

remarkable series of festivities in connection with the

opening of the Free Library and Museum, erected and
presented to the town by Mr. William Brown, late

JVt.P, for South Lancashire, at a cost of about 40,000^.

^he proceedings commenced on Wednesday evening

with a meeting of the working classes at the Amphi-
theatre, the Mayor of Liverpool in the chair, when
Mr, Horsfall, M.P,, and Mr. W. Eathbone spoke in

•acknowledgment of the gift, and Mr. T. Cave and
Daniel Guile, a working man, presented to Mr. Brown
a testimonial from the working classes, with an address

stating that the testimonial consisted of " first, a silver

shield, bearing upon it a view of that temple of civilisa-

tion wliich you so generously purpose handing over to

your townsmen to-raorrow ; and secondly a clock, which,
"Vvhile it chronicles the progress of time, will, we feel

;assured, never indicate that hour in which the name of

William Brown will cease to be held in reverential esti-

mation." Mr. Brown, in acknowledging the compli-

ment, spoke as follows ;

—

"I have Iiad mauy coiupliraciitary arMressca presented to
me, but none that I hud more grati^cation in receiving than
one emanating from the iudut^trial classes. It is unmistakc-
able evidence of your desire to avail youi-selves of opportunities
to improve and cultivate your minds. When wo consider the
object which has brought ns together to-night, and see the
number of distinpiii.shed noblemen and gentlemen who have
com« to astiflt at the ceremony of opening the Free Library
and Museum, it is a most encouraging sign of the times. It

shows the strong desire they have to promote by their presence
&very measure that will add to our happiness and our social

position, which are greatly promoted by increased knowledge.
We shall always find in well chosen books something that
bears on our respective pursuits in life, which enables us,

with advantage to ourselves, our families, and our country, to
take a higher position in the social scale, which adds to our
importance and our usefulness, and also to the value of our
opinions. Every reflecting man must be aware that when his
conduct is good we value and esteem him the more provided
he has cultivated his mind, and can impart something to us
that is useful. Idleness is the greatest misfortune that can
befall any man. Our object in meeting is, as far as possible, to
prevent this; to diffuse a taste for useful industiy, and to put
within the reach of every one intellectual food of the greatest
value. The society of books never leads us iuto the haunts of
dissipation, but elevates the mind and occupies our leisure
tnomeuts to the gi'catest advantage. Libraries are competitors
for customers with improperly-conducted public-houses. Let
-us see whether we cannot attract a good many of those who
resort to such places to our shone. "We hope you will influence
your fellow-workmen to visit the Library and Museum. We
promise them spacious apartments, well ventilated, comfort-
ably wartnod, well lighted, and handsomely furnished, and
most intelligent and intellectual society, without cost. Among
those silent friends—our books—there are works that will suit
every taste and meet every requirement. It ia most gratifying
^o see the demand progressively iucreasii^ for thoseof ahighcr
class. We do not value a man in any rank of life for the fine-
ness of his coat, but for his conduct, and bis desire to cultivate
those talents, as far as in his power, with which his Maker has
blessed nim, and who contributes all he owi to the comfort of
hia family and his friends, not forgetting to give them good
moral instruction, ilany of you will recollect the igiionince
And want of thought tliat prevailed aniong a large body of the
working classes 30 or 40 years ago. When they had any dis-

.pute with their master about wages, or anything else, they
thought they were revenging themselves and punishing him
by breaking and destroying his machinery, forgetting that his
•capital and his works were the instruments with which they
bad to earn bread for themselves and their families. Far
different is their conduct now. Education has made such pro-
gress that they are much more intelligent ; they see that such
suicidal conduct would be as bad as the carpenter destroying
the tools by which he lives. It is now jiretty well understood
that the more we improve oiu: machinery the more we increase
our customers throughout the world, and the more hands are
wanted to make articles to meet the demaud. We do not give
•the present generation of working men sufficient credit for
their intelligence. They clearly see that accumulated capital
ia necessary to give them regular employment, and that if by
-any means that increase of capital was prevented they would
"be the greatest sufferers. Hence the Volunteer movement now-
going forward is necessary to guard against invasion, which
would be most disastrous to both master and man. It would
be a very great misfortune if these two parties were indepen-
dent of each other or of other nations. It would be a very
great grievance if I were compelled to be independent of my
bootmaker, aud I think he would be as great a sufferer without
my custom. Mut\ial dependence of man on m-in and nation

on nation is wisely ordained by Providence. I wish we were
more depending on France and France on us. Our mutual
material interests might have relitved us from the anxiety we
now feel as to their relative position and ours. Just consider

the effect of an invasion of our soil from any quarter. None has
more to fear from it than the industrial artisan, for our com-
merce would be paralysed, all our improvements suspended,
and hundreds of thousands of workmen thrown out of
employment without wages, on which the bread of their

families and themselves depends. I hope the good sense of those

whom I address, aud others, will not leave the country subject

to the caprice, whira, or ambition of any man, but that tiiey

will volunteer their services to prevent such a dreadful

calamity as an invasion would produce. Our library will

inform you how despots govern their people, aud will teach us
the blessings we enjoy under a constitutional monarchy. If we
are well armed no one dare desecrate our soil by putting a hostile

foot on it. Knowledge is power, and the more we cultivate our
minds the better weare prepai'ed to meet any continijency. If

we suffered ourselves to be brought under the rule of any
continental^despot, we should lose the freedom of the press, our
constitution, our liberties, and our laws. It rests with ourselves

to protect and preserve those inestimable advantages, and con-
tinue to be ruled by the great council of the nation and our
virtuous and noble Queen."

Lord Brougham, the Hon. Algernon Egerton, Sir

John Bowrhig, and John Priest, a working man, after-

wards delivered addresses on the advantages of free

libraries. On Thursday the formal ceremony of opening
the Library and Museum took place. A procession of a

mixed civil and military character was formed at the

Town Hall, aud marched thence to the Library, where
Mr. Brown at the entrance of the building formally

handed over the Library to the Mayor, on behall of the
town. The Mayor, in acknowledgment, presented a

gold medalj as a suitable memorial, to Mr. Brown ; aud
the meeting was also addressed by Lord Brougham,
the Bishop of Chester, Mr. James Brown, of New
York, Rev. Br. Raffles, Mr. J. A. Picton, Mr.
E\vart, M.P.; Sir R. Peel, M.P. ; and other gentle-

men. In tiie evening there was a grand banquet
at St. George's Hall, which was attended by about

850 guests, the galleries being set apart for those

who attended as spectators. Among those who took

part in the proceedings were the Bishop of Chester,

the Karl of Huntingdon, Lord Stanley, Lord
Brougham, Hon. Algernon Egerton, M.P.; Six J.Kay
Shuttleworth, Bart., Sir J. Emerson Tenneiit, Sir John
Bowring, the Mayors of Chester, Lancaster, Manchester,

and Salford; Mr. HorsfVUl, M.P.; Mr. Ewart, M.P.

;

and Mr, Bazley, M.P. In the evening there were dis-

plays of fireworks for the south end of the town, near

Parliament Fields ; for the north end, at the top of

Scotland Road ; and for the east end at the space at the

top of Kensington Reservoir. Bands of music were

stationed at the localities selected for the fireworks. On
Friday the principal stranger guests shared in the

hospitalities of Mr. Brown, at his mansion, Richmond
Hill ; and in the evening the Mayor gave a soiree at

tije Town Hall, for which upwards of 1X00 invitations

were issued.

Nottingham.—About a fortnight since Mr. Hedding-

ton, chiefconstable, arrived in this town from Plymouth,

having in his custody Mr. Robert Wliite, a lace manu-
facturer, who with his brother Joseph carried on

business at Nottingham as White, Brothers. On the 23d

July last their manufactory was burnt down under

suspicious circumstances, the cashhook not having been

destroyed with the others. Their chum for insurance

(3700/.) was, however, substantiated ; but before its

receipt their creditors entered an attachment, and
thus set^ured it for themselves. Subsequently, some
forged bills having come to maturity, the brothers

decamped, and Mr. Heddingtonwent in pursuit through
Llandudno, North Wales, to Swansea and Ilfracombe,

where he took the lodgingsjust vacated by the escaping

parties, and there obtained from a closet some scraps of

paper and envelopes, which being joined with much
patience assured him, for the first time, that he was on

the right track. He followed through Barnstaple to

Exeter, and there lost all further information. He
next obtained intelligence of Robert White at Lisbon,

and found that he had travelled thence to the

coast of France, and crossed the Channel on Thurs-

day week, just in time to get on board the mail

steamship Cambria, bound to Plymouth and the Cape
of Good Hope. All the berths were occupied, but by a

fee of 10?. to one of the officers Robert White obtained the

requisite accommodation under the name of Seymour,
his brother Joseph and his wife passing as Mr. and Mrs.

Webb. On the morning of the day on which the Cam-
bria arrived in the Sound Mr. Heddington, accompanied

by a detective sergeant, arrived at Plymouth, and
put himself in communication with the superintendent

of police. Wanting to make some purchases ashore,

the Whites lauded, and when at the post-office Robert

was taken by Mr. Heddington, wlio charged him
before the Mayor with having forged an acceptance

for 22/. A remand took place, and in the meantime
Mr. Heddington secured four chests, addressed ** Robert

Seymour, Esq." One contained apparel j the other

three contained a quantity of rich lace, with a valuable

assortment oi jewellery, including a diamond ring worth

100/. Ou his arrival at Nottinsjham in custody the

prisoner was brought before the Mayor and magistrates

and remanded for a few days. In the meantime Mr,
John Davis, traveller in the employ of AVhite Brothers,

had been apprehended in London, and charged with

being concerned in the extensive forgeries with which

the Whites are charged. Both prisoners are still under
remand, the Mayor expressing his opinion that a

gigantic system of fraud lad been discovered. On
Thursday Mr. WiUiaui Tait, jeweller and bill-discounter,

was committed by the mayor and magistrates for trial

on the charge of uttering a forged bill.

Reading.—The local papers state that Mr. Walter,
M.P., is about to pull down the residence at Bearwood,
and to build on its site a mansion of the first class,

from a design by Mr. Burn, the architect of London,
It is expected that the work ^\ill be commenced early

next spring.

Tbecastle.—Mr. David Price, fiirmer, of Cwmdy-
hesfa, Brecknockshire, was murdered on the night of the

17th inst, near this town. It appears that on that day
there was a sale by auction at a farm in the parish of

Llywel, called Byll-fa, at which deceased attended. He
there met some of his neighbours with whom he had
been on bad terms for some years being known as a vio-

lent and quarrelsome man, and particularly unpopular

in the neighbourhood. In the course of the after-

noon high words were exchanged between them,

alter which he started for his home, about two
miles distant. Between 8 and 9 that evening cries of

"Murder" were heard by a farmer living at Ysgod-yr-

eddfin, hut the cries were disregarded. In the course

of the night Mrs. Price, feeling anxious about her

husband, sent her son to look for him, and between 3

and 4 in the morning his hody was discovered quite

dead in a field not far from his own place. Two ribs

had been broken, and the ends had passed into the

lungs. Some other ribs had been loosened from the

cartilage, a knife or other sharp weapon had been

thrust quite through the fleshy part of the thigh, and

several cuts appeared on the scalp. The police were

soon on the track, and close to the corpse discovered

a watohchain, not belonging to the murdered man,

and which can it is said be identified. Two young

farmers who had last been seen in his company have

been taken into custody, and a coroner's inquest opened

on Saturday has been adjourned to the 31st inst. The
evidence hitherto obtained has been of a scanty nature,

there being great reluctance in the vicinity to give any

information. The deceased was 78 years old, and his

murder lias caused great excitement throughout the

whole district.
" WoucESTEK.—The accounts of the late Festival of

the Three Chou-s, instead of the usual deficit, show the

unprecedented result of a balance of 66/. 5*. ^. in

hand after defraying all expenses. This sum will be

invested in behalf of the charity for the relief of the

widows and orphans of the clergy, and is quite inde-

pendent of the collections made daily during the festival

at the doors of the cathedral, which, as already an-

nounced, amounted this year to the large sum of 1214/.

TuE Papal BiiiaADE.—The /V-e^maw announces that

it is the intention of Government to bring home the

surviving members of the brigade, hut the ultramontane

journals indignantly insist on their refusal of any

government assistance, and state that 500 are already

on their way home with the aid of the subscriptions

raised in Ireland for their relief. It appears from

official returns published in the Italian papers that the

losses of the brigade in the last engagements with the

Sardinians was three killed and five wounded. A solemn

high mass for the repose of the souls of those

who were killed was celebrated on Friday in the

metropolitan church. Dr. CuUen preached on the occa-

sion, and in the course of his address made the following

remarks :

—

"The late events in Italy are only one scene iu the long:

straggle caiTied on from the beginning of the world between

virtue and vice, light and darknesa, heaven aud hell. The

great ostensible leader on the one side is the King of Sardinia,

who, however, is only acting the part of otliers as culpable aa

himself. Having persecuted vii tue and justice for many years

in bis own States, having banished or imprisoned many men
distinguished for their piety and learning, having confiscaua

the property of mauasteries and convents, and trampled on

the rights of the Church, he has now added to hia miqiuty

by openly assailing, in the most treacherous nianner, tno

common Father of the Faithful. The gi-eat auxihary ot

Victor Emmanuel, bis very rigbt hand, is the Dictator oi

Naples,—a man who can only be classed among pirates ana

freebootei-s. Why he is so praised by the British press—

VFhy such sums of money are raised for him in England

why so many English adventurers are embarking in his cause,

it would bo diflicult to understand were it not known that the

Dictator is pandering to their bigotry and their hatred ot

Catholicity—that he has shown his tendencies to Protestantism

by sending his son to be educated a Protestant by an apostate

in England, and that evervwhere he has manifested a decided

hatred of the Papacy, the Catholic priesthood, and the Catholic

Church. The piinciples advocated by these unhappy men are

apohation, violence, bribery, corruption, aud contempt fur evei-y

idea oi right and justice. If those principles were to have a final

triumph, no property would be safe ; every successful robber

would be iastificd in retaining stolen goods ; no State would be

secure against a powerful neighboiu', no Government protected

against internal treachery and bribery; tbe wildest revolu-

tionary doctrines and the most pernicious principles of

Socialism and Communism would prevail. The Pontiffs have

often been in exile and chains. Many of them have died upon

the scaffold, but their authority has never died—never been

destroyed. Even in the present ccntui-y a Pius VII. vfos

dragged from bis throne, his States were annexed to France by
the ambitious uncle of the present Emperor, The same

scenes were then enacted which, we now witness, and heresy

aud infidelity shouted with exaltation that the Papacy was at

an end. What was the result? The Pope returned in triumpb

to Rome, and reacquired all his territory. Napoleon I. was

sent to expiate his offences en a barren rock in a distant

ocean. The sumo will now happen, sooner or later—contempt

for all law, buenau aud divine, anarchy, perfidy, violence may
prevail for a while against the Apostolic See ; but in the end the

Church aud her Supreme Pastor will triumph."

TuE Pope and the Empeeoe.—The Morning Netcs,

the organ of Dr. CuUen and the Ultramontane partv,

publishes a letter from a resident at Lome, in which the
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Emperor Napoleon is tleuounced as the deceiver of the

pope, and is described as a "devil incarnate," the
"spirit of lies," a "monster," a "hypocrite," a
«* crowned cantiille/' an "infernal spirit," and otlier

terms of the like character. The letter concludes by
saying :—

*' The Holy Father wrote laafc week to Bonaparte, aakinj?
Mm to state distinctly, and without the usual ambiiruous

uv Btv.u, ""^' "_" '--- w.^w l'L^J^,^^^,^,nJl^ \ji Linj Ejuiperor, suice It

TTOuld be quite as much respected by Garibaldi or Victor
Eramaiiuel as by Bonaparte. The reply was worthy ot the
crowued canaUU. He says that he regrets exceedingly the
conduct of Piedmont; but, having recoguiscd the principle of
non-intervention, he could do nothing in favour of the Holy
See. However, he would tri])le the garrison of Rome if the
Pope required it. This was but adding a new insult to ao many
others heaped upon the sacred head of the Sovereigu Pontiff by
this infernal spirit."

MtTEDER OP AN Alderma>' IN Claee.—On Monday
night Alderman Shcehy, a wealthy and respected
citizen of Limerick, ivho had, unfortunately for him-
self, hecomc possessed of considerable landed property
in the adjacent county of Clare, was murdered at Fealile,
his residence near Tulla, in that county. His hody
was found terribly mangled, his head was cut off, and
the house afterwards set fire to and burnt, Tbe cause
assigned for the murder is that the Alderman had re-
cently served ejectnieuts on certain of his tenants. An
inquest was held on Wednesday hut no evidence was
adduced calculated to throw furtlier light on the
tragical occurrence, and tlie jury returned a verdict of
"Wilful Murder against some person or persons un-
known. Six persons have been arrested on suspicion.

THE GAEDENERy CHRONICLE AND AGEICULTURAL GAZETTE

BailtoaM
The GAUaES.—The ancient battle of the gauges

seems to have terminated in the entire surrender of tlie

broad gauge to the narrow, the Directors of the Great
Western having resolved to apply to Parliament for
power to raise money to enable them to lay down the
narrow gauge between Reading and Paddington, which
will complete this gauge on their line from the North to
London. The company ask for powers to borrow a
million ; half of which they will require for laying the
rails, rebuilding Reading Station, and providing narrow
gauge plant. A meeting of shareholders to authorise
this application is called for the 29th November.
Regent's Canal Line.—A special meeting of tbe

proprietors^of the Regent's Canal Company is called for
the 14th Nov., to consider the expediency of applying
to Parliament in the ensuing session for powers to
construct a railway in conjunction with the canal, from
the neighbourhood of Maiden Lane to Limchouse, and
to enlarge and improve the Limehouse Dock.
Salisbury AND Wisiboene.—An influential meeting

was held on Saturday at the Court House, Salisbury,
the Earl of Shaftesbury in the chair, at which it was
resolved to take the necessary steps for the construction
of a narrow gauge line to connect Salisbury with Wim-
borne,

^
Poole, and the southern parts of Dorset,

traversing the valley of the Avon near Downton and
Fordingbridge, and uniting with the South-VVestern
Railway at West Moor, on the east side of Wimborne.

Collision on the North-Westeiin.—On Monday
about noon a passenger train from Macclesfield to
Manchester ran into a train of luggage waggons
standing at the Ardwick station. The collision" was
severe, tbe rear carriage of the Inggage train being
smashed to pieces, and the engine of the passenger
train thrown off the line. About 20 passengers were
injured, including Mr. John Brindle, of Kingsley,
director of the Midland line; Mrs. Oldham, Maccles-
field; Mr. T. Longstaff, Congleton; Mr. J. Barton,
Accrington; Mr. J. Wood, Barton; Miss Burgess.
Edgeley ; and Mrs, Mary Cowen, of Stockport, who was
taken to the Manchester Infirmary, where fears are
entertained that she has sustained an injury of the
Spine.

Brother to RiseberaiKl S others. -&ce€^5. Mr. 11. H. NeviU'aT
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Life beat Longahot. Little Lady, and U
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Manchester, and 5 others.-Stlling Handicap

S2oeeps Mr.Whittaker's WhitelRoseibeat Doeskin. Tommy Noble,

Ppi/>f^T'7?^''f"''^ ^''^"'^ ^'«'*- Mr. R. Ten Broeck's
Pedldrbi-at L.dybird. Miss Digby, and Ambush.

i.ii^^i>f^Y.~^aijs€ripUon Handicap Plate. Lord W. Powlett's
^aretan beat Simla Pitman, and 8 others.-fr« Handicap
Sleeps. Lord Zotluud's Lanchester beat Ben Webster, Sir
William, and 3 othevB. - Renccal of the Glasgow Stahs. Mr.Bowes 8 Klankoff beat Asteroid and Wili-o' -the-Wisp.— i^-retf
Han'iicap Mr Henry's Lupellua beat Adulation. Twilight, andS
otAiera.—Handicap Sweeps. Mr. Barnes's Oberon beat Caller Ou,
\ option, andSythGra.—Handicap Sweeps. Mr.Merry's I>ord oftheManor beat Wiiiton, Stampedo, and 14 otners.—//andicap Plate.Mr Barber s Mien beat Baron Munchausen, Emily, Doublobn
and 6 othGTS.-Handicap Sweeps. 5[r. S. Jacob's Atropia beat
Athcrstone, Black Diamond, and 9 others.-Sw*e73«. Lord
btamfords Walloon walked over.—SweepHahs. Mr. Henry's
Dr. Niehol beat Sacerdos, Stitch-in-Time, and 3 others. —Jl/afcft.
Lord Aileabury's Cantiae beat Lord Glasgow's c.— Optional
Selling Plate. Mr. C. Searle's Gentle beat Boabdii, and Zingari
FKiDAY.--(By Electric telegvaph.)— Aud/ey End Slakes.

Pretendant beat Feodorowna and OrlAnda..—Handicap Sweeps
Nutbush beat Little Lady, Mousetrap, and 13 others.—Handicap
Sweeps. Audrey beat Angelo and S others.—Sicfcps. Sweet
Hawthorn beat Elborua and Imima.—Sweeps, Lord of the
Manor beat Man Friday, King of the Forest, and 3 others.—
Free Handicap. Amsterdam beat Thu Speaker. Niger, and
2 others.—A-econd Class, JSursenj Slal-es. Henham Lass' beat
Caricature filly, Raj)ture, and 11 others.—i^ir.'ii Class Nursery
Stakes. Priiicu Plausible beat Isthmian. Miss Dunstable, and
10 others.—SwiMps. Pomona beat Polyolbiou and 6 others —
Optional Selling Plate. The Gentle beat Maybell fiUy, Nonnan,
and 12 others.—Sicetp*. Tommy Noble beat Blue Ruin and
3 others.—Hajidicap Siceeps. First Lord beat Gladiolus, Lady
Trespass, and T others.—lOOi. Haitdicop Plate. Parmesan beat
8 others.
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llaiu*
Central Criminal Court.—ne Stepney Murder.-ThQ trial

of George Mullins, 58, a plasterer, for the wilful murder of
Mrs. Mary Emsley, at 9, Grove Road, Bethual Green, com-
menced at tliis Court on Thursday before the Lord Chief Baron
and Baron Martin. The prisoner pleaded Not Guilty to tlae
charge in a firm, clear voice. Mr. Serjeant Parry stated the
case for the prosecution, and called the numerous witnesses
who were examined before tlie coroner and police magistrate
to prove the facts already familiar to our readers. This evi-
dence occupied the whole day, and completed the case for the
prosecution. Their lordships then adjom-ned the trial to
yesterday morning, when Mr. Best addressed the Court for
the defence, and called tlie sons and a daughter of the prisoner
and another witness to prove an alibi. Serjeant Parry then
replied on tho whole case, contending that the witnesses for the
prisoner had contradicted themselves and each other, and that
nothing had been adduced to shake the evidence for the
prosecution. The Lord Chief Baron then summed up at half-
past 2 o'clock, and having read over tho whole ofthe evidcnceand
commented most carefully thereon, concluded his address at
12 minutes past 5 o'clock. The jury then retired to consider
their verdict, and returned into Court at 20 minutes past six
with a verdict of Guilty. Tho lirisoner then addressed the
Court, and thanked the judge, the jury, and the counsel,
decldj-iu^ that lie was iQuocuiit, as he was not at Stepney at
the time of the murder. The Lord Chief Baron put on the
bbick cap, and passed sentence of Death in the usual form,
expressing his entire concurrence in the verdict.

Ron nf f ir.,V rJ ^ 't^'**^-'
^^ ^^^ J^engal Cml Service, only

^^^! l{f ,'f^\?'^ ^^^^^ Outram, Bart.. Q-CB., to Jane
\Ia'

^^^f^tdaughterof Patiuck Davidson, Esq., of Inchmarlo

VpI J'l", 'i3
^

F.'??^
^"^bassy, Turin, Captain Richard^New»ham Pedder, 10th Hussars, eldest son of Edward Pedder

£-sq. Ashton Park. Lancashire, to Martt Elizabeth, eldestdaughter of Sir William Henry Feilden, Bart. Feniscowles.
Laucashire-20th mst, at St. Joha Lee, Lieutenant-Colonel
I-REDEKic GRKENTViLKixsoy, 42d Royal Highlanders, to Annie,
^dest daughter of WiLLfAii Cuthbert, Esq., of Beaufront,
Northumberland—18th inst, at Didliugton Park, Norfolk, the
Rev. Charles Lawrexce. of ToIIeshunt Knights Rectory, in
tlie county of Essex, to Florence Marf, youngest daughter of
^l^»W^**- *^^ORc;*^ '^- Tyssks Amhorst, of Didlington Park.

.. i.^?-~°^ ^^® 22d inst, at 5, Osnaburgh fevrace, Re-
gent s Park, Mary Ann, wife of the Hon. W. E. Cochrane,
late Major loth Hussars, aged C4-16th inst, at Boulogne,
Lady Kinnier Macdonald, widow of the late Sir John Kinnier
Jlacdonald, of Sands—15th ult, at Ootacamund, Madras, after
a few days' illness, of inflammation, consequent upon an
attack of cholera, Frederick Richard Clayton-East, Esq
Captam of the 8th Madras Cavalry, youngest son of the late-
Sir E. Clayton-East, Bart., of Hall Place, Berks, aged 33—20th
insi, at Kensington. Anne, widow of the late T. B. Binoley
Esq., Bengal Horse Artillery, and eldest daughter of the late-
Major-General Sir John Horsford, K.C.B., Bengal Artillery—
18th inst. after a short illness, at Palermo, on board
her Majesty's ship Cresay. Gilberi H. T. Eliott, mid-
shipman, son of Rear-Admiral Russell Eliott, aged 18^- years—
17th inst, at the Vicarage, Dunsford, Anna Maria , widow of the
mte Baldwin Fulford, Esq., of Fulford, Devonshire, age SO—
17th inst, at her residence, 35. SL Giles's, Oxford, Catherine,
relict of the late Anthony Gr.'^yson, D.D., late Principal of
St. Edmund Hall—21st inst, the Rev. Henky So.^mes, 3I.A-,
Rector of Stapleford Tawuey and of Shelley, Essex, and
Chancellor of St. Paul's Cathedral, aged 70— 9th inst, at
Heminborough, after a lingering illness, the Rev. John Ion,
M.A., for 35 years Hector of Halsham and Vicar of Hemmg-
borough, Yorkshire, and a magistrate for the East Riding;
aged 71—24th uist, at Edinburgh, Mr. Edmund Glover, eldest
son of the late celebrated actress, Mrs. Glover, and for somo
years past Manager of the Theatre Royal, Glasgow.
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NEWMARKET HOUGHTON MEETING.
MON-DAT.—//r(jit?ica/? Plate. Mr. C. Naylor's Summerside beat

Tight-fit, Parmesan, Furious, and 16 others.—Sweeps. Mr.Nelson's
King of the Forest beat Emily, Aubrey, and 4 others.—.^ Mahl&i
Plate. Sir J. Hawley's Polyolbiou beat Duchess, Gauntlet, and
13 Others.—Ka^c^. Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Umpire beat Tom
Bowbne.

—

Selling Handicap. Mr. T. Stephenson's c. beat
Weatherproof, Lord Chesterfield's f., and 4 others.—Jlfa^cA.
Lord Glasgow's f. beat Eda.

—

Sweeps. Count F. da Lagrange's
Negro beat Delusion, Miss Digby. and Winkfield. — Match.
Mr. Whittaker's White Rose beat Bayonet. — The Criterion
Slal-es. Mr. Henry's Klai-ikoff beat Barb Pigeon, Folkestone,
and 6 others.
Tuesday.—J'i/Vy Founds. Colonel Martyn's Somersault beat

Weatherwitch, Mr. Jackson's c, and 13 others.

—

All-Aged Stakes.
Mr. Alexander's Thunderbolt beat Brown Duchess, Man
Friday, and Rover.—Fi/iti/ Pound Plate. Baron de Niviere's
Pretendant beat Twilight, Crater, and 7 others. — Selling
JIandicap Sioeeps. Mr. Eastwood's Tommy Noble beat Gwel-
lyan and Alice Jane.

—

Handicap Sweeps. Mr. Merry's Trova-
tore beat Cantab, The Quaker, and 4 others.

—

Match. Mr.
T. Hughes's Ladylike beat Desdemona..—Optional Sddng Stales.
Lord Stamford's Sacerdos beat Bewitching Fanny, Epaulette,
and 5 others.

—

Sweeps. Mr. Bell's Rosalind beat BUie Ruin,
Massa, Oliver, Orcus, and Tuccio.

—

Siceeps. Mr. Merry's Russ-
^y "walked over. — Cambridgeshire Slakes. Mr. Swindell's
Weatherbound beat Mdlle. de Chautilly, Heiress, and 26 others.
"-^Sweeps. Mr. R. Ten Broeck's Pomona beat Woman in Red
and 3 others.
Wednesday.—A Free Handicap. Mr. S. Jacob's Amsterdam

beat Grater, Precursor, and 4 others.—Sweeps. Mr. Nelson's
King of the Forest beat Polyolbion, Miss Fanny, Fravola, and
BrAYo.—Subscription Plate. Mr. W. Day's Isthmianibeat Mantrap,

©DttuaiTi).
The Duke of Richmond, K-G-, died of dropsy on Sunday

afternoon, at the family mansion in Portland Tlaee, after a
long illneas. The deceased Charles Gordon Lennox, Duke of
Richmond. Earl of March, and Baron of Settrington, in the
Peerage of England; Duke of Lennox, Earl of Darnley, and
Baron Methuen of Torbolton, iu the Peerage of Scotlancf ; and
also Duke d'Aubig"ny in the Peerage of France, was the eldest
son of tho fourth Duke by the eldest daughter of the
fourth Duke of Gordon. He was bom in Whitehall Gardens,
in 1791, and was tsieroforc in his 70th year. He married in
1817, Lady Caroline Paget, eldest daughter of the late Marquis
of Anglesea, by whom, who survives, his Grace leaves the Earl
of March, MP. for West Susses (now Duke of Richmond);
Lord Henry Gordon Lennox, M.P- for Chichester; Lord
Alexander Gordon Lennox, Lord George Gordon Lennox, M.P.
for Lyraington ; Lady Caroline Amcha, married to the Earl of
Bessborough ; Lady Augusta Catherine, married to Prince
Edward ot" Saxe Weimar; and Lady Cecilia Catheilne, married
to Lord Bingham. The late Duke succeeded to the dukedom
in 18i9, on the death of his father. At an early age he entered
the army and served under the Duke of Wellington throughout
the Peninsuliir war, and was present at Busaco, Fuentes d'Onor,
Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, and
Orthes, where he was severely wounded by a musket ball,

which was never extracted. He was also present at the battle
of Waterloo. For his services he received tho war medal and

COVENT GARDEN, Oct. 27.

^
For hothouse Grapefi there is a fair demand^ and but ft

limited supply. Pino Apples have been in request this last
week, and larger prices have been obUuned for them, la
Pears no alteration has taken place since onr last report

;

they c onsist chiefly of Duchesae d'Angouleme, Louii^e Bonne^
Alarie Louise, Gangers Bergfamot, and some inferior varieties.
Peaches, Nectarines, and PJums mar yet be obtained.
Oranges are Ss, a dozen. Good Filberts" raay b© bad at from
9d. to Is. per pound. Cabbages, Bean?, Carrots, and Turnips
maybe obtained in qtiantity. Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoes
realise from 6s- to 10s. per cwt Cucumbers abundant,.
Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Kalo-
sanths. Dahlias, VioIet«| Mignonette, China Aster.\ Heatha,
and Roses,

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 6fl to 8« Plums, p. isievc, Ss to 43 6d '

Grapes, per lb., 33 to Ca Pears, per doz.," Is to 3a ^ -J
Peaches, per doz., 6s to 9s Apples, per doz., fld to Is Gd,
Nect^irincs, do., 2s to 6b Oranges, per 100, lOs to 209
Green Figs, per doz., 3s to 4s Lemons, per 100, 10& to 15s j

Melons, each, 2s to 43

VEGETABLES,
FrenchBeans, per quartn., 9d Beet, per doz,, Is Cd to 4s
to Is

Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 23 Cd

to 3a
Cabbages, do.> Is to 2a
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 130b
-^ per bus., Ss to 4s
— per cwt, 5s to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to Ss
Cucumbers, each, ed to la
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 6fl

Celery, p. bundle. Is (id to UOd
Onions, p. i sieve. Is 6d to 2btid

Tomatoes, per doz., 43 to 6a
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettucea, Cabb-» perecore, I*
tols6d

Lettuces, Cos, do.. Is to la 6d
Endive, p. score, Is to 2fl

Horse RadiBli,p. bun. ,ls6dto43
Mushrooms, p. pott, 2stoSff
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2a to 4a
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

(iUU \vUBLUa XlULULUi ULU Ui OU^ttCA. , V lUC-.C\ULUllcll Ul LUC ^Jl^U^L Ui

Sussex ; Colonel of the Artillery and Light Infantry battalions of

the Sussex Militia; Aide-de-Campto the Queen ; High Steward
of Chichester ; Chancellor of Marischal College, Aberdeen, and
Hereditary Constable ollnverne&s Castle. He was one of the
founders of the Royal Agricultural Society, of which he was a
trustee, and was also a warm supporter of the Turf, the annual
races at Goodwood Park affarding scope for the display of his
generous hospitality.

LAnY DowNES died on the ISth inst. in Grafton Street, She
was the daughter of Mr. James Buchanan of Buchanan, and
was born in 1799. She married in 1813, Mr. John WilHs
Fleming, of Stoneham Park, Southampton, who was M.P. for

Hants from 1S20 to 1S31, and for 8outh Hants from
1835 to 184L He died at Athens in 1S44 ; and in 1846, his

widow maiTied General the Right Hon. Lord Downes, K.C-B,,
of Aghanville, King's County, a representative peer of Ireland,

and colonel of the 54th R%iment- By the noble lord, who
survives her, she leaves no is^uc, but by the late Mr, Fleming
she had a large family. Her eldest son, Mr. John Willis

Fleming, of Stoneham, married, in 1S4U, Lady Catherine
Cochrane, only daughter of Admiral tho Earl of Dundonald,
G-C.B.
Lady Southampton died at Wliittlebury Lodge, Xortharap-

tonahire, on Tuesday night, after a lingering illness. She was
the only daughter of the Hon. Henry Fitzroy Stanhope,
second son of the second Earl of Harrington, and was cousin

of tho present EarL Her ladyship married L^rd Southampton
ill 1826, and leaves no issue.

COAL MARKET.—Oct 24,

Bates' West Hartley, 163. ; Buddie's West Hartley.
IGs. Od- ; Davison's West Hartley, ICs. 9d. ; Holywell^
17s. ; Howard's West Hartley, 16s. 9d. ; Tanfield Moor
Butea, 146. 3d- ; Wylam. ITs. tid- ; Walls End Acorn Close,
10s. 6d. ; Walls End Eden, 19a- 6d- ; Walls End Bell, ISs, 9d^;
Walls End BraddyVs Hetton, 20b, 3d. ; Walls Knd Fram-
wellgate, 19s. Cd- ; Walls End Haswell, 21s. 3d. ; Walls End
Hetton, 21g. 3d; Walls End Hetton Lyons, 193.; Walla End
Cassop, 20s.; Walls End Hartlepool, 20s. 6d.; Walls l^d
Xorth Hartlepool, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End South Hartlepool,
19s, 9d- ; Walls End West Hetton, 19s. 6d. ; Walls End
Whitworth, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Adelaide Tees, 208; 6d.—72 ships at market

# t

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-eix Trusses.
Smxthfisld, Tuubsdat, OoL 25.

Prime Meadow Hay 75« to S4b Clover
Superior do. (old^.. 95 115
lulerior do 60 60
New do — —
Rowen 40 50

Cumberland Market, Thttrsdat, Oct. 25.

Sup. Meadow Hay.. 120BtoI30«
\
lufcrior Clover .. 80a

Inierior do. .. .. 65 110 i New do —
New do — — I Straw .. ..42
Superior Clover ..120 128 1 JoanuA iiittta.

Whitbchapel, Thursday, Oct. »
^ * ^ 4 4 rf*ifc 4

. 90ttol20»
New Clover .. .. — —
Old second cut .. 80 100
Stmw 30 3S.

Davis & Co

llCa

48

BTUTHS.—On the 14tli inst, at Brussela, the rrincess
Theobald de Vismes et de Pothirn, of a daughter—14th
^nst, at Castleton, Monmouthshire, the lion. -Lady Walker, of ,

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.

Prime New Hay
Inferior do.

Straw .. ..

..100stoll5a
50 90

fr W

34 3S

Fine old Clover ..115atol2*»
Inferior do .. ..80 110
Fine 2d cut ,. .. — —
Inferior do — —
Fine New Clover,, — —

.

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDOs. Friday, Oct. 26.

r>rices are now merelv nomifial for most de-icrinti'
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wool, as many of the consumers ai'e making a pause as their
crJers run out. and are not disposed to make further pur-
chases until they have secured fresh orders. Thi,-s also is the
greueral di^iiosition of the trade, who are not inchned to
speculate at the present rates.

Bouth-down Hog- a.

gets.. ^ ,.1
Half-bred ditto.. 1
Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Oct. 26.
Messrs. Pattendcn & Smith report a steady demand for

both new and old Hops for consumption at firm rates.
Currency:

—
"Mid and East Kents, 15^ to 2SZ. per cwt. ;

Wealda, UL to 2V. do.; Sussex, 101. to 161.; Yearling
Kent?, St. to 121. ; do Sussex, 71. to 10(. Duty, 45,000^.

d. B. d. Leicest, Wethers 1 6 to ..

7 to 1 S Ditto Hoggs . . 1 S — ..

S — .. Combing Hkiiig 1 — 14
5 — 1 6

;

Blanket ditto . . 6 — 08
7 — .. Flannel Wool .. 1 — 1 S

Friday's, and this is not imd freely. Flour Lad a moderate
inquiry at 6d. per barrel and stick more money. Indian Corn
was eagerly souglit after, and a large quantity found buyers at

an advance of Is. 6d. per qr, Oats and Oatmeal were the turn
dearer. Beans sold readily at Is, per quaile;- OTer Friday,
whilst Peas brought fully thia advance. The market closed

very strong- for all feeding stuff, but Wheat and Flour are not
so readily salt-able at the advance, as buyers expect to get iu a

little che^x^er by waiting.

Friday. Oct, 26,—There vcas a moderate attendance, and
a good businesd was transacted at fully last Tuesday's i-ates.

Flour less active, and prices unchanged. Indian Corn and
Beans steady, but less business doing. Barley, Beans, Oats,
and Oat I cU quiet, at former rates.

BUTTER MARKET.—Oct. 26.

Best Fresh Butter , . . , 16a, per dozen Ibo.

Second do. do- .. -- I4s, „
Pork, 45- Sd- to 5a- Od, per 8 lbs.

f p

AVEBAGES

Sept. 15..
— 2*2..

«- 29..
Oct. 6.

.

— 13..
— 20..

A^s:-Aver,

"Wheat. Barley.
:
Oats. Rje.

62^1U S7.sl0(/ 27 s Qd 42« 4'/

53 3 33 5 25 9 40 7
56 11 ea 3 25 3 37 10
53 S 30 8 25 1 S9 1

fil 1 3D 11 24 8 37 3
60 1 40 r 23 7

': 34 7

35 75i> 8 ' 39 2 25 S

^eans. Veas.

50s Id 3S« 7d
49 6
49 6

48 11

50 11

4f> 10

60

IIETKOFOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Oct. 22.

The number of Beasts la ruiber sm iiier than on JIond;iy last,

but the demand is very limited, and consequently that day's

prices are not exce^;ded. The supply of Sheep is also rather
!
53

smaller, hut it far exceeds the demand. A large proportion 1 56

remains unsold. Calves are selling at rather lower rates.

Our foreign supply consists of 1300 Beasts, 7500 Sheep, and
220 Calves.

s d 8

Best Long-woola. 4 8 — 5

Do. Shorn . . . . to

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Avep-aoks,

Prices?

62sllfi—
1
1
3

11

Bept.lo.

1

.. I

Sept. 9.2.

s d s d
Best Sects, Here-

fords, «fec. . . 4
Beat Short^homs 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Beet Downs and
Half-breds .. fi

Po. Shorn

d

Sept. 29.
' Oct. 6.

• #

« # r

Oct. 13. Oct. 20,

I'

1

8 to 4 10
4 — 4 S

— 3 10

to5 2

Ewes * 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves .. ,.3 S

PigB .. ..4
4
5

4

B
I

3

Beasts. 5500 ; Sheep t Lambs, 2C.700 ; Calves, 200 ;lPigs, 4i0.

Thursday. Oct. 25.

The supply of Boasts far exceeds the demand. There is a
very small amount of business transacted and at lower ratos.

The nuDiber of Sheep is very small, yut greater than the
demand. Prices are lower, and a clearance is not effected.

Trade is very dull for Calves at lower rates. Our foreign

supplies consists of 2S0 Beasts, 1400 Sheep, and 240 Calves.

Beat Long-wools .4 6 — 4 lO
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes& 2d quality 3 10— 4 2
Do. Shorn . . . , to ,

.

Lambs — ..

Calves ,. ..3 4—4
Pigs ., .. 4 0—5 4

Beasts, 1220 ; Sheep & Lamb?, 4560 ; Calves, 370 ; Pigs, IQO.^

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. . . 4 6 to 4 S

Best Short-horns 4 2 — 4 6

2d quality Beasts 3 — 3 8
Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 4 10 — 5

Do. Shorn ., .. — .
1 m

)

WANTED, A SURVEYOR, capable of Estimating
for and carrying out w.^rks of Drainage and Agricul-

tural improvements. Applications, with references and stating
salary required, to be made to the West of England and South
Wales Land Drainage and Tnclosurc Company.—Bidwill &
Brodie, Secretaries. ; Exeter. Oct. 27.

ANTED, A FOREMAN AND PROPAGATOR in
the Plant department of a provincial Nursery.—Apply,

giving references and particulars as to ability, and stating
wages required, to Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

ANTED, A FOREMAN ant) PROPAGATOR
in the Plant Department. He must be a man of

experience and acquainted with the London Trade. His
character will require to bear the strictest investigation, and
which must also be sustained bv references as to his capability.

—Address in own handwriting stating terms, to Hoktus,
Gardene}'s' Chronicle Office.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Oct. 22.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this
morning's market was small, and the condition very bad;
nevertheless the whole was tolerably cleared at about the
prices of this day se'nnight. The attendance of country
buyers was again very numerous, and a large retail business
was tran.s.icted in fomian at tho extrcmo ratc^i of JUouday last,

and in many instances Is. per qr. advance was realised.

Barley brings an advance of la. per qr. Beans and Peas are
Wther dearer. The Oat trade is firm, and good dry cm-n brings
6d. perqr. more money. Flour is in fiur Jcmiuid at tho ex-
treme prices of la.<5t week.

Pkr Imperial Qcarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talav^ra— Norfolk^ Foreign

Barlev, grind. &. dist., 30s to r4 *. . Chev.— Forjigu . .grinding and distilling

Oatb, Ess^x and S\iffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland aud Bre w

Rte
Hte-keal, foreign
BfANS, Mazagan....40fl to 423.... Tick— Pigeon 48» — 523., Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex aud Kent . . Boilers— Jklaple .... —a to—s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto— Foreign per barrel

t *

s. a.
I

55—62, Red .

cO—6G Red ....
50—74
— Red . , .

.

54—74
42—i7'Maltinff.

s.

46.

53-

8.

CO

31-

20-

26-

2r>-

24-

35—38

OMaltinir.
24
28 [Feed
28 Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

42—46 Harrow

.

Loiigpod
10—50 Egyptian
33—41 SiiffiViJc .

40—42 Foreign,
Yellow..

50—57
34—50
29—34

Country.
Per sack

40—42
40—45

24—26
21—24
22—27

42—46

WANTED.— A muldle-aofed, steady, industrious
MA^^ as GENERAL WORKING FOREMAN, in a

country nursery, where there is plenty of Glass and Plants.

The advertiser being advanced in years, every encoumgement
would bo given to a tnan as above,—Apply stating previous
employments^ with references and lowest terms, to C. B.,

Minier, Nash & Co-, 60, Strand, W-C-

T^7ANTED KdMEDIATELY, a respectable, well-

VV conducted LAD to assiat in the CODNTING-HOUSE
and SHOP.—Must write well and q\uck. He will have an
opportunity of gaining a practical knowledge of the Nursery
and Seed Business under the direction of the general Fore-
man- Preference given to one who has been engaged at
similar employment—Apply by letter only to Messrs, Cut-
Busa & SoK, Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

ANTE D, AN UNDER SHOPMAN. — The
Plymouth Reed Comi^any is in want of a respectable

young Man, as UNDER SHOPMAN, who has had two or three
years' exi>enence in a good Seed Establishment. He will be
expected to produce unexceptionable testimonials as to ability,

activity, and integrity. Salary liberal, with a yearly increase.

Address in applicant's own handwriting to the Managing
Director, Plymouth Beed Company, Plymouth.

WAKT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

TO NURSERYWEN, LANDSCAPE GARDENERS,
AND OTHERS.

40-45
30—44

40'

50
^^0

A

L
Friday. Oct. 56.

During the past eight days the weather has improved con*
slderably, and the temperature become higher. Corn of all

kinds may gtill be found uncarted in the adjoining counties.
The Wheat trade during the above period has been extrennely
firm, and notwithstanding very large arrivals of foreign at the
chief ports of the kingdom the turn in prices has been against

^

buyers ; in several uiarket^ it is quoted fully Is, ner qr, :

dearer. Inferior new, however^ is depiessed, the sale slow aud .

difficult, and its value uncertain and irregular. Spring Corn of
;

all kinds coutinues to improve in value, and is generally
written is per qr, dearer, A fair inquiry hsw also been ex-
perienced for foreign Flour, upon which fully previous rates
Lave been realised. The number of grain and seed-laden
Teasels arrived off the cofist amounts to 100, viz, 69 Wheat
and Flour, 1 Barley, 21 Maize, 1 Kye, and 8 Linseed. The
business done h;wi been good at about previous prices. The
arrivals of foreign Wheat and Flour this week have been
Lii:ge, good of Barley, but very small of Oats, and moderate
of all English grain. This morning's market was well
Attended, and English "Wheat met with a steady sale at
Jionday's prices.^ Foreign was in improved request by both
town and country buyers at our late quotations. Barley,
Beans, and Peas brought ^Monday's prices. For old Oats there
was a good demand at an advance of Gd. per qr. ; new are un-
altered in value*

DRAUGHTSMAN, havinp; some leisure in the
evening, will be glad to undertake the Plain or Fair

Copying of Designs for Laying-out Grounds, &c. Terms
moderate.—Mr, UiQU. House, 2, Caroline Bow, Duidbam
Down, Bristol.

AYING OUT GARDENS. -Understands Laying
Out and Planting Gardens for gentlemen, nurserymen,

and landscape gardeners.—R. J., Daviks, Bookseller, Maida
Hill,_W^

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-ago, single; under-
stands his profession. Forcing Grapes, Hothouse and

Greenhouse Plants. A good Kitchen Gardener. Five years'
character,—T. E,, 7, Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.VT,

GARDENER (Head).—IVIarried, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands the management of Vineries,

Pineriea, aud Propngating Houses. Can be highly recom-
mended.—J. R , Me3:srs. James Carter & Co., 237 & ^3S High
Ilolb<:)m, W,G-

'

— B. KlCHAKDSON,
garacncr to me late i>u^e oi Leeds, Hornby Castle,

Yorkshire, bcga to offer his services to any nobleman or gpntle-

man wanting an experienced working Gardener. Character
unexceptionable. No objection to Ireland.— 13, RICHABI>^u^',
Mes.srs, Osborn &> Sons, Nur.serymen, Fulham, S,W.

GAUOKNER (iiEAD, single),

cfardcncr to the late Du^e ol

AKRlVALa FROM Oct. 22 TO Oct £6 \

English .

.

Irisk ....

yeroign .

.

W heat.

I0*u qra.

36720

»»

J9

Barley, (

aiaoqrs,

4010 „

Oats.

160
770

8070

qra,

Flour.

I*

9f

in\) sk3.

99

( 4210 „
130949 bria.

•»

IiiTEBpooL, Tuesday, Oct. 23.—We had a good attendance
of millera at our Corn Exchange this mr^niitig, but we had
not near the same extent of business passing in Wheat as
during the two last market day.", owiu^' to the hiLjh ratea

°^i"*^*^
by holders at the commencement; the advance

eatabUahed cannot be callci m«jre than id. per cental on

TO NOSLErVlcN AND CEWTLEMtN.
GAKDKNEJl (Head).—Age 38, inarried, without

iiic\imbrance : understands his duties ; active liabits, good
accountant, and with tiie highest references; security if re-

quired; sUiiry 80?. a-year, with house and firing.—T. 13., I,

Desborough Viace, Harrow Road, Paddington, London, W.

GAROENEK (Head).—Age 40, married, without,

incumbrance; well experienced in Early and Late Forc-

ing, Plant Growing, Flower, Kitchen, and Fiuit Gardens,
Pleasure Grounds, he. ; thorouglily competent to take the

charge of any nobleman or gentleman's estabiiahnient. Four
years' good chantcter from the nobleman he ia leaving. State
all particulars.—9. B , Harleston Pi^rk, Northampton.

f^ AKDENER (Head)-—Age 32, marrict?, on- chihl

;

\JX has extensive practical expcrieBce in all branches of his

profession; h:ia been supi T injf .iia -cliss families with every
kind of necessaries and luxury that can be produced from the
Garden, both Early and Lite, iii-t character TPill bear the
strictest iiiv-.'stigj.tion from his apprenticeship. — H. C,
e-i, Wurtcmburg atrcct, Clapham, S.

u

GAllDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentle-
man.—Middle age, married, no incumbrance ; first class

Fruit Grower, <fcc , now disencracfed. Character unexceptionable.—M. A., GarUcncrs' ChronickOmce, Wellington Street, W.C.

Gi^TvDEXER (Head).—Age 39, married, no incnra-
brance ; tliorouglily understands his profession in all its

branches. Wife as Cook, either in or out of the House.
Good characters.— A. B., Mr. Swallow, Dartford Lane,
Bexley, Kent.

AliDENKH (FoiiE3tAN).—Age 34, married; in a
gentleman's familv where two or three arc kept.—G. P.,

6, Charles Street, Queen's Boad, Xottint,^ HiU. Tv\

GAIiDENKlt.—Ai^e 36, married, witliout incuiu-
brance. Wife could take charge of the Laundry.—Mr.

E. Cooling, Mile A.sh Nurseries, Derby.

AHDENEU, in a. Single-handed place.—Age 27,
married ; no objection to look after a Horse or Cow.

—

W. F., Pro.spect House, Hornsey Road, N.

G1
APiDKNEU (t'EACTlCAL).—Age 45, married, with

T out incumbrance ; a good Judge of Stock. Seven yearc*

character from a family of distinction. No objection to go to

Ireland —C. B., Mrs. Wood's, 14, Hanger Lane. Stamford Hill.

GAUDENEIl.—Age 33, married, one child; has a
good knowledge of his profession. First-clnss testi-

monials as to abilities. Sic, from the gentleman he is now
leaving.—F. A. B., South Mims, near Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER.—-Age iO, mr.rrlcd; has had great ex-

pericnce, and is now open to an engagement with a noble-

man or gentleman requiring a good practical Gardener.—A. B.,
70. n*- OnPon Sfrppf. T.iocnln's- Tim- Fields. W.C.

j_Ai»i7i:-i.\i:.iv (i'liisT CLASS).—Age 35, married;
will be disengaged in a few weeks aud will be glad to

treat with any nobleman or gentleman who may require a

good practical Gardener ; can take charge of Land and Stock if

required.—X. Y., Todiiington, Middlesex.

GARDEN EH.—Married, no iiicuinbraiice ; under*
stands his profession. Can have a good character from

last place. Wife a good needlewoman, and could make
herself otherwise useful in or out of tho house.—G, L., Mr.
Hattox's, Sudbury Station, near Harrow, Middlesex.

GARDEN KR.—Age 29, -married, no incmnbrance ;

the Rev. T. G. Clarke, Odiham, Hants, wishes to re-

commend a respectable, sober, honest, industrious, aud clever

Man as Gardener to any gentleman requiring the services

of such a person.—H. H., Ford's Nursery, Commercial Road,
Southampton , Hants.

^_ ^

GARDENER.— C. Loddiges having no further

need of the services of his Gardener, A. Keitit, is desirous

of procuring him another situation; and having a high esti-

mate of his abilities as a Plant Grower and general Gardener,

he can recommend him with confidence to any nobleman or

gentleman requiring the services of a tniitworthy person,

testimonials of the highest order. No single-handed place

aeceptea.—A. Keith, Conrad Loddiges, Esq ,
Hackney, N.E.

^— - - i'^

GARDENER.—Mr. Baenes can with confidence

recommend a Man, age 38, married ; thoroughly compe-
tent to undertake the Management of a nobleman's or gentle-

man's Garden : has had good practice iu the Forcing of Fruits,

Flowers and Vegetables, and lias been nearly four years in the
situation ho is now leaving, during which time he has super-
intended extensiTe alterations in renovating an old Garden.
Can take charge of Land and Stock if required.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

C^
ARDENER(Cnder).—Age 15; strong arulhealthj-

X A premium will be given.—R. T., Sampson's Library and
Readjngj^oom^3^^Jiey^trMt^JX\^.

G^
ARl)ENER, OR GROOM and GARDENER.—
Age 30 ; understands his duties, anrl can be well reccm-

mended.—E. W.. Corfe Cottage, Taunton, Somerset.

TO GARDENERS.
FOREMA'N.—A young Man who has spent 10 years*

in first rate places.—G. Y., Paradise Nursery, Seven

Sisters Boad. Hoilow.-iy, London, N.

ORCHID GROWER.— H. W Atkinson, Stretford

Nurseries, near Manchester, can with great confidence

recommend to any nobleman, gentleman, or nursei-yman, a

young Man, who ha.s a thorough knowledge of Orchid Growmg-

The hiEhest testimonials as to character and abih^ty^

I
MPROVER (in a Gentleman's Garden).—Age 18;

has a knowledge of Plants and Vines. Good recom-

idation from his present employer.—R. S., The Gardens,menaation rrom nis p
Buckham HiU, Uckfield.

IMPROVER.—A Gardener ia desirou:; of obtaming

a situation for his son. a youth aged 19, where lie could be

further instructed in Gardening. He is active and industrious,

and can manage a hnrse and carriage, clean boots, knives, «c.

Wages no object.—Y. 2., Post Office, Harrold, Bedfordsbire._

IMPROVER.—Age 20; in a gentleman's or nur-

seryman's garden, where he will have an opportunity of

acquiring a thorough knowledge of Gardening ;
can have four-

and-a-half year# good character.—C. W., 33, Grays Inn Lane.

London, W.C. ^ —
— Marned ; isL

keeping Accounts, &c. Jlost satisfactory tcstmiouials, aud

reference to last employer.—" La.nd Steward," Post Office,

Watford.. Herts.

AND STEWARD on DAILIFF.

-

thoroughly acquainted with the most approved principles

arming, Buying, Selling, Breeding, and Rearing of Stock,

BAILIFF or AGENT (Under).—Age 36, married;

a naHve of Scotland; is at present Bailiff to a nobleman

iu South Wales, wishes for an engagement as above on an

Estate. Reference to present employer and others.-Bailiff,

Gardeners' Chronick Office, W.C.

AILIKF.— Single; c^\)Me of taking the entire

management of a large Farm. Good reference.—J. V.,J3 management of a large

Stent's Library, Guildford, Surrey.

BAIMFF.—Age 43, married, no incumbrance; is

thoroughly practical in Modern Farming, a good Judge

and Manager of Stock, and a good Accountjint. Could ta^o

the management of a herd of Sliort-hr.rns. No obiection to

Fnmco or Ireland. Good reference.—B. C, 10, PentonviUe

Road, Isiingtou, N.
,

_^

S'
EEDSMAN, in a London house, either in tbe

Wiiolesale or Retail Tmde. Has been five and ahalf year^

at tlio business,-T. D,, Oar'fener.->' Chnynidt Office. _
HOPAIAN, in tbe SEED TRADE, had eight .veW
experience ; has a knowledge .of Book keeping.—X. i.,

Gurdenti-s' Chronicle Office, W.C.
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MB, BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany
in tho Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with. Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as the Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Kio-Uts of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor BacKMAK, Dollar Ward, Cirencester,

ATAHISIAN LADY, now residing at Kensington,
gives private lessons in French, Music, Singing, and

Drawing". She speaks English well. Her terms depend upon
circum^stances—but as a general rule are IO5, for a single hour,

or at a less rate for two hours. She offers references of the

highest respectability.—Address, Mademoiselle L. W-, 24,

Edwards Square, Kensington, W-

KtUis of tfie e^awfe,

A TELEGEArHic despatch from Shanghai of the

4th September brings the important news that the

STaku forts on the northern bank of the Peiho

river,—the scene of the treacherous attack upon

Admiral Hope's squadron in 1859—were captured

by the Allies on the 2l3t August after a hard fight

of five hours. The Chinese then entered into a

capitulation giving to the Allies the whole country

as far as Tientsing, with 600 brass guns of large

calibre, and the other forts surrendered in succes-

sion. The Allies lost 450 men in killed and
wounded, but no British officer was among the

killed. The Chinese had 1000 killed in the fort,

including the General-in-Chief. The troops

principally engaged were the 44th and 67th

Regiments, the Royal Marines, and 1500 French.

The British and French Ambassadors arrived at

Tientsing on the 26th, and intended shortly to

start for Pekin escorted by the Chinese Commis-
sioners, and accompanied by the Generals and
Admirals of the Allied forces. The Chinese Govern-
anent had promised them an honourable reception.

The rebels had withdrawn from Shanghai, and a

better feeling of security had since prevailed. On
the 18th and 20th August they attempted to enter

the city, but were repulsed with great loss.

Accounts from Naples inform us that the Sar-

dinian army, commanded by King Yictok Em-
manuel in person, gained a decisive victory on the

26th ult. over the Neapolitan army of 15,000 men,

between Teano and Sessa. On the following day

the Neapolitans retired across the Garigliano and

took up a strong position between that river and

Gaeta. King Victor Emimanitel crossed the

Garigliano on "Wednesdayj to give them

battle, and the news of a decisive action is

hourly expected. Gaeibaldi had an interview

with the King during the battle of the 26th, and

has since commenced the bombardment of Capua,

which is still garrisoned by a small body of the

Eoyalist army. The votes of the kingdom of

Naples in favour of annexation amounted to

more than a million, and the vote in Sicily-

was almost equally unanimous. King Victob

Emjianitel last week decided on postponing

his entry into Naples until the delegates

had brought to him the official returns of

the voting throughout the kingdom ; and there it

now no doubt that he will fetill further postpone is

until the King of Naples has quitted Gaeta. It

was reported on "Wednesday that the Sar-

dinian fieet commanded by Admiral Peksano
cannonaded the Royalists near Gaeta on the 27th

ult.j and that the French admiral despatched a

frigate to stop the firing, whereupon Admiral

Pehsano retired to Naples, expressing his regret

at the conduct of the French. A despatch from

Tuiin dated yesterday states that there is no

foundation for this stateii&ent.

tage. It is said that His Majesty failed to obtain

the promise of any practical support from Russia
or Prussia in anv difficulties which may arise

either in Hungary or VenetiaT and that the only

agreement entered into by the three Powers was to

decline any proposition for the assembling of a

Congress on the Italian question.

The DowAGEK Empeess of Russia died on

Thursday at St. Petersburg. The German papers

are unanimous in stating that the Warsaw Con-

lereuces, which were brought to a close a day

sooner than was intended in consequence of the

illness of the EiiPEESS, were a complete failure so

far as the Empeeok. oe Austeia may have

expected to gaia from them any political advau- i great corJiulity and respect

The CotTET.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and
the Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On
Friday morning the Queen rode out on horseback. The
Prince Consort came to London and visited the Grand
Duke Michael and the Grand Duchess Olga of Russia

afc Claridge's Hotel. In the afternoon her Majesty

held a Privy Council, at which Parliament was ordered

to be further prorogued from the 6th November until

Thursday, the 3d January, and a proclamation was
issued for the election of a representative Peer for

Scotland in the room of the late Earl of Levea and
Melville. The Lord Chancellor, Lord John Russell,

and Sir G. Lewis had audiences of the Queen. Mr.
Charles .Sargent. Member of the Supreme Council of

Justice of the Ionian Islands, was presented to her

Majesty at an audience by Sir George Lewis, and

received the honour of Knighthood. On Saturday the

Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice, rode out on

horseback. The Prince Consort went out shooting.

Queen Marie Amelie and the Due de Nemours visited

her Majesty from Claremont. The Right Hon. Sir

Charles Wood left the castle. On Sunday morning the

Queen and Prince Consort, the Princesses Alice, Helena,

and Louisa, and Prince Arthur, attended Divine service

in the Private Chapel. The Dean of Windsor officiated

and administered the Sacrament. On Monday
morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice,

walked in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of

Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort, accompanied

by the Hereditary Prince of Augustenburg, went out

shooting. Earl and Countess Delawarr and the Right

Hon. Sidney Herbert and Mrs. Herbert, arrived on a

visit. On Tuesday morning the Queen rode out on horse-

back. The Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince

of Leiningen and the Hereditary Prince of Holstein

Augustenburg, went out shooting. Count Ludolt,

Neapolitan Minister, was presented to her Majesty at

an audience by Ijord John Russell, to deliver a letter

from his Sovereign. Princess Alice, accompanied by the

Princess of Leiningen, drove out in an open carriage.

On Wednesday morning the Queen, accompanied by

Princess Alice and Princess Leiningen, walked in the

Home Park, and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frog-

more. The Prince Consort went to Aldei-shott. Tlie

Prince of Leiningen left Windsor for Portsmouth. The
Earl and Countess Delawarr and the Right Hon,
Sidney and Mrs. Herbert left the Castle. On Thursday

morning the Queen and Prince Consort rode out on

horseback. Princess Alice, accompanied by Princess

Leiningen, drove out and visited the Duchess of Kent
at Frogmore.
The Prince of Wales on the 12th ult, visited New

York University.the Woman'sLibrary, theAstor Library,

the Cooper Institute, and the Free Academy, and tlien

rode to the Central Park, where he planted an English

oak and an American elm as memorials of his visit. At
most of these places addresses were presented to his Royal

Highness. lie then proceeded to the residence of the

Mayor, where he took luncheon, and afterwards visited

the Deaf and Dumb Institution at Fort Washington.

He then rode to the foot of Two Hundred and Fifteenth

Street, and embarking in the Trumpeter sailed through

Harlem River, under the High Bridge, past the insti-

tutions to the East River, down which he sailed in the

Harriet Lane. It was half-pi\st 6 P.M. when the Royal

party landed at the foot ofTwenty-second Street, North
River, and returned to the Fifth Avenue Hotel. The
ball, which took place at the Academy of Music in the

evening, was the most brilliant affair oi the kind which

has ever been witnessed iu New York. On the 13th his

lioyal Highness visited the veteran chief of the United

States' iu:my, Lieut.-General Scott, at his residence in

Twelith Street. In the evening a grand torchlight

procession of the Firemen in honour of the Prince took

place. lb was a magnificent display, surpassing in

every respect any demonstration of a similar character

ever witnessed. On Sunday the 14th, his Royal Higlmess

attended Divine service at Trinity Church. Four bishops

and 35 clergymen assisted at t!ie service. In most of the

churches of the city reference was made to the visit of

the Prince in the prayers of the day. His Royal

Highness on leaving the church drove to the residence

of Mr. Archibald, the British Consul, where he took

luncheon. On the 15th the Prince visited West Point,

on the Hudson, the seat of the Military Academy of the

United t^tates, and the scene o( some of the most interest-

ing incidents of the war of the Revolution. His Royal

Highness was received with the customary enthustiiam,

and by every deiuonstration of respect. A Royal

salute was fired on his arrival, and numerous presenta-

tions took place. A ball was held in the evening, at

which the Prince was present. General Scott enter-

tained the Prince at Cozzeu'a Hotel. On the 16th

the Prince left for All)any, where he was received with

respect. On the 17th his Royal

Highness left Albany, escorted to the railway dep6t by
the Burgesses* Corps, though lines of enthusiastic

people. At the dep6t Governor Morgan, Senator
Seward, and other gentleman of Albany, took leave of
hira. In Springfield, Worcester, and other places
along the route, large crowds of people were
assembled, and in response to their calls his
Royal Highness occasionally showed himself. The
Prince arrived at Boston shortly before 4 o'clock.

At the ^city, lines the Mayor with a committee
of the city government, received the Prince and suite

cordially, but with little formality. The Royal party
at once entered open carriages, and, under the escort

of the Boston Lancers and Light Dragoons, proceeded
to the Revere House. The side-walks, balconies, and
windows on both sides of the route were thronged with

people, whose welcome was hearty. On the ISth,

Ralph Farnham, the sole survivor of the battle of

Bunker Hill, was introduced to the Prince hv Mr.
Everett. The interview is reported to have been of a

very interesting character. Mr. Farnham was accom-

panied by one of his daughters, who is upwards of

70 years of age. The Prince afterwards reviewed about

3000 military, including artillery, cavalry, and infantry.

After the review the military force marched through
several of the principal streets, the Prince and suite,

the Governor and others, accompanying them in

carriages. The display is represented to have been

the most imposing ever seen in New England, and was

witnessed by thousands. A collation followed at the State

House, given by Governor Banks, at which there was a

social and entirely informal interchange of good feeling.

At about 5 o'clock the Prince was escorted to the Music

Hall, where he was welcomed by 1200 school children.

In the evening there was a grand bull at the Academy
of Music. On the 19th the Prince visited Cambridge,

Bunker Hill, Mount Auburn Cemetery, and Harvard

College. At the latter place his Royal Highness was

welcomed in Doane Hall by President Felton and the

Faculty, while he was heartily cheered by the students.

After visiting the library of the Scientific School and

the Observatory, his Royal Highness partook of a

collation at Harvard Halh The citizens of Cambridge

were out in numbers, and cheered the Prince heartily

as he passed through the city. In the evening his

Royal Highness visited the Boston Public Library.

On the mornhig of the 20th the Prince
^

left

Boston, amid enthusiastic cheers from the citizens,

and accompanied by Governor Banks and other

distinguished gentlemen, for Portland, where he

was received by the Governor of the State of

Maine, the Mayor of Portland, a body of military, and

the entire population. He was escorted througli the

streets of the city, and finally embarked in the Hero.

The cannon of the ships of war and the batteries

fired royal salutes, the bands played the national airs

of Great Britain and America, the vast concourse of

people shouted tlieir adieus, and the Royal squadron

steamed away for England. His Royal Higliness

is expected to land at Plymouth, and the Royal Albert,

Conqueror, St. George, and Donegal are already

anchored in the Sound prepared to do honour to him

on his arrival, which is now hourly expected.

PfiiNCK Alfred embarked in the steam frigate

Euryalus on the 19th of September, for England.

After visiting Bloerafontein on tlie 23d of August, he

left the capital of the Orange River Free Sute and

passed through Wynburg to Harris-nith, on the Natal

boundary. At Pietermauntzburg a triumphal arch was

erected, an address presented by the Mayor, and an

entertainment was given at the residence of the Acting

Lieutenant-Governor. On the 4th September the

Prince presented the 85th Rej,i nent with a new set

of colours, when 4000 Zulus, in different bodies, under

their separate chiefs, performed their war dance for the

entertainment of the Royal visitor. On the 5th, at

daybreak, the Prince started on horsebark, and after a

rapid ride of 56 miles reached D'Urban at dusk. A
congratulatory address was presented by the authorities,

and in the evening 300 Cafiirs danced around an

immense fire. On the 6th the Prince embarked in the

Euryalus, which anchored on the 14th in Simon*g

Bay. Cape Tuwn was decorated with flags. The

Volunteers turned out in great force, and joined

the 59th Regiment. His Royal Highness dined

with a distinguished parly at Government House.

On the 15th the Prince visited the Botanic-gardens,

and viewed a Mahomedau performance called the

Kalifa. In the evening there was a ball at Govern-

ment House. On Sunday the 16tb, his Hoyal Highness

attended service in St. George's Cathedral, where the

Dean preached. On the l7th, after receiving deputa-

tions irom Malmesbury, Riversdale, Jcc, the Prince

went to the American circus, where the Caffir chief,

Sandili, and suite, were also preRcnt. The great event

of the Royal visit in the estimation of the iidubitanta

the laying of the foundation atone of the break-

water—took place in the afternoon. After a suitable

prayer by the Dean of Cape Town, Prince Alfred pulled

the trigger of a tnick, and, under a salute of artillery.

Lilted tlie first load of stone into the sea. The Bcene

was much enlivened by the presence of several ships of

war gaily decorated with colours, which saluted with

their guns. In the eveuirg the city was Illuminated,

and a farewell bull was given to the Prince at the

Commercial Sale Rooms and was attended by an

immense number, including all the Hite of the colony.

! On the 18th the Prince laid the foundation stone of
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the Sailors' Home and inaugurated a new Library
Hall, where Sir George Grey delivered an address,
which was answered on the part of the public by the
Attorney-General. His Royal Highness, escorted by
the Ritie Volunteers, embarked on Wednesday, the
19th, amid every possible demonstration of respect.
The Euryalus, on leaving the bay, was preceded by the
Sidon and followed by the Forte. The Prince, it is

said, will touch at Ascension and Sierra Leone on the
passage to England. His Royal Highness will land at
Portsmouth, and his arrival at Spithead is daily expected.
Parliamextaey Movements. — The Gazette of

Tuesday contained an order in Council further proro-
guing Parliament from Tuesday, the 6tli inst. to
Thiursday, the 3d of January. The Boston election
terminated on Tuesday in the return of Mr. Malcolm,
the Conservative Candidate, by a majority of 220 over
Mr. Tuxford. the numbers being 533 to 313. The
election for Dartmouth commenced yesterday, when Mr.
John Hardy. Mr. J, Curling, and Mr. Scale Hayne were
put in r.oiuination. The polling takes place to-day.
There is a vacancy for South Nottinghamshire caused by
the accession of Lord Newark to the peerage. Lord
Stanhope, son of the Earl of Chesterfield, is to be
brought forward as a candidate for the vacant seat.

The Akmy.—The Colonelcy of the Rifle Brigade,
vacant by the death of Sir Harry Smith, Bart., has
been conferred on Major-General Sir George Buller,
K.C.B.; and the Colonelcy of the SSth Foot, vacated
by this promotion, has been conferred on Major-
General Cox.
The Navy.—The Admiralty have Invited the follow-

ing iron ship building firms to send in tenders on or
before the 5th of November for the construction of two
iron-cased frigates!, viz.:—Messrs. Samuda, Messrs.
"Westwood, Baillie, Campbell, and Co., and the Thames
¥*ard Company of London ;' Messrs. Napier and Co., of
Glasgou-; Messrs. Laird, of Birkenhead; and Messrs.
Palmer, of the Tyne. The two ships are to be as
nearly as possible similar to the Warrior, now in the
course of building, and of the same class as that which
it is intended to construct at Chatham dockyard.
The Plymouth Comtxand.—Vice-Admiral Fanshawe,

who has resigned in consequence of ill-health, struck
his flag as Port Admiral on Saturday, and Vice-Admiral
Sir Houston Stewart hoisted his flag on Sunday ;in the
Impregnable, as his successor.
The Church.—The consecration of the Hon. and

Rev. Samuel Walde^rave, as Bishop of Carlisle, will
take place in York Minster on Sunday, the 11th inst.
The ceremony will be performed by the Archbishop of
York, assisted by the Bishops of Durham and Ripon.
The Bishop of Bath and Wells has appointed the Rev.
Robert William Browne, M.A., Professor of Classical
Literature in King's College. London, and Chaplain to
the Forces in Tjondon, to the Archdeaconry of Bath,
vacant by the dt'afli of the Ven. W. Gunning. Tho
Chanceliorsljip oi the diocese of Exeter, vacant by tJie

death oi Cliancellor Martin, hag been conferred by the
Bishop ou his son, the Ven. W. J. Phillpotts, M.A.,
Archdeacon of Cornwall. The Chancellorship of St.
Paul's Cathedr;d lias become vacant by the death of the
Rev. Henry Soames.
.KNianTHOOD.—At the Court at Windsor Castle on

Friday, the Queen conferred the honour of Knightliood
upon Charles Sargent, Esq., Cliief Justice of the Ionian
Islands.

The Volunteer Motement.—On Saturday the
grounds adjacent to Beaufort House, Fulham, the
head-quarters of the South Middlesex Rides, were
thronged with visitors assembled to witness a variety
of interesting experiments calculated to improve the
efficiency of Volunteers, The proceedings commenced
with experiments on projectiles made bv Captain
Norton, followed by a trial of breech-loading rifles.
The next experiments were for the purpose of testing
the relative merits of Professor Whcatstone's and Lieu-
tenant Chevalier's target-shooting indicators, the
objects of which are to enable firing parties to ascertain
without loss of time the result of the shots. Pro-
fessor Wlieatstone's apparatus maintains the com-
munication between the target and gun by the use of
the ordinary alphabet, so as to enable any person who
can read and write, without anv previous instruction,
to work the instrument. The 'target is formed into
divisions, marked with 10 letters, a similar target beingm the marker^s box. The position of the ball on striking
the target is telegraphed to the tiring post by the lettera
indicated by the space cut on the target, and read off at
the gun upon the duplicate. This apparatus is about
to be adopted at the police stations. Lieut. Chevalier's
apparatus consists of a single galvanometer, not exceed-
ing 3 lbs. in weight, the instrument at the firing-post
being connected with the target. Tlie target is
divided into divisions, and when hit the shot presses
against a pin, which completes the electric current and
deflects the needle of the galvanometer right or left,
thus indicating without the assistance of any one the
position of the hit. Mr. Henley, with one of the May-
nard breeclvloading self-priming guns, an American in-
vention, attracted considerable attention from the
simplicity and utility of this destructive weapon. One
of its features consists of the percussion caps being
wound on a riband and so arranged that the operation
of merely cocking the gun at the same time puts a cap
on. By this apparatus 15 rounds a minute are easily
accomplished. At the conclusion of the firing a party
of the South Middlesex of 25 men, and 100 men of the

South Kensington (Museum) Engineers, threw up a sand-
bag battery, in order to show the practicability of
defending a road or street. The battery, 100 feet long
and four ieet high, was thrown up in 27 minutes. The
assembly was then sounded, and the men drawn up
behind the battery to defend it against another
detachment, who were drawn up on the other side with
a view of turning the battery, and for some time the
evolutions of a sham fight on a small scale were gone
through. At dusk the lime light was lighted, so as to

illuminate the whole of the grounds. This light by the
aid of reflectors can be thrown at 400 yards' distance

upon the targets, so as to enable the Volunteers to fire

at night.—The contest between the St. George's
Rifles and the Victoria and Westminster for a plate

presented by Mr. Twining, took place last week, when
the St. George's Corps were the victors. The St.

George's Corps assembled on Monday with its newly
raised cadet corps in the grounds of Burlington House,
when the Right. Hon. Sir Hamilton Seymour, in the
presence of a large number of persons of rank and
station, distributed the following prizes which had been
won in a recent rifle-shooting contest by members of
the regiment :—A silver tankard, presented by Sir H.
Seymour, to the best shot in the aggregate, with the
proviso that he was a marksman with the minimum of
7 points, to Lieut. Charles Savorj ; a silver goblet for the
best shot standing up to 300 yards to Mr. Otto Klopp;
a silver cup for the best marksman of No. 1 Company,
to Corporal P. Gray; a silver cup for the best marksman
of No. 2 Company, to Mr. Lavander; a silver cup for
the best marksman of No. 4 Company, to Mr. E. Aspa

;

a silver cup to the best marksman of No. 5 Company, to
Mr. E. Ortner. The St. George's Challenge Cup (pre-
sented by the officers of I860), for the best shot, of
those members who had qualified themselves as first-

class men in the 2d period, the property of the corps
for ever, to be held for one year by the member who
wins it, to Sergeant C. N. Peal, who had to shoot off
with Corporal Waller the unprecedented number of
seven ties before he was declared the winner. The
gold medal of the corps, and the silver badge of the
challenge cup, were presented at the same time to
Sergeant Peal. A "Whitworth rifle (given by Miss
Lintott), for the best shot in the contest at 300, 400,
and 500 yards, to Mr, F. Croskey. A Lancaster rifle,

presented by Mr. Charles Lancaster, for the best shot
at 200, 300, and 400 yards, upon the Hythe principle,

to Mr. Sanford. A Westley Richards breech-loader,
presented by Mr. Bishop, for those members Avho have
passed out of the 3d class in the course, at distances of
300, 400, and 500 yards, to Sergeant C. N. Peal. The
Turner Challenge Plate, a statuette of the Queen in
sohd silver, presented by Mr. J. Turner of New Bond
Street, and valued at 100 guineas to he competed for
annually by 10 members of the Victoria, Queen's and
St. George's Corps, at 500, 600, and 700 yards, and to
be held for a year by the corps which gains the greatest
aggregate number of points, to the St. George's Corps.
A silver bugle, the gift of Mrs. Lincoln, was then
presented to the corps by the Rev. Dr. Irons.—The
7th Surrey has been augmented by a new company
consisting entirely of men in the employ of Mr. W. C. K.
Clowes, the captain of the company.—The Civil Service
Regiment (21st Middlesex), under the command of
Lord Bury, has had four days' target practice at
Wimbledon this week, at ranges from 150 to 600 yards.— The enrolled members of the Inland Revenue
Companies have had a two days' contest at Wimbledon,
for a stiver and a bronze medal, at ranges of 150, 300,
400, and 600 yards,—five rounds at each range. The
silver medal was won by Mr. Lakeman, of the Depart-
ment of the Chief Examiner of Inland Revenue, the
number of points made by him being 24. The next
highest score was 22, and there being three members
who obtained that number of points—viz., Mr. Godby,
Mr. Le Guay, and Mr, Reding—the bronze medal
cannot be awarded until they have shot off their ties.—
The inhabitants ofNewington, Walworth, Lorriraore,
North CamberwcU, East Kennington, and the neighbour-
hood have held a public meeting in the Lecture Hall,
Walworth, at which it was unanimously resolved
to take measures for increasing the strength of
the 1st Surrey.—At a public meeting held on
Tuesday in the Duke of Wellington's Riding
School at Knightsbridge, it was announced that
the Lord-Lieutenant will shortly recommend the
Government to accept the services of the Royal National
Rifles, of which Sir De Lacy Evans had accepted the
Colonelcy, and Sir John Shelley, M.P., the Lieutenant-
Colonelcy.—The Court of Lieutenancy for the City of
London have informed Sir William de Bathe that they
will decide on the 5th November whether they will
accept the services of the Working Men's Brigade.—
The 4th Middlesex, at the suggestion of their major,
Lord Truro, have resolved to adopt for one company a
dress yery similar to that Avorn by our West India
regimo'nts, and almost identical with the French Zouave
costume, and for the remainder of the corps a gray
suit with bright red facings.-The 1st Troop of the
Surrey Mounted Rifles have lately paraded every Wed-
nesday afternoon en the Middlesex side of A^uxhall
Bridge, and marched past Buckingham Palace into Pall
Mall, up St. James's Street, and along Piccadilly to the
riding school of the Duke of Wellington, who has
placed it nt^ their service for exercise.— Ou Saturday,
the 31th Kent (Deptford), formally opened the new
practice-ground which they have "laid cut on the

property placed at their disposal by Mr. Lee.—The
4th Kent (Woolwich) assembled a few days since on
Plumstead Common, and carried out [the details of a
sham fight, which occupied about five hours.—The
Volunteer Guards (32d Middlesex), known to the public
as the "Six-Foot Corps," have resumed their drill at
Hungerford Hall under special advantages, the officers
having attached themselves during the vacation to line
regiments at Aldershott and Southsea to qualify for
their duties. It is expected that the corps will by next
season have doubled their present effective strength.
The Lancashire county contest commenced on Monday
at Hightown, between Liverpool and Southport. The
entries for the prizes numbered 1100, including most ofthe
crack shots who have distinguished themselves at former
meetings, and the total value of the prizes exceeded
900?. The first prize competed for was the Hightown
stakes, value 50^., given by the Hon. Mr. Stapleton, of
Ditton Hall ; 2d prize, 20Z. ; 3d prize. 10?. This prizewas
open to competition by the members of regiments of the
line quartered in the county, the Militia, and the
Volunteers of Lancashire—two from each company ;
distances, 300, 500, and 600 yards; long or short
Enfield, Government pattern; five shots at each range.
For these stakes there were 58 competitors, and, not-
withstanding this large number, there were no ties..

The first prize was won by Corporal Charles Ball, of the
11th depot battalion; the second prize by Captain Ww
Bluett, of the 10th Foot; and the third by James^
Jervis, of the Ist Manchester Rifles. The second prize
was a purse of 25?., presented by Lieut.-Colonel Brown^'
with a second prize of 15?., and a third of 10?. added by'
the committee. This match was for the Liverpool
Artillery Volunteers, to be competed for with the regu-
lation carbine at distances of 200 and 300 yards, five
shots each range. The number of competitors was 18i
The first prize was won by Captain Brabner, of the 20th
Liverpool Artillery. For the second prize there were
thtee " ties"—Lieut. C. B. Bean, Lieut. J. B. Stanleyj.
and F. H. Michatowski, having made eight points each*
The shooting off was spirited, four rounds being fired
before the victory was determined. The result was-
that the second prize was won by Mr. Michatowski, and
the third by Lieut. Stanley. The third and last match,
for the day was a silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, giveu
by Mr. William Preston, and a second prize of 12.
guineas, presented by Messrs. Webb & Hunt, to be
competed for by the Rifle Volunteers of Liverpool-
distances 300 and 500 yards; five shots at each range-
In this match there was a tie between W. H. Richards,
39th Liverpool, and C. C. Pole, 5th Liverpool, each
having made 11 points. The "tie" was shot off at 600
yards, one shot each. Richards made a centre, and con-
sequently took the first prize, the second falling to Pole.
On Tuesday a challenge cup, value 50 guineas, pre-
sented by the Earl of ^^llesmere, to be competed for by
three delegates from each Volunteer company of the
county, at distances of 300, 500, and 600 yards, was
won by Sergeant Sillem, R. Maxwell, and R.'N, Swire,
delegates from the 1st company 5th division 2d batta^
lion. A purse of 50?. presented by the Mayor of Liver-
pool, in five prizes of 10?. each, competed for by
Volunteers of Liverpool earning weekly wages, at a
distance of 200 yards, was won by Nicholas Murnhy,
64th Rifles; Sergeant Holland, 25th Rifles; J. Wil-
liams, 25th Rifles; W. Burton, and Richard Holt. On
Wednesday, in consequence of the fog, only one prize
was decided,—a cup, value 12 guineas, presented by
Messrs. Benson and Mallett, being the proceeds of the
sale of the "official card" at Knowsley; to be com-
peted for by any Volunteer whose corps was present

at the Knowsley review, at distances of 200 and
300 yards; five shots at each range. This prize,

for which there were 110 competitors, was won h-^

Thomas Casson, 39tli Lancashire Rifles. — A grand
rifle fete of the members of the various corps of

Sussex, Surrey, and Kent took place on Monday, at

the practice-ground of the 3d Cinque Ports at Rye.
The corps present were the 3d Cinque Ports, Rye; Isb

Cinque Ports, Hastings; 29th Kent, Ashford; 37th

WeakI of Kent, Hawkhurst; 4tli Cinque Ports.

Artillery, Hastings; 4th Cinque Ports, Hythe; 5th
Cinque Ports, Folkestone ; 4th Surrey, Streatham ;.

9th Surrey, Richmond ; 12th Surrey; 5th Sussex.

Artillery, Fast Grinstoad ; 5th Kent, Canterbury ; 16th
Sussex, Battle; 5th Surrey, Reigate; 3d Kent; and
several others. From these corps about 120 members^
entered into competition for a silver cup as the first,

prize, and a silver medal and a bronze one as the second
and third. After a highly spirited contest with five-

rounds at 300 yards. Sergeant Peuhall of the Hastings,
corps was declared the winner with nine points;.

Lieutenant Crake (Hastings), Sergeant Brittenden
and Private Kennett made eight points, and;

on shooting off the ties Mr. Kennett won the
second prize, and Lieutenant Crake took the third.

A match between 12 members of the Hastings Corp3.

and 12 members of the Ry6 Corps with five- ^ots at

200, and five at 300 yards, resulted in the Hastings men
making 127 points against 110 accomplished by the
Rye.—The ceremony of consecrating and presenting.

colours to the 1st Cinque Ports (Hastings and St.
Leonard's), took place in the Music Hall, Hastings, on.

Tuesday week, the Hon. and Rev. S. Waldegrave,.
Bishop of Carlisle elect, presenting the colours in the
name of the Countess of Waldegrave and the ladies of
the borough.—The shooting match of the 6th Sussex
Rifles took place on Thursday week at Pet worth Park,
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thfiaesitTof Lord Leconfield, The prizes were won by

Ensign Padwick, Colonel Phillips, Sergeant Slierwin,

Bugler Southerton, and Privates Aylwin, H. Ellis. W.
Sherain, Thomson, and Bishopp.—The Volunteers of

Dorsetshir'? were reviewed on Wednesday week by

Colonel Moore of the lltli Foot, in the presence of the

Earl of Shaftesbury, Lord-Lieutenant of the county, at

Maiden Castle, about two miles from Dorchester,—The

Tunhridge Corps met on Wednesday week in the grounds

of Tunbridge Castle, and were presented by Viscountess

flardinge with a silver bugle, the gift of the ladles of the

^Q^xn,—The 3d Northumberland were reviewed at

JTorpeth on Monday afternoon.—The Isfc East Riding

Artillery have constructed at their own expense a

battery, the first of its class in Great Britain, mounting

three 32-pounders, according to plans designed by

Lieut.-Colonel Hamley, of the Hoyal Artillery.—The
Airedale (35th West York) beld their first open-air

drill on Saturday in the grounds adjoining Eastwood

House, near Keighley, the seat of Mr. I. G. Sugden.

—

The competition for a large number of valuable prizes

offered to the members of the Leicestershire companies

commenced on Monday at the Leicester rifle range.

The pri«s were won by C. Billson (Leicester) ; Private

Leadbetter (Melton); Private Bankart (Leicester)

;

private Whitehouse (Melton); and Private Sturgess

(Melton).—On Monday the 4th Warwickshire (Rugby)
concluded a shooting for prizes which had been com-
menced on the previous Wednesday, The 1st prize, a
handsome silver cup, was won by Sergeant Haynes, the

second prize was won by l*rivate Kenning, and the third,

-a silver tankard, was wonT)y Private Clarke.—TheCunard
Artillery (Liverpool) having completed tlieir prelimi-

nary gun drill, are almost dally improving themselves

in ball practice at the Liverpool North Fort.—On
Friday the Wisbech Corps was inspected by the Earl of

Hardwicke, Lord Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire.—

A

new Highland company has been formed at Aberdeen,

in which city, on Saturday, the whole of the local

Volunteer?, mustering about
Major Douglass Jones, one of

of Voltuiteers for Scotland.-

BanfFshire* Artillery, and Banffshire Rifles, assembled

in the grounds of Duff House on Saturday,

and were presented with a silver bugle each
by the Countess of Fife.—A second company of

Rifles has been raised in Penrith, consisting of 65 men,
thus raising the total number of Volunteers to 142
members—a large proportion for a small town of VOOO
or 8000 inhabitants.—At Hinckley a Rifle Corps, to be
called the lOfch Leicestershire, m now in course of for-

raation and is rapidly advancing in its organisation.

—

A Rifle Corps has been formed in Lowestoft numbering
nearly 100 members, all of whom, with few exceptions,

are employed in the establishment (at that place) of

Messrs. Lucas Brothers, the builders and contractors of

Belvedere Road, Lambeth, who have borne the expense

•of equipping the great majority of the members, and
have also provided at their own cost a complete set of

nesv instruments.—A Rifle corps has been formed at

Wantage, which now numbers 86 efi'ective members.
This little town has, therefore, distinguished itself by
raising a larger corps in proportion to the number of its

inhabitants than any other town in Berkshire.

solution of the Italian question, unless the great Powers agree
beforehand on a commou i)roe;ramme, of which, however,
there is litUe Ukelihood.*

600, were reviewed by
the Assistant-Inspectors

The Macduff Artillery,

dfovctgn*

Feance.—The Monlteur of Sunday promulgated the

-convention supplementary to the treaty of commerce
between France and England, which was concluded on

the 12th of October, and stated that the Customs'

tariff subjoined to it would come into operation on
the 1st inst. It also published on Monday the following

decree concerning those articles of merchandise of

British growth or manufacture, specified in the Treaty

'of Commerce, which are imported into France other-

wise tban in French or British vessels :—
*' 1. A surtax of 25c. per lOft kilogi-ammes will he levied upon

-articles of merchandise wliicli are either free from all euU-j

-dues or liable to a maximum duty of 3f. per 100 kilogramaies.

2. The surtax decreed by the law of the 18th April, 1810, will

be appUed wlien the duty exceeds 3f. per 100 kilogrammes."
.

The Monifeur, the Patrie, and the ConstUutiomiel,

'contradict in the most decisix'e terms the statement

of the Opinion Natlonale that Austria had determined

to send an ultimatum to Turin, that Frince iletternich

had been charged to enter into negotiations with the

French Government in order to bring about a pacific

solution of the Italian (juestion, and to intimate that

in case of failure Austria would resort to arms, with the

countenance of the soveireigns her allies. The Opinion

Rationale is the organ of Prince Napoleon, but in spite

iOf hie powerful protection, a prosecution lias been com-

menced against M. Guerault, its responsible editor, at

• the instance of the Austrian government for the publica-

iion of false news. It is said that in accordance with

instructions received from Count Rechberg, Prince

Metternich has explained to M. Thouvenel the Austrian

policy. This explanation contains foiir points :—
" 1. The interior policy of eveiy State bcin^r intimately con-

nected with its exterior poUcy, Austria will fulfil with sincerity

the reforms announced by the 'Diplom ' of the 20th October.

2. Xotwithstanimg the compUcations in Italy Austria will

maintain her line of defensive policy. The present armaments
and concentratiou of trooos in Venetia have no o4her object

ttian that of repelling any attack. 3. Austria will not abandon
the system «f non-intervention. 4. Austria considers that the

assembling <?f a Congress would not bring about ^ practical

Baron Hiibner, the late Ambassador of Austria in
Paris, was received by the Emperor on Saturday at

St. Cloud, and Prince Metternich, the present Am-
bassador, had an interview with his Majesty on
Monday. Both are said to be pleased with their

reception, from which it is inferred that the
prospects of affairs in Italy are more pacific. Baron
Hiibner left Paris on Monday night for Anjou on a
visit to his daughter. In a Cabinet Council held a few
days since the Minister for Foreign Affairs is said to

have spoken very energetically against France taking a
part in any new conflict that may occur between Sar-
dinia and Austria. In this opinion it is said that some
of the Marshals coincided.—On Tuesday the Emperor
reviewed on the race-course in the Bois de Boulogne
the regiments of the Imperial Guard, with the

exception of the cavalry, which is quartered

at Fontainebleau, Compiegne, Melun, and Meaux.
His Majesty was accompanied by the Prince Imperial,

dressed in the uniform of a Corporal of the Guard, and
attended by Marshal Randon, Minister ofWar, Marshal
Magnan, Commander-in-Chief of the army of Paris,

Marshal Pelissier, Marshal Vaillant, Marshal Niel,

Marshal Canrobert, Commander-in-Chief of the Im-
perial Guard, and a numerous staff, including several

Russian, German, and Sardinian officers. The army of

Ljons is about to be largely reinforced, and great

activity is observable at the hotel of the Minister of

Marine. Admiral Hamelin is occupied with the

creationofcompanies ofnaval artillerymen tobeemployed

in the defence of the coast, and to be chosen among the

trained seamen who have not yet completed their period

of service. Several of the towns on the coast have

been placed in a respectable state of defence. It is

moreover reported that a corps of observation is to be

formed on the frontiers of Alsace and of Lorraine. A
serious dissension has taken place between the civil and
military autlioritles of Algeria. The Council-General

has resigned en masse in consequence of an arrogant

letter addressed to the President by General Martim-
prey, the Governor-General, and has consented to remain

in office only till the business of the sitting is brought

to an end. The Minister for Algeria, by command of

the Emperor, has addressed a letter of censure to

General Martimprcy for his treatment of the Council-

General, and it is considered probable that on the

receipt of it the Governor-General will send in his

resignation. Great discontent has been caused among
the working classes in Paris by the increase in the

price of tobacco, pursuant to a late Imperial decree.

The popular displeasure took an odd way of expressing

itself. In the portion of tbe Tuilorics reserved for the

Emperor large parcels were thrown, containing ends of

smoked cigars, pieces of half chewed tobacco, and old

pipes. It was then resolved that one of the semi-official

papers should give explanations on tlie subject.

The Constitutionnel of Wednesday accordingly contamed

an article on cigars and the varieties of tobacco, wliich

it is hoped will be successful in calming the irritation.

Spain.—In the sitting of the Cortes on Monday
Marshal 0*Donnell declared that the Spanish Govern-

ment had resolved to maintain strict neutrality in the

affairs of Italy. The Cabinet, however, had protested

against the attacks of Piedmont on the Pontifical

States and the kingdom of Naples, and in consequence

of them had recalk-d the Spanish Minister at Turin,

replacing him by a charg^ d'affaires. The
Marshal also protested against a speech delivered

by the Deputy Aparici, in which doubts had been

expressed as to the loyalty of the Emperor of

the Prench towards the Spanish Government. The
Government had presented a project of law to the

Cortes, fixing the strength of the army for 1861 at

100,000 men.
SwiTZEBXAXD.—The Federal Council on Saturday

replied to the demands of the French Government con-

cerning the affair of the flag at Sion. The note states

that before the'annexation of Savoy and Nice to France

no vessels hoisting foreign colours ever landed on the

Swiss shores, and maintains the theory expressed in a

former despatch in reference to international offences.

With regard to the insult to the French flag at Geneva

on the 31st August it states that the authorities

and magistrates of Geneva by their own interference on

the spot, prevented any act of violence of any conse-

quence, and immediately opened an inquiry with a view

to the discovery of the guilty parties, that the majority

of the citizens present also disapproved of the incident,

and united in the efforts of the authorities to re-esta-

blish order, and that the inquiry has not been ahlo to

lead to the discovery either of the aggressors or of the

instigators, and it has not therefore been possible to

bring them before the tribunals. The elections for the

new" Federal Council commenced on Sunday. Tlie

result is the triumph of the national policy represented

byM. Stompflis, except in the Canton of Vaud. where

the Opposition party obtained a majority over the

Government. The new Assembly will meet in the first

week of I>ecember to proceed to the election of the mem-

bers of the new Federal Government The Marquis de

Turgot is expected to return in a lortnight to his post

as Ambassador of France.

ArsTEiA.—Count Rechberg has given explanations

to the Diplomatic Corps in reference to the interview

at Warsaw, According to these explanations Au§tua
ft ^ *d

put the three following questions to Russia and
Prussia:—1. Will Russia and Prussia recognise the
facts which have been or may be accomplished in Italy ?
2. Should Austria be attacked by Sardinia, and the
latter be supported by another great Power, what would
be their attitude? 3. In the event of another war,
and of its being transferred to any part of the territory
of the Germanic Confederation, what would Prussia
do ? Count Rechberg informed the Diplomatic Corps
that the Austrian Government is about to address a
circular note to its representatives abroad on the nature
and result of the Warsaw interview. The Wiener
Zeitung publishes an Imperial Statute organising a
national representation for Carinthia. The number of
Deputies is to be 36, of whom 5 are to be ecclesiastics,

8 landed proprietors, 3 proprietors of mines, 6 deputies

from towns, 2 deputies from Chambers of Commerce,
and 12 members from communes. The powers of the

deputies and the mode of election are the same as for

Styria, though thetax-payingqualification isalittle lower,

Hungary.—The official Wiener Zeittmg contains the

following Imperial ^resolution, dated 30th ult., decree-

ing tlie appointments of the different dignitaries in

Hungary:—The CcunciUor of the Empire, Count
Mailath is appointed Tavernicorum Jlegalium Magister;
Count Franz Zichy, jun.. Chief Gentleman Usher;
Count Andrassy, Chief Cupbearer; Count Barkoczy,
Chief Hungarian Chamberlain. Another resolutioa

appoints 39 provincial Judges, and six Referendaries to

the Court of Chancery, among whom is Court Coun-
cillor Szendenyi and Bishop Korizmics.

Russia.—The Dowager Empress of Russia died on
Thursday morning at St. Petersburg at half-past 8
o'clock. The German journals are unanimous in pro-

nouncing the Warsaw Conferences a failure. The only

point on which any decision appears to have been

arrived at was an agreement to decline any proposition

for the assembling of a Congress on the Italian question;

but the National Zeitung of Berlin asserts that ifAustria

had ohfcained any promise of support from Prussia and

Russia, she would have at once commenced war in Italy.

As soon as it became evident that the expectations of

the Emperor of Austria in seeking the interview were not

likely to he realised, advantage was taken of the illness

of the Dowager Empress of Russia to make alterations

in the arrangements for the departure of the Sovcreigns-

The hunting excursion which was intended to take

place on Friday at Skeemeewicz was countermanded;

the Emperor of Austria left Warsaw before noon, and
the Emperor of Russia and the Prince Regent left in

the course of the afternoon. It is stated that the inter-

view maintained to the last a purely personal character

as regards both the Princes and their Ministers, ^i the

last interview on Thursday week no stipulation was

made, no convention of any kind was concluded, nor was
even a protocol drawn up. At the close of the con-

ferences the Emperor Alexander conferred upon Count

Rechberg the Grand Cordon of the Order of St. Andrew,

and the Emperor of Austria presented to Prince Gort-

schakoff a snuff-box richly set with diamonds.

Italy.—The official return of the voting on the

question of annexation in the city and province of

Naples is 185,468 ayes, and 1609 noes.
_
The result of

the voting in the kingdom of Naples, with the excep-

tion of two provinces—the returns from which are still

wanting—is 1,102,499 ayes, and 9371 noes. A tele-

graphic despatch has reached Paris stating that Gari-

baldi went to Sessa on the 29th, to meet the King, and

reached head-quarters just as the action of the Garig-

liano was being fought, between Teano and Sessa. The
presence of the Dictator in the King's camp excited the

warmest enthusiasm, and all the troops presented arms

to him. The King had decided on not entering the

city of Naples until the results of the voting

throughout the kingdom were officially declared.

He will then go to Caserta, accompanied by Gari-

baldi, and there give a solemn reception to the

delegates who are to bring the result of the

vote. The Archbishop of Salerno, ivho is now at

Nanles, has written to his Chapter, calling on them to

signify their adhesion to the Government of Victor

Emmanuel. It was reported on Wednesday that the

Sardinian flotilla had cannonaded the Royalists near

Gaeta, that the French Admiral despatched a frigate

to stop the firing, and that Admiral Persano

thereupon retired, expressing his regret at the

conduct of the French, and afterwards returned

to Naples. A despatch from Turin dated yester-

day states that a denial has been given to this

statement. Further details of the recent engagements

between the Sardinians and the Neapolitan Royalists

have been received, from which it appears that when
the King of Naples had obtained certain information

that a pledmontcsc array of 30,000 men would advance

on Capua, it was decided to prepare for the evacuation

of that place, and a commencement was made as far

back as the 10th ult. in removing materiel and supplies

to Gaeta. A gsneral movement of retreat and concen-

tration also began on the part of the Royalist army at

the same time. To protect this movement a corps of

11,000 men was directed on Isernia, which had a

fiist conflict with the Rcdmontese of General

Cialdini's division on the i7th. In consequence

they retired on Venafro, and then on Teano

;

where they were joined by the corps from

Cajazzo, who abandoned that pofiition, as too distant

from their new base of operations. On the 26th the

two corps, forming an effective of about 15,000 jpen.
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had a sharp e^ngagcment between Teano and SessHj

with the Piedmontese army, commanded by King
Victor Emmanuel in person. They managed to effect

their retreat, by leaving in the hands of the Piedmon-
tese 500 or 600 prisoners, principally ofthe 3d regiment
of infantry, which formed the rear-guard. Oa the
27th the Neapolituus began to leave Sessa, and cross-
ing the Garigliano, established themselves behind that
river, having their centre at Traetto in front of Gaeta.
On the 31sfc King Victor Emmanuel crossed the
GarigUano, and a general action is hourly expected,
Capua, which is still occupied by a small body of Royal-
ists, is besieged by Garibaldi, and the bombardment has
commenced. The report which was current last week
that orders had been given by Garibaldi to General Turr
and the Hungarian division to prepare to embark for a
destination unknown, is said to be without foundation.
Garibaldi's Minister ot Finance has discovered among the
inscrrptions of the Rentes on the "Grand Llvre " a sum
of 11,000,000 in the name of a man who was not worth
11,000. An inquiry was instituted, the results of which
was that the man confessed tbat his name had been
merely lent to procure safety for this large sum, which
belonged to different members of the Bourbon family.
The whole amount was then tieclared to belong to the
public Treasury. In consequence of this decision the
King of Naples has made a "strong protest at Gaeta,
denouncing the proceeding as spoliation. ColonelPeard,
"Garibaldi's Englishman," has published an official

report on the action of the British brigade at San
Angelo, highly commending their noble conduct under
fire in this their first engagement with the enemy, and
giving the following list of killed and wounded :

—

** Killed.—Ensign Bars Tucker; Private Lewis Mitchell.
Wounded. — Privates John Clark, severely; W. Ritchie,
severely ; J. Prosser, severely ;— Macarthy, feared mortally

;— Wilson, slightly ; Corporal Beiinet, sUgbtly ; Privates
Mathew, severely;— Bate, severely."

Accounts from Rome state that the Pope has created
General Lamorici^re a Roman noble, and issued a

decree ordering; a medal to be struck in his honour.
Monsignor Sacconi, the Papal Nuncio at Paris, has
arrived at Rome, on unlimited leave of absence, and the
Pope has intimated his intention to raise the two
French Bishops who are most hostile to the Emperor's
policy to the dignity of Cardinals. Monsignor Berardi
has resigned the Secretaryship of State, and his brother
has been dismissed from his post in the Ministry of the
Interior. The Duke de Grammont has addressed a pro-

h i Excellency the Minister of War. Camp of Sing Ho,
Aug. 24, ISUO.—The 12th and 14tli of August—Combats which
drove the Tartir army from its positions and gave us their
entrenched camps. I7th Aug.—Bridge thrown across the
Peiho, under the fire of the enemy. Aug. 21.—After a
vehement resistance we carry by assault the most important

have aceomplisbed the good which they bare effected, beln'?
the result of discussion, and coming upon a country prepared
to [receive them, and sensible of the advantages which they
brought with them. This address adverts, in terms for which
I beg to express my heartfelt gratitude, to the general system

.
of Administration, and especially to our foreign relations. If

of the Taku forts. 200 French and 250 English kors di combat; the Government of which I have had the honour of beine a
asmgleofficej- kmed.^JOOO^TarUp_killed, ^found in the fort, leading member has been successful in its conduct of affairs«„ i,„ „» iv- n„ _ 1

i <-,._. _^ .,, .,
,,.__.

the merit is due, first of all, to the generous support which it
has received from the people of this country, to the unbounded
confidence of the Crown, and to the distinguished ability of
those colleagues of whom it has been composed. TIVc have no
doubt been successful in aiding and assisting the spread of
political] liberty in other countries beyond our own—not by
dictation, not by armed interference, not by imposing upon
nations, unwilling or unprepared, innovations even calculated
for their good, but by assisting those who were helping them-
selves, by aiding in those other countries the development of
those principles of political freedom which we have the happi-
ness to enjoy in our own. It is thus that in Belgium we con-
tributed to the establishment of a systemof Government which

among whom was the General in Chief. All the other
forts surrender successively. The same evening a capitula-
tion gives us the whole country, as far as Tien-tsing,
and 600 brass guns of large calibre and proportions. The
Ambassadors proceed to Tien-tsing where the Chinese com-
missioners attend them to open negotiations. The allied army
is placed in echelon along their route. The generals and
admirals all proceed there under escort. The sanitary con-
dition of the army is good.'

United States.—A despatch from Washington of
the 20th says that the returns oftheMis6issippi|election
show a majority ot 20,000 for Mr. Breckenridge. The
friends of the Union ticket in New York are in good
spirits. It is understood that if the Catholic vote is

concentrated on that ticket Mr. Lincolu*s defeat is

certain. Judge Douglas's trip from St. Louis to Jeffer-
son is described as a complete ovation. On the 20th he
addressed a vast crowd in front of the Capitol. Im-
mense enthusiasm prevailed.

Canada.—A severe shock of earthquake passed over
Canada on the morning of the 17th inst. No accidents
are reported. The Canadian Government organ, the
Toronto Leader, announces that the Grand Trunk
Railway Company is on the eve of a financial catas-
trophe, Messrs. Baring & Co, having taken steps to
recover advances amounting to millions of dollars. The
directors had presented a memorial to the Canadian
Government praying for relief, and the Government
were about to Issue a commission to inquire into the
affairs of the railway.

Centeal Ameeica.—Accounts from Costa Rica state
that the revolution attempted by the Ex-Rresldent
Mora had signally failed. The Government forces,

under Blanco, attacked Mora's position, near Punta
ArenaSj and carried it by overpowering numbers. Mora
and his Generals escaped, but were subsequently taken
prisoners and mercilessly shot. Peace and order had
been restored on the Isthmus of Panama and its

vicinity. This was brought about by the landing, at
the suggestion of tlie authorities, of forces from the
American and British vessels of war. These forces

remained in joint occupation of the Isthmus at the last

accounts, but it was prohable that they would soon
be withdrawn. By the same steamer we have news

has rendered tbat country as happy and prosperous as a»y
country upon the face of the earth. It is thus tuat we assisted
Spain and Portugal in obtaining constitutions modelled upon^
the general principles of our own, which have contributed
greatly to the happiness and prosperity of those nations. "We
are now seeing in another part of Southern Europe changes in
progress which, I trust, may lead to the establishment of a
system, in Italy as conducive to the happiness and prosperity
of the Italians, as, unfortunately, some of the Gov^nments-
which have hitherto existed in that country have ct^ributed
to their uuhappiness and their misery. But our action is the
action of opinion alone. We leave the Italians to deal with^
their own affairs, and all we hope and wish is that other coun-
tries will follow our example, and that the people of those
regions, favoured with many of the gifts of nature, should be
allowed to arrange their internal afl'airs in the manner which
may seem to tbem best adapted to their happiness and welfare.
You have been pleased to say in your address that by the
attention paid by the Government of this country to our fellow-
subjects travelling and residing in foreign parts they have been
clothed with the protection of England wherever they may
harmlessly and innocently sojourn. That must be because the
inhabitants of a country great and powerful like England, who
are educated in a respect for the law, when they go abroad, go
there for the purpose either of commercial enterprise or for
individual instruction and recreation. They never indulge in
plots and conspiracies, whatever may be their opinions as to
the merits of the institutions of the countries which they visit.

The people of such a country as this must be respected wherever
they go, because they are sure that their countrymen at home
will not look with indifference upon any insults and injuries-
which may be undeservedly t visited u]ion them. You have
alluded also to the maintenance of order in the country? It is
the desire and the duty of the executive Government to watch
over the maintenance of order in the country over whope
destinies they are called to preside. But happily in this
country that duty is easy, and is reduced to almost nothing.
The peculiar characteristic of the English nation—that which
strikes foreigners most when they visit our shores—is the
manner in which the people of these realms govern themselves

-

and maintain order among each other. It is that spirit of

test to Cardinal Antonelli against the answer published from Peru of the disallowance of the American claims
i ^^^f'

^^^^ obedience to the law, which not only affords the
• rt ,--- ..s .^,1 «*•!«., 1. -til*. L ^ Tt ^• • £. J t best security for internal peace, but which, apphcabie and
by General Lamonciere m the official Giornale di against that country, from Bolivia of renewed revolu- applied as it is to all the coiicerns of private and public life, is
Itoma to the note in the Moniteitr of the 15th inst. in

reference to the telegraphic despatch sent by the
Duke do Grammont to the French Consul at Ancona.
Count Cavour has forwarded a circular to all the
Sardinian Legations at foreign courts, protesting
against Sardinia having been exchided from taking
any share in the late Conventions regarding Syria, a
participation in which he claims as a right " consecrated
hy Art. 7 of the Treaty of tlie 30th March, 1856,'*

relating to the participation of Sardinia in the Crimean
war. M, de Montaleinbert has addressed a letter to

M. de Cavour, on the Sardinian invasion of the Papal
States, in which he says :

—"Your policy is not mine:
you are for great neutralised States ; I am for ?raall

independent States." Tlie Presse remarks on this

passage that ** it is difficult to say in clearer terms that
a man regrets being a Frenchman."

Sicily.—The Government of Sicily has issued a
decree ordering that as a mark of veneration due to
Garibaldi as the hero of the 19th centary, the bedroom
occupied by him at Palermo, in the pavilion adjoining
the Royal Palace, shall be perpetually preserved in its

present state, with the furniture it now contains, and
that the present decree shall be engraven on a marble
tablet, and placed at the entrance of the chamber,
TrEKZT.—The Grand Vizier and Rlza Pacha are

concerting measures for the improvement of the
finances. It is expected that the Government will nego-
tiate in Paris a 5 per cent, loan of 16 millions sterling,
at 53i. A national forced loan is also spoken of. The
Lecant Herald has received a warning for an article on
this subject, and on the corruption of Riza Pacha. The
Austrian Internuncio has met with a severe accident.
His leg is broken, and he ia considered to be in a
dangerous state.

India,—A despatch from Calcutta, dated Sept. 22d,
states that sytnptoms of disaffection had been mani-
fested by the 6th European Regiment at Dinapore.

China.—The Taku Forts were captured on the 21st
August after five hours* hard fighting. The other
torts surrendered. The enemy were allowed to march
out, leaving their munitions, &c. The Allies lost 400
men killed and wounded. No British officer was killed.

The Orth and 44th Regiments and the Marines, with
1500 French, were the troops principally engaged.
Tientsin was afterwards occupied by the Allies.

The British and French Plenipotentiaries arrived
at Tientsin on the 26tli, and were shortly to start for

Pekin, escorted by cavalry. The Chinese Government
had promised them an honourahle reception. The
rebels had withdrawn from Shanghai, and a tetter
feeling of security had since prevailed. On the 18th
and 20th August they attempted to enter the city, but
were repulsed with terrible loss. The following telegram
was received at the Foreign Office last evening. The
following appears in the Monttettr :—
" Sfcu-aemes, Nov. 1, iS60. The General de Montauban to

tions. and from Ecuador of the success of Gen. Flores,

and the flight of Franco to Peru. The whole Spanish-
American country, from Brazil to the frontier of the
United States, inclading Mexico, seems to be rapidly
returning to a worse state of barbarism than existed in
the days of Columbus, Cortez, and Pizarro.

iluDKc ^tflnt&&cs.

Lord Palmeeston, during his recent visit to Leeds,
delivered several speeches on domestic and foreign
topics, of which the following is a summary. In
answer to an address of congratulation from the mayor
and corporation of the horough, he said:

—

**In the address presented to me you have embodied
opinions founded upon just principles of national government.
You have expressed your sentiments as to the propriety and
necessity of progressive improvement in all the institutinns of
the country, out you have wisely observed that it is important
that they should not be forced on prematurely nor delayed too
long-. It is perfectly tnie that men who deeply reflect upon
possible improvement, and who have convinced their minds of
the good which would result from such changes, are often
impatient of the delay which intervenes between the concep-
tion and the execution. But, though rapid and pen-stroke
improvements may suit despotic countries where the executive
government is all in all, where the nation is bound to obey
those impulses which come from above, yet in a country like
this, where the whole nation participates in the function of
govcrament, and where public opinion 13 as powertul as the
edicts of the Premier's authority, time and delay are often
essentially necessary for the accomplishment of good and
useful legislation. If improvements and reforms are not fully
discussed, if all the objections on one side and the other are
not put forward before the mind of every reflecting man, if
public opinion is not fully prepared for the change, the good,
great as it may be, which may lesult from this change is not
fully and properly accompli-shed. Thus it has been with all
those great improvements which have been mentroned in the
address just read. It ia perfectly true that within the last
30 years greater improvements have been made in the laws
and institutions of the country than perhaps were ever accom-
plished before in any country or nation in the same period of
time. We have seen that great disgrace to human nature

—

negro slavery—abolished by a sacrifice nobly offered and nobly
endured by the country—a sacrifice great, no doubt, in point
of money, but which was amply conipcnsiitrd for by the great
and honourable result which it attained. We have seen our
Catholic fellow-suljects placed upon a footing of equality with
the Protestant part of the community. We have seen those
laws which relate to Dissenters rind the Test Act repealed ; we
have seen the com laws repealed—a change which produced
contentment and prosperity to a great portion of the com-
munity; for, whereas before, when seasons were adverse and
the price of food was raised, it was natural that men should
think that the high price of provisions was created by the
sordid avarice of a portion of the community, now every man
must feel that if food is dear it is the result of the inclemency
*»f the seasons, and not the consequence of any mif^govemment
of man. We have seen changes njade in the laws regulating
municipal corporations— changes va.*«tly importan^ with refer-
ence to the gr;ind principle of local self-government ; we have
Been commercial enterprise assisted by the introduction of the
principle of limited liability ; but more than all, we have seen
that great improvement in the political oi^anisation of the
country which was etlected by the Parliamentary Reform of
1832, All these changes were the result of long discussion of
the conflict of opinions and the conflict of intercFts, but if ihey
had been accomplished by a stroke of the pen, they would not

the elementary principle upon which the wealth, increase, and
prospeiity of the country are founded, not only in its public
aspects, but even in its commercial and industrial avocations.
For that, then, the Government of the day can take but little-

credit ; it Is the people of the United Kingdom to whom that
merit is mainly and practically due. It is, no doubt, to the
daily and yearly increase and' diffusion of instruction and
education among the people that that spirit of order is mahily
attributable, which increases from day to day as we see, and.
the decline of which it is now impossible to contemplate, Tou
have been pleased in this address to refer to the loyalty of the
people of this country. That loyalty is innate in the mind of
every British subject ; for if there is one peculiarity perhaps
which belongs to the British character, it is a sentiment of
gradations of rank. Every rank knows its own position ; it is

neither jealous of those above, nor does it treat without respect
those who happen to be below it- There is a geneml conscious*-.

ness that in human society there must be degrees, that tho
preservation of the grades is essential to the welfare of the
community, and that feeling and sentiment is directed
with increased intensity towards the Sovereign who sits-

on the throne. But if at all times that abstract feeling
would lead the people of this country to sentiments of
fervid and devoted loyalty, it is our happiness to be ruled
over by a Sovereign who possesses, in a degree never sur-
passed, all those qualities of bead and heart which are-,

calculated to secure to h«r the deep-rooted affection of every
one of the subjects whom she governs. It is true, as you have
observed in this address, that our Sovereign is deeply imbued
with the principles of the Constitution of which she is th&^

head, and little indeed is the merit of those who are appointed
by her to administer in her name if they follow in the track

which she points out to them, and if they, in the administra-

tion of those powers which she confides to their haads, are

sedulously and strictly observant of the Uroits which the Con-
stitution of the country has imposed on the Executive autho-

rity. But there is another poipt in which our Sovereign

peculiarly deserves the admiration and the gratitude of the
coimtry ; for not only are her cares directed to the time^

present, but with a far-seeing foresight she has so trained and
educated her Roj-al children, she has imbued them so deeply
with all those sentiments and feelings which fit them to be
members of that Royal family whom we have the happiness to
look up to, that even after that day—and long may that day
be deferred—when her reign shall cease,—even after that day
she will bequeath to her people the legacy of a family worthy
to succeed her and sure to obtain the confidence and affection
of the country. And while of late years we have seen in

I other countries Sovereigns who have been so unfortunate as
to lose the confidence of their subjects, and to entail both
upon themselves and their people all those calamities which
arise from such a forfeiture on the part of the ruling authority^
we have the satisfaction of seeing in this country that every
day rivets more closely those bonds of aflectionate attachment
which now exist, and which I trust will never be diminished^
between the Sovereign and the subjects of the realm. "^^

In his address to the members of the Leeds Mechanics' Insti-
tution, his lordship said that there was one imporiant differ-

ence between the present time and the past. In the past 3ges
there had been many men eminent for knowledge and for their
oificoveries in fccience and philosophy ; but then thegreatness
of the nation wa.^ obscured by comparative ignorance, and long
after the days of Newton and Bacon the al^urd notions of
astrology and witchcraft prevailed. Now knowledge was
spread greatly throughout every class of society, and not only
has individual happiness been much increased, but thegreatness
and welfare of the nation have been greatly augmented. One of
the most UFcful of the meana for spreading this knowledge was
mechanics' iiistitutes. Yet some persons had objected to these
institutions chiefly on the groimd that the men whom they
were designed to benefit could only obtain from them a super-
ficial knowledge, and the trite aphorism came into play—

a

little knowledge is a dangerous thing— for a little knowledge
was a bad thing, that was, that it was a bad thing that a ma©
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had only a little learning ; but -wbat was etil] worse than having
a little learning was having no learning at all. And if he were
permitted to give to the working and industrimis classes a
single word of advice, he would say this :— *' Whatever your
calling in life may be, learn tully, deeply, and com-
pletely every tiling that bcara directly on that calling
jaake yourselves masters of everything that will tend
to help you in that particular sphere of industry
Bnt don't confine yourselves to that. Cultivate your
minds by acquiring as mucb knowledge as you can on
as many subjects as you can. You will learn but little of each,
but that little of each will make an important aggregate in
the main, and every new branchof knowledge which you enter
into, every addition made to your general stock of informa-
tion, will improve the faculties of youi minds, just as various
exercises improve the powers of the body, and will make you
more skilful, more able, more clever in the performance of
your particular duties than if you were skilled only in that
particular and simi.lo branch." It was intended that there
should be an ample and copious library in their institution
He would not rccommcTid tliose who frequented the library to
confine themselves solely to books of serious reading and of
practical or scientific utility. The human mind required
variety of exercipo for its different qualities and its diflercnt
functions. The imagination was implanted in man not merely
for the pleasure of others by the works of imagination, but for
the i)lea8ure of the individual in exercising that faculty. That
jileasure was gri'at and laudable, and therefore, though he
would not recommend a man to waste his time in what was
called novel-reading, uninstructive, and not Improving, yet
works of imagination taught good principles by examples in
the recitals they contained, tended in the first place to improve
tlie moral feelings of tlie man, and, in the next place gave a
legitimate enjoyment, by exercising the imacinative faculties
of the readci.s. He was glud to see that science was also to bo
addcd,with a view to give to its membersthatinstruction whicb
wo uld be useful to them in their daily business. There could
not be a more useful thing in a manufacturing district than a
knowledge of chemistrj', and an acquaintance with the funda-
mental priucinles of science as applicable to the ordinary
avocations of life. It was an interesting study, to witness the
infinite variety of the animal creation, beginning with man and
descending to animals which required the power of the micro-
scope to render them vi^ible to man. The contemplation of
these organic beings, must fill the mind with admiration of the
creation, ofthe power, of the skill, andwisdom which bad directed
the great Creator from whom they owed their origin. The
contemplation of the descending scale, no doubt, tended to
make man fancy that he was the lord of the creation, but he
hoped that the institution would also direct the mind to the
upward scale. He trusted that they would not only study the
elementary principles of geology but also the general outlines
of the planaftry system revolving round the sun. They would
then see what a comparatively insignificant portion of that '

planetary system was this earth, which the ancients used to
'

think almost the whole of the created uuiversc, which would
abate those feelings of pride which perhaps the contemplation
ofthe descending scale might have been calculated to inspire.
There was no reason why the working-claR.ses should not
learn the general outlines of a still further science, and
be taught the main principles of the organisation of the
universe, and learn that the inniimerable bright spots which
bespangle the sky on a clear starhght night were not simply
ornaments to the heavens, but that they consisted of millions
of suns, many of them far larger than this earth, and each
Burrounded by a planetary system like our own. While on the
other hand, these contemplations, by enlarging the human
mind, must tend to abate the pride and vanity of prosperity,
so on the other hand they must tend to calm aud console those
who might be labouring under adversity, by letting them see
that the affairs of this world formed but a minute part of the

'

general dispensation of the Almighty, and that all those great
arrangements, whatever might be, their partial and temporary

;

effect, were destined in the main for ultimate and permanent
good. With regard to the advantages of lectures in promoting

j

instruction—he considered that lectures led men easily and
'

usefully to results which had been acquired by deep study ; but
long labour was necessary, in order that those who attended !

lectures might derive the full value which they were intended
'

to impart. To effect this obiect a valuable syBtem of voluntary
|

competitive examinations had recently been established in i

connexion with mechanics' institutions. The three sources of
jknowledge—the lecture si'^en in the general way, the sub-

sequent fctudy carried on by the individual, and the test put '

to them by the examiner—was a complete system of instruc-
tion, which, if carried out, as he had no doubt it would
be, not only in Leeds, but in other parts of the
country, must tend rapidly to improve the intelleclual
condition of the population of the united empire,

'

and, by improving their intellectual condition, add to their
happiness, and promote the greatness and prosperity of the
empire to which they belong."—At the annual meeting of the
I^t^gged School &^cciety and Shoeblack Brigade his Lordship
said ;

** It is only of late j-ears that public attention has been
actively and succej-sfully directed to the minds of men, as well
as to their bodily comfort, and there can be no institution
Jiiore usefully applicable to the intellectual and moral culture
ofthe rising generation than the ragged school. If we look
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fflttg Intelltsenre*
London and Eastern Bank.—A call of 75?. per

sliare was made on Wednesday in the Vice-Chancellor's
Court npon the nnfortunafce sliareholders of the London !

and Eastern Banking Corporation, malang.with the 100^.
'

previously paid, a total loss of 175Z. upon every shat-e.

MoNKT Market. Friday.—British Funds: Con-
sols closed at 921 to 93 both for Money and the Account

;

Bank Stock, 231 ; Three per Cents. Keduced, Ol^o |

;

Xew Three per Cents., 911 to i ; New Two and a Half
per Cents., 774; I»dia Stock. 220^; Ditto Five per
Cent. Stock, 1859. 103^; Ditto Four per Cent. Deben-
tures, 1859. 96^; Ditto Bonds, 7^. to 8s. dis.; Fxche-
quer Bills, 3*. dis., par, 3.?. dis.—Foreign : Brazilian
Four and a Half per Cents., 1860, 88] to 88; Dutch

'

Two and a Half per Cents., 64^ ; Mexican Three per i

Cents., for Acct., 22^; New Granada Deferred. 5|;
Portuguese Three per Cents., 1856. 1857, and 1859, for
Acct.. 44|; Russian Four and a Half per Cents.. 94i
to 94; Ditto Three per Cenb., 1859, 62| ex div.;
Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 49; Ditto New
Deferred Three per Cents., for Acct., 40; Committee's
Certificates, 6i to t ; Turkish Six per Cents.. 1854, 71i;
Ditto for Acct., 71 to 70| ; Ditto for 1858. for Acct., 58.

iSanfe of ffinglauDf.

Xotciifitued t ««

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
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1
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eatcfe
TUESDAT — BANKRDPTS — H. Bobeuam, ^nmot Street, Ttup^^ell

Squflre, Plumber— K. C, DATi¥:fl and J N. Tkouchton, Sboreditrh,
Bankers— H- H. E^GLISH, Urierley iiill, Staffordshire, Lieun^ed \ietualler

and P. Partee, Halton Garden, Buildert— VV. Stuo!«c, AJerton Koad,
"Wandsworth, Builder— G- Wilkinson, Dnrham, Grocer.
BANKHtPTCY ANWULLKO-A. Sylvkstkr, Claiihani Road, Photo-

graphic Artii^t-

l^moAV-BANKRUPTS-J. M. Abbott, Panwell, BuiMer^W. H.
Arbam, Manche?ter,UpholBterer—E. a, AciON.PreBton. tactor—J-Arnolp,
the younger, WoodbridKe. Suffolk, Innkeeper—C, J. Bah,, PeteibnrouKh,
I oai Merchant—P. Bakkr, Wednesburyp Draper—G. Ba^tters, Notfinir-
ham, Printer—T. BooTU^ Mancbester, Grocer— W. Boyck» Eaat Dereham,
INorfoJk, Printer—K Caplim, Drury Lane, Hosier—J, Claukk, Maindee and
Ncwi>ort, Lieenecd Victualler— W, Cox, Lamb's Comluit Street, Pickle
Manufacturer— K, 11. Curtis, Aberavon. Glamorgan, Grocer — T. B,
Damki.!., Poplar, IroiimouKer—G. Fiki-ueb, Manchester, Woolfitapler-
U. Hkhbfrt, thurton Street, Pimlico, Printer—T. Lauketvcb and W.
MoKTiwuRE, St. Mary Axe, Ciry, Leather Factors—j, S. Mabshall,
BiUiter Street, City, boot Factor-T. Mayo, Chesham, Buckshire, Wooden
\\ are Manufaclurer^J, Miller, Nottinifham, Pawnbroker—W, Njcholls,
Leicester, Blue Manufactwrer-G. Pacey, Biruiin^Hihoi, Factor—L. Powell,
Chapel Place. Cavendish Square, Builder— K. fc. Kipley, Great St. Helen's
BisUopK^fate Street. Merchant—WMi. Rvthkufurd, ^otTill^l]imI. Grucer—
\V- Smith, Eastbourne Mews, M e^thourne Terrnre, Paddin^ton, Horse
Dealer— v\ . Thomfsus, Neweaslle-uponlvne, Tailor—E, Timbwkll, Kirk-
dale, Lancaster, Cartoviner— It- Umuawk, Yorkshire. Boot and Shoemaker—W, J, Welch, Nantwich,Biulder-J. Wood, C, Wood, and T-Marauall,
Ponder s End, (Joal Merchants-
BANKftUPTCY ANNCLLED-T.ToLsoy, Ossett and Dew^^bury, Torfe>

slure. Carpet Manufacturer-

upon it simply as regards the poor creatures who are the
objects of the Institution, it is plain that nothing can be more
praiseworthy, and nothing more useful than institutions of this
fiOi^n their effect; but if we take a larger view, and look
upon these institutions aa hearing upon the t^ocial interests
01 the country, we shall see in that view also the
strongest po.ssiUe motives for encouraging and enlarging them.
One of the great evils of civiHzed society is the uncivilized
portion of the comTnunity. There must—and it isvain to hope
it i^hould not be—there must and will, be in every pieat
community a certain amount of crime, of offence, of dissolute
habits, of reckletfciiess and improvidence; but the amount of
these evils will greatly depend upon the direction which is
given in the earliest years of life to the nnnds of the rising
generation. As, in physical matters, we go to the heads of the
springs and divert their conisewhen we want to drain a morass
through which they flow, so we should intercept the eources
of crime at the fountain head. Inculcate, early, in the minds
of the children ot the country maxims of religious and moral
principles. Teach them betimes the value and importance of
I'liles, ^regulations, and order; ^teach the child, even in his
school hours, to be obedient to certain regulations, and you
^ill find that when be becomes aman be will be equally ready
to submit to the laws of his country, and to maintain order in
the society of whicli he is a member. If, then, we succeed in
this—if we rescue from vice and crime a vast number of those
imhappy children who, left to all the hazards and tempta-
tions to which their condition exposes them, would be-
ccrne criminals and victims of the law, I say jou will be
coitftrring an enormous benefit upon t^ociety— a benefit not
confined to the day, not confined to the creatures who are the
<»hjects of your charity, but a benefit which every day becomes
^ore and more extensive, which pervades every class of
fiociety, and the advantage of which will be felt in future
fenerations as well as in the present. In the report which has
'cen read there was a point mentioned which shows another
and important bearing of this institution- You have been
told, what in human nature might have been expected, that
though instruction, moral and intellectual, in the ordinary
^ourse of nature descends from parent to child, yet thatsome-
*^es that current will be reversed—that moral and religious

i*l£tropolts( aiitr its Utcinitfi

The Street Eailwats.—On Saturday Jfr. Train
attended the adjourned meeting of the Alarylehone
vestry, and exphimed the details of his proposal to lay
down street railways iu various parts of Marylebone.
A great number of deputations attended with protests
and memorials against the proposal, and a long and
excited discussion took place. UUinuitely a comnnmi-
cation from Mr. Train was read, stating that having
observed the opposition, aud not wishing to cavil in
antagonism with so large a parish, he desired that all

action upon the matter might be postponed until the
A'estry could see the system in operation in Victoria
Street. It was then resolved, with only five or six

dissentients, to adjourn the consideration of the question
for three months.—At a meeting of the City Coininis-

sion of Sewers on Tuesday Mr. Train attended the
Court, at the request of the Commissioners, to afford

explanations of his system. He was accompanied bv
Mr. James Samuel and Mr. G. B. Bruce, engineers, and
he produced a model of his proposed street railway and
omnibus, the latter constructed to i;arry -18 passengers,

24 inside and 24 out, and intended to be drawn by a
couple of horses. The railway model exhibited a single

line of rails running right) down t!ie middle ofa street,

with a gauge similar to an ordinary railway of4ft. Siins.,

aud leaving a space on eaclt side for the accommoda-
tion of other traffic, the width of which spaces will

always depend on the breadtli of thestreet iu which tlie

pnject may be adopted. Mr. Train stated thut he
proposes to lay down in all the leading thoroughfares

in the city his line of rails at his own cost, and iu a

manner to satisfy the surveyor to the commissioners rthat he wdl undertake to do that within an interval'
prescribed by the commission, and that in the event of
the system, on a trial, being regarded by them as a
public mconvenience, he will put an end to it, and'
mnstate the streets at hU own cost. He showed that
there was no groove in his lines, in which the wheels ot
ordinary carriages could stick; but, on the contrary, a-
flat surface of metal, six or eight inches wide, which all'
might use free of charge, his patent rights being con-
hued to thepecuhar construction of the carriage which-^
he uses. At the outer edges of his lines there is a-
gu.dmg flange, but it is only five-eighths of an inch
high, and offers, as he submits, no obstruction to &.

carnage crossing the road or one leaving his beaten
track to set down a passenger on the kerb or for any
other purpose. The outside width of his carriages is

6 feet 8 inches, the gauge of the rails hemg, as already
stated, 4 feet 8i inches. On the level metal plates
many ordinary carriages of various kinds may traveV
with two and always with one wheel. The paved part
of the road between the rails, as well as the rails them-
selves, will be maintained by him at his own expense.
The introduction of his system will not diminish by one-
inch the ordinary roadway available for the general
traffic, and while the road remains open to all,
his plan will afford facilities for conveying
great numbers of people from point to point
in great cities and towns, in a regular, noise-
less, and expeditious manner, greatly calculated to
promote the public convenience aud to relieve the
thoroughfares. The very narrowness of the streets of
London, and the consequent stoppage of the traffic, he-
contended was one main reason why railways to relieve
them should be introduced ; and he pointed to rails laid
down in the streets of New York, the Broadway, of
course, excepted, where they are no wider than that of
Cheapside, and also in Philadelphia with a population of
600,000 inhabitants. Atthe junction of crowded streets,
where the principal obstructions take place, he said
that the most fruitful cause of those obstructions lay in
the street vehicles having power to wander over thc'

whole breadth of the carriage-way in any direction, and
that any one attentively observing the confusion at the
south end of London Bridge and the Poultry could not
but be struck with the fact that one-half the difficulties.

might be removed by a little organisation and order,
which the existence of railways, and the necessary con-
finement of at least one important class of vehicles to a^

definite track, would tend materially to promote.
Besides confining the railway omnibuses to a given'
track, he submitted that the great mass of other con-
veyances would fall into the same line, as a matter of
convtinience, and that the result of his observa-
tions in America would be found not less appli-
cable to our Own towns,—namely, t?iat the railway
traffic and the ordinary traffic move on together, not
only without mutual interference, but that the
railway materially relieves the other. The danger
supposed to arise from the difficulty of stopping the
railway omnibuses and preventing theit running into
other vehicles, he contended had no existence; inasmuch
as the breaks on those omnibuses enabled the coachman
to stop them more quickly than an omnibusonan ordinary
road. There was also, lie said, the diminution of wear and
tear in the roads, seeing that on a level railway one
pair of horses will do the work of four pairs on an
ordinary road, so that instead of having four omnibuses
scattered over the roadway we should have one moving
stpadily along, doing the work of four. Add to all

this the great saving of money to the public by the
introduction of a much cheaper mode of conveyance,
and a further saving of fioin 20 to 30 per cent, to
the parishes in paving rates. He looked for his profit to

carrying passengers at prices not exceeding, if not less

than the present omnibus fares, in vehicles more than
twice their capacity. His object was to classify the
city traffic, as is now attempted to be done on I^ondon

I

Bridge, so that his system would become, as it were, a

self-constituted police. If his plan were a good thing,

and were adopted by the Commission, he believed that
they would allow it to remain; if otherwise, he would
take it up. Permission had been obtained for testing

it iu Victoria Street, Westminster, and Southgato
Road, Hiickney. Nearly all the metropolitan vestries

j

had reported favourably on the project ; that of

I

Lamhetli having sent down a deputationtoBirkenhead to

j

seeitin practical operation. The omnibuses which heused,

,

besides their internal accommodation and luxury, had
great facilities for passengers alighting in the streets;

so much so that in Birkenhead men mostly alighted

when the vehicle was in motion, and it was only stopped
for the convenience of ladies. He asked for no exclu-

sive privilege as to the u«e of his rails; they would bo
free to all. He protected himself only against the in-

fringement of his patent rights with respect to his car-

riiiges, and looked for a return for his outlay simply to

competition with the existing class of public vehicles.

He stated incidentally that at Birkenhead the leadinjf

omnibus proprietor had become the superintendent of
the new system there. He added that his solicitor was
now preparing a permissive Bill for introduction into

PHrliaiuent next session, with the view to enable corpo-

rations and pari&hes to adopt his plan. He admitted

tiiere would be practical, but not insurmotintable

diffii'uUtes in carrying it into operation in such places as

H^lborn Hill and^Ludgate Hill. To avoid Holboni Hill

he proposed to make a detour in going from TotteuUHm
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Court Road to the Bank, by Guidlford Street, Nortb-
ampton Square, and Aldersgate Street, into Cheapside;
and he contemplates a line along Cheapslde for the
traffic going in one direction, and another along Cannon
Street for the returning tide. He was asked several
times where he intended to begin and end, but his
answers in that respect appeared somewhat vague,
and to mdicate that his project as applicable to
London, was as yet scarcely matured in his own mind.
To one of those questions he replied he was in no hurry
about the city; his object was to show the process in
,practical operation, and then to leave it to speak for
itself. As to the freedom of bis scheme from danger,
be stated that oat of 70,000,000 of people who had
travelled along the street railways of New York, Phila-
delphia, and Boston, only 16 had met with accidents.
The members of the Court during the inquiry started
several difficulties in the way of the practical working
of the plan in the crowded thoroughfares of the city
but upon the whole they appeared to regard it with
favour, many of the Commissioners with marked ap-
probation; and after a brief discussion the consideration

• of the question was ordered to stand adjourned for a
month. The Chairman on the part of the Conimissioa
thanked Mr. Train for the ample explanations he had
afforded them on a subject of great public importance,
and for the frankness and courtesy with which he had
done so. He also apprised him of the conclusion to
which the Court had arrived, with which Mr. Train said
.lie felt satished.

Explosion op a Locomoxive at Kino's Cross.—^A serious accident took place on Thursday morning at
King's Cross, An engine belonging to Mr. Jay, the
contractor for the Metropolitan Railway, and employed
by him as a ballast engine, exploded at the entrance to
the works within the premises of the Great
Northern Company, killed the driver and fireman upon
the spot, and injured one of the labourers so seriously
that he is not expected to live. The funnel of the
engine was blown over the high stone wall into York
Road, by_ which a cabman was knocked down and
seriously injured on the head. Several other men who
were near at the time were more or less injured, but
not dangerously,

St. Geoege's-in-the-East.— Mr. Hosier's appeal
against a conviction by Mr. Elliott, the police magis-
trate, by which he was fined 3^., or ordered, in default
of payment, to be committed to the House of Correc-
tion for 14 days, for molesting the officiatn)g clergymai

and the approaclies, there has been a further sum of
196,283^. laid out upon the bridge, and of 36,919/. upon
the approaches. The engineer, Mr. Page, reports that
he exp':jcts to be able in January next to give possession
of the piers and abutments of the new bridge to Messrs.
Cochrane & Co., who have contracted to complete the
iron w^ork of the second half of the bridge in nine
months ; their work, therefore, according to their con-
tract, will be done by the end of October, 18G1. In
that case, allowing time for the foot pavement and
roadway, the new bridge may be expected to be com-
pleted about Christmas, 1861.
Metropolitan Board of Works. — Alderman

Lawrence has been elected by the Court of Common
Council one of the City members of the Board of
Works in the room of Alderman Cubitt, who has
resigned his seat on being elected Lord Mayor,
The PrBLic Health. — The Registrar-Generars

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in the
week that ended Saturday, October 27, were 1026.
The average for corresponding weeks in the 10 years
1850-59, after correction for increase of population, is

1141. The present return is therefore 115 below the
average. Daring the week the births of 99i boys and
955 girls, in all 1949 children, were registered in
London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years
1850-59 the average number was 1595.

Beadfohd.—On Tuesday John George Gowland,
attorney's clerk, the father of the two children mur-
dered by their mother on the night of the 21st ult., was
again brought before the magistrates, in reference to
the charge of forgery or perjury preferred against liim
last week. The chief constable stated that be had
^Yritten to the vical- of St. Oswald's, Durham, and
ascertained that no marriage ever took place in that
church between the prisoner and Margaret Sutton.
The document found in the prisoner's box, and purport-
ing to be the marriage certificate, was signed "Henry
Thomas Fox." There was no clergyman of that name,
but there was a clergyman connected with St. Oswald's,
Durham, of the name of George Townsend Fox. He
was in a position to prove that the certificate was in the
prisoner's handwriting, and that he had used it, but
there was no proof that he had used it with a fraudulent

nf+v'. 1 r '
1 1 'Ixr 1 1 .'^r";^-'

intent. The magistrates thereupon decided that after
at this church was heard on Wednesday at the Middle- this evidence neither the charge of for-ery nor that of

nl'l^Tfr'''" l^'^
"" long argumeut the conviction was perjury could be sustained. The prisoner was therefore

quashed, upon the ground that the magistrate had no discharged, and had to leave the court by getting over

ffinl f^ r ^^P"«?«.^^^^»^ ^^f'i^^t of payment of a wall at the rear of the premises, m ordl^r to escape

tonruv^tiw r^^^^'^^'S
li^tn to inflict a pecmuary the summary punishment which the crowd outsidepenalty

^

absolutely, or commit to prison absolutely

;

f would have inflicted on him if he had fallen into their

" Open his waistcoat." He then became insensible, and
was unconscious of anything for some time. On re-
covering he found himself lying on the ground with his
clothes disarranged, and on searching bis pockets he
discovered that he had been robbed of his watch and
the whole of his money (with the exception of 2d)
amounting to 1810^. Is, Gd. in banknotes, gold, and
silver, and a check on i\Iessrs. Moore and Robinson's
bank for 850^. No trace of the thieves has yet been
found.

Nottingham.—Mr. Robert White, lace manufac-
turer, of this town, and his former traveller, John
Davis, were committed for trial on Monday, the former
on the charge of uttering forged acceptances, and the
latter on the charge of forging the signatures to the
paper put in circulation by his employer.
PoNTEFRACT.—On Saturday morning Lord Palmer-

ston opened the new market which has just been
erected in this town. The most extensive preparations
had been made to do honour to his visit ; an arch of
welcome had been erected across the principal street;
the houses were gaily decorated with flags; all the in-
habitants turned out into the streets in their holyday
attire, and there was a large influx of visitors from the
outlying districts. On the arrival of Lord and Lady
Palmerston they were met at the entrance of the town
by the Mayor and corporation, accompanied by Mr.
M. Milnes and Mr. Childers-the members for the
borough, Lord Galway, Mr. Beaumont, M.P., and a
number of the principal gentry of the district. The
Pontefract rifles with their band turned out as a
guard of honour, and headed the procession, which
was then formed to the ball. All along the line the
cheering was loud and cordial. On arriving at the
hall, which had been densely filled some time before, an
address was presented by the mayor on behalf of the
corporation, to which Lord Palmerston replied. The
market was then declared to be open, and the
ceremony ended. After a short stay at the mayor's
house, the party left for Prystone Hall, on a visit to
Mr. Milnes. On Sunday Lord Palmerston^as allowed
to spend the day in comparative quiet, though not in
retu-ement, for a large party of the neighbouring
nobility and gentry, including the Archbishop of York,
Lord Howe, and Lord Crewe, had been invited to meet
him ; and his presence at morning service drew to the
little church of Ferry Frystone a congregation which
overflowed at each porch far into the churchyard, not
to speak of the long line of rustics which was formed
at every window. The Pontefract Rifle Corps, with
their band, also constituted themselves part of the
congregation. Monday was devoted to a close inspection

of hia lordshln'a Fflirhnrn *^sf,atp_ wlilpli lips in tlipimmfi-

and giving him no power to cojubine both, and mfike
imprisonment the alternative of a fine.—On Sunday
last the services at this clnirch were again, as on the
previous Sunday, conducted both morning and evening
without any interruption worth notice,

Mb. Raeey's Fakeweil.—Mr. Rarey made liis last
appearance before the English public on Saturdny, in
the centre transept of the Crystal Palace. After intro-
ducing to the company the well known convert Cruiser,
to show that from an exceedingly depraved and dan-
gerous animal he had become one of the greatest
docility and obedience, he directed the principal subject
of the day's experiments to be led in. This was an Irish
mare of the most vicious propensities, who kicked,
screamed, and would have bitten but for a strong iron
muzzle. Without entering into details, which by this
time are famifiar to all the world, it is sufficient to say
that Mr. Rarey's conquest was perfect, and that the
mare, after a struggle of 20 minutes' duration, was his
tractable slave. Another animal, with a strong objec-
tion to having his hind legs meddled with, was next
brought in and cured of what Mr. Rarey said was
simply a ner\*ous habit of kicking. Mr. Rarey then
took leave of the assembly, and said that he should
bear with him to America the 'most grateful fe^ings
towards the English people.
The Eably-Closing Movement in the Sfbi:eb3.—

The grocers, oilmen, and provision dealers of Clapham
bave recently agreed to close at half-past 8 every even-
ing, except Saturday. The drapers close earlier, par-
ticularly on Saturdays, on which day two have adopted
.5 o'clock. In Larkhall Lane, the tradesmen have
commenced closing at 9, except Saturdays. In this
latter locality four tradesmen, who have hitherto kept
open on Sundays, have agreed to Iceep closed on that
day in future. At Brixton Hill the geueral body of
tlie tradesmen, about 50 in number, have signed a
declaration to close their shops at 8 o'clock, Saturdays
excepted.

PiEE AT THE BROMLEr FLOrc MiLLS.—On Sunday
afternoon the extensive steam flour-mills of Messrs,
^joodman Brothers, at ' BrOmlcy, hear Bow, were
destroyed by Are. The premises comprised several
brick buildings, the mills being 150 feet by 60 feet,

and four stories in height. The granary was also of
fiimilar dimensions, and at the rear on the Lea river were
the engine-house, smithy, and workshops. The stores
contained 7000 sacks of lioui-, and 500 quarters of corn.
Jt is said that the firm are insured in several offices.

Westminster Bridge.—A return made by the
I'irst Commissioner of Works shows that since July,
3.856, when the report of a committee stated that
•dO.OOOL has been exne-ndfd iinnn Wpcf mintsffii' T!r>f7<yo

hfinds. On Tuesday evening IMargaret GowlanJ, alias
Sutton, was considered mnch better, and her recovery
more probable.

Cambridge.—The election of the Hulsean Professor
of Divinity (the first under the new arrangements with
regard to Mr. Hulse's benefactions) took place on Tues-
day, at the lodge of the Vice-chancellor, when, out of
several candidates', the Ecv. Charles JohuEllicott, B.D.,
of St. John's College, Professor of Divinity in King's
College, London, was cleeted.

Chichester.—The funeral of the late Duke of Rich-
mond took place on Tuesday in the family vault in
Chichester Cathedral. There'^were a great many appli-
cations on the part of the Royal family and nobility to
be allowed to send their carriages; but it appears that
the duke left a document, written shortly after the
funeral of his fjither-in-law, the Marquis of Anglesey,
in which he requested that his family would see that his
own funeral should be conducted in the most private
and quiet way. In accordance with this wish all the
offers were declined, and the funeral arrangements were
on the most unostentatious scale. The mourners
included the Duke of Richmond, Lords Henry,
Alexander, and George Gordon Lennox, sons of the
deceased; the Earl of Bessborough, Prince Edward of
Saxc-Weimar, and Lord Bingham, his sons-in-law;
Lords George, Sussex, Arthur, and William Lennox,
brothers of the deceased, and Dr. Hare.
Leeds.—On Friday Lord Palmerston received an

address of congratulation in the Victoria Hall from the
Mayor and Corporation of Leeds, after which the Mayor
entertained iiis lordship and a select party at luncheon
ill the Town Hall. In the afternoon his lordship visited
the works of Sir Peter Fairbaini, and presided at the an-
nual meetingofthe Ragged School andShoeblackSociety.
On Saturday morning Lord and Lady Palmerston and
Mr. Cowper left Kirkstall Grange for Temple !N"ewnham,
where he took luncheon with Mr. Meynell Ingram, and
then proceeded to Pontefract, on a visit to Mr. Monckton
Milnes, at Frystone Hall.

Newmaeket.—A most daring garotte robbery was
perpetrated in this town after the close of Friday's
races. Mr, William Nichols, of Nottingham, a large
bookmaker, went to an establishment in one of the
main thoroughfares where s|jorting men are in the
habit of assembling during the races, and wrote a letter
for transmission by that evening's post to Nottingham,
He then left the house and proceeded to the back of
the premises, when he felt liimself suddenly grasped
tightly by the neck from behind, and in such a manner
as to deprive him of all p>wfcr of resistance, or of power
to give an alarm. At the same instant he saw a little

man come in front of him, and heard a voice say,

of his lordship's Falrburn estate, which lies in theimme
diate neighbourhood. Early in the morning the Badsworth

i

fox-hounds made their appearance at Frystone, the master
liaving contrived a fixture near the Hall in order that
the gentlemen of the hunt might have an opportumty
of paying their respects to the Premier. There was a
very numerous field, Lord Hawke, Mr. G, Leigh, and
nearly all the crack Nimrods of the Badsworth country
being present. The expectations entertained by many
that his lordship would join in the day's sport were
disappointed, for though he showed at the meet in front

of the Hall, he mounted as soon as the dogs were set to

work in one of the adjacent covers and rode off in an
opposite direction towards Fairburn, accompanied by
Mr. Cowper and liis agents. His estate there, partly

hereditary and partly purchased, comprises the hamlet
of Fairburn, and between 1300 and 1400 acres very

prettily situate along a gentle slope which rises from

the banks of the Calder. It is 27 years since he

last visited it, and there are not many of the tenants

who have laid eyes on their famous landlord before.

The inspection was of a very minute character, and

appeared to give general satisfaction on both sides.

One of its results is worth recording. Fairburn has

but one street, and about the middle of it the most

careless visitor cannot fail to have his attention arrested

by a low, iron-hasped door, guarding the entrance to

what seems a cavern cut out of the sandstone rock,

which just there comes right down into the road. This

is the village lockup or watch-house, though it is proper

to say that the rusted padlock and hinges show how
long it is since it was put to much use. On passing by

It Lord Palmerston turned round and asked what it

was? /'Fairburn loct-up," was the answer. "It is

a place worthy of Naples. Whose is it?" "Your
lordship*s," replied the agent. '*0h, mine is it,"

rejoined bis lordship; *'then let it be taken down,
and mind it's done at once." The noble lord

also inspected the village school, of which he is the

principal supporter, and on leaving he gave a piece of

land to enlarge the burial ground of the chapel of ease.

After the inspection his lordship w^as entertained at

luncheon by- the principal tenantry, and there being

no room in the village large enough, it took place in

the dining-room of the vicarage at Ledsham, which is

;
about a mile distant. After this he drove to Byram

i Hall, on a visit to Sir J. Ramsden. On Wednesday,

I

his lordship's tour through the West Riding was un-

timely cut short in the full tide of success. In the

drive from Leeds to Pontefract on Saturday Lady

i
Palmerston caught a severe cold, vrbich grew so much

\
worse that it was thought advisiihle on Tuesday to

I

remove her to town as soon as possible, and the party

1 accordingly left Sir J. Ramsden's seat at Byram ftwr

;

London early on Wednesday morning. It is difficult

' adeauatelv ta describe tha disaonointment which this

1
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to bring the tour to a brilliant

-r^;^^t~~clepa rturo caused in the places which his

lordship had promised to visit. From the preparations

made to welcome liim, there can be no doubt that the

Qgt triumphant part of his progress had yet to come.

At Watetield, iu particular, the agricultural capital of

the West Riding, his reception would hiive been of the

warmest character, and before it was possible to

countermand the preparations or make known his

lordship's return to London, the town was filled with

country people who had come many miles to witness

his arrival. In Rotherham also a general f^te had

heen proclaimed, and the most extraordinary prepara-

tions had been made
termination. _

-

TbowbeidGE.— Tt is announced that tlie Road
murder is to be Investigated de novo, precedents having

been found for re-opening the coroner's inquest. Early

in the present term application will be made to the

Court of Queen's Bench that the Lord Chief Justice,

in virtue of his office as Chief Coroner of England, do

direct the coroner for the northern division of Wilts to

recommence the iuvcstigution, and that it is intended

to adjourn the inquiry from time to time until every

means of arriving at a definite conclusion shall have

been adopted. It is understood that an immense mass

of information is now in tho hands of Mr. Slack, the

solicitor, to whoso industry this second inquiry is

mainly due,

Tht: Clauk IVIttrder.—The Lord-Lieutenant has

issued a proclamation offering a reward of 2001. for the

apprehension and bringing to justice ofthe perpeti'Kto?s

of the murder of Alderman Sheehy, It is said that

mai'ks of footsteps havq been traced close to the resi-

dence of the Alderman, which correspond with boots

worn by one of the parties now in cu.>tody. A further

arrest has been made of the nncle of one of the

prisoners.

The Papal BRiaADE.—Major O'Reilly, commandant
of the brigade, has written to the Times^ to state that

"no arrangements have been made between th^
Sardinian and British Governments to send the Irish

prisoners to Ireland at their joint expense. By the terms

of the capitxilation they were to be 'conducted to the

frontier and there set at liberty,' and the expense of

their return to their country has been and is being
defrayed by the Pontifical Government and the Irish

people.'^ Upwards of 900 men of the brigade have
already arrived at Havre, and are hourly expected in

Cork, where great preparations have been made for

their reception. The collection ordered by Dr, Cullen

to be made on Sunday for their relief is said to have
been a complete failure, the amount raised being wholly

inadequate to relieve their wants and supply them with
clothing, of which it seems they are in urgent need.

The DtTKE of Deyonshire's Yofgttal Estate.—
Mr. D. L, Lewis, of London, to whom the public is

indebted for the construction of the Cork and Toughal
Railway, has become the purchaser of this estate.

Mr. St. John CGokman Mahojt has renounced

the faith of the Church of Rome, and embraced the

doctrine of the Church of England. Mr. Mahon is the

only son of The O'Gorraan Mahon, for many years

M.P. for Ennis, and an active member of the Liberal

party,

, The Orange Anniveeseries.—The Dean of Down
has refused to permit an Orange sermon to be preached

to the Orange Lodges of Lecale in the Cathedral of

"Downpatrick, on Monday next the 5th November.

I transactions of 1S14. Early in that vear a false report was
;

sj.read, that >apoleon had talleu,on wliich the funds suddenly
;
rose, and Lord Coclirane and several of his friends sold out to
a Luge amount. He was tried aud found guilty of being con-
cerned in propagating the report, and was sentenced to a
heavy fine, a year s imprisonment, and to stand in the piUory.
He was also deprived of the Order of the Batb. of his rank in
the Navy, and expelled from the Houae of Coiiiinons. One
part of the sentence—the pillory—was remitted. The electors
of Westminster again chose him for their representative, and,
under circumstances of extraordinary daring, he broke out of
prison and appeared in his place in Parliament. In 1S18 Lord
Cochrane accepted the command of ihe fleet of the South
American state of Chili, and was subsequently appointed to
the command of the Biazilian fleet. He next gave his services
to Greece, and was employed ia that countrv from 1827 to
1S2S. In 1830, on tho accession of the Whigs' to office under
King William IV., he was reinstated in his rank in the British
Navy, from a feeling that he had been made the victim of
party ; and in 1S47 the order of the Bath was restored to him.
He became Vice-Admiral of the Blue in 1S41, and was appouited
a Commander-in-Chief on the North American and West India
station in 1S4S. In 1S51 he became Vice-Admiral of the White,
and in 1S54 Rear-Admiral of the United Kingdom. Besides
his other honours, he was Baronet of Scotland and Nova Scotia,

of 1673 ; G.C.B., 1847 ; Marquis of Maranham ia the Brazils;
Grand Cross of the Imperial Brazilian Order of the Cnizero;
Knight of the Royal Order of the Redeemer of Greece ; and of
the Order 5f Merit of Chili. He succeeded to the ancient
honours of his house on the death of his father, the 9th Earl in
J 831. He married iu 1812, tho daughter of the late Mr.
Thomas Barnes, by whom, who survives, he leaves four sons'and
a daughter, Thomas Barnes Lord Cochrane (now Earl of
Diindonald), born iu 1814, and married, in 1847, to the
daughter of Mr. W. A. Mackinuon, M.P, ; Hon. Horace Bernard
William, Ixirn in 181S, and married to the only daughter of tho
late Alexander Nicholson, Esq. ; Captain the Hon. Arthur
Auckland. R.N., C.B., born in 1824; Lieutenant the Hon.
Ernest Grey, R.N., bora 1834 ; and Lady Katherine Elizabeth,

born in 1821, and married to Mr. J. W. 'Fleming, of Stoneham
Park, Hants.

Earl Manvers died on the 27th ult., at his seat, Tboresby
Park, Nottijigbamshire, at the advanced age of 82. Thu deceased,

Charles Herbert Pierrepont, Viscount Newark and Baron
Pierrepont, was born at the Rauger's Lodge, Richmond Park,
in 1778. In 1804 he married the eldest daughter of the late

Mr. Anthony Hardolph Eyre, by whom he had two sons and
three daughters. He succeeded to the titles and es.tates on the

death ofhis father in June 1S16. His lordship was formerly in the

Royal Navy, and represented Nottinghamshire iu Parliament
from ISO! to ISltJ. His father, the first peer, was Mr. Charles

Meadows, who, upon inheriting the estates of his uncle, the

last Duke of Kingston of that line, assumed the name of

Pierrepont, and was created Viscount Newark and Baron
Pierrepont in 1796, and Earl Manvers in 1806. His lordship is

succeeded in the family honours by his only son. Viscount
Newark, M.P. for South Nottinghamshire, bom in 1825, and
married, in 1852. Madlle. Gorgian, daughter of the Duke ds
Goigny,

Wills.—The will of the Right Hon. J. Wilson has been
sworn under .35,000/. ; Dr. Addison, M.D. late physician to

Guy's Hospital, 30,000;. ; Rev. David Laiug. W.A., rector of St.

Olave, London, 8000'.. ; Captain Camilleri, B.N., GOGOL

porfins

NEWMARKET HOUGHTON MEETING.
Saturday.—Fr« Handicop Siocep.^. Major Hibberd's Pitman

beat Feodorowna, Neoptolemns, and Claire.

—

Sipeeps. Mr.

Jackson's Duchess beat Man Friday, Pomona, Neophyte, and
Raspberry.—//anrficap Plate. Mr. Payne's Copernicus beat

BrilHant, Forester, and 17 others.—Swe^s. Mr. H. Savile's

lady Blanche beat Robinson Crusoe and Hesper.—The Houphlon

Handicap. Captain Little's Man-at-Arms beat Rockley,

Wiuton, and 12 others.— S!we»s. Lord Stamford's Sacerdos

beat Stitch in Time and Little's Julio.—Sweeps. Mr. T. Hughes's
Juliet beat Bayard, Leontes, and VI ofhe.vH.Sweeps. Mr. 3.

Thellussor's Lady Peel beat Trovatore.—//andicap Sweeps.

Baron de Niviere's Isabella beat Auricxila, Belleisle, and
5 others.—i/a?idicap Sweeps. Mr. Gilby's Flash-in-tlie-Pan beat
Jliss Eleanor and Guilder.—Se/^iwi/ Handicap Sxeeps. Mr.
Jackson's Weatherproof beat Miss Emma, Weauherwitcb, Ellen,

and Veracity.

The Earl op Dfndonald died on Wednesday morning, at

iis residence at Kensington, in his 85th year. The noble Earl,

better known as Lord Cochrane, was born in 1775, and when
only five years of age, was entered on the books of the Vesu-

vius, bomb, commanded by his uncle. Captain Cochrane, who
transferred it succosi^ively to the Caroline and the Sophie. He
did not however go to sea until 1793, when he embarked with

iis relative in the Hind of 28 guns. Previously to this he had

been gazetted to a Captaincy in the 79th Foot, but had not

joined his regiment. From 1795 to 1SD9 he served in North

America and bu the coasts of France and Spain, and was pre-

sent at nnmerons engagements with the enemy, partiuularly

distinguishing himself in cutting ont expeditions and in storm-

ing forts and semaphores upon the coast. He obtained his

post rank for the capture of a Spanish frigate, and m 1S09

served at the defence of Rosas, and planned and executed the

attack on the French fleet in Aix Roads, for which he was
created a Knight of the Bath. He had been previou-sly chosen

H.P., first for Honiton and afterwards, in 1307, for T\est-

oiinster ; but his jjrospects of promotion were ruined by his

<ioii.^tant opposition to the miniiitry, and by the stock'jobbmg

BIRTHS.—On the Slst uU, the Lady Charles Pelham
CuKTON, of a son—26th ult, at 10, Rutland Gate, the Lady
Alfred Spencer Churchill, of a daughter—30th nit, at o8.

Park Street, Grosvenor Square, the Hon. Lady St. Johk
MiLDMAT, of a son—2Sth ult, at 13, Wiltoa Crescent, the Lady
Emma Tollem.icfte, of a son-27th ult, at Ifi, Great Kmg
Street, Edinburgh, Lady Hamilton, of a daughter—2-3th ult,

at Torworth, Notts, tho Hon. Mrs. Clowes, of a son—ICth ult,

at York, the wife of tho lion, and Rev. Frank Sugden, of a son

17th ult, at Poonah, Bombay, the Baroness De Hochepied-
Larpent, of a sou— 31st ult, at Putney, tho Hon. Mrs. Biber
Erskine, of Dryburgb, of a daughter—2ith ult, at Abbot's

Hill, Herts, the wife of Jonx Dickinson, Jun., Esq., of a son

and heir—23d ult, at Canwick Hall, near Lincoln, the wife of

Major Waldo Sip.thorp, M.P., of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 20th ult, at hor Majesty's Legation,

Berlin, Augustus B. Paget, Esq., her Majesty's Envoy Extra-

ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Copenhagen, to

the Countess Hohenthal, Maid of Honour to II.R.H. the

Princess Frederic Williamof Prussia-30th ult, at Nowick, the

Hon. Charles Cornwallis Chetwynd, third son of Viscount

Chetwynd, to Emily HANNAH,only daughter of W. H. Blaauw,
Esq., of Beecblaud, Sussex— 30th ult, at Chaddieworth,

Bertram Wodeuouse Curuie. Esq., to Caroline Louisa,

younger daughter of the late Sir William Lawrence Young,

Bart.-30th ult, at Worplesdon, the Rev. Stirling F. 3farsuali.,

Rector of Farnbam Royal, Bucks, to Georgena Myra S.,

onlv daughter of the Rev. Charle-s Luxmoore, Fellow

of "Eton College, and Rector of Worplesdon, Surrey —
Sathult, at St. James's, Piccadilly, Edmund Mervin Booth

Story Maskelyne, Esq., sou of Anthony Mervin Story

Maskelyne, Esq., of Basset Downe House, "W ilts, to Martha
Bonger, eldest daughter of Tuomas Russell, Esq., of

Beaminster, Dorsetshire—21st Aug., at Victoria, Henry
Montague Doughty, Esq.. of Theberton, Suffolk, to Edith

Rebecca, youngest daughter of David Cameron, Esq., Chief

Justice of Vancouver Island—23d ult. at the British Consulate,

Ostend, Captain H. V. Pennefather, late 41st Regiment, to

Margaretta, only daughter ot Sir John dela Pole, Bart.

DEATHS.-On the 29th ult, at Charles Street, Berkeley

Square, Leonard Pepvs, youngest son of th late Dr. Good-

enough, Dean of Wells, aged 21~23d ult, iu Wentworth Place,

Dublin, Oliver, eldest son of the late Hon. SIatthew Plun-

KETT, of Killough Castle, Co. Tipperary-20th ult^ at 10,

Bellcvue Crescent, Edinburgh, Frances Sprot, reliCt of the

Late Admiral ST0DDART-27th ult, at Slough, Ji^'uana Eliza-

beth, relict of tho late Rev. George Rowley, D.D., M^tcr of

University College, Oxfoi^, and youngest daugliter of the late

Kev. Thomas Ripley, aged Gu—2(Jth ult, suddeuly, wlule pro-

paring to attend the Kiueral of the late Alderman Sheeby,

Wm. Fitzgerald, E=iq., mayor of Limerick—24t!i Sept. at

Naples from fever caught on his march through Calabria with

a division of General Giiribaldi's army, Capt. Wm G Hartley,

only son of the late General Hartley, and formerly Licutcuant

iu the lioyal Pembroke Artillery, aged 29-22dult, at Belmont,

Douglas, Isle of Man, JLuiy, wife of Lieut.-ColoncI Alfred

BasIano. 32d Light Infantry, aged 23-2t>th ult, at Winder-

mere AMY Helen, second daughterofMajor-CcncralBELLASi.s,

aged 6 years—Lately, at Guayaquil, Equador. the Senora Domi

Delia Wright y Rocafuertb de Overweo wife of Otho

Overweg, Esq., of that city, and eldest daughter of LicuL-

General Thomas C. Wright, formeriy of Qucensborough.

lreland-25th ult, at Pembury Koad, Lower CUpton, Ei.iza,

widow of tho late Jasper Hall Livingston, Esq., of Jamaica,

and eldest daughter of the late Hon. Brocklmlst Livmsston,

one of tho Judges of the Supreme Courii of the United States

Qt America, aged 7-i-2oth rdt, at 8, Upper Phi limore Place,

Kensington, William Tassie, Esq., tne Y^%^"^.T^ ,«**"?

rn^avfr. formerly of Leicester Square aged b^-25th ulr, at

3Iorden, Surrey, Captain Maconocuie, K.h., K.i±., aged 7;!.

i*lailtetg*

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 3.

Importations of new Dutch Hamburgh Grapes have juafc
made their appearance, hut their quaUty is very inferior to
that of last year. Some fine eamples of American Newtown
Pippins may be had at 2s. to 3s. per dozen. In Pears no
alteration lias taken place since our last report ; they con-
sist chiefly of Ducheree d'Angoulfime, Louise Bonne, Marie
Louise, Gansel'sBergamot, and some inferior varieties. Peaches
and Plutubin good condition may yet be obtained. New Oranges
fetch from 6s. to lOs. per 100 Good Filberts may be had at from
9d, to U per pound. Cabbages, Beans, Carrotfl, and Turnips
may be obtained in quantity. Cauliflowers are scarce- Potatoes
realise from 63. to 10a, per cwt. Cucumbers aro scarcer*
Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Kalo-
santbs. Dahlias, Violets, Mignonette, China Asters, H^atty*^
and Roses.

FRTJIT
Pme Apples, per lb., 6fl to 8s

\ Grapes, per lb,, 3fl to 6s
Peaches, pel' doz,, 6s to 93
Green Figs, per doz., 3s to 4s
Melons, each, 2s to 4s

Plums, p. ^ sieve, 3a to 4s 6d
Pears, per doz.. Is to 35
Apples, per doz-, 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 63 to 10»
Lemons, per 100, 6s to lOa

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 2s 6d

to 3s
Cabbages, da,, Is to 2s
Potatoes, p, ton, lOOs to 130b
— per bus-, 39 to 43
•^ per cwt., 63 to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 33
Cucumbers, each, €dto la
Artichokes, per doz,, 4a to 6s

Beet, per doz,. Is fid to 2s

Celery, p. bundle. Is 6d to lB9d-

Onions, p. ^ sieve, la 6d to 2s6d
Tomatoea, per doz., 4s to 63
Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., Gd to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per ecore, I3

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do., Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score. Is to 2a
HorseRadisb,p.bun.,l8 6dto4s-
Musbrooma, p. pott., 2s to 3a

Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to is
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

COAL MARKET.—Oct. 31.

Bell's Primrose, 14s. 6d.; Davison's West Hartley, 17s.;

Holywell, 16s. 6d. ; Lambert's West Hartley, 16s. 3d. ; St.

Cuthbert's Hartley, 15a. 6d. ; Taufield Moor ISs.; Tan-
field Moor Butes, Ids, ; Walker Primrose, 14s. 6d. ; Whltworth.

Hartley, 16s. ed. ; Wylam, 173. ; WaUs End Byron, 19s, •

Walls End Harton, ISs. 9d ; Walls End Sheriff Hill. 15a.;

Walls End Ilctton, 20s. 6d. ; Walls End Hetton Lyons,
18s. 9d. ; Walls End Cassop, 19b. 9d. ; Walls End Heugh Hall,

19s.; WaUs End Kelloe, 19s. 9d. ; Walls End South Hartle-

pool, 198. 3d. ; Walls End West Hetton, ISs. 9d. ; Wall*

End Wbit^orth, 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Black Prince, 14s. ;

Walls End Pease'a West, 15a. 6d. ; Walls End Woodhouse
Close, 17a. 3d. ; Walla End Hunwick, 16s, 6d.—38 ahipa at

market.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-aix Trusses.

SMiTHFIELi>, TilL-IUiDAY, NoV. 1.

P * fiOsto 120*Clover
New Clover .. .. — —
Old second cut .. 80 lOO

Straw .. « ..80 88
DAViti & Co.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 84s

Superior do, (old) .. 95 115

Inlerior do 50 60

Ntjw do. ,,....— —
Rowen 40 50

Cumberland Mahket, Thuksday, Nov. 1.

Sup. Meadow ilay..ll28tol208 j Inferior Closer .. SOa

Inleiior do 65 100 ( New do ""
7T

New do ,. — — I Straw .. .. 40 44

Superior Clover ..118 126 \ JoanuA Baber.

WHITECHAfEt, THtJESDAT, NOT. 1.

110&

Fine old n«y .. ..lOOstoilSa

Inferior do 60 90
Prime New Hay ,. — —
Inferior do -w- —
Straw .. „ .. 34 Z8

Fine old Clover ,.115s to ISflfr

Inferiordo .. ..80 110
Fine 2d cut ,, .. — —

•

Inferior do — ^-
Fine Now Clover . . — —

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNDOW, Friday, Nov. 2.

Our prices are now merely nominal for most deacriptionaof

wool, as many of the consumers are making a pauije as their

orders run out, and are not disposed to make further imr-

chases until they have secured fresh orders. This also is the

general diaposiuon of the trade, "who are not inclined to

speculate at the present rates.

aouth-downHog- a.

gets., u .. 1
Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . , 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. B.

7 to 1

8 —
5 — 1

7

d.

8
« t

t

Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs , . 1

Combing Bkins 1
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .. 1

to ..
8 — ..

6
1

1

4
8
S

HOPS.—BoBOUOH Market, Friday, Nov. 2-

Messrs Pattenden 4: Smith report that the market IB m
a very quiet sUte, both buyers and sellers anxiously waitmg

the official declared duty.

BUTTER 3IARKET.—Nov. 2.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 16s. par dozen Iba.

Second do. do. •« •• 1^^* »» »»

Pork. 55. Od. to 5s. 8d. per 8 lbs, _
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.

Monday, Oct. 29.

We have again a large supply of Bea»ts, and trade is very

beavy Prices range aoout the same as on Thursday last.

The number of Sheep is much smaller ; however, the demand

is still very limited and prices are not ranch better. Calves are

not so plentiful and rather dearer. Our foreigu supply conautft

of 1805 Beasts, 7900 tiheep, and 113 Calves.

B d 8

Best Scots, Here-
fords, to. . . 4

Best Shorthorns 4

2d quality Beasta 3

Best Downs and
Half-bredB .. 5

Do. 8hom

eto4
4 — 4
— 3

0to5 2

Beat Long-wools. 4

Do. Shorn
EweaXc 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs .. ,.

Calves .. ..8
Piga ..4

d
8 5

. to „
0—4 4

8 4
5

S

Beaats. 5W0 ; Sheep * Lamba, 98,8W ; Calvea, 150 ; Pig«, 320.

TntmsDAT, Nov. 1,

We have a shorter supply ef Boaats aud faTOurabU weather,

consequently trade ha» improved. Tho number ofSheep »
very smaH, and tho average quitlity very inferior. Prices are

better for all deFcriptiona. Good Caivca are in demwid at

higher rates. Obr foreign supply ooamfB of K» BBMta.

770 Sheep, and 100 Calvea. Milch Cows, 145.
*

' - Best Lonir-wooia . 4 U
Best Scuta, Hero-

fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-boms 4

2d quaUty BeaaU 3

Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn
BeaBts. 1015; She

5 2

S to 4 10 W- *

4

4
4

3

C 4

t > b »

Do. Shorn
EwesA 3d (quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lambs .

.

Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

4—4
. to ,

8

5
5

MARK LANE.-MOKDAT, Oct. 29.

The supply of Wl .- from Eaeex and Kent to this

morning's market was small, and good dry samples com-
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mandetl the full prices of this day se'nnight, but the majority
were very miserable in quality and condition, and remained
unsold towards the close of the market. A large retail country
demand was experienced for old foreign at the extreme rates of
last week, but many of the factors were holding for Is. to Ss.
pr qr. advance, and consequently did little. Maltina Barley
briogs last week's prices, and grinding an advance of 2s, per
qr. White Peas are 2s. to 3s. per qr. dearer, and old Beans
bring rather more money. Oats are in fair demand, und old
com is 6d. per qr. dearer. The Flour, trade is steady, and
prices are unaltered.

Pgr Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto— — Talavora— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. &dist.,30sto343. .CheV.— roreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suffolk .'

— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— ^rist Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign '.'. .".*.'!!

BiLANS, Mazagan.,,.40sto44s....Tick— Pigeon 4S3— 56s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers

?•a.

55—62
59—66
50-T4

54—74
42—47
31—39
20—24
26—28
26—28
24—27
35—3S

Red
Red

Red

S. 8,

46—60
53—66

« 4

Maple —a to -s Grey
Maize White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto

Mai tin £r.

Malting

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Peed .

.

Foreign

.

42—48 Harrow.
Longpod

40—SOiEgvptian
1 Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

40—42
40—45

•24—26
21—24
22—27

42—4S

40—42

50-

34.

-57

50
Foreign per"barrell29—34 1 Per

Friday, Not. 2,

Country.
Back

40—50
3S—4S-

34—50
40—50

Since our last report the weather has continued fine and
£a.T0urable for completing the harvest work and proceeding
with Wheat sowing. The wind, which was in the south, has
veered round to N. and N.E., where it continues. The Wheat
trade remains in an extremely healthy position throughout
the country, and in spite of large arrivals from the south of
Europe and America, the value of good dry new and old
WTieata tends upwards, except only in Liverpool, where a
slight conceasiou was necessary to prevent warehousing ; the
damp and inferior new English, a great portion of which
weighing from 52 lbs. to 66 lbs. per bushel only, is unfit for
millers' use, and could only partly be disposed of at irregular
and declining rates. Spring Com of all kinds continues to
advance in value, owing to the great demand for feeding stuff,
and we quote Oats and Barley Is. perqr., Beans and Peus fully
23. per qr., higher. Foreign Flour maintained its value, but
the sale is restricted. The number of grain and seed-laden
Tessels which arrived off the coast during last month amounts
to 303, viz., 178 Wheat, 3 Rye, 8 Barley, 63 Maize, 6 Beans,
1 Oats, and 32 Linseed, and 5 of other seeds ; the rates paid
are about the same as last, except for Barley, which is Is. to
2s. perqr. dearer. The arrivals of foreign Wheat and Flour
this week have been moderate, also of Spring Corn. The
attendance at this morning's market was moderate, the little
English Wheat on sale realising Monday's prices ; for foreign
the demand was confined to retail quantities at fully that day's
prices. Barley, Beans, and Peas bring Monday's quotations.
For Oats there is a good demand, at an advance of 6d. to Is.
perqr.

[Arrivals from Oct. 29 to Nov. 2.

heat.

EnfflUh
Irish ..

Foreign

fr t iolO qra.

2'=

1

Barley. Oats. TTour.

o6S0 19

1270 qra.
~~

J*

5010 „

1520

UZZO

50 qra. 1060 ska.

» [l

t«

710
3710 oris,

• 9

IJVEaPooL, Tuesday, Oct. 30.—We had a good attendancem both town and country millers and dealers at our Corn
Exchange this morning, and by holders making a concession
ox quay on the prices of last market day they were enabled to
get through a considerable quantity of both Wheat and Flour
the former, however, was in most favour, and towards the
<iofle of market sellers generally reverted to the old prices.
Ondian Com had a moderate inquiry without change in value
Oats and Oatmeal met a ready sale at fully previous rates*
Beans, Peas, and Bariey are ail held firmly at extreme prices.
Xhe market closed steady.

i^ ^
•

FRinAY Nov. 2.—The Com market was fairiv attended,
and ft good consumptive demand experienced for Wheat at the
extreme rates of Tuesday. Flour met with a fair sale at late
rates. There was a good business doing at 39s. 6d. to 40s. for
Gahitz and mixed. Beans, Oats, Oatmeal, and Barley un-
changed. •'

Atebaoes
Sept. 22..— 29..
Oct 6..— 13..— 20..
— 87..

Agg. Aver.

wnoat.

58^ Zd
56 11
58 3
61 1

60 1

59 11

69 2

barley.

3Si'5(^

39 3
39 S
39 11
40 7
40 9

39 9

Oats.

25$ 9rf

25 3
25 1

24 8
23 7
23 5

24 8

1^
40a Id
37 10
39 1

37 3
34 7
86 8

37 8

ĉans.

49s Qd
49 6
48 11

50 11
50 2
49 6

49* ~9

Peas.

37"md
89 1
39 10
42 8
41 11
41 10

40 6

Fluctuatioks is xhe Last Six Weeks Averaohs.

^£5JSeg;;^:]^pt^ onreTTOct. is. oct. soTo'^tr^r:
61« iti

BO 1
59 11
58 3M 11

« • • *

J^^D ^^^^^ REQUIRED.-For the immediate
o Vt.

**'^''*"*^^ of 30;. for one month portable security, value
80/., will be deposited to ensure punctuality, and 10/. given as a
bonus.—Address Mr. Everard, 76, Straud, W.C.

WANTED, A SUEVEYOR. capable of Estimating
_ for and carrying out works of Drainage and Agricul-

tural improvements. Applications, with references ar d stating
salary required, to be made to the West of England and South
Wales Luud Drainage and Inclosure Company.
Exeter. Xov.3 . Bidwill & Brodie, Secretaries.

WANTED. A GARDENER.—Must have a ^ood
knowledge of Forcing, and the management of Fruit

and Flower Gardens. The Advertiser, a Clergyman, is an
Amateur, and for the most part directs; the Gardener must
ftiUy carry out his wishes. The Kitchen Garden is 1 acre.
Flower Garden small, three or four houses; will have one
Man under him. Wages 18j., no perquisites. There is a small
lodge whicli, if without Incumbrauce, he might hiive rent Iree
upon condition of his Wife attending to the gate.—Address
tter. A. B., Mr. Banks, Boll Ring, Birmingham.!

WANTED, iS GARDENER, a good, steady M'ork-
ing Mau, and strictly sober, well understanding his

profession as to Vines and Flowers; also the Cultivation of
Grass Lands ; a married Man (withont incumbrance) whose
Wife would take an active part in the house wlien required,

—

Address^ with full particulars^ W. F., Post Office. Brixton
Hill, S,

WANTKD, a young iMau as GARDENER, and
to tike the Management of a Horse, and who would

make himself generally uaefuL Must be able to Write and
Keep Accounts. A churchman would be preferred. Salary
b'2L a year and part clothing.—Address, Box 115, Post Office,
Huddersfield.

WANTED, in a London Nursery, a Person com-
petent to take charge of the JOBBING DEPARTMENT

;

he must bo practically acquainted with the Layingout of small
Villa Gardens, and able to Draw Plans for the same. Wages,
one guinea per week,—Address in own handwriting, stating
name, age. and reference to B., care of Mr. H. Williams,
Willow Lodge, Willow Vale, Shepherd's Bush, W.

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN, qualified to keep iu

perfection a small Flower Garden ; he must thoroughly
understand the Culture of Pelargoniums^ Cinerarias, and other
choice Greenhouse Piarts. A first-rate character for cleanli-
ness and neatness indispensable. A choice collection of
Orchids is grown, of which another Gardener has the exclusive
charge,—A. B,, 29, Adelaide Road, Havcrstock Hill, N,W,

TT/^AXTED, a steady, respectable young MAX to
V T drive a Brougham ; he "will have to wait at table occa-

sionally and work ia the Garden.—Apply personally, at Wood
House, Dulwich, S.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head.)—Age 29, married; thoroughly
understands his profeaaion in all its branches ; 4 years'

good character.—W. P., Post Office, Beckenham, Kent. S.E .

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentle-
man.—Middle age, married, no incnmbnince : first class

Fruit Grower, &c., now disengaged. Character unexceptionable.—M. A.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, "Wellington Street.W.C.

GARDENER (Head),—Age 37, married; under-
stands the routine of Gardening ; good Pine and Grape

Grower. Five years' good character from a nobUitnan just left.—Arthfr. G. Gibba, 26, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; perfectly
understands his profession in all its branches. No

single-handed place accepted. Five years' unexceptionable
character.—W. J., AUmau'a Nursery, Horsham, Sussex.

GAUDENER (Head).—Age 32. marrieJ, one son

;

xmderstands his profession in all its branches. Can take
charge of Land and Stock if required. Character will bear the
strictestinvestigation.—E, J. W.,Rucrby Nursery,Warwickshire.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thoroughly

understands Vine Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
and Gardening in all its branches. Good character.—B. C,
4^. Boone Street, Lee, Kent.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
r^ ARDENER (Head).— Acre 38, married, without
\^ incumbrance; understands his duties ; active habits, good
accountant, and with the highest references ; security if re-

quired; salary 80/. a-year, with house and firing.—T. B., I,

Dosborough Place, Harrow Road, Paddington, London, W.

GARDENER (Head, single). — B. Richardson,
gardener to the late Duke of Leeds, Hornby Castle,

Yorkshire, bega to offer his services to any nobleman or gpntle-
mau wanting an experienced working Gardener. Character
unexceptionable. No objection to Ireland.—B. Richardson',
Messrs. Osbom & Sons, Nurserymen, Fulham, 8.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no incum-
bi-anee ; a thorough practical industrious Man. Under-

stands Gardening in all its branches, and U capable of Laying
out or Superintending a Garden if required. Wife c.in act as
Housekeeper. Unexceptionable character. — J. C, Mr.
Young's Nursery, Milford, near Godalming, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head). — Apre 32. married; great
experience. All his entire life has been devoted to his

profession; therefore perfectly competent to take the entire
charge of any nobleman's or gentleman's Garden, &c. Many
years superior recommendation and character.—W. C, 63,
Herculi's Buildings, Lambeth, S.

GARDENER (Head), ace 30, married, one child.—
Mr. Thomas Cripps, Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, has great

pleasure in recommending to the notice of any gentleman or
lady, a thoroughly hardworking, energetic Man, native of
Scotland. Well acquainted with the general i-outine of his pro-
fession ; including the Early Forcing of Flowers, Fruit, and
Vegetables.—Address as .-^bove.

GARDENER (Head), with any nobleman or gentle-
man.—Age 43, married ; haa had very extensive prac-

tical experience, and possesses a thorough knowledge of every
department of his profession. Has served many years in the
capacity of head gar^lener. Character and testimoniaU as to
comi^tency unexceptionable —A. B., Mes^^rs E. G. Henderson
& Son, Weliingtnn Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER axd
BAlLIf P.— Aere 41 ; thoroughly practical, an excellent

grower of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and competent to
Manage Early and Late Forcing, understands the Management
of Land and the Breeding and Rearing of Stock, and can supe--
intend Plantations or Umiorwood. Leaving iu consequence of
a death in the family. Seven years and a half unexception-
able cbaracter.—For further particulars apply to W. H., Mr.
Young's N urseries, Milford, near Godalming.

GARDENER Oiiisx Class).—Age 35, married;
will be glad to engage with any lady or gentlerann who

may require a good practical Gardener. FirBt cass references.—M., Mr. Wyatt. Mr. Keyne's Nursery, Salisbury, Wilts.

AHDENKR (First Class)— Aije 35, married;
will be disengaged in a few weeks and will be glad to

treat with any nobleman or gentleman who may require a
good practical Gardener ; can take charge of Land and Stock if
required.—X. Y., Tcddington, Middlesex.

G \DENE!{.— Tliorourrhly nnderstantls his pro-
fession in all its branches: also the management of

Li\nd anrl Stock. His character will bear the strictest investi-
gation.—N., Post Office, Batteraea Rise, S.W.

/^ARDENER.—Age 36, married, without incvmi-
V_Tbrance. Wife could take charge of the Laundry.—Mr.
E. Cooling, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

GARDENER.—Age 35, married; experienced in
the routine of his profession from boyhood. First Class

references.—M. T., 2, Bowling Green Passage, High Street,
Stoke Newington. N.

GARDENER.—Age 40, married; has had great ex-
perience, and is now open to an engagement with a noble-

man or gentleman requiring a good practical Gardener.—A. B.,
7g, Gt. Queen Street. Lincoln's-Inn- Fields. W.C.

GARDENER.—C. Loddiges having no further
need of the sendees of his Gardener, A. Reitet, is

desirous of procuring him another situation, and having a
high estimate of his abilities as a Plant Grower and general
Gardener, he can recommend him with confidence to any noble-
man or gentleman requiring the services of a trustworthy
j)er3on. No single-handed place accepted. Testimonials of

ihe highest order.—A. Beith, Conrad Loddiges, Esq.,

Hackney, N.K

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF
("age 2S, married).—Wm. Paul can highly recommend to

any gentleman wanting a good practical Man, where four or
more are kept. He can have the highest testimonials for

character, ability, <fcc., from the gentleman he is leaving.—

For further i>arti culars apply to Wii. Paul, Cheshuut
Nurseries, Waltham Cross. N.

O NOBLEMEN ksh GENTLEMEN.—The Adver-
tiser wishes to Superintend any new work going on or

Alterations in the Flower and Kitchen Garden. Has had great

experience. First class testimonials. — A. Z., Post-ofl J ce-, -

Charlton, Dover.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Age 40, highly respectahle;
has had the General Management of an extensive

Nursery for the last 7 years, and occasionally Travels. Will

be open for a similar engagement in the beginning of January,
1£()1.—J. G., GaTdeners' Chrordcle Office, W.C. __^

SSISTANT OR UNDER GARDENER.—A gentle-

man is desirous of procuring a situation for a young Man,
aged 20, just out of his apprenticeship, in some first-rate

private Garden, for two years certain, where the best in-

struction may be obtained, particularly in the management
of Fruit-houses. A small premium would be given.—Direct,

stating all particulars, to A. S., Esq., Mr. Walker, 40, New
Bond Street, Londor>, W.

,

FOREMAN (in a nobleman's or gentleman's Garden).

—Age 23 ; has had five years' experience at Lady Rodney's,

and two and a half at Basing Park.—T. H., The Dowager Lady
Rodney's. Old Alresford, Hants.

_^

BAILIFF, OR WORKING FOREMAN op A FARM.
—Youns?, married, without incumbrance ; has acted in

the above capacity for eight years with hia present employer,

who is leaving his farm ; thoroughly acquainted with all kmds
of Farm work, the Management of Stock, &c. His Wife under-

stands the Management of Poultry and the Dairy, and is

besides an excellent Cook. Both can be most highly recom-

mended for steadiness and trustworthiness.-Mr. J. Coleman%

Westpole Farm, East Barnet, Herts.

FARM STEWARD ob BAILIFF.—Midaie-aged ;

a native of Scotland ; of active habits, and practically

acquainted with Farming on the most improved pruiciples.

Buying Selling, and Management of Stock in general. Satis-

factory testimonials and reference to last employer.—C, C,
Messrs. Thomaa Gibba & Co., Corner of Half Moon Street,

Piccadilly, W.

BAILIFF (Woeking).—Age 40; Wife can attend

to Dairy. Has been in his present situation 20 years;

leaving on accoiint of the farm being let. Can be well recom-

mondfd hv his present emplover. Moderate wages expected.

—J. N.. Mr. Young, Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

BAILIFF.—A Lincolnshire Man, of great experience

in different counties ; is a good Judge of Stock and could

take the management of a Herd of Short-horns. No obiection

to Ireland.—J. I«oe, Octavia Cottage, Tunbridge W ells, ^jgt^

FARM BAILIFF.-An expenenoed practical Man,
who will be disengaged in a few days from his Present

employ, where he has been 18 yeara ; is thoroughly acqinmtea

:

with the different modern systems of Farming, management

of Cattle and Sheep, and has had great experience i" Dn»nmg^

Can produce unexceptionable references as to ability ana

general good character.-J. H.. care of T. Whalley, Seedsman.

Liverpool.

TO NURSERYMEN. |

/^LERK K^ SALESMAN.-Ase 28 ; has a pvactical

\U knowledge of all branches of the Trade ; ^9°^ CoTre-

.sponrlent : would take charge of Show Houses or assist m Shop

if required.—A. A. P., Post OfBce, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

SEEDSMAN, in a London house, either in the

Wholesale or Retail Trade. Has been five and a half years

at the business.—T. P.. Gardeners' Chronicle OSiee.

TO NURiERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.

BOOK-KEEPER and CASHIER ok TRAVELLER.
—Is about to leave his present situation. H years

reference in first-class houses in Scotland and Fnglana. a
good c(>rre3pondent. WeU recommended by present ana

former employers.—C. B., Messrs. Cuckbum & Gumming.

6, Liverpool Street, E.G. ,

SHOPMAN OK WAREHOUSEMAN.—Upwards of

10 years' experience; good knowledge of Plants, and

could travel occasionally. Chai-acter unexceptionable.—^o.

lOP, Gardeners' Chronick Qflice.

FOOTMAN.— Age 19; a lady leaving England

wishes to recommend the above; also a Second ^^^^'
riRY MAID, both very good Servants.-Ellen, Post-office,

Toubridge. —

—

PLUMHER. GLAZIER, AND PAINTER, inagentle-

man's Establishment or in a large Nursery.—Married,

without incumbrance ; would be glad to make himself fi'ene

-

rally useful if required. Low wages would be taken if constant

place.- J. W.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C. ^

UPPEU LAUNDRV-MAID.—For six months, hy a

very respectable yonng woman. Can be highly recom-

mended.—Phcebe, Post-office, Tonbridge. ^ _

DAIKYMAID.—Agentlomanwho is giving upFarm-
ing is desirous of obtaining for the Manager of bis Dairy

ft similar situation. She has been accnatomed to a Cheddar

Cheese Dairy of 60 Cows, and can be highly recommended. If

necessary, slie coul't also fill the position of Housekeeper.—
H.;T., Post Office, North Street. Bristol.
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A PAKISTAN LADY, now residing at Kensington,
gives Trivate Lessons in French^ Music, Singing, and

Drawing. She speaks English well. Terms according to
circumstances. She offers references of the highest respec-

tability.—Address, C. L,, at Wessel's, Music Publisher^ 18,

Hanover Square, W,

]\/fKS. AKIHUK llENFKEY, Widow of the late

IVL Professor Henfrey, F.as., F-L.a. &c., of. King's
College, London, continues to receive a limited number of

young Gentlemen umicr 12 years of age, to be educated with
her own Sons, in all the branches of a liberal education. French
is constantly spoken, Mrs, Hknfrky having resided on the
•Continent, and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Music,

twinging, and Drawing. The house is healthily situated, and
provided with a large Garden. Pupils will have the comfort
of a private family^ and unremitting attention will bo paid to
their health and morals, Keftirences are permitted to-

Just Published, price Is.,

MOKTOX'S KEW FAKMERS^ ALMAXACK
for 1S61.

Blackie t Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.G. ;

and all Booksellers.

Dr. Jelf
Rev. Lawford W. T. Dale
Hcv. Olive HoLLiNGWOitx*!
:Sir Wii- and Lady Hook 1:1;

'Professor Huxley^ F.ItS

Dr. and Mrs. Martyn..
Dr> and Mrs. Lindley.,
.Dr, and Mrs. HooKttR ,.

*Dr. and Mrs. Tuke
For terms apply to Mrs. ARTUirr-

Terrace, Turnham Green, W.

•

Principal of Kings College
Chiswick Vicarage, W,
Tumham Green, W.
Kew, W,

( Tbe Government School of

( Mmes, Jermvn Street, S."W.
7,nennett St., St.James's, S.W.
Acton Green, W,
Kew, W-
Manor House, Chiswick, "W.

,'FitEV, 12, Hcathfield

Wx BUCKMAN, Professor of Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, bogs to acquaint

'Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agrictilture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

*to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as the Mineral
^Products, Economic Materials, Water-bearing Strata and Water
Kights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,
Analyses of Seeds, &c,—Gommunicatious to be addressed to
Trofessor Bdckman, Dollar Ward. Cirencester.

CCOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE akd CHEMl^TKiS
J axdop PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, London, S.
Principal—J. C, Nesbit, F,G.S.. P.C.8., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branchrequisite to prepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the
2S"aval and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

A'
KTIKICIAL MAWUKES, &c.— Mauutanturers
and others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES

may obtain every necessary instruction for their economical
aud efficient preparation, by applying to J, C- Nesbjt, F-G.S.,
Ac, Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College,

Kennington, London, S. Analysesof Soils, Guanos, Superphos-
phates ofLime, Coprolites, &c-,and Assays of Gold, Silver, and
other Minerals are executed with accuracy and despatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instruction in Cheroical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

IVE TKR CENT. INVE6TMKNTS.— Piirticulara

of Investments for LARGE or SMALL SUMS of MONEY,
bearing FIVE PER CENT. PER ANNUM INTEREST (well

secured), withdniwable at notice, may be obtained, on applica-

tion to Thomas H. Bay lis, 420, Strand, London, W.C.

BANK OF DEPOSIT (Established a.d. 1844),

3, Pall-Mall East, Loudon.—Capital Stock, 100,000;.

Parties desirous of Investing Money are requested to ex-

nmine the Plan of the Bank of Deposit, by which a higb rate

of interest may be obtained with ample security.

Deposits made by special agreement may be -withdi-awn

without notice.

The interest is payable in January and July.

Peter Morrison. Manag-ing Director.

Forms for opening accounts sent free on application.

UEEN iJNStrUANCE COMir'A" -Y^^
Chief Office, Liverpool.

*"

London Office, 2, Royal Exchange Buildi'"

Londoii Directors. ''*» '

'£?.aiVma?i—Henry Becce, Esq. (Rainey, Bruc^ . p ^ T,;_^„f„-
of Colonial Bank. Mincing Lr ^> ^ ^^•.' Un-ectcr

Edtv^rd P Aldekson, Esq. (Kelson, Tri* ^^'^ '^ ^^^ 26, Old
Broad Street.

,„ , ^ „ . [Southwark.
;Henry Fowler, Esq. (H. & R. Fo^

^^ g^ Saviour's Dock.
Jho^as William Kough. Esq. ^j^^^ Brothers) Upper

Thames Street. *

rHolborn
«AMUELLw>YDSTACEY.Esq.(Cr^^^y^^

g^^^.^^^
^j^^^^L^^

^ Co.^

mr
,.-««»<-*7--Messrs. ^^j^clay. Bevan & Co.

Medical iJf/erw.-J T^^^^^^ Pollock, Esq., M.D.

r TT^r, ^ Sohci«yrs.^W ^gj^ j_ ^ j^ yf Sewell".

VI^r.VY^^"-™^^^-^^^^ Assurance in every bmnch-

^.fZll^ 1^'^'^^t
" - Non-forfeiture of Policies. The in-

^Zl t. "g^* . on an ordinary Life Policy, after three

S^^f.io'''^^.^'-^ payments, and obtain a free Policy, for

'have been^dd^ ' °^ Premi^n^s paid, and whatever Bonus may

.. j^^^'?.^^^. ARTMENT.—The rates of Premium vary accord-
ing to tno jiatiire of the risk, and will bu found a.s moderate
as those • jf other first-class offices.

Application for Agencies requested.
W. P. Clirehl"GH, Manager.
H. B. Taplin, London Secretary.

Bound, 9^.,

THE AGKICULTURISTS' CALCULATOR ; a
Series of 45 Tables fur Land-measuring, Draining, Manur-

ing, Planting, Weight of Hay and Cattle by Measurement,
Building, ttc.

Blackie h Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.G.

;

and alt Booksellers.

Cloth, Zs. Qd.,

THE AGRICULTUPasrS ASSISTANT; a Note-
book of Principles, Rules, and Tables, adapted to the use

of all engaged in Agriculture, or the Management of Landed
Property. By John Kwart, Plates and Cats.

Black:ie <fc Son, Warwick Square, City, Loudon, E.G. ;

and all Booksellers.

Just Published, price 2.<f.,

DITCHIXG AND DRAINING: a Manual of
Tables for Computing Work Done.

Blackie k Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.G.;
and all Booksellers.

Just published, price 2a. 6t^.,

THE HAY AND CATTLE MEASURER: a Scries
of Table* for Computing the Weight of Haystacks and

live Stock by Measurement.
Blackie &. Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.G.

;

and all Bfjoksellers.

Bound, 25.,

THE LAND MEASURER'S KEADY-RECKONER:
being Tables for ascertaining at sight the Contents of

any Field or Piece of Land. By Neil M'Culloch.
Blackie it Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.G. ;

and all Booksellers.

Cloth, 3a.,
"

HOW TO CHOOSE A GOOD MILK COW;
or, a Description of all the Marks by which the Milking

QiKilities of Cows may Ue ascertained. By J. H. Magne. With
a Supplement on the Dairy Cattle of Britain. Hj John Haxton.
IlUistrated with Engravings.

Blackie & Sos, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and all Booksellers.
'

Cloth. -6$. M.,

THE FARMER'S GUIDE: a Treatise on the
Diseases of Horses and Black Cattle, with Instructions

for the Management of Breeding Mares and Cows. By James
Webb, Veterinary Surgeon. To which is added Remarks on
the Breeding and Management of Sheep, their Diseases, and
Blethod of Treatment. With Illustnitions.

BidVCKiE & Son, Warwick Square. City, London, E.G.

;

and all Booksellers.

Now ready, in One Vol. 8vo, price \Ss. cloth,

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. By Dr.
George Hartwig. AYith several Hundred Wood En-

gravings ; and an entirely new Scries of Illnstration.s in Chromo-.
xylography, representing the most interesting obiocta described
in the work, from Orig inal Drawings by Henry Noel Humphreys.

London: Longman, Grekn, Longman, & RoBERTa.
MR. TENNIEL'S JLLUafRAT^^LiLALLA RO0K.M, t

Just published, in One Volume, fcp. 4to. pricg 2U in orna-
mental covers ; or SGs. bound in moron'.^j bx-'HaVdi^v

SUL5IAN, Jun., engraved on V .«s of Persi^ Design

-This long projected ed" .
'''"^ '^'^ ^^- ^- ^^«^^^'

of "Lalla Rookh" h -'"""

pearedat l;i9t,andfch :*? ^^P"

date of its public- .e deferred

cieatly accoan'
elaborated
nuraerou"
have ' '

spier -jever seen a more
X jdid gift-book in respect

paf)er, type, binding, orna-
mentation of introductory
pages, and, above all, for the
sterling artistic skill of one
illustrative pencil.. Tbe entire

States that the departure of the King op Naples
is imminent, in conaequfchce of the advice given to

HIS ^Majesty by the commanders of the foreign

fleets ; and that the Royalist troops which remain
outside the fortress have sent a proposal to sur-

render to General Fanti.—Accounts from Rome
inform ns that the Papal army is to be imme-
diately disbanded, and that the Pope will retain a

mere body guard, to consist of about 3000 men. The
returns of the voting in TJmbria and the Marches

are almost unanimous in favour of annexation.

Count Rechbekg, the Austrian. Minister of

Foreign Affairs, has addressed a note to the

representatives of Austria abroad, informing them

that the object of the interview at Warsaw was to

bind more closely the personal relations of the

three Princes, and to concert principles upon which

they would act in certain eventiialities. He states

that a perfect understanding was established

upon these points, and at the same time

makes it clearly understood that non-intervention.

in the affairs of Italy was agreed upon, and that

the three Northern Courts will do nothing to pro-

voke a war.

His Royal Highness Pkince Alfeed arrived at

Plymouth yesterday morning in the Euryahis

from the Cape, and the arrival of the Prince of

Wales from America is hourly expected.

The Cottet.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Thurs-

day week the Prince of Leiningen returned ta

tlie Castle from Portsmouth. The Earl and Countess

of Malmesbury, the Earl and Countess De Grey and

Ripon, and the Right Hon. Sir George and Lady

Theresa Lewis, arrived on a visit to her Majesty. On
Friday morning the Queen, accompanied by the Prin-

cess Alice, the Hereditary Princess of Holstein Augus-

tenbnrg; the Princess of Lelningen, and the Countess

De Grey and Ripou, drove to Cliveden. The Prince

Consort, accompanied by the Prince of Leiuingeu and

Earl De Grey and Ripon, went out shooting. On Satur-

day morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess

Helena and Princess of Leiningon, drove out in an open

^cion is suffi-

ed for by the
beauty of its

illustrations. We

by T.

work is an admirable result of

academic learning" and poetic
conceptioiK Evea the land-
acapc acces-sories are in unison
with the spirit in which the
fijjure subjects are treated

;

and it is due to Mr, Tennifl
to allow that the entire set of
illuat rations is without a
parallel that we can recall in

English embellishment^ and
the greatcbt illustrative
achievement of any single
hand."—The Times, Oct. 31.

London: Longman, Green", Longman, & Roberts,

THE SILVER CORD, a new Serial Story by
Shiuley Brook*5, with Illustrations by John Tenniel.

X:oramence3 in thi« 'Week's Number of *' ONCE A WEEK,"
Bradbury <b ^vans, 11, Bouvcrie Street, Fleet Street, E,C,

HOIUJCULTURAL GARDENS.—The Gardeners'

C^tronicU of May 12, containing Mr. NesfieldV
COLO'jRED PLAN for Ibu New Garden at Kensington Gore,
^^

*''cill on Sale at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent

^..arden, W.C, and wilt be sent by post on receip t of six fltamps.

ORDON^rRAlNING of FRUIT TREES, Diagonal,

Vertical Spiral, and Horizontal, adapted to Orchard-

house and Open-air Culture, by the Rev. T- Colungs Br^haut,

will be pubU^^hed short^y by Messrs. Longman A Co.

V^^>l<i"^^ of war, being allowed to leave the for
Zj Millennium, the Great Conjunction, Louis Napoleon to ^^^==^^^^ 9

r , , • ...

Kfius Of m
EiNG YlCTOK Emmatj^tjel made his entry into

the city of Naples on "Wednesday morning ac-

companied "by Garibaldi. His Majesti' was

received with great enthusiasm by the people,

who thronged the streets in immense numbers in

spite of torrents of rain ; and during the whole

day the city was the scene of universal festivity

and joy. The official journal of Turin publishes

a proclamation of nis Majestt to the I^eapolitan

and Sicilian peoples, in which he accepts the

sovereign authority of the Two Sicilies trans-

ferred to him by universal suflVage. The Sar-

dinian army, commanded by the King in person,

gained a brilliant victory over the Neapolitan army

on SaturJay on the north side of the Garigliano.

The Neapolitans, attaclced in front with great

spirit by the Sardinian troops, and in £ank by tbe

fleet, were utterly routed, leaving in the King's

hands tents, waggons, stores, and a very large

number of prisoners. General Sonnax pursued the

Neapolitans, and afterwards occupied Mola and -.ther

positions commanding Gaeta, which is now invested

by the Sardinians on the land aide. Capua capitulated

ti) Garibaldi on Friday, and the garrison, number-

ing 11,000 men, have since left for Naples a-

Cleanse the Sanctuary, Downfall of Rome, Rise of Jerusalem,

Hieroglyphic ; Reign of Discord. Price 6d. ,
post free 7rf.

Londoa: G. Bfroer, Holywell Street, Strand, W.

With military honours, but laying down their arms

at the gate of the city. A despatch from Gaeta

back, and acoompaniod her Majesty. The Earl nnd

Countess of Malmesbury, the Eai-1 and Countess do

Grev and Ripon, and the Kight Hon. bir G. C. and

Lady Theresa Lewis left the Castle. On Sunday inonung

the Queen and Prinoo Consort, Princesseii A'JCc,

riolena, and Louisa, Prince Arthur, the Piince nu<i

Princess of Leiningen, and the Hereditary Prluce and

Princess of Holstein Augustenburg, attended Divine

service in the private chapel. The Kev.Charles Kiiigsley

preached the sermon. On Monday morning the

Queen, accompanied bv Princess Alice, walked in the

Home Parlr, and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frog-

more. The Prince Consort, accompanied by the Here-

ditary Prince of Holstein Augustenburg,
^
went out

shooting. The Prince and Priucess of Leininr^en took

leave of her Majesty, and left the Castle. On Tuesday

morning tlie Queen and Prince Consort walla^d ancf.

drove in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of

Kent at Frogmorc. On Wednesday morning the

Queen, accompanied by Princess Louisa, walked in the

grounds of the Castle, and visited the Duchess ot Kent
at Frogmore. The Prince Consort, Princess Alice, and

Princess Helena, rode out on horseback. On Tliursday

morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice,

drove out in a carriage and four, and honoured Lady
Emily Seymour with a visit at Holly Grove. The
Prince Consort rode otit on horseback.

The PiiiNCE OF Wales.—It is reported that two
vessels, suppo^^ed to be the Hero and Ariadne, have been

seen oft' the Bill of Portland. The continued prevalence of

easterly whids has doubtless prolonged the earlier arrival

of the Royal squadron. The Prince completed his VJlh

year yesterday. He was horn at Buckingham J'aluce

on the 0th of November, 1811, and was created by
patent Prince of Walos and Earl of Chester on the 4th

of December in the same year.

Akrival of PuiacE Alfked.—Her Migesty's ship

Euryalus, having on board Prince Alfred, arrived at

Plymouth yesterday morning from the Cape. It was
expected that his Royal Highness would proceed to

Windsor by the morning expresi.

CoUKT Mourning.—The Court went into monrninff

on Thursday for three weeks for the Dowager l>inpre««

of Russia.

Ordee of the Batit.—The Queen has given ordera

for tlic appointment of Lieut.-General Sir James Hope
Grant, K.C.B., CommauLling her Majesty's Military

Forces In China, to be a Knight Grand Crow of the

Bath, and Vice-Admiral Jame« Hope, C.B., Com mantle •

in-Chief of her Majt^ty's Naval Forced in China, to b*s

a Knight Commander of the Bath.

Paeliamkntaey MovEMENTa.—Mr, W:i'- B. Bar-

thelot, of HUlierfl, has offeied himsell on Conservative
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Sussex, vacant by the accession of The extreme view, of democratTha^nowhere prevailed:
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•erage. There is a vacancy
' " ii'e appointment of

principles for Wesv ^

the Karl of March to the -y

for Newcastle-ou-Tyne caused tfj
'* Co:.*^"aissioner.

Mr. George Ridley to be a Copyhoix* "i(j i^y the
There is a vacancy for Pembrokeshire caus^ ngeg.
death of the Earl of Cawdor, and the consequent a^
sion of Viscount Emlyu to the peerage. There is a
vacancy for Southwark caused by the death of Sir
Charles Napier. Mr. Scovell, a wharfinger of influence
in the borough, is mentioned as likely to become a can-
didate for the vacant seat in the Liberal interest. Lord
Stanhope is at present the only candidate for South
Notts.

The Chanl-sl Fleet.—Kear-Admiral Stopford's

port division of the Channel squadron, consisting of the
flagship Koyal Albert, 121 ; Conqueror, 101 ; Donegal,
101; Abonkir, 90; and Centurion, 80, sailed from
Plymouth ou Tuesday afternoon for Lisbon.

The Italian Policy of the Goveenment.— The
following Despatch lias been addressed by Lord John
Russell to Sir James Hudson, her JVIajesty's Minister
at Turin :

—

"Forei^-office, Oct. 27.

"Sir,—It appears that the late proceedings of the King of
Sardinia have been strongly disapproved by several of the
principal Courts of Europe. The' Emperor of the French,
on hearing of the invasion of the Papal States by the army of
General Cialdini, -withdrew his ilinister from Turm, expressing
at the same time the opinion of the Imperial Government in
condemnation of the invasion of the Roman temtory. The
3Emperor of Russia has, we are told, declared in strong terms
his indignation, at the entrance of the army of the King of
Sardinia into the Neapolitan territory, and has withdrawn his
entire ^tission from Turin. The Prince Regent of Prussia has
also thought it necessary to convey to Sardinia a sense of his
displeasure, but he has not thought it necessary to remove the
Prussian Minister from Turin. After these diplomatic acts
it would scarcely be just to Italy, or respectful to the other
great Powers of Europe, were the Government of her Majesty
any longer to withhold the expression of their opinion. In
8o doing, however, her Majesty's Government have no
Intention to raise a dispute upon the reasons which have
been given in the name of the King of Sardinia for the
invasion of the Roman and Neapolitan States. Whether or
no the Pope was justified in defending hi.s authority by means
of foreign levies ; whether the King of the Two Sicilies, while
etill maintaining his flag at Capua and Gaeta, can be said to
"have abdicated, are not the arguments upon which her ^fa-
jesty's Government propose to dilate. The large questions
which appear to them to be at issue are these:—We^e the
people of Italy justified ii^asking the assistance of the King
of Sardinia to relieve them from Governments with which they
were discontented ?—and was the King of Sardinia justified in
furnishing the assistance of his arms to the people of the
Roman and KeapoUtan States? There appear to have been
two motives which have induced the people of the Roman and
Keapolitan States to join willingly in the s-obversion of their
Governments. The first of these was that the Government of
the Pope and the King of the Two Sicilies provided fto ill for
the administration of justice, the protection of ii«-Honal
liberty, and the p:eneral welfare of their people, that their
wibjectB looked forward to the overthrow of their rulers aa
aneceselly preliminary to all improvement in their condition.
The second motive wa-s, that a conviction Lad spread since the
year 1S49 that the only manner in which Italians could secure
their independence of foreign control was by foi-ming one
strong Government; for the whole of Italy. The struggle of
Charles Alberfcin 1848 and the sympathy which the present
^ing of Sardinia has shown for the Italian cause, have natu-
raJly caused thd ?l^'^ociaLiun of tti6 name of Victor Emmanuel
with the single authority under which the Italians aspire to
live. Looking at the question in this view, her Majesty's
Government must admit that the Italians themselves are the
best judges of their own interests. That eminent j urist, Vattel,
when discussing the lawfulness of the assistance given by the
United Provinces to the Prince of Orange when he invaded
England and overturned the throne of James II., says :— * The
authority of the Prince of Orange had doubtless an influence
onthedehberationsof the States-General; but it did not lead
them to the commission of an act of injustice, for when a
-Deople for good reasons take up arms against an oppressor,
t IS but an act of justice and generosity to assist brave
men in tho defence of their liberties/ Therefore, accord-
ing to Vattel, the question resolves itself into this—Did
the people of Naples and of, the Roman States take
up arras against their Governments for good reasons?
Upon this grave matter her Majesty's Government hold that
the people in question are themselves the best judges of their
own affaire. Her Majesty's Government do not feel justified
in declaring that the people of Southern Italy had not good
reasons for throwing off their allegiance to their former
Governments; her Majesty's Government cannot therefore
pretend to blame the King of Sardinia for assisting them.
There remains, however, a question of fact. It is asserted by
the partisans of the fallen Governments that the people of the
Roman States were attached to the Pope, and the people of the
kingdom of Naples to the dynasty of Francis II. ; but that
Sardinian agents and foreign adventurers have, by force and
Intrigue, subverted the thrones of those Sovereigns. It is
difficult, however, to believe, after the astonishing events which
we have seen, that the Pope and the King of the Two Sicilies
possessed the love of their people. How was it, one
must ask, that the Pope found it impossible to levy a
Roman army, and that he was forced to i-ely almost
entirely upon foreign mercenaries? How did it happen,
again, that Garibaldi conquered nearly all Sicily with 2000
men, and marched from Reggio to Naples with 5000 ? How
but from the universal disaffection of the people of the Two
Sicilies? Neither can it be said that this testimony of the
popular will was capricious or causeless. Forty years ago the
Neapolitan people made an attempt regularly and temperately
to reform their Government under the reigning dynasty. The
Powers of Europe, assembled at Laybach, resolved, with the
exception of England, to put down this attempt by force. It
was put do^vn, and a large foreign army was left in the Two
Sicilies to maintain social order. In 1848 the Neapolitan people
again attempted to secure Uberty under the Bourbon dvnasty

;

but their best patriots atoned by an imprisonment for 1% years
for the oflfence of endeavouring to free their country; what
wonder, then, that in 1S60 the Neapolitans, mistrustful and
resentful, should throw off the Bourbons, as in 1688 England
had thrown off the Stuarts ? It must be admitted, undoubtedly,
that the severance of the ties which bind together a Sovereign
and his subjects is in itself a misfortune. Notions of
allegiance become confused, the succession of the throne
is disputed, adverse parties threaten the peace of
bociety; rights and pretensions are opposed to each
other, and mar the harmony of the State. Yet it must
be acknowledged, on the other hand, that the Italian revo-
lution has been conducted with singular temper and forbear-
ance. The subversion of existing power has not been followed,
as is too often the case, by an outbreak of popular vengeance

'ernment with respect to the formaJ^^, °, ,
"®

itional Volunteer corps which the Court iJ^^^r*^"

ft

Public opinion has checked the exceases of the public triumph.Ihe venerated forms of constituUonal monarchy have been
associated with the name of a Prince who represents an ancientand glonons dynasty. Such having been the causes and the
concomitant circumstances of the revolution of Italy HerMajes.y s Government can see no sufficient, '-roiind fJr the

nTf. f'''"'^-
-7^ wi^*"'^^.

^"'*''^^' Fnince? Prussia, and
Russia have visited the acts of the King of Sardinia. Her

^estys Govemraent will turn their eyes rather to theMv 'ig prospect of a people building up the edifice of their
gnitify^, -d consohdating tne work of their indei)endence
liberties, a^ -thies and good wishes of Europe.—I have &c .amid the sym^ You are at hberty to give a copy of this

despatch to Count Cavow --r^rv^^-,. * i- „ , . « ,

,

The Volunteer iro>.^'^t ^-t "''t'°^/'^
*^'

Court of Lieutenancy of i. " .^''^^
,f

London on

Monday, a report was read ...
"'

,^Y ^t?"'^V°°
appointed to ascertain the views o. ''^J

^^'^^'y

»

Gover"""— *" "-**^ ^ ^~ •^^" ^ ^^^ °^ "^®

aslced to sanction. The report stated that Mr. Si^ "^^

Herbert saw no objection to a second company bein^
added to the No. 2 City of London (Spottiswoode) corps;
that the Government considered it objectionable to
sanction the formation of Volunteer corps exclusively
confined to any one class, whether of workmen or
artisans, or even of peers' sons, or any other separate
class; that with respect to the Royal National
Rifle Association, the style of «* Royal " could not
be assumed without the sanction of the Queen, which
it was not probable would be granted, as Iier Majesty
reserved that distinction for regiments of the line as
a reward for eminent services; that, moreover, any
brigade or battalion of volunteers must be formed under
the authority of some one lord-lieutenant, and that it

was objectionable and contrary to the spirit of the
Volunteer Act, to form separate'rcgiments or battalions
of the same brigade under different lords-lieutenant, as

proposed by the prospectus of the "Royal National
Rifles." At the same time there would be no objection
to the formation of other distinct volunteer corps within
the City of London, besides the existing Rifle Brigade,
which could claim no exclusive right by their earlier

formation to enrol volunteers m their brigade only, so

that every class of persons desirous of joining in the
volunteer movement might not be deterred from doing
so by the inconvenient expense of any particular corps

;

and he added a suggestion, with a view to its perma-
nence, that the London Brigade should adopt what
mcdiiieiations might be practicable in its present scale

of expesises. After a long discussion the Court agreed to

sanction tlj^e addition of a second company to the No. 2

City of Londoij (Spottlswoode) Corps. With regard to

the formation oC * Workman^s Volunteer Brigade, it was
agreed that it w.<i(tild be objectionable to sanction the

formation of « corps exclusively confined to one class. It

was, howevery nn.*^*^'^*^^7 resolved to agree to the ap-

plication, subject to^^f hwig referred to a committee to

consider under what t^^ ^* should be established. A
similar resolution was pas^ ^ j;eference to the appli-

cation of the « Royal NatiC"^^ ^^^^® Association/' it

being suggested that the title ^r^^?^?/*,^^^*^.^*^,.^^^^
of "The London Battalion Natioi^H^,^ Association.

-The 19th (Working Men's Colic^'t'^xAr'^'j''^
officially inspected on Saturdav, by CoiJ*?f^ >^^^^°'

in Gray's lun Gardens-Lord Enfield, X^^^-:;.*^
accepted the Lieutenant-Colonelcy of the 2b.\/r ^u
Middlesex.—The members cf the 1st Surrey vX^I
London) met a few days since at Hanover Pi^%
Peckhara, and presented a sword of honour and service
of plate, value 50 guineas, to Captain E. Dresser Rogers,
as a testimony of their high sense of his services as hon.
sccretaryof the corps during the first yearof its existence.—The 13th Surrey, preceded by their band, marched ou
Wednesday week from Guildford to AVorplesdon Lodge,
where they went through a series of evolutions, and
were afterwards entertained at a dejeuner by Mr.
BoviU, M.P.—The 7th company of tlie 19th Surrey
Rifles had a prize shooting match on Wednesday week
at the Streatham Butts, when the 1st prize was gained
by Sergeant J. Tammadge, the 2d by Private Embery,
the 3d by Private Lever, the 4th by Private Garrard,
the 5th by Sergeant W. Tammadge, the 6th by Private
N. Shaw, the 7th by Corporal Davis, and the 8th by
Private Briggs. This regiment now consists of nine
companies.—It is intended to form a Rifle Corps in
London to be composed of Welshmen. Lord Llan-
over. Lord Stanley, Lord Sudeley, Lord Boston, Sir
Richard Bulkeley, Mr. Pugh, M.P., Sir John Han-
mer, Mr. G. W. Hemans, and other gentlemen are
interested in the formation of the corps.—At the
Lancashire county meeting at Hightown the first con*
test on Thursday week was for a prize of 100 guineas
presented by the members of the Liverpool Stock
Exchange; second prize, 20/.; and third prize, 10^.,

added by the committee, to be competed for by effective

Volunteers of Lancashire and Cheshire, at distances of

300, 600, and 800 yards, five shots at each range.
The first prize was won by Lieut. Yates, 2d company,
Liverpool Rifles (Blackburn), and the second by Mr.
Francis Goodwin, 19th Liverpool Rifles (2d battalion).
For the third there were three "ties,** Capt. Brooks
(3d ]\ranchester). Sergeant Rollit (3d Cheshire), and
Capt. Williamson (Kidsgrove Corps), who each made 13.

These ties were to be shot ofi'on Friday, At the conclu-
sion of this contest the 800 yards' range of the Lord-
Lieutenant's prize was shot off. This prize was a cup or
purse of 100 guineas, presented by the Lord-Lieutenant
of the countj', and the bronze medal of the National

8.1ycrvase,value20?.,presentedbyMr.HenrvGreenwood
being the proceeds of his Penny Programme and Flanof the Reviews held at Aintree and Knowsley • thir(*
prize, a nfle, presented by Mr. Thomas Turner, of Bir ^

mingham
; to be competed for by Volunteers of the

county, at distances, 3000, 600, and 800 yards, five shots
at each range. There were 135 competitors for this
prize. The result was a tie for the first prize between
Francis Goodwin, of the 10th Lancashire Rifles an^^^
Lieut. Yates, of the 2d Liverpool Rifle?, who^' each
made 10. There were also ties of9 points each between
J. H. Brown, '4th company 1st Manchester ; Captain
Thomas Brooks, 3d Manchester; Lieut. Hillkirk 3d
Manchester; H. Goodwin, 31st Liverpool; j/ B
Haworth, 8th Liverpool ; Lieut. H. Jones, 14th Liverpool •

R. Maxwell, 5th Liverpool; W. Sewell, 42d Liverpool-
and W. H. Fisher, 1st Manchester. On Friday the
first contest was for the Liverpool Corn Exchange
prize of 80 guineas, divided into three prizes, one of 50,
a second of 20, and a third of 10 guineas. The result

^y, as follows:—1st 'prize was won by Mr. Rawson,
Livei;'>ool; the 2d by Mr. Phillips, 1st Shropshire; and
the 3d "bj^ Lieut. Colboni, 1st Lanarkshire Rifies. The
ties of the pxevioiis day for the Lord Lieutenant's prize

of 100 guineas, and the bronze medal of the National
Association were then shot off, when the 1st prize

was won by Lieutenant Yates, 2d Lancashire Rifles,

and the 2d by Mr. F. Goodwin, 10th Lancashire

Rifles. The ties of the previous day for the 3d prize

were then shot off, when the prize was won by Lieut.

Hillkirk, 3d Manchester. The tie for the 3d prize,,

given by the members of the Liverpool Stock-Exchange,

was won by Captain Williamson of the Kidsgrove'

Corps. Tlie next match was for a prize of 50Z., pre-

sented by Mr. Pemberton Heywood, and a second prize

of a rifle, value 20 guineas, for all comers, when
the 1st was won by Captain Greg, 27th Chester
Rifles, and the 2d by Mr. M. Smith, Victoria Rifles.

On Saturday the proceedings were of a very interesting

nature, the artillery and volley firing prizes having
been contested. The 1st prize, a silver cup of 50
guineas for artillery firing, was won by the first gun
cast at the Mersey works on Major Clay's principle,

and worked by the 8th Lancashire brigade under the

command of Capt, Inman ; the 2d prize of 15?., by the

third gun (Clay), worked by the 8th Lancashire brigade

under Lieut. Deane; and the 3d prize of 10?. by the

fourth gun (Blakely), worked by the 4th Lancashire

bric;ade under Capt. Campbell- The prize of 50?. for

volley firing was won by the 39th Welsh corps. On
Monday a contest, open to all comers, for a prize of 50?.

given by the cotton brokers of Liverpool, and for a

second prize, a Whitworth rifle, value 25 guineas, pre-

sented by Mr. Joseph Whitworth, brought the meeting
to a close. The distances were 1000 and 1100 yards.

The first prize was won by Lieut. Ick, with nine points,

.

there being three ties of seven points for the second
prize, viz., Mr. James Colquhoun, Mr. G. B.
Dunbar, son of the baronet of that name, of

the Edinburgh Rifles; and Lord Fielding, of the

4th Denbighshire, The ties were then shot off>-

when Mr. Dunbar was declared'the winner of the 2d
prize.—The Cambridge University Corps had a shooting

match On Wednesday and Thursday of last vi^^j for

a silver cup value 20 guineas, presented by the Hon.

and Rev. Latimer Neville, Master of Magdalen

(College and Vice-Chancellor of the University. The

^i^tft^qes were 150, 200, 250, and 300 yards, five

^^^clfijfcr each distance. The prize was won by Mr.

^in^ .of Emmanuel, who scored 37 points ; Mr.

-p . \ # Trinity, scoring 33. Mr. Shuttleworth, of
^uxton, ^^i^j.. Hall, of St. Peter's, 32 each; Mr. Heath,

""f^^i
^""^ '», -^ ; Mr. Gurdon, of Trinity, Mr. Lee, of

of Trinity 1. N ^ j^^r.Storer, ofTrinity Hall, 27 each.-The
Emmanuel, an ^^^^ took place last week, when the
rifle contest at x

^,^ ^ Bricknell, Capt. Glaiser, Mr.
prizes were won ^N^^g^nts Chignell, Russell, and
H. Jenner jun S. ^evesay, Lieut, Hallett, and
Rose, Dr. S arr Corpor r^^ssei. Corporal Goldsmith
Private Rickar^ of the Is. ^^ g^gg^x; Corporal.
4th Sussex ; Corporal Ma, ^mhie Queen's (West-
Thompson, 11th Sussex; Mr.

pidcoek. Civil Service
minster) Corps; and Sergeant

contest was held in
Corps.—On Friday, a grand rifle

pa^iia^-ger, near
Uie park of Earl Cowper, at ^ . Bj^h^p's
Hertford, between the Hertford, , Ashrid^e
Stortford, Royston, Berkhamp»tea ^K ^^.^.i,°J'
Cheshunt, Hitchin. St. Alban's, Hemei "rT^^'^Th*
Triug, Watford, and other companies ^
Hertfordshire Rifles. The ladies' challenge t

"^^^f^j.^.
40 gumeas, to be won three years in succession

becoming the property of the winner, was wc
^

i

Mr. Aubrey Kumball, and the other prizes were won ^
Captain the Hon. Reginald Ci^pel, Mr. J. G. Nas.,-

Mr. Alderman, Lieut. Hoblyn, Mr. 5>iii»«^' Mr. Brown,

Mr. Dale, M. Decoppet. Mr, J. Welk, Sergeant botto

Mr! Hagger, Mr, Saunders, and %^rg^^\ ^""ws
The prizes were afterwards presented to %\J'' ^^j: ^
by the Dowager Countess Cowper,—On Satn^^ ^^g
challenge cup and other prizes competed fop by
Ipswich Corps on the two previous days, were jJfffc

'

sented to the successful competitors. The challenge
cup was won by Mr. Pretty, and the other prizes by.-

Private Chapman, Corporal Angier, Private Button,,
and Corporal Barber. — The Halesworth or 7tha
Suffolk has commenced target practice.— The
Lowestoft Artillery has received the 32-pounders,
and will shortly commence practice. The competi-

Rifle Association, presented by that body ;gecoud prize, a tiou among tbe members of the Eye Corps for p^
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silver cup offered by the Mayor of tliat town liaa

resulted in favour of Corporal Feck.—The Maidenhead

(5th 3?erks) has just had a shootinff match. Tl^^re

were 28 competitors at ranges of 200, 300, 400, and

500 yards. The Ist prize was won by Seroeant Cull,

the 2d by Sergeant Clark, and the 3d by Private Col-

man, mayor of the borough.—The Rifle movement Is

greatly extending in the country districts of Berkshire.

During the last few days meetings have been held at

Benson, Brigbtwcll, and Cholsey, near AVallingford, at

which as many as 55 persons have been enroUud, and

the subscriptions and donations have amounted to

nearly 300/.—The 3d Essex was inspected on Friday at

Rochett's, the residence of Captain Coope, the com-
manding officer, by Colonel Sir Claude de Crespigny,

and was afterwards presented >vUh a silver bugle, sub-

scribed for by the ladies of Brentwood and the neigh-

bourhood.—On Wednesday week the Exeter and South
If *

Devon battalion were presented with a saluting flag and
three bugles in the presence of crowds of spectators. After

the ceremony the members of the corps dined together

under the presidency of Lieut.-Colonel Sir E. Prideaux.
'—On Friday a banquet was given to Earl Fit/william,

the Lord-Lieutenant of the Wqst Riding of Yorkshir at

the Town Hall, Leeds, by the officers of the various

corps in the Riding, as an acknowledgment of the
courtesy with which he has invariably treated the corps

in all his official relations with them, and the hospi-

tality which he showed to tlie officers during the late

Volunteer levee in London.—On Saturday the 7th West
Riding (Leeds) corps was presented with a silver bugle
and a set of colours, the gift of the ladies of Leeds, in

front of the Town Hall, in the presence of several

thousand spectators. The ceremony was followed by
the presentation of the silver cups, Enfield rifles, and
other prizes won by the corps at their recent rifle con-

test,—On Wednesday week the 1st Staffordshire batta-

lion (Bnrslem, Kidsgrove, and Leek), and the Ist

Cheshire battalion (Congleton, Sandbach, and Maccles-
Jield), were reviewed in Somerford Park, the seat of Sir

C. W. Shakerley, after which a silver bugle was pre-

sented by the ladies of Congleton and neighbourhood to

the5thcompany ofthe 5th Cheshire battalion.—On Friday

the GthNoi-thumberlauJ Rifles were inspected at Belling-

ham, a village near the junction of two rivers famous in

Border warfare, theReedwater and North Tyne, and were
afterwards substantially entertained by Captain Charlton,
their commandant.—The 2d or Ruabou Company of Den-
bighshire Volunteers, was inspected on Friday, in Wynn-
stay Park, by CaptaiailcCoy, Inspector for North Wales.
—The battery of the 11th Lanarkshire Artillery was
opened for gunnery practice at Mary Hill, near Glasgow,

on Saturday, in the presence of a large concourse of

spectators. Colours were afterwards presented to the

corps by Miss Collins, of Kelvindale, who also fired the

first gun.—The 2d Northern Battalion of Glasgow
rifles held a parade on Saturday in George Square, for

the purpose of beino;- inspected by Major-General
Cameron, Commander of the Forces in North Britain.

—-The Kirkcudbright Artillery were inspected at gun
- drill on the 23d ult. by the Earl of Selkirk. After their

drill the ceremony of naming the battery was performed

by Miss Hope, daughter of the Hon. Charles Hope,

-Governor of the Isle of Jlan, and niece of the Lord-

Lieutenant.—A letter has been published from M. Moc-

quard. Secretary of the Emperor of the French, in

. answer to one sent to his Majesty by a Mr. J. Klotz

Rowsell, of the London Rifle Brigade, proposing that

an excursion party of British Volunteers should proceed

to Paris. The Emperor declares himself favourable to

the plan and promises a warm reception. It is said that

Mr. Rowsell has had interviews with the Commander-in-

<;hief a id the Secretary of State for War, who have

^ both " spoken most approvingly of the project/' and con-

^sider it " very favourable to the maintenance of friendly

relations between England and France,but there is reason

to believe that there is no foundation for this statement."

Mr. Rowsell has made application to the railway com-

panies in France and England, so that " as great a

number of Volunteers as possible may visit Paris,

where the most brilliant reception doubtless awaits

^ 'them." Lord Bury has written a letter to the Times

deprecating the proposed excursion, and saying " there

is but one Sovereign against whom these preparations

can have been made, and if our Volunteers, as Volun-

teers, go over to exchange compliments with M. le

Prefet de la Seine and his official brethren, the position

'which England has assumed will lose its significance—

>-we «hall commit an act of extreme bad taste ; and if, as

IMt. Rowsell suggests, we go * to fraternize with the

Army,* we shall run more than a risk of making our-

selves supremely ridiculous."

mureial circles that the mode in which duties will be
levied upon hosiery goods will be ad valorem, and
that on woollen, merinos, mixed and cotton goods,
the duty will be 15 per cent.; with a prospect
of being ultimately reduced to 10 per cent.

Accounts from St. Etienrie and Lyons report a
brisk revival of the silk manufacturing trade.

Count de Persigny, the French Ambassador in England,
left Paris on Wednesday, for London, to attend the
Lord Mayor's banquet, in accordance with an invitation

transmitted to him by Lord John Russell. Prince
Napoleon's yacht, the Jerome Napoleon, is fitting out
at Cherbourg and provisioning for a long voyage.
Captain Dubuisson, who commands her, has received

special instructions from Admiral Hamelin, the Minister

of Marine, on the subject. It is reported that Prince
Napoleon is about to circumnavigate the globe. A
latter from Toulon states that, in addition to the six

iron-plated ships now building, 10 more are ordered
to* be laid down with all despatch—viz., two at

Toulon, two at Brest, two at Rochfort, two at

Lorient, and two at Cherbourg. It is also stated

that 150 iron-cased gun-boats are to be built by private

contract, after the model of the one designed by the

Emperor at Bordeaux, each to be armed with a power-
ful rifled gun; and that a good deal of activity is

observable along the sea-board of France in the forma-

tion of a reserve of seamen gunners. The Minister of

Public Instruction has published a circular, addressed

to the directors of colleges and schools In France, for-

bidding the use, of tplj^^cco and cigars by the students.

It is said tliat the physical as well as the intellectual

development of many youths has been checked by the

Immoderate use of tobacco. The Minister of Public

Instruction and the Prefect of the Seine are unceasing

in their exertions to remedy the evil.

Spain\—Don Juan de Bourbon has published a new
manifesto in the form of a letter to the King of Sardinia,

in which he renounces on the part of the elder branch

of the ftnnily any claim to the tlu*one of Naples,

universal suffrage being part of the modern law of

nations, and his own hope of succession to the throne of

Madrid being based on that contingency. He taunts

the Pope and the late King of Naples with having

superseded the legitimate claim of Don Carlos by recog-

nition of the Regent Christina claiming in right of

national election, as contradistinguished from the old

theory of dynastic right.

Sweden.—The session of the States of Sweden was

closed on the 30th ult. by the King in person, with the

nsuaV ceremonial. Before the close of the session the

Order of Citizens and the Order of Peasants adopted an
;

address to the Crown, praying for reform in the

national representation, setting forth that the present

their country by the Emperor of Austria, but M-
Szemere, former Minister of M. Kossuth, Is tiie only
one who has given It his approbation. M- Szemere's
letter has been answered in the French press by
General Klapka, M. Horn, and Count Ladislaus Teleki,
Minister Plenipotentiary of Hungary in Pin-Is in 184^,
all of whom protest against M. Szemere's favourable
decision. General Turr, also, the Commander of the
Hungarian brigade in Italy, at a recent entertainment
at Naples in honour of the presentation of new colours
to the brigade by General Garibaldi, declared *' that he
would never accept the impudent, lying Constitution of
Austria, the perfidious act by which now, as In 1848, it

attempts in vain to urge the Hungarians forward
against their brothers of Italy."

Ionian Islands.—Her Majesty's line-of-battle ship
Marlborough, bearing the flag "of Admiral Martin,
arrived at Corfu a few days since with the Exmouth,
Orion, James Watt, Neptune, Victor Emmanuel, and a
gunboat. Sir E. Bulner Lytton is at Corfu, with his

son, who is on his way to Paxo, of which island he has

been appointed Resident. Sir Edward, it is said, will

remain at Corfu four months, engaged on some literary

work,

Russia.—A paper on the Russian fleet in the "Revue
des Deux Mondes,** by Prince Troubetzkoi, states that

in addition to a large increase in the number of vessels,

more especially in steam ships, a great improvement has

taken place since the war in the Crimea in the naval

administration, and many reforms have been introduced

with the view of promoting the moral welfare and
material comfort as well as the general efficiency of the

sailors.

Italt.—King Victor Emmanuel entered the city of

Naples on "Wednesday morning at half-past 9, accom-

panied by Garibaldi. Tliey proceeded together to the

Cathedral and to the Palace. An immense crowd of

people assembled, notwithstanding the torrents of rain

which were falling. Universal joy was manifested, and
the city was in a state of festivity. The OjnnioHe

publishes a proclamation of King Victor Emmanuel to

the Neapolitan and Sicilian peoples, accepting the

sovereign autliorlty of the Two Sicilies transferred to

him by universal suffrage, A despatch from Naples

states that the departure of the King of Naples from

Gaeta is imminent, in consequeuce of the advice

given to his Majesty by the commanders of the

foreign fleets. Tlio Sardinian army gained a brilliant

victory on Saturday on the north side of the Garighano,

The troops, commanded by King Victor Kumianuel in

person, attacked and dispersed the Neapolitan arm^,

the Sardinian fleet at the same time attacking them m
flank. The Neapolitans left behind them their lents,

waggons, stores, and an immense naniber of prisoners.

nnnQV'.l Smiim* Riihsftniifintlv oceuuied ilolu di GaetaGeneral Sonnaz subsequently occupied
representative system—composed of fuur orders, the - ^ r ,. - .. „ rru„ iirt^iufj*

nobles, clergy, burgesses, and peasants-is incompatible and other positions commandmg tlie city. ^Iho Uoyaliste

with constitutional liberty and with progress. The
j

fell

bills relative to liberty of conscience and of public
,

"ntc

back upon Gaeta, and tliroughout i\\it\r murch wcro

:h embarraMBtl by thu fire of " Sirdinian fleet.

Darmstadt relating to the civil rights of the Catholic

Church in the duchy. The Second Chamber demand

that these rights shall be regulated hy law, and the

First Chamber contend they can only be settled by a

concordat.

SwiTZERLAyn.—On Wednesday M. Massignac pre-

sented to the President of the Federal Council his

credentials as French Charge d'Affaires ad interim.

Tlie Marquis de Turgot will not, therefore, return to

his post for the present,

PiiUSsiA.—The Prince Regent of Prussia has been

prevented by indisposition from going to St. Peters-

burn- to attend tiie funeral of his late sister, the

Empress Dowager. IWe Charles and/lbrecht how- 1

about.^

^^^^^^ ^^.^ ^^ ^^^^^-^^ .^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ j^.

Military honours were granted to the garrison, who to

the number of 11,000 men have been disarmed and sent

to Naples, where tliey will embark. A decree has been

publislied in the official journal of Naples or4lcring that

six millions of dueati in the public funds be distributed

in the name of the King amongst the political prisoners

of 1818. Another decree issued by Garibaldi's Minister

of Justice dismisses from the bench the judges^ who

tried and condemned with false witii the political

prisoners of 1818. On tlic 31st ult. Garibaldi went to

Naples from the camp, to present new colours to

the Hungarian regiment of cavalry. After the

presentation he addressed the crowd ^\ ho stood

He urged the people to maintain their

ever have left for St Petersburg with a numercus -;-— ^^j— ' Touching upon religious questions, he
smte,together with a deputation of t^^^^^

said tiat he himself was,\nd always l^^d been.

Regiment, headed by its commander, Duke William of; saia lu

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, her Majesty having been the ^arisii.

nominal chief of the regiment. The Court of Rerhn

has gone into mourning for four weeks.

AUSTEIA.—The Empress of Austria, who from time

to time has been afiiieted with a troublesome cough, has

been advised to pass tlie winter in iladeira, where the

Archduchess Charlotte was about a jear ago. Her

Maiesty will leave Vi(?nna on the lUth, and proceed

either to Ostend or Antwerp, where she will embark for
|

Madei:ra on board an English man-of-war, which the
j

\dmiralty have placed at her disposah It ia under-

[tood that the Empress's sister, the Queen of ^apIe«,

#oi£tgn.

Veance —The Moniteur announces tLat the Govern-

:ment will" carry into effect from the 1st hist., the con-

.^t on annexed to the commercial treaty, and that the

French Government has reUnqulshed the right of post-

pon"n<^ the redaction of the duties on worked metals

machkiery, &e, to the 31st of Decemhor next and oi

postnS; the reduction of the duties ou reBned sugars

?o the i?t°of Octoher, 1861. A meeting of the^l>ench

and Enclish Commissioners was held on JIoi\c^.iX, at the

Hotlf the Minister for Foreign Affa.rs, o ar„nge

the second Supplementary Treaty, setthng the tauff of

,dv^S upon Cottons. Wopllens, &c, It « 5ti^te4 m c^ffl-.

will accompany herw.u «uc-^«p»», «... The Austrian Charge dAffi.ir«

in London htis informed his Government that Knglaud

is to be represented at Vienna by an amb:v.s;ul.;r.--

Coimt Kechberir ha« addre«ed a e.rciilur note on t ho

Warsaw interview to tlie represc-ntatives of Austria

abroaO, of which the following is a 8ummar>- :—

"Tbeok^ect of the interview w« to bmd
^l^-^lf^f''

^h-

nereonalMd friendly rob •» of the three 1 liuccs p. u,

S^3T?tncerttho principle- ^-.^bej-'ut^^

duct in case of certain ov. utuihtic*. Cu. At
"*»^^'^'J' ' ^,Jr

. «Stcrin? upon nny details aa to Iho f^^'f/^^nHiS^
:
SLaw condade<i. announces that a

If'J;^^'""^^^.'^"^
***.*{

„*-Ki:=i,^^ Ho hnnrfiver. ma^ it Clearly uin. »

an, bat that the Tope was not, nor wai he

necessary to Italy. "I love and vcnenite/' he said,

"the religion of Christ, because Christ came into this

world to rescue liumanity from the slavery for which

God did not create it. ,Eut this Pope, who wishes that

men should be ilavWt who asks from the p rful of

the earth fetters and chains for the Ituhims.—this

Pope King docs not know Christ; he Uca against his

own rtliffion. In the Indiea they recopnixc and adore

two Genii—that of Good and Evil. The Gcmu* ot

Evil for Italy is the Pope King. Let no one
' Con-

or
misunderstuml my words ; let no oiia

found paB»nMm witli Christianity—the religion oj

llherty "iLh the aviiricious Bud bloody \*oUcy of

Blaverv." The TouIqu.^-.- ,.M\Aic% tin- f " A-ing U

Md-Ablished. He. however, ma
^Se^TentSn in the aahim ^ My was^ ap_o.

tllAt

and
non-inlervemion m tu« »•**"•• r. rCT^^n^ifXii of order and
that, although an^u3,to .upport the P^^^'I'^^^^^^^'^g,^

the bujWicc of poWer in Kuropo. ^l"^^
^ .

^'„*''"'*^ ^°^
v., -Tdo notbingwMch might provoke a>ar.

HiTNCiKT.-Several of the Hut^ - * nan refugees

pubUshed'tbeir opinions on th? W' cliwter grautea w

the French
near Guett.

'» » *

1

slaver^'- - - r
a correct . 'U»t oi the luterft'ivnc of

wimiral with the Piedmontew •quwiron

On the 27th ult. a small I'ieu,...,.« ft,

gail attempted to eflfect a landing;, but w

withdraw by the v.nw id oi AduiimI 'liuna. On tb«

Adinhil P - himwlf amvca off thtf Mtne tpot

and althi.^h a I'l- n-h w. Iron

he raftMed, wul ; -
• i tiio

fvny 4ii^i"l '^
' '(id troop! at

. and w.yuiii v.v »o at «U
.anal "^'it horn* for

CurLher instfOctiOM, «nu rttxived • I- _
Emperor to return to G;ieU,**!?/ .-»»" ^«H

\ot& (Motive i«trt In tbe battto «f U« .d iIli^ wluUi

«- * 1 A

;. ji

witii 10 uit.li t* ir,

w;^' >eut to order

I'rcuch admiral that he

the mouth of the G

coat. On this the ii«i*vh

stroctUms, and i

•t'J



THE GABBENEES' CHEOMCLE AND A GRICTTT THT?AL «AZTTTE. [Novembeb lo. i860.

has probiibly decided tlie campaign. It is said that m
the recent interview between the King of Sardinia and
Garibaldi, the latter spoke Lis mind very plainly to his
Jfajesty. He said that he had been calumniated by
Count Cavour's partisans, and that the pretended in-

fluence of Mazzini and the Republicans over him was a
falsehood imagined for the purpose of injuring him with
the King and the public. "How could I," he asked,
" have exiled Mazzini, an old friend, who requested me
to let hira breathe his native air ? Believe me, sire, the
men who surround you are not the most ardent friends
of Italian unity." The King is said to have heard
him attentively without expressing any opinion.
It is generally believed that Garibaldi, immediately
after the entry of his Majesty into Naples and the
departure of Francis II., will retire into private life.

—

Accounts from Rome state that the Roman army is to
be dissolved, and that the Pope will only retain a simple
guard, whicli is to consist of 3000 men. Large quantities
of slores and war materiel have arrived at Rome for the
use of the French army. The enrolment of foreigners
for the Papal service has been stopped, Beds for

hospitals for tlie wounded have been sent from Rome
to the King of Naples. The returns received of the
voting in Umbria and the Marches give very satisfactory

results. Perfect order prevails everywhere, and there

18 great enthusiasm in favour of annexation. The
province of Vitecbo is in a state of anarchy.

India.—By the arrival of the Overland Mail we have
advices from Calcutta to September 22, and from
Bombay to the 12th October. The following is a sum-
mary :

—

" Major-General Woodbum died at Ahmedabad on the 2Sth
September; and Dr. Buist, of Bombay, had fallen avictina to
dysentery. It is feared that there will l>e a necessity for a loan in
India to noeet the deficit. It is expected that Government will
shortly make a statement aa to the reductions in military ex-
penditure they are prepared to carry out iu consequence of the
suggestions of the Military Finance and Police Commiasiona.
Government has issued a notification informing the local
European army that the amalgamation of the armies xviU not
affect their rights aud privileges ; that they will not bo called
on to serve out of India during the term of their engagement.
The Paper Currency Bill was just going to be read a s«cond
time. Lord Canning, of his own accord, has issued a letter to
the local governments, promising all assistance to volunteer
rifle corps of not less than 50 members, and to private rifle

clubs throughout India. The corps are to be supplied with
everything but uniform, and to be under the same regulations
as are applicable to the English volunteers. The indigo
districts of Lower Bengal are again in a state of excitement.
The peasantry refuse to take advances, and ai-e afraid to go to
the factories. The planters ask for a summary contract law,
and good courts and magistrates. There seems to be no pros-
pect of an immediate settlement of the difiiculty. The appve-
hensinns of a famine in the North West aud Central India,
which were removed by a heavy fall of rain at the end of July,
have been revived. There has been a want of rain iu the Doab
and the districts round Delhi since that time. Government
have issued instructions to meet the impending calamity. In
any case the revenue this year will be affected. The rebel
Thakoor of Awab baa been apprebended. Feroze Sbab is said
to be in Bojhgurh, Central India.'*

CiiiN-A.—Full details of the capture of the Taku
forts have been received this week in the form of
despatches from the Ambassadors, and the military and
naval commanders of the allied forces. It appears that
after the northern fort had been carried by storm, the
Chinese capitulated, giving up to the allies the whole
country as far as Tien-tsing, with the remainder of the
forts and 600 brass guns of largecaiibre. All the accounts
agree as to the complete success of the Armstrong guns
on this their first trial in the field. After the victory the
Chinese commissioners were to meet them for the
purpose of coming to an arrangement. The allied army
was eclit;loned at suitable distances along the road
which the ambassadors had to take. The generals and
admirals were also to proceed there with a strong
escort. It is said that the expeditionary force of the
Allies will not advance to Pekin, but that the ambas-
sadors with their suite, and probably a guard of honour,
will alone go to tlie capital, where the conditions of the
new peace will be signed. The latest report fromTien-
tsmg is that Prince Sang Golinsin has been degraded,
and that the Chinese have consented to pay an indem-
nity of 8,000,000?. The iollowlng despatches give
ample details of the capture of the forts :—

,
" Head-quarters, Tangku, Aug. 24.

Sir,— 1 have the honour to report that the alUed forces
were unable to leave Pehting until the l'.!th of August, on
account oi" the very heavy rain, which bad made the country
almost impassable. On that morning, however, the troops
marched according to the following dispositions— viz., the
id division of Infantry, an Armstrong batieiy, a rocket battery,
Madras Siippera, and the Cavalry Brigade, with threo
fi-pounders. Tbe whole under Major General Kir Robert
Napier struck off to tbe right of the road leading from Peht;ing
to Winhn, for the T»"rpo»e of turning the left of the Tartar
position. Thia column experienced the greatest difficulty
in getting through the deep Iteavy ground, which extended
for more than two miles out of Pehtang, and considerably
delayed the departure of the main column, under Sir John
Michel, which moved along the causeway leading directly from
Pehtang to Sfnho. and .which was composed iia follows—viz.;
the 1st Infantry Brigade, a company of Royal Engineers, an
Armstrong battery, 1000 French Infantry, aud a French
battery. ;iU under iirigadier Staveley. This was followed by

1 enclose l^ir J. Mictiei's reuurt oi this adair. Xhe enemy s

force was composed principally of cavalry, and numbered about
4000 men. At Sinho I was joined by Sir R Napier's division,

and the cavalry, who had cut up a good number of the Tartar
horsemen. The loss of the Chinese was about 100 men. On
the 13th I reconnoitred the ground along the banks of the Peiho
leading to Tangku, and found it tolerably firm, though inter-

sected with creeks and ditches. I ordered these to be bridged
during the night, and on the morning of the 14th an
allied force moved from Siuho towards Tangku, keeping
their right flank on the bank of the river. The English
part of the force consisted of the 1st Infantry Divi&ion
under Sir John Michel, and the artillery, as per margin,*
which formed one grand battery, under Brigadier-General
Crofton, Royal Artillery. On aniving within a mile of Tangku,
a battery and some junks on the right bank were silenced by
two Armstrong and two 9-pounder guns ; and a party of
sailors who had been brought up for the purpose crossed the
river and burned the junks. The whole of the artillery was
then advanced to within 600 yards of the intrenchment. and
epened a heavy fire on the walls ; two French batteries deployed
on our left, the enemy replying with 10 or 12 guns and a brisk
fireofgingals and matchlocks. The artillery gradually advanced
to within 350 yards, and the enemy's guns being 8ilence<^ a
breach was commenced, when a passage across the double wet
ditch was discovered at the river's edge by the 60th Rifles
and an entrance was effected, the Chinese retiring with great
precipitancy. At the same time the French advanced with
great gallantry, and entered by the main gate, which had been
partially broken in by the artillery tiro. The garrison of
Taugku retreated, some into the North Forts and some across
the river to Tangku. I am happy to say that our losses in
these two engagements were very slight, owing to the enemy
being completely paralysed by the superior fire of our artillery.
Forty-five guns were ca]:iturcd in Tangku. My thanks are due
to Major-Generals Sir John Michel and Sir R. Napier, com-
manding divisions (the former bad a horse kiiled under him on
the 14th), also to Brigadier-General Crofton, commanding
Royal Artillery, and Brigadier Battle, commanding the
Cavalry, for the able way in which they exercised their
respective commands ; and the whole of the oflBcers and
Boldiera acquitted themselves to my satisfaction. I beg to
enclose a list of casualties —I have, &c., J. Hope Grant,
Lieut. -General, Commanding Her Majesty's Forces in China.
" The Right Hon. the Secretary of State of War."

*' Head-quarters, Tangku, Aug. 24.

'*Sir,—I have the honour to report that alter the capture of
Tangku on the 14th inst. I commenced bringing up siege guns
and ammunition from Pebtang with a view to the reduction
of the uppermost fort on the left bank of the Peiho, distant
about two miles from Tangku. The ground upon which it was
necessary to advance was mostly of a very difficult nature, and
intersected with broad and deepcanals used in the manufacture
of salt. I placed Majov-GeneraJ Sir R. Napier in charge of the
advance, his division being quartered in Tangku. Under his
superintendence bridges were thrown over these ditches
and canals by Lieutenaut-Colonel Maun, commanding Roj'al
Engineers; and heavy guns, a*» per margin, t with
ft good supply of ammunition, having been brought into
Tangku, the 67th Regiment and an Armstrong battery were
pushed forward on the evening of the 19th to within 2000
yards, to cover the working parties making roads, bridges,
Ac. On the 20th the road was made practicable to with-
in 800 yards of the fort, batteries were traced, and the
heavy guns were brought out ready to place in position by
daybreak on the following day. The Chinese opened fire

during the day, and were replied to by Captain Milward's
Armstrong guns at 2000 yards' range with good effect, and the
firing gradually ceased. During the night batteries were con-
structed for the heavy guns and mori:ars,and for one field battery,
also for two 8-incb guns, which were brought up by great
exertions from Pebtang during the night ; and the whole were
placed in position by daybreak of the 21st August. It had
hoGTi arranged with the Admirals that the gunboats should
cross the bar that morning, and should engage the outer North
Fort and the flank of the outer South Fort, at the same time
that the attack on the inner North Fort was commenced by
the land forces. At 5 a.m. however the Chinese opened fire

upon the troops from all their forts within range, and we were
thus forced to reply an hour earlier than had been intended.
Tbe artillery was disposed as follows :—A French 24-pouiider
battery of six pieces, one English 8-inch gun, and
two Armstrongs, played on the inner South Fort to
keep down the fire they might otherwise have poured
on our right flank. Two Armstrong guns aud two
9-pouuders fired from Tangku across the river at
an intrenchment which flanked the French right ; three
8-inch mortars were in the centre at 600 yards' range, and to
their left rear an Armstrong battery, two 32-pounder guns,
and two 8-inch howitzers, ail of which played on the fort we
were attacking. In addition to this, two 9-pouuder giuis, four
24-pouuder howitzers, the remaining two Armstrong guns, and
a rocket battery were placed in the open ground, about SOO
yards in front cf the fort. The storming party of infantry con-
sisted of a wing of the 44th, Tmder Lieutenant-Colonel M'Mahon,
and a wing ot the tSTth, under Lieutenant-Colonel Thomas, sup-
ported by the other wings of those two regiments, and the
Koyal Murines under Lieutenant-Colonel Gascoigne. A detach-
ment of Royal Marines, under Lieutenant-Colonel Travers,
carried a pontoon bridge for crossing the wet ditches, and
Major Graham, Royal Engineers, conducted the assault. The
whole were commanded by Brigadier Reeves. The fire of the
artillery was most effective, the guns of tbe fort (of which
many were of large calibre) were speedily silenced, and at
about 7 A.M. the magazine blew up with a terrific explosion. A
few minutes later the magazine in the outer North Fort was
also exploded by a shell from tbe gunboats. The field guns were
all advanced to within 500 yards of the fort, and redoubled their
efforts. The fire of the forts having almost entirely ceased, a
breach was commenced near the gate, and a portion of the storm-
ing party was advanced to within 30 yards to ope« a musketry
fire the Frtnch infitntry being on the right, the English on
the left. The fire of our artillery being thus partially compelled
to slacken, tbe enemy emerged from their cover, and opened
a heavy fire of musketry on our troops. The French, under
General Coiline^ui, imn)ediately pushed on to the salient next
the river, crossed the wet ditches in the most g-allant manner,
and established themselves on the btrm, wlience they endea-
voured to escalade the walls ; this, however, they were unable
to effect, from the vigorous resistance of the Chinese. The
efforts of the Sappers to lay down the pantoon bridge were
nnuvailing ; no less than 15 of the men carrying it being
knocked over in one instant, and one of the pontoons destroyed.

thf^Ofi t,,f..ntri7 RW.«»7ifl t«,r.(\ 'a u ** "i" --,-' At this juncture Sir R. Napier caused the two howitzers of

approaching tbe intrenched camp the Tartar cavalry moved
rapidly down to attack Sir Robert Napier, who was at this
time about two and a half miles off, on my right flank. His
report of that part of the engagemeut I beg to enclose. Sir
John Michel's division deploytd at the same time in front of
the enemy's works, and opened fire with Lieutenant-Colonel
Barry's Armstrong battery and Captain Desborough's
9-pniinders?, a French battery being on the left, to-
gether with a French and an Euglish rocket battery,
rheso gims kept up such a heavy fire, that the Tartars were
ui^ible to resist long, aud they abandoned their works,
toeinir closely followed into their second intrenched line at

I

amlio, which they were unable to defend, and fled to TaDgku. I
mortars, three Si^inoh mortars*

of the gate, in order more speedily to create a breach,
and a space sufficient to admit one man had just been made
when our storming party (now joined by the head quarters'
wing of the 67th, under Colonel Knox) who had partly
crossed by the French bridge and partly swam over, forced
their way in by single file in the moet gallant manner.
Lieutenant Rogers, 44th Regiment^ and Lieutenant Burslem,
67tli Regiment, being the first to enter» when they assisted in
the regimental colours of the 67th, carried by Eusign Chaplin,

* Two Armstrong batttiries, two 9-pounder butteries, two
rocket batteries,

t Two 32 pounder guns, two S-inch howitzers, three S-inch

who first plautea them on the breach (absisted by Private Lane
67th Regiment), and subsequently on the cavalier, which he
was the first to mount. At the same moment the French
effected their entrance, and the garrison was driven back step
by step, and hurled pell-mell through the embrasures on the
opposite side. Here the same obstacles which had impeded
our advance obstructed their retreat ; in addition to the two wet
ditchesandtwo belts ofpointedbamboo stakes there wasswampy
ground, and a third ditch and bank. The storming parties
opened a destructive fire on them from the cavalier, and
this was enhanced by the canister fire of Captain GovanV
guns, which had been moved to the left of the fort for this
purpose. The ground outside the fort was literally strewn with
the enemy's dead and wounded—three of the Chinese wera
impaled on the stakes. A few fugitives reached the outer
north fort, which opened fire to cover their retreat, and was
answered by the Armstrong guns with good effect. About aa
hour after this the whole of the forts on both sides of the rivep
hauled down their war banners, and hoisted flags of truce.
General Montauban and I sent each an officer to ask their
meaning and summon them to surrender, but they only
received an evasive and insolent reply, and were defied to come
en to the attack. Accordingly, two fresh regiments, theSdBufia
and the 8th Punjab Infantry, having been brought up, T
advanced to attack the outer north fort. Two S-inch guna-
were placed in position against it; the other siege guns
could not be brought up.* The field batteries were placed
at SOO yards' range on an arc encircling the left and
front, the French guns on our right. Not a shot was
fired by the enemy, and the Allied infantry pushed on,
crossed the ditches, and scaled the walls, without meeting any
opposition, the garrison of 2000 men being ma'^e prisoners.
This fort was stronger than the first- They are all constructed
on the same plan, being redoubts with a thick rampart heavily
armed with gims and wall pieces, and having a high cavalier
facing seawards, the guns of which were all turned in towards
us ; they have two unfordable wet ditches, between which and
the parapet sharp bamboo stakes were thickly planted, form-
ing two belts, each about 15 feet wide, round the fort, aii

abattis encircling the whole, and further covered by pieces
of water, which forced an advance to be made only on a narrow
front- Towards evening the garrisons of the south forts were
observed to be evacuating them, and detachments of English
and French were passed over in ships' boats, and occupied
them. There is not now the trace of an enemy near us, and
the whole of the fori^s and entrenched camps are in our hands,
containing about 400 guns, many of which are of a very large
calibre. It is difficult toaccount for the confusion and uncertainty
which seemed to'pervade the enemy when the first- fort fell ;but
it now appears that the general in command was killed, and the
second in command either killed or missing ; and the confusion
caused by this, together with the severe lesson received in the
first fort, rendered them incapable or unwilling of further re-

sistance. I cannot conclude this despatch without expressing
my sense of the very valuable services of Major-General Sir
Robert Napier, who conducted the attack, and whose assistance
has been most useful. The service of the Artillery nndes
Brigadier-General Crofton was most excellent; its efl'ects I

have already described. The engineering operations were
conducted by Lieut.-Colonel Mann ; and lastly, I must bring
to notice the gallant conduct of the storming party, which was
commanded by Brigadier Reeves, who, himself severely
wounded in three places, did not quit the field until he had
conducted his men into the fort- The wounded were removed
as soon as possible into Tangku, where every arrangement for

their temporary reception was made by Dr. Muir, the principa}

medical officer. Many others, both ofiicers and soldiers, be-

haved in a manner deserving of being mentioned; but
want of time does not permit me to treat of it in this

despatch, and on a future occasion I shall do myself
the honour of bringing their names to your notice;
I would also wish to inform her Majesty's Government
how cordially and sincerely our French allies have co-
operated with us, as well as tbe admiration I feel for their
gallant conduct iu the field. General De Montauban haa
always shown every disposition to act thoroughly in concert
with me, and to co-operate in every manner in his power. The
services of the gunboats will doubtless be brought to notice by
the naval commander-in-chief, and I beg here to record what u
valuable aud efficient colleague I have found in Admiral Hope,
whose unwearying exertions throughout the whole campaign^
and in discharging the oneroi!! duties of transporting this

large force to the seat of war, have contributed greatly to the
success of operations.—I have, &c-, J. Hopk Gkant, Lieutenant*
General Commanding Her Majesty's Forces in China."
" The Right Hon. the Secretary of State for War, to/'

'' Head-quarters, 1st Division, Camp, near
*'Sun-ho, August 24.

** Sir,—I have the honour to report that, in obedience to tha
orders of his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, the 1st

Division, under my command^ marched fr^m Pebtang about
half-past 10 A.M, on the 12th inst. On reaching the eneniy'a

second picket-house, which is about 900 yards from their

intrenched position, skirmishers of the 1st Royals were sent to

the left, and some of the 31st to the right, and shortly after-

wards Colonel Barry's battery of Armstrong guns, and Captaia

ilartin's battery of 9-pounder3 (the whole under the command
of Captain Desborough), opened fire on the enemy's intrench-

ment at a distance of about 800 yards ; after a cannonade of

26 minutes the enemy's cavalry were seen moving to their left:

from the intrenchments- The guns then advanced to within

500 yards, and played on the enemy's position, as also on the

cavalry who were moving to their right ; the fire of two Arm-
strong guns quickly dispersed their cavalry, and in a_ few
minutes the advance was sounded, and the enemy's position

found to be abandoned. The enemy now retired to the in-

trenched village of Sinho, but Sir Robert Napier's division

having turned their left, the cavalry of the enemy in large-

numl^rs escaped behind this village towards the Peiho FortS-

The Armstrong guns, at a range of from 200U to 2o00 yards,
made good practice on the fugitives. This engagement having
been entirely that of Artillery, only one man of the division
was wounded.—I have, &c,, '* J, MlCHEL»

'* Major-General Commanding 1st Division.

**Camp, Tangku, August 24.
" Sir,—I have the honour to report, for the information of

hia Excellency tbe Commander-in-Chief, the result of the-

operations of the force under my command, employed in the
advance from Pebtang and the attack of the Tartar post of the
Sinho intrenchment. The troops left their billets at 4 a,m. of
the 12th iust., and moved Out in the follnwing order ;—An
advanced guard of 200 men of the 3d Buffs, with two Arm-
strong guns of ililward's battery, under the command of
Lieut. -Colonel Sargent, 3d Butfs:—Four Armstrong guns,
Milvviirds battery; 23d Company Royal Engineers, 3d BuflFs,

Sth Regiment Punjab Infantry, 44th Regiment, Rolton'a
Rocket Battery, Royal Marines. Madras Sappers and Miners^
right wing 67th Regiment, reserve am'nunition, hospital
stretchers, rear-guard, left wing tiTth Regiment. Cavalry
Brigade.—Two squadrons King's Dragoon Guards, Probyn'a
Horse; three guns, Stirling*8 biittery ; Fane's Horse, The
head of the column moved at 4 a.m,, but though two
days* hard work had been devoted to repairing the roads,

the deep tenacious mud rendered them so diificult

that it was not till half-past 7 o'clock that the rear

* The guns ot the cavalier ol the captured furt were maiuicd
and turned on it.
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Xr~the coluuiu cleared the (rate of Pehtang. Accord-

ina to his Excellency's instructions, the lorce above

enumerated struck off from the causeway by a track to the

riffht. at half a mile from Pehtang. The Commander in-Chief

was himselt ft witness of the extreme difficulties which had to

be overcome in extricating the troops from the inundated town

of Pelit-mg, and advancing them through the deep mud, in

vpliich gnn-wheels frequently were embedded axle-deep. It

cost two hours* hard labour to the troops to traverse the first

two miles. I advanced by brigades in line of contiguous

columns at qnarter distance, my front "covered by the advanced

imard of iiOO 3d Buffs and Milward's battery, under command
of Lieutenant-Colonel Sargent. The cavalry waa formed on

my right. A conoidcrable halt was necessary to enable the

rear to struggle through the heavy ground and close up,

for I w;is aware that I was liable to attach from the north as

well as from the enemy in front. Observing the approach

of the allied columns to the direct attack of the intreuch-

ment upon the causeway, and perceiving the enemy in

great force, both in that intrenchment and in front of the

village of Sin- ho, I marched directly towards them, taking

their position in flank, and threatening their line of retreat.

Ou arriving within 1500 yards, Milward's Armstrong guns

opened on the enemy. These were the first shots fired with

that weapon in war, and the range and accuracy of their fire

excited the admiration of the force. The Tartar horsemen were

surprised by the tire, but not shaken. After some hesitation

they streamed out in a long lino through a passage across the

marsh which separated us, and, forming with great regu-

larity and quickness, enveloped my fnrco in a great circle of

skirmishers. The northern portion formed by the cavalry,

known Co be in that direction, who hitherto kept out of sight,

seemed suddenly t'l rise in position from the plain. As soon

as the enemy's movements were clearly defined. I sent to

Brigadier Tattle, commanding the cavalry, directing him to

detacli a troop to i>rotect my right rear, and to take the oppor-

tunity to charge which the enemy so boldly offered him. I

then had the satisfaction of seeing the admirable charge

of my cavalry, by which the Tartar horde in front of

them was driven from the field in disorder. Milward's

battery had continued to play upon the enemy as long as it

was possible to do so without injury to our advancing cavalry.

About this time Stirling's half-battery, which, being unable to

follow the movements of cavalry in such hoav> ground, had
been left with an escort of 80 of Fane's Horse, under Lieu-

tenant Macgregor, was charged by a body of Tartar cavalry of

very superior numbers. Lieutenant Macgregor gallantly led

his small party against the enemy, and defeated them, many
Tartars being killed, and Lieutenant Macgregor and many of

his men being severely wounded. While this waa going ou

mv attention had been diverted from my right front to a large

party of Tartars, who were steadily approaching the Buffs on

the left front, apparently regardless of the tire of two of

Milward's guns under Lieutenant Harvey, of the Rifles, of the

advanced guard, and of Rolton's rockets. They advanced to

within 450 yards, and bore unflinchingly for a considerable time

such a fire as would have tried any troops in the world. The 4th

Brigade, xmder Brigadier Reeves, being similarly attacked at the

same time, replied with a steady fire, which did considerable

execution. At length the courageous endurance of the enemy
began to give way, and they fled from the field with precipita-

tion. 1 tlien advanced my force towards the western end of

the village of Sin-ho, and joined the allied columns.^ At no

time throughout the day had we opportunity of coming into

contact with the enemy's infantry. Trusting that the objects

intended by his Excellency have been carried out by the force

under my command, I beg to bring to his notice the excellent

conduct and dii:ci[jline of the troops of all arms during a very

trying day. I am much indebted to the Brigadiers command-
ing the several brigades of cavalry and of infantry, and to the

officer commanding the field artillery, all of whom performed

the duties intrusted to them to my entire satisti^ction .
1

received the most valuable assistance from my divwionai and
personal Staff, who.se labours were unremitting. I beg to sub-

"2d Division China Force."

The Karl of Elgin has transmitted to Lord John

Russell the tbllowintr report which he has received from

Mr. Parkes, who, at his request, accompanied Vjoe-

Admiral Hope when he advanced upon Tientsin on the

23d August

:

Tientsin, Aug. 26, 1S60.

*• Mv Lord —I have the honour to make the fallowing report

to your lordship of particulars which have come under my
notice during the proceedings of the last three days After

qu tting youflordsliip on the morning of the 2ad ?nst I juxued

Admirid Hope, who proceeded np the Peiho m bis tenoer, the

Coromandei: accompanied by a division of five gunlK.ats. At

half-past 2 p.m. the torts of Shwangkeaiig were passed, and

found to be deserted. The people of the various ^i fa^s on the

banks of the river turned out to look at the steamers as tncy

passed alonff, and, far from evincmg any feeling of hostility,

ga^e proo "o^- their goodwill in hanling, entirely of tneir own

fccor^ at the hawsers or ropes that had occasionaUy

to be landed, and also in bringing Ircsh fruit and

vegetables to the boats that ^^ere sent ashore on this service^

At 7 P.M. our small squadron anchored at a point 10 miles

below Tientsin, and I had an opportunity of conversing with a

numLr of resVecUble persons, who represented themse ves

as a deputat'oS sent by the people of the city to pay their

rcspecU to the allied commanders. From them I learned that

tKStho?ities entertained no idea of' defenaing the extensive

works recently thrown np by Sang Kolmsin for the defence of

Tientsin, and that b»>th gairisou and guns had been with-

drawn ; that Sang Kolinsin himself had passed by the place

the pr4viou6 day. or withm '24 hours of his abandonment of

the Southern Peiho Forts, but only with a small body ot one

or two hundred jaded horsemen ; and that he himself was too

mspTrited to enter the city. The Viceroy
,_
Hang Fuh, they

said, had also arrived Irom Takoo this day, at noon.

Admiral Hope having determined upon receipt of this

intelli£:ence to occupy Tientsin with the small orce he bad

With hUn, the gunbuats pushed ou the followmg morumg.

and having landed parties of Marines at the two forU

which command the approach to Ti«"^>".
^^"-"^^^^^J^^

city about 9 a.m. Several subordinate.offK-.rs<«mc off
^^^^^^^

polite messages from their superiors, m reply tojUuc^^^^^^^^

Admirilreauestcd the Viceroy to come hiuis«lf to the Coro-

mtndel TrExcelLcyconqm without hesitation, and was

Scompankd by Hangke and Wantsenen the offi^^e.^
^j^^^"

missioned bv the Emperor to escort your Lordship to i ekm.

AdmSHone inrurmld then, that they must consider TicntMii

to be^n nossession of the allied forces ; that the peop e would

t^scruuuroSvp^^^ and the civil authorities allowed to

Smain^n the exercise of iheir functions, and ho showed them
remain m the exerci^t.

pi.epai-cd by his direction for the

p^/pot'f^atipr'h^^^^^^^^^^ -1^-»S« i- ^''^^^ l"^""*^";

T^e^vLerovS his compan'«°'* "^'^^^ an ineflectual attempt

to iTaSce idmiral Hoi>e^ to regard them as the governors of

the city but a reference made by them to Camoii led tie

AdrSto observe that the situation ottl^ two cities and of

proclamation was pasted in the same public thoroughfare. The
Admiral having desired me to remain at Tientsin and to act

with Captain Jl'Cleverty as occasion might require, I pro-

ceeded to inform myself of the condition of the city. Having
found out the temporary residence of the Viceroy and Com-
missioners, I had a long and friendly conversation with them
on the position of affairs, my object being to make it plain

to them that the Chinese Government had it in tlieir power
to arrest the procuress of hostilities—hostilities which they,

by their faithless acts, had entirely brought ui>on them-
selves, by agreeing unconditionally to the terms of your
lordship's letter to the Viceroy of the ITth inst.. and that

delay in doing so waa full of peril to them. The Viceroy

told me that he had forwarded that letter to Pekin the
moment he had received it, but no further instructions had
reached him on the subject. I pointed out that, during the

short intervening period, all the Takoo forts and Tieu-tsin

had fallen, and that our army was now on the march, re-

marks which led them to offer many personal assurances of

their wish for the restoration of peace, &c. Havuig know-
ledge that a Committee of Supply had been formed by Sang
Kolinsin at Tientsin to assist him in his operations, I requested

the Viceroy to direct'the native gentry who compose this com-

mittee to act as a board for the supply of our troops with fresh

provisions, and before evening had closed in I had the satisfac-

tion of arranging with several members of this committee the

manner in which large supplies of bullocks, sheep, fruit, and

vegetables were to be bnnight in forour use. The following

morning, the 25th, the first supply of provisions that had

been ordered was pnnctually delivered, and the committee

rendered me further assistance in a search which I

then made for suitable quarters for your I^ordship, and

undertook the repair of another building which may be

rc<iuired for the public service. At an interview which I

had with the Conimiasiouer Hangke, he showed me an

Imperial edict, dated the previous day (24th), appointing

Kweilliangand Hang Fuh (the Viceroy) to be Imperial commis-

Bioners for the transaction of business with your lordship, and

ordering the former to travel by post to Tientsin. I spent the

greater part of this day in visiting many of the streets of the

city, and the country around it ; and wherever I went, although

I was unaccompanied by any guard, the people received me in

a Tery friendly manner, and evinced but little alarm at the new
state of things. I observed that women were being taken out

of the city ; but bullocks, droves of sheep, forage, &c., were

being brought in, and rrost of the shops remain open. At one

Dlace, Peitsang, five miles from Tientsin, 300 or 400 of

the villagers set themselves willingly to work, by my
desire, to clear out some granaries, which I thought

might be required for the accommodation of oiir troops.

I have'noticed that the Viceroy has removed from the streets,

as I requested him to do, the recent hostile proclamations of

Sang-ko-lin-sin. But one met my notice, issued only six days

ago, in which the people are informed that the allies h:\ve been

defeated, and we are now suin^r for peace, and that, therefore,

the people need not be alarmed, nor remove from the city.

This morning I again had occasion to see the Commissioner,

Hangke and he showed me an Imperial edict depriving Sang-

ko-lin-sm of his three-eyed peacock's feather, his honorary

position in the body-guard, and hia coramand-in-chief of the

Manchoo-bordered blue banner. The edict cliar;u'terises the

above as a light punishment.—I have. &c. *' Harry S. Takkks. '

Return of Killed and iroumicd.—No Eufilish officer was killed,

but 22 were wounded ; 2 dangerously, 13 severely, 7 slightly.

The number of men killed in the English force was 17, and

178 wounded : 5 mortally, 24 dangerously, 83 severely, and

49 slightly. The following is a list ofthe officers wounded ;—

Staff.— CApt. Brooke, 4Sth Regiment, Aide-de-Camp to Sir

R Napier, wounded severely ;
gunshot wound of thigh—Bn-

ffadier Reeves, 90th Regiment, severely ;
punshnt wound of

foot, forearm, and shoulder—Lieut. Kempson, slightly ;
con-

tused wound of face. Jto^/al WWiZ/<j-y—Milw.ard s Battery.—

Lieut. Gye, sevei-ely ;
gunshot wouud in thigh-Assist.-tftirg.

Frescott, slij?htly; gunshot wound in neck. Itoffat Engineert

—23d Company.— Brevet-Major Graham, severely; gunshot

wound of thigh. AAth Regiment. — Capt. George lii(<ham,

severely ; contusion of back of ri^dit thigh—Lieut.^ ^'^^^
Rogers severely; gun-shot wound in right side, isah Regi'

77i€n/. — Licut.-Col. Thomas, severely; guns ot wound of

face—Capt. Miller, dangerously; gunshot wound, breust—

Lieut. Kingsley, dangerously ;
guobhot wound, knee--

Lieut. Burslem, severely: gunshot wuund, shoulder—l^ieut.

Lennon, slightly; contused by shell, arm—Ensigururner,
severely : contused by shell, arm and thigh—Ensign Cha-hn,

severely ; contused by shell, arm and thigh—Ensign Fraser,

severely; contused by shell thigh. RoiialMan^ua.— Ueut-

Col Travers, slightly ; contused wound, right leg— Capt.

Carrington, slightly ;
gingall ball through lower hip-Lieut.

G.Mairea, severely; gingall ball, left shouider—Lieut Barker,

sliffhtly; lacerated wound, right foot— Lieut, btraghaii,

sulhtly ; lacerated wound, right loot. Probyn'M //orK—Lieut.

Stewart, slightly—Ensign Macaulay, slightly. Fane s Hone.

—Lieut. M'Gregor, severely.

United States.—There seems now to be im doubt

that Mr. Lincoln, the Republican oanaidate for the

Presidency, will be elected, in spite of all the efforts

made by the Southern States against him. Tiie South

again threaten to accede from the Union, and the States

of Alabama and Georgia have resolved to lebel in

40 days after his election. It is said that his Cabinet

is already formed, and that Mr. Seward will be Premier.

WEXICO.—Advices from Mexico report that the

Liberals under General Ogazon, have captured Guadala-

jara. The sufferings of the people during the siege were

intense. General Degolhido hud been detected in cont-

municatiou with the enemy, and was oi dend to Vera

Cruz (or trial. The Hritish and Prussian Ministers had

gone to Jalapa. Distress in the capital was very great.

It was reported that Pnebia had been abandoned, and

the f'ai'rison called into Mexico.

The
of the

Right Hox. \V. E. Gladstone, Chancellor

oi tu. Exchc<iuer, on Monday, atlended the duiuer

civen to the successful competitors at the hrbt anniial

contest of the Chester artillery and rilles, and nuuk the

following speech on the Volunteer Movement, and the

state of Southern Kurope :—

"And. now. gt=ntlemen. allow me t^'*!^? but .a very few words

would be tplacing them upon a ground which probably would
only assign to you a temporary rather than a permanent exist-

ence if we were to .sup[)OSd that it was actual apprehension,

only that had hiduced you to make the great eflForts and the
great sacrifices which you have made in a noble cause. But
undoubtedly I must admit that there has been in some coun-
tries at least of Europe an idea propagated, and there have beea
those who have thought it for their interest to propagate the
idea, that England, especially of late years, had been so devoted
to the arts of peace that she had entirely lost those energies
which made the forefathers of the present race of Englishmeu
so distinguished in war. I do not believe there is a man in
this room who ever imagined that that really was the case ; and
still there were those who did propagate such a belief ; and that
saying of the fi.r8t Napoleon, that you are a nation of shop-
keepers, had become a saying that had obtained a currency^

and permit me to say also, that had acquired a signification,

undoubtedly injurious to England—I say had acquired a signi-

fication undoubtedly injurious, because I really know no-

reason why a shopkeeper should fall short in any ofthe duties

of a citizen, or that he should not be as brave a man as any-

one who ever cast upon him that reproach. If a contradiction.

were wanted, the Volunteer movement has supplied a contra-

diction to all such—a contradiction not in words alone, for con-

tradictions in words are of but small avail, but a practical con-

futation such as the world has seen, has recognLsed, and has.

admired, of which the moral impression has gone abroad in

every country of Europe, and of which the moral effect has-

been both to raise the character of England in every foreign,

land, and likewise to add strength to the hopea of those who
nurtureandcherish principles like those of Enghshmen, and. In

addinir strength to those principles, to brighten our hopes for

1
the future deatinies of mankind. The Lord- Lieutenant of the-

county has alluded to the uncertain state of public affairs, and'

he has, with the utmost kindness, given credit to me for

\ knowing more upon that subject than any one else in this

room. I am not going to undertake auguries or prophecies.

As I have said, I believe that England is strong in character

I
and reputation at this moment, and is secure from all danger

that might threaten her—but at the same time I admit, in..

answer to that appeal, and without pretending to superiority

of knowledge, that Europe has arrived at a critical period of

her history. Without entering into Utopian theories, which per-

haps 10 years ago too much prevailed amongst us, I for one do

hope that, in some respects at least, the vaunted progress of the

19th century is a reality, and that many at least ofthe causes of

vain , foolish and wicked wars that have heretofore desolated the

earth are now lo.sing their command over the hearts and minds^

of men. and I think it a satisfactory subject of reflection for

Enghshmen, if wo be right in the opinion that some of us

hold, that commerce—in which this country has been the-

standard-bearer to the worid—has higher and nobler aima

than the mere increase of wealth, that it carries with It'

whithersoever it goes a mission of peace, and that it is destined

to be a bond ofmoral and social union to mankind as well as

the means of increasing our command over material enjoy-

ments. But even il this be so, and even if England be 8t|;ong,

I say this is a t,eriod when it is requisite that she should be

strong. We cannot look to the south of Europe without seeing*

that there are there at work eleraenU of danger with respect to

which it is most important that those great powerd that sway

in the main the destinies of Europe should be able to exercise

a qualifying and beneacial influence. We have seen dunng

the present year a war in progress in Italy—a war, (gentlemen,

with respect to which I for one am bound to say that I behcvo

every friend of peace must look upon it, if not with satisfaction,

yet at least with this conviction, that the stnigRles of a gallant

country to free iUelf from long oppressiou deserve the sym-

pathy of men, and deserve, above all others in li-uropo,

the sympathies of Englishmen. Let mo add thus much.

As the rifles that we have seen to-day, as the uniforms

that are now. before oik *• all thia splendour of miH-

tary parade really aims at the security and peace or

man, such is the aim of the war in Italy—and if, as I

tru-yt may be the case, it be the counsel of Providence that that

country shall soon become a free and a united nation, this^

indeed, I think we ac.jtiire from the very war that is now in

progress-a new guanuiteo for the permanent and solid peace

of Euroiw. There is, indeed, such a thing as a hollow and a'

treacherous pence, and that peace is treacherous and hollow

which is only maintained by the armed force of the stranger

trampling upon the necks of men and talking of order and oP

law, when in point of fact he U himself the greatest violator of.

both. Now. gentlemen, I rejoice to think that you yourselves

have contributed, perhaps more than every one cf you mrty have

reflected on, to the prosperous nroRresri of that great naUonai

struggle. I don't mean merely because England set the

example which after nearly two centuries lUly is following—

for in 1688, upon provocation sufficient indeed, but not one-

hundredth part of the provocation that that people has

endured, you took into your own hands the settlement of your

own affairs, and established a precedent to which ehc is entitled

to appeal, and you will not refuse her challenge—but sir,

more than this you have contributed to the Bcttlement of Italy

by helping to make England strong-at a time when, as every

Irulian kiH.w8, the moral influence of England has been upon

the whole the steadiest and the firmest support and the

most abundant source of brotheriy "ymPfthy upon-

which Italy could count throughout the length and

breadth of Europe. I am afraid, gentlemen, the time

will come when we shall hear again of a race, of a kingdom, ofv
people who have been the ca.ise to us in former tuncsof no

Imall effort, and no small sacrifice— 1 mean our fnends the Turlcs.

You did by enormous efforts and enormous sacnnces. in a war

which was short, sanguinary, and costly in adcRree beyond aU

parallel—Europe did put a curb upon gigantic schemes of restlee*

ambition : but at the same time I think it would be deceiving

ourselves were we to attempt to overlook the fact that the

repression of Itussia was not the re«enen»Uon of Turkey, and

that Europe has still much to do in that quarter of the globe

before the cause can be removed and the political horizon

cleared. What are the questions that will arise, m regard to

that ui-antic sutnect, when and how they will arise, on who«»

side you mav be found and who may be against you, T know

not : but for the sake of those brotherly interests that prevail

amomr men—for the «ake of the enormous boons that it ii ia

the pi.wer of a well constituted country to confer ujvin nations

lewi hap..y-I for my port roJoic« that at a tnne when the

elementVnfdaiigw %r» rife In Europe and the greatest question,

stand for solution, that at a time like that in jw ticular England

should both morally and physically be strong Thede>clo|';neut

of strength ot which wo set: here a Bymbol and a part Is of ttiat

dcwriiition which is peculiarly Engluh. It is moet Uiw, I

think as his been well sai'1. that ho who rockous the Volun-

[i^«'"«M,nT» rorco of I«0,000 or 170 000 to tb« BiUtary

i?Jei.gth of the couDlry Uko. a wcw of wl.;.t they have been

of w&t they will do, of what tbey may be. and of what they

are that i- t/.Ully Inadequate to the truth of the cue. It is

'^i in tESr numiers th7t we areto see t^^r r^
^J««^;

for. in the first place, w. *«!» ta»*£^"^%^J^^^
If the sound of danger were reslly heard, if

«*»J«^*
« ,**W

cati"o niH.n . forgery Volunteer we now sec b-fofo us t»i»

iiry c ty itieir would , . i Urn, ...id the mult.tii4e. that s«
rnroifcd at this moment would be a handful cj.mpared witi»

th«e who would be i^ady to obey the bebet. of their coauOy.

BuTa^X let them rememhtr. if ever there ws. a m<fre»«lifc

^hllfrt -ictly deMTfwl the ohar«:ter of a spontaa^-w move-

menL ff el7r UwrTwe™ Volunteer, ^t were Vcjunteer.

"h^ thev are thoM whom I now^ btfore me. hot only
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was it not compulsion, but it was not eiicourageraent tliat

created this j^eat force. I sa^ so the more ]>articul;ir]y bec;\usc
it implies blame to no man. It implies even a sound discretion
upon the part of those who at the time formed the executive
government of the country, that for many months after the
formation of this corps began scarcely a sign of encouragement
was exhibited to them by the Ministers of thfe Crown.
I say it was the duty of the Mmi^tera of the Crown to leave
these first mauifcstatious for a time to themselves, in order
that they might ascertain that they tvere truly spontaneous
that they were genuine, that they came straight from the
heart and the intelligence of the people ; because, if, on the
contrary, the inSueuce of the throne and the legislatm-e had
been brought to bear upon those first infant symptoms, they
would have taken—oh ! how much would they have taken—
both from the grace and the strength of this movement. It
was right that in a nation which is governed after all by the
national will—it was right that in a nation where the law and
the throne and the institutions of the country rest upon the
firm and intelligent convictions of the community— it was
light that in such a nation as that it should bo left to the
people themselves to add tenfold to the value of the sacrifices
they were making, by making those sacrifices not in obedience
to a factious or to an exterior authority, but to the free and
spontaneous movement of their own understandings and of
their own hearts. And now, gentlemen, there was an allusion
to the necessity of providing premiums for those competitions
which have been so useful in stimulating the movement of the
volunteers and in organising the force; and it was said that
they should be provided, either from private resources or from
the public purse. Well, as between those two sources of
supply, I must confess that I for one have a very great
preference for the former. 1 don't believe that if the public
purse had been veiy freely opened in the first instance this
movement ever would have attained either its material ex-
tension or its high moral character. There can be no difi"er-

ence of Lopinion, I am sure, between us about this matter.
All that is requisite to give soHditv and permanence to this
movement -will now, I am certaiu, be freely and gladly done
by any administration ; but I am sure you will agree with me
in this, that nothing in such a matter should be thrown upon
the public except that which cannot bo done by individuals,
for the real value and the real energy, the real fruit and profit
of this manifestation, depend upon the maintenance of such
a principle as that. And now, gentlemen, by this manifesta-
tion you have produced indeed a most favourable eftect upon
the world ; but you have likewise contracted a very solemn
engagement before the world. Let me, above all things, now
commend to your consideration the one subject that transcends
all others—how your movement is to be made a permanent
part of the organisation of the country. We may come to
times when perhaps either danger may be less or we may be
less alive to it ; but I think you will agree with me that if, as

l^- l^^^^
^^ '^™^ rapidly into existence, so the energies

which have created it were by and by rapidly to disappear, the
goodwill which has hitherto existed were to flag, and the force
were to dwindle from point to point over the surface of the
country, that you would have done little indeed to add to the
permanent reputati9n and character of England ; and many,
sir, as are the obhgations which we owe to you for having
gathered us together on this festive occasion, I think
the greatest fruit that we can promise ourselves from
such a celebration is this— that every man who has
assisted at it shall go home carrying in his mind the
strong conviction that his duty does not terminate with
one or with another of these parties, of the.-^e reviews, of
these competitions, carried on at a period when the publicmmd generally is in a state of lively interest ; but that he will
most truly serve his country in connection with the volunteer
movement—not who contributes most to the momentary
TOlendouroC that development, but who contributes mowt to
give solidity and nermanent efficiency to mur organisation. 1
bopc that when tba ticvcro test of time is" applied to the ener-
getic sentiments of the present moment tlicy will buar that
test ; and that not in IS60 only, but for many yeai*s to come,
vou, and those who form your noble fellowship throughout the
Juid, will continue to give, ;is you give US now, no note of
aeCauce to other countries, no symptom of a tendencv to
disregard or undervalue the rights of those who inhabit ©"ther
countries, but a determination to defend your own rights, to
maintain and to hand down to your children what you have
received from your fathers, and to afford convincing proof to
the world, that, even amidst those i>ursuits of peace wliich
have raised this country to so remarkable an elevation, you
fitiUare prepared to remember in case of need what has made
your fathers famous, that the heart of England still beats
withm your bosoms, and that you intend that she shall never
derogate as from the other fruits so from the martial fame and
the heroic bravery of her former years."
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<ir(ti) Intelligence.
Bake op E^GLAND.—An advance of a half per

cent, was made on Thursday in the Bunk of England
rate of discount. It had stood at 4 per cent, since the
:24th of May, and is now raised to 4^- per cent.

MoKT:r Mabeet, Fkiday.—Eeitish Funds : Con-
sols closed at 93^ to f for Money, and 93f to -^ for the
ethJJec; Eank Stock, 232; Reduced and Xeiv Three
per Cents., 91| to 5; Thirty Years' Annuities, expiring

^^r. r'^'
1885, 16i ; India Five per Cent. Stock, 1859,

lOSf ; Ditto Bonds, 8^. dig.; Five per Cent. Eufaced
Kupee Paper. 95i ; Excheciner Bills, 35. dis.—Foreign :

Brazilian Four and a Half per Cents., 1858. 88.V ;Buenos Ayres Six per Cents., for Acct., 94| ; Ditto De-
ferred, 30i ; Peruvian Uriharren. Four and a Half per
Cents., 83|; Russian Five per Cents., 105^ ; Ditto Four
and a Half per Cents., 91^- Ditto Three per Cents.,
1859, 62f ex div. ; Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct.,
49i to 49; Turkish Six per Cents., 1851, for Acct., 7li
to ^ ; Ditto 1858, for Acct., 57^ to 5S.

<Siamtt of tit ffiJSeefe.
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toveotry, nuaib«r-J. Li.k^£lli?(, UererorJ, 3aIdl«-V\\ iXAPiEs, Union
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Lord Mayor's Day.—Alderman CuLitt was sworn

in on Thursday at Guildhall as Lord Jfayor for the
year enauinj;:, and the procession from the City to West-
minster took place yesterday with the usual ceremonies.
The procession left Guildhall at half-past 11 o'clock and
passed through Gresham Street, Princes Street, Lorn-
bard Street, Grucechurch Street, Leadenhall Street,
Fonchurch Street, Graceelmrch Street, Cannon Street
East and West, St. PauVs Churchyard, Ludgate Hill,
Fleet Street, Strand, to Westminster, returning from
Westminster by the Strand, Fleet Street, Ludgate Hill,
St. Paul's Churchyard, Cheapside, King Street, to
Guildhall. The London Rifle Brigade formed a guard
of honour in Guildhall Yard and King Street, to receive
the Lord iluyor on his retuili from Westminster; and
the 20th Middlesex corps and the Bloomsbury corps,
the foi-mer of which comprises a company of men
engaged in the extensive establishment of the new
Lord Mayor, took part in the procession.

The Victoriesm China.—On Moudny,in accordance
with orders received from the War Office by telegram,
royal salutes were fired from the Park and Tower guns,
as well as at Woolwich, Chatham, Portsmouth and
other garrisons, in honour of the capture of the forts on
the Peiho and the occupation of Tien-tsiu by the allied

forces of England and France.
TJnitersity College.—Mr. Daniel Oliver, Libra-

AVestminster Abbey. A body of noblemen and gentle-
men, determined that the statue should be perpetuated
in the most enduring of materials, subscribed upwards
of 3000/. for the purpose of having it cast in bronze,
and presented to the nation. The casting, as well as
the desie;n, is by Baron Marochetti.

^
Attempted Matricide.—On Saturday night a dis-

sipated woman named Bridget Harrington, living
in Northampton Street, King's Cross, irritated by the
refusal of her mother to deliver up a small sum
of money in her possession, attacked her with a poker
and inflicted such injuries on her head that she lies
without hope of recovery, Tlie daughter is in custody.
Destructive Fires.—The pianoforte manufactory

of Messrs. Chappell & Co. in Cannon Street, Soho, was
destroyed by fire on Sunday morning, together with a
large stock of veneers and other goods, and upwards ot
100 valuable instruments. During the fire an ex-
plosion of some steam piping took place, scattering the
fragments into the adjacent courts and causing the
death of a woman, and serious injury to about 20 other
persons.—On Saturday morning the Dissenting chapel
in Queen Street, Radcliff, was destroyed by a fire which
broke out in the premises of Mr. Vince, timber
merchant, and totally destroyed the whole of his stock.

The Public Health.—The Registrar General's
Weekly Return states that the number of deaths
registered In the week that ended Saturday November
3, was 1049, The average for corresponding weeks iu
the 10 years 1850-9, corrected for increase of popula-
tion, was 1179. The present return is therefore below
the average. During the week the births of 956 boys
and 912 girls, in all 1868 children, were registered in

London, In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years
1850-9, the average number was 1617.

i9i'oUinc(aL

rian to the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, and a
distinguished Botanist, has been appointed to the
chair of Botany in University College, vacated by the
resignation of Dr. Lindley.
The Late Lord Dl^ndonald.—The funeral of the

lafe Earl of J>undonald will take place iu Westminster
Abbey on Wednesday next, the 14th insfc., at half-past
13 o'clock.

St. Paul's Cathedral.—The Bishop of London has
conferred the honorary canonry in St. Paul's, vacant by
the death of the Rev. J. T. Round, upon the Rev. F. G.
Blomfield, M.A., rector of St. Andrew Undershaft; and
the honorary canonry, vacant by the death of the Rev.
T. B. Murray, on the Rev. Dr. Hessey, D.C.L., head
master of Merchant Taylors School.
The Stepkey Murder.—A memoiial drawn up hy

the prisoner, James Mullins, in his own language, was
transmitted to the Home Secretary on Filday, through
his solicitor, Mr. Hubert Wood, praying for a commuta-
tion of the capital sentence. It is understood that the
prayer of the memorial has been refused, and that the
execution will take place on Monday the 19th iust.

The Locomotive Explosion at King's Cross.—
On Saturday Mr. Wakley, the coroner, opened an
inquest on the bodies of the driver and stoker of the
engine that exploded last week near King's Cross.
After the bodies had been identified, the inquest was
adjourned to Monday, when Mr. Amos, of the firm of
Easton & Amos, engineers, stated that he had examined
the broken engine (which had been bought from the
Eastern Counties Railway), and was of opinion that
the cause of the accident arose from a greater pressure
than it could bear, owing to the bad construction of a
part of the fire-box. Several other engineers in the
employ of Mr. Jay, the contractor to whom the engine
belonged, expressed their opinion that the explosion
arose .from a deficiency of water in the boiler. The
inquiry was then adjourned for a fortnight in order
that the evidence of the Government inspector might
be taken,

St. George's-in-the-East.—The services on Sunday
last passed off without inteiTuption. It is understood
that the alterations which the deputation appointed to
confer with the bishop on the state, of the church will

urge are the removal of the super-altar, discontinuance
of the singing of the Psalms, and the withdrawal of the
choristers.

The Guards' MemoriaIi in Pall-Maxl.—The
bronze statue of honour has at length been placed on
the summit of the pedestal in Waterloo Place. It was.
cast at Birmingham at the y/orks of Messrs. EJkington,.
The Statue oe Rickai^d C(EUr de Liojf,—Batoa

Jlarochetti's statue of Richard Coeur de Licii, the ino^el
of which formvv* so conspicuous an or^Hment of the
west front of the Qrcat Exhibition l,#|fldJOS. iji Hyde
Park, has at length be^.n set up hi. broni^a- in Old
Palace Yard;^ betw??;^ thtj Houses ^ Payi^iiment and

Bradford.—For several days it was expected that
Margaret Sutton, alias Gowland, who cut the throats
of her two children in this to^^yi and then attempted
to commit suicide, might recover from her wounds, but
she gradually grew weaker, mental agony tending as
much as physical suffering to keep her prostrate.
Public feeling throughout has been strongly in her
favour, and hopes have been openly expressed that she
mij^ht not live to go before a jury, and probably be
executed. All fears of that are now, however, at an
end, as she died on Friday morning in the infirmary,

having been calm and sensible to the last. The jury
at the inquest returned a verdict of temporary insanity,

Manchester.—-The animal congress of the Associated
Mechanics' Institutes of Lancashire and Cheshire took
place in this city on Tuesday. The meeting in the
morning was presided over by Mr. Bazley, M.P., and
addressed by the Rev. Dr. Rendall, of Preston, Mr. A.
Mackie, of Warrington, the Rev. Mr. Thorburn, ot

Bury, Mr. T. T. Wilkinson, of Burnley, Mr. Isaac
Gregory, and Mr. 0. Heywood, of Manchester. A great
public meeting was held in the evening at the Free
Trade Hall, when the Duke of Argyll delivered an
address and distributed the prizes to the successful
competitors. After the distribution of prizes, Mr. O.
Heywood moved, and Captain Gray, M.P., seconded, a
resolution to the effect that the success which has
attended the operations of the Association of Lancashire
and Cheshire Mechanics' Institutions is the best proof
that can be adduced of the value of the union, and of
its claims to the continued and increased support of all

who desire to promote the moi-al and social welfare of

the industrial classes. The resolution was carried

unanimously, as was a resolution moved by the Hon.
Algernon Egerton, M.P., thanking the Duke of Argyll

for the great ability and courtesy with which he had

discharged the duties of Chairman.
Nottingham.—It was announced on Saturday even-

ing that the strike in the^lace trade was at an end on the

terms proposed by the employers a fortnight ago, and
that the men would resume work on Monday. On that

day, however, one of the firms whose hands were out

on strike refused to accede to the terms agreed toby
the other firms, and the whole of the men still remain

out of employment, the employers who are willing to

resume wishing for entire unanimity before they set

their hands to work,
Oxford.—Oa Sunday morning, before the commence-

ment of Divine Service, an explosion took place in the
University Church, which shattered the windows and
tore up the stalls and seats, causing such serious damage
that the Vice-Chancellor has ordered the church to be
closed for the present.— In a Convocation held

on Tuesday, the Rev. H. O. Coxe, M.A., of

Corpus^Chri&ti College, who has held the office of Under-
Librarian of tlie Bodleian for 22 years, was elected to

the office of Librarian, vacant by the resignation of the

Rev. Dr. Bandinel. There was no other candidate.

Swa>'3i;a.—An explosion took place on Wednesday
in the Duffryn Deep-pit Colliery, one of the steam coal

collieries of Messrs. Powell and Sons, by which 9
p>ersons were killed and upwards of 20 injured. As the

pit is necessarily fiery in its character, it is worked
with safety lanterns, and it is therefore supposed by

those conversant with the works that the explosion

was caused by recklessness o}?^ the part of some of

the miners. The works of ihe ^olliery are seriously

damaged.
TEOWBRrDGE.-r-Op, S?i^j,^rday, Mr. T. B. Saunders, %

r
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^J^j^trate of the Bradford divUion, and a Clianf^ery

barrister^ commenced a new investigation into the Road

murder at the instance of the Bradford bench. He
length,

statins tii^^ ^^^ "'^^'*- "*^^'" uL-LivL-Iy cn;:;.iged in personal

in'vestTgation, and had on Wednesday week had au

interview with the IJome Secretary in London on the

inh'ect; «"tl as he and other magistrates were dis-

a

(jpened the proceedings in a speech of great

statin'* tliat he bad been actively cn;,Mged in

arrived in I)ubhn on Saturday evening, and at
the Kingsbndge terminus were addressed in con-
gratulatory terms by tlie Kev. Cunou Pope, who was in
attendance to receive them on the part of the central
committee m Dubhn. Several of them attended mass
on Sunday at the church in Marlborough-street, where
a sermon was preached by Dr. CuUen. On Saturday and
Sunday evening they conducted themselves in a riotous

satisfied wUh what had been done, AVA believed that manner in the streets of Dublin, broke the windows of

there were means of eliciting fm-thcv ev-iileuce. he u?A some of the Protestimt churches, and smashed the hats of

o

determined to re-open the inquiry, thuugh he was not tnGSe wlio remained covered as they marclied by.

acting in his magisterial capacity. Several persons, police ofnces on Monday some of the leading

some of whom had never before been examined, were
then called or invited to come forward, and made
various communications, some appearing to bear on the

case, and others to have no connection with It, On
Monday and Tuesday the proceedings were resumed
and conducted in luucli the same manner, and with

no other result than to create an impression that Mr.
Saunders believed Mr. Kent to be implicated, and was
endeavom-ing to collect evidence which would establish

a primafacie case against him. In the sitting of Tues-
day Mr. West, one of the jurymen at the inquest,

stated that as many as 9 out of the 12 jurymen were
dissatisfied witlt the conclusion wliich was arrived at.

They considered that a sort of undue pressure had been
put upon them by persons in a higher station in life,

—

such, for instance, as the Coroner, and that in coming
to an open verdict they were not doing justice to them-
selves, 01" giving satisfaction to the country. On
Wednesday, after waiting in vain for some time for the
attendance of persons whom he expected to give
evidence, Mr. Saunders adjourned the proceedings to

Thursday, wlien two police constables described the
finding of a ehift stained with blood in the hole of a
boiler in Mr. Kent's hitchen, as if it had been put there
to be burnt.; but Mr. Happerfield and Superinten-
dent Foley showed that the discovery of the shift had
been thoroughly investigated at the time, and that it

was found to have nothing to do with the murder.—While
this inquiry of Mr, Saunders was proceeding at Road a
meeting of magistrates of the Trowbridge division took
place at the Police-station in this town. The magis-
trates present were—Messrs. Ludlow, J. Stancombe,
W. Stancombe, W. H. Wahnesley, and the Rev. E.
Crawley ; Captain Meredith, chief constable, and Super-
intendents Foley and Wolfe were also in attendance.
3Ir. Slack, solicitor, of Bath, by whom, the recent prose-
cution of Elizabeth Gough was instituted, informed the
bench that he had been In communication with the
Attorney-General, who was of opinion that the inquest
had not been properly conducted, and that it was a
proper case iu which an application should be made to
the Court of Queen's Bench to order a second inquest
under a writ of melius inquirendum. Tlic magistrates
concurred in the propriety of such a course being
adopted, and affidavits will be immediately prepared in

support of the application. The magistrates also wished
it to be distinctly understood- tiiat they had taken no
part in the investigation pursued by Mr. Saunders at

Road. It IS understood that application will in a few
days be made to the Court of Queen's Bench that the

Lord Chief Justice, in virtue of his ofiice as Ciiief

Coroner of England, do direct the coroner for the

northern division of Wilts to recommence the investiga-

tion, and that the inquiry will be adjourned from time

to time until every means of arriving at a definite

conclusion shall have been adopted. It is understood

that an immense mass of information is now in the

hands of Mr. Slack, the solicitor, to whose industry

this second inquiry is mainly due-

Tabmouth.—An accident of a frightful character

took place on Saturday afternoon on board the steamer

Tonning, off this port. The vessel stopped on her

voyage from Tonning to London for the purpose of

taking in a quantity of fish, having ah-eady about 700

head of cattle on board. Just as orders were given to

start the boiler burst, blowing into the air all within

reach of its force—men, cattle, sheep, and fragments of

metal and wood, and setting the ship itselfon fire. Three

men were killed, seven were seriously injured, includ-

ing a Dutchman, who was proceeding toLondon with the

cattle, and seven are reported as missing. The captain

and eight of the crew, with two cattle-men escaped un-

injured. The steamer was ver}' seriously damaged, and

there were doubts for some time whether she would not

go down, one of her sides being blown completely outj

but by the exertions of the fishermen, who hastened to

render assistance, she was taken into Lowestoft. The
seven men who were injured were taken to the hospital

in this town, where one of tliem, the chief mate, died

on Wednesday, and the other, the Dutchman, is not

expected to survive.

At the

rioters

were brought up find fined in trifling ponaltics, and in

the course of the day the whole body were sent off by
the committee to their respeeiive homes.
Rental of Ireland.—The rental of Ireland has

within the last 20 years, risen from 10,000,000/. to

15,000,000/., and tlie revenue has risen nearly 3,000,000/.
beyond what it was a century ago. Within 30 years
the tonnage of Ireland has doubled; and witliin 33
years the foreign imports have risen from 1,500,000/.
to 5,500,000/.

porting
FiauT FOR THE CiiAiipiossHip.—Thc long-pending fight be-

tween Sam Hurst, tlie " Staleybridge lufiint," and Tom
Paddock having beou appointed to take place on Tuesday, the _ _
parties interested engaged a special train on the Great Western conclusion:" In ackaowledgment ir\^ dia"tiiiguisled' seWicel
liue, and at 5 oclock m the morning about 300 started on their dnnntr th^ o^Jr^r^t,\»n h^ ™^= /.r-onfo.i o r- r r \^ leirt .^a

to seek ref-ige under the land batteries. He next took partin the expedition atfainst Alexandria, and afterwards served intne operations against Baltimore. In 1815 he was nominateda totnnvmder of the Bath for his services. From 1S29' untili»d- he was employed in the Galatea on particular servjc^. Ini^Ai he succeeded Admiral Sartorius in the command of Don
f.,1 fl^ \ ,k .

gained a signal victory over the mere power-
ful fleet of Don Mig.iel, off Cape St. Vincent, for which he was'rewarded by the Portuguese Government with the title ofcount Cape St. Vincent, and with the Order of the Tower andsworn He also headed a military expedition on shore, during
which he captured the fortress of Viana. the second fortress m
T .c^.'^t^'^

P"^"*^ ^^ strength, and other important positions.

*i ^ ^*^ appointed to the command of the Powerful, S4,
with a Commodore's pennant as second in command, under
Admu-al bir Robert Stopford, of the English fleet on the coast
ot^ hyna. In September following he effected a landing at
p Journie with 1500 Turks and Marines. In the same month
he defeated a body of the enemy at Kelbson ; and afterwards
bombarded and stormed, with a force of not more than »0O
allies and 500 Turks, the strong town of Sidon, protected by a
fort and citadel and a line of wall defended by 2700 men, all of
whom he made prisoners. On that occasion, riding on a
donkey at the head of the British Marines, wearing a great
straw bat, wielding a huge stick, and followed by his dog, he
broke into the barracks of the enemjc, and then obUiined pos-
session of the Castle. In October following he utterly routed
an Egyptian force under Ibrahim Pasha in a strong position in
the mountains near Beyrout. The result of this victory and
the forward movement preceding it was the surrender of
Beyrout to the allies, and the entire disorganisation and sub-
mission of the army of Soliman Pasha. After co-operating iu
the attack upon St. Jean d'Acre, he proceeded to take charge -

of the squadron off Alexandria, where he landed and concluded
a convention with Mehcmct Ali, which brought the war to a

morning
journey. The disgraceful scenes which occurred at the station
on the occasion of the lace fight between Muce and Brettle
were prevented by a large body of police, and, though the
''roughs'* assembled, they were treated and kept as ''out-
siders," so that all who meant to pay for their trip had not
only opportunity but compulsion to obtain their tickets. The
train started exactly at 10 minutes past 5, and halted between
Mortimer and Basingstoke, A move, however, was soon
insisted on^by the police both of Berks and Hants, who had
doubtless been apprised of what was going on by telegraph
from London, and the train retraced its way to Reading, and
thence proceeded on the Hungerford branch towards Alder-
maston. After five rounds, occupying 10 minutes, Paddock
was brought to the ^'ound by a terrific blow which fractured
his ribs, and will prevent his ever entering the ring again.
The " Infant" was then declared the winner.

The Earl of Cawdor died on Wednesday night at his seat,

Stackpole Court, Pembroke- His lordship John Frederick
Campbell, first Earl and second Baron Cawdor, of Castlcmartin,
in tlie county of Pembroke, and Viscount Emlyn of Emlyn, in

the county of Carmarthen iu the peerage of the Unitcvl

Kingdom, was Lord-Lieutenant and Custos Rotuloruoi of
Carmarthenshire, a trustee of the British Museum, aD C.L,
and F.R.S. He was the sou of the first Lord Cawdor, by the
eldest daughter of the Earl of Carlisle, and was boriiin 1790,

and succeeded to the title iu 1S2L In 1816, he niamcd Lady
Eli^^abeth Thynne, eldest daughter of the second Marquis of

Bath, by whom, who survives, he leaves issue Viscount
Emlyn ; Lady Caroline, married to the Hon. Octaviua
Duncombe ; Lady Georgiana, married to ^Ir. John Balfour, of

Balbimie; Lady Elizabeth, married to the Earl of Uesurt;
Lady Mary, married to the Earl of Ellesrnere ; the 'Ron, and

dunng the campaign, he was created a K-C.B. in 1840, and
was also included in the vote of thaaks by the Houses of
Parliament He was also presented by the Emperors of Russia
and Austria and the King of Prussia with the Orders of St-
Georgo of Russia, Maria Theresa of Austria, and the Red Eagle
of Prussia, In 1S41 he was appointed Naval Aide-de-Camp to
her Majesty- The Captains' Good Service Pension had been
awarded to him in 1837. In 1847 he hoisted his flag in tha^

St. Vincent, 120, as Commander-in-Chief of the Channel fieet.

On the outbreak of the Russian war he was appointed to the
command of the fleet in the Baltic, where the result of Ms
operations was the capture of Bomarsuud, the destruction of
Hango, and the shutting up of the Russian fleet in the waters
of Cronstidt- In 1S41 he represented Marylebone iu Parlia-

ment, and in 1S55, and again in 1857 he was elected for South-
wark. He became Vice-Admiral of the Red in 1S57- He
married the widow of Lieut. Edward Ele'rs, R,N,, whose son
took the name of Napier, and was lost while in the command
of the A\renger steam-frigate whei> she was wrecked on the
Sorelle rocks in the Mediterraneail. By this lady he had au
only child, a daughter.

The PAPAji Brigade.—Several hundred men of the

brigade arrived at Cork on Saturday, and were received

by a deputation from that city,with bands of music, cheer-

ing, and other demonstrations of enthusiasm. The

Irish papers say that as the steamer which brought

ihem from Havre passed her Jrajesty*s ships Sansparicl

^d Hawk, the royal standard was lowered; bnt it

Appears that there was no royal standard Hying, and

that the dipping of tlie ensisrn was a mere acVnowledg-

ujent of ft similar compliment paid to the men of war by

tbp steft.mer of the hrigrde. About .'^00 of the brigade

born in 1817, and married in 1842, to the Hon. Sarah Mary
Cavendish, second daughter of General the Hon. Harry B\

Cavendish.
Admiral Sir Charles Xapier died on Tuesday mornin;?. of

an attack: of dysentery, at his residence, llerchiatoun Hall,

near Portsmouth. From "O'liyme's Naval Biography" wo
learn that he was the eldest son of the Hon. Charles Napier, of
Merchistoan Hall, county Stirling, where he was born in 1786.

He entered the Navy in 1*00, and in the following' year served

in Sir John Borlase Warren's expedition to Ferrol. In 1805,

while Lieutenant of the Courageux, ho was present at the

capture of the French 80-gun ship Marengo, bearing the flag of

Admiral Linois, and the 40-gun frigate Belle Poule. In 1807 he
waspreseut at the reduction of tlie Danish West India Islands of

St. Thomas and St. Croix, and assisted at the cuttin^-out of a
Spanish merchant-vessel from under the batteries of Puerto
Rico, In the same year, while in command of the Recruit, of

18 guns, he fought a very smart action with, and ultimately

put to tiight, the Diligente, French corvette, of 22 guns and
140 men. In this action the Recruit's mainmast was shot

away, many of her carronades dismounted, several of her men
killed and wounded, and Captain Napier himself had his thigh

broken, but refused to leave the deck until the conclusion of

the engagement. In 1809 he assisted in the redtictiou of

Martinique, where he considerably shortened the siege by the

manner in which, with only Ave men, he landed in open day,

scaled the walls, and planted the Union Jack on the ramparts

of Fott Edward. In the following April, during Sir Alexander

Cochrane's pursuit of three French ships of the line, which

terminated in the capture of the 74-guu ship IVHaupoult, he

sigmdised himself by his efforts to injure their spars and

rigging, although fired at by the enemy from all their stem
chasers, and for which he was made post captain of the prize.

He afterwards served as a volunteer with the arniy in Portugal,

and was present at the battle of Busaco, where he was

wounded. In ISll, while in command of the Thames, 32, iu

company with the Cephalus brig, he silenced the fire of a

flotiiiiof 11 gunboats and a felucca. c:irrying 13 guns and t'SO

men, moored across the harbour of Porto del intrcsehl, on the jjulce of Sutherland, aged
coast of Italy, and also of a round tower on the shore and o£ »

( rfcnco. Upper Tootina Surrey
body of itifautry on the adjacent hills. In ISU, iu cunu.. I

j
j-'.y.i^., ofi„-i Htreet, aged 74.

of his own aliip's boat.i and those of the Imperienso, ho lauded

with 2'jO men of the 02d Regiment at the baclc of the harbour

of Palinuro, where he carriea the height*) in gallant style under

a heavy fire from the enemy, who were in large force, und who
attempted to retake their po -n aft*ir dnrk, but were com-

BIRTHS.—OntheCthinst, atWrothamPark, the CountMs
of Strafford, of a daughter—5th inst, at Park Hill House,
Clapham, the Hon. Mrs. Augustus Lane Fox. of a son—31at
ult, at Bath, the wife of Lieut. -Colonel the Hon. H. M. Monck-
TON, 3d Light Dragoons, of a son—27th ult, at Bowes Manor,

Southgate, the wife of Thomas Sidney. Esq., M.P., of a daugh-
ter—;il3t ult, at Cotgnive Rectory, near Nottingham, the wife

of the Rev. Evelyn H. Hakcourt Vernon, of a son.

M.VRUUGKS.—On the Ist hiat, at St. George's, Hanovor
Square, the Very Rev. William Goode, D.D., Dean of Uinoo,

to Katherine Isabella, second daughter of the late Hon.
William Cusi—On the Iwt inst, at tit. George's, Hanover
Square, Colonel J. Thornton Gbant, C.H of H.M. Boyil
Irish ftt'gfmont, to SfAitY Rdsaxna, vidi-st daughter of

T. Blair. Esq., 40, Queen's Gardens, Hyle Park, and grand-

daughtor of the late General Sir Robert JJIair, K.C.B.—On the
in, tlie Rot. JottN

Edwards. M. A., vicar of Presbury, Gloucestershu-e, to Louisa

ELiZABiiTii Margaret, youngest daughter of the late Sir Jambs
RoBBRTiON Uruce, IJart, of Uuwuliili, county of Londonderry^

Ireland— On the 25th ult, at the parUh church, Luton,

J. Blundf.ll Hawkks, Esq., son of the late Thomas Ilawkes,

Esq., of Uimley, in the county ofStaflbrdi to Elizabeth Mary^
daughter of Joun Shaw Lkioh, Esq., of Luton Hoo Park, Beds

—On the :U8t ult, at St. Ann's Chureli, Tuomas Prjaulx St.

George Armstroxg, Captain 49th Regiment, and Knight of tho

Legion of Honour, eldest son of John P. Armstrong, Esq., of

Claretnount, King's County, to Euzabeth Mary, second

daughter of the late Kobert GRAVha, Es*!-, M.D., of Cloghan

Castle. King's County—8th inst, at the Unitarian Chapel,

Biistol, Sir JoHM Ba.vp.iNG to Miss DEBORAn Castle, daughter

of the late Mr. Michael Uinton Castle, of that city.

DEATHS.—On the 3d inst, at Edinburgh, the Baronew
Anna Catharina de Reede d'Oudtshoorn, relict of James
Dunbar, Esq., formerly of H.M.'s 21st Ught Dragoons, and
youngest son of the late Sir George Dmibar, Bart., of Moch-
sum, aged "2—13th ult, on rcturniug to England, on board the

Seine, off St. Thomas. Lieutenant-Cohmel Cleland Cumber-
LEGE, K.B.M.'s Consul at Tarapico, second son of Joseph

Cumberlege, Esq., of Bombay—1st inst, at 7, Campden Grove,

Kensington, Captain Biciiard Fraslk, late 1st Battalion

Grenadier Guards, aged 08—i!7th ult. at Dawlish, Captain RosB
H. Fuller, RN., aged 71—Ist inst, at Salthill, Monkstowm
Colonel Robert Sanders, C.U., o( Deer Park, Charlevllle, and
late Lieutenant-Colonel of her Miyesty's 19th Regiment—Slst
ult, suddenly, at Waterloo Crc it. Dover, John Baker
SladeNj Es<i., of Ripple Court, Kent, a Deputy Lieutenant

and Justice of the Pcitco for that county, aACd 80—
2d inst. at 43, Rutland Gate, Edmund Jebsisgiiam, Esq.. aged
55—3d inst, at his residence, S, Cavendish Square, Aarok
AsHER Goldsmid, agcd 75—4th lust, at Dawliah, Eleanor
Beatrice, infant daughter of Rear-Admiral Tuomas IIesdkb-

sos—Ist inst, at his residence, 15, Cambridge Phice, CUfton,

the Rev. Edward Cabos Wilson, M.A., late Vicar of Crosby

Bavensworth, Westmoreland, a^ 65—2d inst, at Ucston, the

Jiov- BABaiNOToN Jame^ Tbimmeh. domcjit: i to the
50-

i

his resi-

/tlaiket0»

peiied'tJ retire. The next day be assisted in tlie capture and

destruction of lO gunboats, ani 22 rfchfyla ien fcluccaf on the

b'-ach at Palinuro, and a battery of 24-p*jundors protecting I

them. In 1812, he attacked the port of^apri, and took -^ -^rong

battery and tower mounting two 32-pcun-lcr8. In i.-)i:j. in

company with the Furfeuse, 36, he" took possession of the

Island of Ponza, without loss, tho- ' expoMd to the fire of

four batteries and a tower mounting ten 24 and 18-pounders,

two l-'-pouiidfira, and two 9-inch tarndrs. He ;iext joined the
|

Euryalus, Z6, aud captured with her boats the La Fortune

national zebac, carrying ten long 9'pouuders and fo-ir swivels,

with a crew of t>S wen. together with "upwardB of 20 raerchwit

vessels lying in Cay^Me Roads. During the wniter ho drove

on shore in Calvi Bay :
' Rallejne French storeship, of 22 guns

and 120 men, and comcu;. T a gaberre of 30 g-mn and V^O nici;,

laden with storey and a r,
^

l^
s^boonor of the lur^-t class,

BRmflR WOOLa—tiowojr, Peidat, N ^.

Our qu^Mii ii« remnin nlmoet norpliwl. and an likely to

continuu no until iba rwult "f tfaa ooloQul uJm is kaewn.
The «upply of fleecce hu bettn naaU icu Maw tipm, but atU

'^ it for the demand, which hae hfan oniy oa a limited

scale.

d. Leioaet, WetbMs I

8 Ditto H^^ -••

. ' Conib*ng^kiDa
6 Blaaket ditto .

FUnuel WvA ..

South-down Hog- a.

geu.. » .. 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Kwee .. I

Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. .
7 to 1

8 —
5 — 1

7 — .

I «to .,

1 ft— ..

1 0^ I f-

a~ s
I a— 1 8.

covnxT
Importations

_
oi D :*

Nov. 10.

1 IlambfiTfrh Gni|Ma eonttnoe to

arrive, but their 'iiulily, ae wa* st^ed iMt week, is Tory.
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i nferior to that of last year. American Newtown Pippins
may still be had at from 23. to 3s, per dozen. In Pears no
alteration has taken place since our last report. Plums
in good condition may yet be obtained. New Oranges
fetch from Cs- to lOs, per 100. Good Filberts may be had
at from 9d. to la per pound. Cabbages, Carrots, and Turnips
maybe obtained in quantity. Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoes
realise from 63, to 10s. per cwt Cucumbers are scarcer.
Cut Bowers chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Dahlias,
Violets, MignouettOj Heaths, and Roses*

FBUIT
Pine Apples, perlb,>6s to Ss
Grapes, per lb., 3a to 6a
Peaches, per doz., 6s to 9a
"Figs, per doz., 3s to 4a
MelonSjJeach, 28 to 4b

TEGET
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 2s 6d

to 3s
Cabbages, do,. Is to 29
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 1308

^* per bus., 3s to 4s
— per cwt., 55 to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per buncb, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to Ss
-Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is
Artichokes, per doz., 43 to Cs
Beet, per doz.. Is dd to 2s

Plums, p. i sieve, 3s to 4s 6d
Pears, per doz,. Is to 3s

Apples, per doz., 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10a
Lemons, per 100. 6s to lOs

ABLES.
Celery, p, bundle, ls6d to lePd
Onions, p. i sieve, Is 6d to 2s6d
Tomatoes, per doz,, 4s to 63
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, perlb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb,, per score, Is

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do-, Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score. Is to 2s
Hor8eRadisb,p.bun,,lsOdto4s
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 4a

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

dull and inactive. Holders, however, appear to be generally

content to await the return of the demand, and consequently

no change can be noted in the value of old and good qualities,

but new, particularly the inferior descriptions, have in several

markets been disposed of with difficulty, and even at a decline

of Is. to 2s, per qr. The value of all kinds of spring corn con-

tinues to be well supported, the demand for each, inferior

Barley perhaps excepted, being quite equal to the supply.

Business in Flour has been limited, but we do not alter our
quotations. The number of cargoes arrived off the coast

during the week is 43, say, 23 Wheat, 14 Maize, 3 Beans,
1 Rapeseed, and 2 Linseed- The arrivals of English grain

this week have been small, but considerable of foreign. The
English Whciit fresh up of fair quality was taken readily at

Monday's prices, but the damp and inferior sorts were difficult

of disposal. The attendance was not large, but included more
buyers of old foreign Wheat than on Monday, and a moderate
business was done in good qualities at the rates current on that
day, new and inferior descriptions being neglected- Barley,
Beans, and Peas bring Monday's quotations. Oats are a steady
sale at fuUyJate rates.

Arrivai^ from Nov. 5 to Nov. 9,

English ,

,

Irish . . ,

.

Foreign . -

COAL MARKET.—Nov. 9.

Walla End Hetton, 243. ; "Walls End Haawell, 24a. ; Walls
End iSouth Hetton, 243. ; Walls End Hartlepool, 233. 9d.

;

Walls End Braddyls Hetton, 23s. 6d- ; Walls End Kelloe,

23s. 6d. ; Walls End Framwellgate, 223. 6d. ; Durham,
20a, 6d. ; Carway and Duffryn Malting, 23s. ; Tanfield

Moor, 15a- 6d. ; Cowpen, 17s. 9d. ; Davidson's Hartley,
lis. 9d. ; Hastings Hartley, 178. 9d. ; Howard's Hartley,
17s. 9d, —55 ships at market.

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

Smithfieud, TnuRsnAT, Nov. 8.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 845
Superior do. (old) . . 95 115
Inferior do 50 60
New do. .- •• .. — —
Rowen 40 50

Clover
New Clover .
Old second cut

« *

90slo 120?

80

W heat.

SOU qrs.

46320 „

Barley. Oats.

I'liO qrs.

6350 „

10 qrs.

1430

40S30 If

Floiir-

1320 sks.

(

f»

2420 „
210 bris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Nov. 6.— We had a fair attendance
of millers and dealers at our Com Exchange this momiDg,
and a moderate consumptive business has been done in Wheat
at the quotations of last market day ; low qualities of American
red might have been bought a trifle easier in gome instances,
but good samples were held stiffly. Flour had only a slow sale
at previous nites. Indian Com met a moderate retail demand,
without quotable change in value. Oats and Oatmeal steady.
Beans, Peas, and Barley each commanded full prices in retail.

The market closed steady.
Friday. Nov. 9.—The Com market was fairly attended, and

there was a moderate business doing. Wheat declined 2d.
per cental. Flour was 6d. per barrel and sack lower. There
was a limited business doing in Indian Corn at 39s. to 39s. 6d.
for Galntii and mixed. Beans, Oats, and Oatmeal dull, and
without change.

100
Straw 30 3S

Davis & Co.

BUTTER MARKET.—Nov. 9.

Beet Fresh Butter , . , . 17a. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. ,. .. I4s. ' „
Pork. 4s. 8d. to Ss. 4d. per 8 lbs.

>

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 5.

The number of Beasts is much smaller than for some time
past, and the average quality is only second-rate. Choice
kinds are consequently readily sold at higher prices. Trade is
more active for all descriptions. We have a very short supply
of good Sheep; they have realised a considerable advance.
"Good Calves are also dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 1235
Beasts, 4j30 Sheep, and 122 CaWfis_ and ao Pic«»

8 d a d
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 4 10 to 5 \ Do. Shorn

a
Best Long-woola. 5

d s
5

d
4

B«Bt tihort-horna 4 — -1

2d quality BenHts 3 4 — 4
iBest Dnwn.i and
Half-breda ..5 4 to 5 8

J)o. Shorn

10 1 £we8&-2dqviaUty 4
Do. Shorn

to
4 8

Lam bd
Calves

J Pigs
4
4

4
4

5
5

4
4

Beasts. 4970 ; Sheep A Lambs, 18,700 ; Calves, 149 ; Pigs, 430.

Thursday, Nov. S.

Tlie supply of Beasts is much larger than on Thursday last.
The weather being favourable trade is active for choicest kinds,
hut Monday's quotations cannot be fully maintained. There
are twice as many Sheep as on last Thursday, consequently
.there is a depression in the trade, and prices are rather lower.
Monilay'd quotations are retained for Calves. Our foreif^n
supply consists of 400 Beasts, 1100 Sheep, and 'MO Calves
'Milch Cows, 150.

Beat Scots, Hcre-
fords, 4c. .. 4

Best ; Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-breda .. 5
Do. Shorn

S to5
6 4

4
8

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn . . ,

Ewesfc 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn ,,

Lambs , , ,

,

Calves .. ,.4
Pigs ,. ..4

0—5 2

4 G
to

4
4

5

5
Beasts. 1800 ; Sheep & Lambs. GolO ; Calves. 400 ; Pigs, 170.

4
4

54

42
74

Red

8. 8.

45—60
53—66

' MARK LANE.—Monday, Nov. 5.
An unusually large fleet of vessels have arrived since the

return was made up on Saturday. The aupply of Wheat
-from Essex and Kent to this morning's market has been
more liberal than of late, and in somewhat improved con-
dition

; a few sales were made at the extreme prices of last
week, but towards the close rather easier terms were accepted
in some instances to clear the stands. The attendance of
country buyers was considerable, but the large arrival of
foreign Wheat inducing a belief that holders would submit to
lower terms (which they declined), caused the extent of sales
to bo limited. Prices must be quoted unaltered. The Rarley
trade is quiet at last week's rates. Beans and Peas bring ex-
treme prices. Oats are a steady sale, and old corn 6d. to Is.
per qr. dear«r. Flnur is unchanged in value.

Per Imperial Quarter. ig. h.i

WHIU.T, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White 55—6'2' Red ....
•- — fine selected runs..ditto'59—66lRed— — Talavera IsO —74— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist, SOa to 348. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oa«v Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Jriflh Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rtb
Rte-mkal, foreign !!..!'.

Bjeans, Mazagan....40s to443 Tick— Pigeon 4Ss — 563.. Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —B to —^a Grey
5IAIZB White
FiouR, best markB delivered. .per sack— 2ddo ditto

Malting. 140—42
40—4531—39 Malting.

20—24)
Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Foreign

.

26—28
26—28
24—27
35-38

42-^S Harrow

.

Longpod
le—SOjEgyptian
33—4l!Suffolk .

40—42

50—57
34—50

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Countrv.
Foreign .....per barrel 29—34iPer sack

24—26
21—24
22- 27

42—48

40—50
38—48

3t—50
40—60

Frojat, Nov. 9,
The easterly winds have swept the Baltic and North Sea, and

caused large arrivals of grain at ports on the east coast. Millers
having previously purchased freelv, and being to some extent
«ao the recipients of these supplies, and therefore not pur-
chaseiB for the monient, have caused the Wheat trade to be

Averages Wheat.

56nirf

Barley. Oats. 1

25? 3f/,

Rye.

37»10f/

Beans,

49s GdSept. 29.. 30 s- 3(/;

Oct. 6.

.

58 3 39 8 25 1 39 1 48 11
— 13.. 61 1 39 11 24 8 37 3 50 11
— 20.

.

60 1 40 7 23 7 34 7 50 2
— 27.. 69 11 40 9 23 5 36 8 49 6

Nov. 3 .

.

59 9 40 10 23 3 36 2

36 U
49 10

49 lO"Agg. Aver. 59 5 40 2 ! 24 3

"Peas.

307Td
39 10
42 8
41 11
41 10
42 4

41 3

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averauks.

Prices.

6l5 Id
60
59
59
58
66

1

11

9
3

11

Sept. 29. Oct. 6. 1 Oct. 13.1 Oct. 20. Oct. 27. 1 Nov. 3.

• * r
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4 fr • 4• B
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« *
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«
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.. * *
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1
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m *
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• 4

ft 4
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1000
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AB. C./' who advertised in this Paper on
• October 6y begs to tbank the nnnierous applicant?,

and to inform them that he has engaged a Gardener.—Banbury,
November 0,

DliAlNKitS WANTKU.—A thousand good
workmen may find good and regular employ-

ment, in the counties of Stafford and Derby, by applyiug to
Messra. Girdwood's Foremen, at Sudbnry, Hungry iientley,
Longford, Abbot's Bromley, and Smalhvood.—19, Pull MlUL
London, S. W.

L/\IMDSCAP£ GARDENlR.
WANTED, a PKESON of good address, capable of

Drawing Plana and Superintending the Laying-out of
Gentlemen's Grounds^ Erecting Horticultural Buikiiiigs, &c.
He must have a thorough knowledge of Gardening, and the
Drawing of Plana neatly and expeditiously.—Apply in own
hand writing, stating age, where last employed, ami in what
capacity, and wages expected, to X. B., Gardenen* Chronicle
Office, W.C. All communications considered confidential.

T\7AN'rKl), AS UAKUKNEH, a practical, married
V V Man, witbouc children.—Apply by letter, stating quali-

fications, F. H,, Post Office, Byflciet, Surrey.

NTED, A GARDEN Kit.—A horse and a green-
liouse to look after. Wife to keep house for a bachelor.

—Address, with reference and terms, T, S. U., Staplehurst,
Kent.

WANTKD, an experienced person as tSHOt'MAN,
and who also has a knowledge of Book-keeping. His

character for integrity, sobriety, and industry, must be unex-
ceptionable.—Apply to William Rollisson & Soxs, The Nur-
series, Upper Tooting, London^ S.

ANTED, for a KETAlL SEED BUSINESS in
London, a Young Man, who has a good general know-

ledge of his bnsinesR, and who has been accustomed to wait
upon customer^,—Address by letter, stating age, salary, and
reference to A . B-, Gardenersi' Cftronfcfg Office, W.C,

A^trANTED, A POULTRY-MAN, who understandsW Rearing and Fatting all kinds of Poultry. — 163. a
week, Strict inmiiries will be made as to character.—xVpply
by letter to A. B,, Mr, Laking, 2^, Half Moon Street, May Fair,
London, W,

LAUNDRESS. "

"IT7 ANTED, a Person who thoroughly understands
V T her business as complete LAUNDRESS, and is capable

of managring the Washing of a large family. A Widow, with a
Daughter who could assist^ might suit, A residence, with a
laundry completely fitted, would be provided in a healthy
situation about 30 miles from London,—Addresa, jtost paid, to

A- B., Post Office, Farnborough, Hants, stating particulars as

to age, family, and the references that can be given for cha-

racter and ability to fulfil the duties required.

— "-^ «

GARDENKR (Head).—Age 30, mnrrieaj perfectly
understands his profession in all its branches. No

single-handed place accepted. Five years' unexceptionable
character.—W. J., Allmun's Nursery, Horsham, Suise;^.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN^
'

GAUDEXEK (Head).—Age 28. single; thoroughly
understands Vines, Forcing. Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, and Gardening in all ita branches. Good character.—
M. P., 4J, Boone Street, liee, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands the management of Vineries,

Pineries, and Propagating Houses. Can be highly recom-
mended.—J. R., Messrs. James Carter & Co., 237 & 238 Hidr
Holbcrn, W C. ^
GARDENER (HEAI>).~Age 40, married j thoroughly

understands Pines, Vines, &c. ; also Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Can have an unexceptionable character from last;

situation.—Y. Z., Mr. Cranston's Nursery, ICing's Acre, Here-
ford^ ^
(^ AUDKNER (Head).—Age 32, uiarnod, one son;
^ understands his profession in ^\\ its branches. Can take

charge of Land and Stock. Character, &c., will bear
the strictest inyestigation. — E. J. W., Rugby Nursery,
Warwickshire.

GARDENER (Head, to any gentleman requiring

a trustworthy servant).

—

A^Q 42, married, no incuta-

brance ; thoroughly practical in Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants,' good Flower and Kitchen Gardener.
Has lived with three families of note for the last '20 years.

Satisfactory reasons for leaving present situation. Five and a
half years' good character.—H. M., Mr. Ldddles*, Post Office,

Woodford, Esses, N.E. —

_

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—Mar-
ried, without incumbrance ; S years' good character. His

Wife fully understands Management of Dairy pind Poultry.

—

G. 3.. Post Office, Upper Deal.

ARDENER (Head, in all its branches), or

GARDENER and BAILIFF.—Harried, without incum-
brance. Good character for ability and integrity.—T. K., Mr.
Clark, Seedsman, ^j^Bishopsgate_Within,E.C^^

GARDENER (Fiest Class).—Age ' 35, married;

will be disengaged in a few weeks and will be glad to

treat "with any nobleman or gentleman who may reipure a

good practical Gardener ; can take charge of Land and Stock if

required.—X. Y., Tcddington, Middlesex.

GARDENER.—Can undertake the .Miumgement of

_ r Forcing, Plant Growing, and General Garden Manage-

ment, Good reference given as regards recommendation, &c.

—T. M., 3, Brook Place. Lee Green. Kent, S E.

ARDENER.—Age 32, mavrieil; understands his

profession, excellent recommendations, good character,

leaving on the death of his master ; understands Stock.-C. D.,

Mrs. Turner's, Hanger Lane, Stamford Hill, N.

G^
ARDENER.—Age 40, married; has had great ex-

Tpcrience, and is now open to an engagement with a i^ohle-

man or gentleman requiring a good practical Gardener.—A. B.,

79 , Gt. Queen Street. Lincoln's-lnn- Fields. W.C. '

ARDENER.—Mr. Citaud, Gardener to Sir F. H, H*

Eathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park, Salisbury, Wilts, can

with confidence recommend a young man to any nobleman or

gentleman reqiiiring the services of a practical Gardener.—

Address as above. ^ ,

GARDENER (SiNaLE-nA>'DED, or oHierwise, in or

out of the house;.—Age 23 ;
perfectly understands Early

and Late Forcing. ]^o objection to any part of the country.

GooAcharacter.—A. B., Mr. Moss, Wanstead. Essex. N.E. _
GARDENER (Single-handed or Undek). — Can

take the Management of Greenhouse and Kitchen

Garden.—W. A., 1, West Street, Dartford. Kent, S.E.

ARM STEWARD OH BAlUFK.—Muk!le-a-e,nmr-
ried, native of Scotland ; of active habits, and practically

acquainted with Farming on the most approved i>nacip[es.

Buying. Selling, and Management of Stock in general. Satis-

factory testimonials and reference to last employer—C, U,

Messrs. Thomas Gibbs & Co., Corner of Halt Moon Street,

Piccadilly, W. ^

WAKT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—^larried; understands the
growth of Hothouse Plants, Vines. Frtiits. and Vegetables

also Fiovver Gardens.—A. B., Mr. Mills' Nursery, Aadover, Hants,

GARDENER "(Head)7^=^11osT^energetic" yoiiner
roan, in the prime of life. Thoroughly accomplished

in his profession, possessing all modem practical skill and
science in every department of a nobleman's or gentleman's
garden. His abilities, sotxriety, and moral conduct are of the
highest or ter. Has just left a fiist-c-U.ss family, and garden.
Superior recommendation&^'jid chamcter.—W. C, 63, Hercules
Buildinsrs. Lanxbetili^ S.

FARM BAlLlFK—An experienced practical Man,

who will be disengaged in a few days from his present

employ, where he has been IS years ; is thoroughly acquaintea

with the different modern systems of Farming.
'?'^";'^-^"^f

"^

of Cattle and Sheep, and has had great exi.erience ^n
If.'J'l^^;

Can produce unexceptionable references as to ag»^^^>
^^"J;"

general good charaotei%-J. H., care of T. WhfiUcy, Seedsman,

Liverpool. -

BAILIFF.—Midtlle-aged; liaa had great experience

in different counties, is practical in Modern i Arming, a

good judge of Stock, and could take charge of a He^d "t biiort

Horns -B. C, 5. St. James's Terrace, Tunbridge Wcns^_Kent^

LAND STEWARD oe HAIEIKK.—Married, with-

out incumbrance; has been brought up tothe>orloI^

Husbandry, and had the management of High and low

Lands, and every department on a gentleman s J^^^-^^J;?

together with brick-kiln. Lime, and Drain Pipes, and tne

Erection of Buildings.—A. B., l(j, CoUege Place, Bond btreet,

Chelsea, S.W\ -

TO LAND AGENTS AND CcNTLEIVitN AGRICUL-
TURISTS.

STEAVARD (U>-dee), or ASSISTANT MANAGER
upon au Estate or large Fami.—Age 30. unmarried, well

connected ; has been engaged some years in that capacity. For

steadiDesa and strict integrity can be highly recommended.

—FiDEri-s Post Office. South Bovey. Devon. __^—
SEEDSMAN, in a London house, eititer in the

Wholesale or Retail Trade. Has been five and a half years

at the business.-T. D., go r/gno-.s' Chronicle Office.

TO N URSERYMEN.
CLERK ATO) SALESMAN.—Age 28 ; hns a practical

knowledge of all branches of the Trade ;
good Corre-

spondent ; would take charge of Show Houses or assist in Shop

if required-—A. A. P., Mes&rs. Woods, Woodbridge Nurseries,

Sutr..ik.
.

TO NURiERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.

SHOPMAN,— Young, stronof, and active; nine rears'

experience ; understands Wholesale and Retail. Good
refcreiice.—P. L,, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

DAIKYMAIL).—Agrentienianwho is triving upFariu-

iiig is desirous of obtaining for the Manager of his Dairy

a similar situation. She has been accustomed to a Cheddar
Cheese Dairv of 60 Cows, and CJiii be liighly reconiTnended. K
necessary she couhi also fill the position of Housekeeper.—
H._T., Post Office, North Street, Bristol.
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AU EDITIONS OF BYRON ARE INCOMPLETE
EXCEPT MR. MURRAY'S.

Xext "Week, a Now Edition, i)rinted in a new and beautiful
clear type, with au Engraviug of Thorwaldsen'a Bust of
the Poet. One Volume. Post 8vo. Price 6*.

LORD BYRON' S POETRY.
Complete and Copyright Edition.

" The most complete and compact edition of Lord Byron's
jKwme ever published. As a compauioa lor the traveller, or
work of reference, nothing could be more valuable."— 0£*«e*T;«-.

The following Chlat and Complete Editions are now
ready,

CHILDE HAROLD. Price Sixpence, With Portrait.

CHILDE HAROLD. Price One Shilling. WItli Por-
trait and Vignette Title*.

CHILDE HAROLD. Price Half-a-Crown.
John Muhray, Atbemarlo Street, W.

On the lat or Jinuary, IStil, prico 2j. tfU., No. 1. of

THE RRITISII FERNS, an entirely new Work by
SirW. J. HooKKR, K.a., F.H8. To be completed iu Itf

Monthly Numbers, each containing Four coloured Plates,
uniform in tizu and stylo with " Curtis'a Bot;uiic:il Mat^ji/.iiic."

LovELL Ueeve, 5, Ifenrietta Street, Coveiit Garden, W.C.

On the 1st of January, ISOl, price 2». GtZ., No. I. of

GARDEN FERNS, an entirely new Work by Sir W.
J. HooKFR, K.H., F.R.S., ou Fema suitable for cultiva-

tion in the Garden, Hothouse, or CouBcrvutory, in iloutlily
Numbci's, each containing Four Coloured Plates, uniform in
«i*eand Etylcwith "Curtis's Botanical Muj^^a/^jue."

LoTELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

In Monthly Numbers (4 Coloured Plates), prico 2«, Qd.,

THE FLORAL M.VGAZINE. A riclily illustnitea
portfolio of New and Choice Varieties of Flowers suitable

or cultivutiou in the Garden, Huthouso, or Couservatory.
Edited by Thomas Moore, F.L.S., Secretary of the Floral
Coainiittee of the Horticultural Society.

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covcut Garden, TV.C.

Now Ready, 4S0 pages, 24 Coloured Plates, 30s.,

OUTLINES OF BRITISH FUNGOLOGY, By the
Rev. M. J, Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. Containing cha-

racters of above a thousand species of Fungi, with numerous
coloured Figures, aud a comp'lete List of all that have been
described as Natives of the British Isles.

LovF:r,L Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. W-C.

This day. Parts Vlll. and IX. (Double Part), price 2«.,

INDEX FILICUAI; a Synopsis, with Characters, of
the Genera, extensively lUusti-ated ; and an Enumeration

of the Species of Ferns, with Synonyms, References, &c. By
Thomas AIooRE, F.L.S., F.H.S., Author of "The Handbook of
British Ferns;" "The Ferns of Great Britain aud Ireland,

Nature Printed," &c. ; Curator of the Chehiea Botanic Garden.
*»^ Part X. is nearly ready. Any of the previous Parts may

still be had.
.. lioadon: W. Pamflttt, 45, Frith Street, Soho Square, w.

Now ready, Fart the Second price 10s., or with Plates beauti-

fully coloured, 16«., handsomely printed on super-royal

paper (largest Svo size),

A SECOND CENTURY of FERNS; being
Figures, with brief descriptions, of One Hundred New or

Rare Species of Ferns. By Sir William Jackson Hookkr,
K.H., LL.D., F.R.A., and L.S. Director of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew.
London : W. Famflin. 45, Frith Street. Soho Square. W.

Lately published, handsomely printed upon super-royal paper

(largest 8vo), %. ; or, with the Plates beautifully coloured, ai.ili.,

A CENTURY OF FERNS; being Figures, with

Brief Descriptions, of One Hundred New or Rare Species

of Ferns. By Sir William Jackson Hooker, K.H., LL.D.,

F.R-A. and L.S., Ac., Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Kew. ** A Specimen of the Work will be sent to any address

for four postage stamps.
London : W. Pamplis, 45, Frith Street, Soho Square, W.

CORUON-TRAINING of FRUIT TREES, Diajronal,

Vertical, Spiral, and Horizontal, adapted to Orchard-

house and Open-au: Culture, by the Rev. T. Collings Br£haut,

will be published on Friday next, the 23d inst., by Messrs.

LOXQMAN & Co.

Now ready, in One Vol. Svo, price IS«. cloth,

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. By Dr.

George Hartwig. With several Hundred Wood En-

irravinga ; and an entirely new Series of Illustrations in Chromo-

xvlography, representuig the most interesting obj ects described

in the work, from Original Drawings by Henry Noel Humphreys.

London: Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

Completion of the

NEW EDITION OF DR. URE'S DICTIONARY'.

Now ready, complete in 3 vols. Svo. with nearly 2000 Wood
Engravings, price \L cloth lettered, or U. 14s. ^d. strongly

half-bound in russia ; to be had also in 15 Parts, 5». each.

DR URE*S DICTIONARY of ARTS, MAJ^U-
PACTURES, AND MINES. Fifth Edition, chiefly

rewritten aud greatly enlarged. Edited by Kobert Hunt.

FB8.. P.S.S.. Keeper :of Mimng Records, &e- ; assisted by

numerous Contributors eminent in Science and famiUar with

Manufactures
* The general scope and

character of Dr. Ure's Diction-

ary, and its great value and

reputation during the past

20 years as a standard work of

reference upon the subjects

indicated in its title, haveiully

justified its reproduction in

the elaborate and ^greaUy

improved edition of which the

issue is now drawing to a

close. Under the able editor-

ship of Mr. Hunt, assisted by

a number of other gentlemen.

information upon every sub-

ject has been brought down to

the very latest state of know-

ledge with a minuteness and

elaborate care which leaves

nothing to be desu-ed, either

as regards fulness or accuracy.

To those lovers of science who
have not the advantage of

possessing a scientific library,

this work is invaluable, both

on account of its extensive

range of subjects and the

completeness of its articles
;_

A
Second F^tion, price 18*.. 641 pp., smaU octavo, cloth,

IREATISE ON THE LAW oP the FAKM.
BV HenRV R nivn» f^^ T. ;..j. .. r _! *

^•A^ ^^^^^^V ^- I>«ON, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, of the
Midland Circuit.
(^ntentm:—Agricultural customs in the different Counties

of England aud Wales—Interests in Land—Easements—Trees
and t ences—Dangerous Animals—Water, Irrigation, Ac—
bcrvauts—Convej'ance of Horses and Cattle—Distress—Hus-
bandry Covenants—Trespass aud Game—Landlord and Tenant
—lithes—Contracts and Sales—Horses and Cattle.
Appendix :—Leases—Rules of Horse Repositories aud Smith-

field Market, Smitbfield Club Show, and Royal Agricultural
Show—Railway Sack Lending, Coursing, &c.
" The simple fact that this book has quickly reached a second

edition, is a proof, not only that such a book was required, but
that the author has satisfactorily performed the duty with
which he charged himself. This is a work of especial value to
Country Attorneys and Landowners, to whose attention wo
therefore recommend it."—iaw Times.

'

Stevens & Norton, 26, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.FARM ACCOUNTS.
Second Edition, price 2s. Gd.,

APRACTICAL SYSTEM of FARM BOOK-
KEEPING: Being that recommenrted in "The Book of

the Farm," by Henry Stephens, F.R.S.B. Also, SEVEN
FOLIO ACCOUNT-BOOKS, constructed in accordance with
the system. Printed and Ruled throughout, and bound iu
separate volumes ; the whole being specially adapted for Ueep-
i"S» by *ii easy and accurate method, au account of all the
TianBactions of the Farm.

" We have no hesitation in saying that of the many systems
of keeinng farm-accounts which are in vogue, there is not one
which will hear comparison with that just issued by Messrs.
Blackwood, according to the recoujmendatioiis of ilr. Stephens
in his invaluable * Book of the Farm.' The great characteristic

of this system is its 8imi)licity." BeWs Messenger,

W. Blackwood ii Sons, Edinburgh and London.

On Saturday, December T, 1860, will be published No. I. of

maORLEV'S AGRICULTUllAL GLEANER, and
JL GENERAL ADVERTISER. A first-class Weekly Ncws-
pajier of Eight full-sized pages.

It will be an Independent Agricultural Newspaper, and
emineutly a journal of progress iu all that is useful and in-

teresting to the Agricultural Public, and will faithlully record

from time to time the most recent improvements in Steam
Culture, Implements, Machinery, izc, as well as point out the

best method of rearing and feeding all descriptions of fiu-m

stock. Piirticulur attention will be given to the Metropolitan

and Provincial Corn and Meat Markets, and a lull report

supplied up to the time of going to press. It will also contain

a carelully-prepared digest of the Political, Foreign, and
Domestic News of the Week.
Subscription for Stamprd Copies.—One Year, 10«., if paid

in advance ; Single Copy, Zd.

Loudon : Published by Joseph Thorlet, 77, Newgato
Street, B.C.

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR OF PUBLICATION.
Now ready, price Is., sewed ; or 2s., in cloth and interleaved,

JOHNSON AND SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANAC
FOR IStJl.—This valuable Annual contains all the latest

Agricultural Improvements, a List of Fairs, Markets. &c.

James Ridgway, Piccadilly, W., and all Booksellers and
Railway Stations.

HORLEY'S ILLUSTRATED FARMERS'
ALMANACK, for 18til, 160 pages crown Svo,, price Qd., or

i-ee by post for eight stamps, is now ready. It is embeUished

,7ith three beautilul chromo-lithographs, besides 12 original

illustrations to the months, &c. Among the numerous articles

of interest to Agi-iculturists will be lound a series on the

Feeding and Management of Live Stock (Farmers' Memoranda)

—Cattle Cookery—Feeding Statistics—Prince Consort's Farms ,

at Windsor—iMechanical Condition of the Soil favourable for '

the Growth of Seed—the Moveable Steam-engine-Compusition

of Oil Seeds—The English Race-horse—Pig Breeding among
Working Men-also the best List published of Alarkets in

Enghind, Wales, Ireland, Scotland, and the Isle of Man, &.c.

—London, published by Joseph Thorley, Almanack Depart-

ment, Caledonian Road, King's Cross, N.

ije Widely spread, aud has been liaiied in uLL paits
of the Empire with the liveliest satisfaction. His
Uoyal Highness landed at Plymouth on Thursday
morning quite well, and arrived at Windsor
Castle at an early hour in the evening.

The Empeess of the Feench arrived in London
on Wednesday evening on her way to Scotland,
travelling under an assumed name as a private
lady and observing the strictest incognito. It is

understood that the health of her Majesty has
sustained such a shock from the recent death of
her sister, that a complete change of air and scene

has become necessary for her recovery. The stay

of the Empress in Scotland will extend over some
weeks, during which heu Majesty will be the

guest of the Duchess of Hamilton, at Hamil ton

Palace, Lanarkshire.

Despatches from Hong Kong of the 2Sth Sep-
tember announce that the negotiations at Tientsin

had not been brought to a satisfactory settlement,

owing to the duplicity of the Chinese Commis-
sioners, -who after several days' trifling and delay,

declared that they had no power to sign the treaty,

the terms of which had been agreed upon. The
allied troops consequently commenced their march on
Pekin, where Saxg-e:o-lin-sin was reported to be

present with a large force. Lord Elgin followed

the troops on the 9th of September, and on the

followinir day the army reached Y'ang-tsun-yeh.

few miles from the capital, Peh-
adjacent villages, had been

allies, who held only the

fi

w

ZADKIEL'S ALMANACK FOR 1861. contains thc

Millennium, the Great Conjunction, Louis Napoleon t**

Cleanse the Sanctuary, Downfall of Rome. Rise of Jerusalem,

Hieroglvphic : Reign of Discord. Price 6d., post free 7d.

London : G. Berger, Holywell Street, Strand, W
^

npHE
On the 22d inst. will be Published,

BRITISH ALMANAC fou ISGL
Price 1*.

THE COMPANION to the ALMANAC. Sewed

in a wrapper, price 25. 6ci., which contains articles on the

following subjects :

—

Localised Handicrafts in South-Midland Agricultural Districts.

By Charles Knight.
, ^ r^u ^

Recent Practical Applications in Meteorology. By Charies

Tomlinson, Lecturer at King's College School.

Thames Embankment and Crowded Streets, iij Geo. Dodd.

Ragged Schools aud Reformatories.

South Kensington Museum. By James Thorne.

Friendly Societies. «. . - #.

Besides the usual Legislation, Statistics, 5:0.

THE BRITISH ALMANAC ani> COMPANION.
Together, in cloth boards, lettered. Price U.

" The Companion " is extensively bought iu connection with

"The British Almanac;" and the two bound together have

long held their place a? the cheapest Manual of Current Intor-

mation. and the most trustworthy Register for future refer-

ence. The Volume lor ISCl will be the Jith ot the series,

whicli, from the commencement, has been conducted by Mr.

Charles Knight
_, „ . , t. i

London: Knight <fe Co., 90, Fleet Street, and Sold by all

Booksellers in the United Kingdom.
.

PARISIAN LADY, now residing at KensingtonA PARISIAN UAUX, now resiuiu- ill, i».c..-..6-""»

e-ives Private Lessons In French, Music, Singing, and

Drawing. She speaks English well. Terms according to

ciS^mstnees. She oflTers references of the highest re« pec-

tabiUty.-Addi-ess, C. L., at Wessel's, Music Publisher, 1»,

Hanover Square, W.

an of whom
^f«

°f.
"«Vepart while as a <.t..>dard work of

lUg m ''^"'^J^'Pf^"ViyP the reference it formsan indispcns-

^hog ofDrUB.% gr:%rk |

ab'e necossrty ^ every good

has been rewritten, and the Ubrary. JofmBuLl

London : Longmav. Greeit, Longman, & Roberts.
1

Xeios of i\)t asaeek.

The safe arrival of the Prince of Wales,

after a protracted voyage of nearly 27 days from

the United States, has relieved the country from

a feeling of anxiety which was heginning to

rr

the

the

distant only a

tang, and all

evacuated by
fortified places.

Accounts from K*apies inform us that on the

Sth inst., the day after King Victor Emmanuel
made his entry into Naples, Garibaldi, accom-

panied by the Ministry, formally presented to

nis Majestt the result of the plebiscite. The

Minister, Signor Conforii, in his address to the

King, said that the Neapolitan people, assembled

in their electoral comitia, had proclaimed him King

by an immense majority, 9,000.000 of Italians

having united themselves to the other pro-

vinces wbich his Majesty governed with so mucli

wisdom, verifying his solemn promise that Italy

should belong to the Italians. The King replied

in a few expressive words. The deed of annexa-

tion was then drawn up, the Dictatorship ceased

and the Ministry resigned. On the foUowing day

Garibaldi retired from public life and left Naples

for the i&land of Caprera, overwhelmed with the

most striUing demonstrations of sympathy from

the King, the staff, the officera, and the

array in general. In a farewell proclamation

to his companions in arms he told them to be

ready to follow him again, as it is likely that

a freth conflict will break out in Italy in March

next, w};ea a million of men and arms will be

wanted. A despatch from Gaeta states that

Francis II. has rejected the proposal to evacuate

the town, and is determined to hold out to the last

extremity. General Bosco has taken the command

of the troops in the fortress, who number less

than 10,000 men, and the Sardinians are actively

carrying on the siege works.

Count de Persigny, the French Ambassador,

delivered a speech un the English alliance at the

Lord Mayor's dinner on Friday evening, in which

he said that the French Government wished

nothing but to live in friendship with our own

;

that France and England have not only many-

common interests, but have no hostile interest;

and that having everything to lose and nothing-

to o-ain by new contests, the two nations can

mutually derive as many benefits from peace as

they could inflict injuries on themselves by war.

He attributed the inquietude, suspicion, and

mistrust which arise from time to time on each

aide of the Channel, to the difficulty of eflfacing:

the rivalries and struggles of cenluties; and

he concluded by expressing his conviction that

the groat economical revolution which the Em-

pekor has just accomplished in France by the

treaty of commerce, wiU "confound the aoousa-

tions" of which France has been the object, and

"will further cement peace between the two

countries,"
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The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and tlie

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On
Friday morning, being the birthday of the Prince

of Wales, the Hereditary Prince and Princess

of Holstein Augustenburg paid an early visit of con-

gratulation, and took breakfast with the Queen. Her
Majesty and the Prince Consort, accompanied by

the Koyal family, the Duke of Cambridge, the Prince

and Princess of Leinlngen, and the Prince and Princess

of Holstein Augustenburg afterwards attended a parade

ofthetroopsingarrisonat Windsor, including the Windsor
Rifle Volunteers, which took place in the Home Park in

honour of the Prince of Wales's birthdaj', notwithstand-

ing the disappointment caused by the non-arrival of his

Royal Highness in England. The troops having pre-

sented arms a fea de joie was fired, and three cheers

were given for the Prince of Wales. Her Majesty then

distributed the Victoria Crosses to 17 officers and men
for acts of bravery disi)layed in the Indian rebellion.

The troops then marched past, and, having reformed

line and presented arms, returned to their quarters.

After the review the Queen, accompanied by Princess

Alice, Princess Helena, Princess Louisa, Prince Arthur,

and Princess Leiningen, walked in the Home Park, and

visited the Duchess of Kent. The Prince Consort went

out shooting, accompanied hy the Duke of Cambridge,

the Hereditary Prince of Holstein-Augustenburg, and

the Prince of Leiningen. The Duchess of Kent visited

her Majesty at the Castle and took luncheon. Prince

Alfred arrived from Plymouth. In the evening the

Queen had a dinner party. On Saturday morning the

Queen, accompanied hy Prince Alfred, drove to

Progmore and visited the Duchess of Kent. The Prince

Consort came to London, and presided at a meeting of

the Council of the Duchy of Cornwall. The Duke of

Cambridge took leave of her Majesty, and accompanied

the Prince Consort to London. The Duchess of Kent,

and the Hereditary Prince and Princess of Holstein

Augustenburg, visited the Queen and took luncheon

with her Majesty. On Sunday morning the Queen and

Prince Consort, Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur, Princesses

Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and the visitors at the

Castle, attended Divine service in the private chapel.

The Rev. J. St. John Blunt, curate of the Chapel Royal,

Windsor Park, preached the sermon. On Monday
morning the Queen, accompanied by Prince Alfred,

walked in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of

Kent at Vrogmore, The Prince Consort came to

London and presided at a Committee of the Council of

the Horticultural Society at South Kensington. The
Prince and Princess of Leinlngen and the Duchess of

Sutherland left the Castle. On Tuesday morning the

Queen, accompanied by Pj-it.ccj^s Alice, wallicd and
drove in the Home Park. The Prince Consort, accom-

panied by Prince Alfred and the Hereditary Prince of

Holstein Augustenburg, went out shooting. On
Wednesday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by Princess Alice, rode out on horseback.

In the afternoon the Bishop of Carlisle had an audience

of her Majesty, and did homage. Sir G. Cornewall

Lewis had an audience of her Majesty. Earl Granville

arrived on a visit to the Queen, On Thursday morning
the Queen, accompanied by the Princess Helena, drove

and walked in the Home Park, and visited the Duchess
of Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort went out

shooting. In the evening the Prince of Wales arrived

at the Castle from Plymouth.
Aeeivax of the Pkixce of Wales.—After a tedious

voyage of nearly 27 days from America his Royal High-
ness arrived safely at Plymouth on Thursday morning.
The Royal squadron left Portland, United States, in the

afternoon of Oct. 20, and had fogs, head winds, and
occasional gales nearly all the way. They left Portland

in a strong easterly gale, which continued for the first

three days of their passage. On the 4th day they
had a westerly wind, which blew very hard. On the fol-

lowing day, the 5th, the wind again changed to the

eastward. On the 6th day the Hero was taken in tow by
the Ariadne ; but the breeze freshening from the S.E.

they were obliged to cast her off. On the 7th they had
a wind from the W.N.W. On the "lOth the wind veered
to the eastward again, and moderated. On the 11th day,

the wind still continuing towards the S.E., the Hero
was again taken in tow by the Ariadne ; but in

the latter part of the day the wind veered to E.X.H,
and the gale increasing, they were obliged to make
sail. On the 12th day there Wiis a strong E. and
E.S.E. gale. Up to the 14th day, Nov. 3^ the breeze

was stiJJ blowing from the S.K-; both ships being

under sail, but not making much progress. On the

4th the wind blew hard from E.S.E. and S.S.E.; but

moderated in the afternoon, when the squadron got up
steam and the Hero was again taken in tow by the

Ariadne, but after a short time the tow i-ope parted,

through the heavy swell. On the 5th they passed and
signalised a Norwegian brig standing to the eastward,

the only vessel the squadron communicated with on
their passage until their arrival in the Channel. On
the 6th the squadron were only 347 miles from the

Lizard, but the wind had irtcreased to a heavy gale

from S.S.E,, and continued to veer from that to S.E.,

the squadron beating against it until the evenirig of
the 13th, when the wind hauled round to the north-
ward, and blew very heavily from that to N.W. The
Hero struck soundings at noon on Wednesday, the

Lizard Lights about

morning.

llth, on the outer edge of the bank, and made the

three o'clock on Thursday

About 2 o'clock the Ariadne com-

municated with the Himalaya, which had been sent

out, with the Orlando, Spiteful, and Gorgon, to look for

the Royal squadron. Ihe Himalaya immediately

returned to I'ortsmouth to telegraph the news to the

Queen. The Hero being a line of battle ship with only

auxiliary screw power and unable to stow fuel for more

than about 12 days' consumption, made the greater part

of the passage under sail. The Ariadne, which is said to

be a very fast frigate, was under orders to keep the Hero

company, and was therefore continually obliged to

slacken speed, or she would have made the passage in

less than 12 days. They parted company with the

Flying Fish a few days after they left Portland, and

have not seen her since, their course having been rather

out of the usual track, having run far to the southward

with the expectation of picking up a westerly wind.

They had only about another week's ship's provisions on

board, and were run out of their sea stock, the royal

party being obliged for the last few days to put up
with salt and preserved provisions. His Royal Highness, officers and men upon whom the Queen conferred the

L

Placards have also been extensively distributed through-
out the borough, placing before the electors the names
of General Perronet Thompson, Sir II. llavelock, Mr.
J. Corderoy, Mr. Wentworth Dilke, Mr. Adolphus W.*
Young, formerly M.P. for Yarmouth ; Mr. Goldsmid
brother of Sir F. Goldsmid, M.P. for Reading, and
lately an unsuccessful candidate for the representation
of Brighton; Mr. W. A, ,Wilkinson, formeily M.P. for
Lambetli ; Lieut.-Colonel Dickson, who contested the
borough of Marylebone at the last election ; and Mr,
Monnery, a Conservative.—There are three candidates,

all in the Liberal interest, in the field for Newcastle-
on-Tyne—Mr, Somerset A. Beaumont, a Whig ; Mr,
Carstairs, a more advanced Liberal and Dissenter;

and Mr. Peter A. Taylor, a Radical and advocate of
universal suffrage.

Consecration of the Bishop of Caeltsle.—
On Sunday morning the Right Rev. Dr. Waldegrave,
the new Bishop of Carlisle, was consecrated in York
Minster by the Archbishop of the province, assisted by
the Bishops of Durham and Ripon.

The Victoria Cross.—The following is a list of the

on his birthday, gave a dinner to the officers of the

Hero, and throughout his stay on board, by his

gentlemanly manner and bearing, Secured for

himself the warm esteem of all in the ship.

As soon as the squadron rounded Penlee Point, Royal

salutes were fired from her Majesty's ship St. George,

lying in the Sound, from the garrison, and from the

adrairal's ship in Hamoaze. The Hero anchored in the

Sound at half-past 9, when the naval and military

authorities went on board and paid their respects to

his Royal Highness. Shortly after 10 o'clock, the

Prince, accompanied by the Duke of Newcastle, the

Earl of St. Germans and his suite, landed at the

victualling yard, and proceeded amidst the cheers

of the people to the railway station, where ad-

dresses of congratvilation were presented by the

Mayors and Corporations of Plymouth and De-
vonport. A special train with a Royal saloon

carriage was in waiting, and at a few minutes after

12, the Prince started for Windsor. At Bristol and

other places on the line of the Great Western, his

Royal Highness was received with great enthusiasm,

and the Mayor and authorities of Bristol, with the

volimteers, were assembled at the station to offer their

congratulations. His Royal Highness arrived at

Windsor at 20 minutes before 7, and was met at the

railway station by the Prince Consort, who accompanied

him to the Castle. It is said that the Prince appears

stouter than when he left England, and is slightly

bronzed.

Pkince Alfred.—The arrival of Prince Alfred on
Friday morning from the Cape was announced briefly

' in our last. His Royal Highness visited St. Helena,

I Ascension, and Sierra Leone on his wayhome, and was re-

ceived at all these places with every demonstration of

affection and respect. At St. Helena he presented new
colours to the St. Helena Regiment ; he was onlyat Ascen-

,

siou one day, the 4th ult., when the Wide-a-Wake Fair is

held. At Sierra Leone, Freetown was decorated with

decoration of the Victoria Cross at Windsor, on Friday,

for their services in India

:

Mr. William. Frnser M'Donell, Bengal Civil Service, magis-
trate of Harun ; Major Charles Craufurd Fraser, 7th Hussars
(now llth Hussars); Captain (now Major) George Alexander
Renny, Bengal Horse Artillery ; Libutenaut (now Captain)
Aylmer Spicer Cameron, late 72d Regiment (now of 25tli

Regiment); Lieutenant John Grant Malcolmson, 3d Bombay-
Light Cavalry; Surgeon Joaepli Jee, C.B., 78th Regiment;
Colour -Sergeant George Waller, 1st Battalion 60th Rifles;

Colour-Sergeant Stephen Garvin, 1st Battalion 60tn Rifles;

Colour-Sergeant James Munro, late 93d Regiment ; Farrier

George Hollis, late 8th Hussars ; Bugler V-iiUam Sutton, lat

battalion 60th Rifles; Private Samuel Morley, -^d battalion.

Military Train ; Private John Kirk, 1st battalion, 10th Foot

;

Private Denis Dempsey, 1st battalion, 10th Foot; Private
Henry Addison, late 43d Regiment; Private James Thompson,
1st battalion, 60th Rifles ; Private John Divane, lat battalion,

60th Rifles.

The Ieon Piated Ships.—Th answer to the cir-

culars recently issued hy the Admiralty, inviting tenders

for the construction of three new iron-plated steam
ships, six extensive firms on Friday sent in tenders

for the work. It was, however, announced on Satur-

day that the Admiralty had determined to postpone the

construction of these vessels, as well as of the one

ordered to be huilfc at Chatham, until they have had an

opportunity of investigating the plans which for some

weeks past have been brought under the notice of the

authorities hy the press, as possessing greater powers of

resistance to shot and shell than those hitherto approved

by the Admiralty.

The Volunteee Movement,—An influential puhlic

meeting was held on Wednesday cveningat the Free-

masons* Tavern, for the purpose of forming a Volunteer
corps of Welshmen iu the metropolis. Sir W. W. Wynn,
M.P., took the chair, and the meeting was addressed hy
Sir Thomas Phillips, Mr. Propert, Mr. Kenyou, D.C.L.,

Mr. C. W. Wynne, and Mr. Williams. Resolutions

were unanimously adopted for forming a national corps

of London Welsh Rifles, and a committee was
appointed to carry them into effect. The goat

evergreens, hanners, &c., and lined with two rows of; belonging to the Welsh Fusileers was present on the

'hh\ckohildren,cladinwhitesarnUces,whichhadamost! platform during the meeting.—An influential meefc-

I
pleasing effect. These juvenile vocalists sang the ing of gentlemen interested in the Volunteer move-

National Anthem with much spirit and fervour '^as the ment was held a few days since at Willis's Rooms, for

Prince passed through. At Fayal the Euryalus coaled, the purpose of taking steps to organise a troop of

slitrhtlv iniured his knee by a Mounted Riflemen for the metropolis. Lord Keane tookbut the Prince, having slightly injured his knee by
i'all just previous to arrival, was prevented from going

ashore. His Royal Highness was discharged from the

sick list on the 8th inst. The Euryalus experienced strong

easterly winds on entering the Channel, hut no great

severity of weather. The Prince left Plymouth by the

morning express train at 10.40, taking his place in an
ordinary first-class carriage in preference to a Royal
saloon, which was offered for his use.

Akeival op the Empress of the French.—Her
I

Imperial Majesty, travelling in the strictest incognito

as part of the family of the Marquis La Grange, crossed

the Channel on Wednesday in the ordiuai-y packet-boat

Alliance, and arrived in London the same evening.

I'^rom the Loudon Bridge Station she and her suite

went, in common street cabs, to Claridge's Hotel, in

Rrook Street, and it was not until they had been for

some time in the Hotel that her Majesty's rank was

the chair, and on the motion of Lord Truro, seconded

by Sir J. Shelley, M.P., Mr. W. F. Eyng, Major

Richardson, and others, it was resolved that the time

has now arrived for raising a cavalry force to act in

conjunction with the infantry and artillery volunteers,

and a committee was formed for raising such a force m
the metropolis.—The London Scottish had a shooting

match on Friday at Wimbledon for three silver cups

given by Lieut. Scott of the West Company, when the

first prize was won by Professor Masson, the second by

Lieut. Scott, and the -third by Corporal Cormack. On

the previous Tuesday, the corps had an entertainment of

a novel character, 70 of its members having volunteered

to act as " navvies " in levelling a hill which obscured

the targets of the 600 yards' range at Wimbledon.

The first division worked by daylight with shovels,

_--,-- ^
picks, and barrows, regularly told off, and changing by

known. The Empress went out on foot early on Thurs- sections to give every man his share of duty. The

day morning, and made several purchases in the neigh-

bourliood of the Hotel. In the afternoon her Majesty

and her suite engaged some carriages from a neigh-

bouring livery stable and visited the Crystal Palace,

rt is understood that her Imperial Majesty visits

{
Scotland in the hope of restoring her impaired health,

and that it was originally her intention to proceed

direct from the French coast by sea to Leith, The
risk however of bad weather at this advanced period of

the season decided her Majesty's advisers to select the

shortest sea route. It is expected that the Empress
will leave London to-day by railway for Hamilton

Palace, where she will be the guest of the Duchess of

Hamilton during her stay in Scotland,

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on

Tuesday at the official residence of the First Lord of the

Treasury in Downing Street. Another Council was
held on Thursday.
Pakliamentaet Movements.—Mr. Scovell, Mr.

Henry Fawcett, Fellow of Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

and Mr. Apsley Pellatfc have announced themselves

candidates for Southwark, iu the Liberal interest.

second division marched down in the dark, accompanied

b}' their pipers, and worked by the glare of great

fires of whin bushes. The first division was commanded
by Ensigns Fisher and Sutherland., Sergeants Brown,

and Ferguson ; the second by Sergeant Smith ; Lieut.

Scott directed the engineering operations, and the

whole was commanded by Capt. Macgregor.—The

Civil Service Corps mustered inHj de Park on the 9th inst.

and underwent an inspection on parade in honour of

the birthday of their colonel, his Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales. Lord Bury, the Lieut.-Colonel, com-

manded on the occasion. In the evening about 500

members of the corps dined together in St. James's

Hall in honour of the day.—The 3d Middlesex (Hamp-
stead) had a shooting match on Saturday at

Childs Hill, for a Whitworth rifle given by Mr.

Hoare, a silver challenge medal given by the officer

commanding, a Lancaster rifle given by Ensign Hol-

ford, and a sum of money to the next best shots. The

first prize was won by Private Donne, after shooting

off a tie with Corpord Alexander, who, as the next

best shot, was presented with three guineas, '^^"The
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second prize was won by l*rivato Field, after shooting

off a tie witli Corporal Alexander aud Private G.

,Scott. Corporal Alexander, as the second best shot,

was presented with three guineas. The third prize

was won by Private Scott. Ti)e money prize of three

guineas was tied for by Corporal Poller and Pnvate
Sharp, the former being the winner. In the evening

the members of the corps dined together at the Holly
Bush Tavern.—The 20th Middlesex proceeded by special

train ou Saturday to Brickett wood, near St. Alban's,

-where they wore presented by General Beresford with
a silver bugl*^ which had been subscribed for by a number
of ladies.—The West Middlesex mustered in consi-

derable force on Saturday at Portman Barracks, and
proceeded thence to Hyde Park, where they were
inspected by Colonel Iil'Murdo. A crowded meeting
was held on Tuesday evening in Holborn Hall, Holboru
Bars, when it was unanimously resolved to further the
'formation of a Western Central Company of the 20th
Middlesex. A great many names were enrolled

during the meeting.—The 30th Middlesex (Ealing)
assisted by members from the Civil Service, Inns of
Court, West Middlesex, and various other corps, had a
general parade and marching out on Tuesday, headed
by the bands of the Inns of Court and the Ealing corps.

In the evening, the first annual dinner of the Corps
was celebrated at the Green Man Inn, Ealing, the
Eight Hon. S. H. Walpole in the chair.—The 18th
Middlesex (Harrow) met on the 5th inst for the purpose
of distributing the prizes won at the annual contest of
the corps, which lasted two days. The Ist prize was
awarded to Private Thornton, the 2nd to Sergeant
Mock, and the others to Privates Hoare, Avery, and
-Walton, Private Bull obtaining the badge of crossed
Eiflea iu silver as a distinguished marksman,—The 29th
.Middlesex held a general muster on the 7th inst., in the
Eidiftg School of the Regent's Park Barracks, for the
introduction of Lord Enfield as Lieutenant-Colonel of
the corps. Capt. Ross introduced his lordship, who was
Teceived with great cheering, aud Mr. Edwin James,
M.P., subsequently addressed the meeting, congratula-
ting the country on the success of the Volunteer move-
ment and expressing his opinion that it was a proud
and glorious thing that those iu high position came
forward not only with money, but personally, to defend
*their Queen and country,—The 2d and 3d Artisans Com-
panies of the 1st Surrey ArtiUery,are now rapidly filling

up at Bermondsey, Dockhead, &c.—The 1st Company of
iihe 1st Surrey Eifles met at the Government Eange,
Plumstead, on the 3d and 10th inst., and fired for a
steel barrelled rifle, given by the captain of the com-
pany, and 2d and 3d prizes of 6^. and 3^. After
firing off a tie the Ist prize was won by Mr. P. Jameson,
"thei2d by Mr, Gregory, and the 3d by Sergeant Rouse.
—A public meeting ot the inhabitants of St. Mary's,
Itotherhithe, was heUi on Wednesday evening, when it

was resolved to form a Rifle Corps for the distript.

—

The 22d Surrey made their first appearance in public

'on Saturday, and marched from their head-quarters in

Westminster Bridge Road, to Clapham Common, This

, Corps is composed chiefly of Workmen, and its services

have been accepted by Government. — The Surrey
Mounted paraded on Saturday last on the Middlesex

side of Vauxhall Bridge, and crossing the bridge pro-

ceeded through Kennington, Brixton, and Norwood, to

Dulwicb, where they were entertained by Mr. Frederick

Doulton, Lieutenant of the 1st Troop.—The Queen's

(Westminster), St. Margaret's Company, met on
Saturday at Wormwood Scrubs, and shot for a silver

-challenge cup, presented by Mrs. John Elliot, the

wife of the Captain. After a well contested

match the prize was won by Corporal Whitmore.
A strong company of 135 working m<.n, in the employ

of Messrs. Broadxvood, pianoforte-makers, have lately

joined the Queen's, which now numbers upwards

"of 1640 efi'ectives of all ranks.—The Weald of Kent
corps, preceded by its band, marched on Monday from

Cranbrook to Pembury, and went through a series of

evolutions in the park of Mr. Watts, by whom the

•officers and men were handsomely entertained. At a

recent public meeting of the inhabitants of Horsmonden,
it was resolved to form a Volunteer Eifle Company in

connection with the Weald of Kent Battalion ; and a

number of Kentish Yeomen, many of whom are first-

rate shots, joined the' corps.—A second company iu

connexion with the 2Vth Kent (Deptford Victualling

"Yard and Dockyard) composed of officials aud men
employed at those establishments, has just been formed,

and the officers appointed to command it took up their

commissions on Friday,—The 1st Kent (Gravesend

Artillery) visited Sheerness a few days since, and had

three hours' practice at heavy gun drill. This was the

last day on which the Artdlery Volunteers of Gravesend

and Sheerness will have an opportunity of practising

heavy gun drill for the present season.—Some of the

best shots of the 5th Berks (Maidenhead) met a few

days since at Cock marsh to qualify themselves to wear

*the marksmen's badge by gaining 7 points in five shots

at ranges of 650, 700, 800, and 900 yards. Sergeant

Cull won the silver bad^e as best shot in» the com-

pany, and Corporal Jackson, Private Colman (Mayor),

Private W. Nicholson, Sergeant Clark, "-*-
Compton, R. Nicholson, Mills, aud Morris

the distinction of ranking as marksmen.—At
meeting held at Selby on Monday it was
to form a rifle corps in that town and neighbour-

bood; upwards of 200/. was subscribed, and several

Volunteers were enrolled.—On Wednesday week a

meetihg was held in Devonport Dockyard for the Tuesday week at Leicester, when a prize of 6/., for

Wednesday week a silver bugle was presented to the

Privates

attained

a public

resolved

Bnxhaiii Artillery corps by Mrs. Studdy, on behalf of
the ladies of that town. Lord Churston, Colonel of the
2d Devon Mihtia, afterwards inspected the corps.—
At Walsall, on Thursday week, the local Volunteers
assembled at their drilUground, and received from Mrs,
Day, the wife of the Mayor, a purse of 70^., subscribed
by the ladies of the town for the purpose of organising
a band for the company.—An association has been
formed, under the title of the "Lincolnshire Rifle
Association," for the encouragement of Volunteer corps
and the promotion of rifle shooting throughout the
county.—The first annual meeting of the members of
the Chelmsford company was held on Thursday week.—
The Dunmow, Braintree, and Felsted Cadet Corps, in all

about 110 strong, had a field day last week at Felsted.
In the course of the proceedings a bugle, subscribed for
by the inhabitants of Felsted, was presented to
the cadet^corps by Mrs. Stanley, the wife of the vicar.—The 47th Lancashire were inspected on Saturday at
St. Helen's by Major Buchanan, after which the prizes
won at the late rifle contest at the St, Helen's practice
ground were distributed by Mr. Pilkington, of
Kccleston Hall.—The 6th Cambridgeshire (Ely) were
reviewed ou Wednesday week by the Earl of Hard-
wicke, Lord-Lieutenant of Cambridgeshu*e, in a large
field near the Littleport Road, and were on the same
day presented with a silver bugle, subscribed for by the
ladies of Ely.—A public meeting was held on Thursday
week at Kirkstall, Leeds, Mr. Beecroft, M.P., in the
chair, at which it was resolved to form an artillery corps
for that town and district,—A shooting match took
place a few days since at Finborough Park, near Stow-
market, among the members of the 6th Suffolk, when
the 1st prize (a rifle given by Sergeant-Armourer
Colson) was won by Private Oxer ; the 2d by Sergeant
Matthew, and the 3d by Corporal Matthew.—A public
meeting has been held at Bungay to increase the
interest felt in the movement in that neighbour-
hood, and 25 additional men have been obtained
for the local corps. Colonel Shafto Adair has
offered 100^. towards the cost of equipping
an extra number of men, and the committee have
decided to pay half the cost of clothing for those who
cannot afford to purchase the whole.—On Saturday a
meeting was held at Norwich, Colon^el Brett, com-
mandant of the Norwich Battalion, in the chair, to
consider the propriety of organising a mounted corps in

Norfolk, when a committee of five gentlemen was
appointed to make the necessary arrangements for the
orguinsation of the corps, if the project receives suf-
ficient support. In the course of the meeting Captain
Hay Gurney stated that he had ascertained that the
opinion of the Government on the subject of mounted
Volunteers was that they should be treated, not as

cavalry, but as mounted infantry. It was considered
that cavalry were of no use unless there were large and
very highly-trained bodies of them; it was not likely

that Volunteers would become thus highly trained, but
it was thought that if expert riflemen could be moved
quickly from place to place they miglit become
extremely serviceable. The mounted Volunteers there-

fore would not be required to fire from their horses,

but would have to dismount and skirmish on foot.

—

On Monday and Tuesday week a spirited competition

took place on Mousehold Heath, near Norwich, between
the crack shots of the Norwich Battalion, for a series

of prizes offered by the Rev, J, H, Steward, Mr.
Charles Morse, and the local Choral Societv. The
ties having been shot off*. Private Breeze won the

1st prize, a Westley Richards rifle; Private Fishe,

the 2d; Private Filly, the 3d; Private W. King,

the 4th; and Private Grand, the 5th.—The Lynn
Volunteers had a contest last week for three cups

presented by Lord Stanley and Mr. J. H. Gurney,

members for the borough. The 1st prize was won by
Private Agger, the 2d by Private Potter, and the 3d
by Private Elliott.—The 1st company of Worcester

Volunteers was inspected on Thursday week at Wor-
cester by Lieut.-Col. Scobell, colonel of the battalion.

—

A new Rifle Corps has been organised in Cambridge,

under the captaincy of Dr. Leapingwell, The plan is

to provide the men with accoutrements on the same
principle as that on which Government provides them
with rifles, the men paying for their uniforms by
weekly instnlmeots.—The prizes won at the recent

contest at Hightown, near Liverpool, were distributed

by the Mayor on Monday evening in St. George's Hall,

in the presence of the most influential inhabitants of

the town and neighbourhood. After some remarks by

Colonel Wilbraham, on the Volunteer movement,^ Lord

Stanley moved a resolution that a county association be

formed for the encouragement of the movement and

the practice of rifle shooting. He dwelt on the im-

portance of encouraging the force, and gave his opinion

that this arming of the people was in its essence a

movement in favour of the continuance of European

Lord Elcho, who seconded the resolution, spoke

Pl^sented by the Duke of Rutland, was won by PriVate
W. W. Biggs, the second prize being won by Captain
Brewin. The 10/. silver cup, presented by the mem-
bers for the borough, was won by Private Wliitford,
Leicester; the challenge prize was won by Captam
-^^"^^^^t.—The three companies of Prcsteign, Knighton,
and New Radnor Rifles were reviewed at Prestei^n a
few days since by Sir John Walsh, M.P., the Lord-
Lieutenant, in the presence of a large body of spec-
tators.—The 3d Somerset Rifles had a grand shooting
match on Tuesday at Orchard Portman, near Taunton,
when the first prize, a handsome sih er cup, the gift of
Mr. G. C. Bentuick, M,P., was won by Private Geale,
and the second prize, a gold medal, the gift of Mrs.
Sanford, was won by the honorary surgeon, Dr. Edward
Liddon,

iPoiciga

peace.

in similar terms, and said there was reason for con-

gratulation at the result of the contest at Hi^htown.

The resolution was unanimously agreed to.—Earl Do

Feakce.—The Empress left Paris on Wednesday
morning at 6 o'clock for Scotland in strict incognito,
accompanied by the Marquis de Lagrange, the Baron
de Pierres, the Princess D'Essling, and Madame de
Saulcy. Her Majesty will, while in Scotland, be the
guest of the Duchess of Hamilton. The Emperor
accompanied her Majesty to the railway station. On
having the Empress, his Majesty weutto the Tuileries,
where he presided at a Council of Ministers, after which
he left for Compiegne, where his Majesty will remain for
a few days.^The Minister of the Interior has issued a
circular to the Prefects in reference to the proposed col-

lection of Peter's Pence iu aid of the Pope's Exchequer.
The Minister reminds them that, while the Govern-
ment threw no difliculties either in the way of the
Roman Loan or ot subscriptions amongst individuals for

the Pope, yet that it cannot countenance the formation
of permanent committees extending over the country,

and linked together in a systematic organisation, for

the phrpose of raising tribute for a foreign Power.
It will however be permitted to individuals to
forward their -offerings if so inclined.—Tlie Moni-
teur contains a project for the formation of a
colonial bank, which will make loaua for 20
years upon produce. The company will be authorised
by the Government, which is desirous of afford-

ing relief to the colonists who are suffering from
scarcity of labour caused by the Act of Emancipation
of 1848. The Bank of France on Monday raised its

rate of discount from 3^ to 41 per cent.—The Miuister
of Commerce has giveii a grand dinner on the close of
the labours of the Superior Council of Inquiry con-

nected with the Commercial Treaty with England.
Among the guests present were Lord Cowley aud Mr.
Cobden, the Ministers of Foreign Affriirs and Algeria,

the President and Vice-President of the Council of
State, &c.—General Lamorici^re arrived in I'aris ou
Monday. Crowds of frieuds were awaiting him at his

house, and received him with enthusiastic welcome.
The house was thronged with visitors, including the
leading members of the Uitramontanc party, and
several superior oflicers, his old companions in arras in

Africa. He is to be presented witli a magnificent

sword.— Baron Hiibner left Paris on Friday even-
ing on bis return to Vienna vid Venice. M. de Courcy,
French Consul at Ancona, whose name was mentioned in

the difl'erences between the Dukede Grammont and Car-
dinal Antoneili, has been recalled, and will he appointed

elsewhere. Rumours of Ministerial changes are rife.

It is said that M. Laity, of Nice and Savoy notoriety,

will be appointed Minister of the Interior. Another
Minister ofthe Restoi-ation, M. Vatimesnil, the eminent
jurist and politician, died on Tuesday, after a long

illness, at his country residence, near Paris. M. Declerc,

Sub-Director of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, will

shortly proceed to Berlin to prepare the negotiations

relative to the Treaty of Commerce between France
and the Prusso-German ZoUverein.

SPAIK.—The municipality of Madrid has approved of

plans for laying out an extensive site in the style of the

Champs Elys^es at Paris. The expense will be consider-

able, the ground alone having cost 4,000,000 reals. The
sanction of the Queen has been granted for the con-

struction ot a port of safety at Algesirus, The Govern-
ment has allotted upwards of 11,000,000 reals for th«

expense ofthe nndertaking.

PoETTTOAL.—The sittings of the Portuguese Cortes

have been suspended till January next^ on account of the

measures of the Government not being in readiness to

be laid before them. The press was very violent in its

censures on this step.

Belgium.—The Legislative Chambers were opened

on Tuesday by commission. The King was unablt^ to

be present, being confined to his apartments in the

Chate&u of Lacken by a severe cold and cough, bo that

the opening took place without the royal speech and

ceremonials that usually accompany the event. A
letter was read from his Majesty expressing his regret

at being prevented from asking the Le;tislature to give

its cordial support to hi8Governraent,and from testifying

once more to the representatives ofthe country how much
he was touched by the proofs of attachment and fidelity

with which the entu-e popnlation had commpmorated
The reading of this

Grey and Ripon has accepted the colonelcy of the 1st
H
the 29th annlvenary of his reign,

battalion of the West Riding Volunteers.—The Leices- letter was received with repeated cricries of " Vive le Roi I

*»

terahire Rifles had a prize contest on Monday and ' from all parts of the Chamber.
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Dbnmabk.—A telegraphic despatch from Copen-
hiigen states, that ia consequence of simultaneous Notes
from Eiiglaud, Prussia, Russia,.and Austria, forwarded
to the Danish Government reUitive to the affairs of the
Duchies, a Ministerial crisis had occurred,

Sweden.—An ordinance was published at Stockholm
on the 6th inst, granting to Swedish subjects of the
Jewish faith the right of acquiring landed property,

and of establishing themselves in all the provinces of

the kingdom.
Saxony.—The session of the Saxon Chambers was

.opened at Dresden on the 6th inst. by the Kin^ in

person. His Majesty's speech contained the following

passage on Italian affairs :

—

" A glance abroad gives less satisfaction than one at home.
If hitherto the pacific relations of our smaller country and of
our greater country have not been disturbed, and if the move-
ments which agitate a portion of Europe are distant from us,

still no unprejudiced observer can behold without anxiety
events which thre;iten to upset the pnncii^les of international
law. The union and firm persistency of all Governments in the
path of right are, under these circumstances, the best
guarantee for the future ; and in like manner as that tendency
"has always been the essential object of my own policy, I have
also found the same conviction iu the hearts of my ixerman
confederates."

In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies on Thursday,

M. Yiedel proposed the re-establishment of the German
Central Power, with the addition of the necessary

popular representation.

Austria.—The Osborne, Admiralty yacht, sailed on

Tuesday at daylight from Portsmouth for Antwerp,
where she will embark the Empress of Austria and suite

for i\Iadeira, calling at Plymouth on her way down
Channel to fill up coal. The Emperor will accompany
the Empress as far as Munich, and will there have an

. interview with the King of Bavaria, who will return to

. tlie capital for that purpose. The official Wiener
> Zeitung of Tuesday publishes a statute, organising the

provincial representation of the Tyrol, and an imperial

decree, definitively appointing General Degenfeld Ficld-

. Marshal and Minister of War, An Imperial resolution

• cancels all written warnings given to the journals up to

. the present time, thereby relieving them from the legal

consequences of the same, as set forth in the press

, law. The Donau> Zeitung of Sunday denies the

report that a circular note on the Warsaw interview

had been addressed by Austria to the Governments
of Rome and Naples and the Italian ex-Dukes.

Httngaet.—Several of the gentlemen recently

nominated by the Austrian Government to be Chiefs of

; Comitats in Hungary, have declined to accept the
office. Among them are Counts Aiidrasys, Lonyay,
Tisza, Csaky, and Degenfeld, Baron L. Vay (the brother
of the Hangariau Chancellor), Baron B. Wenkheim, and

r -H . M. Zaivora* Count Catolyi is said to have expressed
his gratitude to the i^^injieror for his kind intentions,

and at the same time to have declared that he Is unable
ts serve either as "Obergespan" or as Keeper of the

Hungarian Crown. It is also said that the Tran-
sylvanians demand the re-establishment of their union

,
with the Crown of Hungary.

Russia.—The Tford^ which has repeatedly denied
the assertion of Rassia having entered into engage-
ments with Austria at Warsaw, again asserts in the
most positive manner, that so far from having entered
into such engagements, Russia met the Austrian

. overtures with a distinct refusal. " Should," it says,

^
"the contingencies to which Austriamade allusion present

. themselves, Russia would confine herself to measures
. strictly requisite for the security of her own frontiers.^'

Prince Gortschakoff, the Minister of Foreign Affiiirs,

has addressed a circiilar to the Russian Ministers at

Foreign courts, explaining the grounds upon which the
Russian Government recalled the Minister at Turin,
its opinion of the policy pursued by the Sardinian
Government, and of the principles of intervention.
The circular protests against the ideas attributed to the
Russian Government, of wishing to uphold the principle
of legitimacy at all hazards without regard to the

. requirements of the present age. In conclusion, the
Prince says that, desiring to reconcile these require-
ments with ancient rights as legitimate as they are
necessary, it would be expedient to assemble a Congress

.
to establish a new basis of public law and of inter-
national law.

Italy.—On Thursday, the 8th inst., the day after
^he entry , of King Victor Emmanuel into Naples,
(taribaldi, accompanied by the Ministry, formally pre-
sented to his Majesty the result of the plebiscite. His
Majesty received them in the Throne Room. The
.Minister, Signor Conforti, addressed the King thus :

—

, "Sire, the Neapolitan people, assembled in their electoral
eomilia, have proclaimed you King- by an immense majority.
'Nine millions of Italians are ihiiting* themselves to the other
provinces which your Mnjesty governs with so much wisdom,
verifying' your solemn promise that Italy should belong to the
Italians."

The King replied In a few expressive words. The deed
of annexation was then drawn up, the Dictatorship
ceased, and the Ministry resigned. On Friday morning
Garibaldi took leave of his Majesty and afterwards
left for the Island of Caprera, overwhelmed with the
most striking demonstrations of sympathy from the
King, the Staff, the officers, and the army in general. In
^his farewell proclamation, he told hia companions in

arms to be ready to follow him again, as it is likely

that a fresh conflict, will break out in Italy in March,
1861, when a million of men and arms will be wanted.
<Fhe King has appointed Garibaldi a General of the Sar-
dinian Army. The Gaw/^epublishes the official appoint-

ment of Signor Farini as Lieut.-General of the King at

Naples. General dellaMarmorahasbeenintrusted withthe

military reorganization, and Admiral Persano with the

administration of the Navy. Signor Deblasio has been

appointed Trefect of Police, and a Lieutenancy Council

has been instituted as follows:— Signor Viutimiglia,

Interior; Pisanelli, Justice ; Scialoja, Finance; Poerio,

Public Instruction ; Baffletto, Public Works ; De
Vicenzi, Agriculture and Commerce. Several Councillors

and Directors have also been appointed. General

Dabormida, the Grand Master ot the Artillery, and

General Chiodo, Commandant-in-Chief of the Engineers,

have been commissioned to make a tour of inspection

throughout Italy for examining the positions it may be

well to fortify. The electoral law of Sardinia has been

promulgated for Naples, and a General Council has been

established for the organization of the Southern army.

The King, it is said, intends mobUising 20,000

National Guards of the city of Naples. His Majesty

has visited the hospital for wounded volunteers and
distributed relief. General Fanti and General Klapka
have arrived at Naples. General Turr, who has been
one of the most distinguished officers of Garibaldi's

army, has resigned. King Victor Emmanuel will leave

Naples in a few days for Sicily. The British arms
w^ere taken down from the Embassy at Naples on
Saturday. Letters from Gaeta, dated Sunday last, state

that the King of Naples had rejected the proposal to

evacuate the fortress, and will defend himself to the

last extremity. General Bosco had arrived and would
take the command of the troops, who number less

than 10,000 men. He relies on the strength of the

fortress. A Prussian General had arrived on a mission.

A Portuguese and two Spanish frigates had also arrived.

Tbe investment of the fortress on the land side

still continues. It is hoped to secure its submission

without any serious fighting ; but, in case the garrison

do not capitulate, the bombardment will commence in

a few days. On Monday one regiment and two
companies of Bourbon troops were attacked by the Sar-

dinians and made prisoners. General Salzano had
previously proposed to General Fanti the surrender of

the body of Neapolitan troops who remained outside

Gaeta, consisting of 10 battalions of chasseurs and a

regiment ofcavalry, but General Fanti rejected this pro-

position. After the combat of Monday these troops

re-enterf^d Gaeta, and the Piedmontese occupied fresh

positions round the town. The latest despatch from

Gaeta announces that General Goyon and Admiral Bar-

bier de Tinan have been decorated by King Francis II.

with the Grand Cross of the Order of St. Januarius.

The Piedmontese will occupy the town of Ponte-

corvo. Accounts from Rome state that a body of 20,000
.Neapolitan troops, with 4500 horses and 36 pieces of

cannoHj had entered the Papal States, through treachery

on the part of their Generals. The Pope had sent for

their relief 50,000 Roman scudi, and General Goyon,

the French Commander, had sent 80,000 rations.

The troops are now distributed among the Koman
provinces, and will be sent by the Papal Government
to their own country. A Neapolitan General has

arrived at Kome, and it is asserted that Francis

Pope to receive an ad-

Nine hundred Pontifical

prisoners have returned from Sardinia, General
Goyon, .it is said, considers his position untenable.

The Papal Government has everywhere again denied

the report that the Pope will leave Rome. Public

opinion is strongly against Mcnsignore Merode, the

Minister of War. A detachment of Irish Zouaves is

organising. An Extraordinary Council of Cardinals

took place on the 8th inat. The Secret Committee has

collected the votes of Rome on the question of annexa-
tion. In the Marches, out of 135,255 voters, 133,783
voted for annexation; in Umbria, out of 97,625 voters,

97,040 voted for annexation, making a total of 230,828
in its favour. The publication of these results was
celebrated at Ancona and Perugia by great rejoicings.

General Lamoriciere has published the history of his

Italian campaign, in the form of a report addressed to
j

the Minister of Arms of the Papal Government, dated
j

Rome, Nov, 3. It fills more than 16 of its columns of I

thepaper iuwhich it appears. It gives asad ai;count of the

inefficiency of the Papal army, especially in artillery and
horses, and states that there was no money at Ancona to

pay the troops, and that in consequence of the tax im-

posed by the Papal Government on mills, there was no
possibility of obtaining bread to feed them. It says

that General Lamoriciere expected to meet the levies of

Garibaldi, and not the army of Sardinia, and that he
bad been deceived and thrown off his guard by the

announcement that France would not allow the

Sardinians to enter the Papal States. He compli-

ments the Irish brigade in three different places, and
says that the only troops that did not behave well

were some Swiss.

SrEiA.—Accounts from Beyrout state that General

Beaufort has taken up his winter quarters in that city

with a column composed of picked troops, from which
it is ii»ferred that the French Government has no inten-

tion of withdrawing the troops from Syria. Fuad Pacha
complains of the interference of the French commander-
in-chief in the domestic affiiirs of the empire, and
requests that the Sultanas authority maybe respected.

India.—The Calcutta mail has arrived with news I

from that presidency to Oct, 8. The following is a I

summary:

—

,

Lord Cauiiing has made arrangements for leaving Calcutta 1

on November 15, and sailinff up the Gogra to Fyzabad to
decide as to its navigation and personally inspect the working
of the new talookdaroe system in Oude. Returning to Benares,
the Governor-General will there permanently establish hig
camp for tbe cold weather, and make flyinjj visits thence to
the chiefs ot Central India and the Deccau. He will return to
Calcutta early in March, when the usual term of office of five
years will have expired. The belief is general that he will be
succeeded by Lord Elgin, though it is understood that, unless
the country is perfectly quiet and taxation working smoothly^
he may remain another hot season in India. Sir Hugh Rose
after being present at the opening of the East Indian Railway
to Rajmahal with Lord Canning and Mr. Grant on the 15th,
will sail up the Ganges to Allahabad, and form the first of his
camps of instruction at Cawnpore. Since the issue of tht-
government manifesto, two Vohinteer Rifle corps have been
formed in Calcutta. The two clubs which formerly existed in,

Lahore have been amalgamated into a corps, and clubs are
organising in Allahabad^ Agia, and Delhi. The Supreme-
Government has remitted one lac of rupees of the tribute paid
by the Rajah of Julawur, and presented him with a khiflut,
worth 3000 rupees, for his loyal conduct during the rebellion.

It has also granted to Meer Syed Mahomed Tehseeldar, of
Jubbulpore, a life pension, witb the title of "Khan Bahadoor,'*

for his meritorious services during the mutiny.

China.—Accounts from Hong-Kong to Sept, 2S
state that the satisfactory termination of hostilities in

the North by a treaty of peace, after the fall of the

Taku Forts, has not yet been realised. The Chinese
have been playing their old game of duplicity, an^i

Commissioner Kweiliang, after an apparent assent to
the terms proposed by tbe allied Ambassadors, refused i

to sign, on the plea of a want of the necessary powers.

-

It appears that the Chinese Goyernment is determined'

to leave no stone unturned by which it can gain time

or hinder us. Lord Elgin and Baron Gros arrived

at Tien-tsin on the 25th of August, and Kweiliang
arrived from Peliin on the 30tli, accompanied by
Hang-fu, Viceroy of Chi-li, who was appointed last

year to meet Mr. Bruce, and Hang-chu, who was-.

formerly Hoppo at Canton, and there engaged in

establishing the Foreign Inspectorate of Customs..

II. has requested the

ditlonal 7000 soldiers.

hesitated at the indemnity article, and all at once

intimated that thev had no power to sign the treaty,.

All further communications were stopped, and the army
was immediately put in motion for Pekin. News had

been received of the advanced portion having reached a

place called Yangtsun-yeh on the 10th. Lord Elgin

also left Tien-tsin on the 8th for Pekin. At Tien-tsin

a large number of Coolies and carts had been engaged

to carry the baggage, but they had deserted oa

the road, and Lord Elgin's baggage was said to be

in difficulties. Pehtang and some other places have

been evacuated by our troops, and 2000 will remain to

garrison Tien-tsin. The following ia an extract from

Lord Elgin's despatch on the subject, dated Sept. 8,

and received at the Foreign Office on Tuesday ;

—

"In pursuanne of an arrangement previously made, Messrs.-

Wade and Parkes waited, by my desire, on the Imperial Com-
misftoners on the 6th inst. with a draught of the convention,
which it was imderstood was to have been signed on the Sth.

The Commissioners, who had already been unofficially apprised
of its terms, made little objection to any portion of it, except
tbe clause providing that of the total indemnity of S,000,00(>

taels declared to be due by China to Great Britain, 1,000,000

should be paid before Tien-tsin was evacuated by the British

troops. After some conversation, however, in which they be-

trayed manifest signs of uneasiness, they announced to my
secretaries that they could not stipulate that the convention

should take eflFect without previous ratification, and that, so far

from being ready to sign it on the Sth inst-, they could not do-

so at all until it had been submitted to the Emperor for his

approvaL This intimation led to a discussion respecting the

extent of the powers held by Kweiliang and his colleagues-

It is not very easy to apprehend the precise import of the

phraseology employed in Imperial decrees on subjects of this

nature. It was very obvious, however, from what passed

during the course of this discussion, that Kweiliang either had

not, or did not at this particularmoment wish it to be supposed

that he had, powers equal to those which he held when he

made a treaty with mc here in 185S ; although in the first

communication which I received from hira announcing his

appointment, the title which he assumed, and the language

which he employed, were calculated to convey the opposite

impression. It was impossible to attribute this departure from

a precedent so recently established, and establishedm the person

of Kweiliang himself, to anything but a deliberate design to

create delay, which might throw us into the winter, and thereby

extricate the Pekin Government from its present embarrass-

ment. To check this policy by an act of vigour was mamfestiy

indispensable, unless we intended to forfeit all the advantages

secured by our advance to this point; and I accordingly

resolved, with Baron Gros' concuiTence. to intimate to the

Imperial Commissioners that, in consequence of the want

of good faith exhibited by them in assuming the title ot

Pleuipoteutiaries, when they could not exercise the authonty
which it implied, and of the delays which the alleged necessity

of constant reference to Pekin would occ:ision, I had deter-

mined to proceed at once to Taug-chou, and to enter into no

further communication with them until I should have reached

that place. My letter to the Imperial Coinniissioners ]jroduced

a reply, which, although civilly worded and abounding i«

promise, was, iu fact, an admission of the charge that

they had been hitherto negotiating under false pre-

tences. My answer simply stated th&t I adhered

to the resolution communicated to them in my former

despatch. With the infelicity which so often characterizes the

proceedings of Chinese negotiators in such cases, the Imperial

Commissioners betrayed their want of candour in tliis matter

on the day succeeding that on which Major-General Sir U,

Napier reached this place with the Second Division of the force

under Sir Hope Grant's command. The array was therefure m
the best possible condition for a movement in advance, and I

officially apprised the Commander-in-Chief, who has been

throughout fully cogni::ant of the course of the negotiations in

which I have been engaged, of the cause of ray desire to proceed

to Tang-chou."

Despatches have also been received from Sir J. Hopg

Grant and Lieutenant-Colonel Marcb, commanding a

Shanghae, describing the attack of the rebels on thatt

city, and their repulse by the Royal Marines Among
the papers is the reply of the rebels to the proclama-

tion addressed to their commander by Colonel Maxchfi
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.^i,;U la leaiaikwOle tor its bumbustic style, and tor its

expression of a desire for an ngrcoiTient with the

Allies with the'vipw^o commercial transactions.

gj j^Tj —-The king of Siara has declared war ncralust

the Emperor of Annam, who is now at war with Frauce

and Spain.

ArSTBAtTA."—The Jtelloume Arjua of the Ktli of

'September, says that the month has heeu one of con-

siderable political excitement. " It has given na to

chronicle the return of Mr. Nicholson to office, the

passage of the Land Bill through hoth Houses after

stormy discussions to the lost, an attempt by the mob
-to overawe Parliament, the reading of tlie Riot Act,

"the passage of a Bill for the protection of the Legisla-

ture, a large extension of the Volunteer movement, the

Bwearing in of large bodies of special constables for the

suppression of disorder in the city, and the prorogation

of the first reformed Parliament of Victoria."

New Zealajcd.—Accounts from Auckland state that

the insurrection does not spread, hut there is at present

no prospect of the conclusion of the war. They state

that there is considerable difference of opinion in the

colony as to the policy of the Governor in resorting to

hostilities, instead of allowing tlie question in dispute

about the land to be settled by the courts of law ; and

that Uiihop SeUvyn, Sir William Martin, the Chief

Justice, Archdeacon Hadfield, Superintendent Feather-

ston, and other pentlen^en of high position, not only

refuse to support, but protest against, the Governor's

conduct. The following from the Sydney Morning

Herald is the latest intelligence of the war :—
** A strong force of militiry, blue jackets, nnd militia, com

raanded by the Ocncn\I in i>erKOn, proceeded to attack W.

Kinghi in "his stronjfhold, inland of Waitara. The force con-

sisted of 40th, 65th, and Naval Briptide.and numbered upwards

of 1400 men. The expedition camped ;Lt a pah named Maboe-

tahi, about four miles from the rebels' strongliolds. They were

there joined by Major Nelson's division at Waitara, and the

united force at 6 a.m. attacked two strong pahs named
Npatnipaiiruu and Kairan, which were found nntenanted, and

which were forthwith destroyed. The troops thou jiroceeded

to attack a pah called Hiuran^i, situated «n the edge of tlio

forest. This iv;ib alao found evacuated, but while in the

act of destroying it a small party of skirmishers of the

light company of the 40th, wlio were advancing towards

the bush, were fired upon by a party of natives iu ambush,

killing one man, private Itamsay, and slightly wounding three

others. The rebula allowed the skirmishers to advance

within a few yards of them, when they delivered their fire

from, it is supposed, 100 muskets, and it is a surprise to every

one that our casualties were so few. A skirmish now took

place between the trooi)s and the rebels, who kept up a smart

fire from the bush, without effect, the balls whizzing harm-

lessly over the heads of the men, but unpleasantly near,

several shots falling near the General, who remained witiiiu

range. The General would not allow the men to follow the

enemy into the bush, and after pouring in shell, grape, canister,

rockets, &c., the order for retiring was sounded, and the forces,

after destroying Hiurangi and another pah ntar to it, marched

to camp at Waitara, and next day to town. Raoisay's body

was not recovered, but was tiikcn by the rebels with his riUe

and ammtmition ; as well as au officer's sword, which was

dropped when the ToUey was fired. The enemy were supposed

to be about 150 strong, as they wore only Kinghi s immediate

followers, tte >Yaikatos having returned to their homes.

United States.—It is said that Jlr.
^
Lincoln's

election to the Presidency is considered inevitable,

unless the vote of New York can be turned against him,

in which case civil warfare is feared in South Carolina,

where hoth the whites and blacks are arming. Lord

Lyons had returned to Washington. He stated that

the Prince of Wales was highly delighted with his trip

'in the United States, nothing having occurred during

his entire journey to mar its pleasure for one moment.

British Columbia.—Tlie Secretary of War has

addressed a communication to General Harney
_
in

regard to his course iu the San Juan affair, stating

that although he censures him for disobeying the orders

of General Scott, yet in consideration of his distin-

guished services, and of his high character as a soldier,

he is not disposed to be severe in his condemnation. It

IS said that General Harney will remain in his former

position in the array, and that if he desires it he will be

.allowed leave of absence for several months, or will be

assigned to one of the departments.

The Pacific—The ultimatum of the American

Government regarding the shipping claims, Ijad been

rejected bv the Peruvian Government. The Peruvian

frigate San Lorenzo was destroyed at Callao while

being docked. The stanchions of the deck gave way.

and the Lorenzo immediately filled and sank. It was

believed that 150 persons perished.—The revolution in

Bolivia had been suspended. Several officers who took

part in it were shot.—Difficulties had arisen at Panama

between the United States and the British naval forces,

owing to the arrest of an American officer and a citizen,

who Refused to respond to the challenge of a British

guard stationed in the street

iKitfi intcllifience^

Ba^k Bate of Discor>-T.-The Bank of England

on Tuesday evening raised their rate of discount from

S to 5 per cent. The step was adopted after ordinary

husiness hours, in consequence of a withdrawal during

the afternoon of 300,000^. m gold on account of the

Bank of France. On Wednesday a further sum o

335 000^. was withdrawn for the Bank of France, and

ofCrsday morning the Bank directors made a far-

ther advance in the rate of discount to 6 per cent.

AfoNTv IfABKET. FeidAT.—British Fukds : Con-

BoSfd at 93t to' i for Money, and 93i to » f^ the

6th of December; Sank Stock, 233 to 235i, iUree

jer Cents. Reduced, ?U to i ; New Three per Cents.,

iUt to 4; Thirty Years Auuuitiea, ^CKpiriiig in April.
1885, 16 1.16; India Five per CiMit. Stock, 1859, 103^
to i; Ditto for Acct., 103^; JVitto Four per Ceiit.

T>el»eiiture8. 1858, 90^ Ditba Bonds, 105. dis.; Five
:aud a Half per Cent. Enfiwwd Rupee Paper, 100; Ex-
chequer Bills, 6*. to 3*. dis.— Foeeiqn : Brazilian Old
Five per Cents., 99; Ditto Four and a Half per Cents.,

18G0, 88'i to 89; Buenos Ajres Six per Ctntfl., 96;
Danish Five per Cents,, lOCV; Mexican Three per
Cents., for Acct., 21^ Portuguese Three per Cents.,

1853, for Acct., 45^ to 45; Ditto Three i>er Cents.,

1856, 1857, imd 1859. 45^; liiissian Five per Cents.,

for Acct., 105 ; Ditto Four and a Half per Cents., 94^;
Ditto Three per Cents.. 1859, 62^ ex div.; Spanish
Three per Cents., 49^ ; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854,

72; Ditto for Acct., 71!; Ditto 1858, 57; Ditto for

Acct., 57^.

Xotei issued t*

ISanfe of ©nglanu.
IS«UK DEPARTMENT.

. „ je26,997,C55 lioTernmeut Debt .. jeil.015,100

Oilier Securilie* . - ,• 3,459,900

Gold Coin and Bullion ,. 12^522,655

Siher UuiljoQ .. ., »•

• «

• *

je'2fi,907,655

froprlrttirft Capital.. ..

I\c5t t* ti fr4 •* ^»

PuD\ir llepofiitB (includ-

ing Excliequer,SKvint:»
Uanks, Coniniisniotiert

of Nat. Debt, uad Uivi-
dend Acct«.) ..

Other UepoRita,,
Sevea daj and otber billi

BAMilNG DKPAKTMKNT,
Govcmnieni Spcur\lifa

(includinf^ Dead Wea^bt
Annuity) ^%WSXi^

Otiier Securities .. .. 2a,3lO>l5

.Noie»i b;AX%m
Gold *iDd Silver Coin ., ;9-2.156

* ft *«

* *

4.8fM.0M
12,«);t.732

77S7'J7

lath day of Nov.. ISGO.

4:a(i.'j:t 1,3:9 i'Ad 931 329

M. MARSHALL. Chief Caab er.

Ciajttfe of tfje Jisaeefe.

TUESnAT -BANFCUUPTS - H. Bior.s. Hertford, Grocer-M.FoiHFB-

ciLL, Upper Tluimr^s Street. Chrii.icul Manure .Me.chant-J. Jo"™^-

Worship Stre«, iiope M.rrl.ant-T. .Nixon. S^oK^-"P«"-T^^°*',.^??J *7

iiiidilcrsfield, Woollen Manutaclurei- W. Tw.iiUE Liverpool, Oil and

Coloiirman-T. Wim-iams. Newport. Man ti.outUs hire. Pnutor.

SCOTCU SEUUESTKATIUAS — N. MusBO, Aairo, Urocer — i. A.

FBInAY-BA^-KitUI'TS-T. \\ . Bi.ortFXD. ^eaHier Lane UolbortK

Bui'der-N. Ubown*:. Heet vMrcut Hotel Keeper-l,
".^'*'^f,' *i'^X

Street. Slioemak.T-C. Col.K:>lA^. lial^-avor Mill., near ^oamin. Cornwall,

Seed Merrhaiit-J. Colls, Thrapstan nnd Deiiford, ^ortha^lplon8^llre,

Coal Merehant-C. J. Cu«BvGoldii...to. Street. St PancrasGroe«-
T J Krnton Lime Stree', Cily, U ine Mercliant- W. HADHtLD, c-ari

Street. WeSn«Sf Mnrbl.: Me?o!,ant-J. i'- lj*u,. Liverpoo Brok.r-

BjSes. Saint Jnl>n Street, Cardiff, P«inter-T. It. MraREM, H^denl an^

Norfolk. Farmer-J. PuiLLira.^Clnircl. btietton, Sbropslnre. Chemi.t-

G. BoBiNsoN, Lincoln, Hotel Keeper-G. ""f/x^o and !l ^^ITT^^Ber.

niondsey S<iuare. Ben.iond.ey, Lieeused \'«"«l^"-f;J" ^,'^"' **^JIg
hnm g'Ihsb Dealer-C. SKEVl^fiTu-N and J. J. Cli-tterbuck. KuBseii

fct. BermoSy Leather Dr.s.ers-K- '^^^/,-^'*^^'^ «' ^r^c" wI'bd
nrnnPr-J ToDu 'IcasnQt Phue. HiillOHHv, (.heCHeiiion^'er—B. C. Wabo,

nS's Terrace" CbeUea, Linendrapcr-J. b. Wilson, John Street. Pen.on-

''baNkTupTCY ANNULLKD-T. STREiTBEaG. WiUon Street, Middle-

sex, Walnut and Fancy Wood Merctiant.

iOTavopolts auD us UictnttH*

The Lokd- JTayor's Dinn-eb in" Guildhall.—
On PViday evening, after tlie Lord Ala^'or's iSliou% tlic

usual dinner took place in Guildliall. Count de Per-

sif'ny, the French Aiiibassudor, who luid come over

from Paris on purpose to attend it, made the follow-

ing speech on the Eiiglisli alliance:—

'* Mr Lord Slayor and Gentlemen,—I am quite sure that the

wishes which have just been expressed for the continuance of

peace will be recciv.dwith lively 8:.tisfaction by the ^^'>ole of

the diplomatic budy in London._ I
«f

« ^^o proof of it m that

puirifc of wisdom and of moderation which so happily exhibits

itself in the conduct of the European GoverumenU, and

especially in the sacrifices which in one way or another all the

Great Po'wers are maUin- in the interests of the general peace

For the friendly words wliich tlie Lord Mayor has addressed to

France and to her august Sovereign I deeply thank him It is

not the first time that, iu the uiidst of tiie pre-occupat ons of

the public mind, the City of London has expressed fcehnffs of

contdence and security. The rc:ison of this is simple
:
wibS practical spirit of busines. which has raised this great
^^^^

to so hiffh a point of riches and power, it has been t'lo first to

ace thatwhiih many politicians ?- V'V^T'^/hv. I fntci^sts
to understand-namely, that, instead of th.wo rna ntcu-sts

which wo forniorly witnessed in every part of the world, it has

Tome to pass tlii-ough the devolopineut of our nianufactunng

and comu^rcial exTsteuce. that not only do we possess a grea

SumbeTof interests in conmiou, b.it that no longer m any part

of the world have we any interest that is hostile. Why. then

?L c rnxi^ties, these suspicions, these n^if^^Jjf^s ,^:i^'^|,?"
every iacideat of policy are generated on both sides of the

cSel ' It is because we cannot efface in a day the truces of

so many centuries of rivalry and stri>e : it is beeau^ m spite of

ourssplves and unwittingly, we are both ot us stiutooniucn

Sosid 'to look at tht events of the present through the

n'Sng and deceptive glasses of the recollections of tlie

n f Rnt tl ink Heaven, the reason, the good sense, the in-

?ertt.Tth^Uvo uatTous tend ever^ day to dissipate these

f!iSrvini mirages • for every day men's rainds are more

cement peace between the two couutries.

Lord Palmerston, in returning thanks for the toast of

her Majesty's Ministers, spoke as follows :-

« I am happy that it ^oes not^n.U to my lot on the^re«.nt

to be able to say that
^i^^^^^^;J^^^^^t of ou^ commerce

industry at home, to the dtvUopmen^
^,^1, „ ,,^,r

whether we Icok to the prospects of general peace, I am
happy to say that wherever we turn our eves the prospect is,

at all events, satisfactory. Allusion has been made to those
brilliant successes which, in concert with the arms of our great
ally, our gallant army and navy have achieved in the remote
regions of China. It must, indeed, be a pride and satisfaction
to every Englishman to see that the prowess of our two serviceft

^A-'^
^.^^^ '^nd distinguished as ever, ana that under whatever

difficulties they may be called upon to perform their duties,
their exertions and their exploits will be always equal te-
any recorded in the pages of historj-. But, there is one
circumstances pecuUarly gratifying in that great transaction—
1 mean the perfect cordiality which has prevailed between our
forces and those of our ally the Emperor of the French—

a

cordial co-operation manifested in the langua^ of the com-
manders of each force, each commander paying a just tribute
and homage to the bravery, the skill, and the enterprise of
those with whom he was co operating. But my Lord Mayor
and gentlemen all, we ought to draw a still more impoit;mt
lesson from that most happy fact. If the forces of the two
armies had not been equal—if one expeditionary force had
becii greater or more powerful than the-other— I am greatly
afraid that the frailty of human nature might have stepped in
to mar the harmony which ought to liave prevailed ; that
jealousies and bickerings, in spite of the best intentions, might
have found their way into the two camps, and dissensions might
have t;iken the place of cordiaUty and harmony. If that be
true with regard to forces co-operating on a particular service.

still more true is it with regard to the condition of a great nation
like that to which we belong. It is one essential condition of
perfect harmony between great nations that there should
be a perfect and complete equality of force. There is one
point in which this country cannot be equal to the great
Powers of the Continent— I mean in that v.ast amount of
military force which it is the habit of these Continental Powers
to maintain in time of peace. It would not be wise, it is not
desirable, that Great Britain should imitate their example, and
should have a standing army rivalling in numbers—in bravery,
discipline, courage, and exploits it would rival any force—the
armies of our continental neighbours. But we must make up
the difference by other means. We must redress the balance
by our admirable Militia, by our noble Volunteers—a force now
become part of the permanent insiitutions of the country

—

and by fortifying important and vulnerable points. Above all

we must redress the balance by maintaining, as we always
should maintain, a strong and poweiful navy. I say this in

presence of the representatives of foreign and allied Powers. I

say it in a spirit of frankness and cordiality, of friendship,

alliance, and peace. We wish from the bottom of our hearts to

be at peace with all nations ; to be bound by the ties of friend-

ship and alliance with those nations whose interests are must
congenial with our own. We wish from the bottom of om-
hearts to win and preserve their friendship and alliance, but we
are determined oy the manly dignity of our position to prove

to them that we are worthy to retiin that friendship and that

alliance. In addressing the whole majesty of this great com-
mercial city, it would be vain and idle to dwell on the power
ofcommercial intercourse to ward off the calamities of war, to

bind closely between nation aud nation the ties of friendship

and amity; but still I may be allowed to say, with reference

to what has already been stated, that his Majesty the Emperor
of the French has lately, with enlightened sagacity, co-

operated with the Government of this countrj- iu libei-ali.sing

the tariff of the two countries, and has thereby laid the founda-

tion for the great extension of commercial intercoun*

between them, and has thereby, I trust, tended most

materially to cement the friendship and kindly feelings

which ought always to prevail between two great nations

who have so many interests in common, .and who, from their

geographical position, are so well fitted for commercial intei^

course, I trust that these changes wbicli have been made wiU

not only tend to cement more dftsely the ties of friendship and
alliance between England and France, but that the exanipJo

which has thus nobly been set by the Frencli Emperor, of ove>

coming loiig-stmding jucjudlces and giving full effect to

different theories of coinmereo, will be followed by other

Governments of the Continent not yet so fiu- advanced in

commercial enlightennieut, and that from year to year we shall

find those commercial relations wliich are the surest links .if

peace and amity gradually .ind rapidly extending throughout

the whole of the European Continent."

Lord John Russell, in returninf? thnnlo* for the llonae

of Commons, mndc the following' remarks on the speech

of the French Amhapsador:—

"Ha had been much gratified to hear the aentimonti ex-

pressed by the French Ambassador. They wore calculated to

lead to the extension of commerce, to jh . md to the union

of the various nations of the earth. We were always debirous

of keeping on the most friendly terms with all foreign nations.

Whatever their form of Governraont, we valued and resnectod

their fiicn.lship nnd alliance, but we never could vary in our

attachment to that liberty which we ourselves h«l so Iod^

enjoyed, and ill our sympathy for other nation» cndoavourmK

to obtain it."

Loud Palmekston and the Saltem' Cohpatt.—

On Wednesday night the ^fnstor nnd WardensoftheCom-

pany of Palters entertained Lord Pfllmerston.the Duke of

Somerset, Lord John Russell, and other distinguished

fruests, iu their Hull in St. Swithin's Lane. In ac-

knowledging the toast of her Majesty's MmisterP,

Lord Palmerston made the followint^ remarks on the

visit of the Prince of Wales to America:—
" The visit of the Prince of Wales to the North American

continent has awakened the deopest interest in the mmd of

every Englishman. It was to bo expected that when the

future hope of England visited the subjccU of h«r M^esty m
our North American provinces he would be received with that

enthusiastic affection which becomes a loyal and ^tached

neoDle Our anticipations have not been disappomtetL The

recei tion of the Prince has been worthy of the ;«opIe who

ifve it and honounible to the family of which ho is
^f^^^^'

K(Ji a member; and we may hope that that vimt wifl

SmenTmore closely'tho« ties wh.ch^ I trunt arc lon^ dest-ncd

S bind toge.her that ix>rtion of the Queen', dominions and the

mother country. But we had not an equal right to expect

tZt w-hTn hi, Rojal Highness visited the United HUt« ha

would be received' with anything more t^*"*ho courtesy

which civilised nations accord to disttnginthed members of

^e reiSiing family of another comitry. But I must say it

SITS most gratifying to witnjs. .th« cordlahtjr. the

heartfelt kindness, the generous hospitUity, and 1 nisy

?ay tilt enthusiastic delight with which th*t uiu*tr^ Prn.ca

™a(» welcomed by our cousins m the United Bti^ ihzy

CeTwn ThemscWee. indeed, to be * noble •«* groerous

n^nle-they have •bown that they hat" not forgotten th»

P^^in^ «t^t from which thoy and we have sprung; and, in

^^iTof eve^W wScr f not Luried m oblivion, m^^^ht h.«
y^ullISm^BUghl aUcnatiMibHw.- us, they nwdred o«p

F.^^^v^tSi^-^"'! I trust that fut.u;e m»T beJj«E dUUnt
future "OvereiRii ^^ grsdousBorewIgn, uot as

.Tt.^'*^^ '!fJ .tl««?b?o^ng to another land, but as if h«

had't^Tb^mrfheir oJ^Cntry. and had b«tt a citi«n of
had been Doniu MUtemcn, that the remem-

^^'n^e of the giwrou. kS «Mbltod by the p^pt*

^f^e {Jmud S^tea will erar be cherished by th. people o



these kingdoms. I believe the memory of the Prince's y,{M«iU long survive in the breasts of the American MtTon inHthat these mutual recoIlecti,.ns will tend m"re closelv th»n-ever to knit tocfcther those two (freat branches Tthl .
"

noble and I will say illustrious stofk " "^'"^"^^ "•* ^^^ same

Ffneiul op Lobd Dum)onald. — The mortilremains of the kte Kurl of Dundonald xvere inteiTedon _\V edncsflay. m Westminster Abbey. The wocession was formed at Queen's Gate, Kensington athalf.past 11, the funeral cortege consistii'g of^hekrsedrawn by six horses and eight mourning coaches tnd
four, followed by many of the carriages of the nobih vand gentry In the first carriage were ?he d efinourners, he present Earl of Dundonald and hfs tl ree

pall-bearers. the others being occupied by Lordllrougham and other mourners, friends or relations of

l^T^r^f ^.I'i^ ^.';!%r'-^f'^l' yy Kecadilly.

THE GAT^DEXERS' CHEOMfiLE AXD AORTfinT.TrrpAT, GAZETTE
Cardinal Autonell.'s letter to the several Catholic
bishops of England, and lias likewise addressed a letter
to the Catholic clergy iii Westminster, calling on them
to organise meetings and committees in their respective
localities to cany out the recommendations containedm the Cardinal's Secretary's communication. Both
letters were read on Sunday in the several Catholic
churches and chapels m London during miiss, and steps
will be immediately taken to hold the meetings in
question. ^

The Aehsteong GuK.-The M.cJianies' Magazine
recently contained an article stating that the Armstronggi™ are costing the public the " amazin- sum" of
2000/. each although nearly the whole are small field-
pieces weighing only 8 cwt. Sir William Armstrong
has replied to this article in the Times, stating that th?
^o^ernmont can be supplied with any number of the

to the Broad Sanctuary. arriWngTt tVe Abbey'prSy ' ofThl'r?/"'
"^^H'"ns at two-thirds of the price

at 1 o'clock. The nave, nearly in the centre of which , 170/ ^ ;';°"."'!f
^7'' §""'• ^^^ '=°«t of which is

the grave had been dug. was' occupied by spectators i ^ ' ""^ "'*' *''*' '^'^ ^m mourning who had been admitted by tickets.
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. , , , , - - cuUies which in the first
instance beset the construction of the larger descrip-
tions of his guns, and which have caused some delay iutheir m.anufactu.e, have now been entirely surmounted

producUon?
'
"''''^'"

^"^P'^'"-'^^' «-^ts I their rapid

yx^'^v,
^"^.^^ic HEAXTH.-The Registrar-General's

^ eekly Return states that the deaths in London "nlheweek that ended on Saturday, Nov. 10, were lOsI
the

"'«/°"-'-'^P°"'J'"g weeks of the 10 years 1850-59the average number, corrected for increase of popu-

heW iT'
."''^- ^^^ ^''''"' ••«*"- i^ thereforeT08below the averasre. During the week the births of

i^iobtnctaL

Ihe pall was borne by Admiral Sir George Seymour,
his Excellency the Brazilian Minister. Admiral Grenfell
Admiral Collier, Captain Goldsmith. Captain Schomber^!
Captain Hay, and Captain NoUoth. The body havin^'o^
been placed iinder the organ gallery, and the proeessioS
having entered the choir, the Psalms and anthem were
siiug by the choir of the Abbey and the Gentlemen of
the Chapel Royal. The Dean of Westminster then
read the funeral service in a most impressive manner,
-and Handel's funeral anthem sung by the choir closed
the solemnity. The coffin was "covered with black 890 bov<; nnri Rm "r"""^ \"r

'"^^''^ ''"*-' "'^•^"^ or
-cloth and gilt furniture, the hd being ornamented with re^isWd T\ a

^^'\ ^"
J"^^

1^91 children, were
EarVs coronets and the Grand Cross of the Order of

| ofthe vparri^^n ^^
^"^ ^^"^ corresponding we

the Bath. It bore the following inscription :—« The ^ iS>oO-o9 the average nuipber was 1636.

^J^^* .^^^°' Thomas, Earl of Dundonald, G.C.B. Bom i

^4th of December, 1775 : died 30th of October, 1860"
Among the carriages of the nobility and gentry which
lollowed the funeral procession was that of Miss Bur-
dett Coutts, daughter of the deceased Earl's coUeat^uem the representation of Westminster when he was
•expelled the House of Commons. The banner of the
late Eavl was, by command of her Majesty and the
Prince Consort, Great Master of the Order of the
Bath, restored to its place iu Henry YII's Chapel on
the day previous to the funeral.
The Hop-Geowehs A^-D the Goterxment.—A

very numerous deputation of hop planters from various
parts of Kent and Sussex, accompanied by several
members of Parliament and other gentlemen of station
and mtluence, had an interview on Tuesday, by appoint-
ment, with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, at his official
residence in Downing Street. Su: Brook BrtH^es, M.P.,
introduced the deputation, and Mr. Beresford Hope
re&d a memorial signed by 151S hop planters, or about
tliree-fourths of the whole number in West Kent,
'Stating that the crop of the present year has been almost
a total failure, and praying that the payment of the
hop duty due this month be deferred till
Jiovember, 1861. Mr. Carter, chairman of the
hop growers of East Kent, Mr. Jeremiah Smith
-of Rye, Mr. Dodson, i^T.P., Lord Holmesdale, Dr.
Monckton, Mr. Nash of Rochester, Mr. Hewett, hop
merchant of the Borough, Mr. Locke, M.P., Mr.
Deedes,MP., Mr. Hardy, M.P., Alderman Salomons,
MP., and Mr. Briscoe, M.P., also addressed the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, stating that the hop growers
of East Kent and Sussex were as great sufferers as
those of West Kent; that in consequence of the unpre-
cedented blight of the crops, the value of this years'
crop would be less tlian it had ever been before, excepting
perhaps that of 1854, and that the state of the planta-
tions was such that few or none of the planters could
pay the moiety of the duty about to become due unless
they paid out of their capital or had recourse to borrow-
ing. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he would
•carefully inquire into the principal allegations that had
been made. He was aware that in this matter time
was of great importance to the planters, and he would
not_ lose a moment in making know^n to them the
decision at which the Government might arrive.
The Stepxex Mukdee.—Yesterday afternoon tlie

Sheriffs and rnder-Sheriff, with the Governor and
Ordinary of Newgate, Visited the convict MuUins iu his
•ceU, and announced to him that, no communication
having been received from the Secretary of State in reply
to his memorial, the law would be allowed to pursue its
course, and that the sentence would be carried into
•effect on Monday.
Weece of Heb Majesty's Ship Pebseteeak-ce.—

w^j^*^^^"""^^
telegram from Lisbon was received on

Wednesday by the Secretary of the Admiralty from
Lieutenant H. Waller, of Her Majesty's steam troopship
Perseverance :

—

«/l^^J^ -^^^-j^^*^^'^ ^^^P Perseverance totally wrecked on the
-Slat of October off N.W. end of Mayo, Cape Verdes. All bauds
saved. Five hundred troops sent to [Gambia by hired barkOne hundred men and officers of the Persevenmce arrived in
I'ortuguese steamer Africa under my charge ; remainder of
troops and crew left at Mayo in charge of Major and Senior

^fl. Lieutenant. Captain is expected here by mail on the
14th from St. Vincent."

Co^-TEIBUTIO^-s FOR THE PoPE.—A letter has been
addressed to Cardinal AViseman by Cardinal Antonelli

'

the fv^^'^?
""*"

?i^" K
^° K%1 ^i"! ^f•• '^^^^^^^^'^^S

;

^is proceedings, ulich had been wauingirom";!;; fi/st

^ZT}^'^^!''''
''^^}'^^^^^^ reached its lowest point on that morning, theout every dlOCeas in Eno-larid tn rir^nlonlcl. i-T,^ ^„^«»«°..» ' „„,1. ;.i.:„. ._ »__ _ J^ ., . .

^uniin^, _Llie

of
la

theio were no chieft:i;^rint.naents. or i;^^j;^^t^;r^feither force present. Mr. Pollaky the foreign detectivehowever. w,is there, and took notes of seven p^^^^^^^^he proceedings. Mr. Sauuders commonood by statL^that the house at Road which he was now occupy nfwas placed at the disposal of the Wilts constabula/y ^^or about the time the murder was first discovered^bu
that the offer had never been accepted. Ouitsbecoihlknown that he had entered on possession of t !
premises, Mr Foley proposed to make a police-station
of the place at once, but he had declined to accede M
that proposition. Mr. Saunders then described «t
great^ length the steps he had taken previous to commencuig his inquiry, detailing interviews he had sour^ht
and 111 some instances obtained, with the AtfcorSev'
General, Captain Harris of the Metropolitan Police theLord Chancellor, Mr. Clive of the H..me Office, &c

'

Hethen referred to the decision of the Bradford magistrates
on Saturday, and said that though they had withdrawn
the sanction or concurrence which he understood thevhad given him, lie should still go on with the inquiry, andwas then prepared to receive any information from any-body who was desirous of giving it. As no one
volunteered to give any information the inquiry was
adjourned to Wednesday. On that dav, after some
desultory discussion, Mr. Saunders said he should sus-'
pendthe investigation for the present, until the result
01 the application for a new coroner's inquest had been
ascertained. Since Monday, Mr. Pollaky has visited
i^rome, Westbury, and Warminster, apparently on im-
portant business, and has also been to the metropolis
whence, after a few hours* stay only, he returned to
Bath, and thence via Trowbridge to Road, where he
was present on Wednesday. Mr. Hughes, the superin-
tendent of the Bath police, who is still in London
visited Islcworth on Monday, but is said to have been
unsuccessful in accomplishing his mission with EUzabeth
Gough.
Teecastee.—At the adjourned inquest held on the

6th inst. on the body of David Price, a farmer, the
jury returned an open verdict of " Wilful Murder by
some person or persons unknown." The prisoner,

•
^

J
P'^^'ies, after several remands, has been com-

mitted by the magistrates sitting at Devynnock to take
his trial at the Assizes for the murder.
Yarmouth.—The Dutch cattle man who was so

severely injured in the lata explosion on board the
Tonning died on Friday night in the hospital. The
inquest was opened on Friday and continued by ad-
journment until Monday, when it was arranged by
general consent that it should be again adjourned for
three weeks, to admit of Reay the chief engineer, who
is still in the hospital, being brought forward as a
witness.

^
Bexhill.—Some experiments were tried on Saturday

in this place, witli smooth-bore guns against stone
waUs, mthe presence of the Commander-in-Chief and
a large party of distinguished officers. The fire was
continued all the morning, and at three an inspection
was made of the battered tower. The result of his
royal highness's inspection was his decided conviction
to use what are said to have been his own words, that
the Armstrong guns had the best of it, and that he

would not hesitate to trust himself in the tower
whilst a smooth-bore battery played on it as it had
done that day." It is also said tliat the verdict of all
the artillery and engineers, both officers and men, was
unanimously in favour of the new weapon, the men
adding a recommendation which they could best appre-
ciate, that the Armstrong gun was by far the easiest and
safest nring.

I^OTTiNGHAM.-The dispute which has existed for
such a long time past between the Mechlin lace firms
and their workmen, and which was undf^rstood to have
terminated a week ago, was brought to a satisfactory
conclusion on Friday, and on Monday moriiing the men
resumed work at the factories from which they have
been locked out.

POBTSMOTTTH.-The funeral of Admiral Sir Charles
Napier took place on Monday at Catherinaton, near
Merchistoun Hall. Beyond the fact of the body being
borne to the grave by eight seamen who had served
under the admiral's command during the greater part
oi his professional career, the whole proceedings were of
a very private and unostentatious character. The
mourners present were the Rev. J. Jodrell, General
E. Napier, the Hon. William Napier, Colonel William
Napier, Colonel M*Murdo, Vice-Admiral Sir Michael
Seymour, Rear-Admiral Erskine, Captain G. T. Gordon
and Mr. William Grant. The crews of her Majesty's
ships oil the home station have started a subscription,
winch IS to extend throughout the navv, ibr the pur-
pose of erecting a public monument at Portsmouth in
testimony of their gratitnde for the benefits which the women. He therefore chrecteT"that ^Mi'ss'' A^Twardadnnral s advocacy has been the means of obtaining for should be brought up on Tlmrsday morning in order

p '.^ . i- ox, .
that her place of imprisonment might be changed toKOAB.-A meeting of the magistrates of the Bradford Kilmainham Gaol. Mr. Curran stated that he would

division, convened by circular, was held on Saturday then move for the discharge of Miss Aylward, on the
atternoon at the Town Hull, to take into consideration ' ground that the Court had no power to vary the order.a statement made by Mr. Saunders in reference to the

;
On Tlmrsday Miss Aylward was again brought before

extraordinary inquiry wlucli he has been conducting at
,
the Court, and her place of imprisonment chanffed from

n^?n.ft f
^'"1°

^M /''*'4'', ^^^^': ^ ^^^f^^rence of
|

Richmond to Grangegornian prison. The motion for

fnfn^!..7f^r'' ^^^V!'.''*''^,*^'',''',.^'
^^'^ reporters were

|

her discharge was not made, in spite of the intimation

™:°V.^ .
.*_

'"i^. ^.
^^^olution had been adopted by the

j

from her counsel on the previous day. The Court was
unanimously of opinion that they had power to vary
the order of committal. By the Act of ParUament
Richmond Bridewell was made a prison for male and
female prisoners, but by practice and arrangement,
of which the Court had not been made aware,
male prisoners only were sent there. On Tuesday
week Thomas James M^Robins, who had been in cus-
tody since the 19th June under an attachment from
the Court, charged with being concerned in the abduction
of the Sherwood children, was sworn to answ^er interro-
gatories, and In the meantime admitted to bail on enter-
ing into recognisances, himself in 100^. and two sureties
in 50^ each. Two men' named O'Connor, also charged
with the abstraction of tlie children, were also sworn to
answer interrogatories; and two women, also in the
Marshalsea for contempt, were ordered to be brought
up for the same purpose.
The Noexh Sea Telegeaph.—The Dublin papers

announce that her Majesty's steamer Bulldog, Captain
Sir Leopold M'Clmtock, arrived unexpectedly in Kiily-

DeSTEITCTION of the KiLDAEE CLTTB-HOfJSE Br
Fire.—At half-past 4 o'clock on Sunday morning the
Kildare Street Club-house was discovered to be on fire
and in less than two hours the building was entirely
destroyed; its interior having been completely gutted.
AH the valuable furniture, pictures, &c., and its splendid
library of 15,000 volumes, became a prey to the flames.
The plate, valued at 6000/., and the wines at 2000^.,
were saved. Three lives were lost—those of Miss Smith,
the barmaid, and two female servants. Six other
females were rescued uninjured. The Club-house was
insured for at least 14,000/. in various offices.

The Proselytising Case.—The Court of Queen's
Bench on Tuesday week, sentenced Miss Aylward to six

months' imprisonment in Richmond Bridewell and costs,

for contempt of Court, in refusing to state where
Mary Matthews was concealed. On Wednesday the
Lord Chief Justice stated that the Court had received
an intimation from the governor of Richmond Bridewell
that there was no accommodation in that prison for

magistrates to forward a letter signed by all of them
to T/ie Times in reference to Mr. Saunders's proceed-
ings. It is understood that after leaving Road on
Friday Mr. Saunders proceeded to Bath, and had an
interview with Mr. Hughes, chief of police of that city,
who on the following morning left for Isleivorth, the
residence of Ehzabeth Gnugh, late nursemaid in Mr.
Kent's family, Mr. Pollaky, a foreign detective, at-
tached to Mr. Field's office in London, also left Road
for Bath the same evening. His mission however is
believftd to have no reference to the tracing the mur-
derer, but rather to collect information in reference to
the extraordinary proceedings which have taken place
during the past week. On Monday Mr. Saunders
resumed his sittings at Road, but the public interest in

•
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begs harbour on Suudfty aftornoon, after Imving success-

luUy comptetod the Boundinga of the Arctic coast

between this conntry and America.

XiTF. Clakk Murdeu.—The Buhlin Evening Mail
states authoritatively that the police are upon the

traces of the murderers of the latw Alderman Sheehy.f

Xhb KiBANX) Campaign.—The Trusk tenantry o.

Lord Lifford were visited on the night of the 8th inst

by a lar^e body of men, who entered the houses and
<;autioned the inmates aj^ainst submitting to an increase

of rent which his lordship's valuators have recently

imposed. A Kerry farmer named Creane has been

arrested in Tipperury on a charge of trying to hire an
jissassin to murder his lindlord, Mr. Edward A.

Herbert, son of the Rev. Thomas Herbert, rector of

Killeintierna, Castleisland. The disclosure was made
by the person to whom Creane made the proposal, and
who at once revealed tlie entire project to the police.

It appears that Mr. Herbert succeeded in law pro-

ceedings in the previous week against Creane and

others, who have been ovcrholding a farm of which Mr.
Herbert is the legal owner.

The Ouangemen of Belfast.—A public meeting
was held in the Music Hall, Belfast, on Monday
evening. The Bishop was to preside, but the Orange
operatives assembled in great numbers, and when his

lordship appeared he was hissed, hooted, and assailed

with cries of "No Popish or Puseyite bishop,"

"Freedom for the pulpit," and "Put him out." Great

uproar prevailed, during which Mr. C. H. Ward called

on his lordship to explain certain acts. This gave rise

to renewed confusion, uproar, and cries of " Put ont the

bishop," " No Popish bishop," &c., and at length his

lordship and the deputation were obliged to leave the

platform. On their return to Holywood they were
hissed, groaned, and hooted. Mr. "VVurd then moved,
" That in consequence of the recent acts of the bishop

he could not preside at a meeting of the Protestants of

Belfast, and that the Rev. Dr. Miller should take the

chair," which was carried unanimously. The meeting was

then opened with prayer, and after a short address by Dr.

Miller, the proceedings closed, and the audience retired

in an orderly manner. The missionary meetings

announcea for next week are all postponed in conse-

qnence of this scene.

Ttl^^ « ^''/l''^ ^^ fortunes at a very uuriy age, and
entered the office of Mr. Daniel Wliittle Harvey, City Commis-
sioner of Puhce, at that time iu practice as a solicitor. There

, , ^ .u
»*^»»aintance of a Mr. Dixon, then an articled

clerk, and the son of a licensed victualler. On that gentleman
startintf business ou hia own account Mr. Wire articled himself
to him as a clerk, and eventimlly, some 35 years ago, became
his partner For manyyears the firm conducted their harness
111 St. Bwithin 8 Lane, aud rose to considerable repute. The
(ather of Mr. Dixon was a man of considerable influeaee among
the licensed victuallers, and through the conuexion so formed
Mr. Wire became intimately identified with them. He was
subsequently elected Alderman of the ward of Walbrook, aud
in duo course attained the dignity of Lord Mayor.
Co LONEL Charles Rowlev Lascelles. a Waterloo officer, died

ou Thursday, the 8th inst., after a lingering illness, in his 65th
year. He entered the Grenadier Guards in his 15th year, and
served during the campaigns of 181S-14 in the Peninsula, being
present at the battles of Nivcllc and Nive, for which he re-
ceived the silver war medal and two clasps. In 1815 he served
in the campaign In the Netherhmda, and was present at Qimtre
Bras and Waterloo, and at the taking of Perronne. He at-
tained the rank of Colonel in 1841.
Captain Rose Fuller, R.N., died at Dawlish on the 29th

ult., in his 72d year. He was the youngest son of the late
Mr. J. T. Fuller, by the daughter of General Elliott, who was
created Baron Heathfield for his memorable defence of
Gibraltar, and was collaterally descended from the ?reat Sir
Francis Drake. He entered the Navy in 1804, and in 1810,
while serving in the boats of a squadron at the destruction
of a large convoy protected by two batteries in the mole of
Palainos, wa.'^ twice severely wounded. He was afterwards
severely wounded while serving at the capture, by boarding,
of the Charlemagne privateer.

Hatnburgh Grapes are very indifferent in quaUty ; those,
too, from Portugal, though better, are anything but good,
iiest samples of English Grapes, therefore, maintain
lair puces. Good Filberts may be had at from 9d. to Is.
per pound. Cabbages, Carrots, and Turnips may he obtained
in quantity. Caulifiowors are scarce. Potatoes realise from 6p.
to 103. per cwt. Cucumbers afe scarcer. Cut fiowers chiefly
consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Dahlias, Violets, Mignonette,
Heaths, and Roses.

Pine Apples, per lb., 6s to Ss
Grapes, per lb.. 38 to 6s
Peaches, per doz., 6s to 9s
Melons, each, 2s to 43
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d

FRUIT
Plums, p. i sieve, 3s to 4s 6d
Pears, per doz.. Is to 3s
Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, (is to 10a
Lemons, per 100, 6a to IDs

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to lid Celery, p. bundle. Is 6d to le9d
Greens, per dozen, 2a 6d

to 3s
Cabbages, do.. Is to 2s
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to ISOs
—~ per bus., 3s to 48— per cwt., 53 to Ss

Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p, sieve, 2s to Ss
Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is Gd
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 63
Beet, p er doz.. Is tJd to 2s

Onions, p. ^ sieve, la 6d to 2s6d
Tomatoes, per doz., 4s to 6s
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb.

,
per score. Is

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do.. Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score, Is to 23
Horse Radish,p. bun.,Is 6d to Is
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to 9b
Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 2s to 48
Savory, per bunch, 2d to Id

Fatal Collisiox on the London and Nouth
"Westeen.— Yesterday niornmg, about 2 o'clock, a

collision attended with a serious loss of life took place

near the Athcrstone Station on the Trent Valley line,

102 miles from London, between the mail train from

Scotland and a cattle train which was shunting at the

Atherstone Station. Seven of the drovers who were in

the cuttle train were killed on the spot and one or two

others injured. The fireman of the mail train was

killed, and two Post Office guards sustained some

injury; but the engine-driver aud all the passengers of

the mail train, 10 In number, including the Duchess

of Montrose, escaped unhurt. The engine passed

through two cattle trucks, and burled itself in the steep

embankment, where, for half an hour, the hissing of

the steam partially drowned the groans of the dying

-cattle. The fault was at the Station, where there was

no danger signal shown, hut only a hand-lamp, when it

was too late to stop.

Thk Bishop of Worcester died on Tuesday last, at his seat'

Hartlebury Castle, Worcestershire, in his 7Sth ye^^r The

deceased prelate was the third son of Sir William Weller Pepys,

by the eldest daughter of the Right Hon. WiUiam Dowdes-

well, and was born in Wimpole Street in 1783. He w.^ edu-

cated at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he became Fellow

of St. John's College, He was prebendary of Wells from 1836

to 1840. rector of Moreton, Essex, from 1S22 to 1840, and also

rector of Westmill. Hertfordshire, from 1327 to 1S40 In the

latter year he was consecrated Bishop of Sodor and Man, and

translated to the see of Worcester in 1S41. He married m lb24

the third daughter of the Right Hon. John bulhvan, and

granddaughter of the Earl of Buckinghamshire. , - ,,

General the Hon. Edward P. Lygon, C.B., Colonel of the

13th Light Dragoons, died on Sunday night at his residence m
Upper Brook Street, after a very short illness. He was the

third son of the first Earl Beauchamp, and was brother of the

present peer. He entered the army as sub-heutenant m the

2d Life Guards, and served with that regiment in the Peninsula

dui-ing the campaigns of 1S13 and 1814, including the battle of

Vittoria. In 1815 he accompanied the army to the ^ ether-

lands, and commanded the 2d Life Guards at Waterloo, where

he eminently distinguished himself. For his services on that

occasion he was made a Companion of the Bath, and a Knight

of the Order of St. Vladimir of Russia. For many years he

commanded the 2d Life Guards, and only relinquished that

command when he obtained promotion as Major-General. He

held the appointment of Inspecting General of Crtvaliy for

some ycars?^ He had received the silver war ^^dal and one

clasp for service iu the Peninsula. He was appointed Colonel

of the 13th Light Dragoons in January, 1S45, aud attained tbe

""g^'
ChIr!!?] rEiS>ws died from an attack of pleurisy

C.U the Sth inst. at 4, Montagne Place, 1^"-^^
^

Jquare. m
his 6lst year. He was the fourth son of the late Mr

John Fellows, of Nottingham and was bora there in 1< 99. in

1345 he married the only child of Mr. Francis Hart, of Nottmg-

ham She died only two years afterwards, and in lb4^ ne

m'ried the widow o?the lat^e Mr. William Knight of Oakland.,

Hertfordshire. In 1845 he received the honour of kingbthwd

in acknowledgment of his services in removmg to the But sh

Museum the Xanthian marbles previously discovered by him

in Lycia. He was the^ author of " A Jouiney in Asia Minor,

'* Discoveries in Lj-cia," <fcc. •„i,««,

ALDERMAN WiRE dicd OU Friday at his residence at Lewisham

from the effects of an attack of paralysis with which he was

sei7.ed while Lord Mayor of London two years ago. He was in

his 59th year, and was the son of a baker at Coich^stcr. He

BIRTHS.—On the 13th inst., at 47, Eaton Place, Viscountess
Ingestre, of a son and heir—12th inst., at 2!), Berkeley
Square, Lady Wenlock, of a sun—18th inst., at Downton,
Radnnr.shire, the wife of Sir Edward Cockbl-rn, Bart., of a
daughter—30th ult., at Borne, the Baroness Rosalie de
RiEDRRRR, only surviving daughter of Colonel Sir Wiluam
Davison, of a son—Sth inst., at Elford, the wife of Colonel
Charles Baoot. of a son—7th inst., at Woodborough, Notts,

the wife of Mansfield Parktns, Esq., of a daughter—13th
inst., at No. 5, Grosvenor Crescent, Belgrave Square, Mrs.
Charles W. Grenfell, of a daughter.
MARRIAGES.—On the 8th inst, at Burford, Oxon, the Rev.

Theodore Francis, of Ickford, Bucks, to Harriet Eliza,

eldest daughter of the late Sir Charles Wentworth Burdf.tt,
Bart.—27th Sept., at Newera Ellia, Ceylon, Alexander
Young Adams, Esq., Ceylon Civil Service, to Julia Onofra
Lepel, daughter of the late Sir Henry George Ward—12th

inst, at the Roman Catholic Chapel, Queen Street, Chester,

Stephen d'Assereto, Marquis de Seravallo. K.C., Malta, and
Knight of the Order of Isabella the Catholic, to Catherine,
second daughter of the late Captain Carey, of Carey's Lodge,
Kilnorth, Ireland—Sth inst, at St. George's, Hanover Square,

CharlesH. Bennett, Esq., M.D., toJuLiA,daughterof Sir John
Philippart, K. G.V., K.P'.S-, of College House, Hammersmith—
Sth inst, at the parish church, Hope. Lieut. -Colonel E. G. May-
NARD, 8Sth Connaught Rangers, to Gkrtrude, third daughter
of C. B. Trevor-Roper, Esq., of Plas Tegpark, Flintshire -6th
inst, at St. George's Church, Hanover Square. Captain Frede-

rick Gibbons, K.E., Middlesex Militia, grandson ot the late

and brother to the present Sir John Gibbons, Bart., to Hester, '

younger daughter of James Colquhoun Kemp, Esq., nephew of

the late and grandson of the former Sir James Colquhoun,
Bart., of Luss, and of the late Rev. John Kemp, D.D.—lUth
September, at Secunderabad, Deccan, Charles Waymoctu, I

Captidn 17th Lancers, to An-nie Frances, eldest daughter of

M^jor-General Caefknter, Madras .'irmy.
|

DEATHS.—On the 7th inst, at Mount Juliet, county Kil-

kenny, the Hon. Charles Harward Butler Clarke
Southwell Wandesforde, third son of the 17th E;irl of

Ormonde, aged SO—Sth inst, at her residence, 7, Chester

Terrace, Regent's Park, Lady Willock, relict of Sir Henry
Willock, K.L.S.. late of Castelnau House, Mortlake—Sth iust,

Adolphus Lattimer Widdrinoton, late Captain 73d Regiment,

youngest son of the late Lieut. -General Sir David L;itimer

Tinling Wiildrington, K.C.B., aged 53—22d ult, at Toronto,

Canada, the Hon. Peter Bovle de Blaquire—4th inst, at the

Vicarage, West Ham, Frances Anne, widow of the

late A. J. Ram, Esq., of Clonatin, Ireland, and
youngest and last surviving daughter of the late John
Port, Esq., of Ilara Hall, Staffordshire, aged 76— !

Sth ult, at Broach. East Indies, John William Stack. Esq.,
;

of the Bombay Civil Service, eldest son of Major-Goneral Stack. '

C.B., aged28—25th Sept., at Force, of fever. Stephen, third

son of the Right Hon. Dr. Lushington, aged aO—0th inst. at i

BRITISH WOOLS.—London. Friday, Kov. 16.
There has been only a small amount of business trans acted

during the past week, the supplies having been limited, and
the demand to no greater extent. The rapid addition to the
rate of interest is likely to prolong the present dulneaa, but as
all persons connected with this trade have been acting with
caution no further inconvenience is anticipated.
Colonial Wool Sales. — The November series of these

auctions commenced last night with a good attendance, and
the rates reaUsed were at about an average of the last series.

It is necessary when reading reports of these sales to notice
whether a comparison of one series with another be instituted,
or merely of the beginning of one set of sales with the con-
clusion of a former, as a serious difference occasionally occurs
between the beginning and ending ; and this was the case at
the last series, on account of the bad weather towards the
termination. «

POTATOES.-Southwark, Monday, N"ov. 12,

DuriDg the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by
rail have been quite equal to the demand. Trade continues
dull. The following are tbis day's quotations :—York Regents,
llOs. to 130s. per ton; Dunbar do., 120s. to 140fl. ; Perth,
Forfar, and Fife do., 110s. to 120s. ; French Whites, 105s. to

110s. ; Belgian do., 90s. to 100s.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 12.

The number of Beasts is larger than on Monday last ; but
the average quality is only second-rate, consequently choicest

descriptions are not quoced lower. There is a considerable

increase in the supply of Sheep, and prices on the average are

lower; a fair clearance is however effected. Calves are more
plentiful and rather lower. From Germany and Holland there

are 1550 Beasts, 5000 Sheep, and 235 Calves ; from Scotland,

40 Beasts ; from Ireland, 400 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 100 ;

and 2000 from the northern and midland counties.
a d B d ; ft d S d

Beat Scots, Here- Beat Long-wools. 5 — 6 4
fords, ic- ., 4 8 to a ho. Shorn .- *. to ,

1

Best Shorthorns 4 6 — 4 10 EweeA 2d quality 4 fl — 4 S

2d quality Beasts 3 4 — 4 Do, Shora •• ,, — - •4
Best Downs and

1

Lambs — . »

Half-breda .. 5 4 to 5 c Calves .. .,4 — 6

Do. Shorn .. -- * Pigs .. ..4 4—6 6
Beasts. 5730 ; Sheep d: Lamhs, 2.1,950 ; Calves, 2G3 ; Figs, GOO.

Thursday, Xov. 15.

The supply of Beiists is much shorter thau on Thursday last-

Trade is sluw, hut Monday's quotations arc well maintai&ttd.

The number of Sheep in nW> Mjiall, fully adequate, however, to

the demand ; indeed they cannot all be sold. There is Hcarcely

any quotable difTerci ICO in the business dou<^. Calf trade is

slow at rtduced prices. From Goriuauy and lloILmd there

are 180 Beasts, and 1000 Shoon ; from Ireland, 30O Beasts

;

y00 from the northern and midland counties; and 145 Mikh
Cows from the home counties.

Barres, formerly Governor of the Islands of Cape Breton and

Prince Edward Island, in North America—Sth inst, at Islington,

after a long illness, John WniTEnEAD, Esq., many years U.M. 8

Consul at Archangel—23d ult, at Santa Maria, Naples, from

wounds received while serving with the British Legion before

Capua, Geokoe Rippon, second son of the late Richard

Prosser, Esq., of King's Norton, near Birmingham, aged 21—
29th ult, at Caserta, from a wound, having been accidentally

shot by a volunteer of the British Legion, Walter Augustus

Jones second son of Henry Jones, Esq., of 12, Upper Baker
,

Street—7th inst, at 9, Norfolk Crescent, Bath, the Rev. Charles

Tates, B D.. formerly Fellow of St. John's College, Cambndge,

Vicar of Holme, on Spalding Moor, and late Rural Dean ol ,

West Harthill, Yorkshire-9th inst, the Rev. Tuos. Dade, M.A., I

Fellow of Caius and Gonvillc College, Cambridge, 41 years

Rector of Bincombe with Broadvay, Dorsetshire, aged 84—
—19tb ult, at Pembroke, Thomas Cooke Jones, Esq., Deputy .

Inspector of Hospitals, B.N., and late Surgeon of the Royal

Dockyard, Pembroke—9th inst., John AViluam Parker, Esq.,

juu., Pu blisher, of West Strand, aged 40.

Best Scots, llere-

fords, &c. .. 4
Best Short-horns 4

2d quality Beasts 8

Best Downs and
Half-hruda

Do. Shorn

Rto5

4

5

4

4

C

10

Best T/mg-woois . 6
Do. Shorn . . .

.

Kwca& 2d quality 4 6

Do. Sliorn

Lambs .

Cahcs .. ..I
I'igs . . .,44

5 t

t m

« *

• »

* p

4 S
to

— 4
— 5

19
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HOPS.—Borough Market. Friday. Nov. Hi.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market is

more active this momihg, in consequence of
J^^f P-'^>-"J^"^„f

the moiety of 1859 duty b.ing postponed to the 1st March, 1861,

and the duty on tbis year's growth to the loih Aug., 1861

The old duty on Hops grown in each district this year is as

Rochester £17,378 11 Si ^

Canterbury 12,571 2 83

Hnssex 1M«4 3 OJ

Boasts, 1273 ; Sheep & La-mbs. 3600 ; Calves, 330 ; Pigs. 170.

^

MARK LANK.—Monday, Nov. 12.

This morning's market was well attended by country buyers.

The (juppiy of Wheat from Essex and Kent was moderate.

a lartio proportion benig of very miserable quality and
condition, and such was difficult of disiKwal at lower and
irreguliir jmces ; the fine aud drj- samples mot a quick sale at

the prices of last week. Good qualities of foreign were in

demand at last week's rates, but RussUn, particuUrly the

inferior descriptions, were very unsaleable. Barley is un-

altered in \alue, with the exception of grinding qualities,

which are Is. to 28. per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas bring late

rates. The Oat trade is quiet, and new com 6d. to Is. per qr.

cheaper. In the value of Flour there is no alteration.

8. tl. 1

5S—62 Red
Red

Per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat. Essex, Kent, ASuflblk..White
— — fine selected runs.. ditto|59—0tf}
«- — TaJavara »,..pO—74
— Norfolk — jB»d
— Foreign {54—7*'

4 4 »

* *

Is. s.

40—60
53—««

» «

4-2~ 1- iT.-.n ing.

follows :

Sussex .. ..

Worcester MH ^2 S
Farnham .. -i^'^ * r

Kingdom
X«

84 9 1

Total ..Jcy^.iHj 1 It

Barley, grind. & di.st., SOs to Mb. . Cher.
— Foreign . .grinding und distfliing

Oats. Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire- .Potat--

* i rish ..,..•.... •».•• rOi
— Fopsigu PolaudandBi^-

Bye
Rte-mbal. foreign ••

B£ANB, Mazagaa....40sto44s,...Tick
— Piiieon 48S— 568..Wmds.
— Foreign Small:i.>-50|E(m>tian

Peas, white, E.-wx and Kent ..BoUers a^—^^- ^''iflolk .

— Maple.... -s to -s Grey[40-4:iiFor«l8».|

3i—
20—24'
~'-^<' T^eed ..

jii_-j I'oed ..

^—"TFoed ..

35—o>? i-orcigu.

42—*^ narrow.
— jLoDgpod

42—4S

40—60
18—IS

— ,Veiiuw..i —
50—st!

84_, iotry. 34—50
29—MtPsr sackUo—60

COVENT GAIiUEN. Nov. 1..

Importations of Apples and Pears have this week been
|

bea^T French Pears have this season the
^^V''^''^\^'l'±^^f« :

i betteV flavoured than the majority of tfa*>« «* ff^^ ^^Cteh
' and on that account they are more sought after. UutcU

Maize ...... \>"^*^

FiDUR, beat marks deUvsred. .. sack

__ 2ddo uitto

— ioraian parbarrsl

Friday. Nov. 1«.

The Wheat trade wm toactlre, nevcrtheloM tbo bestMinplM

nf new Enilifth and good old fopsign hft« found bny «
of new KngUMi^^^

dSm» and tofeiSor EugUsh and ordii^.y

J^Un ^oalitiis wen •cult of dUpMri, ^ren at Is. to



^f qr ^auction. Fine tr.aUnig Barley continues to bo scufrhtjfter at former rates but ordinary and grinding qualitiesave
1ft to 2s. per qr. lower. Tbe value of Beans and Peas ilunaltered, but new Oats, particularly damp ard heatedparceKmay here and in n^any n,nrkets^be purchased Is nerqr. ch^per. The Flour trade has been duirandThero eShave been pressed a decline of about Is. per sack 4d bSroI

ifww-it Tu^ *^^„'^°,^*^ "^'^'-'^^ the week is 41, viz ,

Wt^'^
in the absence of buyers transactions wo-e of a mostlimited character. There lius been little addition ^o th^

jir"„ \ ^. P""^^?; ^ut the stands are cleared : for forci£rn the

qua ities, to torce which lower rates would be uecessarvBarley is a slow sale and rather cheaper. The Oat trade is vei^v

Fnt ^1
''"^

J'^''*^?
"""^^^^ quoted 6d. to Is per qr loXer^

Sd^'o '' '''''" ^''''"^'^^ =^"^ ^ slight^ red^i^tionls
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ARRiVAia FROM Nov. 12 TO Nov. 16.

English .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

112Uqr8.

16620 „

Barlev

lOJUqrs.

2160

ft

't

Oats

1010 qrs.
2700

16490

f«

t»

Flo»ir.

LivEBPOOL, Tuesdav, Nop. la ~\\
ance of mi"

f 2190

UL, auesaay, Nov. 13.-Wo had .. nnm^.-»..o »ft^nd-
"-*"""^>'' ^"^^^

i.Zl^^
dealers, both local and from a distance, at f^ AKUENKK (Head)tiXChans-e this mnminfr Tl.a K„^;.,„,.., ;.. nM'_.^ I TT .

•< »^^f \_iir.AUj.

WANT PLACES -letters to be Post Paid.
i^AKDEXER (Head).—MarHed ; understantU hisV^ profession in all its branches. Three and a half years'
good character.-A . B., Miller's Nursery, Andover, Hants.

CiARDKNER (H^^PMUUne-Mge. single; uiider-
\^ sUnds his profes-sion; good refcrenccs.-R. H., Post
Office. Flintham. near Xewark, Not ts.

^P^,^'^^^^ (HEAU).-Age 36, married; under-
stands Early and Late Forcing, and Gardening in all its

branches. Seven years' character.-A. B., Paul & Son, Old
Nursenes,_Ch^shuiit,^Tcrts^ '

/^J
ARDENER (Head), in a gentlemiui's family.—

\^ Age 30 single
;
has been 10 years in gentlemen's ser'vice.

and four in Nursery. Unexceptionable recommendation and
character.—0. C. Messrs. RoUisson's Nursery. Tooting. S.

GARDENER (Head).—AgedO, mairied; tlioionghly
understands Pines. Vines, &c. : also Kitclion and Flower

Uaidenmg. Can have an unexceptionable character from last
situation.—1

.
Z., Mr. Cranston '

s Nursery, Kind's Acre. Here ford

.

C:i ARDKNER {if^x^jT^A^e 29, single; understands
^Greenhouse and Hothouse, Stove. Vineries. Early Forcing

Flints Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Gardens, and the
oris. I

general routine of his profesoion. Good reference.—W Y M--r t
Uaubury, Oxon.

3tJU SKb.

*•

• »

TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN. AND FLORISTS
TjlOREMAN OR GENERAL MANAGER.-Midcno
-L aged

; active and industrious. Travel if rennired Ni
years chr.ractcr.—L M.. Gardeners' Chronicle Officft. W r

Nine

TO NOBLEMEiM AND C£NTLEM£n7~~
n^ENEHAL MANAGiai. - Age 40, married, no

MarritM*
eremont of both

BAILIKF AND UENEUAb MANAGEU.
no incumbrance; understands the manaeerr

Light and Heavy Soils, the Rearing and Man;i(,'einent of Stcck'
also Parks, Woods, Plantations, Measuring Timber. Brickfield*

:. Has acted for gentlemen and noblerneu iii Bucks Hert-s'
d Middlesex. Salary no object. Unexceptionable refer-

an
ences.—A. B. C. 2. Bolsover Street. Portland Phice, W.

TO NURSERYM eTtE
LANTSMAN or I'ROPAGATOR.—A vonng Mmii,
of good ability. Good references given.—P. G., Bower

Nurseries, Maidstone.
P

in^-P 1, ^^^V^t *^"^ ™^"'"'"fr- Tiie business hi Wheat,

firmn^'' K^
Oilly been to a moderate extent, owing to the

w.rp f^ if^^"^ '^''^'
e°*^

°''"*' ^^^^I^*^ ^''*^ ^^^"^-^^ descriptionswere to be hadany cheaper than ou Friday. Flour met only areUU inquiry, without any quotable chan^'c in valueIndian Corn being somewhat pressed for sale declined about
pl'.t ^5^I?^

^ats and Oatmeal were a shade easier. Beans

Thfm !ti..^^''i^^'^'''"tl^^'^^
^^ ""^^^ *^«^t 6d. per qr. cheaper

Whea? ^ "^ ""^ ^^^''''° generally, but firm for

Fi'^^^iJ" ^r- ^^;-T^^ Com market was thinly attended.Flour was a slow sale at 6d. per barrel and sack Inwer. IndianCorn 3Ss. Cd. to 39s. for GaL.tz and mixed American. Barleyand Beans dull and unchanged. ^
AVEF

Oct.

TO NURSERYMEN AIMO SEcDSiviEN.

6..

13..

20..
27..

3..— 10..

A eg. Aver.

Nov.

Wheat. Barley.

53* 3t/ •39s Sd
61 1 39 11
60 1 40 7
69 11 j 40 9
59 9 40 10
58 9 41

59 8 40 6

Peas.

39T1Od
42
41
41
42
44

42

8

11
10
4
5
9'

t T u " ":,"" ^"';— ''• ^S^ ^^» married, no lucum-V^ brance
; thorough knowledge of his profession. Noobjection to raanage a few acres of land. Wife could manage

rtt?r ^/^"^
P**" 'fjy^

requ red. Five years' first class cha-racter.—A. Z., Post Office. Halstead^jiearKgygn n^ l-« Kent.
/^ARDEXER (Head).—Married, 110 incumbrance:VJ thoroughly understiinds the management of Vineries,
Pmeries, and Propagating Houses. Can bo highly recom^

STb rn W C
' ''^^^^ Carter & Co., 237 & 238 High

AUUENEU (Head).—Age 40, married, no in-
cunibrance

; thoroughly practical in Cultivation of Pines
Grapes. Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants; good Flower
and kitchen Gardener. Can Manage Land and Stock Four
years unexceptionable character.—S. B., Post Office, Upper
Syaenham, S.

^^

AUUENEU (Head).—Middle nge, married, no
, ., .incumbrance; well understands his profession in all its 1 t, ^^'^^^ may be required m mnnsion or cottage. A good

varioas branches. No objection to the care of Laud .fcc W fe
'

"''^'''^"" "^^ "««-"'-'! '" ^"'-- —'' -^"-.*-... a,.,. „..w.

BOOIv-KEEFEU AND CASHIER or TUAVELLER.
—A good Correspondent. Is about to leave his preseot

situation. Fourteen years' reference in first-class houses in
Scotland and En^dand. "Well recf>mniended by present and
former employers.—G. B., Messrs. Cockburn & Ciimmin<r
6, Liverpool Street, E.G.

\

THE NURSERY akd SEED TRADE.—An active
Ciiergetic young Jfan, of thorough bnsino.ss habits, with

15 years' practical experience in first cla.s3 houses, is open ta
an engagement, either to undeitake or assist in t»ie niana^^e-
ment of or to represent a resjiectable Nursery and Seed Esta-
blishment.—Z. A., Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C. __

nnO SEEDSMEN". -Has been 6 years at the Trade*
First class references.—A. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

H
TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.

OUSE AND ESTATE CAUl'ENTER and
JOINER.—A young Man, of good practical experience,,

who can take the entire management of the Erection of any
description of House. Cnnscrvatories, or Farm Duihlings. Can
give Plans, dttail DrawiuKS, and execute any alteration of

^FLOCTUATioyg in the Last Six Weeks AvEr.toEg.
Prices.

I Oct. 6. Oct. 13. (T^t. -lo, Oct. zT.
6l3 Id
60 1

59 11
59 9
58 9
58 3 .

ft
I

*

* ft
1

Nov. 3. JSov. 10.

ft V

* • 1

908 "lo 1109

HAT.—Per Load of Tbirtv-six Trusses.

P^ «-.r J
8MITHFIET,D, TUDRSDAY, Nov. 15.

Frtme^IeadowHay 75sto SOB Clover
Superior do. (old).. 90 105 New Clover .. .. — —
K."^^^^ ^^ 60 Old second cub ..SO 90

Howeu .. .. .. 40 #0 \ Davis i; Co.

^fnp. Meadow iiay..I148tol-^Us
( In/erior Clover .. SOs lIOs

Inferior do. ..fc... 70 105 New do _ -^
New do .. .. — — straw .. .. .SS 44
fiupenor Clover ..120 128 | Josuua Daker.

-,. ,_, „ WaiTECHAPEL, Thurrdat, Nov. 15.
iineoldHay .. ..lOOstollOs

; Fine old Clover ..ll.';a to 123s
Inferior do eO
Prime New Hay ., _
Inferior do. .. ,, —
Straw .. „ .,33

80

S3

« ft
Inferior do .

.

Fine 2d cut ,. ..

Inferior do
Fine New Clover..

80 lUO

BUTTER JIARKET.—Nov. 16.
Best Fresh Butter , . „ i7s. ner dozen lbs.
Second do. do. ., .. Us.

"

Pork. 4s. 8d. to 5a. Od. per 8 lbs! "

1 000 ^^^AI^^EI^S \VAXTED.-A thousand -ood
;««hfV i^

"^oi'^nien may find good and regular employ-ment, in the counties of Stafford and Derby, by applying to

London 8 W
^^^^^l^^. ^^<i Smallwood.-41)/Pall Alali;

GENERAL LAND DKAIMAGL ANO
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

A\r^^TvP' ^ GARDENER, for a First Class

a' r f
'^""^^"'^'/'^"•''^^^ ^" *^'^ ^^"^nty of Lancaster.

Applicants must produce the hitfhest testimonials as to cha-
racter and abdity. It is also ro'iuisite to .state in what countyhe last held a mtnation.-Addrcss, X.. Messrs. James Dickson,Sya. & Co.. 23. Market Place. Manchester^

WANTED, A GAUDENER" rrom 30 to Ss^l^rs
of aero, who thoroughly understands Early and Late

Forcm^ in all ifs branches for Marketin- jinrposes. One from
the neighbourlK.od,of London preferred.—Apply, first by letter
only, toAJU.._Post_OfficOfinster, near Itams^ate.

WANTED, A GARDENEK, by a gentleman in the
country; he must i ractlca'ly and thoron.'hly under^

atand the Forcing of Pines, Vine, Peauhe.s, Apricots, Cucum-
ber8,^trawberne8, and the whole range of Gardeniii;r. Tie must
bea Chorchman, industrious, active, and steady, and anxious
to promote Ins employer's interest. Sfoderate wajjes will be
f^ven at fi rst, but to a man of ability and willing to carry it
out practically and well, liberal wag:es will nUimately be eiven.
As the Advertiser has a good knowledge of Gardening no pre-
tender need apply ; as the situation is a permanency, strict in-
vestigation will be made as to character and ability.—Address
^tatmg wages required and references, to D. D., care of Mr R
Martin. Schoolmaster, Chatteris. Cambndgohire.
WANTED. AS HEAD GAUDENEK and LaUN-

DRESS, a Jfan and Wife withont incumbrance. Waives
3ri. a week and cottage rent free.—B. B., 50. Lombard St.. E.G.

W UNDER GARDENER WANTED.
ANTED, a Man to assist iu GARDEN, who
understands the management of Pigs, Cows. CartHorM. &c.-Apply by letter, stating age. if married or nr.t,

and aU particulars, to J. B., Mr. King, 26, Bride Lane, City, E.G.

will either take the Dairy or Cooking, or a small Laundry
Good character. — E. P., 'Mr. Swallow's. Dartford Lane
Boxicy, Kent, S E. '

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, one child;
thoroughly understands Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Early Forcing of Vines and Peaches, and his profession in all
its briinches. Wife a good Laundress. Can be iiighly recom-
mended. Two years' character.—J. J.. Mr. Todraan, Nursery-
man. ElUinm. Kent

GARDENP]R (Head) in a nobleman's or gentleman's
family.—Age 35, married ; practically understands his pro-

fession, viz., in Forcing Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens ;

the formation and alteration of Groundwork, Propaf^ation and
Culture of Stove, Greenhonse, and Bedding Plants. Five years'
goodcharacter.—J. G., Dorset Cottage, (Jhai^cl Road, Lower
Xorwood, S\u-rey. S-

ARDENER (HEiu).— Age 30. single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of his profession. Can

obtain the highest testimonials as to competence and character
from his Jato employer, whom he scrvod 11 years, the last five
as Head Gardener. Left tlirough the breaking up of the esta-
blisbment.—R. S., Mr. Morgan's, 1, Conduit Street, Upper
Cla]>ton. y.E.

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentle-
man.—A j^e ,35, no incumbrance; has had great practical

experience in all branches of his Profession, where Early
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables are required, and is also a good
Kitchen and Flower.Gardener. Five years' good character from
the gentleman he is about leaving, Wife can manage Poultry
flnH n nt-v —c TTABVKy. O^rHpner. Park Hoiise. Reig-ate. Surrey

/ Ji AttiJMNMt (Head or iSiNGLE-iiANDED).—Ago 37,
\Ia married, no incumbrance ; perfectly understands his pro-
fession. Wife can attend to a Lodge if required.—E. L., Pike's
Nursery, Winchmore Hill. N.

C^ARDENER (Head) or GAKDENER & BAILIEE.
T —Married, two children, youngest 7 years of age ; a

practical working man, possessing a thorough knowledge of his
profession in every department. Also competent to undertake
the management of Arable and Pasture Laud, including Stock
md Farm work in general. Fifteen years' character, which will
bear the strictest investigation.—3Ir. Rivers, The Nurseries,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

ARDENER (First Class).—Age 35, married;
will be disengaged in a few weeks and will be glad to

treat with any nobleman or gentleman who may refjuire a
good practical Gardener ; can take charge of Land and Stock if
required.—X. Y.. Tcddingtou, Middlesex.

/^^ARDKNER.—Age 40, married; has had great ex-
VJ perience, and is now open to an engagement wicU a noble-
man or gentleman requiring a good practical Gardener.—A. B..
79,_Gt^Queen Street. Lincoln's- Inn- Fields. W.C.

GARDENER.^Mr7CHAliD, Gardener to Sir F. H. H.
Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Pai-k, Salisbury, M'ilts, can

with confidence recommend a young Man to any nobleman or
gentleman requiring the services of a practical Gardener.

—

Address as above.

C^
ARDENER (Under), in a nobleman's or gentle-

T man's family.—Age 21 ; good character.—L. S., Edmond's,
NewB Agent. High Street. Clapbam. S. „_^_
GAliDENER (Utjder).—Age 21, single; has been

accustomed to Hothouse and Greenhouse work, and the
Management and Propagati)n of Flowers, &c. Can be well
recommended.—J, Baker, Head Gardener. Beech House, near
Ringwood

.

ARDENER, or GARDENER and HAlLlEE.
Age 3(J, married, with incumbrance ; a thorough prac-

tical man in all branches of his profession. Wife a thorough
go5d Cook and Laundry-woman.—S. Y., Post OfiBce, Dorking,
Surrey.

ARDENER and BAILIFF OR GENERAL
MANAGER.—Age 40; practically acquainted with the

duties of his profession, having had great experience. Unexcep-
tionable references.—W. P., Post Office, Chelmsford, Essex.

scholar, so essential iii tilling snch situations. Any mtbleman or
gentleman requiring such person will find his .'^urvices invalu-
able. Good references can be given.—H. T., Fir Cottage, South
Road. Forest Hill, Kent.

DAIRYMAID.—Agentleman who is giving npFarm-
ing is desirous of obtaining for the Manager of his Dairy

a similar situation. She has been .accnstorai;d to a .Cheddar
Cheese Dairy of CO Cows, and can be highly recommended. If
necessary she could also fill the po.sition of Hou.'^ekeeper.^
H T., Post Office. North Street. Bristol.

SAUCES.—Connoisseui's have pronounced Lea and
Perkins' "M'ORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE" one of the best

additions to Soup, Fish, Joints, and Game. The large and
increasing demand has caused unprincipled traders to nianu-
facture a spurious article; but the "Genuine" all bear Leai
h Perkins' name on Bottle, Label, and Stoiipcr.—Sold by
Crosse & Blackwell, London, and all respectable Oilmen and
Grocers. So le Man ufact urers—LEA fe PiauMNa, Worcester.

FORGERY and' i^RAtD. — Understanding tliat
there is at present an attempt being made by some un-

inincipled parties in our city to deceive tlie public with an
inferior Starch, made up in packets clopcly resembling the
GLENFIELD STARCH, we consider it onr duty to warn our
fair readers to be careful when purchasing to see that the word
'* GLENFiEi.n," and tbe maker's name, "Robert Wothlk-
spooN," is on every package, as none others are genuine.
When you ask for Glen field Starch see that you get it, as

inferior kinds are ofreu substituted.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBiTION !855.
METCALFE, P>INGLEY,AKD CO.'S Ne^v Pattern

and Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached
HairBrushes.ImprovedFleshandClothes Brushes,audgenuine-
Smyrna Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and
Perfumery for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thorouglilj^
between the divisions of the Teeth and clean them mofft effec-

tually—the hairs never come loose. M., B., & Co.'s new and
delicious perfumes the Fairy Bouquet and the Oxford and
Cambridge Bouquet, in bottles 2.»., 35. 6rf., and 5«. Metcalfb's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2.?. per box.—Sole Estab-
lishment, 130b and 131, Oxford Street, 2d and 3d doors weit
from Holies Street, Loudon, W.

FINE HEAD OF HAIR.
The Beard, Whiskers, and Moustactiios.

pOWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL is universaUy in
J_^ bigh repute for its unprecedented success during the last-

sixty years in the growth, restoration, and in beautifying the-

human hair. It prevents it from falling off or turning grey

—

strengthens weak hair, cleanses it from scurf and dandrif—and
makes it beautifully soft, pliable, and glossy. In the growth
of whiskers, the heard, and moustachios, it is imfailing in lis-

stiwulative operation. For children it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the ba.sis of a beautiful head of hair, while
its introduction into the imrsery of Royalty, and the numerous
testimonials constantly received of its cCGcacy, afford the best
and surest proofs of its merits.—Price 3.?. &d., 7s., 10s. Gd., equal
to four small, and 21s. per bottle. Caution.—On the wrapper
of each bottle are the words, Rowlands* 3Iacassar Oil, &c. ii^.

white letters, and their signature, "A. Rowland &, Sons,"'
in red ink.—Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and by Chemists and
Perfumers.

AS T H M A.—DR. LOCOCK'S PUbAlONlC
WAFERS give instant relief and a rapid cure of Asthma,

Consumption, Coughs, and all disorders ot the Breath, and
Lungs. They have a most pleasant taste. Price 1*. Ijii.,

2s. Od.. and lis, per box.—Sold by all Medicine vendorii.

INNEFORirS PURE FLUID MAGNESIA liaa

been, during 25 years, sanctioned by the medical pro-
fession and universally accepted by tlie public as the best
remedy for acidity of the stomach, heartburn, headache, gout,
and indigestion. As a mild aperient it is admirably adapted
for ladies and children.—Manulactured (with the utmost at-
tention to strength and purity) by Dinneford it Co., 172. New
Bond Street, Loudon, W., and sold by all respectable Chemists
throughout the empire.

LL AEf J.ICTED with VVEAK EVES may obtain
instant relief by using Dr. Warneu's EYE WATER,

which removes all inflammation arising fiom cold, dust, -r
onstitutional causes.-Sold iu bottles, 2s. Od. and 4«. 6d., by
Hankay. Oxford Street, W. ; Sanger, Oxford Street, W. ;

Edwards, St. Paul's Cburehy.ard, E.G. ; Hooper, Kiug
William Street, City, E.G. and all Chemists; of whom may

business in all iLs branches ;
also a good Salesman and Cor- ; aI.so be had. Dr. Warner's LOTIOX, a certain cure for sore and

respondent. Would have no objection to TraveL Dnexcen- nlcerated legs, bums, and scalds, and bites of insects, and in
tionuble references.—L. M, N., Gardeners' ChrunicU Oi£ce, W. C. cases ofinflammation is invaluable. In bottles, U. IJd., and 2j. 9d.
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LECTURES TO WORKING MEN.
GOTEllXMENT SCHOOL OF MINKS, Jer3ITN

Street, W.—The FIRST COURSE of SIX LECTURES
ou"51INEUALS." by Warington W. Smyth, M.A., F.RS
Will bo commtineed on THURSDAY evuuiug, November 29
at 8 P.M.

_

'

Tickets may bo obtained by Working Men only, on Monday;
the 26th iufit., from 10 to 4 o'clock, upon payment of a regiatra-
tion fee of M. Each applicant is requested to bring his name
iiddrt).i3, and occupatiuu wiitteu on a piece of paper, for which
tho tfcket will be exchanged. TRENHAii Rekks, Registrar.

for the service of the Pope, by another circular
forbidding the publication of the political pamphlets
issued by the French bi&hops against the Govern-
ment under the guise of Pastoral Letters. The
Commercial Treaty between England and France
was completed on Friday and received the final

city of Oxford, in whose prosperity he should ever feel
a hvely interest; and said that he valued very highly
the compliiuent which the City lUfle Corps bad paidmm on the previous day, by assembling to do honour to
bmi on his return.
TuE Kmpkess op the Feench lea London on Friday

signatures.

n

tfi

Mr. Lincoln, the llepublican candidate, has
been elected President of the United States. The
issue of the contest, by common consent, lay with
« the Empire State " of New York, where the
majority in favour of Mr. Lincoln was estimated
at 40,000, while that of Ohio was scarcely less _„ „.„
decisive, and that of Pennsylvania was said to hep Majesty, and'^fcook luncheon.

have reaehtd the unprecedented amount of
'^

'
^ - -

100,000. All tho Kew England States con-
tributed to the victory, and thereby declared their

determination to check the extension of slavery
and the further increase of its political power. The
Southern States, which for some years past have
been predominant iu the Federal Government, had
previously threatened to secede from the Union if

a Republican President were elected; but as the
present Congress will remain unchanged for

two years to come, it was generally believed
that no attempt would be made to carry
the threat into execution after the excitement
of the contest and the mortification of defeat
had subsided. The latest news, however, informs
us that the secession movement is rapidly gaining
strength in the slave States, and that the citizens

o! Charleston have assembled in mass meetings
*nd adopted resolutions demanding immediate
flecession. The most serious apprehensions are
ontertaiaed at Washington as to the result of this

agitation, and the Cabinet has met in council to

deliberate on the condition of affairs.

A despatch from Naples states that King
FiiANcis II, burst a blood vessel at Gaeta on
"Wednesday last, and that a steamer had been sent
to Naples for medical assistance. The Queen-
MOTUER, who had previously left Gaeta with her
sons to take up her residence at Rome, has since
left that capital for Civita Vecchia, to embark, it is

supposed, for Gaeta. The siege operations are still

in progress, and guns of long range and large
calibre have arrived in the Sardinian camp
from Genoa. On the other hand the Neapo-
litans continue their preparations for

ance, and tlie garrison is said

Bupplied with provisions and munitions
for several months. Accounts from
Etate that in consequence of the departure of
Gaeibal-di, a riotous demonstration in his
favour has taken place among the Lazzaroni, who
assembled in large bodies and shouted, "Long
live Gakibaldi V ' ** The Dictatorship for ever !"
'* Down with Fasini !" They were dispersed by
the regular troops, and Signer Farini has ener-
getically reprimanded the leaders of the movement.
The King has prohibited the demolition of the
forts of St. Elmo, which are to be repaired and

The Couet.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Friday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort, accom-
panied by the Pnnce of Wales, Princesses Alice, Helena,
and Louisa, walked in the Home Park and visited the
Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. Viscount Hiuchinbrook,
Dr. Aelaud, Mr. Englelieart, Major Teesdale, and
Captain Grey, who arrived on the previous day in the
suite of the Prince of W.^iles, left the Castle. The Earl of
St. Germans and the Duke of Newcastle remained on a
visit. Tlie Duchess of Kent visited Her Majesty at the
Castle and took luncheon. In the evening the Queen had
a dinner party. On Saturday morning the Queen did not
quit the Castle owing to the unfiivourable state of the
weather. The Princesses Alice, Helena, and Loiiisa
rode in the riding-house. The Duchess of Kent visited

Earl Granville, the
Duke and Ducliess of Somerset, Viscount and
Viscountess Sydney, and the Duko of Newcastle left

the Castle. The Duchess of Sutherland, the United
States' Minister and Mrs. Dallas, Lord and Lady John
Russell, Viscount Palmerston, and the Right Hon. Sir
Edmond W, Head, Governor-General of Canada,
arrived on a visit. On Sunday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, Prince Arthur,
Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, and the visitors
at the Castle attended Divine service in the private
chapel. The Rev. F. C. Cook, one of hfer Majesty's
Inspectors of Schools, preached the sermon.' In the
afternoon the Queen and Prince Consort, with the
Prince of Wales, Princes Alfred and Arthur, and the
Princesses walked on tlie East Terrace, accompanied
by the Duchess of Sutherland, the United States'
Minister and Mrs. Dallas, the Eurl of St. Germans,
Lord John Russell, Lord Palmerston, and Sir Edmond
Head. On Monday morning the Queen, accompanied
by Princess Helena, walked in the grounds of the
Castle, and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore.
The Prince Consort, with the Prince of Wales and
Prince Alfred, went out shooting. Princesses Alice and
Louisa rode on horseback. The United States' MiuUter
and Mrs. Dallas, the Duchess of Sutherland, the
Earl of St. Germans, Lord and Lady John
Kussell, Lord Palmerston, and Sir £dmond Head
left the Castle. Ou Tuesday morning the
Queen, accompanied by Princesses Alice, Helena,
Louisa, and Keatrice, walked in the Home Park,
and visited the Duchess of Kent and the Princess
of Leiningen at Frogmore. The Prince Consort came
to London and presided at a meeting of the Royal
Commission for the Exhibition of 185L The Prince of
Wales went out hunting. The Duchess of Kent and
the Prince and Princess of Leiningen visited the Queen
and took luncheon. The Duke of Cambridge, the
Hereditary Prince and Princess of Holstein Augusten
bu " '"

*
- --

-

resist-

to be

of war
Naples

armed; and the troops of the line have replaced the
National Guard in the different posts in the city.

HisMajesty will leave Naples for Sicily ou Monday
next, his visit having been delayed in consequence
of the reactionary movements in the provinces,
and the unsettled state of affairs at Naples. The
Abruzzi are said to be in a state of partial insur-

rection, [and five other provinces are in a state

of siege. It is believed that some modifications
^lU be made in the Council cf Lieutenancy at

Naples, and that the State Council, which is only
convoked on very important occasions, will shortly
fce summoned by the King,
M. BiLLAXJLT, the French Minister of the

Interior, has followed up his circular to the

prefects prohibiting the collection of Peter's pence-

)urg, the Earl and Countess of Clarendon, and Captain
jr. H. Seymour, of her Majesty's ship Hero, arrived at
the Castle on a visit. Oa Wednesday morning, being
the 20th birthday of the Princess Royal, her Majesty
received the congratulations ' of the Royal Family.
The Queen, accompanied by Princesses Helena and
Louisa, visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore.
The Princess Alice, with the Hereditary Princess of Hol-
stein Augustenburg, also paid a visit to her Royal
Highness. The Prince Consort went out shooting,

accompanied by Prince Alfred, the Duke of Cambridge,
and the Prince of Holstein Augustenburg, The
Prince of Wales left Windsor for Oxford University.

Prince Arthur rode out on horseback. The Duchess of

Kent and the Princess of Leiningen visited the Queen
and took luncheon. In the afternoon the Duke of
Cambridge took leave of her Majesty and returned to
London. On Thui-sday morning the Queen and Prince
Consort walked and drove iu the Home Park. Ti»e

Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa rode on horseback.

The Prince and Princess of Holstein Augustenburg,
the Earl and Countess of Clarendon, and Captain

Seymour, R.N., tcok their departme. Her Majesty
held a Privy Council at Windsor yesterday afternoon.

The Pbince of Wales at Oxford,—His Poyal

Highness arrived in Oxford on Wednesday raoniTng

from Windsor, to resume his studies at the University.

He was received at tho station by the filayor, the City

Klfie Corps, under the command of Colonel North, M.P.,

forming a guard of honour and escorting hhn to Frewen

Hail, amidst the cheers of an immense concourse of

spectators. During the day his Royal Highness wa*

waited on by Colonel North, M.P., and the leading

members of the University, and in the aftcrnoou made
several calls. On Thursday moruing the Corporation

waited on the Prince, and presented an address of con-
j

gnitulation on his safe arrival In England and return to

Oxford. The Prince, In reply, expressed the gratifica- f

tlon which it afforded him to receive a congratulatory
:

rj\Avr^<s<i from thf CoiToi-fttion of tho aucicnt asad loval

,

by nnlway for York, and arrived in that city shortly
before 6 o'clock in the evening, taking up her
residence at the Royal Station Hotel. On Saturday
mornmg her Majesty paid a private visit to York
Mmater, and was loudly cheered by several hundred
persons on leaving the building. The Empress then
visited the Museum and grounds of the Yorkshire
Philosoplncal Society, and at 20 minutes past 2 p.ii.
proceeded to Scotland by the express train. Her
Majesty arrived in Edinburgh at a quarter past 8,
and took up her residence at Douglas's Hotel, being
cordially cheered on her arrival and departure from the
station. On Sunday morning the Empress attended
St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church, where high mass
was celebrated by Rishop GilJis, and a Te Deitm per-
formed for the safe return of the Prince of Wales.

I

Tiie Empress walked to and from the chajM?!, and did
not seem in the least incouvenieuced by having to
return to the hotel through a smart snow-slower. In
the alternoon her Majesty took a walk along Princes
Street and Waterioo Place with the intention of
ascending tho Calton Hill, but the disagreeable state
of the weather prevented the intention from being
carried out ; and the Empress walked by Jacob's Ladder
to the North Back of the Canongate, and thence to the
front of Holyrood Palace. Her Majesty then expressed
a strong wish to see Arthur's Seat, and proceeJed
eastwards to the point where the Duke's Walk is
joined by the Queen's Drive at the foot of the
hill, when the excessive keenness of the wind and
the dull heavy atmosphere caused her Majesty with
apparent reluctance to return to the city. The Empress
then proceeded up the Canongate, visited tlie White
Horse Close, containing the oldest house in Edinburgh,
looked at the old gables of Jolm Knox's house, and
returned by the North Bridge to the hotel. On Monday
her Majesty, accompanied by her suite, visited Holyrood
Palace, Arthur's Seat, Leith Fort, and Edinburgh
Castle, and at various points along her route met with
an instant recognition and a courteous reception. The
Imperial party leit Douglas's Hotel at a quarter-past
II in a carriage and pair, and drove along \Vatt'rloo
Place, Recent Road, and Abbey Hill to Holyrood;
thence along the Queen's Drive to the eastward, passing
the scone of the great Volunteer Review, and round
the hill till they arrived at Dunsapie Loch, where
they alighted. The Empress then began to ascend the
hill, and had cUmbcd about half-way np wlien, on
account of the slippery nature of the ground, coiKsc4uent
on the strong frost which prevailed on Sund.iy iiighfc

and the thaw which followed on Monday, she was
compelled to retrace her steps and to forego the inten-
tion of reaching the summit. After remaining tho
greater part of an hour on tho hill her Majeaty again
entered the carriage and drove to HolyroodPalace, where
her Majesty inspected the Qucun's apartments, the pic-
ture gallery, and the apartments of Mary Stuart, to
everything connected with whom her Majesty listened
with evident attention, and examined with interest tlie

relics of the period preserved in the apartments. Sha
was also conducted to the ruined chapel, but on account
of the coldness of the air she rumiuued there but a
sliort time. It was next intended to visit the Castle,
but owing to some mistake of the coachman tho
Empress was driven to Leith Fort, and the error was
only tbund out when her Majesty arrived at the fort,

and asked to see the Scottlah Crown. The Em-
press immediately returned to the city, nnd
reached the Castle about 3 o'clock. Her "Majesty
was there received by L?eut.-CoIonel Ewart, of
tlie 78tii Highlanders, who accompanied her through
the Castle, and pointed out the various objects of inte-
rest for which it is famed, including the Regalia, the
apartments of Queen Mary, St. Mar^artt's Chapt-l, and
Mens Meg, with the sight and description of whicli tho •

Empress seemed much interested, llie guard was
mounted in honour of her Mnjesty, who seemed to take
great interest in it, being th« first Highland regiment
she had ever seen. Her Majesty also examined several

of the barrack-rooms, and inspected their arrangements
with evident interest. After having been shown every-
thing about the Castle, her ifajesty rested for a sliort

time in the Colonel's quarters, and then drove doun the
Mound and up Hanover Street, to the shop of Messrs.
Marshull, jewellers, George Street, where her Majesty
made several purchases, selecting a variety of Celtic
jewellery ornaments. She remained there for fully lialf

an hour, and before she left a large nml eager crowd
had assembled before the door. Ou leaving tlie shop
she xvas received with loud cheering and waving of hatd,

—a displify of feeling which her Majesty acknowled^jcd

by frequently bowing to the crowd. She then druvc

off rapidly and arrived at Dougliia^s Hotel at hall-past

4 o'clock, where she was cnthusiMtically cheered by a

large crowd which had assembled during her abienco

Tlie Lord Prvtvost called at the Hotel immediately aRtr
the return of the Empress in the afternoon, in i ' r to

pay hi* respect*. On Tuesday morning the En;pri -^

and suite paid a visit to Melrose Abl>ey and Abbot-^ford,

Like all the previous movement* of her Imperial Ma-
jesty, herjourney to Melrose was kept strictly secret. Tlio

Imperial party travelled iu a first-class cirriage by tho
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ordinary passenger train, winch left Etiinburgh at
11.25 A.M. Having paid a visit to Melrose, the
Empress drove to Abbotsford, in the grounds of which
she lingered a considerable time, and then visited the
house, the library, the armour, the personal relics of
Sir Walter Scott, and the many curiosities of the place.

After a drive along a portion of the banks of the Tweed
the Imperial party returned to Edinburgh, in the same
private manner, about 6 o'clock. At all the stations on
the homeward journey, however, large numbers had
collected to see her Majesty, who was everywhere
received with loud cheers, and on arriving at Edinburgh
l»er Majesty was eagerly greeted by a hirge concourse,
which the railway officials had in vain tried to prevent
from crowding the platform. On Wednesday morning
the Empress diove to Dalkeith Palace, the seat of

the Duke of Buccleuch. On the way her Majesty
inspected Craig Millar Castle, a ruin interesting from
its connection with the history of Mary Queen of Scots.

The family were absent from Dalkeith, and the Empress
tras shown over the Palace by the attendants. Giving

to the unfavourable weather, the intention of visiting

Hawthornden and Roslin Ciiapel was given up. The
excursion was conducted with more than usual privacy,

few people being^aware of either the Empress's departure

from Edinburgh, or her presence at Dalkeith. In the

afternoon the Lord Provost of Edinburgh had an
audience and presented an address from the Coi-poration

expressing their hope that her Majesty's visit to

Scotland might he beneficial to her health, and that

her visit would tend to promote goodwill and peace and
friendly intercourse between France and Great Britain.

Her Majesty in reply said that, as she was visiting this

country not in State, she could not receive any mere
formal address, which might be inconsistent with her
duty to the Queen of England ; but she was very glad
to be assured of the kindly feeling entertained towards
her by the citizens of Edinburgh, and was much
gratified at receiving the address thus presented to her.
Her Majesty assured the Lord Provost of the earnest
desire on the part of the Emperor to maintain the
alliance, and to cultivate a good feeling with the people
of this country, and she hoped that the people of Great
Britain would be fully persuaded of this. In the
evening the Duke of Hamilton arrived in Edinburgh
and dined with the Empress, and it -was expected that
her Majesty would leave Edinburgh on Thursday
morning for Hamilton Palace. Her Majesty is expected
to return to France on the 10th of next month.—It was reported in London on Wednesday afternoon
that the Emperor of the French had arrived in
England, and had proceeded to the north. The
report was generally credited, and crowds of people
assembled at London Bridge and at the Waterloo
station ofthe South Western, whUe a hirge body ofpolice,
with a number ot French detectives, was sent down to
keep them in order. The excitement was increased by
a telegram from Winchester stating that the Emperor
was in the 2.30 train from Portsmouth. On the arrival
of this train at Waterloo, a quiet-looking gentleman
with a moustache and imperial resembling those of the
Emperor, was seen in a first-class carringe, and was
received with loud cheering by the crowd. The asto-
nished gentleman explained who he was, and a magis-
trate and several others atfirmed that he was not the
Emperor. This being confirmed by the French
detectives, he was permitted to escape from his stranf>-e

and novel situation.

The EMPKES3 of Atjstkia, accompanied by a
numerous suite, arrived at Antwerp on Tuesday evenini^,
and embiirked the next morning in the Royal yacht
Victoria and Albert, which hnd been placed at her
disposal for the voyage to Madeira, by Queen Victoria,
the Admiralty yacitt Osborne embarking the suite and
^**?ga£5e. The Empress was accompanied by the Grand
Master of her Court, Field-Marshal Count Nobilj, by
the Princess Tour et Taxis, Countess Hunyadi, Prince
Windischgriitz, Counts Mittrowsky and Hunyadi,
the Abbe Hasel, preacher at the cathedral; Dr.

^
Kuniann, and eighteen persons attached to the service

'of the palace, as well as by a detachment of the guard.
The Empress was received at the station at Antwerp by
the Duchess of Brabant and the Count of Flanders.
The King of the Belgians arrived from lirussels on
Wednesday morning, and the Belgian Hoyal family
accompanied the Empress on board the yacht, and
remained with her tiU the moment of departure. The
Victoria and Albert and Osborne left their moorings at
10 A.M"., and steamed down the Scheldt amidst the
cheers of thousands of people who thronged the quays.
The Koyal yachts arrived at Plymouth yesterday morn-
ing about 8 oVdock, and as the Victoria and Albert
steamed round the breakwater, the Citadel, and the
vessels in the Sound, H.M.S. St. George and Sanspareil
fired a Koyal salute. Immediately after her arrival the
Port Admiral and officials proceeded on board to pay
their respects to the Empress. Tlie Victoria and
Albert afterwards went into Hamoaze to coal. As she
entered the harbour the ships in commission fired a Royal
salute. It was expected that her Majesty would leave
for Madeira last evening. The Austrian Ambassador in
London arrived at Plymouth on Wednesday night to
await the arrival of her Majesty.

DiPLoiTATic Appointments.—Lord Bloomfield has
been appointed British Ambiissador at the Court of
Vienna, and Lord A. Loftus, the Minister at Vienna,
will replace Lord Bloomfield at Berlin.
LOED LiEVTENAiTcx.—The Que^n has appointed the

Earl of Chichester Lord Lieutenant of Sussex, in the
room of the late Dukc of Riclimond.

Oedee of the Garteb.—The Queen has signified

her intention of conferring the Order of the Garter
upon the Duke of Newcastle.

The Chtjech.—The Bishop of London has conferred
the Chancellorship of St. Paul's Cathedral, vacant by
the death of the Rev. Henry Soames, on the Eight Rev.
Dr. Spencer, formerly Bishop of Madras.

pARXiAiTENTARr MOVEMENTS.—The Reading elec-

tion has terminated in the return of Mr. Serjeant
Pigott, the Liberal candidate, by a majority of 151,
the numbers being 586 to 435. Mr. Apsley Pellatt
has retired from the contest for Southwark in favour
of Mr. Scovell. At a public meeting of the Liberal
electors on Wednesday, it was resolved that Mr. H.
Fawcett and Mr> Layard were better fitted to repre-
sent the borough than Mr. Scovell, and a deputation
was appointed to wait upon Mr. Layard, and request
him to allow himself to be put in nomination. It is

understood that the Hon. J, S. VVortley will be brought
forward by the Conservatives as their candidate for
Xewcastle-on-Tyne. There are two candidates in the
field for Pembrokeshire, Mr. Lort Phillips, who is said
to be supported by the Earl of Cawdor, the late
member, and Mr. Hugh Owen. Mr. Vyner is a candi-
date in the Liberal interest for Ripon, in the room of
the late Mr. Warre.

The Volunteeb Movement. — The following
Circular was issued on Tuesday from the War Ofiice
to the commanding officers of the various rifle corps
respecting the improper and unserviceable state iu
which the arms of Volunteers have in many instances
been found on inspection :

—

" War Office, Nov. 19.
*' The Secretary of State for War has learned with regi-et

from the reports of inspecting officers that some of the Goveru-
ment arms in possession of certain corps of Volunteers are
nearly unserviceable from dirt and rust ; that in some in-
stances rifles which were foul from previous firing had been
left uncleaned for a month, and that in others some of
these valuable arms had been taken away by members
of the corps, and even lent out by them for private purposes.
Mr. Secretary Herbert, in reminding commanding officers
of their responsibility in regard to the Government arms
intrusted to the corps under their command, thinks it
necessary to point out that the barrel of the rifle is so deli-
cately finished that the action of rust inside must inevitably
destroy the integrity of the grooves, and that couaconently,
independently of the discredit which attaches to a corns the
members of which prove to be unfit to have the charge of such
weapons, serious damage is done to the property of the public
by those whose pride it should be to maintain their arms in
perfect order. The establishment of officers and nou-coramis-
sioned officers for a company of Volunteers is amply sufficient
to insure a proper supervision of the arms consistently with
other occupations. Mr. Herbert is, therefore, forced to the
conclusion that neglect of duty munt always exist in corps
where arras are reported to be nearly unserviceable through
dirt. The cleaning of a rifle constitutes an important part of
the drill of every recruit. See •'Field Exercises," section 33,
part 6. Too much pains cannot be taken to impress
upon the minds of the men the necessity of preserving tlieir
rifles at all times in the highest condition, and the impossi-
bility of producing accurate shooting with them when dirty.
' This is the first exercise in which the recruit is to be in-
strucfed.' The habitual inspection of arms upon parade forms
an equally important branch of the duty of an officer.—Sec-
tion 31, part 6. "With the arms at the *port' and at the * half-
cock,' the insnecting officer will pass down the ranks to ascer-
tain that the locks and the sights are serviceable and perfectly
clean, and that the nipples are free from ru-st. With regard to
the examination of the b:5rrel, the piece of rag kept in the
pouL'h having been placed iu the jag or slit iu the head of the
ramrod, and passed down the inside, the * officer will proceed
to ascertain if the insides of the barrels are clean or otherwise.
If clean, no dirt should appear on the rag.' These are simple
rules, and the strict observance of them should become the
habit of every officer and Volunteer,

" De Grey and Hjpos."

Another circular had previously been issued from the
War Office to the commanding officers, recommending
that the rifle used by members sent to the Musketry
School at Hythe should be the rifle used by the Volun-
teer on drill and firing with his corps, as he is likely
to have become accustomed to the sights, &c. The cir-

cular states that it has come to the knowledge of the
War Office that Volunteers had altered the ''locks of
their rifles in order to reduce or increase the amount of
the *'pull," This practice is considered to have a very
dangerous tendency, and in all cases where such altera-
tions have been made, the officers in command are to
request that such rifle be returned to the Armoury, and
repaired at the cost of the man by whom the lock has
been tampered with.—On Friday evening a numerously
attended meeting was held at Myddleton Hall, Isling-
ton, for the purpose of organising a cavalry corps for
North London. Lord Truro said that having con-
sidered the mod^e of forming the Aletropolitan Regi-
ment of Volunteer Cavalry, he proposed that London
should be divided into districts, where there was a pro-
bability of raising a troop, and that Islington should
be the^ head-quarters for this part of Middlesex.
Resolutions in favour of forming the corps were agreed
to, and several names were enrolled.—The Post Office
Companies of the Civil Service Regiment shot for their
prizes on the 15th and 16th inst., when some good firing
was exhibited. The first prize was won by Lieutenant
Angell, who hit the target at every shot, the second by
Private Crossley, and the third by Corporal Topping.—
The London Scottish liad a general muster on Saturday
in Wfestminster Hall. The "Marching Chorus," lately
established under Mr. Benedict, and numbering 70
members, sang three airs as they marched round the
hall four deep. This was their first performance, and
after only three lessons, but it was a decided success,
and was warmly applauded. The battalion then formed

square, when Lord Eloho stated that a Court of Inquiry
consisting of the Marquis of Abercorn, Captain Carlisle
Sergeant Leitch, and Private P. Robertson, had
reported upon the case of a member of the corps found
in the streets at midnight in improper company, wear-
ing his uniform, and that the charge having been
proved he had been expelled from the corps. Lord
Elcho also announced that the Lord-Lieutenant had
sanctioned the formation of four additional companies
There would thus be in all 10 companies, of which four
would wear the kilt, in order that asymmetrical appear-
ance might be maintained in line by having two kilted
companies on each flank.—The City Court of Lieu-
tenancy has sanctioned the addition of three new
companies to the 2d City or Spottiswoode Corps, the
strength of which is therefore now four companies.
The London National mustered in large numbers on
Tuesday evening, in Westminster Hall. Preceded by
the drums and fifes of the Grenadier Guards, the
regiment marched over Westminster Bridge, along the-
Westminster Road, through the Borough, across
London Bridge, and along Great Tower Street to the
Corn Exchange, in Mark Lane, where a public meeting
was held, for the purpose of promoting the success of
the corps, under the presidency of Sir J. V. Shelley,
Bart., M.P., the colonel commandant of the regiment,

—

The First Middlesex Light Horse corps met at Willis's
Rooms, on Thursday, when final arrangements were
made for the organisation of the regiment, and the days
of parade determined upon.—The 24th Middlesex
(Uxbridge) has obtained the Lord-Lieutenant's sanction
ior the formation of a new company.—An influential
committee has been appointed in Greenwich, under the
presidency of Alderman Salomons, M.P., for the
purpose of forming a marine 'artillery corps or brigade
for the service of artillery, and for gunboat service on
the Thames. It is proposed to accept the services
of a large body of persons whose business is imme-
diately connected with the river, watermen and lighter-

men, and also of amateur watermen and others, who
will form a company distinct from the professionals.

—

The 4th or Woolwich Company of the 1st Kent
assembled on Plumstead Common on Friday, and were
inspected by Colonel Luard. —A brigade order has been
issued to the Gravesend Artillery prohibiting the
appearance of the corps in uniform on any public

occasion without the sanction of the Lord-Lieutftnant*

A wooden model of a G8-pounder gun is now construct-

ing to afford the members an opportunity of frequent

drill practiqe. A number of the new pattern bayonet
carbines have been received for the use of the corps.

—

The 1st Kent Rifles will have a shooting match tor a
series of prizes at Maidstone early iu December.—The
3d Sussex (Hailsham) Artillery have been presented
with a silver bugle, subscribed for by the ladies of the
district.—The 2d Sussex (Cuckfield) Rifles, consisting
of two companies, was inspected on Friday by Lieut.-
Colonel Moorsom at Cuckfield Park, the seat of
Captain Sergison, one of the captains of the corps.

—

The Newhaven and Seaford Artillery were inspected on
Saturday by Captain Darby.—Her Majesty having;

been pleased to accept the services of the South-
ampton Mounted Rifles, a meeting of the members
was held on Wednesday, at which the uniform,

accoutrements &c., were decided on.—The Somer-
setshire Corps are to be placed on a complete
military footing by the Lord-Lieutenant. The county
is to be divided into districts, over each of which a

superior commanding officer will preside, assisted by an
adjutant. By this plan divisional reviews and parades-

can be held iu the several districts, and greater unity

secured than where only isolated corps exist.—The
Lincolnshire Mounted Corps is to serve as a portion of

the Lindsay battalion, the regulations of the War Office

not admitting the organisation of a distinct mounted
force.—Two Wliitworth rifles and some money prizes-

were competed for by the Bristol Volunteer Artillery

and Rifle Corps on Tuesday, in Sneyd Park. There--

were 58 competitors ; the rifles being won by Sergeant

Baker, of the Rifle Corps, and Sergeant Hansom, of the-

Artillery Corps, and the money prizes after shoot-

ing oft* the ties by Captain Lighton, Private Sebry,.

Sergeant Criddle, and Sergeant F. R. Geary.—The
7th Cheltenliam, 6th Stroud, and 2d Gloucester had
a shooting contest last week. The Stroud and Chel-

tenham first competed at Southam, the seat of the-

Earl of EUenborough, 12 men from each company, at

ranges from 200 to 450 yards, when the Stroud men-

made 211 points, and the Cheltenham 162. Nine men
of the Gloucester Comp^tny competed with nine of the-

Stroud victors the next day at Stroud, at ranges from
200 to 600 yards, when the Gloucester men were

victorious, scoring an average of17.55, while the Stroud-

average was 14.44.—The company recently formed at

Maldon, Essex, now numbers 90 eflectives, and a prac*

tice ground, with a range of 1000 yards, has been

secured.—The Cambridge University corps has obtained,

a rifle ground with a range of 1400 yai-ds, within

a quarter of a mile of Trinity College. It

is proposed to admit the town corps to the ad*

vantages of the range when it does not interfere

with the practice of the University corps.

—

It has been determined, at a public meeting at Bingley,

in the West Riding, to take steps for establishing a

Rifle Corps in that town.—^The Burnage or 6th Com-
pany of the 2d Manchester, assembled on Saturday in

the grounds of Ensign Grundy, Rushford Park, near

itsuichester, when a silver bugle, subscribed for by the
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ift^Ues^ftlie neighbourhood, was presented to them. At

th3 conclnsiou of the ceremony the members of the

Co T)pany ^^^ ^ grea^- number of friends were hospitably

entertained by Ensign Grundy.—The 14th Worcester-

shire company assembled at Worcester on the 15th, and

w'ere inspected by the Xjieut.-Colonel of the battalion.

—

The city of Durbam corps, now numbering nearly 200

niembers, was inspected on the 14th by Major Harman.

—The 1st York had a contest lor prizes at Langton

Woldj on the 13th- The first prize, consisting of a

silver challenge cup, value 50/., presented by the Hon.

C. W. FitzwUllam, M.P., to be won three years in suc-

cession, and containing 5Z., given by Captain Copper-

thwaite, and a silver medal, given by the ladies of

Malton, was won by Private Robert Hick.—In con-

sequence of the disapproval expressed in England of the

projected visit of Volunteers to Paris, the Emperor has

withdrawn his eancti)n from it; and Mr. Klotz Uow-

-Bell hasi published an intimition that the project has

been abandoned for the present, but will be renewed in

the en?ning spring.

,

dFovetgiu

Francs.—The IMinister of the Interior has ad-

dressed the following circular to the Prefects respecting

the Pastoral Letters of the bishops :

—

"Paris, Nov. 10.

" Monsieur le Prcfet,—The general law wbioh prescribes for

printers the double formiility of the declaration and depositing

& copy of all publications, and in certain cases that of the

stamp, has received an excoption:i.l repeal in favour of pastoral

letters ; in a spirit of generous contideueo in the religious

authority, the publication of acts emanating fiom this

authority has been, in fact, by the tqlerance of the Admi-
nistration, freed from the surveillance implied by the de-

posit, and from the expense attached to the stainna.

But for some time many writings have been published under
t\xQ title oi ' ManUements.* or of 'Pastoral Letters,' troatinj? of

questions most foreign to spiritual interests—political pamph-
lets in fact, in which the events now bemg accomplished in

Europe are considered, in which the actd of the Governmeut
are discussed, and sometimes attacked with great vigour;

thus usurping the exclusive immunities granted to the special

acts of the episcopal jurisdiction. This abuse has provoked
the attention of the Government. To remedy this, the simplest

and easiest measure would incontestably have been to with-

draw the privilege granted, and, without distinction, to submit
all its affairs to the common law. Sincerely desirous of not
obstructing in any way the action of the ecclesiastical autho-

rity in its legitimate sphere, the Government has not con-

sidered it necessary at present to resort to that radical measure.
Those Mandeinents and Pastoral Letters which do not depart

from the spiritual domain, and which are printed as placards

in order to be posted or read in the churches, will therefore

ooutiuue free of the stamps and, the deposit. But those

writings whatever maybe their title, which, taking the form

of a pamphlet in order to emerge from the sanctuary, too

often mix themselves up with temporal politics, eaunot profit

by a dispensation which was not established for them. Such
writings, although enjoying entire liberty of publication, will

be subject to the conditions of the common law. You wilj

point out, Monsieur le Prefefc, this diatinetion to the printers

in your department—it is on them that are imposed the

obligations of the deposit and the stamp. It is they who will

be prosecuted if they do not submit to the same.^ lu preserv-

ing a generous exemption to publications of a spiritual order,

but in opposing as much as possible the confounding of

Mandetnents with pamphlets, religion with politics, and the

- decisions to which the Catholic owes obedience with opinions

which the citizen may contradict, the Government is conscious

of maintaining everything in its place, without prejndicmg

either the rights or the liberty of anybody. Receive, Monsieur

le Prefet, the assurance of my very distinguished considera-

tion.—Billaclt, Secretary of State for the Interior."

The Monifeitr of yesterday publishes a convention con-

cluded between the Governments of Sardinia aud

Prance, arranging several questions in reference to the

annexation ot Savoy and Nice. It is determined that

the portion of the Sardinian debt chargeable to Savoy

and Nice shall he 4i millions of Rentes, which the

French Government will remit to Sardinia. The

charges incurred by Sardinia on account of Savoy and

Nice, will be transferred to France. The Moniteur

also publishes an Imperial decree abolishing the

prohibilion against the exportation of iron ore, which

may in f-jture he exported free of duty.—A pam-

phlet has been published by M. Dentu, the official

publisher, under the title of " Pope ami Emperor,-''

suggesting a plan for setting aside the Pope and

installing the Emperor of the French as Supreme Head

of the Galilean Church in his place. It says that in

England Queen Victoria is both Queen and Pope of the

Church of England, that in Prussia, Sweden, Norway,

and Denmark, the King is King and Pope of the

national churches, that in Russia the Emperor is Czar

and Pope of the Greet Church, that in Greece King

Otho of Bavaria is also King and Pope of the Greek

Church in his dominions, and that in Turkey the Sultan

is Emperor and Pope of the Mahometans. It asserts

thdt what is useful for other countries must be good and

useful for France, and that the head of the State should

unite in the same grasp the political power and the

administration of pnhlic worship.—It was reported on

Monday that the King and Queen of Holland were

-ahont to visit the Emperor at Compi&gne. but the

Tumour is now said to be unfounded. The Prince of

Oranee, heir apparent to the Dutch crown, is however

•expected in Paris. Prince Napoleon, accompanied

by the Princess Clotilde, is about to start for Italy.

The Commercial Treaty between France and England,

after several months of hard labour, was completed on

Friday, and received the final signatures. The most

conciliatory spirit has been manifested on both sides

;

and should any defects be found in the working of the

treaty, they are to be remedied by mutual consent.

Mr. Cobden intends to proceed to the South of Europe

in the hope of recruiting hia health, which has suffered

materially from the fatigues and anxieties he has

lately undergone.—The France Centrale of Blois has

been suspended for two months, for having, under
pretence of defending religions interests, published

violent political attacks upon the Government, notwith-

standing two official warnings,

Spain*—The Marquis de Miraflores has been ap-

pointed Spanish Ambassador at Rome. The Queen
has presented a rich sword to General Goyon. In the

sitting of the Cortes on Wednesday several diplomatic

documents relating to Rome and Naples were communi-
cated by the Gaveinment.

BbIiGIUm:.—The King of the Belgians is now nearly

recovered from the violent cold from which he has

been for some time suffering.

Pettssia.—During the past autumn Captain Mac-
donald, an officer of the English army, who was travel-

ling with his family on the Rhenish railway, was grossly

insulted at Bonn hy the railway officials, because he

refused to give up his seat to a Prussian doctor who
had taken possession of it in his temporary absence from

the train. Capt. Macdonald was dragged from the

carriage and given into custody for resisting the autho-

rities, and was afterwards prosecuted by M. MoUer, the

Procureur of Bonn, and sentenced to pay a fine. In the

course of tha trial, M. Moller denounced the English

in such violent and unmeasured terms that complaints

were made to the superior legal authorities, who ordered

an inquiry to ho instituted by the Court of Discipline

into his conduct. The Court did not review the facts

of the case, but only the conduct of the Procureur, as

far as it was impugned. M, Moller, in explanation,

stated that the terms he used he did not apply to

Englishmen in general, not even to all English travellers,

but only to those who by their misbehaviour frequently

provoked collisions with the authorities. The superior

judges decided that M. MoUer's violent language was

unbecoming his judicial functions, and therefore visited

him with a reprimand. The German journals contra-

dict the reports that the case was made the subject of

formal representations to the Prussian Government.

Austria.—The Empress of Austria left Vienna for

Antwerp at an early hour on Saturday morning and

embarked on Wednesday in the royal yacht Victoria

and Albert for Madeira, the Admiralty yacht Osborne

embarking the suite and baggage. The Emperor ac-

companied the Empress to Bamberg, which he left on

Monday by way of Augsburg and Ulm, for Stuttg<vrdt,

to pay a visit to the Court of Wurtemberg.—

Accounts from Vienna state that the signs of reaction

in favour of Italy are very striking inthat capital, and

that the people generally wish to see the difficulty

about Venice amicably and equitably settled. So

strong is this feeling, that the papers which most

steadily support the Government are throwing out

hints in favour of negotiations during the winter, with

a view to avert the threatened evils of war in the

ensuing spring. It is reported that Austria is about to

send an array of observation into Transylvania, ou the

Moldo-Wallachian frontiers.

HuNCAET.—The prospects of any conferences being

held at Gran have become more remote. It is even

doubted whether they can take place this year.

Venetia. — The Austrian Government hfts just

adopted a new measure of rigour in Venetia. The

Official Gazette publishes a decree ordering all fathers

of families to recall their sons from abroad, even if

absent for their education. The parents who shall

persist in leaving their children in foreign countries

will be punished with a fine of from 20 to 200 florins.

Gibealtae.—The screw steamer Araxes,from Liver-

pool to Gibraltar, and the steamer Black Prince, from

Gibraltar to London, came into collision on the night of

the 7th, 68 miles north of Cape St. Vincent. The

Black Prince sank immediately after the collision, the

commander and crew being received on board the

Araxes, which landed them at Gibraltar on the 9th.

Itaxt.—In consequence of the departure of Garibaldi,

and the popular impression that he had not been well

treated by the King and hia Ministers, crowds of

Lazzaroni assembled on the 12th, and shouted, *• Long

live Garibaldi!" " The Dictatorship for ever! " "Down

with Farini
! " Thev were dispersed by the regular

troops, and M. Farini subsequently energetically repri-

mandod the leaders. The King has issued an order of

the day in reference to the Garibaldiau army, declaring

that it has well deserved the gratitude of the country.

and determining its reorganisation, the terms offered

being two years' service from the present time in the

Royal army for those who are willing to serve, and

three months' pay and travelling expenses for those

who wish to leave it. The departure of the Kmg for

Sicily has been at length fixed for Monday next, but

in answer to the various Sicilian deputations, his Ma-

lestv has expressed his regret that his stay must be

necessarily short. The King has received a deputation,

bv whom he was presented with the result of the

pUUscite in the Marches and Umbria. It is believed

that some modifications arc about to be made m the

Council of Lieutenancy of Naples, aud that the btate

Council, which is only convoked on very important

occasions, will be shortly summoned by the King.

Baron Poerio has been appointed Mmister without a

portfolio. A letter of the King has been published

granting 200,000f. for popular education in the city of

Naples. The King has prohibited the demolition of the

forts of St. Elmo, which are to be repaired and armed.

The troops of the Line have replaced the National

Guard in the different posts in the city. The
clergy in the Neapolitan provinces have paid

homage to King Victor Emmanuel. Generals Fanti

and Cassini have arrived at Naples. Accounts from
Gaeta state that King Francis II. burst a blood-vessel

on Wednesday, and that a steamer had arrived at

Naples fr"'r Gae a for physicians. The Queen-
Mother, wno had removed to Rome with her sons,

has left for Civita Vecchia, The siege of Gaeta
continues. The batteries of Cappuccini and Santa
Agata have been placed in position, but the fortress still

resists, and its reduction offers difficulties. The Neapo-
litan troops continue to fight resolutely, but the defec-

tion of staff officers is increasing. Four generals—Sal-

zano, Colonna, Barbolriga, and Polizzi—have resigned.

The King has dismissed and sent away General Berto-

lini. Colonel PianelU has surrendered a battalion of

Chasseurs to the Piedmontese. Farther resistance hy
the Bourbon troops is paralyzed by the insubor-

dination of their chiefs and the confusion which

prevails. The King has addressed another note to hia

diplomatic agents protesting against the decree ot

Victor Emmanuel accepting the sovereignty of the

Two Sicilies. The Piedmontese have occupied Terra-

cina, and are marching upon the territory of Ponte-

Corvo. Cardinal Antonelli has protested against this

fresh invasion of Roman territory, and General Goyon,

the French Commander-in-Chief, has intimated to the

Piedmontese that they must evacuate Terracina, which

he intends to occupy. Reactionary movements con-

tinue. The provinces of the Abruzzi have partly risen

in insurrection, and five Neapolitan provinces are said

to be in a state of siege, caused by the movement of

anti-annexationists. The number of Bourbon troops

which have entered the Papal States is only 16,000. A
convention has been signed according to which the^will

be sent hack to their own country. Sardinia has claimed

the cannon taken from these troops. General Goyon has

replied that he will not deliver them either ,to

Francis IL or King Victor Emmanuel.
^
A military

commission, composed of French and Sardinian officers,

and presided over by Generals Goyon and Cialdini,

will settle the questions arising from the entry

of the Bourbon troops into Roman territory

.

An Extraordinary Council of Cardinals took pl^ce

on the 8th inst. Negotiations are said to be

pending between Count Cavour and Cardinal Antonelli

for a formal renunciation of the temporal power by the

Pope. By wny of compensation his Holiness would

receive an annual revenue or civil list of 1,000,000

Roman crowns—to which, of course, every Catholic

Power would be free to make additions; and the Car-

dinals would be admitted to the dignity of Senators of

the realm, and receive a yearlv stipend of 10,000 crowns.

Cardinal Antonelli has addressed to t\ic Foreign

Ministers resident at Rome a circular note protesting

against the annexation vote in Umbria and the

Marches. Letters from Turin state that, notwith-

standing the hostiHty existing between the Courts of

Rome and Turin, the Pope has made a communication

to Victor Emmanuel ou the spread of Protestantism

in Italy, and has requested him to remedy the evil

;

but Count Cavour is not disposed to pay any attention

to the application. Garibaldi has arrived at his island

of Caprera, in company with his son, Menotti,

Gusmorali, Basso, and two or three other persons, and

has resumed his country life with mnch enjoyment.

Before leaving Naples he published a notice that he

would not receive any letters at Caprera that were not

post paid. The following is a lull translation of the

farewell proclamation which he issued to his companions

in arms ou his departure from Naples :

—

" To my Companions in Arms—We miist now consider the

period which is just finiahlng as the last stage but one m our

national rosutrcctiou, and iirepare ourselves to fimah worthily

the national design of the elect of -li) gtjuerations, the compl©-

tion which Providence has reserved lor this fortunate age of

yours. Ves, young men ! Italy owes to you an undertakmg

wLich has merited the applause of the imiverse. \om have

couquered and you will conquer, because heuceforth you are

prepared for the tactics that decide the fiite of battles. You are

not unworthy of the men who entered into the close ranks of

the Macedonian phalanx, aud who contcuded not in vain with

the proud conquerors of Asia. To this woudeiful page ^^\^^
country's history another more glorious still will be added,

and the slave shall show at last lo his free brethren a 8hari>ened

sword forged from the links of his fetters. To arms

then, all of you ! all of you \ and the oppressors and the

mighty will disappear like the dust. You, too, women, cast

away all cowards from your arms—they will only give you

cowards for chUdreu—and you who are the daughtei^ of the

laud of beauty must have children who are noble and brave.

l^t timid doctriiiairea depart from amongst us to carry etoe-

where their servility and their miserable fears. This people is

its own master. It wishes to be the brother of other peoples,

and to look on the insoleut with a proud face, not to grovel

before them, imploring its own freedom ; it wiU uo longer bo

dracaed along by men whose hearts sre base. No: no I uoi

Prt^idence has presented Italy witli Victor EmmanueL Every

Italian should rally round him. By the side of 'V ictor Emma-
nuel every quarrel should be forgotten—all rancour disappear.

Once morel repeat my battle cry. To arms, all-all of you.

If March, 1&6I, does not find a million of Italians In arms,

then alasVor liberty, alas fur the life of It^Iy I Ah. no ! far be

from me a thought which I loatbe like poison. The March of

1861. or, if neoisary. Febniafy. wil ifud us all at our po^.

lUilians of Calatafimi, Palermo \ultu:
, ^'f""''^^^^^

dardo and Isernia, every man of this land wboisnut a coward

^ slkvo U on our side. All of as! allofuH ! Isay, stjmdmgcose

around the glorious hero of Phlestro. will strike the last blow

aEthe crumbUng edifico of tyranny. lUceivs then, my
pliant young volunteers, the i ured ,«><«l«»i«»

^IJ^
KtUes-ono word of farewell from me. I utter this word

with Uied^t affection, and from the;^<^^,l>°*l;'" ''^ ™/
heart To^l »m obUged to retire, but for a few dsy» ^ly^

The hour of batUa will find me with you again, by the side rf

he champUms of Italian Ul crty. Let those only return to
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BrtckenHdgi and Za^e.—Alabama, 9 ; Arkansas, 4 • Florida
3 ; Geoi^a 10: Louisiana, 6; Mississippi, 7 ; North CaroUua;
10 ; South Carolina. 8 ; Texas. 4.—TotaKei-
Dougla$and Johnson.—CalitoTLnii, 4 ; Oregon, 3; Missouri, 9.

Bea and Everett and i='««(Mi.—Delaware. 3; New Jersev. 7"
Kentucky, 12; Maryland, 8; Tennessee, 12; Virginia, 15.-

The secession excitement in the South continues to
gain strength. The citizens of Charleston had assembled
in mass meetings, and adopted resolutions demandin^^
immediate secession. The most painful apprehension's
as to the future ]u-evulled. especially in Virginia and
Washington, and the Cabinet had met in Council to
deliberate upon the condition of afiairs. The I^^'exo Toyk
Herald of the 31st ult, contains a strong article
in favour of the secession of the Southern States.
The clergy in the vicinity of Wasliington had recom-
mended prayers to avert disunion. Tlie 9tli American
Kegimeut are desirous of visiting England with their
band and arms, and of exchanging courtesies with our
Volunteers in the course of next summer. A correspond-
ence has been opened with Lord Palmerston on the sub-
ject, but at present there seems to be some legal
difficu ty in ullowmg a body of armed men. not bein^
subjects of her Ma esty. to land and move about in

all others remain to guard our glorious banners. We shallmeet ag^u ere lonjr, to march to-ether for the redemption ofour brethren who are still the slaves of the stranger We
n nJ!;?^^'^'"?

'''''' *''"=• ^^*^ ^^^^ to-etherto new triumphs.

ErssiA.— T!ie body of the late Empress was removed
on the 9th inst. from Sarskoe-Selo to Tschesme, previous
to which the last solemn service took place in the
chapel of the Alexaiulrowski Palace, at which all the
members of the Imperial family attended. The coffin,
which was entirely covered with gold brocAde. was
borne to the door of the Palace by the Emperor, his
brothers the grand dukes, the Prussian princes, and by
the adjutants-general. At the door the coffin was
taken up by " chambci- Cossacks," and by them conveyed
to the hearse. The troops then presented arras, the
Bmperor mounted his horse, and the cavalcade slowly
set out towards its destination, the Prussian princes,
the grand dukes, and an immense suite of military
officers of all grades accompanying his 'S^t{^]esty, the
Grand Duchesses following in 'carriages. The route
was several miles in length, and two or three
hours were occupied in traversing it. AU the houses in
the streets of St, Peteisburir, through which the pro-
cession passed, were luuig with black, so that for some
distance the scene was most solemn and imposing. Tlie
body remained for the night in the chapel of the
military hospital, and was taken to the church of St.
Peter and St. Paul, in the Keva Fortress, on the follow-
ing da}'. The prpcessiou arrived at the canal, which
forms the boundary of the city, about one o'clock, and
at that place the Emperor dismounted, and followed
the hearse on foot through the city. While the pro-
cession was in n.otion all the bells of the capital were
tolled.

Gkzece.—A ^despatch from Athens states that the
Chambers were opened on the 12th inst.

TrEEEY.—The ratification of the French loan was
sent to Paris on the 16th. Tlie arrears due to the
troops have been paid. It is stated that

Eng

soiree of
the 13th

the foreign

scheme of
the Porte,

CI

representatives are about to submit a
provincial and financial reforms to
and will at the same time conj'cintly urge its
adoption. The necessary measures have been resolved
upon by the Directors of the Turkish Bank for buyin
^p the Kaimes at Constantinople, and withdrawing
them from circulation. The attempt to raise a local
loan of 350,000^. is said to have tailed. The Brman
of investiture has been sent to Prince Michael of Servia.
Syria.— General Kmety has resigned the Syrian

command on account of having been reproached by
Fuad Pasha with partiality to the Christians.

Bardart.—The Bnizinan corvette Donna Isabel, of
18 guns, on her way from Afarseilles to Lisbon, has
been totally lost on C^pe Spartel, on the coast of
Barbarj. The captain, 23 officers and 100 of the crew
were drowned ; 3 lieutenants, 6 midshipmen, the purser,
and 93 of the crew were saved iu a deplorable condi-
tion, and conveyed to Tangiers by the English steam
n-igate Argus. Tlie Moors behavedwcll to the survivors.
The corvette Iiad a great number of naval cadets on
board for education and instruction in practical naviga-
tion, and the loss will plunge many of the most
respectable families at Kio into grief and mourning.

India.—The Bombay Mail has arrived with news
from that Presidency to the 27th October. The fol-
lowing are the details.

Calculta.~.T:he railway line ^^-as opened on the 15th Oct. toKajmahat on the Gangea, 202 miles from Calcutta. The Gover-
J'^;-^.f.\™.

the Commander-in-Chief, and some of tlie chief
notabihhes of Odcutta, went down in the first train, and after-wards attended a public dinner in honour of the occasion. Siraugh Rose has issued a general order to the army in Indiacallmg upon the oflBcera of divisions to report as to the extent
ot tjarrack accomnioriation for schools, reading and eofifee-roomsworkshops for the exercise of trades, gardens for the growth of
vegetables gymnasia, single-stick practice, cricket grounds
skittle alleys 4o.. with the view of establishing for the
fioldiers and their children the means of recreation, instruction,ana employment.

Bombai/.^Jhe Volunteer movement has been very succesful

««.v-
'^ presidency. It has been found impossible to accept the

r«H™ °l
^^^

^t^^
'^'*^^' Eurasi^fi. Parsees, and othernatives who sought admission, and the corps will therefore

tonsibt or auropeans only.
2>wa);ta.--Tlie Waghura have managed to burst from theGheer in wluch they had taken refuge, and have surprised and

cap' urea the town of "" "

fi ?^w^Tf/' .¥-^" attended the annual
the Wakefield Mechanics' Institution on ..
mat, and delivered a speech, from which the follow-mg ore extracts:

—

S \^fr™f "*^ ¥"" *^?'"*' ^'^^ nothing more neglected in theeducation of all classes in this country than the consideration

whi^h*f?°"''^^'
°^

^V""^ "'^ ^^^« '^^''^^ be founS. and ou
Z^J^h. ^ permanent peace and greatness of the common-wealth were based. He believed that the liberty, wealthhappiness and progress of every people met with a thousand
obstacles from laws which were based sometimes on selfish
uess, but he believed still more frequently on the tnie interests
of a nation The science of political economy, although it was
a science which had oeen practised by very learned and ablemen for nearly 100 years, was a science which was yet abso-
lutely in Its infancy, and it was an entire mistake to suppose
It was only members of mechanics' institutions who were nut
well informed upon that science. He proceeded to refer to
the establiahment of the com laws in 1815, remarking that
T\ith such a season as there had been during the last six
months, if these corn laws—which were supported by states-
men, by bishops, by learned men, and by Oxford and Cambridge
scholars—had been in existence, his hearers might rely on it
that the manufactures of the country would have been iu a
state of confusion. The capitalists of the country would be
bankrupts, workmen would be unemployed, and statesmen
would be at their wits' end to find a remedy for the mischief
He next alluded to the French Treaty, expressing hia belief
that those who lived as many years hence as had elapsed aince
the repeal of the corn laws, would have the same opinion of
the advaHta^re of the step which had just been taken with
regard to France which was now held as to the step taken in
1846 with regard to the com laws. But there was another
matter iu which the working classes were more interested • at
least, they had it more under their own control than the
question of the tariflF—viz., the question of combination to
raise wages. Now, if there was one class of persons in this
country whose wages had risen more than anotiier within the
last 20 years, it was the class of female domestic servants ; but
who ever heard of a combination among cooks or housemaids
to get higher wages? Now, how waa this? The lady who
employed such persons regarded her expenditure with a far
keener eye than her husband, who employed large numbers of
persons in his manufactory, usually did, and they might
depend upon it that if the value of the labour of domestic
servants were not worth what it fetched the mistresses would
not be disposed to give the advance, which they had not given
to their servants for many years past. The error with regard
to combinations of workmen arose from the notion that mas-
ters could control wages ; but sm-ely if a master could control
wages he could control prices. Neither the one nor the other
was uuder the control of the raanufecturer or the capitalist
^'hat was going on in the northern counties of England waa a

ryovEMBER 24, I860.

S^c^j^i^tter off. were;^bo"und to look at the lowest straU

Tnlt' l^t'^^T' 'I^}^
^""^^'-^1 prosperity of th^cSyTe^

iLiinfto bjhnl/ mT^ P^""8:ed into a ^.tate of sXTwsnocKing to behold, which was reallv not creditihlft tn ti,^^ *=

roaT;f"^°"^i'^^
civilisation of the^'eount ^ Hencxtr^fe^^^^to a letter he had received about two years asl from Mr CnhSZwho was at that time in the United States^ofCieii^aW^^which the writer said that, notwithstanding the aSan ai^Sabounng class iu England had made gi-eater progV^s d, rin^l^

?S.. r^r'' ^^"
they had during any former shnilar period oftime, tnose classes in the United States were much furtW h!

f\.f'^TH'^''\*^"y
^^^^ *" ^^S\and. This w?s fremarkablefact, and he had never heard any man who disputed it H«met not long ago a gentleman connected with whit witgenerally reported the most reputable of the prelsin mlcountry, who had been spending some daj a in^tho United

What mSe the f-°
'^'

""Jl*^
"^'^^"^^- He'wanted to knowwnat made the difference. It was not necessarily the form of

fndn^^r^i; ^^J^^^^t --^ q'^^^tion of latitude or longit^e ;

fwlH?.^^^^*?,"^'**"^ '""J^^
Unit^ States; the machinery'there did more labour, and the land was not even as fertile

fhlr'^'^SfJ''
^^\°' ^^^f<^ their pubhc writers, he ask^

P^SIif f^"^";!?'^^^^^ ^'^^'^ minister, of religlou-how

?n?hA Tinfer* *'^ ti^^
"^^ notorious and Indisputahle-that

ni .1
^^^ ^^^^^^ *^^ ^^^*^ ^"'1^ ^f the artisans and labour-

cofini^^V?^ ^ "JY^^
^'^"^^ ''^ ^^^"^ they were in this:

Tn ?i,7;t ^^^^^"^ °^ three causes that would account for it.

Sirl^i 1

^'*^*^
^^^l^^ ^^^ ^^"^^ ^^ ^l^*^lly free from all

Iw L "" .^''^. ^^''"'^^
'

the people were instnicted

S.^^?
extensive and thoroughly working common

school, useful to a degree i^ifinitely beyond what the people of
this country ever dreamt of; and further, that from some
cause or other that he could not then inquire into, tlio Govern-ment of the United States, althougli the ponulation of each
country was^about 20,000,000. spent nearly 60.000,000£. sterling
less than the Government of this countrv. He only stated
lacts, and he said they were not in the least'questiona of party,
nor questions of forma of government, but questions of prin-
ciples with regard to our legislation, and Mechanics' Institu-
tions would but ill fulfil their duty to their members if
they were content with teaching the common rules of arith-
metic or drawing or music, or other branches of knowledge
which we taught them, and did not bring their classes and
their members as much as possible to consider those great
questions on which the well-being of their families and the
country most depended. After some further remarks, in the
course of which he passed a warm culogium on the benevolence
and yuety of the present age, he said that the sweeping off and
repeal of that single Act of Parliament which limited the
supply of food was worth more than 10,000 soup kitchens,
and that there could be no doubt that eveiy simple invention
which was made in machinery and agriculture added to our
power of production, and ought to add to our comfort. In his
opinion, it ought to lessen human labour and to increase
human enjoyment; but if through bad principles of legisra-
tion—if through errors ofGovernment the public resources were-
wasted—if of our great industry a vast quantity was misdi-
rected—if these great blunders were made, there might be rich
men and rich families ; but the multitude would still be uoor
and the comforts they had would still bo precarious." Ho
wanted them to study these subjects more than they had done
l>efore

; it wouM enable them to see that they might govern
themselves more wisely, and, if they did so, he believed that
they might raise mankind to a higher level, they might giv»
greater glory to their country, they might dispense greater
happiness among the families of which it was composed, and
they might do that which was not a little thing—they might
do something to justify the ways of God to man."

«rite InteUiflcnre.
Baitz of Exgland.^—It was announced on Wednes-

day that an arrangement had been made between the-

Bank of France and the Bank of England, which, it is

hoped, will terminate the uncertainties that have
recently disturbed the money markets of Paris and
London, The Bank of France are to have a loan ot"

2,000,000?. of gold from the Bank of England on the
security of a deposit of silver to an equal amount. It

is considered not improbable, that in consequence of
this arrangement the Bank of England will lower the-

rate of discount at an early day.

proof beyond all cavil that when trade was greatly extended
profits increasing, and demand for labour growing from month

nar.
Cfyhn.—Ono of the moat difficult operations ever performedby a diver has recently been accomplished in recovering theremainder of the treasure sunk in the Malabar at Galle. This

consisted in cutting away the large iron plates from the mailroom half an mch thick, and working through 9 feet of sand.
Jtleinke a diving apparatus was employed, as on the previous
occasions and 16,0o0^ was thus got out in one day. The
wiiole of the specie on board this vessel, upwards of SUO.OOCibaa now been saved. ~ * ."^t^.,

CiiryA.—The Morning Post says that it is almost
positive, according to late despatches received by the
if lench Government, that the treaty with China was
signed near Pekin during the early days of last month.
United States.—Mr. Lincoln, the Republican candi-

date, has been elected President of the United States,
and Mr. Hamlin has been elected Vicc-Presitlent. The
majority in New York for Mr. Lincoln was 40.000. The
Bepublicans have gained largely on former majorities.
According to the retums in the New York papers, the
several States voted as fellows:

—

l2^''"Z^2f'f
^^«'»/*'i--Connecticut, -6 ; Illinots, H ; Indiana

yj«« ."» *' Maine, 8; Ahwsachugetts, 13: Michienn, 6 •

Minnesota, 4 ; New Hampshire, 6 ; New York,' 35 1 OMo"'23

MpmEY Market, Feiday.—Bkitish Funds: Ccri'

sols closed at 93^ to i for Money, and 93^ to | for the
6th December; Bank Stock, 234; Reduced and New
Three pei- Cents., 912 to |; New Two and a Half per

Cents,, 771; India Five per Cent. Stock, 1859, 103|
to ^; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures, 1858, 96^ to i;

Ditto 1859, 96i; Five and a Half per Cent. Knfaced

Rupee Paper, 101 ; Exchequer Bills, 2s. to Sa. dis.—

FoEEiGN : Brazilian Four and a Half per Cents., 1860,

89i; Peruvian Tliree per Cents., 731; Portuguese

Three per Cents., 1853, for Acct., 46 ; Russian Three

per Cents., 1859, 62| ex div. ; Spanisli Three perCents.^

tor Acct., 49^ ; Ditto New Deferred Three per CenU,
41 ; Ditto Passive, 24i ; Committee's Certiticates, 5J ;

Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 73^ to ^ ; Ditto

1858, for Acct., 59 to 58i ; A'cnezuela Three per Cents.,

for Acct., 21|.

iiiantt: of <©ng(auu.

Notei (i>aed jfl 1.01 5,100

12,a3a,9tfii

to month, wages would rise, and that without any kind of
combination. Then there was tiie question of the expenditure
of a Government. Some foolish persona had said it did not
matter what taxes people paid to the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, because it all come back in refreshing showers- doubt-
less that might be, but the showers only refreshed the tax
eaters—they never refresh the tax payers. The same argu-
ment might be used by the highwayman when he committed
a robbery ; or if they had a conqueror Uving among them and
they paid a tribute to him, it might be said it made no differ-
ence, because the money was spent in the country. He hoped
the people were beginning to find the taxes were taxes andhe hoped they would never imagine that not a single farthincr
of the Uxes beyond what was required for the economical
service of the State would ever benefit them any more than if
they lost it in the sea or someboiy picked their pockets of it.At the present moment there waa in this country a condition
of general prosperity which had never been exceeded since
the commencement of the great war with France. He held
that prosperity to be based mainly on the long continuance
of peace, to a very large extent upon the revolution of the
tariffs in the country which he nad already spoken of
and also to the enormous saving to all the operal
tions of the country by the introduction of the mode
of transit by railway. Well, the results were great, but not-
withstanding ail this, and that every public speaker and
writer broke into exclamations of satisfaction at the prosperity
whicli now prevailed—as if it were a prosperity which had
never been equalled before, and that they could not hope long
to enjoy, they ought to bear in mind that at this moment there
were hundreds ot thousands of families in this country whose

'

condition was that of poverty close verging upon pauperism,
and to whom the rays of that prosperity seem scarcely to have
reached at all. It was worth while considering whether all had
yet been done to raise the people to the condition to v hich they
rightfully may hope to attain ; ho did not believe in it being
the end of the government, the end of civilisation, the end ot
education, of morality, and Christianity that the great body of
the people in this country should be in the condition they were
in now. Even in this time of great prosperity, to say nothing
of the fearful condition they had been iu in times i.ast, the?who were better off, who from their fathers' industry or their _o^. or from happy circumstances in which they had been ' LnrsL™aler''-i."K.xcH*.., Wew.Lam, Olouce.ter.Lir..-S«U«l«-

ISSUE DEPARTMENT.
j£VM0fi9a Government Debt ., ..

Other Stcuritie* .. .*

G»l<i Coin ana BuiUoa..
Silver Bullioa

./,0in.993

BAWKIWU UtfPARTMENT.
jK7.01fl,99*

Proprietors Capital,. ,,

nCSt t« *ft *• mm *
PuoUc Deposits (Inctud-
ing ExchequerpSavinf^s
Bank&p CoiikmtSsioners
DiiNAt. Debt, and DItl-
dend Accts.) ,, ,,

Other Deposits.,
Seven daj and other biUs

4614,553,000

m •

» 4

22d A»j of Not., 1860.

fi,073.597

725.661

^7.222,C0i I

Goveniraeni SecurltiM
(iacludlQf^ Deatl Weight
Annuity)

Other SecaritJes .. .,

Qolil and Silver Coin ..

je9, 490,273
2u,2y8,0Ifi

J«l,)36

M. MARSHALL. CVitt Ciahl'r.

©alette of tfie mittk.
TUK5DAT — BA^KRUf'TS — E. Anselx, Sooth, StMCt, Manehc»ter

8quftre. Draper—A. aubert and C. Powkll, St. Marr Air, Ship and
Insurance Broken—J. Bro«mkg, Norfluimberlaod Terrace, iBajcnURe
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j^Soi.oMo?«, biackiriftrft Hand. Orocer - J, b. S!iTfc.i>MA>, finderiord,

,
Olouct»i<^r»|*ire Surif^Hin aiul Apothecary-S. TaAscBA»B, Wellinglon,
Somrn^t^lii^^^' Wmkldopi. Nurtbaiimioi*, Irou Ore Merehant.
SCOrca SKClUESTUATiONS - fe, a. Uamfiee. fcdinburpth^T.

FoftR"'^- Gretnock. Grocer —A. AVMatb, OlanKOw, Boot ixiid Shoe

rPBlUlY -BANKRUPTS -TBabtot«, Welllnicton Street. Strand

upon-Hiil. Pamtcr-J. Hawkb.. llornwy Ri.e, BuilJer-C. C. Hk/bhaw.
i.rStouy Lane^ Tooley Sireer, Morou^h, U^it aud Block Maker-G.
LAcaBSi.S, Leicester Squiin-, Coffee House Keeper-J. North. Brighton,
Carrier ftud Cou'ra«-tor-J. t. Vartb.idgk. 21, Lan«Iey Place, Comraercial
Road, Bout and Sboe Manufacturer - T. Rmva, Swansea, Ironmnntrer-
G. BUBBB1.L, Ijeamingtou Priors War« ickRhire, Hotel Keepcr-B. Sil-
TESTKB, ManclieBter, Dfaper-VV. J. Smith, NewcRhtlc-upoD-Tvne, Com-
miwion AKfnt — J. Mei.i.8, Liverpool, Toy Dealer— II. Whiti'ikli.,
Totieiihani Court Koad, LiDendraper—A. Wuoduall. Barua Cray. Kent.
Pelt Mantitorturcr.

..SCOTCH SKitUESTTtATIO\S-I. Gutthiitn. Sheffield, Wat«hmaVer
-J. PovET. Warwick. Innkeepcr-T. P.-wiks. Milk Street, CI.eapside.
HoBier-B. £. Ridlei. Great Si. Helen's. Bishopsgate Street.

gested that Captain Tyler's report should be submitted
to the (jtovernment.

Pboposed New Rbidge.

TnE riop DtTTY.—The following letter has been
addressed by the Secretary of the Treasury to Mr.
Beresford Hope and Mr. William Carter, in answer to
the memorial presented last week to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, by the liop-growei-s of East and West
Keut:-

\.
'

^ ^ *' Treasury Chamber8.Xov. 17.
"Sir,— I am directed by the Lords Comraissioiiers of her

Majesty's Treasury to state to you that they have taken into
considcmtion the memorial addressed to this Board by yon and
certain other persons connected with the growth of hops, pray-
ing for a postponement until November, 1861. of the second
moiety of the hop duty In respect of the crop of 1859, and have
inquired into the alleifutions therein contained and into the cir-
cumstances of the hop trade generally. The proposal made in
your memorial h that a moietv of the duty ou the crop of 1859
should bo paid only in November, 1861, but the dutv on the
crop of 1860 will fall due, under a recent decision of ParUament,
in March, 1861, so that the proposal ia, in fact, to postpone a
part of tbo duty of 1859 until after that of 1 S6U shall have
been Ii*iuidatcd. For a proposal of this kind there is, my
Lords beliCTe, no precedent whatover, and it is one tending
to the utmoat irreifulaiity in the conduct of public business
Neither can my Lords hold it to bo reasonable th.it the duty
on a crop of a given year should be made payable at such a date
as to throw it on the receipts of the following year. This
question has been fully considered by Parliament duriug the
recent acssion, and tlie important alteration which it has made
has been in the direction of greatly shortening the hop credits,
and of nffirniing prospectively that the duties are to be taken
at a time that shall throw them as a charge on each crop last
taken in succession. Were my Lords, under these circum-
fitftnces, to accede to the prayer of your memorial they, would
run directly counter to thcphxin intention of Parliameut—that,
after the present year, each crop should be burdeued only
with its own duty. On these grounds my Lords must decline
to accede to your ap]>lication, without adverting to the fact
that there is but one case during the last 30 years in which so
long a postponement has been granted—namely, that of 1848,

greater, considerably, than the duty. The present year has,
undoubtedly, been one of pressure, taking into view the
circumstances of the late crop. Before stating, however,
the conclusion to which thoy are led by that considera-
tion, their Lordships desire me to observe that they eaunot
admit lu full tlie estimate of that pressure which you
appear to have formed. Yon allege the low prices which
have bceu_ received for the crop of 1859, but it appears
that the prices were lower, and for the most part materially
lower, in 1847, '48' '50, '56, four years out of the last 14:—
1817, 2SL 18a. Orf. ; 1S48, 241. Us. Id. ; 1850, B9t. Us. 3d. ; 18-56,
34:1. 4s. : but for 1859, 54i. 4s. lOti. ; and although it is true that
the yield .of the present i'car is small, yet there have been also
years in which it has been materially smaller. My Lords
admit, however, that the limited quantity of the crop, with
the unsatisfactory condition of a pnit of it, and the present
stagnat^ion of the market, are circumstances which should be
taken into consideration at a moment when the new system
enacted by Parliament has not yet actually come into operation.
Their Lordships will, therefore, take upon themselves the
responsibility of postponing as follows, on behalf of such
growers as shall desire it, the payment both of the moiety now
due, in respect of the crop of 1S59, and of the duty coming due
in March next on the crop of 1860, on the double condition-
first, of security being given satisiactory to the Commis-
sioners of Inland Revenue; and secondly, of the payment of
interest for the time to which the postponement extends at
the rate of 5 per cent. The periods of postponement to be as
follows—namely, the second moiety of the duty on the crop of
1859 from 15th of November, 1S60, to 1st March, 1861. The full
duty on the crop of 1S60 from 1st March, 18'jl, until the first
collection following- namely, 1st August, 1861.—lam, sir, your
obedient servant, ''Geo. A. Hamilton."

Inaccordance with the preceding letter the following
notice has been issued from Somerset House :

—
The collection of the second moiety of the hop duty, due

on the 16th of this month, has been postponed to the 1st of
March, li;6i, in the case of those planters who may desire the
indulgence, on their giving security for payment with interest
at the rate of 5 per cent. ; and the collection of the present
year's duty has been postpfnicd from the 1st of March to the
16th of August next, on the like terms and condition.

The Foeeign Office.—It is said that the furniture

and staff of the Foreign Office are to be removed forth-

with to Pembrolic House and Malinesbury House, and
that the demolition of the old office will immediately
follow.

The Fatal Eoixeb Explosion at Ki>'g's Cross.—
On Monday the coroner's inquest on the two men wlio

were killed by the explosion of the boiler of a loco-

motive engine at the \' orks of the Metropolitan Under-

ground Railway was resumed and concluded at King's

Cross. The first witness examined was Captain 'J'yler,

R.K., Government Inspector of Railways, who had

examined the engine by order of the Board of Trade.

He stated that the explosion was caused by the weak-

ness and faulty construction of the fire-box, and tliat

it was not subject to any extraordinary pressure at the

time of the catastrophe. He also expressed his fear

that there were too many engines now working on

railways and in steani-vessels in which similar danger

was continually incurred. The jury returned an open

verdict tantamount to cue of aci_identiil death, and
stating that there was no evidence qo show that any

person was criminally responsible. The jury also sug-

, _'Cotice has been given of
an intended application to Parliament for power to
construct anew bridge over, the Thame.?, for general
traffic nmnmg from Market Street, in the parish of St.
John, Westminster, to the south-western extremity of
the churchyard of St. Marv, Lambeth.
Election of an Alderman.—The election of an

alderman for the Ward of Walbrook. in the place of the
late Mr. Wire, commenced on Thursday in St. Swithin's
Lane. The candidates were originally six in number,
but were reduced to two by the retirement of Messrs.
Murrell, Rowley, Cockerell, and Causton. The two put
in nomination were Mr. Lawrence, (In-other of the
alderman of Bread Street ward), and Mr. Linklater,
solicitor of the Bankruptcy Court. The show of hands
was declared by the Lord Mayor to be in favour of Mr.
Lawrence, upon which a poll was demanded for Mr.
Linklater, The polling took place yesterday and ter-

minated in the return of Mr. Lawrence by a majority
of 9, the numbers being 73 to Gk
The Stepney Murdeii.—The execution of Arullins

for the murder of Mrs. Elmsley took place on Monday
morning at Newgate in tV.e presence of 20,000 per-
sons, the greatest crowd assembled at an execution for

many years past. The Sheriffs received a communi-
cation on Saturday morning from Sir George Lewis
stating that he hud given the most anxious attention

to the case, had attentively read all the documents on
the subject, had communicated with the learned judge
who had tried the case, the Lord Chief Baron, who had
furnished him with his notes, but that he deeply re-

gretted he did not consider it his duty to interfere

with the due course of the law, or to advise her
Mcjesty to extend her Royal clemency to the prisoner.

The Sheriffs accordingly announced to the convict that
the law would be allowed to take its cour.se. Shortly
before 8 o'clock on Monday morning, after undergoing
the process of pinioning, which he bore with remarkable
fortitude, the convict was reminded by the vSherifis that

if ho had anything to say, that was the last opportunity

hewouldh-iveof speaking, upon which he commended his

widow and family to the public sympathy and commise-
ration, alleging that they had been steeped in misery

and penury by his being charged with the murder. He
lingered with earnestness on this topic until he was
apprised by the Governor that the time had arrived.

He then handed to the Sheriff a document written with the average. During the week the births of 997 boys
his own hand asserting his innocence, but exculpating

j and 8G3 girls, in all 1860 children, were registered i'n

Emms, on whom, as upon Rowland, down to a time so late London. lu the 10 corresponding weeks of the years

family If there was a chiirt'e of any kind brought against him
fJu '^.Ti^

against me, when at his own home and in his bed.Who could he apply to but his own family to clear him of any
?.!I ^^A '^^^ "'^^ ^ prefen-ed against him? My childrenproved the truth, hut the truth was not believed. Those per-

?hf Wa.VT^^,"''*^'"^ **"*^ ^'^« ^^ ^*"^i "^y life away by
I maklH^^^'''^ ""rf

^^^^^ P^'^j^'^y "^^^ w^ ever given

Hf? K- u ^^H'nent hi order to let the public know that my
slpnr^J'^^^^**^®'',^'™^^^ ^*^« ™^* Srosa and mostfalse-

th^!^yi^^*r" u^"'^ ^h^^
"^^^ ^"^^^ S^^eii i*i « court of justice, all

riM?t^^ ^ *''*£^'' of getting money. I say that they have no
rig_ht to any part of the reward, and I hope they wiU get nono
^li:^^.L ¥ most smcerely that all the religious and charitable

utH^Afh.^^^^'i'^iJ'*^
^^^^^^ *^"^ hand to my poor widow

r^^^r ""iu^'
children, in order that they may iain a Uve-

\t^r\l^. ^^T'^V'-''^,
"^^^ ^^^- ^^'•- O'Caliaghan. of 22, Finlbuiy Circus, has kmdly consented to receive any donations formy poor family, who are in the greatest destitution through

the chaise that has been made agamat me. My best thankeTisdue to Mr. Hubert Wood, my soUcitor, of 4, Coleman Street
Buildings, and to Counsellor Best, for their attention taken inmy case, and to the two sheriffs ; also to the Governor and Di.
^^*^^0Q. "James Muluns."
Alderman and Sheriff Abbis.?, in the presence of

Sheriff Lusk and the two Under-sheriffs, said they felt
it their duty to make public the following extract from
a letter—among others which had been received
relating to the prisoner since his conviction—written
by an officer in the county gao! of Leicester, respecting
MuUins, who spent there a portion of his six years'
penal servitude :—

-

" His conduct here was veiy bad, and required constant
watching by the officers. He was removed to Bartmoor with
another convict as incurable in November, 1854. His attack
on me was while crossing Dartmoor hills. On account of the
difBcult road to Dartmoor prison it was usual to let the con-
victs walk up one or two of the steepest hills. On this occasitm
while walking they contrived to pick up a large stone each,
and when about getting hito the cab MulHna aimed a des-
perate blow at me with his stone, with the intention to take
my life, and so to effect their escape. Immediately MuHins
struck mo he made a snatch at my pocket where the keys of
the irons were, but, fortunately, the blow not having the
desh-ed effect as anticipated, I was enabled to trip up his
heels, and with the assistance of the cabman I succeeded in
securing them. The blow struck me on the left cheek bone,
which it almost broke, and I still carry the mark to this day.
Not content with attacking me, en approaching the prison ho
•acted' drunk, saying at the time 'I will have that jacket off
your back somehow,' but it was seen by all the authorities
that he was only acting.

The Pttblic Health.— The Registrar-Goncrars
weekly return states that the deaths in London in the
week that ended Saturday November 17, were 1183.
The average number in the corresponding weeks of the
10 years 1850-9, corrected for increase of population,
was 1261. The present return is therefore 81 below

as Saturday, if not still more recently, he had endea-

voured to fasten the commission of the murder. Having
stated that he had nothing to add to this statement, he
ascended the scaffold with the same firm step, and I

placed himself upon the drop. 'J"he vast crowd, reaching
|

far towards Smithfield in one direction and to Ludgate
Hill in the other, surged about in wild excitement to

catch a sight of tlie convict as he made his appearance

on the scafTold, and raised an indescribable murmur.
The convict being a Roman Catholic, the verses Lorn the

burial service of the Church of England usually read at

such times were omitted on this occasion ; the arrange-

ments of the executioner were rapidly made, the drop

fell, and in a few moments the culptit ceased to live.

The body of the convict, after hanging the usual time,

was cut down and buried within the precincts of the

prison. The following is the document which he
handed to the Sheriff on his way to tiie scaffold. It is

given here exactly as it is written, without any attempt

to amend the errors of construction or grammar:

—

1850-59 the average number was 1589.

"Statement, Nov. 19, ISCO.—I. James MuUins, do make
this true statement against a charge of nuird<:r which has been
committed on the night of the IJth August, at lir-jvo Road,
Stepney, and for which crime I was charged and found guilty

througii the most false and gross perjury that was ever given in

a court of justice. I do solemnly declare before my God and
the public that I returned from my day's work on Monday
evening, the 1.3th August, between 6 and 7 o'clock, as sworn to

by a man nmned Tyrell, where I had been that day at work, at

1, Temple Terrace, Collingwood Street, Betiuial Green. When
I returned to my own home, as above stated, I remained with

my two sons in my room talking to them till supper, and after-

wards retired to bed, and I do declare that 1 did not leave my
bed till about 8 o'clock next moraing, the 14th August. I also

solemuly declare that the two witnesses fn>m Hoxton, named
Remnant, a tailor by trade, and Mitchell, a dock labourer,

I confess to my God that every word they have sworn ag;unt~t

me was totally false and untrue. They swore their

falsehorrtis against me in the hope of obtahiing money,
the produce of my blood, as the man Mitclicll had stated

on hia cross examination by that high talented coimseilor, Mr.
Best. The above-named men have caused my poor wife to be

made a widow, ana my poor children fatherless. There was a

boot produced by the" police which vms found in a dustholeat

12, Orford Street Chelsea, where I had lived, but hart lert

about three weeks before the boot was found. This said boot

belonged to a man named Mr. Mahoney, wiio had lived in the

front parlour of s-iid bou,se, but hud left some time before, and

now lives in Prince's Street, Drury Lane. This mau came
forward on Friday cveniog, but was too Lite to giro evidence

that the shoe was his. He had cast it away when living at the

above named house. This shoe may have created an effect on

the min -s of the jury. I do solemnly dccla'-e that I never saw

the b ot until it was produced at the Thames Puiice Court. As
regards Seigeant Tanner's evidence, he did not do me justice

as to what happened in the shed. I drew, first, Ins aitt;ntiou

to some bricKs and wood that l.iy near the flag and door. This

he never mentioned in court, ihe flag was the only tbmg he

mentioned, in order to make it appear that I must have K-mio

knowledge of it" f
here nearly two hoes oft-ic manuscript have

been cireftilly emse t with a pen], " altliough 1 bchevo

Emms to be innocent of the murder of Mra. Lmsley. I

de lare 1 never c uie out of mv r<>on. from »>ctwccn 6 iuvi 7 on

t'lu evening of Moi.dav, the 13th ot August, until i got up Irora

mv bt^douTu-.-.saMy nioriiuig, the Uth, my two sons sk-epmg

in'the same room with me. My two sons have sworu tbat li.ey

fl'ept in the same rooin with their father. I usfc any man of a

l5vo\)inctaL
Boston-.—On the night of the 2Uh ult. an o/Iicer of

the Lincolnsliire constabulary named Alexander Mac-
brian, was shot in the neighbourhood of this town, and
some days afterwards expired from the etlects of the
wound. Before his death he stated that about 1 o'clock
in the morning he was coming from Frampton towards
Boston, and when near Wyberton churoliyard met a
man carrying a gun who shied off the footpath into the
field. He hailed him and asked him what he was
going to do with the gun, and receiving no answer he
turned off tlie footpath to go after him. The mau
immediately pulled his hat over his face, turned partly
round, and fired. Machrian identified a man named
Richardson as his assailant, and the magistrates after

hearing a good deal of evidence against him have cora-

mittedRichardsonfortrialon the chargeofWilful Murder,
Coventry.-The Right Hon. E. Ellieo, M.P., has

addressed a long letter to his constituents on the treaty

with France, in which he severely denounces Mr.
Gladstone's general policy, and especially his decision

rehitive to the drawback on paper and in the manufac»
turo or in the preparation of ribands for sale. He attri-

butes to the Chancellor of the Exchequer the intention

of renewing the proposal to repeal the paper duties, but

doubts whether '* any Government will find a majoritj

in the House of Commons again disposed to begin at

the wrong end of a budget, to agree to vote for the

reduction of taxation till they have fully provided for a

correct and honest estimate of the expenditure of the

country." He concludes by saying—
" I voted aguiust any alteration of the customs duties, fore

seeing these objections, and very much against my anxious in-

cliuation to support the liberal adminlatratioii of Lord Palmer-
ston. 1 know of no greater calamity that could bcfuM thia

country than the weakening of hia power and authoritj ai
this moment, or any danger to his government ; but not even
that conviction shall induce me in the next aewton to support
the same speculativo and v.-^st system of finance which has
produced so much unnecessary difficulty and injury to various

interests as that thrown bo loosely t>eroro the raiiiameut hisfc

year."

CR0n>OV.
*' Croydon
of 30,000/., in 107. shares. The Board is composed of

eminent agricuUurists and landowners, and it U
expected that the experiment will be so conducted as

to lead, by its successful example, to a general utiliza-

tion of the sewage of the huge towns of the kingdom.

A concesiiion has been ohtaint-d from the town of

Croydon for 100 years, and the quantity of sewsge to

be obtained is estimated to be Bufficient for 9000 acres

ot land per annum. This will be pumped to a n-.'tcrvoir

on an elevation about two miles (V-' uit, \\h' • it will

flow to each farm and field by gravitalion. The worVs

csu be completed by March or April next.

s.—A prospectus has been issued of a
Sewage Irrigation Company/' with a capital
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Vkuby.—Unriiig the recent visit oi the Bishop of
London to this town a deputrxtion of the workmen
employed at the Midland Railway Station waited upon
his lordship, and expressed on behalf of themselves and
their fellow workmen a wish to hear him preach to
them in. their woikship. The Bishop readily assented,
and appointed a day for the purpose. The workshops at
the time appointed, which was dinner time, were densely
^crowded with a congregation of 2000, The large turning
siiop wn3 the place selected for the service, nnd tlie plat-
form of an engine, on the hand rail of which was fixed a
bookstand, served for a pulpit. The service commenced
with the singing of a psalm, after which the Bishop
preached from the 11th verse of the 12th chapter of
Romans, the object of hig discourse being to show how
Christian practice waa based upon Christiau doctrine
in all the Epistles of St. Paul, in the word of God in

'general, and
,
in the life of every real Christian,. The

service closed with the singing of the doxology. His
lordship then expressed his delight with the attention
paid during the service, and after inspecting the loco-

naofcive-carriage department, the library, reading-room,
lecture-room, and board-room, said he had been highly
-gratified with his visit to the station.

Elt.—It appears that the subscription raised to
promote a memorial of the late Dr. Peacock^ Dean of
Ely, amounts to the sum of 3565/., inclusive of lOOOZ.
given by the Dean and Chapter. It is proposed to
apply the subscriptions to the further adornment of the
cathedral, and the restoration of the lantern is .to be
accordingly undertaken, Mr. G. G. Scott having pre-
|)ared a design which includes a lofty spire rising from
the level of the present roof. This part of the project
IS not to be undertaken for the present, but the lower
part of the work is in hand, Purther funds, however,
are^ requisite to carry out the whole of Mr. Scott's
design, and Dr. Goodwin, the present dean, has issued a
circular soliciting additional aid,

Gloitcestee.—It is proposed, to erect on Nibley
Knoll in this county a monument to William Tyndale,
the martyr, and first translator of the Bible into the
English tongue.—-The Right Rev. Dr. Bann;?. Bishop of

Gloucester and Bristol, in his recent triennial visitation

of this diocess, devoted the greater part of his charge
to the question of church rates and the revision of
the Liturgy. On the former subject he expressed his

opinion that unless they speedily and unanimously
,

consented to a liberal concession, the total abolition of
church rates was only a question of time. On the latter

subject his lordship sai4 ;

—

"Whilst I am coiiviuced that no clergyman, unless he be
already in heart a Dissenter or Romanist, can be fairly charged
with diahonesty in decliirlug hia hearty consent to nil thing*
contained in the Book of Common Prayer, I am also bound to
-acknowledge that, whether I consider the importance of pre-
serving the confidence of the lay members of our Church, or
of bringing' back within its fo2d those who have strayed, or been
driven, beyond its pule, I am. mora and more convinced of the
expediency of a modification of some words in our occasional
services of baptism, ordination, and visitation of the aick.

It should be the noble ambition of churchmen, and it would
be our wisdom and strength, to render our Church as national
In its influence as it is in name, and not to rest content uutil
we have made every concesaiou which Christian charity' can
suggest, and which Christian truth can allow, to meet tho
scruples of Dissenters, and win them over to oneness of faith
and practice with ourselves. Nor are there wanting hopeful
-iadications that such charitable efforts would meet with con
siderable^ success. It needs but little inquiry to discover that
whilst dissent in the pi-esent day is increasing in power aw a
political engine, it is losing its influence as a religious body-
The acknowledgment is heard on mxny sides that the life and
spirituality and soundness of faith of dissenting congregations
are on the wane. Politics and party spirit have been as canker
worms to vital godliness. Hence many of the more thought-
ful and pious Dissenters are disposed to draw towards the
Church of England becaiise they discern in her tokens of
Sreater spirituality, and of better security for soundness of
QCtrine. But the occasional services of our Church present a

formidable and almost insuperable barrier to the approach of
auch persons. Unacquainted with the ecclesiastical sense in
which our formularies and our best Anglican divines use the
term 'regenerate,* aud attaching only to it the fuller meaning
:Whicb appertains to the apostolic expressions 'bom of God/
a new creature,' and which are confessedly descriptive only

of such as are sanctified in heart and life bv the Holv Spirit,
these persons ehriuk from giving in their adhesion to a
Church which, wfiatever bo its other merits, teaches,
as they erroneously imagin», a doctrine as repugnant
^o Scripture as it is opposed to the experience of every day
we. So, also, from an ambiguity in certain phrases in
the ordination and visitation services, which a study of
ecclesiastical history and a comparison with other passages
in ihe Prayer-book can alone clear awny, they wrongly cou-
clude that our Church, like that of Rome, claims for the
priesthood a power to for^jive sins. Nor are these objections
only felt by those who are at present separatists, but large
nambers of the laity are staggered at expressions so equivocal i

in their meaning, and so easily misunderstood, and are Hable
to be led away by the tmscrupulous assertions of our enemies,
that the Church of England is still at variance with Scripture
and Iq harmony with Romish error, in some of its doctrinal
statements. I therefore believe that a slight verbal alteration

these services, which would sacrifice no essential truth,
would do more than any other measure to bring back to our
Church the allegiance of those who now reject her authority,

*u ^ ystain the confidence of our lay members. And althouf>-h
the failure of former attempts of this nature might seem lo
exclude all hope of future success, yet, inasmuch as I believe
that the conviction is a growing one. of the necessity of the
union and co-operation of all the orthodox members of Christ's
Church throughout our land, in order to resist the threateniuf^
.asaaulto of neology and inrtdelity, I do not despair of seeing the
aay when, after calm and full consideration, our Church will
freely make such changes in her occasional services as may
enable lai-ge numbers of orthodox Dissenters gladly to avail
themselves of the opportunity of reunion, and of becoming
worshippers with us in the house of prayer, iu the same sound
form of words of our Scriptural Liturgy."

Leeds.—On the uij^ht of the 7th inst, an attempt
yas made to murder Mr. Thomas Parkin, an overlooker
in the twine and thread manufactory of Messrs. Dod"--

son & Co., Globe Flax Mill, Hunslet Road, 'by a young
' man called Cockoroft, who worked at the mill, and had
been discharged by Parkin on suspicion of robbery.

Mr. Parkin's house is situated in a dark and lonely

neighbourhood, and he was just approaching the door

when he was shot from behind, the charge entering his

neck a little to the right of the vertebrie. A man, who
: was passing at the time, observed the act, and pursued
the assassin, whom he overtook iu the Crown Point

I

Road. A struggle ensued, and the assassin was nearly

effecting his escape, when a police-officer arrived, and
' succeeded in detaining him. On being searched a

pistol which had been recently discharged was found in

his possession, with a powder-flask, and a quantity of

shot and caps. The prisoner was taken before the
magistrates on the following day, and has been com-
mitted for trial,

Newcasxle-on-Ttne.—On Tuesday the 6th inst.,

about 5 A.M., the body of John Baty, a slater, of
Blaydon, was found murdered on the road between that
village and Winlaton. Baty had' been at Winlaton
during the previous day at a shooting match, and had
regaled himself in a pub'lichouse in thevillage afterwards.
He left the publichouse before midnight to return home,
and he appears to have been intercepted and murdered
shortly after he left Winlaton, as there is a jagged
wound on his forehead, showing that he had been
struck with a hammer or some other heavy blunt
instrument, and a quantity of blood lay near the body.
When he left home in the morning he had about 3^. in
money in his possession, and was dressed in a nearly
new suit of clothes. AVlien the body was found he had
no clothes on him but a red shirt and necktie, a flannel
shirt, drawers and stockings. A man called Smith, a
Lancashire pitman of notoriously bad character, who
had been in his company at AYinlaton, -was seen ou the
day after the murder wearing deceased's clothes by a
keelman called Armstrong, to whom he admitted that he
knocked deceased down to get his money, but did not
intend to kill him. Armstrong gave information of
these facts to the police, and it was ascertained tha*^ Smith
was one of the men who ran away without their wages
from a neighbouring colliery after the murder of Mr.
Sterling, the young Burnopfield surgeon, who was lo

mysteriously murdered within a few miles from
Winlaton five years ago. After his conversation with
Armstrong, Smith absconded to the Yorkshire moors,
and made his way thence 150 miles to Port Mulgrave
near Whitby, intending to get to sea, being as much a
sailor as a pitman. On reaching the coast he walked,
unknown to himself, direct to the house of the only
person, probably, in the county of York who was
acquainted with his person and knew his name—a man
called Joseph Trvin, who worked with him 20 years
ago at Milkridge, near Haltwhistle, close upon the old
Roman road in Northumberland. To this man he
admitted, as he had to Armstrong, that he was con-
cerned in the afl'air at Winlaton, and on the arrival of
the police who had tracked him all the way, he was
captured in Irvin's house, Ou Tuesday he was
brought before the coroner and on the verdict
of the jury was fully committed for trial on the
charge of Wilful Murder, There is reason to
believe that two other persons were concerned in

the murder, and the evidence adduced at the
inquest bore very strongly against two men called

Winship and Swan, blacksmiths, who were seen under
suspicious circumstances in the low part of Winlaton
about 1 o'clock on Tuesday morning, shortly after the
murder was committed. The bludgeon or "Morgan
Rattler*' with which the unfortunate man was mur-
dered, some of" his clothes, as well as those which
Smith himself left behind when he put on deceased's
over clothes, have been found near the scene of the
murder, and it is strongly suspected that they have
been placed there by some of his confederates since he
left the neighbourhood,
NOBTHAMPTON>^A shocklug Outrage was committed

on the nijjht of the 1st inst. on a young unmarried
woman named Mary King, on the turnpike road
leading from Denton to Yardley Hastings, about seven
miles from this town. It appears that she has been in

service at Yardley.'and on the evening of the 1st had
walked to Denton, a distance of about three miles, to
Bee her sweetheart. He accompanied her about a mile
aud a half on her return home, and then left her
between 9 and 10 o'clock, Sliortly afterwards a
labourer from Denton named William Ingram, a

married man, whom she had known for some time,

overtook her, and walked by her side for a little dis-

tance. He told her that he had been watching her along
the road with her sweetheart, and he then began to

take liberties with her. She resisted, whereupon he
threw her with great violence on the ground, and
attempted to commit a rape. A dreadful struggle took
place, iu the course of which he drew from his

pocket a penknife, the point of which had been
broken off, and inflicted several wounds on both
sides of her neck, drawing the knife twice round in the
direction of the windpipe. He also stabbed her in the
wrist, arms, and face ; in fact, there was scarcely any
portion of the upper part of her body which had not
been wounded, although most of the cuts were super-
ficial. He also gave her a fearful blow with his hat in
the right eye, which was closed up and blackened.
Having failed iu his attempt, he was in the act of
attempting to strangle her. when the sound of the
wheels of an approaching Tehicle made him desist and

caused him to run across the fields towards Denton'
The gig which came up was driven by a farmer, named'
Layland, whr )bserved by the light of the moon thewoman lying by the side of the road. She was quite
insensible, anu blood was flowing profusely from hei-
wounds. Ou coming to herself she said *' Bill Ingram
has been trying to kill m^ with his penknife." Ingram
was afterw^ards apprehended at his house at Denton
and has since been fully committed by Lord Overstone
and other "magistrates for trial at the assizes on the
charge of cutting and wounding with intent to murder.

RoAj>.—Mr. Slack, solicitor, of Bath, who has recently
been actively engaged in preparing affidavits in sup-
port of the intended application to the Court of Queen's
Bench for a writ ad melius inquirendum in the case of
the Road murder had a conference with the Attorney-
General and Solicitor-General last week. The affida-
vits, which are very voluminous, have been deposed
to by every member of the jury and other witnesses
and go to show that the office, of the coroner was im-
perfectly fulfilled ; that upon the coroner going to Mr,
Kent's house and desiring the jury to follow him*
several were so dissatisfied with his refusal to call

members of the family before him that they refused
for some time to accompany himj and that upon their
reaching the kitchen of Road Hill House, the inquiry,
instead of being a searching one, during which the
evidence was duly recorded, was merely an oral one,

which occupied a very few minutes. The application

to the Court of Queen's Bench will probably be made
in the course of a few days by the Attorney-General or
Solicitor-General, with Mr, Welsby, and if granted
the inquiry which will follow will be conducted in a
way that is likely to exhaust the subject.

Nottingham.—Mr. Robert White, lace manufac-
turer, was again brought up before the mayor and
magistrates, at the House of Correction last week
charged with forging and uttering a bill of exchange
for 4U. 8s., on Mr. George Smith, draper, Birmingham,
and was committed for trial on this charge.

EocnESTEH.—The Right Rev. Dr. Wigram, has just
held his primary visitation as Bishop of Rochester in
the cathedral of this city. The following is a summary
of his charge :

—

After some preliminary remarks, he dwelt at considerable
length upon the importance of co-operation between the clergy
and the laity in the work of the church, expressing a fervent
hope that while he remained in the diocese the counsel and co-
operation of the laity would be sought and granted, and that
they would mutually profit by each other's help in the develop-
ment of Christian piinciples and practice. But if the clergy
were to have the co-operation and confidence of their lay
brethren, great indeed would be the increase of their
responsibility. Let no one imagine that the claim for
lay assistance implied a disposition to relax their own per-
sonal exertions. Far otherwise : the demand on their wisdom,
discretion, and self-denial would be augmented tenfold.
Here was a kind-hearted, respectable clergyman, a country
gentleman in his habits and prejudices, a fiieiuUy councillor
in worldly concerns, and a good neighbour, satisfied with
things iu his parish as they ever had been, yielding to the
appliances of modem times reluctantly and with great caution
and disti-ust, and dreading enthusiastic dissent without con-
sidering what dissent implied as to the past history of the
church. Would that brother put his hand to such a plough
as would break up the soil of men's hearts, and harrow out
its weeds, and plant in it fresh seed, that it might become
like land renewed, where thorns and briars should find scope
for growth no more ? Here was a younger brother, athletic
and vigorous, rejoicing iu his muscular powers and bodily
prowess, and, it might be, distinguished for honours at hui
university. His zeal aud aptitude for games and diversions
weie his temptation, and he persuaded himself, perhapp,
that he found opportunities for influencing other young
men for good, while he joined with them in recreations

which were not immoral or wrong in themselves; and he
formally connected himself by name with cricketing, archery,

and other clubs, publicly playmg in competition for the

honours assigned to such pursuits. Then the public papers

praised his unrivalled skill and the enemy who watched for

their halting, and the world sneered at the church which was
upheld by such a ministry, it being said that he was a specimen

of all the rest. Of course, if cards, hunting, coursing, shootmg,
tho ball-room, the theatre, and the opera were outlets through

which men's passions were to be gratified, and means by which

the precious time, given to those young clergymen for purposes

widely different and solemnly promised by them to be ap-

propriated in a right manner, was wasted—the case wa^

infinitely worse. Let them blot out the names of such

places as fit for the occupation of clergymen who desired

to influence those with whom they mixed. But there

might possibly be some who had no turn for energetic

pm-suits—clergymen singular in their dress, and worldly

in their language, with an unseemly habit and demeanour,
such as smoking or adopting the modern excesses in cultivat-

ing tho hair, or in the character of the books wliich were spread

on their tables—acts all showing that they wished to stand on

an equality with the fashionable and fast youn^ men of the

day, persuading themselves, perhaps, like the others he had
mentioned, that they might find opportunities of introducing

religion into companies where it would not otherwise enter

;

and then there were men less offensively remarkable—men of

mere routine in their of&cial duties, who left nothing undone
that propriety required, and would gladly ask what more was

required, and diligently do it. Others there were whose ear-

nestness was spent iu clothing religion with external adorn-

ments, in beautifying the sanctuary with costly deco-

rations, and in dignifying worship by a semi-intoning voice, ana

by reviving the ancient names of ecclesiastical rites by

studying symbolic representations, to impress outward

signs on worshippers, and by conventional gestures aii"

attitudes, and by the adornment of their persons, they

marked themselves out as distinctly differing from their

brethren, and manifested the school to which they belonged.

Were any of those methods the means by which the heart of

society jvas to be touched, the drowsiness of sluggish men
roused into activity, and the regeneration of parishes ^"^.
accomplished ? Surely the day was past when the Church 01

England could stand on prescription, or legislative enactment,

or traditional observances, or anything so unsound and heaiv

less as he had described. Its permanence, its efficiency, mjis*

depend on the truthfulness, the godly sincerity, and the sioi*

plicity of its doctrines, on the character of its minUters, sua

on the devotednesa which they shQw^ iu the dischaiK* ^^

their duties."
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StJ^PEELAND.—Afc a recent meeting of the Ship-

owners' Society of this port, a report was unanimously

adopted expressinj;^ regret " that so mnch strength lias

been wasted in the useless efturt to prove that the

repeal of the navigation laws was a great political and
commeixial blunder;" and adding that "Tree trade in

shipping was become so essential an element of our
commercial policy, that, were any one seriously to advise

retrogression, he would only excite public feeling to an

indignant resistance, and expose himself to general

obloquy."

"WiNOSOfi.—Four of the sniidlest horses in the world
have been twice brought to Windsor within the last

few days by the South-Western Railway for the pur-

pose of being shown to her Majesty, the Prince Consort,

and the members of the Royal family. These diminu-

tive animals, which the proprietor, a Mr. Williams,

had brought from Afi-ica, are entire horses, of perfect

symmetry, well matched, being all of a dark brown
colour, and the highest of them is barely 31 inches. As
they are not for sale her Mujesfcy has made the proprietor

a suitable present for hLs trouble in twice bringing
thexn to Whidsor.

Murder in Donegal.—Mr. James Murray, a

land steward to Mr. M. G. AiJair, of Glenveigh, Letter-

kenny, left his cottage on Tuesday the 13th inst, to look

after his muster's estate, and had travelled about a mile

and a halfj when he met his father. As he was not

afterwards seen alive, it was suspected that he bad been
made away with. The police accordingly scoured the

country, but their search proved ineffectual until

Thursday morning, when his body was discovered at

the foot of a precipice, at the distance of a mile and a

half from his home. The medical men at the inquest

stated that the marks on the body were sufficient to

prove that he met his death by violence. Seven persons

are in custody on suspicion, six of whom are members
of one family.

The Proselytising- Case.—The Court of Common
Pleas gave judgment on Saturday on the application of

the Rev. Mi*. Kearney, a Roman Catliolic priest, for a
habeas corpus to obtain the custody of souie children,

named Darcy, whose father was a Roman Catholic, and
by will left the rev. gentleman and the Hon. Mrs. Petrc,

their guardians. The mother, who is a Protest mt,
resisted the application, on the ground that she was not
legally married to the father, inasmuch as, under the

Marriage Act, a marriage celebrated by a Catholic
priest was null and void, if either of the parties professed

Protestantism for 12 mouths previously, and thei-efore

that the father could not legally dispose of the children
by will. The Court unanimously held tbafc this was a

bar to the habeas corpus, and that they had no legal

power to take the children from the guardianship of

their mother. They tlierefore refused the niotion with
costs.—Mrs. Blako, the grandmother of the Sherwoods,
the children who were kidnapped in Galway some
months ago, has died in the Four Courts* Marshalsea.

to which she was committed by the Court of Queen's
Bench for contempt. The cluldren were last traced

to her possession, but to the last she obstinately refused

to give any information respecting them. Her death
has now occurred under circumstances sufficiently

mysterious to render an investigation necessary. An
analysis of the stomUch has been ordered, and the

inquest has been adjourned for a week.
The Irish Brigade.— It appears from an announce-

ment in Dr. CuUen's organ, that the brigade is to be

maintained as a regularly organised force, and that tlie

men will be called together should **a*good cause'

arise to require their swords." A grand banquet is to

be given to the Limerick, Clare, and Tipperary con-

tingents of the Brigade, on Monday evening, the 3d
December, in the theatre of Limerick, and it is said

that General Lamoriciere, Major O'Reilly, Cardinal

Wiseman, and Archbishop Cullen will attend.

Klection of a Representative Peer.—The Peers

of Scotland met at Holyrood Palace on the 15 th inst, to

elect a representative peer in the room of the late Earl
of Leven and Melville, All the peers gave their

suffrages for Lord Rollo, except tlie Earl of Buchau,
who declined to vote, and the Earl of Haddington,

whose vote the clerks declined to receive, on the ground
that the Lord Clerk Kegistrar of Scotland had received

no evidence of his Lordship's title being admitted by

the House of Lortls, The Earl of Haddington lodged

a protest to the effect that, by his having sat and voted

in the House of Lords as a representative peer, that

House had already acknowledged and recognised his

title. The clerks duly signed and sealed the return to

the Royal proclamation, and stated that the protest of

Lord Haddington would be forwarded with the return.

The late Collision at the Athebstoni:
Station.—One of the two drovers who was so severely

iujured in the late collision died on Saturday, and it

haa now been ascertained that of the mne drovei-s who
serein the van at the rear«f thecattie train, not a

single man escaped with life. The total number of

persons, therefore, who have perished by the catastrophe

is 10. Tiie bodies were sent to Dublin on Monday at

the expense of the London and North Western
Company, by a special train from Nuneaton to

Holyhead, and thence to Dublin in one of the

Company's steamers. On the arrival of the steamer at

Dublin there were seven hearses and a number of

mourning coaches in attendance, to convey t.io bodies

to their respective localities for interment. Three were
taken to the terminus of the Great Southern and
Western Railway, two were taken to Blesington, two
were removed for interment to Glasnevin, and one was
conveyed to his late home in Bari-ack Street. The
inquest was opened at Nuneaton on Saturday, when the

driver and guard of the mail train swore most posi-

tively that they saw no "red" light at the auxiliary

signal station, that there was a white light, which
meant " all right," at the station as they approached it,

and that they saw it changed to a red one, as they were
running in, and when it was too late to arrest the

progress of the train. The driver of the cattle train

stated that when at Tamworth station he was told by the

proper officer there to go on as quickly as he coiild,

and get out of the way of the coming mail train, and
that he had 20 minutes to spare. The rails, however,

were very slippery, and finding that there was no
chance of reaching Nuneaton, w4jere he was to have

"shunted" to let the mail pass, he found his only

course would be to shunt at Atherstonc, as the

train was then within a few minutes of its time,

the red light been sliown at the auxiliary station, or

seen by the driver of the mail, the cattle train would
have been protected, and have had ample time to get out

of the way. The inquest is still in progress.
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The Viceroy of Egypi^'s Stcd.—The following stud of 334

horses/of high breerling, the property of the lato Elhamy Pacha,
is to be sold on the 10th of next month at the Fiilaco of

Abnssia, near Cairo :—33 stallions (one of these was boiiE^ht of

Colonel Blood ibr 4000/. sterliuK); 137 mares of Arabian
and Syrian stock ; total, 170. 51 colt.s entire, and 59 fillies,

produce of the above; total, 110. Two marcs, highest Egyp-
tian brctd, and 52 stallions, ditto ; total, 54-

ILftU)*

Court of Queen's Bench.—Cravj^hay v. Langley.—The Gari-
baldi Excursiojiifits.—This was au application, on the part of
Mr. Crawshay, late mayor of Gatc^huad, for a rule nisi, calling

o!i Mr, Langley, the proprietor and publisher of two Newcastle
journals, to show cause why a criminal iuformatiou should not
be exhibited agninst iiitu for infringing the Fortiiga Enlistment
Act, by publishing- articles in the said papers with the view of
prncurinn; persons in England to serve in the army of Garibild'".

At the conclusion of the statement for the plaintiiT, the Lord
Chief Justice and Justices Blackburn and Hill pointci'l out the
novelty of the application, and said there was no precedent for

such a proceeding on the part of a private individual ; that the
proper officer to prosecute was the Attorney General ; and that

the Court could not in its discretion allow a private individual

to come forward and take upon himself the functions of the
law officer of the Crown. The Court accordingly refused the
application, leaving Mr. Crawshay the option of preferring au
indictment or bringing the subject under the notice of her
Majesty's law officers.

BIRTHS.—On the 13th inst, at Parham Park, Sussex, the
Hon. Mrs. CuRzow, of a daughter—17th insfc, at Evington
Place, Kent, Lady Honvwoojd, of a son— 19th inst, at 2(>,

Charles Street, Berkeley Square. Lady HoeXE of a son—19th
inst, at 46, Cambridge Terrace, Hyde Park, Lady James, wife
of Colonel Sir Henry James^ Royal Engineers, of a son—13th
inst, at Witton Park, Lancashire, the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel
Feiijjen, of Dulas Court, Herefordshire, of a daughter—14th
inst. at Hilton, Bridgnorth, Shropshire, the vnTe ofLieutenant-
Colonel Smvthe, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 13th inst, at Cardinham, John Tre-
MATXE, Esq., to the Hun. Marv Charlotte Martha Vivian,
eldest daughter of Lord Vivian, Lord Lieutenant of the county
of Cornwall—20th inst, at St. Luke's Church, Cheltenham,
Captain Georgk Henry Gret, Grenadier Guards, only son of
the Right Hon. Sir George Grey, Bart., to Harriet Jane,
youngest daughter of Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Pearson^
1 3th inst, at All Saints' Church, Blackheath, John Tudok, Esq.

,

son of Robert Owen Tudor, Esq., of Bronliaulog, Denbighshire,
to Margaret Emily, youngest daughter of Major G. Berkeley
Calcott, of Blackheath, Kent, and formerly of Carnham Court,
Shropshire— 15th inst, at Bray Church, Charles pEARcfc
Serocold, Esq., of Oldficld Lodge, Maidenhead, to Marie
Emiue, second daughter of George St. Leqbr Grenfell, Esq.

—

15th inst, at St. James's Church. TTestbourne Terrace, JoHsr
Woodward Stanford, Esq., of Cam, county Cavan, Ireland,

to Louisa, fourth daughter of the late Nevile Reid, Esq., of
Runnymede. Old Windsor—1.5th inst, at St. George's, Hanover
Square, Anthony Morr:sStorer, Esq., of Purley Park, Berks,
to Cicely Barr, daughter of J. P. . Willouohby, Esq.. of 18,

Westbourne Terrace—5th September, at Hillside, near Victoria,

Vancouver's Island, James Allan Grahame, Chief Trader of
the Hudson's Bay Company, to Mary, fifth daughter of Joks
Wick, Esq., Chief Factor of the Hudson's Bay Company.

DEATHS.—On the 13th inst, at Cardoness, in the Stewartry
of Kirkcudbright, Sir David Maxwell, Bart., Hon. Colonel of

the Galloway Militia—6th inst, at Florence. Charlotte Maria,
eldest daughter of the late Edward Robert Marcus Whyte,
Esq., of Hotham House, Yorkshire, and grand-daughter of Sir

John On-en, Bart., M.P.. of Orielton, Pembrokeshire—20th
inst, at Hastings, the infant son of Lieut. -Colonel the Hon.
C. H. and Mrs. Lind.say, aged three months and a half—17th
inst, at 1. George Street, Bathwick Hill, Bath, Lady Maxwell,
widow of the late Licut.-Gcncral Sir Charles William Maxwell,
K.C.H., C.B., formerly Colonel of the 3d West India Regiment
—21st ult, at Whitnevville, in the United States, Commander
William Gibbons, K.N., sun of the late Sir William Gibbons,

Bart, aged 85—18th inst, at 6, Upper Seymour Street, Port-

man Square, suddenly, the Rev. Osmond Derino, Rector of

Edwortb, Beds, youngest son of the late 0. Dcring, Esq., of

Chapel Street, Grosveuar Square, aged 34—16th of September,

on board the Peninsular and Oiieutal Steam Company's
steamer Emeu, on his passage from phina to England,

Brevet ILvior Robert Havdon SrinRBEAJiE, VC, Com-
manding 15th Punjaub Infantry, son of Charles John Sheb-'

beare, of Lincoln's Inn, and Surbiton Hill, E^q,, aged 33—14th
inst, at Hitchin Priory, Commander Slvmour Walter Delm*
BADcr.uri:, K N., eldest surviving son of Frcdericlc Peter

Delm^ Radchffe, Esq., aged 27—15th in.'Jt, at Flore House,

Northamptonshire, Mary Anne, wlfo of Major-Genoral Cabt-

WRIGHT-Ibth inst, at Brighton, Mapy Ellen MaitlaND,

second daughter ot Fuller Maitland Wiij«>n, Esq., of Lang-

ham Hall, Suftolk. aged C—15tli inst, at Sillwood PUce. Brigh-

ton, Susanna, relict of the lato Rev. Cornelius Nealb, M.A.,

and daughter of the lato Dr. Mason Good—IHh inst, Thomas
Clutton, Ksq., Follow of New College, Oxford, sgedfid—13th

inst, at Hyi^res, in the South of France, CHARLia Thomas
Coote. M.D , lato Kateliff Tiavelling Fellow of the University

of Oxford, and one of the Assistant fhjrteiaas of the Mitidla-

sex Hosr>ital, nged 3(i— I'lth iuRt, at Bonneveine, near Mar-

seilles, Marietta, wife of 1'antia Srti'JiEN IUili, of 5, Con*

nau;;'lit Place West, London, aged 60.

@D(tuaii'i>«

i«aikct!f

Pine Apples, per lb,, 4s to 78

Grapes, per lb., 3s to 6a

PeaohcB, per doz., Gs to &8

Pomegranates, each, 4dto6d
Plums, p. i sieve, Ss to 4s 6d

VEGETABLES.

Ladt Goldsmid, widow of Sir Isaac Lionel Goldsmid, Bart.,
died on the 1 7th inst., at St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, in her
73d year. She had been in declining health for some time past,

and especially since the decease of her husband last year. She
wasthedauffliterofMr. Abraham Goldsmid, ofilorden, Surrey,
and married Sir Isaac in the year 1801.

Liedt.-Colonel Robert MacDonald, C.B., an old Waterloo
officer, late Commander of the 35th Regiriient, died on the
15tli inst. at the advanced age of 82. He served at the siege of
Fort Bourbon and capture of Jfavtinique. in l.S08-f>, and was
next employed in the Peninsula. He was present with the
Royals in the retreat from Burgos in 1812, and in the sub-
aequcnt campaigns of 1813-14 was present at the action at
Osona, the battle of Vittoria, the assault on the Convent of
San Sebastian, and the assault on the town, when he was
severely wounded. A month afterwards, though suffering

from the effects of his wound, he was present at the successful
assault on San SebiUitian, where he commanded two companies
ordered to the breach in advance of the 1st brigade of the
5th division. Ho was also present 'at the passage of the
Bidassoa, the battles of the Nivelle and the Nive, and in the - s i a
repulse of the sortie from Bayonne. He served also during Artichokes, per doz 48 to 6b

the camp-iign of 1815 in the Netherlands, and was present at l^ts^t, per doz.. Is td to Za

Quatre Bias ond Waterloo, where ho was ag^aiu severely
wounded. Ho afterwards removed to the 35th Foot, which he
commandf'd for several years. For his services at W-iterloo he
was made a Companion of the Bath, and was decorated with
the Older of St. Anne of Russia by the Emperor Alexander.
He received the silver war medal and five cla.sp.9 for services in

the Peninsula.

Mr. Warre, M.P. for Ripon, died at his residence, WestcUff©

House, Ram^ate, on the Ittth inst.. in his 74th year. At the

last general election in 1859 he signified his intention to retire

from the representation of the borough, oad the Right Hon.
W. Cowper was selected as a candidate; but the right hou.

gentleman being at that time ab»-oa/i, there was not sufficient

time to transmit the invitation, and under these circumstances

Mr. Warre again consented to stand, on the understanding

that it was the last time he should become a candidate. Mr.

Warre was a supporter of Lord Palmerston's Adaiinistration,

aud voted against the Conservative Reform Bill,

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 2-1.

"We have again to report the arrival of hea^y consignment*-

from the Continent, consisting of Apples, Ptars, &c. ViuQ

Apples are less in request than they have been, and prices for

them are lower. Dutch Hamburgh and other Grapes con-

tinue to be imported. Good Cobs may be had at Is. to Is. 6d,

per pound. Cabbages, Carrots, and Turnips may be obtained

in quantity. Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoes realise from 6s.

to 10s. per cwt. Cucumbers are scarcer. Cut flowers chiefly

consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Dahiiad, Violets, Mignonette,

Heaths, and BodeB. '

FRUIT
Pears, per doz.. Is to 39

Apples, per doz., 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 68 to 10s
Lemons, per 100, 6a to 10s

.

Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 2s fid

to 3s
Cabbages, do., Is to2«
Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 1308
— per bus., 33 to 4s
— per cwt., 5s to 88

Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, Ss to 3a

Cucumbers, each, 6d to iB 6d

t
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to U9df
Onions, p. ^ sieve, la 6d to 2a6<l

.Seakale, p. punnet.3s6dto 4s6d.
ShsUota, per lb., 6d td 8d
GarUc, petlb., 6dto8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per etfore, iB
tals6d

Lettuces, Cos, do., la tola 6d
Endive, p. score, la to Is Od
HorsoRadish,p.bun.,ljB6dto48^
MushroomsL, p. putt., 28 to 3s

,. Parsley, p. 12 bunchia, 2s to 4»
j
Savory, per bunch, 2d tx> id

WiLL.^.—The will of the Dowager Lady Wrottealey has been

sworn under 25,000£. ; Marmaduke R-jbcrt Langdale, Esq.,

120 000?. ; Matthew Uzielli, Esq.. 250,000/. ; Nicholas Westby,

Esq 40,OOOZ. ; Capt. W. Jones Prowae, 4f',000i. ; Miss Smith, of

Horton, Somerset, -40,000/. ; Mr. Willitra Everington, of Lud-

gate Hill, 180.0001. ; Sir John E. Swinburne, Bart-, 80,000/. J

Lieut -General Sir Harry timith, U>Ait., 6000/.

HOPS.—BoaoooH Market, Friday, Nov. 23-

Messrs. Pattenden <Sj Smith report that there is a better

trade for Hops aiuce the postponement of the payment of the

Hop duty, and many plaflters have withdrawn their new Hop*
from sale, fine samples of which are very aoarce.

BRITISH WOOLS. ^Lojipoir, Friday. Nov. 23.

There haa been only b small amount of businen transacted

during the piist week, the supplies having been Uoiited, aad
the demand to no greater extent. The r^ipid .addition to the

rate of interest is likely to prolong the present dulnees, but as

all jwrsons connected with this trade have been acting with

caution no further iaconvenience is anticipated.

South-down Hog- 8. d. b. d.
}
Leiceat, Wethers 1

gets 1 7 to 1 8 , DiUo Hoggs .. 1

Half-bred ditto.. 18—.. i
Combing Skins 1

Down Ewes ..1 5 — 1 6 ! Blanket ditto ..

Kent Fleecea * * Flannel Wool

6
8

6

to

1

I

4
8
&

POTATOES.—SocTinvARK, Monday, Nov. 19.

.. During the past week the anivals coastwi^ have been
moderate, but .huge both foreign and by rail, aad a further
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decliue in prii^es ha^i been the consequence. The following are
this day's quotatimis:—Tork Kegents, llOs- to 1303, per ton;
Lincohifthire do, 110s. to 115s.; Dunbar do-^ 1203. to 140b.; Perth,
Forfar, and ^Fife do,, 100s. to 115s. ; French Whites, lOOs. to
110s. ; Bdijian do., OOs. to 95s. ; Dutch do., SOs. to 90ft.

HAT.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses-

Smitrfiki-d, Thursday, Nov, 22.

PiimeMeftdow Hay 75» to SOs Clover
Superior do. (old) . . 90 105
Inferior do 50 60^

New do — -^
Boweu 40 50

New Clover .

,

Old second cut
Straw ,. ,,

OOfito 1105

,,80 fiO

..32 30

DAVlb& Co.

oilcakes, Xiie transactions have been limited, there being-

ittle disposition to buy and a decline of about 2s. per qr, on
most debcrii^tiuns haa been gonenl This niorniug's nmrket
was tolerably attended. A large i>ortion of the English Wheat
left over from Jlonday and fresh up during the week remains
unsold, although offered on reduced terms in consequence of

its inferior condition and qualitj'. In foreign the sale was
limited, and new French was obtainable at slightly lower
])rices. Barley, Beans, and Peas arc unaltered in value. The
Oat trade is dull, and new Corn rather cheaper.

Arrival Fiiom Nov. 19 to Nov. 23.
r

iCuMBrKLAKP MiRKET, Thttpsdat, Nov. 22
Sup. Meadow Hay, .114etol-208 i Inferior Clover ,. S4s llCs
Infenor do 70 105 New do. .. .. — —
New do — — (Straw .. .. 33 43
Superior Clover ..118 126 | JoaiiuA liAi«B.

Whitectiapel, Thupsdat, Not. 22.

Fine old Hay,, ..lOOatoUOs Fine old Clover ..110a to 1233

Inferior do. ., .,60
Prime New Hay
Inferior do, ..

Straw .. » .. 83

80
»

•1 36

Inferior do
Fine 2d cut ..

Inferior do
Fine Xew Clover..

60 90

English
Irish

* t

* * - *

Foreign

W beat.

23 1 qr3,

sirao „

liarley."

4970 qra.

^^
If

15680 „

Oats.

560 qrs.

45G0 ,.

20040 „

FIou r.

193U sks.

(

»f

7530 „
1^260 oris

LiVEHPOOL, Tuesday, Nov. -20.—The gi-ain market was dull,
but prices no lower. SVheat and Flour were neglected at late
rates. Beans and Maize firm, the former at 3i)5. 6d, to iua.,
the latter 3Ss. to 3Ss. 3d. Other articles unchanged.

BUTTER MAIiKET.—Nov. 23.

Best Fresh Butter . . .. 17a. ptr dozen Iba,

Second do. do. .. .. 14s. „
Pork, 4s. 8d. to Ss. Od. per 8 lbs.

>

COAL MARKET.—Not. 21.

"Walla End Hettnn, Sis. ; Walla End Primrose, 19s. 3d.

;

Wall3 Fnd Haswell, 20a. 9d. ; Walls End Tees, 21s. ; Walla
End Hartlepool, 208. 6d. ; Walls End Bniddyls Hetton,
20s. 3d. ; Walls End Russell Hetton, 208. ; Walls End South
Hartlepool, IDs. 9d. ; Walla End Heugh Hall, 19s. 3d. ; Walla
End Keepjer Grange, 203. ; Walla End Thorpe, lOa. 3d.

;

Walls End Hartoii, ISs. 9d : WalLs End Byron, 19s. 8d. ;

Carway DufFryn Steam, 23s. 6d. : Wylam, ISs. fid. ; Buddie's
Hartley, 17a. 9d. ; Iliwtinga Hartley, 17s. 9d. : Howard's
Hartley, ITs. 6d. ; Lambert's Hartley, 17s. Cd.—217 ships at
market

AVEHAOES Wheat. BarTev. Oats, Rje.

37j Sr/

1
Be.ms.

50«nt/Oct. 13 .

.

CU Id 39Ald 24i 8,/

-^ 20.. 60 1 40 7 23 7 34 7 50 2— 27.. 19 11 40 9 23 5 36 8 49 6
Nov. 3.

.

59 9 40 10 23 3 36 2 49 10— 10., 5S 9 41 23 11 35 6 51 1— 17.. 53 1 41 4

40 9

23 5 36 4

36 3

50 S

"oO 4Agg.Aver. 69 8 23 9

CilS.

4278^;
41 11
41 10
42 4
44 5
4 9

43 3

FLC CTUATIOJI3 IK THE LaST SlX WkeKS AvEUAOKS.
CES.

G\3 Id-

60 1
59 11
59 9
58 9
68 1

Oct. 13. Oct. 20. Oct. 27. Nov. 3. Nov. 10.

i

1

* « M

* • *

•

» *

.. L
.. L
* m

iNov. 17.

3IETR0P0LITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 19.

WANTED, A CONFIDENTIAL SECRETARY.-
The Advertiser, who is extensively engaged in Horti-

cultural pursuits, having more than he cau personally attend
to, is desirous of engaging the as.^idLance of a respectable

The number of Bca^u'is^not quite *so large as on Monday ii^telligent young Man to act ai above. In addition to his

St ; the average quality is very indifferent, and last week's ,^^. ^"^ ,^ '\^'^\^P ^^ P/I'^^^, ^"? correspondence, he must
^ ^ -^

' - ' ^ '' ** be willing to make bimseif useful in such other ways as the
principal may desire. A general knowledge of Gardening
matters is necessary, and as the situation is one of considerable
confidence the most unexceptionable references will be

last
prices are fully maintained. The supply of Sheep is shorter ;

trade is very slow, with no quotable alteration in price.
Calves are selling about the same as on Thursday. From Ger-
many and Holland there are 1400 Beasts. 5400 Sheep, 172 Calves,
and 70 |Pigs ; from Spain, 30 Beiists ; from Scotland, 30 ; from
Ireland, 800 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 150 ; and 2100 from the
northern and midland counties.ads
Best Scots, Here-

fords, <tc. ..|4 10 to 5
Best Short-horaa 4 8 — 4
fid quality Beasts 3 4 — 4

Best Downs and
Halr-breda ..5 4 to 5

Do. Shorn .* ,. —

10

s

Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn .

.

Lambs . . *

.

d 8
— 5

. to
6 — 4

d
4

*

8

4
4
5

10

4

Calves .. ..4
IPigs .. ..4

Beasts, 5450 ; Sheep <fc Lambs, 21,200 ; Calves, 203 ; Pigs, 510.

TurnsnAT, Kov. 2?.

We are fairly supplied with Beasts. Trade for them is alow.

required. Application in own handwriting, stating terms,
references, &c., to be niade to A. B. C. D., Gardeners* Chronicle
Office, W.C. .

WANTED, an experienced HOOK KEEPER, in
the otfico of a Provincial Nursery. He must write a

good hand, and be qtiicfc and accurate in Accounts. As a
steady trustworthy Man is required, none need apply whose
character will not bear the very strictest investigation.

—

Address, stating Salary required, B. K., Messrs. Uurst and
M'Mnllen, 6. Le;idenhall Street, London, E. G.

TO THt SEED TRADE.
TXTANTED.A BOOK-KEEPER; also a SHOPMAN,
\ V conversant with tlio Seed Trade.—Address, with refer-

but Monday's quoUtiona are pretty generally obtamed. The
j ^^J^^o^""^

qualifications, C. D., Messrs. C. Humble & Sons,

number of Sheep is very swiall, but the demand is by no 1

^^*' "^^"^^g"- i^onaon. M-B-

means Isitge. Tho few choice descriptions on oflfer art* very
qui'ck/y disf>o.sed of. Qood Calves are dearer. From Gerniany
(md Holland tlicre are 204: Beasts, 800 Sheep, and 280 Calves ;

from Ireland, 200 Beasts ; 400 from the northern and midland
oountie.^ ; and 114 Milch Cows from the home counties.
Best Scots, Here-

fordfl, Ac. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and

Half-breda , . 5
I)o. Shorn .\

8 to 5

4

4

4

5

10

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes& 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn ,,

Lamba .. ».

Calves .. ,.4
Pigs ,. ..4

0—5 4

to
4 S

4
4

5
5 4

Scastfl, 1330 ; Sheep & Lambs. 21C0 ; Calves, 240 ; Pigs, 170.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Nov, 19.
The supply of Wheat from Edsex and Kent w;i3 modei-ate,

and with trie exception of a few fine samples sold early at
about last week's prices, was offered at a decline of 2s. per qr.
without finding- many buyers. The attendance was good,
ncvuithcloss the business traugacted in foreign Wheat was
quite in retail ; fine old qualities fully maintained ourqxiota-
tions, but infeiior and new must be written Is. to 2s. per qr.
cheaper, according to condition. Barley sells slowly at a
do-jliiic of 2s. to 38. per qr. for malting qualities, and Is. per
qr. for grinding-. Beans and Peas bring last week's rates.
The Oat trade is dull, and old corn tid. and new fully Is. per qr.
cheaper, and difficult of sale. There ia but little demand for
foreign Flour, and the few sales made were at a decline of Is.
per back and Od. per barrel.

Pf.r Imperial Quarter. a. o.

TTbeat, Essex, Kent, & Sutlolk. .White 55—62
— — f.ne selected runs, .ditto 59—66^ — Talav?ra 50—74— Norfolk— Foreign

Barlet, grind. & dist., 28s to 32a. . Chov.

Oats,
Foreign..grinding and distilling 30—37 Malting.

54—74
40—45

Red
Red

Red

Malting.

8. a.

46—60
53—66

and Suffolk 20
Scotch imd Lincolnshire. .Potato 20-

24
28 Feed

40—42
40—41

26—28 Feed ..

22—27 Feed ..

35—38 Foreign

.

42—48 Harrow.
Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.
29—341 Per sack

24—20
21—24
20—27

50.

34

57
50

42—48

40—50
38—43

31—50
40—50

— Iriah Potato— Foreign Puland and Brow
R7£
Kte-meal, foreiijn....
BxANs, M^zagau...,408 to 443.... Tick— Pigeou 4Ss — 563.. Winds.— Foreign Small 110—50
Pea5, white', Essex and Kent ..Boilers 33—48— Maple —s to —s Grey 40—42
Maizb White
Flour, best marks delivered, .per isack— 2ddo ditto— Foreign '...per barrel

Frisxt, Nov. 23.
The WTieat trade througuout the United Kingdom has been

dull and inactive. In the maj<»ritybf markets holders of tino
old English or foreign Wheat have refused te part wiih it on
lower terms, but the better qualities of new have declined in
Talue Is. to 2s., cold 28. to 3s., and the damp and inferior, of
which the great bulk con.sista, are difficult to quit on almost
any terms, and can only be disposed of for st^irch and feeding.
Spring corn participates in the general dulness, and Barley
must be written Is. to 23. ; in several markets grinding
qualities are 2s. to 3s. cheaper. Beans and Peas have also
been easier of purchaso. Foreij^'u

. Flour was neglected, and is

generally quoted Is. per sack and barrel lower. The arrivals
from the South during the p;ist week have been on a liberal
cale, amounting to SO cai^u^.s, say—41 Wheat, 21 Maize, r.

Barley, 1 Bean.s, 2 Flour, 1 Liu-^eed, 4 Bapeseed, and 5

GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND
(M PROVE fVlENT COMPANY.

VrrANTED, EOKEiMEX of DHAINAGE WORKS.
T f —Written applications, with references as to character

for ability, integrity, and sobriety, to be addressed to Mr.
Bailey Uknton, the Company's Engineer, No. 52, Parliament
Street, Westminster, S.W,_j

TO MECHANICS.
WANTED, A FOilEMAX for tho Works.—Apply,

with references and quail fication.% to Mr. McICenzie.
Agi-icultural Implement Housit, Cork,

AN'i'ED, A GAKDENEK, Irom 30 to 35 years
of age, who thoroughly understands Early and Late

Forcing in all its branches for Marketir.g ])ur]>oses. One from
the neighbourhood of London preferred.—Apply, first by letter
only

, to A. B., Po.st Office, Minste r, near R;\m3gate^_

WANTED, AS FaKW SERVANrS. a married
Couple, to </o to New Zealand in a few weeks. The

man to be a good Ploughman and Judge of Sheep and Cattle,
the wife a good Butter and Cheese Maker, and able to take
fxiU care of a Dairy of Cows. Two or three Children from 15 to
18 years of ago (if good Farm workers), would not be objected
to. Wages for an engagement of three years, ;:oi., 55/., and
Q\3l. per annum, with rations and free house. Passage monej'
advanced. The Advertiser, with his familj-. will sairfrom the
Port of London in December.—Application by letter to
No. 280, Bath Crescent, Giasf,^ow.

ANTKU. a thoroughly good and quick liUWDLE
PACKER in a large Nursery. As he will have several

men under him, he must be an active, careful, and good
Mana,?cr in tlie Packing Yard.—Address '* November, ' Messrs.
Hur.st and McMuUen, Leadenhail Street, London, E.C.

TTTANTKl), AS OUlM)0OirSEKVAN'l\ a sUady,
T V active young 3I;\n. He must be a good Groom, and

understand the management of a Giudon with Greenliou.so,

—

Apply to C. C, Mercury Office, Newbury, 13erk3.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid^

(^ARDEXKR (ITkad)-—Age 30, niurriea, without
^ incumbrance; underHtimdy his profession in all ita

branches. Hay had great experience in Late and Early Forcing
of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetabks ; a firatrato Flower and
Kitchen Gardener, and will perform nil the duties with which
he may be entrusted with proper attention and due economy.
Unexceptionable family character,— H. W,,7, Bridge St., York,

C1
AKDKNEU (HfiAD), to any nobleman or gentleman.

T—Ago 40, no incumbrance; a tborougii practical "VVurkinij

Head Gardener^ who has had ^reat experience in all branches
of his T»roKssion, where I2arly Forcing of Fruits^ Flosvers, ami
Vogetiiblea is required, aUo a good Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dener. Can nianaj^e l^and and Stock, Four years' unexcep-
tionable character-—J, L,, 8, Crystal Crescent* Upper Sydeu-
ham, Kent, S. E-

GARDHXKIl (Head) to any nohloniau or geuth^-
man.— Ago 35, no incumbmnco; has had great practical

experience in all bnmche^i of hia Pro!es,«iion, where Kariy
Flowers, Fniit, and Vegetables are required, and is also a good
Kitchen and Flosver Ganitner- Five j"e ir?»'good character froio
the gentleman ho is about leaving, \Vife cau manage Poultry
and D.dry.—C.JIauvkv, Gard^.ncr, Fark HoudC, Keig;vtt*, Surrey,

GARDKNER (Head).—Age 30, single; thorough!;
pvaeticah Good single-handed place accented—H S

Mr- Steel's. Post Omce. Clapham Common. S.
'

'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thoroncblv
understands Cultivation, Vines, Forcing, Stove aud

Greenhouse Plants, and Gardening in all branches Three
years' good character.—M. P,, 4j, Boone Street, Tx?e. Kent, S. E.

AROENEU (Head)*—Age 36, nianied; und^-
standi* Early and Late Forcing, and Gardening h\ all iu

branches. Seven years' chaiacter.—A. B-, Paul 61 Son Old
Nurseries, Chesbunt, Herts '

GARDEN KR (Head;.—Married, no incuuiLrance-
practical in all branches, AVife a good mana-^cr of

Dairy. Satisfactory references as to capability and resoecta
bility.—J. P., Post Office, Stoke NewJngton, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Aj^e 3S, no inoumbrancera
thoroughly practical industrious Man, TJndcfataijds Gar-

deiiing in all it3 branches. Early and Late Forcing of Fruita
and Vegetables, Firat-claps references as to character.--J. T.,
Messrs, Flanagan & Son, !>, JIansion House Street, London, E-C!

GARDENER (Head).—Married^ no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands the management of Vineries

Pineries, and Propagating Houses. Can be highly recom^-
mended.—J. R,, Messrs. James Carter & Co., 237 & 23S, High
Holhcru, W C,

G^
ARDENER (Hkad).—Age 26. single; thoroughly

^ competent to undertake the management of a noble-
man's or gentleman's Garden in every department, having
had charge of a large establishment near town for the last two
years and a half. Character unexceptioaable.—O. C-, Mr.
Jacob's, Champion Hill House. Camberwell, 3,

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single; thorougWy

understands Vines, Early and Late Forcing, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, and Gardening in all its branches. Two
ycarb' good character as Head Gardener,—X. Y,, Wellington
Nursery, St. John's Wood, Loudon, N.W.

ARDENER.—Age 30. with one child; has a good
knowledge of Fruit, Flower^ and Kitchen Gardening,

also of the Culture of Flovfers and Fruit under glass. Good
reference.—G. L,, Mr, Morde, Epsom Nursery, Epsom.

GARDKNER.—Age 29, married, no incumbrancey
The Rev, T, G. Clarke, Odiham, Hants, wishes to re-

comniend a respectable, sober, honest, and industrious Man as
Gardener to any gentleman requiring such a person,—H. H.,
Ford's Nurserj', Commercial Road, Southampton, Hanta,

GARDENE R.—A young Man, perfectly honest, sober,
and industrious; can attend to a Garden, horse and

carnage, &c., and would make himself generally useful. Can
have an excellent recommendatiou from last employer,—
E. W.p Post Office, Bednall, Stafford.

C^
ARDENER (Single-handed or Otherwise, iu

X or out of the house),—Age 23 ; understands Forcing,

Plant Growing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Would not

object to a good Foreman's place- Good character.—EL H., Mr.

Stevens, Leytonstone. Essex, N E.

ARDENER (Undek).—Age 21, single; has been
accustomed to Early and I-ate Forcing, and is a pood

workman. Good character-—A, D., ilr. Trounce^ 4, York
Road, King*s Cross, London, N,

— ^— " - —— — —-—^—

^

/^ AKDKIS'EU (U>'DEit, in a gentiemiiu's or noblemaa's
VJT family).—A young Man who understands the Propaga-
tion and Mauagement of Stove and Greenhouse PIanta» ic.

Can bo weU recommended.—A. B,, Goneml Post Office, Tua-

ARDENEU, oil STEWAKD ani> UAUDENER.—
Slarried, small incumbrance ; very considerable experi-

ence, and is desirous 6f procuring a siaiation in either of the
above capacities. Can give most unexceptionable referenced,—
M., Gardener, E. G. Henderson <t Son, Ht. John's Wood, N.W.

GAKDENER, oa GAKDENEK and bAlLlFF.—
Age 3fi, married, without incumbrance ; a practical llan

in all branches of his profession. Wite a thorough good Cook
and Laundry-woman.—S. Y., Post Office. Dorking, burrey.

GAUDKNEK, ou GAKDENJMi and STfclVVAKI).—
Middle-aged; has had much experience in Planting and

Management uf Plantations, Draining, EiecLion and Repairs of

Cottages, Farm Buildings, &c., and Estate Improvement
generully. Ila^i been accustomed to Superintend large bodies

of men, and is a good Accountant; is also a good practical

Gardener. References firiit-class.—Apply to J. U., 9, Queen a

Terrace, Chester^
\

-

STEWAKO OK BAILIFF.—Married; Ima bad tbe

sole Management of a Farm in Norfolk fur nine years on

a gentleman's Estate; also tlic Management of an Estate in,

Middlesex for 4 years. Good reference as to character. Wito

has had the M.tnagement of Dairy and Poultry.—A. B., lo»t

Office, Bushy Heath, Herts.

TO NOBLErviE.M AND GENTLEMEN.
GENEKAL MANAGEK. — Age 40, inanicd, no

incumbrance ; has had 30 years' practice in all the cifferent

braTiclies of Gardening, Surveymg, Planting, Draining, Bnct

and Tile Making and Agriculture, with steam power. Can M
liighly recommended.-G. A-, Caterham, U^id Hill. iSumv. _

SUUVEYUU.—Gentlemen requiring a Person as

aurve3''or to manage Estate Improvements, Agricultural

or Horticultural Laving-out Gardens, Farms, Draining, or

iiuilding Works.—A. W. Clakk, 2.;>, Biahopsgate at. Within, E.G.

FOKKMAN in a Nursery, or JOBlJlNG MAX.—
Middle-age ; useful, has had extensive practice as Geueral

Propagator, and knows Plants, Ac-E. 8., 6, Queen's Road,

Norland Square, Nutting Hill, W.

IMPKOVEU. in a gentleman's Garden.—Ago 17, the

Son of a Gardener, with whom ho has been four years.

Active and industrious, and^as a pi-actical knowledge of

Gardening and House work, including the management of

Orchids. Will be ut liberty at Ciiristmas.—Hortus, Post Office,

Truto, Corn ^^ all.

TO SEEDSMEN. ,-

QHOPIIAN.—Hasbad nine years' exporicnce in the

Kj Wholesale and Ketail Trade, and thoroughly nciiiamted

with every branch —A. Z., 44, Hardwick Street, IJverpool- ^

TO SEEDSMEN AND NURSERV iv.EN.

SALESMAN.—A youii- M;in. well qualifiod to wait

upon Customers. He has goo- 1 cortiilcates of character.

—W. S., Post Office, Southgatc Hoad, Irfiingtnn, N.

GUOOM on COWMAN atul assist in the G.uJen.--

Age 34, maiTioJ. 11 years in hid lost placo.— i- B.

Post OIljcc, SevLU Oaks, Kent.

i
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Now ready, price 4s.,

JOURNAL OF THB BATH and WKST of ENGLAND
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, Vol. 9. Part 1. 1S61.

James Ridowa-T, Piccadilly, W. Roberts, Exeter, aad all

Booksellers.

Now ready, folio, cloth extra, price bi. bs.

ILLUSTRATIONS of the GENUS CAREX. Part
the Second, contaiaiug Plates 201-310. By Fravcis Boott,

Treaa. Lin. Soc., etc.

London : Willtam pAMPLtN, 45. Frith Sfrreat. Soho, W.
FARM ACCOUNTS. '

Second Edition, price 2«. 6d.,

APRACTICAL SYSTEM of FARM BOOK-
KEEPING: Being that recommenceJ iu " The Book of

the Farm." by Henrv Stephens, F.R.S.E. Also, SEVEN
FOLIO ACCOUNT-BOOKS, constructed in accordance with
the system. Printed and Ruled throughout, and bound ia
separate volumes ; the whole being' specially adapted for keep-
ing, by an e;xsy and accurate method, an account of all the
Transactions of the Farm.

** We have no hesitation in saying that of the many systems
of keeping farm-accouuta which are in vogue, there is not one
•which will bear comparison with that just issued by Messrs.
Blackwood, according to the recnmtneudatioiis of Mr. Stephens
in his invaluable ' Book of the Farm.' The great characteristic
of this system is its simplicity." BelVs Messenger.

W. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

NEW WORK BY SHIRLEY BROOKS^
THE SILVER COUD; a New Serial Story \>y

Shirlkv BitooKg, with Illustrations by John Tcuuiel, is
continued Weekly in *' ONCE A WEEK.

"

A Number is published every Saturday, price 3(;.. with
numerous Illustrations by Miilais, Leech, Tenniel, Charles
£eene, H. K. Browne, and other eminent Artists. Also in
:Monthly Parts, and Half-yearly Volumes, Vols. I. and II. ai-e

published, price 7*. 6il, each. Vol. III. will be published in
December.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bonverie Street, Fleet Street, E.G.

Just published, price 43.,

THE UOSE ANNUAL for 1860-6L

« . ^^. J^^'LLiAM Paul, F.H.S., Author of the "Rose
Garden," &c.

Lond«n: Kent & Co., Paternoster Row, E.G. ; or from the
Author, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

On the 1st of January, 1861, price 2s. Qd., No. I. of

THE RRITISH FEENS,aii entirely new Work by
Sir W. J. Hooker, K.H., F.R S. To be co mplctcd in 10

Monthly Numbers, each contaiuiug Four coloured Platen
uniform in size and style with *' Curtis's Botanical Magazine."'

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

On the 1st of January, ISGl, price 2s. 6d., No. I. of

GARDEN FERNS, an entirely new Work by Sir '\^'.

J. HoOKKR, K.H., F.R,S., on Ferns suitable for culttva-
tion in the Garden, Hothouse, or Conservatory, in Mouthlr
Numbora, each contaiuiug Four Coloured Plates, uniform in
size and style with ** Curtis's Botanical Magazine."
LovEi-L Rkeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

In Monthly Numbers (4 Coloured Plates), price 2«. 6d.,

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. A richly illustrated

portfolio of Kew and Choice Varieties of Flowers suitable
or cultivation in the Garden, Hothouse, or Conservatory-
Edited by Thomas Moore, F,L,S,, Secretary of the FlonJ
Committee of the llorticultural Society,

LovELL Recve^ 5, Henrietta Street, Coveut Garden, W.C*

Now Ready, 4S0 pages, 24 Coloured Plates, 305,,

OUTLINES OP BRITISH FUNGOLOGY. By the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S- Containing cha-

racters of above a thousand species of Fung^i, with numerous
coloured Figures, and a complete List of all that have been
deacribed as Natives of the British Isles.

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Just Published,

HINTS TO LANDLORDS, TENANTS
AND LABOURERS. By S, G, Fikney,

"Deserves the attention of all interested in Agricultural
pursilita/'—i^itfiti.

'* Abounds in the quaintest and boldest of Hints to Land-
lords." &c,

—

Mark Lane Express,
" Suggestive and stimulant, containing a great deal of

information."

—

Uardeners' Chronicle.

RiDGWAY, Piccadilly, W.

Just read^, square IGmo, price 7s. 6d., gilt edges^

JAPANESE F E A G M E N T S.
BY CAPTAIN SHERARD OSBORNj R.N.

*#* This Work is illustrated with Facsimiles of Drawings purchased by the Anfchor ia the City of yodo.

Six of them liave been reduced by the new patent process, and are coloured after the originals. The Wood
Engravings, Twenty-t^vo in number, are accurately traced from the Japanese drawings.

BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET. FLEET STREET, E.G.

NEW WORK BY MR. CHARLES

In Number LXXXIV. of

DICKENS

ALL THE YEAR ROUND,
Price 2d., published tills day, is commenced

GKEAT EXPECTATIONS:
A NEW SERIAL STORY.

BYCHARLESDICKENS,
TO BE CONTINUED FROM WEEK TO WEEK UNTIL COMPLETED IN AUGUST.

Published also in Monthly Parts and Half Yearly Volumes, at 26, Wellington Street, Strand, \N.Q,; and by

C^APMAX AND HALL, 193. PICCADILLY. LONDON, W.

On, the \Zth December, price Fouryence,

i5L MESSAGE FROM THE SEA.
BEING THE EXTRA NUMBER FOR CHRISTMAS.

+

Now ready, price Is.; free ly post, 14 stamps,

THE GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK,
4 X

ALMANACK, AND DmECXOM FOR 1861.

\ : By EGBERT HOGG, LI.D., F.H.S._
' Kow ready, price 3*. 6d.,fre€ ly post, Zs. lOd.,

THE FRUIT MANUAL,
CONTAINING DESCETPTIONS AND SYNONYMES OP THE FRUITS

^^^''^J';^|:;.
^'^'^^

COMMONLY MET WITH IN THE GAKDENS AND OKCHARDS OF QKEAT BRITAIN,

WITH SELECTED LISTS OF THE VARIETIES MOST WOBIHr OF CULTIVATION.

By ROBEBT HOGG, LL.D., F.H.S.,

Secretary to the Fr^it Committee of the Horticultaral Society ofWdoa ; Author of ' The Vegetable Kingdom and it,

secretary to
p^^^^^^^.., British Pomology

; " .-.pd Co-Editor of the "Cottage Gardeuer.

M 1^
, f '

LONDON; "COTTAGE GARDENER" OFFICE, 162, FLEET STREET, E.C.

I

Xtlos of tf)e

Despatches have been received from the allied
Ambassadors aad Generals in China, anuoancing
the renewal of hostilities almost within sight of
the walls of Pekin. It appears that after the rup-
ture of negotiatioris at Tien-tsin, the allied army,
accompanied by the Ambassadors, marched towards
the capital. Before they had advanced 50 miles
Lord Elgik- received letters announcing that fresh
Commissioners of high rank had been appointed to

meet them at Tang-chow, 25 miles distant, with fall

powers to sign the treaty. Mr, Paekes and Mr.
Wade were immediately sent on to meet these

! Commissioners, with whom they arranged that the

;

allied forces should halt at Chang-tsia-wan, five

miles short of Tang-chow, and that the Ambassa-
dors should advance with an escort to the latter

place and sign the convention. It was also

arranged that the Tartar army should fall back in
order to prevent any collision by inadventence, Mr.
Pahees having communicated these arrangements-

to the Ambassadors, returned to Tang-chow to

make preparations for their reception, ' accom-
pauied by an escort of Fane's Horse under Lieut.

Andeesok", by Lieut.-Colonel "Walkee, Acting

Quartermaster General; Capt. Eeabazox, R.A.^

Deputy Assistant (Quartermaster General ; Mr,
Thosipson, Assistant Commissary General ; Mr.
Loch, Private Secretary to Lord ELGnr ; Mr. De
K"OEirAN, Attache to the Legation; Mr* BowiBV,
the Correspondent of the Times ; Colonel Geaxd-
CHAMPS, of the French army ; the Abbe
DuLtrc, and M. DELAirxtJEE, wiih some French

soldiers as their escort. Oa arriving at the

camping ground, they found it occupied by a large

Tartar army, with batteries which had been hastily

thrown up and armed, and it was at once apparent

that it was the deliberate intention of the Com-
missioners to have seized the persons of the

Ambassadors and surprised the allied army. Colonel

Walker and Mr. Thompson cut their way through

the Chinese ranks, and rode back to head (\uarters to

giveinformation of this treachery,whileMr.tAUKEg^.

Mr. Locrr, Mr. Bowlbt, Mr.WoRifAjr, CaptainaBEA-

BAZOX and ANDis'iisoN were taken pnaouers by the

Chinese and carried to Pekin, where they are said

to be well treated. On the following morning the

Allies attacked the Tartar army commanded by
Prince Sankoltnsin in person and numbering

20,000 men spread over a great extent of country,

and completely routed them with a loss of 600

killed and 75 guns. This battle, which was fought

at Chang-tsia-wan, was followed on the 21st by

another battle fought at Taog-chow, in which the

enemy was again defeated with a loss of several

hundred killed and 43 guns. The casualties on our

side in the two battles were only 2 killed and

48 wounded. After these defeats the Chinese

sent ia a flag of truce with proposals for a

treaty and an intimation that the Eitpeboe's

brother had been appointed Chief Commissioner to

makepeace; but Lord Elgin refused to re-open

negotiations until the prisoners had been released,

At the departure of the mail the allied arm^y was

about 7 miles from Pekin, in a very safe position

and with abundant supplies.

The Moniteur of Sunday contained an Impe-

rial decree effecting important changes in

I
the Frenclx Constitution, the effect of which

will be to establish a Parliamentary system

approximating to our own. The decree gives

the Chamber of Deputies the right of voting an

address to the Crown in reply to the Imperial

Speech on the opening of the Chambers; the

Moniteur is to publish a full statement of the

Parliamentary debates, and a rompte-rpjidu is to

be transmitted each evening to the French journtla.

The decree was followed by a modificatiott of the

Ministry, Count VVALEWbJa bcinif appointed

Minister of State, Count Peesignv Minister of the

Interior, M. BriLATiLT, Minister without portfolio,

M. FoECADE LAEoyUETTE, Miflistcr of Finance,

M Magne, Minister without portfolio, aiid Count

Flahaitlt Ambassador in London. M. Foun) has

retired from the Cabinet, and it i& rumoured tlfcat

the Prince Pe la Toue d'Axttekonk, French

1
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Ambassador at Berlin, will probably replace

M. TnocvEyEl as Minister for Foreign AiFairs.

Tlie KiXG OF Naples has not yet lelt Gaeta,

but all the Foreign Ambassadors who followed

hira from Naples, with the exception of the Spanish

Minister, have left that place for Eome at his

express desire. The Kikg ov Sardinia's depar-

ture for Sicilyhasbeen again postponed, and theCoun-

cil of State has been convoked for the 2d December.

The Cottet.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Iloyal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Friday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied
byPi'ince Alfred and Princess Alice, went to Cluremont,
and visited Queen Mario Amelie. In the afternoon
her Majesty held a Privy Council at which the Earl of

Clucliester was sworn into office as Lord Lieutenant
j

of Sussex, and Lord Stanley of Alderley kissed hands
on being appointed Postmaster-General. Earl Gran-
ville and Lord Palmerston had audiences of the Queen.

On Saturday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by Prince Alfred, walked in the Home
park, and visited the Duchess of Kent. Princess Alice

and Princess Helena rode on horseback. The Duchess
of Kent and the Prince and Princess of Leiningen

Visited her Majesty^ and took luncheon. The Prince of

"Wales arrived from Oxford. Prince Louis of Hesse,

Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern, the Portuguese

Minister, and Captain Tarleton, of the Euryalus, arrived

on a visit to the Queen. On Sunday morning the Queen
and Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, Princesses

AHce, Helena, and Louisa, Princes Alfred, Arthur, and
Leopold, Prince Louis of Hesse and Prince Leopold of
Hohenzollern, attended Divine service in the private

chapel. The Pev. F. Temple, Head Master of Rugby,
preached the sermon. On Monday morning the Queen,
with the Princess Alice, walked in the grounds of the

Castle, and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore.
The Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred and
Prince Louis of Hesse, went out shooting. Tiie Prince

of Wales left Windsor for Oxford. The Portuguese
Minister, and Captain Tarleton, ll.N., left the Castle.

The Duchess of Kent visited her Majesty and took
luncheon. The Lord Chancellor, the Prussian Minister

;uid Countess Bernstorff, Lord and Lady Wodehouse,
General Lord Clyde, the Right Hon. W. and Mrs,
Cowpor, and the Right Hon. Robert Lowe arrived on a

visit. On Tuesday morning the Queen, with Princess

Helena, walked in the Home Park, and visited the
Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. Tlie Prince Consort,

accompanied by Prince Alfred, Prince Louis of
Hesse, and Prince Leiningen, went out shooting.

Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern took leave of her
Majesty and left Windsor for Sonthampton, on his way
to Lisbon, On Wednesday morning the Queen and
Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred, Princess

Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse, rode out on horse-

back. The Duchess of Kent and the Prince and Princess

of Leiningen visited her Majesty and took luncheon.

The Lord Chancellor, Count and Countess Bernstorff,

Lord and Lady Wodehouse, Lord Clyde, the Right
Hon. W, and Mrs. Cowper, and the Right Hon. R.
Lowe, left the Castle. The Duke de Nemours and the

Duke d*Alen9on, the Earl and Countess of Hardwicke
and Lady Augusta Torke, the Earl and Countess
Spencer, Lord and Lady John Russell, Lord Stanley, and
the Rt.Hon, Sir George and Lady Grey, arrived on a visit.

On Thursday morning the Queen, with Princess Alice,

walked in the grounds of the Castle, and visited the
Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort,

accompanied by Prince Alfred, the Duke de Nemours,
the Duke d'Alen^on, Prince Louis of Hesse, and the
Prince of Leiningen, went out shooting. The Queen,
the Prince Consort, and Royal family, will leave Windsor
Castle for the Isle of Wight, on Wednesday or Thursday
next. The Court will remain at the Isle of Wight
about a fortnight, and then return to Windsor for the
Christmas holydays.

The Empress op AuaTRiA.—In consequence of the
boisterous state of the weather and of continued
indisposition during her stay at Plymouth, the Empress
did not land; indeed, her Majesty daring her stay was
SO unwell that her physicians had given directions that
no persons should speak to her. The Victoria and
Albert left Plymouth on Sunday morning at half-past 9,

under the usual salutes, and will proceed to Madeira
direct, if her coals permit. Tlie Osborne left on Satur-

day morning before daylight, and will have to call at

Lisbon for coals.

The Empress of the French left Edinburgh
for Perth on Thursday the 22d ult, by t\e ordinary
midday train on the Glasgow and Scottish Central Rail-

way. Previous to her Majesty leaving the hotel, the
78th Highlanders, under Colonel Ewart, passed through
St. Andrew's Square, the band playing the French
Dational air. The Empress appeared at the window of
the hotel, and gracefully acknowledged the compliment
and the cheers of the large crowd which had assembled.
Before leaving the hotel, the Empress sent for the pro-
prietor, and assured him of her great satisfaction with
the accommodation provided for herself and suite. Her
Majesty arrived at Perth shortly before 4 o'clock, and
was Ifliidly cheered by a large number of persons who

had assembled at the station. Soon after her arrival

the Empress walked up the North Inch, and visited

the old church of St. John's. On Friday a congratu-

latory address from the Lord Provost and magistrates

was transmitted to her Majesty, and a message was

returned conveying her acknowledgments. The

Marquis of Breadalbane visited her Majesty in the

course of the forenoon at her hotel. In the

afternoon the Empress left Perth for Dunkeld, accom-

panied by the Marquis of Beadalbane. Soon after her

arrival at Dunkeld her jMajesty, accompanied by the

Duke of Atholl, drove to the Pass of Killiocrankie and

Blair Atholl. Her Majesty slept at Blair Castle, and on

Saturday morning proceeded to the norch to visit the

Marquis of Breadalbane at Taymouth Castle, where she

was received with every mark of courtesy and distinc-

tion. During her visit the Empress planted two

trees in the park, an oak and a Scotch fir.

On Sunday her Majesty attended Divine service.

On Monday her Majesty, findinjr her other engage-

ments precluded a longer stay in the Highlands,

purchased a number of articles as souvenirs of the

neighbourhood, and accompanied by the Duke of

Atholl, left Taymouth Castle for Stirling, where

she visited the Castle, and was received with

all honour by the military authorities and by loud

cheering from the people. In the evening the Empress,

still accompanied by the Duke of Atholl, left Stirling

for Glasgow, where she arrived at 9 P.3i., and took up

her residence at the Queen's Hotel, being loudly

cheered as she alighted from her carriage. On Tuesday

morning the Duke of Hamilton arrived from Hamilton

Palace and joined her Majesty at her hotel. The Lord

Provost and magistrates afterwards had an audience and

presented an address cordially welcoming the Empress

to Glasgow. Her Majesty, in reply, returned her

grateful thanks to the Lord Provost for the cordial

sentiments embodied in the address, and expressed a

sincere hope that the amity and kindly feeling which

now subsisted between Great Britain and France would

ever continue. Her Majesty said she only regretted

that her stay among them should be so brief, but she

trusted that on a future occasion she might have xt in her

power to visit her friend the Duke of Hamilton, when she

hoped her stay would be of longer duration. Her Majesty

spoke in English and in a very distinct tone of voice.

Her Majesty then drove through the principal parts of

the city", and visited the West End Park and the cathe-

dral, where she remained some time. During her drive

the Empress visited the warehouse of Sir James and

Mr. William Campbell, where she made some purchases.

On leaving the cathedral, the Empress and suite returned

to the Queen's Hotel, which she shortly afterwards left

in the Duke of Hamilton's carriage, for Hamilton

1 Palace. Her Majesty was shown through the palace

and grounds, and afterwards received an address from

the Provost and magistrates of Hamilton. After

luncheon the Empress returned to Glasgow and left

by the seven P.M. train for Balloch, en route for Loch

Lomond and Loch Katrine. On her arrival at Balloch

the Empress was received by the 5th Company of Dum-
bartonshire Volunteer Rifles which had proceeded to

Balloch on Tuesday night to form a guard of honour to

j
her Majesty, by whom, as well as by a great crowd of

: spectators, her Majesty was loudly cheered. On
i Wednesday morning her Majesty left Balloch about 11

j

o'clock, and sailed up Loch Lomond as far as Invers-

,

naid, from which she drove to Stronaclacher, and was

rowed down Loch Katrine to the foot of the loch,

where the Duke of AtholVs carriage was in waiting to

convey her to Stirling On Thursday night the Em-
press arrived at Manchester from Glasgow, and was en-

thusiastically cheered by several hundred people. Her
Majesty proceeded to the Queen's Hotel, and was ex-

pected to arrive in Liverpool yesterday. Apartments

had been prepared for her Majesty at the Adelphi
|

Hotel. It is expected that before the Empress takes

her departure from England, her Majesty will pay
a visit to the Queen, either at Windsor or Osborne.

Her Majesty is very much improved in health, and
expresses herself not only pleased but perfectly

delighted with her first visit to the Highlands. Her
Majesty is expected to return to France on the 10th inst.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on Mon-
day at the official residence of Lord Palmerston in

Downing Street. Another Council was held on Tues-

day, and another yesterday.

PAniTAMENTAET MOVEMENTS.—Mr. Walter Mellcr,

of Clapham Common, has offered himself for South-

wark on Liberal Conservative principles. The three

Liberal candidates, Mr. Scovell, Mr. Fawcett, and Mr,
Layard, are still in the field, and actively 'engagfid in

pursuing their canvass* The Conservative party at

Newcastle-on-Tyne have met, and come to a resolution

not to take any part in the ensuing contest for the

vacant seat. There are two candidates in the field

for Pembrokeshire, Mr. Lort Philipps, who is said

to be supported by the Earl of Cawdor, the late

member, and Mr. Hugh Owen. Mr. Vyner, brother-in-

law of Earl de Grey and Ripon, Mr. W. E, Forster of

Burley Grange, and Mr. J. Roberts, of Piccadilly,

London, are candidates in the Liberal interest for Ripon,

\
in the room of the late Mr. Wan-e.
The Volunteer Movement,—The services of the

^London mounted corps formed by several gentlemen at

the West-end, members of her Majesty's Hunt, having

j

been accepted by the authorities, under the designation

of the 1st Middlesex Light Horse Volunteers, a general

meeting was held on Friday at Willis's Rooms, for the

purpose of making the final arrangements for the or-

ganisation of the regiment. — The 1st Middlesex

Engineers now muster nearly 550 strong, and will, pro-

bably, soon reach, the full strength of six companies.

The Artisan companies muster about 300, and are

steadily increasing in number.—The 41st Middlesex,

composed of officers and artificers attached to the

Royal Small-arms Factory, Enfield Lock, marched on
Saturday, headed by their band, to a field in the neigh-

bourhood, where they were inspected by Colonel Ibbot-

son.—The first prize meeting of the West Middlesex

commenced on the 19th ult. at the rifle practice-ground.

Wormwood Scrubs, The first prize of 20^. and
the silver medal were won by Mr. W. Watson;
the second prize of lOL and the bronze medal

by Captain Dear, the third prize of lOZ., given by Mr,

T. Hughes, by Lieut. G. Marriner, and the fourth prize

of U.y given by Mr. H, G. Yatman, by Corporal Key.

The Prize for Instructors was won by Sergeant Roberts,

Captain and Adjutant Pennymore and Sergeant Stapyl^

ton dividing the second and third prize. On Saturday

a competition took place for a silver challenge cup,

value 25^., presented by Mr. F. H. Bridgman, Captain

Bridgman, and Ensign Phillips ; the competitors being

the four winners of the battalion prizes and eight of the

next best shois, each man firing 10 rounds at 700 yards*

range. The cup was won by Mr. Charles Hall, of the

A Company.—The London Brigade, to the number of

450, headed by its band, and accompanied by the Cadet

Corps, marched on Saturday in sections to Clapham

Common. The shooting for the company medals com-

menced on the 19th ult., at the butts of the London

Scottish and Civil Service Corps on Wimbledon

Common. The Cadet Corps now numbers more

than 100; and the School of Arms numbers more

than 90 members. The recent ball was very successful.

—

The 4th Company of the Queen's Westminster had a

shooting match on Tuesday at Wormwood Scrubs, when
a rifle given by Capt- Vacher was won by Mr. Taylor,

and two money prizes, given by Sergeant White and

Mr. C. Stephenson, were won by Sergeant Ran and Mr.

Woodcock.—The 5th Company of the 20th Middlesex had

a match on Monday at Hornsey Wood House,

when the 1st prize, a Whitworth rifle, was won by

Sergeant Osborn, and the 2nd an Enfield rifle,

was won by Private Thomas Young.—A numerously

attended meeting was held a few days since on Little

Saffron Hill, at which it was resolved to form a

Rifle Corps to be composed of Temperance young

men.—^The Lambeth and Bermondsey Artillery Corps,

which ranks as the 1st Surrey Artillery, now numbera

200 enrolled members, about a third of whom are

artisans, and the rest belong to the trading and profes-

sional classes.—The 1st Surrey on Saturday marched
out, preceded hy their hand, through Peckham, Cam-
berwell, Denmark Hill, to Brockwell Hall, Dulwich,

the residence of Mr. W. H. Cox. After going through

their evolutions, and having partaken of refreshments

provided by Mr. Cox, the corps marched through Half

Moon Lane into Dulwich, and home again to Camber-

well Green, where, they were dismissed. On this

occasion the Cadet Company marched with the corps

for the first time.—The 8th Surrey met on Monday afc

the King's Head, Market Place, Epsom, when the prizes

won at the recent contest were distributed to the success-

ful competitors—Capt. Hastie; Messrs. Hards, H.An-
drews, Peake, W. Alexander, G.R. Keeling, W. Keeling.

Holland, W.Holland, Steadwick, Rasch. Sawyer, Sayers,

Tidey and Chuter.—The first'annualcontest in connection

with the Guildford Corps of the 13th Surrey took place

on the 20th ult. at Blackheath, in the parish of

Wonersh. The 1st prize, a silver cup, of the value of

10^., the gift of Mr. Evelyn, High Sheriff of Surrey,

was won by Private Jeffery; the 2d, a challenge medal,

given by Mr. Bovill,M.P., was won by Lieut. Mangles

;

the 3d, a silver tankard, the gift of Mr. H. Wood, was

won by Private Roker ; and other prizes consisting of

pieces of plate, &c., purchased with the subscriptions

of Major Gill, Ensign Molyneux, and other gentlemen,

were won by Privates Bond, De Wilton, Dart, Hooke,

Moon, and Sergeant Impey.—On Monday evening a

meeting was held at Aldershott, when it was unam-

mously resolved to establish a Mounted Corps for the

districts [of Aldershott and Farnham.—An influential

meeting' of the inhabitants of Surrey was held at

Guildford on Saturday, when it was agreed to establish

a Mounted Rifle Corps in the rural districts of the

county.—The county of Essex has now 24 companies

enrolled, including about 3000 men, scattered over

the county between Stratford on the south and

Saffron Walden on the north, and between Harwich

on the east and Epping on the west-—The Syden-

ham corps, which has lately received a con-

siderable addition by the enrolment of a body of

artisans, equipped by private subscription, marched out

for the first time with their new r«crnlts in full dress

uniform, and proceeded to the Crystal Palace, headed

by their band, which is composed entirely of amateur

performers, members of the corps.—The 3d Herts, or

St. Alban's Cnrpa, were presented on the 7th ult. with

a silver bugle, the gift of Mrs. Ramsay, reUct of the

late Colonel Ramsay, of the East India Service.—The

3d Berks (Newbury), had a contest for various prizes at

the butts on Crookham Common on Wednesday and

Friday of last week. The 1st prize of U. was won by

Private W\ Fisher; the 2d prize of 3?. was won by

Private Pond, and the 3d of \l. lOs.'by Private D.
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-j^^jgs._The 13th IJerks (Forest) Company, whicli has
JljecncstablishedforAscotandtliener^hboanngiKirishes,

jmd a meeting in the Grand Stand, at Aficot, on
ffiiesdoy, to receive from the committee a report ot the

•names of gentlemen disposed to act as officers. Sir W,
•O. Hayter took tlie chair, and among those present

were the Belgian Minister, Major-Guueral Seymour,

Jilajor Scott, and others. Resolutions were passed,

appointing Major Scott, captain-co-nmandant; Victor

Van de Weyer (son of the Belgian Minister), Uentenant;

and Mr. Franklyn, of Windsor, OKiirn. The corps

has received a donation of 25/. from the Prince Consort,

and an annual subscription of 10/. fiom the Belgian

Minister.—The Eton College Corps, numbering nearly

300, assembled in the Quadrangle of the College on the

22d ult., and were presented with a silver bu;;le, the

gift of Lady Carrington.—The services of a company

of Mounted KiHes having been accepted by her Majesty

for the town and neighbourhood of Southampton, active.

steps have been taken for completing its organization.

—The prize shooting of the 4th Hants (Havant and
Emsworth) took place at their butts on Turner's

Marsh, on Friday and Saturday hist. The prizes,

some of v/hich were of considerable value, were won b^
liicat. Longcroft, Lance-Corporal Stafford, Sergeants

Collis and Cortis, Privates G. Furnice, Longlands, and
Jackman.—The 7th Sussex met at Horsham on the

6th ult., and were presented with a silver bugle, given

by the ladles of the town and district. The distribu-

tion of prizes won at the late shooting, consisting of

several silver cups and rifles, took place on the same
day in the grounds of Mr. T. S9!ictu:iry. The prizes

were won by Capt. Pipon, Ensign Fadwick, Lieut.

Broadwood, Privates Holmes, Mitchell, and Greenfield.

—

The 3d Cumberland or Skiddaw Greys, after being
inspected by Colonel Wake, had a shooting match at

Keswick a few days ago. The prizes were won by Cor-

poral Gate, Sergeant Gibson, Privates Wodehouse, Litt,

Wise, Messenger, Postlethwaite, JTilburn, Crosthwaite,

€lark, and Fisher.—Tlie 2d (Whitehaven), 7th (Work-
ington), 8th (Cockermouth), and 10th (Egremont),
forming the western portion of the Cumberland Bat-
talion, were inspected during the past week at their

respective localities by Colonel Wake.—The 1st Corps
of Lancashire Engineers was sworn in at St. George's
Hall last week in the presence of a dense crowd of
spectators.~A company, 50 strong, has been organised
at Brandon, of which Lord William Powlett has been
chosen Captain; Baron de Bliss, First Lieutenant;
Mr. J. Gates, Second Lieutenant ; and Mr. D. Garner,
Ensign.—A public meeting was held on the 20th ult.

at Sheffield, convened by the Mayor, on the requisition
of about 160 individuals and firms, comprising nearly
all the most considerable men of all sects and parties in

the town, when it was resolved to form another corps for

thetown andneighboux'hood, the uumber already enrolled
being incommensurate with the population and impor-
tance of the town.—An Engineer Company has been
established at Sheffield in connection with the School

<»f Art, and Kifle Companies are successfully organising

:at the adjoining villages of Stannington and Wortley.

—

The first North .York competition, left incomplete on
Tuesday week, was resumed on the 22d ult. on the
practice ground on Langton Wold. The first prize,

•a sweepstakes, for which there were 40 competitors,

was won by Private W. Morrell, Private T. Langstafi",

and Private R. Reed, The next prize, the Ufficers' Purse,

was shot for by nearly the whole company, and was
won by Private Thomas Morrell.—The 3d West
Biding (Bradford) Corps has received permission to

enrol members of a cadet company to be formed in

connexion with the regiment.—A shooting match took

place on the Knaresborough shooting ground on the
21st ult, between two officers and 10 staff sergeants of

the 5th West York Militia, and two officers and 10
men of the Ripon Rifle Corps, when the latter won by
a majority of 120 to 90.—The two companies already

established at Rotherham, number from 170 to 180 men;
a third company is forming at Parkgate and a fourth

company is likely to be established.—The formation of a
Yorkshire Rifle Association is now under consideration,

with every prospect of being successfully carried out.

A meeting of officers commanding battalions was
convened for the 28th ult. at York, but has been post-

poned to the 12th inst. in consequence of a communica-
tion from Lord Elcho to the effect that a meeting of

the Council of the National Association was shortly to

be held for the purpose of connecting the National
Rifle Association with the local county associations.

—

The services of the newly-formed company afc Stone,

near Stafford, have been accepted by her Majesty.

This company raises the total in Staffordshire to 40
companies.—The members of the Stamford Corps held

a competition a few days since for a silver cup, pre-

sented by the Mayor, and two money prizes. The cup

was won by Lieutenant Phillips, the second prize by

Private F. Simpson, jun., and the third by Private

Spriggs.—The Falkingham Corps have also had a com-

petition for a series of prizes. The first, a badge of

•honour, cross muskets and crown, was won by Ensign

Cragg, the second prize of 37. 3^., by Private Green,

and the third of 27. 2j., by Private Richards.—The

Lincoln Corps had a competition last week for prize

silver cups, given to the fh-st and second companies by

Major Amcotts and Captain TroUope. Major Amcott'a

cup was won by Private Ladbrooke, and Captain

TroUope^s cup by Private Drury.—The Ipswich, or Ist

Saflblk, was inspected a few days since, by Lieut.-Colonel

Ibbetson^ Assistant Inspector.—A silver challenge cup
of the value of 12 guineas, given by the ex-Mayor of
Lynn, has just been shot for by the Volunteers of that
town, Corporal Cooper being the winner.— The Ist
Cambridgeshire having attained its maximum strength
of 100 members, steps are taking for the formation of
anotlier company, with a view to the organisation of a
battalion.—The members of the Cambridge Working
Men's Corps are to be equipped at the cheap rate
of 21. 5*. each, exclusive of their accoutrements.

—

The ladies of Wisbech are making a subscription for the
purchase of a present of a silver cup or statuette to be
shot for by the Volunteers of that town.—The members
of the Newmarket Mounted Corps have been sworn in

during the past week.^A public meeting was held at
Taunton on Friday, at which it was resolved to form a
Monnted Corps for that division of Somerset.—The
Williton or 9th Somerset were inspected on the 22d
ult. by Major Hume at Orchard Wyndham, the seat of

the Countess of Egremont, who presented the corps

with a silver bugle on the occasion.—The 1st, 2d, and
3d Pembrokeshire and the 1st Haverfordwest have
been united into one battalion, for administrative

purposes.—The 17th Glamorgan or Vale of Neath
Corps on Monday presented Capt. Evans, their com-
mander, with a handsome sword and shako. The pre-

sentation was made by Mrs. Griffith in the name of the

subscribers. Captain Evans afterwards entertained

about 300 persons, including the members of the corps,

to a champagne dinner.—North Wales will soon boast

a goodly array of Volunteers. Carnarvonshire and
Merionethshire have already a large number of enrolled

members ; and Denbighshire has already raised four

companies, and two others are in course of formation.

djrovttgn.

rKA>'CE.—The Moniiew/ of Sunday published the

following Imperial decree :

—

** Napoleon, by the grace of God and the national will

Emperor of the French, to all present and future, greeting.

Desiring to afford to the great bodies of the state a more direct

participation in the general policy of our (Jovemment, and a

marked proof of our confidence, we have decreed and decree as

follows ;—Art. 1. The Senate and Corps Legislatif shall annually

vote an Address in reply to our Speech at the opening of the

Session. 2. Tho Address shall be disc\i3sed in presence of

Government Commissioners, who will give to the Chambers the

necessary explanations on the home and foreign policy of the

empire. 3. To facilitate to the Legislative Body the expression

of its opinion in framing laws and the exercise of the right of

amendment, art. 54 of our decree of the 22d of March, 1S52. is

revived, and the regulation of the Legislative body is modified

in the following manner:—Immediately after the distribution

of the projets de loi, and on a day iixed by the President, the

Legislative Body, before appointing its committee, will hold a

secret committee meeting ; a general discussion will be opened

on the projets de loi, in which the Government Com missionei

s

win tJike part. Thi« BBgTilition is not applicable either to

»r#^(;(5ritf^ototlocalinterostorin caaeaofurgency. 4. Withaview
to render the reports of the debates in the Senate and Legisla-

Mvc Body more prompt and more complete, the following pro-

ject of Senaius-Coiisuftum will be brought before the Senate :—

The reports of the sittings of the Senate and of the Legislative

Body, drawn up by secretary-reporters, placed under the

authority of the President of either Chamber, will be sent every

evening to all tho journals. Moreover, the debates of each sit-

ting shall be takeu down in shorthand and published in extenso

in the official paper of the following day. 5. As long as the

Session lasts the Emperor will appoint Ministers without port-

folios to defend the projets de loi of the Government before the

Chambers, in concert with the membersof tho Council of State.

6. The Ministry of our Household is suppressed ; its fuuctious

are annexed to those of the Grand Marsnal of the Palace,

7. The Ministry for Algeria and the Colonies is sup-

pressed. The administration of the colonies is annexed

to the Ministry oS Marine. 8. All functions which do not

directly concern Public Instruction or the special establish-

ment of the University are taken away from the Ministry

of Public Instruction and placed under the Ministry of State.

9. The administration of the Government studs (haras) is taken

away from the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce and

placed under the Ministry of State. 10. Count Chaaseloup-

Laubat, ex-Minister of Algeria and of the Colonies, is appointed

Minister of Marine and of the Colonies, in the stead of Adaiir.il

Hamehn, called to other functions. 11. Admiral Hamelin is

appointed Grand Chancellor of the Legion of Honour, in the

stead of Marshal P^liasier Duke of Malakoff, called to other

functions. 12. Marshal P^lissier, Duke of Malakoff, is ap-

pointed Governor-General of Algeria. 13. The Ministers with-

out portfoUos have the rank and salary of Ministers in office

;

thev form part of the Council of Ministers, and are lodged at

the expense of the State. 14. Our Minister of State is charged

with the execution of the present decree. Done at the Palace

of the TuUeries the 2Uh of November, 1860. "Napoleon.
•' Countersigned, A. Walewski, Minister of State.

The Moniteur also publishes Imperial decrees making

the following appointments :—Count Walewsti, to be

Minister of State, in the room of M. Fould, resigned;

Count de Fersigny. to be Minister of the Interior, in

place of M. Billault, appointed Minister without port-

'

folio ; M. Forcade la Koquette, to be Minister of

Finance, in place of M. Magne, appointed Minister

without portfolio ; M. Benedetti, Director of PoUtical

Affairs in the department of Foreign Affairs, to be

Councillor of State extraordinary; and Count Flahault,

to he Ambassador in London, in the room of

Count de Persigny. It ia rumoured that the Prince de

la Tour d'Auvergne, French Ambassador at Berlin, will

shortly replace M. Thouvenel as Minister for Foreign

Affairs. M. Rouland and M. Eouher continue in office

as Mipisters of Public Instruction and Agriculture and

Public Works, The Emperor honoured the French Opera

with his presence on Monday evening, and was received

both outsidethe house andinsidewith more thauordmary

enthusiasm, a fact which is attributed by the Ministe-

rial iournals to the liberal policy promulgated, m the

imperial decree. The Emperor has since left Paris for

Complegne, where his Majesty intends to paaa a few

days. Prince Napoleon was to leave Paris on Thursday
on an excursion to Switzerland. His Imperial Highness
proceeds to Prangin, nearLake Constance, where he has
a residence. Mr, Bright, M.P., has arrived in Paris. Mr.
Cobden has also returned to Paris from his visit to
Nantes. It is reported in military circles that a fourth
battalion is about to be added to each regiment of
infantry in the French army, and that a camp of
25,000 men is about to be formed in the Landes of
Lameurezau, near Bagneres-en-Bigorre, to be com-
manded by Marshal Niel. Rear-Admiral Labrousseis
appointed Inspector General of steam-engines in the
Imperial navy. He is to inspect every steam-vessel in
the French ports and is to be assisted in each port by
the senior officer in command of a steam-vessel and
by an engineer selected by the Maritime Prefect.

—

The Rev. Dr. Cureton, Canon of Westminster, has been
elected a foreign member of the French Institute, in

the room of M. Lobeck, of Konigsberg ; and M. Lassen,

of Bonn, has been elected a foreign member in the

room of Professor H. H. Wilson.

Spain.—The marriage of the Infante Don Sebastian

and the Infanta Dona Christina took place on the 19th
ult, >vith considerable pomp in Eoyal Palace, in the
presence of the Queen and King, the Patriarch of
Indies officiating. The Cortes has voted a pension to

Don Sebastian, The man who fired at the Queen
has been declared exempt from criminal responsibility on
account of insanity, and has been sentenced to perpetual

confinement. The question of the limits of the Ceuta

territory has been definitively arranged, in conformity

with the Treaty of Peace with Morocco,

Belgittm.—The Moniteur BeJffe, in its description

of the reception given to the Empress of Austria by
the Belgian royal family on her arrival at Antwerp,

having stated that the Duchess of Brabant and the

Count of Flanders Lad knelt upon the ground whilst

kissing the hand of her Imperial Majesty, a consider-

able sensation has been produced throughout the

country by the circumstance, which was considered to

involve the honour and dignity of the kingdom. On
Friday the subject wj^ brought before the Legislative

Chamber by no less a " crsonage than the ex-Minister

for Foreign Affairs, Count VUain XIV., but the

Ministers declined to discuss it on the
^

ground that it

was purely a personal and private question. It is now-

stated that the Duchess and the Count did not kneel,

but simply bent to kiss the Empress*s hand.

Hanse Towns.—a convention was concluded between

the Hanse Towns and Sardinia on the 20th September

for the extension of their mutual commercial relations.

This convention has been ratified within the last

few days.

SwiTZEELAND.—A Papal memorandum has been

addressed to the Federal Council, maintaining afrcsli

the principles of Rome in reference to the Bishopric of

Ticino as explained by the representatives of the Holy

See at the last conference. The Surdiniim Government,

in a note addressed to the Federal Council, protests

against the sequestration of Church property in Ticino,

and demands the re-esfcablishment of the statiis quo ante^

Austria.—It has been reported for some days that

the Austrian Ambassador in Paris has had several inter-

views with the French Minister of Foreign Affairs and

the Sardinian Ambassador, with a view to open

negotiations for the sale of Vcnetia. Tlie official

Wiener Zeitung contains an Imperial decree appointing

18 Obergcspanns, and a Ministerial ordinance dated the

26th iJt., ordering the speedy commencement of the

elections to the new municipalities in the German

Austrian provinces on the basis of the communal law of

1849. Count Forgack, Governor of Moravia, has been

appointed Governor of Bohemia, and Count Johann

Cziraky has been appointed Judex Curias of Hungary,

an office nearly equivalent to that of Minister of

Justice. Count Apponyi, Austrian Envoy Extraordinary

in London, has been appointed Ambassador to the same

Court, and Count Leopold Walkenstein, Councillor of

the Empire, has been appointed Captain of the Province

of the Tyrol,

The Tybol.—The organic statute of the Diet of the

Tyrol, published in the official journal of Vienna, enacts

that the Diet shall consist of 56 members, of whom 14

are to be elected by the clergy, 14 by the nobles, 11 by

the burgesses, 3 by the Chambers of Commerce, and

14 by the peasants, the governor of the province being

appointed by the Emperor.

HxJNGABY AND Ceoatia.—On Monday the 26th ult,,

while Count Carolyi, Obergespann of Szathmar, was

passing through Debreczln, a torchlight procession,

accompaaied by bands of music, was formed in his

honour. These demonstrations caused a serious distur-

bance which led to the interference of the mili-

tary, and the arrest of from 20 to 30 persons.

Another disturbance with loss of
^
life, toot

place at Eperies on the aame evening. Con-

trary to the reports in circulation, the conferenoe

which is to meet at Gran in order to arrange tbe mode

of election to the Hungerian Diet will assemble on the

10th inst, under the Presidency ol the Cardinal Primate

of Hungary. The congregation of the Comitat of Pesth

is to assemble to-day, the Ist inst, under the Presidency

of Count Carolyi, who ha« accepted this office. The

principal inbabitanta of Agram were to hold a con-

ference on the 24th ult, in order to settle the details Ja

reference to the approaching elections to the Diet, and

also the question of the reUtions between Croatia and

Hungary.
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Itaxy.—Tbb king's order of .the day ia reference
^0 Uie Garibattliau anuy caused euch eetieral discon-
tent not onXv tiuiong tUe Garibaklians Uiemselves, bu«
^Iso among the people at Wge. tkat the King has
found it necessary to issue tbe follotving decree iu order
to prevent an outbreak:

—

1. The Italiaa Voh;nteers actually ainder amis -will
form a body separate froni the ree:ular army. The duration of
the lime of service for soldiers shiill be two years. The officers9h^ have their special degree of service and promotion. 2. The
adrantagea and obligations, both of soldiers and officers, shall
be equal with those of the regular array. 3. A mixed commis-
sion shall determine the rank and standing of the officers of
ftie Volunteers, regard being had to their services, and antece-
awits. 4. The Government reserves to itself to enter Volunteer
officers in the regular army ; but in such a way as to respect
the rights acquired by the officers of the regular army. 5. The
preceding arrangements do not dispense any one from the civil
nor military obligations which hetnay owe to the State. &c."

By anotI»«r decree the octroi tax on every kind of grain,
naanufactured flour, rice, and pul^e is abolished, thus
conferring an immense boon on the lower classes. The
petrol tax on other articles is to be reconsidered, and
adjusted so as to be more in harmony with the new
Customs* tariff, and better calculated to reduce the price
of the food of the people. The deputation from Turin
presented the address from the Sardinian Parliament
fo the King on the 27th ult. His Majesty received
with satisfaction the expression of the national senti-

ment* His ^lajest^'s departure, which was fixed for

Tuesday lor Sicily, has been again deferred on account
ofbad weather. The offices ofCouncillors of Lieutenancy
without portfolio have been suppressed. The Council of
State has been convoked for to-morrow the 2d Inst.,

when the project of Signor Farini for the division of
the State of Naples into districts which has already been
discussed and adopted by the Council of Lieutenancy
will be submitted to it. The substitution of the title

of King of Italy for that of King of Sardinia has
not been delated by diplomatic considerations, but
as a injirk of respect to the Italian Tarliament,
to which the Ministry will reserve the right to
proclaim Victor Emmanuel Kmg of Italy, 1700
Garibaldians, who have chotA to return to their
homes, Imve embarked for Genoa, and the embarcation
of as many more was to take place on Tuesday. General
Sirtori has issued an order of the day, requesting the
officers and soldiers of the Southern army to abstain
from making any demonstration. A Garibaldian demon-
stration took place in the Teatro Nuovo on the 21st ult.
.'The bands infesting the Abruzzi have been increased,
"'iartly by disbanded Royal soldiers and partly by former
^
laribaldians, and disturbances have occurred in the

^three towns of Tiigliano, Celano. and Tagliacozzo, but
the Sardinian General Pinelli has entered Avezzano,
the chief town of the district, and tranqmUity has been
effectually restored. The report of the French papers,
that the Jisturbjiiices had been repressed by force, is

oontradicfed. Many persons who have escaped from
•Qaeta have taken refuare at Pozzuoli and Bulse. The
Cardinal Archbishop of Naples is expected to retui-n to
the capital. Signor Mazzini left Naples for Genoa
and London on the 20th ult. The following modi-
fications have been made in the Council of Lieu-
'tenancy :—Vintimiglia, Director of the Customs

;

Dafflitto, Director of the Interior; and Silvio Spa-
venta, of the

'
Police. It is said that the occupation

of Terracina by the French troops is not an act of in-
tervention by France, the entire province of Yelletri, of
which Terracina is a part, having been occupied by the
French at the desire of the Roman Government,*and by
virtue of an agreement between France and Sardinia.
The garrison of Gaeta made a sortie on Thursday in
order to capture the strategical positions in the suburbs,
but were repulsed by the Sardinians with great loss.
The rumour that Francis II. has fled from Gaeta has
been widely circulated during the week, but the report
still appears to be premature.' The whole Diplomatic
Corps, however, with tlie exception of the Spanish
Minister, quitted Gaeta for Rome on the 23d ult, at
the express desire of the King, who did not wish them
to remain in a city about to be bombarded. The Pon-
tifical Nuncio and the Ambassadors of Austria, Prussia,
and Prussia had previously received the grand cordon of
the Order of St. Januarius from King Francis II. The
Pope, dissatisfied with the departure of his iVuncio from
Gaeta, will send another representative to that place.
The majority of the Cardinals are said to be 6pposed to
the policy of Cardinal Antonelli. It is also asserted
ihafc dissension exists between Cardinal Antonelli and
Monsignore de MeroJe. It is the general conviction
that the Pope will remain for some time without
temporal government. Sardinian custom houses will
T)e established round Rome on the 1st December.
Although the duties will be light, a general rise has
taken place in the prices of merchandise. Two French
regiments are preparing to depart, but it is said that
others will be sent to replace them. The Monifore
Toscano publishes a despatch announcing that about
40 volunteers from the Duchy of Castro had invaded
the

'
town of Aqmipendente. They disarmed the

Pontifical gendarmes, and hoisted the arms of
Savoy. The Papal Governor escaped, but 19
gendarmes were made prisoners. The Municipality
<tf Ancoua has opened a subscription for the con-
iftruction of a war vessel, which the March provinces
will offer to the Sardinian Navy in commemoration of
the annexation of those provinces to Sardinia. The
^val Commissioner of Umbria has issued a decree.

tax

revenues of all landed property belonging to the
episcopal sees, abbeys, benefices, convents, seminaries,

and religious fraternities of all denominations in the

provinces under his authority. Prince Murat has

published a letter relative to the kingdom of Naples,

in which while declaring himself an advocate of Italian

unity, he pronounces for the system of federation which
would leave the autonomy of the different states

untouched. He also condemns in strong terms the

policy which the Sardinian Government has followed

towards the Two Sicilies.

Sicily.—The Sicilian journals contain a decree, still

hearing the signature of Garibaldi, by which the
operation of the Papal bull, ^hi Pastoralis, of Benedict
XIV,, hnrled against heterodoxy, is henceforth to cease

;

liberty of conscience Is proclaimed, and the Albanian
Greeks now in Sicily are authorised to exercise their

worship m perfect freedom. King Victor Emmanuel's
proclamation, accepting the plebiscite, was officially

published at Palermo on the 10th, and the first

Pledmontese troops arrived there on the 14th ult. and
were received by the people with immense enthusiasm.

TuREEY,—The documents connected with the French
loan have been signed by the Porte, and were to go to
Paris on the 21st ult. Great doubt was still prevalent
as to the conclusion of the affair. The collective note
of the Ambassadors to the Porte, urging reforms,
originated with Sir Henry Bulwer, and was well
received, Ferhad Pacha, who was recently tried at the
instance of Riza Pacha, has died suddenly. It is sus-
pected that he was poisoned. The Chief of the Eunuchs
has been degraded for violently assaulting another
official of the Palace. The Bulgarian community pro-
pose to secede to Roman Catholicism, because the Porte
has refused them a separate patriarchate. A heavy
storm had passed over the Black Sea. Many wrecks are
reported.

Sbrvia.—The Berat of investiture has been read at
Belgrade in the presence of the Pacha, the Foreign
Consuls, and other dignitaries. Prince Michael replied
that he should reign according to the double tradition
of his dynasty—viz., fidelity to the Suzerain Power,
but the jealous maintenance intact of the rights of the
Servian people. A new Ministry has been formed as

follows :—Philippo Cristitch, Foreign Affairs ; Nicholas
Cristitch, Interior; Gronitch, Justice; and Grabrilo-

witch. Finance. The Senate is entirely changed.

CiKCASSiA.—News has been received at Constanti-
nople from Circassia of the signal failure of General
Bariatinski's expedition against Daghestan. Great loss

was suffered by the Russians.

I
Cape of Good Hope.—Accounts from Cape Town

to the 22d Oct- state that Sir George Grey would leave
Cape Town shortly for Natal and for Kaffraria, which
is to be proclaimed an independent colony. It is

reported that his Excellency is under orders from the
Home Government to proceed to Canada; that Mr.
Stevenson, Governor of Mauritius, will succeed him at
the Cape ; and that Mr. Rawson will go the Mauritius,
where he at one time resided. It is apprehended by
some of the colonists that the withdrawal of Sir G. Grey
will be the signal for rebellion in Kaffreland. Admiral
Keppel is at the Mauritius in the Brisk, which has
captured a slaver with 84i6 slaves. It is asserted that
Commodore Eden is to have the command of the
station. The Lyra has also taken a prize on the coast.
Paymastei; Seveke, of the Boscawen, was unfortunately
drowned in crossing the bar at Zanzibar, with despatches
for Dr. Livingstone, >ho was pursuing his discoveries
with his usual success. Debentures for 150,000/.,
to be called for in London, are £o be issued
on the 1st of January. Cape Colony and Natal
were preparing for the representation of the
South African colonies in the forthcoming Inter-
national Exhibition in London in 1862. The Bishop
of Cape Town had convoked the Synod for January next,
A petition from the wine farmers to the Queen com-
plaining of the new Commercial Tariff was sent by
this mail. The vine disease was making its appearance,
and fresh fears for the vintage were excited. Dutch
weights and measures were to he illegal after the 1st
January next. The Eastern Province was loud in its

demands for separation. Demonstration meetings had
been held on the subject. •

China.—A voluminous sei-ies of despatches has been
received from the Earl of Elgin dated from Pa-li-Chiao,

the head-quarters of the Allies, 8 miles from Pekin,
to Sept. 23d. They state that Mr. Loch, hia lord-
ship's private Secretary ; Mr. Parkes, principal Inter-
preter and Consul at Shanghai ; Mr. Bowlby, the JHmes
Correspondent; Mr. de Norman, attache to Mr.
Bruce ; Captain Anderson, of Fane's Horse ; and Cap-
tain Brabazon, Deputy Assistant Quartermaster General.
Colonel Grandchamps of the French army, the Abb^
Duluc, M. Delauture, and some soldiers of the French
escort, were treacherously made prisoners on the 18th
September, while engaged in choosing camping ground,
and were taken to Pekin, where they are well treated.

An engagement was immediately fought on the 18th
at Chang-tsia-wan and another at Tang-chow, on
the 21st of September. On both occasions 30,000
Tartar Cavalry advanced under the command of Prince
Sankolinsin in person, and were completely routed by
the Allies. 20(X) Tartars were killed and 50 guns taken.
The Allies had only 2 killed and 48 wounded. On the
next day the Chinese sent in a flag of truce, with the

provisions for a treaty. Lord Elgin demimdeA the-
release of the prisoners before negotiating. Prince
Kung, the Emperor's brother, had since been appointed'
Chief Commissioner to make peace, but Lord Elgin.
refused to negotiate or stay military oi>erations until-
the prisoners were restored. Tea to the value of
250,000/. sterling was taken at Chang-kia-wan. All
was quiet at Shanghai on Oct. 4. The rebels were^
threatening Hang-chow. The despatches and their
enclosures fill several columns of the daily papers, and
do not admit of condensation, but all the most in-
teresting facts are stated in the following despatches'
from Sir Hope Grant, the Commander in Chief,, to the-
Secretary at War.

*• Head-Quai-ters. Chaug-tsLa-wao, Sept; 20.
" Sir,—I have the honour to report that I left Tion-tsin on

the 9th iust., with 700 infantry, 600 cavalry, and two batteries-
of artillery; 3000 French troops followed one march behinc*'
me ; and two days later Sir John Michel marched, with a?
regiment of cavalry, a 9-pounder battery, and the 2d Infantry
Brigade. On the 13th iust. I reached Hooseiwoo, 40 miles
from Tien-tsin, and, as several letters had been received by
Lord Elgin from some fresh Commissioners of high rank, V
halted while Messrs. Parkes and Wade went on to meet them
at Tangchow, 25 miles distant. On the 15th these gentlemen
returned, having made satisfactory amingements with the*
Chinese Commissioners, by which it was agreed that the allied
forces should halt at Chang-tsia-wan, five miles short of Tang-
chow, to which place the Ambassadors 8honl(l advance, with
an escort, and sign the convention. On the IGth Sir J. Micher«
force arrived, and on the 17th we encamped at Matow. five*

miles short of Chang-tsia-wan. The forces consisted of Lieut.-
Colonel Barry's Armstrong battery, Capt. Doaborough'a.
9-pounders, Capt. Stirling's 6-i)0under battery, the Cavalry
Brigade, and the 2d and 4th Infantry Brigades ; and 1200*
French, with a light battery. From the above, however,
three 6-poimders and the 60th Rifles had been left.

at Hooseiwoo, to hold that place, where I have a dep6t. Mn
Parkes rode on to Tangchow to arrange matters for Lord:
Elgin's reception, and to make sure of the agreement as to our
advance, that a collision might not take place by inadvertence,,
it having been settled that the Chinese army .should fall back
from Chang-tsia-wan. Mr. Parkes was accompanied by an
escort of Fane's Horse, under Lieut. Anderson, and by Mr.;-

Loch, private secretary to Lord Elgin. On my part I sent
Lieut. -Colonel Walker, acting Quartermaster-general, to fix tha
site of our camp with the Chinese authorities, and Deputy-
Assistant-Commissary-General Thompson to receive the pro-
mised supplies for the force. At daybreak on the 18th I
marched, and after going about four miles I came in sight of
a very large force of Chinese, both cavalry and iufiintry. While,
halting to form my force, Mr. Loch galloped in with
three Sowars, and informed me th:it on going into Tang-chow
the previous day they had found everything quiet on the road ;
the Commissioners had agreed to all Mr. Parkes's arrange-
ments ; and that, accordmgly, leaving Lieut. Anderson and
his Sowars at Tangchow, Messra. Parkes, Loch, Thompson, and*
Lieut.-Colonel Walker, with five men of the King's Dragoon-
Guards, had come out to meet us, and show us our camping
ground, which was a mile and a half south of Chang-sia-wan.
On arrival at that spot, however, they found it occupied by a
large Chinese army, while batteries had been hastily thrown*
up and armed, so as to flank the proposed site ofourcamp^
From the commanding officer Mr. Purkes could obtain no-
satisfaction, so he started back to Tang-chow, with an orderly
of the King's Dragoon Guards, to see the High Comralsaioner
and ask the reason of this move. Mr. Loch came on to tell me
of this, and Colonel Walker and Deputy-Assiatant-Commissary-
Genei-al Thompson remained on the ground with four men of
the King's Dragoon Guards and one Sowar, where they were
to await Mr. Parkes's return It was only now that I leaml'
that Mr. De Norman, Attache to her Majesty's Legation, and
Mr. Bowlby, correspondent of the TivMs newspaper, had gone;
to Tang-chow with Mr. Parkes, and remained there with Lieut.
Anderson. Mr. Loch volunteered to return with any ordera,
and Capt. Brabazon, Deputy-Assiatant-Quartermaster-General,
R.A., volunteered to accompany him. They accordiugly
started, under a flag of truce, for Tangchow, with my order*
for Mr. Parkes and the whole party to return at once to head-
quarters. Meanwhile the Chinese Cavalry advanced in
great numbers on both flanks, and their infantry poured
down on our right front, which was enclosed ground
and carefully intrenched. I was extremely anxious not to
engage, for fear of compromising our officers, who were
in their lines. I therefore covered both my flanks
with cavalry and ordered the baggage to he hastened
on and massed on a village in our rear, where it could be
defended by a small force. This latter operation occupied
nearly two hours, during which time the enemy's cavalry had
almost entirely surrounded our forces. Sufficient time had
elapascd for all of our party to return from Tang-chow, and I

became anxious for their safety, when suddenly a commotiou
appeared in the enemy's line. The guns and matchlock men
in their centre opened fire, and Colonel Walker's party dashed
out of the midst of their ranks. Colonel Walker reported that

while waiting for Mr. Parkes, a French Commissariat oflBcer

joined him, who was suddenly set upon and cut down by a
Chinese soldier, and, on his riding up to prevent his being
murdered, his own sword was snatched from his scabbard, and
some men tried to throw him off" his horse. Seeing that it waa
a deliberate attempt to assassinate the whole of them, Colonel
Walker set spurs to his horse and galloped out with his party,

under the fire of the Chinese line. One of his ^men waa
wounded, and one horse, Mr. Thompson receiving a spear
thrust in his back ; but they fortunately managed to reach our
lines, their wounds not being severe. It was now useless to
wait longer, and the attack was immediately formed.
General de Montiuban advanced to turn their leit, and with
him I sent a squadron of Fane's Horse, under Lieutenant
Cattley, On the centre the D-jwunder battery opened.
supported I by a squadron of King's Dragoon Guards,
and part of the 99th Regiment adviinced up the road.
The Armstrong battery with the 15th Punjab Infantry took
ground to the left, while Sir John Michel, with the lat Sikh
Cavalry. Uiree 6 pounder guns, and the 2d (Queen's), made a
wide flank movement on the extreme left, so as to turn the
right of the enemy. The action commenced simultaneously ou
all points, and it was now apparent that the Chinese had
carefully prepared a very treacherous reception for our forces.

An intreuchment, skilfully concealed by natunil obstacles,

extended on our right and left for several miles, and was
armed with numerous guns. Their cavalry hovered in large
masses on our entire left flank, so that Sir J. Michel was,
unable to perform the flank movement that had been intended
until the 1st Sikh Cavalry had, by a brilliant charge, disa>mfited
the Tartar horse, and his force, advimctng, had driven them back
for some miles. Finding his position to be such, I caused the
Armstrong battery and the 15th Punjab Infantry to take ground
still more to the left, and with them I tarued the right of tha
enemy's intrenchment, who thereupon fled with considerable
precipitancy. I then sent the Armstrong guns and the reserve
cavalry to join Sir J. Michel, who, after making a circuit

of six or seven miles, joined me in front of Chang-tsia-wan at a
later hour. Meanwhile the French had turned the left by a
very extended sweep, and were advancing steadily up," captur
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iriff inAn^' S^"^^* w^^lo ^1** ^^^'^ with tlio S^*jounder battery

ioiued me m tb© centre of the enemy's position. The iT^th

Funfat Infantry pfl-shed ou with much" spirit, captured several

mine in the act of retiring, and eventuelly advanced through
ChiBig-tpia-wan, taking several large camps on the outside.'

Here niy force halted. The French baing much exhausted by

tbeir extensive movement had halted on the Chinese position.

The enormous extent of country covered by the enemy, who
phowed more than 20,000 men, did not permit me to use my
force with as good effect as I caight have done, as it wa^ too

small to allow of its being scattered. The loaa of the enemy is

estimated at 600 killed, while 75 guns fell 'into our

hands. The Freuch force encountered chiefly -iufantry,

who, on being driven back, were charged most gallantly

by Lieut. CatUey's squadron, of whose conduct General De
3[outauban has written U> me in tha very highest terms.

The conduct of the rest of the troops was also most excellent,

and I would more particularly mention the 15th Punjab

Infantry, commanded by Lieut. Randall, who, under my
peisonal observatiou, advanced with great arteadiness and kept

tiieir position to the front throughout the day. Mr. Wade
-went yesterday to Tang-chow to try and gather tidings of

Jj^. Parkes's party, but the Prefect -denied all knowledge
concerning them. A Chinaman, however, was brought in

to-diy who states that he heard that upwards of 20 foreigners

went after the fight to Pekin. If thia is true, we have every

Teason to hope for their ultimate safety. I was compelled to

ieave a good force at Tien-tsin, lest the sudden withdrawal of

*o many troops should allow a disturbance to arise there.

This in effect took place, but being judiciously met by Sir R.

ITapier. everything is again quiet there, and I have directed

that officer to join me with two regiments of infantry, leaving

tvix> kud a half regiments, with two batteries of artillery,

under Brigadier Stavelcy, at Tien-tsin.—I have, Ac.
"J. Hope Grant.

"Lieut. -General, Commander of the Forces."

the Mn^or had discliargcd a number of labourers

empl()^oa on public works. In Mobile u meeting of

all ptirties unanimously favoured f^ecession. Resolutions

to await the action of other states were voted down and

withdrawn. In Georgia one of the Senators has resigned

his seat in Congress, and two bills have been iiitro-

duced in the Legislature, one declaring " Georgia

out of the Union, and the other providing for

the calling of a Convention to ratify the proceedings.

In Alabama the citizens are almost unanimous in favour

of sec4;ssion, and several corps of Minutemen are

organizing. In Virginia the students of the Univer-

sity had lield a meeting, and adopted resolutions ap-

proving the action of the seceding states. On the

other hand, a grand mass-meeting of all those

opposed to disunion, without distinction of party,

was to be lield on the 17th. A meeting of t^e

Southern medical students in New York was held

on the ^tb, to detennine whether tbey should go

home or remain, since Mr. Lincoln had been

elected. The spirit of the meeting was deci-

dedly in favour of disunion,

leaving the city immtdiately.

these views were appbiuded, while those advocating

milder measures were hissed down. The latest news from

New York states that General Sanford has caused the

arrest of Colonel Corcoran for refusing to order his

regiment on parade at the reception of the Prince

Wales.

Centeal America.—The correspondence between the

British and American naval commanders at Panama
relative to the arrest of Americans by British sentinels

had been referred to the two Governments.

BuiTisii CoLUMBrA.—Governor Douglas had visited

the Creek mines with a revenue officer, and levied a

tax of 120 dollars on every trader for the privilege of

selling goods. The mining excitement continued.

Miners were reported to be waking 20 dollars per day.

and of Southerners

Speakers favouring

Chnms were selling at from 1000 dollars to 1200 dollars.

Bich mines bad been discovered in Douglas county,

Oregon.

Mexico.™The Constitutionalists were still before

Guadalajara, The country was in a dreadful state.

Miramon proposed to resign. The

and Spanish Ministers, with Mr.
Jalapa, and it was believed some
contemplated.

British, Prussian,

M*Lane, were at

decided step was

Kotei iBBued
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** Head-q\iarters, Camp near Tangcliow, Sept. 22.

"Sir,—I hare the honour to report that, after the action of

the ISth inst., I remained in. Chaiig-tsia-vian for two days,

during which time the 1500 French troops left at Iloosiewoo

joined us, and some convoys arrived in camp, together with
intelligence of a flotilla of junks coming up the Peiho with fur-

ther supplies. From reconnaissances on the 19th and 20th we
had aJicertaiued that the Chinese army was encamped in very
largo numbers about four miles off, on the road between
Taiij^chow and Pekiu, and on both sides of the canal which runs
from the Peiho to the latter city. At daybreak on the 21st I

marched from Chang-tsia-wan, and, parking the baggage in a
Tillage two miles in front, I was ther»-jpined by the French,
who advanced on the right. Soon after piissing Tangchow the
Trench troops got under fire of the Chineno works thrown up
to protect a fine bridge crossing the canal, and on the Imperial
high road to Fekin. At this point the enemy's iufiiiitry

appeared in considerable force. On the left the Tartar
cavalry showed in large masses, and advanced rapidly until

within 200 yards of our guns, which hastily unlimbering,
drove them off with a fire of canister, assisted by skirmishers
thrown forward from the 2d (Queen's). The Cavalry Brigade,
Vfhich I had kept €chelonned away on the left to guard that
flank, was now moving tip, and the enemy's cavalry, driven
away from the right by our fire, hung in large masses on our
left front, affording an excellent opportunity for our cavalry to

charge, which they promptly seized, the King's Dragoon
Gu.irds, under Lieutenant-Colonel Snyers, in particular, in-

flicting a very heavy loss on the enemy. On their left Fane's
Horse charged a similar body with gi-eat gallantry, while the
1st Sikh Cavalry, under Major Frobyn, supporting Fane's
Horse, effectually turned the right of the Chinese army. The
enemy, though defeated on the sjint, yet still remained in

front, in clouds of horsemen, who though constantly retiring:

from the advance of any party of our cavalry, however small,

never allowed more than 1000 yards to intervene between us,

and showed a steady and threatening front. At this time I

had with me the cavalry, the 4th infantry brigade, and three

Armstrong guns ; the rest of the artillery, with the 2d Brigade,

having been left in the centre, with directions to feel the French
left. With the three Armstrong guns, under Captain Rowley, we
fired occasional single shots on their thickest masses. These
shots, fired singly, at slow intervals, served admirably to illus-

trate the good qualities of the Armstrong gim ; not one fiiiled to

strike the thick masses of the enemy, at once dispersing them
from the spot. Thus advancing, the cavalry was brought to a
check by the fire of a camp, which was taken by the 99th

Regiment, under Major Dowbiggin, and which proved to be the

head-quarters of some of the Imperial princes. This, with
several others in the neighbourhood, was burnt by our troops,

and the Chinese army retired upon Pekin. We then rejoined

our right, which had kept in line with the French, who had
carried the bridge, inflicting much loss on the enemy. Forty-
three guns were taken during the action, and the loss of the

Chinese was very severe. On the right and left were their

heaviest losses, but all along the centre small groups of dead

showed the effect of the artillery fire, which had followed

their movements till they finally retreated. Our loss is

2 killed and 29 wounded—chiefly slightly. I should wish most
particularly to bring to notice the very excellent services of

the King's Dragoon Guards. The country is extremely un-

favourable for cavalry at present: partly from the number of

ditches, and partly on account of the crops of maize and millet

having been recently cut, leaving sharp pointed stubble, moat
injurious to horses, and rendering their rapid movement very

difficult ; their charge was, however, most effective, and they

purmounted these obstacles in a most creditable manner.
•' I have, &c., J. Hope Grant,

" Commander of the Forces."

Killed and Wounded.—In the action of the IRth S:iptcm-

ber—19 wounded (1 since dead), 1 missing. In the action of

the 21st September—2 killed, 29 wounded.
OFFiCEns Wounded.—Irf King's Dragoon (?«arff«.—Captiin

E. Bradbury, severely. Is* Battalion miitary TVain.—Captain

W. K. Goodall, severely, contusion of right shoulder by a large

gingallball. Fovt's /^or«.—Lieut Luard, slightly. \btk Fun-
a^bJ^\fmUr2f.~UiQMi. G. A. A. Baker, slightly.

United States.—The latest intelligence from the

South states that there is evidently a strong sentiment

in favour of Union struggling to the surface in the

Slave States, in spite of the continued demonstrations in

favour of secession. Accounts from Charleston to the

15th uU. state that South Carolina would, under no

circumstances, recede from the position it had taken.

The Judge, Collector of Customs, and other iederal

officers have resigned their commissions, the two

Senators have thrown up their seats in Conpjress, the

United States flatr has bfen removed from the public ^- - , , _ ,, ^ ^ t> r> it\a

buiMingf^^^^^^^^ -^^ «^*f p^ Srt ; T FSaK^B;..m?i;
ia its st^ead with salutes ofl5 guns, and the state Legisla. Exchequer Bills. 4,. to 1*. <l'--toiiEiaN -

Er^u-han

ture was discussing a hill to authorise the local hanks to

suspend specie payment Governor Gist had beeu

offered 100 men by Baltimore, and 500 by Jersey.

Cavalry and infantry were in the streets in lai-ge

iiumhera drilling. In consequence of the state of affairs

ifUtioiJOlig anH its; HJiiiwixn*
r

J

r
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International Exhibition of 1862.—The cor-

respondence between the Commissioners for the Exhi-

bition of 1S51, the Society of Arts, aud the trustees

for conducting the Exhibition of 1862 has been brought

to a satisfactory conclusion, as will be seen by the

accompanying letter, addressed to the secretary of the

Society of Arts. This correspondence has had relation.

to the site for the building, the provision of the neces-

sary funds, the incorporation of the trustees by the

autliority of the Crown, and their relations with the:

Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 :
—

** London, Nov. 22, 1S60;
'• Sir,—We have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

yesterday, enclosing the copy of a comniunication from her

Majesty's Coiiimissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 to lh»

Council of the Society of Arts, in which the CommlssionerB ex-

press their general approval of the object which the Society

has in view in organising the Exhibition of 1862, and their

willingness to render such support and assistance to the under-

taking as may be consistent with their position as a chartered

body, and with the powers conferred upon them by tlieir

charter of incorporation. Under these circumstances we hav»

to request that vou will intimate to the Council of the Society

of Arts our willingness to accept the trust which the Council

and the guarantors have in so flattering a manner expressed a
wish to repose in ns, on the understanding that the Council

will forthwith take measures for giving legal effect to the

Af ' guarantee^ aud for obtaining a charter of incon>oration pa.tis-

^^
' factory to us.—We have the honour to be. Sir, your obedient

flervuuts, " Granville.
" Chandos.
" Thomas Barisg.
" C. Wenxwoeth Dilke. -

"Thomas Fairbairk."

The guarantee list includes 662 persons, and the sum

guaranteed now amounts to 366,800/. The Commis-

sionprs for the Kxhibitioii of 1851 have granted a site

4!rJajPtte of tf)e ?12aeefe,
TUKJ^HAT —BANKRUPTS — A, T, Birrrll, Liv^rponl. LirrnHpd

Victualler M C'Wabd, Churcli (^uni^ton, Laiirashirp, tirorer—K. Paw-
ROK, Sheffield. Music Seller — "VV, Faikbhidgb, Coftiham, Yorksiiire,

Butcher—W- Kaibbridor, jun., Redeur, Yorkshire, Butchpr—A. iind W, T.

Jennings, Little Tower Street, Citv^. Ship Stores Merchants— H- J.

Mitchell, Pnrk Street. GrOBvenor Square. Licensed Victualler—R. G-
Papps, Harhican. Builder— W. Kvad, Dorset Street, Porlmfln Square,

Hinder—T. S- Hv.hv, l^erhy, Silk Munulacturer—B, and G, Rhook^,
NottinKham, Rrassfoundcr* — W. lliriiAanft. Pontypridd, Commission
AKcnt— B- RiCHARPftoN, Wordflev, Staff-rdMiire, Gla»i Manufacturer—
P- SiiKRltATT» Macclepfirld, ?ilk Manufacturer— K, Thomas, Walsall, Irnn-

masfer—J. loMKT, Queen's Koad, Chelsea, Grocer—E- Tubmkb, Kirkby,

Lancashire, Grocer.

SCOTCH SECiUESTBATIONS — I). Campbem^ InverKordon. Grocer

-^M, Deniii»toi:n^ Easter Glenfour, IjunarkuLire, Farmer — II, Dow,
Auchterarder, Manufacturer—J. Shaw, LioUthj^ow, SurK^on.

PRIPAT — BANKRUPTS—W, Arnold, Newchurcb West, Monmouth-
shire, Innkeeper— S, H. Coombs, Oiwestry, Shropshire, Shoemaker—J,

CttoyTS, WalaalU Builder— S- Davies, Trcdeirar, Monmouthshire, Draper—
W. GraaoN. Castle Donninxton, Leiceiitershire, Draper— C, IIkath^ South-

ampton. CoflFee House Keeper — A. HiriTuN, Hijchbury Barn Ta\em,
Victualler—J- B, Hirst, Holme* Yorkshire, Cloth Manufacturer — M*
HcTCHi>aON, Mark Lan*-, Hemp Dealer—J, M'Istosh, Merthyr Tydfil,

Draper— H. Martin, Southamuton, Tftilor — H- Pace. Broad Street,

Buil^Unes, Shipping! Airent—W. N- Hkk«, Gracechurth Street, Printer™

IV, H. Smith, il, W,\Vith¥rs, C, w. Toon, and G- Par88o>, Depiford,

CoalMerrhantB—T, Tow>»o:<,Leamingtoj Priors, Chemist—M. U,Wilto»,
Southport, LaucaBhire, Grocer,

ft

<!riti> inttlUuence.
Bank of England.—The anticipated reduction of 1

per cent, was made in the Bank rate of discount at the

weekly court on Tlmrsday, and tlie minimum is no\v

fixed at 5 per cent.

MoNxr Market^ Fiuday.—British Funds : Con-

sola closed at 93i to ^ both for Money and the 6th of

December ; Three per Cents. Reduced, 92 to 91|; New
Three per Cents.. 91J to 92; India Five per Cent

StocV, 1859, 103i; Ditto Bonds, 9«. to 5*. dis. ; Fiv«

and a }r

Exchequ__ _

Four and a Half per Cents., 1860, 89J to 89; Chdmn

Sixper Cents., 102}; Mexican Three per Cents., 21i;

Spanish Three per Cents.. 49^; Ditto Passive, 22^;

Committee's Certificates, 5f ; Turkish Six per Ceuts^

1858, for Acct., 58| to i.

for the building on their estate at South Kensington.

_

Departure of Sir James Brooke, K.C.B.—Sir

James Brooke sailed from Southampton last week for

the seat of his government at Sarawak. His bealtli is

now completely re-established, and he is able once more

to give the benefit of his temporary presence and

advice to the enterprise with which his name is

identified.

New Church in Clbreenwbll.—The Governor:? of

the Charterhouse have given a site in Allen Street,

Goswell Street, for a new district church, for tlie parish

of St. James, Clerkenwell, which has a population of

27,000, and only one church. The new church will be

dedicated to St. Paul. In order to raise funds for its

erection the Bishop of London presided at a public

meeting ou Wednesday evening, when his lordship

stated that in a population ^of 28,000 souls, there is at

present church accommodation for only 9000,

St. George's-in-tiib-East.—In consequence of a

letter from the Bishop ofLondon commmiicatiiig the re-

solutions adopted by the parishioners respecting tlie luode

of performing divine service, the Rev. Hryan King last

week consented to give np his peculiar views and to

place the matter in the Bishop's bauds. The Bishop

accordingly issued two monitions, one to the

officiating minister, directing liim to read the Psalms

for the day, to discontituio the use of the Hymnal, and

use instead Tate and Brady^s collection at the end of

the Prayer Book, and to preach in a black gown in the

morning as well as at other times ; the other to the

churchwardens, directing them to place the altar on

the ground, to remove the super-altar and credence

table, and to allow no person other than the officiating

minister to appear in a surplice, thus doing away with

the choristers. These orders were carried out ou

Sunday by the Rev. E. Perry, Rector of Acton, the

Bishop's chaplain; Mr. Hansard, the clergyman who
had charge of the parish in the rector's absence,

having declined to continue the duty on the ground

that the changes involved a breach of his agreement

with Mr. King.
The North Atlantic Telegraph.—^The exploring

ship Fox, Captain Allen Young, arrived in Portland

Roads on Fi'iday evening from the Faroe Islands-,

Iceland, and Greenland, where she has been surveying

the route for the proposed Telegraph. The severity of

the late season in the northern regions has been

greater than has been experienced during the last 20
years, but, by remaining in Greenland until November

8, when the winter had fairly set in, the Fox succeeded

in examining and sounding the fiords on the aoutk

coast, and proving their practicability for the reception

of the cable. The Fox has also coasted down a con-

siderable extent of the east coast of Greenland, hitherto

supposed to be inaccessible, besides making a series of

deep-sea soundings, and brings home a variety of

specimens in natural history, and photographs of the

scenery and costumes of the countries visited.

The Recent Lops of the Connaught.—Mr,
Brierly, the marine artist, has been commissioned to

paint a picture repreaeiitiug the brig Minnie Schiller

rescuing the 600 passengers aud crew of the Connaught

steamship, which was destroyed by fire on the 8th

ult., within two days' sail of the American coact, to be

presented to Capt, Wilson, the commander of the brigi

as a memorial of his gallant conduct ou tiiat occasion.

The New La.w Courts.—Notice has been given by

the Cummiiisions of Works that it is the intention of

her Majesty's Government, imtnpdiately after the

meeting of Parliament, to introduce a measure

for the purpose of giving effect to the recom-

mendations of the Commissioners, who after a careful
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hiid laborious inquiry have rei>orted in uivoiir o( bnn';-
ing together into one neighbonrhood all the
supreme courts c f law and equity, the Probate
•and Divorce Courts, the Court of Admiralty, aud
the various offices belonging to them. The
Couunissloners were Sir J, 1\ Coleridjre, Sir \V.
Page Wood, Sir George Lewis, Lord Wynford, Dr!
Pliillimore, and Mr. John Young. The proposed site
-will he bounded by Carey Street on the north and
the Strand on the south, Bell Yard on the east and
Clement's Inn on the west. The sum required lor the
purchase of the land is estimated at 675,000/., and the
same amount, it is stated, will be required for the erec-
tion of the new Courts, making, in the whole, 1,350,000/.
The Commissioners, with the exception of Sir W. P.
"Wood, have recommended that this expense siiould be
defrayed by tlie suitors' fund in Chancery, which now
possesses a capital of 1,291,629?.
The Public Health.— The Eeglstrar-General's

Weekly "Return states that the number of deatlis in the
week that ended on Saturday, Nov. 24, was 1257. The
average number in the corresponding weeks of the 10
years 1850-59, corrected for increase of population, was
1376. The present return is therefore 119 below the
average. During the week the births of 926 boys
*nd 8S7 girls, in idl 1813 children, were registered in

London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of the years
1850-59 the average number was 1581.

slie can recover, Tlie injuries inflicted on
caused immediate death. The jury at the
returned a verdict of Felo-de-se,

himself

inquest

The Paetky Evictions.—The sheriff and his
officials were engaged on the 21st, 22d, and 23d ult., in
evicting the remainder of the tenants upon whom
notices to quit had been served by Lord Plunket,
Bishop of Tuam. The bailiffs and agents, who are
called by the local papers the "Crowbar brigade," pulled
down the houses occupied by 80 people, and but for the
presence of the military there would have been a riot.

"The National Vote.'*—The JS^aiion announces
that an aggregate meeting will be held in Dublin on
the 4th inst., " to claim for the people of Ireland that
right which the English Government declares to belong
to every people—the right to choose their own rulers
and form of Government."

for nearly four hours, returned a verdict to the follow-
ing effect

:

"That the several deaths were accidental, but that the rules n^the companyahouldnotallowtheir station officers attheirXcre-
tion to despatch fast trains and slow trams from the station?*
so close to one another, and are in this respect inconsistentwith the safety of the public ; that upon the occasion SiqStion WiUiara Moorcroft, platform inspector, of Tamworth wi^wrong: m not wammg the driver of the up limited mail traiaof the cattle train bemg before him; that Edward Barterdriver of the up limited mail train, was to blame in not oK
serving the main signal and putting on the whistle at level
crossings

; that according to the scientific evidence rfven at
this inquest the drovers' van in cattle trains would be morrt
safely placed in front of the cattle trucks than behind themwith a hght van between it and the tender, and that con*Bidermg the peculi ir state of the line as respects the curves and
level crossings near the Atherstone station, it is essentiallv
necessary for the safety of the pubUc that a telegraph at the
Atherstone station should be kept in communication day and
night with the stations at Tamworth and Nuneaton as to the
arrival and departure of trains ; and that an additional com-
municating signal should be placed and worked at each end of
the station. '*

i3ioiJincfah
jiiEWES.—A public meeting was held on Monday, in
the Corn Exchange of this town, for the purpose of
erecting a memorial to the late Duke of Richmond.
The Eiirl of Chichester presided and said he had been
in communication with several noblemen and gentlemen
in that part of the county, who all expressed their
hearty concurrence in the object for which the meeting
was called. The western division of the county had
already taken some steps in the matter, and it struck
him that there might be unanimity of feeling as to the
object, but ditference of opinion as to the mode of
expressing it. He thought it would be better to
ai^poiut a committee to decide upon the form of the
memorial and the amount of subscription. The Hon.
"W, Brand, M.P., moved the following resolution :—
"That it is the opinion of this meetmg that all who knew

the frank, kind, and amiable character of the late Duke of
Richmond, and who had observed his career as a gallant and
distmguished soldier, as Lord Lieutenant of the County of
Sussex, as a zealous supporter of the interests and improve-
ments of agriculture, as a member of both Houses of Pariia-
ment, as ua every relation of life, will desire to record theu:
-opmioa and express their feelings by erecting a lastine
memorial to his worth."

o
^

t> &

Mr. Ellman seconded the resolution, and said when
some years ago they u-ishcd to present a testimonial to
the late noble duke, he declined it, and recommended
that the most satisfiictory way of showing him their
regard would be by purchasing an annuity for eight or
ten decayed farmers and their widows. That money
was now invested in the funds, and there were six or
-eight annuitants upon it. The resolution was put and
carried. The following gentlemen were then appointed
a committee, with power to add to their numbers :

—

the Hon. W. Brand, M.P. ; Mr. Darbv, Mr. Tanner, Mr.
Blencowe, M.P.; Mr. Ellman, Sir John Shelley, M.P.

;

-Mr. Blaauw, Mr. Sergison, and Mr. Dodson, M.P, ; Mr.
H. Ellman being appointed honorary secretary.
Road.—It will be seen by our Law Report that the

Court of Queen\s Bench, on the application of the
-Attorney General, have granted a rule calling upon the
coroner for Wilts to show cause why a new inquiry
(Should not be instituted. The magistrates have had a
meeting at Trowbridge to investigate the circumstances
connected with the finding of a night dress stained
with blood in the kitchen flue. It appears that Mr,
Stapleton, the surgeon, declares that this night dress
was never shown to him, and that the police kept its
discovery secret both from Inspector Whicher and from
the magistrates, until all possibility of tracing it has
been lost.

SouxHAMPToy.—On Saturday morning a fire broke
out in the Royal mail steamer La Plata, which was in-
tend(^d to sail on Monday next with the West India
mail. It was however extinguished without doing
much damage, except to the ship's stores, and the
fittings of the fore part of the vessel.
Spilsby,—Mr. Bacon is now engaged on a bronze

statue of the late Sir John Franklin, which it is
intended to erect in this town, the birthplace of the
gallant officer. A considerable subscription has been
raised, but further aid is required.
Whittlesea.—It is proposed to erect a monument

"in this town to the memory of the late General Sir
Harry Smith. The proposal has been favourably'
Teceived, and the subscription which has been opened
for the purpose has already reached 160/., including a
donation of 50^ from the Earl of Hardwicke.
WOLVEEHAMPTON.—A shocking tragedy took place

last week at Coseley, near the Prince's End station of
the West Midland Railway. A miner called Stephen-
son, who had been lodging in the house of an engineer
named Lewis, made improper overtures to the wife of
the latter, and on being firmly rejected, attempted to
murder her by cutting her throat, and afterwards com-
initted suicide. The poor woman received three gashes

^ h«: throat and some severe wounds on her hands and
tUe back of the ner-lv- anfl if I'a r^nr,o',Ar,-n^A a 1.*i?..l :r

The Mfrder in Donegal.—At the adjourned In-
quest on the body of Mr. James Murray, the jury
returned a verdict that deceased was feloniously, wil-
fully, and maliciously murdered by persons unknown
Mr. Adair has offered a reward of 100/. for the dis"
covery of the perpetrator of the murder. Two shirts
covered with blood have been found hidden In the
houses of a man called Sweeny and his brother in the
locality of the murder. The elder Sweeny had been
arrested on suspicion before this discoverv was made
The residence of the Rev. Charles Maturin, at Gartin
Glebe, in the Glenveagh district, has been burnt down
by an incendiary while Mr, Adair, the employer of Mr.
Murray, was staying in the house. This outrage has
since been followed by an attack on Mr. Wilkins, of
Church Hill, a respectable tenant on Mr. Adair's estate,
and one of the jury at the inquest, who while returning
home from the market with his servant boy, wal
attacked by a party of ruffians about two miles from
Letterkenny, and dreadfully beaten. It is thought
that this attack on Mr. Wilkins, and the attempt to
burn Mr. Maturings house, was done to terrify Mr.
Adair and the other gentlemen who are at present pro-
secuting the inquiry, with the view of bringing the
guilty parties to justice.

The Mathews KiDNAPPi^'a Case.—In the Court of
Common Pleas on Monday, Sir Colman O'Loghlan,
Q,C., on the part of Miss Margaret Aylward, lately
committed by the Court of Queen's Bench to Grauge-
gorman Female Prison for contempt for not bringing up
the child Mary Mathews, pursuant to the order of the
Court, applied for a writ of habeas corpus. In order that
she might be brought before their Lordshins for the
purpose of having application made for her discharge
from custody, on the ground that she u-as not in legal
custody, the Court of Queen's Bench no longer possess-
ing the power which formerly [belonged to it of select-
ing any prison which it might deem proper for the
custody of a person held guilty of contempt, but being
bound in accordance with the provisions of a recent Act
to commit such person to the Four Courts Marshalsea
only. The Chief Justice granted the application, and
stated that the Court would sit specially on Friday to
hear the case argued.
The Sherwood KiDyAPPiNoCASE.—CatherlneDavIs,

one of the persons In custody for the abduction of the
Sherwood children, was brought up by order of the
Court of Queen's Bench on the 22d ult., when the
attorney for the prosecutrix stated that he had
frequently informed John O'Connor, the late Mrs.
Blake, and Catherine Davis, that if thev would
each make an afiidavit disclosing all they knew con-
cerning the four missing children, he would not
only consent to their discharge, but facilitate it. They
had however preferred remaining in custody. Catherine
Davis now expressed her readiness to make the affidavit

required. Their lordships ordered her to make the
affidavit, so far as she was concerned, with a view to
obtaining her release from custody. On Friday she
made the affidavit, purporting to disclose all the cir-

cumstances within her knowledge. The contents were
not made public, John 0*Connor was then examined on
interrogatories by the clerk of the Crown, when counsel
for the prosecutrix stated that his answers were full,

with one exception—namely, that he declined to state
the name of a party who had given him a sum of 2?.

(part of a sum of 4/.), for the board and lodging of the
children for one week. The Court did not consider the
refusal a sufficient ground for sentencing him to a
further term of imprisonment, and ordered him to be
discharged, Denis O'Connor, on the consent of the
prosecutrix, has since been allowed to stand out on his
own recognisance in 100/. to appear when required. An
application for the discharge of M'Robins was refused.

Collision on the Midland.—An accident occurred
at West Staveley, near Chesterfield, on Friday. The
morning was very foggy, and as the train from Derby to
Leeds approached the West Staveley station, it ran into
a coal train, which was shunting there. The fog was
so dense that the driver could not see 30 yards before
him, and fortunately he was not at the time going
more than four miles an hour. One elderly woman,
residing at Calow, near Chester^eld, sustained a frac-
ture of the leg below the knee, and several passengers
were shaken and bruised. None of the carriages of the
passenger train were injured, but the guard's van and
two waggons of the coal train were smashed.
Peoposed Meteopolitan Lines.—Among the rail-

way applications for next Session is one for a tubular
underground line, of a mile and a half, from Regent's
Circus, Oxford Street, to the Metropolitan line at
Smithfield, by which a communication to the Bank will
be established. The contemplated capital is 200,000/.
Ultimately it is intended to extend the line from
Regent's Circus to Kensington. Another project is to
connect the Charing Cross line directly with the City
by means of a bridge across the Thames at a point
where the river is narrowest, about midway bctweeh
Southwark and London Bridges, and to carry the line
thence to the hack of the Mansion House, or to Cannon

f Street, thereby bringing the Bank and Charing Cross
within six minutes of each other.

Collision on the West Midland.—On Tuesday
night, the 20th ult., a passenger train on this line ran
into a train of salt vans near the Droitwich station,

under circumstancos very similar to the recent collision

on the Trent Valley Railway. The salt train was
shunting to allow the passenger train to pass, when
some of the trucks of the former ran back upon the
main line unobserved by the driver, who did not see it
in the dark. The engine and tender of the passenger
train ran completely through these trucks, smashing
three of them to pieces. The passenger train was not
thrown from the rails, but the passengers received some
sharp bruises by the collision.

The Late Collision on the Noeth-Westeen.—
It is understood that the London and Xorth-Western
Company do not intend to resist or contest the claims
made against them for compensation to the relatives

and friends of the cattle-drovers killed by the recent
collision at Atherstone. The pecuniary loss to the
company by damage done to rolling stock, expenses
connected with the inquest, the destruction of cattle,

and 10 lives. Is estimated at 20,000/. The iuquest ter-

minated on Satur(iay, when the jury after consulting

llata*
CouBT or Quken's Bptnch.—7%e Road Child Murder.-^kt

the sitting of the Court on Saturday, before the Lord Chief
Justice Cockbum and Justices Hill and Blackburn, the
Attorney- General made an application on behalf of the Crown
for a mle absolute, in order that the inquisition on the body of
Franciri Saville Kent, returned by the coroner for the county of
Wilts, on the 2d of July last, may he quashed, and a rule
granted for issuing a special commission by a writ of ad melixa
inquirendum^ to proceed and make by examination all auch
inquiries touching the death of the deceased as the coroner
ought to have made upon the riew of the body, and that
all usual and proper directions may be made m that behalf.
The ground on which he made the application was that of
legal misconduct on the part of the coroner, in gross mis-
direction of the jury on law, in miscarriage in withdrawing
from the jury a most material part of the legitimate inquiry
which they were desirous of prosecuting, but which the
coroner prevented. The other ground on which he moved
their lordships was that the inquisition was null and void
from informality, having been written on paper instead of
parchment, and therefore must be quashed. He then stated
in detail the facts of the case, in order to show them the
position in which the coroner and the jury stood at the time
of the inquisition. After a long argument the Lord Chief
Justice said—We are of opinion that in this case there should
be a rule, but not a rule absolute in the first instance,
but a rule calling upon the coroner to show cause why the
writ should not be quashed, and a writ of ad wifilitts

inquirendum issued. The Attorney-General has satisfied
my mind as to the facts he has stated, and the
authorities 'he has cited as to the form of the inquisi-
tion, that it is bad, the record being on paper and not
on parchment. That leaves the great question open ; and
although we might not feel ourselves called upon to quash the
inquisition as if there had been no inquisition, though no one
would be prejudiced by our not doing so on the ground of
informality, yet the interest of pubHc justice demanded that
a further Inquiry should take place. In examining our dis-

cretionary authority—and it is discretionary—we must look
whether, although this inquisition Is informal and irregular,
on account of being drawn up on paper instead of on parch-
ment, we should issue a writ ad melius inquirendum. That
necessarily depends on the effect of the matter brought before
us, and although the affidavits may bear on our minds, we
cannot say at present they are perfectly just or true, as the
judicial conduct of the coroner is caUed in very serious
question ; and as the result of our decision must materially
affect his jwsition as coroner, we should not do justice and
act with fairness to him, if we were now to exercise our dis-

cretion, and at once quash the conviction without affording
him an optmrtunity of answering the matters stated in the
affidavits. I think, both in regard to the exercise of our dis-

cretionary authority, the interest ofjustice, and the position of

the coroner, we cannot do more than gi-ant a rule calling ori

him to show cause why the inquisition should not be quashed
and a writ ad melius inquirendum issued. The other judges
concurred. Rule ni*i accordingly. It may be stated that wt

I
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rultj 13 i>^'t ruturnable for four ciear liays from Ita being

f^^ fid iiud as term eudcd on Monday*, it will not come on tor

JWient until Hilary term, commenciii^ January the llth.

CoVBT FOR Divorce akd Matrimonial Causes.—(Before the

Tidfff^ Ordinary^ Mr. Justice Wightman and Mr. Jiihtice

WillKUUs)-— S/i^t^f/^rt and Sliedden y. The Attovtuy-Qeneral and
p^lfickand Patrich.—This case, which has been before the pub-

He ill oue sbnpe or another for more than half a century, was

hroud^t before this Court under the Legitinjacy Declaration

Act of 1S58- It ^^^ occupied the Court for 14 days, and has been

remarkable for having been conducted with ^^reat zeal and

ability by Miss Shedden, one of the petitioners, in person, her

leading counsel, Sir Hugh Caims and Mr, Macaulay, having^, on

the cause being called on, declined the responsibility of managing

it on the ground that they had not had time to make tliera-

aelves acquainted with the voluminous documents connected

Tffith it. Miss Shedden opened the case in a speech of consider-

oble length, and examined and cross-examined the witnesses.

The question at issue rtlated to the legitimacy of her brother

and herself, a lar^e landed estate and certain partnership pro-

perty at New York where their father had established himself

M the head of the great firm of Shedden, Patrick & Co. (the

whole of which had passed to Mr, Patrick, the defendant, as heir

at law, on the ground of the plaintiff's illegitimacy), depending

on the'event of that question beinff established. The main pomt
therefore was to prove that their father and mother^ who
resided in America, were really married before they were born,

the fact of a marriage in 1793, while the father was on his

death-bed, being admitted by all parties. On Tuesday the

Court pronounced judgment. Sir C- Cresswell, the Judge
Ordinary, said they had now arrived at the last stage

of this very singular inquiry, an inquiry the length and com-

plexity of which had caused the court to feel in a very con-

siderable degi'ee the responsibility that rested upon them.

There were two or three circumstances however which some-

what diminished that feeling. In the first place the evidence

had been given somewhat slowly^ and so much immaterial

matter had been mixed up with what was material that they

had had abundant time to consider the weight that should bo

assigned to the latter. Another circumstance t\at might have
€iiibarras?^cd them was the fact that the female petitioner had

•been left for a considerable time to conduct tlio cause without

the assistance of counsel ; but the intimate knowledge which

she had displayed with every fact, material or immaterial,

connected with the history of her family, and the singular tact

and dexterity which she had shown in the management of her

case, entirely relieved the court from any apprehension on that

acore. Besides, a portion of the evidence had been given, and
the whole had been very ably commented upon by an experi-

enced counsel. Lastly, the court felt that the case was not a

question depending upon nicely balanced evidence, but it was
one upon which they had all been enabled to come to a most
clear and unhesitating judgment The question was simply

this :—Had a marriage in fact been solemnised, whether with

or without religious rites, between the father and the mother
of the elder petitioner before he was born? During 14 days
the court had had to discharge the functions of jurymen ; but
thoy could not content themselves with giving, like jurymen,
a simple verdict of aye or no—they felt bound to state the
reasons from which they drew the conclusions to which they
had come. His lordship then proceeded to examine in detail

the facts on which the case turned, and concluded by saying .

that the charge of fraud against Mr, Patrick having fallen to
|

the ground the whole case of the petitioner must fall with it ; ;

and he must therefore pronounce. that he, William Patrick
I

Ralston Shedden, was not a legitimate child of his father, and
was consequently not a natural-born British subject. One
word as to the position in which the petitioners were left by
this decision. For the male petitioner he could have no
sympathy- He might have brooded over his fancied wrongs
until he had loi^t his fiiculty of judgment; but the course he
had pursued had bck-ii such as must totally exclude him from

sympathy. For the female petitioner he did feel most deeply.

He had no doubt that she had been brought up in a full

belief of the truth of her father's story; and from the inti-

mate knowledge which she had shown of eveiy particle of

evidence connected ^with the case, it was clear that she had
dwelt upon it for years and years with the unhesitating
-confidence of a dutiful and affectionate child, until it had
at last become interwoven with her very nature- What was
to be the consequence of this judgment to her? It must be one
oftwo things. If she was not convinced by it she would live

ujider a harassing Sense and conviction that she had sustained

a grievous wrong for which she was unable to obtain a remedy
—a position sad enough. If she was convinced she would have
to mourn and lament over that course of conduct which
had embittered the latter days of an aged man, who for a
period far exceeding an ordinary life had been loved and
honoured ; whese integrity had been impeached through her
instrumentality* and who had been subjected to a relentless

persecution which had been carried on by unfounded asper-

sions and most unjustifiable litigation, Mr. Justice Wightman
and Mr. Justice Williams emphatically concurred, and the

decree was made accordingly. The petitioners were then con-

demned in the costs, and certain papers which they had
obtained from Mr. Patrick in the Court of Session were ordered

to be restored to him.

Central Criminal Court,—The Lea Bridge Murder.—Anne
Tadjield, 23, an unmamed woman^ was indicted for the wilful

murder of her illegitimate child* William Augustus Padfield,

on the 27th August last. The prisoner had been seduced by a
young man called Frederick Bryant, 18 years of age, the son

of a gentleman at Holloway, in whose service she had been
living. The child was bom on the 27th June, and the prisoner

appeared to be very fond of it. She was however without
money, and being unable to obtain from the young man the
necessary means of saving herself and the child from
starvation, she killed the child by suffocation and threw
the body down the privy of the house in which she lived,

having first cut off its arm, it is supposed to prevent
identification, as it had recently been vaccinated. She then
entered into the service of a family at Notting Hill, where she
was apprehended on the discovery of the body. She had con-

ducted herself with great propriety in service, and previous to

this transaction had borne an excellent character. The jury,

after deliberating for more than an hour, found the prisoner

'Guilty, but strongly recommended her to mercy, on account of

her povei'ty, her mental anguish, and previous good character.

Baron Bramwell then put on the black cap and passed sentence

of Death in the usual form, promising to send the recommen-
dation to the proper quai-ter. The prisoner, when the sentence

was pronounced, began to cry bitterly, and shrieked for

mercy. She was then asked whether she had anything to

urge in Ptay of execution, a question always put to women
sentenced to capital punishment, and on the object of the

question being explained to her by one of the female warders,

she said she had not. She was then removed from the bar m
an £^most insensible condition.

must keep the belt against all cumurs for three years, in order
\
tion and friends. This bust the rev. gentleman has bequeathed

to be entitled to it and the Championship of England tor to hia parishioners, with a wish that it should be placed in the
church. He has also left behind him in writing an expressionlife. It appears that Sayers was using the belt in a starring

tour in the provinces, for which Messrs. Howes and Cashing
pay him 55i. a week.

His Grace the Duke of Norfolk died on Sunday at Arundel
Castle, after an illness of some weeks, in his 45th year. His
Grace had been ailine; for some months past, but the immediate
causB of his death was congestion and enlargement of the liver.

The deceased Henry Granville Fitzalan-Hovvard, 14th Duke of
Norfolk, Premier Duke and Earl in the peerage of England,
Earl of Arundel, Surrey, and Norfolk, and Baron Fitz-Alan,
Clun, Oswaldestre, and Maltravers, Hereditary Earl-Marshal
and Chief Butler of England, was the eldest son of the 13th
Duke, by Lady Charlotte Leveson-Gower, eldest daughter of

George Granville, Marquis of Stafford, who was raised in 1833
to the Dukedom of Sutherland. He was born in Great
Stanhope Street, in 1815. Although a Roman CathoUc he was
sent to Eton and passed thence to Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he completed his education. He entered the army as

cornet in the Royal Horse Guards, but retired soon after

attaining the rank of captain. He entered Parliament at the

general election of 1S37, as M.P. in the Liberal interest for the

family borough of Arundel, which he represented without
intermission (while bearing the courtesy titles of Lord Fitz-

alan and Earl of Arundel and Surrey) down to the middle of

1851, when, finding that his sentiments on the Ecclesiastical

Titles Bill were not in accordance with those of his father,

the *' patron " of the constituency—he accepted the Chiltem
Hundreds, and was immediately returned by the electors of

Limerick, Mr. John O'Connell retiring in his favour. He left

the House of Commons at the dissolution of 1852. In

February 1856, he succeeded to the honours and representation

of the house of Howard on tho death of his father, so that his

Grace had held the dukedom for somewhat less than five

years. Ho was a magistrate for Middlesex and Sussex, and
cnj oyed the entire patronage of Heralds' College, and also of

17 livings in the Established Church. He was a large and
liberal supporter of Roman CathoUc charities, and took a warm
interest in all public affairs which affected the interests of his

church, both in his place as a peer of Parliament and in his

private capacity. He published one or two pamphlets on the

various Roman Catholic questions which have occurred during

the last 12 or 15 years. He also edited the Lives of Philip,

Earl of Arundel, and Anne Dacre, his wife. He seldom or never

addressed either the Upper or the Lower House, excepting upon
topics connected with his church ; and whenever he spoke on

these subjects his moderation and courtesy uniformly com-

manded the respect even of those whose religious opinions

differed most widely from his own. The Duke married in

1839, Augusta Mary Minna Catharine, second daughter of the

late Admiral Lord Lyons, by whom, who survives him, he had

a family of two sons and six daughters, besides two children

who died in infancy. It was his Grace's younger son. Lord

Edmund Bernard Howard, in favour of whom Bertram

Arthur, late Earl of Shrewsbury, made his will, bequeathing

to him the magnificent estiite of Alton Towers, out of which

bequest arose the long and costly suit ;which will be known
to our distant posterity as " The Great Shrewsbury Case.

The elder son, Henry Fitzalan Howard, Earl of Arundel and

Sun-ey, who now succeeds to the title, was bom in December,

1S47, so that he is now on the eve of completing his 13th year.

The Duke also leaves two sisters, Lady Foley and Lady Adehza
Manners, and a brother. Lord Edward Howard, M.P. for

Arundel, formerly Vice-Chamberlain of ber Majesty s House-

bold, who is married to Miss Augusta Talbot, cousm of the

late Earl of ShMmmabury. The death of the Duke will be a

heavy loss to the Roman Catholic churches and charitable

associations connected with the metropolis and the south of

England, and moro especially to the Oratorians of St. Philip

Neri, at Brompton, of whom he was a most steady and
munificent supporter.

B\iioN BuNSEN, for many years Prussian Minister in London
and one of the most distinguished literary men in Germany,

died at Bonn on Wednesday morning In his 70th year.

Colonel Kemeys Ttnte, formerly M.P. for Bridgewater,

died on the 23d ult., at his family seat, Halswell House,

Somerset, in his 83d year. He was co-heir to the Baronies of

Wharton and Grey de Wilton, and representative of the ancient

famihes of Kemeys and Tynte, which baronetcies became

extinct on the decease of his maternal uncle, the late Sir

Charles Kemeys Tynte, Bart

The Rev. Dr Crolv, whose name has for nearly half a cen-

tury been before the world as an eminent preacher, orator,

poet, dramatist, and novelist, died suddenly on Saturday

afternoon. Ho left his house in Queen Square, Blooms-

bury, about 4 o'clock, as was his custom, to take a walk

before dinner, and had only reached the corner of Warwick

Court Holbnm, a quarter of an hour afterwards, when he stag-

gered, fell backwards on the pavement, and almost mstantly

expired He was immediately removed in a cab to King's

College Hospital, when it was found that he was quite dead,

and had been so for about 10 minutes. As there were no exter-

nal injuries to account for his death, apcwi-morfcw examination

was made, when it was ascertained that the coronary arteries

of the heart were ossified, and that though the brain w^ quite

healthy, the arteries of the brain were also diseased The jury

at the inquest, after hearing this evidence, returned a verdict

of Natural Death from disease of the heart. There is some

uncertainty as to the date of hi^ burth, but it is beUeved that

be was upwards of 80 years of age. His fatherwas a medical

man in Dublin. He was educated at Tnnity College m
that city, and at an early age he came to London to eara his

living by the newspaper press. He became dramatic t:."tic to

the ''New Times," and was subsequently connected with the

" Morning Herald," the " Standard," " Britannia," and other

journals. He was at one time editor of the " Umversal

Review," and was a constant contributor to "Blackwood a

and other magazines. After being some time m London he

took holy orders, and became curate of Romford, but was long

without preferment. His first presentation was to Bondleigh,

a parish on the skirts of Exmoor. in Devon, but on going there

he was so dissatisfied with the place, on account of its wild

ness and desolation, that he never entered on his dutie^ and

it was not until he was upwards of 50 years of ago that he

succeeded to the living of St. Stephen's with which he

was presented on the urgent recommendaUon of Lord

Brougham, who appreciated his abihties, though he dis-

^e^ with his ^litical opinions He was the author

of several well-known works, poetical, dramatic, and theolo-

gicX iticluding "Paris in 1815," "Catilmc. a Tragedy,;

of his earnest desire to be buried in the chancel of St.
Stephen's

; and in compliance with a memorial from his family,
together with one from the parochial authorities, Sir George
Lewis, the Home Secretary, has given the requisite permission
to carry out that wish. The funeral will take place to-morrow
afternoon, and in conformity with the express directions of the
deceased, will be of the plainest description, without pliuues,
velvet, or show of any sort whatever.

BIRTHS.—On Friday, the 20d ult, at 1, Great Stanhope
Street, the Duchess of Manchester, of a son—23d ult, at
Chesterfield House, the Countess of Durham, of a son—23d
uU, at 23, Grosvenor Street, the Lady Fredk. FitzRoy, of a
son— 26th ult, at 16, Stratton Street, Ladv Agnes Hyltos
JoLLiFFE. of a daughter—25th ult, at Breainore, Lady Hulse,
of a son-26th ult, at 41, Eaton Place, the wifo of John Har-
vey Astell, Esq., M.P., of a son.

MARRIAGES.—On the 20th ult., at St. Luke's Church, Chel"
tenham, Captain George Henry Grey, Grenadier Guards,
only sou of the Right Hon. Sir George Grey, Bart., to Harriet
Jane, youngest daughter of Lieut. -Colonel Charles Pearson
—22d ult, at the Haddington Road Church, Dublin, Joshua
James MacEvoy, Esq., younger son of the late James
MacEyoy, Esq., of Tobertinan, county Meath, and brother of
the present M.P. for that county, to the Hon. Mary Netter-
villk, second daughter and co-heiress of tho late Viscount
Netterville—20th ult, at the parish church of Magheragall,
county Antrim, Charles Henry Higginson, Esq., Mauritius
Civil Service, to Mary Macaulay, eldest daughter of Sir James
MaoaulaV Higginson, K.C.B., Brookhill—27th ult, atAnerly
Church, Norwood, William Reginald Hesketh, Esq., son of
H. H. B. Hesketh, Esq., of Gwrych Castle, Denbighshire, to
Agnes Emily Isabella FitzMaurice, eldest daughter of
Major the Hon. W. E. FitzMaurice, of 12, Hyde Pai'k Gate—
20th ult, at Little Dalby, Leicestershire, the Rev. Frederick
Augustus Howe FitzGerald, only son of the late Captain S.

FitzGerald, of the 4th Dragoon Guards, and county of Kildare,

Ireland, to Sophia Mary Leigh Cooper, youngest daughter of
the Rev. Edward Philip Cooper, vicar of Little Dalby.

DEATHS.—On the 2.5th ult, at Stanton Lacy House, Ludlow,
Alicia^ Dowager Lady Tri3ilestown, aged S7—22d ult., at
Lewes, Frederick George Leigh, Esq., nephew of George,
sixth Lord Byrou—lSth ult, at Ashdown Park, Sussex, Anne
Eliza Elizabeth, widow of Rear-Admiral the Hon. Major
Jacob Henniker—22d ult, at his residence, Merion Square,
Dublin, Sir Edward M'Donnel, Chairman of the Great
Southern and Western Railway Company— 24th ult, at 5,

St. Colme Street, Edinburgh, Adaii Urquhart, Esq., advo-
cate. Sheriff of the county of Wigton--21st ult, Walter
Coulsos, Esq., Q C, and Bencher of Gray's Inn, aged 66

—

26th ult, at her residence, 38, Marine Parade, Dover, Catherine,
relict of the late Admiral Wilson, of Redgrave Hall, in the

county of Suffolk, aged 87—7th ult, at the residence of the

British Consul at Bastia, Captain Walter Taylor Micheix, of

Totnes, reserved list. Royal Mai-uie Forces, aged S3—2l3t ult,

at Oxford, Elizabeth Anne, wife of the Rev. John Prideaux
Lightfoot, D.D., Rector of Exeter College, Oxford, aged 50—
8th ult, after a long illness, the Rev. J. T. Twining, D.D., for

43 years Chaplain to H. M.'s Forces in Halifax, Novia Scotia,

aged 65—20th ult, the Rev. Thomas Price, rector of Bagendon,
Gloucestershire, and formerly Fellow and Vice-Principal of

Jesus College, Oxford, aged ^2—13th ult, at Ryde, Isle of

Wight, the Rev. Richard . Shutte, M.A., Rector of High
Halden, Tenterden, Kent, and Minor Canon of St. iPaul'a

Cathedral.
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COVENT GARDEN, Dec. 1.

We have still to report the arrival of heavy consignments
from the Continent, consisting of Apples and Pears. Pine
Apples are less in request than they have been, and prices lor

them are lower. Dutch Hamburgh and other Grapes con-

tinue to be imported. Good Cobs may bo had at 1b. to la. 6d.

per pound. Cabbape.'*, Carrots, and Turnips may be obtwned
in quantity. Caulidowers are scarce. Potatoes realise from Qb.

to 103. per cwt. Cucumbers are scarcer. Cut Bowers chiefly

consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Chrysanthemumfl, Violets,

Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to 7s

Grapes, per lb., 3s to 63

Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
Pears, per doz., Is to 3s

Apples, per doz., 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 68 to 10a
Lemons, per 100, 68 to 10b
Nuts, Cob, per lb., Is to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to t5d

Greens, per dozen, 2s 6d
to 3s

Cabbages, do.. Is to 23

Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 130s
— per bus. , Ss to 4s
— per cwt., 5s to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 9d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 3a

Cucumbers, each, 6dto Is 6d
Artichokes, per doK., 4a to 68

Beet, per doz., la ed to 2a

Celery, p. bundle. Is 6d to IsOd
Onions, p. i sieve, la 6d to 2a6d
Seakale, p. punnet. 3s to 4a

Shallots, per lb., 6d to 8d
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score, l3

to Is 6d
Lettuces, Cos, do., Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score. Is to Is Gd
HorseRadish,p.bun.,ls6dto4a
Mushrooms, p. pott., 23toS3
Parsley, p. 12 bunches, 2s to 4s
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

porting.
The Championship.—The original belt of the Champion of

England, which was in the possession of Sayers. has been

surrendered and duly presented to " The Infant," Sam Hurst,

of Staleybridge, who lately won it in his fight with Paddock.

He is now challenged by ilace and oue or two others, and he

"Talesofthe ureat :ic. ueruar\i, i.xt*xo^u, *-..-— ^-..™,

"Scenes from Scripture." a work on the Apocalypse, T^e

Modem Orlando," &c. Of late years his reputatiou as a lite-

rary man was to a considerable extent merged i^ th^at of a

preacher, and numbers of strangers used to f'^^quent the fine

iburch of St. Stephen's to listen to his sermons, which were

remarkable displays of extempore eloquence, and the last of

which he delivered so recently as Sunday week. In L854

during the mavoralty of Sir Francis Moon, a marble bust was

presented to Dr. Croly at the Mansion Houbc by his congrega-

EOPS.—Borough Market, Felida.y, Nov. 30.

Hc.->sr3. Pattenden & Smith report that the market con-

tinues firm at late prices.

BRITISH WOOLS.—LoNnoN. Fbidat, Nov. 30.

The business tnmsacted the last few days has been to a fair

extent in skin wool at about former rates. Fleeces aad fleece

sorts here also sold in limited quantities at old prices.

South-down Hog- H.

gets., u .. 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes .. 1

Kent Fleeces ,. 1

d. 8.

7 to 1

8 —
5-1
7 — .

d.

8

Leicest. Wetbere 1

Ditto Hoggs . . 1

Combing Ukius 1

Blanket ditto . .

Flannel Wool ,, 1

« to ..

8 — ..

— 146—08
— 1 S

COLOSUL Wool Saltes. — These sales continue at tha

opening rates, fir.-t class descripticns fetching good prices, and

inferior ones occupying the same low position as at tho com-

mencement.
;

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, Nov. 26.

During the past week the arrivals both coaetwUe and from

abroad have been larger than amy week during the a«Mon;

tho trade is very dull, second-rate and infenor samples

beina almost unsaleable. Tho following are this aay*B quota-

tions r-^ork Regents, UOs. to 13U8. per ton ;
Lmcolnahira

do., 100s. to lliJs.; Dunbar do.. 1203. to UOs.; Perth, Forikr, and

T"if« H„ ioos. to 110s. : Rocka and Reds, 90fi. to lOOs.i French
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TThites. 85s. to 90a. i Belgian do., SO5. to fibs,; Dutch do
80s. to 85.S.

' •*

• «

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
SMiTHriELD. Thursday, Nov. 29.

Prime Meadow Hay 758 to 80a Clover
Superior do. (old) . . 90 105
Inferior do. .. ,.50 60
New do. .-. ., ,, — —
Rowea 40 -50

"Cumberland Market
Sup. Meadow Hay.. llOBtoUSs
Inferior do. . . . . 70 100
!New do — —
Superior Clover '

, .118 126

. DOato 110b
New Clover .. ., — —
Old second cut ..80 90
Straw 32 36

Davis * Co.

Thdrsdat, Nov. 29
"

Inferior Clover ,. fiOs 108s
New do. .. ., — —
Straw ,. „ 36 42

they have been a little disappointed, for holders would not
jjive way more than from Id. to 2d. per cental on Wheat, and
«d. per barrel on Flour on Friday's rates, and at this reduction
a moderate consumptive business resulted. Indian Com was
neglected, at a decline of6d. per qr, Oats an<l Oatmeal very
dull. Beans. Peas, and Barley were each 6d. per qr. cheaper.
The market closed with a dull feeling.
Friday, Nov. SO.—Market mod\;ratoly attended. Wheat in

moderate consumption ; business at a decline of Id. to 2d. per
cental. Flour Gd. to l.s. per sack lower ; bairela a turn easier.
with firm business,
articles unchanged.

Indian Com 3d. to 6d. lower. Other

Fine old Hay
j[nferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. .,

Straw ... „

JOBUUA Baker.

Whitechapel, Thur 8DAT, Nov. 29.
..lOOstollOa

50 80• *

30 36

Fine old Clover ..115s to 123s
Inferior do .. ..80 ^105
Fine 2d cut .... — —
Inferior do — —
Pine New Clover . . — —

COAFj market.—Nov. 30.
Walls End Tees, 23s. ; ^9 ships atooarket.

AVERAGES Wheat.

60i Id

Barley. Oats. Kye.

i

34s 7d

Begins.

Oct. 20 .

.

40s 7d 23* 7rf 50« 2rf— 27..' 59 11 40 9 23 5 36 8 49 6
Nov. S .

.

59 9 40 10 23 3 36 2 49 10— 10.. 58 9 41 23 11 86 6 51 1— 17.. 58 1 41 4 23 5 S6 4 60 8— 24.. 56 3

58 11

40 11

40 11

23 3 34 4

34 9

48 11

50 O"
Agg.Aver. 23 6

Peaa^

4Ulld
41 10

4

5

9
4

42
44
46
48
44"

FLucrruATiONS is the Last Six Weeks Avera(is3.
PRicEsr oct.~2o;roctr27.~Novr3r[Kov. lo. nov. it

"

MEXROPULITAN CATTLE MAB£ET.
MoNDAT, Nov, 2o,

"

in» supply of Beasts is nearly as large as on Monday last.

Choiceat qualities are in. demand and readily disposed of;
trade is alow for inferior. The number of Sheep is about the
same as last Monday. Trade is not so brisk as on that day,
but there is very little alteration iu prices. Calves are not

,

Belling quite so well as on Thursday. From Germany and
Holland there are H550 Beasts, 5300 Sheep, and 130 Calves ; from
IreUnd, 700 Beasts ; and 2000 from the northern and midland
counties.

I

L

Nov. 24.

* *

* •

* «

I
*• I

« *

V •

fids
Best Scots, Here-

fords, Ac. . . 4 10 to 5
Best Short-horns 4 6 — 4
2d quality Beasts 3 4 — 4
£est Downs and

Half-breds , . 5 2 to 5
Do. Shorn .. .. — ,

10

d
2

6

4

B d 8
Best Long-wools. 5 — 5
Do. Shorn .... to
Ewes & 2d quality 4 0—4
Do. Shorn .. ., —
Lambs —
Calves .. ,.4 — 5

J Pigs .. ..4 4"—

5

Beasts. 3300; Sheep & Lambs, 21,850; Calves, 148; Pigs, 360.

Thursday, Nov. 29.

The supply of Beasts is not quite so large as on Thursday
last. Trade is more active than on that, day, and Monday's
-quotations are well supported. There are a few more Sheep,
but there is a demand for them at fully late rates. Good
Calves meet with a ready sale. From Germany and Holland
there are 190 Beasts, 570 Sheep, and 224 Calves ; from Ireland^
100 Beasts ; 400 from the northern and midland comities ; and
128 Milch Cows from the home counties.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, Ac. . . 4
iBest (Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
B-3st Downs and
Half-breds .. 5

Ik). Shorn

10 to
6 —
4 —

5
4
4

5

10

Best Long-wools . 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes& 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Laraba .. ,.

Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

— 5 2

0— 4'"6

BUTTER MARKET.-Nov. 30.
Best Fresh Butter . . . . its. n.r dozen lbs.
oecond do. do. .

.

143.
Pork, 5s. Od. to 5s. 4d. per S lbs.

to
4 «

4
5

6 4

a.
I

^2, Red
Red

• * 4 * •

36; Malting.
•24

28! Feed ..

28
j
Feed ,

.

96
' Feed .

.

B. B.

40—60
fiO—66

Beasts. 1218 ; Sheep & Lambs. 3100 ; Calves, 280 ; Pigs, 210.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Nov. 26.
The iUDply of Wheat from Essex and Kent was moderate,

but added to that from Essex left over from last week made a
iarge i^iow, the bulk bwn« unsuitable for our -millers, retnadned
unsold at a late hour, although oflfered at a decline of 4s. per
qr. from our quotations of this dny se'niiight. The attendance
of country buyers was considentble, and a good retail business
was transacted in foreign Wheat, but owing to tbe lai'ge
arrivals, a reduction of Is. to 28 per qr. was submitted to on
new foreign and Russian qualities ; the vahie of fine old is

unaltered. Barley sells slowly at a decline of Is. to 2s. per qr.
Beans and Peas are rather cheaper. The Oat trade is very dull.
and new com Is. per qr, lower. Flour sells slowly at last
week's prices.

Per Tuperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White^ -^ fine selected runs.. ditto^ — Talavsra— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dial., 288 to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex and Suflblk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rte-meal, foreign
Beaks, Mazagan....36a to 44s Tick— Pigeon 40s— 563.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
PLOur^ best marks delivered, .per sack— 2ddo ditto
•• Foreign per barrel

Friday, Nov.
The trade for all kinds of grain and Flourthis week has con-

tinued to be depressed, caused in a great degree by the great
proportion of the new cron beinc unfit for millers' ii«r n-nA

8.

50
53—66
50-74

Red
50—74
40—44

i

Malting.
30
20.

26
26-

20-

35—38 Foreign.

lyTR, HENRY OVERMAN Las a VACANCY for

NoHV.ir
"^^^^^ULTURAL PUPIL.-Weasecham, Rougham,

1000 ^^^^ANERS WANTED.-There is stUl
JLVjyjKJ room for a large number of hands on Messrs.
GiRDWooD s Dramage Works, in the counties of Stafford and
Derby. Good men may find regular eniplovment ou applica-

Vu? ^°
^?f

Foremen at Sudbury. Hungrv Bentlev, Longford
Abbo t s Bromley, and Smallwood.—49, Pail Mall, London. S. W'

WANTED. A GARDENER, who will be required
to work m Flower and Kit<?hen Garden, and to Man:ige

Greenhouse and Conservatory. Other men under him.
Wages 27s- per week.—Api^ly by letter only to Mr. C. Sprinq-
tiri.i), DuUvich, K.

TO GARDENERS.
WANTED, a clever, intelligent, and active MAN,

who thoroughly understands the nature and treatment
of Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, Satisfactory reference as
to character, intelligence, sobriety, and competency will be
required.—Apply to H. J. Buchan, No. 8, Cranbury Place,
Southampton.__ •

.

TTT'ANTED, as UNDER SHOPMAN, a young Man
T T acquamted with the Wholesale Seed Trade.-Address, in

own handwriting, stating qualifications, age, where last cm-
ployed. and salary required, Y. 2., Cfar'lenera' ChronicU Office.

XVrANTED, AS FARM SERVANrS, a married
V T Couple, to go to New Zealand in a few weeks. The
man to be a good Ploug^bman and Jud^re of Sheeji and Cattle,
the wife a good Xfuttur and Cheese Maker, and able to take
full care of a Dairy of Cows. Two or three Children from 15 to
18 years of age (if good Farm workers), would not be objected
to. Wages for an engagement of three vears, COL, 55i.. and
6iil. per annum, with i-ationa and free house. Passat^e money
advanced. The Advertiser, with his family, will sail from the
Port of London in December.—Application by letter to
No. 280, Bath Crescent, Glasgow.

38—4S

to—50
33—48
40—42

50—57
34—50

30.

Harrow

.

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.
Per sack

38—40

20
21-

19-

25
24
26

38—48

40—50
33—48

34—50
40—50

_ _ crop being unfit for millers' use, and
the consequent difficulty of finding purchasers for it, also by
the large foreign arrivals at the chief ports of the kingdom,
and the general indisposition of millers and bakers at this
period of the year to increase their stock?, A decline of Is. to
:*; per qr. upon good samples of English has been general
throughout tne kingdom ; the damp and inferior have been
disposed of at very irregular prices as buyers could bo met
witn, the decline in some instances being equal to 48. or 5s,
Holders of fine old foreign are disinclined to submit to any
reduction, believing it will all be wanted, and probably at
higher rates during the winter ,• secondary samples have been
purcha.«eable at Is. to 2s. per qr. lower rates. The arrivals of
ilnglish Wheat and Oats this week are of limited extent,
of English and foreign Barley large, good of foreijjn Wheat, and
of foreign Oats considerable. Tfie attendance at this morn-
ing's market was smaller than of late. The best samples of
English Wheat were taken at ilonday's prices, but some of the
inferior remained xmsold towards the close of the market; the
demand for foreign was inactive, and only a limited busmess
was transacted at Monday's prices. Spring Com of all descriji-
tions is a slow sale. New Oats are cheaper.

Arrivals from Nov. 26 to Nov. SO.

Englifih .

,

Irish .. ..

W
221U qrs.

Foreign .

.

22820

tP

tf

Barle

4y7u qrs.

240

18230

Tf

• *

Oats.

630
1140

51280

Flonr.

qrs. 1370 sts.

»

»
{

1820 "
3000 oris.

VAMT PLACES.—Letters^ to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head.)— Good references.—Y. W.,
B lack Horse, Chorley Wood, Rickmansworth, Herts.

j^ARDENER (Head).—Married, without incum-
V>I brancc: five years' unexceptionable character.—J. Hutt,
Hadlow, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, where tour or more are kept).
—Age 28, single; understands his profession.—W. T.,

j
Messrs. Paul & Son, The Old Nunserie?, Cheshunt. Herts, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; understands
his profession in all its various branches. Three years'

good character.—B. C, G. Stanley, Florist, High Road, Lee,
Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; has a
thorough pi-actical knowledge of bis profession ; Laying-

out Grounds, Managing of Laud, fee—H. G., Mr. E. Clarke,
Nurseryman, Gravesend, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, to any nobleman or gentleman).
—Age 32 ; first-cls.ss Gardener in all its branches. Will

give the highest satisfaction. Full particulars on application.—X. , H. Lyndoe, 26^^^Andrews_Street, W C.

TO NOBLEMEN AND CENTLEWEN
GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single; thoroughly

understands Vines, Early and Late Forcing, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, and Gardening iu all iU branches Two
years' good character as Head Gardener.-X. Y., Wellington
Nursery, St. John's W^ood, London, N .W. ^
G'ARDENER~(Head).—Age38; thorough praccicai

3fan, of 25 years' experience in Scotland, England, and
Ireland ; has served as Foreman in three first-class Nurseries,
and is a good Plant Grower and Propagator of ail kinds of
Trees and Shrubs. Wife a thorough Cook, Dairvworaan, and
Laundress. Can be highly recommended.—S. D., 24, Sussex
Road, Brixton, S.

GARDENER (Head) to any nobleman or gentlt-
man.—Age 35, no incumbrance : has had great practical

experience in ail branches of his Profession, where Early
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables are required, and is also a good
Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Five years* good claaracter from
the gentleman he is about leaving. Wife can manage Poultry
and D.ury.-C. Harvey, Gardener, Park House. Reigate. SuiTey.

GARDENER.—A person ot good experience in the
whole routine of his profession. Wife can manage the

Laundry if required -A. B., Post Office, ilaidstonc.

GARDENER. —The Executors of a gentleman
deceased desire to procure a situation for a Gardener,

who for 17 years had the sole management of their late father's

be^JwThtln^'^b
"^^^ f-ThU morning's market has 5;;rit and Jlo.^r Gar;il.irrn"thre^ou;^^^^^

exMcSL oJ^^n^h^Tn'"''?^''^ ^k"^i^'''
''^°. "^"^^ "^'^^ ^^"^ *" ^^ profossiou. They confidently recommend him for aexpectation of pvuchaamg at much lower pnces, but in this superior situation—A. B.. Adshead's/ss, atrand, W.C.

[D«CE:\t]iPi 1, I860.

(t'^^^tII^)^^^^ "! "5
"«^>^"'^^'»^»'« or get.tleWn»8 Garcia

A T^^^ ° knowledge of Plants and Vines. Three vl. '

^'^X ^T ^"^ -PWer.-J. C, Post ofeC^
GARDENER (Under), ou PROPAGATOR~i

Nursery.-Aged 19.-0, S.. 6, Princes Terrace MaRoad, Camden Town. N.W.
^i^At-t., ma

T^OREMAN OR Under GARDENER, 11777?^^r table Family.-W.Y, Hoo Gardens. Lnton. Bed« ^^

in i\

Maiden

ASSISTANT in a Nursery and Seed Shop.IX^.^
Man who has had considerable experience in thf^Tr,/)^

Sons, Seedsmen . Dundee.

TMPROVE r] A respectable Youth (aged 18) the sonofa widow, wishes for employment in a gentleman's G irdf^^where he would have an opportunity of gaining infurmatimr apremium of 5i. or 10/. wiU be given, in proportion to thp r7muneration offered. He has been some time employed in thll
profession.—B. B., Ford's Nursery, Commerciariloud. 8n„tV>
ampton, Hants. ^ "uuti—

rpo SEEDS.MEN.—A yomie Manr^;a^rh^i;;d
_L seven years' experience in a large Provincial Heed BviVi
ness, and can have unexceptionable testimonials —W t?
17, Cheyne Walk. Chelsea. S.W.

" "••

AILIFF (Working).-Married; if required "VVitfe
can Superintend Dairy and Poultry.

Holly Port, Maidenhead, Berkfihire.
G., Post Office,

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 40, single; thoroughly
practical. Good rcferouce. — J. V., Stent's Libi-ary

Guildford, Surrey. '

BAILIFF.—Middle-age, married ; practicallv expT-
rienced in Farming, and understands thoroughly the

Buying, Selling, and Management of Stock, Draining, Plant-
ing, &c. Unexceptionable Testimonials and References to>
last employer and others.—A. H., Messrs. Thomas Gibbs &, Co
Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, W. ^

TO LANDOWNERS, &c.-Age 50; a pracfclcali
Cultivator of Land and Propagator of Fruit, Forest

Trees, &c. ; a good Correspondent, and can prepare Tenants*^
Agreements, Accounts, &c., wishes a confidential engagement
at a moderate salary. Undoubted refereuccfi.—P. N. M^essrs
Powell. Stationers, .54, Parliament Street, S.W. *

.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEtDSMEN
'

BOOK-KEEPKli AND CASHIER or TRAVELLER
a good CORRESPONDENT.-Age 28 ; is about to leave

his present situation. Fourteen years' reference in first class
bouses in Scotland and England, AVell recommended. C. B.
Messrs. Cockburn & Cumming, fi, Liverpool Struct. E.C. * ,*

MANAGER, &c.—Gentlemen requiring a person to
manage Estate Improvements, Agriculturar or Horticul-

tural, to lay out new Grounds, Farms, Draining, Planting,,
Road Making, or Building Works.—Apply to Mr. W. Clark'
25, Bishopsgate Street. W^ithin, City. S.E.

(TO CORN, SEED. AND MANURE MERCHANTS.
CLERK OR MANAGER.—A young Man who has

had five years' experience in the above business and has

'

been accustomed to attend markets. Unexceptionable refer-
ences given.—For salary, &c., address to B. E. E., Post Office,.
Basingstoke.

CLERK AND SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER.-Ag*.
23 ; understands Book-keeping by double and single

entry ; would introduce a good uoiiiiectiou-—Veritas Post'
Office, Upper Norwood, Surrey, S.

*

SHOPMAN.—Age 27, si^igle; has beeh npwardT~of
nine years at the Seed and Nursery Trade in Scotland

'

Character irreproachable.—Skedsman. Mr. Smyth. 76. Strand.'

TO SEE D S M E N.
"

SHOPMAN,—Nine years' experience in London and
country houses.— II. W, , Messrs. Thos. Gibbs <t Co., corner

of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
' T O SEEDSMEN. ^
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN (either in the Wholesale

or Retail Trade).—First-class references.—C. D., Gay
deners' Chronicle OfBce, W.C.

DAIRYMAID.—Thoroughly undGr.stands her busi-
ness. Good reference.—A. B., Shelfhonger Road. Diss,

Norfolk.

WEDDING AND BIRTflOAY PRESENTS.—
Dressing Cases, Travelling Dressing B.^srs, De.^atch

Boxes, Writing Case^, Jewel Cases. Ladies' Keticulo and
Carriage Bags ; Mediaeval Mounted Envelope Cases, Blotting

Books and Inkstands en suite ; the New Patent Self-closing

Book Slide ; also a choice variety of Elegancies and Novelties,

suitable for Presentation, too various to enumerate, to be had
at H. RoDRiGUEs', 42, Piccadilly, W.
' LE SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF.

HEAL AND SON have patented a method of mating
a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the

usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome.

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three

separate parts, and whenjoined together has all tlie eliisticity of

the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool or horse-

hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring
Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, are much below these

of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :

—

3 feet wide by 6 feet 4 inches long . . . . £2
3 feet 6 in. „ „ .... 2
4 feet „ „ -. ., 2
4 feet 6 in. „ „ .. ,.3
leec ~ (,' ff .« m t \>

5 feet 6 in. ,, „ .... 3

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF therefore combines
the advantages of elasticity, durability, cleanliness, portability,

and oheapuess.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-
Room Furniture sent free by post on application, ; ^

Heal & SoK, 196. Tottenham Court Itnad, W^

AS T H M A. — DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC
WAFERS give instant relief and a rapid cure of Asthma,

Consumption, Conghs, and all disorders of the Breath a»d
Ijungs. They have a most pleasant taste. Price Is. ljii.#

2g. 9d„ and l\s. per box. Sold by all Medicine Vendors

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has
been, during 25 years, sanctioned by the medical pro-

fession and universally accepted by tbe public as the beet

remedy for acidity of the stomach, heartburn, headache, gout,

and indigestion. As a mild aperient it is admirably adapted

for ladies and children.—Manufactured (with the utmost at-

tention to strength and purity) by Dinnkford & Co., 172, Ne*
Bond Street, London, W., and sold by all respectable Chemists
throughout the empire.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1860.

BANK OF DKl»OSIT (Kstablished a.b. 1841),
3, PiUl-.MiUi Kant, Loudon.—Capital Stock. 100,000(.

partiofl desiniuri nf Invostiug Money are requested to ex-

amine the Plan of the Hank of Deposit, by which a high rate

of interest may be obtained with ample security.

Peposita made by Bpecial aj^ecment may be withdrawn
without notice.

The interest is payable in January and July.
Peter Morrison. Managing Director.

Forma for opening accounts sent free on application.

I

I

( ,

_L NOTICE.
PELICAN LIFE INSURANCE CO^^^ANY.

Established in 1797. 70, Lombard Street, City. E.G., and
j7 Charing Cross, Westmiuster, S.W.
BONUd OF 1801.—All Policies effected prior to July 1, 1861,

on the Bonus Hc:Ue of Premium, will participate iu the next
Division of Profits.—For Prosi>ectu8es and Forms of prop.iaal

^l^ply at theOffitjesad alwve, or to any of the Company's .\^ent3.

ry^R^ LANDS IMPUOVEMKXT COMl'ANY.—
_L Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1353.

2, Old Palace Yard, WeHtminater, S.W.

To Landowners, the Clergy, Estatb Agents, Surveyors, &c.
IK Enoijind and WxLfa and in Scotland.

The Diiectorfl beg leave to announce that the Company's
Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the sanction of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited in

amount, for the following works of Agricultural Improvement,
the whole outlay and expeuHOS in all cases being liquidated by
a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Uechmation, PUnting, for any beneficial pur
pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm UoiuIh, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or

farming purpoeos.
3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banks

of navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The erection of Fiu-m Mouses, Labourers* Cottages, and
other Buildings required for Farm purposes, :ind the im-
provement of and additions to Farm houses and other
buildings for farm purposes.

Lftndowncrs aflsesscd under the provisions of any Act of

Parliiiment, Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any
public or general works of drainage or other improvements,
may borrow their proportionate share of the cost, and charge
the same with the e^fpenses on the lands improved.
No investigation of title is required, and the Company being

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the
Government Enclosure Commissioners.
For further information, and for forms of application, apply

to the Honourable Williau Napier, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard Westminster, S.W.

THK GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

OflBces, 52, Parliament Street, S-W.
Dirtctors.

Hfsrt Ker SeymKh, Esq., M.P., 0iairman.
Sir John Viixieiw SutLLKY, Bart., M.P. , Depaty-Chairman.

Georpre Thomas Clftrtr, JBbKi,

J.ChevallierCobbold, Esq., M.P
Henry Currie, Esq.
William Fisher Hobbs, >'.8q. . . , .

Under this Company's Act Landowners may effect the

loUowing Improvements on their Est;ites, and charge the Out-

lay and expenses thereon, by way of Rent charge, to be paid

by Half-yearly Instalments, viz. :

—

I. All works of Drainage, Irrigation, and Embankment.
II. The erection of Farm Houses, Cottages for Agricul-

tural Labourers, and all kinds of Farm buildings.

in. The construction of Roads.

IV, The Grubbing and clearing of old Woodlands, Enclos-

ing, Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The Landowners by whom any of these Improvements may

be executed, are—Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in

Possession, Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons,

3IaiTied Women, Beneficial Lessees for Lives or for a term ex-

ceeding 14 years. Corporations, Ecclesiastical or Municipal, In-

cumbents, Sequestra! ors. Charitable Trustees, «tc.

Tlie owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to

avoid the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may
also charge their Estates with Improvements under the simple

and inexpensive process of the Companj-'s Act.

The term of years for the Rent Charge is fixed by the Land-

owner, so as to adapt the amount of annual payment to the

/circumstances of the Tenants, the term for Building Works

being limited to 31 years, but for all other Improvements

b«ng capable of extension to 50 yeara.
, , ,

No investigation of Title being required, and the charge not

being affected by Incumbrances, no legal expenses are in-

curred. , . .^ f 1

J

The arrangements for effecting Improvements are threefold—

No. I. The Works may be designed and executed entirely

by the L.indowner's Agent, and the Company employed

only to supply the Loan and conduct the matter through

all the forms for charging the outlay on the Estate.

Ko. II. llie Company will supply Plans, Specifications,

and Estimates for any Improvement to be executed by
the Lauduwuer's Agent, as under No. I.

, , ,

In each of these cases the Landowner will be solely under

the control of the Inclosure Commissioners.

No III The Company will undertake the entire responsi-

bilitv'of tlie Improvement, prepare the Plana, execute

the Works, and finally charge on the Estate the actual

amount expended with their Commission thereon

approved by the Inclosure Commissioners.

Landowners may thus otUin what assistanee they require

from the Company, and no more, in effectmgthe objects m view

Works of Drainage and other Improvements are also

executed on Commission for Landowners who merely require

the skill and experience of the Company's Officers and a Staff

'""Ippli^lr^o ^'addressed to William Clifford, the Secre-

tary, 52, Farlian^ent Street. S.W.. London.

£dward John Hulx-hins,
SirS. Morton Peto, Bart.,M.P.
William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq.

NEW WORK BY MR- CHARLES DICKENS

Number LXXXIY. of

ALL THE YEAR ROUND 5
Price 2d., contains

GREAT EXPECTATIONS:
A NEW SERIAL STORY.

BY CHARLES DICKENS.
CONTINUED FROM WEEK TO WEEK UNTIL COMPLETED IN AUGUST.

Published also in Monthly Parts and Half Yearly Volumes, at 26, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. ; and by

CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193. PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

t€ THE Stoby of oitr I-IVE3 PEOM Yeae TO Yeab/*—ShaJcspeare*
4 ^

J*

On Tlmrsdoy^ December 13, will be ^uMished, price Fourpencej

A M M THE SEA
POEMIKG THB

EXTRA DOUBLE NUMBER EOR CHRISTMAS
OP

AL THE YEAREOUND
CONDUCTED BY CHARLES DICKENS.

n
i

PUBLISHED AT 26, WELLINGTON STREET, LONDON, W.C; AND BY ALL BOOKSELLERS,

JS'ow ready, price 1j.; free hy post, 14 stamps.

THE GARDENERS' YEAR BOOK
ALMANACK, AND DIRECTORY FOR 1861.

By EGBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.H.S.

2!row ready, price Zs.6d., free Ij/ post, Zs.lOd.,'

THE FRUIT MANUAL,
CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS AND SYNONYMES OF THE FRUITS AND ERUIT TREES

COMMONLY MET WITH IN THE GARDENS AND ORCHARDS OF GREAT BUITAIN,

WITH SELECTED LISTS OF THE VARIETIES MOST WORTHY OF CULTIVATION.

By ROBERT HOGG, II.D., F H.S.,

Secretary to the Fruit Committee of the Horticultural Society of Loudon ; Author of '

'
The Vegetable Kingdom and iU

Products;" ** British Pomology ;" and Co-Editor of the "Cottage Gardener."

LONDON: "COTTAGE GARDENER" OFFICE, 162, FLEET STREET, E.C.

Now ready, in fcp. Svo, with Illustrations, price 3s. 6d.,

CORDON-TRAINING of FRUIT TREES.
Diagonal, Vertical, Spiral, and Horizontal, adapted to

the Orchard House and Open Air Culture. By the Rev.

T, COLLINOS Bh6haut.
London : LoNOMAy^REEN. L^CM4». & Roberts.

^PARLOUR~AN0 pLaYGROUND SCIENCE.

Now ready, in crown Svo, with a Thermometric Scale of Tem-

peratures, and other Illustrations, price 5s. 6d.,

THE LAHORAIORY of CHEMICAL WONDERS:
a Scientific Melange intended for the Instruction and En-

tertainraent of Young People. By G. W. Septimus PiEdSE.

By the same Author, Second Edition, price Ss, 6d.,

CHEMICAL, NATURAL, and PHYSICAL MAGIC.

PIESSE'S ART OF PERFUMERY. Second Edition,

price 8«. 6d. . ^ l ti ™«
London: Lokgm>s, Greks, Longman, & Roberts.

Just published, in One Vol. Svo, price 18?. cloth,

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. By Dr.

GEORGE Hartwio. With several Hundred Wood En-

CTavings ; and an entirely new Series of lUustrationam Chromo-

xvlo™hy, representing the most interesting objects described

in the work, from Original Drawings by Henry Noel Humphreys.

Just published, price is.,
'

THE ROSE ANNUAL voR 1860-61.

By William Pattl, P.H.S.. Author of the "Rose

Garden," Ac.

Loudon : Kent & Co., Paternoster Row, E.a ; or from the

Author, Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

On the lat of January, tSfil, price 2*. 6t(., No. I. of

THE BRITISH FERNS, an entirely new Work by
SirW. J. Hooker. K.II., F.R S. To be completed in 15

Monthly Numbers, each containing Four coloured Platee

uniform in size and style with '* Curtis'a Botanicjil Magazine. ,

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

\

JuBT Published,

HINTS TO LANDLORDS, TENANTS
AND LABOURERS. By S. G. FiNNET. . . ,, ,

" Dete^ei the attention of all interested In Agricultural

^"- A^unls^if the quaintest and boldest of Hints to Land-

lords." <fcc.—Jtfart I<mr Erprew.
.

Suggestive and stimulant, contaimng a great deal of

information."—tfardcnn-i* Chroiade.

RiDGVr-AY, PiccadiUy, W.

'Thoroughly do we sym-

pathiae with the feelings of

enthusiasm expressed in Dr.

Hartwig's brief preface; and

nothing short of such feelings

could have imparted the genial

warmth which dififuses its»ilf

throughout the volume, and

makes the printed pages to

harmonise completely with

the beautiful illustrations the

more important of which bear

themselves a chastened

warmth of tinting that, while

it does not display the fine

glowing colours of all the ori-

ginals, nevertheless presents

noveltx of style as well as

auf&cicney of effect, and does

not throw into conspicuous

inferiority the profusion of

excellent woodcuts with which
page after page of the text is

adorned to those who are

aeeking for a suitable presenta-

tion volume to intelligent

young folks, we Tsrould com-

mend the present publication

in particular. It has the ele-

ments of popularity in a high

degree, to which the illustrator

has contributed nearly as much
by his pencil as the author by

his pen. A volume so beautiful

is a credit to all parties con-

cerned in its preparation."—

Athenmv,m.

On the 1st of January, 1S61, price 2j. 6t?., No. I. of

GARDEN FERNS, an entirely new Work by Sir W.
J. Hookfb, K.H., F.R.S., on Ferns suitable for cultiva-

tion in the Garden, Hothouse, or Conservatory, m Monthly

Numbers, each containing Four Coloured Plates, uniform in

size and style with " Curtis'a Botanical Magazme.

LoVELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

In Monthly Numbers (4 Coloured Plates), price 2a. 6ci.,

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. A richly illustrated

portfolio of New and Choice Varieties of Flowers buitable

or cultivation in tlie Garden, Hothouse, or Conser^-atory.

Edited by Thomas Moore, F.L.S., Secretary of the Floral

Committee of the Horticultural Society.

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Now Ready, 430 pages, 24 Coloured Plates, 30«.,

OUTLINES OF BRITISH FUNGOLOGY. By tho

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. Contaiiiiiig cha-

racters of above a thousand species of Fungi, with numerous

coloured Figures, and a complete List of all that Lave been

described as Natives of the British Isles.

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

London : Longman, Gree>-, Lo^^iA^,_fcRoBERT9:

This day, Demy Svo, price 10#.,

rpRADES' SOCIETIES and STRIKES Report

1 of the Committee on Trades' Societies appointed by the

vTtional Association for the Promotion of Social Science ;
pre-

sented at Ihe Fourth Annual Meeting of the Association at

'''''''^ul:^'To:^i'f>^-^-^ & SoK, West Strand, W.C,

Ry the Overland Mail from Bombay of the 12th

November, we learn that the collection of the

Income-tax was so obcoxious to the native mer-

cbanta and bazaar dealers in that presidency, that



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
thej Jjad entered into a combination to suspend^
all business until the tax should be abolished.
The Baroda Eailway works had been summarily
suspended by the Government, but the cause of
the suspension had not transpired. A famine was
imminent in the districts round Neemuch, and the
Durbars of KotahjDhar, and Bursee had, in self
defence, prohibited the transit of provisions across
their frontiers. It was reported that Neemuch had
only 15 days' food left, and that the people were
in danger of being starved.

The KiXG OF Sardinia left Naples on Friday
for Palermo, and was received by the Sicilians with
extraordinary enthusiasm. His Majesty on his
arrival proceeded to the cathedral, where he was
solemnly received by the Archbishop of Palermo.
The King afterwards gave audience to the consti-
tuted bodiesand deputationsfrom the municipalities.
HiS Majesty has since issued a Proclamation to
the Sicilians, reminding them of the former con-
nection of his family with tho island, and pro-
mising to respect the privileges of the Sicilian

Church, and to found an administration which
will develop agriculture and commerce, and esta-

blish the moralprinciplesof a well-ordered society.

Tranquillity has now been restored both at Naples
and in the provinces with few exceptions, and
the explanations given by the Government at
the meeting of the ]S"ational Council on Tuesday
have produced a good impression on the country.
The Sardinian batteries opened fire on the
fortress of Gaeta on Tuesday. The French
Government is said to have intimated to the
Ejxg the inutility of further resistance, and the
Minister of Foreign Affairs at Gaeta, in a fresh
protest against the interference of a ''perjured
and disloyal sovereign," admits that "it is not
probable that the defence will be as prolonged as
the sovereigns of Europe seem to wish."

Despatches from Hungary state that the whole
country is in a state bordering upon insurrection.
The Comitat of Pesth has resolved not to yield a
hair's breadth of their rights and laws, and the
important towns of Debrecsin, Eperies, Szegedin,
Nagykoroa, Ketskemet, Arad, mitzen, andCson-
grad, have been the scene of demonstrations against
the Governnitut, some of which have already led
to serious collisions with the troops.

WAL GAZETTE. Pecxmeu s, iseo.

Momt

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Royal iixmily continue at Windsor Castle. On Satur-
day moniiug the Queen, accompanied by Prince
Alfred, Princess Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse,
walked in the Home Park-, and visited the Duchess
of Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort came
to town and presided at a Council of the Com-
mittee of the Uoynl Horticultural Society at South
Kensington. The Duchess of Kent and the Princess
of Leiningen visited her Majesty and took luncheon.
The Marquis and Marchioness of Abercorn, with Lady
Georgiana Hamilton and the Right Hon. Sir T. Wyse,
lea the Castle. The Prince of Wales arrived from
Oxford in the afternoon. Prince Edward of Sase
Weimar, Earl Granville, Earl and Countess Stanhope,
the Earl and Countess of Clarendon, and Ladies Con-
stance and Emily Villiers, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and Mrs. Gladstone, arrived on a visit
Ou Sunday morning the Queen and Prince Consort,
the Prince of Wales, Princes Alfred, Arthur, and
Leopold, Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Prince
Edward of

^
Saxe Weimar, and Prince Lonis of Hesse,

attended Dume service in the private chapel. The Rev,
VV. Selwyn preached the sermon. On Monday mornino.
the Queen, with Princess Alice, walked and drove il
the Home Park, and visited the Duchess of Kent at
Frogmore. The Prince Consort went out shooting,
accompanied by Prince Alfred, Prince Edward of Saxt
Weimar, Prince Louis ot Hesse, and the Prince of
Leiningen. The Prince of Wales returned to Oxford.
The Duchess of Kent and the Princess of Leiningen
visited hei- Majesty and took luncheon. In the
afternoon Count Persigny had an audience of the Queen
to present his letters of recall, and Count de Flahuult
had an audience to deliver his credentials as Ambassador
of the Emperor of the French. The Hon. Henry Elliot
hiid an audience on liis return from Naples. Lord John
Russell had an audience of her ]\Tajesty. The Prince
Consort presided at a meeting of the Council of the
Duchy of Cornwall, held in the Castle. Prince Edward
of Saxe-Weimar, Earl and Countess Stanhope, the Earl
and Countess of Clarendon with Ladies Constance and
Emily Villiers, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer
and Mrs. Gladstone left the Castle. The Duke of
Cambridge, the Duke of Newcastle, the Duchess of
Sutherland, Lord Pahnerston, and Colonel Seymour
arrived on a visit. On Tuesday the Empress of the
French vfsited her Majesty. The Empress proceeded to
Windsor by a special train on the Great Western Rail-
way, and on arriving at the Windsor Station was

Count DE Peksignt has addressed a circular to
the Prefects of France, on entering upon his
functions as Minister of the Interior. He states

Alice and Pnnce Alfred, attended by the ladies and
gentlemen in waiting, the Duke of Cambridge, Prince
Louis of Hesse, Earl Granville, the Duke of Newcastle'
and Lord Palmerston, received the Empress at the
entrance, and conducted her Imperial Majesty to the Cor-
ridor. The Empress took luncheon with her Majesty,

Constitution, the Empeeor ^vas desirous to open to
|

?"d the Prince and Princess of Leiningen. After remain-
the world a new era of peace and prosperity, and ^"^ *^^'° ^o^^s, the Empress took leave of the Queen
that after having done all that was necessary for • ^f^^^^^^J"^ London. The Prince Consort aceom-
the honour of France abroad, he has now done his
best to "prepare the country for the noble and
peaceable exercise of liberties, the development of
which the popular throne of the Napoleoxs
must protect." Count de Persigny calls upon
the Prefects to be firm and vigilant in
the maintenance of nublio orrlmv andpublic order,
at the same time recommends them to neglect
nothing to "complete the reconciliation of par-
ties,'' to invite ^the many honourable men who
continue attached to former Governments, to give
the country the benefit of their knowledge and
experience, and to remind them that "if it is
noble to preserve the worship of reminiscences, it

13 still more noble to be useful to their country."

Mr. LiNcoLK, the President elect of the United
States, delivered an address to his supporters at
Springfield, Hlinois, on the 20th ult., in which he
said that in all their rejoicings they should neither
express nor cherish any hard feelings towards any
citizen who, by his vote, had differed from them,
bnt that at all times they should remember that
" all American citizens were brothers of a
common country, and should dwell together
in the bonds of fraternal feeling." The accounts
from the South are of a less violent character,
and South Carolina now appears to be the
only State in favour of immediate secession
The commercial disorder however arising- out o'

named the Empress to the station. Earl Granville
lett the Castle in the afternoon. On Wednesday
morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice,
drove out in an open carriage and four. Prince
Alfred, the Buke of Cambridge, Prince Louis of

I Hesse, and Prince Leiningen. went out shooting.
Ihe Judge-Advocate-General had an audience of her
Majesty to submit the proceedings of some courts-
martial. The Duke of Cambridge, the Duke of New-
castle, Lord Palmerston, and Colonel Seymour left
the Castle. On Thursday the Duchess of Kent and
the Princess of Leiningen visited her Majestv from
Frogmore, and took luncheon. The Duchess of
Sutherland left the Castle. The mtended visit of the
Queen and the Koyal family to Osborne has been post-
poned in consequence of the prevalence of fever in the
Isle of AVighfc.

The Empr-ess of the French prolonged her stay
at Manchester until noon on Saturday, when she left by
the London and North-Western Railway for Leaming-
ton, her intended visit to Liverpool having been
abandoned. During her stay at Manchester, the
curiosity of the people entirely broke throufrh the
privacy which it had been the Empress's wish to
preserve; but it was a goodnatured rudeness, chiefly
venting itself in the one cry of " Hooray '

"

and her Majesty, both on Friday and Saturday,
appeared to take the intrusion very kindly. Her
Majesty arrived at Leamington at 4 p.m. on
Saturday and proceeded to the Regent Hotel amidst
the hearty cheering of an immense crowd which had
collected at the station. On Sunday morninn- the
Empress attended Divine service at the Roman Catholic
^apel, which was densely crowded on the occasion.
Her Majesty walked to the chapel, but the police, whose
services had been requested by telegraph before her+V« « V i.- r 1- .,,

'***'^*"6 "^^" "-^;.^^« iiaKi ue«u raqueateu oy telegraph before hertne agitation for disunion still continues, and ^"^'^alatLeamington^^restrained thenaturalinquisitive-
the banks of Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, i

"^^J.^^
^^^ public, and no person was guilty of any im- , „, .......j- „

Richmond, New Jersey, Norfolk, and other places ! Efff
?^" ^^*^ ?*" curiosity. In the evening the Empress officers, 921 file. The cadet company was also present,

tave suspended specie payments. ' Hnfpl Tn" v «f ^"^.^^"'^S"^ T^ ^"l''^^ ^^ Claridge's
I

and had the honour of keeping the ground.-The Iim^^ r r J ^^'^ notel, iirook Street, on Sunday night. On Tuesday of Courts Corps was inspected in Richmond Park o

morning her Mnjesty went to Windsor and p^^d^a^g!;
to the Queen, returning in the afternoon to Clarid^e'.
Hotel, where she still remains.

^^^
The Empkess op AtJSTniA.-Adviccs from Viirostate that the Osborne had arrived there on the27th ult to take in coal, after a very roush passa^P

ill *V ^.^^..^^^r'-^y^
°^ the 25th, Ue VictoSd

Albert and the Osborne encountered a terrific srale with
a very heavy sea. Both ships were obliged to heave tobut as the weather moderated the Victoria and Albertwith the Empress on board, kept her course for Madeira'
wlule the Osborne, with the Imperial suite, wag obliged
to put into Vigo. The Osborne had received a gSod

i oo^'T''^^'
^"^ "^^"^^ ^^ ^^*^y to start for Madeira

on the 28tn* ^

PfiiL-CB Alfred has left the Euryalus, 50, and in
order to obtain experience in the navigation of a larger
ship will join the line-of.battle ship St. George, 90m January, and proceed in her to the West Indies
and Nortli America. Some of the other midshipmen
ot the Euryalus will be transferred with his Roval
Highness to the St. George.
Oeder of the Bath.—The Queen has given orders

tor the appointment of Rutherford Alcock, Esq., her
Majesty's Minister to the Tycoon of Japan, and Charles
Alison, Esq., her Majesty's Minister to the Shah of
Persia, to be Civil Companions of the Bath.
Parliamentary Movements.—It is reported that

Parliament will be summoned to meet for despatch of
business on the 5th of February. Lord Bury was on
Saturday elected for the Wick burghs without oppositionm the room of Mr. Laing. Mr. Meller, the Conservative
candidate for Southwark, has decided on not going to
the poll on the present occasion. Mr. Scovell, Mr.
Pawcett, and Mr. Layard are still prosecuting their
canvass. The nomination for Newcastle-on-Tyne took
place on Thursday, when Mr. Carstairs and Mr.
Beaumont were put in nomination, Mr. P. A. Taylor
having previously retired from the contest. The show
of hands was in favour of Mr. Carstairs, and a poll was
demanded on behalf of Mr. Beaumont. The state of the
poll at 1 o'clock yesterday was 1865 for Mr. Beaumont
and 1266 for Mr. Carstairs.

Colonial Appointment.—The Queen has appointed
John Maclean, Esq., C.B., to be Lieutenant-Governor of
the Territories of British Kaffraria.

Consular Appointments.—The Queen has appoin-
ted Lieut-Colonel Stanton, C.B., to be Consul-General
at Warsaw; James Grignon, Esq., now Consul at
Teneriffe, to be Consul at Kiga ; and Robert Godschall
Johnson, now Consul at Riga, to be Consul at Tenerilfe.
The Aemt.—The Colonelcy of the 13 th Light Dra-

goons, vacant by the death of the Hon. General Lygoo,
has been conferred ou Major-Genend Maclean. The

" -. .. — cated by this

Tajor-General
Colonelcy of the 6th Dragoons,

vacated by General Beckwith's promotion, has been con-
ferred on Major-General Marten. Lieut.-GeneralWard
has been appointed Colonel-Commandant of the Royal
Engineers, in the room of the late Gen. Thackeray.
The Navy.—Sir Baldwin Walker has resigned the

office he has so long held as Surveyor of the Navy, and
has accepted the command at the Cape of Good Hope,
vacant by the removal of Sir Henry Keppel to the
Brazils station, in the room of Sir Stephen Lushington,
whose period of service has expired. The Queen has
directed letters patent to be passed under the Great
Seal, granting to Admiral Sir Graham Eden Hammond,
Bart., G.C.B., the office of Rear-Admiral of the United
Kingdom, in the room of the late Earl of Dundonald.
The Iron Plated Ships. — The works of the

Warrior, upon which more than 25,000?. have already
been spent, were suspended for two days last week, the
Lords of the Admiralty having discovered that she is

not likely to combine stability with invulnerability.
After long deliberations however it was decided to pro-
ceed with the experiment, and to use every possible exer-
tion to get the ship launched before the end of the year.
The Volunteee Movement.— A numerously at-

tended meeting was held on Friday at the Great
Western Hotel, Paddington, Sir F. Halliday in the
chair, at which a committee was appointed for the
purpose of forming a troop in that district in connection
with the Metropolitan Light Cavalry.—A numerons
meeting of gentlemen of the Jewish persuasion was
held on Tuesday evening, at Zetland Hall, Goodman's-
fields, when it was unanimously resolved to form a
Corps of Jewish Rifle Volunteers.—A numerous meet-
ing of members belonging to the Ancient Order of
Foresters of the south-eastern district of the metropolis
has been held at Blackheath, at which it was resolved
to] form a second company in connection with the 5th
Kent Artillery.—The anniversary meeting of the
Admiralty Company of the Civil Service Corps was
held on Monday evening at Somerset House, Lord
Clarence Paget in the chair, when the prizes com-
peted for at Wimbledon in October last, were pre-
sented to the winners,—the first prize, a silver cup, to

Mr. S. S. Lewes, and the second, a field-glass, to Mr.
Noel Smith.—The Queen's (Westminster) mustered
in great strength on Saturday evening in Westminster
Hall, and were inspected by Earl Grosvenor, Lieutenant-
Colonel Commanding. There were present 16 companies,
including two of recruits, the whole mustering, without
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5 rtlay a^l^t'rnoOM, by Culunel M'Almdo. The battalion

P** Jed in King*s Ikncli Walk, aud marched thuiice
^^

T^lRckfriurb Bridge to Waterloo Station, wLure

t^v took the railway to Rlcbmona.—The Stoke

Singtou Corps now numbers 130 men, who
f* beeu divided into two compiinios.—The London

\ tioiiiil
mustered in full uniform on Saturday

f the Welliiigtou Barracks, and accompanied

h the drums and fifes of the Guards proceeded thence

ar
Westminster Bridge, through Staiut'ord Street,

!^ross Bbckfriars Bridge, along Farringdon Street,

iffolbori),
Oxford Street, B^ent Street, and Parliameut

Street to Westminster. The numbers present were

ot far short of 200 raeD. The Londo'h National now

numbers between 400 and 500 members, and has

dlready organised two bands—one of brass instruments

and another of tifea and drums.—The challenge given

by Captain Wilbraham Taylor, of the 12th Middlesex

/Barnet), having beeu accepted by the Admiralty Com-

pany of the Civil Service Corps, the match took place

on Saturday, at Highwood Hill, when the Admirulty

Company won by 15 points, having scored 84, while

the Barnet Company scored 69. The prize, which is a

silver cup, value 10/., is held on the condition that the

winners are bound to accept a similar challenge from

any other metropolitan company if given within one

jjjonth.—The 7th Middlesex (Islington) marched out on

Saturdav, preceded by their baud aud accompanied by

some of the cadets of the regiment, and proceeded

through High Street, Islington, along the Holloway

Boad and Seven Sisters' Road to the Manor House,

returning by the same route. The strength ofthe corps

now amounts to 100 men, and the cadet corps numbers

about 40 boys from 10 to 15 years of age.— The

additional company for the 2d Tower Hamlets Regiment

which has lately been formed in th^, districts of Clapton

and Stamford Hill, is rapidly augmenting, and already

numbers more than 50 effectives.—The 8th Tower

Hamlets (East and West India Dock Company's corps)

though very recently established, has arrived at such an

advanced state of efficiency that the non-commissioned

officers have been appointed, and the regiment

will take part iu a Volunteer demonstration in

Victoria Park at the beginning of the new year.

—The St. Giles and St. George's Bloomsbury Corps

have had a rifle contest at Harrow and Kilburn, when

the prizes were won by Sergeant-Major Hooper,

Private Cansick, Private D, Dolamore. Capt. Jeakes t!ie

Captain Commandant, and Private Berridge.—The 22d

Surrey assembled on Saturday at the head-quarters in

Westminster Bridge Road, and marched with the band

to Batfceraea Bridge, and thence across the river to the

Middlesex side, returning over Westminster Bridge.—

The 4th Surrey on Saturday had a shooting match at

Str-eatham, for prizes given by the ladies of the district,

when the lirst prize was won by Ensign Coles, the

secoud by :^nsign Oxley.—The 3d Battalion of the

Royal Arsenal RiHes on Saturday evening had a grand

concert, maintained principaUy by amateur performers,

in aid of the band fund. About 1200 persons were

present, and the attempt was so successful that similar

concerts wiU be given in succession during the month

by the 1st Battalion of the Arsenal Rifles, the Brigade

of Artillery, and the Dockyard Corps.—The 5th Com-

pany of the Kent Corps had a shooting match at Can-

terburv last week, when the prizes were won by Colour-

Ser-eaut Korman, Corporal Linford. Corporal Newman

and" Private Howard. On a previous day the 6th

Company bad a shooting match, when the prizes were

won by Private Castle and Sergeant Major I oord.—

A

public meeting of the nobility and gentry of Cheshire

was held on Saturday in the Shire Hall, Chester, the

Marquis of Westminster in the chair, when it was

'unanimously resolved to form an association for promo-

tiug rifle shooting in the county in connection with the

iNational Rifle Association. The meeting was addresb^d

by Lord Egerton of Tatton, Sir Philip Kgerton, M.P.,

Mr. Cornwall Leigh, M.P., Colonel Wilbraham, the

Mayors of Chester and Macclesfield, Mr. John Laird,

and other gentlemen, and ^ committee was appoin^^^^^^

to carry t^ resolution into effect, the Marquis of W esfc-

minster being appointed president of the associabon.-

The fet riae contest of the 21st Lancashire (Wigan)

took place last week, when the prizes ^\^^^e Jon by

Privates Halsall, Leader, Jackson, Waddington

Bosanquet in the chair, when it was resolved to organise

a aub-diviaion in connection with the 11th Herts.—The
11th Hants were inspected at Romsey on Friday by
Colonel Luard, Ai^si8tant Inspector for the South-
Western District.—The movement continues gradually

to advance in Essex. The strength of the Colchester

corps now exceeds the regulation limits of a single

company, and the formation of a second company is

consequently in progress. The corps recently established

at Ongar is now upwards of 60 strong. The Epping
company, 45 strong, has met for company parade, under

the command of Sir W. B. Smijth. The Walthamstow
company now numbers about 50 effectives. The North
Essex Borderers meet for drill in Lord Braybrooke's

deer park. Sir Brydges Henniker and the Rev. E.

Maxwell have announced their intention to offer prizes

next year for competition by the Dunmow corps.

—

The 3d Breconshlre (Crickhowell) had a shooting match

last week, when a silver cup offered by Lady Maiden,

was won by Corporal Ramsey, and the other prizes

were won by Privates Hall, Ramsey, W. Lewis, P.Lewis,

Richards, Prosser, and Howth Williams.— The 2d

Monmouthshire forms a battalion nearly 500 strong,

Ehbw Vale and Sirhowy having joined it,—The 3d

Monmouthshire has been increased by the accession of

100 Volunteers from Risca and 50 from Tredegar.—

The 7th Monmouthshire now numbers 300 men, and

brigades with the Monmouth and Pontypool. It is in

contemplation to unite all the Newport bodies into

one battalion, which will then number some hundreds.

The Artillery Corps has secured a practice ground at

the mouth of the Usk, on the ground of the Rev. J.

Nicholls.—The l7th Glamorganshire assembled at Ca-

doxton on Monday, and was inspected for the first time

by Major Roney, inspector of the district.—The 6th

Devon (Barnstaple) was presented last week with a

set of colours by Mrs. Pott, wife of the member for

the borough.-The 1st aud 2d Companies of the

Wakefield Battalion had a shooting match on Mon-

day, when the Isfc Company made much better

practice than the 2d. The prizes were won by Sergeant

Glover, Private Grace, and Ensign Hart.—A meeting

was held at the Town Hall, Doncaster, on Monday,

when it was resolved to take the necessary steps to

establish another Rifle Company in the town.—The 1st

Staffordshire battalion had a shooting match on Monday

on the ground of the Newcastle-under-Lyne Company,

when the prizes were won by Private Crompton, New-

castle company; Sergeant Higginbottom, Longton

company; and Lieutenant Dutton, Newcastle company.

dfoieign

:

M'Canu, and Fairhurst ; Sergeants Low;c, Hilton, and

Lamb. A medal was also presented to P"vate Lea foi

his good sliooting.-The Hon. Lady Middleton, widow

of the late Sir W. F. F. Middleton has P;^^*^" /^^

silver bugle to the Needham Market or 12th Suffolk

Corps.-The Lincoln Corps had a competition for prizes

last week when a Whitworth rifle of the value of

I5IJneas was won by Lance-Corporal Barker, and a

:Uv'er cup .yas won by L. ^ethereU -Official sanct^^^^^

has been siven for the formation of the 2d, 4th, 5tu,

e^^d fth Cambridgeshire Corps V^to a.iad—

^

tivp bittalion —The Cambridge University Corps was

reswear Friday by Colonel M^Murdo in Parkerjs

P?eee-^rhe Oxford Ur?iversity Corps was inspected on

Monday by Colonel M'Murdo in Headington Hil Park.

The coL^^^ nearly 300 strong and the luspec

tiou w^fw^nossed by the Prince of VVales, fo.s^-'
colonel of the corps.-The 1st Cumberland (Car isle)

Corps was inspected in Carlisle Castle on Fridaj by

€& Wake, who has j ust completed his inspec
^^^^

o^^

the eastern division of ti\^C^'?^,*^^t"^,.Xtde,don
A meeting of the principal luhabitant. of Ho^ldesdon

and its yiduity was held on the 29th ult., Mr. G. J.

France.—Count dePersiguy has issued the following

circular to the Prefects, on entering upon his duties as

Minister of the Interior :

—

" Monsieur le Pr^fet,-ln taking possession of the ^iffh pa?t

to wliich the confidence of the Emperor has called me, I have

first of aU to claim all youi- support, for the nobler the spectacle

gfven to us by the Imperial ^t of the 24th of November the

Sore ought the internal administration of the country to be

inspired with generous ideas. Here is a Pr^c^ who, after

havS^^ceived the powers of the nation to re-estabUsh pubUc

order at home and the greatness of the country abroad, is the

first to appeal to the wishes and opimon of
^^^<'^:Jf''^l';

he victorious over enemias at home and abroad when ho intro-

duces into our institutions improvements ^^/;:'^^?^.^^,P'^^^^^^^^

his confidence in the country. The picture of that first portion

o his reign will form a bright period m ^"[.^'i^t^o'X Cf"f^
by the voice of a whole people to place himself at the he.id of a

s^iety upset, fallen into chaos and anar.hy, he sets courageous y

towork. and iu a few years he restores order among men and

Sings to such a point that never did such prospentypreva.!

in any epoch of our history-. Then, when th=^t great labour is

scarcely terminated at home, he is led by the situation of

Europe to undertake one no less imporUmt ^^broad, to restore

France to that high position to which she has a right. Despite

Sre prophecies that he will be carried a^ay.by ^^r beyond

the limit of the real interests of France, his wisdom, equal to

his co^age, stop, him at thnt Umit ; and thus, not on^y has he

re esShed. to the advantage of our ^^^^-^y the distma>ed

equiUbrium of Europe, but he has opened to the
^^J^^

*^^!™ nf nftjwp and nrosDerity. FiuaUy, to complete this picture,

of which the popular throne of the ^ ^^P"^^'^^„7^!lf'J^eh
Monsieur Ic Prefet, if I recall to your mind the great

threadTf our own destinies, they need, "° C.\\ev have

- - - ^— 1 ,^——^ ^1 ^ ' *

judged without a hearing, and still less that I shall shield my
responsibility behind yours. Nor must you fear that while you
are courageously devoting yourselves for the public interests,

you will remain at a disfeince, exposed without defence to the
resentment of unsatisfied ambitions. However, you will soon
receive instructions upon important points of policy and ad-

ministration, and I shall have an opportunity of making an
appeal to your zeal and devotion.—Accept, &c.. The Minister of
the Interior, " De Peesight."

The Moniteur of Sunday publishes the following

article on the visit of the Empress to Scotland:

—

*• We are informed from England that the journey of the
Empress, undertaken with the sole view of intproving her
health, becomes, despite all the precautions of her Majesty to
preserve he rincognito, a real ovation. In Scotland, wherever
she baa been recognised, the towns have hastened to present
addresses to her ; the lords of the soil have vied with each,

other in doing the honours of their noble mansions. On tho
28th, of November the Empress paid a visit to her cousin, the
Princess Mary, at Hamilton Castle. At Stirling and at Glasgow
the Volunteers turned out aud gave cheers fur the Emperor and
Empress. At Preston and at Manchester the reception given to

her Majesty was the more significant as her Majesty was nob

expected. In the great manufacturing city of Manchester the
reception assumed quite a character of enthusiasm. * Vive la.

France

!

' * Kiw Upaix ! '—such were the shouts which greeted

her Majesty. On the 3d Deceoiber the Empress purposes pay-

ing a visit to the Queen at Windsor Castle. These sympa-

thetic manifestations of the English nation can only tend

to strengthen the bonds between the two nations. They show
in a striking mannerhow the common sense of the masses dis-

cards the violent aud thoughtless attacks of which a portion of

the press does not fear to make itself the organ.*'

—A second convention, supplementary to the treaty of

commerce between the English aud Freuoh Govern-

ments, was ratified on Friday, and published in the

Moniteur and London Gazette on Saturday. Several

articles of British manufacture formerly prohibited,

such as cotton yarns, bleached and dyed yarns,

tissues of wool, carpets, cotton tissues, velvets,

fustians, quiltings, damasks, counterpanes, nets,

gauzes, and muslins, are now admitted at moderate

duties ; and linens, though more highly taxed, are

still sufficiently reduced to admit of importation.

Silk tissues, lace, and hosiery are admitted free of

duty, together with tiles, bricks, and draining tiles.

Glassware and table glass, hitherto prohibited,

pay a duty of 10 per cent, ad valorem, and hne

earthenware and stonewai-e, hitherto prohibited, pay 20

per cent, ad valorem. A large number of dyes and

chemicals hitherto heavily taxed are admitted free.

The Co-MtUtttiomieh referring to the Treaty, expresses a

hope that the time for allowing the importation of

British manufactured goods will be anticipated. It is

considered probable that instead of being deferred to

June and October, 1861, the Treaty will be caUed into

force with the new year. The negotiations at Paris tor

a commercial treaty between France and Belgium are

progressing favourably. When terminated, negotia-

tions for a commercial treaty between the Zollvereiu and

France will be opened at Berlin. The Emperor and the

Prince Imperial returned to Paris from Compiegne OU

Friday evening. Ihe Count de Persiguy ai-nved on

Tnesdav in Paris and immediately took up Ins residence

at the" hotel of the Minister of the Interior. The

a country can never oe ucvm^.p^«
T^^Z^ in'hV alwavs as firm

the most perfect security, I ask of you to
^''^^^f^^^^J^i^

in maint^nlng pubHc o^der as^ v^iL.nt if "^-^-^^^'^ j
keeping an eye upon

t^^/^Jf^f^not to neglect anything
recommend you at the ^^me t^^^ °ot

^ ^^,% panics.
to complete the worK "^. ^-Ji" . j^^ ^en of former

ot their country, and remind them tttat ii ^
tain the worship of remembrances .t is |t.U more

^^
of service to thoir eountry^ ^d now M le^r ^

^

,,e to
<^°--^ralir'"-Sl'"ferS''ons[dl^S. which but too

5

ask ynu to put ^^^^^'li'S!.! »l„-av« rfve me your opinion

sudor at I'ans, is wunuui, iou.m«...--. — --.

Presklont of one of the Chumbers of the Tinpena!

Court of Paris, has been assasbUiatoa. The Monttemr

publishes a decree conferring upon Marshal VaiUunt the

title of Minister of the Eunieror's Household. It also

aunounces that M. Rarocho, President of tl'e Couaca

nf State bavin? the rank of Minister, will take

HictiUc' of Minister, without portfolio. The rumour

that Count de Morny has been sent on a m.ssiou

to Rome is contradicted. It is also sa.d that tho

report that the assembling of the Corps
i^^H^f^^f

will be hastened in consequence of the recent decree

on the Constitution, is incorrect, and I'^'t >'
;^^'«

take place, as usual, in the beginning of February

The Senate, however, will meet earher, .n order to

regulate the execution of the resolutions contained m
the decree. The Co«etituHonnel says that there is no

intention of dissolving the Corps Legislatif. Iha

Monulr publishes the report of M .
Haussmann

Prefect of the Departineut of the Seine, on he budget

of the city of Paris. He discusses the question of the

octroi, and concludes by expressing an opinion agamst

its abolition. Some of the journals state that Baroa

de Eothschild is negotiating for the purchase from

the Count de Chambotd of tt«
/"f '.

"^
J^J:

which is the last hit of property he\i hy that

Prit'ce in France, with the exception Chambord.

The irou-cased frigate La Gloire, which bus been

cruli^ with the Algesiras to try her speed agamst

tharvfssel. returned to Toulon on Sumb.v. During

a the triak with two, four, si.x, and e.ght .oilers the

G o?e lad much the advantage ottUe^lS-s.r^-^hr^

is however, one of the fastest vessels in the French

X It was also ascertained that the Gloiro powessa

?hl Necessary qualities for facing all weathers at sea.

¥he EmptTor inspected on Thursday week, a machme

iTth a n!nv motiv*; power based - - iippl.cation of

l^^A^Z^^^^r. ^iii^h^i. intend;.i to ropWa

f nm His Maiesty remalucd for half an hour, and
'
vpres'sed to M Mo". the inventor, his satisfactioa

ri rthe result, obtained. .The ^---ft^^e

wi

ten emiKii-iiM" b^-^- "—;"„„ „f nharacter which con^tuuiea
IfranUy with that mdepeadeu^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^.^^,

the true servant of the State .con u
^^^^^^^^ that a

ing whetner y-u >'/" F'y,-- ..: .v goldier who exposes
functionary of the civil order ikt

^'^^^^Xnecessury/to hrave
Ufe for his country, must know how,

^^^J^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^
• an undeserved disgrace.

it know how, ii neccs="'j» — r:.-r:

But do not fear that you will be

ble power ad the expenditure of fuel established a
borse-poftei, a.u r

Eaiperor has grunted

re^uiiS'tT t TSorJcity (l^.ard battSion to

^isirPans as a body and in military uniform, m the

'°S.-M!i.halO-DonncUh«. declared to the Cotte.
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fulfilled his duty iu remiiiuing to share the perils of the
'King of Naples. In the sittings of the Cortes on Monday
Senor Revero proposed that any acts of the authorities
.which might obstruct the lawful actions of political
parties should be cotisidered a violation of the repre-
sentative system. The Cortes rejected this proposition,
and the Minister of the Interior then declared that
democracy had no legal existence in Spain. The
£spaRa publishes numerous letters from inhabitants of
the province of Biscay, energetically protesting

.
against the projects of annexation to France contained
-in letters which had been inserted in that journal.

SwiTZEKXAifD.—The first sitting of the new National
Council was opoued on Monday by a long speech from
3VI. Seidler, President by seniority. The election of the
new President and Vice-President of the National

' Council by its different sections took place on Tuesday,
when M. Dapples of Lausanne, and M, Latour of Chur,
both members of the National party, were respectively
elected President and Vice-President. Di\ Blumer, of
Glarus, was elected President of the Council of the
States, and AI. Hermann, of Obwalden, was elected
Vice-President,

Hesse Cassel.—The Committee of the Second
Chamber appointed to discuss the question of the con-
stitution of the country, has unanimously made the
following proposals to the Chamber :

—

1. That the Legislative Assembly does not consider itself the
legitimate representative of the country, and cannot therefore
transact any public business. 2. That representations should
be made to the Elector, frankly explaining the ideas and
wishes of the country, and that the Elector should be
requested to re-establish at an early period the oonatitutional
rights of Electoral Hesse, which, until 1860, had been recog-
nised as valid. Should any changes be found necessary, the
Elector should agree upon the same conjointly with a Repre-
sentative Assembly, to be convoked on the basis of the
©lectoi-al law of 1849.

WUETE5IBEEG.—The Dukc Paul of Wurtemberg
died at Mergenthcim, on the 26tli ult. He was well
•known as a traveller and natural philosopher, and was
born in 1795.
PRrssiA.—The Official Gazette announces that

M, Stieber, Director of Police, has been relieved of all

bis functions, and that the Procureur du Roi, M.
Schwarck, has been dismissed from his office. The
Prussian Government lately called on the different

Chambers of Commerce in the kingdom to give their
opinion and advice on the commercial treaty to be con-
cluded with France. Their reports have all been re-

ceived by the Ministry, and the negotiations -will com-
mence shortly.

ArsTRiA.—The official Gazette declares on authority
that the rumours of negotiations on the cession of
Venetia for a pecvmiary indemnity are unfounded, and
that " as a matter of course there can be no question of
selling a Crown land." Another semi-official journal
says—"Those persons knou- Austria but littJe who
think that she will bnrfcer her good rights." The
official Oiizette publishes the convention between France,
Austria, and Sardinia for carrying- out the partition of
the debts and assets of the Monte Lombardo. The liabi-

lities amount to 99 million lire, of which sura two-
filths are to be charged to Austria and three-fifths

to Sardinia. The assets, which are also to be divided,

amount to 9^ million lire.

TnE Aduiatic.—The Archduke Ferdinand Maxi-
juiliau has assumed the command of a squadron of
evolution. General Benedck has made an inspection of
the fortresses on the Venetian coast. He has also
assembled the officers at Venice, and addressed them in a
speech, tuUing them that the Government had never
entertained the idea of selling Venetia, that it would
not assume the ofTonsive, but would defend itself most
energeti<-4illy if attacked.

HuKGABY.—-On the 29th ult. Count Carolyl, the
Obergespan, convoked the principal inhabitants of
Pesth for a preliminary discussion of the question
Aviiethcr a political organisation of the comitat
shall t;i!;e place. After a warm debate it was resolved
that the inhabitants of the comitat would not yield a
hair's hreadth of their rights and laws, and the wishes
'they expressed in 184S. It was also resolved that all

fuithev steps should be determined upon by the
general conjrregation of the comitat, wbicli is to
assemble on the 10th of December. The papers publish
farther details of the late demonstration at Debrecsin
and Eperies at the installation of Count Carolyi as
Obergcs^jan. They state that crowds of people paraded
the town uttering cries of "Long live Kossuth!"
*'Long live Garihaldi I" and that the Austrian arms
were torn down from the Exchequer and other public
buildings. The military were obliged to interfere to
restore order, and many people were wounded and 50
arrested. Accounts from Szegedin, K"agyk6ro3, Kets-
kemet, Arad, and Csongrad state that demonstrations
against the Government officials had also taken place
in those towns. In consequence of disturbances at
Wa:tz«?n, a serious conflict had taken place between
the military and the people, in which numbers were
wounded on both sidts. Mention is also made of a
frogriinitne drawn up by Kossuth, Klapka, and Pulzky,
who aim at constituting themselves into a Provisional
Government. It is believed that the Hungarians wish
to come to an understanding with the Koumans for the
foundition of a kingdom that should stretch all alonj
the Danube to the black Sea.

Italy.—King Victor Emmanuel left Naples fox Sicily
en FriLlny. The English fleet saluted his Majesty on hia

T
a

I
(ieparture. lliis act cremea a sensation. 'Ihe tleet after-

wards left Naples, in order, it is believed, to follow the
King to Palermo. The Marquis de Villamarina has been
appointed IMinister of Foreign Affairs, and Signor
Poerio has been elected Vice-President of the
Consulta, after having refused the post of
Minister without a portfolio. Signori Monteze-
molo, Cordovo, and La Farina left on Saturday for

Palermo. The Sardinian law concerning the press,

with some slight modifications, has been promulgated.
A commission, composed of Sardinian and Sicilian

officers, has been appointed to examine the claims of
the officers of the Two Sicilies who have adhered to the
new Government. The Consulta Generale has been
opened. The explanations given by the Government
to the Consulta have produced a good impression on
the country. The Neapolitan nobility have given a grand
ball to the deputation from the Sardinian Chambers. The
General Lieutenancy Council revoked the measures
directed by General Pinelli, in bis proclamation of a
state of siege in the Abruzzi, immediately upon
receiving information of them. Disturbances have
occurred in tlie three towns of Tagliano, Celano, and
Tagliacozzo.but the Piedmontese have entered Avezzano,
the chief town of the district, and tranquillity has been
effectually restored. On Monday last a reactionary
movement took place at Penna in the Abruzzi, but
was suppressed by the troops and the National
Guard. Colonel Delagrange, with 7000 Sardinian
troops, has occupied the defiles of Mount Veliino,
a position of importance. Several guerilla com-
panies were organising. The Piedmontese were
forming flying columns in order to act energetically
at the points menaced. Reactionary movements
have been suppressed in the province of Avellino.
An unimportant reactionary demonstration, caused
by priests and lazzaroni, took place on the 29th ult.

at Naples. Several priests were arrested, and the
demonstration was suppressed. In consequence of
these disturbances General Sirtori has issued a proclama-
tion against street demonstrations, reminding the volun-
teers that the Kingloves them, but that there are military
laws, which must be respected. On Monday evening
the Teatro Nuovo, which was the scene of a Garibal-
dian demonstration on the 21sfc ult., was closed by the
authorities. It was, however, reopened and illumi-

nated by the people, who sung Garibaldian songs. The
crowd afterwards dispersed without disorder. It is

reported that a levy of 150,000 men will be made in

Southern Italy, ancl that, on account of the dissension

existing between the inhabitants of Caserta and the
English Legion, the latter will be disbanded. The
Hungarian Legion is actively organising. The Count of

j

Syracuse, uncle of King Francis li. and the most
enlightened of the Neapolitan Bourbons, died on tbe
4th inst- at Pisa, from a sudden stroke of apoplexy,
while on his way to Na^Dles to congratulate Victor
Ennnanuel as King of Italy. Accounts from Gaeta con-
tradict the report that King Francis II. had rupured a
blood-vessel, but letters from Naples of the 27th ult.

state that the life of the King is in serious danger,
and that one of the most celebrated physicians
at Naples had proceeded to Gaeta to give his advice.
A circular despatch, dated the 12th ult., has been
addressed by the Foreign Minister at Gaeta to the
representatives of Francis II. at the European courts.

In this despatch the minister traces the rapid progress
of the revolution in the kingdom of the Two Sicilies,

and, while admitting that the army was demoralised by
pernicious doctrines and that treason had penetrated
even to the court and council, contends that the King
would have achieved a triumphal return to his capital
had not a "perjured and disloyal sovereign" intervened
to prevent it. At the present moment, as the resis-

tance of the fortresses of Gaeta and Messina necessarily
depends on a thousand circumstances, '*it is not
probable," he says "that this defence will be as prolonged
as the sovereigns of Europe seem to wish." The King
has 16,000 troops at his disposal, while the land and
sea defences have been completed, mounting 900 guns.
Four Sardinian batteries have opened fire against
Gaeta, the garrison of which has replied to them. Gen.
Cialdini has now 200 siege guns in position. There was
a talk of burning the sixburbs on account of their
sheltering the Piedmontese from the fire of the garri-
son. The dearness of provisions was increasing. It was i

siiid that the King was expecting money. It is under-
stood that the French Government has intimated to his
Majesty that it is convinced of the inutility of further
resistance. Ou the other hand the Austrian Govern-
ment recommend resistance. General Bosco, in a report
to his Majesty, states that he reconnoitred the valley
of Astralina on the 29th ult., and did not find
any siege works in cour;?e of construction there.
Accounts from Rome state that the Pope appears less

than ever disposed to quit Rome. G5,0007. sterling
of Peter's Pence have arrived from America. The
Papal Government has stimulated the collection of the
pence by creating an archconfraternity or union of St.

Peter, with ramifications among various nations, and
bulls have been published, granting ample indulgences
to all persons of both sexes who join the union. The
towns of Acquapendente, Bagnarea, and some other
towns in the province of Viterbo, have been re-occu-
pied by tbe French, and 700 Pontifical gendarmes
are now traversing the province. The financial diffi-

culties of the Government are increasing. Messrs.
Rothschild a few days since gave notice on the Paris

Bourse that the Papal Uovermnent liad not remitted
the amount of the coupons of the Roman loan due on the
1st December, but on Thursday last they issued a second
notice that they were prepared to pay them. Count
Cavour has addressed a despatch to the Berlin Cabinet, in
answer to the late note of Baron Schleinitz, condemning
the policy of Sardinia in Central and Southern Italy.
Count Cavour regards the movement in Italy as a
purely Italian question, and shows that so far from
Victor Emmanuel being thwarted by foreign Govern-
ments, he ought to be supported as a moderator, who
has rescued Italy from the revolutionary party, and is

now saving her to the principle of monarchy, A copy-
right treaty was concluded on Friday between England
and Sardinia. The Sardinian Government has delibe-
rated on the question of the guarantee of the interest
of the Roman Railway, the concession for which was
granted to Messrs. Mires.

Sicily,—King Victor Emmannel arrived at Palermo
on Saturday morning, and was received by the Sicilians

with extraordinary enthusiasm. The people wished to
detach the horses from his Majesty's carriage, and to
draw it through the streets. People assembled from
all parts of Sicily, and the total number present in

the city was estimated at 400,000. His Majesty,
before descending at the Palace, went to the Cathedral,
and was solemnly received by the Archbishop of
Palermo. The King afterwards received the constituted

bodies and deputations from the muLucipalities of

Sicily. His Majesty has since issued a proclamation to

the Sicilians, in which he reminds them that one of his

ancestors had reigned over Sicily. He mentions the

election of the Duke of Genoa as King of Sicily in ISiS,

and the recent vote of Sicily in favour of annexation.

He promises to establish institutions for restoring tbe

moral principles of a well-ordered society, and to respect

the privileges of the Sicilian Church, and concludes by
requesting unity and concord among the people.

Gbeece.—A Royal ordinance dissolving the Chambers
was read on the 28th ult,, and wag received by the
Deputies with cries of "Long live King Otho !*'

Tranquillity prevails,

Montenegro.—The marriage of Nicholas I., the

young Prince of Montenegro, with Millena Petrovka,

daughter of the Senator Vukowlc, was celebrated on
the 8th ult., at Cettigne. At the wedding feast, toasts

were drunk to the Emperor of Russia, as the protector

of Montenegro, and the Emperor of the French, as

"the liberator of oppressed nationalities," On the

4th inst. the Prince, having assembled his Guards-,

addressed them as follows :
—" I shall soon give you an

opportunity of proving your valour, upon which depends

the future prosperity of Montenegro." It is rumoured
that the Prince will cede Godinje, in the district of

Cernizka, to the French, for the purpose of being

colonised.

TuKKEY.—The Marquis de Lavalette insists on tbe

extension of the French occupation of Syria. The
Porte refuses to accede to this demand. The other

Ambassadors maintain an apparently neutral attitude.

Fuad Paslia will remain in Syria during the winter.

The Galata bankers express a desire to have a share

in the new French loan on contractors' terms. The
Greek and Armenian Patriarchs have been decorated by

the Sultan. The Turkish Government has granted a

concession for the construction of a railway from Con-
stantinople to Belgrade, a distance of between 400 and
500 miles. The concession lias been granted to Mr. T.

Page, C.E., the engineer under whom the new bridge

at Westminster is constructing.

Syria.—The French agents are getting up petitions

among the Christians of Damascus and Beyrout in

favour of the extension of the French occupation. A
Christian sheik has been appointed the new Kaimakan of

the Lebanon. The Pays says that the quartering of the

French troops at Deiir-El-Kamer, Bet-Eddin, and Kab-

Elias, bus been effected in the best possible manner. At

Kab-Elias the Chasseurs of Africa have converted into

a guard-room the cave to which the prophet EUsha

withdrew to avoid the anger of Jezebel. At Beyrout

the Zouaves have already built a theatre ttand a cafe

chantant. At Zahleh the troops are installed in the

cathedral, the only building which escaped destruction

by the Druses. On all sides the French are engaged in

making new roads or repairing old ones. It is expected

that in three months they will have done more for

Syria than the Turks in three centuries.

The Peincipalities.—The excitement in the Princi-

palities increases daily, and fears are entertained of a

general rising. Vessels laden with ammunition have been

seized on the Danube. At Crajowa, in Little Wallachia,

20 of the principal merchants of the town were killed on

the 19th ult. by the militia, in a disturbance which took

place on the subject of an increase in the tax ou trade

licences, A revolution was on the point of breaking

out at Ploesti from similar causes. At Jassy, Prince

Couza had caused the Archbishop Metropolitan to be

arrested, and conveyed between two gendarmes to a

convent, where he is confined. M, Cogclnitchano,

President of the Council, has been treated in the same

manner,
Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria of the 22d ult. state

that the V'iceroy, Said Pacha, has announced his inten-

tion of shortly going on a pilgrimage to Mecca, aii*l

that in order to give the excursion an imposing

character, be intends to take with him nob only a

number of distinguished personages, but a corps o*

riflemen of the guard.
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hfis arrived with news
November, and from

The following are the

India.—TIio Overland Mail

from Bomhiiv to tlie 12th

Calcntt;t to the 2d November.

detail>i :

—

Soiuha'j-—T>isturbancfia arc imminent in this presidency on

icconnt of the coUectioif of the incomo-tax, the native iner-

rhants and traders having entered into a combination to sus-

pend all business until the tax is abolisbed. There is every

inpearance of a more than usually cold season in Bombay.

Seeruuch. — A. famine is imminent in the districts round

\ecmucli, and the Durbars of Kotah, Dhar, and Bur«ee have

refused, in self-defence it is pre:iiuned, to allow the transit of

provisions across their frontiers. It was reported that Neemucb

hid but 15 days' food left, and was in danger of being starved.

The transport train however can carry grain in 10 days from

Doolia to the station, and it is understood that ordere have

Already been issued for its relief. The Durbars have offered

to repuv the advances received by their subjects for the supply

of provisions under contract, but have resolutely refused to

aiUiw anv grain to leave their territories.

i;aro(/tt.—The Baroda railway worlcs have been summarily

suspended, and all the establishment dismissed. There are

several rumours afloat as to the cause of this suspension, but

nothing is known with certainty.

United States.—Mr. Lincoln, the President elect,

addressed ii torcldi^lit procession from the window of

iiis liouse at Siiungfiuld, Illinois, on the 20th ult. as

follows:

—

•* Friends and Fellow Citizens,—Please excuKC me on this

occasion from making a speech. I thank you, in common wirh

ftl! those who have thought fit, by their votes, to cndr>rse the

Republican cause. I rejoice wirh you in the success whicli has

m far attended that cause. Yet in all our rejoicings let us

neither express nor cherish any hard feelings towards any

citizen who, by bis vote, has differed from us. Let us at all

times remember that all American citizens are brothers of a

common country, and should dwell together in the bonds of

Jratomal feeling. Let me again beg you to accept my thanks,

and to excuse me from further speaking at this time.

His friend and counsellor. Mr. Trunibull, one of the

senators from lUinois, also spoke at tlie meeting. He
said that Mr. Lincoln " will be the President of the

whole country, and will be as ready to defend and pro-

tect the State ia which he lias not received a solitary

vote against any encroachment upon its constitntional

ri-'hts as the one iu which he has received the largest

niniority." "Secession," he continned, "is an imprac

tieability. an impossibility. The Republicans are not

for interfering with the domestic institutions of any

of the States, nor tlie advocates of negro equality or of

amalgamation with which political demagogues have so

oftGn°cbarged them." The advices from the South are

of a less violent character. In Greene County,

Georgia, on the 16th uH., an immense mass meeting

took place, at which the most influential men in the
-i... ^qq], ptii-t, Xhe eentiment of the

decidedly opposed to disunion, and re-

a Conservative character were almost

adopted. Another large meeting was

held in Hancock County on the IStb, which unani-

mously adopted resolutions declaring that the mere

ection of Mr. Lincoln is no cause for disunion. A

confirmed that a new diplomatic movement was on torment of a man's life. The honourable member then pro-

f^/^f it% x^r\.tr,\. +i.« t)...,^^:..„ -D-ui^i. Ur^on;o>, ar^A cecdcd to poiut out the serious effects which these laws had
foot, in which the Prussian, British, Spanish, and
American Ministers would act in conjunction. The
retirement of the Ikitish Minister from the capital was
known to be permanent, as a part of bis legation

went in the steam-ship Tennessee to New Orleans.

West I^bies.—The yellow fever prevailed m a malig-

nant form at Jamaica, in which island the revival move-
ment had commenced, and was rapidly extending. The
yellow fever had also broken out on hoard the British

man-of-war Icarus, at Truxillo. Eleven of her crew and

two officers had died, and a great many were sick,

including Captain Salmon. Subsequently, on her

passage to Jamaica she reported 33 dead, and a heavy

sick list.

community
meeting was
solutions of

unanimously

maiority of counties in the State had held meetings in

the disunion interest, many of which, however, took a

strongly Conservative cast, while some were ni favour

of retaliatory legislation; but all favoured the calhng

of a State Convention. Union mass meetings had been

held in several counties in Virginia, and the organs of

the Southern narty state that large purchases of arms

and ammnnition were making at New York and other

places withouC any attempt at concealment. 500 Kan-

sas men, under Captain Montgomery, were ravaging the

Missouri borders, with the avowed intention of settmg

tlie slaves free. General Harney was taking measures

for their extermination. It is said that there is no

division in the Cabinet on the secession question, and

that the President, in an interview with some ardent

secessionists, took strong grounds against secession

without first resorting to conciliatory measures. He

,id that he could not believe the West would permit

Mr. Height, M.P., attended a soiree In connexion

with the Freehold Land Society held in the Town Hall

of Birmingham on Tuesday, and delivered a long speech,

uf which the following is a summary:

—

" Ho understood that there were not less than 8000 or 9000

persons subscribers to or connected with the Freehold Land
Societies in Dirmingbiun and its suburbs, and that 95 per cent.,

or 95 out of every 100 of the members might be called working

men. Now, if that were so, and if that meeting was a repre-

sentation of tliat class, he was justified in paying it w:\s a re-

markable meeting, and it was to bo taken by the public as at

once a proof and a protest. It proved their understanding, their

skill, their frngalitv, their patient endurance, their heroic self-

denial, and their noble aspirations after something good, some-

thing higher than that to which they had attained, but it was

a protest against the laws which excluded that great body

of the people from any power, and any rights of citizen-

ship in the country, and against those laws, so hurtful

and so vicious, which excluded them from any possession of

the soil. "Now, the original purpose of those societies was to

find, as it were, a cheap entrance at the door, which their law-

makers bad not remembered to shut, and, at the same time,

enable them to overcome the difficulties which law and practice

had placed in the way of any man who wished to become

possessed of a portion of the soil of the country in which he

lived. They were accu.stomed to speak of England as a free

country, and it was a countrv of personal freedom, although

the time was when some of them would have been put uuder

lock and key. They had freedom to meet, and write, and

speak, as they were then met; and they had freedon;i to ex-'

change the products of their industry amongst themse yes or

with any other people upon the face of the earth. Well, had

anybody suffered from that freedom? "Was there anybody

so benighted as not to admit that all that was great

and noble in England had been created, reared, and

existed, in fact, from that freedom of which he had

spoken The crown was not less safe ; those institu-

tions which were so valuable, and which they were

t^.ld were often in such danger, were unimnaired. Every-

body was better off, and all rejoiced in the freedom

which tiiey enioyed, but there was one point in which they

stood in a lews 'favourable position than the people of America.

The land of England v-as not free. Almost evcrytlnug which

could be done was done to prevent it from being free ; and if

thev brought upou that platform a stranger to this country,

and told him how free they were, being able to exch.irge the

products of their country for that of any other country, they

would not be able to persuade him that tne land, the basis ot

that indu'^try, was less free than in any even les.s civilised

country in the world. Com was free. It was not free a few

years ago, and if it had not been free this year, the country

would in all probabiUty have been turned upside down. Cloth

*as free, iron free, ships free, shares in radway and other

uudertakingB were free, machinery was free, the furniture

they used was free, ana any c<ish which any of them possessed

was so far free that they might make what gam they could ol _it;

but land was not free, it was in bcmdage, and laws wereappned

to it which if applied to other possessions would be ruuHHis.

Having been invited there that evening.it appeared to him

to be his duty to confine himself to the special object of the

meeting- with a view to show the obstacles to progress whicii

the society was intended to do away witli^ and whicli they

ought to compel parliament to remove The fi^'st of these

oljstacles was the law of primogeniture. He would tell them

what kthose gentlemen who wrote leading articles upon the

subject would say-they would say that there was no such la vv

as that of primogeniture, and it was only where a man died

without making a will that it came into operation
;
but the

fact was the law did exist, and it gave to one son jiossession of

the property, leaving the other children penniless. It sanc-

becomc in case of their
^^^ , . ^ _ ,^.

Union The Philadelphia, AVaslnngton, Baltimore,

Eichinond and Norfolk hanks have suspended specie

navments Tlie Cluirlcston banks have also partially

suspended payment. The New York banks are exchang-

in<^ 5 000 000 dols. extra. Mr. Lindsay, M.P.. who has

returned to England by this mail, spentthe week previous

to his departure at Washington, and conferred with the

Government on the subject of removing the difficulties

in the way of a settlement .of the important maritime

questions pending between England and the United

States A despatch i>om Washington, dated the loth

ult has the following rehitive to the recent " difficulty
"

between the British and American naval officers at

" The Xavy Department received th5s morning from Captain

^Tnrvt^omery some additional matters eonneeted with the

^?est of naval officers at Panama through the mstmctions of

Cantlin MU ei, of the English squadron. It appears from the

*".^PlT„».v^/fl that American citizens were also arrested and

'^^"^^P^^^raddiS to naval officers, withoTit any pretext or

authority. The con:espondenee_which pas^sed^betwe^n^Ca^^detained, m

Mo«tgomeJ^rc;S^ Miller in _regard to tte inatto was

American inuepcnucii^..-, <i"v* ""V . . '^, , ''If
law of England, in the State of .Virgmia the law was the same

as here, and primogeniture was iu ful» fofce. Mr. Jefferson,

one of the greatest statesmen the Unite 1 States had produced,

and who was their President, considered it was one of the most

beneficial acts of his life that he had abohshed that law in the

State. When the law was gone the practice fell into disuse

amongst the people ; and no man who had the slightest regard

for his own character alter death thought of disponing

of bis property in so unequal and unjust a manner. If in

this country the law of primogeniture was abolished, he

felt satisfied that the abolition would be atteudid with

the most beneficial results. Then came the law of entail.

It did not come down to tliem from the days of mtelhgence,

but from the time of the brutal ignorance under the Norman

conquerors, and it was only now that they were emerging from

thelerfdom of that periodfand he boped the time would come

whpn there would not remain upon the statute-book a despotic

SwJrremnrtofthetyrannyof'thosedays. iV-threspecttothe

aw of entail its main defect was that it enabled the nch man

to perpetuate what he called a " family,* and thereby per-

netStte a^oss injustice to some of hii family ; ,t enabled inm

?oSve hifestate to his grandson, or the son of his grandson,

a^f^thou-b in his grave, the remains of a worthless mortal,

Sliced to rife elements from which he came his voice, never-

S^less was heard tiO years afterwards in the disposal of hie

point
upon the social and moral condition of the agricultural (lopula-

tion. their tendency being to create a groat landed proprietarj',

to destroy the independent yeomanry of the kingdom, and
reduce the labourers to a state of serfdom degradation, and
poverty. It was, he observed, a remarkable fact that England
was the only civilised country in which the proprietors of the
soil were becoming less numerous, while in Franop, the
United States, or in other countries, the number of landed
proprietors was increasing. Butin the United Kingdom, where
the people were possessed of indomitable perseverance, great
industry, and a desire to possess land, yet from the cause
he had stated the number of the owners of the land had
for the last 60 years been steadily decreasing. That was
certainly a most unnatural state of thini^s. Power was con-
centrated in the territorial class, and the farmers and labourers
were degraded and impoverished. With reference to the
effect upon the farmers, he would say that the laws had a
most injurious effrct. It was not his intention to speak un-
fairly of them now that they stood upon fair imd equal ground ;

but take the farmers politically, and they might be said t-^ be

either dead or in a state of suspended animation. In England
they did not return their members of Parliament upon their

own judgment. In Wales nine-tenths of the people were

liberal in politics and dissenters in religion. Nevertheless,

scarcely a man entered the House of Comrauns except he was

enthusiastically attached to the established church. And how-

were they in the north of Ireland ? There the Presbyterians re-

turned to the House Of Commons not liberal men in accordance

with their own opinions, but the reverse. They were in a most

abject condition. They tilled the land ; but they owned not the

land they tilled. They cultivated under the great the proprietors,

and their interest were insecure. If. therefore, the Presbyterian

farmers of Ireland, and the Dissenters of England and the

farmers of the Free Church of tScotland returned members,

there were few among them who spoke their political senti-

ments in the House of Commons. But leaving the farmer,

and going to the labourer, wliat a spectacle presented ifselt

!

He sympathised not so much with the man who could culti .)

500 acres of land as with the agricultural labourer. There was

not a man iu the world whose condition appealed more to the

common sense, to the zeal, and sympathy of the towns, than

he did. [He then read an extract from a book called Jhe

Recollections of a Country Parson," which gave a graphic

description of the labours and sufferings of the plough-

man, and which produced a veiy marked impression

upon the audience. "| He did not believe that the state

of degradation referred to had been decreed by the

Almighty. He certainly did not find it in the Gospel

from Genesis to Revelations ; and it was a subject for serious

inquiry why a boy or girl in Lancashire should be able to

obUiin'for his or her labour as great, if not greater remunera-

tionthana powerful agricultural labourer. That was a state

of tbinc's which required alteration, and they miist alter it

,

they could change the system, and they ought to do so
;
tney

woidd give increased employment to the people, and breathe,

as it were, the breath of life into those now politically dead.

He felt that they were that evening in the way of their duty,

that their connexion with such societies was perfectly sound

and lustifiable, and as corn was now free, and as Government

had been strengthened in proportion to the
^f

^^^"^ .-^^
*^«

people, so he felt assured that iu proportion to the tieedom of

the land, and its release from the grievous wrongs ?n.po-'^f^d

npon it. so would there be increased security aud happiness lor

the people."

The Rt. Hon. Hie John Pakington presided at the

distribution of prizes to the pupUs of the Worcester

School of Design on Tuesday evening, and spoke as

follows:—
" He had to congratulate them, and the patrons of the School

of Design, on their achievements in art, and on the success

which they bad already attained. Ho would, however add to

that congratulation the hope that such success would act as a

stimulant not only upon them, but also upon their fellow-

st dents, and induce them to follow in the career tW were

betrinniiig with such brilliant augury of success \Vhile he

thus encouraged them to purine steadfa-stlv; tlie study of art. he

felt it to be equally his duty to address to them a few words of

caution, which, however, would, he fe t. have come with more

weight from the noble earl, their president, had hebeeu there

to afford them the benefit of his experience and good twte. It

wa-s vcrv desiralde, indeed, for their uUunate success to

raution Uiem against the idea which was too common among

younrTi 'en and^^^ their position, that because

thfwhadon a limited theatre succeeded ui achieving cistmc-

tion they were tlierefnre competent to commence painting on

c4nvas Ho would advise any one of them who was amb.tmus

S at onec beconnng an artist, to ask a child wh^h had not

learned its letters to read, and they would find that t

wa^ impossible for the child to do so Ju«t so it

would be impossible for themselves to attain to

rxcellence unless they paid strict attention to drawing, and the

other e"ement^ of art education. He hoped these fe"J«/ds of

caution which were the more neceBiiary on account of the

natind'tendencv which men had to hurry into the world to

?eap the fruits nf their skill and ability, ^-nuld not be thrown

awL but would induce them to pursue the study of art w,th

Sascd industry, zeal, aud devotion
,
As an add.tiona

ndueementto the children of the workmg clas-ses to avail

ihcmSes of the advantages offered to them in the School of

Design be would mention to them that one uf the young

men to whom he had just now given a priae was the son of

a shoemaker, that he bad already attained a fair reputation,

and was likely to be succes-sful as a pamter on porcelain.

on?Sihe'most*'s^e^s^V^ The painter, employed in Jbe

— ""o - .L^ former evlucinfc a deteriuinatini to use all

pretty sharp
^^^^^^Xnl to pr^ent a like future occurrence,

the means at his cumni^iuuLujji
^,.^,_ ^^^^ ^^^ r^^o-arded as

As the e:

sufficiently

^to m'iueTl^Uir do"utVless;-bV-8aUs.actonlV arranged by the

two Governments

nrnperty Another point referred to in the resolution was the

SZulty attending titles. ^^ there wa. any Uwyei-^resen^

who would undertake to extilam to them how tities

we-e cTeated, and maintained, and transferred, he
Q^^^J

'.ned

whether there would be perhaps 20 people in tie ball who

woo dcUnrchend him. if a man wanted to sell ;J;""i"jdwmuu (. .u .

ti,:,-,, a n-irchascr would have to do would

f.'^l^ So back for^eo yc^^^^ to ascertain whether

Ti'Z.^^ pnMwi-n'Ti "Works. He mentioned tlieso

wr\.T"w orSLI'^raging the humble but I-onoun^ble

T Tiif^s^ioiis of the parents of tbe.o young nian but to

Jb^w that the School of Design presented to the hmnble.^t

anTpenfng in life, and a means of beftertngr their posi ion

?°,,J ir„* «i*»,oM„h thpv mii-ht obtain a mnro I itive

Mexico.
Miraraon's genei

An attempt had been made by one of^ri

.neials to plundi^r the British Consulate at
|
y

be to go

reflected'^ponThe ;';:;iou;" ehanges which took pl-eJn 60
reflectea^up

^^^„j^jp ^f property, through mortgages and

in lui- But although they might
, ,

,

profev'ion than their fathers, they shou d not ua

that account look back with shame upon tne.r parentage,

for the world's respect depended more on a man s con-

duct nliS than on the position which he o«"pied He was

Had t find that the number of medals awarded .y the Gorem-

ment inspector to this school wfis greater than in any ormer

fear an/that four branch schooU 1«m1 been estnbhsbed in con

-

^ ri»r, witi, it as they were fact* which showed tliat good

TH« of ar? tending were on the increase, but at the same

f.w be %^tted tLTthero should be a falling off in the
*

hJl oTKlents attending the central school ft matter

whrerdesLrv^ 1^ at?^-nt.nn and consideration of the com-

:,^^tt IfThe institution was, to be made snbserv ..t ^ «

Sr?rJ^;^'S:^'^^.re^? it^ne^ &le^.^^n^nlf^ta^te t-«^--J-d '-
This

SauTuTs ;w;e"; 400.060 dol.. of the money taken from "^^""^ ^?^, riawyer to wander through the writing, of that
--S^.'i^e.";;;^^" of happino^

rnoneT„Thr^„^o"m"
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received most libera! ;ii(i (198?. per anmtm) from Govoniment,

but from private subscriptions only 15tj^., aud if from that

amount they deducted the libei-al subscriptions of Earl Dudley,

:uid ^li^^cis. Kerr A; Co., the spirited proprietors of thu Royal
Porcelain T\''orks, they would find that the extent of aid

received from the general public of the locality was very

trifling; indeed, and showed that they did not take' that

jimoiuit of interest in the histitution wliicli thoy ought to take.

If Germany and Franco had several branches of manufacture
in which they were superior to the Englisli, it was because
they had loner since done wliat wo were now beginning to do ;

!iud with these and other nations we had, in carrying out the
free-trade policy of thu country, entered into the most open
cooipefition, and therefore wo could not afford to throw away
a sinjrle means of improving our manufactures in beauty of

design, skill in execution, and facility of manipulation ; and if

these were necessary in any one manufacture more than
another, it was in the manufacture ol this locality. What, he
would ask, would be their porcelain without the skill of the
draughtsman, and the good taste of tlie mot^cUer ; and it was
by the public spirit and able management of the gentlemen at

the head of the porcelain works that thny had regained the

eminence which they before enjoyed, and which they would,

he hoped, long retain."

The Right Hon". yEZDERiCK Feel addressed his

constituents a few days since in the theiitre at Bury,

and made the fo!lo\vin<^ remarks on tlie French treaty

aud the remission of Gtistoms duties :

—

" The first vote he gave during tlie last session was in favoiu-

of the French treaty. With regard to the wines of France, be

thought they would never displace the hold which beer had
upon the people of this country. He did not hesitate to vote

for it, because he thought it would enhance the comriicrcial

intercourse between France and England, and would promote
the interests of the people of V>oth countries. It was surpris-

ing bow small had been the commercial intercourso between
England and Franco hitherto, but the treaty would turn the

thoughts of the warlike people of France to peace aud com-

merce. It had been said it was a one-sided treaty, but the

fVict was that if free trade was what they had found it to be in

England, France would not rest till she bad more of the

adv^uitages of free commerce. Speaking of the fiiumcial

measures of the past session, ho said they obliterate^ the last

traces and vestiges of protection; they did away with the

difFerenlial duties in favour of colonial timber growers, colonial

wino growers, English clockmakers, riband makers, silk

manufacturers, and many other branches of trade. These

duties were the rutuaius of a once i>owcrful family, but they

were not less at the present time injurious on that account.

He thought it to be his duty to vote for the Customs* duty on
paper to be the same as it was to the English paperraaker, for he
saw no reason why papcmiakers should not be put on the same
footing as regarded protection as every other tnide. Nor could he

Bee why the price' of paper in tnis country should be made
dearer than it otherwiso would be through the medium of a tax

whicii took more out of the pockets of the people than it put
into tlie Exehequer. The financial measurco of the last session

were remarkable lor the work of simplification of the Customs'

tariff, which was commenced some 20 years ago \mder tho

auspices of the GoTerniucnt of which his father was the chief.

In 1840 the Customs' duties were levied upon 10 !0 articles, but

at that period indirect taxation had been carried to its extreme
limit, and then it was that that Government resolved to have
recourse to direct taxation, and the plan was then commenced.

per Cents. Enfaced Rupee Paper, 101
-| ; Exchequer

Bills, 5*. dis.—Foreign : Buenos Ayres I)eforred, 30 ;

Spanish Three per Cents., for Acct., 50^; Committee's

Certificates, 6^; Turkish Six per Cents., 185S, foi-

Acct., 58.1- to i.
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to you for 'a ticket-of-loave,' I shall solicit a final dischiirge.

lu saying thU, however, I will not omit to express my grati-

tude to the 245 patriotic members who have been ' eloqiieut in

their silence ;" who, although they scarcely ever spoke, and
thus did not lose a moment of their country's time, uevcrthc-

loss devoted themselves to the real and arduous duties of Par-

liament by a vigilant attendance on committees and a rigid

regard for the public pood. That is their best reward. Of

course, eveiy Englishman values and holdd dear the liberty of

speech. It'is not against the liberty, bvit tho abuse of it, that

many complain, for mere garrulity or loquacity, without some
good object to serve, can never be regarded with approbation

or complacency. Complaining as many do of this abuse of

speech, it would, after all, be a sad day for England

—

for this great and free England—if ever its people should

begin to decry and disparage its Parliament. Not only the

interest of this country, but of the human race, is deeply

concerned in maintaining the authority and independence of

Parliament. "We must treasure our free inatitutions, knowing,
as we do, that in so doing we set an example to tho nations

abroad, and stand in the vanguard of freedom—the }>ioneersof

liberty and the defenders of alt that is sacred to hearth and
homo."

The Right Hon. T. Milner Gibson, M.P., Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade, 1ms delivered an address

to liis constituents at Ashton-uuder-Lyne, in which lie

made the foUowincr remarks on the Commercial Treaty
witli France aud the Income Tax :-y

"The export trade of the country was increasing to a mar-
vellous extent from the adoption of free commercial principles,

and the shipping interest was showing signs of improvement
and holding its own. These facts brought him to the commer-
cial treaty with France, and they might rely on it tho French
Government had marie, so far as their tariff was concerned, a
very great change ; in fact, France had taken a gi'cater step

than any of the same kind taken by this country at any time.
For this treaty the coimtry was indebted to Mr. Cnbdeu for

any benefit that might arise. There had been a great deal of

misrepresentation made about the commercial treaty. Some
had said that England had been taken in, and that we had
given a great deal and got very little in exchange. A change
had been made in the British tariff, and we had given nobody
anvthing. vVo had given an impulse to the industry of this

country ; at tho s:ime time, we had got the French Government
to change their tariff. AVe had got two good things instead of

one. There was no bargain to make any exchanges, but we _ __ . ™ „ „ , i.- a. , n
were merely taking twcTgood things at1»r,ce instead of only f,X c'ili^'sVSr^rJ; f; ll-Vi'^;, p::;s,',L«r'.I.X'S "IS^^
one. If tho Frencli had not chaug-ed their t:Uiil it wouLd have -p^ y.. Shipley, juu., Brickm**ker, and h\ E. Suiplky, aim., .Nottinglmnip

' ^ -1 -•-- Tanner—M- U. Stbelitz. Newgate Street, City, Merchant—H- Walker,
Leicester, Ilatter — U- Watkins, Baekway I'armp IJevoDshire, Cattle

Dealer—G- L AVilmams, lF»linicton, Builder.

SCOTCH SEQULSTUATl()x\S-A. Asuer, Elsha. rainter-W. Thom-
son (fllusselburKb, Cab I'roprietor,

M. MARSHALL. Chief Caaii e:.

ffiajcltc of tlje 5123cffe.

Uevonshire, ueurrai smiin— .i. urook, inminKii'^n', i..ieciro riJiier— »».

2oi.E.juniiir, H*, Mark Kane, City, Iron and Steel MercUant^Rnil Sliiiipiii!?

A Rent— O. Eatox, junior. South Kinj; Street, Manctiester, Leather Kanor—
li. IV. Frf-kstone. M, t;itirkR's I'lace, llish Street, Islinjiton, MiUiniT iind

TaKSIlAT — BANKTIUI'TS — U. Baker, IW, Ili-h Street, Barnstaple'
Devonshire, General Smith— .1. Brook, HiminKliani, Klectro Platpr— IV.

Col
A

Straw Hat Mannfitrturrr— AV. IIakim.s, junior, llford, Kssex. Miller— H.

Ilisf iii.iFKE. l.itilenioor, Jl'mbej', 'Yorliiiliire, Cloth MnnuiBcturer — S.

HoPKiss, bewdlej', ** orce; tershin-, lioin AVorker—.1. Kippax, hast llct

fonl. Nottinfibani, ^Wfltchnaaker and t^ilversnutli-G. J. 3^Ll:?i^A^ and
J. \V. Binj), 12. UBiiahursli Sircct, Iteijcnt's l'nrU, ituilders and t.oniractors

— I). MuRJiocii, Liverpool, Grncer and Provision Dealer— II. rARRiii,

Bridport. Dorsetsliire, Machine Maker.
SCOTCH SEtiUESTU.vriONS — J. Halltday, MiddlcMe. Dumfncs-

ehire. Wool Carder— K. Hamilton. Glasgow, Tea Merclinnl aad bciural

Airent— U. Tkomsgn, Ulasirow, Coiaiiiission Merchant.
MLIDAY — BA.NKRUl'TS — J. AMfti,FR, linidtbrd, Wnr^^ted Manu-

facturer-T. Bekcii, Everton, nenr Liveriiool, BuiUier— .1. UBOAnsRiDGE,
Aiundel, Groesr—J. \V. Clappiso?:, Kinicstini-upon- l!\iU, Jeweller— *v.

Frostick, Jan., Poplar, Buihler—\V. M'l.Eon, Kins?ston-upon-HulI, .loiner
— G. U. MuBREi-i., Surliiii;ham. Norfolk, FHrnitr—G. J. I'ARaic, Philpot

been our tiuty to effect the changes which we had made in our
tariff. As to the French wines a great deal bad been said. It

was said that p:Dghshmen would not drink French wine ; bnt
the increase in the imports arising from the treaty had already

been very considerable, and increased the revenue. It had been
said that great distress had been occiisioned at Coventry by
the commercial treaty, but tho Coventry weavers could not be
made an exemption to the princii>lo of free trade. The import
ot French ribands had only been small (15 per cent.), and he
thought that by and by the effect of the treaty would bs to put
the Coventry riband trade on a sounder basis. The paper-

makers had raised a cry as to the importation of foreign j>iper,

but there had been no shutting up of mills, and there had been
no great importation of foreign paper, or any increase in the

price of paper. The fact was. tho English paperuiakers were
able to compete with any other papormakers in the world.

which had been carried out ever since, to the complete relief of hq ^as speaking of the Customs on foreign papers, not of the
industry from that burden of taxation ; and no sooner was
that course entered upon than the trade of the country revived.

Now they were only levied upon about 20 articles. Ho thought
these changes rendered nienioi-ablo tho past sos.sion. He held

that the House of Commons could not too jealously maintaiix

its exclusive rights over the taxation of the country. Through
their representatives tho people now taxed themselves ; aud
with regard to the repeal of taxation, he thought tho House of

Lords ought to be sutisfied with a mere passive acquiescence.

The Houae of Lords, ho believed, had been led to pursue tho

course they did on account of the majority respecting the

repeal of the paper duties having dwindled down to what it

did. Ho thought, at the same time, tiiat the House of Com-
mons had consulted its own dignity in recording the protest

Which lb did against the course purbuod by the House of

Lords."

5Ik. Bass, SLP., at a recent (Viuner to the I^Jayor of

Derby, mude the following remurlis on Parlianientarj'

bpcechcs :

—

" Much hius lately been said, and, as I bolicvc, not altogether

unjustly, with regard to tho great waste of public time by
unnecessary speech-making in tho House of Commons. I

ngreo with Mr. Gisborne that the House of Commons lias to

Kome extent been depreciated in tho estimation of the public.

It has been said that we have done very little for the public,

and that we have left undijne a great deal that the country
expected us to do ; and there are some who are even inclined

to debar certain members of Parliament of the luxiu-yof much
talking. That, doubtless, as regards the public convenience,

and the health of the sometimes reluctant listpucrs. is a
grievous fault. But, after all, the talking is done, and the

Excise. It had been urged that it was not good policy to

make commercial treaties with France, and there was a small
fleet whn yet regarded Franco as our nattiral enemy. But he
viewed this matter as one of the greatest events of the day,

and one calctilated to benefit this country more than any other

which had occurred in recent years. He had observed a sen-

sible remark made by Mr. Bright at Wakefield, that it was a

strange thing that 30,000, 000 of people in England aud 36, 000, 000

of people in France, separated only by a naiTow sea, could not
just as well iiave as extensive a trade with each other as with

I

peojjle separated by the Atlantic. We had a great trade with

,
countries with more restricted tariffs thnn France, and he wa§
satisfied that from this time tho French tariff would satisfy

tho most expectant, as being the most liberal tariff in Europe
except our own. With reference to the income tax, he wished
to say a word or two. It had been said by many if it had not

been for this Governraeut imd the French treaty we sliould not
have had such a high income tax. He denied that, and be-

lieved they would have had a higher income tax for many
reasons The opponents of tho income tax had always said

that it was a war tax, which meant that it was a tax to which
the Goverumeut had recourse when the military and naval

expenditure was very high. That expenditure was very high

now, Hud the question was, did this income tax bear a larger

proportion to that expenditure than in past times? He found
that we did not pay as much of our war expenditure out of

our income tax as we used to do. Sir Robert Peel's income
tax paid 32 per cent, of the war expenditure ; but the income
tax at 10(1. in the pound paid no more than 38 per cent., taking

into account the snpplcmentarj- vote of 3,000,000.'. for the war
in China. He did not object to the income tax being called a

war tax, but he objected to people calling it a war tax and yet

i^ctiopoltg auU Its Uicintt]).

public time consumed, by compar^itivc few talkers. When refusing to aUow it to be u^^^^^

I toll you that during the past acssion 10,473 speeches were i
tt^^t ^^^^ ^ vote of 30,000,OOOL for naval and nnlitaiy purposes

delivered, can you wonder that so little real business was
done, when there was so much talk? Well, I vfill show you
lu)\v few mernhers are clia'goablo with this grave fault. Not-
withstanding Cabinet Ministers have to speak on most questions
of public importance—the able and distinguished Chancellor
of the Exchequer, to wit. Sir George Cornewall Lewis, who
never utters a word more than is necessary to elucidate his

meaning; Lord Falmerston, one of the most genial of tnen, and
one who displays so much ability and attack a3 leader of

tho Commons; Lord John Russell, one of the most Parliament

tiiry leaders of the time ; air John Pakington, Mr. Henley, Lord
atLinley, one of tho most rising politiriana of the day ;—these
great Parliamentary men, occupying tho important positions

they do, never speak oftoner than is absolutely requisite ; and
wUiIo Lord Stanley, with his great ability, only spoke nine
times^ some private members Bpoko at least 200 times in the
last session. Now, I don't wish to disparage any of tho
speakers, for some of them are undoubtedly able debaters, but
when 1 tell you that some spoke at least 100 times, and others

ns often as 200 times, I think I have given yon a pretty ;?ood

reason why so little has been done. For instance, Mr, Ayrtou,
a clever man, spoke 217 times ; Mr, E, James, Q. C, spoke 19(5

times; Mr. Xewdegatc. 123; Mr- Bouverie, 120; Mr. Pope
Heunessy, 109 ; Mr. Malins, 103 ; and Mn Darby Griffiths, 101,

But no doubt not one of these gentlemen spoke oftener than
he believed the true interests of the country reqtiired. Again^
nine metropolitan members (exclusive of the city of London
and Middlesex) made 955 speeches^ and If all the rest of the
House had spoken in the same proportion it would have taken
live years to get through a Session of Parliament, Well,
gentlemen, it has been suggested that 27 additional members
should be given to these metropnlitau boroughs, and allowing
them the same proportion of talk, that would add 2700
more speeches to the U55.
I ronfessd to you that I shu
day arrives, though I am prepare
to benu incroa5e of mere talk

a tenpenny income tax was not out of proportion- It had
been represented that there had been some general transfer ot

indirect to direct taxation, and that the property of the country
was paying more than its fair share of the burdens of the
country, but he found that for every 22^ paid by direct taxa-

tion during ISCO and ISiU there would be 78/. paid by indirect

taxation. If large naval and military armanieuts were neces-

sary for the safety of the country, and there appeared to be a

feeling in the country- that they were, we could not avoid a

hirgc income tax. The eSect of tlie former reductions of taxa-

tion had been to realise more revenue for 12 exeise duties than

formerly from 27, and it was a mistake of the House of Lords
to suppose that by getting rid of a tax thoy were getting rid

of so much revenue."

eritji IntclUfirnre.

The Building Trade.—The suspension of Hessrs.

Moxon and Co., contractors for the metropolitan drain-

age sewer was announced on Wednesday. Their liabili-

ties, it is said, will be very heavy, amounting to

£200.000 or .-fc300,000. Messrs. Thomas Piper and Son,

builders, have also suspended, wltU liabilities stated at

from di;50,000 to £100,000.

Mo>'ET Mauket, Fkidat.—Bkitish FrKDS: Con-
sols closed at 93 1 for Money, and 94| to \ (or equal to

921 to £ ex div.) for the 10th Jan. ; Bank Stoclc, 232^
to 233; Three per Cents. Reduced, 92^ lo 92; Nc^v

per Cent. Stock,

Debentures,

and a Half

REtiGiors Persecution in" SrAiN.—A deputation

respecting the persecution of Protestants in Spain, had

an interview on Wednesday with Lord John Uussell at

the Foreign Office. Five societies were represented—

the Evangelical AU'ance, the ProtestiUit Alliance, the

Scottish Keformation Society, the Evangelical Conti-

nental Society, and the Ishngtou Protestant Institute.

Lord Stratford de Redclillc and Sir Culling Kardley,

Bart., having introduced the deputiitiou, the Hon.
Arthur Kinnaird presented a memorial from the Pro-

testant Alliance, stating that as many as 12 persons

were, on account of their having embraced the Pro-

testant faith, recently imprisoned at one time; that six

other had fled to Gibraltar ibr protection, and that

although many of the prisoners have been liherateil,

there are two, named Jfnnuel Matamoios and Jose

Alhama, who are still sutloring imprisomnent for the

crime of being I'rotestants. The memorial tluu'C-

fore respectfully and earnestly urged upon hid

lordship to employ his influence in obtaining the

liberation of these prisoners, and staying the perse-

cution against other persons on account of their

religion. Colonel Walker, of the Royal Artillery, pre-

ented a similar memorial from the Evangelical

Alliance; Dr. Begs?, of Edinburgh, presented a memorial

from the Scottish Reformation Society; and Major

Giberne presented a memorial to the same effect from the

Islington Protestant Association. Lord John Russell in

reply spoke as follows :
—

*' I suppose it would be quite unnecessary for me to sav

anything on the general subject of rehgious liberty, or to state

my opinion that religious persecution is equal hateful, whatever

may be the Government or the religion of the Government
that enforces it ; whether it be a Protestant or a Roman
Catholic Government, persecution is equally hatefuL This

certainly is a general principle upon which I can have no

doubt. When one comes to apply these principles, I must
beg you to give me that indulgence which Sir Calling Ear<Ucy
was good enough to allow, because these are matters which
require a great deal of discretion in the mode of handling. If

a Government has not the cnth-e support of its people in

executing the laws, which are very often laws of a very
ancient date, there is a great chance that the rcprcs-entatinn.s

of a foreign Government may be advantageous. There may
be other cases in which the neople themselves, and the press,

are so biirotcd and so fanatical, that they view with satisfaction

the punishment of those who assert their own religious Ubcrty

and right of conscience, and would be induced rather to aggni-

vate such punishment than to diminish it in consequem-e of

such representations. This is what I say generally, merely for

thepurposeof reserving to myself to act in that way which may
seem most discreet on this subject. I may quote an ilhistriou.-i

example as a guide to some discretion, for whoever will

examine and f^ through the history of the interference

which was }ri-t>mpted by Cromwell, and executed by Milton

under his orders—and two better names one could hardly

meet—would find that in the cases of the persecution of tho

Waldenses they did not proceed with any sort of violence or

might, but by influence, and by means of that influence

obtainefl, not a reparation, but a cessation of the persecution.

Upon this subject I certainly have no reason to think that the

Spanish people have changed the opinions which they have

long held ou the necessity of keeping their faith one, and
undisturbed by any Borf; of difference of opinion. If I should

tind that good could be done by such means as you have
mentioned, or in any other way which may tend to promote
religious liberty, you may depend upon it my feelim? will be

to act in the way indicated. I am very glad to see that so
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li^h feeling has been exhibited in this country on the suhicct.

In the end the knowledge of this fealing, andof the opinions

which iire entertained in such a great and Kuch an enUghteued

country aa Kiigland, raay possibly havo more weight th^n any

direct interference on the part of the Goveniment of England

towar>iti 'ho Government of Spain. Far from discouraging

discussion on this matternmong the public, I should be desirous

to promote it, because I thinlc changes are still required in

many parts of the world in reference to the great subject of

religious liberty. It seems to me as clear as daylight that these

views must he" diffused more by associations and by the active

exertions of individuals than by any international relations

which the Government can suggest."

Thb New Coinage.— A new bronze coinage has

insfc been issued which is to repkce the current coppers.

'Tlie pieces, which consist of penny, half-penny, and

farthing, are about two-lhirds the size and one-hiilf the

weigiit of tiie old coins. On one side they have the

ii^ure of the Queen, including both head and shoulders

like the florin, and on the other Britannia with her

trident, a lighthouse, a ship in full sail, and a view of

the sea, whicli bad been omitted in our recent currency.

The sui^erscription round the Queen's head is "Victoria,

D. G. Britt. Reg.. IM).;*' and, on the reverse side,

**One Penny." "Half-penny," and "Farthing," respec-

tively, with the date ISGO.

lNCitJ-:ASE OF THE EriSCOrATE.—The memorial to

Lord ralmerston praying for an increase of the Episco-

pate has already some thousands of names attached to

it, including among others those of the Duhos of

Bnccleucb and Marlborough, the Marquis of West-

minster, the Earls of Denbigh, Carnarvon, Romney,

Nelson, Verulam, Effingham, and Galloway, Viscount

Evcrsley, Lords Calthorpe, Redesdale, Leigh, Ebury,

John Manners, M.P., and Robert Cecil, M.P.; Sir

John Patteson, Sir J. T. Coleridge, Mr. Adderley, M.P.,

Mr. Sotheron Esteourt, M.P., Mr. Mowbray, M.P., Vice-

ChanccUor Page Wood, Sir W. Heathcote, M.P., Sir

Walter James. Sir ^N'alter Farqnhar, Sir Stephen

Glynne, Mr. Hubbard, M.P., Mr. KeUcwicb, M.P., Mr.

liouers, M.P.. Mr. Selwyn, M.P., Mr. Wathngton.M.P.,

MrTWhateley, Q.C., Mr. HoundeU Palmer, Q.C., and

Mr! Henry Kiugscote, secretary to the Cathedral Com-

mission. A similar memorial has been signed by

npwards of 6000 clergymen. The lay memorial will be

presented before the commencement of the forthcoming

session of Parliament.
, , , . .1

Re-openino of St. Paul's.—Sunday last, being the

first Sunday in Advent, was selected for re-opening the

Revival Meeting at Exeter Hall.—A meeting

of an extraordinary cliaracter was held on Sunday

evening in Exeter Hall. It had previously been

announced by advertisements and placards that the Hall

would be opened by a service conducted by three

laymen—Mr. Reginald Radclitfe, Mr. Richard Weaver

(formerly a prize-fighter), and ilr. Wm. Carter. In

less than a quarter of an hour after the doors were

opeaed the spacious building was densely packed, and

t was deemed advisable to close the outer gates. The

proceedings were opened wlfch prayer, in the course of

which the Almighty was earnestly implored to stretch

down his arm from Heaven over TiOndon, for the pur-

Mi'^sion, has been connnenccci m various uisLncLt, u. ^wc

.netropolis. Among the churches selected are those of

St George's. in-the-East; All Hallows, Thames Street;

metropolitan Cathedral for Divine service, after an

interval of five months, which has been spentm making

extensive and costly changes and decorations in the
:

interior of the edilice. The most notable alteration is
|

the entire removal of the screen and organ at the
|

entrance to the choir, by which an uninterrupted vista
1

of Uie building from end to end is obtained. The whole I

intfrior of the dome has undergone a process of renova-

tion, and portions of its architectural embellishments as

well as of those in the chancel have been riclily gdt.

lb is proposed to open the dome area and the new

orcan with a musical festival on Friday, January 25,

and on the Sunday after (January 27) the Special

Evening Services will commence.

Speoux Services tok the Working Classes.—

A scries of Advent services for the working classes

nudor the auspices of the London Diocesan Home

Mission, has been commenced in various districts^of the

meti

StlMatthewCPeli Street ; All Samts, Spltalnelds ; St.

Anne's, Limehouse ; St. George's, Ealing ;
Hammer-

smith Church; St. John's, Bethnal Gre^n ; St. Giles-

Jn-the-Fields ; and St. Leonard^ Shorcditch The
|

Bi=ihopof London, the Rev. Canon DMo, the Rev. E.

;

Bavlev, and other clergymen will take part m the
;

service'' The mission has at present six clergymen at

^volk, two in the east, one in the north, one in the

northeast, and two in the south-east of London.

Another will be appointed at the close of the present

month, and the number will be increased as soon as the

state of the funds will admit.

Royal Society.—At the recent anniversary meetmg

of this society, the Copley Medal ^vas presented to

Proies'^or Robert Wilholm Bunseu, of Heidelberg, foi

his "Researches on Cacodyl, Gaseous Analysis, the

Volcanic Phenomena of Iceland and other Researches;^
^

a Royal Medal to Mr. William Fairbairn, F.R.S., for his

various "Experimental Liquirics on the Properties of

the Materials employed iu Mechanical Construction
;_

Royal Medal to Dr. Augustus Waller, I.R.S.. ior his

Investigations into the Anatomy and Physiology of the

Xervons Svsrem. and for the Introduction ol a vaiuable

Method of^Conducting such Investigations; and th«

Rumford Medal, to Professor James Clerk Maxwell.

for his " Researches on the Composition of Colours, and

other Optical Papers. Sir Benjamin, Broaie was re-

elected President for the ensuing year.

FiiEEDOM or the City to Lord Clyde and Sir
^

James OuTRA:^i.-The Lord Mayor has appomed

.

Thursday the 19th for presenting the freedom of the

City of London, accompanied by a sword of great value

a
t€

to Lord Clyde and Sir James Outram. It is expected

that the ceremony will take place not in the Conned

Chamber but in Guildhall. Notice has been given of a

pose of converting it, and especially for the purpose of

checking poperv, priestcraft, Puseyism, and devilism.

Mr. Radcliffe read portions of the 6th chapter of St.

Mark's Gospel, and in the course of a very energetic

description of tlie efficacy of redemption, assured his

hearers that it was not to be secured by lifting up a

poor rotten cross, or miserable crucifixes, not in going

to churches with fine steeples, or listening to a lot of

fellows with white nightgowns on. All these were

miserable delusions. What was wanted was real con-

version, the two classes in London who wanted it most

being working men, 98 out of every 100 of whom

never went to a place of worship at all, and the

unconverted nobilitv, many of whom were canting

humbugs. Mr. WcaVer followed, and from the excite-

ment which prevailed immediately ha rose, it was

evident that he was the principal object of attraction.

He commenced singing a hymn to the tune of "lie

King of the Cannibal Islands " in a very loud tone, the

auditory taking up the chorus, the words benig, " Still

I have 110 union." He then took for his text the words,

" Herein is love," &c., from St John's First Epistle. He

called upon his hearers not to believe that the great

scheme of human redemption was mooushmc and hum-

bug, but that, on the contrary, it was able to encircle

and to convert the greatest blackguards m London.

There were many ungodly persons in that hall who

wanted shaking over hell for five or six minutes— it

that would not convert them, nothing would. As the

speaker warmed with his subject he danced up and

down the platform and shouted hell and damnation with

extraordinary vigour. Every now and then he de-

nounced the unconverted, then appealed to them to

come to Christ, and in the roughest language and with

the most violent gesticulation called upon those who

believed that Christ had power to save to hold up their

hMids. About three-fourths of the audience did so.

During the proceedings several young women famted

and were carried out. Mr. Weaver afterwards sang

another hymn, " Pve a father in a promised land to

a lively air. Thronghout the evening the audience

were kept in the highest possible state of excitemt-iit,

and at the close of the public services a inectwg of a

quieter kind was held for the reception of the

unconverted.

The Lea Bridge MuEDER.-The Sherilfs on Thursday

announced to Anne Padfiekl, the young womnn under

sentence of death for the murder of her child, that

they have Cxed Monday, the 24th instant, for carrying

out the sentence. The report that she has admi ted her

euilt, is cntirelv without foundation. On the con-

ti-arv, since her conviction, she has made a statement to

the ordinary, solemnly declaring that_ she had nothn.g

to do with the murder, and iucrim-natingo her persons.

This statement has been submitted by the sherifts to tlie

Secretary of State, and is now under investigation.

Meantime there is a strong feeling in the public mind

against her execution, and after the jury s strong

recommendation of her to mercy on the grounds of

''her seduction, poverty, and mental anguish at the

time, and her previous good character, it is hoped

that her life will be spared. The Globe of last evcnuig

says that the advice which the Home Secretary is likely

to give her Majesty respecting the unfortunatewoman,

will in all probability be in accordance with the

merciful recommendation of the jury.

St. Geoege's in the East.—A fresh difficulty

appears to have occurred in regard to the rehgmus

services in this church, the recent changes m the mode

of performing divine service having been by the

anthoritv ot the churchwardens, under the Bishop s

sanction^but without the consent of the rector. It is

,
said that Mr. King now threatens the Bishop or tlie

churchwardens with a lawsuit for this intrusion on his

ri-hts. The bishop paid a visit to^ the parish on

Wednesday evening, and preached in the distric

church of St. Matthew, Pell Street, which he consecrated

about a year ago.

The Late Duke of XoRFOLK.-The funeral of the

late Duke of Norfolk took place on Thursdj.y, in a new

chapel that has been recently erected, adjoiumg the

baron's hall, now forming the principal eutrance^to the

castle. The ceremony ot lying m state took p1'^'^« ";tj

nnusual pomp on Wednesday. On the morning of tha

day a soleu.n mass or requiem was sung m the Roman

Catholic Cathedral of St. Mary. Moorfii^lds. for the

repose of the Duke's soul. The Right U.v. Dr. Morns

national position, while surronndcd by all the advant age

which the world can Rive, endowed wita manly and generosu

qualities, and even physically offering a choice type of lingl i a

manhood, there was in this illustrious man a gentleness that

STirnng from true humility, and almost concealed, by its ex-

ternal grace, the firm ro-t fnmi which it grew. Whether in

the form of considerateness for the lowest dependent, or or

atteiitiveness to guest and friend, or of deference to coun-

sellors, or of unostentatiousnesa in person and action, or ot

simplicity in the doing ol great things, or of bashtul, shrmking

8en^.ibiUtv as to public appearanc-, we have noted, with admi-

ration, a far deeper and holier groundwork than these outward

characteristics manifested to tlie world. He sacnfice-l the

career of his public life, he refused the distinctiun of Royal

favour most coveted by tbo:3e of his rank, because he feared

the slightest compromise of his highest principles. Thero ,is

not a form of want, or a peculiar application of alms, which

has not received his relief or co-operation. The building of

churches ; the erection of schools : the institution of_ orphan-

age, almshouse, reformatory, training school, or hospital ;
the

foundation of convents, whether for contemplation or tor

active duties ; the education of the clergy at home and abroad :

any Catholic interest or cause, whether of the hierarchy, or of

the oppressed inmates of workhouses or prisons ;
whatever, m

fine, that required assistance for carrying rut a good and holy

work, found ever in him a ready, an ungrudging, and a noble-

hearted benefactor."

The Mxthopolitan 'Meat Market. — The meat

salesmen and slaughtermen of jVewgate Market, not-

withstanding the concessions made to them in the Act

of last session for establishing a meat marlcet on the

site of Smithadd, have neremptorily refused to qnit

Newgate Market. The Corporation, therefore, who

hold the site of that market under a lease from the

motion for presenting the reedoni ot the city ^v 1
1

a

sword of the value of 50 guineas to General Garihaldi

On Thursday the freedom of the Skinners Company

Bi'shop of Troy, celebrated the mass, in the presence ot

Snal Wiseman and most of the Roman Catliolic

Bishops of Kngland. The music w^ts Mnz.rt s requiem

wltiXll orchestral accompaniments In the pastora

entertained at dinner by the Master and Wardens of . follow mg ^^nbuU^^to^
^_^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ ^^^

the Company.
'

Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's, intend, with the sanc-

tion of the Cliapter, to apply to rarliament iu the

ensuing session ior a new Rill, empowering them to

abolish the market, but still to hold the ground on

trust to apply tlie rents to buy the slaughter-houses

and other nuisances in connection with the inarket,

which, having been established before the passing of

the Building Act in 1844, cannot be removed except on

payment of compensation under the compulsory powers

of "the Nuisances* Removal Act of 1855, which it is

proposed to incorporate in the new Bill.

The Stkeet Railways.—The Lambeth vestry at

their last meeting resumed the consideration of the

report of the committee which had been sent down to

inspect the working of the Birkenhead Street Railway.

The report, it will be rememhercd, strongly urged the

immediate introduction of Mr. Train's system of street

railways into that parish from Westminster Bridge to

Kennington Gate, on the terms proposed by tliat gentle-

man. After a long and ex-ited discussion, which histcd

several hours, an amendment adjourning the question

for six months was cariied by 41 to 28.

New METROroLiTAK Hotel.—Among the new

companies for which applications for Acts of rarlia-

ment are to he made in tbe ensuing session is one ior

the Metropolitan Central Hotel, which it is proposed

to build on the site of Holywell Street and the south

side of Wych street, one of the plagiic-spots of London.

The company look for support for tlie new undertak-

ing from its proximity to the theatres and the new

Omrts of Law which are to be built in its immediate

vicinity.
. 1 1- i. j

PNEtTMATiC DESrATCH.—The Company cstabhshed

to carry out this invention have sati>^factorily completed

their preliminary experiments at the Soho Works at

Birmingham, und are now proceeding with the construc-

tion of the permanent tubn intended to be laid between

the General Post Office and Bloomsbury, a distance of a

mile and a furlong. The tube will bo 2i feet iu

diameter. _, ^^ , _

Boat BuiLDiN'a by jrAcniXEKT.-The Dnke of

Somerset, acoumpiniied by Rear-Adu.iral Lord Ciarei^e

Paget, Captain Kden, C.B., and Captain Moore, C.B.,

proceeded a few days since to a iactory m the vicinity

of Regent's Park for the purpose of inspectmg some

very ingenious machinery invented by an American

gentleman, the object of which is the saving of time,

labour, and expense in boat building. By tins new

process a cutter HG feet in lencth can be turned out ot

hi.nd ready tor the water in 10 hours, whereas the same

work performed by the process now in use in shipbuilding

yards could not be fiiiislu d under eight da^-s.

The Satckday Half Holiday.—At a recent meeting

of the Court of Aldermen, Alderman Wilson movrd that

the resolution ol the court of the 29th September last

altering the days of meeting of certain committees from

Saturday to Friday be rescinded. He si.id that almost

every member of the court was so impressed with the

conviction that the alteration had been found to work

disadvautageously that it was unnecessary to do more

than to move that the resolution be rescmded. and that

thev should go heck to their old phm which h:.d

worked well for a great many years, feir y- ^^"5-

Kcridge seconded the motion. Since the day had been

chan-ed they often found a good deal of d.ihcuity m
getting a committee together, but when the meetings

tt-ere held on Saturdays they a w.ys had a iuU

attendance. Alderman Sidney saul he believed t ns

alteration was part of the cuckoo cry about S^.nrday

holidays, and he conhl not help expressing h.n opmiou

that the object songlit to be obtained o aboh.hm^

one day's labour out of the six. "Inch h.-d sdwuys

hitherto been devoted to industrial
_

pursuits, wns

not in accordance with the connnercial wisdom for

which the City ..f Lnndou hitherto had beeu hmied.

After some discussion the motion was carried «.th only

one di8Scntient.-The bru.hmakers in Oxturd Sjxet,

from the Circus to the Marble Ardi, with one excoptton

have agreed to dose their establishments at five o c ock

on Saturday.. Two meetings have recently boon held
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at the West End, composed of assistants from the prin-

cipal retail houses, to consider the hest steps to be
taken hy tliem in support of the Saturday closing. In
accordance with the decision arrived at, a represen-

tfttive conuuittee has been formed, and a special fund is

at Arms, and Mr. Henry Young, to give to the

University the collection of fossils made by their late

brother, Dv. James Forbes Young, subject only to the

condition that they should be, as far as practicable,

kept as one collection made by Dr. Young, whose life

raising to which the assistants at Messrs. Shoolbred's was devoted to suhjfcts connected with natural history.

establishmont alone have contributed upwards of 50
guineas. A similar organization is contemplated for

the City, and the system will probably be extended
still furtiier, including every variety of trade.

IlxFtBOW School.—An old Harrovian has given

lOOU/. to the governors of Uarn^w School, the interest

to form a prize for the scholar who shall most distinguish

hiuistilf by his attainments in Scriptural knowlc'ge.

and wlo felt particuhir interest in the progress of the
Woodwiirdian Museum. Mr. Sccly, under tlie direction

of the Woodwardian Professor, bas inspected the collec-

tion, and is of opinion that it would form a very valuable

addition to the University collection. The collection

includes 60 magnificent specimens of fossil tishes, worked
out with great labour from the chalk. i'rofessor

Sedgwick is of opinion that there will be sufficient

The Public Hralth.—-The llegistrar-Oeneral's space in the Woodwardian Museum to accommodate the
Weekly Uetuin state:! that the mortality of Londuu , collection, Tlic Senate also authorised the Vice-

has constantly increased during the lust five wcuk-s, , Chancellor and tb(! Woodwardian Professor to take
and that in tlio week that ended uu Saturday, the Ist such steps as may be necessary for accommodating and
December, the denths were 1275. The average numhor arranging the collection. The election of a tcaclier of

in the correjpondinjj wci'lis of tho 10 years 1S50-50, Hinduiitani t^ok place on thf' 28th ult, when Major
corrected for in<-rfa'?o of population, was KJ1)7. The 5>t©pbi'u was elected by a majority of 2 ovt.'r Syed
present roturn i« therefore, notwithstanding tlie

increase caused by the told and damp of November, 122
beiow the average. During the week the births ot 87U
boys and 82G giils, in all IG'JU children, were registered

in London. In the 10 corresponding weeks of tho

years 1850-50 the average number was 1GG2.

^loDiiutnl.

Abdonilah, the numbers being T-A to 72. Tlte real

questions at issue were the comparative benefits to be
ilerived from the appointment of a native or an English,
a Christian or a Mahometan, teacher. The appoint-
ment is for three years,

CitOYDO^r.—A church-rate of 2d. in the pound was
carried by an immense majority on Tuesday week at a
vestry of this parish. A poll was demanded, the result

t

Anglesea..—A statue to tho memory of the late

Marfpiis of Anglesoa, the reinlt of public subscription,

was nn Saturday lust raised on the column already

Greeted on a commanding site in the Isle of Anelesea,

opposite the gruat tubular bridge over the MenaJSlrait.

The column itseU, 100 feet hrgji, was erected after the

canipiiign of VVatcrloo, as a memorial of the Marquis's

military achievements, and is on t'lie summit of a rock

250 left above the level of the sea; so that, with the

tatuu 8u;HMadded, the entire monuiiH'ut is upwards of

360 teet above the s, a, and is no*v a conspieuons object

fir many miles round. Tlie figure, which is of colossal

•>M And ex'-tiit'-d in bronze, represents th

hlH full Hti«-sar UTiiform, and is the work
TIm' task of raising it to the top of eobinni wns one of

extniordinary dillieuUy, and was accomplished without
•C'ltloldtng by means «f a very ingnnious apparatus in-

vented by a young engineer of Aiiglesea called Ilaslam,

who diud from anxiety attendant on tho critieal uperii-

tiuu ho had underlakeu, and before its complete succes:!

could i), iblislnd.

i'Sr. KoMrxDa,—Tiic long y Ung impa-st Into

tho ni^ ' cuin-^tiini'fH a' ' . ud'mg the <* th ol

a poor boy ciilli'd V.
' it Nfurton, at Kornham St.

(bM-virVf, fi'-ir tlii^ litvMi, w«>* if^iimcd iitid riihcludfl

on Kridiiy tverk \iftiiiv the coruiici' Im' tJiu hi^jough.

It will h<» riMuumUired that the boy died on the 7th

8«pttJinb«!r, utLcr [lartaking uf a pudding pnpired un

tbn pirvuju.i evening for hln itu|ipt-r by Mrs. CurUs,
tbr tvifiofa labuur»T with whom \w 1 '^ I. In tliis

|iitdding ami in tbe body of <h-i il, and also in the

ii'i^y '
'' vU wbicli ate Honii>'>r liii! pndding the boy

loft, arsmle was di d in iiniHiiInrablM ipiantitiert,

and tlur.cftn he no doubt that tho boy died from th©
adininiHtration of tha^ pnUnn. Mrs. Cnrtig find her hns-

bniid wt*re.iub.m-iptontlyattai-ked, but recovered. Arsenic

hnd Ihvu in tin' pot^i'inion of a faru) st-rvnut nainetl

IlawkiuM, l}etv\i>n nhtmi ami Cintis there had been

•oinu ill-lueling ; and it appears that the papt;r

containing it lutd been opuiicd when taken by
tliu pidiue* uUhuugh Ilnwktns (who had tba

by liini lor tho purpose of bitng used in bit

firiiiing opt'vat tiiiis) states that liO was not
Mint il, had h''cn t"ttcht'd. Hawkins, shortly

the boy died, borrowi-d S'>inii tlmu' from th©

Cnrtisoi, on tho pl'^a that lome friends were coining to

see him, and that ho wantrd some tlour of a Hner
qtnility ; but thest- persons did not come aftor all, ami
some of tho borrowed tlour being used in a cako of

which Mrs. Hitwlvinn |mrtouk, she was herself taken ill

ttfkerwards. Isweral wituawes wi;w uuw again exa-

iuia«d, but their evidence failed to shovv how arsenic

became mixed with the tluur in Curtis*s bt^use; but
MVVrnl of i' a provid that Hawkin-t WM fully

©mpl 1 In r.u' ind tnrnin,' Uiirloy on thw Fr* '
y

on which the y w n aibniT "fd. On the othor

hand. ('urti>4 «:•' dthat Hawktut luwl tbr" *^nr<l him
eventl limes, and that lie had seen hnn about the

yards on iiivhiy twice in th'* t'>reno<ui and onc« in the

alloruoon. On th<> whute. howuver, tlio vvidencfl

adduced was In favour uf liawvkin^, who admitted tlmt jsomo Hriiaiii

he had gone otice m Uie day to Ids house fur some "' tho faith

tbrks. After a sitting of two or three hours the jury

reLuriicd a vi rdict to thfl flReot that <' _d died

days since in this city from a flogging received at
school, has resulted in a verdict of Manslaughter against
Charles Edward Hawker, tlie pupil teacher, who in-

flicted the punishment,
Hull.—Two more steamers have been lost in the

TJaltic in consequence, it is said, of overloading the
deck with cargo.

^
They are the Emmeline, screw

steamer of Hull, which has been stranded on the Island
of Oesel, at the entrance of the Gulf of Riga, and the
Edward Hawlcins, screw steamer, which has been
stranded near Wyborg, in the Gulf of Finland, on her
voyage home from Cronstadt. At the Hull Police
Court last week, Mr. Travis the stipendiary magistrate
announced tiiat he had received the following letter

from the Board of Trade in answer to the report whirh
he had forwarded in respect to the loss of the steamship
Arctic:

—

** Sir,—My Lords have intimated to their aolicitor that th«y
approve the course ha adopted in applying to you for cost*.
As regards the iii:i«ter of tlie Arctic, I am to iiiforui you that
my Lords have suspended his ceHificato of competency for
six months, and, as regards the meritorious services rendered
to tho survivors, ray Lords direct me to inform you that thoy
have already givdii 50f. as a jjrratuity to the widow of Mr. Earle,
who lost his life in his attempt to save the shipwrecked
passen^^'ers and crew, and they have also given gratuities to the
men who manned the Danish lifeboat : they are also about to
sugffcst to tho 8ecrct:iry of State for Foreign Affairs that
medals should ulso be given by her Majesty's Government to
these latter,—I am, ifcc, T. H. Farrkr.''^

Nkwpoet (Mo>'SIOUTII3HIEe).—On Saturday a fear-

ful mine explosion happened at the Block Vein Pit, Risca,

, ,, * T M A I
*^ «rPO"'^t^» tu t..L.

I

C5 ^i,ad bodies were brought to the surface on Saturday
vicarage of Doneaster by the Archbishop of York in 3^^ Saturday night, 8 on Sunday, and 7 on Monday.
read.nK hnnseU in at the parish church, made the ^^^^- 55 -^^ the pit. which may not be recovered fo^
loilowiupf address to the congregation on the inirty- oiiother

V
nil

11

.

iiflvr

Nine Articles:
"It is now not far from half a century since those Articles

have been read aloud in the parish church ; and I can well
believe that niany of yon may never hnvo had your attention
called to thorn—perhaps you may never have read them care-

fully in t))e whole course of your lives. I would call upon 3'ou

he Marquis ih
' *hen toUsten to them, and to follow them with all your care

nf Mr Vnhlo ^" ' ^^^'^ them to you to-day. It is not my intention to shir
or mr. ^.-notuc^ them over. On the contrary, I would give full force and em-

phasis to them, believing them, as I do, to be carofulty cir uvn
from Holy Scripture, and to contain a body of Divine truth
HlwayB»e««onahlo ami sometimes too much disrecarcicd. I do
not Itiok upon this as a wearisome form, uor indec 1 as a form
at all. In the appniatmout of your rulni-^t^cr you have had no
voice. It is not the usual practicOyOf our Church to look to

th'j c'.n^^rt'K
'

. ithor for the nonTinatinn or for thu appnjval
of tho nomination of their iiarochtal minister. AU the more
necesmry is it that every preoftution should bo takf*n for your
boiuK '*ati«tk'd uf the corrcctn>iM of hH doctrine. Yuu have ft

'
' '

> b0 Hwurcd, and y m "iily bo so from his own lip^,

lh.it li'> it) in heart a« wnit nn in profession a miuiHter uf your
own I vtrd Ohun li '1 hat t« ono rttuon why 1 am roinlred
: I ly to ;.' . rm th. liolo of tlir : vie- myself, anil tn arid

to th^t porforiiianca of tbo servioe tho nuaUins of tbo Ai ticJun

of the Chiircli, with an uxproMMld solemn dooUration of my
Rssont and consent to them. Dry anil formal ststcuicuts of
sbstnujt truth aro not the usual, nor are they the proper itapls

ofsernions. Dogmatic toocliinfr, as It Is called—tho enunuia-
tl f f'hriH'" ' trine in tho form of positive snd detailed

stat<-Mr:nt—U nr>t nuich in fiatiluu atuong uk— iiuilm|is alutoat

ioolitiloso. whuo out of it n ' (jrow alU'hrlHtiai praclioe,

and uo [uirt of it can bu emitted aystumatically la our leachingr

without Injury, In ^ >iiin rospoct rnoro or Iom fmportnnt, to the
Christian lifo of our hearers. Theroforo I would bid you to

AOMpt with I' ikrulness tho naoessltr widch to-day is laid

nr^'tiyo'iof L>.aiiii|{ tho doctrhtoH of Christianity dravvu out
wttii Momotlilng of prt-rLsiori into nometMng of detail. Let mo
remind vou tliat t)>"v who, tht>nt;U dead, yet hpoak iu these
formul«»-i"H ol i>ur( uunh. were nn'n—thnntth the authorahlp
of |wrtt.Mtlf»r purls luiv tw» doubttul — wbi», living in trou
hlotis iijn<w.know tho import.iMco bettor than we do, of correct

ur incorruut oxpi-c^K ii in tho things of God, and provcil their

sJnoeTity. In nimy well-known and momorablo instances, by
tNilinff tltuir t<"^hmouy with their blood. CranniLT, batimer,
and il- !! v. witn many others—fathers of tho Fu^lUh Church
th'-^ -. ^,htly called—sjMjak to us in tho^o ArLiules from a
martyr's Kravo. I^ot us not think IlKhtly of doctrines.

whotbur iu their F«ut>stAnoo or iu their uxprussiou, ftir which
Hvin? men, men of talent, and leaniiug. and piety, and
oocupriiig plaoM of power and omoluiiit-iit in the . ..front of
tho Chunh, loved not tholr lives unto tho death. Observe,
too, as yoti listen, how oorefuUy the phraseology of (hL .

ArticlM is kept within the acttial words of Holy Scripture.
Homo of thoso which v. t perhaps provoku dout r

ditlVrrnces of opinion— I wui Instance the nth—are, if you
..uino thuni, litLlo muru than verses of Scriptuio, lightlv

strtiiig togotbur by a fow clauses of human oooncxion, aud.
whatever n, ^- bu the ^g of tho pMnges of Scripture

!

week or fortnight. The locality is iu a

state of the most painful excitement. Anxious in-

quirers, dejected men, and weeping women and chil-

dren surround the pit, and are to bo met with on all

sides. A cemetery is about to be made in the vicinity

of the works, for the interment of the bodies. Ground
has been given for that purpose by the lessees, the

Risca Company, and the lessor. Lord Tredegar. A dis-

pensation has been granted by tlie Bishop of the diocess,

and the work is to be forthwith commenced. A public

subscription is also to be opened in aid uf the widows and
children. Mr. Brough, the Governnicut inspector, has
examined the pit. and the cause of the accident will be

thoroughly investigated at the coroner's in(]uc'.st. which

was opened on Tuesday. The pit was known to be

subject to blowers of gas, and the management were
C'lutious in consprinencp, but it was of no avail, for on
Saturday WL'ck one of the workmen was summAed
Ix'fore the county magistral cs for taking the key of a
safety lamp into the pit; and it was deposed by the

overmuu that two other men were detected with naiU
in thi'ir imsscs-iiin, intended, doubth's.s, to be used for

opL'uing tho safety lamps to obtain lights for smoking.
These things show the recklessndM of tho mi n, and
point perhaps to the ori'^in of tbn explosion.

SiiEFFiKLD.—^A clerk of the Sheffield and Kotberaro

Bank, named Mark Rawlins, was cliarjjed before the

mai^istrates of this town on fciaLuid.iy with embfzzling

a sum of about 1000/. The prisoner, who was a director

ol the Athuna)uin, secretary to the School of Arts, and
a leading promoter of tho Mechanics' Library, Ac,
was remanded for a few dajs.

SuiKLDS,—Another south-oast g.de 1 _ -d with

great vioKucc on this coast on Sunday and .Mnnday,

and the difforent seaport towns on the coast have Ucu
kept In tho jjreatest cxciteuient by the arrival of the

hir";!' fb'i't of Ti^'bt vos^ots which have sought shrlter in

their harhours. Above 200 sail of light vess.ds ran

into the Tyne, and as the harbonr of Shields and the

docks were crowded with laden vessels, the arrival of

this fleet caused great confusion and some damage in

the harbour.

UXFOUD.—Tho Bishop of Oxford has recently con-

cluded tho triennial visitation of his dioc The

following is an abstract of that portion of his chaig*^

bu the ig of the pMHffea of SL-ripturo which referred to church-rates, th* law of marriage,
fWtm which they are taken, auch, and uo other—not more

| m, j the revision of the Prayer Book :—
diffitiilr. not more acoMirnoim—wilt Iw thoir meaning here In
tho Avii^io v.itKh cmlH*-»i-u<t thoni. l!"'>T'»"it)or,aUo, in heoHn<(

llMSi. til it al: orary one, if not iiu>r»ny every one, of t

Ar't'"'"-*. ••r»'t> ^f \* Ij* no* Brt now, wnn ftin^n th»*n«w»«Mnti of so

iiiiC VTvr ; lot a nivr* imtmn l' i>»D ut v. iL niight bo
..,:.i^ .1 i-uudud u^ . _ iloxwrrlenoe

of that oeQwiity; a pruiwt sffainat somothlnf? whh>h i>..^lit be
admooed uu tho side of heterodoxy and tklse n >. even

W ^- '^ ' T^

*' Among the matters up.>n which the union of the
and iiuty wan necessary, was with r^pird to the attack so per-

LMltt> y o<mtiime4 ai^Vt chnri'h rates. A chaima nsd
poMied over tbo qiioa^^'^ «fnce :..^j last net. The plea

then was that Dinsatan aooald be relieved irooi ttaea WoMwa
thoy V ,tJ their ctmsv.^.-eea. Tho plea was ooe whiah was
dimcult to meet, and It was also one which appealed to Bog*

t>«A|«(e 4iTnr««alnn8, or (which is i important) any

from tlie eilVda of arstniicu! rx
'

n. but that tb. r.' waaf deUiU whuu .nay SMm to favour a tone^f opinion

V ' '^ r it WW iidmliiis.
with which iM. 1 ^i haTO little Sympathy,

w r lb was aMintniS" _
, _» .* .».-. »..r.._._ !.»_.. «.*

bcoaoie'lt aireadyhnd bero » adT"anoed, and bad wmnffhtjlifh gmmrmitr That p\e» h$d horn •bnOtm^, mad in fts

bnaeh in tho unity and iu the coniplotcneis ' plaoe aii ' had l>een put lorth—that tbe eai^tonee of an

nnco doii«red to the sainU. And if in anv R-i'ablijihed Church ran injuri'iw to religion ; and aeeonUnely,

wapecfr thftdoctnnoaherestuttd I . it suit tho f.
' i^-ort church rates were attacked because tbev formod tlM flrst

tasU ot ti>« Mo in which onr T-'t is oast—if th^iu bo any I »tt<l most assailable outpost of the Uah^ ' irch.
~

in the

not suffi* ' - rvid< :i

Imd by himself or by th'* hand of aiiotlier, Tlie

corntior addc<l (hat ho ooald not cioM the inquiry

withont thnnkini; the jury for tlie attention and
patienoe which they 1' '

' displ'^vod in n matter almost

aa inystf>riotis as tbe atfuir at Iluttd, althon^b tiiore was
this dill'erence 1)otween tbe two casM—at Boad thcru

rnnld be no doubt that a foul and atrocious murder bad
bttiii e.iuuuitted, while in tbi^ instance it Was just

iblo that (! .^ d died by his own band.

Camhui j.—At a oouftreiratton luM >>ii tb " C2d uU.,

a gnu- ''. \ ^ nat ptJng with thaiika. the

offer mad« by Sir Charles y't ~^ Yonng, Garter King

we have
— -rmn raor« than thf" R«fi>rmers knew of its ponaible abuse
—4tit us not f^irgat that wa are now within two yean of mt^
pleting tho third century— tito full talo of 800 yean—since this

c«>mpeodiam ofdoctrine was finally r:\tifl- ' nuuh Qdre thun
that time stnoe it was drawn up; lot us approach tt with the

l aisi—

S

t. aa waO as thelMifer '

» great anttnuity. and
onlv pt.*^ to Ood to malio us w alf as wise, ona-ball aa holy,

or 'half as aelf-denytng R wlf devoted as were t'

iUus: '^ "' "" *'^ ^hrig0 stadies, r'^rors, and tf-ila we owe
this bnlw^vrk '^f a ihrifttlan faith aaA a Pillant Oiureh.
Listen to it as the faith in which ym may be tMT*VAil »o live

and to *
; it « it as Iktt faith In which ti win Oe th*

v«i«.w*«v *.w... ; him who (* now sat n'-'-r w*n tn th«

Ijord lo Inst t von wask Xrf weea, and to iiva and to Om
LuuMUr

KxKTRU.—Tha inqueai Ui>ou a boy who C.'.^l nfsw

Hoomv
had n<it

Thu raoant division nn tho question

of C011.U. -is had si. n that th« emmtrv
yet spoken ont cnaoeming the |>

'- W in- 1 lu

rates, it was more tha ohm .of ... ilty tL tbe l

for it was laymen who \v<>uiii have to bear the bnrden of tltaui,

in wbstnvor shaoe they might bf lertod. He t iffht it wsa
necesoary to act a^Ui oircumflpectlon, and allow the oountry to

daolare it« will r -ruinff church ralea. Thev sbml i 1M»
oar* and not prvipltata a oonbtmi sohttion for tna sctiiamcat

of so ^rave a • t Uon. Turning now t eaioat^^^^^^
.{UO'it bviwioth'^"' he meant the stiP '^reateood alteration

of tiM bnr of marrisffs. be AlMAlMiArk that tbo presMk law

as ngnrded divorco utly justified rhe views of those who
bad oMS^rt th« ohftufte. But ni >ro ^MH^^^rtW to their

d " -^ic purity w.umI be such alteration wiM
ffi m to unione which tbeChoroh of tba

tha law of Qod with the
riaMMd ttet tbe Ckanh
„vely dodarfr- Jaas tboaa

bad ut^tiiared to b« branded by
in^vKiv and 0^^ of ifl^Bl. H*
of i^..ftN..«i hsd always author^,
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xmions were contrary to the law of God ; and that in making
that declaration she followed the decision of the whole
Catholic Church, beginning with St. Basil, who wrote in the
third century. The book of Leviticus, when laying down
the prohibition against persons near of kin marrying, enume-
rated cases of that nature, and amongst these there were more
instances given of affinity than blood. Any alteration in the
law might t«nd to sever the realm from the Church of Christ.

In that particular instance those two bodies coincided. What
the Church condemned, the State condemned. But should the
State acknowledge [as lawful the marriages that it now
condemned, how perplexing might its relations become with
the Clnirch, for the Church could not make any such alteration

in her laws. No human legislation could affect her laws.
Against any such alteration of the law he implored his rev.

brethren lawfully and earnestly to strive. Another cloud hung
over the land with regard to the revision of the Book of
Common Prayer. This liad been resisted not only by himself,

but by every one of hia right rev. brethren who had in his

place in the House of Peera spoken or voted on the subject.

There were two distinct auguments urged in favour
of the revision. The first was the tendency of all

human productions to require revision and correction;

and the other rested on a declaration of the clergy
that the Liturgy might bo improved. To the general
assertion contained in the first argument no exception could
be taken. All human productions naturally admitted of
improvement, and l;ipse of time generally made improvement
necessary. Nor could it be denied that the Book of Common
Prayer might be improved; for to deny it would be to deny
that it was a human composition. But reasonable and thought-
ful men, while admitting those two propositions, were not so
sure that everything in the shape of alteration was necessarily

an improvement. There were considerations as to the time of
altering and the hands by which the alterations were to bo
made ; the amount of good to be gained, and the amount of
evil to bo incurred. Each of these Wivs to be Pcitaratelj' and
carefully weighed before a man of understanding would be
ready to apply general principles which no one disputed, that
all works of the human mind were capable of improvement.
If they compared the hands to do the work gf revision with
those who liad compiled the present Book of Common Prayer,
they would see the superiority of the latter ; for their object
was to preserve all the Catholic element, but at the same
time to clear it of all its imperfections. There were other
and graver dangers to be apprehended from the alteration.
Behind the modern revisionists were men who had other
objects and very different aims. The smallest change might
have the effect, in many cases of entirely altering the
original meaning of a passage, as it was said that the excision
even of an excrescence lett a scar. Any alteration would
lead to a disruption and break up the English Church. Some
revisionists stated that their object was for the purpose of
introducing many, who were now excluded, into the Church.
But he thought it was doubtful whether the proposed alte-

rations would not cause more to leave the Church than it

would bring into it. The Dissenters had an interest in
this question as well as themselves. It was from their

Church that they derived their Christianity, theJr Bible, and
their ereed. If even the alteration were approved by Convo-
cation, it would still have to struggle through the two Houses
of Parliament. Every change would only be the groundwork
for some new change, and he therefore held that it was their
duty to resist even innocent changes and alterations. At a
time when the Bible was being explained away, and looked
upon as a legend ; the passage of the Red Sea described as the
latitude of poetry ; the taking up of Elias corporeally to heaven
denied, as well as the fact of a universal deluge, it became
them to be on their guard and oppose every attempt to alter

their ritual."

Yarmouth.—The inquest on the persons killed by
the late explosion on board the Toniting-, after several

adjournments terminated on Tuesday, when the jury

returned a verdict to the efF'=?ct that the deceased

were killed by the explosion of the boilers on board the

Tonning, but there was not sufficient evidence to show

the cause of such explosion. The steamer is still lying

at Lowestoft, but will be removed to the Thames for

tbe purpose of being repaired.

while that of the Pope was hailed with vociferous
cheers. General Lamoriciere, Cardinal Wiseman,
Mr. Smith O'Brien, and Wajor O'Reilly whose
presence had been confidently announced by the ultra-

montane papers, did not attend. "^
The Cask of Miss Aylward.—Oirpriday Mr.

Brewster, Q.C., and Sir Colman O'Loghlan, Q.C., were
heard by the Court of Common Pleas in support of

Miss Aylward'a application for her discharge on the

;

ground that the Court of Queen's Bench had no power
to commit her to any other prison than the Four Courts
Marshalsea, and Mr. Macdonagh, Q.C., the new mem-
ber for Sligo, was heard in support of the jurisdic-

tion of the Queen's Bench. Judgment was deferred

until Saturday, when the full Court again sat specially

for the purpose. The Chief Justice delivered the unani-

mous judgment of the Court to the effect that they

entertained no doubt that they would be far transcend-

ing their authority as judges of the land in presuming
to overrule the decision of the Court of Queen's Bench.
Miss Aylward was therefore remanded to prison. She
has since served notice on the governor of the prison

that she is illcgully detained.

. I

lEielauo.
The Repeal Meeting in Dublin.—The Ultra-

montane aggregate meeting in support of a national

vote for the Repeal of the Union was held on Tuesday

evening in the Rotunda. The attendance was crowded,

and the platform, on which a number of Roman Catholic

priests were assembled, was occupied for the most part

by tlie overflow of the meeting. A green banner, bear-

ing the motto " Aid yourselves, and God will aid you,"

tbe staff terminating in the form of a spear or pike-

head, was placed In a conspicuous position, and
^
was

waved vigorously whenever the speakers made " a point,"

to stimulate and increase the enthusiasm of the audi-

ence. The O'Donoghue, who took the chair, addressed

the meeting, and was followed by Mr. Maguire, M.P.,

Mr. O'Neill Dasent, Rev. Mr. Mullen, Mr. John Martin,

Mr. Lawler, Mr. Underwood, Rev. Mr. Lavelle, &c..

The speakeri were repeut jdly interruptid by groans f- r

•' the Castle hacks," and ** cheers for John Mitchell."

Mr. Maguire confessed that repeal could not be carried

without the aid of the Protestants of Ireland, and

claimed that the same principles should be applied to

Ireland as had been contended for in Italy. Resolutions

were passed to the effect that Ireland ought to have the

right, accorded by her Majesty's ministers to foreign

nations, of choosing by ballot and universal suffrage

her own rulers and form of government; and petitions

to the Queen and both Houses of Parliament, founded

upon the resolutions, were unanimously adopted.

Banquet to the Irish Buigade.—The banquet

to the Limerick. Clare, and Tipperary contingents of

the Irish brigade, took place in the theatre ot Limerick,

on Monday night, and was attended by upwards ot

300 persons. From 60 to 80 members of the brigade

were present, several of the men benig m uniform. The

chair was taken about 8 o'clock by the Mayor-elect, Mr.

J. T. M'Sheehy. The principal speakers were the

chairman, the Rev. Messrs. O'Farrell and Quaid, and

Lieut. Ryan, of the Papal Engineers, who appeared m
the Pope's uniform. The toast of the Queen was

received with groans, yelling, and hissmg, which was

kept up for 10 minutes, with loud and repeated cries ot

'*No, no; we won't have it; she deserves nothmg.

Murdee IX FiFESHiRE.—On Wednesday the 2Sth ult,

an under gamekeeper named M'Keiin, an Irishman,

employed on the estate of Oakley, entered the house of

a carrier named Dobbie, residing in Torryburn, and,

taking a deliberate aim at him with his gun as he sat

beside the fire, shot him in the head. The unfortunate

man only survived a few minutes. M'Keun was imme-

diately apprehended and lodged in the county prison on

a charge of murder. It appears that a few days

previously Dobbie and M'Kenn had some misunder-

standing in a public house in the village, but their

quarrel was stopped by the intervention of some persons

present*

aiAailbjaD^.
London, Chathaai, and Doa-er.—The western

extension of this line from Cliatham to Bickley was

opened for public traffic on Monday, by which a new
route from various places in Kent to the metropolis is

opened up. By an arrangement with the London and

Brighton Company, the London, Chatham, and Dover

Company are enabled to convey their traffic to London

Bridge and to the Victoria Station, Pimhco.

The Great Western Narrow Gauge.—At a

special meeting of the Great Western Railway Com-

pany last week the proposition to raise 1,000,000?,

additional capital for the purpose of laying down the

narrow gauge on the line between Reading and Pad-

dington, including the Brentford and Windsor branches,

and to provide suitable stock, was carried by a large

majority. The directors were also empowered to intro-

duce the necessary Bill into Parli:unent. It was

mentioned that the company liave no intention of

substituting the narrow gauge on their line in place of

the broad. __^^_«^^-^^-^

ILaUi*
Court of Common Pleas: Kerape v, A>riZ/e.—This was an

action for false imprisonment arising out of tliu Cambritlgo

proctorial system- The plaintiff was Bmma Ktmpe, a young

milliner resident in Cambridge, who, in January last, whilst

traveUini? in an omnibus on her way to a private party about

to be given by a student who had just taken his degree, was

token prisoner and incarcerated in the spinning-house, for

several days. It was i)leddod by the defendant, the Vice-

ChanceUor, that he was authorised under certain statutes of

the University in what ho had done. After two days' trial,

the jury after an absence of two hours returned the followmg

verdict— '* That the Proctors had good ground for suspecting

the plaintiff. Tiiat the Vice-Ciiancellor did not make due

inquiry and that the puuishmcnt was undeserved. Ibey

thout^ht that the piison was a fit and convenient place oi

confinement; and they found a verdict for the pkuntiff-

DamaKes40^." The Lord Chief Justice said that this verdict

was not a sufficient answer to the quet^tioiis put, and he would

put to them the second proposition in writing,^to which he

would require an answer "Yes'' or ''No/' His Lordship

then wrote down the following question :—'- Did the

Vicc-Chancellor hear and examine the plaintiff, and was

he satisfied of the matters alleged in /cspect ot the

plaintiff by the Proctors, that the plaintiff had been

in the company of the un-^ergraduates for idle, dis-

orderiy, and immoral purposeft?" The jury again retired

and did not return till half-past 5 ociock, and the

Court of Probate and Divorce : Dent v. Deniion,—Specia
wry.—The defendant, Mr, Denison, Q.C., propounded the
copy of a will executed on the 10th March last by Mr, Wm
Frederick Dent, late of No, 61, Strand, watchmaker ; and the
plaintiff, the mother of the deceased, alleged that it had been
destroyed by her son, animo rtvocandi^ on the Ist of Apri?
following, Mr. Dent was between 40 and 50 years of age- He
was a widower without children, but he had left a mother and
two sisters, who were married to tradesmen in the Strand, but
Mr, Dent was on bad terms both with them and with his
mother. In February last he was taken ill, and while confined
to his bed was often visited by Mr, Denison, who was an inti-
mate friend both of him and his father, and had been his chief
adviser in the construction of the great clock for the Houses
cf Parliament, and who prepiured the draft of the will in dispute
for him. By this instrument he gave a sum of 150?. a year to
his mother, and after bequeathing various smaller legacies to
his employes and friends, he lett the residue, amounting to
about 45,000/., to Mr. Denison himself. Two witnesses
who had been employed to make a copy of the original draughty
testified to the testator's expressions of dissatisfaction with the
will on the very night of its execution, as well as to the
deliberateness of its destruction, and to the use by him of such
words as "that he had left too much power in Mr. Deniaon'e
hands," Other witnesses declared that Mr. Denison had strictly

forbidden the admittiince of any members of his family, and
one deposed to an order that *' if his mother insisted on passing
upstairs he was to an-ange a eigual that she might be
surrounded and ejected from the premises with as little

violence as was necessary," It was further proved that Mr-
Dent's reLitives obtained access to him on the 31st of March,
when he evinced much pleasme at seeing his mother and wa&
perfectly conscious and rational ; that the will was revoked on
the follow^ing morning ; and that from that time Mr,
Denison, in turn, was excluded from the house. On
behalf of the defendant it was urged that Mr, Denison had
rendered valuable services, both to the deceased and his father

;

that the insertion of his name in the residuary legacy was not
done by his suggestion or contrivance ; that the exclusion of

his family was justified bypiis excitable state ; and that after he
became "a prisoner in their hands" he was induced in a

moment of delirium to change his mature and well-considcred

intentions, being at the time incompetent to give directions

about matters of business. The jury found a verdict for the

plaintiff; but desired to state that they believed Mr, Denison

had reasonable grounds for disputing the cancellation of the

will- The Judge said that he concurred in their opinion.

Administration was then decreed to the plaintiff, but the

question of costs was reserved.

Lord Rossmore died on the 1st inst. at Rossmore Park^

CO. Moua^^lian, in his 6Sth year. He had been an invalid for

some ycitrs previously. On Saturday he was apparently better

than usual, but about 10 o'clock he was seized with a fainting

fit from which he never rallied. He is suci;eeded by his eldest

son, the Hon. Henry Caimes Westenra, aged 9 years.

Sir Henry Davison, Chief Justice of Madras, and formerly

Chief Justice of Bumbay, died at Ootacamuud, of dropsy, on

the 3d or 4th of November.

Sir Henrv Marsh, Bart., the eminent physician, w:w
found dead on Saturday morning in the water-closet of his

residence in Merrion Square, Dublin. He rose apparently in

his usual health, and was shortly about to leave his house on

hi3 professional rounds, his carringe being in waiting at the

door. It is supposed that he was seized with an apoplectic fit.

Sir Hunry Marsh was highly esteemed by all classes of the

citizens, as well for his personal worth aa fur Lib pruietwional

eminence.

The Rev. Professor Eobertson, D.D., Professor of Church.

History iu Edinburgh University, imd long a leader in the

General Assembly, died at bis house in Auislie Place, Edin-

burgh, on Sunday afternoon, from an attack of JAundiee and.

gastric fever. He was only iu his 5yth year, but though appa-

rently robust, had long worn the aspect of a more advanced

age. He was ordiiined iniiiiKter of Kll'>ii, in 1S:{2, and when in

that office attained his first celebrity as a debater in the

General Assembly. In the latter years of the Non-Intnision

Controversy, he took an active i)art in the Assembly and in

the Synod of Aberdeen, in defending the policy of the Mode-
rate or Constitutional party.

Dr. David Dale Owen*, the eminent geologist, died at New
Harmony, Indiana, on the 13th ult. Ho was a son of tbe cele-

brated Robert Owen, of New Lanark, Scotland, and a brother

of the Hon. Robert Dale Owen, hite American Minister at

Naples.

i«igccnaiuou£(.
The Livingstone '^x.sedition.—"Tl^eAnglo-African

of October 4 says that lottors liuve reached Cape Tovvn

from Dr. Livingstone and the members of his exploring

expedition at the Ziimbezi, which contain very favourable

reports of their condition and prospects. Dr. Living-

stone, in a letter addressed to Sir George Grey, states

that a mail hag from the Cape had been lost at the

entrance to the Kongone harbonr—a serious drawback

to then), as tliey were anxiously awaiting informatioa

of the intentions of Government, in respect to furnishing

a new steamer adapted for river navigation. The

Ma Robert hud been entirely used up ; and in conse-

quence the party were about to proceed on au overland

journey. On their return they expected to find a new

neither for the nlaintiffnor for the dufendcnt; it ts .in inter-

mediate verdict." Will the learned counsel euK^ged consent to

the jury being discharged if X enter the verdict of tor the

plaintilJ and state my own opinion th.U it .s :m Imperfect

verdict' Mr. Couch on one Bide, and Mr. Deuman on the

other, said they could not consent to anything, as it might

nreiudice their case when the points of la^ raised ca.ne on for

discussiou before the full Court. His Lordship inquired if, m
the event of his again sending the jury back, they wmild be

length, and situate beyond tliu Portugut^^e territory

In another letter, addressed to the Hon. Mr. Rawson.

dated JI:iz:irs, Zambezi, March 25, Dr. Livingstone

says:

—

" We no^v proceed without any stoppages up to tha Makalola

country, aud will in the w.iv examine everj- inch of the river

up to Victoria falls. We shall be able to say deanitely whether

a good steamer may stem the rajiid.'i of Kabr»-fiua. Our
opinion, founded on what we already know, is that in »»[

ordinary Boodti, the pMUge would be easy for a powerful

boat. The present flood Is the highest we have witne«ed. ,ind

uur poor frail steamer, made of amaterUl whichquickly mider-

gocs ctieiuic;d deoomp<«iti' n, and ought never to »»« been

employed in an experiment of this nature, shows e decidea

leaning towards settling and »wing borne aw»y to the inojwi

Ocean. If we get bur up to Tete she will never do more. We
spent 23 days down in tbe Mangrove swamps (which arc

WU3 u.-v.^^ v.^ ". _ ... ^f^n th«nnintjiof believed to by the hot beds of fever), in the most imhealthy

decision, in as perfect a nmmer es
P^n'^'a^il? rSs^T the period of the year. We had touche. of the cmpUunt, but

law connected with the
Pf«"^f.

«f "^^
in hn Pm!JJ of the the mode of treatment we adopt renden* the fever not morf

University of Cambridge claimed by them m the course of the
J,^^.^«j^ .j^^^^ ^ common cold. This is one of the benefits

trial of the former cause.

prisonment. The circumstances ot tne e;ise jc.^ u^ . «.«.r

nent taken to be iientlc^d witn those disclosed m Ktmi-e r

NeviUe " A verdict was entered for 'IbL, and an arrangement

ade of an intricate technical nature witn a view t., tn«
was m
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oiir expedition has to show, and to Dr. Kirk and myself not a

small ond.*'

Letters Iiave also been received from Dr. Kirk, a

member of the expedition, from which the followmg is

an extract:

—

"We are now ready for the journey witti the Makalolo to

the interior of the country. Two of the Portuguese have lent

us donkays, which we hope will dicniuish the wearisomo long
jonmey on which we are going. As we hope to be able to vary
the route, on our way back^ we may see the fine Liiids now
occupied by the Matebele^ and perhaps visit the gold regions
between them and the Zambezi. On the way up, by seeing
every inch of the Kiver Zambezi, we shall be able to settle the
uses to which it may be applied for irrigation ; and as we shall

pass during the dry season, by seeing it ut its lowest, we shall
avoid all dangers of overstating the facilities. But our main
liope is in the fine regions near the Lakes, accessible by the
river 3hiro. Something must be made of these splendid
countries which possess in so high a degree the qualities

adapted to agriculture, pasturage, and trade with the interior,

with a healthy climate where Europeans might settle free from
the fevers so common near the coast and in all the low lands
within the tropios. The first Intercourse we expect to have
with Europeans will be on our return, which may be in Novem-
ber or December, when we hope to find the new vessel for

which we have applied, waiting us at the mouth ofthe Zambezi-
I believe there are fine sheep lands among the hills, at an ele-

vation of 4000 feet. The whole of that part is free of the Tsetse

fly which kill so many cattle, where game is so abundant. In
one of the Cape periodicals I see it mentioned that the first

sugar-mill in South Africa, was one at Natal. This is not quite
correct, as we have tound the people near Tete manutacturiug
sugar, while the Cane is cultivated far beyond, where the pro-
<:ess is quite unknown. There are no frosts here to hurt the
cane, and there are extensive tracts of land in all directions

admirably adapted for it, while in the Lake region, water-
power may be had from the hill streams whicli flow throughout
the whole year. As to cotton, there is as good seed now in the
country as could be wished for general purposes. A great deal
of that cultivated is worth Srf. per lb., and some salt lands
would grow the finer sorts, such as Sea Island cotton, probably
as well as any in America, We have found that wooden boats
are not good for the Zambezi, as the Teredo, which bores ships'

does much damage, even away from the salt water."

Ms. Bright on SteikeS-—Mr. Bright, M.P-, re-

-tfently has addressed a letter to a spinner and manufac-
turer of Blackburn on the subject of " Strikes,^^ from
which the following are extracts ;

—

*' I can understand the disappointment you feel at the small
result of so many efforts to instruct the working population
luround you. It is not to be expected that the workmen of our
population should be wiser than other classes, and we know
well that other classes have, whenever able to do it, enforced
combination prices, and endeavoured to make a scarcity in t.je

articles in which they have dealt. The lact is, that among all

classes there is a lamentable ignorance of the laws which ought
to regulate labour and trade, and that the study of political

economy is totally neglected in the education of the whole
people. At this moment the views of a large portion of
the highest class—I mean highest in position, in wealth,
and in scholarship—are wholly unsound on these subjects,
and, making allowance for difference of circumstances,
they support precisely the same principles as those
contended for by trades' unions. At first sight nothing
appears more clear to a wc^rkman than that it is a great advan-
tage to him to be able to force his employer to give him higher
wages; and for this end—an end appiirently so desirable

—

slmoflt everything will appear to the mind of the workman
proper arhl justirtaWe. He consid^rrs the whole matter to bo a
struggle between capital and labour, and that anything is fair

in hiB fight with the claims of c^ipital. Hence the folly and
injustice of many of the proceedings of the trades' unions, and
the dtecord which arises between the class of workmen and
the clasa of employers, I have never denied the legal or the
moral right of workmen or employers to combine ; but I

believe there is not one case in a hundred where it is wise to
exercise this right. And, looking at the consequences of the
strikes we have seen in this county, and, indeed, throughout
the country, it is amazing that so many men of sense, bo many
competent to works of skill and ingenuity, should take any
part in them. I do not expect in our time that these de-
plorable transactions will come to an end, but I am per-
suaded that they would occxir much more rarely, and be
attended with less of bitterness and of that obstinate folly
which now so often distinguishes them, if the wall of parti-
tion between classes were broken down by the admission
of the great ' labour interest ' into the rights of citizenship.
Then the same questions would interest us all ; the same
grievances, where grievances exist, would be seen to affect us
all ; the same great public objects would stimulate us all ; and,
instead of being, as we now are, two nations in one country,
having different ends and adverse sympathies, we should have
objects and purposes in common, to the incalculable and per-
manent gain of the whole i>eople, I am not now propounding
anew doctrine, I have held this opinion ever since I have con-
flidered social and political questions. 1 have as much interest
in tne harmonious working of our industrial organisation, and
in the welftire of my country, as any other man has, and I give
it as my deUbcrate judgment, that it is the interest and the
duty of all the employers of labour among us to confer upun the
workman, whose labour we purchase, and whose wages we
provide, those rights of fmnchise and of citizenship which we
ourselves possess. The workmen are great in numbers, grow-
Ing in intelligeuce, and their power ot" combination is without
limit. They will contend for themselves, by themselves, if
condemned to remain a separate and suspected order in our
aocial system ; and this contest lias in it the seeds of future
and tremendous evil to them, raid to the great industrial
intere^a of the country. I wi^U to unite all, to have no separate
interests; to blend all in a common sense of common rights,
and thus to give peace and strength where now discord and
weB^s:uee6too much prevail."

BIRTHS-—On the 1st inst, at 8, Belgrave Square, the
Tiacountess Castlerossk, of a son and htir—30th ult, at 5,
Princes Gardens, the Viscountess Hawarden, of a daughter—
Sdinst, at Bywell Hall, Northumberland, the Lady Margaret
Bbauhoiit» of a son and heir—30th uU, the Lady Isabella
ficHcsTEE, of a daughter—2Sth ult, at Coul House, N-B,, the
Hon, Mrs- Greville Vernon% of a daughter—24th ult, at
Wollaton Rectory, Xotta, the Hon, Mrs. Cbarle:^ J. Wil-
LODQHBT^ of a SOU—29th ult, at New Hall, Clare, the Hon.
Mrs. ARMsTitosG MacDonnell^ of a daughter—2 tith uit, at St.
Andrews, Lady Oghterlonv, wife of Sir Charles M- Ochter-
lony, Bart-, of a son, stillborn-

MARRIAGES.—On the 29th ult, at Dunmore Park, Stirling,
the Earl ofSouxHESK, to the Lady Susan C. M. Hurray, eldest
daughter ofthe late Earl of Dunmore—2Sth ult, at Sbrivenham,
CHARLioa Balfour, Esq.^ of Newton Don, to the Hon-
Ai>ELAroE Barrington, youngest daughter of Lord and Lady
Barrington—2Sth ult, at Philorth, Aberdeenshire, John*
StUABT Henziks, Eoq., of Chesthill, Perthshire, to the Hon.
VATirainwR Xhurlow Fraser, youngest duugnter of the late
Hon- Wmiam Prwer, and sister to Lord Saltoun—20th ult» at

St. George's, Hanover Square, Lieut. T, H. B. Brooke, H.M/s
12th Regiment^ M.N.L, second son of the Rev. R. p. Brooke,

Ex-Chaplaiu Bengal Establishment, to Eliza, third daughter
of thelateMajor-Gcneral Sir W, H, SLEEMA^^ K-CB-, of the
Bengal Army—27th ult, at Milborno Port, Somerset, the Rev,
Edward Duke, of Lake House, Wiltshire, to Jane Mervyn,
third daughter of Sir William Coles JIedlycott, Bart., of

Ven, Somerset—29th ult, at St, George's, Hanover Square,
Philip Bennet, Esq., Lieutenant of the Royal Horse Guards
Blue, only child of Philip Bonnet, Esq., of Rougham Hall,

Suffolk, and ToUesbury Lodge, Essex, to Baiibara Harriot
Sophia, eldest daughter of Edgar Disney, Esq., of The Hyde,
Essex,
DEATHS.—On the 29th ult,, at Kelstone, Southampton,

Frances Augusta, widow of the Right Rev- John Banks
Jenkinson, late Bishop of St. David's, aged 72—2d inst, at

Prestwood, the Hon. Mrs. W. H. Foley—29th ult, at Florence,
Lady Herbert, widow of Sir Charles Lyon Herbert, Knt.,
aged 74—28th ult, at 25, Queen Square, Bath, Charix>tte
Harriet Martinique Milnes, eldest daughter of the late Sir

Richard Shore Milnes, Bart., aged 62—18th ult, at Ashdown
|

Park, Sussex, Anne Eliza Elizabeth, widow of Rear-Admiral
the Hon, Major Jacob Henntker — 30th ulfc, Ha.:riet
Louisa, youngest daughter of Gen. Sir Geo. Pollock, G.C.B.—
27th ult, at Caerynwch, Merionethshire, Richard Richards,
Esq., late M.P, for the county of Merioneth, eldest and last

surviving son of the late Right Hon. Sir Richard Richards,
formerly Chief Baron of the Exchequer, aged 73—29th ult, at
Brentry Lodge, Henbury, Gloucestershire, Hannah Mary,
only daughter of the late Rear-Admiral Charles Bowen,
aged 22—27th Oct., at Port Royal, Jamaica, of yellow fever,
Edward Austin, MateofH-M.S, Hydra, and j'oungest son of
Rear-Admiral Horatio T. Austin, aged 20—25th ult, at Shilling-
ton Manor House, Bedfordshire, Maria Lucy, widow of the
late Thomas Oakes, Esq., formerly Senior Member of Council
in the Presidency of IMadras, aged 76—23d ult, at Guildford,
Colonel Melville Browne, one of the oldest surviving
Peninsular officers, and only son of General Gore
Browne— 28th ult, at his residence in Paris. Monsieur
Cesar 3Ioreau, Chevalier de la Legion d'Honncur, and
formerly French Consul in London, aged 69 — 2Cth ult,

the Rev. William Goodenouoh Bavley, D.C.L,, Vicar
of Fittleworth, and late Fellow of New College, Oxford,
aged 55—27th ult> at Field Hall, StafFordshire, John Eccles,
Esq., M.D., for many years Physician to the General Hospital,
and Professor at Queen's College, Birmingham—1st inst, at
Oxford, Rosamond, wife of the Rev. Frederick Metcat-fc,
Fellow of Lincoln College, and Incumbent of St- Michael's,
Oxford, and daughter of the lute Henry Robinson, Esq., of
York, aged 25—2Stb ult, at his residence, Deacon*s Hill, Hert-
fordshire, "WiLUAM Phillimore, Esq,, aged S3.

iiflaifem

COVENT GARDEN, Dec. 8.

Heavy consignments continue to arrive from the Conti-
nent. Pine Apples are less in request than they have been,
and prices for them are lower, borne West India Shaddocks
have made their appearance, as have also a few Tan*
gerine Oranges. Good Cobs may be had at Is. to Is, Od,

per pound. Cabbages, Carrots, and Turnips may be obtained
in quantity. Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoes realise from 6s.

to 10s. per cwt. Asparagus and French Beans may now be
had in small quantities. Cucumbers are scarcer. Cut Sowers
chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Chrysanthemums,
Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to 7s
Grapes, per lb., 33 to 6b

Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
PeavSj per doz.. Is to Ss

Apples, perdoz., 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10a
Lemons, per 100. 6s to lOs

Nuts, Cob, per lb.. Is to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per dozen, 2s 6d

to 3s
Cabbages, do.. Is to 23

Potatoes, p. ton, 100s to 130a
— per bus,, 3s to 4s
-^ per cwt,, 53 to 8s

Carrots, per bunch, 7dto 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 29 to 33
Cucumbers, each, 6d to Is 6d
Artichokes, per doz., 43 to 63

Beet, perdoz,. Is 6d to 23

Celery, p. bundle, ls6d to laOd
Onions, p, ^ sieve. Is 6d to 2sGd
Seakale, p. punnet, 3s to 33 6d
Shallots, per lb,, 6d to 8d
Garhc, per lb., tid to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb-, per score, Is

to Is tid

Lettuces, Cos, do-, Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score, Is to Is 6d
HorseRadish,p,bun.,ls6dto4a
Mushrooms, p, pott,, 29 to Ss
Parsley, p- 12 bunches, 2s to 4a

Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

HOPS.—Borough Matiket, Fp.tday, Dec. 7.

Messrs, Pattenden & Smith report that the market is

firm for all fine Hox)3, but inferior are a drug on the market.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Fkibay, Dec, 7.

A limited demand for fleece sorts, combing and clothing, and
for fleeces has been supplied at former rates. Skin wool has
been sold as produced at old prices. The state of the American
finances is now giving pause to the Yorkshire spinners, as

also a laa^ge failure in Manchester, which has affected some
Bradford houses to their couoiderable loss,

Bouth-down Hog- s,

gets., „ ,.1
Half-bred ditto

.

, 1
Down Ewes ,• 1
Kent Fleeces , . 1

Colonial Fine Wool Sales.—These sales terminate this

evening; they have proceeded with animation throughout,
and maintained fully the rates at which they commenced. The
low wool sales are not very important this series, and will

merely occupy part of to-night and to-morrow.

d. s. d. Leicest. Wethers 1 6 to ..

7 to 1 8 Ditto HoggB .. 1 8 — ..

8 — .. Combing akins 1 — 14
5 — 1 6 Blanket ditto . . 6 — 08
7 — .. Flannel Wool .. 1 — 18

POTATOES.—SOUTHWARK, Monday, Dec. 3.

During the past week the arrivala coastwise have been
limited owing to easterly winds, but there being a large
quantity left over from last week*3 supply the trade still

continues very dull. The following are thia day's quota-
tions :—Tork Regenta, llOs. to 130s. per ton; Lincolnshire
do., 100s. to 110s. ; Dunbar do., 1208. to 140s. ; Perth, Forfar, and
Fife do., 100s. to 110s. ; Rocks and Reds, 00s. to 100s.; French
Wliites, 85s. to 90s.; Belgian do., 80a. to SOs.Jj Dutch do.,
80s. to S5S.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MONTJAT, Dec. 3.

The number of Beasts is considerably smaller than on
Monday last ; trade is consequently active, but we cannot
on the aTera4e quote higher rates. The supply of Sheep is

also rather leas ; the demand is however limited, and it is

difficult to effect a clearance. Calves are selling about the
same as on Thursday, From Germany and Holland there

are 300 Beasts, 2000 Sheep, 180 Calves, and 25 Pigs; from Scot-
land, 30 Beasts ; from Ireland, 700 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

50 ; and 2110 from the northern and midland counties.

8 d s
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. . . 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horns 4 6 — 4
2d quality Beasts 3 4 — 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds . . 6 2 to 5

Do. Shorn .... —

10

a
Best Long-wools. 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shoru •.

Lambs
Calves .. ,.4
Pigs .. ..4

d s d
— 5 2

. to ...

— 4 6
« »

4
5
5

«

4
Beasts. 4850 ; Sheep & Lambs, 20,420 ; Calves, 202 ; Pigs, 320»

Thursday, Dec. 6.

We have rather a larger supply of Beasts than on Thursday
last. The weather is very unfavourable, and it is difficult

consequently to maintain Monday's quotations; a considerable
number remain unsold. The inimber of Sheep, is not large,

yet it far exceeds the demand. The small amount of business
transacted is at nearly Monday's rates. Calves are lower.
Our foreign supply consists of 300 Beasts, 1030 Sheep, and 320

-5
Calves. Milch Cows. 130.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4 8 to 5

Best iShort-horns 4 6 — 4 10
2d quality Beasts 3 — 4
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 5 2 — 5 4

Do. Shorn • ^^*

Best Long-wools . 4 10
Do. Shoru . . . , —
Ewes& 2d quality 4 0—4
Do. Shorn , . , , to
Lambs , , , . , , — . -

Calves .. ,.3 8—4 S
Pigs ., .. 4 0—6 4

• •

Beasts, 12S0 ; Sheep &. Lambs. 4550 ; Calves, 360 ; Pigs, 155,

—Per Load of Thirtv-ais Trusses.

Bmithfield, Thursday, Dec. 6.j

Clover .

.

New Clover .

,

Old second cut
Straw . . ...

90ato 1103Prime Meadow Hay 758 to SOs
Superior do. (old) . . 90 105
Inferior do 50 60
New do — —
Rowen ., 40 50

Cumberland Market, Thttesday, Dec. 6.

Sup. Meadow Hay. .105stoll58 i Inferior Clover
Inferior do. ,, .,66 05 | New do. .. .. — —
New do — — Straw ., ..36 42
Superior Clover , ..US 126 | Joshua Baker.

VTahitechpel, Thursday, Dec. 6.

.. 80 90

..32 36
Davis & Co.

90s 1058

« «

# *

Fine old Hay
Inferior do.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. .

.

Straw » M

..93stol06s
.. 60 80
m *

^. 80 34

Fine old Clover . . 100s to 1143
Inferior do .. ..80 90
Fine 2d cut
Inferior do.

Fine New Clover ... — — J

m * • *

* *

BUTTER MARKET. --Dec. 7.

Best Fresh Butter ,. ., 17s, per dozen Iba,

Second do. do. .. .. i4s.. „
Pork. 4s. 8d. to 5s. Od. per 8 lbs.

*>

COAL MARKET.—Dec. 7.

Walls End Hetton. 24s. Od. ; Walls End Lambton, 24s.;

Walls End Haswell, 243. 6d.; Walla End Russell's Hettons,

233. 6d.—8 ships at market.

3. a.

50—62 Red
Red

Red

53--66
50--74

50--74
40—44
30--36
20--24
26--28
26--28
20--25
35--38

* • **p

# *

Is. B.

40—60
50—65

38^8

40—50
33—48
40—42

59—57
34-^0
29—34

Malting

.

Malting

.

Feed ..

Feed .

.

Peed .

.

Foreign

.

Harrow.
Longpod
Egyptian
Suflolk .

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.

35—40
40—44

20-

21-

19'

25
24
-25

38—43

40—50
38—43

MARK LANE.—Monday, Dec. 3.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this mom-
in;?*s market was small ; good samples were taten at last

week's rates, but the inferior continue to be difficult of dis-

posal. The market was well attended, and foreign Wheat met
a free sale at the quotations of this day se'nnight. Barley is

Is. per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas are rather lower. The Oat
trade is dull 'at a decline of 6d. to Is. per qr. Flour sells

slowly at our late quotations,

Fkr Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk..White
— — fine selected runs .. ditto
^ — Talavera » .

.

— Norfolk^...
— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist., 28s to 303. . Chev.
— Foreign..grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rte . .,

Rte-meal, foreign

Beans, Mazagan .... 363 to 44s ... . Tick
— Pigeon 343— 56s.. Winds.
— Foreign Small

Peas, white, Essex and Kent . .Boilers
— Maple —8 to —s Grey

Majze White
Floue, beat marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d do ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Frtdat, Dec- 7.

The weather during the last eight days has contmned to be

excessively wet, interfering greatly with Wheat sowmg, com-

plaints of which reach us from nearly all parts of the kingdom.

More firmness, attended with an improved demand for Wheat,

has been observable in many markets during the past week,

but in Liverpool and Glasgow the large arrivals from America

have caused a further decline there of Is. per qr. The state ot

monetary panic there has however suspended all operations

for the present, which will be further c\irtailed by the closing

of the canals, and a considerable diminution in the future

supplies may therefore he anticipated after the arrival of what
is now afloat. Spring com has shown a downward tendency,

and each description in the majority of markets has been pur-

chaseabie on slightly easier terms. In Flour some forced

sales have occurred both here and in Liverpool at a further

decUne, say 2Ss. 6d. per barrel here, and 27s. 6d. in Liverpool.

The arrivals of foreign Wheat this week are considerable,

ood of Barley, and small of Oats ; of all English grain small,

.'he attendance at this nioming's market was only moderate.

We observe no alteration in the value of English Wheat, and

the holders of foreign being very firm in their demands, the

amount of sales was limited, and prices unaltered. Spring

Com of all descriptions is steady at Monday's quotations.

ABJUVALS FROM Dec. 3 TO Dec. 7.

34

Per sack 40'

50
50

English .

.

Irish . . .

.

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

ISlOqrs.

364S0

I*

tr

Barley. Oats.

1040 qrs.

4710

J7

»*

210 qrs.

200

8S60

fV

fP

TTS•UT.

760 8ks.

f 1650 „
\ 26570 oris.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Dec. 4.—With a numerous attendance

of millers and dealers at our Cora Exchange this morning,

both local and distant. Wheat met a healthy consumptive de-

mand, and there being much less pressure to sell than yester-

day, quotations cannot be called more than 2d. per cental

lower ; whilst Flour is dull of sale at 6d. per barrel and sack

reduction ; it is not possible, however, to obtain these con-

cessions on all classes. Indian Com had a good retail inquiry

at 6d. per o^r. reduction, at which holders remained very firm.

Oats were id. per bushel and Oatmeal 6d. per load cheaper.
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^eans, Peas, and Ilarluy each gavo way 6d. per qr. ex quay.
The market closed with a firm tone, and from the quantity of

ffheat cleared to-day importers anticifmte no difficulty in dls-

posing of the large arrivals.

Friday, Dec. 7.—Market moderately attended. "Wheat 2d.

per cent;U dearer, with large business. Flour in better
request at late rates. Indian Corn srs. for mixed, 37s. 6d. to

aSs. for Galatz and Ibrail, with moderate demand. Beans
steady.

AVE&A0E8
I

Wheat.'

Oct. 27..

Not. S..
— 10..
— 17..

— 24..

Dec 1..

ACTf.Aver.

59ind
59 9
58 9
58 1

56 3
64 10

67 11

Barley. Oats.
1 Rjo,

40« 9d 23s 5U 36s 8(/

40 10 23 3 36 2
41 23 H 36 6
41 4 23 6 30 4
40 11 23 3 34 4
39 10 22 8 35 11

40 9 23 4 36 1

49s 6d
49 10
51 1

50 S
48 11
48 10

4? lO"

FLCOTUATioNa IN THE Last 8ix Weeks Aveuaoss.
27.; Nov. 87Oct.

L

• *

1
• p

N'ov. 10. Nov. 17 Xov. 24.

« »

m m » m

w w
L

« # ^

i
m m

Dec. 1

PARTNERSHIP.
WANTED, an active Business Man to take a Shfire

in a well established NUiiaEUY and SEED BUSINESS
in one of the most flourishing sea-port towns in the south of
England. A very modorata amount of money only required.

—

Apply to B. Z., Mr. Chester, 39. King Street, Covent Garden,
London, "W.C, and to whom references may be mude.

ARTNEll WANTED, in an old-established and
steady improving Nursery and Seed Butsiness in the

im.mediate vicinity of I^ondon. It would be desirable that the
party should have a good knowledge of the practical working
of the llusiiioss, and bo capable of Directing the Ground and
House Work generally. The connection is rapidly increasing,
and an excellent opening presents itself for a persou of ener-
getic and persevering habits, asitheHBusiness, which is already
remunerating, and can bo much improved, offers an excoUeut
and profitable means ot investment for a person of limited
capital. The Partner whom lie would succeed only resigning
his interest in it in consequence of continued ill health.—Apply
by letter only, to K. E. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, V^.C.

ANTED, AS FOHEMAN, an active, careful, and
indutrious Man, who thoroughly understands the

Nursery business in-doors and out. He must be a good Propa-
gator and Plant Grower. 'None need apply whose character
will not bear strict investigation.—Apply by letter, stating
wages, &c., aad other particulars, addressed to G. H. M., Post
Office, Coventry.

ANTEl), AS FOREMAN, a good CORRES-
PONDBNT AND SALESJIAN.—One who is thoroughly

acquainted with Nursery business. Good •wa^qs will be given,
but none need apply except first-class men.

—

Jno. Standish,
Bagshot, Surrey.

WANTED, in a London Nursery, a person compe-
tent to take charge of the Jobbing Department ; he

must be practically acquainted with the Laying out of small
Villa Gardens, and able to draw Plans for the same. Wages,
One Guinea per week.—Address, in own handwriting, stating

name, age, and reference to R., Mr. H. Williams, Willow
Lodge, Willow Vale. Shephei-d's Bush. W.

WANTKD, ;m experienced BOOK KEEPER, in

the office of a Provincial Nursery. He must write a

good hand, and be quick and accux-ate in Accounts. As a

steady trustworthy Man is requireti, none need apply whose
character will not bear the very strictest investigation-

Address, stating Salary required, B. K., Messrs. Hurst and
JI'MuUen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London. E.C.<

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, as HEAD SHOP-
MAN, a respectable Man, who thoroughly understands

the Seed Trade in all its branches, with the highest references.

Apply to Mr. Epps, Maidstone, stating terms, &c.

ANTED, by a Young Man, 12 years in the

London Seed Trade, a situation as Porter or Under
Warehouseman, B. B., Gardeners' Ch ronicle Office, W.C

.

"T'X/ ANTED, a thoroughly good and quick BUNDLE
VV PACKER in a large Nursery. As he will have several

men under him, he must bo an active, careful, and good

Manager in the Packing Yard.—Address " November," Messrs.

Hurst and McMullen, Lcadcnhall Street, LondonJ.C.

innn BRAINERS wanted.—There is ' still

J_Uv/vJ room for a large number of hands on Messrs.

GmnwooD's Drainage Works, in the coixnties of Stafford and

Derby Good men may find regular employment on applica-

tion to the Foremen at Sudbury, Hungry Bentley, Ixtngford,

Abbot's Bromley, and Smallwood.—49, Pall Mall, London. S.W.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GARDENER (Head) or GARDENER and

BAILIFF.—Married, no incumbrance; has had great
practical experience in all branches of his profession, where
early Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables are required ; Laying-ont
and improving Grounds, &c.. Draining Land, and Stock.
Four years' good character.—M. G., Crystal Crescent, Upper
Sydenham, Kent.

ARDENER.—A Strong Useful Lad, the son of a
practical Gardener, can Manage a small place ; has some

knowledge of Plants and Propagation.—S. S.. 35, Prince's
Road, Notting Hill, W.

TO NURSERYMEN, SEEOSMEW, AND FLORISTS.
FOREMAN OR GENERAL MANAGER.—Middle-

aged, active, mid industrious. Good Salesman ; used to
London and other markets. Can be highly recommended.

—

X. Y., Thos. Sherman, Seedsman, &c., Newington Butts, 3.

TO NURSERYMEN. '

FOREMAN, in a Nui-sery ; \veU experienced in
London and Provincial Nurseries. Good character as

to honesty, ability, and sobriety.—R. Jamkson, Damside,
Koighley, Yorkshire.

ENERAL FOREMAN OE SHOPMAN.—Young,
of practical ability : good Salesman. Excellent character.

—C. B. A., Post Office, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

LAND STEWARD or BAILIFF.—Married, with-
out incumbrance ; has been brought up to the Norfolk

Husbandry, and had the Management of High and Low Lands,
and every Department in a gentleman's Estate; together with
Brick-kiln, Lime, and Drain Pipes, and the Erection of
Bu iId ings.-A. B., 16, College Place, Bond Street, Chelsea, S.W

^

BAILIFF.—In the prime of life, married, without
incumbrance ; intelligent ; thoroughly practical in Modem

Farming. A good judge of all kinds of Stock, and a good
Accountant, Wife a good Dairy Woman. First-class references.

—B. C, 10, Pentouville Road, Islington, London, N. •

BAILIFF.—Married; has great experience in the
cultivation of Land and Management of Cattle. Highly

recommended by his present employer.—Mr. Edwin Abtjrrow,
7, Whitmore Road, Hoxton, London, N.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
OOK-KEEPEHand cashier or TRAVELLER,
a good CORRESPONDENT.—Age 28 ; is about to leave

his present situation. Fourteen years' reference in first-elass

houses in Scotland and England. Well recommended.—C. B.,

Messrs. Cockburn <fe Gumming, fi, Liverpool Street, E.C.

OOK-KEEPEU or SALES.MAN.-Age 28 ; has

practised in all departments of the Nursery and Seed
Trade. Unexceptionable references. — W. G., Gardeners'

Chronicle Office, W.C.

TO seldsmen, etc.
SHOPMAN (Assistant), Wholesale or Retail.—

Age 2+ : has had 8 years experience.—G. C. B., Gardeners'

ai t
.omc^ |Office, W.C.

ARDENER, or GARDENER axd GROOM.—
Middle age ; understands the management of Stock, and

can milk.—J. Harms, Oak Lodge, Barnet Common, Hurts.

COACHMAN^ND GROOM, to drive a pair.—Age 23;
three years' character.—A. B., 15, Temple Sti*eet, Brighton.

LE SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATtF.

HEAL AND SON have patented a method of malting
a Spring Mattress portable, The great objection to the

usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome.

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF is made in three
separate parts, and when joined together has all the elasticity of
the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing ofwool or horse-
hair, it cannot harbour moth, to which the usual Spring
Mattress is very liable ; the prices, also, are much below those
of the best Spring Mattresses, viz. :

—

* • • . i/*8 feet wide by 6 feec 4 inches long
S feet 6 in.

4 feet

4 feet 6 in.

5 feet

5 feet 6 in.
ff

ft

$f

If

2
3
3

t 4

5

10
15

5
10

B

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more th.an

25 years ago by William S- Bdrton, when PLATED bv tha

I

patent process of Messrs. Elkington & Co., is bevond all

cwmparison the very best article next to sterling silver that

can be employed as such, either usefully or omament;illy, as by

no Dosaible test can it be distinguished from real silver. Ano possible
small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for

durabiUty, as follows

:

finish and

12 Table Forks
12 Table Spoons
1 2 Dessert Forks .

.

12 Dessertspoons
1 2 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, gilt bowls.,

2 Sauce Ladles
1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls.

.

1 Mustard Spoon, gilt )

bowl . . . . 5

1 Pair of Sugar Tongs
1 Pair of Fish Car\-er3 .

.

1 Butter Knife
1 Soup Ladle
1 Sugar Sifter

o
lie

o
CO

* •

£
1

1

1

1

1

». d.

13
13
4
4
16
10
6
6 6
3

1

2
4
2
10
3

4

8

C

6

3

£
2
2

1
1

1

s. d.

4
4
12
12
2

13 6

8
10
4 6

2 3

Lily Pattern,

£ 9. d.

2 10
2 10
1 15

1 15

1 5

15
9

11
5

2 6

u
o

WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, without in-

cumbrance ; has had great practical experience in all

branches of his profession where early Flowers, Fruit, and

Vegetables are required ; is also a good Flower and Kitchen

Gardener. Has been accustomed t.o Superintend Gardens on

an extensive scale. Highest testimonials as to character and

ability.—T. Campbell, Hatchford Gardens, Cobham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head, where four or more are kept).

—Age 28, single; understands his profession.-W. T.,

Messrs. Paul & Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, N^_

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thoroughly

understands his profession in all its various branches.

Three years' character.—M. P., G. Stanley, Florist, High Road,

Lee, Kent, S.E. ___^
f^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married, no incum-

VT brance ; highly recommended by Messrs. Brown, and

4 years good character from a Baronet as a thorough expenencta
«^^oT»o* _fi A Albion Niirserv. Stoke Newington, J«l.

Total

1

3
7
5

17
4 6

6
6
6

£ s. d.

2 15
2 15
1 17
1 17
1 7

15
9 6
12
5

2 6

13 10 3

1

4
10
6
17
5

14 19 6

1

1

4
12
7

5

fi

6

16 4

An Oak

gardener.—G. A., Albion Nursery, Stoke

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no in-

cumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of>is profession

in all its branches. Wife would attend to a Dairy if requirea.

Three years' good character.-P. W., Miss Smiths Nursery,

Dulwich, Surrey, 8. ^
GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, no incumbrance;

a thoroughly practical industrious Man ;
.^^dersUmls

Gardening in afl-its branches. Early and Late Forcing of Fmite

and VegeUbles. First-class references as to character.-l-i-,

Messrs Flanagan & S<m, 9, Mansion House St., London, E.L.

9 19 9

Any article to be had singly at the same prices ^
^

Chest to contain the alrove, and a relative number of Knives,

&c., 21. 15«. Tea and Coffee Sets, Dish Covers and Comer

Dishes, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, &c., at proportionate

prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.—The most varied

assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on sale at WILLIAM S. BURTON'S, at prices tbat are

remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. Three

and a half inch Ivory-handled Table Knaves with high

shoulders. 13^. 6d. per dozen; Desserts to match, lO^. if to

bailee, 6d. per dozen extra ; Carvers. 4*. ^V^JP^J^^'?^
Bizes from 20?. to 27s, 6d. per dozen; extra ^ne Ivory, m, if

The SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF therefore combines
the advantages of elasticity, durabUity, cleanliness, portability,

and cheapness.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-
Roora Furniture sent free by post on application.

Heal & Son, 196, Tottenham Court Road, TV,

NOTICE.—"BEWARE OF IMITATIONS."

LEA AKD PERRINS* "WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE" is pronounced by connoisseurs to be a roost

agreeable addition to every variety of dish. *»* See the name
of Lea & Perrins upon every Label, Bottle, and Stopper.

Sold by Messrs. Crosse Sl Blackwell, London ; and by
dealers in Sauces generally. Sole Manufacturers, Lea A;

Ferrixs, Worcester. _____^ _^__

AVOID MEDICINE, its dangers, and expense, as

perfect digestion, sound lungs, and strong nerves can-

only be restored to the most enfeebled by
DU BARRY'S DELICIOUS REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD,
which at 3d. per day saves 50 times its cost in other remedies,

curiii^^ cfTectually indigestion (dyspepsial, habitual constipa-

tion, flatulency, phlegm, nervousness, billiousness, liver com-

plaints, hysteria, neuralgia, sleeplessness, acidity, palpitation,

heartburn, headache, debility, despondency, cramps, spasms,

nausea, and sickness (during pregnancy or at seaX sinking,

fits, cough, asthma, bronchitis, consumption, also children'?

complaints. Cure No. 51,916; "50 years' mdescribable agony

from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation,

flatulency, spasms, sickness at the stomach, and vomitings

have been removed by Du Barry's excellent Food, after ail

medicines had failed.—Slaiia Joly, Worthing, Ling, near Diss

Norfolk."—Cure No. .3905 : "13 years' cough, indigestion, and

general debility have been removed by Du Barry s Food.—
James Porter, Athol Street, Perth."—Cure No. 4208: "Eight

years' dy.spepsia, nervousness, debility, -with cramp, spasms,

and nausea, have been effectually removed by Du Baery s

Food.—Rev. John W. Flavell, Ridlingtou Rectory, Norfolk.

Packed in tins, with fuU Instructions : 1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lb.,

4s. 6rf. ; 5 lb. Us. ; 12 lb., 22s. ; 24 lb., free of carrir.ge, 40».

—Barry Du Barry & Co., 77, Regent Street, W. ; also,

FoRTNUM, Mason, & Co., Piccadilly, :W. ; ABsm 60, Grace-

church Street, London, E.C. ; and through all Grocers and

Chemists.
,

.

IjlORGERY AND FRAUD. — tJnderstanding fliat

' there is at present an attempt being made by some un-

principled parties in our city to deceive the pubhc witn an

inferior Starch, made up in packets closely rcsembli^ the

GLENFIELD STARCH, we consider it our duty to war* our

fair readers to be careful when purchasing to see tbiit Uie word
" Gli^kielo," and the maker's name, " Robert/WOTHtR-

SPOON%" ia on every packie^ a« none utb^iai are genuine.

'When you ask for Glen field Starch sec that yon get it, as

inferior kinds are often substituted.
^

DINNEFORD'S PUKE FLUID MAGNESIA lias

been, during Sf. years, sanctioned by the medical pro-

fession and univei-sally accepted by the public as the belt

remedy for acidity of the stomach, heartburn, headache, goiit,

and indigestion. As a mild aperient it is admirably adapted

for ladies and children.—Manufactured (with the utmost at-

tention to strength and purity) by Dinnkford k Co . 172. New
Bond Street, London, W., and sold by all respectable ChamiaU

throughout the empire.

EATING'S COD LIVER OIL, just imported, the

Pale from Newfoundland, and the Light Brown from

NorwaT.—The supplies of the present season have never been

surpassed, the fi.h being unuBually fine, and tlie oil nwly
tasteless. Professors Taylor and Thompson, of Guy \^y^^'
Thomas's Hospitals, have analysed, anri Fon«""«^f^^^f.^^^®
Newfoundland OU the best and mo.st desirable for mvahds of

very delicate constitution. The Light Brown b^^.^K.^^'f

economical in price, is brought witbm the reach of all daases.

No higher price need be paid than the fallowing :-Light

Srown, is. id. per pint, or 3s. perquart. Pale
^f- ^J^/.P^^*

2^. 6d. pints. 4s. 6d. quarts, or in five-pmt bottles, 10«. 6t£.,

imperial measure, at 79, St ^<d;ij^urf^hyard, Lomion, £.0.

KEATING'S COUGH LOZENGES.—Statistics

show that 50,000 persons annually fall yictinrs to pul-

monary disorders, including Consumption, diseases of the

chest, and the respiratory organs. Prevention « ^t alljimes

better than cure ; be therefore prepared dunng the wet «md

wintry season with a supply of Keatinu s COUGH LOZENGES
which possess the virtue of averting as well as of curing a

cough oVcold; they are good ahke for the young or for the

atred -Prepared and sold in boxes, Is. l^d., and tms, 2j. 9c;.,

48 6(2 and 10s. 6ds each, by Thomas Keating. Chemist, Ac.,

79, St.' Paul's Churchyard, Tendon. Retail by all Druggiate, Ac.

CHARGE MADE tob STAMPING PAPER
ANn ENVELOPES with ARMS^CREST^or INITIALS.In

±R^n;^"uEs' C>eam-laid Adhesive EN7EIjOPES 4rf^ 100

;

Cream-laid Note, fall size, live quires for 6d. ; thick diUo, ^^o

quires forl5. ; Foolscap, 9s. per ream; Sermon Paper 4^-
All kinds of Stationery equally cheap, at H. BODRTOtws,

42, Piccadilly, W.

White-bone Table Knives,

dozS' ' Ssie^ls fro^^^^^ The largest stock in exl.V

encfof P?ated Dessert Knives and Forks in cases and oincr

wise and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

TTT.tAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL EUR-
\V xmHING IRONMONGERY CATALOGL £ may be had

WEDDING CARDS. WEDDING ENVELOPES,
Invitations to the Ceremony, Dejeuner and Ball.

Printed and Stamped in Silver, with Arms or Crest, in the

latest flshion. Card Pbtc elegantly Engraved and 100jniperfine

Cards Printed for 4*. M. At H. Rudrigues', 4-J. Piccadilly, W.

EXT OF KIN. HKliW, &c., WANXKD who

have been Advertiaed for-Bcing exact Copioi of Adyer-

tLo^e^ts from the Ti^, ?<^H^S^V^f^^^Z'fi^' £!S: ?^

locea

i

Mews, I<^don. Estabiwhed 1820.

tbs last 60 years, relating to many
tkTu^Tnd'i^tTeTideiicesof pen^n. of all d-M

•"^^f^. ^^
™T', ?nd nronertv of several MilUons value, and nowlaymg
money and property

I

money *"^ Pf"f^,';ie,^„;„te Thi^T""^ ^^'^ '*^"»^'^ ^'^^

^Tn^lrUreet^Inyirt ol'th* United Kingdom for 12Dost

^^L^rtZUuIhU FISHERY So-., KmK-land, LonScm,

NK EeUbhahid 1847. " Worth it« weight m gpl^- -Timt*,

Nov. 2d, 1869.
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HORTICULTURAL GAKDEXS.—The Gardeners'
CkronicU of May 12, containing Mr. NesfieldV

COLOURED PLAN for the Nkw Gardkn at Kensington Gore,
is stm on Sale at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, y.C., and will be sent by poat on receipt of aix stampa.

Now ready, price 4^.,

JOURNAL OP THE BATH aitd WEST ov ENGLAND
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, Vol. 9, Part 1, 1861.

James Ridoway, Piccadilly, W. Roberts, Exeter, and all
Booksellers.

THE NEW EDITION OF ALDERMAN MECHI'S WORK.
HOW TO FARM PROFITABLY, contains Ins

Farming Economies, No. 1 to 6 ; his Lecture on The
Sewerage of Towns as it affects British Agriculture; his
Agricultural Catechism, and other new matter, together with
Baron Liebig*s celebrated Letter on our National Waste of
Manure. Forming a Volume of 430 pages, with Photographs
'by Mavall, and a Portrait of the Author. Price Es.

Published by Routledge, Warne, & Routledok, Farringdon
•Street, London, B.C. ; and sold by most Booksellers, and at
the Railway stations.

Just Published, price 1».,

ORTON'S NEW FARMERS' ALMANACK
for 1S61,

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and all BookselJers.

GLASS FOR GREENHOUSES, &c.

Best
Seconds

.

Thirds .

.

Fourths

.

Sheet
16 oz.

3|
2^
2i

Glass,
21 oz.

7K ..

5

3J

in Crates.
26 oz.

6i

5i

32 oz.

In. Od.

9i
ri

86 oz.

li.Oid.

1

lOi

M
Bound, 9s.,

THE AGRICULTURISTS' CALCULATOR ; a
Series of 45 Tables for Laud-measuring, Draining, Manur-

ing, Planting, Weight of Hay and Cattle by Measurement,
Building, &c,

Blackte t Soy, Warwick Square, City, London, E.G.

;

and all Booksellers.

Cloth, Ss.&d.,

THE AGRICULTURIST'S ASSISTANT ; a Note-
book of Principles, Rules, and Tables, adapted to the use

of all engaged in Agriculture, or the Management of Landed
Property. By Johk Ewart. Plates and Cuts.

BtACKiE & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C. ;^ and all Booksellers.

Just Published, price 2.i.,

ITCHING AND DRAINING: a Manual of
Tables for Computing Work Done.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and all Booksellers.

Glass cut to any given sizes not on the List.

16oz.—iths, 13(/., 2cZ,, and 2J(i. per foot

„ 3rds, 2id., 2^^., and 'id. per foot

21 oz.—4th3, 2jrf., '3d., and 3kd. per foot

„ 3rds, 3id., 4d., and 4|d. per foot

Glass for Orchard Houses,
As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers.

20 in. by 12 in.
)

20 in. by 13 in. | Common
20 in. by 14 in.

[
Superior do.

20 in. by IS in. ) English Glass

The above prices include the Boxes, with but few exceptions.

When Packages are charged, full price is allowed when
eturned.

12

13
14

ff

ft

Sheet Glass, Stock Sizes, 16 oz.
3rda. 4tha.U by 9, 12 by 9, 13 by 9

10,

11.

12.

13 „ 10,

14 „ 11,

15 „ 12,

18,, 12, 19 »f

16.,
19..
16 „
19 „

13,

13,

14.

14,

17
12.

13,

20 .. 13,

17..
20.,

14.

14,

14 „ 10,
15 „ 11,
16 » 12,

20 „ 12
13 „ 13
21 .. 13
18 .. 14
21 „ 14

16
17

11

12 « «

16s. Oti. ISs.Qd.
per 100 feet.

r

Bo.xes Included,

• •

16 oz.

13«. 6d.

16
18

21 oz.

£1 1*.

1 3
1 9

lis. Gd.

ENGLISH GLASS of the above sizes 18s. per 100 feet.

Small Sheet Squares, in 100 feet Boxes.
6 by 4 6i by 4i 7 by 5 7^ by 5J )

8 .. 6 8i ,. 6i 9 „ 7 9i „ tI \

10 „ 8 lOj ., 8f, 12 S
Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

Patent Plate and Polished Plate Glass;*

Ornamental and Coloured Glass.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation.

D
Just published, price 3«. 6d.,

THE HAY AND CATTLE MEASURER : a Series
of Tables for Computing the Weight of Haystacks and

Live Stock by Measurement.
Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, Loudon, E.C.

;

and all Booksellers.

N AGENTS FOR HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
mulne WTiite Lead, Carson*s Paints, Paints of various coU

PAOPAOATZlffO G&JkSSSS, and every des<

Hortlcultaral purposes.
for

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

GLASS WAREHOUSE.—ESTABLISHED 1750.

Bound, 2j.,

THE LAND MEASURER'S READY-RECKONER:
being Tables for ascertaining at sight the Contents of

any Field or Piece of Land. By Neil M'Culloch.
Blackik & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and all Booksellers.

"

'

Cloth, 3.*.,

HOW TO CHOOSE A GOOD MILK COW;
or, a Description of all the Marks by which the Milkin"

Qualities of Gowa may be a.<tcertainnd. By J. H. Maonk With
a Supplement on tJie Dairy Cattle otUritain. By John Baxtoh
illustrated with Engravings.

. Blackie & Sox, Warwick Square, City. London, E.C.

;

and all Book.sellera.

Cloth. 'Si. 6d.,

THE FARMER'S GUIDE: a TreatUe on the
Diseases of Horses and Black Cattle, with Instructions

for the Management of Breeding Mare.s and Cows. ByJAMKs
Webb. Veterinary Surgeon. To which is added Remarks on
the Brflediji^' and Management of Sheep, their Diseases, and
Method of Treatment. With Illustrations.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square. City, London, E.C.

;

and all Booksellers.

rnnORLEY'S ILLUSTRATED FARMER'SX ALMANACK, 77, Newgate Street, City. E.C. This Six-
pennyworth contains more valuable infonuation to the farmer
than any other Almanack at even double the price, and
ought to be on every Agriculturist's Book Shelf throughout
the Kingdom. Post free for 8 stamps.

THOULEY'S AGRICULTURAL GLEANER.—
This Weekly is published every Saturday, and contains

everythingncwand beneficial to the Agriculturist. Price Sf^.

Stamped :i>/. 77. Newgate Street, City. E.C.

Just published, in crown 8vo. price 6s. 6d.,

ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Thomas A.NDERijox, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in

the University of Glasgow, and Chemist to the Highland and
Agricultural Sotjiety of Scotland.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black ; London : Longman & Co.

_^Juflt pubhahed, 12mo cloth, price 5ji., New Kdition of
TULIAN HOME : A Tale of College Life. By the
tJ Rev. F. W. Farrar, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

By the Same Author, Sixth Thousand, price 6s. Gd ,

ERIC: or LITTLE by LLTfLE. A Tale of
Hosljm School.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black ; London : LoxQMAy <t Co.

Now ready, folio, cloth extra, price ol. os.

ILLUSTRATIONS of the GENUS CAREX. Part
the Second, containing Plates 201-310. By Francis Boott,

IVeas. Lin. Soc., etc,

London : William Pampl[n-, 45. Frith Street. Soho, W.

HE ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE.—The
November Number of this ia^e^estiMg work is j ust issued,

-and contains the following coloured plates ;—
cokdytlne inoivi3a i rhododendron bijou de
Rose Perpetual, Rkine des Gand

Violettes
I
Begonia Smabagdina

This publication appears regularly every month. Price
lis, 6d. a year. Free to all England, Scotland, and Ireland.

N.B. A Specimen Number will be sent free on application to
the Editor,

AMBRoiag VER.gCTTAFFFLT. Nur^crvm an. Cb ent fPelginm).

THE PHANTO.M of the STREET^ A Satire, a
Tr^edy, and a Farce. This extraordinary composition

goes straight to the heart. It can be either sung or recited.
Post free for 30 stamps.—Addres.s. by letter only, Charles
ATKisaoN, 30, Brunswick Pluce, City Road, E.C.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
87j BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT^ LONDON^ E.C.

Reduced Taidff for Horticulture, Pictures, and Dwelling

ORCHARD-HOUSE SIZES. SMALL SaVARES.

Supplied to Mr. Rivers and many Others.

In. by In.

20 .- 12
1

16 oz.

20
20
20

* «

13 f Comn-ion, per 100 feet, 13*. 6d.

14 i Super .. 16«.

15 )
1*

21 oz.

18a.

233.

In. by In.

6 .. 4
G\ .. 4i
7 .. 6
7J . . 5i

In. by In.

8 ., 6
8^ . . 6^
9 ., 7

H „ 74

Per 100 feet,

Common
lis. 6d.

Super.
12s. 6(1.

Per foot
lid.

Squares in 100 and 200 Feet Boxes.

Inches by Inches,

10 .. 8
lOi .. 84
11
13 9

Inchesby Inches
124 - ^2
13 .. 9
12 ..10
]2i .. lOj

Inches by Inches,
13 .. 10

13i .. 104
14 ..10
14.4 .. lOA

Inches by inches,

15 .. 10
12 ..11
19i .. 114
13 .. 11

Inches by inches.

134

14

114

11

1 4ths.
3ds.
2ds.
Ists.

15
16
17
18
13
14

11
11
n
11
12
12

15
16
17
18
20
22

12
12
12

16
IT
20

* *

* •

. 12 23 ..

. 13 20 ..

. 12 22 ..

P. 100 feet.

125. 6d.

14s. 3d.
ISs.

21s. 6d.

P. foot.

IR
13
2i
2|_

4ths.
3ds.

2ds.
Ists.

13s. 6rf.

16s.

19s. 8d.

24s.

13*^.

2

3

16 oz.

If less <luantity than 100 feet is taken, a moderate charge made for package,

GLASS CUT TO ANY GIVEN SIZES NOT ON LIST.
4th3, 12'/., 2cf., and 2^d. per foot. I 21 oz.—4ths, 23rf., Zd., and S^d. per foot,

3d3, 2Jci., 2id., and Bd. per foot. I „ 3ds, 3i^d., 4rf., aud 4irf. per foot.

HARTXiBT'S

GENUINE "WHITE LEAD
ANTl-CORROSTON PAINT
LlNSEED-OlL PUTl'Y

ZMPROVSS
^ot accountah^e for breakage.

« •

32s. Of/.per cwt.
34
8

*>

UNSEED OIL 2s. \d. pergalL
BOILED „ 2 9
TURPENTINE 3 3

ST.

BLACK. GREEN, and all other kinds of PAINTS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, Ac.

PxiNCRAS IRON WOE KS,
F

OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, N.W.

IRON HURDLES, FENCING, AND GATES.
THE PKOPRIETORS OF THE ST. PANGEAS IKON WOKKS, OLD ST. PANGEAS EOAD. LONDON,

TVEEE AWARDED THE

SILVER MEDAL of the Royal Agriciatural Society for their IRON HURDLES & GATES
which, by their peculiar construction, are more than twice as strong and durable as those in ordinary use.

Lists per post on application. Gates from 305. to 5007.

The Hurdles can be seen in process of Mannfactnre at the "Works.
*

. _

GAME WIRE NETTING.
Professor Varnell's Enamelled and Wrought-iron Stable Fittings.

These Patent Mangers and Stable Fittings obtained the Commendation and the Silver Medal of the

Royal Agricultnral Society ot England and the Royal A^cultural Society of Ireland, are adopted by the
Royal Veterinary College, and Professor Spooner of that Institution states that they should be used by all who
value the health and comfort of their horses. They can be had plain, galvanised, cr enamelled.

A Show Room is devoted entirely to every description of Stable Furniture, and fall-sized stalls and loose

boxes are erected for inspection at St. Pancras Iron Works.

ADDRESS—THE MANAGEES
ST. PANCRAS IRON WORKS, OLD ST. PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON' N.W,

OPPOSITE OLD ST. PANCP.AS CHURCH.
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A PARISIAN LAD\, now residing at Kensington,
gives Private Ll us in Fiencb, Music, Siii;,nDg, and

I)n\win(f. She speaks English well. Terms nccordiujr to

fircuinstances. She offers references of the hi;,'best respec-

hibiliry.—Addreaa, C. L., at We&jel's, Music Publisher, 18,

Hant'ver Square, W.

This day is piihUshedt j9^ce 25. Qd.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOE 1861.

With a Coloured Illustration (THE VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT) by Jcliu Leech, and

Mil. BUCKMAX, Prof. >.ur of Geology and Cotany
in the Royal ARxicultural Collopre, belrs to acqnnint

Landed rroprietui-a and those connected with Agi-iculture,

that ho may bo professionally consulted in all matters relatinf?

to the Geology iuid 13otanyof Estates, such as thj Mineral

Products, Economic Materials, Water-bejiring Strata and Water
Kights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &c.—Commuuications to be addresiicd to
Professitr B pckman, DolT;ir Ward. Cirenccseer.

/^OLLEUK OF AGiUCULTL'i:H ani> CilKMIM'KV,
V^ AND or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
33, Lower Kciiniii^tun Lane, Keuuintitou. LonOon, S.

Principal—.1. 0. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S., &c.
The system of studios jmrsued in theColleffe compiiaea every

branch roquiaite to prepare youth for thepursuitsofAgriculture,
ll,ii;;inociinfr, Miniufc, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the

Naval and ililitary bervices, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are prnmi-Oy and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

tii'ulars may bo had on application to the Principal.

LAND DRAINAGE,
WORKS OF DUAINAGE of any extent are

EXECUTED by the GKNLUAL LAND DRAINAGE
AND IMPROVKMKNT COMPANY on all descriptions of i>ro-

perty, whether freehold, entailed, mortgaged, trust, ecclesias-

tical, corporate, or collegiate.

Uopaymcnt may be made by the Landowner as successive

portions of the works are completed ; or the actual expenditure,

witli a commission thei-eon, tnay be charged on tlie property
improved, by way ofrcntcharge on the estate created for various

t villus ofyears so as to adapt the rate percent, of annual charge

to the circumsUinces of the tenants.

No investigation of title being required, or notices given to

Reversioners or Mortgagees, no legal expenses are incurred.

Worha of Irrigation, Enclosing, Wood Grubbing, Road
Xukiug, and Farm Buildings are executed in a similar manner.

Landowners desirous to execute any of the Improvements by
their own Agents, and charge the outlay and expenses on the

Esbite, may obtain Loans for the purpose.

Applications to be made to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Offices of the Company, 5-2, ParUament Street. S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1S53.

2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster, S.W.

To Lakdownkrs, the Cleroy, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &lc.

IN England and Wall.^ and in Scotland.

The Directors beg leave to announce that the Company's

Amendment Bill, 1859, has received the aanctiou of the Legis-

lature. The Company now advance money, unlimited m
amouat *""* ttio iolUtw'ms works o£ Agricaltiira] Improvement,
f.ic vvhole oLiLiLij and expenses in all cas-js being hquidatcd by

a rent charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation and Warping, Embanking, Inclosiug,

Clearing, Reclamation, Pbuiting, for any beneficial pur-

pose. Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Ii-rigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultui-al or

farming purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea coast or on the banlcs

of navigable rivers or lakes. '

4. The erection of Fiirm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and

other Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the im-

provement of and additions to Farm houses and other

buildings for farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of

Parliament Royal Charter, or Commission, in respect of any

public or general works of drainage or other improv^eineuts,

mav borrow their proportionate share of the cnst. and charge

the" same with the expenses on the lauds improved.
_

No investigation of title is required, and the Company bemg

of a strictly financial character do not interfere with the plans

azQd execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Government Enclosm-e Commissioners.

For further information, and for forms of application, appiy

to the Honourable William Napieb, Managing Director,

2, Old Palace Yard Westminster, S.W.

QUEEN INSURANCE COMPANY.—
chief Office. Liverpooh

London Office, 2, Royal Exchange Buildings.

London Directors.
_

aairaau-HENRY Bruce, Esq. (R^mey. Bruce. & Co.) Director

of Colonial Bank. Mmcing Laue.
^ ^ ^ ^^ ^,

,

Edward P. Aldehson, Esq. (Kelson, Tntton. & Co.).^26^ Old

HLNRrFowLER." Esq. (H. & R. Fowler), St. Saviour's D^k]

Tho\^s WilLam Kough. Esq. (Joues Brother.)^ U^pper

Samuel Ll^.yd'^Stacey, Esq. (Corbyn, Stacey, ^lesser, & Co.),

Panitt 5-s.—Messrs. Barclay, Bevan & Co.

Medical R'feree.—J. Edward Pollock, Esq., M.D.

SoZ£ci/or«.—Messrs. J. & J. W, bewiiLL.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.-Life Assurance in every branch.

SpEcrAL Ffature —Non-forfeiture of Fuhcies. ^^^he in-

surer has the right, on an ordina»7 I-ife Policy, after three

i to rp\se his payments, and obtain a free Policy, for

fhe'otaU "^unt of Smiums paid, and whatever Bonus may

have been added.
,

,

1.TT7P T^FPARTMENT.—The rates of Premium vary aceord-

iuft^'o ufe^ri^Se oTthe risk, and will be fcund as moderate

- those o^<^^^^^^^!^^^,src^e.t.a.
W. P. Clirehugh, Manager.

H. B. Taplin, Loudon Secretary.

numerous

On the ISih imtant ivill he puhlisTied, price 3J., stam])€d 4(?.,

PUNCH'S ALMANACK EOR 186L
ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN LEECH AND CHARLES KEENE.

PUNCH'S 10 ALMANACKS. 1842 to 1851.
Price 25. Gi., in stiff boards, gilt edges.

PUNCH'S 10 ALMANACKS. Second Series. 1852 to 186L
Price 2s. Gd.

PUNCH'S 20 ALMANACKS. 1842 to 1861.

Bound ill cloth, price 5s. Q>d,

PUNCH OFFICE, 85, FLEET STREET, E.C.

On the ISth instant will he pvMlshed, price Is. 6c?., handsomely hound in doth, and Illustrated with

200 Engravings on Wood,

THE THIRD VOLUME OF

w
with Illustrations in the highest style of art by Millais, Leech, Tenniel, Cuaeles Keene, H. K. BitOWifE,

and other Eminent Artists.

EW wo BY SHIRLEY BROOKS.

H E S L VE R RD
A NEW SEEIAL STORY BY SHIRLEY BROOKS,

with Illustrations by JOHN TENNIEL, is continued weekly in "OXCE A -WEEK."

*,* PaUished in Weekly Numbers, price Zd. ; Monthly Parts, price \s. ; and Half-yearly Tolumcs, price Is. 6</.

BRADBURY AND EVANS, W. 130UVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET. E.C.

In the Press, and nearly/ readi/, in One Vol., post 8do,

THE PKINCE OF WALES IN CANADA
THE
By

UNITED STATES
WOODS, Esq.,

The "Times" Special CoREEsroyDENT.

" It has been hi. happy lot at the ago of 19. to render to his f""^^^
^J«^.

^reat an^^^
^'bl^f'basSJ^Sd"^

ou thi^v-fyagTacros "the AtLmtil"-Extra ct from the Duke of HaccastW* Sj^ech at ^ otUr.gham, Dec. 8.

LONDON : BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIK STREET, FLEET STREET, E.G.

WORKS ON BOTANY, BY DR. LINDLEY.

THE VEGETABLE KI^'GDOM; or. The Strttc-

TURE Classificatiok, axd TJsf-s or Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In Oue Volume, 8vo, cloth, pnce

36»., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

rpHE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural and

X Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In

One Volume, 8vo. cloth, with numerous Illustnitions pncclSs.

%* The Glossary may be had separately, price 5a. clotn.

S*
CHOOL BOTANY; or. The RrciMEKTS oi

Botanical Science. Tn One Volume, 8vo, half-bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5s. G(i,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art oi

Describing Plants correctly, in Seieutific Language, for

SuU-Iiistraction and the Use of Schools. Price U.

Bbadbury & Evans. 11, Bouverle Street.

MRS. ARTHUR HENFREY, A\nlow of the Utf

XTJL Professor Henfrey, F.B.S,. F.L.b., &c of Tuners

College. London, continues to receive ^li™'^„^\^,"\''^;^l^

vounS Gentlemen under 12 years of ajre, tn be educated wth

Ke?own Sons, in all the branches of a Uberal cducaUon. 1 ranch

fs constantly spoken, Mrs. Henfrey havmg "sjded on the

Continent and a Parisian Lady assists her to teach Momc.

SinJine and Drawing. The house is henlthily situated, and

prSd With a larg? Garden. Pupils -'» »'^^^«
f^^^l [o

of a private family, and unremitting attention w.U be ixiid to

their health and morals. Kcfcreuces are i>ermitted to-

t • ^ «Dr. Jelf ..

Rev. Lawford W. T. Dale
Rev. OUVE HOLLINQWOKTH
Sir Wm. and Lady Hookee

Professor HuxLET, F.R.S

Dr. and Mrs. Martvn..
Dr. and Mrs. Lisdley,.

Dr. ai:d Mrs, HooKfcR ..

Dr. and Mrs. Tlke

4 P

W «

Principal of King's College

Chiawjck Vicarage, W.
Tnniham Green, W.
Kew, W. o , , /

5 The Government School or

i Mines, Jermyn Street, 8.W.

T,Bennett St., St.Jamea s, S.^

.

Attwn Green, W.
Kew ft'.

llinor fiouw. Chiawick. W",

N-Fr^^TcV^^cvrT 07 hereford-alteka-
^Tl'oN OF^TH. H.RKFORP F^^^^

u that from the 1st fJty^L^!.]:k.Ti'-cLd\^m.^ Fair.

A
This

H E

LMANACKS FOR 1861.

day is pubHshed, price Five Shillings,

ARMY ALMANAC
Terrace. Xunih«iii Green, W-

K.

GuiuLll' Oct. W. City of Hereford. |

T
Also, uniform, price Five ShUhngs,

TTl E NAVY ALMANACK.
Beautifully printed in Chromo-Lithography by Messrs.

Day & Son. fk>m Designs by Robert D.dlev, Esq.
_

in addition to the information usually contained m every

iS^K^ ^iSe;:;L^i&r.^^nciiJJcm^ts
neriormed by British valour.

"
T„. uniforms of ^o^^^^^^UlZ^.^!"^^

H,e difle, ent grades ^™-
f
"^^bH-hcst^

^^^

';;Zd t^/mZtJ^ /v» »t a glauce tKe costume of

the British Kavy and Army.

ceived,^aaid specimeus of Frame3 may be seen.

ytXoS of t!)f g^Uel;,

Br the Overland Mail we have accounts from

Pekin to the 20th October. The Kmpeeor of

CniN4 had lied to TarUry, and tlic army of Sax-

K0-LI5-SIX had also quitted Pelan. though it

wa. said to be still m the fielJ. Jlio

Empekou's Summer r.'ice waa taken and mcIc- d

on the GthOctjbtr, aff.idiog anenormoufl qtiaritity

of 8i>ail. Ou the 8th Mr. PAiiKEfl. Mr. Locii.

M L'E?TRAyGE, and 13 soldiers ^v* re restored,

biit Mr. De Nosmak and Captain Andei'^^n had
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Italian tricoloured flag.

died irom the effects of the brutal treatment they

had received. Captain Brabazon, Mr. Eowlby,
the Times correspondent, and several French
officers, were still unaccounted for, and it

was feared that there was little hope
of their return. On the 13th Pekin surrendered

to the Allies, the officials left in authority in the

capital assenting to all demands. All the Pekin
gates had been given up to the allied troops, who
were healthy and encamped on the walls, and were
to winter at Pekin and Tien-tsin. Lord Elgin
and Baron Geos were at the head-quarters of the

allied army at Pekin. All was quiet at Shanghai.

A new and distinct rebellion was reported in the

province of Shensi, and was said to he headed by
influential people.

The EiNG OF SAIlI)I^'IA returned to Naples
from Sicily on Friday, his return having
been hastened hj the reactionary disturbances

which have taken place at the instigation

of Royalists agents at Caserta, Aversa, Sora,

Penna, and other provincial towns, as H:ellis in

Naples itself. At Caserta and at Aversa the

movement was crushed by the Garibaldians, who
arrested about 100 persons and shot several of the

ringleaders. At Naples the most serious demon-
stration was caused by the return of the CAi^nuTAL

AfiCHBiSHor. The mob besieged his palace, and
attempted to set it on Are. The disorder lasted

18 hours, and onlj* terminated when the Arch-
bishop appeared on the balcony holding the

The bombardment of

Gaeta recommenced on the 7th inst. During the

night the Sardinian shells fell upon several of the

public buildings, and even on the hospital. The
Qtteen hurried from one battery to another en-

couraging the soldiers, until the KlXG insisted on

her withdrawing to the casemates. The fortress

of Gaeta energetically returned the fire of the

Sardinian batteries. It is asserted that England,

France, and Eussia have advised the King to

abandon his hopeless defence, and to withdraw from
Gaeta. It is announced that King Yictoh Em-
idANTjEL has designated General CiALniNi for occu-
pying Home in the event of the departure of the

Pope. Accounts from iSicily mention that the new
Council of Lieutenancy has officially demanded
the maintenance of distinct laws for Sicily until

the assembling of the Italian Parliament.

Count De Peksigny has issued another address

to the Prefects on the Press Law, stating that the

press is at liberty to disclose abuses in society or

government, to discuss the acts of the administra-

tion, and to reveal injustice ; but ** should parties

endeavour to overthrow the State and dynasty, the

law will not permit discussion, and the system of

warnings will then be enforced." This address

has been followed by an Imperial decree cancelling

all the warnings given to the journals of Paris and
the departments up to the 10th inst.

Accounts from Vienna announce a modification

of the Ministry und*^r circumstances which promise

to have an important influence on the future

destinies of Austria. Baron SciiiiEELiNG has
entered the Cabinet as Minister of State on the

"onderstanding that the Emperok and the Ministers

accept a programme which he has drawn up for the

reconstruction of the Empire, This programme,
which istantamount to acompleterevolution,includes
among other matters, the abolition of the Concor-

dat, the equality of all religious professions, the

repeal of the provisional statutes recently promul-

gated, and a constitution common to all the

empire with the exception of Hungary and Yenetia.

The congregation of the comitat of Pesth met on

Monday, when Counts Caeolyi and Ntart spoke

in favour of the establishment of the laws of 184S.

The city was illuminated on the occasion, but no
disturbances took place.—The Second Chamber of

Hesse Cassel adopted on Saturday by a majority

of 37 to 7, the proposition of the committee ap-

pointed t3 examine the question of the constitution.

A decree of the Elector was immediately read

dissolving the Diet, and providing for a general

election and the meeting of a new Diet within six

months.

An attempt was made to assassinate Mar-
shal O'Donnell, the Prime Minister of Spain, as he
was leaving the Senate House on Friday. He was

wounded in the left shoulder by a pistol shot.

The assassin, whose name is I^rAz, and who is

known to be a man of extreme opinions, was imme-
diately arrested.

Advices from Yera Cruz to the 21st ult.

state that the British Legation in Mexico had
been robbed by General Mifamon of a million

of dollars belonging to the British bondholders.

Great excitement prevailed in consequence, and
the Liberals were concentrating on the capital.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Friday
mornins^ the Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice and
Prince Louis of Hesse, drove out in an open carriage and
four. The Prince and Princess of Leiningen visited her
Majesty from Frograore, and took Umcheon, In the
evening the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied
by Prince Alfred, Princess Alice, and Prince Louis of
Hesse, visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. On
Saturday niorulng the Queen, with Princess Alice,

walked in the grounds of the Castle. The Duchess of

Kent and Prince and Princess Leiningen visited her
Majesty from Frogmore, and took luncheon. In the
afternoon Count Apponyi had an audience, and delivered

his credentials as Ambassador from the Emperor of
Austria. Countess Apponyi was also presented to

her Majesty. The Prince of Wales arrived from
Oxford. The Right Hon. Sir C. Wood, the Right Hon.
F. Peel, the Hon. H. G. Elliot, the Hon. Captain Den-
man, and the Rev. Philpott, Alaster of St. Catherine's

College, Cambridgo,' arrived on a visit. On Sunday
morning the Queen and Prince Consort, the Prince of

Wales, Prince Alfred, Prince Arthur, Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, and Prince Louis of Hesse, attended

Divine service in the private Chapel. The Rev. Dr.

Philpott preached the sermon. The Hon, Captain Den-
man left the Castle. On Monday morning the Queen
and Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince Alfred,

Princess Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse, catne to

London and visited the Cattle Show. The Queen and
Royal family afterwards visited the Empress of the

French at Claridge's Hotel, and then returned to

Windsor. Tlie Prince of Wales returned to Oxford.

The Duchess of Kent visited Her Majesty from
Frogmore, and took luncheon. The Risrht Hon.
F. Peel, the Hon. H. G. Elliot and the Rpv. Dr.

Philpott left the Castle. The Maharajah Dlmleep
Singh and Colonel Oliphant arrived on a visit. On Tues-

day morning tiie Qucon and Prince Consort, accom-
panied by Prince Alfred, IVincess Alice, and Prince Louis

of PTcsse, rode out ou horseback. The Prince Consort,

with Prince Alfred and l^rince Louis, left ber Majesty
in the Park, and went out shooting. The Maharajah
Dhuleep Singh, Colonel Oliphant, and the Right Hon.
Sir C. Wood, left the Castle. Ou Wednesday morning
the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by Prince
Alfred, Princess Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse, left

'

Windsor for Oxford by a special train on the Great .

Western Railway, On arriving at Oxford ber Majesty
was met at the station by the Prince of Wales, and con-

ducted to Frewin Hall. Shortly afterwards the Queen,
attended by the Vice-Chancellor and the authorities of

the University, visited the different colleges aid
other objects of interest, returning about 2
o'clock to luncheon at Frewin Hall. About
4 o'clock the Queen and Royal party left Oxford
and arrived at Windsor about half-past 5. Lord
Clarence Paget arrived on a visit. On Thursday morn-
ing the Queen, accompanied by Prince Alfred, Princess

Alice, and Prince Louis of Hesse, rode out ou horse-

back. Prince Louis of Hesse afterwards visited the
cavalry barracks at Spital. The Prince Consort came
to London, and presided at a meeting of the committee
of the council of the Horticultural Society at South
Kensington. The Duke and Duchess of Aumale visited

the Queen and took luncheon.

The Pri>^cess Alice is betrothed to his Grand
Ducal Highness Prince Louis of Hesse, eldest son of

Prince Charles, brother and heir presumptive to the
Grand Duke of Hesse, who has no children. It is un-
derstood that the marriage will not take place until

1862, when the Princess will have attained her 19th
year. Tbe Prince will shortly resume his residence at

Potsdam, where his regiment, the 1st Regiment of

Prussian Foot Guards, is in garrison.

The J!;ArpRESs of the French left London on Wed-
nesday evening on her return to Paris, having enjoyed

a perfect freedom from intrusion since her arrival at

Claridge's Hotel on Sunday week. Her^Majesty, during
her stay in town, devoted the greater part of each day
to visiting the " lions " of the metropolis, including

Westminster Abbey, the New Houses of Parliament,
the Tower of London, the British Museum, the Cattle

Show at the Baker Street Bazaar, and Madame
Tussaud's exhibition of waxwork models. On Sunday
the Empress attended Divine service in Farm
Street Chapel, and afterwards lunched with the

Duchess of Sutherland at Stafford House, where
the French Ambassador and the Countess Flahault
and Madlle. De Flahault, Earl Granville, Lord and
Lady Palmerston, and Lady Victoria .iVshley, and
the Misses La^celles had the honour of meeting her'

\

Majesty. On Monday the Queen and Prince Conso^
accompanied by the Princess Alice, Prince Louis of
Hesse, and Prince Arthur, paid a visit to the Empress
to Claridge's Hotel. The Queen was met at the
foot ot the staircase by the Empress, and remained
nearly an hour with her Imperial Majesty. On
retiring, the Empress accompanied the Queen to^
the entrance hall, ^vhere their Majesties took cordial
leave of each other. On Wednesday evening
the Empress left Claridge's Hotel at 8 o'clock in a.

private carriage for the London Bridge Station of the
South Eastern Rallw^ay. One of the directors of the
Railway, with the general manager and superintendent
were in attendance to receive the Empress, and con-
ducted her Majesty to a reserved first-class compart-
ment in the ordinary night mail train. The Empress
was accompanied to the station by the Duke of
Atboll. Her Majesty's presence was not known to the
public on the platform until just before the departure-
of the mail, when a few persons approached the car-
riage in which the Empress sat, and as the train moved
out of the station a loud burst of cheering bade ber
" God speed" on her journey homeward. Just before
the train started the Empress spoke from the carriage
window to Mr. Claridge, who hadattended her Majesty to-

the station, and expressed her great satisfaction at the
comfortable privacy she had enjoyed while in his- hotel.
The Empress slept on Wednesday night at the Pavilion
Hotel at Folkestone, where a suite of apartments had
been engaged for her reception, and embarked in tbe
French Imperial steam corvette La Corse on Thursday
morning for Boulogne. The Mayor of Folkestone and
tbe corporation were in attendance, but her Majesty de-
clined with thanks a guard ofhonour offered by the Folke-
stone Rifle Corps, Though the morning was wet, a great
number ofpeople assembled to witness the embarkation,
and cheered continually until tlie vessel put to sea. The

j
Empress appeared much pleased jvith her reception,

and, although the deck was wet, she remained bowing
to the public until the vessel had left the harbour. The
Pelican tender, which had been in Dover harbour for

some days, steamed round to Folkestone and followed
La Corse to Boulogne. Her Majesty travelled by special

train from Boulogne to Paris, and arrived at the Tuileries

at half-past 6 in the evening.

Ordee 01' THE Gaeter.—The Queen will hold a
Chapter of the Garter at Windsor on the 17th inst.,

when the Duke of Newcastle will be elected a knight of

the order.

pAELiAMENTiET MovE:^rE^'TS.—The Newcastle-on-

Tyne election terminated on Friday in the return of

Mr. Beaumont by a majority of 846 over Mr. Carstairs,.

the numbers being 2346 to 1500. The Southwark
election terminated on Wednesday in the return of Mr.
Layard by a majority of 1195 over Mr. Scovell, the
numbers being 4572 to 3377, Mr. Fawcett had pre-

viously retired from the contest. There is a vacancy
for Aberdeenshire caused by the death of the Earl of

Aberdeen, and the consequent accession of Lord Haddo
to the peerage.

''

Diplomatic Appointments.—The Queen has ap-

pointed Lord Napier, now Minister at the Hague, to

be Ambassador at St. Petersburg; Sir John Fiennes
Crampton, K.C.B., now Minister at St. Petersburg, to
be Minister at Madrid; Sir Andrew Buchanan, K.C.B.,

now Minister at Madrid, to be Minister at the Hague ;

John Savile Lumley, Esq., late Secretary of Embassy
at Constantinople, to be Secretary of Embassy at St..

Petersburg ; the Hon. E. M. Eiskinc, now Secretary of

Legation at St. Petersburg, to be Secretary of Embassy
at Constantinople ; and the Hon. Julian Fane, now-

Secretary of Legation at Vienna, to be Secretary of-

Embassy at Vienna.

Colonial Appointment.—The Right Hon. Sir John

Young, formerly Lord High Commissioner of the

Ionian Islands, has been appointed to succeed Sir

William Denison as Governor of New South Wales.

Ordee op the Bath.—The Queen has appointed

Lord Lyons, her Majesty's Minister at Washington,

and the Right Hon. Sir Edmund Head, Bart., Governor-

General of Canada, to be Civil Knights Commanders ol

the Bath.
KNiGHTHOon.—The Queen has directed letters patent

to be passed under the Great Seal granting tbe dignity

of a Knight of tbe United Kingdom, to Jeau Edouard
Remono, Esq., First PuLsne Judge of the Supreme
Court of the Mauritius, and Lieut.-Col. Andrew Scott

Waugh, Bengal Engineers, Superintendent of the-

Trigonometrical Survey, and Surveyor-General of India.-

LoEB LiErTENANCY.-^The Queen has appointed

David Robertson, Esq., 'M.V., of Ladykirk, to be

Lieutenant and Sheriff Principal of Berwickshire, in

the room of the late Earl of Lauderdale,

The Nayt.—It is reported that Admiral Robinson

will be the successor of Sir Baldwin Walker as Sur-

veyor of the Navy. The Channel squadron was to sail

from Lisbon for England on the, 8th inst.

The Indian Council.—The Secretary of State for

India has made the followmg appointments in his

Council for the ensuing year :—^Vice-President, Sir

James Weir Hogg; Chairmen of Committees—Finance,
Mr. W. Arbuthnot; Military, Major-General Sir

Robert Vivian, K.C.B.; Revenue, Mr. T. Prinsep;

Judicial and Legislative, Sir T. Erskine Perry i Public

Works. Colonel Sir Proby Cautley, K.C.B.; Riiilways.

Mr. Eliot Macnaghten;Political, Mr. W. J.Eastwick;

Public, Mr. J. P. Willoughby.

The Voluntexe Movement.—The MetropoVda^i
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Tolmiteer Light Cavalry having been sanctioned by
the Crown, a crowded public meeting was held on
Tuesday evening at Kccleston Hail, Pinilico, Lord
Truro in the chair, at which it was resolved to form a
committee of enrolment and finance for the Kensington
district, comprising Brompton, Fulham, Hammersmith,
and Chelsea.—The Secretary-at-AVur has sanctioned the
formation of the Central London Kifle Corps (40th
Jliddlesex) as a separate battalion of 800 men, divided
intoeight companiesoflOOmen. Major-General SirJames
Yorke Scarlett. K.C.B.,hasacceptedthehonorai7 Colonel-
ship.— The 39th Middlesex now numbers between
600 and 700 effectives, and recruits are joining daily.
A cadet corps is in course of formation, and between 20
and 30 hoys of about 12 years of age have already
Joined. A ailvcr bugle subscribea for by the ladies of
the district, and a set of colours will shortly be pre-
sented to the corps.—The East London (6th Tower
Hamlets) mustered at their head-quarters on Sunday,
and marched to West Hackney Church for Divine
aervice. The total strength of the corps is now between
600 and 700.—The 4th Tower Hamlets had a concert
on the 5th inst., at Myddleton Hull, Islington, in aid of
the funds of the corps. Nearly 1000 persons were
present, and the sum realised was upwards of 50Z. The
strength of the corps now amounts to four companies,
consisting of about 250 men, and a fifth company is

forming for the neighbourhood of Cambridge Heath
and Victoria Park; a sixth coinjjany is forming for
Finsbury, and it is proposed to form a seventh for
Hoxton, and an eiglith for Kingsland, In addition to
these a cadet corps, consisting of boys from 9 to 16 years
of age, is attached to the regiment.—The 32d Middlesex
(^''olunteer Guards) are enrolling a considerable number
of new members for the ensuing year, numerous appli-
cations to join having been received, in consequence of
a resolution that two new companies shall be formed of
5 feet 11 to 6 feet, and one of 5 feet 10 to 5 feet 11 inches.
—The Civil Service and the 9th Surrey (Richmond)
had a shooting match on Sheen Common, on Saturday,
when the 9th Surrey obtained four points more tlian
their opponents, the numbers being 109 to 105. The
highest scores were made by Sergeant Plaskett, and
Sergeant Mills, of the Civil Service ; and Private Hum-
phreys, and Colour-Sergeant Baty, of the 9th
Sarrey. The Civil Service sent one member from
each company of the battalion. The return match
will shortly be shot on Wimbledon Common.—
The 29th North Middlesex mustered a few days since
in the Regent's Park Barracks to distribute the prizes
for the best shots in the 1st company. Tlie first prize,

a handsome silver tankard, was awarded to Private
G. W. Stonham ; the second, a Westley Richards ritle,

to Private TiUey, and the third to Private Maryon.

sisting of lads of irom about 12 to 16 years of age,
in connection with the regiment. Tiie corps will
be one of Foot Lancers, the lances being similar to
those used by the cavalry, but only about 6 feet long.—
Upwards of 100 able seamen have enrolled themselves
as Naval Volunteers at Seaham, the whole of whom
were entertained at a substantial supper on Friday
evening in the large hall of the Literary Institute,
which had been lent for the occasion by Lady London-
derry, v.'ho also contributed liberally to the treat.—The
strength of the 3d West Riding (Bradford) Battalion
now exceeds 500, and a seventh company is contemplated.
—The 32d West York (Holmfirth) met on the 6th inst.,

and was presented with a silver bugle, purchased by
subscription ot the ladies of the district.—The 6th West
Riding (lluddersfield) has been presented with a silver

bugle, by Mrs. Beaumont, wife of the com-
mandant, Mr. H. F. Beaumont, of Whiteley Hall.—
The Wigan contest, which commenced on the 29th ult.,

and continued on the 1st inst., was concluded on
Saturday. TJie 1st prize, a Westley Richards breech-

loading ride, presented by the Hon. Colonel Lindsay,
M.P. to the best sho^ in the Wigan and Haigli Corps,

was won by Private Leader of the Wigan Corps, and
tlie 2nd, a gold rifle pencil-case, given by Lady Sarah
Lindsay, was won by Capt. Thompson, of the Haigh
Corps.—The ladies of Salisbury are raising a sub-

scription for the purpose of presenting the 1st Wilts
with a silver bugle.—The 9th Cornwall (St. Austell)

had a shooting match at Pentewan on the 5th inst., when
the best shots were made by Private Webb, Private

Roberts, Corporal Martyn, Private Smith, and Sergeant

Martin.—A mounted corps for the town of Cardiff will

soon be equipped. Seventy gentlemen have put
down their names, and it is expected that more will be
obtained.—A mounted corps is also to be formed in

Pembrokeshire, having Haverfordwest for its centre, the

stren^rth of which is to be from 80 to 100.

droiuqn
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FiiANCE.—The Moniieur of yesterday annouuces the

return of the Empress to Paris, at half-past six on

Thursday evening, and states tliat her Majesty's health

is more satisfactory. The Monitetir of Saturday publishes

another long circular, addressed by Count Persigny to

the Prefects, explaining in what spirit he intends to use

the discretionary power conferred upon him by the

Press Law. The Count examines the English laws, and

points out their severity for all attacks against the

Crown and State, in the event of the Government

. . thinking fit to put them in operation. He mentions
The West Middlesex had a shooting match at Harrow : ^he great liberty enjoyed by tlie Knglish press of dis-

On^the 5th Inst^, wliCii 11 out of the 12 competitors '

cufi^iiig- all acts o£ the Government, and proceeds us
ireJ more than 7 points, the number which qualifies

them at ranges of 650, 700, 800, and 900 yards, to be
classed as marksmen.—The 1st Kent had a shooting
match on the 6th inst., in Mote Park, the seat of the
Earl of Romney, when the 1st prize was won by
Sergeant Hadlow, the 2nd by Ensign Cutbush, and the

3d by Sergeant Laker.—On Monday afternoon the
various corps constituting the 2nd Battalion of Surrey,

were inspected in Richmond Park by Colonel Luard,

Government Inspecting-oflicer. Between 300 and 400
men were assembled, including members ofthe Kingston,

Richmond, Wimbledon, Esher, Chertsey, and Egham
Corps.—The 2d Essex Artillery is to be in future known
ns the "North Tliames Volunteer Artillery Corps.

follows:

—

" If all parties and all writers, respectiug- the wish of the

French people, only desire liberty of the press to maiiitnin the

prosperity of the State, they have libeity of the nress in

France as in England, and the avertmmient law becomes
a dead letter. Let abuses in sccioty or Goveminent be

disclosed, let the acts of the Adrainiatratiju be discussed,

and injustice be revealed; but should parties endea-

vour to overthrow the State and dynastj-, the law will not

permit discussion, and the system of warnings will then bo

enforced. I declare that, although disposed not to flinch

before any responsibility in prohibiting attacks by the press

1
against tlie State, on the other side I shall not consult any
private considerations in the resolutions which I shall take to

encourage the habit of free discussion in France.''

The Moniteur of Tuesday publishes an Imperial decree

T^'O
j

cancelling the warning given to the journals up to that

^"^ date. The report of Count de Persigny, which precedesplaces for drill have been fixed upon, at Grays
Or.'ett, and the War-office will shortly sent down a

|
tij,s decree^ contains the following:

competent instructor and two guns.—The 10th Essex

rifles (Witham) were inspected on Monday by Captain-

Adjutant de Crespigny.—A shooting match has taken

place between 10 members of the Colchester corps for

a Wilson^s breach loading rifle, valued at 10 guineas,

when the prize was won by Captain Bishop, commander
of the corps. The return of the performances of the

corps in platoon and skirmishing firing gives a total or

figure of merit, of 38.58. Tlie figures obtained by

some of the troops stationed in the camp at Colchester

.were—9th Battalion, 35-22 ; best company 39.37- 10th

Battalion, 38.36 ; best company 44.11. A second com-

pany is now forming in the town.—The Isfc Oxford-

-shire had a shooting match on the 6th and 7th at Bottiug

for a silver challenge cup given by the Prince of Wales.

The firing on the first day was ai> 300 yaids, and on the

-second at 500 and 600 yards. The prize was won by

Private Lee Warner, scholar of Trinity.—The Oxford

'Citv Corps was inspected last week by Colonel Ibbetson.

—The 2d Northamptonshire (Towcester) had a dinner

on the 6th inst. at the JSTational School-room, Towcester,

-at which an address was presented to Earl Pomfret, the

captain of the corps.—The Lincoln corps have had a

-competition for a cup, at ranges of 400 and 500 yards,

when the prize was won by Mr. Hughes.-At Norwich

meetings for drill are now held once a fortnight.—The

Swaffham Corps has obtained a shooting ground, with

n range of 1100 yards, near the straight mile on the

race-course, and a butt has been constructed with a

'View to practice in the spring.—The membersof the

.Aylsham Company have just had a competition for

prizes, the winners being Private Gay and Private

Soame.—The Duke of Northumberland }i;is placed

Percy Square. North Shields, with two cottages, at the

disposal of the 1st Northumberland, for purpose ot

-drill. It 13 proposed to form a Cadet Corps, con-

*' A certain number of periodical publications have received

two warnings, and are thus under the dread of suspension.

By delivering them from this danger the Government will

replace them in the position of independence which they have

compromised, and this oblivion of the past will be a new
pledge given to that generous policy which tends to the

reconciliation and union of all tho intelligent bodies of the

State. I have requested the press to iisc a wide freedom of

discussion ; against those who should endeavour to make use

of it to attack the State mv consc'.ence will only be the more

free and ray authority stronger, because your Majesty, by

obliterating the past, offers to writers a more noble oppor-

tunity of showing their patriotism."

The Moniteur of Sunday publishes an Imperial decree,

countersigned by Count Walewski, Minister^ of State,

oro-anizing the Governuicnt and superior administration

of'^Algeria. It consists of 18 articles, the principal of

which provide that the Government and superior

administration of Algeria shall be centralized at A^'iers,

under the autiiority of a Governor-General, that the

appointment of the Governor-Genural shall be counter-

signed by the Minister of State, and that the Governor-

General shall render account to the Emperor direct of the

political and administrative condition of the country.

The Kniperor left Paris on the 6th inst. for Kambouillet,

wlieresome
Prince Mcttern
Moniteur and other joui'nals continue to give copious

extracts from the London papers regardiui- the visit of

the Empress, whose enthu^iiastic reception by all classes

of the liritish people has made the deepest impression

upon the public mind. Mr. Cobden has left Prance for

Algeria, and will probably address tlie Emperor from

thence. The ComtUutionnel says that there is no foun-

dation for the news that the Manjuis de Lavalctte had

insisted at Constantinople upon the prolongation of tiie

French occupation of Syria. " Up to the present, it
|

says, "the convention of the 4th of September has not

or leic runs on lue uuii iusu n'l iwiuiuv/i..in,t,

grand hunting parties havesincc taken place.

:ernich was oneof the Emperor's guests. The

given rise to any divergence of opinion between the re-
presentatives of the foreign Powers at Constantinople."
The 500 men who had proceeded to Alexandria en
route for China, and who were subsequently counter-
manded and had returned to Toulon, have again
received orders to proceed forthwith to China via
Suez. This is but an instalment of the force which
France intends to send to that country. The Moniteur
publishes a decree, fixing the duty on dry vegetables
and their meals at 25c. per 100 kilos., whether imported
into France by sea or land, in French or foreign
vessels, until Sept. 30, 1861. The vessels also will be
free from tonnage dues. It is stated that the Chambers
of Commerce of Marseilles, Montpellier, Nismes,
Narbonne, and Beziers have again sent pressing repre-
sentations to the French Minister of Commerce on the
scheme to come into force in this country on the 1st of
January next of differential duties on wine by alcoholic

tests. The President of the Association Viticole, of
Burgundy, has also summoned the committee to meet
him at Beaune, for a similar object; and at Porpignan
equal hostility is said to exist, as their wines would be
taxed 140 per cent, more than those of Bordeaux.

—

The murder of M. Poinsofc, one of tlie Presidents of the
Imperial Law Courts, briefly referred to in our last, has
produced a most painful impression. SI, Poinsot was
travelling in a first-class can-iage on the Strasburg
Railroad, from Troyes to Paris. In the carriage there
was but one passenger. On arriving at the station M.
Poinsot was found l^'ing quite dead, having been shot

in the head and heart, and his skull having been fractured

by some blunt instrument. The unlniovvn passenger

had been seen to jump from the carriage, near the
station of Nogent-sur-Marne, and his footmarks appeared

clearly on the side of the hue and down the em-
bankment, after which the trace was lost. He
had robbed his victim of everything

him. He has as yet bafHed the

is said that there is little doubt of

prehension. Another strange case

mouths back on the same railway, which has some
analogy to that of M. Poinsot—a Russian military sur-

geon having been found lying senseless on the line

between Zillisheim and Illfurth, near Belfort. He had
been previously robbed of a number of Russian bank-

notes and papers, whi(;h were found a few days since in

the possession of a French soldier who had deserted.

This man was locked up and chained, but he succeeded

in removing his fetters, and after a desperate struggle

with the turnkeys, succeeded in effecting his escape and

has not since been found. Another slngidar coincidence

is a statemen.t in the Piedmontese journals that in a

railway carriage on the line from Tmln to Genoa, a

man Was found dead a few days ago, from a pistol shot,

but whether fired by himself or by a murderer is not

known. None of the passengers by the train had heard

tJje report.

SPAiy.—The budget of expenses has been voted by
tlie Cortes. Genera! Narvaez has retired altogether

into private life. Disastrous inundations have taken

place in Grenada. Several buildings were overwhelmed

at Santa Fe. The Budagcz Asylum was swept

away, and many children were killed and injured.

The Spanish Government, in imitation of the great

naval powers, hiis given orders for the con-

struction of two large frigates, one of which is to be

iron-plated. The report of the organisation of 13
battalions of Volunteers in Catalonia is denied by the

official journals. The garrison of Tetuan will be

replaced by troops from the Peninsula.

Switzerland.—The ehcUons to the Federal Council

took place ou Friday, when the former members were

re-elected in consequence of the parties not being able

to come to a compromise. M. Knuscl was then elected

President and M. Staempfli Vice-President. Count

Cavour has protesteil in the name of the Sardinian

Government against the sequestration of the

Church property in the Canton of Ticlno be-

longing to the Bishopric of Como. He does

not dispute the right of Switzerland to withdraw

a part of its territory from the jurisdiction of a foreign

bishopric, but he asserts that the federal authorities had

no more right to seize the prDpeity of the Bishop of

Como than they would have had to lay hands upon the

property of any other subject of the King. He there-

fore demands that the sequestration of the property of

the Bishopric of Como be raised, and its free adminis-

tration rendered to the bishop. He concludes by
saying that if, contrary to all expectations, the federal

Government refuses to do justice to so reasonable a

demand, the Government oi thu King in its turn will

have to considur what further im-aaures are jiibt and

necessary.

HoLLAKD.—The King of Holland incurred some

danger a few days back when going by special train

from Amsterdam to Aruhcim. Ou enttfring the station

at the latter place, the engine-dnvtr perceived a

carriage stantTing across the line. Being so near that

it was impossible to stop, ht; liad the presence of mind

to put on full steam, and dashed the obittcle to pieces

without the flligh-- -hock to h' wn train. Neither

the King nor any of his suite snff. r. d the Ina^t injnry.

BKi.fiirM.—At a recent sitting of tbo Chamber of

Rejirescntatives, the Ministeiial proposition for grant-

ing 6000 fr. for the expense of the natinnal rifle

matches, was met by an amendment jin-n-asing the

sum to 10.000 fr, on the ground that in the prewnt

state of Eur.)pc every encour — nnent should be given
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^o the forniaticin of volunteer corps and to riile

matches. The Ministers sa'ul they were quite willing
to leave the matter in the hanfls of the Chamber, and
the amendment wa'? unanimously adopted.
Hanover—England has accepted the proposal of

Hanover, that the tliird million of thalers for the
redemption of the Stade Dues be distributed amon^ all
States, except England and Hamburg, according to
their maritime importance.
Hesse Cassel.—The Second Chamber on Saturday

adopted the projiosals of the Committee on the subject
of the Constituti'ju by 37 to 7 votes. As soon as the
decision was anrioniicod the Commissary of the Diet
read a decree of the Elector dated thut day, dlssolviiif?
the Chamber, and providing for a general election and
the meeting of the new assembly within six mouths.
The deputies on leaving the Chnmbt'r were received by
the people with loud cheers for the constitution
1S31. The First Chamber was also adjourned
iMonda^'.

The Rhine.-The representatives of the States on
the banks of the IMniie assembled on VVednesday at
Carlsruhe, for tlie purpose of signing a convention, by
which the Tthine dues have been considerably dimi-
nished.

Prussia.—"M. Simons, the "Minister of Justice, has
retired from the Cabinet. \IU resij^nutiou is said to be
connected with the revelations of tlie recent trial,

-whicji had already led to the dismissal of M. Schwark,

of

on

of the inhabitants. These manifestations were followed
by a^ serious counter manifestation. The whole Ciari-
baldian army hastened to the spot to crush the move-
ment. About 100 persons were arrested, and several
ringleaders shot, but it is said that even this infliction
of capital punishment has not arrested the reaction-
ary movement. Numbers of the inhabitants have
taken to flight. The city of Aversa has also risen in
insurrection against the Garibaldlans, wlio, liowever,
remained masters. A reactionary movement has also
taken place at Sora, but public order has been re-esta-
blished in that city. 'I'he Cnrdinal Archbishop having
arrived at Xnples, manifestations against him took place
before his palace. Some shouted "The Pope forever!'*
and others "Garibaldi for ever!" A riot then ensued.
The mob besieged the palace, and attempted to set it on
fire. Tlie disorder lasted 18 hours, and only termi-
nated when the Archbishop appeared on the balcony
holding the Italian tricoloured flag. An Knglish-
niiin, formerly in the service of Garibaldi, has
since been assassinated at Naples. King Victor Em-
manuel arrived at Naples on Friday from Sicily, and will
remain there until the end of December, During his
stay his Majesty will hold reviews, visit the hospitals and
public establishments, inspire confidence to the com-
mercial interests by his presence, and execute the first
reforms. On the King's return to Turin. Prince
Humbert will proceed to Florence, and stay there
several months, while Prince Eugene of Carignan will

It is stated that the Italian army
^le Public Prosecutor, and M. Stieber, the Director of proceed to Naples.
Police. It was proved at that trial that the law of i« to be divided into two c^reat corns • one to becalipd

^CdhX^TT\Un^'t ^«^.'?'^I^ r' '^^
J^^

--^' ^'''^^ South, the^thertXV the NoS^sunoranuttes; that irom July, looS, to February,
| former to be un " "

being

1856, a period of eight months, 3S7
and detentions had been made.

at l^fist seven Jays; that men
prison, and then set at liberty, without any charge
being made against them ; and that, on the other
hand, persons undoubtedly guilty had been spared
because of their interest with the police or its othcers.
It is said that the Government has commenced a State
prosecution sga-n-it 11 Knglish gentlemen, residents of
Bonn, who drew up a protest against the insulting
speech dt'llvtredhy thelVocureurduUoi against KngUsli
travellers at the recent trial of Captain Macdonald.
Austria.—The Austrian Ministry has been modified;

under the command of General Delia

It is, however, understood that Victor Emmanuel has
designated General Cialdini for the occupation of
ftoinc, in the event of the depurture of the Pope.
The efl'ective force of the army is fixed at 300,000 men.
It is rumoured that the Government is about to con-
tract a loan on account of public wo;ks. Accounts
from Oaeta state that England, France, and Russii
have rcfpiested the King of Naples to cease his fruitless
defence and have advised him to withdraw from Gaeta. !

p^..«*. nil 1-1 .-J ^ r. ^ , i? '
i

^^ ^''^ Majesty refuses to follow this advice, the EmperorCount Goluchowslu has retired and Haroa Schmerhng
; of the French is said to have intimated that ho will feelhas been appomted to succeed him as Minister of State.

The press of Vienna is nnanimons in regarding this
nomination as the pledge ot important changes. Paron
Schmerling, it ayipears, would not consent to accept
office without suhmittinir to the Emmn-or his nolitical

programme, and stipulating for its aci

Majt^st)' and the Ministers. The progr;]

peror Ins political

acceptance by his

:iinme includes a
reviaion «)f the Concordnt and liberty ot worship; abro-
gation nffho jmivineial .statutefl; and a geiieml consti-
tution for nil the empire, with the exception of Hungary
and V'enetin. Herr I'iener him been appointed Mfnistor
of FiriHMce. Count Kmmerich Miko has been provision-
ally appuinted President of the Studtlioldership of Tran-
sylvania; and Count Guluchowsky is to resume the
post of Governor of Galicia, whieh he reserved to him-
self on catering the C.ibinet, Judgment was delivered
at Vienna on Tbursdny in the ease of M. Uichter. IIo
wns found guilty of the charge of having induced a
public fnnctinnnry to abu'^e his ofiirial power by corrupt-
ing (Jenernl Eynatteii. He was actpiiUcd for want of
proof on the charge referring to the hilln of exehango.
and wrtK derlared not guilty on all the other charges.
TheutLurnuy for the Government recommended him to

- the favourable contiderntion of the Ctjurt,

HuNtuUY.—The Congregation of the Comitnt of
Pe«th was upened on Monday. Counts Carolyi and
Nyari spoke in favour of the re-establishment of tlio

laws of ISIS, r, sth wfts splendidly illuminated on the
orcasinn. and though a^itutiun prevailed in the city, no
disturhnnre^ have as yet taken place. Numerous bodies
of troops, liowevor, have been sent from Vienna and
the other cities of the empire to Presburg, Uaab, and
Pesth. The German journals again assert that secret
relations are entertained between the Hungarian
refugees and the Government of tlie Danubian Princi-
palities.

Ku-^su.—Tlie Uusaian Mission in London having
"been nii^od to an Kmbassy, D.iron Brunnow, now Minister
atthi'C'^urt of St. .Tam. /a, has been appuluted Am-
bft^«a<lor to that Cotut, The Kassiau Uovemment is

taking measures to rc-peopte the Crimea, and has
already sent there many families from the Govenmient
of Konrsk. The colonisation of the country on the
Amoor is also advancing, 230 peasant familit-s liaving
been sent there last August from the Governments of
Tambov, Orel, and Voronej.
* PoLA.Nij.—On the 29Lh ult, the anniversary of the
PoliJiih revolution, u funeral service was performed in
the Ciinnelite Church of Warsaw. Everything passed
ort' qui'tly till the close, when the
commonee.l singing a hymn in favour ofthe deliverance
of their country and against its oppr In the
evening they illuminated the * \f,ue of the saint at the
church di>or, in tlio presence of an immense crowd.
The S'lme hymn was then repealed, some persoois
kneeling to siufr it. The crowd ailerwards quietiv
diapeirfLd. singing as they went a song of which the
lurdfu was * I'oland is nut yet lost !* There was no
intevf.rence on the part of the police,

Italy.—Pea. : \h\ry disturbiinces have taken place
at Cwei ta,

.
-oned by Puyalist agents and a portion

... ged
.Monsignor de Merode is occupied with the formation
of a new nrmy. the enlistments for whieh are actively
carried on. The Marquis Pepoli. as the Commissioner
of the King of Sardinia, lia^ issued a decree suppressing
all the religious orders in Umbria, with the exception
of some which have deserved well of the country. The
same decree intrusts the Government with the charn-e
of the religious treasury. The convents of Umbria
have been closed, with the exception of several establish-
ments to be converted into hospitals and schools. Pen-
sions have been granted to the meud)ersof the religious
orders which have been suppressed. Peiites to the
amount of 100,000 lire have been assigned in favour of
some charitable institntions of Umbria; the surplus
remaining in the religious trra*;ury will bo appVad to
religion** works and public instruction. Sixteen Bishops
of tJjc Marches. Ive of whom are Cardinals, have jiro-

tc:sti.d against the presence and the measures of the
8ardiniau Commissary. in tliose provinces. Accounts from
Turin state that the Sardinian Government has deter-
mined on creating a large fleet, and that great activity
prevails in the naval ports. A maritime postal service
on a tri-and scale is about to he established. Letters

I

from Genoa of the 5th report that several of Garibaldi's
persons^ present

> generals had been to visit him. and that he declared his
npptV'*al of the measures they had taken with a view to
events in the ensuing spring, and stated that he will he
at the head of his companions in arms liv the 1st of
March, to combat again for Italian independence. The
XafionalUcs of Turin pubUslics the following procla-
mation :

—

"Italy and Victor Kmmauual!—The Italians munt not on
anyaconnnr ^ mdon ttii-* progranimt;. V : Kiuraaiintjl is
tbo only iii...

^ ,;U3Hble naiui in Italy, around whom all the
men of o«rpcnin»ul» must mllv. I do not care whethtr t'le
Minister's namo bo Cavour or Cattaneo(the Utter is prefer-
able); but what I caro frr, and what all Italians must

inexoraMy demand, is that on the 5th March. 1S61. Victf/r.Eiumanuel be at the head of 600,000 soldiers
-November 28." ''Garibaldi.^'

Sicily.—The following have been appointed Conn-
cdlors of Lieutenancy for Sicily :—La Farina, Director
of the Interior; Cordova. Director of Finance; Scalia
Director of Public Works; Pisani, Director of Publie
Instruction. The Lieutenancy Council has officially
demanded the maintenance of distinct laws for feicily
until the assembling of the Italian Parliament. The
Sardinians will await the fall of Gaeta before sum-
moning the citadel of jMessina to surrender, to which
in case of refusal, they will lay siege.

'

Turkey.—The French papers contradict the report
that the Marquis de Lavalette had insisted on the ex-
tension of the French occupation of Syria, and
that the Porte had refused to accede to this demand.
Fuad Pasha will remain in Syria during the winter.
M. Mires, the contractor for the New Turkish Loar/,
has published an account of the financial position of
Turkey, from which it appears tliat the entire Turkish
National Debt does not exceed 31,000,000?., that the
Turks import foreign merchandise to the amount 'of

9.000,000/., that Constantinople is the third commercial
city in Europe, coming after London and Liverpool,
and immediately before Marseilles, and that hi Turkey
the average annual taxation is Ss. a head, while in Eng-
land it amounts to 2L 4? , and in Austria to 1/. 4*.
The Principalities.— Great agitation still prevails

in Wallachia and Moldavia. At Jassy both the Metro-
politan and the Minister of the Interior have been
arrested and imprisoned in a convent. The
Porte has stopped a Sardinian vessel from Genoa,
loaded with arms and ammunition for the Principalities,

and having false papers. Tlie Porte has protested
against this fraud, and the violation of treaties which it

constitutes.

India.—The Overland Mail has arrived with news
from Bombay to November 16, and from Calcutta to
November 8. The following are the details :—

Calcutta.—The Government Committee has recommended
the Bombaj' tariff for all India.

Bombay.—The comliiuation against the income-tax continues
to be maintained in Bombay.

2)i«a;)or#.—The 5tb Europeans have again mutinied at
Dinaiinre, and have been disbanded. One man was shot.
The men concerned in the former mutiny had previouply
been tried by a court-marti;il, and sentenced to penal
servitude for life. Sergeant- Major Macnimiuie of the Btngid
Artillery, who turned out his men to sujiprc^s tlie mutiny, has
been made an ensign, unattached ; the quartermaster-sergeant
who seconded his eflbrts has been promoted to the rank of
conductor; while in a general order bir Hugh Hose has given
a soluinn warning to the army that ftliould there bt; any
renewed attempt at mutiny he will consider it Ids duty to
vindicate discipline by representing to military tribunal.« tl.e

necessity *.f vihiting the crime with the extreme penalty of
the law. This order, and the rewards bestowed upon the two
so't'eants, had produced an immenfie effect all over India.

China.—The China mail has arrived with new?
from IVhJn to October 20. A telegrai>hic despatch had
I)revionsIy been received giving the heads of the news
n.s follows :

—

"Tckin surrendered to the Allies this day, yielding to all
demniuls. rarlcea. Loch, and L' K.sc 1 1ay rac wi-ic ri:le;iM(l nu the
8th iiist, Mr. De Norman and Captain Anderson have died
from the effects ()f brutal treatment, Tbirteen soldiers h:nB
alK<i been ruluascd. There is little hope of the return of Capt.
Brabir/on, Mr. Howlby, or the French (.fficer.-i uii.Hsing. The
Kmpcror and the Tartar army have fled into Tartary, and noiu*
of the enemy arc to be seen at Pckin. The Kmpuior's Slimmer
Palace was taken and looted un the tith of October. The qiwi;-
tity of spoil was cnonnnus. The Pekin {,'ates h.^ve been given
up to the troops, who are all healthy, and encamped on tlic

wall. The allied army will winter at Pekin and Tientsin, l.oni

I

himself liberated from his promise to keep open a re-
treat for him by sea, and the French fleet will quit
daeta and leave the fortress to the attach of Admiral
de Persano. The bombardment of Gaeta has recom-
menced. During the night of the Vth shells reached
fioveral buildings, and even the hospital. The Queen
hurried fnnn one buttery to another, encouraginj^ the
Boldmr^. Tho King infii>!ted on her withdrawinjr to the
<ywemateB. The fortress of Oaeta cnerpretically returned
thu hre of the Sardinian butteries. King Francis II.
i« said to have concluded u loan at Viennn, but in the
present state of the Austrian finances the statement is

considered very iniprubable. Half tho Neapolitan army
who had taken refuge on the rionian territory have
quitted the country. Most of them joined the insur-
rectionary bands in tho Abruzzi, Many of their ofTicers
have joined the army of King Victor Kiiiuianuel
Counts Trapani and Triini, the Kinjv'.q brothers, have
arrived at Kome. Count Trani left nt::iin on the
yth for Oaeta, whither Count Trapani will also return
shortly. The hand of Volunteers commanded by Colonel
Masi ha.s invaded Ornano and evacuated Orvieto, which,
it IS said, will bo Occupied by the French. The Pope is ™, • . „ ..

-
. t. , r . -. .v.

*liv .r, r,.^.} .vtfb *l.,...\„i. t f 1 !> 1
*^p^'» Eiginand Baron (iros are at Pckni. Indemnity ready when

lL-..ati-:^ed\jth the conduct of several Jiishops ot Urn- demaT.dcd. All is quiet at Shanghai. A new and dfsUnct
bna, Iho I apal party m Rome is much discouraged, rebellion is reported in the province of Shensi. It is said to l»

honrU'd hv influential people. little is known of the Talpinff

rebellion."

The following detailed account i.s from the Cbl,\f%

Mall

:

—
" Tlio intelligence from the seat of war is of the highest

importance. Two of the gates of Pekin are in our hands, Mr.

Harry Parkesand Mr. Loch have been safely returned to uslq?

the Ciiinese. The army of San-ko-lin-sin is still in the field.

TIic Fmi)rror has flod to Tartary. Pekin has submitted to Uf.

The wintering of the whole force cither there or at Tien-tsiu w
now resolved on. In our last Overland we mentioned th.at the

Allied army was in a hostile attitude, seven or eight miles froai

PeUin, waiting f"r the siege guns, and demanding the releaae of

the captives who had been taken. There does not setm to

have been any chango In the position of matters from the 22d
Beptembcr till the 3d October, when an advance was made
in search of tho Tartar army, which only resulted iu
a few pickets of tlio enemy being seen aiid driven
bock. On the tith a further advance resulted in an earthwork
ne:ir Pekin, where no defi-ncc wa.< n::\de, being taken by our
troi^ips ; and tlio Vueng-min yuen, or summer p:Uace ot' the
FiiipLTor, was taken, and con'pletely looted, aflor'ling irnmenso
spoil. The chief share of the plunder appears to have fallen to

the French, who had the first ian.sacking of the rich orna-
ments, jewels and clocks, and watches, the rich robes snd
embroidered silks of the Son of Heaven ; hut a quantity of the
treasure which was taken is to be divided between both French
and Engll.ih. Some privates are nairl to h.ive acid their shares
for about 30,000 francs. The entire British shnre. including both
treasure and private loot, !•< CHtimated at about 90,000 doHam.
Letters wore found in tlie i>aUce from Sau-ko-hn-^n to the
Kmperor, asenring him of his confidence in b< * »b!e to

annihilate us by the ariangemeuts he had made nu the rood at

Chan-kia-w-an. where the battle of the 18th September WM
fouifht. IIu l^egge^i tho Emperur ^o i..-.o no appreheiufons la
to the results ; that having -rtainod how few owr numbem
Were, he was ufldeut he could surround and destroy vw. Iti

one of the auie rooms of the state bed-room the treaty of
Titu'dnin EngMith and Chinese, J«igned by Lorxi Elgin, wa*
found. It had ocen thrown on the ground by some nn*. '^"d

lay in the heap of broken articles, till the English \ ^ r

altncfcd tho eye of the person wh.i diwnvcred if. Next CUy.
n rciOy to a ^. .and for the rele&se of the pnsi'ncrs^ Messrs.
I'.ii .- "-d Ty*ch were given up. tfgether with a French oflflcrr

and seven or eight i ri^onem. On tho I'Jth everything
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pared U^y the first ^eat event of the war—the assault or the I

occui>^ti<'a uf Pekm, the nnviolated capital of Cluna, The
siege gims and other artillery were in a position to b<3mbard
the town, unless ir hhnuid be surrendered by noon of the 13th ;

and a general order waa iKSued by Sir Hope Grant, for the dis-

!JO^i^ion iin<l unntrol of the forces under his comiii:uid. Just
mniediiitely before the period given for surrender would
expire, H;\rjp:chuii camn out and miid that our demands were
acetified to, no r^ .-.-. unce would be made, and the gate was at

f>ur dif^popal. Tbtreon the outer and inner gates were iinuie-

diiilcly Uiken possession of; and a portion of the Allied Force
was quartered on tbe wallof Pekin, The Coramissariat, even in

its nmst trifiin;^ ''
ils, is mu ptionable, and as a eouse-

iiuence, thn general health of the troops has, all along been
uxc^^U^iit, TiieEiirlof El^^inan-i Haion Gros are at tbe military
headquarters ; but as Mr. Bruce has been sent for, it is possible

that hia lordship does not propose to spCTid the winter in the
Jfortb. Mr. lirui.e. however, was sent for before, aftr the
occupation of Tientsin. Count Ignatief, the Russiati

Minister, rolh>wed the Allies to Tientsin, where we believe he
is still- Mr. Ward, tbe Americau Minister, came down here,

the otlicr day, on his way home. There have been rumours
published at Shanghae of the outbreak of a new rebellion—no
way r"nn<^ctcd With that of the Taiphigs— in the province of
Shensi, which lies to the west of that where Tekin is. This,

if true, would be of great inii>ortnnce, asi pl:^cinff the Emperor
in a wursc po^itiou than ever. Of the Tai-ping rebels we hear
little at ]>rcsont. Thoy are reported to have appeared before
Han-clinw lately, but to have moved off on hudiiig it well
garrisoned. Vvom Ningpo we learn that the insurgent move*
ment in tbe neighbouihond of Shanphae has consider-

ably increased the tea and silk trade at the former
jport, Should the approaclics to Shaughao be blocked
up by the samo cause for any length of time, that may
7>ofisibIy bt» the niems of diverting a considerable amount
vf the trade of that pi»rt t*> Ningpo, parricularly aw both the

ten and itilk dibtricts «re nenivr to Ningpo than to Shanghae,
^d there is an casiiv internal c 'mnumication with the former.
At Swatuw a local iJirticulty is causing trouble. The gunboat
WmwI proceeded to bombard a village, aUejjed to be connected
with biane acts of robbery committed on the property of

foreigners resident at Swatow- After the firing had been
kept up fur about two hums, the master of the gunboat landed,

~to see bow nmt ters were getting on, and ftill into the hands of

tbe ennigcd vill Thefic latter treated the captives well,

but declared that if any further proceedings were taken tbey
wuuld put tlicm to death. Lao, the Governor-General of

Kwangtvmg, has been appealed to in their favour and has scut
lip a proclamation requiring their release."

TliG folh)wing account of tbe treatment of tlio i>ri-

flOiiera is given by the North China Heralds—
*' In the evening of October 5 a communication was made to

tbe authorities, deniandiJig tbe release of the prisoners, A
promise \va« given that th^se who were in the capital should
De released next day. Tbe surrender of the gate was also

demanded, with an intimation that it would otherwise be
taken. The first has happily- been complied with, so far that
we had the pleasure yesterday of welcoming the return of
ilesais. Parkcs and Locli, with a French ofiicer attached tu the
Society Scientifique^ and six or eight French, and ^ni-

vates of the Sikh cavalry- Tliey were, whil^it with San-
kodin-siu's army, treated in a most cruel manner

;

furccd to kneel before every mandarin, however petty,

their faces rubbed in tbe dust; they were bound wdtb
their bands behind them^ and carried on horses to Tun^-
chow, and thence, in tlio same t^tate, in one of the carts of tbe

country to Pekin, when tbey were j>laced in dungeons, and
^^mrtined so Tin ft#'<»'g|uyB fl^. Mr. Farkes was beaten when
he did not instantly reply to a question, and Mr. Loch because

be could not speak Chinese. Within the last week these atroci-

ties have been discontinued, and tijey have met with some con*

Bideratiou, It appears that when the party was returning

from Tung-chow, where Mr. Parkes went to remonstrate

against the Tartars encamping on tbe ground appropriated to

the British army, tbey arrived at Ohangkia-wan, where the

battle of the IStb was fought, and seeing preparatirms fer

an attack, they consulted together whether to charge through

them, or to apply to San-ko-lin-sin, who was a short distance

behind, for a pass. Tbey resolved on the latter course. He
received them with insult and abuse, and made prisoners of

them. They do not know where the rest of tbe captives are^

but suppose them to bewdth San-kodin-sin's army, whether in

or out of Fekin is not known. On the evening of the 12th

October, nine sowai-s of the Sikh cavalry were released, and

came into camp. They brought tbe distressing news that

Captain Anderson and Mr, de Normann died from the

effects of tbe brutal treatment received from the Tartars,

the former on the 8tb, the latter on tbe lltb day after

tbey were captured. The wound.s caused by the cords

binding their wrists, insufficient food, and other inhuman tor-

tures had caused their death. One of these Sikhs, a sergeant,

was bound with them. He survived, and has made a deposition

of the facts They are all suffering much, and it will be long

before tbey can return to duty. They were brought from a

town some 30 or 40 miles off, to which they were conveyed soon

after tber capture- No information has been obtained abont

tho two other Europeans Captain Brabazon and Mr, Bowlby,

Timts special correspondent"

Batavia.—Tbe state of aftairs at Banjennasshig is

said to be improving.

Australia.—Mr. Stuart and Uis companions have

been driven back by tbe natives, after having penetrated

as far as lat. 19^ and long. 134^ The country was

found to be rich and fruitful.

Kew ZI::ALA^''I>.—Accounts from New Zealand to the

12th of October state that the news of the rehels is

stil! unsatisfactory. General Pratt has returned to

Taranaki to protect that place from the Hnfirjpiitod

attack by tlie Waikatos. 'Hie Waikatos were not then

expected for a week. Captain Pasley, R. E,, was re-

ported wounded in the leg at Kaihihi on the 11th Oct.

UNITED States.—The Washington correspondent of

tlie New York Times states that tbe fears of a secession

of Southern States were subsiding. Many Southern

members of Congress had arrived In the capital with

their families. The Neiv York Herald on the otliei

hand savs that the feehng fur ^ecpion in tlie South

cOHtinaed unabated. Gove.-iior Gist, of South Carolina,

had issued a proclamation, declarmg the purpose ot the

State to secede alone if not supported by otlier

26th November,
the State, and to
other documents

He recoinmends the arming of
|

wood, on the 4th inst., ami s

niiilte the circulation of abolition or sent aspect of the Church-rat
tending to incite the slaves, treason "In this practical country grt

spoke as follows on the pre-

atc question i—
-" t.i4.o practical country great issues were generally tried

on collateral points, and now it was generally announced and
accepted that tbe discussion of tbequtstion of Church-rates
luvuived that of a National Church. It was, therefore, of the
last importance that Churchmen should not make a mistake
in this matter. He would view tbe question now only
secularly^ and, even in that limited sense, he shrank from

<,,mc«lt,es between the Ko.il, and South, is said to have ii^J^Sil'^^rTlfe' tintSTi^lTc^^A^'T/ S.lt'.
given ins opinion that a State has not the constitu- The political and social relations of the Natioiiiil Church to

tional right to secede. The accounts of extensive de- EugUud must be considered. Asfor the political, the termina-
.,*.fi,l..f!/-..,a «.^ ti.^ rr 1—j„.. I,.. - 1 1 ..„,!,„ l^.. tion of tbe alliance must break up our parochial constitution.

Our political constitution was built ou our parochial coustita-

pnnishiible with death ; lilso to encourage dU'ecb Euro-
pean trtide, the State to assume any h)sses accruing.
Judge Black, the Attorney-General, hiiving been cidled
upon by President Buclianan to advise the Government
on the questions of law arising out of apprehended
difficulties between the North and South, is said to have

predationa on the Kansas border by a band under the
command of Montgomery turn out to be much exagge-
rated. General Harney, with a body of Dragoons, was
in pursuit of the band. Passports had been sent to the
Peruvian Minister at Washington, diplomatic relations

between the two Republics being at an end.

Mexico.—Advices from Vera Cruz to the 21st ult.

state tliat Mirainon had broken the seals of the British

Legation and taken tlierefrom tho English funds,

amounting in all to a million of dollars belonging to the

British bondholders. Great excitement prevailed in

^«. X'. *^,,.vi*i. K.^L±^^.xK^Af^^^J^l w ua UI.II1L uu uui parochial coustitQ-
tiou. The parisb was one of the stron^st securities for
local' government ; and ou local governmont political libevty
mainly depended. As for the social relations of the Church
with the comnmnity, tbey were sci comprehensive and so com-
plicated, so vast and various, that tbe most farseeinp could not
calculate the oonsequenees of tbe projected change- It was
not uieruly the education of tbe people that was concerned ; it

was even their physical condition. He would almost say, that
if, by some cunvulsion of nature, some irnportjint district of
tbe country, one on which the food and iuduHtry of the com-
muuity raainly depended, were suddenly swept from our sur-

face, the change would not be greater than would arise by tho

exp

The Liberalstheir profonnd indignation at the act,

were concentrating on the capital, and had been suc-

cessful in several engagements, Miramon was still at

Mexico, in command of 9000 men, and intended to

attempt the defence of the city against the Liberals.

Cektkal America,—The United States sloop-of-

^var lirooklyn had arrived at jSTorfolk, having on board

the commission sent by the government to Chlriqui, to

ascertain tbe possibility of establishing another transit
_ _ _ ^ ^ & -& ^
—

f. J -- ^ --

across the Isthmus of Panama. The expedition endured

great hardships, but \vas entirely successful in its

objects. Tlie harbonrs on bath sides were found to be

all that cnuld be desired, and coal of a superior quality

and in apparently inexhaustible quantities was found at

the Chiriqui lagoon. A practicable pass through the

Cordilleras was discovered by Lieut, Jlorton.

West Indies.—A ministerial crisis has occurred in

the Legislative Council at Jamaica. The Executive

Counnittee differed in opinion with Governor Darling

on the subject of responsible government in the island.

This difference brought about a crisis, and office was

only held until tlie Governor had appointed gentlemen

whose opinions coincid'Hl with his own. In the Council

the views ot his Excellency were strongly repudiated

by the Hon. Mr. A'icliars. Up to the sailing of the

packet 10 days had elapsed without the Governor being

able to form a new- ministry. The Eevival movement
continued to spread in the various districts of the

island. Yellow fever had almost entirely abated.

i^tdibc

of .-.

Nottingham, made the following remarks on his late

visit to the United States :
—

" It had been tbe lot of the riluce of Utiles at the afro of 19

to render to hia countiy a very crreat and essential service.

Tun Duke of Netttastle, at tho dinner in honour ,,^™, .^ .— ^~j , . -, ,

his recent installation as Provincial Grand Master of ""iO^rity decid._evc.ytlnng_th^
l^llf^r:^^.

movement for iibolitiou of church-rates bad been so active

and progressive of late years. lie attributed It to the want of

union and ovganisatiou among Ciimchnieu. ^Vben Church-
men were united, tbe Church was never endnnR^cred. This

was shown iu the years that elapsed from 1S31 to 1841.

During that period England was in a state of semi-revolution,

Ireland of seiui-rebellion ; tbe Church of Engluid was the

chosen arena for the fierce struggle of parties, and Governments
absolutely were formed ou the principle of appropriating its

property to secular i>urposes. But the Church baffled ail these

attempts, because Churchmen were united and organised.

Why were they not united uud organised now? There bad
been no union and organization among churchmen since 1841.

He would state what lie deemed to be the causes of this condi-

tion. He bad been asked to speak frankly ; he would do so

without reserve. lie attributed this w.ant of union and orga-

nization to two causes—fir^t, to the disruption of political

parties f secondly, to di-'^putes among the clergy themselves.

Now the question arose, suppose chuiThmcn were ag^iin united

aud 'organised, as he hoped they niight be, on wh;tt course

should they agree with regard to church-rates? They could

not conceal from themselves that on this subject there wore

two opinions among their friends. Some were for compromise.

M'hat did compronu.-^e mean t Did it mean inij)rovement ? If

so, be was for compromise. It might be expedient that the

church-rate, levied in a district, should be applied to the church

of that district ; that when the rate was levied, the puri>oses

to which it should be applied should be more precisely

defined ; tliat tho means of obtaining tho rate, when
voted, should be more prompt aud effective; that there

should be no particular charge called church-rate, but a

general parochial rate, from which the necessary expenses for

tho fabric and service of the church should be deducted by the

wardeus, under certain limitations. All these BniRht bo im-

provements, but all these were mere matters uf detail
;
ana

what was tbe use of irttompting- to legislate on matters of

detail, when the principle was not only c*)utestecl, but even

rejected in a branch of the legislature? lint somo of their

friends would go ftuther than this. They would exempt the

dissenter fruui the charge. That was nnt compromise; that

was suiTcnder ; it was acknowledging that tho Church of

England was no longer a national church. But it vim con-

ceding more even than that. There Wiis ft public charKO, ot

which all the circumstJinccs were of a popular character. It

was ancient; it was for a general, not tu say a common jmr-

pose : it was levied by public vote. If in a countr>' where the

of conscientious scruple, to be 6xemnt«d from a public pay-

ment on what principle could society be held together? Land-

owners might have a couseientioua ecmple against paying the

public creditor ; peace societies might have a consemntioua

scruple against iiaying war taxes. What the dissenter de-
to render to liis countiy a very great anu esscuiiai sex vice. Bv:iui;iD ..s'""°- .i-J—b •— "iT™^' .i,i„..i r^riviln.... -uul the
Many a man born of a royal family had descended into the manded was, ni fac^ au ol'Saichic.il pru lege ana th^^

grive rendering to h^ n.-i.uh.lo. if conceded and pursued, might lead to general

had been rendered by this young prince. Whatever might be

the destiny which Providence hati reserved for him, it wa.s a

prnud thing that be could reflect on this voyage across the

Atlantic. He believed that nothing sn much as tliat journey

could have cemented the good feelings—he said cemented

because he was convinced that they were j)reviously enter-

tained—which exist between tbe two countries on the opposite

sides of the Atlantic. But not only was it desirable that the

existence of those good feelings should be known ; it was sin-

gularly fortunate that they had already been i)laced on rec.rd

aud propagated by tbe press. The feeling between the two

countries just now was oue of peace and goodwill, and woe be

to us when the day should come that that peace was broken up.

He would not say that that peace was likely to be

broken up, but he would say that it was less likely-that

the likelihood of such au event had been greatly postponed

principle, if conceded and pursued, might lead to general

confusion. But there was one more oDjection urged by

their friends against levying the church-rate; that it

was impracticable. "Was it impracucable? In the vast

majority of parishes it was raised with facihty. But then it

was urged that the parishes which refuse were the parishes

of the large towns, and tliut their aggregate population wa^

scarcely inferior to that vast majority of parishes in which

it was raised. But this immense population were not dis-

senters; thoy were not the votaries of rival creeds aud esta-

blishments - they were ignorant, or inaiffer«nt, or moi-e

unfori;unate. Were we, then, to mamtain that the church

was to retire from the duty of conteudmg w'ltb this un-

sympathising or uubelieving mass? The greatest triumphs

of the churai had been accomplished m great towns. It

the influence of the church waa limited m great towns it

was not became its me.ma were inoflcctive. but because they

b^tl-V whrch Va"d "tak;n place-TThis be>uld say oY this were i"Bumcient 'v^en they c^xis^^^^^^^^^^

extraordinary visit, that they -tne«-f^ m New ^ork and -
'f^^l^--^^^^^^^ there might nnt

iTniornrofttU^m-^w^^^^^^^^ ^dSLd fur the chui.h ^/J-P^^ ---.e^ryTlt
from the moment at which they entei;ed Detroit till their oreBe^the li.t^^^^ next q ^ ^^^ ^^^^^

^.^;t
.^ .

more
than

Atlantic haddi..clo.sed thos-e feelings of
^'^^^''^'^i^'Z^'ill I nori'lSmmend'^iirpre;'^^^^^^^

the prin-

which was not subordinated to the Crown ot ^>'g;^i^. ^''^ ^l„,Lu... nf th« emnmittee .

there was an amount of respect, ot a tachment, of i.eneration

and of love for the Queen of this country, which far

transcended anything tluit could possibly have been expected^

It was a tribute on the part of the American people; a

demon' tmtion of their veneration for female
f
^^^^^ V»^« ' .^"^^

a pr^of of their deep and lasting attachment to the mo her

coantrv He had no heeitation in saying that the feeling

LTarS'the Queen, ot Great Britain in the Umt^ States could

ha Vft« opposing the recom-

mcndatronVthe'con.mittee of the Hm .f I^rds in ISAC

aiid of ^'hat waa then, at leMt, the unanimous opi"^^" "^

the bench of bishops. Ho need nnt aay that for the Uniise

of LOTds he felt a profound rcapect. In matunty of judg-

lS?undin ealmucis of i«MfryJie t»'"^»«.tri'J t^S^^cSJ of
thecreat committees of tho Lords were superi-r to those of

fn^eSmon.. in aenteneaa^ of b.ve..lK;.t - the,- not

Southern States eventnulb'. If n resort to «ims

U iificessaiy. the service of Volu.iteers from every

part of tho South ha^ I'e says, been tendered.

A telegram from Columbia says that the Governors

messacre WHS laid before the Legislature on the

^^oioS^^x^^ i^oi^-^f that j;e^^--[^b^^^^^
b;:f^'\Tn.;m;:;:s«Ta^d^';';\^

absence, ^

mind ,by
efface, es

common origin." I '/„d the advoeaUa of wl.at U
"^.^J'"^ f '^^^^^^^^
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did not tbink that the advantnge which the church had then
obtained was only a happy casualty. He thought it was the
break of dawn. He did his utmost to dissuade his friends
from relinquishing the contest, and ultimately, on his sole re-
sponsibility, opposed the third vcadiiifi; of Sir John Trelawny's
Bill. The whole country was agitated on that occasion by the
opponents of the church to regain the lost ^ound. Insfead of
that, the majority :ig;iinst church-rates, -which Iiad sat like an
incubus on the church for 20 years, Tirtually disappeared.
They owed to that division their present commanding position.
It was in their power, if they choso it, to close thi« contro-
versy for ever, not by a feeble concession, but by a bold asser-
tion of public ri^ht. They sent 5000 petitions in favour of
that iiublic right to the House of Commons last session.
Let them send this year 15,000. Every parish should have
its petition. They must not bo merely signed by the
incumbent and the churchwardens, as they were in
some instances, or by ratepayers merely, as In many cases, but
by as many persona as they could obtain. It p/as the cause of
all. Tht re was no greater mistake than to suppose petitions
Produced little effect en the House of Commons. Theypm-
uced great effect. The number of petition-;, the number and

nature of their signatures, the classes from which they r>ro-
ceed, are all weighed an-^ canviissed. There is a report every
week sent by a select committee t.> every member of Parlia-
ment on these hea'^s. The clergy ueverextensivoly move in this
manner without exercising great authority. They could not
petition too much. They should not wait for the attack. Thcv
should feend in their poiitions as soon as Parliament
TOcots, on a broad issue, in favour of maintaining the union
between Church and State, and, incidentally, in favour ol
Church-rates. They should also encourage and establish church
unions in every part of England. They should habituate the
laity to act with the clergy in all matters of public moment to
the Church. There was a third course also to take, and here he
particularly would address himself to his clerical friends.
The laity, through that excellent body, the 'Committee of
Laymen,' had done their duty in that respect. He had always
discouraged the clergy from entering into mere partv politics

;

but now he told them frankly that if they wanted to succeed,
they must bring theh- influence to bear on members of the
House of Commons. The question of church-rates had,
fortuuatelj-, not yet fallen into the catalogue of party politics.
More than one member of the present cabinet recorded at least
his vote in their favour. The clergv must make members of
parliament understand that, though this was not a party, it
was a political question, and a political question on which, in
their minds, there ought not to be, and there could not be, any
mistake. He could assure them, from his own knowledge,
that there were many members of parliament who, on this
question, gave careless votes, and thought by so doing they
were giving some vague "iiberal satisfact i-.-n without preparing
any future inconvenience for themselves. Let their cderical
friends, whig or tory, conservative or libeml, make these
gentlemen understand that, in their opinion, in the union of
church and state depend, in a large measure, the happiness,
the greatness, and the liberty of England."

Iiis respect for the
tlicy contributed to
finest life-size portrait
coronation robes, nnd an

iETiti) Inielltgence.

Monet Mabket, TRiBAY.—'BRiTisn Fttnds : Con-
sols closed at 92| to £- i'or Account; Three per Cents.
Reduced. 921 to i ; New Three per Cents., 92^ ; India
Four per Cent. Dubenttircs. 1838, 96^ Ditto 1850,
y6i; BUto lionds, \)s. dls.; Ditto Five per Cent. Stock,
for Acct., 101^, ex div.; Five and a Half per Cunt. En-
fftCtd lUipec Paper, 101 to i ; E.vcIiCfjuer IBills, 2s. dis.— FonEiGJf: Brazilian Four and a Half per Cents,,
1860, 87 to SGi ; ^^lexicm Three per Cents., for Acct,,

2U ; Peruvian Four and a Half per Cent. Dollar lionds,
SO; Portu^'uese Three per Cents., 1853, 46|; Russian
Four ami a Half per Cents., Oil; Turkish Six per Cents

,

1S51. for Acct., 72h Ditto 1S3S, 58^ to 57^ ; Ditto for
Acct., 5S; Ditto 100^. Hond^, 59 to GO; Ditto Guiiran-
teed Four per Cents., 102i,

iitUtiopoUsf anD m lT(cintt])»

The East Lvbia MrsEUir.— It has been decided
that the extensive museum of the old East India
House, in Leadonhall Street, shall be removed to Fife
House, in Middle Scotland Yard, at Christnnis. when
Viscountess Milton, who is at present occupying the
mansion, will give up possession. The numerous pictures
which have heen accumulating since the earliest davs of
the history of the East India Company will be displayed
to great advantage in one lar^re room in tliis mansion.
They include two life-size paintings of tlie present
E.nporor and Empress of the French, presented by his
Majesty to the Court of Directors, as a mark of

liberal manner in which
the Paris Exhibition, tlie

of the first Emperor in his
immense number of portraits

of Englisli admirals, judges, merchants, and Indian
rnjulis and emperors. The jewels and Avorlis in pre-
cious metals, which formed so striking a part of the
old museum, will also be better displayed than formerly.
The library of the India House has already been
removed to Cannon Kow; the council, olHcers, and
emploT/es of the Government arc located at the new
hotel in Victoria Street, and it is contemplated to pro-
vide commodious premises on the Surrey side of the
river for the reception of the stores, which have
hitherto been kept at a separate building in Leadenhall
Street. Tlie old India House will, immediately on the
renioyal of tiie museum, bo alvertised for sale. Tlie
building and its contents are now placed under the
custody of the metropolitan police, and the interior
presents a deserted and most abject appearance.

PROPOSED Legislation- on Dkaixage.—A public
meeting was held on Wednesday at the Hanover Square
Booms, to consider the steps to be taken to secure
legislative facilities for the improvement of outfalls and
arterial drainage generally throughout the kingdom.
The Et^rl of Komney presided, and there was a con-
siderable attendance of landowners and agriculturists,
among whom were Sir J. V. Shelley, M.P., Sir John
Tyrrell, Sir H. Vavasour, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Fisher
Hobba. :Mr. Robert Smith, Mr. H, Corbett, &c. The
Chairman explained that the object of the meeting was
to consider what steps ought to be taken to promote an

sufficient to effect tlie object in view, and if so would
give notice immediately on the meeting of Parlian:ent
for its re-introduction. He fully concurred in the ne-
cessity of legislation on the subject, and thou-ht that if
a sound measure was brought in it would be carried,
—The Chairman believed that no Bill bad been pre-
pared, and understood that reference would be made to

importance of the subject. If the landowners would
take the matter into their own hands he had no doubt
they \yould succeed.— Sir H. A^avasour then moved the
foUowinc: resolution:

—

*'That ttiis

measure of
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unproved system of sewerage and drainage throughout
the kingdom. He strongly objected to the system upon
wlneh the lanJowners were cilled upon to maintain the
drainage ^and sewerage of the land. He believed that
the principle of taxing land for the purposes of sewerage
was very oJd, though at the present time it only existed
in comparatively few districts. Afc the same time the
powers wliich were given by local Acts were found to
be^insurticient and inconvenient, and many places re-
quiring improvements were neglected simply because
the legislative sanction had not been obtained to Acts
whicli were purely local. No doubt objections might
be made to the sort of legishition which it was now pro-
posed to adopt, on the ground that it was an interference
with the rights of private property, but any one who
had considered the subject Icnew tliat property could
never be held so as to be an obstruction to public
interests, and that private rights must inevitably
give way to public convenience. He believed that
if the Legislature were appealed to they would
not be found backward in providing a remedy for the
injury which the agriculturist sufiered.—Sir H. Vava-
sour said that the existing statutes relating to the
drainage of land liad proved altogether insufficient. It
was impossible for any one resident in a town to realise
the state of the country, and the nresent year was a
most disastrous one to the farmer. The occupiers of low
lying arable farms had been injured to an almost incal-
culable extent, seeing that they had the rain of suc-
cessive weeks to contend with. It was not so much the
excess of the rain that had fallen this year as the fact
of the water remaining on the soil wliich injured the
land. There had already been several Acts of Parlia-
ment relating to general drainage, the most recent of
which was the 3d and ith William IV., cap. 22, but the
existence of commissioners and other local powers ren-
dered them almost nugatory. Small thready drains,
extfiud in cvory direction, but the common outfall
remains as before—a sluggish meandering stream, run-
ning into a navigable canal, at the junction with wliich
the course of the water is still further impeded by a
dam, over which the water flows 3 feet, and as long as the
powers of local Acts existed, it was utterly impossible to
improve the drainage. They heard much of the damacc
to laud from game, but more injurv was caused by want
of drainage in a single day thanl'rom all other causes
put together. A change in the law of drainage was
absolutely necessary for small proprietors, and they
must urge the Government to lose no time in preparing
a broad and simple measure relating to drainage, so as
to put ua end entirely to the present wasteful and most
unsatisfactory state of things. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer was culling upon them for every shilling
they could spare, and when the rental of half a countv
was spent on a single ship, and the national debt had a
tail as long as a comet, they could not afford to be fet-
tered by statutes passed at a tune when England was a
second-rate power and a wheat-exporting fountry.— SirJ
Shelley inquired whether, in the opinion of this mcetiu'^'
the Bill introduced some time ago by Mr. Mills was

s incofm^r considers that a comprehensive public

n. . , , Z'^^*^^'"^'^^
*^i"^"'af?e Ji-iid^ho improvement of the out-

falls IS highly essenti;il to meet the roqniremoiits of the present
advancing state of agriculture ; and that a deputation from
their meeting wait upon the Secretary of State for the Home
Uepartment, to impress upon him the measure at the earliest
possible period of thu ensuing session."

Sir J. Shelley seconded the resolutions, which were car-
ried unanimously.—Sir J. Tyrrel wished some exphina-
tion to be given as to what was meant by arterial
drainage.—Mr. Denton said that it meant river reform
generally; power to deal with rivers and all other
streams; the clearing away of drains, and where neces-
sary of mills—a point which it was perhaps rather dan-
gerous to touch upon; and the clearing of all outfalls
into the sea.— Sir J. Tyrrell thoujrht the explanation
unsatisfactory.— Mr. B. Thorold said that all tlmt wds
meant was power to remove all impediments in the
main watercourses or arteries, and those engineering
works which were erected upon Sir George Kennle's
principle for the mere purpose of feeding the canals.

—

Mr. J. Ciiilton believed that if the proposed measure
were carried, the property in the districts affected by it
would be enormously benehted. The valley of the
Thames, for instance, where there w^ere thousands of
acres not worth lOi-. per acre, would be made w^orth 50^.
per acre. The same might be said of almost all tlie
valleys of the country.—Tiie following gentlemen wero
named as the deputation :—TheE:u-l of Uomney, Sir J.
Slielley, Sir H. Vavasour, Mr. Chilton, Mr. Heathcote,
Mr. Langston, Mr. Bailey Denton, Mr. A. Clark, Mr.
Grantham, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, and the llev. J. Clutter-
buck.

The City Meat Markets.—At the last meeting of
the City Commissioners of Sewer.s Dr. Lethcby, the
medical officer of health, reported that all the slaughter-
houses and markets had been duly inspected, and that
in the course ofthe week the officers had seized 4681 lbs.,

or rather more than two tons of meat as unfit for human
food. Of this 2i)3G lbs. were seized in Newgate
Market, 765 lbs. in Lcadenhalb and 980 lbs. in New-
gate and Aldgate; 4271 lbs. were seized on account of
disease, 130 lbs. on account of puti-idity, and 280 lbs. on
account of the animals having died from natural
causes. This immense quantity was not much more
than the average of weekly seizures, and it was all sent
to the boilers and destroyed as food. It liad previously
been the subject of discussion whether tlie dostructiou
of this diseased meat was really complete, it having
been recently discovered that the dealers were in the
habitof obtaining it at the boilers and using it in the
manufacture of sausages. The Chairman said the whole
question was now under the consideration of the
General Purposes Committee, and ho expected they
would shortly report upon it.

New Scheme for EvAKGELiziye Londox.—An
nstitution has been formed, under the ausiiices of Lord
Congleton, the Hon. and Rev. Baptist Noel, Mr. Scott,
Chamberlain of London. Dr. Forbes Winslow, and
other gentlemenj for diffusing evangelical principles

over the metropolis. To carry out their object two
large carriages have been constructed, whicli will be
drawn about London stocked with Bibles, and accom-
panied by two men, one to propel and attend to the
caniiige and stock, the other to read in a clear loud
voice such portions of the Scripture as would be likely

to have an effc^ct upon the persons listening to them.
It is contemplated to add to the number of the carriages

until every district of London and its suburbs is

supplied.

Centrax Cbiminax Court.—The Court of Common
Council at their hist meeting, on the recommendation
of the Officers and Clerks Committee, to which the
matter had been referred for investigation, unanimously
resolved to abolish the practice of receiving fees for
admission to the galleries of the Central Criminal
Court,

BLACKFEIAK3 Beidge.—The Court of Connnon
Council, in accordance with the recommendation of the
Bridge House Committee, have unanimously resolved
that as it is extremely probable that in the next Session
of Parliament some measure will be introduced to carry
into effect the recommendation of the Select Committee
of the House of Committee for the embankment of the
Thames, which, if it does not directly interfere with the
present structure of Black friars Biidge, will, at all

events, so far increase the scour of the river as to render
useless any attempt to repair the defective pier, it will

not be expedient at present to take any steps for putting
the bridge into a permanent state of repair.

Diocese »f London.—The Kev. Thomas AVhitaker
Xowell, of Brasenose College, Oxford, rector of Wap-
ping, has been presented to the rectory of Poplar, by
the principal and fellows of Bnsjnose; and the Rev.
Francis Henry Vivian, of Trinity Col'cgc, CamVa-ldgc,
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incumbent of St. Bartholomew's, BeUinal Green, has
been presented to tlie incunibeuey of St. Peter's,

Stepney, vacant by the preferment of the Kcv. Tiioiiias

James Rowsoll to the rectory of St. Jlarg^aret^s, Loth-
bnry. The incumbency of St. Matthew*s. Ifilincton, has
hecome vacant by the death of the Rev. Edward
Xhonias Alder. The benefice, which is worth 350?.

a year, is iu the gift of the incumbent of St. Paul's,

liiiU's Pond.

The Street Rail-ways.—At the meeting of the
City Commission of Sewers on Tucsdav, a letter was
read from Mr. Train, the projector of street railroads,

stating tliat he had received permission from the
vestries of St. John's, Hackney, and St. Leonard's,
Shoreditch, to lay down a line from Ball's Pond, along

Biidport Pliice, Pool Street, Porehester Street, New
North Road, Pitfield Street, Old Street Road, and City

Hoad, towards the city, and requestinj^ the Com-
mission to grant hhii leave to continue this line to the

Biiidc as an experiment— viz., from the city houndary at

Ropemalcer Street to the south end of Moorgate
Street; feeling assured, as lie did, that it would con-

vince them and the public of the feasibility of his plan.

Deputy Lott comphiined of the impulsive way in which
the consideration of Mr. TraJn*s general proposition^ to

the Commission had, nt their last meetinof, heen re-

sumed and postponed for a long interval; and he moved
tiiat the letter he referred to the Improvement Com-
mittee for consideration. Dr. Abraham, without ob-

jecting to the modified request of Mr. Train to lay

down ail experimcutal line to the Bank along ]\Ioorgate

Street, still contended that his scheme wixs inapplicable

to the crowded tlioroughlares of the city. He supposed

a sudden stoppnge in tiie whole current of traffic by a

lire, or other cause, in Cheapside, and asked how a

railway carriage was to traverse the little side streets

in order to avoid the point of detention. Deputy Lott

replied that there was an easy adaptation of the

flaiiges of the wheels of Mr. Train's carriages to

common roads. The request of Mr. Train to lay down
an experimental line was supported by Deputy Holt,

Deputy Furrar, and Mr. Young, of Billingsgate, and

opposed by Mr. De Jers3y. The motion for referring

the letter for consideration to the Improvemeut Com-
mittee was ultimatelv carried.

Respite of A^'^'E Padfield.—At a late hour on

Saturday a respite wasreceived at Newgate directing that

the sentence should be suspended during her Majesty's

pleasure. The news was at once communicated to the

prisoner, who received it with less emotion than might

liave been anticipated. It is expected that the punish-

ment that will be inflicted upon her will be that of penal

servitude for life. -a^,*«aie ^^0gt0^'^---

TilE CoKPO'.iATiox i'lNAXCES.— TIic aggregate

receipts of the corporation for the year 1859 amounted

to 366,228?. 19s. Id., and the total expenditure to

287,421^. 145. 6d.y leaving a balance in the hands of the

chamberlain at the beginning of the present year ci

78,807?. 4*. 7t?., or larger than that of the previous year

by 32,461Z. Among the receipt;^, by far the largest

item is that of 100,876?. I85. 4rf. derived from rents and

quit rents, The markets have produced 14,119/. in

round numbers—namely, Leadeuhall, 2920?.; Newgate

4452?.; Farringdon, 794?.; Smithfield, 233?.; and Bil-

lingsgate, 5719Z. Under the head of "Duties." 90,533?.

qdd have been realised, including the metage on coals,

73,881?.; the metage on corn, 14,007?.; tiie groundage

of corn, 879?.; the metage on fruit, 1651?.; and the

stamping of weights and measures, 112?. The expendi-

ture includes among other items, charges on the corpo-

ration estates to the amount of 8585?.; on the markets,

5019/.; on the Metropolitan Cattle Market, 8969/.;

charges on the various duties, 19,636/. ; charges in aid

of public improvements, 31,500/.; expenses of magis-

tracy, 7128/,; police expenses, 11,888/.; expenses of

prisons, 18,836?.; administration of criminal justice,

7453/.; civil government, 27,441/.; charitable dona-

tioiis
'

pensions, and honorary rewards, 7243/.; educa-

tion,' 5091/.; HoUoway prison, 3476/.; City library,

miscellaneous and incidental expenditure, 4388/. ;
pur-

chase of securities, 11,137/.; and cash applied iu dis-

charge of loans, 105,000/.

The Public Health.— The Kegistrar-Gcneral s

Weekly Return states that the deaths in London iu the

week that ended Saturday December 8th were 1240.

The average number in the corresponding weeks of the

10 years 1850-9, corrected for increase of population,

was 1369. The present return is tlierefore 129

below the average. During the week the births of 933

boys and 891 girls, in all 1814 children, were registered

in liondon. In the ten correspondin<j weeks ot the

years 1850-9 the average number was 1635.

Battle.—Lord Harry Vane, M.P., has consented to

preside at a public meeting in this town on the 8lh

of T-muiu-v, for the purp:se of deciding on the iurttier ^^^,_ ...„„ ___ «,«,./ *

rteps'tote tukon t'o p?o„>ote the total repeal of the
|

,u. '^^Vj^J^l^:::^^t^'^-J^"iiZ^
excise duty on hops.

. ,. ,, . r ir^^f
CHATUA3I.—At the opening ot the assizes lor Kent

on the 1st inst., Mr. Justice Byles, in Ids charge to the

grand jury, called attention to the number and magm-
,

«..«,, ...—j-'-
-rnnt' fit for Imn.au being, to live in '

yf
Ldc of tlfe crimes iu the calendar, and to the fact that

,

saui.^
;,^^',n,^ L^i .leep in ^the same room ;jnan^and w.fe

a large number of the criminals were soldiers. He -
- '

said

that moro than half the otleiidors were solditirs in her
Majesty's service ; and he was also sori-y to add that the
oflfences laid to their charge were crimes of the deepest dye,
among which he observed esneciailv the crime of arson was
very common. The circumstance o'f so many soldiers being
charged with offences naturally led to the reflection how
could this be? Some, it was true, were set down iu the
calendar as imperfectly eductitcd. but othere were stated as
beinjT able to read and write, and some aa being able to
read and write well. Time was when education was looked
upon aa some security against crime, but recent experience
wovdd seem to show that this was a very ineffectual preventive.
What, then, were the special reasons for this crime in the
present calendar? It occurred to him—and it was a remark
that ho should not have made but for the large number of
soldiers about to be brought before them, and which he would
even now refrain from making if he did not think that to
gentlemen of their weic;ht and position it would not be thrown
away—it occurred to him that these crimes by soldiers arose
simply from want of employment, and that it was from this
cause that soldiers wandered about and committed crimes.
It had passed, indeed, into a proverb that employment
was but another name for happiness. Indeed, a cele-

bnitcd writer, more remarkable, perhaps, for his brilliancy
than liis soundness, said that 'Employment is the happi-
ness of nine-tenths of the human race, who thus have not
leisure to consider and to know how unhappy they really
are.' It was unnecessary to remind them of what they had
learnt as schoolboys, that the greatest military Power that
ever existed, and that he hoped ever would exist, one that
held the world in subjection for 12 centuries, always took
care in times of peace to employ its army in works of physical
exertion, which made the soldiers stronger, sounder, hardier,

and better men when war again made its appearance. The
memorials of these peaceful labours of .soldiers remained until

the present day, in those solid walls and streets, and admirable
Roman roads, which extended and radial ed from the

metropolis to the extremities of the then known earth. It

was therefore a very serious question whether in a frontier

country like this tlic superfluous energy of the soldiers might
not be employed in erecting works of defence, so that if the

fears wJiieh now existed in some quarters, that tha blasts of

war, silent on these shores for so many centuries, would he
again heard, were realised, they would be in a firm position

to meet the foe."

Coventry.—The destitution of the operative riband

weavers of this town is represented as appalling.

Thousands of people are out of work, and
lately necessary that the parochial funds

aided by public subscriptions. Lord Leigh
quently appealed to tlie whole county for

At a meeting of the Birmingham clergy, on Thursday,

the Hon. and Rev. G. 51. Yorke, Rural Dean, Dr.

Miller, and Mr. Gabriel were appointed to present a

memorial to the mayor, requesting him to sanction ward

meetings in the borough for the relief of their sufTcring

neighbours.

Faringbon.—At the annual dinner of the Faringdon

Agricultural Library on the22dult. Mr. Henry Tueker,

the chairman, and one of the county magistrates, laid

before the meeting a statement on the condition of the

agricultural labourer in every town and village in the

Frtringdon Union, drnwn up i'votn iii/briuation ohtftint'd

by Mr. East and Mr. Jelfn'es, the relieving oliiLxrs of

the Union. The following is a digest of this document :
—

" Woohtone.—Man and wife, two grown-up sons, and an
illegitimate child of the dangliter, all sleep in one room ; mau
and wife, with a sou and two daughters, .sleep iu one room ;

two married coxiples and a child sleep in one room ; man and
wife, with daughter ami two sons, Bleep in one room.

WatchJieUI

.

—A father and three daughters sleep in one room on
ground floor; seven persons in a two roomed cottag'e, of

whom two are lodgers, fcleeping in the pantry ; a father sleep-

ing with his daughter, 17 years of age, and the wife in another

bed. Shrivenhim.—Six cottages, having 30 inmates sh:ci)ing

in six bedrooms, some of them grown-up sons and daughtei'S,

only one privy A>r tlie whole, and that in a bad state,

lofif/cor.—Man and wife with a child, one widower, and

one single woman with a child, makinar six persons

sleeping in one room ; two daxighters, each with an illegitimate

child ; a son, aged 20, cohabiting with a woman, and four other

persons, making 10 in one room, with two beds. Ftnxham.—

Eleven persons eleoping in two bedrooms, both on the ground

floor ; se\en persons ditto ; 10 persons ditto ; sr.n and daughter,

over 16 years of age, with two other persons, sleeping in one

room; three sons and a daughter and two younger children,

witli father and mother, sleeping in a room, i^ by 12 feet ;
two

single men lodging with a' man and wife, with four children,

making eight persons sleeping in one room ; two brothers and

two sisters, above 10 years of age, with father, mother, r»nd

four children, making 10 persons sleeping in one room.

Zimcicor(4.—Man and wife, with grownup son, five children,

and four lodgers, making 12 persons sleeping in two rooms,

fai-irtffcfo/i.—Sixteen cottages in Red Row ; this is stated to be

the most wretched place the reporter ever saw. Nme
cottao-es lately indicted for a nuisance, but still very bal.

In one cottage the drain flows into the sitting-room ; and

in another tlie drain at front door is offensive. Three

cottages are badly off for water. Several cottages in a bad

^tate of drainage. Uchla'Je.—A. man and wife with a female

lodger and five children, sleeping 'pell mell* together. Bvxk'

land.'-X man and wife, with two grown up buIs and two

other children, all sleeping in one room ; a niari and wife,

with four children, including a grown up girl, al sleep in one

[father, all sleep. In one room. Drainage Imd nnd cottages
generally iu a most dilapidated state. Bullocks' Pi^.-Fifreou
cottages in a most dilapidated state, many of the occupiers
having large families of sons and daughters sleeping iu one
small room. Bmsco^—Twenty-nine cottages, with only one
bedroom to each, and most of them occupied by large families ;
a man and wile with two daui^hters (one grown up) sleep in
one room

; a man and wife, with three children, 'ive and sleep
in one very small room ; a mau with three children, and two
men and one woman lodger, sleep in one small room ; a man
and wife with a son 15 years old and grown-up daughter sleep
iu one room. Islington.—A. man and wife, with grown-up son
and daughter and other children, sleep iu one room ; a man
and wife, a daughter, and a sou with his wife, all sleep iu one
small room."

_
HiTFiEiT).—The Marquis of Salisbury, while rabbit

shooting iu Hatfield Park a few days since, was unfortu-
nately struck in the leg by several shots, but no
further inconvenience is apprehended than a con&neaieut
to the house for a few days.

LiVEEPOOL.—!\Ir. Richard Woodward Powell, of the

firm of Scott & Powell, tea mercliants, was on Friday
brought up at the Police-court of this town, on remand,
charged with being concerijed in forging the name of
Mr. John Scott, tin,' father of his partner, to a bill of

exchange for 463^ I65., and a guarantee for 5000/.
The principal evidence adduced was that of Mr. Scott,

who said that his name endorsed on the two documents
Wiis a forgery. A jevveller named Wells said that the

prisoner, at the earnest entreaties of his partner, who
liad absconded, purchased three diamond rings from
him, valued at 60/. The inagijitrates committed the

prisoner for trial and refused to take bail.

Maeypokt.—A few days since in Gullet Pit, near

this town, an explosion took place by which three men
were killed. All those who were in the pit felt the

effects of the explosion, but having been in distant

shafts sustained no injury. Searcli was immediately

instituted for the missing men, but the *' firedamp'*

prevented much progress. The first body recovered

had been blown a considerable distance, and the head was

severed from the trunk. The bodies of the others have

since been found frightfully scorched and disfigured.

The jin-y at the inquest returned a verdict that the

three men were killed by an explosion, but how that

explosion originated did not appear.

Newpoet (Monmouiusuiee).—It has now been

ascertained by au examination of the pay books that

the luunber of men and boys in the Uisca pit when the

late explosion occurred, was exnctly 2(X). Ofthess

64. were saved, the remaining 136 having perished,

witli 'ZH horses. Sixty-five dead bodies were hiought

to the surface on Saturday and Saturday night, 8 ou

Sunday, 7 ou Monday, 3 on Wednesday^ and 17 on

Friday, IcAVingSG iu the pit, which may not be

recovere<l for another week or fortnight. Two men
and a boy of the number rescued iiave since died from

the injuries they sustained, making the total loss of life

seen any place, says the reporter, where the unmarried men

sleep with the women. Longwortk.-yiost of the cnttncres in

this villac-e are very old. some of them scarcely fit to live m.

(Said to 1)e ecclesiastical pr-pcrty.) Dac/ord.-Ti^n cotta(fos

in a most wrenched BUte, and on;fht to be takoa

down. Kingston iio-^c.-Mo-^t of the cott.i;;cH have only one

small bedroom, yet the l^^n^^^^'^s a^-*-. '"^^ff^:
J"*^ V'M'i!:;i''anJ

takelodficrs. Example. -Man and w.e with five children, and

two men and three women lodgers. makuiK 12 per«ou.-* hlcup Uff

irovc roon,. IialHng.-^:in and wife with Rrown updaugl.tcr

1 and fourilleffitimate children of daughter. all«lccpin

all room. £a(on.-Man and wife with two cjuldrcnana son
one small

I

son, over 16 years, sleep
. . ^^ „

wretched tenements with nu\y ono skepinff room to c

i^cupi^d b^arg^ families^ rc^uiro thcat^.nUon of the sani

(-fficci-s.

sleep in one

each,
rarv

;dlA man, a. lodRcr, with a family of mx per>:'m. ML

leroom. and that a wretched phoe. Of another It w

" There was one circumstaiue in the calendar ^^;^ij^^' '»
J"^

short experience, was entirely novel, and that ^vas the fa<it

139.

Nuitwicn.—A fatal explosion of gunpowder took

place a few days -'..^c in tlie shop of Mr. Marrison,

Oxford Plfice, in this city. The second lloor of the

lionse was entirely blown away, a lad called Hill, nt«p-

son of Mr. Marrison, was killed on the spot, and Mrs.

Dady, a person living in the house, wiia to severely

burnt that she died snbsetpiently in the hof^pital. Her
two children were rescued from the burning premises

by a sailor from Hull, cidled Crabtree, who has been

rewarded for his courage by a subscription among the

magistrates and citizens. A subscriplion has also been

commenced for the benefit of the unfortunate children.

The jury nt the In-juest returned a verdict of " Acci-

dental I)t:ath."

NoTTiNOUAM.—Tlie installation of the Duke of New-
castle as Pruvincial Grand Master of Nottinghamshire,

took place on Friday morning at the Mechanics' Hall in

this town. The ins'tallation was attended by the Karl

of Zetland, Grand MiuLcr of En-land; Sir Joseph Pax-

ton, M.P.; Captain B pyer, Grand Master of Ox ford-

hhire; the Grand Chnpldn of the Order; and a great

number of nobility and gentry, including representatives

from the Grand Lodge of England, and numerous other

disthignished members of the craft. After the installa-

tion a levee was held for the presentation of Mason

visitors. In the afternoon a banquet took pl.icc at the

Corn Kxchange, over which the Dnkc of Newcastle

presided, and to which Freemnsons only were adinitted,

and in the evening there "iis a Musouic- bull in the

Kxchange Koom, open to the general public

UXPOHD.—On Wednesday Oxford wa? unexpectedly

honoured by a visit from Ilcr M.-jesty. >mpanr.-d by

the Prince Contort. IVinecss Alice. Prince Alfnt'i, iind

Prince I.nnis of Hesse Darmstadt. The lluyd party

readied Oxford tibout 11 30 a.m and i^rocecded to the

Prince ot Wales** lodgingi, after which acr ^ .uied by

the Prince of Wales and his iuito. they visited Christ

Church. Magdalen College, New College, the MuHcum,

the Ilodleian Lihrarv. Halliol and Kxeter College

Chapels, tiic U«dcliffe Library, and nnmo other of the

principal buIMingi. Tlie Koyal party rctiirnrd to

Windsor at 1 o'clock. The visit w»« strictly ^ private one,

80 that no public dnmomitrntioii vim made by either

nuiver=titvorcity. A Couvwiation was held in the Sh-d-

donian Theatre ou Friday lor the ' tion of a I^.d^n

.Saiwkrit Vrotemor, in the 1 n "f IbnlateMr. H. H.

Wilsuu There wire two caudidat«a, Mr. Monier

W^ilii.nns, M.A., of University CoUcgo, late Profeiaor of

sleep iu one room
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I*lie leatl from the first, and at the close of the pollliiul j

m!»jontyof223,themimhorsl)ein{:;833to010. TlieSenior
Proctor then declared Mr. VVilliaiiiB duly electod to the
ofTlce.— Dr. Corfo, organist of Clirist's Church, has hceu
elected to tlie office oi University Choragus. In n Con-
vocation held on Friday it wag agreed to affix the
Univerriity seal to a petition to tlio House of Commons,
pniyini^ for the remuviil uf certain leuul inipedinicntg to

the clltotual drainage of the Tluunes Valley.

Road,— It is uudeistood that Inspector NorrU, of
Bristol, and Supeiintendcnt Hughes, ol Hath, have been
dili^^ently en^uj^ed in pronccnting iniiuiries into the
murder at ll'ad HIU House, imd tliulr lahours have been
SO far successCul that tlicy liave tr; I out the ini-

pott;iht fact that a chest flannel, simthir to that found'

under the hody of tlic child, was worn hy one of the in-

mates of Mr. Kcut'i* house. At present the flitnnol

wiiich wM discovered with tlie child is in the custody of

the Wiltshire conHtuimlnry, arnl some heintation hiis

been munifuttted in handing it over to Messrs. lUy^Uvti

and Noiili* fur the i>nipoHo ol endeavouring to procure

Its Idintiflcution. Tliis ohntucle has at last been re-

IjelaiiJ to the tender mercleH of the I'rotftftunts of the Empire,
who Biill form a lare:e majority of the inhahl'antfl of the three
kin(,'dMnn8. Thm fnilows a state of things not very dissimilar to
that which followed tho Biirrtinder of Limerick—a century of
ili • IS ti^ Ireland. I hav*i tukt-ii thf iuo-,t favon able view iu
sripposing wliat 1 h'-Ueve to be au impwKibllity—that 10X000
Frfrrii(hni.-u, or a force wh'ch could nor tie rcHisttd. ran be li'dUB-
port^-d to Iruland befort- Knuland is occupied by a French f'Tcc;
f<ut I will now htate whiit I ljeliev« to be the nn.re pr buhle
contlnK*incy that will actually rtMult from the encouragement by
tln) soi-"" :t iiHtionsliHtsof Ireland of a Fieiioh invasion. A war
will ari«e Iwtween France and Knuland. The bulk of the French
fiircfi will be directed aicaliLst Kn;,'I,in'l,anfl Kdivursiou will he crs-
uted 111 Ireland by uendiiiffover aforce of 20,000 or possibly 30.000
men. If 2o,0<J() Fn-n.-huieu were to land in In-Iaml they nnnld be
joined by a verv large proportion of tliat Hection of the (Jatbolici
of Ireland who huvo nothing; to lo-,u Hnd evcrvthliiK to Rain by a
revolution. They will be opposed hy all thu I'mtestants and by
a lar^'e portion of thrwe CatltoUcs wb" an , ntent with Knyll-h
duiuiuioij ill thU cuuutry. An ex.iNpi'rar«d civil var will thua
arJM), ronflat;ratl'tn and plunder, with Hldrnate proHcriuthai
iind coiilUcution, will thu-* be brought iuio the heart of our
country by the Moi-dimnt n itlonuli-t-f of Trebind. An tnteniccioe
war will be conflnuod, perhaps fuj- yearn, and it will rebult in a
lennhi'ition Hlmllar to that wliicli wu«* br-uuht about by the in-
«urn'ction of 1«41. Vou know vary -ell that I would uot, on any
account, nay at.ything voluntarily that would hurt th.t fL-elings
of a friend, but inv Beniie <d"duty to uiy ouniry compels me to

lOVL'd hy the reuiu st of one of the Trowbiidijo nm;:ls- JV/l'V ""i*"*'
^

''"l'^^
*" !**^ the inevitable remiUs of the p dicy

. ,i . 1. ,? 1 , , I • 11 \ 1 r
*'"'<^h has 1

.

.'I [mt reward as the national policy of Frcland by•atesthiit the flanutd may h.j_ placed m the hunds ^^
i

Homo of the IrUh newsp«rM*rfl, ever «Inc« the b.ltle of SoKprlno

mo
tj

Hill House. Meanwhile, the Wilts police are actively

pur.suing their inquiries, and there is reusuii to believe

that they are uUu in poescSiiion uf a cluo which may
lead to inipurtant dii^covcrics. Iri connection uitli this

SnptrintcnJcuc WoUo visited Fruino and Iloud on
Friday, Mr, Sylvester, the coroner for North Wilts,

li'ia tulicn steps to sliow cause a^'aiust the applioatlon

of the Attorney-fipneral to the Com t of Queen*8 Bench.

PnErriELT).—Mark I?a\\lin8, aged 35. clerk iu the

SliefReld atid Ilotlierham liunk, was charpred on the 6th
inst. on renmnd vvilli emhezzlinj^ 300/. and another sum
of 55/. behmeinct to that bank, lie was committed for

triitl on both charges, but admtltcd to hail.

SouiUAMPTON.—The Madeira packet bri^ Eclipse,

Captuin Davis, was burnt to tlio wuter'^t ed^c in tlie

Solent, on Siiturdiiy night, Tlie vessel was run ubhore

l)etvv(v.-u Li^po ami Lyndngton, the p.'. nger-* bclu^
landed at the Utter port. The Ki-Iipse eulK d at this

p<jrt on her way from Loudon to end).iik pa nyers,

and uUcd heOM on Wedn*- ' \y tho Glh.

OAUiBiti.t riv t\it luMU I1...-.ADK.—Tho fuUowiiiK

Ifltter hiM hi-L-u it'Ci'i'vrd ti>in it in! Uarih.iM! by an
Iridi gentr«innn, who ur * '

' xpUin to him that It

was l*'>pery, und not rn-hind. wldch sent out tho I'apal

brigade to Hphold slavery in Italy:—
"C»prsr»,Nov. 12, 1800.

"Much ^rtiMmsU Slr.^Who e^uld awr thtnk that your
ffHoW'Sounlrynicn irere i)iitilt-r>-lv«f), wli'u tli*-y ni'rvfd thortuas
af the rofw, Htidnr liamurlol^rn ? Bveryono In Italy knoiri the
hsavy burd' It >! li 'i under which your country, as wrll

as ours, li •llllKruaoiug, The nffnpHng of Ignorance and Impn^l.
Hon*- I'Mny- dwriu, ti 'tutiiily. In the powirfut with
fcfpnrrlay: and In the poor with thi« conrmnltant t^vlU, provtllu-

tl»n, d«'i.'ra tailon, and 1 ; <'ry. AUd' n bar«ine ;,'ii'a' and jw >-i-

^1 01 ivhfii ihtt roiii,!, "I'ly tut off that ca>*'' r, Knuie I aha
tfintttX to btt great ' \ i > >• |> 'rai«, and hiIII tio-i hi
t)>'ir ilithy tlnk, Ueaniu it pl<}4ava tlii> AInitghtr to rlatt thn
Qii.'.'ii uf tbn World with tlint e*mrg«k W« pity the d Ivsd OMS
of iieland, as wail aa thosa of UmI/, and m 'ov otitxr ouuuUlMi
bot VH know.lnrtead, that th«b«art« of th« lunitoniln your nobU
euuo'rr, as wall all over tbfl glotx*, tteit for Him iPwrty of
Batl'*ns. Wh k <>w hut ton w*dl th«t If fmr hundrad ttl^"a«rd
joMrh-i wtrtooinpulit'd to ulLt* Mtrvto*' un'l«r ih ^**^^l daaploAble
Oovu<nmf<nt, ctrt^tnly It was not wtlh thaeot)n>^nt of the brave
nnil ipinentMN IiNh imtton, with whom wo are united Iu ^••n>te of
Wn<liartio (I hy r. rnmniMnlty of tnlsfortiino, and hy the ^ani* foa
Sllll fiowumgoii u^, rtiu iliii» In nor rar dlaiant wh»-u thlapvople i

will Infllcr rhw UaI blow to Us aacn icitrs mni tyrants. In that '

O'Diuncll iu Spain. If the subscription to the M'Mahnn sword
bad simply li-rno tM-t character, I sh -uld havu be^n among t'le
first to Kub-stiribe to it; but it Is nnpoHsible for any one who has
rearl the proceedings whi'h have taken place in rrUtinn to thU
bwuid dnrintf the Ust year to give any other meaning to the
appeal which has be^-n made to the countiv, nr to the recep'i<.n
which ihat appwal has met, than that the presen'atlou of this
Bword U intended to be an Intinuitl' n thi-.t M'Mahn would be
we'cme here at tlie head of a Frtnch army. For, what ta
M'Mahon? It is true he belongs to an nncent Irish furaily— is,

in f-ict, a scion of the race to wuich I im aHlC b'^loug—but ho haa
neither done nor Huffered In the cause of Ireland, lie is simply
the agent of a miMtary dospot, anil hw d^mis not even Bccppt rhe I

swoid which hH» been offe-ed to him without the permission of
|

iht' despot. Yet tin; I riHh people arn entouraged to look upon
M'Muhon as tliu fu'ure King of Ireland. When 1 rerurned from
AnsrraHa T wrh In hip*s that it woii'd be possible, fir^t, to sup-
prfHH hU idle bna^ting on the i-art of a nation which, afrer all Its

vocIfer.iUf.ns and mensces, Rubmittr'd Heivii.ly to the conse-
quences of the Ignominous reverses which we bUMtalned in 1»48;
next, that all true h.vem of ih**ir country, whether I'infpstaut or
Catholic, wuuld unite In an effort to put duwa the scandalous and
bare-fared svstem of corruption which prevailed during the
whoh; period ut luy abueiicu froiu lietund ; further, that etVurtH
wonid Ije made to estahll-h and to encnurago a sound national
fueling—a fuetini; which could be shared hy i'rote.stunts as well
as by Koman Catholles; and which should be baspfl upon the
SSntiuant nf N«If-retlane« ; Ustly, that after having put tb«
nation In an attituda of purity, strsngih, and unity, wa should
bava baan |>tr|M\r< d lo avnU o< Ivenof-v-iy ' oiitlm: y ihat
might f«Timr Iheadvanceinantuf the lutHnista of Ireland, wliethiir
tti Intcn-'its mif-^ ' ' ' nilnor Importsnoe—nurh an th« pufsb-
)l->tiuK'nt of a ''o ci'niinuittcaMi'U wiili Ani«rlu(i, or tlie ii -i^ua*
tiuti of the l«at«Utive Indupendence of this cmntry. As for nny
Nurreptnloti.H arming of thu pt-ople, we liavo seen tu what uilitpr-

abla results tlia oparathin of tliH I'hfjnnlx Cluhs have led; and I

t
' ^ that I wuiiM pti f' 1 tliat the Irish pouple sh 'uld hu left to

Ibe ' chapter of aceldents' rather than that a slmiltrexperlmrnt
should >

' d again. You know tliat I pt '' red exactly whit
wuuld hspputilu tho cas« of thu IMuDuix orgsnliiitlon, and that
my pr' ' tlon came to pMO to the letter. If the * frxnch party *

p.-wviud 111 tbs track which they appear to havu marked out fur
theniHtt- I belh've that th<dr falluro will he oqaalty cumplutSf
lUough la u iiuiiUrud fold dvgreu muro dlsabtious.

'

ceeded against it was Curtis. The jury found for the plaintiffs
upon all poiiits-namely, that defendants had fraudulently
iuiitated plaintiffs' castings, and that they had manufactured
for Curtis, knowing that the hitter intended t > iutrodooo auch
castiuga iuto tho market as Howard's. Tho Lord Chief Justice
ertified for a special jury,

WiSTKn ASBIZES.— NciltTHEilK ClItCLlT : DURHAU.— Th€
Winl'ttmi Murder.— Thoiiu's Smith waa indicted for tho wilful
murder of John liaty on the 5th ult. under the circumetanees
which were fully described at the time In our Provtncl d Xows.
IT(j was fnuu'l (,'ailii/ but recommended to mercy. Mr. Juau^o
Ko:tting having put on the black cap, t^ld the priaoDar ho
would forward thu recommendution of tho jury to tho
proper authorities, but entreated him not to entertain
any f;i' ho]>.j-s that liis life would bo spared. He i..-.,i

passed the sentence of Death in the usual Ttiu. The
F .,

' V!H Murder.—MUner Lockiey was indicted for the
wiUul murder of Thomas Hirrison, on tho 20th of September
laat. The fact thit decoaaed was stabbed by the pr.-....r trom
motives of jealousy and died from tho effects of tho wound was
utidispntiMl, thu 'y »pie.stion beiui' whether there were any
circumstances which would reduce the crime to manslaughter.
Tho jury returned a ve: '

t of ': '^v of Wilful ilui^ .. ilr.
Justice Keating having put on the black eap, passed sentence
of Dtatk ill the Uhu il form, holding out no hope of vavrej.

Midland Cibclix : Linouun — 7/t< Murder o/a Foiictmam o'
II>6fr(on— 7*/iomn« Rh' < <Uon. labourer, was char \ with the
wlKul mitrder of Al xander M'Hrlau, a paliceman. by ahootiog
him on the '25th Oetobfr, at Wyberton, and was alao charged
with the same offtjut^ ^.ni the coroner'^i io^-.. ition. The <rfKeer
whi^on his beat met the prisoner at night under suapicl'ius cir-
curn^anct:-", and nn asking what he had got with tim, the
prisoner wiiiiout uttering a word raised his gun and shot hinr
Th<-' ! lice on M;aichingthe prisoner's bouse found a douile-
barrelh'd gun, the right hand barret t f which was di^chargfd, and
the left was loaded. The warding in iliii barrel was comp t

ofaphce of the Tinu^ newi^paper, which corresponded wiih 4
pleee found on tlie spot where ihe poticnmin was shot. The jury
Laud him GuiUif, aud Baron hramwell, having put on the bUck
eap, pa-Sf-d hfiitfiice ot T K, telling the prisoner that lie should
be Ucking in human charity if ho did not warn him against
(ndiilgtug any hope that the judgment i^puld not be carried Into
eff<^ct. Attempted Mttrder at t c Aahhy.— If';... ^m Ingram, 19,

1ab<>urer,Wiis indicted tnr stabbing and wounding UaryAnn King,
at Castle Ashhy, ou the Ist Novemtwr, with intent t' kill and
murder her. Tlils case was recently noticed in our FroTinciat
N>-ws, and it will he rfuiem^jered that the prisoner, who Is a
married man, overtook the young woman on the road after she
had brcn wrtlkiiig with ht-r sweetlifart, and afnr attr-iui

"

>

commit a crlmtn-il assanlt upon her, inflicted such dreadful
wound-t upn her head and Arms that t*he wonhl probably hare
b«-eu nmrdeiuJ if a farmer, who was drtviug iu the neighhuur-
hood in hia gig, had not heard her c\ le to her assiat-
af'ce. The priijoner made no defence, and nt<*rety said ha hoped
his lordship wou'd have mercy on him. The jury found the
prisoner Guilty, and i>uruu llramvvell ordered senten.e of Dmlh
to ha recorded against him,

povttng
Tna T.aTI Paiia FinnT.—Tliosnbsarlplion raised fbr Savers,

tho ox ^...unpiuu. uniounu to the extnuirdiimry auiu of SoUt.,
luid h«B bseu ao hmiircd thnt It <*.uiiioC be touched by his
rrrUtuis. should he get himsulf invulvod, nor will hu be
ablu to assign fiy orantictnato his incomo. It in. moreover,
•xprossly pnivMecf that iu the event uf hisamin uuterlng the
ring the trutcoea ahall at oaea devote the wbolo amount to tho
lutanato of hia obUOrvu.

•olemn cnnihit wn m\\\\\ deelde, not only im our ni. ,al evist.

laoee. but the fmmdali»n will belaid for the rmln^ of kindiwd
}

»a)l'>a*. ThHii thn IChIi mi, tncr-thsr with HunKarlans, Ecgllsh,
end otiwr bi»th«rii, will J'>yfully and gratetidly s^e thn sons of!
Iftltod, wh"m > ' 'II Wid |m tha br>ly banquet. .ViTr i\ Miattlv
and Hratetiilly yours, O. Gasibai.di."

!LaU).

WasTEBS CiRcriT : "WiNcnKsTEK.— TA* DotabU Mw4$r at
Aldersf^oit.—Jattus Johtuion^ 25, private In the 4Ist Foot, was
Indicted fir the wilful murdt-r of Sergeant Oweu ridpts, and
Corporal Cole» uf the same corps, on Sept. 39, at Alder:>hott.
ThR prisoner was brouRht Into the d«'k betwet-n two warders of
the Raul. He pre«int<'d a wild-Iookiug appearance, multsred
frf-qtient And unhtteUlglhle express^ ' ruhbrd his hands tog*^*

tber, and at lir--<t si^lit had altogether the nt^pi^arance ofaoe-
meoted permm. On b-'tng nthd i.n to plr.ta, he suH, "fifilliy
not," ami tliitt he iliit not want to ht<>p tl 1'lut |iM<tied
J-idge having had a cunlereoco with Ur. l.yturd, Ihu luedieal
officer of the gatd, the case nrociedcd. The facts were ex-
tremely slmpU-. Tho prisoner had been sent hy Berfeant Chlpts
to the guard-room for Rome <>rf.>>nfe, and uu being released vee
heard to utter threats agaiuHt ttie Hergeant, After dinner, while
Pfrgeant (!blptfl was playing hsckkammon wlrh Corporal C'des,
the piinoiter ent.red thn room aud tir.d his rllle at 8*rg«ant
Chlpts hack. The bsll parsed through the sergeant's bod^
and thiMi through tho h..dy of Coles, aod Btruck acalusttbs wall.
Duth m*'n died almoKt Instnntly of Internal hnmorrhage. At
tin- r(int'hi>iion of tlie evlilciirr I )r. L) f.iid wns call* d by the Judge,
and said that tlie prisoner had been under his especial observa-
tion ever kIuch his admission Iu tho countv gaol, and ho had
found In him no symptom whatever of aberration of mind.
The di^critninntion hi-t' n ri<al and fxlKoed nmanlty was a
part of medical studies, in hit judgment thi- prisoner was when
he first saw him, has 1 since, and Is now of - id

mind; hut he was a 1 m of exceedingly excitable tempera-
nx-nt The dereif- (that thn prl> n r did the act while
he was In a state of unsound mind, but that it was Ihe reanlt of
Sheer scridt'tit. f.:- which h'l was not r -; ' ' Th>'J<irr«ttV
a brief cunsultailon returned a verdict of Guilty. Mr. Juailea
Byle-t pnt on tho b>ark cap, and pA^scd sentenoe ef Dmth Id the
usual furm. The prisoner, who coutlimed to luh his hands
throughout the trisi clapped thera t _ ' ouce or twloe as he
was rvmovi'dfiom the dock.

TlieMr-Rmmii OMlutPK OB Vi oil ?Jv\uvriiv.
IritkAmerir in (n Svs\- y *

J 'itmil) ( ulili-ili, '

ii|^

lott»'r from Ml. .Smith O'Hrien, . xpr»i!«inv; his vi. hs ^n
Uju SMtkJtct of n Fr'^' "U invnsmn ol Irchtml, so anlently
dtfsirt'il hy nrtutiL UUU nntmniiltsts. Tln^ toUowmg
are vxtracta:—

-

Cooar ov KxcuxgtrKn.—AVilliaus v. QaaAT NtrnTBaan
lUii.waT CmtriMV.—This wan an action to recover damaaei fur
tiijuih'S arising out of the ace! ' t thatocciined In May last at
Kiii^'a Croes, owlug to the auard, who was iuhaiC'iied and
» p, not putting on Ihe break, by which n'gh'ct the tiain ran
right ihmugh thn <irat(nn into tha slrvat, and ih-iiiv of itu< iiaasen.

C'^i'a w seriuuaijr njured, among whom wa^ itf pUmtilT,
Mr. WnUania, a flonr fptetor at Mauclu-nter. Tlio only que ti

in dt -^
-te was Um aiuvuufc vi eoflspcnaatlon, which t* ^ury fixed

at 18U«>(.

Oxroan Cuk iit : W. ,-rh€ Attempted Mu

"In mr opinion, the eoorsa Isk'n by some of the Irish journals
i ' g the last >-<ar and a half iti relation t • trance has bean tu
tbM tituh-st dogree injurkwe to tha na'l-mal Sanaa of Ireland. I

am v.-iy far Tnin Otseuuraglng appe*U t.- I'muh -.vrnpaihy.
But I am not pr^pand loeuc 'nr*i*>- n<y, roorr. I will o<> all ia
fpawer m resist—an Invax .( irwian I by Franoe. I dn sn.

aot tbrnugh h.va of Kngland, bii* ^>^ lb« ask** of Ireland, beaaaae
t «r . ^Nli.ly MM I r-»n h^m anything, ttiwt th" poltcjr ot Prance,W well aa ihe policy of ail ..ihfr na i-a*, Is ego t*t!c and *elft-ih.
and th*t Krunco will n» v.-r In i* Inland for tho S4ke of pm.
mui4-.^ the intureata of Ireland a!uQ«. | have read hlAtKry as
lamaiy >. Anr "Plioary r»*adrr. an l m^ all lo mind a single
lu^taase. du«u to tue ta«t inratlon of I'aly, In which ii'ra&os has
aeted a dUlntfre^red pmn In r.-f.T.|te« to 1 war- I w.ll
a»-ume that I00,00i) Fr*-- ...ueu are allowed to Und In Ir^H- '.

afti for a time titke p asiw i n of the Unvenim»nt; vat I iiili
maintain that, ev-^n In sncli a c*-m», the oeeitp«U»a wonld only h«
of a temporary namrf The KngMih natlo'i may und.Tg-^ h
liati M, fn-m Ihe «r n^ of Franew— Ijnndntt niav be "Ccnplt-d BVt«n
a4 Mo^ -w and Itorlfn, and Vi.<ai»a wm oeeapM I9 a Prweh
r>rr--t h'tt the : _ t na i ca»n»r h« r«M»rtMMVMt hy A'r«ne«
lUs a4t on^of Ktirope that a>*em at i««i Mmoi her power woahlno allow h«r t* be e-n^uared by Frane*. rh n^-h ibrv mU-hl
Pywe* ift bev tampiirarT hnmlh^" m. A f - will ba OMtte
»lth k.aglana, ut* •meortbe e«BHft*eas f^f that paee^ will h« ib«

Tf.i
****o^ '•*«»"^-~'^'—^^^mlrvlaod. Tl.a »ui*drawai 1 tiffV tnvauer «d loe

01 that r»fes wiU be tottiaaiouBt to a datlrery of tha ( aff«il ftf plainttflb, and If

CnvKT or <^ ^. If ^//ei»«rd . // ''tw- —This waoan
MSwn bmught by Mcwsre. JsoMO * F oa M<>wanl. ngri-
rtilritrti hiiplsfni "t makers, ui Bsdt „ vinst d niK
ipinrxin'iera. ot t Rot ford, for fyaiuolently selling phoi^h
cae ^'s ImpreseeH with the*r namo and trade mark. The
plalnttffii eirriwt <>n an exteai4v« uade with fe^t Retfhrdand
the surrinitifling nelphbourhond, and had an agent namad
Curtis at East Keti.'id, In whnm they referred all ordsta fnm
|ieramis with whom th»v had no per^'<n »l rti-*]'i intance. Their
buauHias for plutmn oestin^'s not keeping iww with the demand
for tbetr lutplementa at Beat Ret i. tney InvesHifateri the
oaaae. and were 1 ht to the c«ii)c>u-«i(>n that tbetr eiuuuga
were bring hmudnlenUy mani I sporlonelv Intrtv

dui'od lull, the marKot With :» viow to di'^i: »veriiig the imtn.
their traTcUer, In June laat, vtatted defbi •' :oundr», and
asked fbrawheat, a hreaat, and a mmtv of a )>lnngh aAnminig
t / ' iMf make. These were s;

,

,
'

'
> him, and at the

same time he saw other alipex f a p' tgh with the pi i.u'.idfe*

name aad^Brte unnn UlBi. drt'-n l.uu <• SMitog th.it they
were '* Ue^''^ ru^wU." Tho doiouco waa^ thai iha caatiogabiui
baa 1 without any frainhr Intent. Paiauiia
who had been -'v'Mled with plau...ff-<* v^- .*ihs had been aant
to them by r the ac; -? pinin '"

. in have ft^eeh
,-,«»t.i..« li.,..^ ... ,,.ix (,( |ierts whtfh i.^i. i

— > broken <ir

*rank ' ' In tl ^r tbe nan: * iMii to >r - f plilHlib
enmA tr. he Impressed '^"- ' lai»ts' m tnuLtcinrea, and aa
Ibey ware always In ' - m0 h part in

Oidbury.— UtutoM Slim, a dealer In old iron, was Indlrted for

wounding Knoch Cooper, with i: nnird^r him. The pri-

soner entered the Swan public-house at Xiti^iu, m the parish of

Oldbury, on the ftth of July, and called for lii^u ir, he had
no money, whereupon Cooper offered to give him a sbil..u^'. In

return for this kin<!nt-ssbe ^allengcd ' 'lasior to light, aud
on his refhsing, prlaoiwr said ha wuuld make him do so ; and as
the pr ut'tr^at |u-noea,hly In his ehair. he atteiups dtostraogla
him, aud then iufliclad such fearlul wuuads upon )u« H^^d aad
face that the

1
itoi'a life wan daepeSrad ot lor sows time.

The ptisoi).r was the terror of the Delehbnirbood In wh>rb \
<

lived, and had bean f "ioualy ennvicuu of VMwuit AMauirs.
Beron Wilde racteilseLi itie case as one of the ^BH savage,
brutal, sod unmanly that ever eane before hlin. «-"»"-.. o^
£kse(A was r^ . ded against the

i?9Diturtri).

plicate \* Kinr»«n""1 ttt^T- K4.

"

»

! hta YtttS.

QBte alinuil 't,.4.v

1p »k. plain

Tua Earl or h^^'^r^vx died vesterday momiagat hiaresi*

denoa iu Argyll lltreet. nialotdsbiphnlbi^rtH^toextr.
Ill health, and for the last few dafabad been a: ng i .,

He waa In bi ~ H year, having v^ bom in aaiinbi^ft in

17H4. Lord Aberdeen waa the fo'^-^b In swnessloo In tbe
' tta" . whlob waa craatert in 1 ' In ISli be ww

created a V n^ "f ^he United Kingdotn He suceseded bis

grMMifecr iti Uie la y ^BMaaiid ftct>tti<h talBMSln MM-
U« waa married twie* : llrat In IbU^ to a daughter of the «<^
Har of Abereorn. wh 1 withmitlseuolnlbl-:;
in 191 5. to the . of V
bar first taH^
^hrcr^nrn. -^ tl,j,» I,Ard Av-^

and sut tber to tho i

tho se^ >^<u .. ^. . .age are ut v t''^ «.

IBt fh>in puMic life, in laso. he
vaeant Garter. He was abo a Knight of the 1 '

of Hipraraity \ King's ^^^laim AbsrdeaB,
Greenwich P^ .. an Klder Pi^t>»'"' of ihe Trini»r Hewse.

V as the I and tat tltlM 01 iiW •"

^M pn>- , lie ts aneoaeded iu tbe title aad
I

by his
Ad(«|
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the second marriago) Lord TIaddo, born at Stanmore Priory

in ISltJ, married in 1840 to the second daughter of George
3aillie, Esq., of Jerviswood, andM.P. for Aberdeensliire since

August 1854.

LiKi'T. - CoLOVEi, HocKER, C.B., Lieut. - Colonel of the
Plymouth division of Royal Marine Light Infantry, died a few
days since. He had served in the Royal Marijies upwards of

30 years, his com niisaii )ii as second Lieutenant bearing date
January 1830. He served in Syria in 1840, and was at the
atormiiig of Sidon and bombardment of Acre, by Sir C. Xapicr.

He commanded a battalion of JIarines at the China expedition

in 1857, including the blockade of the Canton river, and the
landing before and storming of Cantfm, bis services on that
occasion being rewarded by a Coini)anionship of the Bath.

Wills.—The will of Earl Mnnvers has been proved under
80,000/. ; Colonel George Anthony Legh-Kech, formerly M.P.

|

for Leicestershire, TO.OuOf. ; Maj'.r General Sir Henry George
Roberts, SOOOl. ; Lieut.-Genci-al Sir Harry Smith, Bart., 6000(.

Madame von Stiunjemau, 30U0i.; Mr. John Finlaison, SOUOi.

Mb. CoBPijN ON THE Fkench Treaty.—The Hud-
dcrsfield Cbamlior of Commcroe huving nnanimously

passed a vote of tlianks to Mr. Cobden for his servifps

in connexion with the Commercial Treaty between this

country nnd France, Mr. iVlallinson, President of the

Chanber, transmitted the vote to Jlr, Cobden, accoui-

piuiied hy u eotuplimeiitary letter. At a meeting of the

Chamber on Moiidny, tho following letter irom Mr.
Cobden, in reply to Sir. ^lallinson's communication,

was read:

—

" Paris, Dec. 4.

" My dear Sir,—Pray offer my warmest acknowledgments to

the Chamber ot Commerce over wliich you presiile for tlieir kind
approval of my services in connexion with the French Commer-
cial Tresty. Tliere could really have never been any difference

ot opinion respecting the treaty among those who desire the ex-

tension of free trade principles, If the very name of treaty had
not furnished the ready means of misrepresentation. Taken
with its tradltioniil meaning, a treaty of commerce implies exclu-

sive dtaling ami bargaining between two. countries; but I netd
hardly assure ymi, with wliom I struggled for seven years for

the principle of unconditional frtedora of commerce, that I shnnid

be about the lasi man to identify myself with so retrograde a
policy. All that England has done in this case has been to carry

nut in practice, towards all the world in respect to some remaining
items of our tariff, that principle of free trade whi<'h we iiave so

loudly proff.ss'd, «n<i whicli we had previously applied to all our

most important articles of production. If we have done tliis in

the form of a treaty, it was eoleiy to er.abie the Emperor of the

French, by a diplomatic act, and in accordance with rhe powers
vested in him by the constitution, to make some simulianeous

reductions in the taritf of his country. To have objcct^-d to such

a proceeding on the grouud of form would have been mere
pedantry anil not priiuiple. Eat viewed on its own merits, and
apart aitogeiher from the treaty with France, Mr. Gladstone's

l4.st reform of onrtiriff, by which the whole of the remaining
duties on manufactures have been swept away, is, in a mercantile

point of view, one of the most important in our comraeicial

annals. It has made England a free port tor raaiuifyctu-es, just

as she was formerly the mart for wool, indigo, and other raw
mateiials. And it will be followed by similar rcMilts. 1 have
already heard of Canadian buyers who were accustomed to pay

annual visits to the Continent t,f Europe, having ifitiirared tlieir

^^er-tfon cf mftKtr rj.' nil t^eS^T^t!"^e pilrchases in Eng-fariff, bfiiiff

convinced that under the present free regime everv article of

continental manufacture which can be produced cheaper and

better than in England v.ill be found in the witrehouaes of

London and Manchester. Yet, strange to add, there are still

people to be found who, believing that foreigners—and not

Englishmen—pay our customs' duties, blame the Chnnc-Uor of

the Exchequer for having made tiie great retorra in the interest

of France. It were useless any longer to argue this quesiion.

Time will in this, as in other matters, demonstrate i he advan-

tages of freedom. Let nie assure you how highly I a['preci»iie all

the friendly expressions conUined in your letter, which enclosed

a copy of the resolution of yonrChamber.—1 am, my dear Sir,

very truly yours, Kichard Cobdex."

Health op the Last Quarter.—The Registrar-

General's Quarterly Report, which has recently been

published, states that in consequence of the moderate

temperature of the past season and the great quantity

of rain bj which the country generally has been so

thoroughly cleansed, the quarter just past was the

healthiest ever known, the deaths having been only

five-sixths of the number in the same quarter of last

year. In England and Wales there were nearly 18,000

fewer deaths. Within the same area the excess of

births over deaths in the quarter was 77,639; and it is

inferred that in the United Kingdom the natural

increase has been at tlie rate of 1266 a day. The saving

of life has been most remarkable in the metropolis,

some large towns, the manufacturing district?, and in

every one of the f^outh Midland and South-Western

countiea> It lias been so in Portsmouth and South-

ampton; and even in Brighton, the deaths in St. Peter's

have been 40 per cent, below the average. Out of a

poptilation of 6000 in Wilton, only one death occurred

in 32 days. At Bath the mortality has fallen ni three

successive summer quarters from 406 to 2S6. At

Birmingham it has fallen this yenr by one-third. Tiiere

39 the same report from Liverpool. Hull, Sculcoates,

Wolverhampton, and many other places very sensitive

of atmospheric intiuences, and hitherto painfully pro-

minent in sanitary discussions.

Scbniicdern, K.H., and stepdaughter of James Scott Smith,
Esq., of Beechwood, Tunbridgo Wells, Kent—4th insfc, at
Brighton, the Rev. Scott F. Surtees, Rector of Sprotbrough,
Torkshire, to Isabella, second daughter of the late Sir Samuel
Crompton, Bart.,of Tliornton-le-Street, in the same county—
12th inst, at St. James's Church. Piccadilly, Captain Millioan,
30th Regiment, A.D.C, to :M:ijnr-Gener;d Lord \Vm. Paulet,

C.B., eldest son of Major Jliiligan, of Ashcroft, Gloucester-
shire, to Gertrude Shakerlky, only daughter of the late Sir
Charles Shakcrley, Bart., of Somerford Park, Cheshire—oth inst,

at Ventnor, Henry Jam fs Ross, Esq., of Alexandria, to Jane
Ann, eldest daughter of Sir A lexanukr and L;idyl>iFF Gordon
—5th inst, at Morley, A. E. Manskl, Captain of 3d Light
Dragoons, and youngest son of Colonel Miinsel, C.B., ofSut-d-

more, Dorset, to Clara Henrietta, eldest daughter of the Hon.
A. Lascellf-S. of Morley, county Chepbire

—

iith inst, at the
parish church of St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Julius Ali'hokso,
son of Sausmerez Carey, Esq., Jurat of the Royal Court, to
Carouke, third daughter of Peteu Stafford Carey, Esq., the
Bailiff of Guernsey-6th inst, at the parish church. Eccle.s,

William Hardwick Bradbury, second son of William Brad-
bury, Esq., Whitefriars, Loudon, to Laura, second daughter
of Thomas Agnew, IZ^q , Fairhope, Eccles.

DEATHS.—On the Ist inst, at Ickworth, FiiEDr.RTCA ?«1ary

Lucy, youngest daughter of the Rev. Lord and Lady Arthur
IIkhvky, aged 10 months—23d Oct., at the EiuMjiean Hospital,

Calcutta, in consequence of >m accident, after 11 w«eks of gi'eat

sufTeruig, Arthur Julius Trk-nxu, son of the Dean of West-
minster, aged 20—lOth inst, at Ganton, Yorkshire, Sir Thomas
DicBY Legard, Bart., aged 57— fith inst, at Ochtertyre, the
Right Hon. Lady Adelaide Augusta L. Keith Muilrat,
wife of Sir WiUiam Keith Murray, Bart., of Oditertyre—2Rth
ult, at Florence, Anne Lady Hkrbkrt, widow of tlit»late Sir

C. L. Herbert, formerly of Lower Berkeley St., MancWister Sq.

—5th inst, at Charlotte Square, Edinburgh, William Gambier.
Esq., eldest son of the late Sir James Gambier, aged 5S—30th
ult, at Aberdeen. Eliza, eldest surviving daughter of the late

Hon. Alexander Mi'RCHison, of Springfield, Jamaica, and
Elgin. Scotland, aged 32—7th inst. at the residence of his

brother, Camden Square, Colonel Douglas Seaton. her
Majesty's Ist Bengal Fusiliers, aged 50—1st inst, the Rev.

Joseph Coubett, rector of Tugford, in the county of Salop,

third son of the late Archdeacon Corbett, of Longnor Hall, in

the same county, aged 60—1st inst, at West Green House,
Hartley Wintney, Hants, at the seat of her son-in-law,

W. H. T. Hawley, Esq.. Mary, widow of the late Admiral

Broughtox, of Blackwater House, in the same county,

aged 90—6th inst, suddenly, at his residence at Bath,

Major William Cumbei'.land, Bengal Army, eldest son of

the late Rear-Admiral Cumberland—8th inst, at Rochester,

from the effects of an accident, the Rev. George Davie.^, M. A.,

Vicar of St. James's, Grain, and J. P. for the county of Kent,

aged 74—7th inst, T. Y. M'Christie. Esq., of 37, Great James
Street, Bedford Row, for 14 years Rovi.sing Barrister for the

city of London, aged 64—8th inst, at Cheltenham, Caroline,

widow of the late John Falconar, Esq., H.B.M.'s Consul at

Leghorn, agefl S3—5th inst, at Ealing, Harriot Mary Hughes,
relict of the late Rev. George HugheH, of Mnrden Ash, Essex,

and only daughter cf the late Craven Ord, Esq., of Grcensted

H;U1, E.ssex, aged 73.

tions:—York Regents, 110s. to 130s. per ton; Lincoiu»hir»
do., lOOs. tol2(is.; Dunbar do., ISOs. to 140s.; Perth, Forfar, and
Fife do., 100s. to 120s. ; Rocks and Reds, 90s. to 100s ; French
Whites, 90s. to 100s.; tBelgian do,, S58. to 90s.; Dutch do.,

808. to 85a.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.

Monday, Dec, 10.

We have a larger supply of Beasts ; the weather, however,
is favoui-able, and the demand has increased, consequently on
the average prices are better. There are a few more Sheep
than on Mondai' last. Trade is slow for them at that day's
quotations. Calves are selling rather dearer. From Germany
iiud Hollimd there are 400 Beasts, 3900 Sheep. 127 Calves, and
30 Pigs; from Scotland, 70 Beasts ; Irom Ireland, 680 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, :^00 ; and 2000 from the northern and
midland counties.

6

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 4

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3

Best Downs and
Half-breds .. 6

Do. Shorn ,. ,

Beasts. 5020 ; Sheep & Lambs, 22,840; Calves, 359; Pigs, 280

THURSD.4.Y, Dec. 13.

The number of Beasts is larger than of late, but not

excessive for so near Christmas. The average quality is by no
means first rate. Choicest descriptions are in demand, and in

a few instances commanded higher prices. The supply of

Sheep is small, and of very middling quality. Quotations ar^

about the same as on Monday last. From Germany and

Holland there are 122 Beasts, 500 Sheep, and ISS Calves ;
from

Spain, 40 Beasts ; Milch Cows, 118.

d 8 d 8 d s d
Best Long-wools. 5 — 5 2

10 to 5 2 Do. Shorn .. . . to ,,

8 — 5 FiWesA; ^d quality 4 — 4 6

6 — 4 4 Do, Shorn .• .. — • E
Lambs - . «- * . — •

4 to 5 6 Calves .. ..4 4 — 5 9

^"^ * M Pigs „ „ 4 4— 3 4

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. . . 5 to 5

-5
-4

Best Short-horns 4 10

2d quality Beasts 3 6

Best Downs and
Half-breds ..5 4

Do. Shorn

2

4

5

Best Long-wools . 5

Do. Shorn . . ,

EwesA; 2d quality 4

Do. Shorn
Lamba .. ••

Calves .. ..4
Pigs .. ..4

0—5 8

4—4 8

. to ,.

'o — 5"o
4—5 4

Beasts. 1793 : Sheep & Lambs. 37S0 ; Calves, 208 ; Piga, 140,

I

HAT.—Per Load of T^iirty-six Trusses.

Smitheieu), Thursday, Dec. 13.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to SOs 1
Clover ..

Superior do. (old) . . 90 105 New Clover
* * 908to 110*

iftflaifeet*

Inferior do.

New do —
Bowen 40

50 60

60

Old second cut . . 80 9«

Straw 32 86^

Davis & Co.

1053

COVENT GABDBN, Dec. 15

Small importations of Continental fruits continue to arrive.

Pine Apples are rather more in request than they have been,

and prices for them are iminoving. Shaddocks and
Oraneres may stiJl be obtained at about last WBCk's

prices. Good Cobs maybe had at from Is. to ls._ 6d.

per pound. Cabbages, Carrot.", and Turnips m:iy be obtained

in quantity. Cauliflowers are scarce. Potatoes realise from *is.

to 10s. per cwt. Asparagus and French Beans may now bo

had in small quantities. Cucumbers are scarcer. Holly and

other Christmas Evergreens now begin to make their .appear-

ance. Cut dowers chiefty consist of Orchids. Gardenias,

Chrysanthemums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Dec 13.

Sup Meadow Hay.. 110Bton8B I Inferior Cfcver .. 8Ss

Infeiior do 65 98 New do « «
New do — — Straw .. .. ™ ^ **

Superior Clover ..115 120 1
Josuda Eamr.

Whitbcbapel, TnuRRDAT, Dec. 13.

Fine old Hay ,, ..lOSstolOgs

Inferior do 60 80

Prime New Hay ,. — —
' Inferior do — —
( Straw SO »4

Fine old Clover ..110a to US'*

Inferior do .. ..80 95-

Fine 2d cut .. .. — —
Inferior do — -~

Fine New Clover.. — —

Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to Ss

Grapes, per lb., 38 to 6s

Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d

Pears, per doz.. Is to 33

Apples, per doz., Cd to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, «8 to lOa

Lemons, per lOo. 6s to lOs

Nuts, Cob, per lb.. Is to Is 6d

VEGETABLES.

BUTTER 3rARKET.—Dec. 14.

Beat Fresh Butter . . .. Wi. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 16a> »• »•

Pork. 5s. Od. to 5fl. 4d. per 8 lb«.

Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d

Greens, per dozen, 28 6d

to 38
Cabbages, do.. Is to 23

Potatoes, p. ton, lOOs to 130s

per bus., 3s to 4s
— per cwt,, 5s to Ss

CaiTots, per bunch, 7d to Sd

Turnijis, per bunch, 4d to 5d

Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to Ss

Cucumbers, each, Is 6d to 3s

Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 68

Beet, per doz.. Is fd to 2a

Celei-y, p. bundle. Is fid to l^Od

Onions, p. isies^e. IsGdto 2s6d

Seakale, p. punnet. 3.s to.Is 6d
Shallots, per lb.. Od to Sd
Garlic, per lb.. Gd to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., pcrecore. Is

to Is fid

Lettuces, Cos. do.,lstolP Rd

Endive, p. score. Is to Is Od
Horse Radish,p.bun. ,l8 6d to 4s

Mushrooms, p. pott., 2s to Sa

Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 2s to 4i

Savory, per bauch, 2d to 4d

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Dec. 14.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smitli report a steady consump-

tive demand for the best grown samples of new Hops, and con-

siderably more doing in yearhn-s and old Hops at very firm

ratts.

COAL MARKET.—Dec. 12.

ClarVa West Hartley, 208. 6d. ;
Hartlepool West n'lrtley;

20s 6d • Walls End North undierland, 21 9. ; Walla End

Wh'^imcliffe, 22s. 6d. : Wnlla End FramwolIgate,?.'^H.; Walls

End Hctton, 24s.: WalU End South Hettona 24s ; Wdte

End C:.ssop. 23s. fid. ; W.dls End II:atl.poo]. 23fl. 6d ;
Malls

Walls End ITeuph Hall, 238. ; Walla End Hunwick. 21a. 6d .

Walls Knd South Hartlepool. 22fl. 6d.; ^^"s ^nd Thoraley,

"OS • Walla End Trimdon Hartleivml. 208- : Walls End ^\ hit-

worth. Sis. fid.; Carway and Duffryn Malting, 238. Gd.

-

27 ships at market.

BIRTHS -On the 7th inst, at Edinburgh, the Countess of

Eglintox of a daughter- Uth inst. at the Duke of Somersets

^S" 1 oM,T,?P Whitehall Lady Hermione Graham, of ? son

llltb ns \t 37 Brook Itrcet, Lady Bateman, of a daughter

Z]\\l n't' at 1 Cheabam Street, the Hon. Mrs. Bontink, of a

;^n-13t inst.7a Marble Hill, county Galway, Lady Burke ot

^^./ Qrti 4 >tember at ISuwera Ellia, in Ceylon, Lady

?-RFA=7 of^ s^m-4 h ink, at 35, Hertford Street. Maylair, the

Hon MVfIrtiikE^ of a son-5th inst. at lil, Moray

Pl'ac;, EdintSrgh. Mrs. biROWN Douglas, the wife of the Lord

Provost ot Edinburgh, Ota daughter
r;__^,<, nanoverMARRI\GES-On the (ith mst, at St. OGorge s, ^lanover

jUAKiuA^^c-o
y.-pRKET Francis Vtvyan, nephew ul f:n-

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Dec. 14.

We have very little business to report on at iiresent. as both

snnplv and demand remain on a limited scale, and no di.spo-

5don cxlstslo press sales, but rather to await the pleasnre of

Hu'^nnsumers aud supply them as their neces-sities m^iy

prompTthe^?>peai^Bee^n the market, which is not now ex-

pected before the new year.
"

' Lcicest. Wethers I

I

Ditto Hoggs . . I

Combing tskina 1

Blanket ditto ..

i Flannel Wool . . 1

aouth-down Ilog- s.

gets.. .- •• 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1

Kent Fleeces .. 1

d. a.

7 to 1

8 —
5 — 1

7

d.

8 * «

6 to
8 —0-14
(i — »

— 18

MARK LANE.—Monday, Dec. 10.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this mom-
inir'a market w;is small, and met an improved sale at rather

over last week's prices, excepting the inferior qnahtics,whicS

are unaltered in value. The market was largely attended by

country buyers, ind a cou.siderable quantity of French and

-\ merican Wheat wns disposed of at an improvement of Is. per

quarter; other descriptinns. excepting low Russian, were held

firmly at Iflto extreme rates Barley brought «" ^l!^^^^
18 i^rqr. The value of Bfans and Peas is unaltered. Gate

are 0.i. to Is per qr. dearer. For barrel F our there is a fair

demand, at an advanre of 6d. to la. upon the forced sales of

1 last week.

Per Tmpkrial Quarter. \n. f\
Wheat, Essex, Kent^?^/^l^--^;J^LiZ2|:Sf5_ fine selected runs. .ditto 5-3—66|Kea

_ — Taiav^ra P^~"*L ^- Norfolk L-741
BA7LEY.''^'&&dii^:M;toVov;.ch;v:4o-44'M^
- Torelgn.. grinding »ad disUmagl^^o-.^ M.Jtmu-. 40-44

O.^TS, Essex and ButTolk -^'~*1L_,_ Bcotch iiud LincoluahlrcPotat.' ' -28 Peed

is. Br

!40-«0
50—

M

* * t

Prnnc Salfs-Lovv Wool SEiiiF.s.-Thesc sales took place

kstFrily and Saturday, with a short supply of ^"^^
^^^^l^^^

wo.'i:"du^h realised fult prices.. A e^^^^^^l"^'

^

Donskoi (Russian) was of very micnor quality and length, and

was withdrawn.

. P^itato

..Poland and Brew
• t t *

* * • «4*f»*** t#

20—i'S Feed .

24—2'' Feed .

So—UiForeiffa
.•«r«*** « * «> •

POTATOES.—SorTiiWAr.K, Monday, Dec. 10.

During the past week thcic have been no aiiivals c^a*t-

the demand. The iuliowing arc thi. aay's quoU-

— Iiiih ..*.

— Foreign..

livr-MKAL* forei^fn --- j«iit„««

= fE.V:::;;"-!!'::^^^
Maizk :;* *v*" -rt M
FiotjmbeBtmarkfidcllTei«d..persB

'J-JJ Country.

barrtll2»-WiP«r **

20—25
SI—34
•10—

H

28-48

40—5A
W—4S

3i—SO
40-«0

yWDAT, Dec. 14.

The weather daring the pout eight fl^yfjl" ^^
wet, with a 1 r temp«i»ture ; th? wlna H«i



THE GARDENERS' CHROXICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,

'rum S.TV. to N.E. The 'WDcat trade during' tLe above intcrv:^!
has improved, and a very large sale, at an advance of Is. to 23.
per qr.. has been experienced, both here and in Liverpool. A
similar improvement has also been realised in the majorityjof
the country markets. The value of spring com continues to
tend upwards, and where an alteration has occurred it has
been against the buyer. Flour has met a somewhat better
inquiry, at an advance of 6d. to Is. per barrel.—Durinf^ the
past week 39 cargoes have arrived oflf the coast. The fi-ans-
actions have not been numerous, and were partly checked by
the enhanced prices demanded by importers, who are very
firm, and not inclined to submit to any reduction. The
arrivals of English grain this week are moderate, of
foreicn large. The attendance at this morning's market was
good, and the little English "Wheat fresh up was taken freely
at an advance of Is. per qr. upon Monday's prices. American
was in general demand, and the sale very considerable ; in
many instances an improvement of Is. per qr. over the cui-rent
prices of last day was obtained, but the advance did not extend
to other qualities. Barley, Beans, and Peas bring Monday's
quotations. For Oats there is a good trade at 6d. per qr. more
money. Flour is 6d. per barrel dearer, with a good inquiry.

Arrivals from Dec. 10 to T)ec. M

English
Irish ..

Foreign

* *

W heat.

1750 qrs,

24030 „

Barley.

970qrs.

5710 „

Oats.

110 qi-s.

2520 „

32990 „

Flour.

1140 sbs.

( 220 ;;

1 14870 oris,

IjIVerpool, Tuesday, Dec. 11.—There has been a good
attendance of millers and dealers at our Corn Exchange this
luoming. and a large quantity of Wheat has again been cleared
at an advance, whilst Flour has been more actively dealt in at
fully 6d. per barrel more money. Indian Corn has had a good
consumptive inquiry, and must be quoted 6d. per qr. higher
than on Friday. Oats and Oatmeal were both sold on better
terms. Beans, Peas, and Barley each brought extreme rates.
The market closed with a buoyant feeling.

Averages
Nor. 8..— 10..

-J- 17..

r- 24..

Dec. 1 .

.

-^ 8..

Agg. Aver.

"Wheat.

59* 9d

Barley. Oats.

23* 3rf

Bye.

S6a 2d.

Beans.

49sl0^40slOd
58 9 41 23 11 S6 6 51 1
68 1 41 4 23 5 36 4 50 8
56 3 40 11 28 3 34 4 48 11
54 10 39 10 22 3 35 11 48 10
52 7 39 2

40 6

22 5 35

35 9

47 9

49 6' 5tJ 9 23 2

!Peas.

42s 4d
,44 6
46 9
4S 4
45 11

45

45 5

FI.PCTUATION3 IK THE LasT SlX: WeeKS AVEIt&(IB3.

T^RICES.

599 9d-

58 9
58 1
56 3
54 10
62 7

Nov. 3.

\.

Nov. 10. 'Nov. 17 Nov. 24. [Dec. 1."

* *

1
T T

Dec. 8.

VT;^AXTED immediately, a EOKEMAN for a
T T small Nurseiy in the neighbourhood of Liverpool ; miist
understand Nursery propagation, the laying out of Villa
Gardens, &c.—Address, stating particulars and salary expected,
to J. Kelloch and Co., the Dell Nursery, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

WANTED, AS GARDENER, a Man tborou^jhlv ex-
perienced in the management of Vineries, Cucumber-

House, and Out-door Fruit-trees—a practical pei-son who will
be generally useful. Several new large Vineries, with general
culture of Pear and other Fruit-trees.—Apply, giving full parti

-

culara of service and references, to J. W.. Box W. 24, Liverpool.

"1 1 rANTEO, a young Man accu.*ifcoined to the TRO-
W\ PAGATIOX OF SOFT-WOODED PLANTS.—Apply to
William Hoi.aiES, Frampton Park Nursery. Hackney, N.E.

T^O FAR M bailiffs!
"

WANTED, a Thoroughlv Competent and respect-
able MAN and his WIFE. The Man to take charge of

about 300 Acres of Land, chiefly Park Pasture, with the
Tlantations and R- tads. —The Wife to undertake the Manage-
ment of the DAIRY and POULTRY. The situation will be a
good and comfortable one to a couple who are thoroughly
competent to perform these duties ; and it will be useless for
such as are not so to apply.—Apphcation (by letter only)
stating terms, references, &c., to be addressed to Y. Z., care
of Mr. Veltch, Exotic Nursery. King's Road, Chelsea, S. W.

"lAAA DRAINERS WANTED.— There is still

A,\J\J\J room for a large number of hands on Messrs.
GinDWOoD's Drainage Works, in the counties of Stafford and
Derby. Good men may find regular employment on applica-
tion to the Foremen at Sudbury, Hungry Bentley, Ijongfori,
Abbot's Bromley, and Smallwood.—49 Pall Mall London S.W.

GARDENER.—Experienced in the very best esta-

blishments in England, and some time as Head. I^i

fluential reference given.—C. B. A., Post Office, Fakenham,
Market Harborough.

ARDENER.—Age 36, mairied; proHeient in all

its branches. Capable of Jianaging Pines, Vines, (fee-

ls still in a situation, where he has been the last 10 years. Has
no dislike to his present employers, neither have they to him,
btit is desirous of obtaining a different situation. A total

abstainer from alcoholic liquors, therefore sober. No one need
apply who gives less than 70/. per year wages.—Any informa-
tion can be obtained by applying to J. D. Pauks, lato Nursery-
man, Dartford Nursery, Dartford, Kent..

GARDENER (Undeii).-Ag^lTlias had five years*
experience in Early and Late Forcing, also Flower and

Kitchen Gardens. Good character.—W. W., Mr. Moyland's,
Norland Nursery, Netting Hill, Loudon, W. ^^___

TO NURSERYWeiM.
SOFT-WOODED PllORAGATOU. — Has been in

the habit of Growing Geraniums and Dahlias, &c., for
Exhibition. Highly recommended. — H. H., Post Office,

Shefh.ld.

TO LAN D AGENTS and GENTLKilEN AGRICLIL-
TURISTS,—A young Man of respectability and education,

who has been engaged some years as Under Steward over a
Nobleman's Estate, and also in assisting a Gentleman Farmer,
wishes for a reengagement at ChHstmas- References highly
satisfactory, security given if required,—C.S., 21 Charing Cross,
London, W.

BAlLJb'F.—Middle-aged, married, native of Scot-
lanct; thoroughly competent to undertake the Manage*

ment of a Farm, Testimonials and references.—A. B., Post
Office, Station Road, Watford, Herts,

EEDSMAN OB U^^DKR SHOi*MAN, in a first'

class Seed Business, either Wholesale or Retail,—Young,
respectable connection, and good address.—T» R,, 12, Biidge-
water Square, Barbican, E.G.

ASSISTANT, in a Seedsman's or Florist's, in or near
London,—Age IS : has had some experience. Good

references-—A. B., No. 17, Cottage Place> Greenwich, S,E.

' TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMeiNi.

SH0P3IAN.—A young Man, strong, willing, and
active ; knows bothWholesale and Retail. Good character.

—

Scotchman, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W-C-

OACHMAN AND GKOOM, to drive a pair.—Age 23.
three years' character.—A. B., 15, Temple Street, Brighton'

[Decembek 15, 1860.

On the 1st of January, IStil, price 2$. 6tt,, No. I. of

THE BRITISH FEliNS, an entirely new Work by
Sir W- J, Hooker, K,!!., F,R S. To be completed in 16

Monthly Numbers, each containing Four coloured Flates
uniform in size and style with '' Curtis's Botanical Magazine,

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W,C,

On the 1st of January, 18G1, price 25, 6c?., No. I. of

GARDEN FERNS, an entirely new Work by Sir W.
J. Hooker, K.H., F.R,S., on Ferns suitable for cultiva-

tion in the Garden, Hothou^se, or Conservatory, in Monthly
Numbers, each containing Four Coloured Plates, unifomi in
size and style with '* Curtis's Botanical Magazine."

LovELL Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W,C.

WAKT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
GAilDEXER (Head).—Age 37. married, without in-

cumbrance; has had groat practical expenence in all
branches of his profession where early Flowers, Fruit, and
"V^etables are required ; is also a good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Has been accustomed to Superintend Gardens on
an extensive scale. Highest testimonials as to character and
ability.—T, Campbell, Hatchford Gardens, Cobham, Surrey.

G'
ARDEXER (Head),—Age 2S, single; thoronKl^ly
understands his profession in all its various branches.

Three years' good character.—M. P., G.Stanly, Florist, High
Boad^ Lee, Kent, 8,E,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incum-
brance; understands his profession in all its branches.

Thirty-one years' character.— J. P., PJashet Pai-k House,
East Ham, Essex, N.E,

GARDENER (Head), age 4i, married.— J. Lacet
begs to offer his services to any lady or gentleman

requiring a thorough practical Man in all its various branches;
could undertake the management of Meadow Land and Stock
if required. Eight years' excellent character from last

employer.—J- Lacet, Regent Place, Battersea Rise. S,W.

GARDENER (Head), to any nobleman or gen-
tleman.—Age 35, married, no incumbrance; thorough

experience in Forcing of Early Fruits, Flowers, and Vegeta-
bles ; the Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Flower and Kitchen Garden, Laying out, PLinting, Altering,
Improving, and Making new Gardens; the Wife can manage
Poultry or Dairy, two years three months unexceptionable
character from a Baronet wherejust left.—W. RA^'DALL, Care
of Mr. Mould, Nurseryman, Devizes. "Wilts.

GARDENER,—Age 27» single; has a thorough
knowledge of his profession in all its branches. Wages,

20«, per week. Two-and-a-half years' character from his last
place,—A. B-, Post Oflice, Enderby, near Leicester.

In Monthly Numbers (4 Coloured Plates), price 2s. 6<i.,

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. A richly illustrated
portfolio of New and Choice Varieties of Flowers suitable

or cultivation in the Ga.rden, Hothouse, or Conservatory,
Edited by Thomas Moore, F.L.S,, Secretary of the Floral
Committee of the Horticultural Society,

Lovell Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W-C.
Now Ready, 480 pages, 24 Coloured Plates, 305.,

OUTLINES OF BRIllSH EUNGOLOGY. By the
Rev. M, J. Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. Containing cha

ractcrs of above a thousand species of Fungi, with numerous
coloured Figures, and a complete List of ail that have been
described as natives of the British Isles,

Lovell Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS BY HEPWORTH DIXON.

c

M

TOHNSOX'S GARDENER'S ALJMANACK, and
fj Calendar and Register of the Kitchen, Fruit, Flower, and
Forcing Departments Jfor 1801, with other useful information.

Price 1*.

London: Publifthed for the Company of Stationers, by
Joseph Grekxhill, at their Hall. Ludgate Street, E.G.

OOUE'S ALMAISACK foraSGl. Price 6^. Con-
taining, besides the usual Calendar, a full account of the

Eclipses, and other Astronomical Phenomena of the Tear;
with a great variety of other useful information.
London : Published for the Company of Stationers, by

Joseph Greenhill, at their Hall, Ludgate Street, E.C.

^H O R L E Y'S ILLUSTRATED FARMER'S
ALMANACK, 77, Newgate Street, City. E.C. This Six-

pennyworth contains more valuable information to the fai-mcr

than any other Almanack at even double the price, and
ought to he on every Agriculturist's Book Shelf throughout

the Kingdom. Post free for S stamps. ,

_^

HORLEY'S AGRICULTURAL GLEANER.—
This "Weekly is pu*blished every Saturda3^ and contains

everything new .and beneficial to the Agriculturist. Price 2 d:.

Stamped M. 77, Newgate Street, City, E.C.

I.

Fifth Edition, crown 8vo, with Plates, 2s. 6d.,

JOHN HOWARD : A Contribution to the Social

History of England in the 18th century.

*' The adventures of Howard are recorded in a loving and
energetic spirit. The reflections are just, often ingenious and
eloQucnt, almost always striking. The book contains many
satisfactory evidences of an independent and vigorous in-

tellect. "—Examiner.
IT.

A New Edition, crown Svo, cloth, with Portrait, 5^. GcZ.,

ROBERT RLAKE: Atlniiral and General at Sea.
''The subject is noble; and Mr. Dixon has treated it

with rare vigour, spirit, and conscientiousness. The glorious
victories won by Robert Blake are universally known ; but to

find out how they were won, and what sort of mau achieved
them, we must apply to the famous Republican Admiral's
latest, best, and couipletest biographer. His narrative is not
only historically valuable, but is terse, vivid, and dramatic in

no ordinary degree. We especially like the manner in which
the extraordinary events of Blake's period aie interwoven with
Blake's life; and the vigorous and masterly clearness of the
descriptions of the sea-fights."

—

Leader.

in.

A New Edition, crown Svo, cloth, with Portrait, price 7fl.,

WILLIAM PENN : An Historical Biography.
With a Reply to Lord Macaulay's Charges against Peun

"Mr. Dixon writes vigorously and picturesquely. His very

able book exhibits skill in research, and eminent powei-s both

of condensation and description. The interest of his narrative

never flags, whether he is deahng with the old Admiral and
his worldly intrigues—with the youthful Quaker and his love

aflaira—with tlie mature philanthropist and his rising colony,

or with the bewildered and melancholy close of the giw*ti.

Quaker's earthly career,—the history is admirably sustained."
—Gentletnan'& Magazine.
"Mr. Dixon's sl:etch of the Governor's life in his American

dwelling is tempting and picturesque. His style is good and
easy. Thei^e is lite in his narrative and vigour in his descrip-

tions. "

—

Edinburgh Review*
Chat-man & Hall; and Jackson & Walfoed.

Every Saturday, -yrice Foarpence^ or Stamjped Flce^pence,

NOTES AND
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMTINICATIOi!!

A.NTIQUAEIES, GENEAL05ISTS,

UERIES:
EOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS, &g.

NOTES AND QUERIES will, it is believed, be fonnd to bring before the general reader every week a vast

amount of curious and interesting information. It was established for the p\n-pose of furnishing to all lovers of Literature

a Commonplace Book, in which they might, on the one hand, record for their own use and the use of others those minute facts

those elucidations of a doubtful phrase or disputed passage—those illustrations of an obsolete custom—those scattered biogra-

phical anecdotes or unrecorded dates—which all who read occasionally stumble upon ; and, on the other, of supplying a medium
through which they might address those Queries, by which the best informed are sometimes aiTested in the midst of their

labours, in the hope of receiving solutions of them from some of their number. The success which has attended this endeavour

to supply a want long felt bv literary men, is rendered manifest by the necessity of permanently enlarging the Paper from lb to

24 pages. For opinions of "T/iC Quarterly Review, Athenceum, Examiner, Literary/ Gazette, Spectator, Dublin Review, &c., as to tne

utility, &c., of Notes and Queries, see Prospectus.

A SPECIMEN NUMBER sent on receipt of five postage stamps. .

NOTES AND QUERIES is also issued in Monthly Parts, for the convenience of those who may either have a difticuLty in

procuring the unstamped Weekly Numbers, or may prefer receiving it monthly. Each Part contains Papers by some of our most

distinguished Writers. Thoge already issued contain articles by-
Lord Braybrooke
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.
J. Burtt, Esq.
AY. D. Chi-istie, Esq.
J. P. Collier, Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq,
Bolton Corney, Esq.

P. Cunningham, Esq.
Rev. T. Corscr
Dr. Dalton

Professor De Morgan
Dr. Diamond
Hepworth Dixon, Esq.
Sir Fortunatus Dwarris
Sir Henry EUifi

C. Forbes, Esq.
E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Gatty
Henry Hallam, Esq.
J. O. Halliwell, Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.

Rev. J. Hunter
Samuel Hickson, Esq.
Douglas Jerrold, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Kennedy
K. J. King, Esq.

J. E. B. Mayor, Esq. I Earl of Shaftesbuiy

Lord Monson [il.P. W. J. Thoms, Esq.

R. Monck. Milnes, Esq., B. Thorpe, Esq.

George Ormerod, Esq.
J. R. Planche, Esq.
E. F. Rimbault, Esq.Rev. L. B. Larking

MarcAntony Lower, Esq. Rev, Dr. Rock
W. B. MacCabe, Esq. S. W. Singer, Esq.
Rev. S.R.Maitland, D.D. E. Smirkc, Esq.

Sir F. Madden George Stephens, Esq.

J. H. Markland, Esq. H. E. Strickland, Esq.

Rev. J. H.Todd, D.D.
Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Bt.

T. H. Turner, Esq.
Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, Esq.
Bcnj. B. Wiffen, Bart,

W. Yarrell, Esq.,
&c. &c. &c.

NOTES AND QUERIES is also pubUshed in Half-yearly Volumes, each with very Copious Index, price 10s. 6d. cloth boards-

Of these Nine have been pubhshed; and a few Complete Sets, price 4^ Us. 6d., may still be had.
^ . ,, i.-

The foUowino- List of Subjects treated upon will show that these Volumes are not merely of temporarj^ interest, but of lastmg

value for reference :

—

Literary History
Bibliography
Biographical Illustrations

Popular Manners and Customs
Origin of Proverbial Sayings
Folk-Lore
Illustrations of Shakspeare

Illustrations of Chaucer and
Early English Literature

Glossarial Notes '

Notes on Hallam, Macaulay, <fcc.

Genealogy and Heraldiy
Miscellaneous Antiquities

I Ecclesiastical History

Writings of English and Con- Anglo-Saxon Litei-ature

tincntal Reformers pine Arts
HistoiT. of .London and its j^t^^^^^^^^ Hj^tory
Neighbourhood

Ballads and Old Poetiy
Remarkable Events in English,
Scotch, and Iri^h History

Phototrraphy, especially in

Relation to Archieologj-, &c.
ita

" As a mass of curious, out-of-the way information upon
almost every matter that may be supposed to be of interest to

educated mmds, a Volume of Notes asd Queries is of itself a
curiosity, and quite an out-of-the-way treasure. Wholly apart

from its very great value as an aid to the litei-ary labourer who
works upon uuhacknied material—a point so well recognised

'' that it need not be urged.—^we would, suggest that the reader for

1

amusement scarcely could take up a miscellany that contains

more anecdote and quaint accounts of odd things new to his

mind, than a Volume of Notes and Queries It may lead to

the formation of some notion on the point if we st;ite that the

Index to the Fifth Volume contains not many less than three

thousand five hundred references to subjects upon which there

is information given in its pages."

—

Exai.iiner.

GEORGE BELL, No. 1S6, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN.
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Now ready, in fep. 8vo, with Illustrations^ price 3s, 6</.,

COUUON-1 RAINING op FUUI T TREES,
Diagonal, Vertical, Spin!, and Horizon tal, adapted to

the Orchard Il<ju.se and 0|>eii Air Culture. By the Rev.

X, COUJNGS BUKITAUT.
Lonthai : LrixnMAN, Green, Longman, & Roberts.

' NKW AND KNI.AUGED KDITION OF
DR. LINDLEY'S THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Publi^bud, hi 8vo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 2\s- cloth.

n^HE THKOliY AND PRACTICE op HOIITICUL-
JL TUUE ; or^ an Attempt to expLtiu the chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physioloprical Grounds : being the Second
Edition of the **Thetiry of Hoilievilture/' much enlarged. By
JOH>' LiNDLBY, Ph.D,^ F.R8-, Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Seeix^tiiry of tlie Ilorticulturid Society, Professor

of Botany in University College, London, <S:c.

*'The First Edition of this valuable work \v:\,s issued in 1S40,

since which time it luis had an extensive circulation, and has

been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian

languages. Being more pariiculaily re?^trictud to principles^

liowever^ the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally iiit' i Lsting and ut^eftd bya more frequent reference to

practical oijerations. He has thus greatly extended tho matter,

by supporting the physiuk>gical doctrines with an ajii>e;il to facta

familiar to cultivat<*ra, or which ought to be ; and the i-esult is a

stilllniore interesting and pojailar compendium of the principles

ftnd practice^ or the science and artj of hoiticulture/'

—

Builder
^'Tlnsisa Secoud Edition of the 'Theory of Horticulture/

with the addition of a huge quantity of practical matter^ intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume coutaiuH about four times as nmch
matter ^ the first edition • - . Although veiy large additions

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proi>er to say that

tho grc it' st chan^ ire tlioso whicli relate to vifcdity, climate,

domestication, vcntilati*jn, prop:igation, jn-unhig, resting, and
^oila and manures; sTich bem^- the subjects in which practical

men arc most interested. The wliolc work has, indtjcd, assumed
8uch a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author lias been, not to ]>rodut^e a work suited to men of science,

but one which every well-informed gardener may understand

and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copio\is index

of matter, there is no difficulty inascei-taining where any given

subject is treated of. "—«artien<T5' Chroaide,

By the same Author,

INTUODUCTION TO liOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged; with C Plates, and numurous Wood En-
gravings. Two vols. 8vo, 245,

*^t* It has >>ecn the Author's wish to bring every subject that

lie has intrciduccd down, as neui^ly as possible, to the sUite m
which it is fouud at the present day. In doing so, he has added

60 very considerable a qmmtity of new matter, c^fpccially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that

the present Kditiun roay be cuuHidurcd, in those respects* a

new work,
London : LoNOiiAN, Greek, Loxgman, & Roberts.

Trice 1«. 6ti., fi'ee by posf, Is. Id.

LABELS FOK THE HERBAKIUM,
COXSISTIXG OF THE NAMES OF THE

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS*
OF

PROFESSOR LIXDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in lai-ge type, that tliej' can be cut out aud pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. iUTTHEWS, 41, WcUiugton Street, Covent Garden
London, W.C.

NEW WORK BY MR. CHARLES DICKENS.

Number LXXXV. of

ALL THE YEAR ROUN
Frice 2c?., contains

GREAT EXPECTATIONS:
A NE\y SERIAL STOKY.

BY CHARLES DICKENS.
CONTINUED FROM WEEK TO WEEK UNTIL COMPLETED IN AUGUST.

PuLlIshed also lu MouUily Parts aud Half Tcv^rly Volumes, at 2G, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C; and by

CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193. PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

A

"the Stoey of oue liiTES FEOM! Year TO Yeae."—Sha^spcave,

Just piihlished, price Fourpence,

MESSAGE FROM THE SEA
FORiIIi;G THE

EXTRA DOUBLE NUMBER FOR CHRISTMAS
OF

AL H E YEAR ROUND
CONDUCTED BY CHARLES DICKENS.

PUBLISHED AT 26, WELLINGTON STREET. LONDON, W.C; AND BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

WORKS PUBLISHED BY BLACKIE AND SON.

Just published, price One SlulUngt

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC
for 1861.

"odetie. t'd^t'S Offi!Xar«i: ftU o! la^-s. Recipes, w'^Inorand., Table., and Advertisements of Farm Imple-

ments, JIaoliineiT. Seeds, Manures, &o. ____^

Just published. Two Vols., doth, 13s.,

FOLIA ORCIIIOACEA, Part IX. Containing the

conclusion of Plourotballis.

Parts I. to VIU.. price 2s. 6d. each, may still be had.

J. Matthews, 41, ycIUngt,on Btreet, Covent Garden, W.C.

Just published, price 4s.,

THE R.OSE ANNUAL por 1860-61.

By William Paul, F.H.S., Author of the "Rose

Garden," Ac.

London: Kent & Co., Paternoster Ilo^', E.G.; or from the

Author. Cheshiint Nurseries, WaUham Cross, N.

Just published, in crown Svo, price Gs. 6d.,

ELEMENTS of AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Thomas Anderson, M.D., Professor of aiemistry in

the University of Glasgow, and Chemist to the Highland and

Agricultural Society ol Seotl.aid.

Edinburgh: A. fc C. Black ; Londcin : Longman & Co.

A N N U A L PUBLICATION.
This day is published,

THE YEAR-BOOK oe AGRICULTURAL FACTS
FOR I860. By BoBERT Scott Burn. In Foolscap

Octavo, price os.
'

„ , . , , , -r j
WiLLLiM Blackwood & Sq-ns, Edinburgh and London.

Of whom may be had

THE YEAE BOOK of AGRICULTURAL FACTS for 1859,

Price 5s.

THE NEW EDITION OF ALDERMAN MECHI'S WORK

HOW TO FARM PROFITABLY, contains ins

Farming Economies, No. 1 to 6 ; his Lecture on The

Se^-erage of Towns as it affects British Agriculure ;
his

Agricultural Catechism, and other new matter, ^Of^her with

Baron Liebi^^'s celebrated Letter on our National Waste of

Manure Fo'rming a Volume of 430 pages, with Photographs

by Mayall, and a Portrait of the Author. Price 3s.

Published by RouTLEDGE, Warne, & ROUTLEDGE Famngdon

Street, London. E.O. ; and sold by most Booksellers, and at

the Railway Stations. . _- ^

Just published, i2th Edition, 12mo, price 6s. cloth,

i-iLATER'S EVERY MAN HIS OWN CAITLE
Kj DOCTOR: containing the Causes. Symptoms and

T^atmentof alltho Diseases incident to Oxen, Sheep Swme,

PonCv and Rabbits. By Francis Clater. Twelfth Edison,

fe^lseJthroaghout. and e^taining many important additions

Fy Edward Maybew, Esq., M.K.C.V.fe,

Also. 30th Edition, 12mo, price 5^. c^^*?*^^- ^m-r'-D
CLATER'S EVERY MAN HIS OWN CARRIER

:

^^^t^tnTnoTlhe Causes Symptoms, and moat approved Methods

^ ^^Z o^f the d\^^^^^^^^ of Hoi4es and Dogs. By Francis

CLA^FR C^efX revised by Ebward Mayhew, Esq.,

^^on'So'nt LONGMAN & Co.. H.
^^-^^ll^^'j^'^^fr C.

.Co.. HOULSTON & Co., ROUTLEDGE & Co., J- CORM^H, ^.

Cradock, and Rimpkin. Marshall fc Co.

^~ ~~~
This day, Demy Svo, price 10?., „ .„ ,

^n'o^d^n'^*j"hkV'r«hkek & SOK. west Strand, W.C.

FA 5
Rpine- 1 DODuIar Sdentific Description of the Cultivation, Chemistry, Diseases, and Remedies, Ac, of our different Crops, worked

^/frth^ wh pirmiWof the oresent day. By JOHN WILSON. F.R.S.E., Professor of Agnculture 5n the UmverMty ol

Sdiaburgh^MeS?^^^^^^^^ Ag^ricultural Society of Eu.laud, ic. Illustrated wUh Ensc..iu^. uu Wuoi

r.TTT L««ii„ ,.n/,r^niTT.,-nH fhfi work to OUT readers "— **The work is of the first importance to thi^e who desire to

« JfJZ^
cordially recommend the work to our reaaers.

^^^^ scientifically, and not after the old routine, which is a

'•1 mfst SSe and admirable book of practice and means of ruin, or at least of i.nmcnsc loss. We seriously
A most insiructivtj ttiivi .tv^m i-

recommend OUB Farm Cuoi-s to all goiid tarnicrs."—tft«r/i y^
reference. —era.

"Professor Wilson's admirable work."— I^is Standard. Official Gazette.

One large Volume, cloth, 31-?. 6(?.,

THE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT
PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC.

9

A Guide to the
Conservatory

^ru^e^d'EnVvln^B; and^ Hundred Woodcuts.

"A most thorough and practical work on gardening,, useful

alike to the gentleman amateur and the x>racLical gardener."-

EcoTwmi&t^ I

"The work is replete with most valuable Instruction."— 77i£

Florist.
.. „ :.

*' Invaluable to the Horticulturist and Gardener."—Jlarmfljr

Herald.

One Vol-ame, cloth, 30^.,

9

n T^ ^ ^r n.^ T,^cftof= I'ninvmnq to the Field Crops in Great Britain and Ireland, and also tUoBC

TraSd with many Hundred Figures, Plain and Coloured.

• The Farm Issects is not only instructive as an Entomolo-

•'7''^nt,T iutTis^rul^fy pra tVe a3---^ Sta,nfor, Merc.r,j

gS?L""Noi;nr^f"an^"S?l-t^^ce ought to be without it." ^^;;a mor^^ valuable

*• A. work of great utility to the cultivatora of the soil."-

^BdVs Weekly/ Messenger

jontribution to ajfricultural science 1

the preas/'—-fiiifr and West Sujf^lk Ga^ttte,

Two Volumes cloth, 2250 pages, £3 15^.,

MORTON'S
CYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE 9

PRACTICAL ANDKKMo . .v^«- ".'-' SCIENTIFICi
in which the Theory, the Art., and the B-ine- oi Fa.^u,^in aU tl. departrnent,, - f-gf^^ -^.Sl^'t^^^-^^l:

"A more comprehensive work on British agriculture and The Utct

Economist

Cfmneotod

AimcuUure is given, and thf wboie, by uniting ' practice

s^ciice.' forms a practical and acienUfic •

farming."—J/ort- Lane Exprm.
;ctionary of

BLACKIE & SON. ^-^IS^^I^i^^^Ii^iTH^^ONDON ; AND ALL BOOrvSELLERS.
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BOOKS SUITABLE FOR PRESENTATION.
t

;

<r

1.

LYRA GERMaNICA; Hvmns for the Suinlays niul Cliief Festivals of the
Christian Year. Translated by C. Winkwoeth. "WMth 225 "Woodeut Illustrations,

engraved under the superintendence of J. Leightox, F.S.A. (ilorocco, SOs.) Fcap. 4to, 21s.

[Oil Friday next.

2.

MORAL EMBLEMS from J. CATS and R. EARLIE : Wootlciib Illustrations
by J. Leighton, F.S.A. ; Text by E. Pigot. (Storocco by Hayday, bis. Gd.) Imperial

Svo, SU. 6d,

3.

T^rNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. Illustrations on Steel and Wood by
-L' C. Bennktt: Preface by the Rev. Charles Kungsley. (Jlorocco, 3U. Gd.) Square
trown Svo, 21a,

4.

TENOTEL*S EDITION of MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH. with 69 Woodcut
Illustrations from Ori^nal Drawings, and five Initial Pu^ies of Persian Design by

T. SOLiiA^-, Jua. (Morocco by Hayday, 365.) Fcap. -Ito, 21«.

5.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH, with 13 Steel Plates by CoEBOrxD, MeadQ-^'S,
and StephanofF. (Morocco, 2Sa.) Square crown Svo, 155.

1:)0ETRY AVD PICTURES FP.OM THOMAS MOORE.—Selections, copiously
. illustrated with Engravings on Wood, (Morocco by Ilayday, 425.) Fcap 4to, 21a.

7.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES, with 13 highly-finished Steel Plates, from
Original Designs. (Morocco, 31a. 6d.) Square crown Svo, 2l5.

8.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES, with 161 Designs on Steel by Daniel
Maclise, R.A. (Morocco by Hayday, 525. Gd.) Super-royal Svo, 31a. Gd.

THOMAS MOORE'S
Edition; with Portrait.

POETICAL
(Morocco, 21s.)

9.

WORKS, in One Yolume; People's
Square crown Svo, 12s. Gd.

10.

MOORE'S LIFE, complete in One Volume, abridged from the First Edition by
the Right Hon. Lord Johx Russell, M.P. People's Edition, with S PorLiaiLa and

3 Vignettes. Square crown Svo, 12s. Gd.

M
11.

GORE'S IRISH MELODIES, complete with the MUSIC,
bound in cloth, with gilt edges. Small 4 to, 12a- •

People's Edition,

12.

MOORE'S NATIONAL AIRS, complete with the MUSIC.
edited by C. W. Glover, cloth, gilt edges. Small 4to, 125.

People's Edition,

13.

THOMSON'S SEASONS, with Woodcut lUustrutlona by Members of the
Etching Club. (Morocco by Hajday, 3Gs.) Square crown Svo, 2U-.

14.

GOLDSMITH'S POEMS, with Woodcut Ulustratious by Members of the
Etchiijg Club. (Morocco by Hayday, i^Gs.) Siiuaro crown Svo, 21i-.

15.

BOWDLER'S FAMILY SHAKSPEARE, Genuine Edition, with 36 Woodcut
Illustrations, complete in One Volume, medium Svo, large type* price 14a. cloth, with gilt

edges; or 31a. Gd. handsomely bound in morocco.

IG.

LETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON'S (L.E.L.) POETICAL WORKS, with
Two Vignettes by R. Doyle. (Morocco, 2l3.) 2 voLj. lOmo, 10a.

IT.

ROBERT SOUTHEY'S POETICAL WORKS, complete m One Volume;
with Portrait and Vignette. (Morocco by Hayday, 42a.) Medium Svo, 215.

18.

AGNES STRICKLAND'S LIVES OF tue QUEENS of ENGLAND. Em-
bellishcd with Portraits of ( 'ery Queen. S vols, post Svo, 605.

10.

L
L

20.

•^1

THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH'S WORKS, including Ids Contributions to the
Edinbur<jh Ecciew. People's Edition. (Calf by Haydaj-, 2 vols, in one, 13a.) 2 vols. Ss.

22.

THE WIT AND WISDOM of the Rev, SYDNEY' SMITH: A Selection of
the most Memorable Passages ofIm W'riuugs and Cunverbutiom. Second Edition. Crown

Svo, 7a. Gd.
23.

LORD MACAULAY'S CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS. One-Volume
Edition, with Portrait. (Calf by Hayday, 30a.) Square crown Svo, 21a.

24.

LORD MACAULAY'S LAYS of ANCIENT RO:\IE. With Woodcut Illus-

trations Irooi the Antique by G. Schabf. (Morocco by Hayday, 42a.) 4to,;21a.

25.

LORD MACAULAY'S LAYS or ANCIENT ROME: with IVRY and the

ARMADA. (Morocco by Hayday, lOa. Gd.) 16mo, 4a. Gd.

Sfi.

GTIEEK HISTORY Eiioir THEMISTOCLES to ALEXANDER, in a Series of

Lives from Plutarch. Revised and arranged by A. H. Clough. W'itn 44 Woodcut Jllus-

tratioaa. Fcap. Svo, 6a.

27.

STORIES AND TALES by the AUTHOR of "AMY HERBERT." Collective

Edition, each Story conipletc in One Volume. 9 vols, crown Svo, 3113.

« •AMY HERBERT
GERTRUDE ..

EARL'S DAUGHTER
EXPERIENCE OF LIFE
CLEVE HALL

.. 2s. Gd.

. . 2«. Gd.

. . 2a. Gd.

. . 2«, f-d.

IVORS, or the TV.'O COUSINS
KATHARINE ASHTON
MARGARET PERCIVAL

. 3a. Gd. LANETON PARSONAGE

.

.

33. Gd.

.

.

3a. 6 i.

.

.

5a. Gd.

. . 4a. Gd,

23.

nPHE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. By Dr. Geokge Hartwig.
-- EmbelUshed with "Wood Engravings, and a New Series of Illustrations in Chromo-xylo-
graphy from Original Designs by H. N. Humphreys. Svo. ISa.

29.

BLAINE'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of RURAL SPORTS, with above 600 Wood-
cut Illustrations, including 20 recently added from Designs by John Leech. Svo. half

bound, 425.

30.

THE DEAD SHOT; or, Sportsman's Complete Guide: a Treatise on the Use of
the Gun. By Marksman. "With 6 Practical Illustrations. Fcap. Svo. 5a.

PLACES, OLD
2 vols, square crown

31.

WILLIAM HOWITT'S VISITS to REMARKABLE
HALLS, r!ATTLE-FIELDS, &c. With Woodcut Illustrations.

Svo. 25a.

32.

PEAKS, PASSES, and GLACIERS: A Series of Excursions by Members of
the Alpine Club. Edited by John Ball, M.R.I. A. Fourth Edition: Maps. Coloured

Illustration:^, Woodcuts. Square crown Svo. 21s.

_

*»* The Traveller's Edition of *' Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers," in 16mo, with S Swiss Excur-
sion Maps, price 5a. Gd.

33.

THE LABORATORY of CHYMICAL WONDERS: a Scientific Melange for

the Instruction and Entertainment of Young People. By G. W. Septimus Piesse,
Aual^tical Chymist. With Frontispiece and Scale. Crown Svo, 5a. Gd.

34.

PIESSE'S CHYMICAL, NATURAL, and PHYSICAL MAGIC, for the Instruc-
tion and Entertjunment of Juveniles during the HoHday Vacation. Second Edition.

Illustrations and In risible Portrait. Fcap. Svo, 3a. Gd.

35.

MTSS ACTON'S MODERN COOKERY BOOK. Newly revised and enlarged
Edition, with S Plates of Figures and 150 Woodcuts. (Calf, 12a.) Fcap. Svo, 7a. Gd.

36.

cALVERT'S WIFE'S MANUAL, ornamented, &c.. in the style of "Queen
Elizabeth's Prayer Book." (Morocco, 228.) Crown Svo, lOa. Gd.

37.

CONYBEARE and HOWSON'S LIFE and EPISTLES of ST. PAUL. New
Edition. Maps, Plates, Woodcuts. (Morocco, 655.) Two Vols, square crown Svo, 31a. Gd.'^

'*»* The Original Library Edition of
'

" Conybeare and Howson's St. Paul," with riiore

numerous Illustrations. Two Vols. 4to, price 4Sa. cloth ; or 4/. 16a. bound in antique calf,

3S.

KONIG'S LIFE OF LUTHER, in 48 Historical Plates. Explanations by
Archdeacon Hare and 3. ,Winkworth, (Morocco, 453.) Fcap. 4to, 2S3,

39.

MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the SAINTS and MARTYRS, as repre-
sented in Christian Arc. New Edition, with numerous Etchings aud Woodcut Illus-

trations. Two Vols, squai'e crown Svo, 31s. Gd..

MRS. JAArESON'S LEGEXDS of thk MONASTIC ORDKR"^, aa represented
in Christian Art. New Edition, with numerous Etchings and Woodcut Illustrations.

Square crown Svo, 2Sa.

4L

MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS of the MADONNA, as represented" in

Christian Art. Second Edition, with 27 Etchings and 105 Woodcut Hlustrationa.

Square crown Svo, 28a.

42.

MAXIMS AND PRECEPTS of the SAVIOUR, iHuminnted, &c., in the style

of the Missals of the Renaissance, by H. N. Humphreys. (Calf, 21a.) Square fcap.

Svo, 10a. Gd.
43.

PARABLES OF OUR LORD. iUnminatod, &c., in the style of the Missals of

the Reuaissance, by H. N. Humpureys. (Morocco, SOa.) Square, 21a.

44.

MIRACLES OF OUR SAVIOUR, ilhuninated, etc., in the style of the Missals

of the Renaissance, by H. N. Humphreys. Square fcap. Svo, 21a.

45.

SENTIMENTS and SIMILES of SHAKSPEARE, illuminated, &c., in the

style of the B«oks of the Middle Ages, by H. N. Humphrey's. Square post Svo, 2l5.

4G.

RUIKSITANK'S LIFE of SIR JOHN FALSTAFF, illustrated in a Series of

24 Original Etchings. Royal Svo, 12a. Gd.

SOUTHEY'S DOCTOR,
Bust, and Coloured Plate.

complete in One Volume,
Square crown Svo, 2l8.

4S.

with Portrait, Vignette,

THE BEAUTIFUL in NATURE, ART, and LIFE. By Andeew James
Syjiington. Two Vols., crown Svo, 21a.

49.

MAUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREASURY, or Popular
Encyclopcedia of Literature and Science. (Calf, 12a. Gd.) Fcap. Svo, 10a.

50.

MAUNDER'S "BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY, comprising above 12,000
Memoirs and brief Notices. New Edition, extended. (Calf, 12a. Gd.) Fcap. Svo, 10a.

5L

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE and LIBRARY of REFER-
ENCE. Now Edition, rccoustructed by Woodward, Morris, and 1Iughe.s. (Calf,

12a. 6(;.) Fcap. Svo, 10a.
52.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY, Physicul, Historical, Descrip-

tive, and Polkical. New and thoroughly i-evised Edition, with 7 Maps aud 16 Steel

Plutes. (Calf, Vis. Gd.) Fcap. Svo, lOa.

53.

MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREASURY: Comprisincr the Historv of every

Nation. New Kditiun. revised tbruughout, with a new GENERAL INDEX. (Cal^

12a. Gd.) Fcap. Svo, 10a.

54.

iXfAUNDER'S TREASUaY of NATURAL HISTORY, or Popuhu: Dictionary

of Animated Nature. With 90 u Woodcuts. (Calf, Vis. Gd.) Fcap, Svo, lOi.

LONDON: LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN, and ROBERTS, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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A PAKISTAN LADY, now residing at Kensington,
gives Private Lessons in French, Music, Bin;,nng. and

Drawing. She Bpcuiis EuglisK well. Terms accurding to
circumstances. She offers references of the highest resjjec-
tiibility.—Address, C. L., at Wessel's, Muaic Publisher, 18,
Hanover Square, XV.

QUEEN INSURANCE COMPAJSY.—
Chief Office, Liverpool.

London Office, 2, Royal Exchange Buildings.
London Directors.

CV*a(r»<a»—Hesry Bulxe, Esq. (R:uney, Bruce, & Co.) Director
of ColoDial Bank. Mincing Lane.

Edward P. Atj:)er.so.v, Esq. (Kelson, Tritton. d; Co.), 26, Old
Broad Street.

[ Southwark.
Hknrv Fowler, Esq. (H. & R. Fowler), St. Saviour's Dock,
TiiuMAs William Kough, Esq. (Jones Brothers) Upper

Thames Street. [Holborn.
Samc'>x Lloyd Stacey, Esq. (Corbyn, Stacey, Messer, & Co.),

ranker*.—Mes.srs. Barclay. Bevan &, Co.
Medical Rij'tree.~i. Edward Pollock, Esq., M.D.

SoiiCt/or«.—Messrs. J. & J. W. Sewell.
LIFE DEPAUTMENT.—Life Assurance in every branch.
ypKciAL Feature. —Non-forfeitiire of Pohcies. The in-

surer has the right, on an ordinary Life Policy, after three
years, to cease his payments, and obtain a free Policy, for
the total anjount of Prumiums paid, and whatever Bonus may
hare been added.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.—The rates of Premium vary accord-
ing to the nature of the risk, and will be found as moderate
as those of other first-class offices.

Application for Agencies requested.

W. P. Clirehuoh, Manager.
H. B. Taplin, London Secretary.

LITERARY PRESENTS.

CHILDE HAROLD'S PILGRIMAGE. By Lord
Byron. With 80 lUastiations of the most remarkable

Scenes and Objects described in the Poem. Crown Svo, 21«.

II.

HORACE. Edited by Dean Milman. With 300
Illustrations of Coins, Gems, Statues, &c., chiefly taken from
the Antique. Svo, 21*.

lU.

In a few Days,

JACKSON'S HISTORY of WOOD ENGRAVING.
Pf New Edition, with an Additional Chapter on the ARTISTS
of the PRESENT DAY. Illustrated with several hundred wood
engraving-s more than 100 of which are now first added.
Imperial Svo, cloth. 21. 5*.

or, half-boimd morocco extra, gilt edges, 11 12a. ^d.
Henry G. Bohn. York Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

BOHN'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY FOR JANUARY.

A PICTORIAL HAND-BOOK of MODERN
GEOGRAPHY on a Popular Plan, compiled from the

best authorities, English and Foreign, and completed to the
present time ; with numerous Tables and a General Index, by
Henry G. Bohn. Illustrated by 150 engravings on wood, and
51 accurate Maps engraved on steel. Post Svo, cloth. C«.

or, with the Maps coloured, 7*. €d,

Hekry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C.
30HN'S PHILOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL

LIBRARY FOR JANUARY.
OWNDES'S HIBLIOGRAPHER'S MANUAL of
ENGLLSH LITERATURE, compriahia- an .-inofiunt of

.uventiou of printing; with bibliographical and critical uotices
and prices. New Edition, revised and greatly enlarged. To
be completed in 8 parts, forming 4 vols. Part VI., containing
Letters M, N, O. Post Svo, bds. 33. 6rf.

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C.

Just Published, price Is.,

ORTON'S NEW FARMERS' ALMANACK
for 1S61.

Bl-ACKIE & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and all Booksellers

I.

M
Bound, 9^.,

THE AGRICULTURISTS' CALCULATOR ; a
Series of 45 Tables for Land-measuring, Draining, Manur-

ing, Planting, Weight of Hay and Cattle by Measurement,
Building, &c.

Bl.\ckie & Soy, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C, ;

and all Booksellers.

Clotli, 3s. tki,,

THE AGRICULTURISTS ASSISTANT; a Note-
book of Principles, Rules, and Tables, adapted to the use

of all engaged in Agriculture, or the Managemeut of Landed
Property- By John Ewart, Plates and Cuts,

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E,C- ;

and all Booksellers.

Just Publi^^hed, price 2^,,

DITCHING AND DRAINING : a Manual of
Tables for Computing Work Done-

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and all Booksellers.

Just published, price 25. 6d.,

THE HAY AND CATTLE MEASURER: a 'Series

of Tables for Computing the "Weigbt of Haystacks and
Live Stock by Measurement.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C. ;

and all Book.sellers.

Bound, 2*.,

THE LAND MEASUREirS READY-RECKONER:
being Tables for ascertiiining at aigbt the Contents of

any Field or Piece of Lani. Qy Neil M'Cclloch.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and all Bookaellers.

Cloth, 3*.,

HOW TO CHOOSE A GOOD MILK COW;
or, a Description of all the Marks by which the Milking

Quiilities of Cows may be ascertained. By J. H. Magne. With
a Supplement on the Dairy Cattle of Britain. By John Haxton.
llluatrated with Engraviugs.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London, E.C.

;

and ail Booksellers.

Cloth, 3». 6d.,

THE FARMER'S GUIDE: a Treatise on the

Diseases of Horses and Black Cattle, with Instmctions

for the Management of Breeding Mares and Cows. By James
Webb. Veterinary Surgeon To which is added Remarks on

tke Breeding and Management of Sheep, their Diseaaes, and

Method of Treatment. With Ilhistrations.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square. City, London, E.C.

;

and all Booksellera.

ANCIENT SPANISH BALLADS; Histoeical
alid BoMANTic. Translated by J. G. Lockhart. With lUu-
miuatod Titles, Borders, and 70 Woodcuts. 4to, 21ff.

IV.

GREECE: PiCTOEiAL, Descbiptive, and His-
torical. By Rev. Dr. Wordswortji. With 600 Illustrations

of the Scenery, Architecture, Costume, and Fine Arts of the
Country. Royal Svo, 283.

V.

MEMOIRS or the EARLY ITALIAN PAINTERS,
and P.;oGRES3 of PAixriNoin Italv, fromCiMABUEto Bassano.
By Mrs. Jameson. With (JO Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 12?.

VI.

Th-e ITALIAN SCHOOLS of PAINTING. From
the German of Kugler. Edited by Sir Charles Eastlake,
R. A. With 100 llUistrations. Two Vols. Post Svo, 303.

VII.

LIVES or THE EARLY FLEMISH PAINTERS;
with Notices of their Works. By J. E. Crowe and G. B.

Cavalcaselle. With UO Illustrations. Post Svo, 12^.

via.

The GERMAN. FLEMISH, AND DUTCH SCHOOLS
OP PAINTING. Partly based on ICugler, Edited, with Notes,

byDr. Waagen. With 00 lliustrationa. Two Vols. Post avo, 245.

A HANDBOOK for YOUNG PAINTERS. By
C. R. Leslie, R.A. With Illustrations. Post Svo, lOa. Qd.

LIFE OF THOMAS STOTHARD, R.A. With
Personal REMINISCE^^CE^. By Mrs. Bray. With 70 Illustra-

tions. Small 4to.
XI.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE ix all COUN-
TRIES. By JAMiisFERQUSSON, With 900 Illustrations. Svo, 26s.

XII.

The cathedrals of ENGL.^ND. Southern
Division, AVinchester, Salisbury, Exeter, Wells, Chichester,

Rochester, Canterbury. With 200 Illustrations. Two Vols.

Grown Svo, 1U.
XIII.

The arts of the MIDDLE AGES axd RENAIS-
SANCE. By Jules Labarte. With 200 Illustrations. Svo, 1S».

XIV.

ANCIENT POTTERY: Egyptian, Assyv'ian, Greet,

Etruscan, and Roman. By Samuel Birch, F.9.A. With 12

Coloured Plates and 310 Woodcuts. Two Vols. Medium Svo, 42s.

XV.

MEDLF:VAL and MODERN POTTERY. By
JosRPH Marrvat. With 12 Coloured Plates and 240 W^oodcuts,

XVI.

ANTIQUE GEMS; their Origin, Use, and Value,
as Illustrations of Ancient HisroRvand Art. By Rev. C. W.
Kino. With 34 lUustratious. Medium. Two Vols. Svo, 42#.

XVTI.

ANCIENT EGYPTIANS; their Pkivate Life,

Manners, and Cu.stoms. By Sir J. Gardner WiLKiNaoN. With
500 Woodcuts. Two Vols. Post Svo, 12«.

XVIII.

^SOP'S FABLES. A New Version, chiefly from

the Original Sources. By Rev. Thos. James, M.A. With

100 Woodcuts. Post Svo, 2s. Gii.

XIX.

PUSS IN BOOTS. Illustrated by Otto Speceter.
With 12 Woodcuts. 16mo, U. Qd.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

Now ready, price 1«. ; free by post. 14 atampa,

THE GAUDENERS' YEAR BOOK, ALMANACK,
AND D [RECTORY for ISOl. By Robt. Hogg, LL.D., F.H.S.

•Now ready, price 3s. M. ; free by post, 3«. 10t(.,

The FRUIT MANUAL, containing Descriptions

and Syuouymes of the Fruits and Fruit Trees commonly met
with in the Gardens and Orchards of Great Britaui. with

selected Lists of the varieties most worthy of cultivation. By
Robert Hogg, LL.D., F.U.S., Secretary to the Frmt Com-
mittee of the Horticultural Society of London ;

Author of

"The Vegetable Kingdom and its Products." *' British Pomo-

logy." and Co-Editor of the " Cottage Gardener."

London: "Cottage Gardener" Office, 162. Fleet Street, E.C.

On the Ist of January. 1861, price 2j. 6t/., No. 1. of

THE BRITISH FERNS, an entirely new Work by

Sir W. J. Hooker. K.H., F.R.S. To be completed in 16

I Montlilv Numbers, each containing Four coloured Plates,

I
uniform in size and style with ** Cunis'a Botanical Magazine."

Lovell Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, and GARDEN
MISCELLANY. By Charles Turner and J. Spencer,

Monthly. Coloured Plates and Woodcuts. Price \s. First
Number for 1861 will bo published on January Ist. Voluaies
for 1860 and previous years neatly bound now ready, each
complete in itself, price ISa. 6d. For Christmas presents and
New Year's Gifts nothing could be more suitable.—May be
had at the "Florist" Office, 30, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C, and all Booksellera. ;

:

On the IstofJiUiuary, 1861, price 2;f. ^.. No. L of

GARDEN FERNS, an entirely new Work by Sir W.
J. HooKF.R, K.H., F.R.S., on Ferns suitable for cultiva-

tion in the Garden, Hothouse, or Conservatory, in Monthly

Numbers, each containing Four Coloured Plates, umform in

size and style with " Curtis's Botanical Magazine.

Lovell Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

In Monthly Numbers (4 Coloured Plates), price 2«. CU.,

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. A richly illustrated

portfolio of New and Choice Varieties of Flowers suitable

for cultivation in the Garden, Hothouse, or Conservatory.

Edited by Thomas M^.ore. F.L.S., Secretary of the Floral

Committee of the Horticultural Society.

Lovell Keeve, 6, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Now Ready, 4S0 pages, 24 Coloured Platea, 30».,

i-wUTLlNES oi BRmSH FUNGOLOUV. By the

\J flev. M. J- BERKELEY, MA., FL.8. Containing cha-

racters of above a tbnusan<l species of Fungi, with numerous

c^oured Fi^r^. and a complete Li.t of aU that have been

described as natives of the British Isles.
^ „ w r

Lovell Reeve, 5, Henrietta Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

1860-61.
the "Rose

Just published, price 4».,

THE ROSE ANNUAL for
By William Paul, F.H.S.. Author of

Garden," Ac.

Lond»n : Kii:vr k Co., Paternoster Row, E.C. ; or, from the
Author, Cheshunt Nurseries, Walth&m Cross, N.

MR. BUCKMAN, Professor ot Geology and Botany
in the Royal Agricultural College, begs to acquaint

Landed Proprietors and those connected with Agriculture,

that he may be professionally consulted in all matters relating

to the Geology and Botany of Estates, such as the Mineral
Products, Economic Materials, Water-hearing Strata and Water
Rights of Estates and Farms, Improvements in Pasture,

Analyses of Seeds, &;c.—Communications to be addressed to

Professor Buckman, Dollar Ward, Cirencester.

Ktlws of tfie aaecfe,

A TELEGRAPmc despatch was received at the

Foreigu Office on Saturday, through St.Petershurg,

bringing the important intelligence from China that

peace was concluded and the ratifications exchanged

on the 26th of October ; that the allied forces eva-

cuated Pekin on the 5th of November, and that the

Empeeok was expected immediately to return to his

capital. Another despatch was received on

Thursday from Sir John Ceampton, Hee Ma-

jesty's Minister at St. Petersburg, stating that

he had received a letter from Lord Elgiit, dated

the 8 th November, informing him of the ratifica-

tion and publication of the Treaty, and of the

march of the army to Tien-tsin. His lordship

makes no mention of the prisoners, hut states that

he was indebted to General Ignatieff, the Russian

Minister, for the manner in which he had promoted

the object of the negociations. Another

telegram from St. Petersburg dated
^
Thurs-

day afternoon was subsequently received at

the Foreign Office, stating that Prince GoHis-

CHAKOFF had communicated to Sir John Ckamf-

TON a report received by the Russian Government

from General Ionatieff, stating that the follow-

reneh offiueri had been massacred

by the Chinese r—Mr. De Nohman, Mr. Bhuge*

s

Attache ; Lieut. Anderson, Chief of Lord Elgin's

Escort; Mr. Bowlby, the Correspondent of the

Times \ Colonel Dubut, Intendant of the French

Expedition ; one of the French Aides-de-Camp,

and a Colonel of Frencli Artillery, with others

whose names are not given, the total number of

victims being 19. The French Government has

also received through St, Petersburg a despatch

from Baron Gkos, dated Pekin, 7th November, an-

nouncing that the Shanghae ultimatum had been

accepted by the Chinese, that the ratifications of

the treaty of Tien-tsin had been exchanged, that

60 millions of francs were to be paid to France as

an indemnity, that the churches, cemeteries,

and their dependencies, which formerly belonged

to the Christians in the whole empire were to be

restored ; and that a Te Dtum was to be sung in

the cathedral of Pekin after the cross had been re-

placed on its summit.

The Moniteur of Sunday announces that on tho

lat of January next British subjects will be allowed

to travel in France without passporte. It also

contains an Imperial decree remitting all condem-

nations which have been pronounced for offences

and infractions of the law in connection with the

and nullifying all tlie press prosecutions
pros 3

The CofiatitutL-iiuelwhich have been commenced,

publishes an article, signed by its chief editor,

M. GfiANDGUiLLOT, on the question of Austria

and Venetia. It states that it is instinc-

tively felt that a decisive crisis is approach-

ing, and that all Europe seems to have appre-

hensions for the coming spring. It therefore

urges Austria to anticipate the chances of anew

struggle by coming to some arrangement in regard

to Venetia, where the situation of Austria is so

deplorable that " everything is possible except that

which now exists."

King Fka>cis II. has refused to abandon tho

defence of Gaeta, as suggested by France and

England, and the bombardment, which had been

suspended at the request of the Empeeou of the



Fkeis-ch during the progress of the negotiations,
Las consequently been resumed. It is understood
that France will now withdraw the protection of
her fleet, and leave the Sardinian squadron at
liberty to open fire from the sea.

Accounts from Hungary state that the Con-
^rence at Gran was opened on Monday under the
presidency of the Cardinal Primate, and that,
after a sitting of four hours and a half, it termi-
nated with a unanimous resolution to request the
Emperor to grant the electoral law of 1848. The
Primate, in his closing speech, expressed the hope
of an early convocation of the Diet, and exhorted
the nation to union and confidence. The latest

advices state that other comitats are following the
example set by 'the Comitat of Pesth in reference
to the demands which it has submitted to the
Chancellor of Hungary.
From the United States we have received the

President's Message delivered on the 4th inst.

Mr. Bttchak-an maintains that the election of Mr.
LixcoLJT involves no provocation for disunion,

and states that the South is in no immediate danger
therefrom. He considers becession revolutionary,

and denies the doctrine of constitutional secession ;

but at the same time he contends that the Federal
Government has no right to coerce seceding States

into submission, and that coercion is impracticable.

The President regards the visit of the Prince of
"Wales as a most auspicious event, and says that
its consequences cannot fail to increase the kindred
and kindly feeling which he trusts may ever
actuate the Government and people of both coun-
tries. After the_reading of the Message an amend-
ment was moved and carried to the effect that so
much of the Message as related to the perilous
condition of the country be referred to a select

committee, composed of one member from each
State. The Message is condemned as weak and
unsatisfactory, by those of extreme opinions, from
both North and South, and the agitation in
the Slave States in favour of secession continues
unabated.

r
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Tn^ Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the
Boyal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Thursday
the 13th the Duchess of Cambridge and Princess Mary,
the Duke of Atholl, the Marquis of Chandog, Viscount
Sydney, Lord and Lady Churchill. Sir G. C. Lewis,
and General and Lady Alice Peel arrived on a
visit. Ou Friday nioniiug the Queen, accompanied by
Princess Alice and Princess Mary of Cambridge, drove
out in an open carriage. The Duchess of Cambri;lge
also drove out, and visited the Duchess of Kent at
Frogmore. The Prince Consort, with Prince Alfred
and Prince Louis of Hesse, went out shooting. The
Countess of Flahault, wife of the French Ambassador,
was presented to her Majesty. Lord Clarence Paget
left the Castle. In the evening the second dramatic
performance of the season took place in St. George's
Hall, when Mr. Tom Taylor's comedy of *' The Babes in
the Wood" was performed in the presence of the Queen,
Prince Consort, and Royal family, the visitors at the
Castle, and a large number of invited guests. On
Saturday morning the Qncen rode out ou horseback
with Princess Alice. The Prince Consort rode on
horseback, accompanied by Prince Alfred and Prince
Louis of Hesse. The Duclioss of Cambridge and
Princess Mary, the Duke of Atholl, the Marquis of
Chandos, Viscount Sydney, Lord and Lady Churchill,
the Right Hon. Sir G. C. and Lady Theresa Lewis, and
the Right. Hon. General and Lady Alice Peel
left the Castle. In the afternoon her Majesty
held a private Investiture of the Order of the liath.
The Prince of Wales arrived from Oxford. The
Marquis and Marchioness of Normanhy, and the Rev.
Canon Stanley arrived on a visit. On Sunday morniu"-
the Queen and Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales',
Princes Alfred and Arthur, Princesses Alice, Helena,
and Louisa, and Prince Louis of Hesse, attended Divine
service in the private chapel. The Rev. Canon Stanley
preached the sermon. On Monday morning the
Prince Consort, accompanied by the Prince of Wales,
Prince Alfred, Prince Louis of Hesse, and the Prince
of Leiningen, w^ent out shooting. In the afternoon the
Queen held a Chapter of the Order of the Garter, and
afterwards held a Prisry Council. At the Council Par-
liament was ordered to be further prorogued from the
Sd of January until the 5th of February, and a procla-
mation was ordered to be issiied summoning it then to
meet for the despatch of business. A proclamation was
issued giving currency to the new bronze or mixed
metal coinage. Lord Bloomiield was sworn as a Privy
Councillor, and took his place at the Board. Earl
Granville bad an audience of the Queen. The Rev.
Canon Stanley left the Castle. In the evening the

1

Queen gave a grand dinner in the Waterloo Gallery to
the knights and officers of the Order of the Garter and
the great officers of State who had attended the
Chapter. On Tuesday mornuig the Queen and Prince
Coudort, accompanied by Princess Alice, walked in the
Home Park. The Prince of Wales returned to Oxford.
Prince Louis of Hesae went to Ivow and visited the
Duchess of Cambridge and Princois Mary. The Duke
of Cambridge, the Duchess of Sutherland, and the
knights and officers of the Order of the Garter and the
great Officers of State le(t the Castle. The Duchess of
Kent and the Prince and Princess of Leiningen, visited
the Qeeen and took luncheon. On Wednesday morning
the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by Princess
Alice, Princess Helena, and Prince Louis of Hesse, left

Windsor by a special train on the South-Western Rail-
way for Aldershott. On arriving at the North Camp
Station, where her Majesty's carriages were waiting,
the Queen, Princess Alice, and Princess Helena
drove in an open carriage and four round the camp.
The Prince Consort and Prince Louis rode on horse-
back. Her Jlajesty visited the bakery, the stoves, the
stables of the Royal Artillery, and the racket-court. In
the afternoon her Majesty and the Prince Consort,
accompanied by Princess Alice and Prince Louis,
walked to the Prince Consort's Library. In the even-
ing the Queen had a dinner party at the Pavilion, to
which General Peunefather and the colonels command-
ing regiments were invited. On Thursday morning, in
consequence of the heavy f\Ul of snow, the parade of the
troops was countermanded. The Queen, Prince Con-
sort, Princess Alice, Princess Helena, and Prince Louis
walked in the grounds adjoining the Pavilion, and re-
turned in the afternoon to Windsor.
The Cabinet.—a Cabinet Council w^as held on

Saturday at_ Lord Palmerston*s official residence in
Downing Street.

Order of the Gaetek.—At the Chapter of the
Order of the Garter held by the Queen at Windsor on
Monday, the Duke of Newcastle, having previously
received from her Majesty the honour of Knighthood,
was duly elected a Knight of the Order. The Knights
present were the Duke of Cambridge, the Mart^uis of
Exeter, the Marquis Camden, the Earl of Clarendon,
the Marquis ofNormanby, the Earl of Carlisle, Viscount
Palmerston, Earl Granville, the Marquis of Westminster,
the Duke of Devonshire, and the Earl of Harrowby.

OfiDER OF THE Bath.—At thc private Investiture of
the Order of the Bath held by the Queen on Saturday
at Windsor, Lieut.-General Sir Charles Yorke was
invested as a Knight Grand Cross; Major-General
Larcom, Colonel Anthony Coninghaui Sterling, Mr.
George Lloyd Hedges, and the Right Hon. Sir Edmund
Walker Head were knighted, and invested as Kniglits
Commanders ; and Lieuc.-Colonel Pratt, 23d Royal
Wclili i'usileerEi ; Mr. L'dvvard Anderton lieade, ISengal
Civil Service; and Mr. Francis Otway Mayne, Bengal
Civil Service, received from the Queen their Badges as
Companions of the Order.

The New Bishop of Woecester.—The Rev. Dr
Henry Philpott, Master of St. Catherine College, Cam-
bridge, has been appointed to the Bishopric of
Worcester, vacant by the death of the Right Rev.
Dr. Pepys, It is expected that he will be consecrated
in the parish church of Lambeth on the 25th January.
Parliamentary Movements.—At the Privy Council

on Monday Parliament was further prorogued to the
5th February, then to meet for the despatch of busi-
ness. Lord Stanhope, eldest son of the Earl of Chester-
field, was elected for South Nottinghamshire on Tues-
day without opposition.

The Chaj^nel Fleet.—The Royal Albert, Aboukir,
Conqueror, Donegal, and Emerald arrived at Plymouth
on Thursday afternoon. The Centurion was*^left at
Lisbon to await the arrival of the St. Jean d'Acre.

The Volitnteer Movement.—The Hon. Artillery

Company, who stand at the head of our Volunteers both
in rank and seniority, celebrated their 250th anniver-
sary on Monday evening by a dinner at Willis's Rooms.
Lieut.-Colonel Lord Colvilie presided, and about 600
gentlemen were present, including tJie Lord Mayor,
General Lord Rokeby, General Sir R, Dacres, Colonel
Lord Frederick Paulet, Colonel M'Murdo, Colonel
Lindsay of the St. George's Rifles, Colonel Hicks of the
London Brigade, Colonel Palmer, Alderman Copeland,
M.P., Sir James Duke, M.P., Mr. SheritF Lusk, &c.—The
ceremony of distributing the prize medalato the winners
at the late competition of the London Brigade at Wim-
bledon, took place on Saturday' evening in Guildhall on
the return of the regiment from its march out to Stoke
Newington. Lieut.-Colonel Hicks presented the medals
to the successful competitors, who were as follows:

—

Capt. Hopkinson, Capt. Finch, Corporal Thorpe ; Ser-

geantsFalconer, Jones, Purchase, Stuckey,andCuthbert

;

and Privates Crawley, Gardiner, Barron, Kelly, Waldron,
Butler, Frere, and Young. The following officers and
privates obtained the honour of ranking as marksmen

:

Captain Lord, Sergeants Cuthbert, Combe, Jones, and
Stuckey, Privates Barron, Cranwell, W.ildron,
Hutchinson, Butler, and Wyatt.—The distribution

of prizes recently competed for by the West Middlesex
took place in the Theatre of University College on
Monday evening. Lord Radstocfc, colonel of the corps,

in the chau-. The successful competitors were—Captain
Dear, Lieut. Markham, Ensign Morris, Corporals
Taylor, Clark, and Key, Privates Picton, Watson,
Barker, Lee, De Morgan, Hall, and Herring.

—

On Saturday the 29th Middlesex, to the number

of 600, met at their head-quarters Mornington R^
under the command of Lord Enfield, and, headed by
the band which was preceded by a fine goat belonging-
to Sergeant Shields, proceeded through Regent^s Park
down Baker Street as far as the New Road, up Lisson
Grove, Church Street, Edgware Road, Oxford Street
and through Tottenham Court Road, to head-quarters*
-About 300 members of the 39th Middlesex (Fmabury)
also marched out on Saturday evenintr^ preceded
by their brass band, under the command of Lieut
Colonel Colvill. They proceeded to Stoke Newington"
and, after halting a short time, returned to head--
quarters and were dismissed.—A silver bugle was pre-
sented to the 40th Middlesex (Central London) on
Monday, as a testimonial from the inhabitants of Hol-
born. The corps and the cadets attended the church
of the Holy Trinity, Gray's Inn Road, on Sunday last,

^The4th Middlesex (North London) marched out by
torchlight on Saturday evening under the command of
Lord Truro. The Zouave company led the van, followed
by the general body and the cadet corps, and accompa-
nied by their brass band and the drums and fifes of the
Grenadier Guards. The torches were carried by the
boys of the City of London and Islington Shoeblack
Brigades. The line of route was down High Street,
Islington, through the principal roads to Stoke New-
ington, returning through Kingsland, along the Down-
ham Road, through the Lower Road, Islington, to head-
quarters.—On Tuesday evening a crowded public
meeting was held at the Horbury School Rooms,
Ladbroke Road, Netting Hill, the Hon. E. Curzon in

the chair, at which it was resolved to form a
cadet corps in connection with the South Middlesex.

—On Saturday the 22d Surrey marched from
head-quarters in the Westminster Bridge Road to New
Cross. This corps is daily increasing in efficiency and
strength.—The concert in aid of the band funds of the
1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th companies of the 5th Essex, took
place on the 12tirinst., at the Beaumont Institution Mile-

End Road, and was very successful.—On Tuesday
afternoon a silver bugle, subscribed for by the ladies of

the district, , was presented to the 4th Kent in

the Town Hall, Woolwich.—The ladies of Green—
wich and Blackheath, in order to testify their

appreciation of the services of the 5th Kent (Black-

heath) Artillery, have subscribed a handsome sum for

the purpose of presenting a silver bugle to the corps.

—

A silver bugle, the gift of the ladies of the neighbour-

hood, was presented to the 23d Kent on the 12th inst.,

in the garden court of Penshnrst, the seat of Lord De
Lisle. The bugle was presented by Lady Louisa Wells,

wife of the captain of the corps and sister of Lord Elcho.

This corps already numbers 67, though only formed
from three rural parishes—Pe,ushurst, Leigli, and
Chiddin^stone..—Thc 3d Hants Artillery (Portsmouth
civil service) gave a tea party and soir€c on the 11th
inst. in aidof their band fund.—Thelst Hants (Bitterne),

2d Hants (Portsmouth), and the 3d Hants Artil-

lery are now formed into one brigade for ad-

ministrative purposes, under the title of the 1st

Administrative Brigade of the county of Hants.

—

The services of the Volunteer Artillery Company just

formed at Etruria (Staffordshire Potteries) have been

accepted bv GoveiTiment. The company is numbered
the first in Uie county of Stafford.—The Rugby School

Corps paraded for the first time in their uniform on

the 11th inst. On the 13th the corps again assembled

in uniform, and in the presence of a large number of

the gentry of the town and neighbourhood was pre-

sented with a regulation bugle by the commandant.

Major Johnstone.—At the Leeds Gi*ammar School a

Volunteer Corps has been established under the title of

the Grammar School Cadet Corps.—The shooting con-

test for two silver cups given by Major Hohlsworth,

by thelst and 2d companies of the Wakefield Corps,

took place on the 12th, when the 1st prize was won by

Private Grace, and the 2d by Private Torty.—On Satur-

day evening a meeting was held at Wortley, Lord

Wharncliff'e in the chair, at which it was resolved

to form a rifle corps in the Wortley district.—

A meeting of commanding officers of Volunteer batta-

lions in Yorkshire was held at York on the 12th mst.,

when it was resolved to form an association for the

encouragement of riile shooting throughout the county..

—The Smithdon Corps, the I7th formed in the county

of Norfolk, was inaugurated on the 13th at Hunstanton.

In the course of the day 70 persons took the oath and
in the evening ^Mr. L*Estrange entertained the whole

party at dinner.—At Aylsham there has been a compe-

tition, open to the whole county, for a silver cup and

two money prizes. The cup was won by Private Soarae

of the Aylsham Corps; the 2d prize by Private Med-

craft of the Dereham company ; and the 3d, by

Private Reed of the Norwich Battalion.—The 2d Car-

marthen Company was inspected on the 12th, in the

presence of a large concourse of spectators, by Major

Roney, Inspector for the South Wales district.

•*!

irovtigiu

Fbance.—The jiloniteur of Sunday contained thc

following paragraph announcing the abolition of pass-

ports fur British travellers in France :

—

"The Emperor has decided that after the 1st of January-

next, and by reciprocity, the subjects of her Majesty tn

Queon of Great Britain aod Ireland comirs into France sbal

be admitted and allowed to travel about without passports.
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The Minister of the Interior will give iii^u actions to his

its to see this meaauru carried out."

The Monitetir contains a deoreeorganising the Ministry

of the Interior into five departiiients, under Directors-

General; another suppressing the office of Secretary-
General to the Ministry ; and another appointing
eight Prefects and several Councillors of State. It also

announces the appointment of ilgr. Forcade, Bishop of
Basse-Terrc (Guiidaloupe), to the Bishopric of Nevers;
the Abbe Magnin, Superior of the College for Priests at

Annecy (Haute-Savoie), to the hishopric of that city;

the Ahhe Ravlnet, Vicar General of Parlsj to tlie

Bishopric of Troyes ; and the Abbe Cristophe, cur6 of La
Chapelle St. Denis to the bishopric of Soissons.

These four Bishops have been appointed without refer-

ence to Rouie. the Emperor, as in the case of the Abbe
^arot, having nominated them without the previous
sanction of the Pope. The Monitenr announces that on
New Year's Day the Emperor \vill receive the
Diplomatic corps, the constituted bodies of State and
deputations from the ^N^ational Guard and the army.
Tlieir Majesties will ^lot receive on the 2d January.
Count de Persigny left Paris on Saturday for London,
on account of the approaching accouchement of the
countess, and M, Biilault has resumed the post of
iliuiater of the Literlor during his absence. Count de
Persigny since bis entry upon office has effected several

reforms in the department of the Interior. His
attention has been directed to the manner in

which the administration of the Communes through-
out France is conducted., and it is said that he is

resolved as much as possible to introduce the prin-
ciple of self-government among them. The local

authorities will he permitted to adopt such measures as
may appear most conducive to the interest of the
inhabitants of tlie commune. This will be the first step
towards an administrative decentralization which will

be very popular in the provinces. Count de Persigny has
.,

released the France Centrale from the suspension for

two mouths inflicted by M. Biilault. The trial of the ,

Vnioti came before tlie Courts on Wednesday, when the ,

Imperial Procurator declared that legal proceedings were
discontinued on account of the amnesty granted by the
Emperor. The Moniteur of Thursday contains a decree,

\

remitting all condemnations which have been pro-
nounced for offences and for infractions of the law in

connection with the press, and nuUitying all prosecu-
tions which have been commenced.—A pamphlet en-
titled "The Emperor Francis Joseph Land Europe,"
has been published in Paris, and is reported to re-

present the views of the Emperor Napoleon and the
'

French Cabinet on the proposed sale of Venetia. '

It laments the state of things in Venetia, and

:

says that it is impossible to stop the Italian move-
;

ment which aimb at its deliverance. It says that \

t(iG possession of Venetia is the permanent Cfuise of

:

treaty ofCampo Formio disposed of Venice against law,
and right ; and that the sacrifice of Lombardy was more
injurious to Austria than would be the loss of Venice.

.

It contends that the interest of the pence of!

Europe demands the cession of Venetia by means of

:

compensation as the only solution of the question, and
that Europe would be grateful to the Emperor <if

Austria for such a solution; for "if war breaks out

next spring France» Germany, England, and Russia will

be dragged in to take part in the contest, which will

end iu a general conflagration." It points out the

stagnation which these threatening warlike complica-

tions create throughout the money markets and com-
merce of the world, whilst the national bankruptcy of

Austria is looked upon as a European calamity. The
(7oiis^zYi(^io?i«e^ of Thursday publishes an article on the

same question, signed by its chief editor, M.Grandguillot,

of which the following is a summary:

—

"It states tLat solutions of the question are everywhere
sought after, because it is instiuctively felt that a dedsivc
crisis is approaching. All Europe seoras to have apprehensions
for the coming spring. He is convinced that the wisdom of

the Government of tbe Emperor will know bow to prevent a

struggle henceforth without any object. The situation of

Austria in Venfctia is deplorable. Everything is possible in

Venetia, except that which now exists. M. Grandguillot

expresses his conviction that Austria, who knows how pro-

vinces are gained, v/ill also remember how they are lost. He
believesithat Baron Von Scarnerling sees things in a ditfcrent

light from General Benedek, and that the Baron has also

weighed tbe chances of a new struggle."

A workman of Paris is said to have discovered a simple

means of preserving water and gas pipes from rust, by

enveloping them in a thick coating of clay. Such is

the importance of this discovery that the city of Paris

has granted the man a pension for life.

Spaix.—The chiefs of the Moderados have delibe-

rated on their future course of conduct. Senor

Gonzalez Bravo stated the necessity for their coalescing

either with the absolutist or revolutionary party, and

expressed his intention of joining the latter. One of

the Madrid journals asserts that information had been

received that 3p,000 tracts and other works defending

Protestant doctrines, had been printed at Loudon in

the Spanish language, and that 60 smugglers had

undertaken to introduce them into Spain. Lisbon and

Gibraltar are stated to be the head-quart;er8 of this

propagandism, which is under the direction of two

converts—F. Kuet and Pablo Sanchez.

Holland.—The Dutch House of Commons having

rejected the Colonial Budget by k majority of 41 to 30,

M. Rochussen, the Minister for the Colonies, has sent

in his resignation.
. > e

SwzDEy,—The Dowager Qaeen of Sweden, widow ot

Bernadotte, died on Tuesday evening. It is mentioned
as a singular incident that her Majesty was about to
visit the theatre to witness the performance of Cal-
deron's play, " Life is a Dream."
Denmark and the Duchies. — The concessions

which Denmark has offered to make on the question of

I
the Duchies, and which tlie English Cabinet has sup-
ported at Berlin, are simply with the view of forming
a provisional state, which will serve to prepare the way

I for arrangements to be made hereafter between the

I

Government and the States when public opinion is

j

calmer. Denmark is willing to grant a deliberative

j
voice to the States of Holstein on all laws concerning

,
person or property, and to fix the proportion of Hol-
stein iu the common expenses of the monarchy at

;

850,000 dollars, that sum not to be increased without
I the consent of the States, but the Supreme Council af

Denmark alone to have control over its employment.

j

Should the German Diet accept this arrangement,
Denmark will make the following concessions to Schles-

wig, as a free and spontaneous act :

—

" 1. German children may be confirmed in their mother
tongue. 2. German masters are allowed for private tuition.

3. The inhabitants of Schleswig-Holstein may meet in literary

and scientific societies, provided tliat those societies have not a
political object. 4. An amnesty for all politioul oflences."

SvTiTZEELAND.— Couut Cavour has addressed another

note to tbe Federal Council, stating that he withdraws,

under certain conditions, the demand contained in his

I

note of the lOtli of November last for the removal of

the sequestration placed upon the income of the Bishopric

of Conio, in the canton of Tessin.—On Saturday ihe

, President of tbeFederal Council, in reply to the inter-

pellation of M, Alnieras, said, " The policy of the

Federal Council in reference to Savoy was and reninhis

passively to await direct negotiations with France."

Hanovee.—The Government has received notice

that Denmark will reserve the question of the redemp-

tion of the Stade Dues for the Elbe Tolls Commission.

The maritime question and that of the general revision

of the tariff in force on the Upper Elbe will thus be

brought together.

Bataeta. — Baron Verger, Bavarian Minister at

Turin, having been recalled, the Sardinian Minister has

received orders to quit his post at tbe Bavarian Court.

AtrsTRiA.—Count Linares had arrived from Funchal,

with a despatch dated the 11th inst., stating that the

climate. of Madeira agrees well with the Empress of

Austria, whose health has improved. It is reported at

Vienna that the Pope, guided by a conciliatory spirit,

has consented to a revision of the Austrian Con-

cordat. The Wiener Zeitxmg of Saturday contains

four Imperial autograph letters, dated the 13th inst.

The first relieves Count Golncbowski of his functions as

Alinister of the Interior. The second appoints Baron

Schraerlinp: Minister of the Interior. The third nomi-

mtp3 Herr voii Pl-^ner Minister of Finance. The __
tourth confers the Grand Cross of the Ov(Xev'ofy^y^^^^^^^^^^,^^,^^y^^-^,^^^^

St. Stephen on Counts Rechberg a^d Golu-

chowski. The following sentence has been pronounced

on M. Richter, who was found guilty last week of

provincial towns against the administrative incorpora-

tion of Dalmatia with Croatia, without that project

being submitted for the approval of the Dalmatian Diet.

VE^'ETIA.-—According to reliable information Lord
Bloomfield and Lord A. Loftus, the English Ambas-
sadors at Vienna and Berlin, have been summoned to
London to take part in deliberations on the question
of Venetia.

The Adriatic.—The Archduke Maximilian has just
resumed the command of the Austrian squadron, which
has been placed on a war footing. The Prince has
hoisted his flag on board the Emperor steam line of
battle ship, at Pola. Rear-Admiral Bourguignon is

second in command, with his flag on board the Schwartz-
enburg steam-frigate. The Archduke was to leave

Pola on the 20th, on a visit of inspection along the
Austrian shores of the Adriatic.

' Italy.—Accounts from Gaeta state that the bom-
bardment was suspended last week at the suggestion

of the Emperor of the French, in the hope that a
peaceable arrangement might be arrived at, and that

King Francis II. would act upon tbe advice of

England, France, and Russia, and withdraw from
Gaeta. His Majesty however refused io surrender, and
sent off' despatches to Vienna, Berlin, St. Petersburg,

and Madrid, calling for help, and entreating those

Powers to ur^je France not to withdraw from him the

protection of her fleet. At the same time his Majesty

despatched General Latour to Paris on a special mission

to the Emperor Napoleon. The King has also issued

a manifesto, calling upon the Neapolitans to make
a last effort to preserve their nationality. He
guarantees to maintain their liberties, and to grant

distinct Parliaments to the Two Sicilies, and an
amnesty. If compelled to succumb, he will maintain,

he says, the firm hope of returning to his dominions.

His Majesty has also issued a proclamation to the

troops, praising their courage, and calling upon them
to defend the fortress to the last. ^The truce has

therefore terminated and the bombardment was to

recommence on the morning of the 19th inst. An
Aide-de-Camp of Admiral Barbier de Tinan left Paris on

Thursday morning for Naples with despatches from the

Minister of Marine. It is presumed that these

despatches contain orders to the Admiral to withdraw

from the station unless tbe King desists from the

hopeless defence of Gaeta. Before the temporary

suspension of hostilities a successful coujp de main

was made by a small body of Royalists. Tliey suc-

ceeded iu surprising the Piedmontese outposts and

blew up two houses of the Borgo, having brought

biirrels of gunpowder with them for that purpose.

During the fire of the Piedmontese against the fortress

a large shell burst in one of the square?, close to the

King. Some of the houses have suHered considerably,

and 15 persons were wounded by the bur^lin[x of a shell

ihti hospital.—Tho "Nagim jouriuih ut-<iTt thnt the111

having induced a public functionary to abuse his official

power by corrupting General Eynatten ;—

-

"The defendiuit, Francis Richter, is condcmnod to im-
prisonment for one month, durin;? three days of which month
he is to have nothing but bread and water ; to pay a fine of

25.634fl. to the charitable fund of the city of Vienna, and pay
the costs of the trial. The defendants, John Krumbholz, the

manager of Richter's cotton mills, and Henry Bayer. Richtor's

agent, having been found innocent, are acquitted, and the

State has to pay all costs."

HuNGAiiY.—The Conference of Gran was opened on

Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock, and was brought to a

close after a sitting of four hours and a half. M.
Desseroffy demanded that the Imperial diploma inau-

gurating the new state of things, should be established

on an inviolable legal basis, which would at once remove

any doubts concerning the national rights. He said

that "a Diet constituted according to the Electoral

Law of 1818 could alone be considered to form sucli a

basis." Count Barcoczy censured the electoral law of

1848, and spoke against'^the privileges of the nobility

as established by that law. He alsoadvocated equal rights

for everybody. Finally, it was unanimously resolved to

request the Emperor to grant the electoral law of 1848.

The Cardinal Primate, in his closing speech, expressed

the hope of an early convocation of the Diet, and

exhorted the nation to union and confidence.

A banquet afterwards took place in the Primate's

palace, when speeches of a conciliatory character were

delivered. The healths of the Hungarian and other

Councillors of State were drunl amid loud and enthu-

siastic cheering. Previous to the Conference the

Primate went to Vienna, and after having had a long

conference with Baron Vay, was received by the

Emperor. Several of the other comitats are following

the example set by the Comitat of Pesth in reference

to the demands which it has addressed to the Chancellor

of Hungary. According to the lithographed conxs-

Iiondence published in Vienna, the revision of the

Concordat will for the present be limited to the re-

establishment of the religious privileges of the Primate

of Hungary. In consequence of the numerous attacks

recently made on the imperial eagles iu Hungary, the

Austrian Government has ordered that they shall be

everywhere removed, except from the buildings belong-

ing to the Ministries of Finance and War.

DALMiTiA AND Ceoatia.— Telegrams from Zara,

tionary movement in the province of Avollino had

been partially suppressed. They also state that the

Lieutenancy at Naples is engaged in arming the

national guards, who are to be despatched toUpperltaly.

Fresh reinforcements of Sardinian troops are expected

at Naples. It was reported that the steamer Dora,

having on board 750 Garibaldians, had been lost near

Terracina, and that the Garibaldians were saved, but

the report has not yet been confirmed.—An attempt

was made on the 7tli inst. to assassinate General Dunne,

the English General who took such a brilliant part in

the exploits of Garibaldi. He received a pistol shot in

the groin as he was entering his house. No vital part

was touched, but the ball remains in his body, and

cannot be traced. The suspicion falls on a Sicilian Major

who had threatened the General because he refused

him his brevet. The latest accounts state that he

is still alive.—Thft Naples journals highly approve

the project of the Minister Minghetti, which aims at

administrative de-centralization. It is said that 2000

Pontifical troops are about to inarch against the

town of Ponte-Corvo. to overthrow the Provisional

Government established therein the name of King Victor

Ennnanuel, The town however has been occupied by

Piedmontese troops since the 11th inst., and Benevento

is also lost to the Holy See. Some reactionary move-

ments have taken place at Cagli, Gubbio, and several

other places in the March provinces and in Umbria.

The province of Viterbo continues in a state of insur-

rection. It is asserted that the French are preparing

to evacuate the province.— Accounts from Rome
artnonnce the death of Cardinal Gaude- A Consistory

will be held on Monday next, when the Pope will

address iui allocution to the Cardinals. Several Bishops,

three of wliom are Suburban, have been appointed.

The Pontifical Zouaves have re-entered Rome. The

I*opttlo deW Italia, the organ of Mazzini, has pub-

lished three addresses to the House of Commons, the

Italian Parliament, and the Emperor of the French,

calling for the withdrawal of the French troops from

Rome? The Sardinian Government has proi ibited the

circulation of these documents. Meanwhile the Itulian

journals, which are believed to reflect the opinions of the

Sardinian Ministry,arcdi.scussing with every amplitudeof

detailaplan of investing the Leonine Cityat Romcwitba

neutral character, and making it the metropolis of the

Catholic world. The Giornale di Roma contains a

pastoral addressed to his flock by thu Cardinal Arch-

bishop of Perugia, on tiie occasion of the festival of
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to be on their guanl ajjuinsl tlie insidious wiles ot Sutan,

who is doing his utmost to turn them from their faitii,

by the large number of false Bibles now distributing

among them, offered as a gift or for a trifle, by unknown
bands. Impious almanacks, and little books, and
shameless writings, bo says, are also spread in the towns
and country places, attaeking the sacrament of confes-
sion, the Divine authority of the Church, the inviolable
dignity of its chief, &c. Against these devices of the
devil the Cardinal Archbishop says that the best safe-

guard and weapon is constant recourse to the rosary.
Russia.—In consequence of the revolutionary move-

ments in the rrhicipalities Enssia has despatched a
threatening declaration to Prince Couza, and has
concentrated 12,000 men in Bessarabia. The Russian
Government has commissioned the Thames Iron Works
Company to build an iron-cased frigate of the Warrior
class, but larger, viz., 6320 tons, builders* measurement,
and to construct other vessels of the same class from
year to year. T!ie vessel is to be fitted with engines of

1250-horse power.

Tttekey.—An angry discussion has taken place

between the Porte and the Sardinian Minister on
account of some Sardinian vessels having left for tlie

j

Danube with munitions of war, supposed to be destined

for Hungary or Servia, Three of the vessels were
stopped by order at Sulina, and two have proceeded.

Those which were stopped have now been released, and

are to be allowed to take their cargoes of munitions

back to Genoa. The Sultan has commenced retrench-

ments in the expenses of the Palace, and Tefick Effendi

has been appointed to replace Mouktar Pacha as Minister

of Finance. New commercial treaties are negotiating

between the Porte and England and the Porte and
France. By the advice of the English and French
Ambassadors, a Koumelian commission of investiga-

tion has been appointed, under the presidency of

Ismail Pacha, of the Danube. A commission of inquiry

has also been named for Bosnia and the Herzegovina.

News from Podgoritza states that a conflict had taken
place between the Turks and the Montenegrins,
- The Principalities.—Accounts from Jassy deny
that the Moldo-Wallachian Government participates in

the Hungarian movements. The plan of the revolu-

tionary propaganda is, by means of a general insurrec-

tion against the suzerainty of the Porte, to constitute

a great independent Roumain kingdom, which shall

unite all the Shive countries bordering on the Danube.
The Holt Land.—An American Jew at New

Orleans has bequeathed 10,0007. for the building and
endowment of alms-houses for infirm and destitute

Israelites at Jerusalem. An agent has already arrived

to carry out the bequest, and the houses intended to

be used for the purpose mentioned are expected to be
ready for occupation before the expiration of the
winter.

CiRCASSIA.—News of further defeats of the Russians

has heeii received from C'trcussia. The mountniiiccvs

w^trc commanded by Ismail Pasha and Mehemet Bey.

IXDTA.—The Bombay mail has arrived with news
from that Presidency to the 26th, and from Calcutta to

the 17th November, The following are the details :

—

BombftT/.—The import business is absolutely suspended, on
account of the resentment ugainst the hici>me-tax. The
Volnnteer movement is making extraordinary progress in

Bombay and throughout India.

Calcutta.—liord Canning was to leave Calcutta on the 19th
Kovcrubt.r by rail for Rajniahal, and to proceed thence by
steamer to Benares, ai riviug at the latter city, it was expected,
in tho first week uf December. His Inrciship goos from Benares
to Jnhbtdpore. It was considered uncertain yet whether he
would retui-n or proceed from Central India to Bombay.
It was still supposed that Lord Elgin would be his successor.

The news of Mr. Laing's appointment has given great satisfac-

tion in Calcutta.
Dlnn,,ore.—The 5thEurope:\n Kogiment on account of its mu-

tinous conduct has been struck out of the Army List, by Sir

Hugh Rose ; all its non-commissioned officers have been
reduced to the ranks, and the men, divided into five equal
portions, draughted into the five remaining regiments of the
Bengal Army. The principal mutineers were previously tried

by Court Martial, which tentenced Private William Johnson
to he shot. Private Henry Marnliam to penal servitude (or

life, Private Henry Shields to penal servitude for 14 years, and
Private Peter Hutchinson to two years imprisonment with
hard labour. These sentences were fully carried out. Sir Hugh
Hose having declined to accede to the Court's recommenda-
tion of Johnson to mercy on account of his youth and good
cha racter.

Hn'iernbnd.—The Nizam of Hyderabad has consented to cede
to the Indian Government all the land on the left bank of the
Godavery. This cession will put us in possession of the richest
cotton district in India, which will in tlirce years be opened up
"by the railway from Bombay to Nagpore.

A'rtiArtn.—Golonel Irby, of her Majesty's -llBt Foot, has
arrived at Sircenngger, after a long shooting excursion, ex-

tending to within four marches of the town of Yarkund. He
has bmught back the head of the hite Adolphe Scblagenweit»

and particular as to his murder, three marches from Yarkund,
on the way to Kokh:ia-

BW'Ooi'.—\n consequence of the rumours that Nena Sahib
was srill in existence, the Governor-General called for a state-

ment of facts from the authorities on the frontiers best able to

report on the subject. The returns are to the effect that he is

dead, and that no doubt has existed on the subject for a long
period of time.

CiirN'A.—The following despatch was published by the

Foreign Office on Saturday afternoon :

—

" Intelligence has been received at the Foreign Office this

afternoon, throu^^h St. Petersburg, from Pekin, up to the 9th
of November, stating that peace was concluded on the 2(Ith of
October, and the ratifications exchanged. On the 5th of

Kovember the allied forces evacuated Pekin, and the Emperor
was expected immediately to return to his capital."

Sir John Crampton telegraphed 011 Thursday to the

Foreign Office that Lord Elgin, in a letter of the 8th

November, h;is informed him of the ratification and
publication of the treaty with China, and of the march
of the army to Tien-tsin, His lordship makes no

contained a

to the ini-

telegraphic

menliou of the prisoners, but states that he was in-

debted to General Igiiatieff for the manner in which that

Minister had promoted the object of his negotiations.

The Monltear also publishes a despatch from Baron
Gros, dated Pekin, 7th iilt., received via St. Petersburg,

confirming the signature of peace, and stating that the

Shanghai ultimatum had heen accepted by the Chinese,

and that the ratifications of the treaty of Tien-tsin had
been exchanged. 60,000,000f. are to be paid to France
as an indemnity. The emigration of Coolies had been
authorised by the Chinese Government. Churches,
cemeteries, and their dependencies, which formerly
belonged to the Christians in the whole empire, are to

be restored. A Te Deum and Domine Salvum were to

be sung in the Cathedral of Pekin after the replacing

of the cross on Its summit. The Monitevr also publishes

a despatch from General Montauban, from which it

appears that there were some inaccuracies in the accounts
of the plundering of the summer palace of the Emperor.
The General states that the booty was divided between
the allies. The following telegram has since been
received from her Majesty's Minister at St, Petersbuig,
dated Thursday afternoon :

—

" Prince Gortschakoff has communicated to me the following
report, from Genci-al Ignarieff, of the Europeans massacre by
the Chinese :—* English—De Norman, Mr. Bruce's Attach^

;

Anderson, Chief of Lord Elgin's escort ; the correspondent of
The Times; French— Dubost, Intendant of the French Expedi.
tion ; one of his Aides-de-Camp; and a Colonel of Artillery-
These are the only names cited by General Ignatieff, but the
total number of victims is 19."

A supplement to the Gazette of Tuesday
voluminous series of despatclies relating
portant events announced briefly by the
despatch from Alexandria last week. These documents
fill several columns of the daily papers. The principal

incidents connected with the occupation of Pekin have
been described in the extracts from the local journals

quoted last week ; but some interesting facts relating

to the prisoners, and the cruelties which they endured,
are given below in the language of their own reports and
depositions. The French Government have also received

a despatch from the Count de Bastard, which is of con-

siderable importance as bringing out the treachery of the
Chinese much more prominently than our own account?,

as he states that Heng ki was actually at the Enj.1 sh

head-quarters with a fiiig of truce at the very moment
Mr. Parkes and his party were surrounded and made
prisoners. The foUowinor jg an extract from Mr. Loch's

narrative addressed to Lord Elgin, describing the treat-

ment received by Mr. Parkes and himsell':—
" Wlien we found we were prisoners we dismounted, our

arms were laid hold of and twisted behind us. In tliis position
we were taken across the stream, over a bridge formed by a
boat, and shoved down on our knees in front of Sang-ko-lin-sin.
I was knocked forward and my head rubbed in the dirt. Sang-
ko-lin-sin snoke to Mr. Parkes with much vehemence. He
accused Ml'. Paikes of being tbe ciLUse of all the difficulties

tbat had arisen, and of the actii n that was now taking place-
He then ordered our being tiiken to the Prince of I, and sent
an officer to tell our ©ocort to return to Chanfir-kia-w.aii. Wo
listened anxiously for any firing or signs of resistance from
that quarter, but heard nr'HC. We were removed to a tent
close by, where another general was seated ; he treated us
more civilly, and allowed us to sit down until the arrival of a
cart. While waiting, two French prisoners, bulonging to their
commissariat, were brought in from the front. The firing

becoming much heavier, a message came for the general whom
we were with, and a cart was i^ent for us at tKe same time,
into which all five of us were put> and, surrounded by au
escort of some 20 men, were hurried into Tungchow. The
jolting was great over the rough roada of the country,
but that over the paved streets of Tungchow was
most painful to bear. The Prince of . I having left the

;

city, we followed him out on the Pekin road.
1

Crowds of soldiers were hurrying into the city, and we saw .

large camps on each side of the road. After going about six li
|

we came to a large bridge which crosses the canal ; this we 1

passed over, but apparently our escort had difficulty in finding
j

where the Prince of I was, for we were turned back, and had. i

to recrOBs the canal, and were taken to a large camp a short

'

distance from the bridge. There we were taken out of the
:

cart, and taken before Jui-lin, one of the principal secretaries
\

of state ; we were made to kneel down, and an examination
commenced ; this went on for some time. The heat and dust
had greatly exhausted us, and Mr. Parkes, to bring this tire-

some and useless examination to a close, pretended faintness,

and we were moved to a room of a small farm-house close by.
Here we were allowed to lie down for a short time, but were
soon made to get up by people coming to search us. They
took from us all our letters, papei-s, watches, &c. We were
then removed to a small temple, and taken before some
mandarins whom Mr. Parkes recognised as belonging to the
Prince of I's suite. Tliey made us kneel, and commenced a
long and troublesome examination, which was suddenly inter-

rupted evidently by some panic, either by an advance
of our troops or from some other cause. Our examiners
hurriedly disappeared, and a number of soldiers rushed in

with loud cries, who bound our hands tightly behind
our backs ; from their language and gestures Mr. Parkes
anticipated we were al>out to be executed, for they
shook their spears and swords at us in a threatening manner.
We were taken thus bound into the court of the temple, when
some change seemed to take place in their plans, for they
hurried us back again, and took us outside, when they put us

into a common country cart, which they drove off at a quick

pace ; this, with our hands bound behind us, caused us

agonies. We soon got on to the Pekin paved road, but had
they not occasionally taken the cart on to the side road I do
not think we could have lasted out the seven houra we were in

it. From paiu, dust, and heat our thirst became intense ; once
or twice they gave us water. After a time they took out one
of the French aud Sikh prisoners and put them into another
cart, some of their officials taking their place in oura. These
men caused me great tortures by lifting up my arms, which
seemed tearing them out of their sockets. The old Sikh siwar
behaved with calm endurance. I told him not to fear, for we
were in God's bauds. * Ah ! Sahib! ' he said ' 1 do not fear ; I am
sixty ; if 1 do not die to-day I may to-morrow ; and I am with
you,' I do not fear.* It was getting dark ere we reached the

suburbs of Pekin. They were not so long as we expected, for

after about half a mile we reached the gate, wliich from its

great height has an imposing appearance. The crowds of

people could hardly be kept back who pressed forward to see us.

The street we entered on passing the gate was some 50 feet

broad, but tbe houses on either side were small, and only of

one .^tory. Darkness commg on we could not see :invthin,.even if we had had the .strength to look about us. We rolfrthrough street after street, and the wav seemed intcrminah n .we passed through another gateway, and shortly afterwards*^rned into a large courtyard. Mr. Parkes saw on the lantern^Hamgpoo, or the Board of Punishhients. We were kent inS ^^
court some quarter of an hour. Mr. Parkes was then nnilpri
out, and taken before the examiners. After 10 mimiW
anxious suspense I saw him pass loaded with chains I wf^then taken into a small room dimly lighted. Chains anri
various other evidences of prisons and tortures were hni .r

about the walls. The examiners sat behind a table in front <!

'

which I was forced down upon my knees; a number of
questions were put to me, which of course I did not under
stand, but a man who seized rae by the hair and another bvthe ear and beard gave me a shake aud a cuff each time I failed
to answer. After five minutes of this I made si^ns I wantedmy hat that had been knocked off and was lying in front ofme ; at this the examiners abused me, and I was knocked
forwai-d on my face, a large iron collar was put round my neck
with a long heavy chain attached to it, and I was removed into
an inner court-yard, where by the dim light of a lantern I
saw Mr. Parkes seated on a bench. Few words passed
between us ; two chains were here made fast to my legs
passing through the long chain which was attached to the'
collar round ray neck. We were then made to get up
and the saddest moment of the day then came, fori saw
Mr. Parkes being led away in one direction while they took
me another. I could only say 'God bless you, Parkeal*
and we were separated. They led me through long open
passages into a court-yard, whicLi had a long barn-iike building
on one side with grated windows, through which a strong light
shone. The gaolers rapped at the door, when the most un-
earthly yell ai-ose that I ever heard, the door was opened with
a bang, and I found myself surrounded by about 40 half naked
savage villanous looking fellows as I ever saw in my life. They
were criminals of all descriptions, murderers, thieves, &c. ;

some 20 of them were chained like myself. One end of the
room seemed kept apart for their use ; at the other end were
the prisoners who were not chained, and seemed of a better
class. As soon as I had entered the door was closed behind me,
and the gaolers pinioned my elbows, although my hands were
still bound. By this time I had lost all use of my fingers ;

they felt bursthig, and my hands were greatly swollen. After
a little time they loosened the rope at my wrist, but only to
put on irons" They gave rae a cup of tea, which was very
grateful, for I was greatly exhausted. I was glad to see that
they intended to place me among the better lot of unchained .

prisoners, for the others were covered with itch and vermin.
They laid me down on a board like a guard-room bed, and
chained me up by my neck chain to a beam over my head. I

was able to lie at full length, and worn out utterly I fell int^ a
deep sleep. The next morning my waking was very sad. A
little after daylight the doors were thrown open, and we were
unchained from the beams, and everyone went into the
court-yard. The yard was about 16 yards square, and a large
verandah was in front of the prison. In one corner of the yartl
was the cook-house ; on the other three sides were small wards
or prisons, fur one or two favoured prisoners. At about 9
o'clock two mandarins came in to superintend the distribution
of the food for the prisoners. The food the Government sup-
plies is only boiled millet, with occasionally a little salt vege-
table ; a large bowl twice a day is given to each prisoner. The
millet is brought in in a large tub by two men, and served up
hot. Only those in chains are on this food ; the rest of the
prisoners, among whom I was included, received some riee,

green vegetables, and a little chopped meat, and French beans,

with either bread or biscuit ; this we got twice daily. This,

food is found and paid for by one of the prisoners, it being a
way by which they are allowed to work off a portion of their

term of Imprisonment. The man who supplied us was impri-
soned for thieving, and the cost of feeding the prisoners ceuld
not have amounted to less than two taels a day. The prisoners
wofo very civil ;*»nj Icind ; chvc-o -wrorw i^ppoititud to watch ^Tiii

guard me, and at night one always sat at the head of my bed.
They helped me by carrying my chain, by getting me water to
wash my face and hands, and by getting me a seat to myself if I,

wanted one. I found out that of my three attendants two were
murderers, and the third was imprisoned for biting his father's

finger off. I was surprised to see the good and kindly feeling

that existed between all the prisoners ; they seemed to feel for

each other, and I have often seen a man who had a little better
food than his neighbour give him half. During the 12 days I

was in prison with them I only heard one quarrel. On the
first morning of my imprisonment the officials of the prison,

two white-button mandarins, made me go down on my knees,

and asked me a number of questions which I dd not under-
stand. In the afternoon I was taken into the courtyard again,

and made to kneel for a long time before a nr.mber of red-

buttoned mandarins, who from their manner evidently abused

me. I was then taken back and chained up. I hud succeeded

in saving my prayer-book up to the time of being brought into

the prison, but it was then taken from me ; by signs, however,

I got it returned to me the second day. What attracted the

greatest curiosity amongst the prisoners and tho mandarins

who visited me were my boots and this book. The second and

third day I was also much visited, somctimus had out to knoel

and be abused, other times the visits seemed private, after

then I was seldom visited. I made various efforts through toe

official visiting mandarins to obtain an interview with 51 r.

Parkes, and although they sometimes by signs led me to hope

that such might be granted, it never was. I heard of Ha^ng-

ta-jin having been to see Mr. Parkes frequently, but I Wiis

utterly ignorant of the subject of his visite. The days passed

wearily by. I calculated and re-calculated the time tnat

would be required for the various movements ; I found reasons

fordelavas days passed and no change came to our situat.on,

but I fed myself with the hope that we .should all be releaswi.

I had many anxious thoughts as to what had happened to tne

rest of our party ; our impresaiou was that they had escaped.

So the days passed until the morning of the 21ith September :

there had been two great gaol deliveries during the period ot

! my confinement, and on the 29th all excepting the men in

chains were bberated. About the middle of that day, while I

Wiia lying down, one of the men who watched me, putting bis

mouth close to my ear, whispered " Pa-ta-jin and Hang-ta-

jin," and made signs my iron collar was to be removed. About
two hours afterwards I was taken into one of the side rooms,

I

and there Hang came and ordered my chains to be taken off.

I
I was then removed to another yard, and shortly afterwards

joined by Mr. Parkes. Tluit moment repaid me for

much suffering. I did not know whether this was our

final release or not, and it was not till the evening

that I learnt all that had occurred from _Mr. Parkes.

We were placed in separate carts, but this time in the proper

carriage-cart, well cushioned. We were taken to the Bao-miao

temple, which is close to the north gate. Here we found a

o-ood room prepared for us, and another for our attendants,

who were some of our old gaolers. We had a good-sized court-

yard, in which we were allowed to walk. A remarkably fine

guard of Manchu cavalry, consisting of 20 men, had u» under

their especial charge. Hang accompanied us to the temple,

but soon left, p^^raising to return in the morning. I then

I learnt from Mr. Parkes of the frequent visits Hang had paid

liim during his imprisonment, and I crtnnot be too grateful to

Mr. Parkes for his noble and disinter&itcd conduct towards me
in his firmly refusing to accept any of Hang's offers of release

unless he was accompanied by me. In fact, during the whole

of the first day, and during the latter portion of onrimprisco-
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meiit, wliich we passed tof^ctbcr, I cannot express myself in

terms of too great admiration of his fearless and determined
bearing throuj^hout the trials and difficulties thatsurronnderi us;

iind I am convinced that one threat cause of the iiappy termina-

tion to those dane:ers, was the firm and consistent language he

"held to those mandarins who were sent to attempt to gain

gome admission from him, either through his hopes or fears.

From the iJQth September to the Sth October we were coiilined

in vhe Rao niiao temple; almost daily Hang came and held

long conversiitions with Mr. Parkes, who will inform your
lordslnp, at much greater length than I am able to do. of what
piissed on those occasions, I will notcnter therefore at length on

this portion ofonrimprisonraent. Itwas aperiodof greatanxiety

and trial, for althnugK we were well treated, we knew that our
release, indeed our existence, depended greatly upon how
the movement of our troops outside the city might affect the

feelings of the Chinese and mandarins inside. We felt that in

any sudden panic, when they would he scarcely master of their

senses, thev might rush in and wreak on us their vengeance ;

this v^as our real danger ; as long as they gave themselves time

to reflect we were in comparative safety. This, under God's
providence^ with the steady advance of our troops, and the

consistent and determined line of your lordship's policy, ^^^

suited in our happy release."

The following are the depositions of the two troopers

of Fane's Horse, respecting the fate of Lieut. Anderson
aud Mr. de Nonnnn.

** Evidence of Mahoraed Kkan.^^Vfheu we got to the camp of
thft Chinese, near Ohankian-whan we heard the firing com-
menced. Messrs. Partes and Loch left us with one sowar of
Major Probyn's regiment, Mr. Anderson waited for about
half an liour, and then wanted to go in search of them^ but we
were stopped by the Chinese. We were eventually taken out-

side Tuiigchow, and our arms taken away from ns- We then
reniouuted, ^nd went over the st^ine bridge along the paved
road to a joss house about a mile or two miles on this side.

The next day Oipt. Brabazcn and a Frenchman left us, and
we were taken through Fekin to a garden on the other side

(this place was near a lake, and temples round). We were
there put into tents, mx in each; Mr, Anderson told off the
numbers to each. This was about 2 o'clock in the day. About
half-an-hour after our arrival Mr. De Norman was taken
out, under the pretence of having his face and bauds washed ;

he was immediately seized, thrown on the ground, and
his hands and feet tied together behind, Mr. Anderson
wag then taken out and tied in the same manner, then
Mr. Bowlby, and then the Frenciiman, and then the sowars.
After we had all been tied they put water on our bonds to
tighten them. They then lifted us up and took txs into a court-
yard, where we remained in the open for three days exposed to

the sun and cold, Mr. Andei'son became delirious the second
dav from the etleets of the sun, and want of water and food.

AVe had [nothing to eat all that time. At last they gave us
about two square inches of bread and a little water. In the
daytime the place was left open, and hundreds of people came
to stare at us ; there were mauy men of rank amongst the
spectators. At night a soldier was placed on guard over each
of us. If we spoke a word, or asked for water, we wtire

beaten and stamped upon. They kicked us about the head
with their hoots; if we asked for something to eat they
crammed dirt down oiu* mouths. At the end of the third day
irons were put on our necks, wrists, and ancles, and about
three o'clock on the fourth day we were taken away in curts.

I hever saw Mr. Anderson again. In our two carts there were
eight of us, viz., three Frenchmen, four Sikhs, and my-
self. One Frenchman died on the road, he was
wounded with a sword-cut on the head. "We were
then taken away towards the hills. That night we
stepped at a house to eat and rest, and travelled all the next
da,y. We stopped again at night, and late the next day arrived
atj? a walled town as big as Tientsin. There was also a largo
wlu^-iort oiil^'iKift tht^ t^i\x/n a.l^-.i:t-. iiMrn milf^>; off. The place

^.^iS^Wffl

u

unrtmr^ftmnn^^KSB^V^Ifgl^WIBz T*'"c '-vcre taken
into the gaol inside the town. A Frenchman died after we had
been in gaol about eight or nine days, and 8owar Prem Singh,

about three or four days after that. They both died from
maggots eating into their flesh, and from which mortification

snsued. The mandarin in charge of the gaol took oflf my irons

ibout ten days before my release. The Chinese prisoners

were very kind to us, cleansed and washed our wounds, and
gave us what they had to eat.

"Evidence of Jowalla Sing^ Dvffa'far—Vfhen Messrs. Parkea
and Loeh left our party fur the purj)ose of seeing SankoUnsin,
there were Mr. Bowlby. Lieut. Anderson, Captain Brabazon,

Mr. De Norman, one man King's Dragoon Guards, one man
Ist Sikh Cavalry, and our own party of seventeen men ; we
stood waiting fur half an hour, when Lieut. Anderson asked to

be taken to where the other gentlemen were gone ; he wa«
told to remani till they c^mo back. After another hs,lf-

hour the army assembled in large numbers and
surrounded us, told us to get off our horses, and leading them
to come with them. Then, the whole army, as Lieutenant
Anderson remarked, about 10,000 men, took us back to Tung-
chow, and made us rest about a quarter of an hour, and give

up our arms. They then made ua remount, and paraded us

through the army, and then took us on the road to Pekin, and
rested for that night in a joss house. In the morning they
again mounted us on our horses and took us to Pekin. In

Pekiii they made us dismount, and fed us. They then took us
r.hroughthe city to a place about two miles beyond it; they
there made us dismouut and gave us tents ; the English officers

and the natives separate. They then took us away one by one,

ind bound us lying on the stomach, with hands and feet tied

behind the back. They keot us there in this position for three

days. They gave us lood three times, and that only a mouthful

at the time. They then threw us, bound as we were, into

mrts, and took us, iia 1 think about 20 coss—the mules were

trotting- and galloping all night. We arrived in the morning
at a fort, and were there put into prison, confined m cages, and
loaded with chains. At that time we were seven in all. 1 know
nothing of the othei's. They were taken further on. We were
kept in this place three days, so tightly bound with cords that

we could not move, the sowars bound with one cord, the others

with two. At the first place we got nothing to eat, after that they

gave us a little as before. After the first day at the second place

Lieut. Anderson became dehrious, and remained so with a few
lucid intervals until his death, which occurred on the ninth

day of his imprisonment. Two days before his death his nails

and fingers burst from the tightness of the cords, and mortifica-

tion set in, and the bones of his wrist were exposed. Whilst

he was alive worms were generated in his wounds, and cat

into and crawled over his body. They left the body there

three days and then took it away. Five days after his death

a sowar named Uamdun died in the same state. His body was

taken away inmie<-ii:ttely. Three days after this Mr. De
Norman died. On the evening of the day of Lieut. Anderson's

decease the cords were taken off our hands, but our feet vrere

fitill kept bounfl, and from that time we were better fed. Our
feet were un]^ound two days after this, iuid kept so until our

release. When Lieut. Anderson and our comrades eiUed

on us to help him by biting his cords, the Chinamen kicke.i

us away Wnen we ainved at the joss house between Tung-

chow and Pekin Captain Brabazon and a Freuchman

went back, and Lieut, Anderson told ns they were gomg to

the Commander-in-Chiet to give information and obtain uur

release."

U>-iTED States.— The President's Message wa^

delivered at Wiishin^'tou ou tiie 4tli inst. The Message
extends over nine columns of the daily papers, but the
following IS a full summary of its mure important
passages :

—

_

" Fellow-citizens of the Senate and House of Kcprescnta"
tives,—Throughout the year, since our last meeting, the conn"
try has been euiineutly prosperous in all its material interests.

The general health has been excellent, our harvests have been
abundant, and plenty smiles throughout the land. Our com-
merce and manufactures have been prosecuted with energy and
industry, and have yielded fair and ample returns. In short,

no nation iu the tide of time has ever presented a spectacle of
greater material prosperity than we Iiave done until within
a recent period. Why is it, then, that discontent now
so exteneively prevails, and the union of the States, which
is the source of all these blessings, is tlireatened with
destruction? The long-continued and intemjierate interfe-

rence of the Northern people with the queestiou ipf slavery
in the Southern States has at length produced its natural
effects. The different sections of the Union are now
arrayed against each other, and the time has arrived—
so much dreaded by the father of his country—when
hostile geographical parties have been formed. I have
long foreseen and often forewarned my countrymen of the
new impending danger. The incessant and violent agitation

of the slavery question throughout the north dnring the last

quarter of a century has at length produced its malign in-

fluence on the slaves, and in-spircd them with vague notions q£
freedom. Hence a sense of security no longer exists aruuuff

the family altar. This feeling of peace at home has given place

to apprehensions of servile insurrections. Many a matron
throughout the south retires at night in dread of what may
befall herself and her children betore the morning. Should
this ai)prehension of domestic dancjer, whether real or

imaginary, extend and intensify itself until it shall pervade

the masses of the southern people, then disunion will become
inevitable. How easy would it be for the Americ;\n people to

settle the slavery question for ever, and restore peace and
harmony to this distressed country. They and they only can

do it. All that is necessary to accomplish the object, and all

for which the slave states ever contended, is to be let alone

and permitted to manage their domestic institutions iu

their own way. As sovereign states, they and they only are

responsible before God and the world for the slavery existing

among them. For this the people of the North are no more
responsible, and have no more right to interfere, than with

Similar institutions in Russia or in Brazils. Upon their good

sense and patriotic forbearance I confess I still gre itly rely.

Without their aid it is beyond the power of any pre.^ident, no

matter what may be his own political views, to restore peace

and harmony among them. Wisely limited and restrained as

to his power under our constitution and laws, he alone can

accomplish but little for good or for evil on such a momentous
question ; and this brings me to observe that the election of

any one of our fellow-citizens to the office of president does not

of itself afford just cause for dissolving the union. The elec-

tion of a president of the United Stiitos, iu a constituti'inal

manner, cannot, of itself, justify secession or revolution. The

constitution does not contemplate the act ot separation or dis-

union, and therefore there can be no legal and constitu-

tional secession of any State from the union. The

Personal Liberty Acta of several Northern States are in

direct conflict with the constitution of the United States,

and ought to be repealed. If continued upon the statute

books of the Northern States, after the public attention

has been directed to the subject, the injured states will be

justified in revolution. The President has no power except to

see that the laws are executed, and for this purpose certam

facilities are given him. He cannot maintain the judiciary in

a state like South Carolina, whero federal ofllicers reign, lint

he has power over the collections of customs, and over the

several .states, and to protect these the Uovernment forces will

act strictly on the defensive. Congress possesses no power to

make war upon a state to compel such state to remain in the

Union, and if force could be used for sucih purpose a con-

tinuance of the Government in its spirit and unity could not

thus be maintained. To restore tranquillity, and fnrnish to

all the states a guarantee for the enjoyment of their rights, as

contemplated under our system, certain amendments to the

federal constitution are necessary, and nnay be proposed by
Cnngress, and ratified by the states, or through the medium of

a convention called on the application of the states. Unlawful

military exiieditions have been countenanced by many of our

citizens, and were suffered, in defiance of the Government, to

escape from our shores, foi the purpose of making war upon
the unoffending people of neighbouring republics with

whom we were at peace. In addition to these and other

dieBculties we experienced a revulsion in monetary

ftff'airs soon after my advent to power of unexampled seventy,

and of ruinous consequences to all the great interests of the

country. When we take a retrospect of what was then our

condition, and contrast this with its material prosperity at the

time of the late presidential election, wo liavo abundanc

reason to return our grateful thanks to that merciful

Providence which has never forsaken us as a nation in all our

past trials. Our relations with Great Britain are of the most

friendly character. Since the commencement ot my adminis-

tration the two dangerous questions arising from the

Clayton and Bulwer treaty, and from the right of search

claimed by the British government, have been amicably and

honourably adjusted. The discordant constmctions of the

Clayton and Bulwer treaty between the two governments,

which at different periods of the discussion bore a threaten-

ing aspect, have resulted in a final settlement entirely

satisfactory to this govei-nment. It must bo a source of

sincere satisfaction to all classes of our feilow-cicizens, and

especially to those engaged in foreign commerce, that the

claim on the part of Gryat Brit:dn forcibly to take and

search American merchant vessels on the high seas in time

ot peace has been abandoned. This was by lar the most

dangerous question to the peace of the two countries which has

existed since the war of 1812. Whilst it remained open, they

might at any moment have been precipiuited into a war._ The

only question of any importance still remaining open is the

disputed title between the two governments to the island of

San Juan in the vicinity of Washington territory. As this

question is still under negotiation, it is not deemed advisable

at the present moment to make any other allusion to the

subject The recent visit of the Prince of Wales in a private

character to the people of this country h:i3 proved to be a most

uisuiciouK event. In its consequences it cannot fail to Increase

the kindred and kindly feelings which, 1 trust, may ever actuate

the Governments and people of both countries in thuir political

and social intercourse witli each other. With France, our an-

cient and venerable ally, our relations continue to bo of the

most friendly character. Our relations witti the great empire

of RuKf^ia are all that we could desire. Our relations with

Spain are now of a more compiif;ited, though less dangerous,

character than they hate been for mauy years. Our citizens

have long held, and continue to hold, numerous claims

against the Spanish Governmeut- These have been ably nrgyd

for a series of yeara by our successive diplomatic representatives

at Madrid, but witiiout bringing redress. It i.s in.. re than

nrobable that the final adjustment of these claims will devolve

upon ray successor. I reiterate the reeoraniendatioti con-

tained in my annual message of December, ltj58, and rei>eated

in that of December, 1S59, in favour of the acquisition of Cub S
from Spain by fair purchase. I firmly believe that such an
acquisition would contribute essentially to the well-being and
prosperity of both countries in all future time, as well as
prove the certain means of immediately abolishing the African
slave trade throughout the world. I would not repeat this
recommendation upon the present occasion if I believed that
the transfer of Cuba to the United States, upon conditions
highly tiivourable to Spain, could justly tarnish the
national honour of the proud and ancient Spanish monarchy.
With the Empex'or of Austria and the remaining conti-
nental powers, including that of the Sultan, our relations con-
tinue to be of the most satisllictory character. The friendly
and peaceful policy pursued by the Government of the United
States towards the empire of China has produced the most
satisfactory results. The treaty of Tieu-tsin of the 18th of
June, 1858, has been faithfully observed by the Chinese autho-
rities. Our relations with Mexico stl'I remain in a most un-
satisfactory condition. The promise of retrenchment contained
in my first annual message has been redeemed by a consi-

derable reduction in the annual expenditure during the last

two years. It is with great satisfaction I communicate the fact

that since the date of my last annual message not a single

slave has been imported into the United States in violation

of the laws prohibiting the African slave trade. The Message
concludes with some remarks about the necessity of modifica-
tions in the tariff."

After the reading of the Message an amendment was
moved and carried to the eifect that so much of the

^^ressage as related to the perilous condition of the

country be referred to a Select Committee, composed

of one member from each State. In the Senate, ou

the 5th, a senator said that he understood the Message

to declare in the first place that South Carolina Imd

just cause for secedinj^, and in the second place thatsUe

had no right to secede. The President had failed to

look the thing in the face by not pointing out the

remedy, and they must look to the ballot-box or war to

terminate the difficulties. The coming culmination

pointed to civil war, and they muit look the thing

straight in the face. Mr. Iverson said the Southern

States would disclaim all allegiance. It was policy for

them to get out of the Union "before the black Republi-

cans could use their power. The talk about repealing

the Personal Liberty Laws would not prevent their

going out. They intended to go out peaceably if they

could, forcibly if they must. If the North attempted

to coerce, war would ensue; and if the Senator from

N'ew Hampshire wanted it, they would give it. The-

Message is condemned by those of extreme opinions from

both North and South, who consider it weak and unsatis-

factory. In Charleston its pacific tone caused considerable

surprise. T\iQ President had announced his determi-

nation to send no more troops to the Charleston forts,

and stated that everythhig would be done ou his part

to avoid a collision. The Georgia Senate had rejected

a Bill calling a Convention of the Southern States.

This was received as an indication that Georgia would

secede separately. The Mississippi Legislature has

unanimously passed the Convention Bill, the secession

, resolutions, and the Bill authorising the appnintmout^

I

of eouimissioners to co-operate with the other slave

.«^nf-r!<-^ The sere.'sinn fnver ia FloridA WRS uuiversaj.

The powder magazine of a Spanish frigate had exploded

off Brooklyn. Three persons were killetl and 12

wounded.
New Zealan'O.—Accounts from Taranaki stato that

the natives have retired for the purpose of planting

their potatoes, thereby relieving New Plymouth from a

state of siege, but carrying with them horses, slieep,

cattle, carts, and plunder of all sorts, the property of

our-settlors, whose wives and families have been removed

for safety to Nelson, and who are themselves Imddled

together in the little town, without being ab!e to

strike a blow in self-defence. Meanwhile the tribes

about Wellington, as well as those which in-

habit the Great Waikato Valley and still profess

friendly intentions, are said to be deliberating

wiiether, having already sent Wirimu Kingi large re-

inforcements, they shall extend the theatre of war by

making an attack upon Auckland. The voluntary re-

tirement of the natives has reduced their force to less

than one-tenth of that at the disposal of General Pratt,

but three expeditions which have been made since the

formeraccountshi'.ve proved as futile asthe four which had

preceded them, and although our soldiers have demo-

lished a few empty pahs, wherever resistance was offered,

even on open ground, they have fallen back. Tlie fifth

rttemptwasmadeonSeptemberl9, whenMajorHutchii?s,

with 600 men, abandoned the attack of a large pah for

rt-aut of mortars. In the sixth, the force under Colonel

Leslie, n'Jinbering 500 bayonets and three guns, retirad

in consequence ot strict oiders not to return the enemy'*

fire, in case they should interfere with the fiUiug up of

certain ti-euchcs which served as a cover fcr native

marksmen. The seventh was on tlie 9th October, under

General Pratt, with about 1000 men and some heavy

guns. Tiiis expedition had not returned to camp when
the mail left, but it had already declined the siege of a

pah of somewhat more than the average strength.

Atjstualia.—The Au.itr.ilian papers state that the

colonists are very auxiooa to have a visit from the

Prince of Wales, and express the hope that his recent

visit to the North American colonies will be the

precursor of a series of Royal progresses, in which the

desire of Australia to do all honour to the Queen atul

Koyal family may be gratified.

OTiti) lutclliaence,

TuE BriLDi>'G Trade.—The suspension of Mr.

Henry Batcmau, timber merchant, bus been announced

caused it is said by the faihire of his relatives, Mossr?,
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Piper & Son, and the very nnsatisfactory character of
their assets, whiclt have led to the proiiosal and accep-
tance of a composition of 4?. 6d. in the ponnd, in
instalments extending over a year. Mr, Batoman, it is

said, will probably pay 15j. or 16*. in the pound.
The Leather Trade.—At the Court of Bankruptcy

on Friday it was intimated, in the case of Messrs.
Streatfeild, Laurence & Co., the leather factors of London
and Liverpool, that a dividend of about \s. or 1*. dd. in
tlie pound may be expected under each of the johit
estates m the course of the ensuing week.

Mo^^EY Market, Friday.—British Funds : Con-
sols closed at 92| to 93 for Account; Bank Stock, 233 ;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 92^ to ^ ; New Three per
Cents., 92-2; India Bonds, 10-'*. dis.; Exchequer Bills,

5*. to 2*. dis.—Foreign : Brazilian Four and a Half
per Cents., 1860, 86^- ; Chilian Four and a Half per
Cents., 821; Dutch Four per Cent. Certificates, lOOi;
Mexican Three per Cents., forAcct., 22 to 21^; Bussian
Four and a Half per Cents., 95i; Sardtnian Five per
Cents., for Acct., 83^-; Spanish Committee's Certifi-

cates, 6f; Turkish Six per Cents., 1854, for Acct., 72 J*

Ditto, 1858, for Acct., 67i to 582-.

Notes Ie«u«d

iSanfe of ©nglanTi*
issue DEPARTMENT.

* « « # 4 ^€27.044,595 » • * •Govermnenl Pebt
Other Securities ,. ,»

Gold Coin and BuUion.,
SilverBuUioQ

jeil,01MflO
3,459,900

Propriftora Capital.. ,. j€H,553,000
Rest. J 3,1S1,326
PuDlic Deposits (includ-
ing Exchequer, Saving?
£anks, Commissiooerfi
of iNat. l)ebt,and Oin-
dend Accts.) ..

OthiT Depofiitn.,
Seven day and othfr hillB

^27,044,595

BACKING DtPARTMEKT.
Goveraraent

-£27.044,595

t • t «

7,384.841
11.739.32(1

fiD2,05l

Securities
(includinffDeflil Weight
Autiuity) j8q.540,2:3

Other Securities .. ., 19.885,59i)

Notes 7,346,500
Gold and SJWer Coin .. 761.675

20th day of Dec. 1860.
j£37.534.038 ^637.534,0, ,8

M. MA-RSHALL; Chief Cash er.

©ajctte of ffic 5i2accfe.
TCESDAT -BANKRUPTS —T. B. CousEWs, Llov-r? Coffpe House,

Vnderwriter—J. George, Pemberton Row, Citv, Licensed Viciualler—T-
llARBis, Cardiff, Cabinet Maker— P. I%gs, Moretown Kingwootl. Hants,
Artihcial Manure Manut.irturer—G. Robsok. Uandsworth. Staftbrishipe,
aaddler—J. Sellabp, Manchester, Manufacturins Chemist—C. and vv.
Staiik, Mark, Somersetshire, <.om Factors — E. Williams, Wrexham,
»uUder-W N. Williams, Faraham, Chemist-F. Yousg, Basinghall
istieet, Woollen WarehooBeman.
SCOTCH SliaUESTRATlON-J.L.WHiTF, Glasgow. Plumber,

PRIDAT-BANKRL'PTS-J. Brooks and S. Pitts, jim,. Upper Thames
Mreet, Wholesale IroDmongers-G. Hodd, lurstali. Staffordshire. Shoe
^ealer—H. FouLKEs, John Street, Union Street, Kenninpton Koad, Cab
Fropnetor-J Gray and J. R. Hehson, Epsom, Surrey, i pholsterers-G.
IjBiMMETT, BirmniKhiira, Corn OeHler—T. Hindlk. E\eiton, Lancashire,

film o *
,

'^*^°""°"' ^^aiif^bester. Money Scrivener—W Ridfb. Tun-mu, htaffurd^hire. Grocer—W. Sampson, St. Thomas the Apostle, I'evon-
fihire. Innkeeper—J, J. ScHETtCK, Old Broad Street, City, Merchant- J.
SiRAcuAH. Newc&atle-uponTyne, Brewer — F. Wilkins, Whitechnpel
Road. Elf»f VerehHur-G. W'lI.KI^«o^, Al«rrlp.i(ipld. Joimir and iiuiider—
J. WiNTRR,Ro8alyn Terrace, Hainpbtead, Snrrfeoii.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLEIJ-J. liKaGER, Great Tower Street. Broker.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-A Camerom. Haughland. near Elgin,
Parmer—Mrs. M. Lyall, Glasgow, Glass Merchant—1>. UuucKKa, hdiu-
buri<h, Lace and Jllu&iiD Merchant.

The Christmas Holidays.— It is understood that
Monday next^ being the day before Christmas Day,
will be kept as a general holiday in the city. It has

due for that service to the country. And/ while speaking of
these matters, let me say I cau never forget the sinrrleness of
he;^rt, the devotion to duty, the manly intrepidity which
animated every soldier, from the highest to the lowest, in the
late Indian cam})ait:rn. Nor must I omit to pay the humble
tribute of my adntiratioa to the untiring exertions and the
fearless behaviour of the civil .service of India, whose efforts,
united to those of the army, were happily instrumental in
restoring tranquillity to that threat dependency.'*

New Palace of Westminster.—It is intended to
erect a statue of Edward tlie Black Prince by Baron
Marochetti in Palace Yard, between the statue of
Richard Coeur de Lion and the Victoria Towner. •

The Convict Anne Padfield.—A communication
was received on Monday at Nt;wgate from the Home
Secretary, intimating that, the sentence of death
passed upon this prisoner has been commuted to that of
penal servitude for life. The statements which she had
previously made in reference to the murder have been
thoroughly investigated by the authorities, and found
to be without the slightest foundation. One was that
she had placed the child with a fortune-teller at
Hackney and had never seen it again alive; but on
interrogating the fortune-teller she denied all know-
ledge of the prisoner, and from other circumstances
the detective officers were satisfied that the story was
a fabrication. The prisoner subsequently made another
statement of a very serious character, to the effect that
the child was killed in her presence by a person whose
name she mentioned, and that she had no other hand
in the matter except to conceal the body. It was
ascertained, however, that this statement was also an
entire fabrication^ the party whose name was men-
tioned having proved in the most satisfactory manner
that he was at a considerable distance from London for
some time before and after the murder was committed,
and that he could not by any possibility have had a
share in it.

OPEifiNG OF St. Giles's National Schools.—
The handsome pile of buildings recently erected in the
Venetian Gothic style from the designs of Mr. Edward
Barry, in Endell Street, as parochial schools for the
parish of St. Giles's-in-the-FieUls, was formally opened
on Wednesday in the presence of a very large number
of ladies and gentlemen. It had been announced that
Lord J. Russell would preside on the occasion, but his

lordship was unable to attend in ronsequence of the
serious illness of the Duke of Bedford. The Hon. A.
Kinnaird, M.P., took the chair, and the meeting was
addressed by the Rev. W. Thorold, Rev. E. Bayle^', Sir

J. K. Shuttieworth, and other gentlemen. The cost of

the building has been 12,500/., of whicli one-tliird was
for the site. To\vards this sum the Commissioners of

Council for Education nnade a grant of 3000/., and the
remainder was subscribed by the landowners, residents,

and public at large, with the exception of 500/. for the
building fund, in furtherance of which a conversazione
is to be held in the schools on the evening of Thursday
and Friday, the 3d and 4tii of Jauuar}',

The PtJBLic Health.— The Registrar GeneraPs
Weekly Return states that the deaths in London in

the week ending Saturday, December 15, were 1208.
The average number in the corresponding weeks of the
ten years 1850-59, corrected for increase of population,

was 1371. The present return is therefore 163 below
the average. During the week the births of 1052 boys
and 918 girls, in all 1970 children, were registered in

Loiidon. In the ten corresponding weeks of the years
1850-59, the average number was 1650.

[Decesibek 22, I860.

public subscription, or by the liberality orthT^^.
manufacturers, who had evinced much more vUh^thropy than any one had a right to expect. At tl^:present time 75 per cent, of the population engaged inthe ribbon trade were out of work ; and with regard Z
the remammg 25 per cent., their wages did not amoun?to more than 50 or 60 per cent, of the former w^"
About 4500/. or 4600/. had been raised for their rolfpf
and 600/. or 700/. per week had been distributed at tl

*

rate of l^.e^?. per week for adults, including all childrpn
above 12 years of age, and 9d. per week for all under
12f years; being very nearly the same as they would ^Pf
if they went to the union. If they could set overJanuary and February they, hoped that next sprint
there might be fine weather, and that the ladies might
adopt the custom of wearing trimmings and ribbons ia
their bonnets, so as to create a demand for the labour of
the weavers. A subscription was then opened, and before
the meeting separated the sum of 225/. was subscribed.

Ro:\iSEX.—The annual meeting of the Labourers' En-
couragement Association tookplace on Wednesday in this'
tow^n. Lord Palmerston distributed the prizes, a\ul after-
wards presided at the dinner of the Association. His lord-
ship addressed the rccipientsof the prizes at some length,
and referred at the dinner to the recent accounts of the
overcrowding of agricultural cottages in Berkshire,
expressing his belief that the provision of suitable and
decent habitations for the labouring classes lies at the
root of their good conduct, and that those who build
good cottages for them get a return for the money they
lay out over and above the rent they may receive for
them.
Salisbury.—One of the severest snow storms expe-

rienced in Hampshire for many years past occurred on
Wednesday and Thursday, and extended in an easterly
direction along the whole of the south coast. The
railway from Salisbury to Basingstoke was blocked up
for several hoursj and it was necessary to employ
labourers to cut a passage for the trains.

Sheefield.—At an early hour on Saturday morning
empt was made to murder an assistant e-ame-an att

been resolved that the Stock Exchange shall be closed,'

and it is expected that the attendance in the transfer i^rObtUCtfll*
offices at the Bank will be merely nominal. It is also r"*,,^-,,^^^^ rn Tr- nu n r. i..

expected that the Koyal Excha4e wUi be closed in
CAMMDaE.-The-Vice Chancellor has g.ven ,,o.ce

coilsequence of the resolution of the Exchange brokers nw^f, f"'/ fi'" r
?""'^!'}'y ^'^ ^'"^ Prince Consort as

Onancellor ot the Lniversity, for the encouragement of
English poetry, will be given this year to such resident
undergraduate as shall compose the best poem on "The
Prince of Wales at the Tomb of Washington,"
Coventry'.—The Queen has contributed 100 guineas

to the fund in aid of the distressed riband weavers of
Coventry and its neighbourhood. At a meeting of the
relief corainittee on Wednesday it was announced that
the general subscriptions now amount to 5000/.

Lincoln.—The sentence of death passed on Thomas
Richardson at the [recent assizes for the murder of the
policeman at Wyberton, has been commuted to penal
servitude for life.

Manchester.—A meeting in aid of the distressed
weavers of Coventry was held on Monday at the Tow^n
Hall of this city. Mr. Alderman Mackie, in the
absence of the Mayor at the assizes, presided, and th*>

meeting was attended by Mr. Bazley, M.P., Sir J.

Watts, Lord Leigh, Lord-lieutenant of Warwickshire,
*fcc. Mr. Soden, late Mayor of Coventry, said that

30,000 men, women, and children in that town were
totally dependent on the weaving of ribbons and the
manufacture of trimmings. The trimming trade had,

to a certain extent, become annihilated; and the ribbon
trade was in a distressed condition, not on account of

the Frendi treaty, but from the adverse state of fashion,

the high price of the raw material, and the extraordi-

nary past season, such as. was never before known.
This accumulation of evils had no doabt been aggravated
by the sudden manner in which the treaty was forced
upon them, but it was not the treaty which had
caused the suffering. Some 2000 men, women,
and children had been drafted from Coventry
into the manufacturing districts of Lancashire; and
about 1000 had turned their attention to other trades.
The cost of this emigration had beeu defrayed either by

consequence oi tne resolution or tne i^jxcnange

to transiict Tuesday's business on the Wednesday. The
•Com Exchange will be open on Monday, but closed on
Wednesday.
Freedom of the City to Loed Clybe akd Sib

J. OuTRAM.—On Thursday afternoon the freedom of
the City with a sword of the value of 100 guineas was
presented in Guildhall to Lord Clyde and Sir James
Outram, in grateful recognition of their distinguislied

military services in India. The Lord Mayor afterwards
gave a grand dinner at the Mansion House in honour
of the event- Lord Clyde in acknowledging the com-
pliment said that to the last day of his life he should
prize their gift beyond anything he possessed, and Sir

James Outram said that the gift in his case had been
enhanced by being associated with his late comniander,
to whom he felt all the devotion of a Highlander of the
olden time towards the chief of his clan.

DiNNEfi TO LoED Clyde.—On Tuesday evening the
Master and Wardens of tlie Merchant Taylors* Company
gave a grand banquet in honour of General Lord Clyde,

at their hail in Threadueedle Street. The freedom of

the Company had previously been presented to his

lordship "in testimony of his long and faithful services,

and particulai'ly in effecting the gallant relief of the
late Major-General Sir Henry Havelock, with the
women and children, and the sick and wounded at

Lucknow, and the total routing and annihilation of the
Gwalior mutineers near Cawnpore." In returning
thanks for the toast of his health. Lord Clyde said:

—

" Aa to my having p«>ceeded to India at very short notice, I

only obeyed a common call of duty, and there was nothing in
it. I went to join an army containing many officers and men
whom any man might have been justly proud to command.
"With regard to my exertions counected with the fitting out of
the expedition to China, I was merely an instrument in the
hands of the Govemor-Genend , and to that great man—for

Lord Canning is a truly great man—belongs the credit really

keeper, named William Crookes, at the village of Eccles-
field, near this town. Crookes, who is a file cutter,
lives at a lonely place known as the Engine House, in

the middle of Smithywood, Cowley Hill, having no other
house within half a mile. He has a small stithy in his

house, for the purpose of working at his trade during a
part of the day, devoting the remainder of the day and
part of the night to the prescrva£ion of the game in the
wood, on behalf of an association of neighbouring gentry.
He has displayed considerable activity as an assistant

keeper, and has consequently been several times threat-

ened by poachers in the locality. He got up to commence
work at his files a little before 4 o'clock on Saturdar
morning, and continued working until 20 minutes tjo 5,

when a gun was fired at him through the window. *^e
gun was loaded with mixed alio., which entered iiia

right cheek and shoulder, knocking him backwards
upon the floor. Though dreadfully stunned, he was able -

to jump up and loose two dogs, kennelled outside the

house, but the animals fiiiled to get upon the track of

the murderei-. Crookes's cheek is completely riddled

with shot, and the wound on the shoulder is an exten-

sive one, completely paralysing the arm. It is feared

that a portion of the shot may even have reached some
of the vital parts ; and the poor man lies in a very dan-

gerous state. A collier, named Joseph Ibbotson, living

at the adjacent village of Thorpe, and a man, named
Joseph English, a wheelwright, residing at Brightside,

have been apprehended on suspicion of being concerned

in the outrage.

Orange Display in Deeey.—^The celebration of

the closing of the gates of Derry took place on Tuesday

without disturbance. Flags which had been put up m
the night were displayed on the cathedral, the Irish

Society's bastion, and Walker's Pillar, and the effigy of

Lundy was suspended from the summit of the testi-

monial. The flag on the top of the pillar had the

figures •' 1688." The effigy of Lundy was burnt at

3 p.:m., and six or seven shots from one cannon were

fired, although the magi^^trates remonstrated. A^dis-

play of fireworks took place at 6 P.M.. and a soiree in

the Corporation Hall shortly after. The proceedings

terminated about midnight, having passed off" more
tranquilly than had beeu expected. To prevent any

attempt at rioting the Governnieut on Monday sent to

Derry a troop of Dragoons, a detachment of infantry,

and a strong body ofconstabulary. The force consisted

of 60 cavalry, 300 police, and 400 infantry. A third

stipendiary magistrate was also sent to the town.

The Repeal Movement.—Mr. Pierse Creagh, a

Roman Catholic magistrate resident in Dublin, has

addressed a letter to the Dailu Express, in which he

alleges that the new repeal movement is intended "to

induce a foreign Government to interfere in the affairs

of this country, or perhaps to invade it." The following

is i:n extract from his communication :
—

" That the repeal of the uulon is not the real object which

the promoters of the agitation have in view must be apparent

from the following facts, of the accuracy of which two other

Roman Catholic magistrates and myself are cognisant:—in

Octiiber last a certain pai-ish priest, from the altar m nis

chapel, urged his parishioners to sign the national petition. a9

then tnld them that, the dean of the diocese had, in accordance

with the advice of Br. CuUen, directed all the parish priests w
induce the people to sign t'^e petition, 'although,' h«

-^j
• they w^ere ail aware that tiis prayer of it would not be acceofi**
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ferfe'e in the affairs of tlus country, or perhaps to in-

tade it.'

"
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CocTiT OF Queen's Bekch.—Hooper -v. Warde.—This was an

action brought by Anna Maria Cobden Hooper, daughter of a

was forfeited, and he could hold out no hope of meixy, and
proceeded to pass upon him sentence of Death in the usual

form. The prisoner then burat into tears, and was removed
from the dock. Tkt Newcastle Murder.Stephen Dickenson, 40,

was charged with the wiltul murder of his mother, Elizabeth

Dickenson, on the 5th August, Newcastle-under-Lyme. The
evidence showed that the prisoner was insane, and that he had
been visited two or three aays before by a parish surgeon, who
had given instructions for the removal of any cutting iustm-

uear Stratford-upon-Avon, in AVarwickshire, who had filled the

office of high sheriff for his cuunty, and was likewise a county

niagistrato. The declaration complained that defendant on

aeveral occasions aasauUcd the plaintiff ; that he had converted

tbe plamtifTs jewellery and wearing apparel; and laatly, that

she had lent him money. The facts elicited in evidence

were of the most extraordinary character. The de-

fendant was a married man with a family, but his wife,

jlrs. Warde, a lady of the highest ciiaracter, had obtjiined a

divorce from him, and the Lord Chancellor had subsequently

removed the children from hiB custody. While, however, they

remained with him, ho induced the plaintiti; whom he had

met act^identally at Brighton, to go down to his scat in

Warwickshire as his nursery governess. He then seduced

her and took her to Fan's, where a child was born,

the birth being announced in the papers as "the wife

of Charles Warde, Kfiq., of a daughter." From 1848 to

1859 they lived togother as man and wife, and had four

children. During this period defendant was in the habit of

treating her in the most brutal manner, Hogging her with a

cart-whip, notwithj^tanding the repeated remonstrances of her

frieiida. so that her life becamu in dauger. On one occasion he

beat her so severely with n billiard-cue that slie was obliged to

toko refuge ill a 11 „'ibonr's house. Ho destroyed ihe jewels he

had given her. and in return for the sum of aui. which she lent

toone of Ilia friends, ho gave her a j)romisfeory note for 200/., pay-

able three years after date, but written upon a wrong stamp. Ho
then abanddncd lier, and took his scullery maid to supply her

place. The defenco was that the plauitift" was an habitual

drunkard, and that she was of such profligate habits that de-

fendant was obliged to abandon her, the youngest child not

being his, but the rosTilt of an intrigue witli a man called

Williams, a servant lad in hia employ. The plaintiff admitted
the connection with Williams, but said that while he was quite

a boy, the dclcu'lant had bi'>ught him into her room and com-
pelled her to receive him. The defend:mt in cross-examination
admitted this fact, and >aid that he had done so to prevent the

piaintifTs intrigues with other men. He also pleaded that the

plaintifl" was a woman of violent passions, and that her
di*unkeune.s3 and misconduct of various kinds had led to

the assaults of wi.ich she complained. Sir. K. James,
in replying for the plaintiff, contended that the defendant had
made her what she was by his own cruelty and persecution.

The Lord Chief Justice, in charging tiiejury, characterised the
assaults proved to have been committed on the plaintiff by
defendant as brutal and unmanly' in the extreme. StiU the
plaintifTs temper was undoubtedly most violent, and her
conduct exasperating. The jury alter tui iC- -once of three-

quarters of an hour returned a verdict for the plaintifl" with
500;. damages for the assaults, SO^. on the count for money
lent, and 100?. on account of the detention of the jewellery.

The 100?. on account of the jewellery not to be paid if the

jewellery were restored. Bomnquet v. Heath.— The EfJUld
Church Dupate.—This was an action broi;ght for two assaults
by Captain Bosanquet against the Rev. ilr. Heath, vicar of

'Bnfifi\d. In additi(jn to this there are six other actions.

It was alleged by the plaintiff that there was an 'entix-e

departure from the observances of ihe Church of England,
and that the vicar had turned a deaf ear to all remon-
strances addressed to him on the subject. Capt. liosan-

quet, in his capacity of churchwarden, had removed the super-

altar cloth, when Mr. Heath laid his hand on his shoulder,

with the view of ejecting him from the church. As the chapel

had been built by subscription, 1000^ of which was advanced
by the vicar, and (J40^. by Captain Bosanquet and his friends,

and as the vicar consequently claimed the chapel as his own
private property, it was, after some conference, agreed to refer

it to Mr. Maeaulay, Q.G.. to determine as to tlie retvirn of th&u"

subscriptions to any of the subscribers he might think fit ;
and

that the other actions should also be referred to him to deter-

mine how iudginent should be entered with regard to them.
Middlesex Sessions.— il/iiiiary Riot at- KnigUkhridge.^

Sidney Mann, 2:i, William Smith, 29, Jaims Hall, 24, and
Michael McGrath, 23, four guardsmen, were indicted lor un-
lawfully creating a riot and disturbance. The three first

named prisoners pleaded Guilty. McGrath pleaded Not guilty,

and no evidence being offered against him, be was acqviitted.

The prisoners were engaged in a desperate row in High Street,

Knigiitsbridge, fightin;^ and exciting a mob of about 300

persons. There was a fearful conflict between them and the
police, wno interfered to preserve order, ttie soldiers using their

tradesman at Brighton, against Mr. Thomas Charles Warde, a ments beyond his reach. On the day in question his mother

trentleiuan of very large Ibrtune, residing at Clopton House, was taking him up medicine, when he met and struck her on
B r,....^c—A «„-.„ ;„ AiT.,..^;^!, „!,;..„ ,„v,„ v,.,,i fiu^H *i,ft ^jjg head with a large wooden block, causing almost immediate

death. The jury found the prisoner Guilty of Wilful Murder,
committed when he was in a state of insanity. His lordship

sentenced the prisoner to confinement during her Majesty's

pleasure. Stabbing.—'Qaxim Wilde then called up five prisoners

who had been convicted of stabbing to receive sentence. His
lordship said it was from God's mercy that they were not

standing at the bar on a charge of murder, and it was his

intention, if possible, to check the crime. He then sentenced

Job Sfienton^ 32, labourer, for stabbing Reuben Wilhams on
the 23d November, at Stoke-upon-Trent, to 10 years' penal

servitude; Stephen Morris, 22, miner, for stabbing John
Uovancy, on the 20tli Avigust, at Bilston, to 10 years' penal

servitude ; SUen Meakin^ for stabbing Mary iVnu Martin, at

Wolverhampton, to 10 years' penal servitude; David Rogers,

38, for stabbing Thomas Naylor, on the 22d September, at

Sedgley, to 10 years' penal servitude; and Patrick M'Garry,

18, for subbing Patrick M'Grath, on the 1st September, at

Tunstal, in the parish of Wolstanton, to three years' penal

servitude.
Northern Circuit : Liverpool —Tlie Liverpool Wife Murdei^

Thovias Newsfiam, 38^ was charged with the murder of his wife

in Homer 8treet, Liverpool, on the 18th of September last. It

appeared from the evidence that the prisoner and his wife on
the day In question had a quarrel, when deceased being druuk
used very improjier language, whichmuch irritated her husband,

who took a knife and stabbed her in the left side, the wound
causing death. For the defence it was contended that there

was no deliberate malico on the prisoner's part, and ultimately

he was found Guilty of Manslaughter, and sentenced to penal

servitude for life. Murder on &iipboard,~Ht,iry LoAomn, a

Norwegian seaman was tried for the murder of Charles P.

Wallaco, boatswain of the American ship Lombard. On the

22nd of August last, while the Lombard was lyhig m the

Liverpool Docks, the prisoner went to his berth and refused to

work. This led to a tight between the prisoner and deceased,

in the course of which the latter was stabbed in the neck.

The wound partiallv severed the windpipe, and proved

fatal on the 1st September. The jury found the prisoner

Guilty of Manslaugher, and Mr. Justice Keatmg sentenced

him to penal servitude for life. Fo&t O^ce Kobberi/.—Charles

Richard Lwias pleaded guilty to steahng a post letter

in Manchester in October lost ; and was sentenced under

the first count of the indictment to three years' penal

servitude, and under the second to four years' similar punish-

ment, to commence at the termination of the first term.

Garotting a Medical Student.—John Green was c-.nvicted of

assaulting and robbing a medical student called >ash, by

garotting him. with the assistance of three others not in

custody, on the 12th August. He was sentenced to four years

penal servitude. Burglar]/.—Thomas Speahmcn and James

Houghton were convicted of burglariously entering the houses

of John Davenport, of Winstanley, and James lorshaw, of

Blackrod, Lancashire, and stealing a quantity of property. Tue

latter was sentenced to four years' penal servitude, and the

former, who is a notorious felou, to penal servitude for 1 years.

Uo-uLa6 U'hM-ihoi'.^e waa convicted of burglary at Salford, m a

servitude. York : Manslaughter. — WiUiain Waltk was con-

victed of the Man.^laughter of his wife by starving her to

death at Clifton, near York, in August hist, and was sentenced

to four years' penal servitude. Ann Johnson was convicted of

the Manslaughter of her husband at Doncaster in November
last by strilung him on the head with a piece of wood, but was
recommended to mercy on the ground of the provocation she

had received. Mr. Justice Hill sentenced her to three moutbs'

imprisonment. The Attempted Murder at Hunslet.—David Cock-

ro/t, 19, was indicted for shooting at Thomas Parkin with intent

to murder him, or to do him some grievous bodily harm, at

Leeds, on the 7th November. It will be remembered that

the prisoner was in ttie employ of Meaars. Dodgson A: Co.,

threadmakers at Hunslet, near Leeds, and that he had been

discharged by Mr. Parkin, the foreman, on suspicion of dis-

honesty. On the following day. as Mr. Parkin was entering

his own house, the prisoner shot him in the back of the head,

but as he had on a tiiick woollen comforter, the wound did not

prove fataL The prisoner was pursued and never lost sight

of till he was apprehended, when two or three charges of

shot as well as some powder and percussion caps, were tound

in his pocket. The jury returned a verdict oiGviity of shootmg

with intent to do grievous bodily hairti, and the prisoner w.is

sentenced to six years' penal servitude. The Wakefuld Poisonmg

Case.—Bmma Stringer, 22, was charged under the coroner sin-

pcnal servitude. The prisoner Wiis then charged with Anr^
Grem and Cath^rint Leyland, with the murder on the coroner's
Inquisition, but noevidenceheingoffered they were discharged.
Midland Ciruitit : Warwick.—.6un?Zary and Violence at

Birniinghara.—Benjamin Sumriicrjield, 25, brass dresser, was in-
dicted for committing a burglary at the house of Thomas
Robinsoa, on the 14th of October, and for robbing John Sher-
wood of a watch and watch chain with violence, on the 2-lth

of October, at Birmingham. One of the inspectors of the Bir-

mingham detectives, deposed that the prisoner was one of
the most expert thieves in England. His wife, who was now
undergoing six months' imprisonment in the metropolis, was
another expert thief, and the money they obtained in the
winter they spent at watering places in the summer months.
Witness had been sent to Barnstaple to attend the Bath and
West of England Agricultural Society's show there, as 20 or 30
of the prisoner's associates had gone there from Birmingham^
and he had caused him to be locked up then for his netarious

practices. The jury found him Guilty. Mr. Baron Bramwell
said he wished to address a word of advice to the Birmingham
thieves and to thieves in general ''Thieve quietly; don't

knock people about so much, and you won't get knocked
about so much yourselves. You have been twice convicted. I

sentence you to 24 years' penal servitude—20 years for the
fii-st and four years for the second charge."

belts in a ruthless manner. The Assistant Judge sentenced
|

quisition, with the Wilful Murder of Frances Adamsonl^^^^^

Hall and Smith to 12 months' hard labour each ; Mann, who
|

mistress, at Sandal Magna ne-irWaJve field,
J^J^^J^^fJ^^

^jigrist^

had been before convicted, to IS ; and made some strong

remarks upon the circumstance of soldiers so far degrading
themselves as to get into coufiict with the police, who »\erely

acted in the preservation of public order.
WiNTKR Assizi:s.—Oxford Circuit: Staffohb.—The Bddon

^iurder.—Samuel Twigr/, bricklayer, 33, was charged with the
wilful murder of Mary Twigsr, his wife, on the 25th July last,

at Bilstou. It will be rememembered that the prisoner went
home drunk at 1 o'clock in the morning, taking a strange man
^ith him. He called his wife out of her bed to cook some
steaks for their supper, which she refused to do at such an hour
while the stranger was iu the house. He told the man that if

his wife did not come down he would cut her throat from ear to
ear. The man then went away, whereupon the wife and her
Son went down and asked him to go to bed, which he refused to
do. They therefore put a jacket under his head, took his shoes
ot, and put a chair under his feet, and left him asleep. In
aboTtt a quarter of an- hour the prisoner called to his son to
gi^e him a light, as he wanted to go to bed. The son asked his

oiother to go down, as he had to rise early in the morning to

go to work. His mother went down, and while she was pokintr
the fire, prisoner said " Gie us a kiss, Polly," and instantly
fltabbed her in the stomach with a clasp knife, saying "Now.
I am saUsfied.'* The mjfortunate woman, who had previously

Jeen threatened by the prisoner, and had jumped through the
bedroom window several times on account of his threats, died

^ the following night. The jury after a brief deliberation

returned a verdict of Guilty. Mr. Baron Wilde was about to

pass sentence of death, when the prisoner'a mother shrieked
*JUt i;: the gallery and had to be removed. At the same time the

prisoner fell upon his knees in the deck and began to shed tears.

He was lifted up by the gaolers, and as soon as he ceased crj-ing

Baron Wilde assumed the black cap, and said that the prisoner

had been convicted upon evidence which left no room for

doubt of the crime of wilful murder, and that committed upon
his own witc. He feared the thought of violence to his wife

3iad otten been present to his mind, and had made its homem
i»is heart. Then came drunkenness and the loss of liis senses,

aud that black thought came out, and urged him to her de-

strtu-tion, Jt was a sad example and led to a sad ending, and

Counsel for the prosecution stated that as the bill against the

prisoner before the grand jury had been ignored he should

offer no evidence in the case. The jury then under his lord-

ship's direction recorded a formal verdict of Not Guttti/. and

the prisoner was immediately discharged. Ultenng Forged

Bank Notes.— Wiiliam Brice, alias Boyce, 23, was convicted of

uttering two forged bl. Bank of England notes, at Shefheld, on

the 10th July, and previous convictions having been proved

against him, he was- senteuced to 10 yeiirs' penal servitude,

Fanmi Leeve, 19, and William Sateman, alias Rickurdsaa, were

convicted of uttering a forged 61. Bank of England note at

S ;lby on the 10th August. A previous conviction having be en

proved against the man he was sentenced to 10 years', and the

woman to three years' penal servitude. _ ^ , . -,, ,

NoBTH WAiEs Circuit: Cbe^^ter.- The Stockport Murder.—

John Howard, 77, weaver, Stockport, was charged with wilfully

killing his wife, Mary Ann Howard, at Stockport, on the

•'5th Meptember. Deceased was an habitual drunkard and had

been the source of much unhappiness to the prisoner, who

was an aged and infirm man, while she was a young and

powerful woman. She was found after one of her dnmken hts

dead upon the bed, with three gashes in her throat and the

bead battered in. The evidence against the prisoner was

presumptive only, and it was contended in his detence that his

rieht hand being disabled he could not have inflicted the

wounds The jury after an absence of 40 minutes returned a

verdict of Not Guilty. The cheering was great after the

announcement, and it was several minutes before order was

restored. — TAfi Warrington Murder. —Wilham Dagnall, 21

labourer, was charged with having feloniously killed an old

n called William Yarmouth, at Appleton, near Warrington,

.^ the 15th September. Deceased had been dnnkmg, and on

his way home he was soon quarrelling with a woman called

Green, whom he charged with robbing him. The prisoner

then came up and began illusing deceased, and kicked him

four or five times on the head and body while on the ground.

Vfter this a woman named Leyland came up and struck him

upon the face three or four times. The decea-,ed died on the

'^Oth from the injuries received. The jury returned a verdict

of Manslaughter, and the prisoner was sentenced to 10 years

The Marquis of D.vlhodste died at Daihousie Castle, Mid-
lothian, ou Wednesday evening, in his 48th year, after a
lingering illness, which had for some time precluded all hope
of hiH recovery. His lordship James Andrew Brouu-Ramsay
was born iu 1SV2, at Daihousie Castle, and was the son of the
ninth Earl. He was educated at Harrow, and Christ Church,
Oxford, where iu 1833 he took his degree with honours. On
the accession of her Majesty he was returned to Parliament as

Member for Haddingtonshire, but early in the following year

was called to the House of Peers on the death of his father.

In 1S43 he joined Sir Kobert Peel's administration as Vice-

President of the Board of Trade. In 1345 he succeeded Mr.

Gladstone as President of the Board, and on the accession

of Lord J. Russell to office, he was requested to retain Ins

post under tlie new Miuistiy. In 1847 he was appointed

to succeed Lord Hardinge as Governor-General of India, where
ho femaiiied till 1855, when he returned home with his health

utterly braken by the labours and tuixieties he had gone

through. For his services in India, especially in reference to

the Sikh war and the annexation of the Puiijaub, he received

the thanks of Pariiament and the rank of Marquis. Havmg
died without male issue, the Scotch earldom :uid estates of

Daihousie fall to his cousin. Lord Paumure.
Major General Freke WiLLLora, K.H.. died on the 12th

inst. at Bath, in his 08th year. He served in feenegal, Goree,

and Sierra Leone in Ibll and 1812, and in the Peninsula trom

1813, to the end of the war, including San Sebastian, the

passage of the Bidassoa, battles of Niveile and Nive, and the

investment of Bayouno. In 1814 he i)roceeded to America

under Gen. Iloss, and was wounded at the Battle of Bladens-

burg, first slightly in the left arm, and again severely by a

musket ball through the left shoulder. He served subsequently

for several years in the West Indies, and was sent on [a

particular service to Canada during the insurrection in that

country in 1S3S and 18Cf>, whence he returned in 1843, and

soon afterwards proceeded to Ireland. For his iniljtary

services he war. made a Knight Companion of the Guelpbic

Order, and received tiie silver war medal with three clasps lor

St. Sebastian, Niveile, and Nive. The last appointment he

held was Brigadier-General at Malt;\. Ho attained the ranK ot

Maior-Uencral in 1857.
, ., , .,, .,

. ALDi-RMAN Sir L .g£ Carroll, long identified with the

eminent stockbioker, aud who filled the office of chief magis-

trate in 1847, died suddenly on Tut " ., at his residence at

Loughton, Essex, in his 77th year. He had been unwell for

some time previously, but had so far recovered that he pur-

posed presiduig at the wardmote ofCandlcwicK, on the election

of common conncilmen on St. Thomas's Day. He served the

office of sherifl' of London and Middlesex, with Sir Moses
Montefiorc, in 1837, the year of her Majesty's accession to the

Throne, and with bis colleague received the honour of knight-

hood in honour of the auspicious event. In December, 1839,

he was elected alderman for the ward of Candlewick, on the

decease of Mr. Samuel Birch, and in November, 1846, he suc-

ceeded to the dignity of Lord Mayor.
Dr. Jolit, M.D., died suddenly on the 15th inst., m the

vestry of the French Protestant Church in St. Martiws-le-

Grand, at the age of 70. He had follnwed his profession in

many parts of the Bast, and particularly at Malta. He subse-

quently returned to Loudon, and devoted much of his time

aud talent to the relief of the French Protestant poor.

man
on

Wills —The will of General Su- Henry Wyndham, K.C.B.,.

M.P.,of Cockermouth Castle, Cumberiond, has been sworn

under 70,000;. ; that of David Jardine, Esq., poUce magistrate,

under 14,000/.

BIRTHS.—On the 18th inst., at Cobham Hall, Kent, the

Countess of Darnley, of a daughter—17th inst., at 60, Rutland

Gate the Countess of Mountcharlbs, of a daughter—IjUi

inst, at Pendrea. Cornwall, the Lady Elizabeth St. Aubvn,

of a daughter-12th inst., at 51, Portland Place the Uidy

Ceciu \. Bingham, of a son and heir—10th inst., at Peckforton.

the T%-ifc of J. Tollemache, Esq., M.P-. of a son—10th m.|t
.
at

Cooper's Hill, the wife of C. W. O'Hara, M.P.. county of fohgo,

Ireland, of a son and heir.
,, i.- -u f i.«=™

M^llRlAGES.-Onthe 10th inst, at the British Eml^sy,

and afterwards at the English Church. Hue dAgues-seau, Paris,

James O'Donel Anneslet, Esq., 25th Begfiment, ^on of the

late James Annesley, Esq., H.M.'s Consul lor North Holland,

and cousin of the Eari of Annesley, to Sibyl only <Uughter of

W H. GoMOOTJE, Esq., and niece to the late Sir Edmund

Fi mir. Bari;.. MP., of East Sutton Place, Kcnt-l3th mst, at

St. James's, PiccadUly, Jons Mover Heathcote, Esq- f^est

eon of John Moyer Heathcote, Esq., of Conington Castle, to

Louisa Cecilia, only daughter of Macleod ot Macleop and

the Hon. Mrs. Macleod, of Dunvcgan Castle, Isle of fekye-llth

inst, at at. Mary Abbot's, Kensington, Sir Kenncth b. Mac-

kenzie. Bart., of Gairloch, to Eila Frederica. second

daughter of the late Walter Fai-:DEBiCK Camprkll, Esq.. ot

Islay-13th inst, at Awliscorabe. James Henry Patt^k b^-

rister-at-law, of the Middle Teu.plc, youngeat sou of the Right

Hon Sir J Pattssom, of Feniton Court, to Annik, <Uughter

of the late Rev. T. H. Wallace, vicar of Bickieigh, Devou-

Itith inst. at the Episcopal Chapel, Peebles, Major Chaiu^
IsoE. to Mary Anne, second daughter of Sir Adam Hay, of

H-iv^tone, Bart.-nth inst, at St. Mary's Church, Weymouth,

Martin Bryan StaI'Ylton, second sou of St^pylton SUpylton,.

Eso Mvton Hall. Yorkshire, to Maay Jask, eldest daughter

^f TiHN'BRvMER,' Esq.-13th inst. at CUnon Captain George

Daniell Eales, second m command ot ^1^1.^1^^^^^^
Regiment, Bombay Army, second son of C. T. EiLH^Bsq., of

Eastdon, Devon, to Flora Thornbrougu, third daughter of the

late Lieut. -General Richard Whish, Bombay ArtUlery-yth

Oct. at Victoria, Vancouver's Island. John Coles, t^..

Member of the House of Assembly, and second son of ChM-le**

Coles Esq., of the Firs, Mitcham, Surrey, to Mary, daughter
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of the late Captain Harcus, aud niece of Captain James M
Reid, formerly of the Hon. the Hudson's Bay Company's
Service. ' '

DEATHS.—On the 12th inst, atl4, Hinde Street, Manchester
Square, Eliza, widow of the Hon. and Rev. John Black-
wood, ;^red f)3 — loth inst, at 3, Craven Hill, Hyde Park
EiLE-v, daughter of the late Joseph Allen, D.D., Lord Bishop
of Ely, aged 52—17th inst, at Holies Street. Cavendish Square
laeuten^t-General John Henry, of the Madras Army— 3d
mat, at Brighton, Captain Frederick Loftus, formerly of the
lith Lancers, youngest son of the late General Loftus, aged 61-loth inst, at Titsey Park, Surrey, Wiluam Leveson Gower,
Esq., aged o4-12th inst, at Hendon Hall, Hendon, Middlesex,
Samuel Wake, Es-l, of 34, Portland Place, aged 7y-17Lh mst,
at 13 Lincoln s-Inn-Fields, George Baileit, Esq.. Curator of
the Soane Museum, aged 6S—0th inst, John George Fuller,
i!^.. of Bnxtou, the late proprietor for more than half a

[Decembee 22, i860.

Jtflavftetj}.

COVENT GARDEN. Dec. 22.

Importations of Continental fruits continue to arrive in
large quantities. Pine Apples are still rather more in request
than they have been, aud prices for them are improving'-.
Oranges may still be obtained at about last week^s
prices. Good Cobs may be had at from Is. to Is. 6d.
per pound. Cabbages, Carrots, and Turnips may be obtainedm quantity. Caidiflowers are scarce. Potatoes realise from 63
to 10s. per cwt. Asparagus and French Beans may now be
bad, but prices for them are high. Cucumbers are scarce.
Holly and other Christmas Evergreens are now plentiful. Cut
flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Gardenias, Chrysanthe-
mums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 4s to Ss

, |
Apples, per doz. . 6d to Is 6d

Grapes, per lb., 4s to 78 Oranges, per 100, 6s to lOa
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d ' - - -

Pears, per doz., Is to 3s

Cauliflowers, each, 4d to 6d
Greens, per doz., 4s 6d to 6s
Cabbages, do,. Is to 2s
Potatoes, p. ton. 100s to 130s— per bus., 3s to 4s— per cwt., 5s to 83
Carrots, per bunch, 7d to 8d
Turnips, per bunch, 4d to 5d
Spinach, p. sieve, 2s to 33
Cucumbers, each, la 6d to 3s
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 6a
Beet, per doz.. Is ed to 2s
Celery, p. bundle, Is 6d to l»9d

VEGETABLES.

Lemons, per 100. 6s to 10s
Nuts, Cob, per lb.. Is to Is 6d

Onions, p. ^ sieve. Is 6d to 2s6d
Asparagus, p. bundlo.lOs to :iOs

Seakale, p. punnet.Ss to 3s 6d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score, Is
to Is 6d

Lettuces, Cos, do.. Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score. Is to Is 6d
Horse Radish,p.bun.,ls 6d to 4s
Mushrooms, p. pott.. 2s to 3s
Parsley, p. 12 bunches. 2s to 4«
Savory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Dec. 21
Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market is

very quiet, and will continue so until Christmas is over.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Fridat, Dec. 21.
Our market is in a quiescent state for most descriptions o

wool, the present pull of carding skin being the onlv article
that sells freely at former rates, other sorts being neither in
large supply nor demand. On the whole the trade may be
described as perfectly healthy, on account of the disposition of
Ml parties to operate only for current requirements. If there
had been any speculation native of lata tho present ciisia of
monetary and commercial affairs in America would have
lowered prices very considerably, but the only result at present
is an increased disposition to sell at old prices in the Yorkshire
markets, and an unwillingness on the part of consumers to lay
iu any stocks whatever for fnture consumption, as the current
rates of wool are by no means speculative ones, being abuve
the average prices of former years.
South-down Hog- s.

gets.. ^ ,.1
Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes , . 1

Sent Fleeces . . 1

POTATOES.—SouTHWAFK, Monday, Dec. 17.

DuriPir the past week the arrivals both coastwise and by
rail have been liberal, and quite equal to the demand

;

trade still continues dull, and prices have a down-
ward tendency. The following are this day's quota-
tions

:—
"York Regents, 11 Oa. to 1308. per ton; Lincolnshire

do., liOs. to 120s.; Dunbar do., I2O9. to 140s.; Perth, Forfar, and
Fjfe do., lOUs. to 120s. ; Rocks and Reds, 903. to 100s.; French
Whites, 90s. to 100s.; iBelgian do., SSs. to 90s.: Dutch do.,
80s. to J5.S.

d. 8. d. Leicest. Wethers 1 6 to ..

7 to 1 8 Ditto Hoggs . . 1 S — ..

8 — .. Combing Skins 1 — 14
5 — 1 6 Blanket ditto . . 6 — 08
7 — •. 1 Flannel Wool .. 1 0-18

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MoNDAr, Dec. 17.

Tnis being the annual "Great Market," good Beasts are
much in demand. The number is rather larger than on the
corresponding day last year, and quotations about the same as
on that dav. The supr>ly of Sheep is very short, and the
4.-erag3 quality inferlor.JChoice descriptions were consequently
readily di.-sposcd of at higher rates. Trade is slow for Calve.s
at about Thursday*.s prices. Our foreign supply consists of SGj
Beats, 5100 She^-p, and bo Calves.

s d s d
Best Long-wools. 5 2 — 5 4
Do. Shorn . . . . to ,

,

Ewes & 2d quality 4 S — 4 10
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

,

Lambs — ..

Calves . . , . 4 — 5
Pigs .. ..44—54

HAY.—Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

SillTHFlELD, THURSDAT, DcC. 20.

Prime Meadow Hay 753 to S4s Clover
Superior do. (old) . . 90 110
Inferior do 40 67
New do — —
Roweu 30 50

« * . QastollS?
New Clover . . . . — —
Old second cut . . 70 95
Straw .... ..3d 36

Davis & Co.

Cumberland Market. Thursday, Dec. 20.

Sup. Meadow Hay.. llSstol22s Inferior Clover .. 90a lioa
Inferior do 80 110 New do — —
,^ewdo — _ Straw .. ..38 43
Superior Clover ..lis 126 | Joshua Baker.

ISs. 9d
;

Walls End WhitWrtirirs.ld:;^WaTl7En^d'Tood'
house C ose, 17s. 9d.

; Carway and Duffryn Malting, 23s fid—302 ships at market. °'
'
^^•

Whitechapel, Thursday, Dec. 20.

Fine old Hay .

.

[nfcriordo.
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw

.lOOatolOSs
. 60 SO

» •.! . 30 36

Fine old Clover
Inferior do ,

.

Fine 2d cut ,.

Inferior do. ..

Fine New Clover

.1153 to 1203

. 95 105

. 90 96

. 72 80

BUTTER MARKET.

-

Best Fresh Butter
Second do. do.

pork. 45. Sd. to 53. 4d.

-Dec. 21.

18fl. ner dozen lbs,
153.* ,.

per 8 lbs.
f 1

Red . . .

.

Red ....

Red ....

Maltinsf

.

Malting

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

Feed .

.

a.

40
50.

a.

-60

Q6

MARK LANE.—Monday, Dec. 17.

The supply of "Whtntfrom Essex to this mornhio-'s market
was staall, from Kent fair, and the whole cleared at Is. to 2s.
per qr. over the prices of this day se'nnight. The market
was well attended by country buyers, and we experienced a
good retail sale for foreign Wheat at an improvement on new
of la. to 23. perqr. upon the rates of Monday last, and Is. per
qr. for old. Beans and Peas bring last week's rates. Fine
Malting Barley is in fair demand at extreme prices, other de-
scriptions are a slow sale- Oata are in fair demand at an
advance of 6d. per qr. American Flour is Is. per barrel
dearer.

Per Imperial Quarter.
VThzxt, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White— — fine selected runs.. ditto^ — Talavsra— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind. & dist., 28s to 30s. . Chev.— Foreign . . grinding and distilling
Oats, Essex aud Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, foreign [

BiANS, Mazagan 36s to 44s Tick— Pigeon 343— 56s.. Winds.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple .... —s to —s Grey
Maize White
FifiUR, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d do ditto— Foreiarn per barrel

a. a.

50—64
53—66
50-74

50—76
40—44
30—36
20—24
26—28
26—28
24—26
35—38

28—48

Foreign

.

Harrow

.

34—42,Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

Foreign

.

YeUow.

.

40—50
33—48
40—42

50—57
34—50

38—4i
40—44

20—25
21—24
20—26

2S—48

Country.

40—50
38—48

3t—50
30—35|Per sacki40—50

Friday. Dec. 21.

The weather since Friday was damp and wet until Monday
evening, when sharp frost set in and has since contiuued. the
thermometer on Wednesday njoming being as low as 15° Fahr.
Although the arrivals of foreign Wheat and Flonr continuo to
jbt; aoiibideruble ac the priiit-ipal ports of the kingdom, the
demand has sufficed to enable holders throughout the country
tr> realise a further improvement of Is. to 29. per qr. upon
Wheat and 6d. to Is. ui>on sack and barrel Flour, the inquiry
for which has also increased. With the exception of Peas, all
kinds of Spring Com are also higher ; Malting Barley, Is.,
Beans and Oats 6d. to Is. per qr. During the last week 39
cargoes have arrived off the coast. The ti-ade is firm, and
prices of Wheat tend upwards, but the business done was of a
very limited character, owing principally to the want of
supplies. The arrivals of English Wheat this week are very
small, good of Barley and Oats, and moderate of all foreign
grain. The att ndance at this morning's market was limited.
English Wheat was vei-y scarce, and inquired after at Is. per
qr. over the prices of Monday last ; the sale of foreign wiis
not extensive, being generally held for advanced rates, but we
do_ not falter our quotations. Spring Corn of all descri2)tions
brings the extreme prices of Monday,

Arrivals from Dec. 17 to Dec. 21.

English
Irish .

.

Foreign « t

Wheat.

690 qrs-

16150 ,,

Bariey, Oats,

3270 qra.

4560 .,

4640 qrs
1540 „

11770 fW f

Flonr.

420 sks.

28

9990 oris.

s d s d

4 to 5
— 5— 4

6
4
6

6to5 8

Beet Scots. Here-
fords. &c. . . 5

Best Short-horns 5
2d quality Beasts 4
Best Downs and
Half-breda .. 5

Do. Shorn . . ,

Beasts, 7860; Sheep & Lambs, 19,550; Calves, 210; Pigs, 515.

Thubsdat, Dec. 20.

The number of Beasts freah up for this day's market i3
not lai^e ; a considerable portion consisting of those left over
fyoxn Monday last. Trade is dull, the butchers for the roost
part having purchased their Christmas supply. Some of the
flfeoicest qualities are disposed of at abtmt Monday''3 rates.
Otherwise prices may be quoted lower. The supply of Sheep
is small but adequate to the demand. Good quiUities are
readily sold at Monday's prices. From Germany and Holland
there are 120 Beasts, 200 Sheep, and 123 Calves; from Scot-
land, 300 Beasts ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 300 ; from Ireland,
200 ; 700 from the northern and midland counties ; and 115
Milch Cows from the home counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. - . 5

Best Short-horns 5

Id quality Beasts 'i

Best Downs and
Half-breds ». 5

Dd. Shorn
Beasts, 2155 ; Sheep & Lambs. 3^00 ; Calves, 180 ; Pigs, 130.

Liverpool, Tuesday, Dec. 18. — There was an average
attendance of millers aud dealers at our Corn Exchange this
morning. Wheat was in good demand for consumption, and
business at 2d. to Sd. per cental dearer. Flour fair sale at 6d.
to 9d. per barrel and ^ack dearer. Indian Com Is. dearer
with good demand ; mixed 37s. 9d. to 3Ss., Galatz SOa. Beans
Is. dearer. Other articles steady.

Friday, Dec. 21.—Tho market was moderately attended.
Good consumptive inquiry for Wheat at an advance of Id. to
2d. per cental. Barrel Flour fair sale, at Tuesday's rates ;

French 6d. per sack dearer. Indian Com in moderate business,
393. for mixed, and 39s. 6d. for Galatz. Beans steady, at late
rates. Oata and Oatmeal fair trade at late quotations.

Averages ! Wheat, i Barley.

Nov. 10..
— 17..
— 24..

Dec. 1 .

.

— 8..— 15..

Agg.Aver.

5S.<

58
56
54
52
51

9d
1
3

10

7
5

41-v

41
40
39
39
3S

55 4 40

Beans. iFciiB.

51* Id iU 5d
50 8 46 9
58 11 48 4
48 10 4J 11

47 9 45
45 6 43 3

48 9 ^45" 8'

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks Averjiobs.

Prices.

1
Best Long-woois .5 2 — 5 4

2 to 5 6 Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

— 5 4 Ewes& 2d quality 4 6 — 4 10
8 — 4 4 Do. Shorn , . . . to .

.

Ijamba — .

.

6 — 5 S I Calves .. ..40 — 50
^^ * m 1

Pigs .. ..44—54

Nov. 10.! Nov. 17 Nov. 24. Dec. 1.

COAL MARKET.—Dec. 19.

Clark's West Hartley, I63. 6d. ; Davison's West Hartley,
17s. 6d. ; Tantield Moor, lis, 6d. ; Walker Primruse, 16s. yd.;
Wylam, 18s.; Walls End Gosforth, lOs. Od. ; Walla End Hilda,
ISs. 6d. ; Walls Knd Nnrthumburlan<l, 17s. 6d. ; Walls End '

Riddell. 19a. ; .Wsdls End Kramwellgate, 198. 6d. ; Walls I

End Hctton. 213. ; Walls End South Hottons. 2is.; Walls)

WANTED. A NURSEHY FOREMAN.-Mcssi-s
J. & C. Lee require a. Foreman in the Plant and GIlssDepartment. Particulars with references and terms are 1^quested fr^m men of thorough respectability. A knowledf^P

of Plants and good handwriting indispensable —Nutsct^Hammersmith, W .

"^^^i^,

"XIT-A^'TEO IMMEDIATELY, for a Lonl^^iTlt^^i
T T Seed Business, an active intelligent young MAN who

has a good general knowledge of the Seed Trade.—AppliiJatiou
by letter, giving reference to present or last employer and
stating waaes expected, to A. B.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

WANTED, AS ASSISTANT CLERK.—The ui^.
signed are in immediate want of a Young JIan, of good

education and active business habits, to act in the abov
capacity under their Head Bookkeeper. He must write neat!
and expeditiously, and one having y. knowledge of the See^
Business would be preferred. None need apply who cannot be
well recommended by hia last employer.—Apply, stating age,
references, where last and previously employed, and salary
expected, to Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed
Merchants, Chester.

TO GARDENERS.
WANTED, in tlie latter part of January, m a

Midland County, a WORKING GARDENER
thoroughly understanding his profession, including Forcing,
especially the Culture of Vines. Assistance will be given.
One having some knowledge of Farm matters will be preferred.
The strictest inquiries will be made as to character.—Apply,
by letter, prepaid, with full particulars, to " Z." OatUinds
Park Hotel, Walton-on-Thames.

^17 ANTED, AN OUT-DOOR SERVANT, in Suffolk,
1 T in a Clergyman's family, any time between this and the

end of March, to attend to a Garden, Horse, and Carriage, and
make himself generally useful. He must be a good Groom,
and thoroughly understand the management of a Garden)
Orchard-house. Cucumbers, and Melons ; it is not necessary^
but all the better if he can occasionally wait at table. Wages,
IS*, a week, and if married, a Cottage, rent free.—Apply with
reference, to Robt. B., Post Office, Lowestoft . Suffolk.

ANTED, A COWMAN, to milk about 30 cows.—
A fast and good milker. Wages, 11. per week. —Address

to Mr. Hard's. Southend, Eltham, Kent.

WAHT PL A.CES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married; Scotch;
has had practical experience in Growing and Forcing

Fruits both in England and Scotland, and has a practical know-
ledge of his profession in all its various branches. Eight years'
good character.—A. B., Mr. Jlcrcditb, Vine Cottage, Gurston^
near Liverpool.

GAUDENEK (Head).—Age 38, married ; will be at
liberty at the coramencement of tho new year ; is prfl\cti-

cally acquainted with tho Growth of Stavo and Gre^:nhd^5^
fiaiit-^, Kmiy una L-ate I'urcing ; is it good. KituliL^n and Fiowtj
Giirdener, Can take charge of Land, Stock, Drainage, Ac.
Four years' good character.—8. P., Mr. Nje'y Library, Tun-
bridge Wells.

GAKOENEU.^Kxperienced in the very best esta-
blishments in England^ aud some time as Head, In-

fluential reference given.—C. B, A,, Post Office, Lubenhara,
Market Harborough.

PKOPAGAIOU OK PKOl'AGAlOU and FOKE-
MAN.—First class in grafting Camcllius, Hoses, &c.

Prppogation of Stove and New Holland Plants. First-rate
reference. Wages, 30s.—Alpha, Sheffield Moor, Pest Office,

Sheffield.

AGRICULTUKIST on HOKTICULTUUIST, &c.—
Gentlemen requiring a well experienced . first-class

Agiicultunst or Horticulturist, to conduct Estate Improve-
ments in Braining, Laying-out Farms or Gardens, Planting, or
BuilaingWorks —W. Clakk. 25, Bishopgate Street, City, E.G .

TO LXND AGENTS and GKNTL E

M

EN AGRICIX-
TURIST3.—A 3-oung Manof resitectabilityandcdacatiou,

who has been engaged some years as Under Steward over a

Nobleman's Estate, and also in assisting a Gentleman Farmer,

wishes for a reengagement at Christmas. References highly

satisfactory, security given if required.—C.S., 21 Charing Cross,

London, W. ^^_-__
AND iSl'EWAKD.—A young Man. who has served

his time in one of the largest farming districts in Scot-

land, and thoroughly understands his profession, including

the management ot Cattle in every branch. Can produce the

highest testimonials, and give the most satisfactory references.

— P., Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Nurserymen, Hands-
worth, Sheffield.

WORK ING~BATL1FF.— Married ; perfectly under-
stands the management of Land and Stock, Selling and

Buying. Is willing to make himself generally usefuL Can be
well recorameuded by present employer.—A. G., Suubury
Lodge, Sunbury, Middlesex.

_

A tiJ5lSTANT IN THE SEED TKADE. — Is con-
J^\. versant with the London Seed Trade, at present holding

a confidential position, a similar situation, in a City est-ablish-

meut.—Alpha, Mcfisra. Hurst & MciJulleu, 6, lieadenhall

Street. City, E.G.

BOOK-KEKPEK. SHOTMAN, or SALESMAN.—
Age 29, business-like !;nd active; has practised in all

branches of the Nursery and Seed trade. Unexceptionable
character.— P. A. A., Post Office, Wocxibridge, Suffolk.

TO NURSERYMEN AND' SEEDSMEN.
'

CLERK.—Age 21; has had five years* experience.

Perfectly understands Book-keeping and the Nursery and

Seed trade generally. Wages 1/. 1*. per week. Unexception-

able references as to character and ability.—W. M., Post Office,

Piltdowne, near Uckfield, Sussex. •

__^
to s£edsmen~And nurserymen.

CLERK AND SHOPMAN.—AnenergeticyoungMan,
of good address, who could introduce a good connection.

References and security if required. — Veto, Post Office,

Upper Norwood, S.

TO NURSERYMEN AND bEEDSMtN.
SHOPMAN.—Nine years' e.^pertenoe In London ana

country houses.—H.'w.. Messrs. Thos. Gibbs & Co., comer

of Half-moon Street, Piccadilly, W.
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SATURDAY, BECBSIBER 29, 1860.

LECTURE TO V/ORKING MEN.
GOVERNMENT SCHOOL OF MINES, .Tormyn
VT street. W.—The SECOND COURSE of SIX LECTURl':S
,,N "APPLIED MECHANICS/' by Professor Willis, M.A.,
FR.S., will be commeuced ou MONDAY, January 7, at

:; ..'Clock.

Tickets may be obUined by WORKING MEN only on
' JXDAY, December 31, from 10 to 4 o'Clock, upon payment

. a registration fee of (>d. Each Applicant is requested to

_:ing his naiJio, addres.s, and aecupntion, written on u piece of
uiper, for which the ticket will be exchanged.

Trekham Kp:KKi^, Registrar.

TT^VENING LECTURES at the MUSEUM of
I.li PRACTICAL GEOLOGY, Jcrmyn Street—Professor
i.SDAL, F.R.S., will conimonco a COLTRSE of TEN LEC-
T'JRES on MAGNETIC and ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA,

TUESDAY Evening, January 8, at 8 o'Clocik, to be eon-
I ued on each succeeding TUESDAY Evening.

Tickets for tlic whole COURSE, ijrico 5^. may be had at the
Museum.

VrOT ICE.—CITY OF HEREFORD—ALTEUA-
-M TrON OF TUB HEREFORD FAIRS.-Notice is hereby

. on. that from the 1st of JANUARY, 18C1, the HEREFORD
* xIRS will be held on the following daya :—Caudlemas Fair,

First W1:DNESDAY after 2d February; Easter Fair.
WEDNESDAY in Easter Week; May Fair, the Third

.. _:DNESDAY in May; July Fair, the First WEDNESDAY
^^ J-aly; August Fair, the Third WEDNESDAY in August;

obor Fair, the Tliirri WKDXI^^.SDAY in October; December
^- T, the Second WEDNESDAY in December.

By Order of the Mayor, Aldermen, aud Burgesses of the
(mildhall, Oct. 16. City of Hereford.

NOTICE OF DIVIDEND. "
'

T^AXK OP DEPOSIT (EstiibUabed A.D. 1844),
> ;i. Pall Mall East, London, S.W.—The WARRANTS for

the HALF-YEARLY INTEREST, at the rate of 5 per cent, per
am am. on Deposit Accounts, to the Slat instant, will be
UEADY for delivery ou aud after the 10th January, aud
P'iyable daily between the hours of 10 and 4.

i 'ecember, 1860. Peter Morrison, Managing Director.

Prospcctuseaand Forms sent free ou applicatiou.

Q' UEEN INSURANCE COMPANY.—
Chief Office, Liverpool.

Loudon Office, 2, Royal Exchange Buildings, E.G.

London Directors.

Ck: iriiian—Henrv Bruce, Esq. (Rainey, Bruce, & Co.) Director
of Colonial Bank, Mincing Lane.

u^ i'ARD P. Aldekson, Esq. (Kelson, Tritton. & Co.), 26, Old
Broad Street. [Southwark.
SRY Fowler, Esq. (H. & R. Fowler), St. Saviour's Dock,

i jOMAS William Kough, Esq. (Jones Brothers) Upper
Thames Street. [Holborn.

Medical R't'eree,—J. Edward Pollock, E.sq., M.D.
Solicitors.—Messrs. J. &, 3. W. Sewell.

LIFE BEPAUTMENT.—Life Assurance in every branch.
- Special Feature. — Nou-forfeiture of Policies. The in-

sui\T has the right, on an ordinary Life Policy, after three
' ^ ra, to cease his payments, and obtain a free Policy, for

total amount of Premiums paid, and whatever Bonus may
ua> e been added.

h IRE DEPARTilENT.—The rates of Premium vary accord-
'-.^ to the nature of the risk, and will be found as moderate
--''''hoae of other first-class offices.

Application for Agencies requested.

W. P. Clirehugh, Manager.
H. B. Taplin, London Secretary.

QCOTTISH UNION FIRE and LIFE INSUR-
AKCE COMPANY, Establisbed 1824. Incorporated by

' /al Charter, and Empowered by Act of Parliament. Capita!
1 we Millions sterling. London Offices—3", Combill, B.C.

uburgh—47, George Street. Dublin—52, Dame Street.

{ovevnor—His Gr-ico the Duke of Hamilto!^ and Brandos.
T.V udon Board—Right Hon. the Earl of Mansfield, President.

And Eight Acting Directors.

Proprietors' capital paid up and Sinking Fund
arising from undivided profits £2(il,500

accumulated Life Fund 450,000

Animal revenue upwards of 140,000

Amount of Life Insurances in force . . .

.

2,200,000

At the 36th Annual General ^Meeting of the Company, held

*:: Wednesday, December 5, ISdO, the Birectors reported that
'^

'ring the year ending .August 1, 1S60,

The number of Life Policies issued was 625

Sums insured thereby £304,705

Vieldingof new premiums 9,328 6 2

The next investigation into the Life Department and decla-

ion of bonus falls to be made as at August 1, ISiU, and
'"-ties taking out Policies before that date will participate in

J le division.
, .

The Fire Premiums amounted to 45.6991., being an increase

of upwards of 5000/., when compared with the previous year,

"^this Company's Insurance on Farming Stock is very large,

lounting in the year 1859 to 1,719,494^

Thirty days grace allowed to renew Life Insurances, and 15

4.;ys to renew Fire Insurances, during which time, on pay-
' ent of the Premium, the Company hold themselves liable.

No extr.i Premium charged for members of Volunteer or

'^ifle Corps within the United Kingdom.

>o'fms of Proposals and Prospectuses, containing all the

necessary particulars, may be had at the Office, or from any of

' le Com'pany's Agents,
, , , t> _j

F. G. Smith, Secretary to the London Board.

No. 37, Comhill, London, E.C.

'SCOTTISH UNION FIKE and LIFE INSUli-

O ANCE COMPANY, 37, Comhill, London.

Notice is hereby given, that a DIVIDEND of 8 per cent.

free of Income Tax), on the Capital Stock of this Corporat on,

^11 become PAYABLE ou January 2 ne.xt ; and proprietors

esident in aud near London, can receive the same at the

Office. 37, CoriihiM, on that or any subsequent day, between

the iiourd of 10 and 4 o'clock. By order of the Board.

F. G. Smith, Sec.

No, 37, Coruhill, E.G.—Beceraber, 1S60.

CHUBB'S PATENT SAFES, tiie most secure against
Fire and Thieves.

CHUBB'S FIRE-PROOF STRONG ROOM DOORS.
CHUBB'S PATENT BEXECTOR LOCKS and STREET

BOOR LATCHES.
CHUBB'S CASH and DEED BOXES.

Illustrated Price List gratis and post free.

CHUBB AND SON, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E.C.

AMUSEMENT foe WINTER EVENINGS is

abundantly afforded to all purchasers of one of MECHI
AND BAZIN'S famous mahogany FOLDING BAGATELLE
TABLES. Prices: complete with balls bridge, cues, and
mace, an! directions for playing, 6 feet long, 3^ 15s. ; 7 feet
long, 4i. 15s. ; 8 feet long, bl. lbs. ; 8 feet 6 inches long, 8Z. 10s.

;

9 feet long, 11?. 10s. ; 10 feet long, \1L 10s. ; stands for ditto,
with adjusting screw legs, 45s. to 70s. The staud is not ab.so-

lutely necessary for playing the game, although its luse facili-

tates (by insuring an exact level) the interest of the play.

112, Regent Street, W., and 4, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

rpHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—i The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more than
25 years ago by William S. Burton, when PLATEB by tha
patent process of Messrs. Elkington <fc Co., is beyond all

comparison the very best article next to sterling silver that
can be employed as such, either usefully or ornamentally, as by
no possible test can it be distinguished from real silvur. A
small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for finish and
durability, as follows :

—

* •

* t

12 Table Forks
12 Table Spoons
12 Dessert Forks
12 Dessert Spoona
12 Tea Spoons
6 Eg'g Spoons, giltbowls.-
2 Sauce Ij.adles

1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls,

,

1 Mustard Spoon, gilt
jbowl ., .. 5

1 Pair of Sugar Tongs
1 Pair of Fish Carvers . -

1 Butter Knife
1 Soup Ladle * «

1 Sugar Sifter

Total * 4

Fiddlo

or

Old

Silvei

Pattern.

Thread

or

Bruns-
wick

Pattern. Lily Pattern.

King's

or

M

ilitary
Pattern.

1

£ e.d. : £ s.d. £ t. d. £ 8. d.

1 13 2 4 2 10 2 15
1 13 2 4 2 10 2 15
14 1 12 1 15 1 17
1 4 1 1 12 1 15 1 17
16 12 1 5 17
10 13 6 15

1

0: 15
6 8 9 9 6

6 6 10 11 12

3 4 4 6 5 5

18 2 3 2 6 2 6

2 6 3 6 4 4 6

14 17 6 1 10 1 12

2 6 5 6 6 7

10 fl 17 17 10
3 3 4 6 5 5 6

9 19 9 1X3 10 3 14 19 6 16 4

Any article to be had singly at the same prices. An Oak
Chest to contain the above, and a relative number of Knives,

(fcc, 2i. 15s. Tea and Coffee Sets, Dish Covers and Corner
Blshes, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, &«., at proportionate

prices. All kinds of re-platiug done by the patent process.

CUTLERV, WARRANTED.—The most variod

assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on sale at WILLIAM S. BURTON'S, at prices tbatare
remunerative only because of the larijeness of the aales. Three
and a half inch Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high

.rver.'j, 'ts.

sizes from 2i)g. to 27s. 6d. per dozen; extra fine Ivory, .'iS*. ; if

with Silver Ferrules, 40s. to 50s. ; Whifce-bono Table Knives,
St. per dozen ; Desserts, 5s. ; Cai-ver.s, 2s. 3rf. per pair ; Black-
horn Table Knives, 7s. id. per dozen ; Des>jerts, 6s. ; Carvers,

2s. 6d. ; Black-wood handled Table Knives and Forks. 6e. per
dozen ; Table Steels from Is. each. The largest stock in exis^.-

enee of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks in cases and other-

wise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S GENERAL FUR-
NlSHl^'G IHOXMON'UERYC.VTALOGCE may be had

gratis, and free by post. It contains upwards of 500 Illustra-

tions of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and Electro PLua,

Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metat CJoods, Dish Covers, Hot-
water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimney Pieces,

Kitchen Ranges, Lamps. Gaseliers, Tea Trays, Urns, aud
Kettles, Clocks, Table Cutlery, Batbs, Toilet. Ware, Turnery,

Iron and Bra^s Bedsteads, Badding, B.:iroom Cabinet Fur-

niture, &o., with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the 20 large

Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Straet, W. ; I, U, 2, 3. and -t,

Newman Street; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place, and 1, Newman
Mews, London. £sl,abliahed 1820-

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.—
Dressing Cases, Travtjlling Dressing Bags, Despatch

Boxes, Writing Cuse-<, Jewel Cases, Ladiea' Reticule and
Carriage Bags ; 3fediaiv.il Mounted Envelope Cases, Blotting

Books and Inkstands en suite ; the New Patent Self-closing

Book Slide ; also a choice variety of Elegancies and Novelties,

suitable for Presentation, toi> various to enumerate, to be had
at H, BoDRiGUEs', 42, Piccadilly, Vi.

SEASONABLE PRESENTS.—Tbe most appropriatfi

offerings for this season of festivity, are those which tend

to the promotion of health and persmal attraction : none can

be more acceptable than ROWLAND:^' .MACASSAR OIL, for

imu;irting a transcendant lustre to the hair, and sustaining it

in decorative charm. ROWLAND^i' KALVUOR imparts a
radiant bloom to the check, and a delicacy and sottneaa to the

hands, arms, and neck; aud ROWLANDS' ODOXTO, or Pearl

Dentifrice, bestows on tiie teeth a pearl-like whiteness, and
renders the breath sweet and pure. The patronai,';; of Roy.iIty

throughout Europe, their general use by rank and fa.yiuon, and

the uriiversally-kiKuvn efficacy of these articles, give them a

celebiity unparalleled, and render tli«ni peculiarly elegant and
seasonable presents.—Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 2'*, Hatton

Garden, London, aud by Cbcmi^Uand Perfumers. Beware of

Spurious Imitations.

FOGS. FROSTS.-One of DR, LOCOCK'S PUL-
MONIC WAFERS taken two or three times a day relieves

the most violent Couurh and protects weak lungs frum all the

irritation of Fogs and Frosts. They have a pleasant taste.—

Price Is. 1H-. 2«. Od., and Us. per box. Sold by all DrugBisU^.

DINNEFORD'S PL RE FLUID MAGNESIA has

bcen^ during 25 years, sanctioned by the medical pro-

fession aud universally accepted by tlie i)ublic as the best

remedy for acidity of the stomach, heartburn, headache, gout,

and indigeatioa. As a mild aperient it is admirably adapted

for la.Jie3 and children.—.Maautactured (with the utmoot^at-

tention to strength and purity) by Dinnkkord & Co., 172. New
Bond Street, London, W., and sold by ail respecUbte Cheoiiat*

throughout the empire.

KtUjS of ti)€ muk,
By the Overland Mail we have received impor-

tant news from Pekia to the 31st of October. The
Treaty of Tien-tsin was ratified, and a new Con-
vention signed in that capital on the 24th of

October by Lord Elgin and Prince Kung. The
same formalities were gone through with Baron
Gkos on the following day. The new Convention

provides that the EMTEnoR of Cbixa shall make an
apology to the Allies for the affair of the Taku Forts

last year ; that British and French Ministers shall

reside permanently at Pekin; that the indemnity

fixed by the Treaty of Tien-tsin shall be doubled ;

that the port of Tien-tsin shall immediately be

opened to trade; that the interdict on the emigra-

tion of Chinese to British and Prench colonies shall

be removed ; that the peninsula ofKowloon opposite

to Hong Kong shall be ceded to the British Crown ;,^

that the Treaty of Tien-tsin and the Convention of

Pekin shall come into immediate operation and be

published tliroughout the Chinese Empire; and

that Chuaan shall be evacuated by the British

force. Lord Elgin and Baron Gkos had taken

up their residence in Pekin, and would remain

there till November 9. The bodies of Lieutenant

Andeesox, Mr. De Xoeman", and Mr. Bowlbt,

with those cf one European and eight Sikh soldiers,

were given up on the 14th and 16th October, with

marks of the most cruel treatment upon them.

They had been tied up in the brutal manner in

which the Tartars are accustomed to treat their

prisoners, and being scantily supplied with

food, had died from the severity of their sufferings.

They were buried on the 17th with great solemnity

in the Russian cemetery, the funeral being

attended by the two Ambassadors, the Coramanders-

ia-Cbief, and numbers of officers of both armies.

Captain Brahazon and the Abb€ de Luc were

beheaded on or about the 21st September, aftur the

battle of Pah-li'chow, and their bodies thrown

into the canal. Sir Hoi'E GuA^'T, the British

Command(ir-ia-Chief, issued a proclamation on the

IGth October, announcing that as the Chinese

alone rr^jwrrsibfe for tlw murder

of the prisouers, aud as the barbarous u^age to

which they had been subjected was first iiifiictcd

in the Emperou's Summer Palace, he had decided

on the complete destruction of that palace, and on

the exaetiou of a sum of money "to be paid in

compensation to the survivors of the parties seized,

or to the families of those who had lost their lives

in captivity.'* In accordance with this proclama-

tion the Summer Palace of the E>rrKRORwaa burnt

to the ground by the Britiiih army ou the

18th October, and the sum of 100,0007. was

exacted for the families of the British who had

been murdered. The French Commander-in-Chief

subsequently exacted the sum of nearly 70,000/,

for the families of the French who had been

murdered, viz., the Abbe de Lrc, Colonel Ghand-

CBA-Mi'S, Iiitendent DrcusT, and M. Adex. The

French army retired from Pekin on the Ist Novem-

ber, but the English force were to remain till the

departure of the Ambassadors. A large force,

however, was to remain at Tien-tsin till all the

conditions had been fulfilled.

The Vienna Gazette of Sunday published a

circular addressed by Barun vox ScUilERLisii to

the governors of the provinces, explaining the

leading principles of his Ipolicy. These principles

embody the res^^Iutions and intentions of the

Emteror, aa expressed in the imperial manifesto

of the 20th October, and include freedom of

religious worship, the free development of the

nationalities, the independence of the communes,

the liberty of the press, the opening of tlie law

courts, and the extension of electoral rights

and publicity of debates. Subsequent acciounts

from Vienna 'state that the Kmvkrof has already

sanctioned the resolutions of the CoDfer<.nce of

Gran, and has resolved upon convukiuij the Hun-

garian Diet for February next. It is also stated

that the Council of Ministers has decided on

demanding from the Poi'E the complete abolition

of the Concordat.

The official Gazette of Naples on Thursday
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published Jour Eoyal decrees, declaring the

provinces of Naples, Sicily, the Marches, and
Umbria to constitute an integral part of the State

of Italy. Another decree had called out the

classes of the last four years for military service,

and ordered them to assemble at the end of

February. Eing Yictor Emmancel was to leave

Naples yesterday on his return to Turin, Count
Cavotjk had been ill and was expected to retire

at least provisionally, from the Sardinian Ministry,

The bombardment of Gaeta continues with increased

vigour ; the Spanish Ambassador has left his

palace on account of its being riddled with balls,

and the King himself now passes each night on

board the Spanish frigate in the harbour. The

on his way to Berliu, on a visit of a tow da;j s to theand honour of Aubtiia and Vcnetia sbould be rejected.
Prince and rrincess Frederick "William. His Royal —The French Court has gone into mourning for three
Highness will afterwards visit the I)ul:e and Duchess ^ ^ - ^

of Saxe^Coburg at Gotha, and return to Enp^land by

Brussels about the 6th of January. It is understood

that, his Royal Highness will embark at Plymouth on

the 15th in her Majesty's ship St, George, the Hon.
Captain Egerton, for the North American and West
India station.

CoTTKT MorEXiNG.—Orders were issued on Tuesday
from the Lord Chamberlain's Office for tlie Court to go
into mom'iiing for three weeks for the Queen Dowager
of Sweden and Norway,
PAEUAiTENTARTMoTEirEXTS.—TheeloctiouforRipon

took place on Friday, when Mr. Reginald H. Vyner, of

Newby Hall, near Ripon, and Dr. F. R. Lees, of Leeds,

were put in nomination. The show of hands was in

favour of Dr. Lees, and a poll having been demanded

were
were
The
and
yacht,

waiting to
to accoiu-

coffin was
thence to

La Reine

King has received a letter from the EsirEEOit OF THE on behalf of Mr. Vyner, Dr. Lees declined to go to the

poll on the present occasion. IVlr. Vyner was then
Major Barttelot was elected onFrench expressing sympathy for His Majesty,

but telling him that he has carried on the siege
declared to be elected.

Thursday for ^\'est Sussex without opposition in the

long enough for his honour. His Majesty in
\ room of the Earl of March, now called to the House of

reply has thanked the Empeeok, but stated that ^^ers^ as Duke of Richmond.—There is a vucixucy for

lie considers it his duty to persist in the defence.

Accounts from the United States to the 12th

inst. inform us that the secession agitation was

rapidly increasing in the South, and that Mr.

Cobb, Secretary to the Treasury, had resigned his

seat in the Cabinet with the intention, it was

said, of joining the Georgia secessionists.

Aberdeensliire caused by the death of the Earl of Aber-
deen, and the consequent accession of Lord Haddo to
the peerage. There are two candidates in the field

—

Sir Alexander Bannerman, in the Ministerial interest,

and Mr. Leslie, of Wartle, who comes forward as a
Liberal Conservative.

The Conservative Party.—Colonel Ta.ylor succeeds

weeks, for the Queen Dowager of Sweden. The body
of the Duchess of x\lba, sister of the Empress of the
French, which had been deposited in the Church of
Rueil, was transferred on the 19th to the neighbouring
railway terminus, where carriages .— i^'--

-

receive it and the persons who
pany it to Valencia, in Spain.

conveyed to the Lyons Eailway
IMarseilles, whence the Imperial
Hortense, has since conveyed it to Valencia.—The
private secrekwy of the Archduchess Sophia, who
has been in Paris for some time, and who expected to
remain some days longer, was sent for unexpectedly to
the Tuileries on the 19th, and left Paris on the follow-
ing morning with despatches for Vienna, The reported
arrival of Garibaldi in Paris is contradicted. Count
de Persigny, Minister of the Interior, returned to Paris
on the 20th, having it is said been detained in London
by the conferences held there with respect to Venetia,
to which the presence of the English Ministers at

Berlin and Vienna had given rise. Preparatory measures
have been taken by the Count for effecting numerous
changes among the Prefects, and particularly auiong
the Sub-Prefects.—The Emperor has purchased Prince
Soltikoff's collection of works of art and curiosity

entire, and preparations are now making for their con-

veyance to the Louvre, where every article will be

placed in its own division.—The French episcopate has

suffered another loss by the death of M. ilassonais.

to the position lately held by the Kight Hon. Sir W,
; Bishop of Perigueux and Sarlat.—The i'c^s^We announces

J^omt "Ktm.

The Court.—The Queen, Prince Consort, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Thursday
the 20th the Prince of Wales arrived from Oxford. Lord
Augustus Loftus, Lord and Lady Bloomfield, and Lieut.-

General Sir Harry Jones, arrived on a visit. On Friday

Hylton Jolliffe, as Whip to the Conservative party, and
will be assisted in the ensuing Session by Mr. Whit-
more and the Hon, Gerard Noel, M.P. for Rutland,
who will fill the vacancy caused by Sir W. Jolliffe's

retirement, *

The Volttnteee Movement.—A correepondence
between Lord Elcho and Earl de Grey and

that a fourth regiment of Grenadiers is about

to be added to the French Imperial Guard. The
Minister of War is actively engaged in selecting men
for this regiment. The Emperor desires that, as

there are four regiments of Voltigeurs . of tlie Imperial

Guard, thcri; shall be four regiments of Grenadiers.

The Emperor was present at the Pont de Jena on the

18fch to witness an experiment made with a newly-

morning the Queen and Prince Consort, accompanied by
the Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred, Princess Alice, and
Prince Louis of Hesse, walked in the Home Park. The separate corps or exclusive companies in the ".various

Ripon respecting the admission of members of the".

Society of Foresters into Volunteer Corps has been
i

invented bridge of boats, which was placed on the bank

published. Earl de Grey and Ripon states that " while
I
of the Seine, along the Champ de Mars. The expcri-

Mr. Secretary Herbert is fully sensible of the public
I
ment was conducted by General Fcurgcot, Commander

spirit displayed by the Foresters who desire to form
|

of the Artillery of the Imperial^ Guard. This system

Duchess of Kent and the Prince and Princess of Leinin-

gen visited the Queen, and took luncheon. Lord Bloom-
field had an audience of her Majesty on being appointed

metropolitan corp^, he is. absolutely "precluded from
sanctioning their proposal, as the regulations of the

service do not allow the members of any secret society,

Ambassador at Vienna, and Lord Augustus Loftus had ^^ such, to constitute corps,.or' portions of corps, in the

an audience on being appointed Minister at Berlin.

Lord John Russell had an audience of tlie Queen. On
Saturday morning the Queen with Princess Alice

walked in the grounds of the Castle, and visited the
Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. The Prince Consort,

accompnuied by Prince Louis of Hesse, came to London
and inspected Mr, Durham^s model for tho mc-morinl

of the Exhibition of 1851. His Royal Highness then

went to Buckingham Palace, and afterwards returned

to Windsor. The Prince of Wales and Prince Alfred

skated on the ice in the Home Park. Lord A. Loftus,

Lord and Lady Bloomfield, and Lieut.-General Sir

Harry Jones left the Castle. On Sunday morning

the Queen and Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales,

Princes Alfred, Artlnir, and Leopold, Princesses Alice,

Helena, and Louisa, and Prince Louis of Hesse, attended

Divine service in the private chapel. The Rev. Dr.

Goulburn preached the sermon. On Monday morning the

Queen, accompanied by Princess Alice and Prince Louis

of Hesse, walked in the grounds of the Castle. Prince

Louis skated on the ice in the Home Park. The
Prince Consort, with the Prince of Wales, Prince

Alfred, and the Prince of Leiningen, went out shooting.

Prince Arthur skated on the ice. The Duchess of

Kent and the Prince and Princess of Leiningen visited

her Mnjesty, On Tuesday morning the Queen and

I

Volunteer force."^The Volunteer class at Hythe
which has just concluded its course of instiuction, was
the largest that has ever been assembled at the school

of Musketry. The total number was 96, of whom 32
were captains, 13 lieutenants, 14 ensigns, 24 non-
commisisioned officers, and 13 privates. The " figure

of merit*' at t)>o lowcf rnng-ps WHS •4iJ.02, oi'.jiist !»IiOMf

diflfers from others in the fact that the boats are made

of iron, and not of wood. They P-re moreover divided

into three parts. The centre piece may at wilj be

separated from the others, in order to render the

carriage less difficult, and the effect of an enemy's shot

less dangerous.—Among the numerous improvements

'which are taking place in Paris a new strtefc is to be

' commenced at the Cours de la Keine, m the Champs

I Elysees, at the angle formed by the Avenue d'Antm,

I opposite the bridge of the Invalides. It will cross tho

Place Francois I., then the Avenue Montaigne, the IhiC

i^j .j.tiii, .L. .... - ." "— - . . , Mai-lifniif, t>io Avomio Mfirlifwnf. autl will f"*! »^^ ;>'^'-

the'aVcV'^Fige^o'r Volunteersywhlchfbrth^^^^^ Alma, which is at preser.t constructing

has been 45.20. The average for the same number of i opposite the Eue de ChaiUot. This new street

courses for officers of the army is 44.06. The officers
I

will be 60 feet wide, and will form a straight

end, estab-

thc

than Volunteers. The highest figure for any one

section on the present occasion was 51, and the lowest

40.1, and it is remarkable that of these 9G men, not

one was left in the third class ; that is to soy, either in

the first or subsequent trial, every one was able to make
at least 15 points in 20 shots from 150 to 300 yards.

. - • x.

The prizes which were subscribed for by the members, object of building so many new theatres iii the same

were as follows:—The first, a Whitworth rifle, value i quarter is to attract some of the superabundant popula-

Etoile.

It has also been determined in order to give more

animation to the magnificent Boulevard fcebastopol,

to build a theatre on the square of the Conservatoire

des Arts et Metiers. There are already two new

theatres on the Place de Chatelet, and the new theatre

will make the third in tjiat neighbourhood. The

Prince Consort, the Prince of Wales, Princes Alfred, was won by Captain Macgregor, of the London Scottish,

Arthur, and Leopold, Princesses Alice, Helena, and who scored 31 points in 28 hits. The 3d, a cup value

.Louisa, and Prince Louis of Hesse, attended Divine 57., for the most points from 150 to 300 ;j;ards, was won

service in the private chapel. The Dean of Windsor

performed the service and administered the Sacrament. 32 points.

The Duchess of Kent and the Prince and Princess

of Leiningen visited the Qneen and took luncheon.

In the evening the Queen had a dinner party. On
"Wednesday morning the Queen, accompanied by
Princesses Alice, Helena, and Louisa, Prince Arthur,

and Prince Louis of Hesse, walked in the Home Park,

and visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. Prince

Arthur and Prince Louis of Hesse skated on the ice.

The Prince Consort with the Prince of Wales and

Prince Alfred went out shooting. In the afternoon

Prince Alfred left the Castle for Gt.'rmany. The Rev.

Dr. Whewell, Master of Trinit}', arrived on a visit. On
Thursday morning the Queen, accompanied by Princess

Alice, walked in the grounds of the Castle. The Prince

Contort, with the Prince of Wales, Prince Arthur, and

Prince Louis of Hesse, skated on the ice in the Home
Park, in the presence of the Qneen and Princess Alice.

The Duchess of Kent visited her Slajesty from FrogvMore,

and took luncheon. The Rev. Dr. Whewell left the

Castle for Cambridge.
The Fkince of Wales left Oxford for Windsor on

the 20th inst.. and will not retaru to pursne his studies at

the University. It is understood that his Royal High-

ness will enter at Cambridge at the commencement of

nest term.
Prince Alttred, attended by Hnjor Cowell and

"Major Du Piatt, left Windsor Castle on Wednesday
afternoon for Dover^ and embarked at night for Ostend

tion from the other boulevards, and give them an

inducement to settle in the new quarter.—An artist in

Paris has made a discovery which will effect a complete

revolution in the manuf-icture of cabinet work. Ho

has found a means of rendering any description ot wooti

so soft that it will receive an impression either ot the

most varied sculpture c-r the most delicate chasing.

The wood Is then hardened to the consistency

bv Captain Goudi, of the 23d Staffordshire, who scored ! of metal, while the impressions remain per.

'

feet. The artist has already completed some splencUd

25^, for the greatest number of points from 400 to

900 yards, was won by Corporal Hoare, of the 9th

Gloucester, who without any previous practice scored

36 points. The 2d, a Westley Richards rifle, value 15/.,

for the trreatest number of hits from 4€0 to 900 yards.

Feaxce.—The Constitutionnel of Friday contained a

second article signed by M. GiandgulUot, on the subject

of Austria and Venetia, which declares in the most

explicit manner that France will stand by the Treaty

of Villafranca; that upon no account will she ever

permit Austria to set foot again in Lombardy, or to

resume a position which would *'put her within two

marches of Grenoble." It contends that " the line of

the Mincio is not necessary to the defence of Germany ;

that Verona, instead of being a shield of defence, is a

sword against Italy ; and that the true frontiers of the

Confederation are traced by the Isouzo, the Tagliamento,

and the mountain lines which command these two rivers."

It argues that Russia will upon no account assist Austria,

and that even if the Czar should be disposed to do so,

neither the Russian nobility nor the army could be

induced to bury the resentment they feel at what they

call Austria's desertion in the Crimean war. As regards

Prussia, it contends that she has too much to hope

from Austria's ditiKculties to feel inclined to help her

out of them, while England has said so much in favour

of Italian independence that she is morally pledged

against Austria. The article concludes by asking why
a compromise calculated to save at once the interests place with success.

sculntured articles, such as picture fraa^es, inkstands,

chests, and liquor-stands. With the introduction ot

this new art, it is expected that articles of household

furniture will be considerably reduced m price.— ine

Sihcle reports a very unforeseen result of the Treaty ot

Commerce with England :—An extensive tinman in

P.iris lately purchased 6000 cases of English blcck tin

at 52f. 50c. the 100 kilos., and he is now re-exportmg it

to EiiMand made into utensils of different kinds. He

has calculated that the lower rate of wages paid to

French workmen, as compiu-ed with that of the Eng-

lish, will more than compensate for the expense of car-

riaoe and duty (8f. 50c. per 50 kilos.). ThePrench

block tin manufacturers have now reduced their prices

from 70f. to 52f. 25c.—The weather has been extrenie.y

severe in Paris for the last few days. Heavy snow has

fallen, succeeded by sharp frost.
, , t» t ,Tn

BEXGTTJM.-In the Senate on the 18th the poke dc

Brabant delivered a speech on the extension of Keigian

commerce in foreign countries. The Wncc recom-

ided the Government to make exhibitions ot IJeigmn

that at Hamburg, Copenhagen, Stockholm, and some

other places a disposition to encourage such e-Klabitions

had been manifested, and in Spain they had taUen

His Roval Highness also propose^
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til at a prlxii of COOOf. should be offered in competiton

for thtj best essay on the ineans of promoting the com-

jnorcial progress of Belguun. The speech was listened

to with great interest, and the Ministers of the Interior

and Foreign Aftairs declared that they were ready to

carry into effect counsels comhig from such an esJalted

source. In the Chamber of Representatives on the 19fch

the election of members of the Court of Accounts,

which, by the Constitution, belongs to the Chamber,

was proceeded with. At a previous sitting of the

Chamber the Minister of Foreign Affairs, in

answei' to a question on the subject of passports,

declared th:U the Belgian Government had been for

some time past in communication with foreign Powers,

for the purpose of effecting a general and reciprocal

suppression of the passport system.

8Wii'Z3H.LA.ND.—Tbe National Council, in its sitting

of the 21st, took into consideration the decree

coucei-uing the construction of military roads in

tlie Al[>8 submitted to it by the Federal Council.

The Natloriivl. Council resolved upon returning this

project to the Federal Council for a definitive report

(to be made in the course of next session) on the nego-

ciations with the ditlerent cantons for its realisation,

and on tbe pecuniary sacrifices wliich the construction

of these roads might involve. The National Council

then resolved to adjourn its sittings until the Federal

Council should again consider Its convocation necessary.

On Saturday the sittings of the Katibnal Council and

the C(mucir of the States were both closed by their

respective P:*esidents, who, in their speeches, reviewed

past events, and exhorted the members to Union.

iJr. Blunter, President of the Council of the States,

especially alluded to the internal differences which had

arisen in reference to tbe question of Savoy, and warned
the Press to avoid raising suspicions against those who
may entertain a different view of things to their own.

Sa-XONS".—Count Ladish\.us Teleki, the Hungarian
refugee, who had arrived at Dresden with an English

passport in an assumed name, has been arrested by the

Saxon Government and delivered un to Austria. Count
Teleki was Minister Plenipotentiary from the Hun-
garian Government to the French llepublic in 18i9,

and in Hungary he enjoyed the same popularity among
the educated classes which M. Kossuth found among
the masses of the people. He has been a refugee since

1849, and after the pacification of Hungary he was,

with others, condemned to death by default. He was
travelling in Saxony on his own private affairs, without
any reference to politics. In the treaties of extradition

between the two countries political refugees are not
included. Count Teleki has been for a long time in

very delicate health, and, though it is not to be believed

that Austria will cause the penalty pronounced in 1849
o be inflicted on him, it is more than probable that

and in sucn a season, would terminate fatally- The King
of Saxony after having suffered during six days from a

severe cold, was attacked on Friday by measles. The
Ministry are entrusted with the entire direction of the

Government during his Majesty's illness.

Prussia.—M. Bernuth, First President of the Court

of Appeal of Posen, has been appointed Minister of

Justice in the room of Dr. Simoui. M, Bernnth has

been sumujoned from Posen, and has had an audience

6f the Prince Regent at Berlin. The legal proceedings

that have grown out of the charge of assault made last

autumn against Captain Macdonald by one of the rail-

way otficials at Bonn terminated on the 18tb inst.

The case gave rise to three different and separate trials.

At the first hearing of the charge of assault, M. Miiller,

the Pi-ocurator, made use of violent and insulting

language, asserting that English travellers were gene-

rally notorious for rudeness and *' blackguardism."

This calumny was resented by the English residents at

Bonn, eight of whom signed and published a protest

against it. In consequence of this protest the judicial

authorities ordered an inquiry, which resulted in a

reprimand to M. Miiller for the use of language unbe-

coming his office. M. Miiller, however, at the same

time coumienccd a cross action against the eight

gentlemen who signed the protest, for a libel on an

official of the Government. This prosecution has just

closed. The defendants admitted they had signed the

protest, and the Court was addressed by the English
.

Consul and the Rev. Mr. Anderson, the English chap-

'

Iain, The latter declared that the publicaliou of the

^piotesfc was not an intentional insult to a judicial

authority, but simply an act of self-defence, provoked

by an unjust attack, made suddenly and publicly upon

them and their countrymen. But they were not aware

that the i)ublication of such a protest was a violation

of any special law, or they would ha\ e tried to obtain

redress of the wrong in some other way. He contended

that the open manner in which they had signed and

published the report was a proof that they believed

they were acting legally. On Slonday the Court

pronounced judgment, acquitting Messrs. Baddeley,

Eapp, Washington, Rochfort, Thurston, and Olddeld.

and finding Mr. Perry, the Rev. Mr. Anderson, Colonel

Cumberland, and Mr. Drummond guilty, with ex-

tenuating circumstances, of having committed an

offence against the State Procurator while in the per-

formance of his official duties. The extenuating cir-

cumstances were declared to apply in a less degree in

the cusc of Mr. Perry, who was fined 100 thalers, or

five weeks* imprisonment in default. The other three

wei*e fined 25 thalers each, or nine days* imprisonment

in default.
' Duritig the trial a highly respectable lady

of Cologne, named Wolf Heydin, gave evidence

entirely exculpating Captain Macdonald, and stating

that M. Parrow, who was the cause of Capt. Mac-

donald*s imprisonment, advised her not to appear at the

trial. * *

Saxe Coeurg.—The Duke of Saxe-Coburg has, with

the consent of the King of Saxony, promoted the cele-

brated publisher of Leipsic, M. Bernhard-Tauchnitz, to

the rank of Hereditary Baron. This dignity has been

conferred as an acknowledgment for the exertions made
by M. Tauchnitz to promote the extension of English

literature iti Germany.
Denmaee.—It is reported at Copenhagen that

Prince Christian of Denmark, the " Jieir eventual" to

the Danish throne, during his recent visit to Paris had

more than one interview with the Emperor of the

French, who promised to support the sovereign indepen-

dence and rights of Denmark, against the increasing

demands of Prussia and Austria.

Austria.—Lieutenant Latour has arrived at Lisbon

from Madeira with intelligence that the health of the

Empress was quite satisfactory. The Council
^
of

Ministers at Vienna has decided on demanding

from the Pope the complete abolition of the

Concordat, and negotiations to that effect have

been opened with Kome. The official Wiener Zeitung

of Sunday publishes a circular, addressed by Haron

von Schmerling to the governors of the provinct^a,

explaining the leading principles of his policy. The

following is an abstract of this document:

—

It is the mission of tlie Ministers of State to carry out fully

and effectively the resolutions and intentions of the Emperor,

as expressed iu the Imperial manifesto of the 20th October.

As regards freedom of religious worship, it is the will of the

Emperor that political and civil rights shall iu that respect

also be preserved against any encroachment, and that the

mutual relations of tbe different confessions shall be estab-

lished upon au equitable footing, and upon the real love for

one's ueighbo\ir. Public instruction will be promoted by every

possible means. The free development of the nationalities is

accorded. With respect to the public press, every preventive

interference is removed. The development of agriculture,

commerce, and industry will be pursued with redoubled energy

on the path hitherto followed. The communes will enjoy an

independent existence. The administration of justice is to be

separated from the governmental admlnistracion. Publicity

and the oral form of proceeding are to be introduced into the

civil and penal courts of law. As regards the Provincial

Statutes, the Ministry of State has been authorised to

introduce into the fundamental laws the principle of repre-

sentation of the different interests by means of direct elections

and the extension of electoral rights and eligibility,

the right of initiative, and the publicity of debates.

On the Council of the En^piro, to whose province belongs

the general legislation, while the Provincial Diets are

only competent to legislate on provincial questions, is

therefore conferred the right of originating projects of law

and publicity of debates. The Council of the Empire will be

composed of meoibers unconditionally elected by the Provin-

cial Diets, and will, besides, receive additional members. The
Provincial Govermnents of the rainor Crown lands, recently

..chmerling- exhorts the public functionaries to a conscientious

discharge of their duties, to the furtherance of the interests of

the inhabitants of their provinces, to a strict observance of the

laws, and to candour iu their official reports on the condition

of the country,

HuNGAEY. — A telegram from Yienna states

that the Emperor has already sanctioned the

resolutions of the Conference of Gran, and has

resolved upon couvohinpr the Hungarian Diet for

February next. The appointments of the members of

the Governorship Council for Hungary arrived

at Pesth on Tuesday from Vienna. Count Ladislaus

Karolyi is appointed Vice-President of the Council.

Court Councillor Szalay has been appointed Director

of the Chancery. The councillors are to enter upon

their duties on the 2d of January next, when the

present offices of the Governorship will be abolished.

The circular of Baron von Schmerling has created a

great sensation in Hungary.
Italy.—The official GtateUe of Naples ofWednesday

publishes four Koyal decrees, dated December 17,

declaring the provinces of Naples, Sicily, the ^larches,

and Unibria to constitute au integral part of the State

of Italy. The news that the French squadron is about

to quit Gaeta has caiised a rise in the Neapolitan funds.

A decree has been issued calling out the classes of the

last four vears for military service, and ordering them

to assemble at the tnd of February. Those who have

been sent home are ordered to hold themselves in

readiness to resuu-.e military service when required. On
Christmas Day the King held a reception of the nobility

of the Court, which \^2& very numerously attended. An
enthusiiistic demonstration in favour of his Majesty

took place in the evening. The King was to attend a

l)all of the National Guard on Thursday, and to leave

Naples for Turin yesterday. Count Cavour has been

unwell, and has been bled twice, but is now in a more

satisfactory state. It is said that he has tlie intention

of retiring, at least provisionally, from the Sardinian

Ministry. The tendency of public opinion presages

that the Garibaldian party will obtain the mHJority

at the elections to the Italian Parliament. Signer Farini

has just lost his son-iu-huv, Signer Riccardi, and it is

expected that he uill shortly resign office. Before

doing so, however, be will publish the Communal

Law^for Nr.ples. The Liberal party at Naples is

irritated against the police for having ordered the

closing of the Castel Nuovo, and has set up an open

opposition to the measure. Several persons have been

arrested on a chai'ge of having been in correspon-

dence with the Royalists at Gaeta. The state

of the provinces is said to be satisfactory,

though some of the insurrectionary bands appear to

have intrenched themselves in the mountains of the

Abruzzi, and several thousands of soldiers who left

Gaeta and entered the Koman States are returning to

join them. The bombardment of Gaeta continues with
increased vigour. The garrison of Gaeta has beeu
diminished in number by the dismissal of a portion of

the Koyal Guard, whose fidelity was doubtful. The
remainder of the garrison are said to be in a de-

plorable state; but the defence may nevertheless he
prolonged for some time in consequence of the strength

of the place and the distance of the attacking batteriea.

An enormous quantity of shells and shot were thrown
into the fortress on the 17th by the Sardinians. Some
ofthem fell into the garden ofthe palace, w!iere the King
and Queen were dining with the Spanish Ambassador.
Two officers were struck while standing near the King,
and the Ambassador has since left his palace on account

of its being riddled with shot. It has also been con-

sidered prudent to remove the population who occupied

the quarter of Costa-Smersa to the southern part of the

town, and the King now passes each night on board the

Spanish frigate in the harbc u;. New Sardinian batteries

had been erected and were ready to taUe part in the

bombardment. A deputation had arrived from Calabria,

and promised to raise an insurrection in that province

in favour of the King. His Majesty has received a

letter from the Emperor Napoleon, expressing his

sympathy for the King, but telling him that he
has carried on the siege long enongh for his

honour. The King, in his reply, thanked the

Emperor, but added that he considered it his duty

to persist in the defence. . It is said that the

Austrian Cabinet and the Jesuits have advised his

Majesty to allow himself to be taken prisoner by the

Sardinians. The news from Rome is of an alarming

character. The Kennard and the Balkrat, which left

Naples for the Roman States, were not allowed to land

their passengers at Civita Vecchia, the pretext being

that COO Garibaldlans were on board. Against this

Mr. Odo Russell has protested. Considerable quantities

of provisions had been despatched from Rome to Gaeta.

The Pope delivered an allocution in a Cousistory held oa

the 17tli inst. His Holiness spoke of the persecutions of

the Christians in Syria and China. He condeumed the

pamphlet of M. Cayla. entitled " Le Rape et I'Empe-

reur," and announced that the Grand Dul^e of Baden

had violated the pontifical Concordat. The Roman
patriots have posted up on the walls of Rome bills

bearing the arms of King Victor Emmanuel, and the

words, ** We desire annexation to Sardinia." Crowds

of people assembled to read these bills, but they had

not led to anv arrests. Count Ercolc Mastai, a nephew

of the Pope, and late captain of the Stuff in the Ponti-

fical army, has offered his services to the King of Italy,

who has accepted them, granting him the same rank iu

>'" ^^ '• uiiny. TLo Gioi'ji -^ <i» jKotwa jwibhahes a
protest signed by 22 prelates of the Marches iigaiust the

acts of the Sardiaian Government.

Turkey.—The Sardinian ships are still detained at

Galatz and Sulina. Their cargoes of munitions have

been sequestered in compliance with orders from the

Porte. The Levant Herald announces that the Trea-

sury Bonds have been renewed for three years. A
great fall has in consequence taken place in these

securities. A new tithe law is in course of preparation.

Customs reforms are contemplated. A disturbance has

been suppressed at Scio.

The Principalities.— It is again affirmed that the

Principalities are agitating in favour of Hungary.

CmxA.—The following telegram was received at the

Foreign Office, vid Trieste, on "^ronday evening from

her M;tjest}''s Consul-General at Alexandria, dated

December 18 :

—

*

" Mr. Loch has arrived, with despatches from China, and
leaves thi.s day lor Malta. The ratitications of the Treaty of

Tien-tsin were exchanged and the Convflution of Pekin signed

on tbe 24tb of October. The English and French Arabassadois

took up their residence in the capital, and would remain there

till the i*th of Xovemher. The French army retired from Pekin
on the 1st Nov. The Enghsh would remun till the Ambassador*
left. A larpre force was to remain at Tien-tsin till the treaty

conditions were fuldlled. Priucip;U clauses:—Apology from
the Emperor for tbe affair of the Peibo last year. Miuiators to

reside at Pekin. Indemuity fixed to be doubled. Tien-tsin to

be opened to ^,rade immediately; emigration allowed. Kow-
ioon ceded to the British Crown. Treaty of Ticn-tsin and Con-
vention of Pekin to be put into immediate operation, and to be
published throughout theempire. The palaces of Yuen-min-Yuea
have been entirely burnt to the ground by the iiritish force.

Bodies of tbe prisoners who died in the hands of the Chinese

brought in and buried with honours iu ti;e Russian Cemetery

on Ot;tober 17. Captiin Brabazon and Abbe de Luc beheaded

on or about September til, after the battle of Pahli-chow

;

bodies not recovered. Indemnities expected from Chinese for

famalios of deceased. English and French Ministers left

Shanghai for Tien-tsin. Major Auaon has antved, charged

with despatches from Hir Hope Grant for the War office, and
leaves thjji day,"

Tlie follnvvinjr tele;^ram was received on Monday nigbt

through Mr. Keutei-'s agency:—
" Pekin, Oct. 31.

'• The Treaty of Tien-tsin was ratified and the Convention

signed here on the *i4th of October by Lord Elgin and Prince

Hung. The s^me formalities were gone through with Baron
Oros on the following day. The indemuity to be paid by the

Chinese has beoii fixed at 8,000,000 taels in all. The following-

is a summary of the Convention :— In Article I. Tbe Emperor
expresses his regret at the misunderstanding at the Taku
FuvU last year. Art. 11. revokes the consent given by the

Queen to the conditional suspension of her treaty right to

place a mini.ster in permanent residence at Pekin. Her
Majesiy resumes the exercise of her full right to keep a

minister there, or when it suitii her. Art ill. provides the

pavment of an indemnity of 8,OO0,OC0 taels in ail; that is

4 0"u0 000 more than the sura already gmntcd by the Treaty of

Tien-tsin. Ticn-Lsiu i^ to pay half a milUga by the 3<}th ot
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l^uveiul>er. Caiitou '6'S6,6ii'S tuelts, less tiie advances towiU'ds
tbe Shameen site, by the same day. The rest is to be paid out
of the Customs, one-fifth of the revenue of which will be taken
quarterly until the whole is paid. Art. IV. opens the port of
Tien-tstn to trade. Art. V. removes the interdict on emigration
to the British colonies or elsewhere, and provides that re^iia-
fc'ons shall be tixed iw the proteciionol the emigrant. Art VI,
cedes to the British Crown the portion of Kowloon now held

Art. VIII. prftvides for the promulgation of the Treaty and
Convention throughout China. Art. IX. provides for theprov
immediate evacuation of Chusan by the British force now
garrisoninpj it, and decl.ares that the rest of our army in China
may remain at Tien-tsin, or Taku, or Tung-chow, or Canton,
or at all these place^ as the British Government shall
decide. The allied armies are to leave Pekin on the 8th of
November. It is reported that the 1st Royals, the S7th. the
Queen's, the Buffs, and the Marines proceed to England. Lord
lilgin resides in Tekin. The Emperor is at Zehol, in Tartary.
Bowlby, De ISorman, and Anderson have been buried with
great solemnity. Braba:;nn was beheaded about the 21st of
September. Trie Abb^ de Luc also met with the same fate.

The sum of 100,000^ has been exacted for the families of the
British officers who have been murdered. The Summer Palace
of the Emjieror was burned by the British on the ISth of
October. The insurgents at Shanghai are still levying tribute
in vitrious places, and are menacing Niugpo.

Mr. Loch, bearing the Treaty of Peace and Lord Elgin's

despatches to the Foreign Office, and the Honourable
Major Alison Soaring Sir Hope Grant's despatches to

the War Office, nrrived in town at a late hour on 1

ThTirsday night. Yesterday moniing the usual salutes

in honour of the Peace were iirod at St. Jamos*s Park,

and at the Tower. The despatches are exceedingly volu-

minous and was published in a supplement to the

Gazette of last evening. They contain the Treaty of

Tien-tsin of last year, now ratitied, at full length ; the
Convention dictated at Pekin, and a very lengthened and
most interesting account of his captivity by Sir. Parkes.

The foUo^ving extracts from a letter from head-
quarters published in the Times of yesterday will

be read with interest :

—

*' The Chinese authorities had given notice that on the 12th
some more of the prisoners still remaining in their hands
would be given np, and accordiugly in the course of the day
eight Sikhs were brought into camp, hut no Bowlby or
Brabazon, as had almost been hoped for against hope, accom-
panied tbeui, nor were the Sikhs able to give us any tidings
of them. Vfe had not, however, long to wait for these. Ou
the 14th two more Sikhs, who turned out to be the
last of the survivors, were released, and from them we
learnt that Bowlby and Phipps, tiie private of the King's
Dragoon (iuards, had, like De Norman, Anderson, and the
two Sowars, whose fate 1 was enabled to communicate to
you by last mail, been miable to survive the brutal
treatment to which they had been subjected during
the earlier |>eriod of their imprisonment. On the same day
that the al)Ovementioned two Sikhs came in, the bodies of De
Norman, Anderson, and two Sikhs arrived in carts, and on the
l(3th thut^e of Bowlby, Phipps, and two other Sikhs ; those of
four more Sikhs which were brought in on the 17th completed,
with the survivors, the entire party that had been taken on the
18th of September, with one exception, that of poor Brabazon,
whose fats for some time reniiinert eavehiped in mystery.
twenty-aix, in all, wvro captxircd—savcii fii^IiHliiiJt;ii, ly'tHkha ;

of these two Englishmen (farkes and Loch) and 11 Sikhs were
released, and fmr Englishmen (De Norman, Bowlby, Ander.-on,
and Fliipx'^) with eight Sikhs, died of their sufierings. Braba-
zon ahme continued mis^-ing. Accounts subsequently received
left us iu no doubt, however, either as to the fact of his

death or of the way in which it happened. Though the
carUest of them all, in pomt of time, it was perhaps
the happiest death, for he was saved much of the suf-

ferings tbe others underwent. No attempt was made by
the Jtandarins to produce liis body, and when they were
asked what had become of him, they said two. Europeans
had been fjcheaded by order of the General commanding
at , Pahli chow, when that position was attacked by the
allied armies on the morning of the 2l3t of Septeniber,
and their bodies thrown into the canal. This statement agreed
fid "accurately with that given by the Chinese Christians who
visited Baron Gros, and also with the information derived
through the Russians, that no doubt remained that i)Oor
Brabuzun was one of those Europeans. To reach the Emperor
and tlie Mandarins and punish them for this treachery was now
the great object and the great difficulty. It could only be
done by adopting some pleasure that would place beyond
the iKjsdibility of doubt in the minds of the governing
classes of Chma that we were at Pekin as masters, that
the arrogance of the Chinese Government could be les-

sened, and It made to feel the responsibilities that attach
to the commission of acts of duplicity and cruelty.
There seemed two ways of arriving at this result ; one was by
capturing and holding the Imperial city of Pekin; the other
was by tlie destruction of Tuen-Ming-Yuen, the favourite
Palace of the Emperor, and where the cruelties to the prisoners
were first commenced. At Yuen-iling-Yueu the tablets of the
dynuaty were preserved, on the safety of which, in the opinion
ol the Chinese, the existence of the present reigning family
depends. By the people the Palace was held in great venera-
tion from its being the constant residence of the Emperor, and
the place where all the great princes and nobles ot the empire
assembled; the gardens and buildings were famed for their
beauty tUrougnout China, and immense sums were expended
yeaiiy ou their maintenance. It was the scene of all the
intrigues and gaieties of the Court. It was there that the
great receptions and levies were held, and there that
the Emi»eror had his concerts, evening parties, and
private theatricals, when, it is said, he mixed on more
familiar terms with those invited than we imagined could
exist iu the ceremonious Court of Pekin, an obeisance
to the Emperor on his entering and leaving the hall of
reception being the only ceremony performed. The des-
truction of Yuen-Ming-Yuen was thereiore finally decided on.
Lord Elgin and the Commander-in-Chief both addressed the
Prince ot Kung by letter, informing him of their decision and
the reasons that influenced them in airiving at that decision.
Lord Elgin, in terms of great severity, pointed out the
treachery that had characterised the conduct of the Govern-
ment of China from the first moment of their attempting to
negotiate at Tien-tsin to their last act of perfidy in violating a
flag ol truce and murdering those captured while under its

protection—that, iu consequence of this conduct, he had
cahed on the Commander-in-Chief utterly to destroy Yuen-
Ming-Yuen, as being the spot where the cruelties to the
prisoners hrst commenced ; he further demanded that a sum
of;iOO,(X)0 titels should be paid within 4S liours as an indem-
nity to the families of the murdered prisoners, and informed
the Prince of Kung if there w;i« any delay in so doing, or any
hftMrutifMi to sign the convention and exchange the
treaty of Tien-tsin, then the Emperor's P.dace inside

Ptjkiu sbou d be burnt to the ground. These letters
were accompauitd by proclamations that were placed on tiie

wails of Pekin, informing the people of the measures that
were to be t;»ken and the reasons for their adoption. The
English, in the course they now followed, acted entirely by
themselves, the French Commander-in-Chief being opposed 10
the destruction of Yuen-Ming-Yuen, fearing it might preclude
any chance that existed of comi«g to an arningcment with the
Chinese Government; but Sir Hope Grant and Lord Elgin
were not men to pass lightly over the want of good faith on
the part of the Emperor of China. The more indifierence Lord
Elgin displayed about signing the Convention or coming to
terms the moie alarmed the Chinese Government became, and
the more pressing for a day to be named to exchange the rati-
fied Treaty of Tientsin. On the ISth of October Sir John
Mitchell's division marched to Y'nen-Ming-Yuen ; they met
with no resistance.—not a Tartar soldier was to be
seen. On his arrival he disposed his force for the
proper and systematic carrying out of his orders. From the
place that was seized by the fcVench on the 6th of October it
was at least six or seven miles before the hist buildingof Y'uen-
Mmg-Yuen was reached. This was at the foot of the first
range of hills that bound the plaiu tn the north of Pekin. Over
this large extent of ground were gardens, palaces, temples, and
pagodas, on artificial hills, some of them 300 and 400 feet in
height, with forest trees of all kinds covering their sides,
through the green foliage of which were seen the yellow-tiled
roofs of the various Imperial residences, A large lake lay
buried in the midst of these wooded hills, with two or three
islands on it, with picturesque buildings, joined to the main-
land by quaint, but baiutiful stone bridges. On one side of the
lake, extending upwards of two miles, winding in and out,
among grottoes and through flower gardens, roofed in by
flowering creepers, was the favourite walk of the Emperor and
his Court; in some places, wherethepalacescameto the water's
edge, the walk was carried paat them on a light and beautiful
stone terrace overhanging the lake. The high mountains
of Tsrtary forming the backgmund made it, while it certainly
was one of the most curious, also one of the most beautiful
scenes I had ever beheld. Two days were required effectually
to set fire to and destroy all the buildings and walks of Y'uen-
Ming-Yuen. Much vahiable property tliat it was impossible
to remove was destroyed. It is said that it exceeded
two millions sterling, exclusive of the buildings. During the
destruction of the Palace the soldiers came upon two presents
that had been sent out to the Emperor of China by Lord
Macartney from George III.,—a State coach and two l2-pounder
howitzers,—complete in every wav, and in very good condition
and repair, great care having evidently been taken of them.
It was on the 17th that the remains of poor De Norman,
Anderson, Bowlby, and Phipps were consigned to the grave.
At noon of that day we all assembled to bear them to
their last resting-place. The coflfins were each placed on a
separate gun-carriage. A portion of the King's Dragoon
Guards and Irregular Cavalry formed the advance; a body
of infantry followed, with the band pLiying the Dead
March. Lord Elgin and Sir Hope Grant were chief
mourners. The pall-bearers were the members ot the Embassy
rmd the Commander-in-Chiefs Staff, Fane, and some of&cers of
his regiment, and some men of the Kir:g's Dragoon Guards.
Parkes and Loch, who had shared their captivity, but had
escaped almost by a miracle the fate of these their poor com-
panions, walked ou either side of De Norman's coffin. Numbers
ot officers of both armies, including the French Commander-in-
Chief, closed the procession. The Russian Minister, General
Ignatieff—with that consiaeration and in the liberal spirit
which have distinguislied him in all his intercourse with the
army ever since their first landing at Pehtang—had placed the
Russian cemetery at the disposal of the Commander-in-Chief.
They were all buried iti one grave ; the service was performed
by the chaplain to the forccH, the Rev. Mr. M'Gee, and one
of the most striking occurrences was the presence at the grave,

I in their vcatnieiitB, ofa Roman Catliolic and (iruek. pric-£«t, wtju
joined their prayers to ours over the remains of our murdered
countrymen. The 20th October was the day named for the pay-
ment of the indemnity of 300,000 taels for the families of the
murdered prisoners. The money was ready long before the
time appointed, and a letter arrived from the Prince of Kung,
earnestly entreating that an early day should bo named for
signing the Convention. It now became necessary to secure a
suitable residence for the Embassy inside Pekin, and that a
public buildingof sufficient extent should be prepared in which
the ceremony of signing the Convention should bo performed
in a manner to impress the people with the importance of the
act they were witnessing. Messrs. Parkes and Loch were sent
by Lord Elgin for the purpose of visiting all the public buildings
in Pekin, and to select those best adapted for the objects in
view. Lieut. -Col. Ross, of the Quartermaster-General's
Department, also went, by order of the Commander iu-

Chief, to see that proper quarters would be provided
for the escort that was to attend Lord Elgin while he
resided in the city. Their description of the poverty of
the city, and the state of decay of the public buildings,
is most deplorable. With an escort of 50 men they proceeded
through the northern portion of the city, being joined by three
or four Mandarins, who had been sent to point out those
buildings that were in the btst repair, and to obtain their
entrance into any others they might desire to inspect; but
each seemed to rival the other in dilapidation and wretched-
ness. Passing down the west side of the city by one of the
broad streets that run north and south, they found, as they
got nearer to the Chinese city, which is separated by a high
wall from the Tartar city, the streets much more crowded, and
business going on more briskly. Turning to the left, along the
south of the city, the streets became narrow and tortuoiis

;

three or four buildings were visited in this quarter, but none
of them were habitable. They passed the lioard of Punish-
ments, where Parkes and Loch had been so long imprisoned,
and close by the Russian Embassy. A broad street runs fro n
the centre of the Imperial city on the south to the
central gate of the Chinese city. A large square or enclo-
sure is in front of the gate entering the Imperial Palace,
on the east side of which are the great Boards ot Of&co of the
empire. The first visited was the Board of Ceremonies, which,
has been in its day a magnificent building; it has still fine

court-yards and halls. But the Board of Revenue was a heap
ol ruins, and the Boards of Civil Office, War, &c., iu very little

better condition. The Board of Ceremonies was therefore
decided on as the place best adapted for the ceremony of sign-

ing the Convention, both ou account of its position, which was
good, and from its better state of repair. No house, however,
bad been pointed out that in any way could be made suitable

for the Embassy. Prince Kung was therefore requested to
have some private palace at once prepared for Lord Elgin's

reception, and the Prince of I's was named, as being in a con-
venient situation. It is a building of vast extent; the out-
houses alone could accommodate 3000 soldiers with ease

;

but the palace and gardens were in not much better
condition than the other buildings visited. SOO Chinese
workmen were, however, set to work, and it is sur-
prising how much they can do in a few hours towards
making a place look habitable and comfortable. But
tbe state of decay of the public buihiings as well as private,
even when owned by one of the greatest and richest princes
of the empire, like the Prince of I, gives a melancholy impres-
sion fnr the future of China. The 24th was the day named for
signing tbe Convention ; for some days previous Messrs.
Wade and Parkes were busily engaged in discussing the clauses
of the Convention, and making amuigementa for their coming

into immediate operation, together with those of the Treaty oi
Tien-tsin, as soon as the ratified treaties were exchanged".

Elgin's advance in 185S. On the morning of the 24th Lord
Elgin and Sir Hope Grant entered the An-ting gate, accom-
panied by an escort of 600 men and 100 officers from
the regiments at Pekin. The Commander-in Chief, with
the Head-quarters and his personal Staff, rode a little
in front of Lord Elgin, who was carried in his
State chair by 16 Chinese, dressed in scarlet ; his horse
saddled, was led behind him, and the members of the Embassy
rode on either side. The 2d Division, under Sir Robert Napier
lined the streets, and as Lord Elgin passed followed at in-
tervals, taking up strategical positions along the line of route
in case ti'eachery was intended by the Chinese. Considerable-
crowds lined both sides of the road ; they were extremely
orderly, merely evincing great ciu-iosity to get a glimpse at the
' Great Barbarian ' by attempting to peep into his chair as he
passed by. The Board of Ceremonies is about three miles and
a half from the An-ting Gate, and it was past 3 o'clock before
tbe procession arrived there. Dense crowds suiTounded the
entrance and filled the streets ard squares in front and on
every side of it. Tbe guard formed up ou either side of the
courtyard, where the dais on which the ceremony was to take
place opened. The officers ranged themselves on the left ot
the dais, the place of honour, and on the right were assembled
a number of Mandarins. At the back of the dais were
two small tables and chairs, that on the left for Lorci
Elgin, the one on the right for Prince Kung. Close to
Lord Elgin's chair was another for tbe Commander-in-Chief; ou
either side, at right angles, were ten small tables aud chairf^
for the high officers of each nation ; behind them, again, was
another row for the accommodation of other officers. As Lord
Elgin's chair entered the gate the troops presented arms, and
the bands played 'God save the Queen.' His chair was carried
to the front of the dais, when Prince Kung advanced to receive
him, accompanied by all the Mandarins. A cold bow from
Lord Elgin and an anxious hesitating salutation from Prince
Kung, and Lord Elgin passed at once to his seat and sat; down,
motioning Kung to take tbe one on his right, which is con-
sidered the lowest. A table stood in the middle of the space,
in front of which the boxes containing the convention and
treaty were placed. Business was immediately com-
menced by Lord Elgin telling Mr. Wade to hand the
translation of his full powers to Kung, with the request
to see his in return. Prince Kung said his were nol
so full, but equally ample as to powers, and gave
Lord Elgin the Emperor's decree conferring on him full,

power to negotiate and conclude a peace, and also to affix th^
great seal of the Empire as a ratificatiun to the treaty. The
convention was signed, each Plenipotentiary affixing his seaL
The treaties were then exchanged, Kung sealing it with the
great seal of the Empire, certifying under his seal and
signature that the ratification of the treaty had been duly
effected, and that affixing the great seal of the Empire meant
the acceptance by the Emperor of all the conditions and
responsibilities contained in the treaty. A few mterchanges ot

good wishes for the results of the treaty, and hopes that it

would be the means of establishing a good understanding
between the two Governments, passed between Lord Elgin and
Prince Kung, the latter remarking that a great many mistakes
had been made heretofore in their intercourse with foreigners,

aud that matters bad been very badly managed, but he had
now taken it into his own hands, and he ho^ad a new
state of things would commence. Jjovd l'ri-:,iu then rose

;

Kung walked a short distance across iiic plaLf>?im, and then
stopped ; LoVd Elgin did so likewise, aud it was only after

vigorous becTioning of the Mandarins attending on Kung anc
Lord Elgin stopping that Kung was induced, after a iew
hesitating pauses, to accompany him to the edge of the daTS
friiice K.uiig is aOout US, Uul luuks olUcr ; Jita cuunteuunce iS

not devoid of intelligence, but there was an expression of
anxious, nervous care, partly fear struggling with anger, no
doubt at finding himself in a position so different from the one
he had been accustomed to hold in the presence of the high
officials of the Government ; yet there was a curious mixture
of familiarity and respect in the manner of the officers

towards him. The manner of Lord Elgin was quiet and
dignified, and the Chinese could not fail to be struck by the
stt^rn and calm manner in which he performed his part of tht

ceremony. The return of the Ambassador aTid Commander-
in-Chief was in the same order as that in which they went,
but the streets were occupied at different points by the troops

of Sir Robert Napier, who had placed them with great skill, v,o

that the capital of the Chinese Empire was in the actual pos-

se jsion of the British troops. Lord Elgin and Baron Gros have
taken up their residence at Pekm. The French army retires

from Pekin on the Ist Novemt>er, one battalion only remaining;

as an escort for Baron Gros. The Convention and treaty are tc

be published in Pekin, and circulated throughout the Empire
The English army and the Ambassadors do not leave Pekiii

before the 0th November."

India,—By the arrival of the Overland Mail we havp

accounts from Calcutta to Nov. 23, and from Madras

to Nov. 28. The following is a summary of the news

:

At Calcutta the Legislative Council was about to resume it^

sittings. The important questions of the currency, the new-

police, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the tnxation of the

trading classes, were at once to engage its attention. Tht

Volunteer movement was making progress. A third company
had been formed in Calcutta, and a large corps had beei.

formed in Lucknow. The Viceroy had left the seat of govern

ment to complete his tour and receive the remainder of the

native dignitaries and tributaries in the North West, Sir Bartlo

Frere being his locum tenens, assisted by Mr. Cecil Beadon

The Hurkai-u gives a gloomy account of the state of the indigo

districts, describing matters there as going from bad to worse.

Cape of Good Hope.—British Kaffraria waa pro-

claimed a separate colony on the 30th of October. Ihk

territory between the rivers Keiskamma and Greai

Kei constitutes this new dependency. A league ha<

been formed in the Eastern provhices to procure r

separation from the West. Influential meetings ip

favour of this movement had taken place in all th

principal towns of the East, and large sums had been

subscribed with the same object. Sir George Grey was

still at Cape Town. But little progress had been mad
iu public business. Several souvenirs from Princ

Alfred had arrived and been distributed. The 13th

and 59th Regiments were holding tbeniselves i

readiness to proceed to New Zealand,

United States.—Political matters remained in tli

most disorganised state. Meetings of the varion

parties had' been held at Washington, but of the resuV

of their deliberations nothing definite was knowr

General Scott had prepared a plan of atljustment, ha

Mr, Cobb, Secretary to the Treasury, has resigned,

with the intention, it was said, of joining the Georgi"*
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secessionists. Mr. Braiiqh, of North Carolina, had

declined the Secretaryship of the Treasury. The re-

presentative of Alabarna at Washington had threatened

to resign if Alabama did not seceJe. The Governor of

Georgia had issued a lengthy document in favour

©f secession. The Governor of Louisiana, in his

jnessage liad recommended a convention of the slave

States in order to demand a repeal of obnoxious

Irtu-s at tb« North and a guarantee Pg linst such legisla-

tion in the future. These ^questions he said should be

met before the inauguration of Mr. Lincoln, and

because the honour and self-respect of the State does

not comport with her remaining in the Union under a

Black Republicau President. It is stated iii one of

the telegrams from Charleston that the officer in charge

of Fort Moultrie had been prevented by the authorities

from laying in stores for Us defence ; but this does not

aeree with a report from Washington that the

PresiJeut IkkI been assured froin an authentic source

tliat the authorities of South Carolina would make no

resistance either to the collection of duties or to the

possession of the forts guarding Charleston Harbour

durin* the remainder of his Administration, The biirk

Cora, which vv.ia captured in September with 705 slaves

on board by the United States' frigate Constellation,

had arrived at 'New York.
^

IIayti.—A conspiracy against the Haytien Govern-

ment had failed, and a number of culprits, including

seven women and an American, had been executed.

m

i
^

LoED Palmeeston at the annual meeting of the

Labourers' Kncouragement Association at Roinsey on

Thursday week, delivered three epeeehes, from \vhich

the following are extracts :

—

*'My friends and noighbours, it affords me very great

pleasure to be the instrument for delivering to you upon the

present oouasion these prizes and rewards, which have been

allotted to you for good conduct and skill in the various

functions which in your class of life you have to perform-

Whatever the duties may be that the various classes of the
community have allotted to them by the distribution of

Providence^ it must be the object of the highest ambition to

all, from the highest to the lowest* to find that the perform-
ance of those duties in their respective vocations has brought
down upon them the approbation of their fellow-countrymen.
The advantage of these prizes is not simply the gratification

of those who are happy enough to obtain them» because to

men who have performed well and steadily the duties that
belong to their position the approval of their own consciences
must ever be the best and highest reward. But nevertheless
it is satisfactory, and it is thus wisely ordained, to those who
know they have deserved well of their fellow-countrymen, to

find that their merits are appreciated, and that they have
gained, not only the approval of their own consciences, but
the esteem and respect of those with whom they live, I am
j^lad to find there are so many deserving men in this neigh-
ouvhood who have obtained that double reward—who not

m^^^^t feel pride ?!?^ thev walk the loud iu^^he co

fied to find that their good conduct has been known
and appreciated by their friends and neighbours. They must
also have the satisfaction ot reflecting that their example will

not be lost on others, and that if there are those in their neigh-

bourhood who have been slow and backward in pursuing that
patti which has led them to distinction, the principle of emula-
tion implanted in the mmd of man will lead many, who might
otherwise have remained lost iu vicious and irregular courses,

to follow the bright example these prizemen have set them,
and to redeem theraselvcs in the opinion of mankind so as to

deserve like rewards, like esteem, and respect. There, is also a
duty belonging to you—that of roaring, educating, and in-

structing your children, for it is well known that children are

a blessing or the reverse, according as their conduct is good or
bad; and this depends not simply on their natural disposition,

but still more on the example and precepts which they receive
from their parents. They may become the victims of mere im-
pulses, and they may at a more mature age turn out to be a
source of pain and affliction to their parents, instead of being
an honour to them, and a benefit and advantage to their
country, I am convinced, therefore, that you will feel the im-
portance of teaching your children to pursue the same course
that you have pursued—that you will inculcate in them
those pinciples of good conduct, morality, and religion
which will insure their becoming, when you advance to the
later stages of life, a comfort to you, and an honour and
a blessing to the country to which they belong.
My friends, I wish you hearty success, and I trust
that next year may find you coming back with testimonials as
good as you have brought to this board. In conclusion, I Lope
that the dinner of which you have just partaken will send you
home warmer than you came this frosty morning/' * » *

In proposing the toast of *' the Army, Navy, and Volunteers,"
his lordship said, "It is gratifying to know that the former
valour, skill, and enterprise of the army and navy have not
been diminished iu the pre>^ent day. We nave had recently, in

would not be suqmsing if at a moment such as happened in

the great war with France, when an enemy was standing in

great force on the opposite side of a narrow channel, when
invasion was daily threatened, and when everything dear to

the country and the nation was at stjike—it could not be
surprising that at such a moment 300,000 or 400,000 men
should have arrayed themselves in defence of the threatened

liberties and independence of their country. But in the

present instance this Volunteer movement arose out of no
such imminent danger^ but out of a deep and reflecting sense

on the part of the people that there miL^ht be an occasion for

the services of such men. They felt tliat, although we were

at peace, although there might be no immediate chance of

danger to the country, yet that there was, nevertheless,

wanting an additional force in support of the regular army and
militia ; and these men, really amounting^ 1 believe, to some-
thing like lf)0,000 or 170.000 of all professions, ranks, and
occupations, stood forth, devoting their time, spendmg their

own money, giving the energies of their minds to the acquire-

ment of military tactics. I am glad to sav that I heard the

other day from that gallmt ofllcer Colonel M'Murdo, who is

api)ointed to inspect the force, that he was astonished at the

proficiency already made. He said he had ali-eady in5;pected

40,000 Volunteers, who were perfectly fit to take the field, and
30,000 more in a very little time would be equally fit to take
j^nst in line. It is true we have been told— it has not been
said lately—that we are not a militiry nation, but only

a nation of shopkeepers fit to look to our l)alances, but not fit

to take the field as an organised force. M'e shall not, I think,

hear that again from any quarter, except it be that we are a
nation of shopkeepers in tliia scn^*o of the word, that we are a

' nation a great i>ortion of whom are engaged in mercantile

pursuits But it is these shopkeepers who have arrayed

themselves in arms ready to defend their country, and it is

among these classes that we find men not only able to stand

in the same line with regvdar troops, but also to take the field

if an enemv should attack them/' * * *^ In proposing the

toast of tKe evening his lordshio said, *'I think w^e may
follow the example very often set by the gallery of the Dublin
theatre. After calling out a number of names to be celebrated

by cheers they used to include * our noble selves,* X beg now
to propose 'Prosperity to this Association.' I am Fure that

every one will feel that associations of this kind are of the

utmost value to the prosperity and welfare of the country. In

the first place they bring together persons who might not
otherwise meet, interchanging information and renewing
personal friendships, or making frieudihips and acquaintances

perhaps which did not previously exist, and tliereby pro-

moting the harmony of social intercourse. They are also

highly valuable as bringing ditferent classes of society int*^

contact with each other, as was seen this morning when the
'

labourers were brouglit to a certain extent into social and
convivial intercourse with tfaoae atwve them. That must
necessarily terd to have a salutary efi"ect on their feelings and
character. But the great object is, no doubt, the improvement
of the condition of the labouring classes, and it is needless to

point out how essential the character, the good conduct, and
beh^^viour of the labouring classes are as the foundation of

the social fabric. Now, the prizes given by this association

are of great value in that rcj^pect, by stimulating good conduct,

by holding out examples to others of the rewards that good

conduct obtains, and the estimation in which those who
obtain them are held, not only by their own cl;iss but by those

above them in the social scale- The observations which have

been made this evening by my hon. friend Mr. Button have

great force and value, viz,, that at the root of the good conduct

of the labouring class lies the provision of suitable and decent

habitations- That provision in former times was too much
overlooked and neglected- Of late years the attention of the

public has been usefully directed to that matter, and we may
flatter ourselves that a great improvement has been made in
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Fu>t:ral op the Eael of Abbhdken.—The morta>

remains of Lord Aberdeen were consigned to their last

resting place in the family vault at SUnmore, on

Friday. The procession left Argyll House at 10 o'clock

iu the following order:—Four outriders mounted on-

black horses, and wearing mourning cloaks, followed by

two porters on horseback. The State horse came next,

cMy "Piij^arfsoned, and ridden by a page, who bore the

late Earl's coronet upon a velvet cushion. Two grooms'

followed, and tlien the hearse, drawn by six horses, and'

emblazoned with escocheons of the Earl's arms. The-

first mourning coach conveyed the chief mourners

—

Colonel the Hon. Alexander Gordon, the Hon. and Rev,

Douglas Gordon, and the Hon. Arthur Gordon, sons of

the deceajierl ; and Admiral the Hon. John Gordon,.

class, but was simply the result of a temporary and extra- ! his only surviving brother. The second coach conveyed

**<***-

e newspapers that has attracted public
attention—the dreadful overcrowding of agricultural cottag-es

in a part of Berkshire ; but I think it right to stiy, that I saw
afterwards in a newspaper au explanation of that circum>
stance, pointing out that it was not the habitual and normal
condition of that district, but that in consequence of some
great public work being canned on tliere an unusual number
of labourers had accumulated, for whom no temporary pro-

vision bad been made, and in this way overcrowding of the
cottages did not imply the ordinary condition of the labouring

and affording excellent accommodation to the inmates, and
providing also that great requisite, three sleeping apartments,

It is true» and hixs often been paid, that persons uri; irequently

deterred from erecting cottages because they do not think

tbey shall obt:iin an adequate return for the money they lay

out- But I must say I think that is a radical and fundamental

the third coach were the Duke ol Newcastle, the Earl

of Clarendon, Sir James Graham, and the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. The fourtli coach conveyed the Earl

of Dalkeith (attending for his father, the Duke of

Buccleuch), the Eight Hon. E. Cardwell, Colonel

I

K^?^^ m^"S?dS^ hi^clitl^^^^ ;
Ch^^^ff ^''^'^'> Vic^Lientenant of Aberdeenshh^_and

Other nut-buildings necessary for the occupation of his farnj.

Why, he does get a return iu the manner pointed out by
Sir. Dutton, that no farmer of substance, capital, skill,

and enterprise will enter upon a farm on which there is not all

that 19 necessary for the successful cultivation of that farm.

No one can expect to let a farm without a good farmhouse and
all those buildings I have described; neither will a tenant

Mr. Alexander Thomson, Convener of the county of

Aberdeen. The fifth coacli conveyed the Earl of

Morton, Viscount Hamilton, Colonel the Hon. Douglas.

Pennant, and Sir Henry Holland. The sixth coach

conveyed Admiral Baillie Haunlton, Dr. Stone, Mr^

., ,, , ^ Jamieson, and Mr. Noverre. The members of the late

Lty''u'n{-^%%'rsur'e1ha"tTe"^^l? CfuT'lfCri^ al !
Earl's l,ousel,old, Messrs Wilkinson Jone., B.lberston.

hand close to their work, and that he will not lose in their
;
and Faulkner, were in the seventh coach, which wag

time and in the exhaustion of their physical power that which
, followed bv the late Earl's private carriage, after which

he would lose if they were required to walk two or three
'

^f ^ Majesty's State coaches, drawn by sis
miles to their work, and the same distance in returning from , .^, ..,.•' ^ , . ' , ,^^ i:„™:«<,
their work at night It is quite impossible that the labourer ' liorses, with postlUons and grooms m dress IneneS-

those operations which we have been compelled to undertake i can do as much work or do that work aa well if he lives a great
, The procession closed with the carriaires of intimate

in China, an example of the most perfect discipline, of tlie
; way from the farm, as if he lived in a comfortable cottage at

' private friends of the deceased Earl. On arriving at
most complete efficiency in every branch, of the service, and

[
an easy distance fr<im bis work. Therefore I contend tliat

I o* 4-1 ^^^^ ^.. -^«I «r.««:,T«^ .^f fli-^ ^w^-^^T^r-^^
Tinf nt.w ^f ii.^ r^^^f ALr^r^,.^^\^viA „oii..«*™ K,,f .1*,^ ^V M,^ I Tu A^ i.„n^ ^^ffo..^o A^ ™f « ™t,.™ f^^ fi,^ r,.^»^^ t^ o.. \ Stanmoie thc processiou was received at the entrance-

peculiar to the nature of the country in which the operations
were carried on, more allowance ought to be made if any
portion of the service had been found wanting iu anything
requisite for its complete efficiencj'- But, on the contrary,
we may 5ay with pride that there never was a miiit^ary

and naval force belter equipped, better organised, better
conducted, and more successful tnan that- We also have
the satisfaction of knowing that they co-operated with
the troops of our ally, the Emperor of the French, with
the most perfect harmony, without a particle of jealousy,
'R^ithout an instance of difference, and that the co-operatiun
of the two was as perftct and complete as, I trust, tlie

harmony between the two nations—of which it may be recog-
iiiaed as a symbol—may long contiime to be. The Volunteer
service is one that cannot appeal in the same way as the army
and navy to historical and traditional recollections ; but, if

there is anything of which this nation has a right to be proud,
it is the Volunttier movtment that has taken place during the
course, I may say, of the last 12 months. I think there
never was a more hi«nourable act on the part of the people of

nation than this organisation of our Volunteer force.

tenant to occupy bis farm than he would do if there were not
houses for the labourers within reasonable distance. That
company or association which my hon, friend mentions will

enable those who might have hesitated before to extend their

operations ; and I trust that at no distant time we shall see all

those wretched hovels—of which I am sorry to say there are

too many in diflerent parts of the country—disappear, and that

we shall see our labourer? lodged iis men ought t^^ be who have
families whom they wish to rear respec^tably, and whom their

employers ought to desire to see imbued with feelings of that

eelt-respect which invariably leads to good conduct."

Citj) IntelUgcnfc*
Monet Mabket, Friday,—British Funds : Con-

sols closed at 92 7-lG to 9-16, or 92L for Account;

Three per Cents. Reduced^ 92^tof ; New Three per

Ceuts., 92| to I ; India Five per Cent, stock, 1859, tor

it * Acct-, 101-^ ex div,; Ditto Four per Cent. Debentures,

E- Gladstone, the Right Hon. E. Cardwell, and the
Earl of Dalkeith, acting for hid father^ wlio was too

unwell to bear the journey from Scotland, The
ceremony, which was witnessed by nearly all the in-

habitants of Stanmore, was exceedingly impressive.

The Weather and the Parks.—llie water in the
r

parlvS of London was in a state to bear in some parts on
Fridav, Saturdav and Sandav, but, as usual, more
persons ventured on the ice than prudence warrantee^.

A great manj' accidents occurred, but without loss of life.

Ou Monday a man imprudently passed beyond the limit

marked as safe, and lost his life. The body was not

recovered till night, when it was identified as that of a

person connected with a firm iu CI eapside. Immersions
occurred in every ornamental water in London, but
with this exception they were not attended with fatal
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consequences, Ou Christmas Day being a general

holyday several thousand persons, including members
of the aristocracy, ladies, and a vast number of
soldiers, thronged the parks to skate and slide. The
Serpentine hi Hyde Park had between 4000 and 5000
persons, a great number of whom were tripped up and
had their heads cut. The Round Pond in Kensington
Gardens and the Long "Water were crowded during the
day, including several members of the Skating Club and
a great number of the Guards and Rifle Volunteers,
and many ladies. In St. James's Park the ornamental recently washed or wiped with a wet cloth

water was crowded until dark, and the Regent's Park
had also a very large assemblage of skaters. Several
persons were immersed but no fatal accident occurred.

On Wednesday upwards of 10,000 men, women, and
children were congregated upon the Serpentine, in-

cluding several members of the Skating Club and non-
commissioned officers of the Guards. Several skating
matches were performed for sums of money, and at

night lighted flambeaux and coloured fires were em-
ployed to enliven the proceedings, and some scores of

link-bearers were engaged in showing lights for *he

authorised person, and the statements of most of) months, and the husband seemed to have a ereat
1 „-

,
^. ._i._^:.

^ ....._. T^_. !__:,.
affectiou foF thc elder child, but did uot puy the othcr
any attention. On Saturday morning he appeared
quite well, hut in the atternoou his conduct was observed
to be rather strange, and on Sunday morning he came
down to breakfast with only his shirt on, bringing his
favourite child with him. lu the middle of the day the
servant girl went to church, leaving all thefamily at home,
and when she returned about 5 o'clock she co\^ld hear and
see nothing stirring in the house. She therefore went to

hem have been reduced to writing. Besides discover-

ing the fact, previously unascertained, that a chest

flannel, similar to that found with the dead body,

by one of the inmates of Road Hill

Hughes and Korris are said to have
that a pair of India-rubber goloshes

were seen, shortly after the discovery of the murder, at

the bottom of the spiral staircase of Mr. Kent's house,

and that they liad the appearance of having been

had been worn
House, JMessrs.

also ascertained

th. Another her mother's, which was close by, and duiin^ the evening!
point of some interest, respecting wiiicb they hope to she proceededtoGreenw\'iy^s house three times,butall was
discover evidence, is, that the bedgown; whicli has

;

silent, and the girl concluded that her master and mis-
trtss had gone to Parnlmrst to chapel. About 9 o'clock
a neighbour heard a child cry, And a noise ia a hedge
adjoining Greenway's premises. A search was insti-

tuted, which ended in the discovery of the younger
child in the ditch. The elder child was subsequently
found ill bed, while at the front door of the house

formed the subject of so much speculation and inquiry,

was not the only missing article of wearing apparel,

but that a pair of stockings will likewise have, in some
way, to be accounted for. They have also, it is said,

ascertained a great deal having relation to the point of

animus. They have been in correspondence with the

nursemaid, Elizabeth Gough, and have also hud inter- the mutilated body of ^Irs. Greeiiway, who appeared to

was

views with, and made inquiries of, every Inmate of

Road House on the night of the murder, with one
skaters to pursue their evolutions. During the day special exception. They have also had more thtin one

have been dead for several hours. Her throat was cut
down to the bone from the front, there was a cut on
the right cheek, down tlirough her dress to the breast

11 persons were tripped and thrown do^\'n by the skaters
I
meeting with members of the Trowbridge bench of

|

bone, another from the wound in the throat down to
and their heads cut, and one man broke through

j

justices. The process by which they have been working opposite the fourth rib, where the chest was penetrated.

and the banks
nobility drawn
A boy whilst
his leg broken.

the ice but was rescued without serious injury- The
Long Water in Kensington Gardens had about 6000
skaters upon the ice, but no accidents occurred. The
Round Pond had about 2000 skaters,

were crowded with members of the
together to witness the evolutions,

standing on the ice fell down and had
In St. James's Park the number of skaters was about
4000, and several immersions, five of which were of
rather a serious charactor, took place during the day.
The Regent's Park had about 10,000 skaters, several of
whom were seriously injured by having their lieads cut
open by being thrown down. In Victoria Park one
gentleman had his skuU fractured by falling on the ice.

On Thursday the ornamental waters in all the parks
were again visited by many thousands of people, but
in consequence of the change of weather the ice was
very unsafe and many accidents occurred, none of
them however of a firtal character.

The Proposed Nfsv Bridge oyer the Thames.—
At the last meeting of the Lambeth vestry it wns
unanimously resolved to support the application
intended to be made to Parliament in the ensuing
sesBiou for the incorporation of a company to make a
new bridge to coniiect Church Street, Lambeth, with
Market Street, Westminster. It w^as stated at the
meeting that the new bridge would be an extensive
and highly appropriate structure, and coiitribute
largely to the interests of Lambeth and the convenience
of the metropolis gonerally.

The ruJSLic Healtu. — The llc^latnir'Gcnernl's

weekly report states that tlie deaths registered in Lon-
don in tiie week that ended Saturday, December 22,

were 1269. In the corresponding weeks of the 10 pre-

vious years the average number was 1205, which cor-

'rected for increase of population, becomes 1326. The
present return therefore is 57 below the average,

'During the week the births of 877 boys and 903 girls,

"in all 1780 children, were registered in London. In the

10 corresponding weeks of the years 1850-59 the aver-

age number was 1519.

l^iobinctaL
of the Eclitif

Mary's Hall,

COTKNTRY.—At the weekly meeting
'Committee held on Wednesday in St.

fLord Leigh, the chairman, congratulated the committee
on the success which had attended their efforts in

raising .subscriptions, the aggregate of which now
-amounted to nearly 12,000?, ; but, although the amount
appeared large, when the extent of the distress- around
them and the severity of the weather were taken into

consideration, he thought it necessary that they should

persevere in their eflbrts in order to make adequate pro-

vision for the requirements of the present condition of

"the population.

Durham.—The execution of Milner Lockey for the
•murder of Harrison, at TJrpetii, and that of Thomas
"Smith, for the murder of John Baty, at Winlaton, took
place on Thursday morning in the front of the county
:gao\, in the presence of 10,000 persons, comprising

pitmen, sailors, boys, women and girls, the number of

young boys present being very large. Smith tirst took

his place on the drop with great firmness, and looked

stronger and less agitated than he did at his trial.

Lockey immediately ioUowed, and maintained his self

possession until the cap wiis phiced over his face. His

head then sank on his breast; he trembled violently,

and would have fallen if he had not been supported by
•one of the wardens. The bolt was almost immediately

drawn, and the two men died apparently without a

•struggle. The bodies hung the usual time, and were

then buried within the precincts of the prison.

Fbome,—The interest in the child murder at Boad
Hill House has been revived by the searching inquiries

which are making^ by Messrs. Hughes, and Norris, of the

Bath police, and by the announcement that they have

obtained much additional evidence of an important

character. It appears that during repeated visits to

the neighbourhood, they have seen about thirty

during their inquiries is an exhaustive one; in

other words, they try the evidence by all the
theories which have been suggested, and also receive

anything that has the slightest relation to

the event to see if any new one offers for investigation.

It is due to them to state that they are not animated
in the difficult dnd expensive task they have under-
taken by any hope of reward, as even if they succeed

in tracing the offender to justice, the stringent rules of

the Bath Watch Committee will not admit of their

receiving anything; nor did they start with any
sanguine expectations of success. It is not yet known
what precise shape Messrs. Hughes antl Norris's future

proceedings will take. Should their expectations in

regard to one matter of evidence be realised, their

course will probably be a very direct and decisive one.

Should they not be successful to that extent, and should

the coroner's inquiry be re-opened, they may, perhaps,

present the evidence in their possession before that

tribunal. As legards the application for the writ ad
melius inqidrendnm, it is stated that the coroner, Mr.
Sylvester, is busily engaged in preparing affidavits in

answer to those presented to the Court of Queen's
Bench by the Attorney-General, and that the applica-

tion to make the rule nisi absolute 'will be resisted.

Leeds.—On Tuesday afternoon a terrible accident

occurred at the house of Mr. W. Longley, Park Street,

in tins town. A boiler in the kitchen exploded, killing

Mrs. Longley on the spot and severely iniuruig Mr.
Longioy, his daug>iter, and a servant girl. The boiler,

which WU3 mudo of cast Iron, was an ordlnur^ aull-fectl-

ing boiler for cooking purposes. It is supposed that it

Ijad become red-hot, owing to the feeding pipe having

become frozen, thus preventing the boiler being

gradually refilled as it became empty ; and that

when the ice in the feeding pipe had thawed,

the cold water rushing into the red hot boiler

generated a quantity of explosive steam,

caused the boiler to burst instantaneously,

noise of the explosion was very loud, and its

quences most di^astrous. The door and window of the

kitchen were blown out, the walls were nearly destroyed,

the furniture smashed, and the window of an adjoining

room shattered to pieces. Mrs. Longley's body was
shockingly mutilated, the skin of her face was scalded

off, and the eyes forced Irom their sockets, Mr.
Longley was so severely scalded and contused on the

head and face that he lies in a precarious state. Tlie

servant girl was also much cut and bruised. Miss Long-
ley, the eldest daughter, who is about 25 years of age, ;

1 1 ri 1 1 T. '--J __i. J !
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conse-

and another across the chin to the jawbone. In the
kitchen, immediately in front of the fireplace, was
a pool of blood, and near it lay two masses
of the deceased's hair, coagulated with blood,
and evidently torn violently from her head.
The murder, no doubt, took place in the kitchen, as

there was no derangement of the furniture of the
apartment, so that it did not appear that any great
struggle had taken place. The husband was mean-
while nowhere to be found, and a search in all directions

proved fruitless. Ou Tuesday morning, however, he
went to a person at Elstead and a.skud for money, but
as iuforuiation of the '.nurder had reached that place,

he was immediately taken into custody. On examina-
tion it was found that his shirt was very bloody on the
sleeves. He was taken before one of the county
magistrates, at Midhurst, and remanded to Pefcworth

gaol. It is presumed that the murder was committed
with a razor, which was found covered with blood,

together with a butcher's steel, near the pool of blood

in the kitchen. The inquest terminated 011 Saturday,

when the jui'y returned a verdict of Wilful Murder
against the prisoner, who was committed for trial a
the next assizes.

PoKXSMOTJTH.—A naval court-martial was held last

week on board the Victory for the trial of Commander
Power and I\lr. M'Farlane, the commander and master

of her Majesty's ship Perseverance, which was wrecked
on a reef of rocks otf the north-west port of Mayo, Cape
Verde. It lasted four days, one of which was de^
to till' cle/oii^e, TljQ Gaxirt voi-nninofi In r];'l i!ii?riitl011,

above four hours, and sentenced Commander Power to

be severely reprimanded and to lose one year's rank.

They also severely rex'rimanded Mr. M'Farlane, with the

loss of three years' rank, accompanied by the observa-

tions, that there was no evidence of currents to account

for the loss of the ship, nor to account for her being

16 mile.s out of her course; that precautions were not

taken where currents were known to eilst in running"

between the islands; that soundings were not taken

with the deep sea or hand lead hues, nOr was the master

on deck, as he ought to have been, wheu the watch
was left in charge of a warrant officer. The Court

found that the conduct of the remaining officers

anil crew after the grounding of the vessel was

deserving of special mention, and that Commander
Power's conduct on the vessel stranding, and

the coolness and decision of his measures in getting

the women and children, with the troops, on shore, and

providing for their safety, were deser\ uig ail praise,

had one of her legs broken in two places, and was
|

A daring highway robbery with violence, took place on

much burnt and scalded on the face and chest, Mr. ; Saturday morning in broad dajhght, in the village of

Longley is a partner in the firm of Messrs. Thomas
Longley & Sons, builders, and is u member of the

Leeds Town Council.

Neavport.—Though a large number of men liave

been at work night and day in "shifts" of six hours

each at the Risca pit, only eleven bodies have been

recovered since Saturday week. This slow progress

will give some idea ot the damage done by the

explosion, and the extent to which the workings have
been ruined. Three of the bodies recovered were

Melton near this town. It appears that Pay-Sergeant

Thomas Davis, of the Royal Marine Artillery, was pro-

ceeding from his house at Kingston to Fort Cumber-

land, the head-quarters of the corps, with the sum

of lOlZ. IQs. for the purpose of paying the men, and

had got as far as the school-rooms in Melton at half-

past 7 o'clock, when he received a violent blow under

the lett ear, and on partially turning round, imme-

diately received another on the right temple, which

felled him to the ground iiisensible. Ou partially

I-

sliehtly injured ; the other had compound fracture ot I regaining consciousness he discovered two nieii in>he

the shoulder, and both legs fractured. The coroner's act of rilling his pockets, but they no sooner touud that

the sergeant gave signs of re-animation than they made

sufferers. The Mayor of Bristol has also called a

meeting for the same purpose.

Pet"\vokth.—A shocking murder was committed on

Sunday week at Henley Hili, near Farnhurst, a little vil-

lage on the borders of Sussex and Surrey. A man called

Greeuway, who was well to do in life, and occupied a

house in the village, returned on the previous Friday

has occurred in the village of Pilton, about 3 miles

from this town, the victim being Mrs. Orledge the wife

of Mr. William Orledge, a farmer and owner of con-

siderable landed property in the village. Mrs. Orledge

died on the 4th inst. and at the inquest, which was

adjourned from time to time up to Saturday last, Mrs.

Elizabeth Fussell, mother of deceased, deposed that her

witnesses, among -whom
testimony has disclosed

•who had not previously

are five or six whose
points of importance, and
been interrogated by any

t

years or age

have lived in perfect harmony together. They had

two children, aged respectively 21 years, and eight

with them ever since they were married, --^d had

repeatedly seen him strike her aad 9ing ihinss at ^^r
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itliout tUu Hh'rhiL'ht prdvucuLiou. Un one ocviuiou, , account of the receipts atid disbursements of the oom-w
^bile tliey were comirg from Wells, he beat her uboiit

the bead and shoulders with his walking i t ck nn til it was

broken, and she expected he would have killed her.

She was so bad that she was obliged to be bolstered

up in bed. She bad been to Sheptou several

times to get ont of the way of his violence, and on one

occasion she took out a sumniOHS against hlni. Ou the

22d Aiigust the jnother was from home, but was sent

fjr and found her daughter in a neighbour's house, with

two black eyes, and blood about her dress. She com-

plained of haying gre;it pains in her bosom, where she

said her husband had given her blow alter blow, while

she was crying "Murder!" The nipple was gone and

the breast very hard and swollen, ami, although the

mother tried every means in her power, she was never

able to get it right again. A surgeon was called in

about a fortnight after, but she got worse and woi'se

until the time of her death. Other evidence was given

to show that the husband had repeatedly treated his

wife with great brutality. The coroner told the jury

that it was their duty to ascertain whether deceased

died from violence or natural causes;

whom that violence was inflicted

;

whether the offence amounted to

slaughter. After a short deliberation, the jury unani-

mously agreed to a verdict of " Manslaughter," atid a

warrant was immediately issued for the prisoner's appre-

iiension and committal. Bail to any an]Ount was

offered jbr his release, but was refused, and he is now
incarcerated at the gaol of this town, awaiting his trial

at the next assizes.

SUNDEKIAND.—A fatal explosion took place at Hetton
Colliery on Thursday the 20th, which has been the cause

of great excitement and sorrow in this district. The
colliery is the property of the Hetton Coal Company,
and is situated about nine miles south of Sunderlanf',

Ou Tuesday the Lyons pit, which is 150 fathoms in

depth, was closed in consequence of some repairs in the

shafts, and in the meantime one of the furnaces was
extinguished. On Thursday night the pit was again
in working order, and upwards of 35 miners went to

work. A fearful explosion of gas shortly afterwards took
place, whereby 20 miners were killed, the rest having a
narrow escape. On Saturday morning nine oi' the dead
bodies were found and brought to the hank, and nearly
all the others have since been recovered. In con-

sequence of this explosion the operations at the colliery

have been suspended for the present.

if by yiolence, by
and then to see

murder or man-

mittec. The report having been approved and adopted,'

it was unanimously resolved, on the motion of the Rev,

Dr. Kobson, seconded hy Jlr. Dalglish, M.P. :

—

"That this meeting emphatically declares its contimied
confidence in the great leader of the Italian patriots, Gen.
Garibaldi. It records its admiration of his wonderful ffenius,

his pure patriotism, his unsullied character, and his lieioic

bravery; and rejoit:e,=j that, by the blessing of Almighty God,
and the inf-trumentality of his band of heroes, he has raised

Italy and the Italians from their abasement to their high place

among the nations of the world."

Great Explosion op Gas at Glasgow.—On
Wednesday morning duriiig some repairs to the gas pipes

at the Bridge Street vStation of the Glasgow and South-

western Railway, an explosion toolc place, which nearly

destroyed the booking office and Inggiige depot, and
shook the houses at a distance of 500 yards. One of

the railway porters had his leg broken, and some other

persons were knocked down and scorched, but fortu-

nately no lives were lost.

The Tei-centenary of the Reformation in

ScoTLAND.—On the 20th inst. the tri-centenary of the

Scottish Keformation was celebrated in Glasgow. Edin-

burgh, and other towns, in the manner of an ordiriary

but the others escaped without any serious injuries^

Notwithstanding the cries of the passengers the train

reached Blyton, 4^ miles from the scene ot the accident,

before it was discovered by the engiiie-driver^or guards.

The Karl of Mexbokough died on Christmas Day, at the
residence of his son-in-law, the Hon. Colonel Linlsay, M.P., in

Portman Square, afier a short illness, in his 77th year. The
Ri^ht Hon. John Savile. Earl of Mexborough, of Lififord.

county Donegal, Viscount Pollington, of Ferns, and
Baron Pollington, of Longford, in the peerage o?
Ireland, was only aon of the second earl, by tfie daughter
and heir of Mr. John Stevenson, of East Biimham»
Ducks. He was born in 1783, and manned in ia07, Lady Anne
Yorke, eldest daughter of the third Earl of Hardwicke, by
whom, who survives, he leaves three sons and a daughter.

Viscount Pollington, the Hon. and Rev. Philip Yorke Savile,

the Hon. Charles Stuart Savile, and Lady Sarah, marvieci to the

Hon. Colonel Lindsay, iAl.P., of the Grenadier Guards. His
lordship is succeeded" by his eldest son, Jolin Charles George,

Viscount Pollington, bora in 1810, and married in 1842, to Lady
Rachel "Walpole, eldest daughter of the late Earl of Orford, by
whom he has an onlv son, John Horace, born in 1S43. The
present peer was jSl.P. for Gattou in 1S3I, and for Pontofracfc

from 18.35 to 1847.

Sunday. T^.e churches were open for divine worslnp J^^^- .^"^rS^-ko^ion^^^^^^^^^
and very fully attended. The day was also celebrated

i ^^^^ j^^gt promising officers of the British army, and one of the

in London by a public meeting in Freemasons' Hall,

the Hon. A. Kinnaird. M.P., in the chair, which was
attended by the Rev. Dr. Gumming, Rev. Dr. Hamilton,

and many other eminent ministers of the three branches

of the Presbyterian Church of Scotland.

Child ;MtiEDER liN" Wigtownshire.—At the High
Court of Justiciary last we^k, Margaret Hannah was

charored before the Lord Justice-Clerk, Lord Ardmillan,

and Lord Neaves, with having murdered her inf^int child

by suffocating it with leaves or herbage in a plantation

. . pi'oniismg
most accomplished members of the Royal Artillery. Of both

the theory and practice of his profession he was a master, and'

just before his departure for China he published a little volume,-

entitled "Soldiers and their Science," which combined an-

epitome of the art of war with the expression of military

views, that showed the author to have brought not merely
great research, but a vigorous intellect tohearupon the subject.

When the China expedition was organised it was felt that the

ai-tillery staff should be so selec^od that the scientific results

expected from the Armstrong gun should be manifested under
able observation. Accordingly Brigadier Crofton, command-
ing the artillery, selected Captain Brabazon for the post of

Deputy-Assistant Quartermaster-General ; and up to the day
on the farm of Back-of*the-\Vall, in the parish of Old on which he volunteered to accompany Mr. Loch to the Chinese

The Irish Vicerotaltt.—The Morning Post a
few days since contained an article recommending the

Luce, Wigtownshire. There was an alternative charge
of concealment of pregnancy. The prisoner pleaded

Not Guilty. The jury by a majority found her Guilty,

but unanimously recommended her to mercy on account

of the excitable state of her mind. The prisoner, who
had been taken below during the absence of the jnry,

was again removed during the preparation of the

sentence, and was brought back in evidently a very

weak and overcome condition. The Lord Justice

Clerk, addressing the jury, said—The Court have no
power to deal

upon it, but I

Secretary of State this evening. His lordship then

put on the black cap, and, addressing the prisoner, read

the sentence of the Court, which was, that she should

be executed at Stranraer, on Monday morning the 7th

January next. When the prisoner, who was standing,

lines, he was looked to by the heads of the expedition, both

French and English, as one of the most valuable ofBcersofa

statT in itself singularly efficient. Captain Brabazon was the

eldest son of Major Brabazon, late of the 15th Hussars, and of

Brabazon Park, county >fayo and a near relative of Colonel

Ouaeley Higgins. for several years M.P. for that county.

i Colonel Hugh Owen died on the 17th inst, in Ms 76th year.

I

He began his military career in the Shropshire Volunteers, of

: which he was gajietted captain in 1803. In 18ii6, on the recom-

i mendation of Lord Comberuiere, he was ajipointed comet in

I

the 16th Light Dragoons, and emb.'^rked for Portugal in 1809.

During the earlv campaigns he was the outpost and skirmish-

ing ofiicer in the cavalry aff.iirs of Albergaria, Greijo, and

1 with vour recommendation, or to act Oporto, as far as Salumonde. At the batiloof Talavera he com-

qhill til-t^ rire th-it it is forwarded to the m=mded the skirmishers of the 14th, m h. and 23d Light Dra-
shall cake caie t uic it ^ lorwaruea ro tne

German Hussars. In ISlo he was gazetted-

captain of cavalry, under Marshal Beresford, and was acting

aide-de-camp to Sir Henrv Fane, coninianding the rear-guard^

of General Hill's division on the retreat to tlte lines of Torres

Vedras. He was aftei-.vurds brigade-major to Sir Loftus Otway,

commanding four Regiments of Portugueeo cavalry, when
occupying' the lines of Torres Vedras; and subsequently

heard her sentence, she burst into loud aobblnff, and
\
brigade-major and aide-de-camp to Sir Benjamin D'Urban,

you no liin? commaudiiik- fuur other Regiments of Portuguepe cavalry.

Ministry to look to Austria and ponder well what cen-

tralisation has done for her. They argue that it would
supply the repeal party with fresh arguments for sepa-

ration, and that if Ireland had an independent Parlia-

ment and 80,000 Volun'teers, Lord Palmerston would
hardly venture to propose such a measure.

The Papal Brigade.—It is stated that the expense

of bringing home the brigade was 7596Z. 4>9, 2d., of

which 2S94!l. 4vs. 9d. is yet nnpaid. The Ei^ening

Packet says that the Court of Kome did not contribute

a single ducat to the fund for bringing them back, and
that if a subscription had not been got up for the

purpose in Ireland it is hard to say what would have
become of them. Among the items of the balance-

sheet there is cost of transport from Genoa to Jlar-

seilles, 1800?.; from Marseilles to Paris, 1074^; from
Paris to Havre, 1020^!. ; to which is to be added the

transport from Havre to Cork, and the special trains on
the Irish railways. The total expenditure for travelling

exceeds 4500Z., and the " welcome" at Cork cost the
round sum of 2270Z.

Oh, will you
hae mercy; will yon, will you? Oh, dear me, ara I

to be hanged ? " With the assistance of the officers

she was then removed down stairs, calling for mercy in

the same way. The Queen has since commuted the

sentence to penal servitude for life.

_ o f-;"'- ?" \'itUTu%. h*' \ed fcbo hrf^tdo into

action, and was subsequently promoted to a raaiority. In
1815 ho was promoted to the rauk of lieut. -colonel, with
orders to organise and discipliue the 6th Portuguese
Regiment, which he rendered BO efficient that it became
famous in the civil war in Portugal, uuder the title of " Os
Dragoens de Chaves.'* In 18-20 he accompanied Lord Beresford

to Rio, and was sent home witb despatches, as brevet-colonel

to the 4th Regiment of Portuguese cavalry. On his arrival at

Lisbon, finding that the Government had been superseded,

and that Lord Beresford and all British officers had been sum-
marily disuiisSLid by the new Government, he retired into

private life. During the subsequent civil war he was offered

by Don Pedro the rank of general officer or an appointment as

personal aide de-camp ; but not having permission from his
* , , .. , these honours.

der d'Aviz,
also received

^ ., .
medal with

thrown off the line by the collision, and the occupants of \ four'clasps fi>r Talavera, Albuera/ Vitttria, and the. Pyrenees,

the special train, m;iny of whom were ladies, were of i
and three Spanish medala,

saailUjai)^.

Accident on the Ttnb Railway. On the night I

course a good deal alarmed, but not one of them was hurt. The Rev. Dr. THoiiPsoy, D.D., Rector of Lincoln College,

Oxford, died on Wednesday at his lodgings Id the College,

KeGENT's Canal Railway.—A prospectus has been : after a long illness. He took the degree of B.A. in 1823, and

The Loed Rectoeshie or Abeedeen.—The election

of Lord Rectorof the University of Aberdeen took place

on Friday at Marischal College, when the votes were
equal, the majority of students in two out of the four

nations being in favour of each of the candidates,—Sir

Ai^drew Leith Hay and Mr. Maitland, Solicitor- General

;

bvt uumerically Sir Andrew Hay had a majority of 38.
At a meeting of the proonr ' ^s wItu'U took pla.-e inin>e-

diately after the poll was declared, rrincipal Campbell
intimated his intention of exercising the privilege

which, he believed, rested with him, of giving the cast-

ing vote in favour of Mr. Maitland. A meeting of the

students in. the faculties of arts, divinity, law, and

medicine w4s held at night, when it was niiainmously

resolved to resist, by every lavvful means, the claim of

Principal Campbgil to the casting vote in the election.

Associated Societies oe Edinburgh Univer-

SIXY.—The poll for the election of an Honorary Presi-

dent of the Associated Societies of Edinburgh Univer-

sity took place on the 17th; and at its close the

numbers were—Professor Aytoun, 177; Mr. Thackeray,

77 ; and Mr. Ruskin, 58.

The Glasgow Garibaldi Fund. — On Friday

evening a soiree of the suhserlbers to the Garibnldi

Fund, and their friends, was held in the City Hall,

Gla.sgow ; Mr. Buchanan, M.P., in the chair, when a

report of the proceedings was read, together with an

issued of this Railway with a capital of 650,000/. in 10/.

shares The proposal is to enlarge the basin of the

I

Regent's Canal at Limehouse, and to build a steam-

boat pier and a railway along tlie canal from Liinehoti^e

to Maiden Lane. It will pass through Stepney, Jlile

. End, Hoxton, and Islington, and connect with the

London and Korth-Western, the Great Northern, the

Metropolitan, and the Blackwall Railways at King's

Cross and Camden Town. The railway will not inter-

fere with the working of the canal, and is expected to

bring additional business to it.

Collision on" the Midla>"d.— On Saturday thelSfch

at noon, the fast train from Leeds to London ran into

the Doncaster train, which was behind time, at Swinton,

the junction of the Doncaster and Sheffield branch with

the main line. The engine of the Doncaster train was

hurled down an embankment. It struck the parapet of

the bridge which at this point passes over the canal,

but did not fall into it. HjuI the coupling chains

remained intact, or had the train been a few yards in

advance, the loss of life must have been fearful. As it

was, no fatal results ensued ; in fact, but few of the

passengers were bruised, and no bones were broken.

None of the passengers in the fast train were injured.

Seeious Accidext on the Manchester and
Hull.—On Wednesday night one of the wheels of a

third class carriage attached to the last through train

from Manchester to Hull came off near the Gains-

borough station, and threw the carriage upon its side

while the train was going at full speed. The car-

riage was speedily smashed to pieces, and several of the

passengers, 20 in number, were thrown upon the rails,

which were covered with snow. One of them sustained

a fracture of the skull and is not expected to recover;
|

was elected to a Fellowship soon afterwards. He served various

I College offices between 1823 and ia4u, in which latter year he
was presented by his College to the rectory of Cdb'ington, in

Berkshire, which he held till 1853. In 1S51. on the death of

Dr. Radford, he was elected Rector of the College, after a very

severe contest, which excited much attention in Osford. Aa
appeal was made to the Visitor against the election, but it was
confirmed bv a decree in April 1852. Dr. Thompson was a
Pro-Vice-Chancellor at the tinte of his death, but had ex-

pressed his intention of declining to serve the office of Vice-

Chancellor, which is offered to all who have been Pro-Vice-

Chaucellors in rotation. lie was also Rector of Twyford,

Berks,—a living annexed to the rectorship of the College.

3lR. Alfred Buns, formerly well known as the lessee of

Drury Lane and Covent Garden Theatres, died at Boulogne on
the '20th inst. fi-om au attack of apoplexy. He h^d for some time

retired from public life, and had becomeamember of the Roman
Catholic Church.

WiLLd.—The will of the Right Rev. Dr. Pepys, Bishop of

Worcester, has been -tworu under 50,000*. ; L^xdy Mjicdonald,

7000^, ; Mr. Walter Conlson, Q.C., 1*2,000^.

BIRTHS.—On the i!lst inst, at Caldoon, W '^-.nahipe, the
wife of James Caihd, ll-iq., M.P., of a son— iOtb inrt^ at
Tonbridge Wells, the Viscountess Falmouth, of a won—23d inst,

at I::uxton Hall, tbc I^dy £.mma A.sDtJtTGS. of a daughter—
lilst inst, at Avisford House, Sussex, Lady BAWtiiffSoat, i)fa*on.
.MAIIRIAGK.S.-On the i!OtU inst, at St. Mrirylehono Church,

Captain Charle8 Yehey, H.N., son of the lit© Hon. and
Rev. Arthur Vesey, to IIarkiet Alicr Siifffikld Grack,
eldest daughter of the late Sh^..._ld Grace, Esq., of
Knnwle, in the county of Su.sscx, and granddaughter of

the late Lieut. -General Sir Jolm li imilton, Bart., G.C.T.S.

—Ist ult, at Ootacamund, East Indies. H, J. Lkes, Esq.,

COth Rifles, eldest son of Sir J. Lees, Bart, to

Chari^tte. daughter of the late W. M'TAOOAfcT, Esq.

—15th ult, at Benaws, James W. Dfwar, Major
in H.M.'s 77th Regiment, second son of the late

Sir James , Dewar, Chief Ju-*tice of Bomlxiy, to Anse Maria
Charlotte, only daughter of the late Baron Alexanper dk
^TEiGER. of Berne, SwitJ^crland—I'^thiust, at St. Mary MagdA-
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lene, Hastings, Colonel Harris Greathed, C.B, of Uddons,
Dorset, to Ellkn Mary, second daughter of the Rev. Gkorge
TrFNELL, of Thornton Watlass, Yorkshire—ISth inst, at
Milton, near Lymingtnn, Hants, Major-General Witxiam
Donald Robertson, of H.M.'s Amry in India, to Elizabeth,
third daughter of Capt. Stockdale, R.N
DEATHS.—At Torre Mount, Torquay, Anne'Wynell, widow

of the late Right Hon. Thomas Pkregrin'e Col^rtenay, aged. 75—23d inst, at Woodlands. Choshunt, Herts, the residence of
Robert Diggles, Esq., Eliza, widow of the late George Moore,
Esq,, and sister of the late Right Hon. Sir Edward Thornton,
aged 91—17tli inst. at Lezayre. Isle of Man, Laura, youngest
daughter of the late Sir Harry Scrivenor—20th inst, at Bath,
Lieutenant- General J. J. Willes, RM., aged 71—loth inst,

at 62, Welbeck Street, Ann Juuet Cuthbert, only sister of
tilelate Brigadier-General Thomas Stevenson, C.B., Bombay
Artillery, aged72—18th inst, at Clifton. Agnes Maria, daughter
of the late Colonel W. Dalrymple, of Fordel, Scotland, aged 75
—l;?th inst, at Westhay, Wringion, R. Bakek, Esq, a Deputy-
Lieutenant and Magistrate for the county of Somerset, a^ed76—
15th inst, at Paignton, Devon, Colonel T. W. E. Holdsworth,
late of the 2d or Queen's Royals, youngest son of the late

A. H. iloldsworth. Governor of Dartmouth Castle—19th inst.

at 25, Hans Place, Knightsbridgo, Mrs. Jervis, relict of the
late Thomas Jervis, and sister of the late John Disney, Esq.,
^)f the Hyde, Ingatestone. Essex—26th ult, the Rev. William
-GOODENOUGH Bayly. D.C.L., Vicar of Fittleworth, and for

25 years Incumbent of Midhurst, Sussex, Rural Dean, and late

Fellow of New College, Oxford, aged 55—12th inst, at Wilne-
eote, Robert Watkin Lloyd, M. \., formerly Fellow of St.

John's College, Catnbiidge, and for 42 years lucumbuiit of
Wilnecote and Wigginton, aged 77—20th ult, at Secunderabad.
India, Charlotte, wife of Captain George Fokbks, of the 5th
Madras Light Cavalry, and youngest daughter of William
Thomas Branoe. Esq., of H.M.'s Mint—24th inst. Mr. John
Milne, of the firm of Milne & Co., Vauxhail Nursery.

iiflaikn:?

COVENT GARDEN, Dec. 29.

The severe weather which we are now experiencing has
caused moat things to reaUse better prices tiiau they hitherto
have done. Pine Apples have not altered but Gnipea are a
good deal dearer. Omnges may still be obtained at about
last week's prices. Good Cobs may be had at from Is.

to Is. 6d. per pi>und. Cabbages, Carrots, and Turnips may
be obtained in quantity. Cauliflowers ai'e dearer, and so are
most kinds of winter Greens. Potatoes realise from 6s.

-to 8s. per cwt. Asparagus and French Beans may now be
had, but prices for them are high. Cucumbers are scarce.
Holly and other Christmas Evergreens are now plentiful. Cut
flowers chiefly consist of Orchids. Gardenias, Chrysanthe-
mums, Violets, Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT
Pine Apples, per lb., 4a to 8s
drapes, per lb., 6s tu lOs
Pomegranates, each, 4d to 6d
Pears, per doz., is to 3s

Apples, per doz.. 6d to Is 6d
Oranges, per 100, 6s to 10a
Lemons, per 100. 6a to lOa
Nuts, Cob, per lb,, Is to Is 6d

^Cauliflowers, each, 6d to 8d
Greens, per doz., 6s to 8s
Cabbages, do., 28 to 3s
Potatoes, p. ton, lOOa to 130s— per bus., 3s to 43— per cwt., 5s to Ss
-Carrots, per bunch, 8d
Turnips, per bunch, tid ^
•Spinach, p. sieve, 4s to Ss
Cucumbers, each, Is 6d to 3s
Artichokes, per doz., 4s to da

Beet, perdoz.. Is t'd to 2a

VEGETABLES.
Onions, p. ^ sieve. Is 6d to 2s6d
Asparagus, p. bundle,10sto30a
Seakale, p. punnet,3s to 3s 6d
Shallots, per lb., 6d to Sd
Garlic, per lb.. 6d to 8d
Lettuces, Cabb., per score, Is
to Is 6d

Lettuces, Cos, do.. Is to Is 6d
Endive, p. score, la to Is Cd
HorscRad(sh,p.bun.,lstidto48
Mushrooms, p. pott., 2sto33
Paralej', p. 12 bunches. 43 to 6s

•Celery, p. bundle. Is 6d to laOd Suvory, per bunch, 2d to 4d

HAY.—Per Load of Thirtv-six Trusses.

Smithkiefj), Thursday, Dec. 27.

Prime Meadow Hay 75s to 848 I Clover
Superior do, (old) . . 90 110 New Clover
Jufeiior do 40 57
New do — —
Rowtn .... ..30 50

953toll5p

I

Old second cut ..70 95
Straw 3d 36

DAVid& Co.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Dec. 27.

tSup. MendowlIay..l20Btul328 I Inferior Clover .. 90s
* * 70 110 New do.

Straw * *

Inferior do.
New do — —
.Superior Clover , ,118 126

'SVbjtechapel, Thursi>ay, Dec, 27.

« •

108s

..40 45
JosuuA Baker.

73

Fine old iTay .. ..lOOstolOSs
Inferior do 60
Prime New Hay
Inferior do. ..

Straw ,. „: ., 32 36

»

4 •

Fine old Clover . . 112s to ] 20s
Inferior do .. ,.100 103
Fine 2dcut ,. .. 84 92
Inferior do 72 80
Fine New Clover .^ — —

8. B,

44—61
54—67

MARK LANE.—Monday. Dec. 24.

There was scarcely any English Whtnt fresh up from Essex
and Kent to this morning's market, and it met a quick sale
at an advance c# la .to 2s. per qr. upon the prices of this day
se'nnight. Tlie attendance was not Lirge ; nevertheless,
foreign Wheat was generally held lor an impruveraent of about
2s. per qr. upon the rates of ilonday last, at which little
progress could bo made, and eventually Is. per qr. was
accepted even on those descriptions most in request, say
French and American. Picked samples of malting fJarley are
rather dearer; other descriptions bring last week's price.-i.

Beans und Peas are unaltered in value. The Oat trade is tirm.
And we raise onr quotations 6d. per qr. Amex-icJ.u Flour brings
.an advance of 6d per barrel.

Per Imperlal Quarter. Ig. a.t

TTbeat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk. .White 54—oS.Red
•^ — fine selected runs. .ditfco(54—07 Red— — TaJav^ra— Norfolk .,— Foreign

Barley, grind, &diat., 28s to SOs. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling

-Oats, Essex and Suflblk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Pobito
— Foreign Poland and Brew

liYS
Rte-meal, foreign
Beans, Mazagan 368 to 448 Tick— Pigeon 34s— Otis., Wiuda.— Foreign Small
Peas, white, Essex and Kent ..Boilers— Maple —3 to —s Grey
Maize White
FiouB, best marks delivered, .per sack

« » «

51—75
— Red

^0-761
40—45; Malting.
:J0—3<j Malting.
20—24
26—28 Feed ..

26—28 Feed .

.

24—26 Feed .

.

35—38; Foreign.

28—48 Harrow.
34—42 Longpod
40-50 Egyptian

3S—41
40—li

20—25
21—24
20—26

2S—48

33—48
40—42

50-

Sufl'olk

Foreign

.

Yellow..

Country.

40-50
38—48

38-50
-50

-57

2d do dittoISS—50
Eureign .per barrelbo—35lPer suck 40

Friday, Dec. 2S.
During the past eight d:iys we have had several falls of snow

with intense frost, the tiiermometer in some places being
Teiwrted -.is low as 4", and in one instance is" below zero. Thu

severity of the weather has put a stop both to ploughing and »

sowing, and from the reporta that reacli us we fear that less

than two-thirds of the land intended for Wheat has been sown

;

in mau^'- districts also it is rtpresentod as having suffered
much from wire-worm. The late improvement in the Wheat
trade continues, and a further advance in prices of la. to 2s.

per qr. has been general throughout the kingdom. The value
of spring ctun is very firmly maiutained, and buyers of either
kind find it difficult to purchase unless at enhanced rates.

Previous quotations for Flour have been firmly supported, and
in some markets a fui-ther advance was established. During
the past week 14 cargoes have arrived off the coast. The
sales continue on a most limited scale, and have been partly
interrupted through the Christmas holidays, but the tone is

very firm, and prices tend upwards. The arrivals of English
grain this week are very small, of foreii;n Wheat large, Barley
considerable, and Oats and Flour moderate. The market was
very bare of English Wheat, which wovild have sold readily
at is. to 23. per qr. over Monday's prices. The attendance
was small, and foreign Wheat generally held for an advance,
which caused the business transacted to be limited. Barley is

firm at Jlonday's quotations, Oats bring an advance of 6d.
per qr. Barrel Flour being generally held for an advance, the
business done was not extensive.

Arrivals from Dec. 24 to Dec. 28.

entire absence of business in all descriptions of wool depend
on American demand, and it is only in the present null of al
wool that any bushiess is being transacted.

present pull of skrn

South-down Hog- a.

gets 1

Half-bred ditto.. 1

Down Ewes . . 1
Kent Fleeces . . 1

d. s.

7 to 1

8 —
5 — 1

7 — .

d.

8
Leicest. Wethers 1

Ditto Hoggs , , 1

Combing Skins 1
Blanket ditto ..

Flannel Wool .. 1

6 to
5 -

,

- 1

6 —
- 1

8

English
Irish .

.

Foreign

Wheat.

280 qrs.

n
29010 „

Barler.

1260 qrs.

23730 „

Oats.

70 qra.

900

19340

>1

U

FTonr.

530 sks.

f 40
ilU90brls.

Liverpool, Friday, Dec. 28. — There was a moderate
attendance of millers and dealers at our Corn Exchange this
morning. Wheat was in good consumptive demand at an
advance of Id. to 2d. per cental. Flour in moderate request
at 6d. to Is. per barrel dearer ; sacks without change. Indian
Com in limited demand, at 39s. 9d. to 40s for mixed, and 403.
to 41a. for Galatz. Beans 6d. dearer. Other articles a turn
dearer.

Averages Wheat. Barley.
;

Oats. Rjre.

36s 4ti

Beans.

50.S 8UNov. 17.. 58* Id 41s 4(/, 23s Oft— 24.. 56 3 40 11 23 3 34 4 S8 11
Dec. 1 .

.

54 10 39 10 22 3 35 11 48 10— 8.. 52 7 39 2 22 5 35 47 9— 15..
1

51 5 3S 7 22 1 S3 6 45 6— 22.. 52 6 38 6 21 8 35 2

' 35 1

45 2

47 lO'Agg.Aver. 64 4 i 39 9 22 7

eaa.

46s 9d
48 4
45 11

45
43 3
43 10

45 7~

Fluctuations in the Last Six Weeks AvEit&UEa.

Prices. Nov. 17 Nov. 24. Dec. 1. Dec. S.
'

'Dec. 15.

• • « »

»

..1
• *

* *

1 "
r

Dec- 32.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Dec, 24.

Our market to-day is of a very unimportant character in
every departmeut. The supplies are sliort, yet exceedinj^ the
demand, the butchers grenerally having laid in their Christmas
stock. The small amount of business transacted is at nearly
the rates of Monday last, except for Beasts, which are in some
instances considerably lower. From Germany and Holland
there are 140 Beasts, 1200 Sheep, and 4 Calves; from Spain,
49 Beasts; from Scotland, 200; irom Ireland, 200; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 200; ,and 100 from the northern and

PARTNERSHIP.
WANTED, an active Business Man to take a Sha

in a well established KUIiSERY and SEED BUSINEi ,s

in one of the mi'st flourishing sea-port towns iu the south
England. A very moderate amount of money only required.
Apply to B. Z., Mr. Chester, 39, King- Street, Covent Garde
London, W,C,, and to whom references may be made.

WANTED, In a London Nurserv, a person qualifi^ d
to take charge of the PACKING DEPARTMENT. Tie

must have had good practical experience in packing plai-i„.

in pots, and if competent to assist in Paiutiug and Glazing \u
spare time he will be preferred. Wages IS^, perwcek.—Addre l

in own hand-wx-iting, stating age, name, and references, to I
Mr. P. Letrgr 14, Bedford Terrace, Durham Road, HoUoway,

;

ANTED, AN UNDER GARDENER.—He mu.L
be able to Mow and understand his profession. He wiU

have to attend to two Cows, Poultry, i&c. Letters, stating ag-.

if married or single, last employment, and time thoiciu, ai i

wages expected, addressed to A. Z., Oakley's Livery ytabh::-i,

Little Gray's Inn Lane, London. W.C. will meet attention.

ANTED, A SHOPMAN and PROPAGATOR. -
The Shopman to take charge of a small Seedshop a: i

Books in the North. Age from 30 to 40 preferred. Wag
25s. per week. None ueed apply whose character will n

bear strict investigation. The Propagator must nndorstii

his business as propagator, &c. Wages about ISs. per week. -

Address, "Messrs. Hurst & McMullen, 6, Leadeuhall Street,

London, EC. ^ ^
WANTED, an experienced active SHOPMAN, who

thoroughly understands the Retail Seed Trade, Sala;

30.?. per week.—Apply, with references, &c., to George Yat. .

Seed Merchant, Manchestei*.

WANTED, AS ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, in f»

country Seed Business, an active steady young Man,

with a good knowledge of the Trade.—Apply to Mr. Jonv
Edwards, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Co., Wellington Road
'Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

WANT PLA.CES—Letters to be Post Paid

midland counties.
& d s d

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .. 5

Best Short-horns 4
2d quality Beasts 3
Best Downs and
Half-breds . . 5

Do. Shorn . . •

Oto5 4

8 — 5
5 —

4

6

6 to 5 8

6 — 4 10

s d s d
Best Long'wools. 5 — 5 4
Do. Shorn .. • to ,.

Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs — ..

Calves ., .•40 — 50
J Pigs „ „ 4 4 — 5 4

* 14

^

Beasts. 1530 ; Sheep & Lambs, 6470; Calves, 6 ; Pigs, 140 .

Thursday, Dec. 27.

The number of Beasts is very small, and conaequoutly
trade is brisk for them, although the demand is not very
extensive. Prices on the average are about the same as on
Mondaj-. We are also scantily supjilied with Sheep, and good
qualities are rather dearer. Good Calves are in demand, at
higher rates. Our foreign supply consists of 140 Beasts, 50
She-p, and76Culves.
Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools .5 2 — 5 6

fords, &.C. . . 5 2 tc.5 4 Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Best Short-horns 4 10 — 5 2 Ewesffe 2d quality 4 6— 4 10
2d quality Beasts 4 —-4 6 Do. Shorn ,. ., to .,

Best Downs and Lambs — ..

Half-breds . . 5 6 --5 8 Calves . ..4 4 — 5 4
Do. Shorn . . . . — Pigs .. ..44—54
Bcaats, 4G0 ; Sheep & Lambs, 24U0 ; Calves, 90 ; Pigs, 120.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thorough-v

understands his profession in all its various brancht

Throe years' character.—Y. 2., G. Stanly, Florist, High Boa
Lee, Kent, S.E.

]

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no incm -

brance ; understands his profession in all its brancht

Three and a half years' character.—P. P., Plashet Park Hous
East Ham, E;jsex, E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; undt
stands Early Forcing, Fluwor and Kitchen Gardens, ai >

the general management of a nobleman's or gentlemai -

garden.—For character and abilities, address 2, Alraa Plac
Old Brentford, Midale.qox. W.

f^ AKDENER (Head).—Age 28, mnrried, no incuii

Vj br.\nce, practical ; has a thorough knowledge of Ear
and Late Forcing of Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, &c. ; tl

Cultivation of Stove, Greenhouse, Ex<.tic, and New Hollai

Plants, and a thorough Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardene
First-class testimnnials.—A. B.

. 11, Springfield Gardens, K
burn, London, N.W.

f^ AilDENER (Head).-Age 30, married, no i

vjr cumbrance, native of Scotland ; has a thorough practic

knowledge of his profession, including Early and Late Forcii

of all kinds of Fruiis, Flowers, and Vegetables ;"Growing

Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; the Muniigemeut of Flower a;

Kitchen Gardens. Three years and four months* charact

from the gentleman he has just left—T. B., 5, Albion Roa
Hammersmith, London, W. _^^___^_-______-_^

Age 26 : hns

BUTTER MARKET.—Dec. 23.

Best Fresh Butter .. .. ISs. per dozen lbs.

Second do. do. .. .. 16s.* ,,

Pork. 4s. Sd. to 53. Od. per 8 lbs.

had soil

Boot
ai

II

COAL MAPvKET.—Dec. 23.

Walls End Heugh Hall. 248. ; Walls End Cassop, 25s. ;

Walls End Eden Main, 24s ; Walla End Acorn Close, 24s. ;

Holywell, I8s. Od. ; Tanfield Moor, 18s. ; West Hartley,
17s. tid. ; Strakcr's Hartley, ITs. 6d. ; Clark's West Hartley,
17a. 6d. ; Davisnn's West Hartley, 179. Od.; Benton Hartley,
JUs. i'd. ; Howui-d's Hiirtley, 173. 6d. ; Laiiabert's Hartley,
17s. od.— 132 ships ut market.

POTATOES.-SouTHWARK, Mnnday, Dec. 24.

During the past week the aiTiva!.'? both coastwise and by
rail have been exceedingly large, and trade very dull at a con-

siderable reduction. The following are this day's quota-

tions i—i'ork Regents, llOs. to 13U3. per ton; Lincolnshire

do., lOOs. to 12i s.; Dunbar do.. 120s. to 140s.; Perth, Forfar, and
Fife do., 105s. to 115s. ; Rocks and Reds, 90s. to 05s ; French
Whites, 90s. to 100s.; ^Belginn do., S53. to 90s.; Dutch do.,

80s. to S5.S.

HOPS.—Borough Market, Fkidat. Dec. ZS

Messrs. Pattenden & Sioith report that the market
continues in the s;inie quiet state as for some days pn,st, which
is xisual at this period of the year.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Friday, Dec. 28.

The state of American politics ba-s completely put a stop U>

all business dependent ou our connection with the United
States, a dispoi^itiou being entertained on the part of merchHnt>
to await the result of the )>reMent suicidal agitation before

entering into further commercial relations with that cxcitabh
community, and as America taktai so large a portion of oui

niaiiufacUires, wool is con.'-iderabl.v influenced by the pros
perous or adverse state of that Cuutiuent. It need n)t?;ur-

prise any one, therefore, to hear that there is at present an

rriO NURSERYMEN.

-

_L expeiience in the Nursery Trade, keeping Nursery Boo

picking out and executing orders. Wishes to be swnih

employed where he could acquire further knowledge of t 5

business.-0. K.. Gardeners' Chronlclt Office, W.tJ.

\ SSISTANT IN THE SEED TRADE. — Is co

_lX. versant with the London Seed Trade, at present holdi

a coufidenti;d position, a .similar situation, in a City establt

ment.—Alpha, Messrs. Hm^t & Mciiulleu, 6, Leadeun—
Street, City, E.G. _

TO NO&LEMEIM AND CENTLEiVlSN.
QTEWAUD.—Age 40, married, \w incumbrance; r-
iO lived in different localities in the south and north o.

England; has had much jn-actico in Horticulture and Agnc
tuie.—A. Gkkgorv, Caterham, Red H ill, Surrey.

TO NOBLEIVIEIM AND GENTLEIVIEN.

STEWARD Oii IJAILIFF.—Scotch, ago 34; hst-^

had the Management of a large Farm in the neighboi

hood of London for nearly 9 yeai-s, und previous to that h
the Care of a Farm of considerable extent in Fifeshire

;

quite capable to undertake the Management of Laii<i»*^jil

ua-paeity, and can bo highly recnnnieiided by those whodci

has SL-rved.— G. L., Gardeners' Chronicle O&ce, W.C.

ESrATE AGENT ou FA!i"^^TU^.I?^, of a large

Farm.—Age 32, married ; has had the entire control of :*a

estate in the north ; well up to Farming in jts various branches

on the modern systems, and has a good knowledge o( all kin

of Stock. Can undertake Draining, Measuring Timber, t

carrying out of Estate Improvements, Keeping Accounts, ^"

High testimonials from late employer and uthers. No (.-^

jtction to go abroad if with a Protestant gentleman—H. H.,

Post Office, Chester.

BAUJFF (WoRKiNo).—Married, without incu- *-

braucG ; the Advertiser has had great experience ^

Yorksbiri; in the Bretdiug aud Ueuriug of First Class Sht

Homed Cattle and Sheep, and the Management of Life

;nid IIo;ivy Lund, First Class Testimonial, Three yer. >

ohanicten— L- 3L, Foat Office, Aalingtou, near Charl^;'-

L;Lnc:Lslure, _

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
CLKUK.—Age 21; has had live _Year^' expenen

Perfectly understands Eook-keeping and the Nursery j:
^

Sotd trade geaeraily, AVages IL U. per week. Unexcepti
aV»le reftjrecees as to character and ability.—W- M., Fodt Off

Piltdowne, near Uck&eld^ Sussex.


